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A.

Abies Alcoquiana, 23 ; Douglasi, fine stick of,

at Kew, 432 ; firma, 265 ; leptolepis, 23

;

microsperma, 22 ; Tsuga, 23 ; Reginse Amaliae,
755 ; Veitchi, 23

Acciimatation, 239, 1113 ; Society, 575, 1025

;

garden of at Paris, 830
Acer Negundo, variegated 889
Achenia of Pumilio argyrolepis, 4
Aden, Botany or, 622
Adulteration of food, 104 ; of tea, 95, 119 ; of
seeds, 53, 390, 437

Africa, W., Botany of, 74 ; Du Chaillu's book
on, reviewed, 601

Agaricus rimosus, 5 ; vaginatus, 97 ; dealbatus,
var., 312 ; vernus, 480 ; rachodes, 599 ;

Mucidus, 576 ; personatus, 696 ; geotropus,
734 ; platyphyllus, var. repens, 926 : alca-
linus, 1114

Age of trees, how to calculate, 949
Agriculture, American, 106 ; Anglo-Turkish,
915 ; and Commerce, 512 ; Dr. Anderson on
experimental, 817 ; French. 996 ; future of,

413. 417: German, 894; Hungarian, 705;
Italian, 539 ; importance of certain birds to,
796; picture of English, 152, 153; and
railways, 77, 127 ; review of in 1860, 9

Agricultural Benevolent Inst, 442, 462, 853
Agricultural Chemistry, Dr. Anderson's, rev.,
34 ; Dr. Daubeny on, 1074, 1098

Agricultural Hall, new, 996
Agricultural improvement, 104, 630
Agricultural memorauda, 104
Agricultural imports, 997
Agricultural Quarterly Journal, 370
Agricultural progress, 1139 ; Mechi on British,

128, 150 ; Irish, 797, 1033
Agricultural prosperity, 440, 488
Agricultural Professorships, 1073, 1141
Agricultural advancement and public Com-
panies, 226

Agricultural statistics, 780, 742, 745, 799
Ailanthus and sand plants, 674, 676
Alfilerilla, Californian. 107
Allamanda violacea, 927
Alligators, 51
Allotment system, 103
Almanacs, farm, 1016
Almshoebury farm, 993
Aloe, flowering of a variegated, 813
Alpaca, 200 ; in Australia, 106
Alpine plants, Ecuadorian, 337
Alpine Byways, rev., 675
Amaryllids, Andine, 337
America, Botanical Distribution in British
North, 674

American Blight, 867
American Catbird, 27
American horse-power, 857
Anericau inventions, 344
AX? S^^rries, 736, 755 ; and their

American war, effect of on science, 695
Analyses Guano, 976, 642, 698, 718
Anderson s (Dr.) Agri. Chemistry, rev., 34Andropogon formosum, 481
Anemone nemoro^a purpurea, 436
Angler, Stewart's, rev., 554
animal kingdom, divisions of, 628Annual grounds, Carter's, 869
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Araucaria imbricata, 290 ; different hardiness
of seedling, 239 ; wild stations of, 239

;

vitality of a large, 889; Rulei, 868
Army worms, 869
Asparagus, cutting, 484 ; Copper-web Fungus,

502
Asphalte flooring, 997
Aspidistra elatior, 622
Asplenium obtusilobum, 696
Asters, China, 832
Atmospheric electricity. 696
Aucuba, green leaved, 735
Auriculas, George Lightbody, 944; deformed
blooms of, 434

Australian farming, 896 ; horticulture, 1006 ;

exploring expedition. 672; vegetation, 947,
6 19 ; tree, new, 580 ; vineyards, 1067

Avenues, Parisian, 810

Botanic Gardens of Yeddo, 120
Botany of Japan, 144, 288, 312, 385, 456, 576,

B.

Babington's (Mr.) appointment, 575
Bacon (Lord), on London Gardening, 1069
Bamboos, 1009 ; variegated, 735 ; new hardy,
848 ; Himalayan, 968

Banana, Ensete, 603
Banks, Penny, 1036
Barbe de Capucin, 1030
Barclay's (Mr.), garden, 460
Barley, fingered, 246, 272; growth of, 273;
and its treatment, 345

Barometers, 263
Baskets, Sponge plant, 362
Beans, long-podded, 8 ; French, to force, 216

;

abnormal, growth of, 390 ; manure for
winter, 916

Beck (Mr.), death of. 46
Beck's Packet of Seeds, rev, 147
Bedford, late Duke of, 489
Beds, list of Pelargoniums for, 313; best

Scarlet do. for, 944; Diplotaxis tenuifolia
variegata, for, 944 ; plants in, at S. Kensing-
ton, 850 ; Cannas for, 924 ; at Paris, 986

Beech trees, decaying, 850
Bees, Dr. Mackenzie on, 129 ; and wasps, 756 ;

stupefying, 774 ; to fumigate, 792 ; manage-
ment, French, 870; in North America,
1010

Beet, Henderson's short-topped, 99 ; wild,
952 ; synonyms of, 1096

Beetles, early, 194 ; golden, in Ceylon, 1071

;

scavenger, 1118
Beever on Fields and Cattle, rev., 1144
Begonias, 1092 ; variegated, 168, 193

;
propa-

gation of, 314 ; viviparous, 851 ; cure for
spot in, 947

Belgian plant sales, 865, 867
Bell's blight composition, 699
Ben Lawers, Botany of, 736
Bentham's Flora Hongkongensis, 195
Bentley's Manual of Botany, rev., 554
Berden Hall, steam culture at, 816
Berkshire, agriculture of, 81
Berkheim farm, 894
Berlin Bot. Garden, 579
Billington's (Mr.) death, 1047
Birds and their value, 603 ; plea for small,

796, 818 ; destruction done by, 927
Bird traps, 946
Bitter Cup Fungus, 754
Black wood (Dalbergia latifolia), 1009
Boilers, 6, 169 ; Weeks', 99
Boiler incrustations, 30
Boletus edulis, 905
Bombay Flora, rev., 948
Bones, to dissolve, 41S
Boning rods, 265, 337
Bonpland in Paraguay, 950
Books, late Prof. Henslow's, 652
Booth's (Messrs.) Nursery, Hamburgh, 483

649, 773
Bothy system, 58 ; Dr. Begg on, 1014 ; origin

of, 586
Bougainvillaeas, 359, 386, 409 ; at Swyncombe
House, 359, 412 ; glabra, 909, 944

Bouquets, Everlasting, 217 ; Parsley, 601
Bourton, Vine-growing at, 577, 733
Brazilian fruits, 97
Bread, adulteration of, 105
Brewer's Guide, Giles', 793
Brisbane Botanic Garden, 1115
British Association, 909
Buffalo, half-bred, 196
Bulbs, spring, 829 ; treatment of hardy, 990
Bulb gardens, 336 ; Haarlem, 436
Bulls, ley, 365
Burmah, Gouger's Imprisonment in, 51
Bursledon, near Southampton, 759
Buscott Park farm, 854, 893
Buttercup, corn, 702 ; how increased, 583
Butter, cure for bitter, 935 ; production of,

1104; American, 1140, 1144
Buxus obcordata variegata, 735

C.

Cabbages, when to sow, 74, 99 ; wild, 952

;

Jersey Cdw, 974
Calceolarias, herbaceous, 809 ; breeds of, 831
Calico, glaze for, 316
Calves, rearing of, 608, 892, 912
Camellia reticulata at Bank Grove, 315
Campanula rotundifolia alba var., 698
Camp gardens, 9S5, 1007, 1027
Canada, Botanical Society of, 46, 122, 459 ;

travelling in, 990
Canadian expedition, 21
Cannas for bedding out, 16S, 924
Cantyre, Cuthbert Bede's, rev., 909
Canvas, tarred, 799
Carbolic acid, 997
Carex ericetorum, 674
Carnations, tree, 1091 ; white ditto, 906
Carrot, wild, 952
Carter's Annual Grounds, 869
Catalogue (Nurserymen's) novelties, 1093
Catbird, American, 27
Catechu, 1009
Cattle, diseases of, 1761, 121 ; food and feeding,

838 ; condiments, 955 ; fattening, 273, 975,
1140 ; showing fat,585; rules for exhibitions of
ditto, 245 ; breeding, 865, 534 ; pedigree of
short-horned, 125 ; sales of ditto, 101, 174,
199, 371 : ditto of Hereford, 854, 951 ;

Poissy, show of, 129 ; Midland, 932 ; worms
in windpipe of, 871 ; absurd mode of giving
medicine to, 872 ; to measure, 857

Celosia aurea, 169
Censors generally, and Judges at Regent's

Park, 756, 774, 792
Cephalotaxus drupacea, 23, 51
Cereus giganteus, 1135
Ceylon, ceconomy in, 172 ; Sir J. E. Tennent
on, 1071 ; Royal Botanic Garden of, 1092

Chair makers, 100, 148
Chaerophyllum bulbosum, 867, 8S7, 906
Chalk farms. 1016
Charlock, 993 ; Prof. Buckman on, 973
Cheese manufacture, 461, 509, 891 ; show of,

912; American, 1032; Royal, 1037
Chemistry, Odling's, rev., 948; Daubeny on

Agri., 1074. 1098
Cherries, French, 1068
Chervil, Parsnep, 906
Chesnut. derivation of, 1007, 1094
Chesnut timber is always Oak, 244
Chicory for grazing, 36
Chinese Tarn, to raise from seed, 930

Chrysanthemums, new, 363, 984, 1008, 1045 ;

sports of, 1048 ; Japanese, 549 ; Bird's, 969 ;

Temple, 969 ; Salter's, 1008, 1009 ; Broome's
book on, 1071 ; select list of, 1068 ; training,
984 ; Crystal Palace, 1028

Cider mills, 226
Cinchonas, failure of Markham's expedition

for, 192, 598 ; in India, 243, 458, 459 ; in
Ceylon, 1092 ; succirubra, 1048

Cirencester College dinner, 764
Cissus discolor, flowering of. 412
Clarence Peak, ascent of, 9d8
Clay, cultivation of undrained, 512
Climate ot Egypt, 555
Climate of England, 775
Clock, floral, 1072
Clover, red, 394 ; Californian Bur, 82
Clubbing, 736
Coal formation, 1136
Coco-nut Palm, uses of, 578 : fibre, 792 ;

Beetle, 1138
Coffee, Indian, 1009
Cold, some seedlings bear it better than others,

239
College, Agri. Benevolent, 561
Collieries and Colliers, rev., 531
Colonial Floras, 984
Comets, 719
Conifers at Hawkstone Park, 242 ; Japanese,

22, 265 ; manuring, 813, 831, 867, 889, 90S,
928, 965. 774 ; at Belstane, 553

Conifer disease, 598
Conservatory moved whole, 867
Copings, glass, 811
Coppice, 1014
Coprolites, 1076
Cork tree, ancient, 1048
Corn, thin, 560
Corn averages, 370
Corn crops, securing wet, 538
Cornwall, effects of the winter in, 577,1136
Cottages, farm, 586; Labourers. 11, 30, 342;

prize plans of, 6S4
Cottage range, 107

I Cottage Garden Societies, 5
Cottage Improvement Society, 54, 150
Cottingham, History of, rev.) 814, 851
Cotton culture in India, 946, 967, 985, 1007,

1027, 1047, 1093, 1116; Syrian, 744; Ceylon,

Cotton wadding, new use for, 867
Cotton Ryot, 578
Couch, to eradicate, 436
Cows, Breton, 36, 80 ; milk fever of, 106 ; dairy

food of a, 250, 840 ; Ayrshire, 760 : Aldemey.
food consumed by, 875 ; fatting, 875 ; keep-
ing, amateur, 246 ; with three calves, 634

Cow Cabbage, Jersey, 974
Cow Parsnip, 799
Cratasgus Oxyacantha horrida, 889
Crocodiles, 1137
Crops in North Germany, 741 ; in Scotland,

741, 36 ; in Yorkshire, 610 ; manures for dif-

ferent, 322; green, 417; fallow, 346: pros-

Cropping, Remembrancer respecting, 48
Cryptogams, culture of, 455
Cryptomerias, new Japanese, 965
Crystal Palace exhibition, 482; fruit and
Dahlia ditto, 813

Cuckoo, 650 ; to winter, 813 ; a foundling, 626
Cucumbers, ridge, 674 ; diseased, 6y9, 717,
790 ; winter, 908 : Ayres' Black Spine. 944 ;

at Preston Hall, 388; new species of, 216;
growing, 1028 ; gum in, 652

Cucurbits, new, 848
Cultivation, steam, 511, 557, 558, 971 ; deep,

558, 560, 633 ; ditto upon light soils, 512 ; of
undrained clay, 512 ; fork, 974

Cumberland agriculture, 895
Cupressus Laweoniana, cones on, 718



IV INDEX.

Cuscuta, cure for, 239, 320

Cuttle fish, 758
Cyanophyllum magnificum, 8, 851

Cyclunthera explodens, 848

D.

Daddy-long-legs, 865

Dahlias, new, 865; bedding, 906; thrips in,

850, 868; show at South Kensington, 829,

832
Dairy husbandry, 53 ; feeding, 104 ; farming,

365 ; ditto and grazing, 152

Dairy produce, adulteration of, 154

Dalkeith I'ark, 720

Dangstein, 757, 793, 775
Dunish agriculture, 490
Daphne variegata, 735
Darwinian theory examined, 219

Darwin on Primula Dimorphism, 1048

Daubeny's (Dr.) lecture on Agricultural

Chemistry, 1074, 1098
Day and piece-work, relative merits of, 225

De Bary on Potato disease, S85

Decaisne'a Jardin Fruitier, 121, 948, 989,

1028, 1049
Decoration of dinner table, 73, 527, 577, 646,

649. 865, 925
defoliation, 52S
>elhi, siege of, 435
'elphinium eanhnale, 76, 146, 194

Deudrobium taurimino, 220; Lowii, 1046

Deodar, strangled, 242
De Vriese's voyage, report on, 673

Dianthua Veitchi, 73; hybridus multiflorus,

886
1 dimorphism, Darwin on, 1048
Dinner table decoration, 73, 527, 577, 646, 649,

86), 925
Diplotaxis tenuifolia variegrtta, 944
Disa grandiflora, 552, 546, 698
Diseases in Apple trees, 479 ; in Conifers, 598 ;

in Cucumbers, 699; fungoid Indian foot,

715 ; cattle, 176
Dixon's Lord Bacon, rev., 7

Dodder of Clover, 320 : cure for, 239
I 's Peerage, rev., 147
Dogs, Meyrick on, 7

Dog Show, 1052, 1079

Dorset, truck s\ stem in, 222

Drains, depth" of. 80; direction of, 36, 781;
roots in, , 1K'4

Draining clay lands, 78, 102
Drainage of clay, 180; importance of, 991 ; Mr.

Bailey Denton on under, 992, 994 ; arterial,

103, I ; outfalls, 10, 80, 1070, 1034, 1121

;

Act respecting, 85, 765, 1012
Dry rot, cure t\-> 14

Drying flowers, German mode of, 1134
Du i lllu's Africa, 601
Durham Agriculture, 819

Morayshire, 585
Newcastle, 513, 611

Northampton, 895

Norton, 370
Oxford, 933 .

Peterborough, 955

Reading, 177, 370, 585

Sparkenhoe, 83S

South Tyne, 914

Tarn worth, 638
Teviotdale, 538
Wakefield, 153, 417
Wantage, 225
Wenlock, 105
Wickham Market, 955
Win frith, 345
Wirksworth, 201

Wirral, 249
Wokingham, 873

Farmers, hints for, 81 ; Handy Book, rev. 645

Farming economics, 270, 293 ; theory of, 346 ;

Forfarshire in Surrey, 739 ; Australian, 896 ;

made easy, 297 •
Faversham farming, 1056
Feed, early spring, 742
Feeding of stock, 441
Fences, treatment of live, 513
Ferns and their adaptations, 242 ; new works

on, 243 ; Mr. Day's, 340 ; new garden, 696 ;

growth cf in Devonshire, 968 ; greenhouse,
362 ; sports, 886, 1046, 1113 ; of Derbyshire,

652
Fertilization of Orchis, 72, 122, 831, 888
Festuca ambigua, 147
Fibre, Mallow, 459 ; Coco-nut, 792 *

Figs, 890 ; cause of fruit dropping, 604
Fiji Islands, 599 ; poisonous plants of, 697
Finger and toes, cure for, 820
Fir, Arcadian, 755
Fish breeding, 24
Fistulina hepatica, 121
Flagstaff at Kew, 432
Flea powder, 1067
Flies, cure for, 834
Floras, colonial, 9S4 ; of Mauritius, 74 ; West

Africa, 74 : Hongkongensis, Bentham's,
195

Floral Clock, 1072
Floral Magazine, 865, 8S9
Florets, changeableness of, 600
Flower gathering, 925
Flowers, preservation of, 621
Fly paper, 852
Foliage masses, 774
Food and feeding, 267; adulteration of, 104;
Act respecting, 35 ; value of Parsnips com-
pared with Potatoes as, 226

;
production of,

102; new kind of, 387 ; Cattle, 176 ; economi-
sing ditto, 368 ; prepared tor ditto. 798 ; Pig,
224 ; statistics, 972, 975 ; supply of animal,
972, 975 ; dangerous, 949 ; Lankester on,
reviewed, 814

Foot disease. Fungoid, 716
Foot rot in sheep, 765, 976
Forage plants, 393
Forbes' Iceland, reviewed, 123
Forcing fruit, 1067
Forests, S. Indian, Cleghorn on, 969, 1009

;

Ualan swampy, 738
Forester, The, reviewed, 75
Forking, double, 974
Fortune's letters from Japan, 144, 312, 3S5, 456,

576, 049
71, 192, 194, 265. 266, 501, Fowls, Spanish, 1056

France, harvest in, 9'6
Fra-ers* (Messrs.) nursery, 699
French opiuiou of English plant exhibitions,

1005
Frost, returns respecting effects of, 6, 23. 50

73. 98, 122, 169, 170, 191. 195, 218, 434. 771 ;

on Roses, 145; on autumn transplanted ditto,
434 ; Oaks and Hollies killed by, 552 ; hardy
trees killed by, 6')1 ; at Kew, 830

Fruits, Brazilian, 97 ; tricks of dealers in, 105 ;when to gather, 220
Fruit forcing, 1067
Fruit trees, renovation of old budded, 266, 3S2 •

remedy for cantor in, 362 ; for sea coast, 738
Fruit room, 388
Fruit gatherer, 774
Fruit protection, wadding for, 867
Fulbrook on Wet and Dry Seasons, rev., 435
Fumigation, pastille. 194
Fungi, parasitic. 314 ; root, 407, 5S0, 314 •

eatable, 905; deleterious, 816
Fungus, Copper Web Asparagus, 502; Bitter
Cup, 754 ; Savin. 550

Fungus disease. Indian Foot, 716; wine cellar
47, 100. 172, 220, 122. 1045

Fusi Yama, diary of trip to, 49

Gooseberry caterpillar, 556

Gorilla, the, 288, 433,506,528. 552, 577, 598, 602

Gosse's Natural History, rev., 1117

Gourds, to increase size of, 598 ; large, 906

Grafting, Cambodian mode of, 27 ; natural,

1025, 1070
Grafting wax, 3S8

Grain, prices of, 993; for withstanding wet
seasons, 1125

Grapes, new in January, 24, 26 ; white from
Black, and the reverse, 168 ; settincr, 337 ;

Black Damascus, 337 ; true ditto, 362 ; rust

in, 508, 625 ; cause of ditto, 580 ; double crop,

of on some Vines, 577, 733, 755, 792; shanking
of, 718, 735 ; early, 908 ; Hungarian climate

of, 848 ; report on new, 945 ; Burchardt's

Prince, 966 ; eaten by rats, 768, 986 ; ditto

by polecats. 1048; cases of rapid decay in,

1005 ; Black Mammoth, 1067 ; Muscat, 1113,

1114
Grape growing, 907
Grass to lay down, 107, 534

Grass land, treatment of, 347 ; improvement of,

706 ; top dressing for, 612

Grass farming, Irish, 974, 913 ; riband, 799 ; in

Hyde Park, 558
Grasses, best mixture of* 439 ; specimens

of, 707; transmutations of, 754, 791, 952;
rust in, 815

Grate, peat burning, 1120

Gray, Dr. Asa, on Darwin's theory, 219

Grazing v. dairy farming, 152, 465
Green fly, cure for, 192
Green copperas, 48 L

Greene on Cajlenterata, 889
Grindon's Plant Manual, 1009
Grouse, pinnated, 1095
Guano, Maracaibo, 270; analyses of, 976;

ditto of Potter's, 176 ; Liebig on, 678 : Peru-
vian, 701 ; value of ditto, 126

Guano water, to make, 4S4
Gutta Percha (Bassia elliptica), 1009 I

Irish Agricultural Statistics for lSfiT^TIrish grass farming, 913, 974
60

' 82°,
Irrigation, meadow, 463* • confine ,

Isle of Man a^ricultund iSwo?%^
Italian agriculture, 539 '

78°

Italian Rye. grass, 154
Ixias, treatment of, 460
Ixora, double, 071

J.

Jabuticaba, 97
Japan, Mr. Veitch's letters from 24 or „

diary of trip to Fusi Yama, &\b
144, 312, 385, 456, 576, 649, 773 ' °^ '

Japanese Conifers, 22, 265 734. r.u
themums, 549; plan's, 530; WoW
ditto, 311 ; Siebold s, 965

nar(i»^
Jardin Fruitier, 121, 948, 989, 1028 104Q
Judges at Regent's Park, 649, 698 718 i

774, 792 ' *' 718
«
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Juniperus rigida, 23
Jute, 814

of

H.

E.

Eaktii t< peraturc,
60u, 217

Earth sewage,
1 ast Lothian agriculture, 1014
Econoi iemestic, MO
iging Tiles, Bother's, 335

Education of gardeners, 6, 15, 51. 73, 122. 24?.
Bdi 1, agricultural, 200, 096, 610 ; popular.

Eggs, Birds W
gypt, climate of. 555 ; vegetation of, 599

Electricity, atmospheric, 696
Kims, variegated, ; Golden leaved, 718;

fall of an ancient Suffolk, 925
Elmhams, The, 968
Emeu, 949

yninm leucoV-otrys, SS9
Erodium eicutarium la California, lu7

• tenia eauii flora,

Eurya, broad leaved. 735
Evergreens, tram mting, 556, 738; when to
cut

1 .11, 814
Everlasti; a of, 217,1134
Evesham terming, 975
Exhibition*, II, rultOTal. 146 ; French school.
216: French opinion of English plant, 1005"
country floral, 718; International, 575

Experiments, Dr. Anderson ou Agricultural

F.

G.

allows, autumn, 971
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of. snorne R ,1. 1026 : Brendon. 1124Farm bu.ldmgs, 709. 854, 892, 1142 • nrize
plans of 684 ; Stephen, and Burn% 874Farm capital, 639, 1 i
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Farm rent*, ri ,f in .Scotland, 154
farmsteads, burnt, 6
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Farmer adar, Arthur Young's, 709
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, 488, 839, 1143

Galashiels, 1015
Hexl 1, 200
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Kingscnte, ] 346j 4 ,;4
Lavenbam, 370
Linlithgow. 1080
MilbnrneSt. Andrew, 393
M-" Kirby. 512

Game question, 293, 342, 416. 464, 512, 560 799t*ame law prosecution, 30, 31 104

°;S% 435i ""^ 985
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nite^ 8pri,Jg iUld ita so"ows,
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, in bt. Giles s, 758 ; old London, 1069Gas heating, 73
Gathering flowers, 925
Guzania-, 629
Geese, n s for, : 94
Geology, agricultural 370
Geoth. dture, 96, 143, 169, 192 1Q4 217

2''5, 266. >1. 600 '
lT

>

Geraniums, quercifoliura
best bedding scarlet, 94

I

Geranium sports, 678, 600
German agriculture, ho*

lies' Brewers' Guide, 793
tnger, to grow, 834
irdwood, the late Mr. John. 854, 872
hurst compound, 121 087

eel- cr. 832 ; mauure for, 944
•

G«*neviu Botanic Garden, 457. 1095
; houses. M enger's, lo 7

Glazing, new pku of, 98
1008. 1027

creggan. reviewed, 909
Golden Pippin, 1093

Hallett's Wheat, 778
Hampshire farming, 1016
Hams, cure for jumpers in, 660
Hancornia speciosa, 97
Handbook, Southport, 1029
Hares, driven to climb for food, 51
Hardiness of

,

) apanese plants. 311
Haidwick Hall, gardens at, 675
Hartwiss (Mr), death of, 335
Harvest, the, 801 ; deficiency of the, 224 ; of

1861, 818 ; returns respecting, 835, 836, 855
;

in Berks, 892 ; dates, 650, 893
Harvest beer, 710

Harvest operations, 296
HassaU's adulterations detected, rev., 147
Hatch Warren farm, 850
Hautbois, 386
Hay, flavouring, 1036, 1121
Hay in I860, 367 ; substitute for, 798
Haymaking, cost of, 723, 759
Hay-rake, horse, 56d
Heat, sudden, in Notts, 74, 98 ; ground. 71, 96,

143, 382, 501. 600 ; waste steam, 501
Heating, 30: gas, 73; Kidd's system of, 122;

Horticultural Soeioty's Conservatory, 98;
lecture on, 99 ; .steam for bottom, 169 ;

geothermal (see Ge« .thermal) ; boilers for, 6,

99, 109; Carter's plan of, 242; Vine borders,
434, 073 ; vapour-fed stove tor, 1008 ; peat
burning grate for, 1120

Hedges, management of Thorn, 673
Henderson's (ti. G.) nursery, 75
Henderson's (A.) nursery, 292
Henslow, the late Prolessor. 505, 527. 551
Herb growing at Market Deeping. 929
Herbaria, how to frm, 76 ; prizes otlercd for,

335 ; Torrey's. 1025
Herrenhausen Botanic Garden, 555
Hibiscuses. 242
Highway bill, new, 370
Hiring fairs, 105
Hobart Town Horticultural Society, 718
Holland House, gardens at, 26*, 315
Hollies killed by frost, 529 ; effects of the win-

ter on, 69S
Holly hedges, to cut in, 851
Hollyhocks, select, 832; new, 966; to strike,

Hops, sulphured, 269. 293, 342, 367, 390
Hornet's nest, 1027
Horses, cure of Traumatic Tetanus in, 512;
maintenance of, &13; docility of, 532; light,
at. Leeds, 656, 700 ; management of farm. 889

Horses* foot, 370
Horse labour, Frere on, 223 --^ift
Horse feeding, 587
Horse power, its cost, 438
Hone Chesnuts, early, 241
Horticulture, influence of in altering forms of

plants, 07L ; Australian. 1006
Humea elegans, culture of. 412
Hungarian agriculture, 705
Hyacinths, Cutbush's, 248 ; treatment of, 829

;

i
in glasses, 814 ; how to select, 870 : Hender-
8011 s, 242

Hyde Park, Grass in, 558
Hydrangeas, to make blue, 460
Hygrometers and thermometers, 240
Hygrophorus pratensis, 289

Kew, flagstaff at, 432; lectures at, 432-
effe

of frost at, 830 ; Royal Botanic Garden
833 ; Museums, Guide to, 949

Kii-ro (Pterocarpus Marsu
l
»ium,) 1009

Kitchen-garden Remembrancer, 48
Kittlitz's Views of Pacific Coast Vegetation
Knight's English CyclopEedia, 851
Knives, Saynor & Cooke's, 432
Kohl Rabi, hardiness of, 875, 976 ; to wint
1017

Kureel tree, 578

L.

Labour. 955; half time, 633, 657; statistics

farm, 607
Labourers, agricultural, 151, 439 ; Berwi

shire, 390 ; Cambridgeshire, 55 ; Che^h

174 ; Continental, 611 ; Dorsetshire, 222.

Northumbrian, 30 : condition of, 81 ; rewar

to, 878 ; management of, 837, 1034, 1143;

a

machinery, 764

La bourers' J. .ttages, 11,30, 342 ; friend societ

12 ; wages, 198

Lachenalias. 1006, 1027
Lamp, Albion Photogen, 146

Land, easy transfer of, 151 ; culture of lig

560
Landlords and tenants, 442, 635. 873

Landlord, tales of a, 78, 120, 198, 318, 414, 5

Land's End, week at. 627

Lankester on Food, rev., 814

Lapageria rosea, 832, 888

Larch, is split fit f..r palings? 218, 243. bii

Larch posts lor fences, 273
#

Law respecting seed adulteration, 5S, •»

lil9, il2v; respecting destruction oi wet

443; respecting pirated inventions, SI.

settlement, 1097; relating to fixtures,
1J

Leaf secretions. 562 ; insects in Ceylon, 107

Leaves, effect of OH fruit, 434 ;
dissecting. 910

farm, 97"; skeleton, 700

Lecture on heating, 90S .«* *«*• -*?"'
„r

Bte cultivation by Prot. Wilson. 03 ,

Daubeny's on agricultural chemistry, 1M

Lee-Is ngric.liural exhibition, 677, 6,

receipts of do . 701 wwer
Legn ..nous plants. P^«^JS5JK

^

Lettuce, lorn Thumb, 74; Wheelers oitu

: Aluerine, 869 ; WW****™ 'L
Lib<.cedrus tetragona, 505 ;

chileusis, oOo

Licea fragiforniis, 146

Light, influence of, on plants yuJ
^

Lilnc Dr. Lindley, 925, forced unite in u

ness, 46, 337
Lilium gigantenm, 45S, 600

Lilies. Japan, 774

Lime, t" apply, 1017

Uimeus's Clock. 1072

Lin-eed cake, analysis of. 1IW

P

Liiiuingraiidinoniiiimbjun.. 314

Lobb. Mr Thomas. 881. 409

Lois Weed.-n Culture, 177, Mb
London. Gardening. Lori Bacon

. meatSUpply,'.'T2, trees, 4^^
Lucerne, Wli

.
.

Lycoperdon pyrifoime, _4i

on, 1069

M.

Hypoxylun concentricum, 72

floribundum, 674

194; double, 986,

459; flora of, 553

Ice, preservation of, 926
Iceland, exploration of
Oxonian in, 756

Irnpatiens. new, 216 ; Jerdonise, 195
Importations in 1S59-60, 250; agricultural,

725, 997
Implements farm, 703
Incombustible clothes, 889
Incrustations, boiler 30
India, vegetables graving in, 434
Uuteh East, 673

Insect-killing plants, 1067
Iodine a decoy for slugs, 216

products of

Macintosh's nursery, 1040

M'Kellar's liook on flcrwer plots, iw»

Macviear on terminal fructification, *w

Malacca cane, 852 RT
Maliug's (Miss) plant CJise. 9b4, m
Mallow fibre, 469

Man, early history of, 291

Manchester Agricultural Show. ** mr>
Manetti Rose Stock, 122, 217. .73,M

849
Mangaba, 97 ann .„ 4f,5 ;

bligl

Mangel, manure for. 202 ;
hoeing, «

1(

701 ;
maggots, 604 ;

grub W.%0**
effects of, stripping, 11, <*J,

Mangoes, 434 v?0
. jirtifici*

Manure, new patent, 85 J «^n^ '

126, V

343; comparative value *£^e&ff.
analyses of 176 ;^Qn^%%^c, !

3MI • Lawes' mixed mineral, 8^ •

J.J
. for

m
value of soot as, 178 ; for gram, *% ^
ferent crops, 322 | ^J'^i\bo^'
made, 341, 345 ;

value
,

ot ™«£
e
\-mj «

513; experiments at W«»n
2 pi«»ii

*

management of cesspool, W* m&uAge^
applying liquid. 486. 510, 559,

.

*» ^
o?,600 ; fo?tbe "'^rsfnelai%2,l^'

1 226, 8, 4 IS; ditto of urtnuaal, .,
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Tenure heaps, 709

Manure manufactories, 630

Manuring Conifers. 831, S67, 889. 908, 928, 965

Maple, varegated, 889 ; varegated Ash-leaved
867

Marangaba, 97
Market Deeping. Herb Garden at, 929
Marryat's Jutland, rev., 339

auritius, 622 ; Flora of the. 74

Meadow irrigation, 463, 1033

Meal, adulterated, 175

Meat, diseased, 58, 129, 177, 606; preservation

of, , 271. 344 ; supply of, 611, 972,975, 1119

Mechi on British Agriculture, 128, 150
Melbourne Botanic Garden, 649, 1135
Melon and its varieties, 1134
Mercury, 552
Meteorology of March, 313
Meteor. -logical instruments, 240, 247, 268
Meteorological Association, Scottish, 247, 708
Mignonette cuttings, 1136
Mildew, Cucumber, 508 ; Bell's composition

for, 699; cuie for, 813; Rose, 967; cure for

on ditto, 851 ; blue vitriol a danger, us cure
for, 1(

j

Milk. sitionof, 53; taste in, 012; barn
gallon of, 710

j

Mill work. Fiirbrurn rn.
'

'

Mistletoe. I ; propagation of, 268; on Ouk,
986; on other tr , 1185

Missionary, death of a, 579
Mississippi bel<>w Natchez, 703
Monkev.iua, 481
Monsters, plant, 1008
Moss on tiees, 28; to remove, 124

Moths, how to rear. 60"

Mowing machines, trials of, C84

Mushrooms, Wee, US, 887; culture of, 460;
ditto of ridge, 268 ; new plun of growing,
g ; remarks on. 960; poisoning by means
of. 810; propagation of, 1091, 1117

Muslins, uninflammable, 1972
M sete. binding power of, 100

989

I

N.

I -, WO

Nails, galvanised, 928
Names of Plants, Latinising,

Nary, woods employed in, 049
Neal's Aphis paatiles, 481, 1136
Nectarine pinning, 4<<-

: culture in Ireland
409 ; new race of, S50 ; Newington, 1010

;

Victoria, 1052
Negundo, variegated, 867, 889
Nettle, ornamental, 733; fodder, 107
New Zealand, 1070
Nice weather at, 26; winter at. 99
N nclature, Botanical, 4, 73, 9a
Nubuseiro, '.'7

Nur.-cn men's fixtures, law relating to, 1

1

O.

Oak
i

.sires, 1110
Oaks, quick growth of 468, 4S1 ; of Palestine;

674 ; diseased, 652, I ; killed by frost, 552 -

English, effects of the winter on, 698 ; Ever
green, resuscitation of, 756; variegated'

; large, 910 ; amount of timber in ditto'
19 ; Mistletoe on, 9&0 ; twig-shedding in'

Oak Apples, 927
Oak galls, 577. 852; effect of frost on, 362
Oak insects, 5'>7

« ak lungs. If 71

Ocean, vagal nd curs of the, 555
;
primitive,

I ; waves of the, 700
Odours, ]>eculiar atmosphere, 600 ; of flowers.

699
Oenothera grandiflora 73, 98, 122
Olive oil manufacture, 73
i »nosma tauricum, 626
Onygena equina, 361
Orange trees, treatment of, 268
Oichids, fertilisation of British,72, 122. 831,888*

' r. Day's, 340; Consul Schiller's catalogue
of. S.S9

; site of cuticle in serial roots of,
1095 : sale . f, 433: M. Pescatores, 288

Orchaid, Kentish,
Orchard houses, 754, 789

, 831, 8 7.
90* *7, 9*8 946, 9*6, 25,1070,1094
pTea for small in

: Rivers on, 291
Orchard house building, 867, 888
Orchard-house fruit, 1048
Orchard-house in Channel Islands, 1047

mthus aquifolins variegatus nanus 735
Ox, Durham. 744

xalis, Im-wn-kaved, 1117
xlips, origin of, 1094

0/."iie, 598

Paul's (Mr. Wm.) Nursery,
Pauper relief, 1097
Pea, Veitch's Perfection, 831

Peaches, pruning of, 408 ; culture in Ireland,

409 ; Salwav, 944 ; Early Victoria, 946, 1025;
Early Albert, 1025

Peacock, wild, 757
Pear tree, barren, 45S
Pears, to increase size of, 598 ; Apple grafted

on a, 833 ; British Queen, 929 ; Gilogil, 948 ;

Orange d'Hiver,948; Catillac,948; Ambrette
d'Hiver, 948 ; Bergatnotte ri'automne, 948 ;

Passe Colmar, 989 ; Double Fleur, 989 ; Amo
selle, 989 ; Martin Sec, 989 : Lefevre, 989 ;

Hamdcn, 989 ; Pomme or Delices d'JIarden-
pont, 1049 ; Grasliu, 1049 ; Bretonneau,
1049; Napoleon, 1049; d'Hacon, 1070, 10-8;
how to V eep, 622 ; Louise Bonne d'Avranches,
1029 ; Kpine du Mas, 1029

Peat toll, treatment of, 840
Pelargoniums, variegation in, 385, 432; bed-

ding, 360, 385 ; list of ditto. 313, 336 ; v.

Verbenas, 966 ; Rollisson's Unique, 925, 045,

968, 986 ; management of ditto, 945 ; sport-
ing, 9l5

Periodica's, monthly, 1029
Peru, plants of, notes on, 1047
Peruvian plants, notes on. 735
Petunias, double parti coloured, 886
iY/i/:i onotlca, 433
Phenomenon, vegetable, remarkable, 673
Philippines, visit to the. 944
Phloxes, select. 882 ; tall, S48 ; in pots, 866
Ph< sphates, loss of, 35
Phylfagathis rotundilolia, 1116
Pbysurus fimbrillaris, 926
Piece-work v. day-work, 248, 272
Pigs, muzzle for, 155; coals eaten by, 272;
food for, 224, 343; management of, 48S,

296; Berkshire, 1056.1104
Pilogyne suavis, 697, 718
Tinks, seedling, how to distinguish double
from single, 847; new hybrid, 886

Pinuses, growth of at Esher, 26; densiflora,

265; pnrviflora, 265; Binclairii? 337; Korai-
en*is, 1114; Mexican, 1116

Pirated invi ntions, law respecting, S17
Pistil, what is a, 901, 1094
Plantain, monstrous, 173, 676
Plants, drying, 76 ; how to preserve dr ad from

insects, ]48, 671; new Japanese. Ac, 530,
7 5; of Peru, notes on, 785 ; exhibitions of,

French opinion of English, 1005; monsters
among, 1008; variegation In, 432; inflin nee
of light on, 9( 9 ; roots of, 909 ; winter flower-
ing, 1137

Plant cases, improvement in, -408

Plant houses, economisation of sun-heat in, 40S
Plant obituary, 170, lot, 195, 218
Planting, seaside, 700, 1026, 1116, 1136
Plough, steam. 581, 789, 74", 819; Fiskin's
steam, 200; Fowler's steam, 485

Ploughing, steam, trials of, 630, 677, 0S3, 1051,
1053, 1054, 1055

Ploughing matches, 201, 819,
autumn, 250

Plum, Golden Cherry, 337
Pneumatic Despatch* Company, 699
Podocarpus variegatus, 735
PoisoLOMS plants. Swan River, 600; Fiji

Island, 697
Poison of the toad, 990
Poisoning by Solanum pseudo-capsicum, 929;
noxious animals, 1010

Poissy cattle show, 1140
Polecats, Grapes eaten by. 1048
Polyanthuses from seed, 409 ; hose-in-hoae, 45S
Pomology, ancient, 849
Ponds, temperature of, 13
Pond sludge, 466
Poon timber (CalophyHum), 1009
Poor laws, 1097, 1123
Poppy, the, 271
Poronia punctata, 193
Pot, Begonia, 947
Potash from a Sedum, 1"0S
Potatoes, guano for, 130: sweetness in, 172

;

ill effects of greening. 791 : effect of laving
haulm of, 79-'; experiments with, 855 ; new
mode of storing seed, 887 ; experiments
with different manures on, 108'-

; culture of
288, 290, 313, 1014; antiquity of ditto in
Scotland, 314

Potato disease, 32, 104, 290,756. 764, 775 ; preven-
tion of, 170; remedy for, 200. 240, 698, 702,
788, 715 ; proposed ditto, 266, 273 ; De Ban's
observations on, 481, 486, 885, 093

Potato imports, 1046
Potato r<>t, 850
Potato sets, to sulphur, 241 ; other methods of

Railways and agriculture, 77, 127
Rain in 1860, 4 ; in Hants, 6 ; in January, 140 ;

S95, £96

October, 1027 ; in November, 1094 ; in De-
cember, 73

Raisins, to dry, 73
Ram sale, Holme Pierrepoint, 856
Ranunculus arvensis, 702 ; Ficaria, 1070, 1117,

1136
Rape-cake, analysis of. 1120
Raspberry Prince of Wales, 169
Rats, water, cure for, 758
Rats and Grapes, 96S, 9S6
Rattans, 172
Readings, penny, 35
Reaping machines, 367, 392, 582, 611, 654, 658,

743, 795, 797 ; at Leeds, 780 ; Satnuelson's,
855, 873, S75

Redbreast, 27
Red River settlement, 21, 123
Red spider, 792, 704
Renovation of old fruit trees, 266
Retieulaiia umbrina, 409
Retinospora pisifera, : ; obtusa, 265, 734

;

lycopodioides, 735 ; argentea, 736
Rhodanthe atrosangulnea. 022
Rhododendrons at Tregullow, 340; Watcrcr &
Godfrey's, 531 ; Mr. J. Caterer's, 5

Rhododendron Fungus, 4o7
Rhubarb syrup, 886
Rice, E. Indian, 577
Ringall, 968
River embankments, 436
Rivers' Rose Amateurs' Cuide, 170
Roads, state of, 24S ; steam on common, 202;
farm, 368

Roasted forest trees, 552
Robinia hispida a hvbiid ? 868
Roestelia lacerata, 336
Rookeries, establishment <>f, 45S
Roots killed by Fungi, 314, 885, 861, 407, 580 ;

how to induce branches to emit, 82 ; in
prains, 199; action of, 90©, 1067, 1104 A

Root crops, 177; double culture of, 582; value
of different, 307 ; consumption of, 368 ; sub-
stitute for, 798 ; Sutton's show of. 1079

;

Bingley Hall ditto, 1120
Rope, Cocoa-nut fibre. 792
Roses, effect of the frost on, 73, 145, 290, 314,

337; in S. Ireland. 242 ; autumn transplant-
ing v. ditto, 194, 241, 434 ; for exhibition,
72 ; for bouquets, 72 ; notes on, 672 ; new,
051,700, 944, MHO; yellow, 868; Isabella
Gray, 850, 86S ; striking cuttings of, 244, 92 5

;

new way of striking ditto, 26; autumn
propagation of, 888; Billiard, 050; George
IV., 650; select, 1136

Rose forcing, French, 46
Rose mildew, 907, 831, 851
Rose shows, 506 ; Crystal Palace, 650 ; Na-

tional, 645, 10o5
Rose sports, 626
Rose stock, Manetti, 122, 217; ditto and Briars,

773, 849
Rosin smoke v. greenfly, 848
Rotation, Norfolk system of, 744
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, &83, 1137
Royal Gardens, Frogmore, 171
Rucker's (Mr.), garden, 219
Rust in Grass, 815
Rye-grass, Italian, 742

I

Simonds (Prof. ) on sheep rot. 369, 389, 39
Sinapis, Prof. Buckman on, 973
Sinclair, the late Dr., 773
Singapore Hort. Soc., 851
Skeat on Popular Education, rev., 483
Slug shocker 626
Slugs and sulphate of copper, 216 ; iodine a
decoy for, 216

Smith's Ancient Geography, rev., 483
Smith on Revelation, rev., 719
Smithfield Club Show, 1016, 1102
Snail shells in trunk of an Elm, 1070

Societies :

—

Agricultural of England, 54, 102, 127, 173,
175, 200, 224, 273, 344, 369. 392, 417, 441. 488,
512, 501. 5S*>, 610, 707, 743, 991, 994, 1077,
1097, 1102, 1142; remarks respecting, 29,

33 ; Journal, 2a, 815, 819, 838, 722; receipts
at meetings of, S56 ; Leeds show of, 442, 677,
078, 634, 654. 6r>6, »58, 1121

Belfast Agricultural, 743, 764
Bath Agricultural, 561, 536 ; Journal of,4S9
Benefit club-.

Birmingham Agricultural, 1052, 1077
Botanical of Edinburgh, 7, 218, 338, 434,

553, 578, 071, 786, 1094, 1136
Buckingham Agricultural, 873
Entomological, 99, 170,315, 411, 554, &17,

675, 851, 880, 988, 1071
German Agricultural, 368
Gloucester agricultural, 014
Highland and Agricultural, 33. 321 ; Trans-

actions of, 154, 914 ; show of at Perth, 708,
723

Linnean, 27, 74, 147, 213 303, 410, 458
554, 074, 1048, 1028, 1117
Northumberland Agricultural, 799
Bon i tord Agricultural, 610
Royal Botanic, 207. 3U, 887, 482, 553
Royal Dublin Agricultural, 297, 320
Royal Horticultural, new arrangements of,

144 ; special meeting of, 204 ; ordinary
ditto, 338, 578, 601 ; new meeting room of,

382 ; anniversary, 410 ; opening programme,
479 ; new arcades. 502, 621, 628 ; exhibition
Of, 525; report of ditto. V29 ; new garden,
597 ; election of Fellows, 718 ; conservatory of,

809,811; Dahlia shew of, 829,832; bedding
plants in new garden of, 850 ; autumn exhi-
bition of, 983 ; report of ditto. 987 ; Floral
Committee, 140, 267, 338, 387, 507, 793. 8 9,
9<9 ; Fruit Committee, 147, 267, 338, 928,
291, 626, 050, lOi-S, IS 17
Society of Arts, 200, 344
Tasmanian Horticultural, 001
Worcester Agricultural, 975
Tyneside Agricultural, 800

Solanum pweudo-oapnicura, poisoning by, 029,
1049 ; cap8icastrum, 1040

Soldiers' gardens, 085, 1007
Soot, value of as manure, 178

S. SO, 799,

Sainfoin, adulterate!, 53. 394,438,442; and
Burnet, 225

Sand fixing plants, 022, 674
Sandal wood (Santalum album), 10o9
Sap, circulation of, 172
Saponaria calabrica, 736
Sappan wood (Cesalpinia Sappan), 1009
Sapucaya Nut, 1133
Sausages, bad, 106
Sarin bl ght, 550
Scale, cure for, 73
Schihallion, botany of, 736
Sehiller's (Consul) garden, 490
School horticultural exhibitions, French, 216
School sewage, how to use, 932, 953
School unions, 1056
Sciadopitys vertuillata, 22. 0, 735
Science, transcendental, 14S
Scotland, crops in. 36
Scythe, Otway's, 3&8
Sea bears, 484

prt ring, 242
r
«
U
«,7' p "° '*

,

cn
!!?!

mpti
.

on °f
-
102; manage- Sea coast, trees for. 700, 1026 1116 1136ment. French,,914

:
;

prices of. 371, 418.443, Seakale, to force, 171
'

P.

F
-S nX, 551

*** f0T eXhibiti°*' 268 5

*&M« Pa8t and **—
* ^ of the

Palings, is *plit Larch fit for? 218 "43 344

Pfdmspathe, opening of a, 673
Palo Santo wood, 172
Pampas Grass 8
Paris public gardens, 923, 943
Pans, ita horticulture, 715, 735, 755. 774 791itsav^ues, 810 , 866; floral exhibit*,£0--..8.>6

; squares, 906 ; trees. 928 943

fo!S
,

l26
ValUC

° f a *>ar*d W2 Potatoes as

Par f" hervil, 906
.Igngy. ItaAta* 1029

tying d^ ; improvements of, 6,1. :

Poultry show, 1079 ; do. at Crystal Palace, 799
Prairie Indians, 662
Prest-.n Hall, gardens at, 3S7
Primula dimorphism, Darwin on, 104S
Prince Consort, death of II.RH. the, 1113, 1119
Proliferation, median, 74
Psidium pigmeum, 97
Ptarmigan, the, 719
Pumilio argyroiepis, achenia of, 4
Pumpkin, large, 906
Pnssley, 170, 194
Pyrctbrum, Paris, 814 ; cinerarifolium an in-

sect killer, 1067

Q.

QUASSIA chips kill green fly, 192
Quercus sober, ancient, 1048 ; Fontanesii, 1117

R.

Rabbits driven to climb for fa d, 51 ; to keep
in burking trees, 52, 1<»30 ; how to kill, £

1 1; iancs, 98, 122

double tropical, 4S2; the last, 649
$, to dry, 196; value of. 297; right of

gathering, 1110
Sedum, potash from a, 1008
Seed, adulteration of, 53, 300 ; prize essay on,

437
Seedlings, some bear cold better than others,

234; how to distinguish double, 847, 848
Serk, Scrambles in. H28
Serpents, gigantic, 676
Sewage, house, 79 ; W allace Fyfe on, 895 ; dis-

infection of, 896 ; earth, 932, 975 ; dry. 954,
1142

Sheep suitable for Scotland. 321, 702 ; manage-
ment of, 764, 799; prizes for, 1125; JJabra-
ham, 631, 652, 654

Sheep foothalt, 801, 976 ; cure for, 765 ; Prof.
Simonds on, 369, 389, 392

Sheep feeding, experiments in, 370, 321, 341,
345

Sheep bathing, 1012. 1015
Sheep breeds, 65 3, 993
Sheep fair, Irish, 934
STbeeprot, 293, 389, 392, 439, 1122
Sheep sales, 77tf ; Webb's, t05
Sheep wintering, 1013
Sheep washes, 1012, 1015
hips, what destroys, 579
buddy and v. 1, £54

Shoots, autumn, r

Short horns, Thorn l.Je. 606, 607
;Leeds. 678 ; pedi of, 1:5, 534, 776 ; &

of, 101, 199, 371, 17i
Siebold's I'atalojrue, \

Silkworm disease, 1030

South Kensington, Guide to food collection
! in, 27

j
Sowerby's Wild Flowers, rev., 483
Sowle bread, 1070, 10.J4, 1116
Spade manufacture, 466
Sparrow clubs, 996, 1036
Species, Brake on origin of, 99; false, 21S

;

Darwin's theory respecting. 218
Spinous, barbata, 613; hybrid, 915
Spondias tuberosa, 97
Squirrels, 850, 867
Stainton's Tinciua, rev., 7;>3

Stall fittings, temporary, 839
Stanmore Priory, 049
Statistics, agricultural. 193. 742, 74 5.

933 ; Irish, 820, 953 ; food, 972. &75
Steam culture, 32, SO, 104, 632. 1031, 112

1,

1142 ; cultivators, trials of, 149, 175,
199, 317. 319, 415. 438, 485, 4*7, 511,
534, 557, 55S, 5SI, 586, 587; ploughing.
677, 683, 7:^9, 740, 816, 819, S54. 933, 951,
956, 971, 993. 1011, 1013, 1017, .1051, 1<»53,

1054, 1056,107s, 1077, 1101; testimonial to
Mr. Pike for his, 724 ; on common mads,
153; v. animal power, 464, 654, 660, 630,
635; Prof. Wilson on, 708; for bottom
heat, 169

Steam engines, waste water from, 502, 893
Stems, growth of, 287
Sticta pulmonaria, 1071
Stirlingshire, farming in, 11
Stock, feeding of, 441 ; atTiptree, S72 ; winter-

ing, 1013
Stoke Edith Estate, 954
Stone, Ransome's patent, 792
8tove, new vapour fed, 106S
Strath fieldsaye estate,915
Straw, its uses, 1143
Straw plait trade, 56, 80
Straw hat manufacture, 244
Strawberrit s. mulching for, 290, 313. 337;
growing, 361, 386 ; Haatbois. 386 ; abortive,
481 ; early. 553 ; culture, scientific Amcri
can, 716. 736. 755; propagating; 890; Mar-
faret, 870. 907; Marquise do Latour Mau-
ourg, 907 ; in France, 1068 ; iu Victoria,

1117
Strikes, workmen's, 315
Subsoiling, 416
Sudbury cottagers' show, 90S
Sulphate of copper v. slugs. 216
Sulphate of iron a remedy for Dodder, 239
Sulphured Hops, 293
Sutton's (Messrs.) Nursery. 124
wan River, poisonous Leguminous plants of.

600
Swedes, 461
ydney B inlc Garden, 649

Sydney, vegetation In neighbourhood of,

Symonds' Old Bones, &c, rev., 363
Syria a new field for farmers, 744

T.

at

Table decoration, 73, 527, 577, 646, 649. 865, 925
Tares, >3

*

Taxus adpressa, 600
Tea. adulteration of, 95, 119; culture in India,

7, KiOO *

Teak, supply < 969
Technologist, 628
Teeth, fraudulent marks on, 465



Tl INDEX.

Temperature in December, I860, 6, 23, 47 ; of

January, 120 ; in Cambridgeshire, 50 ; of

panda, 13 ; ground, 71, 96, 143, 192, 194, 217,

265, 266, 289, 382 ; night, 412, 1027
Temple Newsum, 889
Tenant right, 178
Tenore (Prof.X death of, 734
Thermometers, notes ou, 47 ,* position of, 50,

51, 1072 ; and hygrometers, 240
Thieves, garden, 146
Thistle, Scotch. 1050
Thladiantha dubia, 848
Thrips in Dahlias, 850, 868
Thu.ja pendula, 575; orientalis flagelliformis,

576
Thujopsis dolabrata, 23 ; variegata, 735
Thunderstorms, 717. 736
Tilia microphylla, 1094
Timber, railway in 8. India, 218; N. W.
America, 316 ; Tasmanian, 601 ; formation
of, 625

Timber trees by Blenkarne, rev., 7
Tithe commutation, 57
Tithe-rent charge, 11*2
Toad, poison of the, 990 ; a Bee-eater, 626
Todea superba, 697
Tokay Grape, how it is produced, 848
Torreya mucifera, 23
Town gardeuiug, 791
Trade Catalogues, 869. 123, 219, 250, 339, 628,

793, 814, 889, 949, 989, 1071, 1095
Trade memoranda, 217, 946, 1069
Transplanting large Yew, 457, 481, 506, 529 ;

evergreens, 556, 738 ; Box, 756 ; large treos,

963, 086 ; M'Nab's machine for, 457
Traps, bird, 946
Tre«s, moss on, 28 ; hedge-row, 272 ; town,

408 ; hardy, killed by frost, 601 ; to with-
stand soabreezes, 700; to calculate age of,

949 ; spontaneous combustion of, 986 ; trans-
planting large, 968, 986 ; Paris, 906, 928, 943,
1025

Tree supports, 218, 220. 242, 552
Tree wounds, 775 ; cures for, 966
Tree planters. McXab's, 456
Tree stems, 287
Trefoil, uncertain vegetation of, 537
Tregullow, Rhododendrons at, 340
Trehonnais (M~ ), distinction conferred on, 390
Trifolium incarnatum, 742
Tristram's Great Sahara reviewed, 411

Truck system in Dorset, 222

Truffles, new source of, 148
Tulips, early, 267
Tumboa, W. African, 1007
Turnip enamel, 1030

Turnips, Swede, 461 ; culture of, 11,

79, 1080
Turnip seed, 366 adulteration, 390 464
Turnip-hoeing, 742

U.

Ulex strictus, 218, 241, 266, 290

V.

Vancouver's Island, 3SS, 756 ; climate of
f 676 ;

arden produce of, 990 ; horticultural exhi-
ition, 1045 ; agricultural ditto, 1053

Vanda coarulea, 96*8

Vanilla in Ceylon, 1092
Variation in plants has no limits, 671
Variegation in plants, 432
Vegetables, drying, 8 ; culture in S. India,

434
Vegetation about Sydney, 243 ; Egyptian, 599 ;

views of Pacific coast. 737 ; Australian, 947

;

Philippine, 944.

Vetches, Egyptian, 856 ; winter, 274
Veitchia Japonica, 265
Veterinary Review, 105, 955
Veterinary art, White on, 583
Veterinary studentships, 270
Veterinary surgery, 975
Victorian Gardeners' Soc, 170
Village hospital, 35
Vincas, fertilisation of tropical, 552, 699

;

seeding of, 736, 831
Vines, bottom heat for, 23 ; for a cool house,
196 ; killed by frost, 266 ; in pots, how to
pack for exhibition, 268, 831 ; at Worksop
exhibition, 850 ; at Preston Hall, 387 ; effect

of leaves on fruit of, 434 ; summer pruning
of, 695; at North Elswick Hall, 792, 927;

double crop on same, 577, 733; carrion

poisoned, 813 ; culture of, 946 ; rapid, ditto,

968 ; chandelier training of, 1009 ; treatment
of young, 1070

Vine borders, 908; at Tester, 387, 434, 410 ;

heated, 673, 908

Vine mildew, Chatel's cure, 790
Vine rot, 335, 361, 314, 1026
Vineyards, Australian, 1067
Vintage, French, 944
Violets, Neapolitan, 171 ; and Calamine rock,

909

W

Wages, labourers, 198, 1034; weekly, ditto,

320, 390, 931
Walls, glass copings for, 811
Ward's Cases, improvement in, 408; Miss

Maling's, 984, 987
Wasps, 481
Waterer and Godfrey's nursery, 531
Water, spring, 629
Weather, returns respecting the, 6, 21, 23 ; at

Nice, 26 ; in 1860, 3, 130 ; at Weybridge, 1 22 ;

1838 compared with 1860, 21 ; in December,
1860, 25 ; in Berks, 59 ; observations at

• Edinburgh, 74 ; of January, 120 ; of
February, 241 ; in March, 313 ; October, 984

Weather wisdom, 98
Weather prognostics, 167, 431, 435, 775
Weather instruments. 263
Weeds, 480 ; law respecting destruction of,

443, 466
Wellingtonia, dead sprigs on, 775 ; sizes of,

908, 928, 968, 1094
Wells, sinking, 698, 718
What'llyehave?947
Wheat, American, 318, 464; sowing in France,
129; Lois-Weedon, 177; transplanting, 343 ;

culture, 152 ; red v. white, 745 ; pedigree of,

778 ; Australian, 835 ; Piper's thickset, 872 ;

for wet seasons, 367; relative productive-
ness of, 367 ; blind, 835 ; extraordinary,
489 ; large ears of, 817, 954 ; Hallett's, 911

;

crop, our last. 764 ; rust, 701 ; smut, 835

;

law case respecting seed, 1119

Wheelbarrows,
Wild Flowers, Mrs. Lankester's 652
Willow Grouse, 719

'

Wind power, 658
Winds that blow, 1114
Window gardening, 753, 772

362, 386. 529, 649, 698, 771, 1115, ; ditto on
J

'

nese plants, 311 ; on Standard Roses ?*W*
Devonshire, 434; in Scotland, 43? Vtt !

n

at Belstane, 553; in Cornwall '577 'iJS 1

in Botanical Garden, Oxford, 1069 ;

Witheringia pogonandra, 926
Wolverstone Park, 851
Woods employed in the Navy, 949 ; Palo Santo172 •

Woodlice, cure for, 700
Woodpecker, 555
Wool, what a fleece can do, 36: sale nf «c

562. 765, 820, 875 ; British, 606 ; and shoddy

Workmen's strikes, 315
Worms, 910 ; cure for, 124 ; wind pine an •

army, 869
* y

'
WJ »

Wounds of trees, 775 ; cures for, 966
Wyndham's Wild Life in Norway, 719
Wynter on our Social Bees, rev. 699

Y.

Yams, 553; raising Chinese from seed 930-
Japanese, 965 '

'

Yeddo, Botanical gardens of, 120
Yew, transplanting a large, 457, 4S1, 506, 529
poisoning by means of, 1119

Z.

Zambesi expedition, 578
Zinnia aurea, 1114
Zoological discoveries, curious, 903



LIST OF WOODCUTS IN THE PRESENT VOLUME

A.

Abies Reginae Amaliaj, 755
Achenia of Pumulio argyrolepis, 5

Agaricus alcalinus, 1114 ; dealbatus var., 312 ;

geotropus, 734 ; mucidus, 576 ;
personatus,

696
;

platyphyllus, 926 ; rachodes, 599 ;

rimosus, 5 ; vaginatus, 97 ; veraus, 480
Araucaria Rulei. 868
Arcades at Soutn Kensington, 503, 623

Asparagus Copper Web Fungus, 502

B.

Barley, fingered, 246
Begonia pot, 947
Buttercups, how propagated, 5S3

C

Campanula rotundifolia alba, €98
Cattle stall, temporary, 839
Chferophyllum bulbosum, 8S7
Charlock, seed pods of, 973
Chrysanthemums, new Japanese, 550
Conservatory, Royal Horticultural Society's
new, 811

Copper Web Fungus, 502

D.

Decorations, table, 647
Drainage, illustration of arterial, 103

F.

Farm, Peasemore, 415
Fern sports, 1046
Fir, new Arcadian, 755
Fistulina hepatica, 121
Flowers, plan of preserving fresh, 622
Fruit gatherer, 774
Fungus, Asparagus Copper Web, 502

G.

Glazing, new plan of, 98
Grate for peat burning, 1120

I.

Ixora grandiflora, semi double, 671

Jardinit, 792

L.

Licea fragiformis, 145

Lycoperdon pyriforme, 241

M.

H.

Heating, hot water, 242 ; peat-burning grate
for, 1120 ; vapour fed stove for, 1068

Hygrophorus pratensis, 289
Hypoxylon concentricum, 72

Manure, plan of applying liquid, 486

O.

Onygena equina, 361
Orchard-house tree, 850

P.

Parsnep Chervil, 587
Peat burning, grate for, 1120
Peziza onotica, 433
Plant drying apparatus, 76
Ploughing, steam, 80, 535, 680
Poppy capsules, 271
Poronia punctata, 193
Pot for Begonias, 947
Potatoes, plan for storing seed, 887

R.

Reticularia umbrina, 409
Roestelia lacerata, 336
Royal Horticultural Society's new meeting
room, 383 ; arcades, 503, 623 ; conservatory.
811

S.

Sapucaya " Nut," 1133
Sciadopitys verticillata, 360
Sinapis, seed pods of, 973
Slug shocker, 626
Steam ploughing, 80, 535, 680
Stone, Ransome's patent, 792
Stove, vapour fed, 1068

T.

Table decorations, 647
Tree transplanter, McNab's, 457
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GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

U T T O N AND SO
SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,

Royal Berkshire Sekd Establishment, Reading.

N S,

4
6

5

7
6

7
11

p

e
b
a
a
b
c

8 r

3 c

6 a

7 a
9 c

J AMES CARTER and CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN,

237 .and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE MILLION.

JH. BIRD, F.H.S., Nubseuyman, Stoke Newing-
• ton, begs to inform his friends and the public, that he

•will be able to supply them with strong plants of the above

Flower, in quantities from a dozen to a thousand, from his

well-known stock, which is the largest in Europe, at the

proper i >on, viz., FEBRUARY and MARCH next, at very

low prices.—N.B. A new CATALOGUE will be published in

January, and may be had for One imp.

FERN CATALOGUE.
EOBERT SIM'S DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED

CATALOGUE, No. 6 (62 pages) of his COLLECTION of

BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, can be had, post free, for 8

stamp?. Gratis to all previous purchasers of Ferns.

Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent, S.E.

ROSES.
AUL and SON'S CATALOGUE of the above may
be had post-free, on application.—Please Address

Paul & Son. Old Cheshunt Nurseries.

BUTTON'S COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS.O —See Gardeners' Chronicle of December 15, page 1102.

Royal rkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

D

P

J.

ROSES.
EDWIN HOLLAMBY begs to inform his Friends

and Patrons that his DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATA-
LOGUE of the above for 1860—61 is now ready, and will be
forwarded post free and gratis on application.

•erry Hill Nurseries Seed Establishment, Parade,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

and J. FRASER'S NEW CATALOGUE of
PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, and ROSES, is now ready

and may be had on application to J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge
Road Nurseries, Leyton, N.E.

STRAWBERRIES
Robertson's " Wizard of the North " and •• Nonsuch."

DANIEL ROBERTSON is prepared to supply the
above superior varieties, in well-established Plants, at

21*. per 100 each. In pots, 25s.—Linside Nursery, Paisley.

DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES AND NECTARINES.
XT7* J. EPPS has a large quantity of fine clean
V V • i-own stuff of the above. Prices to the Trade and

others sent on application.

The Trie KENTISH COB NUT TREES, very handsome
plants, 6k per dozen and upwards.
A GENERAL LIST of FRUITS, ROSES, SHRUBS,

PLANTS, <fce , sent on application.

/
High Street, Maidstone.

HARLKS 13. SAUNDERS, Nurseryman, &c,
Jcrsc y, begs to offer the following articles to the attention

of horticulturalists generally

—

Fine Strong VINES, 6 to 10 feet long, and comparatively
strong, of the most approved kinds, the roots of which have
never been crammed or distorted by pot culture.
DWARF STANDARD PEAR TREE on QUINCE STOCKS,

2 to 4 years' growth, most of which are in fruiting condition.
Prices and lists of general stock on application.

TO THE TRADE.—CONTINENTAL FLOWER SEEDS.

GEORGE MACINTOSH, Agent for Mr. F. W.
Wen del, begs to announce that he is now prepared to

r ve orders for tbe above, which will be promptly executed
1 delivered carriage paid to London. CATALOGUES free

y post on application.—Nursery, High Road, Hammersmith.

K ifitt LAWSON and SON, the Queers Seeds-
mk*, 27, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W., be;; to

intimate that their new SEEDS have been grown with their
oal care from selected stocks, and they are prepared to

with promptness and attention all orders entrusted to
t a PRICED LISTS of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL

DS and SLEDS of the NATURAL GRASSES for
lay - down Permanent Pastures, &c. may be had free on
appLcation

;
GARDEN IMPLEMENTS of all sorts and of the

vi
q

r
y "

°r
de

.

rs m°st carefully executed for Seeds
suitable for exportation to Foreign Parts.

27, Great George Street, Westminster, S. W.

N~OT I Cl
PAUL and SON.—The public are respectfully

• informed that by direction of tbe Arbitrators, all
Actuate due to the late firm of A. Pacl & Son are to be paidMr Jones, Accountant, 3, Guildhall Chambers, Basinghall

•
London

i E-C-> apd to do other person.

\\
n L E * A M B ARRON, Garden Architect,

', Landscape Gardenrr, Ac., Sketty, Swansea.

*Jli
Gentle*"en should be aware before they are led into an

« ess expense. First have PLANS and ESTIMATES with
SPECIFICATIONS. Everything executed oV ContTacIM in the best style. Terms on application.

Alpha and Sketty Nurseries, Swansea.

U UPTON'S SHOUT SELECT SEED LIST will

lO be sent gratis and post free on application as below. It
is now Rkadv.
Sutton & Sons. Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

UliPLUS STOCK of IMPORTED DUTCH
FLOWERING BULBS.—50 HYACINTHS, 100 TULIPS,

100 CROCUS, 18 POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, 50 GARDEN-
NARCISSUS, 30 1XIAS. 30 SPARAXIS, 6 CHINESE
P.EONIES, 6 CROWN IMPERIALS, all in excellent condition
for '2 Is.—Butler & McCulloch. Covent Garden Market, W.C.

UTCH HULHS.—Alargo quantity to be alt-tost

given away.—R. Green. 154, Kingsland Road, N.E.,
55 doors from Shoreditch Church.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.

WM. CUTBUSH and 5SON beg to intimate that
their PRICED CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN

and FLOWER SEEDS for 18G1 is now ready and will be sent
gratis on application.
Every article offered can be guaranteed of the very best

description and true.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N., onl\.

HOLESALE CATALOGUE OP NURSERY
STOCK (see another Advertisement),

can be had Ejree ou applying to

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

CATALOGUES FOR 1861.

IHDWARD SANG and SONS beg to intimate that
Li their PRICED CATALOGUES of Plants and Seeds for

1861 are now ready and may be had on application.—Kirkcaldy,
Jan. 5.

TO THE TRADE.
CHARLES SHARPK and CO., Seed Growers,

Sleaford, will forward post free on application their
WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEEDS for the present season.

Sleaford, Lincolnshire.—Ian. 5.

N EW S EEOS.—CARRIACE FREE.
ECONOMY IN ORDERING SEEDS.—Sent> for

JOHN DOBSON and SONS' DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE, sent post free to any address, and select

your own kinds and quantities in preference to tbe collection
system.—High Street, Hounslow, W., and Woodlands Nursery,
Isleworth, W.

OBSON and SON'S PRIZE CALCEOLAR I

A

SEED, 1*. 6d., 2s. 6d. t 3s. 6d., and 5s. each packet, sealed.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

D
LILIUM GIGANTEUM.—25 Seeds of this noble

richly-scented hardy Lily post free for 12 stamps.

Thomas Jackson & Son, Kingston, S.W.

ERICAS of the leading kinds, young bushy clean
stuff, 6s. to 12s. per dozen; to the Trade 50* per 100.

Also the leading kinds of GERANIUMS, 6s. to 12*. per dozen ;

and NEW VERBENAS of last year, 6s. to 9s. per dozen, esta-
blished in 60-size pots.

—

Epps' Nurseries, Maidstone.

ZALEA iNDICA.—The Subscribers have a fine
healthy stock of dwarf bushy Plants, well set with bloom,

which they beg to offer to the Trade ; also an immense
quantity of half specimens of all the leading kinds.—Prices on
application to J. Ivery & Sox, Dorking Nursery.

EVV AZALEA INDICA.— Alba unica, Adelaide
von Nassau, Adolphe von Nassau, Alexander II., Aurelie,

Bernard Andre", Bouquet de Flore, Comte de Hainault, Director
AuguBtin, Distinction, Flower of the Day, Model, Nathalie,
Queen of the Whites, Roi Leopold, Rosy Circle, Schone Main-
zerin, Teutonia, Thusnelde, and William' Luddick. Good clean
plants

;
purchaser's selection of 12, 40s. ; the set of 20, Zl.,

hamper and packing included.
Thomas Jack-on & Sox, Nurserymen, <frc, Kingston, S.W.

R H O D 6 D e'IJTd R O NS,
WH. ROGERS can offer the above in any qnan-

• tity, of all sorts and sizes, and low in price ; also
every other description of well-grown NURSERY" STOCK,
irom his extensive grounds, extending over 60 acres.

Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.

NEW CINERARIAS OF l36u.

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out their
• splendid Varieties of the above, which for colour, dwarf

habit, and large compact heads of bloom, are unsurpassed ;

many of them are finely formed, and others have the largest
flowers known. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had
on application—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

SUPERB BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH are now sending- ont SEED of

• their well-known superior BALSAMS, which have
maintained their character as the brightest colours. The
doublest and largest flowers known for many years. In
collections of 9 distinct colours, 2*. 6d. each ; the same mixed
2«. ; half the quantity, It.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOW-RING PLANTS.
Fand A. SMITH are now sending out at reason-

• able prices finely grown plants of Acacia, Azalea,
Aphelexis, Boronias, Burehellia, Chorozeraa, Cineraria, Cactus,
Cytisus, Carnation (Tree), Daphne, Epacris, Brio* Euta i,

Gardenias, Geraniums, Hydrangea, Primula, J thera,
Poinsettia. Poly-gala, Roella, R« ^, Inrhea mir. 1. Fabvier,
Mrs. Bosanquet, G6ant des Batailles, Yellow Noisette, Gloire
de Dijon, Cramoisie superieur, «Jbc. Tremandra, Greenhouse
Climbers in variety. Prices with Lists on application.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

G
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.EOKGE GIBBS and

SEEDSMEN,
26, DOWN STREET, PICCADILLY,

LONDON, W.

C 0.,

*

PL V M O U T Ji 8 E E D C <> M PA N F.—
General Seed Merchants, Union Ro.vl, Plymouth.

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY.—The Company's
Collections of SEEDS are now ready. All kinds of

Seeds arc now in from the Growers in much better con-
dition than might be expected.—Address Plymouth Seed
Company, Plymouth, Devon. *

NEW SEEDS ox SALE by the PLYMOUTH
SEED COMPANY.—For prices and particulate: see^heir

GENERAL PRICE CURRENT, which is now ready. >*,*•

Address, Plymouth Seed Company. Plymouth, Devon.

PELARGONIUMS.
JOHN DOBSON and SONS bog to invite the at-

tention of intending purchasers of the above, who will
be liberally dealt with. A choice selection sent at a
moderate price. NEW CATALOGUES now ready, post free.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth. W.

/^J.EORGE It. DAVIDSON, Nukskryman and Skeds-
VX man, Newrv, Ireland, offers to the Trade 3,000,000 THORN
QUICKS. 1 and 2 years old, well grown ; also 1,00'j.i" m) FOR T
TREES, twice transplanted. Samples on a] »

\
» 1 i cation.

ARUtTTTJS.— Several thousand 1-year old Seedlings
for sale.—Apply to Tnos. Barnf.s & Co., Men-ion Nur-

sery, Dublin.

1ANT POLYAS IHUS and GIANT COWSLIP.
—These favourite Flowers to be obtained either in Roots

or Seed.—Application to be made to Geo. Mace, at the
Gardens, Calcot, near Reading.

WHAT YIELDS MOST SOVERE1CN5 PER ACRE?
KKNTISH COB FILBERTS.—Trees to be had by

applying to Geo. Mace, at tbe Gardens, Calcot, near
Reading.

MILLTRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON can still supply the
above first-rate SPAWN at 7«. 0-/. per bushel.—See

Gardeners' Chronicle* Dec. 22. 1860, page 1129.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N. (o::r.Y).

POTATO OR" UNDERGROUND ONIONS.
JOSEPH MAY begs to announce he has received

a good snpply of the above useful root, which will be
found by every gardener a good substitute, instead of sowing
the seed, which, this season, has nearly failed. Price 6>i. per
lb. Directions sent for planting. SEFD LIST for 18dl sent
on application to any part.

Wellington Street. Strand, Waterloo Bridge, W. C.

WEBB'S IMPERIAL KIDNEY POTATOES.—
Surpassing for quality, beauty, and yield, any other

Potato.—Application to Geo. Mace, at the Gardens, Calcot,
near Reading.

EARLY POTATOES.
\\T DRUMMOND and SONS can supply several
V \ • excellent varieties ofGARDEN POTATOES) including

the earliest in cultivation, all of which are in the finest possible
condition. PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS may be had post
free on application.

Seed ft Nursery Establishment, Stirling, N.B.

T~6 THE TRADE.
JOHN SHARPE will be glad to furnish, on Applica-

tion, prices of the Seeds he has harvested and is grow-
ing, consisting of TURNIPS, MANGELS, PEAS, <fcc.

beed Growing Establishment, Bardney Hall, near Lincoln. __

ASPARAGUS for FORCING, 5 and 6 years' trans-
planted, 5s. per 100, or 21. per 1000,—Apply to A.

Laidi-aw, 0, Elizabeth Terrace, Church St., Stoke Newington, N.

notice"
WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul, and for tbe last 13 years only and equal partner
in the late firm of A. Paul & Son) respectfully announces that
the old Cheshunt Nurseries have been divided, one part and
half the stack remain in his possession; to these he has added
30 acres of Nursery Ground. Seel Warehouse, Plant Houses,
&o., with entrance from the platform, Waltham 8 ion.

Eastern Counties Railway.—Address Wm. Paul, Cheshunt
Nurseries, Wultham Cross, N.

CARRIAGE FREE
PIKE'S. COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS'

—Collection A, 80$. ; Collection B. 50* ; Collection C,

25*. : Collection D. 12?. ; select CATALOGUE of GARDEN
FLOWERS and FARM SEF.DS post free on application, con-

tinning the quantities in each collection. Every kind of seel
is proved before it is sent out.

—

Jamks S Pike, Winchmore Hill

Nursery, and Seed Establishment. London.

T7>OK SALE, FRUIT TREES in Pots, fine speci-

Jj mens, the surplus stock of a gentleman. — Eight fine

BLACK HAMRURGH GRAPE V -
; eight F1FS, of sorts;

three PLUMS, of sorts; one PEACH; one NECTARINE, all

perfectly healtby and in a fine bea state —Every informa-

tion given on application to C. J. EUrKKR, The Nurseries,

Godaiming, Surrey.

R~OBERT NEAL, Xuuseuyman, Wandsworth
Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

rge and well selected stock of EVERGRE I- _ and VLOWER-
IXGSHRUBS,ORN AMBNTALTREES, AMERICAN PLANTS,
FRUIT and FOREST TREES, STANDARD asd DWARF
ROSES of every description. A large stock of BOX-LEAF
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for h-dcres ; GREEN
HOLLV, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds ;

LEAF MOUI 1>- The Nursery is 10 niinuj -' walk from Clapham
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Cry ' Palace Line.
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PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
PINE PLANTS, Fruiting and Src sum.
GBAPE TIN BS, raoM Eves for Fruiting in Pots, or Planting.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO. can supply any quantity

ofvery finehealthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting or Succession.

GRAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

JOHN WEEKS and CO. '3 Horticultural Show Establish-

ment is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing ol

GRAPES, PINKS, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing

the most improved plans of Horticultural Buildings with

the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation. __
JOHN WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Flans, Estimates, and Illustrated Cata logues free on application.

TREE AND SHRUB CATALOGUE.

JOHN CRANSTON begs to announce to his Patrons

and the Public generally, that his DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of Conifers, Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deci-

duous Shrubs, Ac, is now ready for distribution, and will be

forwarded on receipt of one postage stamp.
The above contains important and interesting notes with

regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain, Native

Country, date of introduction, and in the case of Flowering

Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.
Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

/THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.

f^ EORGE CHIVAS oners the above, varying from
VJJT Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. A
Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on
receipt of 15s. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway
Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH ; half a

Million of Transplanted SPBUCE ; Ten Thousand Superior

Standard APPLES and PEARS; and a large General NUR-
SERY STOCK.—Chester, Jan. 5. __

LARGE TREES, ETC.
Wlsl. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul), Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.,

has a quantity of large handsome TREES, Evergreen
and Deciduous, which must be cleared off 10 acres of the

old NurteriM vory shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus
dcodara, Cedar of Lebanon, Yews, Box, Laurels, Arbor-vitse,

Privet, Rod Cedar, fine specimens ot choice Coniferse, Alders,

Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Fruit Trees, <fec. All have been
frequently removed and rise with plenty of fibrous roots. Care-

fully taken up and delivered free to any railway station in

London. Further particulars en application.—Please address

William Pail, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

CORDYLINE ORACJENA) IKDIVISA.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
Have the pleasure to announce that they have now ready to send out the magnificent

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM NEW ZEALAND
AN ACCOUNT OF WHICH WAS GIVEN BY DR. LINDLEY IN THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, OCT. 20, 1859, Pp. 868

It is impossible to give an adequate description of this wonder of Nature, which should be seen in its native grandeur bi h*
thoroughly appreciated. Specimens can, however, be seen at this establishment which already prove the accounts receive l t

its merits to be quite reliable. Being found at a high elevation it will be a very hardy Conservatory Plant, and will probahl
bear total exposure in the West of England and in Ireland. F m5

CORDYLINE INDIVISA attains a height of from 10 to 20 feet, in an erect and undivided trunk on which the foliar I

retained with vigour almost to the ground. The leaves are set on to the greatest advantage, and measure from 5 to fi feet
*

length, and from 6 to 9 inches in breadth. Their colour is of the richest description : a broad and prominent, midrib 2
crimson brown runs through the entire length, and numerous red and white lines run parallel to the midrib : the wholl
surface is overlaid with a rich golden bronze producing an elegant effect. The under side of the leaves is glaucous Thp
whole tree is unsurpassed in its truly noble and unique beauty.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

THE PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY
(LIMITED)

ARE SENDING OUT THEIR COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS, WHICH HAVE HITHERTO GIVEN GREAT SATISFACTION.

No. 1. Complete Collection of Seeds for a large Garden, for One Year's supply £4

No. 2. Complete Collection for a moderate sized Garden 2 10

110

1 oo
12 6

No. 3. Complete Collection for do., small quantities ..

No. 4. Complete Collection for a Small Garden

• t #

* • •

# %

• * *

• t f

» » i

• • •

• • t

ft t

ft t •

No, 5. Complete Collection for a Small Garden

No. 1. CARRIAGE FBEE TO MOST STATIONS AND PORTS IN THE KINGDOM.
No. 2. CARRIAGE FREE TO BROAD GAUGE STATIONS AND STEAM PORTS.
No. 3. CARRIAGE FREE TO STATIONS BETWEEN PLYMOUTH AND PADDINGTON.

ADDRESS, PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY, PLYMOUTH.
-

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON', W.C.

N McC LL C J

Descriptive Price Catalogue of Vegetable Seeds, New French Gladioli, &c f
.a

*

WITH CULTUKAL DIRECTIONS, NOW READY, AND MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION OR FREE BY POST.

LIST of NOVELTIES received from our Sardinian Correspondent,
ANAGALLIS BREWERI GRANDIFLORA, splendid ricb dark

velvety blue, flowers very large, the most magnificent
Anagallis yet produced. 1,«. per packet.

BIGNONIA CAPREOLATA ALBA SUPERBA, new climber
of extreme beauty, with large fragrant white flowers and
graceful foliage. Is. per packet.

CALLIRHOEPKDATA NANA, fine new dwarf variety, 8 to 10
inches high, rich violet crimson, white eye: beautiful
bedding plant, continuing in bloom the whole season. 1*.

per packet.
CHRYS03CIAS FLORIBUNDA, l.andsome climbing plant
with elegant foliage and fine yellow flowers (see ' Illustra-
tion Horticole ' of Verschaffelt). 1*. per packet.

COLUTEA FRUTESCENS GRANDIFLORA, superb dark red
flowers, resembling Clianthus puniceus. Is. per packet.

CONVOLVULUS ALBA FLORE PLENO, beautiful new
double pure white flowers, very regular in form, a valuable
acquisition. 1*. per packet.

CONVOLVULUS CANTABRIOA STELLATA, beautiful rosy
pink flowers, with pure white star in centre, profuse
bloomer : fine dwarf bedding plant. 1 •. per packet.

DIANTHUS HEDDKWIGI FLORE PLENO, magnificent
double flowers of various shades. 1*. and 2*. 6<J. per packet.

GAZANIA SPLENDEN3, a beautiful summer and autumn
blooming evergreen plant, of neat dwarf habit for bedding

:

golden yellow flowers from 3 to 4 inches in diameter with

rich dark brown Chocolate spots upon a black ground, these
again marked with white spots upon their disc. The effect
of the whole is brilliant beyond description. 1*. per packet.

HIBISCUS HETEROPHYLLUS, beautiful red and white
flowers. 1*. per packet.

HIBISCUS OCHROLEUCA GRANDIFLORA, large yellow
flowers, shaded rose, most beautiful. Is. per packet. "

|

HIBISCUS LILIFLORUS, fine scarlet lily-like flowers. 1*.

per packet.
The above splendid varieties of Hibiscus are an important

acquisition.

INDIGOFERA ROYLEI, beautiful large red blossoms, some-
what resembling Polygala (see Louis Van Houtte's Flore
des Serres.') 2s. 6d. per packet.

IPOMiEA LEARII, splendid perennial Ipomaea, producing
profuse clusters of superb lazuli blue flowers, changing to
red. The effect of this plant in bloom is beyond description,
and we believe the seed has never before been offered to the
public. Is. (><Z. per packet.

PENTSTEMON LUDOVIO, large violet flowers, white throat,
striped and spotted black : a magnificent variety of these
favourite plants. Is. per packet.

RICINUS CANDENS. 6d. per packet.
RICINUS VIRIDIS. U. per packet.
RICINUS VIRIDIS NANUS PALLIDUS. U. per packet

RICINUS BOSEUS 6d. per packet.

The above are new hybrid varieties, remarkable for the

noble appearance and the distinct character of their iriut.

SOLANUM CABILIENSIS ARGENTEUM, this fine ner

variety has three-lobed silvery leaves, yellow fruit the as

of a small Apple, and blooms the first year :
a very nana-

some ornamental shrub. Is. per packet. ««-.«*
STATICE PUBERULA HYBRIDA, beautiful pale blue flo*;

in large clusters, which remain in perfection several mom
in succession : a most elegant ornament to the Greennou»|

Is. per packet.
,

. . p^aA*
TACSONIA SPLENDENS, magnificent new scarlet ras^

TROp!eOLUM LEOPARD (Mylius), splendid form, orange

maroon spots. Is. per packet. *»

TROP^EOLUM LORD CLYDE (Myhus), perfect form, of

velvety vcrmillion shaded cerise. Is. P^ packet.

TROPAOLUM MASSILIENSE GRANDIFLORUM, **]

large, light red, vermilion shaded. Is P« PJJ'Sv «nTaa
TROP2EOLUM VIOLACEUM GRANDIFLOBUM, spiw

large, velvety scarlet shaded purple. 1*. per pac^t.

VACCINIUM ERYTHRINUM, a most lovely plant
;

wiu -

evergreen leaves and numerous racemes of droopjig • ^
which, with the young branches, petioles, midrib*>**>
margins of the nascent leaves, are of a brilliant corai

Compact handsome shrub, 1* feet high. Seed not yet npe

S E L E C T I N S OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
in ffiTlStt ~°w

Appro
r
ed fnd Choice sorts proportioned to suit Large or Small Gardens.-Either of the first Three Collections sent carriage paid to any principal Bailey SJJ

London!|^tv5?Sl! or Bristol
'

' ° '
Limerick

'
Eelfast

>
Newry> Londonderry, or any other town on the Irish Coast where there is direct (Steam Communication bet*

rofTufvaS witli the greatest care, both as regards the sorts and quantities, and will doubtles, be found adapted to most gardans ; should thare, however
toy varieties not required, increased quantities of others can be substituted.

QUANTITIES CONTAINED IN COLLECTIONS, No. 1,

80s.

20qts.
8qts.

5 pts.

3oz.

6 pkts.
1 pkt.

10 pkts.

No. 2.

50s.

PEAS, including only such as are proactive,
of superior tUvonr, aud best adapted for suc-
cessional sowing, such as Dauiei O'Kourke

T^t£Prnof,England '
pnze-taker

f Surprise, &c.
££,A;\s, best for successional sowings
BEANS, FRENCH, Runners and Dwarfs, suc-

cessional sowings ....
?nS^,

nA
!

J
t

l?
r\9uperb dwar£'<W crimson

'.

'.BORECOLE, best sorts, including Cottager's

BRl ^SPROUTS,' imported " ['.

BRO LI, best sorts for succession, including

n ??> »! S.fW* Wintcr
' Walcheren, Imp. I, Ac.

7if '
,c'st 80rts for succession, including

- J P10Q .

^'
( il, London Market, Ac. ..

KA(J VO , best sorts .. . ..CA R

U

sorts for sum mer and winter use 14 <

v. a b 1jH
>
v\ hR , for ftuewntai , superior Early

Lo* n an landholder, the best sorts in cui-
tr i.. .. , 2 pkta.

CELERY, including Tmuer'a Incomparable,
Hood s Dwarf Red, be 3 pkta.

No. 3.

25.v.

12qts.
5qts.

3 pts.

2oz.

4 pkts.
1 pkt.

7 pkts.

No. 4.

15s, 6d.

No. 5.

10s. 6d.
QUANTITIES CONTAINED IN COLLECTIONS-

7 qts.

3 qts.

2 pts.

1 07-

.

3 pkts.
1 pkt.

4 qts.

4 pts.

1 pt.

i oz.

2 pkts.
1 pkt.

2 oz.

8 pkts. 5 pkts.

4 pkts. 2 pkts.

1 oz.

8oz.

4 pkts.

i oz.

4 oz.

2 pkts. 1 pkt.

2 pkts.

£ o«.

2oz.

3 pkts. ' 2 pkjg.
J

1 pkt.

4 pts.

2 pts.

1 pt.

£ oz.

1 pkt.
1 pkt.

1 pkt.

1 pkt.

i oz.

1 oz.

No. 1.

80s.

No.
60s.

i

COUVE THONCHUDA, the most delicate fl
-

voured of the Cabbage tribe, ready in autumn
CRESS, plain and curled, Australian and Ame-
rican

CUCUMBERS, including Butler's
Eugenie, and other famous sorts..

ENDIVE, finest sorts ..

LEEK, large flag
LETTUCE, best sorts for succession'
MUSTARD

Empress

1 pkt.
1 <it.

2 pkts.

No. 3.

25.«.

No. 4.

15s. Orf .

i

4 pkts.
2 oz.

1 oz.

1 pkt.

. . 6 pkts,

J?v J&?'«v£el
o
0f P.e

^
fectio»V Scarlet Gem. &cV 3 t$1

PARSLEY, Myatt'e splendid curled
PARSNIPS, Hollow Crown, very fine .. ..RA

,J
)£S

,P' ~.
eBt for succession, including' Beck,

\v ood s, Olive-shaped, &c. .

.

SPINACH, Summer and Winter sorts
SALSAFY and SCORZONEBA, each

BAMPION and CAPSICUM, 'each
"

SWEET HERBS
TURNIP, best sorts for succession

• •

* *

8 oz.
6oz.

16 oz.

H Qt.

1 oz.

2 pkts.

1 i»kt.

6 pkts.

1 pkt.
1 pt.

2 pkts.

3 pkts.
1 oz.

1 o*.

4 pkts.
1 at.

2 pkts.
6 oz.

2oz.
4 oz.

12 oz.

1 qt.

£ oz.

1 pkt.
1 pkt
4 pkts.

10 oz. ] 10 oz.

lpkt.
fpt.

2 pkts.

2 pkts.

5 oz.

\ cz.

3 pkts.

1 pt.

lpkt.
3 oz.

1 oz.

2 oz.

6 oz.

6 o-a.

J oz.

1 pkt.

3 i>kts.

4 oz.

9 • *

4 oz.

2 pkts.

f *

* »

pkts,

4 OZ.

» •

1 h oz.

1 oz.

3 oz.

4 oz.

. • • •

2

*-

tar

fro:

tfc

t

• *

1

For Orpins CVl«ctions of Bulbs see Advertisement of last week, and Advertisement on front page of this week.

BUTLER & McCULLOCH, Covent Ganden Market, W.C,

it,

hia
wil
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WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1860 and SPRING
1861, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,

and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM.
WILLIAM YOUNG has a fine lob of the above

suitable for Cover or planting in masses in pleasure
grounds, or by carriage drives, &c. Fine strong bushy plants,
from 40.*., 50a., 75s. per 100.

Named varieties of good kinds from 71. 10s. to 151. per 100,
or 24s. to 425. per dozen.

Milf-Td Nurseries, near Godalming.

NEW GARDEN SE.DS, CROWT H OF~~^~
Royal r,

Berkshire

Seed

Establishment
.

LEES NEW WHITE SPEOUTING BROCCOLI.

ACTION.

4 00
2 10

110

1 00
12 6

C-

for thei:

fruit,

fine ne*

it the size

very band-

lue flower?

ral month?

reenhousa

)t Passion-

m, orange-

FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.

1ESSRS. JOHN & CHARLES LEE
XTAVE <Sfe Measure to offer new seed of their WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI for 1860-61.^ ThisXX valuable Vegetable has established its character for hardiness by withstanding the late severe winter, when nearly every
otner kind of Broccoli was destroyed. It also produced an abundance of secondary heads as shown in the Photograph, and was
in every way equal to the description given of it last year.

jf Price 2*. 6d. per packet, to be had of all the principal Seedsmen.

form, &
HUESERY & SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH, LONDON, W.
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EXCELLENCE, ECONOMY, AND CONVENIENCE.

SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
OF

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS
FOR ONE TEAR'S SUPPLY.

SUTTON and SOXS are now prepared to execute
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and can war-

rant them genuine.
The PRICED LIST is now ready, aud will be son* post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.
"• SEED CATALOGUE, 1861.

STEPHEN BROWN'S LIST of the finest VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS is now read v. Sent free on application.

The COMPLETE SEED CATALOGUE (30th Annual Edition)
will short'y bo ready, and contain many choice novelties from,
the Continent and elsewhere.
The late summer having proved unfavourable for many

Seeds, S. B. is receiving a more than usual portion of his supply
from the milder parts of the Continent, both of Vegetable and
Flower Seeds.
Prices for first quality as moderate as the scarcity of the

present season will admit.
Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, "Suffolk.

]VTEYV FUCHSIA, MADAME COKNELISSEN.—
J.N Among the white corolla class, is the best double,
deepest coloured sepals in nniifi-aa^ \^gf- yfl^pyj. more pro-
fuse in bloom, and best habit. Plants young and free in
growth, well adapted for making specimens in the coming
season, offered at 3s. 6d. each, post free, 4s. 6d.
PETUNIA LADY EMILY PEEL, Zs. 6d. each, and THE

QUEEN, 2s. 6d.

PETUNIA ANNIE KIEN.—Double crimson, with pic-
turesque white margins, 3s. Gd. each.
TREE CARNATIONS, full of flower and bud.
THE BULB GUIDE, for Amateur Growers, is now pub-

lished, and may be had of Messrs. Henderson in exchange for

13 postage stamps ; also a Coloured Lithographed Plate of the
Wellington Nursery (22 inches by 15), on receipt of 12 stamps.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St. John's
Wood, London, N.W

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that his New

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and
other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published
and will be forwarded on application. It likewise furnishes a
List of all popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most
desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale
Station, South-Western Railway.
The CATALOGUE can also be had of Mr. John Kbrkax,

4, Great Russell Street, Covent Gardea, W.C.

GERANIUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPi NE~ PLANT ST
ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, Xo.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg-to inform
their friends and patrons that their new priced and

descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns^ Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,
Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the
season, is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey
Roads, Holloway, London, N.

VEGETABLE AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ic.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-
form their friends and patrons that they are now pre-

pared to execute with NEW ahd GEN LTNE &LE&DS all orders
they mar be favoured with. ^^^•BP
Their PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, cootaii-

ing all NEW VEGETABLES proved to be good, and all the
best of the older varieties, will be forwarded post free on appli-
cation. An inspection and comparison with prices of otner
firms is solicited.

The following are particularly recommended as very superior
varieties in their respective classes, and should be included in
the most select collections :—Beet, Compact topped ; Brocco-
lies, New White Sprouting, Winter White (true); Brussels
Sprouts, Improved Dwarf; Cauliflowers, Early Dwarf Erfurt,
New Early Mammoth or Frogmore Forcing ; Celery, Imperial
Dwarf Red, Nonsuch, Colewort Rosette; Leeks, Ayton Castle
Giant, Hybrid Prize; Lettuces, Alma, Moor Park," Versailles;
Peas, Early Prolific, General Wyndham, Perfection.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-
way, London, N.

/BARTER'S LIST OF NEW AND
VEGETABLES.

CHOICE

Per packet

—

s. d.
Lee's White Sprouting

Broccoli .. ..2
Nutting's selected dwarf

• « 1

1
I

6

• *

( ^EMTjEMEN who do not employ a professed Gardener, or who for other reasons may prefer ordering their^ Seeds themselves, will find it most convenient to order one of SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS,
hich are so assorted as to contain the proper quantities of the best kinds to supply a finally for the whole year.

The entire charge for the largest Collection (No. 1) is £4 } for Cash
Ditto ditto Collection (tfo. 2) is 2 10 > only.

And Complete Collections for Smaller Gardens may be bad at 25s. and 12s. 6d.

Red Beet
Tomato do Lay©
Dalmeney Broccoli
Conning's Perfection do.
Melville's variegated gar-
nishing Kail

Carter's dwarf Mammoth
Cauliflower

Hood's dwarf Imperial
Celery . . . . ..10

Lyuch's Star of the West 1

For further particulars see

1

1

Per packet—*.

Carter's Giant White Cos
Lettuce . . . . . . 1

Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber . . . . . . 1

New Feather-stem Savoy 1
Carter's Excelsior Melon 1

Turner's Gem . . . . 1
StrathmoreHeroPeas.p. qt. 2
Handsworth Potatoes,

per peck 5
Pheasant Eye do. „ 3
Dalmahoy do. .. ,, 3
Baldry '8 Scarlet Defiance
Rhub.irb, per root . . 2

CARTER'S SELECT LIST

c

OF

<(

•2

jRromMx. William Moor, Gardener, the Rectory, Stoke.
I never had (previous to yours last year), a lot of Seeds which have all turned out so satisfactory. it

GARDEN and FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post
free on application.

James Carter & Co., 23T and 23 S, High Holborn. W.C.

From the Rev. G. E. Walker, ShareshiU, Wolverho-.npton.
"Mr. Walker cannot but compliment Messrs. Sutton <fc Sons on the quality of the Seeds sent last vear as thev were bv

r the best he ever purchased." J J

Frmi the R«v. Jo Kirwax, W\ yeombe Rictorv, Tountov.
"I was so much pleased with the selection of Seeds sent by you, that I ipeemma&dfd two of my friends to take parcels

->f Si®" V^ kinds of Seedfl ar« already possessed they should be named, that we may omit them and increase the quantitiesa otbers in lieu of them. Those purchasers who may prefer making their own selection are recommended to apply for our

Eixt Gutbsntvff Cftromclr.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 5, 1861.

t •

• *

•
GENERAL SEED CATALOGUE EOR 1861.

07-
1 It contains all the newest and best kinds of KITCHEN GARDEN" axd FLOWER SEEDS yet introduced

many of them from the Continent, with the prices affixed to each article. This Catalogue is now ready, an

c

wiU be sent gratis and post free.

SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers and Merchants, Beading, Berks.

In resuming and completing our observations
at p. 10of), on the state of the weather in 1860,
we imagine that we need offer but it le apology
for again occupying our columns with some
remarks on the climatic characters uf a season in
many respects so remarkable, as d happily so

uncommon. From what has been air dy stated

it will be seen that the weather generally througsh-
ady, and out the respective months has been unparalleled in

the present oentury as regards combinations of

cold and wet; and it now appears that in the last

month of the bygone year a greater degree of cold
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has been experienced than we hud recorded at the

same period in any year as far back as 1789.

A portion of the following table was given on a

former occasion ; but as it will be useful for com-

parative reference, we now give it complete lor the

12 months.

Table of the Monthly Mean Maximum, Mean Minimum, Mean,

and Extremes of Temperature, and the amount of Ram in

1800, comparatively with the average.

indicated 38° on the last day of the month,
j

with a vowel
;

as was recommended by

Although January was comparatively mild for
the season, yet, owing to the coldness of the
summer months, the mean temperature of the
vear, 46.26, was lower than any since 1789 at
least. In 1855, nearly as cold, there was a severe
winter, but a warm summer compared with the
last.

November.—The mean temperature of the pre-
ceding month had a tendency to reach the average •

but in the present the mean again fell back'
owing not so much to the coldness of the davs as
to a general low temperature at night, but without

SETm efre
o,

Th
J
6 l0We8t

'
22°. oc uT d onth .nights of the 2d and 3d. East and north-east

winds prevailed for 21 days ; it was onlv between
the 14th and 22d that it blew from othe^X^
and in two davs of that period it came from 2f.W
Wf*™ ;TV,, le"T 14 **?*> and more than

wl 2 So ?Sh \°? the 14
,

th ; the total a~t
tta avTra™

h
V,f

IDg aJTlJ half an in<* a°ove

waa nearly as much below the average

century. The mean was only 2° 48 aW* *hl

temperatures we IZ recorded it*'* ** l0Wes
J

in the neighbourhood ofZl •

ha^goccurred
for the last 50 vears P? f- ^ any December
degree of cold the J/a

V1°U8
J°

this unu8ual
for 8ix Lseeutive da?«

d 7" H°
m the north

f^thJ^^^^^^JW N.E.,

low
; but soon after it Ja? r

arometer was VeI7
^n^t^if^?*}? r°Se fully *» inch,

average Th* ™?«
elted 8now was ab°ve the

1 Zf dee^s W^TSl the *"»»* «
former UinirTwlii 1^ 2 feet 48°-38, the

0°.17 below • the fh
VG the mean and the ^tar

L^^LlJ^iPitruments at both depths
* Jxtrcmes of the year"
t Total depth of rain for the year.

indicated oo on i,ue mat uaj vi ««« *m~**..~.

During the intense frost the ground was covered

with about 4 inches of snow, which doubtless pre-

vented the frost from penetrating much below the

surface. The severe period commenced on the

17th. The following are the minima:—
Dec. 17th, 20°; 18th, 15°; 19th, 19°; 20th, 23°;

21st, 28°; 22d, 13°; 23d, 12°; 24th, 4°; 25th,

19° ; 26th, 17° ; 27th, 24°; 28th, -1° ; 29th, 26°.

The above are the lowest temperatures that

occurred between sunrise of the diy, and the same

time next morning.

In the neighbourhood of London the annual

depth of rain-fall on the average of 34 years is

23.578 inches. In the past year the total depth,

30.08 inches, is therefore 6| inches more than the

usual quantity. But it was wanted ; for trees in

the previous seasons were suffering from dryness at

the root. A well in which the water maintains

the same level as that of the subterranean bed of

water in the gravel in which the well is sunk, was
8 feet 11 inches below the surface of the ground in

the autumn of 1859. On the 31st of December
1860, the surface of the water in the same well
was only 4 feet 4 inches from the top, being a rise

of 4 feet 7 inches. The underground reservoirs

arB now amply replenished; but it is doubtful
whether roots that went down in quest of moisture
when this was low, will not become diseased
where the water has risen to surround them
constantly.

The past year has been remarkable for the
frequency of strong gales and violent hurricanes.
One of the latter, on the 27th and 28th of February,
proved very destructive on the west coast. It then
8wept across the centre of England, tearing up
trees containing from 100 to 400 feet of timber.
In the finely wooded parts of Nottinghamshire,
more than 20,000 trees were blown down. At
Acton Park, Denbighshire, an Ash tree was torn
up which measured 41 feet in circumference near
the base. A Cedar of Lebanon, in Hertfordshire,
100 years old, with 60 feet of straight stem, was
uprooted, carrying with it several tons of earth.
Again, on the 3d of October, a tremendous hurricane
commenced in the Hebrides, sweeping such crops
as were above ground on St. Kilda, completely
into the sea ; traversing Scotland, tens of thousands
of trees, even whole plantations, were laid
uniformly prostrate, as ordinary winds, with wet,
will lay a field of grain. jWe have now presented our readers with the
principal characteristics of the year just ended, in
hope that the effects of a recurrence of such
vicissitudes may be guarded against as far as
possible. We previously remarked that had it not
been for improved cultivation and drainage, the
past must have proved a most disastrous season.
Ihere is still much room for farther improvement,
producing, consequently, still more beneficial
results, to the country and to individuals. In

i oc/ ??
at the same time cold seasons, for, as in

I860, the two generally go together, the urgent
necessity of thorough drainage, both surface
and underground, is sufficiently apparent. The
means of surface drainage should be at C3m-mand when required; but by deepening the
soil where it is too thin, and rendering it permeable
to water with deep under- drainage to prevent
stagnation, most of the summer rain that falls cannnd its way through the soil, rendering it com-
paratiyely warm. But where under-drainage is
neglected the accumulated moisture stagnates on
the already saturated soil, cold in consequence
or the winter rams or melted snow having neverbeen drawn off; that moisture from its coldness
is heavier than the warmer summer rains; the
latter may run off by the surface, and thus their
warming effect on the soil is lost, but they cannot
displace the colder and heavier water, which conse-
quently retains possession of the soil for the
greater part of the growing season, and in that
case the crops cannot thrive as they otherwise
would, and are, besides, rendered late, so that in
bad seasons they are in danger of being lost.

British Association for the Advancement of Seien
in 1842. A third rejoins that an adherence to th^
rule would end in intolerable words, such asLobl>

3

Lobbi, Potts, ^Pottsi, Decaisne, Decaisneii and
that euphony is the only safe guide. Our second
correspondent, P. O. E., replies that as he under-
stands the rule for Latinising proper names the
termination ius, gen. ii, should be substituted for
and not added to a terminal vowel ; thus Decaisne
would make Decaisnius, gen. Decaisnii &P

Terminal y should be treated as a consonant and
retained : e.g., Lindley, Lindley us, Lindleyi. In
proper names ending with a consonant the ter-
mination M«

f
gen. t, is added ; thus Lobb would

make Lobbus, gen. Lobbi ; Hooker, Hookerus
gen. Hookeri ; and to his ear these terminations

sound quite as harmonious as Lobbii and Hookerii
If euphony is to be considered " the only safe

guide," he thinks a glance at our scientific nomen-
clature will show how little individual tasU U to

be trusted. Take for instance Abildgaardia

Forbesoerinus, Agassizichthys, as examples. U
therefore some rule could be generally adopted it

would be most desirable, for we must remember
that names once correctly given must be tolerated.

In the last remark we must all agree; but

there is little probability of uniformity being

secured unless by showing what the practice was

of Latinizing barbarian names when Latin was a

living tongue. Upon this point we have been

favoured with the following remarks by a very

learned Latin scholar :—
" As the Roman surnames or those which

belonged to all the members of a family ended

without exception in ins, I can have no hesitation

in preferring this termination whenever we

Latinize English surnames. Theoretically such

Latin surnames were in the outset probably but

patronymics, that is, signified the "son of "
|

just as Johnson, Dixon, WilliamsoB, with us,
j

or what is more in harmony with the Latin sur- J

names, Jones (= John's), Williams (William's), f

Prichard (=ap-Richard). I say more in harmony

because the Latin surnames (nomina gentiha)

were strictly only genitives (with son understood);

Thus Sextius was probably at first only the geni-

tive of Sextus, Quintius the gen. of auintus,

Tullius of Tullus, like the familiar genitives unlua,

illius, and still more like the poetical genitives

unlus, illius."

These observations seem hardly confirmed by

reference to well-known Latin proper names ;
the

great majority indeed end in ius. as Ostonus,

Petilius, Petronius, Yitellius, Manlius, Tar-

quinius, &c. &c. But on the other hand we nnd

Buch names as Sabinus, Petalus, Soranus, Man-

suetus, Ismenus, Gamaxus, Gannascus, and tni

like. To say nothing of Gracchus. It seems to

have been usual with Low Latin writers to reject

the terminal ius and adopt us. Thus in the old

Latin Charters we find Heanus for Hean, Brinm-

cus for Brihtric, Rethunus for Rethun, Kenultus

for Kenulf, Sueinus for Sweyne, Cnutus for Uut,

Turkillus for Turkil, and Haroldus for Harold.

Upon the whole then it would appear that eitw

termination, ius or us, gen. ii or %, is aiiowamfc

but that ius is that which was used m the w
period of living Latin. We should be g aa,

however, to hear more of the opinions of »ei*war

upon this point.

;

»•

onlt««°
M dis(

?.
8sion Iwing taken place in our

mnd^ **Peotmg the pr0per termination of

3^Bota^xT WhGn Latinrzed for the P^P™
the nnA'

L N0M
A
?»CLATURE, We have thought

XrrJE! a°\
W

-

0rth a little instigation.
g
ASDt °i

Jects t0 L
.
atinizine 8uch nam<* *•£ooker, Douglas or Darwin by Hookerius

~£« T' g
4
n'll?°^^-ffen.i 9 and Darwinus

that thP J.°
S another correspondent replies

add utJaT*-
man

u
ner of La*inizing names is to

coLr^?V'- When the name ^da with aconsonant, and ius-<^. ii, when the name ends

NOTE ON THE ACHENIA. OF PUMILIO
ARGYROLEPIS.

~
.

Mb. James Deummond sent me a packet o
:

seeus

this plant from Swan River, with the foUovuj

memorandum :—" The achenia of several small cu

posite plants, more especially of that above Mg
are blown about by the wind till a shower ot ram nujj

when they attach themselves by a gummy maucr

the soil by their lower ends, at the same time sew
j»

themselves perfectly upright. They ornament, n^
a barren spot in this country throughout ine

^
season, and they are not easily removed even wneu

ground is flooded by thunder storms." , ^
The achenia of the Pumiiio are singularly-s»^

bodies ; the calyx (pappus) consists generally o
,

scales or sepals, expanded like a flower, with ®aCfl
, ^j

beautifully ornamented by branching lines ;
the

part, including the seed, is bent towards one sine v

Fig. 1) at nearly right angles, and somewhat rfe

a human foot in shape. The upper side or in*^
this foot is smooth, but the toe and the »lc

'

Jl£
is about l-25th of an inch in length, is co,
(see Fig. 2) with from 30 to 40 ""^5^
little bladders. Each bladder is oval and l-^^e*'
inch in length, and is formed of thin structureles ^
brane, enclosing a hard ball of dry uiucusor ^
which becomes adhesive when moistened. ^.cb^
the achenium is pitted where the bladders are att*
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but these do not open into its interior. When the

achenia are placed in water or on a damp surface, the

bladders in a few minutes all burst longitudinally and

discharge their contents, rendering a large drop of water

very viscid. This viscid drop does not diffuse itself

throughout the water, like gum, but remains surround-

ing the achenium. When dried it becomes stringy,

and will again rapidly absorb moisture and swell.

Spirits of wine does not cause the bladders to burst,

and it renders the mucus slightly opaque.

If a pinch of these achenia be dropped from a little

height on damp paper, the greater number fall like

shuttlecocks, upright and rest on the sole ; the blad-

ders then quickly burst, and as the paper dries the

seeds become firmly attached to it. Many achenia,

however, drop so as to rest on one edge of the sole, and

in this case the drying of the mucus pulls the upper

edge of the sole down, and so places the flower-like

calyx nearly upright. Any one looking at a piece of

paper over which when damp a number of achenia had
been scattered by chance would conclude that each one

Fig. 1. Side view. Fio. 2. View of under side,

seen a little obliquely.

had been placed upright and carefully gummed. If an
achenium falls upside down, so as to rest on the tips of

the calyx, the sole does not touch the damp surface, yet

moisture is so rapidly absorbed by the sepals, that in

seven minutes I have seen the bladders burst : in this

case as the paper dries the exuded mucus dries on the
surface of the sole and the seed is not fixed ; but if

subsequently it be blown the right way up on
a damp surface, the mucus will soften and
act and attach it firmly. In so dry a climate
as Australia the existence of these little bladders

of dried mucus, having a strong affinity for

water and becoming highly viscid on that side alone of

the achenium which alights on the ground, seems a

pretty adaptation to ensure the attachment of the
seed to the first damp spot on which it may be blown.
Whether the tendency of the achenia to place them-
selves upright be of any service to the plant would be
hard to determine; but it seems possible that the salver-

shaped calyx, which, as we have seen, so rapidly absorbs
moisture and carries it down to the lower surface of
the achenia, might aid in utilising dew or showers of
fine rain. Charles Darwin, ^f

MYCOLOGY.—No. XL.

^Agaricus rimosus, Bull,—This is one of the most
Common Agarics on the borders of woods and in

thickets, making its fir6t appearance about the end of
June, and then occasionally while the weather is open.
Its general aspect is familiar to most observers of such
objects, from the numerous radiating fissures which
appear in the pileus. It has no especial qualities either

good or bad to demand attention, and is introduced
here merely as an object which must often come under
notice, and with whose name therefore many would be
glad to be familiar.

A, rimosus belongs to that division of Fungi which
contains species with dingy and occasionally bright-
coloured spores, to which no positive general character
can be given, though they are termed by Fries gene-
rally, ferruginous. In some species, however, not the
slightest ferruginous tint can be traced. Negatively
they are neither white, nor rose-coloured, nor blackish-
purple nor black, and therefore species are included not
only with ferruginous but with tawny or brown spores.
A few approach the peroxide of iron tint which is

characteristic of Coriinarii, and which Fries terms
ochraceous.

The pileus of A. rimosus is brownish yellow, thin,
fleshy, and bell-shaped, and is clothed with fine ad-
pressed silky fibres which as it expands separate and
leave broad chinks exposing the paler flesh beneath;
the stem is firm, solid, slightly bulbous at the base,
white and nearly smooth, except above where it is

iniuutely mealy ; the gills are slightly ventricose, nearly
free, and of a pallid brown tint. It has no peculiar
scent or taste, by which circumstance it is known at once
from A. pyriodorus, which has a peculiar scent like that
of over-ripe Pears.

Such is the plant we have chosen for our present
illustration, and we might have closed our notice here,
did not the opportunity of a little permissible space
enable us to answer a question which has often been
submitted to our notice.

In all booka which profess to give the derivations of
botanical terms, it is said that Agaricus derives its
name from Agaria, a region in Sarmatin, or from Agarus,
a town and liver in the same country. This derivation
at first sight seems equally absurd with the parallel
drawn by Fluellen between Macedon and Monmouth.
What has Sarmatia to do with toadstools more than
any other country, as they axe found everywhere ?

The fact however is that the original name Agari-

cum, for so it stands in Pliny, had nothing what-

ever to do with them, but was applied by Dioscorides

to a peculiar drug, supplied by the Polyporus

of the Larch, which was obtained principally if not

solely from Agaria, but which, though formerly of

considerable repute, appears now to have gone almost

entirely out of use in regular practice. It is, however,

still to be had of the herbalists, who import it iroin

Germany, a form on Larix sibirica being obtained

occasionally from Archangel. As the true species

occurs only on the Larch, and indeed upon very old

trees, it is confined almost entirely to places where

that genus of Conifers is indigenous.

Other Polypori have often been substituted for that

of the Larch, and therefore the name Agaricum, or

Agaricus as it was afterwards written, became to a

certain extent generic for Polyporus, and it is so used

by Micheli, Ray, and others, the word Fungus being

generally applied to what after Linnaeus we

now call Agaricus. It is to be regretted that

when that great author reformed the system of

Botany, he too often took any names which

ottered themselves in the older authors without

giving himself the trouble to inquire whether they

belonged really to the plants to which they were
attributed, and thus the familiar name of Agaric is now
applied to plants which should never have borne it.

Our earlier herbalists rightly applied it to corky

arboreous Fungi, as Agaric of the Oak, &c. In like

manner the Greek Jlydnum instead of being a

conspicuous pileate Fungus such as we now
recognize under the name, was originally a kind of

Truffle, and many other instances of similar misnomers

might be adduced. It is however now too late to

mend such matters, and we may be glad to substitute

" our own."

Agaricus bimosus, Bull,

(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogamic Flora.)

such a word as Agaric for Toadstool, which is not only

disgusting in its real etymology, but helps to keep up
the feeling of contempt with which a most interesting

c'ass of plants is too frequentlyT regarded. M. J, B,

COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETIES.

Among the societies which are successfully

managed, I suppose that at Hitcham, originated and
conducted by the Rev. Professor Henslow, holds the
first place, though I am given to understand those at

Sudbury under Mr. Sydney, at Tortworth under the
special direction of Earl Ducie, and at Broomborough
Pool, connected with Messrs. Price's Candle Manufac-
tory, are very excellently managed. These may be
considered independent societies, supported (in a mea-
sure) it is true by the pecuniary aids of the good and
benevolent, but dependent for their main attraction

and usefulness upon the exertions and good cultivation

of their respective members. This is as it ought to be,

for I hold it to be more than questionable whether,
when the prizes for cottagers' produce are tacked to the
end of a large town or county exhibition, it

is not positively injurious to the interest of
the cottagers, inasmuch as their productions
being brought in contact with more attractive

things, they do not receive the attention they would
do if collected in an exhibition to themselves; neither
do the cottagers take so much interest as they would do
in an exhibition which they might emphatically call

'

For this reason 1 would in all cases
detach the cottagers' show from the Horticultural

Societies of the neighbourhood, for, however much
these may tend to improve cultivation among the
monied classes, I feel convinced they exert no such in-

fluence upon the working man. On the contrary, he
feels, if he exhibits at all, that he is eclipsed by my
lord's or the squire's gardener, though it must be con-

fessed that, confining the comparison to the useful

vegetables only, the cottager rarely loses much; in-

deed, in early Potatoes and Cabbage I have frequently

seen better and finer specimens from the cottage

garden than could be found elsewhere in the same

neighbourhood, and I do know instances where gar-

deners have purchased or borrowed from the cottager

to make up a basket for exhibition.

One of the largest and most successful cottagers'

exhibition I ever saw was held in South Wales, not far

from Llandilo. The quantity of produce brought

forward there was really surprising, and generally the

quality was first-rate. Connected with this society I

have seen a room 90 fe.;t long by 27 feet wide, with

three rows of tables, insufficient to hold the produce.

True a few plants and fruits for decoration were sent

by the neighbouring gentry, but in no case was a

farthing of the funds applied to any but its legitimate

use, for though farmers and village tradesmen were

invited to compete, it was perfectly understood that

if any prize was awarded to their productions the value

reverted to the funds of the Society. Here the com-

petitors were of two classes—adults, paying in one sum
one shilling per annum, and children, paying Id, per year.

Prizes were given for collections and also for each

kind of vegetable or fruit separately, for window plants

in collections of three, and single specimens for

cut flowers, preference being given to a few things

neatly and artistically arranged
rather than to huge bunches of

flowers, which serve no purpose

except that of stripping a

garden of flowers, and for col-

lections of wild flowers, Feins,

and British fruits. Some of

the collections of wild flowers

were really very beautiful, and
I recollect a bouquet of these

(in an old china vase, composed
of Ferns, Foxgloves, Grasses,

Orchids, Honeysuckles, Eglan-
tine, &c., managed so artis-

tically and elegantly that the

Queen herself would have
been proud of it. Now, though
some may sneer at the tawdry
finery of the poor man's house.

I go with poor Douglas Jerrokl,

who said, "I never see an
Italian image-merchant with
his Graces, Yenuses and Apolios

at 6d. a head that I do not
spiritually touch my hat to him.

It is he who has carried refine-

ment into the poor man's
house ; it is he who has accus-

tomed the eyes of the multitude
to the harmonious forms of

beauty." It is a great step in

education to get a child to

understand the difference

between a bouquet and a
bunch of flowers; it is one
thing to stick a bunch of
flowers into a jug of water,

and there let them remain until

they are withered and dead, but
another and very different

thing to take the same flowers,

place them artistically in a vase, and tend them
with the care of real affection so long as they can be
kept fresh. Teach a child to do this and to feel a
pleasure in doing it, and you confer a real and life-long
benefit upon it, a benefit such as can only originate and
live in pure affection. Such is the influence of garden-
ing, and of flowers especially, upon the working classes

;

and those who encourage their growth either by
precept, example, or pecuniary aid, may very j ustly be
classed among the benefactors of their country.
Cut flowers as a general rule should not be encouraged

at exhibitions. It is wrong to strip a garden of its

beauty for a mere temporary purpose, and however
great the morning view may have been, I never look
upon long ranges of boxes of withered Roses without
feeling a strong desire to apply a horse-whip to the
backs of those who have thus destroyed the most
beautiful of God's works. Cut flowers should not be
encouraged to any great extent from the cottage
garden, and it is for that reason that I would urge
artistic arrangement rather than a mass of flowers, how-
ever good or choice they may be.

Perhaps, however, rewards for the best managed
garden do more good in fostering neat and provident
habits than prizes for specimens of the best growth,
inasmuch as a prize for good management must extend
not only to the whole garden but to the garden for the
entire season, tor I hold it to be a rule more to be acted
upon than it is, that a prize for the cultivation o! a
garden should not be given for its appeal ance on any
particular day but should extend to quarterly examina-
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tions at the least ; then you see the winter digging, the

spring cropping, summer management, and autumn

harvest, a much mor3 satisfactory examination than one

which may merely show a fine crop as the result of

extra manuring rather than of superior management

with only common appliances. Again, all prizes should

he given in money, rather than in " wheel-barrows,

o-arden tools, &c.," for it not unfi equently happens that

tools are given which are not wanted, while at the same

time their value in money would be much more service-

able. If a poor man could calculate upon getting a few

shillings every autumn in prizes for his garden produce,

it is not improbable that he might be induced to speculate

in the spring upon a few of the finer kinds of vegetables,

but when he knows his prize may only be a spade, a

fork, or a tea-kettle, he is afraid to expend money

which he knows he cannot spare. While on this head

I may say gentlemen's gardeners may, if they are so

inclined, do a great deal to introduce a better kind of

vegetables among the labouring classes. It rarely

happens that they have not many more plants of all

kinds than they require for their own planting, and if

thev would only distribute those, in due season, among

the'eottagers of their neighbourhood, much good would

accrue from their kindness. For many years I have

given to the farmers and cottagers of my neighbour-

hood thousands of plants for their vegetable and flower

gardens, as well as grafts of choice fruit trees when they

required them, and the result has
^

been most en-

couraging. Go thou, reader, and do likewise. P.

Notts .

.

Oxon .

.

* •

Somerset

Stafford

Suffolk

Surrey • t

Authority.

Worksop^ .

.

Oxford

Henley-on-Thames! 25

Ditto .. ..25
Bath .. -.25

Sussex

Ditto
Langport ..

Lichfield ..

Rolleston ..

Cheadle
Tarnworth
Bungay .

.

Stowmarket
Dorking .

.

Weybridge

Ditto ..

. . 1 Ockfield .

,

* •

RETURNS OP THE LOWEST TEMPERATURES
IN DECEMBER; 1860.

[We hope to close this in our next Number, and then

to draw- a few inferences to which the returns appear

to lead.]
ENGLAND.

County. Place.

Berks.

.

Bucks .

.

Cambridge-
shire

..{Newbury ..

l Ditto ..

WaWngford
Monlaford .

.

JSnglefield..

Jtfestbury .

.

aplow

Maidenhead
3hatteri3 .

.

Umbridge

Authority.

Degs.

o

«

f #

Cheshire
Derbyshire • •

Devon • ft

Ditto ..

'arporley .

.

Radbourne
tJhatsworth

illoreley .

.

Torquay .

.

* •

Dorset • •

Durham
Eesex ..

Gloucester

Units..
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.

Castle Hill
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Ditto .

•
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• . i
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.
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.
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.
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• •
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.

» »
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U

* •
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.

* *

Lancaster
Leicestershire
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.
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Norfolk.

Sawbridgworth
Ware
Harpeudeu
'Hatfield .

.

Ross
St. Neotti..

Ditto ..

Dartford ..

[Sandhurst .

.

Wisran
Bel voir Castle
Brigg
Grantham.

.

iswick .

.

Ditto ..

akenhaia

• •

• •

m t

* p

• *

.wig Stratton
.Northampton, [pverstone Park

pethorpe

Northumber-
land

Notts .

.

lnwick .

,

uiderland
*Keeston
fehGeld

Ditto ..

gston Hall

* *

• m

• •

* t

- •

t *

Ditto ..

Warwick . . I
Birmingham,

Wilts .. ..Trowbridge
Worcestersh . . jEardiston .

.

Ditto

Yorkshire .- Grimsby ..

Grimston .

.

Whitby .

.

Thorp Perrow
Scarborough
Doncastor .

.

Wakefield .

.

Bedale
Bradford

Ditto.

* *

• •

28

25
25
25

22
25
25
25

25

25

29
25

29
25

25
25

2S

25
25

25

. 25

* *

V •

m *

V •

• •

25

25

25

25

26

-10
-15
-7
-3
-4
20
5.5

4.5
8.2

6.6
-3
2
27
0.1
—6
—
10

—12
16
—8

—6
—11
—3
—4*

Mr. Bennett
J. Slatter, Esq.,
Rose Hill

E. Jones, Esq.

Mr. Keith
Mr. Davis, Crow-
hall

Ditto
Mr. Helway
Dr. Holland
Sir Osw. Mosley
Times
Mr. Dowell
Mr. Elphinstone
Mr. Barnes
Mr. Drewitt
W. F. Harrison,
Esq.

Ditto
C. L. Prince,
Esq.

Ditto
Times
Mr. Dawson
Mr. Miller

Ditto
Times
Times
Mr. J. MoLean
Mulgrave Castle

Mr. Culverwell
Times
Doncaster Ga-

zette
Mr. Bell
Mr. Cox

Mr. Abbey

WALES.
Monmouth

Brecknock
Radnor

Chepstow ..

Ditto
Ditto

. Crickhowell

. 'New Radnor

• •

24 1 14 ) ,

25 23±
28 18 j

25 —3
25 -3

IS. M. O., Sed-

bury Park

Times
Times

25

lb

25

25

-10
8

—S.3
—3
-13.S*

Mr. Fordham
Mr. C. Ross,
Wilford Park

Times
Mr. Spearing

Ditto
E. R.
W. Craw, Esq.
Mr. Rogers,
Berry Hill

Old Sub.
Times
Rev. E. Thomp-
son

Mr. Babington
Sir P. Egerton
Mr. Mcpherson
Sir J. Paxton,
MP.

Mr. Gadd
Times

Ditto
J. H.
Mr. Saul

Mr.H. S.Eaton
Mr. Miller
J. S.

Mr. Davis, Bures
Ditto
Ditto

Mr. Rivers
Air. Doubleday

Ditto
Ditto

Mr. Barrett
Mr. Coldwells
Mr. H. S. Eaton

Ditto
Mr. Cheveley
Times
Mr. Foster

Ditto
Old Sub
Mr. Dwerrihouse

Ditto
Mr. illiams,
Bentworth
Hall

A. S. Bourne

H. Kent, Esq.

Mr. Morgam,
Balls Park

T. Rivers
Times
Mr. Wiison
Mr. Plumbly
Mr. Lingwood
Rev. W. L. H.
Elwyn

Mr. Austin
Const. Reader
Times
Mr. Ingram
Times
Anon
Mr. Thompson

Ditto
Times
Rev. H. Long
Mr. Thomas
Rev. M.J. Berke-

ley
R. B.

Times
Mr. Lowe
Mr. Lowe

Ditto
Mr. V-Vitlaad

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh

Fifeshire
Renfrew • *

Dalkeith
Ditto

Balcarras
Greenock
Ditto

• * 25 4
27 6
24 3
24 15
24 n

(64 feet

above
sea)

Mr. Anderson,
OxenfordCastle
Mr. Adamson
Jas. Miller, Esq.

Ditto.

IRELA
Down .

.

Limerick
Ditto
Ditto

Waterford

• •

m *

• •

N D.
25
23

25

23

Dungarron . . 23

18

15
6

16

Mr. Waring
Mr. Hackney,
Milford House

Mr. Mclntyre,
MountShannon

Rev. H. G. C.
Browne

S. T. that so long as gardeners are allo^ved^hTlh^
employers to keep so many apprentices, and to recent
as part of their salary the emoluments arising fr
apprentice fees, so long will the evil complained^

^ni .j .„„«~.™ ~ «- „ , -«», -««uig, mowing,
digging, sweeping, &c; when able to do all these
things they are considered good journeymen in Sco *-

land—a sad picture, but a true one. A Young Gardener
Rain in 1860 at lichen Abbas, Hants.

Home Correspondence*
Education of Gardeners.—It is asserted in reference

to the present generation of young gardeners that only
one in fifty is fit for a situation ; this at least is S. TVs
opinion. Allowme to inform him however that I do not
think young gardeners in general expect that head
gardeners have a right to make competent men of all

who may chance to serve them. Does S. T. think the
present generation of young gardeners inferior in point
of education or industry to those now occupying first

class situations ?—I think it would be easy to prove that
they are not. In my opinion they are in all respects
worthy successors of their forefathers; still I must
admit that they are far behind in many acquirements
indispensable to a first class gardener. I have no
hesitation in asserting that S. T. will soon be convinced
by the success of Linager's proposals, that we at least

inherit the indomitable perseverance of our pre-
decessors ; on the other hand I would say to my j oung
brethren that it is not to head gardeners they must
look for education, but rely on self-denial and perse-
vering study.

^
The savings of our scanty earnings

must be laid aside for books ; by such means in a short
time we shall have acquired such knowledge as may at
least place us in Linager's second class, and such as
would aspire to the first rank must seek the aid to be
found at evening classes, which would be better than
trusting to head gardeners for assistance which it is
not in their power to give. I am of opinion that
Linager's final test would compel a few of the so-called
first class men to make room for some of S. IV
two per cent aspirants. That there are more*
good places in this country now than there
are good gardeners filling them, I will not
deny; still I think there will not be any great
difficulty in procuring efficient men for such places
when vacant. I quite agree with S. T. as respects
the difficulty nurserymen have in filling situa-
tions, but allow me to inform him that there are
nurserymen who are competent judges of men, who are
themselves thoroughly practical; therefore let those
who want and are willing to pay for a good man apply
to such tradesmen, and they will not often be dis-
appointed. As regards young Scotchmen, I may inform

* On Grasses.

January
February
March
April
May
Juno
July
August
September..
October
November .

.

December ..

# •

* •

• *

• •

Total ..

Monthly average
• •

Amount of Rain.

1860

In.
3.34

1.25

2.45

.48

3.54
6.43
3.56
4.85

3.67

2.35

3.78

3.10

Average
of 10

preceding
years.

Wet days.

I860.

In.

2.78
1.27
1.40
2.37
2.24
2.30
2.32
2.73
2.27
4.18

2.25

2.45

39.30
3.27

28.65

2.39

22

10
21

15
18
30

15

23
16

16
13
15

Average
of 10

preceding

years.

214

18

16

12

14

13

15

14

16

IS

12

14

170

14

W. W. Spicer.

The Weather.—On Wednesday, the 19th, a steady

and continuous fall of snow covered the earth 7 or

8 inches in depth. It was succeeded by frost, gradually

increasing in intensity till Monday, the 24th. At

8 P.M., the thermometer had fallen to 7° ; it continued

to fall during the night, and at 8 A.M. on Christmas

Day it stood at 6° below zero at 4 feet from the

ground. At 8 A.M. on Wednesday (26th) it stood at

14° ; and this morning, 27th, it was at 25
a
. It is now,

8 P.M". at 30°, with a cloudy sky and symptoms of

change. I hope that the snow has protected our culi-

nary vegetables, and that we shall only suffer from

having the unripened wood of the autumn shoots of

our shrubs cut off by this unusually intense frost.

Lichfield, Dec. 27. 1 herewith send you a report of

perhaps the most extraordinary cold ever known in

England,—certainly exceeding every record but one,

and that record being looked upon as an error, and,

indeed, thought to be an impossible temperature in

England. This morning the temperature at 4 feet

above the ground' was 8° below zero, and on the Grass

13°.8 below zero, or 45°.8 of frost. As the above

extraordinary temperature may seem impossible, I here-

with append the readings of a number of thermometers

placed in different situations :

—

^^^att^) Trermometebs. , .

Dc£*

1 Negretti and Zambra's patent mercurial minimum,

4 feet from ground
2. Rutherford minimum, 4 feet

3. Spirit thermometer on Grasa
4. Ditto ditto
5. Ditto ditto '

6. Sensitive mercurial thermometer on Grass ••

lg g
7. Ditto on snow • " Z. __i2.S
8. Spirit thermometer on snow •• _ -,{j

= — 8.3

= — 8.2

= —10.8
= —10.7
= —10.8
= -11.7

9. Id. id.

The above are all readings made at the Beeston Obser-

vatory. At Highfield House they were :

—
i4i#Mi . . 0° below zero.

£
fc4
„
feet

S' below zero.
On Grass

The maximum heat yesterday was only 20°, and
I

from

7 p.m. till 11 a.m. the temperature never rose as 1
igii

as zero of Fahrenheit's thermometer. At-the pre*

time (12.30 p.m.) the thermometer is 7° above ze o ac

4 feet, and 2°.5 above zero on the Grass, ^o-mg
.

all probability, will be even colder, as the sky is "

lessjwith a fcj in the distance. Wind•£*^^
1 p.m. yesterday in west, and calm. lhe AieV l

of ice, and in a few hours will be quite frozen ovei.^

have just seen a horse pass with icicles a

3 inches in length, and as thick as three tinge*-

ground is about 3 inches covered with snow.

Deg.
Deg

Dee. 24, 1 p.m. temperature aUfeet, 20.0 on G** 1

^
,, 6 p.m.

,. 10 p.m.

Dec. 25, 2^ a.m.
4 a.m.
5 A.M.
7 A.M.
8 A.M.
9 A.M.
10 A.M.

124 P.M.

M
>»

>»

>»

it

»»

*>

ft

>»

1*

>i

»»

ft

»>

t*
<

tt

tt

»»

11

it

>»

»»

M
it

1.5

0.0

.1

7.0
7.8'

8.0

E. J. Lowe, Observatory,

in tlie Times.

—8.3
—2.0

V
9*

M
M
if

t*

11

- 8.0

-11.0
- S.3

-13.3
-11.7
-12.8
4- 4.0

- 2.5

Boilers.—

I

_.„. . have a boilov at work in
"kfjjj

which I had made here, composed or a a- .^
pipe twisted spirally. There are six cods owj v #
onUt to he nine for the size

_
of'the ^^'The

inches diameter at hase, and 8 inches 1 '

ce door-

ftre is fed from the top, bnt there is also a re
n, r

The base of the spiral receives the ik»f^"|
f S.incb

the apex the ascending. It heats 200 tee o^
rf^

copper pipe, and maintains easily a temper. ^r
at the present season. The feed pipe "'"'

';' ervoir

is fixed close to the ascending pipe* bat ine ^j,
set ia an outer one filled with cold ««w.

I

4

1

t
4

t

r

d

t
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acting1 at a sort of condenser, keeps the water in the

feed pipe always cool, so that though there are ample

facilities for the water in the pipes to swell with the

heat it never boils over, as is I believe a very common
occurrence with some contrivances of the kind. The
price of this boiler is naturally the mere weight of the

metal employed, and may be made by any coppersmith.

H. Bertin, St. Omer, France.

Wheelbarrows.—Allow me to suggest a fair trial of

a wheelbarrow produced at the Great Exhibition in

1S51, in Class 9, No. 29, under the following title:—
u Ellis, 3 and 6, Tottenham Court Road ; wheelbarrow

on an improved principle." The body was similar to

a navvies' barrow, but instead of the wheel being in

front, it was directly under the centre of the body, by
which the weight was removed from the workman's
arm and thrown on the whoel. It appeared to me to

be a very useful article. South Hants, Dec. 28. [We
do not think the form of a navvie's barrow the best for

gardening purposes, which are in general very different

from mere wheeling earth.]

0tUtit8.

Botaiticxl OP Edinburgh : December 13.—Dr.
W. H. Lowe in the chair. The following communica-
tions were read i—I. " The Theory of Terminal Fruc-
tification in the simple plant, of Ovules and Pollen, and
of Spores." By Dr. Macvicar. II. " Tea Culture in

Southern India." By Dr. Cleghorn, Madras. The
author remarked—* I have collected from my journal
a few notes made during my tours upon the Tea plants
seen in different districts of the Presidency of Madras.
The following are the localities:—1. Shevaroy Hills

(4000 feet). There are several well grown trees at

Yercand, introduced by G. Fischer, Esq. ; these have
not been picked or pruned, and have been left to
nature, but are growing vigorously. 2. Coorg (4500
feet, rain-fall 120 inches, mean temperature, 68°). A
case of plants was brought from China by Colonel
(Lieutenant-General) Dyce in 1843 ; those at Mercara
appear to me over luxuriant, producing a rapid growth
of leaves, and not bearing seed with regularity. 3.

Nundidroog (4800 feet). A number of plants have
lately been sent to this Hill Sanatarium; they were
beginning to droop in the Lai Bagh Garden, Bangalore,
but there is hope of their thriving in their new location.
The mean temperature of Bangalore is 75°, and the
average rain-fall 35 inches. The climate being too dry
and too hot, the plants necessarily become dwarfed. 4.
Bababooden Hills (5600 feet, rain-fall and mean tem-
perature not known). Four plants from General
Dyce*s stock were received from Mercara in 1847;
these grew well without care. A packet of fresh
China seeds was sent last year. Colonel Porter, super-
intendent of Nuggur, raised 23 plants above GMt, near
the Sircar bungalow, and a number of seedlings have
been planted out about 1000 feet lower by Mr. Denton,
coffee planter. 5. Nilgiri Hills—a. Coonoor (6000 feet,
rain-fall 55 inches). A full report of Captain Mann's
plantation is recorded in Proceedings of 'Government,
21st September, 1859. (A Bample of the tea was
exhibited.) Besides this there are a few plants at the
under-mentioned places; b. Ootacamund (7300 feet,
ram-fall 60 inches, mean temperature 58°), introduced
or raised by Mr. M'lvor, Government Gardens, from
Mharunpore seed, and by General F. C. Cotton, at
ttoodcote; c. Kaity—Introduced or raised by Sir S.
Lushington and Lord Elphinstone; d. Kulhutty—

i?,£r?*&
or ™ised b* Mn Rae

- 6 - Pwlni Hills
<' lwJeet)« MaJor Hamilton reported that a con-
siderable number of tea plants at Kuclaikarnal, -were
several inches above ground, and appeared fresh and
healthy. 7. Curtallam (1200 feet). I have received
flowering specimens from the old Spice gardens, which
correspond with the standard figures of Thea Chinensis.
Hie shrubs are 20 years old, 12 to 15 feet high ; where
the seed came from is not known. 8. Travancore-Tea
trees grow luxuriantly in Messrs. Binny & C B plant*.
tions (formerly Mr. Huxham 1

'o miles eas^ -f Qnilon
on the road to Curtallam, and from whence some plants
were procured 10 or 12 vears ago, which were planted
at Vellymallay, near Ldagiri (1800 feet, rain-fall 80±ijnd

.
at

, A**?\ ** Tinnevelly frontier
(3200 feet, rain-fall 40 inches). At both places they
»ne errowmfip l«unaiitly These facts are takenfrom General Cullen's letter, and I may statethat seeds received from him were planted, and

£ Tea °aaft,» 2 5?
elevatk>n of 55°° <K

+fco a ' • • !
l cu

Vtlvated Plants, there are variations

bn^WalV^, a
*? in m economical point of vfew

4^e

thte^et^ a;» :m defi!

Lkr fiSm . i i Ted
,
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,
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btI^^J^U^ m
f
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At *~* the leaves

*ot be 1Z r % fr°ri iVeral 80rts
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**** should

pW and flT
heT1 prePa™S T^ for commercial pur-CvS tCtp

8

ft u
/acture are °f the ">d«t

fined to' EaleJ A
9
-

br"b °f comm«ce, though long
o n!?:*. J^l?™ Ml

»i
1S "^ cultivated far beyond

equator), in Assam, the North-West Provinces oi

Hindostan, on the banks of the Rio Janeiro, and
recently in North America. From the published

reports of Mr. Fortune and Dr. Jameson it appears to

prefer a climate probably of 67° to 73° mean tempera-

ture. Such is nearly the mean temperature of the hill

slopes near Kuniir, Kotagiri, and of many of the valle\

in the eastern and northern slopes of the Pulni and
Nilgiri Hills, and also of the Bababooden range in

Mysore, and of Kudra Muka in South Canara. It

ought also to be observed, as illustrative of the hardi-

ness of the Tea shrub, that the cultivation extends over

a great breadth of latitude (from the banks of the Rio
Janeiro, 22*° south latitude, to the province of Shan-
ting in China, 36£° north latitude), and that as we
recede from the equator the lower latitude com-
pensates for the difference of altitude. The
Chinese cultivate on the lower slopes of the hills,

whilst in the North-West Provinces the culture is

carried on between 2000 and 6000 feet. This valu-

able plant has been found wild in Upper Assam and
Cachar, whilst its congeners abound on the Nilgiri and
other mountain ranges of Southern India. Its cultiva-

tion, therefore, might be attempted with good prospect

of success in some of the localities above-mentioned. In
the plantation near Kiinur we have the opinion of four
competent judges that the experiment had entirely

succeeded as regards the growth of the plants. It now
only remains, to prove the merchantable character of
the leaf, and this, I hope, will soon be tested. So Air

as I can judge, the aid of a few practised manipu-
lators is all that is required to conduct the manufac-
turing processes. This has been lately sanctioned by
Government, I believe, and there will thus be opened
up a new sphere for British energy and capital. The
field is a wide one, and when occupied by private enter-
prise, it is not necessary that Government should give
assistance further. A grant of land for tea cultivation
has lately been made to Mr. Rae, near Ootacamund.
One remaikable advantage of Tea cultivation is, that it

may be carried on, in a fine climate, above the range of
jungle fever, which proves so injurious to many settlers
in India. III. "On the Introduction of Cinchona
Trees (Peruvian Bark) into Southern India." By Dr.
Cleghorn, Madras. IV. "Causes of the Movements in
Diatoms, with illustrative models." By S. J. Meintjes,
jun., Esq. In this paper the author endeavoured to
show that the movements were due to the entrance and
exit of fluid, and he illustrated the motion by glass
models to which india-rubber tubes and balls were
attached. The models resembled a Pleurosigma in
form, and were held suspended in water, while, by
pressure on the balls, water was made to pass through
the models,in various ways.

2.

3.

&ttrieIds

*• limits of a£al£3*SK JaiftoS'th. T^T^' Jn -3'i"g this we do not mean that tl^u japan m Java (under the
i
cloud which obscures the brightness of Lord Bacon's

British Timber Trees: their Rearing and Subsequent
Management, Sfc. <fyc. By John Blenkarne. 8vo.
Pp. 276. Routledge.
The author of this volume announces that his in-

tention in publishing it is to give the world a practical
treatise conveying most useful and reliable information.
He particularly objects to the introduction into such
works^ of matter chiefly addressed to the scientific
Botanist. We have looked through his pages with
some care and cannot compliment him on the success
of bis attempt His remarks on the growth of timber
are certainly sufficiently brief, but we regret to say
that brevity is not the companion of accuracy. He
talks in another place of animal substances rendered
soluble

; of road scrapings being a good addition to the
soil of a nursery; of bone dust being prepared by
dissolving [what ?] in dilute sulphuric acid ; of the de-
signation of the Ash tree being Polygamia Dicecia;
of the Elm being Ulmus sativa (!), as if we had but one
species; of the Oak being Quercus robur, as if we had
but one Oak; of the Acacia being Gleditschia triacan-

3 (! ! !) ; of the Laburnum being Cytisus sessilifolius,
winch is a little bush; of one of tl Evergreen Oaks
being Quercus coccifera; of the Spanish Chesnut
having wood little inferior in durability to Oak • and
assures his readers that it is "difficult to distinguish
this wood from the timber of the Oak," whereas the
difficulty is to find their resemblance. We are sorry to
say it, but really this trashy book deserves no further
notice. The author would certainly be plucked if sub-
jected to Linager's 2d class examination.

Personal History of Lord Bacon, from unpublished
Papers. By William Hepworth Dixon. London

:

Murray. 8vo, pp. 388.
The author of this interesting and well written

volume comes forward as the champion of Lord Bacon,
asserting and endeavouring to piovethat Bacon does not
deserve the bad moral character which he unfortunately
hoars. In substance this work is an appeal by Mr.
Ihxon to the public from the judgment passed on Lord
Bacon by Lord Mncaulay and Lord Campbell in their
lives of that great man. If Mr. Dixon's appeal proves un-
successful that result will certainly not be due to an
want of zeal or skill on his part, but . the stubbornness
of v,he facts with which he has had to deal. In
our opinion the appeal will not prove so successful as
could be desired. In saying this we do not mean that the

name is as dark as ever ; that certainly is not , but
we think that notwithstanding the flood of light thrown
by the present volume on his character and personal
history the blackest spots upon his memory still remain,
though they are not perhaps so dark as before.

It is plain from the author's pages that Lord
Campbell is the chief offender against Bacon, and Mr.
Dixon has succeeded in showing that the noble and
learned writer of the Lives of the Chancellors has
fallen into mistakes from which Bacon's reputation has
suffered. Still, when we turn to the really grave
charges against him, and to Mr. Dixon's refutation

of these charges, we are compelled to admit that they
are by no means disproved. The charges to which
we refer are these:

—

1. The charge of ingratitude towards the Earl of

Essex.

The charge of procuring Peacham to be tried for

an offence which he had not committed, of tam-
pering with his judges, of ordering him to be
tortured, and of witnessing his torture.

The charge of taking bribes when Chancellor from
the suitors to Ills court.

In answer to the first of these charges, Mr. Dixon
proves that Bacon had reason to be grateful to Queen
Elizabeth, as wall as to Lord Essex; that Lord Essex
had in fact been guilty of treasonable conspiracies

;

that in prosecuting him Lord Bacon did no more than
he was obliged to do as a Queen's Counsel, and that he
performed a painful duty as leniently and humanely as
he could. But admitting all this to be true, what is

to be said in defence of Lord Bacon's conduct after
Essex's execution ? What Lord Campbell most strongly
condemns is the publication by Lord Bacon of ""a
declaration of tlie Practices and Treasons of Robert
late Earl of Essex," and * the apology of Sir Francis
Bacon in certain imputations concerning the late Earl
of Essex." The propriety of these publications is not
attempted to be defended by Mr. Dixon.

In answer to the charges relating to Peacham and
his trial, Mr. Dixon is more, though still not quite, suc-
cessful. He proves that Peacham had committed many
offences against his ecclesiastical -superiors, and was an
unscrupulous libeller ; that both his trial and his torture
were ordered by the Privy Council, of which Bacon was
not a member; that Bacon was with others directed to
examine Peacham, ami that in examining him in the
torture chamber Bacon did no more than was customary
in the times in which he lived. Bacon is accused of
having tampered with the judges, but Mr. Dixon shows
that the Crown was in the habit of consulting the
judges with reference to political offenders. This goes
far to exculpate Bacon from the blame which has been
imputed to him ; but it must not be forgotten that the
practice of consulting the judges was denied to be
proper or usual by Lord Coke, that the use of torture
was never legal in this country, and that in Bacon's time
it was unpopular and fast going out of fashion. Bacon must
have known that the law was not being carried out but
was being infringed by the proceedings which he wit-
nessed. This circumstance destroys the analogy between
the position of Bacon and that of a modern judge who
condemns men to be hanged; and even if the public
heart goes on softening as fast as it has done, it will
ever be more unfair to condemn
judicial murders than to condemn
conduct in the affair of Peacham,
We come now to the question of bribes. Mr. Dixon

alleges that at the time when Bacon was Chancellor
judges were paid by fees, that these were paid by suitors
as a matter of course, that their amount was not fixed
but varied according to the wealth and feelings of the
suitors, that Bacon never took anything but fees in the
usual way, that no case of bribery or of corruption was
ever established against him, and that he was the
innocent victim of a scandalous conspiraev and
of party spite. Mr. Dixon has we think clearly
made out that had it not been for the unscrupulous
measures of his enemies Bacon would probablv never
have been even accused of bribery or corruption.
But it does not therefore follow that"the charges made
against him were unfounded. Bacon himself began
the confession which he made to Parliament with an
admission of guilt which cannot be got over. His
words are—" Upon advised consideration of the charge,
descending into my own conscience and calling my
memory to account, so far as I am able, I do plainly
and ingenuously confess that I am guilty of corruption,
and do renounce all defence and put myself upon the
grace and mercy of your lordships." This, as Lord
Campbell has pointed out, puts Bacon and his defenders
into a dilemma from which there is no escape. Either
the confession is true or it is false ; if true, Bacon's
character is past redemption; if false, it wa
degrading for a man like Bacon to make the
confession at all. Mr. Dixon does not how-
ever furnish us with adequate grounds for dig-
believing Lord Ba con's own admission of the charges
made against him. Mr. Dixon, indeed, says that the
King urged Bacon to trust in him and make no
defei ; but making every allowance for the power
and malignity of Bacon's enemies, it is incredible that
Bacon should have made the full and particular con-
fession he did if he had been as innocent of corrupt
practices as Mr. Dixon endeavours to show.

Although, for the reasons we have given, we cannot
admit that Bacon was morallv as well as intellectu: -

the greatest man of his age, we think that no one can

Lord Campbell for

Lord Bacon for bis
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peruse Mr. Dixon's book without coming to the con-

elusion that Bacon has been painted blacker than

he was. It is unfair to judge him by the com-

paratively high standard of morality and honour

of the present day ; we must look to the standard ot

his own times ; but when tried by this standard Bacon

cannot for one moment be compared with his illustrious

predecessor Sir Thomas More. The truth seems to

lie between Lord Campbell's condemnation and Mr.

Dixon's admiration ; but whatever may be thought of

Bacon's character, there can be but one opinion as to the

value of Mr. Dixon's work. Few books exhibit somuch re-

search, ability, or good feeling, and we heartily recom-

mend it to all who take an interest in England's most

illustrious philosopher, or in the times of which he was

so great an ornament.

The Encifclopadia Britannica, or Dictionary of Arts,

Sciences, and General Literature. Eighth Edition,

Vol. xxi., 4to., pp. 1012. A. & C. Black.

At length this very important work lias reached its

termination, and now forms one of the most valuable

books of reference in any language. Among literary

matter we have in the present volume articles on

Tacitus, Talleyrand, Troy, Turkey, Tyre, the United

States, Universities, Varnhagen, Voltaire, Washington

and Wellington. In Science are dissertations on

Telegraphs (Electric), Tides, Voltaic Electricity, War,

and Zoophytes. In Arts are treated of Tea, Tobacco,

Veterinary practice, Weaving, Wool and the Wool

Trade; and among miscellaneous matter a great number
of subjects of not less interest. Nor must we omit

mention of the numerous plates, especially the Maps,

which arc excellently engraved by Sydney Hall, and

now form a very complete atlas. Let us add that as

one of the most complete articles is that on War, so

we should think it would be in these days a popular

subject for a cheap separate publication.

Calendar of Operations.

(For the ensuing week.)

ttt^ PLANT DEPARTMENT.

Conservatory, &c.—The present frosty weather

may cause extra protecting materials to be employed
;

therefore some should be in readiness when required.

If not already done, lose no time in getting under cover

a supply of the various loams, peat, &c, required for

spring potting. The principal work in plant houses

will consist in keeping them and their inmates
scrupulously clean. Fires and frequent washing of

stove plants, will be necesssry. The conservatory and „ „ - r -
.,

show-house should now be gay with forced plants. ! ge^ fairly established. Shrubberies may be thinned
-w*- * it lit • ,.,U ^— ~ 1.1. :«. * !--._ 1 _ 1_1_- _ il» . . __i . n

of the fruit, but with proper attention in supplying

them with manure water they will do well without that

assistance. Prepared plants of the most suitable kinds

of the above fruits may be obtained at most of the

principal nurseries, or maiden plants of each may now

be potted in rich turfy loam for future operations,

getting them into a bearing state by judicious stopping

rather than by the use of the knife. Pursue former

directions as regards the early Vinery and Peach house.

Be careful not to use too much fire heat at first.

Vineries,—The early house will now require careful

attention, and as the Vines in some places will probably

be in bloom, the night temperature must not be allowed

to fall below 60°. Maintain a healthy growing atmo-

sphere by sprinkling the floors, &c, as may be neces-

sary, and admit fresh air whenever this can be safely

done. Also attend carefully to the border, and if

fermenting material is used do not allow the heat to

decline, and where this is not used see that whatever

covering is employed is efficient.

Strawberries.—Where ripe fruit is wanted early

a portion of the most promising plants should now be

selected and placed in a pit where they can be afforded

a gentle bottom-heat ; or if this cannot be commanded,
a Peach-house or Vinery which has just been closed for

forcing will do. They must, however, be kept close to

the glass, for they require all the light that can possibly

be afforded them at this season, and a free admission of

air on mild days, with a low temperature until the

fruit is fairly set, and if these conditions can be com-

bined with bottom-heat, success will be more certain

than under any other circumstances, and this will be

more easily done in a small pit than in a house, the

temperature of which must be regulated to suit other

tilings.

FLOWEIl GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where any of the beds or borders require a dressing

of fresh soil this should be provided, in order to have
it in readiness to wheel on while this favourable

weather lasts. Fresh soil is in most cases preferable as

a dressing for flower beds to manure, which is apt to

cause too luxuriant a growth for a first-rate display of

flowers. On soils that are naturally poor however, and
where neither fresh mould nor decayed leaves can be

had, a moderate dressing of well rotted farm-yard
manure will be useful, but this should be well mixed
with the mould the full depth of the bed, and not care-

lessly turned in and left in lumps near the surface, for

in this case a gross habit of growth would be promoted
early in the season, and as the principal part of the
roots would be near the surface in the manure, the
plants would soon feel the effects of dry weather,
whereas if the manure is well incorporated with the
soil to the depth of about 18 inches, no ordraary amount
of dry weather will injure the plants after they once

Keep up a regular succession through the spring,

by bringing forward stock as wanted. Roses, both
dwarf and standard, Honeysuckles, Scarlet Thorns,

Hybrid Rhododendrons, and Azaleas, with a host of

other things, will enable cultivators in addition to the
usual occupants of the houses to make a brilliant show.
Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Lily of the Valley, and
other plants of the above class must be duly for-

warded as wanted. Hard-wooded plants will require a doors, get a good stock of Dahlia stakes
*
brooms, and

where this involves only the cutting out of overgrown
plants or lopping deciduous trees or the hardier kinds of
evergreens, but where evergreens generally require
pruning, the work had better be deferred until March,
except in favourable localities, for although when the
winter proves mild such work may be successfully per-
formed at any time, it is never safe to depend upon this.
When workmen cannot be profitably employed out-of-

rather dry atmosphere to guard against mildew and
damp.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.

things of that kind prepared for use when wanted.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any transplanting of fruit trees has yet to be done

the dessert in spring may be secured by growing a
collection of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Figs, Plums.
Cherries, and Raspberries in the same house. All these
(with the exception of Raspberries) should have been
grown in pots two years at least, and be well furnished
with fruit-buds. Raspberries are best obtained by
taking up the strongest suckers early in September
and potting them either singly or three together
in rich soil, shading them for a few days to make
fresh roots, and then placing them against a south

a stock of the above fruits

_ the advantages of a deep pit
wi*h a bed of leaves will be apparent; the slight
bottom heat thus afforded will be found beneficial in
setting the roots in action. Cherries and Raspberries
are the most impatient of heat and should be brought

wall to ripen. Where
is prepared for forcing

planted with young trees prepared, and
spare no pains or expense to have this properly done.
Make sure of thorough drainage, and where the subsoii
is unkind this should be removed, replacing it with
some good fresh loam. When a large breadth has to
be planted in one season this expensive kind of preparation
cannot be always afforded, but it is better to do such
work only in such quantities as will allow of every pre-
caution being used with the view of securing success.
Attend to keeping up a supply of Rhubarb, Seakale,
and Asparagus by introducing quantities of the roots
into heat at intervals of about a fortnight. Where
there is room in the Mushroom house the two former
will be found to do exceedingly well there, and a supply
will be obtained with little trouble. For land that has
long been cropped with vegetables a good dressing of

Pec.

Jan.

23-Sliel.tly clouded; sunshine occasionally; mZIT^Irost at iu*ht. " w' clear-, ln t (
.

3l"FX ;

day
riM,y: """*"">"« hi*her „ nigtlt ^^1—Hazy ; drizzly ; cold wind with snow.

2—Clear and frosty, with cold north-east wind
" „3~SbarP fr *1 i f°SKy ; overcast

; sharp frost at ni»uMean temperature of the week, 8 deg. below the avpr»»»
RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHlSwTrw

Darin* the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Jan l*

MvSffiie

January.

Sunday 6.

.

Mon. 7.-
Tues. 8.

.

Wed. 9..

Thurs. 10..
Friday 11..

Satur. 12.,

2.3 a
<v he a-

41.2

41.4

40.4
40.fi

42.0

41.4

42.2

it <" p.
« v a

29.9

2'J.6

31.0

31.1

30.fi

31.2

30.1.

35.5

36.0

357
36.8
30.3

36.3

36.4

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

IS

13
11

14

16

18
15

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

The highest temperature during the above period occurredoTthT^r^
1852—therm. 53 deg.; and the lowest on the 2d, and 9th, wSi-tj,! '

'

f-»».«m^ i i .
, P— fresh loam would in many cases be preferable to manureforwara m a very low temperature, and unless they and where this is wanted and

P
'

'

are required very early they will succeed better
when started next month. The remainder should
be started with a top heat ranging between 40°
and 00°, with a gentle syringing daily, and air
according to the state of the weather. Here they
may remain till they are nearly in bloom, when a drier
atmosphere being necessary, they may he removed to
vacant shelves or stages in any house at work where a
moderate heat is kept up. Peaches and Nectarines may
even be placed on the back shelves of the Pine-bouses
after they have set their t'rnit, though a more moderate
temperature would suit them better. In carrying out
the snbsequent treatment we may add that Figs,
Peaches, &c., should occupy the warmest part of the
house in which they are to fruit, and Apricots, Plums,
and Cherries the coolest end. If reqnir.d. Raspberries
will succeed well in pits 01 in the partial shade of other
plants. If circumstances permit of the whole being
kept plunged in a gentle heat it will assist the swelling

can be obtained, it should
be got to hand in order that advantage may be taken of
frosty days for wheeling it upon the ground. Where
fresh soil cannot be obtained, charred vegetable refuse,
such asprunings of shrubberies, edgings of walks, and
many things which turn up in course of the season'may
be cheaply made to form an excellent substitute.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR t nvnrwFor the Week ending Jan. 3. i860, Mobbed aiI the HortfcuH,23 Gardens
~T«MPKRATD»B.

Dec.
and Jan.

33

Barometer.

Friday 2S Q
Satur. 29 17
SundayW! 18
Mon. :'.\ 19
Tues. 1 fu
Wed. 2' 21
Thurs. 3 22

Average.

.

OTlhTAir.

30 192
30.316

».S23
2-JJ591

30.122
30.251

29.95/

20.784
29.9.72

29.J46
29.3(19

29.122

.918

30.17/

tLTEaTt

1 foot

deep.

29.662 | 3S.8 I 20.7 I 29.8
>

38.3

3 feet
deep.

:«1
. V ' 1

-

38
33i •

3SJ 3-*

3.83

Poors
I

Notices to Correspondents.
«WM , Sutecrtber. Kemp's How to ^y-out a «au • .

Dried Veoetabt.es : R C Q. The method oi a» y- «« ^J^
to which you refer is doubtless that p«tenz««^ . ^
Chollet. Their agents are Fortnum & Mason.

cnrrellt

sists in exposing vegetables, sliced when f
v
$£\

,, 10 ; 6 tui

warm dry air until the greater part ot in<, *

removed. Consult the Gardeners' Chronicle oi iboo, w
and 7G2

.

L . ne frnnical An" erica

Cyanopitytjtjm: Hertford. It is a nativeiof troi

and was introduced before 1*53 by Mr. Linrt
1

e
V: tteTS ou th«

Education of Gardenebs.—We have several «- . ull D<

subject, the consideration of which we must d

week. . , unreason*""
Names of Fruits : Correspondents should not »e

,.
ff ent s

We caunot undertake to name baskets full 01 u
- ue mor

In future we must make it a rule never ™ e:

JorWardfli-

tlian six sorts, whatever may be the «uniJ^\he priflC

JB.-yan. 1, Wyken Pippin; 2 appears to De w

Names of Plants: / B Y. We have no means of
.J**

^*, a

is meant at Philadelphia by name «_Maaei™ dr0
b u-

also Mexican or Brazilian Vine. —"J**; tl0]
-

Dtvonianum.—A C. It seems to be DendroUum • ^
becomes extremely fragrant while drying. »•

£lya
-

drium Krebsii ; 2, Onychium lucidtim ; %»?P*".
S p»l *

fragment of Lastrea cristata ; 4, Lastrea I ih\- »'
} r

Seeds: T J. Your fast growing Bean was ptow
;„*

Mimosa scandens, and the others in long poti.
tr0P

were Ca ngs, a sort of Dolichos much useo
,

Asia, as we use Kidney Beans. But this is^^eii3
get

i f you have any effectual method of making oia -

nato the public would be very glad to know o
J

» . e
..

THE Black DakaSOOT Gi e : J- Oadd, It is aom«
tQ
K

the Worksop Manor. For early forcing it is* ^a^
commended ; tor that nothing equals the iJiaufc

a gt

Any good hardy strong-growing Vine will ou>

Such tender sorts as Frontignans are to DC re^
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ARTIFICIAL MLANTJKES, &c— Manufacturers

and others enp*ed in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necensary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J
.
ON esbit, F.G.

S

K Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennin^ton, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos Superphos-

pbatee of Lime, Coprolitea, Ac,and Assays of Gold ^^f^
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-

tion at the College.

I

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE FOR

PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
1 )OD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every ]>ortion both of the

soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
I'ANO (direct tarn Messrs. A. Gibbe & Sons), NITRATL of

A, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, EC. Epw. Purser, Secretary.

LA W E S'S MANURES
LA WESTS TURNIP MANURE £0 6

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..6 6

„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. 5 5

„ BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure : Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and
cheapest ai Uncial manuie that can be used for Wheat at

autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,

Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the

rket prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C., and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Of these M.mures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
hemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

OOK~to youkTgRASS LANDS and DOUBLE
YOUR CROPS by dressing them with PULVERIZED

BONHB, to be ha nly ofJAREI) TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth
Wharf, Lambeth, S., and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 ewt.
ifficient for an acre, and the present the time for dressing.
i

: pared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees. Half-inch
•ones, bone dost, superphosphate of lime, gypsum, guano, and

thcr artificials of guaranteed quality.

THORL EY'S F 6 6 D ~r o~r CATTLE.
Retail Depot. 77, Newgate Street, City, EC. Offices

and Steam Mills, Caledonian Road, King's Cross, N.
N'B.-A pamphlet post free. This Condiment has now

become a great fact throughout the world.^^^

m

(±OOD FEAT, 16.?. per ton; KEIGATE SILVER
VJI SAND, 11* per ton ; second quality, St. per ton; delivered
within four miles for 4s. per ton extra.—B. Maller, Seedsman,
t5ranville Terrace, Lewisham, S.E.

P>EIGA IE SILVER SAND, best quality, 16.?. per
i» ton, less quantities, 1*. 6d. per bushel ; delivered five

miles or to any London wharf or Railway, Sacks for sand, 1*. 6rf.

ich, or on hire, 6d. each, (5 hold a ton). Kentish, Hamp-
shire, and other Peats, Yellow Loam and Leaf Mould in large
r small quantities. Sphagnum Moss for Orchids.—John
Kexxard, Purveyor to her Majesty, Swan Place, Old Kent
Road, S.E.

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
Import wt to Gardeners.—The Gutta Percha Company

hive the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following
letter from G. Glenxy, Esq., the celebrated Florist:—

" 420, Strand, London.
"Gentlemen.—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-
sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I
w. .uld on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at
ie fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts,

as easily as if it were so much dough, T think it the duty of all
persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a
matenr 1 that complet ftes damp. Many a gardener would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles

" Your obedient servant, G. Glknny."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,
Calbotype Trays, <fcc. manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or
country.—The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, 18. Wharf
Road, City Road, London, E.C. ______'
« T7UUGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the

-L Queen the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,
bis Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro
£f°fl 5,

y
>
f
?
r *h

,

9 Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxtonl^ rt Tial P*£c<
7 R°yal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

PRf7r?rTm^
in* Park

' and ~ JWM». Esq.. of Dartford.

«M/iS2S"n
mC0L1)WIN1)S4 MORNING FROSTS

«wi w i

DOy}°> a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair*™ Wool, a perfect
:
non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

111i wE h
18 aPPhef * fixed temperature. It is adapted for

Fn,i£^y Si
An

r
d floricult«ral purposes, for preserving

I ruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, fromwind from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
*>e had many required lengths.

Two yards wide
. . .

.

Um W . per yard ^^Four yards wide . . .

.

3,. per yard.An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.

KwV
Fli£ D°rao" Netting, 2 yards wide, UAd. per yard run.

VrfarfTt
TlIO*A8 Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,iTimty Lane, Cannon St., City

and Seedsmee throughout the ki
than mats as a covering."

OHN FOWLER, Jfn., 28, Cornl.ill, London, E.C.—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post Pea

HENRY J. MORTON aid CO.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, Ac, to contain 50 gallons. 26*. ; SO gallons,

31*. each ; and HO gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping

the water perfectly sweet and clean : will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, SO*,

and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from 10c*. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35*. Od. each.

REAPING AND MOWING MACnlNES.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

PRTZE HOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery

M
IWYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 421. 10*.

M'CORU ICK'8 REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 251.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOW Eli, which received the last- prize

triven by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 80/.

ALLEN s GRAJ- MOWER, l-aone Horse. Price 22J. 10*.

COMBINED REX PER axi> M'HVKR-Two-Horse Machine.

Price 35/.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—One Horse Machine,

Price 24/.

These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any
Railway Station.

Testimonials.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following from

Mr. James Arxot, of Woodcote, Carshalton.
" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not 1

without one on any consideration ; and I can safely *:iy that

I have saved over 50 per cent, in the expense every year I have
used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which
pays itself in so short a time."

PRIZE LIQUID MANURE DISTRIBUTOR.

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-
BUTOR or WATER-CART, warranted not to choke up or

otherwise get out of order. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill

Crops, or Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets ; has been
awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obtained of the
Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli Waggon Works, Cheltenham.
N.B.—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either fixed

or portable.

ARNEltS' PATENT CAST-TROX PUMPS
for raising Water from Wells not exceeding 25 ft. in depth.w

Diameter
of Barrel. Height.
2£ in. short 1 ft. Tin.

2$ „ long 3 „ 8 „
3 „ ditto 3 ,, 6 „
3£„ ditto 3 „ 6„
4 .. ditto 3 ,, 6,,

£. *.

( Fitted for lead, » 1 1

sha ! 1 10

d.

4
9
18

gutta percha
or cast iron ' 2
flanged pipe i 2

as required, j 2

2J ,, short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing .... 2 00

2£„long ditto ditto ditto 2 14
This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket,and Brass Suction
Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap the
handle can be shifted to the right or left

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.
Every description of Machinery for raising

Water, by means of WT
heels, Rams, Deep

Well Pumps, &c. ; also, Fire and Garden
Engines, &c.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue will
No. 35. be forwarded post free on application.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber
in town or country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

igd cheape

rilHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
J_ Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, «fcc.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public 01 general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE aot
I M P ROYEM KNT COM PA N Y

.

Offices, S% Parliament Street, S.W.
Directors.

ITrxr.v Kfr Seymfr, Esq., M.P., Caoirnum.
Sir John Yiu.ifrs Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chavrmon.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
J.ChevallierCobbold,Esq.,M.P
Henrv Cuirie, Esq.
William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Under this Company's Act

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
SirS. Morton Peto, Bart., M. P.
William Tite, Esq., MP.
William Wilshere, Esq.
Landowners may effect the

following Improvements on their Estates, and charge the Out-
lay and expenses thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid

by Half-yearly Instalments, viz. :—
I. All works ot Drainage, Irrigation, and Embankment.
II. The erection of Farm Houses, Cottages for Agricul-

tural Labourers, and all kinds of Farm buildings.

III. The construction of Roads.

IV. The Grubbing and clearing of old Woodlands, Enclos-

ing, Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed, are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons,

Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-

ceeding 14 3*ears, Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal, In-

cumbents, Sequestrat ors, Charitable Trustees, &c.

The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also charge their Estates with Improvements under the simple

and inexpensive process of the Company's Act.

The term of years for flic Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-
owner, bo as to adapt the amount of annual payment to the
circumstances of the Tenants, the term for Building Works
being limited to SI years, but for all other Improvements
being capable of extension to 50 years.

No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not
being affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are in-

curred.
The arrangements for effecting Improvements are threefold—

•

No. I. The Works may be designed and executed entirely

by the Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed
only to supply the Loan and conduct the matter through
all the forms for charging the outlay on the Estate.

No. II. The Company will supply Plans, Specification

and Estimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Landowner's Agent, as uuder No. I.

In each of these cases the Landowner will be solely under
the control of the Enclosure Commissioners.

No. III. The Company will undertake the entire responsi-

bility of the Improvement, prepare the Plans, execute
the Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actual

amount expended with their Commission thereon
approved by the Inclosure Commissioners.

Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require

from the Company, and no more, in effecting the objects in view.

Works of Drainage and other Improvements are also

executed on Commission for Landowners who merely require

the skill and experience of the Company's Officers and a Staff

in constant practice.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the Secre-

tary, 52, Parliament Street. London. S.W.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, S.

Principal—J. C. N esbit, F.G.8., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite toprepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

TO THE TRADE.
TURNIP and MANGEL WURZEL SEEDS.—

The undersigned have on offer in quantity Seeds of the
above, crop 1860, of best selected stocks, raised from trans-
planted bulbs, such as they can with confidence recommend.
Terms on application.

—

James Fairhead & Son, Seed Grower
and Merchants. 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

t>AYNBlKI) and CO., Seed Meuchants and
\) Growers, Basingstoke, and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane,

London, E.C.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.
Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes, &c, of best quality at Market Prices.

HTfie &jmcttitttral <Bmtttt.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 5, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
( Hexham Farmers' Club—" On the

Tuksdat, Jan. 8
-J

Education of (Tanners' Sons.'
( Galashiels— " General Meeting.

TnE Decade which has just expired has perhaps
left nothing behind it more remarkable to the
Agriculturist than its concluding year. The
Seasons of 1860 stand unexampled in the memory
of the most venerable seniors of our age. The
predominance of rainy weather, following upon
three years of comparative drought, has brought
the subject of Climate into a prominence that
places it in its true rank amongst the most im-
portant questions of modern agriculture.

Drainage, Steam-Culture upon the Clays, and
the profitable utilisation of Liquid Sewage,—three
questions separate in themselves, and each of the
highest moment, have all this feature in common,
that they are directly connected with the special

conditions of agriculture in these Islands, viz., a
stiff soil and a moist atmosphere. Look Europe
over, and you will not see these conditions else-

where such as they are with us. Nowhere else do
these three questions press with the same
emphasis, under the same modifications upon
the attention of the landowner "and farmer.
And they are more intimately connected together
than their general treatment either by the agri-
cultural or the non-agricultural world would, at
first sight, lead any one to suppose. Travellers in
France, Belgium, Tuscany, or China, who admc-
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nish us of the value, and effective application of

sewage in those countries, almost invariably^ omit

to notice the non sequitur which a moist climate

and a stiff soil place, like an extinguisher, upon

most of their calculations and conclusions. Some-

thing of the same kind of pretermission seems

to run through all the discussions, and most of the

writing, upon Steam Culture. As it is upon the

heavier soils that this great auxiliary of Spring

and Autumn cultivation is pre-eminently needed,

so it is upon the lighter and drier districts of the

kingdom that profitable results are to he, if any-

where, looked for from profusely diluted manures.

It is difficult to make a sanguine improver

clearly understand that let a fertiliser be ever so

precious in itself, it may, like the Pearl in Cleopatra's

cup, be lost to all practical and commercial use, by

mere solution, having become in fact more costly

to restore, and apply, than its intrinsic value will

repay. There still are rivers in whose sands like

those of the once-famed Pactolus, gold-dust runs

which will not pay the labour of separation.

Ammonia, and the Sulphates and Phosphates arc

very precious ; but they are not more precious than

old ; nor, in like case, able to repay the costly

'abour of extraction, by chemical or mechanical

reagents. This, at least, is the true point to be

objectively kept in view, not the intrinsic but the

relative, or resulting value ; not the market-price

of the metal, but whether it will pay for smelting

from the ore. "Wherever there is, under a dry

climate, a light thirsty soil, free enough to filter

off the fluid part, yet close enough to absorb that

essence—volatile as it is precious—the Ammonia,
from sewage water,—there let enthusiasts glorify

its value. But under our skies, and upon our

retentive soils, one word about solids, how to deal

with them, is worth five upon liquids, except how
to get rid of them.

And just now this seems to be the question of

the day, how to command the Outfalls of our
drainage ; a question in every sense of ultimate

importance. Drainage is one of that eccentric

class of things which begin at the end : in the lan-

guage of logicians, it is an analytic,' not ' syn-
thetic,' operation. "Look to the End!" said

Solots, when some one asked him if a rich man's
life could be called a happy one. "Look to the

end!" every engineering Solon of the present day
will say when consulted how a drain may be made
to run, a field laid dry, a farm made profitable, a
district healthy, and the country as wealthy as it

ought to be from the intrinsic resources of its own
soil and labour.

It does seem rather hard, and rather foolish,

that the grinding of Wheat should stop the
growing of it, that Mill-dams should block
up Outfalls : yet this is what takes place over a
large portion of this kingdom. But still more
unbearable is it that any other less useful and
excusable dam should be allowed to prevent or
interfere with the first and foremost of agricul-

tural improvements. The most possessive owner
of land must be reminded that he holds what he
calls his own, in this kind, subject to the rights
and claims of the community at large. No Act of
'Tfe T * A 1 j ^ • • •

of the House regarded all land questions with that

indifference which men of the world feel for every-

thing dilettante-like, and lying out of the ordinary

mles of business ?

ever.

However this may be, we are anxious for the apportioned, while an immense amount of dra
t- »fiu«;«^«^^ < Ant-foil' "Rill Tha snhipfit ' work is reauired to be done: and wW _

fate of this intended 'Outfall' Bill. The subject

is, in some districts, a pressing one; and the board can be qualified for the central sune

Let us look at the provisions^oTThls^ir
The Inclosure Commissioners are very proD

7*

made "the Drainage and Inclosure Commission *

for but few open fields are left to be fenced off^'i

iage

ible

tendence of all
-

so well as this, which" naT^*

work is required to be done ; and what^s^

bad

among proprietors, agents, engineers, and solicitor'

The rate of They may from time
_
to time appoint an enginee

vested interests this measure will have to deal

with, are strong enough to need something of a
;
ample experience ot all land and water question*

different pattern to most of the Bills that have * " * -

erer had to do with Agriculture. The rate of
_ ^

increase of our population, internal trade, and
;
as assistant commissioner. Any individual

land

capital, demands that every inch of land
,
owner may make application to the Commissioner?

should be made available: the public feeling sending in a proposed plan of improved
out-

will be more strongly in favor of the measure I fall for his drainage ;
the Commissioners may

the more it can be got to understand it. There is require security for expenses incident to the case

: of an ' and are to make a due examination into tta ««/every inducement to the manufacture

effective Bill : the weir and mill-dam nuisance is

a serious and extensive one enough ; if that were

alt: but let any man try to cut an outfall for

his drainage through his neighbour's land "by
act of Parliament" now existing, and he will

learn, experimentally, the exact measure—by a sort

of GLADSTONE-alcoholic test—of the Squire-com-

pelling strength required in the proposed new
Act.

It ought to be a simple matter enough : and so,

in truth it would be in a Parliament of Cotton

Spinners and Ironmasters, and Railroad Con-
tractors. But in every society or assemblage of

men—and the British Parliament is within the

rule—that particular business is ill-done which
(however little really understood) is as though it

were Everybody's-business. Another Century
must elapse before any man can bring an agricul-

tural subject before the House of Commons with
better hope of a serious hearing than an Eton or

Harrow boy would have who offered to spout for

his schoolfellows' amusement a page of "Virgil or

Euripides. Pusey tried it : Caird tried it : and
they found an audience, not indeed impracticable,

or inattentive. It was not that the " clouds did

sit on Hamlet;" he was " too much i' the Sun !
"

A legislative chamber which for a hundred and
sixty years was little else than a Committee of

landowners and their nominees debating for the
good of the * Country? and dealing with " Agri-
cultural Distress" must pass some reasonable

aliquot of the time in pratique, before any agri-

cultural subject can come before it except upon
that sort of * imperium in iraperio ' footing, where

into the pro-

posed plan and objections to it; their assistant

commissioner is to report, and ample opportunity

is to be afforded opponents and probable sufferers

for making their objections and claims. "Where
the Commissioners think that such objection is

valid, but can be obviated by a reasonable modifi-

cation of the scheme, they may insist upon such

alteration ; where they think that such a modifica-

tion will not suffice they may certify what in their

judgment is the compensation proper to be made;

and where they think that any injury cannot be

properly compensated for, they are not to

sanction the proposed scheme. They may pre-

scribe by whom or under whose superin-

tendence the work is to be executed, and on

what terms and conditions the works are to

be maintained. The prescribed drainers are

empowered to " enter upon, take, use, or interfere

with any canals, waterworks, lands, or waters not

belonging to or under the power of any of the

applicants," in accordance with the provisions ot

the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act of 1845.

This would be famous, only that it is nullified, so

far as navigations are concerned, by the following

clause, which was added in committee,—"nothing

in this Act contained shall defeat, alter, prejudice,

or affect any of the rights, powers, privileges,

jurisdiction, or authorities of the owners, proprie-

tors, undertakers, trustees, or conservatory of any

canal, navigable river, or navigation, or give any

power or authority to the drainers, or in any

manner injuriously to interfere with any canal,

navigable river, or navigation, or any water-

works, or the works belonging or appurtenant

copybooks.

It is a pity that it should be so : for, agriculture
during its twelve years of free lorn has grown
pretty well out of parliamentary swaddling-
clothes. Give it the one more emancipation that it

asks for : make the Land itself as free to buy and
sell as you have made the Produce: give the
Farmer the other half of the bargain that was so
roughly pressed upon him : let the Crop stand free

at both ends, top and bottom : as you have torn off
the^ clutch of the Custom-house officer from the
grain, drag away the Lawyer's gripe from the
root ; try less sheepskin and asses' skin manure

;

j
and our agriculture will then show a stature that

Parliament can be too explicit in reminding him saa^. not
.

nee<* *° come before the House, or the

of this. There is a class of men who would hardly Puhlic, with the prestige upon it of an aristocratic

familiarity breeds contempt, undreamt of by the thereto, without the consent in writing of the

let the crows fly over their fields, if there was any
way of shutting the gate against them. But it

would be well if these tenacious owners of tena-
cious soils could be a little better indoctrinated in
the true nature of l ownership 5

in regard to land.
There is not an article to which the term is applied
in thi6 country with more of polite exaggeration

;

or more erroneously : for there is none in
which ownership is in truth so limited and con-
ditional.

It is singular that this error should exist ; con-
sidering that our land-laws remain to this day
based on Feudalism, which in fact allowed no
ownership at all, except in the Sovereign as the
head and representative of the State. All the
rest were Tenants, holding under every conceivable
form of modified and vicarial tenure. The diffi-
culty however is not here. Parliament is supreme,
and Acts of parliament are powerful enough,
it they are but constructed so as to work. But
whoever has watched the course of legislation in
this country, it matters not how long back in the
memory of those living, wilL have noticed an
unaccountable infelicity in the Acts relating to
Land, in ifcs agricultural character. Is it upon
the well-known principle that ' he who pleads in
his own cause has a fool for his client V Is it that
the legislative atmosphere itself, in this country,
embraced too much of the "truly rural" element
to be able rightly to direct its breath, for hot or

pet, thepeculium of Dukes and Lords and Squires,
but as a solid interest representing every stratum of
society, and uniting instead of severing social
ranks, by the common bond of a common intelli-
gence derived from the common interest of an in-
vestment that should be common and open and
available to all.

Outfaxl dhains for one or more proprietors,
through intervening estates of other owners,
should be obtainable by a less obnoxious and
burdensome process than that prescribed by "Lord
Lixcola's Act" of 1847—our latest legislation on
the matter. This is the first point in the legal

remedy demanded by the improving underdrainage
of high lands and low lands, near to or remote
from wandering brooks or lawless rivers, and in

want of new outfall drains. The second point is,

that the amendment and enlargement, as well as
the efficient maintenance of existing public drains
and outlets used simply for the passage of drain
water, and not under the jurisdiction of authorities
already constituted lor their conservancy, ought to
be procurable by improving landowners without
heavy expense or oppressive litigation.

The Bill prepared and brought in by Mr. Ker
Seymer and Sir William Heathcote in 1854
might be amended and extended so as to meet both

. these classes of remedial action, which are most
! urgently required—which have been needed for

cold, upon the home-made porridge; while tie rest years, and are now cried for more pressingly than

owners, proprietors, undertakers, trustees, or con

servators of such canal, navigable river, or naviga-

tion, or waterworks, under the hand of the clerk,

secretary, or other chief officer of such owners,

proprietors, undertakers, trustees, or conservators,

first obtained."

What forms of property and rights are included

under the terms "lands" and " waters," which

are not exempted by that clause, but may be

entered upon, taken, and interfered with bv the

drainers ? Well, the interpretation clause defines

" lands" as embracing " mills, dams, weirs, mes-

suages, lands, tenements, and hereditaments of any

tenure ;" so that the Bill contemplated the dealing

with mills, &c, by compensation. The word

"waters" includes " springs, brooks, rivers, ana

other running waters, and ponds, pools, reservoirs,

and other standing waters, and sewers, drains,

ditches, streams, cuts, channels, and other water-

courses." Thus the Bill is sufficiently comprehen-

sive (with the exception of navigation and orna-

mental waters) to empower improvements m nios

cases of suffering from defective watercourses-

mills, reservoirs, &c. ; but a clause inserted
^

committee prevents any meddling with drains

already within the jurisdiction of commissioners

of sewers, trustees, or other bodies for executing

local Drainage Acts, &c, though such commis-

s
:

oners, &c, may apply to the Inclosure Commis-

sioners if they think proper and conduct new wor»

or improve old ones under this Act. There

another clause which prevents any interference

with " any ornamental waters or dwelling-houses,

except with the consent of the persons to whom tw

ornamental waters belong." This requires mj)*\

fication, as in some instances ornamental water

may be altered without serious inconven:enee,

and facilitate the drainage of a large tract 8

land. ,

t

So far, with certain alterations, this Bill wouL

give power to any landowners to make a new c-

improved outlet for drain-water, by paying com-

pensation to the parties whose property they
j
nte

J"
fered with. It does not empower a district

unite for a new drainage, or enable the promoters,

if a majority, to bind the non-consenting F "

prietors to contribute to the expenses in proportion

in

is
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to nefits received ; this is reserved for a larger

nd more comprehensive measure.

The expenses fall upon the promoters only, tor

whose relief this part of the Bill is intended ;
and

the provisions of the Lands Clauses Consolidation

Act of 1845 are to govern the purchase of lands,

easements, &c, excepting in cases where the

amount of compensation does not exceed oO/. As

the operation of the above Act is very heavy upon

promoters of small drainages, although found to

work tolerablv for such large schemes as railways,

Ac, an exception of this kind is essential in a

good Drainage Act, but the sum of oOl. is too low.

There may be considerable opposition raised id

both Houses of Parliament to a much higher

amount ; but certainly nothing under 100Z. ought

to be burdened with the Lands Clauses Consolidation

Act,—and in the matter of better outlets for one or

two estates, 100/. will go a great way. We shall

consider in another paper the further provisions of

the Bill with respect to the improvement of existing

drains. T. A.
T""^^^

The experiments then for 1860 were conducted on

much the a me plan as before, the plots being 2h yards

qnare, md the seeds drilled in rows. When ot

sufficient size the plants were thinned, leaving 21 roots

in each plot. On the 1th of September stripped half of

each plot, taking from three to four outer leaves from

each plant varying the direction of the stripped plants

as under, in order that no scurco of error should arise.

Plan of Stripping.

Stripped.

Intact.

Intact.

..

Stripped.

a* s
c

a

ft
'C

01> STRIPPING MANGEL LEAVES.

BY PROFE3SOB JAMES BUCKMAN, F.G.S.

Is November, 1859, a report appeared in these

columns containing the results of various experiments

made to aacertaiu the effects of stripping a certain

proportion of the leaves from Mangels during their

growth. I now reproduce that report, reminding my
readers that the stripped plot was denuded of its larger

leaves three times in the growing s< on, and that

the experimental plots were planted with Yellow Globe

Mangel. On the 27th of October the topped and

tailed roots were weighed and gave the following

results :

—

Table I.—Bbbults of Stripped Mangeis.

The stripping was repeated on the 21st September,

and it should be observed that between the 4th and

21st very rapid leaf growth had been made; and

between the latter date, and the period of harvest, viz.,

Nov. 12th, the leaf growth was also very vigorous, so

that had there been a third stripping the difference in

the results might probably have been even more

striking.

The following is the resultant weight of the topped

aud tailed roots:

—

Table III.—Weight of 12 Non-Transplanted Roots.

No.
of

sorts.

Sorts.

1
2

3

4

<J largest roots

6 smallest do.
remaining do.

21 roots

Weight.
Weight of

ingle Root.

Lb.
1

oz.

8
S

< * •

Circum-
ference of
Single Root.

6

7
8

9

vcthan Mangel Wurzel
Yellow Globe AI angel Wurzel
Red Globe Mangel Wurzel
New Olive-shaped Red Globe Mangel
Wurzel

New Olive-shaped Yellow Globe
Mangel Wurzel

Sutton's New Orange Globe Mangel
J Wurzel
Improved Long Yellow Mangel Wurzel
New Long White Mangel Wurzel
Silver Beet

Total

Leaves
intact.

Leaves
stripped

lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

8

9
8

10

2

11 13

10 13

114 10

5
5
6

4
2

12

7 6

12 3

9 5 3 12
19 9 11

15 7 8

16 15 5 9

63 3

Table II.-—Results of Ma no els not stripped.

4 largest roots
smallest do.

3 remaining do.

20 roots

• •

Weight.

Lb. oz.

27 4%
11 1C
22 7

agio Root
1DgieRoofc.

01 :

Lb.
5
1

02.

8
4

Inches.
19

Now these results (whi adeed were not the first

that I had obtained by means of the like processes)

were deemed of importance as showing the immense
value of the leaves in aiding the general development
of the root; and my experiments seemed to warrant
th blowing assertion :—That so long as a Mangel leaf

can be considered a wholesome food for cattle, so long
is it important to the well-being of the root.

This conclusion, however, was disputed in an article

iu the " Dublin Weekly Agricultural Review " for
January 20, 1860, which states that an experimenter
in Ireland procured an increase of roots at the rate of

54 tons per acre, by removing from the plants leaf to
t mount of 5 tons.

Now, as these facts v. ere founded upon repeated ex-
periments conducted with great care, the plots and the
whole contents being kept separate and weighed apart,
I am led to think that from some source or other error
has crept into the results of the Irish experiments.
Such an error might probably arise from the fact that
one kind of Mangel may bear stripping better than
nuoffcr, or from other causes to which all experiments

. en. This being the case, I del mined to repeat
he experiments with as many sorts as could be pro-

en i, and I have now before me the results not
oi. with nine sorts of Mangels, but under differ-

ent circumstances with these other plots of trans-
planted roots in addition. Before entering into the
ietails of these experiments, it will be well to call
attention to the following communication relating to

ie growth ot Mangels on the farm of Colonel Kings-
cote, as it shows the result of weighing part of a crop,
which though it tells a little in favour of the unstripped
roots is not to be entirely trusted to. I take the
libi y of inserting the letter winch was sent in reply

nuciuiry as to the crallant colonel's treatment of
Mangel crop:

—

<,ai„ t> * A ,
" Kingscote, Dec. 13. I860.

c .

..-Respecting the tops, it has been the practice of

J
Ivmgscoto m September to commence pulling the

JSJ2. ^glV0 thL?'1 co™> and they n«w M in

£g,n U ex
?
ra q25S*?2rf miik *nd Gutter. In 1854 the

.t of40 perchet which hod part ofthe lems stripped off (not

•E?#
C VV

, &m!
1

A
°,P?rch^ which had not been stripped

jfJJi
CWt

"
^ lb3>

-

AMough there were 20 lbs. in favourme latter it was quite probable the difference might have

LJLl^her
,

s
!
de *** a ^'i lot been weighed. In 185T

wJrS^ftWO l0t
I

4° »?"*** fcach
'
wnen a few PO«n*»

favour of the stripping, this was in the caie of a
i tons per acre, and 310 Mangelsjw ton.

•

'
Yours obec pr, ,\ sens Burxm.

"

Now this gives a preponderance of 51 lb. 7 oz. for the

nine half plots of intact roots, over the nine half plots of

stripped roots, presenting in round numbers an average

for 12 intact roots of 12 lbs. 11 oz. ; 12 stripped ro'jts,

7 lbs. In both cases it must be confessed the numbers
are low, since the average does not give more than 1 lb.

per root. It must be recollected however that the

season was one uncommonly prejudicial to the growth
of Mangel "Wurzel, and more especially in the cold

Cotswold district where these experiments were made.
Besides, the plots in our experimental garden at the

Royal Agricultural College were simply dug and the

seed was planted without manure. As regards the
seed I wTjuta remark that it was kindly supplied by
the Messrs. Sutton. The experiment was further

interesting as showing in plots side by side the different

characters of so many derivate forms of the sea-side

Beet, while the resulting weights indicate such as

succeed best in our position.

While carrying on the experiments just detailed, it

occurred to me that it would be a matter of not a little

value in a practical point of view to ascertain whether
Mangel would well bear transplantation, and what
difference there might be in its effects upon so many
varieties. Consequently, when our first set of plots

were thinned out, I simply transplanted 24 plants

of each kind into separate plots. Of these half were
stripped, and the experiment was conducted in fact in

the same way as it was with the untransplanted lot.

These transplanted specimens grew well from the
first, a result most probably rendered the more certain

by the wet cool season. The bulbs however were not
seen above the ground as in the ordinary way of
cultivation, and instead of a tap root to be cut
away in the operation of tailing there was found a large
bunch of delicate rojfc fibres; the results of these ex-
periments are as follows :

—
Table IVl—W: it of 12 Transplanted Roots.

in good rich soil; they thus afford striking evidence of

what may be done in this way.

It may be further remarked that as regards the

difference in the intact and stripped roots, it appears to

be eve.i greater than is shown by the previous nine

plots. The stripped exhibit very nearly the same

results in the last as in the first series. The average in

round numbers of the transplanted experiments will be

for the 12 intact roots 13 lbs. 5 oz., for the 12 stripped

roots 7 lbs., the latter being a trifle more than one half.

I conclude then that these experiments fully justify

previous conclusions. Here are the records of some 25

plots of Mangels all telling the same tale.
^
Besides

this the like experiments have been tiied with Kohl

Rabi,both as regards untransplanted and transplanted

plots, and I am enabled to state that the half of the

plot stripped of leaves produced little more than half

the weight of the intact ones, whilst the transplanted

plots more than doubled in weight that of the untrans-

planted ones. I consider, then, that the matter of

whether or not it be judicious to strip Mangels of their

leaves, however partially, resolves itself into a question

of value. If the leaves be worth more than the conse-

quent lessening of the roots, which I deem inevitable,

there is no mischief; but to suppose that the farmer

can make use of green Mangel leaves and have as good,

to say nothing of an increased crop of roots, I consider

contrary to both science and practice.

Again, as regards transplantation I consider it a

valuable process, and incline to the belief that it will

be found of great advantage if carefully done, and done

with judgment as to time.

Home Correspondence.
Cottages.—Whether, as a general rule, the working

classes can have better dwelling accommodation than

they can pay for, the inevitable laws of political

economy will ultimately determine ; but a few words
seem desirable on the point which, in the discussion of

cottage accommodation, is so frequently put forward,

viz., that landlords should hold the cottages in their

own hands, and not let them with their farms. Now,
this is entirely a one-sided view of the question. It

amounts to this, that the landlord, and not the farmer,

is to choose the farmer's servants. A certain number of

cottages are as much necessaiy offices of a farm as

sleeping rooms for servants are necessary offices of a
gentleman's, clergyman's, or tradesman's premises.

What would be thought of a landlord stipulating to

reserve in his own hands the servants' part of the house,

that he mi^ht have a supervision over the servants

employed, or rather over their employer? The proposal

with regard to the cottages on a farm i9 equally insult-

ing to a farmer. It has ceased to be the habit for

farmers to live with their servants. Farm-houses there-

fore no longer provide accommodation for them, and
some cottages require- to be allotted to a farm for the
accommodation of the farm staff, who- are most of them
married men. This is necessary to enable a farmer to
carry on business with a fair control over his men,
and as an independent man should be able to do. A
landlord should satisfy himself that his tenant farmers

are fit men to be trusted over labourers ; but having
acquitted himself of this responsibility, lie should leave

his tenant as free to deal with his men as the landlord

is to deal with his own servants. Alex. Hall Hall,
Watergate.

No.
of

sorts.
arts.

1
2
3
4

we

7
8
9

Elvethaia Mangel Wurzel
Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel
Red Globe Mangel'Wurzel
New Olive shaped Red Globe Mangel
Wurzel

New Olive-shaped Yellow Globe
Mangel Wurzel

.

Sutton's New Or
Wur2el ..

Improved IiongYellow Mangel Wurzel
New Long White Maugel Wurzel
iSilver 13eet

ange Globe Mangel

Leaves
intact.

lbs. oz.

14 10
13

U 4

12 4

Leaves
f- tripped

lbs. oz.

5
6

7

10

14

5 6

11 14 7 10

10 2
lfi 10
12 11
15 13

5 9
11 1
7 6
6 11

Total • » 121 4 i 63

Here then is a positive increase from transplanta-
tion, and though I by no means think the process would
always succeed, yet it is well to know that wherever a
crop be thin, there can at least be no harm in filling up
with transferred plants, and I am inclined to think that in
most seasons at least a paying result would follow. In
fact many of the large specimens of roots exhibited ore
derived from getting some early plants, perhaps by

|
a field whioh 10 years ago was drained with coupled

means of the greenhouse, and then transplanting them drains upon what was considered an improved principle

Farmers' Clubs.
Stielingshiiie Cestbal Union : On Turnip Groio-

ing.—A discussion on this subject took place at the late

Annual Meeting of this Society, which we abridge from
the columns of the Stirling Observer.

Mr. Nicholson, of Carnock, said : As regards the dry-
field [The term " dryfield * applies to all the land, not
alluvial, which surrounds the carse or alluvial land]
farmers, there is no question that the Turnip crop is one
of the most important they grow. On it depends the
success of their liye stock and on it their future white
crops. It is very difficult to estimate the value of the
Turnip crop in this country. The Highland Society's
statistics on the subject, however, brought out some
very curious facts. In Scotland, in round numbers
there were 450,000 acres of Turnips grown in 1855. In
Aberdeen there were 80,000 acres, or more than one-
sixth of the whole Turnip husbandry in Scotland.
Now I have the means of coming to a sort of guess as

to the indirect value of this Turnip crop. I find that
in 1859 from Aberdeen, by steamboat and by rail,

there were GO0,0OOZ. of dead meat and stock sent south-
wards. Besides all that, there is the supplying of the
large provision markets in that city. I think this

shows at once the enormous value of the Turnip crop;
because there is no doubt whatever that Turnips are
he main staple food on which our beasts are fattened.

Then, as to the cultivation of it. I think we are all

agreed that the first necessity is that the ground should
lie thoroughly drained; and when I say thoroughly
drained, I speak of draining from a depth of 3 to 4 feet.

This, I think, we must all admit, is necessary, for

thorough draining. But it is not many years ago since
we had a very different theory. Mr. Smith of Deanston
considered 30 inches very satisfactory draining; and at
this present moment I am just now proceeding to drain
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in those days, and yet the field was not dry. Twenty
drained ityears ago, this field being unsatisfactory, I d

on Mr. Smith's principle, and supposed I had made a

most practical job of it; but 20 years later, that is
nlftlllhp

. Tnp slin . soll

in 1860 I am be-inninc to re-drain it for the third a strong heavy furrow, and this mollihes tne suo-suu

Turnip crop. We first plough our land from 10 to 12

inches deep in the winter, and furrow it with the two-

horse plough—this particular field being done in that

way. It is a field of 13 acres, and it lies all winter with

and this mollifies the sub-soil

different the opinions are on the subject now, to what

they were many years ag$. Then there is a second

point, which I believe, though very largely admitted,

is certainly not very largely practised in the cultivation

of the Turnip, that is deep ploughing and subsoiiing.

A good many around me, and in the district too, allow

that it is well to do a good strong furrow, but I believe

m o The first thing

wis "done was* by this "machine, which went over it and

stirred up the soil from 10 to 12 inches—it made a very

nice job of it, and broke it all finely down. After that

we harrowed and grubbed it with the common four-

horse grubber, ridged it up, and prepared it
^
for

sowing. Then we had farm-yard manure made upjnto

dunghills lying during the winter season.

Potable

There
in practice they do no such thing. They may furrow ..„ .„

near 7, 8, or even 9 inches, but not one in fifty subsoil would be from 20 to 25 tons of farm-yard manure to

for their Turnips. Now I believe that one half of the every Scotch acre. We commenced on the 5th May
ps,

value of our draining is lost if we do not subsoil all

around the stiff lands. I am quite satisfied that it is

one of the great necessities for the success of the

Turnip crop that the lands should be well stirred

and thoroughly worked. Practice, they say, is

better than precept, and therefore I am going to

mention one or two things what I have done

myself. I find that on one field this year,^ of 5

Scotch acres, which are partially drained and let in

Grass for 4Z. for the 5 acres, I expended 20Z. in com-

pleting the draining and picking out the stones. I

have put on the Scotch acre, 30 tons of farm-yard

manure at 5*. per ton, 8 cvvt. of bone manure at Is. per

cwt., and \\ cwt. of Somart manure, making in ail an

outlay on manure of 111. Is. the Scotch acre. The
Turnip grown was the Aberdeen Green-top Yellow,

and on measuring 1 find that I have 43 tons the Scotch

acre in that field. There is no doubt that this is heavy

manuring, but I believe it will pay. I have no doubt

tenant farmers may say that they cannot afford to

expend so much on manures, but I will give you two

specimens, which I think any tenant farmer with any

enterprise may carry out. I have begun to farm upon

about 140 Scotch acres on the Sherriffmuir, nearly

690 feet above the level of the sea. One of the fields

was rouped [let by auction] by the outgoing tenant at

25*. per Scotch acre in 1859. I believe it did not pay

him the seed and the labour. I have had no manure
at all as incoming tenant, but I have applied 10 cwt. of

bone manure at 7*., 1| cwfc. of Somart manure at the

cost of 10*. per acre, with dung besides, or at the cost

of 41. 5s. the Scotch acre. I should tell you that these

Turnips were not sown till the 29th or 30th of June,

far too late in the season ; still although it was so late

as that, with the amount of manure I mentioned, that

land, which I could not ride my horse across—and I

should tell you, drained at a cost of 8 guineas an acre,

and subsoiled every, .inch of it 18 inches deep—on that
ground 1 was ottered 4Z. the imperial acre for my
Turnips to be used for the fattening of sheep. People

and ridged it, and then about the 1st of June we

commenced thinning. We thin the Turnips 14 inches

apart, and the drills are 28 inches wide. The general

rule in working the crop is to use farm -yard manure—
we use no light manures.

Mr. M'Lachlan, Auchentroig, said—I have some

little experience in the growing of Turnips in high

grounds. For the last 10 years my time has been

occupied with the improvement of waste lands. In

regard to Turnips in high land, they are grown at far

greater expense than can be done in Roxburghshire,

East Lothian, or say Fife, or any regular Turnip

growing county. A pair of horses in Roxburghshire

will manage to work 25 imperial acres of Turnips, and

their own share of work besides. Now among us if we
manage half of that it is as much as we can do. I

think 12 or 15 acres of Turnips is about as much as a

pair of horses can manage with us. I think this

arises from the large quantity of rain we have, and
owing to our having a stiff, retentive soil that prevents

the horses working after rain. In Roxburghshire,

although it rains in the forenoon they can work the

soil in the afternoon. With us we must allow our land

to get into condition before we can work it. I find

the green-top yellow to be the best specimen of Turnip.

I find also that 28 inches wide for drills, is the distance

that suits best for almost any ground. I generally

thin my Turnips from 10 to 12 inches apart. I think

Mr. Smith is very likely right in heavy ground.

Regarding the storing of Turnips, I find the best

way to store them is to keep them in small pits in

the field. As to the consumption, I find we cannot
consume them profitably on the ground by sheep eating

j

have so much finger-and-toe upon new ground

from the average Carse land. There may V,p
^

very much impoverished, and very dirtv tl
*

require naked fallow for the first Grass b n m*7
after that the green crop system will be found a^
valuable, even on a Carse farm; I hare 1 'a

^
35 tons of farm-yard manure per acre, and e\

^
of guano, and then 4 chalders of shell litr^fn

^-

same year. I think that year it was the most - - ^
crop we ever had, and the pasture, even as it
beats Mr. Murray's in grazing. This year I Tl 5
light manures to a pretty heavy extent. Of t

W^
using as much as 6 cwt. per acre, where the
no solid manure, and then after they were tb'^

]**

applied the lime. m® I

Mr. M'Laren said—I should like to ask the e
opinion as to using artificial manures and limejn^
year. one

Mr. Drumraond said—I was at first under the imn
sion that Mr. Alexander had used the lime and th*
guano in one operation ; but he now tells us it

»*

after the Turnips had been thinned that he applied i\

lime, so that the application of the lime was quite safe
—coming in direct contact with the guano, it would
undoubtedly neutralize its effect.

Mr. Gray, Bearside, said—I feel very little difficulty

in growing a good crop of Turnips. I can grow very

easily 35 or 40 tons per acre ; but I am meeting with

an enemy counteracting all these good effects—I am
getting very much annoyed with "finger-and-toe."

That appears to me a complete mystery, but I can see

some little cause in certain cases. For instance, if m
put rotten Turnips in your dunghill, you are just as

sure to have " finger-and-toe" as if you had it. Mr.

Gray described at some length a few experiments he

tried, in order to find out the effects of the rotten

Turnips on the crop, and every one of them invariably

resulted in the fact that rotten Turnips mixed with the

manure led to the appearance of this disease in the new

crop.

The Chairman said—I think we must consider that

this subject is nearly exhausted. We have got a grot

deal of interesting information from various gentlemen
;

on the subject, and I think there are two or three L

things to be said as a sort of wind-up to the discussion. ?

What Mr. Gray of Bearside mentioned about the

rotten Turnips is certainly a point I never hear.;

mooted before. It seems to me a strong fact; but a

still stronger fact seems to me to be that he shoo. ^
We

them. My opinion as to the best way of consuming
the Turnip is to drive them home to the farm and con-
sume them on the steading by feeding cattle, or for

dairy use—this answers best. I used the Loch Katrine
Water Company's manure for a considerable time. I

found that I could not do with less thanJrqm^O to 50
tons per acre of horse dung. I also had very g ctT^rnips

at first were very shy of trying my Turnips at all on
|

from 3 cwt. of guano and 3 cwt. of superphosphate. I
that height. Well I got the offer of U. the imperial

acre. I did not take it. I have got my own sheep
upon it—200 sheep—and I am glad to say, in spite of

the weather, that I have not lost one single sheep, and
a good many of my own neighbours can't say the
same. I mention this last case more particu-
larly because I assume that a landlord will be
quite prepared to drain the land for a tenant
with a lease before him; and if the landlord
drains the ground I think that no tenant can consider
that he is spending too extravagant a sum if he can
raise Turnips on land of that quality, at a cost oflZ.
per acre for manure. The kind of Turnip I have sold
is Dale's Hybrid. I think it is one of the hardiest and
most profitable Turnips, and does especially for this
part of the country, where we are rather late. Of course
I consider I should have had a much better crop had I
been able to sow earlier in the season. I have also
worked this field at great disadvantage, but I have no
doubt I am working it for profit, and I have little

doubt that if improvements were carried on in that way
it would pay any tenant with a 19 years lease. Perhaps
I should have mentioned one other thing. As far as
my experience goes in Turnip growing, I have tried
repeatedly bones and guano—bones separately, and
guano separately, and both together; and I am quite
satisfied that mixed together they gave a better crop.
I have also found that where you have not manure to
go over the entire field by itself, you are far better to
divide the manure over the whole field, so as to give the
whole Turnip crop a portion of it, than to give one half
of the field the whole of your manure, and fill up the
other half with artificial manures.

had also some very good manure from Lawson—it was
rather late in the "season, however, when I got this.

We had not quite as liberal a crop from the 3 cwt. as
from the 40 tons.

The Chairman said—With regard to the use of bone
dust, I mix the whole of my bones with
byres. I believe that is far better than
with acid. It can easily be done merely by aid of a
furrow at the end of your middenstead. Some of the
bones I had, had been lying nearly a month steeped
in urine.

Mr. Young of Keir Mains said—I will give you ray
experience on the farm of Keir Mains. After preparing
the land, we applied about 30 yards of stable-yard
manure, that being carried out into large heaps in the
winter. After that we applied about 3 cwt. of guano.
We have used ammoniac guano, and I am glad to say
that it has been most satisfactory. During last year I
think our average crop has been about 35 tons per
Scotch acre. The land is worth about 3J. per acre.
We make our drills about 30 inches apart, and thin our
Turnips from 12 to 13 inches. We use the Aberdeen
green-top yellow. I got it from Mr. Drummond, and I
am glad to say it has given satisfaction. For many
years we had been in the habit of growing Swedes, but
we find that this green-top yel'ow is an improve-
ment on the Swede. Last year—indeed every year
since we grew thi3 Turnip, we have them in the
month of May in as good condition as we have in
month of January. This year the crop is equally
good, and we use the same storage as my friend
Mr. M'Lachlan. We put them into heaps in
the field—we find they keep best in that way.
I may mention my experience in the west near Glasgow.

kuow that lime modifies this disease, but* that it dot

not cure it ; but it would be most desirable if farme;

were to follow up these observations by investigations

as to the primary cause of the disease.

Isle of Thanet: Labourers' Friend Society.-&

the late annual meeting of this society the distributioi

of awards to the successful competitors took place,m

recipients [labourers] being admitted into the room fit

that purpose. .,

The Chairman, the Rev. G. W. Sicklemore, sari:-

My good friends, the gentlemen you see around m
table are assembled this evening to do honour to j* »

.The object of the Isle of Thanet Agricultui al Associat^ ^
the urine of the

|
which is supported by the farmers and others ii i

dissolving them higher rank of life than yourselves, is to improve w

mditionof the labourers by giving awards to vm

~ho have conducted themselves well and gaineoue

respect and esteem of their employers, their neign^

and their friends. It is not the mere money valne«

the rewards at which we or you ought to looK. j

have a moral weight which far exceeds any otherv*_
;

and in this light, as testimonials to
^J, „V

honesty, and skill, so much more precious urn

con

w

possessions, they ought to be viewed by you

convince you that those who are placed over j

desire that you should follow what is "S^i
j.._i.

J
- i.r„j l-~~™ masters, and ino«-

your conduct is noticed by your master

to your neighbours and friends. Ihe rewait

Mr. Murray of Polmaise said—The land on which I
have grown my Turnip crop is a strong clay soil, Our farmers there have been busily enWed ca^vm*
tri^w1^^!!**^-™ «* «*?rr % Glasg7' wh?^^a^ssfrom 18s. to 22s. per ton, and deducting for the five
well worked by the steam plough in the spring, and
grubbed to a most unusual depth ; and I found this of
very great service to the field in producing the crop.
The crop was a very large one. I tried it at different
parts of the field, and found that as nearly as possible
there were 48 tons to the Scotch acre of Swedes-
purple top and green top. The green top produced a
smaller crop than the purple top, but it is considered
to be the best keeping of all the Turnip tribe. We all
know the value of a good keeping Turnip, because one
week ot feeding of the stock towards the end of May
will tell more than months of feeding in the winter.
If we can get Turnips to keep fresh and good till the
6

vr
y We are obtaimng a very great object.

Mr. Smith described the cultivation of Mr. Murray's

come here merely to receive
desire, W

yourselves to be deserving, and that you ae.
» ^

as TTAii ara fr» ur/wlr rmf rnnr llVPS Well **»* V J**

miles they are distant from the city 3*. for carriage and
tolls, this leaves about 19s. per ton they realise by the
sale, i know of no crop so useful or so important as
our Turnip, and it will be a woe-day for us when our
Turnip crop fails us.

Mr. Alexander said—I have had a good lone: ex-
perience now in growing Turnips as a Carse farmer.
I have not fallowed any these last 18 years.
With regard to the growing of the Turnips, we
apply all our farm-yard manure—and had a very suc-
cessful crop last year from light manure. From what
has been already said about the mixture of manures, I
think this ought to be universally adopted. I think
there is no fear of not growing a good crop of Turnips

tu your neignuuurs uuu «^»"- ... .

a pg.

paper hanging up in your cottages, win u

petual incentive to honourable exertion, an
j

^

children will be reminded that if they."^ ^

the same paths as you have done, it wi ^
in vain. I do not know that a more gratio^^

can be imagined than the one wn1CU
<

ving tbe

now presents, when merit and worth are r
^

rewards which they so richly deserve. *- s

more, except to remind you of the good aaute j .

often have heard on these occasions rrorn ^
Mr. Warre [the lately deceased ^r™^ *
Association]. Show by your general ^arI

f? h\ottW
ely to receive rewards of whicuj^
>e deserving, and tha

as you are, to work out your lives weu n"~^ ^f
Conduct yourselves well during the year to cow ^
have done during that which is now nearly e ^^
we hope that at our next anniversary we 8Dal ^
of you again, aud hear of all that you m^^
yourselves worthy of the rewards which y<> ^
to receive. I must now again ask you to J ^ $

in drinking the health of her Royal Big' yrf
Duchess of Kent, the venerable mother ot ou

.,.

Queen, and patroness of the Isle of Tnww*

tural Association. The toast was drunk * ^
times three hearty cheers, and after .

bution of the prizes the labourers , ^
room. [Various toasts were then hono

speeches made.]
, ;n gcko^

Mr. Marsden,ofDumpton.ncarRamsgate,i ^
ledging a compliment paid to the Strang
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to by previous

Association for

the same rules

year they had

'spoke thus:—With the permission of the chairman,'

he would take the Liberty of saying a few words

on the Association ami making: a remark or two

on topics which had been alluded

speakers. They had existed as an

about a quarter- of a century, with

and regulation?, and from- year to

almost the same list of rewards as at its forma-

tion. He was of opinion that both the rules and

the list of rewards required revision, and that some of

them at least might be altered with advantage. They

bad been told that agriculturists must not stand still

when all other classes and professions were going ahead.

He was not sure that the alterations which he believed

to be necessary were not better adapted for considera-

tion by the committee than for a general meeting, and

what he said was intended principally for the com-

mittee, by whom he hoped the subject would not be

lost sight of. He believed there was some merit due

t) the labouring man who brought up a large

family without parochial relief; but such a man only

duTiia oaty^ and he did not think many of their

labourers WmldJ*ave 10 children if they < ild help it.

Nor could he^se? much merit in being a widow. He
thought it much better, and certainly more within the

scope of their Association to give prises to skilled

labourers, whose merits it was much more easy to

define. The Association did right in giving rewards to

their best ploughmen, stackers, thatchers, and shep-

herds, and in his opinion such prizes should be increased.

He remembered the time when it was not safe for a

farmer to use a machine, but now they had all machinery

of some kind; very many of them possessed steam

engines. Would it not be right therefore for them to

gwe prizes to the men who proved themselves tlie best

adipted by knowledge to be instructed with the man-

agement of such machinery and steam engines?

Thj Rev. Mr. Robins had made some very judicious

remarks on labourers' cottages, in reference to a letter

by Mr. Tucker, recently published in the Tfnes. He had

re id Mr. Tuckerw tetter, and he hoped thmgs were not

so bad as was there represented. But^tDiere was, even

in the Isle of Tlianet, a great want ofMjtages for their

labourers. Some remarks had als£ bfl|n made by the

chairman on the size of cottages and the number w. Imported CarnatkmSecds 50-51

rooms required. They all admitted that a good cottage
1 iw^d

g

Seedi~*om ^Jer-

wa* better than a bad one; but a bad one was far better

I

than none at all. A landlord who takes down four cot-

tages and ejects only two, though the two may be on an

improved scale, often forces the occupants of the other

two to go and reside in worse houses in the worst part

of some neighbouring tpwn, from whence they have to

travel two or three miles daily to and from their work,

in all weathers, and are deprived of -the chance of ever

hiving a hot dinner or N^ineaP wLth their •'femilies*

except on a Sunday. Their children were left to run

about the streets, getting early imbued with every

species of vice and wickedness. Surely there must bv
sjme cause for such a state of things, and he believed

the law of settlement had much to do with it. Abridged

from the Kentish Gazette,

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE and PRICED
LIST of SEEDS bSS been unavoidably delayed, owing to

the number of MEW kinds of Kitchen Garden and Flower

Seeds. It will be ready on the 16Lh Inst., and will be sent post

free to any address on receipt of IS Daps, and to customers

atis.—Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading

HEELER'S " LITTLE
BOOK" (Illustrated) for 186 1

will beready in a few days.

Free for three stamps. Gratis to

customers.

This " Little Book," or select Seed"

List, contains prices and descriptions

of some very choice varieties, ex-

clusively in our po^ >rfon. It also

gives full particulars ofour celebrated

collections of Garden Seeds, which we

deliver carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler <fe Son, Seed Growers,

Gloucester.
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General List of Garden

PLYMOUTH SEED COM PAN* .—The Directors

have much pleasure in stating that the NEW EDITION
of their GENERAL PRICE CURRENT is Now Ready, and

may be had direct from the Company, or upon application to

Messrs. Simikin, Marshall, & Co., 4, Stationers Court,

ondon, E.C. Price 6U each.

Contents of the Present Edition.

Page
Prices of ditto .. C4-65

Descriptive List of Turnips
66-70

Prices of ditto .. ..71
Carrots 72

Mangolds 73
Grain and Forage Crops

74, 75, 76
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Seeds 14-37
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Seeds 38-47
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Seeds 48-49

THE BB8T HOUSE \N1) FRAME CUCUMBER.
"WILLIAM BROWN," — This excellent house and

frame variety is offered not as an exhibition kind, but as one
of the best for general purposes, being a profuse bearer, of very
tine quality, and medium length, such as every Gardener
would wisn to possess who has the daily wants of a household
to meet, or a good marketable limit to supply. It is held iu

the highest estimation by all the Gardeners in the neighbour-
hood where it was originally raised. Stock limited. Price 1*.

per packet, free by post.

To be had only from James Tynan, Seed Warehouse, 68,

Great George Street, Liverpool.

ORKSHIRE HERO FRAME CUCUMBER.—
An excellent variety, from 24 to 30 inches, fine fljurpur.

white spined, most abundant bearer, will give satisfaction to

every grower who wants quality aud quantity. Price 2a. 6tl.

per packet.
BRITISH QUEEN FRAME CUCUMBER.—A most prolific

dark green white spine variety, 20 to 30 inches in length,

carries its bloom well, a shy seeder, very good and distinct-

Price 2s. 6'/ per packet.
^CHAMPION of ENGLAND BROCCOLI—This universally

esteemed variety will grow to an enormous size, sometimes
weighing 27 lbs. ; a small Quantity of seed has been saved from
large heads, which may be had in sealed packets, 2*. 6<i. each.

KEMP'S EARLY INCOMPARABLE CABBAGE.—The best

variety in cultivation. Packets 1*. each.

HUNT'S SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM, per packs*, W.
May be had post free of E. P. Dixon, Yorkshire Seed

F ishment, 57, Queen Street, Hull. •

NEW CUCUMBERS AND MELONS.

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in stating that he
• has the stock of the following which has been so suc-

cessfully exhibited and grown by Mr. Frost, the gardener t *

E. L. Betts, Esq., Preston Hall.

CUCUM BERS. — " PERFECTION,*' Black Spine ; small

indie, fills up well and carries a fineWrioo'm, a >d cropper
and superior flavour, pronounced by competent judges, to be
the best Cucumber out. 2s. 6d. per packet.

11 WINTER PROLIFIC," one of the best Cucumbers grown
for forcing and early supply. 2s. 6d. per packet.
" GARIBALDI," Black Spine ; an extraordinary Cucumber

for exhibition or table, averaging 30 inches and upwards ; very
handsome. 2s. 6d. per packet.

MELONS.—PRESTON HALL HYBRID, first prize Regent's

Park, Chiswick, and Crystal Palace. 2s. 6d. per packet.

Turner's Gem, King's Green flesh, Beechwood, Terry's Green
flesh, General Havelock, and all Iho leading kin^s, la. per
packet.—Maidstone.
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Choicest Fiorists'
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56
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Address Plymouth Seed CompXf^flymouthy Devon.

1 JfT O XI C E . ^
ebn Nurseru;sand~Sehd Establishment, Ajmiford.
r»™ t 1 TT*a.h ^ ST+tu it is tnS'lBWt gorgeous flowering plant that can
PPS, J un„ begs respectfully to state that imJMrjned. ipianl^Weacb,
as'taken** .V.kw v- - r u: ~ r - iT J -— —•.- - „-• .. .

, - ,._... .•_.

took onPRNAMENT
Jj^HMPj^yifhis father, and
'AL sTtTTOB9OTHfcwell srrown

Calendar of Operations.

JANUARY.
Cheshire: Jan. 1.—The operations of the farm have of late

been rather of a dull uninteresting character, being chiefly

confined to the carting of Turnips and drawing out manure
from the farmyard, with an occasional day's threshing to supply
the cattle with straw. The weather for the last fortnight has
been very severe, and with the deep covering of snow deprived
the sheep and young cattle, such as were out, of what little

herbage there is on the land, and they have for a fortnight
been entirely depending upon what food has been given them
by hand. The wet weather during the month of November
and early part of December prevented the sowing of Wheat on
many farms, so that a very great portion of land will have to
remain unsown until more favourable weather in the spring,
and we are inclined to think it will then have a better chance
thau if put into the ground in bad condition previous to the
very severe weather, especially if it can be done not much later
than the middle ot February. A sudden change has taken
place hi the weather, and we hope soon to see the fields bare
again, andlhe winter fallowing where not completed resumed.
Wheat, as we anticipated, is threshing out very indifferently,
and a great deal of it will have to be sold at a low price or
used at home for feeding purposes. Mangel Wurzel and
Turnips, with few exceptions, have proved very light crops,
but where secured before the frost are generally of good quaUty
and fetching a high price. Turnips are very much frosted
even in the buildings when covered thickly with straw, and
are so hard that it is with the greatest difficulty cattle can
masticate them, but by the aid of a good Turnip machine, such
as Moody's improved, worked by horse power, they are made
palatable when mixed with cut chaff, &c., and are available for
every kind of stock. The late season was most unfavourable
for the growth of seed of both kinds, more especially the
former, and much of it never ripened at all, consequently good
seed will be very scarce and difficult to procure. The pleuro-
pneumonia it still prevalent in some parts of the country, and
we nave seen and heard ojfa great deal of lameness amongst
sheep. Bacon pigs and ireng stores appear to maintain a
good price. W. P. ,

Sou*

CONIFEfeE, consisting of Wellingtonias;' Acsajpflrias, Pinus

Pinsapo, Smithi^na, Deodars o/ all sizes; also s^uantity of large

deciduous Trees for beltigpfcis, Cemeteries, Ac, which he
will dispose of very cheap. An*eW^sive collection of Trained

and Standard FRUITS, ROSE8, ifce. '"Sa.
Every attention will be given to the commands of those who

I may favour him with their patronage, Hjgf 'it will be his

constant care to merit them.
SEEDLING ASH, 51. per 100,000. ^ >^

WANTED, a quantity of FRUIT STOCKS, for cash. Sample^
and price required. *&cS^

MAULE and SONS still hold large ytfupplies of
this favourite Tree, from seed, which thjjrlrc offering at

the following low prices :—Magnificent specimens, for imme-
diate effect, from 10 to 15 & 20 feet high, .*t2«. Per foofc in

height ; other smaller sizes, from 1, 2, 8, 4, 3, 6, 7, vS, <te 9 feet,

at I*, per foot. Their Lists of AMERICAN CONIFER and
FOREST TREES for the season can be had on application.

(^ Strong 2-year Gorse or Furze Plants for Fox Covert, Ac,
at 10«. per 1000. £

Bristol : Nurseries, fttapleton Road and Stoke Gifford.

JNO. STANDISH'has much pleasure in informing
his friends and the JGardening world, that he has received

all the plauts collected by Mr. Fortune during his last voyage

in China, and also all the Plants aud Seeds lately collected by
Mr. Watson, in Nea. Zealand. A pai^^ both the above
Collections are now ready to be sent ou|#«;:—
CAMELLIA RETICULATA fWjii^TOa very fine variety

is a better grower than reticulata, the wwra being equally

large and flfi^fectly double ; as soon as tt has attained any rfze,.

Notices to Correspondents.
Potatoss and Peas : If //. There is no identifying Potatoes by

their names, and the Lemon Kidney and Early Top are
both unknown to us. Perhaps some readers may supply us
with their experience of these, and also of " Bishop's last and
best agricultural Pea. *' The Potatoes we should recommend
would be the Soden's Early Oxford, so known in tbe neigh-
bourhood of Reading, a good early sort—and the Axbridge
Kidney, a late kidney of excellent quality till late in the
season.

Temperature: F. Walao. It is found that the inowase is 1 ' of
Fahrenheit for every 45 feet of depth.

ARECA BAPlDA,--^ ^has -^ceived a large impsJKtion of
this rare Palm, whlcWPadapted for a conservatory ?any place

from which frost is excluded. When it becomes large it is

admirably suited for placing out of doorsto srnament the
flower garden in summer. Price 21*. to 3 l*7"TJttu«each

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS, 7*. 6d. each ; rjer dozen, 60*. ;

per 100. 20*.

„ BANKSII, price 21*. each ; per doz., 10!. 10*. ; per 100. 60L
„ ERYTHRORACHIS, 31*. 6d. each, per doz. 12/ 12*.

The above Cordylines are well adapted for CouasfcaBtSfeies in

winter and for putting out to ornament Terr:

Dutch Gardens during the summer. They ai

tiaWty, thereforefthey need only a slight protectioi

pimf appi f pi arr nursfrV EDCEWARE ROAD WO in fact in tbe Isle of Wight and many parts of Devi

J n,m
?
r?h^ VirxT.^o t,

E£Y '

hr\ if
ROAD

' ™^ Cornwall* they would stand the winter out of do
\ RTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg respect- «„?,-,.„ -

J

J\. fully to announce that their CATALOGUE of Kitchen
Garden aud Flower Seeds for 1861, with a list of Garden Imple-

ments, Ac, is now published, and will be forwarded postage

free, on application.

They particularly desire to call the attention of the Public

to their "CELEBRATED SHORT-TOPPED GARDEN BEET,"
the only variety that really will repay the grower; colour,

flavour, and quality, are such as to render it worthy of exten-
sive cultivation; also "SNOW'S TRUE WHITE WINTER
BROCCOLI," MOOR PARK LETTUCE ; those very superior
sorts as yet but little known, namely, the PALATINE, and
VERSAILLES CABBAGE LETTUCES; neither of those are
disposed to run to seed during the hot summer months ; also

the PINE APPLE PLACE WINTER BROWN COS LETTUCE,
superior to Alma; the WHITE axd BLACK 8PINED IMPE-
RIAL CUCUMBERS, HENDERSON'S CHAMPION of the
WORLD CUCUMBER, LESLIE'S LONG RIDGE OUT-DOOR
CUCUMBER; the new SPROUTINGorFEATHER-STEMM ED
SAVOY, a scarce but most delicious Green ; the " CHAMPION
CABBAGE," "MITCHELL'S HARDY CAULIFLOWER,"
" LESLIE'S LATE WHITE BROCCOLI," " ROSETTE COLE-
WORT," " REED'S CELERY," " HENRY'S AYTON CASTLE
GIANT LEEK," and other striking and first-rate Vegetables,
which may be thoroughly depended upon as heretofore.

PINE GOLDEN PIPPIN APPLE.

RGLENDINNING begs to offer the above
• Apple, which for excellence is unrivalled. The foil

new
following

description is given by Dr. Hogg in his Year Book jutt
published :

—

" Of all the dessert Apples which bear the name of Pine and
Pine Apple, there is none which possesses the flavour of that
fruit so markedly as this. It is small, about the size of- the old
Golden Pippin, and of the same shape. The skin is entirely
covered with a smooth coat of fawn-coloured russet, the flesh

is very tender and juicy, sweet, sprightly and vinous, and
with a distinct Pine Apple flavour. Ripe during October and
November. The tree is of a small habit of growth, and will d
well on the paradise stock, either grown as a dwarf bush, or for
an espalier, and it is au excellent bearer."

Strong Maiden plants, 7*. 6d. each.

GENERAL TODLEBEN TEAR —The above new Belgian
Pear is one of the largest and finest in cultivation, ve y
melting and juicy, with a rich sugary and perfumed juice.
In use from December to February.

Strong M uden plants, 3*. 6d. each,

R. GLEMPUKTurq, Nursery, Turnham Green, W.

injury.
CYATHKA CUNNINGHAMI—As this beautiful Tree Fern

is of conrparatively small growth, it is well suited for a small
Greenhouse or Conservatory. Nice plants from 31. ts. to 11. 7*.

CYATHEA SMITHII—This is undoubtedly the finest of all

the New Zealand Tree Ferns. Its beautiful pale green short
stalked fronds clothe it with foliage to its centre, and m ike it

highly effective. Fine young plants, 5i. 5*. each
;
plants with

nearly 3 feet stems, 21 guineas.
MYOSOTIDIUMNOBILE, OR ANTARCTIC FORGET-ME-

NOT, 10*. 6d. to 31*, each.
TODEA PELLUCIDA.—Those who 1 have only seen the

small plants which have been heretofore introduced, can have
no conception of the magnificence of this fine Fern ; some of

the stems are more than a foot in diameter, and are the
largest specimens Mr. Watson saw in New Zealand. Plants
7* 6d.

t to 151 15*. each. ^WOODWARDIA JATONI03fcnjne^>lants, 21*. each.
WOODWARDIA ORIENTATES, collected by Mr. Fortune,

has leaves from 3 to 4 feet long
;
with more substance than?

Osmunda regalis. This magnifican"t Fern is no doubt hardy as
W. japonica. Plants 81*. Qd. each. V

,

ROSE, NOISETTE -CELINE F^RESTIER, bright yellow,

fine form ; is the hardiest of all thd^rilow Roses. Its foliage-

is so ample and beautiful that it forms a fine object even
before it blooms, when it produces its flowers more profusely
than any known variety. It continues 'blooming late in the
season, until hard frosts destroy its buds, and is admirably
adapted for covering walls, trellises, or Miiks. As a pillar

Rose it cannot be surpassed, and is decidedly the most useful

of all yellow Roses. Price 5*. each.
ROSE, HYBRID PERPETUAL — EUGENE APPERT —

Bcarlet crimson, very vivid. The petals arc so firm and the
substance so good that they stand the sun's rays for a long
time without discolouring. Each blossom is stiff aud erect,

showing itself with great advantage above the magnificeir

foliage. A free grower, well adapted for a climber or pole

Rose. Fine standards, 5*. each ; per dozen, 43*.

TORREA GRANDIS.—Mr. Fortune says this is one of the
handsomest trees in China, being a stiff erect plant, of a pale

green colour, in growth similar to Araucaria imoricata, attain-

ing a height of upwards of 100 feet, and is particularly adapted
for Avenues. Plants, 21*. each; 10L 10*. per dozen; 6SL

per 100.

Besides the above-named plants J. 8. has one of the finest

collections of RHODODENDRONS in Europe, which he culti-

vates in large quantities; the finest collection of GLADIOLI,
as well as a choice selection of ROSES, VINES, Ac.

CATALOGUES forwarded free on application to
The Royal Nursery, Bagshot,

**
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NEW METHOD, ECONOMY ANDCOMBINING
EXCELLENCE.

TAMES TYNAX begs to invite tlie attwitoiof

p) Florists and Gardeners to his method of supplying Sk*^
In order to meet the m of a large class of Amateuffl and

Gardeners, he has adopted the p id making up seeds o
f

the

very best quality in small quantities, so that with the most

economical outlay the small garden may be embellished w th

flowers of the greatest perfec a xnd merit. This method has

i ecoWed very substantial approval from Fl. ts and Gardeners

in all parts of Great Britain, in the numerous ord
.

ers;^"^
received, and the fluttering testimonials voluntarily tendered.

SrM\N \STKIW and STOCKS of unequalled men

BVLSAMS ZINNIAS CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIA^
PULOXES and all the new annuals, both English and foreign

(such as are usually sold in large expensive packets only), with

every variety of Garden Seed worthy of cultivation

The new French DOUBLE ZINNIA ELEGANS (sjc Gar-

deners' Chronicle. Sept. 22, 1360),and the splendid newH\BMU
and other DI A NTHUS, at 6d. f 1*., and 2s. per packet. Priced

Lists on application.

Seed Warehouse, 68, Great George Street, Liverpool.

FOR SMOKING GREENHOUSES.

GLASS FOR GREENHOUSES,
&c.

Sheet

Best
Seconds

.

Thirds .

.

Fourths

.

16 oz.

2±

» •

* •

Glass,
21 oz.

7Jd. ..

5

31

in
26 oz.

9id.

6*
5i

via'i'GSi

» •

32 oz.

Is. Orf.

9±
ri

• •

• •

36 oz.

15.0^(
;

.

1

10*

not the List.
Glass cut to any given t

16oz.—4ths, W., 2d., and 1\d. per foot

! „ Srda, 2id, 2£d., and id. per foot

:
21 oz.-4ths, 2|d., 3d., and Zkd. per foot

3rds, 3id., 4d., and 4£d. per foot

i Glass for Orchard Houses,

I As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in.)
' 16o

J-
20 in. by 13 in. f

Common . . . . - .
«*. oa. .

20 in. by 14 in. [
Superior do 1° « •

20 in. by 15 in. ) English Glass . . . .
1» u •

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions

When Packages are charged, full price is allowed when

returned.

Uby
12

13

14

18 „
16 „
10 „
16

19

>*

11

> j

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes, 16 oz
3rda.

! ; 1
u«. h

9,

10,

11,

12,

12,

18,

13,

14,

14,

12 by 9,

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

13
14
15
19 „
IT
20
17
20

7?

f 9

99

99

13 by 9
14 99 10,
15 99 ii,

16 99 12,

20 9 9
12

IS 9 9 13
21 99 13
18 9 9

14
21 t 4 14

14 by 9
15 „ 10
16 „ 11
17 ,. 1299 • t

• •

* •
• J

16*-W. 13^
per loo ftet

Boxes
indtrted.

f

21 oz.

£1 Is.

1 3

1 9

8 84 „ 6;

10

ENGLISH GLASS of the above sizes 18s. por loo fee

Small Sheet Squares, in 100 feet BoL
6 by 4 64 by 4* 7 by 5

7i by 5i J

Boxes 2a, each, returnable at full price.

Patent Plate and Polished Plate Gla*.
Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation,

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS, which light

with a Candle, save all trouble, destroy all Insects, and

are already used by some of the leading Gardeners, may be

obtained of the principal Seedsmen and Nurserymen, 2a per

packet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neax, Edward Street,

Birmingham. Trial packets. \*. each.

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER FOR FUMIGATING.

H APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son,

• Nurserymen, Dorking), takes this opportunity of

thanking his patroi and the public for their support tor the

last five veara. and bogs to inform them that he continues to

supply the above in 4 lb. packets U. 3d. per lb. A liberal

discount allowed to the Trade. Trice on application. The

unlcrniontioncdTestimonialsamongmany others will guarantee

its quality :

—

" Partington Hall Gardens, Coventry, October 10, I860.

** Sir,— I have used your Tohicco Paper during the last three

seasons, and have always found it answer admirably.
" W. Poole, Gardener to the Earl of Aylesford."

" Moulsham Nurseries, Chelmtford, October 12, 1800.

"Sir,—We have used your Tobacco Paper for the destruction

of green fly for some time, and seldom find a second dose

neceesary. Those of our customers who have given it a trial

continue to use it when necessary, which is the best testimony

of its efficiency.—Sai«iarsh & Son, Nurserymen, Chelmsford."

" Camden, Nursery, Camberwdl, Surrey, October 29, 1860.

««Sir,—I feci much pleasure in stating that the Tobacco

Taper I have purchased from you 'on many occasions has

given the greatest satisfaction to myself and customers, it has

effectually destroyed the insects and not in any way injured

the plants. W. Basnes, Nurseryman, Camberwoll."
" Millaton Home, Bridsstowe, Devon, November 2f, 1860.

" Sir,—Nothing can be more satisfactory than the Tobacco

Paper you sentme ; my Gardener considers it very effectual in

killing the green fly, and the unpleasant smell soon passes off.

I speak well of it on every occasion.

"J. G. Nkwton, Esq., Bridestowe."

Sheet Iron Pots for Fumigating . . 3s. 6c?. each.

N.B. All orders to lie accompanied with a Post Office Order
payable to Hi v Appleby, Dorking, Surrey.

INTER DRESSING por ORCHARD HOUSE
Atfn other FRUIT TREBS.

BKlractfmnUht Eigiith Edition

of the Orchard House. By
Mr. Rivers.

"Jannary paint the trees

(every shoot and bud) with
Gishurst Compound,' half a
pound to the gallon of water.
This will destroy the eggs of

Aphides." ft

Vines and outside wall trees

should first be washed, stem
and shoots, witlr ffox. solution
of Gishurst, then smeared
-with clay and Gishnrst, (see
« Gfard£ner&' Chronicle Oct. 13),

or with lime, sulphnr, and Gis-

hurst, made into a paste; If

the smell be disliked, makethe
solution 48 hours before use.

Full directions as to the use
of weaker solutions against

mildew and insect pests in spring and summer, with parti-

ilars of the experience of many great gardening authorities,

are enclosed with the boxes of Gishurst. These are supplied
retail through any nurseryman and seedsman at Is., 8s., and
1 0*. 6d. each, w leaale by Price's Patent Candle Co., Limited.

FUMIGATING AND SYRINCING.
GRIFFITHS awd AY ISS, Tobacconists, Coventor,

call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER. It is simple
in use, safe in amplication, altogether effective in the destruc-
tion of Green Fly, B Thripa, ftc., nominal in price, 12* 6'/.

pi lozen pounds, sent to any part of the kingdom on receipt
of Post Office Order. To those in the Trade a liberal discount
on 28 lbs. and upwards. The following practical gentlemen
have submitted it to-ev kind of ordeal, and bear testimony
it is all we represent :

—

Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox
Ir. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey

Br. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland, Trentham
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the F.arl of Derby, Knnwsley Park
Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D. Ryder, Westbrook,

Heinel Hempstead
Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. R. West, Esq., Alcot Park
Mr. W. H. Mount ford, H. R Hughes, Esq., Kinmel Park,

St. Asaph, North Wales
Mr. Peter C.nlou, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds,

Hoddeaden
Mr. Francis R. Kin^horne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Richmond, Surrey
51 r. John Rec Ladbroke Ni ery, Notting Hill, W.
Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, Shipstnn-on-flfcour
Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Ofrcdaman, and Florist,

Leamington Nursery
Mr. Join i, Xurscr; ui, Seedsman, and Florist, Coventiry
Messrs. r j & Sons, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and

Florists, < ry
\* Agents Wanted. Nurseryman and Florists preferred.

N.B. Cast, Fumigating Pots, T o Water for Syringing,
and Tobacco Juice fc aecp Dressin j.

IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.LOXDOX AGENTS FOR HARTLEY'S

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints of various colours ground readyfor me.

Horticultural
and every
purposes.

description of GLASS for

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO:, 180, Bishopsgate Street "Without, London, B.G.

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

Supplied to

In. by In. 16 oz.

20 .. 12 1
) . . 13 f Common, per 100 feet, 135. 6d.

20 .. 14 j Super „ 165.

o J

SMALL SQUARES.

Mr. Rivers and many Others.

21 oz.

18s.

23s.

20 Id

In. by In. In. by In.

6 .. 4 8 .. 6

6i .. 4A S^ . . 6*

7 • 5 9 .. 7

7± .. 5J 9i ~ 74

Per 100 feet.

Common
lis. 6d.

Super.
125. Qd.

Per foe*

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Inches by Inches.

10 .. 8
104 •• 84
11 ..9
12 . - 9

Inches by Inches.

124 •• 94
.13 .. 9

12 .. 10

12i .. 10*

Inches by Inches.
13 . . 10
13£ . . 104
14 . . 10
14* . . 10A

Inches by inches.

15 .. 10
12 ..11
124 -. 114
13 ..11

Inches by inches.

13J

14

114

11

P. 100 feet.

4ths. 12s. 6d.

3ds. Us. 3d.

2ds. ISs.

lsts. 21s. Gd.

4ths.

3ds.

2ds.
lsts.

133. Gd.

16s.

19s. Sd.

24s.

P. foot

IK
U
2k

JL-

2

2r

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

16 oz.-4ths, li<f ., 2d., and 24*. per foot. I 21 oz.-4ths, 2&L, Set ,
«*d .34tZ. Pff™f

„ 3ds, 2ld., 2£d., and 3d. per foot. | „ 3ds, 34*., 4c*., and 44d. per foot.

EAETLET'S

GENUINE WHITE LEA.D
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTY

IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH
Not accountable for breakage.

32s. 0t<\ per cwt.
* t 34

8
>»

LINSEED OIL
BOILED „
TURPENTINE

• •

• •

2s. 7d. per gall

3
2 10

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OP THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST . PANCRAS ROAD, LOXDO

"WERE AWABDBD THEWERE AWARDED THIS -,<

SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Agricultural Society for their IRON HURDLES & GA

which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in orain j

Lists per post on application.

The Hurdles can he seen in process

Gates from 30.?. to 500?.

of Manufacture at the Works

GAME WIRE NETTING.
*.

R

Professor VarnelTs Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittic

These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver M^.^^
oyal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are atloPr~ <$ **

Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used oy

value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled. ,
;.

A Show ] is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, a*d full-sized stalls BW
oxes are eret I for inspection at St. Paneras Iron Works.

ABDEESS-THE MANAGERS w
3T. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N-

'

OPPOSITE OLD ST. PANCRAS CHURCH.
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SA M V K L N. M c G E It R W,
GEKERA 10RTICULTCRAL B U ILDER,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout

Great Brita in and Ireland.
.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Made by Steam Power at

J LEWIS'S Horticultural Wouks, Stamford

• Hill, Middlesex, NT . These Hothouses are made on a

much better and stronger principle than those manutactured

on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends £
and doors complete 30

Do. do. 40 a. by 20 ft. do. do. 50

Do. do. 66 ft. by 24 ft. do. do. 90

The prtoe ofany other size forwarded on application to J. Lewis.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JUHN~ 1 A YLOR and SON" beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Lrect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
Aaatrm «ncj durability of materials and workmanship.

VENTILATING APPAUATU for the Fronts and
Roofs of II< •uses has given t ighe tisfaction. Churches,
Chapel*, iools, Entrance Halls, Pul Huildings, Ac, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efl -nt

manner.
J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

SLATE w6rKS.~ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX, W.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a

variety of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which

may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the

Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LISTS of PLANT
T U

B

S and BOXES forwarded on application.

OSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

TRUN1NG and BUDDING
KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works,

Sheffield.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 173 WEST OF

SAYNOR and COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
. PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, (fee-

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in

tho three Kincrdoma.

ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND WALES
VINCENT BKINNER

(late Partner with J. Wetfca
- ), erects Conservatories,

Hot-houses, an I Hot-wits*
Apparatus warm Churches,

(
Hothouses, Ac , and has fore- !

men from London to superin-

'

tend their construction. Upright ripe Boiler*, Plans,
Estimates.—V. Skinner, Brili 11 Street. Bristol.

•

STRAW MATTING or THATCH is the best cover-
fog from frost for Hot-beds, Wall Fruit, Seeding*, t<

MACHINES to weave the Matting are Manufactured by
Maogs <fc Hindley, Bourton, Dorset.

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGHS.

JAMES AND FRED*. HOWARD,

D
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,

IRECT attention to some of the ADVANTAGES which their CHAMPION PLOUGHS possess :—

The BEAMS are ribbed or flanged at the hinder part, which gives great strength where most required, and
effectually prevents springing or bending.

2. The FRAME or body, to which the lever neck is fitted, is formed so as to stand the roughest usage.
3. The BODY can be removed from the beam, and a Subsoil or Ridging body attached.
4. The BREASTS are so formed that choking in the throat is avoided.

5. The LEVER NRCK is so boxed in as not to be liable to either wear or breakage.
6. The LEVER NECK is tightened at the end, so that the objection to a lever nock becoming loose through wear

is entirely avoided.
7. The WHEEL FASTENINGS are made to tighten in the direction of the strain, and are not therefore liable to g

loose through wear. _____
CATALOGUES with full particulars of J. P. IIOWAR ' CHAMPION PLOUGH-, HARROWS. HORSE RAKES,

and other Implements, sent free on npplic >n. Also Reports of rrn's Steam Cultivators, from Purchasers
in Twenty Counties of England, Scotland, and Ireland.

VALUABLE PROOFS
AND A

CHALLEI TO TH WHOLE WORLD.

10*

.#

ONE-BOIEER
PATRONISED BY H. R. H, THE PRINCE CONSORT

The Season has arrived for calling into urgent requisition and testing the unparalleled capacity of

"WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM" OF HEATING BY HOT WATER.

Its world-wide popularity and universal satisfaction gained justifies Messrs. Weeks in challenging the world

to show or refer to apparatus equal in extent and efficiency to the many hundreds erected by them in various

parts of the kingdom and continent; and they refer with more than ordinary pleasure to those at the following

establishments, being of gigantic proportions, and which the Nobility, Gentry, and Horticulturists are special?

invited to inspect during the present season.

/

Messrs. E. G. HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Nursery.

Messrs. ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO., Pine-Apple Place, W,

Messrs. WOODROFFE and CO., Harrow Road, W.

Messrs. SMITH, The Nurseries, Dulwich, S.

Messrs. WOOD and INGRAM, The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Messrs. WOOD and SON, The Nurseries, Maresneld.

Messrs. LOWE and SON, The Nurseries, Clapton, N.E.

Messrs. ROLLISSON, Tooting.

The BOTANIC GARDENS, Liverpool.

Mr. DYER, Alton, Hants.

Messrs. J. WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

'c

c
O

c

3

"33

w

-

©
O
O
6

m _to

-s 2

JOHN W & C O M P A

Horticultural Builders, •Water

KING'S W
PLAN Sj ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION.
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FRUIT, FLOWER, AND KITCHEN GARDENS UNDER GLASS.

?T1HE extremely variable and uncertain nature of the climate of Great Britain—so well exemplified in the experience of the present season—renders the_ supply ff

J- garden productions so very precarious, that it is high time the energies of the Horticultural Architect were directed to the arrangement of a cheap, simple, and

•effective structure which would obviate the defects of climate and insure in all seasons an abundant supply of common culinary vegetables; and also of those gardes

luxuries which our present state of civilisation has rendered indispensable to the comfort of every gentleman's home.
Heney Ormson, assisted by an able Horticulturist, has devoted ranch time to the consideration of this subject, and flatters himself that his desist

for covering large spaces will entirely supply the desideratum, and that they will be found not only thoroughly efficient for the purpose contempt
but that the prices at which he can erect them—manufactured ' by steam power machinpry—will be so reasonable as to defy competition, while

\

Jty

tATES given on application for covcrinflr ±- of an acre, £ an acre, i««^»orkma™hip and materials will be of the most superior description. Piawi and
acre, an acre, or any greater or less extent of ground which may be considered desirable.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder, Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W,

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION.

ORMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS
SECTION

TUBULAR BOILEB
it will be n>»» ;

...swnce, ine ordinary old-fashioned Jointed Upright Tubular Boilers made hv »ii Zh»
**"*"? =J=«'" "»»" »"J »"« F

F\? „ , "Ti o tube" *«r "

.

Waterway Furnace bar8, would have 64 joints made ofcement and" neVarn™ U eVnofecl »n tt r
mfufacturer9

> ^™«!? tu >6S **•^ B°'Ier
' •.Vent «"*not •"*•»* nP°» ""A the P.J can act, hence the greatTd\Z£ an/sectr ?v of twf/f*?1 °' *** ' ** ™ °Pn"°nS **

Hortxcultural Buddings^of every tarnpto Manufactured by Steam Power Maehinerv. Lowest Prices and best **»"»nASS
'

S P E C I TiCATliN_S, AND E S T I MATES FREE ON APPLICATION.
HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural BuUdeTand

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA? LONDON
Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

w
Ward IUF,*. of VVW,eW„,. Ci,y of U**. ^S^TS't^JS^ft'fcVwShS^t^aSK/ S?

tb
P V**"* <" »• r««.l. ft. Co. of M,dd.«ex. PHm-. « •*m .«, «o.«, Wellington St., Parish of St. PauTs. Covent Garden, in the said Co.-SaTiRDAT, January &, 18*1.

Oflc«
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PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
PINE PLANTS, Fruiting and Succession.
GR.A PE YINES. from Eyes for Fruiting in Pots, or Planting.

JOHN WEEKS a>t> CO. can supply any quantity
ofvery fine healthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting or Succession.

GRAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEEK8 and CO. '3 Horticultural Show Establish-

iie«t is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing ol

GRAPES, PISES, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of Horticultural Buildings with
the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operat i

.

JOHN WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plana, Estimates, ami Illustrated Catalogues free on application.

SEED CATALOGUE, 1861.

STEPHEN BROWN'S LIST of the finest VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS is now ready. Sent free on application.

The COMPLETE SEED CATALOGUE (30th Annual Edition)
will shortly bo ready, and contain many choice novelties from
the Continent and elsewhere.
The late summer having proved unfavourable for man

Seeds, S. H. is receiving a more than usual portion of his supply
from the milder parts of the Continent, both of Vegetable and
Flower Seeds.
Prices for first qualitv as moderate as the scarcity of the

present season will admit.
8e**l and N ursury Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

NEW CINERARIAS OF I860.

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out their
• splendid Varieties of the above, which for colour, dwarf

habit, and large compact heads of bloom, are unsurpassed ;

many of them are finelv formed, and others have the largest

flowers known. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had
OB application—Dulwich, Surrey, 8.

SUPERB BALSAMS.
FAXD A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of

• their well-known superior BALSAMS, which have
maintained their character as the brightest colours. The
doublest and largest flowers known for many years. In
collections of 9 distinct colours, 2*. 6d. each ; the same mixed
t ; half the quantity, It.—Dulwich, Purrey, S.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.
Faxd A. SMITH are now sending out at reason-

• able prices finely grown plants of Acacia, Azalea,
Aphelexis, Boronias, Rurchellia, Chorozema, Cineraria, Cactus,
Cytisus, Cirnation (Tree), Daphne, Epacns, Ericas, Eutaxia,

Poinsettia, Polygs
Mrs. Boearquet, , ~ . ,

de Dijon, Cramoisie Rupcrieur, Ac. Tremandra, Greenhouse
Climbers in variety. Prices with Lists on application.

Dulwich, Surrev, 8.

RHODODt NORON PONTICUW.
WILLIAM YOUNG has a fine lot of the above

suitable for Cover or planting in masses in pleasure
grounds, or by carriage drives, &c. Fine strong bushy plants,
jrom 40«., 50*., 75*. per 100.
Named varieties of good kinds from 71. 10*. to I5J. per 100,

or 24$. to 42*. per dozen.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

' "

GLADIOLI.
JOHN STANDISH is the largest grower and has

best collection. He hua rained an immense quantity
of H 'i i Seedlings, which flowered during the past Autumn
for the first time, and exceeded anything that has been seen in
Gladioli before ; it being a remarkable fact that amongst these
Seedling Gladioli there is scarcely ever a bad one. Strong
flowering Bulbs, 75*. per 100; small ditto, 50*. per 100.

Besides the above, J. S. has all the best named kinds, CATA-
LOGUES of which, and of his other rare and choice plants,
may be bad free, on application to the Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

TREE AND SHRUB CATALOGUE.
JOHN CRANSTON begs to announce to his Patrons

and the Public generally, that his DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of Coni U

. Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deci-
duous Shrubs, Ac- is now ready for distribution, and will be
forwarded on receipt of one postage stamp.
The above contains imj»ortant an I interesting notes with

regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain, Native
Country, date of introduction, and in th'j case oi' Flowering
Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.

Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

W LARGE TREES, ETC.
M. PAUL (Son and Successor to the la to
A. Paid), Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N ,

a H quantity of large handsome TlOSES, Evergreenand Deciduous, which must be cleared off 10 acres of the
old Nurser.es very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus

phSS^r-S*^ Lebanon, Yews. Box, Laurels, Arbor- vine,
Frivet, Red Cedar fine specimens of choice Conifene, Alders,
Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Frnit Trees, Ac. All have beenfrequently removed and rise with plenty of fibrous roots. Care
fully taken up and delivered free to any railway station in
London. Further particulars on application —Please address
Wir.uAMPAHL,Cp.eshnnt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.
/^J.KORGE CHIVAS ofters the above, varying from
a

Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. ASample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on

«ES!!» I?'*
TrU^. loaas deli^red Free at any Railway

Srn°
n

- ,il9°' » Million of Transplanted LARCH; half a

S«S^^TpS8
B

1

Q
ai,tC?^PRUCE :; Ten Thousand Superior

atttt.
CED ^"TOEOOARA.

thVfE
AN

? £0NS 9ti!l 1,oM **W wppliee of

the ^IZt^^^'^tA™ offering at

diate effec^from^1^^
FORB^TREFS^»h«L,"t8 °f A\KRK"^ CONIFER and
**> ftfrriw.9 % 8ca^n Cdn ** h*rl on application

«V!L prTo1al"
year G°rSe " FurZC"*• for ^-Covert, *c.,

rB!JggLiJ?!!ggE^Staploton Boa* andj^okeOifTnwi
JOBEtrr NKAL, Nurseryman, VVandsw^rTh

ROSES of m££ XZL»!Lr:~\ STANDARD and DWARF

NEW GARDEN SEcOS, GROWTH OF i860.

Royal

BrrKsurRE

Seed

y Establishment.

SUTTON and SONS are now prepared to execute

orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and can war-

rant them genuine. _^
The PRICED LIST is now ready, and will be sent post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading
.

' kOYaL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.

JAMES VEITCH, Jun., respectfully announces that

his CATALOGUE of KITCHEN' GARDEN and FLOWER
M«:EDS for 1860, with a List of Implements and other Garden

i equifites, is now published, and will be forwarded post free

on application.

J. V.. Jun., devoting his personal attention to tins depart-

ment of his business, can warrant his SEEDS trii: to namk,

Mini of the most <;kn ' ixe descrip tion.—Tan. 12.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.

"DIKE'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS.
_| —Collection A, SO*.; Collection B. 80s.J Collection C,

is.; Collection 'D. 12*.: select CATALOGUE of GARDEN
FLOWERS and FARM .SEEDS post free on application, con-

taining the quantities in each collection. Every kind of seed

is proved before it is sent out.—James S. Pike, Winchmore Hill

Nursery, and Seed Establishment. London.

CARTER'S LIST OE NEW
VEGETABLES.

Per packet—a. d.

Lee's White Sprouting
Broccoli .. ..2

Nutting's selected dwarf
Red Beet

Tomato de Layc
Dalmeney Broccoli
Conning's Perfection do.

Melville's variegated gar-

nishing Kail .. ..1
Carter's dwarf Mammoth

Cauliflower . . . . 1

Hood's dwarf Imperial
Celery

1

1
1

6

AND CHOICE

*. d.

.

Lynch's Star of the West 1

For further particulars see

Carter's Giant White 60s
Lettuce

Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber

New Feather- stem Savoy
Carter's Excelsior Melon
Turner's Gem
StrathmoreHeroPeas,p.qt.2
I landsworth Potatoes,

per peek 5

Pheasant Eye do. „ 3
Dalmahoy do. „ 3
Bal-liVs Scarlet Defiance
Rhub.rb, per root *>

1

1

I

1

1

6

CARTER'S SELECT LIST of
GARDEN and FA KM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post

free on application.

James Carter A Co., 2-17 and 238, High nolborn. W.C.

&fte (BartrrtterjS' Chronicle.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 12, 1861.

In another column will be found returns with
which we have been favoured by our correspon-

dents, of the lowest temperatures of December,
1860. These we have arranged in the order of

greatest intensity, so that it may be seen at a

glance where the greatest cold has prevailed. In
the majority of seasons, instances of the thermo-
meter indicating less than zero are rare ; hut on this

occasion they are so numerous that many inquiries

are being; made as to whether the intensity of the

frost in the last week of the bygone year has been
equalled, or exceeded by that which occurred in

the memorable winter of 1838, and which proved
so destructive to vegetation. For the sake of com-
parison, we have subjoined a statement of the

temperatures at various places as they are re-

corded in the Transactions of the Horticultural

Society, Second Series, Vol. 2, p. 225; and we
may here remark that at the above reference the
11 Observations upon the Effects produced on
Plants by the Frost which occurred in England in

the winter of 1837-8," maybe read with interest

at the present time.
TKMPERATURFS TNT JANUARY, 183S ;

AS RECORDED BY DU. J/INDLKY IN THE TRANSACTIONS OF
THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 2D SERIES, VOL. II.

Counties.

• •

m m

d

Surrey
Kent .•

Surrey
Middlesex
Kent ..

Norfolk
Glasgow
Kent ..

Hants
Cambridge .

Staffordshire
Bucks
Yorkshire
Sussex
Lancashire .

.

Yorkshire
Northumberland
Cornwall
Worcestershire
Glamorganshire

•

• •

* -

Pla<

• •

•

* *

Dublin
Isle of Wight
Devonshire .

Dublin

It appears

• •

Walton near Clarcrnont .

.

Beckenham
Claremont

\

Hurt. Society Garden, Chiswick
Sevenoak** ..

Norwich
Botanical Garden
Bedleaf
North Stoneham
Cambridge .

.

Uolleston Hall
Dropmore
O wston
Arnndel
Diverpool
Wetherby
Belsay Castle
Carelew
Pitmaston ..

Sketty Hall
Hingleton
Glasnevin Botanical Garden
Binstead

Dfq.

— 14

—13*
—12

— 3
— 3— 1— 1

3
5
6
6

9
9

10
10
12
12
15
15
15
15
IS
',0

CommonZv-w^ry^10 minute8 ' walk lvmmon, md New Wandsworth Station, Crystal

IBicton

. . College Botanic Garden

that in January, 1838, the in-
stances in which the temperature was observed
below zero, occurred only in the counties of
Surrey, Kent, Middlesex, Norfolk, and at Glasgow.
In December, 1860, we nnd that the thermometer
has indicated at or below zero in Berks, Bucks,
Cambridge, Cheshire, Derbyshire, Essex, Glou-

cester, Herts, Heretord.shire, Lancashire, ^Leices-
tershire, Norfolk, Northumberland, Notts, Staf-
ford, Suffolk, Warwickshire, Yorkshire, Breck-
nockshire, and even at Dublin. It therefore

appears that intensity of frost has prevailed over a
much irreater extent of the kingdom in 1860 than
in 1838.

It may, however, be said that the instances of

extremely low temperature appear more numerous
on the present occasion because the returns are so ;

but on the other hand, on comparing the two
Tables, we find at Rolleston Hall, Staffordshire

— 10° on the present occasion against 5° in 1838

at the same place. In Lancashire —2°, in York-
shire, at various places, —12°, — 11°

;
—8°, against

9°, 6°, 13°, so that on the average these places have
been 19° colder in 1860 than in 1838. From these

facts, and from an inspection of the tabulated

returns, we think it will appear very evident that

tho frost of last December has been much more
extensively severe than that of January, 1838.

Such being the case the question naturally
arises as to the effects on vegetation. Judging
from those resulting from the lesser degree of cold

in 1838, the consequences of the present greater

intensity must doubtless prove most disastrous.

On the former occasion a vast number of fine

trees and shrubs were destroyed. In the 22 years

which have since elapsed, doubtless many of these

have been replaced, to be again cut off. Of this

the possessors may rest assured. The following

are examples of those that were killed in 1838 :

—

Abies Webbiana; Pinus longifolia, insignis,

palustris, halepensis ; Quercus virens, Arbutus
Unedo, Aucuba japonioa, Berberis fascicularis,

Bignonia grandiflora, Buddlea globosa, Capri-

folium flexuosum, Cupressus lusitanica, Cydonia
sinensis, Edwardsia grandiflora, Eriobotrya japo-
nica, Escallonia montevidensis, Jasminum offici-

nale, and revolutum, Ligustrum lucidura, Laurus
nobilis, Laurustinus, Photinia arbutifolia, Rosa
Banksias, Rosemary. Ulex europasus and nanus, •

the common and dwarf Furze, were killed to the
ground, but sprang up again, as was also the case

with many evergreen shrubs, such as LaurustinuFes

and Sweet Bays, yet those that did so never made
such handsome growth as those that were planted
afresh.

It is to be observed that previous to the severe

frost in January 1838, the mean temperature of

the last fortnight of December was 46°, correspond-
ing with that usually experienced in the end of

March. The thermometer was seldom below 40°

at night and never at freezing during the above
period. Under these circumstances, many species

had pushed young shoots, and doubtless this

excited condition of the sap rendered plants much
more susceptible of the severe cold to which they -

were afterwards subjected. On the present
occasion the weather, on the contrary, was
colder than usual previous to the intense
frost, and this may be considered a favourable
circumstance. It must however be recollected

that, owing to the cold wet summer, plants have
imperfectly matured their wood, and of course are '

not well prepaied for withstanding the continuous
low temperature to which they are being sub-
jected. On the former occasion plants were killed

from the effects oi a certain temperature in souk
places, whilst in others the same kinds were noi
killed by a j.till greater degree of cold. Manv
facts of this kind will doubtless be observed in the
present year, which if carefully noted will prove *

useful additions to our knowledge of the nature
of plants. But from the returns which we have
received, although well and distinctly given by
many gardeners, it does appear there are other*
who do not properly understand registering ther-
mometers, nor the way in which their indication
should be marked, so as to be intelligible. When
the thermometer indicates 10° of Fahrenheit's
scale, one calls that 10° of frost; another sets it

down a 8 22° of frost, and a third as 10° below zero.
It would render reports much more valuable if the
statements of our correspondents were given merely
in terms of the scale ; all numbers being con-
sidered above zero, except those having the minus
sign (—) prefixed y

as it should be, to distinguish
degrees below ztro

t
where such occur. If this is

done, the sign (-f-) is unnecessary.

Two years ago {Gardeners Chronicle, 1859, p. 36}
we drew attention to the important discoveries that
luid been made by the officers of the Canadian
government in examining the country king on the
western part of the great colony up to* the Rocky
Mountains. We showed how in that distant part
of the world a field of inexhaustible wealth lies
before the enterprising emigrant, whether Gar-
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dener or Farmer ; and in what is called the Hed
Biver settlement a region may be found at least

« • \ • j "If*

sufficiently shown by the great fact that at present

equal to our own country in climate, and far

beyond it in fertility. One of the gentlemen on

whose official reports the statement was made, was

Prof. Hind, who acted as geologist to the explor-

ing expedition. We have now before us from his

able pen a circumstantial account of the people,

the productions, the soil, the climate, and the

penetra ility of this region,* which will be read

with eager attention by all who desire to see the

flood of emigration directed to countries of great

political as well as agricultural importance.

To what we formerly stated we can now add the

great fact that the limits of this fertile land and
happy climate have been exactly ascertained, and
are actually laid down in one of Mr. HiNn's maps.

It appears that the part of the British boundary

to the South and of the United States country to

the .North is, with few exceptions, a vast desert,

extending over 16 de^ees of longitude from a

place named Pembina, a little to the west of a

watery and swampy district called the Lake of the

"Woods, up to within a few miles of the foot of the

great llocky Mountain ridge which separates the

American Continent into its vast Western and
Eastern pottions. But beyond this desert far away
in British Territory is a belt or irregular crescent-

shaped region, the eastern point of which rests on
the above-mentioned Lake of the Woods and the

western point on the land that rises upwards into

the dividing mountain ridge. Of this Captain
Palliseb, who surveyed the country, speaks in

the following terms :

—

" The extent of surface drained by the

Saskatchewan, and other tributaries to Lake
Winnipeg, which W8 had an opportunity of

examiniug*, amounts in round numbers to 150,000
square miles. This region is bounded to the

north by what is known as the ' strong woods/ or

the southern limit of the great circum-arctic zone
of forest, which occupies these latitudes in the
northern hemisphere. This line, which is indicated
in the map, sweeps to the north-west from the
shore of Lake Winnipeg, and reaches its most
northerly limit about h4?3(y N., and longitude
119° W., from where it again passes to south-west,
meeting the Rocky Mountains in latitude 51° N.,
longitude 115? W.. Between this line of the
'strong woods ' and the northern limit of the true
prairie country there is a belt of Ian4 varying in
width, which at one period must have been covered
by an extension of the northern forests, but which
has been gradually cleared by successive fires.

<c
It is now a partially wooded country, abound-

ing in lakes and rich natural pasturage, in some
parts rivalling the finest park scenery of our own
country Throughout this region of country the
climate seems to preserve the same character,
although ib passes through very different latitudes,

its form being doubtless determined by the curves
of the isothermal line. Its superficial extent
embraces about 65,000 square miles, of which more
than one-third may be considered as at once avail-
able for the purposes of the agriculturist. Its
elevation increases from 700 to 4000 feet as we
approach the Rocky Mountains, consequently it is

not equally adapted throughout to the cultivation
of any one erop, nevertheless at Fort Edmonton,
which has an altitude of 3000 feet, even Wheat is

sometimes cultivated with success.
"The least valuable portion of the prairie

country has an extent of about 80,000 square
miles, and is that lying along the southern branch
of the Saskatchewan, and southward from thence
to the boundary line, while its northern limit is
known in the Indian languages as * the edge of the
woods,' the original line of the woods before
invaded by fire.

But it is not merely on account of its agricultural
value that so vast a district demands attention.
It is also readily accessible from Lake Superior,
which, as will be seen by reference to any map,
forms the natural western limit of Canada proper

;

so that emigrants can readily reach it by the
ordinary Canadian routes. Moreover it presents
thisimnicn^ advantage to Colonists, that it must
ere long form an easy overland line of communica-
tiou between England and not only the vast Gold
countries of British Columbia, but with Japan
China, the Sandwich Islands, and possiblv Aus-
tralia itself.

J

The importance of this line to Great Britain is
* *v«^ative of the Canadian Red River ExpIorii^Tp^^r

tion of 1857, and of the Assinniboinfl ™rt £Jg * ?
pedl"

IS

we have no means of access from this country

to our only station on the long coast ot

"Western America, except by either Manama

or a two and twenty thousand mile voyage round

Cape Horn. Political considerations on which it

superfluous to dwell render it an urgent necessity

of Government to find means of throwing ?
uPPort

into British Columbia in case of war with the

United States or Russia. At present this can only

be done by drawing on our naval resources m
India or the Pacific. A way from Canada to the

extreme west removes all difficulty. But can it

be made ? Can the dividing ridge be traversed

by roads? Upon this point no doubt remains.

The recent examination of the country by British

surveying officers has led to the discovery of

several passes more or less practicable. Captain

Palliser recommends a pass called the Kanan-

askis ; Dr. Hector advocates the Vermilion Pass ;

Dr. Palmer mentions another ; and Governor

Douglas in a most important report to Govern-

ment writes thus :

—

" We hope to complete the last section of a pack-

road leading by the left bank of the Fraser, from

Derby (Fort Langley) to Lytton, a distance of 170

miles, on or before the 1st day of February next.

From Lytton a natural road now exists leading to

Red River settlement, by the Coutannais Pass,

through the Rocky Mountains, and from thence

following the valley of the Saskatchewan, chiefly

over an open prairie country of great beauty, and
replete with objects of interest to the tourist and

the sportsman ; a settler may then take his depar-

ture from Red River in spring with his cattle and
stock, and reach British Columbia by that road in

course of the autumn following. This is no mere
theory, the experiment having been repeatedly

made by parties of Red River people travelling

to Colville, from whence there is a good road to

Lytton ; so much so, indeed, that one of those

persons assured me that the whole distance from
Lytton to Red River, with the exception of the

Coutannais Pass, which is thickly wooded, may be

safely travelled with carts. If the Canadian
Government would undertake to open a road from
Red River to the borders of Lake Superior, which
really presents no very formidable difficulties, the
connection between British Columbia and Canada

the

would be complete, and the whole distance might,
I think, be travelled on British soil."

Mr. Hind sums up the case in these emphatic
terms :

—

" It is impossible to examine a correct map of
the North American continent without being
impressed with the remarkable influence which the
Great American Desert must exercise upon the
future of the United States and British North
America. The general character of this desert
south of the 49th parallel is described elsewhere,
and the important fact has been noticed, that any
railroad constructed within the limits of the United
States must pass, for a distance of 1200 miles west
of the Mississippi, through uncultivable land, or, in
other words, a comparative desert. Along the
32d parallel the breadth of this desert is least, and
the detached areas of fertile soil greatest in quan-
tity, but the aggregate number of square miles of
cultivable land amounts only to 2300 in a distance
of 1210 miles. The northern limit of the Great
American Desert is an imaginary line drawn from
the Touchwood Hills to the Moose Woods on the
South Branch, then south of Battle- River as far as
long. 11 2°, when turning south it sweeps along the
flanks of the Rocky Mountains in Ion*. 115°.
North of this limit of the Great American Desert
there is a broad strip of fertile country, rich in
water, woods, and pasturage, drained by the
North Saskatchewan and some of its affluents, and
being a continuation of the fertile prairies of Red
River, the eastern water shed of the Assinniboine
an

ii

1
}
Q1 ^eer

1

Rlver
* **& the outlying patches

called the Touchwood Hills, File Hill, &c.
" It IS A PHYSICAL REALITY op the highest

IMPOETANCE TO THE INTERESTS OF BRITISH NORTH
AMERICA THAT THIS CONTINUOUS BELT CAN BE
SETTLED AND CULTIVATED FROM A FEW MILES WEST
of the Lake of the Woods to the passes of
the Rocky Mountains, and any line of com-
MUNICATION, WHETHER BY WAGGON ROAD OR RAIL-
ROAD, PASSING THROUGH IT, WILL EVENTUALLY
ENJOY THE GREAT ADVANTAGE OF BEING FED BY
AN AGRICULTURAL POPULATION FROM ONE EXTRE-
MITY TO THE OTHER.

.ers

inestimable value on British America south of
54th parallel.

" The natural resources lying within the lmv
of the Fertile Belt, or on its eastern borders
themselves of great value as local elements ^f
future wealth and prosperity; but in view of
communication across the continent they acoui

*

paramount importance. ^ ^
" Timber available for fuel and building pllr

poses ; lignite coal, though not equal to true coal"
nevertheless suitable for many of the different
objects to which true coal is applied; iron ore
widely distributed, of great purity and in con-
siderable abundance ;

salt in quantity
sufficient

for a dense population. All these crude elements
of wealth lie within the limits or on the borde
of a region of great fertility, and drained by a
river of the first class, navigable by steamer
during several months of the year for 500 miles o{
its course, and by batteaux for nearly double that
distance.

" The position which the colony occupying thf
basin of Lake Winnipeg may assume at the close

of the next decade, few will be prepared to define.

Bounded on the west by British Columbia, whose

gold-wealth will ensure her a marvellously rapid

progress, and on the east by the powerful

energetic, and loyal colony of Canada, which now

in conjunction with the sister provinces, contains a

population exceeding by one million that of the

13 United States during the revolutionary war, is

it likely that British enterprise and patriotism will

permit the intervening country to remain a wil-

dernesSj or pass into the hands of a foreign

government ?

" It is to be earnestly hoped that the attention

of far-seeing, thoughtful, and loyal men will to

directed to the present relations of the new colony,

its possible future, and the opportunity it presents

to plant British institutions and civilization across

the North American Continent ; thus linking the

Atlantic and Pacific oceans together with a chain

of British dependencies, distinguished alike by a

' SPIKIT OF LOYALTY, OF OBDEE, AND Off OBEDI-

ENCE TO THE LAW.' "

The length to which these remarks have

extended forbid our doing more than referring

the reader to Mr. Hind's two volumes—which are

full of anecdote concerning the people- and animal*

of Western Canada, as well as of the- more serious

matters for investigating which he was specially

appointed ; and which are moreover illustrated by

excellent representations executed in chromo-

lithography or on wood of scenery, natives,, and

miscellaneous objects.

Some of our readers have probably seen in the

police reports of the daily papers, that a porter a

the service of the Horticultural Society has been

sent to prison for robbing his employers ot posty

stamps to a considerable extent. This
i

explwjj

the history of letters and Journals from the bocuay

not having been delivered or having been cnargw

with double postage. It would be as well itxm

who have been victimized by this man were w

communicate with Andrew Mubray, usq.,

has lately been appointed Assistant becretary w

the Society, vice Mr. Booth, resigned.

" No other part of the American Continent pos-
sesses an approach even to this singularly favour-
able disposition of soil and climate, which last
teature, notwithstanding its rigour during the'; A - foUi*

winter season, confers, on account of its humidity,! ^^^A^^^^^

New Plants.
Messrs. Yeitoh & Son having V™f. "L^

hands the Coniferous specimens collected in. ^
by Mr. J. G. Veitch, we are able to'^^
following list of them. It is satisfactory w

that the very first collection includes
.

n0
| '

Sciadopitys, the most precious species in ^
and Thnjopsis dblabrata, a tree hardly ras

portant, but two kinds of Abies not prev
•

introduced, and no fewer than three entirely

and very fine species of the same hardy genu .

L^SCIADOPITYS VERTICILLATA, ^U0^^\^
* Kanagawa. Tree, 120 to 140 feet. Habit pF*

distinct and fine." J. G. V. rnrnfe*
*

This is perhaps the most remarkable^ ^ , y
plant yet discovered. It is erroneously ciest ^
Siebold as a mere bush 12—15 feet high. ^^ d

whorled yellowish green leaves, resembling . ^
some Podocarpus, 4 inches and more m !«» ^
thus has an aspect quite different from ** ^fc
ordinary Conifer related to Wellington!* »*^
Its name is derived from <ricihs a Paras0 '.*

like
t

Fir tree, its spreading whorled leaves looking ^.^
ribs of a tiny parasol. Judging from ** ^.
specimens it must be a plant of extraordinary

_ 2. Abies micbospeema, Idndl. **>«
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represented with cones f

sent home by Mr. Veitch ;

equamis chArtaoeu laxis rectaugrulis apice dentatis, bractt

minimis ovati* mucronatis, eeminnm alls ovatis acut

•ebdentatia.

(Leaves 10 lines long, 1 line wide. Cones 2} inches

long, pale cinnamon colour, 2\ inches ronnd. Seeds

pale cinnamon, one line, wing 2 lines long nearly orate

and occasionally notched.)

Hakodadi. Tree, 40 to 50 ft. Under side of the

diage very glaucous. Its foliage resembles Spru<

in point of colour, but the leaves are a* long as

A. amabilis, and perfectly silvered underneath. I saw
numbers of trees, but found only two solitary ones

bearing cones. The quantity of seed you will receive

will therefore be very I I. /. G. V.

A beautiful thing, quite unlike any other Spruce,

with slender delicately toothed cones as broad at one

end as the other, and the smallest seeds of the genus.

3. Abies LiproLEris ? Zuccarini,

Mount Pusi-Yaraa. Tree, 40 feet. The tree which
|

grows at the highest elevation on the mountain,
§800 fee J. G. V.

The Japanese Larch, A. fepfoleph of Zucenrini, is

four times larger than those

so that there is some doubt
whether his plant is not distinct. I do not possess the

materials required to determine the point.

4. Abies Tare a, Zuccarini*

* Mount Fusi-Yama. Tree, 100 feet. Timber much
used by the .1 apanese. 6000 feet," J. G. V.

A kind of Hemlock pruce, much like that plant,

and growing 25 feet high. Its wood is described as

excellent, yellowish brown, and employed for the
manufacture of various small-ware articles.

5. Abies Yeitchi, Lindley.

A. folifa obtusis Mcnndis emarginatU carinatia subtus glauote
coacavis 00 linoatia, phylluliscircularibus, pulvinis rhombeis
decurrcutibus, nmulis hirtis, strobilis subcylindricis rec-
tiusculis. squ.'tmis arctfc adpresais corneis lunatis pedicellatis,
bracteis nquiloncis cuneatis apiculatis, seminibus angulatis
crista angusta lineari et al;l brevi aciuaciforme transversa
nigricante.

(Leaves varying in length from 6 to 12 lines, | line

broad. Cones 2| to 2i inches long, 2| inches in cir-

cumference, eds testaceous, 2 lines, wing blackish,

2 lines long, with a very narrow curved crest at the
base of the wing.)

"Mt. Kasi-YaflML Tree, 120 to 140 feet high, between
A. nobilis and A. Nnrdmanniana," /. O. v.

Tliis most remarkable species looks like a small-
coned Silver Fir, ami is wholly different from any-
thing previously described. I have named it after
Mr. J. G. Veitch, whose great merit as a very
energetic explorer of the Vegetation of Japan it

gracefully record A3 to the l'ine called by the
ime name by Mr. Koezl, whether or not it is the

same as P. Bonrrpartea, as the writer of the Pinetnm
surmises, is unimportant, since names so published can
have no place in systematical Botany.

6. Abies Alcoquiana, /. G. Veitch in lift.

f"liia aecundis linearibus anffuatis planis obtusis emargi-
natiaq. subtus concavis 5-»i-lineatis glaucis basi tortis, phyl-
luUs rhombeis, pulvinis apice long* protractis arcuatis
aaeendentibas, strobilis oblongis : squamis cartilagineis laxis
obtuse rhombeis denticuiatis, bracteis obsoletis linearibus,
seminum alia oboTatis.

(Leaves 6 lines long, £ a line wide. Cones rather
more than 2 inches long, 4 inches in circumference.
Seeds cinnamon coloured, 2 lines, wing 4 lines long.)
"Mount Fusi-Yama. Tree, 100 to 120 feet. Wood

used for light house work, 6000 to 7000 feet."
A noble Spruce Fir, in some respects resembling the

Abie* polita of Zuccarini, from which it differs in
having much smaller cones, with scales of a different
form, very small leaves glaucous on the under side,
blunt or emarginate, not mucronate, and flat not 4
sided. Named in compliment to Kutherford Alcock,
Esq., H.M. nister at the Court of t«<i<i~ f« ™k—
kind protection and assistance Mr.
greatly indebted.

7. THrjOPSI9 DOLABK1T1, Z
* HakodadiT Tree, 40 to 50 feet,

prefers shady places." /. G. V.

A very few plants of this glorious evergreen tree
have already been raised in Europe from cuttings taken
from one or two imported specimens ; and now we shall
have seedlings, Mr. Veitch having been so fortunate as
to meet with the tree just when the cones were ripened.
I he tree looks like a huge Arbor-vita? with magnified

\5I?-
a

»
k ***** colour

' glaucous beneath. Thewood is excellent, the aspect of the plant superb.
8. Torreta xrciPBRi, Zuccarini.

^"Kanagawa. Tree, 20 feet. Foliage pointed, sharp."

The specimens sent home are identical with those inour herbarium from Zuccarini himself.

9. Cephaxotaxus drt-pacei, SUbold.
u Kanagawa. Tree, 20 to 30 feet." J. G. V.
Mr. Veitch's specimens are however very much more

no^n* n-
th
t
undersidc of th* leaves than the plantsnow in cultivation.

RETURNS OF THE LOWEST TEMPERATURE
IN DECEMBER, 1860;

BB-ARRAXGED FROM LAST WK1JT. ACCORDING TO TIT]

DEGREE OF IN 11 ITT, WITH OTJXBBOTTI
ADDITIONS AND 80X1 CORRECTIONS.

County.

i

tlace.

Cambridge
Lancashire*
Lincolnshire
Hunts

Chatteris .

.

Cheadle .

.

Brigjjr

. St. ;ota ..

Ditto ..
i

Derbyshire ..]Chatsworth

:
.. 22
.. 25

.. 2

.. 2b

.. 25—12

ArTHOKJTT

Authority.

Bey
-15

-15

-12.9*

-12.6

JloUs..
Scotland

Essex .

.

Yorkshire

Herts .

.

Northumbr-
iand

Norfolk

Carlton-on-Trent. .25
Dumfries . . . . 25

^aflrnn TV.ildim . .

I»itt<> .. . . V
jThorn Perrow ..i25

I iodslo

Hertford
• •

Stafford
Lancashire

Yorkshire

Notts .

.

•

• •

•

Alnwick .

.

Fakenham
Long Stratton
Rolleston ..

Old Hall, Salt
Ditto ..

Doncastcr .

.

Cheshire
Stafford

• •

Lancashire ..

i

f *

t *

• •

Notts ..

Herts .

.

Berks .

.

• *

Notts . •

8tafford
I >erbyshire
Yorkshire

Gloucester
Herts .

.

Northumb.

Essex .

.

* •

•

Notts ..

Cambridge-
shire

Ilighfleld

Ditto
Becston
Tarporley .

.

Tamworth
Ditto .

.

Thelwall near

)

Warrington ..
)

Beesthorpe
Tyttenhanger

Ditto ..

Newbury
Ditto
Ditto

Moukford
Ditto ..

Worksop
Lichfield
Willersley.

.

Grimsby .

.

Wakefield .

.

Dymock
Cheshunt
ilesleytide

• «

• •

••

25
25

25

16
25
25
36
25
25

25

25
25
25

29

H

2U

29
25

-12

-12

12
11
12
11

10

Mr. A Fryer
Times
Times
Her. W. L. 11.

Elwyn
Sir J. Paxton,
M. P.

Mr. Fowle
Little, Esq.,

Carlesgill

• *

# •

Herts ..

Oxon ..

Kent .

.

Essex..

Hants .

.

Devon
loucestersh.

Wilts ..

Harpindeu
Oxlord

.. 26

* *

- «

• *

-10

10
10
10
- 9.8
-10.2*

8

8
•13. S»
• 8.3
• 8
• 7

• •

«

* ft

• f

Gloucester-
shire

Mid-Lothian

Epping
Ditto
Ditto ..

Kingston Hall
Cambridge

Ditto ..

Ely .

.

Iiighnam ..

28

25
28

26

m
26

25
25
26

25

25

•0

•6

•2

6.4

)

4

•r.

>fr. BcrreftV—
Mr. Coldwells
Mr. Culverwell
Mr. Cox
Mr. Morgam,

lUlls Pane
R. B.

Times
Rev. H. Long
Sir Osw. Mosley
Mr. Curtis

Ditto
Doncaster Ga-

Kette
Mr. Lowe

Ditto
Ditto

Sir P. Egerton
Mr. Dowel 1

Ditto
G. J. Symons,
Esq.

Mr. Fowle

H. Kent, Esq.

Mr, Fordhatn
Mr. C. Ross,
Wilford Park

Mr. Spearing
Ditto

Mr. Bennett
Dr. Holland
Mr. < Id

Bucks .

.

Durham *

Northumb,

T incoin
Gloucester

Bucks..
Leicestershire
Fifoshire
Somerset

..25

..25;

..291

Dart ford ..

Knott's Green
Ditto ..

. . Heekfield
Ditt

Castle Uil
Witcombe Court.
Trowbridge ..'25

Ditto .. .. 28

Cast lefi old, Calne 25
Ditto .. ..29

Taplow ,OK
ft ft • t

1

1

1
1.3
-3 9*

5
2

.

2
2
4
2
4

2

Near II-
. tn • •

• •

•

ft •

Alford
Stroud

Ditto
Stowe
Cole-Orton Hall
Rilcarras
r>ang|><>rt

Ditto
Hatfield

• ft

• *

• * • •

ft ft

Herts ..

Northampton JApethorpe

Derby .

.

York ro

Edinburgh

Surrey

Forfarsh ire

Berks

Hants

Forfarshire

• *

•

Oemaston Manor.
Castle Howard
audio

Ditto .

Dalkeith .

Ditto
Wcybridgo

«

•

•

• t

•

«

• •

Northampton
Middlesex .

.

t •

.. 25

2

25
25* *

-5

4
5
-5

5

Mr. Bell
Times
Mr. Woolley
W. H. Charlton,
Esq.

Mr. Rivers
Mr. Doubleday

Ditto
Mr. Westland
Rev. E. Thorn p-

Buoks.

.

Kent
ft •

Down
• •

S'« rthampton.
Northumber-

land
Yorkshire
Sussex

Ditto
Barry

Ditto .

.

Maidenhead
Ditto ..

Alton, at 7 p.m. ..

Ditto ..

Pan mure Gardens
Ditto ..

Rock i ngham Castle
Camdeu Town

•

• -

• •

• •

Ditto ..

Weetbury .

.

Sandhurst..
Ditto ..

Waringstown
Ditto ..

Overstone Park
Sunderland

Rastborpe, Malton
Uck field ..

• •

• *

25

25

ft #

Herts ..

Suffolk • •

Fssex
Warwick
Derbyshire
Yorkshire

Lancashire

Habit drooping
Feel. =

Old Trafford

Ditto ..

Herefordshire
. Roes

Royal Botanic
^

Garden, Edin- f \ 9A
burgh (Adie's C z*

Therm.) . . }
Ditto.. .126

Ware .. ..26
Colchester.. ..i26

Stowmarket
Sudbury .

.

Bungay .

.

Apington Hall
Birmiiigham
Radbourne
Bradford

Ditto
Kirkham Abbey .

.

Wilmslow, Man-

)

Chester . . f
Victoria Park, ) ,.

Manchester . . J i

Ditto ..

Old Trafford, \L,
Manchester . . ji

Ditto .. . 26
Latchford .

.

Mr. Babington
Mr. Marshall
Mr. Wells

25
..'25

25
25
25

25
25
25

25

—4

* •

• ft

-3

5
q

-4*

-2

Mr. McNab

Ditto
Times
Mr. Davis, Bures
Mr. Barnes

Ditto
•fr. Elphinstone

j Ditto
Times
Mr. McPhcrson

Devon
Somerset

ft •

Argyle
Cumberland
Ireland

Yorkshire

ft ft

•3

•1.3

•3

Brecknock
Radnor
Berks .

.

Essex ..

Herts ..

Lancaster
Oxon .

.

Hants..
Oxon ..

Middlesex

ft •

• *

ft •

ex

10. Jr/xiPERrs riotda, Siebold.
'< Atarne. Tree, 12 to 15 feet." /. G. V.
i he specimens «ent home have the leaves v<
ct»y like the Bgnre in the Flora Japonica.

Lincoln

Warwickshire

Worcestershire

Lincoln
Berks .

.

Cambridge-
shire

Yorkshire
Yorkshire
Limerick
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto ..

Crickhowell
Nev Radnor
Englefield..
Bardfield ..

Chelmsford
Sawbridgworth
Wigan
Hunley-on-Thames

1

25
Selbourne
1 1 »m)ey-on-Thank*
Cbiswick

.

.

Ditto ..

Enfield
Bel voir OBBtle

Ditto ..

GopsaU Hall,
(

4
3

7*
2

ft «

ft •

• «

ft ft

* *

ft

Atherstone
Eardiston

Ditto
Boston
Wallingford
Chatteris ..

Coneysthorp
GrirastonL.
Milford ll'iuse

Ditto
Nfnnnt Shannon

l

* ft

• •

28
25

2fl

u
25

25

•2.S

2,5

25

2;>

25
23
25
23

-3

-3

-2

-2

-2

2
. j

1.5

1
•1

4
1
-1

*

-1

6
0.

IS
6

r. Abbey

Legard, Esq.

^. J. Symonsi
ES q.

, Ditto

Ditto

V".Vernon, Esq.

Ditto
Or. J. SymoruL

Esq.
Ditto.

G. V. Vernon,
Esq.

Ditto
Mr. Lingwood

Ditto
Times
Times

R.
Ditto

Mr. Obeveley
Mr. Rivers
Times
E. Jones, Esq.
T. Bell, Esq.
Mr. Keith
Mr. Thompson

Ditto
Mr "fcLellan
Mr. Ingram

Ditto

Mr. Sago

Mr. Miller
Ditto

Rev. G.
Times
limes

G. Legard, T

mes
Mr. TT^ckney

Ditto
Melntvre

Wales .

.

Tiancashire
Hants..

Dorset
Buteshire
Renfrew

• ft

« «

• •

• •

Ditto ..

Dawlish .

.

Bath

Ditto ..

Lochgilphead
Whitehaven
Armagh ..

Whitby .

.

Merthyrroaur,
Glamorgan

Holkar
Southampton

Ditto
Upwey
Cumbrae
Greenock

ft •

ft ft 10

ft ft

Surrey
Gloucester
shire

Kent ..

Yorkshire
Ayrshire
Waterford

Dorset

Wales .

.

D?von

Mr. Wi-son
J. Blatter. Esq.,
Rose Hill

Mr. A tin

Mr. II S. Eaton
Ditto

Mr. Dwerrih/
Ditto

Mr. Saul
Oid Sub
Mr. D iwson

Ditto
Mr. Ward

Ditto
Mr. Rogers,

I Berry Hill

Lr.s.
IW. 1L Charlton,

r G. Jeans
Mr. Fotter

Ditto
M r. Fcrgixson
Mr. Ilniderson
Mr. Ai imson
Mr. Helxvay

Ditto
Mr. Plumbly *

Rev. M.J. Berke-
ley

Mr. Lamb
G. L«gard, Esq.
G. J. Symons,

EBq.
Ditto

Mr. Anderson,
Oxen fonl Castle
W. F. Harrison,
Bsq.

Ditto
Mr. Mitchell

Ditto
Old Sub.

Ditto
Mr. WilHama

Ditto
Mr. Mi i, hell

Ditto
Mr. Brown
G. J. Symons,

Tw. .**"

W. Craw, Esq.
Constant Reader

Ditto
Mr. Waring

Ditto
Mr. Thomas
Times

G. Legard, Esq.
C. L. Prince,
Esq.
Ditto

J. H
Mr. Davis, Crow-
hall

Ditto
J Russell
Mr. Williamson
[r.Allan, Drum-
banagher

Mr. J. McLean,
Mulgrave Castle

E. P. N.

Mr. Wilson
Mr. Bourne

Ditto
Mr. Miller

Jas. Miller, Esq.
Ditto.

Dorking .

.

Sedhury Park
Ditto
Ditto ..,—,

River HilL - even, 24

j

• •
I

* •

Oaks
. . Scarborough

Cul in Castle
Dungarron

ft •

125

23

Little Bridy ..,25
Ditto.. ..25

.. Pendyffryn.Con-j \.

ft •

way
Torquay

Ditto

25

ft « ft -

16
Iff

16

16.2
13.7*

13

S3
36

Mr. Drewett

M. O.

John Rogers,
Esq.

Times
Mr. Greenshields
Rev. H. G. C.
Browne
M- «¥. S.
Eaton

Mr. Ay res

Times
Ditto

\

* On Gi ase.

BOTTOM HEAT FOR VINES.
This is a subject wnich seems to be attracting con-

siderable attention at the present time, if one may
judge from the pages of the horticultural press, though
not more than it deserves. The wonder is that it should
have been so long neglected, or, at least, but so im-
perfectly provided for, and that only when early forc-
ing was contemplated, by the placing of fermenting
material on the surface of the border, the heat from
which could scarcely be expected to penetrate more
than a few inches from the top ; its benefit therefore
chiefly consists in its preventing radiation of heat com-
municated by the autumn sun, but this would be
equally effectually done by a few inches in depth ot"

dry leaves with a slight thatching of Fern or straw, to
keep them from being blown away, as by any given
depth of fermenting material. As far as known to me,
the merit of first applying bottom heat to Vines grown
in common borders by means of hot water pines, is due

* On Grass,
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to Mr. Shearer, gardener to the Marquis of Tweeddale, at \

Yester, who published drawings making his system per-

fectly intelligible, a copy of which I received from him

some eight years ago; but it maybe objected to his system

that as the border was all constructed on arches, and the

pipes in chambers underneath, it was necessarily

very expensive, and that this would always be a draw-

back to its general adoption. Such, however, is no

argument against the great importanceofproviding some

such temperature for the roots as is supplied to the

branches of the Vine ; and this leads me to describe two

methods I have applied here for this purpose.

The first case is that of a Vinery 35 feet long

and 13 feet wide. In the year 1855 the Vines in this

house broke very weakly in April, aud showed but

little fruit in May; and on the 8th of June, when in

full foliage, I 'shaded the house with a tarpaulin,

poured a great quantity of water into a pit in the house,

and took up the roots of the Vines, which were all in

an outside border, and placed them in fresh soil. The

leaves all flagged, but I kept the house warm and

moirffc. The thick shading obviated the necessity for

giving any air. At the end of a week the leaves began

to turn beads instead of " heels up." I withdrew the

tarpauliu, and substituted a thinner shading, and at

the end of three weeks they were making lots of fine

young rootlets from the old roots. They set what

bunches were on them, and swelled them off in per-

fection.

In 1856 the Vines were started in February, and

produced over 2001b. of Grapes that were ripe in July ;

in 1857 they were started in January, and were ripe

in Juue. They were then started in October of the

same year, and the first dish of Grapes was cut from

them on the 15 th of April, 1858. They were again

started as usual in October of this season, but the

spring being very cold and backward in 1859, I was

not able to cut Grapes from them till the 11th of May,

and this determined me to apply heat by some means
to their root*. The house is one of a rauge of three

Vineries all intended for early forcing, and in which

were pits for Pines. The roots all being in an outside

border, to effect my object I removed the Pine-pits,

and laid a double row of 4-inch pipes along the bottom
of the space previously occupied by the Pine-pits, and

four feet below the general surface level the whole
length of the three houses. To these pipes, 200 feet

in length, I attached a small boiler, which required to

be placed below the level of the boiler that gives sur-

face heat in the houses. Over the pipes I placed about
9 inches of old brickbats, laid as loosely a3 possible.

Over the bricks I placed a layer of turf with the grassy

side downwards, and on this 3 feet of soil in the case

of two of the Vineries, the Vines in which were planted

in 1855, pulling from the outside border any roots that

could conveniently be got hold of, and laying them in

the new soil inside the house. I may here remark
that the front of the houses is on arches, and that

the stems of the Vines were inside, although
their roots were all outside at the date now referred

to ; the wall of the Pine pit being close to the arches).

I also made an incision with the knife in the stem
of each Vine, about two inches under Jthe point 1

brought the new soil up to, and from the upper side

of this incision, which extended about one-third the

on the same table.
1

corded in our Home Correspondence of to-day.J
Another case of the kind is re- which runs through my property very few trout

' " and although for 10 years I have done all I can t~"
courage their increase, still I find my exertions^
failed. The chief cause, I imagine, is the prevalent
barbel, which I suspect are far more destructive to thf
spawn

1 * --*-- — -i-xi
FRESH-WATER FISH.

(From the Times.) ..

In common with many who take an interest in the The
fresh-water fish of this country, I feel gratified by your

j knovv not#

article calling attention to this important subject.

Your notice of it will probably stimulate many to

attempt fish-breeding, and it may be of service to them

to know beforehand which sorts are the best for that

purpose. Although an inveterate angler, I shall here

only regard the subject in a commercial light.

The fish adapted for breeding stock should be prohhc,

cheap to rear, rapid in growth, and good to eat. By

"good to eat" I do not here mean as the first course ot

a superior dinner, but as pleasant to the palate and

satisfying to the appetite with such cheap condiments

only as salt, cayenne, and butter. To begin with the

worst—barbel are scarcely eatable, often unwholesome.

Chub, dace, roach, and bream, when broiled within

two hours of leaving the water, are tolerable, but within

12 hours the flesh becomes soft and tasteless. They are,

therefore, not fit for the market. Perch make good

water-souchy, but this is not a poor man's dish; more-

over, they are slow of growth. Eels are brought

from Holland cheaper than we can catch them here,

except in the autumn; besides which they are great

destroyers of spawn. Carp require costly cookery.

Dr. Kitchiner—nou an extravagant man—says, " Lay it

in a stew-pan with half a pint of claret or port wine,

and a quart of good gravy." This at once puts the

carp out of court as a trade fish. Mr. Boccius speaks

highly of a German species, but it is not yet known

here. Tench are good, but in this country not prolific,

though De Hue describes them as easily and profitably

cultivated in China. Probably our climate is too cold.

They might succeed, like the Chinese carp or gold fish,

in ponds heated by the waste steam of our factories.

The burbot, referred to by your correspondents, is

also good, but not prolific. Although not an

angler's fish and seldom taken by the net, it is

never plentiful. Some years ago, when living

near the Trent, an experienced angler asked

me as a favour to procure one for him to put in a

museum. I need scarcely say that it cannot be deemed
profitable. The char is excellent, but, alas ! even in its

most favourite haunt—Buttermere Lake—is by no

means plentiful. Moreover, it seldom exceeds 6 or

n than a few pike may be to the brood subsequentl
*

pike I can destroy, but how to get rid of the barbl
ow not.

fl

I have attempted artificial hatching of trout and
one occasion, when I had some capital spawn broM?
me in 1854, by Glover, who was then

conservator

somewhere on the Wandle, I turned 800 fish out of on

box ; but since that date I have never been able to pro

cure any good spawn ; hereabouts I have no oppor'

tunity of getting fish in spawn. A neighbour has twice

attempted to supply me, but I presume the spawn he
sent had not been properly impregnated, for not one of

the ova hatched. About two years ago I advertised in

the Field and in two Hampshire papers for gravW
spawn (provided it was supplied from legitimate

sources, i.e., by no poachers), but I did not receive a
single answer to my applications.

1 feel anxious to give publicity to the attempts I

have made on this most interesting subject, to show

how difficult it is for any single person to carry out the

propagation of fish where they do not naturally exist.

I have a little rill in my park in which I hatched the

trout above-mentioned ; this never ceases running in

the driest summer, and no amount of raiu discolours it,

but its virtues are lost to me at present, for I caa

obtain no spawn. I could hatch millions of fish here

annually could I but get the ova properly impregnated,

and am quite at a loss how to procure it; no doubt

there are many gentlemen besides myself who labour

underthesamedisadvantsges; nordo I well see how these

difficulties are to be overcome until an establishment it

formed similar to that reported to exist in France,

from which persons can be supplied with ovaoryoun^

fish of all species to almost any amount. Rigford Burr.

EXTRACTS FROM MR. J. G. VEITCH'S LETTERS

ON JAPAN.
(Continuedfrom p. 1126, 1860.)

No. Ylll.—Youkuhama near Kanagawa, Oct. 12,

I860.—In my last dated September 22nd, I informed

you of my being about to start for Hakodadi, the

most northernly open port in Japan. This I did on the

24th, and much regret the short stay of the vessel

there (8 days), being obliged to return here by her to

'

title are often small trout—a very good substitute.

Pikes are prolific and tolerable eating, but so voracious

that they will only pay to keep where the better sorts

will not thrive. In canals and meres they may be cul-

tivated with profit.

We have now narrowed the list to salmon, trout, and
grayling—all excellent eating, prolific, and from the
size of their ova, easily bred artificially, by which pro-

cess, I may here remark, about 90 per cent, of the ova
become useful fish, whereas by leaving this to the care

of their natural parents about 90 per cent, are instantly

devoured. The difficulties with salmon are that they
must go annually to the sea to feed, and annually
towards the river's head to spawn. Few persons pos-

the new soil. In the two houses I am now referring

to, I can maintain in the inside border a temperature
ranging from 60° to 80°, by keeping a slow fire at the
boiler for two days in the fortnight But to return to
the house referred to in the beginning of these remarks,
I was anxious to have the benefit of hot-torn heat at
once; to effect this, instead of filling up the border
with soil, as in the case of the others, I filled it with
leaves and stable dung to act as a lining for the out-
aide border, and started the house on the same day of
the month of October 1859 as in 1858 ; but mark the
difference, I was able in 1860 to cut Grapes which
were exhibited at the Edinburgh show on the 18fch of
March, a clear gain in time of two months, and at half
the cost of fuel, for independent of the shorter time a
fire had to be applied, the fermenting material made
less fire heal at any given time necessary. I remarked
that thur year not a single air root was emitted from
the stems, while previous to the application of the
bottom heat they were in thousands. [Mark this !]

In July last I pruned the Vines in the usual way,

7 ounces in weight. The potted fish sold under this keep my appointment to visit Mr. Alcock at Yeddo.
"

I found here trees aud shrubs in great variety, put

only three or four species of Coniferae were met witt,

namely, Cryptomeria japonica, Pinus Cembra, Tniyopai

dolabrata, Taxus species similar to Baccata, and an Abie*

-probably new. I collected seeds of the Thujopfl

and Abies and some 40 species of shrubs, lte

Thujopsis appears to prefer shady situations, the foil*

being much more luxuriant than when exposed totfc

full sun. It may however be guaranteed as
1

being per

fectly hardy. It grows where snow covers the ground

for five months together, and where the thevm^
if often below zero. The Abies will probably h Hg*

new j it is neither described or mentioned by^bieDom

Thunberg that I can find. Its foliage resemble^ bpn^

point of colour, but the leaves are «^ » *£
iabilis and perfectly silver underneath ;

I **»»circumference of the stem, I found by Midsummer seas the whole length of a salmon river ; the interests

that a complete tuft of fine roots had Btarted into of the upper and lower proprietors become antagonistic,

aud on examining what I may term "the old lining," I
found that a gr#at many roots from the steni3 haofrun
into it in all directions, and instead of removing it, as
it had subsided very much, I added largely of a mix-
ture of dung and leaves to its surface on the 16 th of
August, and shut up the house ; in three weeks the
Vines burst inlo leaf, and showed 120 buuehes, all of
which were left on them, and on the 1st of this month
I cut the first dish from them for my employer's
table, and in order that you may judge of their quality
I send you a bunch of them, witu foliage attached I
also send you a bunch of Lady Downe's Medline, and
one of Muscat, which shows that where proper means

*Z
6 al

i?
wed

'
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f
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ma^ be had the whole year roundMr. Thomson, Dalkeith Park, Jan. 3.

and so breeding ceases to pay. A commission is now
inquiring into this subject, and I sincerely hope they
will devise some means reconciling the conflicting

interests.

In the meantime there is ample scope for all in trout
and grayling, two of the best of British fishes, and pos-
sessing also this valuable quality, that the former is in

season from March to August, and the latter from
August to March, thus furnishing the table all the year
round. To these, I think, the breeder should at present
confine his attention. They require no feeding, and will
grow in three years to between 15 and 16 inches in
length, and 20 to 22 ounces in weight. This seems to
be the most profitable age, as after that trout live less
upon flies and more upon fish, their own families not
excepted, while grayling after this grow very slowly.
The so-called Thames trout weigh much heavier
for their length; one of 13fc inches weighed 17 ounces,
while a brook trout of the same length only weighs
13 ounces, and this difference increases as they grow
older. These fish, however, seem to be merely emigrant
brook trout under exceptional circumstances, and do
not affect the general question. Occupiers of land
through which clear streams run may breed large
quantities of trout and grayling by merely separating
rill^ natural or artificial, from the main stream by fine
gratings, digging a few holes in these watercourses for
protection to the fish, and, after clearing out any
resident fish, depositing vivified ova in the shallows.
Nature will do the rest. By such means I believe the
public may be constantly and abundantly supplied out
of the present " waste of waters." S. E.

in

amabaiuaoiiis.uiu periectiv on»^» «"~ * . • ->»,«

of trees, but found only two solitary ones
.

beariug «*

the quantity of seed you will receive will therefore

small. . # Viburnum.

Amongst the shrubs are two species or viuu
^

ree species of Alalia, a Rhododendron, a Chew *

uiree species or Aiaua, a i»u«wuv— v with son"

Berberry, several climbers and other *™*™>*
ft t0

.

four or five ferns. Sciadopitys verticillata «£y^
raeria japonica are certainly the finest Mm***

#
met with. The former (Sciadopitys) is aPP"^ *
scarce, I have as yet found but 10 or *£" 'when*

neighbourhood. It assumes a pyramidal nao
^^

a young state, and retains the same form wn

100 to 130 feet, clothed to the bottom with **»
rf

Tlila frpo U rprt.ain fn ho. anorcciated at nom
.

splendid tree here, as you will imagi»* -
j.usj.ya#

account of those seen during our tnp «° ^tf
All situations and soils appear to suit it; n »

' ^ah situations anu sons appear v^ »— - — >

^g

deep wet valleys and on mountain suuru ^
summers are probably scarcely hot enoug 1

,antedi*

wood, and I would suggest that it should oe p %£
open situations, where the sun has po*«r

^ ^
where it is not crowded with other trees

, ^^
once I have gone a long way to reach a ciu y

> ^
trees which in the distance have rosemu

-

Wellingtonias. . ,. pvery*^
Camellias and Azaleas grow luxuriantly t

j ^
even at Hakodadi; five or six varieties 01

^ ^
with very distinct foliage are found there- ^
alba, and a variety like crispiflora in wiwg »

commonest here. _, Alcock
*

On my first arrival at Kanagawa "^^J*
formed me

ray nrst arrival at j*»u«b-"~ - ,1 *<>ewr

that he had received the vegetable ^

Til t 4 n'
ra

.

pe
o "5?* m were of fine character.The Lady Downes Seedling was of goo 1 quality, large,

and well flavoured. The Muscats were exceedingly rich:
Mr. Thomson has certainly ehown that even in I

I have read with interest " S. E.'s " letter relative to
the propagation of fresh-water fish, and quite agree
with him in his remarks. 1 find, by experience, that it
is difficult for an individual to do much in this line, and

, uut3 lor nw a™**, K1W ^ . . .

I do not think much will ever be done in Eng'aud until I kitchen garden is to be formed, in wlllGU

there is a society formed for the purpose.

had sent him. Mr. A. has been exceed ingiv flbofl
^

and I am going to stay with him at * ea""
be fill*

week from this time. Two glass cases are ^
one for her Majesty and the other tor 1 ^ ^

January old w&ter CK !Tk 1 a feVm ^ Kennet 1S suPPosed to bc> generally speaking, a ' I continue to find the lower classes of tbePJ ganuary old and new Grapes may be placed together
| capital trouting steam, but in that part 'of the river

| ceedingly polite and kind, and willing to gife}°

I from Exeter will be the first crop

(I
eopk
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assistance in their power where not biassed by the

officials; they are, however, under such control as is

not known and scarcely to be imagined in Europe. A
shopkeeper dare not sell or buy an article or even take

a sample of his goods to your house when forbidden by

the officials. At an auction a man dare not bid if an

official is present and wants to buy, and commonly

government officers buy up the goods and resell them

at a profit on the spot. It is these government officials

that cause all the disturbance and hindrance to trade

in this country.

I have by this mail sent you, rid Southampton, a

parcel containing my diary of our trip to Fusi-Yama,

and I hope you will find it interesting. [It will

appear next week.]

No. IX. Yov.Jcuhama, Oc£. 20, 1800.— I have the plea-

sure to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 8,

lated August 10th. Since my last to you on the 12th

inst. little of importance has occurred worthy of telling

you. This will consequently be a short letter, and my
principal object is to inform you that I have shipped by
the same vessel which takes this to Hong Kong, two
boxes of seeds, and I sincerely trust they will come to

hand safely and in good order. The inclos. <l list will

give you all particulars.

Mr. Hodgson, late British Consul at Hakodadi, is

now here, en route for England. He takes home with

him three cases of plants for Kew, which I have filled

for him.
I have also filled a case for the French Minister, to

go to Paris, and one ot Tea plants for the captain of

H.M.S. " Berenice," for Bombay. These little matters

take up much time; but having received many kind-

nesses, I am anxious and glad to show my gratitude as

far as I possibly can.

I go to Yeddo on the 22d, and stop a month. This i s

a great favour, as no one can get there except through
the Minister. I am in hopes of finding some fine

plants there.

No. X. Yeddo, Kov. 6, 1860.—An opportunity of

sending letters free to England but so seldom offers,

I im anxious to take advantage of the present one, and
write a few lines.

The British Legation's mail leaves to-day, and this

letter will be posted from the Foreign Office in London.
This is a most beautiful city, some of the buildings

in it are as fine as any in Europe, and all the streets

and places perfectly clean. I never saw so clean a plac

before. The walks and rides in the immediate vicinity

of and in the very town itself are beautiful, such as

you would appreciate in the neighbourhood of London.
The great drawback is the hostile feeling of the
officials, which sooner or later will, I fear, bring us into

trouble with Japan.
The people like foreigners very much, and if allowed

would make them very comfortable. We are obliged to

pny often three or four times as much for things, and ;

always ,'at least double what the Japanese themselves
pay, and if you want any novelty made which they do
not understand the use of, they will not make it,

imagining that it is something which will injure them.
At this place no man can bring articles for sale with-
out first having them examined by the officials at the
gate, when he is told what price to ask. As for going
to shop yourself, it is quite impossible, for the people
are told directly you enter not to sell you anything.
I sent for some paper a day or two since. One of the
servants (a Japanese) here bought some for himself—
60 sheets for Id. ; of course I wanted the same, but I :

was told foreigners must pay 2d., and I could not get it
j

for less. You need not suppose we are in an? danger I

from all this ; I merely tell it to you to show the feel-

ings of the officials, who all the time pretend to be our
friends.

My stay in Japan (at all events for the present) will
soon be drawing to a close, as I shall before long have

) pack the plants collected here in glass cases, run
down to Nagasaki and pack up what 1 left there, and
take the whole to Hong Kong to ship for England.
Altogether it has been a most interesting and pleasant
visit, and things have happened more favourably for me
than I could have expected; but I am satisfied in my
own mind it will be some time before Europeans can
travel far inland in Japan.

All ray friends have been very kind to me, particu-
larly Mr. Alcock, whom I have to thank for my trip to
Fusi-Yama, and my present residence in Yeddo.

(Tobeeontinnl.)

fog cleared off and the glass fell to zero : between 1 and 2

I gave up my vigil to the under gardener and returned about 6.

I then found tbc mercury at 12" below zero, and the man said

that at 5 o'clock it was ot 14
c
below, but I only vouch for

what I saw. We may put it therefore thus :—

p.m., thermometerDec. 24 th,

»»

»»
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16
#=16 degrees.
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2 =30 »»

Dec. 25th, 1 a.m., thermometer
6
7
3 „
9.30

99

M
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M
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0=32 degrees
12= 44
10= 42
- 8= 40
- 5= 37

Home Correspondence.
The Weather in December, I860.—The following

are some ot the more explanatory letters that have
reached us concerning this serious subject. The whole
of the results as to Dec. 25 are embodied in the
extensive Table of temperature to be found in another
column :

—

Although my neighbour Mr. Chater only got pooh poohed
and laughed at when he sent you an account of the intense
cold experienced hero last winter, yet as, unfortunately for us,

J!**
8 nni^ubtedly correct, I venture to address you now and

wave the sneers ofthe weather oracles. This year the intense
cold was more severe and longer continued than last; at
3 o clock, p.m. on the 24th the thermometer was at 16°; at

iJ
H
V'n

: *K5 *'*•$ 2*; at 7 p.m., 0=32 degrees, and continued
there till midnight when a hazy fog slightly obscured the
moon, and the naercurv rose 2". Atltu on t.h* ostv >,»

At this time another good glass was brought out from the hall

and registered exactly the same ; it continued intensely cold*

fluctuating near zero till noon, when there began a steady rise

and was not again so severe, though on the 20th from 3 to 5. SO

a m., the glass was down to 3°=29°. I bad two glasses out, one

a perpendicular quicksilver, the other a horizontal spirit ; they

both hung on an open iron fence about a foot from the

snow level, which was 8 or 9 inches thick The horizontal one

has hung out of doors for many years ; I have compared it with

four others I have in the houses, and it never goes so cold as

the rest by 3°, so that last year when two others registered —8,

that only went —5. This year it did not get lower than

—9=41*. I shail not remove them for two or three weeks in

case any " savans " pass this way, who can tost them as much
as they think proper. The el t of last year's frost on the

shrubs, A'c. here was most deplorable, and I will mention a few

that my gardening friends, who have had it below zero, may
form some idea of what they may expect. Aucuba japonica,

large and small, killed to the ground ;
Kvergrecn Oaks, planted

• years, stems 6 inches diameter, killed to the ground
;

ncailvall the Ivy killed to the ground; Laurels and Laurus-

tinus killed to the ground ; Green and Variegated Hollies,

injured and some killed ;
Cupressus Lambertianum and func-

bri.s, with Araucaria imbricata and Phillyreas. quite killed
;

Cedrus Deodara, some killed, all entirely ruined as specimens.

Of course all acknowledged tender things were killed.

Frank M. Cotdwell*, gr. to Mrs. A. Gibson, Saffron Walden, Essex.

The efTects of the severe frost in this part will be long

felt. On the morning of the 25th the mercury fell to 12"

below zero, and on the morning of the 29th to 7* below zero.

The destruction among the shrubs in the garden here is very

great ; large bushes of Aucuba japonica, Garrya elliptica. Arbu-

tuses, Phillyreas, Laurustinuses, and others, are completely

destroyed. I fear the destruction in the Pinetum is equally

great ; the weather is not favourable for making a close exami-

nation at present ; but I am glad to find that the Welling-

tonias appear to have stood the frost without injury, also the

beautiful Berbcris japonica and Beali. In connection with the

severity of the weather, and showing the instinct of birds, I

may state that the common wood pigeon has been very

abundant in this neighbourhood, and I have not seen any
diminution in their numbers either winter or summer. How-
ever, on the commencement of the storm they all disappeared.

Can any of your southern correspondents inform us if they

have had an influx of those birds. William Culverwell, Thorp
Perrow, Yorkshire. . .

As you expressed a wish to know the effect of the intensity

of the frost in various parts of the country, I beg to send you
a few facts relating to it, that occurred at Chatsworth. On
Dec. 24, at 6 o'clock in the morning the thermometer stood at
32°. Before 11 o'clock the glass had sunk down to r>* above
zero, namely, 27' of fr^st, an intensity of cold I have never
heard recorded in so short a period of time. This sudden
intensity had a remarkable effect upon the river Derwent which
flows through the park. About 9 o'clock a.m. the river began
to throw off vapour very much in appearance like a steam
boiler, "which ascended about 40 or 50 yards into the atmo-
sphere, when it became condensed into the finest particles of

snow, the extreme lightness of it holding it in suspension, and
after a large accumulation it moved off in a dense body
in the range of the woods, and the sides of the valley

of the Derwent, and had at a little distance the
appearance of a dense fog. On coming within its

range it almost darkened the air, so much so that no
object could be distinguished beyond a few yards.

This singular phenomenon continued for three or four hours
and moved about in an otherwise clear atmosphere, in such
singular forms as to give the whole district the appearance of
floating mountains of snow. At 11 o'clock on Christmas Eve
the thermometer descended 12° below zero, and it continued
at about this point until after daybreak on Christmas Day. It

ranged all Christmas Day at a little below zero. A great
number of young Limes and Ash trees, of 30 and 40 years
growth, were split up. One, a Lime of 40 years' growth, was
split up 20 feet, with a crack in it three quarters of an inch
wi.le, which went to the centre of the tree. I hear there are
many trees split in the woods, some of them bursting with a
report equal to that of a gun. What effect the frost has had
upon vegetation it is now impossible to say, as the country is

covered with snow. Joseph Poxton, Chatsworth.

As you invite an account of temperatures in different

localities, I beg to send the following, viz. :—At Easthorpe
Hall, 350 feet above sea level, and on limestone substratum, on
night of Dec. 24, thermometer 8°+ (minimum).
At Castle Howard, 250 feet do., and on sandstone, 4"+ on 24th
At Coneysthorp. 200 feet do., do. zero „
AtKirkbam Abbey, 150 feet do., do. 2°— „
These places are within a circle of four or five miles; their
temperatures, therefore, seem to depend on their elevation,
and on their vicinity to water. Within the last four or five

days the minimum temperature here is as follows, viz. ;—On
4th Jan., 19°+ ; 5th, 23°+ ; 6th, 12°+

; 7th, 20"+
; 8th, 10'+.

George Legard, Easthorpe Hall, Malton, Yorkshire.

The first, real approach of winter here was on the afternoon
of the 20th, when from 3 till 8 o'clock p.m. nearly 6 inches of
snow fell. Night mild. On the night of the 21st the thermo-
meter registered 17° of frost ; 22d, 15° ; and night of 23d. 2b*

;

the latter the lowest it has been. It is 5° lower than minimum
of 1859. This is unusually low for this part of the country,
and many plants usually hardy here will I fear suffer. Mag-
nolia grandiflora, Myrtles, Escallonia macrantha, on south
wall severely browned ; Laurustinus, severely browned ; Bays
and Aucnbas slightly ; Pinus tribe quite safe. Tenderer kinds
of Rhododendrons (hybrids of arboreum) will I fear be severely
cut up. A very genial thaw since 28th. All snow now gone,
with not much rain.

—

A. M'lntyre, Gardener to the Earl of Clare,

Mount Shannon, near Limerick.
On Dec. 25th the thermometer registered 2* above zero at

8 a.m., continuing so till 8. 30, when it began slowly to ascend.
The preceding evening showed no indications of such a severe
frost, a thick fog completly enveloping the low valley of the
Tharoes,thethermometerindicating20°,orl2

,
of trost. AtlOp M.

when the sun broke forth on the morning of the 25th, the trees
in the park and the ornamental deciduous snubs presented a
picture never to be erased from the memory, reminding one of
those gorgeous pantomimic spectacles of the sea&nn, every
twig forming a feather of shining crystal, the landscape
assuming a midsummer denseness of shade with a brilliancy
indescribable. For the next three days we had nothing
remarkable. On Dec. 28th at 10 p.m. a clear night ther-
mometer, 10° ; on the morning of the 29th the index
indicating 4* ; by 7 p.m. it got up to 10% and con-
tinued rising steadily till evening, when a fall of snow

Monday morn., Dec. 24

Tuesday morn., ,, 25
Wed. morn., „ 26
Thura. morn., ,, 27
Friday morn., .. 28

• •

• 4

S* below zero.
£• below zero.
5" below zero.
5* above zero.
5* above zero.

changing to ram in the morning of the SOth seems to
have put a stop to the severest frost I have ever experienced.
What its ravages may bo time alone can telL The narrow and
broad-leaved Phillyreas are quite black in every instance ; next
to them comes the broad-leaved Holly and Magnolias, Ber-
bcris Fortunii and Darwinii, while, strange to say. standard
Camellias, and all the Conifers down to Arthrotaxus selagi-

noides, seem unscathed—-but the spring time too otten reveals

the sufferings of the Conifene. The registerings are from two
of Negretti and Zambra's self- registering thermometers, 5 feet

from the ground, placed opposite each other, on a wire trellia

arching a walk, A. Roger, Gardener to J. Noble, Esq., Berry Hill,

1 a plow, Bucks.
The lowest my thermometer showed was 15* on the morning

of the 24th. M V house is about 200 yards from the shore, and
about 15 to 16 feet above the level of the sea ; but there are

houses between mine and the shore. At another house on the

shore it was 15* ; the river or rather Firth of Clyde is here about

three to four miles wide. At another place in town, about five

minutes' walk from my house, and f>4 feet above the level of the

sea, the thermometer was 11°. I venture to send this differ-

ence of temperature, as it is interesting to notice the influence

of the sea on the temperature. At the Island of Cumbrae,
18 miles down the firth the lowest was 15*. These thermome-
ters are all Negretti and Zambra's, and are tested at Kcw.
This is the most extreme cold that has ever been experienced

here. Jama MiUer, jvn., Greenock, Ike. 31.

In rather * sheltered situation, and nearly 2 feet from the

ground, the thermometer showed 23J* ot frost on the night of

24th inst. On Friday, 2Sth, itagain registered 28* of frost.

The situation is high, and the thermometer is in a stout

wooden frame, standing within the garden walls; the aspect

is N.B. The snow during the week measured in an open
situation rather more than 8 inches ; it ha* now nearly all dis-

appeared, and I regret to say that the Brocc< h i* to a very
serious amount affected, many of the plant* drooping thSir

heads already, and the Hays are also very much luvwned at the

points. I fear we have indications of a return of the frost, the

glass standing at midday only 3° above freezing. D. Davit,

Crowluxll Gardens, Bath, Dec. 31.

To give an idea of the severity of the frost, we giro the fol-

lowing extract from the registers of Adie's and Bryson's ther-

mometers in the Botanic Garden, Inverleith Row, which, from
their situation, may be taken as the medium temperature
between town and country. The two thermometers are placed

side by side, about 4 feet above the surface of the ground :

—

Adie's. Bryson's.

. 5
e below zero .

.

. 2£* above zero .

.

.
2" below zero

.
8' above zero

, .
7° above zero

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburqh, Jan. 2.

I find on examination that the Laurel. Bay. Aucuba, Tree

Pseony, Lavender, Rosemary, and some Hollies, are killed from
the severity of the frost on the 25th. Peach trees are also

nearly if not quite so, and what the result will be on a thaw
taking place it is very difficult to say. There were 17° of frost

last night, the 3d, and to-day the thermometer is standing at

21° ; barometer, 80.1, with the wind north. We may therefore

expect a continuance of this weather. Were it not for railways

coal would be a scarce article, for the canals are frozen over

and navigation stopped in this locality. /. Gadd, The Gardens,

Willersley, Derbyshire.

The lowest temperatures registered at this place on the night

of the 23d and 24th of this month were as follows :—16° by a

horizontal spirit thermometer of Newman's, which has been
in use some years, but which has been compared with and veri-

fied by a Royal Society Kew standard in my possession.
14° Negretti and Zambra .. .. No. 1.

14° „ „ .... No. 2.

These two last are self-registering thermometers, mounted on
wood, but which have not been verified bv the Kew standard.
The first thermometer, Newman's, is exposed in a thermometer
stand made of louvre board, open on the top and to the north,
but which protects the thermometer from all sun in summer.
Of the other two, one was suspende l on a north wall, the
other was laid upon a board covered w'ih snow sloping to the
north at an angle of about 20°, exposed in fact to the utmost
radiation possible. All were as nearly as possible 4 feet from
the ground. The garden in which they are exposed is about
520 feet above the level of the sea, facing south. I may add
that the position of the third thermometer was as nearly as

possible similar to that in which one of my thermometers fell

to —3° in the frost of January 20, 1S38. I consider Newman's
my most reliable thermometer, but I am inclined to think that
the thermometer stand, which I adopted only a few months
ago, intercepts radiation, and that it would have been a degree
lower if exposed as the others were. John Rogers, River Hill,

Scvenoaks, Dec 29.

The cold of the night of the 7th and morning of the 8th ex-
ceeded that of Christmas Day by 1\ being 4° below zero.

R. Blphinstone, Flixton, Bungay, Suffolk, Jan, 8, 1861.

On the Subject of the late Severe Weather.—Tew
people besides those accustomed to meteorological

observations are aware of the vnriations of temperature

which exist in midland districts, and in areas compara-

tively circumscribed. But the causes which produce a

divergence from the ordinary range are terrestrial,

rather than climatic, and thus capable of being modified

if not removed, there can be little donbt ; the know-
ledge of the existence of an evil is often the first step

to its removal. By a fair comparison of observations of

temperature from different parts of the country, we
may be made acquainted with the discrepancies of
temperature which exist, and by pursuing an inquiry
into the causes which operate to unduly depress the

temperature of a place, we may arrive at facts of great

and general importance; suggestive of remedial

measures. I am acquainted with a garden in Notting-
hamshire in which Peas cannot be cultivated to produce
pods of seeds, and another spot has often been pointed

out in Notts as the coldest on the north road, and so well

was it known that on approaching it the mail coach

guards used to take refuge in the boot. Mr. Lowe's
reports of the low temperature experienced at Beeston

go to prove the inclemency of that particular spot, but
many places in Notts are earlier and warmer than we
are in this locality, and our lowest temperature during

the late frost was — '1 The whole subject is full of

interest and importance, and is one that should espe-

cially engage the attention of gardeners. I hope at some
future time to recur to it, but at present I \\ ish merely

to comply with your suggestion, and to give the par-

ticulars of temperature as recorded at Belvoir Castle

during the late frost ending Dec. 30, 1860. I may
mention that the instruments from which the observa-

tions were taken arc on a stand such as is used by
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and their accuracy tested, by Mr. Glaisher of the Royal

Observatory. Our station "is 237 feet above the sea.

The natural soil of the locality is clay ; we are near

large woods, and a lake is within half a mile. It is

important that your correspondents should assure you

of the accuracy of the instruments they have employed,

and the propriety of the position they occupy. The

readings of instruments placed against wails are very

unreliable, the radiation of heat from buildings is more

than is commonly supposed. This was curiously illus-

trated this season by a bed of Heliotropes planted near

my house, the near half of which remained untouched

by the early frost, while that part beyond the radiation

of the house was destroyed.

Register of the Weather at Belvoir Castle, Lincolnshire, from
the 17th to the 30th December, 1800. Taken each morning
at 9 a.m. :

—

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [Waet i^
gether neglected himself, thoughnhiTma^teTir"
done his duty towards him ; he has paid some 20?

**

premium, and that teaches him pretty sharpk tt
38 a

must do something for himself, and so he watcl
^

various processes of the kitchen, fruit, and 'fl

^
gardens, if he is not permitted to take an active

*

therein; so that he is not so bad after all \y \^
:

end of the third year is come, as I said before j
through some gardening friend, or the nurser^T
dealing with the establishment, a situation is proc US
for the young man, as foreman probably. Hi*
employer has represented to him that he has court*
able rooms, and every necessary according tn v

members of the Meteorological Society, which exposes and air at this season oT^wmter, they had m* the

them fully to the influence of the weather. They are sweetness and flavour of suu-npened fiuit. The Black

placed 4 feet from the ground. The thermometers Frontignan seems too tender a Grape ^^ P^ sat
i
s *

are by Negretti and Zambra, and have been examined, faetorily in January. We would recommend Mr.

~ * ~ Meiklam to discard it.]

Heating Small Souses.—I have a small greenhouse,

about 10 feet square, with three sides glass, in which,

during the late severe frosts, I have used a pan of char-

coal for want of any regular heating apparatus. Is it

likely that the plants will be injured by the fumes of

the charcoal ? If so, would my house be sufficiently

secured against frost by burning in it a pair of candles

or lamps, or merely covering the roof with Tiffany or

canvas ? It contains nothing more tender than Gera-

niums, Cytisuses, Ferns, Diosmas, &c, and is new and

free from apertures. Paxionia, Jan. 7. [The charcoal

will do no harm in such a place, provided it burns

slowly.]

Bow to Destroy Rabbits Effectually.—In the autumn

of 1859 I was much annoyed at the rapid increase of

rabbits in the hedgerows of my neighbours owing

partly to the warm dry season. Ferrets and traps

were employed incessantly, but although numbers were

destroyed, enough were left to do much damage to my
1 young trees.' 1 became desperate, and tried to poison
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W. Ingram, Belvoir Gardens.
Moses for the Million.—I think I have hit on a way

to strike Roses so as to place them within the reach of
every one. Those who can obtain cuttings now can
have a blaze of bloom next summer, and none can fail

provided they observe the following instructions. As

them with the young shoots of Apple trees saturated

with strychnine, but the cunning creatures would not

touch a twig, although they are their favourite food.

They would not even touch the twigs of Apple trees

not poisoned which were stuck in the ground near the

others, although they were carefully managed, not
being touched with the fingers but with pincers. All

at once a new idea struck me (and yet I dare say some
old gardener has practised it). I directed my man to cut

up with his bill a quantity of White Thorn shoots into

pieces a foot or so long ; he then took a two-pronged
stablo fork and crammed them firmly into the mouths
of all the burrows he could find. When this was done
he took a kettle of coal tar cold and poured it over the
bushes so as to completely saturate them, then with
his spade he banked up every burrow with earth,

treading it firmly down. I watched the burrows with
much interest, but could not find that a single rabbit

made its way out. After some 10 or 12 days I found
that two or three had made their way into the old
burrows by making a fresh one on one side; ferrets

*oon as the cuttings are prepared, place them in layers [

* cre Pufc in
>
*^ M th^ would not c0™ out the

in boxes or pans, and bury with moist sand; place I

burr™'s ^ laicl P C
?
">™ *****<* from their

them so as to get a bottom-heat of about 70°, no matter
mouths

*
in *bem **« $>*** dead rabbits with their

whether on pipes, fine, or dung. The only thing to
l »oses covered with coal tar and in one burrow 10
hedgehogs all dead, apparently sufiocated. Since then,

only thing
guard against on a flue is getting the sand too dry, so
as to shrivel them, for the seeret of striking cuttings in
this way is to prevent loss of sap by evaporation.
Mine are placed on top of an underground flue in a bin
with Seakale, and covered with leaf soil to prevent the
sand drying. After being so placed for a week I

examined them, and so my surprise and delight I
found all callused. I believe many hard-wooded things
that are now considered difficult to propagate may be
struck in the same way. I am now trying experiments
with other things, on which I hope to report hereafter.
/. Sheppard, Woolverstone Park.

Growth of Piwuses at Usher Place, Surrey.—

*>
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Able* canadensis
cephalonica .

.

Pougiasii
Menziesii
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Aratjcaria imbricata
Oedrua atlantica
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.
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» Dovouiana
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.
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.
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.
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whenever I have found a burrow open and used by
rabbits I have adopted the same method, and have
nearly or quite extirpated them. T. R.

Young Gardeners and their Employers.—As the
subject of young gardeners is again introduced into
your pages, I, as one of that class, take advantage of the
opportunity of expressing not only my own opinion but
the opinion of others on the subject, considering it
but justice, after reading " S. T.V' opinion of such
young men. As regards education, I think that there
is no gardener, young or old, who will deny that a good
education is highly necessary, in order to attain a
thorough knowledge of the business, and that Mr.
Linager's plan is decidedly a good one; indeed of the
greatest utility in analysing the present and future
generations of gardeners. But under the present cir-
cumstances, how is a young man to attain the qualiBca-
tions which he is expected to possess, though he be
well educated, so long as his master is so far
behind in his abilities and in doing his
duty ? for I am convinced that if some of
those who style themselves head gardeners and hold
situations as such were put to the test, they would be
found unfit for the third class in Linager's plan i and
almost as far short of a gardener's qualifications as theman who styled a Privet a Myrtle. And yet they say
young men are ignorant and careless. Now, suppose a
young man to be tolerably well schooled. He enters
into an engagement with some supposed first-class
gardener to serve him a term of three years, and pay

situation provided him. The young "ardener rT
ceeds to his new abode, and what does he find ?—perl
what I found, an old granary or lumber room con
verted into two small apartments, without ceiling fa <i

fancy the heat of summer), a concrete floor and
underneath an old boar, sow and pigs, poultry, &c the
smell from which is almost sufficient to ruin his youiiff

men's constitution. I found I had to provide myself
with pots, kettles, dinner, &c, and when I objected
(though the other young men were willing to put up
with it), I was furnished with a pair of old sheets cut

up to make towels, &c, and a tale into the bargain
that " his lordship would not allow such things "

which

I do not believe. And yet " S. T.," and others like him,

are afraid that young men should consider them'

selves illused. I rather expect there are some in

* S. TVs " service who fare little better than I did, and

if such be the case is it not enough to make young

men neglect their master's interests ? Or, it may be,

he makes gardeners, as the master I have mentioned

before did, by taking labourers and placing them under

glass, to fill the vacancies that occur, instead of looking

out for experienced young men. Perchance there is

some mishap, the foreman is blamed, and risking his

character he gives notice, leaves and takes refuge in a

nursery or market garden. And then says " S. f.•—

they are poor tools, careless, &c. But if he would

only engage young men who could produce a certificate

of qualification, he would not meet with so ixiany diffi-

culties, provided he treated men better. If those who

hold high situations would adopt the system of Linager,

or some other such plan, they would greatly protect the

profession, the country would not be overstocked with

blockheads, and young gardeners would be always

looked upon as a class of respectable young men. A. P.,

Young Gardener. [We have been obliged to curtail

this letter; as it now stands it expresses the feelings

of a considerable number of correspondents, and has a

right to admission as an answer to "S. T/s" sharp

charges. We must, however, inform young gardeners

that " S. T." is a most respectable person, and by no

means the kind of man some imagine him to be.J

JSarlu Grapes.—At a fcimo ™>i«™ *i ,

i »wu ijuiiuuctuium r jL*oea ms ma

..-.- ......share. Of
rcourse the young man expects to be at the end

of the three years qualified to take an under
gardener's situation; but what chance has he to gain
sueh qualifications ? Does his master grant him the
privilege of an hour's instruction in his own h
other place, for but a night or two in a week ? Does
he try to impress upon the young man's mind the
necessity of his reading ? or does he himself read and
explain to his young gardener what he finds useful in

roots mostly in the taLTOto"ifcS? .

have
rl

the,r \¥ Chronicle or other papers or books ? or does he end
Plied with tottom-hei to wSf , h ? I

SUP*
l

um och booka
(if tbe «*>»» tto young gardeners Hve

iderable n,fc«T 1 1 ' :?"blch
,? ?

ttribute to a con-
:

in do not contain a librarv cnn^w !

f

8.^
as an amateur

sklerable extent the success which. .*,
grower, has attended my efforts. The

SKETS with thJ grcatest p°ssiUe fre<dom andwT y
f
11 ?** the hoTOe* When the earliest

staH t\Z
n b]°01"- And ^oughout «"* various

.

S thev have maintained the same uniformity, and !

almost every bunch has been ripe for the last fortnight.^•a. Meiklam, North Berwick, Jan. 7. £With this

. ,_ _ _ rary consisting of »nch
xr v > »

W01*!' Pr0VKled hJ the proprietor of the establishVines broke
I went), that will prove edifying to him

^'
profession 'r I ftm sorrv to sav th«f. «.— are

in

there
his

«we we received specimens of Black frontignan"I li
:
plantsS ^T"' *" he

!uows ^ ^e names
ChasselasMusque, and Black Hamburgh Grapes. The; Al£»"t$?*"^ T™ 1? * V^t), a Muscat ofusque, and Black Hamburgh Grapes. ThevWW* well grown, hut of course, in the absence of light

sorry to say thatmany who do not, and the young gardened *oesmuddling on among his fellows, and accmrref adeal more knowledge from the foreman than from theman who receives the premium. The end of the th clyear has arrived, and if he has not done his utmost togain knowledge for himself, all he knows is thTr?ames

Alexandria from a Black HambuTgh^aV&cTLv
nothing of kitchen gardening. Y

g
et iffift

Foreign Correspondence.
Weather at Nice.—Hie cause of the general atmos-

pheric depression which took place on the 18th msc.

might form an interesting topic of inquiry. It seen*

to have been universal throughout Europe, and nimw

simultaneous, as appears by the daily returns now

published in the newspapers. The temperature m

London and at Nice, though nearly 1000 miles apart,

at that date underwent a similar change; ot cow»

being so much more south it did not become so
:

severe

this locality, but from the 18th to the 25th, as will be sees

by the subjoined table, it was unusually cold, bnowiai

the ground in the shade for three days, and on uw

there was ice about a quarter of an mch thicK.

of the more tender shrubs, &c. in exposed situatw ,

have partially suffered, such as Sparrmannia ainu

Cineraria platanifolia (a very handsome large gu»
«

species with leaves resembling those of GesnerazeDn/
;

Phytolacca dioica, &c. The last from
}
ts ^e^y

ance and very quick growth, would I think oe

of attention by English growers in warm situai

It was introduced here from Africa about 10J e"
f f

and has attained a great height and size, in P ^
its extraordinary growth I may say, that whe .

q

at Nice six years ago the plants were hardly v

the Jardin public, and now there are h*& ^
forming some of its chief ornaments, and mt

about 2 feet in girth. The tissue of the wooo^ a

spongy nature, so tliat it may easily be pierce

knife ; in fact though of so great a size
J

hey,J\ ' gre

soft and fragile that some require support 1U^
now bearing bunches of what seem to be unexp

f

flowers, resembling young Grapes. The le*ve*
land

a glossy dark green, something between a L* ±
a Poplar, whitish underneath. They faU«° ^months
but are renewed again in April, so that for U i.

out of the 12 it retains its fine foliage. Anotiier *

some tree here is the Carob (Ceratonia Sll
J

c

^
a
;' reer

in this district is quite hardy and a splendid M«w j t

resembling our common Acacia when in full A
'^t

produces an abundance of pods, in aPPearanctJLffii*g
like small French Beans, but afterwards J*?^
larger than a full sized Red Runner, of t?**.^^
They are sold as food for horses, and are also i"f^j
into England from Ecrvpt for that purpose. n\ ^ not

rail*1

only useful but highly ornamental. It is emyn^\
from seed. The Judas tree (Ccrcis silicmastruuv

is

of the same family, but not evergreen.

Notwithstanding the low external

i

temperator*
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litre in toe Shade xt Nic;

7 a.m. Mid-day I 11 f.M

December li

the yellow Xarciflfui in bloom in the open an-, and on the Discovery

the 24th I purchased a bunch of the large blue (wild)
|

parasitical upon certain Fish ;" by C. L. Bradley, Esq.

coroaaiia.
i

Xottrc* of *3oo&S*

Notes on the Site of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.

By Jas. Ferguson (a Pamphlet—Murray). In his

learned and interesting essay on the ancient Topography

of Jerusalem, Mr. Ferguson showed that the situation

of the Holy Places of Jerusalem, and among others of

the Holy Sepulchre, was perfectly ascertainable, and

that their once doubtful topography could be brought

into the strictest accordance with the indications of the

Holy Scriptures, so that the source of many sneers had

been removed. One would have thought that so im-

portant an achievement would have been hailed with

gratitude. On the contrary what was the author's

astonishment to find that his well-meant and successful

efforts stirred up the blackest bile of the professors of

odium theologicunu The pamphlet before us is a crash-

ing answer to all their cavils, as our clerical readers will

find upon its perusal. His main point has been to show

that the present "Church of the Holy Sepulchre" is

misnamed, and that the true site of the Holy Sepulchre

is the present " Dome of the Rock."
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Socfetfes.

Liweas, Dec. 20, I860.—G. Bentham, Esq., V.P.

in the chair. Thomas Walker, Esq., B.A., was elected
Fellow. Mr. Bentham exhibited specimens of a pre-

sumed species of Cavanillesia, with a portion of its

iner bark and wood. The latter was of so light and
pongy a nature tliat it resembled the thin slabs cut
from the flowering stems of some Agaves, and used by
entomologists in South America for fastening their

insects upon instead of cork. The delicate layer of
bark bore considerable resemblance to what is known as

Cuba Bast, the produce of some uncertain species of
Hibiscus, and is probably put to the same uses. The
tree was stated to grow 80 feet high. The following
papers were read :— 1. " A letter from C. C. Babington,
Esq., announcing the discovery in June last, of Isoetes
Hystrix, Durieu." This interesting species of Isoetes
had been found in rather damp spots on L'Ancresse
Common, in the island of Guernsey, by Mr. G. Wolsey,
the botanist who first noticed Ophioglossumlusitanicum
in that island. It was originally observed near Algiers
by Durieu in 1811, and has since been found in Corsica,
near Cadiz, at Cannes in Provence, and on Isle
Houet and Belle Isle, oiF the coast of Morbihan in
North- West France. It seems to prefer granite soil,

and may be expected to be found in Cornwall. Lloyd
has described the same species under the name of I.

Delalandei, in his " Flore de l'Ouest de la France,"
. "Extract of a letter from Mr. H. Mouhot to S.
•rrer. dated Bankok, Siam, April 7, 1860, and

giving an account of the Cambodian mode of ingraft-
ing." " They choose from a large tree a vigorous and
ealthy branch as thick as the arm and even thicker.

They take off the bark from the bottom of this branch
for 3 or^ 4 inches, and (important observation) they
scrape with a knife the part whence the bark has been
taken off, so that a new bark may not grow. Then they
envelope^ this part with a lump of earth and one or
several pieces of matting or cloth, so as entirely to cover
it. The earth is kept constantly damp, either by
watering it every day or by hanging over it a vessel
from which water will drop constantly. At the end of
two months, or earlier, the roots "begin to pierce
hrough the clod of earth. They then cut the branch
a little underneath, but not entirely through, that the
new roots which draw their nourishment from the
earth may grow quicker, adding a new layer of earth
round the former, and continuing to water it from
lmetotime. The. following year, and sometimes the
jame year, this branch having" grown into a tree bears
fruit. "The sap being stronger in Europe than in
this country (r) it is probable that the operation, being
Bade in spring, would succeed quite as well. In Cam-
bodia there is not a tree on which this process does not
succeed." [We cannot say we understand this state-
ment. Ed.]. 8. "Extract of a letter from Dr. W.F.Daniell,
Staff Surgeon, to Mr. Kippist, dated Tien-tsin, N. China,
October 10, I860." "The neighbourhood of this town,"
Dr. Daniell observes, " is highly cultivated, but I have
not hitherto met with the Tea plant. I have, however,
collected a considerable number of the cereals used as
food. The principal plants cultivated in this district
are the Pak-shai, or white Cabbage of Pekin, a species

|of Smapis Celery, Garlic, Onions, a great variety of
Kadisnes, Solanum Melongena, a small species of Yam,
Holcus Sorghom, other kinds of Millet, Maize, Sweet
Fotatoes, Panieum, with a great variety of Beans. The
bearded Wheat, Barley, Indian Millet, and other seeds,
are also abundantly met with. The Chinese people are
very friendly, and we have large markets in which we
ran procure all kinds of vegetables, with mutton, beef,
pigs, poultry and game in abundance. Grapes of fine
quality, Peaches, Apples, Pears, Walnuts, Chesnuts,
ground nuts Pomegranates, and a great variety ofmats can be purchased at easy rates. We have— botanist or naturalist attached to the expedi-

A m
l

<«.i?
re Z0XkU > * fine nel<* f°r them."

«• . T,
h
/T 2b8

ir
vatl0n9 on Entozoa, with experi-,ments;" by T. S. Cobbold, Esq., M.D.-5. "On

Enumeratio Vlantarum Zej/lani<$. Part III.

(Pamplin).

The matter in this part extends from the early part

of Composita) to Labiates, and therefore includes the

important tropical orders of Myrsinaceae, Ebenaccie,

Apocvnaceae, and the very difficult family of Acanthads.

The latter, reformed by Nees v. Esenbeck into an incon-

ceivable chaos, has been reworked up by Dr. T. Ander-

son with groat skill; and Botanists will see with satis-

faction that this acute observer is occupied with the

preparation of a Novum Systerna Acantliacearum for

the Linnean Society. Among the matters of most in-

terest in a scientific point of view is placing the

curious Moss-like Podostemads between Broomrapes

and Acanthads, with his reason for which we trust our

learned friend Mr. Thwaites will soon favour the world.

In the arrangement of the genera and species we per-

ceive the same careful extinction of imaginary species

which has always characterised this Enumeration. Of

new genera we find Dasyaulus separated from BasEia,

and Diehopsis, both Sapotads, Da'dalacanthus an Acan-

thad separated by Dr. Anderson from Eranthemuui,

and Psylliglottis formerly included in Khytiglossa.

A Guide to the Food Collection in South Kensington

Museum (3d edition). The popularity of that part of

the Museum of Science and Art which relates to articles

of food calls for quick reissues of its Catalogues; and if

these guides are carefully edited by adding correctly

whatever is revealed by Science in its onward progress,

the public is a gainer ; but if not not. We make this

remark because we perceive here and there some

blemishes which ought not to have occurred. The very

first page of the Catalogue contains a list of 11 errors

which have been detected since the pages passed

through the press, and these errata themselves require

correction, as is the case with the name of the Bread-

fruit tree, misprinted Actocarpa, corrected to Artocarpa,

which is itself wrong, the word being Artocarpus. Of
other faults which catch our eye on turning over the

pages we note the following. There is no satisfactory

evidence that the common Lettuce, Lactuca sativa, is a

cultivated variety of the wild Lactuca virosa ; it is sus-

pected to be so, that is all ; and the statement should

have been more cautious (p. 15). We never heard that

Carde Beet (p. 16) was eaten in the same way as

Lettuce; it is uneatable until cooked, except by cattle.

Corn Salad is no doubt set down in books as Yalerianella

olitoria (p. 16), bu*i other and better species are

generally cultivated in good gardens. We doubt
whether our wild Sorrel, Rumex aeetosa, is ever "used
as a lad in France." The French employ Rumex
scutatus and other delicate species. With regard to

Maranla indica stated (p. 21) to be another species

producing East Indian Arrowroot, it is well known that

what has been called by that name, is the same as

M. aru)tdinacea. Then with regard to Tapioca, surely

it should have been said that it is a prepared starch ; as

the sentence stands it seems as if both Cassava and
Tapioca were natural products of the same plant. At
p. 24 the word Helminthoclwrton is printed Helmin-
thocorton ; p. 30, Spinacea should be Spinacia ; p. 97,

Coffee should be Coffea ; and so on. Let us hope that

mistakes of this sort will not occur again.

London Medical Practice; its Sins and Short-

comings (Simpkin, 2s.6d. t a pamphlet) is a fierce attack
upon the College of Physicians and other medical men,
for robbing of his fame Dr. Dickson, the author of
Fallacies of the Faculty. It is not for us tantas compo-
nere lites.

Roulledge's Natural History, Part XXIII., is occu-
pied by the Warblers, here concluded, Titmice, Wag-
tails, and Thrushes. We select two passages. The first

relates to the Redbreast. " Bread and butter is a very
favourite dainty with the robin, who has often been
known to come uninvited, and to peck from the table.

* Butter/ according to Mr. Thompson, * is «o great a
dainty to these hirds, that i* a friend's house, frequented
during the winter by one or two of them, the servant
was obliged to be very careful in keeping what was in
her charge covered, to save it from destruction; if an-
protected, it was certain to be eaten. 1 have known
them to visit labourers at break fast-time to eat butter

from their hands, and enter a lantern to feast on the

candle. One, as I have been assured, is in the constant

habit of entering a house in a tanyard in Belfast, by the

window, that it might feed upon tallow, wheu the men
were using this substance in the preparation of hides.

But even further than this, I have seen the redbreast

exhibit its partiality for scraps of fat, &c. Being present

one day in December, 1837, when a golden eagle was

fed, a robin, to my surprise, took the eagle's place on

the perch the moment that he descended to the ground

to eat some food given him, and when there, picked off

some little fragments of fat or scraps of flesh; this done,

it quite unconcernedly alighted on the chain by which

the 4 rapacious* bird was fastened. I at the same tine

learned that this robin regularly visited the eagle's

abode at feeding-time, though as yet there was no

severity of weather. Although the robin escaped the

golden eagle unscathed, as much cannot be said for one

which occasionally entered the kitchen at the Falls, and

sang there ; having one day alighted on a cage in which

a toucan was kept, this bird with its huge bill seized

and devoured it.' Another robin, mentioned by the

same author, was in the habit of attending on a car-

penter, stealing the shavings as materials for his nest,

and makinir very free with his grease-pot, peeking from

it while in his hand. The robin is also remarkably fond

of bread and butter on which honey or sugar has been

spread, and will eat of this dainty until it is hardly able

to fly. One of these birds who had been treated to

such a repast, wa6 so pleased with it that he returned,

bringing with him three companions, who gorged them-

selves to such a degree that they were taken up by

hand, and put away for the night into a comfortable

recess. After a while, between 20 and 30 robins came

to the house in hopes of obtaining the sweet food.

Perhaps they may be instinctively led to sugar and

fatty substances, as a means of preserving themselves

against the effects of cold. Cream is in great favonr

with the birds during the winter months, and they

have been seen to enter an outhouse which wa3

employed for washing purposes, and to eat the soap.

The redbreast is a most combative bird, fighting its own
species with singular energy, and often killing its oppo-

nent, One of these birds killed upwards of 20 of its own
kind, merely because they came into a greenhouse

which he chose to arrogate to himself. It is very

jealous, too, of its human friends, and not only pro-

hibits other individuals from sharing in the friendship,

but will often drive away its own young if they approach

too closely."

The second is a lady's account of the behaviour of an
American Catbird (a kind of thrush) bearing the pet

name of General Bern. "Well, General Bern went
home with us at once, and was immediately given his

liberty, which he made use of by peering into every

closet, examining and dragging everything from its

proper place which he could manage, pecking and
squalling, dashing hither and thither, until at night he
quietly went into his cage as if he was nearly or quite

positive that he must commence a new career on the

morrow; it was evident that he had to begin the world
over again, yet, as he was not superannuated, and wae,

withal, ambitious, his case was still not a desperate one,

although we had assured him most positively that we
would not fall in love with him—we had only invited

him there to help us pass the time. Bern looked wise
at the assertion, but said nothing. The next morning
we gave him water for a bath, which he immediately
used, and then sprang upon my head, very much to my
surprise ; then he darted to the window, then back to

my head, screaming all the time most vociferously, until

finally I went to the window, for peace' sake, and stood
in the sunshine, while Bern composedly dressed his

feathers, standing on my head first on one foot, then
on the other, evidently using my scalp as a sort of foot-
stone, and my head as a movable pedestal for his imp £
dent generalship to perch on when he felt disposed to
be comfortably elevated ; and had clearly come to the
conclusion—as I was so fond of transporting him from
his native land, that I should serve as a convenient
craft to bear him where his moods commanded. In a
word, he had determined to turn tyrant ; if I had had
the deliberate purpose of usiug him as a mere toy, he
had at least the coolness to make me available, and
from that time I became the victim of the most
unequalled tyranny. Did I neglect his morning bath
beyond the instant, my ears were assailed with screams
and cries, till I was forced to my duty ; 1 must bear
him into the sunshine, or my hair was pulled; I must
bring him his breakfast or he pecked my cheek and
lips; in fine, I was compelled to become his constant
attendant, while in the meantime he most diligently
assailed my heart by endearing confidences. He would
sit upon my arm and sleep, he would get into my work-
box, and while I watched that he did not pilfer a little,
he would quietly seat himself upon its edge, and in a
low sweet voice lull my suspicions by such tender melo-
dies, that finally I could no longer say, I will not love
you, Bern!' but gave him the satisfactory assurance
that he was not quite so much of a tease as I had tried
to think him; and he now received my daily offering of
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small spiders and worms with gestures of evident

pleasure. These were always presented to him enve-

loped in white paper, which he carefully opened and

secured his prey, before it could escape, even though it

was sometimes a difficult task to keep his vigilant eye

upon so many—apparently escapading—when I was
called to the field, and appointing me a station, I was

expected to give the alarm when one attempted to get

away on my side, which he immediately killed and

dropped, and then darted after those on the outskirts

of the field of action. At last, one day, Mr. Webber
brought for my sister a wood-thrush, which was very

wild and savage, and was, besides, extremely ugly, but

had the reputation of being a good singer, which made
us forgive his sullen temper, and hope to win him back
to more gentle ways, when he should see that we would
be his friends, and that he should be almost free;

besides, General Bern was much inclined to make his

acquaintance, and took the first occasion to pay him a

visit in his cage-house. This the stranger did not
fancy, and drove him out. Bern resented this, by
turning on the threshold and pouring forth a torrent of

screams and mewings, which came near distracting the

poor thrush, who darted at him and chased him to the

bed, under which Bern darted, and was secure for the
present. But from that time there were no more over-

tures of friendship, they were sworn enemies; the
thrush from detestation of the impudent fellow who
invaded his residence and finally appropriated it to the
entire desertion of his own, which, by-the-bye, was
much larger, and with which the thrush eventually

consoled himself, and Bern continued to occupy, because
it amused him to pester the ill-natured fellow, which he
had set down the thrush to be."
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Tiie night now grew very dark, and
;

done in this departme.it at "p^nT~~^f^^
hausted. Presently, a distant howl-

I

£* however must have attention, for fa, aU
«&

*~>d many things are suffering, and such i

1

appear most atfected should be removed to tt
quarters where a higher temperature is kept Y
the stock in pits and frames well protected and t8surface soil of the pots frequently stirred. Dust -'It
sulphur Verbenas and similar plants attacked w* t
mildew. Be particular in keeping the interior ^ '•'

a little distance.

all the fuel was exhausted. ^ *«««-«-., --
, % , ... _ . . -- ... «,

ing announced the approach of a new pack on whose ^LZ^J^JLZ^ JESTS .

a,ld «**
arrival the old ones which had been silently biding

their time, began to manifest their presence by jealous

growls, which «oon gave way to a general fight anion?

themselves.^ Some of the men now, well armed, crej t

along the margin of the lake to collect more fuel,

which was then placed on the fire. The flame was

blown up, and a group of eight or 10 wolves was seen

within 15 paces, with others beyond. The rifle3 once

more cracked, and the packs with a frightful howl

scampered off. In the morning eight wolves were

°f pita

dry as

containiug plants of the above description as
circumstances will permit.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN
Pruning of orchard trees will now require atie it'

lying dead, and the bloody tracks showed that many I j*
is « matter which it too frequently neglected,2

others had carried away mortal wounds, the reminis- the result <s that the heads of the trees get so crowded

cences of this fearful night Gosse's Zomance of J"*
wood ui to render a crop of fru.t, except upon

Natural History.
,,e extrcmitK-s of the outer branches, not\* be expected, and the thicket of worse th

useless spray which the trees have to support *h
injurious both to the size and quality of the fruit ard
also to the general health of the tree. When tin's

state of things has been allowed to prevail, advantage
should be taken of the first opportunity to give the
trees a careful pruning, thinning out the inner branches

Calendar of Operations.

(For the ensuing iveek.)

Moore''s Floral Magazine has a charming figure of
the beautiful new double Zinnias ; Frazer's Bee Lark-
spur, a very fine variety of Delphinium mesoleucum

;

the black spotted Nemophila, a variety of N. atoraaria
with a deep brown eye ; and a set of Ghent Azaleas.

Lawson's Gardeners' Calendarfor 1861. This useful
broadside is this year enriched by copious memoranda
respecting the weather and its signs. It is also dis-

figured by a most hideous design for a building called
u a Conservatory for a first-class residence."

See to the protection of Lettuces, Cauliflowers, &c.

under glass, so as to guard them from frost ; but' take

every favourable opportunity of exposing such things to

light and air. Introduce roots of Asparagus, Seakale,

and Rhubarb into heat at regular intervals, so as to

make sure of a constant supply.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Jan. In, i860, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens

Teade Lists Received.—Peter Lawson & Son's
List, Jan. 1861 (Xo. 2, Garden Seeds). Louis v.
Houtte (Ghent), Prix-courant de Graines (Price
Current of Seeds for 1861) ; a very fine assortment.
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Miscellaneous.
Wolves.—-In the north and east o: Europe, the

danger incurred by travellers in sledges of being
hunted by packs of hungry wolves is very great ; and
many dreadful incidents bear witness to their success.
A very horrible one is narrated by Mr. Lloyd. A
woman accompanied by three of her children was one
day travelling in this mode, when she discovered that
she was pursued by these gaunt foes in full pack. She
immediately put the horse into a gallop, and drove
towards her home, from which she was not far distant,
with all possible speed. All, however, would not
avail, for the ferocious animals gained upon her, and at
last were on the point of rushing on the sledge. For
the preservation of her own life and that of the
-remaining children, the poor frantic creature now took
one of the babes and cast it a prey to her bloodthirsty
pursuers. This stopped their career for a moment
but, after devouring the little innocent, they renewed
their pursuit, and a second time came up with the
vehicle. The mother, driven to desperation, resorted
to the same horrible expedient, and threw her
ferocious assailants another of her offspring. To cut
short this melancholy story, her third child
was saennced in a similar manner. Soon after
this the wretched being, whose feelings may
more easily be conceived than described, reached herhome in safety. Mr. Atkinson has sketched, with hisusual graphic vigour, the situation of himself and his

Ma^L ^UCH When a"""""*"! ^ wolves in
Mongolia. They were encamped for the night on the

ZnVl?^
°n
v
the

J*?
8 °f a llttle lake, when suddenly the howling of the terrible wolves was heard ata distance. The men quickly collected the horses andprepared to receive 'the assailants. The fire* was

^rlTf b1^ Wa
?
th0Ueht be* fc t0 ^ow them o

™w' ^lthen
u
bJ a Ji«le fresh fuel obtain lightenough for a fair shot It was not long before theS of their many feet was heard as they galloped

The In H
Parfc7

' "rfPNaently * savage howl arose,

blew ^ ^W^T d* bushes on th! embers, and

aWnrf
P/ ^hfc^ Which *»* its red glare far

IZf fl

d
',

diacl08ing the pack with ears and tails erect,

wLi g e/e
.

8
*

Afc a Bi«n»1
'
five ^8 and a double-w ii

P
°u

re
^.
m a VoUey wifch deadlJ effect, as the

borrible howling revealed. Snarling and shrieking,

wn M W 0ff| bufc the Kalmucks declared they
wouia return. Soon the terror of the horses announed
tue re-approach of the marauders, -and they could be
neara stealing round between the encampment and the
late, dividing into two packs, so as to approach on
opposite sides. Presently the glare of their eyeballs
Was seen, and their grizzly forms pushing one
another on. Again the bullets sped, and the shriek-
ng packs again retreated, but only to keep watch at

4—Clear and frosty; slight fog; overcast; warmer at night than

during the day.
5— Fojffry ; dark hazy ; rery clear at nisflit, wt*h sharp frost.

6—Char and frosty ; Tery clear; sharp frost.

7—Frosty; cloudy; overcast; severe frost.

clear, quite cloudless; bright sunshine; intense frost

at night.
9—Intense frost ; clear; bright sun; rather fogpy; severe trost.

10—Severe frost; foggy; dense dark fog r xe\ ere frost.

Mean temperature of the week, 13 deg, below the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 33 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Jan. 19, 1861.

__

"Prevailing Winds.
"~

January.

Sunday 13.. 42.H
Mon. J 4 - 42.2

Tues. 15.. 41.7
Wed. 16.J 42.1
Thurs. i;... 434
Friday 18., 424
Satur. 19.. 43.1

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

16
16

12
19
12
15

15

Greatest
Quantity
of

the above period occurred on the 19th.
The hi<hest temperature during the above period occurrea on »« •

1825-thma. 60 deg.; and the lowest on the 19th, 1838-tberm 4* deg.

below zero.

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Forcing-pits should now be in

full activity to furnish plants in bloom, which at this
j

severely. In the case of large'branches behi» cuToff
season are more or less in demand in most places, the surface of the wound should be neatly trimmed off
Care should be taken before they are removed to sitting

j
w ith a sharp chisel and covered with a coat of paint

rooms to gradually harden them for a day or two,' x - Jl —
*

-*•--- -*»-•' - — F
-

'

either by placing them in the conservatory or inter-

mediate house. In addition to keeping the conser-

vatory gay with blooming plants, let the arrangement
of the house be occasionally changed, by grouping
the plants somewhat differently, and adding a few
striking ones for effect. Pay attention to plants in-

tended for successive blooming. Hyacinths should be
protected by a frame; as they begin to grow remove
the plunging material down to the surfa< e of the pots
to prevent them rooting upwards. Mignonette will

require attention to keep it from damping. As
with the exception of forced plants most other things
are now in an inactive state, the temperature of plant
houses should fall to its minimum point consistent with
the safety of their various inmates ; as has often been
insisted on, nothing can well be worse for the develop-
ment of a healthy vigorous habit in plants than subject-
ing them to a high temperature at the present severe
dull season. Where Achimene3 are required to bloom
early a few pots may now be started for that purpose.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Eaelt Vineey.—In some places new Grapes are

now lipe and will therefore require extra attention
during the present frosty weather to keep them in good
condition. In later houses such shoots as have more
than one bunch should have them reduced to that
number, selecting the one likeliest to form the hand-
somest cluster. Tying in the young wood should be
managed carefully, bringing the shoots to their proper
position by degrees, to avoid the danger of their
breaking. After the buds are started a few inches
the syringe may be gradually withheld; as too
much humidity at this season will sometimes retard
both the foliage and bunches, and a sufficient
degree of moisture can easily be kept by sprinkling the
floors and heating apparatus. Gradually advance the
night temperature to 60° and then to 65° by the time
the flowers are ready to open, keeping the thermometer
from 10° to 15° higher by day according to the amount
of light you can command. Where outside borders are
not properly warmed by hot water, keep up the heat by
additions of fermenting material, bearing in mind the
injurious effects any sudden check to the roots now in
action will produce on the coming crop. Bring succes-
sion Vineries into work as wanted. Late Vineries in
which Grapes are still hanging will require fires daily to
keep the house and fruit dry ; remove decayed berries
and dead leaves, and well protect the roots from frost.
Peach Houses.—Peaches and Nectarines which have

been forced for several years oftentimes produce a
large excess of fruit-buds, and this more especially on
weakly trees ; a natural consequence of allowing these
to^ remain are weak flowers and inferior fruit and wood.
When, therefore, such is the case the trees will be
greatly benefited by well tinning the bloom-buds, leav-
ing the largestandthose most favourably placed; ofcourse
a considerable number will be still left to allow for
casualties. Syringe twice or oftener daily till the
bloom is ready to expand, when it must be discontinued.
The night temperature may advance to 45°, with an
increase by day accompanied with a proportionate
admission of air.

Pinery.—Pines are often deficient in flavour at this
season ; this is improved by exposing the ripening fruit
to all the light you can command, and giving but little
water. A good supply of air is likewise esseutial at all
tunes for high flavoured fruit, but it must be {riven
with caution during the present severe weather
Continue an increase of heat to Pines now wanted to
start, employing it principally by day. Attend tolinings for plants grown in dung pits and keen thoatmosphere in which they grow dry

P

Strawberries in bottom heat for forcing will

.TO.^SV* PTnt
^rawinS - those e

g
arC

RlmnM 'lJ 7 8h°W the truss of flow** they

*S£LZX^ shelves in
;
the Vi-- «5

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Except in the most favoured localities little can be

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: Alpfia. We are unacquainted with the book. ioo

should inquire of the booksellers themselves.
Cinchonas : Spectator. We do not as yet know what Mr. war*.

ham has done ; but we hold to our opinion that the *now

affair will prove a miserable failure. The last Ceylon wja

papers but one were full of expectation of his arrival; out

last is silent, although the mail from Bombay was
.
m

"

ara a
e

Insects : H h. The minute insects found on the feat
^
e"

your recently dead canary bird are the Uer™aD
/,

Avium of Milne-Edwards and Audouin (Gallen and we ue »

and Koch, BuppL Panzer, 137, 14). They are £»«?£
found about the wood of the cage. The Dermalescbus tr

gillarum is another kind of bird mite, but belonging w

different genus.—A T. The material sent from the two^
hives was so smashed as not to be recognisable. * ou

state in what part of the hive it was found. , . -^

.

Frost: / W. It is impossible to tell without actual u
_

because the temperature is affected by springs wnic°

seated raise the temperature to that of their own
.
w""^

luni.

Frost Rktujins : We regret to sec that several jomui

cations have come in so late that they cannot po*»

be introduced into this week's column. j

Glazing : W P. We have ordered the plan to be engrajeu.

Ick House : A New Beginner. The ice is lost because tne u

admits air. It requires to be fitted with an w drain rrum

^

lowest part ; you will then save your ice and get ria
.,,

air. The house seems to be otherwiso as good as possi" _
*r»T/\«ir«*T nDJ i.-i»..mift» fl . t» c j> Th« t.}\eruioniciCiMeteorological Ob-wrvatioks: T S P. The thennoniei

Chiswick are set at 10 a.m. Both maximum and mm ^
are set at the same time. If such a case occurs as a *

thaw accompanied by a great sudden rise of temper

the instrument is again set before sunrise.
e fts

Moss : J E a. Moss or Lichen grows on fruit trees becau
i

^

soil is waterlogged and the trees stunted. Drain
' meter5

Drain, and give your bushes some manure. Therm
. ure

are made on purpose for registering ground tempe** ^
so that the scale is above ground and the bulb at tn^Lered
distance underground. Maximum temperature is reg

in shade over Grass. Taro&h
Names of Plants: TEC. Hiemanthus alblflos

> veronic*
Skimmia japonica.— Truro, A mere variety ot * e

decussata, with leaves narrower than usual. . prCi-
The Education of Gardeners.—We are still obliged ay i

q{

sure of other matter to defer the further consideraw

this subject. In the meanwhile we think it right, w
d0

some "young gardeners" that we can have nothing ^^
with the quarrels between them and their employers, ^y
premiums, we may possibly notice them hei*e;ltfcer

iJ,1duleii
t

are they paid since they are so useless and even irau

as they are represented to be. ou not
Wheelbarrows: J P. We do not know. Wny.c*nyf ^
write to them? If aUve they will answer ;

if aff/l J
letter will be returned through the Post Office.—"-gt
will address C. A. Williams, Post Office, Windsor, he nw &

the information he requires as to wheelbarrows.

I
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MASURE8

mar obtain every neoeaaary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J.C. Nesbjt, F.G.S..

Ac., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kenaington, London, 8. Analyses of Soil 8, Guanos, Superphos-
phate* of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and AssayB of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Geutlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

npiiE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
JL (Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, asd BONE MANURE for
PASTURBS.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE FOB CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
HONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
pom Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs A. Gibbs A Sons). NITRATE OF
->ODA, SULPUATBof AM M< 'MA, and every Manure of value.

11*5, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. IVr-nkk, Secretary.

A W E 8*8 MANURES.
LAWES'8 TURNIP MANURB £6 6

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..6 6
,, MINI RAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. 5 o

„ BABLET, GRA8S. and MANGEL MANURES 8
Wheat Manure : Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and

cheapest ai Uncial manuie that can be used for Wheat at
autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
"Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, B.C., and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

rRNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.

Of those Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac., may be had on application to JJurnard, Lack,
A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LOOK to tour GRASS LANDS and DOUBLE
«/w«?-

OUR CRoPS h7 dressing them with PULVERIZED
JiONLS to be had only ofJ A RED TERRET F HUNT, Lambeth
« '

Lamb€th
» 8 -. and" Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt

sufficient for an acre, and the present the time for dressing.
Prepared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees. Half inch
•oonse, bone dust superphosphate of lime, gypsum, guano, and
all other artiSciala of guaranteed quality.

A FEW kespkctable DISTRICT AGENTS
.
WANTED for a MANURE which is highly recommended

•and sold carnage free. Liberal terms given. Address, with
•occupation and references, B. C, No. 10, Pall Mull East.
London, S.W. '

THORLEY'S CONDIMENT, One Ton, costing 301.,
is equal in value to 60/. spent in LINSEED CAKES. iSee

unbiassed reports in a Pamphlet which is sent post free.—
Address Thorley's Condiment Mills, Caledonian Road, King's
Cross, London, N.

ECONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE & CATTLE TEEOTNC.

ER. and F. Turner, Ipswich, submit the prices of
• their celebrated CRUSHING MILLS for Oats, Linseed,

Barley, Malt, &c. They save 25 per cent, of Oats in feeding
horses

;
crush Corn for Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as effica-

cious as if ground to meal ; reduce Linseed to fine meal with
uo loss of its oil, and bruise Malt perfectly. £ $. d.

6

No.llMilI(recommendedal8ofor bruising corn for fowls) 3 15
No. 6 Mill for hand, £4 15, or with Bean Mill (No. 6 B) 5 15
£° • » „ 6 10 „ (No.7B) 8 8No.- „ „ or power 8 „ (No. 2 B) 10 10No 1 for power ..12 „ (No. IB) 15
•No. 8 „ for steam pow. 18 18 „ (No.8B)24
Delivery free to all Railway Stations in England, and to the

principal ports of Scotland and Ireland.
A
li

b
? £;

A-8E Canterbury Show, I860. E. R. & F. T. were
awarded the prize of 61 for the best Crushing Mill for Power :

the prize of 2t for their Crushing Mill for Hand.
Illustrated PRICE CATALOGUES sent free on application.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-1- Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, <fcc.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated bva rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

«*. »rm Roads. Tramways and Railroads for agricultural orarming purposes.
%. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

* «?w°^V0f Farm Ho,woa
» Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act ofParliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and cUnrelne same with the expenses on the lands improved.

«r^°.5r m
11?Uon °

i^ is r*V»fa**» and the Company beingor a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plansana execution of the Works, which are controlled only by theiiovernment Enclosure Commissioners.

trt

F
?E

fui2*er "^r^ii00 * and for forms of application, apply

O p1Wy^!,LL,AM N
Q
A2KR

' Managing Director,
", VU Palace Yard. Westernnst or. S w

LAND DRAINAGE.
\TrOKKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent an-

>V EXKCl'TBD by the GKXERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made bv the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

' with a comroibM>n thereon, may bo charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

RAINAGE OUTFALLS.—The Right of Outfall

through the Lands of adjoining Proprietors having been

advocated at a recent public meeting of Landed Proprietors

aud subsequently b7 correspondents and in a leading article

in the Times, from which it may be assumed that no sueh

power exists, the public are informed that such right in urante I

and exeroi i under the powers of "TUB LANDOWNERS
WEST « ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES LAND
DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY'S ACT, 1848."

Drainage and all kinds ot Agricultural Improvement are also

authorised by the Act, aud the whole cost can be charged on

the Lands. Bidwill & Brodik, Secretaries.

Offices, Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street, London. W.

/COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
\J and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kenuington Lane, Keunington. London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite toprepare youth for thepursuitsof Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on applic ation to the Principal.
(

rTUUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to bo addressed to

Professor Bpckman. Dollar Ward. Cirencester.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY Of
ENGLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, 1861.
8TOCK and IMPLEMENT PRIZE SHEETS are now ready,

and will be forwarded on application to

H. Hall Dark, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

Eiit agricultural <Ba$ette.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 12, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

Tr„ niv j»„ ^(KinKscote Farmers' Club (Wheat
ILBSDAY, Jan. —j Culture).
Thursday, — 2l-Staindrop Farmers' Club.

The " Royal Agricultural Society of England u

was becoming a real agricultural grievance ; but
there are happy indications that the new year will

see it safely over manifold troubles and inaugurate
the better management which can secure the con-

fidence of a somewhat disappointed constituency.

We hail the straight-forward publication of the

names of individuals forming the standing com-
mittees for the year ; so that if complaints should

arise, the public will now know whom to blame.

And while we have thus obtained responsible com-
mittees of management in every department of the

Society's business, there are hopeful si«?ns that the

implement committee itself (the horror of the

nervous manufacturers who fled from participation

in the Canterbury Show) is reconsidering its course
and preparing to amend its ways, for it has agreed
(in one important class of machines) to the very
sensible and long-urged plan of trying implements
at a fitting season, and laying out the wonted
prize money in the more valuable object of an
adequately long test of performance. As a revi-
sion of the bye-laws and regulations has also been
decided upon, perhaps we may soon have to thank
the Council for a full publicity of proceedings
which alone can give the periodical meetings that
useful and standard character which they ought to

hold in the eyes of all British and foreign agricul-
turists. And other changes with respect to the
press at the Country Meetings may also prove a
boon to the public.

The question of maintaining and still more of
extending the prestige of our Society is certainly
of the last importance. We English farmers add
to the national wealth a yearly sum equal to that
raised by all the factories, mines, fisheries, and
colonial and shipping interests ; and while the
multiplication of field and farm-yard machinery,
with the increasing trade in manures and cattle

foo Is prove our progressive spirit, the development
of perfeotion in breeds and products, and a steady
advance in all our rural economy, show that we
are able to expand our art and the science which
explains it. But we require an organisation
capable of directing our common labours, and

! of educing and embodying the principles we bring
to light. Now the Royal Agricultural Society,
ever since its foundation in 1838 for these very
objects, has been the instrument of great good;
and were it expansive and spirited enough, the
pirited tenantry as well as the landowners of

England would exalt and uphold it as the nucleus

and fountain-head of all our agricultural improve-

ment, and leader of the husbandry of the world.

And nothing can be more damaging to its career

as director and leader of an otherwise unorgauised

body of industrial cultivators, breeders, and
mechanists than a refusal to expand with the

growing necessities of the age, or the pursuance of

any course not approved by the practical members
on whose subscriptions it so largely relies both for

existence and the means of being useful.

The Royal Charter of incorporation is sufficiently

comprehensive in defining the objects of the

Society—embracing a wider field than the present

implement exhibitions, shows of live stock,

.Journal contributions, prize essays, members'
privileges of chemical and veterinary assist-

ance, and the employment of professors in lec-

turing and scientific investigations. The charter

provides for correspondence with home and foreign

societies, the embodiment of published agricultural

literature, the engagement of praotical men in

experiments, the encouragement of inventors of

tillage machinery, the collection of information on
rural improvement, the institution of measures for

extending agricultural education. Hence the

Society might draw up a mass of statistics on cul-

tivation and cropping, as a substitute for the

returns which Government has not yet obtained ;

it might report the condition and requirements of

our river systems and drainage, as a basis for sati&«

factory legislation; it might bear the charges

which have fallen so ruinously upon the inventois

of our national steam ploughs ; it might test new
methods of culture and manuring, thus benefiticg

an incredulous and also gullible public. There
are but a few of the works the Society might
legitimately engage in, with all the power conferred

by its high position ; and from the valuable dis-

cussions of the Farmers' Club (that second

luminary above the husbandman's horizon), we see

what could be made also of the Society's more
authoritative meetings for instruction, were its

members really appealed to by the offer of publi-

city for their communications and speeches, and
the press allowed to interest the publio in these

occasions. mm
But unfortunately, the Society has not given

satisfaction even in those labours to which it con-
fines itself. The great body of agriculturists,

uncharmed by its exclusive attitude and routine

behaviour, have held aloof from membership;
though from the growth and prospects of our
numerous provincial associations, it is clear that

the farmers are prepared to flock to its aid did it

sufficiently possess their esteem and confidence.

The greatest number of members was in the year
1813, five years from the Society's birth, when
7000 names were on the list ; thenceforward the

numbers declined until 18.35, when there were
only 4882 members; and a fluctuating rate of
increase since then has given only 4942 members
at the present time, less than three-fourths of
the number which the Society had 17 years
ago ! And the names and addresses of the
members have not been published for 11 years;
which looks more like disgrace than progress.

True the Society has funded 12,000/. in the New
3 per Cents. ; nevertheless its country meeting
receipts have of late formed a decreasing aerie*.—

namely, 6187/. at Chester, 5429/. at Warwick,
and only 26^9/. at Canterbury. And if this order
of things runs on for a few more years the funds of
the Society will be evidently "in the wrong box."
Success depands on the financial prosperity of the
Annual Show. Let us hope then that with symp-
toms of better management at head-quarters, the
confidence of implement makers will return, and
that a grand gathering at the populous centre of
Leeds will set our great agricultural institution on
its legs again.

No proverb is truer than that which accords to

pride a frequent fall. The history of human
progress tells of nviny such falls ; especially in
late advances upoa the untrodden domains of
social science. Where ail is of course experimental
the march forward has not unffequently been suc-
ceeded by retreat. Considering the untried regions
to be explored, and the desperate state of contusion
out of which we strive to raise ourselves, some
mistakes must be expected ; indeed it may be the
case that we learn more from our failures than
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from our successes. There has been one signal

mistake, however, for which it is hard to find

either an excuse or a reason.

"We allude to that false sentiment which builds

churches, erects schoolhouses, and provides a

national system of education at vast expense, and

yet leaves the dwellings of the labourers

as they were. No exception is taken to church

building or chapel building, in so far as it repre-

raiserable arrangements, which, as we have

before, place decency, cleanliness, and comfort, at

defiance.

This is not a matter that will yield to the

influence of soup tickets, or of charitable relief in

the shape of coals and blankets. Neither cau it

be done by means of legislative interference. Like

all our English reforms, if done at all it must be

done by those who are concerned to do it. As

a rural question it lies exclusively between the

said | executed.

1861.

sents healthy and genuine efforts to evangelise. «. *«*«... ^uvUW»u *w *.*,« ~ j

If there be one trait amongst our Australian landlord and the tenant, and so far as they are

colonists more hopeful than another it is seen in concerned it assuredly need not go a begging upon

the fact that the provision of a site for a church pre- its benevolent merits.

cedes, in the settlement of a new town, the building

of any private residence. But church extension

in England seems to have been accompanied with
by far too slight a regard for the domestic comfort

_ of the working classes. It is good to teach
religion and morality, but no good Christians recog-

nise religion or morality as a matter of sentiment,
or a mere bundle of abstract truths. Their value
consists in their practical adaptability to our
everyday concerns, and they receive their seal of
confirmation from the manner in which they are

So far as the landlord is concerned all buildings

adapted to the extent and character of the farm

upon which they are erected, yield a good return

and permanently improve property. Tenants

are ready enough to pay 5 per cent, upon such

outlay—nay, we have known some to whom a lease

of 21 years has been granted who, impressed with
the importance of suitable accommodation for man
and beast, have expended their own money in

bricks and mortar to a very large extent, in cases

where the landlords were either unwilling or
illustrated.in our homes. True, but what sort of unable to accede to their wishes. It has been said
illustration can they receive in a mud- built tene-
ment, where there are but two chambers for a
family of four children, boys and girls, and two
parents? The preacher may urge " contentment
with the lot wherein it hath pleased God to place
them "—(Should he not change the term and say
resignation ?)—but with what hope can he enforce
those virtues which compose a good and pure life,

that it is quite as important to have the staff of

labourers upon the farm, as to have the stock of

horses ; and if it be found profitable to erect stables

and cowhouses and bullock sheds, with every
possible attention to the health of the animals which
shall tenant them, how much more profitable must
it be to erect cottages wherein the children
can grow up without necessity of moral taint,

when he sees that they could not possibly grow where the mother can teach the precepts of order
in the atmosphere of not only that hovel, but the and cleanliness to her young ones by practising
10J other cottages the village consists of. It them herself, and where the
sounds like a mockery of their misfortune to cry rience the bright reception at
from the pulpitto the inmates of these squalid dwell- and all enjoy the sentiment—
ings, M Train up thy child in the way he should go, like home !

"

aiid when he is old he will not depart from it." Considerable hindrance has been thrown in the
rowded together in unseemly closeness, what way of this question by the extravagant manner
aming can there be for the boy or girl during in which many cottage builders have set about

the other days of the week but one of vice, from • their work of improvement. There has been

father may expe-
the evening hour,
u There's no place

which ten to one all the pulpit exhortations,
Sunday school teaching or secular education in the
world shall be unable to make him depart.

Useless would prove all efforts to untwist the tor-
tuous branches of a stunted Elm. It has grown

too much yielding to simple matters of fancy.
Thatched roofs, quaint gables, Tudor chimneys,
and tasteful porches, may be well in their way

;

but a too exclusive seeking for pretty effects has
often resulted in a picturesque exterior, an inte-

thus permanently in accommodation to evil infiu- rior ill adapted to secure the comforts of a family,
ences from without. Physically and mentally the and a sum total which often obliges the owner to
labourer also will grow stunted and deformed
where from birth the influences which sui round
him are unkindly, and Society takes no notice of
the fact until the sight becomes repulsive or incon-
venient

; when a place on the treadmill, a solitary
cell, or a bed in perpetuity at some reformatory,
will be provided ; where under the chaplain and
the schoolmaster it is fruitlessly hoped that the
crooked tree may be made straight. The country
has been lately thrilled by publications about cot-

vP\ accommodation in the Union of Faringdon.
rhat district is not, we lament to say, unique.
Well-built decent cottages, with three bedrooms,
are everywhere the exception, and ill-built hovels,
with drafty casements, pervious roofs, rheumatic
floors, and want of rooms, allowing neither for
decency nor comfort, are assuredly the rule. And
this state of things exists, of all countries, in
England, where we pride ourselves on the home
influences, on the beauty of the family system

debit himself with half the rent. The idea has
hence arisen that cottage building must always
involve a loss. "Where our rural architects follow
the guidance of those who are responsible for
our great public buildings, internal conve-
nience will generally be sacrificed to exte-
rior effect ; but if our land owners or our
tenant-farmers really take the matter into their
own hands and set before them for solution this
question—What is the utmost convenienca that
can be provided for a family of eight persons
within the space of four walls, for the expense of
whose erection the rent of Is. 6d. or 2s. per week
shall prove a fair return ?—-the exterior will be
subservient to the wants of the family and the
difficulties of prime cost will be overcome.

We direct attention to a disgraceful illustra-
lon, reported in another column, of the way in
which formal law and substantial injustice are

would it be if all cottage proprietor coufd nZtlt ^
om

.

etlmes deal* out toSetl}er at Petty Sessions

and deformity.
It has been

than education:

convict the prisoner of a

step which should Iven precede the Cld „, «f ! K^ * & ^ Ty PUrPose of his P^cution.
schools, namelv the U^!» ..

tal d
.\
n* of * or was

.
,t to ha™ heea expected that the presid-whools, namely the building of cottagesMembers of the higher and middle classes^areaccustomed to reyere the sanctity of the home

vSe'„?# T If*
t0^ ™th P»de ofSe

Kns the da
.

nShte?.and the manly worth ofthe sons If they wish to reveal to a strangerthe secret of England's strength, they take1mhome and show to him the bond of We whichknits brother to sister, and unites them III under

£sd°n P
H
r<fi

1 hea
i>

flt tyPe 0f that mnnirijal
mstitution which keeps bright our citizen honour,

ZL?hTl*f +£
W

°Ur natonal ^^ation
so,™1'«,

f
J
hen \e are V**k t0 P""*™ the

™Swf i

"length and hope of the upper andmiddle classes shall we be blind to the tot which
is wpping the foundations of our spleadid edifice P

tUl.
6 U

f.
that the cultivation of the domestic

Virtues exalt* * ««*;„« ii.. . ,

pec ted that the presid
ing magistrate—a clergyman—while dealing out
the law with such severity to the victim of a con-
spiracy, should have seemed to sanction by his
silence the infamous conduct of his accusers.
The servants of the great landowner of the

neighbourhood had been guilty of an offence of
infinitely deeper dye than any which they could
prove against their prisoner, and one would have
supposed that no gentleman—certainly no clergy-
man—upon the bench, however he may have felt
constrained to a strict administration of the law
could have restrained his indignant condemnation
of the men who now demanded its penalties upon
their victim. r

x, w**, iiowever, ieic to Mr. William Boodle,
a byestander in the Court, to give expression to theoutraged

l
feeling, of an Englishman. « He had

true: and wW w^TJ — ——--«- «~ »««,
j

hoped that the system pursued by Jonathan
and ths^^^i^--^i{^j!asKSaB^Kworthy was

Lord Bathurst will undoubtedly bP ft ,
to denounce and punish the misconduct !&gamekeepers

:
the "

prisoner ~wilf^3T °f ^
released by the Secretary of 'state

Pe
' k

as the affair is fully reported to hb-
8

?Commissioners of Inland Revenue will i*
enforce the penalties of the broken Gamew2the informer who, on his own confession ha
out shooting hares and pheasants without'a S 8^
And justice being thus done in these maS
points, will be completely satisfied by the2
condemnation which will be everywhere prono 2
upon the conduct of this affair by the Eey Hnr
Ceipps and the Cirenoester magistrates. '

Mr. Henry Ransford, of Bromnton
\\

attention in the Journal of the Society of Artl*
an expedient for hindering the incrustation of steaa
boilers—a subject of increasing agricultural im-
portance.

^
Frequent fatal accidents—one reported

in Yorkshire during the past week—force every,

body, for every one uses steam power now and

then in agriculture, to seek immunity from tie

risks attending foul and ill managed boilers—ax
Mr. Rinsford's experience will therefore be read

with interest. He says :—
"All the world knows that the incrustation in steam-

boilers is deposited from the water, and that, in tubofc

boilers, it is very difficult to get rid of; but few m
aware that blowing out ' a boiler, to get rid of the

sediment on the bottom, hardens the sediment that

adheres to the tubes, converting it into a calcareous

shell, requiring a smart blow of a hammer to disto^

it. Will you oblige me by giving to the world, thrctii

your columns, a very simple and efficacious remedy?
" I tried the experiment on a 30-horse tubular boiler.

In addition to the blow-off cock at the bottom another

was fitted over the fire pan, at the usual level of the

water, and to the end of it, inside the boiler, w
screwed on a funnel of sheet-iron, partly flattened,*

that on the cock being opened, anything floating witha

8 or 10 inches on each side was drawn through,

"The engine-driver had directions to open the l<wt

cock once a day, and the upper one when he saw tii

water in the glass gauge was thick, and keep themopet*

until the water ran clear, but never to blow out t*

boiler, as formerly. Three or four gallons from *
lower, and half that quantity from the upper cock

sufficient to carry off all thick and dirty water.

"At the end ofthree months, first allowing the writ

to get nearly cold, the boiler was emptied ; a sfcn

water was then introduced by the man- hole, and*

tubes thoroughly washed. On examination the nn«

half of the tubes was as clean as the daythOT««

made, the upper half discoloured but no scale, andw
sides of the boiler in a similar state; on the bottomiw*

about half a bushel of thin scale, broken up mtosm

pieces, that apparently had fallen or been wa^edm
the tubes; thus, after three months' work, there f*

nothing to do but to get up steam again.

" The secret consists in never blowing out theW
when hot, the usual custom, as the result wp"5
of the tubes and sides instantaneously converts W~
deposit into a hard calcareous substance, wa^
time the boiler is blown out an additional strat^

added. If the man-hole is taken off on the »w"J
afternoon, and the flues opened, the

*'f
er '^

enough to run off by Monday morning, so tuat no
^

is lost, and I have no doubt the hot water mip»

allowed to run off on the Saturday provided an eq

large stream of cold water was allowed to run in

same time, until the boiler and tubes were coLu.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER-

No. I. South Nobthumberlani).—The »tte^
the public has of late been more than usually

to the condition of the agricultural labourer, w^
land the discussion has been almost exclusively£^
to the " bothy system," while in the south otW
the "village system/' as it may be called, ana iw

crowded cottages has occupied public attention; ^
the method of providing farm labourers pursuea ^
north of England and south east of Scotland, ana

we would call the " family system/' little ^tteIlt^
been directed, chiefly, let us hope, because the as

tural labourers under this system are in a Di°r *

perous condition than under the other two. . -^|
The manner of accommodating the ag^i ^

labourer in this kingdom may be classed linaer^
general heads, viz., 1st, the bothy system, undcL

h0 .

the farm is chiefly wrought by unmarried men,
,

lodged in a room attached to the steading n<f^
halt yearly wage in money, and an allowance ot ^
and milk ; and a modification and improvement ^
where the farm is wrought by unmarried men, ^j-

stead of being lodged in the bothy are boara*^
lodged in the farm house. 2nd. What we haV^^
the "village system/* where the labourers are cr^
into villages, and have to walk one, two, auv* ^
miles or more to their work. Neither of these *,
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do we mean at prMeiit to discuss; but simply to

describe as briefly as we can tbe 3rd, which we have

called the w family system," and in doing so we shall

take it as found in South Northumberland.

Tbe carrying out in its integrity of this method of

supplying labourers for tbe farm, implies that on each

tann there are as many cottages as will accommodate

tbe workmen required to work it through the year,

harvest time excepted, when extra hands are of course

required, and are supplied from the nearest village, or

by Irish, who are for the time generally accommodated
in some part of the steading. Some 20 or 25 years ago
the cottages in Northumberland were perhaps as

wretched as any in tbe kingdom, but much has been

done since that date in repairing, enlarging, and renew-

ing the farm cottages ; though much, we regret to say,

yet remains to be done, and on several farms there may
yet be seen the accommodation which was at one time
almost univetsalk thought sufficient for a farm labourer,

being little more than a shed some 20 feet long by
15 feet wide, with an open fire-place at one end, an
ill-titting door, and small window in the side. This
state of matters is now, we are glad to say, tin xcep-

tion, not the rule; and for the change the county is

largely indebted to the late Dr. Gilly, of Norham, who
some 20 years ago, both by voice and pen denounced
the then state of matters. In most of the new
cottages sufficient accommodation is given to admit of

the separation of sexes.

The building of cottages lias not quite kept pace with
the increased demand for labour which improved farm-
ing has made, and to meet this want farmers who have
not sufficient cottage commodation are obliged to

hire an unmarried man, or it may be two, as the case

may be. These young men are lodged and boarded in

tbe farmer's kitchen, and generally receive a large wage;
from 2 il. to 281. per annum, with board and lodging,
being no uncommon wage for a young active man,
thoroughly up to his work.

The cott. s are occupied by the married plough-
men and their families, all of whom are iu general
employed upon the farm. They are hired for a year at
a weekly money wage, and a small addition in kind in
the south of the county, while in the north they are
paid almost wholly in kind. In the south, with which
we have at present to do, the wage of a ploughman or
bedger varies from 13*. to 16*. per week in money
with from 4 to 8 bushels of Wheat (sometimes a portion
of Barley is substituted for Wheat), and from 60 to
100 stones of Potatoes, their cottage ami garden free,
and their coals carted. The wages of a foreman or
steward being from 4*. to 5*. per week more, and of
shepherds from 3*. to 4s.; the latter generally
having a few sheep kept with the fanner's as part of
his wage. This is an " upstanding • wage, which they
redeive wet weather and dry, and whether sick or well.
They :< generally (except the foreman) obliged to
find a woman worker, or a stout lad instead, at a Wage
of Is. per day from Mayday to Martinmas, and lOd.
per day from Martinmas to Mayday, with 6d. per day
additional while at harvest work. This provision may
at first sight appear a hardship, but practically it is in
9 cases in 10 members of the ploughman's own e^miiy
who do the work, their wage going to increase the
family earnings, and in the case of those who
have no family, they generally find some of their
neighbours who are quite ready, for a small
gratuity, to supply them with a worker. The
general arrangement is, that the ploughman engag-
ing the services of a neighbour's son or daughter
pays them 2.7. per day for each day they are working,
amounting for the year to from 40*. to 45*. To this
extent, and to this only, the binding the ploughman to
supply a worker is a disadvantage to the man without
one in his own family. There is no advantage in the
matter of wage to the farmer, who can, when near a
town or village, hire workers at the same wage as he
pays those on the farm ; but when not so situated he
will, for the convenience of having workers on the farm
give a higher wage, other tilings being equal, to the
man who provides him with a worker. Were the
custom, which is not universal, but very general,
abolished, the practical result would be that the farmer
would look out for men with families to the neglect of
those who have none.
We have called this method of supplying labourers

to the farm the "family system," because under
it the family ties are neither broken up by the
young men being sent to the bothy, without any or at best
with very insufficient supervision, nor are they invaded
as in the "village system," by the crowding of two ormore families into one cottage-often into one room.
tnder this system tbe ploughman is master and head
in his own house as fully as the farmer is in his. He
has his children under his own training, finding plenty
of work for them on the farm, until the sons grow up
to take a pair of horses along with him, forming whatu locally known as a "double binding," or till they
marry and set up house for themselves. The girls in
like manner continue under their mother's training till
old enough to go out to service, or till they marry!
* e do uot uphold this system as perfect, but as a

great advance on tbe other two. Judged by its fruits
it is greatly in advance. In the counties where this
system prevails we find workmen as intelligent, in-
dustnous, and independent, as the skilled work-men of our towns. Apply the test ofpauperism, and we
«iave tbe same satisfactory result. In some of the

towns of Northumberland the poor-rates are very heavy,

while in the landward part of the county they are very

light. Take tbe test of long service, and here, too, it

i
has the advantage. Where the family system prevails

there is no need of offering prizes for long service.

i

YYheu a man is set down with a comfortable house and

I

garden, the inducement is for him to remain, not to

move. No doubt there are in Northumberland, as else-

where, masters who seem to like to have new laces

about them every term day, and servants who are

unable to settle more than a year iu one place ; but

these are the exceptions. Try them by the test of intel-

ligence, industry, and care of the animals committed to

their charge, and here, too, the Northumbrian will

compare favourably with his compeers under either of

the other systems. In the matter of education there

I is room for improvement in all. The Northumbrian
: has the means of sending his children to school, but

I
tbe demand for workers induces him to bring them
from it at the very time they would receive most

benefit by being there, while the south country plough-

man is not able out of his small wago to educate his

children as he ought.
There is, however, much yet to be done even in

Northumberland, t the agricultural labourers are in

the position they ought to have. Much is to be done by
landlords in building good cottages, and by farmers iu

not grudging the extra rent good cottages imply, and

by both in taking a more lively interest in the

welfare of the labourers ; and by the labourers them-

selves in striving to increase their own knowledge and
j itelligence, and in showing by the interest they take
in their employer's work that they have the advance-

ment of his welfare at heart. Let them also labour

hard to give their children a thoroughly good education,

for they may rest assured that intelligence and educa-

tion are becoming more and more valuable in the labour

market. The more that machinery is introduced into

our fields, the greater will be the demand for steady

well-educated workmen. A. G.

since that worthy was executed. But he was sorry to
tind it was not so, but that the iniquitous system still

found favour on the estates of Lord ltathurst, and with
the magistrates of Cirencester.

Mr. Boodle then asked the witness if he bad a licence,

and he said " No." The witness admitted having shot

a hare, and being present when the prisoner shot the

pheasant and the rabbit, and for each of these acts,

not having a licence, he was liable to a penalty of 20c.

He would himself turn common informer to enforce

these penalties if nobody else would.

Mr. hoodie then formally applied for an information

against the witness.

The witness refused to give his address, but admitted

that he had been brought up from a distant part of the

country for the express purpose of catching men as be

had caught the prisoner.

An officer of Inland Revenue who happened to be

present backed Mr. Boodle's application, and said he

should certainly brim? the matter under the notice of

the commissioners.

Alter what had passed the magistrates refused to

convict in the second case, and so great was the excite-

ment against the witness by the parties in court, that

he had to be taken under the protection of the police,

and let out through a side door.

Mr. Boodle said he had never witnessed such dis-

graceful proceedings in his whole life ; and be pledged

himself to bring the case under the notice of the

Secretary of State, with a view to obtain the prisoner's

liberation. Abridgedfrom the Cheltenham Guardian.

GAME LAW PROSECUTION.
Cirencester Petty Sessions, on Monday last.

FE UTILITY AND FARM-YARD DUNG.
Clearly the natural fertility of soils may be

enhanced in three ways—1st, by tillage; 2d, by tbe

contribution, through the medium of a certain class of

manures, of substances identical in chemical compo-
sition with the indigenous nutriments of the soil; and
3dly, by means of the stimulation produced by another

set of manures whose substantive office is not in them-

selves to yield nutriment, but to excite an abnormal

development of aliment from the component parts of

the staple itself. Whether in these three cases the
The magistrates present were the Rev. Henry Cripps

increascd productiveness is of a permanent and legiti-
(Chairman), and Messrs. Cripps, Morris, and Hartland.
Thomas Hall, who appeared bordering on starvation,

and whose clothes hung about him iu rags, was brought
up in custody, charged with being out in pursuit of

game in the preserves of Earl Rathurst.
The information was laid by King, bead gamekeeper

to Lord Batburst, and he called a witness, who deposed
that he met the prisoner at 12 o'clock at night, and
went with him through the woods in search ofpheasants;
saw him shoot at a bird which was roosting in a tree ;

he struck it, but did not kill it; be had several shots
at it, but with the same result.

Prisoner said be was in bed in Ids own cottage on
the night in question ; that the last witness came and
knocked him up and asked him to go with him and
shoot a pheasant, adding that he was very " hard up,"
and that he had shot a hare the evening before, and
sold it for 2*. 6d. in Cirencester, and if prisoner would
-uide HW shoot him a pheasant be should be very
glad. Witness was a stranger to him, and be had
never seen him before. He (prisoner) had no gun,
but the witness produced a gun and loaded it, and
as they were going along the witness pointed to
a pheasant in one of the trees and asked him to shoot
it. He shot, but did not hit it, and the witness loaded
the gun three or four times for him, but he killed
nothing. He should not have thought of going out if

the witness had not called him up and brought the gun
and loaded it for him.
The Chairman said the Bench considered the case

proved against the prisoner, and the sentence was that
lie be committed to prison for [three month?, and at the
expiration of that time find sureties for his good
behaviour for a further period of six months.
The prisoner was again charged with a similar

offence in shooting a rabbit in Lord Bath are t's
preserves.

King, the gamekeeper, deposed that on Sunday after-
noon he saw the prisoner and another man going along
one of the drives ; they appeared as though they were
looking for game, but they were too far off for him to
see whether they bad a gun with them.
Mr. Morris inquired how it was the other man was

not included in the charge.
King replied that the other man was his witness.
The same witness was again called in corroboration.
The magistrates were consulting on the case, when
Mr. William Boodle, who happened to be in court on

another case, asked to be allowed to say a few words.
He did not speak as an attorney, but as an English-
man, and be thought any man with English feeling
must feel indignant at the manner in which this poor i

starving wretch bad been trapped into crime. This '

witness had been brought from a distant part of the
country to tempt this poor man ; he had basely lent
himself to the purpose; he had called the poor fellow
out of bed, begged as a favour that he would go with
him, had himself produced the gun and ammunition,
and was in fact the prime instigator of the offence
with which the prisoner was charged. He had hoped

mate, or of a temporary and surreptitious kind, will

afterwards be treated of. Meanwhile we would further

define that to the contributivc class of fertilisers belongs

wh:it will form the subject of this paper, namely the

home-made manure of rotation husbandry. The stimu-

lative class consists of the special mauures, and to these

a subsequent article will be devoted.

Now, a very moderate amount of reflection bestowed

on the history of each year's product of dung on a

tillage farm i3 sufficient to show, 1st, That in so far as

it consists of terrestrial elements of nutrition, these,

assuming as we shall no extraneous feeding stuffs to

have been used, must have been obtained from the soil

of the farm, because the manure is itself a portion of

the products of the land grown in the previous season.

2dly, That in point of restitution, its reincorporation

with the soil is only of a residual nature because not

only had the corn been removed from the grain crops

and sent to market, but in the process of converting

the roots and straw into manure a large proportion of the

chemical elements had been assimulated by tbe digestive

organs of the live stock employed in the operation,

and converted into the flesh, bones, and other parts

of the fatted animals sold to the butcher.

In further premising our argument, let us next

examine what the amount is qualitatively and quanti-

tatively of the chemical elements of plant nutrition

transferred yearly from the fields to the homestead in

the ordinary produce of a 400 acre farm managed on a

four-course rotation ; and in order to do this we have

framed the following table from data givenin Chap. XIII.

of the late Professor Johnston's lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry and Geology, where he raises the question

"At what rate and in what proportions quantitatively

and qualitatively do the crops usually cultivated with-
draw the inorganic nutriments of the soil?"

Table I.—Showing the inorganic, organic, and aqueous con-
stituents withdrawn yearly by the crops of a farm of
400 acres, cultivated on a four-course rotation of—1,
Turnips ; 2, Barley ; 3, Hay ; 4, Wheat ; the rates of
produce being those stated by Johnston.

Corn of 100 acres of Wheat,
j ^

at 25 bush, per acre of |

63 lbs. j>ar bushel
Corn of 100 acres of Barley,

Organic
Matter.

Tons.

at 40 bush, per acre of
52 lbs. per bushel . /

Straw of these crops, at

l\ ton per acre .

.

Bulb* of 104 auM* of Tvw-
nips, at 20 tons per acre;

Tops of 100 acres of Tur-J
- nips, at 6$ tons per acroj

Hay of 1W) acroa of Clover
and Ryegrass, at It ton
per acre

1

131

Water.

Tons.

Total.

Tons.

15

14

232

139

1*52

11 115

53

1846

581

50 715

24

300

2000

003

2531

150

8805

Here, then, it is seen, that in the gross amount of the
crops obtained from a 400 acre farm, under

their apprehension, bad been extinct in this country ] ordinary management, there is contained of inorganic

that the system pursued by Jonathan Wild, of first [
Her

making men thieves and then taking blood money for {yearly
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or mineral constituents 59 tons : organic of atmospheric

origin, 715 tons.

Let ns now suppose for an instant the extreme case

that the tenant of a 400 acre farm sends to market the

entire bulk of his produce without acquiring and

applying any manure in return ; and it is clear that

thereby he would be lessening the stock of mineral sus-

tenance in his fields at the rate of 59 tons yearly ; and

again let us assume, but to be speedily thrown aside,

the extravagant postulate, that on arriving at maturity

the entire produce of a similar farm was ploughed

down and buried in the soil ; and hsre no less clearly is

it apparent, that as respects the inorganic matters the

same 59 tons of mineral constituency absorbed by the

3305 tons of corn, roots, and hay (Table I.), would be

restored to the fields; and along with them 715 tons of

organic elements, which, obtained from the atmosphere

and now deposited in the soil, thus is virtually an

addition to the ingredients of tie land.

Now, the relevancy of these suppositions is in this,

that manorial practice consists of a modified com-
bination of both the procedures above stated

;

since, in fact, the rotation fanner yearly alienates

from his 6oii not all, but still a large portion

(59 tons) of mineral element withdrawn by his

crops, and yearly adds a large proportion, though not

the whole, of the 715 tons of organic constituents

palpably demonstrated that contemporaneously with a

progressive decrease of the mineral constituents

going on, a no less secularly accumulating increase of

obtained from the atmosphere. At what rate this

change in the relations of the inorganic and organic

substances goes on, is indicated in the following table :

—

Table II.—Showing 1st, the proportion, approximately of
inorganic matter annually alienated from a farm of 400
acres under a four-course rotation. 2dly, conjecturally the
proportion of organic matter added yearly to the fields.

In

Total inorganic or organic
constituents in 3305 tons
of crop yearly produced
(See Table I.)

Yearly sent to market in
162 tons of corn

Yearly sent to market in
produce converted into
butcher'8 meat

Respiratory elements
thrown off by the live
6tock from the lungs
and skin. Waste . . .

Inor-
ganic
Matter.

Tons.

59

Organic
Matter.

Water.

Tons.

715

Tons.

2531

B3

131

4i

27

7?

U 79

Total.

Tons.

3305

Thus, taking silica
portions and replaced in another,

as an individual instance, the proportion of this sub-

stance in the 50 tons restored should, were the normal

ratio preserved, be 13 tons 12 cwt., but the

quantity actually returned is 14 tons 14 cwt., thereby

giving rise to an excess in that item at the rate of

1 ton 2 cwt. yearly. So in like manner of potash,

sulphur, chlorine, and iron, all returned m relative

excess. In phosphoric acid, magnesia, and soda, the

proportional disturbance is one of diminution,

phosphoric acid the quantity ought to be 4 tons 10 cwt.,

but actually it is only 2 tons 4 cwt.; and hence

it follows that under the system of manuring now

under comment, a procedure is going on in this sub-

stance productive of a disturbed ratio in which a

decrease of phosphatic constituency is caused at the

rate of 2 tons 6 cwt. annually. Now this depletion of

phosphoric acid requires only to be stated to raise up m
every well educated agriculturist's mind very earnest

reflections, knowing as he does how relatively minute is

the proportion of this substance in average soils, whilst

on the other hand, notwithstanding this relative

scarcity in the soil, it is one ot those mineral elements

most largely required by all plants in the ripening of

their seeds, and more especially in those of the corn tribes.

In the grain of Wheat it exists in the high proportion

of 50 per cent, of the crop, and in Barley and Oats in

the less proportions of 28 and 26 per cent. Hence it

may often occur that the corn crops come vigorously

into ear, but are nevertheless deficient in grain, owing

to a deficiency ofthis element to satisfy the requirements

of an abundant yield.

(To be continued.)
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sary evil, arising from negiCci,, ana want of m
over material, during the growth of crops w SmnB«*
I have spoken of my own affirmation 17^
covenes, allow me to speak on, as although t

*"

have to allude to others, it may lead f
^T

effect. In 1846, when I began to
' *^

the steam-culture problem, I speedily dwnvl
6?*

"steam " a^^^^a^a Am. ;.„ „..5.._ «
J
.
UISCOVered tu

highest or

cular. On tins 1 founded my circular system'of nr*
land, which has been described to many persons. P
the readers of the Agricultural Gazette (but tnv-
I regret to add none seem inclined to give trial
they shall have become exhausted in the fnt'l t?^
their own plans). Shortly after my discovery 'mm!
appeared an independent thinker, in Mr lp

a a a e /
—r v ""covered

demanded, for its successful appWlnr/
rder of mechanical movement, viz tv-
n this I founded mv circular «/«*.*' «

e <*-

162

15?

1047 ? i 1128?

Returned to the soil In
manure 50

215

500

69 715

1081

1450

1305

2000

2531 _3305

By this table it is indicated that of the 59 tons of
mineral constituency withdrawn in the yearly crops,
only 50 tons are returned in the refuse of the farm
applied as manure ; while on the other hand this de-
crease of inorganic matter is accompanied by a yearly
deposition of 500 tons of organic components.

But in pursuing this inquiry a little farther another
progressive disturbance of the natural condition of the
soil, as respects its mineral constituency, presents itself
in the rotation system of manuring; and this we shall
now point out by means of the following table, based
on data also furnished by Johnston's valuable work :—

Home Correspondence.
Steam Cultivation.—As an old correspondent of the

Agricultural Gazette, and "professor" of steam-

culture, allow me to inaugurate the new year with a

letter on my favourite subject. Although begun with

writing, who can foretell—the year may end in acting !

However, continue to allow me to speak on the subject,

until the subject unanswerably speaks for itself. Up
till the present time we all know the history of the

steam-culture problem ; its high order of interest, and
its low order of success ; its frequent approbation, yet

limited application. Mr. Fowlerand Mr. Smith are almost

the only gentlemen who hold a positiou, and they hold

it as steam ploughmen, not as steam cultivators. What
they do for the farmer is both bare and scanty.

Ploughing ; What is it ? It may be a substitute for

something which may not be needed in steam cultiva-

tion ; or as an aid to plant production it may be
found abnormal and unnatural. At all events, as

they introduce no "system" of agriculture differ-

ing from the ancient, and as we infer from all

past experience, that steam power when rightly
applied, will introduce a system peculiarly its own,
(as witness railways, &c), we can predict before-
hand that their machines and modes are liable to be
superseded at any moment by the right system. That
the philosophy involved in the process called ploughing
is not understood, is practically evidenced by these
very gentlemen, and, 1 may here add, was long ago
commented on by me. In 1849, in my pamphlet
entitled " A New Era in British Agriculture," I said
" The plough is abolished," " Why turn over the soil ?

"
" Where in Nature do you observe her laboriously turn
over the soil previous to growing her plants therein ? "

&c. All this passed unnoticed. In 1857, Mr. Fowler
appeared and affirmed by his engine that "inversion

TAB
mittI? 2SSSfwi

8h^ PT°p0,
?
ion8 °f tbVarious *»*« of mineral elements contained in the 59 tons of inorganic

2TSE ™l lrLWILb£. th* 7.^7 .

cro^8J 2d
>

th * quantities in which the mineral constituents ought to exi£ Ifth*
Proptrs^v\liv e

t

x
b
^raam,re:Mf * ***" the norma^S proportio^^^^proportions actually existing amongst the constituents of the returned minerals.

'^ aonormai

Normal Proportions.
I

Proportions
ofthe59tonsi
of Minerals
withdrawn
in the crops.

•

* •

1. Substances returned in
abnormal excess.

I- Silica

2. Potash ..

3. Sulphur
4. Chlorine
5. Oxide of iron .

.

2. Substances returned in
abnormal deficiency.

6. Phogphoric acid
7. Magnesia
8. Soda ..

Proportions
according

to which the
50 ton8
returned
should
exist.

• •

» •

Tons
15
14
5
3

Cwt.
IB
16
6

13
13

Tons
13
12
4
2

Cwt
12
14
4

14
11

Normal
Loss.

Actual Proportions.

Tons.
2

2
1

Cwt.
6
2

2
9
2

Proportions
in which the
Minerals of
the 50 ton

8

returned
actually
exist.

Actual
Loss.

Actual
Loss less

A ctnal
Loss more

than normal than normal
Loss. Loss.

5

2
2

8

10
9

3. Substance in normal
proportion.

9. Lime

Total

4
2
2

10
3
2

18
7
7

Tons
14
13
5
3

Cwt. Tons. Cwt. ' Tons. Cwt.
14 1 4 1 2
14 12 10
3 3 19
2 10 8

12 1 l

17 10

59

2

1
2

3

2

3
1

50 9 50

10

9
From this table the practical conclusions are these •

that inasmuch as the relative proportions of the various
mineral constituents restored to the soil in the farm

SSn «
a
T?

re -°f r°ta -'10n lm8bandr
y ar* not in the samerations the inorganic constituents withdrawn bY theyearly crops, there m charily must arise in p™of time a greater or le» degree of dZ •

the proportions and quantit^s nf iu •
,

themselves thna ™~« 4"*»nwes ot the mineralsxnemscives, thus removed m one series ' of pro-

4 1
2 1
3
1

1

•

7
)5

7

3 10

Tons. Cwt.

2
1

2

8

10

lo Z m
r^,n

.^8h^v«s backed by R.A.S.and I.A.C.&c but Mr. Smith, who had formed his plans before
,

Mr. F. stoutly affirmed, as I had done, that inversion
was not needed. This he proved on more than 100
ncres of land, by growing good crops without inversion.
I ns may be taken as the first step towards provingwhat 1 asserted even in 1846, namely, -that certain
conditions being complied with during the growth of
crops, ploughing is not needed, and is now only a neces-

Hoskyns; he also affirmed, in his own beautiful dict^
that the operation of mechanic power was circul

"^

that steam was a mechanic power, therefore its ^
of operation should be circular, &c. But humeri
vanced thus far in a circle of true reasoning ]

afterwards flies off at a tangent, and applies the \J
elicited solely to the mechanism in the \ftws\nne ea.
ployed, not to the control or direction of the movement
ot the machine containing the mechanism. Having tlni

turned aside from the circle of correct reasoning

course of writing on the subject, although brilTiac

becomes cometary, erratic, and not to be relied a

ending in the inventions (besides his own) of the t-

tically circular cultivators of Usher, Ricketts, ut
Romaine. I for one Feel grieved with Mr. Hoslrm
Considering his great reasoning powers and ideality,

and that he possesses the means of carrying his idea

into practical effect, it is surprising he has not solvd

this problem of steam cultivation. However, he 1m

only tried one circular method, to wit, hisown; suppose \t

now tries my circular method of steam agriculture

Another principle I affirmed was this, that machinery.

to work successfully on the land, must work from a

fixed point, or guide (point d'appui). This pawed un*

confirmed until Mr. Halkett appeared with his Guide-

way Steam Cultivator, and demonstrated the absolute

necessity of precision in operating on the soil. Btf

Mr. Halkett's guide-rail was so expensive (as compared

with my post temporarily fixed in the centre of onetf

my circles), that his system failed to be adopted, ii

engineer lias just appeared, who says he can obtain iB

the advantage of the fixed guide, without the eipeim

To comment on his plan was the chief reason why

took up my pen to address the readers of the Agrvd-

tural Gazette. Without doubt the visitors to. tk»

late Smithfield Show were much interested

the model steam cultivator of Mr. Grafton. Ii

his cultivator he has sought to remove the gn#

drawback, or I may say fatal impediment to tie

guideway system; namely, the expensive pen*

nent railway. He causes his cultivator to >tra*

on a portable railway (this endless rail being*

shown in the model.) But in doing away with m

permanent rail, fixed to the ground, he seems to

*

to lose that which I consider absolutely necessary*

precision in working in the field, namely, a guide-i^,

from which no cultivator can or ought to deviate.

I understand Mr. G. lightly, he says that ineww*

of his cultivator having a "bite" of 25 feet on m
side, when the machine is adjusted to go in afp

direction, trifling obstacles such as are n>et w^

arable 'land will not cause it to deviate trom*

intended line. This question of the "fixed pon-

tile pivot " on which I always turn. In my wh>

system of steam-culture, my cultivator * e™jv* ."L|

a fixed axis. Mr. Halkett sought to avoid um

axis by means of permanent rails, at an expen

per acre. Mr. Grafton now steps forward, ana «

neither my fixed post, nor Mr. Halkett's.fixed
nw.

needed, but that a platfonn steam cultivator,

on a 25 feet line of portable rail, will, given tt
e
^

direction, guide itself to its destination, l^w

Grafton to establish this, but I still doubt whew

can dispense w ith a fixed point, or guide tor

tilling cultivator. C. Burcham, 6, Lisle f
ree
^ c>

Remedy for thePotato Disease.—In the nou

,

spondence of the Agricultural Gazette ot v

last (22d), there is a very important cowmu

from those eminent cultivators the Messrs. n .^

Maldon, on "removing the infested stalKs ir^
Potato" as a preventative of the disease, ever* 't|*J

of which I beg to endorse. In 1845, the same
J ^

the Messrs. Hardy had, as it were, by acci
^ ^

covered this only remedy, I had at the reqi
i ^

late Lord Hetesburg [then Lord-Lieutenant » f

and whose endeavours to find out a preven « ^
well known] tried all sorts of experiments on :

- - " ' found nothing l0 ^or tubers infested, and
lime in its caustic state,

as they were spread out on a dry ^je*

In the following year, 3846, it occurred to nn ^
malady would best be stopped when the p ^
foliage.

of magnesia,
beneficial result.

I therefore applied such substances ae ^
Bia, lime, salt, soot, sulphur, &c»/'

fcoff*
to cut

It then occurred to n®*^
stalks within 2 inches of the surface, and w ^
the drill afresh, and I can say with the ^^'^

The qflJ

on *that I had not a single diseased tuber ^
and quality presented a fair average, w 'iere '

jv
gofl^

of the same field not cut over, I hA\^Zjx^ $

roots enough for seed. I may remark tj1*^'
fcjje

i#
my own judgment, I
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of a ridge; but tlra, as I had anticipated, was too

vblent a procetx, and spoil**! the crop. I bog also to

remark, that for the last 12 or 11 years I have always

cot over all my early sorts the moment I observed the

blight, and invariably with the same success ; only let

u* "plant early and sever the connection between the

tubers and the atmosphere, and we need not fear this

formidable but not unconquerable enemy. /. Walker,

Steward and Gardener, Dublin, Jan. 4.

On the Stripping ofLeavesfrom Mangel Wurzel and

the Transplanting of Mangel plants.—Professor Buck-

roan, l presume, will excuse me if I make some remarks

on his article, published in your valuable journal of this

week ; and perhaps what I am about to write on the

above' subjects, which the learned professor has treated

of, may not be unacceptable to some of your numerous

readers. Mr. Buckmau treats the transplanting of

Mangel plants as a novelty, which first suggested itself

to him whilst making the experiments on the value or

injury of stripping otT the leaves from Mangel whilst

the plants were in full growth. With reference to the

transplanting of young Mangel plants the process has
j

been known and known to answer from the time nearly

or quite when this valuable root was firat introduced

into this country ; very many years sine L myself saw

many acres transplanted, and about 30 years since, 1

had a large plot transplanted, and with complete success,

and since then from time to time I have continued the

operation to a smaller extent. But the year before

last, that is, in 1859, I transplanted about half an acre

where the dibbled seeds had failed, I having taken up

the plants for transplanting when thiuuing the plants

which did not fail. The whole crop was a very good

one, both from the transplanted and non-transplanted

plants ; but as in my former experience, as is always

the case, the non-transplanted were the better roots,

that is, the larger ; but I should think I had some

among the transplanted weighing from 10 or 12 lbs.,

and some among the non-transplanted ones weighing

nearly 20 lbg., but they grew in a better part of the

field, and it will be remembered that 1859 was the

finest year for Mangel, I believe, that had ever been

known. I add, also, that if my crop may be considered

fine, several of my parishioners roots wore still finer,

and I add, also, that the sort I grew in 1859 were the

Yellow Globe. Hence it is quite certain that young

Mangel plants may successfully be transplanted ; but

rare should be taken that the operation be done after a

shower, or when the ground is damp or wet; and my
pinion is, that, if the ground were well dug or ploughed

first, the crop from transplanting would be nearly

or quite as good as others from non-transplanting;

indeed, one year I had in my garden enormous roots

from transplanting, but then the ground was rich and

good, a necessary point in all root growiug. With
reference to the leaf stripping process, some years since

this was discussed in your Journal, and it had several

advocates, of two or three of whom I should have

thought better things. I myself entered my protest

against it, but not until 1 had made some experiments,

which were much ridiculed, but why so treated I had
not the sagacity to understand, but I will here repeat

whatT did and the resuTC lTT~g fltld wh ere AJ

and Swedes were growing side by side, I took a brass

ring and slipped it over say 30 or 40 of each kind of

roots, so as to have them all of exactly the same size,

and at the same time 1 stripped off the whole of the

leaves, and after that as fresh leaves grew, I stripped

them olT also, so as to keep the roots completely

denuded until Mangel and Turnips ceased growing that

year. I also took my ring and slipped it over other

roots which were not stripped, by each of these I stuck

down a stick ; this I did to ascertain the difference of

growth between the leafless and the other roots, because,

as I have said, there were gentlemen who maintained
that both Turnips and Mangel might profitably have
their leaves pulled off for fodder for cattle, and without
injury to the growth of the roots, and one gentleman,
of whom until then I had a rather high opinion, wrote
ine a letter eulogising the new process, and advocating
seriously, that hereafter Mangel and Turnips would be

frown for the sake of the leaves, chiefly or wholly, with
ittle or no regard to the roots. But now to the

_ _ ults of my experiments. The denuded Turnips ceased

growing altogether, and in the spring, my ring showed
that they had even become less, for I allowed them to

remain all the winter in the ground. The Mangel was
taken up in the autumn, and they had grown a little,

but very little ; and hence, from my experiments, 1

proven to myself and I trust to some others also, that
denudation will ne more answer for root crops than it

will for Vines, or Cucumbers, or Melons, or any other
kind of plants. But it appears that leaf stripping has
iswered in Ireland, but it should be observed that it

was only very partially done, and that the lower
leaves only were taken off, a very different thing
from the complete denudation advocated. In con-

asisn, let me just add now, that I have a bit of
Wheat now under the snow, some drilled with three
and some with two pecks an acre, and a very little bit
for experiment drilled twice over. The land is a cold
wet clay, and the season, as all know, has been vei y
unpro ious, but I am nevertheless in good hope that I
shall have a crop, and better than if I had overbur-
dened my land with seed ; but several of my neigh-
bjurs inform me {hat they shall hava to seed much of

eir Wheat lands over again, and I may be in the
same plight, but I hope my strong plants will better

stand the severity of the season than the
dwindling ones occasioned by over seeding.
kins, Parsonage, Jfix, January 8.
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Highland and Agricultural.—Recently a meet-
ing was held in the Corn Exchange, of Agriculturists
and others interested in the Highland Society's Show
to be held at Kelso in 1862, and specially for the pur-
pose of adjusting the list of premiums to be competed
for on that occ isiou. Mr. Hall Maxwell, C.B., attended
on behalf of the Highland Society ; and among those
present were Lord Binning ; Sir William Scott, of An-
crum, M.P. ; Sir George Douglas, of Springwood Park ;

Mr. Ord, of Muirhouselaw, and a great number of the
agriculturists of the district.

On the motion of Mr. Dudgeon, Spylaw, Mr. Ord, of
Muirhou-elaw, was unanimously called to the chair.
The Chairman, after thanking the meeting for the

honour they had done him in placing him in the chair,
called on Mr. Maxwell to make a statement to the
meeting, of the purposes for which they had been
called together.

Mr. Hall Maxwell said, they were to-day called on
to consider in the first place, whether the 1st of
January, as at present, should be the date from which
the stock should take their ages, or whether it should
be changed to the 1st of October. About two years
ago the whole system of- the Society's shows had been

overhauled by a committee co:n|>08ed of gentlemen
from all the different districts in Scotland, and they
had framed certain general rule3 in relation to the
shows which had since then always been acted upon,
and were to be so acted upon at the approaching show
at Perth. Iu refereuce to the question of age,

that committee recommended that the 1st of January
should be given up as the starting point, and that

the 1 at of October should be taken iu its place. When
ho (Mr. Maxwell) went to Perth last year, he reported

this change, and the doubts which the directors of

the Highland Society had as to its propriety. At the

meeting in Perth a memorial to the directors was agreed

to, asking the 1st of January to be again substituted a3

the starting point for age. The directors agreed to

the recommendation, and fixed the 1 st of January as

the time from which the age of stock was to be calcu-

lated—agreeing at the Fame time to leave the question

open till the meeting at Kelso, there to take the sense

of the agriculturists of the south of Scotland ou the

point ; and if they should recommend the 1st of

January, that it should be a rule of the Society. Since

then a large committee have again had the matter

under consideration in Edinburgh, and they have come
to the conclusion that the 1st of January is the proper
period from which to calculate the age. Much dis-

cussion arose at that meeting as to the propriety of

having the 1st of January as the period in the case of

all the breeds save Short-horns, and it was suggested

that for them the time should be the 1st of October.

He had taken the trouble to see whether there were
many Short-horns calved in the three months before

January, as some exhibitors had complained that the

stock which was calved iu October or November was
not put in with that calved after 1st Jauuary. Well,

it was found that of 233 head of cattle, only eight had
been calved between 1st October and 1st January, and
out of 86* Short-horns at the Edinburgh Show, the

numbers c lived in the three preceding months had
only be 311 five. At the Dumfries Show, of 75 Short-

horns the births had been five in the three months
preceding, and out of 223 of all other breeds not one
had been calved iu these months. The Committee of

the Society were of opinion that any alteration now
would increase the number of such complaints as he
had alluded to, and would otherwise be very incon-

venient, and they recommended that the 1st January
be retained as the period for calculating ages from.

He (Mr. Maxwell) had been desired to bring this sub-

ject under the notice of the meeting with a view of

arriving at a final decision, and he now left the matter

in their hands.
* Sir William Scott siid the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety adopted the 1st of Jauuary as the date, and they
had a g >od precedent in the case of the breediug of
race horses. In former days it used to be counted
from the 1st of May. but afterwards this date was
altered to the 1st of January. This had continued
now for many years, and everything had gone on very
smoothly and harmoniously. He could not help
thinking that the breeders of race horses—who were
generally a sharp-witted class of people— had not
adhered to this date without good reason. Tho case
of prize cattle was quite analogous to race horses, and
he thought that tho same rule in this respect should
be held to apply in both cases.

Mr. Curry, solicitor, said that the period for calcu-

lating ages of stock in connection with the Union
Agricultural Sjciety was always the 1st of January,
and it had been found to work well on all occasions.

Mr. Dudgeon, Spylaw, said he only spoke what he
believed to be the unanimous feeling of the meeting
when he moved that in the opinion of the present
meeting the present rule, fixing the date at the 1st of
January should be adhered to. Mr. Fairbairn seconded
the motion, which was carried unanimously.
Extra Slock.—The next item 'in the programme of

tho Perth show, from which the Kelso show is to be
adjusted, was that of extra stock; and on Mr. Maxwell
asking if there were any suggestions on this head, Mr.
Dudgeon siid he thought that in place of premiums
being given for Highland oxen, as was proposed, a prize
or prizes should be awarded to Short-horns of a young
age, say calved after 1st January, I860 and 1861, in
order to see how soon they could be got into condition
for the market. Mr. Maxwell though there wa3 little

chmce of this part of tho premium list being altered,
as this description of stock might be shown in the
pure breads (Jffo. 1 of the list). Besides, Highland
oxen were a very great ornament to the show-yard, and
he thought they had better be retained on the list.

ShAcp.—Mr. Maxwell said, that in reference to sheep
he had been desired to bring a point of some im-
portance under the notice of the meeting. At the
meeting of the committee, to which he had already
referred, a letter was read from Mr. Harvey, Whifc-
tingham Main*, in which that gentleman suggested
that the Leicesters should be divided into two classes,

the large and the small-boned animals. Several obstacles
in the way of carrying out this change had occurred to
the Committee, independently of the financial consi-
derations. Still, if it could be done, the directors
thought it might be very desirable.

Mr. Usher, Stodrig, had often been employed as
judge in connection with the exhibition of sheep, and
he thought it was quite possible to draw the line of
demarcation suggested by Mr. Harvey. It would, in
his opinion, be of great importance to have two clasHes
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Chester sheep, but it. depends very much on the ^an.nge.nents^y ™™££?£?SZ
be excited, and doubtful of the success of the under-

_ - ll _ J_ ^ A -. M **rtvwl All ^ TTT1 I I HI-

judges to which of the classes the prizes at present

were awarded, as it was in many cases a pure matter

of ;taste—one man liked the Scotch, and another the

English breed.

Mr. Hall Maxwell said there was no doubt that

experienced breeders could tell the difference between

the two classes, but it came to be a very different

thing when dealing with 50 or 100 exhibitors. Whether

they would all know the difference was a different

matter. He was of opinion that they would get into

mere confusion. Mr. Hardie and other experienced

breeders living on the Border could tell the difference,

but would the exhibitors over the country do this

too?
Mr. Dudgeon moved that the meeting recommend

to the directors that the prize list stand as at present.

Mr. Fairbairn seconded the motion.
Mr. Usher moved, as an amendment, that the meet-

ing express it as their opinion that it would be a great

improvement if the Leicester sheep were divided into

two classes, and two seta of premiums awarded for

them.
Mr. Hardie, Harrietfield, seconded the amendment ;

and on a vote being taken, the motion was lost by 14
to 17.

Several discussions of minor importance took place

on various points of the programme for the Perth
show. Mr. Laing, Addinstone, suggested that pre-

miums should be given for half-bred sheep stock, pos-

sessing as they did the tendency of the Leicester to

fatten and the hardiness of the Cheviot. It was also

of importance that this stock should be represented,
inasmuch as a large proportion of the land in Berwick-

taking. I kno w, however, that your candour will in

duce you not to expect anything like a finished work

upon a science as yet in its infancy, and I am sure

you will receive with indulgence the first attempt

made to illustrate it in a distinct course of public lec-

tures." Good, wise old Tull, with his resolute efforts

to afford his plants by mechanical means a palpable

earth-food, died, and was buried, he and his theory—

the latter to be exhumed in our day. The philosophic

Lavoisier, the versatile Dundonald, both displayed the

intimate connectionbetween Chemistry and Agriculture,

while the patient De Saussure laid the foundation by

a prolonged series of experiments, of almost all our

reliable knowledge of the chemistry of vegetation.

Gathering up the results of these previous researches

nnA cM-ir-»T\loTvi£»nfinrt' tlmm wifli nritrirml and confirma-

shire and Roxburghshire was stocked with this

species.

Mr. Maxwell said the Highland Society had always
objected to the introduction of crosses into the list

;

and as the meeting had already put on a large sum in

additional premiums, the financial view of the matter
must not altogether be forgot. Some conversational
disoussion took place, but ultimately Mr. Laing agreed
to modify his suggestion to the effect that prizes
should be given for fat sheep in the same way as for
fat cattle. A suggestion by Mr. Dudgeon, that prizes
should be given for Herefords and Dinmonts, was
negatived by a considerable majority. The classes for
poultry were next brought under discussion, and it

was agreed, on the motion of Lord Binning, to continue
them the same as at the Perth show. On the motion
of Mr. Swan, it was agreed that there be no show of
dairy produce, but that the premiums be given in
another district of the country where dairy produce
was more cultivated than in the south of Scotland.
The site for the show being mentioned, Sir George
Douglas stated that he would be very happy to do all
in his power to forward the objects of the Society in
reference to holding the show in the Bridge End Park.

Votes of thanks were passed to the Chairman and to

and supplementing them with original and conn

tory experiments, Davy's work appeared like a sudden

meteor, upon which the learned looked as a happy
omen, and the ignorant with the prejudice

common to their class. The discovery in 1785 of Mr.

Cavendish, that water was composed of inflammable

hydrogen and vital oxygen, declared not to those most
concerned the secret of its influence; nor did the

explanation of the agency of ammonia arouse aught
but resentment and aversion in the mind of the stout

yeoman of that day. Industry would not be aided by
science ; consequently her hand was but tardy and
feeble. Although Davy expoimded the new doctrine

in language admirable for its clearness and
force, his words were soon lost amid the
din of. battles, the rancour of party strife, and the ex-

hilarative realisation of famine prices. Liebig, who
had been unwearied in his observations upon vegeta-

tion abroad, in the fields of Germany, and within his

laboratory had been analysing plant tissues, dissolving

and constructing plant food, turned his bright lamp
upon the agricultural visage in one of those sudden fits

of enthusiasm which only are experienced by our
patient pioneers when the end of a long course of
labour is in view. The brilliant light was hailed by
some few whose minds were alert for signs and won-
ders ; but the eyes of the great public upon which it

fell were confused and dazzled by the glare. So clear,

so distinct was the voice which accompanied the light,

however, that a large portion of those who had stag-

gered back with averted faces felt reassured, bent for-

ward and looked, and whilst their eyes believed,the clear
logic of the voice carried conviction to the heart and in-

spired a faith good natured enough to take for granted
all it failed to comprehend. These scientific truths,
like seed-down blown hither and thither, alighted here
and there to germinate in Market Ordinaries and Far-
mers' Clubs. The furor concerning oxhides and zilli-
kates was sudden and complete, and all moved with
the same precipitancy to become acquainted with
principles that promised such speedy riches, as they

Mr. Hall Maxwell by acclamation, and the meeting would have done to learn the terms of a new national
then adjourned.

—

Mail.

&ebtttos

lottery. Disappointment, however, fell as a thick cur-
tain before these bright visions.

When Professor Oersted, in 1S3G, explained hia dis-
covery of the electric current, Sir John Herschel spoke
of him as follows :—" To look at his calm manner
who would think that he wielded such an
intense power, capable of altering the whole

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry. By Thomas An-
derson, M.D., F.R.S.E., F.C.S., Professor of Chemis-

Adam tnd Charles Black. Edinburghf1860/ '
*d afc the meetm* develo™d ^

Industry is never so efficacious as when assisted by
science. Long centuries did the husbandman pain-
fully toil to- extract from the stubborn soil—the intrac-
table clays and the siliceous wastes of Britain—his
scanty livelihood. He knew not how to ameliorate
the one or to fertilise the other. All his operations
were performed under the feeble light of a few tradi-
onary proverbs, which being mainly the result of

accumulated facts were good enough in their way
Poor fellow, to us ho presents a miserable spectacle
labouring hard in the cold twilight of knowledge for
a pitiful living on rye bread and hard salted meat.There he goes- turning with infinite effort and im-

., meeting developed to
tnein some of those recondite and remarkable power
which he had been himself the first to discover, and
which went almost to the extent of obliging them to
alter their views on the most ordinary laws of force
and of motion. He elaborated his ideas with
slowness and certainty, bringing them forward onlvafter a long lapse of time. How often did he (Sir
John,) wish to heaven that he could trample down and
strike for ever to the earth, the hasty generalization
which marked the present age, and bring up anotherand a more safe system of investigation such as thatwhich marked the inquiries of his friend." It ia not
to be wondered that the solif-,*™- af.„,i*„i. „ .

mensc expense of horse power, a soapy shallowf™ > i°^W his cel1 *»*>* the crucible is
slice the savage integrity ofVhic^io^wS

I Zlt^%lTS l°^ * '* J"1* " E™*"
shall overcome, no subtle gaseous spirit shall enter ' 25SLL. Pat

i

ence ls a
.

Vlrtue *** in<*eed to exem-
to enrich. He knows not that the mission of the a-r is
one of mercy to him and his, and although the summer
rain beseeches entrance to the thirsty soil, he sees it
glide from the indurated surface to the furro

phfy under such circumstances, and though it wouldhave been better for the Professor to have workeda httle longer in seclusion at Giessen before heS
fUtt uu uie maurateci surface to the furrow, and ment our *ZZ»A * ! ,

aoomecl to disappoint-

that with that little afroum A*™*** «_ _i * , . P I

v,lx,a D1
^
me

- lo those who are now workino- W «Q
take warning, to

_
d preser7e a clear Uoe\Z^

that with that httle stream departs the element whichadmitted to hie ep.1 and allowed there to work andcombine with kindred spirits, would lighten his labour^
double his crops, erase the wrinkles in bis brow andproduce more magical results in nature's laboratory' than
ever Alchemy dreamed of in its best days. How Ion-he was thus left to struggle with dreary frosts, con"

f^" h iTgKtS
'
a

,

n<1 ot
\
durato 8oiH is revealed by thetact that it was only so lato as the year 1813 tw <«,.

Humphry Davy with that char/cteri t
'
modestwhich distinguishes all truly great men JT?

the Board of Agriculture: "aScuR ot •!

*

has not yet received a regular anfs^Sic form^has been pursued by competent m™;™\ »
short time only ; the doetriS« h.™^ tC™ for a

collected into'a'ny elementary trlaVse TJ*
bM

occasion when I am obliged t7tZTT' ***> ?
u an

say

terrible fet™^s^™06
-

The reaction ™
in rt>» t\ Iv. ?

a
?

of Science were quite a bve word
wa a TarS3 ?!^ °f the Soil AlthoSZ*
wh ch tKl H

lni
,

t0
,^

e State of darkn^ from

Tand esS had'hl ™i> ^ em°^ed ' the several
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nictl "aa been lit at the great li-ht burned

Boussin^nlf
&"*"* Tl m0re certain ^nation,

tho ^rf k '

a8
1

.

muc
J
l afi h°™ k the field as amongst

forth* hU r
ialia

°f n
th° Chemi8fc

'

8 workshop, senforth his Economic Rura ?c, followed by Way and

bents W ?
Gd'7hC

> acCordbS to their various

, rT"v «««»«, ana on an ffiifir^i^6 important contributions to
obliged to frost so much to my ChZ£™ A

f
e™* t™*> an? together, aided by ourw *j Chemistry Associations, Agricultural

. Societies, and

are fast
crumblinj

teeming periodicals, have generated an
intelligence in presence of whose searching

Unt
°f

rocks of prejudice and ignorance ar* fo.,?
6110

? 1

down.
Fifty — forty — no, we may say twenfv

will comprehend the record of the l

^^
wrought, a change the value of which as it°

aD^e ^
connection between Chemistry and AgrkHf

^^
mains now to be proved when we have h'

•'*'

entered upon our last acre of improveable w f ^
and must prepare to feed our increasine mill? i^
that already in cultivation. It required notT *

farmer of that earlier date should trouble r
**

about chemistry ; he grew aa much corn J
, ^

seemed a market for, and when he wanted m
resorted to the Inclosure system, and not i-^

e ^
It was reserved for us of this generation to f

**'

close alliance with Science—to throw our hand
f

8

the mane of Steam, and bid him comminute 01
^

inftw»/>fnKlA nf Qrtild • if. woo raoaKirnJ r^_intractable of soils ; it was reserved for na fa «
., . i » . . .

,

.
w us co ascertain

growing population'. It must be remembered, how-

the true value of water in the process of drainage
in this and many ways to supply the neces^V of

ever, that up to the present time improved mechanical"
appliances have done more for us than chemical k
vestigation ; implement manufactories have wonW
confidence than chemical laboratories. But now al-

though much remains to be done by agricultunl"
mechanics, the chief onus of rendering available the
hidden riches of our soils, and of reviving the fertility

of such as are said to be exhausted, rests with the

chemist. Now while these gentlemen are engaged
putting theory through the crucible of practice, tbe

public should be reading. The disappointment which
followed upon the announcements of Liebig would not

have occurred had his auditors been prepared by an?

previous knowledge. And if the farmers would now
save themselves from much and frequent lose, in cot:

sequence of occasional will-o'-the-wisp leadership, they

must prepare themselves. Analysis, at work here by

himself, discovers a half truth ; Synthesis, in solitude

yonder, discovers another half truth ; these half truths.

in the enthusiasm of the moment, are announced with

all good faith by the proud parents as whole truths.

The ignorant public receives them as such, and bewails

the consequences. The intelligent observer meantime.

on the vantage ground, recognises the natural relation-

ship of the half truths, unites them, and enjoys the

result.

There are questions now which demand our mo

enlightened consideration. England's agricultural su-

premacy dates, according to general opinion, from the

inauguration of the four course system ; but experi-

ments are now being made which shake our confidence

by tending to show that root crops, which were con-

sidered the source of fertility, the key-stone of good

farming, may be regarded as the occasion of exhaus-

tion. There are many other questions of great weight

to be solved before long, but this is one pressing,

you will perceive by the report of the Rothamsted

experiments, for immediate]consideration, and requires

for our own sake that we should be in some me*"1

^
prepared to judge between truth and error. The firs>

thing to be done is to become acquainted with the

objects of chemical science, with the elements wm

which it deal?, with the laws which regulate the com-

binations of those elements, and with the results ot

investigation carried out under the guidance of those

laws. There are several books which afford good con-

duct to the student through such a course as this
;

du.

we know of none which carries the attentive reader so

pleasantly forward, helping him over difficult tecnni-

calities, and through elaborate calculations, giving.w

possession of a clear and brief summary of all tb
j"

f
_

been accomplished to the year 1860, as the one twiow

us. Dr. Anderson, as Professor of Chemistry in

£
University of Glasgow, is eminently fitted, therew

to undertake such a work, and the more so since
:

^
knowledge of husbandry is pretty full. The *°rt t"

sists of 294 well printed pages, and is cowmen*;

divided into 14 chapters ; the first five of which, w^
ing of the organic and proximate c003^^ f

plants, the changes which take place in the tow

plants during their growth, tho inorganie coMtito

iil, its chemical and physical^^Z
r„„ j —cellcnt, presenting matters difiicu^^

explanation in an exceedingly clear and popuJar

of plants, the soilot plants, tne sou, its chemical ana Pnyf5LU V-^uitof
are specially excellent, presenting matters ditn

explanation in an exceedingly clear and popul*r •'

Seated in his armchair after the day's work, ^T^,
mistakeable tendency to nod, the farmer wouia n^
decided stimulus in them, more effectual than nis

smelling bottle orhis daughter's vinaigrette. s
^
mef

e^
overlay a clear subject with a cloud of words,

ders intelligible and interesting one naturally coF^
At the same time there is nothing with regard

feye

agency of ammonia or of nitrogen in the y
eo ^

economy which is new ; we are not yet m _faer

of the manner in which the spongioses ff^
their nourishment, whether solely through the m ^
of water, or by a species of licking action from ^
itself All that is attempted is to present a w***^*
of the present position of agricultural chemistry

^^^
the reader, combined with a sensible digest °yV<iJii
by which it was attained. The information aflor

^

the seventh chapter, on Special and General J»w ^
will be new to most readers and interesting to • ^
difficulty involved will be best expressed •»

author's own words.
({ f

uat all

" It is admitted on both sides," he says, «
B
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the elements of plant food are equally essential, and

the controversy really lies in determining what prac-

tically limits the crop3 producible on any soil. The

point at issue may be put in a clear aspect by consider-

ing the course of" events on a soil altogether devoid of

the elements of plants. If a -mall quantity of mineral

matters be added to sucli a soil it immediately become*

capable of supporting a certain amount of vegetation,

deriving from the air the organic elements necessary

for this purpose, and with every increase of the former

the air will be laid under a larger contribution of the

latter, to support the increased growth, and this must

proceed until' the limit of supply from the atmosphere

M reached. At this point a further supply of mineral

matters alone must obviously be incapable of again in-

1 1 nasinjT the crops, and it would thus be absolutely

necenary to supply them with a proportionate quantity

of organic substance. Liebig maintains that this limit

is never attained in practice, but that the air affords

ammonia and the other organic elements in excess

of the acquirements of the largest crop, while mine-

ral matters are generally, though not invariably,

present in the soil in insufficient quantity. Messrs. Lawes

and Gilbert, on the other hand, believe that the soil

generally contains an excess of mineral matter, and

that a manure which is to bring out their full effect

must contain ammonia or some other nitrogenous sub-

tance, fitted to supplement the deficient supply afforded

the bones of our fellow creatures be set at ease, and let

him moreover be assured that whatever may be the

necessities of English agriculturists as regards the raw

material of the superphosphates they so liberally apply

to their crops, the instinctive decency which protects

the bones of the human body shall never be outraged.

Baron Ernouf fully expatiates upon the providential

discovery of the mineral phosphates of the upper green

sand formation, and seems to look upon it as a panacea

for the barrenness of the soil when that has been brought 1

about by exhaustion. It is evident our author has not

the least conception of the advantages of the deep

cultivation of all but very light soils, nor of the inex-

haustible supplies of the mineral constituents of the

food of plants, stored in the deep layers of clay land.

He is also evidently unacquainted with the use of

superphosphates as applied to our root crops, and does

With this 1 ' ext: t we will take leave of the
Baron. Any serious attempt to refute such baseless

assertion would give his ludicrous paper an importance
which it by no means deserves. We must, however,

express our regret that a Review, which although it

du'9 not rank very high on the continent, frequently

contains articles of undoubted merit, should allow its

pages as a vehicle for the dissemination of such

erroneous assertions and unfounded calumnies.

Miscellaneous.
Penny Readings at Colchester.— At the twelfth

reading, on Friday evening, Mr. J. Pattison in the

chair, the following pieces were read :

—

Subject. Author.
Battle of Flodden Field . . Sir Walter Scott

.

„ . The Haven E. A. Foe

not know how small is the quantity of phosphate and Battle Hymn of the League Macaulay ..
1 ' J r

" ~

'

' '

. . Coleridffe .

.

. . G. A. Stevensother inorganic bodies abstracted froin the land by our

crops as compared with their organic constituents.

If he did ho would not attach to this subject the undue

importance which ho would lead his readers to believe

it poa ses. Let us tell him that there is infinitely

more phosphate wasted by the loss of the excrements

of a single generation of the human race than is

contained in their bones, and therefore it is much more
rational to bewail with Mr. Mechi and his friends the

waste of the town sewage, than with would-be philo

• •

• -

»»

>»

Ancient Mariner
A Curious Law Case
A Burial Scene in Australia liemans
Goody Blake and Harry

Gill Wordsworth
Rural Felicity .. .. Hood

At Sudbury, the Rev. T. L. Green in the chair :

Mtadtr.
Mr. Geo. Wittey
„ Sulley

„ J. Ban-it t.jun

„ A. 8. Harvey
Sulky
Wander

„ J. Hurnard
., S«H«y

by the atmosphere. In short, the question at issue is, sophers to sound a false alarm that the world is to

whether there is or is not a sufficiency of atin.ospb.eria
\

come to an end by a universal barrenness caused by the

food to meet the demands of the largest crop which amount of phosphate buried in our cemeteries,

Rtader.

Mr. G. Mumford
,, Bpooner
,, J. C. Lynch

. . Rov. W. Bcntley
. . Mr. G. Brtdtfftan

G. Mumford

« •

• •

• *

can practically be produced.''

The chapter on the composition of animal manures,

especially that part which treats of guano, possesses

special interest at this time, and should be generally

read. Dr. Anderson in furnishing a table which shows

the analysis of samples of the highest and lowest

quality of the genuine guanos, remarks concerning two
specimens of Peruvian :

—" It appears that the

highest exceeds the lowest in value by nearly 3Z. per

ton. Of course this is an extreme case, but it is no
uncommon occurrence to find a difference of 1/. or

even 21. per ton between the values of cargoes of Peru-

vian guano which are sold at the same price."

The chapter which explains the principleon which the

value of manures is ascertained ia very useful. How to

arrive at the actual value of ammonia, insoluble phos-

phates, biphosphate of lime, sulphate of lime, nitre,

potash, soda, and organic matterr whether separate or

combined, he points out and affords much information

which will facilitate the detection of adulteration, the

We shall not inflict upon our readers any lengthened

examination of this ridiculously pretentious paper, we
merely notice it to record another instance of that

folly into which even men of ability and intelligence

are sometimes betrayed. But what will our readers

think of the following precious extract, in which the

Subjtct. Authm
The Death of the Old Year Tennyson .

.

Richard and Kate .. .. Bloorutield

Mark Antony's Oration . . Shakspcaro
Mountain of Miseries ..Addison
WoUey's Lament . . . . Bhakspeare
Misadventures at Margate Ingoldsby Legends „

Fertilising Compoundfor Agricultural Purposes.—

M. A. F. Mennous, of Paris, patents a method of work-

ing up urine into manure. He takes advantage of Dr.

Stenbouse's observations regarding charcoal. The
absorbent power of gypsum is also made use of. The

patentee places the urine to putrify in reservoirs closed

by wire-gauze trays, containing a mixture of 2 to 5

Baron gives us so remarkable a proof of the power of his
j

quarts of pulverised vegetable charcoal, and 5 to 10 lbs.

fear of which now prevents many a man from using of men as well as horses. Already the dust of the con-

artificial manures. .querors and conquered of Jena, and of Austerlitz, were

In the concluding chapters are to be found the results

of the latest experiments in Cattle Feeding. Not
having more wpace for extracts, however, we bring our
notice of Dr. Anderson's work to a close, with a

cordial and particular recommendation of its merits to

young men.

Revue Contemporaine :— On the Impoverishment of the

Macaulav's

imagination, and so high an idea of the nobleness of

his feelings.

"Our observations have no personal sting, but we
think we should fail in the discharge of a sacred duty,

if we did not here dispense blame as well as praise, and,

if we did not energetically upbraid modern science for

its complicity in odious profanations. It must be however
acknowledged, that practice had anticipated theory by
several years. Since the commencement of this century

pulverised bones had already been employed in English

agriculture on a large scale ; already the purveyors of the

grinding mills had ransacked most of the 'great battle

fields of the empire, indifferently exporting the bones

fertilising the soil of the county of York, where agricul-

each of mould and gypsum. As soon as the mixture

has become saturated with the gases, Ac., it is taken

from the tray and mixed with 25 gallons more urine, also

2k lbs. of each of the following ingredients,—phosphate

of ammonia, phosphate of lime, ammonio-magnesian-

phosphate, nitre, "nitrate of soda, sulphate or nitratr

of magnesia, common salt, and about 4£ lbs*.

weight of sulphate of iron or of crude sulphate of ainc

and magnesia mixed in equal parts ; he then adds 14 lbs,

of gypsum, and, to bring the whole to a pasty consist-

ence, 2 cwt. of burnt-clay is added. The mass is then

dried and powdered. The process appears to be com-

plicated, troublesome, and By no means satisfactory.

Any method is more or less defective which requires us

to add large quantities of such gnftsfence* fl» gypsum
and burnt-clay. Moreover, the valuable ingredient*

tation of the future by the
picture of a savage sitting on a ruined pier of London
Bridge gazing on the ruins of St. Paul's, has obtained a
hold of men's minds which the historian probably
little dreamed of. All kinds of parallel speculations have

tural chemistry, still in its infancy, was hesitating : of urine may be separated by far more convenient pro-

in its explanations of the power of these substances, cesses. The patent i» dated 4th .January, I860,

The first who treated of this question (1830-32) went Drainage Outfalls.—Messrs. Bidwell & Brodie thus*

on a wrong tack when they denied or doubted the write to the Times -.—The right of outfall through the

action of phosphate of lime on vegetation. It was only
j

lands of adjoining proprietors having been advocated

in 1843 when a series of experiments skilfully directed
j

at a recent public meeting of landed proprietors, and

by one of the most illustrious agriculturists of England, ! subsequently by correspondents, and in a leading article

the late Duke of Richmond, restored to phosphoric acid in the Times, from which it may be assumed that no
its importance, iiicnerto ignored, by demonstrating such power exists, we beg that yon will admit into

that the action of boiled or calcined bones, deprived of

allorpart of their fattymatter and theirgelatine,towhich
at first had been exclusively ascribed their fertilising pro-

perties, was but little inferior to that of raw bones. In
arisen out of it; and now it seems the contagious the meanwhile the industry of bone grinding assumed
idiosyncracy has crossed the Channel, and is busy, turn-

ing heads crazy there.

We have before us one of the late numbers of a
celebrated French periodical, the " Revue Con-
teiuporaine/' in which some such extraordinary proposi-
tion it seriously discussed. Baron Ernouf, the
author of the article referred to, having read two
or three treatises about the action of phos-
phates upon vegetable life, seems to have conceived
the notion that the most serious waste of that
precious substance is its assimilation by the human
race in the structure of their bones, which after death
being carefully packed away in coffins are consigned to
the grave far from the reach of vegetable life. This
certainly is a new idea, which we commend to Mr.
Mechi. Hitherto the worthy alderman has sounded
the alarm in respect of the town drainage waters,
which he so rightly recommends should be made avail-
able for agriculture instead of running waste and dele-
terious into the river and the sea. Baron Ernouf
goes further, and deplores the loss of phosphates caused
by the burial of the dead. Not, indeed, that he would
recommend the use of human bones in the manufactur-
ing of superphosphates, on the contrary he deprecates
in the strongest language such an outrage, which he
wantonly accuses the Euglish of bavin* committed on
the battle fields of Europe, and especially on those of
the Crimea.

It is scarcely possible to deal seriously with such
preposterous nonsense as Baron Ernouf has served
to the readers of the " Revue Contemporaine." To talk
of the progressive exhaustion of the soil is much more
•bttird than to raise fears about our coal mines being
soon exhausted of their contents, for the supply of phos-
phates naturally from the soil itself, and artificially
trom manures the sources of which are ever abundant
•ml available, is too- vast and toe unlimited for any

gigantic proportions, using without any scruple all kinds

of raw material, and crushing full well beneath its indif-

ferent and remorseless mill-stones the bones of Mecklen-
burgOxen with those of Alexander orNapoleon the Great.

your columns this letter, stating the fact that such

right is granted and exercised under the powers of
" The Landowners West of England and South Wales
Land Draining and Enclosure Company's Act, 1848.'*

Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street, fan. 3.

The Actfor Preventing the Adulteration of Article*

of Food and Brink.—The various Boards of Works'
are busily considering the best means of securing to

the public the advantages of this important measure.

apprehension ever being entertained of its failure. Let time (1822—1825) when the profanations above alluded
therefore the fears of Baron Ernouf, which he expresses
with much unnei i—i i pathos, about the respect due to

If we may credit certain indiscreet revelations, these Public Analysts will be appointed forthwith in every

profanations even apply now to localities rendered locality; and no doubt properly qualified persons will

illustrious by more recent battles, to mortal spoils i be sought out with care for this highly responsible

scarcely cold in their graves. The immense grave-
\
duty. We are glad to see already, that the selection

yards of the Crimea have already been the prey of
|

will be made in many cases in strict accordance* with

sacrilegious explorations ; Magenta, Solferino await the rule ofappointing not the local self-seeker, but the
in their turn the visit of these vultures of industry !

" most approved candidate.
Such an extract needs no comment, its mere quota- Phosphatesfrom Parimr—2000 tons of phosphate of

tion suffices to give the measure of the Baron's know- fossil lime, pulverised, were sold in Paris last week* for

ledge of the subject upon which he has undertaken to Ireland. Tliis phosphate may be used as a manure,
write ; and when towards the close of his laboured either in its natural state or in powder, or mixed with
essay he gravely announces the discovery of beds of

j

stable dung, according to the nature of the land to
apatites in Estremadura as being only just now made, which it is to be applied. Times.
as news which bid us not despair of the ultimate A Village Hospital.—The management of cases of
extinction of the human race, we can easily appreciate accident and severe illness amongst the poor in rural
the weight of his authority upon this and other subjects.

,
districts constantly offers the most serious difficulties to

Of course the Baron claims the merit of the discovery
;
the surgeon. If there should happen to be a large

of the fertilising properties of bones for his own
]
hospital near at hand, or within a convenient distance,

country. " The idea of using crushed bones," he says,
j
the difficulty is quickly solved by transporting the

" belongs, in the first place, to France, if it be true, as patient to that establishment; where all his wants are
it is asserted, that the first bony dlbris which were

;
anticipated, and the necessities of his case supplied. In

thus used came from a manufactory of articles made of ! remote villages, in isolated districts, and in localities-

bones which had for many years been established at
j
where the hospital is far distant or its accommodation

Thiers in Auvergne. However, just as it has happened ', insufficient, the patient must suffer greatly from the
more than once with other important discoveries, the absence of all the appliances and the kind of nursing
merit of this one remained at first without any result and attendance which only such an institution can
for us. It was only at the beginning of this century

j
afford. A well-devised effort, made at the village of

bat the use of crushed bones began to spread in
Germany, and thence passed into England, where it

•oon reached considerable proportions. A mill for

crushing bones was established at Hull in the county
cf York; its profits were such that other establish-

ments were erected in competition. It was about that

to commenced ; the English purveyors did not even
respect the battle field oi Corunna [

"

Crawley, successfully meets these short-coming iu that

district, and may serve as a model to be usefully copied

elsewhere. The Crawley Village Hospital consists of a
cottage, which the rector lends rent free. It is designed

for the accommodation of the poor when suffering from
sickness or from accident. The establishment is com-
posed of a nurse and a servant; a lady has also

promised the benefit of her assistance ia special cases

The institution has now been, worlvin^ a year, during.
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m _ _ ^ r rv 7 —We are now in the midst of a PRIZE CATTLE.-Dnrino; the^SSTrfV5
JT there were SEVENTY-EIGHT pRT7pe

W De°- K;

them the object of anxious and special care, the pat ents

are favourably situated for cure Crawley Village

Hospital is a sensible and useful development of local

philanthropy, for which we desire permanence and a

rich fruition of useful works. The Lancet

Crops in Scotland.-Ky the middle of September

no Wheat was ready for the siclde but what was sown

after fallow or Potatoes, in the earliest districts ;
while

in the middle and higher districts of the country, the

most of the Wheat crop was quite unfit for the sickle.

Generally speaking, we may say that there may be an

average number of bolls of Wheat in Scotland, but the

quality will be very deficient; that 1*, supposing that

none of it shall be destroyed in the harvesting/ 1 he

Barley came much sooner to maturity than any ot the

other cereals, so that, after it was cut down, there was

a cessation of reaping for some time on most farms, till

the other crops were ready. The most of the Barley

crop was cut down in the agricultural districts properly

by the beginning of September. It is, both in point of

bulk and quality, above an average. The Oats did not

ripen so rapidly as the Barley, but much more so than

the Wheat. Little of them was cut before September.

On dry soils, or those in high condition, and where

there was a liberal application of light manure, the

crop is a full average; but on wet soils, or those in low

condition, it is deficient. If it be well harvested, the

pickles are so well filled and plump that the quality will

be above an average. Beans are bulky and well podded,

but, from the lateness of the season, may yet be much

injured. There never was a finer crop of Turnips

throughout Scotland than there is this year. From the

moment they brairded till now, there has been no cessa-

tion to their growth, and there is at present a much

larger crop of them, though far from maturity, on the

ground, than there was last year when the crop was at

the fullest. What is most to be dreaded is the Swedes

running to seed, of which some fields already show un-

mistakable signs. The Potatoes are also a very fine

crop, and comparatively sound. They are being sold

freely by the acre, at prices ranging from 16Z. to 26Z.

per imperial acre. Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

i^eVtoVeT^

On the 19th of last month about 9 *f*"
ot «»™ ffh

™
h the

5 hours, followed hy very severe frosts dunng *.men
^
tne

temperature fell from 4° to 5° ^lo^/;^'.
bllL

th^"7
was an effectual protection to everything ,1

the'«**»*

On the night of the 29th we had a very rapid thaw, Jtna
hurriSneSf wind and rain, and ^l.U

ffi
Md^

buildings were flooded, in some places 2 or 3 feet deep, lie

thaw subsided, and was succeeded by frost «^er one 01 t^o

mild davs Lam bin* of Down ewes has now begun, and so iar,

?bdte£\aiISen attended with good luck; but as may be

expected there are a good many lame sheep and 111 lamb ng

lame ewes are not likely to do well. Good beef and mutton

appears to be getting scarce, and in our last market realised

nfg
P
h prices ; prime beef from 5,. 20. to 5s 4d., and prime

mutton as high as 6s. to 6*. 2d. per stone, of which there *aa

but little. Our market is more than usually full of corn, but

most of the new is in very bad condition, and the prices

for new varies from 44s. to 68*., while old was sold

as high as 70s. per qr., but this weather will improve the

new and make it worth more money. Good Barley is in more

demand, and is scarce ; even grinding samples are dear. Oats

are about the usual price, from 22s. to 26s , but the quality is

better than usual. Not much can be done in the fields at pre

sent except dung carting. All work is backward, there being

very little stubble ploughed, and some farmers have been

unable to get in their intended complement of "Wheat.

And in looking back upon the past year we can hardly

conclude that patience was a virtue. "We are often

guilty of doing things before they are due, but had we not

pushed a point, we should not stand so well as we do.

Beginning with Wheat sowing in 1859, what was not got in

by the middle of October had to wait till late in November,
which on heavy land went in but indifferently, and did badly

all the season. For sowing spring corn we had rather more
time, but for Mangel we were tied to 7 or 8 days, and on
heavy land we hardly had a time for Turnip sowing. For
hay making we had one bare fortnight, and many who let that

slip, have had cause to regret it. For harvest we
had only 10 days, and as a matter of course much corn,

even in the dry weather, was carted too quick, and
much had to be taken in afterwards in worse order. And
now in Wheat sowing again we have had only our usual 10 or

12 days of seasonable working weather, and with the Wheat
yielding badly and little good food for cattle, our prospects

are certainly not promising. We shall look anxiously for

an early spring. In case we get that blessing we shall

have to be careful, for as there is no Trifolium in this part

of the country that I know of, we shall have
to fall upon the young Clovers, as we did last year, and thus
draw upon our next Hay crop. As may be expected, lean

stock is low, and has a dull sale. These markets are likely to

continue down for some time. O. S.

52^2*3JOHN FOWLER, Jun., 28, Cornhill, LoncW v.
fj Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STF 1 v »r

C^
can be obtained by applying at the above addtf LOrGR
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent ^5l ,

Ca
"

BT

AND MOWING MACHINES
D KEY, 95, Newgate StreetJERK for tha V»oc.f a J?:...,.

ou
.
fee r,

Wl

Wntpostft*

REAPING AND
UGESS A"N"_ , f »,*., "air -M-ronf n
PRTZEHOLDERSfor the best Agricultural *V

Manufactured.
*l *lacto*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE pr,^
ith Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform Price A ^
M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery.

Pricen
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the I

J •

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price mi.
pna

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22/. iq8

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Tw-fforse
Machine

Price 35Z.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-One- Horn M^™
Price 24L ^
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at an*

Railway Station. ° '

Testimonials.

A great number of highly nattering Testimonials in bm
of their Machines have been received, amongst them tU
following: from

Mr. James Arnot, of Woodcote, Carshalton. 1
" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not U-

without one on any consideration ; and I can safely say

I have saved over 50 per cent, in the expense every year Ihirt

used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement whic*

pays itself in so short a time."

QAA CUCUiMHEK and MELON BOXES, m
£UU LIGHTS, AND FROM
400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept w STOCK

Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom.

JAMES WATTS and CO.,

H( thon.se Builders and Hotwater Apparatus Manufactures,

near tbe Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, 8.E.

Calendar of Operation*.

B
T H

E N
BE IN TIME W I

RITTAIK'S GARD
Sold by all Seedsmen.

STREET MANCHESTER. 1-«61.

NET.

'TUNNED GAKDKN NtflTlttG tor presen

Seed Beds, Fruits, Strawberries, from Frost, Bligt;

Birds, Ac, and as a Fence for Fowls, Ac. 1 yard wide, tyi

;

I

JANUARY.
Border, of the Fens.—The late harvest has driven autumnal

work into a earner, so that while scarcely able to complete 1

essential Tontine, we have been obliged to pass by much that

ought to have been done, but confess that what with wet
w ather, short days, and pressing business, we have not got on

so forward with our work as we could wish, we just managed to

finish getting and securing all our Mangels before the frost set

in. We thought we had been very wise for not pulling and
cleaning them so soon as some of our neighbours. This opinion

held good up to the latter part of November, when they should
havel>een all finished ; after that time they were difficult to

clean, and the weather being wet and cold they ceased to grow.

Like many other farmers we could not sow all the Wheat we
desired to put in, though pushing forward under more difficul-

ties than we ever before experienced, we have about 30 acres

up, and most of it looking well. Above 30 acres more are

sown, the fate of which we anxiously await, but imagine that

the snow has made it safe ; other 20 acres may be done in Feb.,

or give place to spring corn. Of the matters not done the
chief is ploughing forward enough, for if frost and snow will

do land good, it will do ploughed land 10 times the good it will

to any other sort ; and so we have drifted into winter with
much work to do and unable to move, excepting the carting
manure, cleaning out dikes, claying and hedging ; these with
threshing will scarcely serve a full complement of labourers
during a protracted frost ; therefore we may, if this severe
weather continues a few weeks longer, expect much floating
distress, as the middling hands are thrown upon their own
resources. Stock has not done well this year. Lambs appear
to be weak. It is considered that winter food such as Coleseed
Turnips, Ac, is more plentiful than last year ; but hay and
Clover are not generally of so good quality as usual. Wages
are generally reduced to 11 v. per week. This we regret to say
is in some cases owing to the depression of circumstances of
farmers, for scanty yield and bad quality of corn will lighten
the pockets of many of them this year. J. \V„ Peterborough.
South Northamptonshire—Field work has been greatly

retarded, and on all but. the driest soils is in a very backward
state ; on the strong soils a great part both of the fallows and
Bean stubble "could not be planted with Wheat, and it is
now doubtful if much of it can come undeT that crop in 1861,
consequently a greater breadth of Barley and Oats will be
the result. The unfavourable season has prevented the fallows
from receiving the requisite dressings necessary to prepare
them for the favourable development of the Wheat plant, and
where sown early, they generally present an unfavourable
appearance ; on many of the dry soils the young Wheats have
come up thin, and weak possibly from the inferior quality of a
great part of the *eed used this season. Sheep on Turnips
have made but little progress owing to the dirty state of the
land. Should the present weather continue long keeping will
in general be scarce, as the Turnip crop is considerably under
an average. The breeding stock which were able till last week
to fight their way on the Grass la- ds, will now require some
assistance in the shape of Turnips, cake, or corn, with a liberal
allowance of chaff ; the young cattle in the straw yards with
half a bushel each of cut Swedes per acre and plenty of cut
chaff, three fourths straw to one fourth hay, are doing well.
The Wheats on the best farmed lands turn out well in
quantity though of inferior quality, and weigh less per
bushel than wehave knownthem for many years.We haveagood
demand tor dry samples at ateadily advancing prices, the
condition li considerably improved of late ; still there aremany parcels which have to be kiln dried before they are fit
to be ground; the prices vary from tot. to 62*. per or of 62
Ibsk per bushel. Barley generally yields well, but like theWheat the quality varies very widely, as shown by the priceswinch reach from 23* to 45* per qr. j good malting qualities
are in active demand at an advance on previous rates As theseason advances tuey will either command much higher52 <* **• I

^altttera muet ** Content wM* a lower class ofBarley. Q M. t Ovtrrtont.

Notices to Correspondents.
Breton Cows: R. The only means of obtaining these

animals at a sum proportionate to their value is to make
arrangements with some reliable French agent to send them
over. Should several be required, it might be more econo-
mical to make a personal visit to the market. Before any
expense is incurred in this direction, however, would it not
be well to ascertain how far this fancy for Breton cows is

allied to the popular fancj* for Tom Thumbs, Exraore Ponie.«,

and specimens of dwarfed vegetation, which proclaim s sort of

reaction from the efforts to obtain great size, or nearly matu-
rity, in our animals. To produce a certain amount of milk
and butter, a certain amount of food must be consumed,
whether the cow is great or small, and unless for the purpose
of supplying the children of a family with a miniature dairy
as a fit auxiliary to their doll's establishment, scarcely any
useful results can be expected from the employment of
Breton cows. Indeed, it is a question worthy of R.'s
consideration, whether the Goat would not prove a more
profitable investment.

Cesspools : Cymro should read Mr. Moule's pamphlet published
by Messrs. Bradbury and Evans. Any ordinary earth or
mould will deodorise the contents of cesspools if they are
mingled with it.

Chicory for Grazing: HIT. The soil should be prepared by I

thorough cleaning early in spring, and a good coat of rotten
dung applied. Drill 4 lbs. of seed per acre in March in rows
9 inches apart. Single them out when 5 inches high to 6
inches apart. The crop will continue luxuriant under good
management for six or eight years. After full growth is
obtained cut it down before |flowering and carry it to stock
in the house. It may also be depastured with sheep, but the
other is the more productive use of it.

Drainage : W. By all means carry your drains in the direction
of the inclination, otherwise, because water will not run up
hill, one side only of your drains will work. In your clay
by no means allow the distance from drain to drain to exceed
25 feet. You must scarcely expect to doyour work, 4 feet deep,
at less than 4/. 10*. per acre, considering the price of your
pipes, and the stony subsoil. If you employ li inch pipes for
the first length of each drain, using 2 inch pipes when the
accumulation of water shows it to be necessary, the outlay
will be somewhat reduced. The article Drainage in " Mor
ton's Encyclopajdia of Agriculture" will afford much
valuable information.

Emigration :

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and
PROTECTION from the COLD

an

1|, W. ; 2, 5d ; 24, 7d ; 3, WjjU 6* per dozen- m
Sticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet, 1*. 6d. , 4, is. m. ,

o, a.

6, 3*. 6d. An allowance to Nurserymen.

" T71U1G1 DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, tk

JJ Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon Hoi*

hisGrace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick <*£«*£
feasor Lindley for the Horticultural^^STS^fi
for the Crystal, Palace, Royal ^f*£°^^
"FRIG I DOMO," a Canvas ^de

f°^f\^^
„,d Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heatan^l^WJ}
wkerever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It.is »dapw

all horticultural and noricultural purposes for pr^^
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching-n^f tw

^ f
wind, from attacks Of insect*, and from morning m
be had in any required length*.

™,r 7ardnin~Two yards wide .. •• i I*r iari
Four yards wide .. • •

. f' {?, ™rvardrun.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6cI^par ya ^

Also "Frigi Dorao" Netting 2 yards ŵ '^X^tW.
Elisha Thomas Archer Whole and Sole Manor

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, EC., and ot aiu ^
lud .SeedsmeD throughout the kingdom. it »
lhan mats as a covering."

MUCK FACTORY, £

and colours, for string courses; ornam

Terra Cotta Chim
Tesselated Blue

s. radius in«w«.~, _^„*a i fWrden &,J*"

>r string courses; ornamental Garae

imney Pots, and Vases mgreat ^™> '

Tile8l »
e, Black. Red, Buff, and Whittl?»™*ntdM

Jackson. We are unable to answer your
question. You had better acquire experience on the spot
before investing your capital ; and we should recommend
avoiding any partnership except one made there after expe-
rience both of the work and of one another under it.

Felt Covebixg for Hot Pipes : C L. is in want of some felt,
or other suitable material for covering a galvanised iron
steaming pan and some iron pipes for the conveyance of
steam. Can any of our readers give their experience of such
things? [Croggon's felt is obtainable at 2, Dowgate Hill
London, EC] '

Food for Pio8 : A R P. The brine we consider would have an
injurious effect on the pigs, the extent of which depends on
the quantity of saltpetre and salt consumed.

Progrers
: X. As near as we can ascertain, during the last

Jan century the com produce of this country has increased
70 per cent., and the meat produce about 100 percent.

Small Farm : J G S. Iffyou are near a good market for mU
you cannot do better than keep cows, and as the arable land
is probably more than you will want for that purpose you

6. might in part carry out your scheme of a market garden.
Wool: C. We have known one fleece of long wool, weighing

\ 14 lbs., to be manufactured into 12 pieces of the stuff called
Alpaca, each piece measuring 42 yards, the breadth being
37i inches. Here we have from the back of a sinarle sheen'

ny pattern or coi«««- v

to Mr. E. WriAT.LKV, Manager of the Works.

Guildford, Mr. J no. Moon'. Builder. ____^-

WARNERS' IMliOTED MQUID ^l
W OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUM ^

This Pmnp is fitte

,?d W*
Warner's Patent Bucket a ,

and cannot clog to action. ^
is made of^van,8"d^edor^
to corrode, and can be

«J^the legsj

at pleasure on the 8^
n^ay be^

which fold together, and it nw

ried with ease by one man- *A

Stand and Pump, ^ithscr^

tail piece, fitted with^strong
$ tf

,

brass union for suction 1'<1

If fitted with barrel 01
% K

planished copper . • .

Stand and P»«\l\ n̂
P

„c-
tail piece, for tying on

2

I

I

2-S^ian^and^
vas flexible suction p«*. ^
wires, either m 10, W.

foot

feet lengths • • • • V*

No. 42.

I

No. 43 is a B^^wi?^
above, without stand, nu

fi
^ w

wrought-iron straps, 1°

water cart or plank, price 21. 5s.
Water by ^JjJJ

Every description of Machinery for wising " Jv&Q#*
of Wheels, Kan, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ;

also r

Engines, &c. forward ^

J. W. & Sons* Illustrated Catalogue will oe

free on application. ' ^nn crcr o* ^
The above may be obtained of any Ironmo

j£„ufacture
*

2s Here we have from the back of a single sheep, ta V'wn or cointrv orof the^Patentees and Manui»-
subordinate admixture of cotton, the astonishing ^ town or co^mtry, ot 0! the men

S N S,

504 yards of fabric, or sufficient to afford dresses for JOHN WARNER akpwith a
result of 504 yards of fabric, or sufficient to afford dresses for I

some 36 ladies.

X

8, Orescent, Cripplegafce, London
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Per packet—*, d.

L««'» White 8pronting
Broccoli . .

™

N ini't •elected dwarf
Red Beet •• 1

>m*to de L*yc . . . •

I jimeney Broccoli .. 1

Conning** Perfection do. 1

Melville's variegated gar
nisbing Kail . • 1

Carter's dwarf Mammoth
Cauliflower • • 1

Hood's dwarf Imperial

Celerr . . 1

Lynch's 8tar of the We "

For further particular!

(/HOICKLI<T OF NEW AND
VEGETABLES.

Per packet—i. d.

ter's Giant White Cos
Lettuce 10
irter's Champion Cu-
cumber .

.

..10
Sew Feather-stem Savoy 1

Carter's Excelsior Melon 1

Turner's Gem ..10
:rathmoreHeroPeas,p. qt I 6
Handsworth Potatoes,

per peck 5
Pheaaant Eye do. M
Dalmahoy do. .... 3

8

6

Baldry's Scarlet Defiance

J
Rhub irb, per root . . 2

CARTER'S SELECT LIST of
.WIDEN am. FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post

9C on application.

Jam Carter & Co., 237 and 23\ High Holborn, W.C.

"TTEGE PABLE A: FLOWEK

SEEDS
of the best description.

PRICED LISTS

Post Free upon application.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF i860.

Royal

Berkshire

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
Pl> VT8, Fnurnxo and SCOCE8?IO*.

GRAPE YiNK »^0)*EYI»rORFRUITlS01NroTS.ORpLANriSO.

JOHN WEEKS axd CO. eon Popply rip quantity
ofrery fine healthy I ant*, eithor Frui ting or Succession.

IRA PE V I N ES remarkably •' »g and fine, bd varieties, all

uie beat sorts.

JOHN WEEKS akd CO.'S Horticultural Show Esta *h-

**nt i* entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing oi

IBAPXS, PINES, PEACHB8, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and oUm
:e Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showiiw
most itn proved plan* ot Hohticultubal Buildings with

tae V riLATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

.eration

.

JOHN* Wl KS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
* "aur A j •paratua Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plan*, Estimate*, and Illustrated Catalogues free on application.

9?ti2S.ag$.

JAMES DICKSON and 80NS,

Seed Merchants, Ac,

102, Eaatgate Street, and

" New ton" Nu i series, Chester.

GARDEN SEEDS.

SSSD5 ;.t^

THOMAS KENNEDY
and CO. are now pro-

pared to execute orders for

'VEGETABLE i» FJ.oWEli
SJ <. and will be tflsd 1

rw.ird their NKW M 'HIP
T1VE PRICED CATALOGUE
free by Post to any address.

FREE DELIVERY.
All Parcels of Seeds above

30*. value will be dclivcn
Carriage Free to the chi» I

Railway Stations in Engl and

N
and Scotland and to the prin-

hU». ** ruts c.otV ci I)al steam ports in Ireland
"^MOACRICUl-TUR^

ls+-..

Nursery and Seed Establish-

ment, Dumfries.

phi*
1

or*1*'

EXCELLENCE, ECONOMY, AND CONVENIENCE.

SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
OF

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS
FOE ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

GENTLEMEN who do not employ a professed Gardener, or who for other reasons may prefer ordering thci

Seed* themselves, will find it most convenient to order one of SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTION,
tr

S
which are ao assorted as to contain the proper quantities of the best kinds to supply a family for the whole year

The entire charge for the largest Collection (No. 1) is £4
Ditto ditto Collection (No. 2) is 2 10

for Cash
only.

And Complete Collections for Smaller Gardens may be bad at 25*. and 12s. 6d.

From Mr. William Moor, Gardener, the Rectory, Stoke.
" I never had (provious to your* last year), a lot of Seeds which have all turned out so satisfactory.

"

From the Rev. G. E. Walkp.r, Shareshill, Wolverhampton.
' Tr. Walker cannot but compliment Messrs. Sutton & Sons on the quality of the Seeds sent last year, as they were by

far tLe'be&t he ever purchased."
From the Rev. John- Kirwan, H'i'hycombe factory, Taunton.

-as so much p:ea*ed with the selection of Seeds sent by you, that I recommended two of my friends to take parcels
from

1 B. If any k - eeda are already po8se?sed they should be nai.cd, that we may omit them and increase the quantities
of other* in lieu ot them. Those purchasers who may prefer making their own selection are recommended to apply for our

GENERAL SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1861.
It itains all the newest and best kinds of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS yet introduced,
many of them from the Continent, with the prices affixed to each article. This Catalogue is now ready, and
will be sent gratis . st free.

SUfTON & SONS, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading, Eerks.

?

Establishn

SUTTON and SONS are now prepared to execute
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and can war-

rant them genuine.
The PRICED LIST is now ready, and will be sent post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed 1 iblishment, Readi i

i

g
.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.VV.

JAMES VEITl'H, Jun\, respectfully announces that

his CATALOGUE or KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS forlSoO, with a List of Implements and other Garden
requisites, is now published, an i will be forwarded post free

on application.

J. V., Jun., devoting his ]>ersonal attention to this depart-

ment of his bu ass, can warrant his SKI s true to name,
*ud of the most genuine description.—Jan. 19.

Eixt (BaxXftntxtf Cfironfcle.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 1861.

SELECT
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

FRANCIS & ARTHURTlCKSON & SONS
THE OLD ESTABLISHED SEED WAREHOUSE,

106, Eastgate Street, and Upton Nurseries, Chester,

BESPECHrXLLY ANNOUNCE THAT THEIS

Descriptive Priced Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds
Is pnbliahed, and will he forwarded post free on application. The whole of their

ds have been carefully saved from selected stock*, and they can guarantee them
g une and true to name.

COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
No. L Cjil^gtiou for a year's supply for a large garden
No. 2. Collection for

No. 3. Collection for

No. 4, Collection for

dedP^ T

do.

do.

do.

for a moderate sized garden

for a small garden

in smaller quantities

* * f

• • •

* « *

, - *

• • «

£\

2

110
10

ar d n T CoUcctionB contain only the most select varieties, and can be confidently recommended to amateurs*nd o-herj ana-qua nted with the most durable kinds.

Orders to the v ie of 21, and upwards Carriage Faid to any Railway Station.

THERE arc those who are apprehensive that in

advocating some fix. d and rational system of

education for YOUNG gardeners we are drifting

towards Competitive exam iu ation. They may dis-

miss their fears. We have no intention of the

kind ; nor indeed would the case admit of it.

What we wish to see, what all intelligent master
gardeners wish to Bee, and every employer of

gardeners wishes to see, is that the rising genera-
tion should be purged of the ignorant pretenders

who must soon infest the market if something is

not done to prevent their ingress. This can only

be (fleeted by establishing some recognized method
of determining qualification. The method is

easy ; in the recognition lies the difficulty. In
the first instance those who apply themselves to a
prescribed course of study will be sneered at by
the ignorant and lazy ; such as distinguish them-
selves must make up their minds to the jealousy

of unsuccessful comrades ; and all who obtain
good situations as the reward of meritorious

exertion are certain to be reviled by those whose
sloth or incapacity keeps them on the outside of
the pale of recognized merit. We speak thus

Elainly because it is well that young men should
now what t3 expect as a part of their

success. But on the other hand the best places in

the land will open to them ; they are certain to

secure the respect of their employers, provided
their attainments do not turn them into cox-
combs; and as for envy, hatred, and malice, if

they cannot hope to escape them they must rememb< r
that such evil passions are the constant attendants
upon distinguished proficiency in all the walks of
life. They will also have the proud consciousness
of having contributed to drive out of the field a
class of men who have no claim to the name of

gardeners ; the inevitable effect of which would be,

by reducing the supply, demand remaining as it

is, to raise the wa^< 8 of the well qualified.

That formidable difficulties have to be encoun-
tered we should see clearly enough irom our un-
[ublished co.-.espondence, even if we had no per-
sonal acquaintance with the subject. Two more
especially deserve to be noticed. First and fort-

most is self-sufficiency, which leads young men to
fancy they are well informed when they are in
reality extremely ignoi t ; and next comes the ill-

will of some head gardeners who dread the con-
sequence of their men being better informed than
themselves. Nor is this all. It cannot be denied
that the desire to gratify the wishes of others,
and the easiness of temper which leads men to
give recommendations that are wholly undeserved,
are in no small degree the causc-s of so many young
men obtaining places as gardeners, without pos-
sessing in even a moderate degree the requisite
qualifications. Were the ralue of a strict but
reasonable examination once recognised these evils

would ultimately disappear, for no rational
employer would engage an untried ma;, withuut
a certificate of his fitness. In a letter lying
before us the writer omplains that he "cannot
et young men to a • nd to their duties,

r cannot keep them in V\q garden at night;
they are continually running off to the town
or village, or servants' hall, or the stables ; this

night gossip is preferred to study. Dark as
the picture is it is but too common, as a large
proportion of the head gardeners in England will

affirm as tl xperitruoe. But when
,

v
add- th

writer, "does Una evil originate? I answer, in
he present system of manufacturing young
gardeners. A buy, one of a large family, is taken
into a garden. Mrs. So and So, or Lady So and So
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wishes Rogers or Jones would do it ; it would be

such, a charity, his mother is such a nice woman,
or they are such honest people. "Well, the boy is

taken to weed, sweep walks, run errands, &c, he

grows up a strong youth, a hard worker, keeps a

favourite with my lady, who wishes Jones in due

time to apply to the nurseryman to get him
another situation, and away he goes—a complete

gardener* Another and a numerous class is found

where there is a head gardener and a labourer

kept, or two, with a strong boy for wheeling coals,

clearing fires, mowing Grass with machine, &c.

The lad gets handy, and aspires to be a gardener.

Through his master's interest with the nursery-

man or the boy's own exertions he obtains another

situation where they want an active hard working
young man, and he goes to swell the crowd of

incompetence. Another class is formed by village

boys who go to weed in a garden, clean knives and
shoes, assist in stables, attend cows and pigs, &c.

Such a youth likes gardening

advantage from their master's instruction, if he has
[

ever given ihem any assistance beyond a lodging

and their weekly wages.
a

For ourselves we for the present dismiss the

subject. We have pointed out what appears to be

the interest of both gardeners and their employers,

and it is for others to organise some system of

testing proficiency if they think fit.

A short time since mention was made in the

Gardeners" Chronicle of a method of forcing

purple Lilacs to bear white flowers in winter by

growing them in the dark (see p. 1060, 1860).

We have now before us two reports upon this

curious subject by M. Dtjchartke, from which we

condense what follows. It appears that the in-

ventor of this method is M. Laurent Sen., a

Paris gardener living at No. 88, Hue de Lourcine,

who has been astonishing the world of fashion by

duction of bunches of nowershe^ke^mMT^?^
the diffused light of such a situation Stf*
time forcing them as hard as he can w ?*
the light must necessarily be, it U *',,<«•*
the formation of Chlorophyl in theT^ k
and consequently to give them thp «* ^
solidity. They ore then of the paleg^gunfolding naturally m the sprint Tk; •

*
first stage of growth.

b '
ltUs Mb

When the Lilacs are ready to spread open
that

in al

painted with tar; the forcing temperature,

bunches of flowers, they are placed iQ .i^
constant darkness by means of wooden d u

his magnificent winter bouquets or rather sheaves

is recommended by of Roses and white Lilacs, which had all the

his master to a friend who has a larger establish- freshness and fragrance of spring, and which he

ment as an obliging hard working youth. Again continued to produce from December 22 to MaTch22.

how many have nearly arrived at manhood before

fortune has destined them to labour in a garden,

who Temain picking up a bit here and a bit there,

and are presently pushed into first-class situations

in England, a long list of whom I could name.

Now what is the result of fostering this system,

—

not that we have no bright exceptions, not that

amongst the above classes there have not been a

good proportion of clever young men who have
devoted their leisure to self improvement, and
become good practical gardeners—but what about

the large remnant? Here is the drag—youths with

little or no education, kept at home till 18 or 19,

working in the gentleman's or vicar's garden, their

evenings spent in street or village gossip ; when
those hard working youths enter on a situation,

their minds have never been cultivated—few ever

give their minds to study."

Nothing whatever can put an end to such a

system except a conviction in the public mind that

no untried man ought to be employed unless he
produces a certificate of proficiency up to a certain

point, such as, or similar to what, Lixageb. pro-
poses. That it will eventually be insisted on we
do not doubt. Nothing indeed can be more satis-

The establishment in which this work is carried

on is of considerable extent. There are 20 glass-

houses, each of which, if a lean-to as is usually

the case, is 5 or 6 yards wide, and slopes to the

south. Sixteen of these houses are heated with

hot water ; four are not heated at all. Altogether

they are more than 2000 yards loug. The interior

consists of two unequal beds with planked sides,

sloped to correspond with the slope of the roof,

and about a yard off it, with three very narrow
paths. Twelve thousand Roses are planted in the

beds ; 20,000 more are kept in pots for the con-

venience of sale ; and there is still a reserve of

20,000, besides which he forces 15,000 Lilacs.

He begins forcing Roses on the 15th September ;

has them in flower by the 4th November, and
oontinues to take a crop of flowers till May. From
50 to 60 bouquets of 12 Roses each are sent daily

to the Flower market ; the pot Roses are used in

the decoration of balls and grand entertainments.

For cutting his long experience has taught him
that no sorts are equal to Souvenir de la Mal-
maison, Gloire de Dijon, Saffrano, Lamarque,
Canari, Mrs. Bosanquet, Cramoisi superieur,

Baronne Prevost, Louise Peyronnet, Auguste Mie
factory than to see how unanimously, with a few 1 and La Reine, according to the reporter to the
exceptions, our correspondents agree in the indis- Imperial Horticultural Society ; and for pot culti-
pensable necessity of instituting some positive test

by which a man's fitness to be put in charge oi a
garden can be ascertained. Old and young are of

the same opinion. That the dissenters should
dissent in no way surprises us when we look at

their language, writing, and orthography.
Among the methods adopted for preparing young

men to become gardeners, the most usual, at
present, is for a head gardener to require a sort of
apprentice fee, in consideration of which he under-
takes to teach "the art and mystery" of the
business. There are great differences of opinion
as to the effect of this plan . Some complain that
after paying the fee they learn nothing; others
think it ought not to be required under any circum-
stances whatever. Some, on the contrary, main-
tain that it is the only plan available generally,
and that no one ought to have a gardener's place
who has not served his apprenticeship, in proof of
which they send us letters which are in every
respect most discreditable both to the writers and
those under whom they have served their time.
Whether or not the apprentice system is allowable
or advisable depends upon two principal consider-
ations. In the first place, is the system permitted
by the employer of a head gardener ? and secondly,
is the head gardener willing and able to teach that
for which the fee is paid ? If these questions are
answered m the affirmative no reasonable objection
can be offered to the system, though it ought

vation Rose du Roi, Q,uatre saisons, Mousseux la

Reine, Baronne Prevost, Aime Vibert, Madame
Hardy, and C6line Dubos. It is important to add
that many Roses are totally unfit for forcing,
among which is General Jacqueminot. M.
Dtjchartre adds Jules Margottin, Laffay, Jacques
Lafitte, Triomphe de l'Exposition, Berceau im-
perial, and a few others as good sorts, and states
that the Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre, with
the three Teas, Lamarque, Canari, and Saffrano,
are most especially valuable.
As to Lilacs, it has been found by experience

that while that called de Marly is blanched with-
out difficulty as well as Charles X., the Persian
sorts will not blanch at all. Of the first we are
assured that bunches are produced more than
8 inches long, broad in proportion, and perfect in
form

; and so strongly are they grown that such
bunches with their ends in water will keep in a
warm sitting-room for several days without under-
going any appreciable change.

Concerning the manner in which the blanching
operation is managed, M. Duchahtke gives a
very clear account. It seems that the great point
to attend to is not to interfere with the usual
method of forcing until the flowers are preparing
to open. It is well known that their corolla, how-

being kopt up. But a shutter is taken off W
and there for a few hours each day, and the fee2
light thus admitted is found to preserve the ?r
ness of the leaves without causing the flowersb
colour. And we are assured that nothin» J
exceed the pure white of the flowers oi t& tS
green of the leaves thus produced. It wol
therefore seem that the absence oi light was §
sole cause of blanching the Lilac flowers- to

M. Duchartre suggests with much reason fit

the great heat of Mr. Laurent's forcing ym
has something to do with it, by preventing 4
formation of the colouring matter of the Lilac, h
fact he found in the middle of March in tin

establishment of M. Berthelot, nurseryman,-;

Rue des Fosses St. Marcel, small plants of fc

purple Charles X. Lilac producing bunches i

white flowers in a perfectly bright house n\m

the heat was kept very high. In this case ti

cultivation was the reverse of M. Laurent's^

yet the result was the same. He also suggafc

that another very powerful agent in the blanch:

process is in both cases the exclusion of air.

seems that these French forcing houses area

ventilated. And M. Berthelot states that wk

a square of glass in his house is broken or crack

the flowers next the aperture immediately beat

coloured.

One circumstance attending the blanched 12*

of M. Laurent is not a little remarkable ; wis

they are once cut they are insensible to the actk

of either light or air, and never gain colour.

Of course the length of time required to te

them depends upon the time of year. Thene*

they are to the natural time of opening tkffli

quickly they expand. Thus in November fir

require some days more than in January, ax

January more than in February and M
Fourteen da\rs seem to be the average.

Among the numerous signs of progr^

Canada is the establishment of a Bota.

Society. At a large and influential meetin;

at Queen's College, Kingston, on the .

December, at which we observe the nanw

Professors Lawsox and Leifchild, it wasw
mou sly resolved to organise a Society w

advancement of Botanical Science in aluw «£

ments-Structural, Physiological, Systo

Geographical ; and the applications of Botan

useful and ornamental arts. Periodical meei
.

^

the members to be held in Kingston duyuu.

for the reading of papers, and ™&W
during the summer for personal injWJJ
such localities in Canada and other A«

P]

(

)

(

I

l

C

1]

I

r

ever deeply it may be coloured eventually, remains
colourless so long as it is enolosed in the calyx, or

to be merelv ancillary to a Walexamin^;^ t^J"^ '^^\^^^£J^ %
candidate. There can be no reason why "a head
gardener should not be paid for the information he
gives provided his employer permits it : and it is,
we think, bad policy to refuse permission if the
head gardener is known to be a competent man.
His direct pay is too often so small, in comparison
with that of others, that the increase of income
arising out of fees is of Berious importance to him.
Moreover, it ought to have the effect of securing
the very best class of young workmen, and
identifying their interests with those of the head
gardener. We must however repeat that some
check upon the system is demanded in the public
interest, and that check is a formal examination!
*or it cannot be denied that there

D
Of

, , , - therefore be nre-

llfnrl $ tr
?nsfeMi?g the Lilacs to a dark place

Sfctv VS *"*W of their opening. But indoing this there is the risk of rendering the leaves

a te
8
U LPnart8fr W6ak

>
aud fla«cid

- Hire

uZth WU
.
laoLm Tegetable physiology is

o^rtlT°Unt
-Ahe fetn «"lonr of leayefand

of a r££™ ^ by^ presence in their tiss™ot a resinous grumous substance called Chloronhvlwhich rapidly acquires its colour even in verv weak

h
g
e Dinr th/°th

/
r
>,
and the ^ter whicli gives

whiofenf f'°
d

-T
,0et tntS toflowers »»***

Here S v* rf
ly^ ItS primitive ""tones.,were lies M. Laurent's secret. He sinks hisLilacs a yard deep in the open border of a housefacing the north, and therefore cut off from every^--s^Aft^^l^-rt^a^-irig

Provinces of Great Britain as may

from time to time. In addition to tne

the Society will seek to promote its o^ 1 L
respondence; the mutual interchange oi^
among the members; experiments on

genous and domestic plants of Canada*^
duction and distribution of new plan"

I:

A

&
adapted to the wants of the c"un^<>
couragement of Arboriculture, *otw

tion, and the culture of Fibre, Dye,W ^ ;

Medicinal Plants; together with wv.
of Transactions, embodying the resui

and the information brought together .^ g
means. The ultimate establishment u

^
and Experimental Garden is to be fle

thfl g^
an import", nt means of carrying out ^
objects:. In the meantime, such seeu ^
sent to the Society as are likely to v

.

to the country, are to be experimen ,

reported upon by special conim

members.

i

a

The sudden death of Mr. B^ ^
is an event to be deplored by all ^ ^^
He was among the most enthusiast! ^
of Florists, and one of the creators

f
^ %

race of Pelargoniums; as a
^
u g^tfB^r

remarkable for his skill, as has been ^
high position his plants occupied w h

-

litan shows; as an employer ot ,. ^ I

example to all in his neighbour^

I

N
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manufacturer of slate for garden purposes he was [drrided tfcWt 50° to^the freezing point; and thence to

unrivalled. As an occasional contributor on prac-

tical subjects to Horticultural periodicals he did

ft*

ltta

he

Mil

reel-

ersti

cai
•

asfc

iodise

ic,

intl

in,;.

of I

nes i

isetb

ui

Qgg*

indiE

air.

are M

itwl:

craoka

b€C«

dli

ie acta

ir.

tote

ie nes

them

iber tit

good service ; and his Pack f Seeds saved by an

old Gardener is one of the best jeux d'esprit in

Garden literature. Mr. 1>eck died Jan. 15, aged

57 years, the day after the death of his youngest

daughter.

NOTES OX THERMOMETERS.
Is extreme condition- of the weather, as regards

eat and cold, more than usual attention is paid to the

indications of the thermometer. It is of course desir-

able for the sake of comparison that these should in

all cases be correctly noted. In order to do this it is

necessary that the principle of the instrument should

be clearly understood ; but we have reason to apprehend
that it is not so by many who ought to be well ac-

quainted v : * Errors may eonsequen aris

ither in placing the instrument, noting its indications,

or from not bomjr able to perceive its petting ont of
order, for this will sometimes happen, although it may
have been obtained from one of the best makers.
When so much is laid out on heating apparatus every

gardener ought to study well the nature of heat, and

of course the thermometer, the measure of heat, as its

name implies.

In general, all homogeneous bodies expand by heat,

md contract to their original hulk when the heat is

with li awn. To this law, water near its freezing

point is perhaps the only exception. The substances

nnmonly used for thermometers are mercury and
spirits of wine; the expansion and contraction of the

former is the most uniform under different degrees of

heat, but the latter affords the most convenient means
of registering the louvst temperature at night.

So long ago as 1600 a kind of thermometer was in-

onted by Santorio, a physician at Venice; and about

the boiling point 200°. By this arrangement the zero

would be 45° of the present scale below freezing; and

an approach would be made to the Centigrade scale, in-

itnuch as 1° degree of the latter would be exactly 2°

of the proposed scale. Had this been done onginalh

we think it would have been well; but now so many
observations have been made ording to the present

scale that any alteration of it can scarcely be at-

tempted.
The Centigrade scale has its zero at the freezing

point, and thence 100° is the boiling point When the

instrument indicates below freezing, the degree must

be marked minus (—) ; and consequently the columns

of temperature in registers consist in many cases ot +
and — quantities, which have to b ked out from

each other and added .arately, the dillerence of the

sums being the sum of the column.

The same inconvenience attends the adoption of

Keauauu's scale : moreover its degrees are too large,

ich of them being equal to 2^° ot Fahrenheit.

Iteqhterititr The* cnt. — Of these here are

several kinds; but the st, as now improved are thosi

constructed on Rutherford's principle, which is this—

Thet arc placed neatly horizontally. The one for regis-

WINE-CRLLAR FUNGI.
We have lately 1 I occasion to advert to tin

mischief which ;s done to wine in cellars by Fungi. A
very curious case is now before us, which is already

serious enough, and might have been most disastrous

had it not been observed in time. Two months ago a
Fungus made its appearance in some bins which are

four t deep,at one end of a large cellar. It was-removed

perseveringly so far as it coull be done without lifting

the bottles, but it has nevertheless crept on and has
already extended along each bin some 8 yards or more
from the point where it first made its appearance or

rather where it was first noticed. If left undisturbed

for a short time it completely covers the brickwork,

filling up the spaces between the bottles, and giving to

the whole place and its contents the appearance of

being covered with cotton wadding, except that the

Fungus is tinged with yellow. The sudden appearance

of the parasite and its apparently irresistible progress

i used son apprehension lest it should attack the

corks, and if so * :l the wine, as in other cases which
are on r ird. Nor was the apprehension ground-
less, for many of the corks have been infected

in a neighbouring bin, which it was hoped the
Fungus hail not reached, though on closer examination
it was found that the bottles were covered with white
lineads closely resembling Mushroom spawn in a spent

KZL" ™ T5 Tx
M
l """ii*TT7mIZkTCZ«T **, A sample oi th <> corks before us exhibits a thick

hottest period of the day ; then the mercury begins to .,
x

. , ., ... . , ., .Hwwwaw^wiuu w» j , j b Hingous mass between the top of the cork and the rim
recede towards the bulb, but the index remains; and i c ,r , ... ... , ' , , , . , .

. L . *
. i x, l «^- M i. «r i :Li,«„i. !

of the bottle, penetrating deeplv downwards into the
its end next the mercury marks the point of highest , , ,. , ,*

i i u *.•

, l \ -i
cork and sbght I v upwards, and gradually converting its

temperature readied.
t

- .

t f
j.. b , j u substance# A few raised

The minimum thermometer, or that which indicates , , , , m . . 4tA4 .r ., . ,. , .

.. . . , * „ •„ „ „ ';„• rt.,„ Tf a ;. A nv :„ « detached spots show that the evil is spreading between
the lowest temperature, is a spirit one. Its index is a r ' n

tering the maximum degree of heat is a mercurial one.

Whilst the mercury expands by heat it pushes an index

before it so long as the heat increases, that is until the

very small enamel cylinder, with a minute knob at each

end ; it always, or should always remain in the spirit,

so that when the latter recedes towards the bulb as the

temperature becomes lowered, the index is drawn back

along with it. When the temperat ure rises the column of

the same time a somewhat similar one by Drebbel in spirit proceeds along the tube; but it leaves the index

)gre
;

Holland. During the seven! nth century there was still

no perfect instrument of useful application produced,
philosophers not being agreed as to a fixed point for the
scale. Hooke proposed for this the freezing of water;
Halley the temperature which is found to be uniform
summer and winter at a certain depth in the caves
under the observatory at Paris. Newton recommended

fixed points, namely the freezing and boiling of
water, and it is a proof of the soundness of his ideas on
the subject th tin are the points adopted at the
present day. The space on the scale between tl n is,

however, Variously divided, the number of degrees
according to Reaumur's scale being 80, Celsius or the
Centigrade 100, Fahrenheit's 180.

According to M. Ilaeghens, Annuaire Meteorologique
$e 1a. J?ranee, Etocmer substituted mercury for spirits

of wine, and invented the scale since generally known

behind, and, let it be observed, the end of the index

farthestfrom the bulb marks the lowest point to which
the temperature had fallen.

The action of these maximum and minimum, or day

and night thermometers, as they are sometimes called,

is extremely simple; and with ordinary care they are,

as now constructed, not liable to get out of order.

Formerly it was not so. The index of the maximum
one was a bit of steel wire which it was intended the

mercury should push before it. Brit sometimes it got

coated with the mercury and would not move. A small

bit of ivory or of enamel was introduced between it and
the mercury ; neither answered the purpose. The new
metal a num was tried w i t able success; but
that of Graphite, adopted by Mr. Newman, is per-

f« ion. It does not require the magnet to draw i

back—in fact it will not obey it. Hy merely turning
, the extremity of the tube upwards the graphite index

>tin? h

naff

y ft:

its fop

3inat'

tany

must not be confused with Reaumur, as is apt to be the
case, for both were concerned in improving the ther-
mometer. It appears from their biographies that
Olaus Rotner (or R ner), a Danish astronomer, was
born at Arlr. n, in Jutland, in 1GM. He was 10 years
in France, where he was appointed by Louis XIV. one
of the tutors of the Dauphin. On returning to Copen-
hagen he became Professor of Astronomy at the
University, and was at the same time employed in

reforming the coinage, regulating the weights and
measures, and in making or repairing the public roads-
doubtless a very fit person for planning them, for he
had been for some time employed on a survey of the
kingdom of Frame. Useful also in mechanics, he
invented and proposed the epicycloid curve as the
proper form for the teeth of wheels, in order to destroy
friction.

Rene Ant de Reaumur was born at
ochellc in It He contributed many papers to the

Aca ay of- >n various subjects. Among other
xperiments he tried artificial incubation; but in th-

s not very stu ttful, probably from not having at
nmand in those days a hot- ter apparatus adopted

c the purj He was the inventor of Reaumur's
hermometric scale.

To return to Fahrenheit's thermometer. Boerhaave
its invention to Roemer. "Thermometers of

pUtfT coi ruction began to be made by Daniel Gabriel

s aTrl^ nheit, a native of Dantzic, who afterwards lived at
j»r * * - •

- - --
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an<1 int!lil1 tli*ir ground in several

T^ ? especially in Britain"—Ubrary of Useful
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nS OP °™ of Fahrenheit's thermometers it

ed *"»»» J*
observed that the zero of the scale is 32° below

t
tees * the freezing

|
nt, that is to say, there are 32 divisions

L^ fr,eezing; and from the latter to the boiling
d of distilled water, there are^180 similar divisions,

{ fl
iking m il 212 The /ro of this scale is arbitral-

«V £-T£ '»^. w^h no fixed point. In the Philoso-
jeflf*?^:

11 Transactions, vol. xliv., it is stated to have been
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easily and readily slides down till it comes in contact

with the mercury, when it is then ready ior a fresh

observation.

The minimum thermometer is liable to get out of

order, as is well explained in the following communica-
tion which appeared in the Tines, from Messrs.

Negretti & Zambra. The remai apply not only to

their instrument but also to others on the same
principle.

"Some of the readings published have certainly been
astounding. We hear of 10°, 15° and even 20* below zero,—
of frost. That the cold this season has scarcely been equalled

i certainly true, but there are sources of errors that minimum
thermometers are liable to, and it is to such errors we wish to
call the attention of persons keeping nit. tor logical registers,

the cork and the neck of the bottle, and there are even
indications of mischief at the very base. The Fungous
spawn appears to have had more difficulty in spreading

upwards, though the whole of the top of the cork is

more or less affected, but in a far less degree than the

parts below. It seems therefore, as far as we can judge,
that the wax with which the cork has been sealed has
proved to some extent a preservative, and we believe

that had the neck of the bottle been dipped in melted
sealing wax so as to cover completely the parts of the
cork which are exposed, no mi would have ensued,

for it is quite clear that the posed part is that which
has iirst become a prey to the Fungus.
The prospect of du r in so valuable a stock of wine

s the one in question seems to be is doubtless urgent,
and requires immediate remedy. Every partite of
spawn should be removed, the walls of the cellar

should be washed at once with a saturated
solution of corrosive sublimate or blue vitriol ; the
wine, wherever the corks are in the slightest degree
aile. i, should be re-corked and the necks of the
bottles sealed as recommended above; and if, previous
to the sealing, the outside of the cork were carefully
moistened with the solution of the metallic salt and
suffered to dry, a practice which could not be attended
with mischief if conducted cautiously, we have little

doubt that the evil would be completely remedied. It
is one of very frequent occurrence, and which, if

attacked at all, must be arrested at an early stage ; for
if the corks once get impregnated with spawn, the wine
is sure to suffer eventually.

As the Fungus is merely in the skate of spawn with-
out a trace of fruit, it is impossible to give any positive
opinion as to its place in the mycological system. The
yellow tint however seems to indicate either the
common dry rot, Merulius lacrymans, or Paxillus
inuoide8, which is sometimes abundant on the saw-

dust of Conifers. Whatever it may be, it is mixed with

hvlhe*- Amsterdam, in so admirable a manner that he has
J. torn rally 1 n considered the original inventor; they

e speedily spread over the north of Europe under

LOWEST TEMPERATURES IN DECEMBER, I860.

The following returns reached us after those of last
week were in type :

—

TV. Tljlce. Authority.

Yorkshire

from
ner m'

'the lowest cold observed in Iceland.
- '

have visited that island in summer, other-

Mid^a»xed

>f*J
^n*^ he

-

WOU,t
}
Uve fotmd a zero Poi»t low en'mgTto

sho** tnus degree unnecessary, which as our columns
the

T .-« '

,10t lccn tlie ' m our own climate

od;
jip

for in some instances it may be to a deranged instrument that ' Antennaria cellaris, which at present is far from having
we should attribute some of the extreme readings that have an evil reputation with wine merchant* 31. J. B.
been noted. A minimum thermometer consists of a glass tube,
the bulb and part of the bore of which is filled with strong or
pure alcohol. During very hot v. evaporation takes

i the surf ice of the alcohol, but, the tube being her-
metically sealed, the vapour does not escape, but it ix (on a
decrease of temj -ire) condensed and i a variably

Ited at the extreme end of the tube farthest •to the
bulb ; we have 1 wn instances of 10, 15, and even 20 degrees
of alcohol being thus left at the upper end the tube. It
follows as a matter nf course that the readings taken by sm
an instrument will be too low by the amount so evaporated
and de hed from the indicating column. The alcohol in the
thermometer may be very visible, it may even be highly
coloured, but the portion left behind by evaporation, and
deposited as described, will be so transparent and colourk
that it requires a pi I eye to detect it. The following
simple rule should be observed in suspending minimum ther-
mometers :—The thermometer should be 8 led in such a
position that the bulb shall be at least 1 i:uh lower than the
upper end of the instrument. It is generally believed that the
thermometer is to be hung perfectly horizontal ; this is wrong.
If the thermometer is placed in the position we have described,
the vapour, when condensing, will drain back to the main
indicating column ; and the thermometer, if a correct <

ilways give correct indications."

Six's thermometer registers the extremes of both
heat and cold, and has been, and is still, much in u
bnt it is expensive, complicated, and not t ly right.

when it gets out of order, which it apt to do. To it

however we owe the first records of registered maximui
and minimum temperatures, as appears from the f

ing extract from Howard's C ate of London;—
" The thermometer of Six may I died hi brsive

property, and it is the best adapted to h urp<
This most useful instrunu was invent I about the

r 1780, by Jai 8 Six, of Canterbury ; be following
year was probably the first in which the mperatun
f both *\a\- and night were accirra iy noted." Thosi

the principle we have described are, however, much more

Derbyshire
Notts .

.

Lancashire • t

Bedale

Leeds

Ashborne .

.

'Elton Manor
Cheadle .

.

Stii .jshire.. Plean
Derbyshire . . Sudbury Hall
Lincolnshire.. Homcastle

Fssex

ghahin
urrey

ri ,. i«ii. 1 uicipie we
!
nave uescrioea are, now ever, mucn mc

F» nia scale might have been advantageously consistent, and on the whole more trustworthy. R.T.

Northampton.

Inverness ..

Island of Raa-

Dc rsetshire . . Meibury

Wantage .

.

irubland
Wyruii
Bagshot .

.

Ditto .

.

Peterborough
Ditto ..

Culloden .

.

Dif

W. Coast of Sc<

land

Mr. Turner,New-
ton House

Mr. Groom, Swil-
lington House

Mr. Godwin
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Smith,
Abney Hall

Mr. P. Mackenaie
Mr. Dick
Mr. Nelson,
Stourton Hall

Rev.R W.Baines
Mr. Taylor
Mr. One
Ifr. Noble

D i to

) Mr. Worroke,
f Milton
D. Forbes.
Esq.1

Mr. Rennie
'Earl ol Ilchester

:>'.B. We 1 been obliged to pass by some returns, they
be r unintelligible.

* On ttraaa.
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An old adage says, "In the multitude of counsel

there is wisdom," and without attempting to deny the

truth of the axiom, I may he permitted to remark,

that in the multitude of directions of our Calendar

writers (especially the weekly ones), there is much that

leads to confusion. Hence to the amateur gardener, the

directions are frequently a pest rather than a guide, for

as he wishes to sow no more crops than are necessary

in his limited space for the supply of his table, not to

omit one that might give him a supply at a particular

time, it follows that an arrangement for cropping the
kitchen garden that will indicate the particular crops
indispensible to this end is a desideratum much to he
prized. For some years past I have been in the habit of

making my foreman work to the annexed tabular
arrangement, and the result has been so uniform and
satisfactory, that I doubt not many
of tlie readers of the Gardeners'
Chronicle will be glad to avail

themselves of it. The plan is ex-

ceedingly simple, and you will per-

ceive 1 have eschewed the old prac-

tice of sowing on certain dates be
the weather or the state of the
ground whatever it may, for ail ex-

perience shows that it is much
more important to hare the ground
in a good state at the time of

sowing, than to get in to a parti-

cular day or even a particular

week. After a severe winter, when
the ground has been ice-bound for

weeks or perhaps months, many
rush to sow their early crops directly

it is thawed, but if they would
try it with a thermometer, and
then again after a week or 10 days
sunshine, they would find it many
degrees warmer, and in a much
better state to start the young
plants with the vigour so essential

to their well doing. In kitchen
gardening there is no point so im-
portant as to have the ground in a
good state at the time of commit-
ting the seed to its care, and in un-
toward seasons and upon stiff land,
it will be found excellent practice to
cover the seed with light dry soil

liberally intermixed with soot, or
the dust of charcoal or burnt
earth; indeed the amateur will find

it a good plan to collect the prun-
ings and other refuse of his garden
to some convenient place where it

may be charred or smother -burned
for the above purpose, and then be
stowed away in a dry place ready
for use. Refuse of this kind for

covering seeds is a great check to
insects, and snails and worms do
not like to travel over it.

Now, in the management of an
establishment it is essential so to
arrange that certain work may
occur on certain days: thus I
have long made it a rule that
Monday should be devoted specially
to cropping (seed sowing, or plant-
ing) the kitchen garden, and with
the annexed tabular calendar it is

only necessary for the foreman
to run his eye down the column
under the respective months and
the figures will show him the crops
to be put in each week, and when
the seed sowing is done there is
the pricking out into nursery beds
or final planting to be attended to. Sow everything
in drills, whether in seed beds or as permanent
crops. If there was no other advantage it looks
orderly, but the plants will grow more vigorously than
when crowded together. Small seeds such as Onions,
Carrots, &c, in addition to being sown in drills, should
be dibbled in the drills, for it is not only wasting seed,
but needlessly impoverishing the ground, to raise 20 or

"forky;" but all gross feeding crops, Broccoli, Cauli-

flower, and all the Brassicas, should be plentifully sup-

plied with it both in a solid and liquid form. The

importance of pricking the plants out into nursery

beds before the final planting can scarcely be over-

rated; they gain so much in strength, and the chance

of selecting the plants from the nursery bed true to its

soil is also'much facilitated. Liquid manure is of great

use, especially for the more gross feeding crops; but

give it in quantity when it is given, and not in mere

dribblings. For a summer crop, say any of the Bras-

sicas, or Spinach, or for crops in drills, as Peas,

Beans, or Celery, it is a good plan to first dig

the ground as deeply as possible, then soak it with

manure-water to the depth of a foot. Let the ground

lay for a few hours or a night to dry the surface a little,

French Beans, Newington Wonder, Svon uNegro; and so on throughout the entire lu^*
the later and last crops this is more essoin

A*
as some of the varieties mav <**Z^^«+

>ty is d*

mitted, am
ul»rly

attei

cannot be got by sowing at'any other ttae?
"*

may come in, though *If a regular Rmmi. :, ,
-

.

licated must
i • is added must be particularity

as yielding a supply at a particular seainIT*

may not succeed, xi * regular supply i. a£7*
one of the crops indicated must he L;hJ T»*
to which an * is added must h« nJS l ed

'
an<*

Kitchen Garden Remem-
brancer, 1861.
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Asparagus
Beans, Early Broad

Windsor, &c.

French Dwarf
Scarlet Runner

„ New Zealand
Beet
Borecole and Kale . .

.

Broccoli, Early (Snow's)

„ Late
Brussels Sprouts

Cabbage, Early

„ for Coleworts
Cauliflower, Early ...

„ Late ...

Carrot, Early

„ Late
Cardoon
Celery
Chervil, Curled
Corn Salad ...

Cress and Mustard
Cucumber
Chicory
Endive
Gourd
Kohl RaVi
Leek UPP
Lettuce, Cos

„ Cabbage
Love Apple (Tomato)
Mallow
Mustard (see Cress)
Onion
Parsnips
Parsley

Peas, Early

,, Late ...

Potatoes, Early

„ Late
Radish, Early Turnip
Rampion
Rhubtrb
Savoy
Salsify and Scorzonera
Seakale

Sorrel

Spinach
Turnips
Vegetable Marrow
Pot H'.Mbs ...
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SELECT VEGETABLES
Beans (Early Broad)

: Mazagan, Dwarf (V
Longpod. Late : Windsor, Taylor's Thick M*Monarch.—Fop my own eating I considerW2
Cluster the best Bean in cultivation. I hare had \

use until November,' and al,
found it good. It h an eXCei
kind for small gardens, retmg but little room; it m
grown as edgings, and in siti

where other varieties wonli j

find room.

Beans (French): Newiof

Wonder, Syon House, Lot:

Negro, Scarlet Runner, N
T

et[

land do.—Of these Newi^

Wonder is the most nseftl

private u-e, as it is very fli

and tender. Cooked whole its*

a handsome dish. The Neil

land Runner is found tobeofl

value in its green state, bat

i

haricot or even soaked andfti

boiled in the ripe state, it isq:

Peas. Hence a quantity sW
grown for the sake of the i

produce. Runner Beans if

plenty of manure and liberaln

ing in dry seasons.

Beet : Pine Apple Sbofc

Nutting's Crimson, Seskife

Silver.—Beet is best rownfc

moderately rich ground. Thts

grown is liable to get brg?

stringy. The Silver Bee: it!

much grown, and only very*

used as a substitute for Seste

Boet- COLE : Dwarf Curled,

tagers' Kale, Hearting, Bo*

Asparagus, Couve Tronclmda.-

these are excellent greens;

Cottagers' when well am*
generally esteemed. The m
Asparagus is an excellent

£
vegetable, and very hardy, ft

Tronchuda when it can be k

i

XOTE. The figures refer to the weeks in each month; in early situations sow the
early, and in late the latter part of each respective week.pective

and then put i*i your crop, leaving the surface soil as
light and friable as possible. In this way it will retain
the moisture much longer than if the surface was made
firm and smooth. Liquid manure is bes^ applied in
dnppmg weathRr, and it may then be used much
stronger than it would be safe to use it when the
ground is dry. Still, err on the safe side—a good soak-

on i t • - - ,. . « - ° - in£ of weak manure is much better thm a small
1°& 5-^ "-A *** 0f a «* -ben only two quantity frequently repeated of strong manure!wa"er

?L^r^rifPplies more t0 ™**ttj Panted crops
or three are required for a crop. By this system of
sowing it will be found that half the usual quantity of
seed will be sufficient, while the trouble of singling'the
plants for a crop will be comparatively trifling. It
also admits of the small hoe being used among the
plants from the first with the greatest facility, a matter
of the greatest importance for the success of the crop.
Avoid broadcast sowing altogether, for though it may
facilitate the work a little at sre.l time, the subse-
quent trouble in cleaning the crop will more than
counterbalance the gain.

To insure complete success in ftgtfaftia cultivation
the o d rules of deep digging, plentiful manuring, and
timely hoeing and cleaning of the crop, must not be
forgotten. It is not necessary to manure for every
crop

;
in fact some crops, Carrots and Parsnips form^nce, are better without it, as it makes

1

them

than to those which are more established.
Now with reference to the annexed remembrancer

pln^
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plamed that fche firsfc and last crops,
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tendep Varieties of vegetables, as

should
C
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aullflowers
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[
e?ch Beans, Lettuces, Radishes,

wft^fW80
^*,

111

,
sheltered situations

; indeed if thewarmth or a little fermenting material, as leaves and
(
ting, and a covering of glass, calico, or Tiffany, can be

had tor such things as Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Radishes,
Celery, &c, so much the better. To render the succes-
sion of nice fresh vegetables more certain I always sou-
two or three varieties at the same time, and in thisway a regular supply is not only secured hut variety
also. Thus of Peas I should each month sow Harrison's
erfection, Mammoth, and Raglan; of Lettuce, Alma,W hite Pans Cos, and Tom Thumb, or Versailles • of

(not a common occurr

capital autumn and early

White, Hammond'jW^
(Late) : Lee's White W
Winter Imperial, Knight-
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ing, Dilcock's Bpidc-WJ

eren Broccoli I class asaCJJ

and it has been re^J
and Snow's Winter Whit ^
management should g ve

throughout the entire
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mond's White Cape iso^
quality, almost superior*

flower ; Lee's Sprouti g
I

yet tested, I hope*
<J

equal to its character.
. ^

way of protecting «££,;
is to tie them up the

J*^
tuce directly the flo*

J p

form. In this way 1 have had know

quality after 17 degrees of frost.
t orally*

Brussels Spbouts : Home saved is gen* ^
if carefully managed. This is still oar

vegetables, having stood last winter when

were killed. . . ^ $
Cabbage: Wheeler's Imperial, L^^

Enfield Market, Chappell's Rosette toie ^
not an advocate for large Cabbage, • $
recommend small kinds only. The Ko

.

g ^
so much grown for the London ^^^'^t
vegetable, and in autumn should be era

apart into every spare bit of ground. -^
Cauliflower : Frogmorc Early ^

Walcheren.—The Frogmore is a nice Ki

in pots under the protection of glaSS > ^o
bad plan for amateurs to bring a sC

^

re
. ^e &

in pots for their early crop. P*

?

tec

tej for*J
plants in the autumn the same as direct

gS
!

Carrot \ Scarlet Horn, Dutch Horn, •'•

—For table the Horn Carrots are C( ,'*'

elU
,rv

and may be had almost throughout t
^

but where a quantity is required *»

may be grown.
rtTTn -fp ltd

Celery : Incomparable Dwarf White,

such, Laing's Mammoth.—For my o*D r
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nothing but the Incomparable, as I find I can Lave it

eight months in the twelve. Nonsuch \z of excellent

flavour, and Mammoth though coarse is good for a

cry late supply.

Endive : Moss, Imperial Batavian, Large Scarrolle.—

I am a great admirer of the Scarrolle, it is larger,

sveeter, and more like Lettuce than the other Endives.

It is also very hardy.

Leek : Ay ton Castle Giant.— I wonder Leeks are ntt

more grown as an independent vegetable. Well grow
and blanched and served as Seakale I think they are

quite equal to it. This is a large and excellent kind,

'.n't spare the manure if you want them of fine

quality.

Lettuce—Cos : Griffin's Alma, Moor Park, White

Taiis. Cabbage: Tom Thumb, Versailles, Hammer-
smith.—The Moor Park is an excellent Summer Lettuce,

but requires good growth and to be well blanched. Tom
Thumb is the Laitue Gotte a graine noir of Vilnurin's

list, but still a most excellent kind, either for salad or

stewing. The Versailles is large, and a good summer
variety.

Oniox : Brown Globe, White Spanish, James's

Keeping, Tripoli.—Onioui delight in deeply trenched

ground, with plenty of soot during the growing etaaoo

as manure. 1 1 you want them to keep do not give

much solid manure to the grouud at the time of

•owing.

Peas—Early : Sangster's No. 1, Dickson's Favourite.

Late: Harrison's Perfection, Mammoth, Lord Raglan.

—

I am no ^advocate for early Peas, preferring to wait a

few days"longer and have something fit to eat. I there-

fore grow the three last named varieties only, and they

give me a supply from June to November. Peas for

summer and autumn crops should always be sown in

trenches prepared the same as for Celery, and with

plenty of manure ; ID this way you need not fear to

have a good crop, and but little mildew.

Potatoes : Early Handsworth, Ashleaf Kidney,

Alstons Kidney, Gloucestershire Kidney, Early Axford,

Regents, Fluke.—The Early Handsworth is an early

and excellent variety, quite equal to Ashleaf Kidney.

The Alstone and Gloucestershire Kidneys were sent to

me last season by Messrs. Wheeler of Gloucester, and I

found them excellent croppers, and nearly as early as

the Ashleaf. They are much to be recommended. In

the last untoward season the Fluke appears to havw

resisted the disease better than almost any other kind.

Radish : Wood's Early Frame, Beck's Short-top,

Red Turnip, White do.—These four kinds sown
together give a capital succession; for summer crops a

north aspect is the best.

Savoy : Dwarf Ulm, Mitchell's Green Globe.—In a

severe winter like the present a lot of Savoys planted

late, and not for Cabbage, come in very acceptable in

the spring.
SpiNACn : Flanders, Prickly, Round.—The first is

the best for all seasons ; I prefer the Round for summer
use. The Mountain Spinach or Orach I do not think

much of; Water-cress, or the leaves of Vegetable
Marrow, make a good substitute for Spinach when it is

scarce.

Turnip : Red American Stone, Clink Castle Black
Stone, Orange Jelly, Yellow Finland.— I still regard
the Red American Stone as the most useful Turnip in

cultivation, and the Yellow Finland is a worthy rival to

the Orange Jelly.

Vegetable Marrow ; Custard, Prince Albert.—The
Costard Marrow degenerates very much, but Prince
Albert is an excellent variety, and a prodigious bearer.

r. a. w.

The highest ambition of hundreds of thousands is to

form a pilgrimage to its summit. It forms the topic oi

their conversation for years before and after the journey

Thousands ascend yearly. It io considered a proof of

their having done nothing wrong, when they ascend

and descend without accident.

It is also recorded that millions of untameable
horses inhabit the forests; birds are said to swarm
which pick out the eyes of bad people. These and

many similar tales are believed by the people generally.

Observations taken on Mount Fusi Yama by Captain

Robinson, of H.M.S. Berenice, and myself. Latitude

32° 21' north, longitude 138° 42' east.

Height of the edge of the crater where the resting

house ami temple sire situated 13,977 feet

Height of the highest peak .. 14,177 ,,
^

Thermometer at noon, exposed to the sun on the summit 54'

Ditto ditto in the snow 32"

Temperature at 9000 feet elevation.

6 a.m., out of doors
6 p. m , ditto

6 a.m., in our sleeping shed

THE CRATER,

Its shape, an irregular oval
Its mean length 1114 yards
Its mean width .. .. .. 666 >.

1 1 h depth about 500 foet

Tho angle of the mountain was calculated at 35" to 40

44°
45*

48°

Diary.

Sept. 4th, Kanagawa.—A.t 6 a.m. Mr. Alcock, Her
Britannic Majesty's Minister, &c. &c., at Yeddo, his

attaches and the gentlemen who had been fortunate

enough to receive invitations, in all eight in number,

assembled at the British Consulate, Kanagawa, pre-

pared as far as stout horses and good spirits could make
them, to be the first Europeans admitted into the

interior of Japan, and permitted to ascend the sacred

mount.
At 7 A.M. 12 pack horses loaded with provisions and

clothes were despatched, and at 9 we mounted and rode

olf. Our party and their respective appointments were

as follow 8.

Mr. A.'fl Attaches.

Mr. Alcock, Commander-in-Chief.
Mr. Gower, Junr., Commissariat
Mr. Ensden, Paymaster.
Mr. McDonald, Baggage Master.

Major de Fonblanque, Military Secretary.

Mr. Gower, Senr., Artist.

Captain Robinson, Naval Secretary, to take observations.

Mr. Veitch, Botanist.

The town of Totska was reached at 11 a.m., where

we halted and breakfasted, started again at 5 o'clock and

arrived at Fusisawa at 7 p.m. The scenery was exceed-

ingly beautiful, the high road lined by one continued

aveiiue of Pines (Pinus Massoniana), with an occasional

break, through which a glimpse might be caught of the

surrounding country and the mountains we were

approaching. One of these views, named by Mr.

Alcock "Our first view of Fusi Yama," was truly

magnificent.

The population were everywhere exceedingly quiet

and polite. We found our arrival anticipated, and

thousands of men, women, and children assembled to

behold the " foreigners."

The perfect submission of the people surprises a

European accustomed to see p concourse kept in order

by police and soldiers. A single wave of the fan by

the officer preceding Mr. Alcock was sufficient to make
every human being fall on his knees.

Ri.

Route from Kanagawa to Hodogaya . . 1
Hodogaya to Totska . . . . 2

Totska to Fusisawa . . . . 1

36 Street = to 1 Ri. ; 1 Ri = 2§ miles English.

Mean Temperature, 75°.

Sept. 5, Fusisawa.—Rose at 5, having had considerable

practice in musquito hunting during the night. Started

pack horses at 6, and rode off ourselves at 7 A.M.

Crowds similar to those met with yesterday filled the

streets, but no sign of disrespect. The country was

very similar to that seen yesterday, beautiful avenues,
East longitude. It is undoubtedly of volcanic origin ;

j
an(j immense plains of Rice to the edge of the road on

according to the most reliable Japanese records it has

DIARY KEPT BY J. G. VEITCH
DURING HIS TRIP TO MOUNT FUSI YAMA, SEPTEMBER,

18GO.

Introduction.—The celebrated mountain Fusi Yama
is situated in the province of Surunja, on the Island

of Nippon, in 35° 21' North latitude, and 138° 42'

Street.

9
9

30

not emitted fire or lava for a period of 250 years.

This is fully borne out by the general appearance of

the foot of the mountain. Dense forests cover its

sides to an elevation of from 8000 to 9000 feet, at

which height trees become mere bushes ; at this eleva-

tion Abies leptolepis is never met with over 2 feet

high. From 9000 feet to its summit (14,000 feet),

no vegetation is seen with the exception of one or two
dwarf rock plants. Not a particle of soil is visible
sufficient to support vegetation, loose'lava alone appears
in every direction.

The summit is entirely covered with snow for a
period of eight months of the year, and during the
remaining four, patches are met with in sheltered spots.
It is asserted by Japanese writers that Mount Fusi
Yama was thrown up from the bowels of the earth in a
single night, and their books contain numerous repre-
sentations of the event, with the surrounding popula-
tion on the following morning, staring amazed at what
had happened.
The Mount is remarkable as being the highest in

Japan, and from its rising out of a level plain, and
forming the most perfect cone conceivable, and also
for the reverence in which the Japanese people hold

formed a most exciting and novel one, and caused the

Japanese as well as ourselves much amusement.

Route—Fusisawa to Oiso, crossing river Banugawa.
Ri. Str.

Oiso to Odawara . . . . 4 8

Sackagawa ..4
Temperature 7S\

Sept. 6, Odawara.—Having again loaded and started

our pack horses, we bid adieu to Odawara. Hakone
mountains lay in our immediate front, and their

ascent was appointed as our day's trip. The road was

exceedingly steep and rough and compelled us to dis-

mount and walk. Arrived at the small village of

Yamoti, at 9 A.M. A few houses form the village,

which is however much frequented by Diinus

(Princes) on account of the sulphur baths. The springs

risi in the immediate vicinity. Pushed on to Hatoqjiku

through torrents of rain. Halted here and partook of

a Japanese breakfast, consisting of Rice, vegetables,

fish, and soup, eaten with chop sticks, and served by

Japanese musmes (girls). To this we all did ample

justice.

Hatoojiku is situated at 4000 feet elevation, com-
manding a magnificent view of mountain forests, and
the sea in the far distance. It is famous as producing

some of the finest lacquer ware in the Empire. The
garden attached to our resting house here is the most
perfect specimen of Japanese horticultural skill I have

yet met with. Handsome trees, cut shrubs, ponds of

water, and waterfalls, all blended together with

exquisite taste, and without that formal appearance

generally met with. The rain showing no signs of

ceasing we again set out on foot for the town and lake

of Hakone. Previous to starting our horses were

supplied with straw shoes to enable them to keep

their footing. The approach to Hakone was lined by
one of the most magnificent avenues I ever beheld, and
it fully repaid us for our exertions. It consisted entirely of

Cryptomeria japonica, the trunk of every tree as straight

as an arrow, averaging 130 to 150 feet in height, by 13

to 15 feet in circumference at the base.

Hakone, situated on the borders of a lake

of the same name, is 6250 feet high. It is the chief

town of one of the numerous Japanese Princes' terri-

tories, and is guarded by formidable barriers. To
avoid inconvenience and annoyance special permission

was obtained to cross these barriers before leaving

Yeddo. Good accommodation was provided for us on

the shores of the lake. The scenery to-day consisted of

bold mountains covered entirely with dense Pine forests

;

constant rain, however, greatly obstructed our views.

Ri. Str.

Route—Odawara to Yamoti .. .. 1 10
Yamoti to Ilat.ajiku .. ..1 8
Hatajiku to Hakone .. .. 1 10
Temperature, 7S° Barometer, 27° 90'

Sept. 7, Hakone.—Rain ceased during the .night.

Started at 8 a.m. to accomplish the ascent, our horses

following in the rear, and with great difficulty kept on
their legs. The southern side of Mount Hakone pre-

sents an aspect totally different from that met with
yesterday. Coarse Grass, Bamboo, and Fern take the

place of forests. No trees are met with above 1000 feet

elevation. At this height I observed Thujopsis dola-

brata. The trees averaged 30 to 40 feet in height by
1 to 2 feet in diameter at the base. On approaching
Missima at the foot of the mountain 12 officers met
Mr. A. and conducted us to a Dimu's resting house.

Rain again fell in torrents during the afternoon, and
compelled us to defer our next stage till the following

day. Missima is only a few hundred feet above the

level of the sea. "it contains 12,000 to 15,000
inhabitants.

Ri. Str
Route—Hakone to Missima 3 28

Barometer, 30° Thermometer, 80*

Sept. 8, Missima.—Rain continued to fall in torrents.

A council of war was held, and it was resolved to push
on without further delay. Passed through a country
to-day comparatively level, but remarkable for the

extent and luxuriance of the agricultural crops. An
immense acreage of Rice. Reached Numado at 9 A.M.,

and Hara at 11, riding through both towns without
halting, to the immense amazement of the natives

assembled in thousands in spite of wind and weather to

behold the " foreigners/' Arrived at Yosiwara at 1
p.m., wet and dirty, and looking as miserable as any
men need do ; a good wash and breakfast considerably

altered our feelings, both inwardly and outwardly. A
splendid view of Mount Fusi Yama is here to be
obtained. It is considered by the Japanese as the
finest. Yosiwara is some 12 miles distant from what is

considered as the foot of the mountain, although the

ascent gradually commences at this place. The weather
still continued very uninviting, and we accordingly

lay to for the night. At 9 p.m. the wind blew a gale,

either side. Crossed the river " Banugawa" in ferry

boats, and arrived at 10 A.M. at Oiso, a seaport town of

considerable importance.

At the entrance of the town upwards of 20
officials received and conducted us to a resting

house, where both ourselves and horses were re-

freshed. According to Japanese custom a present

of eggs was presented to our chief. These presents

are frequently made, and generally consist of some-
thing edible. We obtained a beautiful view of

Fusi Yama and the active volcano of Osimainthe Japan
sea from this place. From Oiso we skirted the sea

coast and proceeded to Odawara, arriving at the last

named place at 6.30 P.M. The scenery met with this
j

and at midnight an eastern typhoon was sweeping over

afternoon surpassed anything yet seen. Over and over
I

us with all its fury; it blew without a moment's cessa-

again we stopped and silently admired the picture.

To our left lay the sea as smooth as glass, with trading

junks scattered over its surface. To our right mag-
nificent undulating ground clothed with dense masses
of vegetation, which often reminded one of an English

park. Several small rivers were crossed before arriving

at Odawara. The most remarkable was Sackagawa.
Its current is so strong as entirely to prevent people
riding over with safety. We were accordingly carried

across on litters, each litter being supported by 6 or 8

tion from all quarters until 10 A.M. on the 9th, and

threatened to carry all before it.

Ri.

Route—Missima to Numado 1

.. 1

.. 3

Str.

18
18
6

Numado to II ira

Hara to Yosiwara
Temperature 76°

; Barometer, at 6 p.m., 29.90.

Sept. 9, Yosiwara.—At noon, the weather

favourable, started for Omio, halting at a Buddhist

Temple in its vicinitj for refreshment. The soil in

this neighbourhood is exceedingly rich and productive.

being

>t, aud their extraordinary traditions respecting it.
j
coolies ; our horses were led after us. The whole scene

j
Rice, Tobacco, and Millet form tho principal crops, and
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grow most luxuriantly. The only Tea plantations

(Thea Bohea) met with during our trip were seen in

this locality. Moist shady valleys are the spots chosen

for its culture; hushes 2 to 4 feet high, hy as much

through, are planted in rows 3 to 4 feet apart, and

generally speaking an annual crop, such as Millet, is

sown between the rows-apparently for the sake ot

additional shade. The plants appeared in perfect health,

and would, doubtless, yield a good crop. Frequent

plantations of Paulovnia imperialis occurred during to-

day's trip. The Temple Gardens at Omio contain an

immense variety of rare trees and shrubs, amongst

others Sciadopitys verticillata, Thujopsis dolabrata

variegata, Aucuba species nova, four or five varieties of

Maple, a species of Magnolia, splendid Azaleas, &c.

Proceeded from this place to Muriyama, arriving

there at 6 P.M. Quarters were in readiness for us at a

Temple, and the priests dressed in their official yellow

gowns to receive the minister. Muriyama is 4000 feet

above the level of the sea, A view from this place of

the plain beneath, tjhrpugh which we had lately passed—

the sea in the far distance and the setting sun tinting

the horizon, presented a picture scarcely to be described.

Hatchimando. At 10 A.M. we started oft for X«9«
amidst deluges of rain. Halted at the temple and

breakfasted. Once more started our pack horses

Reached Omio at 6,^jir^)ied to the skip, but \ool>»g

forward to a good night's rest m

^C

comparison to those instrument, &c.

'itself were now com

Ri.

2
2

Str.

Str.

6

heavy

Str.

ght

passed on the mount.
i

Route from 8500 feet to Hatchimando.
Hatchimando to Muriyama,
Muriyama to Omio.

Temperature, 6 a.m., 44° ; 6 p.m., 69 .

Sept. ltoh, Omio.-The return trip presented litJe

novelty, our journey to-day being over the same

ground as that pass** on the 8th and 9th. Started or

Hara at 8 A.M. My horse being done up I was compelled

to walk. Fortunately the weather was fine. I1AU*1

two or three hours at Hara. Started at 5 for Missima,

passing through Numado. The river Sinagawa, swollen

by the late rains, had overflowed its banks; we were

compelled to dismount and wade through it, anything

but a pleasant operation, but one which caused much

amusement. Reached Missima at 7 p.m ;
remained here

for the night.
Ri.

Route—Omio to Hara •• /'
Hara through Numado, and crossing the

river Sainagawa to Missima .. ..3
Temperature, 74°

Sep*. 14, Missima.—Started at 8 A.M., for Atame,

crossing one of the lower peaks of the Hakone ridge.

All the fine views seen during our trip were apparently

represented to-day ; the scenery, cultivation, and vege-

tation generally if possihle surpassed all we had pre-

viously met with. Splendid specimens of Cryptomeria,

some of which attained a circumference of 16* feet at

the base, and woods of

amongst the finest trees. 5
we looked down upon plains, thousands of acres in

extent, cultivated entirely with Rice. At noon entered

the quiet seaport town of Atame, situated on the east

coast of the Island of Nippon.
This place is celebrated throughout the Empire for

its sulphur-springs, and for the cures effected by their

waters. A large establishment is kept up for Dimus,

who yearly take the baths here. Excellent accommo-
dation was provided for us at this house; the springs

rise in the yard attached to the place and a suite of

rooms have water always flowing into them. The
power of these springs is wonderful. The temperature

is above boding point (212°). Such is the force with

which the water bursts forth that a wall at a distance

of 40 feet is continually wet with the spray. The
steam produced from the water rises in an immense
volume, and is plainly visible many miles at sea.

Route—Missima to Atame .. .. 5 Ri.

Temperature, 75°

Atame, Sept. 15.—The steamer "Berenice" hove in

sight at 6 a.m. The gay of Atame offers no anchorage
for shipping, and she accordingly rounded the point and
anchored in the next bay. Mr. Alcock and his attach'

remain here to take the baths. The three other gentle-

men with myself embarked at noon and steamed into

Kanagawa harbour at 9 P.M.

I8ei

now appears by Mr. Iluston's loHeT^wT
that it shouldJuwc bee» —B°.] Mr A Pr" ;

all probability take an opportunity
f 32 *

particulars of his observation as to anwI?T?
' " It would be well if t^> :

npared with the other one i ok*
which registered —5°. w«- «*

u
-
neat Uafc*

anextfc

,11 (..1411J1\_1 *- li^W V« J-V^ *^^~ —

T

Thujopsis dolabrata were

from the higher elevations

. The towns, their inhabitants, manners, and cugtoms,

were entirely similar throughout the entire journey. A
Japanese town consists of one long continuous street,

and once having seen a town in Japan a stranger is not
repaid for visiting a second (except a few of the large

aces, such as Yeddo, Miaco, &c.) The same one-storied

houses with their clean matting floors and paper win-
dows, all built and fitted up alike ; the features of the
people, their modes of dressing, manners, &c. &c, all

essentially resemble each other. A Japanese from the
most southern point might pass for an inhabitant of
the most northern regions, and vice versd.

Route—Yosiwara to Omio
Omio to Muriyama

Thermometer, 7 a.m., 73^ ; 7 p.m., 69°.

Barometer, 7 a.m , 29.50 ; 7 p.m., 24.44

Sept 10, Muriyama.—Our pack horses and

baggage remained here. Men hired for the purpose

were despatched with provisions and a change of clothes.

The road admitted of being ridden over as far as

Hatchimando, 8 miles distant from Muriyama. Grooms

were sent forward to this place to receive our horses, and

we finally reached there at 12 noon. Each man
furnished himself with a staff and started. At 6 p.m.

we found ourselves to our great satisfaction at a house

which was appointed as our quarters for the night.

Our walk had been a circuitous one, very rough under

foot, but well shaded. During the early part of the

day we passed through forests of Beech, Alder, Lime,

Oak, and Maple, and latterly through Pine forests,

Abies bifida, A. Tsuga, A. fir ma, A. leptolepis, Podo-

carpus sp., &c. Resting houses are met with at stages

vanying from 1* to 2 miles, where tea is provided for

the refreshment of travellers. Never I believe did even

Japanese drink more tea in the same space of time than

we did to-day. Numerous pilgrims were passed returning

frpinthe summit, who congratulated us on our attempt.

Our resting house was at an elevation of 8500 feet.

A few Dwarf Larch were the only specimens of vegeta-

tion to be seen. The sea was plainly visible in the
distance ; the sun set beautifully, tinting the horizon
for miles. Our sleeping apartment, 25 by 11 feet, was
destined to contain eight Englishmen, their servants,

and the host and hostess and family. A door served
the double purpose of window and chimney.

Ri.

Route—Muriyama to Hatchimando . . . . 3
Hatchimando to 8500 feet elevation 4
Thermometer 6 a.m., 62° ; 6 p.m., 54

s

.

Sept. l\th, Mount Fusi Yama, 8500feet elevation.

In vain did we turn and twist duiing the ni

endeavouring to fall asleep. Heartily wishing for day-
light hours before it appeared, swarnis of fleas and our
own imaginations totally prevented our finding rest,

and the order to rise and start was hailed as joyful
news. A steep zigzag walk barely to be made out
brought us at 10 a.m. to the summit. The latter part
of the ascent was very fatiguing. Each stage became
steeper, the loose lava continually slipping under our
feet. The glorious scene from the top fully repaid us
for all our exertions. The day was beautifully clear.
A vast expanse of sea, five lakes, including that of
Hakone, Yeddo the capital, and numberless smaller
towns lay to the east ; and a vast extent of unexplored
mountainous country to the westward. Plains of Rice
appeared like small patches, and .trees 150 feet in
height but as mere bushes. The outer euge of the
summit has been calculated about 3 mile's in cir-

cumference and the inner circle (he. the crater) 2 miles.
Tpe crater is formed of huge masses of lava ; it is per-

y dry, amino aperture can be observed in i£. A
small resting house and a temple are kept open on the
summit during the summer months for the accommo-
dation of pilgrims, a breakfast was prepared for us in uftnio C^w.**™****.*
the former, having done justice to which we assembled Tmr T

H°*?e 7^? ?
Tf ^on one of the. highest peaks to perform the honours of

L°n
™*!P**fi**

at Chatteris.-\t would appear by
our country, &r»

"onuui* yQUr rc,turng ot temperature (see p. 23) that the lowest

The health of PW ir™f r « • **-•—1~ i\. r> V™nt fco wlli( -h thc glass fell on Dec. 24-5, 1860, was
nf ^£

n
lal"l0* H^ and this at two places in Eneland far distantof .Mr. Rutherford Alcock, of our absent friends in from

'

h othpr v : 7 nhSw« SS Ia
£

<iistant

England, were drunk in Champagne. A salute of 21
' c™dl , LwSiiw Now 5 * hS g

11 ' /7^ns (revolvers) was fired, and 55 British flag hoisted. ^^S^le^i to^ll^S^StThree cheers were given, such only as Englishmen can extraordinary ««mnn nnl 1^1 l

uP°nin such an

give and finally « God save the* Queen" was sung. SStfS ™ '
"1"°TiT^l^L^

xne descent was commenced at 2 p.m., and our sleepin
bouse reached at 4. Much against our inclination we
were c pelled to remain here another night, and made
ourselves as comfortable as circumstances would permit.

Ri. Str.
Route from 8500 feet elevation to the summit.. 4
Return to the same place . . 4
Tempevatu 6 a.m. .. 44" ) . -,

6p.ii. ..45 |
out of door...

6 a.m. .. 48 in our sleeping shed.
1*2 noon, on the summit, exposed, 54°
of the snow, S8 .

Sept. 12.-8,500 feet elevation. Rain fell heavily
us morning, and a t ck fog covered the mountain I

started at daybreak to collect seeds, &c, and met our
oarty at the foot. Our horses awaited us at

TRADE MEMORANDA.
A pehson calling himself a Gardener, and pretending

that he lost an arm in the service of * * * is

passing through the country soliciting assistance. We
have the authority of * * * to say that no one
ever lost either leg or arm in his service.

William Marshall Ti
In your tabulated lists of returns of temuerihT, V"
one from Chatteris, taken from the Times h wll*
thermometer is stated to have indicated 9

on ti *J
I presume this must apply to my return as nJff
the Times, as I saw no others in that Pane fc!

Chatteris ;
and if so, you have mistaken the 5J?

should stand 5° below zero. Subjoined is -»

from my letter which appeared in the
" On Monday night the thermometer fell to^
zero, and at 10 o'clock on Christmas morning itjy
exactly at zero; at 1 p.m. on the same day°itw?
above zero, and at 7 p.m. it had risen to 15°

an

10 p.m. to 26°. The following are the lowest temp*
hires since the 25th, as shown by my self-registerb

thermometer (one of Casella's) .-—Dec. 28-29

Jan. 7-8,11°; 8-9, 14°; 9-10, IV. Alfred S. &*
Aylesby House, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Registration of Lowest Temperatitre.—Sow that*

! very cold season which we have just experienced k

directed people's attention to the thermometer, it«

be useful to mention the great care which is requisite!

fixing upon a proper place for the instrument, sotk

the real temperature of the air may he determined,

a

not that caused by radiation either to or from i

instrument. What I am about to state will bea
firmed by all scientific observers of meteorology,

shall chiefly use the words of the Rev. L. Jenjns,i

accomplished author of " Observations in Meteorolojj

To give a correct indication of the temperature ofK

air the thermometer should not merely he placed ini

shade, facing the north, but should have no wall or dk

large object near, from which the sun's rays mar

reflected upon it. Further, it should not be fixed to

wall, the temperature of which it would take, andwk

ie very slow in following the changes of the atmosphs

The best method is to fix it to a post, ki

a north wall at a few feet behind, the inste:

being about 5 feet from the ground, exposed

free current of air, but screened by a hood from a

rain and radiation to the sky. Two thernuaji

placed within a few feet of each other will often*"

verv different temperatures if the above prec

are neglected; if one is covered hy a slight wit

roof it will give the true temperature o the »£
the other if exposed upwards towards the sky wiU*

a much lower degree of heat through radiation

itself. We do not want to know the amount or

caused by radiation, but that of the air; or il

«

want such inform tion it slu UM be
:

careful yd*

Kuished from the true temper.' ure of the air asfil

from the hooded instrument. It i< «j« |™T
of the very low temperatures recorded 11

£e

papers, a,^ even in the Gardeners ^^
from ignorance of the care requisite to oLWin^

result from the very best instrument. IP*" ^
fallacy pointed out by Messrs W^JSi,
another 'column. When the spirit thermo^J

placed horizontal^ the exhalation whichjawpj

from the surface of the spirit is condensed.atw^
end of the tjnpe and remains there. U » .^
as to be nearly invisible (quite so to tlie "%

t̂

and sometimes accumulates to such an exiw « ^
the instrument to show a temperature otse

.

below the true one. This is a veryP^^
recorded. Taking both the causes "> fc0

J
5?"^

viz., the radiation upwards from unrcK)^an^
and the false depression of others become

(i

exhalation, we may be allowed to douw u ^

some of the apparently very low temperatures

corded recently ~^f
plai

very low temperatures re».« ,

very great mistakes. Allow me to repeat

instrument with a roof or hood of its own, y ^

from a building, a few feet from the groum
,

u

bulb end of the registering thermometer

an inch to an inch lower than the other en

C. C. B.
t
Cambridge. T<wtbat^

Effects of the Frost,-At this place 1 w* ^
trees on open walls are all but killed—

a

iftlae

imperf ly ripened shoots of last summer# ^

injured that all hopes of any fruit this w ^
given up ; and I much doubt if our AP.

g0Djj(»

in a much better condition, as on exaniinu e
t^

south wall this morning I find the bark m
bef

>»

yourself how many sources of error there are in
defective instruments, and careless or imperfect read-
ings

; indeed you have pointed out instances of the
kind in your leading article in p. 21 of the same
dumber. As a resident in the Cambridgeshire Fens I
would suggest, therefore, that the Chatteris observation
should be tested, and if incorrect put aside so as not to
mislead those who come after us. For my part, I
altogether doubt the accuracy of the observation—
(although I have tlie greatest respect for the observer)—
seeing that another observer at the same place and the
same time has reported the temperature at 0° onh
(My 1 • •

.......
that

the Times

have otherwise been fruit-bearing sPi^^r
rown, and to all appearance dead. ^>

ll

most, however, even after such weatu?r
.

<r4.„ I ..

perienced, was, that on my attention RPM^,

we»f
If

davs ago by one of the workmen to the cm ^,
standard Pear trees which he was prum

u

B . ^j.

he reported as being all dead, I found^^
them that many of their young sn0ots

,

we
v\n on 80^

state to those of the Teach trees? ^d
. ?

v
tbe 1

the branches, as thick as a walking sticK, ^#-

quite discoloured, and possibly when
,^l0Ugh

*

.

growth arrives will prove to be acaa,
pcar

gdfl*?

happy to say that this condition among

appear to be general. 1 may " cre
1

* *

e> 8pp*J
Quince trees have suffered in a gr t «eo

stem,*
F

Oaks ax Jf

impossible to *reen
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on the extent of the losses the country has sustained

in the shape of ornamental trees, though on some

future day it will doubtless be au interesting subject

matter has been occupying your pages, the question

has been often ptSSibd on my mind, whether, notwith-

standing all the facilities enjoyed by young gardeners

procured last autumn In Von 6 bold <x < '« Japan
Nursery at Leydeh, where there is a large stock of

tuuity of judging, the trees we are in possession of

from California are quite safe, but I very much doubt

if the same can be said of the majority of the so-called

hardy plants from Mexico, Japan, and even some from

China and the Himal is, though doubtless the dis-

astrous accounts of It - which will reach you during

the next three months will very much enlighten us on

these points. The winter here began to set in in

earnest about the 20th of December last, and continued

increasing in severity till the 24th, on the morning of

which the thermometer, S feet from the ground, indi-

cated 15°, and during th< never rose higher than

19°
; in the evening the bein became tower and

lower till the th >me ad zero, aud at dayligh

a the 2 ood at —6°, aud did uot get higher t Uat

day than 13 . These two days, and perhaps the h,

when the t rature was 7°, and the very uug d

previous summer, are quite sufficient to account for the

many disaster* which will doubtless hereafter be

r< rded. Andn w Dick, Sudbury IIall, Derby.
( >n examining my Peach trees on walls, i find that the

young v »d is completely killed, and that even the

tick wood is injured. The young shoots and spurs on

Apricots aie quite destroyed. Plums* have Suffered

severely. I have tried them carefully and cannot find

one bud alive. Evergreen Oaks, Phillyreas, Laurus
tin uses, Common and Portugal Laurels, are killed to the

ground. Hollies are dead to the thick wood ; and budded _.„
Roses of all kinds are completely destroyed. The ther- small to minds who can appreciate them. But to return

have put to not a few men of standing, some of them

large employers of young men ; the general answer is

that they are not; the great complaint, the crying evil,

is the want of application. In the present day there

re so many frivolous excitements which call off

the attention from less attractive studies, that it is

not every young gardener who has the force of

character which would enable him to pursue the self-

denying course that can alone lead to success. Next

to moral worth every gardener ought to feel bound to

be a good workman, but how often is it otherwise;

I have met with many, and I am sorry to say, continue

> meet with them still, who can neither mow nor dig
J

it h an ordinary labourer. I often find the greatest

difficulty in endeavouring to get them to try a little

.tan v, or anything requiring application. There are,

there always were, and always will be exceptions, and
these exceptions must of necessity—other things being

:nl—attain to the highest positions. I would not for

a moment object to such a course as Linager proposes,

but it would never be of very general application ; men
J

would contrive to get on without it, just as they have

done before. Our ranks must always be recruited from
j

the working classes ; a gardener, to deserve the name,

is pre-eminently a working man ; few men ofintelligence

and general attainments would follow gardening because

of its emoluments, they must follow it from sheer love of

it, for it has its charms, and they are neither few nor

plaits from 1 to 3 feet in height, some of which were
Ltely sent home by Dr. Siebold, who, 1 was informed,

is now collecting in Japan, having gone out for that

purpose in the autumn of 1859. In addition to the

glaucous peculiarity alluded to, Siebold's plants ex-

hibited a more robust and vigorous habit of growth
than the short-leaved plant of Fortune; and I may add,

a plant of it in the nurseries of Messrs. Lawson & Son
here has stood the last three years without injury, it

having been only slightly protected by snow from the

late severe storm, when on one night a thermometer in

its vicinity registered —5°. Both Fortune's Iona ahd

short-leaved sorts produce small oval-shaped Plum-like

fruit, undistinguishable from one another, at least to a

casual observer, so that the old designations of mas.

and fcera. as applied to them are incorrect ; and if they

are really distinct species a new name will have to be

got for the latter, as it is certainly not the C. drupacea

of Siebold. William Qorr . Banyholm, Edinburgh.

numbers
remains
amongst
Jan. s.-

moraeter on the morning of Christmas-day indicated

— 9°, which was only 2° lower than on Jan. 3, 1854, but

at that time I did not observe the least injury to fruit

trt . although Laurels and Evergreen Oaks were killed

to the ground. Samuel Bradley, Elton Manor, near
Nottingham.

Position of Thermometers.—It is greatly to be re-

gretted that in so valuable a paper as the one in your
last Number, purporting to show the varying degrees
of temperature, registered in various localities during
the late severe frost, an omission exists which virtually

robs it of its main value as a meteorological record.

I refer to the absence of the needful information re-

specting the height of the thermometers from
the ground. In some localities there is a record
of 10°, 12°, and even 15° below zero. Now these, as
isolated tacts, are doubtless both interesting and valu-
able. But as relative or comparative facts they are
almost valueless. It must surely be unknown to

some of your correspondents that the variation
of temp iture between the surface of the snow, or
ven 6 to 12 inches above it, and 5 feet above

the ground, is often as much as from 3° to 6°

and even 8°. Now, where the proper standard of 4 to
5 feet from the ground is observed, there may be a
register of 5° and 6° below zero ; whereas, at 1 foot
from the ground, or on the surface of the
snow, the same thermometer would perhaps have
indicated 10° or 12° below zero. Therefore as a com-
parative record of cold, all observations should be made
at 5 feet (or never lower than 4 feet from the ground).
Where the register is given at this elevation, and also
on or near the surface of the snow, so much the better.
I was myself told of an instance of a thermometer
registering 14° below zero," in a gentleman's garden,
which led me at once to ask where the thermometer
was placed ? The answer was given " On the snow,"
as innocently as possible. As an illustration of the
varying intensity of frost at different elevations, I may
state that, last y ir, many specimens of Cedrus Deodara °? **» in mathematics he has already done so, why not
which for the first 2 feet above the snow were killed or follow the same course in relation to botany, vegetable
nearly so (and wholly stripped of their leaves) were at physiology, &c. ? thus showing what it is really

4 feet comparatively I le injured. At 7 feet they necessary lor us to acquire, in order that a man trying
were almost as fresh as the portion under the snow ^° Pftss for * honours" might not be left in doubt as
which w; of con; uninjured. In some states of to wna*b was required of him. There ranst in my

to my question—are young gardeners more intelligent

than they were 25 years ago ? I take it as granted that

they were always in the first rank of operatives ; the

general public has grown in intelligence. My question

is—have young gardeners maintained their position

ahead as before ? Garden literature has flourished and

practice improved, our facilities increased, and our

are greatly augmented. Still the question

- has intelligence increased in proportion

our young men ? A. Dawson, Rood Ashton,

—Permit me to state that I do not think

the system of " Linager" in the least too high in

its requirements, there being nothing in it that

is not attainable by men of common intellectual

development. "First Honours" even need but a little

assiduity, persistency, and a proper direction of laboui

and except a man is willing to give these he ought to

stand at the bottom of the list. Every sensible person

must admit that the present system of obtaining situa-

tions is a rotten one, having mere interest as its basis,

and that men who with but "a little "rubbing up"
might take " first honours "are too often put aside to

make way for others, who could not pass even as
" third class.'' I speak feelingly, for I speak from expe-

rience. I give " Linager's" system my mite of support,

as I think that it is a system which is likely to benefit

gardeners, and raise their profession in the estimation

of all thinking men. Noblemen and gentlemen would
then know to whom to apply to find a man fitted for

any situation they might require him for ; and those

who prefer the old system of getting men from a

nursery will be at liberty to suit themselves all the

same. Now, as "Linager" is the father of what I

consider to be a good system, could he not furnish a

few remarks that might be of service to his more
ignorant brethren—remarks such as are offered by the
" Civil Service," for instance, to candidates seeking

examination, showing not only what they must know
as a branch of study, but how much they must know

atmosphere (dense fog, for instance), there will perhaps
be scarcely a trace of difference 1 ween the tempera-
ture on the ground and at 5 feet elevation; but
it is far otherwise on a clear still night when
the radiation is uninterrupted. Since the setters
frost on the 25th, I have ascertained that in the
part of our grounds which lies about 18 feet below
the level of my house, the thermometer at 5 feet
from the ground registers 4° lower than at ray door

!

Tins would therefore judging by subsequent observa-
tions) have given —9° as our lowest at 8.20 on the
25th. On the surface of the snow, or at 1 foot from the
ground, probably the register would have been —13°or
ven lower I trust that in future a caution will be. ex-

tended to all parties forwarding registers ofcold to indicate
without the level at which the thermometer is
placed, otherwise our comparisons, in a scientific point

^TViu 1 **.**. Uttle Value
' Jas

- ^ckhouse,mn.,
xoric. |_1 he omission is our own. We cannot crowd

stem.

everything into a tabular record. The stations where
Uie observations are made are « presume well known,
lor t he most part, to our readers.

-

!

Education of Gardeners.—'\\. e discussion on the
education ot gardeners lias drawn forth some very good
articles in your late Numbers. The propositions of
Linager present nothing very insuperable, neitherw anything required more than is attainable bv youngmen actuated by a proper spirit. During the time this

estimation be a stopping point in botany, vegetable
physiology, &c. ; a point where a man may be said to

have a decent knowledge for all useful purposes in con-
nection with gardening. Will " Linager" therefore

indicate to us rising gardeners the stopping point;
having attained which in their various studies, they
may rest till the examination is passed and "first

honours " gained, leaving the minutiae and the depths
of each science, together with its various branches and
ramifications, for future study. Yorkshireman.

Do Hares or Rabbits Climb ?—I do not know much
about natural history, but is it not an unusual thing
for hares or rabbits (which is it)

During the late severe weather trees

have had it eaten off 10 feet above
an old castle in this neighbourhood (Whitby), covered
with Ivy, has had it eaten off 15 feet from the ground,
where the projecting stones assisted the animals in the
ascent. Scotch Tt ier.

Cephalotaxus drupacea.—In your last Number you
mention that Mr. Veitch's specimens of Cepbaluta.

drupacea (Siebold) are " very much more glaucous on
the under side of the leaves than the plants now in

cultivation." This is exactly the description of Siebold
C. drupacea, as compared with Fortune's short-leaved
species, C.Fortuni foemina of the nurseries, which Gordon
in " The Pinetum" has in error stated to be C. drupai
of Siebold. Enclosed is a sprig from a plant which I

to climb tree

covered with Ivy
the ground ; and

Notice* of Uookfi.

Personal Karratire of Two Years' Imprisonment in

Burmah. By Henry Gougcr. 8vo. Murray, pp. 327.

The circumstances related in this curious volume
occurred 35 years ago, and are described by the author
from memory only. This is always to be recollected in

its perusal. It appears that he proceeded to Burmah
as an English merchant, that he was well received at

Amerapoorah the capital, and cold his merchandize with

"astonishing" profit. Having revisited Calcutta he
returned to Ava, got on pretty well at first, but hosti-

lities with the English having broken out he was
regarded as a spy, thrown into prison, deprived of his

property, and eventually, after many perils, delivered

up to Sir Alexander Campbell upon the advance of that

general to the capital. Those who love excitement or

wish to study the manners of a barbarian nation at the

time of the nanativc, will find in the pages of the

volume a plentiful supply of anecdotes. We can only

quote a few.

Alligators.—"Bathing in the rivers of India is at

all times a hazardous and foolish practice, especially in

the Irrawuddi, which is teeming with alligators of

huge size and terrible voracity. They are often known
to take a man from the stern of his light canoe,

depressed as it is almost to the water's edge by his own
weight, offering a tempting bait to these ravenous

creatures. I have seen them at times basking on the

rushy bank, apparently asleep, with their horrid jaws
wide open, and distended almost to a right angle.

The natives say that while they are indulging in this

\\ , their pestiferous breath attracts the swarms of
flies and insects abounding on such sedgy banks, and
that when their mouths are well lined with them a
single snap secures the prey. This is not at all im-
probable, and must form rather a pleasant mode of
taking a delicate dessert after a glutting meal of putrid
irrion. A few years after, when my boat was once
liding noiselessly down the Saluen river, the men

resting on their oars, I came unexpectedly upon one of

these hateful reptiles as he lay extended in the cooling

attitude just described. He was either asleep, or too

intent upon his interesting amusement of fly-catching

to notice my approach, until a charge of a very different

description went down his nasty throat. A loud plash
in the water followed, almost as quick as the report
from my gun, and I saw him no more. There is no
doubt he died, for the alligator rarely recovers from a

severe wound."
Prison Precautions.— " But the most ridiculous

instance of superstition, was that of a man brought
into prison because he said he could fly. Why they
should interfere to prevent his doing so, if he really

p< ed the power, no one could tell. The case was a
difficult one. ' Father' Moung-lah was responsible for

his safe i tody, and was in terror lest the bird should
take wii g in the course of the night. The sagacious
old man thought it was possible he migh^ be able to fly

out ot one sort of fastening, but not out of another

;

so he wisely determined to take every kind of security
his wits could invent. The man was first put in three
pairs of irons,—the jaws of the central alligator then
lapped upon his ankles, holding them tight,—his

wrists were bound together with a long rope tied to

one of the rafters of the roof of the building,— his long
hair was twisted into braids, and each braid fastened

separately to the floor,—another rope was tied round
his waist and confined it to the floor al As he lay thus
prostrate, Moung-lah stood over him in contemplation,

apparently deliberating in his own mind what furthe

means he could adopt to clip the wii 3 of this subtle

captive. At last he bethought himself of the holes

pierced in the man's ears, which usually are large

nougb to save the trouble of carrying a cigar-case, and
through these holes the ingenious Moung lah contri I

to pass strings, confining his ears also to the floor. One
would hav bought he had read Gulliver. Still the

cautions ' father' bad his misgivings, and before leaving

the prison, very strict injunctions were delivered to the

lavage with the club, to watch the creature, and if it

attempted to fly, he was to brain it as it rose. While
I all this was ing on, the sufferer ceased not to ridicule

all their precautions, and to assert his own ability to
' elude them, as lie fully intended to do in due time
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t. , • -- TTiip creduHtv"otl school at Smithfield, a small plot

The con tide nee of his manner raised the creauncy ui
j v ^. „.,„„ t A\A not

Mr. Tlodsers. These people know more than you

think they do/ said he to me. I suggested our tjing

ourselves to him,-perhnp3 he might take us under^his

wing, and so we should escape when he took his^flight.

• Wait till you see, sir/ We did wait, and to the joj

of our Chief, next morning, the bird had not flown.

The gaolors soon began to doubt his powers ;
day by

day the lashings were relaxed, and when it clearly

appeared that he was an inhabitant of this earth only

and that he had no power to soar above it, no further

means were taken to confine him to it. The poor lunatic

was permitted to participate in the usual privileges of

the prison."
*

_ . ,

Prison Punishment.—" One night, as I was vainly

endeavouring to coax myself asleep, the screams of an

unfortunate wretch in the inner prison fell upon my ear,

and, the door of my cell being at the time unfastened

and the prison wall not more than 3 feet off, curiosity

prompted me to peep through a crack to see what fresh

mischief was on foot. Never shall I forget the foul

assassination I witnessed. The inmates were breath-

lessly silent, evidently expecting some evil 7 he cries

proceeded from a young man, who lay stretched on the

floor, with his feet in the stocks. The lamp was

burning dimly, giving just enough light to show the

form of a grim pahauet striding towards his victim.

Without a word he stamped several times on the mouth

of the youth with his heavy wooden shoes, with a force

which must have broken his teeth and jaws into frag-

ments. From my hiding-place, where i stood tremb-

ling with terror, I heard the bones crack and crash.

Still, the cries were not altogether silenced, when the

monster seized the club of the Savage, and with repeated

blows on the body and head, pounded the poor sufferer

to death. The corpse was then taken from the stocks

and buried in the prison-yard. Chilled to the heart by

what I had seen, I crept back into my cell unperceived,

with a resolution never again to give way to unneces-

sary curiosity. My soul, enter not thou into their

secrets/ What a gang of fiends was I living amongst !"

Mr. Gougeds Prudence,—' 1 The passage to Rangoon,

however agreeable, did not abound in adventures. One

alone happened worth relating. The general's boat, as

I have before remarked, headed the fleet; but some-

times, as it was powerfully manned, we dropped astern

just to see that all was right, then shot ahead again to

resume our proper position. I think it was the day we
left Prome, as the evening was setting in, we were

seated at our table on the deck making vigorous attacks

on a noble cold round of beef, when we were surprised

by a volley of musket-shots flying over our heads.

ISone of them hit us; they appeared to be aimed some
inches too high. We were at that time four or five

miles ahead of the fleet. The right bank of the river,

from which the shots proceeded, and which were pretty

steadily kept up for two or three minutes, was about

150 yards distant, and wpi lined with high Grass, flags,

and jungle. As the river was nearly a mile wide, it

would have been an easy matter t :> put the boat out of

harm's way in a few minutes by rowing her into the

stream, and as Sir A. Campbell did not speak the Hin-
dostanee language, I took the liberty to ask his per-

mission to give the required order for the purpose. But
the smell of powder had put the old soldier's blood up.
' No, sir! just tell the steersman to pub the nose of the

boat right in among them/ Now, this may be called

bravery—with due submission, 1 call it d< wnright folly.

Here were three men seated at table on the deck of an
open boat, offering au inviting butt for concealed

marksmen on shore,—one of the three (I beg his pardon),

who ought to have known better, absolutely donning
his cocked hat in order to present a fairer target, and
showing by the flag at the mast-head that it was the
boat of the Chief risking his life— for what ? For the
chance of punishing a gang of marauders, who, if they
are good shots, are pretty sure to make him pay dearly
for his temerity."

The author was eventually appointed to examine the
country for Teak trees, concerning which we should
have been glad of details, even although 35 years old.

jL Glossary of Scientific Terms for General Use. By
Alexander Henry, M.D. (12mo, Walton & Maberly,
pp. 202.)

A useful book, but very meagre and in great need of
amplification. In Botanical terminology it is especially
poor. Nor is it always correct. Thus Acotyledonous,
although literally signifying having no cotyledons,
nevertheless in common parlance really means not
producing u seeds."

of houses at the top

of Hilltown Dundee. I did not begin under distin-

RuiSeSI patronage/ The small bill announcing my

opening sCply held out that I was to each reading

SS -dUithmetic. Latin and maUiematics were

not m
because 1 Knew out u»»« *» ~*V*Y «•«• 'dn+pet pd
not profess to teach them I have ever dlotwted

quackery, and of all kinds palmed on the public, there

I *ZlLmo contemptible than that which too often

giving enougii to nicely moisten

I, and arithmetic. Latin and inau.omaucs «« .

enhoned, because they were not needed, and

el knew but little of either-at least I could ri

wh

teachers. With few exceptions they try to«ake «ie

credulous believe they possess great learning,^ heieas,

in not a few cases, they should attend to the advice-

"'Let all the foreign tongues alone,

Till you can read and spell your own.

We believe the author's story to be perfectly trust-

"ftSdrt Spring Catalogue for 1861 is much more than

a Trade list. It is a good instructor in the quality and

cultivation of garden crops, and has some useful litho-

graphic plates after the manner of Vilmorm s Album,

but uncoloured.

Journal ofthe Linnean Society\ Supplement to V ol. v.,

Botany, is entirely occupied by a valuable paper by

Dr. Thomas Anderson on the Vegetation of Aden, the

burnt up coaling station of Red Sea steamers, which

nevertheless boasts of 94 species of plants belonging to

79 genera and 41 natural orders.

The Underground Railroadfrom Slavery to Freedom,

by the Rev. W. M. Mitchell (Tweedie) is an account

by a coloured clergyman, once a slave and slave driver,

of what has befallen him in the course of his life. The

name Underground Railroad signifies an imaginary

railroad by which abolitionists carry off niggers,

invented by the slave owners in consequence of their

inability to discover by what means their runaway

slaves were conveyed away. It is a curious narrative,

and will find readers in plenty. Price 1*. 6d.

Let the temperature range from 50° to 5"° **>

giving air whenever it can be done with Derfjfj*
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERlEi

Continue to make the necessary
prenarar

clumps or masses by sweetening or renewing ti

anting out things of biennial character 1 *
„here requisite in borders, and the reamneMiT*
perennials must stand over till more favourable

*

has set in.
l

,Vea^
HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEV

Push forward all kinds of wheeling while tl

is in a proper state for such work. Soils ofV£l
tenacious character are improved by working
exposing them to the action of frost, and someVt
dig such ground a second time, turning

in thefoH
surface, in order to expose a further portion to

action of the weather, but where it may be des

to do this the frozen part should not be du? s- a
in d«

to be recommendi

In Modern Statesmen or Sketchesfrom the Strangers'
Gallery of the Rouse of Commons (Tweedie), Mr.
Ritchie has given a lively description of the notables
now or lately forming part of the House of Commons.
He writes with knowledge and tact, and has produced
something more than an agreeable volume.
A new vein is opened in the Flore des Serres. In

the new number just out, in addition to figures of
plants, we find articles on Marine Aquaria with coloured
plates of their curious inhabitants.

Life Story, a Prize Autobiography, by Jas. Hillocks
(18mo, Tweedie). A tale of the struggles upwards of
a very poor man of the working class, a weaver's sot
born in Dundee. It contains plenty of good sense, fine
good feeling. We recommend the following to
gardeners. « On 25th November, 1814, I opened a

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—Where proper means are

allowed this structure should now be getting gay;

Chinese Primulas, Daphnes, early flowering Heaths and

plants of that description which should be in flower,

make a good display. Large plants of Rhododendrons

or Camellias that have been some time in their pots or

tubs will require more attention than people commonly

imagine; weak tepid liquid manure may be given

them occasionally with advantage. In stoves heat

must be indulged in, more particularly while the

present severe weather lasts. To obtain this keep

rath i r a lively fire from 7 in the morning until 11

o'clock, from which time it may be allowed to de-

cline until evening. Begin soon to repot Orchid?,

taking them exretly in the order in which they push

;

be sure that your material is scalded or half charred to

destroy insects. Keep the plants well elevated, and
use plenty of charcoal in lumps of considerable size,

fastening the whole at last so that the plant cannot be
loosened by agitation. Sphagnum or other Moss
pegged on the top makes a good finish, and is to be
recommended in houses which are unavoidably deficient

of atmospheric moisture. Syringe plants on blocks

occasionally, but not too much during the present
frosty weather. Let the temperature be 55° by night
and 65° by da v.

" FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Have soil in readiness for shifting wl

required; keep up a moist heat in the fruiting house,
syringing occasionally if much fire heat is employed.
Plants intended for fruiting may soon be planted out
into beds of good porous loam mixed with well rotted
manure.

Vineries.—Discontinue syringing Vines that are
showing fruit ; but secure moisture in the atmosphere
by frequently sprinkling passages, &c. Be satisfied

with as low a temperature as will be safe under the
state of the Vines, at night, and on very frosty days, but
take advantage of every ray of sunshine to raise it

considerably, and be very cautious how cold air is

admitted where the Vines are in leaf. As the Grapes
are cleared from late houses, prune and wash the Vines
with soft soap, and a little soot and lime ; also thoroughly
clean the woodwork, glass, Ac, and have everything
clean and ready for next compaign.
Peach House.—Discontinue syringing where the

blossoms are beginning to open, but secure a nice, moist,
healthy state of the atmosphere by sprinkling the

In short the system is not one wmaa .

Look well to the protection of Lettuce, CauliHower

&c, under glass. Some of the strongest roots of wt
Rhubarb might be covered with pots or boxes, i-

sufficient leaves and stable litter to produce a ^
warmth ; this would save injuring the roots !

moving them for forcing, but where there is a'gwi

stock of roots this is of little importance, and fetaiA

worth the trouble and litter which it causes. G*

ground prepared by heavy manuring and trenching
fc

fresh plantations of Rhubarb, Seakale and Asparagi

and remember that the ground for these things

«

hardly be made too rich.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
All leisure hours should be occupied iu collectnt

together ditchings, road-scrapings, and other refs

matters to improve the soil. Also take care that 4

dung-heap is secure at bottom by means of puddk

otherwise, and an escape drain should be provided i

one end (the lowest) with a stopper, so that in thea

of abundance of manure-water through rains or other

wise, the occupier could draw off the surplus ir

sunken pit waterproof, and by means of a water-baro

supply it to bis crops. Consult the Kitchen Gsrfe

Remembrancer in another column for informatMii

other matters.

STATE O? THE WEATHEK AT CHISWICK NEAR WSDOP

For the Week ending Jan. 17, l860,Mob8medatthe HorUculranlW"

Temfmatcm.

\i<
January. §*

Barometer.

Max. Mln.

Friday 11

Satur. 12

Sunday IS
Mon. 14

Tues. 15,

Wed. 16
Thurs. 17

AYPrase.

.

1

1
3
4
5

6

10.317

:*U40
•758

29.801
*Ui27
30.141
30.-J91

an."68

30.184

29.922
1/33
'.635

30.0i>l

30.'

30.201

49.95*

Jnn- 12- S ght thiw; cloudy; overcast; Jux^
- \l I uUorm haze ; snowing ; ^rcg^J^
- U-llnzT throughout; co.fwjnd figgy ft g^

15-HvinR
ii

WSJKWS;

Sffi &S?S*'
*•

,0-Cote.tr «M ; c,„»d,, -^»ST
i ****

17-OTPr<-»>l ; »liKht thaw; dmily,»tW ow th» ..alp

lle.n temperature or Hie week.. 1- '»«*• _
RECORD OF THE WMTMJ «, WJjjtnW^

January.

en

Sun«l*j2"
Mon. 21

Tuei. 22.. 4.U
Wed. 23.. "

Thun. 24..

Friday 2b..
Satur. 26..

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
ot Rain. Zi

curt*'

Names of Frtjits: Corespondents sn;
Qi

We cannot undertake to name baskets i ^^^

young

passages, &c, as may be necessary, but avoid anything
like dampness while the trees are in bloom. Maintain
a steady night temperature of 50° or 55° while the
trees are m bloom. Take every favourable opportunity
of admitting a little fresh air, especially if the external
air can be made to pass over the heating apparatus, so
as to get heated before coming in contact with the
plants. Avoid the admission of currents of dry, cold
air^however, which at present would be most injurious.

The highest teniperature during the above pe
h
^-tbtr*

!S:t4-therm. 58 dejc- ; and the to* e» ton u—^^
Notices to Correspondents..^

Discoloured Lkavks: W P. CoW and damP m^
ventilation. There is no mildew. U
to syringe with dirty water. ^ qtfjj,

Education of Gardeners. *e lavo a^ wc^
letters before us upon this subject, "*

pil8e. .
or^

find no room, or which are not t ^ ^f to abusetJJ

objectionable. To abuse ^^bSy'etoeii^V
men, to abuse employers, a?d every Doaj n
arguments. The worst of these is K

Scotchman." _ . ..^.vA«lrlnotbe«^>

_.. • ••*"." .i.„ n urn Dei -1

than six sorts, whatever

T J. Aa far as can be _ . . w

year. No. 1 is Blenheim Pippm »
2'^ }V. £*

Rock Pippin; 6, Pearson* »" Jcb The Hf.

,

the Waltham Abbey Seedling, of^ wliicn ^^ t?

Harvey, the name under wnicri ^
gardener, is a synonym. B ^^j^ the seea^ ;,-,

u> Seeds: T J. We do not revise u gureiy

shell, for that is all that we have recei

Acacia. . _. . „ , 3 f our /*%!*
Rabbits : J B D. It is stated at P- ?' °

barked»>
that trees may be kept from bein?

th0TO*W& *

painting their stems over annually «** l038
d

milk mixed with soot. Otheia
.

(see V
s00t

pl^f
volume) recommend fresh cow-dung *

t **y
i- -terns; and cow^xmg.toae,****^

;
gas tar is also sometimes *«*e

.

g of P*
Dt

,,| smell ; bul if this is used the

uke it aru *
nllmber i°r"L:

ver may be the n«« ^fJ

•im Pippin ; 2. ^°fr*£ y ur ^

*iaa.— See that trees planted out are properly moist
at the roots, and also keep those in pots and tubs care-
tully supplied with water, for any excess as respects the
presence or absence of moisture at the root is dangerous
after the appearance of fruit, and is the frequent cause
of its dropping off. Maintain a moist atmosphere, and
if necessary to water the border, use tepid water

exceed a hand's breadth. J ge notbi^gX
Mi.sc : A Young Nurterimian.J u can ^ W jf
better for heating a propagating m&fa$L
ing than a hot water apparatus.

The g^.^fcg
consult our advertising columns. i|

allCtio^ f]
only be had through the Trade, or at l^t»*gM
which are always advertised win.'

red of}M«
HIV. Double Zinnia Seed may beJ?^ n]£

for«rr wv,vw^—. — - - o plant <*£\
seedsmen. The Ailanthus Tree xe

J
iveu

oider of Terebinths.-Full price will

for Dec 24th and Dec. 3rd, 13oi>-
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TENANT F A R M *K It b
f MANURE CO M P A N Y

ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITEDX

.000

Chairman.—JONAS WEBB, Esq. Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Offices: 109, FENCHURCH STRIET. Manufactory: PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURB8

mav obtain every necessary Instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.O.8.,

*c.. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennin,{ton, London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superph°a
pbate- of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
t ion at the Coll

Manufacturers - /^OLLKdE op AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,O and of PRACTICAL and (JENERAL SCIENCE, 37 au«l

3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, 8.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.8., F.C.8., Ac.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Xaval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

rpH LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Ara now prepared to sen! out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
D OLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE fob
PASTURE-

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE fob CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE fob AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
-ODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value
1HJ, Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw. Purseb, Secretary.

AWE S'S MANURES.
LAWRS*S TURNIP MANURE £6 6

., BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..6 6
,. MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. 5 5
„ BARLEY, GRA--. and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure : Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and
cheapest at Uncial manuie that can be used for Wheat at
utumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes ipplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, EC, and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

MR. BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,
that he may bo professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, (fcc.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Buckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

Eixt ftanculturai (Bmtttt
SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR TI1K TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Momjat, Jan 21—Framlindium Farmer*' Club.

T ._ „«( Kinsjsroip Kftrraert* Club (Wheat
1if.*dat. -

"I Culture).
Wri.NitDAY,— 2.'i-Blnndford ditto ditto. 1

«.„„„._._ «,. J
stain drop Farmers* Club.TtftraSDAT. - ^iwirral ditto ditto.

TmrasDAT, — 31— Ajrri. Society of Ireland.

B

If you analyse an ordinary sample of cow's milk
you may probably obtain nearly 4 per cent, of

butter, quite 4 per cent, of casein, 4 or 5 per cent,

of sugar, and 88 per cent, or thereabouts of water.

If your cow yields, as it is probable she does,

URNARI), LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED 6000 lbs. weight of milk per annum, then you
superphosphate OF lime; guaranteed to contain obtain from her, according to this analysis, 240 lbs.

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasi
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker savs:— ' 'These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
nigh agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Uiemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
r
J5
e8'«*c'» mr,y ** had on application to Burnard. Lack,

* Co.. Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LOOK to your GRASS LANDS and DOUBLE
,, k-A0UI? CRoPS by dressing them with PULVERIZED
BON Kb to be had only ofJARED TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth
Wtorf, Lambeth, S., and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt
sufficient for an acre, and the present the time for dressing,
repared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees. Half inch

bones, bone dust, superphosphate of lime, gypsum, guano, and
all other artjoehua of guaranteed quality.

THOKLKVSf NDIMENT, < )n^ I , costing 30/.,
is equal in value to 601. spent in LINSEED CAKES. See

iiuMMsed reports in a Pamphlet which is sent j>o8t free.—
Aflflrees Thorlfy's Condiment Mills, Caledonian Rood, King's
Cross^Loudon, N.

JOHN FOWLER, .Trv.. 28, Cornbill, London, E.C.-
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES Con taining Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES^
T3URGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.XJ PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery
Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Kfy's Screw Deliverv Platform. Price 421. 10*.

???2Sl1C,H? rEaPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25d.ALLEN S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize^C
JV£j,h,

e
,S?

yal A *"cuR"ral Society. Price 30*.

ftrT£S?v?«,S
R«SS M0WER . for one Horse. Price 22*. 10*.COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two Horse Machine.

Price 35*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-One Horse Machine,
Pnce 24*.

'

These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any
Railway Btation.

en W

TFSTIMOKlAM.
A great number of highly flat ring Testimonials in favour

r their Machines have been received, amongst them the
•llowing from *

„ __ .

Mr -
t ^mks Arnot, of Woo-icote, Carshallon.

Having used your Machine for four yenrs. I would not be
without one on any consideration ; and I can safely Fay that

«if3Ti
e

L
MV

i!?^i^rJ^Ir^VS^^-^V yea
/

l

»

a\e the butter and of the cheese contained in the milk,
*jr^?r ,fv IKt i "AVe never yet seen an implement which . . . . . , t. Auv r*.ijP«js itself in so short a time." is certainly not made np by the bacon rattened on

butter and 240 lbs. of casein. But now, analyse

and wei^h the actual produce of your dairy. Let
us suppose you are a Gloucestershire dairy farmer,

and that you make 400 lbs. of cheese and 50 lbs.

of butter from your cow per annum. This is not a

large, but it may be considered an average return.

That cheese, according to Prof. Johnston, contains

38 p r cent, of casein and 22 per cent, of butter, or

in all lo2 lbs. of casein and 88 lbs. of butter, besides

other ingredients, water, salt, &c. That butter,

again, according to Prof. "Way, contains 80 per

cent, of pure fat of butter and 3 per cent, of casein,

or in all 40 lbs. of butter and 1J lb. of casein,

besides other ingredients, water, salt, &c. Now
add the ingredients thus ascertained together, and
you find that you have had from your cow during
the twelve months, as the produce of your dairy,

153^ lbs. of casein and 128 lbs. of butter, instead

of 240 lbs. of butter and 240 lbs. of casein, which
according to analysis your milk contained.

What has become of the remainder ? It is a
question of the very greatest importance to all

dairy farmers. So great a loss is enough to startle

them, and most people will be inclined to doubt it.

It must be admitted in rejOy to these that the
analyses here quoted are not as they would need
to be if all question is to be silenced—analyses
month by month of the milk whose actual produce
for the year is here named. But they are the
average of a number of examinations of ordinary
samples by good chemists ; and the composition
of the cheese and butter quoted is also most pro-
bably not far from the truth. It must also be
admitted that there is other besides dairy produce
obtained from the milk of the cow. Pigs are

fattened on the whey, but no farmer will admit
that there is enough bacon thus made to correspond

to anything like the loss thus indicated of th*
butter and the cheese of milk.

Such a loss, amounting to full one third both cf

the whey ; and if as we must suppose the inUbir.g
ingredients do escape in the whey, then the pigs
fail nearly as egregiously as the dairymaids in
-iving all the valuable ingredients passing by
them in the liquid which they deal with.

Let us add that the averages here spoken of are

not quoted at random. They correspond very

closely to the figures given as his experience

by Mr. Harrison, of Frocester Court, Glouces-

tershire, who has the credit of having first

Killed attention to the loss which, according to

analysis, thus takes place in the dairy. In

a little Handbook of Dairy Husbandry,* pub-

lished last year, his figures are communicated

by him thus :—In 1857 55 cows were milked ;

they yielded 31,700 gallons, or 321,000 lbs. of

milk, besides rearing 43 calves. From this quan-

tity of milk 25,424 lbs. of cheese and 346Glbs. of

butter were made. Now the milk contained by

analysis, according to Mr. Harrison, 12,480 lbs.

of casein and 11,556 lbs. of butter, wh< reas the

cheese and butter oontained by analysis only

9705 lbs. of oasein and 8366 lt>3. of butter, leaving

2715 lbs. of casein and 3190 lbs. of butter unac-

counted for.

No wonder that great interest is taken in the

dairy researches in which Dr. Voelckrr is

engaged for the Royal Agricultural Society of

England. We are glad to find from a lecture

lately given by Mr. Harrison before the mem-
bers 'of the Vale of Berkeley Farmers' Club, that

these researches are likely to result in some useful

conclusions. Mr. Harrison said :
" There is un-

doubtedly very great room for improvement even

in our very best dairies, and to prove that this is

nqt mere assertion, but really the case, I am per-

mitted by Dr. Voelcker, who is now engaged in

an investigation of cheesemaking for the Royal

Agricultural Society, to mention a few general

results at which he has arrived. The investiga-

tion, he says, in a great measure confirms the result

I arrived at from a study oi my own dairy produce,

viz., that nearly 25 per cent, of the casein and

butter which go to form cheese pass off in the

whey ; in fact, that could we completely extract

therefrom the whey, where we make three cheeses

now we should nearly make four : of course the

pigs would suffer ; but the cheese would be much
more valuable could it be extracted as food for

man, than, as now, in the whey for pigs. Dr.

VoelciCER says further, he thinks it may be

extracted. The results oi Dr. Voelcker's experi-

ments will probably show, that as there are very

many different methods of cheese -making, so are

there amazing differences in the composition of the

cheese made. At the end of September he had

analysed 48 different cheeses, and he found the

quantities of water in them vary as much as

16 per cent., being in the maximum quantity

about 4-10ths of the whole. He has found as

much difference as 16 to 20 per cent, in the quan-

tity of water in the curd, when finally ready to

place in the press, and there is little doubt that

this great difference considerably affects the

!
quality of the cheese when fit for market."

Davey v. Gillett the Elder.—This was an

action in which, so far as the dirty seed grievance

is concerned, the question at issue is much the

same as that commented upon in the Agricultural

Gazette on the 17th November of last year.

In this case Mr. Davey (the plaintiff in the

former case, in which Mr. Gillett, Jun., was the

defendant) sued Mr. Gillett, Sen. for damages

upon the following grounds.

In 1858 the plaintiff ordered of the defendant a

quantity of Sainfoin seed of the best quality, and
it was complained that as the crop came to

maturity it was found to be full of a plant

(Burnet) which until then had been almost un-

known to the growers of Sainfoin in the district.

The evidence of some gentlemen engaged in

farming was brought forward to show that the

Sainfoin crop was much deteriorated by the

presence of the Burnet, and further that the

permanency of the Sainfoin was interfered with on

account of the rampant growth of the Burnet,

which from its mode of growth and poor qualities

was enly considered as a weed.

Professor Buckman was called to prove that

this Burnet was sown with the seed, inasmuch as

the Sainfoin was drilled, and the drills on the

8th June last were occupied with about 50 per

cent, of Burnet The whole field, too, was full of

different varieties of the Lop Gr.^ss, which our

readers know is the Bromus mollis; now, as

this form of Grass has many varieties, or accord-

ing to some botanists many species, several of

*~Handbooic ot Dairy Husbandry : Longmans^-I
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10,000/. already invested in t^^d^Tnr?^
case there should be a loss at the inetrLnn

^
tog of 1862, which evervbodv *i^

™polltaQ **

paying rates, taxes, and insurance, has been

about 8^ per cent. There has been paid every

year a dividend of 6 per cent, and a reserve

fund has been laid by amounting at the present

moment to 200/. We extract these particulars from

Mr. Cowper's speech, in which the establishment

of such a society "at Rorasey was advocated ;
and

we hope that the example which has been adopted

there will be followed in many other localities.

As Mr. Cowpeh said :

—

u If such a society were
|
counts,

formed, their first business would be to hunt out

with great keenness all the worst habitations.

Having discovered the worst portions of a town,

they should endeavour either to purchase the pro-

perty or take possession of it upon long leases.

Then, if there are houses which are discredit-

able to the neighbourhood and the town, and

in such a bad state of repair that they cannot

be improved, they should at once be pulled

down. But if the foundations are good and

which are undoubtedly of foreign importation—

these foreign forms, united with the quantity ot

Burnet seed in the samples, offer good botanical

evidence that the seed in question was a foreign

seed : and the quantities of these weeds would

lead to the inference that it was sold to the farmer

without being properly cleaned from the filth com-

plained of. This then we may remark is a

matter of great importance to the farmer, lor

although it is not here complained that the weeds

were purposely mixed, yet if they were not

separated the transaction is unfair, as the market

price of the dirty seed is from 3s. 6tf. to 4s. a

bushel, whilst that of the cleaned seed is 7s. In

the case before us the plaintiff was charged at the

rate of 52s. per quarter.

The case then, so far as the seed question is

concerned, was simply that the plaintiff paid a

good price for good Sainfoin seed, trusting to the

seedsman for the quality, and that he got a crop of

more than half rubbish. The defence to the seed

case was that the Sainfoin was as free from weeds

as it well could be, that the weeds were natural

to the soil, and that the time since the transaction

took place rendered it exceedingly hard upon the

defendant to have it now brought into Court.

The obvious answer to this was the state of the

drilled crop and the botanical evidence which was

adduced. The latter, however, the counsel for the

defendant entirely ignored—" a Professor of Botany

forsooth, who is not a farmer, can know nothing

about it." In fact the principal amusement at the
i

diture of fuel. By these means a cottage may be

trial seems to have been caused by the taunts i
changed from a really bad, unfit, and improper

levelled at the Professor of Botany for pretending place of residence into one which the most beuevo-

to know anything about plants or agricultural lent person might fairly wish to see provided for a

weeas T • decent respectable family."

But to our case ; the mere assertion of damage Let us hope that the course here pointed out may
being done by a seedsman selling dirty Sainfoin be generally adopted,

seed cannot be doubted ; and even if the " dirt"

should not be such as cattle would reject as food,

it yet seems to us that if a man pays for Sainfoin or

any other seed he ought to get it. It is of no use

to say, as in this case, Burnet seed sells for 9d. a
pound, and is thus dearer than Sainfoin, for

Burnet is seldom used, and there is little demand
foT its seed ; whereas if it were a good crop-plant
the seed might be supplied at an exceedingly cheap
rate.

We have thus commented upon this trial on
account of the unfortunate bearing it presents on
the question of weeds in seeds, and because it

bears out our oft-repeated assertion, that farmers

-ybodr *r%»«*
course prove profitable" and" moneHakinl^
jealous watching over the money matter seTm

^
been always on the look out in the wr0n?* ***

those investments being feared which arP ^n ,
;

lated to augment the Society's influence ^aid to its resources, while there was
les3 or inefficient oversight of the *»*

a **

The late secretary, sad to 11f
^ *

trived to take nearly 2000Z. of the Society's mm,.

t0 relate,' <*

and the members of the Finance Committee thoueh
called upon to refund the amount, of couree r25
their office, in order that another committee iS
take better charge of the cash, with a profesS
accountant to revise their book-keeping. Is it poeS
that the old financiers, unabashed by criticisms^
puting gross neglect, Btill occupy the Council-room 1

The Society's administration and executive have been
rather unfortunate of late in the matter ofappo'uii^

_ to vacant or new offices. The selection of a net

the outer walls are sound, the modus operandi secretary could hardly be expected to gtoe univem

should be to convert the tenement from one
j
satisfaction ; seeing that the gentleman chosen was a

of discomfort into one of comfort and health,

by closing in the doors of the outer porches, by

properly distributing the rooms inside, and by
providing bedrooms for the decent accommodation

of both sexes of the family. Then the floor must

be changed from a brick floor into a boarded one,

the walls must be whitewashed, and a good grate

provided, capable of giving the greatest amount of

warmth and cooking power at the smallest expen-

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

I was glad to see your comments last week on the
recent management of this Society. "What a good
thing it is to amend one's faults when called upon to

do so ; and how fortunate it is when an appeal for

better conduct is at once met amiably and obligingly

by the repentant culprit. The genius of agricultural

progress whose location is Hanover Square, must be
heartily congratulated for earnestly endeavouring to
set itself straight with those it has offended, and thus
resuming its potent spell over the well-nigh lost
affections of plain husbandmen and 'cute agri-

stranger in agricultural circles, and, while compe-

to discharge his duties efficiently and courteous!;, h

might not possess that large sympathy with them
and capacities of the great organisation he had u

command, by which another manager would Ibk

infused life and expansion. By the late appointm?:

to the editorship of the Journal the amateur literary

labours of some gifted gentlemen of high standing a

the agricultural world were very properly to be super-

seded by those of a paid and responsible editor, si

when several individuals of note in scientific and nut

literature were among the applicants for the post

was rather a strange vagary on the part of the nk»

committee to select as candidate for election a won

gentleman " whose name was never heard of" inig

cultural authorship.

But the Society is reforming its behaviour, and

future let us hope that testimonials
(< strictly private,

and the personal interference of leading M.P.'s at

estimable bishops will not carry the day in favour*

any obscure name against the sense and wishes o:

whole constituency of the Society. An English tow

FERTILITY AND FARM-YARD DUNG

(Continuedfrom p. 32.)

the :

By a due reflection on those changes in

five proportions of the constituents of soils m
caused, as we have seen these changes to

the expedient of rotation manuring), it « w*

agriculturist is enabled to account tor the aiier^

urther assert that at this moment there are
throughout England many smaller seedsmen who
buy up any samples of seeds, either British or
foreign, which can be had at a cheap rate. They
have not the apparatus to clean these even if such
foul samples could be entirely cleaned ; and thus
it is we are to be taught that clean seeds are an
impossibility.

m
Itlis true that the difficulties attending a con-

viction are very great, for as other matters (some
of a private nature, as in the case before us) are
presented to the jury by the advocate, the simple
question of damage and liability for that damage
has we think not yet been fairly tried, but that the
law is sufficient for such cases we still believe

;

and as this action, upon which the jury could not
agree, is likely to come before a superior court, v/e
shall then have a chance of testing the le^al
merits of the case. Meanwhile let us add that we

iare iU « uuuy HLiuiigiy ueeumg a revivincauon oi new ultimately nave couit, miuugu *»~ — ,- .

blood. by the joint agency of tillage and manure to fetf

^
Critics had found in the Royal Agricultural Society plentifully; while again, fields cuangea

j

shortcomings rather than offences ; and these defects I limits of healthful Turnip vegetation^ Mem ^ j^
of a negative and passive character are the most difficult

'

of all to remedy. There has been not so much blunder-
ing management and gross abuses as the long-con-
tinued rule of a quiet administration, innocent of the
bold and popular measures calculated to inspire public
enthusiasm and to attract an ever-growing army of
supporters. Rules made stringent without cause and
rigidly enforced without sufficient reason, seemed to
have embodied the serene indifference or unaccom-
modating temper of genteel mediocrity during its little
brief authority in council or committee : or why, for
instance, was the Press carefully shut and sealed out- allotment; ins next is wuumi——- -fti fr-risf*'
side the show-yard boarding till the hour of public handed spademan, a third consists in ^ie r

(

admission, and denied the convenience of a catalogue little garden in which to grow his pot-heru. •^
which every implement exhibitor was allowed to pur-

|
of Adam, he is of course subject to the cur^

chase
1

? Surely the early descriptive notices of journals
'

'

"*

and periodicals are calculated to awaken public interest

jaitniui luriup vegcwvv
beginning to be capable to produce Mangel*

,

m

ance. This may possibly be deemed a merelyjec^
illustration; and as the proposition m supp ^

it was cited, is both important in itseU as ^
little considered in practical husbandry, we rui

other instances in support of it.
th

In the north-eastern counties of ™?™\ mor
more usual than the parcelling out ot nea j ^

the veriest state of nature into lab
p
ur®"

gfcep

in these arrangements the crofters
_

n" ^tf
rench, inclose, and put in crop a certain P ,.

fa^
allotment; his next is to build his cottage,

*

know that our strictures upon dirty seeds will fall
towar(

}
the show, and prepare visitors for what they are to

perfectly harmless on respectable houses, not a few
ot whom it is but right to say have encouraged us
in our course

; but there is abundant proof never-
theless that the " dirty seed grievance " is a real

see—thus serving the immediate interests of the Society,
while furnishing information alike to absent members
and to the world at large. Hence, the sensible stewards
at the Canterbury meeting, with the clever inde-
fatigable honorarv dirAo.t.nr wWKt knt fJw,^-^..,.!

At Romsey on Monday last, a meeting convened
by the yioar, and presided over by Lord Palmer-
8TOX, was addressed by Mr. Cowpee, M.P. and
others, on the condition of the dwellings of the
poor

;
and a Committee was appointed for the

purpose of forming a Company for the purchase
and improvement of cottage property. Such a
Company exists in the Cottage Improvement
society at Hastings, whose successful career
nas more than once been referred to in
these columns. It has been in operation forthree years and a half. It has a capital of 12 000/

o"

8S€8

h°ou'

00/
- 'ifrd haS *tJdMd P~«Soiol 100 houses. It has not built anv hnr h« Qmerely taken existing houses and improved hemThe gross rents received have been aboutlRcent, on the total outlay, and the net rental after

pression of early publicity; and further facilities are
promised to note-books and pencils on future occasions.

In the Council are men of liberal and independentmind who loathe the niggardly views, and unbusiness-
like demeanour, hitherto too prevalent in the delibera-
tions and decisions of that assembly. But these men
ot tiie right stamp are too few to counterbalance the
influence of other members whose presence is orna-
mental rather than conducive to good management.
wnen the consulting chemist requires a paltry

grant of some 100/. for investigating the cheese manu
acture in our dairy districts—a sum barely sufficient
to defray travelling expenses—is it prudent frugality
or wretched meanness that demurs to the sum as
excessive V Is that a sagacious economy which has

suttered the implement trials to run on year after year
iu a hasty and ridiculously inadequate manner, because

specimen
the surrounding

irjecc tu k"v ~
j i

ias
;gP

and what are those which in the ^^^Sptbeg^
in invade his Onion and Carrot beds ? OaWWJL c*rfc*

fence the soil is covered with Club ^;d *#
Crowberriis, and Heaths of various specif ,

less the soil of the garden itself contains j ^
their living seeds. Yet strange to say, or ^ i

springs up amongst the sown esculeiits, ^
andsel, Ground-Ivy, Chickweed, ana t ^

eommon garden pests; although ot ™e ^
would reward the stnctes

,,; r
,nll

In these ^>
of primitive cultivation, it is clearly seen t'«
operations which qualified the garden pw*^

an esculent vegetation disqualified them _

the indigenous herbage of the spot; «;£ .

actually enticed the intrusion and tostereut^^

species which never before had been
i

a

^aU ,ier!

footing, even in the vicinity. So, in Iik
fc

we reason discriminately on the fanul
! a or in;

the ancient earthworks, whether sepulcn^ ^r

which so frequently prevail in exfce"?^m tb

clothed with an herbage very differen\
rro^

covers the surrounding undisturbed soil,
cUfrfc-

arrived at is this, that the altered textul^v
,e^

the process of construction originated ^,
between the atmosphere and the s0 .\^ e,,t%
food for plants unsuitable to the nourw

native herbage of the locality, bat^\^ fr
of the cost of half a score more judges] How careful ..~v. a „» .»* •**_».*„

SIS ^ o

S

11^6
; fhae,

simultaneously an ad- eoloiriza'tioTa'^f other" kind* drafted
as -

.

ditionai 2000*. is laid by along with the previous distance, and which if falling on the uni**
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tl>e waste could find no adequate food, and would

not germinate, but falling on the quasi tilled

eoil of the tumulus or rampart found a con-

genial seed bed.

Again : how palpable is the difference between

the kinds of Grasses which prevail in the foot-

path and those of the meadow through which it

passes. Here the soil, though identically the same in

th places, undergoes a modified vegetative power,

due probably to nothing else than the greater con-

solidation imparted to the earth of the path by the

foe |
- of passers by. The end ridge of a Clover field,

beaten hard by the truing of the horses and imple-

ment, and probably less manured, often bears a

luxuriant crop when the rest of the inclosure has failed

to rear a single plant ; and number! other analogous

C: s could be adduced. Enough, however, has

already been cited to support the doctrine already

advanced, that any change in the circumstances of a

soil wl b occasions an altered ratio amongst its

uneral elements of veg> »n, whether the change be
' rnu^bt about bj manorial or mechanical humus, gives

rise to m habitudes in such soil, unfavourable to the

pro* v of plants aforetime successfully reared in it,

and nirable to the cultivation of new sp ciea.

But not only is the mauurial system of rotation

husbandry amenable to the charge of introducing

changed rela >ns amongst the mineral constituents of

soils; but it is open to this other grave objection,

namely, that of surcharging the staple with an accumu-

lating amount of organic constituents, thereby intro-

ducing not only chemical agent 9 in ex >sive propor-

n, but physical or mechanical alterations of texture

of the greatest moment.* Thus, on a farm of the mag-
nitude of that which we have assumed as the basis of
our argument, there is incorporated with the soil in

each yearly manuring a fresh accession of organic

matter, exclusive of mineral and water, of 500 tons, and
ever since the g« ral adoption of alternate husbandry
obtained in this country, now more than a century back,

this procedure has been going on in all the old corn
dis >f England [?] On this ground, then,

irr ective of any prejudicial effects arising from
disturbed ratios in tl mineral department, need any
sound thinking husbandman be surprised that under
such circumstances his fields, once fertile in Clover
and Turnips, have at "last become unfitted for the
available cultivation of these plants. In the Ann
rican forcsts4tecidental fires often lay bare extensive
tract*, jffi which a fresh growth of trees springs
up Ppontanteously with remarkable vigour ; and
teeming as the soil must be with seed shed by the
destroyed kinds, we should expect the new succession to
be identical in species with the prior occupants. But
in reality it is otherwise, sin almost always the
renewed arboreal vegetation belongs to botanical orders
and genera very different f> n those of their prede-

f»sors. Now, while obviously it is true that a tree
which crows and sheds its leaves and fruit, and then
ultimately bequeaths its dead trunk to the soil in
which it stood—removes no mineral constituency from
the spot, it is no less certain that in the many centuries
daring which the old American forests must have
existed, a great change had necessarily occurred in the
wlative proportions of inorganic and organic matters of
the soil* in which they grew, not from any increase or
lecrease of the mineral constituents, but from an
annual ace n of atmospheric ingredients in
the fallen leaves, and ultimately from the result
of decomposition in the dead roc tern, and branches.
Hence then, when we seek for an explanation why after
a conflagration in Trans- Atlantic woods, the Pine
springs up and occupies the space win the Oak or
Ifapl, »od; and why, where the Oak and Maple were
the original ttlers, the Pine succeeds them ; we must

asid.- alt ether the delusive light hitherto
aoug be thrown on the subject by the theory of
xhai on ( here the absolutely at vj nee

with that hypothesis), and r -rt for an interpr. n
ofthe phenom. n to the proposition that change of
relative proportion amongst the various nutrimental
constituent'! of soils arising from an r i i of
one or more of the individuals may destroy thefertility
of the land on which such circumstances take place for
a given class of plants which before throve in them
bundantly, as fatally for them as if the disproportion

had been caused by a decrease in one or other or several
of the alimentary items.

But to op here would be to express only one half
of the tnr the other portion being that the same

s which disqualify a soil from the growth of
prior class of vegetables in an equal measure enables

» leld an abundant produce in other kinds. No

. ..
t y toP uressing or vege-

table matter, because intuitively he believes that the
hange of texture thereby occasioned would be u\ I ri-

mental. Nevertheh how glaring becomes his ineon-
stencv in accumulating through the medium of the
ittle crops of modern husbandry, a vast mas? of

matter in his dung-court in which the organic element
prevails in enormous proportion

; and in then applying
the compost at the rate of 10, 15, or 20 tons per acre, in

«^«
0ri

r
,

l?>rrej
!

poPd,
ent does not S1™ due credit to the influ-

ence or tillage in inducing the slow decay of oraanic matter in
oil by tiie admixture of air which it Urates. Ed.

quantities of crop set forth in the following Table :

Tahlk VI.
1. Turnips 1020 tons in place of ,s.

-2. Barley 111 „ ,, M
3. Grass 288 „ „ 150
4. Wheat 103 ,. „ 70

"
i >

• •

>

»

the year immediately antecedent to that in which
r
sufficient to supply the pho .atic requirements of the

the Barley crop takes its turn in the rotation. If

after a long-continued persistence in this practice the

Barley crop is beginning to associate itself with Clover

and Turnips, as a precarious member of alternate-

husbandry, and if in place the Mangel and Kohl Rabi

attain an enormous production, we have in the circum-

stance a very significant illustration of that law which

we have been endeavouring to explain.

But further, besides this abiding source of dis-

turbance in the condition of soils attributable to

the mauurial system of rotation husbandry, there is

attached to the practice another prejudicial circum-

stance of the same kind, though more intermittent in

its character and effects. On entering on this point

we have to bring under consideration the all but

universal custom of bestowing the whole yearly

manurial produce of the entire farm, upon only that

one-fourth part of it falling 3 rly to be on fallow crops,

the consequence being that those fertilising benefits

of the operation which are sup] ed to descend to the

other three members of the quadrennial oour the

Barley, the Hay, and the Wh< ire at best but

residual both in qualitative and quantitative propor-

tions. On this point the circumstances connected with
the phosphatie element of the manure will afford the

best illustration, although as regards the general

principles involved in the question, the demon-
strations about to be given apply with equal force

to all the other elemental nutriments of the soil.

Table IV.—Showing 1st, the gross quantities of »p yearly
yielded by a farm of 400 acres, circumstanced as already

Stated. 2dly, the proportion of phosphoric acid withdrawn
by each species of the crops.

1522 „ 2313

Summary.—Summed up shortly the foregoing argu-

ments resolve themselves into four heads, as follows:

—

1. That the mauurial system of rotation husbandry
necessarily and actually indue 1 constitutional change
in the physical and physiological circumstances of soils.

2d. That as respects soils no constitutional change in

their condition can ever occur without proportionally im-

pairip g their product ive power respects t hose species of

plants which anterior to the change they were prolific

of. 3d. That those morbid conditions which for many
years have exhibited themselves in two members of

rotation husbandry, and of late yean in a third, are

adequately accounted for by the constitutional changes

induced in the fields by rotation manuring, without

resorting for explanation to the untenable doctrine of

the exhaustion of soils; 1 pmu*j Lthly, it would em,
from a variety <»f instances possessing a ven neral

accept nt ion and authority, that ipecies long indigenous
to a locality have ceased to be BO, and have died out or

tailed to germinate, not by reason of exhausted, but
enhanced nutrimental powers imparted to the staple by
circumstances of change, naturally or culturally in-

duced. A. B,

1. Turnips—Bull
Tops :

2. Barley—Grain .

Straw .

3. Hay . . .

.

.

4. Wheat—Grain .

Straw

.

.

• -

• •

Gross Weight
of the crops.

Quantity of
Phosphoric-
ad in each of

these.

Tons.
2000
683
93

150
150
70

150

Tons. Cwt.
1 3

1 6

17
4
13

10
7

5

Now in the calculations which next follow, our prior

demonstrations must specially be kept in view, in as

ir as they showed that the annual supply of

alimentary matters furnished by a soil under rotation

husbandry, consists first of its own natural yield, and
secondly of the quantity returned in the manure.
Next, let it be assumed that the naturally eliminated

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
No. IT. IslkofKiy, OaMBKii sittre.—Nearly every

locality has its peculiar mode of management, as it

regards farm labour. And even in the same district

we frequently find great dissimilarity in the methods
adopted; so much bo, that it ofctimes becomes ex-

ceedingly difficult to convey correct ideas upon the

subject. Extensive parishes with a great diversity of

soil, and consequently of culture, of necessity tend to

render one uniform system of labour management very

difficult, or impracticable ; and perhaps there is no
district where these remarks are more amply verified

than in the wide-spread fens of the Isle of Ely. We
there find large parishes of land frequently containing

from 10,000 to 14,000 or 16,000 acres, and possessing

nearly every variety of soil ; there is the strong

tenacious clay, the sharp burning gravel, and the

light blowing black dust, which so frequently

defies all the multiplied efforts which mechanical

skill and genius have invented for its "safe-

keeping," and despite iron rollers and pressers

phosphoric acid is 3 tons; whilst of the 50 tone of
, pfirishe8 of laT1(I populous and overgrown villages,

thinly scattered over this great wide flat of country,

with their 4000, 5000, and 6000 people. Farms lying

contiguous to these centres of labour possess great

facilities for securing an adequate supply, but farms
lying midway between these large villages are very

differently circumstanced, and have to depend very

considerably upon a restless class of " passers-by," and
With this preliminary explanation the following frequently upon Irish, many of whom reside for the
11 • l • t a r\r\ ** l r l l IP 1 M il ^^ —1 — _

mineral before supposed to be returned in the manure
(see Table III.) 2 tons consist of that substance, the
yearly available phosphatie element thus being

—

Tons.
Natural supply 3
Returned in manure 2

6 tons.

Table, in which a 100 acre farm under a four-course
rotation is still assumed, will easily be understood.

Table V.

jTons~cwt

o
*

o c

g <

Natural phosphatie element evolved in 100
acres under fallow crop in the first year
the rotation

Returned in manure, as shown before

Withdrawn by the root crop, bulbs, t*v

•2 Table)

15
2

2 15

5

O
-

j
Balance of phosphoric aoid remaining!

for the Barley crop
Natural yield in the Barley year

Withdrawn in the Barley crop, com, straw
(see Table)

Balance remaining for the Grass crop

—

none . . .

.

(''Natural yield in the Grass year

15

1 1

1 1

15

^5-g i
Withdrawn in the hay crop (see Table)

e-5
« !

ft •

a © c
o ja o

.= *- .5

Z -

\. Balance remaining for the Wheat crop

Natural yield in the Wheat year

Withdrawn b5T the Wheat crop

From these approximate calculations it is seen how
the root crop may, and probably often does all but
shaust the phosphatie element (and so in like manner

the other minerals) of the manurial supply as well as of
that naturally yielded by the land, leaving perhaps only
small residue behind for the three succeedii crops of

the rotation, and which thus are rendered dependent
almost entirely on the natural supply alone.

But let it now be assumed that the manure, in place
i being confined to the root division, were equally and

yearly distributed amongst it and the other thre

whole year upon such farms, whilst others go else-

where for employment during the winter months, and
return to farm work in the !-"priirg~or summer.
Another peculiar feature in this newly cultivated

district is the smallness of the farms. Large farms in

a ring fence are the exception. Hence every man who
is a large occupier has his occupation in most in-

stances made up of a number of small, detached hold-

ings, lying a shorter or longer distance apart, and con-

sequently attended with great inconvenience, and in-

volving a great increase of personal toil and expense
in their management, and tending to prevent all me-
thodical and systematic management, and rendering
proper oversight an impossibility. Let it, however, be
understood that we make no reference in our further

remarks to those many exceptional cases which neces-

arily result from any of those peculiar circumstances,

but to those methods which more generally obtain, and
are more extensively adopted.

Early History of the Fens.
—"When the low-lying

lands were submerged, the population was driven

to the higher ground, technically termed " high lands,"

where they resorted and erected their small home-
steads, cultivating these lands, the produce of which,

with the fish obtained from the inundated low lands,

afforded them the means of subsistence. This will

account for our villa ieing so thinly scattered :

they could only be planted upon the higher and more
elevated grounds, and in those days were literally

lands in many cases, and constituted the isles around
Ely, all now included, in the ' Isle of Ely." Successive

schemes for removing tl waters have been devised

and executed, until these low lands have at length, in

many instances, become i Sect ually drained, and now
yield an abundance of grain and other agricultural

produce. These p alous villages are both a benefit

and an evil. They are a benefit so far as they enable

the farmer at all times, except during the busiest week
or two of harvest, to secure as large an amount of

bour as he may require. And they are an evil in asportions of the farm, then there would in that case be
1 ton 5 cwt. of phosphoric acid annually available to I

much m they prevent the exercise of that proper over-

each of the four members of rotation, a quantity i
sight over the home of the labourer, and that care and
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sol^Ud^Tbis homeWorts, which irigS^d j
which is most.pernicious^ toud= an^s fought ^.^where^e their w°«W ^, ^

master would ever feel, and would gladly exercise, and

which every good principled labourer would appreciate

and approve.

Village Life.—In these fen districts, our labourers

generally live in the towns and villages, fiuding then-

own homes, independently in every sense of their

employers. These they rent at from 3Z. to 51, or

61. per year, with a small plot of garden ground

commonly attached. Cottages are plentiful, but vary

very much in the comforts they possess Some are

well built and comfortable, others are utterly unfit for

human habitations, worse indeed than many of the

farmers' stables and piggeries.

Labourers living on the Farms—We have already

referred to the sinallness • of the farms in these fen

districts. We have a great many freeholders, and lands

are very much cut up and divided. But nearly every

little farm andhomestead has its one cottage, where lives

either the foreman, the shepherd, or the horse-keeper

as the case may be. If either of the two former, a

single man generally lodges in the house, who waits

upon the horses, and if the farm is far from the town
«« mon^ mnt-A siWIp. men as are rcouired to go with

with moral evils of no trifling character—a system

which cannot be too severely reprobated, and which, it

unchecked, must ultimately result in the most

disastrous consequence. The employment of children

in these feus is essential to the right cultivation of the

land ; but the evil of which we complain is not a

necessary consequence of the employment of them. It

is an evil which might be obviated if only the whole

body of farmers would determine it should be so ;
but

it is difficult to secure united effort and action

amongst a large body of independent men, however

great and convincing the need of it. A man who is

designated " a ganger " collects together a number ot

children and young people of both sexes, sometimes

upwards of 100 ; these he puts in gangs of 15, 20, or

even more, putting over each gang some man or

woman who takes the superintendence of it during the

hours of work. These gangs are employed by the

farmers to perform the work already referred to, and

the ganger pays the children and collects the money

from the farmer for the same, doubtless leaving a mar-

gin between the amount paid and the amount received,

for his own profit. The great evil of the system, morally

,

u w Borne

best

asmanv more single men as are required to go witu ior nw owu piom. xue Biwu Cmv» «uw UJ -v—,—-_
UelamT also lodge there; but if near, married I speaking, is this. The children and young people of

or"singr men living in the town frequently fill those I both sexes constituting these gangs are indiscriminately

places, walking to and fro every day. Men living upon

the farm as foremen or shepherds, in some instances

have a fixed weekly sum with certain privileges ; in

others they receive the same wages as other common

labourers, with the addition of sundry privileges. In

the former case 8s. per week, with the keep of a cow,

found either by the master or servant as the bargain

may be made, is often given. In other respects the

privileges of both are the same. The house is rent

free with small garden adjoining; 20 poles of extra

ground for Potatoes in the field are also given free,

with the option of having 10 or 20 poles more at Qd

per pole. 5C00 turves per year are also usually given for

fuel ; these in value are about equal to 2i tons of coals.

There are also poultry arrangements, which frequently

amount to something considerable ; id. or 6d. per head

is generally paid for all the chickens raked. Men
too, in these positions lose no time from adverse

weather ; when they cannot work abroad it is sup-

posed they will find something to do about the home-

stead, and they always receive full wages. Besides

these privileges, there are those of gleauing, which

their families enjoy duiing the harvest. They are per-

mitted to glean amongst the shocks as soon as the

reapers have left the field. Married men living in

cottages upon farms as horsekeepei s have very similar

both sexes constituting tuese gangs

mixed, without any strict or sufficient oversight. The

result is appalling, and we tremble to think what must

be the consequences if the system is perpetuated.

Girls lose modesty, the familiarity growing up between

the sexes through this system is leading and preparing

the way for the grossest acts of immorality. The

remedy is simple. Separate the boys and girls, send-

ing one in one direction, and the others in another.

But simple as this may appear, it is exceedingly diffi-

cult. Many farmers care nothing about it, and those

that do cannot effect their purpose in consequence of

the great demand for children, and the consequent

independence of the ganger. Some of the larger farmers

keep gangs of theirown, having sufficient work to employ

one wholly, and these they seek to manage better.
^

Harvest Wages. — The harvest brings with it a

different scale of wages. Large farmers who employ

a good number of labourers during the whole of the

year, generally let them all with their wives and

families go to reaping during the early part of the

harvest, and these constitute a strong party, and

enable such farmers to get the bulk of their corn cut

without being much dependent upon strangers for such

work. After a week or 10 days of reaping, as many
men as are required for carting are taken for that

work, and their wives and families have the privilege

of following the carts to glean as some sort of corn-

submit, have it here. The evil

extent remedied by the selection of the um m
the most important duties, at additional wages t •

the time they are engaged in performing these dilf
^

9d. per day extra is given to the man who driv
engine ; 6d, per day to the man who feeds a thre^
machine ;

id. per day to the man who cuts and rem
hedges (if employed by the day) ; 6<2. per day toft
man who goes with a drill ; Is. per week to men wT
attend to stock in the yards during the winter C
all these men when employed at other work onf
receive ordinary wages. *

During the winter more especially a great vm
labourers are employed at piece-work—claying princj

pally. These earn from Qd. to Is. per day above or&
nary wages. Digging clay in what we term * *

pits,'*

from 24 to 3 feet wide, and 12 to 16 yards apart

taking out two draws or spits, and spreading the same
upon the intervening ground, is very much practised

and is attended with the most beneficial results,^
consequently finds employment for a great number of

labourers during the winter months.

Notwithstanding the many disadvantages resulting

from the labourers living in the towns and villages

instead of upon the farms to which we have already

adverted, and also those other great dangers and temp-

tations to which town life necessarily exposes them.

especially where in the neighbourhood of their own

dwellings, nearly every other house is a beershop-we

say, notwithstanding all these drawbacka.,we have in

the fens a tolerably large class of very respectable and

steady labourers, who are honest and industrious, and

who, if more favourably circumstanced, would vie with

the labourers of any other district we know—men who,

if they could be separated from the surrounding

influences and placed under proper discipline and

management, would be the pride of any master. We

have also a class of labourers who have a new master

nearly every week, and who appear bent upon never

making " work scarce f but who are idle and dishonest,

and in a word a nuisance to every man who finds

necessary to employ them. Their chief object seerai

to be to do as little work as they can, and to exact u

high wages as they can. To sum up in a single sec-

tence—they are good for nothing. Alfred S. Auto,

Aylesby Rouse, Chatteris, Jan. 2.

privileges to the above, pehaps not quite so many or so of following the carts to glean as some sort or corn-

great, but not requiring to be pointed out more
[
pensation for the loss sustained in being taken from

These men so taken off receive 21*.minutely. Single men lodging upon the farm and
serving in this capacity, or men (married or otherwise)

living elsewhere than upon the farm, receive Is. per

week beyond the wages paid to ordinary labourers, and
like foremen and others, suffer no deduction in wages
for loss of time occasioned by foul weather. Men
living in the cottages upon the farms are engaged by
the year; all other farm labourers, whether men,
women, or children, by the day. Wages are influenced
•very much by the price of corn, and in bad seasons, by
the pecuniary circumstances of the employers. After
harvest 12*. per week were paid for some time, but as
prices of corn receded, wages fell to 11*. ; and when
our Fen Wheats became so reduced in value as to sell

at only from 32*. to 40*. per quarter, they again fell to

10s., with a scarcity of work, greatly resulting from
the want of funds amongst smaller farmers especially,

who have now experienced three decidedly bad years
arising from deficient harvests and low prices. Doubt-
less as the days lengthen, and the spring work comes
in, wages will again advance to 11*. or 12*., or more,
as the price of corn may decide. In justice to our
farmers we must say there is no disposition or desire
manifested to reduce the rate of wages further than
circumstances require, the feeling is generally in the
other direction. The length of the days for work is !

necessarily very much regulated by the amount of
daylight we have. From March to October, men work
from 6 to 6 ;

during the few winter months from half-
past 6 till dark. And here arises one of the difficulties
and inconveniences connected with our small, detached
farm system, and the consequent necessity for men to
live in the town instead of upon the farm. So much
time and energy is wasted in travelling to and fro
upon the roads which would otherwise be profitably
employed m work upon the farm, and this is sensibly
felt, especially during the short days of winter.
Women are largely employed in field work throughout

the reaping

per week, with three pints of beer daily, and the

pitcher, where working by tho day and not by the

acre, gets id. per day extra ; and the stacker, if not a

yearly servant, 6d. per day extra. From 10 to 12 acres

of shorn corn can generally be cleared in a day, where
the crop is good. This rate of wages is generally paid

up to five weeks from the time of commencing to reap,

so that if these hands reap one and a half weeks, they get

paid these harvest wages for three and a half weeks,
making together the five weeks. It frequently occurs
that harvest is completed before the expiration of the
five weeks ; but this does not affect the wages of the
harvest men, they receive the same to the end of the
time. This is not a definite bargain made with the
men, but is generally practised by the best masters,
and is understood by the men, which eucourages and
stimulates them to make "good haste" whilst the
" suu shines." The other men and their families not
required for carting the corn, continue to reap until

all the corn is cut, and then return to ordinary work
at ordinary wages. Prices paid for reaping are gene-
rally high, especially upon farms where strange labour
has to be employed. From 10*. to 14s. per acre are

the current prices under favourable circumstances ; but
18*. and 20*. have sometimes to be given under other
circumstances, and it is not unfrequently the
case that great excitement prevails, and the higher
the wages the more drunkenness we see, a*id the less

work we get done. We have however known

THE STRAW PLAIT TRADE.

A. J. Taxsley, Esq., lately read a valuableW
before the Society of Arts on this subject, ol wn»

we give the following abridgment :— ^
Bedfordshire has long been celebrated for the prod*

tion of beautiful Wheat straws, suitable tor m

purposes of plaiting. The first straws used tor

making of plait in this country were gr^J
neighbourhood of Luton. Straw-growing nowm
throughout the southern ^i^gS^d

parts ~of Hertfordslure, »™"$Z$
Oxfordshire, and Berkshire. The best Kjb^

MirOUgllOUb tllU BUUiuciu F«*w ~* -- ..

valleys and along the slopes of the Chiltern

also

but rich. The seed used is .
either tirfh£

as Red Lammas or White Ch.ddam. W ue

^
vest draws nigh great care is «*«"" ^
grower, it being necessary to,

«»»m« <* «^
before the flag of the straw falls. ^^
stormy weather sets in, the straws become ru^

fc

spotted ; or, if opposite weather, dryland hot,^
rf

rtunity
crop remains uncut, the straws cnau^

.

takeBf

become harsh. The first favourable
opportune ^

extra hands are set on, the crop is rapiaiy c -

to dry before being tied into sheaves, c.---^

stacked with all despatch as soon as rtJK^ bl#
of this attention is in general seen »l ob̂ "

f(J
and clear straws thatwill repay ^J*}™ so0l^
trouble.

from 25 to w wiwem, «"« *•—-
-- .. iu

straw*, of the value of 61. to 81. sterling tne
-

. f

of all expenses. At the present ™ne
sQin^.

double, for owing to the past wet and ^ gf0W*
good straws are very scarce, many 01 tu

with all their care, having lost their crop. ^
of his straw to men

straws that will repay an* -«»~ ^#0
An acre of Wheat will yield in a g ^
> 40 bushels, and from 15 cwt..to

•

a ^

" V1 ». ™^ 6» v*wu^. »,o xii*vc uvno.a a.uuwu The farmer disposes ot nis sw»w «~ —
in his —

farmers, and large farmers too, who amid all this straw factors, who draw and cut the str ^^
excitement and high wages, have never been once asked ! Each sheaf is taken between the knees,^

parsare.^
during the whole harvest by a single reaper what price
he was to have for his work. Of course, these reapers
have been his regularly employed men, and have
known that in seasons when hands have been abundant,
and prices for reaping low, no advantage has been
taken of them in consequence, but they have had as

Each sheaf is taken between wie *"
+

'

parS are^
are drawn out a handful at a tunc; tne e ^\
cut off and carefully laid together on one w ^ j£
sufficient number have been drawn an ^ gg
bundles are formed, weighing 20 fc0/ S^anot*

X

the whole of the fens. They go to work one hour good a price as if such abundance and cheapness had
later than the men in the morning, except when re-

j

not existed, and they now feel that when circumstances
quired for threshing or other work where men's time

,
are otherwise, they can present no claim for exorbitant

would be wasted in their absence, and cease work at
j

wages, but are content to leave themselves in the hands
the same time as the men in the afoernoon. They

;
of their employers, knowing they will be fairlv and

uniformly receive half men's wages, whatever they justly dealt with. If we had more of this mutual con- „r_ „m
i?» 1 4 ,«,, A * ^ r .*j fidence and good understanding between masters and 1 into proper sizes.
Employment of'Children.—A great number of children servants it would be better for both

fin? employmentduringthe spring,summer,and autumn
\

It is not customary to pay different rates of wages tomonths. These are engaged principally in planting single and married men, or to skilled and unskilled
Potatoes, weeding corn picking np twitch on the

;

labourer,. We question the propriety of this arrange-fallow*, and after harvest in taking up Potatoes and
; ment in the latter case.

6

noys, wno earn iroin **. w «*• vm . ,

cutting each straw the sheath in wnicn-

taken off. Two joints of the straw are 1

plaiting, the other, or root joint, being eat ^
Straws thus cut are next subjected to

' .^V
sulphur in a close chest, and afterwards so

ffl£1
- _.. „;„„„ Of late vpju-s sorting "^i*years

It appears reasonable, and

according to age and Bize. A system has trrown un tW a ™« ^~^^a ~e 2 : ,_mi Y
sense,

by a hand-machine similar to a sieve ; ^ ^ a

held in an upright position, fall tnn^,e
*W*

ize. A final sorting takes plj^aj
r snotted straws are thrown on*, wif

a
uniform size

coloured or spotted

amongst us during the last fewyears in coTnlction should— "^^ ° f ^^ ^ ^^
with the employment of chdWand young people;^^^^"^^^^-^y^^^

ever, are not altogether wasted, Bfl ^ j^e^
dyeing in some cases. Marketable bu" c

anjies
so tf

of the various sizes and qualities, the 1 ^ . t^5.

^
tf

up fetching one hal penny to Is. P^r ^a
Intellect and skill afterwards sold to the plaiters at the

ina^
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of the district*, or in the immediate neighbourhood,

the factors always residing within the plaiting districts.

. There are straw-growing district! in Essex, but as the

toil is unfavourable for the growth of good straws, great

quantities are sent there to be made into plait from

Bedfordshire and the other districts.

The growth and preparation of straws are most

important branches of the "straw trade," and to the

nabled the trade to produce so many novelties that

Tocan plait for bonnets declined as articles of wear;

and although the lowering and afterwards abolition of

the duties on foreign Tuscan brought that article into

competition with the English straw manufacture, no

injury has been sustained by the straw trade.

From the date of the Great Exhibition in 1861,

plaiting has continued to progress, not so much in the

invention of a number of new plaits, as in the superior

quality and extent of the manufacture, and such has

been the determination of our manufacturers to meet

attention given *o them during the last 50 years, much

of the excellence of English-made plait is to be attri-

butfcd. The districts were originally limited, but the
(

advantages of straw-growing have led to the present
J

the public taste and the necessities of the million, that

large extension of
°
the districts in the counties

|
although foreign straw plaits from Belgium, Germany,

enumerated, the possibility of obtaining a good crcp

of Wheat with a good crop of straw, having led on many

a farmer to their successful cultivation.

The art f making plaits from Wheat straw was first

introduced into England about t *o and a half centuries

ago. In Agnes Strickland's " Lives of the Queens

of Scotland." we read that Mary Queen of Scots, when

pleasant handicraft was practised, the peasantry were

much better off than in other parts where it was not. It is

Mid that the thought struck her that the introduction

of this useful art into Scotland would be attended with

much benefit to her own subjects. She therefore prevailed

upon some plaiters to return with her to Scotland ; this

was about the year 1562. The trouVes in which she

was afterwards involved prevented her fully accomplish-

ing her object ; hut her son, James I., took a lively

interest in his mother's plaiters, and transplanted them

to Luton, in Bedfordshire. While, however, tliey

remained in Scotland, they taught their art, and

plaiting still survives to the present day in the Orkney

Islands, though the quantity now made there is very

limited.

These plaiters are supposed to have arrived in England

about the year 1603, and must have taught the

peasantry the art of making whole-straw plait. About

a century after this, it is stated that plaiting had, in

172 1, greatly extended, and that several thousand

plaiters found profitable employment both in Bedford-

shire and Hertfordshire. A taste having sprung up in

the reign of Queen Anne, and in the succeeding reigns

of the Ueorges for the milkmaid and gipsy hats, a con-

siderable stimulus was received by the trade, and
brought Dunstable into notoriety.

The invention of the straw splitter, supposed to have
been made by the French prisoners at Yoxley Barracks,

near Stilton, between the years 1808 and 1806, cheap-

ened the prices and created a surprisingly enlarged

demai.d for the plait. It was about 2 inches long,

brought to a point, behind which a set of cutters was
arranged in a circle; the point entered the straw pine,

the cutters separating it into so many equal-sized

splints. Some were arranged to cut a straw into four

parts, others five, and so on up to nine.

These machines, improved from time to time, so

economised both labour and material that bonnets
made of split straw succeeded rapidly in displacing the
whole straw Dunstable hat, and continued a favourite

article of fashionable wear until Leghorn hats inter-

fered with them. Chips also had a considerable sale.

The great demand for hats from Leghorn about the
year 1820, led to many attempts being made to produce
an article resembling them in England. Every encou-
ragement was offered by the Society of Arts to parties

trying to grow straws like those in Italy, and then
making a similar article to the Leghorn hat. A Mr.
Parry received the Society's large silver medal in 1822,
for his method of manufacturing Leghorn plait from
straw imported from Italy. No person succeeded so
well, however, as the late Mr, Thomas Waller, of Luton.
Tins gentleman first imported seeds of the Italian
Wheat, and endeavoured to raise straws from it in the
neighbourhood of Luton, but being beaten by the
uncertainty of our climate, and the want of sufficient
heat in our atmosphere, he hit upon the expedient of
using straws imported from Italy. He obtained a
patent for a bonnet made by plaiting eleven Tuscan
straws, called by him the "Tuscan Grass Bonnet," which
was afterwards patronised by Queen Adelaide, and
great numbers were sold all over the kingdom at prices
from 30*. to 50*. each.

From the time of making the first single plait,

called split, at the commencement of the present
century, many fancy kinds of plait were invented in
the split straw. Similar fancy plaits and trimmings
followed, termed ** Patent Dunstable."

Between the ypars IS 14 and 1850, other and more
important plaits were invented known as China pearl,
Coburg, Vienna, and Brussels, each being distin-
guished by some particular form. The demand for the
heap plait compos d of coloured and white straws
was very great. But the most important of double
plaits is that termed twist edge, also named whipcord
ef.ge, from the fact of the straw being whipped over as
it were. It is also made in whole- pipe 'seven and
11 straws, and is a staple article of English wear, form-
ing the true straw bonnet, 1 exhibiting English straw
to the best advantage. The discovery of this valuable
plait has been attended with happy results, as it is a
description capable of beirg used in almost every kind
of hat or bonnet.
These various descriptions of straw plaits have

and Switzerland, have been brought to compete with

them, they have nearly all failed in this respect.

Straw plait is a domestic manufacture, carried on in

the cottages of the agricultural labourers of the

three counties of Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, and

Buckinghamshire, and portions of Essex and Sufi oik.

The plaiters are generally the wives and children of

the labourers ; a few are men. No plait is made in

factories.

Children are taught usually in schools, and are sent

at the early age of four veart ; besides plaiting, they are

taught spelling and reading. In most villages there is

a plaiting school, which is generally conducted by an

( lderly dame, who receives from each scholar 2d. or 3d.

per week. The children are some time before they

can plait so as to earn anything, but after a year or

two they contrive to obtain 6c/. to 1*. 6d. per week, after

their plait is disposed of by their parents. They remain

at school the usual school hours; afterwards, during the

time they do not play, they plait a little till sent to

rest. They continue working at school till they can

plait sufficiently well, and when they are above eight

r nine years they earn 2*. to 3s. per week. On leaving

school they earn As. to 5?. if expert plaiters, and after

they become skilful they may obtain as much as Is.

Many learn to sew if near Luton or Dunstable, and

then leave their cottage home for the greater attraction

of hat and bonnet sewing, a sewer being considered a

step above a plaiter; and one who may exhibit an

amount of personal adornment to which a simple plaiter

would not dare to aspire in her village home.
Plait is made all the year round, except during

harvest time. In winter plait is made indoors, and as

the splints have to be worked in a partially wet
condition, it is cold work for the fingers. When
plaiting near the fire the straws are liable to injury

;

winter-made plait is never so good as when it is done in

spring and summer, away from the fire or in the

open air, at the cottage door, or along the green lane.

The earnings of a good plaiter, after the straws are

deducted, will be from 5s. to 7s. 0d. per week, in a good
state of trade.

$Wk\M
It is computed that the number of females engaged

in plaiting, and boys up to eight years of age, would
now be near to 50,000, and the number of yards

annually made 200,000,000 or 10,000,000 scores of plait

of every description.

Plait is sold by the score of 20 yards, at from 2*. to

3*. per score, and is done up in double links of

17 inches in length, 20 such forming the score.

The number of towns, villages, and hamlets embraced
by the districts, is computed to be between 190 and
200. The chief plait markets are Luton, Dunstable,

Hemel Hempstead, and Hitchin. There are nine lesser

markets, and they all begin at a fixed hour in the

morning, a bell being rung to annonnce the commence-
ment. The plait is sold in the open market, beginning
at 8 o'clock in the summer and 9 o'clock in the winter.

At these markets straw dealers attend, and from them
the plaiters obtain their straws when they do not

purchase them nearer home.
Improvements in shape, superiority of colour and

finish, continuing throughout a series of years, brought
the Luton trade to its present perfection, and have been
the causes of the present extensive English and foreign

business. Luton was described by Boswell in 1781,
after his visit to Lord Bute's, at Luton Hoo, as a
" village," by after writers as " a small dirty town in

Bedfordshire." In 1801, the census showed 3095
inhabitants; in 1841, 7740. In 1851 it had risen to

12,783; at the present time it is well drained and
paved, and is supposed to contain about 18,000, and will

in another year or two amount to 20,000, if its trade
still keeps enlarging. As would be supposed, the
females outnumber the males, but not quite to

the extent some imagine. Of the whole population,

12,000 are supposed to be occupied directly in the
trade, the remainder being chiefly dependent upon
it indirectly.

Of the class of sewers employed by the manufacturers
the most skilful are the room hands. Their earnings
in the season vary from 8*. to 12.?. for the medium
inds; 12*. to 15*. is obtained by those employed

upon the best plain goods; and best fancy hands can
obtain from 16*. to 20.?. per week; these earnings are

subject to variation with the fluctuations of the trade.

The other and larger class of sewers are those
igaged upon*" sale work," and as this is the commonest

description, their earnings are in proportion. The goods
are in general sold by them to the warehouses at the
end of the week. Almost every poor family is employed
upon this kind of work, and their earnings vary con-

siderably ; but, on the whole, more is obtained than by
the plaiting families of the surrounding districts. Tie

earnings of those employed upon sale work vary muili*
Children can earn 2*. to 3s. per week

; girls and women $#•

to 8*. per \\

»

m k. Boys in some cases also sew, and some
men in the winter season, when other employment it

scarce. The male part of the population engaged :n

the trade are boys and lads, employed in bleaching,

dyeing, and brushing plait, earning 5*. to 8*. per week
;

men at the same earning 12*. to 15.?., and the large and
important class of blockers or pressers earning 20*. to

30*. per week. Notwithstanding some few instances of

youthful folly, the industry of the mass ofthe population

is great, as may be seen when it is considered that the
" sale work " amounts to nearly 5,000,000 bonnets

and hats within a twelvemonth.

The Luton productions of the superior descriptions

are manufactured in the work-rooms, and amount to from

2,000,000 to 3,000,000 of bonnets and hats annually.

The " straw trade," in all its numerous ramifications,

is most extensive, and when the bonnets and hats now
made in London from Bedfordshire and other straw

plait are added, the annual returns will not fall short

of a million and a quarter sterling.

From the foregoing statements the trade of Luton,

and the straw trade generally in England, is exhibited

as assuming greater importance every year. In addition

to the straw trade of Bedfordshire, there is the

Brazilian hat trade of St. Alban's, which employs about

1800 persons in the town and neighbourhood, and in

other branches of hat-making, forming the staple trade

of that town.

»»

Home Correspondence.
Title Comi 'ation.—As many of your readers may

feel anxious to know the result of the Corn Averages

for the seven years to Christmas, 1860, published by
authority in the London Gazette of this evening, viz. I

—

Wheat ~a.i\d. per imperial bushel.

Barley 4 7{
Oats 3 2

I beg to state for their information that each 100/. of

tithe rent-charge will for the year 1861 amount to

112/. 3*. 4|d., which is little more than 1± per cent,

above the last year's value, which was itself the highest

of the 24 preceding years. The value for 1855 was

only 89/. 15*. S\d. t or 22J per cent, below the value for

the current year. The following statement from my
Annual Tithe Commutation Tables will show the worth

of 100/. of tithe rent-change for each year since the

passing of the Tithe Commutation Act, viz.:

For the year
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1S45
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1S51

• #

• *

* •

£
'.is

97
95

13

I

7
15

• •

• *

n
ii

9

H
H
2|
2±

H
17 1U
17 S|
18 lOi
1

3 7|
93 16 10
96 11 4|

102 12
105 8
105 12
104
103

102
99
102
100

For the year
1 852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1SG0
1861

* *

£ f. rf.

93 16 m
91 13 5f
90 19 5
89 15 SJ
93 18 U
99 13 7±
105 16 H
108 19 6£
110 17 8£
112 3 4§

£2510 3 li

General average
for 25 years . . £100 4 1£

Charles M. Willich, Artnary, University Life Assur
ance Society, 25, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East.

ocittlttf.

Angus.— Turnip Culture.—The judges of the Turnip

crops in competition for the sweepstakes, under the

auspices of the Angus Agricultural Association, have
awarded the prizes as under. In the

Western District.—I. Mr. John Pattullo, Newton of

Airlie. 2. Mr. D. Hood, Hatton of Eassie.

Eastern District.—1. Mr. William Goodlet, Beau-

champ. 2. Mr. I). Black, Barrelwell. 3. Mr. Robert
Lyall, Old .Montrose.

In the western district there were five entries ; in

the eastern, nine; southern, one; and northern, none.

We may be allowed to express regret that so few of our
agriculturists join these sweepstakes, especially as a

good Turnip crop is of the utmost importance to the

farmer, not only on account of its value in producing a

greater number of high-priced fat cattle, but also a

forming the basis for the success of the subsequent crops

of the rotation ; and in proportion to the extra weight
of Turnips raised, the quantity and quality of manure
is increased.

As the successful competitors are required to report

to the Association the particulars of the mode by which
their crops are raised, the members and public have

the benefit of these reports. We subjoin the reports of

the successful competitors :

—

Report by Mr. Goodlet, Beauchamp.

The soil on which the Turnips were grown this season may
be described generally as a friable loam, more or less inclining

to clay, and resting on a clayey subsoil, iuterspersed with
stones and occasional gravel, incumbent on rock, which in the

two northmost fields, Nos. 4 and 5, protrudes at the summit of

the brae through the subsoil and reaches the surface, although
the soil in general in those fields is of good depth and quality.

The fields where naturally wet had been oil drained some years

ago, and arc in general dry- The number of acres in Turnips
on the farm is 83 Scots in all—of which about 50 got farm-yard
manure, the remaiuder bone-dust and guano only. The plants

were ail hoed at good distances apart, and mostly in proper
season, before being too far advanced in growth. The reode of

culture and manures applied to each field will be stated below.

I would here merely observe that the dung applied consisted

t
or the most fWrt of the ordinary dung made on the farm,
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enriched by the consumption of about 40 tons of cake and
other extra feeding stuffs by the stock during the winter, and
not deteriorated by the abstraction of any of the richer portions

of the manure produced on the farm, in the preparation of

fancy composts—the whole of these richer portions being care-

fully collected and carted on to the respective middens, which
were all turned and well mixed in the usual way a few weeks
before being applied in spring, excepting only a small portion

which was applied directly from the feeding courts.

No. 1, about 9 acres Swedes.—This field having been in Oats
in 1859, after one-year-old Grasscut for hay and green feeding in

|

1858, was cross-ploughed in autumn with a good deep fur. It

was again ploughed in spring, harrowed and rolled in the usual

way into a fair mould, drilled up with the double-mould board

plough, and manured in the drill with about 16 cartloads of

dung per acre from the midden (excepting about 2 acres,

which were dunged direct from the courts) and 3 cwts. Peru-

vian guano sown broadcast over the dung. The drills were
closed with the common plough (which covers the dung better

than the double-mould bearded plough), having a guano bag
rolled up and tied to the stilt of the plough on the other side

from, and opposite to, the mould board, which answers well in

closing the drills a-top, which are generally left too open by the

common plough wanting such an appliance. Purple-top Swedes
were sown on the 3d May—one half with Skirving's, the other

half with Roughead's ; both were equally good, the latter, pro-

bably where the dung was taken direct from the court, and
which showed most luxuriance of growth, being the best.

The weight of the former was tested, and estimated at 32 tons

per acre of roots, top and tails being removed.
No. 2, 16 acres Swedes.—This held having been in Wheat in

1S59, after Beans and other green crops manured in 1858, was
ploughed in autumn, witn Sellar & Son's 4-horse plough, and
grubbed in spring, the land having been allowed to lie a fort-

night after being prepared for drilling up, was then drilled and
manured with the same quantity and kinds of manure as

No. 1—about two acres of this field being also dunged with
fresh dung direct from the courts—and the whole finished off

in the same way as No. 1. The seeds were sown on the 12th
May, Skirving's & Roughead's Purple-tops in equal propor-

tions. The 2 acres made with duug directly from the courts
showed, throughout the season, the greatest luxuriance of
growth ; and even now continues stronger in the shaws than
other parts of the field. Roughead's seed appears more
growthy, but Skirving's are not behind in size of bulb. This
field is, I think, the best on the farm ; the weight of an acre
from the worst of the field has been tested, and found to be
34 tons per acre of roots, tops and tails being removed.
No. 3, 26 acres Swedes.—This field was in Oats in 1859, after

two-year-old Grass, pastured both years It was dunged in
autumn, on the stubble, with about 15 cartloads of dung per
acre (part of it was not so well made as the dung applied in
spring, and part of it was town's dung), and ploughed in with
the common plough ; again cross ploughed in spring, and
partially grubbed where necessary, and finished off as the
others. After lying a fortnight in this prepared state, it was
drilled up with the double mould board plough, the drills were
harrowed down, and 12 cwt. bone-dust applied to the acre. !

The bone-dust was put on with the Bean-barrow, which, by a i

simple contrivance, was made to answer the purpose, and dis- i

tribute the bone-dust very equably and expeditiously in rows
jalong the drills. The drills were then closed in the usual way, !

and sown with Skirving's improved purple-top Swede from !

mould. No. 1 being intended for Swedish Turnips, was first
,

proceeded with; and after drilling with the double-mould

board plough, I applied 34 cubic yards of well made dung
to the acre, and, in addition to this, 1 cwt. Peruvian guano,

2 cwt. of Somerville's manure, and 2 cwt. of bone-meal. The

spreading of the dung aud sowing the manures were followed

closely with the double-mould plough and the sowing machine,

thus getting the whole work finished quickly, and preventing

1861.

waste"; the" field was finished by the middle of May. No. 2

was proceeded with immediately ; the drills were formed and

harrowed down, and the following mixture of manures sown
broadcast on each acre. viz. :—10 bushels of bone-dust (Sim's,

Arbroath), 1£ cwt. of Phospho Peruvian guano, 1£ cwt.

.Millar's Turnip manure, and -J cwt. Somerville's manure, cost

about 41 10s. ; the re-forming of the drills and seeding wero
carried on quickly, and the wholo work finished in excellent

season. The varieties sown were Aberdeen yellow, Bullock,

and Pomeranian Globe. Having fallen short of the above

mixture, about half an acre was sown with Peruvian guano, at

the rate of 6 cwt. to the acre ; these came away best at the

outset, but where the mixture of manures was applied, the

crop is decidedly best, and the Turnips were harder and of

better quality. In stating the quantities of manures applied, I

refer to the Scotch acre.—David Black, Montrose Standard.
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to the bothies, but neither lamn nov „ „
of the general practice : but I rXerW*SL_Hon There is consequently no readl ? ei*>
winter evenings, and the darkness of I

°Ur ^
encourages and facilitates deeds of dJu bot

the description of a bothy given by one of
^ U

^respondents: 'A lad and a big bov

/

rever<*

woman livo in one room, which i8 lLwV *
There are two benches or forms, whicr

,

fi

*?**
place of stools or chairs, but there i ! no f l

Py

inmates make use of a chest lid as a substitute ti^are two beds of coarse unplaned deals nrwuu .
°*

is altogether uncomfortable/ The preS J**
tion is, I have reason to believe, applicable

: -

Farmers' Clubs.
London : The Bothy System.—At the late monthly

meeting of this Society, the following notes upon the

Bothy system were given by Mr. Burn :

—

A description of the house accommodation for farm
servants in Scotland would be incomplete were a notice

of the " bothy w omitted. In place of giving a resume
of my own, of all that has been said on both sides of

the question, I prefer to place before you extracts from
correspondents who have favoured me with their

opinions on the subject. A gentleman in Perthshire,

in which county the bothy system is greatly developed,
thus writes rae:-" The bothy ' is a house set apart
for the men to sit in and cook their victuals, with a
sleeping apartment or apartments adjoining. # *

is for the most part wretched. All the sheets andhl^
"

3 lads themselves - ^*
bowls, plates, and spoons

must be provided by the lads themselves and?
bowls, plates, and spoons—all the c\hh*a \Li^ ^

? yPOfi
up

'
io

}
mm

}
GTS Of our bothies. Their'fbrn^

id blanfe

m a-i .--^alli-
tlie dishes hdM ,JZ

the pot. Their food consists of milk, when itcf f
got, and oatmeal. Beef, mutton, pork, or fish oil*
of any kind, they very rarely taste. The bothy 2
not be cleaned out or whitewashed for veara, and tb"
bedding is washed but seldom. In our bothies there*
all but a universal sluttish and a slovenly disregard of
cleanliness, order, and neatness." Calmly weight i\
the statements pro and con. on the important suLt
of " bothies/' I find that the evidence against them i

very strong, while very nearly all that can be said ij

their favour is dictated, to a great extent, from notion

of expediency. There can be no doubt, I should think,

in the minds of every one calmly considering -

subject, that any system of housing which does awn

with the family influences cannot be a good one. 1

beneficent God, " who maketh families like a flock,"

has ordained the family institution as one whkk

„ exercises the strongest influence and the best in mar

In many cases the bothy is badly kept, and the sleeping and all attempts to substitute a mode of living opposed

apartments dirty and untidy ; but there is no necessity to this cannot, from the nature of things, be good,

for this, and it is not inherent in the system. On the We may modify the evils and get rid of some of tht

Home Farm at Windsor Castle there is a model bothy, effects ; but the primary cause still existing, the*

and I know some in Perthshire kept in a similar effects will every now and then crop out. I see, then,

manner, and when this is the case the men are no method more likely to do away with the evils of the

extremely comfortable
; and, where the men are system, than that the unmarried labourers shall be

unmarried, I should prefer the bothy system, under
|
lodged in the houses of the married labourers, andU

proper regulations, to that of giving the men their : the number of married labourers should be increase*

food in the kitchen (of the farm house). * * Where The system of lodging is carried out in the manafe

there is a bothy the men get their food, and keep by
j
turing districts, and I see no valid reason why

themselves; and when a woman arrived at the years i cannot be adopted in rural ones, Failing this (ant

_ __, ,_,_ _ M
ot discretion w appointed to keep their bed rooms m

\
must of necessity be a work of time to carry it out

Dickson & TumbuU, and with purple-tcp Swede seeds grown .

proper order, and the bothy clean, they are far from
j volvine as it does increased home accommodate.

in the district, on the 20tn May, and following days. A few
j uncomfortable, and prefer it to eoinXSZ T,^^e^LSVBe

Uo^KK^fS f- their food. As regards married men, the system is

up. This field did not show such luxuriance of growth at any radically wrong. A married man should live in his own
i
l??®S^?^r2!^?.}f perhaps not m good a cr°P> although it house, preside at his own table, and be the head of his

family/' A Morayshire correspondent writes: "The
bothy system, which is much abused in a moral point of

into the houss 9ee bnt one way of meliorating the evils—in

has also bulbed well.
No. 4, 26 acres—half purple top Swedes, half Aberdeen

yellows.—This field was in Oats in 1859, after two-year-old
Grass,

i
-aired both years. It was plsughed in autumn and

cross-ploughed in spring, and afterwards worked same as
No. 3. It got no iarm-yard dung, but was manured with
12 bushels bone dust and 5 cwt. Peruvian guano per acre
The Swedes were sown on the 24th, and yellows about
the i<8 1 a May ; both a heavy crop, all along luxuriant, and still
growing. '

No. 5, 12 acres, about 2£ acres of which were Stent's green-
top Globe, the remainder of field Aberdeen yellows.—The field

_«. • m v m •
got no farm-yard dung.' The

part in Globe Turnips was manured same as No 4 ; and tbe
rest of the field got about 5 cwt. of a newly-imported guano
analysed by Dr Anderson, and said to contain upwards of
64 per cent, of phosphates, and favourably spoken of by him in
his Proceedings in the Laboratory," published in the " Agri-
atural Journal of Transactions of the Highland Society "

About 3 acres on the east side of the field, of a mor^la/e'ytexture and colder soil, got about 3 cwt. per acre Peruvianguano before the Turnips were furred up The seeds wer*sown about the 8th June; Stent's Globedwiden wSrecZmended to me by my friend Mr. Bowie and the seeds ^fwhich were got from Mr. Laird, Dundee) is a first-rate Tuminand was a very fine crop ; the rest of the field wS no more.an a fair average one, very little difference being observable
>

:
those parts which got the Peruvian guano ifom the rest

v ^ which was manured only 4h the ne^gfiano

TSa fi
, , , .

Report by Mr. Black.
li e fields which I shall distinguish as Nos 1 and 9 nrP .

fac^efinT:
-^entivecfay subsoil, with the'exceptTon

ibsoiled, and is now dry.
ecp

' ^ boen also

The rotation followed has been sevens—*wn ^on« • n
.stured), one crop of Oats, followed by PoSSS wwTurnips, and Barley, sown down with Gr^I^u^^l

view, consists in giving a room or rooms, fire and light,
with a certain amount of meal, milk, and Potatoes, or
an equivalent in money ; besides the regular money
wages. Where these bothies are well conducted there
is nothing: objectionable against them, at least nothing
more so than being fed in the farmer's kitchen. In a
well conducted bothy the master allows a female to keen
the place clean, light the fires, bake the bread, and at
the same time cleaning out the apartments and making
the beds. 1 ou rfiU therefore often find in these bothies

_ _
addit

to making the internal arrangements and constructs

in keeping with sanitary requirements—namely, for

J
farmer to exercise a steady and constant control m
supervision over the arrangements and goings ol

the bothy. By this, much of the benefits of the family

system may be realised.

ft loose soil of about lo'inches. ~N*^Ztti Th
J
S gave

two h 3s could draw. Both fieldsT^ ?^?8 de
!P *?

resolved to try the effects of m-nhhw «Tl?
ffJree of weeds

'
[

f our crack farnieT F?I fhP !' gbIy recor»mended

mmmmm

- —««• *«wf aim le.imui ior years at
the same place. On the other hand, there are other
bothies where neither cleanliness nor order existed, andthese places cannot be too much condemned. Farmers
however, are every day making arrangements with
heir landlords to build cottages for married couples

;

this is now the favourite system, and much to be
contended/ A Forfarshire correspondent thus
writes-. "Ploughmen are lodged in bothies, and
furnished by the farmer with beds, bedding, &c. Theaccommodation has been deteriorating since the com-S- £JPJ?* ****m ifc *« redu edTo am.serable pitch, the man being much worse lodgedthan the animals. Within the last five vears

ootines aie erected in many places, and n^wones are constantly going up J and in\ Jew yeTst is trusted that all ploughmen 1 be
y

Miscellaneous. . ,

Good Sense in Hungary. - At an 9gnculB"

meeting recently held in this country some paw-

publicly addressed the nobles, and told them vm

was a mistake on their part to keep the more nwj

tillers of the soil at such a great distance. Iju,

ourselves," said one of the peasants, **wwn *

o°*J
the resources of the province, but you do not go

w

in a proper way. Engage our sons as tarm
:

and when they have learned the rudiments or n

agriculture with you let them return to tneir

and cultivate their own and their fathers land.

Diseased Meat.-lt is well known that in trw

districts beasts already diseased are c»

^

slaughtered, dressed, and forwarded to tiie ^
shops in the densest and poorest wetropouw

bourhoods. But when we read of more wsb
}

of meat and 500 rabbits in this or a worse su^
^

seized within the precincts of the City a
iy0Bf

quarter, and consider that the City is scar
.

twentieth part of the metropolis, we ^^^t^
extent to which this detestable practice ranOT -^
The strangest feature in the case is the u ^
enforcing the destruction of the condeumeu u.

.

seizure. The officers, "with every desire
*°
J^tf

to the distribution of such meat among ™e
/

lodged> Wh 7the bother
11 7U b

x
e «***«* it impossible to prevent its use in »me shspej«r-

" it is a ck-m floored
*
nd ™ r ? Iuverness - s1"™ as an article of human food.- " There are gooa

with &K£fi^^™^^»y* *»• * "•*» *! - i-e? P«*» °L*£S£ »
room » P.nt rhp tL ****' °V

(
re,

l uontly in'nn adjoiningroom. But the testimony given on the subieet i« „„7.generally so favourable to th
the weight of evidenc

subject is not
the bothy system; indeed,
altogether against it, as pro-

corres

Mt tcz:::;
r%m of some bothu

eat wd pass titer £££? .*>»\femria servants sit and

for believing that a large portion of it
' ^.V^ iu"

the satisage maker, whose business noun* ^
neighbourhood of Smith field ;" and v

\^ [t^
intimates a revolting suspicion that «^

e
j?^ ^ $$*

rvants sit ai

, . . . where the la«

entering from it ^^'^ pl
?
ce

,

!s Ul s
?.
mo off̂ «^males

01

both were JET Atetiww be8t "^ ° f WhCat
'
thou^

w*« »troi« ^i^T^A.
IteJ tne Wheat crop was removed, t.h« la

ment. Uptime. fcW
a ?*?** ^ adJacent aP;irt-

^ .!....„ .

umetimo9 Ui<
- sexes havesenaratP n.^rf^.a..

reaches the boilor the fat is disposed ot tot

facture of butter. Times.
7

« u
Mr. R. Girdwood's Edinburgh Wool ^

day, Jan. 9. - At this sale Southdown

reached 40s.; half-bred hog?, 48*.

wedders, 38*. ; Cheviot hogs, 40*. J

^T^T^SSS :/S-^: 1 ~*z£
lijay be placed on opposite sides of the f,

g and rollm^ th"8 educing the whole to a fije ^-« * t. f Slt
»
e™> and «l^P m the same misp.rahl

«—~Mi'*b '"sir"' "- "«"' —

cross hogs, 37*. Gd. ; White Highland,
J**

-

unwashed ; and for washed, 17*. to **• v ^
laid Cheviot, unwashed, 18*. to 24*.; w»» ^ft

B0». ; laid cross, 15*. to 19*. ; kid H'g 1,liinu
'

unwashed, and 14s. Gd. washed,
m , A ^^ tii

A TruismJor 1861.

:

In agn
S

culture it«J»;

practice to take ancient customs as an m "..
2flteo. !

nothing was then doubted, nothing inves b
fll

little improved. Now it is the principle^ l

^. teJ

without a reason. Everything is iuve

everything is improved.

v
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Ail observations are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and
the maxima, minima, and rain recorded are therefore those

f the preceding 24 hours.

Notices to Correspondents.
IUrnAKING Maohines : Amateur. The last trial of Haymakers
was at Fontefract. and the prize w awarded to T. W.
Ashby & Co., ( tamford, who has lately patented improve-
ments of the machine shown here.

Liquid Manure Cart : Old Sub. Henry Attwood Thompson,
Lewes.

Pfa Straw : /. Hale*. It varies exceedingly in quality. If
cut before dead ripe and well dried it is capital fodder;
according to analysis worth nearly as much as Clover hay,
and i: probably worth half as niuca as Clover hay.

P*a*Ay vitHTB, kc. : J. Hales. A tenant should
make 10 per cent, of farm capital, and any (buildings
which he erects ought to repav him that percentage, along
with the original capital luring the period of his lease. All

jle implements are tenants' property, the fixtures and
buildings belong to, the landlord.—The house should be
charged about 91. per annum for the keep of a cow if it is
well Kept.—Maggs's straw weaving machine is a capital tool
coming into general use. It is made by Messrs. Maggs and
Hindley, of Bourton Foundry, Bourton, Dorsetshire.

Poultry : M T. says, «' I keep Spanish fowls, all of which are
in excellent condition, except one—a hen pullet. Some days
ago on going to feed them I found her on the ground unable
to move. She seemed cramped with the cold. But this did
not prevent her eating, as she continued to do so lying down.
I took her up and she felt skin and bone, although the
crop was quite full. She was brought into the house, kept
in a warm room, given warm food, and the next morning
was lively and brisk enough to join the other fowls. The
next morning she was ill and in the same condition as before,
evidently from the cold. She was again brought in,
recovered, and i* now brought in nightly to prevent recur-
rence of cold attacks. The chief point that puzzles me
however is her condition. With plenty of food, crop always
full, *he is a beg of bones, emaciated, feathers dull, and
weak on her legs. Can you suggest the cause and the
** » r ,

l* e £° not think the ( ls the cause of your
pullet s ailment, but her lack of ,dition made her feel it
more than her fellows. h a state : ou describe would
be caused by a blow or an injury on or in the back bone We

•wen the extremities of a hen paralyse y a slight bio w
on the back with a switch. We have known such appearances
as you describe to precede the first egg, and we believ
- ..imsh suffer more at such a time than any other fowls. It
will not be your ca*e, as she is not in a condition to lay. We
shall not be -prised if she is in some measure crop-bound,
ind we believe that handle her when you will, the crop is

a. If such be the case, pour warm water down the throat
rill the food is soft, then give a table spoonful of castor-oil
VN atch the state of the crop, and persevere till it is empty.wnen it is empty, give oatmeal mixed very Blackly : if
s^he appears weak, give some bread and ale. Feed often and
ill ?

me whcnever the crop is empty. If it is full
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NOTICE.
F.

SUTTON'S AMATEl'irs GUIDE
and PRICED LIST of SEEDS hi

been un Ldably delayed, owing to the

number of new KINDS of Kit. n Gar-

den an«l Flower Seeds. It will be ready

in a few days, and will be sent post free

to any address on receipt of 1*2 stamps,

and customers graris.—Royal Berk-
shire Seed Establishment. Reading.

TTTUEELEK'S " LUTLE
BOOK" (Illusi rated) for 1S61

now ready.

Free for three stamps. Gratis to

customers.

This "Little Book," or select Seed

List, contains prices and descripti< n

of some very choice varieties, ex-

clusively in our j>os£ession. It also

gives full particulars ofour celebrate 1

collections of Garden Seeds, which we

deliver carriago free.

J. C. Wheeler <fc Son, Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

PLY 3 UTH SEED COMPANY.—The Directors

have much pleasure in stating that the NEW EDITION
of their GENERAL 1'KICE CURRENT is Now Heady, and
iay be had dir from the Company, or upon application I

Messrs. ipkin, Marshall, <fc Co., 4, Stationers Court,

London, E.C.. for six postage stamps.

Contents of the Present Edition.

Page
Prices of ditto .. Ot-ttf

Descriptive List of Turnips
66-70

Prices of ditto .. ..71
Carrots 72
Mangolds 73
Grain and Forage Crops

74, 75, 79
Manures 77
Ploughs 78
Harrows 79
Cl»d Crushers and Horse

80
81

81
82
83

GARDEN.
Paoe

Freight and Carriage .. 2

N' 68 . . 3, 4, 7

Address . . 6

Book Parcel Post 6

Almanack . . 9, 10

Collection of Seeds 11, 12, 13

General List of Garden
Seeds 14-37

General List of Flower
Seeds 38-47

Collections of Flower
Seeds 48-49

ImportedCarnation Seeds 50-51

Imported Seeds from Ger-
many ; ~>5

Choice Fiorists' Flower
Seeds 55

New Annuals . . .

.

66
Seakale and Asparagus 88

FARM.
Descriptive List of Grass
Seedsj .. .. 57-t

Clovers 63

* *

• •

Hoes
Rollers and Drills

.

Thrashing Machines
Winnowing Machines
Turnip Cutters
Chaff cutters and Corn
Crushers

Haymaking Machines, &c.
Linseed Cake Breakers .

Hay Collectors
Parke's Steel Forks-
Lawn Mowing Machines .

Garden Hollers

* • 84
US
85

87
87
87

87Garden Chairs

Address Pltmout

j

o Company, Plymout h, Beyon.

TTHLLIAM BARRON, Gariwt \rchitect,
? t Landscape Gardener, &c, Sketty, Swansea.
N.B. Gentlemen should be aware before they are led into an

endless expense. First have PLANS and ESTIMATES, with
proper SPECIFICATIONS. Everything executed by Contract
or otherwise in the best style. Terms on application.

Alpha and Sketty Nurseries, qfransea.

PINE GOLDEN PIP Pi N AJPPLE.O GLENDINNING begs to offer the. above new
JLV'« Apple, which for excellence is unrivallt i. The following
description is given by Dr. Hogg in h\s Year Book just
published :

—

" Of all the dessert Apples which bear the name of Pine and
Pine Apple, there is none which possesses the flavour of that
fruit so markedly as this. It is small, about the size of the old
Golden Pippin, and of the same shape. Th kin is entirely
covered with a smooth coat of fawn-coloured russet, the flesh
is very tender and juicv, sweet, sprightly and vinous, and
with a distinct Pine Apple flavour. Ripe during October and
November. The tree is of a small habit of growth, and will do
well on the paradise stock, either grown as a dwarf bush, or for
an espalier, and it is an excellent bearer."

Strong Maiden plants, 7s. 6d. each.

GENERAL TODLEBEN PEAR—The above new Belgian
Pear is ae of the largest and finest in cultivation, very
melting and juicy, with a rich sugary and perfumed juice.
In use from December to February.

Strong M aden plants, 8#. 6d. each.
R. Glendikwino, Nursery, Turnham Green, W.

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.
GEORGE CHIVAS offers the above, varying from

Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. A
Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on
receipt of 15*. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway
Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH; half a
Million of Transplanted SPRUCE; Ten Thousand Superior
Standard APPLES and PEARS; and a large General NUR-8ERY STOCK.-Chester, Jan. 19.

OBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buvers to his

large and well selected stock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER-
INGSHRUBS,ORNAMENTALTREES,AMERICANPLANTS
FRUIT and FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARF
RO^ES of every description. A large stock of BOX-LE\F
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds ;AF MOULD. The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Clapham
Common, 'and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Lin e.

LARGE TREES, ETC. ~~

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late
A. Paul), Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.,

has a quantity of large handsome TREES, Evergreen
and Deciduous, which must be cleared off 10 acres of the
old Nurseries very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus
deooara, Cedar of Lebanon, Yews. Box, Laurels, Arbor-vitse,
Privet, Red Cedar, fine specimens ot choice Coniferae, Alders,
Plan Poplars 1ms, Limes, Fruit T* *, Ac. All have been
frequently removed an 1 rise with plenty of fibrous roots. Care
July taken up and delivered free to any railway station in
London. Further particulars on application.—Please address
William Pail, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

NEW CINERARIAS OF i860.
AND A. SMITH ow Ben< out their
BpU id Varieties of the above, which I » dwarf

habit, :md large compact heads ol Mom, ate unsurpassed ;
many of them are finelv formed, and others hive the largest
flowers known. ADESCRIP1T CATALOGUE in be had
on application—Dulwich. irrey, S.

SUPERB BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of

• their well-known superior BALSAM 1

-, which have
maintained their character as brightest colours. The
doublest and largest flowers known for many years. In
Elections of 9 distinct colours, 2*. 6d. each ; the same mixed,

2*. ; half the quantity, Is.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

SEED CATALOGUE, 1SC1.

STEPHEX UUOWN S LIST of the fiuest VEGE-
TABLE si DS is now ready. Sent free on application.

The COMPLETE SEED CATALOGUE (30th Annual Edition)
will shortly be ready, and contain many choice novelties from
the Continent and elsewhere.
The late summer having proved unfavourable for many

Seeds, S. B. is receiving a more than usual portion of supply
from the milder parts of the Continent, both of Vegetable and
Flower :ds.

Prices for first quality as moderate as the scarcity of the
present season will admit.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffol k.

GLADIOLI
JOHN STANDISH is the largest grower and has

the best collection. Ho has r.\ i an immense quantity
of Hybrid Seedlings, which flowered during the past Autumn
for the first time, and exceeded anything that has been seen in
Gladioli before ; it being a remarkable fact that amongst these
Seedling Gladioli there is scarcely ever a bad one. rong
flowering Bulbs, 75*. per 100 ; small ditto, 60*. per 100.

Besides tho above, J, B. has all the best named kinds, CATA-
LOGUES of which, and of his other rare and choice plants,
may be had free, on application to the Roya l Nursery. (Vagshot.

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONs!

JOHN WATER KK heirs t.» announce that his New
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and

other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed
at tho Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published
and will bo forwarded on application. It likewise furnishes
List of all popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most
desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale
Station, South-Western Railway.
The CATALOGUE can also be hal of Mr. John Kerkan,

4, Great Russell Street, Covent Gar ,i, W.C.

TREE* AND SHRUB CATALOGUE.

JOHN CRANSTON begs to announce to his Patrons
and the Public generally, that his DESCRIPTIVE TA-

LOGUE of Conifers, Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deci-
duous Shrubs, &c., is now ready for distribution, and will be
forwarded on receipt of <>ne postqae stamp.
Tho above contains important and interesting notes with

regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain, Native
Country, date of introduction, and in the case of Flowering
Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

VEGETABLE AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, »c.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-

form their friends and patrons that they are now pre-
pared to execute with N EW and GENUINE SEEDS all orders
they may be favoured with.
Their PRICED and Dl IIPTIVE CATALOGUE, contain-

ing all NEW VEGETABLES proved to bk oood, and all tho
best of the older varieties, will be forwarded post free on appli-
cation. An inspection and comparison with prices of other
firms is solicited.

The following are particularly recommended as very superior
varieties in their respective classes, and should be included in
the most select collections :—Beet, Compact topped : Brocco-
lies, New White Sprouting, Winter White (true) : Brussels
Sprouts, Improved Dwarf; Cauliflowers, Early Dwarf Erfurt.
New Early Mammoth or Frogmore Forcing; Celery, Imperial
Dwarf R d, Nonsuch, Colewort Rosette; Leeks, Aytou ( )

Giant, Hybrid Prize; Lettuces, Alma, Moor Park, Versailles;
Peas, Early Prolific, General Wyndham.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London, N.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.

PIKF/S COLLECTIONS or VEGETABLE SEEDS.
—Collection A, 80*. ; Collection B. 50*.

; Collection C,
25*. ; tion D. 12«. ; select CATALOGUE of GARDEN
FLOWERS and FARM .SEEDS post free on application, con-
oning the quantities in each collection. Every kind of seed

is proved before it is sent out.—James S. Pike, Winchiaore Hill
Nursery, and Seed Establishment. London.
NOTICE.

—

Frre to any Railway Station in England.

EPPS* COLLECTIONS of NEW and GENl INE
GARDEN SI OS.

No. 1.—Consists of 30 quarts of the best kind of
P« and Beans, and every other kind of Seed
necessary in like proportions, sufficient for a £ s. d.
year's supply of a large garden . . ..3150

20 quarts of Peas and Beans, and other seed in
like proportion .. 2 10

Do., smaller supply . 15
Do. , for a small garden 1*2 t

All Orders (except from known Correspondents) to be
accompanied with a remittance.

Mr. Epps trusts it is not necessary to blazon forth the names
of his patrons, and their reports of the high character of his
Seeds, but simply to state that every care in growing and
selecting has been taken to insure the confidence of his friends.

Maidstone Seed Establishment

JOHiN CATTEL1/S COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN
GARDEN SEEDS carriage free to any railway i in

tho Kingdom.
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS foe the WHOLE YEAR,

suitable for large and small gardens.

Collection No. 1 .. 4/. 0*. I Collection No. 3 .. If, 10*.
Collection No. 2 . . 2 10 j Collection No. 4 . . 15

The above are selected from an unrivalled stock of Vegetables.
and nearly all are saved under J. C.'s own superintendence.
Lists of quantities supplied in each collection may be had on
application.

COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
100 packets of the best and most showy hardy and half hardy

varieties 20«.

50 do. do. do. .. 10*.
| 25 do. do. do. .. 6

Any kinds n required should be named in the order that
they may be omitted from the collection. Cash or references
respectfully reque 1 from those who have not previously
fav ed J. C. with their orders.

Seed EstuJ»Ushment, West^rjham, Kent.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.
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NEW CUCUMBERS AND MELONS.

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in stating that he

. has the stock of the following which has been so sue-

cessfuUy eSed and grown by Mr. Frost, the gardener to

cUOTlfeS-^PBRPECnON,- Black Spine; small

handle fills up well and carries a fine bloom, a good cropper

and superior flavour, pronounced by competent judges to be

the best Cucumber out. 2«. 6d. per'packet

" WINTER PROLIFIC," one of the best

*.&£&S&£$ii*£\ - SSS&I Cncumber

for exhibition or table, averting 30 inches and upwards ;
very

""^^^J^^^BaL HYBRID first prize Regent's

Park Chiswick and Crystal Palace. 2s. 6d. per packet

Turner's Gem SartGwen flesh, Beechwood, Terry's Green

flesh GenemlTkavefock, and all the leading kinds, U. per

packet.—Maidstone.

GERANIUMS, ^^i^^^1^^ P
VARll:

ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY vmmb.

M
C
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P\RKER and WILLIAMS be£ to inform

thlr friend an patrons that their new priced and

mmMmmM
application.-Paradise Nursery, Seven

Roads, Holloway, London, N.
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GENUINE TOBACCO Pa1p£R~"f0R f,,m.—^H APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs t^
• Nurserymen, Dorking), has now a p'cJ?*** 4 8*

above on hand in 4 lb. packets, Is. 3d. per^m?1^^
mouials sto Gardeners' Chronicle, January 5 lS6i

*or t«t

card! ^—

^

SAMUEL N. McGERp AGeneral Horticultural Boilder.
u

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool
\

FRUIT TREES.

T^LTCUMBER-KIKKLEES HALL DipUNU*;
(j a handsome white spine variety, from. 21 to

24
finches

long, smooth, very thin skin, and of exquisite flavour an

extremely free bearing kind with a very short heel, one of the

best varieties for summer or winter use.

Johv Cattell has the pleasure of offering seed of the above

of his own saving, price 2s. 6d. per packet.

Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

ORKSHIHE HEliO FRAME CUCUMBER.—
An excellent variety, from 24 to 30 inches, fine flavour,

^hite spined, most abundant bearer will give satisfaction to

every grower who wants quality and quantity. Price 2s. 6d.

PeBRmSH QUEEN FRAME CUCUMBER.-A most prolific

dark green white spine variety, 20 to 30 inches m length,

carries its bloom well, a shy seeder, very good and distinct.

P1CHaHOPN
r

o
P
F ENGLAND BROCCOLI.-This universally

wteemed variety will grow to an enormous size, sometimes

laeighing 27 lbs. ; a small quantity of seed has been saved from

esrge heads, which may be had in sealed packets, 2*. 6d each.

KEMP'S EARLY INCOMPARABLE CABBAGE.-The best

variety in cultivation. Packets 1*. each.
'

HUNTS SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM, per packet, W.

May bo had post free of E. P. Dixon, Yorkshire Seed

Establishment, 57, Queen Street, Hull; also of Messrs. Hurst

& McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.

LEE'S NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI.

MESSRS. JOHN and CHARLES LEE have the

pleasure to offer new seed of their WHITE SPRO JTING
BROCCOLI for 1860-61. This valuable Vegetable has estab-

lished its character for hardiness by withstanding the late

severe winter, when nearly every other kind of Broccoli was

destroyed. It also produced an abundance of secondary heads

as shown in the Photograph (published January 5), and wasm
every way equal to the description given of it last year. Price

2s. 6d. per packet, to be had of all the principal Seedsmen.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, Londou, W.

THOMPSON, Floweb Seedsman, Tavern

• Street, Ipswich, respectfully announces that his

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER
SEEDS for the present Season, arranged on the Natural

System, is now ready, and will be sent post free to bona nde

purchasers, on application. The Catalogue comprises all the

best novelties of the season, with a few which are exclusively

in W. T.'s possession, and all are offered at the most moderate

prices.

NEW SCARLET FLESH MELON GARIBALDI.

ETILEY feels great pleasure in offering to the

• lovers of the above delicious fruit this new and superb

variety, which he can with confidence recommend as being

the most perfect in all points of any variety in cultivation. It

is very hardy, an abundant bearer, thin skinned, weight from

4 to 5 lbs., beautifully netted, oral-shaped, bright scarlet flesh

and luscious flavour. Price 2s. 6d. per packet.

E. T. has also Seeds of the following superb MELONS,
which he can with confidence recommend :—

Per packet.
Queen's Melon
Blackall's Green Flesh .

Bailey's

Bowood
Beechwood
Windsor Prize
Emperor 10
Fleming'sTrenthamHybrid 1

Duncan's Green-flesh Im-
proved 10

Hampton Court Green
Flesh 10

Egyptian Green Flesh ..10
Cuthill'sCamberwellBeauty 1
Gordon Castle Green
Flesh 10

WILLIAM J. EPPS, Jun., begs to offer the^follow-

ing at very low prices, as the ground on which they

stand must be cleared :— xt^t a
DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES and NECTA-
RINES •• •• Perdoz - *1 10

JJ

standard' cherries .. .. *er
\l00 f I J

RHODODENDRONS. HARDY AZALEAS, ETC.

GEORGE WHEELER, Nubseryman, &c., War-

minster, Wilts, respectfully announces he has a fine

Stock of the above which he offers at very moderate prices

viz., good strong plants at 30*., 40*., 50*., 00*. i0*., and 80*.

per 100, according to the strength of the plants.

RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS, by name, 75*., 100s-

tO
S
2

EDUMS.
10
ANDROMEDASf

VACCINIUMS, &c, 60*. to

1003. per 100. _ ___
STIRLING, SCOTLAND.

UR CATALOGUE of SELECT VEGETABLE
^ and FLOWER SEEDS, POTATOES, GARDEN TOOLS,

&c , for 1861, is now ready, and may be had on application

The distinctive features of this Catalogue are such as have

commended themselves alike to the Gardener and Amateur.

Being simple in arrangement, and sufficiently descriptive, a

selection from its columns is rendered easy and satisfactory.

Moreover, we still adhere to the system introduced by us

several years since, of discarding, in the various sections all

comparatively inferior varieties, as well as omitting what are

mere repetitions of the same sorts under different names.

Seeds Carriage Paid, as formerly.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS.

Seed and Implement Warehouse. Stirling and Dublin, Jan. 19 .

NOTICE.
WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul, and for the last 13 years only and equal partner

in the late firm of A. Paul & Son) respectfully announces that

the ©Id Cheshunt Nurseries have been divided, one part and

half the stock remain in his possession ; to these he has added

80 acres of Nursery Ground. Seed Warehouse, Plant Houses,

&c, with entrance from the platform, Waltham Station,

Eastern Counties Railway.—Address Wm. Paul, Cheshunt

Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

FOR

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gpnf~.ii.
Great Britain and Ireland. *

eutry through^

OT-WATER APPARATUS FirTElT7
description of Hothouses, Mansions. ChnmiiJ

11

-*»O v » »»»' i- J' — -wi'Wi.

N.B. First-class references may be had on
application.

*

N

NHOUSES.

Per packet.

—

s.d.

General Havelock ..10
M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid

Green Flesh ..It
Do. do. Scarlet Flesh . . 1

Monro's Green Gage . . 1

„ Crystal Palace Hero 1

Golden Drop Green Flesh 1

Golden Perfection . , „ 1

Scarlet, King Scarlet „ 1

Green Gage 1

Incomparable . . . . 1

Golden Ball 10
BromhamHallGreenFlesh 1

Pine Apple 10
Bowse's Incomparable ..10
Austin's Incomparable ..10

°»

* d.

1

1

1

1

1

1

are already used by some of the leading Gardeners, may be
obtained of tho principal Seedsmen and Nurserymen, 2s. per

packet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neal, Edward Street,

Birmingham. Trial packets, Is. each.

WINTER DRESSING fob ORCHARD HOUSE
and "ther FRUIT TREES. 1

Extractfrom the Eighth Edition

oj the Orchard House. By
Mr. Rivers.

"January paint the trees

(every shoot and bud) with
Gishurst Compound, half a
pound to the gallon of water.

This will destroy the eggs of

Aphides." „

Vines and outside wall trees

should first be washed, stem
and shoots, with 8 oz. solution
of Gishurst, then smeared
with clay and Gishurst, (see

? 3tardene.ri Chronicle Oct. 13),
" or with lime, sulphar, and Gis-

hurst, made into a paste. If

the smell be disliked, make the
solution 48 hours before use.

Full directions as to the use
_ „ of weaker solutions against

mildew and insect pests in spring and summer, with parti-

GREENHOUSES, ORCHARD HOUlETTi^Tir
SERVATORIES. ° C°N-

H FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works TV; i

• Hackney, N.E. Established 20 yean 8__!£n?5
made Greenhouses, glazed, ready for fixing. 42 fa* F^T*
50/. ; 21 feet by 13 feet, 281. ; 12_ feet by lOfeeL wT&Y?
Houses 10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortment bb
Estimate given for Heating, or any branch in iron or WfJ^
WEST OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND~WaleP

VINCENT SKINNER
(late Partner with J. Weeks

_;& Co.), erects Conservatories,
j^Hot-houses, and Hot-water
Apparatus to warm Churches,

Hothouses, &c , and has fore ^ _
men from London to superin-ft>o

'

(

!'

tend their construction. Upright Pipe Boilera, Plans, at

Estimates —V. Skinner. Bridewell Street. Bristol.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION

Made by Steam Power at

J LEWIS'S Horticultubal Woeks, Stamfai

• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made a
much better and stronger principle than those manufactnl

on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends

and doors complete 1

Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. «

Do. do. 60 ft by 24 ft. do. do. I

The price of any other size forwarded on application to J. Lei

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.
Kensal Green, Harrow Road, Londos, f.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attentk

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manaai

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, bi»

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegaai

design and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronti*

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction CUBJ

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings fe£»

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and effiff

manner. .

J. T. & Son have great pleasure in rcfemgto^umw

the nobility and gentry by whom theyMoextamm^S

OAA CUCUMBER ato ¥KL0N BoXEfc,tf

rC\J\J LIGHTS, AND FROM ^^fa
400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES x^r^WJ

Glased and Painted complete, ready for imae^w

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom

JAMES WATTS and CO.,
M fadf*

*ouse Builders and H otwater Apparatus^anuta?-

near the Green Man. Oh_JtentJ_o*_d___^^

LOSSOM or WALL FBUTTfKBr^
Net to protect Blossom, much approvea,

Samples and plan of ?«ffi^_?_J^-J

ng Pheasantnes, «o. *

son, White "Horse Factory, Bedborougn Street,

Office, 00, Euston Road, London, N.w.

CUCUMBER RIFLEMAN.—This is undoubtedly one of the —: *- y- - ° ~r- --j—__--» —__- «-- -

finest varieties in cultivation ever yet sent out for exhibition !
culars of the experience of many great gardening authorities

purposes, possessing the following fine qualities :-A beautiful **e enclosed with the boxes or Gishurst. These are supplied

black spine, always growing even from stem to point, scarcely retail through any nurseryman and seedsman at 1*. 8*., and
any handle, carries its bloom well, always keeps a fresh colour, '

10*iU each -
wholesale by Prtoe s Patent Candle Co

.
Limited,

and not liable to turn yellow as many other varieties. Length
|

24 to 28 inches, and a most abundant bearer. It will be found

TANNED GAKDEITKBTTiNG tbr

B
2

L Seed Beds. Fruits, Strawberries from *^

.; 3, I0d.;
*f_

1'_6^ 1?
e

_ Jfcf*r*
A„,Ln -—3 feet. 1*. 6rf.

,
*>

**'

I

quantity.
Greenhouse and flower

II, 4-/. ; 2, 5d. ; 24, Id. ; 3,

Sticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet,

6, 3*. 6d. An allowance to Nurserymen. --£_^r

poultby >f %.

FUMiGATIIMG AND SYRINGING.

feet by 10 feet, and not one of which was less than 20 inches m use '
Bafe m Application, altogether eflective in tne aestruc-

in length. They were seen by Cucumber growers from all tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, ko., nominal in price, 12s. 6d.

parts of the country, who pronounced it to be the finest show Pf* dozeP_Poua<l_. sent to any part of the kingdom on receipt

of fruit they kad ever seen. It is quite as hardy as any of the of P<*t Office Order. To those in the Trade a liberal discount
«m -riAcra Vari«fiAe ««/i «^f «* «ii t«.ui. i.» J.-» i— on 2S lbs. and upwards. The following practical gentlemen

have submitted it to every kind of ordeal, and bear testimony
it is all we represent :—
Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox
Mr. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey
Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland, Trentham
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packiugton Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park
Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D. Ryder, Westbrook,

Hemel Hempstead
Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. R. West, Esq., Alcot Park

~» ....... .,_.~j _..•,» »,»w -vvu, _u i^ VJU1VO a» uitiuy »o any Ul l,U«J

old ridge varieties, and not at all liable to rust or canker.
Pri«e 2». tkZ. per packet.
To Cucumber growers generally the following superb

Cucumbers will be found to give every satisfaction : -

Per packet.—s. d.

General Outrani .. ..2
Sir Colin Campbell ..16

1

1
6General Canrobert

Victory of Bath .

.

Gordon's White Spine ..10
Lord Kenyou's Favourite 1
Phenomenon .

.

..16
iptivation.. .. ..16

Mills' Jewess .

.

..10
Manchester Prize .

.

..10
>nqueror of the West ..10

Hunter's Prolific .

.

..10
I ucomparable .

.

..10
Cuthill's Black Spine ..10
Champion of England ..10

Per packet.

-

Stockwood Ridge .

.

Ayres' Proline
Manchester Prize .

.

Sutton's Champion
Burgess' Conqueror
Henderson's A 1 .

.

Sion House 10

*. d.

1
1

1

1

1
1

Allen's Victory . . . . 1

Trollope's King .

.

. . 1

Ipswich Standard .

.

. . 1

Tiley's Improved . . . . 1

Hamilton's Black Some . . 1

Dickson's Newton Hero . . 1

Kelway's Victory . . . . 1

c &c. &c. &c.

Tiley's EMPEROR RED CELERY, the finest grown, 1*.

per packet.
Tiley's SOLID WHITE .CELERY. 1*. per packet.
Griffin's ALMA LETTUCE, 1*. per packet.

The TRUE OLD BATH COS LETTUCE, Is. per packet.
A remittance must accompany all orders by cash or penny

postage stamps.
EDWARD TH.EY, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath.

" Mr. W. H. Mountford, H.u l

St. Asaph, North Wales
Mr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds,

Hoddesden
Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Richmond, Surrey
Mr. John Reeves, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting Hill, W.
Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, Shipston-ou-Stour
Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Leamington Nursery
Mr. John Ogden, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Coventry
Messrs. S. Perkins & Sons, Nurserymen, Seeddmen, and

Florists, Coventry
%* Agents Wanted. Nurserymen and Florists preferred.
N. B Cast Fumigating Pots, Tobacco Water for Syringing,

and Tobacco Juice for Sheep Dressing.

GALVANISED GAME and -—

~

ed priccs.
-

-By improved machinery at^reduced P *
Hexagon Mesh, 24-inch wide, light, 6d. .

weo ^.^ *£
Id. ; Extra strong, 9K per yard. Any

^

rates.

«J
or mesh, from * to 6 inches at P^°Pi*w

°

KIN% m**^
description of Wire-work by Thos. P. Hawk

27, Dale End, Birmingham. _——-^"
TJ EN It Y J. MORT ON *

K

±1 2, Basinghali Buildings. Leeds-

GALVANISED IRON ^^,^28..;^
for Cottage Houses, Ac. to contain 50 f^ wit_ wJ
31«. each; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted^^or^
the water perfectly sweet and clean ,

wm
Cisterns of all sizes. oiiMPS

GALVANISED IRON P^di^
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, tf »

Qd per **V

and 32i. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at rem ^^m
GALVANISED IRON SWING ^^

for Garden or Farm use, containing aw
formed of ironJto_J____f

fti_T g

WIRE c Anrr^iNCE
For Parks, Avenues, Pleasure Gro^^ w

T

i>f§

TPRANCIS MORTON'S PAl^DijU
X STRAINING PILLARS, CABLE^ ^ con^Jj

CING STANDARDS, afford the only means
^

permanently efficient and durable ten ..^Ag^
awarded special silver medals by the P ^9

jd ^
Societies for having obviated tne d^cU

fence3 , f* \

imperfect system of putting «I> J
1

/ _ g,. W- P
w

reducing the cost. Prices, frpm ^ .

t° •&&*
f

fence. Drawing* and full particulars on aU U
Francis Morton & Co., Sole M«bo»J» ^ndoa^

Head Offices and Manufactory, Liverpool

.

^£
Parliament Screet, Westminster. for Buil%d^

•_• All kinds of Galvanised Iron "oo« . htoing
L

Farm and other pwpoees, Wire ^ett•lng,^ &

I Weighing Machines, &c.
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PINE APPLES. CRAPES, ETC.
PIXE PLANTS. Furmm and S won.
GRAPE VINFS from I s for Fbotti no in Pots, or Planting.

JOHN" WEEKS and CO. can supply any quantity
ofverv finehealthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting: or Succession.

GRAPE VI.VES remarka rong and fine. 60 varieties, all

the bast sorts.

JOHN WEEKS and CO S Horticultural Show Establish-
mist is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing oi

GRAPES, PI s, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other

chose* Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of IIoktici i.itkal Buildings with
the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plana, Estim* I I trated Catalogues free onapp i,

FRUIT TREES.
TXTILLIA W J. EPPS, Jrx., begs to offer the follow-
VV ingatvery low j«rices, as the ground on which they

stand must be cleared :

—

DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES and NECTA-
RINES perdoz. £1 10

STANDARD CllERR, .. .. per 100 5
~-A*PAKA<iUS, 4 v .rs per 1000 10

nN merles and Seed K*tnbr1«hmcnt, A r-1.

]••

IRcE A,\.L> SHKUB CATALOGUE.
JOHN CM \ »V begs to announ. hi* Patrons

and the Public goi illy, that bis Dl 7RIPTIVG CATA
LOGL'K of Conifer*, Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Dec i

duous Shrubs, & Is now ready for distribution, and will be
forwarded on receipt oi one postage stamp.
The above contains important an I ii iting notes with

regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain. Native
Country, date of introduction, and in tho case of Flowi \%
Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.

Nurseries. King's Acre, near H ereford.

FINE TRAnVpLANTE O FIRS, ic.

WOOD and INGRAM have to offer a fine lot of

SCOTCH. 4 to 5 feet, very strong, at 35*. per 1000 ; a
ew hundreds of I. II, 5 to 7 feet, at 8». per 100 ; also fine
specimen SYCAMORES, 10 to 12 feet, at GO*., aud 15 to 18 feet,

at 120*. per 100.—Huntingdon Nurseries.

"THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.
GEORGE CHIVAS oflers the above, varying from

Oood to exceedingly Strang, clean and well rooted. A
Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on
receipt of 15*. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway
Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH; half a
Million of Transplanted SPRUCE; Ten Thousand Superior
Standard APPLES and PE\R S5; and a large General NUR-
SERY 8TOCK.—Chester, Jan. 20.

I)OBEriT NEAL, Nursruyman, Wandsworth
\ Comm-'ii. S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well se ted stock oi FY ERG EXS and FLOWER
ISG6HRUBS,ORN.\MENTALTREES. AM! K AN PLANTS,
FRUIT and FOREST TKF.'S, STANDARD and DWARF

>ES of every d ription. A large stock of BOX-LEAF
'KBSN PRIV E I , : a 1 to 6 feet for hedges ; GR y

HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. : RICIIBOGaud LOAM for An .an Beds
;LEAFMni'LD The Nn islOminu 'walkfrrv llaph.am

Common, and New Wandsr n. Crystal Palace Lino.

LARGE TRtE S, ETC
~V\

T ^- PAUL (Son i I Successor to the late
? V A. Paul), Chcshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.,

has a quantity of largo handsome TREES, I rgrcen
and Deciduous, which must be cleared off 10 acres of the
old N .raeries very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus
de- ra. Cedar f Lebanon, Yews, Box, Laurels, Arbor-vitw,
Privet, Red Cedar, fine specimens ot choice Conifene, Alders,
Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Fruit Trees, Ac. All have been
frequently removed and rise with plenty of fibrous roots. Care
rally taken up and delivered free to any railway station in
London. Further particulars en application.—Please address
William P Cheshunt Nurseries. Waltham Cross. N

C L A D I O L I.

JOHN STAN DISH is the largest grower and has
the beat collection. He has raised an immense quantity

of Hybrid Seedlings, which flowered during the past Autumn
£T

*hc.*™ t,mG
» and exceeded anything that has been seen in

Gladioli before ; it being a remarkable fact that amongst these
seedling Gladioli there is scarcely ever a bad one. Strong
flowering Bulbs, 75*. per 100 ; small ditto, 50*. per 100.

t rfSJSi? 'S
6 above

'
J - 8 - has aR the best named kinds, CATA-

LOGUESof which, and of his other rare and choice plant*may be had tree, on applica q to the Royal Nursery, Bagsh

CCENERAL SPRING CATALOGUE OF PLANT^
HARI.E> TURNE] NEW LIST is now Ready;

wrifVK ?I'BfS ?
ewAT

li,pcneTal Collections of TI LARGO-
£&?£• } >.,CINERARIA8, DAHLIAS. AZALEAS
ARLR do., ACHIMEN « oXINIAS C\LCFo'LA Hi I UNIA Illl MUMS, IULOXCARNATIONS, PD PINKS, AURICULAS.

'

.T Xur«en>s. Slough —Jan 18<-i.

A\TM \ IVKiLV be«8 to inform his friends and

HONSrJPlf FRT
eJir Prepared to s ly his superbNONSUCH CELERY at 1* per packet, acknowledged by tho

Hortiemlttiral Society and all *ho have tasted it to be the best
flavoured m cultivation. Price to the Trade on application,
needs of all description selected from the best growers atmoderate prices, a very choice Collection of Standard andDwarf Trained PEACHES NECTARINES, APRICOTSPLUMS, CHERRIES, Ac , also NURSERY STOCK of^Jery
description.—Hanover Nursery. Peckham.—Jan . 20.

NEW CINERARIAS OF i860.
axd A. SMITH are now sending out their

hiMt
#
/*Tti

Varieties °^ tbo above, which for colour, dwarf
t£»« rfA *** c

2
m
?
act

,
heads of bloora

»
are unsurpassed :™myrfthem are finely formed, and others have the largestflowwsknown. ESCRIPTIYE CATALOGUE may belSon application—Pulwich, Surrey. S. " ^a~~

SUPERB BALSAMS.
Tj1 and A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of

nuinUin^ tW 22L'Uperio
!:
BALSAMS, which have

? SS?~ } ,

r char*«t«»- « the brightest colours Thedoublest and largest flowew known for manv vears In

^^^ISS^r^Ti !t«^ -
™° ^mixed"** ,

nail the quantity, Is.—Pulwich. Surrey S

X^
W,N

.li
R /^rJ^'^^^OWERINO PLANTS.K and A. SMITH are now sending out at reason-

A^Jl • n
pnT fin̂ y,»rrown plants of Acaola, AsaleaApheiexi^ Borojstaa, Burchellia, Chorosema, CineiW C.artui7

PoinSt PcZZZl? n~n : lDg?
'V r.

rimu1a
'

Prostranthera;r.nnsettia, yr.iygaia, Roella, Roses, Indica minor Col Fahvior

SiSSTta?£S"ft p
lpfcneU,

;'u^
C

-
.
Tremandra, Greenho.isevumoera in variety. Prices with Lists on application.

Dulwich, Surrey, 8.

NOTICE.

—

Fbee to any Pah way Station in* England.

EiT>' CXHiLBCTIONS of NBW ATO GENUINE
GARI'LN SEEPS.

No. 1.—Consists of 30 quarts of the best kind of

Peas and Beans, and every other kind o' ed

necessary in like prop as, suffi ot for a £ t. d.

year's supply of a large garden .. . . 3 15
No. :.—2 uarts of Peas and Beans, and other seed in

like proportion - 10
No. 3.—Do., smaller supply . .. .. ..150
(fO. 4.—Do., fbra small garden 12 C

All Orders (except from known Correspondents) to be
accompanied with a remittance.

Mr. Epps trusts it is not necessary to blazon forth the names
of his patrons, and their reports of the high character of his

eeds, but simply to state that every care in growing and
selecting has been taken to insure the confidence of his friends.

Maidstone Seed Establishment

J~OllS CATTELL'S COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN
GARDHV SEEDS carriage free to any railway station in

the Kingdom.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for thb WHOLE YEAR,
suitable for large and small gardens.

Collection No. 1 ..A!. 03.
\
Collection No. 2 .. 1/. 10*.

Collection No. 2 .. 10 | Collection No. 4 ..0 15

The above are •elected from an unrivalled stock of Vegetables,
and nearly all a ivod under J. C.'s own superint- •

'.

Lists of quantities supplied iu each collection may bo had on
application.

COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
100 packots of the best and most showy hardy and half hardy

vari s 20*.

50 do. do. do. . . 10». | 25 do. do. do. . . 6

Any kinds not required should be named in the order that

they may be omitted from the collection. Cash or references
re ctfully requested from those who have not previously
flavoured J. C. with their orders.

Seed Establishment. Westerham, Kent.

/BARTER'S LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE
VEGETABLES.

Per packet—*. d.

Lee's White Sprouting
Broccoli . . . . 2

Nutting's selected dwarf
Red Beet

Tomato de Laye
Dalmency Broccoli
Conning's Perfection do.

Melville's variegated gar-
nishing Kail

Carter's dwarf Mammoth
Cauliflower

Hood's dwarf Imperial
Celery 1

Lynch's Star of the West 1

1

1

1

6

1

1

For further particulars see

Per packet—*. d.

Carter's Giant White Cos
Lettuce 10

Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber 1

New Feather-stem Savoy 1

ter's Excelsior Melon 1

Turner's Gem . . . . 1

StrathmoreIIeroPeas,p.qt.2
Ilandsworth Potatoes,

per peck 5
Pheasant Eye do. ,, 3
Dalmahoy do. .. ,, 8
Bal dry's Scarlet Defiance
Ilhub rb, per root ..2

CARTER'S SELECT LIST of

e

o

GARDEN and FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post
free on application.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

E\\t <5artretterg' Cltram'cle<
h„ SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 18C1.

So closely connected is the temper atfre of
toe ground with the healthfulness of our crops,

and so important a part does latent heat bear in

the economy of vegetation, that a few words on the
temperature of our earth, below the surface of the
soil, can scarcely be deemed out of place in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, and we think will prove
very interesting to our non-scientific readers.

Instinct does net err when it teaches the
inhabitants of the ice-bound tracts in the frigid

zone to retire when their brief summer is over, to

homes deep sunk below the frozen earth ; in such a
habitation only could they exist, and thus, having
during the less severe weather provided a suffi-

ciently abundant supply of necessaries for them-
selves and families, they pass the winter. It was

|

not a theoretical science, or a long and laborious
system of experiment^, which taught these rude
children of nature that the bosom of our earth was
the best refuge against a cruel winter, and, in fact,

the only place where they could find sufficient

warmth to support that life the source of which it

was. The poet has said that "reason may, but
instinct never errs," and in no instance could we
find a more apt illustration of the poet's words,
than in this fact of tho natives of cold climates
wintering under ground, an alternative which reason
alone would certainly never have suggested. We
shall in the course of this note upon the tempera-
ture of our earth show how wise is that instinct,
and that scientific investigation would point
out this method as the most simple and
effectual mode of enjoying the little sun
heat which falls on their ground during
the summer, a large portion of which is

preserved in the bosom of the ground for the
supply of vegetable as well as their own life. It
is not our present intention to speak of the heat
emanating from the interior of the gio 1

or of the
many theories respecting it, a question which
must always be more or less buried in obscurity
and conjecture, but shall confine ourselves to the
consideration of tho influence of solar heat nearer
its surface. Of the amount of heat which the
earth annually receives from tho sun, some portion
is lost by radiation, whilst some is absorbed by the
earth and gradually descends to some depth below

the surface ol the soil ; this absorbed heat is slowly
given off .in, or radiated in the winter months,
but is renewed by the sun durin the hot months.
If the bu 1

!) of a thermometer suspended in air be
coated with a spherical crust, and the index of such
a thermometer observed, we shall find that it is much
less affected as to its diurnal range than one freely

exposed ; this range will become less as the coating
increa- s in th/ckness, especially if it should be a had
conductor. Scientific men have treated our globe
in the same manner, and by plunging long-
stemmed thermometers into it have determined
very accurately the amount of solar influence on
the temperature of the earth at different seasons
and in various kinds of soils. Professor Forbes
has done very much in this field of physical

inquiry ; we shall have occasion to refer in the

course of our notice to some of the results

obtained by this gentleman. A brief description

of the kind of instruments used, and of their

mode of construction, burying, ., maj' not
uninteresting.

To obtain instruments fit for the purpose, and to

get them safely buried, was a work of no little

trouble and anxiety, and was performed at the
various stations in Scotland and on the Continent
with generally good success, and observations were
taken through many years with unvaryiug regu-
larity. Those taken under the superintendence of
Prof* ssor Forres in Scotland, and reduced by
that gentleman, are very valuable. We shall refer

to their results in a further portion of our
paper. The stems of the thermometers were made
of very thick glass tube blown with great care,

the bore of these stems, from the bulb up to the
portion to be above the ground, was nearly capil-

lary, but above this thinner part the stem ex-
panded into such a size that the degrees should be
of such a length as to admit of their being read
to the hundredth of a degree with great accuracy

;

as the amount of change in temperature to be
measured was so small this amount of sensitive-

ness was of course highly necessary; the liquid
used wa9 alcohol slightly coloured. After these
instruments had 1> i carefully compared and
their graduation marked, a very delicate and
difficult matter, the next thing was to put them
into the ground ; this was done by boring holes ot
the required depths, usually at depths of 3, 6, 12,
and 24 French feet, and having iuserted the ther-
mometers, filling up the apertures with dry sand.
Instruments of this kind are now placed at nearlv
all of the principal English and continental obser-
vatories, as well as in America and several of the
British colonies ; they are read at the Royal
Observatory at Greenwich every day at noon.
The temperature at the surface of the globe, as

we all know from experience, is liable to great and
sudden fluctuations ; this is not the case as we get
a little below tho surface of the earth, and as we
descend lower we get a still less perceptible change
of temperature. Although there is scarcely any
perceptible variation in the temperature of on? day
and another, as shown by the deep-sunk thermo-
meters, there is an annual variation, which is very
constant.^ This we might expect, as the grea
heat falling upon the earth during the warm
summer months, bein? absorbed, when i' has
had time to pen irate to some depth exerts a con-
siderable influence in raising the thcr -no meters ; and
on the other hand, the radiation during the months
when the earth is receiving but little or no solar
heat, will exhaust the accumulated heat of the
summer, until again replenished, and then will
occur the minimum, and this will happen about
the middle of the hot weather.
The following table, showing the mean monthlv

results at the Greenwich Observatory, of tho ther-
mometer whose bulb is 24 French feet below the
soil, for the year 1857, will serve to exhibit the
annual variation.

„1857. Mean Monthh
Months. Readings.^""y si-

February 5 ,} ^
March .

.

# . m 49 .-

April ;; 4

May 4824
June 4S 2«
July 48.7 > *
August .. .. 40.04.
September .. .. 50.68
October si
November 5 >

D ccmber 134

Here we see that the sun's heat has not p e-
trated to that depth until December, when the
highest readings occur ; and the minimum occurs
in June, by which time the absorbed heat ha
been radiated aud the earth receives afresh supplv
from the sun. "We should like to give many mor
tables of different depths and soils, but the" limit
of this paper will not admit of them : we mus
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rigs occur more and more near me nines* «u.

i"the highest and lowest occurs with us ;
and

ange in the year, which by the above table

therefore bo content with observing that as we
j (

nearer the surface the times ot M*if»a Mid mtmma i

5J?*^
readings occur more and more near the times jit v^heperi
Avhicl

the range iu wo ycai, »»**«*»« ~j **•"";::_ ,

we see is only 4°:il at the depth of 24 French

feet, whilst at the surface the difference between

the mean of the highest and lowest monthly

readings in the same year was 28°.8, gets larger

as we ascer.d. -..
1

In addition to the other causes, the geological

peculiarities of the soil in which the thermometers

sunk will also influence them in their read-

ings, some strata having a much greater power

of conducting heat than others. The following

table, deduced from Professor Forbes' observa-

tions, will show the difference in the conducting

power of three different kinds of strata ;

—

Table showing the Rate of Increase of Temperature
with Depth.

of cells; and thus we have freely expanded strata o

neater or less density, such as we find in the fle.l.y

.„ perifliecia, though unaccompanied by any palpable

spawn, may on the other hand lose their free habit^and

become immersed in the bark of trees, in the surface of

are

appear buried in a distinct stroma more

eorporatcd with the bark or wood of the branches on

which the parasite is developed. Some of the species en-

deavour to gain access to the surrounding light and air

by casting off the cuticle or bark, which at length

surrounds them like a border, while others throw

off their chains completely and like the Fungus before

us grow freely on the surface of the trunks or

branches which they occupy; originating indeed m the

Denmark, Blanehefleur, Scbrismaker,neaiW^
very curious; Tricolor de Flandres, Madrid ^
parfait. For poles, Chenedole, Brennus. '^

Secondly, Autumnal Roses.— 1, Ros^s tb
,

and do well on the briar, but which I do nL**$
other stocks: Ory, Salet, Marie PorteinU i?™* *
Ravel, Raglan, Maxime, Triomphe de U iFf*
Lecocq, Prince Noir, Patrizzi, Paxton T

^
Heine de Danemarck, Lafttte, Mrs. BosaianT?-
Vibert, M. Massot. The two last and Da£ *>

show kinds hut excellent garden varieties. *
2. Koses that grow and bloom well cm \\ »

Apollino, Malmaison, Norfolk, Hallez, Le Lion Tn^

Porphvritic
Trap.

band. Sandstone.

From 9 to 6 feet

3 to 12
3 to 24

»» M

>> >»

Deg.
+ 0.87

-t-0 87
1.38

+ 0.29

+ 0. (53

+ 0.06

Deg.
+ C.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.19

"We will now glance at the general results which

are deduced from the observations of the deep-sunk
thermometers, and trace the general effect of the

absorbed solar heat during the several months of

the year. Commencing with the 3 feet ther-

mometer, we observe an annual range of from 15°

to 20°, the periods of maxima and minima not

differing greatly in time from the highest and
lowest readiEgs at the earth's surface ; 6 feet, here
occurs a range of 10° to 15°, and the times of

maxima and minima are retarded; as we descend
lower the range diminishes, till at 24 feet below the
surface of the soil, the raDge in the year is not
more than about 3i°, and the times of maxima
and minima are retarded hy nearly five months. It

has been observed that the impression of heat takes
about five or six days to penetrate through a foot

of soil ; of course this time changes with a differ-

ence in the geological peculiarities of the soil, as
we have shown above. A thermometer placed in
the caves under the Observatory of Paiis, a depth
of about 85 feet, has during half a century scarcely
varied a quarter of a degree from the reading
53°, 2. "We see then tbat by getting below the sur-
face of the soil we escape the waves of atmospheric
temperature, much in the same way as the diver
does who penetrates many feet below the surface
of the ocean, and the lower we descend the less
perceptible do the changes become, until we reach
the stratum of invariable temperature, which
varies in different soils from 50 to 100 feet
below the surface; and the temperature at
this depth is probably very nearly that of
the mean air temperature for the place.
The mean temperature of the air, as obtained from
the Greenwich volume of meteorology, for the
three months of October, November, and December
of the year 1857, was 47°.9, and the mean for
those mouthy as shown by the deep-sunk ther-
mometer, given in the table above, is 52° 11
showing a difference of nearly 5° higher than'the
air temperature

; this difference would be consider-
ably more in places where the winters are much
colder than they are in our latitude.

MYCOLOGY.-No. XLL
XaVPOXYioN coNCENTEicrJM, Grev.—We have alreadvunder Cprdicep* ophioglossoides given an e^mple of

ject Delongs They are characterised bv ha vine- thp
essential parts of fructification, under \ho form of

itS&«awasjars
Bysg5Mftassfae! ,*i

atunty by means of a central orifice.

^^Hypoxylon concentricum.
Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogam ic Flora.

first instance within the branch, but at an early period

of growth making their way through, and thus enjoying
perfect freedom when they have arrived at maturity.
But a step further, and the substance or stroma in

which the perithecia are immersed acquires a distinct
barren bnse, this is elongated into a stem, and thus we
have the more perfect forms of Xylaria. The species
with coloured perithecia have in the less complex forms
more freedom of growth, and in the higher, as in

Cordiceps, the stem arises at once from the nearly free
mycelium. In either series the spawn occasionally
exhibits threads which bear conidia or reproductive
bodies of a second order distinct from the normal fruit.
Hypoxylon concentricnm is one of those Fungi which

are found in all countries, being widely diffused in
tropical as well as temperate regions, undergoing here
and there slight modifications, but seldom such as to make
the identity doubtful. With us it is common on the
trunks of old Ash trees, looking like lumps of
cobbler's wax which have been moulded in the
hand and thrown against the tree. When divided
it exhibits a set of concentric strata with a radiating
structure of a whitish or greyish tint in young speci-
mens, though at length becoming brown and
black. The whole is covered with a thin skin, pierced
with the orifices of the superficial perithecia, which
contain linear asci, each of which gives birth to eight
brown elliptic sporidia. Exotic specimens differ
slightly in colour, in the prominence of the peri-
thecia and in the degree in which the outer surface is
varnished. Like other Fungi it affords food to
insects, but is too harsh and dry to be of any service to
man. A closely allied species, however, TT. vernicosum,
whose stroma is of a looser texture, and is made of
large concentrically arranged hollow cells, like those
which exist in the large esculent Chilian or Antarctic
Seaweed, JhirvUtea utilis, is eaten by the inhabitants
ot -Bhotan, though we can scarcely conceive a less pro-mising kind of nutriment. M. J. B.

GOOD ROSES FOR BOUQUETS AND EXHIBITION
AND THE BEST FOE THE PUBLIC GENERALLY.

'

^F?^!°Sue3 are «ow _out, and so abundant are

frprmpnf ltr u u T mm ?«
uie c3,sr » Dut more

wnwu imj be either a mere nipple or tubercle or a

f™?K H
mCS eVe

,"
nml snooth externally

; but

£?"^e
.

*>Uowi»S. which,' with rare exceptions, are fit

sly

wriv?
Ure °(t

t
n 1a

'

lte naVcd or mattered, withil™e of spawn or roycelimn. Sometime*

a U,hT\l, l
PaW" ^ .

h,Shly developed, so as to forn

or m,ft TnT Wl
'f

tl,eTt8
,°r Pe"^eeia rest,

tLf!i embrace them so firmly and intimatelvthat they are with difficulty removed, and HttleWears above the stratum except their orificesOccasionally the threads are more cloJlv ,™
together, and their arti™lnt,n.,« "ll.5l°,

SeIv
,

,VOven

f„„ _ wl% .
T ... &> ««*v«, witii rare ex<f0Sb
fc°! &?• tir

purp
^;

.

These are all fit for exhibition.\r„nv A> iU T7' a iiese are an nc for exhibi

all bLnrr f"!

a1 mdisPe«^ble for show, and they
2 ^Ut/^ bloom'ers. Sall on 1 or 2 feVt briars^
of them.

are

They are

leave
1

oTa ottion^th " ™ ll 'k™™ Roses? I shall

leon, Triomphe de Jaussens Shi! Wd? A'HpK"
I

D Affnesseau. LefciHa T.a v;n« li.t, ' \?UP5 dHebe,

ruicstir., uiwuv vie Titi >Y , quince ue Kantenil iv

cliesse d'Orleans, Leveson Gower, M. Schmidt V '

Appert La Fontaine, Dr Berthet Oriflamie^Louis, Paul and V nginia, Edith de Murat.
3. Roses that do extra well on their ojrn root

Paul Joseph, Proserpine, Laffay, Jacquemmot,^«J
Malmaison, Devoniensis, Solfaterre—she is in lleW
14 feet, and in breadth 40 feet. Her first ptoduceS
year was 1570 blooms. I took 175 clusters to Ik
Chester on the 4th of June. She lias bads on her now
and must be bone-dusted and constantly supplied w\tV

weak liquid manure, and also well mulched ifti,

weather is very hot. Bone-dust is excellent fortf

Koses, and also for Strawberry plants; I used In

sacks last year.

4. Koses that do well here on the Briar and al»t

Manetti.—Prevost, La Reine, Cambaceres, Km*
Auguste Mie, Mont Carrael, Acidalie, Sutherland, Ai

gleterre, La Ville de St. Denis, M. Regrnier, W. Griffifc

L. Odier, Batailles, Jacqueminot, Franklin, J. Mirpt

tin, liachmeteff, W. Jesse, Gloire de Dijon, L'Expot

lion, Caroline de Sansal. The soil here is friable

k

A person beginning a Rosery cannot go wrong if i

selects from this list. I have left out ail bad «*

6titutioned Roses. I have not less than three of utj

these varieties. Of some I have great number?. F

instance, I have 54 Geant des Batailles, 15 Wonijt

de Rennes, 24 Gloire de Dijon, 40 Jules Margottia, I

La Ville de St. Denis, 20 Comtede Nanteuil, 21Le?«

Gower, 26 Baronne Prevost, 20 Due d'Orleans, HI

Ivnorr, 17 Regnier, 32 Norfolk, 16 Jacqueminot

Le Lion des Combats, 30 Angleterre. Idonottte

fore speak without ample grounds. The way?

good Rosery is to find out pood Roses and stocks suiufc

to them and the soil and situation, and thentomnltfc

the sorts as above. I have left out some of thegB

of England, because they are Roses for "special "ft

situations, and culture. Even in the soils suited

them they are not great bloomers.

One word on Manetti. I advise those for whem t.

is written to read my article on the cutoW

Manetti Roses, in the July Number of Turner

Spencer's Florist of last year. Manetti Roses req»

" special" cultivation. They also require ' mm
the manure tbat a Briar requires, but they wiUJfl

repav; the chief causes of their failure are, w
planted to death, cut to death, and starved wm

They are budded "too high." This kthetoWJ

error. One word to older Rosanans. Aragv

best new dark Rose of size and good const^

Victor Verdier is good at all points

Lyon and Louis the 14th appear

fine coloured,

my
res

Triompi

to 1* ^

dark kinds. Madame Crapelet is thick
^J

and bids well.^ George WJ

on its own roots (i plants) is a nc

crimson purple, free and perpetual ^
w^^

grower. I have four on Manetti also, buc m ,

time to prove them on that stock. It ioom<

bedding Rose on tbat stock. The following :
«

my friend Mr. Gloede, of Moret-sur-bo^. ^

meeting new kinds of 1861, may be "^^
« As regards Roses I can tell you that tner

^
extra novelties this year, which you sni ^
soon as thev come to England, viz. *J<T.^
Triomphe cVAmiens (dark purple and siM .

des Violettes (very dark novel vioic*
_ j:

Boule
"" '~

* v " ~

l>CSt yVHUW iiIIl.M>lI. AMMV S*«-r-

father, the next two by M. Mallet ot

last by Margottin." ,i
stoct

I*

Of Roses on the new Belgian
^no^ds^^

be able to inform the readers of the y\.
e0-ji£

nicle next year. They are budded into *

and the heads are quite excellent, a
e
pi^

each on 4 feet standards (too lugH ot^* TW*

Gloire de Dijon, and ^uchesse de^emoi • .

raised by Verschaffelt of Ghent. W. *- *

ton Rectory, Blandford, Dorset.

e iVOr (Golden Ball), the last a lea * ^
yellow known. The first was raisea j

J
., ... .... ^t THallot. of A«liei'S>

p

Home Correspo»d^^
Fertilisation of British Orchids byJ^^

Referring to your Number for Ju t
• , .^

Mr. Darwin asks for information on
this ^ jg

^
sons residing in an Orchis &f

net\^ I ^
person answering that description ^fr
reply to his inquiries, because witu

,y
o

O. morio, rarely O. mascula, and moj
Br;ti«h«J

and Listera ovata, we have none or ^ ^ IK

growing near Ely. In the *P*
irk

\\e9X B«5
accident a poor fellow in a street ^ ^wr

Market, who for the important su
ifera),^

15 roots of the Flv Orchis (Opbrys m
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'6*5

tieaiwg,— l nave iiaci gas stoves fitted up in

ami in two green-houses; t bey heat water
pading through the houses the entire length.

It * J* at V fl 1

had collected near Guildford, Surrey. I planted

hem in my garden, where they all flowered

vigorously, bearing from seven to 12 flowers each.

Not one of the ieed vessels swelled, and long after the
flowers had withered I narrowly inspected every one of

them, and found the pollen masses still in their pouches,

waxy and moist, where one would have expected to find

hem shrivelled like the flowers. I bought at the same
" ime several roots of the Butterfly Orchis, and one of O.
maculata. The seed vessels of the Butterfly Orchis in

most instances swelled off, and I think every one upon
the O. maculata was fertilised. I examined the latter

frequently and found the pollen masses had been dis-

lodged. If it had not been for theO. maculata growing
with the rest, I might have referred the condition ol

lie Fly Orchids to the absence of insects on account of

be rainy weather, but as they all grew together and
flowered at the same time (or nearly so), insects could as

well get at the Flies as at the others. Wm. Marshall,
Ely.

Gas Heating.— I have had gas stoves fitted up in

my \ in

pipes le _

There is no smell arising from the i*as— one jet is onl\

kept burning, except the weather is frosty, when four

or five Bunsen burners are lighted, keeping up a tem-
perature of about 56°. The stoves require a small
supply of water every morning or evening. They wire
fitted up only last October, so it cannot be proved till

summer whether or not there will be any prejudicial

effects from the use of gas—none are, however, percep-
tible at present. Messrs. Thomson <fc Co., Ga*-
Fitters, Dalkeith, who are the patentees, fitted my
apparatus up. A. Burridge, Rational Bank of Scot-
land, Kirkcaldy.

Destruction of White Scale on Pines.—Allow me to
bear testimony to the value of that excellent receipt
for killing scale on Pines published some time ago in
your columns by Mr. Robertson, of Stoke Edith I ark,
and originally invented, I believe, by Mr. Cairns, gar-
dener to E. Griffith, Esq., of New Court, near Hereford.
It consists in adding 8 lbs. soft soap ard 4 lbs. of sul-
phur to 16 gallons of boiling water; when the heat is

reduced to 90° I immersed my plants in the mixture
for 10 minutes. I then placed them in the sun to dry
and potted them next day. This I did on the 22d of
October last, and no Pine plants could be much worse
than mine were with white scale. I had the walls all
white-washed and the wood-work painted both in my
fruiting-house and succession-jut, and I am hnppv to
say that my plants are now perfectly clean and looking
remarkably well. Previously to my receiving the above
receipt I tried Gisburst's Compound, and many other
remedies, all of which proved a failure. Simeon Fhippen,
Gardener to the Rev. C. T. Farley, Moor Hall, Stour-
port, Worcestershire, Jan. 15.

Dianthus Veitchi.— Observing that some of the
Seed Catalogues for the present season oiler an article
under this designation, I beg permission to state that
having purchased a packed of the said seed in 1858,
I obtained for my trouble a batch of plants which, on
flowering last summer, proved to be nothing but the
ordinary Sweet William ! Orwell.

The late Frost and Roses.—How it may have fared
with Hose amateurs who reside near Lordon, and in
places more north, I know not, hut here at Clifton and
its neighbourhood, the effect of the late frost on Rosi
of all kinds far surpasses anything ever before ex-
perienced in this part of the world. During the last
five years I have been forming a collection of Roses,
and especially of Teas and Noisettes (worked mostly on
the Celine), and to which I have given up everv foot of
wall I could spare; but although on walls, and pro-
tected more carefully than in any previous year, so
mush have they suffered, that I have almost to com-
mence my work anew, and the fine collection of a friend
of mine on the other side of the Avon, in Somersetshire,
near the Bristol Channel, has been cut up almost as
badly as my own. Last winter I protected with Fern
branches and netting, and did not lose a plant ; this
year I used green branches of Box, Yew, and Cypress,
and fancied myself quite safe, but out of something
like 180 plants of Teas and Noisettes on my walls, 1 do
not believe that 30 are alive, most being killed down to
the junction of the hud with the stock, and in many
cases the stocks are killed also. One exception I ought
however to make, and that is in the case of the Tea
" Gloire de Dijon,"' of which I have 10 large plants on
walls, and 3 or 4 standards, none of which are injured.
The Noisette " Triomphe de Rennes " too on the walls
is safe, although the standards are dead. Of the
Hybrid Perpetuus more than one-third are dead,
the sorts of which I have lost most being, amongst

.W, 1^: " L is ^rowwV "Queen Victoria,"
Adelaide Fontaine," « Duchesse d'Orleans," &c. ; and

amongst the dark, "Victor Trouillard," "Rebecca,"
" Emperor Napoleon," and Roses of that class-all are
dead, and so for the most port are my plants of " Lord
Kaglan." « Comtease de Chahrillard " has proved itself
eood hardy Rose ; and amongst the new ones of 1860,
Victor Verd-.er," " Eugene Appert," and « Senatenr

vaisse do not appear to be injured. With the
tf-nrbons it has been "root and branch" work; in a
bed of dwarfs on their own roots protected with a few
branches stuck into the ground, some are alive, but the
work e ( i plants have with few exceptions perished. I
aj<1 not Prot*ct any of the Hybrid Per] mils, nor did

I attempt to protect the roots of any ot my Teas and

Noisettes; perhaps a good thick mulching might have

saved so lie of the latter, and on this point and generally

as to the best mode of protecting, any information

would be most valuable to Rose amateurs who have

suffered like myself, and in this respect I fear I have

but too many companions in misfortune. R. C, Clifton,

Gloucestershire, Jan. 15.

Rainfall in December, I860 :
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At Little Bridy, snow began to fall at 4.30 P.M. 26th,

and continued till 10 a.m. 27th ; the average depth was

about 7 inches, and the measurement when dissolved

was 0.831 inch; 1.486 inch of ruin fell between 8 p.m.

29th, and 9 A.M. 30th. As regards Barnstaple, the

yearly total is given as 50.14; an explanation of the dis-

crepancy has been requested. At Derby, the fall of

rain during the year has been nearly 6 inches above the

average of 17 years, rain has fallen on 212 days, being

37 above the average. At Dumfries, heavy snow began

at 6.30 p.m. 29th, wind being S.f fresh. At Nookton
10 inches of snow fell on the night of the 18-19th.

G. J. St/mons, Camden Road Villas, N. W.

Great Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society.

—Can you throw a little light upon the special prizes

for " baskets of fruit and flowers for the decoration of

the dinner table," offered by the Royal Horticultural

Society in June next ? Arc the baskets with the fruit

and flowers to be part of the decoration, and if so, what
are they to be made of? In metal, or pottery, or wood,

or straw, etc.? If not, are the fruit and flowers sup-

poeed to be taken out of their provisional baskets and

put in something else to decorate the dinner table f

The words are, " best group of three baskets," <fcc.

What is the meaning of a group of baskets ? " Beautiful

arrangement is to be the test of merit, valuable flowers

or fruits are not demanded." As but few fruits which
are not valuable can be obtained in June, will you please

instance the fruits which may be used? The finest fruits

are the most decorative. Again, what kind of dinner-

table is supposed to be adorned by these baskets ot

fruits ? a duchess's, or a cottager's, or a well-to-do

citizen's ? I have not seen dinner-tables decorated with
fruit and flowers where baskets have been used, but
rather costly epergnes. If I go to Messrs. Garrard's
and borrow a sparkling set of utensils and fill them
with Peaches, &c, of the finest quality, will this piece

of decoration be eligible to compete ? Or if 1 get
three twig baskets and arrange them with Canterbury
Hells, and Apples and Oranges, shall I then be within
the competition ? If so, will you please to tell me upon
what principles these two different sets of very differ-

ently decorated groups are to be judged? A little

light thrown upon these points will oblige A Lady.
[There1 can be no objection to persons using China vases,

glass dishes, or silver epergnes ; the object in sayincr

baskets was to indicate that the cheapest material
might be used. The present custom of decorating the
dinner table ordinarily requires, say for a party of 16 or

18, three decorations, one for the centre and one for

each end ; that is what is meant by a group. The fact

of the show being in June no doubt limits the fruit

that can be obtained in small gardens, but it also add

to the number ol* Bowers thai can be used without cost
and there is no necessity that either fruit or flowers
should be the produce of the exhibitor. Anything par-
ticularly wanted to add to effect may be purchased-

If twig baskets, with Canterbury Bells and Oranges,

Apples, and "Strawberries are so agreeably blended as

to produce a better effect than Grapes, Peaches, and
Orchids, the former will be entitled to the prize. The
advertisement has at our request been made more
explicit.]

(Enothera grandijlora (Lamarch).—Your advertising

columns have recently contained a notice of a plant to

which this name bos been given, as I believe incorrectly.

Will you permit me to ask the firm by whom the seed

in question is offered whether it be not identical with

that offered for two years past under the name of

(Enothera Jamesii, both by Continental and English

seedsmen. A species under the latter name is or was
cultivated at Kew, and is ii d in the last catalogue

with Lindheimer's name as an authority. Jacqtts*.

Gardeners' Education.—I reply thus to the request

of a Voilvshir. man (sec p. 51). 1. All candidates for

examination in llotany ought to be able (o wme
correctly -10 ont of any r>0 common garden or hardy
plants laid before them, and 10 out ot any 25 common
greenhouse or hothouse plants. If they cannot do
that they should not pass; if they exceed the minimum
number that should tell to their advantage. They
should also be able to give the scientific names of

the different parts of a plant, and explain the meaning
of terms of common occurrence, such as palmate, linear,

digitate, and the like. That would be enough. 2. In

Vegetable Physiology they should be called upon to

answer any questions that arise out of "Lindley's Theory
and Practice of Horticulture;" if they show that they

understand that book, there they would stop in this

branch. But they should show by their answers that

they understand as well as remember the subject—two
very different things. I hope I may now say that a

commencement will be made in my little plan of test-

ing fitness for taking a gardener's place. Of this men
may be assured, that it is more to their own interest

than to that of any one else. Linager.

The Late Frost.—In your remarks and those of your
correspondents, on the late intense frost, I see no
reference to one of its characteristics (when it was at

its strongest), which struck me greatly. I mean that

on the night of Christmas Ere the air was so elastic,

so dry and pure, altogether so wholesome as it were,

that the cold was not half so bitter and piercing as it

often is when the mercury is not nearly so low as it was
then. At 12.30 that night I heard the Waites and went
into the pleasure ground to listen to them. I wore no
topcoat, no hat or out door protection ot any kind; yet

I staid in the open air some minutes without the

slightest inconvenience. The mercury must have been
at or below zero. On Christmas Day, as I was going to

church, the case was far different. There was then a
slight mist; and, owing to this seemingly, the cold

penetrated to the very bones. U. J. Moule. [We
believe it is a recognised fact that cold is not much felt

in Canada if attended by dryness and unaccompanied by
wind.]

Raisins and Olive Oil in Australia.—A friend of
mine, a lady who lives in South Australia, writes that
she has this year planted 100 Zante Currant Vines,

thinking that as all kinds of Grapes come to such per-

fection in that locality, people might easily dry there

all the Raisins and Currants for their own consumption
at least. But she says no one knows anything in her
neighbourhood of the art of drying them. Olives also

grow there in the greatest profusion, but all the oil is

imported from England, because it is said presses and
machinery with labour would be too expensive. Now
I believe the Italian peasants often obtain their chief

support from their Olive trees, and I think they must
have some easy and inexpensive way of obtaining
the oil. If you or any of your correspondents can
point out a way of drying Grapes and Currants or
making Olives into oil in a simple manner you will

reatly oblige A Constant Subscriber. [Raisins are

ripe Grapes dried in the sun by placing them on
sloping banks of red clay at the foot of a wall, and
perfectly protected by wooden covering boards, so

as to keep off all rain and dew, either of which is fatal

to good quality. The bunches are turned once only,

with the greatest care; and in two or three weeks
Grapes become Raisins. Currants should be dried upon
the same principle— that is to say, in such a w ay as to be
secured from dew or rain. The expression of Olive oil

requires some machinery; there is a stone roller to

mash the Olives in water. The bruised fruit is put into

Rush or other bags, and pressed by a powerful screw. A
lull account of these processes is to be found in the first

number of the Transactions of the Botanical Society of

Sydney, published in the year 1849, from information

furnished by the late Sir Thomas Mitchell.]

Botanical Names.—While the spelling of the genitive

of Latinised proper nouns is being settled, it seems a
fair opportunity for asking information, for the sake of
those who are iu doubt as to the pronunciation
generally of Latinised foreign names. For instance,

the spelling of Inch words as Weigela, 1). s'ontainea,

being retained, should the characters preserve their

original powers, or should the words he pronounced
^accordiDg to what m.iv be supposed Mould have been
the i iii in, or according to the prevailing:
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English fashion? If there he a recognised rule

regarding this amongst men of scier.ee, it would be

well that we of the" laity were informed of it, that

those who wished might follow the best method.
_

S.

[They must be pronounced according to the prevailing

English method.]

"Sudden Heat in Notihglia.nsMre.— Oxi Monday

evening about 20 minutes before 6 o'clock, there was

felt in the neighbourhood of Worksop a singular hot

south-west or nearly west wind. It seemed just as if

one had suddenly come close to a large bonfire. The

wind was very soft, and the heat was felt at three

distinct times at very short intervals. One person

just entering Worksop*was so struck with the warmth

that he asked his companion (a man better acquainted

with the place than himself), if there was an oven

near them. Another man actually tnrned round to see

where the heat came from ; this same high temperature

was also felt 3 miles from Worksop. Has this been felt

in any other part of the country or can it in any way

be accounted for ? -E'. B.

7Feat7ter Observations at Edinburgh*—! have tested

the two minimum .thermometers at the Botanic Garden,

one by Adie and the other by Bryson. I find on com-

paring them with a standard Kew thermometer that

there is an error in each for temperature below 20°.

Adie's was 1° above the Kew standard at temperatures

between 6° and zero; Bryson's 2° below the standard.

I find therefore that the correct temperature at the

"Edinburgh Botanic Gardens was (—6°). This tempe-

rature occurred on the morning of the 24th December.

The height of these thermometers w;is carefully recorded

every two Lours during the nights of the 23d, 2-itb, and

25th December. /. K. Balfour.

Sowing Callages.— In the " Kilchen Garden Remem-
brancer " by "P. A. W.t

" which appeared in last week's

Chronicle, I observe that Cabbages are marked to be
fiown in the 1st week of March, 2d week of April, and
-Id vreek in July, the latter period having an asterisk

affixed, denoting that the time must be particularly

attended to for a supply that cannot be obtained by
sowing at any other time. Sow, it would appear
-according to most other calendars that the 2d week of

July, or between the 8th and 15th, is too early in

general for sowing the main crop of Cabbages.
Cuthill mentions the 1st week in August: and the
maiket gardeners near London sow on the 25th of
July, or as near to that day as circumstances will

permit. Which of the various discrepant periods is to
be preferred for the operation ? Your able correspon-
dent "P. A. W." will probably sur y some useful
information on the subject. A. B.

^
Tom Thumb Lettuce.— In the list of select vegetables I

-given at p. 48, this Lettuce is mentioned as btmg
synonymous with the "Laifcue Go tie a GraineNbir " of
Vihnorin's ljsf. As the introducers into this country
of this delicious variety, we beg to say that until we
law it in your columns we were under the impression
that it was entirely distinct from any other sort in cul-
tivation. It is now three years since we' first brought
it out, and during that time we have received orders
for it from nearly all parts of the kingdom, and also
from the continent. Amongst others we have sent it
to Messrs. Vilmorin, an 1 though thus widely distributed
we have never before heard of its bring known by any
other name than * Tom Thumb." ILVfLe-lerSr Son

has not yet reached us.]

~. .,
* oreign Correspondence.

Ued Hospital
, Fort Louie, Mauritius.— I see by an

extract from a review of the last part of the Trans-
achons ot the Royal Society of fiauriUiw, in the Gar.
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found the tibia of the Solitaire, an extinct bird

hitherto only found in Rodriguez, about 400 miles to

the east of Mauritius, tending strongly to the conhi-

raation of my opinion that avast tract of land extended

to the eastward in former geological days, of which

Mauritius, Bourbon, Rodriguez, and other islands

were the mountain tops. The very peculiar Flora ol

Mauritius and Bourbon tends to the confirmation of

this opinion. Each of the civil servants is entitled to

six weeks' holiday each year, and those of two years

may be conjoined. It is my intention on the first

favourable opportunity to take the three months and

go either to Rodriguez or Seychelles, to exhaust as

much as possible the Fauna and Flora of these depen-

dencies of Mauritius, and if the Government is willin

pay the expense, to form a collection for our local

museum and herbarium ; if not, it will be a private atTair.

I will take the liberty of asking you, as you have

adverted to the subject, to inform the public that a

Flora of Mauritius is in progress, and that it will be

completed with as much speed as is consistent with

correctness, and as my public duties will permit. I

am quite certain that none but a resident botanist can
give good descriptions, for I find every now and then
onsiderable errors in De Candolle, Sprengel, and
other books, arising from the descriptions having
been drawn up from dried specimens. The Crypto-
gamous Flora below the Ferns is almost uninvaded by
former botanists, and will afford to me a very rich

harvest in my favourite division of the vegetable
kingdom, of which I knew most of the British species.

The Fungi are interesting from their similarity to

those of England. I have found numbers of my old

friends. The climate is delicious; the winter about
the temperature of June, and in the summer the
thermometer in the shade rarely rises above 87° Fahr.,
so that an Englishman with an Englishman's energy
can readily go about throughout the entire year, and
as malaria is absolutely unknown, without danger.
The fears I have seen expressed that the native Flora
of Mauritius will be extirpated by the progress
of cultivation is absurd. A few localities may be lost,

but from the mountainous character of a considerable
part of the island, it is incapable of cultivation, and the
majority of the species will always be preserved.
Neither do I fear that the island will become barren by
destruction of the forests; as it is the mountain tops
that break the clouds, and the rainfall remains the
same ; but should the forests be destroyed to a large
extent, it will then be necessary to have recourse to the
storage of water in tanks, which would be readily made
by damming the ravines, the sides of the ravir.es
forming three sides of each reservoir, and these sides
are often 150 to 200 feet high, and of solid basaltic rock.
Ph. B. Aures.

LJAKUiET
26, 1„,

octette*.

JfSimus: Jan. 17.-Prof. Bell, President, in the
chair. Christopher Dresser, Esq., Ph. I). ; It. C. Hurst
Esq., and John Millar, Esq., were elected Fellows
new part of the Society's Transactions was laid on the
table, and announced as being ready for distribution in
a tow days, the following paoers were read • -1 " On
Pro], fication in Flowers and especially on that' form
called Median Prolification - by Maxwell T. Master,
Esq The author defined median prolification as bein
that form in winch the adventitious bud springs from
the centre of the flower, the usual arrest ot growth
winch occurs at this spot no longer holding good, but a

itself in the formation of a new flower bud, of a new leafbud, of a branch, or even of an inflorescence. This newgrowth may occur whether the carpels be present ornot ,- if present then it may emerge from among oretween them, or it may originate within the cavity ofthe carpels. Of the European families of plants ^hefodowmg were stated to be most frequently affected by
prolification viz., Ranuncnlnce*, GaryophyllacesTand
Rosacea,, it being also commonly met with ,planaceie, P.iroulacem, and Umbellifera,. The v t orwas of opinion that there is to be traced a re 1 r 1between prolification, and the normal extension ,
floral internodes. According to this exn'amt;™, n
mstauccs wherein the parts of the flow
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the other lobes of the pistiTw^f^
flower-bud consisting of calv\ onmiu ?

lon
B «fl£

with no traco of pistil. Ill Cd tee^^^
any recorded instance of malformation^^ *»*
or Borages at all similar to this iu r

m°?^
oUkt examples of prolification in that \U •**
prolonged the i.dventitious bud occupy^w1?*
position of the three lobes of theS ^^
may be either unchanged or modified in u *"**

the changt n the central part of the'&«
ferous Boste have a special interest, inaamn

J" ^*
show very ,•• allusively that the s^R^
of these plants is merely a concave and 1.^
thalamus whith in prolified specimens becom^'
galed. lhe example was cited of a Hose wlw ?
the middle of the outer surface of thetn^

ouldhj

calyx tube. As to the corolla, it "iiadXt ft?
noticed, that prolitieatiou was o>»peciaJ7^ liable to m»
in double dowers. Occasionally in prolified flowers^
parts of the corolla, like those of the <%,w
foliaeeous, and in the case of proliferous Pears; ^L
and sir dent. There was stated to be in colfo2
a kind of Cheiranthus, in which may be seen a coj^
repetition of the calyx and corolla conjoined with t
entire absence of the stamens and pistils, a short into

node separating each flower fioin the one above it,

4

thus frequently 10 or 12 of these imperfect Jim
may be seen on the end of a stalk. A similar instaa

i less degree, had been seen in Heliantheraum. IV

stamens are subject to various changes in pioiifit

flowers, such as assuming a leaf-like or petal-lie

»

dition. Of more interest was the change occurr*

in the position of these organs, which some

in cessarily -ernes from the elongation of theubri

the disjunction of the calyx; thus in proliferous Em

the stamens become strictly hypogynons instead

remaining perigynous, and in some Umbellifera ft

epigynous condition is changed for the perigjwa

&c The condition of the pistillary organs in

lined flower was always worthy of notice. Thefre

bsence of the crtrpela had given rise to the opii

that the pistil or pistils were converted into ate

bearing leut or flowers. Setting aside the morpto

gical difficulties in the way of accepting such anopto

an examination of any number of cases would alns

be snffici nt to refute this notion, for as ifoqnuc suiiicm'uu to rerute tins uuuuu, iww-i--
well rem ked, the carpels may frequently be alsoflj

either in an unaltered condition or more or less *
fled. The uvnlcs of a prolified flower, if present

were stated to be usually unaffected, iftjjpji.

explanation, in several examples accompanied bjf»

ofvarioua inces of malformation he W«a»w

Mr. Masters concluded with a list ot the gep

in which median prolificacy had been ombt

dis .iM ,e in which the disturbance^
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betides these never put forth any others. The enti:

plant was compared to a round table a foot high, having
the two opposite leaves, often a fathom long 1

2

—

2\ feet broad, extended on the soil to its margin

;

these leaves are each split up Into numerous ribbon-like
segment*. A short dichotomou sly-branched peduncle
grows

-

its shoots in the autumn, and from the great degree of
cold which follows in winter. In all the low-lying
parts of the country, however, even in the north of
Gotland, it seems hardy enough, and grows freely

;

nearly as rapidly as the Spruce Fir. Generally
speaking, I think that this tree is not adapted to grow

^u 4 % % k M a a Sk _ k
from the axil (id marginem disci axillaris), and profitably as a timber tree in plantations on high-lying

bears on the euds of its branches a strobiliform catkin,

i— 1 iuch long while in the flowering stage, and when
maturescent (for they were not seen perfectly

mature) 1—3 inches long, as thick as the finger,

obtuse! > tetragonal, and of a pleasing rubescent
colour. These catkins consist or densely crowded
apparently polygamous hexandrous mono lous
flowers, the antl s apparently 3-celled, Rod the stigmas
peltate. Dr. Welwkseh proposed to call this curious
dwarf tree 1 uhoa (its native name 1 ing tumbo), and
remarks that it • probably represents the type of aquite
peculiar family of the South African irop*< of which a
« lose exam inn n of the tract t 1, and of
tno c ' lead to th lis-

*-<* jet iei
»#

Notices of &ouk0*

The Forester: a Practical Treatise on the Planting,
ffswnwy, and Genera/ Management of Forest Trees.
By James Brown, Wood Manager to the Karl of
Seafield. Third Edition, enlarged, large 8vo. Blaol
wood. Pp. 700.
What we have often stated in these columns we now

repeat, that the book before us is the most useful guide
to good Arboriculture in the English language. 'I

author is a man of great experience in Scotch forestry,
and moreover is well grounded in the s< of tree
cultivation! so that he does not fall into the mistakes
which mere theorists or mere practical have each com-
mittcd on so large a scale in too many great places. We
will even add that it has been to the advice and
instruction given in the two former edits i of the
• Forester' nox xhausted, that the general improvement
in timber management may be fairly ascribed. That
great improvement has taken place nobody can fairly
deny; that is to say the mode of growing timber to
Srofit, whirl) is all that Mr. Ihown professes to teach,

i certainly better understood by the public than it
was 20 years :. . We observe, however, that he con-
siders that there is still great room for improvement;
for he expresses a very unfavourable opii n i

many who hold the situation of Forester. Such n i,

saysMr.Brown, "generally speaking, are n ot possessed of
sufficient

- -duration to give them capacity for carrying
out improvements in arboriculture; and until we have
a better educated class of men reared to the profession,
our woods most remain a comparatively unprofitable
part of the resources of mded property. Proprietors
have not taken the right way to insure their plantations
being so highly profitable to them as they are capable
of being made, as they have generally appointed
unqualified men to their management, from a mistake
notion that a few pounds saved on the forester's salary
was economy, and a saving of expenditure; while the
fact is, that from the want of skill he was yearly losing
10 times more in the deterioration of the woods under
nis charge. Were proprietors to look to their own
interest, they would upon no account employ men t

take charge of their woods who would do so at a low
•alary, as such men invariably want ability and skill to
manage pror bly; and, besides, they should never
employ men who hive W undergone proper training,
and received an education fitting them for their charge/'

lairing the author to settle this matter with thosewhom it concerns, we will now state in what rest
the new edition differs from the last. In the first place
tor 586 pages we have 700, and considering that the
pages are also enlarged the augmentation may be equal
to /&o pages. Then there are some u idcnts of
Conifers without their cones, and therefore of less usethan might be supposed ; and of the whol, volume ther
is a coproos and excellent Index. Other matters are so
intermixed w,th the old text that we are unable toMperate them for extract We observe however that
the matter relating to Timber trees and their sorts is
revised and much extended, and some typographical
errors corrected; in anoth edition this last processmay be advantageously reconsidered ; for we find the
fli^W"*"* °* callin* the Dutch Elm Ulmus

parts of the country, but is very suitable both for
plantations and for ornamental culture in low-lying and
sheltered sites; and I have no doubt that on such
parts it will ere long become a valuable tree, even in
point of its timber, while its very ornamental habit
will make it gradually more sought after and cultivated."

This is a very unexpected statement considering that
the Douglas Fir lives on the Rocky Mountains as far
North as the Punchbowl Pa* out of British Columbia,
where it struggles up the mountains till it appears as
a mere bush. Surely Mr. Brown's experience must
have been with plants raised from Califbrnian or
.Mexican seed.

In 1< king over the pages of this edition nothing has
surptiee.i us so much as to find the author adhering
more Scotlco to his once expressed opinion of the
inferiority of the timber of the semile-frui I OsJ
We should have liked to know how he accounts for th
excellence of the old timber of Q. sessili flora disclosed
in a late conflagration at Stirling Castle ; and how he
meets the experiments and practical conclusions of such
men as Bennett and Cumberbateh, who have we think
experimentally proved that one kind of Oak is at least
as good as another. Be it remembered that these are
the opinions of nun who cannot, as Mr. Brown rather
uncivilly intimates, u have no knowledge of the truth of
the matter." "The quality of Oak timber," says Mr.
Brown, " like that of all other trees, depends very much
upon the soil and situation in which it is grown." Has
it never occurred to him that this dictum, which is

true, may explain the bad quality of such sessiliflora

timber as he has had any experience of?
We are glad to see that the opinion we have always

expressed as to the CttUBf of disease in Larch, and upon
which we venture to say we were the first to insist, as
upon many another matter which writers find it cm
venient to forget, is entirely adopted by our experienced
author. " In all cases of healthy Larch plantations in this
country, where the timber has attained large si/e, and is

sound in quality, we liud themgrowingupon a soil through
which the water that may fall upon it can pass away
freely, as, for instance, upon the slopes of hills, and even
in hollows, upon a strong clay soil, but where there is a
proper drainage for the ready and free pat of the
superfluous water; audi have even cut down Larch
timber, of large size and sound in quality, growing upon
i light sandy moss, two feet deep, which rested upon a
stiff clay. In this case the moss was drained, and the
water passed freely through the light soil ; and the
situation being upon a slope, there was a continual
irculation of moisture passing along upon the top of

the subsoil or clay. In short, I have found good Larch
limber growing upon almost all varieties of soil ; but I

never found it upon one which had not its particles
constantly cleansed by the continual circulation of water
passing through it, either by natural circumstances or
artificial drainage. On the other hand, in all cases of
diseased Larch plantations, where the trees have become
stunted and rotten in the hearts prematurely, we shall
find that the soil has either been badly drained or not
drained at all. There must be ingredients lodging in
the soil which act against the health of Larch trees
growing upon it, and which can be carried off only by
an effective system of drainage, in order to make it fit

for the healthy rearing of this tree."
The above are a few of the more prominent circum-

stances that have caught our eye in looking over Mr.
Hrown's pages; and we trust that he will not r. ird it
as an unfriendly remark if we add that his book would
be smaller, better, and cheaper, if it were placed in the
hands of some literary man who would thin it and prune
it of its redundancies.

potting them separately. This is a surer way of multi-
plying them than by cuttings, as each portion thus
detached has roots to it, and is enabled to begin growing
without much cluck. Daphnes are also useful early
plants and their fragrance renders them favourites with
everybody. The different varieties of EpinhyUnm trun-
catum may likewise be had in flow cr about this season, and
in less trying winters Mignonette; that sown En July will
however not yet be in Bower for 60ine time, and suc-
cessional sowings will be proportionately late. Mono-
cluetutn ensiferum and tencllum are likewise both useful
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A) General Spring Catalogue 1861; also List of
Seels for the Kitchen and Flower Garden and Farm,
Culinary Roots and Implements.

Cxarden Memoranda.
Messes. E. G. Henderson's Nursesy, Wel-

lington Road, St. John's Wood.—Notwithstanding
the severe weather we have just experienced, the gla
houses here are well worth inspection at the pre it
season; for although few things are in bloom, vet a
degree of order and tasteful arrangement is observed
which might be worthy of imitation in all privat
establishments. Flowering plants are chiefly confined
to Hyacinths, Early Tulips, Azah :\<

t Chinese*Primul
Cyclamens (of which there is here a fine collectioi
nd Tree Carnations. The last being numerous and

finely in flower have kept up a good display lor several
weeks past. Places in which there is little blossom
have been decorated with plants remarkable for the
beauty of their folia-, and in cool houses even Humea
elegans and things of that description have been intro-
aeed with excellent effect. Cultivators who are fond

\

of Double Primulas, and have but few plants of them
in their possession, may readily have more by dividing
them into as many pieces as they have crowns, and

j

plants.

In stoves were some fine specimens of Cyanophyllum
magnificum, whose great leaves are the admiration of
everybody; many beautiful Caladiums, among which
was the charming Bellemci, with foliage handsomely
mottled with white ; the red Gesnera einnabarina, and
the singular-looking Alo. metafiles, introduced
from Borneo by Messes* Low; this last is one of the
most valuable of recent introductions to the class of
ornanui. fobaged plants, having polished bronzy
leaves of g

i

. ,\ iated with it was also another
Rorncan plant called SphaTosfemma nmrmorsSJ i7

stove climber, with Ovate acuminate green leaves,
covered over with in ular-sized blotches of white,
which sparkle and shine in a good light like frosted
silver. Numbers of the variegated Fern Ptcris argyra?a
have been raised from seed and of Rhopalas and other
plants cultivated for the beauty of their leaves this
nursery possesses a grand assortment.

In what is called the winter garden (i.e. a largo
house, the occupants of which nr. grouped on the
floor instead of on stages), we noticed some fine plants
intermixed with Camellias and Azaleas. Among these
were handsome pyramidal Rays, Palm trees and
variegated Yuccas as well as beautiful plants of the
finer kinds of Conifers. Of Rhotan Rhododendrons
there were some fine specinv >, and the back wall was
skilfully covered with Camellias and plants of that
kind which when in flower will make a beautiful
display, The blooming of Camellias will, however be
late this year; their buds are very 1 kward, and
many kinds have set badly. The effect produced may
therefore be expected to be unsatisfactory.

In a long span roofed house, one end of which was
gay with Cyclamens, the charming La] eria roses
was in flower. It is growing in a bed of peat, leaf
mould, and sand, and train, d along the roof, and thus
treated it keeps in bloom nearly the whole year round;
what it chiefly requires is good drainage and plenty os
water while it is in a growing state. The singularly
handsome Clianthus Bampien, which grew in this
house and about which so much was said last year, has
flowered itself ^to death; a young plant has however
been put out in its place, and at present bids fair
to bloom eqnally profusely this year; a specimen in a
pot has als.» flower-buds on it. Of tlu general appear-
ance of the brilliant scarlet bio ms of this plant, each
ornamented as it is with a large black boss, no idea
can be formed from the woodcut representation of them,
which will be found in our advertising columns of
last week,
Among the immense quantities of bedding plants

which are raised here every year, we noticed a new-
Golden Chain Geranium, which is stated to possess
greater merits than the old kinds,
able to withstand the ill effects

in autumn. Golden Fleece is

dwarf flat growing kind whose
nd showy ; for small beds this will

acquisition. Of other variegated Geraniums, there
i ; also here a fine collection ; for pot culture Cul-
ford IVauty, Fontainebleau, and Golden Admiration,
re well adapted. Of these a few specimens are in-

valuable for autumn display ; and under glass their
rich markings become beautifully developed. Of Dwarf
Dahlias Messrs. Henderson also possess many useful
-its for bedding purposes. Among these may be
named Titian, yellow; alba noribunda nana, white;
Captain Ingram, crimson; Crystal Palace Scarlet; and
Trentham White. These all bloomed finely in this
nursery during the past autumn and were considered to
be among the best of their class.

Neale's Pastiles for fumigating have been tried here on
a small scale, and as far as can be judged the result has
proved satisfactory. They are considered to be cheaper
than good Tobacco paper and equally efficacious.

It may also perhaps be useful to mention that
Weeks's " one boiler system " has been kept in operation
here with excellent suco *. One boiler does the work
of several under the old arrangement, and thus a great
saving in the shape of fuel and labour is effected. Even
this trying winter it has done its work to Messrs.
IIend< 3 entire satisfaction.

and to

of cold

also a

colour

be better
and wet
charming
is bright
prove an

Miscellaneous.
Joke of a Cree Indian.—A ridiculous incident

occurred in the tent belonging to the Ciee chief, Mis-
tick -oos, in which I played a more prominent part than
I should have selected had any choice been offered me.
I heard of this incident again hundreds of miles from
the spot where it occurred, as we journeyed homewards
from the Grand Forks. It happened during a visit I
paid to Mis-tick -oos after a long and tedious t.ilk, which
lasted nearly seven hours, relating to the object we had
in view in visiting the country. ^Three of Mis-tick-oos'
wives were visible, and with their children formed
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altog ther a pnrtv ot 18 or 20. 1 rose from a bafiato robe

vAm I vi seated bj the Hide or MMkk-ooi to

examine some arrows which one of his sons was makn:£,

and when mv enriotitj was satisfied I sat down on

what I tl, rht to be a handle of buftnlo robes, close to

the yonng Indian. I was not a little astonished to tee

the robes slowly move and undulate beneath me, an

before I could rise and look into the cause, I found

myself projected into the middle of the tent among the

embers, b v means of some violent spasmodic action from

beneath the supposed piles of robes *»£*^™*
his three wives with the other inmates, *"*£mfo
hraghter, vociferating some words in Cree. Mean* mie,

the bnffalo robes were slowly thrown on one side and

to mv astonishment, were revealed the huge proportions

of the chief's fourth, youngest and best wife, fee

shook a mass of bair from her head, and joined in the

temrbter at my discomfiture. Other Indians hearing

the noise came in, and Mis tick-oos, with tears m his

eyes, told his friends how "the wh.te stranger had sat

upon his best wife, fcbinkingshe was a pile of robes and

ho*r she tossed him Into the middle of the tent hke a

buffalo bull pitching a colt. Mind's Narrative oj the

Canadian Bed River Exploring Expedition.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing wetic.)

PLANT PF.PARTMENT.

Conservatory, &c— Watering should now be con-

Uucted with great care, more especially in the case of

recently potted plants, which must not on any account

be overdosed. Keep them close, and when the weather

is favourable syringe a little, so as to maintain a healthy

condition; until the growth of the plants, however,

shall have indicated that they have taken to the fresh

soil apply water very sparingly at the root, Lucuhas

in pots should be encouraged to make free growth, in

order to get the wood well ripened and the plants m
flower before those planted in the conservatory border,

for it is desirable to prolong the bloom ina: season. In

stoves an increase of night temperature may now be

allowed, more especially if the weather should remain

favourable. Maintain a moist atmosphere, and give no

quarter to insects of any kind. Auriculas in pits or

frames must now be looked over ;
give them air during

the day. Pot Tuberoses, and when fine give air to

Mignonette and Stocks ; Neapolitan Violets in frames

may be forwarded by being closed early in the after-

noon and in pots by keeping them in a temperature

of 55°. Examine buds of forced Roses for caterpillars,

and. fumigate occasionally for greenfly.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Young plants growing in open beds that

have been some time planted will be benefited by having

the soil loosened up as deeply as can be done without

injuring the roots, giving it a liberal soaking of tepid

water if it be found to be too dry. The water should be

applied by means of a rosed pot, and not so fast as to

flood the surface, for if this is done the soil will be ren-

dered almost as close as before forking up ; indeed, caie-

Jess watering is the great cause of the surface of the soil

becoming close and hard, and should be carefully

avoided. Endeavour to afford a nice regular bottom-

heat, with a thoroughly moist atmosphere, and keep

the plants growing as freely as may be consistent with

preserving them dwarfand stocky. Have a constant eye

to maintaining a succession of fruit, or securing a supply

at the season when it may be most wanted, and let the

treatment of the plants be regulated according to

your circumstances J
this is a matter which deman

considerable forethought, and which can be successfully

mannged onlv by careful observation and attention.

bottom-heat, keeping the leaves
i

as v

will be found to root perhaps more lxeeiy at

at any
hITdTSSIJit AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

with the least possible delay. Manure and d ess

Asparagus beds. Get Cauhitower plante la^unoei

glass hardened off, and pay every attention to thoso

under hand-glasses in order ^^^^-Keu
as possible. As regards cropping consult the Kitchen

Garden Remembrancer," published last week at^p.48.

Preparation of the ground after so much frost as we

have had will however be the first consideration.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
. , ,j

Bush fruit, such as Gooseberries and Currants, should

now be pruned; also get the ground amongst them

manured and lightly dug, but in doing that take care

not to injure tie roots. See that early Peas are not

injured by mice or birds. Where they are above

ground draw the soil to their stems, raising it on the

windy side sufficiently to make a kind of shelter for the

plants. Fairbeard's Champion of England will make a

good succession, and if a few of Fairbeard's Surprise

are sown at the same time, they will come in about a

week earlier than the Champion.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Jan. 24, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens

January.

Friday 18

Satur. I

Sunday
Mon. 21

Tues. 22

Wed. 23

Thurs. 24

a"
Barometer. I

Average.

.

Max.

30 244
30.194

30.378
30.42:{

30.3fi 1

30.215

30.021

Mia. Max

'Temperature.

OTthe Ah\ lOf theEafth
~~

1 1 foot 2 feet

30.170

30.137
30^30
30 376
30.25i I

30.126

29 98i

30.262 30181

37
41

46
44

41

37
48

42

Min.

29
30
34
28
32
27
39

Mean

31.3

33.0

35.5
4i».u

36.0

36.5

32.0

43.5

36.6

deep-

36

36
36
36 £
36i

37
37

36.4

deep.

36
36
36
36
36
36
36

Wind

35.0

N.E.
S.
s
s.w.
w.
s.w.
s.w.

a!

OS

00
.66'

00
00
.01

.02

.01

•70

• Melted snow.

J»n 18-SliKht sprinkling of snow; overcast.

— 19 -Thawing; uniformly overcast.

— 20—Foggy ; tuaw continuing; overcast; foggy.

— 21—Hazy ; very clear at night; slight frost.

_ 22- Clear; hazy; foggy at night.

— 23-Hazy; uniformly overcast; drizzly,

— 24—Clear ; very tine ; slight drizzle at night.

Mean temperature of the week, I deg, below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Feb. 2, 1861.

January
and Feu-

Sunday 27.

.

Mon. 28
Tues. 29..

Wed. In..

Thurs. II,.
Friday I .

.

Satur. 2 .

&5P.'M»* ft §* No. of
s|s os ^ a

t- & O Or £ Years in
U be Oi ** rt *> S£ which it

«a^ Rained.

43.9 30.9 37.4 16

44.8 30.6 37.7 18

4.S.0 31.4 38 2 15

•13.9 31.6 61.1 16

43.7 30.0 36.8 15

42.5 30.6 36.5 12

43 30.4 36.7 12

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.43 in.

0.17
0.32

0.39
38

0.52
0.75

I

Prevailing Winds.

1

2
2

5
2
5
5

3

5

5

4
3
5

6
6

a

4

4

3
1

1

5

1

1

4
2

2
3

w

4

1

2
3
9
3
2

13
14

12

9
8

8

8

5
6
5
8
3
4

6

•

I

3

6

3

2
6
2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 1st,

1852—therm. 57 deg. ; and the lowest on the 3lst, 1857—therm. 8 deg.

Vineries.—Take advantage of all favourable oppor-

tunities to admit fresh air as freely as can he done with

safety, and lr? satisfied with as low u temperature from
lire-heat as mav be considered safe under the state cf

the Vines, but shut up early, allowing the thermometer
to rise considerably. This will to some extent econo-
mise fuel, and will be much more congenial than much
tire-heat. Except where the Vines are in flower keep
the atmosphere moist, but the foliage should always be
allowed to become perfectly dry in the course of the day.

Peaches.—Where the trees are in bloom admit
air freely whenever the weather is mild, and keep the
atmosphere rather dry, maintaining a steady night

temperature of about 50°. Trees on which the fruit is

fairly set should be afforded a moist temperature,

syringing liberally in the afternoon to prevent red

spider, and keeping the border in a healthy state as to

moisture, to secure a vigorous root action.

Cucumbers.—These may now be kept at from 50°

to 55° by night, and 65° to 70° by day, with a steady

bottom-heat of about 80°, which, combined with a
thoroughly moist atmosphere, will induce free growth.

Keep the shoots thin, near the glass, and attend to

stopping, &c, as may be necessary.

Melons.—Attend carefully to the early plants, and
regulate the temperature according to the state
which they are in, taking care not to get the Vines
weak and long-jointed through a high close tempera-
ture, for a fair crop of fruit need hardly be expected
unless the Vines are kept strong and short -jointed. Do
not omit putting in seeds of the favourite summer
kinds.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Now that the frost is over, look over beds planted !

with bulbs, and where necessary stir the surface, so as '

Notices to Correspondents.
An Herbarium : J Brpan. You cannot do better than occupy
your leisure in forming a small collection of dried plants

;

the method of doing which is described in Dr. Lindley's
Elements of Botany. The specimens are first placed between
sheets of paper (any will do, but Bentall's is best), until all

their moisture is expelled. In this process they lose their
colour, but retain their structure, and often the form of even
delicate parts. When they are thin they dry quickly
in a room ; but when fleshy they are more difficult. This
difficulty is much diminished by steeping them for an hour
in a strong- solution of corrosive sublimate before they are
first pressed. The same process may be advantageously
adopted with all plants in damp weather, when it is

difficult to prevent specimens from rotting; it will also
destroy the disposition to throw off their leaves which is

uniformly shown by some plants, especially Conifers and
Heaths. The drying process by shifting plants from sheet to
sheet being tedious, a ventilating apparatus, of which the
following is a representation

—

Anobium castaneum. This insect commits g^aTraT^lT^
herbaria, but he cannot prey upon parts that are noS«?
Then provide— 1. A glue pot, with hot carpenter's iS ,

the best quality, not so stiff as it is used by carpenter

.

A number of half-sheets of paper of the foolscap form
V'

rather stouter and neatly cut all round; 3. Some touehtv

*

paper, smeared on one side with a solution of equal oart, r

gum arabic, powdered tragacanth, and soft sugar dnS «5
cut into slips varying in width from one-eighth to nw
eighths of an inch : 4. A quantity of soft waste paper snmT
what larger than the half-sheets which are to formT"
herbarium. In gluing down the specimens, it is convenipnf

to proceed in the following manner :—Place on the tabS «

few sheets of waste paper; on this lay one of the h»lf

sheets ; then carefully glue over one side of a specimen ai3
it immediately to the paper, put over it a few more sheets X
waste paper, and then gently press it down with a napkin-
next take another half-sheet, glue down another specimen
again cover it with waste paper, and so proceed until asrnJ

heap is before r- «*—**-*»• -»-- ••
eooa

and then comm ,....-.,., - -, »„
the following additional rules

:
1. Is ever put more than one

species on the same half sheet—take as many specimens of

it as you please ; 2. Always glue single specimens ne&r one
side of the half-sheet, and not in the middle, changing the

side each time. By this means, one being on the r\
fe
\v
* ^

next on the left, a third near the top, and a fourth near the

bottom, the whole will be flat when the waste paper U
removed. But if this precaution isj neglected, the middle

will be much higher than the sides, which is very incon-

venient. Having glued down as many specimens as maybe
convenient, take them carefully out of the waste paper, and

look them over to see that none of the parts are loose
; if

they are, fasten them down with the slips above mentioned,

which are so adhesive that it is merely necessary to moisten

and apply them. In all cases, too, strap down the main

stem, unless it is covered with hairs, in which case straps

are superfluous. The next operation is to write near the

lower right hand corner of the half sheet the name of the

plant, and in some convenient spot near the specimen itself

the place !In which it was gathered, or any other

particulars connected with it. In small local herbaria printed

forms of tickets are sometimes used, in which the name and

all other particulars are included ; such tickets should be

pasted (not glued) upon the lower right-hand corner. The

next point is to arrange the half-sheets in genera. Sheets of

stout brown paper, cut a little larger than the half-sheete,

must be provided as covers. At the lower left-hand corner of

each paste a slip of white paper, and write upon it the name

of the genus, to which some add that of the natural order.

Then put into each generic coverall the half-sheets belonging

to it and the operation is complete. The right-hand tickets

or names on the half-sheets give the species, and the left-

hand names on the whole sheets give the genera
;
and either

can be rapidly referred to without the one interfering witfr

the other. To receive the covers of genera wooden cabinets

are constructed, with shelves, on which the covers can be

placed according to their natural orders.

Books: Effingham. The book is trash ; the writer a dunce
;

we

cannot coll him an author, for he has stolen his matter from

others without understanding it.

Climate : J H IK. Go to Torquay, by all means

Delphinium Cardinals : W W II G. This is a beau iful Call-

fornian plant with scarlet flowers. We suppose i
1
nay M

procured in the Trade. It flowered at Kew in 1855, aud is

figured at plate 4887 of the Botanical Magazine.

Diseases: A Westley. Pear trees ^^^.^'5?^
dium laceratum of the first caused by the jelly fungu30IW

last(Gymnosporangium)? How can you believe^suchf^

which t>y the way h*as come over from^^&elD

£
of science are disgusted at such ne^paper "onaewa

g
you think a mouse can be born of a slug ? One is as posau

FA^CHAnlcTEns :
T.I. *******\^£Sm

you have received is no character at a 1 suicc it hM ne«M

date, nor place, nor signature ; 2 that lt™ ™/\^
bv a " squire ;

" 3, that it has all the aP^^oTofilB.
attempt at fraud. Persons giving ialse ^a«cW oroD

ing places by menus of them, are l.able to ^ewW»
upon the onWe being proved, if you£*^SX
that there are gardeners who give false charac ers at &.

all we can say is, by all means bring them to Justice. ^ ^
in London, no prudent man takes a chuiactei 1

of

known person, without also ascertaining tne ^

that person.

—

Cave. , vm , in them
Gaudeners: W B. If your master has t^«J fn°^e hands

nor you describe, you should place the a°a
^a

,u
_TOvided tin

a solicitor, who will speedily obtain redress, pro^^
occurrences are as you represent them. J-

• In0Ee

on the custom of the country, a^^be knia w {W _

place men find their tools, in others tho master

Near London the request of your ganienei wo
L

plied with, unless he is of a very supeuor cia*.

case he would not make the request.
( Kin* 01 *!

Names of Fruits: W B. 1, Sam/ioung ,

^^1 neiffbbourhooa

Pippins ; 4, .Said to have been raised in your ^^
and called Pool's Keeper, is very like the

,

Giey^ ^
Names of Plants: Q G i. X<«» jSSd ^ &£
November 21, I860, has only J

us fc
ai

.»£
ca
; ariety of£

is Alternanthera echinata of Smith, a mere _ nnAs p

T
Are

is now very commonly used. You may make it yourself*w,th a couple of boards and a bundle of laths -andyou cau use a piece of rope inRtead of a strap At the

written iWg
; ?

I,knt 8h0uld be ^compSed bV awritten label stating its name, when and where it wasgathered, and any other particulars which are not discoverable by an examination of it. A collection of dried plantsf carefully formed, perfectly kept, and correctly named isn valuable to a student. The mode of keeping a HeXrium

tincture, or they will be attacked and destroyed by the

under

Achyrantha of Robert Brown. It is I:VK^"
3J§.

LinJ^

latter name in De Candolle's *n**^^£* out rf*

called it Achyranthes repeiis *,;lf fJ^ention^ >£
his genus Pityranthus. We do not nnd^m ^
astringent, though others are so o^ tno w

*

fr0
**

-E A M. It is quite im,.
;

ssiblc to fo1™ a»> ^)tion
•-**

loose an account. Pray do not call it a ac

Cattleya pallida. . k and S***£
Pits: A G. Let your pit be 4 4 feet high at^ 7s to

&f
5

height in front, and it should be Placeas ^$*
south. Heat sufficient for your Impose fc .

f n0t,ran'

think, be obtained from fermenting ma*n.

hot-water pipes round it. X ,

t p# 28 ofour^ ^
Ponds: F W. Your question is answered at p. ^ doe8

*

year's volume. The answer to wmen y

relate to your case.: .,
e ^gt author* rj
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AKI1FICIAL MANURES, Ac— Manufacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
but obtain every iicmoinrjr instruction for their economical

»od efficient preparation, byapplying to J. C. Nmbit, F.O.8.,

Me Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, 8. Analyaeeof Soils, Guanoe, 8uperphos-

pfcatee of Lime, Coprolitea, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

•
*

T HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1S40,)

Art now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUrFRPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quality.

1 ED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PA» ru RES.

CONCi VTED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
( URN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
M would call particular attention to the article DlSSOLV I D
ES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

•ulubfc* aad insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

Bones
e UotKlon Manure Company also supply PK1.UVIAN

r ^Ptect fmro Messrs A iibba * Sons), NITR \ I f

HOD A. SUM 'HAT' \MMONIA, and even- Manure of valuo

I Fenchurch Street, Edw. Pi asam, Secretary.

L S.
the

I

A \V E 8 ' S MANURE
Tho Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawk Rm

present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at

I riea, at the following prices :—

L\WRS*8 PATI r TI VIP MANURE, ant RONE
SUPERPHOSI'IIAU: OF 1 1ME £C

L\\ 3 8UPERPH08PHAT1 OF LIME from
BURNT RONE OR MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

VWES'S BARLEY, GRA8S, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr Lawks, or through
his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

ices varying according to cost of carriage.

< nine Peruvian Quane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate
>f Soda, Sulphate of Ammouia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

\ Ureas Joiix Bfnnet I \wrb, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E. C : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURXAKD, LACK, avd CO.'S CONCENTRATED
H\ KRniOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric AiM soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribaaic
Phosphate of Lime.

CONCKNTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc
the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the verj
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the R..yal Agricultural Society, with Testiri dais,
Prices, 4c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack.
*Co.. Bottom Road, Plymouth.

LAN 6 DRAINAGE.
WORK- of DRAINAGE ot any extent are

E TED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
i> IMPR< • MKNT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

l>erty. whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
t: rporate, or collegiate.

I ivmcnt maybe made by the Landowner as successive
Potions of the worksare completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a con m tin n, may be charged on the propertv
improved, by way ofnmtcharge on the estate crested for various

ms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
tathe circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
rks of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

,

klD?' an<i rni Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by
.: ir own Agents, and charge the outlay aud expenses on the

1 ' te, i'. iy obtain Loans for the purpose,
Applications u, he made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, 8. W.

rpiIK LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Special Act of Parliamt in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, B.W.

To Laxdownhrs, the Cleboy, l tate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1&50, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now "advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in all cassB being liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
8. Jetties or Landing place3 on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm nouses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
pul oi general works of dr age or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improvod.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being
of strictly financial character do not interfere with the j >s

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by tho
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

Por further information, and for forms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W.

STRAW MATTING or THATCH is the best cover-
ing from frost for H >t-beis, Wall Fruit, Seedings, «fcc.

MACHINES ti weave the Matting are Manufactured by
Maqos <fc Hindlev, Bourton, Dorset.

IPPENHALL FIHE BRICK FACTORY, near
Farnham, Surrey.—Manufactory for Fire Bricks, White,

Red. and Black Facing Bricks, Plinth Bricks of various shapes
and colours, for string courses : ornamental Garden BdgingS,
Terra Cotta Chimney Pots, and V;ises in great variety ; superior

Tesselated Blue, Black, Red, Buff, and White Paving Tiles, for

churches, entrance halls, &c. All kinds of Ornamental Ridge
Tiles, Sewage and other r'ipes, Bends, and Junctions ; Orna-
mental Garden Border Tiles to any pattern or colour.—Apply
to Mr. E. Whalley, Manager of the Works. Agent for

Guildford, Mr. J no. Moon, Builder.

^AUNEHS' IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Wai.nkr's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The barrel

is made of galvanised iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure on tho stand, the legs of

imh fold together, and it may be car-

ried with ease by one man. «

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail piece, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper

Stand and Pump, with plain
tail piece, for tying on suc-
tion pipe

2-inch India rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either in 10, 12, or 15

feet lengths . . . . per foot

No. 43 is a similar Pump to the
above, without stand, but with strong
v.routfht-iron straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 21. 5*.

Every description of Machinery for raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, <fcc. ; also Fire and Gardcr
Engines, <fcc.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue will be forwarded post
free on application.
The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

in town or country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London. E.C.

d.

3 4

2 9

2 5

JOHN FOWLER, Jrs', 28. CornhUl, London, K.C.—
Full particulars of POWLBB'8 PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials seut post free.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
~~

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 4-11. 10*.

M'COR.M ICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25/.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/.

ALLEN S G RASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22/. lOt.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.
Price 35/.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-One Horse Machine,
Price 24/.

These Prices include Tacking and Delivering at any
Railway Station.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly 11uttering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following from

Mr. James A knot, of Woodcott, Camhalton.
" Having used your Machine for lour years. 1 would not be

without one on any consideration ; and I can sat say that

I have saved o <0 per cent, in the expense every year I have
used it. in fact I have never yot scon an implement which

iys itself in so short a time WP^MMM^WI^Hr
ECONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE & CATTLE FEEDING.
I vl li. A>'l> P. TuRNEii, Ipswich, submit the prices of
Hi* their celebrated CRUSH ING MILLS tor Oats. Linseed,
Barley, Malt, Ac. They save 25 per cent, of Oats in feeding
horses; crush Corn for Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as effica-

cious as if ground to meal; reduce Linseed to line meal with
no toss of its oil, and bruise Malt perfectly. £ s. d.

No.ll Mill(rccommcndcd alsoforbruismg corn for fowls) 3 15
No. 6 Mill for hand, £>i 15, or with Bean Mill (N >. 6 13) 5 15
No. 7 „ „ C 10 ,, (No. 7 B) 8 8

No. 2 ,, ,,orpower8 „ (No.2B)10 10
I No. 1 „ for power ..12 „ (No. 1 B)l5
No. 8 ,, for steam pow. 18 18 ,, (No. SB) 24
Delivery free to all Railway Stations in England, and to the

principal ports of Scotland and Ireland.
At the R.A.S.ll Canterbury Show, 1860, E. R. A F. T. were

awarded the prize of 5/. for the best Crushing Mill for Power;
the pri/.e of 21. for their Crushing Mill for Hand.

Illustrated PRICE CATALOGUES sent free on application.

LOOK to your GRASS LANDS and DOUBLE
YOUR CROPS by dressing them with PULVERIZED

BONES, to be had only ofJARED TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth
Wharf, Lambeth, S., and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt.
sufficient for an acre, and tho present the time for dressiug.

Prepared bones for Vine bordei and fruit trees. Half-inch
bones, bone dust, superphosphate of lime, gypsum, guano, and
all other artificials of guaranteed quality.

JJOYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. CIREN-
X CESTER.—The Veterinary Professor has a VACANCY for

aHOU> K PUPIL.

CCOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
J and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

88, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennin t >n, London, S.

Principal—J. C. NSSBTT, F.G.8., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite toprepare youth for thepursuits ofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

6
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MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tiursdat, Jnn. Zl—Afc". Society of Ireland.

"

Mondat, Feb. 4—London Farmers' Club, 6 f.m.

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE

ROOTS.
OF LIME,

MAMTACTURED BY THE PATENT

NITR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman.-JONAS WEBB, Esq , Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Offices: 103. FENCHTJRCfl STREET. Manufactory: PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

a THE MACHINERY OF THE FARM/'
**cribing 3000 Implements, 250 Woodcuts. Stiff Cover, U. ; Boards, Is. 6d., free by post for 14 or 20 stamps

ThFaGRICULTUKAL ENGINEERS' COMPANY
(LIMITED),

HOLD THE LARGEST STOCK OF
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, &c, in the World, at

WAN LANE, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

The Botley Farmers' Club, one of oar most
active local agricultural Societies, resolved at their

meeting last week that "on account of the
monopoly they enjoy, and the lar^e quantity of
land they have severed and destroyed, the directors

of the London and South "Western and other
railways are under a moral obligation to render
every possible assistance towards the improvement
of the land in the neighbourhood of their lines, by
transporting, at the lowest remunerating rate,

chalk and other minerals needed by the soil,

and laying down or assisting others to lay down
the necessary sidings for the purpose, in situations
most convenient to the owners aud occupiers of the
land." The immediate occasion of this discussion
was the refusal by the South Western Railway
Company to undertake the delivery of 20,000 tons
of chalk at a point upon their line to which no
engineering objections existed, and at "any fair

rate" of payment for the carriage of the same.
The foil >wiug letter from Mr. Charles Pixe:,

of Wood End, near Fareham, gives the full

history of the proceeding :

—

"The circumstances relating to chalk are these :—When I
j
undertook Mr. Chamberlayne's agency, and went over that

I

portion of his estate at Baddesley, I Found a large tract of
enclosed land of a good description bui requiring chalk—the
tenants, alive to the advantages of chalking, had, when oppor-
tunities presented, brought back now and then a few loads,
and where put, the land is worth at least 50 per cent, more
money. In Ba idesley there are about 700 acres of common
land, much of which would be capital land if broken up and
chalked.
" You are acquainted with the operations of the land im-

provement societies to enable landowners to borrow capital for
draining, erecting buildings, &c. None of these societies could
advance money for chalking ; but last session Messrs Morrison
the millionnaires, applied for an Act to embrace all that former
Acts included, and in addition obtained like powers to borrow
for chalking. I was employed to write a report on the benefits
of chalking, and although there was considerable opposition at

|

first, the Inclosure Commissioners were convinced and
' gentlemen on the committee of the House of Lords gave way.
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Thia Aet enables landowners to borrow, therefore, for chalking',

paying I think, 61. per cent., which pays off principal and
interest in about 21 years. Our tenants would pay the whole

61. per cent, rather than not have it done.
•' I was offered a few weeks ago 6s. per acre, or 30 per cent,

increased rent of a farm, if I would chalk. The Salisbury and
Bishopstoke Railway passing- through Baddcsley, and also

through the chalk stratum of West Dean, and seeing a notice

at Chandler's Ford Station that applications for chalk should

be addressed, I believe, to Mr. Scott, the traffic manager, I at

once made application.
" I ought to inform you that prior to making application I

arranged a meeting with the company's engineer, to ascertain

If there was any difficulty as to a siding at the spot where the

chalk would be required. Having obtained his opinion in

favour of my scheme, I applied to Mr. Scott for 20,00G tons of

chalk, to be delivered in two years, at such times most con-

venient to the company, offering to pay any fair rate for

delivering the chalk, the whole of the expense of the siding ;

and I will pay the pointsman, if necessary, and erect a tem-
porary dwelling for him if required. I did not offer the two
last items, because I received a reply from Mr. Scott that the

company declined the matter.
" I then applied (by Mr. Chamberlayne) to the Hon. Mr.

Dutton, who caused the subject to be brought again before the
board, and I only received a similar reply. The point selected

for the siding is almost midway between Romsey and Chand-
Jer'sFord, and equally convenient for Sir William Heathcote's
estate as Mr. Chamberlayne's.
"I had seen Sir William's agent, who was pleased at the

project, and no doubt would take another 20,000 tons ; besides
thsse gentlemen there are other landowners who would, no
doubt, avail themselves of the privilege.
" Here we are, in the middle of the nineteenth century, in

the days of progressive improvements, without parallel in the
history of the world, with our network of railways developing
the resources of the country, and an influential railway com-
pany for the first time (and I hope for the last) refusing to do
its mission, firstly, by declining to be profitably employed,
and, secondly, by refusing manure to thousands of acres of
land. The railways of Great Britain and Ireland have de-
stroyed enough acres of good land (generally the best) to make
200 farms of 300 acres each ; the London and South Western
Railway alone having destroyed 10 such farms. Baddesley
Commons would replace two of them, and the increased pro-
duce of the remainder of the parish, by chalking, nearly
another. A public company, however, in the face of such facts
Bays, ' No, we will neither earn money ourselves, nor help
those who are willing to expend their capital and labour to
improve the country by growing more corn to feed the
millions, and to provide labour for the poor.'

"

This -vigorously -written communication lias

roused the agriculturists of the district, as it well
might, and last week Mr. W. C. Spooner brought
the conduct of the railway company under the
notice of the local farmers' club.

Admitting the benefit which railways have con-
ferred on agriculture, he contended that the benefit
was mutual, while on the part of the former it was
due in return for injuries inflicted by their
severance of estates and their actual destruction
of many thousands of acres of cultivable surface.
But agriculturists are among the best customers

1 of the railway, and their interests ought to be
1 attended to. There are 24,000,000 acres under

tillage in the United Kingdom, besides 10,000,000
under Grass, producing 46,000,000 quaiteTs of
grain

; whilst on it and the Grass land there were
kept 30,000,000 of sheepand 8,000,000 of bullocks,
consuming 2,000,000/. worth of oil-cake ond other
feeding stuffs. It needs no argument to show that
the 300,000 farmers who own this property are
considerable customers to railways. They are no
longer the stay-at-home race they formerly were,
but travel about freely in search of business and
knowledge

; besides which a very large portion of
this immense produce is also moved about on
railways.

Me. Spooler's arguments and statements were
followed by those of many other speakers on the
same side. Mr. W.Warner, who presided, said
he considered Mr. Fink had very properlv brought
his case before the club. The South-Western
Railway, and in fact all railway companies, state
that they will carry agricultural manures and all
goods on the line where and when required. They
assume to themselves the privilege of accommo-
dating a certain district of country, and if an
independent line were brought forward they woul I

oppose it in Parliament by all means in their
power; the argument they use being that they
can and do supply all the requirements of the
district, The South-Western Railway putting
themselves forward a3 public carriers, were morallv
and justly bound to deliver chalk or any other
manure to any point of the line in sufficient quan-
tity to pay them, without reference to whether it
was a station or not. He hoped there would be a
general expression from all farmers' clubs in the
kingdom, statiug the desirability of railway com-
panies giving every facility to agriculture by the
conveyance of all manures and other goods that
were for the improvement of the land. The greateT
the production of the soil, the greater must be the
increase of traffic on the railway, thereby improving
the value of railway property.

We give prominence to this important discussion
before the Botley Farmers' CI ah, hoping that Mr.
Warner's remarks will induce farmers' clubs
generally throughout the country to consider the
way in which the interests of their several localities
are served by the railways passing through them.

And we shall be happy to state the results of such

discussions in our columns.

A Gloucestershire Landowner revives in

our columns the old question of depth and fre-

quency of drains in clay lands. He has been

draining his land, which lies upon the Lias, and

the " New red" and " Old red" clays, 4 feet deep

and 10 vards apart, using lj-inoh pipes with

collars. This has cost 5/. an acre, and his tenants

would prefer the sum to be laid out in draining

3 feet deep and 7 yards apart. The
>

question

asked puts this alternative—whether drains 4 feet

deep, 10 yards apart, with 1J-inch pipes and with

collars, or drains 3 feet deep and 7 yards apart,

with 2-inch pipes without collars, will be the more

efficient in his strong clays. Our opinion is that

the 7 yard interval at the smaller depth will prove

the better drainage of the two ; but it is a pity that

the choice of methods should be confined to two.

We do not believe that the larger pipes will be in

the least a help. I£ the drains be more frequent

there i3 the less need of extra size—and provided

the exit channel be of sufficient capacity to hold

and carry off the water which exudes into it, there

13 no advantage whatever in giving it a size

beyond what is needed for the due performance of

this its only office. The depth and frequency of it

below the surface are what the drainage of the

land depends on—the depth of it, because upon
this depends the depth of active soil between the

surface and that level above the drains at which
water stands in spite of them (owing to the action

of capillary attraction)—the frequency of it,

because on this depends the quickness with which
the downfall of rain passes through the land.

The proper drainage of clay land requires the

drains to be at least one in every 7 yards, and that
is why we choose the latter terra of the alternative

proposed to us : if there were one in every
perch wide land it would be better still ; the cost

would not be excessive even then, because in-

creased fertility would repay it, and that is the
only proper measure of expenditure. A perfect
drainage of clay lands, as of every other, is to be
obtained only by drains of sufficient depth, and
therefore we prefer 4 feet to any shallower depth.

It may be conceded that a thinner layer of
active soil above the level at which water will
stand in drained land does, when that layer is

clay, contain much more food for plants than a
greatly thicker layer of sand contains; and it

might therefore be supposed that a shallower
drainage of clay land is all that is required. But
this is not correct, because in clays the level at
which water stands above the drains is much
higher than in sands, owing to the greater
capillary attraction which exists in the smaller
passages between the finer particles of the
former

:
It needs a greater depth of drains in a

clay soil than in sands in order to the provision of
a given thickness ol dry and permeable soil—it

needs probably an equal depth of drains in clays
and lighter soils in order to the provision of a
given nutritive value (so to speak) of dry and
permeable soil in both.

If the land in question, with which we are per-
fectly acquainted, were ours, we would drain it

4 feet deep and not more than 7 yards apart.

18(

the loss of heat above which air IbeTow^tW
point had been abstracting, and not onlv ^
deepening of the frost be stopped, but the!S*5
heat below will begin to react. The subs '
retains last summer's temperature of°4n^
more, will exert a thawing influence u!

*
gradually meeting the thaw from above ^

Mr. Spearing, of Moulsford, who is kind
to supply us Wkly with his meteorofi
register, points out the effect of the high ma
temperature of the early days of January nS??
buried thermometer, which in this wav
two degress in a couple of days. It could*
have been in any other way than t?
for it is impossible to suppose that any teiJ?

re however high could penetrate a frozen surk
without melting it. All that it could doC
be to check the loss of heat on one side of tk
frozen layer, leaving the other side to wasti?
contact with the warmer subsoil. This \n*
subsoil has a very material agricultural important
and it is quite possible that we may have to attri-

bute the safety of much of the young Wheat pit

to the store thus lying dormant as we mi*fe

imagine, but able nevertheless to check
tit

destructive penetration of an unprecedented fro*

ture

"pan"

Over a great portion of the surface of the
country the land is now a perfect illustration of
the evils of no drainage. There is a hardened

about 6 inches down, through which
there is no exit for the melted snows. Even vet
the thaw has scarcely overc me the frost, and till
then the soil, so far as it is melted, must continue
water-logged. "When once the frozen layer has
b:en fairly penetrated, then on all drained
land we shall in the course of 48 hours, see the
full advantage which such a condition gives it.
Now little better than a puddle, it will then
tread firm,' and permit the use of implements of
husbandry which would at present only poach it
into mortar.

Those are wise who wait until the land is
perfectly fit to work. Any attempt to regain lost
time by too hurried a recommencement of either
seed or tillage operations will be mischievous.
Let the soil become firm and dry again before the
plough is set to work; and it will turn over land

effect of the " tillage " it has thus received But
squeeze or knead or stir the soil thus loosened
while it still is full of water, and you will effec-
tually spoil it for the season.

It has been satisfactory to know that the still
frozen layer lying now perhaps 6 inches deep has
been thinning rapidly on both its surfaces. Stop

TALES OF A LANDLORD.
LAW, LAND, AND LABOUR.

Arrived at the middle period of Life— (a Thicks

which grows thornier as you get deeper into it)-i

student, by profession b a landowner by accident

begin to want advice. This is easy to ask for ; m
still, I have heard, to give. But as every one m
state his case, before he can have the doctor's pig-

ment on it, I shall tell you mine as candidly and

as I can. Call it, if you like, the * tale of a landli

for such in fact it will be, to the end. If the Lac:

delight you not, its improvements, its incidents, k

cost and after-gain, its troubles and after-joys—if l

these afford you no interest, even in the reading, sk

me up ! pass me on to some one else more terrestti

in taste. But if you love the land, and all k
happens on it, under it, and about it ; if you vak

not only for the loaves and—shall I say fishes

duces, but absolutely, heartily, reverently, f«»

own sake; then, come with me, and I ^
tell you a story of the soil, and wte'

things it has brought forth to me, besides those a

eluded in the four-course shift, or the six-course, t

any other course or shift that modern farming *oi

of. But you must let me tell the talemyo\ro^
;

for, the Earth hath bubbles, as the water has; *

bubbles are unprofitable-looking things— airy nothif

that only sputter a bit, and rise, reflect the ek/«

landscape, adding a colour or two on their ot

account, then burst ; and a puffof carburetted hydro*

is not a valuable residuum !

At the threshold of practical life— at that b*

spring-time when each of us thinks himself invinj

in good, impregnable to ill,—fresh from the 0i»

Class-Schools, and just beginning to consume Cok#

Lyttleton like a steam-engine, and to breaktet*

dine, as well as sup on the horrors of Bea!-prop«?

law, I was startled one day at finding my*£!!

' owner' of the article I was reading °^
. ^

might have been less to wonder at in ^is; *

that in our land of England there is, you M*

between those who own land by purchase or pj
tance, and those who read about it, a consider

gulf, which it takes a man some years of his hie

cross. I must tell you therefore how it ^aP?J
that, in this particular case, things which man hadf

asunder, were joined together,—prematurely at .

rate. For I too came of an acre owning race
;

>.

was fully probable that, some future day, the t»»

Camel-burthen of a family-estate in land mls.^

laid upon the back I was hoping to make s

^
enough and hard enough, to bear it. " lfc!l

prospect in view, I had resolved to
" make assurance double sure

and seal the bond of Fate.

"

,

fy

In fact, I had determined to be a Lawyer-^.
myself a skilled weaver of those delicate fxbn ^
had seemed to my boyish, and then you

j

observation, to catch ' Squires,' exactly «$ ^
smaller scale, I had noticed a spider entrap—^.^
with hopeless convolutions—and finally ^eSlC°^
stupid buzzing fly of about ten times its owa^weight and magnitude. It was impossible ^
admire in a sort of way the pluck, the ^$Qr

f
l

^%t
manoeuvres: and when I resolved—indeedI- ^
rather the grown up purpose which had ^^Lgt*
growing, than a resolution,—to become a i

Master in this art,—to take Aracune in her o^ ^—uothing could be further from my thougu f

the destiny that Pate the most potent 6$r
fy\

all was arch-weaving over all my plans. ^carc^ co^'
read my Blackstone and Coke from cover to

.,

when something happened which for the moT
i^yjtfi

more than that, as it afterwards appeared—^
the joints of all my plans and purposes. ^
The thing occurred to me in this way.

#

u
. ^

as I sat in my chambers in the Temple, looki0o ^
fire, having shut my books and taken to tea,
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Ueaw kDOck sounded at my door. I remember feeling

a perfect certainty that tliere was country news in that

knock; no Londoner would have bulged against a

man's oak, in that Giant-Blunderbore fashion at that

time of night too. In three strides I was face to

face with a bluff honest wintry but rather scared-

looking visage I well knew, even m the dark

passage ; which on recognising me, broke out without

preface-' 4 If yer plaze sur the poor Squire is djed (.)

and the ladies hopes you'll please to come down to em

immediately, for they don't know what to do.
^

It was long before Railroads. There was just time

to get to Charing Cross and catch the Mail
:
and oh

those long musty-straw-smelling rattling nights inside

the Mail, and that everlasting yard of tin outside, over

your head, with its two notes tenor and treble, request-

ing, des lg, urging, screech i.g at, the turnpike keepers

to open the gates, all down the road, at unimaginable

hours after midnight, up to the slow grey winters

lawn; and the persevering wheels whose revolutions

were performing tbroiuh your brains as you tried to

rebt your iuli against the hard upright padding. Oh

!

those nights ! Who shall dest ribe them to the young.

generation and other generations yet to come?

By breakfast-time 1 was with the mourning party.

Happily it was not a case of very near relatic .—for

any of us. Death, always solemn, is not always

supremely sad. In sending for me, the comftrt of a

relative's face to those who had but few in the world,

was not the only motive—something was to be put

down to compliment to the * young barrfcfcer* with a

vague idea that the occasion was one for a -rt of paulo-

ante futurum exhibition of his acquirements and

utilities; especially when tho day came for reading

the will.

It soon did come. Ami you could hardly think

worse cf me than I should of myself were I to dive

down into the bottomless plagiarism of re-presenting a

Scene which is pictured in every mind by pens and

pencils that have charmed human life, for evermore,

by their exquisite humour and pathos. Besides, I am
sorry to whisper (but this only in confidence—that
1 confidence ' which embarrassed men's affairs are so

fruitful i f,—so admirably successful in !) that my good
old cous'n just removed though a considerable 'squire'

in his way, had the reputation of getting not exactly

the sort of bows from his Banker (admire the con-

ciseness, not to say delicacy of so describing the

moral effect of his balanced Rental !) which terri-

torial s of his magnitude .might be supposed to

comm; 1.

Well ; the day came, and the Will, and the man to

read if. This was young Mr. Debbitt, of the firm of

Penu & Debbitt from a neighbouring town, a mild
bleached-1 ookinggentleman of soft voice (a little too much
reminding me of that muttering night-owl of an Under-
taker I had jost had to deal with) ; and as he sat at

the middle of the dining-room table, it sent me back,

•in an internal spasm of keen sad coutrast, to the merry
days, oh ! the merry days, and Noctes Ainbrosfanae, in

that room, at that table, oy thttfc !—p p. that, I had
seen ! and never, thank Heaven ! one hour for memory
to regret or be ashamed of.

" In the name of God. Amen !" Dou'fc be alarmed :

I am only recalling the first words; deeply impressive
in themselves, but which a year in a Conveyancer's
Chambers had deadened the first sense of to my ear : for

on bearing this beginning I felt myself draw up pro-
fessionally in my arm-chair into a state of rigid

criticism : for where is there so great a critic of
legal language as your Student just about to be
"learned in the Law." I pictured to myself the
Devises about to follow as having all the value and
solidity of so many slices cut out of an air balloon.
The attention I paid was corresponding,
Suddenly I became aware that every eye in the

room was upon me. I did not hear the words that
had been read; for my mind had jibbed some years
back, just then, as it has a recalcitrative habit of doing,
inconveniently. But I 'woke up, and put on a look of
as much prcxence and legal acuteness as I could, at short
notice : and then I heard word?—bitterly, scornfully
rejected on the instant—but which have turned the
destiny of my life (Good heaven ! that words shou
have such potency !) from what it was to be to what it

has been !

My dear good stupid old friend, and most remote
relative had constituted me the heir to all his Mort-
gages ! for, so I, and I believe every one who knew

estate. This had been my bete noir (and not without

reason good) almost before I had a clear idea about

anything else.

And here I was, in the very budding of my first

sensation of ' legal' importance, suddenly tripped up

by the very thing I had most delighted in ocspising.

Here I was, against my own consent transformed into

a "Man of Pauperty" as I had in contemptuous

travesty often called it. Here I was, the very thing

that I "had above all things deprecated—a j.1< rtgage

owning squire ! Never did vaulting ambition more

devoutly covet 'eirty acres' than I had prayed against

them. To have a fair field and no favor—to battle

man against man, and mind against mind for the fair

and honest wages and prizes of life.

irselhad prayed against from the first moment of.
Home Correspondence.

intell-genfe childhood it was an encumbered landed '
Z „ c ,1 K

- -
...

Turnip Cultivation.—After reading over the speeches

of the gentlemen of the Stirlingshire Central Union, on.

Turnip growing, at page 11 ; knowing that I had what

I thought a pretty good crop of Swedes, my curiosity

was raised by the extraordinary weights reported.

I had a portion of mine weighed : the following is the

result with the system of cultivation, taking a fair

average part of the field. I measured off 8 yards square,

locally called the Worcestershire perch. Alter having

them topped and butted closely, they weighed exactly

3 cwt., which is scarcely 30 tons per imperial acre,

superior as the crop is to any in this immediate

neighbourhood, many of the farmers having but lew

him, would have described his landed property,
here was I, in the diuing room aforesaid, the ac

igratulated

And
cepted

Hoc erat in volls .'—Modus agri vfa—lta !

This had been my 'stipulated condition of existence':

let come what else might, for this I at lefts* had

bargained : and now— 1

At the moment when a vexation befalls us, we are

sometimes strong and resolute. A strong fish offended

by the first entangling touches of the net darts out with

masterful indignation, even tears a hole or two

perhaps in his first vigorous leaps. How soon the

e; i circling knots and meshes creeping gradually fold

after fold seem to stupify and tame his dwindling

efforts. Before two days had passed, instead of being

back in Crown Office Row, with Saunders on Uses, and

Fearne on Remainders, I had yielded to a dozen inter-

views with that old face I introduced to you just now

at the door of my Chambers ; and answered to the

best of my power, in a dreamy bothered kind of way

question after question, which might have been coined

for the express object of wheedling one across the

bridge that led from ' Lawyer ' to ' Landowner.' It

seemed uncivil to my good old relatives to decline

to answer them ; yet I soon found that it was in fact

not for them, but for myself that I was answer-

ing ! Everything was out of repair, all of a sudden :

Cottages, Barns, Pigsties, Carthovels, Roads, (i Kails,

Pales, Drains, Ditches, Watercourses and Pumps !"

" Oh cursed spite

That I was ever born to set it right !

"

Now, in most of the paths of practical English Life,

men learn something from the footsteps of those who
have preceded them. In the day-book surely if not in the

ledger of the Past, the rising generation of

Commerce, Trade, or Manufactures gather some-

thing of the doings and even of the thoughts

of those who built up the fortunes they in-

herit or the Firms they represent. Even where

there may be little to instruct or even encourage there

is something to warn : as the leaves are turned over,

f Journals reaching back into remote years, it is

something to be able thus to travel the road that others

have beaten, though it offer little to the imagination or

the memory but the milestones !

But there is one business that drops from father to

son,' from uncle to nephew, from the old generation to

the new, without Ledger, Cash-book or even Journal.

It is a fashionable business too, reputed as a thriving,

and certainly a respected one. I have tried to find its

books : for to such a business thus early in life,

—

unassisted, and almost alone, had I succeeded. Hitherto,

I had been learning how to leant,—so far atleastasbooks

can teach the faculty, or employ it. So when this busi-

ness fell to my hands, experienced more in poring over

pages and fighting through folios than any other form

that trouble could take as yet, my first question (little

thinking I of its 'commercial' propriety !) was "Where
are tho books]"

What Books 1 (still harping on his Reading-desk !)

happy fellow ! what do you want any more with

books? You may change your books for something

else now—you are a Landowner, a Squire, a—can't you
id J— the Estate is Mm—I do understand.

Better than j 1 think perhaps. Then there are no
books, really ? No : there were ' no books' ! and what
is worse still, and more now to the purpose, there are

no books ; except indeed what I have kept myself

:

and they are so scratched, and defaced, and torn, with
early blunders ; and in some places so blotted with

—

well, call it Ink : call them Ink-blots : they are black

enough, now. The diamond-drop, you know, gene-

rically regarded is but a piece of coal : and coal is

black, as black as ink is.

and some none at all; even with their Scotch acre it

came far short of their weight. The variety' Si Irancig

and Arthur Dickson & Son's, of Chester Brown Top

Swede, which has always given such great satisfaction,

situated on the banks of the river 1 erne (?), and

other test, if all I ever heard could be believed, were
literally on the wrong side of nothing :—unless the
owner "could, like a cameleon, live on air, promise-
cranimed." You cannot feed bipeds so.

I fear I behaved very badly under the circumstances.
I jumped up in my chair as if something had stung
me : and holding it by one hand—so I was told after-

wards-— I glared a look of angry surprise at the whole
party as if I was going to throw it at them, and so be
off without taking other leave. But this fit fell away
—and then came a deep gush of nervous feeling which
throbbed in my throat, bumped under my waist-
coat, and tingled to every joint and extremity.
Never I do believe in the world was a more sincerely
ooafoundsd and ungracious devisee ! If there was a

In short then, here I was in a sort of land-ship-

wreck cast like Crusoe, Prospero, and others

upon a desert estate which nobody could tell me
anything about, without log-book, chart, or compass.

I hardly know on earth a more hopeless thing at first

look, and in after reality, than the writing-table, and
papers, of a careless man who has shuffled through the

world, not " driving his business," not even letting it

drive him—but in fact refusing his neck to the collar.

This was the sight before me—in the room where my
poor old would-te-benefactor used to sit. It was a Chaos

:

It was the real original Toh Bohv. The dust tlew

up as I threw myself for the first time on an arm chair

with my first groan : and as it rose up over my head it

eemed like the ambitious hopes that were Hying

away, and tho worthless empty prospect that was
beginning to supersede them. T,

Being »„~«vv~ - . „ K .

on the brown loam formation, our soil is from 5 to

12 feet deep; it may be deeper for anything I can tell

in some situations. The land was drained about

10 years ago with pipes 5 feet deep and 18 feet between

the drains", which has hitherto kept dry. lhe land

was G. O. ploughed and subsoiled 111 Octoher lb

inches deep; it lay all winter to get pulverised until

the month of April, and then it was cross-ploughed.

When it got sufficiently dry to carry the horses the

i horse scuflle was drawn through it to nearly the depth

of the subsoiling ; then with a pair of heavy harrows we

crot as many of the clods to the surface as possible,

and bruised them with Crosskill's clod-arusher, then

followed with the Norwegian harrow, which did its work

well by cracking those clods that did not appear on the

smface. Following in succession with a light roll and

harrows we were ready for rowing out or boating out

as some will have it, which was at once done, the

manure, composed of straw, horse droppings, and saw-

dust, having been brought into the field during winter.

The stables are kept well covered over with sawdust

fresh from the saw mill, which serves two purposes;

gathering up the urine and keeping the stables per-

fectlv sweet, and of encouraging the growth of quanti-

ties of Mushrooms all over the field where it happens

to be put in the shade of the Swede leaves. With

our light one-horse Scotch carts, we put on about

25 lo 3 to the acre, with 3^ cwt. of W ebb & Co.s

(Worcester) Turnip Manure. After being quickly

Spread and as quickly covered, we allow none of

the manure to remain uncovered during meal time, nor

at night, and having an odd horse in the field, the

sowing of the seed is kept close up to the plough. 1

deem it necessary that the utmost expedition ought to

be used in getting the small seed deposited into the

x>l soil, especially m this locality. Our soil will

neither work wet nor dry, so that we have some diffi-

culty in netting it reduced to a fine mould fit to receive

Turnip seed. It is a great error often committed in

having too much land ready for rowing up; a thunder

storm, or two or three days' rain, has put us in a worse

state than when we begun after the tour-horse

scuffling. If the barometer and the appearance of the

weather indicate rain, when we have more ground

ready than we can well make sure, instead of

keeping on with the regular rotation, we leave off and

o-ot all the ground rowed up, that is ready. If they don't

conic too cl< ly two'or three dry days put us all right

a in, or otherwise we have been thrown out for three

weeks or a month, with all the work to do over again.

The past season has taught a good many practical

lessons in that respect. We had scarcely finished when

the wet weather set in, and we dare not set a foot

upon the land. When the plants got about 8 inches

high, and seeing no appearance of fine weather, I had

them hand-thinned from 9 to 12 inches, with the weeds

pulled along the tops of the rows, for about Ss. per

ire. The rows ran about 26 inches apart. On no

account did I allow a hoe to stir the soil while wet; the

plants received no change in thinning, and owing to

thorough drainage they have grown beyond my most

sanguine expectations. J. Miller, Eardiston, Worces-

tershire.

House Sewage.—*My ministerial duties leave me
little time for any other employment; but the increas-

ing importance of the social questions involved in the

discovery and proposals set forth in my pamphlet
" National Health and Wealth," * constrain me to

request Space in your columns for a few further remarks

on that discovery and those proposals. Inquiries and

examinations have been made on the spot as to the

correctness of my statement that the same earth may

be used and dried repeatedly, and all doubt on the

subject has been by such examination entirely removed.

At the same time the luxuriant growth of everything

in the garden in which the drying shed stands,

and which is manured solely with house sewage,

convinces inquirers of the value of that sewage as

manure. But as a good deal of liquid manure is used

in this garden, its produce does not serve as a sufficient

test of the efficacy of that which is obtained by the

daily removal of night soil mixed with common earth.

I therefore got one of our farmers late in the spring to

try some of°that which had been used five times in the

daily removal of the privy soil of a family averaging 15

persons, and which had ma d dried and sifted in the

* Messrs. Bradbury & Evans, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street.
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ashed from October till May. He used 1 cwt. to

quarter of an acre, and applied superphosphate at the

same rate to the rest of the field. It is a thin soil on a

hill of chalk. The crop, though injured by the vast

growth of weeds in the late rainy season, was one

of the best in the neighbourhood, and all that I

looked for was that the piece manured by the

house manure should be as good as that which had

received superphosphate at 81. a ton. But through the

whole growth there was no mistaking the superior

healthiness and strength of the former, and on pulling

them the roots of these generally weighed full one-third

heavier than the others. Now such a valuable manure

as this can be obtained not only in private dwellings but

in our towns, and especially in public establishments,

such as hospitals, gaols, barracks, union houses, and

with great advantage to health, great increaseof comfort,

without the slightest offence, and not unfreqnently with

considerable saving of money to the public. Take as

an instance of public saving a county gaol with an

average of 150 prisoners and officials. The water closets

In that gaol may be 60, and the expense of keeping
them in order not Jess than 501. a year. An apparatus

for which I have obtained a patent (1316) is so simple

in its machinery that 60 of them would not cost 21. a

year in repairs; and if you put the value of the manure
saved and sold at 11. a head, 200Z. a year might thus be
saved to the county. A company formed for the
purpose could afford to give 2s. 6d. a head to

large village or in our

an

every cottage

smaller towns.
m a

Yes, and even the larger ones
might sell such manure with a large profit at 3£.,

or even 21. a ton. But this advantage is insignificant

compared with the vast social evil prevented, and the
increase of physical comfort and health secured by the
adoption of this mode of removing manure. Henry
Moule, Fordington Vic irage, Jan. 9.

Steam Cultivation.—I think Mr. Burcham has passed
a very hard opinion on Mr. Fowler and Mr. Smith's
individual work of ploughing and cutting up the soil

by steam. They cannot help the farmers not availing
themselves of other cultivating appliances. These two
have been the successful pioneers who have shown that

first to promulgate the principle of not pressingon the soil

for culture, and he has devised one of the most simple

d cheap contrivances that has yet been devised, and

were there no advantages or value in the lost spaces of

the land which he cannot cultivate by circular tillage,

then his would have taken the precedence of all others

as far as my opinion goes. 1 think that those who

have attempted circular tillage or cultivation in their

mechanical arrangements have been led into error by

adopting that motion, which is best for manufacturing

appliances in connection with fibrous materials in com-

merce; but the land being a friable material, and

subject to chemical and other changes, does not demand

such a motion. The most economical action is an onward

one, so long as it can be obtained to save the loss

of turning the plough, which appears to be the

most economical tool devised to effect the purpose

required. Of course I speak of it only mechanically. I

will therefore confine myself to a paper published by

the Society of Arts of 28th December last on my system,

and a locomotive cultivator, wherein I propose giving

all the advantage of the guideway system without its

cost, having added many improvements and economies,
among which is the entire abolition of the waggon or

cart for field purposes, the introduction of a permanent
headland rail, worth 500?. per mile, at the small cost of

11. per acre, and combining in one all the implements
which a farmer requires to thoroughly cultivate his

lands and reap his crops without any outlay beyond
that of the present system. H. Grafton, C.JE., 80,
Chancery Lane.

Drainage Outfalls.—It is strictly true that this Com-
pany's Act enables owners not only to go through ad-
joining proprietors' lands with outfalls, and to improve
and deepen ditches, &e. ; but also, at any subsequent
time, to repair and maintain the same ; therefore the
* failure" and refusal to "allow his neighbour to re-
move the impediment " referred to in Sir. Denton's
letters could certainly have been remedied and enforced
une'er this Company's Act. As regards the expense,
we can say that in no one case has it amounted to 5/.
for carrying into effect. Bidicell Sf Brodie, Secretaries,
Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street, London.

A VIEW OF THE LOCOMOTIVE CULTIVATCB AND HEADLAND RAIL.
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Breton Cows.—Your correspondent is unfair on the
Breton cows Many persons who wish for pure milk,
not milk and water (see Dr. Letheby's report), andwho have a small piece of land, could keep one. If
lour or even three can be kept for the cost in food of
one Alderney [ ! ], a small family might orefer them as
ensuring a constant supply, and not a period of five or
six weeks when the one cow is dry. Then they are
very gentle and will bear to be tethered. A goat's
milk is drinkable and good, but the butter intolerable,
and a goat is the most mischievous and troublesome
of animals. A. B. C. [Three Breton cows may be
kept on the food of two ordinary cows. That
is the experience in our neighbourhood. Ed 1
1 thought the goat had been tried in this countrv a ffoodmany years and found wanting. I have kept Breton
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1^ LyJ **m* RV^t this does^our.a.hibb.r,,,, for enlUvat.o, ;1 ,o„e Instead^ SSK4?2! H^JtSShs^w«> b v mv tenants i,r<™ ™ Z a1 „

CP W*" thus drained, but

Depth of Drains.-l am anxious' to" obtain deeisive information on the following »Jt I ^ , K
is the sthFest blue and yeUowZ tLKZ <*^ >"?

have hitherto in d/aining'LZptel "he riWalidrains being 4 feet deen ami in , « 1
e f al1

not drv some of «JU SiV? *"** aParfc this does

r ^. , - 4 -«^«. ^/t^^o >fitu collars V(\
and 5 yards apart, would of course beW \

[S
view to reasonable expense, on this ve

^
impervious clay, through which the vvatp?

^ ^
down, my question is-what is the best A^}*
width apart, and pipes to use ? Whether tif

H
and 10 yards apart and H inch pipes with coS>present mode), or as urged, 3 feet deep 7 va«i ^
and 2 inch pipes without collars. I sh«ii d 11^
your scientific friends Mr. Bailey DeLn ¥
Mechi and others to treat this objectSir? X

one on which much maybe said both ways if*'my tenants urge is reasonable and right uCwl T
to do as they wish, but if their views j£z£*
shall be glad for some one more capable tin
to show them their mistake by arguments ''V"^
such as will convince them. A Gloucestershire Zai^h

octetics*

Society of Aets : Straw Blait.—During the £
cussion which followed Mr. Tansley's paper on •

subject, Mr. P. L. Simmonds said:~Tl»e details 4
information connected with the straw plait tnfe

hitherto of the mosi meagre character, were

«

great importance to numbers in Europe and Aroeria

as well as in Asia and our colonies. Some

their manufactures came occasionally into trade hn

and several were of a most expensive character, reali*

exceedingly high prices. At the Paris Exhibition
1

1855, where there was an excellent display of strr

plait manuiactures of Tuscany, Switzerland, Belgian

Saxony, and France, Great Britain in this clw 11

quite unrepresented, although, as the Jury Bepr

observed, " She occupies a distinguished rank" in tb

particular manufacture. A very creditable competifc

display of our skill and industry was made at Hj.

Park in 1851, and judging from the specimens ontix

table, and the details given of progress, there n

reason to believe that a better display still would b*

made in the Exhibition of 1862. Mr. Tansleyb.

given the value and particulars of our home trade ii

this matter, and by way of comparison, and in order ta

fill up the details he (xMr. Simmonds) would handint

publication and reference the statistics of the imp*

and export of straw plait, &c, for the five years enfe.

with 1858, the latest returns published. From tte

it would be seen that our import from France ai

Tuscany had declined neaily one-half, while our expo:

averaged more than 43,000Z. in value, evidencing tfc

activity of the trade, which even supplied iora?

markets, besides the increasing consumption at to

Mr. Tansley's paper would, he felt sure, be read*

studied with interest by large classes both at homes

abroad, and it was a striking evidence of the groat

portance of very many seemingly small manutaclnrfv

the country which only required to be properly aescr*

to become much more appreciated.

Quantities and Values of Stbaw Plaiting and Ei«

imported from france and tuscany

Franck.

1854-ITats
Plait
-Hats
Plait
-Hats
Plait

-Hats
Plait

-Hats
Plait

1855

1S56

1857

1858

1 *

>!

Quantity.

Lbs.
37,399
176,926
14,699

125,425
19,354
143.220
24,953

144,398
112,147
110,994

Value.

£
112,197
171.766
44.098

120,757
58,062

137,830
74,8-0

136,418
34,616
105.785

Tuscan' v.

Quantity

Lbs.

5,910

20, .-50

7,078

3,007

4,519

4,745

2,983

4,853

2,991

12,5

.t

...

.»

3.

I

Exports of Plaiting of Straw,

Weight.

1854
185->

185.5

U57
1858

• •

• -

Total ..

Average

£
138,713
101,831
112.285
126,968
82,114

561,911
112,382

Value of

British.

£
40,515
41,145

58,972
46,804
29,810

217,246
43,449

Value of

Foreign

1
17,4

10,230

7,306

25,455

20,507

I:

ft

Straw hats were not particularly sped

exports.

ified*

cli

s«ix were employed in this branch of »i

000 of ti<;

rope, aid othir

pores,
.. i. a ftom

y

Mr. Tansley, in reply to a vote of tuanws
^

air, said he hoped the ladies present wou^^

_ _
"ulS

therefore, by their patronage of it, ^'
e
.

3r

- f
|f*

tribute to the moral and social well-being ^
large class of society. When Jadies wore sin^
they patronised a strictly national article, **tf*
entirely of home produce, both as to the 1

•

the manufacture; and, happily, it waS AiSicO^
female attire which became the ladies ot " ^
better than anything else they could ^'

f

remarks had been offered as to the
>

wei,
.

1
.'

n

t|ie f
hats by the male sex. He was certain, n_

^
•

expendine onctbird in our locomotion, or IrZlw 7 ,°n ,nl1 si

3
npai t. The expense ot draining 4 feet deep and 5 '

season, both as to convenience and the p

men of London had the boldness to w^r l

£^.
would experience i?reat comfort from the" ^
cnaam, K^U „- 4.- . : „«/l fllP Pl*^1
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lie hair, which suffered considerably from the want of

proper ventilation in the lints now generally worn.

Edinluioh: Condition of Labourers.—At a recent

meeting of landowners and agriculturists in Edinburgh

the following resolutions were adopted :
—

1 That, taking into consideration the general improvement

i'i a'Tieulture in Scotland, it is most desirable that increased

attcut ould be directed to improving the condition of the

rural labourers. -

t
.

2 That as comfortable and commodious dwellings greatly

tend to promote moralitv, delicacy of feeling, and sound bodily

health, this meeting while cordially admitting what has been

already done in this direction would earnestly call the attention

of landed proprietors and farmers to the necessity of increased

efforts to provide these in greater numbers than exist at

present, and to the facilities afforded for this purpose by recent

Acts of Parliament enabling proprietors of entailed and un-

entailed estates to build and to improve cottages.

3. That as improved cultivation necessarily implies an in-

crease in the amount and quality of the labour employed, it is

the duty and interest of both landlords and tenants, that a

sufficiency of cottage accommodation be provided on every

farm, thus removing at the same time an impediment to the

forma i of those domestic and family ties so essential to the

Lap

i

I welfare of the human race.

4. That this meeting recognises the necessity of greater

attention on the part of proprietors and farmers to the import-

ance of education, both juvenile and adult, and especially to

the disadvantages connected with the practice of taking away
hildren from sohool during a pressure of field labour.

In the course of the proceedings the following

description was given by Mr. Simpson, of Teawig,

Inverness shire, of the Scottish labourer. It had been

his lot to spend many of the years of his youth and

early manhood in different distant countries; to view

man in many different aspects—savage and civilised.

He had returned to his native country, and for 16 years

had been engaged in the cultivation of land as his only

occupation, and he might add, his sole source of living.

During these years he had of course had much acquaint-

ance and intercourse with the rural population of

Inverness and Iloss-shires, in both of which he occupied

land. He had formed a high opinion of the character

and capabilities of that class. From his acquaintance,

as he had already said, with man in his various types,

for he had had intercourse more or less with the in-

habitants of the four quarters of the globe, he had
some right to speak of the physique of a man ; and he
placed tlie Scottish peasant, when in his prime— before

being broken down, as he too often was, by his own
neglect fully as much as by the neglect of his employers
—very high in that scale. He had good bone, plenty

of muscle, md certainly not too much fat. On the
mental scale he would also place him high. He had
intellect, intelligence, and generally more or less educa-

tion, but he 'was not to be driven capriciously or

mechanically— if that was attempted he was apt to

become one of " the greatest plagues of life"— if he
was Led well and judiciously, he became in truth what
our American cousins called " a help." Having said

this much for the agricultural labourer, he perhaps had
a right to say something to him, and this would be his

counsel to him. Do not suppose that your lot is

altogether a hard and bitter one. It has many great
alleviations, nay, great privileges. You live in a land
where wars and rumours of wars sound only from a
distance. When they seemed lately to come nigh your
dwellings, a great body of your fellow subjects came
forward, and by their voluntary association have put
that danger for ever away—no military levy or con-
scription can touch you, you are absolately free from all

direct taxation, and of indirect taxation 'the share you
pay is nominal ; in fact taxation is confined to luxuries,

ne at any rate of which, and not the least expensive-
he meant tobacco—yon would better be without. You
live in a land where one day in the week is one of sacred
rest—where you have religious instructors, and educa-
tion for your children at a moderate cost. Your labour
is, when rightly regulated (and to induce right regula-
tion of it is one of the objects of our meeting today),
is not .xcessive; and it is carried on in the pure open
air in a climate which, on the whole, is that where out-
door labour can be most constantly carried on without
chance of injury of any in the world. Much would
your countrymen in the arid plains of Australia, in the
agueish, sickly, backwoods of America, give for a
breath of the pure healthy air which you breathe. He
had dwelt a little longer than he intended on this head,
because he desired that our Scottish ploughmen should
retain what our national poet, one of themselves,
described as one of the blessings he wished them,
"Sweet Content." He is no friend but an enemy of
theirs who would paint them their condition generally
in dark colours—it may be there are dark snots in
the picture—but he believed these were local; the
great body was healthy and well conditioned. There were
some slight local ulcers, to these it would be as well to
apply me caustic, and he hoped it would be judiciously
applied to-day, and that in time it would do its work.

In the counties with which he (Mr. S.) was connected,
the staple of the farm servants were married men,
haying each his cottage, which, small and humble, and
to southern eyes often apparently incommodious as they
were, were their own, and in their case was fully
examplified the truth of the saying " a wee bush better
than na beild." The men were generally quiet, moral
--he. might add religious. The returns of illegitimate
births showed most favourably in comparison with the
counties where men did not marry, because they could
not. Four parishes, of large extent, had their junction
near him, and as he paid poor-rates in two, and had the
other two every day in his eye, he associated them

together. They were, as he had said, of large extent'

and they had several and very different classes

OCCOpantfl; there were a good many large farms of

arable land ; there were a considerable number of small

class farmers paying from 20/. to 100/. rental; there

were a good number of sheep farms in mountainou

districts ; and there were upwards of 300 crofters

paying less than 20/. rental—perhaps as great a

diversity as could be found in any district in Scotland.

The population of the four parishes in 1851 was 10,323

—the illegitimate births during the year 1859 was 11,

being, allowing for some increase in population since

1851, just one instance of bastardy in each 1000 of the

population—a pretty clean bill of morality.

The system that prevailed in the northern counties,

excluding Caithness, which was allied to the north-

eastern counties — was yearly engagements — the

men, in a large proportion, married or in the way of

getting married—and the general tone was good,

though he could not say it was improving, for half-

yearly engagements and bothies for single men were

creeping in. The men had their yearly money wages,

and an allowance of meal, potatoes, &c, which was

quite sufficient, when well husbanded, for the support

of an average family. In the family relationship

consisted the safety and prosperity of the class. A
ploughman, without a wife at home to take care of his

clothes and cooking, was a very helpless man. His
oatmeal, which, when well made into porridge, was a

nutritious and palatable food, fit to set before a Queen
—for it was known since her excursion to Strathsprey

that her Majesty breakfasted on that dish; but when
made by a single man into brose or "stir-about m

it is a

dish to extract the necessary nourishment from which
taxed, and in time exhausted the human stomach. The
house accommodation certainly was not over abundant
in the best case, and was gradually falling behind the

requirements of the time there as elsewhere in Scotland ;

and to remedy this growing evil was one of the sub-

jects which would to-day occupy much of their attention.

He thought that each man should have a separate

house in a detached piece of land, say one-eighth acre of

ground. This would give room for a gravelled plot for

the children, for a little wash green for clothes, and
for garden ground for the simpler vegetables. It was
well known that suburban semi-detached residences

were on many grounds disliked, and he thought that

cottages being built even two in a block involved

bringing families into too near contact; hence
quarrels and wranglings. The houses should be built i

to contain two rooms, say 12 by 14 feet, with a porch
outside—one chimney stalk would heat both rooms.
The roof to be a pavilion one, thatched with straw—the

!

warmest cottage roof in winter, the coolest in summer.
A room in this roof would be used for storing articles,

and for sleeping place if the size of the family required
it. This would be a very inexpensive, and he believed

perfectly suitable and acceptable house for married
ploughmen, and without entering into close calculations,

he believed it might be built—the cartage of materials

not charged for, and the timber from the proprietor's

woods at wholesale price—at a cost of 40/. The greive

or foreman would require a house of rather better

accommodation, say costing some 50/., and thus an acre

of ground appropriated in a position not too far nor yet
too near to the steading, with 300/. expended in

building cottages, would afford every accommodation for

the working staff of a 400 acre farm. He thought that

cottages on even a more humble scale provided for

female outworkers would also be very valuable. There
were many women from the country who had married
townsmen, become widow's, and were pining away their

lives in the garrets of the towns, dependent on
parochial rates, or on the wretched wages of needle-
work, who would gladly return to the country could
they find a roof to cover them, and cheerfully engage
in the labours of the Turnip sowing and harvest work,
and thus relieve the pressure for female labour that was
felt more severely every year in the high farmed
districts of Scotland. This brought him to consider
the case of small agricultural holdings, on which he was
aware that different or rather conflicting opinions were
held. There were a large number of such holdings, as
he had already stated, in the district in which he resided.
In order not to speak at random, he had looked into the
parochial valuation rolls, and he found that in the
district lying within a few miles of his house there were
289 tenancies of less than 20/. per annum. It gave
him pleasure to give testimony to the worth of this
class morally, and to their value to the neighbourhood.
They paid rents for their little holdings generally in

excess of their agricultural value. They supported
themselves partly on the produce of their holdings, and
partly by working at the trenching, draining, dyking,
and other operations connected with agricultural im-
provement. Their sons became ploughmen, their
daughters domestic servants; altogether they were a
creditable and valuable class. A good deal might
certainly be done for their further advancement.
Instead of allowing them, unaided, to improve and then
cultivate the waste places on which they settle down

—

and many such waste places, he believed, would be
found in every district in Scotland—were they, under
the provision of the Drainage Act, advanced money
for that purpose, they would make a fair start in the
race, and would not afterwards be apt to fall behind.

He would earnestly counsel proprietors, particularly

those bordering on the highland districts of Scotland

(high land he did not confine to the Celtic districts) to
turn their attention to the building up of such a class
as this. He had already indicated that their sons were
good recruits for the working rural population. What
recruits they made for the Queen's service let the
character of the Highland regiments bear witness.

The third resolution was moved by Mr. Hope, of

Fen ton Barns, who gave the following account of an
East-Lothian labourer :—I will endeavour to state as

shortly as I can the position of the rural labourers iu

East- Lothian, with which I am best acquainted.

Almost all the ploughmen there are married men, hired

from Whit Sunday to Whit Sunday. Their wages are

generally 9 qrs. of Oats, 2\ qrs. Barley, 1 qr. Beans,

the keep of a cow, cottage (with garden and pigstye),

land for Potatoes, a small sum of money, food in

harvest, coals driven, &c, worth altogether something

like 12*. 6d. or 13s. per week. I have never yet seen a

more respectable class of labourers than those men who
are paid in produce in any part of Scotland, or England
either. I attach very great importance to every

man having a cow of his own. It is of great ad-

vantage to him in bringing up his family, by
the abundance of wholesome food it supplies, and,

from his wife's skilful management, he is, besides,

enabled to sell produce often to double the value of the

cow's keep. Before a man sets up as a hind, he
requires to have saved something like 30/., to pay for

his cow and furniture, and few of them marry until

they have done so. We all know the feeling of self-

respect which property invariably gives. A man with

a good cow in the byre rarely takes to petty larcency

or poaching. Nothing pleases me more than the

intense interest displayed by every man, woman, and
child in the welfare of their cow. I have heard it

alleged by farmers where it was not the custom for

labourers to have cows and pigs, that it tempted
them to pilfer. After a pretty long experience, I can

affirm that this is not the case : I hold the cow and the

pig to be pledges for their honesty; neither would I

have about me men I suspected of dishonesty. I

believe every way it makes them better and more
thoughtful servants, and I have 15 men in my employ-
ment who have cows of their own. I should not like a
man without a cow to be in any charge, or to drive

horses belonging to me. At one time it was customary

for each servant who was a householder to furnish a

boy or a woman as an outworker during the summer
months. This was occasionally a great hardship, when
the houses were only perhaps hovels 18 feet square,

and work was not given constantly, and particularly

when the outworker was not a member of the family.

It is true the poorer classes can do far more for them-
selves than can be done for them. But this building

of comfortable houses is a thing they cannot do ; it

depends on the will of the wealthy. I think I have
clearly shown that it is the interest of both proprietors

and tenants that it should be done; I have no doubt
it is also their duty.

ftetuebjg.

Hints for Farmers, Sec. By Robert Scott Burn,
Editor of " The Year-book of Agricultural Facts."

Routledge.

A marvellous shilling's worth for the mass of facts

compacted together in it ! Gathered from all quarters

and arranged according to the subject, furnished with
an index, it is a store house of all manner of agricul-

tural information. The only criticism we can make
upon it applies to all such collections, viz., that the
statements of facts contained in it depend for their

trustworthiness upon all sorts of authorities.

When a writer states anything on his own responsi-
bility, his assertions soon acquire a certain positive and
proportional value by which the reader can guide the
confidence to be placed in them ; but when contributions

have been levied from every store house of hints and
facts for farmers, editorship consisting merely in con-

densation and classification, the various assertions have
extremely various values as guides to practice, and the
reader has no guide to their relative trustworthiness.

Thus we happened to open the book at its 58th page
where Poa annua, Hordeura pratense, aud Cynosurus
cristatus are named among Grasses of superior qua-
lity ; while Loliura perenne is named as a Grass of
medium quality, and Poa pratensis and Poa trivialis are

classed together as of similar quality, and Festuca
duriu*cula is placed in the same class with Bromus
er< etas and Holcus lanatus, and Festuca pratensis is not
named at all. Of course the authority for this classifi-

ttion is given, but unless the reader refers to the paper
from which it is extracted, and sees within what limits,

or under what circumstances the writer arrived at these

conclusions, he will certainly be misled, for there is not

one of these statements to which the practical man will

not object.

This however is a long account of but half a page in

a book containing 168 of them filled, as closely as small

type and clever picking have enabled, with an immense
store of useful agricultural information. It is one of

the cheapest shilling's worths we have seen.

The Agriculture of Berkshire. Pp. 44. By the Rev.
J. C. Clutterbuck. Bell & Daldy, Fleet Street.

Our readen have already seen the contents of this

pamphlet, as they were last year published iu weekly
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sections in our columns. We strongly recommend

them to procure it in its completed form as one of the

best geo-apieultural essays we have seen. Besides

being descriptive of the geolopry and of the agriculture

of a central and important English county, it teaches

and illustrates truths which are everywhere of the

highest practical importance.

Miscellaneous.
Califamian Bur Clover.—Its name is derived from

spherical burs, from an eighth to a quarter of an inch

in diameter, which it bears in clusters of three. This

bur Clover is found in nearly all parts of the State, and

is extremely valuable as food for stock. Cattle do not

like it much when green; but after it dries, the burs

fall upon the ground, and are picked up by the cattle,

while the stranger is astonished at seeing cattle pastur-

ing and keeping fat on what appears to him to be the

bare yellow ground. The bloom consists of three very •».»«"«"», «~- -™-—urY^cT^nYkA^ctwd esneciallv bv
,/ i, a T4- •„ „„• J n,«f fl»« ofolVa nf this commodity. Considerable loss will be sustained, especially uy

small yellow flowers. It is said that the stalks ot this
the ^e0pi ej from the Potatoes being frosted. This might

Clover take root whenever the joints touch the ground. be easi iy prevented by covering the pits with horses' manure.

Hutching's California Magazine. [[Specimens for
J
The return of_ fresh weather^ has cheered the hearts of our

which we are indebted to Mr. Andrew Murray, show ' *
"
" *~A ~* 1~""~

this to be the common Medicago denticulala.]

stubble have yet to receive their winter furrow and only a

an 1 the frost came so soon, that the earliest.sowrl Wheat is.so

little above ground that we cannot yet.decide wh^effec^e

intense and protracted frost has had upon it 0f™
^f*J»

however we are less afraid than we are of the Turnips.

Sge to tell, notwithstanding the heavy falls
,

of snow in

other quarters, we have not yet had a depth of 2'"^hes. hence

our fears in regard to the Turnip crop. As long as the frost

eonUnued the sheep made no distinction-eating;
fuUy as readily

an unsound as a sound one, apparently glad to^ meet with a

Turnip on which their teeth would make an easy ""P^on.
\ow however, they will be more particular, and speedily the

thaw will unfold the full amount of damage ; what remains of

he softer kinds, which should have been all
I
eaten before now

must be nearly entirely destroyed ; whilst the Swede and the

Green-top Yellow will not escape unhurt. In
.

th%a™;un™
many let their Turnips at a low figure ^PP08.^^^
abundance of the crop, and the loss of sheep last spring, that

there would be difficulty in getting them consumed at any

price. Now, however, the demand has increased the price is

advancing, and before Grass come, Turnips will be a costly

working class, iu to many of whose dwellings destitution had

entered.

Calendar of Operations,

JANUARY.
Berwickshire Mkrse Farm ; Jan. 21—Notwithstanding

predictions to the contrary, it has blown fresh these tkree days,
and all that remains of the deep snow is to be found behind
fences and plantations. Partial thaws having occurred twice
or thrice since thenew year, we have got quit of it very quietly,
and it is to-day for the first time that the streams are nearly
brimful. Snow commenced fa ling on 16th December, and
during three or four days it accumulated to the depth of a foot,

the air being quiet and comparatively mild. On Christmas
Eve, however we were suddenly seized with one of the severest
frosts ever known ; a protected thermometer, 4 feet above the
ground, indicating a minimum of 4° below zero, and not
rising higher during the day than 10°. Three days it persisted
with similar intensity, but mitigated as to its effects by the
absence of rime ; moreover it is noteworthy.that the barometer
was low. As a contrast, on the 16th and 17th Feb. 1855, with a
high barometer, the hoar frost floated palpably in the air, and
covered the trees with spikes a couple of inches in length,
killing most of the Evergreens. Owing to the previous con-
tinuance of wet, few had any store of Turnips ; and a large
portion of those in store being hard frozen at Christmas, they
had to be supplemented by an extra allowance of cake and
meal. On many farms it was necessary to send all hands
afield, in all weathers ; and many a hand and foot got severely
frost-bitten in consequence—some of the cases very serious.
For sheep it was a decided change for the better ; for now they
got their meat clean, with a warming feed of hay and straw.
Hay-ricks are pretty well exhausted, and we should fear to
face another month of such weather; but, as far as yet gone,
we believe live stock in general have come through much
better than last year, Turnips having been so well protected.
Work is wofully far behind—much worse than last •

r. Some
fields of Wheat and Oats, and a large moictv of the
Bean crop, still stand exposed. Some are carting
the sheaves in to their wintering cattle—the only use they are
fit lor. The breadth of Wheat sown is a mere trifle, and there
w a prevailing impression that Barley pays better than spring
Wheat ; but of course further operations may be infiuenc d by
the character of next month. Much stubble is yet to plough
besides almost all lea and Turnip land ; and it will 1 hardwork to get ready for seed time. Swedes, on the other hand
demand immediate attention, lest black frost should follow'
Barley is a good crop, and Oats limited; but of fine qualit\Bad as were our anticipations of the Wheat crop the reality
surpasses them. From want of frost winds the condition hasnot improved and 59 lbs. per bushel is consid d a good
weight We threshed some the other day, yielding under
30 bushels per acre, and weighing 52* lbs., price 34* nor
quarter. Last year we had the same variety weighing 65J lbs.

Isle of Ely : Written during thefrost.—An agricultural report
just now seems almost needless, as nearly all work issu^pondedManure carting, which found employment for the horses

i\UvS b r,!
arl>

' Pa£ °f the
f
rOSt

' is n0W ^Pleted, an 1
, hall the horses are idle; we have between 20 and 30 our "esdoing nothing every day, and this occasions great difficultv hifinding work for the men. Thrashing is KlSS

S?r£Md
i.

R fGW W6ekS l0Dger conti™™ce oAhi fatherwill make sad havoc amongst the corn stacks. The inci 'edsupplies and the general stoppage of navigation haveTendedto check operations, and but few buyers <?f Wheat are to be
SSJi ZH "?T feW S

-

eleCt the ** S™P^ offeZr andsecure them at lower prices. The tendency of a long t isto make Wheat cheaper during the period of its continu neebut lt prepares the way for a better trade afterwards ai

ment for nearly all our surPh£ hbonr'dnH^,
g fil

V
s empl°^

winter month./ and nomont p^S^S""* * £0rtlon of the
so large or so quick

a

veU ra%hpK v -

Up°? the farm
-vie! U

the 3ole seeda £e fas^
crop was deficient The price of meat ~™ '

-

d
'
*ndJ h

? MaD«cl
be still higher as snrinS S^™? mMna ?°°d '

but must
Wheats have been eSverfdImS o tie froT^ °Ww£«
are now bare and look mwbcSfc tSJ J 7Uh s

.
now\ tut

and severe during the Ivttwn «r J ^mds have been L*h
vegetation, lock %m w thtrpY Sre

?
days

*!
aild bave made

and Inteu^everefriS of thew> *Car
*S ?»SK80nt,llued

affect our licrhi F*n wllf Ji ,
f
?
lTr weeks wil1 seriously

Si^IXTe^nT* W
° remember f°r 8° h a

Wester n^m : j^ ^ _A thoroTlgh and very agrreeablq

STATE OF THE WEATHER-BERKSHIRE.
For the week ending January 24: observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, "Wallingford.

Temperature of Air. Tempera-
ture of

Wind

1
a
o

I
.

• Soil 1 foot Rain.

- c E \C a "a s below the
i

3D

1

F 1

S
c
s

surface.

P

s

Degs, Degs. Degs. Degs. Degs. Ins.
^. _ i

Friday M .. U.2 33.0 29.0 31.2 m • S.E. 30.14

Saturday 19 .. U.i 33.0 26.0 30.0 36.0 • • S.W. 30.6

Sunday 20 .. 38.2 38.0 32.0 348 38.0 0.05 W. 30.10

Monday 21 .. i'12 42.(1 35.0 38.2 36.0 0.01 w. 30.30

Tuesday 22 .. 58.4 42.6 27.0 38.7 36.0 • » S.W. 30.25

Wednesday 23 .

.

61.0 38.4 1 31.6 40.5 36.5 0.01 S.W. 30.10

Thursday 24 .. 37.2 , 36.6
j
31.0 33.9 36.5 • • S.W. 29.90

The readings are taken at 9 .v.m on the days named ; and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to* the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bonedust: TJ. For clay land you had better apply it dis-
solved in acid. Mangal Wurzels grown on clay soil, autumn
cultivated, and manured with farm yard dung, will repay
an additional dressing of 3 cwt. per acre of super-phosphate of
lime. It is not however at all likely that on clay iand well
tilled, dependence on farm yard dung is likely to result in
any appreciable diminution in fertility—the way which A. B.
has pointed out.

Cottage Accommodation : Merevale. Landowners can borrow
money of the Land Improvement Companies who advertise
in our columns for cottage buildings, giving a rent charge on
their estates for a period long enough for the repayment of
principal and interest.

Clover: / B. Hando'n House. Mr. Lawes' " mixed mineral
manure," used iu his experiments on Meadow land was
fouud greatly to increase the growth of Clover. It consisted
of 3 cwt. of superphoshate of lime, 300 lbs. of sulphate of
potash, 200 lbs. of sulphate of soda, 100 lbs. of sulphate of
magnesia, If you apply these they should be mixed and
sown broadcast early in spring. Probably two thirds of
these quantities would be a sufficient dressing.

Manures, Lins ed Cake, &c—The London Manure Companv
report that the arrivals of Peruvian guano have been this
week confined to one cargo of 556 tons. Nitrate of
soda is very firm and will probably be dearer when the frost
breaks up ; sulphate of ammonia as last report. Cakes of all
kinds exceedingly firm owing chiefly to the small stock and
t^e scarcity of feeding stuff. Linseed, both iu ba^ and
barrel, fully maintain the prices quoted. Rape and Cotton
much asked for, and supply limited.

Peruvian Guano, direct from
Importers' Stores or ex V-per ton.

Ship J
Bones .. ,,

Ditto, crushed „
Ditto, half-inch . . . . per qr.

Ditto, dust ,,

t>

i»

H
'I

»
»»

Animal charcoal (70 per cent. >„„„ , n„
Phosphate) ... . .

|Per ton

Coprolite, Cambridge,
\

whole )

Ditto ditto, ground
Ditto Suffolk, whole
Ditto ditto, ground
X it rate of Soda
Sulphate < >f Ammonia
Gypsum

)t in (London)
huric acid, concentrated ) ^ rt„ ,,

1845 j" Perlb -

Ditto, brown, 1.712 . . .

.

„
Superphosphate of Lime . . per ton.
Blood Manures
Dissolved Bones
Linseed Cakes, best Ameri-

)

cm (barrel) )
M

Ditto ditto (bag) ..

Ditto English
Raj>e Cake
Cotton-seed Cake

& s. d. £ s.

12 5 to 12 12

4 15 to 5 5
6

^^

*^r

17 6 to 19 6
17 6 to 19 6

4 10 to 5

2 2

2

1

2

13
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1

13
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6
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10
10
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15

* *

10

1

»>

5

6
6

10
5
10

3
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6

7
6

10

77

11

11

11 17 6 to 12 5

10 15
11

6 10

7

to
to
to
to

11
12
7

7

15
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The Stocking or Pasture : ACS wishes ^ «-^— •

cows, all tlnvo years old, or all t^S^*™?™*year old. 100 statute acres of pasture -^^ '
°r a11 onem fair

thaw has at length eet in' F

trua out
land that will cL 7c^iidf^W 2t

v^f
68

' We know of
of land that XbareJr k<eZtJSS?

hS lt3^ ^r acre ^d

8 tons of Grasi Sr^SduriSl^ .
Bn°h land ma^ ^ie?d

800 tons of Grass between Mv i?
8a?5er ^owth

'
about

day, equal to the kee^i^^Lkna^J.f 10
'
°r 5 toM a

weatber_continue for a few days, mild as it now is, the frost
mid be in at

necessrty. Many fit 3 of
»»k. For this there 13 \inusual oaonnitv. W™,, s. .

',

MESSRS. MILNE and CO., Nttes^v,
men, and Florists, Camellia Nnr. ™ES

-

otfully tender fi °Z
~

WEBSttsS
thLold es4li3h

e

efe™%<

Road, London, S., respectfully tender thS ^ Va«Hliw
cordial thanks tj their numerous friend* «„ j

most 8incetT?
kind and liberal support which they have^W Patron8TSS
since their succession to the old eafi»W4„u^j,8lowcd »«»*.'

Chandler & Sons, and beg to inform tLn ifSofW
quencc of the decease of their senior Pan?

faat ^12
admitted to a share in the Business, and a«Xrer

' lWw
Mr. JOSEPH F.MESTON, whose thorolh

T

gIn^
ledge of Horticulture and excellent busiS

, hS¥Ucal^1
with several years experience in the fnrmot- ' ^oibk
Pleasure Grounds, Parks, «fcc, under W A K

°f^2
warrant them in assuring their customers tw ESPIEU), C
ment of the Garden will have due consideratii

67^'**
orders with which they may be honoured shall l

a "d^
heretofore, with care and punctuality. exec

GEMUINE TOBACCO"PAP£TW7jSi.
C -^H APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs t, ^

• Nurserymen, Dorking), has nowatronH cf^i ^
above on hand in 4 lb. packets, Is. 3d. per^JW**
monials see Gardeners' .Chronicle,'January 5 ffi ^or

FOR SM
*.

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS, Mt ,,
with a Candle, save all trouble, destroy all hv

are already used by some of the leading GardenerT
obtained of the principal Seedsmen and Nurserymen 9packet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neal, Edward ft?Birmingham. Trial packets, Is. each.

™
' FUMIGATING AND SYRINGING*
GRIFFITHS and AVISS, Tobacconists! Co«*

call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER Iti.2
in use, safe in application, altogether effective in the daS!
tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, &c, nominal in price lit!
per dozen pounds, sent to any part of the kingdom on n£
of Post Office Order. To those in the Trade a liberal djuZ
on 2S lbs. and upwards. The following practical geS
have submitted it to every kind of ordeal, and bear testiaa
it is all we represent :

—

<~—^

Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Padk
Mr. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey
Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland, TrenQa
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall

Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park

Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D. Ryder, Wtathi

Hemel Hempstead
Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. It. West, Esq., Alcot Park
Mr. W. H. Mount ford, H. R. Hughes, Esq., Kiamel P

St. Asaph, North Wales
Mr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Gun*

Hoddesden
Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

.

Richmond, Surrey
Mr. John Reeves, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting Hill, W.

,

Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, Shipston-on-Stour
Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Seedsman, aid Fi :-

Leamington Nursery
Mr. John Ogden, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Cov

Messrs. S. Perkins & Sons, Nurserymen, Seedimen, h

Florists, Coventry
V* Agents Wanted. Nurserymen and Florists preferred.

N.B. Cast Fumigating Pots, Tobacco Water for Byriagat

and Tobacco Juice for Sheep Dressing.

INTEIl DRESSING foe ORCHARD Hi'

and_other FRUIT TREES.
Extractfrom ike Eipm l

of the OrchardBm
Mr. Riven.

"January paint the

(every shoot and bud,

Gishurst Compound.

pound to the gallon <

This will destroy the ey

Aphides." .

Vines and outside *

should first be wasli

and shoots, with 8 M
of Gishurst, then JJ
with clay and Gi

n 7,«„«o' fihvMU&t W

wash.

Gardeners' Chronic* '

or with lime, sulphar,^,

hurst, made into a 1^

the smeU be dislike \.v.*

2s. 3

1 fit ^* [ I Lf ^^ ^** * ~* ^

solution 48 hours bet

Full directions

of weaker solutionsi

«p

mildew and insect pests in spring and summer,

culars of the experience of many great gardening

are enclosed with the boxes o( Gishurst. These .ire -

retail through any nurseryman and seedsman a*
»

105. 6d. each, wholesale byJ^aiCE^ Pa^ent_Candlej ^.

Tanned" garden netting foi- vfS
Seed Beds. Fruits, Strawberries, from m

Birds, &c. , and as a Fence for Fowls, &c. 1 If
2 yards, 3r7. ; 3 yards, 4Jd. ; and 4 yards 6d..v*

,;d

quantity, may be had at Chas. Weight's, 376, &**?&
Greenhouse and Flower-pot Sticks Varnished.--- ^

H, 4/. ; 2, 6d. ; 2^ 7d, ; 3, lOd. [ 4, U 6d. per dozen. ^
Sticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet, Is. 6d.

',
*>

6, 3s. 6d. An allowance to Nurserymen. ~— ,„.

pATENT UUTTA ? B K ChT^,
J- Important to Garde rs.—The Gutta ru ,

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt oi

letter from G. Glenny, Esq., the celebrated *l<>n^-

"420, Strang ,

"Gentlemen.—I have worn Gutta Percha Soif8 ^ r^
these two years, and being so much in a £arr

in
allstfj

sarily am in all weathers, and with the grouna fecc*

would on no account be without them. As a mAll
foX {

I would recommend Gardeners to use tB
.

e"1>

the ir

repair the worn part at all times by warm^ w
.
(

the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts^-
1

d,

as easily as if it were so much doug>, I think it
{

persons who must occasi<">naUer wet their le
lerier*J

material that completel v defies damp. Many a b- -
el ,

escape colds and rheumatism by the use ofwow ^^t.
" Your obedient servant, '

yn\&
Kvery variety of Gutta Percha articles, such

^
3 " y*

Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire J^ ^ '

Union Joinu, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, ChamberJ ^
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, G

.f*
a,

Gutta
Y'

Calbotype Trays, & c . manufactured by tne .

q
^m

Company, and sold by their wholesale deaie» ^w
country.—The Gutta Percha Company, Patent -.

Boad, City R^ad, London, E. C.
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c. WHEELER SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER,

OFFER THE FOLLOWING

SELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS (True),
Carriage Free by Rail (if ordered to the amount of 20s. and upwards)

Many of the sorts are scarce, and early Orders will be necessary.

per qt.

»>

I

1

1

bea.ns-uazagan ..

Mackie's Monarch
Newington Wonder

BEET—Wheeler's ex. fine, per pkt
BORECOLE—Cottager's

A-*"r*fHB K*\e

.

. per oz. 1

Coare Tronchuda ,, l
BHU OLl—Haomm Winter W iilte,

per packet 1

Knight's Protecting per oz. 1

Dilcoek'a Bride „ l

BRUSSEJ.- SPROUTS..
,, l

CABBAGE—Wheeler's Imperial ,,

CAULIFLOWKK-Walchoren.p.ptl
8tadtholder .] . \

0s. 0J.

U
6

>»

6

6
I

10

6

per oz,CARROT—Scarlet Horn
James's Scarlet .. „

CELERY— Incomparable, per pkt.
Laing's Mammoth „ENDIVE—Imperial Batavian.

per oz.

LEEK—A v ton Castle Giant „
LE VOX—Tom Timmb, per pkt.

Wheeler's Imperial
Griffin'* Al .

.

• • .»

OX ION—White Spanish per oz.

James's Keeping
Tripoli

PEAS—Wheeler's First Early, per
quart

>»

Os. 6<1.

4
1

6

1

1

1 6
1

1

10
1

1

1 4

per qt.

>>

»»

PEAS—gangster's No. 1

Dickson's Favourite .

Harrison's Perfection
MammDth .. .. „

POTATOES—Handsworth, p. peck
Alstone Kidney
Gloucestershire Kidney
Regents
Fluke .

"
RADISH— Olive-shaped, per 'pint

a m per oz.
SAVOY—DwarfUlm
TURNIP—American Red Stone,

per oz.

VEGETABLE CREAM, per pkt.

Is. 3(7.

1 4

M

1

2
5
4
5

6
f>

2
I ft

•J

1

4

8

1 o

For description of the above and other extremely CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, see

"WHEELER'S LITTLE BOOK,"
which will be sent post free for three stamps.

J. C. WHEELER & SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

W R '

COLLECTIONS OP GARDEN SEEDS

TN order to save trouble in ordering Seeds, we hare made np Four Collections. This will be found bv far tbe

eLrf-ISf T eaS
'fv.

m
?
th

,

od °f P^chasing Garden Seeds. The Collections as we have arranged them givegreat satisfaction, m they include the best sorts in cultivation, and are extremely cheap.
* g

i.JrLi».«
t,C ,

J
1 " Mmpri'ej al, .^e sorts re<luisite and necessary for the year's consumption of alarge(Garden all arranged in proper quantities and correctly named. Price (carriage free) e*.

P

free) fez 1

C
^

lect,on No
-
2 contalns eq™"y choice sorts, suitable for a middle-sized Garden. Price (carriage

and M.^'notL^l'^i "2EJ. "™ J
*

USt "'e rigU quRntiUe8 for smaner G"den8
- **» *l 5..

Lettlce m.?i~*. T C»»ectlona M well as the larger one. contain Tom Thumb
KI-r--*

W
J^:

,

r%^a
a
.
P:^ lettaCe

'
Wh°el«"« "»*«"*> **>W.. Wuee.e.-. rivet n„,y

COLLECTION No. 3, £1 5s., CARRIAGE FREE.
1 qt. Wheeler's First Early Peas
- qts. Champion of England
1 qt. Bedman's Imperial •

2 qts. Long-pod Beans
1 pt. Windsor

8carlet Runner
Newington Wonder

i oz. Red Beet
j oz. 86uthampton Broccoli

1 pt.

ipt-
oz.

oz.

Joz.
4 oz.

£ oz.

1 oz.

£ oz.

2oz.
1 oz.

pkt.
do.

Early Malta ditto
Brussels Sprouts
Nonpaieil Cabbage
Wheeler's Imperial
Borecole [Cabbage
Long Orange Carrot
Early Horn Carrot
Early Cauliflower
Cole's, white Celery

pkt. Cole's red ditto
4 oz. Cress
pkt. Cucumber
i oz. Leek
2 pkts. Lettuce, Tom Thumb

and Wheeler's
pkt Melon [Imperial
4 oz. Mustard
2 oz. White Spanish Onion

2oz
2oz
2oz
h oz
2oz
2oz
2oz
pkt.
do.

Parsnip
Early salmon Radish
Mixed Turnip
Drumhead Savoy
Prickly Spinach
Round ditto
Early Snowball Turnip
Vegetable Marrow
Tomato

1 qt. Long Pod Beans
1 pt. Windsors
1 qt. Wheeler's First

COLLECTION No. 4, 12s. 6d.

arly

2 qts. Champion of England

1 qt. Prizetnkcr
2 pkts. Broccoli
1 pkt. Cucumber
*oz. Wheeler's Imperial
1 pkt. 8eotch Kail [Cabbage

2 oz. Carrot
2 oz. Cress
2 Of. Mustard
2 pkts. Lettuce, Tom Thumb

and Wheeler's Imperial
FOB DKTAILS OF COLLECTIONS No. 1 b 2 SKE WHEELER'S LITTLE BOOK.

2 oz. White Spanish Onion
2 oz. Parsnip
2 oz. Radish
1 pkt. Savoy
1 oz. Turnip, red Stone

testimony I can give. You? GloSrKMiE£ T 1

i

exnJ^3
fi

.Tf

S m° "
.
my «I*S»^ SSL^'whlSr?

signs of ' bolting.' " weeks, and still show no

purch^ofv^ ftTttS?!U7^ ^ ?»^ T

answered my expectation!"
g * year

'
ta each case fully

J^tw Mr. Maxto.v, OarJmer to W. Monev Kyrle, 7 „/•

»"n,A a rtAj ,.
H°™*e House. 4

'
y

from its medium size SdfiToSSE WfcflS ?«l
ul8iti3n i

^
;

all th^e ^SiSfSt^Sa"«.™

From Mr. Bevan- 8MTH, Jfan<3^< r o/*7t< Glamorganshire
Reformatory,

. !l
Y(

l
ur Se

v n
8 of laflt year were of first-rate quality. We bad

R^ a ;,
T ft° Cr°p of Peas Mrf Beanfl

- Th abbnge and
S^v , «

Gr
X
W7 an8werefl «y expectations ; indeed I may

effew^ere."
° f CVe,T kind far S" ri S '^"y X " obtâ

ff! ' S"Akf8peare, Esq., o/ 5/ roiford ViUa, Llav stephar,

.

nf n»ii
ve 0U:Kl y°lll;.«^«is, both Garden and Agriculturalof a very superior quality, always clean, trve, o>idgood-m«

is a consideration of vital importanc4, and which will be

andoVH
aPPriated

if
y S wbo ^Itivate'land. as when mLed

?nlWd ^ 1S r^rchased a great vexation and disappointment
fo lows, and a season lost. I shall certainly continue tode*lw your House, whose business seems conducted on sudisound principles as to ensure permanent custom."

From Mr. Pommett, Cron'.y-Bivla Gar<hn*
t Monmouth.

Your First Early Peas I approve of very much it is thecarbest Pea I ever had. Sangstlr's No. 1 i?a go^d' Pea but

JStidF*
7 * Week

'

Y°Ur Walcheren Brocco 'i >^ Ter^gSd

^romMr. Edwarpes, Gardener, Mhldkton BaU, Carmarthen

q™LR°^e,
lWh^

eler
'

s First EaiJyPeas a week or two att.r

^n^1".8 ^ ,
1

'
a," J >'et th«y were in «»"«'. althoughoanKster s No. 1 were sown on a warm border, and the ' FirstEarly m the open quarter."

NOTICE.

PURCHASERS op LARGE
QUANTITIES or

^0^~^5§\ FARM or GARDEN SEEDS

4>^g^e^i^V^V ^ 511 ^ •"PP^^ hberally by
o/5Wttt(ttX^\\ SUTTON and SONS.

^^aTIXS M^jl For prices apply {staling quantity re-
*^ quirci) to

SUTTON and SONS,
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Rending.

NEW SORTS OF VEGETABLES.

GENUINE UNADULTERATED
SEEDS of all the best kinds of

aY a^\ VEGETABLES and all the most Showy
A^s=25fo\ FLOWERS are supplied at moderate

^QjxV^\ prices, Carriage Free, by

o /<!Wut0n^ j\\ SUTTON and SONS,
il^ll O^F^ ilSfl 9eed Growers, Reading.

" PRTCFD LISTS gratis and post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OP
SEEDS, the Best yet Offered.

<*J^==S5&>\ KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.

4&&^7r*S$\ No
' 1,""A complete Collection, £ jr. d.

^/^lLtt0n^*\\ f'»r «M,e Year's 8npi)ly 4

3
I ANDi II* I

Xo
- 2--A complete Collection; in

^\\ ftvyt^tf //Xl reduced quantities, of
^^jUHw //^l the same sorts ..2 10

• // No. 3.—Ditto ditto ditto 1 5
No. 4.—Ditto ditto ditto 12 6
A List of the quantities contained in

these Collections may be had post free
for one penny stamp.

HARDY AND SnoWY FLOWER SEEDS (Post Free).
A Collection of the best 100 sorts known . . ..£110
A Collection of the best 60 sorts known 10 6
A Collection of the best 3H sorta known . . . . \ \ 7 6A Collection of the best 24 sorts known 5

John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading. Berks.

SUTTON'S SHORT
-
SELECT

SEED LIST.

This is the most convenient and useful

Seed List for those who wish for only

the most useful Vegetables and the most

„- ,
showy Flowers.AND ]|m!|

It will be sent gratis and post free on
application addr« ssed to

SUTTON and SONS,
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

"VTKGKTABLE & FLOWER
SEEDS

of the best description.

PRICED LISTS

Post Free upon application.

ffcUffttBlgf.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS,.

Seed Merchants, &c. f

102, Eastgate Street, and

Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

GARDEN SEEDS.

(i

*/,

'****

WW

J. C. WHEELER & SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

**l4
*>S BOOTS *~*

*"sr:oTUjn>.
1845.

cH

THOMAS KENNEDY
and CO. are now pre-

i to execute orders for

VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, and will be glad to
orward their NEW DESCRIP-
IYE PRICED CATALOGUE
ree by Post to any address.

FREE DELIVERY.
All Parcels of Seeds above

30». value will be delivered
irriage Free to the chief

ailway Stations in England
nd Scotland and to the prin-
pul steam ports in Ireland.

Nursery and Seed Establish-
ment. Dumfries.

J
.,, ^ SURp LUS STO ClAMES G A K A W AY and

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol, offer

C

each 7s. 6d.

7 6

Cedrus Deodara, 8 to 1 feet
Cedrus Lebani, 8 to 10 feet
Taxodium sempervirens. S to 10 feet.!
Pinua excelsa, 6 to 8 feet
American Arbor- vita), *', to 8 feet
Irish Yew, 4 to 6 feet
Walnuts. 8 to 10 feet
8ycamore, 10 to 1 2 foot
Horse Chesm ti. 10 to 1 2 feet
Black Italian 1'oplars, 8 to 10 feet

Ditto ditto 10 to 12 feet ..

Chichester Elm, 10 to 12 feet .. .. per uozen isScotch Fir, fine transplanted, 1£ to 2 feet, per 1000 20
Ditto ditto 2 to 3 feet 9* ..PRICED CATALOGUE of best SEEDS on appUcatiol

Jas. Garawav & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

3
per dozen SO

30
30
18
12
12

per 100 30
,, 50

per dozen 18

»

»

•

6
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CLAPHAM DEFIANCE CUCUMBER.
|

CHARLES SOUTHBY, Clapbam, LoDdon, S., having
|

received many Testimonials in favour of the above, again

offers it as an extra fine variety ; its hardy habit rendering it

a good forcer, besides being a great cropper, very fine fruit ana

excellent in flavour. In packets, post free, for Is. 6d.
p

LINCH'S STAR of the WEST CUCUMBER.—
The above having stood the test of six years' trial, and

still keeping a favourite with all who have grown it, induces

C. Southbv (bv whom it was first sent out) once more to brmg

it forward as being the best White Spine Cucumber grown. In

Packet s, post free," 1*.—Clapham, S.

UCUMBER.—KIKKLEES HALL DEFIANCE,
a handsome white spine variety, from 21 to 24 inches

long, smooth, very thin skin, and of exquisite flavour, an

extremely free bearing kind with a very short heel, one of the

best varieties for summer or winter use.

John Cattell has the pleasure of offering seed of the above

of his own saving, price 2s. Gd. per packet.

Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

NEW CUCUMBERS AND MELONS.

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in stating that he

• has the stock of the following which has been so suc-

cessfully exhibited and grown by Mr. Frost, the gardener to

E. L. Betts, Esq., Preston Hall.

CUCUMBERS. — "PERFECTION," Black Spine; small

handie, fills up well and carries a fine bloom, a good cropper

and superior flavour, pronounced by competent judges to be

the best Cucumber out. St. 6d. per packet.
" WINTER PROLIFIC," one of the best Cucumbers grown

for forcing and early supply. -$. Gd. per packet,
41 GARIBALDI," Black Spine ; an extraordinary Cucumber

for exhibition or table, averaging 30 inches and upwards ; very

handsome. 2s. Gd. per packet.

MELONS.—PRESTON HALL HYBRID, first prize Regent's

Park, Chiswick, and Crystal Palace. 2*. 6d. per packet.

Turner's Gem, King's Green flesh, Beechwood, Terry's Green
flesh, General Havelock, and all the leading kinds, Is. per

packet.—Maidstone.

X~0 THE TRADE.
Hand F. SHARPE'S CATALOGUE of GARDEN

• and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, including their

selected List of the most improved varieties of Early and Late

Potatoes, can be had on application.

Reasonable offers Can be made of the under-named .

Early Emperor Peas I Beck's Prizetaker

Early Double
Frame

Bellamy's Improved
Green Marrow
Bedman's Imperial
Flack's New lmperlial

Blossomed Fairbairn's Blue Surprise

Dwarf White Marrow
Adelaide Dwarf
Blue Prussian
Burbridge's Eclipso
8 1.Ming's Grotto

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.__

XOHN CATTELL'S COLLECTIONS of KITC11KNT

tf GARDEN SEEDS carriage free to any railway station m

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for the WHOLE YE**,
suitable for large and small gardens.

Collection No. 1

Collection No. 2

4/.

2

0s.

10

Collection No. 3
Collection No. 4

11. 10a.

15

TO THE TRADE.
GIANT AYTON, OB HYBRID PRIZE LEEK,

the largest growing variety in cultivation.—The Sub-
scribers have at present for sale a few lbs. of the above, also a
large quantity of very fine dwarf CURLED GREENS or
BORECOLE. Prices may be had on application.—Stuart &
11 bin, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Kelso, Roxburghshire.

SPLENDID PRIZE SCOTCH LEfcK.

CHAS. ALEXANDER, 30, W. Register Street,
Edinburgh, offers seeds of HENRY'S HYBRID SCOTCH

LEEK, at Is. per packet : Crop 1S59.

AYTON CASTLE GIANT SCOTCH LEEK, Is. per packet,
25. -6tf. per ounce.

The above are genuine, being direct from the raisers.

LEE'S NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI.
MESSRS. JOHN and CHARLES LEE have the

pleasure to offer new seed of their WHITE SPROJTING
BROCCOLI for 1860-61. This valuable Vegetable has estab-
lished its character for hardiness by withstanding the late
severe winter, when nearly every other kind of Broccoli was
destroyed. It also produced an abundance of secondary heads
as shown in the Photograph (published January 5), and was in
every way equal to the description given of it last year. Price
2s. Gd. per packet, to be had of all the principal Seedsmen.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

WM. IVERY begs to inform his friends and
patrons that he is now prepared to supply his superb

"NONSUCH CELERY at 1*. per packet, acknowledged by the
Horticultural Society and all who have tasted it to be the best
flavoured in cultivation. Price to the Trade on application,
Seeds of all description selected from the best growers at
modera'e prices, a very choice Collection of Standard and
Dwarf Trained PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS,
PLUMS, CHERRIES, &c, also NURSERY STOCK of every
description.—Hanover Nursery, Peckham.—Feb 2.

H E N R Y'S PRIZE LlEK. '

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now sending
out SEED of the above unrivalled LEEK, direct from

Mr. Henry, in packets at 1*. This variety has gained upwards
of 30 First Prizes within the last three years, and obtained the
First and Second Prizes at the Edinburgh Horticultural
Society's Winter Show, on the 11th Dec, 186u, the specimens
then shown being solidly blanched 11 inches, and measuring
7 inches in circumference.

The above are selected from an unrivalled stock of Vegetables,

and nearly all are saved under J. C.'s own superintendence.

Lists of quantities supplied in each collection may be had on

app ica irra -

C0LTECTI0NS 0F FLOWER SEEDS.
100 packets of the best and most showy hardy and half hardy

varieties - - . - • • • • • • • • • • zva~

50 do. do. do. . . 10.*. | 2j do. do. do. . . 6

Any kinds not required should be named in the order that

they may be omitted from the collection. Cash or references

respectfully requested from those who have not previously

favoured J. C. with their orders.

Seed Establishment. Westerham, Kent.

NOTICE.

—

Free to any Railway Station in England.

EPPS' COLLECTIONS op NEW and GENUINE
GARDEN SEEDS.

No. 1.— Consists of 30 quarts of the best kind of
Peas and Beans, and every other kind of Seed
necessary in like proportions, sufficient for a £ s. d.

year's supply of a large garden . . ..3150
20 quarts of Peas and Beans, and other seed in

like proportion 2 10 •
Do., smaller supply 15
Do. , for a small garden 12

All Orders (except from known Correspondents) to be
accompanied with a remittance.
Mr. Epps trusts it is not necessary to blazon forth the names

of his patrons, and their reports of the high character of his
Seeds, but simply to state that every care in growing and
selecting has been taken to insure the confidence of his friends.

Maidstone Seed Establishment

No. 2.

No. 3.-

No. 4.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S. E. .

'

TOM T H U M B LETTUCE.
JC. WHEELER and SON have but a few packets

T r»Sif£S4
h
i
S v*I7 i?arf

'
compact, and excellent flavoured

LETTUCE to offer this season, price Is. 6d. each.
From 3Iiss Humphreys, Pembroke.

" Your Tom Thumb Lettuce is most delicious.' 7

From Mr. Atkins, Gardener to S. Allaway, Esq.,
near Ross.

.

" You Tom Thumb Lettuce is extremely good : the flavour
is*exquisite."

PrornHr. Geo. Bond, Walcot Gardens, SliropsMre.
Your mval le Tom Thumb Lettuce is certainly t

I ever saw. "

This Lettuce i3 included in our lebrated Collections
_ or Garden Seeds.
J - 5' Wl L1R * "' s«d Growers, Gloucester.

Conrtfield.

bedding

bedding

certainly the best

WHEELER'S iHraKIAL LETTUCB.-We can

JoL^r^Sf.^^8 & WD8r thG ^ Cos Lettuce

„ T ,
Fi?r'1 General Drummond, of The Boyce Court.

I have been well satisfied witb the Plants and Seeds withwhich you have supplied me for the last 20 ye:7rV I am
XTm y

S" M
6d Wlth thG Wheder'

9 ,to**rial Cos I^tuce
*

From Mr. W. Moffatt, Qerdentr to John Mihehouee, Esq of
4tT . , M Brownslade, Pembroke.

J

TimiS w ??
Ve *Vf* quantity as usual of your Wheeler's

thanTni i£
t

o
tUCe

-
1 VS" f°Und ifc this 8^on to do bette!than any other sort

; it is most assuredly a first-rate Lettuce."
F

>\ heeler's Imperial Cos is an excellent Lettuce."
From Mr. Edwards, Q letter to E. Holland, Esq., M.P.

anrl I Eo'
e gr°W

V
yr

'V ^Pertal Cos Lettuce for three years,and it has proved itself to be the best of its class."

" V%£i' £.
G°-LDV6' mer i0 CaPt. Vaughan, of Bn/nog.

with itThhfy^r .••
1S thG LeSt °f U3 kind

'' l tO0k ^e First Plize

"T Sma^ Rov ?° &AWB8, Alv*ston,.MrutoL

Lettuce " mtlch Phased with Wheeler's Imperial Cos

gJrdekIS? * LN
*
CLri>ED » our celebrated Collections of

* C
'
Wmki.be 4 Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

Fig, two-thirdi oftlce natural size.

ZINNIA ELEGANS FLORE PLENO (double,
flowered varieties, various colours mired).—These are,

without exception, the most remarkable and unexpected novel-
ties of the present season. Per packet, Is. and 2*. 0d.. Con-
tincut ;il Sfivcd SGGfi

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, English seed, 2s. 6d. each, or three
for 5*. Foreign seed, 12 for 2*. M.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (Pampas Grass), seed packets
Is. and 28. *d.

^
SENECIO ELEGANS NAXA CCERULEA FLORE
new bedding plant; 1*. and 2s. 6d.

ATROPLEX HORTENSIS RUBRA, red-leaved
plant, 6d. and Is.

LOBELIA BICOLOR MARMORATA, beautiful
plant, 1$.

DIAXTHUS CHINENSIS NANUS ATROSAXGUINEUS
beautiful beddintr plant, U. and 2s. 6d.

I>T
r?

RIS
!
TRIC0L0R

'
tne beautiful new variegated Fern 2s 6d

The above with other novelties are fully deocribed in
'

MESSRS. E. C. HENDERSON & SON'S
^T

!
-
r
T̂

ST5ATED SEED CATALOGUE and AMATEUR*GLIDE. Post free on application. Seeds carriage free to
destination.
The WELLINGTON CAULIFLOWER, the finest kind in

cultivation
;
pure white, size of head over 2 feet ; in growth

very dwarf, the stem not more than 2 or 3 inches from the
soil. It is one of the hardiest varieties known, standing theextreme variation of climate even at New York. In these as
well as all other points it is superior to all old kinds bei
reliable for crop in such seasons when others have failed • and
moreover, a splendid variety for forcing. Per packet 2*'

fi,/
'

VEGETABLES* are in this Catalogue also brought oit pro-minently before the reader, so that an uninstructed person may
light on the beet of each section and its especial usefulness • far
instance, among Peas, the best early, the best general crop' thebest late, the best dwarf, the finest flavoured, the mosfproUnc&c, may be selected as required.

pruunc,

The following should be sown immediately for Beddinjr andOrnamental Garden decoration :—
«w*uiu|, ana

Lobelia speciosa, Is. Maurandya, blue
Anagallis, largo blue, M. ~ '

whito
»» red

Lophospermum Hendersoni,6d
Thunbergia, of sorts, 6rf. each :

mixed, 1*.
'

TTopteolntn elegans andAtro-
coccineum, Is. each

Petunia ooccinea, Is

CHARLES
plants of this oencious Winter Green Tt u u*

w 6ei^cted
of its class unharmed by the late severe weatw e^ PW

Price to the Trade on anmi^H^'

S TURNER can supply 6epd 'f™
this delicious Winter oLL ItJ,?

m Select

POTATO PpUcation.

E S.pHAULKS TURNKlt 1ms a fine eh** -
V-; DALMAHOY. round, early, a great cronn.

°f
the

double the quantity of most kinds : of a goodS prod«ciiw
excellent flavour and floury; tho best Potatn

m size.l
general crop, boing also a good keeper grown f0r ,

GLORY OF ENGLAN6(Kidney) one of the earlierprolific, and in all respects one of the best S!*
u
?
st

» ^ost
i : 1 1 r. u i . iced.

^ttt Potatoes
ever

Also fine healthy sets of all tho leading kinds RP
see D-cTfAToTuV1^

HAHLKS TUUKKK'S DESCRIPTIVE LKt
taini.ig several Novelties and a Selection oftiS'stablishcd varieties, is now ready. cae

<>es:

PELARCONI UlvTjf^ ~"-

—

piIAKL TUl:\EK'8 plants of the aW*y remarkably fine of all the oUs, and in Ji^LTIf purchased by the dozen are at very moderate prices
etjr

-

C I N t R A R I A^ —^-—

—

/IIIAKLKS TURNER'S select named vanetie, nfV^ the aboYo can bo supplied at 12*., 2U.
t and 80*. pcr£*These are of the finest quality.

en

GENERAL SPRING CATALOGUE OF "~PLANTr~
1HARLES TURNER'S NEW LIST is now Ready.KJ it comprises new and general Collections of PET A.pri'

NIUMS, FAXCi .., CINERARIAS. DAHLIAS AZAIlSS"
FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, VARIEGATED GERANIUM?SCARLET do., ACHIMENI.s, GLOXINIAS CALCF0LARIA>, TETUMAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS PHL0\
CARNATIONS, I TCOTEES, PINKS, AURICULAS

, Agfa.

WELLINGTONS CIGANTEA, AND CUPRESSuT"
LAWSONIANA.

CHARLES TURNER has a large stock of various
sizes of these very Ornamental Trees, which have also

proved themselves to be the most hardy of our Conifers.
Prices on a

;
»n.

FRUIT T A £TT.
~~

CHARLES TURNER has very fine Trained and

Standard Ti f all the sterling varieties. COX'S

KAN
: PIPPIN APPLE on 1 tho SALWET PEACH are

highly r« m mended.

GENERAL NURSERY CATALOGUE.

CHAR1 -
I U:\KR\S LIST comprises the extea.

sive Collections of Fruit Trees, Roses, the Conifene, hardy

Ornamental Tree9, Evergreens and Deciduous Shrubs, as well

;is Strawberries and Rhubarb, all the best kinds of which aa

carefully cultivated.

All the Catalogues enumerated will be for^flrded grab

and poet fr<

THF. P.oYAL NURSER I SLOUGH,
PINE APPLE PLACE NURSERY. EDCEWARE ROAD, W

p

ARTHUR HENDEI »N aj?d CO. beg respect-

fully announce that their CATALOGUE of Kitchen

Garden and Flower Seeds for 1861, with a list -of Garden Imple-

asente, Stc., is now published, and tvill be forwarded pwtage

free, on application.— For details and particulars of IN*

Ve .bles, scj f.i hronic't ofwli and 1

2

th Janu-^T^
HARDY HKiM Kors and ROCK PLANTS,

209 fine sorts of the above, properly named £3 12

l>0 showy and good' kinds, » *
J L,

CATALOG T'i S now read v. containing description of colo^,

height of growth, and timeof flowering, of nearly one tHWew

species aud varietic? «»f the above, tree on application to

_ Hknry May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, \orksm».

FLORISTS' FLOWERS AND SEEDS.

CAREY TY ', Flows i and SKEDSiiAN, falling;

f.rd, lH!gB to offer c e assertmenU as under, *

reduce! prices:— . .

RANUNCULUSB9, lOOspleiY I nam. orte, OT*.4W.» »jj

10«. ; 25 do., » 1*

25 seedlings .. 25Vto

130 mixtures . . . • 8*-.
}
5s
-*fZ i!

DOUBT. ANEMONI .ice sorU .. 10*. W. to
j*

fl

,» 100 mixed .. •
• J

'"

R).] (^I3J,

IMPORTKI) GERMAN SF.I.DS.-Astors, StoctajW"*
Larkspurs, ^mortelles, Wallflowers, rhta«es, Z\vnm

in assortments, Is. an ». 6d. each.

SELECT AN i s. — 50 packets,
post to any part of the kingdom.
VEGETA BLE SKE I )S ol nil the approved sorts.

CATALOGUES sent free for one postegejaoe^

T-RISH YE\VS.-Among8t the very fewP^^
X seem to be uninjured by the late severe storm, non yr^

hardier than t IRISH YJ .which still retainsttns^

healthy hue ic had before the storm. Fine healthy^^ ^
plants from 14 to 6 feet high, prices of which csa uc ^
a[»plication to Chxxwohiii, Fiuuna, & Co., V^***

Nursery, Edinburgh.
—~~~l\C&f'

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED Qy ^G, CH1VAS often tlw above, va«7»nL A

Oood to exceedingly Strong, clean
f JwSB*

Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, tor .^
receipt of 16*. Truck loads delivered Free at any ^{i

Statle* Also, a Mi n of T «i Sul**
1

Million of Transplant SPR1 ren Thousand o
J-^

81 1 APPLES and PEARS; and a large uen<»

8KRY HTOCK.-C ter, Feb.

ltrge red, <$d.

Perilla nankinensis, Gt«f.

Bedding Calceolaria, mixed,
2s. M.

Dianthus Heddewigii, Gd. & Is.

n laciniatus, 6c£. & 1*.
Isotoraa, of sorts, 6d. each
Cobcea scandens, fi<i ,!*.,& UGd.tCZ~ " ',e"s>°".i*>«i»W. „ ehoice mixed 1»

in stronflr plants of Petunias, Fuffiras, Saliu, Bed,lKffd

fordiana. Stain

KOBERT NEAL, ta>', ^a^
Common, 8.W., begs to call the attention of buy^p.

large and well a ed stock of ITS 1 < E ENS f^VoTjASS
ING8HR0 .OUNAMBNTALTBII S. AMERILA^ _^i
FRUIT and FOREST TRESB, r vNDARD A^oX.LBM
ROSFIS of every description. A large stock

:

ot *
> 0£

KVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 leet for n«a^»» 5^,
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOO and LOAM forf^ctoP1*5'

LEAF MOU LI). The Nursery is 10 minutes'™V£llflCe
* "'

Common , and New Wandawortl t^tiou^ry^tair^X-
"~~ - ETC.LARGE TREES, P
WM. PAUL* (Son and "Successor to tb^

A. Paul), Cheshunt Nurseries, WaUharu
Evergra»

lias a quantity of large handsome TK&J"*
9 f ^

and I iduous, which must be cleared off,™ » Cfl^J
Id Nurseriis very shortly, and will be sold c

fa
eTrbor-^:

deodara, CecUr of Lebanon, Yews, Box, h:i"™%^,^*t
Privet, Red Cedar, fine specim s ot choice Conire

bave WJ
Planes, Poplars, Kims, Limes, Trees, Ac. fTo0ts. pj
fi uently removed and rise with plenty of fibr0," v 6 tA'fjl
fully taken up and delivered free to any ^pijjge a^*^
London. Further pa; ulai-s en appli a

- n!L.a >".

William P ^ Cheshunt Watt-ham oros^,
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PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
PIXE PLANTS, Fruiting and Succession.
GRAPE TINES, from Eyes for Fruiting in Pots, or Planting.

JOHN WEEKS and CO. can supply any quantity
ofveryfinebealthy Pine Plants, either Fruitingor Succession.
GRAPE VIXES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEEKS and CO.'S Horticultural Show Establish-
ment is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing oi

GRAPES, PINES, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other
choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of Horticultural Buildings with
the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues free on application.

FRUIT TREES.
WILLIAM J. EPPS, JtrN., begs to offer the follow-

ing at very low prices, as the ground on which they
stand must be cleared :

—

DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES and NECTA-
RINES perdoz.

STANDARD CHERRIES .. .. per 100
ASPARAGUS, 4 years per 1000 ^ ~ -

South Eastern Nurseries and Seed Establishment, Ashford.

TREE~AND SHRUB CATALOG \JL,

JOHN" CRANSTON" begs to announce to his Patrons
and the Public generally, that his DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of Conifers, Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deci-
duous Shrubs, <fec, ia now ready for distribution, and will be
forwarded on receipt of one postage stamp.
The above contains important and interesting notes with

regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain, Native
Country, date of introduction, and in ths case of Flowering
Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford*

NEW ROCHELLE BLACKBERRY.
HENRY MAY has received a second importation

of the above new Fruit Tree from the United States.
The plants are very fine and strong. Price 12s. per dozen.
PYRAMIDAL PEARS on Quince, 15*. per dozen.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above free on

application to
Henry May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

RASPBERRIES, Red, 10?. to 15s.; Yellow
Antwerp, 8*. per 100. CURRANTS, Red and Black.

STRAWBERRIES, Elton Pine and Keens* Seedling, 10a. to
15*., British Queen. Eleanor, and Alice Maud, 15*. to 20s.
per 1000; Eliza, Admiral Dundas, and Black Prince, 2*. 6d.,
Wizard of the North, 7*. per 100; LAURELS, 3 to 6 feet;
Bushy DUTCH HONEYSUCKLES, Ac.

Geo. Cqrnwell, Seedsman, &c , Barnet, N.
NEW SEEDS FOR THE SPRING OF T861K

'

JH. ROBINSON'S SELECT VEGETABLE axd
• FLOWER SEED LIST is now -ready, and will be

forwarded postage free to any address on application.
Warehouse: Cross Cheaping, Coventry; Seed Grounds:

Abbey Farm, near Hinckley.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMAN awd SON'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1860 and SPRING
1861, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c, can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

THE PRIMULARY, expressly for the cultivation of

t^t,J^tter
'

8 SuPerb Semi-double Fimbriated CHINESE
PRIMROSES, of world-wide celebrity, with all the latest
improvements, in size, shape, substance, and colours. Sealed
Packets, post free to all parts of the world, on receipt of 2s. 6dm Stamps.
^HOMAS_WiLD, The Primulary. Handford Road, Ipswich.

NEW AZALEA INDICA.— Alba unica, Adelaide
von Nassau, Adolphe von Nassau, Alexander II., Aurelie,

Bernard Andre-, Bouquet de Flore, Comte de Hainault, Director
Augustin, Distinction, Flower of the Day, Model, Nathalie,
Queen of the Whites, Roi Leopold, Rosy Circle, Schone Main!
zenn, Teutoma, Thusnelde, and William Luddick. Good clean
plants

; purchaser's selection of 12, 405. ; the set of 20, SIhamper and packing included. '

.
Thomas Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, &c. , Kingston, S.W.

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS^

T™iL™™™RRR be^s t0 announce that his NewIP DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and
^£tei?? P£DE/DIWN8

'
***** annually displayed

SnS in^fB°tanlc?aTtien8
'
Re^nfc

'
8 p*rk, «« now published

Tte Tf 111" « TT™!?1

J?
n ^PPlication -

It likewise furnishes a

dSJrShS pS P
r

a
%?Z Plants

'
with a election of the mostdesirable Conifers, with heights and prices.

SZw^^™^*^ *™*. ™* Sunningdale

4,

T
G
h
^t

A
R
Tu^ ^^feft*»^«*»*

J
CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE MILLION.
H. BIRD, F.H.S., Nurseryman
ton, begs to inform his friends and the public, that he

will be able to supply them with strong plants of the above
Flower, in quantities from a dozen to a thousand, from his
well-known stock, which is the largest in Europe, at the
proper season, viz., FEBRUARY and MARCH next, at very
low prices.—N.B. A new CATALOGUE will be published in
January, and may be had for One Stamp.

NEW CINERARIAS OF i860.Fakd A. SMITH are now sending out their

^
• splendid Varieties of the above, which for colour, dwarf

habit, and large compact heads of bloom, are unsurpassed ;

many of them are finely formed, and others have the largest
flowers known. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had
on application—Dulwich, Surrey, S,

SUPERB BALSAMS.
FAND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of
„. • their well-known superior BALSAMS, which have
maintained their character as the brightest colours. The
doublest and largest flowers known for many years. In
collections of 9 distinct colours, 25. 6d. each; the same mixed,
2s. ; half the quantity, Is.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.
~

CHOICE/BARTER'S LIST OF NEW AND
VEGETABLES.

Per packet—s. d.
Lee's "White Sprouting

Broccoli . . ..26
Nutting's selected dwarf
Red Beet . . ..10

Tomato de Laye . . ..06
Dalmeney Broccoli . . 1
Conning's Perfection do. 1
Melville's variegated gar-
nishing Kail

Carter's dwarf Mammoth.
Cauliflower

Hood's dwarf Imperial
Celery 10

Lynch's Star of the "West 1

For further particulars see

1

1

Per packet

—

s.

Carter's Giant White Cos
Lettuce .^EH^ . . 1

Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber .

.

.

.

. . 1
New Feather-stem Savoy 1
Carter's Excelsior Melon 1

Turner's Gem . . . . 1

StrathmoreHeroPeas,p.qt.2*
Handsworth Potatoes,

per peck 5
Pheasant Eye do. „ 3
Dalmahoy do. ,, 3
Baldry's Scarlet Defiance
Rhubirb, per root .. 2

CARTER'S SELECT LIST

c7.

6

OF
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post
free on application.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

ZINNIA ELEGANS FL. PL.

JAMES CARTER and CO. received a First-Class
Certificate from the Horticultural Society of London,

who described the above splendid novelties as follows :—
" These were varieties of the well-known Zinnia elegans, in
which the yellow centre or disc was transformed into florets,
like those of the ray, so as to form rosettes of from 2 to 3 inches
in diameter, and of various shades of colour, embracing purple,
deep rose, light rose, mottled rose, red, orange, and buff. They
were for the most part full double, and perfectly regular in
form, a good deal resembling in their outline a fine double
French Marigold, but larger in size." The seed offered is just
imported direct from the East Indies, whence it was introduced
by us last year. This seed will be found to germinate better
than that saved on the contineit during the past autumn.
Price Is. and Is. 6d. per packet. Continental Seed 1*. per packet.
James Carter & Co., Seed Merchants and Nurserymen,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.
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In a paper read the other day before the Society
of Arts its author, Mr. Leonard Wray, startled
his hearers in the midst of a discourse about Tea by
the following astounding statement :

—

" From time immemorial the Chinese have been in
the habit, more or less, of adulterating their Teas, but,
until a very recent period, those Teas were consumed
at home, and seldom if ever sold to Europeans. They
however observed that the European dealers residing
in Chinese ports practised this little ' art and mystery

'

themselves upon almost all the Teas they bought
previous to shipping them. Now, 'John Chinaman,5

who is an observing and highly imitative animal, seeing
this interesting and lucrative business transacted so
extensively under his very nose, and that, too, from
month to month, and year to year, began to take
counsel with himself, and speedily"arrived at the con-
clusion that he was a great fool for surrendering this
very pretty 'pigeon* to* such bungling 'foreign devils.'

" We shall be in a position to appreciate the zeal with
which our celestial friends set about remedying this
poaching upon their own domain, when we find that, in
1859, of the Tea purchased by dealers in China seven-
eighths were adulterated. The fact is, • John Chinaman'
had « improved the occasion,' and entirely taken this
little 'pigeon' out of the European trader's hands, by
selling him Teas, largely adulterated it is true, but
certainly most artistically got up. It mattered not
whether the Teas were purchased in Canton or in the
northern ports, the beautiful ingenuity of the Chinaman
was as apparent in the one as in the other ; and our
circumvented traders groaned aloud. What was to be
done? No one could tell; so they called a 'meeting'
to consider the subject, and, on the 18th of April last,

5^.
,n
fmand comPared notes- The immense quantity

of 'lie Tea, prepared for admixture by the Chinese,
was mentioned,- the cargoes of unsound leaf, brought
from Japan to be 'doctored' and mixed with other
Tea, were enumerated ; and an interesting account was
given of three plants, the leaves of which are largely
employed in adulterating Teas. These are, Gynnra
aurmdata, a drug which is stimulant and slightly acidArdma crispa, and a common Mint. The meeting
came to the doleful and indignant conclusion, that
seven-eighths of the Tea they purchased were grievously
adulterated, and that 'John Chinaman' was a great
rogue. • °

" But in good truth this is no joke, especially when we
consider that these 76 millions of lbs.(}ths of which are
adulterated) have yet to pass through the hand? of our

% Sto
L

ke°Xewing. 1 n™ "*!?****»*****+ What iiWd,rK<,es during
XTSSi'S!!^; tllxs Perilous oraeal we can only guess at, although the

reports of the excise officers, and the cases in the
several magistrates' courts, give us a faint idea of the
nefarious practices resorted to. It was but a week or
two ago that upwards of 2,000 lb. weight of pure
English 'lie' Tea was seized by the officers, who
admiringly pronounced it to be 'splendidly got up, and
calculated to deceive the eye of any one.*' When this
1 manufactory' was entered by the officers, its enter-
prising proprietors were doing extensive business in
supplying their home-made 'article' to the irale.
Now, what with the 'lie' Tea of China and the 'lie'
Tea of England, many begin to regard the Tea of our
shops as being a huge 'lie' altogether. For myself,
I cling to the comforting assurance that the Chinese
do sell us one-eighth (of the whole quantity), or
9£ million lbs. unadulterated, and I try to believe that
this is not tampered with in any way, but comes to us
pure and wholesome. Those who deal with Tea
merchants of high character will have no difficulty in
joining me in this belief. Who is it, then, that suffers

from these double frauds ? It is the million. And the
Tower the class, the greater are the impositions we see
practised upon them ; until we cannot but repeat that
exclamation, which, in very bitterness of spirit, a good
and tender-hearted man "gave vent to, ' God help
the poor I '

"

As was to be expected, Mr. "What's announce-
ment brought on an animated discussion. Mr.
Malone remarked that if the author of the paper
was right, consumers " would be driven back to
Sir John Barleycorn, and would prefer the malt
tax to drinking such a compound as it was alleged
they now got under the designation of Tea. He
had himself had put into his hand a substance
which he was told was extensively used in the
adulteration of Tea. It was a substance called
Valonia, said to be the cup
foreign Oak. It contained a
tannin or astringent matter.

u o
preferred full-flavoured Tea, and it was said that
much of the adulteration was due to that cir-
cumstance."
On the other hand Mr. White " believe I the

statement that seven-eighths of the Tea brought
into England were adulterated to be a great exag-
geration. Large quantities of Tea passed through
his hands annually, and he could state, as the
result of an extensive practical experience, that
adulterated Tea was the exception, and not the
rule.-—Mr. "What had commiserated the poor, who
he said drank the worst descriptions of Tea, but
he (Mr. White) must be permitted to say that the
poor were the best judges of Tea ; and in the
poorest neighbourhoods good Tea could be obtained
if a proper price were paid for it, and with very
little

) if any, adulteration. There was a great
tendency in the present day to exaggerate these
matters, and to find out cases of adulteration, to
which a high colouring was given ; but he repeated
that his own experience had been that spurious
Tea was the exception, and when met with it was
cast aside as being almost worthless."
Mr. Reynolds also, "as a practical jud^-e of

the qualities of Tea," was in the habit of having
between 200 and 300 samples in his hands daily
and emphatically denied that the great bulk of the
Tea imported into this country during tl e last 10
years was adulterated. Adulteration had been
tried

; spurious Tea had been sent in, so well got-
up that at a little distance it would look like
gunpowder, but when water was put upon it it
was found to be " lie" Tea, made of dust sweep-
ings with starch. That description of adulteration
had, however, long ceased, because there was no
market for such an article. He fully concurred
with the opinion expressed by Mr. White that
there were no better judges of good Tea than the
poorer classes. Mr. Simmonds was also of inion
that adulteration was the exception not the rule.

Mr. WfiAT in reply observed that instating that
seven-eighths of the Tea sent to this country were
adulterated before leaving China, or previously to
its being sold to European dealers, he had "the
authority of a meeting held in Canton m April
last. It was then decidedly shown, to the satis-
faction of that meeting—composed entirely of Tea
merchants—that adulteration to that extent was
practised upon the Tea. He should never have
presumed to make such a statement on his own
unsupported authority.

Here then, u[ on a point of the uf it social
importance, we have the most conflicting asser-
tions. On the one hand Tea-dealers in China are
represented as showing to their own satisfaction
that only one pound in eight of what is exported
is really Tea. On the other hand Tea-dealers and
brokers here maintain that the adulteration is
nothing worth notice : and as for the notion that
the poor are cheated by the trade that ; st be
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untrue, because there are no

of Tea than the poor ! This argument seems to us

to be as absurd as it is notoriously contrary to

fact. Have these gentlemen who pay such easy

compliments to the poor any idea what the stutt is

that they are compelled to buy ? If not we presume

to inform them thatwe ourselves purchased the very

day on which they discussed Mr. Wkay's paper a

sample at 2s. Sd. per lb., and that, exclusive of the

dust, it did not contain more than one third part

of Tea; the rest consisted of leaves having no

resemblance to Tea. We will add that the spurious

sample then examined was possibly rather better

than some which had been before us on former

occasions. Do they not also know that the excise

are unable to prosecute the authors of such frauds

because of the rubbish on which the Custom-house

officers permit duty to be paid? Oh! but,

insist the Tea-dealers, people would not buy Tea

much adulterated "if they paid a proper price for

it;" that is to say 4s. 6d. or more per lb. And
that is probably true if .the dust is left out of

account. But how are the poor, even supposing

their taste to he so delicate as one speaker absurdly

supposed,—how are the poor, we say, to pay 4s. 6c?.

a pound for what after all may be adulterated ?

The truth of the matter appears to be this;

that all low priced Teas are adulterated more or

less ; and that high priced Teas, as imported, are

genuine. "What frauds are committed in the

latter are traceable to English sources, and if

practised amount to little. We are therefore

quite unable to accept Mr. Wkay's statement that

seven eighths of the imported Tea are mixed—if he

means that such is the fact with Tea consumed in

England. It may be true in China : but we utterly

discredit the estimate, if it is intended to apply it

to Tea exported for use in the United Kingdom.

These remarks are intended to apply to the

adulteration of Tea with spurious leaves, which is

what we understand by the word "mixed." To
what extent Tea is " drugged " for market is quite

another question.

andbetter iudges such fault should be again
better jua ^ ^ offend part*

angrily cast them on the ground. Returning

next day to the place of his punishment

the saint beheld a 'wonderful transformation

Each eyelid had grown into a little bit* which had

never before been seen on earth, and these were

the first Tea Plants. Upon eating its leaves

(whether raw or boiled is unknown), Daewa per-

ceived a wondrous joyfulness of mind and renewed

power of applying himself to heavenly contempla-

tion. When he had made known to the multitude

of his followers what virtues were hidden m the

leaves of Tea, their employment rapidly increased,

and the use of this, the " noblest of plants, spread

everywhere abroad. In the meanwhile, as it had

no name of its own, it became the custom to call it

Dabwa's eyelids. Dr. Watson had probably for-

gotten this legend, the truth of which is however

guaranteed by ILempfer, who gives a picture oi

the saint himself, standing on the very Reed that

had the power of carrying him across seas and

committed, Darwa cut frost. They must therefore be protected b^T

rivers.

temporary way, and so that they may en •

summer the advantages of a free access of ai

J°y la

the direct rays of the sun. Geothermai cu'lf^
will therefore consist of three essentials, which
planting out, so as the roots may have full fr T'
as in the open ground at all times, heatinq the'i
at certain periods, and protection in winter "

M. Natjdin next proceeds to describe what sit

tion should be chosen for the plantation of exo?*"
intended to be cultivated according to his svst
" As in geothermai culture it is necessary to mT
the most of the natural climate, it will be read"!

understood that we should choose the most southe
^

aspect, or that best exposed to the sun's rays and
best protected from north, north-east, or north,
west winds, according to their predominance and
the more or less baneful influence which they mav
exert in the locality. The southern side of a *W
or mountain, where the country is mountainous
high buildings or walls, with a south aspect if it

is level, are circumstances that should be taken

advantage of whenever they present themselves.

The best condition would be a rather high wall

built on purpose, and so as to afford the greatest

amount of shelter from the most unfavourable

wind ; and at the same time it would have the

effect of reflecting the sun's rays to the distance of

several yards from its base.

The soil in which the trees are planted should

In a pamphlet called Serres et Orangeries de

plein air, M. Natjdin, of the Museum of Natural

History, Paris, has published his ideas respecting

the effect of Geothermai, that is to say, " earth

heating" cultivation. In this he proposes to

heat the soil and use coverings of textile materials
, ,. . .

,

instead of glass for the preservation of greenhouse
|

be isolated from the adjoining ground, and heated

plants during winter. This curious subject has so

much importance that before offering any remarks

of our own we give the following extracts,

telieving that M. Natjdin's suggestions mav be

successfully acted upon, as regards many plants

with which our greenhouses are at present over-

crowded ; and this with the severity of the weather

in last December still fresh in our memory.
"It is known," M. Natjdin remarks, "that

vegetation proceeds in spring in proportion

to the general advance of temperature, and
In the first place all green Tea I numerous observations have shown that for each

is thus treated, and we cannot blame the Chinese species of plants there is a certain degree of heat,

for the practice because the wise consumers here
|
without which its vegetation remains inactive,

will have it so. They like the look of Tea painted One plant begins to push at 40°, another at

with prussian blue although unwholesome, or with 50° or 55° or more. The same law regulates the
salts of chromium, arsenic, copper or lead, which flowering and fruiting as well as the ripening, and

the germination of seeds ; but all these changes
have been almost exclusively referred to the
temperature of the atmosphere, the only one on
which observations are generally made, and it is »v~*v* oiuuw «™ v«~ —~~, — - . ..

here that the error lies, as we shall now endeavour materials should be reserved for the top. ltwoui

be necessary to cover the whole with a tarpaulin*

reaching to the ground, which by thickening tne

covering would render it more effectual, and ac

the same time

are dangerous poisons. It is not very long ago since

we received from a friend a sample of green Tea
which had produced distressing symptoms
resembling cholera. The leaves composing
this Tea were perfectly genuine. The effect of
UBing it belonged to the paint
to make it look " nice and green." In
cases of this kind buyers have no one to blame
except themselves. The eyes of the most ignorant

|

will tell him whether Tea is painted or not, and if
!

he knowingly drinks such dangerous stuff on his
own head rest the consequences. We fear that it

is not known even yet that uupainted green Tea is

of much the same colour as black Tea.
With Tea dust the case is different. All sorts

of rubbish are rubbed down till form and colour
are destroyed, and nothing less thaa microscopical

j

examination or chemical analysis can detect fraud. „.
Logwood, bark, terra japonica, and Valonia are portion "can either make no progress, or only do so
undoubtedly employed, partly to give flavour to

;
in proportion to the amount of partially elaborated

bad lea, and partly to increase weight. It was sap which is contained in its tissues."
quite amusing to hear an innocent gentleman
ovrxo^aoino. «+ TIT* W »».«>,. 1- -A. 1 • 1° 1- - .. .

by flues or hot-water pipes. In the geothermai

system we do not absolutely exclude the protection

of glass, but we only admit it on condition that the

sashes may be removed and replaced at will; but

we greatly prefer to glass for protecting plant

from cold the common fabrics of wool, hair,

cotton, or hemp, which are less expensive, more

readily moved, subject to fewer accidents, and in

short equally efficacious for the purpose of pro-

tection. A frame-work of wood, simple, light,

and strong, a sort of cage which would pull to

pieces and be easily put together again, would

serve to support the protecting materials; in short

it would be merely a tent to secure the plants

from cold.
" According to the climate and the locality the

thickness of the walls of the tent ought to vary.

At Paris, and wherever the winter is severe, it

would be necessary to employ thick coverings of

coarse woollen material. Nevertheless, Eush mala

would suffice for the sides, and the more pliable

employed
|
to show.

11 A plant of whatever kind, a tree for instance,
is composed of two systems in close connection,
the one above ground, the other beneath it. The
aerial portion elaborates the juices which are
required for the growth of the whole, but the
subterranean portion is that which furnishes the
materials to do this and which draws them from
the soil. Now, to perform this function it is

absolutely necessary that the underground portion,

A rope netting

protect it from the effects of moisture,

ing, with large meshes interpose*

between the woollen covering and the tarpauww.

would leave spaces filled with air which would aaa

considerably to the protecting effect of the tenr.

" An objection that would naturally arise, is ttj

These tents, which would of course be comply

or root, be stimulated by a certain degree of heat ; closed in frosty weather, would have

and if this degree is not attained, whatever may defect, that of keeping the plants in total dark >

be the warmth of the surrounding air, the aerial and causing them to be drawn up. vve
h

expressing, at Mr. Wkay's lecture, his belief that
the acorn-cups called Yalonia if present among
Tea must have got there accidentally. It does not
seem to have occurred to him that they would first
be ground to powder.
Amon^ the questions introduced by Mr. Wbay

were that of Tea cultivation, in which we find
nothing new to report, aud the antiquity of the
practice of drinking Tea. Mr. Wray quoted
some Chinese authority to show that the virtues
of Tea were first made known during the reign
of an Emperor who reigned 3254 years B.C., a
tradition m which Dr. Forres Watson expressed
his disbelief. Ihe learned K^mpfer gives quite
another account of the matter. He traces its dis-
covery to Darwa, the third son of Kosjuwo, King
ot the Indies, and a famous Saint and Bishop, who
took refuge in China in the year 519 a.d. There
he passed a life of holiness, his whole time being
devoted to teaching a knowledge of God and the
true religion, and in practising austerities in the
hope of securing the Divine Grace and settiug a
good example to the people. Moreover he fed
upon leaves, and spent his nights watchful and
sleepless in constant contemplation of the Supreme
-Being. jNow once upon a time it happened, that after
watching for many years, exposure to the sun and
long lasting caused the holy man to fall asleep,
knocked at his violated vow and resolved that no

- In confirmation of the latter statement, M.
Natjdijt instances a Vine planted in an outside
border, but having its branches trained under glass,
and shows that till the soil in which the roots are
situated is warmed by the sun, or other means,
the Vine merely lives upon its own substance

;

and although the practice is attended with success
in such climates as ours, yet in more northern
countries, where the soil does not receive the
necessary degree of heat, the Vine must be planted
inside.

" There is wanting, then, for the growth in our
climate of plants from warmer countries in the
open ground, and without protection, not merely
a sufficient atmospheric temperature, but bottom-
heat as well ; lor it is that stimulant which causes
the roots to act, and which forces to some extent
the aerial parts, the stem, branches, and buds to
vegetate in concert with their roots. But how is
this deficiency of heat in the soil to be remedied ?
The answer is evident. By artificially heating the
soil, so long as its natural temperature is insuf-
ficient, by means of flues or hot-water pipes

" But the artificial heating of the soil only fulfils
one of the conditions above pointed out, and could
only take effect whilst vegetation is going on : it
still remains to put the stem and branches dp™,! i *- « i * •

the reach of frost in winter, for it iavei v evYdent ! Ih i! fl

^rt^'vi ¥ 8oil ^ssSS ££*would not have the effect of preserving them from

reply that such would not be the r*dt -

rfT

geothermai culture as in all others when prop

conducted, the plants should have a 8e*s0* ^t
and this season is the winter. Now, plan

become drawn up except when, stimulatea^ or

and moisture, they are making growth in * ^^
imperfectly lighted situation.

,

system the plants would be dry in win ter,
^

more heat would be given than wouWJ
fr#

necessary to prevent them from sun*rl o ^
cold. Thev would be, in fact, in such a c^

that they would not push a leaf noreV
v"ara^

and consequently would not be liable to
^

up nor to suffer from damp. It sho^ oreigW

recollected that plants which have been six ^^
months in the open air, which have

' ^
hardened by the direct ravs of the sun, an ^
have not been deluged by syringing

^

withstand several days of darkness . ^
better than most stove and greenhofL^it;
which only receive the solar light tl * ^bj

through glass, aud that frequently wea ^
shading. But if a few days of ob^oftld^

have no ill effect on evergreen plants > *

otherwise if this darkness were to P ^
whole months, and we are far from wl9lu *

cted
*

be the case. The tent should be con»tr
^

such a way that it may be •^v/WJJ rea<W

sunny side in order to give air aud Ug
. g th*

?rior. At intervals, or even »
t

.

th of the south side, the Y^ be

might roll up, or pull asiot

... .^IM fVio weather m^
bei*

curtains. However severe the wea
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it

our latitudes, there are occasionally sunny days

when light can be thus admitted.
" The periods at which it would be proper to put

on and take off the covering depend on the season

and the general climate of the locality. At Paris

protecting for the winter in ordinary seasons may
be commenced in the middle of October; at first it

should be partial, and afterwards completed by

degrees, as the frost increases. The tents should

be made as close as possible during severe frost,

and if the temperature of the interior descend to

near the freezing point the soil should be mode-
rately heated so as to maintain the air of the tent

above 32°."

Such are the views of M. Nattdix. Our own
remarks we reserve till another week.

BRAZILIAN FRIjITS.

In that most interesting work "Travels in Brazil,"

by the late Dr. Gardner, mention is made of several

kinds of fruit which it seems have not been introduced
fro this country. As far as we can judge they would
give increased interest to tropical fruit-culture, which,
in spite of some of our English gardeners saying that
no tropical fruits are to be compared to a good Pear
or a good Peach or Nectarine, will one clay form a pro-

minent feature in our best gardens. I am half inclined

to think that with you, Mr. Editor, they are not in high
favour, but I trust you will one day be converted by a
fine dish of Mangabas on your table.

At page 87 he mentions the Mangaba, Hancornia
speciosa, as growing near Pernambuco, and bearing a
fruit about the size of a large Plum, of a yellow colour
streaked with red, and the flavour mo3t delicious. It
is a small tree, with small leaves and drooping branches
somewhat resembling the Weeping Birch.

Page 193. The Marangaba, a nearly allied species to
the Mangaba, is described. It is the "Psidium
pigmeum " of Arrudo, a shrub from 1 to 2 feet high,
the fruit of which is about the size of the Gooseberry,
and is greatly sought after on account of its delicious
flavour, which resembles that of the Strawberry.
Page 231. The Nubuzeiro (Spondias tuberosa), a

fruit about twice the size of a large Gooseberry, of a
yellowish colour when ripe ; beneath its coriaceous skin
there is a juicy pulp of a pleasant sweetish acid taste.
Like the Mangaba it is only fit to eat when it is so ripe
as to fall to the ground.
Page 335. On our journey from Ouso to Natividado

we met with great abundance of a delicious wild fruit,

a kind of Mangaba (Hancornia pubescens), different
from the one that grows so abundantly in the provinces
of Ceara and Pernambuco ; the fruit is nearly twice its

size and even more delicious.

Page 449. The Jabuticaba, a species of Eugenia
(Eugenia cauliflora, Mart.) grows wild in the woods of
the south of Brazil, and is also culti rated in most of
the gardens ofthe Diamond and Gold districts. It it of a
black colour, about the size of the Greengage Plum, of a
pulpy consistence, and very refreshing.

In Kidder's "Sketches of Brazil" (London, 1845),
mention is made of the " Jaboticabeira," aMyrtaceous
plant bearing a fruit like a large purple Grape, the fruit
growing from the trunk and large limbs, and " highly
delicious." This was fouud near San Paulo.

Dr. Gardner left Brazil with much regret, for he
says "the country is beautiful, and richer than any
other in the world in those objects to the study of
which I have devoted my life/* It does indeed seem
the most perfect country in tie known world, taking
its enormous extent, variety of climate, of surface, of
oil, and productions into consideration. T. R.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XLII.
^GARICU8 vaginatus, Bull. The distinctive mark

of the great section of Fungi known under the name
of Hymenomycetes consists in the predominance of the
hymenium over the other component parts, and its
complete exposure to the action of outward agents.
While however in many of the higher Agarics there is

a veil in infancy which completely defends the delicate
hymenium, in others there is not only a veil, but the
whole plant is covered by a distinct wrapper or volva,
which in the more perfectly organised species splits as
the pileus expands into a number of lobes which call to
mind a precisely similar appearance in many of the
parasitic Pharaogams of the curious natural order
Balanophorat. In some species, as Agaricus Phalloides,
both ring and volva may exist together, but in the
plant before us, though the volva is most perfectly
developed, there is not the slightest trace of a veil.
Upon the presence of a universal volva, more or less
perfectly organised, depends the subgenus Amanita,
which by some has been esteemed of sufficient import-
ance to be raised to the rank of a genus. To this view,
however, we cannot subscribe, and enormous as the
genus Agaricus is, even when the species are taken
with considerable latitude, we greatly prefer it being
retained in one large mass, subdivided into as many
subgenera as may be convenient.
Agaricus vaginatus appears under two distinct forms,

of each of which there are several varieties differing
principally in stature and colour. In all alike the

margin of the pileus is distinctly and regularly grooved,

in all there is the same want of a veil, and in all the

stem is stuffed with a delicate web of cottony filaments.

In the one form, however, the volva forms a close

fitting sheath at the base of the stem, and this is pre-

eminently the form originally termed by Bulliard

A. vaginatus i in the other the volva is broad and
expanded above, and most distinctly lobed, and to this

belongs the small white mountain variety appended to

this notice, and called by authors Amanita nivalis.

Occasionally the volva does not split or separate so

perfectly, but leaves broad patches on the pileus. The
colour is very variable, and passes through white, grey,

blue, yellow, buffand brown, to a deep tawny and orange,

in which state it may at first be mistaken for

A. caisareus, a fine species which, like Clathrus

cancellatus may some day reward the researches of

some botanist in the south of England or Ireland, or

if not there at least in the Channel Isles.

This species is known in Italy by the name of Bubbo"
Una and Bilzetto, and in France of Coucoumele grise,

jaune, orang^e, &c., or simply of Irandja, and Decan-
dolle writes of it as one of the most delicate of Fungi,
and the most wholesome, while Paulet, though speaking
more negatively, does not attribute to it any evil

qualities. Italian authors, however, are not all agreed
upon the point, and some, from confounding it probably
with A. vernus, or some other dangerous species, con-

sider it as positively poisonous. Vittadini says that

when eaten raw it has a sweet grateful taste like that of

Chesnuts, without leaving behind any acrid sensation,

as Persoon affirms, and that its flesh is delicate, without
odour, and when dressed is easy of digestion and well

flavoured. It is, however, not much used, and scarcely

enters into the list of Fungi which are allowed to make

AGAEicrs vaginatus, Bull, var.

(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogaraic Flora.)

EXTRACTS FROM MR. J. G. VEITCH'S LETTERS
ON JAPAN.

{Continutdfrom p. 25.)

No. XI. British Legation, Yeddo, Nov. 14, 1860.
—My last letter, dated Nov. 6th, was written very
hastily, that I might get it sent in the Legation bag.

I now proceed to give you some further information

about this really wonderful city. Mr. Alcock, with
whom you will see I am now staying, has been exceed-

ingly kind, and assists me as far as he can in the

attainment of the objects I have in view ; in return

for which I am endeavouring to be of use to him, by
arranging his garden, and forming for him a kitchen

garden on English principles, to receive the seed3 sent

from Exeter, &c.

The residence of t'le British Legation is in one of

the largest temples in Yeddo, surrounded by a very

extensive and beautiful garden and shrubbery. Some
of the specimen trees are very fine, such as Maples,

Pines, evergreen Oaks, Salisburia adiantifolia, Camellias,

&c Aralia Sieboldi grows here in the greatest

luxuriance, with several varieties of Azalea indica, and
altogether it is one of the prettiest spots I have seen.

On arriving I found a splendid room prepared for me,
putting me in mind of England and English comforts.

You can scarcely imagine how one enjoys a comfortable

room after travelling and knocking about both by sea

and land for so many months. Mr. A. has lent me a

horse, and we ride out every day attended by Japanese

officers to guard us.

This city (Yeddo) is a wonderful place, supposed to be

at least 20 to 25 miles in circumference, and surrounded

on all sides by extensive suburbs; it is well worthy of

all that has been said of it. The walks and rides in

and about it are beautiful ; magnificent clumps of trees,

and valleys cultivated with Rice, &c, continue

into the very city itself, and often when in

the centre of the town not a house can be
seen—nothing but splendid banks of shrub-

bery and trees. The restrictions, however,

placed upon the movements of foreigners are

too great to allow of my walking about freely.

Indeed, it is not safe to do so; I employ men,
therefore, to bring me seeds and plants, and I

am about to visit the nursery gardens of Yeddo,

I hope, with Mr. Alcock in a few days. There
I expect to find many good things ; it is very
annoying, however, to ride past trees and
shrubs covered with seeds and not be able to

gather them.
A Prussian expedition is now here endea-

vouring to make a treaty with the Tycoon.
Mr. Alcock gives a state luncheon to them
to-morrow, which will be rather a grand affair.

I now find my knowledge of the French and
German languages of great use to me. You
will remember a Mr. Schottman, a Prussian
gentleman, calling on us last spring and saying
he was about to make a voyage round the
world. Curious enough he is attached as

botanist, &c, to the Prussian expedition now
at Yeddo. He was glad, I think, to meet me

;

indeed, I may say the feeling was mutual.
His collections go to the Berlin Botanic Garden.
You would be amused to see me talking and

bargaining with the Japanese. First a few
words, then sundry signs, and generally a
sketch, before I can complete a transaction.

We manage, however, to get on tolerably well

on the whole. The climate is beautiful, with
a total absence of those horrid cutting easterly

winds which we often suffer so much from at

this season of the year.

Since our return from Mount Fusi Yama an
illustrated comic newspaper has been written,

their public appearance in the markets. In this country having for its title "The Illustrated Fusi Yama
it is we believe very rarely cooked, but Dr. Badham
speaks favourably of it, as does also Mrs. Hussey. Its

flesh, being very delicate and tender, must not be over-
dressed. When properly fried in butter or oil, and as soon
after gathering as possible, Ag. vaginatus will be found
inferior to but few Agarics in its flavour.

No species is more generally diffused. It makes
its first appearance about the end of June, in woods
and on their borders, and may be found till the end of
October. It is often abundant, and as it forms in good
hands an acceptable article for the table when Mush-
rooms are scarce, we subjoin a complete description,
cautioning those who wish to make experiments of its

qualities to observe particularly the grooved margin
and cottony web within the stem, in the absence of
which extreme caution is necessary.

Pileus 4 inches or more broad, plane, slightly depressed
in the centre, scarcely umbonate, fleshy, but not at the
extreme margin, which is in consequence elegantly
grooved; viscid when moist, beautifully glossy when
dry ; cuticle easily detached, often studded with
patches, the remains of the volva; stem 6 inches or
more high, except in dwarf varieties, from half to an
inch thick, attenuated upwards, obtuse at the base,
furnished with a volva [which is adnate tor an inch, and
then closely sheathing the stem, but with the margin
sometimes expanded, brittle, sericeo-squamulose, scarcely
fibrillose, but splitting with ease longitudinally, stuffed
with delicate cottony threads ; gills free ventricose,
broadest in front, often imbricated, white. M. J. B.

Gazette." Every one of us from Mr. Alcock down to
myself, is more or less caricatured, I and two or three
others getting the lion's share. I am represented with
a specimen case on my shoulders, with trees, &c,
growing from all parts of it.

No. XII. British Legation, Yeddo, Nov. 20, 1860—As I named in my last I have visited the Yeddo
nurseries, and enclose a short account of them. [This
will appear next week.]

Since my letter of the 6th, my time has been
principally taken up in getting in plants, and
having Wardian cases made, and packing them. My
work at this place is now completed, and I go down
to Kanagawa to-day. I have got together here a col-

lection of various plants sufficient to fill 9 or 10 cases,

to which I have more to add at Kanagawa. From
Kanagawa I proceed to Nagasaki, take up the plauts I
collected there, and then proceed to Hong Kong to
ship them off to England. I wish I could land my col-

lections as they now are in London. 1 found in one of
the nurseries a Tree Fern, which will probably be new,
and certainly one that will do well in a hardy fernery,

if not out of doors. I have secured two specimens of
this, one with a 4 feet and the other with a 2 feet stem.

I enjoyed ray stay in Yeddo very much, and saw a
good deal of the town and surrounding country. The
Japanese are certainly a very curious race of people
but depend upon it, sooner or later we shall have to give
up all intercourse or have a quarrel with them. It is

impossible to travel inland in any direction, and the
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difficulties become greater every day. Mr. Fortune

arrived here on the 12th hist. He is quite well.
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which I have modified in working out.
surpasses everything I have seen for cbea

"
reduction of cost in repairs, freedom from drin

' ***

of light, and elegance of appearance. Iw?6

TENDERS
For the Heating Apparatus of the Conservatory ]in the Sew

Garden of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensmg-

t0Uf w.
January 2S, 1861.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders

King's Road, Chelsea, S.W, .. .. £9^
William Hood, 12, Upper Thames Street,

EC •• •• •* •• •' *^*" w

A. Shanks" & Son, Dens Iron Works, Ar-

broath, Scotland 12o0 U «

J. Tylor & Sons, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, E.C •• 1300 ° °

Cottam & Co., 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, W 130
< ° °

Barwell & Co., Eagle Foundry, Northauap-
ton .. .. 1321

J. Wontner Smith, 20 and 21, Tenta Street,

Finsbury, E.C 1350

W. Jeakos, 51, Great Russell Street, Blooms-
bury, W.C. 1357 18

Alfred 3Iay, 259, High Hoibom, W.C. ..3 480

Henry Ormson, Stanley Bridge, King's
Road, Chelsea, S. W 14D0

Thomas Potter, 44, South Moiton Str . Uu7 14

John Taylor & Sons, Harrow Road, W. . . 1551 14 2

T. H. P. Dennis, Chelmsford 1745

[N.B. This estimate includes Gratings,

which are not in the other Tenders. ]

Frederick Bacon, 10, Ebury Street, l'imlico,

S.W. .. ... 1339 17

The following also sent in Tender3, but they were imper-

fect :—

•

A. M. Perkins, 6, Francis Street, Regent Square, W.C.
John Meikk-iohn, Westfield Iron Works. Dalkeith.

Feltham & Truss, 53, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

=

proved their title to hardihood^ albeit their progress in

growth is in most instances very slow here. 1 he younger

Araucarias seem to be impatient of intense cold. With

most the last year's shoot has perished; happily the

finest specimen here with 20 years' vigorous growth is an

exception. A few small Deodars arekilled; others ofvarious

growths are killed back to the strong wood, a few young

Cedars of Lebanon being affected similarly. So partial

has been the effect of the cold in this case that ot

individuals standing in proximity some are altogether

chanced in colour while others are untouched, lne

Wellingtonias are safe. Saxe-Gothea conspicua m a

well sheltered spot and upon dry soil is completely

killed; Fitz-Roya' patagonica nearly so. This last has

never been robust* but with its companion stood the

frost of 1859;unharraed. Cryptomeria japonica, whore

sheltered, is unhurt. Of the Cypresses, Govemana is

killed ; torulosa, Uhdeana, and macrocarpa all more or

less injured ; several good specimens being so withered

in appearance as to render their standing a summer a

sun very doubtful. The Thujas, Thujopsis borealis, and

Sequoia sempervirens are also sufferers in a greater or

less degreo. This discursive run through the pleasure-

grounds may enable some of your readers to make a

useful comparison of notes. Had it been continued

through the kitchen department, another field of deso-

lation would have been described. The soil of the

garden is dry and upon the chalk ; it rises well above

the valley of the Colne. Being upon the southern bank

of the river, its lies somewhat open to the north. Your

readers will probably learn throughother correspondents,

how far tie important interests of our forests and field

crops have been affected by the severity of the season.

Aldenham Abbey, Herts. It is perhaps as yet early

Th?pe

sketch, but I fear that it will only inadequately"
11* *

the value of the improvement. Several v«Ja
COnve

y
*ve seen

it

uopted
Iq

°* rafters-

provement. Several have
however, and I believe that it will soon be v&Qxklt^
many places, a, ridge ; b, rafters ; c, section of rafW
d, glass ; e, screws. In the usual mode of elazW
part of the rafter stands above the glass; inthi
the centre of the rafter is hollowed out, cc, and fb**
a groove into which the water falls and passes raJd?
away. The glass is fastened on with a small screw aS
has stood the test of the recent changes of weak!
William Paul.

*m
The Frost and Laurus(inus.—We have many fine

specimens of Laurustinus; some I planted 20 vean
ago, but the frost has turned them all brown and tilled

Home Correspondence.
Effects of the Late Frost.—The thaw of the last few

days has revealed to a lamentable extent the injury

done to our gardens by the late severe frost. Its

ravages have certainly exceeded the former observa-

tions of most men, and following so late and wet a

summer have perhaps surpassed all our recorded expe-

rience. Around us the atmosphere of the planted

grounds is laden with a peculiar sickly smell, arising

from the dead and decomposing leaves of those ever-

greens which have suffered; amongst which in this

respect the Laurustinus is perhaps the chief offender.

The amount of cold registered here agrees very gene-

rally with that recorded in your columns as occurring

in our district. A mercurial thermometer, 3 to 4 feet

from the ground, on a post in the open air, registered

on Christmas morning —5|° or 37
-fc

c
of frost ; on the 29th

tilt. —V or 33° of frost. These readings were corrobo-

1

days to speak positively as to the effects of the late frost

;

but there are certain general appearances and conclu-

sions to be deduced from them which may be useful in

the present stage of the inquiry. First, let me say, that

I speak only of my own nurseries and the surrounding

district, which is a low one, lying in the valley of the

Lea, 11 miles N.E. of London, and about 12 miles (as

the crow flies) from the outfall of that river. On the

morning of the 25th December there was 38° of frost,

that is, the thermometer was 6° below zero. Ever-
greens where removed, if ever so much exposed, have
suffered considerably less than those which remained
stationary. This is so contrary to the general notion

of what should occur, that we are naturally led to seek

for an explanation, and I think we find it in the

peculiar season we have just passed through. Owing
to the quantity of rain and little sun of 1860, the

growth was vigorous and the vessels of these plants

wTere surcharged with moisture, and in the worst pos-

rated by a second thermometer at 5 feet from the ground,

outside the window of an inhabited room, with a

northern aspect; which last registered uniformly

throughout the frost some 4° higher ; the difference

being entirely due to situation. Prominently among
such shrubs as are killed are the Sweet Bays, Laurus-

tinus, Fuchsias, Phillyreas, Gum Cistus, Quercus Ilex,

and Suber, some of these last being of large growth.

Among the extensively injured are the common Laurel,

• Aucuba japonica, Garrya elliptic!, Arbutus unedo,

Viburnums. In a less degree the Portugal Laurels,

Spurge L ivj-els, Boxes, and Mahonias. Of the Roses

and wall fruit trees it is as yet somewhat difficult to

form an accurate opinion; these have alike very gene-
rally retained their leaves through the winter, attri-

butable to the lateness of their growth, and
the immaturity of the young wood. It is probable
that very ranch of the new wood has been de-
stroyed, whatever much they may have suffered

beyond this. Various ornamental flowering shrubs
usually requiring the protection of a wall have also
been unable to sustain the cold. Among them Magnolia
grandiflora, old and well established, had been killed

down upon an eastern wall; upon the western others
are so much cut, and the loss of foliage so considerable,
as to render their recovery almost hopeless. Will they
•prim gain from the root ? Foremost among the com-
paratively i I shrubs stands the queen of British
evergreens, the Hnlly ; all its varieties planted here,
including ciliatuw, Itea, atrovirens, scrratifohum, with
Madera », ap tr to be tmtow ; hut Her latifolia
and i'erado are killed to the ground. Rhododendrons
and other American shrubs of lbs hardy kinds are gene-
rally safe, as a; the TuccaS, The greater amount of
cold of this frost would appear to have tested the powers
of endurance of the Conifers* still more than the sudden
and severe trial they underwent in the autumn of 1859.
We have to regret the loss of some fine Montezuma*,
muncata and Aysteahuite, 11 years planted, all of
which kinds were somewhat injured in 1859. To these
must now be added Llavean si, Uoylii, and it is feared
Cembroides. In several species "the last year's oft-
ripened wood has perished, including that of I'yrenaica
and Benthamiana, where they have stood exposed.
Insignis proves very sensitive here; its growth, is rapid
and it likes the soil ; but while some fine specimens
have at ti s suffered and were much browned in 1859,
one or more whu-h then ecca I has now been killed
outright. Some fine macrocarpa, excelsa, Lambertiana,
Sabiniana, and others generally recognised as hardy,
are unscathed. Abies Morinda is safe iu sheltered situa-
tions, but will lose many leaves where it has stood
exposed. Abies Douglasii is safe. The genus Picea has
scarcely suffered at all ; Pinsnpo, Cephalonica, nohilis
grandis, Webbiana, Nordmamiiana, and amabilis, hav

sible condition to resist frost. Those, however, which
had been removed in autumn were in a different

state by the time the frost arrived; the supply from
the root had been diminished or cut off, and the
system was relieved of excessive moisture by evapora-
tion. In the same way do we explain the fact that
evergreens growing in the shade—under trees for

example—have suffered more than any others. Shelter
without shade has proved protection; but shelter with
shade has this time been no benefit, but a bane. Willia
Paul, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross.

Glazing.—Permit me to call attention to a new plan
of glazing which may be seen at my nurseries,

April

I shall see whether or not the roots are killed. If not

they will have a chance of starting afresh. Will yoa
oblige me by stating when best to cut down, and if the

bad smell is common. [It is universal.] Our Gouiferaj

look pretty well. Deodars and Araucarias are not hurt,

nor are Hollies, nor Cedars of any kind. T.Z. [On no

account prune any such evergreens before the end of

March or beginning of April.]

Weather Wisdom. — During the last year it w»
remarked by many persons that " there was no trusting

to the barometer." It certainly does seem that very

little weather wisdom has, as yet, been attained,

particularly if we suppose that Fitzro/s Guide, pub-

listed by the Board of Trade, comprises all that i*

known on the subject. If we refer only to the week

described in your Paper of the 19th January last, we

shall see that the indications of the barometer did not

correspond with the rules usually laid down. "A high

glass with a south wind is of rare occurrence, and

shows firm dry weather." Tor the inaccuracy of tWi

rule, observe that on the 11th and 12th the weather

was foggy, frosty, thawing and drizzling. "A falling

glass indicates either strong wind, or else that the

wind will shift to S.W." The glaBS fell from llthto

13th. The wind veered to the eastward; and as on the

13th there was "uniform haze," I presume there was

very little wind at all. " A north-east wind with
.

i

rising glass foretells snow." This combination took

place" on the 17th with a thaw. " When tas wad .

backs, i. e. moves against the sun, bad weather ensue*

The wind backed continually through the week, W
the weather did not become worse. O. &
Columbines.— I see a new Aquilegia extenfl^y

advertised by the title caryophyUoidos. I rtouiaw

,lad to k . i w) fa r my of jw* w^^7e *S
it together with A. Durandi, and wliethw they 1^
Amid any difference between them. I ™™ ae

T_
n

plate (coloured) only in Mr. Moore's work, bat m
that an 1 the peculiar colour of the seed 1 am mcu**

to think they are identical. »* ol^7J j,

brought out with new names that one Wtes
,

certain, as far as poasible, of th --nmnene» <*»

article, before paying a high price only to ne ^
pointed in l] sod. M. A.

;H ^
Botanical Nomenclature.—In connection wiuu

^

remarks and inquiries which have appeared
>

lawj

your columns, I bog leave to aek-1. \\ hetbffM^
of the coined word " Argemonc," with lte "V^
derivation, we ought not rather to use <WT^
described iu Hederic as "herba sim

agresti ?" 2. How does it happen that * ^
" erpetion" and " herpestis" from the **me \ \%
$P™ ? Is this on the heterographic P™1^ ^i
there any good authority for pronouncing w»

y.

the well-known Rose Chenedole as of lour *; ^
A gentleman staying hereabouts some time s

'

[

had lived much in France, stated that it is th

^ ^
a well-known French poet, and a d fllaole. • ^
to Argomone you are right in quoting He-aer ' ^
gives no authority, and the word is written * 6 ^
in all editions of Pliny that we have

JJf^JJ^i*
some of the makers < neric names omit

^etf 81*

as in erpetion for herpction we do not kn0
!^L £$

many such cases, all wc believe offoreign onff • ^eflr

Chenedole we can give no reply ;
thare bcin

jL of ttf

authority for proper modern names. A P°^• ^ not

name may bo " well known" in France; but ^^i
here. Will you be kind enough to refer

title page and tell us how he accents his
i

nain -J^
(Enothera gram ura,-lu your last^^

a paragraph on "(Enothera grandiflora ^.^m
questioning the correctness of the name, w ^questioning
O. Jamesii to bo identical with it.vs. «iamesu 10 t>e identical wiuj n-

J tfarv3^
that Dr. Lindley kindly named the pW*» doubtieS

specimens sent; "Jacques" will thereto!^ j(fc,

consider this a satisfactory reply. James ^ pr.

237 and 238, IHah Holbonu [The plA"? 8

dtW
Lindley had nothing to do with (E. JamWJJ, ^andiflor»»

(E.g^

G&Kitcu*^
a

Walthain Cross. I am
e ! inventor of the Cannon

indebted to Mr. Monro the
Boiler for the original idea,

without its proper leaves waaprobab
which is all he said.]

Jiadishes.— In your correspondent's

den Remembrancer " (sec p. 48), I .° ^ do"' 11 j

inaccuracy. Karly Turnip Radish i V 1

* tW**
every month in the year to the exclusion o

more useful varieties. 2?. . , r ^at I <*$

The Sirocco in NiMtykamshire.^™1**^**
throw some lurht on the sudden hot bla** l
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Dr.

Gtf*

by your correspondent M E. B." in the neighbourhood
of Worksop. The large gasometer in that town lately

turned completely over, and a large quantity of gas
escaped, which on being liberated may have floated in

the atmosphere until ignited by some natural agency,
and caused the high temperature complained of. D. C.

A curious Fact in Natural History.—On the 32th of
last month (January) there was found near Chepstow a

sparrow'snest in a road-side hedge with thehen bird frozen
to death on her eggs, five in number. The cock bird
was seen at the t tie time apparently watching near,
as was noticed by those who made the discovery. A. A.

Henderson's Short-topped Beet.—I was pleased to see
that your correspondent " P. A. W.M (see p. 18) has in-

cluded, and in its class given foremost rank, to this
excellent variety of Beet. Among the many good
things introduced of late to the kitchen garden/none is

of more value than this. After three years' experience
I have always fiiuud it to poss deeper colour, dwarfer
habit, and to be more e ttqpt than any other variety.
/. S. T., Crowhnrst Park, Suss .

Mot-Water A, >ratus.— As one or more .of your
corresponded previously to the late severe weather
have asked for information respecting boilers, it
is with great satisfaction that we record our willing
testimony to the perfect efficiency of the very powerful
upright tubular boiler erected for us by Messrs. Weeks,
and which for some years up to the present period has
effectively heated nearly two miles in extent of piping,
without any intervening accident or replacement; some
portion of the piping is laid at a considerable distance
from the propelling power, yet the most remote extent
is as efficiently heated as the nearest, and in the aggre-
gate amount of service hot water is made to circu-
late through nearly 32 houses and structures, and,
with the exception of a very limited period, the
apparatus is at work nearly the whole year round. By
the old system, the same extent of heating would have
required about 20 separate fires. Previously to the
working of our present apparatus we adopted six or
seven other different boilers, but relinquished the whole
oft

5
eu

;.
m favour of our present one, which being

sett-feeding in its corstruction is vastlv more econo-
mical ana convenient in respect to labour, &<\, than
any other previously tried by us. Except in the
severest weather it may be left in the evening self-fed
for the full complement of time required for circulation
until morning, without risk of the burning fuel beino-
extinct overnight. The allotted distribution o°f

fif j-i
°Ug

V
this m08t Powerful invention to

the different departmental requiring various decrees of
temperature, is admirably regulated by means of brass
valves, a contrivance which, if not originated by Messrs.
Weeks n at least more efficiently adapted to hot-water
apparatus by them than to any others previously known

St.'joW* W R
f
nderson $ Son

>
Wellington Nursery,

Tom Thumb Lettuce.—This Lettuce first came intomy hands some 10 years back through a friend at thattime residing m the Azores, but my stock being
exhausted, and thinking the Laitue Gotte a graine no£
or Vilmonns trade list six years back might be the
same, I sent for some seed and found it identical. Ihave not the "Bon Jardinier " with me to refer to, but
I am much mistaken if you will not find this Lettuce
alluded to in the volume for 1850 or '51. It is an
excellent variety, especially for stewing, and cooks whohave once tried it will not use any other kind ; that at
least w my experience respecting it. _P. A. W.
^ -aI

6 S™in9-—l have always found plants from
the middle of August sowing to be most useful, as someof them come m all through the winter, unless it is

worse the cold became, until at Nice I found the ground
white with snow and hard with frost, which even a
southern sun had little influence on. Happily this state

of things did not long continue. In a week's time all

wintry appearances and influences had disappeared,

and we have had ever since mild, sometimes quite warm
spring weather. What I have described as Hie period
of our severe cold was during the Christmas week.
Now Geraniums are in flower in the gardens. The
Anemones which grow so luxuriantly wild here are

beginning to show themselves, as well as the green
budding of the new leaves of the Willows, and even the

Orange blossoms in some situations may be discerned as

forming. Nice is full to overflowing. Many travellers

have been glad to find temporary shelter and pass on.

Persons who had intended to proceed further halted

here, deterred partly by the reports of the cold which
awaited them in the northern parts of Italy, and
partly by the unsettled state of the southern districts of

the Homagna and Naples. From an occasional Corres-

pondent.

otittit&

Entomological : Jan. 7.—J. W. Douglas, Esq., Pre-

sident, in the chair. The changes in the Council and
officers to be proposed at the ensuing anniversary were
announced. Mr. Stevens exhibited various beautiful

Lepidoptera recently captured in Ceram by Mr. Wal-
lace. Mr. Edwin Sheppard exhibited a remarkably
dark specimen of Hemerophila abruptaria, and Mr.
Bond various rare Microlepidoptera, including Graeil-

laria stigmatella. Mr. Gorham pointed out the distinc-

tion between two British species of Micropeplus. A
note by Mr. Grove was read on the diurnal period of

development of Acherontia Atropos; and Mr, Mac Lac-
land read a revision of Kolenati's second memoir on
the Trichoptera, and exhibited several new British

species of that order. Mr. Pickard exhibited a fine

variety of Gonepteryx Rhamni, considered as a distinct

species by most authors uuder the name of

Gonepteryx Cleopatra, taken by his uncle in Yorkshire.

A larva of a Noctua taken on the surface of the snow
was exhibited, and Dr. Wallace alluded to Dr. Staudin-

ger's statement of the repeated freezing of caterpillars,

some of which, however, died during each experiment,
whereby their numbers became gradually diminished.
Mr. Grove exhibited some specimens of the cast skins
of various Sphingidee, showing the thiil pellicle or

covering of the limbs. Dr. Knaggs exhibited some
insect eggs which had been destroyed by a small para-
sitic Teleas, of which specimens were exhibited. Mr.
Waterhouse read a memoir containing a revision of the
British species of Euplectus and Scydmaenus. Mr.
Scott described a new species of Coleophora, and Dr.
Wallace exhibited some experiments for extracting the
grease from insects by boiling their bodies in Benzine.

lecture-room on a cold frosty night it appeared to act
admirably. At the close of tho lecture it wes removed
from there to an orchard-house belonging to S.
Hodgkinson, Esq., where it was put in operation, and so
convinced is that gentleman of its practical utility that
he has decided on adapting it to two of his houses.
The cost is trifling, and the ease with which it can be
removed when not actually wonted is a great advantage
over the usual fixed apparatuses. The next point to
which the lecturer alluded was the piping. He strongly
urged the use in all eases of large over small pipes, as

the larger the heatea surface, the greater the diffusion

of heated air; 4-inch pipes were a very good size for

nearly all kinds of houses, except very small ones.

Having directed attention to the manner of firing, and
the various kinds of fuel, the lecturer concluded his

remarks, and a cordial vote of thanks to Mr, Carter
terminated the proceedings. [We should like to know
something more about this small apparatus.]

— —

procured true to nnme, a difficult thing to accom-
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,
with care

'
but HttlS fear Teedbe entertamed of their starting to seed A

S„l »»»•} o™ <*, the beat kitchen gardener, inEngland, used to reckon to cut AtkhA MatchlessCabbage every week in the year, hut the Matcldess«• a very different thing from what you get underthat name at the present time. Now Cattell's Reliance
« the nearest approach to Matchless in its pure state

L*TyS
^u m

',',e8,° smaH Pieties °f Cabbage at 1 footapart. When the first plants are ready bv the end ofS^etnber or first week in October, I Jut them o in

aHhe second^ *f
1 ff* !n the row

•
and «* "O0n

the intermediate rows. I pknt alt crops of Brasaicasm drills, and with an occasional flat hoeing afterwards

^mZl n u?""* In thia Wl»y » »'M mals of nicecompact Cabbage may be had, and in showery weathertheir growth may be much promoted by an occasionaldushng of soot. The best time to sowVm wfl jus

"ZtLlZ^n S** - *«* ouerist

^
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ps stiU is with you. I justescaped froni Lngland in time. The second day after
getting to Paris it snowed. £s I travelled south the

Sydenham Horticultural : A Lecture on the best
mode of heating Horticultural Buildings by hot water,
was delivered on Thursday evening the 11th inst.,

before the members of this Society, by Mr. Joseph
Carter, Engineer, Peak Hill, Sydenham. Mr. Carter,
by means of well executed plans and drawings, described
the various forms and actions of some of the boilers

now in general use. The Cannon Boiler he said had of
late been much spoken of, but despite the mauy altera-

tions and improvements it had undergone it was still

far from being a good boiler, inasmuch as there was no
means of removing the sediment from the lowest part
which was in immediate contact with the fire, incrus-

tation very soon took place, and a greater amount of
fire heat was necessary to heat the water there by
entailing more expense for fuel and attention. The
saddle-back boiler he considered a very cheap,
efficient, and economical form of boiler; it had a large
area exposed to the action of the fire, and the objection
to the Cannon Boiler was obviated in this by reason of
the square bottoms or soles, in which a pipe or plug
could be inserted and the foul water removed at any
time, thereby preventing incrustation taking place so
rapidly ; for general purposes he thought this boiler was
one of the very best if properly set. The cylindrical
boiler he thought stood next to the saddle, it had also a
very large surface exposed to the action of the fire, so
much so that in comparing one of these with the tubular
boiler, size for size, the heating surface of the former
was as 165 to 113 of the latter, an advantage which
must be apparent to all, and for very large or extensive
work he thought the cylindrical quite as good as the

;
tubular. The conical and the worm or corkscrew
boilers were next explained by the lecturer. Of the
latter of these he said, for warming small houses, such
as are chiefly erected by amateurs, this kind of boiler
was very suitable, as it was very cheap, efficient, and
required little attention. He instanced several places
in the neighbourhood where these were at work and
giving satisfaction. For very large ranges of hotbousat
heated from a single boiler, the best in his opinion wa»
the Cornish boiler ; this was in general use where steam
for manufactories, &c, was largely generated, and as it

had a larger surface than any boiler lie knew exposed
to the action of the fire, it was both a powerful and
economical boiler. Mr. Carter then proceeded to desc
an invention of his own, a portable apparatus forwarming

I

small greenhouses, aud judging from its effects on the

JSooftS

Moore's Index Filicum, Part 10 (Pamplin), just pub-
lished, goes as far as Carpanthus, with seven plates of
genera.

The parts of the Flore des Serres, for Oct. and Nov.
1858, have appeared in the present month. The
Editor states that he will publish three numbers
monthly till all arrears are cleared off, which will have
been effected next December. The parts before us
contain a continuation of the illustrations of marine
aquaria, and take up the subject of the fossil plants of
the coal measures, &c. Of living plants there are
original figures of Pteris tricolor, and the new Arads
called Caladium Belleymii (very pretty), Baraquinii,
and picturatum (beautiful), a group of the double
Dianthus Heddewigii, Hedysarum coronarium, the
common French Honeysuckle, .Eschynanthus tricolor,

and a double Pomegranate called Legrellei. There is

also the commencement of an article on Garden Archi-
tecture with woodcuts apparently borrowed from
Downing, and a paper by M. Naudin upon Testudo
culture ; that is to say the management of the common
European tortoise, which is said to be quite a delicacy
when cooked, and to be bred for the table in Spanish
convents, where it multiplies

Vinfini) in gardens planted
enclosed by bricks. It seems
fast disappearing from the South of France, where
it was formerly so common that on the borders
of the Durance river it supplied the peasantry
with food for three months in a season of scarcity.

M. Naudin advocates the revival of this sort of food,
which we suppose -. to be classed with that of snails
and frogs and " such small deer."
Hendersons Illustrated Bouquet, Part X, contains

figures and descriptions of Alocasia metallica, one of
the noblest of Arads, sent from Borneo by Mr. Hugh
Low, jun. ; two varieties of Lilium speciosum, with a
detailed and very good account of all the Lilia known
in Gardens; and a plan aud isometrical view of the
Plant houses, &c, in Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son's
Nursery in the Wellington Road, the letter-press
explaining which is to be given in the next number.
The part concludes with a long horticultural account of
ornamental bulbous and tuberous plants.

in vast numbers (a

with Lettuces and
that tliis tortoise is

»
»

On the Origin of Species by means of Organic
Affinity. By H. Freke, A.B. 8vo. Longmans.
We cannot pretend to give the reader a notion of the

meaning of this author. He claims to be a rival of Mr.
Darwin, who he informs us has "attained by analogy
towhat he has " attempted to establish by 'induction.
We are rather surprised that Mr. Freke should have in-
troduced the word attempted; for he is evidently of
opinion that his arguments, whatever they may mean,
are conclusive. As a specimen of absurdity, let us
quote the following passage, the italics of which are the
author's :—

' When we see a seedcast into the unorganised
earth converting that earth's inorganic component*
into an organised tree, the propriety of calling that
seed an organisiw? agent, can, I conceive, scarcely be-
questioned. Whatever other functions or property (if
any) that seed may be supposed to posses?, to ma it
would appear obvious that it unquestionably possesses
this, namely, the property of conferring orUmarfaig
organisation to certain con< ituents of the earth, which
had hitherto existed in the inorganic or unorganised
state. I consequently, cannot conceive the possibility
of any one questioning the propriety of my designating
that seed an organising agent. If instead "of the seed
just referred to we were to cast into the same un-
organised earth a portion, say of the tooody fibre of the
tree that has been developed by that seed, we do not
see a similar result to take place. We do not see that
woody fibre (like the seed) converting tlve inorganic
components of the earth into an organ tree. In a
word, we do not see that woody fibre conferring or im-
parting organisation. Consequently, be the properties
or functions of that woody fibre what they may, we un-
hesitatingly state that it is not, like the seed, an
organis / agent." Do we not indeed, goo.l philosop'her ?
Do you know what a bud is, or a cutting of a plant ?

[Is not that what you call an "organising 2-ent." Do
not the roots it puts forth into the *• unorganised
earth" and the tree that is ultimately formed proceed
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from the very wuo^^- voa say doe. not «M-«i the exUnt to whW. . thnvi^
"confer or inipiut organisation/' V iw! create u national wealth which gives an nr. pulse to

Parti 5 and f, of Mr. Il.m:.nl'i superb Qutnologia

or illustrati of the Peruvian harks i
Commerce are

before us, and we are ii I that thi r.maining

4 parti are to appear shortly. Those DO* i4NNi com-

prehend Cinchona lutea, microphvlla, conglomerata,

LeterophvlU. l'ulton, and paribolica.

Bat- man'a Life of Ih-. Wilson, the celebrated Bishop

of Calcutta, has just bM published by Murray in a

•ingh- 8vo volume, and forms a most acceptable altera-

tion of thi first edition, the cost of which was beyond

the means of many an i r purchas. r. Some small

and unimportant omissions have been made by the

editor, In order to compress his matter, but nothing is

left out which la any way affects the value of the work

or diminishes the interest of Mr. liahmim'* .sketch of

thii truly great and good man. Thi price of the

volume is 9*. ; we mention thii because it is a book to

be bought and studied, not hired, read and forgotten.

The Prince of Wales in Canada and the United

States. In an 8vo volume of 433 pages £Bradbury &
Evans) Mr. Woods lata arranged, extended and cor-

rected those spirited sketches which so long gave new
interest to the columns of the Times. It was fitting

that they should have a more permanent existence than

can be found in the Daily New ap: IT press; and they

now may grace the library shelf, where they will form

an imperi.shab! ord Of what, with great respect to

French commercial treaty mukrrs, and Garihaldian

conquerors, we presume to consider the most interest-

ing event of th year 18G0. Thi volume is d. dicat.

with much good taste to the Duke of Newcastle, thi

Prince's mentor on this great occasion, and has a useful

map.

Miscellaneous.
Chair Making.—Chipping Wycombe, known as High

Wycombe, is in thi very heart of the Buckinghamshire

woods. Bec« h, thi sacred tree of the Romans, out of

which the sacrificial cup was made, had come to be

called " the Buckinghamshire v\ d." In old Fuller's

time, Beech was In to be of value for timber, when
no Oak w be had. As long as the Oak lasted the
Beech was safe from the wood n'a axe for all purposes

of house-building. It was still safe when the Pine,
Mhewn on Norwegian hills," came to us in ship-loads;

and still more safe when our North American colonies

sent ns their deals by millions of feet. In a happy hour
the people dv 5 amidst the Beech woods of the
Chlitems took to chair-making, and so vigorously
pursued the occupation that the Buckinghamshire weed
is becoming scare as the Oak was becoming scarce in

the 17th century. It is remarkable how suddenly
manufacture are localised under favourable circum-
stances. Chairs were, no douht, always made in these
diatr s. The Windsor chair has a fame of some
antiquity; but the Wycombe chair tking trade was
scarcely in m as something remarkable 20 or 30 years
ago. The demand these chairs has grown with the
enormous ii ease of generft] population ; the facilities

Of communication with the metropolis; the rapidly ex-
tending demand of our colonies. " When I began the
trade." said lar manufacturer to me, " I loaded a
cart and travelled to Luton. All there was prosperous.
There was a scramble for my chairs; and when I came
home I laid my receipts on my table, and said to my
wife, ' You never v so much money before.' " This

every occupation, and fills every dwelling with comforts

and elegances of which our forefathers never dreamt.

The wondrous cheapness of the Wycombe chair is pro-

duced by the division of labour in every manufactory;

and by the competition amongst the manufacturers, in

a trade where a small capital and careful organization

will soon reward the humblest enterprise. •' I can turn

out 30 dozen chairs a day," said the worthy man who

occasionally carried a few dozen in a cart to Luton

market when lie started in business. KnighVs British

Almanac for 1861.

What Defies the Ocean.—But although, at Brighton,

the burglarious Pholas is kept out of the wood of the

pier by means of the iron nails, yet other parasites have

stablished themselves on the iron armour thereof; for

I observed large masses of the common mussel-shell

hanging on to them, like huge bunches of Biack

Hamburgh Grapes. While 1 was looking at them from

above, a colossal wave came thundering in, gave

the poor mussels a tremendous blow, making them
rattle again. Why did not that wave, I thought,

knock off the shells? An opportunity soon came, for,

on examination, I found that they are strung on

together, like a rope of Onion9. There is a centre rope,

upon which, or rather to which, each shell is attached

by an independent string; nay, more than this, each

shell has tied himself on to his neighbour for common
safety's sake, like the travellers do when going up
Mont Blanc, as we see in Albert Smith's picture. The
shell's rope looks like a very coarse bit of unravelled

tow which 1 been soaked in water; it is, in fact, a

sort of natural string. 1 have seen a ladies' glove

made from the tow, or rather silk, secreted by the

pinna-shell, and the pinna uses his silk for the same
purpose as the mussel his tow, namely, to anchor him-
self firmly to a rock. This fact of their binding powers
has been observed and even acted on by the French
engineers in Cherbourg ; for, to make the breakwater,

they have planted, as it were, several tons of mussels,

throwing them upon some loose massed of stone. In
course of time, these little workmen will spin their

string-like webs for self-security's sake, and will bind
the loose stones firmly together, thus unconsciously

making a living cement, more durable than any material

ever invented by man. Thus we see that these two
apparently unimportant shells—thePholas the destroyer,

and the Mussel the preserver—silently and unobserved
in the depths* of the ocean, may bring about important
changes in the affairs of men, and even turn the scale

in the destiny of nations. Buckland's Curiosities of
Natural History, 2d series.

have to

calls for

manufacturer now sends his chairs to London, Liver
pool, and Manchester

; to Australia, New Zealand, and
Constantinople. He made 8000 chairs for the Crystal
Palace; and. being a person of true Knglish humour,
owl to tell how he took his family to a Crystal

Pabice musical festiv and asked the attendants where
tin .jot so many chairs of one pattern, which seemed
to him one of the greatest wonders of the place.
Another manufacturer provided 2500 chairs, of unusual
strength >r the evening service at St. Paul's; and he
» providing similar chairs for the service of Ely,
hieter, and other cathedrals. He is also executing \a
contract for 6000 chairs for barracks-a contract not
very profitable tor the Government officers insist upon
having

j

seats of unusual thickness, which is of no
real utility, but adds to the expense and the difficulty \

tePt to° warm,
of execution, because seasoned Beech cannot be obtained
in planks a quarter of an inch wider than those in general
use. When official persons are wiser than the teach in j?
of practical experience, the public must pay for their
wisdom.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Forcing pits will soon

he kept in full activity to supply the various
plants in bloom, which during the spring months are
more or less in demand in most establishments. Care
should be taken before plants are moved to sitting

rooms to gradually harden them for a day or two either
by placing them in the conservatory or an intermediate
house. In addition to keeping the conservatory gay
with blooming plants, let the arrangement of the
interior be occasionally changed by grouping the plants
somewhat differently and adding a few striking ones, as
some of the hardiest Palms, &c, for effect. Pay atten-
tion to the plants intended for successive blooming.
Insects should be kept down and every means enforced
to keep the foliage clean and healthy. The number of
plants brought forward will depend on the demand and
must be regulated accordingly. Narcissi, Hyacinths,
Ac., should be carefully attended to as they now begin
to show flower ; as regards those in a less forward state
remove the plunging material down to the surface of
the pots to prevent them rooting upwards. Mignonette
and Neapolitan Violets will require abundance of light
and air to keep them from damping. Cover pits,
frames, &c well at night. As, with the exception of
forced plants, most other things are still in an inactive
state, the temperature of plant houses should not be

But it is not the large contract which makes
the great chair-trade of Wycombe and the neighbour.
hood. Lot us beer in mind the immense improvement
in the social habits of the British people, marking the
•niversal prorata of refinement, and consider the con-
sequent numher of houses with rentals varying fromIW.I0WI

,
whose tenants require useful furniture at

once cheap, lasting, and ornamental. We ieed not
then be rpnsed that Wycombe boasts of making a
cnair a minute all the year round-chairs which would

s unsightly in the handsomest sitting-room, and
which can be sold at 5*. each. More costly chairs are
here produced, as well as the commonest rush-bottom
chair of the old cottage pattern. But the light caned
chair, stained to imitate Rotewood, or of the bright
natural colour of the Birch, and highly polished, finds ademand throughout the kingdom-* demand which
might appear Ubulous to those who have not reflected

not be

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery/.—-Pines are often deficient in flavour at this

, which is improved by exposing the ripening
fruit to all the light you can command, and giving but
little water. A good supply of air is likewise essential
at all times for high- flavoured fruit, and more than
ever necessary at this time. Continue an increase of
heat to Pines now wanted to start, employing it prin-

•
cipally by day. Attend to linings for Pines grown in
dung pits and keep the atmosphere in which thev
grow dry. J

Early Vinery.—Remove all extra buds except such
as may be required for producing bearing wood next
season. In leaving these latter select such as are
formed nearest the main stem to avoid the awkward
appearance of long spurs at a stage further in theirgrowth Such shoots as have more than one bunch
should have them reduced to that number, select-»ng the one likeliest to form the handsomest clusterlying in the young wood should be managed carefully"
bringing the shoots to their proper pceitiS by degreed
to avoid the danger of their breaking. After the buds'

ions effects any sudden check to the roots
ction will produce on the coming crop. Brina gr

ion Vineries into work as wanted. Late Ymeri

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK NEAR J*0N,D05
For the Week ending Jan. 31, ISG1. as observed at the Horticuiturwo

Babometbb.

Max.

Friday 25,

Satur. 26, O
Sunday 27 16
Mon. 28j \ ;
Tues. 29; 18
Wed. 3(V 19
Thurs. 31 20

Average.

.

29.899

30.288
30.199
30.200
30.158
30.104

30.129

30.139

Min.

29.851

30.137
30.169
30.0S0
30.053
29.989
30.089

30 041

TEMrBBATcaa.
OTtnVEartktTfthe Air.

Jan 23—Densely clouded ; rather boisterous ; slight rain at a %

— 28—Fine ; very fine ; mild and overcast ;
«""•

— 27—Overcast; very fine ; slight drizzle at night.

— 28- U niformly overcast ; very fine ; foggy and fr?sty.

— 29-Very dense fog ; clearing at noon ; clear ;
sligbi uo»

— 30— Foggy ; overcast ; drizzly.— 31—Fine; exceedingly fine throughout
Mean temperature of the week, oi deg, above the averasc

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK
! the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Fe^**During

February.

Sunday 3..
Mon. 4 .

Tuea. 6..
Wed. 6..
Thura. 7--
Priday 8..
Satur. 9 .

.

-la 6x -

43.8
4i.:$

45.3
46.0

46.5

45.6

45.3

30.6

32.4
33.2

32J
33.1

33.2

31.6

SB

37.2
38.4
39.2
39.3

39.8
39.4

38.5

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

The highest temperature during the above period occuw
1831—therm. 62 deg.; and the lowest on the 9th, lM7~^erm' *mm

are started a Few inches the syringe may be trr%JU.
withheld, as too much humidity at this seSftaft
sometimes retard boih foliage and bunchet/Vi
sufficient degree of moisture can easily be ken*

*

sprinkling the floors and heating apparatus
°P ^

times daily. Regulate the admission of air wo****
have a gentle current at all times through thewli?
increased, of course, by day agieeably with thesUtT*
the weather. Gradually advance the nisrlit t>
ture to 60° and then to 65° by the time theflow*
ready to open, keeping the thermometer from ]ffZ
15° higher by day according to the amount of Ifcu
can command. Keep up the heat in the outside bonW
by additions when necessary, bearing in mind the

* •

rious effects any sudden check to the ronta ua^

sion v meries into worK as wanted. Late Vineri***
which Grapes are still hanging will require fires dtil*
and air sufficient to keep the house and fruit dn-
remove decayed berries and dead leaves, audw-fUnm.'
tect the roots from frost.

^"

Peach Houses.—Peaches and Nectarines which
have been forced for several years oftentimes produce a
large excess of fruit-buds, and this more especially m
weakly trees. When therefore such is the cue thi

latter will be greatly benefited by well thinning t\*

bloom buds, leaving the largest and those most fiYonr.

ably placed ; of course a considerable number will be

still left to allow for casualties.

Fig House.—Damp the trees over frequently, and if

wanted early increase the heat a degree or two weekh
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

Except in particular cases little more can be doM
in this department at present than paying attention to

order and neatness. Bedding plants, however, most

have attention, for in all likelihood many thing* in

suffering, and such plants as appear to be injured mot

should be removed to other quarters where a mon

favourable temperature is kept. Keep stock in pits asd

frames well ventilated, whenever the weather wffl

permit, and the surface soil of the pots frequently

stirred. Dust with sulphur Verbenas and similar plana

attacked with meldew. Be particular in keeping tse

interior of pits containing plants of the description joat

mentioned as dry as possible.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Trees attacked by scale, should now be well wiihei

with a mixture of soft soap, tobacco water, and lime;

a half pint of spirits of turpentine may be added to eack

4 gallons of the mixture when the trees are much in-

fested. The lime is added to give body to the mixture,

and to show that no parts of the trees are missed a

dressing. Let this be applied during dry weather, if

possible, that it may remain on for some time and befcrt

the trees are nailed; washing the infected parts fw

water of the temperature of 160° is also a good remedj.

Gishurst Compound applied in the shape of a stroll

lather, has likewise been proved to be a cure for xm
on fruit trees.

\
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Notices to Correspondents. .^
Books : J C. There is no book on the subject y°£°"^
except at a very high price—say from 5 to 20 g^10*^;^ *

Frost Returns : Alpha. We shall deal with tnis
JJfljjil*

good time ; but it is much too soon at present. «"
that Euonymus japsuicus is killed everywhere. . ^ ±i

Names of Plants: M Q D. 1, Lycopodium ce^n".,yiil*•
indeterminable Selaginclla.—Eastbourne. Erantb

, 3 cer**—G J. 1, Myrica cerifera ; 2, Rhamnus Alaternus, >. #0
lusitanica.—/. Shtppard. Cineraria C'yma. The bou^

consideration.
«re B^ ^

The Kitchen Garden Remembrancer : B. We r^prf*
clined to print this senaratelv. You can cut it ouw

N
print this separately. You can

it on a board if you wisa to do so. 1***w yju t» uuaiu ii you Wig J tO UO SO. . ., i^k TV*^
Thermometers

: J M. Your extract from Damel
5n>ith*f

i,
to the Ireezing point alone, and has nothing to ao ^ ^j

Wine Cellar Fungus : Q H B. Fungi are so capricio^*
actions that it is possible your wine corks m»>

jt
*&*

jured ; but it is far more probable that tbey "w;^ »*£
be well, therefore, to clear the spawn aW*y"'

^hs** 10

doubtedly of the same nature as that which naa *»—

jurious in other quarters. M. J. B. .n nl.r cd**
1

Misc.: Constant Reader. An advertisement in 0U
fC p. I

may possibly effect the object you bave in view—

^

cost will be 4*. 6c*. Remit by Post-office Ord"1"-

01
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HE L ON DOS

Manufa*
ARTIFICIAL MANURES

Usdr ecmamnftesJ I can he ti! i j bjr applying at \h* shore addrsea CATA-
UJ.aiMIT.F.Qt.i L» E8 cvsstmnm;. Prices and Tcattnaosuals mi
*** tTnlliii. «y^,.ja , IX>M( _ Pj|tr j }x hcr Maj<-

I1 Qimm. the Duke of rthutnberland for 8ro:» Lions*.
hu OriM the Duke of Dsrosuhire for Chis wick Gardens, Pro
<M»or Uadltjr for Um Horticultural mmtety. Sir Joseph Ps
for too Crystal Palm. Royal Zoological Societr, late Mrs

I Uwnaei of Baling Park, and - C Baq . of f>artford.

|
PROTECTION rftox mOOLDVINMA MORN I NG FROSTS
"FRIG I DOMO." aCanrae made of patent pretsared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
srhererer it is applied, a fixed temperature It U adapted for

j

aU horticultural and floi icsaUnial purposes, for jjimshIhj
Fruits and Flower* from ike ecorching raja of the eon, from
wind, from attacks of mseeta, and from morning frusta. To

TTHE LAM*
Inc.

AN IKK COM PAN
fttanj

_MANUPACTCRKD
NAM'Rtt-

ATSor UMI,«f
ES. amu BOX! MANURE

FACT
O0» • iTRD URATE
•lo u ro« corns and roots.COM MA 18 rv* AUTl MX tOWI>

to the artmlaDM&O

had in anr required lengths
Two yards wide la, esL per yard run.
Four rania wide l«. per yard.
An improved make, s yards wide, 2s. id. per yard run.

Priffi Domo* Netting, tyerds wide, U 4d por yard run

M*a sacra Whole ami 8ow Manufhtteiii.

tUroutfhonl
rriij*.'

t «• and
"itiamtmh

* •

6

o

FATPTT T« IP Man ; ^jrn

..._ 4f»tMMl HATE F IlMR n»M
»UaattK>»| on MINERAL I 1IATS8 "

ft

^aWRARLET.ORjtaS.A.DMANQKL maNL'RKH S
be ohtateed of Ma Lawr*. or t
in all part* c

toeoatofe

direct from Masara . < be, tra

m£^ i™-TfB? !«**> 1 . A'iaaaid, Fljce, ^adall
aod LmV/ PAvAdmce, Mam Quay, Dubtta.

Phnapm-rk Add
Hull ill of

IfATM OF LIM1; larantead to contain
40 percent, of Tribaaic

"WUTED TUB5IP MANCRB. tc

Myo:-"Tmmt remits mn«i
and are the beat proof of the Tory

a! raloe which caaraotaelem

oi i.hiRor A«;i:i< ri.TruK Awt. rnv
I'll \ 1 i« A I

u 1

ISTRT.
HAL 8C1

Ketut London. 8.

rMnoipal-J.C. NanaiT, F.O.8., F.C.B., Ac
Tltearatemo- idlea pursued in tho C<»llo»re oompriaM every

liaitt prepare ytm' j thepurauitsof Africul*
MinifM, ManttmeturM, and the Arte; for the

and Military SerrioM.an.i f r tho UnWereitim.
Analyses and Asmysof ersry daecr um are

j
It and

ssmuratalj «xec«ite«l at tho t\»lfp|ri». 1 he term* and othc
ti 'il.m tnav Ik» kml "n aj>pHi-.iti<n (• « 'r I»rm< )i»al.

lUrilOVKME l iMPANY-
poratei by Special Act of Pai h»m«nt In la&t.
1, Old Palsoe Yard, Vaatel | w.

To Law* « I icaa, rns < umor. Estate Aomrra, Bk btetosu, Ac
in BmjLafm akd Wauds ako m Boon *wn

The Diieoters bee; Wave to announce that the Company*
AmonltiMtit Hill, IfAf, | JK> raoaleed U>e Mai.iti.*n Of the l^apa
lature. 1 he <

, anr now adTanoe money, unlikntted ia
amount, fur the !«»ll»winf w«»rka of AjrHi-uhnral lnipro
the whole , and expeusea in all cases being idaUd _v
a rati harire U* 2o years.

Drainage, Irrigation and Warping. Embanking, Incloainf
1 Reclamation, 1'. rng «r any benenoial pur

Rngiix Mm nery for IH-ainaroor hriiration
J. Farm Roada, Tram waya aud Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
S. Jettam or Lai places on the ana coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.
4. Tho erection of Farm If laea, I-abourerV OotUfos, and

other Bn mga roquired for Farm purposes, and 1 1 e im-
provement of and ad.liUoJm to Farm hemm ami other
bnikUafa for farm purpohea.

I^n vners ssMaasi under the mmtfjions of any Act of
Parliament I. yd Charter, ..r Com nigs**, w ruHjKTt of any
|»u»»I»«- oi general w ( -rka of dramag* «»r ur imju • omenta,
may borrow the tte ahare of the cost* and cLarge
ms aaeae wash the a* pmess on the land-

(lo tiir. 1.

n attic! i.,nti sjs)^iti« tin plans
and saeot- n of the w h are oo <»1U - by I

ornment Bnclotxiic i>itaatonei>

Ft« fi er information, and for forms of application, apply
to tho Honourable Wii.uam Naimkr, Managing 1 or
% Old Palace Yard, Weetn tr.SW

Ko^al AGRicri/n i:\l coITlbqe;
CIIU -.M'EHTRR — !>r. V-.ru kch. Consulting CI *t to

par- tho Royal iltural
fora li lHi I'll i!

Society of KngUnd

GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE akd
IMriMVKMENT OOMl'ANT.

, ftt, Parliamac StrMt, g.W.

HrvsT Rut flEVMKR, Bsq.. Mr.
8ia Jons \ uuna UiiLuv, Bart., Ml Ikfrntw-Ckmnmrn*.

Oeovfe Thomas Clark, leq. Edward John
SQ.M H Morto! Bar

V a.,, Tito, Kaq., M I

William Wilabere, Esq.

• on

t
. -^^^

t

^|fc«fjnkme of the late and
*•• ^pAy***,,n»l mmlaty. with Toatlrnoniak,

y be had on apphoation to lit-ajiAai,, Lacb,

I AB?» ^JUS8 1. VND.S |M)I

mr aa _

Vine

RRETT li

VaTr iib
and fruit trMs IUlf

uano, and

1^

*1*PINC AND MOWING MACHINES.
E88 uri. KEY. N>w«te --

rRIERHOLD—

'

-
«"^aT»i«

a- .2.£**» »OWE»; wffrSs?theTlm wU

• MvallierOobbold,amq
H- t,t . i urHe, Eeq
William Fisher Hobba, Ibq
Under this Company's Act Landow

following ImprovemenU on their Estates, and charge the O.
lay and evpenam thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid
by 1 1 Alfyearly I natalmenu, via. :-

^
I All works of Prainage. Irrigation, and Embankment.
II The erection of Fsrm liooaea, CottagM f<* AgHcul

tural Labourers, and all klnda of Farm bunmmga.
III. Tneeonatrut lioada
H rhr ubbing and cleat; 4d Woodlands, 1 ue-

*ng, Fencing, and Recla- ig Land
The Landownere by whom any imo Improvementa may

he exeouUd, are—TenanU ft.: latem. Mortgagees in
Priassmtu n, Ouardiana, Committees of I oompetent Persons,
Married Women, Maneflcaal L ismi for Uree or for a term et
eeedlng 14 years. Cor ona. BocUstasUml or M mkdpal, In-
oumhsnta, Sequearra • < Truatoes,

|

Tl. ra '
•! Gstatoa, not • iilc.1, who amy be desirous to

avoid the cxnenM or incouvsnience Legal Mortgr. y
alaocharjre their Estates with ImprovemenU der the sin

art. . a aneli rooMs of the Company's Art.
TOTsfh *»f rears fr»r ths Itacit •

g is fixed by the Land-
wner, so as to ads o a orannunl payment te ths

circurnatenom of the TenanU, tho term for UuUding W >rk»
being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements
being capable of extension to 50 years.

N » investigation of Title being required, and the charge not
being affected by Incumbrancea, no legal expenses are in-
curred.

ts for efTai llsjs IroprovemeoU ere threefold—

K<M \L AGUICIL I IT H A L I'DLLKiil
CI Hi \ BR -The VeU amor has a

Va an i for a hodhi rui'ii

HKM'\(M,I TGUM I LTH U \

U

IKSTIir imN -Iksi
FoRTNiREI.IBForDE<:AVKI> i \HMKR8, thkir WIDOWS;

AKI> ( HA
PrssiaW- Hi rack The In ki or Hichmovo.

i »wrfr—Coi. Tiir liojl. A Hoc
1-llc^T 11-ECTloN OF PKNsh>Nltm.

At, \LCOUlti i be) i THURHDAT. Mayf,
for the purpoM «.f I I.Kt TING TWKM ^ i>OOli PEM-
BI'iNOE.
Br TH to OUT-DooR PENM<>NER8 as rotxowo:—

Male l oners .. j < j»er annum.
MarHed Peoskmers £40
w

> -i •*'Pensioners . a>fO ,,

> bsortotaona 1 Hon ma will l« tiumk fully received by
t he 8eerstery, Mr Ciiari.ks Hhaw, at the Omoa ol e Instt-
tution, ft5, Chartna; <

%
n»aa, B.W. ; and at the Hankers. Mcaera,

Dst Mnoaioa, 49, Charing Crcssa, H.\N

K<

<Ciie Slaucttltural (Bajrtte
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, lb61.

Mr.hTINOS TOR TBI TWO FOIXOWIX. U Kggg.

MessaT, Fek.
*
\

( l<onApa fMr. Meekl on ArrtruUural
_ ' _ rromprci*)

.

. Or
aaky. Zcasaar, — *-u.rral (oa LMseln*hirr Aariaaktwvf.

W,,^.i»At t
- l.| ft«

ri -

f

S "' ^"A "MB
i B< Sat, irl«»«Htir7.

MessAt, — ll
J

l*'»OMr (Mr IU«u»m on AsrieaHoral

WrmMni,- )
3-Oxford.

a a>

The Works may be designed and executed

ALLS

have fore us a list of " Siiort-horx u
n l 0. Thoy do not ind cate any dege-UW

'
A**nt> "^ *» ttTSSKuftiS ?

c,aC>' mli ' c "^-Hh- market value, or re,,ut«.

arging the outlay
ipany will supply Plans, t.
lor any Impmvesasjnt to be executed

Loan
all thejorms for charging the outlayon the

Comnan r will sunntv pm Specincetiona,

the I^and Agents aa under
In each of tome cases the Landowner will be solely under
the eon a Inclosure Commissioners.

N HI. The Company will undertake the entire responsi-
bility of the Improvement spare the Plana, execute
the Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actual
am expended with >r Commission thereon
approved by the IrKioeure Commissiotiira.

Landowners may thus obtain what asoistonm they require
from the Company, and no more, in effecting the oh
Worka Orainage and other ImprovemenU are
euted on Cwimisston for Landowners who merely

the skill and • eHence of the Company's Officers mad
In oouetent prssitsce.

Applsmttons to be sddfSMsd to William Cl
tary, as Pariissnent Street. London. S.W.

ENANT U u C 0\M P

ODAMS^S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS^S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

FACTURED PATENT

as it li. ;i a remarKaoie thing to know that 1000
am Li ol all ages W*i re sold last year by one
auctioneer for moie thau 40 guineas each : that no
few, r than 340 reached [.rices between 40 i i 100
g< teas each, 84 of the numb r averaging 181/, 5*.
Ihe following figures will be interesting in

plac ng m rei-ord all the animals
above 80 guineas:

—

* Ber

fetching prices

g
tore than
Oguimms

int.

J. 8. Crawley
J. C. Adkine
J. F. Phil;

J. Logan
8. E
li

Mr. ». Stewart
R. Duddmg
Htn U. N.
J Wilkinson .

.

CapUin bpencer
O. Townaheud
J. Price

a a

* *

• *

9
It

I

1

14

14
S

10
1

a
i

a.

14
1137 3
S0» If
n r

16W 12
2427 11
526 1

1103 11
1423 10
102 18

1171 10
110 5

10

rf.

Average

£ a.

89 16
103 7

• •

12S 18
17^ 8

d
8
G

122 12
109 10

4

130 4

84
! 11.025 ]3i s

lhe following table again gi res the classification
all the animals aocordinc to nrice

MTR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(XIMITKDX

TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 80,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman -J0HAS WEBB, Eaq , Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
>ffi«i C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Jue

AI Wd on aimlication at the

OitUt sold above 100 gulnaat
between 90 g*. mod 100 ga,

80 in. and 90 gi.

• t

OSce. 103, FEHCHUHCHrSTREET Manufactory: PLAI3I0W MAB8HE3. ESSEX.

»•

• »

Unas

70 gs. and
00 gs. and
60 gs. and

gs. and
90 gs. snd
20 gs. and
10 gs-

Wgs
TOgs.
«0ga.
60 gs.

40 gs.

fOga.

W# add a lull list of «ale*—the numbers sold
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the gross sum realised—and the average per head

excluding all but Short-horns with pedigrees

Date. Sale.

»»

»»

1^

„ 26
May 3

10

., 17
June 7
July 5

18
10

„ 31

Sept. 7

8
„ 26
Oct. 3

• •

f *

March 1 J. S. Crawley
15 J. Hall . •

21 C. W. Packe
„ 28 J. C. Adkins

April 11 J. F, Phillips ..

Colonel Duncombe
G. Wentworth .

.

W. W. Slye
J. Logan
tfarg. Exeter ..

J. Whitehead .

.

S. E. Bolden
R. Chaloner
T. Lee Norman..
M. S. Stewart .

.

R. Dudding
J. G. Dixon
Hon. H. N. Hill

J. Wilkinson
5 iCaptain Spencer
6 JR. W. Ashburner

• •

• •

99

99

• •

• •

•

99

»
99

„ 9
99

W. Moore
W\ Woodward
G. Townahend

23 IT. Proctor
30' J. Price ..

18 » •

* *

Totals

No. Sold

Amount
Realised.

Average.

£ *. d. £ 8. d.

59 2671 4 45 5

62 1282 11 6 20 14
4V

18 328 2 6 18 4

51 8157 7 61 18

32 1502 11 46 19

62 1854 6 29 18'

38 891 19 6 23 9

51 1067 6 6 20 18

72 1583 18 6 22 0.

24 663 12 27 13

22 313 8 6 14 5

29 2548 7 e 87 17

48 4133 17 86 2

32 1076 5 33 13

88 3001 19 34 2

104' 5154 9 49 11

53 1597 1 30 3

50, 2924 5 58 10

50 1606 10
1

32 3 |

30 2004 9 I 66 16 1

30 558 12 IS 12 \

46 1300 8 6 28 5

51 98 3 6 19 13

51 936 12 33 4
50' 1290 9 25 16

13 792 4 6 60 18 I

• t 1150 44,339 18 6 1 38 11 2

Even these large figures do not nearly express

the sutos realised by the breeders of first class

stock. It is not always the successful breeder

who disposes of his stock by auction. Larger

prices are given by private contract than are paid

in competition before Mr. Strafford. Enormous
sums too are given for animals sent across the

seas, and probahly four or five times the amounts
here specified change hands annually between
buyers and sellers of pure bred Short-horns in this

country

.

The question of providing food for a densely

populated country is both interesting and serious.

Of late years we have perhaps seen and heard more
of famine than there should be in a country where
every science and knowledge is coaxed, urged and
even tortured into progress towards perfection.

"We are a flesh-eating people, and to satisfy our
appetites we import the cattle of other countries.

We enjoy the comforts and even luxuries of life

till we hold them to be things of course, and we
hardly trouble ourselves with a question as to their
origin, or the instrumentality by which they are
provided and brought to us.

t^i^t

What if the theory recently broached by an
ingenious Frenchman should be true ! Suppose
that every man takes more from the earth than he
can by any process replace, so that at the death of

each there is a balance due to the earth which
remains unpaid. Suppose that the earth already
produces as much as it can, and that undue and
unnatural forcing may be productive of more harm
than good, and rather induce blight and disease
than increase production! And even if these
speculations are unfounded, yet the growth of
the population, which increases daily, makes every

now one man in

Christmas market

source of food of serious importance.
In feeding a country everything must come to

use, and although poultry may not be an article
of general consumption, yet it is a valuable
auxiliary, and in some cases it is a positive
necessity. Let us begin with egg*. Every
vessel or almost every vessel of the P. and 0.
Steam Company, when it touches at Lisbon, takes
on board, as part of the cargo, boxes of eggs.
Holland, Belgium, France, parts of Switzerland
and Italy are ransacked to supply this part of our
eating. Our brethren across the Tweed now send
immense numbers to London. In our own country
there is little progress in this branch. There
is still reluctance felt to embark in it
yet the consumption of poultry in London durin'

maturity has been attained, and this is valuable

not only because it yields more food, but because

it is a larger return for the quantity consumed.

We can further illustrate our argument by com-

paring the poultry of counties that formerly sent

but very indifferent goods with what they send

now, and with that sent from Ireland. Let us take

Lincolnshire. We had thence years ago small

shabby stunted fowls ; now we have them more than

doubled in size and of good quality. T-he conse-

quence is, they find a ready market at good

prices. The Irish importations remain what they

always were-^small dark chickens, with legs ot

every possible colour, blue, black, and yellow.

They are sold at very low prices—little more

than half what the Lincoln fowls make. Yet the

adoption of the better breed would make the

returns nearly double, and it would involve

neither increase of labour nor greater consumption

of food. It is undeniable that some counties are

better suited to poultry than others, but there is

no reason why Kent, Surrey, and Sussex should

have the monopoly of the large prices that are

given. Aylesbury takes 30,000/. annually for

ducks. Cambridgeshire produces all the largest

turkeys, and by exertion has taken the position

formerly held by Norfolk in this particular. Soil

has unquestionably much to do with success, but

it is not everything. Many years ago all the

geese were fatted in Essex;

Norfolk fatted 6000 for the

of 1860.

Two points strike us as worthy of note, and as

being proved true ; they are, that there is a pro-

fitable market for any quantity of good poultry,

and that there is neither soil nor weather in our

climate that need deter any from keeping it.

Breeding poultry may be compared to market gar-

dening ; the earliest produce realizes the best

price, and poultry cared for and cultivated as

gardens are, will pay as well. There is a con-

tinuous demand for it, especially for fowls, and
yet these are in least favour. Geese are kept

everywhere, and turkeys at most places;

these are for home consumption, but that which
will pay to eat will pay better to sell, and those

who have no opportunities of rearing and feeding

are always oustomers for the goods of those
-j

who have. We think the poultry question

does not receive all the attention it deserves at

the hands of the agriculturist. Where mowing,
threshing, and all the operations of a yard and
homestead are being carried on, fowls should be
there what geese and turkeys are to the Barley

7

stubbles. They will make a good return for the
food they pick up, and that which is given to them.
In many parts of Sussex the chickens sold on a
moderate farm in the course of a year amount to

200/. or 300/. in the balance sheet. The same is

done on a smaller scale in parts of Surrey, Kent,
and Hampshire. One farm in Cambridgeshire will
take hundreds of pounds for turkeys from the
Christmas market.

there are many causes of complaint-""7T^'
detailing them, a reference to generality . •»*

to show that the Society is in the wron*^ ^

exhibitors, who have dealt it such heav
**

*i*

the Christmas week reaches nearly to 200 000
birds. In the same way that people take every

DEPTH AND FREQUENCY OF DRAINS IN
STRONG CLAY SOILS.

In reply to the inquiries of a "Gloucestershire
Landlord" on these important points, I should say that
no one can give a satisfactory opinion without examining
both the soil and subsoil, and ascertaining by holes dug
5 or 6 feet deep in the wettest parts of the field to be
drained, the depth at which the bottom water is to be
reached, the height to which the water rises in the
holes, and the distance a drain will lay the hole dry.
About a foot below the point where the water flows
most freely into the holes the tiles should be placed ; a
small piece ofclay should be put upon the jointsto prevent
any silt washing in, and none of the strongest clay,
especially the " pan," should be put in the drain, but

g be spread upon the land. The longer the drains remain
open after the tiles are so planed 'the better.

fi .„ . ;y,. -j rw^xv, v»*c every same neld drains being so placed as to cut across thetmng 101 granted, they remark without thinking clay banks which are impervious, and to unite themat poultry is very much improved both in size
' Porous Places >

wiU dram 20 to 50 yards, while others
and quality. We have to do chiefly with the not so Placed wiU 110t drain 3 -

If we could ascertain the number of fowls
In page 96 of the 14th vol. of Journal of Royal Agri-

cultural Society, will be found a valuable report on this
subject by the late Mr. Jos. Trimmer. Should the
" Gloucestershire Landlord " wish further information
I should be happy to supply it privately or explain the

first.

eaten, and taking the increase Tn the size of each
at half a pound

; the number of geese, and increase
of each from 2 to 3 lbs. ; the number of turkeys,

^fZT\°l^> 2 t0
,
31bs-we should be I process on the spot, as the space afforded wTlasWhed at the increased quantity of delicate paper is far too limited to rive fullSiSl flp'rT"food that a little attention had provided. But Bemers, Ke^thorpe Hall LZesterXn^Z 29the improvement in quality tells its own tale — <*«»»*ry 29.

?4i?'j
^ *8 ^Iter because it is younger, and it is

Killed younger because it is of proper size, and in
proper condition. If then we have succeeded in pro-
ducing in 16 weeks, that which formerly took seven * p^l-J^T?1" T\e™ who ^hdrew from the
monthsto make, we have accomplished somethingin w.P ™ T* ?*

,

the 8how yard mart at Can ter-
the increase of food. But we have not i-C £~- I ^ Were 8fclgmatlsed as « consniratn™ •» k„. SSL
it in less time, we have made it larger
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The implement makers who

their non-attendance. In country to^/i ^1
well for hereditary gentility and profession.?*

^

hold itself above contamination with ^ **>
industrial society

; but in the mana^emenT*?**
national institution embracing all °cla88es

°2*
ditions of men, aristocratic hauteur ought nrx-7

*
machine manufacturers as if of lower caste
ought to be no complaints that the trade r

**

tives in the Council have ever been slighted*??
the head of a firm employing many hundreds nf
with first-rate maohinery applies for an elucid
ambiguous unbusiness-like terms in a prize 1

implement committee ought at least to be civil *
a deputation of the makers wait on the committee to

explanations and offer suggestions, they deserve 2.
what better than an off-hand reception

; the me2
of that committee ought not to be too WW
explain or amend their own published terms ofl!
petition, and should be fully aware 0? the weki
responsibility which rests upon the office of brE
into distinction or consigning to demerit the proj
of our agricultural ironworks.
The 13 manufacturers who, more determiaed th

others equally averse to the style of procedure hittai

prevalent, withheld their productions from thesfc

yard last year, exhibited at Warwick no less •*

20,0007. worth ofmachineryand implements—them
nised models of their kind, and constituting abouta
third in value of the whole show. Their cm*
canuot be founded upon any mere frivolous objafc

or fancied wrong, because rival firms, even hoi*!

unfriendly terms with each other, combined ink

movement ; and that a loss to the interest of

4

manufacturers as well as to the Society must a
from a continuance of such a secession is probablek
the fact that the importance of being present!

flue stands in the ehowyard has led the

»

greatest makers to expend annually some 500$:

the display. I do not enter now into the ground

quarrel,—such as the violation of the under^

arrangement in respect to the quadrennial aat>

ment of prizes, the unbusiness-like ambiguity in

terms of competition, the alleged employawoi!

judges and officers who are either agents or rift

trade of the firms they adjudicate upon, theW
power to object to interested umpires, and so on. 1
high time that the dispute were arranged by upl-

and mutual concession, before further damage »i

tained by either party. But the manufacturers certul

will not implore forgiveness on their knees b*»

members of council may have declared th a "*?-

ment-meu shall be brought down.

The cure for all these evils, and the ^ex-
panding the Society in accordance with ite mm
in administrative reform. Tba council is 1 if

sentative body it is true : but the system ofw
present is very much like constitutional go\en»

without a free suffrage and parliamentary repi

The constituency consists of » members annual^

scribing one sovereign, and of " governors tm

subscribing 51. ; the president, 12 vice-prestos,

12 trustees being elected from the latter cu*

these with 50 members, or governor*, elecw^-

general meeting of members, form the w
ruling body. Twenty-five of the 50 genft^|1
of Council retire by rotation every year, bWj
for re-election ; so that the Society, it wouia w
might always place a considerable force c>

practical men in its legislative and execw.

The fact, however, is that the vacancies are in-

filled up with noblemen, sons or sons-in-ij"^

and squires and gentry, who though ge
^

sessing business ability and hearty sy^P^^
aims and labours of the Society, d? ?ot

*Z$A
sent the great business portion of the c

At the anniversary last May two p^ t

squire were chosen in preference to ^
class tenant formers ; and one earl nav^
since then, and made way for a tenan

'
^i

Council now comprises four dukes, two ^ l \^i
earls, two viscounts, eight lords, five bono ^
eight baronets, one-half the body being 1 #
title, while only one-sixth consists^ of P1^*
cultivating the soil for profit. We ^^.toos
the great men have done well in the Oo ^^
at the country meetings ; but the affaU* °

t a fair-

Society ought to be administered by aVi&?
.

portion of the humbler classes consticu^

majority of the membership. tfaflef'
The history (of the Society reveals^^

oligarchic tendencies. The bye-laws au
,

promulgated with the Charter of in^r

1840, ordain that the 25 annual vaCV
c tJoo

:

Council shall be filled up by populwie
sl

General May Meeting, at which " all eieo ^
determined by show of hands." Four y*

q[^
however, the Council remodelled the c0 ^r
rendering the whole, as they said in tla*v ^ a

exactly in accordance with the P^°
t0 be •»

charter," which object they conceive^ .^geth^

by quashing the " show of hands » ^r
*»iZ*.only done neVer y^ Z^7TonZriT^T^ '" Wt tb°rC &*°*™»t a new method of f^^M

•
Early

|

grieTanci In^"RZSL«= I&£2g^SX£&&^
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mi pleasure, or make their own choice of successors.

By the existing regulation, the Council prepares a list

of its candidates, A copy of which can be obtained by
any member actually applying during certain hours of

but three fixed days ; and the voting takes place by
each member present at the meeting giving in to the

president, before the commencement of any other

business, one of these lists signed by himself, having
such names struck out or added as he thinks fit,—no
member being allowed to vote * who does not per-

sonally deliver his list to the president. Of course
only the smallest fraction of such a scattered con-

stituency as that of the Agricultural Society is

likely to be gathered together at a meeting in Lon-
don ; fewer still are forward to make the prescribed
prior application for the house-list, and a still smaller
number will choose to perform the ceremony imposed
upon all voters. I look for nothing better than piece-

meal improvements, unless the Council, in revising
the bye-laws, make the suffrage a reality instead of a
ham, and suit the couven ice as weU as conciliate
the good-will and secure the li ly interest of the
whole body of members by cir Listing voting papers

—

as practised by our benevolent institutions. Let this
be done, and we shall soon Bend up a strong force of
active ipirits to invigorate the administration. The
press, 1 am happy to say, are at last permitted to
publish the names upon the standing-committees
entrusted with the control of special departments;
let the newspapers also give full details of the now
secret proceedings, so that the constituency may not
only know who is responsible, but may be able
to watch the course of the legislators and managers,
and tender advice or complaint at fitting opportunities,
instead of remaining completely ignorant of the way
in v. inch the business of the whole body, of members
is conducted. Publicity of proceedings and bondfide
Xesentation would also deliver the Council from in-

tivo quid-nuncs, as well as, it must be added, from
those old gentlemen who, having fostered and dandled
the Society in its infantile days, think they must lavish
the same nurse's attentions and meddling solicitude
upon its mature age.

Disaffection is contagious; and the implement-
makers' revolt may lead to other disasters for a Society
which might, indeed, run a brilliant and beneficent
career. We have mentioned in a previous paper some
hopeful indications that the Council is becoming wise
in time

; let it meet the emergen, v in a liberal spirit,
and so court the reliance of the stout Britishfarmer.

AN ANTI-DEEP DIUIXER CAUGHT AT LAST.
Thb following little incident may probably be

deemed apropot of the renewed inquiry as to the
depth of rtisissi ly ibo " Gloucestershire Landowner."
On the o «ion of my visiting, in the middle of last
week, a very stiff clay farm which I was in the course
of under-draining, I was acco; -nmed by the tenant of
an adjoining farm about which there was some talk of
draining. My companion was as determined an
opponent to deep draining as any Essex man, and it
was evident to me that his object in walking over the
work in progress was rather to justify his prejudices
tnan to acquire information from what he saw. The
frost was not out of the ground, though the men had
recommenced digging, and the surface was extremely
wet from the thaw being upheld bv the frozen soil
beneath ;--no very good condition of things to make a
convert of a disbeliever. As the clay was turned
out of the trenches by the diggers, my companion
exclaimed from time to time, •' Do you think water
can pass through clay like that? You may talk as

£u? 2* yOI
J
pleMe about gravitation and water beine

oOO times heavier than air, and of steam cultivation
destroying the symmetry of the Essex < corduroys/
but you cant make me believe that water can pass
through clay hke that

J^VVE* U
u^x ^^^ ha« *°ved to that

pert of the field which had een drained before the
trost set m. and my friend in his eagerness to « cap
his deviations by a triumphant illustration turned
™* £?t °i

C lmdway between the finished drains, and
pointed to the .ce in the hole, which was level with the
urface of the ground, as a conclusive indication of the
little-effect the drains had had in reducing the waterwhich had stood level with the surface before thedrains were dug. Lucky incident ! I asked my friendto approach close to the frozen hole and I broke the ice.

within f» ^TVi. The Water had vani8hed ^within a few inches of the bottom of the hole (whichwas 4 feet deep). ^o conjuror's trick was more•fading to my friend. -Come to the very
«dge I exclaimed, » and tell me what has become

could IS .

lfc was my turn now, and I^ aloUn <u \
fr

,

0m
' "P?** " Wh0 or what^stolen the water You have just declared that

thL i^
dnT Tid have m effecfc uP°n a c]av llk*

ton? "^ h
^
le

u
8t?<>d Ml of water before thetoms were dug and the frost covered it with ice so asto prevent evaporation—what, I again repeat has

Sswer" tT "*"* 0I
\
** simPJ« and conclusive•aawer to the question he had raised.

thank?n
Dg t°ld my M* 1 wiU tftke the opportunity of

vom^g H* r
corresPOAdent for ranking me amongyout scientific friends. I do not aspire to that title I

in

I claim simply the position of a practical observer \

believes from his experience that " principles

"

draining (as in most other things) should not give
way to "expediency,", if we would have the acts

of to-day judged by the results of to-morrow. On
this ground I fully concur in the decision you
express in your editorial remarks, though I regret

that the question of deep v. shallow drains should
be reopened. To my mind, and I had hoped with
thinking men, the question had been long ago
determined. To reopen it now is to natter expediency
at the cost of principle, and to slam the door in the
face of steam cultivation, for it should never be
forgotten that whatever the depth you drain there are

always slacks, hollows, and furrows, which, besides the

thickness of the pipes themselves, practically reduce
the depth in such places a foot at least, so that 3 feet

drains give a minimum of 2 feet. Now, it is a common
proverb in mechanical science that the strength of any
substance or structure must be measured by itsminimum
power or dimensions, and drainage must therefore be
tried by its minimum depth, as a single rupture
destroys a drain, and perhaps the drainage of a whole
field ;—and why a steam subsoiler (now close at hand)
should not raise a 2-foot pipe in the same way as a
common plough is every day raising the pipes placed
in the ground 18 inches deep a few years back is more
than I can understand. The Gloucestershire Land-
owner will not give me credit for much science in

taking this view of things, but when I assure him that
I can only find time to write after the labours of the
day are over, he will pardon my declining to enter
into the discussion ho desires to incite. At the same
time I may repeat what I have often before ventured
to state—that it is hardly possible to put too many
drains in stiff clays, while to gridiron free and irregular
soils, with uneven surfaces, is throwing away money
which should be saved for the clays, in order to do
both well without raising the average cost. J. Bailey
Denton.

TRUNK OR ARTERIAL DRAINAGE.
A TREE IS A. CORRECT TYPE OP THE ARTERIAL

DRAINAGE SYSTEM.

A

Explanation.
Roots representing the Levels, Districts, and Fen Marshes

intersected by natural or artificial channels, under the
influence of the tide, and wbich are dependent upon
artificial means of Drainage.

Think andi Abms representing the River and Valley-
Tributaries, subject to Mill Rights, above the influence
of the tide, and capable of natural discharge by gravita-
tion.

Minor Branchbb and Twios representing the upland
Rivulets, Watercourses, and Ditches (public, partv, and
private), not subject to Mill Rights, which receive and
convey to the Tributary Rivers the waters of Under-
drainage of -^ths of the Corn Lands of Great Britain.

Leaves representing the underdrained Fields which are
connected

•-•--—-
of

drunkenness, and tell them on my hearing of it they
must be prepared to give up their piece of land. ' It ia
right that I should state that I have seen more drunken-
ness iu one week in , than I have seen here in four
and a half years. Of course I do not attribute the whole
difference to the allotment system, but I believe it

bears materially upon the question. The allotment
system is not confined to Mr. s estate, but ia

general in Suffolk.
bt When a poor man hires an allotment he undertakes

to pay 17s., 18s., or 19s. per annum, according to the
land for the half acre—the landlord paying the
tithes and all parish rates. This arrangement Is found to
answer better than the poor man paying less rent and
being subject to poor and church rates. They pay it

in the form of rent most willingly, whereas it would
in the form of rates be obnoxious to that class of
persons and very troublesome to the parish officers.

They also undertake to give up the land if committed
of a misdemeanour—to give up possession in 14 days
upon entering the union house or unnecessarily throw-
ing themselves on the parish—to attend some place of
public worship once every sabbath day when in health.

Whilst it is most praise-worthy in largo landed pro-
prietors to feel so deeply interested in the condition of
their poorer neighbours, it is equally creditable to the
labourer that I can say, out of 282 tenants there is not
50s. arrear, and but two half-acres that are really badly
managed. .Many people would suppose they must
make much work for and be troublesome to the agent,
but I assure you by being firm, and particular, they
are very little trouble. You will remember that, for
the most part, the allotments are detached from the
cottages. Fields near a cluster of houses are ap-
propriated to allotments. They farm on the two-coursd
shift, one half being Wheat every year, and the other
half Beans, Peas, Clover, or Beetroot (very seldom
clover). They consume their Beans, Peas, and Beet-
root with pigs, wbich give them good manure and
pork (the latter the Suffolk people are very fond of).

You sec there is no chance for them to keep a cow

;

not one keeps a cow from the produce of their
allotment.

Although this plan of having Wheat every other
year on the same land has been carried on for 1 3 years,
the crops and yield are as good as at first. There is a
great lesson to be learnt by the farmers, from the
management of an allotment.

(2). AN ALLOTMENT AGREEMENT made this

day of
, 185 , between A. B., of ,

in the county of Suffolk, Esquire, of the one part, and
C D-, of , in the county of Suffolk, of the
other pari, whereby the said A. B. agrees to let, and the said
C. D. to hire, a piece of Allotment Land, containing by ad-
measurement

, or thereabouts, iu the pariBh
of

, from the day of , fbr one
quarter of a year, and so on from quarter to quarter, until the
tenancy hereby created shall be determined by three month*'
notice by either party herein mentioned. Yielding and paying

I
uuiu thu Lwid -L-..BL his heirs or a gns, the yearly rent
0*

, by fotTr^onrtprly payments in advauoe. If
demanded, by or on behalf of the said A. B., his heirs or
assigns, namely, the 11th of October, 6th of January, 6th
of April, and the 6th of July next after the date hereof.

The said C. D. agrees as follows, that is to s-iy :

1st. Not to plough any part of it, but to cultivate it with
the spade, having one-half Wheat, and the other half Peat
Beans, Potatoes, or other vegetables, and not to have any
Turnips or Beetroot growing for seed.

2nd. To give up possession of the said Allotments within
fourteen days, shall he be convicted of any misdemeanour, or
should he enter the union workhouse, or unnecessarily call
upon the parish for relief (except in sickness), or should the
rent remain unpaid for fourteen days after the same shall
have been demanded by or on behalf of the said A. B., or his
heirs

; the said C. D. being allowed the value of all tillage,
corn, vegetables, manure, and seeds, and for sowing the same,
that may then be gr. ug on the said Allotment. The value
of such corn, vegetables, manure, seeds, drc, to be ascertained
by a licensed valuer, to be named by the said A. B., and any
rent or arrears of rent to be deducted from the amount due for
valu >n

;
and should there not be sufficient on the Allotment

to discharge the amount due for rent and arrears, the re-
mainder shall be recoverable by action or law.

3d. To attend some place of public worship onco every
Sabbath day.

As witness our hands,
day of , 185 .

(3). The following is the communication to which
I alluded in my first section :—" I know of nothing better

nnected with the Watercourses by outlets (the stalks
the leaves). J. BaVey Denton.

THE ALLOTMENT SYSTEM.
On this subject let me send you (1) an extract from a

letter received from a friend in answer to some inqui-
ries on the subject ; (2) a form of agreement for the
allotment lease—also (3) a communication received
from a friend a few years ago.

(1). The allotment system has worked admirably
on Mr. 's Suffolk and Northamptonshire estates. It
has had a decided tendency to diminish crime and
drunkenness, thereby improving the morals and condi-
tion generally of the labouring classes.

When the allotments were first laid out the farmers
had a great objection to them ; now they acknowledge
the poor man is as good a labourer as heretofore, and
thus a better feeling exists between the employer and
employed. In my short experience in this county I

have known men formerly addicted to drunkenness
become respectable members of society on entering a
comfortable cottage with an allotment attached.

On letting an allotment I invariably protest against

calculated to benefit our peasantry than allotting to
each labourer a certain portion of land for spade
husbandry, at a reasonable price. Some laudable
examples have been set by excellent individuals

tin
different parts of the kingdom, which are now begin-
ning, I hope, to be pretty generally followed ; but it

has often been a matter of surprise to me, that a plan,
so well calculated to ameliorate the condition of our

|

poor fellow- creatures — so very satisfactory in its

results, and those results being attainable without any
pecuniary sacrifice, and I believe entirely free from any
objection whatever—should not at once have received
the most cordial and universal support of every well-

wisher of the community. I have made upwards of a
hundred of these allotments, varying from a quarter
of a Btatute acre to an acre, but I generally confined

them to quarter and half acres, according to the capa-

bility of the cottager and the size of his family,

charging them the same rent as a farmer would be able
to pay, and it is quite surprising to see the quantity of
produce that is raised from this small quantity of land;
and in order to show what may be done by spade
husbandry, I will mention some facts which have come
under my own observation. About three years ago
I selected two pieces of land, together about 30 statute
acres from a farm of Lord 's, which land had
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been very hard tilled ; and, lying more than a mile from

the homestead, had not for many years received any

support in the way of manure, besides which it was

naturally a weak light soil, with a bad subsoil ;
and so

little did the tenant prize it, that he said I was

quite welcome to take it from the farm if I would

release him from the rates and taxes paid ra

respect of it, and make any deduction from his

rent I might think proper : this I did to his satisfac-

tion, and set it out in proper allotments, averaging

about half an acre each. I allowed the poor men

draining tiles, which they put down themselves under

my directions, and charged them as much rent as was

just sufficient to cover the rent formerly paid by the

farmer, together with all the taxes, tithe, rent charge,

&c, and although the land has only undergone this

superior method of cultivation for three years, and

was in the lowest condition to commence with, and

consequently will improve for years to come ;
yet not-

withstanding these disadvantages the crops grown upon

these 30 acres of poor land last summer, were as

followB 1—1497 measures of Potatoes, 29S measures of

Wheat, 22 measures of Barley, 10 measures of Vetches,

and 70 measures of Oats, which crops after paying the

rent, poor-rates, tithe, and all other charges, amount

to nearly 200/., even calculating them at the present

low prices of agricultural produce. [What is a

measure]—we presume a bushel.] It is therefore im-

possible that this amount of produce could be distri-

buted amongst these poor men without adding greatly

to the comfort of themselves and families, besides

which all these necessaries of life were procured by the

application of those leisure hours which would most
Jkely have been spent in the beer-house, and might

have produced the bitter pains of domestic strife and
wretchedness, instead of making the cottage a peaceful

and happy home, and the allotment a healthy training

school for the children.
" I am extensively concerned in the management of

cottage property, and necessarily come in contact with

some hundreds of cottage tenants (and I hope
pay some attention to their habits, wants, and
feelings), and I am decidedly of | opinion that

no able-bodied labourer ought to have less than
half an acre of land, which will enable him to raise

Potatoes sufficient for his own consumption, and to

fatten a couple of pigs, besides growing a little Bread-
corn ; and I think it would be for the general good of
the agricultural community if eveiy cottager with a
family was enabled to keep his cow." W. P.

tillers of thr^nr^Sctanical. aod
.

*-m *- !'°

Zrthy^ , «3HEnee the high result to be

Spaled from the use of steam-power o*
>
arabU

,

and

will never he attained untd thw •*"*">%,

"

abandoned, and the circular subshtuted. Undei tbe

straight line what marked progress have.f™
8/s^

years made ? Some of our best men really do not seem

to know what the word " progress » implies. To heai

them congratulating each other, because they have

polished their farms at a great expenditure is enough

to vex a person who knows what marked progress

ought to be. Your readers may ask me what i

call progress or sterling advance ? I will give them

an example. Some 22 years ago the time when

I first set foot in London, it cost me 60s.

for conveyance outside a 10 mile-an-hour coach, from

my home in Norfolk to my residence in London. S* ow

irhen steam for conveyance was talked about these

„,.,.•„,.,, oil «oi<1 *ti« old road <their " straight line, )

But

w

Home Correspondence.
Steam cultivation? The straight line.—Of all the

impediments I know in the way of the application of
steam for performing the labours of the field, the
straight line is the greatest. That farmers in general,
understanding only an ancient agriculture, should stick-

to the straight line, thp line of horse power, and the
only line in which they have been educated, I can
readily comprehend; but how men calling themselves
engineers and philosophers, and acquainted with
mechanics as well as agriculture, should also adhere
to the straight line in seeking to introduce a mechanic
power to do the work of an animal power on the soil,

is and has been to me an enigma of 14 years'
standing. Some 14 years ago two persons, unknown
to each other, might have been seen industriously
studying how to apply the power of steam to tillage
purposes. Both appear to have arrived at the con-
clusion that the most profitable use of mechanic power
was circular, and consequently, as steam was a mechanic
power, its mode of application or employment must be
circular. Thus far both agreed in the truth of the law
elicited. They now sought to apply the law. At this
point occurred a divergence in judgment. One said
the law elicited applied solely to the motion of the
mechanism within a machine; the other person said
I' no" to this, and that the law, on account of certain
inherent peculiarities in agriculture, applied to the
motion of the machine itself, containing mechanism
anyhow influenced. The first person's assertion has
since been practically tested, and if it has not
tailed, has made no progress whatever. The second
persons assertion has yet to be tried, and I need
scarcely be modest in reiterating that that assertion
is my own. The time has, ,- . . —~« now arrived forabandoning the straight line in tillage. I know that

of X?uVhat
.

d(T the ***** v™> theSof the British ploughman, will seem an invidiousalmost desperate task, nevertheless it must be dZlf
bevomlif J I -Tf l

Ver de8ires t0 advance g^atlybeyond that point he has arrived at. I am well aware

S™P
«
Ze§

*

h™ 1™* h*en giv™<* the man who can

nSL X TM
htT Hne

'
and the man wh0 *<*°m-

phshes the difficulty prides himself on the feat, but
there ,8 nothing m it when done-it certainly does not
combine beauty with utility ; for centuries it has been
demonstrated that the line of beauty is a curve (or
curved hne). In Nature's operation there is no suchtnmg as a straight line, she invariably operates in
curved lines, and generally in a curved line carried tous extreme limit, the circle. Wherever she employsone comparatively straight line, it is used for the
purpose of hanging thereon thousands upon thousands

curved or circular areas. However, my main

l^Ti may ** summed up in these words : the
straight or vertical line now in vogue amongst the

carriers all said the old road (tl

was the route by which it could be applied,

others decided it should have a pathway peculiarly

its own, and this being effected, what was the result

to me ? These very same carriers could and can

convey me, at a profit, to and from London for 8s. in

summer, and 16s. in winter. Now, this is what I call

u progress," there being a wide and marked difference

between 16s. and 60s. In agriculture, improvers will

tell you they grow a few bushels more per acre after an

enormous outlay. This is but doubtful progress ; the

result, compared with the outlay, is not sufficiently

marked. We want a five-fold result from a less outlay,

then we will call it plain, palpable, self-evident advance.

C. Burcham, 6, Lisle Street, W. C.

The Cirencester Game Law case.—As you have given

a prominent place in your paper recently to the now
celebrated Cirencester Game Law Case I have taken

the liberty of sending you a copy of the Wilts and

Gloucestershire Standard,wherem you will find a some-

what different version of the affair, to which you will

doubtless give equal publicity. I beg to state that I

know nothing of the case but what I have gathered

from the newspaper reports, and I certain^ have no

intention of putting myself forward as an apologist of

the means employed to secure Hall's conviction. At
the same time I think it likely that the version of the

affair as given in the Cheltenham papers (probably

supplied by Mr. Boodle), is an exaggerated one. I may
remark that I have not the slightest personal acquaint-

ance with either Mr. Boodle or Mr. Bevir. Hall I

know by repute as a most determined and incorrigible

poacher. An Old Subscriber.

The following is Mr. Bevir's letter quoted in the

paper sent to us :

—

Justices' Justice—The Jonathan Wild System at
Cirencester.

Sir,—In your paper of last week, you give, under the above
title, what purports to be an account of some proceedings
before the Justices here, on Monday, 31st December. As
you have inserted a communication calculated to prejudice the
character of the Justices named, in their magisterial capacity,
I shall feel obliged by your giving equal publicity to the real
facts of the case. John Hall was brought before the Justices
on an information laid by John Martin, Lord Bathurst's keeper,
for night poaching, on the 29th December, in a plantation of
Lord Bathurst's. Martin called Thomas Perry as his witness.
On the hearing of the case, Hall voluntarily confessed he had
shot at one pheasant, and that his gun, from the wet, missed
fire at others ; as his defence, he stated that the witness,
Perry, asked him to go, which Perry, on cross-examina-
tion, denied, stating that he was a total stranger to this
part of the country, and that he accompanied Hall
to the plantation, at the latter's request. Hall is an
able-bodied young man, belonging to a village near
here, where he might have work, but his boast is that,
from the age of 10 years, he had never done a day's
work, but had lived entirely on poaching. That he was
"bordering on starvation" is not the fact, as the whole of
this winter he has been living in lodgings here with a common
prostitute, and forming one of a gang of poachers, deriving
large gains from an extensive and daring system of night
poaching, he making the fourth of these confederates now
undergoing imprisonment for offences against the Game laws.
Not one of these men is ever known to do a day's work. The
Justices knew nothing beyond the facts as given in evidence
before them, and Hall's own admissitms ;—he had been pre-
viously convicted of offences against the Game laws, and on
such facts and admissions, the Justices had no alternative but
to convict. In the second case, James King, keeper to Miss
Jane Master, laid information against Hall for shooting a
rabbit on her land, on Sunday, the 30th December, and called
the same witness, Perry. Hall admitted the facts, but as
before, he alleged that Perry had asked him to go, which on
cross-examination. Perry denied. As Perry was in the
witness-box, it would have been irregular for any stranger in
court to question a witness under examination, and I felt itmy duty, as Clerk to the Justices, to caution the witness that
he was not bound to answer questions tending to criminate
himself. The Justices did convict in the second case but the
punishment was to be concurrent with the sentence in the
first case.— I am, Sir, yours obediently, W. L. Bevir CApyV f«
the Justices.—Cirencester, Jan. 7, 1861.
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to be the case. But rv Ci D me resour*
country properly made use of, England

*"***
be dependent, as she now is, for a suflfcienov^ *
the staff of life; but have enough for W?lf *!*
to spare for less favoured countries. I kn ^J"

1*
that I am writing treason to the minds of*'^
men, but [without speculating here as to JIT^
follow the loss of our supremacy at sea, or l?
combination of other nations against F<5?
would it not be better to throw aside ourW w^
dreams of perfection, and join the agricultural im
though they may cultivate no more land tha^djj
Roman Cincinnatus, or than does our countrvm *
present day, the Rev. Mr. Smith of Loi8.\\2f*
the system might be adopted which I mvselfk
adopted. We should then not only relieve our

'

from the necessity of ransacking all the world S>

sufficiency of food, but we should have abundant
.your own countryman, and some, and perhaps na!
to spare for less favoured lands. If any ^ ^Jknow what the system I am willing to teach h?
though it has often been published in the Agrictil
Gazette, I will endeavour to give it him in ana*

letter ;
premising here that 1 drain my fond, <*

vate it thoroughly, put it into good heart, and «
rationally. For cereals of all kinds I have v*
exceeded except upon very rare occasions 2 p«b|
seed per statute acre, and the results were that iy
44 bushels of Wheat on an average of four years,n
after year, from a maximum of 2 pecks of seed ania

or an increase of 88-fold. Of Barley one year Ik

63 bushels an acre or 126-fold, and I have had at

equally as good. These were some of the resultsoB
system ; I admit my land was good, but it had w>

before produced the same quantity of produce, no: a
from four and even five and six times the quaa%t

seed, and when the kind of crops returned only ok

four years. Geo. Wilkins, Parsonage, Wix.

Agricultural Memoranda.—1. Potatoes: Itii

seem to be certain that these become tainted to

disease for a longer or a shorter time before it \m
visible on the skin of the roots. This appean t»i

proved by the fact that roots taken up veryearljb*

what is called being " ripe " keep sound-tf

others, taken up even whilst much of tne#

was yet green and placed on a dry floor appmi

quite sound, have after a short time proved to be <&*

in various proportions, and undoubted1* cwtrtf

before being taken up. If then general expa*

confirm these facts, the remedy would certainly#
to be the greater promptitude in lifting thecrop.

we are taught that all the acts of Provide^

intended for our ultimate good, may it not ue

the Potato disease, for one thing, may be mtew»

cause in time the general adoption of an earl)' M»

ins: of Potatoes, so that a second crop of some*

always be secured thereafter ?-thus incr^T

quantity of food and labour to the beneht ot tn P

as well as to the individual farmer. And new, u

be permitted to make a digression, 1 wwuu

that he who increases the food of the country,m
that which lies at the very foundation ot fter wj

whilst if such person exercise self-denial to twjr

the necessary outlay, he is not less patriotic

useful than the rifle volunteer for instance.

event ofa war with France and Russia, the va

grown food will put free-trade to the test- nu

to our farming.-2. Seeding : The observant ar*

have had abundant opportunity this season.
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Need of Agricultural Improvement.—Whoever turns
his thoughts to the agriculture of this country notwith-
standing the reputation it has for excellence and themany excellent and respectable gmtlemen who are
engaged m it, will find it is very far from that perfec-

progress towards perfection, which he
to hnd m it. It ,s true that corn

'

tion, or that
would expect
grown by the aid of biroY dung fetched from nobodyknows where, or compositions made to imitat* h£Simitate birds :

dung manufactured in oar own country; it 18 truealso, that mountains of flesh are laid tZjJ 1
sheep by the aid of foreign oilcake • buH STi "?
notwithstanding all the boating abo'ut it, JeJfiftJits own resources, dearth, famine and .LZ A .

never failing companions, would in
**M°9

'
their

tained at 4 feet deep.- 4, Wint" f"L$i ~

Stock: Perhaps the most important y ^
the past disastrous season must fo^r^*

'
}°°»

farmers, is as to the best and most ceo
t

i ,,g

winter feeding. On this head my own r ^
all that I can learn from others pom ^

system, viz., cutting hay and straw ^
pulping roots; these with a ™<*&*

c
&e&,

Indian meal or boiled or steamed Kap« ^f
With regard

^ JQ^
against which there exists consideraoi j ^ p

feeding, I refer to the second part
^^

Agricultural Society's Journal for uw* boflj

on pulping roots, where it is stated tn^^j
hurtful properties are removed from ^lft.
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Mid : —Adulteration included—1st, the dilution of any

article for tale atgenuine with other substances ofinferior

commercial value or leas marked properties as spirits

with water, or Coffee with Chicory. 2ndly. The
heightening of their active principles, by admixture, as

bread with alum, gin with Capsicums. 3dly. The em-
ployment of culoura, essences, &c, to render the articles

more attractive to the senses.

(1.) Bread is adulterated with a variety of substances

—some harm leas, some injurious, but none of an
actively poisonous nature.* Of pure bread there are

several specimens on the table, illustrating Dr. Dau-
glish's process, as carried out by Messrs. Peek &, Frean,
and the ordinary method, of which latter Mr. \V. Salmon,
of the Kind's Road, Chelsea, has furnished me with
samples. The presence of Potatoes in bread imparts a

peculiar crumbly texture; while Rice-flour causes a

br.ttleness of structure not easy to mistake.
Chalk is present if the suspected bread effervesces on

the addition of an acid. Gypsum is detected by the
milkineas of the water in which the bread has been
boiled when a solution of chloride of barium is added.
Alum if the meat frequent adulterant of bread. It

Agriculture. To be introduced by Mr. J. J. Mf.chi. T
Hail, Kclvedon.

March 4—The several Merit* of Day and Piece Work.
Arr.ii 1.—Sheep ,. Bullocks as manufacturers of M.mure

—

on Farms where the Produce is not fattening, and no roots
but Mangels can be grown.—Mr. A. Huston, Aylesby
House, Chatteris.

May 6.—By what means can the Feeding of Stock on Pasture

June 3.—The Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms in their
mutual relations, as bearing on the science of Practical
Agriculture. Mr. J. G. Hobson, Long Sutton, Lincoln.

November 4 —How Undcr-drainage affects, and by its ex-
tension will further aflTect the Arterial Channels and Outfalls
of the Kingdom. Mr. J. Bailey Dektok, 8tevenage.

December 9.—Would it be advisable to abolish Parish and to
substitute Union Settlements in the Agricultural Districts?
Mr. H. Trethewy, Siisoe.

lug

it. cted by soaking
salt of barium to

cloudiness, more or less marked, will occur. Another
way is to char the bread, and burn it nearly to an ash,

ami boil the latter with diluted hydrochloric acid to

which a little nitric acid has been added; the addition
of ammonia to the filtered liquid will precipitate various
substance*, including the alumina of the alum. This
precipitate must then be boiled in potassa, when, after

nitration, the )iquid must be neutralised with hydro-
chloric acid, and the alumina may then be thrown down
by ammonia.

Hone dust is now but seldomYound in bread ; it may be
detected very readily with the microscope. My experi-
ence shows that on an average of 100 loaves oi the bread
in London about 13 are good and genuine bread,
as the late bad harvest has thrown large quantities of
damaged corn on the market, which of course is adul-
terated proportionately.

(2). Corn is subject to a varity of diseases, which
•:t -a greatly impair its quality, and even render it
langerous as food; of these perhaps the Ergot Fungus
and the pepper-brand (Uredo fu-tida) are the most dis-
gusting iu their effects, the former acting sometimes
like an irritant poison, and the latter is said to have
occasioned skin diseases. Corn or meal affected with
the smut or pepper-brand is at once distinguished by
the disagreeable odour it emita and this may be bought
np cheaply, which to my personal knowledge is often
done for the purpose of making cheap, highly flavoured
cakes and puddings with the flour, which is also
used for adulterating mustard, pepper, ginger, and
other articles having a powerful odour of their
own, which conceals that emanating from the Uredo
I* lingua. " —

Another variety of Tredo (the Uredo segetum) isknown
to growers by the name of dmt brand, black burn, or
smut, but though injurious and destructive to growing
crops, it does not appear to deteriorate the flour to any
very great extent. I have, however, noticed a
deficiency of nitrogen in Wheat affected by smut.
Barley and oatmeal are frequently adulterated with
inferior samples of either, and our poor horses
frequently get some 25 percent, of brewers or distillers
grains served out to them in their reputed measure

or oats.f Peas, Beans, Lentils, and other Leguminoste.
all come in for a share of adulteration ; albeit they are
used largely as adulterants themselves.

(3). The meat disposed of at the London markets is
nearly 10 per cent, more or less unfit for human consump.
won. \\ ashes of vinegar and water are used to heighten
the colour of some meats , weak alkaline leys to improve
the appearance of others ; and, when decomposition or
a^seaaa render more potent agents necessary, even
areemcal solutions are employed without hesitation.
With game and poultry this Tatter practice is indeed
quite common.

(4). Can fruit _ ever be adulterated? I have seen

Wedlock : Hiring Fairs.—At the last meeting of
this Club a paper was read by the Rev. E. Jackson,
Diocesan Inspector of Schools, Herefordshire. The rev.
gentleman divided the subject into three heads, viz.

(1). How these hiring fairs originated. (2). What
their character and value is now-a-days. (3). Reasons
for male in an alteration, on the score of morality on
the scon of economy. All evidence combined to prove
that the fairs were productive of every possible kind of
Ice, that after the hiring was over, drinking, swearing,

fighting, and licentiousness were carried on to a
shocking fextent. These being the undoubted evils
consequent on hiring fairs, he called upon the gentlemen
present to do all they could to stop them. His next
argument against hiring fairs was witli reference to
economy

; great harm and waste occurred to employers
by taking servants without a character. Other
difficulties, and oftentimes trouble and loss, arose from
a dispute about time, for if they did not hire until after
the fairs they would stipulate that their vear's service
should expire at the date of these fairs. Servants
would invariably claim some time for recreation, and
he thought it would be a good plan if a certain number
of days were allowed them at a time convenient for
family gatherings. The subject had been of late much
discussed, and the consequence was, that in upwards of
20 important towns in the counties of Warwick,
Worcester, Gloucester, Bucks, Wilts, Leicester, and
Northampton, Registration Offices had been com-
menced, and farmers and landlords had pledged
themselves to discontinue their attendance
at the fairs, and to do all they could to dis-
courage them. If all would do the same, success
must result. He considered that Registration Offices
properly managed, would be a sure process for achieving
a victory. He suggested that there should be a central
office in a central town, and minor offices in each village
where personal interviews might take place. The
national school in each village would, he was sure, be
gladly offered by the clergyman for the purpose, and
the schoolmaster might be the Registrar without
detriment to his own peculiar work. Let this be done,
and in seven years a new generation of servants would
have sprung up. He suggested the advantage of hiring
by the month or quarter rather than the year, and also
the propriety of paying by the same dates. He urged
them to acknowledge the lawfulness of marriage for
their servants, and to allow of courtships at proper
times and under proper circumstances. Allow to agri-
cultural servants at least three days' holiday in the
year at convenient periods, so that they may feel they
were not done out of their holiday though thev miss
the hiring fairs holidays.

JUlrietos

Edinburgh Veterinary Zevieiv. January, 1861. Pub-
lished monthly. No. IX. Thomas C. Jack, Edin
burgh.
The publication of a Veterinary Review is a good

sign. Recording as it does, the annals of comparative
».,-, » , , ,
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patuolo8y> lfc wlU meet with a favourable reception1^^ V
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could properly attend to. It is most encouraging t<>know that a school of veterinary medicine baa been
established iu the northern metropolis, and is working
well. Prof. Cameron, of Dublin, is now endeavouring
to establish one for Ireland, and will doubtless succeed!
France has two colleges—one at Alfal, near Paris;
another at Lyons, both founded before ours. There
are also co 1leges in Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, Wurtem-
berg, Munich, Carlsruhe, besides professors of veteri-
nary practice iu the different universities. We see
therefore the imperative necessity for establishing
several channels of communication through which
the men thus sent out may correspond with
and help one another. Welcome is the appear-
ance of this Review; if conducted with spirit it
will doubtless secure a wide circulation, not only
amongst members of the veterinary profession, but
amongst farmers who are anxious to make themselves
acquainted with the new facts and features of disease
as they appear, together with the principles upon which
the scieucojis built .There are, no doubt, men paying
special attention to certain complaints who will be glad
euough to give publicity to their discoveries, and we
shall thus be furnished with a mass of materials
resulting from the particular experience of different
persons in the treatment of particular diseases which
will go far to solve the difficulties that now surround
several of those disorders which appear incurable, and
construct a body of evidence that shall prove a firm
stand ground for further ameliorative operations.
The first 20 pages of the number of the

"Revew" under notice are devoted to original
communications and cases. The six following
pages are occupied by reviews of books. Two are
works treating of the Pathology of the Urine by
Drs. Thudichum and Parkes ; Hessling and Kollman's
" Atlas of the General Anatomy of Animal Tissues/'
and the inquiry of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert into
" the composition of some of the Animals Fed and
Slaughtered as Human Food." Six page3 are then
given to miscellaneous matter, and 25 to the Trans-
actions of Medical Societies, &c, Correspondence, &a,
filling up the remainder.
The abstract of a paper read byiDr. Thudichum " On

Chemical Questions in connection with the Liver,"
and of another by Dr. Richardson "On the Physio-
logical and Therapeutical Properties of the Peroxide of
Hydrogen," are calculated to show how useful this
branch of the Review may prove. The paper given in
extenso from the British Medical Journal, by
Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S., "On the Heat Cure," is
exceedingly interesting, but at the same time so
little likely to be of value to veterinary prac-
titioners that we are sorry to find 12 pages
handed over to it. * There seems plenty of space for
foreign correspondence, and surely with so much
doing abroad, such a heading would attract communi-
cations from France and the German States, and in
matters scientific it is usual to cultivate Catholicity.We will now close with a few remarks upon
Professor Gamgee's Inaugural Address delivered
at the New Veterinary College, Edinburgh, in theautumn of the past year, upon the Relations of
Veterinary to Social Science. His aim is to
fire the ambition of the school. He shows that
they occupy a rank m the social status below that
in which their real merit and utility should place them :
that their failing to take a proper stand arises partlyfrom their own want of perception of the higher ends
of their profession, and partly from the want of such
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fi! *
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,

hon(
?
ur and emolument as are placed

before the students m kindred schools to arouse emu-
lation and induce excellence. He points, then,cheenngly to Dr. Richardson's opinion of the veteri-nary science, which we will here quote :-«lf*UYrecognise the importance to medicine of every addition
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erma7 8C1^Ce and art

'
and the facfc that medicinehuman and medicine veterinarian is as distinctly one

as the animal creation is one." And on this liberaland far-seeing view of the natural relation between
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waiting to perform in its application to themferior ammals Before the year 1792 we depended
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the WOrker in ir°°. for the exerciseof the healing art amongst our cattle, pretty much inthe same way as our forefathers of earlier datewere accustomed to appeal to the «£_££barber for like attention. Both dealt wklTtheZpafenta by the light of traditionary lore, aTd it wassurprising how many subjects, thanks to Natu^
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be omit to remind the student ft* Te'fuSmust come from them, that they must discover 2aptitude to fulfil the duties pertaining to certain officSbefore such offices will be throw/ open to ftemor where there are none, created for them.
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In bringing this subject before their attention he hasof course to show that there are many 8ource8 ofdisease >n man which are only to be discovered bystudying the diseases of animals ; that many of them
are quite unsuspected, and the facts concerning them
difficult to find out. Of these, which appear to liewithout the province of human medicine, but perfectly
within the scope of veterinary practice, it may be well
to mention a few.
There are the cutaneous diseases common to cattleUT huf T>lOQcnvn r\*%^ Xl. — . * « •

tamer the cure of the flocks and herds of Britain n ;„ TJT7 —-.»«>_ moeases common to cattle
;

is not supposed that all who have gone forth have been
'
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able men
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frequently attacked with « the vesicular
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lation, which consumes so large a quantity of the dairy i

produced "In a piece of pork a few yellow specks

or transparent vesicles which do not appear ot tne

Blightest importance, may in reality be tapeworms m
one stage of development, for the destruction of which

we have to hope for prolonged boiling or efficient

roasting. If the meat be eaten underdone, a parasite

at once developes in * the human intestine. I nave

known," says a medical authority, " in the market here

the extravasation ofblood andacute phlegmons occurring

in the malignant ' black quarter' of cattle, looked upon

simple bruises, and the carcases passed as whole-

some, the animals being young and fat ;
and the

tubercles characteristic of phthisis passed over as un-

important, because of common occurrence, and,

provided the meat was marketable, i. e., fat enough—

the diseased parts were cut away, and the carcases

sold,"

What new forms of disease are thus conveyed to the

human patient? "I wandered about the London

dairies," says Professor Gamgee, "and saw the disgust-

ing practices incidental to the sale and consumption of

diseased cows : how the most filthy'products of diseases

were hashed up with other meat equally unsightly and

unpaiateable, to make sausages ; how a lot of the car-

cases of cows were polished and dressed up with the

fet of two or three young fat bullocks killed

with them, and how the flesh of deceased animals

not only found its way to the poor man's

home, but to the table of the middle and

upper classes." Our medical staff may well be

numerous to supply 'an antidote to all this

poison, and our hospitals may well be extending their

area to receive the thousands of men and women who
thus daily swallow the seeds of death. It is evidently

our interest to preserve the animals amongst which we
live, and upon which we feed, in the highest possible

state of health. " The evil results, therefore, of over

work, over crowding, absence of light in stables, of

artificial diet, of the nature of food as changed by
modern cultivation, and the influences of such food on

animals, together with the mysterious nature and

operation of enzootic as of endemic influences,

and epizootic as of epidemic, of miasmata and con-

tagion, are objects that should constantly occupy

the members of our profession;" and we quite

agree with Professor Gamgee when he says,

that upon the medical staff connected with the Board

of Health, the veterinarian should find a place. The
Professor's great aim, however, is to secure for veteri-

nary surgeons the inspection of slaughter-houses for

the furtherance of science, the checking of dishonest

trade in diseased animals, and for the good of the
public, directly, by ensuring a supply of wholesome
food, and indirectly, by aiding, through their enlarged
observation, the practitioners of human medicine in

their efforts to ameliorate many forms of human
suffering, and to overcome others which are at present

without remedy.
The present inspectors are generally incompetent

to judge of meat, and usually have too much
thrown upon them. He mentions the duties which
attached in 1857 to the inspector at Edinburgh:
" to be in attendance daily in the dead meat market,
to visit butchers' shops, to be on the look out
at railway stations for carcases coming in from
the country, to call twice daily at the police
office, to draw up a report, giving the number and
state of the byres and their inmates, to visit there-
after these byres, to see if any sick animals are in
them, and should he find any, to watch them narrowly,
to ascertain how their carcases are disposed of." The
Town Council evidently knows what should be done,
but shrinks from the expense of employing the proper
number of men to do it. The inspectors in Edinburgh
have generally been chosen from amongst the fleshers— retaining of course the prejudices of their order, and
a considerable liability to bias not favourable to the
public interest. Now for London the inspector-
ship is most insufficient : there is comparatively little

check.

The city authorities are strict, and we read during
the past year of some thousands of pounds of rejected
meat and 50G rabbits. But if traced most of this
putrid stuff would doubtless be found to have passed
through the labouring sausage machines in the
neighbourhood of Smithfield. This is far from right, but
elsewhere we apprehend there is even less supervision.
This question is one of vital importance, which should
be again and again returned to until settled on the
side of public health. No instance of the wrong man
in the wrong place could be more glaring than the
appointment as inspector of meat of any man who is
unable to detect the difference between a bruise and
the extravasation of blood which indicates malignant
black quarter." Prof. Gamgee speaks of the bright

prospect such a change would afford to the veterina-
rian, but we are disposed to consider what an incon-
ceivable advantage the public would gain were our
supply of meat subject to the searching and discrimi-
nating glance of a qualified staff of men engaged not
^••jy to detect fraud, but to prosecute scientific
research, and add by an enlarged range of observation
throughout the slaughter-houses of the land a mass of
intormation that shall enable not only the veterinarian
out the professor of human medicine to master the
golden principles of preventative treatment, and prac-
tise the healing art with greater certainty of success.

We^itwill generally be -£»**«£.*
Wlv auv other disease than this does the adage

men to
-™ont the food for the cattle, to set the

lend a hand to anything, and especially
Y° *^»

the orders of his employer. On th<, a .
a"J«

hardly any other disease turn ««- ~~ -~
' £7-^ his employer; Lord Berwick, directed V X '? *»CS^JS?^^^^5Sl^y more all £ £tt,e stock of the farcin S.^

difficult of cure. Mr. Moore does, however, describe

dumber ofcLs of cowsln "high condition," in which

the disease ensued after calving and in which it was

successfully treated by him on the homoeopathic plan

We know the case of a dairy farm of 500 acres of the

best dZ land-where upwards of 100 cows were,

kept-the tenant of which never knew milk fever

among his cows except in instances of cows calving out

of season, or in summer after being a month or two at
instances of cows calving out

of season, or in summer ai r» , ...

Grass. Attacks of this kind do indeed almost wholly

depend on the too higli condition of the animal before

calving. Moderate feeding and plenty of exercise will

prevent it. ^ _

The Agriculture of Massachusetts. By C. L. Flint.

[Some of our readers may remember a description which

we save a few months back of the Polled Angus Herd

of Mr. Bowie, Mains of Kelly, Forfarshire. That

gentleman, we believe, is the writer of a review of this

work which appeared a week or two back in an excellent

provincial paper ; and from which we take the following

extracts :—

]

The volume before us is in two parts—first the " Seventh

Annual Report of the Section of Massachusetts Board of

Agriculture," and the second "Abstract of Returns of the

Agricultural Societies of Massachusetts in 1859." The first

section consists of reports of Committees of the Board on such

subjects as the following :— " Application of Manures (proper

" Market Days," " Farmers' Clubs," u Agricultural Education,

^

"Museum;" then comes a section on f
' Pleuro-Pneumonia,

recommending the destruction of all infected herds. We shall

shortly notice the 6rst of these, viz.—'* Application of Manures

(proper depth of applying them). 1500 printed circulars were

sent out by the Board requesting information as to the efifects

on crops with—1st, no manure; 2d, manure left on tho

surface ; 3d, manure harrowed in ; 4th, manure ploughed m
from 3£ to 5 inches ; and 5th, manure ploughed in from 7 to

10 inches deep. The Section says:—"On the returns of the

circulars, we took pains to count them. Of the 1500 distri-

buted there came back, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven

communications, one of which, however, proved to

be, not the returns of the experiment, but only an
opinion ! " It is painful to read this, showing such an unmiti-

i gated amount of apathy on the part of farmers in Massachu-
setts on a subject certainly important to them. The result,

reducing the whole to decimals, and placing the product of the

unmanured lot at 100. , is as follows (the average of each of the

six trials being here presented) :

—

Unmanured 100.

Manure left on the surface . . . . 142.4

Do. harrowed in 162.^^^ Do. ploughed in from 3£ to 5 in. .. 167.3

Do. do. 7 to 10 in. ..191.
We make no remarks on the above, as the value of experi-
ments depends upon the aggregate results of numbers, or,

what we consider better, the following of tbem out for a con-
secutive number of years by the same individual.

Part 2d contains eight addresses before as many Societies,

on the following most important subjects :
—"Observation and

another man to mark the cattle, andTtn..
6

! ^.^
cattle had died ; but he disobeyed this oH1 *
being summoned before the magistrates Vt?'*^

1

him as a "servant in husbandry," and convi^LTwo questions were now raised for the oninin!

>

Court-first, whether the appellant was a %! *

husbandry » within the Act, and, secondly wW?1

misconduct imputed was a refusal to fulfil h
ment ? Mr. Justice Crompton said the Act r f^
persons who gave their manual labour; but hetW
the appellant was more like a steward.

Jji«
•$

duty was to keep the accounts, &c, and, thou*M?
also to lend a helping hand, that would not %J?
a servant. His lordship thought the coflvkLioui!
to be quashed. Mr. Justice Hul vm f\fo
opinion. Conviction quashed. *

The Alpacas in Australia.—The flock of alpian
llamas introduced 18 months ago by Mr. Ledze-

still under his charge, depasturing at Artiuirsieiffjt

1

sheep station a few miles off the Southern Road. &
they have been there they have thriven surprky

and have by successful lambings repaired the \m*i
were sustained a year ago, at Liverpool, priodpi

through want of fodder. On their landing, in Da»

ber, 1858, the flock numbered 256; when sold toi

Government in the following April, it had increwh

291. The deaths last winter reduced the flock »|
on arriving at Arthursleigh they only numbered 1
they now amount to about 300. Although very a

the season the lambing is not yet finished; soma

been dropped within the last few days, andawii

well. Excepting three, all the lambs born at Arffe

leigh have been preserved. The animals are fern;

attain maturity here earlier than in South Ami

several instances having occurred of ewes under ti

years breeding lambs. The course of breeding has alw

arrived at the fourth cross, and the appearance it

animals, as the breedingprogresses, encourages Mr.Mi

to expect ultimately to produce a finer annul i

the alpaca of Peru. The experiment of the nrtai

sation of the alpaca in Australia has been safofof

successfully carried out, that the alpaca may ai

looked upon as an Australian animal. An intae*

calculation has been made of the probable inert*

the flock of alpacas in 50 years, commencing

with 350 animals, out of which there will be 200W

ing females and 50 males. The calculation prow*

the fact of the alpaca living for 16 years, andUvem

breeding from her second to her 16th year, u«p

that at the end of 10 years the flock of 350 vv^

ply by eight, and will increase to %&>• Mai**

allowance for unforeseen disasters or for epi«

deduction of 20 per cent., this number is refliw

Experiment;" "Agriculture in the Public Schools;*' "The o^. n„d af thii rate of increase the flock w;..

Duty of the Farmer to his Calling;" "Agricultural Educa-
J

25(» >
™d at thl * ™„°*

Prober 20,500; at*'
tion

; " " Use of Mind in Farming ;" " The Farmer as he was, end of the second 10 years, numoei w,
>

of the third, 132,200; at the end of^the m

844,000; at the end of the fifth , 5,6W^
ing that each animal will yield only 7 b .or

which will fetch 2.9. 6d. per pound, W
jj;

the Australian alpaca flocks W1V* &
iwgftl

no less than 39,217,040 lbs. in weight, and *

in value. There is every reason to be

computation is considerably less thanJ
u
«\

tJ

ductive capabilities of the alpacas would wa

expect. Considering their long and wesson. ^
across the bleak mountains and »r

t

ia
,

a
^,sofe*

America, together with the frequent cbang ^
they had to undergo, with a scanty'^fh^A
and frequently without water, and tne

' ^
on the voyage to Sydney, the preservatio

n

number and their healthy increase prtfw ^
be a strong and hardy animal. ^ Shorn ^i
of the next few years show the increase ^
proceed at the rate above indicated, w
produce and its growing importance; d

resource and as a raw material tor
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is, and is to be;" "Progress of Farming ;" and " Dignity of
Labour." On the "Use of Mind in Farming," Mr. T. T.

Waterman's address is so sprightly, vigorous, and comic,
that we cannot resist the following extract :—" The farmer
must, by practical study, become a living thermometer,
barometer, electrometer, patent wind and weather gauge

—

electrical, magnetic, galvanic, terrestrial, universal calculator !

Such an instrument can be made of mind—strong mind.
Such men are walking folios : they are exhaustless cyclo-
paedias of available information in plough-ology, hoe-ology,
corn-ology, barn-ology, fowl-ology, husk-ology, stock-ology,
haw-ology, and gee-ology ; they are practically, and thus
really, the graduates of, and the professors in, the great
university of natural science, and have the honorary
degree of LL.D., Lords of Land and Digging! The college
they enter and honour is one in which problems are
solved, not by pen and blackboard, logarithms and signs, but
a personal use of the axe, the hoe, the yoke, the plough, the
scythe, and the flail

!

"

The Report* on Ploughing are interesting throughout. In
the " History of the Plough " it is stated that " James Small,
a Scotch mechanic, invented the iron mould-board, and
attached it to his swing-plough, giving it such weight and
power as to make it a general favourite from 1764 nearly down
to our times. " Mr. Choate thinks -" If my suspicion be true,
that it is experiment, and not arithmetic, observation, rather
than algebra, that is to work out the grand problem of a per-
fect plough, then, as before intimated, the field of competition
is still open." We demur to the following, however—" Ame-
rican ingenuity might seem to be entitled to repose for a
while, until other nations come up. Foreign countries are
behind us in the matter of the plough, as well as the reaper !

"

Up to this date we cannot swallow these remarks.
^
The articles on Manures and Composts are short, and exne-
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ol yield per acre. Here, also, there seems no need for " reooee "
or '* waiting until other nations come up !
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Mieep, Swme, Poultry, Dairy Produce, Fruits." In WorcesterNorth County, premiums are given for the best draught
horses, the test being pulling certain weights up hill ' We
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; it may be termed, "coming to the scratch."

Miscellaneous.
Dames CaTVellant) and Lord BerwicJc (respondent).—1ms was a case which raised the question whetherthe appellant had been properly convicted by ' the

magistrates of an offence under the Masters andServants Act, for not fulfilling his agreement as aservant in husbandry. It appeared tha" S^Hlnt

his services by his countrymen. ^ *

at length some satisfactory arrange^^j^

being made between the Government i

be ^
by which his claim on the colony *

tbe^
acknowledged, and the country wl" *

in di«*5

reap the benefit of his long^T û^r
ment of the alpacas. Although Mr. ^j
taking must be admitted to ^re ^ap*J
extent a mercantile venture, and enie ^
direct anticipation of profit, the f™&eXie$
such importance to the future produce wi w

country that for the Government ^ {]

,M

advantage of Mr. Ledger's necessity ^ ^
hopes of remuneration ^iMPP°

in
iLtion»

tf

j#sJ
x

amounted morally to an act of «^^fij,
also have effectually restrained tnej f(>^ ^
who should hereafter contemplate tn-b ^^ W that

similar service to the country. ; 'fort'; °

desirable to retain Mr. Ledger's serv " ^ #<
not only on account of his knowwu* ^^
and proper treatment of the &*** * f V
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i n Australia, which alone could have prompted Ins self-

imposed xmis, affords the bat guarantee for his

bestowing that care and attention upon the flock which

thev especially require in the critical transition stages

of breeding. By disposing of the nnimals to Mr.

Ledger, and thereby giving him a permanent interest

in their successful propagation, the Government will

take the surest means of rendering the furtherance of

Mr. Ledger's own interest coincident with the develop-

ment of a great source of productive wealth. It will,

we understand, he stipulated in any agreement made

with Mr. Ledger that none of the animals will leave

the colony, or be sold, without the consent of the

Government ; and it is well known that Mr. Ledger is

desirous of keeping the flock intact until complete

purity of breed is obtained. We hope to be able to

report the sale of the animals to Mr. Ledger, on terms

that will be at the same time advantageous to himself

;md creditable to this colony.—Sydney MercUd.

California* Alfilerilla.~This is often calkd IrM
onsly "alfarea." Its name means little pin, and is

derived from aifilert
Bpsnfcsii sV pin. It bears clusters

of green pins or spikes about 1$ inch long, and is some-

times called Pin Grass, and soinetineee Wild Geranium.

The botanical name is JSrodiym Cicutarium. The
Alfilcrilla has atti ed some attention as a succulent,

sweet, nutritive, hardy, and large herb, well adapted

for our climate and soil. It has a large root, which it

sends deep into the ground, thus enal ling it to resist

he drought, while above the surface it puts forth a

dense muss of stalks and leaves, spreading out sometimes

several feet in every direction. Cattle prefer it to every

other indigenous plant of the State. The seeds seem
to abound throughout the soil, for whenever the sod is

broken up for the first time, there the Alfilcrilla appears,

though it may never have been seen there before. It

is frequent in gardens, in cultivated fields, nnd in lands

lying fallow, llutehing
3
* California Magamme.
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SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.
KAYXBIKI), OALDBOOTT, and BAWTREE ropply

carefully selected and screened samples of all the most
approved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats, &c.

Address, Basiugstoke, Andover ; or 89, 8eed Market, Mark
Lane, E.C. Samples and prices Post-free on application.

~~~
~ BAWTREE,

Bekd Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, 8eed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lakes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

'Cotton Seed Cakes, &c., of best quality at Market Prices.

THE BEST WHEAT pob SPRING SOWING.—
Good Samples of RED NURSERY and TALAVERA

WHEAT supplied by Raynbird, Caldecott, & Bawtree.

Address, Basingstoke, Andover; or 89, Seed Market,

Mark Lane, E.C. __

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

THE SEED CATALOGUE for 1861 (30th Annual
Edition) is now ready. It contains much that is choice

and novel, both of ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL SEED!*,

with much valuable information.

A TEW KTRA CHOICE VECETABI
ATKINf.'s MELFORD HALL BEET, very handsome, bright

light rich crimson, 1*. per ounce.
The PIN 1 APPLE SHORT TOP do., deep crimson, 1*. p. oz.

LI IS N V WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI, It. 6d. and
2t. 6d. per packet.
TEN FINEST SORTS do., for sucoesaion, including LEE'S,

6s., or 6 for 3*. 6d.

BELGIUM IMPORTED BRUSSELS SPROUTS, extra, Ls.

oer ounco.
FURRBLL'S EARLY EDWARDSTONE CABBAGE, very
irge, close, and fine. If. per ounce.
FRENCH HORN CARROTS, the earliest of all, handsome,

"W. per ounce.
SUDBURY FARLY IMPROVED CAULIFLOWERS, large,

beautifully white and fine, the best grown, 6d. per packet.

NEW AUSTRALIAN GOLDEN CI iS, fid. per '.mice.

FURRKLL'S EARLY PROLIFIC CUCUMBER, fine and
long, suited for frame or open ground, 1*. per packet. Also
20 others, finest frame sorts, Qd. and 1*. per packet.
IMPROVED LARGE WHITE COS LETTUCE, extra quality,

6<f. per packet.
GRIFFIN'S ALMA do., hardy and fine, Is. per packet.
NEAPOLITAN, the finest Cabbage Lettuce extant, 1*. 6c?.

per ounce.
MELONS, a rich collection of sorts, 6<J. and It. per packet.
EXTRA EARLY SILVER SKIN ONION, 1*. per ounce.
GIANT MADEIRA ONION, the largest, Sd. per ounce.
DILLISTONE PROLIFIC EARLY PEA, 1*. Qd. per quart.
CHAMPION OF SCOTLAND, early wrinkled do., extra fine,

is. Qd. per quart.

NE PLUS ULTRA, the finest and most productive of the
wrinkled Peas, 2*. fid. per quart.

Seeds all of first quality. CATALOGUES free on application-

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower and Importer of Choice
1 oreign Seeds and Roots, Sudbury, Suffolk.

The r*nrtin*»are taken at 9 km ou the days aam«-d , and the Maxima and
Min recorded relate, thcrrfoi th«' preceding 24 hours. The

ornuwa«tj|mjMfplHct'd 4 fort from the - md. The itain gauge is

7 fert from the prrotjnl —

Notices to Correspondents.
Algerian Nettle: A 0. We do not know what it is. Nr.
Scott Hum's Year Book, ] . speaks of it thus :—" Nettles
cut and cropped in from July or August are a dainty for
homed eattle, provided they have been cropped in time. It
may be mixed instead of hay, or infused during the night
and c u to the cattle the next day. The cultivation of the
Nettle on a large scale allows stony and sterile land to be
made use of: its produce as a fodder plant is very consider-
able Lupines are often used as a green manuring on sandy
•oils."—Nettles will not do for suebja purpose, nor would any
other perennial plant.

"BooO: B. There is no book on the surface geology of Great
Britain. Morton on Soils aimed at doing j ust whatyou propose
—and a new edition of that work, corrected up to the pre-
sent time, would meet your wishes. Mr. Ridgway, Picca-
dilly, is the publisher of it.

Central Farmers' Club : I M. should apply to the Secretary,
H. Corbet, Esq., Farmers' Club, Bridge Street, Blackfriars.
The Club Journal for December has been distributed to
members. We do not know if it is procurable In any number
by those who arc not memben.

Ch Fairs : Cor. Chester, Derby, Leicester, and Reading.
C e Range : X. Taylor & Som, High Bast Street, Dor-

chester, have applii Mottle's Patent Vapour Feeding
l>rawer with grea4 success In the manufacture of a cottage
range. The smartest • ze is 2 feet If it has an oven,

id the top Is a hot plate. In its ordinarv use in a family
the consumption of fuel Is not above 1 lb. an hour, while the
baking which has been done during the day has been worth
•Id., and a be day the kettle has been kept lir.g and flat
irons heated, and the heat thrown int- Ihe om much
greater than from any open grate. In the 1 inga new
cottage the expense of chimney would be saved by the use
of this range, as it stands well in the room, and a 6-inch flue
is sumcient the ?moke.—Chalk and tar for fuel.—In
chalk districts wheie gas tar can be obtained cheaply a great
saving in fuel may be effected by mixing as much tar as it
will absorb with dried and powdered chalk, and making it
up mto SHoall balls. In the range above mentioned two such
balls will bon the kettle and cook a diuner in the oven The
t report ion of tar to chalk is about 14 gallon to a cwt.^ T«QD for Horses : A G. You will find the whole subject dis

IH** cussed in a paper in the 19th volume of the nglish Agri
-.0 <nltural Society's Journal, and again in a Handbook of

- Farm Labour iust published by Longmans. Perhaps the
following may do :-Mr. Binnie. of Seton (Lothian), gives his
cart horses 10 lbs. of Oat* and 4 lbs. of Beans daily, together
with a mash of abotittt lbs. of steamed Turnips and 6 lbs. of
t.ar.ey every evening, and straw ad lib
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NEW SEEDS, CAimiAOE Fkeb.— Genuine and
unadulterated Garden and Flower Seeds, &c, Carriage

Free to any Railway Station in the United Kingdom. For par-

|

titulars see the NEW PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE,
which may be had post free on application to Henry -Brown]
Seedsman and Florist, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.
N.B. FLUKE POTATOES off the Moss or Sand, free from

disease, 6.«. per 80 lb. Price per ton on application.____________ _
THOMAS AYRES, Wholesale and Retail Seeds-

man and Grower, Biggleswade. Beds, has to offer to the
Trade a few cwt. of WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED, the
growth of 1859; 40 bushels of SCARLET RUNNER BEANS,
English growth ; a fine sample of LONG-POD and WINDSOR

;

also a few varieties of GARDEN PEAS ; also a few cwt. Of
PARSNIP SEED, the growth of 1860.

N.B. T. A. has also to dispose of SWEDE TURNIP SEED
and WHITE TURNIP SEED, in large or small quantities.

WILLIAM BARRON, Garden Architect,
Landscape Gardener, Ac., Sketty, Swansea.

N.B. Gentlemen should be aware before they arc led into an
endless expense. First have PLANS and ESTI M VTES, with
proper SPEC! ITCATIONS. Everything executed by Contract
or otherwise in the best style. Terms on application.

Alpha and SI ty Nurseries, Swansea.

MI SS R s. J. and H. BRi'iWN offer the following
selection of Choice PLANTS, which they will iorward

to any part :

—

*. d.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort,

on their own roots, by name, well set for bloom,
fine for beds or pot culture for forcing

36 Azaleas, hardy American varieties, do. do.

LI hardy Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and
rose colour

Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 2 feet, for beds,
per dozen 10

New Yellow Rhododendrons, each, .

.

3*. 6<Z. to 5
Roses, best sorts, Standards and Half-standards,

per dozen 12#. to 15
Climbing Roses of best sorts, rapid growers, per doz. 6

6 fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10
Greenhouse Azaleas, fine varieties, per doz. 10#. to 12
Camellias, best double varieties, per dozen •

.

.

24 Epacris and Ericas, one of a sort, in small pots
50 choice hard wooded Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort
12 New Double Italian Pseonios , .

20
15

12

28
1«
42
8

6

FRUIT TREKS.
Fine Standard and Dwarf- trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apri-

cots, Cherries, Plums, and Pears, 2?. 6d. each, or 24*. per doz.
Dwarf Plants of all the above kinds, grown especially for pot
culture in orchard houses, <fcc, per dozen, 18*.

Best sorts Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz., 3*.

Mulberries, Medlars, Quince, and Walnuts, each, It.

Filberts, red and thin shell, per dozen, 3s.

Choice Grape Vines from eyes and layers.
Evergreen Shrubs and Ornamental Trees of all kinds cheap.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, N .
—Feb. 2.

JNO. STANDISH has much pleasure in informing
his friends and the Gardening world, that he has received

all the plants collected by Mr. Fortune during his last voyage
in China, and also all the Plants and Seeds lately collected by

GEORGE SMITH has much pleasure in drawing the !

Mr. Watson, in New Zealand. A part of both the above

attention of the readers of the Gardeners- Chronicle to the Collections are now ready to be scat out, viz .*.—

woodcut of his extraordinary FUCHSIA, MAMMOTH, showin CAMELLIA RETICULATA fl. pi,—This very fine variety
is a better grower than reticulata, the flowers being equally
large and perfectly double ; as soon as it has attained any size,

it is the most gorgeous flowering plant that can possibly be
imagined. Plants, 63s. each
ARECA SAPIDA.^J. S. has received a large importation of

this rare Palm, which is adapted for a conservatory, or any plaoe
from which frost is excluded. When it becomes large it e
admirably suited for placing out of doors to ornament the
flower garden in summer. Prico 21*. to 81*. Sd. each
CORDYLINB AUSTRALIS, 7*. 6d. each; per dozen, 60*.

:

per 100. 20J.

„ BANKSII, price 21*. each ; per doz., 101 10*. ; per 100, 60L
„ ERYTHRORACHIS, 31*. 6d. each, per doz. 127. 12*.
The above Cordylinee are well adapted for Conservatories in

winter and for putting wit to ornament Terrace Walks and
Dutch Gardens during the summer. They are ail nearly
hardy, therefore they need only a slight protection in winter

;

in fact in the Isle of Wight and many parts of Devonshire and
Cornwall they would stand the winter out of doors without
injury.

CYATHEA CUNNINGIIAMI -As this beautiful Tree Fern
is of comparatively small growth, it is well suited for a small
Greenhouse or Conservatory. Nice plants from SI. St. to 71. 7*.CYATHEA SMJTMiL—This is undoubtedly the finest of all
the New Zealand Tree Ferns. Its beautiful pale green short
stalked fronds clothe it with foliage to its centre, and mike it
highly effective. Fine young plants, 51. 5*. each ; plants with
nearly 3 feet stems, 21 guineas.
MYnsOTIDIUM NOBILE, OR ANTARCTIC FORGET-ME-

NOT, 10s. 6(i. to 31*, jh.

TODEA PELLUCI DA -Those who have only seen the
small plants which Lave been heretofore introduced, can have
no coi ption of the magnificence of this fine Fern ; some of
the are more than a foot in diameter, and are the
largest speciin-ns Mr. Watson saw in New Zealand. Plants
7* tolW 15*. each.
WOODWAR1XA JAPONIC A, fine plants, 21*. each.

J\Ajetrnrri€}Ii

the natural size and form. For further particulars see
Catalogue, which is now ready, and forwarded in exchange for
one postage stam p. Illustrations of four distinct and beautiful
SeedlingFuch s now ready in exchange for 12 nostage stamps,
and the ele rant Petunia Eclipse for 8 stamps. "The Catalogue

WOODWARD1A ORIENTALIS, collected by Mr.' Fortune
has kaves from 3 to 4 feet long, with more substance thai

ft*
;^ces of J r f.eld.

Osmunda regalis. This magnificant Fern is no doubt hardy as
W

. iapomca. Plants 31*. 61L each.
ROSE, NOISETTE -CELINE FORESTIER, bright yellow,

fine form
; is the bardie.- 1 of all the yellow Roses. Its foliage

is so ample and beautiful that it forms a fine object even
before it blooms, when it produces its flowers more profusely
than any known variety. It continues blooming late in the
season, until hard frosts destroy its buds, and is admirably
adapted for covering walls, trellises, or banks. As a pillar
Rose it cannot be surpassed, and is decidedly the most useful
of all yellow Roses. Price .each.
ROSE, HYBRID PERPETUAL — EUGENE APPERT.—
ulet cii on, very vivid. The petals are so firm and the

substance so good that they stand the sun's rays for a long
time without ilnurifig. Each blossom is stiff and erect,
showing itself with great advantage above the magnificent
foliage. A free grower, well adapted for a climber or pole
Rose. Fine standards, 5*, each ; per dozen, tSs.

TORREA GRANJMS.—Mr Fortune says this Is one of the
handsomest trees in China, being a stiff erect plant, of a pale
green colour, in growth similar to Araucaria imbricata, attain-

,

;Kpse for 8 stamps. The Catalogue ing a height of upwards of 100 feet, and in particularly adapted
also contains full particulars of the superb bedding variegated i for Avenues. Plants, 21*. each: 10/. 10*. per dozen • 63ZGeranium Argus, and fine White flowering Horseshoe leaved ! per 100.
L'aled Snowflake, also a set of extra fine Verbenas, and i Besides the above-named plants J. S. has one of the finestCalceolaria Canadensis, superior to anrea floribunda. and collections of RHODODENDRONS in Europe, which he culti-distinct an colour, with Priced Lists of all the leading kinds of vates in large quantities; the finest collection of GLADIOLI>ow, Fancy Spotted and Bedding Geraniums, Verbenas, as well as a ch 3 selection of ROSES, VINES, kc

*

Fuchsias, Dahlias, Petunias, Chr mtfaemums, Ac.
, CATALOGUES forwarder free on application to'

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London, N.
j The Royal Nursery, Bagshd*.
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THE FARM AND THE GARDEN.
GENUINE SEEDS, Carriage Free,.from the

WEST of ENGLAND SEED ESTABLIbHMKNI
AT PLYMOUTH, CONDUCTED BY

Wf<wrs L VMOUREUX, CLARK, and CO.

The RETAIL?" PRICED CATALOGUE, containing every

pabular in connection with the Business, forwarded gratis

and post free on application.

Address : Lamopreux, Clark, & Co., Plymouth.

LADIOLUS BRifiNCHLEYENSlS.-in^he Gar-

dners^hronicU of September 8, 1«60, p. 816, the follow-

"S ^E?roLTO BREWCHLEYEXSIS.- We have received

from Messrs Youell & Co., of Great Yarmouth, some speci-

mens ol"hi! pint, the gorgeous appearance of w "ch -nno

be spoken of in terms of exaggeration The-taU robust liam

and intensely bright scarlet flowers, place it at the head of all

the hardy flowers of the autumn."
Flowering roots, 30*. per 100 ; or 4*. per dozen.

. annhcation.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.
Trade price

on application.—Royal

s u It P L IT S STOCK.
TRANSPLANTED SCOTCH FIRS,

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY -The^irec ors

oKicTgE^^ L
he
N^

W
Re
E
adTaf

^'iSdSSfta? £• Company, or "^g^gito
Messrs. Simpkin, Marshall & Co., 4, Stationers court,

London, E.C.. for six postage stamps.

Contents of the Present Edition.
« Page

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER^
H APPLEBY (Foreman to MessrsS

. Nurserymen, Dorking), has nowTiL ** * Wabove on hand in 4 lb. packets, is w * g00d sup*J?
menials see Gardeners' Chronicle/J*n^tT^. ]Kj

GARDEN.

Freight and Carriage

Notices

Address

Book Parcel Post

Almanack
Collection of Seeds

General List of

• •

9 *

Page
.. 2

.. 3,4,7
.. .. 5

.. .. 6

.. 9,10

11, 12, 13

Garden

U to 2* feet, strong healthy stuff,10*t to 15*.per 1000.

TWICE TRANSPLANTED LARCH FIRS,

U to 3 feet, from 155. to 20s. per 1000

TWO-YEAR SEEDLING SCOTCH FIRS,

Is. 6d., 2s., and 2s. 6d. per 1000, or 125*.,

175s., and 225*. per 100,000.

Terms Cash.—Samples on application to

j E. Nelson, The Nurseries. Rinefield, Lymmgton, Hants.

NEW METHOD, COMBINING ECONOMY AND
ntm EXCELLENCE.

17

n

9t

99

>*

99

JAMES TYNAN begs to invite the attention of

Florists and Gardeners to his method of supplying SEEDS.

In order to meet the wants of a large class of Amateurs and

Gardeners, he has adopted the plan of making up seeds of the

very best quality in small quantities, so that with the most

economical outlay the small garden may be embellished with

flowers of the greatest perfection and merit. This method has

received very substantial approval from Florists and Gardeners

in all parts of Great Britain, in the numerous orders annually

received, and the flattering testimonials voluntarily tendered

GERMAN ASTERS and STOCKS of unequalled merit,

BALSAMS, ZINNIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS,
PHLOXES and all the new annuals, both English and foreign

(such as are usually sold in large expensive packets only), with

every variety of Garden Seed worthy of cultivation.

The new French DOUBLE ZINNIA ELEGANS (see Gar-

ieners' Chronicle, Sept. 22, 1860), and the splendid new HYBRID
and other DIANTHUS. Per packet.

ASTERS—Giant Emperor, azure blue . . . . 3d. and 6rf

.

light indigo blue, new, Qd. and Is.

pure white, new . . . . 1*.

reddish purple, new . . . . Is.

La superb, rose 3d. and M.
New Hedgehog, five colours, extra fine, 6d. and Is.

Chrysanthemum flowered, very fine 3d. and 6</.

Truffaut's Pseony flowered, most splendid, 3d. and 6d.

STOCKS, large flowering Ten Week, extra fine . . 3d. and 6d.

„ dwarf „ » •• 3d. and 6d.

DIANTHUS HEDDEWIGII 3d. and 6<t.

laciniatus, extra fine td. and Is.

new hybrid „ 6tf. and 1*.

ZINNIA ELEGANS, new double flowered . . 6c?., Is., and 2*.

Free by post. Priced Lists on application.

Seed Warehouse, 68, Great George Street, Liverpool.

NEW SCARLET FLESH MELON GARIBALDI.
ETILEY feels great pleasure in offering to the

• lovers of the above delicious fruit this new and superb
variety, which he can with confidence recommend as being

the most perfect in all points of any variety in cultivation. It

is very hardy, an abundant bearer, thin skinned, weight from
4 to 5 lbs., beautifully netted, oral-shaped, bright scarlet flesh

and luscious flavour. Price 2*. 6c?. per packet.

E. T. has also Seeds of the following superb MELONS,
which he can with confidence recommend :

—

Per packet.—s.d. Per packet.
General Havelock ..10 Queen's Melon
M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Blackall's Green Flesh

Seeds H-37

General List of Flower

Seeds 3S-47

Collections of Flower
Seeds 48-49

Imported Carnation Seeds 50-51

Imported Seeds from Ger-

many 52-55

Choice Florists' Flower
Seeds 55

New Annuals .

.

.

.

56

Seakale and Asparagus 88

FARM.
Descriptive List of Grass

Seeds, .. .. 57-62

Clovers 63

Prices of ditto .. 64-65

Descriptive List of Turnips

Prices of ditto . . * * II
Carrots £-
Mangolds .. •» •• < 3

Grain and Forage Crops
74, 75, 76

Manures
Ploughs
Harrows .. . . ••

Clod Crushers aud Horse

Hoes
Rollers and Drills

Thrashing Machines
Winnowing Machines
Turnip Cutters
Chaff cutters and Corn
Crushers S4

Haymaking Machines, &c. 85

Linseed Cake Breakers

Hay Collectors
Parke's Steel Forks-
Lawn Mowing Machines
Garden Rollers

Garden Chairs

™Wt

77
78
79

80
81
81
82
S3

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCOWarranted equal in Strevotit^;
JOSEPH BAKER, 10, GteulhCS'^'O having dealt upwards of 20 years inth,^ etSt

»Umend it as the best article for destroying th* v\
e

- **£
over 10 lbs.. Is. Post-office Orders pavah"» pj^f

^« |JJ

F O R SMOKING (T

Fleets^

NEAl'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS *va
with a Candle, save all trouble, destro, ii t

^ <
* by some of the leading gLSL

Id*
rincipal Seedsmen aud^J^S? :

are already used
obtained of the p

Surseryi

* •

• •

85
86
87
87
87
87

Address Plymouth Seep Company, Plymouth, Devon.

RADTO THE TRADE.
1\/rARSH and PERKINS beg to offer the under-

JAlL mentioned, being fine and well-rooted :— 8. d.

ACACIA, 4 to 5 feet .. per 100 4

ASH, 2 to 3 feet per 1000 14

3 to 4 feet .. „ 18
4 to 5 feet „ 20

BEECH, 2 to 3 feet , 20
ELMS, fine Standards per 100 50s. to 80

WYCH, 3 to 4 feet per 1000 20

99

99

9>

99 97

• •

J*

99

99

9J

99

• »

99

19

• •

>»

t*

tt

>»

»»

»»

»>

»»

»»

4 to 5 feet

„ „ 5 to 6 feet

FIR AUSTRIACA, 15 to 18 inches

„ 1J to 2 feet ..

SCOTCH, 1 to li feet

1^ to 2 feet
fine, 2| to 3£ feet

SPRUCE, 10 to 15 inches ..

15 to 18 inches
18 to 24 inches

LIMES (Standards) per 100

,, extra fine do. - .. „
OAKS, 2 to 3 feet per 1000
POPLARS, LOMBARDY, 4 to 6 feet .

.

„ 6 to 8 feet

fine Standards, 8 to 10 feet . . . . per 100 40
SYCAMORE, 2 to 3 feet per 1000 15

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, 12 to 18 inches . . „ 25

„ DULCIS, 2 to 3 feet .. .. „ 50
EVERGREEN PRIVET . . .

.

per 1000 14*. to 20
ARBOR-VIT^, CHINESE, 18 to 24 inches . . per 100 20

„ 24 to 30 inches .. „ 30
SIBERIAN, 18 to 24 inches .. „ 50

RED CEDAR, 18 to 24 inches „ 20
LILACS, 2 to 3 feet 20

Address, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

>y

>>

it

25
30
40
60
10
15
20
10
15
80
50
80
25
30
60

99

packet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J v»iJ Smen
» *

Birmingham. Trial packets, Is. each.
'

'
Mwardfc

REES COMING into BLOOM will W
from Frosts, Hail, &c, by using- H4VTFmpv25

GON and CHISWICK GARDEN Wt ,3 ,

mended by all the Principal Gardeners
; the xJt"

protect the Fruit from Wasps, Flies, Birds, fcc-lporfi
Prices, and Testimonials, direct to Mr. Haythor.v. No£i

CARD.
O A M U E L N.

W

Green Flesh ..II
Do. do. Scarlet Flesh ..10
Monro's Green Gage ..10

,, Crystal Palace Hero 1

Golden Drop Green Flesh 1

Golden Perfection ,, ,,10
Scarlet, King Scarlet „ 1

Green Gage 10
Incomparable . . ..10
Golden Ball 10
BromhamHall GreenFlesh 1

Pine Apple 10
Rowse's Incomparable ..10
Austin's Incomparable ..10
CUCUMBER RIFLEMAN.-

>»

>>

»»

3d.
1

1

1

1

1

1

Bailey's
Bowood
Beechwood
Windsor Prize
Emperor 10
Fleming'sTrenthamHybrid 1

Duncan's Green-flesh Im-
proved 10

Hampton Court Green
Flesh 10

Egyptian Green Flesh ..10
Cuthill'sCamberwellBeautyl
Gordon Castle Green
Flesh 10

This is undoubtedly one of the
finest varieties in cultivation ever yet sent out for exhibition
purposes, possessing the following fine qualities :—A beautiful
black spine, always growing even from stem to point, scarcely
any handle, carries its bloom well, always keeps a fresh colour.
and not liable to turn yellow as many other varieties. Length
24 to 28 inches, and a most abundant bearer. It will be found
to be the most useful Cucumber in cultivation ; 60 brace of this
Cucumber were hanging at one time in a span-roof house
16 feet by 10 feet, and not one of which was less than 20 inches
in length. They were seen by Cucumber growers from ali
parts of the country, who pronounced it to be the finest show
of fmit they had ever seen. It is quite as hardy as any of the
old ridge varieties, and not at all liable to rust or canker
Price 2s. fai. per packet.
To Cucumber growers generally the following superb

Cucumbers will be found to give every satisfaction :

—

Per packet.—*, d. ! Per packet.—s. d.
General Outram
Sir Colin Campbell
General Canrobert
Victory of Bath .

Gordon's White Spine

• •

• •

2

1 6

1 6
1

1

Lord Kenyon's Favourite 1
Phenomenon .. ..1
Captivation 1
Mills' Jewess
Manchester Prize .

.

Conqueror of the West
Hunter's Prolific .

.

Incomparable
Cuthill's Black Spine
Champion of England

* •

• •

• •

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

6

6

Stockwood Ridge
Ayres' Prolific

Manchester Prize .

.

Sutton's Champion
Burgess' Conqueror
Henderson's A 1

Sion House
Allen's Victory
Trollope's King
Ipswich Standard .,

Tiley's Improved

* *

9 t

* •

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

(I

c

(

Hamilton's Black Spinel. 1 C

Dickson's Newton Hero
Kelway's Victory ..

Ac. &c. &c.

• t 1

1

I

I

UTiley's EMPEROR RED CELERY, the finest grown,
per packet.

Tiley's SOLID WHITE CELERY. Is. per packet.
Griffin's ALMA LETTUCE, Is. per packet.
The TRUE OLD BATH COS LETTUCE, Is. per packet.A remittance must accompany all orders by cash or pennv

postage stamps. * J

EDWARD TILEY, Nuhsehymak, Sbedsman and Flobist.
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath.

Mo G E B B
General Horticultural Builder,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry thrc-

Great Britain and Ireland.
™

HOT-WATER APPARATUS PITTED a ft

description of Hothouses, Mansions, Churchea, (V
&c, on the most approved principle by J. Meredfti-

Cottage, Garston, near Liverpool.

N. B. First-class references may be had on applied

GREENHOUSES, ORCHARD HOUSES.!

FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works, 1*
Hackney, N. E. Established 20 years. Sufcta

made Greenhouses, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 feetMb
50/. ; 21 feet by 13 feet, 28?. ; 12^ feet by 10 feet, 151.

Houses 10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortme

Estimate given for Heating, or any branch in iron arm

H.

INTER DRESSING for ORCHARD HOUSE
AND OTHER FRUIT TREES.

Extractfrom the Eighth Edition

of the Orchard House. By
Mr. Rivers.

"January paint the treee
(every shoot and bud) with
Gishurst Compound, half a
pound to the gallon of water.
This will destroy the eggs of
Aphides."

Vines and outside wall trees
should first be washed, stem
and shoots, with 8 oz. solution
of Gishurst, then smeared
with clay and Gishurst, (see
Gardeners1

Chronicle Oct. 13),
or with lime, sulphur, and Gis-
hurst, made into a paste, it
the smell be disliked, make the
solution 48 hours before use.

Full directions as to the use
of weaker solutions against

mildew and insect pests in spring and summer, with parti-
culars of the experience of many great gardening authorities,
are enclosed with the boxes of Gishurst. These are supplied
retail through any nurseryman and seedsman at 1*., 8*., and
10*. 6d. each, wholesale by Price's Patent Candle Co., Limited

.

FUMIGATING AND SYRINGING.
GRIFFITHS and AVISS, Tobacconists, Coventry,

call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER. It is simple
in use, safe in application, altogether effective in the destruc-
tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, &c., nominal in price, 12a. 6rf.

per dozen pounds, sent to any part of the kingdom on receipt
of Post Office Order. To those in the Trade a liberal discount
on 28 lbs. and upwards. The following practical gentlemen
have submitted it to every kind of ordeal, and bear testimony
it is all we represent :

—

Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox
Mr. Wra. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey
Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland, Trentham
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park
Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville 11 Ryder, Westbrook

Hemel Hempstead
Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. R. West, Esq., Alcot Park
Mr. W H Mountford H R Hughes, Esq., Kinmel Park,

St. Asaph, ^rth Wales
Mr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds,

Hoddesden ^
Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Richmond, Surrey
Mr. John Reeves, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting Hill W
Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, Shipston-on-Stour

'

Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,
Learnington Nursery

Mr. John Ogden Nurseryman, Seedsman, and FloriRt, Coventry
>iessrs. s. Perkins & Sons, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and

Florists, CoventryV Agents Wanted. Nurserymen and Florists preferred.

J S ,
€aat Fumigating Pots, Tobacco Water for Syringing,ind TobaccoJuice for Sheep Dressing.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION

Made by Steam Power at

J LEWIS'S HOETICFLTURAL W0K3, J:

• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are oaki

much better and stronger principle than those manoftc

on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and chap

A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with tm^mf
and doorsasm

Do. do. 40 a. by 20 ft. do. do.

Do. do. 60 ft. by 24 ft. do. do.

The price ofany other size forwarded on application to J. i

JOSEPH SMITH, HoKTicuLTr/EAL Bum
Road, Hammersmith, W., begs attention to hiik

HOUSES, substantially made to order, at li. penoo

LIGHTS, 2-in. thick, 8d. per foot; if unglaired,^

Ready-made : four HOUSES, viz. :—

Span, 24 x 1 5 feet . . . . £38 I
Lean-to, 24 X 12 ft

Do. 23 x|12 feet 6 inches 32 |
Do. 21 *« «*

Eighty 6 x 4 feet LIGHTS, 15* «f
h, or the lot fix*

a quantity of other size«»» *¥• Per t00t
! —-

WEST OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, ANOWV

T7INCENT SKINNER

V (late Partner with J.JJ
«w

l& CoS, erects Consebvato^

Hot-houses, and Hot wat«

'Apparatus to wamChnrc^ji

Hothouses, &c, andI
has f«*|

—-men from London » wjgj m
tend their construction. Upright lipe d

Estimates.—V. Skinner. Bndewellbtree^

J

HOTHOUSES FOB THE MILLW
J(^

principle invented and patented w ^
M.P., combining simplicity, cheapness ^
bility, being capable of fulfilling, in the ^

i g^
all the requirements of Horticulture ^Rf
in length, can be had for less than^ g^jal.

length, for 331. ; and all other dimen«oii^
ttnd^

Delivered free to any Railwayg^JS be^J
trated Circulars, with Lists of Prices, cai

^

^i
amplication to Samuel Hfj^man^J^^-j^iapplicati

HORTICULTURAL ---rViiiFAw- aAPPARATUS MANUFAw ^

G
Stoi

Tiz.

per
R

to 2

S!
lOOt

CER
Ol
C/

M
desa

Plan
Prui

Kensal Green, Harrow Road. -
he
-

SON beg to cft^
-^

4

TOHN TAYLOR ^V ^heW<>'J of the nobility and gentry to t^ riSf
U^

which they Erect all kinds otGouse^ ^^
houses, Ac, combining every J»

P">
workm»»

9

design and durability of materials anu ^ ^ ^
Their VENTILATING •APPABATLfr^ Jt

Roofs of Houses has given theW^Uc Boild^
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halfc. ^ ec0no^
with Hot-Water Apparatus m a most j
manner. .„ -Aferrio£ JIm^

J. T. & Sow have great *}***»*££***^
the nobility and gentry by whomtnej
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COTTAGERS' KALE.
CHARLES TURNER can supply seed from selected

plants of this delic s Winter Green. It is the only plant

of its class unharmed b he late severe weather.

Price to the Trade on application.

POTATOES.
CHARLES TURNER lias a tine stock of the

DAXMAHOY. round, early, a great cropper, producing

double the quant it v of most kinds : of a good uniform size, of

excellent flavour and floury; the best Potato grown for a

general crop, being also a good keeper.

GLORY OF ENGLAND (Kidney) one of the earliest, most

prolific, and in all respects one of the best Potatoes ever

introduced- _
Also fine healthy seta of all the leading kinds. See Catalog

SEED CATALOGUE.
ClHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST, c

J taining several Novelties, and a Selection of the 1

established varieties, is now ready.

PELARGONIUMS.
CHARLES TURNE1 3 plants of the above are

remarkably fine of all the classes, and in great variety.

If purchased by the dozen are at very moderat e prices.

C* I M P R A R AS
5ARLES TURNER'S select named varieties of

the above can be supplied at lit., 21a, and SOa per dozen.

___ These are of the f quality.

GENERAL SPRING CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
CHARLES TURNER'S NEW LIST U now Ready

;

it comprises new and general Collections of PELARGO-
NIUMS, FAN< "Y do., CINERARIAS. DAHLIAS, AZALEAS,
FUCHSIAS, VI BBNAS, VARIEGATE I) GERANIUMS,
8CARL do., ACHIMENES, GLOXINIAS, CALCEO-
LARIA-. PETUNIA-, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, PHLOX,
CARNATION-, PICOTEE3, PINKS, AURICULA Ac.

WELLINGTON IA CICANTEA, AND CUPRESSUS
LAWSONIANA.

CHARLES TURNER has a large stock of various
sizes of these very Ornamental Trees, which have also

proved themselves to be the most hardy of our Conifers.
Prices on application.

Fruit trees.
CHARLES TURNER has very fine Trained and

Standard Trees of all the sterling varieties. COX'S
ORAN : PIPPIN APPLE and the SALWEY PEACH are
highly rccommended.

GENERAL NURSERY CATALOGUE.
CHARLES TURNER'S LIST comprises the exten-

sive Collections of Fruit Trees, Roses, the Conifer*©, hardy
Ornamental Trees, Evergreens and Deciduous Shrubs, as well

aa Strawberries and Rhubarb, all the best Kinds of which are
carefully cultivated.

All the Catalogues enumerated will be forwarded gratis
and post free.

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH,
PINE APPLE PLACE NURSERY. EDCEWARE ROAD, W
ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg respect-

fully to announce that their CATALOGUE of Kitchen
Garden and Flower Seeds for 1861, with a list of Garden Imple-
ments, Ac., is now published, and will be forwarded postage
free, on application.—For details and particulars of New
Vegetables, see Gardeners' Chronicle of 5th and 12th January.
' WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORG IAN and SON'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE tor 1360 and SPRING
1861, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers. Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, <fcc, can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

BvFaZALEA INDICA.— Alba unica, Adelaide
von Nassau, Adolphe von Nassau, Alexander II., Aurelie,

Bernard Andre", Bouquet de Flore, Comte de Hainault, Director
Augustin, Distinction, Flower of the Day, Model, Nathalie,
Queen of the Whites, Roi Leopold, Rosy Circle, Schone Main-
zerin, Teutonia, Thusnelde, and William Luddick. Good clean
plants ; purchaser's selection of 12, 40a ; the set of 20, 31.,
kaznper and packing included.

Thomas Jaomson & Son, Nurserymen, &c., Kingston, S.W.

HA ROY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that his New

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and
other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published
and will be forwarded on application. It likewise furnishes a
List of all popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most
desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.
The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale

Station, South-Western Railway.
The CATALOGUE can also be had of Mr. John Kerk.vn,

4 , Great Russell St 'ovent Qardea, W.C.

RHODODENDRONS, HARDY AZALEAS, ETC.
GEORGE WHEELER, NrasEBYHAN, &c, War-

minster, Wilts, respectfully announces he has a fine
Stock of the above which he offers at very moderate prices,
viz., good strong plants at 30*., 40a, 50a, 60a 70a, and 80s.
per 100, according to the strength of the plants.

RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS, by name, 75*., 100s.
to 200*. per 100.

SEDUMS, ANDROMEDAS, VACCINTUMS, Ac., 60s. to
100a per 100.

GERANIUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE PLANTS
ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, Xc.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to inform
their friends anl patrons that their new priced and

des^iptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Har.iy
Plants, Perns, Ornameutal Foliage and Variegated Plants
Fruit Trees, Ac. (which include the best new plants of the
season, is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornaev
Roads. Holloway, London, N.

J

J;
GLADIOLI. ~~

OHN STANDISH is the largest grower and has

*r wtl
!?J?ito<lH

actiolL
,
H* nas rawed an immense quantity

£w,?*i5kedhnga which flowere(i during the past Autumn
S1j» i?

*<* time, *nd exceeded anything that has been seen in

P& ^n«ib
SS
M5 %?*£*"* * remark*ble fACt tn*t amongst these

i iwi^* (Se^loXl' taer« ** scarcely ever a bad one. Strong
fj

flowering Bulbs, 75*. per 100 ; small ditto, 50*. per 100.

pr iSSr^S ^e a
J!
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'
J

',a ha9 ^ the best named kinds, CATA-
j i£?k52^f #whlch *

"wi 0f bi8 other rare and choice plants,j ™»y be had free, on application to the Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
PINE PLANTS, Fruiting and Srccrasiox.
GRAPE YIN 1 m Eyes for Fruitisgix Pots, orPlacing.

JOHN WEEKS and CO. can supply any quantity
ofvery finehealthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting or Succession.

GRAr'E VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

the best sorts.
JOHN WEEKS and CO.'S Horticultural Show Establish-

ment is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing of

GRAPES, PINKS, TEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of Horticultural Buildings with

the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and I llustrated Catalogues free on application.

EXTRA FINE DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES,
NECTARINES, CHERRIES, AND PEARS.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfteld, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON refer with pleasure to

their splendid Stock of the above; but more particu-

larly to their DWARF-TRAINED MORELLO and MAYDUKE
CH tRIES, which are as handsome trees as can possibly be

desire*!
n

._

NEW ROCHELLE BLACKBERRY.
rt*vY MAY has received a second importation
of the above new Fruit Tree from the United States.

The plant re very fmo and strong. Price 12*. per dozen.
PYRAMIDAL PEAKS on Quiiu-c, 15». per dozen.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above free on

application to
Henry May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

RASPBERRIES, Red, 10*. to 15s.; Yellow
Antwerp, 8a per 100. CURRANTS, Red and Black.

STRAWBERRIES, Elton Pino and Keens' Seedling, 10a to
15a, British Queen, Eleanor, and Alice Maud, 15s. to 20a
per 1000; Eliza, Admiral Dundas, and Black Prince, 2s. 6<L,

Wizard of the North, 7s. per 100; LAURELS, 3 to 6 feet;

Bushy DUTCH HONEYSUCKLES, &c.
Geo. Cornwei.i., Seedsman, &c, Barnet, N.

FRUIT T RE E S.

WILLIAM J. EPPS, JOT., begs to offer the follow-

ing at very low prices, as the ground on which they
stand must be cleared :

—

DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES and NECTA-
RINES perdoz. £1 10

STANDARD CHERRIES .. .. per 100 5
ASPARAGUS, 4 years . . . , . . per 1000 10
South I tern Nurseries and Seed Establishment, Ashford.

F
PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY, PLYMOUTH.
REIGN SEED ORDERS.—Plymouth is admir-
ably situated for the execution and transmission of

Foreign Orders. 6 ds have during the past seasons been for-
warded to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada.
India, Mall . IV , Austria, Portugal, Ioni Islands,
Madeira, Gambia, China, Jamaica, Cape of Good Hope, Prince
Edward's Island, and have arrived in the finest condition.

D, A

H

I R E L A N
PLYMOUTH is admirably situated for supplying

Noblemen, Clergy*- and Gentlemen with all kinds c

GARDEN and FAR>i SEEDS. All Orders of 21. and above
delivered free to any of the following ports, viz., Cork, Dublin,

Waterford, Limerick, and Belfast.

Address, Plymouth S»'ed Company, Plymouth, Devon.

THE FARM AND THE GARDEN.
XEW SEEDS, Carriage Free, from the

WEST OF ENGLAND SEED ESTABLISHMENT
at PLYMOUTH,

Conducted bv Messrs.

LAMOURKUX, CLARK, and CO.,

The RETAIL PRICED CATALOGUE, containing every

particular in connection with the Business, forwarded grati*

and post free on application.

Address: Lamoureux, Clark, fc Co., Ply dh.

OTWHEELER and SOS ack«»* the re-

• ceipt of every order by return of post ; and each day's

orders arc earcfullv executed in exact rotation as received.

SEED POTATOES.—Choice sorts are very scare, our cele-

brated Gloucestershire Kidneys are in great demand. All our

Seeds (if ordered to the value of 40a) are delivered Carriage

Free by Rail.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

GRAPE VINES" FROM EYES -IN POTS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now a remark-
ably fine healthy stock of strong VINES, from 6 to 10 feet

high, of all the choicest sorts, fit for immediate planting, pro-

pagated from eyes, taken from their own experimental Vinery,

which enables them to warrant each kind true to name.
LISTS of sorts and prices may be had on application to thorn

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

/BARTER'S LIST <J\
: NEW AND

VEGETABLES.
CHOICE

T O THE TRAD
Strong transplanted SPRUCE FIR, 1 to 1£ feet,

E.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
2 year
3 year

ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto

ditto

Per packet—s. d.

Lee's White Sprouting
Broccoli .

.

. . 2

Nutting's selected dwarf
Red Beet . . . • 1

Tomato de Laye . . . .

Dalmeney Broccoli . . 1

Conning's Perfection do. 1

Melville's variegated gar-
nishing K ail

Carter's dwarf Mammoth
Cauliflower

nood's dwarf Imperial
Celery

Lynch's Star of the West

6

n

o

1

1

Per picket

—

s. d.

Carter's Giant White Cos
Lettuce 10

Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber . . . . . . 1

New Feather-stem Savoy 1

Carter's Excelsior Melon 1

Turner's Gem . . . . 1

1

1

For further particulars see

StrathmoreHeroPea=5,p.qt.2
Handsworth Potato 3S,

per peck 5

Pheasant Eye do. „ 3

Dalmahoy do. . . „ 3

Bal dry's Scarlet Defiance
Rhub irb, per root . . 2

CARTER'S SELECT LIST of
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post

free on application.

James Carter & Co., 237 and MS, High Holborn. W.C.

Eht (BaY&etterjE? ©ftvomcle,
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

Tub spat Feb.

I Royal Horticultural (Floral Committee)
-.n 7 at Kensington Gore Noon."

J
Royal Horticultural (Fruit Committee)

f at Kensington Gore Noon.

SCOTCH FIR, 1 to 1* feet.

BEECH, 1| to 2 feet,

ditto 2 to 2£ feet.

OAK. 2 feet.

THORN QUICKSETS, fine,

ditto extra ditto.

1 year old Seedling ditto

Will be Sold cheap. Prices on application to Samuel Flnnet
& Co., Gateshead Nursery, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

IRISH YEWS.—Amongst the very few Plants which
seem to be uninjured by the late severe storm, none appear

hardier than the IRISH YEW, which still retains the same
healthy hue it had before the storm. Fine healthy well-rooted

j

plants from 1£ to 6 feet high, prices of which can be had on
|

application to Cunningham, Fraser, & Co., Comely Bank
Nursery, Edinburgh.

TREE AND SHRUB CATALOGUE.

JOHN" CRANSTON begs fco announce to his Patrons
and the Public generally, that his DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of Conifers, Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deci-

duous Shrubs, <fcc., is now ready for distribution, and will be
forwarded on receipt of one postage stamp.
The above contains important and interesting notes with

regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain, Native
Country, date of introduction, and in ths case of Flowering
Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.
GEORGE CHIVAS oners the above, varying from

Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. A
Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on
receipt of 15*. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway
Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH ; half a
Million of Transplanted SPRUCE ; Ten Thousand Superior
Standard APPLES and PEARS; and a large General NUR-
8ERY STOCK.—Chester, Feb. 9.

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well selected stock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER-
INGSHRUBS,ORNAMENT TALTRi:i>. AMERICAN PLANTS,
FRUIT and FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARF parts of which Were
R 3 of every description. A large stock of BOX-LEAF
EVERGREEN PRIVET, frv l to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds

;LEAF MOULD The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Clapham
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Line.

LARGE TREES, ETC.
WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul), Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.,
has a quantity of large handsome TREES, Evergreen
and Deciduous, which must be cleared off 10 acres of the
old Nurseries very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus
deodara, Cedar of Lebanon, Yews, Box, Laurels, Arbor-vit»,
Privet, Red Cedar, fine specimens of choice Coniferae, Alders,
Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Fruit Trees, Ac. All have been
frequently removed and rise with plenty of fibrous roots. Care
fully taken up and delivered free to any railway station in
London. Further particulars ©n application.—Please address
William Pam^ Cheshunt Nurseries. Waltham Cross. N

GENUINE GARDEN SEtOS.
TTTM. CUTRUkSH and SON beg to intimate that
V f their PRICED CATALOGUE or KITCHEN GARDEN
and FLOWER SEEDS for 1861 is now ready and will be sent
gratia on application.

Every article offered can be guaranteed of the very best
description and true.-—High gate Nurseries, London. N., only

MILLTRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
NOTICE. w-|#m mmg f m^TTpi. CUTBUSH and SON beg to announce, in . Chft of the whole quantity one-eighth might beregtirded**™ply to numerous^ a spurious material altogether; that left three-any more of the above for the present. As soon as they have v

* .,
r

. ., h i ,. , u rt °„„ « \ , , . i
orae ready, advertisements will be inserted in this paper.

r
fourths ot the stock to be more or less adulterated or

Highgate Nurseries, London, N, J
sophisticated. Those three- fourths might be taken to tf

Mr. Leonard Wray's estimate that of every
8 lbs. of Tea sold, 7 lbs. are adulterated has pro-
duced quite an explosion in the Society of Arts.

And no wonder, considering the injurious effect

upon Tea-dealers of such, a wholesale denunciation.
At the last meeting of the Society the question
was revived on the occasion of reading a paper on
adulteration in general ; and this induces us to
return to the subject, "which is certainly one the
importance of which to the public cannot be over-
stated. "What we want to know is not whether some
Teas are fraudulently adulterated, but whether the
practice is so general as to justify Mr. Wray's
assertion. At the meeting alluded to this gen-
tleman entered into an explanation the essential

I, that his statement applied
to the last crop of Tea imported ; 2, that his
authority was Mr. Green, who " had had very
great practical experience ; he was in one of the
largest wholesale Tea warehouses in London, and
for the last 20 years of his life had had daily
expsrience in the* article of Tea." Think of this,

geutle reader! here is a Tea-dealer, a practical
man! who one would have thought would have
been silent as to such a fraud, substantiating Mr.
Wray's astounding assertion. But Mr. Green
appeared at the meeting in person and maintained
his ground in the following original manner :—

.

The subject of the adulteration of Tea had occupied

a lar^e share of his attention during the last live years.

His experience in one of the largest houses in the king-

dom for 20 years had been, that Teas were very largely

adulterated; and he was, prepared to stake his reputa-

tion upon the statement he made, that o\' the Tea
which had been imported into this country during the
last three years seven-eighths were adulterate I. Start-

ling as that statement was, he might, perhaps, add an
explanation, which would, in some measur •-, qualify it.
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adulterated to an extent varying from 1 to oO per cent

He felt it was impossible, whatever a man s^knowledge

of Tea might be, to detect adulteration in it when

carried to a comparatively small extent. He would«
that of the entire crop of Foo-choo-foo Tea which had

just arrive 1, he believed there were but few lots that

Vere absolutelv pure. He had obtained some lots

of that Tea, and he found that although it was onlj

?hree month; old, it had already deteriorated in com-

mercial value to the amount of 6d. per lb Then with

regard to the Black Tea of Congou, thegrange
:

Pekoe,

and other varieties, he believed the assertion that «^en-

eighths were adulterated was borne out by thetacts.

He believed the quantity of Tea exported from this

Suntry amounted
q
to about 10,000^000 lbs annual^,

shipped principally to northern ports, and it was some

comolation to know that the Tea so exported consisted

chiefly of the most inferior qualities."

This, it must be confessed, is an explanation of

a very singular description. Mr. Gkeen" has dis-

covered that if jou subtract 1 lb. from 8 lbs.

there remains 6 lbs. Sack arithmetic does not

inspire confidence ; but let it pass. He then says

that out of tlie remaining 6 lbs. the greatest

amount of adulteration is 3 lbs., and that the

fraud even descends to 1 lb. in 100 lbs. Now,

taking this gentleman's own version of the matter,

the very worst Tea contains only 3 lbs. of adulte-

ration in 8 lbs , and a great deal contains so

inappreciable a quantity as to amount to not more

than 1 ounce in 6J lbs. And that is what he

calls a general adulteration to the extent of seven-

eighths. _ ,

Does any one believe that a Tea dealer, or we

will say a Tea merchant, would falsify the article

for the sake of one per cent. ? The story is absurd.

Mr. Green, indeed, himself declares m the same

breath, that when Tea is adulterated to "a com-

paratively small extent" it is impossible,

whatever a man's knowledge may be, to

tell whether it is adulterated or not, bo

that after all he admits that he does not

know what he professes to know so thoroughly

!

In addition, by way we suppose of comforting the

drinkers of Tea, Mr. Green adds that of this

falsified Tea as many as ten million pounds are

exported, so that no great deal can find its way into

general consumption. We have loner s inCe learned

to distrust the assertions of practical men : and

our confidence in them is not increased by this

discussion at the Society of Arts.

We entertain no doubt that the statement we

made last week is as near truth as the circum-

cimONICLE AND ATxRTOLTURAl/ GAZETTE. [WCT 9^
pe^e^uld^t drink Tea un^sitVas mixed ^ZT^t^t 5whiclf^
to suit their palate. '••"*, ^,vf,i.oa • fpw
We are no friends to fraudulent mixtures ,

lew

indeed have had more to do than ourselves with

expos^g "hem and assisting in the egalproton
of offenders. But there is reaaon inrij thin s

and we cannot but regard it as l very s nous

social offence to hold up honest men to pubUc

scorn because they have rogues among them

Z us ask whethe/ scientific witnesses W^ £
the character they themselves bear among certain

members of the bar because some men of science

are scoundrels and bear false witness ? For this

reason we regret to see the Society of Arts lending

itself to the propagation of enormously exaggerated

statements such as that which we have.endeavoured

to expose. They do infinite mischief, for they

lead to the inference either that fraud is universal,

and must be borne with, which is not true; or

that there is no fraud at all. Those who were present

in the Adelphi on the 30th ult. will know what

we mean. Oa that occasion a scientific gentleman

expatiated on the adulteration of food, excluding

Tea. Taking the chemist Accra's book called

Death in tU Pot as his snide, he assured his hearers

that all things eatable or drinkable are adulterated ;

at the same time leading them to believe that no

remedy is to be found for such a state of things

except in a chemist's laboratory or a Botanist s

microscope ; by which we take it was meant the

professional employment of chemists and micros-

copists. Let us beg our unlearned friends to

believe that whatever may be the powers

of chemistry, the microscope great as is its

value can give no such magical results as

is sometimes pretended. Then what are the

grounds on which this outrageous denun-

ciation is uttered. Here is a sample: Bread is

mixed with bone-dust which is now " but

the

« , ,
. --..„„ 22° 19

The extreme highest was 56° on the 27th,
28th'

and 31st; the extreme lowest was 6° on the 8ft-

and the thermometer indicated as low as 8° and 9'

on the two following nights.

. The barometer averaged higher than usual

about 2-10ths of an inch. It is generally
1 »

during the prevalence of south-west winds;
but

last month it was quite the contrary, 'jy

although the wind after the 23d was constantly

from south-west, yet very little rain fell compared

with what generally takes place with wind so loner

from that quarter ; the total amount was nearly

of an inch less than the usual quantity.a
1

made last week is as near truth as the circum- herself. Perhaps the accomplished lecturer \

stances of the case will permit ; that is to say, that teji ug now smut j g to De separated, or what is

adulterated Tea is very generally supplied to the be done witn it when as ] s not uncommonly
_*. 1-.— *~\ nna nr\A f"Kof tl>o nrtiflf* AS Snlfl J\t n -rrri . _ • i.i._ ~1- „ .3 TU n« fn«mpoor at low prices, and "that the article as sold at

higher prices is essentially genuine. Oh ! but

cries a speaker at the meeting, I have seen with

my own eyes how Tea is treated in this country :

and I'll tell you the process. And then he makes

the following revelation

:

seldom found ; " can the learned lecturer say that

he has ever met with such a case. Cakes are

adulterated with Saffron ; he might as well say

that they are adulterated with sugar ; does he not

know that Saffron bread was once a favourite diet

in this country ? Corn is adulterated by grinding

with it the poisonous Ergot. Does anybody now
eat Rye-bread in this country? Has any one

seen Ergotised Wheat ? Smutted Wheat is ground ^ uu wuo __ _
into flour, which however does not appear to be so i Kishou. The letter is the most powerful nouie

deteriorated' to any very great extent ; if this be
! JapaT1) ana i9 able at any moment to call oat m

adulteration it is effected by the hand of Nature ----- -^:— w;a —««r from the first has m
herself. Perhaps the accomplished lecturer will

• • -
•••

'
-A

*i to

the

Then farmers

A TRIP TO THE NURSERIES AND BOmrr
GARDENS OF YgJDDO.

BY J. O. VEITCH.

Four of us, Mr. Alcock, H.B.M. Envoy Extraordinp

having kindly consented to give us the advantage of

presence, started on a fine morning at 9 a.x. on

horseback.

Our way after leaving the British Legation (Tosenge)

lay for the first few miles through what in England we

should call lanes, shaded on either side with the most

luxuriant trees and shrubs, consisting principally of

Cruptomeria japonica, Chammrops excelsa, evergreen

Oaks, Camellias, Azaleas, &c. Occasional villages are

dotted here and there, resembling far more many ofonr

country rides in England than the immediate vicinitr

of one of the largest cities in the world. Half

hour's ride brought us to the banks of the outer mc

which entirely encircles the "official quarter" of i

city. This portion is that exclusively occupied by II

Tycoon (Emperor), and the chief officers of Sta

and is calculated to be from 10 to 12 miles in cirec

ferenlb. The outer moat is 100 feet in width, and f

othersvijf lesser dimensions have to be passed as v

advancitow&rds the centre of the quarter. The banb

of the moats are kept under short Grass, and are in p

feet order; occasionally portions of the moats,

covered with Nelumbium speciosum, which in the spr.

and summer months must produce a beautiful effect.

During our ride round the outskirts of this f

of the city, we passed in succession the palaces of w

Princes Kishou, Mito, and Kanga ; the two former

two out of the three Royal families of the M
(Gosanhe families) from which the Emperors are chw

the present one being selected from the family

.

"Gentlemen were aware that the Tea came to this

country in cubical boxes, enclosed in a thin sheet of lead,

which was soldered in a manner so exquisitely beautiful,

that no European plumber could imitate it. Tn the

©vent, therefore, of that metallic sheet being ruptured,

it could not be re-soldered without immediate detection.

The practice, therefore, was to cut a hole in the metallic

sheet sufficiently large to admit the introduction of the

hand to take from the chest a sample from which the

dealer decided as to his purchase. The Tea having been

delivered in the chests to the purchaser, then came his

own process ">f sophistication. If the seam in the

metallic sheet could be imitated or reproduced, the task

would be an easy one, hut as that could not be done,

the chest3 were emptied of their contents through the

hole to which he had alluded, and the Tea was poured

out in a room appropriated to the purpose, the floor of

which was kept very smooth and clean. A mixture of

various descriptions of Tea was then made in a heap,

turned o\er with wooden shovels, and the cheats were

refilled through the same hole ; the compression of the

Tea in the chest being effected by the hand in the first

instance, and afterwards by the foot. In that manner

the chests were repacked with a different article from

that which they originally contained, and they were

then ready for sale by the dealer."

And this is called adulteration ! "We wonder

how the intelligent men who compose the meetings

of the Society of Arts can listen to such stuff.

Mixing one genuine article with another genuine

article, in order to improve the quality of both, is

adulteration ! The wine merchant who blends

different qualities of sherry in order to suit

the taste of his customers, adulterates it! The
miller who mixes steely Wheat from Spain with

soft English wheat "in order to make the

latter grind adulterates his flour ! The apothecary

who conceals the taste of nauseous drugs by
aromatic or other ingredients adulterates his

physic ! That is what such a senseless statement

as that we have just quoted really goes to. Why

case, the Wheat crop is attacked,

put a foot deep of good corn in the mouth of a sack

otherwise filled with rubbish ! I Barley and Oats

too are frequently adulterated with themselves ; just

as Tea is adulterated with Tea and wine with wine.

Milk is mixed with brains ; a disgusting story,

and we believe wholly untrue. Surely to overstate

a case in this manner is not the part of a man of

science; and we trust that no more such exhi-

bitions will take place in the Adelphi. "We should

like to have in a witness box the people who talk

thus extravagantly.
. "We are glad to see that one voice was raised

against them. Mr. William Hawes could not

characterise the paper now referred to, as it was
generally in his power to do, as an able and useful

one. He believed the results arrived at ' were

exaggerated, and the remedies suggested of the

most futile kind. Let us hope that the rebuke of

so eminent a man will not have been lost upon the

author. '

armed retainers. His policy from the first ta

^

hostile to foreigners and their trade, and he **

sidered as the great enemy to a liberal andW
Government. Amongst other places of wterat

note seen was the University oHedd^^F
with our seats of learning, Oxford and Camlnid*

,

•

young men of position and rank are educated at

establishment. , Gnmavp c*

At 11 A.M. we arrived at the g*^. ^?^
sisting of a series of nurseries and botam

^

very similar to each other in point of arrang

The "Weather of Janttaey, 1861, now calls for

some remarks. Up to the 16th of December, 1860,

there were only slight frosts ; but from that time

may be dated the commencement of the late severe

period ; it reached its intensity between the 24th

and 28th of that month ; and it may be said to

have fairly ended on the 19th of January, when
the wind changed from north-east to south and
south-west. The day temperature then rose

considerablv, and the weather in the last week
was perhaps the finest ever experienced in the
first month of the year.

Notwithstanding the occasionally brilliant sunny
days experienced after the 24th, with nights com-
paratively mild for January, the mean temperature
of the month, 32°.49, was 4°,55 below the average
of the last 35 years. The years since 1797 in

which the mean of January was lower than the
above, were 1815, 20°.87 ; 1820, 24°; 1838,
27°.29 ; 1830, 31°.75.

The mean maximum was 40°. 19, or 2°.69 below
the average. The mean minimum was 24°.80 or
6°.84 below the average, which was lower than in

ground to their culture. j.i»cj- «»~ »--
, oru

fection, and many varieties, exclusive ot i ^
large flowering ones, and Pompones, are ro

^

for instance, Sedges, Ferns, and marsh r-
•

descriptions ; in another dwarfed trees of au *

shape,, principally Pines, fruit trees Manje h

Bamboos, &c. ; in a third, plants with W***
receive special attention; and in a fourth an

species and varieties of Coniferse, evergreen .

shrubs. The whole of the plants are^neatIja^ ;

clumps on the ground or on stages ;
tue na _. :

out of doors, and the more tender ones pro*

rough shading of Bamboo or straw matting. ^
Chrysanthemums are especial ^vo1irlt

o%verV

Japanese, and at this season of the year are e ^
in full bloom ; scarcelv a window in the to

.

plant or two, and each establishment «<*oie

They are grown to*^

fan°shape is the favourite mode of training t^
?

finest specimens averaging 3£ to 4 feet i
^ ft

often having from 25 to 30 expanded trusse
^^

on them. The great characteristic mark o^^
nursery is its peculiar neatness, everything ^ ^
order, not a weed or a pot out of pwc ^.
The Botanic Gardens, or more properly **'$.

Royal Nurseries, are establishments devote*
,

tivation of plants for supplying the ^y^i:
gardens. They contain large quantities o

.
r

.

all kinds, principally Pines, Arbor-vitses, J«m (!

tomeria japonica, several species of everg ^
or three species of Maple, Hollies, Sciadop,^
lata, Salisburia adiantifolia, Cephahtax***?^^
&c. &c. Borders containing: specimens o ^p
tions are kept in constant readiness *^ &
furnish a new pleasure ground at any

J
1

_j

the same time supply stock plants t(!^oUi

Acres upon acres of ground in the neig

Sumaye are devoted to horticulture,

^
Three miles distaT.t'from the ^^ n9

f\J^}
village of Ogee, famous as being one o
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hawking and hunting seats, and also a place much

frequented by Japanese nobility on their gala days. In

its immediate neighbourhood are some of the principal

nurseries similar in point of detail to those of Sumaye,

but on a much larger scale ; each establishment contains

a general selection of plants, arranged in the same

manner as those at Sumaye. The principal stock seemed

to consist of Camellias and Azaleas in great variety,

Ardisias, several species; Hibiscus, do.; Chrysanthe-

mums; Gardenias, of the various kinds; Orontium

japonicum, several varieties; Chamajrops excelsa

;

Rhaphis species ; Rhododendrons; Kalmias; Pernettya

sp. ; China Roses; Bamboos three species, besides

numerous varieties ; Tree Box ; Ilex, several species

;

Sedges, Ferns, and Lycopodiums, in great variety;

Berberis japonica ; Maples, several species ; Oaks,

evergreen and deciduous; Ivies, in variety; Salisb.uria

adiantifolia ; a general collection of Conifers, the most

remarkable being Thvjopsis dolabrata, Sciadopitys

oertieillata, two species of Dammara, a variegated

Pinus, kc.

The river of Yeddo ilows past the foot of the village ;

the view obtained from the elevated ground of the

surrounding country, and the river winding its course

toward! Yeddo, is very beautiful, and probably rendered

still more so at this season by the crimson tinge on the

decaying foliage of the Maple groves, and the plains of

fetanding Rice visible in all directions.

From Ogee we rode through one of the city suburbs

to Osakusa, situated on the banks of the river. The
temple of Osakusa is one of the largest in Yeddo ; it is

surrounded by a large bazaar similar to our Lowther
Arcade, a menagerie, and a large garden. The latter is

a mere repetition of those already described, the one

plant worthy of special notice being a Tree Fern. This

is the only species I have as yet met with in Japan. It

will in all probability prove to be a kind of Alsophila,

and from its thriving well in the open ground here all

the year round I have no doubt it will prove to be
hardy, at any rate in the southern and western counties

of England. After spending an hour or two. in visiting

the Temple and the principal objects of interest about
it, time not allowing of our continuing our researches

further, we returned through the heart of the city,

passing over the Nippon Bass or Bridge of Japan, from
which all the distances in Japan are measured, a place
being so many miles either S., S., E., or W. of
"Nippon Bass."
The Japanese undoubtedly far excel the Chinese in

horticultural skill, and in many points almost rival

ourselves; the striking neatness of their establishments
contrasts greatly with the dirty places met with in

China.* Many of their specimens would do credit to a
European gardener, their Chysanthemums especially

would not disgrace even a London exhibition. Their
mode of pot culture seems to consist :— 1st, In confining
the roots of their plants in as small pots as possible ;

2d, In using a light open soil, generally the same for all

classes of plants ; 3d, supplying them with unlimited
quantities of manure water.

Their success in dwarfing trees is mainly to be
attributed to the last named cause. The soil acts
merely as a means of protecting the roots from the sun
and air. It is the manure water which nourishes the
plant and keeps it in a growing state.

The quantity and splendour of the timber trees in
the neighbourhood of Yeddo far exceeds anything that
can be described. I annex the dimensions of a very few
which I have had an opportunity of measuring, taking
the measure at 3 feet from the ground.
Pinus Massoniana, 10 feet in circumference.
Cryptomeria japonica, tens of thousands of trees,

from 12 to 15 feet in circumference.
Salitburia adiantifolia, 15 to 20 feet in circumference,

a single specimen measured 28 feet circumference.
Sciadopitys verticillata, 10 to 12 feet.
Evergreen Oak, 2 species, 15 to 20 to 25 feet.
Beech, 15 to 20 feet.

Abies sp., very common, 10 to 12 feet.

ft ^

^ MYCOLOGY.—No. XLUI.
Fistultna hbpatica, Fr.-The curious Fungus of

which we here give a reduced figure is on many accounts
worthy of especial notice. In point of colour, structure
ar.d useful qualities, though without the elegance of
some, or the delicate aroma of others, it has merit
enough to command attention, unable as it is to put out
its tongue, as Paulet writes, and say "Come eat me "
Schaeffer calls it the Poor Man's Fungus, on account of its
abundance, large size, and wholesome though coarse
quahty, but Dr. Badham thinks that when properly pre-
pared it deserves a place at richer tables. It is however
too sl.my to please every palate, and to our taste not a
desirable dish unless mixed with minced veal or chicken
and seasoned with lemon juice and Cayenne pepper!
*or this purpose it may be either cut in slices and broiled
or nicely stewed. Mrs. Hussey, whose authority in
such matters is undeniable, thinks that the most
useful purpose to which it can be put is to make a
rich brown gravy which is excellent with beefsteaks or
other broiled meat. In Vienna and some other parts ofGermany it is served raw in slices with chicory and
corn salad, m which way we may observe that our
English Ironies are excellent. Though, like many other
± ungi, indigestible when consumed in too great quanti-
ties or taken upon an empty stomach, it has no
deleterious properties, and it has the mat advanf*™

of being incapable of confusion with any other^ Fungus.

When eaten en masse, young and firm specimens iu

which the tubes are not yet formed must be chosen,

though older individuals, provided no decomposition

have taken place, may be used for making gravy.

It is not however fit for ketchup, as its juice is quite

different in point of flavour from that condiment.

Wherever old Oak Pollards are common, this Fungus

may be met with. It is however far more abundant in

Southern than in Northern latitudes. In Italy it is

found principally on the Chesnut, and it also occurs

sometimes on Beech, Walnut, and Ash. On the latter

Mr. Graves once found a specimen that weighed

nearly 30 lbs.

Its'first appearance is that of a small red knob burst-

ing through the bark. This gradually swells and

elongates, becoming velvety above and covered with

little granular warts beneath, so as to bear a strong

resemblance to an ox tongue. As the pileus increases

it is rather granulated than velvety and assumes a rich

red brown tint shaded with vermillion and often more

or less streaked. The under side meanwhile loses

gradually its red or rosy tinge, and becomes white,

yellow or tawny. The little warts which were

Fisttjlina hepatica, Fr. Copied by permission from Greville's

Cryptogamic Flora.

star-shaped become more pronounced, burst at the apex,
and are at once recognised as distinct tubes, the tips of
which are free aiid whose inner walls bear the spores.

The flesh when divided is red and mottled like Beet
root, its fibres radiating from the base to the
hymenium, though perfectly distinct in substance. The
whole- distils a red limpid juice, which in the older
parts is very deep in colour, and stains the fingers. When
past maturity it loses ail its beauty and looks like a

mass of bullock's liver, whence it derives its specific name.
The Fungus belongs clearly to the same group as
Polyporus and Boletus, and has only a remote relation to
Hydnum, near which it is wrongly placed in our
opinion by Fries. Its spores should be borne on the
outer side of the tubes to entitle it to a place in Ilydnei.
A soft Polyporus (P. querneus) sometimes accompanies
it, but though somewhat similar occasionally in form,
its characters are such as to leave no room for doubt.
There is no other European species, but Schweinitz
has described one under the name of Fistulina radicata,
which grows in America at the base of Chesnuts, with
a grey hymenium and sending down deep roots into the
rotten wood, and a third oocurs in the extensive
collections made by Mr. Curtis in North and South
Carolina. We have no information however as to their
esculent qualities. M. J". B.

cious change in nomenclature leading to much con-
fusion.

For these two or three seasons past a " pomological
congress" has been held at Lyons to decide on the
names to be given to different kinds ol fruits, more par-

ticularly Pears. For the most part the decisions of this

congress have been sensible, and likely to put at rest

the names of many kinds of Pears; the principal

nurserymen in France having adopted them. In the
" Museum," however, this congressional nomenclature

seems entirely ignored, and M. Decaisne in the

most capricious way gives new names to old

Pears after his own fancy, and so we have " Poire

Bon Chretien" for our old correct name of Bon
Chretien d'Hiver (Winter Bon Chretien), a name sanc-

tioned by Duhamel; "Poire Crottee " for Doyenne

Crottee ; " Poire d'Arenberg " for that very coarse and

inferior Pear, Colmar d'Aremberg. By the way, the

present mode of spelling this word with the n instead

of the m, although correct, is recent and not very

general, for Bivort and other Belgian pomologists have

always used the in, and it is universal in France as it is

in England and America. Poire des Veterans, for Besi

des Veterans, seems uncalled for, and the fruit is most
certainly not worth a splendid figure.

•' Poire de Ranee " is not in good
taste, for in every work and in every
catalogue it has for many years been
Beurre' de Ranee, and its name is a
"household word." I may mention
that there are two or three varie-

ties of this Pear; I have fruited

Beurre" Beymont, which is much like

B. de Ranee, but hitherto it has not

ripened here so well.
" Poire de Parthenay " is or was

well known as Bergamotte de Par-

thenay, worth neither figuring nor
describing. Poire Gresiliere; this

must be our Fondante d'Automne,
which is well known in Belgium as

Seigneur d'Esperen. Poire d'Alen-

9011 is Doyenne" d'Alencon, a most
excellent Pear, and quite worthy of

a place in the " Jardin."

"Poire de Beurrd," instead of the
well established name of Beurre Gris

(our Brown Beurre) seems to me to

be uncalled for and likely to lead

to error. Professor Decaisne is quite

right in distinguishing the Beurre
d'Amboise, or, as he names it, " Poire

d'Amboise." I found this sort grow-
ing and bearing freely as a standard
in an old garden some 30 years since.

I have always propagated it as a dis-

tinct variety, although in the Cata-
logue of the Horticultural Society,
and even in the '•Manual" of Dr.
Hogg, it is given as a synonym of the
Brown Beurre. In the garden where
I found it growing it was named
Beurre Rouge, and said to have
come from France. The tree is much
hardier than that of the Brown
Beurre', its fruit larger, and with a
fine rosy cheek ; it bears freely as a
pyramid on the Quince, and is a mos^
lie Beurre de Caen is also a hardy

LE JARDIN FRUITIER DU MUSEUM.
When the first numbers of this beautiful work were

published my attention was called to them, and I anti-
cipated that we should have a most complete pomolo-
gical book, too dear for general circulation, but still a
work of great interest, and an authority. I soon found
however, that the errors of the " Album de Pomologie "
of Bivort, and the "Annales de Pomologie" of the
Belgian government were perpetuated, and the work
not adapted for any one with practical views. The
errors I allude to are, the figuring of old and obsolete
kinds of fruits not worthy of cultivation, and a capri-

delicious Pear.
variety of the Brown Beurre: hitherto it has not had
so much colour as the Beurre* d'Amboise, but it is of
equal excellence.

Surely it is not prudent to rename our well-known
Beurre" Diel and make it " Poire Diel ;" inexperienced
cultivators would think it a new Pear. I penned these
few remarks on reading those portions of the " Jardin
Fruitier " which you gave in your columns a short
time since, not in a carping spirit, for in common
with every one interested in fruit culture I enter-
tain a high respect for the accomplished author of
" Le Jardin Fruitier," but to caution pomologists
against adopting such capricious changes in fruit
nomenclature. The time has now arrived when as I
take it we ought to have our own fruit school, translat-
ing or making far-fetched foreign names * into English
names with some meaning attached to them, making
the Catalogue of the Horticultural Society our founda-
tion stone. Above all, if, as I hope, we are to have a
fruit periodical illustrated, let the conductors of it
avoid the errors of all Continental works of that kind,
and give figures of varieties of fruit of first-rate
quality only. How disappointing it is after admiring
the splendid figure of some kind of Pear to find that it
is merely some old variety fit for baking or stewing*
only, or that it is a kind very handsome but seldom or
never good. T. B.

Home Correspondence.
Gishurst Compound.—The paragraph in your Paper

of the 26th ult., headed " Destruction of While Scale on
Pines," alter stating that Pines immersed for 10 minutes
in a mivture consisting of 8 lbs. of soft soap, 4, lbs. of
sulphur, and 16 gallons of water, were effectually
cleaned, continues—" I had tried Gishurst Compound
and many other remedies, all ofwhich proved a failure."

• Such as "25™ Anniversaire de Leopold 1«;" *' Bergamotte
chmidtberger

; ' Poire du Congres Pomologique," the names
i of some new Pears.
S
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I have no doubt that the trials were carefully and fairly

conducted by^ Mr. Phippen, but as " Gishurst Com-
pound" contains soap and sulphur in its most active

form, it ought not, other thiugs equal, to have "proved
a failure." Might I be allowed to ask whether a strong
solution of Gishurst was used, and whether the Pines
were in this case " immersed ? " Very much depends on
this last ; I speak feelingly, as only last Saturday, on
the occasion of giving some 60 of my dwarf fruit trees

their yearly winter wash of Gishurst, 8 ounces to the
gallon, I found two Peach trees which had been
attacked by the brown aphis, and, as I thought, these
had an especially effectual wash—stem, branch,
spur, and bud. The solution in a wooden pail was
applied by means of one of the sort of brushes
sold for dusting picture frames. This, with its long
bristles, appeared to pay the solution softly but
effectually over every part of the tree (the
stem and roughnesses of the bark were afterwards
worked into by means of a painter's brush. Next day
on looking over the trees

j
5* ths of the aphides showed

that they had been killed on the spot, but in more
than one place was a small group on the under side of
a twig which had escaped bein<r touched by the
solution, though looking far from" well, still "alive.
With immersion this could not have been. My trees
were at rest, otherwise the 8 ounce solution would, I
need hardly say, have been fully fourfold too strong for
Peach trees. While on this subject may I be allowed
to state that for some time past the Gishurst combina-
tion has been made at a higher heat than formerly

;
this is in consequence of some of its users havino-
reported a want of certainty in its application, which
could only be accounted for by the supposition that
some of the alkali used in its preparation had been
left in a free state, in which case it would blacken
tender shoots. As latterly made no alkali can be left
tree, and I believe that any solution which has been
ascertained to be the right strength for any description
ot plants may be relied on to act always the same, on
plancsm the same state of growth. George Wilson.

fertilisation of British Orchids by Insect Agency.—
I am much obliged to Mr. Marshall, of Ely, for his
statement that the 15 plants of Fly Orchis (Ophrys
musci era) which does not grow in his neighbourhood,
but which flourished m his garden, had not one of their
pollen masses removed. The Orchis maculata, on the
other hand winch likewise does not grow in the neigh-Whood,

^

had all its pollen masses removed. Mr.2aLls n
f PerH« awar* that different insectshaunt different Orchids, and are necessary for their

fertilisation. From the wide difference in shape of theflower of Orchis and Ophrys, I should have anticipated

intects V'?i f, 7'
1Sifced

.

aua utilised by diffS™ i

lr
\
Llsfce™> for instance, it is chieflv Iehneu-momfa, and sometimes flies, which hy day perform the

Imarriage ceremony. In the case of most Orchids it Lnocturnal moths. Orchis pyramidal!*, howe er s

the s.de3 uf thc fllce Qf It L mSLu

case with that of O. m^U^e^y^V^
I have also transplanted the rLTi \ ,

11

abont hvn ^;i, :. ,i. •

U U
\
e ra

.
le Malaxis to a place

at issue, which is not so much the correctness of the

name grandiflora as that of identity with the plant

hitherto sold for (E. Jamesii. Messrs. Carter refer to

my assumption of the identity of the two, but as your

readers can judge, have given no denial to it. Jacques.

Kidd's New System of Heating.—Let me warn your

readers that this new system is merely Polmaise, with

all its bad points and none of its good ones. Expertus.

The Manetti Hose Stock.—I observe in Mr. Rad

!£^ 9,1861.

lctjunca live times inu manure tuito a jjiuii icijuuco.

There must be something very peculiar in his soil, for

with me it seems to want no manure. I have Manetti
Roses that have been growing for these seven years

past in a rather tenacious chalky clay, without ever
having had a particle of manure, and yet they are most
vigorous, making annually shoots from 6 to 8 feet in

length. The vigour of this stock is so notorious here
that it is generally planted in pieces of ground more or
less exhausted. A word from Mr. Radclyffe as to the
nature of his soil would be a boon to Rose cultivators.
Thomas Rivers.

The year I860 at Weylridge Heath, Surrey :
""^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^fc^^fc^fc^Pi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

that become policemen and rai1™* the^
then, are these obstacles to be vanqu^ed?^ *j.,cc utiuueiii, uiute wwc«.-i uiwcivo *n «n. mv wucu, uiw uiuse OUSUlCles to be Vanning jfV™' *»

clyfiVs remarks (see p. 72), that with him this Stock by early tuition, and not by lea-
* ai**

requires "five times the manure that a Briar requires." Greek languages, against which
rnin

^ tne Latin*in™ ^s*u w* „_^ .4-Jui..ii.:*b a*, butors protest, on account of the time^ !f
J0nr a*

classical education, but by the following
lci

f^pense of

our Scottish school books we W ?Tthoi *
roots with English derivatives. These T f

nd &*
highest classes commit as accurately tnL l* mJ*
tiplication Table, beginning only with ft^

W^ ^
day, till we get through them, relu n to ih^

80^
and get double the number andnot^^^
planation of these terms iCmwf T% *
Physis (Greek)= nature, and I 7'. P^

Wind.

Prevailing! On
Winds. Days.

N 29
NE 69
E 5
SE 13
B 33

S W 102
w 14NW 33

Mean height of barometer
inches 29. 7809

Mean height of thermometer :

Highest in the sun, 63°.802S
Highest in the shade, 56°. 8060
Lowest .. .. 38°. 7000

Mean temperature . . 47*. 7530
Rainfall inches 30.3250
Number of wet days, 57
Number of days on
which rain. <fcc, fell, 234
Driest month, February
Wettest ditto, June

Range of barometer,
inches 1.84

Range of thermometer, 74\5

Departure
from average

of last

five years.

+ above.
— below.

Physis (Greek)= nature, and 1^^^^
a discourse, hence Physiology lllf^^V
treats of the natJe of anumV^ £Pomum (Latin) = an Apple, hence PomoU
discourse about Apples. Again, foUum^S^1

= loner. atus=brotid. bom.q-« ««... i„. *,
.

dr
' WBPi

Highest Winds.

January 22, 23.
February 19, 27,

March 20, 21, 24, Feb. 13. Barometer highest

inches .0697-

2U309-
2°. 8545-
1°.7522—
2°.309—

inches 5. 29434-

daysi 9.8

+

days 46.6+

31.

April 18, 19, 20.
May 1, 2, 28.
June 2.

August 24, 30.
Sept. 24, 25.

October 5, 9.

December 30.

inches 30.48
Jan. 24. Barometer lowest

inches 28.64
July 17. Thermometer highest
In the sun .. ..91°
In the shade . . . . 78°

Dec. 28. Thermometer lowest
(in the night of) 4°. 5
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W.J Harrison Bartropps, Weylridge Heath, Jan. 1.
Education of Gardeners. -Being a teacher by

profession, and an amateur gardener during all my sparehops when weather is inviting and competitors for
prizes are all on the alert, I have perused* with much
interest the various communications that have appearedm your co umns on this subject for the last six monthsbut I must confess that I cannot give my cordial assent
to any plan that has yet been proposed. As Mr Linaleris the first who has laid down a plan, which in yCeditorial remarks on the 29th ult, you seem toregard with considerable favour, he too C myapprobation most, inasmuch as by means of othree examinations proposed, he is bringing the subjectinto a tangible shape. It is only in detail, then! t£tI would offer a few suggestions, and more mrticularly in regard to the 1st or n«.K- •

P
examination the

S
suh.jects of whiclfl JLiESSSngly indefinite and meagre, and the time of passinfallthe three. The first, then, I would pronose sho, f t

passed at or before 17 years of age, TCL the fi ?year of the tyro's apprentices!^ the second ,fbefore 21, and the third at or before 26 tZ w ??
aUow_ the student three or four yeartbeS n"2examination to prepare himself for his next orded Tothe subjects of examination I would add Tl .!
candidates be examined in writb° t dtKh^ ^e

will prove both their spelling amf their laZ^'l
knowledge so far as relates to pZ BIS '?
division of a word at the end of a line at ?h,- *ft
letter, and theproper use of the capias A&S&l
eaeh, shnt in , r

*
„J a, ^ m « «P «» «• Atothat

write a letter on any simple subiert w!th „ i
•

i i

°

be familiar, such as' a dcscrlp on o? t weaker "S2progress of the crops, and the emplovment of H,.'
°

dener for the last month. How often hLV^ "ar-

that my lord and lady a c in London or ™ u "T"
tinent, and the gardener is requeued to^otf

6
,

C°n-

how things are getting on atW 'Cmhw
factory to his .foble fnmfoyer ^ ^J^J*^
himself, that he is able togfvTk snecin^rfT^t °

derivation and meaning of words TOT w g °n tLe
young man who knows nothing either' of t}7^ a
ion or meaning of sudi terms Is are used l

b
i

e

n
deriva"

text be expected in one year to pass ,1 V .

ie Ver^
on nr»P.f.Ui u«; xt-, *\ ,., Pass a° exannnatmn

henceTlongifolia=long leaved; ktlfoiSbSdfi!
serratifoha=having leaves toothed like a saw Tr=a plant with three leaves, the Clover. Ho!v uksuch an exercise to every man who has not the tbeimeans of acquiring a classical education must be»
parent, but to no man more so than to the eardenJ
indeed to him I consider it altogether infipeM*'
I would also include in the preliminary mm
tion, geograply, so far as the candidates couldmout on a map of the world every country', momS
river, &o., and tell for what the more remarkable a
famous- as China, for the Tea plant; Mocha, for Cofe
1,1 Iaml surveying, too, to be able to lay downaplantf
tlje ground measured on two or three different scik
All this, with perhaps the exception of the leter

writing, which way be postponed till the examinifti
for honours, I am of opinion clearly belongs b

scholastic education, and maybe acquired by any h
of moderate abilities with diligent application at*
age of 14 or 15 years. The deficiency in the m
referred to in your Paper of the " well educated yoc;

man, who, when requested to write fifty,

down 05," is attributable most assuredly, not to

two head gardeners under whom he served, buttob

schoolmaster, if ever he had one. The expense here

for reading=2*., or 2s. 6d. ; reading and writing=&;

preceding and arithmetic=z3^. 6d.; all the preceding

with grammar, geography, land sarveying, practical

mathematics -=6.9., or 7.?. 6V, t quarter. Wto fr

boys have to be boarded, however, the cost
T
's

much increased. D. Dods, Makerston, Kelso, Jan. 12.

Wine Cellar Fungi.'—In your leading article, Dec. 2*

1860, you intimate the propriety of using metallic saltan

prevent Fungi in wine cellars. I will relate acasebcemg

on this subject. Eight years agolhad stacked awaymp?

collar some wine, using sawdust from Elm and Fir t»

ber; within two years I found the corks eaten by weeji*

the wine having escaped from several of the bottle,

after recorking and removing perhaps half of the a^-

dust, some fresh was used made irom Elm andj^
that had been injected with sulphur of copper top
serve it, and I have carefully examined this bin* ™
and others that I have continued to use it m»

^
cannot find the slightest trace of weevil, fun

8J%
decay. Another domestic use of sawdust clwrgeow

sulphate of copper is for keeping salted mea i;**"

or hams may be kept for years free from flies, b°PP

and other insects. I have found it useful for Keep i

Potatoes, Parsnips, Carrots, and roots in. Anon.

Radish.** — T nm m\„*a fn •< B." for Ins bint

•ncU an in.upw.Me barrier at tbe very comm^-
f°n"

to most young men> that thev t
^WMW*

»nd give up the subject altofetbei t d™ ^
:

as soon as the merrv bell fnil. .1 •
UefPa>r, and

release from labou^hu^y off \o ^,
J

^ Jj

L°Ur of

- luest of sport, as o/e of^^J^l

sow three or four varieties at the same time. -- ^
the subject I may remark that summer crops slio

^
sown on a north aspect, and the richer tlie /^

(1 #0
better. Birds are very partial to lladish seed, ana

^
people suffer much 'from their ravages uu*e*^
protect the bed with nets; if instead ot n*g

the seed in, which is the usual P^
they will, after it is sown, fork the ground over*^
or two deep, leaving it rough, they will find no ""%

t
<

ence from birds. If asked for the philosophy
u

T

operation I could not give it, but the fact, rrou
(

years' experience, I can vouch for. "B-\,iJfe*
separate publication of the " Eemembrancer. A ^
improbable that next autumn I may give it

.^

,

exact and detailed character, and publtfn "j,
separate form, to which end I shall be glad ot

^on any vegetables that may have withstood i
.^

intense frost, especially Broccoli and the BrtfJ^j
generally, which may be addressed to me at tn«

of the Gardeners' Chronicle. P. A. W.

szotlttits
\»

This Society f*^V
in

JJotakical of Canada.— xma ***.»*
11th inst,, the Kev. PHn ,al Leitch, D.I>.» '" "7 temp*
Notwithstanding the coldness of the night (the i^
rature being 20° below zero) there was a hugc l

-^
I
ance of Fellows and subscribers. The com*
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*nooioted to suggest a list of botanists suitable for ,
and selling at St. Paul for one dollar per lb.

j by send-

election as honorary and corresponding members pre- ing it to New York they get a much larger price.

sented their report, in accordance with which the

following honorary members were elected, m/.. :—

Ca*adia* (limited to four).—Dr. Dawson, LUft,

Principal of M ill College, Monti 1 ; William Hindu

F L S., Professor of Natural History, Toronto University;

Sir W. E. Logan, F.R.S Director of the Geological

Purvey of Canada. British (limited to six).—Dr.

Balfour, M.D. ; Dr. Greviile ; Sir Win. J. Hooker,

F.R.S Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew ; Dr.

Lindley, M.D , P.BA |
Mr. J. T.Syme; Dr. W. Lauder

Lindsay. Colonial (limited to four).—Dr. Mailer,

Civeniment Botanist, Melbourne; Mr. Thwaites,

Botanic Garden, Peradcnia, Ceylon. • American,

U hnited to four). — Dr. ( >. Blackie, Uni-

yen- of Nashville; Dr. Asa Gray, Harvard Uni-

versity ; Dr. .John Torr-v, New York. Foreign

(limited to fix). — Prof. N. Blytt, Christ! .nia ;
Prof.

Alpb. DcCandolle, Geneva; Prof. Fred. Traugott Kutz-

ing; M. X. Priii heira, Berlin; Dp. Ludovic Tulasne,

Paris. Corresponding Members were also elected. The
following tjUMMe read :—1. " On Cornus florida, L."

I IVofessor Blackie. . "On the 1 of the Red
River S lenient nd the Old Red River Trail." By
John C. Sohultz. :*. " Contributions to the Local

Flora of Kin. on." By A. T. Drummond, B.A.

The following is an abstract of Mr. Sehultz's paper :

—

"The Bed I er Settlement has of late years attracted

much attention in Canada on account of its isolated

position and the many and vague reports that were in

circulation regarding it, some d« nbing it as a land of

milk and honey, and others as a cold barren waste.

" It is situated on the Red River near its entrance into

Lake Winnep« occupying both banks of the Red
River and the Assiniboine, which empties into the Red
River at the Hudson's Bay Company's post Fort Starry,

the centre of the settlement. The settlement extends

from the mouth of Bed River up about 40 miles, and
on the Assiniboine River about 20 miles. The distance

of the settlement from St. Paul is said to be 600 miles,

and from Lake Superior about 300. The population is

estimated (rather high, I think) at 10,000, including the
roving population, who live altogether by hunting.
The climate resembles that of Montreal in the length
and continued cold of the winters, and the rapid vege-
tation in the spring after the snow is off the ground.
All the cereals are raised in abundance, the avera g
produce to the acre exceeding that of Canada. Garden
vegetables are also grown in abundance. Indian corn,
however, is not so successful, being nipped by the early
frosts.

" Here, as in other prairie land, the richest family is

Composita?, many species of which are found. At'th
Fort we have not only the ordinary Prairie Composites,
but a great abundance of such plants as Artemisia
Absinthium, especially on the drier and higher parts.
Next in frequency come Crucif \ which generally
follow man ; these are abundant in the immediate
vicinity of the Fort. There are many species of
Rosacea and Legum in a«a?, truly indigenous; Umbelli-
feraB are not unfrequent, and we have interesting
representatives of BannncolacesB, Xanthoxylacese, Vio-
lacea;, Balsaminac i, Caprifoliacea, Rubiaceaj, Ranun-
culaceaj, &<. The timber trees near the Fort are small
groves of Aspen and Balsam Poplar, and on the banks
of the rivers Oak, Ash, Elm, Maple, Aspen, and
Balsam Poplar.

"From the Red River Settlement to Canada there are
three routes more or less in use. The oldest, and the
one^ now least used, is known as the Old Red River
Trail. The second route is our Canadian route, which
is not so practicable as might be wished. This is
canoe rout. Me about five or six months in the
year, and alwa attended with a good deal of difficulty.
The third, known as the new route, is the one now
most travelled, and through which the Hudson Bay
Company bring their furs. It was opened up for travel

Notices of 35ooft*»

Yokul, his

successful,

willing to

sufficiently

one of the

are, however, plentifully strewed with drill timber,
wept up by that Gn*f stream which, striking the
•oath-west corner of the island, diverges right and left

along its shores, and materially affects the climate, the
usual winter in the southern districts not being

|

more severe than in Denmark." The gardens are
described as containing " Potatoes, Carrots, Turnips, and
here and there the domestic Cabbage ; in ona I saw
Currant-bushes, and the fruit almost at maturity/'

One more plant completes the list of vegetable

h, it seems strange that this most
|

productions noticed by Capt. Forbes:—"In the sandy
uld be so little visited. It is true, I districts I saw a good deal of Melur (Elymus

arenarius) growing; its seeds are much appreciated, and

besides being eaten raw, are made into porridge and

thin cakes not unlike a bannock." Again he says—
<• Escaping from the valley, where red precipitous

hills frowned onus from all sides, we commenced a very

gradual ascent over an undulating white sandy track.

Here the Melur grew even more luxuriantly than on the

plain we passed yesterday, and certainly seemed like

matter out of place, springing as it did from the white

volcanic sand, on all sides surrounded by lavas and ashes,

devoid of the faintest traces of vegetation. Curious to

know how it got there, and having my doubts as to its

being wild in consequence of observing that it alwaysgrew

on the summit of little sand cones, I asked my friend

the farmer; he said it was planted there on account of

the warmth and shelter. This species of Grass has the

appearance of Rye, for which some travellers have

mistaken it. The peasants gather it in August, but
being seldom ripe it requires to be dried before it can

be used. In Myrdals, where it grows more abundantly,

the inhabitants not only provide themselves with meal

from this source but send it to other parts of the island.

This in a measure explains away the rumours that a*e

circulated relative to the climate having formerly been

much milder than at present, an assertion mainly sup-

ported by the fact of this Grass, often called Rye,
having been more extensively grown in former days,

but no longer necessitated from the increased facilities

of obtaining grain from Europe."
The high latitude and volcanic nature of the country

would prepare us for the barrenness here described

;

nevertheless Iceland is not without riches, and these

are found in its sulphur and salmon, both of which

are exported to a considerable and still increasing

extent ; indeed the supply of the latter may be
almost said "to be inexhaustible/' This fishery

the hands of the French, who
of its importance as a training

navy, as the following extract

shows. "This year there are 269 French vessels

engaged, varying from 40 to 80 tons burden, and
manned with crews amounting in all to 7000 fisher-

not merely hardy and able-bodied seamen

Iceland; its Volcanoes, Geysers, and Glaciers. By
Charles S. Forbes, Commander R.N. John Murray,

1860.
When we consider that Iceland is but five days'

steam from Edinburg
interesting island should

the traveller must be prepared to rough it, but what is

that to an Englishman ; especially when Hekla and the

Geysers are the goal ? Nevertheless, but few tourists

visit its shores, and in consequence we have so few

r« * of Icelandic travels that Captain Forbes' account

of his two months' tour is a welcome addition to our

knowledge of this isolated country.

Except that, like all previous travellers, he was

defeated in his attempt to reach the top of Suaefells

expedition seems to have been entirely

He found the inhabitants hospitable, and

assist his excursions, the weather was
irood, while he was fortunate in witnessing

finest eruptions of the Geyser (which he
estimated at very near 100 feet), and successfully cooked
his dinner in the waters of the Strokr. Of this pro-

ceeding he gives an amusing account, which we extract,

premising that an eruption can at any time be produced
by closing the mouth of this Geyser with turf.

"I collected a considerable pile of turf at the mouth of

the Strokr, and then, taking my reserve flannel shirt,

packed the breast of mutton securely in the

body, and a ptarmigan in each sleeve. On the
approach of my guests I administered what I supposed
woul be a 0-minuta dose of turf to the Strokr,

and pitched my shirt containing our dinner into it im-
mediately afterwards. Directing the guide to keep the
coffee warm in the Geyser basin, and seated 'al fresco,'

I offered brandy and strips of dried cod by way of a

relish—northern fashion. . . . The forty minutes passed,

and I became nervous regarding the more substantial

portion of the repast ; and, fearing lest the Strokr had
digested my mutton, ordered turf to be piled for

another emetic. But seven minutes after time my
anxiety was relieved by a tremendous eruption (the

dinner-bell had sounded), and, surrounded with steam
and turf clods, I beheld my shirt in mid air, arms
extended, like a head and tailless trunk ; it fell lifeless

by the brink. But we were not to dine yet : so well
corked had been the steam-pipe below, that it let out
with more than usual viciousness, and forbade dishing
up under pain of scalding. After about a quarter of
an hour, in a temporary lull, I recovered my garment,
and turned the diuner out on the grass before my

is principally in

are fully aware
school for their

men
natives of the Channel and Biscayan ports, but men

grave guests, who immediately narrated a legend of a who for the most part have served their appointed
man in his cups who had fallen into the Strokr, being
eventually thrown up piecemeal in the common course
of events. The mutton was done to a turn ; not so the
ptarmigan, which I expected to be somewhat protected
by their feathers; they were in threads. As for the
shirt, it is none the worse save in colour, the dye being
scalded out of it."

time in men-of-war. The owners of these vessels

receive a subsidy; and the crews, besides an annual
bounty of 50 francs, cheap tobacco, clothes, &c, parti-

cipate in the rewards held out for service in the French
Navy—from further service in which they are exempt,
save in the event of hostilities. Three men-of-war are
constantly cruising with them, and in the ports they

Those who wish to understand the action of the frequent, to afford them any assistance they may
Geysers are referred to Captain Forbes's work, where !

require, either in men, spars, provisions, or medical
they will find Bunsen's theory given in a clear and 1 -'* ... .....
condensed form; truth compels us to add, without
acknowledgment.
A sketch of Icelandic history is likew : se introduced

into the work, together with many of the ancient

aid. It is needless to remark, that from the severity
of their occupation, and the careful training they have
received, no such formidable reserve of trained seamen
exists, except those engaged in a similar occupation
and under similar regulations on the banks of New-

year by parties in Paul, who took a small
steamer over to the head waters of the Red River in
pieces on sleighs the winter before and put her together
there, then cutting a road through from St. Paul to
the head of navigation on Red River, th con-
nected the boat with St. Paul by stages. By this
route you leave the settlement in the little steamer
referred to, ascend the river about 300 miles to]
Ge rge Town, the head of navigation, and take!
the stages there tor St. Paul. By this route it is

|

possible to travel from the Red River settlement to
Canada in 12 days, which is a great improvement on !

the ordinary time of 25 to 30 days by the other routes. I

in &t. Paul Mr. Schultz noticed several barrels of !

Ginseng root which had been collected by Indians and
others, and was intended for export from New York or
elsewhere to China. This American Ginseng is the
Araha quinqueioha, a different species, it is believed,
from the Chinese one, but nevertheless highly esteemedm that country. It n said to be used (here as a
medicine m cases of debility, but its medicinal properties
are not so highly esteemed in this country. Its uses in
China must be verv extensive, as, independent of the
Ginseng obtained in China, and the enormous quantities
exported from America, imports are registered at

fJ™?^
1

°/i \
ht en0rT0U8

<l
,wntity of 55,000 catties,

from the 11th .November, 1858, to 30th June, 1859.
inis root is found in abundance in the western part of
JMinnesota, principally in the woods on Oak ridges, and
tnere are persons who make large sums by collecting it

aspect of the country, and its cultivation.
M Its interior, as a whole, is one vast tract of lava-

d sert and ice-mountain—yokuls as they are termed:
these occupy one tenth part of the island, and never
have been and never can be traversed. Two tracks
across this desert serve for communication between !

north and south ; but not a blade of Grass or shrub
:

exists in that death-like solitude—lava, lava, lava, is the

™«f*J- £?*
U
_

e Prcfe* e
^
t

f:'

lctin
,?.

a descriPtiou of the foundland, where they amount to nearly 20,000 men.
The sulphur mines on the contrary are almost entirely

worked by Englishmen, and may eventually prove of
great value to this country. " Its sulphur must also of
necessity become of considerable importance, as the
:haustion of the Sicilian supply is a mere matter ot

time; and were we cut off from that depot by the
c-'iances of war, the position of Iceland would be espe-
cially favourable for our markets ; and it is a subject of

m.
^

/ — w» w.-w wuuno vi vise; lIUUIflUUD
ryers which, from yokul and lake, pour into every
fiord, more favoured patches are found, sometimes
stretching a few miles into the interior, the whole
affording a bare subsistence for the scanty population.

" Grain will not ripen in their transient and uncertain
summer, and must all be brought from Europe ; even
their Grass crop is often destroyed by the Polar ice,

acknowledging the thorough way iu
which he has evidently studied most branches of hi»
subject, we cannot but express our regret at the flippancy
and attempts at smart writing which occasionally dis-
figure this otherwise very interesting volume.

Moore's Floral Magazine for February has figures

winch in someTpnrs .rnL 7^" 1 ^1 ^ • u ^ °* those gems of autamn the Dwarf Chrysantheinnm-

"oXrT^w^^ *W- China A****, three very handsome new Pico-

incessant rain that it is impossible to dry the hay.
When this happens famine follows, for on their cows
and ewes they principally depend for their sustenance
during the long arctic winter, dried coda' heads being
their only reserve; the bodies of the fish they are
obliged to barter in exchange for European c imo-
difies, bread amongst the number, of which the
masses, and that only in the parts adjacent to the

mlal a
gw^ '

^ ln°rC thallone Gardeners' Calendar, one for farm operations, very c
' plete, and prepared, we believe, by one of our most

very
tees, a huge red Chinese Azalea called Ma -net, and a
small Statice, bred between puberula and Halfordi,
called prqfusa.
James Carter Sf Co.'s Gardeners and F ner's Yade

Mecum, although a trade list, is also a guide to cul-
tivation of importance enough to demand special

notice. Very full directions are given for management,
I well as rather full descriptions of most of the plant*

offered for sale. There is also in addition to a r oo*

meal a week.
" Paradoxical as it may seem, there are plenty of

forests but no trees; for the natives dignify the Vast
tracts of stunted Birch-bushes, which are found in some
parts, with that title, though they seldom average
above 6 feet in height—never more than 9—and are
useless but for fuel. The western and southern coast

eminent agricultural writers. The whole forms a thin
quarto of 108 ] :es and is sold for a shilling—dog
heap.

Trade Lists Hi-chived.—-Johann Nicoiaus Haage
(Erfurt), Haupt Ver/eichniss, &c. (Catalogue of Seeds
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and Plants on sale in 1861), with whatsis called a

Photograph of Gynerium argenteum having no re-

semblance to the plant. We are however glad to know

where the loss of the plant sustained this year from

frost can he repaired. Catalogue of some of the prin-

cipal Plants sold by John Standish, Royal Nursery,

Bagshot.

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons', Reading, Berks.—

Since we last visited this important seed establishment

various alterations as regards arrangement both for the

sake of convenience and despatch have been effected.

Increase of business has caused proportionate enlarge-

ment of premises ; but as heretofore we observed that

there is a place for every thing and every thing in its

place; in short an order and neatness which is worthy

of imitation. In addition to what m.iy be called home
trade, an exportation department has been constructed

on a large scale, In which, during the busy season, some
20 young men are actively employed in packing and
sending off " orders."
Of seed growers Messrs. Sutton employ a great many

in different parts of the country—men on whom they
can depend; last year some hundreds of acres were
occupied in that manner, while several acres were also

employed in the production of root crops grown for the

purpose of saving seed next year. For housing these

extensive warehouses are here provided, more espe-

cially for Turnip and Grass seeds, which, as is now well

kuown, form an important feature of this establishment,

and to which separate storehouses are devoted.

Behind the seed shop and offices is a compact plant

nursery furnished with glass structures for purposes
of propagation; here four new houses have recently

been erected and heated by one boiler; another boiler

on an opposite side of the quadrangle in which they
are placed, heats a larger number of houses pre-

viously erected. These are filled with choice stove,

greenhouse, and other plants, kept partly for decorating
the shop and partly for sale in pots. Among them
were Primulas, Genistas, Hyacinths, Cinerarias, and
Cyclamens, which at this season of the .year keep np a
gay and cheerful appearance. Here also are plots of
fcipergnla pilifera, and Pampas Grass is also cultivated
extensively, a large stock being kept in small pots for

convenience of transit.

The principal nursery and trial grounds-, however,
are outside the town. In one of these departments
was an interesting collection of Grasses in separate plots,

all labelled. In the same piece of land were likewise
numbers of winter Greens of different kinds on which
the severe frost lately experienced has had but little

effect. Among what are called sprouting kinds, the
following are still in excellent condition, viz. : Cottagers'
Kale, Brussels Sprouts, Asparagus Kale, Curled Scotch
Greens, Blue Giant, Jerusalem and Imperial Hearting
Kales, Ragged Jack, and Variegated Greens.

Broccoli on the contrary is generally destroyed, except
the undermentioned, which are all that remain un-
injured out of upwards of 40 kinds planted out, namely,
Karly Purple Sprouting, Sulphur Coloured, Large Late
White, Close-headed Purple, Wilcove White, Russian
Dwarf, Chappell's Cream, Miller's Dwarf, and Basket's
Late White.
Of Lee's New White Sprouting Broccoli, two quarters

put out for seed had just showed their true sprouting
character before the frost set in, and though slightly
damaged this promising new sort has not like many
others been destroyed.

On the same plot of ground now occupied with
Broccoli, about 60 kinds of Peas were grewn last sum-
mer for trial, the results of which are recorded in
Messrs. Sutton's "Amateur's Guide" just published.
Adjoining the residence of one of' the firm we
observed a plot of Alsike Clover and Italian Rye grass
which, although not horticultural, may be worth

?2cft
e

" 7he Rye graSS was sown in the autumn of
1859, and the Clover added in the month of March
following. During last summer four mowings were
mj

\
de

»
and at Present there is a close sward, both Clover

and Rye-grass springing up since the frost broke up
with surprising rapidity. When seed of Alsike Clover
becomes more plentiful, it will, we apprehend, be as
commonly cultivated as Italian Rye-grass.

Adjoining this field was one 'especially devoted to
the competitive growth of Beet, Mangel Wurzel, and
Carrots. About 10 acres we found employed
in the trial of Turnips, containing at least 40
different varieties all sown on one day under similar
circumstances—not for exhibition, or under "high"
cultivation, but simply for comparative observations.
The whole have been exposed to the late severe frost,
which has proved a valuable test as to their relative
Hardiness. Some of the early kinds of Swedish and
others were somewhat damaged ; but the following
proved quite sound, viz.: -Champion Swede, Hardy
Purple Top ditto, Green Top Yellow ditto, White ditto,
button s Purple and Green Top Hybrid Turnip, Green
Top Yellow Aberdeen ditto, Lincolnshire Red Globe
ditto. Imperial Green Globe ditto, Old Green Round
ditto, and Grey Stone
An intending feature connected with Messrs.

button s establishment is a reading room, which they
r* *±V A.1- ^ *

. • i • .
* *

works on gardening, history, travels, &c, and is open

gratuitously at meal times and every evening alter

business hours. On application to the librarian books

may also be had to read at home. A friendly

soiree inaugurated the undertaking, when about

50 young men, clerks, shopmen, warehousemen,

&c, spent a social evening together with the principals.

Let us hope that such consideration for the improve-

ment of those employed in this establishment may be

everywhere imitated." A schoolroom has also been pro-

vided in one of the Trial Grounds for the education of

the children of people employed on the land, as well as

for those of others belonging to that locality.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Let every attention be paid to

providing a succession of bloom with which to keep this

house gay, and avoid as far as possible the expense of

much firing, which is moreover very injurious to most
plants. Be careful not to let things in bloom suffer

for the want of water, giving weak clear manure water to

Salvias, Camellias, &c, and use every means to preserve

the beauty of specimens in bloom as long as possible.

Camellias in most places will be a failure as regards
display this year, there being but few flower buds on
them. In greenhouses damp and mildew are the
great enemies to be guarded against, and these

must be sharply looked after, especially in the case of

plants that have not ripened their growth, and are in a

rather soft state. If the former is troublesome it must
be got rid of by means of free ventilation on mild days
using a little fire-heat at the same time, and for the

latter a dry airy atmosphere is the best preventive, but the

plants should be frequently examined, applying sulphur

on the first appearance of the enemy. Very little

water will be required here at present, but the plants

should be carefully looked over about twice a week, so

as to make sure that nothing is allowed to feel the
want of it. If not already done, get all plants tied with
the least possible delay, for it is difficult to tie a plant

so that it will not look somewhat stiff and unnatural,
and the sooner all this description of work is done the
better specimens will look when in bloom later in the
season.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants in bloom will require very careful

management to prevent their being injured by damp,
and the atmosphere must be kept dry, with a rather
brisk temperature, admitting a little fresh air on every
favourable opportunity ; and if there are means of
admitting air over hotwater pipes, so that it may get
warmed before coming in contact with the plants, a
little should be admitted constantly when the weather
is not frosty. Plants in bloom should also be near the

cession of ripe fruit is indispensable, and cannot
be secured except by driving plants that bloomed late
in autumn, these had better be kept rather quiet until
the sun gains a little more power. Where an attempt
must be made at present to get fruit to swell, a moist
warm temperature of about 70° at night and 75° by day
must be maintained, allowing it to rise to 80° with
the assistance of sunshine, and the bottom-heat must
be kept regular at about 85°, taking care to keep the
soil in a healthy state as to moisture. But it is diffi-

cult to get the fruit to make much progress at present,
and a little time lost now will be easily overtaken next
month when the plants will enjoy a moist tempera-
ture, and the fruit will increase more in weight in one
month, than in two at present.

Vinerie3.—As soon as houses are closed for forcing,
be careful to secure a thoroughly moist state of the
atmosphere by frequently sprinkling the floors and
every available surface, but as observed previously, a
regular moist state of the atmosphere is most effec-
tually secured by means of a slight bed of fermenting
materials in the house, which will also afford a little
warmth, and the moisture from this is much more con-
genial to vegetation than anything that can be effected
by the most careful use of either syringe or evaporatii,

Peaciies and Nectarines.—Let it be remembered
that these will not admit of rapid forcing, especially in
the early stages of the process; therefore fire-heat
should be applied with caution ; let not the night tem-
perature exceed 50°, otherwise the blossoms will be
weak and liable to drop ; during the day the tempera-
ture may rise to 60°, admitting plenty of air on every
favourable opportunity. Syringe the trees and close
the house early after a bright day ; continue this until
the blossoms begin to expand.

Cherries.—If not already done, place trees in pots
in the early house. Top dress with fresh loam and
dung, and keep up a moist atmosphere with a night

Admit air freely during the day.

Cucumbers.—Stop
progress, and do not

and train
allow the

tue plants

another; water occasionally with weak °
i

Cr°W(I
ot

manure. clear liq

Mushroom House. — Collect fresh dr<w
rv tilaoA i„ i^l

opPln8« and

as tW
1

V
put them together in a dry place to heat
to their being wanted. Preparator

I

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
The weather is comparatively favourable

for ex*nting alterations; and where these are in ha /
should be prosecuted with the greatest possible LJ}^
taking advantage of frosty mornings, shouldthev'
for wheeling. See to even small plants beins

Qr
'

against wind; for these are often greatly in
• ?re^

being blown about, especially if recently tranSJ
and a small stake and a few minutes' work wot id
vent the mischief. If not already done get in ft
of Briars for budding. Let the roots be well trt !?
cutting back closely the strong ones; for these if*} ft
will be of little use except to furnish an endless snrw
of suckers. W

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN
If any root-pruning of fruit trees has \eUohe done

let this be attended to without further loss of time anri

see that trees exposed to wind are securely gttuW
Take every opportunity of pushing forward

txmm
and nailing. Now that the weather is favourable

give air freely to Lettuce and Cauliflower plants under

glass; indeed the sashes should merely be used to

exclude frost and throw off rains, for the plants will

do all the better in spring for being kept hard and

stocky over winter. If not already done make a

sowing of Peas and Beans on well sheltered dry ground,

and do not spare the seed of the former, for it will be

sure to be exposed to the depredations of mice. Attend

to keeping up a regular succession of Seakale, Asparagus,

and Rhubarb, by introducing moderate quantities at

short intervals into heat.
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STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Feb. 7, 1361, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeai

LAI

\\
!

*
fa •M BABOMBTVn. 1 ^

Tbm FKRATLRK.
•

February.
Or the Air. Of the Earth

Wind a^V ^^ ^^^ ^m ^^^m ^m ^ ^r w

i 21

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 foot

deep.

2 feet

deep.

*

Friday I 80.3H 30.114 M 25 40.5 42J 39} |
S.W.I W

Satur. "
' 80.618 :io..s7S Ml 27 33.5 424 40 N.W. «

Sunday .1 23 30.456 30/209 48 33 40.5 42 40 S.W.
— — *

H

Mon. 4; 24 29.993 29>os 49 41 45.0 42 40 S.W
Tuea. h 25 2 i W.4H3 49 42 45.0 43 40 sw.

A *

Wed. 6 26 29.361 29.35« 51 29 40.0 44 40J S.W

.

.01
»

Thurs. 7
"

1

2D.oOS

29.9S3

29.492 53 36 44.5 44 41 S.W. K

Average.

.

•:>.<-.:. 50.6 1 33.3 42.0 42.8 40.1 1

"5

„r

A'

J

*eb. 1— Densely overcn*t ; very lino; slight froat at night.

- 2- Clear and very fine throughout; Blight frost.

- 3—Overcn^t ; fine throughout.
4— Overcast; fine; slight drizz'c it night. . . ,_,

5-Densely and uniformly oven ast ; cloudy and cold; boisfww-

6—Flying clouds; cloudy ; rather bohterou sat night.

- 7— Fine; heavvHouds; tine in *fmUoon.
Mean temperature of the week, 3jJ def. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATBEH AT CIUSWICK

Dunn* the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, endmx^^^L-
Prevailing Winds,

Oi

I>

*.

February. m
«- U d*

9

1

It.
"

•0 V

Sunday 10.

.

Mon. 11..

Tues. 12..

Wed. 13..
Thurs. 1 1.,

Friday 15..
Satur. 16..

37.1

:<7.3

.9

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
oi'Rain.

I

EC

The l.ixheH temperature dnrinx the above P^od oecnrred on t

1831-therm. 65 dej?. ; an.l the lowest on the 13th, ISou-therm. I 1

Notices to Correspondents.
Boilers: J. Sh^pnrd. Your model appears to us to o

M
feet. We cannot see where it is intended the

' ^^ see lio*

be, as all parts of the invention are open, ftor ao ^ or

the several parts of the boiler arc conncetea, o
^ ^

return pipe. The price at which such boners com

ducert should also be stated. , h7 anyone
Chair Makers : A Cwistanl Jleader will be obliged o, '

rf

informing him of the address of any chair iunmir.1. ^
High Wycombe, as he is anxious to get some chairs

quarter. ^.tthanW11

Moss on Fruit Trees : W F. Scrape off the Moss witu ^
hoop. Drain the laud, or give it iu some othei w»j

fertility, and you will se e no more of Moss. , ^fele

Names of Fruits : M C. Your Apple resembles i"

Pippin; but, owing perhaps to the neasoii or o

stances, it is not so firm-fleshed as that sortusuai'}
Y

Nami ; of Plants. J II. Astragalus Tragacautna.—

*

it is common Savin.
i fhroug

nft
r

Tom Thumb Lettuce : / W. We have again looke-i u
^ ^

the French catalogues in our possession, ana
JJ yfeg*

mention made of a Lettuce with this name. *
kc &

Vilmortn know anything of it they will probacy

A

other djf

opportunity of mentioning it. W?ire

Vinerihs: Young Mon. Yon will find the drain pipe c

, 8hc

unless you slope a towards it. As to the flue put u^^ it

have lately built for the use of their men ; it consists of
a convenient and spacious apartment furnished with

temperature of 45
time.

Strawberries.—Early kinds may still be placed in
forcing houses, where a moderate heat is maintained

week.y and daily papcr8> ^^"^"Znd^d
jI^ZIT^^^ ^^^ Sm^

to heat'the inside of the Vinery, it and all co\l
-

l

«iSn a pla»

are as bad as possible. You could not have l»c «! ^
more certain to fail. Put the flue inside the

J
ol

£reventthe front wall, and make proper arrangements WF Q^y

drying the air. Leave the leaves out of yonr com|Lrt.

use a little rotten dung just to give your Viue3 a v^\^^
Vines: J Taylor. Vines, young and vigorous, ^ ear#
eyes are in general to be preferred to 2-year or ^ Iatter

plants, which answer best for forcing in pots. J
tfvet»

sS

>rn nrnal. „^.. A...1J ~..«. 4U J,,„.r» nnH T10tie<*YOare weak you should cut them down, and not

full length. water;

Water Pipes : IVC M. We should use iron, since you ^ r

so pure. It will not be inj urious—or i
nconvenu^ .

fc

#$,

is always at work. Use however cast iron, not wi e^ \#

Worms: Leicester. Lime water, that is to say, vvaw
» d •

Miso: Cheriton. You will find a very conn.
in JWmen and Seedsmen, both in Town ami Countrj

, d y0
u

"Gardeners' Year Book."—Enquirer. As matters ^ ^
had | better decline the order unless the »one>

before hand. There will probably be an awful snw
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\ KTIF1GIAL MANUKKS, &c.— W »"«fa^ers
jV .nd others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL M Als URES
ay obtain every neSeaaary instruction for their economical

. i efficient preparaUon, by applying to J. U > esbit, j*.£»-.

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

<ington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

. Lime, Coprolites, &c. f
and Assays of Gold Silver, and

Ker Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch

iemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

AiAlysesand Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
te at the College.

'pHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1840,)

A » now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED|~ MANURES:— -

I fcUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE fob

PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING,
hey would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
SES, In which they guarantee every portion both of the

tble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

Bones.
he London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

< A NO {direct from Messrs. A Ciibbs&SonsX NITRATE of
DA, ftULPUATKoF AMMONIA, and every Manureof value.
: ••. Fcnchurch Street, EC. Edw. Prftssit, Secretary.

ESTABI JSIIKD ]>'2.MANURES.
T\ % B88B& PROCTOK invite the attention of their

1*JL Agricultural Friends to their SPECIAL MANURES for

; 1. prepared for Grass, Corn, and Root Crops. These Manures,
•ch are the best and cheapest offered to the Agriculturist,

now ready for delivery, and early orders are respectfully

i ited. Price List, with particulars as to quantity and best

. of using the Manures, sent free on application to H. & T.
<tor, Cathay, Bristol; or Proctor <fc Ryland, Birmingham
Chester, Agricultural Chemists, and Original Manufac-

n-s of Special Manures.
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AWEJS'S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

-escnt season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his
w* tories, at the following prices :

—

VI S - PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6

I »VJ 8UPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONK or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5
WES'S BAH LEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
hese Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through
appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
es varying according to cost of carriage.

Lennine Peruvian Guan» direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate
•f .--oda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures,

merican and other Cakes at market prices.
Sddress John Rennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
lge, E. C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

J
> URNAHD, LACK, and CO.'ri CONCENTRATED

LJ SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain
^phonc Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
sphate of Lime.

J )NCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc
tan preceding.
OftheseM.tnnresDr.Voelcker says:-"These results must

ery gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
- agricultural and commercial value which characterises
r concentrated superphosphate."
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Det
. analyses, with opinions of the late and present

•miats to the R.yal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
es, fie., may be had on application to Bcrnard, Lack,

on Road, Plymouth.

I ook to your (Trass lands and double
i iiFi CRl>

,
ps bY dressing them with PULVERIZED

.Lb to be had only ofJARED TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth
irt. Lambeth, S., and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt.

IS^J k
1" an

,
aCr

£.
au
i the Present the time for dressing,

pared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees. Half-inch

I «\
^°e d»^- superj^hosphate of lime, gypsum, guano, and

ot art ificials of guaranteed qualitv.
LCONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE k"CA?fn^FEEOINC.
|1 , VT

AND *• rrR>'ER, Ipswich, submit the prices of
' ll M

e
Tf

CC
i
ebm^dCRUSniXG MILLS for Oats. Linseed,

£»-";• z! In' They save 25 per cent, of Oats in feeding
•>es. crush Corn f„r Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as effica-
ii as if ground to meal ; reduce Linseed to fine meal with
loss of its oil, and bruise Malt perfectly. £ s. d.

X M
1

fi?
aFnm,

cnded *]*°for brui 9i°g corn ^r fowls) 3 15
_
Mul for band. £4 15, or with Bean Mill (No. \) 5 15

", » "
J

10 „ (No. T B) 8 8
- r, ,,orr".wer8 „ (No. 2 B; 10 10
1 „ for power ..12 „ (No. 1 li)15
S ,, t rsteampow.18 18 >X s B)*»4

'^rtPL^^^J^T**^^™ England, and to the
. * il ports o and and Ireland.

- •

'

\
h
A l\

A 'S 'E Han,

tc7bury Snow
' 1S60, E. R. & F. T. were

If*?*}™ I
V the be8t Crushing Mill for Power

;nrc ofU for their Crush ng Mill for Hand
rrated PRICE CATALOGl ES sent fr2e on application.

G

REAPINC AND MOWING MACHINES.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured. _^,„„ ^-.^.^.^
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42L 10#.

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 251.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22C. 10*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.

Price 3 bl.

COMBINED REAPER an-d MOWER—One Horse Machine,

Price ML .,*«_#
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any

Railway Station.
Testimonials.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the

following from

Mr. James Arnot, of Woodcote, Carshalton.
" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not be

without one on any consideration ; and I can safely say that

I have saved over 50 per cent, in the expense every year I have

used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which

pays itself in so short a time."

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kcnnington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J . C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisitetoprepareyouthforthepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIRENCESTER.—Dr. Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, has a VACAN3Y
for a HOUSE PUPIL.

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS of DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, maybe charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rato percent, of aunual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to
Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outhiy and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosinc,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pui-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing placea on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm puri>oses, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvement-
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being
of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

F«>r further information, and for forms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
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TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY

e
latter

rater

he p
lit iry

bat b
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Hogg
3
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THE PATENT

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Al

Chainnan.-JONAS WEBB, Esq, Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
particulars may be had on application at the Offices

FENCHUECH

C. T. MACADAM, Secretary,

>W MAESHES, ESSES

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.—
Pr&ident—Sir Thomas Barrett Lekkard, Bart

The ANNUAL SHOW will be held at Romford, on
TUESDAY, June 25.—Amount of Prizes offered, 6001.

The following Special Prizes are opeu to all Englaud :

—

HORSES.
For the best Entire Horse, for Agricultural purposes, open

to all England, the Proprietor being a Member, or paying

an entrance fee of One Guinea
For the best Thorough-bred Entire Horse, open to all

England, the Proprietor being a Member, or paying an

entrance fee of One Guinea • • • • *J
* * The Agricultural Horse obtaining the above Prize must

either have travelled regularly in the county the preceding

Season, or the Owner must sign an undertaking that such

Horse shall do so the following Season ; and the Prize will be

withheld till the completion of the contract. But the

Thorough-bred Horse obtaining the above Prize shall be

stationed in the county, for the same purpose, without travel-

ling, if desired.
BULL.

For the best Bull, of any age, of a pure breed, open to all

England, the Proprietor being a Member, or paying an

entrance fee of One Guinea *' l&

RAM.
For the best Ram, of any age, of a pure breed, open to all

England, the Proprietor being a Member, or paying an

entrance fee of One Guinea .. .. •• •• ' "• *Y
N.B. All Sheep to be barely and fairly shorn and any animal

shorn previously to the 3 1st March to be disquo lined from

The POULTRY Exhibition is not confined to Members, or

persons residing in the county.
The following Bye-Law was passed, January 20, 1860 |—
" That no Animal having obtained the First Prizem the Class

in which it is exhibited, shall be eligible to compete in the

same Class at any future Exhibition of the Society ;
and this

Bye-Law shall also apply to Animals that have obtained any

Special Prizes offered by the Society."

Books of Rules and Reguhu.oiis may be had, 6d. each to non-

subscribers, on application to the Secretary,

_Slough House Farm.jHalsted .
fRpBERT Emson._

AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION —Instituted 1860.

For the RELIEF of DECAYED FARMERS, their WIDOWS,
and ORPHANS.

President—His Grace The Duke of Richmond.
Treasurer—Col. the Hon. A. N. Hood.

FIRST ELECTION OF PENSIONERS.
A GENERAL COURT will be held on THURSDAY, May 2,

for the purpose of ELECTING TWENTY OUT-DOOR PEN-
SIONERS, as follows :— . J

9 Male Pensioners . . . . at £26 per annum each
.

3 Married Pensioners . . . . £40
5 Widow Pensioners .. .. £20 ..

Subscriptions and Donations will be thankfully received by

the Secretary, Mr. Charles Shaw, at the Office of the Insti-

tution, 55, Charing Cross, S.W. ; and at the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummonds, 49, Charing Cross, S.W.

»»

1 1

»»

AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION—ELECTION OF PENSIONERS.

CANDIDATES are hereby instructed to return theirFORMS
of APPLICATION, properly filled up, to the Secretary, Mr.

Charles Shaw, 55, Charing Cross, S.W,, on or before MONDA1,
the 18th of February.—By Order of the Council.

STite ftgrftttUutal <£asette
SATURDAY, FEBRUARYS* 1861.

MEETINGS FOR TnE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS

Monday, Feb. nJBotley (Mr. Haslam on Faim Irople-

\ m'ents).

TueS&AY, —

"\Vfhnf.spay,—

i Wirksworth.
12-j Hexham (Mr. Trotter on Hish
«i« Farming).

I Afjri. Society of England . . Tsoon
13-; Berkeley and Thornbury (at Thornbury).

( Oxford.t uaioru.
Tuesday, — 19— Kingscote (Mr Price on Ox Labour).

C Agri. Society of England .. Noon
cv>J Hunserfo d,

'^ (On Heaping Machines).Wrdntsday 4 r.M

Blandford.

The list of Short-horn Sales published last

week, astonishing as many ot* its items were, doe3

not give any a lequate idea of the enormous prices

which are still given for animals of any fashion-
able family or strain in the breed. We have before

us a copy of the Annual Catalogue of the Branches
Park Herd, the property of Ladj^ Pigot, in which
the pedigree and personal history of the several
animals specified are detailed Among them we
find " Queen of Athelstane," now two years old,

purchased of Mr. Douglas, of Athelstaoeford, for

525/. ; and '* Yictoria,"now five years old, purchased
of Mr. Barnes, of Moynalty, also for 525/. In the
notice of the 2d Duchess of Gloster, bred by
Mr. Jonas Webb, calved January, 1857, got by
Cheltenham, 12588, it is related that Mr. Jonas
Webb has sold live yearling bulls by this bull,

at 200 guineas each, for the colonies, and nine
more at prices varying from 100 guineas to
180 guineas each, and eight heifers at over
100 guineas each. These prices we add to the list

given last week in illustration of the high market
value which a well-bred animal maintains.
The publication from which we extract them is

not the mere "Annual Catalogue" which it

entitled. It is most interesting as a record
what energy and perseverance will accomplish-
the failures which cannot check them, and of the
successes which ultimately reward them. Let us
also add that it is useful as a sort of annual
appendix to the Herd Book. It would be of great
service if of all our leading Short-horn herds
similar annual catalogues were issued. They
could never be a substitute for the Herd Book
which must periodically appear as the ultimate
and authoritative book of reference; but they

13
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rporSTnt .to-theSf^^Sl-XS Sti"^WbTxTsefuUs intermediate and supplementary £l^*
to%XTlU supplementary ferti

to a work which they could never supplant. ne « ao°u
\:.^.u„ „„„;„,,it,.rfi of 1861 is expecte

In her preface Lady Pigot writes thus of the

hi<KUer

iSe
:

winter of 1856 hy purchasing

« Happiness,' a heifer hred hy Mr. Jonas Webb

giving 250 'guineas for her. She only brought a

lull calf, and sank aw.yout of eOTditara soon after

and appeared in that plight at the Royal at I3alis

burv. Eventually she recovered her appearance,

anient to Ireland to the Dublin Spring
f

Show in

1858, where she took the 1st prize and silver

medal ; also the gold meda as best cow. She came

home however to die, having beeri
literally bled to

death by the farrier, for cold caught on the passage

across. „ , _ . 4„;u rt

"This purchase I made not knowing owe tribe

from another, and having no purpose
,

or aim in

view. I lost in the first year above 600/. from

deaths and inexperience, but I was determined to

presevere, and at Mr. Wetherell's sale m 18o9,

I gave 300 guineas for Stanley Eose. I then

began to question whether buying in this desultory

way was the right course to pursue, and would it

pay me, and so I went to Warlaby, and made

outrageous offers, for animals not to be bought. 1

wrote in the same strain to various people possess-

ing pure bred cattle qf Mr. Booth's blood.

Everywhere I was refused; and at last I saw that

those who were lucky enough to possess these

cows were quite determined not to part with them.

" My energy and perseverance, however, have at

length been rewarded, as I have never allowed any

hindrance to come between me and the purchase of

particular tribes, and I have now succeeded in es-

tablishing a herd, the pedigrees of which lie in

these pages. And now I give it as my opinion that

nothiDg pays the farmer half so well as stock, if

properly kept."

The following are notices of some of the cows

and heifers in the list :

—

"The Queen of Athelstane, rich roan, calved

February 1859 (bred by Mr. Douglas, of Athel-

staneford), got by Sir James the Rose, 15290, &c.

She has just perhaps earned her reputation, being,

as is believed, nearly the best heifer in England.

Lady Pigot gave 500 guineas for her to Mr.

Douglas. She combines rare quality and style

with great length, and constitution, and is supposed

by judges not a little to Tesemble the beautiful but
unfortunate * Queen of the May.' The Queen
of Athelstane took her first prize at Saltoun, East

Lothian, in 1860, and the first prize, also as a

yearling, at the Highland Show at Dumfries. She

was first again at Alnwick, first at the Lancashire

show at Keighley, beating Col, Townley's prize

heifer, and was first at the Craven show at

Skipton, 1860. In the Frederick cross is some of

Col. Towxley's best blood, while Ringlet is in

a direct line from the celebrated Bracelet, none
of which tribe remain either at Warlaby or

Killerby. Sir James has two crosses away from
the 'Royal Blood,' but is from the famous Paris
prize cow * Rose of Summer,' of the Mantalini
tribe."

Again, Empress of Hindostan, roan, calved
September 1857, got by Duke of Kent, 14440, &c.
"She won second prize, as calf, at Bridlington,

1858,^ first prize as calf at Wetherby, 1858
(beating Duchess 77), and many others; first

prize as pair of heifers (with Stanley Rose), at

Barnstaple, 1859; first prize at Glasgow, 1859;
first prize at Swaffham Norfolk show, 1859; first

prize at Ipswich show, 1859 ; first prize at Great
Grimsby, 1859; H. C. at Ulverston, 1859; first

prize at Ashford, 1859; H. C. at Redcar, where
she would have been first but for a wrong date by
mistake: firstprize at Wellingboro', 1859 ; making
up to two years old nine prizes. In 1860 she
commenced by winning the first prize and silver
medal at Norwich ; first prize at the Suffolk at

Framlingham ; third prize at the Royal Agricul-
tural Show at Canterbury ; H. C, at the Durham
County; H. C. at Pomfret (Yorkshire show);
H. C. at Ulverston, 1860 ; third prize at the
Cleveland Middlesboro' show; first prize at
Keighley, and second prize at Skipton (being second
to Stanley Rose)—making it up to two years and
11 months old 15 prizes won by her—thus exceed-
ing the prizes won by any other animal of that age
that has yet been shown."

Other histories could be given of the honours
achieved by members of the Branches Park herd :

these must suffice for the present.

he is about; to puxuu*TO *— -rr-
p*nPCted

lisers by which the agriculture o ! 1861 " expected

to be more productive than that of 20 years

a?o Mr. Richardson is a dealer in the manures

fwhlch he writes and it is evident from h

statements that he derives a^e\^fJ"lT
sale of superphosphate than from that of guano

but though probably not an entirely disinterestea

wtnes he is, we believe, a trustworthy ope,

STonc^ing sentence of his
f^J«» gKS

that it is not mere personal profit that has dictated

to his pen. Thus he says, most truly.—

"If we were really careful to preserve in towns

the various valuable products which are now to sorftKEtta product,^h « now to so ot -a
;
™ ao - ™ -e per cent,

great an extent wasted and^^J^^ This we quote from* Mr. Rxchahdso*, u
™* hfc#irilfS.itli (covered that his statements deserve that discussion!

arrive upon our shores

unchallenged ; and now we have Wr^R-Tr*
116

^
declaring that sand varies in it from 2t*^
cent., and that 3| cwt. out of every 20 bc

*

are water, which when the parcel is wa
00^

becomes naturally added by absorption 7-
the rate of 1 cwt. to every ton. l

-

Let superphosphates be as various "as th
we purchase them with a guarantee of connw
ensuring the presence of a certain minim!!?
valuable ingredients ; while as to guano « w
the article, not knowing whether it w ;

ll
?*

10 per cent, or 18 per cent, of moi'starf!
whether it may contain 2 per cent, or 5 per
of sand; nor do we know the per cental
ammonia and other ingredients."

™

G

d

ST^Sith ashes or earth (covered

in to' exclude the rain), we need not expend so

much money in importing manures ;
for by a

little care we should be able, by returning to the

land the phosphates and nitrogen contained in tue

vegetables and the animals which we consume,

not onlv to make our fields more fertile, our houses

and streets more healthy, and our streams much

less polluted, but also, what is a primary con-

sideration with Englishmen, save our pockets by

availing ourselves of the use of what we are con-

stantly producing, and now to so great an extent

wasting."

The following are the statements of fact which

we gather from Mr. Richardson's letter :—In

1856~he sold considerably more than 1000 tons of

Peruvian guano; in 1860 about 700 tons ;
while

his sale of superphosphate in the same period

increased tenfold. In the last two years guano has

cost 121. per ton net in London; there has been

also a charge of Is. 6d. a ton for taking it out of

warehouse, though it gains in weight there 6 per

cent, by absorption of moisture.—Mr. Nesbit

by calculation of the market value of its

separate ingredients, makes the value of an

average sample of Peruvian guano 13Z. 16s.,

moisture being 15 par cent, and sand 2 per cent.

;

but warehoused parcels often contain as much as 18

percent, of moisture ; and 5 per cent, of sand some-

times exists in them. Mr. Richardson says :

—

"Out of upwards of 700 tons which I sold this

year, only one parcel came out of foreign vessel

(Black Swan), and was comparatively dry. This

parcel contained 10\ per cent, of moisture, 25 per

cent, of phosphate of lime, and ammonia equal to

rather more than 50 per cent, of sulphate of

ammonia. These, calculated by Nesbit's standard,

come to 10Z. 18s., whereas the damper ones only

came out at 10/. 4s. ; consequently if sold to a

farmer at 13/., it cannot be a cheap manure ; and
I think I can prove, by this same scale, that at the

price bones have been for the last two years, it is

possible to make a cheaper manure than Peruvian
guano."

Again, " I made and sold last year, at 7/. per ton,

upwards of 500 tons of superphosphate, entirely

manufactured from bones, which, according to the

same scale, comes out at 10/. 14s. per ton; and I

am prepared to sell at about the same price this

coming year, [In this respect, we here interpolate,

Mr. Richardson cannot and we presume does not
claim superiority over other dealers. All well-
manufactured superphosphate is worth more per ton
according to the existing scale of calculation than it

is sold for.] Now if Peruvian guano which comes
out at 10Z. 18s. is sold at 13/., and a bone super-
phosphate which comes out at 10/. 14s. can be sold
at 7/., it is evident which is the cheapest ; and I

feel satisfied those figures are correct, as I, for the
last four years, have been at considerable expense
in obtaining the analyses of manures, and I have
made myself familiar with the analyses and the
calculation of their value hy Nesbit's standard,
which I have constantly used ; and I am thoroughly

|

convinced that we are quite able to make these
calculations correctly."

The great ground of complaint against
Peruvian guano, strange to say, is now iu fact
that to which our artificial manures have alone
been hitherto supposed obnoxious, viz., that

just before the season when we
manures they are sure to receive.
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TALES OF A LANDLORD.
' Chartology.'

" Go, and stand upon the Bridges;' wrote the

Dr. Arnold to one of his pupils visiting Loados

the first time, " stand upon the Bridges, if

want to have the best idea of our Metropolis tbUt

be taken in at a glance." I don't think I Laves

stood upon one of the bridges since, without rea

that advice, and feeling its truth. Not visually r.

nor did Arnold mean this. He was not the w.

address the mere corporeal eye. An intent

habit-versed economist of mental labour hi*

he alluded not to what the mere bodily a

could see, but what the mental eye a

grasp and inwardly digest : the world of shippij

the amphitheatre of public buildings, and of Taj

the moving life, terrestrial, aquatic, amphibia-

great pulsation of the world's heart (if it have ow

its very core and centre, revealed at work, fr-

ail this before the eye at once—to be a part

you witness, not by the mere accident of present

by that inner relationship, of thought, which «fc

and veritably unites the Thinker with the I

Interpreter with the problem interpreted, aai a

too in nicely-measured proportion—for thi

J

that no one ever loved or appreciated J

-

better than Arnold : not for the mere form andw
that it gives you of a country—but for all theW

tive knowledge, the inferential matter, the mora;

elusions from physical features, it Pistol*

structed eye. And this was why he named the on?

and not, (as your, and *X ™P^,*TM
would have done,) the top of St. Pauls,^d*
eye view down the lord Mayor'* chimney,

£
the pan-tiled back of the great tortoise at yc

distant, silent, unintelligible, mysterious w»»

as au ant-hill.
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down across two chairs, a great

we
do not know exactly what it is we are buying.
Carelessness and unskilfulness, ignorance and dis-
honesty, have made manufactured superphosphates,
tor instance, of exceedingly various value, while
Peruvian guano, surrounded by all the guaran-
tees of a scrupulous and most trustworthy
agency, has been latterly believed of entirely

\Tn tj r* .. -rr , , !

uniform constitution, and alwavs worth moreMb. Hekkt Richaedso*, of York, has issued ; than the uniform p ice charged for Thea circular on the Value of Peruvian Guano as history of the case investigated hv tL I™wcompared with manufactured manures. This is a I Agricultural Socfetvff
subject, mteresting at all times, which is especially

| Anally from n& i^l£^^

1 books
despair, was a juap i •** T-SiT'Sniid r

believed there was a map. And a grana

d drawers there was to ge •

at it^

put away as very precious ; a sort oi
(

;

Title-deeds-if they had but been ttere^

doubly precious in virtue of then
r

ate**

a sort of possessional and substitutive ch >c

^
it—< secondly evidence' in fact, ot li-

rumbling over-head, as if the hous wa
s

*r

butler and housemaid appeared with it, w

brought it in, like a household god^wnu^

case, about tour teet long -, »uu. «~~ J" & ^
first-named looked at me, as he maae i ^
find no word in Johnson that will exa

you, as I saw, and should like you to ae*
# -

"'Take care, Yong Gentleman! Vf Loidc*
*

it all at once ! Them fine folks up w
^

'ull soon make a hole in this here, it

^
come down an' live at 'ome, like him * ^}

j
guv' it to ueu, so sudden-like, lord j $

what yen shud do. That's the hue

mind !

"
, . Tnfcns0n

*

No : I don'fc think any ™0Td }*f^opi
convey all that ; but if it could be pW^.

glance, at this distance of time, that
,e

orthography and all, in old Pontoon*^ ^
in stately silence out of the room, loo^o

last instant as he closed the door.

The sliding-lid stuck fast to tne ^ **

fully partaken of Poulson's cautionl
io ^

years back ; and the decayed moulding
fl
.^ ^

would draw out. Dust,wood-^J i pe

tin-tacs with bits of carpet adhtf
' ^ un

lay, in state, the old Map, ™"Jfi^ £* 1

brought back to day. One alm°s5 ^
blinds down, for fear the light eho»£

^ ^J
how. Four feet long, and as heajJ worSted
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I had a familiar

eight of this, as I

unquestionable accuracy
i

eye for a Map : and one
ran quickly over its faint

scrambling outline, seemed to drift me back into the

Dark-ages. How strange is the impulse of contrast,

and alternation, on the mind. The kiud of solemnity

of the proceeding, however mocked by inward know-

ledge had had its moment kof triumph.; old Poulson's

look had no small part in it : but when I turned rouud
and caught the—perfectly idolatrous—countenances of

my two friends standing there together, like the

picture of
" Darkness,—and Silence :—solemn sisters !

"

ae map—the precious idol—escaped from my grasp

with a clatter on the floor in an apotheosis of dust,

and I— I am afraid I—burst out laughing.

It was very wrong, I know ; unpolite to the present

es, irreverent to the preterite, and pluperfect and
the other past ones. But honestly I could not help

j&, 'J o is a bulagmity about the most rotten owner-
Land, which
had r cared

Women are parti-

broccoli, and as she watched through the blind, she saw trustworthy our beloved Queen may he. Kxcaaehim kneel doton, and he muttered something, and then crude and hastily written remarks, which I wou
rose, leaving a split wand sticking up in the very place
where he knelt, with a piece ofparchment in theforkand
some characters inscribed on it. It frightened the poor
woman so that she has hardly dared stir out of
doors since. She says she would not touch one of
them hroccoli again if it was everjo ,\and has asked me
to request you to please to have it removed immediately.

Indeed, I must tell you I am quite concerned to hear
the remarks that are made amongst my parishioners

about the goings on. I hope Mr. Dumper will not
meet with any molestation; he seems a quiet

young man enough, but I wish he would
not carry that red flag about with him. I'm
sure you'll excuse me if it seems absurd to you,
but it is thought by some to have a sort of popish
look ; (with that new Catholic Chapel so near too ;) and
I am sure you would not like anything of that sort on
your estate. The ladies up at the Hall, are much
concerned about it all. He has actually been in their
garden too ! and left another forked stick standing up

repeat)

from my very childhood upwards.

cularly impressionable to its inrhu omne ignotum

hope you will spare that ; as it would go to their

nne iqnoium
nearfcs to have lt (lc* { >'°yed, as the late squire was very

pro -wo-xne «. «,.y Know or «. canker, the
| "fifi t tiJSSS^ :^:^Z°^*

more they

firiee

Still a map is a Map : and this for once is no tauto-

logy. It may be upwards of a hundred years old,

yellow and rotten as gingerbread, laughably iuaccurate,

a fanciful outline of wold, waste, and gorse com-
mons. Still it is a basis, a beginning, a patriarch of

excellent and beauteous offspring : and often since has
it afforded me moments of real pleasure to recal the
first sight of that curious and quaint old relic, when
referring to its ancient names and altered outlines,

from the neatly-finished and mathematically accurate de-
scendant and successor to whose parturition it assisted.

And here what delightful contrast might one not
indulge, of the relative qualities and merits of 'old'
and * new,' the ancient world and the modern ;

—

how as they stand at either of the two points of view,
men magnify, or depreciate, the other, as it suits
heir purposes or present interests : but I resist the
strong temptation : my story presses.

" Four wax candles, Sir ! on one table, in my best
parlour, and up o' nights all the winter through till

three and four i ie morning ! and out i' th' wet and
fog all day, a-measuring, and writing, and a squinting
through the handle of his walking-stick, (the rummest
looking 'un as hever you sid !) and there was a thing
as a' kept in is waistcoat pocket, as a' could look round
Si corner with ! O : He teas a clever man, he was J

"

This was the accouut given me the following spring,
of the wn clerk, employed in mapping the estate,

busim like hard-working silent fellow who had not
tne faintest glimmer of the divine honor* paid to kim
and li theodolite, as he poked about laily through
the wet fields taking angle's, and sat devoutly at his
wax-litfigures through the night. Nearly a quarter of

century

to stop him in time, or authorise me to do so."
You are not to suppose that to this electric current of

anxiety my mind presented by any means a perfect
negative. I was young, and without experience of the
world, how^ it snarls and cackles at the first approach
of things, yields and crouches to the steady advance, and
rises up, anon,to magnifyand exaggerate results ,—and I
sometimes wished that the industrious and unconscious
surveyor's clerk were trigonometrising in the moon,
perhaps to balance the votes of the * local committee

'

that consigned him and his divining-rods to a lower
sphere. But I soon repented my repentance.

It is a fault of early life, to be too sensitive to the
blame, and opinion?, of men. Its worst result is an
almost sure eventual reaction that makes middle age
too hard and unimpressible. To listen to remon-
strance and objection is almost always useful : but it
should be met as the hand of the expert cricketer does
a hard-sent ball—with that gentle reculement of the
flexor muscle, that cradling of the pliant palm, that
stifles impetus, avoids the sting, and secures the angry
missile to better use, instant or deferred, as the matter
may require. And, as this will happen, somehow, I
submit this feeble illustration to those it may concern.
For, there are young hands and merry hearts that find
hard bowling as the game advances, and that Field-life
is not all innings ; and have need of timely knowledge
that "be they chaste as ice, pure as snow," "wise as
serpents, and harmless as doves," they shall not
escape—Cricket-balls ! T.

these
. » - ,. , • ' would not

presume to make did I not feel the importance of the
matter under consideration imperatively called for
them. They are now made, as a mere " word to the
wise," which is sufficient for them. Edward Carrell,
P.L. G., Enniscorthy Union, Cranemore House, .S

r
ew-

townberry, January 31.

Turnip Culture.— In the Galway Express of the
12th iust., also of the 26th, there are notices of an
immense crop of Turnips grown upon the farm in con-
nection with the Queen's College, Galway, held and
managed by the professor of Agriculture. As this is a
matter in which the public are concerned, it may be
interesting and useful to give some explanations and
details concerning the land and the management. As
this very unusual and heavy crop has for some time
attracted considerable attention, a number of the
college students and others assembled in a field on the
26th inst., in order to measure the ground and weigh a
certain quantity and ascertain correctly the acreable
produce ; 21 feet, or 7 yards square (an Irish perch),
was scrupulously laid off; there is no difference in the
field, the crop being singularly equal all over; the
bulbs were taken up, cleaned, topped and tailed, put
into the cart, and drawn directly, under escort, to the
public crane in Galway and weighed ; the produce of
the perch was exactly 8 cwt., being at the rate of
64 tons to the acre (40 tons per imperial acre). It
is almost superfluous to state that this cart-load
attracted the attention of farmers and gentlemen in
the market generally; the great size, beautiful shape,
and colour of the Turnips, and the entire absence of
disease, produced universal admiration. The crop was
raised on a portion of reclaimed bog and mountain,
which, until three years ago, had not been disturbed
since the creation. The bog, a quagmire, producing
Rashes; the upland portion light, thin, granite gravel,
producing dwarf Furze ; it was drained, deepened, and
afterwards cultivated, manured, and the crop handled
in Professor Skilling's peculiar manner. This gentle-
man published a treatise on the cultivation of the
Turnip in 1857, in which he took occasion to say that
he never experienced a failure, but had generally
superior crops ; that he had at no time or season been
disappointed or troubled with the fly or other pest; he
had always a strong and early vegetation, a steady
growth and a heavy crop, and he was confident he
would be equally successful in future. These were con-
sidered by many as mere assertions, empty boasts ; but
facts are stubborn ; in 1858 his crop was a good one, in
1859 much better, and in 1860* was as above de-
scribed, when an almost general failure has been ex-
perienced over the United Kingdom; and he is still
confident that, If spared, in future years he will be
equally successful. A Student, Queen's College, Galwau.
January 2*>.

*l

to make these remarks from having read in your paper
of last Saturday some of the proceedings of the Botley
farmers' Club as there reported relative to the obstruc-

-S^ome Correspondence.
Agricultural Improvements aUd ltadW&y Wospi, *vgT

—Is agriculture to improve as railway extension ad-

appreciable error, or a «*» angle or quantity, h,I that^^<^Z^e™^£^
K"J2t£f

fSg£
day> Dobson was right

:

i

friends SS great abundance
- SaTfflS^S

\Vm thl I h,HTLfnu, 1 1 n * i, J'

"' We
'
had no cau9e t0 complain, and that you had

an agricultural show-yard, that equals a first-rate map,
presenting in such exact epitome and miniature every
outline, every boundary, every hedge, every inclination;
that—as Kapoleon fought and won the battle ofM arengo—over a ground plan—a bit of paper, in a
tent,—so may you master every refractory acre of
our land that wants improvement, even when unable,

like my poor predecessor, for the last half-dozen
uh ears of his life, to walk or ride to the spot.

>ut can you doubt Ifor a moment that it would have
•een perssaally more agrmable to the ' netit caporal

»

o have been in the heart and roar of the battle, (and thus
outmanoeuvre 1 e Austrian^ than to be tied down
in vmg strain of thought to that cold-blooded chess-
board, moving his battalions v i his pencil, instead of
i -*>word

_ifi£l£tl£&

• •">•• »» ianucn» emus biirougnouc tne
country to discuss the important matter suggested bv
*r. Warner. Unfortunately for us in Ireland wenave no farmers' clubs, and consequently from such noam can be supplied. We have nevertheless some
noiviu .who receive much valuable information bvthe proceedings of the English clubs published by you.As one of those I now b, to offer the farmers said to

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council.—Wednesday, February 6th

present, the Earl of Powis, President, in the Chair,'
Lord Berners, Lord Feversham, Lord Macclesfield,

»r ii*
e
T
(le=ar> Lord Walsingham, Sir John Johnstone,

Bart MP, Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P., Hon.
W. U Cavendish, M.P., Hon. Col. Hood, Hon. A.
V ernon, Mr Raymond Barker, Mr. Barthropp, Mr.
^•amston, M.P., Ah, H . Brandreth, Mr. Caldwell, Col.

al oner, Mr Exall, Mr. Frere, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs,
Mr. lamoml, Mr Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Wren Hoskyns
Mr. Howard, Mr John Hudson, Mr Jonas, Mr. Lawes
" ,t™Ce

' *£ Sh
T

utt
!

e™'th
> Professor Simonds

Mr. Ihompson, MP., Mr. Torr, Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr

* Three or four hunters, at 'a hundred and fifty

'

a-piece eating their heads off all that winter
through, would have cost a good deal less reflectionna snakmg of men's heads at 'some vemde\> nrndnpPM fc,,t- +i

r "~" V̂ 'J ucl,aiaiu LO tne
xtravagance,' than the modest price of tff m*n £S « consumers of agricultural produce,
rhich has .arried m* faT^i twenty white™ w£ d 1' f V^^ Li*bl* beneflcial to railway^twenty winters, v>et, directors themselves. There can be no objection to thepassing of such a bill having the precedent of compul-

;P^ eating their heels««r Sies "to ?EJ£%Sjft ^e trt^fh^^JT^SS 222. CJS! P*™ «* -ly beneficiarto^the

or frozen, without a single fault, (except my own).

°l
terefl0U,

?
8hedin that district a curious sensi-b^e plant, a single specimen at least, of a class not

£?£
Un

u°?
m
£
n

'
a
T
worihy pa*tor, excellent in parish.

Matters but whom I may descrile as < epicene' in mental

|perfe,
;:

Gossipfunnel. His letters to me while "the

^fL WaVQ .Pf°8ress, were master-pieces of theeprecati ve, I might almost say the denunciatory style

Icred'liT
d Whftt h

f^"V Parallel P—B* from

She £T ^T^ to
w
anthlue^ and maturation,

^mLi^nn ^T
eky t0

.

he
?,
rC in a tomulous strub

t^ation i

l CaUn°t teli you; ' he wro^ " ^at a
aCDH 'Wn, m^ Say ">?**«"**' Mr. Dumper"
ti°° »»• ,? Pobsons veneration !)

« has created in th«
Ves! ^hbourhood. Old.Mr* Harris on lo^ £fe

'
c0^mwht?Tm •

Wmi0W ** Wednesday morning
au^mw lum dragpng a chain right across her bed of

Milden Hall
Leeds
Leeds

«, . -., , *-&«-, Burnley

aSESi ™-n
Gc0Te

?>-
Kin^ton Farm, near Dorchester'Greene, William, Ditcham Park, Petersfield

'

Gregory George, Crowhurst, Battle

t^m' \
:i

V'
Uas

V
«toke Chingland, Callington

Jay, 5Ir. John, of New YorkO mgreve Thorn Leamington Hastings, Rugby
hoi s John, Bletsoe, Bedford

by
< artwright, John, sin-ewsbury
Witherington Mr. C. Bradficld, near Reading
Lambert, Robert de, Common Head, Staveley, near KendalHack James Carter, Springfield, Chelmsford

i

T

lC ;^n r
'
A? 1iba!?' Brina«h

.
by Beauly, Inverness-shirCookeWilhamC. E ring Gardens, SW.

Richardson, T. M., Hibaldstow Grange, Kirtone-in-Lindsey

sory cheap travelling once a day at least on all railwaym Ireland, and I suppose also in England. And if sucha b,l be introduced, and if introduced it must pass, let
its benefits extend to Ireland, if it be not the wish of
our legislators to prove those two countries ought not
to be united. But brother farmers of England, what-
ever the policy of Government may be, let us remember
the ola but trite motto—"United we stand, divided
we fall. At present we have little need of such
coercive measures in dealing with our railway directors,
wao seem disposed as well for their own sakes as forouw to afford us cheap conveyance in many things
but in manures more especially. And hence their great I elected Chairman of the Finance Committee nresentS
1 In?,!

miT^ lmPr°yeme»- « railway and agri- the report. The Secretary's receipts during the oastcultura profits here. But as "new kings may arise two months had been examined by Messrs Ouilter andho w.ll know^not Joseph," our united policy perhaps Ball, and were found correct. K^stS^n Seuould be best to "put no trust in kings,- however hands of the Bankers on January 31 wt« 3$0Z £ £

the Earl of llardwicke, resigned.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Ramsey was unanimously

elected a Member of Council on the nomination of
Mr. Thompson, M.P., seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbs
Finances.—The Hon. Col. Hood, who had been
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including a contribution of 1500?. which had been

received from the Leeds Local Committee.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson, M.F., Chairman of this

Committee, explained that the illness of a contributor

prevented his laying on the table the forthcoming

number of the Journal, which will probably be issued

durincr the ensuing week.

Chemical.—Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Chairman of the

Committee, presented Professor Voelcker'a Annual

Report (to be read at the meeting on Wednesday, the

20th inst.), containing the result of analysis made for

members,—of Soils, Manures, and different Feeding

Materials, and detailing the results of other Laboratory

investigations during the past year. These have formed

the subjects of three papers contributed to the last No.

of the Journal :

—

3. On the Composition of two varieties of Kohl Rabi.
2. On the Chemical properties of Soils.

8. On the Composition and Nutritive Properties of

Mangel Pulp.

Also of two papers, which will appear in the furth-

coming Number :

—

1. On the Composition of the Yellow Lupine, and the Soil

adapted to its cultivation.

2. On the Apatite Beds of Norway,-.Spanish Phosphorite,
Coprolites, Rock Guano, and other Phosphatic
Materials now used for manuring purposes in this
country.

The field experiments on Wheat, Barley, and Turnip8

have been proceeded with, and those on Turnips will

form the subject of more than one paper in the future

Numbers of the Journal.

The results of the investigations made by Professor

Voelcker last summer in the manufacture of cheese
and butter have been recommended by the Committee
to form the subject of a lecture to be delivered in May
next.

The Committee have, in consequence of a suggestion
from the Professor, directed him to make the compo-
sition and comparative qualities of different kinds of
straw one of the subjects of laboratory investigation,

should this be compatible with the investigations in

cheese and butter, and the field experiments.

. Admission op Membebs to Show Yabd. — Lord
Feversham, Chairman of the Committee, presented the
following report, which was adopted :

—

" The Committee recommend that the Governors and Mem-
bers of the Society be admitted to the Show Yard, free from
payment, during the time it is open to the public.

•' That the Governors and Members who have paid their
subscriptions for the curient year are to be admitted free by
tickets issued by the Secretary, which ticket shall not be
transferable ; and any Governor or Member of the Society who
shall be found to transfer or lend his ticket shall be reported
to the Council, and shall in future forfeit the privileges of
Membership.
"That each Member shall sign his name, and write his

address, with a declaration of his Membership, on the back of
the official ticket, and shall also sign in the Gate-Book at the
Special Entrance, if required to do so.
" That application for the Member's ticket be made in

London, either by post or personally, not later than Friday
the 12th of July, and afterwards at the Secretary's office in the
Show Yard."

Wtf.rtnabv.—Mr. Raymond TWW, Chairman of
the Committee,reported the following recommendation?,
which were adopted :

—

,
".*$* Committee recommend that an office, with proper

facilities of water, &c. be constructed in the Show Yard for the
use of the Veterinary Inspectors.
" That in future it shall be considered part of the Veterinary

Inspectors duty to give their professional assistance in case of
illness amongst the stock exhibited in the Show Yard unless
objected to by the owners.
" That each of the Veterinary Professors may be allowed tom
»3wC

„n V°,
tbe

lhT;yard^? °I
his Pu *)il8 as his assistants.

That no horse shall be exhibited without a certificate from^^L !
1

-

6 *>7%CoU?** of Veteriaary Surgeons as tothestate of the animal with reference to hereditary diseases oar-

SSSS^fif °£ th
f

e
/
esPiratory organs, which certificate shall

|

™tZZ?ZJE\?tTmCa;

ie °f ?ntr* : but thafc the above shall

Sary ynspet?or."
«*»"»tion by the Society's Veteri-

It was recommended that a request be made to the
Leeds local committee to take steps for ensuring a
supply of good hay and gwen forage for use during the
country meeting. °

The annual Report from the Governors of the Royal
Veterinary College was received and ordered to be readat the next Weekly Council.
Implemekts.-CoI. Challoner, who had been elected

Chairman of the Committee, presented the report, which
recommended that for—
Drilm.—The General Purpose Drills, both for large nnd smal'occupations, must be ao apted for allkin ds'of Corn and sSdl

h«5Si
eS ^ aDd m °!St'

in entities ""Ting from 8 to 40

ThfsJKii n
re

' ^ t0 h
w
ave either fore or biDd «^rage°

Jt^L*
^al Oration Seed and Manure Drill will notcompete with the Drill of a higher price as its oriceto thlpui chaser will be a material cSnside^Stlon

P '* t0 the

*Ji / P Drllls musfc be adapted for the ridge and flat

- siftjs^pSs4 moist
* to *ua»titL~&

^«X0ES
-r?

he
.

Horse Hoea in C1*68 3 shouId be adapted

in such
U
a&S ^ T* "8 WidtLs

' ™* leave the nCs
Sand! y Can ultimately be singed by

Horse Hoes should be adapted to ridge i.nd flat workand to work m widths from 8 to 27 inches.
'

tod
A
?nr

R
fL^n

B
l

BL"i0R*W ** Purred *bicb ia best adap-

lmiVlKnf aDy
iH.°l artificial manuie whe» in

loathe dpllSJ ? ; aDd Which i8 Capable of adjustment

iere.
delxvcry of any quantity from 3 to 40 bushels per

p!
he Le

^
d
?

Local Committee, in a letter datedrebmary 2, had stated their inability to provide the

X"raTl'°;
thG tria

l°
f Steam c^ivatLTn Ipritritept at an excessive cost.

r

presented the report, which recommended that steam

H

^
!___

"cultivators should be on the ground on or before

Monday, July 1, and that the trials should begin on

Tuesday, July 2, and that the prizes should be adjudged

at the Leeds meeting ; and that that decision should

not be made dependent upon a further autumnal trial,

unless decided by the stewards and judges to be

absolutely necessary. The Committee consider that

great importance is attached at Leeds to these prizes

being made known at the meeting ; for which object

large subscriptions have been raised.

Presents of Books to the Library were laid on

the table, comprising : Magnetical and Meteorological

Observations made at the Observatory at Bombay in

the year 1858, forwarded by the Secretary of State for

India; The United States Patent Office Reports for

1857, 1858, and 1859 ; The Transactions of the New
York State Agricultural Society for 1859; The Trans-

actions of the Agricultural Society of Bavaria, with a

pictorial Almanac for 1861, published afc Munich and
forwarded by His Excellency the Bavarian Minister.

The Council then adjourned over Ash Wednesday to

their weekly meeting on the 20th inst.

[FEBIttUltY
9; Uf

Farmers' Clubs.
Feb. 4.— The Past, Present and Future of

Agriculture.—Mr. Alderman Mechi read a

this subject, of which we regret our inability to

London
British

paper on
give more than a few extracts to-day.—Of the earliest

period in our history, he said : No doubt the agri-

culturists of that day had their Webbs, Bakewells, and
Collings ; but they had no oil-cake, Turnips, or Clover

to carry them through the winter. Having no
Manchester manufacturers as their customers or

suppliers, the ancient Britons depended principally upon
nature for their clothing in the shape of furs and skins

obtained by their skill as hunters in the extensive

forests and coppices, or from the skins of their sheep
and goats. Agriculture fared badly for several centuries.

Murrain and famine alternately diminished their live

stock and population, much as it does now in ignorant
and pagan nations; and one-fifth of their herds perished
every winter from exposure and want of food. The
wool of a sheep was valued at two-fifths of the price of
the whole sheep. The lands belonging to the church
were, generally, the best cultivated. The monks them-
selves engaged in the labours of the field as a means of
support. Then, as now, the superior education, and
consequent intelligence, of our clergy enabled them to
improve agriculture.

In the eleventh century William the Norman
conquered England, and the foreign knights and others
who accompanied him, or who afterwards settled here,
made many improvements in horticulture and agri-
culture.^ They were, however, great game preservers,
and their forest laws for its preservation were severe in
the extreme.

^
The population was now estimated at

about two millions.

m

The drainage of the Fens of Cambridgeshire and
Lincolnshire were commenced at this period, A.D. 1220.
Essex was one vast forest, and stood foremost in
Domesday Book for its number of pigs, which there
found their food under Oak and Beech trees— the number
was 92,991—Hertfordshire having only 30,705. A
great many goats were kept as stock ; and even now,
very old men tell me of the fierce she-goats which
rushed out upon them some eighty years since, when
Tiptree Heath was a wild and wooded waste.

Landowners were not without their troubles-
for in the reign of Edward II., 1307, the estate of the
Elder Spenser, in Suffolk, was ravaged by his enemies
who carried off 28,000 sheep, 1000 oxen nnd heifers'
1200 cows with their calves for two years, 500 cart-
horses, and 3,000 hogs. The proportion of pasture land
to arable gradually decreased, but was still as 20 to 1
The steward of the manor (Hawsted in Suffolk) kept
the manorial and farm stock accounts in Latin. This
would now puzzle some of our modern stewards.

*

—— Dnring the 15th century our flock masters must
have improved the quality of their wool, « the cheap and
principal commodity of the realm," for it was highly
esteemed abroad, and the demand exceeded the supply-—At the Hawstead Manor Farm, Suffolk (Sir TCullum s) the produce of sixty-one acres of Wheat for
three years was 210 quarters, about nine bushels per
acre, and, as the price was low, this was no doubt agood crop, and certainly the farming would be quite
equal to, or above the average. The quantity of seedsown was two and a half bushels, so that the return
w-ashardlyfourforone.Theproduceofthedifferent^rains
at that period, on that farm, was :—Wheat, 8 bushed •

Barley 12 do.
; Peas, 12, do., Oats, 6 do. A very small

like what is now grown m many foreign countries thitsupply our market. Much arable land was laid downto pasture, on account of the hirh nrirp Z «™ii 5
also because of the scarcity oflabour I1 \l

'
™*

to have been let still at elJap rates s'ay Ad taZT
acre, and it must have been of a 2» "?«.' ^S*as it was on Sir Thomas Cullum's estate it, If, <&?£ 5
act, in 1490, the Abbot of Bury, SutlCletffa^esof pasture, on a lease of 80 years, for ijl per acreLandlords reserved to themselves the rightK'diate re-entry if the rents were not DMctn-SW SSdAs to wages at that time, a bailiff recdved^a^
Resides meat and drink, and 5,. a year for doffiA chief hind, carter, or shepherd, 20* " amifor clothing, 4* ; a woman servant/

£*'' jg

4*. for clothing; a common lahr^f^ ^
3s Ad. for clothing; and he se^*

/"

left to provide his own diet. In h-inLf
^v-

higher—say 4^.—with meat and drint
' ^

provided for himself; a reaper or I Jt'J*
'

and hd. without, provision; a woman 21 1 •
k

without. These wages were fixed by /ftT^
labourers became scarce.

J dCute,
fe

From 1400 to 1600 a large advano
our agricultural condition; farmers passS f**
trenchers and wooden spoons to pewte T*

1

some cases to silver ; their straw pallet
**

for a feather bed, and their rents wereT u?
this took place concurrently with *„* *

/.
J '

Itu>aiia as am-
to, our progress in manufactures and em»nL

^—
-
1600 to 1660. Matters m0vedSTte

period. In agriculture, gardening mj
J, ,7

England was surpassed by several other iTinr
ticularly by Holland and the Netherlands n?
and Flemish neighbours improved us iti'fe d
and in reclaiming land from the sea- they Z
duced new seeds and improved o\xr agricultural

*

Bligh, in his "Improver Improved"
(1652), po£.

the advantage of growing Clover for cattlTS
Richard Weston soon after published an account a
Cultivation of Turnips in Flanders, by which

cattfc

sheep might be fattened in winter. The woolla

still the most important branch of nouaeric
industry.

1660 to 1760. The historian says :-

"The state of things to which the Revolution oi lg-
termination was favourable to the development of wrier

industry during the present period. Other politicalc

stances also favoured the landed interest ; and, for 3
after the Revolution, England, as we have seen, w«i
exporting country—(from 1697 to 1773 the total ea
exports amounted to 30,968,360 quarters of corn,uf.Br

bounties were paid of not less than 6,237,176/. Fra

to 1752 the average quantity exported was 643,961 n
annually. The bounty paid in 1750 amounted to

—fresh land was brought into cultivation, and in ft

first Enclosure Act was passed. In 1697 a duty w
in England on malt, and the same duty wasextas

Scotland in 1713. In 1710 the winnowing-mato

introduced from Holland; in Scotland its use was das

from the pulpit as impious. The threshing machi:..

employed in the northern parts of the island about in

time: no instrument for saving labour has madefll

progress, and iu many extensive districts its use is l

even in the present day. In 1732 Jethro Tuller

his ex periments in drilling and horse-hoeing on

Berkshire, but thirty years elapsed before they exc

practical attention, and before the really valuable p*

system
Towards
husbandry was already effecting „«„ — r

in the history of modern agriculture. Those nm

were also commenced which have goue far towards en-

the defects of the ancient breeds of domestic mm:.

country: Bakewell, the great improver ofliwstocji

his experiments about the year 1760. Theww^M
published near the close of the last period, tia»
taste for horticulture and -planting. GaT

,
d
*L
M
£J£

luxury on which large sums were expended; w
"J

the labourer began to be considered i?J»
mPle

.

te

a2g
of ground for the cultivation of vegetables ,

and ae»

took place in the quantity and variety of vcge»w»«-

by the labouring classes. The farmer who irfW
plenty of Greens? Peas, and Beans for his servant-

their salt meat was despised for his para™

middle of the century the cultivation of tbe wj

become almost general in every part oi WJJ-
prejudice against its use had been neaily reino a.

some quarters premiums were still resorted to foi:v

of bringing this root into consumption amongst
.

Legislation affecting Agriculture^

appear to have been constantly attemp^

Agriculture in order, according to their

by Acts of Parliament. They do not apF
:

succeeded very well in their objects tor

j
Acts fell into desuetude, or were evaded;

would sound oddly at the present day, sucu^

No tenant should rent two farms. N° *e"?L#*
have more than 2060 sheep. 1538, That the ^
half the profit from all land converted ir

pasture until a suitable house was duu
.

r^.

cottage was to have four acres of land
,

anu ^^
family in each cottage. There was *n *^&*
excessive use of malt, and justices were e

™»l d tb

sessions to suppress the making of mail, •

maltsters. Farm houses that had decayed .^
compulsorily, and 20 to 40 acres oi laiw

i

«

;1
y

Roast beef at Christmas appears to naj-e
qj

modern times, thanks to Turnips, Mau#»» ^ $
other winter food ; for, formerly, as soon »

^

season ended, the fat animals were killed au ^
their becoming lean again- the hay heing

and young growing animals. «

Agricultural Implements and iTf*^ (

) to welcome many foreign agricu ^Tj

catechise them, I often wish that I^ : ^
agricultural alarmists. They would n

We have no roads, or we ca

if

lot

*t nnot use
tli

Hi;

weather. We have the old wooden pu ^.
deist:"

we ktf?

fat.

hoe our com, our men do not un

nery; we do not drill our corn; y $
three or four years before they are Mi*^

cake—our animal* live on straw m tne
^ tf

f

very tar from a in«rket or *iverTW wfe frr
*

or canals; we grow 3, 4, or 5 busi^
y j?

brother of a neighbour of mine einigJ* ^
and writing to his brother said, ^" 1 f ^ jpg

^

thi

load

week
a vanei

i as «*"*»?» _ i*;«N "

ty of these f£g4
this that'eomforts and profits the Iff***

fact. It is
m

the foreign cheap producer ; and it if ^
this that comforts and profits the Br*»

L
.

Mechi then referred in succession to
c ;

of Farmers' Clubs and the Snx
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Liebiff-the influence of manul.u tures-the effect ottbe

Erns upon count- influence of a new goldfinding

-the infloence of steam, &c.
. .

The Test of our still Backward Condition vi Agn-
* *i\ culture, and the Necessity for its Improvement.

-

XS^ According to our best calculator., the average gross

ailable agricultural produce of Britain is barely

8/. 15#., or less than 4 rents per acre. Our arable and

pastoral available acres may be set down at 60 millions.

Our population - 30 millions. We don t produce

enough to feed them and their animals, and, therefore,

thev not only consume the produce of 2 acres per head,

but are obliged to consume, at least, another acre per

head of foreign produce. Let ns test this calculation

hv an unerring proof:—
360 convict* in our City of London prison at

IMloway consume weekly 2t. 3d. worth of food, or

by the year
Clothing per week, id. •

Paupers in our Bast London Union consume weekly
.«. SJrf. worth of food, or by the year

ithing, per week, S{d.

So putting the pauper and the convict together, each

would consume 7/. 1 U. 4\d., or more than the produce

of 2 acres. How many acres would an alderman of the

ity of Londou require? It really is a humiliating

fM that we are unable, or rather unwilling, to feed

our own people, for my own return per acre, on my
own poor farm. El more than three times the average of

kingdom. Therefore, I know we could feed our

people it we chose to invest enough capital and intelli-

gence, both as landlords and tenants.
«
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which follow. -.1 the leading of Mr. Alderman Mechi'a! its value should be more generally disseminated.

pnper must be postponed tall next week. The population of a hive is generally divided into two
staffs—one for hatching, one for foraging. The basinet

£5 17
17 4

3t\ebtctos*

The Management of Bees. By Dr. Mackenzie, of

Eileanach. William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh

and London.
This little manual embraces, according to the author,

not only his own experience as a large bee keeper

during 60 years, but also the distilled essence of all the

books which have been written on the subject, within

23 demi octavo pages ! It is a perfect marvel of con-

densation, reminding us however of the concen-

trated essence of a round of beef presented in the form

of a rather stout pill, which may be very well to

satisfy a chemist, but would never satisfy a hungry

man.
9 11 9 The pamphlet will be a useful one to those who

have read most of the books of which it is a summary,

and to these we recommend it, but we question its

value amongst that cl I for whose guidance it pro-

fetNS more especially to be written. It is intended to

benefit the cottagers, but certainly so far as we know
their class, it will fail of adding much to their yearly not however give more extracts from so small a book.

of hatching is of the first importance, the bees told orV

to attend to that will die at their posts rather than quit

before their duty is thoroughly performed. In conse-

quence their food must be supplied to them by the

foragers, and should they be considerably less numerous

than the hatchers, the hatching temperature of the hive

will not be sustained, and when the hive is turned up

the spectacle of a dead city will disappoint the owner.

A very curious fact in connection with the discovery is

this, that no matter how the population of a hive be

thus augmented, the weight of the winter store for its

support need not exceed 20 lbs., that in fact "five stocks

will consume no more honey than one would have done

if left alone!" Incredible as this may appear, Dr.

Mackenzie says, that he has proved it again and again,

and upon it grounds the following remarks :—" But

whatever be the reason, the consequence is that if ever

there was an excuse once for killing our bees, assuredly

there can be none now ; since even if no single hive has

enough of honey, we can easily feed it to the proper

weight, and then add to it the bees from hives that

would otherwise have perishedYrom hunger." We must
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Spirited Instances of Large but Successful Invest.

menf*.—A friend of mine in Norfolk, who had farmed

1200 acres of poor light land for some 25 years, told

me the other day that he had expended 70,000/. in oil-

cake, and 50,000/. in artificial manure during his

occupation. This would be 100/. per acre over the

whole farm—pretty well as a tenant's investment; and

we can hardly be surprised that his once poor rabbit

warren land has now become highly fertile, profitable

to the tenant, and producing a largely increased rent to

the landlord. But has the landlord done nothing in

this matter ? Oh, yes ; he has given hope and security

to 1 tenant by a long and by a renewed lease. He has

retained a good farmer on his estate, and sees in the

rising gener on of that farm young men brought up
to high and intelligent culture as a system. A
foreigner was the other day much astonished to see a

farin -house erected by the landlord at a cost of 4O00Z.

for the son of this farmer, who also farms largely. If

he tenant has found and raised capital enough to increase

the live stock and manure the soil, the landlord has been
wise enough to provide the necessary accommodation
and shelter for them. I will give also a spirited

instance of recent judicious improvement on the part
of a landlord. A merchant who had realised a fortune

in our colonies, and understood sheep, purchased an
«-sta of 4000 acres in a county north of London, for
whirl e paid some 130,000/. or 140,000/. It was a noble
property, but, like manysuch, neglected, unimproved, and
consequently low rented. The land, a rick stilt clay, on
the bank of the Thames, but undrained, and conse-

quently unprofitable. Most of it was in pasture. The
owner is draining the whole of it 4 feet deep, 18
f apart, and when I visited the property a heavy
stream of water was flowing from the aggregated
drains—all top, or rain water. The result may be
easily anticipated ; the fine Lincoln sheep, which now
thrive upon it, give evidence of its altered con-
dition, and will pay a doubled rental. The same
gentleman has thrown down the crooked fences,

doomed those that remained, improved the roads and
buildings, and deepened the cultivation on the arable
by steam power; in other words, the rental will be
8000/. per annum instead of 4000/. The whole drainage
will be completed in three years, at an expense of united.
30,000/. or something over 7/. per acre; probably not the top

* than 50,000/. will be the total investment in
improromenta. The increase of roots and winter food
by this operation is already surprising.
We are unable to give at length the remainder of

his paper. Its successive paragraphs allude to steam
power, public improvement companies, land drainage,
the labour question, labourers' cottages, meat making,
farm houses and farmeries, clay burning, and it

concludes as follows:

—

In conclusion, it is a great mistake to suppose that
farmers arc naturally more prejudiced than other men.
It must be remembered that it has been their misfor-
tune, and not their fault, that the difficulty of inter-
course prevented those examinations and comparisons
which the railroads and literature of recent times have
permitted them to make. That there exists a most
creditable desire to avail of such opportunities has
been abundantly proved by their overwhelming attend-
ance at the great annual and other exhibitions of stock
and machinery. My object in reading this paper has
been, not to find fault but to stimulate. I know the
difficulties of agriculture—I know that we cannot
ontrol the seasons, but we may, Ijy improvements, so

ate their ill effects as to avoid those famines and
offerings which, in less favoured times, afflicted this
ippy country. For the fnture let agriculture assume
n-e of the manufacturing character, and let the

qaea m be, not what it costs, but what it will pay, to
erFeet agricultural improvement.
Then follows an interesting chronological list of

agricultural events. Any report of the discusaiou

honey store.

In the first place it requires a degree of intelligence

not commonly possessed by your true rustic. In the

second place to follow out its rules necessitates such a

nice and discriminating care as these people either will

not or cannot in a general way, give to anything. In

the |third place Dr. Mackenzie would find the cottager

most unwilling to be at the expense of furnishing

himself with the necessary apparatus. To render

the validity of these objections apparent we
will quote a case. Dr. Mackenzie wages a very

proper war against what he terms the •' murder"

system, universally practised amongst the poorer

classes of bee-keepers when they secure the honey. He
recommends the use of chloroform, thus :

—" Get a hive

Xo. 1 of the same diameter as No. 2, whence you

mean to remove the bees. Turn up No. 1, and arrange

so that a small tea-cup may hang in its centre, ami the

edge of the cup be say 3 inches below the edge of the

hive. Over the cup secure a cap of perforated paper, or

tin, or zinc sheet, or wire cloth, so that while the

vapour of the chloroform may ascend from the cup to

the bees through the holes in the cap, the bees, when
tipsy, may not fall into the cup, but may fall over its

cap into the bottom of No. 1, where they will

lie quietly till wanted. In the evening set No. 1,

thus prepared and turned up, on the ground
near to No. 2. Pour two or three ounces of

chloroform (the italics are ours) into the cup, cover it

with its cap, and instantly place No. 3 over the hive

No. 1, seeing that their edges fit correctly all round, or

are made secure by a cloth ; or pour the chloroform
over a large towel so as to cover the size of the hive

opening, and instantly place the hive over it. The
loud alarmed hum of the bees will very soon cease, and
be followed by a stream of drunken folks tumbling
over the capped cup into the hottom of No. 1. The
hive No. 2 may then be removed, or covered with a

bit of gauze or cap net, to secure any bees that may
not have fallen out, when they become sober and
revive, No. 2 being turned up near a window in a
room. Next dav these sobered bees will be found
anxious to escape. Take No. 2 outside the house,

drum it well, and then removing the net, the bees
will gladly fly away to their friends in the hive No. 1,

leaving their honey to a humane and wise master.
When No. 2 is removed from above No. 1, take
away the cup, &c, and fitting a stand to No. 1, remove
it to a post near the hive to which the bees are to be

Next day the bees will be found hanging in

of No. 1, like a new swarm, and are to be
united in the evening to their new comrades."

This is a pretty and perfect picture, but we fear in

99 cases out of 100 Hodge and Rebecca, the "humane"
master and mistress, would be found lying on their
backs before half the operation was eompleted, pro-
foundly indifferent to the newly-acquired honey store,
and not likely to be " brought to " even by the tremen-
dous stimulation of infuriated bees. The inhalation of
the vapour from only one drachm of chloroform wc have
known to be fatally effective in three minutes, and
what may be expected from the careless exposure of
"two or three ounces

V

9 We fear the plan would
require more care than simple cottagers are likely to
exercise, and though the plan may be a good one for
those to adopt who are accustomed to handle such
matters, we cannot but think the recommendation is
likely to lead to deplorable consequences in other
quarters. To us it appears that if any agent of this
kind is needed, it would be far safer to employ sulphuric
ether.

The chapter on autumn management contains some
very valuable remarks. Dr. Mackenzie insists upon
every hive having in the month of October at least
15 lbs. of honey in it, that is, if the population is to be
supported through the winter, and send out a strong
colony in the spring. Should it fail of this weight and
there is no intention of making up the deficiency
artificially, the whole of the honey should be taken
away, and the bees added to another hive. The
discovery that various stocks may be so grafted is due
to M. Gelieu, a Swiss clergyman, and a knowledge of

There are many who will derive great benefit from its

perusal, but in order to facilitate its extensive circula-

tion amongst the cottagers of Great Britain, we think

Dr. Mackenzie will do well to give it a little more body,

and add a few explanatory cuts here and there.

This is a subject that merits our attention ; in con-

sequence of a neglect of this branch of rural economy

we pay a large sum yearly to other countries for honey

and wax, whereas it is calculated that were a proper

system of bee keeping encouraged, this industrious

little insect from the pastures, cornfields, heaths

and blooming gardens of the kingdom would

elaborate an annual produce in wax and honey,

the value of which might be estimated at

3,225,000/. ! This is a business in which all cottagers

should be urged to engage. It requires very little

outlay for plant : there is little expense but that of

time, and it is the time of the wife, not the husband,

which is wanted. Five hives will often afford 5/. per

year. Many poor people would thus be made comfort-

able, and the country would be enriched, through the

medium of the bee, from supplies of wealth which nov

run to waste.

Miscellaneous.
Wheat Sowing in France.—It is now ascertained

that nearly one-half of the land in France intended for

winter Wheat has not yet been sown. The farmers
are waiting for a perfect thaw in order to resume the
sowing. So far the weather has been favourable for

agricultural labour. There has been neither rain nor
snow since the severe frost, and if the farmers be
enabled to complete their sowing the next harvest may
be much more productive than was expected some time
since. Times, Feb. 6.

Fat Cattle Shore at Poi&sy.—The annual competition
for the fat oxen to parade the streets of Paris on the
occasion of the Mardi Gras took place the same day at
Poissy. After the various animals offered for competi-
tion had been carefully examined, the jury unani-
mously selected the following:—1st, "Shanghai," and
2d, " Pekin "—twins," brindled oxen, aged 5£ years

;

weight for the first, 2800 lbs.; length, 8 feet 6 inches ;

height, 5 feet 8 inches. The 2d, 2840 lbs.; length,
8 feet 2 inches; height, 5 feet 7 inches. 3d, "What
Shall We Call Him "—5 years old, 2950 lbs; length,
8 feet 10 inches; height, 5 feet 7 inches. These fine
animals were all,bred by M. Gustave Adeline, the eminent
grazier of Klay, in the Calvados. They were imme- 1

diately purchased by a Paris butcher.

Selling Diseased Meat.—l&r. Frederick William
Firmin, a respectable meat salesman of Newgate
Market, or that part of it called Tyler's Market, was
summoned Feb. 5, for unlawfully exposing for sale the
carcases of five sheep, which were alleged to be in a
diseased state, and totally unfit for human food.

Mr. Newman, one of the inspectors of meat for the city, said
that on the 18th of last month he saw upon the premises of a
Mr. Dixon, in Newgate Market, the carcases of five sheep
Three were hanging up and two were lying on the ground
They were the worst he ever saw. They were what were
called rotten sheep and very much wasted by disease. He
seized them and brought them before Alderman Mechi, a
Guildhall, who ordered them to be destroyed. The weight
of the sheep was from 18 lbs. to 25 lbs. each. They were
very unwholesome and quite unfit for human food.~

'

•

.
. - "

"
" he st

,of^
they were rotten sheep, but

he thought they were good for food. Sheep which had the rot
were frequently heavy and fat sheep, and, although unsound
were not considered unfit for food ; they looked very d ifferen
after the thaw set in and when they were seized. He gav-
1*. 8<1. per stone for the five. Dr. Letheby, the medical officer
of the city of London, said he knew what was meant by rotten
sheep, having examined the matter very carefully. From the
description given of these sheep he had no doubt of their beinj
unfit for human food. The great protection people had agains
the evil effects of eating diseased meat was in the cooking. I
such meat got into the human body in a partially cooked state
it produced one of two effects—either a low fever or violent
vomiting and purging, and, in fact, all the symptoms of cholera
It was an irritant poison when taken in that way. The frozen
ate of the meat did not make it less unwholesome than when
* as thawed

;
it only altered the appearance by making it stifi

Mr. Holmes, Mr. Brown, Mr. Potter, Mr. Matthews Mr Frost
and Mr Bowyer, salesmen in the same market, were examined'
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SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.
»"°

CALDECOTT, AND BAWTKEE supply
A1
^„V

R
8i^d scroen'ed -»pta «f all th. most

approved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats &c

and BAWTREE,

not have detected disease in tne animai w«" »««-. ^"^
palpable to the most casual observer when in an ^frozen

SS^T-HSSH5S5«
|iVMSHHWo,K.

riotltural
bad been sold frequently in the market at if^a. per 10.

Alderman Copeland said: He had had 50gears'^expe-

rience m farming and producing live stock, arid was

therefore, well acquainted with the whole subject before

him. He did not doubt Mr. Firmm's respectability,

hat at the same time he did not place any reliance on

the evidence ot his two men. With regard to the state

Of the sheep it was quite clear that Mr. Lialter
,

foi

whom they were purchased, rejected the purchase

because the meat was unfit for food The practice of

sending such meat to the London market was extreme y

dangerous, and the time had now arrived when it slioukl

he stopped, and with that view he had decided upon

lining the defendant 40s. for each of the five sheep.

The Fine Weatlier of I860.—1860, the year of five

fine fortnights, is gone with its sunless and watery

countenance, to an unwept grave, and we fanners

fondly hope its youthful successor will bear a fairer

character, and pursue a brighter course. It is a singular

fact that interspersed at the right time for the opera-

tions of husbandry there have been five fine periods of

about a fortnight each, which in the farmer's journal

shine as bright spots above the general gloom. They

did not come hap-hazard, but just at those seasons when

farmers were most anxiously looking and longing for

them. The following were tne five fine fortnights of

(Spring corn (this year) and

( Mangel seed time.

Hay time.
Cutting corn.

Carting ditto.

9th Nov. "Wheat sowing.

I once heard an old farmer say, "There always has

been a season yet, and I've no doubt there always will

be," and indeed, even 1860, pitiless and unkind as it

was to man, durst not violate the promise, " Seed.time

and harvest shall not fail." You will imagine how

closely the wet season has concerned me, when I sub-

scribe myself, JSast Essex Heavy Land. In Sell's

Messenger.

R^S^S^ B^stoUe, Andover

id i

J^tZSa^oSSS: sentlostlree on application.

,*'•_- /i«— raw**' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

\4 lUrtl^vv» -**— *

and Quotations of all kinds

TOEAT supplSfby Eavsbtbd, Caldecott, & Bawtree.

Sss BasingsW, Andover; or 89, Seed Market,

Mark Lane, B. C. •
.

—

—

rr-
"YEiXo\rV~GLOBiri"LOIVJG RED MANGtL, CROP 1860.

D1CKSONS jot> BROWN, Seed Merchants,

Mfnchefter, can offer to the Trade
; »«^ <*S*S

saved with the greatest care from large selected bulbs,

on application. «____—™—

-

—
~

f~0 THE T R A D E.

PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH, WHITE GLOBE,
SKIRVING'S PURPLE-TOP, and GREEN-TOP SWEDE

TURNIPS, all warranted net.—Prices on application to Dick-

soss & Brown, Seed Merchants, Manchester

Prices

PERGULA PILIFERA and SPERGULA SAGI-

PLYMOUTH octu COMP. -

A %F
AUAGV̂ large SwPH» Stocl

N

\XX Thousand fine strong roots at 25s. r>er innn ^
Large roots for forcing, 4s. per 100. °» or h^
ILEX, or EVERGREEN OAK, large 811^1

Thousand 3-year old Seedlings, 12 inches toW !
v

."S BC0TCH FIR
- large s«*^7

'|

Fine Roots ROYAL ALBERT RHUBARB
Address, Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth Tw

T> L Y M O XITH S^ED COM pTVJT CARRIAGE ARRANGEMENTS—AIL
rit\

V
above 11. will be delivered free of chargf t

Station between Plymouth and Paddington • arwu
30^

on the Cornwall, Tavistock, and North Devoafcn ^
All orders above 21. free to any Station on tv,* J*7*'

railways, or to any Market Town in Devon and n
?°Kl

to Cork, Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, BelfaS ?°?T̂
by Steamers ;

and to Guernsey and Jersey bv

U

d
J*

All Orders above 51. will be delivered pRPr n7
any railway station in England and Walm- ??
Steam Port in England, Wales, Scotland, or IreWd
All heavy articles, such as Grain, Tares ru

Potatoes, &c. , are exceptions to the above Bates
'

Agricultural Implements and Manures are delivered*
the Railway Stations and Ship's side at Plymouth

. 1
under Special Agreements. J utu'%

Catalogues and Price Currents can be obtained fe
Department, and every information given on zprtiiaiHnn »

The Company's Offices, Union Road,fl&
Address : Plymouth Seed Company, Plymou'tC

27th April to 11th May

2d. July „ 19th July
30th Aug. „ 14th Sept.

30th Sept. „ 9th Oct.

20th Oct. „

NOIDES —The following is an extract from a report by

Mr Shirley Hibberd, in the Gardeners' Chronicle ofNovember 10

:

" Tn the correspondence which has taken place in regard to
,

— - -. 6mmt

^pWa Pilifera, all that has been said against it as a lawn or ' back as the year 86 in the last century, and from that per*

oS plant comes to this-that, like all other plants, you can has been successfully increasing and expanding itself,*
SlUt if you ar™ bent on doing so, but even then it is not an has reached its present eminent position.

ea«v matter. Planted iu a wet hollow, and covered with water

for weeks together, it survived and grew, and proved its merit

by its beauty. On trashy London mould it has made charm-

ing verge lines in one season. Three times transplanted;

first because it looked yellow when the frost caught it before

it was established ; next, because it made the adjoining grass

THE PLYMOUTH SEED, AGRICULTURAL!
PLEMENT, and MANURE COMPANY.-The EgUfc

raent for conducting the above Business dates its ohSm*
. , ..

., 86 in the last ce~*
J '

•
* '

fully increasing
jresent eminent _

In its infancy, its operations were chiefly confined to fb

of a local character ; but, by energy and attention on tbt

»

of the then Proprietors, it soon found its way into a few fa
surrounding counties.

The construction of Railways throughout the 'entire fc

_ dom of Great Britain offered immense advantages) fc-

iookpoor by comparison ; and next, for mere whim ; it started opening up of a connection ; and the Proprietors, profit

STATE OF THE -WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.

For the week ending February 7: observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,
Moulsford, Wallingford.

Temperattths ot Aib. Tempera
ture ot

i-

2 -- Sd^

Priday 1

Saturday 2
Sunday 3
Monday 4

Tuesday 5
"Wednesday 6
Thursday 7

9 *

• *

66.0
;
62.2

692 42.6

* *
!

41.4

45.0
44

46.0

DegS.
36.0
27.0
30.0
33.0

37.0

410
30.0

c Soil 1 foot Rain.rWind
below th

ZL \ surface

Dt'gs. i Degs. In».
47.6 39.0 • • SAY. 30.00

43.4 39.0 • • N.W. ;30.50

43 2 38.5 * * W, 30.3-2

37 6 38.0
1

.. w. 2*1.85

44.2 89.0
\

r

• • s.v. J9v50

43.0 30.5 0.07 s. 29.23

39.5 39.5 o.02 ;s w. 29.35

away at last and did what was wanted of it most obediently.

Some who pronounced against it, confessed to having got it

up in heat, and then coddled it under glass, till its hardy,

fresh-air-loving constitution was broken ; and others wanted
it to make a turf instanter on worn out, hot, sandy, or chalky

soil, and it failed through lack of skill and lack of patience.

After all, patience is the chief virtue for those who plant

Spergula pilifera. It must have time ; it will not come so quick

as Grass, that is, to make so close a turf, simply because we
cannot sow it broadcast by the bushel. Some day, when the

Seed is dirt cheap, we may be able to do that, and then Spergula

turf will be possible with less patience than at present. But
one grave objection, and only one, has been urged against it,

and that is, that when in bloom it has the appearance of a lawn
awfully foul with Daisies. It is true that from the middle of

July till the middle of August it produces myriads of lovely

little white blossoms. But the appearance is very different

to that of a Daisied-lawn ; the blossoms are smaller, more
numerous, and look more like a fall of sleet than a sprinkling

of Daisies; and this fall of sleet may in some cases interfere
( in return"recommended their friends; and it iaowniv

with the colouring of flower-beds, and for a few weeks be i siight measure to these recommendations that the

objectionable on that ground. In any discussion it is best to ' ment has attained its present high position.

admit as much as you can of the arguments urged by the other Fr0m its lormation, to the year 1857, the Business &aa»

creased that it was deemed desirable wd
A
n
f»?JJ^^

rate it under the Joint Stock Company's Act of the u«*

since which time it has been <»7* ™ E^!^'
liberality and energy, and has continued steadily anaw
nently to increase. ;;.„,,. _oa f wa31t of com*
The present Company would show a great

^

want (

did they allow this ^portunity to pass withou^
pressing, their ^^l^me^tot^rj^^

the events then taking place, entered into arrangemer

which means they might, with regularity, economy, c

despatch, forward their Goods to the most remote par.:

Country.
Besides the great facilities offered to them by ftp

Transit, they were also much indebted to the sew ann,

ments brought into operation by the Post Office autfcorik

the year 1841.

There can be but little doubt that Plymouth is most dip

situated for the development of such a Business as the

under notice, connected as it is with the various Raitaifti

having continually in its harbour Steamers and Vessels*

to sail to almost all parts of the world. Yet, withajte

advantages in its favour, it would, most undoubted:?,**

lacked success, had not the former Proprietors adoj»*

wise policy, with full determination to carry the sane*

effect, viz., not to introduce any articles but suck ase
deemed to be first class, and truly genuine in themselves.

This mode of Business gave confidence to Customers,

Th* readings are taken at 9 a.x on the days named ; and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers arc placed 4 feet from the ground. The Bain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
ARTTFicrrAL Manures: Eilenach. For Italian Rye-grass any
* ammoniacal manurcj—sulphate of ammonia, 1 cwt. per acre,
washed in once or twice a-year. For Turnips superphos-
phate or phospho-Peruvian guano. The latter is worth its

extra price. For Potatoes, as an addition to a dressing of
farmyard dung, 2 cwt of guano sown over the drills before
covering ujx

Bones and Guano for Potatoes : 8. Guano alone contains
quite enough of the phosphate of lime for the Potato crop :

there is no necessity of giving bones in addition. And
owing^ to its containing other necessary elements in greater
quantity than bones, it is better than they are as a dressing
for the Potato crop. There is ample evidence of its fitness
for this purpose. Our correspondent, "S., Inverness,"
published a report on the subject some weeks ago, recora-

_ mending from his experience the guano to be applied when
the sets were planted.

Coarse Hay : Cincinnatus. If you had sown it thicker andmown it earlier the Grass would not have been so coarse, nor
the hay so hard and strawy. Any of the drainage companies
have trustworthy agents, and we cannot choose for you W-
would however recommend you to obtain the services of acompetent adviser and of practised workmen. Surface drains
never yet got rid of Bushes.—As to hooks, perhaps the new
edition of Arthur Young's Kalendar, which Routledge isabout to publish may help you-We do not recommend
sowing.Clover seed over Grass fields. Apply bonedust, and
that will bring out the Clover plant.

Drainage or Clay: J C C advises our correspondent "A
at SrShlKM^

Lan
£
0W11

i
r to P^ a ™* t° the estates

2h*£ ««.
JV T1

?
61

"6 he^ find a Practical and satis-

i55v£? if
nTeT t0 b

.

18 W**w* ^ to stiff clay drainage,
backed by the experience of nearly 30 years, which he will
rarely find elsewhere. He will not be deemed an intruder
oytne Duke or his respected and intelligent agent, Mr.

Green Manhung : ffmiandman." There is nothing of more
rapid growth for the purpose than Mustard. 11 will bo ready
lor that purpose— i.e., just before it breaks into bloom—about
seven weeks after sowing in good weather.

.Land Drainaoe : A Hertfordshire Farmer says:—"In answer to
uie Gloucestershire Landlord's' inquiries, I beg to state that
I have drained 3 feet 6 inches deep and 7 yards apart with
i-inch pipe for the last 12 years without a single failure, but
a land agent told me that one of his employers drained deep

betwee ''
^stance, and was obliged to put another drain

Paxhsr'9 Qrees--xoa Ybllow. Bollock Turnip: ffaydon.
MndQe, w>i do notknow it, but have-made inquiries.

side, and in the defence of Spergula pilifera this is all I am
disposed to admit; and I apprehend it does little to weaken
the claims of the plant to general adoption for out-door carpets.
My circle of Spergula ii not in the best place for such an ex-
periment ; it is close to the house, it is under the shade of an
immense Robinia, has walls on each side within a few Pyards of
it, and yet it has thickened now into a close and elastic felt, and
is as smooth as a billiard table. I do not trust wholly to my
own opinion as to its excellence. It has been seen by Mr.
Veitch, Mr. Chitty, Mr. Oubridge, Mr. Cole, Mr. Cutbush, Mr.
Holland, Mr, West, and a vast number of gentlemen gardeners,
whose judgment in such matters is as ripe as that of most
professionals, and they all say it is a triumph. I have made up
my mind to the same verdict. It is a triumph, and those who
hold back in doubt only defer the enjoyment of a new pleasure.
I suggested in aformer note on the subject that possibly Sagina.
procumbens and Spergula aaginoides might be turned to
account for the same sort of work. I have planted a small
patch of Sagina inside a little semi-circular rockery in a rather
damp position, and it looks as if it would be not long in con-
stituting itself a respectable feature. But Spergula saginoides
has been well proved by Mr. Summers, and if he does not offer
it as a companion plant to the original, he will be like one who
has put his hand to the plough and then turned back. I saw
Spergula saginoides when I called last at Forest Hill : its

growth is somewhat different to pilifera, and for certain
hungry soils it will probably supersede it. Spergula saginoides
is a British plant, and therefore no difficulty can arise in its
culture as to climate. It is almost as abundant in Scotland as
the renowned Heather, and a companion plant of the Heather
on mountain slopes and rocky hollows. During winter
Spergula saginoides preserves its bright green hue, unhurt by
rost or damp, and it is a shade darker in colour than pilifera,
and like it, produces myriads of starry snow white flowers only
half the size of those of pilifera. But its distinctness as regards 1

patronage and recommendations wbajrha-vVbeen
*m ^

me accorded to them from all[parts of the^^
seeking for a renewal of confidence in the* ErtawgJ

they can only add, that it^™*^&$Uw
to carry on their Business so as to retain iw y

acknowledge

"PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY^

^

X have much pleasure in^st^ng tba- the ^ ^
_<• *.!_-.:_ n»wPD*T. PPTPE CURRENT IS !**>w

,

appl-of their GENERAL PRICE CURRENT _
may be had direct from the Company, or upc

>

f^ ^
Messrs. Simpkin. Marshall, & to., %
London, E.C.. ft5r six postage stamps.
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home on sand or gravel as pilifera is on heavy loams or clay.
In all other respects what has been said of one holds

( d as to
the other. Lawns are quickest produced by planting tuftdl
and the more the tufts are divided the greater is the economy,
and a close turf may be produced just as quick by planting
pieces an inch across, 4 inches apart, as by using tufts as big
as one's hand, at the same or greater distance, because it is
only on the circumference of each that it can make lateral
growth. Saginoides is as fond of the rolled as pilifera, and
the firmer the ground is kept after the first dressing the faster
will it grow. As a proof of its vitality, I may mention that
Mr. Summers sent me a scrap of the plant in a letter in June
last. It lay on my table three days ; I then cut it up, dibbled
it in some sandy stuff in little bits, about the size of pins in
a 5-inch pot, put a bell-glass over, and every one rooted. There
is new, therefore, a choice of two distinct plants for those who
are disposed to venture on a new idea in the formation of
lawns, bowling greens, and verdant ground-work for geometric
gardens, and the chances of final success are by the proof of S
saginoides, as two to one upon what S. pilifera had nreviouc.lv
brought us to. ShirUy Hi(>berd, Stoke Newinqton

Previ0U8,y
SPERGULA PILIFERA will succeed well on all dpurrtn

tions of heavy land. Seed, mixed with sand, sufficient to 80wone acre, K Ditto, for one rod, 3,. 6d. Plants to transnlanT
4 inches apart, for one acre 151. Ditto, for one rod ;^

n8P,ailt

SPERGULA SAGINOIDES, of quicker growth than nflM_
smaller flowers, and succeeds on light sandWd

I m£i?i £?*where pilifera does not do well. Per packet oU 1? Vfland 5,. Small Clumps, per doz. U. llrgTL v̂lr' ẑ If

'
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Jamks Fairhead & Son, Seed Growers T
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Market, 8.B. .
—^"IbCB1
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' ifcatioB.
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Alpha and Sketty Nurseries, »w»—
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PINE APPLE PLACE NURSERY. EDCEWARE ROAD, W
ARTHUR HENDERSON jlvd CO. beg respect-

fully to announce that their CATALOGUE of Kitchen

Garden and Flower Seeds for 1S61, with a list of Garden Imple-

ments, Ac., is now published, and will be forwarded postage

free, on application.—For details and particulars of New
Vegetables, see Gardener*' Chronide of 5th and 12th January.

' SUPERB BALSAMS.
FAin> A- SMITH are now sending out SEED of

• their well-known superior BALSAMS, which have

maintained their character as the brightest colours. The

doublest and largest flowers known for many years. In

collections of 6 distinct colours, 2a. 6u\ each ; the same mixed,

i.; half the quantity, !«.—Dulwich. Surrey, S.

NEW SEEDS FOR THE SPRING OF 1861.

T H. ROBINSON'S SELECT VEGETABLE and
el m FLOWER SEED LIST is now ready, and will be

forwarded postage free to anv address on application.

Warehouse: Cross Cheaping, Coventry; Seed Grounds:

Abbev Farm, near Hinckley.

H E iT~R l M U L A K Y,
expressly for the cultivation of Latter's Superb Serai-

double Fimbriated CHINE^ 1'RIM HOSES of world-wide

celebrity, with all the latest uupnivemouts, in size, shape,

substance, and colours. 8eale4 rackets, post free to all parts

of the world, on receipt of it. 6d. in Stamps.
Tiiom Wild. The Prin try. Handf«»rd Road , Ipswich.

" RUSSELL'S PVRAMIi* PRIMULAS.

C^
BO. CLARKE will be prepared on and after the

X 1st of March to send out BEED of the above unrivalled

train of PRIMU L \s. Growers, therefore, desirous of possess-

ing this \ ver with a degree of excellence never before

attained, will do well to have it It will be sent out in sealed

packets, price It. 6«L and 5*.

Orders from unknown correspondents to be accompanied

with Poet Office Order or Postage stamps.

Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hi ll, near London, 8.

LARGE~~TREtS FOR AVENUES, CEMETERIES, AND
ORNAMENTAL PLANTATIONS

Where Immediate Effect is Reotired.

RGLENDINNING beers to offer the following

• kinds, from 10 to 16 feet high :—
LIMES I LOMBARDY POPLARS.
HORSE CHFSNUTS. I ACACIA
ONTARIO POPLARS. | LABURNUMS.

Chibwick Nursery, London. W —Feb. 16.

1~~RISH YEWS—Amongst the very few Plants which

seem to be uninjured by the late severe storm, none appear

hardier than the IRISH 'YEW, which still retains the same
healthy hue it had before the storm. Fine healthy well-rooted

plants from 1 i to 6 feet high, prices of which can be had on

application to Ci nmnqham, Eraser, & Co., Comely Bank
Nursery, Edinburgh.

O T H E T R A D E^
Strong transplanted SPRUCE FIR, 1 to 1* feet.

Ditto ditto SCOTCH FIR, 1 to 14 feet.

Ditto ditto BEECH, l{ to 2 feet

Ditto ditto ditto 2 to 24 feet.

Ditto ditto OAK. 2 feet.

2 year ditto THORN QUICKSETS, fine.

3 year ditto ditto extra ditto.

1 year old Seedling ditto

w ill be Sold cheap. Prices on application to Samuel Finney
ft Co., Gateshead Nursery, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne.

CH A K L £ S DALY and SON can now offer

WO.000 3 and 4 ars transplanted SPRUCE FIR at 10*.

per 1000 ; 1 vear M'.BDLING THORNS, 1*. 6d. per 1000; ditto

picked, 1 foot, 4«. per 1000 ; 2 years transplanted ditto, 8*. per
1000 ; COMMON" LAUREL, 2 years transplanted, 15s. per 1000 ;

PORTUGAL LAUREL, 3*. per 100 ; IRISH YEWS, 1 to U ft.,

9a per 100 ; dir 14 to 2 feet, 12*. per 100 ; IRISH IVY, 3*.

per 100 : LIME'S, 5 to 7 feet, 16*. per 100.

A few cwt. of DRUMHEAD and DUTCH CABBAGE
SEED, carefully grown by ourselves, 2*. per lb. Carriage paid
to Belfast or Londonderry. Terms cash or respectable reference.

Coleraine, Ireland.—Feb. 16.

TO THt TRADE.
TAMES SAUNDERS has to offer the following
tj NURSERY STOCK, in consequence of the Lease expiring
on a considerable portion of the land :

—

Several thousands of CHICHESTER ELM, 10 to 12 feet:

likewise ENGLISH and CHICHESTER. 3 to 5 feet; 10,000
BLACK ITALIAN POPLAR, 7 to 8 feet ; ditto, 3 to 5 feet;

LOMBARDY and ONTARIO POPLARS varying from 4 to

10 feet; HORSE CHESNUT, 4 to. ' oot. and 6 to 8 feet;

TURKEY OAK, 7 to 10 feet ; NORWAY MAPLE, 8 to 10 feet

;

80.000 SPRUC FIR, 1£ to S feet; PINUS AUSTRIACA,
4 feet; Ditto LARICIO, 3 feet up to 8; Ditto MARIT1MA,
4 to 5 feet in pots; Ditto CEMBRA, 1* to 3 feet; 40,000
LAUREL, varying from 14 to 3 feet; Common YEW, various
sizes ; BOX in several varieties ; fine Specimen Plants of PINUS
EXCELSA, CEDAR of LEBANON, ELM, CHE8NUT,
SYCAMORE, and other Ornamental Trees.

Nursery Ground* bergavenny.—Feb. 16.

TO THE TRAD E.

MARSH and PERKINS beg to offer the under-
men led, being fine and well-rooted :— $. d.

ACACIA, 4 to 5 feet „ per 100 4
ASH, 2 to 3 feet per 1000 14

„ 3 to 4 feet „ 18

„ 4 to 5 feet „ 20
BEECH, 2 to 3 feet „ 20
ELMS, fine Standards per 100 50s. to 80

„ WYCH, 3 to 4 feet per 1000 20

„ „ 4 to 5 feet . . „ 25
„ 5 to 6 feet „ 30

FIR AUSTRIACA, 15 to 18 inches .. .. „ 40
H to 2 feet „ 60

„ SCOTCH, 1 to 1 4 feet „ 10
„ n 14to2feet „ 15

„ fine, 24 to 34 feet _ 20
„ SPRUCE, 10 to 15 inches „ 10
„ „ 15 to 18 inches 15
,. „ 18 to 24 inches .. ;. .. 30

LIMES (Standards) per 100 50
,. extra fine do. .. ._ .. n 80

OA K 3, 2 to 3 feet per 1000 25
POPLARS, LOMBARDY, 4 to 6 feet .. .. „ yn

„ „ 6 to 8 feet .. „ 60
fine Standards, 8 to 10 feet . . . . per 100 40

SYCAMORE, 2 to 3 feet, per 1000 15
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, 12tol8inchee .. 25

DUTXJIS, 2 to 3 feet 50
EVERGREEN PRIVET .. .. per 1000 14*. to 20
ARBOR-VIT.E, CHINESE, 18 to 24 inches . . per 100 20

24 to 30 inches .. „ 30
SIBERIAN. 18 to 24 inches .. „ 50

RED CEDAR, 18 to 24 inches " 20
LILACS, 2 to 3 feet „ 20

Address, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

SURPLUS STOCK, C H K A P.— \

Norway Spruce Fir, 9 to 12 inches ; 12 to 18 inches.

Beech, 1 4 to 2 feet. Oak, 1 to 8 feet.

8ilver Fir, 6 to 9 inches. Weymouth Pine, 3 to 4 feet-

Laburnum, 2 to 3 feet Plane, 2 to :? feet ; 3 to 5 feet.

Horse Chesnuts, 2-year Seedling, tine strong.

Silver Fir, 2-year Seedling, fine strong.

Oak, 2-year Seedling, fine strong.

Oak, Evergreen, 1-year Seedling, fine strong.

Apple and Pear Stocks, 1-year Seedling.

Delphinium Formosum.
Price and other particulars on applicatien at the

Seed and Implement Warehouse, 59, Crossgate. Cupar, Fife.

S U R P L US S~TO C K.

AMES G A R A W A Y andJ C
K

O.,

Durdhara Down Nurseries, Bristol, offer

Cedms Deodara, 8 to 10 feet each

Cedrus Lebani, 8 to 10 feet

Taxodium sempervirens, 8 to 10 feet.. .. » 3

Pinus excelsa, 6 to 8 feet . . . . per dozen 30

7«.6rf.

7 6

American Arbor-vitas, 6 to 8 feet

Irish Yew, 4 to 6 feet ..

Walnuts, 8 to 10 feet ..

Sycamore, 10 to 1 2 feet

Horse Chesui.ts, 10 to 12 feet .

.

Black Italian Poplars, 8 to 10 fe

Ditto ditto 10 to 12 feet

Chi ster Eln>, 10 t> 12 n-Ji

SO

80
Ls

12

12
per 1 00 30

50
per dozen 18

»»

»»

tt

6

Scotch Fir, fine ti-Mr.splantod, 1* to 2 feet, per 1000 20
Ditto ditto 1 to 3 foet „ 25
PRICED CATALOGUE of best SEEDS on application.

Ja8. Garaway & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

T O THE T R A D E, ic.

SEEDLINGS, FOREST TREES, and ONE-YEAR
QUICKS. Per 1000 g. d.

(i

6

6

6
6

ft *

1

1

2
2
1

5
5

£ *. d.

10
6 6
4
1 11 6

2,000,000 1-year Larch 1

2,000,000 1-year Scotch Fir

1,000,000 2-year Norway Spruce
200,000 3-year do. do.

200,000'2-year and 1-year bedded do.

200,000 1-year Alder
50.000 2-year Birch, small
100,000 2-year Silver Fir.

.

100,000 1-year Balm of Gilead Fir 5

100,000 1-year Sycamore 2

100,000 2-year Beech 2

100,000 2-year English Oaks 7

20,000 1-year Evergreen do 30

20,000 3-year Turkey do. 15

200,000 1 -year Ash 1

100,000 2-year do. . . . 3

100,000 1-year Pinus maritima 3

100.000 1-year Pinus austriaca 4

50,000 1-year Pinus Laricio 10

100.000

1

-year Pinus montana 2

1,000,000 1-year Quick
10,000 1 -year Common Laurel 20

The Subscribed begs to call the attention of his friends and
the public in general to the above Stock of Seedlings, and is

happy to intimate to them that they are generally good and
perfectly healthy, and trusts they may give satisfaction. Any
order, large or small, will be promptly attended to, and de-

livered free of expense at Dublin, and bundles put in to com-
pensate for carriage. None need apply who cannot give a
satisfactory reference. Application to be made to

MICHAEL BURKE, Brumlaroan Nursery, Summer Hill,

Co . Meath, Ireland.
]

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN
PLANTING, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS,

THE TRUSTEES under the Deed of Assignment
executed by Mr. GEORGE MOORE, for the benefit of his

Creditors, being desirous of realising, without delay, his

valuable STOCK of SHRUBS, TREES, Ac., are prepared to

OFFER the following for cash on delivery :

4000 RHODODENDRONS— +
100 Plants, in 50 distinct varieties

50 „ 25 ditto

25 „ 25 ditto ..

12 „ 12 ditto

The above form a superb collection, and are most
hardy, having stood without injury the late intense

frost.

A few extra fine specimens, from 1Z. to hi. each.

1000 AZALEA PONTICA, 2 feet high.

.

per 100 3

1000 Ditto 1 foot high.. .. „
1000 Ditto mixed varieties, named „
300 ARBOR-VITjE. 4 feet to 5 feet . . per doz.

GOO CEDARS (Red Virginia), 3 feet high per 100

300 ALDERS, 10 feet to 12 feet high, straight and
handsome per 100 3 15

1200 ASH (Mountain), 10 feet and upwards, very
straight and handsome . . . . per 100

1000 BIRCH (Silver), 8 to 9 feet, very handsome and
well grown per 1 00

500 Ditto, 6 to 7 feet »
1000 BEECH, 7 to 8 feet, handsome .

.

„
60 Ditto, 10 to 12 feet, strong, bushy, and well

rooted.

.

. . • • • • each
2000 BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, extra transplanted,

per 100

500 BOX (small-leaved Tree), very handsome round
bushes, about 2 feet high, well transplanted,

per 100
1000 CURRANTS (Raby Castle and Red Grape) fine

Plants per 100
3000 ELMS (Wyeh), 8 to 10 feet . . . . per dozen

Ditto, extra fine „
500 ERICAS, various „

5000 FIRS (Scotch), 2 to 3* feet, well transplanted.
per 1000

10,000 Ditto (Spruce), 2 feet, very bushy, ditto, per 100
10,000 Dittto, for Forest Planting . . per 1000
40,000 FIRS (Larch), 3 feet to 4 feet, very stout

Ditto 3 feet to 3J feet .

.

Ditto 2 feet to S| feet .

.

„
1000 HORSE CHESNUTS, 7 feet to 8 feet, straight,

and clear in the stem . . .

.

per 100

5000 HOLLY, 1£ feet to 2 fjet, bushy
Ditto, 1 foot to li foot
The above are very superior, having received
the most careful attention.

2000 IVY (Broad-leaved Irish), very strong, per 100

200 JASMINUM NUDIFLORUM, strong, per dozen
500 LILACS (Purple), 4 feet to 5 feet, bushy „
1000 LIMES, 8 feet to 9 feet, strong and handsome,

per 100 6
1000 LIMES, 7 to 8 feet per 100 4
100 LIMES. Handsworth new Red Twigged, a very

superior variety per dozen 12
500 LABURNUMS—English and Scotch, per 100 2 10
1000 POPLAR (Ontario), 8 to 10 feet.. .. „ 2 10
300 SPIRjEAS, in six choice varieties per dozen 6
500 SYCAMORES, 8 to 10 feet, handsome per 100 3 15
200 WILLOWS, 6 to 8 feet clear stems per 100 1 10
All Goods will be delivered free to any of the Railway Stations

in Birmingham, aqd Packages charged cost prices.

Perry Barr Nursery, near Birmingham.
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uLtu^uuunou "^K3 wj oner some very
splendid trees. They have all been trained on walls.

The wood is well ripened, and many of them in a bearing
state. They are all of the very best sorts, and true to
their names. PRICES and LIST on application.

Chiswick_Nursery, London, W.

DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES AND NECTARINES.

~

WJ. EPPS has a large quantity of fine clean
• grown stuff of the above. Prices to the Trade and

others sent on application. The True KENTISH COB NUT
TREES, very handsome plants, 6*. per dozen and upwards.

A GENERAL LIST of FRUITS, ROSES, SHRUBS,
PLANTS, Ac., sent on application.—High 8treet, Maidstone.

EXTRA FINE DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES,
NECTARINES, CHERRIES, AND PEARS.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON refer with pleasure to
their splendid Stock of the above ; but more particu-

larly to their DWARF-TRAINED MORELLO and MAYDUKE-
CHERRIES, which are as handsome trees as can possibly be
desired.

SPLENDID
-

DWARF- TRAINED APPLES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, PLUMS, AND MORELLO CHERRIES.

WM. KNKJHT respectfully solicits attention to
his well-fifrown stock of the above, but more particularly

to his Dwarf-Tntinrd Peaches, Plums, and Morello Cherries,
many of the latter having from 12 to 18 branches to each tree ;

would bear a good crop of fruit the coming sc: i, having
been recently transplanted. Price each or per dozen on appli-
tion. CATALOGUES of General Nursery Stock free on appli-
cation.— Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Hurst Green. Su«»ex.

UCKLAND SWEETWATEK LtKAt'E.—Social
Prizes of 5£. and 8L will be given by the Subscribers for

the best Three Punches of this fine early Grape, in September,
1862; likewise Special Prizes of2L and 1?. "will also be iriven
for the best Btmch of the same in July, 1862. Strong Plants,
10*. 6d. and 21«. each—J. IvkryA Son, Dorking. Feb. 16.

B W G A G E PLUMS.
Bach

—

a.

1. BRAHMS GREEN GAGE, the largest known .. 5
2. BRYANSTONE GAGE, late and excellent .. ..3
3. JODOIGNE GREEN GAGE, very large .. ..3
4. JULY GREEN GAGE 5
5. OULIN'S GOLDEN GAGE, or OULEN'S GAGE .. 5
6. TRANSPARENT GAGE, very large 3
The above are all of first-rate quality—Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are

fully described in Dr. Hogg's M Fruit Manual." Fine healthy
trees, Dwarf and Pyramids, are now ready for delivery— paid
to London_—THOMAS Rivers, Nursery, 8awbridgcworth

.

POLYANTHUS' SEED.
JAMES WOODS is now sending out bis Polyanthus

Seed as in former years, saved from a forty years' selection
of plants ; all fine laced Flowers, not «to be equalled in the
kingdom. Price Is. per packet, or sent free on receipt of 13
postage stamps by Jami:s Woods, Florist, Harwich, Eisex.
The usual discount to the Trade.

BENJAMIN MALLER, Nubsebyman, Seedsman,
and FixmisT, begs most respectfully to inform his friends

and purchasers of Seeds that his PRICED CATALOGUE of
AGRICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS is

now ready, and can be had free on application. Good Fibrous
Peat, 16*. per ton ; best Reigate Silver Sand, 11#. per ton.
delivered within four miles for 4s. per ton extra.

Granville Terrace, Lewisham, S.E.

CLAOIO L~L

JOHN STANDISH is the largest grower and has
the best collection. He has raised an immense quantity

of Hybrid Seedlings, which flowered during the past Autumn
for the first time, and exceeded anything that has been seen iu
Gladioli before ; it being a remarkable fact that amongst these
Seedling Gladioli there is scarcely ever a bad one. Strong
flowering Bulbs, 75*. per 100 ; small ditto, 50#. per 100.

Besides the above, J. S. has all the best niftned kinds, CATA-
LOGUES of which, and of his other rare and choice plants,
may be had free, on application to the Royal Nursery. Bagshot.

EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—Twelve packets, con-
taining 10,000 Seeds, weigh 2 bzs., Is., sent post free,

1*. 4cL ; tender Annuals and Perennials, weigh 1 oz., or post
free, 1*. 2d. ; Dwarf German (Ten-weeks Stocks, as imported,
36 varieties, 9s., or each variety 3d. per packet ; Brompton
Stocks and Wallflower, warranted double, each variety 4d. per
packet

; Calceolaria, Heliotropium, Salvia, Ageratum, Pentste-
mons, Pinks. Carnations, Picotees, Cuphea, choice. Dahlia,
Petunias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, and Geraniums, at Cd. per packet.
CATALOGUE on application.

10 quarts of PEAS, best sorts, 6s.

5 quarts of BEANS, LONGPOD, _j.|

Wm. CrixiNOFORD. 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond,
Islington, N.

SEEDS~CARR|AGE FREE.
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of genuine stock and

first-rate quality.
KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS of every description.
GERMAN FLOWER S EE DS, imported direct.
John Bell's CATALOGUE of the above is now ready and

will be sent free to any address.
Seed Warkhouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich.

MANGEL WURZEL and TURNIP SEEDS^
The undersigned can confidently recommend their

Stocks of the above SEEDS, crop 1860, grown from selected
and transplanted Bulbs. Terras on application.
James Fairhead <_ Sok, Seed Growers and Merchants,

Lewisham. Kent; London Establishment; 7.
D -u

Market, S. E.
Borough

SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.
13AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE supply
X\ carefully selected and screened samples of all the most
approved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Ac.

Address, Basingstoke, Andover ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark
Lane, E.C. Samples and prices Post-free on application.

P>AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
\i Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 80, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,
Cjtton 8eed Cakes. Ac. , of best quality at Market PriceS;^^

REIGATE SILVER SAND, best quality for
Florists, 16«. per ton. Less quantities It. 6d. per busheL

Delivered five miles or to auy London Wharf or Railway.
8acks for Sand 1«. 6rf. each, or on hire 6d. each (5 hold a ton)!
Kentish, Hampshire, and other Peats, Yellow Loam, Leaf
Mould, and Tan, in large or small quantities. Sphagnum Moss
for Orchids.—JoHN Kbnnard, Purveyor to Her Majesty, Swan
Place, Old Kent Road, London, S. E.

•
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B
EDINBURGH AND 27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER,
t"t lTrN7wSEKDS hare been'gn,- „ith their usual care fro.n selected stocks, and they are prepared to

attention all orders entrusted to them. ^ ~~,,t-».t t»t^

, fUBTWK KW AGRICULTUUAL SEEDS, and SEEDS op the NATURAL GRASSES toe LAYING DOWN PE
,
GARDEN ^^^^^orest TREES, SHRUBS, COMIFERJ5, &c., may be had free on application.

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS of all sorts and of the best quality.

Orders most carefully executed for Seeds suitable for exportation to Foreign Parts.

2 7, GREAT GEORGE STREET, W

W
MEN

w

NOW READY, AND MAY BE HAD FREE AND POST PAID ON APPLICATION,

McO
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

LL
CATALOGUE.

on the

Ifc contains upwards of 2500 species and varieties of the most important genera in cultivation, each species or variety being fully described, and Copious Notes added

ic value or adaptation of each genus. B. & McC/s aim has been to make it nseful alike to the Amateur and professional Gardener.

For a few important particulars of the above Catalogue, see Advertisement in Gardeners' Clironicle of Feb. 2.

VEG ETAB LE SEEDS.COLLECTIONS OF
No. 1. Complete Collection of 20 qts, of Peas, and all other Seeds in

proportion, for One Year's supply . . .£400
No. 3.—Complete Collection of 7 qts. of Peas, ditto ditto £1 5

4 qts. of Peas, ditto ditto 15No. 4 -Ditto

No. 2.-Ditto ditto ditto 2 10 I No. 5—Ditto

ditto

ditto 4 Pints of Peas, ditto ditto 10
ditto 12 qts. of Peas,

For particulars of the above Collections, see our Advertisement in Gardeners9 Chronicle of January 5 or 12, 1861, pp. 2 and 20

For a few Novelties of Importance, see onr Advertisement, January 26, 1861, p. 66.

9
9

Per Packet.—8. «£.

ABtTTILON (Malvaceae). Plantsremarkable for fine foliage,

and handsome richly veined and striped flowers

;

valuable conservatory plants, which also succeed

against a south wall in Summer
V&UiTLLOtf BEDFORDIANUM, pale yellow, with maroon

pencilling

AKUTILON BERA.NGER, yoilow and brown, very large

COMTE3SE MEDICIS SPADA., primrose,

. veined with carmine, very large, new and beautiful 1

YUUT1LON DDC DE MALAKOFF, beautiful yellow,

veined with maroon (new and rare) 1 *M
VBUTILON ESCULENTUM, straw and brown, pencilled 6

FLORIBUNDUM, fine yellow bellshaped flower 6

HYBRIDUM, yellow veined with brown .

.

9
INSIGNE, lilac, claret veined 16

Per Packet flu d
ABUTTLON MARMORATTTM, |a charming plant, with

large pure white flowers, veined and marbled, with
bright rose 10

ABITTILON STRIATUM VENOSUM, orange-striped
with crimson 6

ABUTILON VITIFOLIUM SUPERBUM, light violet,

large; stands the winter out of doors with very
little protection 10

CUPHEA (Lythraceae). A class of plants remarkable
alike for their beauty, profusion of bloom, and orna-
mental appearance, whether grown in the conser-

vatory or out of doors. If sown sufficiently early,

will bloom the first year
CUPHEA DONKELAARI, superb plant, with large

flowers, of a green and yellow colour 6

Per Packet-*'. J.

CUPHEA EMItfENS, bright red and yellow, a spleaM

free-flowering variety, with longmagnificent tut>\^ ,

flowers .. .i

CUPHEA HYBRIDA, rod and yellow, very hanasora* •• *

„ MINIATA, scarlet and lavender .. - • H
PLATYCfiNTRA, crimson and white, bpaufciui »

STRIGILLOSA, orange and red .. •' *

The following are splendid for beds, masses, Ac..]
;

they

require the ordinary treatment of half-hardy annuals.

CUPHEA OCYMOIDE3 (new), violet-purple, bush} ana
&

compact, beautiful bedding plant •• •' " ^
CUPHEA PURPUREA, purple, exceedingly beautitui ..

^

8ILENOIDES, dark purple.^ beautitui^^ ••

(9f

ft VISCOSIS3IM.Y, red and white, handsome

«^= WANTED TO PURCHASE SHALLOTS; also HANDSWORTH POTATOES, TRUE.

BUTLER & McCULLOCH, Covent Garden Market,

PERMAHEFT GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

SUTTON SONS 9

SEED GROWERS, READING, BERKS,
XT"AVE a most extensive and complete stock of all the best kinds of GRASS SEEDS POB PERMANENT PASTURE, which
-*-- they are now sending out dailv to all Darts of the Kingdom, mixed exnrpsalv to unit: thA snil fnr which thev are intended

is the

they are now sending out daily to
ne purposes for which the Pasture is required. It is believed that Messes." SUTTON'S Stock of GRASS »&JbJJ0 » w»* ,z d $#

largest m the country, and certainly the quality cannot be surpassed. The sorts can be supplied separate or mixed to suit the soil, or the Light Large- &&*
bt

had

Ho. 1.-

No. 2.

Mixtures for Permanent Meadow and Pasture
-Mixtures for Permanent Field Lawns, Parks, a

No. 3.—Mixtures for Irrig • t • • • 4 t t t

No. 4.

No. 5.

Mixtures for Eeclaimed

• * •

• it

4*4

Mixtures for

• • «

* • *

ft • ft

• * t

• • ft

• ft t

• • ft

* ft I

• • ft

ft t ft

* ft ft

t ft ft

• • t

ft • ft

ft ft ft

* * *

• • ft

ft • •

per acre

per bushel

per acre

32s.

No. 6.—Mixtures
No. 7.

loose Blowing Sands, Heavy Clays, Chalky Soils, and Sharp Gravel.
?inest Short Grasses for Garden Lawn

>>

16*

25s.

18s. to 20s

i

i

c

I

a

i

I

l

r
b

CLOVERS.
EnfUahRe*
White or Dutoeh
Trefoil
Afeike Hybrid
CoV Grass (true kind)

CrOOds

_ w .
Is. per lb., or, per bushel l8s -

Renovating Mixture of Clovers and Fine Grasses for Old Parks and Meadows, 9d. per lb., or, by the cwt., Ws-

N.B.-MESSRS. SUTTONVW^ft compUte instructions for sowing and management toiih the Seed.

OTHER AGRICULTURAL SEEDS. ALI waddamtch NEW~AND UNADULTERATED:- o_SUNDRY
Holcus Saccharatus

P
a

| RYEGRASS.
Sutton's Improved Italian

Dickenson's do. do.
Fine Imported do.
Common
Pacev's Perennial

MANGEL WURZEL.
Long Red
Elvetnam do.

1 Orange or Yellow Globed
Red Globe
Long Yellow

•i

la

fr

Q

|
SWEDES.

Sutton's Champion
Ashcroft
Skirving's
Hardy Purple
Marshall's Purple top

Carriage Lists

CARROTS.
White Belgian
Yellow Belgian
Large Altringham
James' Intermediate
Long Orange

Lucerne ..j^

1

3S3sr \
White

Free. Cash or reference reanested with first orders

^^P^Cent^lowed for Payment on receipt of Goods.

SUTTON & SONS, K0YAL BERKSHIRE SEiBnESTABLISHMENT READING

.
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c. WHEELER SON,

SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER,
OPFEB THE FOLLOWING

SELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS (True),

Carr

Many oftlie sorts are scarce, and early Orders will be necessary.

BEANS—Mazagan .

.

par qt. Ot. 9d.

Mackie's Monarch ,, 10

Newington Wonder 2

BEET—Wheeler'aex. fine, pe~ pkt. 1

BORBOOLB-Oottager'a Kale „ 1

perca. 1

lmda ., 1

aWInter White,
per pack*' 1

Knight** Protecting i «er oa. 1

DUoock - Undo „ 1

BBU8 1.3 BPUoil- „ 1

ABBAGR—Wheeler"* Imperial,, 10

c\ Un V IX)WBa Waieberentp. pt i o

St il' holder .. .. „ 1 «

Vt'l't I

I

»'.

a
I

CARROT—Scarlet Horn per OS.

James's Scarlet . . »
ELERY—Incomparable,perpkt.

Laiug's Mammoth „
EN" PIVE—Imperial Batavian,

per oa.

LI.EK—Ayton Cahtlo Giant ,,

rU' -Tea humb, per
Wheeler mporial r~„
Griffin's Alma . . . .,

ONION—White Spanish per oa.

James's Keeping .»

Tripoli .. .

.

.»

PEAS—Wheeler's First Earl^por
quart

0*, . 6,7

4
1

6

1

1

1 6
1

1

10
1

1 a

1 4

PEAS—Sangster's No. 1 per qt.

Dicksorrs Favourite . . ,,

Harrison's Perfection
Mammoth

POTATOES—Handsworth,p.peck
Alstone Kidney . . .»

Gloucestershire Kidney ,,

Regents .»

m Fluke ..

UAD1S11—Olive-shaped, perjui
per oa.

SAVOY— Dwarf Ulm .. ,,

TUR NIP—American Red Stone,
per oa.

VEGETABLE CREAM, per pkt.

If.

1

1
2
5
4
5

9
•1

1

4
6
6

6

4

3
1

Fur deacription of the above and other extremely CHOICE \ I.GETABLK SEEDS, see

"WHEELER'S LITTLE BOOK,"
which will be sent post free for three stamps.

J. C. WHEELER & SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

w R' S

COLLECTIONS OF GARDEN SEEDS.

IN order to save trouble in ordering Seeds, we have made up Four Collections. This will be found by far the

cheapest and earnest method of purchasing Garden Seeds. The Collections oa we have arranged them give

great satisfaction, as fhey include the best sorts in cultivation, and are extremely cheap.

The " Collection No. 1 * comprises all the sorts requisite and necessary for the year's consumption of a

large Garden, all arranged in proper quantities and correctly named. Price (carriage free) €.4.

The " Collection No. 2 " contains equally choice sorts, suitable for a middle-sized Garden. Price (carriage

free) CZ XOs.
The Collections "Xo. 3" and "No. 4" are just the right quantities for smaller Gardens. Prices CI 5s.

and 12a, 6d. Botrr these Collections as well as the larger ones contain Tom Thumb
lettuce, Wheeler's Imperial Lettuce, Wheeler's Imperial Cabbage, Wheeler's First Early

, and other choice sorts.

COLLECTION No. 3, £1 5s., CARRIAGE FREE.

1 qt. Wheeler's First Early Peae
2 qts. Champion of England
1 qt. Bsdman's Imperial

2 qts. Long-pod Beans
1 pt. Windsor

Scarlet Runner
Newington Wonder

X or. Bed Beet

| oz. Southampton Broccoli

lpt.
41*.

\ oz.

i oa.

1 oz.

£ oa
2 OB.

1 oz.

pkt.
do.

Early Malta ditto
Brussels Sprouts
Nonpareil Cabbage
Wheeler's Imperial
Borecole [Cabbage
Long Orange Carrot
Early Horn Carrot
Early Cauliflower
Cole's white Celery

pkt. Cole's red ditto

4 oz. Cress
pkt. Cucumber
\ oz. Leek
2 pkts. Lettuce, Tom Thumb

and Wheeler's
pkt. Melon | Imperial
4 oz. Mustard
2 oz. White Spanish Onion

2 oz.

2oz.
2oz.

i oz.

2oz.
2oz.
2 oz.

pkt.
do.

Parsnip
Early salmon Radish
Mixed Turnip
Drumhead Savoy
Prickly Spinach
Round ditto

Early Snowball Turnip
Vegetable Marrow
Tomato

COLLECTION No. 4, 12s. 6d.

1 qt. Long Pod Beans
1 pt. Windsors
1 at. Wheeler's Barry

2 qts. Champion of England

1 qt Prizetskor
2 pkts. Broccoli
1 pkt. Cucumber
$ oz. Wheeler's
1 pkt. Scotch Kail

Imperial
[Cabbage

2 oz. Carrot
2oz. Cress
2 oa. Mustard
2 pkts. Lettuce, Tom Thumb

and Wheeler's Imperial

2 oz. White Spanish Onion
2 oz. Parsnip
2 oa. Radish
1 pkt. Savoy
1 oz. Turnip, red Stone

E BOOK,

r*m. tto Rev. W. Ntcwasow, Ashley Rectory, Marl* Drayton.

iL
lx *•*"? *°w JnBi *> mention one or two things while

they ace fresh >iprm my mind ; with re«rd to vour Seeds (both
Vegetable and Flower Seeds) tbey are as excellent
wWch to those who know your Seeds is, perhaps, the best
tsttfansny I can give. Tour Glo'ster Kidney, on a second
trial, confirms me in my opinion of its excellency which I
expressed last year. As an early Kidney it surpasses in crop,
*^™**t™ fl*vour, anything I know. I was anxious to
see hew it would stand this late wet spring, as I thought it
might be affected by the long-continued wet, but this has not
been at all the case. The Tom Thumb Lettuce has also givenme great satisfaction, especially for continuing so long without
running to seed. I have a few at the time I write which have
been fit for table upwards of three weeks, and still show no
signs of * bolting. n

m»mm*Mm, Hitch, Esq., MD, Bandywell Park.
I have great pleasure in telling you that all the Seeds I

rnircbssed of you in the spring of this year, in each case fully*" " " * " expectatkra.* *

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
PINE PLAN rs, PRcrrora urn Shocks *.

GRAPE VI NI.s. from Evrsf Kiu iting in l\m.o»pLAvrrso.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO, can supply any quantity
ofvery finel lthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting or Succession.
GRAPH VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

the best sort?.

JOUN WEEKS and CO.'8 Horticultural Show Establish-
ment is entirely d< bed to the growtli and Forcing ot

GRAPES, PINES, PEACHE8, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection. the*eby showing
the most improved plans of Horticultural Bclldimos with

the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's 1 1 i, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues fre«- on application.

GLADIOLUS BRKNCHLEYENSi>.-hi the Gar-
dner? Chronicle of September 8, lb60, p. 316, the follow-

ing Report will be found :

—

"GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.— We have received

from Messrs. Youell & Co., of Great Yarmouth, some speci-

mens of this plant, the gorgeous appearance of which cannot

bo spoken of in terras of exaggeration. The tall robust habit

and intensely bright scarlet flowers, place it at the head of all

the hardy flowers of the autumn.

"

Flowering roots. SO*. i> 100; or 4*. per en. Trade price

#31 application.-—1 ••*) Nursery, <»raat Ysraaouth.

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY, PLYMOUTH.
ITIOKKIC.N SEED nUDEKS.— l»ly mouth is .Imir-

. ably situated for the execution and transmission of

Foreign Orders. Seeds have during the past seasons been for-

warded to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada,
India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,

Madeira, Gambia, China, Jamaica, Cape of Good Hope, Prince

Edward's Island, and hare arrived in the finest condition.

IRELAND.
PLYMOUTH is admirably situated for supplying

Noblemen, Clergymen, and Gentlemen with all kinds of

GARDEN and FARM SEEDS. All Orders of 21. and above
delivered free to any of the following ports, vi2., Cork, Dublin,

Waterford, Limerick, and Belfast.

Address, Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth, Devon.
.

MAJORS HALF-SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIA SEED,

MIL H. MAJOR offers as usual his choice
CALCEOLARIA ED, in packets at 2e. Gd. each, or

three for 5*., post free. For siee, shape, and beautiful mark-
ings H. M.'s Calceolarias are unsurpassed.
H. M. has raised a quantity of seedlings, which will be ready

the first week in March, at Gs. per parcel of 20, or three

for 15s., post free. Postage stamps may be sent in payment.
Knosthorpc, near Leeds, Yorkshire^

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS, DAHLIAS, HARDY
VARIEGATED PLANTS, lo.

JOHN SALTER, F.K.H.S., will send out this spring
several fine New CHRYSANTHEMUMS, both Large

Flowers and Pompones. Full particulars will be found in his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861, which will be sent post

free on receipt of two stamps.—Versailles Nursery, William

treet, near Hammer ith Turnpike, W
.

.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE MILLION.

JH. BIRD, K.U.H.S., Nurseryman, Stoke
• Newington. N., can now supply from his great Col-

lection, 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties for 10?. ; 25 Pair of Best
POMPONES, 10a. ; 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties,

Cuttings, 5*.; and 25 Pair of Best POMPON E Cuttings. 5*.

N.B. To save trouble all Orders to be Prepaid.—CATALOGUES
for One Stamp.

HORNBEAM WANTED.
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY are

in want of a large number of Btrong and well rooted
HORNBEAM, suitable for making good hedges, from tf to
8 feet in height.—Samples, with prices, to be sent carriage paid
to Mr. Geo. Eyles, Superintendent, The Royal Horticultural
Society's Gardens, Kensington Gore, W.

J***** Mr. MaxroN, Gardener to W. Mojtev Kyrle, Em q/
Homme Hohh.

• The Seeds supplied by your Firm eontinue to give the
jytoost satisfaction ; where all is good it is difficult to particu-
tartM, however I have fouwi vour Beets decided acquisition,

IT^X
,ts

J ?4^™ W71 •Hflne colour. Wheeler's Imperial

l_i55_A ^e
tti
OUnd

•

t°*_^^ teTldcr
'
*nd «ood- T**^tboldcr^liflowcr is first rate, having very large and firm

beads ; all tbe varieties of Broccoli we had turned out well "

J*r©*t Mr. B ft Sahth, Manager of the Glamorganshire
Reformatory.

" Your Seeds of last year were of neat-rate quality. Wo kad
a most prolific crop of Peas and Beans. The Cabbage and
Roots in every way answered my expectations ; indeed I may
asy your Seeds of every kind far surpass any I eon obtain
elsewhere.''

From G. Shakespeare, Esq., of Stratford Villa, Llanstephan.
"I have found your Seeds, both Garden and Agricultural,

of a very superior quality, always clean, true and good ; this
is a consideration of vital importance, ana which will be
readily appreciated by all who cultivate land, as when mixed
and old seed is purchased a great vexation and disappointment
follows, and a season lost. I shall certainly continue to deal
with your House, whose business seems conducted on such
sound principles as to ensure permanent custom.'*

From Mr. Dommett, Crofty-Bwla Gardens, Monmouih.
" Your First Early Peas I approve of very much, it is the

earliest Pea I ever bad. gangster's No. 1 is a good Pea, but
not so early by a week. Your Waleheren Broccoli is very good
indeed."

From Mr. Edwardbs, Gardener, Middteton Mall, Carmarthen.
" I sowed Wheeler's First Barly Peas a week or two alter

Songster's No. 1, and yet tkey were in earlier, although
Sangater's No. 1 were sown on a warm border, and the '

Early * ha the open quarter."

Wheeler's Firrt Early Peas are included in our celebrated Collections of Garden Seeds.

J. C. WHEELER & SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

STfie (SarteueriS' Chronicle*
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1861.

11 Geothermal Culture.—When we take into
consideration that the mean temperature of the
earth at one or two feet below the surface is, in
the latitude of London, between 49° and 50° ; that
the heat thus stored up, as it were, in the earth,
is constantly being; given off to the air whenever
the temperature of the latter falls below that of
the former; and that air enclosed and kept still

within slow-conducting materials does n readily
part with its heat, we must come to the conclusion
that M. Naudin's suggestions deserve attention,
and are worthy of trial.

" We know that glass radiates heat very quickly,
compared with a covering of woollen or other warm
materials. During the late severe frost, the soil
in a close frame covered with sashes only, was
frozen to the depth of 6 inches, whilst in the open
dug ground it was 9£ inches, and under Grassy
turf only from 2 to 3 inches. This shows that the
glass did not afford half so much protection as the
turf, although the Grass on the latter was only a
late after-math, and consequently consisted of
imperfect fibre, very inferior as regards warmth
to that of textile fabrics.
M But, whilst the glass transmits heat from the

warmer air of the interior to the external colder
air, the effect is counteracted to a ooi ierable
extent by the radiation of heat from the portion of
the earth over which the glass is placed. If the
ground plan of a house were traced on dry level
ground, and an excavation made accordingly of
the included area to the depth of 6 or 8 feet and
the whole were covered with glass level with the
surface of the ground, a thermometer suspended
below the glass would not fall below freezing
during the frosts of ordinary winters, and probably
not eyen in one as intense as that w* b-™ ?o+_w
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experienced. The heat which maintains a com-

paratively high temperature below the glass can,

Fn this case, only be derived from the natural

warmth of the earth. . ..

" There is a curious instance recorded_in the

Journal of the Horticultural Society, Vol. *

p. 275, of a conservatory being kept warm by

means of heat communicated from the earth to

water, and from the latter to the air of the con-

servatory. From the account of the fcumstance

detailed at the above reference, a few extracts

bearing on the present subject may be here given.

The conservatory alluded to belonged to the

late John Wiluams, Esq., of Pitmaston, near

Worcester. In it the ' Orange trees exhibited a

very healthy appearance. Their foliage was ot a

darker green than is usually to be seen on

large Orange trees in this country. The con-

servatory was 33 feet in length, and 28 feet wide,

-— = » '< +kn<ws~of heat by establishment win anorci, not only for the^ST
n-^achinery; ^ * .U «m^^ *

0U\ onhese meetings winchW beco?S£
ru7h~7ubstances as M. *f^££^nt«f
may be counteracted by not a very lar e

hotim-heat, artificiallyjjytad"g^ cnl.

Therefore we see no reason wiw g«=u

ture should not prove successful.
rTftrdoTjer

Such are the remarks of a F^^^S
upon what may be very well eg* Geothekm

^

has lone a^o been fully recognized i\^ngla.^»

although it°has remained without muo^hea-

establishment will afford, not only for the m
o

? these meetings, which have become Wi
courts of appeal as to the merits of ft-

~ ^
action of fti

wen

general business of the Society.

In the first place the temporary and income
offices recently occupied in St. Martin's tt

have been closed, and the Society's busing*
been transferred to the New Garden. ™m
quence of this removal all official communiciZ*
should hereafter be addressed to South K
sington, W. This change has been every 1
advantageous; for while not even

sufficient £
attnougn 1

V
na
VtW^imtry except occasionally advantageous; lor wnne not even

sufficient

tion to practice m this country, exoepu
wnoiiv the proper transaction of ordinary routine m»HinTin^^toMteM^ta^^J^JJ Legated rooms of, St. MarVXt*

neglected by foreigners. Yet as long ago as 1840

th? author of the Theory of Horticulture, in a

chapter devoted to "Bottom Heat" wrote as

follows :

—

"That the warmth of the soil acts as a pro-

with a^ome'in the centre? consequently a large tection to plants may be easily understood.

Surface tfria£ was exposed to radiation. But Iant is penetrated in all directions by innumerable

fire heat was only applied during three nights m ^p^s aud chambers, so that here is a free

?be course of ?he
Y
winter (1847), which was by no coJmunfoation between its extremities however

means Remarkably mild • for on 75 nights the far they may be apart. It may therefore he con-

totally inadequate for the meetings of the com.

officers have now obtained other aceommlttil

xoiany liia^H—w .: j --^"u^ or tne co

mittees. The council and the Society's
staff

thermometer was below freezing, frequently below

24°, and even aslow as 17° Fahr. The floor of the

conservatory was grated; and underneath the

cratin" there was a chamber with which a large

drain communicated. This drain was 70 yards in

length from the conservatory to the place where

its farther extremity became exposed to the open

air. Pure spring water out of the sandstone

flowed constantly along the drain, imparting its

temperature to ' the air passing over it into

the chamber below the conservatory; and

if the former entered the dram in a cold dry

state it became comparatively warm and moist m
its passage over the surface of the running water,

of which the temperature was reckoned to vary

little from 48°.

" The writer of the article to which we are

referring ascertained bv experiment that water

2 inches deep and 30° warmer than the air^ to

which it is exposed will lose as much as 1° of

heat per minute. Count Rtjmford states that

a cubic, foot of water in cooling 1° would give out

as much heat as would raise the temperature of a

stratum of air over it, and 44 times as thick as the

water, 10°. "Hood, in his Treatise on Heating,

states that a much greater quantity of air would

be heated by a cubic foot of water losing one

degree. However, we may adopt the lower esti-

mate, that of Count Rtjmford, and see what

Tesults can be obtained according to it, regretting

that his experiments were not made with reference

to earth instead of water, as they would have then

been more directly applicable«to this subject.

" Supposing the temperature of the water of a

pond were 44°, and that of the air 32°; and sup-

posing the water were covered over with a roof

22 feet high, and of such materials as would

prevent the escape of heat by radiation

—

it is certain that the water would be con-

tinually cooled by the enclosed air at 32°,

until such time as an equality of temperature be-

came established between the air and water ; for

under the circumstances this must ultimately take

place. But when the temperature of the air is

raised 10° at the expense of that of the water, the

latter, if it were no mere than a foot deep, would

only be cooled half a degree. If greenhouse plants

were staged over the water they would be in a

medium of the uniform temperature of between
43° and 44°, and of course, so far as regards suf-

ficient amount of heat, they would take no harm.

ceived that if, as necessarily happens, the air

inside the plant is in motion, the effect of warming

the air in the roots will be to raise the internal

temperature of the whole individual ; and the same

is true of its fluids. Now, when the temperature

of the soil is raised to 150° at noonday by the

force of the solar rays, it will retain a considerable

part of that warmth during the night :
but the

temperature of the air may fall to such a degree

that the excitability of a plant would be too much

and suddenly impaired, if it acquired the coldness

of the medium surrounding it ; this is prevented,

we may suppose, by the warmth communicated to

the general system, from the soil, through the

roots ; so that the lowering of the temperature of

the air, by radiation during the night, is unable

to affect plants injuriously, in consequence of the

antagonist force exercised by the heated soil."

In the Theory and Practice of Horticulture pub-

lished in 1855 the following was added to the

foregoing passage:—"It is not improbable that

this fact may be hereafter applied in gardening to

the acclimatising of half-hardy plants.
_
Were an

open border heated artificially in the winter, it is

possible that plants might endure an amount of cold

upon their stems and leaves, which in the absence of

such heat would be fatal to them. An experiment

upon this subject was tried some years ago, and
although it was conducted so negligently and
unskilfully, as not to justify any inference being

drawn from it, yet the result, such as it was, was
full of promise." Our friend M. Natjdln will

therefore doubtless excuse us if we decline to

acknowledge him as the first to suggest the possi-

bility of Geothermai cultivation. The experiment

alluded to in the passage above quoted was tried

in the garden of the Horticultural Society, but
having been placed in the hands of a very unintelli-

gent andignorantperson,although agood cultivator,

led to no result that was thought worth recording,

and was never repeated. But although no practical

application of the principle has yet been made
the idea has not been forgotten, as may be seen by
referring to a remarkable article on the subject

signed Steam and published at p. 1104 of the last

volume of the Gardeners1

Chronicle, "What really

belongs to M. Natjdin is a suggestion of the manner
in which this sort of cultivation may be effected,

a slight sketch of which we have already given.
On another occasion we may resume the considera-

far better adapted lor the transaction of the afi^
of the Society ; the committees have acquired fly

conveniences afforded by a spacious haVm^
the little gatherings of novelties whichhave Mtherfc

constituted their meetings may be developaf/;

Floral and Pomological displays such as ^
gratifying to the Fellows to whom they wiH^

made* accessible; and the Society at large k
acquired an assembly Hall adapted to meet iti

necessities, and worthy of one which bears i

Royal name.

The new Hall itself, which is placed on thr

side of the Garden next the Exhibition Road, is

i

building of beautiful design. It is approached
ty

a spacious carriage sweep on the east side, and«

the west opens directly into a portion of the col

nade which surrounds the garden. The exter:

is as yet in quite an unfinished state, but the inte-

rior is sufficiently completed to be available for

t

purposes for which it is intended. The Hall is

feet Ions? by 40 feet wide, and 30 feet high, a por-

tion of this space being however occupied by are

tectural details. Its sides are formed by columns

and pilasters of RomanDoric surmounted by i\d

some cornice, from which a series of semiring

arches takes its source. Three of these ar*

on the east and west sides respectively, fun

openings which are to be used as entrances v

required, forming a passage into the gardft

through the colonnades, and are at otherm
closed up by means of Clarke's patent wjim

shutters. A fourth arch occupies the cxtreotw
north end, and another the sfath, and in 1\®»M

placed the entrances for ordinary use. ^
angles are fitted with large tt^'SjJJ

Practically, however, this would be an inconvenient tiono
,
f what will doubtless become at no distant

period a common method of preserving half hardy
plants in winter without the assistance of glass
roots or the expense of costly hotwater contrivances.
An acre or two of ground thus treated, covered in
winter, unroofed in summer, would be something-
really worth attempting.

°

mode of obtaining it, and we must therefore direct

our attention to some more eligible source—the

earth.

"It is known that the soil receives and gives

out heat more quickly than water does ; but the

amounts are so variable according to the nature of

the soils that no such certain data can be obtained

as in the case of water. But if the earth should

lose two degrees, whilst the water loses only one

in heating a certain quantity of air ; or if it should

maintain a temperature of 40° or 42° instead of

43°, still that would be amply sufficient for the

plants suitable for geothermal culture.

"All this is rather under than overestimated

according to the conditions laid down ; but it will

be observed that the results greatly depend
on the assumption that the heat given out
by the earth is economised to a greater degree
than could practically be effected by any ordinary
protecting materials of which the walls and roof of
a tent could be formed. There is no telling what
form some coarse fibrous substances mav take bv

them, occupving the spaces between we *

are several window-like openings,

to be M«a

ornamental castings, and intended to am i

lation. The ceiling consists of honzont I

g
ground glass, through which the ga K

.

descend. The floor is paved ™*
b ^

encaustic tiles. The heating is eftectea D
)

of hot water, the pipes for which are ^
beneath the floor in channels covereu

mental gratings. So far as it is 7
e * "L;

the ornamentation of this room is e*

chaste and beautiful in design. .

^
Outside, in the garden department, an

and activity. The colonnades are
>

rapiaif

£
form and proportion, and toget™* ^$
servatory, now that favourable weatne

k

are being pushed forward, as indeed ju
y

f

with the 5th of June looming in \
x
m

distant future. Great progresshas
been ^

with the -round work and plantin&'
f #

side of the garden a double avenue c

>^
Cedars, alternating in one of

#

the lme»
*

Trees/and in the other with ^V
planted. Groups of Deodars, some o^
have for some time occupied tueu ^
and notwithstanding the rigorous

;

wi

^fi

has intervened, they appear to have

>

r ,

without iniurv. A variety of dec itt ^

RAL
The plans which the Royal Hortictjlttj

Society has adopted for its proceedings during
the season of 1861, have been already announced
in our columns

; and we have now to record that
these operations have been fairly commenced
during the past week by the meetings of its Floral
and Fruit Committees, which took place on
Tuesday, for the first time in the noble Hall which
has been provided in the New Gardens at South
Kensington for the future assemblies of the Fellows
The details of these meetings, which at this

early and unfavourable time of the year
tl little of the interest which attaches

at a more advanced period, will be found else-
where. WQ mav in this r>W h^fli :?..

e
. ?

but little of the int^st which Z^^
at a more advanced period, will be foun(i ,

iorm some coarse fibrous substances may take by where. We may in this place brieflv ad t t
the skill of the manufacturer with the aid of

j
the improved accommodation which the

without injury, a- v»™y -- ,
ft

i-

such as Limes, Horse Chestnuts, m ^t
Oaks, &c, selected for their peculiar ^
hahits, and some of them as much as

^^
have been distributed over the suria ^ ^
ance with Mr. Nesfield's design. ^ ^
walks have been for the most part w ^^
only their upper coating of g^' [s

#$
many of the terraces and slope<

nte o

turfing ; the large triangular^mpa „t

embroidery, and the smaller emb^ ]|*

the glacis of the canals, "P^j^Le* \
Thistle, the Shamrock,

.^h
^a»if&

planted and ready to receive

ct

msue, tne onamrut;*, —-
differe»"^

lanted and ready to receive trie u ^ yet »

ravels which are to develops i
. ^ urg^

ii ai, fin« Tha Aflipr works are ^.-ms^T.
qualities. The other works a^

e
#,rt I3 ,*

with celerity; and in short^5 f r*
fl
^

made to have all things in readiness

new opening
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NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF JAPAN.
| We hare received from Mr. Fortune the following, which

hows that more thau one collector of plants is in the

Japanese field—a circumstance of no small importance,

considering that the winter from which we have just

escaped has proved conclusively that Japan plants are just

aa hardy as those wild in Great Britain.
|

I do not know exactly whether you consider me
as being in the east or in the west ; the earth 1 believe is

ronnd, and it is possible to get here either by sailing

westward rid America, or eastward via India, All 1

know is that somehow or other I find myself at " the

end of the earth," in the " Ulands of the Rising Sun,"

commonly called Japan. Here is an extract from my
note book, which seems to prove that I am not in a dream,

as I sometimes think I am:—"I am sitting in the

verandah of a temple pleasantly situated on the hill

side about 100 feet above the sea. This temple
is at present partially occupied by my frieud Mr.
M Kenzie, who acts as French Consul at this port.
Below me I see a beautiful bay, looking like an inland
lake, for the hills appear to surround it in all directions.
These hills are richly wooded, some of them up to their
summit*, and are of various heights, the highest
being about 1500 feet above the level of theses. On
th- smooth surface of the hay are seen the ships of

several nations — English, American, Russian, and
Duteh—and a number of queer looking junks, each
having a single mast. At the head of the hay, covering
an extensive space of undulating land, and even
reaching a little way up the hills, is a town of consider-
able size, containing about 70,000 inhabitants. In
front of this town, and looking somewhat like a breast-
work to protect it, are seen some long buildings of two
stories with the Dutch flag flying near one end. Above
my head the French flag is Hying ; in front, a little

below me, I observe the Knglish, while the American
and Portuguese are seen on a hill-side to my right.
Altogether the view is one of the most charming
I have ever looked upon. The town before me is

Nagasaki in Japan ; the low island in its front is Decima,
where the Dutch have been so long permitted to trade to
the exclusion of all other western nations. The different
flags indicate the residences of the Consuls of those
nations who have now treaties with this extraordinary
people."

There is nothing very remarkable in the appearance
of the little island of Decima, although from its associa-
tions with the history of the Dutch in Japan I con-
sidered it worthy of a visit. The old bridge, which,
hrnwn acrr>S8 a canal connects the island with the town

of Nagasaki, is still there, and presents a venerable and
rather ruinous appearance; the little guard house is
now empty, the gate has been removed, and the wall
has been thrown down, tu that the Dutch are no longer
the prisoners they once were. They . like other foreigners,
ean now visit the town when they choose, and roam
about the surrounding country to any distance not
exceeding 30 miles without auy interference from the
Japanese. In my wanderings in Decima I stumbled
upon a large rough pieceofrockon which were carved the
words " Ka>mpfer " and " Thunberg." No other eulogy
was necessary, and no other was there. It is pleasing
to see that the Dutch reverence the names of such men,
although I believe one was a German and the other
a Swede.

While upon the subject I may introduce another
distinguished German now well known in Europe,
namely, Dr. Siebold. This veteran botanist now lives
in the country a short distance to the north of Naga-
saki, entirely away from Europeans, and his society
consists of his plants, his books, and the Japanese. He
has an excellent library of works on natural history,
which he showed me with some pride; and also ledme over his garden, which is rich in Japanese plants,

jmany of which are new to Europe. An account of this
garden, with tin- others about Nagasaki, must form the

ST5f3°t
0f anothCT arfcicle. On taking my leave of Dr.

Siebold, he accompanied me a little way down the hill.He speaks the Japanese language like a native, and
seems to be a great favourite with the people around
him amongst whom he has great influence. " Doctor,"
I said to him, "you appear to be quite a prince amongst
the people in this part of the country." He smiled,
and said he liked the Japanese, and that he believed
tHe regard was mutual. And with a slight cast of
sarcasm in his countenance continued—- It is not neces-
sary or me to carry a revolver in my belt like the good
people in Decima or Nagasaki." R. F.

direction, and here and there collected into thick.

masses. Th< - by degrees assume a pinkish tint, and
the upper surface soon appears studded with little

pimples which gradually become of a brighter red and
more elongated, and ultimately form so many some-

what cylindrical peridia tilled with umber-coloured spores

free from any admixture of those flat-branched threads

which are so conspicuous in the neighbouring gem
Retkularia. Few Fungi are more beautiful than this just

before it attains maturity ; tcm nibling as it does in its

papillate surface and ruddy tint a Strawberry. It occurs

in hollow Willow trees, at the base of Alder stumps,

and in similar situations, occasionally on sticks and

leaves in woods, losing much of its beauty as it dries up
and becomes mature. To the gardener whose eyes are

not confined to his flower-beds or fruit, it is a pleasing

object and nothing more, for it has no properties either

good or bad to aid or to annoy him. This is not so, how-
ever, with a neighbouring species, Licea perreptans,

w hich is happily not common, but when it does appear is

most profuse in its growth and smothers everything it

comes near. It is a vile inmate ofa Cucumber or Melon

Licea fragiformis, Nee*. _ :^_
(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogamic Flora.)

frame, and, when once established, extremely difficult

of extirpation. We have seen it, however, in other
situations, where its presence was far from pleasing.
During the last wet autumn its wide creamy patches
appeared on the cut surface of some stumps of trees
which had been sawed down. Near these stumps were
some young Conifers whose branches nearly touched
the ground. The slimy spawn contrived somehow to
take possession of the lower leaves, from which it spread
over the branches, hanging in festoons and weighing
them down with its disgusting, dripping masses, which
ultimately smothered everything with their dark spore
In such a situation it will be observed that the whole
of the nutriment must be derived from the falling rain
or the moisture in the surrounding air without the
slightest dependence on the matrix. Any other matter
lying in the way would have been equally covered with
it, and, as the growth of these plants is extremely
rapid, we need not think that the report of Schweinitz
is fabulous, that he found an allied production on a piece
of iron which had been red hot a few hours before.
We ourselves possess part of the original specimen, and
have implicit confidence in his report, having far greater
reliance on his veracity than on his power of correctly
discriminating species. Of Licea cyUndHca

y another
species, we can say nothing, as we have never had
the good fortune to meet with it, but a fourth, Licea
applanata, occurs not unfrequently upon old sticks in
gardens, and is known at once by its thinner stratum
and clay-coloured spores -inclining to reddish. There
are, indeed, other species, but with a totally different
habit, and none of them have occurred in this country.M . J. B.

MYCOLOGY.-Nc, XLIV.
Ljcea fragiformis, 2fcw.-We have already ad-

™w*t ,rl
e
I £tMi*** to the peculiar questions

which attach to the natural order of^^recharac-
terised amongst Fungi by their semi-gelatinous conditionwhen young, and their dry brittle peridia when mature,
often containing in their apparently amorphous sub^
stance much carbonate ot lime, and filled with a dusty
mass of spores mixed generally with a few threads.Amongst these two or three species ofLicea are most con-
spicuous from their comparatively large size, occasional
beautiful colours, and in one case troublesome properties
as regards some objects of cultivation. In point of
colour far the most beautiful Is the subject of out pre-
sent notice. v

Jragiformj.% when young, consists of a
roundish patch of white slime, spreading in every

ROSES AND THE LATE FROST.
After so many wet and sunless months (294 wet

days between Sept. 1859 and Sept. 1860) it is not to
be wondered at that unripe wood should suffer so
much, and that Roses on all stocks should die or show
symptoms of great injury. The thermometers on the
23d of December marked 15° below zero. This weather
lasted for one month and five days at least, and had
not the snow covered the ground plants much greater
disaster would have ensued. The ground plants, owing
to this, though severely cut above snow mark, are by
no means dead. The great injury was done by the
severe frost that followed the snow thaw before the
trees were dry. Standard Autumnal Roses have suf-
fered most ; Half-standard and 1 foot Summer Roses,
155 are not injured at all. Fresh planted Manetti
Roses are also intact. Pot plants (with the exception

of two worked Tea Roses) covered over their roots
with three tiles in August, when the ground was
tolerably healthy, are, without other covering, all alive
and well. If wood is ripe and the roots are kept
dry, Roses, otherwise tender, will stand tremendous
weather.

Among my Teas on their own roots are Yicomtesse
Decazes, Eliza Sauvage, Adam, Devoniensis, Bougere,
and Souvenir d'un Ami. These are all well and have
had no covering but the tiles. They were protected in

the same manner in the winter of 1859. It is wet that

gives frost power. Of course a sheet over bead as well,

and straw wrapped round plants would be an additional

help. The best thing " R. C." could now do would be
to leave Roses alone' that are fresh at their eyes, and
take up and restrike the roots of the sicklier ones in

a bed or frame filled with new stable-dung and covered

with light mould. Manetti Roses will strike almost

immediately. I tried some sick ones before the winter

set in, and planted them out in a month, and they are

doing well. This is one advantage of the easily excited

Manetti stock. Of the three years old Manetti Roses
(great and strong bushes) much cut with the weather,
1 see that in a bed containing 105 I have lost only one.
Some of them, however, are totally dead to within

3 or 4 inches of the base or point of union. To pre-

vent further mischief they are banded and stuffed in

their centres with hay or straw. All the standards have
also the same materials put into their centres, and
especially upon the point of union. It may be accident,,

but the following are the only Briar autumnal Roses
that have thoroughly defied the weather:— Dijon,
Triomphe de la Duchere, Bouquet de Flore, Pius the
9th, Cambai < res, J. Margottin, B. Prevost, Angleterre,

Trudeaux, Duchatel, Marie Portemer, Mt. Carmel,
T. de Paris, Panache d'Orleans, Marx, Reveil,

Menoux, Gloire de Santhenay (2), and Belle de
Bourg la Reine. Colonel de Rougemont has died more
than any Rose. Cambridge, firm wood, too, is dead,
and I tremble for the M. Massons and Eveque de
Nimes. Six of this last Rose came from Mr. Keynes
last fall, and I must say I never saw such good and
firm wood. Marie Portemer, its twin gem of the same
year, is a more preferable Rose. The winter indeed
has been Siberian, and many Roses that appear to be
alive will yet die, and vice versa. Till March is out
no one can tell the amount of his losses. The best

thing to do this favourable weather is to stir the ground
lightly and promote speedy root action. We have yet
to meet the usual six or eight weeks of hoar frost and
piercing easterly winds. To fill up serried standard
ranks, I am getting dog Briars. Unless I can see good
2 feet standard Roses with " my own eyes," I shall not
like to buy. Those 1 bought last spring died almost
to a totality. " R. G," if he does not follow the above
advice, will do well to take up Roses that do not show
freshening at the eyes, shake them out, and plant
them with dry friable mould (which I always keep in
a house), and then put a little fresh stable litter over
the roots, which will occasion something like bottom-
heat, and promote fresh rooting. Roses have suffered
in their roots and rind, as well as in their branches.

In every instance, on all stocks, where a Rose was
not cut at all, and the flowers were suffered to drop off,

the wood was ripe, and the Rose has suffered nothing
whatever, even at the points, from the effect of winter.
The falling off of the first flowers is the ripening of the
wood. Even the White Bath, N.E. aspect without
shelter (five trees on Manetti, about 3 feet 6 inches
high), is not even stained at the points.

To a true Rosarian, I am sure it will be no 6olace to
know, that every Rose correspondent I have speaks of
his own and neighbours' disasters. Nurserymen cry
out, " nine-tenths are dead. I have lost many sorts
altogether, and I do not know whether the others are
dead or alive." Amateurs cry, "*A11 my Roses are
dead," " Mine are mostly dead or done for."

Budded Roses have done well. At the fall I fancied
107would stand the winter, but I find to my joy 111
are perfectly good, and 17 doubtful. They were
budded the 3d and 10t,h of July, and many broke at
once, and have wintered well. Some of them bloomed
beautifully. I am happy to say that the Eugene
Apperts, Aragos, Francis the 1st, Marocs, Peabodys,
La Fontaines, Gloire de Lyons, Marie Portemers (a free
blooming Reveil), Marie Thierrys, and Anna
Diesbachs will bloom on good strong Briars
this next year, and I hope they will do credit
to Mr. Worthington and Mr. Helyar, who cut
the Briars for me previously to budding. I
cannot conclude without giving a caution to Manetti
Rosarians. If your Roses die back, don't cut into the
quick. The Rose will bleed unless you leave a
portion of the dead on, which will act as a seal ; a little •

dirt rubbed on to the cut will do good. Never cut
Manetti close to the eye. When you remove the dead,
wood of such as have died back nearly to the base, put
lightly over the whole Rose a little earth to prevent
exhaustion of sap by the sun. This succeeded admi-
rably iu the spring of 1859, as respects the Duchess of
Orleans and Comte de NanteuiL They bloomed
nobly till winter set in. I never knew a Manetti Rose
succeed that was cut hard when first planted, or that
was not tolerably covered with earth over the point
of union. Manetti Roses should be treated much as
if they were hybrid Chiua or hybrid Bourbon bushes
W. F. Radclgffe, Rushton, Jan. 29.
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Home Correspondence.
Horticultural Exhibitions.—Every person who takes

an interest in gardening (and who does not ?) must be
delighted to see the spirit with which the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society is preparing for the in-

auguration of the new garden at Kensington Gore.

Though I had not the pleasure of witnessing it, I have

frequently heard it remarked by persons upon whose
judgment in the matter I can rely, that the exhibition

which the Society held upon the same ground a few
years back was the most unique, most perfect of all

the grand exhibitions which the Society has ever held.

It is most fervently to be hoped that the same success

may attend this larger attempt upon the same ground,
and that gardeners in all parts of the country will do
their utmost to render the exhibition in June next the
finest the world has ever seen. The arrangements
which have been made relative to prizes are liberal, and
no doubt will be responded to in a similar spirit; but
at the same time I should have been better pleased if

more original ground had been taken, and the ever-

lasting and now almost worn out ditto so far as the

collections are concerned had been avoided. Sixteen

years ago Azaleas, Pimeleas, Eriostemons, Boronias,

Leschenaultias, Gompholobiuras, tilth, ill the stove way,
Stephanotis, Dipladenia, Allamanda, Ixora, Cleroden-

dron, and Heaths were the staple plants of the large

collections, and in 1861 the same plants, or at any rate

the same species or varieties, will do the same work.
No doubt many of these plants will be marvels of supe-
rior cultivation, but still when we consider that at that
time 40 to 50 plants used to be shown for the principal
prize, it must, I think, be admitted there was more merit
in producing such a collection, than in bringing toge-
ther some 15 or 20 plants, be they never so fine, the
cultivation of which is well known at least to the
initiated in competitive plant management. One of
the most meritorious collections I ever saw was
exhibited from Bromley Common by Mr. W. Barnes.
now of Camberwell. He staged 50 species or distinct
varieties in splendid condition, but the post of honour
was awarded to his rival, for what? althongh he
staged duplicates of White Azalea, persoluta Heath,
spectabilis Pimelea, and two other common things, the
names of which I now forget. Such was censorship at that
time, but even allowing the collections to have been
equal in point of cultivation, which they were not, the
jety fact of the collection containing duplicates must
Wave placed it second in the competition, had the
judge* understood their duty. The encouragement of
these overgrown plants, exceot as sWIp. RnPoim«ma ™

exhibitors would be jealous of any one but themselves

arranging their plants. There might have been some

truth** this, but I fancy the prejudice would not have

\ _..i.. j &._ « i;ffin o-nld nr silver omt-

iieol

hack
has

been too deeply seated for a little gold or silver oint-

ment to have removed it. To break up «e monotony

of the finest exhibition I ever saw has always been a

desirable thing with me, for though I see the great

exhibitions but rarely now, I must confess that alter

examining, the specimens individually, I have little taste

left for the collections " en masse." The most striking

collection of exhibition plants I ever saw was at the

Bath and West of England Agricultural meeting in

June, 1860, at Dorchester. A large tent, some 80 to

100 feet long and proportionately wide, was fitted

with a low flat table stage with a horse-shoe

end, the company walking inside the horse-shoe,

and of course the plants were arranged to fall

from the back to the centre. This tent was filled with

plants supplied exclusively I believe by Messrs. Veitch

& Son, of Exeter and London; and as they had

evidently brought the very cream of their collections

together, it was a display such as for effect I have never

seen equalled in any place. With huge plants of

Rhododendrons and Azaleas, &c. from the open ground
were associated magnificent plants of Azaleas, Heaths,

Pimeleas, Aphelexis, Ixoras, Orchids, Perns, and other

stove and greenhouse plants, and these intermixed

again with Pelargoniums of all kinds, Calceolarias,

Cinerarias, Roses, and a whole host of florists' flowers

;

and the whole so skilfully blended together that at

every two or three steps every person met with some-

thing to please his or her particular fancy. Here
perhaps a stately specimen of some rare Heath or

Azalea flanked by a plant of Eriostemon or Stephanotis,

with the feathery fronds of a choice Fern, or the

snowy and almost ethereal flowers of Phalamopsis

amabilis or grandiflora waving over head. Pass a little

further and you had a group of the last new Roses or

some other florist's flower, while rare plants not then

distributed, and such as Messrs. Veitch only could

exhibit, were there in abundance. In fact this tent

was what a well appointed conservatory ought to be,

and just the place to enable a lady to judge
what her own conservatory should be, always
premising that proper means are allowed to enable the
gardener to procure such plants. This arrangement at

the time pleased me so much that I determined to make
a note of it, and I now commend the subject to the
consideration of those interested in catering for the
public gratification, with the hint that if they intend to
act upon it that the sooner exhibitors are made
acquainted with their determination the better. The

to collections of 40 or 50 species or distinct
Jies, confining the growth to pots not exceeding

their ton inches," I donbt if it would be considered!
rrtrogresuve movement, and I am quite sure the
collections would be much more attractive than they
have been of lute years. We have seen what can he
tone with plants in large pots, let us now ascertain the
ine and perfection to which they can be grown in com-
parat.vcly small ones. And are we quite right in our
exclusive dealing with these large collection!, whereby
Orchids, .Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and other soft-
wooded plants are not admissible ? The question is atany rate a deoatable one, and for reasons which I will
presently assign I am strongly in favour of the pro-
ubition being removed. Were I an exhibitor growing
hard-wooded plants only, I should have a decided objec-
tion to the change, having more than once been swamped
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d °\tw,° thrown int0 a *& eollec-tmn • but looking at the matter upon its merits andwithout any reference to the interest of exhibitors, itcertainly appears to me the change might be made withdeeded advantage to the collections ingestion. Some
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decoration of the dinner table is a move in the right
direction, and I fancy will lead to a grand display.
Of course the object is to bring out a set of the most
suitable baskets or vases, as well as to encourage taste
in the^ management of fruit and flowers. Were it
otherwise, each competitor to make the competition
equal should use the same form of basket, but as there
is room for great improvement in the floral ornamenta-
tion of our dinner tables, it is to be hoped that some
suitable designs may be produced. To take the dishing
up and management of fruit out of the hands of
confectioners, housekeepers, and still-room maids is an
act of common justice which every successful grower of
choice fruit ought to claim for himself, for to see the
slovenly manner in which Grapes, Strawberries,
Peaches, &c. are handed and mauled about is enough to
try the metal of the most bending. W. P. A.
Delphinium Cardinale, Sfc.—l saw mention made in

your Number of Saturday, Jan. 26, in " Answers to
Correspondents," of the beauty of Delphinium cardi-
nale. I find in my note book a remark made to me by
an eminent nurseryman who had grown it extensively
on coming out. After telling me it was the colour of
bnckdust, he said, « I believe it to be one of the greatest
pieces of rubbish ever palmed upon the public." Who is
right ? Will you invite your correspondents who have
grown it to give their opinion ? " Orwell " is quite right

!£??? Dianthus Veitchi
: it is a common pretty Sweet

\\ illiam, sent out by one of the first firms in London as
a very beautiful and much admired plant." I wishyou would publish my letter verbatim, and then webould have a chance of hearing something. A. RBut sure y brickdust is a verf acceptable tlouramong Delphiniums. When we saw the flowers wethought them handsome. We suspect that your inform!ant cannot " grow " it.]

J ""orm-

Lamjps and Lijht.-To those who like myself buma good deal of « midnight oil," either for reading
™

wntmg, and who cannot get gas, or afford the expenseof a moderator, a cheap and economical lamo is afatter of considerable importance. Durint the las?three years I have purchased several of the PLffinamps but with an occasional exception of a m
"

hf rtwo I found them ill to manage, smoky, and theTenchmost intolerable at times. I was recommended to tr.an argand burner, but that was not a cZ and frombreaUges I found that description of larn^ expendStopping one night at Chester in the autumn I met wTtha lamp which gave a most beautiful light was oT, f,scentless though burning Paraffin, and notXoM^t
mncn uitn a duplicate chimney and ornamental
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;ht wonkl in-
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had what is caU d tte^mrt™* *S * found * We P08**8' 0&sr <*&<* of exhibition com- f £
also though: arrangement^^ collection of Chinese Primulas from the

g*J ^
h ° *imers tlie PurP°se most com- Society, and a -roup of miscellaneous l^

Albion

pletely, and is known in the trade as the
Photogen Oil Lamp." Photogen was reeommJu
being cheaper and better than Paraffin, and soill?

*

found it, the light being stronger and the ex™*,
*

siderably less. Burning the lamp six hours evPnf-T
the oil costing 3s. per gallon, I find that the eSj^'
just a penny and a 35th part per night, and this f

^

light equal to four composite candles, and ani.o «,* .

l

for a family of eight or ten people to tIa^SS^
comfort by. So much is this light liked
north, that some families are using it in preferenr

*

\

?

gas, finding it cheaper and more agreeable to read 1
write by. My four months' experience is most fa™
able, and I can recommend it with confidence to li

requiring that great desideratum, a good and econnmi
cal light. Inquiries respecting this lamp mav ho?*
dressed to the " Albion Company, 7, LowJ "£

*J
Street, Liverpool." W. T. A.

Wer Ustle

Thieves in Gardens.—I beg to forward the following
hoping it may prove a warning to persons who visit
private establishments and nurseries under the p\ea of
looking round, but really with the intention ofrobber?
Yesterday at mid-day a very respectable young man h
appearance a native of Exeter, visited my establi

ment, and immediately commenced operations bjpm^
out of the store pans large quantities of TetW
Lobelia, Gazania splendens, &c, secreting themiaVu

hat and pockets. He was given into custody and tried

at Hammersmith before Mr. Ingham, and sentenced to

pay 201. or three months' hard labour. Charles Ww-
roffe, Westbourne Nursery, Feb. 13.

Rainfall in January, 1861.
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Little Bridy.—ThQ smallest monthly ramtau sibji

Barnstaple.—The fall in September, 1 S60, snoui

3'54 and in November, 2 64.
Q . t

i,
e meff

Manchester.—The driest January since iwo.

C4 years' observations) for the month is 249 incut
. ^

Nookton—Snow on the 1st, 5th, 6th, 8tb, .tn, ^ ^
Sandwkk.—Mexn (of 20 years) rainfaU for Janu j,

inchw; the fall is, therefore, only half the average-

G. J. Symons. Camdtn Road Villas, JX. W-

octette

m***
"ROYAIi HORTICrLTFRAL : Feb. ^.--^'^'^fll

jm7fce>).--Illustrations of the severity of the ^
shrubs of different kinds were furnished by ' ' ^
of Bagshot, who sent young plants of *** $
killed down to the ground; Buxus Balearic, »Pr^tly

quite dead; Araucaria imbricata, browned.an &^
disfigured; Phillyrea angustilblia, killed

; "V
dipy

renfc
i

young shoots killed; I. cornuta, dead ;
I.^$&

partially injured; Japanese Privet, dead; rf.
ngshootskilledjQuercusscleroPV

the old wood ; Q. bambns« fo^
Q.inversa,in a similar condition; and Symplon J^.
sempervirens, young
killed back to

;
Quercus s«-

-

Q bambu*rf°!j

v^. jnversa,ma similar condition; and Synipi jjor^

kiUeddownto the roots. Associated with these, #&
ing a strikingcontrast with them in regard tom^
were Berberis japonica and Skimmia J 1^ *1

/
robust health, without the disfigurement ^
single leaf, although both were reported to <^ &
pied situutioiiH equally oxposed with the I ^ ^i

enumerated. The Skimmia indeed was cc
,^

brilliant red fruit, with which it is âa3!fzl t£ g
the whole winter through, rendering it ^

aluable perfectly hardy evergreen si
i ,^most
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E. G. Henderson, which arrived too late to

receive the attention of the Committee.

Feb. 12.

—

(Print Committee.)—A collection of Apples

received from Guernsey was entrusted to a sub-com-

mittee to be carefully inspected and reported on at a

future meeting. From the Garden of the Society came
various Apples, most of which on trial proved indifferent

in flavour—a circumstance doubtless owing to want of

sun while ripening ; the best were White Colville,

ourt of Wick, Waltham Abbey Seedling, Ribston

Pippin, and Dntch Mignonne. A Seedling Kitchen

Apple from Mr. Weaver, of Bellins Park, Essex, was re-

commended to be cooked and reported on hereafter. Arley

Seedling, a small ?ized rather pretty variety from Mr.

Booth, Northwich, was not considered better than

kind* already in cultivation ; the flesh was dry and
deficient in flavour, and to some the skin had a peculiarly

unpleasant taste. Mr. W. Paul exhibited a seedling clear

yellow, firm rle*h*d and tolerably good in flavour; it

was no r. considered worthy of especial recom-
nendation. A collection o Grape* was contributed
rem the > Gu »; they consisted of Black
Barbaras**, Burehardt'^ Prim CattduMBia nera,

Oldacre** St. Peter's, Prune do Herauft, Morocco
Prince, lllnssard Xoir, (Eillade Precooe, Raisin de
Calibre. * rdal, Muscat of Alexandria, and one or two
Win* >rapes; of these the best were the Muscat of

Alexandria, Oldarre's St. Peter's, Morocco Prince, and
Hurchardt's Prince. All were however more or less

shriveled with the exception of the Barbarossa, which
looked us if it would keep good with care until the end
of April. Some Muscats, considerably shrivelled and
pert their best, were also sent by Mr. Booth, of Arley
Park. Mr. Mobbs, Newport Pagnel, showed examples
of new Grapes cut from Vines growing in pots;
they were small both in bunch and berry, bet well
coloured, and considering the season tolerably well
flavoured. Specimens of Baldry's Defiance JJmbarb
were again shown ; also some hybrid Cabbages from
Mr. Msville, Dalmeny Park, near Edinburgh. These
were recommended to be cooked by different members
of the Goassnittee, and reported on at a future
Meting.

and sciuroides. This latter was still less likely to be bread and ch , and whilst we were eating it tley
confounded with anv <»f the above, for it has much opened out their old budget about the shame it was
stouter spikelets, a short upright oblong panicle; its

glumes as 2 to 1. acuminate, with the dorsal nerve

reaching to the tip; the larger glume as long as

the included florets, and the awn about equalling the

pale. In computing the proportions of the two glumes

towards each other and to the included floret, it was

observed that those of the terminal spikelet are not to

be trusted, being always less unequal than the others.

The author also pointed out that Parnell and Sowerby

have drawn three stamens in the flowers both of

F. bromoides and F. pseudo-myurus, but this he believes

to be erroneous, for of the British Vulpia? only uniglumis

has three stamens; in the others he has constantly

found one stamen only.—Dr. Hooker exhibited speci-

mens of the Araucaria Rulei of Dr. Muller, a species

found on a volcanic islet off New Caledonia.

Notices of a>oofe£.

A new edition has appeared of 77 issaJTs Adultera-

tions Detected (Longmans). Those interested in the

subject are aware that this volume consists of highly

magnified figures representing the appearance under the

microscope of a great variety of articles genuine and
adulterated, together with explanatory letter-press.

To the present edition is prefixed the Act of Parlia-

ment passed last session " for preventing the adultera-

tion of articles of food or drink." Up to this

time the Act seems to have been a dead letter. Dr.
Hassall now hopes that " many n appointments of

Analysts will shortly take place. We presume to

hope the contrary. The power that would be
entrusted to them is hardly fit to be cx« ised except

by persons of the gn est experience ; and we should be
glad to know where "many" such men are to be
f rand. What comes of employing Amateurs has been
pretty well shown by the Wakefield case. The em-
ployment of incompetent men, as must, happen in

many places, can only lead to injustice and litigation, if

not to something even worse. If Mr. Scholefield, who
brought in the bill in question, is well advised by
disinterested persons he will rest contented with having
gained his point, and now allow the matter to drop.

The new outcry about adulteration, coupled with the
prospect of appointment* under the bill, has a very
suspicious appearance.

" the old -gardener " gives the following
a visit paid him by one who w gave himself

A Prtrhet of Seed* saved by an old Gar&emer.
Second edition, enlarged. Chapman & Hall. Is. 6d.

We little thought the other day when mentioning
this clever story in connection with the memory of its

lamented author that a new edition was even then
about to issue. Let us now add that we know of no
book which -Gardeners may read with more advantage :

for it is full of wisdom -In the form of familiar gossip.
A few extracts will explain our meaning,

Gregory
account of
a deal of airs amongst country folk :"—" One day I'd
just got up 'from dinner, when the one I'm telling of
came up, and asked if he might have a look round. I
thought what kind of a man I'd got hold of ; so I first

took him into the old garden and into the old houses

—

the ones I found when I -came to Birdwood, and which I

?°u
_

e any *

we used just to keep bedding -out things and the
Orange trees -in, and some late Vines over head. These
old-fashioned houses, with steep roofs, heavy sashes,
small glass, and brick flees, soon set his tongue loose,
and he began to talk very large about my place and my
plants, and my liouses, and my everything. He used
euch fine words, too, that 1 could not tell what he
meant; and he palled first one thing and then another
about, and, looking at the Orange trees, which wanted
new tubs, said he, * These are doing badly ; let me

things were so unequal : some so rich and some so poor

;

some with so much land, and so many with none ; and
some such great folks that they scorned the like of

them, tho' the rich were beholden to 'em for shoes and
clothes ; and wishing things was the same as in America,

where they was as they ought to be. What the one

said the other swore to; above all, they agreed that

there ought to be in England a fresh start, and that no

man ought to have more of God's earth than another,

and nothing would be right till all was shared out

afresh. Mac and I had heard all this so often that we

didn't care to answer, but went on with our bread and
cheese, till they took off, and ordered a rump steak and

onions ; and very particular they seemed about having

it cooked with a bit of butter and dust of pepper, for

they were knowing fellows in such matters, and proad

of it too. By and by it was ready, and put on the

table close by us ; but the tailor had gone to gossip

with the people outside that had come to the sale, so

the shoemaker went off to look after him, and m nc

pood humour either. As soon as his back was turned

Mae whips off the cover, takes half tho steak, divides

it between him and me, and began eating away, whilst

I could not think what he was at. Presently in they

came, and seeing what we were doing they began

abusing us most unmercifully. I will say I felt very

foolish, till Mac said to them, « What's the matter?

did ye no say we ought all to begin again, and share

and share alike ? We've only done what ye've been

sac lang advising. Our bread and cheese was all gone,

and we'd cum roun' to your wayo' thinkin', and thought

we'd make a beginning at once ; so we've taken our

share.' But nothing of that kind of argument would

suit them now, not a bit of it. They tried to hide how

foolish they felt, but could not do it, tho' Mac went and

ordered more, and paid for it, and as we went away

said to them, ' Dinna ding me ony mair wi' your clavcrs

about starting afresh, and sharing and sharing all alike,

ye gomeralls, ye. When it comes hame to yoursels, ye

see clear eneugh what fools ye are; and now take nay

advice, and wark o' Mondays like other folks, and

drink less and chatter less, and ye'll hae mair for the

wife and bairns.'

*

Among the new matter we find the following piece

of advice :—" If the Thorns and Thistles will grew,

yet we are well repaid for the sweat of our brow by
keeping Ym down ;

just the same'as 'tis in our hearts :

all kinds of evil tilings spring up there, everybody

knows that; but our business is to keep hard at ihe

weeds ; we may down with 'em, but look out, for

they're always ready to come up again, and it'll be so

to the end of the chapter. If any of you thinli yon
are men enough to do this ofyourselves, you're mightily
mistaken. But you're promised help; and you'll find

it in a book more worth reading than any other,

though it may lay on your shelves and be never looked
at, and, if your house is untidy, be covered with dost.

Now, what I want us all to do is, to read this book
just as we read the gardening ones, and, while wc
workaway in our gardens, abide by its * calendar o£
operations' for working at the heart. It's a shame
such a book should be so neglected. Don't read it

alone ; first get a good wife, if you haven't one, and
whilst she is at work read to her and your children, if

Don't make a task book of it, and,

Lunar-: Feb. 7.—Prof. Bell, President, in the
Chair. W. Carruthers, Esq., was elected a Fellow. A
paper " On the occurrence of the Festuca auibigua of
lie Gall, in the Isle of Wight,- by A. G. More, Esq
was read. This Gras* was stated to grow abundantly
on the seaside sandhills or "dunes" at St Helens in
the Isle of Wight, and was believed to be the plant
mentioned by Dr. Brorafield in his " Flora Vectensis"
as a variety of F. uniglumis. Its aspect wrs described
as somewhat intermediate 1>« een that of F. uniglumie
and p*eudo-rayurua, wish the former of which it
grow intermixed, resembling it a little in its compact
and upright panicles, a resemblance which however was
only superficial, the tree affinity of the plant being
with F. psendo-myums, with which it agrees in having

ingle stamen, and by t constant presence of both'
glumes. It was remarked that the differences between
this plant and the normal state of F. pseudo-
myurus were just such as are relied upon for
distinguishing the latter plant from F. sciuroides
the F. bromoides of Smith ; and there seemed therefore
no reason why F. ambigna should not equally rank as a
species. '- It is not expected indeed," observed the
author, " that those botankts who conjoin pseudo-
myurus with sciuroides will be any more inclined to
admit the distinctness of ambigua, and it may be urged
that M. Lloyd speaks of a maritime variety of pseudo-
myurus in such terms as to lead to the conclusion that he
itends ambigua ; but on the other hand he Gall con-

sidered his plant much more nearly related to ciliata
to which he was disposed to refer ambigua as a non-
ciliated variety, and it must be confessed that, excepting
Jfce cii of *ii€ lower pale, ambigua has very nearly
the characters of ciliata." These three closely allied

which belong to the section Vulpiaof the genus
ertuca (distinguished by having an annual root, and

awn* longer than the pale), were s contrasted :—
Lever paie ctiietW.—1. F. ciliata: panicle narrow

upright, its rachis downy
; glumes widely membranous,

pointed, very unequal, as 3-5 to 1, the larger one
reaching less than half-way up the included floret; awn
ot lower florets one and half times as long as the pale.

Lower pale not ciliated, scabrom.—2. F. ambigua :

panicle narrow, close, upright, its lowest branch reach-
ing more than one-third up; glumes widely mem-Wnona, «ub-acute or eroded, very unequal, as 3-6 to
i, the larger one reaching one-third up the included
florets

; awn twice as long as the pale. 3. F. pseudo-

iS?™* \JT ,

,e eIon«ated>
wy narrow, nodding,

interrupt** below, often partly sheathed ; its lowest
branch reaching one-fourth up the panicle; glumes
membranons-edged, acuminate, unequal, as 3 to

incM fl^t: ™ ^^.,^U
;
W!
Z_ UP_ £ 3fJ "« confused, and made an e»e«e to***

jM& *the and I was glad to get rid of him, though I didn't let new double nnrnin r T"7 'XT—*""*"«"«* °r«*Y *

' him go without bidding him not to forget the JcarUnic in*^^
ffor Peerage i^WMte. «* AM ne of GreatBritain and Irelandfor lgfiL By R I- Do?/ i£?
pp.748. YVhitaker.

J * Dod
- 12mo -

haps you'll be so good as to send me a little parcel
down by the waggon from London that passes by 4' and
I pulled out half-a-orown. But he said he was sure it

take my word for it, there'll be something wrongxin
yourselves if you don't find in it comfort in sorrow,
support in honest poverty, something to keep you
humble if you are prosperous, and free from pride if

you are successful ; something to make you careful how
you speak of the faults of others, because you'll know
so much of your own. It will teach you to lend others
a helping hand, and to take help gratefully, if you ever
need it. It'll make you respectful to your employers,
and will get you respect from them ; and when you've
roughed it through life,-—ar.d I've known what it is to
rough it as well as any of you,—it will give yoa a hope
that'll grow stronger .ind stronger the older you grow."

In RovJJedge's Illustrated Natur-l History for Feb-
ruary, we find the history of Thrushes, Orioles, Chats,
1 antails, Shrikes, and Jays, all represented by capital
wood-engravings.
A third No. of Mr. W. Longman's delightful Lectures

on the History of England is out. It ^comprehends tbe
period between 1216 and 1272, am? k illustrated -not
only by quaint drawings from ancient manuscripts, hot

would not be more than 1*., and he would not forget it
He was going, till I said, ' This way/ and took him
through a door into the new liouses, a large range all
heated with hot water: one for stove and greenhouse
plants, one a fine Grape house, with divisions for suc-
cession crops, and another with Peaches and Figs;
then, again, pits for Cucumbers and Melons, and one I nrth*v/*~«j o w*•«**«•.
for Mushrooms. Though I say it myself, they were a 13th™f ^Zfnr. ™T ' "*****. completing the

credit to us, if nothing to boast of; and he thought so '
•

' f°re ^ Am0D|r the **""* *« oue of a

>o, for his eye caught mine, and there was somethin

also by an excellent map of the English r>
r ranee in the 12th and 13th centuries. ^

ossessions in

IT

M .

mg nait-way up the

1 r 2 « '"

awn nearly twice a8 ,0ns «
pale. In all these characters it was mentioned that F.
amb.pa was stiU more distinct from F. Broteri, to
which Mr. More was once inclined to refer it. F
Hroteri has a short upright oblong panicle, with i

lowest branch reaching nearly half-way up ; its glume*

in it that stopped his tongue ; and when I began to ask
him a few questions how he did this and did that, 1

onir the figures ishuge purple Utricular!* with a Up like a crinolk '«. *<*
in cultivation and

I
probably uncultirable, and* «*y

«tr.k.ng hybrui Rhododendron with snow ootoi '""flowers bordered with eherry red, whenee its nL «,
"""•" " ""*• ™el? «• abo representations o7k "

are less unequal and more pointed; the lar

hacid gas to venerate my plants with. How foolish we
are to use words we don't know the meaning of."
On another occasion Gregory and his friend Macphe r-

son bein- peckish, "went to a road -side inn, hard by

rei.-.v« rmwVf >L f ! TlS^lu i T^TF e*1^!^ Place of gale, to get something to eat • and who

^awnsT 2SS^tt* •£!**!* *5* ™! l*?»" - ** «*-V a lot n.oYe that were there

Under the familiar name of " Dod " «,;« 1 u
a horwnVmM hnni- „- ^ ,• .,,<** «»9 has become

rybody in the
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realm Iroin knights upwards is briefly mentioned; his

birth, history, services, and kindred being duly set

forth. It is also a feature of the volume for 1861 that

the rank of all persons in the Volunteer service who have
a handle to their names is carefully noted. It, like all

other books, has its errors, some of which are whimsical;
such as making Sir Joseph Paxton the Editor of the

Botanical Magazine, and Sir William Hooker the

"Curator" of the Kew Garden; but these are very

slight blemishes, easily corrected.

We are glad to announce that Knight's Popular
History of England (Bradbury & Evans),' the best

middle class history in our language, has again appeared
after a few months' delay to give its very able and
conscientious author time to re-examine with renewed
care the multifarious materials that relate to the period

since the great French Revolution. No. 54 was
published the other day, and the remainder of the work
is announced for April/

Among minor publications heaped before us are

A Memoir ofAbraham Lincoln, the President elect of |

the United States (price Is. how & Co.) ; On Food,
First Course, by Dr. Lankester (price 1*. Hardwicke),
a good treatise spoiled by the absence of an Index

;

The Life and Travels of St. Paid, by W. McLeod
(12mo, pp. 143. Longmans), with maps illustrating

the travels of St. Paul, and other subjects, for the use of

training colleges and the higher classes of primary
schools.

In

in

Miscellaneous
Neto Source of Truffles.—After the depression

occasioned in the minds of the gourmands by the
announcement of the failure of the Truffle crop in

France, it is but just to raise their spirits by the
account of the discovery of the luscious production in

such large quantities in Africa that several of the great
Truffle growers of Perigord—armed with their know-
ledge, which is power, and their experience, which is

wealth—have set out to this promised land, and have
sent back the most flaming reports, backed by the most
splendid proof, of the existence of a magnificent species
of Truffle, produced in great abundance beneath the
Pine trees and Cedars in the brakes of some Algerian
forests, more delicate in flavour and m)re powerful in
perfume than those belonging to the Oak and Hazel
bush of Perigord. Simmonds's Technologist.

Gladiolus.—To grow this very handsome tribe of
plants to perfection the bulbs should be planted in a
light sandy soil ; if very poor, a little leaf-mould may be
added, but no dung. Where the above cannot be had,
and the soil is a stiff loam, one-half should be burnt
and thoroughly broken to pieces, then mixed with the
other; this will grow them well. The bulbs should not
be planted earlier than the middle of April, nor later
than the last week in May ; and when ripe, which will
be from the beginning to the end of October, they
should be taken up and dried off rather quickly, else,
like Onions, they are apt to turn mouldy at the
roots

; after which place them in thoroughly dried sandm a cool dry situation, away from frost, until plantin
time. Slandish*8 Catalogue.

Transcendental Science.— The a-priori or trans-
cendental method in anatomy has evidently strong
charms for some of our transatlantic brethren. In the
Transactions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis for
1858, vol. i., No. 3, p. 416, there is a paper by one of
the curators, Dr. Theodore C. Hilgard, M.D., "on
Organotaxis/' in which the dreamy and imaginative
Oken is out-Okened. One good effect of this curious
production of our voluble contemporary will be to show
what may be done by a good tall fellow in this line of
busmess, especially when such a worker is unyoked
from reason and judgment. We shall give a specimen

?£ * a
?***.* Paper-not to instruct but to warn

the student; whilst the mere quotation of the author
will be tantamount to putting him in the pillory,
inus, ,n p^ 418f speaking: of whafc he ^ {t the
pterygo-maxillary extremity'*' (of the cranium) Dr,
Hilgard says* : "the fin or hand to this extremity wefind 1D perfect likeness t?j a bat's hands, in the lake
muscalounge (masque.aP.ongee, Esox sp., length 5 feet).

iw 'I f
r
\T

°neS
' "S^tinated to the nasal vertebra,

constitute the nasal tones of the face ; the stout second
forms the true m^xiUaries, with teeth, like the nasal
bones mclusiv e of sesamoids ; the third, a finger of five
oones, form*, the infra-orbital osselets, in likeness of acartilagmo' jo nostriUmtut «nrmnn^;n„ *l~ :„.„i,_-

cr
n

fermentative and effervescent action—we find largely

and emphatically represented in the diffuse, cytogenetic,

and, par excellence, eremacaustic fungine tnallus,

mouldy, pervasive, katalytic, chafing and consuming,

under the form of fermentation, the noctilucent decay

of wood, and of putrid decomposition. Like the central

caloric of earth, it inhabits the hillcoi substances,

animate organisms, we find its functions repeated

the (fermentatively) specific action of cellular contents,

of the glands, oll'actorio-intestinal crypts, the brains

and ganglia, the fat and marrow. The nerves supplying

organs once severed, says Recla-n, the specific action ot

the glands becomes tempestuously paramount, pro-

ducing heat and excitement ; a proof of the inherency

of bio-chemical action in the glands, while to the

nerves, brains, and the ganglionic masses belong tiie

specifically bio-dynamic energies. The antheral process

of fructification in Aroids is known to produce consider-

able heat. The sudatory mucorine spores, like a moist

dew, fore-fashion perspiration ; their fermentative exha-

lation of carbonic acid gas, respiration," &C The art of

finding silly similitudes and aptless analogies can neither

J
be advanced much further than the author pushes it, nor

more flauiitingly arrayed in sounding words than in

this classico-technico-American garment ol wordy
nonsense. Taylor's Annals of Natural History
Mr. Freke been studying Dr. Hilgard ?]

[Has

termina 1

Calendar of Operations,
{For the ensuing iveek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Consekvatoby, &c.—Young plants of Allamandas,

Clerodendrons, Torenias, &c, and many other things,

if encouraged with a little bottom heat and other
favourable circumstances, will form nice sized specimens
in a few months, and large masses of Statices, than
which few plants are more useful, will, under kind
treatment, be obtained in a short time. The showy
Impatiens Jerdonise should also be encouraged by every
possible means to make wood, and let it be propagated
as quickly and freely as possible, for it is just the plant
that is wanted for autumn decoration. The pretty
dwarf Heliotropium Voltaireanum will likewise be found
useful for blooming under glass where sweet-scented
flowers are in request. In fact, where the stock in
hand is deficient, as it will be in many places after so
severe a winter, not a day should now be lost in making
every possible effort to provide considerably more than
is likely to be wanted, so as to be prepared'against any
accident or extra demand, should such occur. Push oil

Camellias with gentle warmth and weak manure water.
Also get a portion of Epacrises into gentle heat. Bv
getting them to flower early, starting them into growth
in good time, and getting their wood well ripened, thev
may be had in full blossom in November, at which
season their flowers retain their beauty much longer
than after the sun becomes powerful in spring. Pro-
ceed as diligently as possible with the repotting of such
of the hard-wooded greenhouse plants as require it, so
as to afford them every chance to make a vigorous
start. Be careful, however, before potting to have the
ball in a nice moist state, and avoid .riving large shifts
to weakly growers

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Attend carefully to the bottom heat, par-

ticularly where this is produced by fermenting materials,
as tan, &c, and see that it is not allowed to rise too
high, which it is exceedingly apt to do after fresh
materials have been added, either during bright
weather, or where there are pipes under the bed.
Where much fire-heat is used it requires some practice
and attention to be able to keep the soil in a proper
state as regards moisture, but this must be effected at
any expense of attention if success is to be insured.
Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere, but do not
push young stock too fast until we may be favoured
with more sunshine, when if all is right at the roots
there will be no danger of drawing the plants, as might
be the case in the present state of the weather. Avoid
allowing water to lodge in the hearts of plants showing
fruit, and do not wet the flowers of those in bloom with
the syringe. Pot off or plant out suckers as thev can
be obtained sufficiently strong, and attend to keeping
up a regular succession, which is the surest way of
providing the necessary amount of fruit.

Vinekies.—See that the houses in which the Vines
have not yet started are properly cleaned, the Vines
painted with the usual composition of soft soap, sulphur
&c, and everything put into proper working order-
also get the rods bent in time to induce the buds topush regularly. Attend to disbudding and stopping
&c, as may be necessary in the succession houses, and
see that the inside borders are kept properly moistgiving tepid manure-water as may be necessary to effect
this, and do not be afraid of giving too much of this toVines m pots, except such as already have ripe fruit on

state for that purpose and encourage th^^T
gentle bottom-neat and careful management ft

Febkt,

would bloom more beiwVrf^ifp^i11^
in a warm sheltered part of the garden tw"v

quick growth, for after this season there Isnoti t^t*
lost with young stock. Calceolarias, if well estahr l

may be planted out next month, should the wear. 1 i

favourable, in a turf pit on poor sandv soil who !l
can be protected from cold winds, but they must h
pared for this by previously inuring them to fV'

6"

posure to sun and air, &c, whenever the weath
**"

permit. Their place under glass can be nrnfifl!
11

occupied with recently pottcd-ofl stuff, and with 7
nary care they will do better planted out than stunted
in small pots, render annuals must now rece* +

tention. Heat is indispensable to the raising of\t
**'

though not necessary to flowering them; indeed iw
of them '

"

"

*
-
™»

in June in a warm sueitereu part ot the garden tb '}

treated as greenhouse plants. Commence sow/ncr tr
month, and continue till the end of April, in°na
placed close to the glass, in a temperature of fro

^

60° to 65°, keeping the soil moist, and Bhadme from
bright sunshine. Great care must be exercised to pre-
ent the plants from damping-off or getting « drawn''

from want of air. As soon as they can he handled
prick off singly into small pots, or place three round

the edge of a 4-inch pot, plunging them in a gentle

heat till they can he safely trusted in the open bortas

or they may be pricked out in rows in a spent hot-bel

shading carefully, and giving plenty of air when the

weather will permit. To secure fine plants and a pro-

fusion of bloom it is of the greatest importance to sow

early. Defer cutting in shrubs injured by the winter

until it is clearly seen how far they have been killed

back.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
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Orchard houses and glass cases should have air daily

during sunshine, but close early if there is any appear-

ance of frost. Finish pruning and nailing as soon as

possible. Prepare stations for Cauliflowers and Lettuces

that have been wintered under glass, selecting a

sheltered deep rich piece of ground. It is a very good

practice in planting out things that are at all tender at

an uncertain season to throw up the ground in good

strong ridg< s running east and west, planting on the

south side of the ridge. The plants are thus sheltered

from the north wind*, and fully exposed to the son.

Take advantage of dry days to stir the surface of tb

ground among growing crops, and to prevent weak

from making their appearance.
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STATU OF THE WEATHER \T CHISWICK NEAR LONDON

For the Mi ending Feb. 14, 1861. at observed at the Horticulture^ Gardens

I £
TBMrKKATl'KI.

t orrlieKrthj

Hl^^ 1 foot! 2 feetl

deep.Ueep.

Friday 8
Satur.
Sunday in

Mon. 1

1

Tuei. 19

Wed. 13

Thur». 14

Arerage.

.

Feb.

clear ui

sno*

— Kain ; overuut ; cloudy; shower*.
.

9—Focjry ; rain ; hoisterouv With rain «t nignt.
,

- lo— Kain; overrun

t

; mid and dry ; frosty. „«,«•
- Il-Slijtht fall of anow; heavy anow-tbower at noon,

- If -ftort?) rioudy and mid
;
pftNSSt ; frosty at night;

- 13— Hazy; foggy, clear and >ty at ni«bt.

- 14— Fro»ty;fii overcast, rain.

Mean temperature of the week. 2* deg. below the arcrafie.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK

During the last 36 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Feb.-*>£.
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the above period occurred^
t^-j!*

The highest temperature during the above period °"U"
1846 and 1859, and 23d, 184b—therm. 58 deg.; and tbe 10* c»

1855—therm. 2 deg.
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Notices to Correspondents
^_^_ _ _ ^ . a

\e fourth is a long arcuate beam, with a

oiifcpr
Phalanx agglutinated, a labial forming the

thiimT
mask 'bone of the UPP<* jaw ; and the fifth or

The °'
a kbial stttmP> ^ the thumb of bats and birds,

numbers of digital phalanges, as of cyclar elements,
j"* y vary among the different cyclar numbers." And
f

1 page 427 we have this profound utterance :—" The
eye is the representative of the seed or focal cycle
forming the centre and climax of floral as well as
visceral cyclosis." Under the heading " Somatic Strata,
Visceral Cycles, and Cryptogam*," at page 424> we
have the cytosporous, aerifero-membranous, scatent,
incrustate-cancellate, and spiral elements, types, cha- „ ..

- j UF.»u««i nuruDs auo trees
racters, and functions. To the first the following lucid

tor th
.
e PurPo*e of ascertaining whether thev aro

passage applies :—» The cytosporous or cell-shedding 8ecarely staked, for if allowed to roll about with thp
pulverulent cycles' function—the fervid and vital,

wmd the tender roots are often broken off Arfpr.,1—-— Z carefully to the stock of bedding plants
'

«nd IfThe mm are the author's own. rooted cuttings potted off as soon as they ar^Tin a^

FLOWER GARDEN AND 8HRUBBERIE8
Look over all recently transplanted shrubs and trees

4WMVV,- «.« —>^--~~J (Whilst

Books: A lateur. Sim's Catalogue, Williams on ^^5
Standish's Hints on Planting Ornamental lree.,

British Winter Garden. . . nr porkM'
Chair Makf.rs : Conrtavt Reader. Mr. Appleby, «•

fflaDufef-

says that Mr. Gleniatcr is one of the largest chaur^
turers of High Wycombe ; and " Woodcock

J<* {or
the

the same maker, who, he believes, manufacture

Crys tal Palace. u , orlv ignorf*

Cucumber : J C 11. Cooks and footmen, if particuiayi
y
^

persons, sound this word Cowcumber ;
but nu

learfli

unless indeed kitchen maids and grooms may "»

it of the servants above them. . .,, 4-hetn
°®'

Half Dead Plants : Hortulan. If you wish to km
tiU

tbe

right you will act as you propose. Let them c ^ bufl3

season is further advanced, hard frosts are °^ •

begin to swell. Manure Deodars ! Pray don t.
. 3/ H»

How best to Preserve Dried Plants from insjj-
. 80intioj

Wash them or rather paint them with a very *
b a larg

of corrosive sublimate in spirits of wine, laid ou

camel's hair fiencil. , i »ter fr°m '

Monro's Cannon Boiler : We have received a lew
Cjtftep

Jones, of Bankside, in which he d»9PuteV r ,one ^
assertion that the Cannon Boiler has unaer^

no^
alterations and improvements, and that there

.
rj$ t

»J

of removing the sediment from the "nder"^
D"teT

of jS
boiler. We cannot open our columns to m-v

bis de^
kind, although in justice t Mr. Jones we inser

of Mr. Carter's statement. 1 i-.f f
SeDe

!ra

Names of Plants: Ro»ar.,. It seems to be a ie
upleDi^

Mikanise. — E A. 1, Selaginella pubescens , -»
*

flaC
cia^'

Fabianum; 3, Pteris aquilma; 4,
Aspleniuui

variety.

TE

NIT

All

Officea
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\ RTIFICIAL MAXUKKS, &c— Manufacturers

\. and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
ay obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

id efficient preparation, by applying to J.C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

ennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

r of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays ot Gold, Silver, and

Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

e«tlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

nalyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
on at the College.

rHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1S40,)

re now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
•y would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED

30NES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
•olublc and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

™*fc from Bon*».
pre- The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
TUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sous), NITRATE of

\. SULPHATE ok AMMONIA, *nd everj- Manure of value.
116, Fenchnrel Street, E.C. Ei>w. Purser, Secretary.M
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A W £ H ' 8 MANURE
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for

resent season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at
ketones, at the following prices :

—

AWES'S PATENT TLIiNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6

AWESS SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONK or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

AWES S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through

lis appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
trices varying according to cost of carriage.

enuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate
>f Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

fridge, E. C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

Established 1812.MANURES.
MESSRS. PROCTOR invite the attention of their

Agricultural Friends to their SPECIAL MANURES for
861, prepared for Grass, Corn, and Root Crops. These Manures,
*hich are the best and cheapest offered to the Agriculturist,
ire now ready for delivery, and early orders are respectfully
wlicited. Price List, with particulars as to quj ntity and best>de of using the Manures, sent free on application to H. & T
proctor, Cathay, Bristol; or Proctor <fe Ryland, Birmingham
ind Chester, Agricultural Chemists, and Original Manufac-
urers of Special Manures.

BURNARI), LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

liospUonc Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
rhosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

lie preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says;—"These results muste very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

ugn agricultural and commercial value which characterisesour concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present^hcmists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

?rcnes'C;' ™y J
e *""* on application to Burnard, Lack,Coj^Jtotton_Road, Plymouth.

T.^K to your GRASS LANDS and DOUBLE
•r- RnvpJPr k5?4
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JARED TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth

L5 S* • '
Lambeth, S.. and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt.
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Economy OF CORN FOR~HORsY^CATTLE FEEDING.
P i Zv

AND
, ,

* TuRNER > Ipswich, submit the prices of

Barlv^f^ PUSHING MILLS for Oats. Linseed.

hor ^- l, li

&
n-

™ey save 25 Per cent
« of °*ts in Ceding

us ^ SrSSi
CTi f°r PlP and Cattle

'
rendering it as effica-

ln * off -,

nd l
Z ?eal

'' reduce Linseed to fine meal withno lo>s of its oil, and bruise Malt perfectly. £ , d

No. 6 Mill for hand, £4 16, or with Bean Mill (No. 6 B) 5 15

3°-- ,» „orpower8 „ No2BH0 10No.l „ for power ..12
"

fSoimi? nNo. 8;„ for steam pow.13 18
"

S&r'Km uDelivery free to all Railway Stations in England and to theprincipal ports of Scotland and Ireland ^ngiana'
and to the

tw.irdcd the prize of 5/. for the best Crushing Mill for Power •
he prize of 2l for their Crushing Mill for Hand

'

Ilmstrated PRICE CATALOGUES sent TrelJon application.

B

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have alwavs a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with

severalothers at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Bckgess <fe Key, 95,

Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Churn now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
URGESS and KEY, 95, Negate Street, E.C.

PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured. _ _ „ . ___
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 421. 10s.

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25L

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 221. 10*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.

Price 35Z. , .

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—One Horse Machine,

Price 24/.

These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any
Railway Station.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly fluttering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the

following from

Mr. James Arnot, of Woodcote, Carshalton.
" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not be

without one on any consideration ; and I can safely say that

I have saved over 50 per cent, in the expense every year I have
used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which
pays itself in so short a time." ____^

HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.
Directors.

Henry Ker Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John Villiers Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

T

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
J. ChevallierCobbold, Esq*, M. P
Henry Currie, Esq.
William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
SirS. Morton Peto, Bart.,M.P.
William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Under this Company's Act Landowners may effect the
following Improvements on their Estates, and charge the Out-
lay and expenses thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid
by Half-yearly Instalments, viz. :—

I. All works of Drainage, Irrigation, and Embankment.
II. The erection of Farm Houses, Cottages for Agricul-

tural Labourers, and ail kinds of Farm buildings.

III. The construction of Roads.
IV. The Grubbing and clearing of old Woodlands, Enclos-

ing, Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.

The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may
be executed, are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons,

Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-
ceeding 14 years, Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal, In-

cumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, &c.

The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to
avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also charge their Estates with Improvements under the simple
and inexpensive process of the Company's Act.
The term of years for the Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-

owner, so as to adapt the amount of annual payment to the
circumstances of the Tenants, the term for Building Works
being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements
being capable of extension to 50 years.

No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not
being affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are in-

curred.
The arrangements for effecting Improvements are threefold

—

No. I. The Works may be designed and executed entirely

by the Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed
only to supply the Loan and conduct the matter through
all the forms for charging the outlay on the Estate.

No. II. The Company will supply Plains, Specifications,

and Estimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Landowner's Agent, as under No. I.

In each of these cases the Landowner will be solely under
the control of the Inclosure Commissioners.

No. III. The Company will undertake the entire responsi-
bility of the Improvement, prepare the Plans, execute
the Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actual

amount expended with their Commission thereon
approved by the Inclosure Commissioners.

Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require
from the Company, and no more, in effectingthe objects in view.

Works of Drainage and other Improvements are also
executed on Commission for Landowners who merely require
the skill and experience of the Company's Officers and a Staff
in constant practice.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the Secre-
tary, 52, Parliament Street. London, S.W.
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TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY
|

ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

till
tb/

MB*
.olntio;

darter'

maw

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

MTRO-PHOSPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman—JONAS WEBB, Esq, Babraham, Cambridgeshire 1

All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

nPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.
in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay aud expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banfcs

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

/ COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
\J and ok PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisitetoprepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

EDUCATION.—Lieutenant C. Freytaq, residing on
a Dairy Farm at Quickborn, Holstein, desires to take into

his family a limitednumber ofyoung English Gentlemen, for the

study of the German Language, Agriculture (Practical and
Theoretical), and NatAiral History in connection with Agricul-

ture, Terms 60J. per annum.—Address Lieut. C. Freytag,
Kaufmann A. Meyer, Yuughaus Market, Hamburg.

"DOYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
XX CIRENCESTER.—Dr. Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, has a VACANCY
for a HOUSE PUPIL.

A GRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
J\. INSTITUTION —Instituted 1860.

For the RELIEF of DECAYED FARMERS, their WIDOWS,
and ORPHANS.

President—His Grace The Duke of Richmond.

Treasurer—Col. the Hon. A. N. Hood.

FIRST ELECTION OF PENSIONERS.
A GENERAL COURT will be held on THURSDAY, May 2,

for the purpose of ELECTING TWENTY OUT-DOOR PEN-
SIONERS, as follows :—

Male Pensioners . . . . at £26 per annum each
3 Married Pensioners . . .

.

£40
5 Widow Pensioners .. .. £20

Subscriptions and Donations will be thankfully received by
the Secretary, Mr. Charles Shaw, at the Office of the Insti-

tution, 55, Charing Cross, S.W. ; and at the Bankers, Messrs.
Drusimonds, 49, Charing Cross, S.W.

GRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION,—ELECTION OF PENSIONERS.

CANDIDATES are herebv instructed to return their FORMS
of APPLICATION, properly filled up, to the Secretary, Mr.
CharlesShaw, 55. Charing Cross, S.W., on or before MONDAY,
the ISth of February.—By Order of the Council.

ft

Eiit ^firtcttlturai (Bnstttt
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS,
Tuesday, Feb. 19— Kingacote (Mr Price on Ox Labour).

SAgri.
Society of England .. Noon

Hungerford, 4 p.m.
(On Heaping Machines).

Blandford.
( Inverness.

Wfcl/NKSDAY,—

Friday, — 22

Monday, —
Wfdnf.sday,—
Thursday, —

I Caithness.
o- / Framlingham 6 p.m.

(Mr. Doggett on Steam Culture).\

27—Agri. Society of England
2S—Agri Society of Ireland.

Noon

Saturday, March -—Hexham (on Stable Management). **W **\

Offices: 109, FENCHUECH STREET. Manufactory: PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

Three lines in last week's report of the Council
Meeting of the English Agricultural Society
appear to us of greater importance than all the
rest of it together. fi The Leeds local committee,
in a letter dated Feb. 2, had stated their inability

to provide the land required for steam cultivators

in April except at an excessive cost." We hope
that this does not intimate a tinal abandonment of
the attempt, which we presume that they have
made. It is of great importance that steam culti-

vation should receive a full and satisfactory test

before efficient judges, over extent enough, and
during time enough to insure a useful report upon
the rival schemes.

Such a trial cannot be made in July, not only

because land then cannot be had for the trial

unless it be retained for it at great cost throughout
the year, but also because generally at that time
land is not in good condition for tillage operations,

in which the trial consists. In April, however,
these operations would not only be in proper sea-
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son, and on soil in the right state for them, but

they would, for the most part, be for the good of

the current crop; and therefore, excepting the

case oi sward of any kind, which, if to be broken

up, would have been turned over earlier in the

year, land should then be had for nothing/

It appears however that the Leeds Committee

cannot provide such land, and Mr. Brady Nichol-
son, one of the committee, got into hot water the

other day at Wakefield (see another page) by sug-

gesting at the Farmers' Club meeting that the

agriculturists of that neighbourhood might perhaps

be able to help them out of their difficulty.

This, still smarting under the rejection, by the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society, of their

town, where it seems everything of this kind

could have been easily procured, the agriculturists

present indignantly refused to do. Nevertheless

it appears to us that there is no reason in the fact

of the annual meeting of the Society being held at

Leeds, why the trial of steam ploughs should

not be held near Wak.efi.eld, or indeed any where

in the great county of York, wherever land and
other suitable circumstances can be had. The
trial will not attract a multitude of spectators

;

Judges, engineers, and good reporters are alone

ing and mowing macnines, (4) fences, (5) Weights

and measures, (6) Leases, (7) Farm buildings, and

(8) Autumn culture-are to be severally discussed

at the monthly meetings for 1861.

The Framlingham Farmers' Club, who have just

published their 21st report, and were engaged m
the monthly discussion of agricultural topics

when Mr. Puset wrote the introductory paper on

English agriculture in the first volume of the

English Agricultural Society's Journal, have

issued the following programme for the 10 meet-

ings of the current year:—(1) Life assurance,

(2) Cattle feeding, (3) Steam ploughing, (4) The

future of agriculture, (5) The management of

swine, (6) Atmospheric electricity, (7) Stable

management, (8) Straw, its uses; (9), Labour,

(10) The assurance of crops and stock.

The Hexham Farmers' Club have just discussed

the education of farmers' sons, having heard a

capital paper on the subject read by the Rev.

C. Bird, which we shall give in another page;

and they are further to consider (2) The advan-

tages of good farming, (3) The management of

Grass land, and (4) Meteorology, when we hope

that an exposure will be made of the arrant non-

sense which is allowed to circulate amongst agri-

makes the prontabie^sTotTp^
valuable or instructive to Us th

1

?
T<-

instance of successful
effort *

improving cottage accommodation
11

-
**

needed to enable the Agricultural Society to do j cultural readers in connection -with the speculations

The discussion which speeded*Mechi's paper on the future ofT •

last week before the CentralTturned mainly, as was to have L
the prospects of steam culti?aCinfluences were however aho
tending to agricultural

improvement™"
Lord Beenees spoke of «,„ '

parochial settlement as a ^fT*^*"
*

man ;
intimating the opinion, forcR*

experience that the practice of each 1landowner (m the case of dose parish
merely after its own people wilWtr9 L
public good, had been productive ot eJ
running counter to it he had t<«o1t
utmost to

_
secure an extension of Z

rating. His lordship also referred
is&

*

kmwU
of the four-field course of cropping

to&£ * p

circumstances of English agriculture

Mr. Bailey Denton, on the snoje

•••

its duty in the matter to its members and to

agriculture generally ; and the general body of

spectators can be otherwise sufficiently instructed

by an exhibition on a smaller scale near Leeds

during the show week in July.

We hope that the difficulties in the way at Leeds,

which may not exist elsewhere, will not hinder

the local committee from proceeding with their

task—which is also their duty—the work of pror

viding for a sufficient trial of steam ploughs and
cultivators somewhere in Yorkshire during April.

Many years ago the Farmers7 Clubs of this

country were more numerous and more vigorous

than they are at present. Besides their social and
their strictly professional usefulness, the political

services then expected from them by the more
energetic section of their membership tended
to preserve them. But, independently of this,

they were then, and always have been, of use
to agriculture as the organs of trustworthy publi-
cation in their several localities—so that through

of so-called astro-meteorologists.

The Kingscote (Gloucestershire) Farmers' Club, a

newly established society, have selected the follow-

ing subjects for discussion at their several monthly
meetings:—(1) High, moderate, and indifferent

farming, (2) Grazing and dairying, of which the

opening paper will be found elsewhere, (3) Wheat
culture, also partly reported in another column,

(4) Ox labour, (5) Uses of scientific knowledge,

(6) Comparison of horse and steam power.

The Wirral Agricultural Improvement Society,

Drainage, referred to the lamentable fat, «.
most recent legal decision was a discourai

tl

ha

land drainers, inasmuch as it decknjX f©

man could extract underground water I

land if it could be fairly assumed to il
1

from a higher to a lower level throueh it

Mr. Shackel, of Erleigh Court, Eeadf^^
of the increasing expenses of farm m
Labour is more costly

etii

tilisers are an increasing

becoming heavy.

" His cultivation was increasing, and lit ft

m ol iarm mai» ^ ,

purchased foodi

charge—couir • fa

b.

a most usefuland energetic farmers' club, discuss
j
must endeavour to make up for a deficiec

(1) Lincolnshire farming, (2) Spring work, (3) The
farm implements of the locality, (4) The agricul-

ture of the neighbourhood, (5) Grassland manuring,

(6) Influence of prices, (7) Stock feeding. This
association adopts the useful practice of dis-

cussing at its meetings the papers which appear
Hip A crrionlfnrfil SruniofTr'a Tr»n i»r» o 1 an avomnloin the Agricultural Society's Journal—an example

which may be generally followed with advantage.
The Blandford Farmers' Club have selected the

following list of subjects for discussion :— (1)
them the failures and successes of agricultural en- Treatment of lambs, (2) Manufactured foods for
terprise, discovery, and invention, at once hecame
known where they would not otherwise have pene-
trated. When, however, the political interest which
at one time attached to all associations or machinery
of associations among agriculturists for whatever
purpose organised died out, then Farmers' Clubs
died out also in great numbers.
In 1845 we published a list of 150 subjects for

discussion before Farmers' Clubs, and distributed
them to all the secretaries of societies, then num-
bered by the 100, whose addresses, we could obtain.
In a very few years afterwards, in a paper on the
"Natural History of the Farmers' Club," we called
attention to their extremely various periods of
existence—the energy, activity, and longevity ot'

some, the short-lived uselessness of others.
Throughout the years which have since elapsed,
all the more important discussions which have
taken place before these clubs have been published
in our columns, and from this section only of the
contents of our volumes, easily accessible by their
indices, a complete "Body of Agriculture" might
be compiled. However various their career, upon
the whole they have been of immense service to
the progress and improvement of farm practice in
tnis country.

And for such services we have still to thank
tnem. We have before us now the reports ofmany of our most active Farmers' Clubs for the vear
J
T
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W'TS^^nmne8 for the7^ to come,

Instead of offering for their acceptance a further

and
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J ect* still needing discussionand elucidation, let us by the publication of them
here enable them to assist each other by an
enumeration of some of the subjects which they
have severally [thought deserving of attention at
their respective monthly meetings for 1861

.

i lo88 tolhe Central Farmers' Club has just had a paper U 6son ±arm Progress read by Mr. Mechi ; their

stock, (3) Relation of landlord, tenant, and
labourer, (4) Agricultural Chemistry, (5) Nutritive
value of roots, (6) Agricultural tenures, (7)
Accommodation for stock. No. 2 will, we pre-
sume, include the policy of employing expensive
" condimental" compounds, to use a barbarism
which advertisers are trying to force into general
adoption. No. 3 is to he introduced by the Rev.
Lord S. G. Osborne.
We could of course pursue this subject much

further, and it would be possible to name local
institutions of this kind dating from an earlier
period than any of the well-known provincial or

by having recourse to steam and to improvd

It was useless for farmers to sit still and i£

provements : they must endeavour to bring&
able improvement into practical operation, fie i^"

that steam ploughswould one day be alm«(

ol na

ltr

threshing machines were at present; anikiBS*da;

highly desirable that landlords aud wealtkjiaiPi*Te
turn their attention to the introduction of*'
on their farms, as Mr. Benyon, the member fori

done in that county. He was qaifce sure tbii

improved implements, steam machinery, **<

manures that they must look, to enable t

their future expenses, and obtain ft fait
t^

Mr. Nockold, of Stansted, *«& :-

" Mr. Mechi had reminded them thaM*

have a greater command of machinery and!M
they must endeavour to promote education e —
gence among labourers, and there mnst be u

ment in labourers' cottages. To this be *

than homesteads must be better adapw

requirements, and there must he proper

there was great *

Even the

£

Far*

rdti

sheltering machinery
provement in that respect,

homesteads were no longer applicable

w

En.

agriculture.

Mr. Coleman, of the Parknational societies—still pursuing their course of _. ^___,
quiet, unobtrusive usefulness—many too, of more '

believed, now that the favourable

recent formation, whose activity promises an tenant farmers on the subject of steal

equally beneficial career. It must, however, was beiusr made known, that it w
suffice for the present to have illustrated the fact,
as we believe it to be, that the Farmers' Clubs of
this country are after all the most influential
agricultural organisation we possess, and that
whatever the splendour, and we might almost
say the clamour of the annual show and utter-
ance of our great national society, it does not exert
the perpetual, uniform, and general influence for
good which we owe to humbler local organization.

a

ie of their own class than
J^^

In such matters they oug* *

n
At a meeting of the Redhill and Reigate

Cottage Improvement Society the other day the
report of their directors declared their invested
capital to be 6450/., and the income to be 400/
a year. A dividend of 51. per cent, was adopted'
and there remained a sum of 34/. to be carried to
the reserve fund, which now amounts to 100/lhe loss from empty houses has been 17s .and from bad debts 9s., making

"

loss to the Society durino- the
the whole
past yearThe Chairman, G. fcu£ £T j^

ensumg objects are-(l) tfay i "fSS^Mij i state of tLEvwT °Vhe ^isfactor^
Sheep v. Bullock, as 'nianufLturers of manure !

twofold 1st ?h UJn"** ?e
j
r ohi^ are

£2l*LteiA proanetioAof meat, (4)
|^L^^!^»L££££ment ot similar efforts in nthpr Ia^iu: °

i

^J»itl^S onl ProeeedlnSs that the « cot-
it builds^ and improves are not the cheap

initiations of the animal and vegetable kingdoms,
(5) Under drainage, and (6) Parochial settlements—a sufficiently various admixture of the practical
and the scientific—the general and particular—to
ensure the edification and gratification of all tastes.A

!j

the Newcastle Farmers' Club (1) Agricul-

tages

tenements which alone an agricultural labourerx„. t
-" *7"^ilc i"iiruit;r& viuu tijACTicul- can nffnrrl K„f \*n~ i
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tural statistics, (2) Stable management, (3) Reap-
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rapidly into operation.
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^ Q
^m

was, that men who lived close t0

^ kept|T

perhaps, to expose their own ignor*^ f
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rience too much to themselves. It *
ove

tage of that Club that it tended to

Mr. Sandeksokt, of Westminster.,

sp

q{

drained, unlimed, ill-fenced oon^^
of acres in Great Britain, as

/^nro^j
field still open for agricultural l^x

$i

the general absence of leases was
a

The svstem of yearly tenancy

to the interests of the kndow* #
energy of the tenant, and loc^e ^
of the soil ; and the future ot sn ^
depended very much indeed upo

of leases. -

nre p

The Chairman, Mr. Sblto*, V, v

remark, said that Mr. Puss*, ^^
the United States, came to l^^n

North Lincolnshire was better cu
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JW , in North Lincolnshire farmers

no leases, and had never asked for any.

lderman Uwmi in reply said, " >othing that

fallen irom any of the speakers that evening

shaken his opinion, that in Tiew of the future

'ded Mr XV mnst me more steam, invest more capital,

f
a?rieajJ .in covered yards, plough deep, and have

l* Par^hater securitv of tenure."

been enllt is plain from the above short abstract oi the

tion^3 ossioc, that it followed the example of the

> eauZKer which preceded it, and, embracing a multi-

nent. ^Se of unconnected topics, did little more than

present J* ie tnem-

injury |
—

=

rcedupjj

each pQ|
arisii

out reJ
> of er.

L of
(At

•ed^4-
n? to t

ltUR.

subject x

table fe
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THE EASi TRANSFER OF LAND.

To the Editor of Vu Agricultural QazetU.

fc^—This is said to be emphatically the age

teOfrQ 1 v ill never believe it; but let us guard

1 er«nti against ie thil —that it be not the age

withholds what is due, Let not (renins go una<

edged ; bv f< <r the general irood, as a matter of

» poller, let as, in the great battle we have to wage

hardships of the farm, give a knee to the man

inejej and talent, who sees where to plant his

i; . ! back him up with kinds words at least.

hit, «t this moment, do we look for with the

disooQMH '*' test hope to benefit landlord and tenant? We
dedawH f°r tnc eMV tn(* CDeaP trans fer °f la«d ;

which is

d waterm& "S at Ia8t >
m^ to 8teani

'
wnil " lms come already-

med to Wi
il - l0 whote far - seein» efforts, year after year, for

j"
.

-, do we greatly owe both, but to the talent which

f? ma enriched and enlivened your pages; and which

ifinti even yet sparkles at intervals alas too wide.

st us give honour where honour is due. It is a

we owe Talpa, and it is right we should pay it.

faithful servant,

b. 12, 1861. Tfllius Fabbicifs.
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THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
o. III. Wexford, &c.—Forty years ago the late

Sydney Smith wrote thus from Somersetshire :

—

wretchedness of the poor in this part of the

itry is very afflicting : the men are working for l.s-.

day ; and if a man have only three children he
ivee no relief from the parish, so that five human

beings are supported for little more than 10* a day

I should not be surprised if a plague in the shape of

typhus fever broke out here." The wages of agricul-

tural labourers in the part of England to which the

letter referred are now nearly double the amount paid

at that period ; and a corresponding rise has been

established throughout Great Britain. 1 he general

scale may be inferred from the tabulated returns to

each arranged in the Agricultural Gazette, April 28,

1860, for exhibiting the value of agricultural labour in

36 English, 12 Scotch, and 21 Irish counties. Not-

withstanding the undoubted progression of Inland in

husbandry, I fear that on the average of her 3- coun-

ties, and not estimating the remuneration of labour in

harvest time, the rate of wages is under 6s. a week

throughout the year, and that - there are often live

human beings supported for little more than 10 tf. a

day," frequently a larger family. It need hardly be

observed here, that there never has been given in

Ireland to the parents of more than " three children,

the extra allowance which was given in England when

Mr. Smith wrote.

I have selected six counties in each ot the three

divisions of the United Kingdom as fair illustrations

of the relative means of subsistence, cottage accommo-

dation, and extent of poor law relief given to labourers

in sickness, old age, or destitution from any cause.

But as the strongest analogies in social and physical

circumstances exist between the Scotch and Irish

agricultural communities, the following statements

will principally refer to them, my desire being to

present as faithful a detail as the tabular columns

in the Agricultural Gazette, the official reports

of Poor Law Commissioners, and my own expe-

rience may supply. I have endeavoured to arrange

for comparisons those counties which present the

closest affinities in size, population, intrinsic resources

and geographical positions—as to inland and maritime

boundaries. If I were labouring to exaggerate the

features of poverty in the portraiture of the Irish

labourer, placed in contrast to that of the British

labourer, I should select only those British counties

in which the highest wages are paid, and where work-

people possess corresponding comforts. And I should

also present the columns of the high wages and per-

quisites of British shepherds and ploughmen. I have

not done so ; nor have I estimated the earnings of

women, as these do not afiect the general subject in a

considerable degree :-—

shows tho area in Statute Acres ; B, the population according to Census of 1851 ; C and D, the ordinary and harvest

Weekly Wages of Common Male Labourers; E and F, the Yearly Rent cf Cottages and Number of Rooms.

»' vrim A. B. C. 1). E. F.

Amount
assessed to
the poor in

1859.

JOTLAHD.

EaoLsvD.

ford

wick
• *

l,20O,0tf

2,721,5*1

650, 156
56*. 75©
460,

MO,000

6,003,970

1.7. '1. 738
1,001,273

.092

534,823

466,932

222,0
96,400

180,030
191,264

3

Number
relieved in

1859.

s. d.

12
12
13
13
12

780,253

15a., with board
15*.

22s.

21.5. 9d.
17s. 6d.

14s. 3<'., with diet

407,

195,402
21

115,48*

475,031
1 63, 728

12
15
8

9

11

11

6
6

5,2«8,SfA

liLCLJUCX).

••

1.846,333
1,566,354
611,919
5
680,842
418,436

i/-U.18»

649,071
821,831
320,si7
1 40, 750
269,1

>S |l.at%09i

iore

»'

than to

e proc*

s that t

d hia *

"^ tdP*tuudtad and almost wmdowlesshovels"

6

24*.

15*., with dinner
13*. with beer
14*. 9d. , with

cider
18*. with beer
23*. with beer

10*. to 30*.

51*.

60*.

50*.

45*.

60*.

2 to 3

2 to 3
2 to 3

3
2 to 3

2 to 3

£
48,351
22,368
37,006
83,646

12,91.9

10,049

12,205

5,832
21,759
11,181

5.SS4

2,450

60*. to SO*.

52*.

40*. to 60*.

41. to 5/.

50*. to 60s.

51. to 61.

13*. 6f/.

9*.

13*.

18*.

16*.

18*.

40*.

40*. to 52*.
»*. to 52*.

40*. to 52*.

*>*. to 80*.

60*.

3 to-

4

6?
3 to 4

5

3 to 4

159,3 57,316

105,400
34,298
90,824

0,7733<

85,645
52,859

2
:;

2 to 8
2 to 3
1 to ."!

1 to 3

399, S01

42,348
15,71'*

12,1''

13,961
11,561
10,124

1S,903

9,074
17,968

6,797

18,703

10,682

82,032

11,203
3,350
3,088
5,918

3,059

2,441

©

)
o

oc

cc

106,907 29,059

nwu the foregoing columns it appears that the usual
Uv wages is 12*. -U in Scotland, and a fraction
t>». in Ireland. The rent of a cottage in Scotland

fiowever higher than in Ireland, but in the latter
try the quasi cottages are frequently but unfloored,

almost windowless hovels. I had the
Uege of submitting last spring to the Agricultural
imittee of the Royal Dublin Society, in answer to
rcular form of queries regarding Irish husbandry
the labourers' condition, a few remarks on the
subject, with a simple statistic table, exhibiting

amount of labourers' wages in my own district, on
area of about 10,000 statute acres of arable land in
county of \\ exford. The amount corresponds
the average rate deducible from the tabulated

fuel than a few furze faggots, the sticks which they may
gather from hedge rows, or dried cowdung surrep-
tiously taken, it may be, from farmers' fields. From the
want of fuel to dry their clothes, when they return home
in the evening wet to the skin, the labourers

1

liability
to various ailments in early spring and winter is much
greater than it would be if he could afford the comfort
of a good fire ; and " the danger of a plague in the
shape of typhus fever " is always probable when the
bodily wants are so prevalent. Besides the respectable
and disinterested authority of the Agricultural Gazette
which I have adduced for ascertaining the average
weekly earnings of the Irish labourer, I shall refer to
official reports for corroboration ofmy statement as to the

n» in the Acricultural O^lJiJZi ""« ~™J
a™

|

I«sh labourer's income and expenditure. Mr. Hamilton
t A £ffi&W5A&H*JS ^.^;1-_In?P^or for tL counti_es of Donegal',

be rent

all the necessaries of life even of the commonest
kind."

But there is a large proportion of labourers' families

without more than 3*. per week. In the lists which I

forwarded to the Royal Dublin Society of the families

in two parishes»comprising 4389 acres (as illustrations

of the average condition of labourers over a much

larger area), there are 85 heads of families, and of

these 41 receive but 3*. a week ; these men, being dieted

by their employers, are individually better circum-

stanced than those who receive 6*. a week without

diet • but excepting three of the former class who have

each a son labouring with his father under the same

employer, and three others who occupy 2 acres ot

moor land each, the wives and children, with only the

pittance of 3*. a week, cannot afford to provide more

than two meals in the day without some contingent

advantages—such as occasional employment, and the

sale of a few fowls and eggs. But the men who work

for 6d. a day and diet must feed at home on bundays

and on eight holidays (which are rigidly kept by the

Roman Catholics, who constitute a vast majority of the

labourers in three of the provinces)—and whenever

they may be unable to perform their day's work. It

would be impossible for people under such circum-

stances, without extra pay in harvest, to provide

clothing even of the most scanty measurement and

poorest quality. Boys and girls as they grow up

usually become servants in farmers' families, and with

wages better in proportion than the earnings of their

parents at home they can clothe themselves sufficiently

—but they expend upon themselves, generally, what-

ever sums they receive.

These are facts—such is the poverty of the Irish

labourer throughout extensive districts without resi-

dent proprietors or liberal employers, or any very

generous donors of clothing, blankets, coals, meat, &c,

at the blessed but cold season of Christmas. The
bright spots are too few to illuminate the great expanse

of gloom.
In the six Scotch compared in the table with the

six Irish counties the sum of 159,339Z. was assessed in

the last year for the relief of the poor, of whom
57,316 received aid ; whereas the sum assessed in the

six Irish counties in the same year was 105,907?. for

the relief of 29,059 paupers. [The average ratio of

Scotch poor in receipt of daily relief throughout the

kingdom is 4 per cent. ; that of the Irish poor some-

what less than 1 per cent.] Looking at the relative

rates of wages in the two countries, we may feel sur-

prised at the much greater amount of recorded
pauperism in Scotland ; but a slight investigation will

show that the real pauperism of Ireland is far greater

than its apparent amount, which is estimated by tests

and bases different from those adopted for the adminis-

tration of the far more humane and liberal poor law
system of Scotland.

Our political economists, instead of congratulating
Ireland on the great decrease of pauperism and a dimi-
nution of 43,466Z. in the expenditure, would in my
judgment act more consistently with the facts of the
case and the requirements of the poor by increasing
the amount of expenditure and commiserating the con-
dition of the now unaided portion of the labouring
class whose necessities I

demonstrate.

Hitherto the extent of
been measured (with few

am now to

pauperism in Ireland has
exceptive cases) since the

of
no
In
in

of

A man with a family of young children, even
^ rent free, can barely subsist on 6s. aThe cost of his weekly supply
and inferior Wheat or Barley-meal or

equivalents is from 5* to St, Gd. per week : Or/, or
the surplus for purchasing milk, candles, salt,ana fuel. In numerous counties there is nobog-or very little of it-and the rural poor
g no means for purchasing coals have no other

Cavan, lermanagh, Londonderry, and Tyrone, reports
(tor last year) thus :—" The average cost for mainte-
nance outside the house is about U per week for each
member of the family." Mr. Bourke's report concludes

iw '~1 A 8lance at these returns will suffice to show Poor-law Act 1hat with wages not exceeding 6s. per week a labourer *

dians' the power ofhas
:

no easy task in providing food, lodging, fuel, and hS two orclothing for his family. Indeed, it is difficult to see pende°utunon thLhow, without some additional resource, he can procure £? workW*Z

full organisation of her poor law system, by the
number of paupers in the workhouses, who are
29-30ths of those relieved; in Scotland 1 9-20 ths, and
in England 6-7ths of the cases are relieved out

the workhouses. This is a striking fact, which
disparities in the respective countries can justify,
the county of Cork, 5 out of 11.203 paupers:
Limerick, 5 out of 3059 ; in Galway, 22 out of

3350 received out-door relief in the last year ; but
Meath, Kildare, and Down show more satisfactory
returns in this respect. The following cases are special
subjects for commiseration. The aged labourer and his
wife, who have outlived their working powers and
become decrepit from long-continued toil and the
weight of years, and who would be thankful for a
small weekly allowance less than what would be the
cost of their maintenance in a workhouse, are com-
pelled in Ireland alone to choose between the disci-
pline of the house with separation from each other, and
the danger of starvation in their own home, unless
private benevolence, precarious, scantv, and soon
exhausted, be exercised in their behalf. The Poor-law
Act does not preclude guardians from relieving them
by out-door relief. The widowed mother of younjr
children in vain pleads her state of destitution, unless
she will abandon her home, and exchange liberty of
action for confinement in a workhouse, separated from
her children too, and exposed to association with themothers of illegitimate children and worse characters

?7 h
-u l

U GS
\ 8

J

ie Wil1 acceP fc in *door support no
relief will be granted to her There are widows^!lornnothing short of force could compel to enter the wor£house under conditions so painful to their maternalfeelings and then-self-respect as women of unimpeaS
reputation. But ifl the law to blame in this case

?^ The
& 2 Vict, c 56, gives to

'

guar-

™tT
D
! '?estitute P^r widowsmore legitimate children de--either in the workhouse or rmf Zf-orkhouse, as to.thera shall seeu^ped^ £
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each individual case." Thus, the law takes this class

of poor into humane consideration. Guardians, how-

ever, too generally think it inexpedient to act upon this

permissive clause^ and a morbid dread of excessive

pressure on property by increased rates, if the rigid

workhouse test were relaxed, nullifies the mild prin-

ciple which breathes in the legal clause just quoted.

Hoping that a more generous spirit will arise to in-

fluence the dispensers of relief funds, I shall not

express any desire that the indulgences which appear

to me legal, just, charitable, and expedient, should be

made obligatory on guardians iu whom there must be

vested authority sufficient to resist unreasonable

demands, and in all practicable yet humane ways to

nchice self exertion and industry. Martin Doyle,

GRAZING VERSUS DAIRY FARMING.
The chief end of all business is, of course, the acqui-

sition of profit, and it matters not, whether we are

farmers or tradesmen, if we wish to succeed in our

undertaking, we must have a thorough knowledge of

our business, sufficient capital to carry it on, and a

willingness to expend it in a liberal yet prudent

manner; to this must be added great industry and

perseverance. I need hardly say how important it is,

ki purchasing stock, to select animals most suitable to

soil and situation, providing shelter for them, and

giving them careful attendance, and the best nourish-

ment the land will produce. Whether our farms will

pay us best as grazing or dairy farms, depends vastly

upon its quality, but in the examples I am about to

give, I take the average Grass lands of our own neigh-

bourhood. Doubtless the very rich and fertile soils of

some of the midland counties are best suited for

grazing ; whilst, on the other hand, much of the land of

Gloucestershire, being of a lower quality, appears more
adapted for dairy purposes. I will now proceed to give

you my calculations of the cost and produce of three

beasts, the first two being grazers of a higher and a

lower quality, and the third an average dairy cow. I

will begin with the better class grazer

—

Grazer bought the 1st February, at . . . . £14 17
Keep on hay, from 1st Feb. to 19th May, 14

weeks, at 4s 2 16

At grass, from 9th May to 3d Oct., 21 weeks,
at 4s. 4

Keep en hay, from 3d Oct. to 18th Dec., 11

weeks, at 2s 1

Roots, &c. , not produced on the land, but given
during the last 11 weeks, at 8*

Attendance
Risk from sickness or injury
Ten months' interest on first outlay

..£30 7

4

2

4 8
1 3
1 5

12

By these calculations the dairy cow appears the more

profitable animal, and with this I perfectly agree when

the farm lies compactly, and the wife or daughter of

the farmer are able and willing to manage the dany

,

but when the fields are at a distance from the
.

home-

stead, it may be prudent to try grazing, if the land be

of sufficiently high quality for feeding purposes On

my own form I have tried both systems, and am

thoroughly convinced my dairy cows are per head a

greate? source of profit than my grazing beasts; and as

I have before said, the acquisition of profit is the main

object of all business, I decidedly think that object will

be best obtained, on the majority of our vale farms, by

keeping a useful pack of dairy cows, provided they are

well cared for, and the dairy managed on the best

principles. Mr. Savage, at a late meeting of the

Kmgscote Farmers' Club.

This paper was succeeded by a discussion which we

abridge:

—

Mr. Nicholls considered the quantity of cheese stated to be

made per cow, and the value of the same, to be over the mark
.

;

he thought that in discussions of this kind statements should

extend over a series of years, rather than be confined to any

one particular season, and it must be well known to all present

that prices this year are at the maximum, consequently not

safe by which to make calculations.

Mr. J. Till said he thought Mr. Savage's* statements, as

regards the quantity and price of cheese, not at all extrava-

gant ; he was satisfied he had realised 3i. per cwt., taking the

average of the last seven years. There were, however, one or

two items with which he could not exactly agree. In the first

place, what Mr. S. termed a second-class grazer, realising 1SJ.

the beginning of October, could not be bought in the preceding

February for 91, He thought 111. nearer the mark. He was,

however, decidedly of opinion the grazer might be maintained

at less cost than the dairy cow ; at the same time, he doubted

if it would make so good a return. There was another item

which he could not agree to, that of 2s. per week for main-

taining a dairy cow at hay, when dry for 13 weeks, from
November to March. He certainly could not keep his at

that sum.
Mr. Harrison thought, from Mr. Savage's figures, the second-

class grazer showed as good a return as the dairy cow, the

grazer being on the farm only eight months instead of twelve,

and if allowed the same extent of land, the Grass left must be

worth more than 10s. Again, 40s. per ton was generally con-

sidered the consuming price of a ton of hay, aud most people

agreed that stock would not realise more than that sum for

feeding it. If so, he believed it would be better to consume it

in Grass, thus saving the expense (which was a heavy one) of

haymaking. If three cwt. of cheese per cow per year was an
average yield, he should say it was a small quantity, and went
far to show what was often reiterated, that that progress in

cheese-making and dairy-management had not taken place as

in other branches of agriculture ; he, however, thought the
day not far distant when the art of chemistry would point out
to us how to make a larger quantity and of better quality. He
coincided with the opinion expressed by Mr. Till, that 2s. per
week was not sufficient to maintain a dairy cow during the
winter season, and believed it would add greatly to her profit

to keep her better, and not allow her to be in idleness for so
long a time as thirteen weeks. No doubt some of the land in

are icbi
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Making a total cost of
Sold the 18th December.

We will now see what she will produce, which will be 1
what was termed the rich vale of Berkeley was of a poor

about as follows

;

We will call her 8£ cwt., at 70*. per cwt/ . . £29
Allow for rough keep left on the land . . . . 1

And as she has been eating artificials, I reckon
the manure made to be worth

15

Deduct expenses

1

31 15

30 7

By these

week for

prodncpd

£18Leaving a net profit of .

.

figures you see, I make a charge of 8*. per
the last 11 weeks, for roots, meal, &c, not
on the grazing lands; this I think only fair,

in comparing her with a dairy cow, as by my system
the latter does not consume artificials ; on. the other
hand, I allow 1/. for the rough keep left on the land,
as the animal is stall-fed from the 3d October. I also
allow 11. for the manure, as having been eating oil-cake,
meal, &c, it must be of that value. Let us proceed to
what I shall call a second class grazer

:

Grazer bought the 1st February for .. ..£9 o
Keep on hay, from 1st Feb. to 9th May, 14

weeks, at 4*. 2 16
At grass, from 9th May to 3d October, 21 weeks.'

at 3* ' / 3
Attendance . . . . . , \\ \\ ,] q
Risks from disease or death . . .. \\

"
*

o
Eight months' interest on firsc outlay, at 5 per

6

3

10
10

cent,

16 5

Sold the 3d Oct. call her 6 cwt, at 60s.
Allow for rough keep left on the land

• • ..18

.. 10

18 10
Deduct expenses is 5

£2 5

3 15

16

Leaving a net profit of . . . . *,„ u vUr a balance of 17s. in favour of the animal entirely
jed on Grass, and disposed of early. We now come to
the dairy cow, costing 18/., to calve the 1st March :

One year's interest on 181., at 5 per cent. . . £0 18
Keep on hay, from 1st March to 10th May, 10

weeks, at 4 2 00
At grass, from 10th May to 1st November, 25

weeks, at 5*
Keep on hay, from 1st to 29th November, 4

weeks, at 4«
Ditto, from 29th November to 1st March, 13

weeks, at 2s. .. 16
Expense of attendance and dairy work . . . . 110
Wear and tear of dairy utensils 3
Loss on casualties and aged cows 1 10

Total expense 11 18
Let us now see what she produces :

Calf sold at a fortnight old ..£15
3 cwt. of cheese at 60*. per cwt

'.

'. 9
37 weeks' butter, at 2*. per week 3 ] 4Whey for pigs a

description, consequently not calculated for grazing, and many
of the farms were also small, whilst at the same time it was
celebrated for its excellent cheese ; under these circumstances
he should rather advocate dairying, although in his opinion
sufficient had not yet been advanced to show decidedly which
of the two was the most profitable. He must admit he had
rather increased his dairy stock, to the diminishing of his
grazing. He however recommended the feeding of the turned
off cows.
Mr. O. Long said he was of opinion that a greater number of

grazing cattle than dairy cows could be maintained on a like
quantity of land, and so far as his experience went, and the
farm was at all adapted, he should recommend both systems
to be followed, as it would iu some measure relieve the tedious
and expensive haymaking, as also the indoor drudgery attend-
ing a large dairy.

Mr. Thomas said he was aware it was generally considered
that a dairy cow required three acres of land for her winter
and summer keep. He could not himself think she wanted so
much. He could name many instances where a cow was kept
to every three acres, with two or three horses or colts, and a
small flock of sheep on the farm into the bargain. This, he
thought was often the case, without being at all taken into
consideration ; -he doubted not, however, the dairy cow would
consume more than either of the grazers Mr. Savage had
mentioned, and had he allowed more than 11. and 10s. in the
respective cases he should not have found fault. The manure
left by grazing cattle would be better than from dry cows. He
was himself in favour of the dairy cow, as most suited to the
locality and size of the farms, and for which by nature the
soil seemed best adapted.

Mr. Savage, in reply, said with respect to the 2s. per week
for hay, when the cow was not in milk, in his own case shewas turned out by day into the rough pastures, for which
perhaps he should have charged a little ; but it must be bornem mind that 40*. per ton was considered a fair consuming
price for hay, and that the cow at this time was kept on that
of inferior quality. As to what he had stated a second class
grazer could be bought iu at, at the present time they could
be purchased at a less sum, and he generally found one atabout that price (9/.) pay better than those at a higher figure
Mr. S then gave a statement of four which he purchased onthe 1st of February last, and had just sold them for *9J eachand ongoing into figures they showed a loss of nearly Al each*He did not mean to say this was always the case * but h«

SES y thTg
?K

ther* wa8 ^eater ^nation ana more uncertainty as to the profit m grazing than in dairying, and w»one reason why he was in favour of dairy farming.

per annum, and that the 60 acres of Tu"~
'

the keep of eight sheep per acre forth?
these two crops therefore will he eonal t
ewes, four lambs, and four tegs per acre
four fat sheep are sold and produce vpb f^ *

mutton per acre, or 18,000 lbs. of mrZ] *
Vetch and Turnip crop on this farm yearlyV
Potato crop produced an average of 80 sacC
per acre, of which 60 sacks were sold ofexc 111
quality, 12 sacks were given to the dkn li'
kept for seed. The 12 sacks per acre E'^

'

280 lbs. each are 3350 lbs. per acre or 20?^
Potatoes, and reckoning 30 lbs. of JWJJ *

1 lb. of bacon, we shall have from th > fin

to Potatoes 6700 lbs. of bacon. The 6CI sacW k
toes per acre sold as food for man make My,
280 lbs. per sack, i.e. 1,008,000 lbs. ofve4ahW^w
the farm. The average produce from fh i
Wheat is 27 bushels,° whlh wnl "Z^e T*
bread per bushel, 1890 lbs. of bread I

J

113,400 lbs. of bread from the 60 acres of -\\%
yearly produce of Stinchcombe Farm of mA
18,000 lbs.; of bacon, 6700 lbs.; of an,W
21,700 lbs.; of bread, 113,400 lbs.- fZ
1,008,000 lbs. ; or 123 lbs. of animaJ food «T
567 lbs. of bread, and 5040 lb3. of Potatoes m
The food produced from Stinchcombe Yatm gifoiv* i

supply of food per acre at the following rate per" n,

2i lbs. of animal food, 10 lbs. 1 oz. of bread, aud !
in

of Potatoes. Two such acres would provide food
ll>

i

for tb e members of one family of five persons, and; JJi
acres of it will give food for 500 of our populationjK'i **

«

a quality and quantity as is at least equal to, ifJ
superior to, that of the labouring class of the cJBV,
If there were more farms cultivated after the

Stinchcombe Farm it would be a great advant^ !•

only to the farmer but also to the community. I [{

mode of farming 2 acres produce food for fa . \y \\

population per annum, instead of two acres taKu*
'
8

1

quired to supply all the wants of one individual

Honour to ivhom Honour is Due.—Wearesoawr
told that the farmer is behind those of like posit:

the commercial world, as respects taking a share:

philanthropic or benevolent movements of thek

another time it is said that So-and-so is only a

farmer," and that he stands no chance when com:

with a so-called ''practical man." IUp/as:

meet with many instances completely diswmnfr

assertions. I happened to come across a ft'

paper the other day, and on scanning ta

noticed in several places the name of one ot

correspondents—a man known as a Pract^
and a good writer as welL In one corner Id*

au important meetiug of guardians—"Air. JjM

occupied the chair." Again, at the *^L»?
provement Commissioners," we find^7*
chief advocate and spokesman m kwour ot Jieq_ ,

of a "Recreation Ground" for the
;

town. *£
weighty remarks fell from him :-c"™»*?

(said he) to the numbers of the population.

££
of the town, and the penal consequence otm
beyond the footpaths, they must see nowJ
was to secure a piece of laud for ^"FjSfe
was often compelled to ask Pf™D**> n

u »

upon his land, and the answer he go* *
, , ns1

we to go ;
you drive us out of the streetsan-

no field. A considerable space ™«^* l

d
°
en

the public wants, and with the *^*fjfe-^ of

Stanley recreation ground would be nonJ^jAwjt t

could be obtained at a moderate rate ^ -
venient place, would improve the *>** ^ 4te c

health by allowing of the recreation of tw witi

If the protesters were opposed tt^"J •-

reap
groi

atit

S V
r 31

farn
scute
yet
a ex
at i

urei

cur

ti&*h

met
of

i tim

them appeal to the town, and if ttiat

,

truth stated, he believed the unfavou^

would be removed and the opposition ^^
,

another corner we find a letter to toe .«. rn

same subject, in which the ^t^ %
measure are very ably nanaieu uj

... ^ w,oo<

we have not yet done, theJocaUnttj^:

*

hich

at.

Deduct expenses 11 18

Leaving a net profit of .

.

U

£3 10

Home Correspondence.

of Vr vSSkto?
°f

>

^ricuUure.^ln a recent letterof Mr. Meclu's, it is stated that each of our population

nnmW lfT^° T^. aU his wanto
- ^^ fourth

UshedAn 1M^ A^ricultQral Society'. Journal, pub-

VAthur %^f' h
?e

£ an aCC°Unt 0f the m0d* Of Culti-

vear v th ??
g th

i

qUa"tity °fhuman food P™****
vearlv 1 nt

"^ the nuuiber of fami1^ it will

ttrSXT£ U
'
A

^
hr

«f-
course sy^em is adopted;

sowVto v!?reS? m lui
;

nipS; 20 of thes« *" nrst

Z thtJ i

^

e8
'
and atte

S
th'y are turned by sheep

U?Po?ate V* T^° Swede8; 40acre8 are planted

Ifter th^Pn?^ thV\UriT' and 60 acres « Wheat
T\lll

Potatoes
' J^

has keen found that the 20 acresof \ etches are equal to the keep of five sheep r^r acre

full account of a lecture on *r"Tor0Ugb J1 in*t
members and friends of the FewiD

rjj^^
Institute, by Mr. J. Whitwell. The^ andj^^
quently applauded during his * ^.flR,, h
ceedings closed with a vote of tl

f
nK8

^j
Here is some amount of work done,

the credit of the craft we believe ^gm
Swedes will not grow the worse a

* ^ goo«
v̂ v

the less j udiciously managed becau* ^eto Irel;

been thus busy putting a few iw
> w

the well being of his fellow men. *•

certai^Kt Bt
)ltfjr>thcr

? tb

an

Farmers' Ch**
Central.—Mr Charles Howard,

,

or ^
ford, has kindly consented, at a > _J ^
introduce the next subject for dlS

^
U
piece

.*ork.

"The several Merits of Day.an^lon<W
meeting for its consideration a on

-At &*
hM

ontU
tbfl

Kingscote: Wheat Culture,

meeting of this Society a ^P^n^, th

John Ritchie was read. Mr.
J-
»

a0 e<

to the Club, related the results o ^
idths of drilling performed

in
t.various Wiuww ui uuwug r -

t>ara&G~- «ti

" I divided a field of 8 acres ^^JerTdri^'
tions of 2 acres each, two of ?hich^or 7^ ,

rather over 7\ inches with 14 gal
f''" \

quart

acre ; two at 8J inches with 12 g^°
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'mips
are

p fte *»
H»al to

-re
; and

yearly

nutton

lr
ty prod

sacks
f 4

f excelleD[

P^s, and

given
to

)r
201,OOii

:atoes to
•

:ies with 10 gallons S quarto, and the remaining two at

'net with 8 gallout 3 quarts The land was ploughed in

uat, rolled, well dragged, and planted the last week in

Amber. The whole came up well, the thinner lots through

winter, in proportion to the width and quantity of seed,

ing the moat barren. The plant, however, stood well

agh the winter, and as spring advanced the thinner portions

u to aatume a more healthy and vigorous appearance ;
in

t toonsurpmeeed in luxuriance the wholeof the Wheat on the

As harvest time drew on it become very evident that the

v of that at wider intervals wis not eo kind and healthy,

i more flaggy and darker in appearance, and there was a de-

difference at to the stages of ripeness. That drilled 7i with

, pecks of teed being auite a week earlier than the widest

d east quantity of teed, "the intermediate lots in correspond-

i »tio. Now, at to the results : with respect to the straw,

ufterence in weight to appearance (I did not weigh it) was
s 60 acres', *ct the same, thaTfrom the thickest portion being much the

50 sacks rfHBst. Lot 1st, from the 14 gallons of seed, gave 27 bushels

ake3600 3 pecks of head Wheat, weighing 62i lbs. per bushel, with

i VTW -be. of tail ; Lot 2, from the 12 gallons, gave 28 bushels and
'getable;, |^f a peck, weighing ol lbs., with 77 lbs. of tail ; Lot 3, from

the 60

r.

a

•(luce

id perl

i ofW^

gallons 2 quarts, gave 26 bushels 1 peck, weighing a trine

60 lot. per bushel, with 84 lbs. of tail ; Lot 4, from

iflons 3 quarts, yielded 25 bushels 3£ pecks, not quite 60 lbs.

»hel, with 101 lbs. of tail. The whole was harvested

m t there was a decided difference in appearance in the

L of QHfc

of amnii

I food per

ototoes pet

to Yam gif,

»g rate pet

bread, aud

!

ovide food

jorner I

j of the several lota. I was however much struck with the

arity or the yield. The conclusion I arrived at was that,

Ik
." the narrowest interval with the 7 pecks of seed was

« safest to lollow.

\» have not room for a report of either the intro-

ictory paper or the subsequent discussion. The

I wing umilltJOTI Wll adopted:—
Tliat as a general practice, manure should be applied to

lands for the root crops. Clover, or Beans, instead of

tly to the Wheat crop. That in case of a deficiency of
"'weiwuKBTy^^ ^ r Drew's experiment is strongly in favour of the
!rsons,andtlfci ,g application of nitrate of soda. That after roots are

population v
eii ort the lan<1 (supposing the land to be deeply ploughed

mini tn ifi* rho r00*8) the lets working the land has the better for
quaiWjUi

V heat crop, that after roots fed on the land a ploughing
5 or the CK ibout 8 inches is the best. That on large light land

after the p lc terms, the five-course system is preferable to the four-

»ar ndcnnti^iurse, as the land is much better consolidated and prepared
.

uvam

J
.Vheat by feeding second year. That the two years ley

munity. Id ^ ploughed up about August, and should be afterwards

)d for hY ly pressed, and as soon as auy Couch that is in the land

TO acresix^^e ^rs itoe' f» xt should be forked out, or worked out by the
,. ., /jSiltivator. That in pastoral districts the four-course system is

naiviam lDle, the Clover being mown twice. That the best time
We aresOBjitar reaping Wheat is as soon as the straw is turned yellow at

Df like poetic
ground. That two bushels of seed which should be of the

k^ quality should be sown on the hills, but that a smaller
.ing a siarr. ntity ^ 8ufficient on richer soils."

its of the dr.

i is onlys akefield : Annual Meeting.—The following entlia-

e when com:* tic picture of English agriculture is extracted from
It is pifl» annual report of this flourishing society :

—

y dis^tPDf I u ,.i, has been done—barren lands have been reclaimed

—

•oyment has been more than doubled, if we take into
unt extra farm labourers, mechanics, chemists and others,

ides employing double the amount of capital. Manufac
rs themselves have benefited by improved farming. Just
co at the improvements in agricultural implements and
shinery, thereby saving a large amount of manual labour

* U T ^C ex '
'

!lse' Witne8S tne much larger breadth of ground that
' a ^° stirred ^y *he introduction of cultivators anil scarifiers

jt'ui£ 0^ ntroduction of seed drills, horse-hoes, and other imple-

\\.r Tbi^ no can attcnd our great shows of implements, with-

f4*J^ h ' "'n^ struck with the t s th*t are stated above. Portable
iiroiuwpt im cngjne9 ha^re superseded the old threshing machines,
town. So&i saved above one-third the expense. There are also

LVhen 4ff k '

r 30' 000 steam engines employed in this country

i *mn fchft'tf

farms. Reaping machines have helped the farmer to
Won,,m ^, te

-n i3 wor jc wita desi atcll and comfort Steam ploughs
ices 01 tre^ yet do much, aud farmerj will have to be helped by the far

e how de£
"

c extensive application of steam power, and the more so,

lnrwreatot
bat Grange and destructive mania of '* strikes " amongst

i,rtF°ure" spread, as it has done, this great evil will work its

D3 wbat W x cure , in a measure, by the adoption of cutting and crush-
Z0twaswfc^ ni lines, bone-mills, and chemical laboratories, thus

frepts ani'
1 lonstratin& that some of the greatest intellectual powers of

BCreew kingdom are aroused, and see their path clearly pointed
I

require to invent improvements for facilitating work, and to meet
Ltion prop* demands of improving agriculture. Compare present

tinnetooltf?
8 of cattle food and tillages with 12 'or 15 years back ;

•* -ail °8t mcrcd,D,e amounts of imports now take place, besides
te, K w*5

; Je manufactured food and tillages, near 100,000 tons of oil-

wn-andWW'e and about 80,000 tons of bones have been imported;

nf the inb^E*
16 of 8oda» Sf.000 tons, half of which is used for tillage

;

i m«a<3?
w,thin 10 years the importation of guano has doubled.

>
the DV^BOcan ca.culate the increase of trade by draining tiles, and

twaSOO36 ' consequent increase of produce. 3 I it not been
.^trableifl?

increased produce, how could the increased popu>
lisT.

4 on of th,s cmintry's wants have been met ? We have, during
5n WltB^^ts time, an increase of shout 3 millions of people, and their

ihe
eWr-ynto have not been met by a large increase in the importa-

nifllaspt** °f
human food, for auring this same period there

uxn?&
buS *

1flS>m9r
Si!

el3r sm:lU ^crease of imported
r ^' - VZl

n 1830
' °f Whcat,- 7 '»0 qrs

; in 1859, about
ntellig^' S?'!S?

a
-
re-; increase, 60,000 qrs. In 1850, of flour.

delW
.^cwt' in 1S5P 3,328,000 cwt ; decrease. 500,000

'
,«h Vf .1*. et

l
l no

l ^ overl(>oked that manufacturers,
borough mg this time, have increased the consumption of flour for

he
lectuffjjc purpose of stiffening fabrics, for gum labels, and for starch

ArofA m]pb
l

ch near 4?'000 t0113 a year is used, made principally from
!TW # ? w

"
• ^ here 1S no ^"ntrr^ earth that has made the rapid

-S t0*i' les m increased quantity and quality of human food that
,
certa^

lJy« Britain has. Belgium is paraded forth as the land of

/that #** aers to be admired for its farming. Why, what is the

| SpMP&in, in

5e the
go°^

ons

Mr. Briggs responded,

few small cottages. He
believed they were good
and he could say he had

farming is the glory of all lands—a land flowing with milk and
honey.

In the course of the evening, after the readin

of this animated report, which was received with

enthusiasm, Mr. Taylor, of Darrington, proposed

"Liberal landlords, enterprising tenants, and con-

tented labourers." He hardly knew how to treat

the toast, but look at it whatever way he would,

it divided itself into three parts—1, landlords; 2,

tenants; and 3, labourers. Now he had a little to do

with all three. All were bound together. They could

not get along except together; they could not do
without the labourer ; nor without the tenant ; nor

yet without the landlord. Without liberal landlords,

enterprising tenants, and contented labourers, their

comforts would be less.
'

1. He was the landlord of a

did try to be liberal, for he

cottages. He was a tenant,

j „ a liberal landlord. 2. As to

tenants, if they were a little more enterprising it

perhaps would be better for them. He would mention
a little land—13 acres— which when he went to it

produced about five or six loads to the acre. H*
drained it, and the first year afterwards it

produced 10 loads to the acre. If fanners were
more liberal in their expenditure, they would
prosper better. He remembered a gentleman who
occupied his own land. He was so bad a landlord, that

eventually it had to be sold, and he in his turn became
a tenant. He considered that he must then exert him-
self, or he could not live; and he became so enter-

prising that eventually he bought it back again. 3.

Contented labourers. For his part, he hoped no
labourer would become so contented that he would not
try to better himself. Now the coal trade five years
ago was so good that wages advanced 30 per cent. The
trade became worse again, and the wages were reduced
15 per cent. They had now got the whole 30 per cent,

back again, and had turned out for 12-i per cent. more.
Now he did not call those contented labourers. Mr.
Briggs then contrasted the state of the farm labourer

of Berkshire, who considered himself in clover if he
received 10s. per week, with the farm labourer in York-
shire, who got his 15.?. per week, and concluded by
saying if labourers in Yorkshire would contrast their

condition with those in the South, they would be better
contented than they were.
A number of other toasts followed. At length the

Chairman gave " Peace and plenty," and called upon
Mr. Bayldon, the Father of the Club, to respond.

Mr, Bayldon said he was in the difficulty of having
so many children so much better than himself. So
much had been said that evening, that he did not think
he could say more. Peace ! what was better than
peace? It produced prosperity, and prosperity pro-
duced plenty. He admired peace as the greatest bless-

ing of mankind. Plenty produced good-will to all.

They all belonged to a society whose objects were to
produce plenty, and plenty generally produced good-
will. He hoped the united efforts of farmers would
not only produce plenty, but peace and good-will among
them all. _.._

A subject, however, was shortly afterwards mooted
which did anything but tend to the promotion of peace
and good will.

Mr. B. Nicholson said

—

withstanding what had been said, he hoped all of them would
do all in their ]*>wer to render the coming show at Leeds
successful.

iAclnetos

e

they are patterns of neatness and economy in their

„ <roou
'
m 1

i
e5Pm« e1ejy J"ard of land cropped up : but their

ie ^VM% &?^ bcay Thousan^ of acres in England. Scotland,
k tue*rt Ireland, produce twice the quantity of grain acre for

with the best Belgium farming. Their farm
is are wretched hovels ; their implements are a century
d ours

;
their labourers' squalid faces compare ill with

rosy cheeked and contented farm labourers, or with their i

cheeked bairns playful as lambs. France will bear theremarks, except their implements are worse, and their
rts less. It would l>e a happy day for that country if

pears were pruning-hopks. her swords ploughshares, andKmperor heading and promoting Farmers' Clubs and
!K «Vi-

y^ u^ af
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er a visit to theso countries,
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-s hide their heads. Let the slumbering portion of our
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hi*h BUndfaB* of Britain as a farmingay, and to the vast improvements yet to be made. Letjoung farmers use their hands, their heads, their money
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With 'respect to the Royal "Agricultural Society's Show at
Leeds, he trusted Wakefield would do all it could to assist in
making it successful. He was one of a committee to look out
for land for the great trial of implements, which he believed
would take place on the 16th April, or the latter end of June.
He would be glad if any of them knew of any district in the
neighbourhood of Normanton or Wakefield, or along any line
of railway within 20 miles of Leeds, where about 100 acres of
land could be obtained for it. Land could not be found in the
neighbourhood of Leeds for the purpose, it would, he antici-
pated, be a great trial of implements ; they wanted land, and
he should be obliged if any of them could assist him in
getting it.

Mr. W. Barratt said it appeared that the groat Royal Agri-
iltural Society had got into a dilemma, as Leeds, which

wanted to swallow up all before it, could not find them land
for their trial of implements. That came of being gulled by
their champagne lunches, and the unfair means resorted to to
prevent the show coming to Wakefield. When the deputation
came to Wakefield, they showed them land suitable for the
trial of all kinds of implements, and in any quantity, but they
had refused it ; and now he for one was glad they were in a
'•fix,'* and he would not lift a finger to help them out of it
Wakefield was sold in Leeds, and it was sold in London, and he
told them so at the time.
Mr. J. T. Rayner fully endorsed the sentiments uttered by

Mr. Barratt respecting giving any assistance to Leeds to pro-
vide land for the trial of implements for the Royal Agricultural
Society's show. It was humiliating to Leeds to come there
begging for their assistance.
Mr. Brady Nicholson indignantly repudiated the idea that he

had comethere to ask their assistance as any delegate from
Leeds. ^ nat he had said and done was in his individual
capacity.
Mr. Rayner still contended that Mr. Nicholson had come in

the most supplicating manner to ask the loan of some luO or
200 acres of land for Leeds to test the implements and machines.
When the Royal Agricultural Society's deputation was here,
the town and district were shown them, as well as several sites
which would have been amply sufficient for all their wants,
and still they had selected Leeds. Under the circumstances,
therefore, he should consider it an everlasting disgrace if any
member of the Wakefield Farmers' Club offered them anv land.
Mr. Barratt said Leeds had bribed the Royal Agricultural

Society Leeds considered itself the Great Mogul, and if they
could they would swallow up everything appertaining to
Wakefield. They were actuated by a mean, grasping, centralis-
ing spirit, and would even deprive them of their homes if they
had the power.
Mr. Taylor, Darrington, hoped that they would all be

actuated by the advice so admirably given by their worthy »

father, and endeavour to be at peace with all men. Not-

Tli-e Economy ofSteam on Common Roads in Helotion
to Agriculturists, Railway Companies, <S(c. By C.
F. T. Young, C.E. Illustrated by Engravings.
Atchley & Co., 106, Great Russell Street, Bedford
Square.

The cost of carriage upon farms is a very large item in

their annual expenditure. In the article on Carriages
in the Cyclopedia of Agriculture, the writer puts the
case thus:—On a farm of 1000 acres of good land,

cultivated on the four-course or Norfolk system, there
may be 200 tons of hay, 2000 tons of roots, 1000 tons
of Grain in. straw carried three-quarters of a mile to

rick, or pit, or yard—400 tons of grain, carried perhaps

10 miles to market—and 4000 tons of manure carried

three-quarters of a mile to the field—in all 10,000 tons

carried one mile, and the carriages taken full and
brought back empty will be equal to as much more.
His conclusion is that the labour of carriage alone
necessitates the employment of quite one-half of all

the horses of the farm. Now, we have steam power
proposing to take the cultivation of our fields out of
our hands ; but there has been hardly yet any serious

proposal to do farm carriage by its aid. Mr. Mechi, in

one of the most original passages of his late paper to

the Central Farmers' Club, calls attention to the fact

that what he calls the topography of our farms inflicts

a gigantic charge on our farm produce. Our irregular

fields and ill-arranged farms, crooked roads, and ill-

placed buildings, inflict this charge mainly by the
increased carriage to which they give rise. But make
every farm a square, and straighten every road, and
place every farmery centrally in the square to which it

belongs—the cost of carriage will still bear a large pro-
portion to the whole annual expenditure on cultivation.

The volume before us deals with this question

—

gives us a full account of steam locomotion, and points
out its relations to ^civilisation, commerce, agriculture.

In a succession of well written vigorous chapters on
transport, roads,* canals, railroads, steam v. animal
draught, steam on common roads, concentrated and
distributed weight, Boydell's engine, &c, it gives the
whole history of the subject, and explains why steam
traction is not more general. The book is full of inte-

resting matters. Historical notices, anecdotes, biography,
relieve the tedium of argument, and it is not necessary
that the reader should have any personal or profes-
sional interest in its subject to carry him a willing
interested reader from one end of it to the other. For
those who have such personal and professional relations

to its subject, and all farmers are of the number, it is

of course especially interesting, and we hope it will be
widely read.

The use of steam for traction on common roads is

the principal subject of this work. It is traced from
1769, when M. Morin, a native of Lorraine, constructed
a carriage whose wheels were propelled by steam, and
an immense number of additional inventions are
described and illustrated ; and the very great success
that was achieved by several inventors between 1833
and 1836 is related in detail. Then follow two chapters
on concentrated andYlistributed weight ; and the use of
Boydell's endless railway—its fitness to the branch
traffic of railroads, and to the circumstances of English
agriculture is especially insisted on.

" The great advantage of the ' endless railway ' was
recently tested on a farm of Mr. Wood's, at Hanger
Hill, Acton, after very heavy rains, in carting home a
large quantity of Mangel Wurzel from a field of a deep
clay soil, the result as to draft being that two horses
drew with ease 35 cwt, in a cart with the ' endless
railway,' attached to the wheels of 4 feet 6 inches
diameter, while the same horses with considerable
difficulty could only draw 15 cwt. in a cart with
common wheels of 5 feet diameter and 6 inches wide
—the result on the land being that the common
wheels with the lighter load made very deep ruts, while
the track of the heavier load on the * endless railway
was scarcely even perceptible/'
A committee of a Lincolnshire Agricultural Society

in 1857 reported of it as follows :—
" Your committee are led to the conclusion that the

great features in the character and construction of
Boydell's engine, are its capability of laying down its
own railway in endless succession, of travelling upon it
in any direction, under the complete control of its
driver, and its immense power of traction. They see
no reason why the cost of working it should much
exceed the cost of working any other 1 horse power
engine. In short, they recognise in this invention a
great motive power at a comparatively small working
cost, requiring what alone experience can give, a better
knowledge of the proper mode of attaching and
managing the implements to make it available for the
farmer's purposes.

" These experiments were tried on the land of
Mr. J. Robson. of Brackenborough, two and a-half
miles from Louth.

" Now. a traction engine that will draw five or six
ploughs at a time, and cultivate 10 or 15 acres of land

f a day, according to the nature and quality of the soil,
1 that will draw on ordinary roads from 90 tn so t«„ eordinary
produce to market, at the rate of three miles an hour
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for any distance, and bring back an equal weight of

manure, lime, coals, gravel or merchandise ;
ana wtien

the farmer himself does not use it, may be hired out to

his neighbours with advantage, cannot fail to prove

most valuable and profitable machine."

It is in the cost of carriage that Mr. Young sees the

especial use of Boydell's engine, and we conclude with

his contrast of steam and horse power severally em-

ployed on such work.
" The cost of haulage by these engines on common

roads has been found, after numerous experiments

and continued working, with an average net load ol

20 tons, not to exceed U. per ton per mile. ±ne

first trip in which an account of coal, &c, was kept so

as to give some certain data for calculation, was that

of Mr. M'Adam, from Thetford to London, a distance

of 85 miles. In the account of this journey no

particulars as to the nett weight, or ' load/ are given,

but it will be assumed that it was 17 tons net, which

the engine would easily have brought, including the

weight of the vehicles, at a ^trifling addition to the

present cost of the journey.
" TVe find that there were three men to the engine

and one man to the train—their cost will be—driver,

Is. 6d. ; steersman, 3s. 6<J. ; man for train, 3s. ;
odd

man, 3s. per day ; Us. per day wages ; this journey

occupied three days ; we have 21. 2s. for wages. 1 he

coal burnt was 43 cwt., which, at Is. per cwt, equals

21. 3s. : wear and tear on 85 miles, at Is. 6d. per mile,

equal to 6?. 7s. Qd. ; the consumption of oil and grease

was stated to have been great. Mr. Lamerton, m his

journey of eight days' actual working, used 2 gallons of

oil and 25 lbs. grease; so, if his consumption be

doubled, it will give a liberal allowance, and will

stand thus—4 gallons oil at 5s. per gallon, equal 1Z.

;

t cwt. grease at 10s. per cwt., equal 5s. The total

cost of the journey will therefore be :

—

- The land does not tire or turn sick of Italian Rye-

nroaQ Tf has been grown consecutively on the same

&•»»^RS-S-ji-4 has^ sradually

'T^lSlowfafSie illustrates both the

duS'of the plant if* luxuriant growth under

yellow colouring matter is theref<

RUAKY
16> n

Bit

annatto, turmeric, or gamboee : and +? ^ i

thickened with various stJL ?15*W :ll>
starches,

mucila
ft

1

Rye-grass, with only one stalk,liberal management

:

« A plant of Italian llye-grass, wiui uiuj -- TV-
was in July last transplanted from a P^ure-fiekl

where it had grown for seven years, into newly-failed

™d and watered with diluted liquid from the byre

and at this date (31st October) it is sending up 43

shoots and a plant of it was observed this year m a

crop of the same, bearing 36 seed stalks, which shows

tSSlS in detail the estivation

of the crop, and we shall again direct attention to its

statements.

ri

t

-

Wages for 3 days 2

Coal 2

\T«ar and tear 6

Oil and Grease 1

s.

9—

3

7

5

d.

6

£11 17 6

or say 12?., as the cost of drawing 17 tons over

85 miles; equal to, say, 14s. 2d. per ton on 85 miles,

or 2d. per ton per mile.

" By horses this would have cost, at the minimum

rate of 6d. per ton per mile, 36Z. 2s. 6d. ; if at 9d. per

ton per mile, 54Z. 3s. 9d. ; and, at Is. per ton per mile,

72Z. &s. ; taking it at the sum of 6d., there is a net

saving of 24J. 2s. Qd. by the use of steam."

XranaacUons of the Highland Society, January, 1861.

BIBBMBBy Blackwood & Son.

The current Number of this quarterly periodical is

more than usually interesting; and of some of the

papers we must hereafter give a fuller account than in

this short notice will be possible. There are essays and

reports on Top-dressing Pastures—on the natural his-

tory of the Turnip-fly—on the Reclamation of Waste
Land—on the comparative value of Pure and Cross-

bred Sheep—on the Cultivation of Italian Rye-grass,

and on a new method of planting hedges, together

with a report from Dr. Anderson on proceedings in his

laboratory. The other division of the4)ook, constituting

what is called che Journal of Agriculture, is as usual

rather heavy reading; but there is unusual variety

and excellence in the list just quoted of the contents

of the Society's Transactions ; and the maintenance of

the standard reached in this the first Number of this

year's issue will make the volume for 1861 equal in

interest to any other agricultural journal of the day.
We quote a sentence or two from Mr. Fulton's

interesting account of Italian Rye-grass, for which the
Society's gold medal was awarded.

This plant has rather degenerated in the estimation
of formers owing to the wiry, spindling growth it

exhibits except where ample manuring and liberal

supplies of moisture are either naturally or artificially

provided. Some prejudice has existed against it on
account of its being short-lived, and gradually dis-

appearing after the second year.
Its quality as forage is referred to in the following

passage :
—

" George Gunn, an enterprising and extensive
dairyman of Edinburgh, whose dairy produce was famed
all over the city, grew it for many years on a field

near Stockbridge, applying to it the liquid from his

byres. One of the family, who took an active part in

tJae management, told the reporter that, as compared
to Italian Rye-grass, ' the Edinburgh meadow Grass was
IflT mforinv ' anil ' ^V»*»4- .i<Vir\n ft\A e\r\ Tt*linrt +Viq nnvaafar inferior,' and ' that, when fed on Italian, the cows
were maintained in milk and condition with less cake
and meal than when fed on the meadow Grass, or on
common Rye-grass and Clover.' This observation is

borne out by analysis. According to the result of the
investigation by Professor Way, Italian Rye-grass con-

tains 2.48 per cent, more nutritive matter, and 2.09
less of indigestible woody fibre, than a mixture of
common Rye-jrrass and Red Glover, rendering it not
only more nutritive, but easier to digest and assimilate.

In one recorded instance, where the Italian Rye-grass
was manured with diluted stable urine, the produce of
an imperial acre in one year was found to yield as much
Pj^gen m is contained in from 200 to 300 bushels of
Whe*t."

The following is Mr. Pulton's experience of the per-
sistence and duration of the plant :—

Miscellaneous.
Great Flood in Yorkshire.-The thunderstorm of

Wednesday last has been succeeded by immense falls ot

rain and snow. The high Yorkshire moors and wolds

are deeply covered with snow. On Sunday the whole

district below Helmsley, the vales of Ryedale, Derwent,

Pickering, and York, were all inundated, the Hood

being the fourth this winter, and the highest for many

years. For many miles the York and Scarborough

Railway runs through an immense lake, and in some

parts the rails are in the water. Much damage will be

sustained by the low-land farmers. The WJeat sown

in the autumn perished, and the fine weather of tKe

past fortnight had enabled them to re-sow some of the

Wheat lands, which are now again under water. The

roads in the low country, more especially in Ryedale,

are covered with water to a great depth, and in Norton

and Malton the yards and buildings in the low parts of

the towns and some of the mills are flooded. The

streets in Old Malton are full of water. In the north,

Teesdale and the neighbouring vales are reported to be

deeply clad in snow.

Wool and Shoddy.--Messrs. Littledales, Liverpool,

in their circular say :—" The position of the woollen and

worsted trades throughout the manufacturing world is

such as to bespeak grave reflections, and ought to com-

mand an active sympathy—they are not extendingm the

same ratio as other branches of industry, and are pre-

cluded from doing so for want of adequate supplies of

the raw material. The cry of scarcity which has been

sounded for the last eight or nine years has produced no

practical effect, the small increase of growth having

been absorbed without any relief. In England, econo-

mising expedients have been resorted to on an enlarged

scale. The use of cotton in woollen and worsted fabrics

has been vastly augmented; and the manufacture of

rag-wool (which consists of old worn-out woollens, torn

or ground up) has been developed into quite an im-

portant branch of business, under the name of

" shoddy " or " mungo," being utilised to the extent of

38,880,000 lbs. annually (equal to about a fourth of our

yearly importations of colonial and foreign wools), for

the purpose of mixing with, or adulterating wool in its

manufacture ; and yet, with these enormous aids, the

prices of wool when not checked by adverse extraneous

influence, ever gravitate to an extreme range, such, in

fact, as effectually to limit the consumption. We have

latterly congratulated ourselves on the achievement of

the French treaty, as likely to create a new outlet for

our manufactures,woollens aud worsteds among the rest

;

more recently we have felicitated ourselves on the open-

ing of a market in China capable of swallowing such

goods to an indefinite extent. Pray where are they to

come from ? Our present customers are evidently taking

all that we have the raw materials to make; and as the
high prices of 1853, 1857, 1859, and 1860 have pal-

pably failed to influence anything like a proportionate

increase of supply, the present scarcity must for all prac-

tical purposes be considered absolute; ergo, all business in

woollen and worsted goods to new customers must neces-

sarily be so much abstracted from all fhe old ones ! This
is a most unwelcome conclusion to arrive at. To men of
the world, having the word progression eternally on
their lips, it sounds incredible, but who can gainsay it ?

Better ask, Where can we look for help ? . What we
want is more wool, for which we can give a good price—50 per cent above what was considered profitable to
grow it ten years ago ! We might point to Canada as
especially capable of assisting our growth of English,
to South Africa for an increase of fine colonial, and to
India for a larger supply of low wools; but if the
stimulus for excessive price has proved insufficient to

with the brains of some animal, rw- L1
met with any proof of this scandal Ed a* n Mr
latter is best detected by the microscope si
to be present if the milk after separating*»
blue colour with tincture of iodine, 1^ im di
and housing of the cows, too, are fruitfiil

»

milk, which when derived from diseZ^fwt'
certainly is injurious. Caution must alZi") w
cised in determining the density of rfJtr
will diminish this very powerfully. The ^'-^

*

M. Donne* is useful in determining the ric„
but a simpler, and perhaps a better inst

described some time since in the Dublin j/L
consisting of a thin hollow wedge of glass w
on one side, into which milk can be introduc?

builJ

opacity discovered by ascertaining at what*11 °°n

of the wedge the graduations can no loner

through. The instrument has also heenl^K Ir

the Chemical News. Butter, too, is on«
;

*Mof
articles which affords a striking proof of linJ*

ar

which adulteration is carried in this coo% £'m d{

"salt" and "fresh" varieties being toph^ 1 noi

largely. According to Hassall, the ataowit ofmc
the fresh butters, examined by the "Uw&^
Commission," varied from 4.18 to 15.43 per

while the quantity of salt averaged from 0:>

percent. In the salt butters, the extremal *™ :

were 8.48 and 28.60 per cent., and those of salt,Kin*
8.24 per cent. My own more recent results t land

wider difference, and I have found as much
i
J.^""

cent, of water in some samples of salt butter.

little pamphlet on adulteration, by Mr. John haa ]

of Birmingham, I learn that, in 1857, butter ^er
*JJjJ

in Liverpool to the poor, which contained oiify aro

cent, of that article, 24 pounds of a mucilage

a kind of lichen), and 28 lbs. of water mat

remainder of this delightful compound. 1 "whtt<

adulterated with flour and other snbstaoc* teles a

instance has come under my notice in which toJ*
n
oth^

of soda, or soluble glass, was the adulterant
«J ^^

Butter should be examined by melting t Hre wil

quantity in a graduated tube or jar, when the* Ma«

proportions of fatty matter and water wi k*;
fiel(

««4.:~^4-,w1 T01./I ic a/liilf.ftrafced in WW & minor

adulterant of butter. Cheese is not pA^m,
rated, although instances have come to ^Wfcn

estimated. Lard is adulterated in ma wwrm*
manner as butter, and is itself somto««*£

nt n<

Mr. Scott, Society of Arts, Jan 30. ^ in

f.

Hue of Farm Rents in Scotland.-"*-

few yeara the rise of farm rents m he**"£w«
terarder has heen very considerable, «W»J«
the great demand for forms. 0" tne £ETal|
estate, the property of CoVmelHun e ,

ofta>

several farms have been let at an ««"*•»-•'

from 33 to 60 Der cent., principally to «er
a fiii

tu I

WM

irom 66 to ou per cent., F*«--r "
nVtt tmr

farm realising an increase of as ™^£^
estate of Aberuthven, belonging togj^^
late Major Gneme, of IncbbraW£S JMJit
about 33, 40, 65, and in one n«^£j a^^
cent., and all to new tenants The^ *£,*

the rents has been 11^J?U«
Coul, belonging to Mr. P. Bnrgh w ^

surfa
-nips, 1

pit been

have'been Fet to new tenants at
-

--
^

former of which was formerly letat w ^^^
at 190*., or about 42 andL 70

|jer^ _ *

Kincardine, the property of ^;'\ - ^Jr/anmPWWn ronsiderable, the farms *W e

the old tenants at an increase
i tenant* »»> »»

flipn*"1

On the Strathallan ertrte. tM

£

Ztit bi

wincent. Un the stratnau»» -- - 45 «***

been great, being about 30, 33, *>, .

an on and 100 per cent, the
£

rents being 901, 1^ ]f
"

n
*<?«£'

asp. chieflv to new tenants, ^^g^
80, 90,

of the

and these chiefly to new w y-j*
estate, belonging to the

,

Earl^of U ^ |

on the rents has been 20™&WV* On#V*^
on two rents being 100/. and1™*^*^
estate, belonging to Mrs. C. riom ^

ânt]
W!

of Abercairney, the rise has been ^
percent. On the Duncuib estate, ,Ag-rfc

Rollo, the rise has been from ^

increase on some rents being £*
x% tojy^

£ght f

m

In Glendevon the rise has^^»*£ * 3
t„^MWa, fh* rents have increase .

;tf ,fc
Th-

in Fossaway the rents
realisiog

effect the desired purpose, we are at a loss for a stronger
inducement."

Jfillc,' Butter, Cheese, and Lard.—The two first are
rarely to be met with pure in this metropolis, for the
simple reason that they are very easily adulterated.
Water is the usual adulterant of milk, as the dairyman
who has only 40 gallons of pure milk at his disposal,
while he requires 50 or 60, finds the u cow with the iron

ah x'uasaw»jr *"*^ *~— --_ farm re'*u
"~"Du been :

per cent, to new tenants, one Ear
inCfeale*»to I

in
tttoh

increase ^ up
3

the P?*jL«tiii

tail" ever ready to aid him in making up the deficiency.
I have myself found the quantity of extraneous water

of 250J. In Muckhart parish the

33, and 80 per cent. The «*

property since the beginning 01 ""j^j il-_)9 k

something remarkable ^e oW
J^. j™

.

of Auchterarder was about ^^^ ir* $^
valuation, taken about the year

Tali»>W <

sterling, or 12 times the former. ^^ ,

present year is 14,615*. sterling,
or

;

,

the valuation of 1820. The oW I ^
parish was 7388*. Scots ;

the[£™&£^
sterling; and the present valuatio ^
old valuation of Trinity Cfr* ^ 0*!

6718?. Scots; the valuation o ^
and the present valuation abo« Jm

. T , tll
. ,- ,- Correspondent refe* to this r

. *
m London milk to vary from about 8 to 61 per cent., proved estates—and not as tnt ^
while out of 100 promiscuous samples, from all parte of market value in the case of esta* ^
this city, I believe the number, more or less adulte- worth :-Thus-If you melt * ^tb<> &
rated m one wav or another, would be about 74. after adding to it five sb»U*C"* *&*
Large additions of water not only impart a bluish tint the whole for twenty-five ^^r'

1
to milk, but also decrease its specific gravity ; some I you to say, that gold has risen

4
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re added,

i thelW wil1 »ot » "hither will a rise in rent entitle

toutiW^llo say that land in the abstract has increased in

[We Ills. In 1841 I took my farm for 19 years at 80W.

U. Ag. <5t. A complete new set of offices were built during

°Pe. SUMjS"* three years, and my performing the entire

iting theJ^S68 was considered a fair equivalent for these

ImproX* Auriug m7 *«•»•• The whole farm was drained

titnjlgottto 3» * a"d 5 »
with Government money, the

disag^ Jrest of which was 240/. a-ysar. During: my tease,

ast alwwA wenfc 0TCr two-thirds of the farm with lime, and

of mjn*
5: *e improved it greatly ; and now that my lease is

The kS* am qmte prepared to pay, in shape of rent, 1100/.

he ricW"Br '
and yefc you are not entltle<i to 8ft? tDat * am

irOZmre been paying 240/. a-year of drainage interest,

h now takes the shape of rent, and my interest in

buildings and lime being exhausted with my lease,

content to pay 60/. a-ye«r for them during a new
, and you art' not entitled to call this an advance

In «»rder to ascertain the real advance in the

Ine of land, you must find a farm that has neither

>of offii'*
11 drained nor limed, and has had no new suit of

is connf L?
rr* during tbe last I. ass, and the per rentage of rise

Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
•The frost which continued from

a second dressing. We have still a very li supply of corn in
oar market, t much of it in very bad comiir n, for which
sales are difficult to make, t xcept at a Tory low figure. G. S.

for the

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BBB3LBHIKB.
ending February 14 : observed by Mr. J. 11. Spssrifl

Moulsford, W idlixurford.

TextsbjaTtke of Aim. Temp***

" —---

2
turo of
>i\ 1 foot "Rain.

a

!

Wind =>

.a-l| a
P-
53

1

l>el<iw tfw
Ml!

-

Deffs. Dees. DCS* Den. Den. Ins.

Friday 8 .. S»».o 45.0 37.0 44.7 ) 0.21 S E. 2«*.:r>

tturday 9 .. 4-4.0 4.1.M
!
39.0 41 2 40.0 0.04 B.E. ."'.12

Sunday 10 .. 40.2 10.0
i
34.0 370 0.16 n.i:. '3(i.l2

Monday 11 .. 60.2 884 22.4 35.9 38J) 1 .. N.E. 29.85

Tuesday 12 .. 56.4
, 35.0 12.6 29.6 36.0 0.09# N.W. 29.54

Wednesday 13 .. 64.6 ! 35.4 MS 38.0 36.i» 0.03* S.K. 29.45

Thursday 14 .. 57.ii 39.6 21 .6 35.0 35.0 ! .

.

S.B. 20M

IS

5 amount of «t

to 15.43 per

d from 0.381

' '
re

, "itmber 18th to January 19th, was of unusual severity, but

•Melted Snow.

The reading are taken I a.m on the da> l named ; and th( Maxima and
Minim i orded i. l.«!< . therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Its, r r> are pUce<l 4 feet from the ground. The Rain -gauge
7 foet from th<' ground.

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH
Warranted equal in Strength to Tobac

JOSEPH BAKER, 10, Gough Square, Fleet St, tEjC
having dealt upwards of 20 years iu the above, can noon'.

mend it as the best articlofor destroying the Fly. Is. 4<£. per lb. •

over 10 lbs.. la Post-office Orders payable Fleet Street.
*

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER FOR FUMIGATING?"

H APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son,
• Nurserymen, Dorking), has now a good supply of the

above on hand in 4 lb. packets, Is. 3d. per pound. For testi-

monials see Gardeners' Chronicle, January 5, 1861, page 14.

FOR SMOKING GREENHOUSES.

those of alt,4 been succeeded by a very mild and gradual thaw, leaving

lent results # land everywhere in a very light state. The benefit to tl

as mnrh it
1 ** I isum. we do not recollect seeing the land work so

If v I
<» many years, too land being so full of water at the com-

ialt Butter. £t , -entof the frost made the beneficial effect doubly great.

Mr. John fcu^Eg * ovcrywhere progressing rapidly ; in the light soils

357 butter ^*r* Turnips have been consumed, several pieces of Wheat
,'. , _K already been put in under favourable circumstances.

retained o^y a^ sowing the Red-Chaff White Russian, a stiff-strawed

i mucilage
i

eh has been f id to succeod well on land in good

ater makk a » 1,ot DC*°2 subject to mildew or easily laid by rains.

i t. ul e Turnip crop where not secured has suffered very much, the
una. mmf White Turnip* unconaumed are utterly worthless, while the
SllbstUMg tedes a^-o rapidly going I am something within the mark
in which iu**n ' "y that • one-third are already rotten, while
i u . 'bars are greatly deteriorated in valuo

\
\inlesa

auiteraw^ woather should continue mild with an early spring,
melting I %e will be a great scarcity of keep in this locality.

X, when tiK3S Mangels where stored have generally kept very

Jay m b r^ ; we nave near<1 of »rae which lay in small heaps
Ver

, /sk« field during the whole of the frost with only a light
in mo « fsrintr of leaves to protect them, consequently they will

uneftWH*'* U!i
'

r for anything but manure. The young Whea-

nf vasfa ^"^y present a very favourable apj>earance ; whether those

* Vu^* n*vc not yet """^ tbeir aPPcarance have suffered is at
e tO mj^Htent not known. During the frost the horses were employed

cart ing manure, road materials, delivering corn, Ac, while

y7—Witto^P lno labom-ers employed the threshing machine was
r A'a^ui* 8t«adi,y at work - While the frost oontinued the Wheats
he Oittno^HHed dry

; since the thaw the condition of many samples is

e, conseqs^r inferior
;
partly from this cause, and the great quantities

the Xl^**r tho markets have been depressed at considerably
c i,Ast »» As the whole available strength of the farm will

eT, 01 ^UL*nsqrtr«| at home for the nc> wo months there will there-
lncrene «% be a great faltag ofT In the deliveries, which will no doubt
toner***** '

favourable effect on the marketa G. M., F<h. fi.

, .. rev » Northumberland, Hexhax, Feb. 12—Ploughing was
aCQ»i«* oni : ,cacedin the lower distiicts on the 18th January, the
3 tie tnBvS*»w having then nearly disappeared. Fortunately when the
a hliM ^er ^ ** amoved, the weather continued moderately fresh,

•4Wffhf
ttuit little or no da™*?® naa been done to the young Wheat*,

ace ^6 *fco those Swedes which remained in the fields during the
ie increas! ^fm t except of course in very exposed situations, or where
n On tit • surface had been blown bare. A large quantity of soft

<L*aton. P
rniPs »

h<>wever, remained on the fields, and have since that

°^i ««& **
' veen goiD* raPidly to decay. The last week of January

22W. W-m everything that could be desired for Wheat sowing (as

A 130/. aB<i"1 ** for •ecuring the outstanding portion of crop 1860), and

Mr On tfcM
Dn"derable breadth has been put in, under very favourable

riggarn-tances. Much of the autumn sown has a very thin
JameSJwypor appearance on cold soils. Work is everywhere in

US being Cfl^sar, and a great deal of steam will require to be applied to

J from $***** ? m time
-

Thc Uexham Farmers' Club are at

li
•

a»al
,,ent bnn^n? out Fiaken'a steam plough, and have had it

then**- work on several occasions during the p;« week. A suffi-

35. 45,
«»« m »a« been wihSjOHUd, chiefly by members of thc

Urease I***

.

tn "efray th
.

e ©oat of manufacturing and trying the
,1(3 a*""10

'
an<

i
,n 8P,tc of delays and alterations required, there

SOZ-9 ^Tsft*
ca,l9e for a^t^patinglan unsuccessful result. W C T.

qq tlX^l our correspondent kindly give in deUil an account of it
*

nfJH* its performance?]
C
^nt ;

i iCf
,rS2S>t

»
F? ,2-r8toce J

w,p ^ ^Port we have b»l
>er^^n

Jl?^
n
?r ^ we»ther

-
•nd

J
*" taree weeks it has been

)Z.
OB*2f^ rZ

Xhe ie?^: Bd Work P* was then behind has

1 T)rai»rr^
n
**i?L *** **

^
xpeci

*f ^ abl« to »tsrt fair with

en frOBi^.red without rain, and we were able to get on the landas
-p bel^flW*' tbe frwt ** out

.
and were beginning to think that

? fn 50p«r6i.Ŵ co
i
lie

'
but y^^Tday froet returned, and we had

'^- t0^iBL!u
Op,, fc

?
e ?lo,Wh

* 0n the 2d inat
,
we had the barometer

vom 12 ^Tjf'
or

,

h*?her» *ml *>el|eve we have for seven years,

Lpd20,^V ?!?\i^
na
f v^^

6 doneJo^ since, yet we have had no^ ,:„;«<r^:
Tbe ^ heat has mended very much lately where there

Notices to Correspondents.
Breton Cows: G Davis. Wc could give yon the address <>1

those who have personal experience, but cannot do so here
without their permission. Please send your address.

Deep Ploughing : W F P. Wo would plough sandy soil shal-

low if at all for Wheat : and the deeper the land is dug and
stirred the better for Potatoes and every other root crop.

Your question had been mislaid.
Fuli.kr's Basra: HCC. has pasture land on this formati<

which has been " drained and dressed with decomposed turf
mixed with lime without any apparent improvement." If

this be ao we can hardly recommend boncdust or anything
else. But from our knowledge of the Fuller's earth we
should doubt thc land being "drained," for it is a very
difficult process thcrre. On drained land manure acts with
tonfold efficiency, and there is no reason to doubt the good
effect of a quarter of fine bonedust rolled in a heap and after

being mixed with turf-mould spread broadcast.
Manurks, Linseed Cake, &c.—The London Manure'Company
report this week some large importations; 5546 tons of
Peruvian guano have been received by Messrs. Gibbs,

• and the demand is proportionately large. There are
no alterations in the prices of nitrate of soda and sulphate
of ammonia : both are in great request, the present
unusually low pric^ °f the nitrate having caused it to be
freely purchased. 3359 tons of cake have arrived during the
week, and in consequence the market lias exhibited a marked
decline. A Marseilles cake has arrived in considerable quan-
tities, and found a ready sale at the low prices quoted. The
following are the latest quotations :

—

Z
Feruvian Guano, direct from \

Importers' Stores.. . .

j"

Hones ..

Ditto, crushed
Ditto, half inch
Ditto, dust

per ton.

*.

per qr.

Animal charcoal (70 per cent. )

»>

• •

• * »»

t»

Phosphate)
"~ " " r

.7
~ j-per t0D '

Coprolite, Cambridge,
{

whole.. ..^^^^^^^ . ) *'

Ditto ditto, ground
Ditto Suffolk, whole
Ditto ditto, ground
Nitrate of Soda
Sulphate of Ammonia
Gypsum
Salt in (London), according)

to quality .

.

. . f
Sulphuric acid, concentrated )

LW-77— f
Ditto, brown, 1.712 .. .. „
Superphosphate of Lime .. per ton.
Blood Manures
Dissolved Bones
Linseed Cakes, best Ameri-

)

can (barrel) ) •»

Ditto ditto (bag) ..

Ditto English
Rape Cake

-tton-seedCake(very scarce)
Marseilles cake'

2~

12

4

6
17
17

5

15

6
6

to

to

to
to

12

5

12

6

19

19

d.

«
6

4 10 to 5

2 2

per lb.

2 13
1 15
2 6

13 10 to 14 10
11 10 to 15
1 10

1 3 to

1

99

99

99

99

99

3
5 10 to 6 6
6 5 to 7 10
6 10

11 12 6 to 11 15

11 to 11 7 6
11 to 12
6 5 to 6 12 6
7 to 7 10

10 5 to 10 10
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Ornithopos: G. Davi*. "We presume von refer to O. perpusillus,
one of our wild jflants, growing naturalty "a small prostrate
plant " in "dry sandy and gravelly places," not at all likely
to supplant our other leguminous forage plants.

Palmer's Grken-top Yellow Bullock Turvip: Haydon
Bridge. The sort you refer to is probably that which was sent
o Mr. Palmer, seedsman, at Annan, in Scotland, and is
just a variety of the old Green-top Yellow Aberdeen Turnip,
which is still unsurpassed both for feeding quality and
weigh: per acre and hardiness.

Sea Slugs
i

as Manure: A Ten-yeari Subscriber would feel
greatly obliged by any correspondents informing him if they
have had any experience of sea slugs (Holothuria) being used
as a manure. He is anxious to find out how it would act,
and whether it would require other fertilisers to be added to
it, and if so which would be the best, and in what proportion
to add to it to make a cheap fertiliser, to replace in foreign
Par*8',

wb£1? .
guano is dear, this article, and where the

Holothuria is in countless numbers.
Swine : J W, Peterborough, says, M Seeing an inquiry made in a
contemporary (the' Cottage Gardener') as to whether any
remedy is known that would prevent a sow eating her young
piga, I beg to say that 1 have successfully applied a muzzle
made by fastening a leathern slip over her nose and securing
it by passing the thong or strap behind her ears and under
the throat, just loose enough to allow of her sipping her
food, but sufficiently tight to prevent her biting or hurting
her pigs. This sow had a first litter of seven, which she
brought up welL and they are all now sold. The second
litter consisted of 11, and on the second day we missed one,
in a day or two we missed another, and so she devoured nine
before I heard of a remedy. On making it known amongmy friends I was told to use the muzzle by a gentleman who
took prizes for pigs, and had received two well bred sows
from Yorkshire of a similar sort to mine, black and white,
not very large the breed having a character for being shy
and fierce; while having young ones, both showed a dispo-
sition to devour their young, and were muzzled ; he brought
up one litter but thp other sow would not let the pigs suck,
and they all died Of my litter the two remaining pigs arenow six weeks old, and I have, therefore, every reason tosuppose that they are safe. She was very sulky after themuzzle was first applied, and seemed more anxious to eatthem than to let them live, and they went back for a week :after that they obtained more nourishment, and are now

IVTEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS, which light
_L 1 with a Candle, save all trouble, destroy all Insects, and
are already used by some of the leading Gardeners, may be
obtained of tho principal Seedsmen and Nurserymeu, 2*. per
packet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neal, Edward Street,
Birmingham. Trial park et a, Is. each.

WINTER DRESSING TOE ORCHARD HOUSE
and other FRUIT TREES.

Extractfrom the Eighth Edition,

of the Orchard /hum. B
Mr. Rivers.

"January paint thc trees
(every shoot and bud} with
Gishurst Compound, half a
pound to thc gallon of water.
This will destroy the eggs of
Aphides."

Vines and outside wall trees
should first be washed, stem

/a -at* sust*-
ftnd 8noot8

»
witn 8oz

-
solution

y/Ss\jtlln&^- of Gishurst, then smeared
^v -^ffiiBftA^^Efc^ . with clay and Gishurst, (see

^^&ff' /|f\T*^Vifl ^^* Gardeners' Chronicle Oct. 13),
or with lime, sulphar, and Gia-
hurst, made into a paste. M
the smell be disliked, make the
solution 48 hours before use.

Full directions as to the use
of weaker solutions against

mildew and insect pests in spring and summer, with parti-
culars of the experience of many great gardening authorities,
are enclosed with the boxes of Gishurst. These are supplied
retail through any nurseryman and seedsman at U., 3«., and
10.<. 6d. each, wholesale by Price's Patent Candle Co., Limited.

FUMIGATING AND SYRINGING.
GRIFFITHS and AVISS, Tobacconists, Coventry,

call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER. It is simple
in use, safe in application, altogether effective in the destruc-
tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, Ac., nominal in price, 12*. 6d.
per dozen pounds, sent to any part of the kingdom on receipt
of Post Office Order. To those In the Trade a liberal discount
on 28 lbs. and upwards. The following practical gentlemen
have submitted it to every kind of ordeal, and bear testimony
it is all we represent :—
Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Ncwnham Paddos:
Mr. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey
Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland, Trenthami
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park.
Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D. Ryder, Westbrook,

Hemel Hempstead
Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. R West, Esq., Alcot Park
Mr. W. H. Mountford, H. R. Hughes, Esq., Kinmel Park.

St. Asaph, North Wales
^

Mr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds
Hoddesden

Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,
Richmond, Surrey

Mr. John Reeves, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting Hill, W.
Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, Shipston-on-Stour
Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

L/eammgton Nursery
Mr. John Ogden, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Coventry
Messrs. S. Perkins & Sons, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and

Florists, CoventryV Agents Wanted. Nurserymen and Florists preferred.

anS T
B
ob^g^jjg&gMSr Water f°r SyriDgiDg-wwT f ioTraMimr water from Wells not exceeding _„ m «»,««.

Diameter
*

of Barrel. Height. £. ,. rf.

Fiabed for lead. \ 1 lo

raising

1

^2
2

2

10
4
9

18

2J„ hmg 3„ 3„ __
8 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ J or cast
3i„ ditto 3„ 6,. flanged __
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required.

j

2i „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2\ „ l«ag dftto ditto ditto 2 14
This Pump is fitted wifch J. W. & Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard Improved Re-
volvingCap, Metal Bucket,and Brass Suction
Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap the
handle can be shifted to the right or lea
hand, or opposite the nose, aa desired.
Erery description of Machinery for raising

Water, by means of Wheels, ftams, Deep
mps, Ac. ; also, Tiro and Garden

k Saws' IlUstrated Cstfatogue willNo. 35. be forwarded post free on appltaation.
s above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber
vn or country, or of the Patentees and ManufacturersJOHN WARNER and SONS,

s
> Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

JOHN FOWLER, Jrw„ 28, Cornhill, Lnfo^tTc,^O Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
?
a
/?r,5S,a

btain
^
d

-
1>y ^?plyijl« ** the above address, CATALOGUES conteJa^ Prices and Testimonials sent poat frst

DIPPENHALL FIRE BRICK FACTORY~r^r"Farnham, Surrey.—Manufactory for Fire Brick* Vi,I*l

Sd* o?
d Bh?^ Brick8

' ^^Bric^f^rt
9

;SS5and colours, for string courses : ornamental GardenFoVnW
Terra Cotta Chimney Pots% and Vases in ,rw ™JiZ?„.

Edgings,

Tesselated Blue. Bti^ Sad,B^riffiK
churches, entrance hails, &c. All kinds ofOrrnmont^ipm
Tiles, Sewage and other r»ipes, Bends and J^nSl S dge
mental Garden Border Tiles to anTK-S™

Junc
,

tl0ns
J °™a-

to Mr. E. Wrallet? Mana^r of The WorV^T

~

A
.
PP>

Guildford, Mr. Jno. Moo*
f Builder.

°TU
'

A«ent for
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HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
HORTICUL1UK MANUFACTORY.
Kfnsal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

TOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

Roofs of Houses has given^{^^^2^ &t hSffi

^&EttSS1^SSK^a and Sclent

m
T

n
T

r
'& Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobihty andS£ by whom they are extensively engaged.

A

Reference
^

Great Britain

M U E L N m n n
General Horticulture n

E P-
Knotty Ash, near^>

nee permitted to the Nobilif^ « vS"
itain and Ireland.

J3,0DUlty and Gent,

m
50/. ; 21 feet by 13 feet

Houses 10 per cent .nouses iu per ecus, cneaper. a loV
Estimate given for Heating, or any brancfin^H

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION". — On the

principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton,

M.P., combining simplicity, cheapness, excellence, and dura-

bility, being capable of fulfilling, in the most perfect manner,

all the requirements of Horticulture. Lean-to Houses, 80 feet

in length, can be had for less than 171. Span Roofs, 30 feet m
length, for 331. ; and all other dimensions at equally low prices.

Delivered free to any Railway Station round London.—Illus-

trated Circulars, -with Lists of Prices, can be had on prepaid

application to Samuel Bergman, 7, Pall Mall East, London.

WEST OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND

YINCENT SKINNER
(late Partner with J. Weeks

i& Co.), erects Conservatories,
Hot-houses, and Hot-water
'Apparatus to warm Churches,
Hothouses, &c, and has fore-^^y^:
men from London to superin-^ ^

_ _ h — M «

JAMES AND FREDK
. HOWARD,

BRITANNIA IRON W BEDFO
MANUFACTURERS OP

R

CHAMPION PLOUGHS,
H
H
ARROWS,
O R S E RAK ES,

HORSE HOE,
SCARIFIERS.'

AND OTHER IMPLEMENTS.

^.r»

tend their construction. Upright Pipe Boilers, Plans, and

Estimates.—V. Skinner, Bridewell Street, Bristol.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Buildees
and Hotwater Apparatus Manufacturers, near the

Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

ALSO SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP

SMITH'S STEAM CULTIVATORS

GLASS WARE HOUSE—ESTAB LISHED 17

THOMAS MILLINGTOH,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, EC

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwel

SMALL SQUARES.

OAfk CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES, and
rwUU LIGHTS, AND FROM

400 to 500 LIGHTS- for PITS of all SIZES kept in STOCK
Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many Others.

16 oz.In. by In.

20 .. 12 "1

20 .. 13 f Common, per 100. feet, 13*. 6d.

20 .. 14 (Super ,, .. 16*.

.. 15 )

21 oz.

20

In. by In.

6 .. 4

6J .. 4i
7 .. 5

7* .. 5h

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet

is*.

23*.

In. by In.

8 .. 6

8£ . . 6*

.. 7

9* - 7£

Boxes.

Per lOOte*.

Common
11*. 6i

Super.

12s. 61

ftr

I

FOUNTAINS AND PORTE-FLEURS.

AUSTIN, SEKLEY, and CO. beg to remind gentle-

men intending to put up such ornaments in their grounds
next summer
that the work
ought to be or-

dered without
delay, with a

view to its being
properly sea-

soned. During
the last year
many new De-
signs of Vases,

Groups, and
other Garden
Figures ha\e
been added to

the stock.

369 to 375, Euston Road, Regent's Park, N.W.

Inches by
10
10£

• •

11

12
* w

Inches.

.8

H
9
9

15

16

17

18

13

14
• •

11

11
11
11
12
12

Inches by Inches.

124 • • 9*
13 • • 9

12 • • 10
12* • 104 I

15 • • 12
16 • • 12
17 • • 12

Inchesby Inches.
13 .. 10

13J .. 10*
14 . . 10
14* .. 104

Inches by inches. Inches by inches.

15
12
124
13

• •

10
11

11*
11

13*

14

Hi 1

u

4ths.

3ds.

2ds.

lata.

i

!

p. ioo f*

12s.it

14* M
IS*.

2Ittf

18
20
22

12
12
12

16

17
20
23
20
22

• • 13
13
13
13
14

14

24
20
22
24

20
22

» •

-

14

15
15
15
16
16

24

20
20

• •

16
17
18
•

4th8.

3ds.

2ds.

lets.

/'?'fs?^ »*<>•>

* »*•

If less quantity thun 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package

16 oz, 4ths.

3ds,

GLASS CUT TO
ljd., 2d., and 2±d. per foot.

2\d.
t
2£d., and 3d. per foot.

ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

„ 3ds,34rf.,4tf.,and4#. P« »*

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT

• •

IMPROVED PATENT HOUGH PX.ATC
Not accountable for breakage.

32s. Od. per cwt. LINSEED OIL
34 „ BOILED „
8 .. TURPENTINELINSEED-OIL PUTTY .. 3 u „ TUKNGNTIM •• •• ar« Ac

BLACK. GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, «c

# #

* f

• •

*

• •
3

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

HN WEEKS
SOClEfl

M P A

Have the pleasure to announce that they are honoured with commands to

HEAT THE LARGE CONSERVATORY
of the above on their

U SYS TB
I

JOHN WEEKS & COMPA N*

HORTICULTDR BUILDERS
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, s.w.

ARTISTIC DESIGNS, ESTIMATES, AND CATALOGUES
FB*
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EXTRA FINE DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES,'
NECTARINES. CHERRIES. AND PEARS.

WoODL-OfD* N'lBBERY, MaRESFIKLD, NEAR UCKFIELD, SlJSSFX.

WM. WOOD and >X refer with pi re fco

their splendid the above; but m urticu-

larly to their DWAli; I
HA! D MO! LO and MVVDUKK

CHERRIES, which are as haudaome trees as can possibly be

POLYANTHUS SEED.
JAMES WOODS is now Bending out hie Po intbas

Beed afl Id former , saved from a forty years' selection

STANDARD AND DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES.

P>
GLENDINHING begs to offer some very

I • splendid trees. They have all been trained on wails.

The wood is well ripened, and many of them in a bearing

tt lit* They are all of the very best sorts, and true to

their names. PRICES and LIST on application.

Obiswick Nursery, London, W.

SPLENOIO DWARF-TRAINED APPLES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, PLUMS, AND MORELLO CHERRIES.

WM. KNIGHT respectfully solicits at! ntion to

his well-grown stock of the above, but more particularly

to bis Dwarf-Tr*in»xl Peaches, Plums, and Moreilo Cherries,

many of the latter having from 12 to 18 branches to each tree

would bear a good crop of fruit the coming season, having

re& .hinted. Price each or per dozen on appli-

CATALOi i UB8 o ral Nursery Stock free on appli-

cat n — arst Qrt sox.

EXTRA STRONG FRUITING VINLS.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Tl Newton
Nurseries. «' lest.-r, I iwtor di rt "10 MUSCAT

or AI. 1'ICIA VIM ' with rods 11 to 15 feet, strong

mod well ni*ned, fit to carry a full crop this season. Price

d application.

UCKLAND 8WEK rWATER GRAPK.—Special

Prizes ./. and Si will be given by the Subscribers for

the best I uree Rum-hes of this fine early Grape, in September,
1862; likewise Sjwcial Prizes of ft and It will also be criven

>r the best Bunch of the same in July, 1862. Strong Plauts,

10*. <kf. I 21* » —J. Ivkrv & BON, D ing, Feb. 28,

B

The usual d ount to t be Trade.

PLK N D 1 D S U M Al E U 8<T O C K S.—
" I)FRBV SCARLET 10-week, per packet .. 1«. 0</.

"DERBY" PURPLE 10-week, per packet ..1
A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of rkally good VEGE-

TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS free on application.

EDWTN Cooling, IS, Iron Gate, Derby.

rpHOMAS WILD'S PK1MULAS, in White, Crim

-

X son, Purple, Lilac, Pink, Scarlet, Striped and Spotted
;

Is. Qd. per packet.

THOMAS WILD'S ORION MELON (true), the

best in Cultivation for Beauty, Weight, and Flavour;

Is. per packet.

THOMAS WILD'S No. 1 and 2 CUCUMBERS,
On trial at C ick ; Is. per packet

The Primulary, Ipswich
.

LADIOLI > IU;r,X(.'HLKVKNSlS.— In the 6 -

d ner** Chr cU of September 8, ls«e, p. 816, the follow-

ing Report will be found :

—

"(JLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYBNSTS.—We hare received

from Messrs. Yoi l& Co., of Great Yarmouth, some speci-

mens of tliis plant, the gorgeous appearance of which cannot

be spoken of in terms of exaggeration. The tall robust habit

and intensely bright scarlet flowers, place it at the head of all

e hardy flowers of the autumn."
Flowering roots, 30*. per 100 ; or 4s. per dozen. Trade price

OH application.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

N E W AGE P L U M B.
Bach—*.

.. 5

* #

3
3
5
5

3

d.

6
6

6

1. BR-MIYS GL X GAGE, the largest known
2. BRYA>"STONE (; AGE, late and excellent

3. JODOIGX1 LEEN GAG ery large

4. JULY GRI f S GAGB
5. OULlN's . N GAGE, or OULEN S GAGE
6. TRANSPARENT GAGE, very 1: c ..

The above arc all of first-rate quality—N . 4, 5, and 6 are

fully described in Dr. H •gg's " Fruit Manual." Fine healthy
trees. Dwarf and P\ Is, are now leady for delivery— paid
to London.—Ti Rm.i . Nursery, Sawbridgeworth.

CUTHILI/S STRAWBERRY PLAN IS.—Black
Prince, ">«. r 100 ; Princess Royal of England, 7*. (V.

per 100 ; Prince of Wales, 7*. Qd. per 100 ; Highland Mary and
improved Black Prince, If. per 100 each. All fine strong
Plants.
BLACK SPINE and HIGHLAND MARY CUCUMBERS,

1*. per packet; Ik MELONS, <fcc.

James t him., F.R.H.8., Denmark Hill. Camberwell, S.

cARTER'S LIST OK NEW AND CHOICE
VEGETABLES.

Per packet

—

s. d.

Lee's White Sprouting
Broccoli

Nuttin locted dwarf
Red Beet . . • 1

T<«mato de Laye . . . .

Dal meney Broccoli .. 1

Conning's Perfection do. 1

Melville's variegated gar-
nishing Kail . . . . 1

Carter's dwarf Mammoth
Cauliflower .. ..1

Hood's dwarf Imperial
Celery 1

Lynch's Star of the West 1

2 6

6

Per packet—5. d

.

Carter's Giant White Cos
Lettuce 10

Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber w. . . . . 1

New Feather-stem Savoy 1

Carter's Excelsior Melon 1

Turner's Gem . . . . 1

StrathmorelleroPeas.p. < 1 1.

2

1 1 mdsworth Potatoes,
per peck 5

Pheasant Eye do. ,, 3
Dalm ahoy do. .. ,,

d dry's Scarlet Defiance
Rhub irb, per root . . 2

%

o

For further particulars see CARTER'S SELECT LIST of
GARDEN ani> FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post
free on application.

James Oartf:r & Co., 2.J7 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

sTKAWBKRRY PLANTS. Spring being the best
time for planting, strong thy PLANTS can be supplied

Of nearly 200 varieties. A DESCRIPTIVE CATA LOGOE of
the above may now be had by applying to the Grower,

WM. Jas. Nichols* «.v. Kggleschtfe, Varm, Yorkshire.

KENTISH COB NUT TREES.

WJ. El* PS begs to state t t he has a iai_

• quantity of fine Trees of the above, which may be
epended on Maidstone and the neighbourhood the only

where this valuable it is cultivated to any extent,
#9., 9*., and 12* per dozen ; 30>. to 40*. per 100.

Maid tie Nurseries.

COTTAGER S»~KA L E.

CHARLES TURNER can supply Seed from selected
plants of this del cms Winter Green. It is the only plant

of its class unharmed by the late severe weather.
Price to the Trade on application.

POTATOES.
CHARLES TURNER has a fine stock of the

DALMAHOY. round, early, a great cropper, producing
double the quantity of most kinds : of a good uniform size, of
excellent flavour and floury ; the best Potato grown for a
general crop, being also a good keeper.
GLORY OF ENGLAND (Kidney) one of the earliest, most

prolific, and in all respects one of the best Potatoes ever
introduced.
Also fine healthy sets of all the leading kinds. See Catalogue.

SEED CATALOCU E.

CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST, con-
taining several Novelties, and a Selection of the best

established varkti. *, L >w ready.

_ PELARGONIUMS.
/CHARLES TDRNE S plants of the above areKJ remarkably fine of all the classes, and in great variety.
If purchased by the do s at very mod .CC I N E R ARIA S.

HARLES TURNER'S select named varieties of
the above can be supplied at 1 •?.«., 21m., and 30*. per dozen.

^^^ These are of the Snest quality.

GENERAL SPRING CATALOGUE OF PLANTS."
CHARLES TURNER'S NEW LIST m now Ready

;

it comprises new and general Collections of PELARGO-
?S?,S'r

F
L
AN

V
Vd ' , - CLVEKAKIVS

- DAHLIAS, AZALEAS,
FUCHSIAS, ?£RBBNAS, VARIEGATED GERANIUMS
^.i?^1* J°" ^CRIMEN

.
GLOXINIAS, CALCEOl

Jr>5i
ASi

' «EBTUNI CHRYSANTHEMUMS, PHLOX,
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, AURICULAS, Ac. Ac
WELLINGTONS CIQANTEA, AND CUPRESSUS

C
tt _ LAWSONIANA.
HARLES TURNER has a large stoek of various
sizes of these very Ornamental Trees, which have also

proved themselves to >>e the most hardy of our Conifers.
Prices on application.

C
FRUITTREE s^

HARLES TURNER has vary fine Trained and
•idard Tr es of all the sterling varieties COY'S

ORAN. PIPtMS APPLE and thTsALWEY JPEACH[ £2
highly reo">m rulcl.

GENERAL NURSERY CATALOGUE^
pHARLES TURNER'S LIST comprises the exten-
V>> sive i ns of Fruit Trees, Roses, the Conifers?, hardy
Ornamental Tree*. *rreens and Decidi •» Shrubs, as well

strawberries and Rhubarb, all the best Kinds of which are
carefully cultivated.

All the Catalogues enumerated will 1 forwarded grat
and post free.

°

TH ROYAL NURSERIES* SLOUGH,

Gfie i5a^:^reuetlS
,

©iirouicle.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1861.

Perhaps there is no scientific discovery in the
whole Held of physical research which would be of
greater importance to the agriculturist than some
certain laws by which we might pobetell future
weather. It is no wonder that such a subject

should make itself of such wide-spread interest,

and that it should always have had so much atten-

tion accorded to it. The importance of this

department of meteorology, indeed, can hardly be
overrated, either when considered in connection
with climatology as bearing upon human health,

or with a knowledge of atmospherical phenomena
affecting the operations of the husbandman. In
proportion to this general interest, has been the
numbers of aspirants who have claimed for them-
selves the merit of having discovered the laws
which regulate our atmosphere, by which they
could predict its variations and phenomena with
the precision that the astronomer antedates an
eclipse. Such persons have at various times
engaged public attention, but without, to any
considerable extent, influencing opinion, or holding
their position as weather prophets, a reputation
gained sometimes by a lucky chance rather than
anything else, and as easily lost by failure. Of
the latter there was usually no inconsiderable
number, as may be imagined, when it is known
that at the time when " weather almanacs" were
in their glory almost nothing was really known of
the true causes of the very phenomena of which
their authors pretended to fix the period of occur-
rence. For ourselves we incline to think that
even yet Meteorology is too much in it3 infancy to
afford sufficient data on which to ground predic-
tions of future weather with such a degree of
accuracy as to make them of any great practical
use. Situated as we are in the midst of the ocean,
at so comfortable a distance from the tropics,
whence moisture is brought over in a moment,
without any particular wind, or apparent cause,
it seems to be peculiarly difficult, if not imprac-
ticable, to predict weather many hours before it*

occurrence.

Electricity and magnetism have been by some
writers assigned as the agents or active forces at
work producing all the changes and phenomena
observed on our own or other planets ; solar being
in fact electric heat. Very elaborate papers have

.
been written to prove the correctness of this theory,
and show the necessarily correct inferences which

must result from a theory so exact : unfortunately
Kperience in no way bote the authors out, and

plainly told them that they had failed. Others
have attempted to class atmospheric changes with
planetary and stellar motions, but their predictions

have also failed to stand against the test of time,

and have been found, by persons to whom an
anticipation of rain or fine weather was of import-

ance, to be totally insufficient for the purpose it

was affirmed they would serve. We can scarcely

think that we are to look to astronomical epochs

taking place gradually, and according to constant

laws, for an explanation of those sudden irregu-

larities to which our atmosphere is always liable.

Knowing the intiueute that is exerted by the sun,

and our satellite the moon, upon particles of air

and water, we do not think it improbable but that

certain changes may he caused by the relative

positions of these two bodies with respect to our

globe, but what inlluence they do exert must be

at stated periods and but of short duration ; leaving

no grounds whatever, we think, for connecting

the general changes directly with the positions of

either sun or moon.

Some of the mauy signs by whicli it is supposed
may be learned the kiud of weather to be expected
are not without their uses, but usually they will be
found only to be true as they indicate a very near

approach of change, a change which by consulting the

barometer and thermometer in conjunction could be
seen much earlier. The crying of some birds, the

ilight of migratory birds, the habits of some insects,

the closiug or opening of certain flowers, and any
peculiarity in the behaviour of the domestic animals,

have all been set down as so many sure indications of .

atmospheric conditions and changes ; were we to

enumerate all the signs that have at different times been
received and believed in, we might fill a volume,but we
think our readers would ask cut bono! We shall enumerate
here some of the more trustworthy appearances,founded
upon physical facts, aud which, in the place of more
exact knowledge, may serve the -turn of our pro-

fessional readers, either to warn or assure. Sir

Humphry Davy bu left u omc of the most sound
observations and explanations on this matter. Thus

—

when the evening clouds in the west are observed to

be of a red colour, tinged with purple, we may
expect fair weather, because, the air being dry
refracts more of the red and heat-making rays
than when moist, aud those rays are reflected

in the horizon, the dry air not being perfectly

transparent. On the other hand, a yellow coppery sun-
set may be taken as an indication of approaching
wet. The best and surest sign of wet weather though,
is in the halo sometimes seen round the moon, since
it is formed by the precipitated water ; the larger the
diameter of the halo the nearer will the clouds be ;

consequently the more ready to descend in the shape
of rain. The rainbow is another token by which
weather may be foretold according to its position ; when
we see the bow in the west we may expect rain,

since the rain in this country usually is brought by
that wind, and the fact of seeing the bow in that quarter
would seem to indicate that the clouds being then dissi-

pated in rain were coming towards the observer ; whereas
if the bow were in the east the rain cloud would probably
be moving away from him. The fact of swallows
flying high is said to betoken flue weather, and is

explained by stating that the insects on which these
birds feed, preferring a warmer stratum of air, and
seeking it higher up la the atmosphere, are followed
by swallows, showing that the moister air is below,
and therefore is nut liable, as would be the case if the
colder and heavier air were above, to the descent of
colder strata and consequent condensation in the shape
of water.

From the form, colour, and density of the clouds in
connection with the direction of the wind something
with respect to the weather may be drawn ; if the high
well-formed cirrus be the prevailing modification with

1 a northerly wind it is a pretty sure indication of fine.
If, on the contrary, the clouds take the form of heavy
cirro-cumulus, and are seen to increase iu density, we
may expect prest us lain. The appearance of the air as
regards its clearness or the contrary, the appearance of
the moon aud stars, to. at night, may all be taken
as indices of the weather ; with due regard to
auy local peculiarities which from experience the
observer might have found to have any influence
on the weatLer iu his neighbourhood. The
vicinity of hills, lak >r the sea will of course have
an influence on the Aeorological phenomena of the
place; as we k w o amount of rain falling in
the Lake district England is 'very considerably
more than that experienced in other parts of the
country, although the number of rainy days may

J less, the difference being made by the very heavy
falls which take place there. The appioach of the
thunder storm is \ n, from the huge masses of
imulo-stratus app

;
pil one on the other like

gigantio mountains, having their bases very dark whilst
teir 8ummi vq sometimes white, giving the idea of a

mou tin tipped now. Such an appearauce is
too well known to pass uuhee led, and warns us to fly
from the fast approaching storm to the first place of
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shelter at hand. But in addition to these observations,

requiring no instrument, and therefore very valuable

where such are out of reach, we cannot urge upon the

agriculturist too strongly the great benefits he might

derive from frequent and careful consultations of the

dry and wet bulb thermometer, together with the

barometer. The inestimable service of the barometer

at sea cannot be overrated ; it tells the^ sailor of storms

coming and warns him to prepare himself for them,

enablinghim to ward off the effe 3ts which otherwise might

have ended in wreck and death. It tells him of fine

weather and sets his mind at rest, bidding him set all

sail and hasten on his way. If these great and im-

portant objects are within the reach of the sailor, are

they not equally so in that of the farmer ? we believe

much property might be saved, and crops improved, by

knowing the favourable periods when sowing, cutting,

&c, might be proceeded with without interruption

from the weather, if these useful instruments were

better understood and in more general use.

In some countries, as we know, atmospherical

phenomena occur with the most constant pre-

cision, and may with certainty be predicted for

weeks and even months before their advent ; the

trade winds and the periodic rains of the tropics

being remarkable examples ; but, as we mentioned

before, this is very different in our latitude, and

we see changes frequently occur for which we can

apparently find no cause, and which at one blow

seem to demolish all our laws and prognostics. By

the physical observations, some of which we have

enumerated, aud by experience of any local effects

we may learn a great many of the secrets of

weather wisdom, and occasionally get a pretty

fair clue to what Nature has in store lor us. It is

at this present period that everybody looks

to the opening year with curiosity and

as to what time shall unfold, and what

shall follow the very remarkable period

as C,

color,

winter

experienced during the past 18 months,

i terrible and disastrous gales of 1859,

forward
anxiety

weather
we have
Will the

extending over some four months with more or

less violence, ever be forgotten, marked as they

were by most severe losses by shipwreck, both of

life and property. The gales continued up to the

spring, and then, excepting May, which was a

tolerably fine month, commenced such a season of

wet and cold as has rarely been experienced,

proving as disastrous in its effects to the agricul-

whTte"SaiIniur"MuscaTbTM. Cp0BTiLLiER, from

seeds of the Black Grape of Ischia.

We see that the same Society has begun

to expel its members who do not pay their annual

subscription. . . ,
l

A M. Hueeda, a Pans Florist, advo-

cates the introduction of Carinas into flower-

garden cultivation. He says that such species

Annei, Warczewitzii, indica, dis-

gigantea, and Sellowi will pass the

,. very well out of doors, provided they

are protected from cold, and most especially

wet in winter, by a bed of leaves. It is however

necessary to take off the leaves now and then in

dry weather. M. Hubeda further states that

masses of Canna indica and gigantea, treated in

this manner, have gone through the winter very

well, in the Bois de Boulogne, and that m the

second year their stems were from 3 to 3 Jyards high.

If so they must have had a grand tropical appear-

ance. It seems that the plants are started in a hot-

bed, that they then throw out suckers, which

easily root, without damaging the mother plant

;

these suckers must, however, be handled gently,

as they are very brittle. The right soil for them

is three parts of leaf mould, and one part of peat.

While young, after having been potted off, they

will not bear wet; and in fact should only be

syringed. But when their new roots begin to line

the pot, then is the time for plentiful watering and

repotting. The rest of their treatment presents

nothing peculiar till the time arrives for turning

them out. They should then be planted in good

garden mould and rotten dung,

that can be found. Journal

periale.

in the hottest place

de la Societe im-

REPORT Otf VARIEGATED BEGONIAS, GROWN
AT CHISWICK, 1860.

By Mr. Moore. Secretary to the Floral Committee.

(From the Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural Society.)

The remarkably showy race of dwarf Begonias,

having the leaves marked with elegant variegations,

had become so much extended by the produc-

tion of seminal varieties since the introduction

ofB. Rex, that attention was very early directed by the

committee to the collecting of as many of these

It

varieties a3 could be readily procured, in order that

turisteand gardeners as were the autumnal and! tbe
"

ir respective merits in an ornamental point of view

winter storms to underwriters and sailors. «"ght be determined by direct comparison For this

purpose about 40 varieties were obtained in the spring
of 1860, and of these 36 are described in the following

memoranda, the remainder having either died or been too
imperfectly developed to admit of their true character
being seen.

This extensive collection was liberally contributed for

the purposes of the committee by the following gentle-

men, namely :—Messrs. Rollisson & Sons of Tooting, Mr.
Veitch of Chelsea, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son of
St. John's Wood, and Messrs Low & Co. of Clapton.

The following classification of the varieties may assist

in the identification of them :

—

Ser. i. ArgentejE. Upper surface of tte leaves wholly silvered
not zonate or vittate.

1. B. argentea.

Ser. ii. Zonat.e. Upper surface of the leaves marked with dis-
tinct colours, in a zonate manner.

§ 1. leaves smallish, with bright silver zone.

2. B. Griffithii 5. B. Retina
3. B. argentea guttata 6. B. amabilis
4. B. Madame Warner

§ 2. Leaves large, with bright *ilver zone.

7. B. Marshalli 10. B. Rex Leopariinus
8. B. Madame Allwardt 11. B. rnarginata

will be seen upon an inspection of

meteorological reports that nearly every month
of 1860 was deficient in temperature as compared
with the average, and that in the summer months
this deficiency was very large, thus making it

peculiarly felt in the fruit garden and in the corn-

Held. But not only was the low temperature a
remarkable feature in the year's meteorology, there

was another element which considerably differed

from its average, viz. the rain. AVe see the total

fall for the year, at Greenwich, amounted to the
large sum of 32 ins., being nearly 6 ins. more than
the fall of the previous 12 months. The sad effect

of this unusual rain was too plainly seen all over
England ; in some places where the land was low,
water to the depth of some feet constantly stood,

and in the districts where the ground was below
the sea level, no sign of dry land was visible for
weeks together, the landscape assuming the appear-
ance of a lake so entirely was it submerged. Sfot
before another winter had commenced were we to
see anything like seasonable weather. The earlier
portion of the present winter, up to about the
15th of December, was not very different from the
average, if anything a little milder; this was
succeeded by severe and protracted coid, accom-
panied by heavy falls of snow in different parts of
the country. Though this coid period occurred at
a time of year when we usually experience our
coldest weather, yet it was far below the average,
and for a considerable time. Our winter has then
been severe, though not unseasonable, up to the
present time, and little or n o inconvenience excepting
of a temporary character may be anticipated from
it ; indeed for many purposes it must prove highly
beneficial, and it is with confidence that we look
forward to the opening year, when, should we be
favoured by correspondingly seasonable weather,
and the warmth of the summer should bear any
proportion to the cold of the w inter, we may
reasonably anticipate a year abundant and fruitful.

9- B. Rex 12. B. Cloth of Silver

§ 3. Leaves large, flushed with red, silver or green-zoned ;
hairy beneath.

13. B. Queen Victoria 18. B. nebulosa
11. B. prandia 19. B. rubra rnarginata
15. B. Urania 20. B. Queen of England
16. B. virginata 21. B. Isis.
17. B. Rollisaoni

§ 4. L" s wholly green and red.

".'r £ r;

!

V'l
eana

,

,

M
-
B

- p»'ince Troubetskol
23. B. Roi Leopold
Ser. iii. Vittat.k. Upper surface of the haves marked with

sdvery or other coloured, bands or stripes, not zonate.
§ 1. Leaves obliquely ovate.

25. B. picta
26. B. miranda
27. B. xanthina Reichen-

heimi
28. B. xanthina marraorata
29. B. xanthina argentea

§ 2. Leaves palmatelv lobed.
36. B. ricinifolia maculat-.i."

30. B. Victoria
31. B. splendida argentea
32. B. splendida imperialis
33. B. splendida guttata
34. B. vittata
35. B. Thwaitesii

heimi, splendida argentea, Thwait
raaculata.

§2: B
- ncinifoifc

The peculiar features of the several kinds a
'

cated in the following- descriptive memoranda •-.?
^

1. B. argentea.—Vrom Messrs. liollisson & Sn x,

Veitch, and Messrs. Low & Co. LeavesW * •

gray, of a satiny texture, looking as if silverM*
81

polished; they are speckled over with fine rm ^
zigzag markings of a deeper green, and veiLi

"!?

licrht red behind. The stalks are purplish 8w •

T distinct sort! JSSjverwhite hairs. It is a

pallid in colour.

2. B. Griffithii.— From^Messrs. Rollisson & Sons,
Mr. Veitch, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son Tl

' '

a plant of dwarf habit, with medium sized leaves whl t
are downy on the surface, and have abroad darkonann
green centre exterior to which is a grayish or storm
zone and a dark green border of nearlv equal widfetf

the green becomes rather paler where it joins the ora;
The under surface, opposite the green portions of the
upper side, is red ;

and the stalks are pale, red-haW
and downy. This is a pretty, distinct, . small-arowiJ
kind, of second-rate value.

n ^
3. B. argentea guttata.—-From Mr. Veitch, ^m

E. G. Henderson & Son, and Messrs. Rollisson iSm'
The leaves are of medium size, with a broad dat^
centre, which dark green colour passes along the veins

in a narrow broken line through the silvered zone, so

that it almost comes into the vittate series. The zone

is of a clear silvery gray, becoming narrower towards

the base of the leaf, and is margined with a green border

of about half its own width. The leaves, as is generally

the case in these plants, are marked on the under sur-

face with red at those parts which are opposite the

green or darker parts of the upper surface. The stalk

are red and hairy.

4. B. Madame Wagner.—From Messrs. E. G. Hen-

derson & Son, Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, and Mr. Veitch.

This is a very bright-looking variety, of moderate size.

The leaves have a dark green centre, forming a tapering-

rayed star, which is surrounded by a broad silvery zone,

somewhat broken by the faintly tinted veins, and

exterior to this by a narrow veiny or broken green

edge marked with red behind. The stalks are rtl

hairy. It is a very pretty and effective sort, with the

surface more silvered than 15. Regina, and one of fie

most desirable varieties.

5. B. Regina.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons. This

variety resembles B. amabilis in character, butistaj

and was considered superior to it, and a desirable dm-

The leaves are 6f medium size, glossy, with a dau

olive-green centre, surrounded bv a clear silrery-gray

vandvked /one, exterior to which is a dark green border

nearly equalling it in width. The leave* are *arifea

with red behind, and have red hairy stalks, iw

colours of the surface are distinct and well martta.

rendering this a desirable sort for cultivation.

6. B. amabilis.—From Mr. Veitch. ™91S *T
dwarf kind, with rather small leaves, ot vW*
central part, extending half way to the inairo

-

bright green, and the rest of the surface w
equallv occupied bv a zone of silver-gray anil a

of green. The under surface is bright red, a

i

stalks purplish and downy. It is a desiraoie

8

*T if. J/*r.v/^.-Frora Mr. Veitch and **

This fine variety has large align.

.

Rollisson & Sons.
broa

bullate leaves, with the colours of B. Rex, but a

silvered surface. The deep green of the cen
_ ^

radiates in tolerably even lines along the *^m
id is n«*

l! iS blot.

veins, so as to form an irregular star;

silver-gray is vandvked on both edges, and

. •
° > • A ---:- whldl

stained
Witwice as broad as the green margin,

and spotted with grav. The leaves are

purple behind, and the" stalks are purplish anu
.,

It is one of the very best sorts.
T $

8. B. Madame AUwanlf.—From Messrs. u

Tiiis handsome "form bears so very close a resem

to B. MaTfhaUi, which was preferred b
f.°;

e
,,

e>

ni

both these kinds would not be req

collection; and it would not be very material

the two was chosen. « c^e, t

9. B. iter.-l'rom Messrs. Rollisson & =
'

ot

Mr. Veitch. This tine Fpecie*, the parent^

o

v«r'»>tips now in cultiva-;
the larerer zonate varieties no

the colour in this part scarcely radiate, anu » .^
zone of silvery -gnu',

which >« ^
sur

fbfi

face is
fc

The plants, which were under the care of Mr. Evleswere grovyn to a moderate size under uniform conditions

'

ana on the 5><1 nf a .._-.<.» ...i • » • . .

At the meeting of the lmp3rial Horticul-
tural Society ot Paris on the 8th of last November
a bunch of black Grapes was produced, which had
been grown from seeds of the White Malaga. It
was observed that a case exactly analogous had
occurred in the production of the excellent early

bv a* vaudyked
about eqnal to that of the green margin.

nre definite and effective. The un
?
e
£ ^Yts of.

red, marked with red veins on the lighter
_

• ^
si'e the gray zone, and the stalks are p irp

with sh -Icry hairs. •RolH53
°tl

10. B. Res Leopardinus.-Trom Mes^VP5embl

This variety also bears a «7JJ^ne soi^

& *\

on the 2d of August, when in a well-d. .loped

The^TT f?^
U

",
ndf the noticc ot" the committee,

thft H p f n -^ and
?f arab*qaent examination was

th.it the following varieties were selected as the bestand^most distinct in the several groups, the other kindsWW W collection being thought am
T

., '

ere £r°wn; namely:

—

, in U:e way oi n ujx, uul iuc »v«~-- ,. i v coi' 1

intho ,7co£?
u£~B

- fgentea
' ., „ theWd. und the parts w».l«« e

.
ff*r'?S «*

/, * • a. koi Leopold, Rovleana. '

In the third or vittate group.-*!: B. santhim Eebhon-

annecessarv

Sons. ^^.„ .....^j _
e

to 15. Marshalli. but has the silvered z^ ^
broader. It was considered one ol the

desirable ornamental varieties.
liiqqon * ~'U

11. B. marginala.-Vvom Messrs. K^"^ naf
The leave- j rather above medium •»»*

> br0a

in the way of B. Rex, but the zone y *!^wc0tfB^

}f SUver.—Yrora ^r^tbe*^
Sons. The leaves of the variety are ^^jng >

nearly covered with s\\":ryS"^'
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small pale green central star termed by a green border 1

to the base of the principal veins, and having also a few
broken dark green markings at the edge. The leaves

are scarcely bulhite, and the under surface is veined ,

with red. It approaches nearly to B. argentea, but the

marking is obviously zonate.

13. B. Queen Victoria.—From Messrs. Low k Co..

and Mr. Veitch. The leaves are large, deep red be-

hind, a good deal like those of B. Queen of England,

but more stained with red; and they are speckled on

the dark ground colour of the upper surface. The
centre of the leaf consists of a small dark red-green

star, speckled with silver; and the border beyond the

zone is narrowish, of the same dark red-green colour,

dotted as in B. Queen of England, and speckled

between the dots. The stalks are shaggy, with red

hairs ; and the veins are hairy above.

14. B. grandis.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.

—

This was one of the large red-stained series, and bore so

dose a reeemblance to the variety 1 eived as B. Queen
of England as to have been regarded as the same for all

practical purposes.
1". V,. f'rmua.— Prom Messrs. Rollisson &. Sons.

This variety had leaves above the medium size. The
centre which forms a star, and the border, are both of

an opaque deep green, and the intermediate zone is of

a glossy bronzy gre« n, purplish while young, but when
mature of nearly the same tint as that of the centre

and margins. The upper surface is sprinkled with red

hairs, the under surface purple, and the stalks purplish-

red and shaggy. It is rather a dull-coloured plant.

(To beeontimtl.)

CELOSIA AUREA.
Among recent introductions, or rather among plants

which have recently become popular, that which heads
this notice is not the least interesting, for whether con-
sidered in relation to its adaptability for a single speci-
men, the elegance of its habit, or the desirableness of
its golden masses of colour for conservatory decoration,
it is certainly one of the most useful tender annuals
which has of late years been brought into notice. The
brothers Thomson, to whom we are iudebted for its

general distribution, have grown it for some eight or
ten years past, but whether they won it by culti-

vation from the Yellow Cockscomb (C. cristata
flavescens), or obtained it by foreign introduction, I
am not prepared to say ; but however it was pro-
cured I for one Bhould be delighted to see a crim-
son variety of the same habit, for I regard this
pyramidal variety as a much more useful and elegant
plant than those stiff formal waxwork looking things
upon which gardeners of the olden time, and even some
of modern date, have given themselves so much
trouble. With the blue aprons cf my younger days
my Cockscombs" were scarcely less important in

point of cultivation than my Cucumbers " or " my
Melons, " and even some at the present time consider
it a grand achievement to grow a Cockscomb 18 inches
to two feet over the comb. For my own part I see but
little beauty in tho.-e stereotyped forms; it may be
want of taste, but I would rather see one good
specimen of this feathery variety than all the formal
things that may be grown during the present year. I
would also in this place wish to impress upon cultivators
the importance of retaining the feathery form of Celosia
in other colours. The " Florist " has figured a crimson
variety which is no doubt very pretty, but we must not
rest until we get a crimson variety equal to the orange one
in point of habit. Those sticklers for "form" who
can see no beauty except through a pair of geometri-
cal spectacles will no doubt object very strongly to
throwing the old form of Cockscomb out of cultiva-
tion

;
but that I do not want so long as they will assistme to obtain a variety which will be more useful in a

decorative point of view and certainly not lees worthy
of cultivation. J

Now in the cultivation of all soft-wooded and free
growing plants the great desideratum is to have a
suitable compost, a sort of general stock, which with
the addition of a little sand, &c, to make it, as may be
needed, light or heavy, will be ready at all times. Thisw best prepared by procuring two loads of fresh horse
dung as much impregnated with urine as possible. Throw
it together into a heap to ferment, and if not sufficiently
moiat sprinkle it with the drainings of the stable It
will require to be turned two or three times until it
gets in a uniform state as to heat. Then procure four
loads of nice turfy loam from an old sheep pasture and
cut as thinly as possibly, chop this roughly over, and
then having placed a layer about a foot thick upon the
ground

, Proceed
I

to build up a heap in alternate
layers of the hot dung and loam, taking care to use thedung in sufficient quantity at the commencement to
insure the mass heating in a regular manner. If there
should be any doubt on this point cover the whole
with hot dung to assist the fermentation, as the mois-
ture should heat sufficiently to destroy every sini of
insect or vegetable life in the mass. . After
sweating for a fortnight in this manner turn

£?r
'

t
]
ir
?
wlD

?
*h(

;
8ide* of the heap into the

middle, and then let it heat again, only covering with
mats to throw off rain, and also in some measure to
prevent the loss of ammonia When the heat subsides
turn the heap over frequently, mixing the loam and
aung as intimately as possible, but still not breaking it
too fane. This turning may be repeated frequently, so

as to get the mass well aired ; but at the same time
great care must be taken to keep it dry. Some of the

outside portions of the compost will be fit to use after

it has been exposed to the action of the atmosphere
for a few weeks ; but use it with caution, for if

properly prepared it will be almost as strong as guano,

and much too strong for indiscriminate use. Compost
of this kind sufficient for the use of a season

should be prepared every autumn while the soil is dry,

and if a sufficient stock is prepared to have six

months' airing before any of it is used, it will

be so much the better. Where hunters or other

horses are kept in loose boxes it is a capital plan to

bed them with leaves instead of straw, aud a quantity

of that taken when it has accumulated to the depth of

15 or 18 inches, and got quite hot and used instead of

dung from litter, makes the finest compost in the

world. Compost like this, or similarly prepared, is

the secret of a large proportion of the splendid plants

seen at the metropolitan exhibitions, and it also to

some extent supplies the reason why of two plants

growing in the same sized pot one in point of vigour
may be cheap at 3*. 6d., while the other would be dear
at a third of the price.

Having prepared the soil we will next proceed with
the cultivation of the Celosia. I generally make three
sowings, one in February, another in March, and the
third in April, and these give a good succession of
bloom to Christmas or even into the new year. To start

the seeds strongly aud well u bottom-heat of 80 Q to 90°

is necessary, sow the seed thinly, but directly the
plants are up place them close to the glass and give
air freely to keep them dwarf and stocky. As soon as
the plants are sufficiently strong, pot them off into
" thumbs," using equal parts of the preceding compost
and mellow loam intermixed with sand and charcoal.
Give the young plants the advantage of a bottom heat
of 80° at the least, a moist atmosphere and as much
air night and day as the heat of the frame, pic or house
will admit of, always bearing in mind that the night
temperature should not fall much below 60°, while in
the day time a brisk moist heat rising to 80° or 90°,

with sunheat aud moisture will not be too much. As
the pots fill wTith roots, shift into those of a larger
size, using the same compost, but decreasing the
proportion of sand and charcoal as they approach

Fine plants may be grown in
if you wish to attain the
13 or 15-inch .pots will

really well done specimen of
this Celosia should not be less than 4 to 5 feet in
height, proportionately bushy, branched to the foot,
and with its plumes of rich orange flowers nodding in
hundreds. After the plants get too large for pits or
frames a vinery or plant stove is a suitable place for
them ; but when the flowers begin to change colour,
more air aud a comparatively dry atmosphere is neces-
sary, always bearing in mind that the red spider likes
to feed upon the Cockscomb, and therefore it will be
necessary to keep a watch to arrest its ravages. The
Celosia answers well for conservatory decoration in
summer and autumn, but after the nights get cold the
temperature of an intermediate house or cool stove is

the most suitable for it P.

quarter. The soil is chiefly of light dry send
with very little day and loam. All kinds of
Conifene thrive well, aud many of them in a
warm season make astonishing growth. Now
it has invariably happened that a cold p'.ercinjr

wind from the N.E. has injured mere or less the
young shoots of most of the Coniferas and evergreens,
killing the tops of the branches, turning the foliage

brown, or otherwise rendering them unsightly for a
time ; when, therefore, the late frost set in, I was ap-
prehensive that I should be a severe sufferer, and lose

the greater number of my pet plants. Such apprehen-
sions I am happy to say are not fulfilled, and in trying

to discover the reason I come to the conclusion that their

safety is owing to the light aud sandy nature of the soil,

which prevented an accumulation of moisture at the
roots, notwithstanding the great rains of the past year ;

and as I before mentioned, the absence of a continued

piercing wind. I have by no means escaped altogether

unscathed, but your readers may assure themselves

that the oft-repeated caution to have ground on which
it is intended to plant Conifera? and evergreens well

drained is a great fact, and not to be disregarded with
impunity. To name particular instances—Cupressus
maeroearpa, considerably injured by the severe

autumn of 1H.V.) and following spring, from
which it recovered last summer, is totally unin-
jured, and at this moment presents a beautifully

fresh and green appearance. C. Goveniana is similarly

untouched by the last frost, although 18 inches of its

leading stem was killed by the former season. C. sem-
pervirens and C. torulosa have not suffered as in the
previous winter, when they both lost their tops. C.
Lawsoniana (a young plant) has likewise escaped, hence,
proved to be perfectly hardy, it ought to be in every
collection. Thujopsis borealis and Fitzroya patagonica
have borne the ordeal without fault. Taxodiuin sem-
pervirens, hitherto an invariable sufferer from cold

their final shifts.

11-iuch pots, but
fullest perfection,

be necessary. A

Correspondence.
Oeothermal Culture.—The leading article in the

Gardeners* Chronicle of February 16, alludes to an
article on the subject of Geothermal Culture, signed
•" Steam," which appeared at p. 1104 of the last Volume
of the Gardeners* Chronicle. The subject -.ems to be
of some interest, being considered not undeserving of
consideration and discussion. Suppose the system sug-
gested in the article signed " Steam," to be applied to
the cultivation of Seakale and Asparagus, productions
of great value at their respective and succeeding
seasons. Might it not be expected that the moist heat
which would be generated in the soil—at such times as
experience might prove to be useful—would materially
promote the earliness, abundance, and vigour of the
crops. Steam might be used, so as never to admit the
action of the frost on the subsoil and soil, and roots of
the plants, and when the proper season came—a gentle
forcing action would take place. If there is anything
in the idea, more capable persons may think of it. Steam.

The Late Severe Frost.—-The injury caused by the
late frost to trees, shrubs, &c., has by no means been
uniform; its effects having been modified by difference
of situation, soil, and other circumstances which
experienced cultivators can sufficiently account for.
It will be remembered that while the severe weather
lasted, although the actual temperature was at times
lower than has been recorded for some years past, yet,
with the exception of a few hours, there was an absence of
piercing continuous wind, which at this season generally
inflicts such injury on the young wood oftrees and shrubs.
The perusal of Mr. Paul's statement has, as he therein
suggests to the reader, led me to compare notes and
to inspect carefully the specimens I have planted in the
grounds here, particularly those kinds he has men-
tioned. The situation of these grounds is apparently
the reverse of Aldenham Abbey, being about a mile and
a half south of the Surrey hills—hence too distant to be
in any way sheltered by them—and five miles east from
Reigate, on an eminence at the west end of the village
of Blechingley, which slopes towards the north-east,
and is fully exposed to the wind when it blows from that

winds, has not only completely escaped injury, but
during the last few fine days began to show
signs of growth. Of Evergreens, Laurus nobilis is

slightly touched at top ; Arbutus Unedo and the
Laurels scarcely exhibit a dead leaf; a Laurustinus that
is slightly sheltered looks as fresh as it did before
Christinas; another fully exposed is injured all over,

and when the thaw commenced exhaled the disagreeable

smell complained of by some of your correspondents.
Magnolia grandiflora, against a west wall, injured in the
young shoots; M. exoniensis, south wall, similarly

affected; Jasminum revolutum, against a west wall,

has suffered more than any other plant in

the place, its foliage and young wood being
entirely destroyed. Many other examples might
be adduced, but I will merely add, that it is my belief

that it is not always the indication of low temperature
that causes the great destruction of so many plants
during severe winters, but other circumstances in con-
nectiou with it, some of which may by care and fore-
sight be remedied. It is a known fact in some tropical
countries, perhaps all, that occasionally before sunrise
the temperature of the air descends to within 2T or 3°

of the freezing point, and yet the vegetation appears to
suffer little or nothing by it—dryness being no doubt
an accessary. Does it not follow that, using the ap-
pliances prudence can suggest against the rains and
damp of our variable climate, much loss might be
avoided ? Adolphus H. Kent, Grammar School,
Blechingley, Surrey.

Glazing.—Permit me to ask Mr. William Paul to
give a further explanation of his mode of glazing.
Firstly, how is the hole made in each side of the glass

—

is it merely a small triangular piece cut out at the
edge? secondly, how are the panes prevented from
shaking about during wind? as the screws being
tightly screwed down would crack the glass. Again,

j

if the panes are only held c own in the middle at each
side, it appears to me that the wind getting under the
low edge would break them in two across by the screws,
I have had a great number of panes b oken in this way
in an orchard house, though they are puttied all the
way down ; these were 20 inches wide, 16 oz. glass. Any
further information he would give would ereatlv
oblige " IT. G." * J

Prince of Wales Raspberry.—AWow me to direct
attention to this, with us the finest of all red Rasp-
berries. It is a vigorous grower, a great bearer, and
produces fruit of excellent flavour, particularly last
season, the worst in this part for hardy fruits of all
kinds for many years. I intend to discard all other
kinds, and grow nothing but Prince of Wales. On a
long row of it in which the canes were left full length,
the crop was very heavy. I never shorten the canes,
as I find that by leaving them full length I get greater
crops. William Hill, Keele Hall, Staffordshire.

Boilers.—Nobody who has hitherto written on this
subject in your columns appears to me to have explained
what I look upon as the important point in this matter.
It is part of my business to understand boilers, as the
firm of Which I am a member requires 750 indicated
horse power, and we raise the steam as economically as
any member of the Manchester Boiler Association.
Our boilers are common cylindrical ones, 7 feet in
diameter, with two flues of 8 feet diameter each, run-
ning through them. There is a fire in each flue, say
5 feet long, and at the end of the boiler the two flues
are united by means of a brick flue, which carries the
heat round the outside of the boiler on its way to the
chimney, the boiler being seated on a brick wall which
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here to exp

the reason

wish to advise .... e ,_„ _.. _.

shape ; we have plenty of boilers to keep up the

required supply of steam at 47 lbs. pressure without

pushing them, therefore the waste warmth passing to

the chimney has only from 150° to 500° of heat, instead

of from 1000° to 1200° as is usual, and this is the true

point where economy must be looked for. Mr. Carter,

who lectured at Sydenham on this subject, is quite

correct in saying that the old Cornish boiler is the

most economical known, though he does not mention

that part of the economy is clue to its being used for

pumping engines, which is a question of steam, and I

need not go into that here. Messrs. Henderson praise

Weeks's boiler, and I see that the tender of the last

named firm to the Royal Horticultural Society is the

lowest; these tenders, however, are sometimes used as

inced that never before within

tality swept over us. Our

some 2° or 3° colder than

Hey we suffer much more

than our neighbours only a quarter or half a mile from

us. Cedrus Deodara, from 7 to 12 feet m height, is

killed; C. Libani, same height, nearly killed lea less

;

large trees of the latter are very brown, and will lose

-v ..^,~~, „_~~,„ , — — ,

advertisements, aud therefore only prove who can

afford to lose the most money. Weeks's boilers are

built in a brick oven, and to this alone is due their

power of keeping up heat, but that they are soon

out of order is proved by two being required; let the

Society write to our Boiler Association for the Preven-

tion of Explosions, or the Boiler Insurance Society, and

take the opinion of their inspecting engineers, and it

will learn that in tubes consists no economy, but a

great deal of trouble, and that they are only used for

economy of space in steam boats or locomotives. The

important point is to be able to keep up the heat with

the damper nearly closed, and it is best to have the

boiler made of one-eighth boiler plate with the fire

inside. Cotton, Manchester. [We have only to remark

that one of Weeks's tubular boilers has been at work

in the Editor's house for many years without ever

getting out of order.]

Plant Obituary.—Although I cannot speak with cer-

tainty as to many things, I regret to say there is no hope

for the following plants. Coniferse : Cupressus torulosa,

Cashmeriana (small), Corneyana, McNabiana, iunebris,

Uhdeana; Libocedrus Chilensis, Fitzroya patagonica,

Saxegothaea conspicua, Pinus Cretica, Abies Webbiana.

Severely injured : Araucarias, Deodars (some), Pinus

Pinea, insignis, Pindrow; Retinospora ericoides, Tax-

odium sempervirens, Juniperus macrocarpa, oblonga

pendula, Cupressus macrocarpa (four plants 20 feet

high, probably killed), sempervirens (probably

killed). Shrubs : Escalloma macrantha, Laurustinus,

Garrya elliptica, Phillyreas. Bays, Aucubas, Ligustrum
japonicum, Assam Tea, half the Khododendrons, and
half the Roses. This list is small, as I fortunately

never replaced the Arbutus, Magnolias, and other
things 1 \< >at in the severe fro>t of .1 anuary 19, 1838
(the greatest cold then was + 4°, on Christmas Day last

it was -— 8°), nor, indeed, those Coniferse which have
shown themselves to be tender since that time. The
Laurels, Portugal Laurels, Cotoneasters, Privets, &c,
are severely cut, especially in sheltered places. Wel-
lingtonia proves perfectly hardy, and so does Thujopsis
borealis, and Cupressus Lawsoniana. Cryptomerias
Much less injured than in an ordinary cold
epring. JE., Oulton Park, Cheshire. With
us Cedrus Deodara, Cryptomeria japonica, and
Araucaria imbricata are very much browned. Several
noble specimens of Sweet Bay, Arbutus/and Laurustinus
are entirely killed. What is rather singular some
small Laurustinus from 18 to 24 inches in height, growing
in pots for the decoration of the flower garden in winter,
and plunged in some spare ground during summer]
have for the most part withstood the severe frost
plunged in beds without the slightest injury, and are
now coming beautifully into bloom; while those
growing in ground a few yards distant and those left in
their summer quarters in pots are entirely killed. The
stem of a large Arbutus, 9 inches in diameter, sustained
several large cracks its whole length from J to } inch
wide, extending from the bark to the pith, but when
the frost had broken up no trace whatever of the cracks
could be perceived. Does frost afFect in this way Oak
and other timber trees which appear sound while grow-
ing, but when felled are often found to be shaken and
useless for purposes for which sound timber is required ?
Roses too, particularly hybrid perpetuals, have sutiered
severely a great many being entirely killed.
Some plants of Magnolia grandiflora growing against
a west wall have been very much injured, but not I
hope fatally. Peach trees, I fear, will be found to
have suffered greatly; some trees on a south wall here,

. r?!
re y had been unnailed »nd pmned and left in

that state during the occurrence of the frost, many of
the shoots being nicely set with blossom buds, now
present the appearance of having been scalded. The
shoots of some young Pear trees growing against
wooden walls are also in the same plight. The mild
weather of the last fortnight has caused many of tho
on the wooden walls just Darned to start; the walls in

many branches; common and Portugal Laurels, ever-

green Oaks, Aucuba japonica, and Hollies both green

and variegated, large bushes from 10 to 20 feet in

height and more, are killed down to the ground.

Common Yews in many instances are much injured;

Irish ditto are killed, Arbutus, Buxus Baleanca,

Cupressus Goveniana, funebris, Corneyana, Knightiana,

macrocarpa, fastigiata, and others; Cryptomerias,

Magnolias, Phillyreas, Alaternus, double Furze, Broom,

Ivy, Rhododendrons, Bays, Laurustinus, Taxodium,

Pinus Cembra, insignis, and many others are totally

annihilated. Pears, Apples, Cherries, and other fruits

are cut back to the old wood. Peaches^ Apricots,

this alone is due their j
Nectarines, and Koses are killed; Berberis, Yews,

Prairie Roses, Cedars, Box, and other young evergreens

are cut down to the snow line. The following plants

have proved hardy, viz.:—Wellingtonia, Pinus austriaca,

American, Siberian, and Chinese Arbor-vita?, Biota

pendula, Juniperus sinensis, Picea pinsapo and Nord-

mannia, Abies Menziesii, Variegated and Green Box,

Golden Striped Yew, and a few others. Jabez J. Chater,

Saffron Walden. [We regret our inability to find

room for Mr. Chater's carefully kept Meteorological

Journal. It shows that his thermometer stood at

—14° on the 25th Dec, and also on Jan. 8].

Pussley.—Mr. N. A. Woods in a very recent publica-

tion, his " Account of the Visit of the Prince of Wales to

Canada &c," mentions an esculent plant " Pussley,"

found in the Prairies, as likely to be very valuable.

L. J. K. will be much obliged to the Editor of the

Gardeners9 Chronicle if he will inform him whether it

has been brought to this country, and whether it is

likely to possess the valuable qualities attributed to it.

[As Mr. Woods' book has no index we cannot find the

passage referred to. As to the name, it is unknown to

us. Possibly it is Psoralea esculenta, a common Prairie

plant; possibly it is Apios tuberosa; possibly neither

one nor the other.]

octettes*

Entomological, Fe&rKary^.-—J. W.Douglas, Esq.,

President, in the chair. The President nominated
Messrs. Lubbock, Saunders, and Waterhouse as Vice-
Presidents for the ensuing year. Mr. Stevens exhibited
a number of beautiful Lepidoptera recently received
from Port Natal, including Smerinthus Dumoiinii one of
the most beautiful species of Sphingida? hitherto known,
also some interesting species of Tineidae from India.
Mr. Bond exhibited specimens of a new British Moth,
Cidaria reticularia, a very elegant species (allied to C.
silacearia) taken in the Lake district in the preceding
summer. Mr. Ianson exhibited a new Brachelytrous
beetle taken near London by Mr. Edwin Shepherd,
Philonthus punctiventris of Kraatz. Mr. Walker
exhibited some very minute cases of Dipterous (?) pop®
(Phorse ?) found in the inside of the covering of a hornet's
nest also a Dipterous larva (Anthomyia canicularia ?)
found in the refuse at the bottom of the nest. A
memoir by Mr. Wollaston was read on the Weevils
(Cossonides) of the Atlantic islands, including the
description of a very anomalous form.

numerous flags. The secretary's and tickeToffip^^
situate at the northern end, and the division

**

the

priated to refreshments, and the band, pitched t

PPr°

southward. A spacious walk extends along eithe
of the central stage, which is so constructed

a
display to the best effect the numerous floral and nfli

contributions placed upon it ; these, for number*
variety, make the present exhibition surpass 2re
any similar display held either in Melbourne or '(-

16 present exhibition surpass greaT

i V y lie

f

ld

M
eithr l»

Melbourne or
vicinity; and it is not the least noticeable fact

•

connection with the present exhibition, that it is aoU*
the produce of practical men, and of a society whU
can only boast of an existence of somewhat less than
12 months.

As may be imagined, the chief characteristic of the
exhibition is the display of flowering

plan ts in poJ
and cut flowers, fruits and culinary vegetables beinj
rather few in number, though of unexceptionablv

ff0od
quality. The magnificent collections of flowerin*
plants from the nurseries of Mr. John J. Rule and
Messrs Smith and Adamson strike the eye immediately
upon entering the building, and the effect is not
lessened upon minute inspection. Mr. Rule's collection

includes the rarer Ferns, Conifers, andTaxads, w4i
have carried off the leading prizes. Among these we

notice fine specimens of the Platycerium grande

Neottopteris vulgaris, Glechiurn macrophyllum, Poly.

podium Billardieri, the Hare's foot ifern, and several

other new species from New Zealand. We also notice

the Dacrydium Franklini, and the Podocarpus totara

;

the latter supposed to be the most durable timber in

the world for railway and telegraph purposes. Mr.

Rule's collection also contains the Verticordia Browni

from Western Australia, and numerous choice specimens

of Calceolarias, both shrubby and herbaceous, as well as

many other plants lately introduced into the colony.

The collection of plants supplied by Smith and

Adamson, was likewise replete with novelties and

varieties. In the collection belonging to this firm we

especially noted the Thyrsacanthus rutilans, with its

splendid red flowers, the Russelia juncea, standing

nearly 6 feet in height and resplendent with vermillion

blossom, and the Justicia Bplendens, with its Hyacinth.

like flowers. The firm are also rich in Pelargoniums

and fancy Geraniums. In the latter genus they are

rich in spotted varieties, which have lately tan

introduced from England. They have them*

raised a seedling fancy Geranium, which the? taw

most appropriately designated " Admiration." tt»

small finely formed flowers, blooming very freely,*

is very shrubby in habit, the specimen before us hav^

a diameter of upwards of 30 inches.

Dr. Howitt's collection of Ferns was exceedingly tme.

The collection included the Bothryodendron JaWoiium,

a fine foliage* plant. Dr. Mueller also sent several

fine plants from the Botanical Gardens.

The cut flowers were on the whole ot a

description ; but the show would have been mui

better had the weather been more favourable, x

Roses were admirable, Mr. Ferguson, gardener o
•

J. H. Brooke, ofHeidelberg, had a magnifttot coiecuo

of 24 varieties of Sweet William, as also several

question consist of 1-inch board running north and was 100 8tronK en candidates 1^ '

i•onth 4 yards apart, with the trees planted on both who will WSffi^'Ssides. On th. he tr.es are nearly as forward as in election.
Probability meet wit

our orchard house. Had the weather continued mild
many of the Pears and Cherries would have been in
bloom by the first or second week in March. The
recurrence of frost has, however, put a stop to their
progress J Ru . ,,-', Gardener to E. A. Macfiel, Esq.,
Ashj d II

, Cheshire, Feb. 14. So bad are the

Victorian Gardeners' Mutual Improvement.
S. Australia, Thursday, Nov. 22.—The holding of the
first exhibition of the Victorian Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Society justifies us in giving a few
particulars as to the origin of an association which has
within so short a period of time achieved such important
results. Practical gardeners, not only those scattered
throughout the country, but those located in and about
Melbourne, have for years past been at a loss for a
means of communication with each other for effecting
a friendly interchange of opinion. The formation of a
society having the scope and objects above set forth was
a desideratum which the present institution seems to
have satisfied, inasmuch as it affords fitting opportuni-
ties of meeting freely to express opinions and elucidate
facts bearing upon all subjects connected with the
profession. Though it has been the design of the
projectors to make the society especially practical, it
has not been deemed advisable to exclude the co-operation
ot amateurs, who are therefore eligible for membership.The progress of the society has been one of almost un-example* success. The society was formed on the 17thDecember 1859, on which day 15 members were
enrolled. On the 29th of October, I860, the society

on the books,
ith unanimous

t

The first exhibition of the society is now bein ff heldm the most eastern shed of the eastern market, andendow, an area of 210 feet by 46 feet. Canvas wallshave been carried all round, and a commodious stagerected frn* t-.liA a«-l:i.:j.: -an ... n -. .
ua

.
BLUs l

choice

torate Antirrhinums. Nor moat we forget

design For a flower garden, by Joshua Urd^,
^

notice a

of

Prahran ; or an elegant design in dowers prepa

Mr. Sangster. ,
rtnality.

The culinary vegetables were of first rate 4 .

The Carrots contributed by Mr. Dunstone.otr" ^
and Mr. Charles Stone, of Brighton, the u&

sent in by Mr. R. Cole, of Plenty Road, theW
Mr. Francis Thomas, of Thomastown, the A8Pdl *- ^
Mr. Langmuir, of Prahran, and the Cabbages i ^
garden of Mr. Thomas Parklmrst, of Boroenaar^

^
procured admiration and approval. " e ^
forget to notice the excellent quality ot

Kidney Potatoes sent in by Mr. Charles btone,

Brighton. They were decidedly the best we a<

grown in the colony. .

f
$to

As to fruits, considering the season no be^u ^
has ever been offered. The red Cherries " ^
nurseries of Mr. John Cole, of Uerri CreeK, < ^
black Cherries from those of Mr. R. Cole,,i>^
attracted attention. We had also ^o°sebenj ^.^
rival those

Hall, of Hobsons ruver r arm, »» »*«*—.-"
i <-ome ^

Johnston, of Boroondara. We also notlC
. orted W

Pine-Apples grown in Queensland, and imp

Mr. Henrv Wright, of Elizabeth Street.
# ^ j.

Contributions of silkworms were sent m J ^
H. Jackson, of the Crown Lands Office, ana ^
Mulberry tree in pot, contributed by Mr. ^\s ^n?
Eastern Market, is also covered with these i ^^
larva?. Several newly invented beehives, ancw^ qI^

lib

ls not oeen euu»u^ u-
,,

From the Melbo* le Leader of November
** '

attention. We had also ^eoeiyy^
of English growth, supplied by air.

^r

obaon's River Farm, Williamstown,
, ^

case for the transmission of plants, witihjjg ^
less noticeable objects, completed the exluo lL* ^rtf.

take it as a whole, has not been equalled in*^ ^

iSocfc*
>evT&

.
- -„~ v- „ .„, ^£*%?^tL^™^^ TblT-teT KuiT;W continues to ho»

•fleet, expenen I here from the late severe winter
l thfc oi timblr,

P
I»» n't ""T^ $• l°°

f
' »">1 against all rivab ; the fact being that no otUe

i
tb8

.

The Jlose Amateur's Guide. Bv ThOS- ltt*«£ ^
Edition, enlarged, corrected, and impio

Pp. 223. Longmans.
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have their excellencies also : but this is both so good

and convenient that nobody grudges paying . for it.

Mr. Rivers has profited by experience ; he has pruned

away redundancies ; worked new ideas upon the good

sound old stock ; dismissed beauties that have faded or

been eclipsed, and taken into favour the new aspiranfs

to the glory of being Queens of Roses. Among his

new notions we can only quote two. Firstly, his way of
" doing " Decorated Rosea.
m A few years since, a friend, living at Weycliffe, near

Guildford, found the heavily built brick bridge leading

over the railway to his house (this is, however, in his

grounds, so as to be private), conspicuously ugly, and
he wished it to be hidden by evergreen climbing plants.

As the carriage-road ran over the bridge, the gravel,

of which it was made, did not seem to otter very happy
quarters for any plant but Ivy, which was objected to

as being too hea\ y. I then proposed planting it with
varieties of Rosa seinpervirens, or, as we ought always

to call the in, Evergreen Rosea, They were with some
difficulty planted, the gravel being loosened with the
pick, and some manure mixed with it. In my annuitl

visits to my friend living in this charming district—for

no part of England is more so—I watched with some
interest my bridge-Roses. They grew with great

rapidity, and soon covered every brick, but when they
bloomed in large beautiful masses, some disappointment
was expressed at the monotony of colour. I was pre-

pared for this, and told my friend that they must be
decorated. A good-natur- I incredulous smile met me
with 'how?' I called the gardener, for this was in

July, the budding season, went with him to the Rose-
garden, and thence took buds of some of the most
beautiful of the dark Hybrid Perpetual Roses, not for-

getting some of the bright rose-coloured tints, such as

Colonel de Rougemont, La Heine, General Simpson, and
some others. Our great 'horse* was, I remember,
General Jacqueminot. My budding hand had not for-

gotten its cunning, for did I not consider myself at 20
as the most dexterous and rapid budder of Roses that
ever lived and was likely to live? So I and the
gardener proceeded to place buds here and there in
shoots favourable for the purpose. The day was warm,
and the thorns much sharper than they used to be
40 years ago, so I have a misty idea that my friend
Jackman the gardener put many more buds in than
I did. To use the common phrase, nearly all the buds
' took,* i. e. lived, and many of them put forth fine

clusters of bloom the following August and September.
I paid my annual visit to my friend in June of the
next year, just 11 months a r my budding exploit.
As I approached the bridge I felt full of interest about
ray buds. What a glorious sight met my eye ! Amid
the masses of flowers of the pale climbing Roses shone
forth large clusters of the Geant, General Jacqueminot,

,

Triomphe des Beaux Ar Prince Noir. Comte Bobin- I

sky, Louise lVyronny, Colonel de Rougemont, Jul.
M irgottin, and othei the bridge was a fairy avenue,
so charming was the effect.

"I have a full and fervent belief that ere long, banks
and avenues of decorated Roses will be in every Rose-
garden, and that their culture will be carried to an
•xtent we at present scarcely dream of. I have one
Rose friend who has formed* his Rose-walk with net-
work of iron wire, fastened to upright iron rods; the
meshes formed by crossing the wire occasionally, are
12 to 15 inches in diameter, so as effectually to support
the shoots of the Climbing Roses.

"This walk, in the course of a year or two, will be
between two upright walls of Decorated Roses/ and
1 can scarcely imagine anything in Rose culture more
beautiful. 1 1 must be borne in mind that no arches,
unless some 15 feet apart, and no arched coverings
must be placed over a Rose-walk or avenue of this
description, for the finer kinds of Roses require all the
light and air they can have.

" For pillars, banks, coverings for walks, and every
fancy that can enter into the mind of a Rose lover,
these budded Climbing Rows are auaoted, and they
will well reward Uie ingenuity ofa clever "Rose gardener
in many cases superseding the use of standards, which
are for a great portion of the year so very ugly.
"The 'how to do' these Roses is very simple. If

very rapid growth be required, the place in which they
are to be planted should be well stirred to a depth of
2 feet, some manure mixed with the earth, and climb-
ing Roses of such sorts as Felicite, Princesse Louise,
Prrn:«sse Marie, and Spectabile (all varieties of Rosa
semper virens), should be planted in November; if thev
have strong shoots, they may be tied or fastened up to
nearly their full length: if not with long and strong
snoots they may be cut down to within 5 inches of their

:
they will in the following season make shoots

10 to 12 or 15 feet in length. The first shoots
rill be fit to bud will be the old shoots that were

buds will bloom abundantly, ami it will only be neces-

sary to destroy all the young shoots that break out of

the budded branch below the buds; those shoots that

break out above the inserted buds may be pinched in

frequently, the budded branch will not then become
rigid and starved like the stem of a standard Rose.

" In decorating climbing Roses the buds should be
dotted over the whole surface of the plant. Two or

three buds in one branch will be found enough, and
care must be taken not to bud every branch of the

climbing Rose ; some must be left to grow in their

natural, graceful, vigorous manner, so that the deco-

rated wall or walk has not a stumpy appearance like an

avenue of standard Roses.
" Evergreen Roses, trained to tall pillars or suffered

to hang In festoons, are capable of most fanciful deco-

ration, as buds of very choice kinds may be inserted at

different points of view so as to have a charming effect."

Secondly, Professor Owen's dodge for making fine

Roses grow hi defiance of such neighbours as the thorns,

Grass, and weeds of a Wilderness is noteworthy.
" Lar^ sewer tubes, rejected on account of flaws in

the enamel-lining, were sunk vertically in the pme
gravelly soil to within an inch or so -of the surfact and
filled in with loam and manure, and a Rose planted in

the centre of each. The soil in the tube was kept free

from weeds, and the running Grass and other weeds
outside were prevented making their way into such
good quarters. To give the Roses extra vigour some
manure water was given to them occasionally in the
summer. The effect of Roses growing in the highest
state of luxuriance in a wilderness was most charming.
The inside diameter of these tubes is 16 inches, their

length 30 inches, so that they go below the roots of
weeds, which would otherwise soon devour the rich

compost in which the Roses delight."

Garden Memoranda.

fro

that

left at full length when tin were planted ; these may
be budded in June, and the young shoots that are
made during the whole of the summer may be
budded weekly till the end of Septembers the
position of each bud must be thought of so as to
make a picture really artistic and beautiful. As
soon as a bud is inserted, or if two or three buds are
placed in the same shoot, the end of the shoot must be
cut off to within two buds of the topmost inserted
bud; the buds may be untied about three weeks after
insertion, and all the young shoots that break out below
ie inserted buds must be rubbed off; this is all that

need be done the first season. The next season the

Rotal Gardens, Frogmore.—A visit to these great
gardens is necessarily highly interesting at any time
of the year, and scarcely less so at the present season
than in summer; for now an opportunity is afforded of

inspecting the various forcing houses in operation. Of
Pine Appl alone the quantity grown here is enormous,
and of the excellence of the fruit or the health of the
plants it is impossible to speak in too high terms. The
varieties are chiefly smooth-leaved Cayennes and
Queens; those in the principal fruiting houses are
planted out on beds of prepared soil, over hot-water
pipes laid in shingle ; but those in pits are grown in good
loam placed over a thick bed of warm leaves. Even
suckers are not put into pots, but are taken off the
stools and planted out thickly at once in soil over beds
of leaves. It may be remarked that the fruiting plants
are truly admirable examples of skilful cultivation and
careful management; not a broken or diseased leaf nor
an insect is to be seen on one of them, and they promise
to bear fruits worthy of the noble garden in which they
are produced.

It is seldom that this establishment can be visited
without finding ripe Grapes; but this year the late
West's St. Peter's have just been cut and new fruit is

not yet ripe ; two early houses will, however, soon be
ready,*the bunches being more than half grown and swell-
ing fast. In the earliest of these the Vines are not in pots
but planted out ; otherwise, however, they are treated
nearly in the same way as pot plants. In both houses
the Vines are extremely healthy and the crops wonder-
ful considering the severe winter through which they
have just passed. The roots of the plants in the first

house are inside, and therefore protected; but even the
Vines in the second house, the outside border of which
is only covered with Fern, have broken and progressed
satisfactorily, notwithstanding the severity of the
winter. In the principal range of houses, all Vineries
not yet started have been pruned and otherwise put in
readiness for work when wanted ; the rods, or rather
stems, for they now in many instances measure at 3 feet
from the ground 9 inches in circumference, are not here
painted over with the usual mixture of soft soap, clay,
and sulphur; they are, however, carefully scraped and
well washed with warm water applied with a hard brush,
with which all crevices are thoroughly cleaned. This
treatment is found to answer equally well with the clay
mixture, and the buds run less risk of injury than from
the last named application.

Early Peaches have nearly reached the stoning stage,
and Plums and Cherries are just coming into bloom.
The last are in pots, and are liberally fed with manure
water. Strawberries are also progressing satisfactorily.
The variety now employed here for forcing is Prince
Arthur, which bears an excellent

J character, both for
flavour and productiveness. Cucumbers and French
Beans are tit for use here the whole year round. The
latter are grown along the kerbs of the Pine stoves,
nd in rows on the floors of the early Vineries, which

receive plentiful supplies of manure. In some instance
they are started in boxes or in little square bits of
turf placed over warm surfaces before they are per-
manently planted out—a plan by which all failures are
obviated, and the rows kept uniform and free from
blanks. The Cucumbers are grown on raised beds over
heated chambers, and the plants are trained over the
roof of the house in which, by means of skilful inanag-
ment of the bottom heat, are kept up steady curi
of warm air.

Asparagus has been u in cut " here for the last two

months. The plants which are three years old are
brought from the open: ground and phu d over a
hollow chamber heated by means of hot Water in 4-inch
pipes. The main supply is, however, obtained from
ran ires of low pits also heated with hot water

-

this method had been practised here for years, and has
furnished satisfactory proofs of its superiority over the
modes usually employed. The roots are planted in

brick pits, which are sunk to the depth of 4 feet;
between each pit exists a space traversed by hot-water
pipes which spring from a central boiler ; the divisional

spaces are securely covered in with York stone and the
beds have a tight fitting somewhat flat wooden span
roof. The soil employed is usually the rich loam
peculiar to the garden, mixed with leaf mould and
rotten manure. The beds are usually started early in

December with a temperature ranging between 50° and
60°; but this year they are later. In about three

weeks or so after starting the tops are fit for cutting,

the size and flavour being excellent. It should be
mentioned that the plants are liberally assisted with
manure water.

Senfcale is forced here in a narrow brick pit built

along the back of the Cucumber-house, the beat from
which, viz., what passes through the wall, being suf-

ficient for the purpose. All that is required is merely
to introduce the roots when wanted, and to cover them
up with wooden shutters at top, protected with a layer
of Fern. In this way excellent heads are produced,
strong, crisp, and beautifully blanched, and with halt

t he trouble usually bestowed on Seakale forcing.

Early Peas sown in a cool pit are now coming
through the soil. The mould in which they are sown
is placed over a bed of leaves in which there is just suf-

ficient warmth to excite vegetation. Early Radishes
and Potatoes in beds similarly constructed are also

coming forward. The latter are started in warm
houses, and then planted out in furrows in a bottom-
heat of about 65°. Much warmer than that does not
answer for those planted very early ; for should severe
weather set in and the pits have to be kept covered for

weeks together, the plants get drawn, blanched, and
ruined.

Neapolitan Violets were beautifully in bloom in a
pit, and had been in that condition ever since Decem-
ber ; their treatment consists in planting out the
offsets in an open border in April, and allowing them
to remain there until August, when they are removed
to the pit in which they are to flower. If the summer
is very dry care must be taken to keep them well
watered while they are out of doors, and otherwise
encouraged to make strong plauts previously to trans-
planting them under glass.

In the Mushroom house beautiful crops were just
becoming fit for use. The beds are made on slate

shelves placed one above the other like the benches in a
fruit room. Menus of heating with hot water are at
command, but warmth of this kind is seldom employed,
the temperature being usually sufficiently high without
it. The spawn, which appeared to be excellent, is all

made in the gardens.
In the principal stove Bignonia venusta is still in

bloom. Its long pendent branches, festooning from the
roof, have been completely loaded for many weeks with
blossoms of the richest orange, and allowed to hang
loosely in this manner they have a much better effect
than when trimly tied up. In the greenhouse at
the other end of the range some choice Cinerarias,.
Epacri- , and Heaths are in flower, as are also the
fragrant Luculia gratissima; the last is stated to have
been in full beauty on Christmas Day, and to have been
in bloom ever since. It forms a fine tree whose top
occupies an area some 8 feet in height, and as much in
width. Both this and the Bignonia are planted out in
bids of peat and loam—the former in a warm green-
house, the latter in a stove.

In the fruit room there is still a good supply of
Apples and Pears, but in many instances the latter
refuse to become soft or melting. Among Apples in
good condition may be mentioned the following, viz.,
Late Golden Pippin, Braddick's and Downton Non-
pareil, Dutch Mignonne, Rosemary Russet, Claygate
Pearmain, Wellington, a most useful sort, and one or
two new kinds which promise fair to rank some day as
first-class varieties,

In the open ground there is little in the shape of
vegetables to report on, the frost here as elsewhere
having made a clean s^eep as regards most of them,
Broccolies in particular are all killed, , nd so are voung
Cabbage plants. The vegetables that have stood best
are Brussels Sprouts and Cottagers' Kale, both of which
have sustained little or no harm. Strawberries appear
to be in better condition than they have often been
after much less severe winters. Among Lettuces—the
hardy Hammersmith—we noticed a good many blanks;
till many have stood. Fruit trees, both on walls and

in the form of Standards, have apparently suffered but
little; it has been remarked, however, that fruit
buds on Pears on west walls are thinner than those
on east or north-east aspects, a circumstance attri-
butable perhaps to the excessive amount of wet we
had last year from that quarter. Roses on walls have
suffered severely.

GrocBses and Snowdrops are in full bloom in open
borders in front of the glass houses, and now that fine
weather has fairly set in, and likely to continue
cropping and other spring work is being ] .shed for
ward with activity.
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Miscellaneous .

(Economy in Ceylon.—We find in the Ceylon
Overland of December 29, the following remarks by
Mr. Andrew Nicol on the Grant asked by the Super-
intendent of the Royal Botanical Garden at Peradenia.
" With reference to the Grant asked by the Super-
intendent of the Botanical Gardens, I have to express

my opinion, that this colony is not, financially, so

placed as to permit ornamental crardening- or scientific

botanical researches to take the place and precedence
of those means which are more intimately connected
with the practical development of the agricultural and
industrial resources of the island. It has been justly

said, that the Botanical Gardens at Peradenia are but
a branch of the Kew Gardens at home; and it is to be

regretted, that with this idea before us, the branch

fTnpplv; both may be hadAbloom early»™"J™£™
under good treatment they last bug in^S^^SSi
to repot such hard-wooded greenhouse plant* m.

eqiure

it, so as to afford them every chance to make vigorous

growth. Be careful, however, before potting to na\e

the ball in a nice, moist state, and avoid giving large

shifts to weakly growers; keep newly-potted specimens

together as much as possible, and let the house be rather

closer, and the atmosphere moister than usual. Dee

that soft-wooded plants, as Pelargoniums Cinerarias,

&c, are allowed plenty of space, and that they are

properly supplied with clear, weak manure-water and

kept perfect lv clear of insects. Give air freely to these

on eveiv favourable opportunity, but do not allow cold

winds to blow over them and disfigure their foliage.

Many of the Cinerarias will now be in full blossom,

and in warm greenhouses will keep up a brilliant dis-

play for some time to come; seed may he saved from

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN
Cauliflowers must be planted out when the w
all have become warmer. As recommends u /atller

BR

sl

where the ground will admit of it, it will be^ound
practice in transplanting to throw out sWn_^ nQ ?°odZffwC

here should have not drawn its financial vitality from

the parent stem. I protest against this squandering i some of the best kinds, which when out of flower may
of the Public Funds for enjoyments, personal, fanciful,

j be set aside for that purpose.

or artistical. What we, as an industrial colony, require,

is an opinion of the head of this branch of scientific

expenditure, as to the best and most efficient method

of cultivating our staple commodities, say Coffee,

Cocoanuts, Cinnamon, &c. ; also, as to vegetables, and

to the Grasses which are the most nourishing to cattle,

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PrNEBIES.—Maintain a growing moist atmosphere,

but do not push young plants too rapidly until the days

get longer, when there will be no danger of inducing

weakly growth. Avoid allowing wa' er to lodge in the

hearts of plants showing fruit ; also spare the flowers

ded last week,

md

pfacing the soil removed on the north side"and\ m
the plants in the trenches, which will be thin J u g

from the north winds. Stir the soil aino,4 11 ^
crops, as Lettuce. Spinach, &c. Clear of! dead Bm^T
and get the ground dug and otherwise premmW '

other crops. Forward Celery plants for a very p*

i

supply, by pricking out on a slight hotbed, and sow.;
the s,ine for succession crops. Cabbage plants have
been vvhollv killed in most places; therefore let af
supply be raised from seed as speedily m possS
Attend to providing tor a regular succession of Pe,

Beans, &c, by sowing quantities proportionate to rS
demand at short intervals. See that those in the
ground are not injured- Get pruning and nailin* of
wall trees finished with all possible dispatch; and where
vacancies occur let them be made good with fresh trees
without delay.
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STATE OK THE WEATHER AT C11ISW1CK NEAR LONuOJ
For the Week ending Feb. 21, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural Gudai~~~ '
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February.

generally useful public questions. A mere florally

scientific Institution, being one of the adornments of a

more advanced state, is only a ridicule on a colony still

struggling with the primary obstacles of its agricultural

industry. While we are exporting and exchanging

"flora" with the world, we are importing from the

adjoining countries the common necessaries of life,

—

Potatoes and Onions. The cultivation of vegetables is

well adapted to the habits of the natives, and if

instructed how to cultivate them in a climate more
genial than Newera Ellia, a new industry would be

introduced, by which the labour of their children could

be turned to account, and a benefit would be conferred

on Europeans, not the least substantial part of which
would be that we should be less frequently called

on to pay Is. per pound for Potatoes, or enjoy

the alternative of going without them/' [It does
not appear that any action had been taken on this

subject by the Legislative Council. Nor do we learn

Barometer.

;
Friday 15

Satur. 16
Sunday 17
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6
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AverRsre.

.

Feb.

February.
and March.

that the fine collection of Cinchona plants which Mr.
Clements Markham was to have taken to Ceylon, and
for which preparation had been made, lias reached the
island. Have they met with the fate which common
sense foretold ?]

Palo Santo Wood.—A. letter from Buenos Ayres
says -.

—" A few days since there arrived at Parana a
small vessel bu\\t at Oran, which is within about 30
miles of the south central Bolivian frontier, upon the
•river Vermejo. According to the account of the cap-
tain his vessel (named the Esperanza) is of 50 tons
capacity, built of Cedar of the best quality, and draws
'bat 5} feet water when loaded. Her cargo consisted
of Cedar, palo santo,' hides, cheese, and grease

—

articles abundant in the province of Oran. The wood
called " palo santo' is very rare, and similar in appear-
ance to the caoba ' of Central America, with which it

might be confounded when once worked. It takes a
magnificent polish, is of a green colour, very solid and
elastic, and moreover has a fine odour, which it never
loses. It may be used for furniture, wind instruments,
and would make magnificent pianos. One log brought
'by the Esperanza measured 27 feet in length, with a
section of 17 inches square. The voyage of the
Esperanza may be said to open at least 40,000 square
miles of new country. The first made, it will be,
doubtless, the cause of opening a large trade with
almost the centre of South America." SimrnoncUs
Technologist.

Eattans—Palms.—Familiar to every one—from the
schoolboy, over whom it hangs in terrorem, upward—
as is the common Cane, with its slenderness, its flexi-
bility, and its flinty, polished surface—how few are
aware that it is only a small part of the stem of ar
?

l™» wmch
» in to native forest, reached a length

of 500 feet
! These Rattans form a tribe of plants

growing m the dense jungles of continental and insular
India, which, though they resemble Grasses or Reedsm their appearance, are true trees of the Palm kind,
lneyare exceedingly slender, never increasing in thick-
ness though immensely in length ; in the forest they
trail along the ground, sending forth leaves at intervals,
whose sheathing bases we may easily recognise at what
we call joints, climb to the summits of trees, descend to
the earth, climb and descend again, till some species
attain the astonishing length of 1200 feet. Gosse's
Romance of Natural History.

Sunday 24.. 47.0 32.7

Mon. 25.. 477 .J.

Tues. 2f>.. 47.4 :i

Wed. 27.. 43.0 33J
Thurs. 28.. 49.0 33.4
Friday I.. -17.5 34.1

Satur. 2.149.0 36.0

Vineries.— See that houses in which Vines are not

yet started are properly cleaned. Most people paint

the rods over with a composition of soft soap, sulphur,

«fec. ; but some, after scraping off the old bark, merely I^ JJ

wash well with clean water, brushing it thoroughly into i
vved^ 2j» 10

all crevices with a hard plate brush ; this is preferred '

ura "

to using the composition just named, which is apt to

injure the buds. Attend to disbudding and stopping,

&c, as may be necessary in succession houses, and see

that inside borders are in a properly moist state, giving

tepid manure water when necessary, and do not be

afraid of giving too much of this to Vines fruiting in

pots. Shut up early in the afternoon; for, depend

upon it, there is no heat so congenial to vegetation as

that derived from the sun's rays. Where plants are

grown under Vines look sharply for black thrips, and use

every means to keep them clear of this pest, which if once

allowed to get upon the Vines, will spread with

amazing rapidity, and soon ruin the foliage. This is

not only the most destructive, but the most difficult of

insects to extirpate, and should therefore be kept under
by every possible means. Azaleas are exceedingly

subject to it, and young plants of these can hardly be

obtained from the nurseries clear of it, and should never
be grown in Vineries, when it is possible to accommodate
them in other houses.

I
Figs.—Attend to preserving a proper degree of

moisture in borders or pots, and guard against red
spider by maintaining a moist healthy atmosphere and
by a liberal use of the syringe. It is not usual to thin
this fruit, but, in cases where the crop is very heavy,
timely thinning may prevent this being done by natural
means at a later period, and to too great an extent, and
will also be of much service to the general health of
the trees, and towards securing 9. good second crop.

Cherries.—In some places these will now be coming
into bloom. In their treatment aim at imitating nature
during a very favourable spring as nearly as possible,
until the fruit is stoned, when they may be pushed on
by a warm moist atmosphere. Here, as elsewhere,
insects will have to be contended with, and must be
eradicated immediately they are perceived.

Strawberries.—Bring on succession plants very
gradually, and afford those in bloom a rather dry
atmosphere, with a free circulation of air, as they set
their fruit badly in a moist close atmosphere. Plants
swelling their fruit must be liberally supplied with
clear, rather strong, manure-water, and if fine large
fruit is expected thinning must be resorted to imme-
diately the fruit is fairly set.
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Wind i
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i

15—Cloudy throughout ; tine at night ; slight showers.
— 16—Cloudy ; overcast ; rain at night.
_ 17—Overcast ; very fine throughout.
— 18—Fine; illtfht shower; very fine; overcast.
— 19- Fine; overcast; large lunar halo; slight frost at night.

— 20— bine ; cloudy ; very boisterous at night,
— 21—Partially ovemtt; rain ; tremendous hurricane in the eren-

ing ; calm and fine at night.

i
Mean temperature of the week, 6 deg, above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending March 2, 1961.

"Prevailing WfifiT
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the.The highest temperature during 'be above period occurred on.the*

184f.-therra.Wdrg.; and the lowest on the 24th, I860, and W,*0,»

3d, 1854—therm. lSdeg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : 2Vo. 8. We do not know. „ . .

Dead Plants : H F. The twigs are dead: uo doubt. nui ™
should wait till it is seen whether the mam stems, atie»*

near the ground, will not bieak. We doubt the trees Deiflg

wholly dead. . ,
flrtD

i
7

Dryin<; Plants: An Old Subscriber. You shall nave vi

next week. a0a
Flower Gardens: / M. You eannot ™ana£\ couainted

garden by reading books, unless you are alreaay-
. ^

with the general routine of the matter. The MJJAv
you to do to t tody McKeUart Gardener's ^^IflSS
Flower Plots
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with a soft brash and hot water, and then I^todov^ „cirg Wl

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Sweep and thoroughly clean lawns, and give them a

double rolling with a heavy roller, to render the turf
smooth and solid. If any alterations still remain un-
finished every available hand should be concentrated on
this work, so as to get it completed as soon as possible
while the weather is favourable for such work Look
over beds planted with bulbs, and where necessarY stir
the surface so as to keep it open nnd friable, and also
to give it a clean, neat, fresh appearance. See to the
propagation of Hollyhocks; they are now so greatlyimnrftvpd that tl,oir ««« ~1 l . . .. ^i

vt* v,J

what is not ; and also Carter's new Seed Catalogue. ^
Gishurst Compound: 8 P. You have not app»w

enough. It is absurd to suppose that it or any s

once only applied will destroy such insects as ni*»j "•

white scale on Pine Apple plants. , , * use

Glazing: L Cirencerte,: We would recommend jo"

Hartley's rough plate. , »

t
veiieve to

HEATING: Cast iron pipes arc tho best. .^ e
t

ao A
r and*>

any substitute except Copper, which is too uc f

better. _ *wios is tin

Insects : / M R. The small scale on the Bos® ^V,
«
brnsKd

The plant should be ^f^M
wxuu a miii, uniaii and hot water, and then P'^" ent the -.

a glutinous mixture to fasten down the eggs and p« ^ mindI o.

development of the voung. This should be doue De vr ha

ro days -*

are right, but we do not mean to go^^^v thing
J

development or tne young
spring commences. IK

We have no doubt

gardening.
Names of Fruits : J C. The
Gravenstein ; it is however

* •

na

Calendar of Operations,
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—Push on Azaleas with

moist atmosphere; for decorative purposes _
season of the year few plants are more useful. Epacrises
are also valuable plants for winter work, and by start]
them into growth early, as recommended last week,
and gettmcr their wood well ripened, they may be hadm full blossom in November. Of Ainaryllids and
Dielytra spectabilis, there should likewise he a -ood

a warm
at this

me

improved that they are almost superior to the Dah„ain the effect winch they produce, and ought to beextensively planted in every garden. Cuttings slipped
off the old plants with a heel, planted in vwv sandv
soil, and afforded a gentle bottom-heat, keepfng theleaves as cool as possible, will be found to root Car-Si 1°te

f
h-e suffered in some luL %£

eotted^rWft ^ J th°^e that escaPed 8h0«ld bepotted forthwith. For growing them nothing is betterthan two parts sound virgin loam, one part of rottenhorse manure and one paVt sharp' riversandMn tl.is

^wiT
:Ca8l0nal d03eS 0f weak lifl»^ ma«^e during thegrowing season, we have seen them grown in firsfrate

y
r „

Se^lmg Pansies in *>*** «»ould be gone o^ercarefully, the surface soil stirred, and a dres,h>e ofmanure pnt
,

on Ranunculuses must be watched when

SysLf
00* the crowtt °f the p,ant

. "*:

Kiddean Heating : Sv.ffocatorium. we navo "",.""
uej*.

you are right, but we do not mean to go ««o l" M
thi]

Surely Mr. Kidd does not pretend to know *»j

Apple you sent *VW*$&
loWgpastitsse^onofpe^

Names of Plants: Redwood. Correa aIj^;Tr_ wiUiain*BLf

caasythoidea. We know nothing of A Dies ^^
Abies Hookeriana is the same as A. Pattom w ^ tow.

Murray. Don't believe above half wha
.

t
, ilJlllfi flo^e*"'

Grlselinia littoralia has little green ^conspicuu
.

W A. Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana: a stove P_ fgoflj»

Potatoes : Thomm Holbrow. We believe the swee ^gun W

of your samples to be owing to their having j it;>
btf

grow. It is true that there is no ^^^f^gugarbeff
starch in Potatoes begins to be changed into . » ^&
there is any mark of growth having comnience ^ »

judge for yourself whether those which are «

» ot^
phced as to be likely to begin to move belore ^^ p

Frost has not touched them, nor are they sit^

which they are growing. , nrance Pek°.
eS

Samples of Tea: TSP. The Congou and «TO
t fc

pau»^

genuine Tea ; so Ls the young Hyson, except*u wb0
**

green to suit the prejudices of English consu^ ^not believe that green Tea is black.-—we ^ d to

j
beg to decline the examination of articles siu^^w
adulterated. Such examinations demand so tu

mar^
be incompatible with our editorial functions.

jIanC
hea^'

however, just say that the Tea from P. { •»_

,

is adulterated to the extent of about two-tmru •

^ qU^j
Sap: WD. We are astonished at receiving ju

^ fche
««w

from an intelligent man. Sap rises throug;n
tbr0u #̂

but chiefly through the alburnum, a»d^e
^nble FW510^

havk. Pra^ flf»r?xr tK« rudiments of Vegetamo

at ions.

reet, Wes

TE

NIT

All pabark. Pray study the rudiments oi \^r~v ^
You will find them in Lindley's School Botany-

cofk>
jB»

Wine-Cellar Funoi: J T. The Fungus on yu
teD t, » ^J

has penetrated its pores to a considerable

.

}

[t^
?fflcommon Black Cellar Fungus (Tasmidmint been^. ***v«*

not, I think, injure your wine. Had the corW cQ
^o

they would undoubtedly have been in a oe

M. J. B.
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V
RTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac. Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

y~ obtain erery necessary instruction for their economical
efficient preparation, by applying to J.C. Nesbjt, F.G.S.,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

»niii_Ton, London, 8. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
tatei of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, 8ilver, and
her Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch,
mtlemen desirous ot receiving instruction in Cheraical
alysee and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-

at the College.

COMPANY

A PEW respectable DISTEK
for a MANURE which Is highh

PHK

mg

LONDON MANURE
(Established 1S40,)

re now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

TFRPHOSFHATEorLIME, of best quality.M SOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
i'ASTURES.

<"o\ [RATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

TJsy would call particular attention to the article DI > >OLVED
where ^ B8, in which they guarantee every j>ortion both of the
u trees oiu^le *nd insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

•m Bones.
he London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

from Messrs. A «;ibbs& 8< . NITRATE oi
I>A, ^ LPHATEorAMMONU i even- Mann r valu

fench-

1

reh Street, B.C . Bdw j t.oy.

A W B 8 ' S M AN U RES.
J The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawks for the

resent season of 1861, arc now ready for delivery at his
sctoriss, st the following prices :

—

•s PA'IKNT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
6

>0»

TRICT AGENTS wanted
j recommended and sold

carriage free. Liberal terms giren—Address, with occupation
and references, B. C. 10, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.

WIRE CABLE FENCES "

For Parks, Avexiks, Pleasure Grounds, and Farm Lands.

FRANCIS MORTON'S PATENT WINDING
STRAINING PILLARS, CABLE STRANDS, and FEN-

CING STANDARDS, afford the only means of constructing a
permanently efficient and durable fence. They have been
awarded special silver medals by the principal Agricultural
Societies for Laving obviated the defects in the old and very
imperfect system of putting up wire fences, while greatly
reducing the cost. Prices, from Qd. to 2*. 2d. per yard of
fence. Drawings and full particulars on application to

Francis Morton & Co., Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,

Head Offices and Manufactory. Liverpool: London Branch, 1

I ' irliament Street, Westminster.
%* All kinds of Galvanised Iron Roofs for Buildings, Sheds,

Farm aud other purposes, Wire Netting,Lightuing Conductors,
Weighing Machines, &c.
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SUPERPHOSPHATE OF I 1MB £6
.AWl > 8UPFRPHOSPHATI: OF LIME from
BURNT DOSE or MINERA I. PHOSPHATES 5 5W* BAULKY, GRAS8, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or through
is apiMinted Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
n r-y ing according to coat of carriage,
genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate
^oda. Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

dress John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Flace, London
fg*. B. C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

31KNAKD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCKM HATED
SUPEH I -PHATE OF LIME

;
guaranteed to contain

•sphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
MBphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc
iej)recedmg.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker say8:-"These results must
» very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the vervgh agricultural and commercial value which characterise!
nir concentrated superphosphate."

ftSS***
a
.u

al?X8
»

,

with °Pinion8 of ^e late and present
Wri*t» to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

XT'**?:* m«y i^J18*1 °* aPPUcation to Burnard, Lack,p., Sutton Road. Plymouth '

. r, , J&tCW/KJK 1821 -LvTviR.sALSrr.c^roT
ZUUFFIN, MORRIS, AXD GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
iriii

1

f
7
*

ha
J
e now **<* tritd to 20 English counties, andvanable testimony borne to their value as Manures adapted

v~ Jiirnip Mangel Wurzel, Wheat, Grass, and Potatof Fun particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris,
-.res Works, Wolverhampton.
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REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
BURGKSS and KEY, 95, Neu- ffi.te Street, E.C.

PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery
Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Ruroebs & Kcy's Screw Delivery orm. Price 4 17. 10#.

M'CORM ICKs REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 2U
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prise

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 3()/.

ALLEN'S G RASS MOWER, tor one ilorse. Price 2*2?. 10^.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Horse Machine.
Price 3:./.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWTER—One Horse Machine,
Price 24L
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any

Railway Station.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly nattering Testimonials in favour

f their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following from

Mr. James Arnot, of Woodcote, Carshalton.
" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not be

without one on any consideration ; and I can safely say that
I have saved over 50 per cent, in the expense every year I have
used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which
pays itself in so short a time."

ECONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE & CATTLE FEEDING.

Elt. and F. Turner, Ipswich, submit the prices of
• their celebrated CRUSHING MILLS for Oats, Linseed,

Barley, Malt, <fcc. They save 25 per cent, of Oats in feeding
horses ; crush Corn for Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as effica-
cious as if ground to meal; reduce Linseed to fine meal with
no loss of its oil, and bruise Malt perfectly. £ *. d.

No.llMill(recommendedal8oforbruisingcornforfowl8) 3 15
No. 6 Mill for hand, £4 15, or with Bean Mill (No. 6 B) 5 15
go- J m m 6 10 „ (No. 7B) 8 8
No.2 „ ,,orpower8 „ (No. 2 B) 10 10
No. 1 ,, for power ..12 „ (No. 1 B)15
No. 8 ,, for steam pow. 18 18 „ (No. 8 B) 24

Delivery free to all Railway Stations in England, and to the
principal ports of Scotland and Ireland.
At the R.A.S.E. Canterbury Show, 1860, E. R. & F. T. were

awarded the prize of 51. for the best Crushing Mill for Power
;the prize of 21. for their Crushing Mill for Hand.

Illustrated PRICE CATALOGUES sent free on application.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, <fec.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

[1HE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY.
FREEHOLD LAND HOUSES and GROUND RENTS.

Tin- First Allotment for the present year is fixed t<» t ike place
on THURSDAY, February 28th, at the Offices of the Conserva-
tive Land Society, between 12 and 1 o'clock. On this occasion

will be offered the second portion of the WOODBURY PARK
ESTATE, Tunbridge Wells, presenting the most picturesque

sites; Building Plots on the North Bow Estate, Old Ford;

Building Plots at Bounds Green, Wood Green, and also building

land adjoining the village of Tottenham. All the situation* of

the before mentioned Estates are first rate, in the immediate

vicinitv of railroad stations, with good roads well drained, and

supply of water and gas. The Ground Rents are on the St.

Margaret's and Battersea estates, and the Freehold Houses are

at Enfield and Camberwell. Plans and full particulars may be

had at the Offices, No. 33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London,

W.C.
; price 6d. each Estate or 7d. by post. Prospectuses free

of charge. Charles I.mw is Grunkiskn, Secretary.

LAN D DRAINAGE.
"\TfORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

V V EXECUTED by the.GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, maybe charged on the property

improved, bv way ofrentcharge on the estate cr- ated for various

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent of annual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversi. ners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner-

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by
their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

/ COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
KJ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kenningtou, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., <fec.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

DUCATION.—Lieutenant C. Freytag, residing on
a Dairv Farm at Quickborn, Holstein, desires to take into

his family alimited number ofyoung English Gentlemen, for the

study of the German Language, Agriculture (Practical and
Theoretical), and Natural History in connection with Agricul-

ture. Terms 601. per annum.—Address Lieut. C. Freytag,

Kaufmann A. Mevkr, Yunghaus Market, Hamburg.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIBENCESTER.—Dr. Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to

the Roval Agricultural Society of England, has a VACANCY
for a HOUSE PUPIL.

STfie &artcttittttal ©alette*
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1861.

MEETINGS for the two following weeks.

r„K «>- f FramHir.'liam 6
i co. z» , M DoMrtt on Steam Culture).

r.M

* • • • Noon
Monday,

Vnvtni. _ m t A pi". Society of EnglandVrv sdat,— -,
, Lathcron#

TfiunsnAT, — Cs-Afcri Society of Ireland.

Sat. hday, March 2
|

gg^» <on St*ble Management).

I Central Farmers* Club

\\ (Mr Howard on Piece work).
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Having been connected with the Royal
Agricultural Society of England since the year
of its establishment, and having all that time been
actively engaged, either in the held or at the desk,

v,, „.. M -,
tl . . . 3

. -- , in matters agricultural, the proceedings of thatNo investigation of title is required, and the Company beine Grtft:^f„ i,«„ rt «««A«e„^;iL «^^« « „ «. ^i j
of a strictly financial chapter do not interfere with the plans ,

fe0Clety have necessarily come constantly under
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the Our review.

w "~ "
A Al
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Government Enclosure Comminsioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

i

to the Honourable William Napikr. MauajrinK Director
12, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, 8. W.
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JOB***

l TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.
ODAMS^S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

NITR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

siol0#- Chairman-JONAS WEBB, Esq , Babraham, Cambridgeshire/
All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Office*: 109, FENCHUECH STREET. Manufactory: PLAISIOW MAESHES, ESSEX.

Now, it is worth while placing upon
record here the fact, as we believe it to be—a very
remarkable one, and well deserving the attention
of those who regulate its proceedings—that during
the whole of its long career it has done nothing
whatever yet in furtherance of what was certainly
one of the principal objects contemplated by its

founders, one of the objects, indeed, specified in
the charter of its incorporation—we refer to the
subject of agricultural education.

^
Of course no one doubts the immense educa-

tional value of much that the Society has done
and is still doing—of its annual Show for instance
and its Journal. But we submit, as needing to be
borne ,in mind, that while its Charter refers to
the annual Show, and tothe Journal, and to other
ways of usefulness open to the Society, it also in
addition to these—over and above all these

—

specifies the promotion of agricultural education
as one of the purposes for which it was incor-

porated. And we believe it will be found upon
inquiry that while the Society has carried out its

annual Show and its Journal with greater success
than was ever anticipated by its founders, yet
that in addition to these, and over and above
these, in the manner therefore contemplated by
its Charter, it has hitherto done nothing whatever
in furtherance of agricultural education. If this
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be so, then we submit that inquiry should be
|
seems to have been fairly enough estimated at

directed by the Council as to the ways in which it
j

harvest time ; and the other grain crops also mayby ine uouncii as to tne waj
may be possible or expedient to carry out this

purpose for which the Charter of the Society was
granted to it.

We believe that a career of great usefulness is

open to the Society in connection with a subject

which hitherto it has unaccountably neglected.

The publication in page 101 of a list of

been fairly enough estimated at l
of garden ground

.i i and m addition to this thev h»
2 acres of land at about an. J °n

23, v BR

sales of Short-horns during the past year has been
complained of as unfair to particular herds, in the

absence of any accompanying explanation of the

circumstances attending each. Mr. "Woodwaed,
of JNorthway House, near Tewkesbury, has for

instance declared that the mention of his name in

connection with a sale of five animals at so low an
average price as 191. 13s., is an injury to the repu-
tation of his herd. These animals were late young
bulls put in at the end of the sale of a deceased
friend and parted with in October to avoid the
expense of wintering them. If anything be in-
ferred from the prices which they fetched as to the been fair, and the remainder describe it as bad.
quality of the large herd from which they were

have been valued accurately then ; but the extra

ordinary weather of August and September, with

their four dozen wet days, damaged them in

harvesting, and so the promised average of Barley,

Oats, and Beans and Peas was spoiled, no fewer

than 65 per cent, of the reports of thejast named

crop being now under average, while 70 per cent,

of them in August promised an average crop.

Of the Turnip crop the report of our con-

temporary is more generally unfavourable than

we had expected—the MangeL crop is now as

everybody knows a failure—and at our end of the

island the Potatoes have rarely been worse.

The reports of the progress made in sowing

Wheat for the coming harvest are also very un-
favourable. To the question—Is there a good
breadth of Wheat sown ?—300 answers are given,

and of these 86 arc virtually " yes "—and the
remainder "no. 7 As to the condition in which it

has been sown, 90 of the answers declare it to have

seldom

in c

i*£ use'ofthe^uy^n^;-^

pigs are likewise kept, one is il? l
? ; >bi1

paying the rent, and the otliPr ;. i.:n T^fctopaying the rent, and the other w tm?*^N *0
the use of the family. A system (t ,1°^ ^
managed and carried out through th e

? tbe

bis i

i

tnfort t

draughted, great injustice will be done." Five
young bulls, poor in condition, out of a herd of

nearly 200 animals, cannot be any index to the
general quality of the stock ; and we publish this
reference to the subject lest any mistake should
have been made and therefore injustice done.

It is plain however that our publication of these
figures has been made with no thought whatever
of the personal interests of any of the breeders
named, but merely as an interesting collection in
one, of what had already been published in detail,
on the occasion of the several sales in the columns
of various agricultural papers. Such a report in
illustration of the fortunes of Short-horns has
already appeared from time to time in our columns,
and will be given again as opportunity offers.

An exceedingly interesting report of the harvest
of 1860, and the seed time of 1861, appeared last
Monday in the columns of the Mark Lane Express,
to which we here refer, both for the unquestion-
able value of the information which it conveys,
and for the illustration given by it of the degree
of accuracy possible in opinions formed at harvest
tint, as tested now by the threshing out of a laree
portion of the crop.

&

In our Number for August 18, 1860, we
published the reports of about 200 correspondents
on the probabilities of the harvest. Of these
66 per cent, declared the Wheat crop to be under
average and the remainder put it as an average
crop. From only one locality was it declared tobe over average. Of the Barley reports 70 per
cent

;<
were " average," about 18 "under aver-

FERMENTED MANGEL LEAVES.
About the end of last November, a notice appeared

in the Gardeners' Chronicle, signed " A Norfolk
Farmer," detailing a process of salting and preserving
Mangel Wurzel and other leaves, and stating that
having remained in pits for six weeks or two months,
they became like dry dead leaves, and formed
excellent food for all kinds of stock, especially
dairy cows. This would, indeed, be a most valuable
discovery, and above all would have been so for
chis year when all kinds of roots are so scarce. I
immediately carried out his directions as closely as I

could with the leaves of some 15 acres of Mangels and
Swedes (separately), but on opening them at the end of
10 weeks, I found them to have subsided almost to
nothing, and that which did remain to have become a
moist mass of corruption, most offensive to the senses,
and rejected with loathing by all kinds of stock.
Even pigs turned away from it. If this should meet
the eye of the " Norfolk Farmer," or that of any gentle-
man who has carried out the experiment with success,
he would oblige me and perhaps many others very
much by noticing this letter, and by giving ample
details of the means adopted to secure that success.—Essex.—21, Chesham Street, February 17.

P.S. I tried the experiment also with several tons of
Italian Rye-grass, cut the end of November, and mixed
with chaff. On opening it last week I found it very
moist and pudding like, but quite free from offensive
smell. But it was also rejected by store bullocks.

[To this statement of experience from the Earl of
Essex we have to add that a pit prepared as the " Nor-
folk Farmer" recommended in a Mangel field near us
has become similarly offensive. There is, we presume,
the greater probability of success according as the
leaves are thoroughly dry at the time of collection,

age," and 12 " over average." "Of Oats the'pro-
and the ProPortio,"of%altWed"to them large"]

portions were nearly the same, viz., 70 per cent,
average, 20 per cent, under average, 10 per cent
over average. Of Beans, about 60 per cent, were
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THE AOK1CULTUKAL LABOURKR.
*T°- *£. CHESHiRE.-The best means of improving

the condition of the labourer in a way that shall be
advantageous to the labourer and his employer appears
to be by giving him a more direct interest in the soil,
that is by allotting to him a certain portion of land at a
moderate rent and under certain restrictions : the plan
of allotting land to labourers has been practised forsome years upon several estates in England, and when
well managed, has been found to answer the most
sanguine expectations of the promoters. On an estate
with which I am acquainted in Cheshire, nearly everv
labourer has a portion of land attached to his cottage
tor which he pays a very moderate rent, and the
difference in the habits and appearance of those
labourers is very striking as compared with those
in the surrounding neighbourhoods where they have nosuch advantage. If a labourer after returning from hiswork in the summer time at 6 o'clock (which "theusual hour in many counties, excepting duVing harve t)has no occupation at home, he frequent,v 525 1« 11 u '

nearest hamlet or villas wl ere hf I I, \ ^-ny of his own class assembldTo&^tt£

hand the man who has a little land, generally
it and spendsaSSKftMttasf-'-*

w 1 b
f °^served that the February reports
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place the agncultural labourer m a lnucl,

than he is at present, and eventually '

,

not only Ins employer but the e8tate l*,nentl

the tarn, is situated, n» ilsmuch as it wJu!
the poor rate very materially, more Z*JJ*

mea
labourers are members of a benefit -

,1,Wefo"

now so general, and which itisnotonlv theL^LT,
'

farmer, but the landowner also to n„L, •
*

Iwillgiveasketehofwh^^er^
the purpose of improving the condition of uS«
111 a way that shall be mutuallv advant
labourer and his employer ; in the firstZ- Sc
to carry out the scheme fully, a %M^JRem^
well constructed cottages to afford aaw ,6r <

all the regular labourers required iTTf ]hl

should be built contiguous to the kaTi*
°

employers; to each of these cottages AotftJ
1™! 1

from 20 to 30 roods of land according hh?*?
Ci l

the soil or other circumstances, at a renteJ;
'^

is paid by their employers, and at a conrenier*

r

/,
^"i

from the cottage ; if adjoining all tbe better

a quarter of a mile it could not receive tbt

:

it otherwise would do. In most cases it h
well for the farmers themselves to becowifc©

and sublet to their own labourers at thew
this means the farmers would have a regain

labourers near at hand, whom they could: ^ ERTl

suited best their purpose; and they would it

the land was properly cultivated. The cotk

have threeseparate lodging rooms for theaccm ^
r
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of different branches of the family, viz. one ft
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and his wife, one for the boys, and one fork _^^
if there should be no young family, tkf-^^^r'
might be occupied by single young men*Wr,' ,

"

On a model farm in Cheshire a plankk
(>£ ^

which I understand has been found touwriiii,
..(f^

four cottages neatly constructed hawfei«* j
t^

the homestead, and within view of tk^»^T
v ,,st

each there is sufficient accommodate te«^
r ]

his family, and a spare room for a single^ v b ,

there are always eight able hodied labour

for the work of the farm. To carry oat 8

further I should recommend wherever pra», whk
a sufficient quantitv of land should be a^

[w

cottage to enable the occupier to keep
»J

,

»ltkoai

the use of his family, but he should be re*
\w p

ploughing the pasture land or growing flftV »nc

the object might be defeated, but m noW
quantit y of land exceed 2 acres, as mofj^luvat.

with his regular daily labour, and^*v,
be neglected To many persons revi« »an p hen

perhapsinsurmountable barriers maypr^^ysorry

such w-where ^ the money to come frora^er

cows when the labourer has no a slugj <«
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assist their parents in a way ^ je*m
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cows, the occupiers of farms won» >,o ami cr

interest to give up small portions oi i ^ >fan j

conditions of the labourers, as ^ rfde n
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By way of illustration I >vin - ^ a

cases out of many that have coin* , , ng

observation. The first is that of
J

i«

wages never exceeded aOf. ^
tbe in ^ D

the summer, having brougbt up &**\
children without the least pa od * n t

commenced with a very small al^^ land

few fears he saved money enou*
beifer

his stock soon increased to " ^>*§£;'
his children have eithermarried£ g»*™%
situations with the exception or ^i

^iWM *™

too young to leave home, ana *r i

grown up has been PJJ^^ prepari
an accident he met with v, hen a ^ f; ^
industry he is now in possessio'i ^

{ ^
irt horse with which he draws ^ ^^

The other is that of n man * ;"\ l,ia^*th a ,

for some years with grw c^ the
gflgf ip

>1faction to his employer. A fc

master he claimed a prize or «-

tural society for long servitudew^ ,

prize was awarded to him, ana .

the height of his ambition was to^p
he was to raise the additional su

ibours
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: >1lowing letter, addressed by Mr. Pike of Btevington,

psar Bed i. to Messrs. Howard, was read by Mr. Aldcr-

a regnkr
*** Mttcbi before the Ccntral Farmers' Club last week. ]

)ey could
' KW willingly send • my view., and opinions upon

." woold is
Cultivator. Befi I cam. into Bedfordshiri

The cot?"'
m Ihickincl.amshire, when I knew the land

•rtheaeKB
** r' ^in 't,K °* WoolssOD, and having witnessed the

viz.onefti
e:r proveinents he suha jnently made by hi em

oneffpto;
im cultivation

- '
was induced to order a 'set of

ily then
'Pparatus *'roln >on >

in thv spring "> 1858. I have

mensfic
u""rkca m

.
v JIPT ltlls ^>r three seas*

, and, having
,_l_i_j upwards of 2000 acres of land with it, I am in a

lit i<>i| to speak with some confidence as to its success,
ffect on the crop has been ver\ viable each season.

[ think the great advani eu manif t

eat. My wheat crop was particularly
. which

much wet, I ha 1 no right to expect on such
y l 1; hut f find, after steam etilth the
r Lr«-t< down to the drains so much quicker, indeed

tOttSi

f**i

single na

labour

2L«ift
V0 '"m di<,H 'nsed

- m i <«
j
\Sp> which is r: ier st< • mtaining fifty acres, all

j -nth* nl I never saw any wat md upon
*P*T.ahh. >tl nd f. My farm, he! _rin
.
be ra*

I 'uke of Bedf 1. contain- about 37 of
vingcaMj md 130 acres of grass hmd. I formerly keel
i nocse%een or seen horses, but since I have -n* i.,v *tn-.,»,ti

example; for when I commenced, very few thought I

wes scting wisely in making so great an outlay in what
they termed 'an experiment.' In Mr. Drag's 1 r.

I notice he says that he finds setting down to a large

piece is a mistake : I think it is a mistake to set down
to small pieces. I have one field of 36 acres, which 1

break up without going into the field at all. I put the

engine and windlass in an adjoining field, and finish

headlands and all, without shifting either engine or

windlass. I have another field of 50 acres, in which I

have dug a pond at one end, and I set the engine and
windlass against the pond, and cultivate the whole
without shitting or reqmring a horse to fetch water.

I sometimes dam up drain or ditch, and obtain water
in that way, for in a wet season water carting is a great

nuisance. 1 have increased the length of my ropes to

nable me to do these large fields ; I expected it would
take* more power, but I don't find it makes much
difference to my engine, which is one of Clayton and
Shuttleworth's 8-horse double cylinder. I was always
told, 'Don't get too much rope out, you will want so

much more power.' I am no engineer, and cannot go
into the reasons, but I find from experience that the
length of rope makes very little difference to my engine.

As Ik* fore stated, I have now done with the steam
cultivator upwards of 2000 acres of land, and my rope,

although the worse for wear, is still in working order :

the other portion of the apparatus is very little the
worse for wear. I am convinced that, if people will

attend to the coiling of the rope, and exercise moderat
care, the rope will last for years. I am sure the expense
of keeping the whole in repair is not nearly so much as

the repairs of a steam threshing-machine. I prefer the
engine and windlass separate, as they are more easily

moved from field to field, and along bad roads, than the
combined engine and windlass I had on trial. X don't
think much will be done in letting out steam cultivators,

as the expense and trouble of haulage is so much greater
than with threshing machines. I speak from experience,
as I have let out both, but have given over letting out
my steam cultivator; indeed, I have 90 days' work a
year for it on my own farm. William Pike, Stevington,
near Bedford, Dec. 31, 1860.

oxalic acid in solution (which 1 had made by putting an
ounce of oxalic acid into a bottle with some water and
shakingup), tilen allowingthistosettle, there was a slight

white sediment at the bottom quite distinguishable in

radually pouring away the liquid. From the above

test 1 consider ray suspicions to be fully borne out, that

a very large admixture of adulterating substance, such

9 chalk, exists in both the meals, quite sufficient to be

injurious to cattle; indeed i have had an instance ot

tliis in a fine sow with 10 sucking young ones, which

nearly lost her milk and began to look thin and refuse

the food altogether, but upon changing her food to

some fresh " pollard " obtained from another mill, her

milk returned, and she is not like the same animal.

Puckle Church. [The muriatic acid dissolved the lime

present as chalk in the meal— detaching the carbonic

acid of the chalk, and occasioning the effervescence.

The oxalic acid on being added to the acid solution of

lime united with the lime and formed the insoluble

oxalate of lime which was precipitated. Both tests

thus proved the presence of chalk in the meal.]

etromf«r I am also enabled to grew a much larger
filling* of root crops with a hea\ ier vield. The present
r the Bfl*ason proving so excessivelv wet. lias n™™,fo,i ,»«

e neip*ing

Home Correspondence.
Artificial Manures.—In your journal of February 9,
on give statements from a circular of Mr. H. Richard-

son, <>f York, and add that you feel his statements
deserve the discussion, which' just before the season
when we purchase our manures they are sure to receive.
With your permission, therefore, I will state a little

experience which I have had in the matter. I have for
the two last years got manufactured manure from a
celebrated party in the north of England, which have
proved to be good, but I cannot say that, even taking
the price into consideration, they are superior t

Peruvian guano and simple dissolved bones; indeed, I

question very much whether they are equal to these,
and I have this season resolved to give a preference to
the latter. This part v gives a guaranteed analysis, but
so different from Sir. Kiehardson's statement, that when
calculated hy the standard by which Peruvian guano
conies out in value, 12/. 10*., the value of the manures
is^somewhttt short of their price. I have remonstrated
with the sellers about this apparent overcharge, and
their reply has been that they do not consider it advis-
able to give a guarantee to the full amount of the

•e

these q*ry much for rder with my work than I could have component parts of their manures, and that in general
urer wwen with fifteen horses to keep, whether able to work lVv would be found to be of considerably higher valne
igh he ' ll0
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than that indicated by the guaranteed analysis. As
this statement seemed honest and consistent, I have not
tested these manures by getting them analysed. Last
season I got from a firm of apparently high respect-
ability a circular advert ising a manure (compound) with
a guaranteed analysis, of which, when calculated by the

ve standard, the value amounted to 11/. S.?., while
the price was only 8/. per ton. Well, I thought that
here \ - what we wanted, a manure considerably
cheaper than Peruvian guano; so, although I had pre-
viously purchased manure for the season, I ordered
\\ ton. The manure arrived in due course, and as its

appearance was not so promising as I expected, I drew
as fair a sample as I could from live different bags, and
sent it to Dr. Voelcker to be analysed. When I got
the analysis and calculated it by the same standard,
the value came out to be only 67. per ton. 1 applied
the manure to Grass, Mangel VVurzel, and Turnips, andm all these eases its effects did not seem so good as 1

would expect from a superphosphate at 6/. per ton.
Now, as Mr. Richardson's statement is very similar to
that which induced me to purchase this manure, I shall
ndeavour to be on my guard in receiving such, and
would advi others to be the same, and rather to f >ur
the use of what may be called simple manures as bein
the safest. James McKelrir, Yorkshire.
Adulterated MertL—According to your suggestion I

at once sent for some muriatic acid and put some
Barley meal, Indian Corn meal, and some Hour (the two
former 1 had purchased and suspected of being
dulteratcd) in three separate tumbler glasses, and

poured the muriatic acid over each. Both the Barley-
meal and Indian Corn meal were in a commotion imme-
diately, boiling up and effervescing furiously, whilst the
Hour (my own) in the third glass remained wholly un-
disturbed. I then ponied in some rain water, and stirred
up each, and after allowing to settle, decanting the
clear liquid, I put into the same about a teaspoonful ot

orfrtfft*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council: Wednesday, Feb. 20.—Present

Mr. Raymond Barker, Vice-President, in the chair

Lord Rerners, Hon. W. G. Cavendish, M.P.; Hon. Col

Hood, Hon. A. Vernon, Sir E.C. Kerrison, Bart., M.P.;

Mr. Dent Dent, M.P. ; Mr. Frere, Mr. Goodwin, Mr.

Slaney, M.P.; Professor Simonds, and Mr. Burch
Western.
The names of candidates for election having been read.

The Annual Report from the Governors of the Royal

Veterinary College was read as follows :

—

The Governors of the Royal Veterinary College, in accordance
with annual custom, have again the satisfaction of presenting

their Report relative to the state of Veterinary Medicine and
the means which are at their disposal to further its application

to the wants of the agricultural community. During the past

year the lectures on the diseases of cattle, sheep, and pigs
have been uninterruptedly delivered, and the daily attendance
of the pupils has been fully equal to that of any former year.
Examinations to test the profi ncy of the pupils have from
time to time been instituted, and from the reports which have
been furnished to the Governors by the Professors, they believe

that the progress of the pupils, in the several departments of

their studies, has been very satisfactory. To second the labours

of the Professors, and to stimulate the pupils in the acquire-

ment of knowledge, the Governors, early in the year, arranged

for the application of certain funds, placed at their disposal by
the late Profesa »r Coleman, to the awarding of medals of silver

and bronze, and a certificate of merit as honorary distinctions

of the first, second and third class, to such pupils as should be
the authors of the best essay on a selected subject of veterinary

medicine. 'Iho subject chosen for the competition was "the
Eye of the Horse, embracing its Anatomy and Physiology, the
laws of light appertaining to vision, the chemical composition
of the humours and the pathology, treatment and results of

the disease known by the name of constitutional ophthalmia, '

The conditions were—1st. That the essayists should write
within the College, and that the time be limited to three hours
a day, for six consecutive days. 2d. That their papers should
be in the custody of the Demonstrator of Anatomy. 3d. That
no reference to books would be allowed. 4th. That each paper
should be superscribed with a motto, and be accompanied by a
sealed envelope bearing the same motto, and containing also

the name of the writer.
The successful essayists were :

—

Mr. Francis Talbot Sharp, Nottingham, Silver Medal.
Mr. George A. Oliphant, Marahwood, Southampton,

Bronze Medal.
Mr. William Barker Walters, Birmingham/ Certificate of^*^ Merit.

Although Till lmpuitaut mfdatij <rflfcCtIng~tTlB In awn wng t.hn ft

first chosen, such being in accordance with the wish of the
donor, it is the intention of the Governors in future years
to select in turn a subject in connection with the pathology of

ttle, sheep, and other domesticated animals ; as also upon
Chemistry and Materia medica.
Communications and Cases.—It is a source of much grati-

fication to find that an increased number of communications,
eking advice for the management and treatment of diseased

animals, has been received from the members of the Society,
and also that a great many morbid specimens have been
rwarded from different parts of the country, thus affording

inci ed facilities for the student to become practically
acquainted with cattle pathology, at the same time that the
principles of the science are being expounded to them
in the lecture room. The benefit which must result from the
continuous adoption of this plan cannot be too highly esti-

mated, as it is an assurance to the agriculturist that those
pupils who daily enter on the practice of their profession, as
graduates of the College, are equally well informed on the
nature and treatment of the diseases of cattle and sheep as
they are on those of the horse. The Governors have long seen
the advantages resulting from this co-operation on the part of
the members of the Society, and which they view, as second
only in importance to their obtaining the personal attendance
of the professor of cattle pathology on cases of disease which
may assume a more urgent type. Hence in former reports
they have not failed to direct special attention to this subject,
as well as to urge such a modification of the Society's
rules which apply to the obtainment of the professor's
services, as to lead to their being simplified, and
they learn with great satisfaction that their recommendation
has not only been entertained by the Council, but that in due
course it will be carried into practice. A very limited number
of cattle and sheep have been received into the infirmary for

treatment, and the Governors cannot help reiterating their

surprise at the apathy which prevails so generally among
agriculturists to avail themselves of the privileges they possess
in this respect as members of the Society.

Annual Meetino.—At the meeting which took place at

Canterbury both Professor Sj ier and Professor Bimonde
were in attendance as Veterinary Inspectors, and the
Governors have observed with very great pleasure that
in this effort of theirs to render benefit they have suc-
ceeded to the satisfaction of the Society. The rigid

examination to which all the animals are now subjected
is gradually lessening the number of incorrect returns with
reference to their age, and correcting also the abuse of sending
for exhibition those which are the subject of hereditary
disease. The examination of the horses has, however, often
been lees satisfactory to the inspector than he could desire,
arising chiefly from the limited means at his disposal, and the
Governors doubt not that at the approaching meeting at Leeds
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any increased facilities he may require by a mo™fied arrange-

ment of the sheds, so ns to set apart one exclusively for b

use, and the supplying him with practical assistance;m Ins

investigations into the soundness of the animals, will be

readily granted by the Council. j-oaoooa the
Prevalent DisEASES.-Apart from ordinary diseases^ the

chief maladies of a serious nature which have W""£
among cattle have been F^uro-pnetimonia %!* whi e im
eczema, commonly known as the mouth and ^disease ,

wni.e

among sheep, at the early part of the year, « hron ^
d,^c

r̂
|

kmd
h« liitMrq resulting from the existence ot woims (tiianay mnc \ l

StttatalKi bronchial tubes during the preceding autumn

proved very destructive. No doubt but the
,
totality of Ui is dis-

ease was greatly added to by the long-continued wet weather

and low temperature which prevailed. It is, however, to be
,

?earedTha
e

tTese same eauscs'have had even aM*- Ufr

rious effect on the health of sheep >" P* 1

f.^.^
malady which is commonly known by the name of rot At
™au™v_._"*; *u;. Hootr.^Hve disease is wider spread than

had done but little towards on-

ted with the liver fluke.science until of late

veiling the mystery con7^Tflukeg orityinated in the
It was not to^J^^^XcT^^ might

ST^W*V-32*****> ^^ rather that

fcAtr^a l

s'ffl3?rt55
from its ova, for these gave birthi» ««•

>

r«

lower in the scale of organisation and which baa

to pass!^.en out of the bod, of the sheep, through a

series of transformations,

The organisms produced hy the ova of Flukes ap-

the present time thfa deotructive disease^ ^.^ rf ^

.earedSraM^S*-" ^TwTsltuT a
I water, especially when stagnant^ But* was stilly

matter of doubt as to whether

become parasitic to other creatures, such as small

species ofTatcT snails"" and in them ' undergo higher

development before entering the stomach and intestines

has been the case for many years, ™„ori f

2?nfwte«.££^^Tn,^^ ^^h^'^nie^o ¥eirlast change, that of trans

58* L. h- -eg*A&-5CSiaS5 K^u»theh
ter

W<
a1
d
d !?£*&£thA nr<rfl.nism or toe sneeu, auu uuuug *"~ i~~ o -

months I™their more perfect form these entozoa are known

oy the names of flukes, and are found to be inhabiting-the

£fll! ducts of the liver, where they not only produce functional

d^angement ofthe organ, but early lay the foundation tor

frremediable structural changes. The study ot the natural

Story of these creatures opens up the only chance of prevent-

ingSir attaeks, and thus to save thehves of o^sheep; and

iti!

since wva* wumw. -„ .

which are satisfactorily progressin
.

pneumonia, the Governors would observe that several eircum-

?"L„a \ZSm Rhown durintr the past year in a most remarkable

for rot. Perhaps salt may prevent this development of

the entozoa in the stomachs of sheep, as it is well

known they do not become rotten on salt marshes.

Turpentine is of value in leading to the expulsion ot

flukes, and is one of our most valuable anthelmintics.

The following report was also read from Professor

Simonds:

—

I have to report that in consequence of an application made

to the Society by Mr H. Leeds of Slibbington, Northampton-
, . _ t __••!.. i v.;™ «v..m rt« *v.a OQnA nit. for the nurnose oi

fOTme
a
r

8

°country on the ' importation of some cattle from

Holland, and in the latter on a similar importation from Eng-

land Within the past week it has also come to the knowledge

of the Governors that the malady has been carried into Norway
» . &*»_ £* 1.1 ,1 I. 1 .* *»*-«-* *-N* ± l"** rTI Wilt*"!

bv some Ayrshire cows sent from Scotland. Facts of this kind

are of the first importance as indicating the means which

small herd, and that he had hoped the malady had disappeared

until a few days before his application, when a fresh case

occurred. An examination of the animal in question satisfied

me that it was the subject of an attack of pleuropneumonia, to

which disease I have no doubt the other cattle had succumbed.

„„ v. v„ r _ There being no chance of recovery in this case, I had the

should be adopted to limit its extension. Preventive measures I ^^1 slaughtered, with a double view of pointing outthe nature

are alone to be relied on, as the fatality attending the disease of tbe agection to Mr. Leeds, and removing a source of danger

can be scarcely said to be diminished since it first made its

appearance in this country, nor is it to be hoped that science

can do more than she has already done in devising means of its

to his other cattle by a spreading of the contagion. The post

mortem examination fully justified this step, as one lung

was found to be so extensively diseased that it was completely

11s

surer of the Royal Veterinary College, Jan. 12, 1801.

A report from the Veterinary Professor of his pro

fessional visit to Bridgerule, in Devonshire, was read a

follows :

—

Royal Veteeinary College. — On the 14th of

December, 1860, in accordance with instructions

received from the Council, I visited the parish of

Bridgerule, North Devon, for the purpose of investi-

gating
and
Bev
member of the Society, who stated that "more than

half of the sheep had died or been sent ofF to be

slaughtered at Plymouth." It was suspected that the

animals were suffering from " rot," hut a doubt existed

on this point with regard to many of them, in conse-

quence of the statements made with reference to the

condition of the body after death. An investigation of

the symptoms satisfied me that the disease was rot

in its most malignant form, and the doubt referred to

I found to have had its origin in a want of

knowledge of even the most simple facts of the

animal frame. As I found indications of the disease

in all the animals to a greater or less extent,

without reference to their age, and as many were ewes
in lamb, 1 deemed it prudent to select on the different

farms some tor slaughtering, with a view to determine

if the individual proprietors would be justified in

keeping them a sufficient time to produce and rear

their lambs. In every case I regret to say that such
was the advanced state of the malady that I could not
advise any other course being taken besides that of dis-

1

posing of the animals at a low price as quickly as

possible. Inquiries since made show the propriety of

this course, and it will appear from a report and details

of particulars, furnished by Mr. Kingdon and attached
hereto, that where the recommendation was not acted
on the animals are being swept daily away by
death. This parish forms no exception unfortu-
nately to the existence of rot among the sheep.
And it is a serious thing to contemplate the great
amount of loss which the country as a whole will sus-

tain from the disease. Few districts can be found per-
fectly free ot the malady ; hut especially does it prevail

on wet, cold, and undrained lands. Late investigations

into the natural history of the entozoon—the liver iluke

—on the presence of which in great numbers within the
biliary ducts the disease depends, would cherish the
hope that ere long preventive means may be adopted to

limit their development, and thus save the lives of

many of our sheep. James 2>\ Simonds, Veterinary In-
spector.

The total number of sheep lost or sold at a reduced
price in this parish was 359, out of an original stock
of 492.

An interesting conversation ensued, in which Lord
Berners, Mr. Frere, Mr. Dent Dent, Mr. Slaney, Mr.
Barker, Sir E. Kerrison, and Mr. Goodwin took part,
in which information was sought as to the origin of and
cure for this prevalent disease.

Professor Simonds stated that investigations into the
natural history of Flukes are now being instituted.
Experiments had some time since proved that the ova
of tapeworms became developed into hydatids, but

wards one of them sickened and died. This was soon followed

by the deaths of two more of the same lot, and then by the

death of a ten months old calf which he had bred. Besides

this calf four others have been carried off from the same disease,

which with one killed for my examination make nine victims

in the whole, being every one which as yet have been affected.

I made a careful examination of all the other cattle which had

been exposed to the contagion,|and give special instructions with

reference to their management, so as to avoid as much as possi-

ble thebringing of secondaiy causes of the disease into operation.

With the same view I also.directed that medical means should

be at once taken to purge the system of the deleterious matter
which had probably been received into the organism, and sub-
sequently to lay the foundation for a supply of pure and
healthy blood. Past experience, in numerous instances, would
lead me to hope, that the rigid observance of the rules laid

down for the treatment of these animals will be attended with
marked success in arresting the spread of the malady. The
result, however, be what it may, will in due time be reported
to the Council.

Whilst speaking of prepared manurcT"?
that several complaints have been ?*<
manures into the composition of S^

I

largely enters. I have as yet not been able tna
the clay and other materials used for nurifVi
tained, as is alleged, compounds injurious to v *** *"""*

subject is one of considerable practical imnnrtI!
get|||#rtlon

to be carefully investigated! In the iq^*** 1
"

indebted to any one who may have uid r£ t

°

gas-refuse manures, favouring me with his exrT^
With respect to feeding materials I have to rT^

Linsced-cakes unfortunately are getting v
least three-quarters of all the Linseed-cakes
me during the past season were either crossly
or were cakes of quite inferior quality ?h
recrushing oilcakes and mixing the powder ?
amount of bran before replacing it into the I
to be gaining ground. Good decorticated fjS

become much dearer, and is bought unufc^wf
arrives in this country, and is consequentlyXp '>

tl

cult to obtain of first-rate quality. One *
useful oilcakes is green German Rape c

excellent samples were sent for analysis and •
• •

samples of common and of Indian Rape-cake Th
of these cakes has strengthened my convictioHSt
green German Rape-cake may be used -with pt^Eowinc
is dangerous to give to cattle other kinds of k th.-

much as they frequently contain Mustard in J >ro !j
jurious to animals. Recently attention has beeat

the probable importations of Egyptian Dates in yen nted
I have therefore carefully ascertained tbe coamC

1 " ' ••
Egyptian Dates, and published the analysis in the At-

Gazette. Another novel feeding material is wmpr2?*™ H

I have an analysis of this substance, which is now p
large quantities in England, and find in it a a.

quantity ofnitrogenized matters and of phosphates.

yeast has been used for manuring purposes, bu

aware until lately that it may be emploved t«r

purposes. Two gentlemen, who are in the habit

compressed yeast mixed with chaff or hay to milch

to fattening beasts, inform me that they think
L:

feeding properties of dried yeast. I shall endea'

further information on this subject, and hope at a fata? I'
JJ'

to communicate the results of my inquiries to til?? }'
(
[:.i

Five or six alleged poisoning cases^ have been refcnff-
»lie

do i

ible b
poisonous suostance. in one instance 1 iouna u»ea^yjn« th
a pig, which was believed to have died from th '

to ,

poison, greatly distended and completely filled wiu
jj^j n V>j

of broad Beans and some other vegetable refine,, ,j^

doubt that this mass of indigestible matter cause
,\

of the pig. It is a well-ascertained fact that foodi

" indigestible vegetable fibre, whengi

dantly, seriously interferes with

may cause death. It is for this i»<

ordinary Cotton-cake made from seed from which :L

husks have not been removed, should beadminist? M W
caution. As the examination of stomachs for pc»aid on 1

troublesome and time-consuming process, I may he ^e (

suggest to members of the Royal Agricultural Society . ,.

in the assistance of the Veterinary Inspector; ftr«

Simonds, and to request him to ascertain whether ttfi«

cient evidence of poison having been a4^«v>
the expense of a chemical investigation. w*w
chemical investigations I may mention the mi*

tributions to the last Namber of the Journal
i

.-

1. On the Composition of two varieties oi a.

Cattle Cabbage. .,

2. On the chemical properties of son*.

h
ir

The report of the Consulting Chemist to tbe
Society is as follows :

—

During the past year as usual a large number of analyses
of soils, guanos, marls, artificial manures, waters, oilcakes, and
other feeding stuffs, have* been made in my laboratory for

members of the Society. Tn many instances the analyses and
reports supplied to members of the Royal Agricultural Society
at a very moderate cost have afforded useful guides in the
selection of the best articles of food and fertilising materials.
At the same time they have acted beneficially in checking dis-
honesty on the part of dealers in manures and feeding sub-
stances. It is gratifying to one to be able to report that
only a few adulterated Peruvian guanos were brought under
my notice during the past season, and that on the whole
inferior artificial manures do no longer find the ready sale
with which such manures were disposed of a few years ago.
Indeed, downright bad manures are now quite the exception.
Still, occasionally, fertilisers are sold at prices which bear no
relation to their intrinsic value. The following analysis of an
inferior artificial mantire, sold at an exorbitant price, may
serve as an illustration of some six or eight other cases of a
similar kind brought under my notice during the past season.
The manure ix> which I refer was sent to me by Mr. John
Ellis, land agent, Artington, Guildford, who bought it as
Potter's guano.

Composition of sample of Potter's Guano sent by Mr. John Ellis,

Guildford.
Water 30.73
•Organic matter 9 68
Phosphate of lime and oxide ofiron and alumina 15.62
Chloride of sodium (common salt) . . .

.

11.70
Sulphate of magnesia .. .. .. .. 1.90
Sulphate of lime (gypsum) . . .. .. .. 19.72
Carbonate of lime 533
Sand "".

'.'. 5.18
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Mr.
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kinds of cheese! These analyses^veb^^ in act

interesting particulars, on which I *h*V
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2. Many analyses of milk and wney >roduce

tfr. Box
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4. With the assistance of several inteijig t u

have carried out dairy experiments o"^. j^p,
a. One series of experiments was

f w *> wc
of ascertaining the exact amount

tmfcbv which is alleged to occur mm 1

lit Ml
rifoliu

rr

>tv\ he 1
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II. Morning and evening n»ilk was ^ dn

made into skimmed-milk
cheese, ^ cuU

the past six months. . . . eight*
3. I have spent 14 days in visiting eiD

butter which
into cheese.

ments had

*n * • • u 100-00
*Contaimng nitrogen 13
Equal to ammonia \\ \%\

It will be noticed that scarcely one-third part of this so called
guano is water, that another third part is gypsum, chalk,
sand, and other useless matter, and the remainder contains a
large proportion of common salt. The intrinsic value of this
British guano is scarcely 11. 10*., whilst it was sold at 11. per ton.
It is not surprising that such a manure should have had little
or no effect upon the Turnip crop to« which it was applied.
Several kind of sewage manures have been sent for analysis •

but though sold at a low price they were without exception
dear manures, considering the small amount of valuable fer-
tilising matter which they contained. Good superphosphates
may now be obtained in almost every market at very rea-
sonable prices. Inferior samples, however, are as abundant as
good ones. I would remind the members of the Society that
the appearance, smell, and other physical characters of a
superphosphate offer little or no indication of its quality, and
that the practical and commercial value of this and similar interesting •

artihcial manures can be accurately and expeditiouslv ascer-
tained by analysis. I have also examined two excellent sam-

cream made into butter. d^nt flac

III. The evening milk was Bkimcnw ^
milk of next morning, and then ^ n trie

IV. The cream of the evening milk ^ „ M n

milk of next morning, »"u urnip.
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tricing if possible the chemical Wg
undergoes in ripening. ,_.„i,itr xti^M1 t 'la '

bigtty,
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and will be incorporated in a paper
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to the August Number of the JonfJ^l direct^
suggest to the Chemical Committee ^^ in^°"
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r year*

continue the field experiments of w«'

. &
mit to investigate the chemical comp r^
of the different kinds of straw. *W inc

cultural College, Cirencester, Feb. i»° A - ofW»g <

Letters were read on the V re^?e^ff^}
disease, of which the following tf *» V tor

iteresting:— . „re9 of ^VBT
-As sooS as I perceive theJJJ&ely$#*-. -I

inted. I immediately cover them en oji^rt^
|ft

e roots hitfh and dry, the ndgeflj>el"*uber r^fpies of Norwegian f.sh-guano, a manure which is likely to be the roots hSHnd dry, the ridges ^;;-tuber 131

r^L?
Sef

.
Ul t0 Br

-

U1SQ Rencu
.
turists

> Prided it can.be im-
! ^art The

g
wn?equSco is that

eveiT^ tp^
ported at a. price proportionate to its intrinsic 'value. ! £££ ^^^0" or blemish. I *°
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made
which

tying

> vege|
:tarice

;

mtinie
f,

> repor

- *mo of this, w hlch probably mav arise from the exclusion

atmospheric influence as well as moisture : all I beg to draw

«ntiop to is the effect. I am at present digging as fine and

healihy Potatoes as I ever grew, whilst a considerable

lion of some which were sown only a few feet distant, but

earthed up, I found to be decayed and useless. This

Je of treatment is equally applicable to every varioty

Potato and every description of soil. I have tried the

l>< , but as he had also remarked it wits not merely
weight that they must consider, they must ascertain

how they would stand the winter. Credit was due t i

Messrs. Sutton for affording: these trials, and he received

the seeds with a great deal of pleasure, and felt it his

duty to give them a fair trial, and during their growth

riment in fields as well as in gardens,' and with the same |
he made a memorandum every two or three weeks, but

very

kes

rossly

The

uiable result. In - o, having to plant 2 acres of Potatoes

a stif ay soil iu Norfolk. I had them ploughed in with a

mon plough carrying 10 inches to the furrow, leaving the

j 30 inches apart." This was done the third week in March.

mr the Potatoes were well up, they were hand-hoed, and
er *;• kept clean until the beginning of J une, when they were all

he pre^arthed up with a double-breasted plough ; and in the middle of

i C&tfli . "Howard's Patent Plough" was used to take a single

ip as t w from between each row, laying the furrow slice on the

ently t| f the rowa In order to test the efficacy of the method, I

)ne\Mb bome of each variety of the Potatoes uncovered by the

pe & On taking the p up in October I found every tuber
s at *m which had been covered in the way I have described

i. The. healthy and sound, whilst the half of those which had
ictio ^en earthed up were diseased and entirely useless, thus

a p^Konring that the Potatoes only partially covered were affected

U»© disease, whu>: those entirely covered, and as I said

in m wo lyinc high and dry, remained untouched.
is been

' Atrerfcem.—The Potatoes, as 1 have said bef should be

fawn ated 30 mchea apart from row to row, and rt inches from
m. iw 1_ _& mm -*_ u ^ lav mm. AAa*aV AJ *k* mm. m mm* £ W A « % > * « f% I WV l%W *

in the rows, and be earthed up in the usual way

;

ailing irther i» required until the fin-t appearance of the
loaso 1 i the haulm, when the topi of the Potatoes must be

id on • ne side of the ridge, and then with a spade take

lie-» in depth of soil from betwixt the ridges ana place it

Qg^Bbe mts laid down, »d so go on n 1 :o by ridge until the

b the ki

rompre&-

\w«
it a

' ? .. » are OOOipletad ; by which means theiv will be % trench

>loved
'«tween each row of PoUtO**, inches bulo-.v the tutors,

e habit
peh will be left high, dry, and perfectly sound, all moisture

i k^Em Cikrx '°d off* As to the expense, which some persons have

hint h^*ut*< l would *>• greater than the gain, by this plan. 1 think it

i

/ ;Tlfkt to mention, that the extra labour would be about '2d. per

tkb-
'" l » or ^«vonsnire Jtnl- It has been already stated that

. „ plan is equally applicable to the farm as the garden, the
es

j.
ooe is that one is done by manual labour, and

en raaSjjjg of ^er Dj horse labour, which any good ploughman

hi
'

'Ai ' h '
:i ' r

'"
J
A:' u" tir0 <' the first earthing up with a

Aft l *" e l"ted plo,l»? ! !l ° second with a single breasted one ;

j?

fltying the furrow, which is taken from betwixt the ridcres, on

IM °' 1 °^ l '10 "d8e °^ Potatoes ;
hereby there would be a

Liled wiu. fexj»en*e. as a man with a plough and pair of horses
enwe, at: „,,..;

t ^ ftD]e ^ 4 2 acres a day. I hope the plan I have
nd invariably to answer will be generally tried another

n, as I am confident a great saving would thereby bo
ted in the food of millions ! Leonard S/tort, Qar>lener to

.1 7 . Coo , Exeter.

they all knew it was a very unfavourable season.

Among the seeds which he received were eight sorts of

Mangel, and of these the lted Globe turned out to be

decidedly the heaviest, and in the trial of some Carrot

seed, the White Belgian was the heaviest; of the

Turnips the Grey Stone was the weightiest, but the

severity of the winter had almost completely rotted

them. He had previously thought that the White
Globe was the heaviest cropper for an early Turnip,

but he confessed that the trial this year had very

much staggered him, and he was now inclined to think

that the Grey Stone was weightier, but they were cer-

tainly not so hardy, because there was the White Globe

put in side by side and there was scarcely a bad one
|

the former two together

amongst them, while the other was nearly valueless. I double as much.
The Purple-top Yellow "Bullock was the best on his land

for standing the winter, but they were very light

croppers* There were next the Green-top, or Scotch,

which were very quick growers and very hardy. He
had grown this Turnip measuring 19 inches in girth,

and the seed which he had sown was produced in the

same year, and he would say if they wanted a Turnip to

stand well through the winter the Green-top was
the best.

The Chairman proposed the health of Mr. Spearing,

lHver-ending, still-beginning, pleads guilty to the
charge.

" Bat this was not all. When my visitor ended bu
j

survey and came back from the triple-rowed Wheat and
the yard-wide fallows, he gravely demanded, 'Sir, why
would not this do as well : set apart an acre alternately
wholly for Wheat, and another acre alternately for
fallow. Let the two acres be cropped and fallowed in

succession. It would be easier : why not as well ?' It

was quite impossible to answer this question seriously

and fully then ; and so it is now, without speaking a
pamphlet ; and that would be a tiresome tale, twice-
told. Why, it touches the main point of the very gist

of the scheme. The scheme is, to get without manure
a full crop of Wheat, and at the self-same time a bare
fallow too. Suppose, then, 2 acres on the fallow

interval and triple row system, and another 2 acres on
the suggested plan. In a succession of years 35 bushels
would be the possible average of the latter 2 acres

together; while—-judging from the past—the yield of

would be 70 bushels—just

"The practical farmer objected still. 'The plan
seems a sound one; and the practice is good. But the
details are difficult: troublesome to learn, and hard to
carry out ; and where are the hands ? It cannot be
done on a farm. Besides, we don't depend upon
Wheat. Things are altered now; and other produce is

as paying as Wheat.'
" He was so tar right, that things are much altered

now. There is full employ for the labouring man.
With many drawbacks still times are not bad ; so that

A pamphlet and the first 10 of a series of original

r caused

t food

fhengi

js with

)r this ran

admini^ans issued by the Cottage Improvement Society, were
t forpc I on the table, for which thanks were ordered.

SFfteto
The Conncil tllen adjourned to its Weekly Meeting

!pectcr,
frii the 27th inst.

ther there*

&ereito# Farmers 9 Clubs.
^ RlADiNtl : Jan. 26.—At the annual meeting of this

ji
- •'•ruiers* Club, Mr. Benyon, M.l\, presided.

oil'-- Mr. G. Shackel, one of the judges of root crops,

r&s aorry that the tenant farmers had shown so badly

rocrfttf
11 tue present occasion, but he would refer them to the
onthsof June and July, when they put in their crops,

appear I if thoy would also \ r iu mind the untoward season
ich thev had. thev would see that there was some

,upme"

of Moulsford, a gentleman who was not only known
j
what drew attention in '50 and '60 was obsolete. I

throughout the country as a Berkshire agriculturist,

but to public fame as a writer of several essays of great

ability, and those who had read the last number of the

Agricultural Journal would agree with him that he had
ample room for speaking favourably of the agriculturists

of Berkshire.

Mr. Spearing returned thanks, and said whatever
humble abilities he had as a writer he certainlv had
none as a speaker. He felt great interest in attending

the meetings of the farmers' clubs, and he did not think

the time had yet arrived when the full value of these

clubs wonld be acknowledged and appreciated; they
were calculated to do an immense amount of good to

the farmer, and ought to be well supported. As to the

root crop it very much depended upon the rapidity of

the growth of the Turnips whether it stood the winter
well. If it grew slowly it was more likely to be hardy
and stand the winter.

JUbtetos*

a

^^^ When they commenced the inspection, they

sphorite n at Mr. Benyon's and went over his Mangel, and
hatprs^e mast confess it was exceedingly good—so excellent

ideed, that he saw nothing in the' county like it. They

A Word inSeasom, or ZToicto Grow Wheat with Profit.

Eighteenth Edition, with a practical Farmer's view
of the plan. Bidgway.

The author tells us in his preface that u what is new in

thi3 edition is the visit of inspection by a practical

farmer; and it is here noticed and reported because

with the utmost sincerity when I declare that,
iling to the best of my belief, and judging from the

riedo
viewed Mr. Benyon'* general crop of_ roots, and he

j
very likely the views he then expressed are not confined
to himself."

We give the new portion* entire, and leave it to
speak for itself.

" Lois Weedon Vicarage, January 1861.
" Very early last spring a first-rate practical farmer

went over my field of Wheat, and said, * It is capital
land, Sir; worth 45*. an acre;' and said nothing more.

'• He was undeniably right that it is capital land,
beyond his estimate by 15s. at least. For, a portion of
the field which was double du^ hrst has a staple of
rich mellow loam from 18 to 20 inches deep; and the
remainder a few inches less. So that beyond a doubt
it is first-land land, of the highest value for the growth
ot every description of crop.

" But, as my visitor came to inspect and report, he
should have gone below the surface and said something
•»"— Resting where he did, the inevitable conclusion

Hie rata u>t say that these were also very good, although he
astot^)*d seen a great deal better in other seasons. Mr.
rtarc^nyon's was dry land, and they also saw a similar trial

bemicsli*
Mr. Boxall's land, which was of a different descrip-

ion of soil. On Mr. Benyon's land they discovered
anjlpj it the Grey Stone Turnip was decidedly the farourite,

«jg[.
t much so that he and his colleague believed there

veW
*
,cl ** one-third more per acre in the weight of the
duce by this Turnip. With regard to the trial on

ght darvir. Boxall's farm, that gentleman would no doubt give

entpi*
m tetter information respecting it than he would.

g t waa all verv fine
irge w»

very to have a large crop of these
iertalas mips in one portion of the season ; but the question
ofl«** <. would they stand the winter when they wanted
vV m for their sheep? Mr. Edmunds had a most

d {ot
tntifal piece of these Grej >tone Turnips after a

enM rifolium crop, and which did hira great credit. The
<vere a failure this year, and also the Swedes,

?a8

lSnc
l he "i'fcht here remark that a great deal of credit

andtt * due to Mr. Boxall for the manner in which his land
' ,,."•* cultivated. It was exceedinglv clean from weeds,
and»r

....

more

irf£

such had been the effect of the wet weather
the Turnip crop on his farm, that they

Dade iir. >uld not tell at first whether it was Rape or
urnip. There had been no time for rooting, and

1 vjU
Je™ Were «>«»eriwently no bulbs, but a great deal of

.[rVeap^P J
but

,

onMr. Benyon's warm dryland, which was
a tb- *l_ly clean, there were some handsome bulbs. He

Lrect

!&

wZJfLT then referre<* to the advantages of
y *?£ Pro-plonghmg. *o the superiority ot Fowler's engine,
y&l'A?*} t,l<J l»te improvement which had been effected in

«og away with two of the drum ropes, which caused

£
ion and less expense. He had lately been

ti<>n
dj**19* of a trial of the improved machine at a farm in

em^^Tr
,y

* and the firmer stated that where the steam was
1« »or the potato crop, he had 9/. an acre more off

IJ^ portion than the other.
t*Mr. Boxall said, he believed that Mr. Shackel was

tber^
aotr

was, ' There is nothing in it : no wonder the crops are
heavy, for the land is so good.' He should have gone
to the ditch -side and looked. He should have taken a
spade and dug. His office was a responsible one, and
he should have rigidly searched out the truth. He
would then have got an inkling of the gist of the
scheme. He would have found tbat the staple of my
field at the outset was. for the most part, only 5 inches
deep, with a subsoil, generally,, of" stiff yellow clay.
This 5-inch staple was deepened by degrees. # At in-
tervals, inch by inch, the clay was brought to the

for

will never believe, notwithstanding, that the plan
cannot work on a farm. For a change has arisen in

my favour, too. Hand labour is scarce ; but I need
not trust mainly to that. For steam has come to

supplant the fork, and trenching may be done as well

by the plough.
w There is a great virtue in ' if.' If farming were

my pursuit; it my tastes lay supremely that way ; if,

above all, other and higher aims were not my calling, I

should take in hand my 400 acres of clay land at once,
I should do so with confidence; for my 13th Wheat
crop (for 1859) was 38 bushels. The 14th (for 1860),
unthrcshed as yet, was exceedingly fine. Having been
early sown, it was cut early, without a drop of rain

;

and again the estimate of the yield is 40 bushels. The
growing crop for 1861, notwithstanding the frost, looks
strong ami well, with scarcely a gap. Thus year after
year gives growing confidence in the scheme; and I
speak
accorn

past, the annual result of an actual farm would be
highly successful. ^^^^^.

" Trials have taught me on what plan I should farm.
Twice I have grown Oats in triple rows and 3 feet
intervals; and I make a heavy demand on the faith of
the reader when I tell him that the produce of the
first year wis 8£ quarters of fine upstanding Poland Oats—upst aidingfrom beingearthedup—theweight ofwhich
was 46 lbs. to the bushel ; and of the second year
nearly the same.
" The general mode of cultivation, then, would be

with manure for Oats, Barley, Beans, and roots. The
intervals should be wide, seeing that, while the produce
of the half is as much as the whole, the additional
benefit of clean, deep, ready-prepared fallows for future
crops is beyond all price.

" The light gravelly land, spoken of hitherto as the
4-acre piece, is now set apart for experiments of this
nature, and will be seen this season in full operation.

" Supposing, then, for a moment that I had a farm of
400 acres in hand, 100 acres should be given wholly and
solely to Wheat ; the remaining 300 acres to crops in
rotation, with Grass and stock. Other produce is as
paying as Wheat.' I will not keep the objector too
closely to this assertion, but in the following statement
make it only half as paying.

" At pages 12 and 16 are the details of the Wheat
account, showing, with Wheat at 40*. a net profit ofmore
than 41. an acre. The digging each half acre by hand is

put at 31*. Steam would reduce it to 10*. at
most The balance of 24*. would well meet contin-
gencies, such as the want of phosphates in very inferior
clavs.

there

Net profit on 100 acres of Wheat, unmanured
Net profit on 300 acres of rotation and Grass

crops, manured *

£400

600

£1000

tillage. My own tenant has, in round numbers, a
400-arre farm, with a deeper staple and of similar
quality, which he rents at 27*.; and for heavv. hard-
working land like that, it is rent enough. That I
believe, is the average of such land all over mv parish
of 2000 acres, A wide strip of the same heavy land,
of the same geological formation, runs right through
the country, north and south, and lets, I believe, at
much the same rate. And yet the field I cultivate is

ib smvin» M,«t f^ n b* t
~ "° P*lcked out •»* arraigned ^as capital land—the best» mjiflg thai ,he GreyStoneTum.ps were the Wheat land in the country; and with laughing crops,

Total net profit on 400 acres
" It is quite clear that, if his balance-sheet equal

this, my friend the practical farmer is not doing ill."

We had
including

d not ventured to make so long an extract,
, indeed, all the new part of this edition, but

by the express permission of the author, who thus dis-

interestedly wishes " to prevent purchasers of the
former editions being at the expense of this."

Our readers will, we are sure, agree with us in
welcoming this new illustration both of fhe agricul-
tural intelligence and the pure and lucid English of
the writer.

Miscellaneous

.

Diseased Meat.—At the last meeting: of
Court of Sewers, Dr. Letheby, the medical
health, reported that the officers had seized

the Citv
officer of
4893 lb..

o.- near 2 tons a and quarter, of diseased meat, which
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consisted of 79 sheep, 3 pi^s, 1 calf, and 20 quarters of

beef, besides smallerjoints. In two cases the meat had

been taken before the justices, in order that further

proceedings might be instituted. Nearly the whole of

this meat was seized in Newgate Market by Mr.

Fisher and Mr. Newman, and in every case but one the

salesmen had given notice to the inspectors of the

arrival of the meat.

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY, PLYMOUTH.

TTIOREIGN SEED ORDERS.-Plymouth is admir-

_£ ably situated for the execution and transmission of
-*- £ &J'™ £*d« have during the past seasons been for-

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week ending February 21 : observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, WaJlingford.

I R E L A N

Temperature of Air.

2 = 5 - c -
o
£

Tempera
ture of

Soil 1 foot Rain.
below the
surface.

Wind S
o

PLYMOUTH is admirably situated for Supplying

Noblemen, Clergymen, and Gentlemen with all ™\**ot

GARDEN and FARM SEEDS. All Orders of 21. and above

delivered free to any of the following ports, viz., Cork, Dublin,

Waterford, Limerick, and Belfast.

Address, Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth, Devon.

Directors

the NEW EDITION'

Degs. Degs. Bcs< Degs. Degs. I Ins.

Friday 15 .. 41.6 40.0 30.0 35.1 85.5 ;
0.20 S. 29.52

Saturday 16 .. 57.2 45.4
|
39.0 451 37.0 . 0.01 w. 29.53

Sunday 17 .. S.4 .50.0 38.0 | 45 5 39.5 • • s. 29.60

Monday IK .J 68.2 ; 52.2 34.4 47.3 40.0 I 0.01 s. 29.45

Tuesday- 19 .. 66.2 51.0 1
34.6 16.9 40.0 • • s. 29.40

Wednesday 20 .. 53.2 46.0 32 1 in.!) ; 10.(1 ••
1

s. 29. 15

Thursday 46.8 ' 46.6 1 (.0 / ™ 40.5 0.17 s.w.l 29.34

PLYMOUTH SEKD COMPANY.—The
have much pleasure in stating that tt

of their GENERAL PRICE CURRENT is Now Ready, ana

may be had direct from the Company, or upon application to

Messrs. Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.,

London, E.C.. for six postage stamps.

Contents of the Present Edition
GARDEN.

4, Stationers Court,

The readings are taken at 9 a..h on the days named ; and the Maxima and
Minima lwovdrd relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-guui:
7 feet from the ground.

eis

Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
Border of the Fens: Feb. 11.—We finished Wheat seeding

last Friday ; many of our neighbours still continue to sow
Wheat, not only on fresh tilth, but a secoud time where
excessive wet or other cause has prevented the first sown
coming up thick enough. Oats, Barley, and Beans have
also been put in during the last fortnight, the land beginning
to work well. Turnips and Mangels do not keep so well as last

year, and will not afford so much keep, consequently we may
expect sheep to be brought to market early with a probable
scarcity of mutton in the spring, unless the weather should
turn out favourable for an early growth of Grass ; that there
is some expectation of this is shown by a recent upward move-
ment in the price of store cattle, which have been cleared off

briskly at market of late. There are great arrears of field

work to make up, but unfortunately several persons have been
severely visited by an epidemic among horses, accompanied by
cough and great prostration of strength, and many horses have
been lost; a similar complaint has been prevalent among the
human family, though not of so fatal a character, but very
general and severe in its effects. The severe frost not only
destroyed Cole seed and White Turnips, but Kohl Rabi has
shown that it cannot be depended on, and we fear that all the
Cabbage tribe will suffer unless well sheltered and planted out

Freight and Carriage

Notices

Address
Book Parcel Post

Almanack
Collection of Seeds
General List of

Seeds ..

General List of
Seeds

Collections of
Seeds

ImportedCarnationSeeds 50-5

1

Imported Seeds from Ger-
many 52-55

Choice Florists' Flower
Seeds 55

New Annuals . . .

.

56
Seakale and Asparagus • 88

FARM.
Descriptive List of Grass

Seeds. .. .. 57-62
Clovers .. .. .".63

Page
•2

. . 3, 4, 7

. • • • o

.. .. 6

.. 9,10
11, 12, 13

Garden
.. 14-37

Flower
. . 38-47
Flower

48-49

TO 4 P P

Prices of ditto .

.

64-65

Descriptive List of Turnips
66-70

Prices of ditto . . . . 71
Carrots 72
Mangolds . . . . . . 73
Grain and Forage Crops

74, 75, 76
Manures 77
Ploughs 78
Harrows 79
Clod Crushers and Horse
Hoes 80

Rollers and Drills . . . . 81
Thrashing Machines . . 81
Winnowing Machines . . 82
Turnip Cutters .. ..83
Chaff cutters and Corn
Crushers . . . . . . 84

Haymaking Machines, &c. 85
.. 85
. 86

,. 87
. » 87
,. 87
.. 87

Linseed Cake Breakers
Hay Collectors
Parke's Steel Forks-
Lawn Mowing Machines
Garden Rollers
Garden Chairs

Address Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth, Devon.

THE PLYMOUTH SEED, AGRICULTURAL IM-
PLEMENT, and MANURE COMPANY.—The Establish-

ment for conducting the above Business dates its origin as far
back as the year 86 in the last century, and from that period it

has been successfully increasing and expanding itself, until it
has reached its present eminent position.

Tn its infancy, its operations were chiefly confined to those

vuwua vu uuouauvi tllUU lCaUUH.CS WILLI grttitb CclIC, »S XX i%XX XXX-

clement spring should occur, we are not very well prepared to surrounding counties.

encounter it. J. W. , Peterborough. The construction of Railways throughout the entire king-
Wester Ross: Feb. IS.—About a month ago the intense dom of Great Britain offered immense advantages for the

and \ong.continued frost we had gave way, and was succeeded opening up of a connection ; and the Proprietors, profiting by
by weather so mild and genial, that in a few days the fields i

the events then taking place, entered into arrangements by
•prese nted quite a revived and spring-like appearance. Plenty !

which means they might, with regularity, economy 'and
of time for carting manure and performing odds and ends of
work having been afforded whilst the frost continued, so soon
as the ground was workable the ploughs were started, and a
large proportion of the arrears of autumn work was {satis-
factorily executed. Several fields of Wheat were laid down in
good condition. Again, for some ten days has ploughing been
suspended by frost of a greatly milder character, which yester-
day gave place to weather fresh and pleasant as before. To-day
the ploughs are at work preparing the ground off which
Turnips were eaten by sheep for "Wheat or Barley, breaking
up leas for Oats, and, in some places, where the work was not
previously overtaken, giving the winter furrow to the green
crop lot. Should the weather now continue favourable, there
will be no lack of employment until the Turnips be sown. It
is somewhat strange that, notwithstanding the heavy falls of
snow and rain in other quarters, the covering of snowwe had was insufficient to protect our Turnips from
frost and the rain has afforded us only a stinted
supply of water for our mills. Autumn sown Wheat is comin
above ground close and vigorous, as if the frost had ha^no unusual intensity. A greatly smaller breadth than usual has
as yet been sown, but should the weather continue favourable,
as it now is, quite enough may soon be laid down. The season
altogether has been so peculiarly suitable for sheep both onthe hills and on Turnips, that those that survived have verymuch recovered the effects of the severity and dearth of last

tES S
'eM ~? have

i
Uso been progressing satisfactorily. OurBarley fetched a good price, but yielded a small return. Wheat,which we expected to be uncommonly remunerative, has been

™w • HnsaI
,

eable J and now, when getting into condition, its
price s in danger of being lowered by the rapidly increas-
es value of money. Truly the man who would grow rich byfarming would need to be in no narticular ha***

e J

Notices to Correspondents.
abortion

: Wh-ral. Sympathy is, no doubt, the cause of cows
,aborting m many instances—perfect cleanliness, and the

disuse tor a little while, of the affected stall, and well washing
every part, is all we can suggest. W. C. S.u™J0L:

_f #«kf We shall consider your case in detail next
Zf « Vr

«eanwhlle vou had better procure a copy of a tract

S?,,,^;1 Health and Wealth, <fcc.." by the Rev. Hy.
iMoule (Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street).

koots in Drain Pipes : / Maiden. We suppose them to be
fibrous roots of the Mangel Wurzel.

Soot
: Cambridge. If it be compared with guano on the score of

ammonia only—the guano is worth only about 12 to 16 timeks weight of soot. If guano costs 13«. a cwt., then soot may
oe worth Is. a cwt. It generally sells for more. Sometimes
nowever in place of containing only H per cent, of ammonia,
it contains as much as 4 per cent. ; and its greater price than^^ 55

avera£e samples would give it is then perfectlv
justifiable. Dr. Voelcker has said that an average sample of
soot contains about 1000 lbs. of organic matter, 20 lbs of
sal-ammoniac, 80 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia, 247 lbs. of
gy besides other mineral matter, and 237 lbs of
moisture in every ton. Soot weighs as much as 40 lbs. a bushelSurfacr G kulogy : / B. No new edition is likely to appear this
year. Such a book would be of great service.

Iesant Right: W K. Unless your lease specifies otherwise

Vv« i
lo
5L
d take as re«:irfls seeding and manuring the landexactly the same steps as if you were to remain in the occu-

5X »m ?
een,g h

P1!
ve

1

ver that y°u wil1 bc merely repaid the

SSJ« ? *°V. lli thns have illcurred
>
you had better do or

*8hof ft"? n
1^ (Wi- in th0Se limit8) a<*ordin.- to the

despatch, forward their Goods to the most remote parts of the
Country. ,

Besides the great facilities offered to them by Railway
Transit, they were also much indebted to the new arrange-
ments brought into operation by the Post Office authorities in
the year 1841.

There can be but little doubt that Plymouth is most eligibly
situated for the development of such a Business as the one
under notice, connected as it is with the various Railways and
having continually in its harbour Steamers and Vessels ready
to sail to almost all parts of the world. Yet. with all those
advantages m its favour, it would, most undoubtedly, have
lacked success, had not the former Proprietors adopted the
wise policy, with full determination to carry the same into
effect, viz., not to introduce any articles but such as weredeemed to be first class, and truly genuine in themselves.

This mode of Business gave confidence to Customers whom return, recommended their friends; and it is owing in no
slight measure to these recommendations that the Establish-ment has attained its present high position.

FrOm
i?^Imati0n' t0 the year 1857

» the Business had so in-
creased that it was deemed desirable and necessary to incorpo-
rate it under the Joint Stock Company's Act of the latter date
since which time it has been carried on with even greater
liberality and energy, and has continued steadily and perma-
nently to increase. r

The present Company would show a great want of courtesy,
did chey allow this opportunity to pass without pointedly ex-
pressing their acknowledgments to their Customers for the
patronage and recommendations which have been from time totime accorded to them from all parts of the country; and inseeking for a renewal of confidence in their Establishment,
they can only add, that it will continually be their endeavour
to carry on their Business so as to retain its present high andacknowledged position.

tt

Address Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth.

SEED CORN FROM THE CHALKX>AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE supplyJ-*> carefully selected and screened samples of all the mostapproved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats, &c.

T ™*
d
F p' ^f™ 8

?
tok% A»dov«

J
or »>, Seed Market, MarkLane, q.C. Samples and prices Post~free_on_apr^^

nPHE BEST WHEAT foe SPRING SOWING—
_1_ Good Samples of RED NURSERY and tatatod*WHEAT supplied by IUthbibb, Caldecott, IBa™ RA

lUrt Lane,!^toke
'
And°T<* i or 89, Seed Market,

T> AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, AKD BAWTRFF

"jl/TANGEL WURZEI

<&L
T
o
h
f°thTa

dcrs
e
E
d
E^ss^^S^iand transplanted Bulbs. Terms 2 appUcftTon"

8Cl°°ted

James Fairhead & Son Seprl r-nmn„ '
, ,,

Lewisham, Kent: London p2,S-T
ers

.
and Mcrcuant

Market, 8.E.
*-<®«oii Establishment: 7, Borough

M
WH,TE spRo^f^-
* HEALLY GOOD N^V***

LEE'S
AND ALL OTHER vu"n JVEW R-n-"^

ESSRS. SUTTONrD
°$£* *

'

parties introducing them, and at th
dl *

Messrs Sutton's NEW SEED U^.**
!

" >yA??r^?Seed EstabliZ
*

^

supply Seed of the SeS^^JFRENCH MARIGOLD,wH1® G°^
season, per packet, Is.

s So ^uch^

HYBRID PRIZE or GIANT AYTnvU. Postage Stamps lor thetbove * LEl*

John Bbll'b CATALOGUE^t£ ^' ;

will be sent free to any address
Ve *L

Seed WARBHwsEqoand
ll.Exchange

Str^

pARROT.-
T
Early

T
Horn If £i°

l '

KJ bushel. Long Orange. 1,'. 3^Per\
P
?CRIMSON BEET, 71 per bushel

,aL

rru u .— per bushelThe above Prices are atria^
Apply to George Sanders. Seeds^ M

Q.REKN-TOPPED YELLOW Ig ?

years we had been m the habit of sowb •

we find the Aberdeen Green-topped YeRl
on the Swede.' Mr. McLachlan, AuehentL I
find the Green-topped Yellow to belh t*
Turnip.'"—AgrkuUwral Gazette, Jan. 5 1861 hi
last year s growth for Sale. Price 30*. per*bwk
the Bailiff. Chesterton Farm, near Cirencester

WE LLINGTON CAULIFLOWER^
m cultivation

; pure white, size of heado*
growth very dwarf, the stem not more than 2or:-

soil It is one of the hardiest varieties known,
«

extreme variation of climate even at New Tori

well as all other points it is superior to all d
reliable for crop in such seasons when others hro

moreover, a splendid variety for forcing. Perwa
The following should be sown immediately fa I

Ornamental Garden decoration :—

Lobelia speciosa, Is. Maurandya, bh

Anagallis, large blue, (kl. „ w!

,, Urge red, 6d. „
Peril la nankinonsis, 6d. Lophospermumfc
Bedding Calceolaria, 2s. 6d. Thunbergi*, ofm
Dianthus Heddewigii, 6d. & Is. Tropsednm atom.

,, laciniatus, 6d. & Is. Petunia eoccines,

Isotoma, of sorts, 6d. each „ choicemL.

Corxe andens,6rf.
t l«.,&l*.«.)rf.

BEDDING PLANTS for Propagation mayi»w\»

of all kinds, and of the choicest varieties.

TRITOMA UVARIA, ( ch. I TRIT0MAm
„ GRAN DIFLORA, Is. 6d. | „ OLAUu'

The last kind is the Kew Garden variety, the

for beds and groups. T. UVARIA is uncertain

variable in character.
,

E G. HKN-nj^sON&SoN WemngtonTload,St.J"hE.

OVER DARVVEN, LANCASHIRE.^
BOARD for the District of Over Danvej a

receive TEN DEI for the supply of SHKUWt

for the New Cemetery. ,

The Shrubs, &c, are to be planted by ttep»

the same, who will be held responsible for totf-

1 2 months. ,w ;n.

Plans of the Cemetery may be seen, andTO
may be taken on application to the burveyor,

the Board, No. 5, Church Street, Over Darken.

Sealed tendere, with list of proposed»w*

must be delivered to me on or before the -

LARGE TREES FOR AVENUES ««
ORNAMENTAL PLANTAT'

Where Immediate Effect is ™
GLKNDINNING begs to ofler *

kinds, from 10 to 16 feet m^^BABDT.
!

LIMES.
vC ;vCIl

R
HORSE CHESNUT
ONTARIO POPLARS. I ,

LABS
R;'

(
' hiswick Nursery, Londonj^

G
<

OOD SPECIMBN ^A^'S
r

-. Five dozen Siberian ARB0R-VIU-; **
some, and well rooted; 95 fine BIKtti.

and fit for park trees.—Apply to Rob. * .

«

Cirencester.

STRIPED HOLLIES AND

PONS FORD begs to an»oanc^

KJ • standing the severity of the law

stock of the above in excellent wncua^j
supply them at very moderate Pnc

ff'
rni ;

of Evergreen and deciduous »hrui>s
, #

fine Standard Apples, Cherries, PearVpctar

Standard and Dwarf-trained Peaches, 2^^
Forest Trees, among which a very nno

^

Limes of all sizes, Standard and l>w»

hardy kinds, indica, of the lew
f

with bloom buds. Kitchen G*^JScB^
kinds. GENERAL NURSERY, P^p

.

SEED CATALOGUES on appbf^ *

kledNUM BONUM " PEA is the bestwrin^,
Loughborough Park Nurscriesj^^--

TO"TrTE^T ra P£
r
.

TAMES SAUNDERS has to on

O NURSERY STOCK, in consequent .

on a considerable portion of the lajw.
E

Several thousands of CHICHESI^
likewise ENGLISH and CHICHB&i»

.

BLACK ITALIAN POPIiAB, 71W »
s ^

LOMBARDY and OMTARIO POFL
10 feet; MORSE CI P'SNUT, 4 tjr

» &
TURKEY OAK, TtolOfeet; ^°.B

J;. pl>

30.000 SPRUCE FIR, 1* to 2 feet.

4 feet; Ditto LARICIO, 3 feet,up^to ,

4 to 5 feet in pots; Ditto Cb> l » CoIt

LAUREL, varying from 1* to |^' eCii»:

sizes
; BOX in several varieties :

W-

Nursery Grounds, Aberga
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PINE APPLE PLACE NURSERY. EDCEWARE ROAD, W.

ARTHUR HKNDERSON and CO. beg respect-

fully to announce that their CATALOGUE of Kit -hen

Garden and Flower Seeds for 18<S1, with a list of Garden lip
menu, Ac, is now publiahed. and will be forwarded postage

free, on application— For details and particulars of New
Vegetable*, see Gardener* Chronic e of 5th and 12th January.

' P E L A R CON IUMS.
JOHN DOBSON aici> SONS beg to invite the at-

tention of intending purchasers of the above, who will

be liberally dealt with. A choice selection sent at a

moderate prtce. NEW CATALOGUES now ready, post free.

Woodlands Nu ry, Isleworth. W. __
STANDARD SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.

WH. ROGERS can offer some magnificent speci-

• mens, with clean stems, and large symmetrical heads

covered with blooming buds. Price from 2 to 3 guineas each.

lied Lodge Nursery, Southampton.

PLEND ID 8 5 M M B K STU C K S.—
"DERBY VRLET 10-week, per packet .. It. Qd.

BY" PUKl'LE 10-week, per
i

..1
A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of rkally good VEGE-

TABLE awd PLOW DS free on application.

Edwin- i a, 18. Iron G v.

K.NTISH COB NUT TRELS.
^I\' J. EPI liege to state, that he 1 a larp

f V • quan fine Trees of the above, which may he

depended <>ti Mai ue and the neighbourhood is the only

district where this valuable Nut U cultivated to any extent,

6#., 9*., and 12* per dosen ; SO*, to 40*. per 100.

Y> irseriea,

TO PLANTERS~OF CONIFERS.
TOUKLl. vnd CO. c-an supply 50 *p cies of RAM E

""
* good plants for 5/., packageY
iverpool,

terborouch
rsery

A LIST of the above can be had on application.

Roya l Vurscry, Great Yarmouth.

FINE TRANSPLANTED FIRS, Xu.

WOOD and INGRAM have to offer a lit .• lot of
SCOTCH. 4 to 5 feet, very strong, at 8.3*. per 1000 ; also

fine specimen BTCAMORES, 10 to 12 leet, at 0te, and 15 to
it, per 100.—Huntingdon Nurseries.

OY and H I K li have to

<

> tferB :Cli\ S Ol'CH
FIR. PllUCE, fine strong tran ^ planted stuff; also

L'-year SEEDLING SPRUCE for Transplanting.
CATAIXHM'ES of Prices may be had on application, or

special offers for large quantities.
Ferry Hill Nurseries, Aberdeen.

M" ARSH and PERKINS have great pleasure in
off irig a quantify of very fine Transplanted LARCH

FIR, from 3 to 4 feet; also fin nsplantcd SCOTCH do.,
2 to 3 feet. Prices given on application.

42 , Drapery. Not impton.

TRANSPLANTED BEECH, stout and well rooted,
1 to 2 feet, 14». per 1000 to 3 feet, 18*. per 1000. For

cash only.—G. Frost, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Brush-
ford,

Alargv quantity of verv fine 1 and 2-year
SEEDLING AMI to be Sold' cheap. A few Thousands

of strong Transplanted ASH and ALDER.
Address W. W - > <fe s. Mares! L. near 1 id, Su- <..

THE SI IMBEI ive on Sale 2-vear Trans-
plantedSCOT> FIR.91 5 inches; 3-year 1 nsplanted dfcto,

1 to 1 J feet, from native seed ; tr planted NOP \V A V SPRUCE,
9 to 15 inc - ; 2. 3. and 4-year edling ditto, all at very low
prices.

—

Fowler &Sox, Ghwgow. March 2.

JOSEPH EKYKlt bejrs to offer a lar^ quantity of
very fine LIM POPLARS, LILACS, IVIES, CLE-

MATIS, VIRGINIA :ei:pers, PRIVET, MULBERRIES,
D warf trained PKACHES. N! IVRINES, PLUMS, and other
general Nursery Stock.—Clar Nurseries, Camberwell, S.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all ti EVER-
GR N FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain, giving size,

price, popular and botanical names, derivations, description,
form, colour, foliage, growth, timber, use in arts, native
country and size there >n, soil, and other information,
with copious index of all their synonym es. Eree by post for
12 PC ^.—R 8m yman, Worcester.

IRISH YEWS. -Amongst; tl ery few Plants which
seem to be uninjured b te severe st o. none appear

hardier than the IRISH YEW, which still r< ius the same
healthy hue it had before the storm. Fine healthy well-rooted
plants from H to 8 f, high, prices ol hich can be had on
application to Cinninguaji, Frascr, & Co., Comely Rink

ery, F

LARGE TREES FOR AVENUES. CEMETERIES. AND
ORNAMENTAL PLANTATIONS

Wwvrk IW1CRDMTB EffBCT 18 REQUIRED.
GLENDINNIXG bejrs to offer the following

• kinds, from 10 to 1G feet high :—l!
LIMES
IIORSB ffESXUTS.
ONTARIO POPLAI

LOW liDY POPLARS.
A< A \

LABURNUMS.
Cmswick Nt rsery, London. W—March

n-

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS .

GEORGE CHIVAS offers the above, varying from
Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. A

Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on
receipt of 15«. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway
Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH : half a
Million of Transplanted SPRUCE ; Ten Thousand Superior

SSS^Sr,'5£
PL

,

: p
5

x R
? i

and a lar*e Gencral NUR-

SERY STOCK.—Chester. March 2.

ROB! f NKAL, NuasEBY.MAN, WanfUworth
< .mon W., begs to call the attention of buvers to hi^

1^fpQKo r7oiSS^/^ °f EV !
•

'

"
K "d

~

FL( 'W E R-

L^LmUR ^ ^MEVTALTBEE VMERICANPLANT
^UlT AVD FOR rREBS, STANDARD and DWAL

?vFSnnVrv
e
7n?v1?r P

,

tion-, A Urf?e 8tock of BOX-LEAF
£^t'?2.

REKN PRU RI * from l to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
VSI

J
A.V\ ^WCHBOOand L M for American I 9

;LEAF MOULD The N ur^ery is 10 minutes' walk from ClaphCommon, a New W tndsworth Station, Crvstal Palace Line.

J
TREE A.MD SHRUB CATALOGUE.

OHNT CRANs I ( )N" begs bo announce to his Patron-
and the Public generally, that his DESCRIPTIVE VT ILOGUE of Conifers, Ornamental Tree

. Evergreen and Deci-
duous >hru <tc, is now ready for distribution, and will be
lorwarded on receipt of one postage stamp.
The above contains important and interest notes with

regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain, Nativ
country, date of introduction, and in ths case of Flowering
Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

CU THILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Black
Prince, 5a par 100 ; Prim i Royal of England, 7t. 6cf.

per 1""
; Prince of Wales, 7«. 6d. per 100 ; Highl in I Mary and

Improved Black Prince, 1L per 100 each. All fine strong
Plants.
BLACK SPINE and HIGHLAND MARY CUCUMBERS,

Seed, Is. per packet; best MELONS, fro.

Jambs Cuthill, F.R. H.S., Denmark Hill. Camberwell, S.

TRAWBERRY PLANrs^Sprimr being the best

time for planting, strong healthy PLANTS can be supplied

of nearly 2«)0 varieties. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of

the ab-we may now be had by applying to the Grower,
Wm. Jas.' yiCHOLSQM. Egglescliffe, Yarm, Yorkshire.

PRINCE OF WALES RASPBERRY (CUTBUSH).

WM". CUTBUSH and SON have some fine Canes
of the above, " the BEST RED RASPBERRY in Culti-

vation,"—see Gardcnert' Chronicle of February 28d, page 169—
at the following prices :—100, 42a. ; 50. 25s. ; 25, 15*. ; and
12, St. Hi>il te Nurseries, London, N.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES IN POTS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now a remark-
ably fine healthy stock of strong VINES, from 6 to 10 feet

high, of all the choi rts, fit for immediate planting, pro-

pagated from eyes, taken from their own experimental Vinery,
which enables them to warrant each kind true to name.
LI> I rts and prices may be had oi pli.atlon to them.

RX'ter Nurserv, I »r. ^^^^^
CRAPE VINES.

J I V BRY and SON csan still supply a lew £<>od Plants
• of the following kinds: Lady Downes' Seedling, Trebbiana,

Buckland Sweetwater, Trentham Black, Barbarossa. Bidwill's

Seedling, Black Hamburgh, Black Tripoli, Muscat Alexandria,
Chaptal, an I St Peter's.—Dorking Nursery, March 2.

EXTRA FINE D WARF-TRAI NEO PEACHES,
NECTARINES, CHERRIES, AND PEARS.

Woodlands Nvbsxbt, Maresfibld, nkar Uckkikld, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON refer with pleasure to
their splendid Stock of the above: but more particu-

,rlv to their DWARF-TRAINED MORELLO and MAYDUKE
CHERRIES, which are aa handsome trees as can possibly be
desired

SPLENDID DWARF- TRAINED APPLES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, PLUMS, AND MORELLO CHERRIES.

WM. KNIGHT respectfully solicits attention to
his well-grown stock of the above, but more particularly

to his Dwarf Tr-uried Peaches, Plums, and Moreilo Cherries,
many of the latter having from 12 to IS branches to each tree ;

would bear a good c i of fruit the coming season, having
been recently transplanted. Price each or per dozen on appli-
tion. CATAI I lUES of General Nursery Stock free on appli-

n —Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Hurst Green, Sussex.

• •

M S
Each—

1. BRAHY'S GREEN GAGE, the largest known
2. BR V A N >TON E QAG E, late and excellent
3. JODOIGNE GREEN GAGE, very lai-ge

4. JULY GREEN GAGE
5. OULIN'S GOLDEN GAGE, or OULEN'S GAGE

• •

s.

5
3

3
5

5

NEW GAGE PLU
Each—t. d.

6

ft TRANSPARENT GAGE, very large 3 6

The above are all of first-rate quality—Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are
fully described in Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual." Fine healthy
trees, Dwarf and Pyramids, are now ready for deli very— paid
to London.—Thomas Rivers, Nursery, Sawbridgeworth.

^\XELON\S. Scarlet Gem, Excelsior, Victoria,
Trentham Hybrid, Incomparable, Green Gage. Bailey's

Green Flesh, Frogmore, and Horufleur. A packet of any one
sort free per Post for 7 stamps, four for 24 stamps, or the nine
for 4S stamps.
VINES, well ripened eyes, Golden Hamburgh, Muscat do.,

Champion do, Black do., &c, 7<f. each and upwards, free
per Post.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES for one stamp.
Address, Mr. John Bailey, Shooters Hill, near Longton,

Staffordshire.

LA NT POLYANTHUS and GIANT COWSLIP,
—These favourite Flowers to be obtained either in Root*

or Seed.—Application to be made to Geo. Mace, at the
Gardens. Calc near Reading.

JOHN CATTELI/8 OA IALOGUE of KITCHEN
GARDEN SEEDS for 1861 is now ready, and may be

had on application. Also his CATALOGUE of SELECT
FLOWER SEEDS, containing the novelties of the season, and
the approved old favourites.

Seed Establishment, Westerham. Kent.

NEW SPRING CATALOGUE.

WM. RUMLEY and SONS' New Spring CATA-
LOGUE of new and ch o Fuchsias, Verbenas. Gera-

niums. Cinerarias, Petunias, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Pansies,
Chrysanthemums, Phloxes, Calceolarias, Heliotropium<, Mi-
ni ulus, Stove. Greenhouse, Bedding Plants, Ac, at very
reduced prices, is now ready, and may be had on application.

Gilling, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON be* to intimate that
their PRICED CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN

and FLOWER SEEDS for 1801 is now ready and will be sent
gratis on application.

Every article offered can be guaranteed of the very best
description and truk.—High gate Nurseries, London . N., only.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
EORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1860 and SPRING

1361, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c, can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

THOMAS WILD'S PRIMULAS, in White, Crim-
son, Purple, Lilac, Pink, Scarlet, Striped and Spotted ;

2s. < per packet.

THOMAS WILD'S ORION MELON (true), the
best in Cultivation for Beauty, Weight, and Flavour;

1*. per packet.

s

THOMAS WILD'S Xo. 1 and 2 CUCUMBERS,
On tiial at Chiswick ; 1*. per packet.

The Primulary, I vicb.

CPEUii HOLLYHOCKS.—The Plants are perfectly
healthy, and well established.

12 first-class show varieties 18*. Od.
12 superior show varieties .. .. .. 12
ood border varieties 6

Unb, ned Seedlings from the best show
flowers, per loo 10

CATALOGUE forwarded On application.
R. B. Blrcham, Hedenham Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE MILLION.T H. BIRD, F.R.H.S.. Nubskrym^n, Stoke
*j • Newington. N.. can now supply irom his great Col-
lection, 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties for 10«. ; 26 Pair of Best
POM PONES, 10«. ; 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties
Cuttings, 5s. ; and 25 Pair of Best POMPONE Cuttings, 5«!

N. B. To save trouble all Orders to be Prepaid.—CATALOGUES
for One Stamp.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS, DAHLIAS, HARDY
VARIEGATED PLANTS, Xc.

JOHN SALTER, F.R.H.S., will send out this spring
several fine New CHRYSANTHEMUMS, both Large

Flowers and Pompones. Full particulars will be found in his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861, which will be sent post
free on receipt of two stamps.—Versailles Nursery, William
Street, near Hammersmith Turnpike, W.

C H R Y S A N T"H~E MUMS.W HOLMES begs to offer strong and well-

• established Plants of all the best and newest varieties

of the above as under:

—

Per doz.

Chrysanthemums, Large
Fiower

Ditto, Pompones..
Dahlias

*. </.

. . 5

6a to 9

Per doz. *. d
Verbenas .

.

2a 6d. tO 4 &
Fuchsias .. .. 4«. to 6

Petunias .. .. St. to 6
Antirrhinums, &c., Ac... 3

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the al o free for one
stamp.—Framptoi Park Nursery, Hackney, N. E

O Y A L HORTICU TUBAL SOCIETY.—
Notice is hereby given, that the next Ordinary Meeting

of the Society for the ELECTION of FELLOWS will be held

in the Council Room in the Society's New Garden, South
Kensington, W., on TUE8DAT, March 10. The Chair will be
t tken at 1 o'clock. On this occasion a Ballot for the following

Seeds will also take place :—

List of Seeds for Ballot.

8. Phlox Drummondi, variety

RadowitziL
Lychnis Ha.igeana.

1. Dwarf German Ten-week
Stock (12 varieties).

2. Large Flowering Dwarf
German Ten-week Stock
(10 varieties)

S. Calliopsis Cardamincftlia
(hybrid). [mixed).

4. Dianthus Heddewigi (fine—
5. Do. do. (double and semi-

double, new).

6. Dianthus imperialis (new—
hybrid).

7. Dianthus Chinensis nanus,
variety atrosanguineus
(double).

10. Chrysanthemum Acaule.

11. Do. Burriflgeanum.
12. Do. venustum.
13. Coreopsis nana, var. mar-

raorata.

14. Zinnia elegans (doubleX

15. Lobelia Erinus, var. mar-
niorata.

16. China Asters (7 varieties).

17. Do. (7 varieties, 4 of which
dwarf).

Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of these
seeds, if Life Mend- of 40 guineas, or Annual Subscribers of
4 guineas, are requested to name Six sorts; if Life Members of
20 guineas, or Annual Subscribers of 2 guineas, to name Three
sorts.

The arrangements for conducting the Ballot, render it

nece ry that the names of the plants, or the number prefixed
icreto in the above list, should be sent to the Offices of the

Society, South Kensington, W., on or before Saturday,
March 1C>, . r which date, no < !ic<i>i"im e.a)i be attended to.

In litiou to this Ballot, the Annual Distribution of Seeds
to Fellows is now being made, on application at the Offices.

Andrew Murray, Assistant Secretary.

Eixv (SarlritierjEr Chronicle*
SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1861.

The horticultural calamities of the winter that
is passing away have not been productive of un-
mixed evil. They have taught us prudeuce ; at
least we hope so. A long succession of mild
winters had led us to fancy that the dangers of
frost had quitted our shores, and that we were at
liberty to neglect precautions which our fathers
were careful to observe. If we have been roughly
undeceived, at least we know the worst : and no
man can now doubt that mo^t of those half-hardy
trees and shrubs from Mexico, California, and
Northern India, which gentle winters have nursed
iuto ephemeral beauty, are unlit for cultivation in
northern latitudes without the old fashioned pro-
tections of pits, or mats, or baskets coated with
traw. Even naked walls have deserted the un-
lucky amateur. On the other hand we have
learned to know our fast friends ; we can see on
what we may securely depend ; and to our joy we
have found that th^se friends are as comely and
stout as what we have lost.

At present we neither know the extent of loss
nor the amount of gain. But as we are all busy
in reckoning up both, it has occurred to us that a
brief account of a walk round a small garden
near London may even now serve as a guide to
those who think of profiting by hard experience.
The Garden in question is situated about 13 feet
above high water mark at a quarter of a mile or
so from the Thames. The soil is heavy clay as
well drained as circumstances will permit, but not
thoroughly for want of sufficient outfall. For the
most part it faces the north, is fully exposed to the
north-east, and not sheltered from the north-west.
During the winter no register of the thermometer
was kept ; but in much warmer gardens close by
it fell to 4° below zero, and must have been lower
in the place reported on. It will thus be seen that
the situation is as unfavourable as any place Well
can be in the valley of the Thames.
The deaths in this spot, already ascertained are

as follows:—1. Myrica californica, the Californian
Gale, an evergreen from the lower elevations of
that^ country ; 2. Fagua Cunninghami, the Tas-
manian evergreen Beech trpa • a p^i tt«««%, «.
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^euuifoUum fro* the Ko*h of India, a very
j
yellow^*^J{£S^tbfS;

6 • !• L~ * i „ »\Ainto • HATpretty creeping rock plant; and this is the^ more

curious because Polygonum Brunonis, a similar

plant, from the very same localities in India, and

here growing intermixed with it, has taken no

harm ; 4. Two or three hybrid Rhododendrons

bred from R. campanulatura, another puzzling

circumstance, Rhod. campanulatum itself not

having been touched in the very same bed ; 5.

a Cupressus Groveniana from California, standing

on a dry bank. To this may be added Eugenia

Ugni under a north wall ; Fuchsia Riccartoni,

which has survived at least 20 winters ; and above

all the Pampas Grass.

This last is a great misfortune, for the plant

was one of the largest and oldest in the kingdom

:

but its death ought to have been expected, for how
could we hope that a native of the banks of the

lukewarm Parana would bear the rigour of an

English winter in. ice cold land.

.Next in order come cases in which plants are

haxp dea.d ; that is to say have lost all their

leaves and unripe wood, but are safe in the main

trunk or the roots. Here stands the Bay tree, of

which there existed in the little garden a dozen or

more plants from 15 to 20 feet high ; death was at

first believed to have overtaken them : but they

seem alive near the ground where buds are swelling;

and under the shelter of a dwelling house guarding

them from the north they are not even half dead.

The same may be said of the varieties of Laurus-

tinus, only recently transplanted old plants being

dead outright ; most of them, especially the hairy

being half dead, while bushes under the shelter

enjoyed by the Bay trees are as green as those on

our south coast. Euonymus japonicus, another

bush supposed to be perfectly hardy, had when
the frost departed, ail the appearance of total

death : but its roots are extending fast,

and a summer's growth will re-establish it.

Trained to the face of a high building looking

southward, are the Cloth of Gold and Isabella

Grey Roses ; both will rapidly recover ; and the

same may be said of common China Roses in the

open borders. Fobttjne's double Peaches, from
China, look wofully ; but may break again where
the wood is ripe. Small as this list is it includes
all that we could find except the unimportant
Jaeminum revolutum.

And now come the survivors, those hardy
visitors on which we may depend. First among
which we place Camellias ; a double white and a
double red, under a wall facing the north have
enjoyed good health for many years ; and now,
February 28, look better by far than Laurels. It
is true that their flowers have always been small,
and usually bitten by March frosts ; but as Ever-
greens

^
they seem to rank with the hardiest.

Pyrus japonica lost all its leaves and early flowers,
but is pushing as healthily as ever. The same
may be said of Spiraea Reevesiana ; a very singular
circumstance if it really be the S. China and Hong
Kong S.cantoniensis as Mr. Bentham supposes; we
must however remark that Fortune's plants, the
origin of those in gardens, were gathered in
Chusan in April, and at Foo-chow-foo in April and
May, places far to the northward. It seems as if
the whole genus Spiraea and its relatives were
frost proof, for we find no casualties amon^ the
species; even the Himalayan Sp. canascens is
breaking, and as for the handsome Spinea (or
rather Exochorda) grandiflora, a young plant
supplied by Mr. Standish: is alive to the very
points. Among Cotoneasters C. microphylia has
stood perfectly in one place and been rather
punished m another close by ; while the MexicanU marginata on the face of a north wall has taken
little harm. Of Indian Berberries in which the
Ixarden is rich, it is too soon to speak ; but it is
quite certain that the beautiful B. Darwini can
brave any English winter : and so can Staxdish's
most ornamental forms of B. japonica, two of
which growing under the slight shade of some
trees are as green as last September, and are
already pouring forth handfuls of flowers; such
acquisitions as these may well reconcile us to
heavy losses elsewhere ; they tell us that if we
cannot have the graceful B. nepalensis we can at
least be sure of its Japanese relation which
is handsomer. There are also other important
J apanese plants on which frost is found to make
no impression. One is the Metaku Bamboo,
a most valuable ornament, first brought into
notice by Mr. Bateman, of which the uppermost
leaves alone have suffered ; the other is the beau-

w5«w e*er*reen Skimmia japonica, a plant ofwinch irom Standish still bears its scarlet Holly-
like bernes, which birds will not touch. A belt of

sweetest of the sweet, is alive to its points, nor

indeed, have any garden Roses flinched from the

cold except those with Chinese blood in them.

Among Rhododendrons, some of the hybrids from

the brown leaved R. arboreum look very well

;

and none have suffered materially except where it

was impossible to prevent their being water logged

last summer. As to minor cases, we found that

the Deutzias scabra and multiflora, Jasminum nu-

diflorum, Forsythia viridissima, Sedum Sieboldi,

Yuccas, Chinese Box, are absolutely hardy. At

first some fear was entertained lest large evergreen

Oak trees, and Phillyreas should have perished

;

but they are casting their leaves freely, and we

think may be pronounced safe.

Conifers demand a paragraph to themselves.

Among- them Pinus excelsa, and Gerardiana;

Abies Pinsapo; Deodars; Cryptomeria japonica;

Cupressus funebris, Lawsoniaua, and Macnabiana

are untouched . So is a species of Silver Fir from

Vancouver's Island, of which there are specimens

from Yeitch: and Standish : we are unacquainted

with its name, and suppose it to be unpublished ;

it is uncommonly handsome. Then there are all

the Torreyas safe, though they do not seem to like

the heavy land. Libocedrus decurrens is flourish-

ing in a small plantation, near a tall Sequoia sem-
pervirens which, like Wellingtonia, looks as if it

had never felt a winter. The Cephalotaxi, a com-
plete set of which had been received from the

Bagshot Nursery some years since, appear emulous
of the common Yew. Fitzroya patagonica is

stunted, but green and healthy : Saxegothsea

perished long since. A wee plant of the Japanese
Thujopsis dolabrata, perhaps the most valu-

able of all Conifers, and which we may
hope to see common, thanks to the energy
of Mr. J. G-. Yeitch, is as green as any green-
house plant; but we cannot report the same
of Thujopsis borealis, whatever that may prove to

be, for its ends appear to be nipped ; it had how-
ever been transplanted last September. Abies
bracteata, the handsome tree obtained by Messrs.

Yeitch from California, has lost the tips of some
leaves ; but its buds are all plump and swelling
fast. Finally of Araucarias we found two speci-
mens, one the spreading, the other the upright
variety ; the first has the leaves a little brown, the
other is untouched. Among the specimens of this
species ther3 seem to be considerable constitutional
differences, some resisting cold better than others.
For instance, in Mr. Gxendinning's nursery at
Turnham Green, among some hundreds of seed-
lings, about one-third is killed, or rendered un-
saleable by the loss of the terminal bud ; the
remainder appear unconscious of having been
exposed to cold. And yet they are all mixed
under equal circumstances.

Let us hope that many little gardens will be
eventually found not to have suffered more than
that here described.

We read in a German periodical (the Monat-
schrift far Pomologie) the following method of
destroying Green Fly, and other Aphideous
vermin. A Mr. Oberdieck who had been in the
habit of using for this purpose soap and water
with indifferent success, the insects not dying
unless the soap and water was very strong, and
the young wood of his trees perishing if it was too
strong, heard that if Quassia (the chips of Picrasma
excelsa) is added to the soap and water, the
remedy was effectual. As it may not be known to
everybody that this Quassia is not merely a wood
remarkable for its intense bitterness, we may add
that it also furnishes a decoction employed as an
effectual fly poison. So Mr. Oberdieck took
advantage of the hint, with the following happv
result. Having boiled some Quassia chips and
mixed the decoction with soap and water he
dipped into the mixture the shoots of youn» Cherry
trees attacked by their peculiar black ap°his, and
also those of an Apple tree much infested. Each
shoot was held in the mixture till its surface wa*thoroughly wet. He next syringed with the

SSSV y°Ung FT tree ^h0Se lea™ andshoots were completely covered by green fivIn both cases the application took place in d£warm weather. In an hour's time great ouan
titles o the insects were dead and hK^ed
^i^m^. b̂tw^th

,

er
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>
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this surrouadiag a_ „, E^.^g^1^^"^1&J%&JjW on
wice as
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*
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^
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It will be in the recollection of our reader
some time ago we drew attention to wr,
regarded as the monstrous absurdity of the

Board in sending to Peru, for the purpose of ok

ing a supply of Cinchona plants, a gentlemai
did not possess a single qualification for the

in the opinion of any person capable of for

one. The following announcement in the i
Overland Observer of Jan. 16 induces us oaoei

to return to the subject :

—

"The Cinchonas.—We regret to learnt

nearly all the plants and cuttings, mw
which Mr. Maekham was so sanguine, have dig

Mr. Thwaites, of Peradenia, has obtained a sni

quantity of seed from Kew which will be sot

immediately at Newera Ellia, and we trust

experiment there will be successful ilr.

Nicoll, the Gardener specially sent out from I?

to take charge of the Newera Ellia Plantatit

has arrived and proceeded to the Interior toi

under Mr. Thwaites' instructions." And tk

one bubble more has burst.

Surely this is a matter that deserves pi

inquiry." The absurd enterprise that has m

arrived at its inevitable conclusion, must \

cost a considerable sum of money, of which er

body must pay his quota ; and, what is worse

manifested from the first deplorable ignoraw

on the part of all concerned in it, except tfc

gardener, who performed his part dumbk

It is really too bad that a clerk h the Ink

House who had no notion of what he had to <i

rash, incapable, and not possessing antaUl

success except, according to his own accou^ vm

knowledge of the Quichua language, which 'i

useless, should have been selected for sneu

operation. As for Mr. Markeam's plants k

cuttings " having nearly all die.d," we shoup

to know whether even one is alive at Ootacam*

whither they were sent.

M. NAUDIN'S GEOTHERMAX SYSTEM

[The interest excited by the remarks already made*

subject induces us to give a free translation ott«

practical p-irts of M. Naudin's pamphlet l&uw

due to the distinguished author, as well as neces»rj

right understanding of his views. 1

1. Of ttie Open Ground.

When we propose to heat ground artificial
*

plantation of exotic vegetation, it is^f3

,,.*

not speak of ground selected at hazard and unpr

The site must be chosen, and, if necessary.
tial poi-

the locality is not suitable. The most esBenu

separate it from the surrounding soil, in

avoid waste of heat, and therebv useless «pen»

The site will varyaccording to the amount or»r

the spot most exposed to the south-moh r

the sun and best sheltered from the nortn, u

and north-west winds, according to tneir y
and their baneful influence in different

$

the country, is to be preferred. The soutDerV
a hill or mountain in those countries whereas

^
high buildings, and walls with southern asp^
the ground be open, are advantages all to oe

The best situation would be a high a»
g

expressly built at right angles to ^
unfavourable wind, as it would tw*

greater shelter, would concentrate in » ^
sun's heat to within a few yards of its Dl

^ '^
besides, a secure support to the temporarv ^
which we shall presently speak. It

J

«

J^be determined according to that ot

g metr

intend to cultivate ; for instance, 7 to
^

Orange trees and others of the same ST^' $&
be borne in mind whenever a wall is on >^
to protect the cultivation of trees, tnat ^
sheltered by the wall is about ejgw ^
own height, measuring on a level witn - *

since the moving current of air wb^u£ed f
these walls, returns as down an in ^y
towards the surface of the earth. * n«*

wall, the'greater the protection it will a*or
^ ^

be complete, were it built with the pf

extremities ^iehtly advanjin^ at an opt
tor*

3

,

I

wings. In this stylo, it would shelter•! ^
tions. Besides, its summit could be P.^e*.,*

hood projecting about 15 to l8
tf° to0e^

nngs and hooks fastened below in tiie fir

which may be secured the principal p
&^

scaffolding which are intended to supp

during winter. , bt*^

The isolation of the ground is to oe
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a very simple process. The portion of soil to be put

under cultivation having been selected, and the forin

determined on, a trench of one metre to lm 50 in

depth must be dug around it ; in this trench must be

built (with inferior bricks) two parallel walls, with a

space between them of 8 to 10 centimetres ; this

space is to be rilled with pounded charcoal, which is a

bad conductor of heat when dry ; in lieu of which,

straw, hay, moss, or any other non-conductor can be

used. The two walls at the height of some centi-

metres above the level of the ground should be

covered in by a double row of bricks or tiles, placed

crossways and well cemented together to prevent all

ingress of rain water into the middle of the enclosing

wall, the^exterior of which might^be stiffened by ashlar

work ; but if the soil is firm its own pressure will make
the wall sufficiently solid.

>Air, being of itself a bad conductor of heat, suit-

able and sufficient isolation of the geothermal portion

might be obtained by leaving empty the space in the

brick walla, which should any way be closed above ;

but here occurs a difficulty ; the ground contained in

the enclosed space, from having been prepared for

plants, would be sure to settle and push the interior

against the exterior wall, consequently causing the

space between \ to disappear. This incouvenience

may be obviated by placing vertically in the space

between the two walls, and at distances not exceeding

50 to 60 centimetres, rough pieces of wood or little

blocks, such as are used (in France) for firing, equal in

thickness to the space in the partition. This would
be, in all probability, sufficient support to prevent the

crushing of the partition. Wood being one of the
worst conductors of caloric known, the use of it here
will be preferable to that of stone, as the latter is a

pretty good conductor of heat, and by coming in con-

tact with the two partitions of the enclosure would
occasion a certain loss of heat to the geothermal
enclosure.

The enclosed ground, if it cannot have the shelter

of a wall, might have a level surface, but it would be
better were it slightly convex. In* the first place, the
plantation would appear more sightly, and in the next,
a greater depth of earth obtained in the middle, which
the tallest trees would naturally occupy. But, should
the site be against a wall, it would be best if the earth
sloped forwards, in the Btyle of the shelving bedsadopted
by the kitchen gardeners in the environs of Paris,
thus causing the sun to fall 'more perpendicularly on
the earth, and infusing therein more heat than when its

rays are horizontally directed ; and far more than if it

sloped the other way. The first row of trees, say
Orange trees, could be trained against the wall ; the
next, at a distance from them, would grow unrestrained

;

but they should be arranged according to height,
placing the tallest against the wall, the lowest at the
opposite side, in order to afford each an equal share
of the warmth of the sun and light.

The depth of the ground artificially warmed should
vary according to the difference of cultivation intended,
but as in general many kinds of plants differing in
height, and whose roots are of unequal dimensions in
depth, will most probably be assembled together, a
medium of thickness may be adopted of lm 30
to 1™ 40. In no case should the depth be less
than 0» 80 ; and then it would in that case only
suffice for herbaceous or stemless plants and weak
shrubs. The depth should also be determined on, by
the degree of power for heating. Should the cultiva-
tion of larger trees be contemplated, for instance,
Date trees, of which we shall speak hereafter, a depth
of two metres would not be out of the way.
We have supposed thus far, the earth to be homo-

geneous and of good quality, and we have disregarded
the position of the heating pipes, but in actual
construction the work would be found more compli-
cated. It would be most desirable that the earth
should be isolated or detached below as well as around,
for it is evident that there would be a loss" of heat
otherwise, less great however than might be
imagined, for this reason : the greater the mass of
ground warmed, a longer period would it retain the
heat

In most cases the earth selected for geothermal
cultivation should be formed of prepared mould.
First the basin must be dug out, and then the
enclosure constructed, the hot pipes laid on flag
stones or flat stones, or even more simply covered with
rubbish to a depth of some centimetres, before the
earth is thrown in. Cars must be taken not to
throw too much at first against the surrounding wall
but to fill in gradually, in order to avoid a pressure
of mould, as too much might, as we said before, crush
the enclosure, and do away with the open space
left between the two walls.

The choice of ground, moreover, is not of slight
consideration

; the most dissimilar plants will adapt
themselves to the same soil, provided it is healthy
and of good quality, for the method employed by the
gardeners of Pans must not be followed as a rule, in
the composition of ground for Orange trees. Their
Scientifically mixed composts are not in the least
necessary, and Orange trees grow very well in all soils,
even on the almost sterile sands of the sea shore, pro-
dded they are stimulated by a sufficient degree of

The best ground for forming geothermal plots would
be in our opinion, the ordinary open ground, neither

too calcareous nor too silicious ; that which may have

remained undisturbed for some years, as fields or un-

weeded. There would be no objection to mixing if

necessary some leaf-mould, or a little decomposed
matter, or mineral manure, if judged useful. On
the contrary, all earth worn out by exhausting cultiva-

tion must be rejected, as well as any too full of the

organic remains of animal matter ; for it appears to

us very probable that many of the maladies which

assail cultivated plants arise from no other cause than

an excess of manure, and manure of bad quality. Iu

fact, there is perhaps no known instance where plants

become really diseased in those soils which the hand
of man has never touched.

(To he continued.)

Toronia is

have lately

MYCOLOGY.—No. XLV.
JJoronia punctata, JTr.—The genus

closely allied to Eypoxylon which we
illustrated, differing in the margined receptacle, and

the perithecia being confined to the disc, and not

studded all over the surface of the plant as in that

genus. It consists of a very few species, of which the one

here illustrated is among the most remarkable. Poronia
punctata grows not uncommonly in this country on the

dung of horses, or more rarely on that of cows. In
! tropical countries it is said to occur on that of elephants.

In Tasmania specimens are found precisely similar to

those figured here, apparently on the dung of horses as

in England.

In an early stage of growth the conical stem is com-
pletely concealed by the dung, nothing appearing

externally except the circular disc, which is white and
mealy with conidia. In this state it suggests any thing

rather than a Fungus closely allied to Spharia, and may
be mistaken for a Stereum. It is indeed so like the
anomalous body figured by Tode under the name of
Epichysium, which also grows on dung, as does a some-
what similar production found in the north of Europe
by Weinmann, that we have more than once felt

almost sure that their plant must be a mere condition

of our present subject. However this may be, the
white downy clothing of the disc gradually vanishes
and the stem becomes more or less exposed, and is grev
or black according as it is more or less tomentose or
nearly smooth. It is then from half to three-quarters

of an inch in height, the disc scarcely attaining
equal dimensions. This meanwhile becomes darker in

marked
surface

among

Poronia punctata, Fr.

Copied by permission from Greville'sCryptogumic Flora.

the centre, elegantly dotted and marked with a pale

ring round each dot. On a vertical section the stroma
is found to be white, with its tissue radiating towards
the several parts of the disc, immediately beneath
which the elliptic perithecia are seated, disposed in a

single plane, and not at various depths as in some
Hypoxyla, with a short nipple-like apex, perforated in

the centre for the escape of the dark brown sporidia to
which the dotted appearance of the disc is mainly due.
The sporidia, which are oblongo-elliptic with one side
nearly straight, are contained eight together in slender
cylindrical cells or asci. The species is of a tough
corky texture, and though amply repaying an attentive
examination has no known economical qualities to
recommend it. A distinct form or closely allied species,

with a tall slender stem supporting a nearly hemi-
spherical or subglobose receptacle with a concave disc,

occurs in the south of Europe and in some tropical
countries.

An allied genus which abounds in French Guiana,
and is also found sparingly in other countries, to which
the name of Camillea has been given by Fries,
in honour of Dr. Camille Montagne, deserves
notice here, not only on account of its affinity but
because of its curious character. The species grow on
the branches of trees, through the bark of which they

their exit. Like Poronia they have a disc tomake
which the perithecia are confined, and which is

downy before their appearance, but this is very
small, and the outer wall of the receptacle, which
gradually increases in length till in one of the species it

looks like a piece of black pipe liquorice, being

beautifully polished, is hard and unyielding, and brittl o

like the crustaceous cuticle of Ilypoxylon concentricum,

though far more ri^id. The central substance moreover,

which gives rise to the perithecia, becomes dark and
carbonaceous as in that species. Occasionally the

receptacle is conical instead of cylindrical, and as in

that case the 1 op is contracted, the disc is proportionally

small. Should a taste ever arise for the cultivation of

Fungi in the stove as objects of curiosity, which is not

impossible, these are assuredly amongst those which

would be most acceptable, and there is little doubt that

they could be introduced in a Ward's case with other

objects of interest. M. J. B.

REPORT ON VARIEGATED BEGONIAS, GROWN
AT CH ISWICK, 186a

By Mr. Moore, Secretary to the Floral Committee.

(From the Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural Society.)

(Concludedfrom p. 169.)

16. B. virginala.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.

Tins variety is in the way of B. Ko'lissoni, but of a

lighter colour, intermediate between it and R Queen
Victoria. The leaves are large, hairy on the ribs above,

their surface principally grayish green, a small dark

reddish green star with a speckled surface occupying

the centre, while the dark green purple-tinted margin

is nearly covered with broken speckled markings. The
young leaves are tinged with r«d. The veins are red

behind, and the stalks are shaggy with reddish hairs.

The colours of* the surface are not so well marked and

distinct as in some other varieties.

17. B. Boltissoni.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons,

and Messrs. Low & Co. ; also received as B. grandis

from Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son. One of the very

deep dull purple- stained varieties. The leaves are large,

hairy on the veins above, and having the stalks shaggy,

purple. The upper surface is of a dark satiny green,

with a small central star of deeper red-stained

green, and a border of medium width, of the
same red or purple-tinged deep green,

with a few satiny green spots. The under
is red. It is one of the deepest-coloured

the varieties brought together for comparison, and the

best of the deep-coloured series, hut is somewhat heavy
looking. The red hairs on the stalk are conspicuous.

18. B. nebulosa.—From Mr. Veitch, Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son, and Messrs. Low & Co. The leaves

are large, grayish-green, hairy on the ribs above ; their

centre is of a dull reddish-green, forming a star with

narrow-tapered radii, and the border is irregular,

moderate in width, of the same dull green, dotted with
grayish green ; the under surface is red. The whole
upper surface, as is the case in the rest of the varieties

belonging to this section, is suffused with red. This
variety is something in the way of that called B. Isis,

but is less course, and more distinct in character from
H. Queen of England, ranking therefore among the more
desirable kinds of second-class merit.

19. B. rubra marginata.—From Messrs. Low & Co.
Leaves large, dull grayish green, with a small star of
dark green in the centre, the star speckled with the
broken edge of the gray-green zone, and the margin
also speckled with the same colour, and strongly tinged
with red. The upper surface is hairy on the veins,
and the under surface is red. The stalks are red, with
shaggy red hairs. This is one of the dull-looking red-
stained series, closely resembling that called B.
virginata.

20. B. Queen of England.—From Messrs. Rollisson
& Sons. This is the finest of the large red-stained
varieties. The leaf-stalks are reddish and shaggy. The
leaves are hairy on the veins above, and red beneath.
The upper surface is of a reddish olive-green in the
centre, the colour breaking out into broadish rays,
which are more distinct than in B. Rex, and broader
than in B. Marshalli. Beyond this is a broad silvery
green intermediate zone, less pure in colour than in the
varieties just named; and on the outside a distinct
margin of about an inch in width, of the dark green,
the marginal portion being dotted with silver in
distinct spots, and having a red hair growing in each
spot. It is a very ornamental variety, one of the very.
best of the large sorts for ornamental purposes.

21. B. Isis.—Frem Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Messrs.
E. G. Henderson & Son, Messrs. Low & Co., and Mr.
Veitch. A large growing coarse variety of the dull
red-stained series. The leaves are of a pale or grayish
green, with a narrow red-tinged border, and a small
central star of the same colour running out into narrow
rays along the course of the veins, which are hairy on
the upper surface, the marginal portion is slightly
speckled. The under surface is red, and the stalks are
reddish, shaggy with hairs.

22. B. Boyteana.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.
A distinct and pretty plant, in which the back of the
leaves is marked with red opposite those parts which
are dark-coloured above. The leaves are below the
medium size, glabrous and glossy above, downy beneath,
angulately lobed, deep olive-green in the centre, with a
zone of bright green, and on the outside a narrow
broken border of olive green. The stalks are green
and downy. It is a dwarf plant, corresponding with
B. Griffithii in habit, and was adjudged to be one of the
first-class sorts.

23. B. Boi Leopold.—F:om Messrs. Low & Co., and
Mr. Veitch. This is a distinct and very handsome plant,,
with a tall erect red stem, and large leaves supported by
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r*'d stalks which are shaggy with red hairs. The young
leaves are also so closely' covered with similar bairs,

as to appear like crimson velvet. The mature leaves

are green, tinged with red along the base of the veins,

so as to form a reddish central star, and having a narrow

margin of red. The surface is clothed with red spread-

ing hairs, and the leaves arc also marked with red

beneath. It is a very fine ornamental plant, and was
.... .

"1 • II 1 • _1 _ •__ 1

LaUhch 2
» iMi.

Home Correspondence.
Earth -Iieot.-Xoviv leader on « Geothermal Cul-

ture" in a late Number, has brought to my mind

the use I have for many years made of earth-heat,

perfectly well known to exist but seldom perhaps made

use of bv gardeners to the extent it might be. In

December 1844, a severe frost came on early in the

month in the midst of the " busy season," and to my

is that if the plants are forgotten for

green, stained with purpl. .

narrowish margin, and marked with red behind. The

surface is hairy, and the stalks red, furnished with red

spreading hairs. It is a coarser plant than the pre-

ceding.

25. B.picta.—From Messrs. Rollisson and Sons, and

Mr. Veitch. The leaves of this variety are of medium
size

silvery , ..,

surface is barred with red. and the stalks are hairy, of

a purplish colour.

26. jB. miranda.—Prom Mr. Veitch and Messrs. E.

G. Henderson & Son. This variety somewhat approaches

the zonate series. The leaves are of medium size, bnl-

late, with a broad surface of a dark satiny green at the

base, this colour running out along the principal veins

in tapering radii, so as to separate the silvery zone into

broad radiate masses, whicli are broken up at the

margin, and pass into dots; the edsje being also marked
*ii -% « * + i \ t rw\ \ ill ii^

pots would be frozen to the ground, and thus become

unremoveable. I was reduced to straits and besan to

fear that all my young stock must be left to the mercy

of the frost, generally so fatal to plants in pots stand-

ing on the surface of the ground, for the soil of that

portion of my nursery on which the pots stood was

', very dark green, marked with obtuse oblong sinuous I very tenacious and not fit to plunge them in. I just

ery blotches^ not breaking up into dots. The under I then recalled to mind that after the severe winter of
" • - - ... * - •

.
« * • "'2838, which was as disastrous in its effect as the past

winter has been, the branches of Laurels and Lau-
rustinus resting or. the ground were fresh and
green, while every leaf above was killed, so

I at once had all my potted evergreens

laid down in beds and covered with mats placed double

over them. They remained covered till the beginning

of January, when as the weather was mi'.d they were
uncovered and found perfectly fresh and green. In

February the frost returned and was very severe, the

with more distant silvery dots. The stalks are clothed thermometer descending to 6°. At the commencement
with red hairs, and the leaves are marked with red

behind.

27. B. xantliina Reichenheimi.—From Messrs. E. G.
Henderson k Son, Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, and Mr.
Veitch. This variety is one of the best of the vittate

series. The leaves are of medium size, red beneath,

and in the young state have a reddish tinge suffused over

the upper surface. The principal veins are bordered
with green, and the spaces between them form radiat-

ing bars of silvery green, breaking up into dots at the

edges. The stalks are smooth, and of a dull purplish

colour.

28. B. xantliina marmorata.—From Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son. This plant is taller and more erect

than B- Reichenheimi, and the leaves, which are

medium-sized, have a broader margin of dark green to

the veins; they are marked with purple beneath, and.
have somewhat hairy stalks.

29. B. xantliina argentea.—From Messrs. E. G.

of this frost they were again covered, and'some straw
placed on the mats when the frost increased in severity.

They remained covered all through February to the end
of March, when they were again uncovered and placed
upright, and every plant found uninjured. "On this

hint I acted," and ever since I have protected my
young evergreens in pots and store pans in the same
manner. The saving of labour has been immense, I

now come to a more complete exemplification of the
power of earth-heat. On the 19th of last December the
frost commenced to be severe— thermometer down to

20°. All hands were busy in laying down the youm:
evergreens in pots and store pans, but a batch of young
Lemon trees raised from seed the preceding spring
were neglected, as it was thought they would not be
wanted, the stock of them being very large. Towards
the evening I saw them, and in a kind of wanton
fit I said " Do not throw them away, cover
them and let them take their chance." They

Henderson & Son. This is inferior to the other forms were in seed pans and standing upright, were
of B. xanthmn, the markings b<nn

?
of a dull (greenish) at one* covered with the small diinnasw mats (which

colour. The leaves are medium-sized, dull green with
yellowish gray-green bars above, and stained with
purple beneath. The stalks are in all cases I have seen
slightly hairy.

30. B. Victor'/ff.—Yrom Messrs. Low k Co. The
leaves of this variety are above the medium size, red
beneath, very dark purplish-green along the course of
the veins, and having grayish-green satiny bars between
them; the darker parts are speckled over with the
lighter colour. The stalks are shaggy, purplish. It is

rather dull in appearance.

31. B. splendida argentea.—From Messrs. Rollisson
& Sons, and Mr. Veitch. Leaves large, grayish suffused
with dull red, having bright green narrow lines
radiating from the base along the course of the veins,
and forking towards the edge. The under surface is

red, and the stalks are clothed with red hairs. This is

one of the most distinct and showy of the larger vittate
forms, and was considered to be one of the most
deserving of cultivation.

32. B. splendida imperialis.—From Messrs. E. G.
Henderson k Son, of Wellington Nursery, St. John's
Wood. This proved to be very similar 'in character
to B. splendida argentea.

33. B. splendida guttnta.—Vrom Mr. Veitch. Leaves
large, dark green, red beneath, with red hairy stalks.
The surface between the veins is almost covered with
dull silvery spots, from one-eighth to one-fourth of an
inch in diameter. It is distinct, but too dull-looking to
compare with some other kinds.

34. B. vittatn.—From Messrs. E. G. Henderson k
Sop. This is rather an effective sort. The leaves are
of a dark velvety green, and the spaces between the
veins are marked with narrow elongated bars of silvery
gray, the markings being broken at the edges. The
under surface is red, and the stalks in all cases sli^htlv
hairv.

& J

35. B. Thivaitr.sH.—VTom Mr. Veitch. A dwarf
growing plant, with dark green purple-stained leaves,
marked with blotches of greenish silverv gr;>v, which
radiate outwards between the veins. The leaves are
purple behind. The upper surface is clothed witli
bright purple hairs which occur on both the light and
dark-colpured parts.

36. B.ricinifolia macula

f

v.—From Mr. Veitch. Th
is a very distinct sort, having palmatifid leaves, which
are marked with bri

"

the course of the pri
a very dark bottle green

are thick and closely woven) three thick and
then dry straw perhaps 1 foot thick was placed on the
mats. On the 21st the snow came, and the Lemor stocks
were forgotten till February the 14th (last Thursday),
when they were uncovered. The leaves of a great
portion of them were found discoloured owing to their
having been so long in darkness and dampness, but not
a stem or root was injured. Reasoning from this I have
suggested in the ninth edition of my little book the
"Orchard House," now at press, ihat Oranges, Lemons
in pots, or even Camellias may be grown in any common
orchard house without fire heat, by merely laying the
pots in the earth borcers at the advent of frost in
November, and covering pots and trees thickly with
mats on which should be placed dry leave?, or hay or
straw a foot in thickness. This covering should be
removed in continuous mild weather in winter and
replaced on the approach of severe frost. There are
some details of culture scarcely worth going into
here, but I may perhaps be allowed to express my firm
conviction that Orange and Lemon trees may be Vrwu
to an unlimited extent in common orchard houses b\

n
m
?A-

taldng advanta£e of earth-heat under glass.
Bedding plants, now wanted in such large numbers, and
which are such a constant plague to gardeners both
great and small in winter, owing to their requiring
heat to preserve them in severe weather, may
I have no doubt be kept safe and sound in any common
glass roofed shed," by covering them in winter during

our winter frosts, which seldom last more than two or
three weeks, aud uncovering them in mild weather Ihave mentioned the thick dunnaee mats as heina verv
efficient for covering, but as the object is to kelp the

^W >

*™ *\Cu
P^ by I*"** tb0 Bering in

close contact with the plants, thick painted canvaf orsome thickly woven woollen or shoddy fabric mav beound more serviceable. As bedding plants grow during

ike the hard-leaved evergreens. They should I takearays* "v
01-6 iigb

* **si*sKeep the thick covering from crashing their voune-tops, some email branches or spray should be firs!spread over them to support the covering, or some tl ercon nvance effected so that the covering j, Tahea vZ*gb% above the tops of the plants, ^he ideS ana

not uncovered, but little harm will be^0*^7!* *
Delphinium cardinale.— l observe in

^ ^
Feb. 16th, a notice of this Larkspur "nH ><
your Correspondents invites the opinion f Jv?

*•
have grown it as to its character T i™ • *
seedling of it must have differed somewl £?**
other in point of appearance. I had a plant ^£

rx Infirst sent out, and can testify that it was Zl
colour of hrickdust nor a piece of rubbish- in uJL'
same plant attained the height of 6 feet 6 in 1

was a perfect pyramid in form, with 99 Jr*
issuing from the main stem, the lower ones lu
long, and gradually diminishing to 6 inches nl
top. The flowers, though somewhat small we*
beautiful scaring and the plant was the admir2
all who saw it. I had the blossoms carefully <*
with Delphinium formosum, and I expected go^
hybrids, but a heavy gale of wind, accompanied h
broke the plants over near the ground, and ultin

the roots rotted during the winter, eo 1 lost im
of seed as .well as the plant. I should, b^
purchase the plant again if I could get it w^
William Deans, Anna Nursery, Jedburgh.

Beetles.—A curious fact in Natural Ruforp^
you might perhaps think worth recording, hsalatA

come under my notice. During the last week or U
great number of the large green and bronze colo*

Rose-beetle (I forget its scientific name) hive n
their appearance in a Vinery where the temper*

has ranged from 65° to 75°. Their existence n

U

more than ephemeral, for after buzzing about!

front part of the house for a day or so, they settl

the front wall, or crawl between the wall plate adi

rail of the sash, and there die, apparently from wa:

food. I have found several shoots of the grow

Vines bitten off by them, but not to any en

Beyond doubt these insects were introduced into!

Vinery in the form of eggs or larvae in someturfyi

with which the border was raised last autunu,!

have been brought into life before their naturalmi

by the warmth of the house. /. B. WMaj,i

Deepdene Garden.
Neai's Patent Aphis Pastilles.—-Permit m« to fl|

attention to the valoe of these pastilles. Halfjjai*

at the cost of 1*. effectually smokes a house 50&J»f

and 10 feet wide, which requires the use offltfa/Bsd

of Tobacco or a pound of Tobacco paper. OnthissnJf

the aphis is etfectuallv destroyed, and pla&t&w

tenderest foliage remain uninjured. ThepasuV^^

set on a pot and lighted, and gradually smouteWf

without further attention. Considering the «
ordeal through which many young gudeners W
pass under the old "bellow*" system, this mi*

cannot be too widely or too quickly made "*

William Paul. Qheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Gro*

Pussley.—Venmt me to inform your CorreBP "

that the plant mentioned by N. A. Wood8
JV

doubtedlv Portulaca, the most troublesome i»

North America, commonly called by the Ama»

Purslane, and u I for Greens, partiailar y
in

Jwhen Greens are very scarce. 1 l,aV
,

e ®at*n

during my residence in America, and it is tn

1

all plants used for that purpose. ! *»»* lC * •

+
resembles the common Portulaea of our g«r« .

,

cooked it is very slimv, and in my opinion aniw

It would never be eaten in America it kcotcna*

be had in anything like abundance. W> *•

Gardens, Newnham Paddox. . r^
Glazino-. — l have much pleasure in

.

T. G. with the information he requires. '
%

small triangular piece is cut

at the edge of the pane of glass. A^
with the diamond it may be wre

.

with a key, pincers, or the putt)

slit is filed in the b >ttom or the w
' J Secondlv, the screws are not sC

,,

down tightlv* upon the glass ; the sere

^
passed through a stout India rubber collar

f

fore inserted in the wood, and this

comes between the screw and the

reduces the liability to crack on exr

almost nothinsr. Of course if the screws ar^^

n
eoll*

glass.
*»'

xpansiort

»

will crack on e

tightly screwed down the glass will ^V"^
but no in ,re than ordinary (rare and J

u?*
t

*

rfl t

quired to prevent this. The screws are w ^
than of iron, as the former will not rust,

the screws were inverted attbebottom ot ea r^
the glass laps, and is consequently double^ ^
an improvement. The wiud does not g ^
edge of the glass because the edges ot WV
on putty the putty is flush with w ^ #
glass. W. G.'s panes are too large

Panes 20 inches wide should be °* tf»
16 oz. glass. My panes are of 36oz. g ^
14 inche, wide, and in future I sh-U ri

' ^
10 or 12 inches, or use stouter glass. *

*J
-^i #

passing that I have often doubted, a
uiore

th*

whether we should not save in **&**
for

*U *

save in first outlay by using 21 oz £'a

*J ; frr
cultural building.s. William Paul, W*
Waltham Cross. ^ la!M *&
Effects of the Winter on fr'W^pm*

I have not yet seen any special I),,fclL

\v inter *T,

inflicted by the severity of the Pf® verfa*5
Roses. In some instances it has bee ^ v w

much so that Rose dealers bave been co^]^
the prices named in their autumn
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^

replenish their stock* at a great, coat from abr i. It

may be interesting to your readers to know that the

adoption of Mr. Rivers's recommendation to a hift th

plants in November and give them fresh food, has un-

expectedly to me been the means of preserving most of

my plants when those of my neighbours have perished.

Between the 2d and 10th November I lifted most
of my standards and all my Dwarf R — s, replanting

them in the same placet with a good mixture of

leaf mould and manure, aud then mulched the surface

with stable manure. Unfortunately for themselves

some of my best st tudands were still flowering at that

late, viz. :—Ophirie, General Jacqueminot, General
"uuipson, Lord Raglan, Auguste Mie, LEtendard des

Amateurs, and Duchess of Sutherland. ThnumwcuiB, Him uucum ui ouiat'iiaiiu. i liCy Wert* vmicj tiic ^vuoim xjuujivih-ji \jl mu auiiuo|/m.»v. *-».^wv«-

plants that had been late pruned to make them flower rages rapid and continuous growth till late in the year,
!.,._ I T 1 1 _ ... 4»_J '. I !._._.. *._ ItA. J.1 ,.] . 1.1.. !_ *!.„ ..«...._ ...nr^A lx<%:.>» I.ionffinlnntln

Libocedrus chilensis, Philhreas, Double blossomed

Furze, and Chiuese Privet, whilst Araucarias, Juniperus

excelsa, Abies Smithiana aud pygma?a, Cupn—us

thurifera, Taxodium sempervirens, Magnolia grand i-

rlora (20 feet high on a south wall), Yucca-. Hollies and
Ivy are severely injured. Our soil is light, chiefly upon
a substratum of sand, and much of the ground being

artificially as well as naturally drained there is no

accumulation ol moisture at the roots, to the absence of

which I observe one ofyour Correspondents attributes the

safety of his shrubs.- Your returns will probably show

that a dry atmosphere is equally essential, and that the

slow growth of plants on high ground is an important

point in the discussion of the subject. In our Thames
valley the general humidity of the atmosphere encou-

Iste, and I could not find it En my heart to lift them
with buds just coming into bloom, aud so destroy my
hope of 1 s from my garden late in November. I had
better have done so, r by not lifting them, though
I had my flowers, 1 signed the death warrant
of the plants. The frost caught them full, I

expect, of sap and they are all id, even the Dog
Rose stocks on which tlnv were bndded perished with
them. Of the shitted Hoses I only lost one, Pierre de
St Cyr, which I had thought a very hardy Rose. Of
imbing Rotes the Boursaoft Amaois, Garland, Ruga,

Thoresbyana, and Sir .1 hn Sebright, are unhurt.
My riant lies and the Banksian Fortuniana are cut down
to the ground. Gloire de Dijon against an east wall
and budded on Amudis is uninjured, though the frost

found it in full leaf, and it is now showing buds up to
the very end of last year's shoots. Of two young
plants of Adam and Safranot, the former is killed,

though well protected, the latter is looking w- 11.

Both these are against an east wall. I trust that this
communication may elicit similar information from
other Rose growers. I shall be glad to have my view
of the preserv ion of my Roses confirmed by other
experience. Coventry, .

Impatient Jerd<ni(F.—A few words relating to the
ilture of this may perhaps not be uninteresting.

If good blooming plants are required by the middle
of October cuttings should be put in without", delay In
the following manner: first prepare some thumb or Co-
ined pots, filling them half full of small clean crocks;

er these put a layer of rough leaf-mould, and then
finish with clean sand. The cuttings should then be

>riz utal position upon tl sand, placing the
up to the side of the pot: then press the

cuttings into the sand, leaving a small portion of the
upper part uncovered. Roots will be emitted all along
the stem, which will give vigoor to the lateral shoots
that will soon rise from the latent buds. Water with
a line rosed pot to s< ttle the sand about the cuttings,
and then pb the j in a propagating pit or frame
where a temperature of from 60° to 70° is k. pt
up. In six weeks' time the pots will be well tilled
with roots, and the plants may then be transferred
to 4-inch pots, using the following compost : one part
old turf, one part peat, two parts flaky leaf-mould, and
one-third of the whole broken charcoal and lime
rubbish that lias passed through an half-inch sieve.
Pot firmly, and place the plants in a pit or frame where
a temperature of 60° by night and 70° by day is main-
tained, keep the atmosphere moist by frequent syring-
lngs with rain water, and let the plants have abuiidan.
of air, as they will not prow satisfactorily if kept in a
close over warm atmosphere; never allow them to fla_
m the effects of sun or excess of heat, or growth will

ror the time be suspended and consequently a considera-
ble amount of progres* will be lost. Aboi; lie beginning
of July the plants will require another shift, when they

y be put 5-inch p ,
adding a very little ro n

cow-dung to th ..post. Let tl n be watered with
great care durin*. he whole of the period of growth,
•sfew plants sr. r sooner from excess moisture than
this doe* PloweT stem* should be picked out wit 1, a
sharp pointed knife as a «S until the
begmr ember, when, if the plants are required
to be m blossom by the middle of October, the practice
must be discontinued. If the? are can-
out, instead of having diminutive miserable plants as
we frequently see them, you will have specimens with
nfOtn 3 to 10 shoots upon them, in the best of health •

and when in full flower will lie one mass of floral
beauty, measuring from IB to 22 inches in diameter. I
ought t ,te that the drainage for each shift should

and frequently is the young wood, being insufficiently

ripened, affected by frost and damp; but now seasoned

wood 30 years old, and stems of Oak 4 feet in circum-

ference, are brown and discoloured, and the roots alone

appear to retain any vitality. I suspect the 28th of

December was the fatal night, when the thermometer
here stood at 7* below zero, and a dense penetrating

rime overhung the valley, which my gardener described

as quite paralysing, ami such as he had never before

witnessed during a lengthened experience. I append
list of shrubs, &c, that have escaped either entirely or

with very slight injury:—Cryptomeria japonica, 20
feet high ; Wcllingtonia ; Juniperus chinensis, phee-

nicea, ericoides, recurva, oxycedrus; Abies cephalonica,

canadensis ; Cupressus Lawsoniana ; Cephalotaxus

drupacea ; Pinus Nordmanniana, Pinsapo, orientalis,

excelsa, Cembra, Laricio, austriaca; Cedar of Lebanon,
African do., and Portugal Laurels—slightly injured;

Red Cedar; Thujas ; the Texas tribe, together with the

Gold and Silver striped Tree Box. /. A'. II., the Castle,

Wailingford

.

Plant Obituary.—The following is my gardener's

report on the state of the Conifera? ami Shrubs here.

It is really melancholy to look at the devastation which
has taken place. I have lost nearly 50 Pi tins insignis

more than 20 feet high. The following is the report

alluded to:—UaiN.iured or slightly so: Abies Finedo-
nensis, nigra, archan lica, pumitio, Morinda, browned;
orientalis, Menziesii, laxa, alba glauca, tenuifolia, elegan-

tissima, cle-ans, pygmies, Clanbrssiliann, Khutrow;
Biota orientalis, Cephalotaxus Fortuni, small leaved;
Cupressus Lawsoni, pendula, Craigiaua; Cedrus Libaui,
Mount Atlas variety, browned ; Libaui hi ntea, Cryp-
tomeria japonica, browned ; Juniperus communis,
aquamata, BetTfordians, chinensis, virginica pendula
oblonga, OxycedriH, it:ihc:i, excelsa, eticoides, spherica,

canadensis, """"' -
'- ,1 *

'

1

flaccida, cracovia; Pinus excelsa.

Douglasii, maritima, persica, romana, Royleana.
Cembra, Benthamiana, Hamiltonia, monticola; Picea
Nordinanniana, taxifolia, grandis, austriaca, cepha-
lonica, nobilis, browned; PinsapO, spectabilis,

Douglasi; Taxus pyramidalls, l)«n toni, adpressa,

elegantissima, hibernica, foliis variegat is, yellow; Tor-
reya myristica ; Thuja gigantfea, gigantea glauca, Lobbii;
Thujopsis borealis, Wcllingtonia gigantea; American
Arborvita>, do. var. Warreana ; Portugal Laurel ; Box, of
sorts; Berberis aquifolium; Rhododendron ponticum.
Costferje DEAD: Pinus D icglasii, halepen . patula,

Cembroides, Gerardiana; Picea Pindrow, Webbian.i;
Libocedrus chilensis ; Cupressus torul t, thurilera,

Corneyana, Knightii, Macnabiana ; Fitzroyapatflgoliica;

9 txegotha?a conspicua. Comfkh v. greatly injured :

Pinus insignis, Sinclairii, Haitwcgii, Montezuma\
tuberculata, Sabiniana; Picea nobilis, Cedrus Deodara.
do. robuBta, Libaui africana; Cryptomeria japonica,
do. nana, Taxodium sempervirens; Araucaria iinbricata

;

Juniperus flagellif -rmis foliis variegatis, oblongu
pendula. I fear the following are DEAD, or not likeh to
rec er : QuercusBrownii, la folia ; Rhamnus Alaternus •

do. foliis argenteis, Gairya ellipticA; Berberis Dar-
wini ; rsytliia viridissima. There are many other
shrubs more or h injured j their recovery it will not be
p ihle to ascertain before the month of April. The]

wing are dead : Lanrustinus, Auctrbas, Phillyreas,
Honeysuckles,.! -mines, Ceanot bus, and nearly all Roses.
R. Ha ury, The Poles, near Ware, Feb. 16.
The lowest the thermometer registered here was
4°, but the instrument hung in a rather sheltered
place, on the wall of a house. It is remarkable that
where some plants have survived the intense cold, •

others of th6 same kind have perished ; the younger
plants are those which have escaped. Differences of

The Lai, Fmrt Tl.I , • 1 a- I i
l T -i.-e-

,

situation, ot protection from neighbouring trees or

rfrenrrefn^ can alone aCtOUTlt ***** Reservation of some

Slble Hr! IT n
; "f^Whood are re- plants and the destruction of others. There is reasonmarsable.

1
remtne raHey of the 1 unes scarcely to believe that the roots are uninjured in manvss escaped either A*w«, 1.:

ilL nct, S; thon^h thc ^^^ ^^ ^ ™g
nvn to the ground. Many ordinary shrubs and plants

are included in the list, as they are in their d e
illy essential to the general effect of a shrubbery

and grounds with others of a more rare description.
KtL d to the ground : Arbutus, 9 feet high; Croomei,

feet, one plant only spared; Laumstinus, 9 feet
high

; Berberis Fortuni, Euonymus japonica, Scarlet
Rhododendrons, many Roses, Gom Cistus, Tamarisk.
nue Spiraeas, Ligustrum japonicum, Yellow Jasmine,

Ilex cornuta ; Cupressus viridis \rem India, elegantishima

grePTiOftl«7m ,n««f t\, ™ Qo. ' 4n \"-'^- -»«-, var J Pinus insignis, 6 feet. Injured but not killedSSZ ^rnm in^^^^.^f^ ^), Cupressus Turkey and Lucombe Oaks, Arbutus Andrachne,

sSTtTd Pm ,?n,W« Tl
gh '^B °f lar^e C^^ssus Cashmeriensis, torulosa, macrocarpa (fro,

ro?t ZzIZ JJ
g
r

"' ^Wlf'^y^tted to the 1 feet U 10 feet), Corneyana; Juniperus Lambertiana,root, together with Cupressus torulosa and Govenians, (10 feet), Spira4 Reevesii flo. pi, Taxus Dovastoni

a shrub has escaped either d ruction or inmr/-
whereas on the chalk hills within two or three miles
no trace of its severity is perceptible, except in the

•nzed appearance of the Laurustinus and the loss of
some of the Rose,. Similar, although in a modified
form, were the em of the winter ot 1837. With me
the Laurels, Lam inns and Bay were then, as now,
killed to th ground, but on the hills not a shrub w
snjored. The ground here is much undulated, and the
same effect of situation, in a slight degree, is observable-
the trees and shiubs that have sun. d most are those*
OH the low ground, and in the protected valley. Ever-

Berberis dulctS; Pinus rardia Ma, slightly ; radiftta,

foliage completely browned; csnariensis, Hamiltoniana,
Lambertiana, insignis, 3 to 4 feet ; Paroliniana. Abies
Finedonensis,' Cedrus Deodara viridis, Double Ulex,

White Broom, A ralia japonica. Uninjured : Forsythia

viridissima, Kalmias, Weigela rosea and amuDilis,

Deutzia gracilis, American Red Cedar, Juniperus

tamaiiscifolia, pro-rata, pendula, sinensis, Bed-

fordiana, recurva, Smithiana, thurifera, ericoides,

fragrans, excelsa, Sabina fol. var., glauca, fas-

tigiata; Pinus macrocarpa, ponderosa,^ Beardsleyii,

uaritima, pyrenaica, monticola, Benthamiana, Cembra,

xcelsa, Pallasiana, Laricio, austriaca, montana; Abies

Douglasii, Menziesii, orientalis, canadensis, morinda;

Picea cephalonica, Nordmanniana, Webbiana, Pinsapo;

Cedrus atlantica, Deodara; Cephalotaxus Fortuni; Thuja

tatarica, aurea, Craigcana; Thujopsis borealis, Taxodium

sempervirens, Biota glauca, Taxus aurea, argentea,

elegantissima ; Saxegothaa conspicua, Wellingtonia

gigantea, Cryptomeria japonica, Ilex latifolia,

Salisburia adiantifolia, young Laurustinuses, Clematis

azureag udiflora, Wistaria sinensis, Leyccsteria for-

mosa, Jasminum nudifloruin, Pa«onia atrovireiis,

Ariuitus mucronats, young I'lex (double) plants.

C. JR. Jacson, Barton, near Preston. I am
pleased to say that the injurious effects of the late

severe frost have been scarcely felt in this nursery.

The only plants affected are Laurustinus and Sweet

Bays (in the low ground only), Euonymus, Hex cor-

nuta, and some sorts of Bourbon and Tea Roses. Very

few Conifera' have been injured, none killed. Cupressus

macrocarpa, Goveniana, funebris, and sempervirens, a

few small specimens are a little browned. Araucarias,

Cedrus Deodara and robusta, Cupressus torulosa,

Uhdeana, Macnabiana, Lawsoniana, thurifera, elegans,

Irish Yews, Thujopsis borealis, Wellingtoniai, Cunnir/g-

hamia lanceolate, Thuja aurea, filiformw, and gigantea,

Fitzroya patagonica, Libocedrus chilensis, Pinus

insignis, excelsa, and
. Lemon ii, are not in the least

injured. Rhododendrons of all sorts have stood well,

and so have all American plants, not even excepting

the Andromeda formosa, many hundred plants of which,

from the smallest to the largest, are looking quite as

healthy and vigorous now as before the frost; one fine

specimen, about 6 feet high, and bushy in proportion, is

now commencing to expand its beautiful pearly

blossoms. Garrya elliptica, Berberis japonica and Diir-

wini, Desfontainia spinosa, Escallonia macrantha,

Arbutus procera, Skimmia japonica, Eugenia Ugni, Hex
dipyrena and Tarajo, have not received the least

injury, although planted out in exposed situations.

W. //. Rogers, F.RJf.S., Red Lodge Nursery, South-

ampton.

Notices of #oofe0.

Flora HongJcongensis : a Description of the Flowering
Plants and Ferns of the Island of Hong Kong. By
(I. orge Bentham, V.P.R.II.S. 8vo, pp. 482. Reeve.

Although the East India Company, while it lived, and
the India Board which now rules in its stead, have b»>eii

unable to 1 ceive the value of what Botanists call

Floras, the Colonial Office and Colonial Legislatures
have a clearer view of their duties. Acting under a
sense of the importance of making known to all nations
the veget ..ble products of the vast regions whose destinies
we govern, they have already taken means to enable
working Botanists to publish an account of the plants
wild in Ceylon, the Cape of Good Hope, and our West
Indian possessions, to which has now to be added the
important volume before us; besides which it is

ru urt d that the Australian colonies are about to be
placed in the hands of some experienced Botanist. That
such Floras should have an unequal value is only to be
expected where different men of science are permitted
to follow their own

j uliar views. But this evil is as
nothing when compared with the absence in any form
of the information such works convey. We trust to
have in time an accurate know ledge of the plants that
grow in every region under British sway ; not all thrown
into one mass, but each colony dealt with by
itself. We further trust to see at Kew a distinct
herbarium for each colony 5 so that those who go there,
or trade there, or have friends there, may be able to
know with scientific accuracy the nature of the Vege-
tation, the names of the species, aud the ©economic value
of every plant in a commercial sense. The cost of sach
an arrangement is too trifling to be thought of in a
country like this, and its importance nnot be over-
stated. What, for example, would not be the value
just now of being able to find at Kew all the forms
and conditions of Cotton in our straggling African
possessions. A Flora, edited by a competent authority,
would be the guide to the Herbarium ; and the latter,

by means of cross references, would form the most ad-
mirable of pv tical indi s to th. Cu cum of ©economic
botany where illustrations of every kind might be
grouped: as they now are with consummate skill. We
do not indeed yet despair of the authorities at the
India Board, who have too much intelligence not to
appreciate the interest of a question like this when
placed fairly before them. It was not the Right Honour-
able Gentleman that now fills the office of Secretary of
State for India who put an end to the Flora Indica of
Drs, Hooker and Thomson, undoubtedly the most valuable
work of the kind that has appeared at any time in any
country; and we cannot believe that our Indian
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revenues are so reduced as to be unable to aftord the

few hundreds a year that are demanded for carrying

out a publication which confers so much honour upon

the science of England.
The volume now before us treats of the little island

called Hong Kong, lying at the mouth of the Canton

river, and described as a ruirged mountain ridge, running

from East to West, broken into three or four peaks

attaining an elevation of 1700 to 1800 feet, intersected

by deep ravines, its coast line cut into deep inlets,

about 8 miles long by 4 broad, with an area of little

more than 29 square miles. On this point has been

collected in the course of time a singularly rich and

varied vegetation, of Oaks and Fig trees, Camellias

and Azaleas, trees that might have escaped from the

Malay country, herbs that seem to have been transmitted

from N. India, and exiles from Dahuria, Mantchoona,

and Japan. It is of this singular Flora that Mr.

Bentham has undertaken the description, preceding it

with a brief but very useful Introduction to Botany for

those who have no other elementary work to consult. The

ordinal generic, and specific characters are given with a
PLANT DEPARTMENT

degree ofaccuracy quite unusual in Floras; and th* ren-
PLANT DEPARTMJS^T

ders the work in reality a most convenient guide to those Coksebvatoey, &c.-The occaslon.^j^ln
1

e ™d

who wish to study the Flora of Southern Continental drying winds which we are now experiencing will soon

China; or who maybe quartered on our new little unless means are used to counteract their effects, impair

quarter, and even eighth, of the buffalo blood But

the writer's experiments have not satined that

the half buffalo bull will produce again. ™*z *

half-breed heifer will be productive from either race

he has tested beyond the r^^11^^ ^^^^.
domesticated buffalo retains the same haughty beann

that distinguishes him in his natural state, we win,

however, feed or fatten on whatever suits the am

cow, and requires about the same amount ot tooiui

have never milked either the full blood or mixed breed

but have no doubt they might be made good raMen,

although their bags or udders are less than those or

common cow ; yet, from the strength of the calr, t e

dam must yield as much, or even more milk, than tne

common cow. Hind's Narrative of the Canadian Kea

River Exploring Expedition.

Calendar of Operations
{For the ensuing week.)

acquisition of Kooloon. To each description of a species

is added a statement of the place where it is to be

found, the erroneoui names by which it has been called

elsewhere, and useful practical advice as to the manner

in which it may be best distinguished from those which

it resembles. The whole is beautifully printed, and is

furnished with a capital Index.

Let us hope that all future Colonial floras may be

published on the same plan, and prepared with the

same conscientious accuracy ; with the addition, how-

ever, in detail of the uses to which the plants are

applied or applicable, for which, in the case of Hong
Kong, we believe no sufficient materials exist.

Among other small matters before us are the follow-

ing :

—

Emigration to Canada is a shilling pamphlet
giving an account of that great Colony, published by
authority of the Canadian Government, and to be had
at the Canadian Government Emigration Office, Liver-

pool. It contains an authentic map of the country as

far west as Lake Huron.—The Midland Counties

Almanac for 1861 contains the usual amount of

horticultural and agricultural matters, arranged accord-

ing to the months. Had we received it sooner we
should have noticed it sooner.—In a 12mo volume
called The Foot and its Covering (Hardwicke) Mr. I

the beauty ofsome of the finest specimens in this house,

particularly if their blooming has been forwarded in a

close moist"atmosphere, and, although it is yet too early

to bring shading into general use, it will be difficult

without its occasional assistance to preserve blossoms in

perfection during bright weather. Blinds must there-

fore soon be resorted to; but they should be arranged

so as to be easily drawn up or let down. In admitting

air avoid as far as possible allowing cold currents to

blow over the plants. Many conservatories are very un-

fit places for Heaths, being generally too lofty and kept

too warm for them; some of the winter flowering varie-

ties are however very ornamental, and should be largely

employed in their decoration during the spring months.

As soon as they have done flowering let them be pruned

back and give them a liberal shift when they start into

growth, using good fibry peat for the purpose, and if

they are well attended to during the growing season

they will overcome any injury they may sustain through

occupying an unsuitable posit :on while in bloom.

Azaleas, Camellias, Roses, early-flowering New Holland

plants, and forced bulbs will keep show houses gay for

some time to come.

hocks for late blooming may now bed^U
best where they are grown extensively to phut *
or three times to ensure a succession of bloom t\
showy plants are very suitable for long lines J
with straight walks, walls, &c., where they prS
grand effect.

J v WQ*i

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN
See that recently transplanted trees are not suffer

for want of water, a circumstance which, however

hardly happen except on very dry porous soils
and'

such cases the ground should be mulched with dee

leaves to preserve it in a uniformly moist st te.

materials in readiness for the preservation of blosiJI

fruit trees. Where nothing better or more convenient!!

be obtained, Yew or Spruce branches will be of sertk

provided they are so fixed as not to be liable to be bb

against the blossoms. Remove the covering asfreqB*

as may be convenient on fine days, so as to
(

expose the trees to sun and air. Sow Broccoli in

of rich ligbt soil in an open situation for the main

and Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c, in succession. &
also to sowing small breadths of Turnips about ok

fortnight, so us to secure having a regular suppj/h

fit state for use. Plant French Beans in smllpoU

be raised in a cold frame and planted out as soon as

,

danger of frost is over. A row of some early dwar

Pea put in close to the front wall of a Pine stove

i

other warm house will come into use at least a fo

night before Peas can be obtained from the open groni

Seldom have vegetables of every description bet-

scarcer than they are this season; therefore endeam

to get spring crops in early. Use the hoe freely to Is,

the surface soil loose and friable.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CUISWICK NEAR LONDON

For the Week ending Feb. 28, 1861. as observed at the HorticultunlGii

February.n
Baromktkr.

Temp k rati1

re.

OrthelUr: TOThTEarth

ax.

Friday CTi 12

Satur. 2a' 13

Sunday 24, 14

O
16

PlNEKIES.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Look over young stock, occasionally

Dowie explains the anatomy and osteology of the human examining and repotting such as is found to be in

foot, and teaches how shoes and boots should and should ™n* °f T™ ?
0t r̂ °m'

The temPerature m^ be

Mon. 25
Tues. 26
Wed. 27 1

Thors. 28 18

Average.

.

29.614
29.033

30.007
3M53
30.106
30.061

29.785

Min. M

29.566
29.500
29.746
30.078
30.086
29.816
29745

54
48
45
44
51

52
51

ID.

38

40

36

34

25

37

36

39.891 I 29 791 I
49.3 ' 35.1

Mean
i foot •: i«t

deep. deep.

46.0

44.0

40.5

39.0

3S.0

44 5

43.5

42.2

WU

46

46|

45

45

45

45

42

I
43

8.W. J

U »m (

VI I
5. •

s.w.

i

45.4 ' Hi ij

Feb

not be made. His advice is sound : but those who act

upon it must take care that their boots are well made
as well as well formed. The volume is in part trans-

lated, as the author informs his readers, from the
French edition of Camper " On the best Form of Shoe."
— The Enfield Rifle, a lecture by Major Stewart
(Hatchard) is a very small pamphlet of 22 pages. It

contains nothing that volunteers are not familiar with,
excepting a representation of a target made at Malta
by the right wing of the 57th Regiment in 1857, which
is an interesting illustration of what firing by skir-

mishers mag be if men are steady. It is the dearest
shilling's worth that we have seen for a long time.
—In a volume called The Gardeners' Illustrated Prac-
tical Book of Flower Plots, by Duncan McKellar, pub-
lished by John Carswell at Paisley, the young gardener
will find excellent practical instructions for the art of
marking out on land all sorts of geometrical figures,
both simple and complicated. Now that geometrical
gardening is about to revive, and the parterres, scrolls,

box-work, and mazes of former days are reappearing, it
is necessary to be perfectly familiar with the method of
conducting the ground-work required in such designs.
All this Mr. McKellar teaches well, both in its elements
and their application. The formation of designs on
paper, in perfectly good taste, is another matter, about
which the volume does not contain information.

Tbade Lists Received.—Butleb & McCtjlloch's
(of Covert Garden) Spring Catalogue of Choice Flower,
Shrub, Tree, and Vegetable Seeds. Hoopee & Co/s
(of Covert Garden) Spring Catalogue of Flower, Shrub,
Tree, ana Vegetable Seeds, Bulbs, Ferns, &c.
Pabkeb & Williams' (of Holloway) Select Catalogue
of Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seeds, &c.—
E. G. Henderson's (of Wellington Nursery, St. John's
Wood) Catalogue of Choice and Selected Flower Seeds

;

also a Selected List of Agricultural and Vegetable
deeds.

Miscellaneous.
Half-breed Buffalo.—In a description of domesti-

cated herds of buffalo, and the results of crossing with
the common cow, from tne Patent Office Reports, it is

stated that the mixed breeds are of various colours

;

fltriped with black on a grey ground, like the zebra

;

some others brindled red; some pure red, with white
faces

:
and others red, without any markings of white.

The mixed bloods have not only produced from the
tame and buffalo bull, but it is known that the half-
bloods reproduce, viz. those that were the product of
the common cow and wild buffalo bull. At the first
settlement of the country, cows that were considered
the best for milking were the half-blood down to the

slightly advanced as the amount of light increases, but
this is a matter in which the state of the plants will be
the best guide. Aim at securing strong dwarf plants,

with a free habit of growth ; and if this is obtained,
it is immaterial whether the night temperature is

60° or 70°, and very much will depend upon circum-
stances as to which will be proper. Plants that may
be unhealthy and in an unkind state, if kept near
the glass, will be benefited by a considerably higher
temperature than would be suitable for others in a
free state of growth. These are circumstances, how-
ever, which can be properly judged of only by those in

care of the plants, but they are easily understood by a
little careful observation. Use every means to induce
a vigorous root action, and if this is obtained free strong
growth will result with otherwise ordinary care only.

Vinebies.—See that Vines starting into growth are
tied up in their places before the shoots get so long as
to be liable to be broken off in the operation. Syringe
frequently until the leaves begin to unfold; but use
the syringe sparingly after that is the case, and only on
the afternoons of bright days. Where the buds do not
promise to break regularly bend the Vines so as to
place those that are backward in the most likely
position to catch the sap, and this should be done
directly any indications of their not breaking regularly
are observed. If any of the bunches in houses where
the berries are stoned look as if they would be improved
by a few more berries being cut out, let this be done
at once.

Figs.—Keep the shoots thin so as to expose the
foliage to light and air, and persevere in the use of
the syringe to prevent red spider. Give air freely on
bright days, shutting early in the afternoon after
syringing the house.

Peaches.—Proceed gradually with the disbudding
of the early house, and where the fruit is very thick a
portion should be removed as soon as fairly set • but
the Peach is liable to drop until after stoning, and this
must be borne in mind, and plenty left to allow for a

1 few failing.

Ctjctjmbebs.—Maintain a steady heat for these of
65° or 70° at night, and allow it to rise 10° or 15° with
sun heat. Give air on every favourable opportunity.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The herbaceous ground should now be well cleaned

and otherwise put in good order for the spring Fill ud
vacancies either from the reserve garden or by sowing
annuals in the intermediate spaces. Manv plants as
for instance Phloxes, Asters, &c, throw up too manv
flowering shoots ; where such is the case thin themout so as to obtain not only fine heads of bloombut increased strength m the remaining shoots toenable them to need less assistance from stakes Hoik

22 -Fine; very fine; rain at nijeht.

- 23—Constant rain with cold wind.
- 24— Rain . very boisterous; showery.

- 2.i-Ckudv; slijeht showers; overcast.

- 25 -* ine t hrouKbout ; very clear * l
n^V.ifS'SisnVwto-- 27-Frosty with fog ;

fine
:
o'?"" tJ?"^?

,S{&- 24-Kain ; low white clouds wi n clew wtenaJs, snj»

Mean temperature of the week, 2* deg. above the a>erage.

RECORP OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK

During the last 35 years, for the a™b*™¥^^**k
March.

Sunday 3..

Mon. 4..

Tuei. 5..

Wed. 6..

ThurB. 7--
Friday 8..
Satur. 9..

4yj
49.2

48.4

4'J.o

49.1
4') 8

***> Q
•>• . 1

31.9
31.4

:*:.o

32.31

31

A

31.3

No. of

Years in

which it

Rained.

41.0
4(1.6

39.9
49.1

40.6

40.4

40. S

Greatest i -i .1 • >

Quantity ^g la -

'

0.2* in.

0.48

0.40

0.26

0.11

0.17

0.47

6

3

3

3 4

1

The highest temperature during the *b
J
ire.P^^—Scrm- 15 •*

126-therm. 68 deg. ; and the lowest on the 4tn, i*»
14B

Notice* to Correspondents^

Books : G T Y. We know nothing about
f̂^tnlctio»

tion. You had better get ^"don,*
ptV illustrate

Young Gardeners, or McKcllar's Gardeners uw
tical Book of Flower Plots. referred to»*

Delphinium cardinale : A burnt chda is i ^ #&
ment respecting this plant, to be fouBOffl

itf)^
It is the fault of the grower if it is ™"

glorious thitig Nature created. -apds when **

dSyino Plant? : An Old Sub. Float Sea-wee^ ^ g*

fresh water, having previously w« 8^^V* <B \
floating place white paper in the a™*~L carefiW.:

expand over it. Then raise the Pd
*rne Sea-*^

horizontally, and drain off the water. ^g
often adhere by its own glutinous «url

a
a^ be ^elK"^

be pressed. Large Sea-weeds require w ^gr
boiling water, after which they ma* °® rVhicb *S
like other plants. As for Lichens

il? must be r£
stones and rocks or the bark of trees ^^
drawers without pressure; the thin ie*J

pressed like other plants. nurroi^
reE

Heating: J S. When we have made up o
{

betfD£

the merit or demerit of your plan you
^dJJ

Such matters require time for full coDsid£r» ^
We cannot say whether the bud youl

W^
and , «

Tacsonia mauicata or not ; it is verWpaltby- \L

«

off expanding; but all the parts are u>

^

itvT0
\jM

arrives at a more advanced stage tii nr roWJ*

bottom-heat. The Tacsonias are not au e
l̂ulberry PJ

IfULBBftRY Trees : C P. If the common »
^ ^ a

Ceylon it must be in gardens. .^-Vortble*
.

indica, we suppose, the fruit of which or*
flo** j

Names of Plants: Jasper. No dotun
. w^

phinium cardinale. You must see ttw ^ w^
and dried it affords abundant evidence

aliTe -
. «Pverb«d^f^

Sulphur for Potatoes: /. We have ne>
gUipbuf. ^

proof that the disease can be remove
7au%e9 u° e

have had proofs that the substance pro" ^
ever either good or bad. ar.A vin«*^i 1

Vineries : A Constant Reader. Your Figs w beJPg
*

with mere mouldiness, caused no down.^^ bo^^
without any proper ventilation, ma co ^ an

f
also seem to be dirty. Wash the* clean^ ^
dry air through the house as soon as yo ^^ly
is thoroughly aired. The mouldmfss p
either want of care or want of skill.

{
viow p

Vines : M D. You may plant in your
m9&W%p

Hamburgh, Golden Hamburgh, K°> •" Threat,
^

Champion, Chasselas Vibert, Muscat at ^t
Black Muscat.

. fn -»* *%**
Worms: Al-ptta. Lime water, that is to *$>*«£ 33*'
w„ j__j •!,_ ... i „ *nri been »" _;thP^been mixed
clear will rid you
American plants.

i with caustic lime and been
g^

id you of worms ; hut it aisag'

c

A

i

H
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i-lOLLKGE op AGRICULTURE and ^HkMI^TRY

(J akdof PRACTICALtnd GENERAL'SCIENCE, 3, and

3ST Lower Kcnnin&ton Lane, Kenmngton. London S.^
PriudpJ-J. C. Nesbft, F.G.S.. F.C.S., Ac.

The iTtSmofrtadiea punned in the College compriaee every•^hSSwSth for theparsmts ofA^Uture
Bnjrineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the A rts ,

.or tnt

NaSdttdMUiUry Srvices, and for the Universities.

A^^^iALaysof e^ry description are Pjmpdyaml

.wSira^"^^ it the CoUege T^rm and other par-

-.cuius may be had on application to the Principal.

A~
BTiFlClAL MANURES, J^^f1^™^
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MAN UREb

aiay obUinWy neSSaary instruction^v^?tTgT73 efficient preparation, by applying to J
.
OH esbit, 1Ml,

_T I^^peTofthe Agricultural and Chemical College,

£n,unSoiLondon, S. Inalyaeaof Soils, Guanos Supuvhofr

nhU*erf_ir_e, Coprilites, _c.,and Assays of Gold b^er and

oSeVMrntrai; ars executed with accuracy and despatch

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Aualyieaand Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-

tion at the College.

HIS LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Eatabushcd 1840,)

«Vre now prepared to send out the foliowing MANUFACTU RED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE FOR

PASTURES. i

C ENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE roa CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE roa AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

I'rom Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sous), NITRATE of

SODA SULPHATE or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

] 16, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

Established 1*12.

... A N U R E S.

MESSRS. PROCTOR invite the attention of their

Agricultural Friends to their SPECIAL MANURES for

1861. prepared for Grass, Corn, and Root Crops. These Manures,
which are the best and cheapest offered to the Agriculturist,

are now ready for delivery, and early ordure are respectfully

solicited. Price List, with particulars as to qu; ntity and best

mode of using the Manures, sent free on application to H. & T.

Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or Proctor _ Rylakd, Birmingham
and Chester, Agricultural Chemists, and Original Manufac-
turers of Special Manures.

L AWES' S MANURES
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawas fon the

Present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his

'actories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES8 PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6

LAWF— SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guan« direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

>f Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennbt Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E C : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHAT OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

*e very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

_r^_ S 1 _ Ah. m — _i _ _ _.

A FEW respectable DISTRICT AGENTb wanted

for a MANURE which is highly recommended and sold

carriage free. I .iberal terms giren -Address, with occupation

and references, B. C. 10, Pall Mall East, London, 8.W.

ECONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE & CATTLE «EpiNO.

I/i R. and F. Turner, Ipswich, submit the prices of

J_. their celebrated CRUSHING MILLS forOatstUNg*
Barley, Malt, _c. They save 25 per cent, of Oats in feeding

hone? crush Corn for Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as officii

cious as if ground to meal; reduce Unseed to fine meal with

6

6

5

Detailed analyses, with opinion
lemists to the Royal Agricultural

Prices, Ac., may be had on appl
4 Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

ESTABLISHED 1821.—Universal Success of

GRIFFIN, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimony borne to their value as Manures adapted
for the TURNIP, MANGEL WURZEL, WHEAT, GRA
and POTATO CROPS.

Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, &
Gpjkn> , Ceres Works, Wolverhampton.

LOOK to your GI 3 LANDS and DOUBLE
YOUR CROPS by dressing them with PULVERIZED

BONES, to be had only ofJAR) TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth
Wharf. Lambeth, S.. and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt.
sumdent for an acre, and the present the time for dressing.
Prepared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees. Half inch
bones, bone dust, superphosphate of lime, gypsum, guano, and
all other artificials of guaranteed quality.

no loss of its oil, and bruise Malt perfectly.

No.llMill(re<>ommendedal8oforbruisingconjforf^ 3 15

No. 6 Mill for hand, £4 15, or with Bean Mill (No oB) 5 U
xr^ *r A 1ft (No, t 15) b 8

No 2 " oriowerS No.2B>10 10
rso. L ,,

,,orpowcro >» iduc a
No.l „ for power ..12 „ SjlSJJl n
No. 8 „ for steam pow.18 18 ., <*<\8 B> 2* °

Delivery free to all Railway Stations in England, and to the

principal ports of Scotland and Ireland.

At the R.A.S.E. Canterbury Show 1860. E. R. A K T. were

awarded the prize of bl. for the best Crushing:
Mill for Power ,

the prize of 21. for their Crushing Mill for Hand.

Illustrated PRICE CATALOGUES sent freeon application.

HENRY"" J. MORTON AND CO.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cotta H< ases, Ac. to contain 50 gallons, 26, ; 80 gallons.

ach; and M0 gallons, 37,., and fitted with Up, keeping

the water perfectly Sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter. 30«.

and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35«. Od. each.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C, London,

being the Wholesale and Retiil Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which

their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.-The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with

several otherTat the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; it has obUined the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Burgess & Kev, 95,

NewgaU 8treet, E.C, strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Churn now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.

BURGESS and KEY, 95. Newgate Street, E.C.

PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery

M
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess A Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42 L 10*.

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 251.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30*.

ALLEN'8 GBASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22* 10*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.

Price 35L _ _. „ , .

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—One Horse Machine,

Price 24L
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any

Railway SUtion.
Testimonials.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the

following from
Mr. James Arnot, of Woodcote, Carshalton.

" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not be

without oue on any consideration ; and I can safely say that

I have saved over 50 per cent, in the expense every year I have

used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which

pays itaelf in so short a time "

LAWN MOWERS.
DRAY, TAYLOR and CO. (late Wm. Dray & Co.)

having secured a large stock of every make of the

above machinery, solicit immediate orders to prevent dis-

appointment. Green-s, Boyd's, Whittaker's, and Shank s, all

on show ; together with the largest stock of first-class Horti-

cultural Tools in London, at their New Central Depot, 4,

Adelaide Place, London Bridcre. E.C, (removed from Swan

Lane). N.B. Every gardener, amateur or otherwise, should

inspect Dray, Taylor & Co.'s New Patent Universal Garden

Barrows.

IPPENHALL FIRE BRICK FACTORY, near

Farnhara, Surrey.—Manufactory for Fire Bricks, White,

Red, and Black Facing Bricks, Plinth Bricks of various shapes

and colours, for string courses ; ornamental Garden Edgings,

Terra Cotta Chimney Pots, and Vases in great variety ;
superior

reaselated Blue, Black. Red, Buff, and White Paving Ti es, for

churches, entrance halls, Ac. All kinds of Ornamental Ridge

Tiles, 8ewage and other Pipes, Bends, and Junctions ; Orna-

mental Garden Border Tiles to any pattern or colour.—Apply
to Mr. E Whalley, Manager of the Works. Agent for

Guildford, Mr. J no. Moon, Builder.

FARM BUILDINGS.
LOANS may be obtained under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbent*.

Trust! es, Bodies Corporate, -c, for the erection of Farm Houses,

Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their

own Scents aud sanctioned by the Inclosure Comnn^ionera.

The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 21 years.

N-. investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioner* or Mortgagees, no legal ,e^™*™™™^-.
The Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the Entire responsibility of the works wherever

^^t^S^Zt^ by the Company on any work

they execute, the actual expenditure only •PP.™* b
£e^

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

MTR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman.—JONAS WEBB, Esq , Babraham, Cambridgeshire, 1

All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed

Secretary, at the Offices of tl:

Street, London, S.W.

r pHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

or

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S55.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landownkrs', the Clergy, Estate Aoew Su*™yors. *'

in England and Wales and in Scotland
,

The Directors beg leave to announce tha*^f^_?gS»_
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanet on of the Leg*

l_riiro Tho fomnanv now advance money, unin.uu.uwi

££S«Jo^theriCfng works of ^^S^^SSSSS^
the whole ontlw and expenses in all cases being li.pudatea oy

a n^SfL^aSTand Warping. Emban^^clo^.
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any ^"efioal pur

pose, Engines or Machinery fo^P™^ ^^^*
2. Farm Roads. Tramways and Railroads for agricultural

3. JeSesor Kingplaces on the sea coast or on the bants

4. ^"SS^orSS H^'os, labourers' Cottages
,
and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, iand the im

proveraent of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes. . .

f

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act or

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, m ™^™J»*
public or general works of drainage orot^imW^
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands »nPTO]L
e<V ___ he{Qa

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not wterfore jwth the PUna

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners. .'._.__ „„niv
For farther information, and for forms of WVl™^

{
JgW

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director.

2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W. __
OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,R__. CIRENCESTER.—Dr. Voelckeb, Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, has a ^ AtA«.i
for a HOUSE PUPIL.

HIGHLAND and AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of

8COTLAND.
AriMPTTT.TTTRAL EDUCATION. —The Examination of

CatdWaS^rTsOCIETY'S AGRICULTUKAL IHP^OMA

will take place in the Museum Hall, George I\. Bridge,

Edinburgh on WEDNESDAY, the 27th March.

Candidates must lodge intimation with the Secretary on or

before 20th March. _. Qimrt

Edinburgh, March 1. 1861. J». Hall Maxwell, Sec.

Efit ^ffricuttural <5a>ette

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1861.

TtKSDAT, —

MEETINGS EOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

( Central FarmeiV Club .. •• 6 r.m.

Mosdat. Mar. A{ (Mr. Howard on Piece work).

fnikr (Quarterly Meeting).

iw'irrai (Mr. Jackson on Spring Work), 4 P.H

German Agricultural Society at Erfurt in

Prussian Saxony.
Agri Society of England .. .. I*oon

Berkeley .. •• „• . ••. * P -M *

(Mr. Bailey on Dairy Fanning),

South «exfora.

Hexham ( Pisken's Steam Plough trial at

Anick Grange) .. .. • 10 *•*•

11—Botley (Carts t. Waggons—Mr.E. King*.
1 -J—Hexham (Mr.T. Dnden on Grass Land).

,„f Agri. Society of England .. .. Noon
1

J

( Oxford. :

Wednksdat,— 6.

Monday, —
TVXSDAY, —
\\>D5K«DAT,-

A Correspondent has rented a cesspool into

which flows the sewerage of a town of a couple of

thousand inhabitants, distant about a mile and a

half from his farm. The overflow from this cess-

pool has beeu used to irrigate a meadow of seren

acres, which gives great crops of Grass cut three

times. The rest of the fluid at other times has

run into a river, and the deposit left in the cess-

pool has been annually cleaned out, yielding about

40 two-horse cart-loads. It is intended for the

future to cart stuff into it, and when well

saturated, to empty it several times a-

year. The question — what substances to

Offices: 109, FENCHURCH STREET. Manufactory: PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

use—" sawdust, wood-ashes, soil, &c," is one

of interest in the ordinary circumstances of the

farmer as well as in the extraordinary circum-

stances here related. Our Correspondent, guided

by the ordinary method of turning excrementitious

material to account, proposes among other things

to chop up straw and throw it into the cesspool to

dry up its contents: but then he says :—" I can

sell Barley straw for 3s. a cwt. this season, and

Oat and Wheat straw for considerably more."

It is plain that straw would thus be used most

wastetuliy. It is so iudeed in the farm-yard,

where it is never worth 3s. a cwt., but in that ca*e

we look for repayment to the comfort and warmth

of our cattle as well as to the mere purpose of the

straw as dung. And it would be well if it

could all be used as food, comfort and warmth
beinc nrovided some other wav, and the manure of
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the farm being
without its aid.

gathered up and applied cheaply

It is this gathering up and application cheaply,

•without the aid of straw, that now puzzles our

Correspondent. And sawdust, ashes, 4< peat char-

coal at 21. a ton," &c, suggest themselves. Saw-

dust, spent bark from the tan- yard, if it can be

had some years old, gathered leaves, and things of

that class, will certainly act well as sponges for

the slush to be removed, and they possess some

value of their own as well. Peat charcoal, though

a disinfectant and absorbent, is wasteful of the

ingredients which it absorbs, for they disappear

from it by rapid decomposition, and though in

harmless forms, so that they are no longer a nui-

sance, yet they are lost. As to sawdust and spent

tar, it must be remembered that gardeners refuse

to employ them till they are charred.

The best substance, as it appears to us, for

the absorption and retention of the ferti-

lising contents of the cesspool, is dry clay loam.

A succession of heaps of this material lor

use during a corresponding succession of weeks
would need to be provided under shelter

—

and the slush being cleaned out once a week and
mixed with one will dry up and disappear so far as

smell is concerned while the others in like manner
are being used. And the heaps when dry may
thus be repeatedly used, acquiring with every
fresh use additional value as manure, without much
losing their power to disinfect and hold repeated
doses of the filth.

We recommend our Correspondent to read a

pamphlet by the Rev. Henhy Motile,* in which
his experience in this way is described. It relates

rather to the garden and the house than to the
cesspool and the field; but the principle of his

successful practice may be applied with advantage
on the larger scale.

other Unions in these same counties we have

13.. 6d., 13s., but none below 12s. returned.

Thus the lowest returns from the north are

nearly the highest in the south. I rom Surrey,

Kent, and Sussex, 13s. 6rf„ 13s 12s, and lis.

are returned; from Berkshire, Us., 10s., w.-,

and going further west, we have 9s to lis. in

Wilts, Ss. generallv in Devonshire, 10s. in Corn-

wall, 10s. in Somersetshire, 9s. to 10s. in Glouces-

tershire, 9s. in Herefordshire, 9s. to lis. in Wor-

a

Agbictjlttjral Statistics, though refused at

market tables and by many leading agriculturists,

and therefore not to be had by Act of Parliament,
are nevertheless looked for with anxiety by agri-
cultural readers ; and in many cases thankfully
received even by those who will not sanction any
scheme for their official collection. Information
of the harvest yield or of the progress made in
seed time, is sought for anxiously as soon as
possible, and laboriously gathered up by journalists
and published in the agricultural papers. We
have for many years given an annual report at
harvest time from hundreds of correspondents
all over the kingdom.
The Mark Lane Express has of late Years given
full report both of yield and prospects about

seed time
;

its report this year was alluded to
last week. Bell's Weekly Messenger has just
collated the letters of correspondents on the con-
dition of our sheep—a subject of serious import-
ance this year, when disease is unusually prevalent
in all wet districts. In Somersetshire and Devon-
shire enormous losses have taken place by the rot
as was last week reported (p. 176); but the in-
quiries ot our contemporary appear to have been
directed more generally to districts where it has
not been prevalent, and the account upon thewhole is favourable.
As a third and last instance of statistical in-

formation lately published of agricultural interest,we refer to the return to an order of the House ofCommons on the suggestion of Mr. Caird, M.P.

iSSf
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cester, Warwick, and Shropshire
#

On comparing however those districts with one

another in which the practice of boarding the

labourer prevails, there is not so much variety

apparent in the money paid. And probably the

better wages does in all cases more or less go m
better food. Thus at Malton, in the North Riding

of Yorkshire, 7s. to 8s. are given, along with six

days' victuals, viz., " beef, bacon, pies, dumplings,

and Wheat-flour bread," no very bad definition of

" board." At Ormskirk, Lancashire, wages are

7s. with board, viz., "milk and Oatmeal porridge ;

bread and cheese ; Potatoes and bacon
;

pies. At
breakfast, dinner, and supper, the quantity is usually

as much as can be eaten. Between breakfast and
dinner, and between dinner and supper, bread

and cheese or pies are supplied." In West-
moreland, eastward, " nearly the whole of

the agricultural labour is performed by men who
are hired by the half-year and whose wages
are from 201. to 261. a year (7s. 6d. to 10s. 6J. a

week). They live with their masters, and are

found during the whole period with food."

At Garstang, where food is given it consists of
M for breakfast—milk porridge and bread and
butter ; dinner—bacon, Potatoes, and Potato pies ;

supper—milk porridge and Potato pies. No drink
allowed but butter milk or whey."

In the north of Staffordshire agricultural

labourers receive 7s. per week and their main-
tenance during three-quarters of the year, and 10s.

and their maintenance during the harvest quarter.
In Caermarthen the wages are from 7s. 6d. to

10s. 6c?. a week and food, which is thus desoribed :—"No beer allowed except in haymaking time.
Fur breakfast, skim milk or broth, with Barley or
Oatmeal bread and skim cheese. For dinner, ditto,

with an allowance of rough beef, bacon, and
Potatoes.

^
For supper, the same. When the

labourer is on his own finding, coffee and tea, with
Barley and common Wheat bread and butter, and
skim milk for breakfast and dinner."
The returns are interesting as describing or

asserting the generally comfortable circumstances
of the settled agricultural labourer over the
greater part of the island. From this however we
must except large districts in some of the midland
and western counties, together with a large float-
ing population everywhere, who are not regularly
hired and depend on casual day wages.
As showing how far the quotations describe the

whole means at the command of the labourer we
further quote the report from Atcham, Shrop-
shire :

—

r

"I find the whole subject of wages to be
exceedingly difficult to ascertain, because of its
contingencies. Thus, a farmer tells me, < I am
giving 1 2s. a week/ which on examination I find

a boat.

I

to be nominally true ;' while another, who gives
only 10s. a week, really pays his labourer as much
money during the year as the one who nominally
pays 2s. a week more. Our wages now varv from
10s to 12s., but I believe the man at 10s. receives
in the aggregate the greater sum, inasmuch as he
has less days of unemploved time. As to women
they receive from Sd. to lOd. per day, but the time
occupied in beneficial labour is so fluctuating, that
it is impossible to get at anything satisfactory as
to the amount. ~* r ^ . .

j

them ; when, io I presto
tongue, like a vleW-halloo/"^jJJT-

m
f° Ifi*

always—said," you were goin<* Jiff1 *1*
obliged to draw rein, and mildly J$J$ * >

which you feel at once drops\^ate%
spoils the whole thing, tails yV £ $*$
have felt this often : and I felt it°L^ *
read the remark that « Those at

-

backward in which everybody is a J I
are *

Smith was perhaps the true parent of?'

'

he said that there are some thina-s wKm!*
thinks he can do-Drive a tfff

__! ,f
* h,cb

he adds—" and Farm I
" r

And if one may believe any advertising
any newspaper on any day of any week J*
least may be appended to this list of uni!!
phshments—« Manage an estate !

' WW,
and heir who does not even in the ml
affectionate, corner of his soul still fancy
matter or two—just a matter or two—in whic
—will do the thing " a little better than ok
his father's agent, or even that respected mn
self? Alas! my young and ardent PhjjL
crede ! or, if you won't, for indeed I fearp^*
that ; then, take the next best hint vhA^can offer, keep the sentiment down in tU West
—heap Pel ion, aud Ossa, and Olympus on it^
saw the bit, with both hands ; serve it as ntf
mare that will rush as she nears her fences" o|
itt'», I say, till you are yourself the Atlas i
acres—of that little world whose maoagemei/

management you think all Europe and part ofjj

critically watching. And then, wl en tbatsadi

cleared at last, and you are lauded on the otic

bereft of half your appellative—'Master' row

master ' no longer—why then my friend

find—as I found once—that there are 'Di

Views' elsewhere tham in the Polytechnic;

curious but not so easy to get away from n

feel heart-weary ; views where the rich green

springtide and summer darken into the to

autumn, and before you are well aware, fade info&s

white garb of winter. Oh ! that cheery smi'

face— that open heait in every hand, that ahte

gratis for nothing/ the magic epithet—the vodrf-.

his-wife-compelling prefix 'Young' inMi#wi

vellously the sound and Berise of thabwonf'itofrr,'

making it seem such a charming word of promise.-.

the day comes which brings it to theeai,*^^'

to the sense; and you are left alone V«H',i

to face

!

Which means, in fact, face to face with i

catholic struggle of the world, in which dl

takes part, from the first hoar of accomplished
1!

hood ! but which all the World, or nearir "»

naturedly shield, and muffle, (as Pussy doestto

fishhooks she has got within the soft begging

lets the children play with)-from scratch

shewing, to the young. It seems like W»
cruel secret, even to disclose it thus :

but ho*

describe thoughts without the things whichW
and will change them? and if thougb**

described, how little can the mere facts ot ok

experience, assist, or invigorate another t IB

of life is as different to each of us as fate-or aW*

make it; the colours and shapes in the KalaMJ

not more varied : but in the action ot
'm

•

»
all the world is kin, all mankind are w?tnen.

imparted experience of thought, or tee»Df ,•<

a link to the supple shirt-of-mail which t&ep>

are wise in time ' may weave, before they w»

to wear, it. .,
f
m

So says one to whom this premomt^

armour-rivetting was not accorded ;
wh*

j ^
be forged and hammered as they were ^

the condition of the CE^^TS? Z'l \%TT^ ^U*™ ^°' 1 °U^ "

f™
differences which exist in the SuLraW^! lit^/fe^^"' **» of th

°L Union, a
in different parts ofth'e MF.

"s"°ultUral ™S*»

The report from Morpeth

M
.
lis. to 16*. a week" K»c,^»o «i ».„„.„ „„,i

return of the total amount of labour rendered, and
*h
I,l

0taLamPT* of mone
,y Paid .

together with the

IwZJ\ ft
l

? u
gr°UUd and other advantages

ttl to the abourers. From that inquiry I

fc H ISL*"* «!-*. *«»« during the nominalVfg? ofthetn^S iXnk tvery near the truth, taking the average of he yearand the average nf family » ° tuu J ear
tef ' I**

3T1 allowailce <* 6tf. or Is. when fromhome each journey delivering farm produce.- For

fWa?1
fT T SayS 2s

' Per week maJ be added -^ertaiuly these extras must be valued at a much

cootie Unions m Cuml-erland, Eeudal in West-

rndta
d>^ in *he West Ridi*S of Yorkshire,

«P0rt
;

ot Us. a week as the wages of an agrieui-
On the other hand, from several

average of families.

tnral labourer.

TALES OF A LANDLORD.
THISTLE-DOWN.

Theee is probably not a thine exwrimr ;~ fi i.
sjcal world that Las not its **&S^i£$tthe mental one. n« *^ :- --«—*-' ^ ' uouuie, in

^s^r^^^ & ev-b,

there see, to be Tj£j£*SK £2X21' ^^of lUMnsible observation which }J dorma^

immediate action, which always seemed toto

begin, by a screw loose. After this fasaio»
{i

" If yer plaze Sur, Mr. Squitchall s a s»
Straw! Another load went lastw^JJ^-
come i* the Coach !

" The look and tone

«

mysteriously accompanied this communw
^

to apprise me that my hair ought to st

the intelligence. I answered with toa*

safe interjection

—

"Indeed!" . ^
And as nothing came of this in the waj

I had to grope my way a little further un

and added, with equal safety, as I thougu

"Why?" dlakr
"Why Sir ?-He've been a dom it*

time '11 be up next month, come oid J^^.
?

"How so P Is he going to leave tbe x ^
" Lor' blesh ye, yes Sir! He've beei

ice Michaelmas. He's been a sell* M ^
" But isn't it against his Covenants. »

" There isn't no Layses I" . .,
a^" Well, his Agreement-whatever

it *^w He says he 'addn't no 'Greemunt :

fl ^
The squire and him 'ad allis a good un ^
till they fell out : about the Barn-do rs,

,
{ ^

fishin' i' the bruk. 'Is last year's rent^

told: nor likely to be, they tell n#- ^ftF

sence

minds of men, at least of the think
body, no wiser possibly than the

em in arrear : but I spose you kn°J^
bad, sur ! There is no Greeraunts

!

f .

" No Agreements ! What DO you m
J ^

"Well Sur." subjoined B^IJ
matters

.

in the
j

« Well Sur
ing tribe—till some- I snubbed at my emphatic ' DO ')

rest, happens to utter
1
1 baint no scollard; but it was all rigfit.
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nd tell -cad a9
told ye all about it, n ye a V>»™ . -

-if ve'd 'ar oreif him, however. lheyd all a

«ood understandin' wi* tbe squire-as m - *cept

gqoitchall however-bim as fell out with im.

There is no Greemunts

!

1 1 was of no use to go on. I saw that. Whenever I

ine»n

sure Ify
a**

who only keeps mowing and scratching year aft<-r year

upon the surface and never penetrating to the root

to learn the new Carduine lesson in geometrical

progression which everv occupier of land should know

like his Multiplication-table, and every owner as pat a*

the tale of Hercules and the Hydra, if we are ever to he

rid of that •pest of the farm/ for our own sakes or our

• i-i 9. rn.~ :~~:AW„^ tinv nlantlillp- shews but a

might roll it about at a Setter-bitch does under the

hedges in Sept ber, stinging »er nose by way of

caJdimm* as it were in the day's work ; hut there it

wil a sort of spl t-rical piickledom, that would roll for

ever, bi never unroll : a sensitive temper laid over an

- :isitive because

few inches of tender stem in its tirst year, and decaying

seemingly in autumn (like the cunning insect that

collapses to the eve, in feigned death, the moment it

finds itself perceived) is boring onderground as last as

any mole, the winter through ; for its motto is < Lesurgam,

and many an ell it has taken for every inch it had,

before its biennial phase has been reached, and its tor-

noric^W in^ misgivmg .that; all was not auite I^^JST^^EftSXtttt
.right '-that there was, or mip^*,^ *„ maJ hwe 5u: Act,

before another session is out, for trepanning every

skull that holds that doctrine, and inserting its correc-

tion I ith the dura mater tor public protection.

Fugitive and volatile Thistle-down !
Crafty para-

site <i Labour's hard toiled furrow*—apt emblem of

the small. despised,beginning«ofthe 'toil and trouble of

human life! White feathery innocent-looking plow*

how that was ' all wrong/ and that some day somehow

I might find it so. It was no business, in feet, of hi

He told me all he knew, he hoped the best in all thin

and b ed a'l he hoped :— not far short of a ( irace too

big line ii his light narrative !

I$ut what was to be done ? 1 nexpexienoe itself—and

that was mv v.rv name and addi n— could not fail \

tee a background « ending opt behind this brut

dialogue that made tbe < ibbed lore and fossil cc yn-

tricitiesof Coke upon Littelton & Co. sc I
to shrink

up into cob bs, in comparison. *' Selling off Straw—'

—'in the night' too! 'Times so bad' lV ~ *

irregularity of plant, and the bulbs were much smaller,

apparently not more than half the pi/.c, and we could

not estimate the difference in the two crops at less

than 10 or 12 tons per acre in favour of the steam

cultivated land : the 1 etter crop being superior to any-

thing we have seen this year. Another field on the

Avlesby farm was partly cultivated by steam, and partly

in the ordinary way, by horses. The whole was sown

with Turnips, which were just finished when we arrived,

but Mr. Sowerbv told us his decided impression was,

that the steam cultivated part of the field produced one

fourth more weight of Turnips per acre than the part

cultivated by horses, all other things being equal, So

much for the first beneficial results of steam cultivation

at Avlesby; we now anxiously await the results as it

regards the corn crops, which another summer will

show, and the next harvest will disclose.

The last autumn was not very favourable for working

land either by steam or otherwise. But Mr. Sowerby

made the best of it, and set his apparatus to work in

good earnest during the harvest, and cultivated 120

acres twice over and 10 acres three times over. These

were all stubble and designed for root crops this spring,

The first time over Smith's No. 3 implement was used

ad the second time the No. 4, Bxcept in the case of 10
_ * i \T rf"\a _-_ _J

seed

life Wlltc !.;! ii'l'V 111 laccm-iWhii^' y/ju^»e- »«*» -«*• -~~" 1", ' ... Xt . o nr.Aine. ' j '
which were cultivated twice with JNo. .5, and

sq

helZ> CSj^t tin. ,l,„r ..f tbfl louse «wWr, all; thistle-.lown -found me WHing m, first %»**»
oeiam vnp iso"''j; *v l

_ ., ,._ , . ^ /=„,. nF xf«cQ^c P.mn A-. Dehmtt—some miles distant.
things are forgotten

'

toithm'! , _

Where was the Agent, all this time ? you ask. I

svmpathise entirely with that very natural qn ion!

I should h: asked it to... a il many t'n :
but

ahs, I V fchfl an^ Echo would have given m
1 had learnt it, gnn in hand, f.om the Pasture, from

theArebl. he Wood from the Hedgerows, ami

had known the answer too long. I > k the question

now. Let me ask one in return. Did you ever know a

man of str nd weak capacity shew skill in the

sel< ion of an A Q or keep a good one, if by per-

versity of accident, or inheritance, such an article hap-

pened* to fr.l) in his way? Is it not always "Thank
von, I know how to m my i n affairs:— I don't

want any one to fcach me !" Did you ever no 4
ice tl

seeming paiadox ("till time hath given it proof") that

the men of best igment are exactly those who most

effectively use, and develope, the capacity of others, and

are least above « loving it ? and vice MT4<£ .'

"My 'Renl" V, charg I too hiuh!" coin-

plained a noble Lord to ids nobl nt, as they were
ing up together the 3 r*s ac ol the 'Home

Farm' "If 1 1 er your Lordship's, I must lower all

Jie Rest!" quietly rejoined the impartial man of busi-

ness. How many of that large class who 'know how
to manage their own business, Thank you!' have such

n«'fch*t. at their elbo •«*•--

ff Straw—" of giving one final pin-stab, one quia™, ™y\\*" .'.'"
j

»-»—»
.

••— --
~ t;' """

7 , __rpfl npr uav Tf

!Vo A?re, wicljdh»-igr&~E t*~£in»n.^r»s r^^^Vr;

4

I" made long days. The cost for manual labour was

consequently about Zs. 2d. per acre on the 270 acres.

The cost per acre for engine, &c. we need not enter

into, as that is a matter of easy calculation to any one.

One 48 acre field was cultivated without the engine

going into it, and it was an ill-shaped field too, with a

long corner or two, and was as difficult to do as a w^ell

formed field of 60 acres would have been. The engine

stood in an adjoining 20 acre field, and when the 48

res were finished, was just turned round, and the 20

acre field where it stood was then cultivated, making

a total of 68 acres cultivated with no other moving of

the engine than just turning it once round. This land

now lies as it was left by the cultivator, and is being

fertilised by the manorial elements supplied by the air,

which can now penetrate to the depth of 8 inches

uninterruptedly, whilst the water as it falls upon it

freely percolates through it. In the course of a few-

weeks Mr. Sowerby purposes putting the cultivator

No. 4 again through it, and will then roll and harrow

it with' horses to prepare it for seed, which is the only

horse labour expended upon it, until it is manured and

•'ior/nV^^imrtlculars'enqurre office of Messrs. IVnn & Debbitt-some miles distant
J l

The appointment was of some weeks standing, and the

occasion was well suited to hasten its execution.

What conversation there befel, in an interview between

Bge and youth, between the grey-headed experience of

the country practitioner and the young aspirant of a

forensic path yet untrodden, but cros I by another

that had commenced in earnest—may deserve a

separate telling. T.

STEAM CULTIVATION IN NORTH LINCOLN

-

SHIRK.
El '- year gives new and increased interest to the

cultivation of land by steam power. Every year too

gives incr. ed knowledge and information upon it, so

far as it substitute* r ilts for theories, and multiplies

facts for our guidance ami reflection. Two or three ...™— r- -. - .

veirsa-o we hadm.lv the few and scanty details of the ridged for sowing. These facts clearly show that
\earsaj «eii.u m > n

^
j

„ f„„rt m?o 1 A«a;i««A^nM ua nnmW of liorscs. and
successful application of the principle which were

a looking-glas- ideed, in which "to <ee the form and

pressure of the time.''' There was a speculum, a ' window
to the ark' to look through from time to time, and

judge of high -and-low-water mark outside, and all

around you till the waters had subsided

!

I do think young people believe, as I did once, that

paternal landed incomes groip, like the fucoid, or the

fungus-tribe, spontaneou , of their own self-will and

accord, pushing their way into the gubernatorial pocket

or under his banker's counter, in an irresistible kind of

manner, natural to mushrooms, and I fly cooked,

Salted and peppered for immediate use.

During' the conversation above narrated a sudden re-

collection had flashed across my mind. At a meeting
of the tenants, after the late squire's funeral, an open

but unsteady hand belonging to a face and figure tb

reminded me of the Beershop epigraph ' Lie sed to be
premises' was just thrusting itself into

mJ ^^BL *fc* ^^ ^h Sv m̂ » m ^ ™
I m *

furnished by the few men of skill and enterprise who

were far-sighted, and who early adopted the principle,

and secured its proffered benefits. These pioneers of a

new and mighty system, which has already wrought

wonders, and excited almost universal attention, and

which sc.-ms destined very soon to revolutionise and give

a new phase to our national agriculture, gave us the

us-Uouly inf

___ :iple of Tstctrm <?»lUwo ami

results. But the case is widely altered now.

Mr.' Sowerby can easily reduce his number of horses, and

not be required to work those he retains so hard or

keep them so high as he did formerly. We believe

such is the case already ; be works one-fourth less horses

than he did, and these three-fourths have much less to

do, and consequently cost less keeping, and still his

work is in a state of forwardness.

The wet summer prevented Mr. Sowerby breaking «p

some of his seed lands by steam power for Wheat as he

had intended, but another year, should it be more
• , 1 ' .,, -4- ..,,11 rinnhf.

T0CT ""HlVUUluble, om t K. uuuilwiita hi til 15 ITS

sets of Smith's tackle sent out by Messrs. Howard,

with we know not how many sets sent out by other

inventors and manufacturers, and which are constantly

working in different parts of the country, supply us

with an amount of inlormation we did not before

possess, and afford the agricultural public facilities

and opportunities not only for receiving from those

working these set uch testimony as they can bear, but

also of witm for itself tbe mode of application, and

the benefits resulting ; and we have grea' confidence in

these personal inspections* and believe they do much

more to carry conviction that any prepared statemen

however accur: and truthful, which can be put upon

paper. Men like to see and judge for themselv and

it is well they do ; the more the principle of steam culti-

vation is observe 1 and studied, the better ; and every man
mine, as the party broke up, when a voice cried " Don't p< =sing the opportunity of witnessing the operatioi

yon befais* Mr. Squitchall !
" which coupled with tbe gait themselves and of carefully noticing the subse-

and manner of my warm saluter cramped back my quent effects, will do right to embrace it, and he will

attended arm with a galvanic recoil, and double-locked ;
doubtless be well compensated for his nains. But to

ft s* as si sn * «a a M % IS J_

drunk on the

less be made. In conclusion we may just say that the

results of steam cultivation at Aylesby have been so

thoroughly satistactory. that several of Mr. Sowerby*s

neighbours have expressed their approval of his prac-

tice, and their desire very soon to imitate it. The

adoption of the system of steam cultivation is expensive,

at least it requires a good round sum to start with;

and in wretchedly bad sc ons like the present, farmers

enter with caution into large outlays, however well

satisfied they may be that such outlays will prove

remunerative. This may perhaps to some extent

account for the slow movements of many farmers in

effecting large purchases just now. Alfred S. Huston,

Chatteris, Feb. 6, 1861.

me, said, in a sort of casual tone, " tou had better have
Mr. Squitchall looked after, Sir !

" I felt the truth of the

friendly advice : but I missed the point of it

!

Logicians tell us that ' Words are the signs of ideas.'

This is no doubt useful information, as far as it goes.

But, like much of the information of books, it leaves

the application to be gathered, andthe 'ideas' themselves
to be picked up in a longer and wider schoolroom than
that of the logicians. For instance, to the mind of
Two-or-three-and-twfinty ' the ' idea' thus worded, of

having Mr. Squitchall 'looked after' in his then
condition, brought principally into suggestion the time-
honoured formula tor such cases made ami provided, and
touchingly versified for practical use

—

" Slowly and sadly they took him to bed,
And told his wife aud daughter,

To bring hitn next morning a couple of Red-
-herrings and Soda-water !

But
two,

localities than their own, some observations upon

the working of one of Smith's cultivators in North

Lincolnshire may not be altogether unacceptable.

Last year, in a letter upon the subject of steam cultiva-

tion, we referred to the fact that Mr. Francis Sowerby

had purchased a set of Smith's tackle from Messrs.

Howard, Bedford, and was then working it upon his

Aylesby farm. During a recent visit to Aylesby we had

ampleopportunitiesof witnessingfor ourselves,as wellasof

hearing from Mr. Sowerby how far the experiments

made last year had proved successful. Our first visit

was to a field where we saw the cultivator No. 3

working to a depth of about 8 inches in the previous

autumn, i.e. in 1859. This field is now Swede Turnips,

and the sheep are just being folded upon them. A few

days later we visited another field upon bis Ounr.erby

farm, which was also Swedes, but which had not been

cultivated by steam. The contrast in the crop was very

great. In the former instance the crop was uniform

and regular in plant, and the bulbs large in size and

Correspondence.
Boots in Brains.— I perceive that you allude to the

probability of a Correspondent's drains having been

injured by the roots of the Mangel Wurzel. Having

suffered to some extent this year from a similar cause,

I can corroborate your remarks by the fact that I have

taken up and relaid at a depth of 5 feet a considerable

extent of drains which had been put in a depth of

3£ feet, but were completely blocked up by the fibres

from the roots of the Mangel Wurzel. 1 have measured

the tap roots of several plants ot the Mangel Wurzel

his year which have exceeded 6 feet in length. William

Machin, Papplewick, Nottingham.

Short-horn Sales.—[The following is the letter

referred to in a leading article last week] :—Having

observed in the Midland Counties Herald (Birming-

ham) the week before Jast a tabular statement of

"Short-horn Cattle Sales" in which my name appears,

I have asked Mr. Wright, one of the proprietors, from

whom the statenn ith permission to publish it, was

procured. He informed me from your Agricultural

Gazette. My object in addressing you is to state that

the manner in which my name appears, with a sale of

only five late young bulls in a re state, put in (to avoid

wintering ot* them), at the end of a deceased friend's

(Mr. W. Moore's) sale, at a season of the year when

bulls are but little wanted, and sold at so low an

ijrbt.
y

enlarge, and spread, as the Thistles do, in a recondite ! ana regular ui plant, ana me uuius imgc « «« «..« r --- —.' -»-y '>.^_ _»_. . ^ . i-i_olv
nndergrouud kind effway, out of sight; and woe to him « heavy in weight, whilst in the latter there was gome [average, is not a fair representation ot my herd, is likely
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to be mjurioug

as I had a sale of draught cows and young bulls in

April of last year, which resulted in a widely different

average to those five. And as no name appears to your
statement, many may infer, and some have indeed
asked, if I sold only five out of between 40 and 50
head, and if the sum shown in your statement was
the average ; so that I consider it behoves me not to

allow the statement to go unnoticed, and to seek your
aid in explaining or showing how improperly these five

would represent the value of my herd. I have a large
herd, and have had successful sales of young bulls (pure
bred Short-horns) at Gloucester annually ever since

3843. Wm. Woodward, Northway House, near
Tewkesbury.

FisJcen's Steam Plough.—In the spring of 1860 a
lecture was delivered to the Hexham Farmers' Club
by the Rev. Mr. Fisken, on Steam Culti/ation, illus-

trated by a working model of a machine invented by
his brother and himself and successfully worked by
them many years since on a small farm in Perthshire by
means of a water wheel. His plan of steam ploughing
seemed so feasible that the Club unanimously resolved
to open a subscription for the purpose of testing the
invention, and Messrs Pattinson & Co., of the Hexham
Iron Works, in the handsomest manner placed an
engine at the disposal of the Club. The necessary funds
were soon subscribed, and Messrs. Pattinson & Co.,
under the superintendence of the inventors, completed
the construction of the machine in December last, when
it was hauled to a convenient field for trial on the
departure of the snow-storm ot January. The engine
is fixed at a convenient point within a moderate dis-
tance of the land to be ploughed, and does not require
to be shifted as the work proceeds. The motive power
is communicated from the engine by a hempen rope
1£ inch in circumference, running over capstans (which
as well as the capstans for tightening the rope, are self-
acting, and shift themselves so as to keep opposite their
work) to a drum or cylinder 5 feet 4 inches in diameter,
and 4 feet long, travelling on the unplougbed s

"

sustaining the weight of the whole apparatus, ams con-
sists of gearing for reducing the speed (so that the flee7es*^^^ n^dVlff
Cylinder makps nnlv nno ™™1.^;™ ««. oo ~<* *i \ To Mr. Titus Salt nf lirorif™* m,,of „«j^„u*^i" i_:

were merely snnveneu. mo jc.. *y, \ T. , r v t *u'
although the disease was generally distributed throughout the

country, not one of the Professor's new Potatoes was affected by

it in the least. The experiment was again repeated m l8oo ,

and the crop exhibited the same freedom from disease. I he

kinds mostly in cultivation were then operated on—sorts
which were yearly more or less affected by the disease—still

with the same result. The digging time of 1857 produced a

splendid crop of Potatoes. Upwards of three acres were

planted with kilndried Potatoes ; and, although the produce

exceeded 1600 bushels, not a diseased Potato was discovered.

In 1858, Professor Bollman erected a drying house, with

heated floors, on his estate ; and within the past two
years similar erections have taken place on the different

estates of the principal landed proprietors. It is

gratifying to find that the action ot the shrivelling process on
Potatoes already diseased arrests the progress of the infection,

and kills the disease, thus leaving a portion of the Potatoes
sound enough to be eligible for spring planting. It has been
stated that by the constant raising new varieties from seed,
for planting, the disease may be considerably diminished ; and
this proved to be the case with the Fluke Kidney ; for the first

two years a/ter it was introduced, and even after its cultivation
had become pretty general, this famous Kidney had not been
ftftnoVpfl Kxr rlkoioo • Yyi-i+ loaf naor fY»o T?liilra VioA \iann 4*» o/vm r*

232 Brought forward.
5 Females, cross-bred,amales, cross-bred, between male a/^^from second cross. aie

Alpaca a^

.

40 Lambs of first, second, and third „^ *
4 Male Vicunas.

lDm cr°ss-

1 Female Vicuna.
1 Male cut Llama, carrier.
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All much improved in condition sinop i. »
After a short sojourn at theS^tS^was sent to Liverpool, ahout 20 mil« f

'*
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1°Cali^ could be fixed upon
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cross-bred, and" valued (by'samp"eTb^
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M^lpa
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of Bradford, at from w) to 2, 2d. pSlb^S V«made to the shortness of the staple object*
My brother writes to me :—" So far th* ««; i

well and augmenting in number. The tt 4
'

decided success, that is those born in the colonv -

present condition, see a paragraph in p 1061
Results.—In endeavouring to estimate what »results to our colonies of the introduction of tK

look at what has followed from the introduS1
In January, 1788. the population of K^Ch
1030, and its stock consisted of one bull ttZ
stallion, three mares, and three colts. (FaiiSu
Australia had no sheep of its own. Captain jfi-

umx wwmi; pretty geueriu, liiis jhuiouh tviuney naa not Deen . ,. , \
,

* ~"y" v"lco wits, ^ainir
attacked by disease ; but last year the Fluke had been in some I

Austra
!
ia
J aVl°,

8
- p of lts own

- CaPtain heL
instances as badly diseased as the Fortyfold, Regents, &c. ; so ' Pe"uadecl that the introduction of the Merinoi^
that the process of kiln-drying promises far greater advantages

Lolony *L
OUId ***. °f the utmost consequence, and7

and more certain results than all the expedients put together "
succeeded, W1th the aid of Captain Waterhou8e,olH.lLI

m<*i, i,ii« pruuess oi Kim-uryxug promises iar greater auvantages
and more certain results than all the expedients put together,
which have been from time to time offered for the consider-
ation of the public.—1 am, sir, your obedient servant,

"R. Miles."
The Council then adjourned to its Monthly Meeting

on the 6th March.

Society of Arts: Feb. 20.—An interesting paper
,„^ „»«,„„ "'ovwjj v/i mc Aipotft WHS 1C«U UV iTJl.

George Ledger, brother of the gentleman who "has so
laboriously, and at length successfully, exerted himself
to introduce the Alpaca into Australia. We make a
few extracts from the report in the Journal of the
Society :

—

The Alpaca.—The Alpaca stands about 4 feet in height and
is of inferior size to the Llama, the size of a full grown deer

in procuring a small flock of three rams and five ewafi.Cape of Good Hope, originally brought from Holland.S
had the satisfaction of seeing rapidly increase thtlaugment in weight, and the wool very visibly inJ
quality. It is from the produce of this flock, and one!
others similarly acquired and improved, that we rm\
from Australia the immense quantities of the very n
wool upon which our manufacturers so much rely, hra
nublic and nrivate stork nf sh*»An in fha rw™„ „•*.._

~~vu..*.» Vi *M.*»± a . ...c. w.—.cm mi*:! cauiig piper wuui upuu wuieu our manuiacturers so muchrely In I

on the Natural History of the Alpaca was read by Mr. Public and private stock of sheep in the Colony amen

George Ledger, brother of the gentleman who'has so i^Siii^V^f^^ 633 over and be,.

lak/t.;^,,*!., Z„a ~4. i ii -_f„n ____* 1,. i calculation of Captain MacArthur on the baas for
calculation of Captain MacArthur on the basis ft

would double themselves in two and a half years.

The quantities of sheep's wool shipped from Newk
Wales, in various years, are as follows:—

1807
1815
1820
1825

• *

• •

* •

• *

lbs.

245
32,971
09416
411,600

1S30
1835

1S51

1859

*

•

• «

« *

k

I

1,W

.. o o -^- *^v*«w»«g, iuc upecu ^su i/iiau nie
cylinder makes only one revolution for 23 of the rope),
a frame to which the ploughs are fixed in the same
torm as in Fowler's machine, and a steerage. The man
in charge has the most complete control over the whole
machine, and can reverse the motion, stop the plough
or set it going without the necessity of any communi-
cation with the engineman. The number of ploughs
attached at present is four, but it is proved that thedrum has traction sufficient for a greater number ; andthe necessity for this drum or cylinder being the weaknomt of the apparatus, from its liability to clo<r on a

obviate this objection by substituting revolving discs
wit.* transverse connections of bar iron-the discs toact as coulters. The apparent advantages of the system
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aunutMiy sum ii, range irom t to iu, ii ana 12 lbs.

To Mr. Titus Salt, of Bradford, must undoubtedly, be
awarded the high praise of finally overcoming the difficulties
of preparing and spinning Alpaca wool. Dating from the year
1S34, when the importation of Alpaca wool sprung up as a per-manent branch of commerce, the demand has been a growing

?
n
£nn™Tuantity imP°rted being, in 1834, 5700 lbs. ; in 1840,

1.650,000 lbs.
; 1850, 1. 652, 295 lbs. ; 1859, 2,501,034 lbs. In 1836

the pnee was Sd. per lb. During the last 10 years, the prices
have fluctuated considerably, frcm 1*. 8d. per lb. to 3*. M.

1 will not nere enter into a discussion of whether under
favourable circumstances, the Alpaca might not be acclimatised

^S?
me£a?S

t
f this c

,

ountlT- I am rather inclined to the

habit°, ar.dt^ >
We £now miW* about it, and its peculiar

jX^ wan
I
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it perhaps may. I am afraid the ma n causewhy it has not, and perhaps will not, thrive with us i?thehumidity of our atmosphere, and dampness of our soi? as wellas the unsuitablene,s of our Grasses for its sustenance^ Itsfavourite food in its native country is the Ichu or Ycho a rushvkind of Gi-ass f which it is immoderately fond, and wnieh Ibelieve is not found in this country.

Many animals had been exported, and in 1844 the BritishSS a
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S enterPrise and perseverance were then

™ % ^ an account of the almost romantic adven-
ares through wh,ch for years he went in carrying outtlie determination to export a flock to Sydney
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of which countries do such rcsWcrions^P*"' to ««ith«r

On the 23d November, 1858, this flock consign,, ,f276 animals, arrived at Sydney and wo« • J S ,°
f

rate, in

I have already shown you how the exportation ofAIpwn

from South America has of late years increased; I dwi

the foil— •
- *

Alpaca ^ d ^^^
short period in the history of a people :—Vfemmoceml-
with 200 females, 50 males = 250. There willfciferi/a/KlJi

made for wear and tear, accidents, Ac., «M P* ***

calculation. I further deduct 25 per cent, oftobl everypolj

of ten years, thus leaving in round numbm **;««»

20 years, there would be 20,000

30 „ „ 160,000

40 ,, ,
1,280,000

so .: ;:
9,w,ooo

At 7 lbs. wool each, 68,320.000 lb., at 2s. per lb., *w
From this

Lit will bo seen that, making deducWB

liberal nature, according to the present ratio of increase

wiU be in 50 years 9,76o,000 head'
tbe w0°l °f wblcU

lb. will amount to the sum of 6,832,0001. per annum.

Notwithstanding the enormous draught constanuy"

the flocks to supply the daily demands for food,

:

doot

iiigf whole flocks were consigned to the boilers bytjew

stricken owners, notwithstanding disease, causea «""»

more destructive by desertion, swept away W ^they nro not now diminished, but show a «fiW5

A fortunate climate and an intelligent devotion tow»

of sheep has prevented so great a calamity.
J"J""J

thought barren, are now showing abundant P™*™^
tion, hitherto unthought of, has supplied, ana in ««

will supply, the *nly deficiency of which the wfflgj

complain. The Alpaca, living to the age of 14 tow J

not, like the sheep, having daily demands upon *rj

for the purposes of food, is more likely to fulfil tbe^
I have given to you. By feeding on a coarser pw>

the sheep, it will benefit the owner of land, oy s

use portions hitherto unproductive

Farmers' Clubs.
Hexham : AgriculturalEducation.-

W**.

topher Bird, of Chollerton, said-" My first

.

W
is, that the young agriculturist ought to n

enlarged and liberal education than that wnio

at our ordinary schools. It ought to be ^
deeper and broader foundation, and built

.

materials-both grammatical and matheniaJ

be capable of carrying a higher and more nn»
rf

structure. Here you will be inclined to «^ fi

16th April, 1859, that the iloSthen «naA46 Male Alpacas, pure breed
consisted ot

:
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> Pu™ breed,

o? Eeraale Llamas.
* females, cross-bred, between Alnaca ™a t,generation.

^ipaca and Llama, in first
11 rL

„
males, cross-bred, between male \Wo ^from first cross.

aie A1Paca and female,

232 Carried forward.

we not perforin our duty very creditably ^,
sent education P Yes; but I think you

better with a superior education— better iJ^
individually, better for your own class, «" .

the community in general. I do not tlim* 3 *

that relative social position, nor exercise
:

u

influence, nor give to agriculture that aig ^
you ought to, considering the capical you ^
abilities you exercise, and the supreme « r^

f

your occupation. For if it be the duty o ^
facturer to provide clothing and furniture,

tf

-

chant to distribute them—if it be tne ^
physician to take care of your health, ot ^
guard your property and person, of tne ^
build your house, and of the clergym^ ^ f
can, to guide your faith, it is your om.i $

plenty of wholesome food for tue wu^ ^
And if you fail in your department all to j,

wh rti ftLu^t. n _
J

. . L.SH /un to the p , i€whole fabric of society—will fall to w* ^ ^
perish. What reason, then, can h

f ^n&W
agriculturist should not feel himself "P°

pdflCat*

any of these professions, except that his e ^
,

r«

how comes it to v # p nbeen left short ? Then—«« icit ouurtr men now wmw" --.# v.
manufacturer and merchant should &^Z&\

\ J"
greater political influence than the agric" 1 ^ io

1 capital embarked—the labour and care
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number of hands employed, directly and indirectly, by

the plough are two-fold more than are put in motion

by the loom ; and vet the manufacturer and merchant

kercUc double the political influence, which you are

often made to feel by the distribution of the tuxes. I

can see no other can-e for this than that the sons of

merchants and manufacturers and of professional men

hive a more enlarged education, and have more of

that power which general knowledge gives. They

fcei themselves more equal to take a prominent

part in political discussions, and are better qualified to

gmin a hearing from the public.

As to the advantage to be derived for your own occupa*

tion, I have to observe, that every one of the natura1

science* might very materially subserve the purposes of

agriculture. As to mechanics, it would seem that the

knowledge of the first principles of this science were a

nine qua non of the agriculturist—who has so much of

4 capital iuvested, and his power employed, in moving

heavy bodies in every direction and angle to the horizon.

As to chemistry, it is felt more and more to be a

necessary for the agriculturist. It would enable hiin to

judge of the qualities of food and manures he may have

to purchase, and of the medicines he may have to

administer to his cattle. It is scarcely necessary to

point out to the cultivator, the usefulness and even

necessity of knowing something of geology and its

kindred science mineralogy. Generally the soil will

partake of the qualities of the stratum which underlies

it, or if some of those disturbances which from age to

age have varied the external crust of our earth, have

covered the rock with an adventitious soil, it will

generally be found to have been washed down from the

surrounding bills. Then, as to botany, it would seem

that the study of that science would be almost forced

upon the agriculturist by his daily occupation.

Well, vou will begin to ask, do I intend to com-

prehend all those I iences within the scope of a school-

boy's education. No, not one of them. I know some-

thing of the kind is attempted at some schools—but

that is mere delusion—throwing dust in the eyes of

parents, and impediments to the progress of the chil-

dren. The business of children of the age I am speak-

ing of ought to be able to acquire that preliminary

knowledge, which will enable them to pursue with ease

any of those natural sciences they may have occasion

or taste to cultivate, when entered upon the practical

duties of their profession, be it agriculture or any other

business. This brings me back to the observation I

have alreadv made that the education of the agricul-

turist ought to be laid deeper and broader, and of

better material, and so capable of bearing a higher and

more polished superstructure. The materials will con-

sist mainly of two elements or ingredients—the one

ithematical, the other grammatical r, if you please,

me literary, the other scientific. Now, let us sea what

3 the coarse pursued at present in our second-class

schools. Heading and writing English — common
arithmetic, including weights and measures—Practice,

lie Rule of Three, and several other rules, such as

Interest, Rebate and Discount, Tare and Tret, Allegation,

c. depending on the principle of proportion, to which

we may add Fractions, vulgar and decimal, and Extrac-

tion of Roots. After which they proceed to mensura-

tion, and other parts of practical mathematics. No
very bad bill of fare you will say for the practical

business of life—and I agree with you. But my objection

to it is that the foundation is neither broad nor deep.

It goes upon a narrow system of accepting blindly as

true the results of other men's inductions, just as pre-

sented to them in arbitrary rules. It is not therefore, a

scientific, but amechanical education—servile, not liberal.

Every piece of knowledge ought to be useful in itself,

and also be the support of further knowledge. Accord-

ing to this after the pupil has mastered the first rules

in arithmetic, I should advise his proceeding to tin

learning the management of Fractions, vulgar and

decimal. Then turn back to the Rule of Three and

Practice, which he will be able to work out as problems

with some degree of understanding, and to their

fractional detail. Then instead of spending two or three

\ ears over those rules, which depend upon the principle

f proportion, such as Barter, Fellowship. Interest,

Rebate and Discount, Exchange, &c, processes pro-

vided for specific trades, and instead of spending another

couple of years upon Mensuration and other sorts of
j

practical mathematics, I should introduce the student
|

to the elements of theoretic and scientific Geometry, and
tiie first rules of Algebra. He will here bring into full

play the reasoning faculties, and be able to demonstrate

those general truths upon which the practical rules are

based. He will be able then to analyse any case that

may occur, and he will not have in future to depend
pon his memory for the accuracy of his calculations,

but he will be able to work out the conclusion in

his own mind, and almost intuitively see the conclusion

at which he would wish to arrive. A couple of years
of steady application, with moderate abilities, will

bring him to a competent knowledge of plane geometry,
including trigonometry and conic sections and algebra

) the solution of a quadratic equation ; and this he will

accomplish in as little time as he would be working
hose other rules which have little to do with the
reasoning faculty, and which he will now be able to work
out without any regard to their specific rules. He will

loo l»e in a condition to understand those natural sciences
to which wc have before referred ; and if his opportu-

nity and taste conspire, he may go forward to the

utmost height of mathematical science.

These are the observations I put before you on

the mathematical part of education. I now venture to

draw your attention and invite your remarks on the

grammatical and literary side. If I have carried you

with me in my remarks on the necessity of a more

advanced education, I hope you will not be unwilling

to hear me patiently in whot I have to say on this part

of our discussion, and I will at once announce to you

that ipv purpose is to persuade you that in order to be

perfect'masters of your own language, and especially to

consult with ease and satisfaction scientific authors, it

is almost a necessity, at least it is a most important

advantage, that you should be acquainted with some

one language besides your own, and that language

should be either that of the Roman, or some of what

are called the Roman nations, from whom you have

derived all your literature, science, and arts, and for all

scientific purposes, your very language itself. Some

advise the young student to adopt French for that

purpose ; and if vou had any immediate purpose of con-

versing in that language, it might have the preference.

But, otherwise, I have no hesitation of recommending

Latin in preference to the agricultural student, on the

principle of laying the foundation deep and broad, as it

is the foundation of all the languages of South-Western

Europe.
Latin ? If

You will say, what has a farmer to do with

[f you will have a little patience, I will hope

barbarous

northern

of the

centuries.

objects

the language which an uncivilised and
people brought with them from the

bank of the Rhine and the shores

Baltic, in the fifth, sixth, and seventh

They had expressions for all visible obvious

as head and foot, house and home, sun and moon ; but

the moment we begin to speak of nerves, arteries, veins

in ourselves, or columns, arches, cornices, &c. in

architecture, we begin to speak Latin. All the science and

literature of the Saxon age was conveyed in the Latin

language ; and all the histories that have come down to

us were written in Latin. Perhaps after this plain

account of matters, you may not think it quite absurd,

by way of laying the foundation deep and broad,

that I should recommend the -agricultural student to lay

the foundation of his education on the knowledge of;

that language, in which all science is communicated.

For all the terms of these sciences are Latin. Now, I

have already ventured to say that no one will be able

to perfectly understand the English language, at least

to write it as it is written by our best authors. I will

now venture to say more, that the agriculturists in

general will never acquire even a moderate knowledge Ipg^]
of those sciences which contribute so materially to °

Cumberland, with ill its mineral and agricultural productions.

He difl, however, undertake it, and the result they all knew.

It did not tor some time give him the opportunity almost of

resting OB a bed of any kind, much less a bod of Roses. Hut he
worked through, and by the support of the public of this

countv. he had retained the office up to this peiiod of

bis life. His friend on his right (Mr. Bird) had told them
that he appeared before them at a certain age. All men
were not gifted with the same vigour of mind and consti-

tution. Mr. Bird's age was greater than his ; but through

the operation of domestic and other circumstances he felt

himself less adequate than he had hitherto been to under-

take many of those duties he had been in the habit of under-

taking or which were hastily imposed upon him. There were

duties which were not merely those which men engaged to

perform—duties which a man owed to society, as well as to his

.

own appointment and the situation in which he was placed.

These duties he had endeavoured in some measure to fuhl. He
had been the cause of an agricultural society being formed on

Tyneside ; for when he came first to this county he saw that

things were capable of being much improved and reformed

There was a slovenly system of harvesting, attended with great

waste, both of corn and straw, and consequently also of

manure. His first plan was to give the hospital tenantry pre-

miums for the best harvested crops ; and he was happy to say

that now, through the good sense of the people, who saw that

their own interest lay in progress and the advancement of

knowledge, there was not a district where the corn was better

reaped or more economically harvested. He saw a languor and

backwardness in the breeding of stock, and especially a great

neglect of that most beneficial and productive department, the

breeding and keeping of sheep stock. He then stimulated

the tenantry by getting them to enter into sweepstakes,

and that soon led to the forming of a society which up

to this time had held a respectable place among the local

societies of the land—a society which had for its secretary

, a young gentleman now present, who had done it and himself

trreat credit by the production of that essay for which he had
• I • • -* "— m— the premium. These

e tenantry of the Hos-
country generally, and
of agriculture in other
take his part in some

other duties. He had acted as trustee for various turnpike

roads, as a commissioner of taxes of all descriptions, aad as a

magistrate of this district. These were duties which occupied

a great deal of time and attention, and if he felt called upon
now to withdraw from some of these, and devote his energies

more exclusively to that special institution for whose interest

he had been placed m this county, he hoped to be held excused

by those to whom he now addressed himself. Although he

had not given in anv formal resignation—although he did not

wish to take the society unawares, yet before this time next

year they would have exercised their power of electing another

President, and he hoped to have the pleasure of being there

and assisting, as he would be glad to continue to do as long as

his health and strength would allow.

Wirksworth.—As the General Quarterly Meeting

on which the ploughing match connected with this

Club is usually held, fell on Shrove Tuesday (Wirks-

worth Fair day), the Committee decided to postpone

the meeting for a week, and well they did so, as a more

glorious morning could not have been wished for than

Tuesday, the 10th inst. In reply to the Secretary's

circular, 11 good men and true entered the lists, ail

came to time, and having drawn for choice took up

ally

the forming of an enlightened agriculturist, except

Latin form a part of their school education. Bat if

they have carried on their education to such a point as

conic sections in mathematics, the understanding a

Greek or Latin author, all the depths of science are

opened to them, and all the elegancies of literature,

according as they have taste, and talents, and oppor-

tunities, and leisure to cultivate their intellectual

faculties.

In the course of the evening Mr. Grey of Dilston

referred in the following terms to his connection with

the Society and the county. He said :
—

It was within a few months of 28 years since he came to live

among them. That was a lar^e portion of any man's active
life ; and during that period he believed his life had not been

j

one of idleness. But it was now forced upon him to say that
he felt he was coming to that time when he should feel called
upon to withdraw from some of those duties not immediately

as under

:

Ownkr. Ploughman-
Maker or
Plough.

(Ride. Cowers-
lane, Bel-
per.

2. Mr. John Hole, Dethuk .James Hadfield . . do. do.

3. Mr. Joseph Bowmer .... Reuben Conway . . do. do.

4. Mr. Richard Malin George Malin Stubbs, Derby
5. F. H art, Esq R. W. Walton Howard. PP.
6. Messrs. Walker George Ward Lucas No. 7

7. F. Hurt. Esq Samuel Morrelc Hornsby H
8. Mr. Richard Malin Joseph Malin . . . . j

Ri^n£
owerB

9. Mr. Tims. Wooliscroft ..Samuel Kinder .... do. do.

10. Mr. J. Wall George Beat do. do.

Newham,
Derby.

After a spirited competition, and all having been announced
fair, the Judges, Messrs. Yeomans of Wakebridge, Cupit of

11. Mr. J. Wilmot William Wilmot
i

connected with his position and appointment in this county. "«*•
« Ti ii i JT^'ut^l r a ui u r n

Thnv wnnld r^nll ftrt/that whan he Rented the office he still I

Wingfield Park, and W Spencer of Ash.eyhay carefully in-

speCtM the plou^hin^and awarded the prizes as follows, viz. ;
—

£ .*. rf-

Wm. Wilmot

They would recollect that when he accepted the office he still t

held a9 manager of the extensive estates belonging to that im-
portant institution, the Greenwich Hospital, there were many
reforms and amendments entered into as affecting the various
institutions of this county. Such reforms, it was deter-
mined, should include the management of the funds of the
Greenwich Hospital. It was determined, then — they
would excuse him being, for this occasion, rather egotis-
tical, thinking it neediul as he did to call their recol-
lection to some of the occupations in which he had hitherto
been engaged—it was determined that the labours which had
up to that time been divided between two receivers should iu
future be performed by one, and that the establishment should
be reduced in the number of clerks and bailiffs, from three to
four to one in each department. There happened to be at that
time two men, both eminent in the government of this country
—men with whom he had had the privilege of being intimately
and confidentially acquainted. The late Earl Grey was then
Prime Minister—a man who was the light of his own age as
he would be looked up to as the light of future ages in this
country. Earl Grey proposed that he (Mr. Grey) should under-
take this labour under the changed circumstances. There was
another eminent man— the then Chancellor of the Exchequer
—Lord Althorpe, who, for bis distinguished simplicity and
flroodness of heart was known as €< honest Lord Althorpe/'
With Lord Althorpe, also, he wtm intimately acquainted;
for he was a great promoter of the improvement of agricul-

ture, and himself a great breeder of cattle. He (Mr. Gre
had spent many happy days with him in discussing those
subjects with him at his own home, and be had twice honoured
him (Mr. Grey) by being his guest at Millfield Hill, when,
making himself acquainted with the agriculture of the Border
counties. He (Mr. Grey) hesitated greatly at the proposal then
made to him, conceiving that he had not the capacity that
would be required from him. Lord Grey said to his colleagues,

on that memorable occasion, * %

I can answer for his integrity

and industry, and we may leave his capacity to future proof.

Lord Althorpe said, M (Jrey, you must take it, because you
cannot do without a great deal of work ; and if you go there
you will not sleep on a bed of Roses. I hope it will be good for

you— I am sure it will be good for the public." He felt some
alarm, looking at the gre it extent of the property—beginning

1st Prize to No. 11 • •

2d
3d
4th
5th
6th

»»

**

»»

to No. 1

to No. 5

to No. 4
to No. 6
to No. 7

• •

• •

• •

* V

Jas. Hadfield
R. W. Walton
George Malin
George Ward
S. Morrele

• •

2
1

1

10

15
in

5

Refreshment was kindly provided for the ploughmen, judge-.
*o . by F. Hurt, Esq., and literally distributed by Mr.
Campion.
The members and their friends adjourned to the Red Lion

Hotel. Wirksworth, and did duty to an excellent ordinary, the
Vice-President of the Society, Mr. Cresswell, of Idridgehay,
occupying the chair in the absence of the President, Mr. Hurt,
who we regret to hear was too unwell to attend. Mr. Parkin,
the Secretary, occupied the vice chair.

After dinner the plougbmen were called into the room and
the prizes given by the Chairman with a few appropriate words
of encouragement and advice to each. On the health of the
judges having be<m proposed, Mr. Cupit complimented the
members of the Society for having men in their service who
could make such good work as they had seen that day; he
observed the ground was somewhat stony in places, which
went considerably against the ploughmen making the work
appear t<> advantage, yet he must say out of 11 drafts .six of
them ;it least were amongst the best ho had ever seen ; he
hoped the unsuccessful would take courage and try to win at

the next match.

Mr. Yeomans, another ol the judges, humorously con-
gratulated the men in being in the service of masters who were
members of the Club, and who allowed them the privilege

of testing their abilities and having the opportunity of
seeing good work. He encouraged the unsuccessful ones
to be steady and practise at home in readiness for the next
match ; not to be discouraged by losing once, twice, or thrice,
but reminded them of Bruce and the Spider, that if they lost

times they might win the 13th. He also said that it was his
privilege to act as one of the Judges at one of the Society's
first matches, and the improvement that he had seen that day

at the mouth of the Tweed, and ending on the Cross Fell in ' was very encouraging. He could not imagine so marked an
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improvement could have token place. He wished the Society

every success. ,

The health of the Chairman, "Success to the Club and

several other toasts having been drank, the meeting broke up.

Miscellaneous.
Locomotives on Common Roads.—In anticipation of

the adoption and use of locomotives on turnpike and

common roads, for which the general turnpike and

highway and local Acts make no provision, the Bill in-

tended to regulate the use of them provides for the

levying of tolls by uniform general provisions, the

weighing clauses in the general turnpike Acts not

having been framed in anticipation of traffic by loco-

motives. Certain enactments of the Commercial Eoads

Continuation Acts are repealed, and the weight on each

pair of wheels is not to exceed one ton and a half. The

use of locomotives destructive to highways or dangerous

to the public is to be prohibited by the Secretary of"

State, so as to prevent excessive wear and tear. The

weight of locomotives over county, parish, or suspen-

sion bridges is not to exceed 15 tons, and any damage

is to be made good. The iocomotives are to consume

their own smoke. Two persons are to drive and conduct

every locomotive, and red lights are to be fixed con-

spicuously in front of locomotive and wagons one hour

after sunset and one hour before sunrise. The speed of

locomotives on high roads is not to exceed 10 miles an

hour, and through towns, cities, or villages, five. No
locomotive is to be used within the city of London more

than 7 feet in width and with wheels 6 inches wide.

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY, PLYMOUTH.

FnmrYrv sWn ORDBES.-Hymouth is admir-
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STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week ending February 28: observed by Mr. J- B. Spearing,

Moulsford, WaUingford.

Tempera-tore of Air. Tempera
u
—

'

o
tureof

Soil 1 foot Rain. Wind
1

* o

H«£ 5
i

below the

s * -urface. =5

Degs. Dej?s. jDe«s. l>ess. Bm. In>.
Friday 22 .. 52.6 49.8 3(i.O 43.6 40.5 0.16 s.w. 29.47
iturday 23 .. 61.4 50.0 40.0 479 41.0 0.04 E. 29.40

Sunday- 24 .. 41.4 42.2 38.4 40 8 41.5 0.41 X. 29.70
Monday 25 .. 44.2 42.0 32.4 37.5 41.0 0.02 N, 30.07
Tuesday 26 .. 48.0 40.0 29.6 37.0 40.0 • » W :9.98

Wednesday 27 .. 57.0 44.2 26 38.3 40.0 • • SAY. 29.90
Thursday 28 .. 61.2 44.4 34.6 43.5 40.0 0.09 N.W. 29.58

The readings are taken at 9 a.x on the days named ; and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding '24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed i feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge
7 feet from the ground.

Calendar of ©Derations.
c

FEBRUARY.
Islb of Ely : Feb. 19.—The variable character of the weather

continues. One week we have mild and genial weather,
prompting the belief that spring is near, and another week we
have a return to cold and snow, reminding us that it is still
winter. The cold seems reluctant to leave us. and we fear itmay linger long into the spring ; we have hitherto had but
ittle thoroughly drying weather, the mild and spring-like
days have not been searching and bracing, but generally have
been damp, with a moist heavy atmosphere. The high lands
will scarcely work well yet ; they are well pulverised by the
frost, but require to be a little drier on the surface before the
horses go Upon them. The growing Wheats are only moderate
in many instances. On Ciover leys and on wet high lands
generally the plant is very thin and sickly. The slugs have
eaten the former, and the water has decayed the seed in the
latter. On all these lands the prospect is anythi but nattering.

S£n ™Gn s
?
,ls

,

t00
' the Planfc is gK»tly injured and promises

P*^- These 1 inds were very wet when the severe irost set
re, which made them more susceptible of influence by the
frost the consequence was, the action of the frost was so great

hf 22!f f ^6Se feS*
8 * suddenly and so considerably thatthe stem of the Wheat was broken-completely snapped

asunder, through the lifting up of the laud, and theSisvery seriously thinned, and in some instances will probablyrequire re-sovving. Our fen prospects are therefore anythingbut encouraging and our fen farmers are beginning to despairThey have already had three decidedly bad harvest* in^succes-sion, and are now threatened with a fourth ; 1 uT we trust

S

fears in this instance mav rmf. Ka »™k-j ' Zrz.
ur

.

tne"

-I-\T VMOTTTH is admirably situated for supplying

delivered free to any of the following ports, viz., CorK, uuiwn,

Waterford, Limerick, and Belfast. tw™
Address, Plymouth Seed Com pany, Plymouth, Devon

.

LY MOUTH SEEl) COM PAN Y. -
CARRIAGE ARRANGEMENTS.-All Orders for Seeds

above 11. will be delivered free of ^hAroe to any ^^^
Station between Plymouth and Paddmgton ; and to all Stations

on the Cornwall, Tavistock,.and North Devon Railways.

All orders above 21. free to any Station on the broad gauge

railways, or to any Market Town in Devon and Cornwall
,

or

to Cork, Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, Belfast^ and Liverpool

by Steamers ; and to Guernsey and Jersey by Traders.

All Orders above 51. will be delivered free of carriage to

any railway station in England and Wales ; and to any

Steam Port in England, Wales, Scotland, or Ireland.

All heavy articles, such as Grain, Tares, Clover, Seed

Potatoes, &c, are exceptions to the above Rates.

Agricultural Implements and Manures are delivered only at

the Railway Stations and Ship's side at Plymouth, except

under Special Agreements.
Catalogues and Price Currents can be obtained for each

Department, and every information given on application at

The Company's Offices, Union Road, Plymouth.
Address : Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth.~ PRESENT PRlCEo OF FARM SEEDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON'S H>RICES will remain
unaltered until the 31st of March, after which time

Mangel Wurzel Seed, and perhaps some other articles, must be

raised. PRICED LISTS gratis and post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

THE FARM AND THE GARDEN.
NEW SEEDS, Carriage Free, from the

WEST of ENGLAND SEED ESTABLISHMENT
at PLYMOUTH,

Conducted by Messrs.

L AMOUR EUX, CLARK, and CO.,

The RETAIL PRICED CATALOGUE, containing every
particular in connection with the Business, forwarded gratis

and post free on application.

Address : Lamoureux, Clark, & Co.. Plymouth.

AGRICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, £ FLOWER SEEDS.

EDWIN HOLLAMBY besys to inform his Friends
and Patrons that his DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATA-

LOGUE of the above for 1861, containing the novelties of
the season, and the approved old varieties, is now ready, and
may be had gratis and post paid on application.

Seed Establishment, Parade, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FKE£.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of senaine stock and
first-rate quality. KITCHEN" GARDEN" SEEDS of every

description. GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS, imported direct.
John Bell's CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, and
will be sent free to any address.

Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich.

SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.
RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and RAWTREE supply

carefully selected and screened samples of all the most
approved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats, &c.
Address, Basingstoke, Andovor ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark

Lane, E.G. Samples and prices Post-free on application.

RAYNBUID, CALDECOTT. and BAWTREE"
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke. Andovor

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
'

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTUR VL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes* Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes
Cotton Seed Cakes. &c, of best quality at Market Prices.

ANGEL WURZEL and TURNIP SKEDS^Z
The undersigned can confidently recommend their

Stocks of the above SEEDS, crop 18W, grown from selected
and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on application.

ROLL TOBACCO
Warranted equal in Strength Jl*

Cl

JOSEPH BAKER, 10, GouohSn* >*O having dealt upwards of 20 ySara in « ,

le '-

J

£?S th,e be8
^ artidefor destroying th,^ ^

i

01bs..l, Po.t.offlceOrde^lJjJ^Ui
GENUINE TOBACCO PAP£lT7bR r„=-H APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs T'

• Nurserymen, Diking), hasnow a^above on band in 4 lb. packets, \s 3d r** **l

monials **jJ^enerj>Ch^
—

-
' w?FO R S M O K I N G GrVeaThS
".

Market, S. E.
7. Borough

iuoVe'of a
3

wi!!!!^?
a?f.be^alki It is premature to

Jameb Fairhead & Son, Seed Growers and Merchants,wg u
Wheat crop yet

;
but still, where the plant is largely

Lew,sham
-

Kenfc >" London Establishment : ~ ~

Horsel nX find
S
fn?i

1S ?ft £ "£***** ™ abundant harvest "
'

;!nl'^-
nov™"d ful employment in preparing the land for thereception of the spring seed. Beans are already bein- n antedand many are being sown over the plough beam Wihaffwfine days oat sowing will be commenced: most of the landdesigned for this crop is either already pi™ hed or will be

hoiro^Terfweil fetf^"^ ,SK^
bad. Better condition mShrbnff

1;?"
,

68^ ^tchedly
but inthis respect ^fij3S3^SeSt^

TO SEEDSMEN.
ABARGATN OFFERED, viz., 35 quarters of ITAL1AN RYE-GRASS SEED (weighing 17 lbs. a bushel)
at 26a. per quarter, cash; also 30 quarters of Prime Ditto at
28*. C I. per quarter (16 lbs. a bushel).—Apply early to Thomas
Jopson, Post Office, Kendal.

lU y 1II,MAS

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS iwith a Candle, save all trouble, destroy aUare already used by some of the leading ftJh
L

obtained of the principal Seedsmen and Nur^
packet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neal S*
Birmingham . Trial packets, Is. each ' !

^ISHUUS l^O^POUNDnbr^
V_>* destroying Red Spider, Mealy Bug, Mildew. J

Green and Bm}ncanBli^

fe<* Bugs. ««,£

.

tenous
injnsiiffitig

mended S fiV
Chronicle, "(W
dener," fiM, lb
' 4

Orchard Hoik"
'

tion, and Mr. H •

deners' Year Boot:-

SJBBk vMTV Full direction fr

particularsof the«j

of many greu

authorities are eaea

theboxe8ofGislin

are supplied ret

any Nurseryman i

man at k, 3i., a
each, wholesale, b-

PATENT CAM
Limited.

If the smell be disliked, make the solution 48 hounM
! F^^^flNG AND SYRINGING.

GRIFFITHS and AVISS, ToBACCoyBT?. ..

call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER, ft*

in use. safe in application, altogether effective intoedi

tion of Green Fly, Black Tiirips, &c. nominal in prite,

:

per dozen pounds (not including carriage), sent to i.

the kingdom on receipt of Post Office Order. 2b te
Trade a liberal discount on 28 lbs. and upwinfe. The

practical gentlemen have submitted it to^erykiDtfofan

and bear testimony it is all we represent:-

Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh,W»»^
Mr. Win. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe iota

Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutlierMi

Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packiogtonti*

Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsleyjc

Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley At*

Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Gnmrille D. Ryder,

Hemel H'-mpstead
Mr. Geo. Rennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon

Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. R. West, Esq., Alcot fark

Mr. W. II. Mountford, H. K. Hughes, Esq.,

St. Asaph, North Wales „..
ft

Ifr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, HigW

Hoddesden a , Dm ._ 4
Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman,*

Richmond, irrey mn«TTift.I
Mr. John Reeves, Ladbrokc Nursery, ^ ottll

r̂

IU'

Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, Shipston-on-SW'ff

Mr. Edward I kins, Nurseryman, Seedsman,

# Leamington Nursery „„^Fi,ir

Mr. JohnOgden, Nurservraan, Seedsman, and rw»
,

Messrs. S. Perkins it Som, Nurserymen, .»»

Floristfl, Coventry
,jWnriatsl*V Agente Wanted. Nurserymen andW*>-

N B. Cast Furaiga < Pots, Tobacco Water

and Tobacco Jui f.»r SI ioep Dressing. ^
IMPROPER F<)<)[), occasioned ^tov^K

Manuring the Soil, is admitted to be the^.

Sheen. Mr. Thorley will be happy to forwaw

reli ive to the use his invaluable Condiment*

to tuis awful Malady, which is now scouring i

^
Members the Royal Agricultural SocieLy

farmer in the Kingdom, are invited to l
„-

lfl#
Caledonian Roacl, Kin Cross, N;t

an^"^>»
the compounding of the several mgredienw

its com} ition. i
——

:

HORTICULTURAL AGENT AN0 ^
R. A. CHANDLERK^^ tfr

KiaB

CARROT,
TO THE
Early Horn,

TRADE.
1?. 0(1. per

Your Fen Reporter.

Notices to Correspondents
Hurdles : A Country •< cribtr mir«w ^Zaa • » ^
which mak-pa fi«i/u j, 5

aslcs ,or fcne address of the firmwnicn mates oak hurdles by machinery

J,
'.rri B

1?
!

:L:
*""" Yo" must nnt <lepend Wholly An utiv

iuSta Z'Zf-
A
i
h»!f:'>™«lng ,t loL« of farmyard d>.Z

"l,! 11 ^' a>"l with it some ferHluer oontaiilng som!S n,'
'"'?

%.
eood deal * Phoaplut :. Pre , ;lblv the

ZS* m a lato nuttib- «* tw« ^*- Th X 3JJg

KJ cwt. Long Orange, Is. 3d. per lb., r>l. 10* per cwtCRIMSON BEET, 71. percwt.
DRUMHEAD

. BBAGE, Is. 3-/. per lb 6/ ner cwtCHAMPION of ENGLAND PEAS, 8? 10* r!erTr,«*BRITISH QUEEN ditto, 285 . per bushel
Per ^"rter;

The above Prices are strictly Cash.
APP jy to George Sanders, Seedsman, Maidstone

iSo'3
, Priory Road

;

.Wandsworth 1

O THE
SWEDES.-Epps' selected, Marshall's ^urpte-top Sk^

T
,„ TT

ving's, and Matson's.

CARROTS.—Lon.r Orange, Early Horn and WifuL r> iBEET -Dwarf Crimson, selected fine stock
® Bel

DRUMHEAD CABBAGE. Ck"

PEl
Ech>^

tiSh QUe6U
'

ChamPi0n *f England, Burridg

gian.

e

offer his services as above. Sales of x iau

arranged, and Catalogues prepared.

PRIZE GARDEN AND CORN ^

TAM1 PAYNE beg^ to direct tne

^
*' Farmers and Gardeners to his rnipr

r;
.

i

invented. The adjustment is neat, simp

able Scythes, which h boen
.

av^r
ip 11 t8 of

acknowledged to be the best implcmu^^^

H
season.

pbSptaS
1^ u^' S?Jjf W** « "** the super-

by the waTeV drUl
6
- To n!w N**"

1 °f al\V° ****** ifc

ordinary phocphate of ft ^.f
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wMchiinord^drableT ^ ltS nm:tUrc w"h the soil,

W. J. Epps respectfully offers the above if ,. a l
ices. The destruction of the fo,tha>mhV?r 2 raod

,

erate
vcre weather will tend to advance U>nZ7 h™ ' ^

during the season.—Maidstone, March 2.
considerably

"D^IOATB SILVER 8AND tedT7t H iXI Flnrisrs, lot. per ton. U-ss ouam t J™^ **
Delivered five miles or t^» an« fSS laolif' 6d- per bushel.

. ,
miles or to anv frn,

acks for Sand U. 6<t each, or nn £• ,\
VVharf or Railway.

lellow Loam, Leaf
Kentish, Hampshire, and' other P^

|

Place, Old Kent Road, London, SE. J6Sty
'
Swan

the worl anship first-class. . , _ applied

Illustrated Circulars and Testimonial* < ^

.

Garden Scythe rtplete, ^J-Pffie order -
Titrties wisliing the above wil

* P^^wthe* 1,

Ironmonger or Seedsman, who will "'^j^s
°
J

prices, with carriage added.—Address,
monger, Kirkcudbright. rr^fi^

CARDEM~BORD£R EDClN

Fand G. KOSHER begtoinv'te ,

• varied Stock of OBHAMBN^^^iftjJ
EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Terro »

of
Gl»

ware. They present advantages over j- ^^
that they afford no harbour for '^s

; ill0
rdc

and are less expense and troubls to se f
prfn»j-

be had of various patterns at F & £• ri;
an J

Wharf, Upper ( «md Street. Bte*Jff*
Road Wharf, near the CanaJ Bridge,^{oT^\

N. B. Sketches of the patterns wxu "
k(

application. Ornamental Flower !^"
r1rrfjg

*

H AM 1NTAL ^VVlMi^^
VJ VATORIES, HALLS. COBRiW^,^,
as cheap and durable as Stone,

#

in "»

f
J eSipns

and capable of forming a variety oi
,f

V*

TILES, highly glazed, for Lining ^^of
Kitchen-ranges, Larders, &c. To be obtain

at their premises as above.
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DWARF ROSES BY THE THOUSAND.
WOODLAXDB NlHSrr.Y, MARHBFIELD. "EAR I - KKIELD, SUSSKX-

WM. WOOD and SOX respectfully solicit attention

£o their enormous Stock of many thousands of I > W A R F

KO8B8. either in pota or from open ground, at the follow-

Per dot.—*. *•

. . 10 to 15

Saperhdo. .. .. II to IS

Hvbrid Perpetuate 10 to 15

Per doz.—s. s,

Bourbon and China 10 to 15

Tea Scented.. .. 12 to 18

Do. do. in 6-inch pots 24 to 30 I

Catalogues

Port-free on application.

ROSES.
JOHN' CRANSTON" respectfully hep< to announce

that he has now to offer a fine stock of Standard

and other ROSES, containing most of the leading kinds, which

hare been principally selected during a recent journey on the

Continent The plants are strong, well grown, and such as he

can confident!? recommend. In consequence of the losses

caused by the late severe froat, it has been found necessary to

make a alight advance on the prices quoted in the general

Catalogue. A list of sorts and prices forwarded on application.

arteries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

PINE APPLE PLACE NURSERY, EDGEWARE ROAD, W.

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg respect-

fullyW aonoun that their CATAI.OGU1 f Kit hen

Garden and Flower Seeds >rlS61, with :i list of Garden Imple-

ments, Ac., is now ] shed, and will be forwarded pSage
free, on application.—Kr details and particulars of New

(far&nert' Chronic'eot 5th and lL'th January.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE MILLION.

J II. BIRD, F.R.H.S., Nr yman, k

>ke

• Newington. N-, can now supply from his great Col-

lection, *2i r of Best Large Varietiea for 10*. ; 25 Pair ol Ik

POMPON KS, "10*.; 'JO Pair of I Large Varietk

Cuttings. 5*.; and 25 Pair of Best POMPON B Cuttings, 5*.

B. To save trouble all Orders to be Prepaid.—CATALOGU1
for One Stamp. .

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS, DAHLIAS, HARDY
VARIEGATED PLANTS, Xr.

JOHN SALTER. F.R.H.S., will send out this spring

several fine I'ew CHRYSANTHEMUMS, both Large

Flowers and Pompones. Full particulars will be found in his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861, which will be sent post

free on receipt of two stamps.—Versailles Nursery, William

Street, near Hammersmith Turnpike, W.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.W HOLMES begs to offer strong and well-

• established Plants of all the best and newest varieties

of the above as under:

PELARGONIUMS.
JOHN DOBSON AlCD SON'S beg to invite the at-

tention of intending purchasers of the above, who will

be liberally dealt with. A choice selection sent at a

moderate price. NEW CATALOGUES now ready, post free.

Woodlands Nursery, Lslcworth, W.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.

Wtf.CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate that

their PR ED CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
axd FLOWER SEFDS for 1861 is now ready and will be sent

gratia on application.

Every article offered can be guaranteed of the vert best
and true.—Hiffharate Nurseries, London, N., only.

Per doz. *. d.

Chrysanthemums, Large
Flower 5

Ditto, Pompones.. .. 5

Dahlias - - - • 6#. to 9

Per do/., s. d

Verbenas .

.

2s. 6d. to 4

Fuchsias . . . . 4.«. to 6

Petunias .. .. 3*. to 6

Antirrhinums, &c, Ac... 3

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and

DBBCttlPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1860 and SPRING
1861, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Rosea, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen an I Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c. , can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

CHOICE PINKS.
YOU ELL and CO. having an extensive quantity of

the above, consisting of the very best show varieties by
name, can supply strong and well-rooted plants at 6*. and 9«.

]>er dozen pairs, or 40«. per 100 pairs.

PANSIES. finest first-class show varieties by name, well

established in pots, 95. per dozen.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above free for one

stam p.—Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney, N.E

POLY A~N THUS SEED.
JAMES WOODS is now sending ont bis P« lyanthos

Seed as In former years, saved t> a forty years' selection

of plants; all fine laced Flowers, not to bo equalled in the

kingdom. Price It. per packet, or sent, free on receipt of 13

postage stamps by James Woods, Florist, Harwich, Essex.

The u-ual discount to the Trade.

PLANTS \N FLOWER..
\

FAND A. SMITH have now in bloom the following

• Plants, which are well grown and very suitable for

decorative purposes. Prices on application r—Azaleas* Acacias,

<chynanthus, Aphelexis, Chironias, Chorozemas, Cinerarias,

Cytisiis, Cyclamen, Dillwynias, Dielytra, Echeveria. Epacris,

Erica Cavendishii, E. gracilis, E. nropendens tubi flora, E.

regerminans, E. rubra calyx, E. Willmorea, E. Willmorea

8uperba, Kennedyas. Polygala, Prostranthera, Tremandra.
Duiwich, Surrey, S.

ROBERT NEAT;, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, R.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well selected stock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER-
i.NGSIIRUBS.ORNAMENTALTREES. AMERICAN PLANTS,
IM IT and FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARF

I of every description. A large stock of BOX LEAF
;VERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 teat for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds

;

LEAF MOULT). The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Clapham
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Line.

NEW AZALEA INDICA.— Alba uniea, Adelaide
von Nassau, Adolphe von Nassau, Alexander II., Aurelie,

Bernard Andre, Bouquet de Flore, Comte de Hainault, Director

Augustin, Distinction, Flower of the Day, Model, Nathalie,

Queen of the Whites, Roi Leopold, Rosy Circle, Schone Main-
/.erin. Tcutonia, Thusnclde, and William Luddick. Good clean

plants
;

purchaser's selection of 12, 40*. ; the set of 20, 3(.,

nam per and packing included.

Thomas Jack ^ & Son, Nurserymen, &c, Kingston, 8 W.

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF HALF A CENTURY.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

THE SEED~CATALOGUE FOR 1861
(30th Annual Edition),

Sent Free to any address. It contains the finest sorts in cultivation, and not to be excelled by any house in the

Trade. All orders supplied of new and best quality, charges moderate, and 5 per cent, allowed for ready-money

purchase*, or on receipt of goods. Remittances required from unknown correspondents.

VEGETABLE SEEDS-FIRST CLASS COLLECTIONS.
The following will be found very economical purchases. These Collections are decidedly the cheapest offered, embracing a

number of new and very superior sorts.

C^- The names of those contained in the Collections are stated in the Catalogue. If any sorts p.ra not wished for, enlarged

quantities of hers will be sent instead.

Collection No, 1 contains 20 qts. of Peas, of best sorts, 10 sorts of Broccoli

for succession, and all other Vegetables in proportion, lor One Year's
O IX UU1Y * * * • * • • • • • * • * • * * • * * * * * m "** *** *** Xv Al/

Collection No. 2.—12 qts. of Peas, 8 sorts of Broccoli, &c. . •

Collection No. 3.-7! qts. of Peas, 5 sorts of Broccoli, &c.

Collection No. 4.-6 pints of Peas, 5 sorts of Broccoli, and most of the others
contained in No. 3

2 5

1 5

TULIP TREES WANTED.
TUE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY are

in want of about 24 Handsome Specimens of TULIP
TREES, from 12 to 15 t high.—Apply to Mr. Geo. Eylks,

rim, mi. lent, the R il Horticultural Society's Gardens,
outh Kensington, W.

BOX EDCING WANTED.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY are
in want of from 3000 to 4000 yards of good DWARF

BOX EDGING. Samples of one yard, with price, to be sent
(carriage paid) to Mr. Georgb Erxaa, Superintendent of the
Royal Horticultural Society 's Gardens, South Kensington . "W.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOc IETY.—
Notice is hereby given, that the next Ordinary Meeting

of the Society for the ELKCTION of FELLOWS will be held

in the Council Room in the Society's New Garden, South
Kensington, W., on TUE8DAY, March 19. The Chair will be

taken at 1 o'clock. On this occasion a Ballot for the following

Seeds will also take place :

—

List of Seeds for Ballot.

8. Fhlox Drummondi, variety
Radowitzii.

9. Lychnis Haageana.
10. Chrysanthemum acaule.

1. Dwarf German Ten-week
Stock (12 varieties).

2. Large Flowering Dwarf
German Ten-week Stock

(10 varieties)

3. Calliopsis Cardaminefolia
(hybrid). [mixed).

4. Dlanthus Heddewigi (line-
Do. do. (double and semi*
double, new).

G. Dlanthus imperialia ( to

—

h\ brid).

7. DLantims Chincnsis nanus,
variety at rosangulneuB
(doul).e).

11. Do. Burridgeanum.
12. Do. venustiun.
13. Coreopsis nana, var. mar-

morat a.

14. Zinnia elegans (double).

15. Lobelia Erinus, var. mar-
morata.

10. China Asters (7 varieties).

17. Do. (7 varieties, 4 of which
dwarf).

Fellows of the s xiety desirous of obtaining any of these
8eeds, if Life Members o'f 40 guineas, or Annual Subscribers of
4 guineas, are requested to name Six sorts; if Life Members of
2 guineas, or Annual Subscribers of 2 guineas, to name Three

sorts.

The arrangements for conducting the Ballot render it

necessary that the names of the plants, or the number prefixed
thereto in the above li hould be sent to the Offices of the
Society, S -nth Kensington, W., on or before curday,

March 10, after which dtte no applications can be attended to.

Tn ad'lition to this Ballot, the Annual Distribution of Seeds
to Fellows is now being made, on application at the Offices.

ndrbw Murray, Assistant Secretary.

Eitt (Bar&enersT Chronicle*
SATURDAY. MARCH 9, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

( Royal Horticultural (Floral Committee)

Titfsbat Mirrh 1°' •» Krin-injcton Gore Nooa.iCESDAT, Marcn i-
j Royal Hoi Uura , (Fruit Committee)
f at K<n*injrton Gore Noon.

12 6

SECOND CLASS COLLECTIONS.
These are more particularly of the best older esteemed kinds, with fewer of those of more recent introduction, or of such as

the late unfavourable season has rendered exceedingly scarce. They will embrace every thing required for successional supplies
ofeach kind, and the same qiiantities will be given in the Four Collections in this class as in the preceding one. They are offered
with the full confidence of their giving complete satisfaction to persons not desirous of purchasing the most expensive kinds.

Collection A, 20 qts. of Peas, &c. £.3 O
Collection B, 1Z qts. of Peas, &.c. 2 O

O
|
Collection C, 1\ qts. of

O
j
Collection X>, 6 pints of

, dbC
, &.C.

£1 O
O lO

O
6

FLOWER SEED S-Free by Post.
The Collection comprises a large number of Choice Novelties, both of English and Continental, amono;

which will be found the new double varieties of DIAXTHUS HEDDKWIGII and LACIXIATUS. also imported
Collections of HEDDEWIGII and LACINIATTJS in separate colours; the new double FRENCH
ZlN.NI \% also a new Mexican species; several new CALLIOPSIS, CLAKK I AS, CONVOLVULUS, CUPHEASLINLM JACOBCEAS, KCCHARIDIUM, &c. See Catalogue.

Collections of superb German imported STOCKS, WALLFLOWERS, ASTERS, &c, exceedingly double
and tine. See Catai -w.

°•'

m»v£&i ^Ww >
namPS an<1 colonrs of Choice Prize HOLLYHOCK SEEDS, CARNATIONS,

PICOTEES, OERANILMS. &c. See Catalogue.

Goods Carriage Free (if 20*. and upwards) to all Stations in London, and to all Stations
the two London and Norwich Lines.

STEPHEN BROWN, Seed Grower and Importer, Sudbury, Suffolk.

on

A long and learned-looking article, entitled,
" The Theory of Terminal Fructification in the

Simple Plant, of Orulrs and Pollen, and of
Spores, by Dr. Macvicae, of Moffat," in the
January Number of Edin. New Phil. Journal,
strikes us as a tine specimen of a gratuitous ascent
up nine pairs of transcendental stairs, for no
purpose at all, except perhaps a tumble from the
attic window. The article opens thus:

—

/'It is generally admitted, and indeed is ob-
vious to every observer, that symmetry prevails
to^ a great extent in the forms at once of the
mineral, the vegetable, and the animal kingdom
* * * and in a word symmetry makes its appari-
tion*, more or less, everywhere. But to this, it

must be confessed that there sometimes seem at
least to be remarkable exceptions, and that, too,
where one would naturally expect symmetry most
to prevail.

" Of these one of the most striking is this, that
in a simple plant, a plant with a single axis, the
fructification is always terminal, so that, mor-
phologically viewed, the fully developed plant
presents its axis to us as terminated by the ugly
root at one extremity or pole, and by the beautiful
inflorescence at the other—an arrangement in
which all symmetry seems to be set at defiance.
Now, why is this ? Why are the flower and fruit
always produced at the upper extremity of the
stem, a position which (besides its disregard of
symmetry) can be reached only after the plant has
survived all accidents till near the close of life, and
when one would suppose its vital energy must be
nearly exhausted ? " &c.

Space would fail us for an abstract of Dr. Mac-
vicar's answer. Suffice it to say that the answer
developesi: self in the form of a series of highly trans-
cendental hypotheses, of which someof the simplest
are, that t lie growing tips of roots are homologous,
or philosophically comparable with ovules raised
on their funiculi; that ovules tend to the ground
or "seek downwards," and are "terrene organs;"
that tap-roots answer to central, and multiple roots
to pan d placentation

; and it goes on to deduce
the whole structure and economy of plants from
assumed " final causes" and "the fitness of
thing?," in a way that might distract the shade
of Okfx with envy and that of Bacon with dismay
We only ask, with the latter, for the necessity
which impels the Scotch physiophilosophical natu-
ralist to driw the doga of the now rather super *

* Appa'-aun, ! In ary Milton does use the word in this
nse ; bat ever -ince, at least in prose, in England we are con

tent with appearance.
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animated "sterile virgins" at snch a rate upon

the present occasion. Not that we object to the

guarded use of final causes in scientific specula-

tions in their proper way and place, nor fail to

distinguish the difference between the Scotch and

the German speculator as to spirit and the use

they put the same philosophy to. "VVe merely

suggest that these speculations of Dr. Macvicak,

whether good or b d, are gratuitous, since his

questions may easily be disposed of without them.

The Doctor's questions, it will be seen, are two,

rather confusedly mixed, one of them morpho-

logical, the other physiological.

The first question is : why does " terminal fruc-

tification" (evidently meaning a terminal fiower)

set all symmetry seemingly at defiance ? The

simple answer is, that it does not, that there is no

exception in the case, even seemingly, except

what the Doctor conjures up in his imagination, it

would appear, by supposing a flower to represent a

single or simple organ, i. e. to be homologous with

a leaf, whereas every botanist takes it to represent

one or more cycles of leaves, no one of which ter-

minates the axis. What becomes of the exception,

and what is to hinder Dr. Macvicak from tracing

the symmetry of the leaves on the stem (either

the particular or the general phyllotaxy) into and
through the blossom ?

The second question is, why, in a simple

stemmed plant (or any other), the flower is pro-

duced " at the upper extremity of the stem," •". e.

after the foliage? Answer, because "ex nihilo

nihil Jit." There is not organised material

enough in the seed or the young seedling to

make the flower and fiuit out of : organic

material is produced by the organs of vegetation ;

and the plant flowers not " when one would sup-

pose that its vital energy must be nearly ex-
hausted" (who teaches such vegetable physiology

as that ?), but after it has accumulated energy
and material enough to carry through an ex-
haustive process. Dr. Macvicae must have the
credit of doubting if " fructification is owing to

the exhaustion of the vital energy of the plant."

The wonder is that he should speak of such a
doctrine, such a placing of the cart before the
horse, as anywhere extant, and that he could not
have satisfactorily answered both his questions
upon the simplest and most elementary principles
of vegetable morphology and physiology.

A veey handsome New winter-flowering
Impatiens in the way of I. Jerdonice, but with
smaller flowers in flat-headed trusses, is figured
in the last Number of the Botanical Magazine
(t. 5237). The calyx is green, the corolla deep
scarlet. It has been raised at Kew from seeds
sent home by Mr. Thwaites, and is a great
acquisition,

Mention is made in the Revue Horticole of
a new species of Cucumber called Arada, the
Oucumis Anguria of Linn^tjs. According to
M. NatjdijS- it is a prodigious bearer of little
fruits about as big as a hen's egg when ripe.
Half a dozen plants gave in 185y 18 or 20 lb.
weight at a single gathering, and as many more
were left on the Vines. Tt is described as a small
growing species in the way of Cucumis pro-
phetarum; the fruit when ripe is rather longer
than broad, egg-shaped, pale green with a yellowish
tinge. It is eaten cooked in various ways ; when
merely fried in butter the fruits are very nice.
If to be dressed in perfection they must be

• gathered when half grown, at which time they
are the size of a Walnut, very tender and
extremely good, as at that tiu/e their seeds
have not begun to form, so that there is no
occasion to scoop out the middle. They are not so
-rood when ripening. M. Natjdin says that this

image of the Virgin with green garlands, ribbons,

and flowers. This was found to answer so well

that the older boys {Ecole superieure) had then-

horticultural lectures, and experimental garden,

the funds having been found by the Municipality

of the place. In the month of August, on the

day of distributing prizes, a charming exhibition

was produced of numerous and varied produce

;

a large collection of all sorts of Vegetables, ot

Kidney Beans, and Potatoes was set up by the

boys, and their exhibition room was decorated

with shrubs and flowering plants, magnificent

fruits and new kinds of esculents, contributed by

the boys' friends. The success of the second

experiment induced the Municipality to furnish

the funds required for getting up a third exhi-

bition in 1860. It was originally fixed for the

9th of August ; but the bad weather caused it to

be deferred to the 11th and 12th October. Of

what then took place the Revue Horticole gives a

full account. It appears that gardeners were
now allowed to compete for prizes, the place of

honour in the centre of the room being assigned

to the boys, who produced six or seven sorts of

Cabbage, enormous Carrots, Turnips and Beetroots,

six and twenty varieties of Haricots, a dozen sorts

of green Peas, sixteen sorts of Potatoes, Gourds,

Tomatos, Indian Corns, &c, &c, all which are

described by the reporter as magnifiques produits.

It will interest many of our readers to hear in

what way such an affair as this is got up in a

French country town. "We now translate literally

:

" Imagine a gallery (about 18 yards long by 6
yards wide) with pillars of wrought stone on one
side and a dead wall on the other. Along this

wall was placed a broad stand carrying a stage.

On the side of the pillars was a border edged writh

turf, and filled with shrubs massed round the base
of each pillar. At one end of the room was a fine

group of Conifers and Evergreens, at the other a
mass of rockwork surrounded by rare plants, and
carrying a handsome specimen of a drawing-room
greenhouse, elegantly furnished with Ferns,
Begonias, and Lycopods, and inhabited by a little

colony of frogs and salamanders, who hopped and
crawled about on turf, or bathed at pleasure in the
clear water of a small spring gushing from an
overhanging rock." In the middle of the room
seem to have been placed tables and stages
for miscellaneous matters, which were also made
to fill every spare corner. "We should like to
know something more of the drawing-room green-
house described so graphically by M. F. Botfcenne.

b

We are assured that if the strings used to
tie up Vines in the Bordelais are steeped in
sulphate of copper no slugs will come near them.
The writer affirms that ail such vermin have an
incurable aversion for whatever has had this salt
applied to it. Another writer in the Revue
Horticole tells us that he can trap snails and slu^s
to any amount by another way. He left in his
garden a jar containing starch saturated with
iodine, with a tile loosely put over it ; there it
remained all the summer, fully exposed to the sun.
"What was his amazement at finding at the end of
the first three weeks that dozens of snails had
found their way into the jar from all parts of his
garden. "What was not less curious the snails con-
tinued to travel to this jar all the summer long.
This is supposed to have been brought about by the
snails liking the smell of iodine; and it is
suggested that if iodine is dissolved in water which
is poured upon sawdust, or even upon the earth
itself, slugs and snails will enjoy themselves in it,
and thus be trapped. Does iodine act then like
Valerian and Dittany of Crete on cats ?

VEGETABLE FORCING-FRENCH BEANS.
Where forcing is carried on at all with spirit, or.ucumber continues in bearing for a long time ; a

^re much company is kept in the winter season
ingle plant will give fruit for six weeks and

^ch Beans may be daaaed among the requirement
acre; so that if a constant succession is «n«m +>,* ?* the>ble wlnch cannot be dispensed with. aT»rl f,

sin

more
little

long,

so that if a constant succession is sown the
Cucumbers may be had all the summer

-
;
The French have got up in some places,

and with great success as it seems, School Hor-
TicuLTrjRAL Exhibitions, something in the way
ni,

Henslow's Cottagers' shows. At the
College of Fontenay-le-Comte, in Vendue, the boys
iiave long been taught how to garden. It occurred
to the principal of this institution that up m the
occasion of distributing prizes, more interest
would attach to the ceremony if it were accom-
panied by a Horticultural Show. The experiment
was Urst tried with the younger boys, who hastily
set up their vegetables and other produce upon a

Unen 1 th ^^ C°Vered neatly with a *hit

meiits

, .
- dispensed witb, and to

have them in quantity, fine handsome dishes in the
depth of winter, argues a richness of garden resourceswinch must he highly gratifying to a proprietor ;CZthe contrary when such things are dealt out in dribletsa mere spoonful of fifty or a hundred small Bea sforming a dish (so called) for a large nartv wl vhen 1 think they lead to' embarrassf^few 2taring to take a taste from such a scantvTuDnTv

indeed I have frequenth setZ^T^P" 1**
'
*"*

The forced produce of a ™Ln u , , v
tbe V™?™-

tolerable afundanc "£,,*,tt? £"?£^^ '"

too much of afford-
ttlv "lin& 8"<>rt of this savours

b^ng attained
P*"* ^ luXUri0U8 witho» fc *» ™*

|

give a regular snccessionofp^odu^e^w^T^
first consider their cultivation m pot.? 11

' ^
almost every other thing gardeners Wer htl

**""* ^ in a ^ry offi>
tiveiy

tice, some obtaining fine crops in averv 1\ eir P*
while others only attain the same obiect K

'

tiveiy a laborious and unnecessary V* VconW
parties sow their Beans in 4-inch Lu !' ^
Beans in each pot, and when thev £' *
sufficient size (got the first rough leaf) Bh«V

*tlal*
ftemk

French Beans are generally grown iimes m boxes, but the best ofaS

the larger or fruiting pot. For this^^pots are generally used, but for J
U*

the depth of winter, if g0od J\ ^
8-inch pots will be found sufficiently W ?mode ot procedure is this. Having drained «
place in the bottom of each a layer of cood rl 7
and then fill them two-thirdsWw^^J
post. If the soil is warm and your plants in aS?
you may proceed to pot them at once keen!
seed leaves or cotyledons level with the rim of

'

but if not place the pots in the house until the 1warmed, and then you may proceed with the uThe soil should be pretty dry at the time ofJ
if it is not do not press it too firmly in the nl
French Bonus like a free open soil, through A
they can receive plenty of water ]nj .

not have it stagnant in the pots. When the^fn
pots gets full of roots fill the remaining portion

will be about the time the plants are in bloom, and ri

add very materially to the swelling of the'prodn
With Beans in boxes much the same treatment is*
sued as to draining, soiling, &c Some person/!

boxes of large size, 9 to 10 inches square; but Ik
found boxes 6 to 7 inches wide auddeep, and 3 to 5k
long, the most convenient for general use, and

«

judicious supply of liquid manure quite large em
for the purpose. Now a more expeditions

p
is to take the full sized pots or boss

drain and fill them two-thirds full with manure i

soil, and sow the Beans at once where they a:

stand, using plenty of seed, so that the strongs

plants may be selected and the others destroys

Another plan is to sow a quantity of Beans thick!

a pot or box, and transplant them when of saffids

size, and this is not a bad plan.

The treatment which the plants require is, rk

the temperature should not fall much below 55° dor

the night, neither is it desirable that it skii

much exceed 60°, therefore from 55° to 60' my

be considered a suitable night temperature*

Through the day in dull weather the he^wto
65° or 70°, and with sun heat to 80° or »f,^

care to keep the atmosphere moist, and excepts*

two darkest months to syringe copiously both in J*

morning and evening. Some persons object to sy

ing while the plants are in bloom ; but that is nom
as I never found daily syrinsing interfere with a

crop of Beans, but you frequently see the want c

syringe result in a troublesome crop of thnpsori

spider. As the Beans progress in growth it ss

times happens that a part of the shoots *

become spindly and long-jointed; should •

he the ca* stop them at once to the lowermost j»

indeed an occasional regulating with the nn?er

thumb will add materially to the produce w*

we have remarked before, must be plentifully sapp

and weak manure-water, especially while tbe enj

swelling. Ventilation cannot be too copiousw
night or day so long as cold draughts are warn

it must be recollected French Beans are scarcei,
_

,

ib must oe recollected rrencn DKnu* m~r- . '',j

hardy than Cucumbers, and therefore the air &

must be regulated with caution.

Should insects be likely to become trouble-

some sulphur to the water you syringe witn,

j

thripsor flv some tobacco-water, for alter

these old-fashioned remedies both cheaper au

certain in their effect than the " Gishurst tisjrT

which is not to be trusted with tender-foliag%

From the preceding remarks it will be per

chief requisites in the successful cultivaiw^

French Bean as a forcing plant are a ric

moist heat, and a free circulation of air.
,

healthy foliage is a necessity, and free"&

Q

n t

are rarely much troubled with insect*. .^
of soil it may be remarl I it should be nj

loam. Sometimes the soil of Cucumber ^
beds is used, but that is not to be rw*

as in it the plants get full of insects, P
0SSI

; ; frt

oosited in the anil, neither do they g^w
v

refuse to gr°
deposited in the soil, neither
in some cases we have seen them

r0DIM *

soil at all, and in one particular instance^cr v

as tried with the same result. A fnendoi
.

?

after-

was

used to collect mole hills and mix the
rth

esh l°aul

Mushroom soil ; indeed two parts fresji
*"JJJ

4

part the dung of a. old Mushroom - w .

mixture as can be used for growing tins e=
.

r £.

Now with reference to succession, u a
J^tto-

is wanted throughout the year VT\^e ,

forcing must commence the middle o
: ^ ^

putting in a crop and growing it in tu
.

the nio-iif.a ™,;n o.i™;? r,e *nch a pracu**the nights will admit of such
.turedP;

being to get some strong hardy well mat ^
throu-h November and D^f.TLproduce th aff\

Above 'the table Wk» PTa6ad"^l^^^^1^^^^^^UJ^^^"SSt1
en Deus, nicely warmed and of sufficient extent to

pruauce tnrougii November aim j^--
.

e cr

may be in good sized pots, but the next i
^ th;

be better if grown in the 8 or 9 iuc\s,
?
vLj

*&&
'

admit of their being placed upon ^Lurea^
glass than if a larger size was used. 1° *

j efer^

supply a few dozen pots should be sU
,
IarCli.

or sixth week from September to

»
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M. NWUWIPS GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM.
(Continuedfrom. p. 10.1.)

§ 2. Zfe Jfbrfc o/ Seating the Soil.

After speaking of the advantages of hot-water
apparatus furnished with tubular boilers, such as
Weeks**, M. Naudin proceeds thus :—An apparatus of
that kind enables the stove to be placed at a distance
from the spot requiring heat, which renders it useful
when geothermal cultivation is purely ornamental.
For instance, in a public garden or park of some extent,
where one desires to mingle ordinary vegetation with
groups of exotic shrubs, arranged for an agreeable
c o (?* one single tubular boiler concealed by
buildings or green thickets, could supply the necessary
ground-heat for nil. From one boiler would spring
all the warm ramifications conveying life to some of
these scattered groups. But to obtain the full benefit
of this contrivance, the underground mains must be
completely isolated as well as the geothermal
branches, in order to retain all the heat, for were
they to come in contact with the ground, they
would in some degree, or even totally, lose it
ere it arrived at its destination. The chance of
this might be avoided by making them circulate
through brick passages, securing round them a layer
or air some inches in depth

; but once introduced into
the ground to be heated, they should be brought almost
into contact with it cither by means of a thick layer
of cement or concrete, with which they should be
coated and which would serve both to protect them
from the damp and to moderate the heat; or else bv
means of bricks placed between them or a tiled
channel forming a continuous covering for them. The
return pipes should pass, of course, through the
same channel as the flow pipes, but on a lower level.W hat must be here considered, and on which alone
experience can pronounce, is at what distance from
the surface of the soil the hotwater pipes ought to be
laid m order to produce their full effect Would it

™l Z a™ u
e? -

t0 He at the dePth of the geother-mal border, that is to say of 1 metre to 1-50 ; or
that they should pass through the upper layer at
a light distance from the surface? Ought they to
follow the wall enclosing the geothermal border, or
should they act principally towards the centre of theground ? Or otherwise might it not be beneficial to
divide the pipes ,nto small ramifications distributed

o tw£°
at

f'®
8™* ^Pths'- These are points'

£«In£i^\i
CaU the attention of horticulturists ex-

T am^n ? tft Tf* hotwater apparatus. Any way,
I am inclined to believe that the best plan would be

of h
7
p Z?IT \l

*° 1° centimetres below the surface

to folWT?;
rathCr^ at * *"»*' dePtb >

in order

™nW I !u
thG ^P6'8^ %er of earth iTmostwarmed by the sun s rays.

JduH?2 ^ mean
J
°f h

L
0t aiF i8 mnch more »™ple

Ki^XTt ft"
that GffeCted b* the aid of hotwater

,
and though the more primitive system, is not on

to r^clt ^ ^
deSpi8

t
d

*
Alth0^^ boiler, owing

ailtivat,^?\?ne
?'

i

S
-

better Suited t0 ornamental

the alr ^J^ tiim

f
Ple 8tove

' ™™»* at once by

common Ln^
m<

5

tl
°?' appears t0 U8 more suitable to

Stod tne^S.T^
1

f 'T-
The 8tove^ould be placed

the earth wh^ Pal
-

"*"> ?*" above the ^el of

PW ktor.lt
T3mn* t0

c
he heated

'
lt could be alsoS *^iJ£ 0De of the extremities of the

Enth?V^ s ^ lfc

,

would act le88 Te^™]y
rtuiie n;rhTn«T'

and & loDSPiece of ground might

otlTt%JS J2? u°
8tOVe8 ^ keeP UP the hfat,one at each end. However, this inconvenience would

^ counterbalaiiced by the simplicity of the appam s
,and the few accidents to which it would be lhblp

neTpT f^rX
ba
\
ed Cl^ llke tho8e «d^ chim-

holw^r
" ,g l b

.

e 8llb9t,tuted for the metal pipes of a&T"tU8 ; or mstead of p^8 one mi^tSJ
drain/T'l^T86 mide^r°Und b"ck d^ms.

esaeTtialT °Uk
L

be "n8le or branched, theessential being to have a good draught at oneend by which the air when exhausted of heat

ru«„TP
?

; an
/V

hi8 might be °btained by the aid ofdraught stove [foyer d'appe?). An apparatus of tlds

attain the plants for a second crop ; but this is not
[

desirable practice, for though good crops arc thus

obtained there i* a risk of encouraging in te, which
should be avoided.
The best kinds for the use of a private family are

the Syon House and Newington Wonder; but for

market purposes the Negro is preferred, ns it produces
a larger pod and thus is more saleable. It is not how-
ever so fleshy ns the Newington Wonder, and this

Bean cooked whole makes a most beautiful dish. The
^yon House is rather too large for cooking whole, but
still an excellent kind. To keep a regular succession of

young Beans gather the crop twice or thrice a week,
and if not wanted for use, the best place to keep them
in is either on the floor of a warm cellar, or put in a
pot or box and buried in soil in a forcing or Mushroom
house. The. Covent Garden people keep their French
Beans, Cucumbers, Seakale, 4a, buried in soil,

and it is the best way to keep them fresh or t<>

restore t m if drooping. The same plan is excellent
for reviving cuttings that may have been sent from :i

distance. At any rate avoid putting the terns in ter,

which iss bad practice in every respect. 2*.

kind, constructed according to the true principles or

flue construction, would be easy to manage, and it is

probable its efficiency in heating the ground would not
be inferior to that of the best hot-water apparatus.

(To be continued.)

EVERLASTING FLOWERS.
Tn~E January number oi the "Technologist "contains

an article by Mr. T. D. Rock concerning everlasting
flowers, from which the following is an extract:

—

" It is surprising that, amidst this universal taste

for flowers, and the enormous traffic in the artificial, so

little attention has been hitherto bestowed upon those
flowers commonly known as * everlasting/ and which
are so well adapted for purposes of decoration.

" The general idea seems to be that everlasting
flowers are confined to that small yellow variety
(Gnaphalium arenarium), known as 'Immortelles/ and
occasionally dyed blue and red for the sake of contrast.
Rut, as we shall presently prove, the choice of these
flowers is confined within no such narrow limits.
" Everlasting flowers are chiefly, if not entirely, pro-

duced by plants belonging to the natural order
* A8teracea>/ bat although approximating in form, they
vary considerably as to size, and in colour there is

almost an unlimited choice, as the following enumeration
of a few of them will illustrate:

—
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" The property possessed by these flowers of resisting

decay, may be attributed to the presence of large
quantities of silica in the juices of the plants ; and this

appears the more certain from the fact, that at what-
ever stage of their development the flowers are gathered,
they are still ' everlasting/ and resist all change
after the little sap that remains in the stem attached
is exhausted. Although these plants are many of them
natives of warm climates, yet they are easily cultivated
In this country, and most of them will thrive in the
•open air and flower profusely.

" A quiet trade in these imperishable flowers already
exists. On the continent as well as in this country,
wreaths are made of the small yellow variety (Gna-
phalium arenarium) and are sold in large quantities for
adorning the graves and monuments of the departed.
The railings which surround the column of Napoleon,
in the Place Vend6me, at Paris, are literally covered
with these wreaths, producing a singular effect. In
Germany, baskets and bouquets of everlasting flowers
and wreaths are sold in the bazaars for decorative
purposes

; and within the last few weeks, a quantity
of these elegant posies, &c., have been imported in this
country, and readily realised from 1*. to 7s. 6d. each,
according to size and quality, whilst they certainly sur-
pass, both in form and colour, anything ever produced
of an artificial kind. Mixed with the everlasting
flowers in these German nosegays appear several of the
beautiful Grasses recently in high favour with horticul-
turists, as well as a sprinkling of flowers not naturally
everlasting, but which our ingenious friends profess to
have preserved by a peculiar process.

" Wreaths of a yellow variety of everlasting flowers,
about the size of a farthing and strung together trans-
versely, are worn by the natives of the Sandwich
Islands as a kind of head ornament.

i

#

" It only remains for us to suggest the extensive cul-

|
tivation of all the varieties ot everlasting flowers in

:

this country, for the formation of winter decorations
' and the artistic grouping of them with Grasses, Ac,
i would furnish another branch of employment to our
large surplus of female population, who cu^ht to be

encouraged and educated in the manufacture of many
little elegancies, for which we are now entirely
dependent upon the foreigner."
The above interesting article by Mr. T. D. Rock

induced me to inspect a large stock of everlasting
flowers, sent from Germany to Mr. B. York, 60, City
Road, and I was truly astonished at the great variety
of beautiful bouquets shown me, and their clever artisti-

cal arrangement. I found in these bouquets, besides
most of the before-mentioned flowers of the Asteraceous
order, also the following species :—Amaranth, Xeran-
themum, Sea-lavender, Larkspur, Rose, Gypsophila
and several species of Grasses.

The arranging of these flowers, appeared to me to

be a rather tedious process, each single flower being
fastened to a separate wire ; but as that part of the
work could under proper guidance be very well carried
on bv children and \ oung females, I suggested to Mr.
York that he should endeavour to procure more infor-

mation concerning the system of drying the flowers,

and also obtain the assistance of some lady competent
i superintend the preparing and arranging them;

asking him at the same time, whether, in the event of
any philanthropic institution taking the matter np, he
would lend his assistance as an honorary director, to
which he readily assented, at least so far as his other
occupations would permit. I likewise pointed out the
necessity of making arrangements in time with gar-
deners to sow the different plants, in order to ensure a
plentiful stock of suitable flowers at the time they
would be required.

I need only add that I have not the slightest personal
interest in the matter, my only motive in addressing
to you this communication being to draw the attention
of some already existing philanthropic institution to
what I believe may form a most suitable subject for the
employment of a great number of young women and
children.

Should any society find it within its province to take
the matter up, or persons be found willing to establish
one for that especial purpose, I shall think myself more
than repaid for the little trouble I may have taken in

the subject. Francis Steinitz, London Parquetry Works,
New Church Road, CamberwelL

TRADE MEMORANDA.
My experience in the trade is not very extensive, but during

the short time 1 have carried on business T have suffered
greatly through executing orders for plants without a satisfac-
tory reference or remittance from parties by whom the goods
were ordered, and have thus been a victim (of course partly
through my own folly in sending the plants without security;.
•Very recently 1 have received orders from three separate
parties to the amount of 43(. 15*. The first irom London
amounts to 7/. 15*. ; the next from Derby, to 211.; and the third
from Dublin, to IV. Ok. ; and had I executed these orders pre-
vious to sending invoices and requesting a remittance, I should
hive been gr ly victimised. I received replies from each
person by return, enclosing a cheque on blank paper for the
amount invoiced, drawn on respectable London bankers (which
read very well), and requesting that the plants should be sent
off immediately upon receipt of the cheques, which course I
did not feel myself justified in adopting until I had received
the proceeds.
The cheques, after passing through the usual course, were

returned to me dishonoured, the parties having no account at
tne bank, and not even known to the bankers.

I would therefore caution tradesmen (especially those who
advertise) against such frauds as these, and I trust that the
tew words of advice I now give may have a salutary effect on
those who have recourse to such unlawful proceedings. A
£ "j'erer.

home garden divides the
gardens opposite to each
gardens would be about

Home Correspondence.
The Manelti Rose Stock.—Mr. Rivers (see p. 122)

savs "A word from Air. Radclyffe as to the nature of
his soil wo'7ld be a boon to Rose cultivators." I have
two Rose gardens, one in the parish of Rushton near
my house, and another in the parish of Rawston, of
which I am also rector. A rivulet at the base of my

two parishes ; and were both
other, the Roses in the two
50 yards apart, and yet the

land would not be of the same nature or aspect. The
Rushton garden is at the descent and base of an eastern
hill, exposed to the fury of the west wind; and the
Rawston garden is at the base of a western decline,.

protected by a high Thorn hedge south and west, but
exposed fully to the north and east. The Rushton land
is nice brown soil, better than the average of English

.

gardens, but wanting alumina, and much intersected
with espalier Apple trees, which have doubtless ex-
hausted the wood-making matter. A little of Mr.
Rivera's clay would greatly improve it. The Rawston
soil :s darker and richer (more cohesive and yet friable)

but still minus alumina. In the Rushton land the
British Queen Strawberry will not thrive, in the other
she is now after this severe winter as green as verdigris,

with bold crowns and fine broad and thick foliage;,

thus showing that soil and not aspect is the key to the
Queen. Moreover, the Briar Roses grow much finer

there, such as Masson, Dijon, Lawson, and Rougement.
This garden is the old rectorial garden, and has not
been exhausted by any trees for 50 years at
least. Such, then, is the soil of the two, and
the treatment of Roses in both gardens is

the same. The ground is well dunged and trenched
deeply, and manures of one kind or other are con-
tinually applied to the Roses in the ranks and over the-
whole ground, to restore to the land what this miracu.
Ious stuck takes out. Mi. Anine in the last "Florist"
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has stated what he saw here ; and I now refer your

readers to Mr. Gill, of Blandmrd (well known to Mr.

"

Rivers), who most kindly budded my Briars the 3d ana

10th of July last year, for his opinion us to whether the

treatment of Manetti Roses here succeeds or not His

words when here were, " I never saw such a floral sign.

in my life." I mention this to show that the high

manuring does not drive blind wood nor nnpede efflo-

rescence, which in Mr. Rivers's fine land it would pro-

hably do. Perhaps he often wants less wood, while 1

sometimes want more. Manetti Roses here are in all

ages, from the full planted ones to an imported tree

(five years old) now in its seventh season. This is the

only 6 foot tree in my home garden. She was higher

in November when J cut her for next year s bloom

;

and I may add that her wood being ripe she i com-

pletely untouched by winter even at her tips, and

her eyes are ready to start. She is nailed against

my north wall. In my Rawston garden I have only-

five high trees on Manetti. They are Acidahe. I

stopped them in summer when they were about

8 feet high. They were planted on the 10th October,

1859, with 141 others at the same time. They bloomed

abundantly after being stopped, dropped their flowers,

and ripened their wood sufficiently to stand the winter

with the greatest immunity from rind stain. They

will be left as Pole Roses cut back to about G feet this

They must he staked of course. In strong

roborating my statement but adding that it will also

it has not come into more
foil,

even holding good situations, seldom

Standstill, Bourton. ,

False Species {Tllex stnetus, Babmgton).

two plants from seed of the Irish lurze, or which
I raised

I sent

I send you one of

Taxus elegantissima, Juniperus Lycia. The
are killed or nearly so, viz.: JuniperusT*!*
Cupressus thunfera, Taxodium pendulum T ^
that Magnolias, China Roses, Laurustirmses aS's*
are much injured. Geo. Archer, Gardener v-s
Hall, Essex. ^ ****>

octettes*

you a specimen some time back. I send 7™W™
these plants, the two are just alike, and evriur

t

common Gorse bushes ; so that there is no bnge .*n>

doubt that the plant is only a seminal form of Eut op«us

As small facts sometimes settle old questions, I thought

well to mention this, and send you the living evidence.

so it will be with all the rest of such
F. T. a
things.]

[And

Botanical op Edinburgh, Jan. 10.—

p

rof b^
.P., in the chair. The following communication,;!'

Synonymy of Ectocarpus bra^
le Jobs, Cherbourg. Iu this ^

the author endeavoured to show that two
plants have been confounded under the

V
read:—1. On the

By Dr. Auguste

nam;

yeart

natural Rose soil such manuring as mine would be an

injury and a great inconvenience, as the Roses would

require stakes and binders, whether treated as Pole

Roses or spread espalier fashion, which I have seen to

succeed in a friend's garden. The strong growers are

much more inclined to give their flowers, thus treated.

My aim is, to get thick bushes from 3 to 4 feet high,

and to keep them in repair to that height. All, how-

ever, cannot be got to that height, nor can all be kept

to it. Of course every soil is a law to itself, and it is

as impossible to lay down a manuring rule for all

England, as it would be for a tailor to make a suit of

clothes that would fit all the world. I agree in all

points with what Mr. Rivers has said in his book about

Manetti Roses, and the only difference between us seems

to be this, that he has got inexhaustible land suited to

Roses on either stock without manure, and I have soil

suited to Manetti Roses, but requiring replenishment

tokeepupthe miraculousflower-bearing properties of this

wonderful stock. To show that Manetti Roses do succeed

and can be brought early to the show, when Briar Roses

could scarcely make their appearance,Imay mention, that

I took to S bury (22 miles) on the 28th of June last

182 Roses, mainly Manetti Roses or Roses on
their own roots, winning the two 2d prizes for 21

singles and 24 trebles. The same society held its full

meeting at Wilton House, the seat of Lord Herbert of

Lea, on the 6th of September. Again I faced the

amateurs and gardeners of Wiltshire (only 12 allowed

to be exhibited), and won the 2d prize, and also a
special prize for a collection of 92, showing 104 in all.

From what stock did I get these Roses, early and
later ? almost only from Manetti. The last day was an
adjourned day. The proper day was either the 22d or

24th of August. In the early morn (about 4 o'clock)

on the day but one on which I was to exhibit, I cut 90
Roses to go to the exhibition, hut at 8 o'clock I

received a letter from Mr. John Keynes, saying
" things were not ready." Those 90 Roses were taken
as an act of good nature to Baron Hambro's cottage
allotment exhibition, and great was the delight of the
Baron and his people. I mention this to show, that
with high manuring and proper pruning, Manetti
Roses are never found wanting. For strong lands I
fancy that the Briar Rose would be most convenient,
for lighter soils with free drainage the Italian stock.
I never knew the Briar Roses bloom here so well as last

year ; but they were, both summer and autumnal, very
late. IF. F. Itadclyffe, Bushton, Feb. 10.

Tree Supports.—What is the best plan to adopt to
preserve Spruce, Scotch Fir, and indeed numerous other
trees from being blown down ? I have several about
20 years old which are blown quite out of the perpen-
dicular by the late heavy gales, and which are now
cracking about the roots and getting worse each succes-
sive wind. Would undermining and letting them lower
into the ground he of any use ? An OH Subscriber.
[We should employ either struts placed in an equila-
teral triangle, or galvanised rods of iron secured to
picket stakes driven into the ground in a triangle. If
these methods are employed care must be taken that
an angle of the triangle is in the direction of the
heaviest gales, which about London are from the
south-west. But if the trees in question have lost
their hold of the ground in consequence of the roots
being corkscrewed, nothing can prevent their falling
over at some time or other.]

Gree I /.—The " German method of killing green
%." &c> recorded last week, is not new with tl

exception of the soap. To Loudon's Gardener's
Magazine I was a tolerably regular contributor, and in
those da vs of h i postage und~ comparative scarcitv of

Is Split Larch Jitfor Falings ?-Can you or any of

vour Correspondents say whether or not split or cloven

Larch can be used with advantage for park palings, as
[

a substitute for Oak, which is so much more expensive _?

JE. T. [We doubt, 1, whether Larch will split; and 2,

whether it will last long. The first is, however, the

first point.]

M. Naudin's Geothermal System not NewJ— Inis

system seems to excite so much interest that it would

certainly be well worth while to inquire what was the

result of the same (or at least a similar) system for

which I remember seeing the pipes laid more than ten

years ago in the Duke of Sutherland's gardens at

Trentham. Suum Cuique.

State of Trees near Kilkenny. — After reading

accounts of the sad havoc by the late frost among trees

and shrubs in England, it is a pleasing duty to be able

to record" that one of the finest collections of rare trees

and shrubs in Ireland, or perhaps in Britain, remains

unscathed. A few things of minor note have given

way, such as Veronicas, some young exposed Standards

of the variegated Euonymus, a few ot the more tender

of the Ceanothus tribe, and a nice young Cupressus

from Cashmere, received from the Royal Hort. Society.

Magnolias are browned a little. Photinia serrulata,

Ilex latifolia, Benthamia fragifera, Escallonias, and

plants of that class of hardiness are quite green.

Among the Conifer® the Moreton Bay Pine is the only

one killed ; this was a crippled plant, and I have hopes

that this remarkable and beautiful tree will yet succeed

here. A fine large Araucaria imbricata has not a

brown speck on it. The avenue of Araucarias trans-

planted in the winter of 1859, and which was noticed

in your columns in August last, has now recovered the

sombre green hue so characteristic of a healthy Chili

Pine. Notwithstanding the severe winter these trees

have made young growths of from two to three inches.

The lowest temperature indicated here was on the 24th

December, when the thermometer stood a little above 9°.

The pleasure grounds are about 300 feet above the

level of the sea, and distant iroin it—as the crow flies

—

about 25 miles. When the wind is from about S. to

S. W., the influence of the Gulf stream is directly felt,

and whatever frost then exists at once gives way.

Charles MiDonald, Woodstock Fark, near Inistiogue,

Kilkenny, Feb. 25.

Plant Obituary.—The following is a list of plants,

Ectocarpus brachiatus of English Botany. The o*

proposed to call E. Griffithsianus; it is found
is

water on Rhodymenia paimata, in England; wh
other, which is the true Ect. brachiatus of I
Botany, is found in brackish water in Norfolfc

Notice of Laillon's Researches on the Or^ano?©

the Female Flowers of Coniferee. By Dr. A. Dfct

3. Remarks on the Theory of the Metamonbi
l

Plants. By Mr. Maxwell T. Masters. 4.

Algse from the Faroe Islands. By R. Big*

Campster. 5. On the Timbers suited for Eailir

Sleepers in South India. By Dr. Cleghora, Uafa

The author alluded to the enormous requires

of the Indian railways in the matter of timber

t

different purposes, especially sleepers. Tt:

subject of great importance, but almost the

record now existing is a suggestive paper by

Falconer in the Journal of the Agricultural e

Horticultural Society of India, and the jury repc

the Madras Exhibitions of 1855-57. A portion o

immense supply required will be procured from

Burmah, Andaman Isl.mds, and Australia; there

also be a regular and heavy drain on the fores

South India. About 30 kinds of indigenous m
have been used experimentally for sleepers, I

trials have not been attended, in some instances.

satisfactory r ilts : not always because the woods

inferior, but from the timber not having reack

sufficient age, and from its being employed irk im-

perfectly seasoned. Experience has btju.«^'

better prospects are dawning upon thecoma

this great essential of railway operation*, "ftew

adras Kailway, lately issued afc

principally Conifers or Evergreens, which have been
killed or seriously damaged in my garden, Conyngham
Hall, Knaresborough. I also add another list of those
which, as far as I can yet see, are not materially hurt.

The soil is a strongish marl with a substratum of

limestone rock, and though exposed to west winds is

well sheltered in other quarters. Thees and Shrubs
not Injtjbeb : Pinus Douglasii, ponderosa, nobilis,

Bentbamiana, excelsa, Menziesii, Morinda, Pinsapo;
Thujopsis borealis, Biota glauca; Thuja gigantea,
flagelliformis ; Cryptomeria japonica; Wellingtonia

;

Cedrus Deodara, atlantica ; Abies orientalis ; Ju-
niperus fragrans, glauca, Langoldiana (?), dealbata,

recurva, chinensis, excelsa ; Taxus adpressa, elegantis-

sima, Gold-striped ; Skimmia japonica, Garrya
elliptica, Jasminum nudiriorum, and others of
more common and well known descriptions

.

Shrubs, &c., killed: Pinus insignis, palustrie,
Sabiniaua; Cupressus Corneyaua, majestica, Lamberti-

engllieer, luaurns xiuuwnj, iaccij ico«v« ~ —
to the officers of districts regarding them

-

sleepers, of which the following is an extract :-

a

time of passing the sleepers they must be brum

a letter showing the kind of wood according b

table of specification. Zinc labels are being
;

prep

which, being nailed to the sleeper will rap

legible even utter its decay. These win not snpes

the branding, but be used in addition to it.

results of observations by the engineers ot ml

rent railways hereafter published will be vaw

present the summary of what is known is as m
Teak (Tcctona grandis) is probably the d»

woods lor sleepers, butis yearly becoming more

costly. Sal (Vatica robusta), the next besjt w*»

indigenous fa, any quantity south o

largely used in Bengal. Jmui, i» y^e^^
xylucarpa) is a superior wood and suitaoe

purposes/ Jarra or Yarra (Eucalyp u>
*

specially noticed in a despatch from^ 01

n

U

n
L:-

been lately imported in considerable q*
.

Swan River. A timber trade with Aust

benefit the colony, and supply the maw

a substitute for Teak. From the niontW» «.

the engineer* showing the number ot sleep

on the different districts on the Madras/*
^

trees furnishing them, the *
ol

|

owlI1k
e

obtained :—Thelargest number ot deepen

from the family Combretacese, ana uw »

minaiSn n .«i rn»<vM*ni» rp.markabe toi l
.

.

minalia and Conocarpus, remai

size of their trunks, and the toughness of their

Their durability under g^QnV ^pWa) ap]

satisfactory. Cadukai (Terminals^.^ Jf

:

liable both to the attack ot Fnngi

penter bee. The Leguminosa) are nex

the

in

cantha crenulata. Shrubs and trees damaged "ma-
terially; some killed down to the level of the snow:
Araucaria imbricata, Taxodium sempervirens, Thuja
aurea, dumosa; Juniperus Smithiana, Aucuba japonica,
Cryptomeria Lobbii, Cupressus torulosa, Laurus nobilis',
Laurustinus, Cistus, Quercus Ilex, Abies canadensis
(perhaps hurt by wind). Many of these are small
specimens, but they have been growing well for two or

iree years or more, I had some plants in pots in an
orchard house, where the temperature was only 3° or 4°
above the outward air, which are perfectly unhurt, nor
in the least browned. Most Roses are killed. Standards
almost all

;
others down to the snow. Basil T. Woodd.

The following Conifers are not the least hurt, or so
slightly bo as not to be worth recording, viz. : Fcea

i trees supplying the wood being 1 w» r ..

Ingn(Erul), Hardwickia (Acha), an"';
dsis d^

Acacia. Well grown timber of these m ^
prized by the engineers. As the native*< .^

applies to a genus rather than to a sp '

k a

ful whether those marked Sal ami i« ^
the true species, although obtained tiou ^ ^
to the genera Vatica and Pterocarpn .

^
engineers generally have conhdenc ^

(iiassia), Kar-Marda, Venge\ &£*££.
% )&\

Tea*

writers, my humble efforts were acceptable. It.there- Cephaloniea, Xordmanniaua SSttO^wSV PhZ!fore, your reade who posse that work will turn to
~*'~ - *

^nsapo, nooihs
,

I „ 1UB

page 307 of the volume for 1812, they will rind a com-m™T °n fr°m me beari the signature of E. 0., in
wnicn is detailed the plan just alluded to, and which 1 1 Menziesii, Khutrownaed to adopt with success. " '

«awow, isii, elegans. Some of th

(tfassia), Kar-Marda, Venge, v,^- -
it ^

too expensive for general use as sleeP ^ <$$

been proposed to substitute deeper wt[

those of wood, and the plan has air* ^ ^r
out on a large scale; it is thought

tna
^^#|

end be found the most economical n \t

ISPThe Indian woods which as yet &U

adapted for trenails and wedges, me
.

taptera coriacea), and Sal (Vatica rou ^
for trenails, the latter for wedges. ^ ,

attacks of white ants, which destr j

Elm imported from England.

T. a Archer, Esq., exhibited a hunt'

i--.„ -^H) llt pa^e 430 of the v above are from 20 to 40 fppf in hoid^ ti,« f « •

^ _ ^ __ b
/l)i

had been itTo theTndustrial &**?£# *
stone from Africa, manufactured 0) ,^—
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Xottces of &ooft£*

A Free 7Ti—limfcViH of Darwin*s Treatise on the

Origin of Specie, and of Us American R* ewers.

By Asa Gray, M.D., Fisher Professor of Natural

History in Harvard University. 8vo. Pp. 5o.

Trubner.
In this pamphlet l have the deliberate opinion ot

one of the ablest Naturalists across the Atlantic, con-

cerning the views of Mr. Darwin, about which ther

has been, and lung will be, so much controvt v. It

a remarkable fa. that among those who have at-

tempted to answer that learned auihor, there are few

who have any
*

t
statns in [science. One n& clogist

indeed is thought to have prompted the reviewer in

the Quai .-ly, and other gentlemen may bare had a

hand in criticisms elsewhere . but there has been little

avowed opposition. The opposition writers have in

treat Darv heory as a covert attack upon
religious belief, wh

i it is* not, r r than an .

trendy curious philosophical problem, which it i

Tli rine of Morphology, which whs also on<

looked at askance, has become a fundamental article

of a Naturalist's faith. Is Natural selection *' passing
through a similar trial ? We cannot say ; perhaps Asa
Gray's examination may help to answer the question.
Wo cannot pretrial to condense his reinarkabl

work, which is itself a clos< ondeusation of facts and
arguments. He who wishes to hear the lively counsel

must study his words as carefully as those of Darwin
himself. A few extracts, however, without even a

comment, will show in what manner the American
philosopher treats his subject.

After a lew words of introduction he proceeds
thus :

—

shown to have worn their griat-t < in the di\ eut and unintelligent, (pb) allj coi] lered, ail forces are.)

(

r

-

11 Well, we found no can of quarrel with the
first chap r. Here the author takes us directly to th
barn-yard and the kitchen-garden. Like an hoi irabl

rural member of our ieueral Court, who sat silent

until, near the close of a long s< on, a bill requiring
all swine at large to wear pokes was introduced, when
he claimed the privilege of addressing the house, on
the proper ground that he had been 'brought up anion
the pigs, and knew all about them/— so we were
brought up among cows and Cabbages; and the lowing

. the cackling of hens, and tie >oing of pigeons
we: sounds native and pleasant to our ears. So
Vari i under Domestication' oalt with familiar,
subjects in a natural way, and gently intiodu.
'Variation under Nature,' which ed likely enough.
Then follows 'Struggle for Exi nee,'—a principle live3 were th© ax

^bkh. we exuejjsjMSjtoUv know to bet «fte

nd thumb-like fashion. That would be evidence in-

sd: but until some testimony of th rl is prod d

we must needs believe in the separate and s; d en
ation of man, however it may have been with the lower

animals and with plants.
—

"

Referring to the modern belief in the prodigious

antiquity of Creation, Dr. Gray goes on thus :—
^

" But this very extension of the current chronology, if wc
may rely upon the archaeologists, removes the difficulty

by opening up a longer vista. So does the discovery in

Europe of remains and implements of prehistoric races of

men, to whom the use of m Is was unknown,—men of the
stone apt, as the Scandinavian arebfleolog s designs' them.
Vnd now, "axes and knives of flint, evidently wrought by
human skill, are found in beds of the drift at Amiens, (also in

ther places, both in France and England,) associated wiih the

I0Q6S of extinct species of animals.' These implements, in-

deed, were noticed twenty years ago ; at a place in Suffolk they
have been e timed from tune to time for more than -ntury

;

but the full c tkm, th© recognition of the age of the de-
jh-mi in which the implements occur, their abuudan< and the

; their bearings upon i t interesting quos-
o UK. 1 . the pr< To complete the connection
T these pflHntive | >lo with the fossil ages, the Pr< !i goo-

1. its, we an- told, have now 'found those axes in PS y
ated with i ams of E s ^rimiyeniuf. Rhinoceros

tic/torinus, usfo$*Uis and an extinct sp< F Boe.' in plain
language, these workers in flint lived in the time of the mam-
Q a rhinoceros now extinct, and along with horses and
cattle unlik- u' now < suiting,— cifically different, as natu-
ralists i . from those with which man is now associated.
Their enaction with existing human races may perhaps be
tratodth igh the intervening

\
pie of the stone age, who

were succeeded by the people of the bronze age, and ti ; by
workers in iron. Now, various evidence carries k the exist-
ence of man}- of the present lower species of animals, and
probably ot alar immlmr of plants, to the same drift period.
All agree that tins was very many thousand years ago. Agassis
tells us that the same species of polyps which ai e now building
»ral walls around the present peninsula of Florida actually

made that peninsula, and have been building there for many
thousand centuries.
" i> lie rkippingof existing and extinct species, and the

Beamingly gradual transition of the life ol the drift period into
that ot the present, may be turned to the same account

ther they are undirected, or that he who describes
these events as the results of such for. thereby
assumes that they are Undirected. '1 s is the assump-
tion of the Boston reviewers, and of Mr. Agat , who
insists that the only alternative to the do* ine, that

all organized beings were Buperuaturally created just as

they are, is, that they have arisen spontaneously through
the omnipotence of mailer.

" As to all this, nothing is easier than to bring out

in the conclusion what you introduce in the premises.

If you import atheism into your conception of variation

and natural selection, you can readily exhibit it

m the result. If you do not put it in, perhaps
there need be none to come out. While the

mechanician is considering a st nboat or locomo-

tive engine as a material organism, and contemplating

ihe fuel, water, and steam, the source ot the mechanical

forces, an J how they operate, he may not have occasion

to incut i the engineer. Hut the orderly and special

results accomplished, the why the movements are in tliis

or that particular direction, etc., are inexplicable with-

out him. If Mr. Darwin believes that the events which
he sup to have occurred, and the r we behold
were undirected and undesigned, or if the physicist

believes that the natural forces to which he refers phe-

nomena aie uncaused and undirected, no argument i

needed to. show that such belief is atheism. Hut the
admission of the phenomena and of these natural pro-

cesses and forces does not necessitate any such belief,

nor even render it one whit less improbable than
before.

"

'* Finally, we advise nobody to accept Darwin's, or

any other derivative theory as true. The time has not

come tor that, and perhaps never will. We also advis-

against a similar credulity on the other side, in a blind

faith that Bp es— that the manifold sorts and forms
Or existing animals and v. ..tables—'have no secondaryMammoths, mastodons, and Irish elks, now extinct, must have , '•?

'"'""" x° """. •

' *?T~ /"" - "^ " J
lived wn to human, if n. uwoet to historic times Perhaps ca»se - 1 he contrary is already not unlikely, and wehaj
the last dodo did not long outlive his huge New Zealai
kindred. Tno auroch, once the compai a of mai loths, still

survives, but owes his present and precarious exi i to
man's care. Now, n king that we know of forbids the hypo-
thesis that some new t- ics have been independently and
superriatmally created within the period which other species

ive surv i. So may uvoi BUSTS.that man was created
in the d i of the mammoth, became extinct, and \

ated a later date. But w "tsayt! same Of th
surooh, contemporary h of i I man and of the new?
Still i -e natural, if not in tiable, to infer, that, n the

•lis of that olden tim< e the anc ors of the rochs i

Lithuanian fon > Likewi re the men of that age
the ana >f the pre b human 1 . Then, whoever con-
cludes that these primitive makers of rude flint axes and

ancestors of the better workmen of the suc-
ug artificers

. - "' »» a. pose that the Msmus1-16 mmt
'OS- V re:

ai ,1c. In all cm
least such consider is t ^est a

g*-- 11 " from b drift period down to the pn . and
allow tim. ugh— if time fany account—for variation and

iral select out some aj .b)o result* in the
f di\ into races, to

-
• int illed species.

^ r might havi ight, when geological time was
supp< I to be irated fi ic

j by a clear li

it is w certain tat agmdual replacement oi old 1<

new ones is strongly suggestive o! iode of original
hie lay still opei When ecies, like inch s,

were found to die out one by on. and rently to come in
one by one, a t ir what Owen eenorously calls ' the con

• eviatha Ho esfs theory of society, is no worn-
be rest of creat i, since all Natl fc w , on

species with another, and the nearer kindred the nore
i ernecine,—brin ig in thoi ad-fold oonfirn iou

Malthusiaii doctrine, that popula-
t i tends far outrun means of subsis iroi i-

out the animal and vegetable world, and has to be kept
down by sharp preve ve cl ks ; so that not more
than one of a 1 d or a thousand of the individuals
who* vistence is so wonderfully and so sedulous]
provided for ever • ues to anything under ordinary
ch-enmstances

; so the lucky and the strong must pre-
v» nd the \ iker and ill-favored un fish;—and
then follows, as naturaliy as on. follows another,
111 '» ' Natural Selection,' Darwin's chetw' de
00(1

.
wl much the Napoleonic d

that Providence f irs the strongest battalions,— tine
since ina> e individuals are bom than can possibl
sun •, [ se in. mis ami th j variations w hi.
possess any advantage, he ver slight, over the rest,
are m tin ^ run sure to survive, to propagate
ccupy the 1 ed to the ex< or destrm
f the weaker hrt All this we poi i, a

could not much object to. In e began to u-
tracta hkmg for a systesa which at the outset illus-Wm* th- advantages of cood bree<lin and which
makes the most * of every en j bes "

" The ! -spect of the future, accordingly, is on
tv « whole pleasant and encouraging. It is only the
backwa lane*

.
the gaze u]» the lot vista of the

pa^t, that reveals an; thmg alarming, flere the lines
converge as they recede into the geological ag and
point to inclusions which, upon the theory, are in-
evitable, but hardly welcome. The very first step
backward makes tue negro mid the Hottentot our
blood-relations ;-not that r< or Scripture objects
to that, though pride may. The next suggests a close

n ot our aaott the old. • wjth our

tinuous operation of the ordained becomiiig of Uving thinast

the Darwinian theory, once getting a foothold,
marches lly on, follows the ised near ancestors <

• our
present es farther and t fan ,ck into the dim pi<
.md ends with an analogical infer. o which 'makes tne

: world kin.' As we f- t the beginning, this
upshot di m]> its. Several features of the theory -e
an uncanny lo rhey prove to be innocent : but their

st as|)ect is suspiciouh, and high authorities pronounce tl

:ng to be positively n vous. In t m ma we
e going to take a. I ng the bent of our preju-
ces, and hoping to t fy these by new rong argu-

we are going now to read the principal reviews whic
undertake to demolish the theory;—with what result our
readers shall be duly informed. "

The "result, ' for a part of which alone we can find
further room, may be undei d from the following

es, with which we conclude :

—

to insist that the new hypothesis of the derivative
origin of the actual species is incompatible with linal
causes and design, is to take a position which we must
consider philosophically untenable. We must also
regard it as highly unwise and dangerous, in the pre-
sent state and present

]
cts of physical and physio-

logical scien We should expect the philosophical
atheist or sceptic to take this ground ; also until better
informed, the unlearned and uuphilosophicai be-
liever; but we should think that the 1 aghtful
tbeistic philosopher would take the other sid
Not to do so seems to concede that onlv

•
•

suppose will hereafter become more and more probable.

But we are confident that if a derivative hypothesis
ever is established, it will be so on a solid theistic

ground.
" Mi vwhlle an inevitable and legitimate hypothesis

is on trial,—an hypothesis thus lar not untenable,—

a

trial just now very useful to science, and, we conclude,
not harmful to religion, unless injudicious assailants

temporarily make it so.

"One good effect is already manifest: its enabling
the advocates of the hypothesis of a multiplicity of
human species to perceive the double insecurity of their

g md. When the races of men are admitted to be of

.the corollary, th they are of one origin,
h d to follow. Tin 'to allow them to
be of one pecies must admit an actual diversification
int igly marked and persifi varieties, and so
admit t basis of fact upon which the Darwinian
hyp is built; while those, on the other hand
who re s.e several Or numerous human specie-, will

hardly be able to mai .in that such species were
primordial and supernatural in the ordinary sense of
the word.

il
"i English mind is prone to positivism and

kindred tonus of materialistic philosophy, and w-
must < ct the derivative theory to be taken up in
that interest. We have no predilection for that school,
but the contrary. If we had, we might have looked
complacently upon a line of criticism which would in-
direct

1 y. but effectively, play into the hands of
V tivi 1 n.ateii tic atheists generally. The
wiser and s1 ronger ground to tak 8, that the derivative
hypotl is leaves the argument foi design, and there-

re for a I) igner, as valid as it ever was ;—that to do
any work by an instrument must require, and therefore
PT

'I
1

!
the ertion rather of more than of le-

power than to do it directly ; that whoever would be a
coii tent theist should believe that Design in the

ural world is coexti ive with Providence, and hold
as firmly to the one as he does to the other, in spite of

e wholly similar and apparently insuperable difficulties
which the mind encounters whenever* it endeavours to
develop the idea into a complete system, either in the
material and organic, or in the moral world. It is

enough, in the way of obviating objections, to show
that the phi ophical difficulties of the one are the
same, and only the same, as of the other/*

oka between the Brmana and the Qu rumanam
king altogether; so t put the genealogy the

brute, upon what >oting H will, tlle f0l£>aauded
races will not serv r our forerunners ;-at least, not
nntd soma Mto, live or lossil, is producible with
^t-^ins^otthninnt,uponliisueUierenicinitieaj
or untd some lucky geolog turns u p the bones ot his

estor and prototype in France or England, who was
«y napping the chuckie-sUnes* and iPPmc ut Mikniv , , — pping outtlint-

es a; arrow-beads in the time of the drifl verynisny ages ago -before the Br h Channel existed,*ys Lvell,-and until these men of the olden time a re

in .Nature, llns n m is shared both b\ tue
reviewers and the reviewed. At least, Mr. Darwin uses
expressions which imply that the natural formswhich SUT*
round us, because they have a history or natural scqu e, !

could have been only generally, but not particnlai
designed,-~ta view at c e sup« licial andcontradii ory;
whe. < his true line should be, that !•;- hypothesis
concerns the order and not tin . the how and not
the why of the phei nena, and so Km the qui ion
of design ju&t where it was before.

"

"It is very easy to assume, that, because events
in Nature are in one s» e accidental, and the operatic
forces which bring them to pass are the Ives Mind

Tkade L; 1 Kixeived.—-Vilmoriu, Andrieux & Ci.
(Paris), Catalogue des Grai c\c. [List of Ti eed
on sale at No. 30, Quai de la Megisserie.] What is

Cotoneaster nepalensjs, with "handsome flesh-coloured
flowei> bunches, with very tine fruit as lar as
a small « rn nd coral-red'* ?

Garden Memoranda.
RtrcKBBB, Esq., W] r Hill. \Vaxdswobth.—

Our rid be lad to rnthatt m -nificent
>lk on of Orchids for which this p)g a | ; oeeli

justly eel. disatpj intiuas.fiue lion as ever
we ember to havi

1 it* The aiilV-rent houses in
which the plants are kept being efficiently wan.
and well ,t l de:

• cold tor which last winter
ill long he remembered was effectually excluded, and

a suitable temp tore maintained even when thermo-
111 e >ndi< -?d several degrees below zero.
In the Orchid house, properly so called, few of the
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plants are at present in blossom; we did obserwe, how-

ever, and with admiration, a vigorous specimen of the

rare Dendrobium taurinuin with a fine spike of flowers

on it; of the latter the number on the spike was 13,

and "their colours were of the most delicate and beau-

tiful description, being pure white, with the exception

of the margin of the lip which was purplish violet, and

the petals which were reddish brown, the whole pro-

ducing a charming and agreeable contrast more easily

conceived than described. The plant itself, which

grows 4 or 5 feet in height, is one of the most stately

among Orchids, and one which when better known
cannot fail to be a favourite. The charming Odonto-

glossam Pescatorei was likewise in flower, as were also

a Cattleya in the way of Wagneriana, Oncidium longi-

folium, and one or two others.

A water-bouse or aquarium possessed even at this

season of the year a richness and variety in point of

vegetation which isquite charming; immediately over the

centre of the rank hung a huge basketful ofDendrobium
nobile in full blossom; associated with it were also

numberless smaller plants of different kinds suspended

from the roof; and round the margin of the water

were Caladiums and other things remarkable for fine

foliage, and Pitcher plants—enlivened here and there

by the fiery blossoms of Gesnera cinnabarina. On
an end shelf was Dendrobium Paxtoni in full bloom
—a fine kind with black blotched rich orange coloured

flowers, and at the hack was a border of Lycopods, con-

taining nearly all the varieties of that very interesting

tribe of plants, edged in front with a line of the bright

green L. denticulatum. Platycerium grande and other

"Ferns have also been introduced here and there into

this house with excellent effect.

A house has recently been put up exclusively for

Perns; it is upwards of 60 feet in length, and is

well filled with very fine examples of that now fashion-

able tribe of plants. Among them were several fine

specimens of Tree Ferns, and many splendid bushes of

the better kinds of Gleichenia. Of Hyraenophyllums
and Trichomanes there is also a large collection.

Camellias have not bloomed well here this season,

a fault which seems to be general, and one which
doubtless arises from the wood not having been well

ripened last year. They are now being encouraged to

make growth in a moist temperature suitable for that

purpose. On a front shelf were specimens of Tea
Roses in the shape of Standards which will soon be in

bloom, Skimmia japonica, one of the most hardy of
evergreens, covered with round red Holly -like berries,
Solatium Opsicastrum, also furnished with polished
round orange-scarlet fruit, as large as ordinary -sized
marbles, Epacrises in bloom, Tulips, Hyacinths, and
numerous standard Azaleas, intermixed with Azalea
sinensis and Rhododeudrons, all having a showy and
dressy appearance. In a warm end of this house, kept
as a stove, the lilac-blossomed Conoclmium ianthiuum
was very effective, as were also Eucharis Candida and
various kinds of Amaryllids. The sweet sroe?ling
Rhododendron jasminiflorum was just coming into
bloom, and when fully out will be one of the prettiest
things in the whole collection. Its long tubular white
flowers, some dozen or more in a bunch, are extremely
handsome, and the foliage being rich dark green and
not too large sets them off to great advantage. Vallota
purpurea is largely cultivated here for decorative pur-
poses, and when well flowered it is showy and striking.
The way to bloom it satisfactorily is to start it earfy
into growth and to well roast it in the sun under glass
in the summertime, giving it no more water than is just
sufficient to keep it in health.

In a large glass-covered promenade the borders were
gay with flowering plants, among which was a very fine
specimen of Rhododendron javanicum with beautiful
heads of rich orange blossoms. To flower this Rhodo-
dendron well it must be started early into growth, so as
to have its wood well ripened by means of sun heat in
summer. In September it should be placed under glass

;

and thus treated it may be had in bloom by Christmas
and all through the spring months. R. Maddeni
is coming profusely into flower here, and in
a conservatory attached to the dwelling house,
K.Nuttalli is showing for flower. In indoor vases
* arfugium grande had an excellent effect, the blotches
on its leaves being well brought out and of good colour.
Lapagena rosea also succeeds well here under glass

;

it has a light porous soil and plenty of water while
growing; its only enemy is the slue, which eats the voun

A^vTRosery has been formed, andseveral important
f

and herbaceous borders to prevent thT^tu^A new noway
improving the appear- and give a fresh neat appearance.

b u ot v
'*k

alterations effected in the way ot imp

ance of shrubbery borders ; the waole place,

seems very ranch changed for the better.

in short,

shoots off close to the surface of the ground. To pre-
vent this the steins are surrounded by narrow zinc
troughs placed in the form of a square and kept con-
stantly fWI of water. Over such a barrier as this, slugs
una it impossible to pass.
A new Peach and Nectarine house has recently

been erected, in which the trees are wholly grown in
pots. They are at present loaded with fruit approach-
ing the stoning process. Even the Stanwick
Nectarine fruits well in pots; a small tree of it ripened
20 fruit last year, and this season it promises
equally well.

Out of doors less injury has been done by frost thanm most places. Rhododendrons are safe and promise
to bloom well. Wellingtonia, a fine plant, is browned

L™l'i a
WlU out^row »* 5 Magnolias are also^» af *> are standard Bay trees in pots, even

in^? ir
0UC

r
ed

* h ,
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Calendar of Operations,

(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

Conservatory, &c—Climbers beginning to push

should after this time be frequently examined to pre-

vent confused growth. Kennedyas, if crowded, should

have their shoots thinned. Ipomceas and Thunbergias

being subject to red spider should be well syringed to

prevent that pest gaining ground. Where a large

quantity of hardy shrubs is annually forced, either to

decorate the drawing-room or the conservatory, it is

| not desirable to pot a fresh stock each season, as a

number of deciduous things, such as Roses, Lilacs,

Thorns, Honeysuckles, &c., may, by proper treatment,

be made to bloom for several successive seasons. Select

therefore the most suitable plants when removed from

the houses, and give them some kind of temporary

shelter to gradually harden their foliage; those

cramped for pot room shift into a size larger pot

in rich turfy loam, and towards the middle of next

month plunge them in an open situation in order

that the wood may get ripe early.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Give air as freely as the state of the

weather will permit, using a little extra fire-heat, and

leaving a little air on at night so as to prevent the

bloom being injured by damp settling on the berries, as

is apt to be the case where the house is closely shut up.

Figs.—Where the early crop is approaching maturity

the borders should be well watered, so as to avoid the

necessity of having to water the soil after the fruit

begins to ripen, which is injurious to the flavour, and is

also apt to cause the fruit to burst prematurely, par-

ticularly if the trees have been rather dry at the root

previously. So far as the present crop is concerned the

trees can, perhaps, hardly be too dry at the root while

the fruit is ripening, but where a second crop is expected

.are must be exercised to keep the trees in health, and
to prevent the foliage becoming a prey to red spider,

otherwise the second crop can hardly be expected to be

good for much. Use the syringe vigorously and main-
tain a moist atmosphere as long as this can be d^ne
without risk of injuring the fruit. Also keep the young
wood thin and regularly tied in, stopping before the
fourth or filth leaf; according to the strength of the
shoots, &c.

Melons.—Encourage those newly planted out with
a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them into full

growth as quickly as possible ; but plants that are
fairly established should be kept cooler, admitting air

on every favourable opportunity, in order to secure
short-jointed fruitful wood. Keep the shoots thin and
regular, pinching out any not wanted, but avoid stop-
ping the main shoots until they reach the sides of the
pit, when by pinchi.ig out the points the laterals will
s art into growth and show fruit abundantly ; and by
this time the plants will have gained sufficient strengta
to set and carry a fair crop. Do not exceed 65^ at
night, and admit air when the glass rises to 75°, but
do this very carefully on cold days. Endeavour to
maintain a steady bottom-heat of about 8U° or 85°, and
keep the soil in a healthy state as to moisture. See to
providing plenty ofyoung plants for succession crops.
^Cherry House. -Syringe the trees daily with water
at the same temperature as that of the house. Loosen
the surface soil in the pots or borders with a hand fork,
and supply the plants liberally with water until the
fruit begins to change colour, alter which gradually
decrease the quautity and cease syringing; give
abundance of air on all favourable opportunities.
Strawberries.—Early plants ripening their fruit

should be placed by themselves and kept moderately
dry. Those in later stages ot growth should however
be well supplied with moisture both over head and at
the root.

Frames.—All crops in these, such as Carrots, Pota-
toes, Radishes, and Peas, should have as much air as
the state of the weather will permit, and be regularly
supplied with water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Look well to recently transplanted trees and shrubs

especially such as may have got shaken or partially
uprooted by the recent high winds. Do not allow any-
thing to suffer for want of water at the root. The soil
about newly moved things should be kept moist but
not saturated or run together by over Watering as is
sometimes done. In the case of large plants which
require securing against wind use three strong tarred
cords for each specimen; fix them to the plant bvmeans of a collar made of strong metallic wire and
thickiy wrapped round with canvas to prevent its
uyuring the bark, and then tie them to strong pieces
ot Oak driven into the grouud at proper distances fromthe stem of the tree. For specimens in prom uentsituations strong galvanised wires should be employed
instead of cords, being neater in appearance- althoughsomewhat expensive in the first iiL«t^V^U Sta lifetime. Take advantage of the present state of theground to stir and rake the surface soil of shrubben

HARDY FItUIT AND KITCHEN GARDFv
Seedling plants ot Cauliflowers, Cabbages A

this spring should be pricked off whenW e
^

get stocky for final transplanting. As> th"f*growth of the Cabbage tribe depends mucl

being drawn when young, some attention
si

on

should
\paid to this point when they are in a seedhV^

the best after culture barely compensates for thHL
neglect. A crop of Globe Artichokes may JLl
planted for producing a late supply of headg i
young side shoots taken from the old stools mi
placed m lines 4 feet apart and 18 inches between'
plants, or trenches may bo dug 18 inches wio> an<

same in depth, in which some well-rotted manure sb
be dug and the plants put out as above.

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
Potato planting should now be finished as so

potsible. Potatoes and Onions should no accooi

intermixed or shaded by other crops; there are iot

ever many things, such as Carrots, Parsnips, ram™
and all the Cabbage family, which will not only \J
being slightly shaded, but in warm summers eijoji

Mixed cropping therefore is a point to which tk

cottager should pay especial attention. The miitas

must however be arranged so as not to interfere w|

earthing up or gathering.

8TATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON

For the Week ending March". 1861, as observed at the HorticulrnrtlGrt

5 BiROMKTIR.
March.
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Satur.
Sunday

Tues.
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1
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3
A

6

7
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.
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;;<
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March 1— Main; densely clouded; showery with cold wind.

— 2—Clear; cloudy; boistcrom with rain at night.

— 3—Fine; very boisterous; slightly overca-t.

_ 4_i jenr and cold , very clear at night ; slight fro*

— 5—Overcast; densely overcast and windy.
— 6-Overcast ; fine ; auddrn heavy squall with rfi-HtJt.

— 7-Clear; fine; cloudy; overcast; densely cloudti

Mean temperature oi me week,3| deg, above the swap.
j

RECORD OF THE WKATHKK AT CHISWICK

During the last 35 years, tor the ensuing Week, ending March 1»,1*>__
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COLLEGE of AGRICULT1 E and CH EMISTRY,
and or PRACl'ICALand GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

it, Lower Kennmjrton Lane, Keimington. London, 8.

FriiK.-ipal~J.C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.8., Ac.
The system of studies punned in the College comprises every

branch requisite toprepareyou th for thepursui tsofAgriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

N aval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other pai -

ulars msy be had on application to the Principal.

KTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac— Manufacturers
thers engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J.C. Nesbjt, F.G.S.,
Ac, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
K unington, London, 8. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
km at the OoUega. ' *

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1840.)

\ re now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE OS LIME, of best qualit v.
DEVOLVED RONES, asd RONE MANURE for
pastures.

oon< entrated urate.
BLOOD MANURE kor CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
liONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo outlined entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
< )I)A, SULPHATE or AM MUNI A, and every Manure of value.
1 Ifl^Fenchurch 8treet, E C. Edw IVrber, Secretary.AWE 8 ' S M A N U R E S .

The Manures manufactured bv J. R. Lawk* for the
irssent season of 1801, are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following pries! :

—

LA^5£LPATf I'KMP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPI1 PHATE OF LI .. .. £$ flLAW,H* 8U pKRPHOSPH\TB OF TIME from

, .«\
LKNT B(>NK °* MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

V;,.BAKLKV ' GRA8S ' ani,MaN, ' ,L MAN URES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his sppointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine lVnivian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nifrate

•oi aooa. Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures
American and other Cakes at market prices.

M. i

1^6? n°
HV fS22?£&—> *' AdeUlds Pla, London

fridge, E. C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Duh li .

i

R l

«.hVA
;,kLACK ' and (().'> CONCENTRATED

JLJ SUPERPH. -PHATE OF LIME; guaranteed in
Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of TribasicPhosp o of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:-"These results mustOc verygrati.y.ugtoyou, and are the best proof of the verjnigh agricultural and commercial value which characterise'your leetitrated superphosphate "

•»--»
analyses with opinions of the late and present

> the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
,
may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,

-on Road, Plymouth.
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ESTABLISHED 1821—Universal Sr< * of

(t^^F' M°RKW. axd GRIFFINS MANURESy* Tuej have now been tried in 20 English counties and
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GEL LK2KL

'
WHRAT

'
GKASS

'

[>^r^w 8
2PS fPPlJcaUon to Griffkv, Morris, &a ifftn, Ceres Works, Wol v , ,-ham i- , t >n

.

T i^S&JU ^ GRASS LANDS and DOUBLE
iiiviJ; u lH1

*8^ aressb.- them with PULVERIZED
\vi J. t H? ^"^y ofJARED TERRETT HUNT, Lam h

,
«£?' Lambet?

, 8., and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt.
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v,duaJ in th« "orld that tl .diluent

f .od is a Godsxkd to the Flockmasters of England.
Retail Depot, 77, Newgate Street, City, EC.

riiHK Lands

LAND DRAINAGE.
j

Y\7"ORKS of DRAINAGE of any extent are

>> EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT "COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

IMPROVEMENT COM 1
*AX i.—

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in lS6i.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clerov, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in I ilamd and Wales and in Soon. and.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment BiU, 1859, has received ths sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.

8. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other Improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and ctarge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by th
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Pala Yard, Westminster. 8. VVV

OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,R CIRENCESTER.—

I

>r. Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, has a VACANCY
•ra HOUSE PUPIL.

TO THE TRADE.
PURPLE-TOr. SCOTCH, WHITE GLOBE,

SKIRVINGs ?URPLE-TOP SWEDE, and GREEN-TOP
SWEDE TURNIP* ,all warranted net.— Prices on application

to DlQKSONS «t BROWN, Sued Merchants. Manchester.

S~
TUART and MEIN, Sebdsmbn, Kelso, N.B., can
supoly Seed of the SELECTED GOLDEN STRIPED

FRENCH MARIGOLD, which gave so much satisfaction last

season, per packet. 1*.

HYBRID PRIZE or GIANT AYTON LEEK, per packet,
Is. Postage Stamps or the above.

AGE andTOOGOOI), Royal Sooth

Hants Seed Establishment, South-

ampton, are now supplying Seeds of their

PRIZE MANGELS, SWEDES, TURNIPS,

&c, as exhibited by them at Baker Street,

and supplied to the Royal Farms, Osborne.

Italian and Perennial RYE GRASSES,
CLOVERS, TABLES, <fcc. Samples and

Prices per post.

PERMANENT PASTURE and LAWN
GRASSES, from 20*. t< .*. per acre.

RICE CURRENT free by poet.

TO THE SEED TRADE.

THoMAS AYRKS, WHOU8A1VB and RETAIL Seeds-
man and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds, has to disp .f

a large quantity ot TURNIP SHED, in Urge or small quanti-

ties. The stock includes Skiiving's Liverpool Swede. Ayres' Im-
proved Liverpool 6 de, Purple Top Swede, Marshall's Im-
proved Purple Top Swede, Green Top Yellow Swede, Round
Green, Green Globe, White Globe. Red Globe, Red Tankard,
Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other varieties.

Price on applic ition.

N.B. A few Cwt. of ONION and PARSN1 P SEED to dispose of.

PRESENT PUCES OF FARM SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FARM SEED LIST is now ready, and
may be had post free (gratis).

Royal Berkshire Seed* Establishment, Reading. _

PURCHASERS or LARGE QUANTITIES of
FARM SEEL-* will be treated liberally on application to

LTTONA BoNa—Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SPERGULA PILIF ERA SEED,
Wholesale and Retail.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply Seed saved by
Mr. Summers at the Crystal Palace Nursery, at moderate

prices, wholesale or retail.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

GOOD CLEAN NEW CLOVER SEEDS.

SUTTON and SONS can supply the undermentioned

sorts of Clover seeds at very moderate prices, according

to quantity required.
COMMON RED or BROAD. I ALSIKE.
YELLOW TREFOIL. PERENNIAL RED.
WHITE (or DUTCH). |

PERENNIAL WHITE.
For particulars, apply to Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire

Seed Establishment. Reading.

SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.

RATNBIRD,CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE supply

carefully selected and screened samples of all the most
approved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats, &c.

Address, Basingstoke, Andover; or 8J>, Seed Market, Mark
Lane, E.G. Samples and prices Post-free on applicatx in.

AYNB1RD, CALDECOIT, and BAvTTS & nf

8eed Mkrchants and Growkrs, B is, ngstoke, Andover

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, scut post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes, <tc, of best quality at Market Prices.

ANGEL WURZEL and TURNIP SE EDS.—
The undersigned can confidently recommend their

Stocks of the above SEEDS, crop 1860, grown from selected

and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on application.

James Fairhkad A Son, Seed Growers and Merchants

Lewisham. Kent; London Establishment: 7, Borough
Market, S. B.

THE FARM AND THE GARDEN.
NEW SEEDS, Carriage Frise, from the

WEST of ENGLAND SEED ESTABLISHMENT
at PLYMOUTH,

Conducted by Messrs.

LAMOUREUX, CLARK, and CO.,

The RETAIL PRICED CATALOGUE, containing every

particular in connection with the Business, forwarded gratis

and post free on application.

Address: Lamoprkux. Clark. & Co.. Plymouth." •

SEEDS~CARRIACE FREE.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS <•( genuine stock and
first-rate quality. KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS of every

description GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS, imported direct.

John Bell's CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, and
will he sent tree to any address.

g Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich.

FA' R M S E E D S.

CHARLES SHARI'E and Co.'s CATALOGUE OF
FARM SEEDd is now ready, and will bo forwarded post

free on application.—Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

<Eiie ftsn'cultural <Ba$ttte.
SATURDAY, MARCUS* 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Mom»at, Mar. ll-Botley (Carts v. Wagons—Mr. K. Kin*).

12—Hexham (Mr. T. Drvden on Grata Land).
,., ( A u-ri. Society of England . . . • Noon
*l Oxford.
1*- Norton (Paper by Mr. Nelson).
-<>—Ar" Society of England .. .. Noon

Tuesday, —
WfX»>K81>\i,—

MoKDAT, —
Wei#>ksi>at,—
miDA., — .-^ (Mr. Hawkins on Root Crops.)

P.M.

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

MTR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting ot TENAKT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman.-JONAS WEBB, Esq , Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
All particulars may be had on application at the Offices.

EENCHU£CH

C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

IW MARSHES. ESSEX.

The second part of the Royal Agricultural

Society's Journal for 1860 lias just appeared. It

contains tang reports of Danish aud French agri-

culture—the former by Mr. Kainals, British

Vice-Consul at Copenhagen—the latter a digest by
Mons. Treiionnais, of Mons. Lavekgnf^s volume

on the Rural Economy ot France since 1789 ; both of

these writers heing men of European reputation in

the agricultural world. These two reports occupy

one-third part of the Number just published.

There are also excellent contributions by Dr.

Voelcker and by Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert
the former on Phosphatic Materials, the latter on

the Fattening Process in Oxen, Sheep, and Swine

—together occupying about another third. Aud
the remainder, descriptive more directly of

Farm Practice, includes a prize essay by-

Professor Tanner on manuring ; an account

of a course of cropping in Kent, by Mr.

Heathorn ; reports on the Canterbury Meet-

ing by the judges, the stewards, and the editor;

statistics ol the Metropolitan Meat Supply, by Mr.

Herbert ; and an elaborate account oi JSteam

Culture by Mr. Frere.
There seems no reason connected with any cf

the communications thus enumerated why the

appearance of the Journal of the past year has been

delayed so long. And as to the reports of the

Canterbury meeting, many of them much inferior

to those which appeared the same week, almost

the same day, iu the metropolitan journals, one

does not understand why they should not have
been published iu the lirst part of the volume,
more than six months ago.

The reports of the judges of implements are

i
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given in the usual detail. Tabulated series

of figures indicating force employed, and
quantity of work accomplished, together with

the award*, occupy many pages. They are

however preceded by a short statement from the

presiding steward, Mr. Caldwell, qualifying some
of the conclusions arrived at, from which he ap-

pears to differ. Of reaping machines especially

the Journal gives this year impartial testimony :

the judges give the prize to Cuthbekt, the steward

declares for Burgess & Key, and a correspondent

praises "Wood's. They are no doubt all correct, and
any of the machines may be safely chosen.

The reports of live-stock are extremely meagre
;

we greatly miss in the present volume the full

and useful treatises, as they might well be called,

of Mr. Kobert Smith on the previous live-stock

shows of the Society. Mr. Weibt, one of the
|

judges, does indeed give an interesting account of
the riding horses and ponies shown at Canterbury,
but to the cattle, sheep, and swine less than
three pages are devoted—given, too, only that
"the niche appropriated to 1860 may not be
quite vacant in the annals of the Society." And
thus after the lapse of seven months, during which
the fullest record might have been prepared, we
are told that the interest is lost and we must do
without it. Accordingly there is nothing said
which might not have been written down in half
an hour on the evening of the first show day.
And, written in the warmth and excitement of the
time, the men of Kent might then perhaps have
escaped the slur which has, seven months after
date, at length been cast upon their agriculture in
the Agricultural Journal of England. Assuredly
Major Mttnn, who accused the absent implement
makers of an intentional insult to his county, will
have to do battle for its honour once more in
behalf of the " sturdy but slow and tenacious
race," who like the hare in the fable have "had a
good lead and have not kept it."

One of the more important papers in the volume
is on the present aspect of steam culture by
Mr. Frere. There is in it a considerable collec-
tion of facts illustrative of the subject, and
though many of the conclusions reached will
not be generally accepted, and though
When wider principles are touched upon, the
writer goes, as we believe, altogether wrong, yet as
a storehouse of actual experience it is verv in-

all who have the inte- the Furze or fuel, and
expected

; this may also be regards * 8ive8
***

(k/. per week, and in this way f™ v
*"««

partly mm, may, may be regarded X^ par* '

V

agricultural writers, and —
rests, whether of landlords, labourers, or farmers at

heart, to further these interests by simply doing

whatever in them lies to make farm practice

profitable. Let them seek the interests of a class,

whether they be farmers as

communitv, or labourers as part ^^ i/«v »„ ground mav not be manured- theW' 1^
tural communitv, rather in the extension of quality and the orop may fail, UitdkUwfS^
general prosperity than in direct effort for the ex- E^^^XS ™°^*™ takenweeC
elusive good of the particular class concerned.

^

A
share in the general prosperity is a more lasting

and a better thing than the possession of an ex-

clusive monopoly of advantage. And labouring

men will find their best interests served by what-

tends to increase the profits, nerve theever _ r ,

energies, widen the intelligence, and quicken the

enterprise of their masters. The amiable and
charitablegood will of Ladies Bountiful—beneficent

by the sick bed, or in the school-room, or by help-

lessness wherever found— has done more harm
than good whenever exercised among healthy men
and women. And if it is to be fastened as a duty
on the farmer, it will ensure the maintenance of

that very condition which Mr. Frere treats as the
natural one in a passage on the labourer which
will be read happily with astonishment in many a

district of this country.

He speaks thus:—" The man, feeling some of
the drawbacks as well as advantages of not being
a l chattel,' has to trust to kindness and discern-
ment, with the poor law in the back-ground, to

save him from destitution." * He adds :

—

u And
for his sake it is specially important that wisdom
and humanity should combine to check a disposi-

tion to short-sighted saving, and, by a happy
adjustment of farming operations, secure him
steady employment."
However much of a truism this last paragraph

may be, the whole statement bespeaks at once con-
tentment with degrading circumstances, and want
of confidence in the tendencies of those principles to

which all progress is due. It is not with the
energetic master or in the active well-farmed
district that the labourer is badly off; that agri-
culture which employs the steam-engine and
machinery is the one to be urged and hoped for in
the interests of the working man.

to pay lor the bushel oftaiU^oT^Sa^
the case 1 now bring under-your notS***
miller could not grind it, *SVZ\CV*>
wages, out in a green state, either by Sehh^'hu expense, when brought to his cSi
produces a blaze without warmth, and*£T>
be used simply for the purpose of drying h?°^in part payment of wages, which the mZ
'/oo damp to gnmdt Such may be and £
result of that most unjust an/v4us^
prevails in the county of Dorset.

" If it had not been for this system, nossihkwomen, Ruth Cooke and Anne Lake, might jJthe law, or have been able to plead as an «*..Helices, It is very hard to starve.' Five shS
eight retained weekly by their master for then*Wheat given in lieu of wages would have beeniS
to buy good bread from the baker, or at lea
purchasing Wheat 'which was so damp tt/X.
grind U.

m.

very
teresting It is just one of those pictures of exist- Dorsetshire!

There is an impartial report in another column
of the state of the agricultural labourer in

>>

mg practice which it is the proper business of the
Journal to exhibit, and which when the averages
lurmshed by it are contrasted with the especial
successes which onght also to be described, are
useful contributions to agricultural progress.

Ine points successively talcan up are—" An
average day's work"-" Work done in . season

cost ot manual labour and water-cart"—" Cost
ol removals "—Cost of steam power"—Ccst of
horse power." These will furnish topics for com-
ment hereafter On the last named point there is
a good deal of careless calculation and quotation,
the less excusable as it occurs in passages whereMr Feeee 1S correcting the mistakes of others,
and where one would think he would have taken
care to be correct himself.

It is however when the interests of the labourer
are discussed m connection with this subject thatMr. Feeee goes most astray. He seems to belong
to the school which teaches masters to watch overthe interests of their men as if the relation betweenthem were that of parent and child. The lamenta-S Z\)t* !
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warning, m tne presence of in-

it. He should recommend agriculturists,

In the Times of Wednesday last there appeared a
letter from " A Looker-on," writing the circum-
stances of a Petty Sessions case at Dorchester where
William Little, George Cox, Ruth Cooke, and
Anne Lake, were severally, and no dr.ubt justly,
nned for stealing Turnips. It is not for the purpose
of casting odium on the county of Dorset, or oi
implying that wages are lower there than in other
counties that he calls attend n to this case, but for gradation9 between them, no just

,

vie^
.;

the purpose of denouncing that system described J^
6" from he™e °f

^t/hftween tb!

in another column bv whieh ™ri™ a .^mi^. labourer: and comparisons oewee

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURS

No. V. Dorsetshire.— Whatever maybe.

other counties, it would seem impossible in

arrive at any correct view of the social, pi*

moral condition of the agricultural laboa

statements either of the average rate of his v

the general character and condition of his <

from both taken together. The wages of

bodied man, whether married or single (if m
in the latter case part of his father's family),

»

in different localities, and according to the coi

the farmer, and sometimes according to the iiatm

employment, from 6s. to 14s, a week; the

including a cottage and garden and an allow

fuel in wood, Furze or coal?, and sometimes

.

per bushel. But unless the numbers:
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the average rate of money payments. And mfci

the case of those unprovided " bv ttetatt^

cottage, it 1 >o known what rentlte^
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in another column by which various privileges
housekeeping perquisites, &c, are granted in part
payment of wages, and accordingly the article is
headed m large capitals « The Truck-system in
Dorset."

The following is » A Looker-on's " description of
this system. We simply reproduce it here that
readers may compare it with the account given
elsewhere by our Dorchester correspondent :--
"At Candlemas, or on the 14th of February, hundreds ofw
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>wer iu agriculture, and that part of it. carriage ou those farms, 1 had a right to double that of

the mere conveyance of the load, because the effort of

average cart-load (10 or 17 cwt) to

depend. Both
cost of horse power in ag
capable to some extent of reduction, which arises out

of the inequality of its employment on our farms

during the several months of the year, thus

come properly withiu the scope of any essay

cultivation by steam power. Mr. Frere hason

her work on the farm until

• 7 p.M~, when boys are sent plough or to

bird-keei ] or cattle keeping at 7 years of age,

id exposed without any regard to their welfare

. the inrin.-:. of the ploughman or carter, who may

be a drunkard or of such habits at least as at a very

early age a istom a boy to drink. Both the moral

COin'i i of the agricultural labourer and his wages

are seriously affected by this too early employment of

yout li labour. There may appear in it some advan-

tage to tb irmer in reducing the sum paid for labour

;

paid to 'the father, tl mother for accordingly referred to these and other aspects of

nun leave her family at SrrilAX, steam culture in detail, adopting or correcting the
* - - "' conclusions of previous writers, and offering sugges-

tions, arguments, and calculations, of his own.

It was right that an elaborate estimate, by the editor of

the Journal, of what is now unquestionably the lead-

ing feature of English agriculture should include a

correction of whatever previous statements bearing on

this subject bad appeared in the volumes of which he

has the charge. When such statements have come to be

quoted as authoritative it is especially necessary that

they be subjected to whatever correction they require. _

We may reasonably suppose the latest writer on any
|

criticism of its details.

ibj< to be the best informed; and, in the case of '

"f ~«-i/i—-M* imrwir

hauling an

its destination is clearly equalled by that required to

take to andfro a cart which weighs just one-half as

much. Certainly I do not venture to say with Mr.

Frere, that the aggregate I had given of the work done

in the year " gives a total which it is not easy to

mend :" "and it is plain that he, too, will not venture

to repeat it, seeing that he arrived at this conclusion

through the careless blunder I have pointed out

But I must ask your leave to add a few words about

his references to my Paper on the Forces used in Agri-

culture, read in 1859 before the Society of Arts. That

paper, hurriedly prepared, at a very short notice, and

intended not as a contribution to an agricultural

journal, but as a public address to others as well as

agriculturists, could hardly be expected to withstand a
• • • "• - -

1

It contains several errors : one
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from this early application to the work, a b

though ot the coat of <
! may hold the

plough at 1
•

»r er 18 yean ofage. Many and many an

ploughed in Dorset at th ate of an acre a day for

a*. 6d. a > But an unprejudiced bj bander wh
- nuchas ngst this class eta plainly e that in a

iri. of ways the fan r los. - far more than

he gains by this; and that to train a boy only to

uork, for the animal (as we h known

ton * press it--' and lobe < -*s about his moral

-ndit i and his immortal soul, is bitterly cruel to the

himself and most injurious to the best interests of

to ty.

Ai her rery fruitful source of evil to the Dorset

Koi r, arh from the readin >f the farmer

> take advantage of youthful labour, or partly also

from el' la* ot settlement, is the hiring of

whole families, and their frequent rem< 1 from one

pi service to another. For install if the use of

a trden form part of the labourer's remuneration,

what great profit an he make of it, or what great

interest take in it, if on his sons leaving him,

or on their r ing to work for very low wages, he is

liable to be disci . 1 at the end of a twelvemonth.
lii united i ningsand privil rof the family may be

Bv.orcven30.f.aw and the farmer considers that with

this they ough' > be very comfortable and contented.

Hut ii \ he father's share in either < icd at

tto«Vsro* 13*. or 14*., the wages of two or three sons, perhaps

kb< 7 must be very low. Tl been i

low as \*. and ox. for lads above 18 y« ara ; and on th

family being discharged because tin- two earning those

ages demanded an advance of ].*. a week, they earned,

on th t farm, a independent labourers 9*.

et»ch. Now. the effect of this on the mind id feelii .:-
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can't get it in one way we can in another. If it isn't

wrong in master to keep from us the full price of our
>rk, it isn't wrong in us to take > thing to make

t up/' And thus a state of things is fostered which is

ninous to nasal aad social in <-JuT of the com-
munity.

The Dorset labourer begins to know that his labour

is an article of marketable value : and if only he would
efuse the bribe of drink at harvest, and would renounce

altogether his drinking habits, he would be able, without
resort to means so evil and so injurious both to himself
md to the farmer, to demand and to obtain a fair price

or it. While the farmer, on his part, in the labour of
a then sober, honesc, and industrious pe ntry would
receive a far better article than he now gets.

On behalf of the firmer it ought to be observed
hat when from part: dar instances of low wages, phi-

lanthropists raise an outcry against him, it'i >o much
by si persons, and by those who listen to

th ur as a markets' ai 1c is a variabl

«nd not a constant quantity, and because of a man's
famil •*. or 12*. are expected to be paid for that
which experiem may have proved to ben rth5t.,or
sometimes worse than notliing.

There is great room for improvement on both sides

7he farmer has to learn that it is his interest as well as
is duty to car€ far more than he does both for the

temporal, the moral, and spiritual condition of his
workmen and their families. The labourer has to
improve his habits and tast and the quality of his
labour, and he must learn to take a greater interest
n the stock and crops and property of his master. For
these impr >vements v must look first, and above all, to
the extended intluence of love to God and our neigh-
bour, an I secondly to some alteration or to the repeal
of he laws of settlement and rating.

Mr. Frere, a high official position makes it not only his

duty to provide for the right instruction of his r lers,

but his privilege to secure for his better information

a currency and consideration certain of effecting

whatever correction it may be capable of administerin.

To this extent, therefore, I can have no doubt that

Mr. Frere has been right in treating the subject of

horse labour and steam culture controversially, though

in the pages of what is not a controversial periodical

lie was bound to correct previous misstatements in

I pages. It may however be doubted whether it were

equally needful or equally in good taste to pursue the

victims of his criticism through other writings for

which they are responsible, thus leaving the duty of
j

correcting errors committed in the Journal for the

mere pleasure of prolonging an attack, and that too

from a position which protects the assailant from reply.

Be that, however, as it may, I have personally no de-

sire whatever to escape the responsibility of one who
has " written a book ; and I am glad, therefore, that

an error in my paper on horsepower (Vol. xix., p. 464,

AgricuUu, ' Journal) which was detected I dare say by

the first reader, and was corrected as publiclj-

as possible soon afterwards (see p. 296* Agricul-

tural Go 'fe, 1859), has

correction in the Journal

Tins I would indeed at once
volume of the series had the error vitiated any im-

portant conclusion. But this it did not seem to me
to do, and I treated it, therefore, as of little import-

ance except as proving my unskilfulness as an arith-

metician. And I would pass it by in silence now as

formerly, were it not necessary to add that the cor-

rection offered by Mr. Frere itself needs to be corrected,

as he will find if he again works out his problem.

Doubtless he will think it quite as needful to correct

his own mistakes as mine ; and perhaps in another

volume we may see this knotty point finally unravelled !

uid let us hope that in the promised article on the

general economy of horse labour which Mr. Frere is to

give us in a coming Journal we may at length have
perfectly accurate arithmetic combined with trust-

worthy agricultural experience.

I of considerable importance was corrected forme by Mr.

Fowler in the Society's rooms just before it was read;

at length received a

where it was made,
have given in the next

iety

and others are now expo 1 by Mr. Frere.

The irregularity of employment which horse labour

meets with ou a farm, now greater than ever when the

advantage of autumn culture is at length generally

realised, had to be illustrated, because on it depended

the special advantage of a power which should take the

excessive work at particular seasons, and be of no

expense as horses are when unemployed. In illus-

tration of this point I used a calculation, without first

examining it, but the authorship of which I knew, of

the monthly horse-labour on a farm of 240 acres of

arable land. In doing so a clerical error—since, I

am sorry to say, literally copied in more than one quota-

tion—was committed, which Mr. Frere points out, but

of which he offers a mistaken correction. The state-

ment of the monthly horse-labour on this farm

rrived at in this calculation, true enough qualitatively,

and therefore proving that unevenness of its distribu-

tion throughout the year to which I was directing

attention, is nob true quantitatively. The figures

named are I believe in every case below the truth.*

They make in fact much too small> sum-total of days'

employment on the farm per annum. Mr. Frere

adds them together, though the unequal relation of

the several monthly amounts to one another was the

only truth they were intended to teach. He does this

however to compare their sum on this 7-horse farm

with the amount of time I had in my Journal essay

suggested as the proper year's work of a farm horse; and

thus he satisfactorily exposes the inconsistency of two
statements for both of which I have been responsiblcf

I put the case as strongly as he could have put it him-

self, and can meet it only by the frank adm ion that

the statement in the Paper read before the Society of

Arts was hurriedly and carelessly employed, and is in-

accurate except for the purpose for wh 'one I used

it; and for which alone, as I think, its accuracy

would have been tested by a candid critic. I may,

however, add, that if, as is probable, the number of

hours in the year, among which the annual cost of

horse labour on a farm has to be divided

be somewhat smaller than I have stated in the Journal,
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MIL FHERE <>N* BOBSB LABOUR.
DoUB any of your readers are also readers of

the Jour* fthi Royal Agricultural S, \y of JEng-
Imnd ; and the clever account, in the "Part" just
published, of the present aspect of steam culture in
this country will not escape their notice. I shall be
glad, therefore, if you will let me in your columus
direct their attention to certain criticisms in which
the writer of that essay has indulged.
That is an important part of his subject which

rsUtes to the cost of existing methods of cultivation,
because it is upon the greater cheapness as well as the
reater efficiency of steam culture that its advocates

j

Assuredly in those pages of his present essay Hr-owin^ to insufficient employment of horses in certain
' * * *' ,rt '

"
--«-*-- v -- "— months7aird if therefore the cost per hour ofagricultural

horse-power should lnty« to be put somewhat higher

at present than I have estimated it ,\yet this is an error

which will gradually cease as steam power becomes
more generally employed during the excessive periods

of farm labour, so that fuller and more even employ*
ment shall be found for a smaller number ol^draught
animals throughout the year.

But, whatever the extent of my mistake, there is no
reason (except it be a personal one) that I can see, why
Mr. Frere should aggravate the appearance of it by
multiplying my number of days per annum by his own
number of horses. Why should he iusist on 4 horses

per hundred acres, and thus multiply by 9 when 7 were
the number actually doing the work ? Is it on the
" black gritty siliceous heaths overlying chalk rubble

and chalk which abound in Cambridgeshire around
Newmarket" that he has found four horses

needed for every hundred acres of arable cultivation

—

or, is it on that light land farm from which so many
agricultural failures have been quoted and described

in the volume of the Journal just completed

—

but which bids fair, nevertheless, from the frequent

references which it there receives, to become the

example farm of all England in the eyes of unpro-

fessional agricultural readers?

It Mr. Frere had chosen he might have taken from

my article on horse power the particulars of nearly

000 arable acres and 2500 acres of pasture land on
. hich 282 horses are employed, or not much more than

three to every 100 acres of the arable. On the light

land farms included here, there are instances where

which he sets himself to put me right his own blun-

ders have been careless in the extreme.

He makes (p. 419) 9 horses capable of doing, "on
Mr. Morton's hypothesis," 27,000 days work per

annum !

He makes (p. 420) 300f l ' lbs. 'lifted one foot high

in 10 hours' time equal 5O00 lbs. per minute !

He makes (p. 423) 10 per cent, on 10£. equal to 40*. !

Certainly I have no right to taunt anyone With clerical

errors ; but at least it was to have been expected that,

in personal criticism, and when so much importance

had been attached to strict arithmetical accuracy by
in}' assailant, he would have been correct in his cor-

rections, accurate in his quotations, and careful to avoid

that carelessness which he was condemning. In all of

these particulars he is wofully at fault ; not, surely,

because of a hurried performance ; his volume is two !

months after date, and there must have been ample
time for careful revision. Alas ! he is himself at length
in the predicament of having " written a book :'" and, he
has doubtless long ago discovered to his astonishment
and chagrin what blunders have escaped both editor

and author.

There are however other errors for which he is

responsible still more clearly indicative both of the
carelessness with which he has read what he pro-
posed to correct, and of the mistaken judgment as an
agriculturist which he brings to bear upon his task.

Thus, to take but one additional instance of his

references to my paper in the Journal, he attributes to

me the absurdity of estimating a cart to weigh a3

much as its load. The point affects the whole calcula-

tion of annual horse labour on a farm, and therefore,

trivial as it may seem, it ought to be correctly put and
understood. What I had said was that the labour of

carrying a load was equalled by the labour

of conveying its carriage there anJ lack. It 'appears

that Mr. Frere'6 "own 2-horse Crosskill's " do not weigh
much more than half the load they commonly carry."

I should have been very much surprised if they had.

On both of the farms to which my calculations referred

the common 1-horse Scottish cart was employed

Even, then, however, the correction was imperfect.

* The case of this farm baa l>oen examiued in detail In

the ibonr just published by Longmans.

| The following is Mr. Frere's remark:—*' T «tc from the
tth and West of Kngland Journal without knowing where

the error of mentioning December twice originates. Assum-
g-tl the last mention of that month ought to be erased,

11 have a total ot '>0 d rk for a pair of horses in a
ar, or 1120 for one horse on a farm where 7 are kept;

ami according to the theory of 4 to 100 acres arable, 9 at least
ought to have been kept ; these 9 (on Mr. Morton's hypothesis)
being capable of doing 300 days work a piece, or 27,000 days in.

all in the year.'

:'•
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liCLle more than two horses per 100 acres are employed, i

of

and out of 23 farms specified only three at all corro-
borate Mr. Frere's " theory." But it was necessary to
assume a larger estimate than any here in order to the
full exposure of a glaring error.

It may, however, have really been Mr. Frere's ex-

perience that nine horses are needed to work 240 acres
of light land : if so, then let me use his own words
and say

—

"If any man came to me saying 'I have
thoroughly ascertained that such are my circumstances,'
I should be disposed to answer, ' Surely you could
revise your scheme of management a little so as to
make it more economical."
Let me add that it will be a better use of his position

if he shall in future urge the possibilities of Agriculture
as illustrated by her conquests and achievements, instead
of quietly describing average and listless experience,
justifying " the old jog-trot pace," vindicating as acting
on "sound economical rensons" those "who do not
generally attempt to do all they might do," or going
lower still for data on which to condemn his prede-
cessors—all of which he has done in pages 418—421
just published of the twenty-first volume of
Journal. John C. Morton.

the

DEFICIENCY OF THE PAST HAEVEST.
[The following remarks on this subject were made by Mr.

Caird in Parliament on Thursday week.]
Mr. Caird said he was anxious to call the attention of the

House to the serious deficiency of last harvest, by which
interests of the greatest magnitude were affected. He was
aware that in taking this course he was assuming considerable
responsibility, but as the question had not been touched upon
either in the Speech from the throne, or in the observationswhich
fell from Ministers or the leaders of Opposition, he felt it a
public duty to bring the matter under the notice of the House.
It would be necessary for him to give a short history of the
weather during the last season, and its effects upon the harvest.
In October 1859, we were visited by a frost more severe, prob-
nnlxr than ot\tt ««*;t>'h;*» *a^„ . #• • ~.

free trade. While there was famine m our

fields there was none among our people. He believed

that we had just reaped the worst crop since lS4b-47,

the time of the failure of the Potato crop. Mr.

Porter calculated that during the first 50 years of the

present century this country did not receive more than three

weeks' consumption of foreign com in each year. In the

present year it would probably not receive less than six

months' consumption for the whole population. The demand
for meat and wool had naturally turned the attention of the

farmers to that branch of the farming business. Accompany-
ing that there had been a gradual rise in the rate of agricultural

wages throughout the country. The consequence of all this

had been that within the last six months we had imported

more foreign grain than we had done in the 10 years between
1820 and 18S0. We had tho satisfaction of knowing that while

there had been a shortcoming in this country there had
been an abundant crop on the continent of Europe, and a

superabundant crop in the United States of America; so

that the people of this country had no reason to fear that
bread would get either excessively dear or scarce. During
the six months that elapsed between August and January, 1859,

our imports of corn from America amounted to 148,000
quarters ; for the corresponding six months of the last and
present year our imports were 2,195,000 quarters, for which
we paid 6,250,0001., or nearly 20 times as much as we paid in
the previous year. From Russia and France the imports of
corn were also laige, so that we had paid for our imports of
corn this year an excess of 12,200,000/. over last year. In
making these large imports of grain we had necessarily
incurred a great expense, and the increase in the price of bread
to the people of this country had been very considerable. It
had been estimated that the Wheat consumed in this country
amounted to 20,000,000 quarters annually, so that Is. a quarter
on that quantity, when the price rose or fell, amounted to
1,000,000*. We had, however, during the last six months to
pay 14s. a quarter more than in the preceding year, fo that the
cost to the country was an increase of 14,000,000*. [Mr. Caird
proceeded to argue for the need of reducing the expenditure of
the country.]

Mr. Druce, JVIr. *rere
llobbs, Mr. Wren H Jskŷ ^T ttibH
Mr. Jonas, Mr. Shnttlewortli ^^1 x
Slaney. M.P., Mr. Banks Stanhope &*>*
M.P., Dr. Voelcker, and MrZfi^The following new Members wereZ, G

Welch, Henry T., u'ek HaU Xfr ,New, Richard, Hartpnry,$*ZXr™**Badcock, Pluhp, 18, London Street Comi, •>Crompton, George, Chesterfield
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Home Correspondence.
Pig Food.—For the last two years I have been in

the habit of giving my pigs small coal to eat, perhaps
4 to 5 ounces twice per day, sometimes before meals

;
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»

* »-*•«« uy »irost more severe, proo- 1

and m^ motive was got by accident, i.e.. seeing my half
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of the green fodder croi-s. The htoh* winf.J?
™ „£2 w,th mJ neighbours here. I was struck with theof the green fodder crops. The severe winter caused

great suffering to the stock farmers, and the coldwet spring which followed put them to enormous expensem buying fodder and carrying their stock forward to Grass.A cold wet summer followed the cold spring, and though
there were heavy crops of Grass little progress could be madem getting them m and very few crops were saved. The same
unpropitious weather continued during the harvest, and for 35out ot the 40 days preceding the end of August rain fell, and1 ^f W

?s 13 below what it had been in the previous

SI k .

The
v
few intervals of sunshine did not admit of the
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Sted t0
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any e*tent

'
exceDt in the finest and

Stff/L^ country and in some of the later counties

tW?! '
Staffordshire, *orthumberland, and elsewhere-the crops m some instances remained in the held as h4 as
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y
Vec^verinJlh

7^^ by SUch ^Precedenld diffi-

S.*LV.r ng the corn crol> was aggravated bv a f «lure
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nevertheless involved ,n increasedSSh£j^*?JS±^J?"l th »tth9 P^«uects of a

manner they seemed to enjoy the coal, grinding it up
and eating the same. The idea came across my
mind at the time, and knowing coal to be near
related to carbon I thought it might possibly carbonise
in the stomach of the animal, or on the other hand act as
a good digester. I may very possibly be doing wrong at
the present time by continuing to give my pigs coal,
but I do so, and find they look for it and enjoy it too.
I may add that the other week a friend of mine came
to do some business, and among other things said a
person had informed him they fed in part their pigs
on coal. But my friend seemed to enjoy the
thing so much that I was quite ashamed to
confess I too had been such a foolish fellow as to feed
with such gross food as coal ; on the other hand I was
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Pitious weather which had ^to^fr^^™^ better ?}**"* *£ m^ lf to find by his account therehad rendered it impossible t.h*.. *w JEm iKli!?™?* «?* were other foolish people as well as myself But are
there not a many lessons we " animals "may learn from
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tlemen would underllmd hot r ??
fa^urable; but hon. gen-

consumption of the^SmtrJ 2^ u
tbat told on the ^neral

Wheat fieUot Scotland"'oSd n<?.
he

?
toted *"& th- •«««

consumption fur the whoh? T 8
?
pply more th»» todays'

ac^untswereconnictiim if
UUtry^ £°" ,reland the

districts there ,v^an a" «JV^irre
,

d thafc in the ^rlier
^d been as disastrous ?^S V "i *?\the later the ~*"lts
the Custom House the ro^^and

\ H« ^^ obtained from
^e last five y££ F^m

PR
r
at,viret"rn8

,

0f^P ^ duri"»
years preceding St *£?*&*** he

'

fo» nd that for the five
dunn

« the six months from a
imports of Wheat and flour

average
2,4;l8,000^quaners whS^* S^"S!P Were on the

^u^»fctoJaiuarV lM^h!
,

w !!
blle

/'.,r,
the 8,x mo'^hs from

toan double the averse of ^v,
e 5

'°;:7 '000 quarters, or more
^ those six «2nth^han^n 1

?n
C
^
dl,,g *\" year8

'
and more

^« year 1853. Such L? £2. °S?.
wtle 7^ except

the instinct of the brute creation. I think swine
keepers will agree with me, that it is very diliicult to
give a pig physic. But if they will turn the animal out
ot h,s cot into the green fields, ten to one he will
act the part of his own physician, by simply
fcnd,ng some herb, that will perhaps in nine

InfacMh ' ^ Tl
k WOnde™ °n his constitutionIn fact I have ionnd it so in two cases of pig sickness

I believe dogs cure themselves in the samelay when
ill, but not having dogs I cannot speak from experience

follow ttf •

MmpV° thi8 t0 8h0W the treatment
tollow, that is, reason to assist instinct. Allow me to addanother case for your kind consideration. iTaveS^afchep prejudiced against black pigs from the IonAold

a

tl,e
.

ffle P^- I do also believe their blacki r
,
ob

1

to** of heat, and they will requTre

oT L H°
d

,

t0
A
8UPP^ the extra loss of heat

0ther
f r

id a ^e«d of mine, a bailiff on a verylarge farm, tells me they are the very best a farmer can

)^F£L2r °nVe11 ^ "* white
1^1

!rrock Has warmer for six days than my black coat for

S&ZSSZJ.5SSISSsi £'

my carbonaceous food, and convince me of fo& Sone of my "wonderments," to use tC ^aof one of my neighbouring farmers W"Gee, Bailiff, Sardtcicke, near Gloucester fT^letter will doubtless brino- ur C<ZZ a JT1
!

18

information he desires, tL qualiU TfT 1 ^on things of more influence \£tSi£^f^^
irock is generally a warmer dress than wi t T°CVcloth because you toorJc in it,]

han black broatl -

Crnmp, G. William, Woollas Hill Vou^Brown, Thos., Marham, Norfolk
Ckin

^t°11.^
Burtt, J. B.

f Kettering
Musgrave, Rev. Vernon, Mattersev Bawtn,Hai«, James R., Highfields Park WvthU?Hormgold, J. V., Blakemore ParkTw>
Atkins, Alfred, Farnham, Slo^h, Bucks^Mayer Smith Newcastle, StafiordsWre
Vamell, G. W., R. V. College, Camdent^ v,Broughton, John Almington Hall £^0' V

Linaker, Peter. Norton Sill, F?estofBrigDenson, Samuel, Picton Hall, Chester>

K(*
Greenwood, J. AI. P Swarcliffe Hall, Ripw
Kitson, James, Leeds p y

Rider, Joseph, Leeds
Stead, Titus Bennett, Leeds
Blake, Wm. Bridge, South Petherton, Soma*

On the proposal of Mr. Fisher Hotk^
Lord Feversham, Mr. William SandayofHr-W
point, Notts, was unanimously elected a

Council in the room of Mr. Kinder deceased.

Finances.—The Hon. Col. Hood pre*
report, from which it appeared that the So
receipts during the past month had been en
Messrs. Quilter and Ball and found come

balance in the bank on the 28th ult. was350i

It was recommended that in future on the pt

any person to be a member of the Society,

letter shall be sent by the Secretary to the Cu

requiring his signature and an acknowledging

liability, which he must return to the Secretary

his election can be proceeded with. TheOi
had consulted with the Solicitors to the Society:

™"j
expediency of summoning Members in arrears i

l

q
Subscriptions—two years and upwartls—and wen-

^ne
to issue a final letter to all defaulters, comewic.'

t j ie
the metropolitan counties, in the following' /onn > jav
" Sir,—The Council having had underan«fcntf» tbt \ ,

ject of arrears of Subscription, consider fay are bom^^
justice to the Society to require theseirreffltobefatw

paid up. I am therefore instructed to tawiwitojn *'

tbe applications that have already been ^^^T the
mentof the arrears for the past y»B>

w,
j2£

. due from you. I would also direct yorc*•
the opinion of eminent Counsel which has been com*

to you, clearly pointing out vour legal liability t»»

amount. Unless that .sura be paid at this office, « n q
me by Banker's Check or Post-office Order on \ere

the 30th inst., I am directed to hand over yourm «n

Solicitors of the Society with a view ot taking legal! <
ha

to enforce payment.—" I am, Sir, your ohedient saw seVe
H. Hall Dare, Stf

Lg
t irn

Implement CoMMiTTEE.-Colonel Ch^*^1

sented the following Report, which was adopw^^
That in order to ^ive the public a better oppojj

j

enectiuK the agricultural
n^mery^exhrt B

County Meeting, the following rcguU* M tc

observed :—
• » ? ,

I. That the stands for all Implements belong

lowing divisions, namely,
f n,a qmL ^0CK^

lst, The Tillage and Drainage oftwin*

2nd, Tne Cultivation and Harvesting ot

uj ; ^^
3rd, The Preparation of Grain for Maw ^ ,_

Cattle, as per the following list

.

lst,
,

2nd,
I

Ploughsam IFittings, (Drills, and parts

and parts thereof |
thereof

Harrows, and parts ManureDistributors,

thereof and parts thereof

Cultivators,and parts I Horse Hoes, and

thereof .
|

parts thereof

Clod Crushers, and Hay Machines, and

parts thereof parts thereof

Rollers, and parts Mowing Machines,

thereof and parts thereof

Whippletrees, and Reaping Machines

parts thereof and parts thereof

kt

This Report was adopted.

Steam Ploughs, and
parts thereof

Potato Diggers, and
parts thereof

Horse

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OP ENGLAND

Berners, Lord vJjJ™ 1*™ 1
' »? ^e Chair ; LordLord Feversham, Lord Tmfp

had been the

r, Lord
son,b* y-T except Ba«, Mr. Amoi Mr i&,,;"T« ^ E C

'
Kcrrison

>

»1 V*J W—^"

Rakes, and

parts thereof

Carts and Waggons,

and parts thereot

Dibbling Machines,

and parts thereof

Weed Extirpators,

and parts thereot

Liquid'ManureCarts,

and parts thereof

Farm Railways, and

parts thereof

la im

Steam E

I***! fam,
Thrtfla*! poM<
audp' prmti

DressiJj* rny^c

and|*j! U di

BarleyJJ

andf

Chat

m«nt
have

pais' htol

Com B^ piece-

Ruddies,'
ace

G0

i?J«

steam
Sack ^ .

Ba< In

tbe^^to a<

Weig*JJ '.ah

^ ^,«We,

Sjj^aore

I

ion
art

»ging to both these classes an ^ m
--tides, shall have two separate" ##-

HI. That the Certificate sent in by ^tL^,^
to which division the articles in w0[V
belong, and if some to both tne

room required in each division.
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•nsdale

, i\
Thatth«8peoifUaU*oo»beoto*lftedaooordingtothcabo\

\ That" Mr Brandreth Gibbs be requested to adapt the
'

Certificate Forms and Specification Sheets to suit the

above arrangements.

Gjxieai Lew* Committee.—The plan for a siding

from the railway to the Show Yard proposed by the

Mavor of Leeds was recommended, subject to approval

birth* Director of the Show; the gradient not exceed-

tfp, i jn 60. The great companies had agreed to use

ndgeTs>

The preliminary plan of the Show Yard on the same
in&ton,p^ 9cn]e M at Warwick bad l>een approved, and the Hon.

Director had been requested to put up ts for the

Cccommodation of visitors.

Tin Secretary was authorised to communicate with

the railway authorities respecting the transport of live

stock and implements to Leeds.

On the proposal of Mr. Braudreth Gibbs, seconded

bv Lord Feversham, it was unanimously resolved that

Kename of Mr. John ».ott, of Arm House, near

l*, be added to the list of this Committee.

A 1< t was received from the Secretary to the Com-

missioners for the Interna nal Exhibition of 1862,

requesting Th" President of the Society to allow his

luime t<. bv added to tlic list of those who had already

awtry

e

i Town, y
rket Dra

frook, Ch

Ripley

Soma*

HoWb, swi

lay of Hoi

cted a Ma

deceased.

ood pre^

bat the >

1 beeneic

bund come

i. was 3507

on the pus

i Society.

j to the

nowledgmel

he Secretin

li. TheCi

) the Soci-

; in arrears i

sign i tied their rcadin. - to assist in the promotion of

the object for which they w< incorporated, which His

Lordship, at the request of the Council, exprosed his

willingness to da
The Consul-General of Denmark addre d a com-

munication to the Society, informing them that the

Agricultural Society of Denmark will hold their eighth

.eeting from the" 2nd to the 6th of Jnly next at

Horsen* in .Jutland, and intend to arrange for the exhi-

bition of machines and instruments used in agriculture,

horticulture, fishing, forests, plantations, &c, as was

done at Gothenbui i
last year, being desirous of show-

ing the progress made in Denmark during the period

which had elapsed. The mode of transport of machines,

utensils, models, and designs will be communicated t

intending exhibit >rs by the Danish Consul General OB
lication at 6, Warnford Court, London, E. C.

On the motion of the President, it was resolved that
ds—and wert. ^je >f0¥1tlily Council in April be held on Wednesday
s, como:encicr

t)ie 10tn Qf April, in consequence of the first Wednes-
llowing- /onn - dftV in tne month falling in Easter week.
taadmtkiaiii Leave of absence was granted to the Secretarv for a
r £."2* week at Esster.

m?r«"*" Tne Council tuen adjourned to its weekly meeting on

natotoyftlrthe 13th in.-t.

years, wassoA

Farmers' Clubs.
Central: March 4.—At the monthly Meeting of

rect yoin ti*

s been comas

liability to I

o&ce, ww

er yourna this < 'lub a very interesting paper was read by Mr.

tag legal pr Charle* Howard, of Biddenhnm, Bedford, " On the
edientSeru Sf.r(>ra l Merits of I' and Piece-work.*' He said :

Dare, Seff ^R^x)ur )1RS r forme< n important item in the cost of

arm operations; but at the present day, when so much

B

:
-

SfS5 largest item ot expenditure ; and the want of knowledge
regulation - as to the best mode of directing labour, and of the value

of the various operations in husbandry that manual
belonging ibour has to fJerform, have been the cause of many a

.. good man's downfall.

tinVof Croj* A farmer is far from being so advantageously placed as the

Markets manufacturer in letting hia work by the piece, inasmuch as it
r

.'__ t possible for all the work of the farm to be performed on
1 '""

jj that system ; a great deal, such as the feeding and tending of
-^ stock, carrying corn to market, and many of the field opera-

Steam 0F tions, cannot be don' otherwise than by the day. Again, the

P^/JJ farmer has to contend with the elements ; and, if ever so dis-
Thresbnj! posed to keep bis men at

i
>rk, the weather frequently

audp nta him. Again, some farmers are situated, like I am
DresSJirJ myself, with a good and well-conducted set of men, whom he

and|*J: is disposed to keep.*1

.! the year through ; and at certain

& Barlej'j seasons, when work is not very plentiful, there is induce-
andjf mant to the farmer to set his men to piece-work, which would

Chaff5 h%xe **** effoct of raisinff his weekly expenditure. Still I

pars^. think the system might be advantageously extended, for I

MUIs*
* find upon farms where pi •ice-work is generally adopted the

there^
-rk of the farm is al wears in a more forward state than where

c$e $$ the day system prevails, the men are better off. tl are more
JjtJtP active, and more skilful. It is a well-known fact in the coromer-

chawf* lI an(i m*nuf*cturin9 world that those trades have been the
nartt^moat s<icosssful, and have made the greatest progress, in which
J£ g^pfece-work has been the rule ; and I think this may be parti v

Ruddlft
1 accounted for on the ground that the men feel an interest in

thereof
facilitating- the various operations upon which they are em-

ffnrsfl
^Pl^y^ : the energies of their minds are also bent upon finding

narts^
011* easier and quicker methods of getting over their work. Put

r *te#**
8<t of men by the piece, at once a rivalry is felt as to who

"•vjtstysoall do tbe most w°rk, or, to use their own words, be the

Root
fl**

r" beafc man " If there * any rivalry amongst a company of

;
.

i

i

nt
^*r ^^ y nvaJry amongst a company of

j0\.^dAy workmen, it is too frequently as to who shall do the least
P*J.

(,':? and. in many cases, w shall beat deceive his master. Piece-
Tl

?ilJeft'
Work

'
to°' U tl,e readiejNt wa

-
v of making a difference between

hPrS ^e B° A and indifferent labourer ; and the plan adopted by
tn

^. oiy masters who wish it to be the rule, is to pay a compara-
St

hd***
*y low

rrice by the daF« in order to induce their men the
a»a g^more readily to take pioce-worK.

^arroj* In treating this subject I have thought it desirable
thereto adopt a irse siwsYI favourably received by the

W«»^
1

^ v that of collecting evidence from various

TbaVS?°?
ntie* ot the >«t«m» pursued in each, with the prices

p*rts^**"l for farm work. I find that most of my correspon-

,y*J
n*» strongly recommend piee work where practic-

al., and consider it would be benefical both

3
art*

ep

P
«*'

consider it would be ber

fl
ra*e

;r * the ' employer and employed if it
i _*

IstMay.

eT,de
«fW

— » . « . — were con-
ersbly extended. In the northern part of Eng-

and in Scotland, I learn that there is not much
of the practice

In moat of

..
,*0r* 'lone l>y the pifce. in consequence c

^7S* l,avin2 yearly or half-v earl v servants.

the counties of Kngland it is i ried out to a consider-
able extent ; and the ioni bv the piece are hoeing
of corn snd root crops ; filling and spreading manure

j

mowing Grass and 6eeils; washing and shearing sheep;
cutting, carting, stacking, and thatching of corn

;

laying and trimming hedges, ditching, draining

;

Mangel pulling ; Turnip cleaning, heaping, and cover-

ing; cutting haulm, and threshing Lent corn. I have
made particular inquiries on the important subject of

harvesting; for, since the introductio.i of reaping
machines great changes have been effected. My own
opinion is. that to let the whole of the cutting, carting,

and thatching to a company of men is the best. There
is one gentleman in my own immediate neighbourhood
whose name is now well known throughout the country
in connection with steam cultivation, who adopts this

mode of harvesting. He is a most practical man ; and
no one in our county gets more work done for his

money. I will, if you will allow me, read you extracts

from my correspondence, and begin with my own county,

taking first the letter of Mr. Pike, of Stevington, the
gentleman to whom I have alluded. He states:

—

"I let my harvest as follows: I agreed with 17 of my own
men to cut, cart, and stack the whole of my corn at ll«. per
acre, with tour pints of beer p«r day, to be cut close to the
ground and all 1, viz., 100 acres <>t Wheat. 60 of Barley,

1 of Oats, and 60 of Beans. 1 agreed to find boys lor carting
and to horse-rake it; they tie and cart the draggings ; the
thatching is done at \*. per acre. In former years I let them the
thatching by the square ; that did not answer, as they made
too many st cs, by not carrying them high enough in the
walls. With regard to using the reaping machine, they agreed
to allow me St. per acre for the use of it and horses. By adopt-
ing the plan of letting the whole harvest, I had very little

trouble with men or boys, for I find if they do not get on fast
enough, they can get hands when I could not. One great
advantage of cutting close is, that I get my land ready for
breaking-up by steam for Tares, Mangels, Beans, Ac. I have

1 hoeing done by the piece ; dung-carting I generally let by
the lump—that is to say, so much to fill and spread such a
heap to go over so many acres, or so much for emptying a

ltd. One job I am anxious to have doue by the piece—that
,
tne steam cultivating, which I think would be a great

advantage, as it is so different from ploughing with horses

:

long days do not distress the engine. The only objection to
piece-work in short days is, the desire of the men to make
them shorter; if they are allowed to come late and leave early,
the day men, whom we are obliged to have to look after the
stock, become dissatisfied.

out to a very Urge extent, and In tin est possible
manner.
The whole of the work, as far as po^ible, is doi t» the

piece. The prices are regulated by the value of da U r in
the district, and by the nature of the ground. The drains
avera e 4 ft. to 4i ft. In good free soils this work is done at
from 6d. to Srf. per pole, and the men will earn 13«., 14*

f an\i
15*. a week. The land belonging to the Duke, in the northern
part of the county, is of a much stiflfer nature—a blue clay,
mixed with chalk stones and eravel. Here the draining costs
from 0(f to It per pole. The men expect to earn more money,
as it costs them more for tools. They earn from 2*. 6d. to
2l &Z. per day, and this in the winter months. The men are
allowed to draw the usual day's pay of the neighbourhood, and
are generally settled with once a month. The gentlemau
to whom I am indebted for this information, and whose
opinion is worth having, thus eloses his letter: "If a man
works honestly and fairly, I think he is well entitled to the W.
or 8d. a-day more than thj ordinary day's wages ; and if he
has 2f. 6d. or 3s. per week clear after paying for his
tools, it is a great help to the labourer, and costs
the employer no more, and perhaps less, than if done
by the day." On the estate of the late Earl de Grey.
now Lady Cowper's, under the very able management
of our friend Mr. Trcthewy, a great deal of draining has also
b 1 carried out. Mr. Trethewy has favoured us with the
prices, and he states :

" For draining I give from 5rf. to M per
pole, for 4 ft. work, and provide a man to lay the j»i|>es. I pay
the latter by the day, and gi\< him the control 01 the work,
after it is set out. For .'? feet deep fgive about 4<r. per pole.
with a foreman, as in the other case ; main drains from 9d. to
1*. per pole, according to circumstances. For planting new
Quick, forming table and ditch with single row of Quick, and
fencing, 5s. per chain; with double row «.f fencing. 1*. more;
for laying fences, 6</. to 8</. per pole, according to ditch &c. ;

trimming or 'swabbing' Quick fences, when kept under the
hook, Id. per pole."

From Norfolk I have been favoured with letters from
Mr. Hudson, of Castle Acre; Mr. Clare Sewell Read, of
PIurnstead ; and one other gentleman, in another part
of the county. Mr. Hudson says:

"There is not so much piece-work dono in the farms in
this district as in former times; but we prefer that system
when the men will take the work. The drilling is done by
the acre. The man who leads the horse, and the man who
guides the drill, are paid each 3d. an acre, if the work is done
well ; they in about 8#. a day each. Fencing is paid for bv
the rod of 7 yards, at from 9d. to 1*. a rod. The manure is
tilled by the load, at Urf. per load ; manure heaps turned over
at 1'/. per load. Turnips are hoed out at it. per acre, and
singled by hand at It. 6d., and hoed round each plant at 3*. an
acre, besides lasing horse-hoed three or four times between the
ridge's. Clover is mown at from 2.5. to S.«. <V. and 4t. an acre.

Th* r.ott lot fa* U fi-ntw \1r> TI,m«-«11 «Pn.l-i rt,r „,u« The harvest work is taken by the men on the farm, who cut
I he next letter is horn Mr Houell, Of Oakley, who the Barley and Oats, and pitch, load, and stack the whole of

occupies one ot the principal farms' of the Duke of
Bedford. He states:

—

" In this district, with the exception of draining, piece-work
is confined chiefly to the spring and summer months, such as
hoeing Wheat, Beans, Peas, and Turnips, for which I pay as
follows :—Beans and Peas per acre, 8». 6d. ; Wheat from 8s. to
St. 6d. ; Turnips, at 27 Inches apart, setting out and once
hoeing, exclusive of horse-hoeing, 6t. ; mowiug Grass from
2*. 6d. to 81., with allowance of beer. When I commence n
harvest operations, I agree with as many men as will be able

the crop, including Wheat, at from U. to 61. 10s. per man, the
Wheat being cut by machines, and tied up by women, at froi
It. 0d. to 3*. an acre, according to cr«p. Rix's gathering rake
is of great use in getting the Wheat into sheaves, ready to t

Up. Barley is gathered and heaped at <;,/. an acre. In the
autumn the Swedes are placed in rows of from six to eight
drills together, at St. M. an acre. If topped and tailed, and

led on carta, or heaped ready to cover up, 4s. an acre.
Stones are gathered from the Clover layers, and put at once on
carts, instead of being laid on the ground in heaps, at 1*. per

to cut the corn as fast as I can with another set get it up after
loAd, °f "* bushels

}
lii>' "tacky are thatched at id a vard run

ii t .j _ i ,, e
.

' ' at the caves ! corn «tnek« nt. K.l nnp vo^ «.m% Tl,»ilt ,m« ;^them. I consider I can gather lu as much corn when tied
with one set of men, as I can when otherwise with double the
number. I pay the following prices:—Reaping Wheat, from
8s. to 11*. ; mowing and tying Barley ready for carting, fig. ;

mowing and tying Oats, 7*. ; mowing Barley, 3s. ; and bagging
Beans, 10*. per acre." Mr. Howell also observes, "that if a
farmer wishes to be forward with his work he must adopt the
plan of having it done by the piece, and pay fair wages lor the
performance of the same, which stimulates the men to greater
exertion."

The next letter I propose reading is from Mr. Bat-
tams, of Carlton—one of our most successful farmers,

;

at the eaves ; corn stacks, at bd per yard run. Threshing is
done by steam power, the dressing bv Viand ; the men earn
from a*, to 15s. a week." Mr. C. S. Bead writes :—" Piece-
work is not sejeommon as formerly, becausj it cannot be done
so cheaply as it could a few years ago Not only do farmers pay
more for mowing, hoeing, «c. but the rate of wages is quite 1*.
week higher than it was 10 years ago. Draining, ditching,

and the like, are generally piece-work ; also muck-hlling and
spreading In one way or another. Harvest is invariably
managed as follows : a certain number of men and boys are
hired, and they get in the harvest : the harder they work, the
sooner it is done, and of course the more they earn. Wages

.
w

have bee" Nj for an able-bodied man lately, and the harvest
who has recently retired from business, leaving his sons 5

V^5®8 under
.

a month, being often ended in three weeks;

iu large fa™, He .ays :-
|ZWSASftSAiJ& S^SL^S

"Although I have thrown the plough in the ditch, I will tlc mode of harvesting the corn. On some farms already
refer to my labour-book, and give you the prices paid upon my the me

.

n are P:ud per acre for tying and carting the grain ; and
farms for piece and day work. I will commence with my first

many farmers, to popularise the machines, have hired their
operation, grubbing up about ou acres of woodland. This cost
8/. per acre. It was then drained 4 feet deep, at 2s. 6d. per
chain. I next dug with spade 00 acres of old Grass covered with
ant hills. This was done at 21. to 21. 2.». per acre. It was then
drained 4 feet deep, at 2#. and 2s. 3d. per chain. The old
ploughed land was drained the same depth, and at the
same price, except where the pickaxe was used. This cost
8s. 6d. to 4t. per chain. The above was extraordinary
farm work. I had more than 100 men employed

one time, my sous superintending the work ; it
was done well, and the men earned 12*. to 15*. per week,
and some even more, in the winter months. I now come

usual staff for harvest, and given the men the use of the
machine. The harvest costs from 10-. to 14*. an acre, including
everything. In reply to my inquiry about the letting of
ploughing in Norfolk, Mr. Read adds:-" Very little ploughing
is done by the piece, certainly not with horses; but many far-
mers put out ploughing to their bullock men. the bullocks being
changed four times a day, and four bullocks being allotted to aplough, the price varying fro.n Is. 2d. to It. Sd. per acre, the
depth and stiffness of the land of course regulating the price.
I am m favour of well-paid piece-work, and a comparatively

ri!t
1C
fi,t

dl
!i

la
V°ur; if y°^ day's pay i8 high, the meii

. ,. c , ,

do not like to take piece-work, and having piece-work is the
to ordinar irm work, done by the piece : trimming hedges, only way wc can make the proper difference between the good
2// t»r ohom • singling Turnips, and hoeing the side of the and ^different labourer." *

1. per chain _ , ,

ridge after the horaeh'oe, ot. to* 6a per acre; topping and
pitting Turnips, fi«. ; Mangel Wurzel, singled bv the day, and
,?!" P'dhng, topping, and placing in rows for carting, 3*. ; Bean

The remainder of the paper, together with a short
report of the discussion, will be given next week.
Meanwhile we may add that there was a very general
expression of thanks to Mr. Howard for his promptitude
in undertaking the introduction of the subject though
at vrrv short notice.

5

, ... , . - ,
ding the steam engine, 15s. per

week, with beer
; horsekeepers and shepherds, 12.*. per week,

with house and garden rent free. I think it desirable to ha.'ework done by the piece where practicable : but I find three-
f .urtbs of the ordinary work of the farm is performed by the day
and I cannot well see how it is to be avoided, with so manymen attending stock, and the threshing, chaff cutting,
grinding, and a great part of the cultivation of land done by
the steam-engine

; but even this day labour may be done very
satisfactorily, where a good feeling exists between the master
and the men, the former devoting sufficient time to the super-
intendence of the workmen " Mr Hattams adds, " I have not
noticed the cost of paring and trimming old Grass land, as I
think the necessity of doing it almost exceptional. I prefer
double ploughing; what I have burnt cost 21. an acre." Mr.
Battams asks me how I purpose to make use of his name,
and goes on to say : "Recollect I am an old fellow. Seeing

Wantage.—At the late anniversary dinner of the
ige Pitched Market, the Chairman, Mr. J. B.

t-mpson, gave the health of Mr. Gillett of Swindon. He
said:—Although the names of the buyers have been
brought before you as a body, there is one name I am
specially anxious of bringing before your notice, and
feel much confidence that, under the exulting circum-
tanoes, you will one and all most heartily respond to
the toast. I have no wish to refer to the subject of
the Burnet on the present occasion. Although I have
once heard him called *' Burnet" (laughter), I was
sorry it could not have been more amicably settled; but
for my part I have formed but one opinion, and have
but one view on the matter. I know bow great a difri-

thc caudle coming t, an end mther"San~mcker'to the rake? I

**& *****
t ^

,

ohtainim? Sainfoin without Burnet,
I thought it better to light others that i might Jee^hoHhev ! »"? «™e«*er ** » long ago as 1845 I purchased
would burn before I was quite extinguished. I have had 38 Sainfoin, and although purchased from a farmer—ves f

years of farming, and I shall now be content to aee my sous "
"'

" "

who are all farmers, go a long way a-head of their father."

In our county, you all are aware the Duke of Bedford
has a very large, and, 1 may add, exceedingly well
managed estate, upon which draining has been carried

from a farmer—I had a large quantity of Burnet, and
since that time I have never seen Sainfoin without
Burnet. You all know the honest, upright, straight-
forward, honourable manner in which Mr. Gillett con-
ducted his own business as well as that of his father of
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so many years, and I am convinced Mr. Gillett sold that

seed to Mr. Davey in that same honourable way he was

wont to do.

Mr. W. H. Gillett responded as follows :— I could almost

have hoped that over so convivial a board, the wibject ot trie

Burnet would not have been mentioned, but inasmuch as it

has been br-ught forward by the Chairman, I can only express

myself most deeply grateful to him for the kind and flattering

manner he has brought my name before you, as also to ai 1
ior

having so heartily responded to the toast. I have but little
:

to

say on the subject of the Burnet, having no desire to mention

the name of Davey, or to sound my own trumpet, and the

matter having come into the public papers, each has had an

opportunity of forming his own opinion. The Chairman having

mentioned that it would have been more satisfactory could it

have been amicably arranged, I will briefly say that I declined

to leave it to arbitration, as in such cases the amount in dis-

pute is usually divided, as to please both parties and tins

would give Davey an opportunity of saying I had ™tonly
sent him bad seed, but admitted it by allowing him 20*. to

hush the matter up, and I would not compromise my character.

I have a clear conscience, believing at that time I was selling

Davey pure seed, and not only so, but I delivered him pure

seed, as Mr. Bolton, of Wroughton, from whom I had the seed,

has most fortunately a bushel of the same seed left, a portion

of which has been sent to London, and was pronounced to be

unusually clean, of which you may hear further hereafter, and

this bushel of seed we had in court, though it was not pro-

duced, as we considered we proved the sale by sample, and

then no matter if all was Burnet, as there was no complaint at
-**. ir\ l*Ii.*« T, .-."U;*^ of it A xr *r\ nr\T\Ci\\OT.

expend enormous sums in the purchase and reconsti no-

tion of estates, making them subservient to the one

grand object of an economical use of steam power for

almost every farming operation , including sewage

irrigation. We shall then not have the mortification to

know that it is possible to carry coals at |* a ton per

mile, at 20 miles per hour, on a railway (formed at

enormous cost, and still paying Consols interest to its

shareholders), while our farm produce on the common

road costs us 8c?. per mile, and crawls along at a snail s

pace. When estates and farmeries have been so

improved hy public companies, farmers will be found

willing to pay a doubled or a tripled rental, provided

thev see that such increased rent only represents a

fair" interest on the necessary improvements,

and such estates, or portions of them, would readily find

purchasers. We all know that farmers like to hold

under public bodies (such as charities, &c), because

their tenure is more secure, and they are more free from

personal or political interference or caprice than when

holding under a single individual. 1 have no doubt

that Parliament will some day so facilitate the registra-

tion and transference or exchange of lands, that public

companies may be found to deal with land improve-

ments. It seems odd that, while hundreds of millions

in. me which is necessary, I know you would not come to me. or foreign, agriculture has not been dealt with, except

on behalf of my father, who has supplied you with pure seeds

for so many years.

[We publish the above paragraph in fairness ^"^1
lately, on a limited but beneficial scale, by the " Land

and " Land Improvement " Companies.

to Mr. Gillett, whose name has more than once

appeared in these columns in connection with a seed

case at Faringdon. The personal honesty which is here

vouched for does not however affect our judgment of

the possibility of separating Burnet and .Sainfoin, or

of the evils which foul seed whether honestly or dis-

honestly disposed of entail upon the purchaser.]

suggest public companies, I mean that they

should do, on a large scale, and with immense resources,

that which it would be impossible for individuals to

accomplish, and, having made all necessary improve-

ments, sell or let the various farms so improved.

Mr. Mechi's Paper on Agricultural Prospects.

lUuteuig.

Handbook of Farm Labour. By Jchn Chalmers

Morton. Longmans. Pp. 138.

Of this number of Mr. Morton's series we give the

following account, taken from the Messrs. Longmans'
"Notes on Books," which are confined to an analysis of

the contents of the works referred to, expressly exclud-

ing characteristic or laudatory notices :

—

" The present Handbook consists of six chapters, with an
appendix and index. In the first chapter the statistics of
farm labour are discussed. The actual cost and amount of
hand labour and of horse labour on three farms of light soil

;

on seven farms of medium soil ; and on four farms of heavy
soil, are detailed. The average expenditure of farmers under
this head is gathered from figures describing the agricultural
statistics of South Gloucestershire, as well as from such tables
taken from the census of 1S51 as bear upon the subject.
" In the second chapter the cost and use of steam, water,

and wind power in agriculture are discussed. The actual
employment of steam power on a number of farms is de-
scribed—its cost per horse power is calculated ; its economical
management is referred to ; the experience of two leading
agriculturists in the use of water-power is communicated ; and
the occasional value of wind power is alluded to.

" In the third chapter the cost of horse-power is elaborately
calculated from many different methods of stable management,
and from an immense quantity of evidence on the other items
of expenditure involved. Its cost per acre on a number of
farms is stated, and its cost per cwt. of draught is estimated.

" The fourth chapter describes the condition of the agricul-
tural labourer, states his wages in most of our counties,
names the various methods of hiring and employing him, and
discusses the relationship of master and servant.

•' In chapter five the cost of all farm operations is ascer-
tained. The data on which such calculations hinge are first
determined ; the cost of the several operations of Ihe farm is
then worked out ; and lastly the labour cost of all our culti-
vated crops per acre is estimated ; separate calculations being
in several instances given according to the various plans of
cultivation, and according to various rates of produce per
acre.

"The sixth chapter contains a calendar of firm labour, and
concludes with illustrations of the way in which the labour
of the farm is distributed through the months.
M In an appendix Mr. Marshall's experience on boarding

farm labourers, and Mr. Morton's experience of the way in
which labourers' wages are usually expended, are added.

"

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week ending March 7: observed by Mr, , J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, V* allinj; ford.

Temperature of Air. Tempera •

*

1
*

ture of
Wind g3.1 - «l * Soil 1 foot Rain.

* = 5 S«1 a § below tho a
3 -

8
surface. n

Friday i ..

Degs.iDegs.
(HO 50.0

DC£S.
34.4

Pegs.
46.7

Begs. Ins.

40.0 0.07 8.W. 29.52
Saturday i .. 60.0 49.4 33.4 438 40.0 0.05 W. 1 29.78
Sunday 3 .. 52.4 48.6 40.0 450 42.0 0.17 W. 29.41
Monday 4 .. 62.0 49.0 33.4 44.4 41,5 0.01 N . \Y 29.80
Tuesday- 5 .. 64.3 44.2 29.4 U.9 40.0 W. 30.05
Wednesday 6 .. 54.0 48.0 40 4 45.1 41.5 s.w. 2970
Thursday 7 .. .56.6 51.0 35.4 44.5 41.5 ' 0.05 N.W, 29.78

The readings are taken at 9 a.m on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. Tho
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cider Mills: R H. The old stone working in a circular

trough ia still believed to make the best work ; but we ask
for the experience of any of our readers who may have used
other forms ol cider mill.

Manures, Linseed Cake, Ac. : The London Manure Company
report the demand for Peruvian guano continues to increase
considerably, and a very large I ines i is being done in it.
There has been one arrival this week—a cargo of 700 tons.
Nitrate of soda, which has reached a very low price, has of
late been decidedly tinner. Linseed cakes are still high,
and dealers seem disposed to hold rather than give way
further. Rape and Cotton cake are both lower than last
report.

>»

per qr,

»»

Miscellaneous.
Public Companies for Improving Agriculture -..„«

Assuming and believing that great and comprehensive ! D id Bones
improvements in agriculture will originate with public I

L 2e? CaH?s>

companies, 1 prognosticate that a combined system of
irrigation—town aewAge irrigation—and railroad transit
must form an important feature of any great district
operation. The principles of drainage, steam cultiva-
tion, covered buildings, steam machinery, <&c, so well
understood by our agricultural engineers and surveyor?,
would naturally form a portion of every such improve-
ment, "but," said a farming: friend of mine, as we
discussed this question of connecting farms and towns
by rail, "how can you expect to do this ? Mr. So-and-

Peruvian Guano, direct from ) .

Importers' Stores. . . .
j*Per ton -

Bones
Ditto, crushed
Ditto, half- inch
Ditto, dust
Animal charcoal (70 per cent. )

Phosphate) .

.

. . .

|Per ton

o p r o 1 i t e, Cambridge,
\

whole . . . . . . . , \

Ditto ditto, ground
Ditto Suffolk, whole .

.

Ditto ditto, ground
Nitrate of Soda
Sulphate of Ammonia
Gypsum
Salt in (London), according)

to quality j" »>

Sulphuric acid, concentrated ) u
1.845 j- per lb.

Ditto, brown, 1.712 .. .'.

Superphosphate of Lime .. per ton.
Blood Manures

— - * *

best Ameri-
can (barrel) ..

Ditto ditto (bag) ..

Rape Cake, English ..

Ditto Fine Green German
Cotton-seed Cake
farseilles caku

* *

*1
t»

*•

ii

»>

»>

»»

s.

12 5

4 15
6

17
17

d.

6

t. d.

to 12 12
p

to 5 5

to 19 C
to 19 6

4 10 to 5

2 2

i> 2 13

99 1 15

99 2 6

U 13 10 to 14 10
if 14 10 to 15
>» 1 10

1 3 to 17
1

5 10
6
6 10

i
to

to 7

6

10

11 12 6 to 11 15

10 10
6

6 10
10

9 12

to
to
to

11
6 5
•; 15
G 15

10

so would not listen to such a proposition, and his land-
lord would not like his farm altered and cut about.*'
I reply there is no cure for prejudice like a public
company and an Act of Parliament. At this very
moment, regardless of affections and prejudices in
favour of old residences and old custom*, our
new Railway Companies are, by Acts of Par-
liament, levelling whole streets and square* of
nouses, overlapping, undermining, destroying, and
reconstrr !Ug, with a bard-heartedness yet unknown to
British landholders and British tenants. I bono the

n^iM
l

Rpproa?ing when Sreat associated com-pames of city merchants and rich agriculturists will

Parsnips: Subscriber, Dr. Lankester's report shows tnat to

it

has

quite so much sugar! P*r^^"^^^^
l̂ĉ ;watery than Potatoes, and there may tbus be tl£»«T%dry matter in a cwt. of the latter ^ ,ucW of 1and this will account at once for Dr Sw^t I Tl'But in addition to this the dry matte -'of thl P5Z e

^L
ct

in many valuable ingredient T^&StaTKSl^fby Dr. Voelcker of the dry Parsnip CT. !
n
f
,y

Fibre
Starch
Gum, &c.

Sugar
Fat

JNitrosrenised compounds

Parsnips.
J

p, tatoes.

44.7

IS

41
16.0

:.

7.25
The above ingredients it mn-f h*» r»m,^w 2
with nearly twice as much wat^pZ^IToU^I

8.

13.

1.
#

are mixed

MESSRS. WHEELER and SON V
valuable Testimonial rcsr.PnfiV~ *> .2

*N

"It occurs to me just to mention one nv
''+ ftr4*Aj

they are fresh upon my mind ; with reonw?* ° %
Vegetable and Fl .wer Seeds) they we .m^^St
which to those who know your Seeds i=

lent
as

testimony I can give. Your Glo'ster Kidi!'
61'^

1*' *
trial, confirms me in my opinion of its ev7u

°a M
expressed last year As an early Kidnev u lenc

.
v

soundness, and flavour, anything I know J^^L
see how it would stand this late wet sprincr

Was
ll

might be affected by the long-continued wp?'^
1 :s

been at all the case. The Tom Thumb LetSi i^me great satisfaction, especially for continuing ,

:

running to seed. I have a few at the time I IS lcft?

been fit for table upwards of three weeks ZaZ?-
signs of ' bolting.'

" eeK8
'
aD<*

«

J. C. Wheeleb & Son. Seed Growers, Glo,

ESS US. WHEELER Ti^SO^w.
tention to the following Testimonial tn t£ '

their Seeds:-
'"tot^

From Mr. Bevan Smith, Manager of the G
Reformatory.

" Tour Seeds of last year were of first-rate ani
a most prolific crop of Peas and Beans. ffil£ •

Koots in every way answered my expectations •£
Bay your Seeds of every kind far 9-irpass anr UT
elsewhere. J **

Our LITTLE BOOK is this season Illustrated, *prices and descriptions of some of the best seed* L

I

post free for 3 stamps.
s m*

J. C Wheeler fc Son, Seed Growers, Glo»^>
from G. Shakespeare, Esq., of Stratford Fi0o~2SS

MESSRS. J. C. WHEELER
'

m
Sefd Growers, Gloucester.

"I have found your Seeds, both Garden andiaj
of a very superior quality, always clean, true nam
is a consideration of vital importance, and vrW
readily appreciated by all who cultivate land, as wte
and old seed is purchased a great vexation and disaptf

follows, and a season lost. I shall certainly contrail

with your House, whose business seems conducts.
sound principles as to ensure permanent custom."

A LIST of our FARM SEEDS, including GRASS'
CLOVER SEEDS, MANGELS, SWEDES, &. all

quality, will be forwarded gratis and post free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Ghucete

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS Lf\N0s7
BY SOWING nooo SEEHS OP THE MOST mtABLS II*

LT TON'S Hi; NOVATING GBASS SfltfflS

sist of the finest Grasses and Perennial Clovers, pro

great improvement in the Pasture, and tt a small e:

Quantity of Seed required, 8 to 12 lbs. peracre. Pricet

to 9<i. per lb., or &0 per cent. Sowin February, Mm,

April.

The great improvement effected by sowing Messrs. Sr

RENOVATING MIXTURE is most satisfactory, «Ati

who have not studied the various properties %\A .

Grasses the results are quite surprising. T&e

:

extracts from letters are similar to many others rec

solicited :

—

From Shaftesbury Walmsley, Esq., Mottistont, J

"The Grass Seels were extremely good, andf

purpose uncommonly well ; they gave me a m
hay last summer, l'$ tons per acre, where I never*

but bents and rubbish grow before. I strongly i

y>ur! v.iting . s ; they are clean, and I belift

be depended upon."

From Mr. J. HallSTT, Blackford FamM
"Tho plot of ground where the Grass Seeds*

which t> re sc I almost past growing anyt»

growing as beautiful a plant of herbage asany«*

to see."

Fro,, Miss Andrews, Norton Villa, near 8**

"Your Renovating Mixture we had last years

nsweredour expectations."

.Fro .\
i kxani.ir C. Forbes Esq., Sw-nstone BW-

"You will b pleased to hear that the Renon*

owed, and which I thought had failed, are no* o»

great abundance.

"

From Mr. G. Norrinoton, Rectory Farm,W
" Fivo v. ^ ago I wrote to you to send we»

Grass - j to s upon 10 acres of old P^t0*

r t< .ok the farm t he 10 acres of meadow were aunt*

now have a most excellent pasture."

From, the Rev. JotBt Guthrie, vka*®£t
"I have no hesitation in expressing mfV*Z

the man i - improvement both to lawn.m PTL

Seeds which I received from you, though 1

in the sowing."

From Mr. W. Mkaktns, Gardener to tU VoW
How* Manor, Southgate.

"I am much pleased with the RenovatJ*

season Iron ou, a n every meadow when.

great Improvement both in quantity an

l.avn was very much improved by the rm-

! my * much gratified witn^
fi

.

our Pastur.ige I on the Lawns and wishes ai«

""' irtoim i^aini'Mi i,ii« «j»"«»- » "'.
arrives

cure mix ti no you when tho time ar

from ' !. F Thruston, Esq., &**

" Your Seeds have answered admirably,

spring, iinder rather unfavourable cue

u

^^g
Grass is remarkable

;
Clover and otber

h^i>.wh 'hing but tho poorest P3sture^ tb
and I think that a field of 9 acres sownJ'J^
Mixture is now one of the finest in our neig—

Ho**

From Sir David Cuny.vohamR, JFtffe*«*r* '

The meadows that were renov-
v^

<> ated witt

looking very well. I cut nearly 2 tons m ^^
three years aaro the same Had hardly I

acre.
j years ago
H

?V
or T)

INSTRUCTIONS ON IMPROVING-0
<

l

over

Spring, to loos- the U for tb?$%£&
finest and m nutritive kinds of ^.V^

|

and Clovers, wl tf sown frpely, ^ ftlrc,

small interstices betwegn the Grr "
n ; #0

Heavy harrows should be drawn ovt

.

n s^,^,M«« *,. i« _„.. iu„ c,.u frtr the au»n» .

tl ahv r>r nt the luxurious gro

noxious weeds.

wtn ol

may EH

IParka, Metdows, and Uplanrl
'

value SO i>er cent, by sowing these see
• pjS

-

<;>a*s Seeds fori ngd> t
Perroau

^ Cree to all part*, exco^ *

ogues post free.
, „ ^tireS**

.»>hn J5utton & Sons, Royal Ber^"
Reading.

1

1

<
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KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

In Collections including all the new

toand approved kinds,

order.

or separai

•

PRICED US1 Tree on application.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

GRASS SEEDS.

DETAIL CATALOGUES post free.

UMM JWVj
CO UN Kit OF

HALF-MOON St.

Piccadilly. London, W.

Ul HILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Blackc
perWO

; Prinoi of Wales, 7*. 6J. per 100 ; Highland Mary and
Improved Black "*-"- " -

IfO ; Princess Royal of England, 7*. <QL
^ ^ A — — — — — — — A & _ __i rtk

I'r.nce,

_, . . 1/. per 100 each. All fine strong
Plants.

B

BLACK SPIVE and HIGHLAND MARY CUCUMBERS,
Seed, 1*. per packet: best MEI.oN's. Ac.J^M ""'-'-, F.R.H.8., Denmark Hill '-'unborvTell, S.

STKAWBERBY PLANTS.—Spring !>emg the best
time for planting, strong healthy PL A NTS can be supplied

of nearly J '0 varieties. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of

s

the above in n be had by applying to the Grower,
Wm. Jas. NicuoLsow^^Egglesc•fiffe, Yarra, Yorkshire.

G

WPRINCE OF WALES RASPBERRY (CUTBUSH).
Af. CUTBUSH and SON have some line Canes
of the above, "the BEST REI > RASPBERRY in Culti-

vation, —see Gardeners' ChronieU of February 23d, page 169—
at the following pi ices :—100, 42*.; 50, 25a. ; 25, 15*.; and
12

>
8*- Uighgate Nurseries, London, N.

HYHE NEW ROCHELLE BLACKBERRY.
ENRY MAY has received some fine stout healthy
Plants of the above from the United States, and offers

them at 12*. per dozen. Fine Plants of PYRAMIDAL PEARS
on QUINCE, 15*. per dozen.—Catalogues of the above on
aPl the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale.

STANDARD MAIDEN PLUMS, in the feadng
kinds. List and prices on application.

Also strong flowering plants of PRUNUS TRILOBA : and
strong maiden plants of PI V E GOLDEN PIPPIN APPLE

R- ( ndinnwo, Chiswick Nursery, W.
RAPE VINES noM EYES; in pots, extra

strong, all the leading kinds.
Martin- & Sons, Hull and Cottingham .

J
^RAPE VINES.

X?RY AND S()X can sti11 8UPP1y a few good Plants

r„Ii J
6

T1"?^81 Lady Downe«' See.lling, Trebbiana,

2^ JW^eV7ate.r '
Tre"tham Black, Barbaroisa, BidwilVs

Thfirf' ^ Hamburgh Black Tripoli, Muscat Alexandria,Chaptal, and
jj

Peter's.—Dorking Nursery. March M
T°mv£ «>^"'OSKD OF, very Cheap, about 100
-a- 1 INE SUCKERS, principally Ripley Queen, warranted
free from scale.—Apply to M. Arthur Henderson & Co..rine-Apple Place Nuts - lgware Road, London, W.YC HO ICE PINKS.

OUELL AXD CO. having an extensive quantity of
the above consisting of the very best show varieties bvname, can supply strong and well-rooted plants at 6*. and 9sper d -on pairs, or 40«. per 100 pairs.

-K^nS!^ ^ftflw^daiMriiow varieties by name, wellestablished in pots, 9>. per dozen.

_ Royal Nursery^ t Yarmouth.JP E L A "R C O N I U M S. ~~
OHN DOBSOX Ain> SOXS beg to invite the at-

be wESSfi* ^HeDd
-

i

JJ?
P*"***™ of th^ above, who willbe liberally dealt with. A choice selection sent at amoderate pnee^ NEW CATALOGUES now ready, ^st free.
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GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.

avdFWWBR f \U°C ' \
T ĜUE °F KITCHEN' GARDEN

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
UTTOX'S COLLECTIONS op SEEDS,

The Best yet Offered.
KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.

No. 1.—A complete Collection, for One Year's Supply £4
No. 2.—A complete Collection, in reduced quantities,

of the same sorts . . . . . . . . 2 10
No. 3.—Ditto ditto ditto 1 5
No. 4.—Ditto ditto ditto 12 «
A List of the quantities contained in these Collections may

be had post free for one penny stamp.
HARDY AND SHOWY FLOWER SEEDS (Post Free).

A Collection of the best 100 sorts known . . . . £1 1

A Collection of the best 50 sorts known 10
A Collection of the best 36 soils known 7
A Collection of the best 24 sorts known 5

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.
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MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural,J^otith Kensington

TvESD.vT, March 1!»] (Ordinary G< -b\ Meeting and Special
C General Meeting) .. 1p.m.

Wepm.sdat, — CO—Royal Botanic (Spring Mectina:).
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s, new and
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selected Rr^es, fine varieties of American Pl-mtiRare Conifers, Evergreen and DeSduo T eTs kndX,^and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest TreesTc can b iSdfreejmjippllc^tion.-Woking Nursery, Surrey' '
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Among the lessons which, it is to be hoped, the
LATE FORMIDABLE WINTER will have taught US
is that even in their power of resisting cold indi-
viduals of the same species of plant are remarkably
different. That they vary greatly in other re-
spects is notorious, but the fact of hardiness being
also an increasable quality is scarcely thought of.

And yet it is this which in skilful hands is perhaps
the most valuable of all the attributes that a

bountiful Providence has bestowed on theYegetable
Kingdom. It is that which permits us to cultivate
in a northern latitude, without artificial aid,
species that naturally prefer a southern climate.
It is to this property, indeed, that the advocates of
what is called Acclimatation must look in their
speculations about adapting one plant to the climate
of another. If it is not that on which they rely,
their aims will all miss; for there is not the
smallest particle of evidence to show that when
plants are propagated by mere subdivision, whether
natural, as is the case with bulbs, or artificial, as
with puttings, buds, eyes, grafts, or layers, their
constitution becomes in any degree affected.

It may have been observed that in speaking of
the effect of the winter on a small garden near
London (see page 191) mention was made of cer-
tain seedling Araucarias in the nursery of Mr.
Glendinning of Turnham Green. The plants in
question were all seedlings, all of the same age,
all planted in the same border under the shelter of
a wall facing the south, and in the same soil.
There was no reason to believe that they were
protected more in one case than in another ; and
yet, in the midst of the dying numerous indi-
viduals remained on which the frost had abso-
lutely made no kind of iuipression. We do not
know enough of the habits of the Araucaria when
wild to say precisely under what varying circum-
stances the tree is found

; but this much is certain,
that it occurs at very different elevations above
the sea, and extends over at least 10 decrees of
south latitude. We believe that the seeds which
have found their way to England are chiefly if
not wholly, from the f-rest of Autuco, the
warmest locality in which the tree is known
to thrive. " The Ar .ucaria forest of Antuco," says
Foppig, in the Companion to the Botanical Maga-
zine, " is the most northerly that is known in Chili,
so that the boundary cf tins king of all the extra-
tropical American trees may be estimated at 36c

south latitude. The extreme southern limit is not
so clearly ascertained, which is not surprising,
when we consider how little, comparatively, is
known of TV tern Pat.gonia ; it seems probable,
however, that it does not stretch far bevond
I it. «o°. B tween Antuco and Valdivia this" tree
only grows among the Andes, an.i as the Indians
assert, solely on their \ ern declivities, and no-
where lower than from 1^00 to 2000 feet below

Further to the South, the Araucaria appears at a
lower elevation, and in the country of the Cuncos
and about Osorno is said to occur on mountains of
a very moderate altitude near the sea. The Cor-
covado, a mountain that rises opposite Coiloe is
said to be studded, from its foot to the^snow-li'ne
with large groups of these beautiful trees. Of all
other vegetation the Araucaria forests are as bare as
the Pine-woods, offering but few plants which can
interest the Botanist. Steep rocky ridges, where there
is no water, are its favourite habitat. We were
obliged to seek this neediul article at a considerable
distance from our bivouac ; but, our frugal supper
not requiring much cooking, we soon stretched
ourselves on the hard rock to sleep, under the
lullaby of a storm, to which the lofty summits
above us imparted the most singular tones. All
of us who had beeu accustomed to such primitive
beds might have rested well enough if a fog had
not descended upon us about midnight, which was
so dense as nearly to extinguish our fire. Matters
became still worse when violent thunder and hail
apprised us that not even a forest of Araucarias
could shelter the traveller from the wrath of the
Cordillera. We all trembled ; my companions,
however, chiefly from fear and superstition, though
the temperature was sufficiently low to occasion a
shudder in thinly-clad travellers." This shows that
the Araucaria is naturally exposed to cold mists
and storms of extreme violence, but grows on preci-
pices where water cannot lodge.

From some of these localities the Indians bring
the seeds to the markets of Chili ; and although
they probably come from the forest of Antuco, yet
they are doubtless collected at different degrees of
elevation above the sea, and therefore possess
different degrees of hardiness. But with us they
are all mingled, and no means exist of separating
them. It is only when the seedlings have been
exposed to a severe trial that it is possible to say
which are more hardy and which more tender. A
winter like the last tests them, and it will be a
great benefit to the buyer to be able to secure here-
after with certainty the more hardy individuals,
although he may have to pay thrice the usual
price. In future it would be an object of much
importance to procure seeds from the most southern
limits of the tree, which we imagine might be
effected by a skilful traveller who could hire a
sloop in Chiloe ; or otherwise, through Indians, get
into communication with Western Patagonia. It
is true that proof now exists of the ordinary
seedlings possessing great diversities of constitu-
tion; yet a crop raised from forests towards
latitude 46° S. would probably be not only wholly
hardy, but more so than what we now have.
What has been said of the Araucaria

may be equally applied to all species that
will ripen seeds in Europe, or whose wild
stations quit the hotter for colder lati-
tudes. We know that there is an Olive tree
far more hardy than the common Olive, that even
Apple trees are unlike each other in the power to
bear cold, that ridge Cucumbers will survive a
frost that reduces other sorts to pulp, that Peach
trees in like manner differ a good deal among each
other, that in the Orange and Lemon raoe some
are more tender than others, on?, the Skimmia
japonica, being as hardy as a Gooseberry, and that
the hardy Kail of a Scotch homestead is descended
from the same stock as the tender Cauliflower, the
delicate constitution of which it refuses to acknow-
ledge. All these differences have been produced
either by artificial or natural selection ; and we
think it a most encouraging fact, that such a plant
as the Araucaria already shows unmistakeable
evidence of the existence of a universal law of
theutmost importance to the gardening world/
Were we importers of seeds we should endeavour

to procure those of the Portugal Laurel from the
highest mountains of the country whose name it
bears of the Bay tree from its greatest height on
the Apennines, and of the Laurustinus and its
varieties from the mountains of Spain. When we
remember that the beautiful Pinsapo is in all
probability the sa-ne in origin as the tender
Cephalonian Fir, hardened by centuries of exist-
ence on the snow-clad mountains of Grenada, and
tenaciously retaining its robust constitution, we
have the stronger possible reason for believing
that other trees will change in like manner.

Another of man's enemies is said to lie at hismercy Cfecutk is no longer to be dreaded;
Chemistry has done for her. What the firstPailwin calls her "dangerous charms' have
ceased to be dangerous ; and the growers of Flax

the snow line, nP to which it &^il^= JSS c^Mon!^^S^ff^A
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that Cuscutas

tannic acid,"

fatal enemy,

sans** .

Tboj..^' »«
««;» t-pIS:

and degrees of heat and moisture, &c. I ine mso

governed by practical experience, the second by the

«*. To his barrel ne aaa.^u . -,, —
,

fbermometer, and the last by the bm«l Now >c

Sibber lose JT a nozzle' In the field he senses cannot de^errn no ^he ^HtJSJS-
cat away most of the0~riM£~!»«*** iEffi^T?fe£ ^er the following con-

contain l4 an enormous quantity of

bethought him of iron-salts as a

fatal enemy, and called them to hi* aid. ne

^ountedTn
7
wheels a barrel filled with wa er and

introduced into it as much green vitriol (sulphate

of iron) as would saturate it ; the proportion is

immaterial, as water will only take up a fixed

To his barrel he adapted a tap ana

%SFZ**fS* soil completely bare Th.

p^rt mowed off was put in heaps and bx.rnt or e.se

drenched with the sulphate of iron. The spaces

whence the Cuscuta had been removed were aUo

well watered to some distance all round, so as to

be sure that every thread was reached. the

effect was admirable; in an hour or two every

morsel of Cuscuta was destroyed or more

correctly speaking mineralised," and nothing

remainea but a heap of black threads twisted

and entangled in all manner of ways. A tannate

of iron had been formed inside her. As for the

ot moisture iiuimiuij /,
--•>

f„n„„mtr orm

asasa-rrs-«»
able, and asks the former the temperature ;

be gesto

the thermometer (but he cannot find it, for it is pur

posely taken away) j
his friend says. " *°" " n°

thermometer, he should like to know-tke garden*

here stops him by stating that the temperature is 85

his friend pulls a thermometer out of his pocket, and

the temperature is found to be 70°. " Oh i" exc.aims

the gardener ; " the thermometer is good for nothing.

He finds upon looking at it however that it ist™^z^x.$ s= i™- s tt±i'=" s Si t
with the utmost vigour after the operation house is' ana is answereu wma— u^ou **b -v ~- .

— ... -
• • * j ,

r—

r

Vines" which are in flower. His companion shows him :
by showing when the air is too dry or too mo

by means of an hygrometer, that if it was 3° moister orI keeping the air moister if dry, and giving more^

°
e scale of humidity, it would bo as moist as it with more ventilation if wet would check red^
>s3iblv could be. Well, air must be given of course

;

thrips and mildew; and drawn, weak, bm*
&a v

.
... i

growfc|1B) producing few flowers, would give pig-

firm hard ripe wood. George Abbey, Gardener

HaiUtone, Esq , Horton Hall, Bradford, Yorhh

THERMOMETERS AND HYGROMA raiK*

Much of late has been said about thermometers.

Some have endeavoured to prove that many, if not all,

of the frost returns furnished by your Correspondents,

and published by you, were wholly or at least partly

worthless. One writer says, " the thermometers must

be incorrect, hence the low readings of a few locali-

ties;" another states "that science will lose by the xum aowumwiu owv. ««w~- * ~r~ .
--

,

returns from the ' omission ' of the height in feet from we should water our plants, and also syringe them

the ground at which the thermometers were severally that point being the temperature of evaporation.
(

fixed;" a third points out plainly enough, by referring The following table represents a little experience

to figures and facts, that they should not be placed with Vines, &c—all are means :—

against a wall or any radiating surface. Perhaps the I ~ _ ~ ~
following, therefore, taken from the table of meteoro-

logy kept here, may be interesting, being means for

-the year 1860—all the thermometers in the shade :—

th^ w— «. ,, ,

possibly could be. Well, air must be given of course

to dry up this superabundant moisture, but by giving

air the temperature would be lowered, more fuel and

then more heat and air is given, and what a relief

when the air is put in motion ! how cool and refreshing,

and yet the thermometer remains at 70° ! It will thus

be seen how fallacious the senses are in this case.

This instrument also shows the temperature at which
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&5Our situation is, latitude 53° 47' 36" north, longitude

1° 44' 47'' west ; height ahove sea, 49 feet. Permit me
now to direct attention to an instrument called " hygro-
meter" (measurer of moisture). An hygrometer is two
parallel thermometers, identical, the one marked dry,
the other wet The bulb of the wet thermometer is
covered with thin muslin, and round the neck is
twisted a conducting thread of lampwick, which useful is « a keen eye and some experience" I fallpasses into a cup of water, placed a little beneath, on ' plant collectors would only take the trouble of keenineone sme, so that the water may not affect the reading a correct meteorological table of the ***?«« «.!
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THE POTATO DISEASE.

[The enclosed, which has been printed for private circa:

is presented by the person who made the experim:

fened to. London, March 12, 1861.]

The Potato disease may be said to have perpla

the wisdom of philosophers, and to have baffled:

skill of practical men. It has, however, been rec

and satisfactorily demonstrated, by microscopical ft

nation, that the malady which has so seriously aff

a very important article of food, is due to the depos

by the atmosphere of a minute Fungus, which, ta

up its habitation first upon the leaf and fokte.

the Potato plant, propagates with astonishing rapi<*

and ultimately finds its way to the tuknMw.

pletely destroys them. ., ,,

Having at first, without a knowledge ofmm
tried successfully an experiment which I have >

found to entirely accord with it, I am *&**}
mv experience before the public, swished that 11

follow my example they will profit by the result

Last season, I departed from the old system,
»J

the greater part of my crop wasconcerued,anap

the following plan :-I set the Potatoes in dou .

instead of single ; the two rows occupying about

a foot of vacmt space remaining on the outsioe

row. They were planted upon the level grouD*

hoed up at the usual time.
„rn^li

When the haulm had reached III Ml^
the 1st of July. I turned it over, rig" 1 «•

;

the vacant spaces, by adding earth
™J*™

and pressing down the haulms, so as top.
retaining an erect position, and to allow tner

upon them, instead of descending to tne

upon the vacant space. , , T pxnerin*

The kind of Potatoes upon ^h*
f

, ^
were "Regents" and «• Flukes. vi - ^
planted one portion upon the old system, ^
portion upon the new; the ('}^e\J^
upon the new system. The land consb

^ ^

clay-about as bad a description or w

devoted to the growth of a Potato crop., ^
The result was, that the "R^J[^

the new system turned out to oe a b
[(

those upon the old plan were a ?°* v

although grown upm the same plot ^
planted at one time from the same seeu.^
produced an excellent crop, not two in

,

bad; while my neighbours, for roues

1 txce/>tion, lost their crops. . prof*

The efficacy of this system has.0 ^
alone by my own experience and tna m&*

who have tried it, but has been c0I
lle#

following curious circumstance :

ft
$p

had planted a lot of Potatoes, »avl
VJ

fc n0t ^
planks which he required room tor, ^
fiow to dispose of, he allowed theni\w ^Qt

upon a part of the Potato bed. u P
pota

tor

some time afterwards, and digging * , ^9
expecting to find that those wp^iTved-

I
*'", r

utv " uuc Mw^n.wi. requires to make it really
useful is " a keen eye and some experience." ~ -

,WUk-Jw^ 1J — 1-*- ," AlL
-'rouble of keeping millions ; as soon as ram <MTCJ'trt,tt

various countries
I
plants are washed downwards to

time afterwards, and digging w ^ 9

expecting to find that those w hicul ^
and pressed down were completely oe ^ ^
to his surprise, that those which ^j/tfwrfj
upon were in excellent condition. 1 ^ere

JJ
been exposed in the ordinary man

^ 0*
The laying down of the planks nao,

d^
effected the turning of the hauling ^ p.

tubere from the wet; and the resui ^^
the system I have recommended u

by design. , . ^ h« eJW
The success of my experiment »

igfir3
t

this manner :—A microscopic * «ng
[t
m

upon the leaves and the haulm, wj« ^ ^j
millions ; as soon as rain

they explore, they would
^

furnish us gardenenT^
great amount of valuable information.

^s With

4

We want to know the following points
especial!

1st, the temperature of the earth 1 foot deeivV
the elevation at which certain plants are fon d

whether they grow in the shade or in the full {J}*:

a description of the soil, if dry, moist, wet, or bill?
3d, the mean maximum temperature of the a

mean minimum at 4 feet ; 4th, the hygrometrical ^
ditions of the locality, so as to enable us to deter!'

the degree of humidity ; 5th, the amount of S
where practicable; 6th, the season of growth audi

time of rest, and how long each lasts, &c.

With the above information I think we ough

able to grow, and bloom, or fruit successful^ *
plants that have hitherto baffled our exertions,'^

our energy, and led others (frequently employ

call us ignorant of the plants we try to col

More than half of the successful modes of cult

now practised have been fouud out by gue$

them, or by accident, or if the term be niorea°r
c

say experimentally. We had no work on theor

was correct practically, until Dr. Lindley show

his u Theory of HorticuUure " that practice was tfw

carried into effect. Again I say that an hygrome

would save the lives of many valuable plaits, aa

descends,
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immediately i.ttack, and the Potatoes aie thcieby com-

j'letely destr< d. By turning down tbo baulms ovit

the vacant space*, the Fungi are washed by the rain

from the plant on to the naked soil, where, wanting
nutrition, they parish, and the tubers are protect*'

from their destructive effects.

The result of my experiments being therefore entirely

in accordance with the investigations of science, I feel

anxious to make the new system of Potato-growing

known, feeling assured that it will prove a great boon

to the community at large.

but it has two solid characters by which it is distill- 1 relate may possibly (for 1 am too much «»f a tyro in

guisbed from the two last; first, that the internal gardening matters to make sine of anything) indue
perfdium is distinct from the mass of fruit passing under you to retract or at least modify that dictum. In the
it and separating it distinctly from the barren spongy year 1S58 I was led by some notice which appeared in

base whether more or less approaching the nature of a your Paper to try the etFect of sulphur, by applying it

stem, and then that the plant bursts at the apex by a powdered to sets of Potatt.es immediately alter they

MYCOLOGY.—No. XLVI.
Lycoperdon pyriforme, Sch&ff.—The common

species of Puffball occur in all parts of the world
except those which are capable of nourishing little

more than a few obscure Lichens or the lowest Algse,

and under varying conditions of temperature and
atmosphere assume such a variety of forms that they are

very difficult to recognise. The outer peridium varies in

the manner in which it is clothed, -ometimes it bears
papilla} to minute as at first sight to appear smooth,
while at others it exhibits large well shaped warts
or long prickles, or appears covered with dense
bristly points. The spores and their threads
differ so little as to afford no good characters,

Kcept in a few cases where they are either

ough with little points or inequalities, shoitly stalked

as in Bovista, or brightly coloured, instead of exhibiting
the variable olivaceous tint verging more or less on
yellow which is so common in these productions.
Fries was the first to point out satisfactory characters
for our common species, while Vittadini has accurately
defined several which form sure resting points in this
very perplexing genus. L. pyriforme is one of the best

large irregular aperture.

L. giganteum is at once distinguished by its Emooth
outer peridium splitting off, its opening by the

splitting away of large angular patches, and its

different internal structure, not to mention its vast

size, while L. saceatum is easily recognised by its

tall cylindrical stem and globose peridium strongly

plicate beneath, while its fructifying mass is compact, not

forming a columella and different from that of any other

species. The only remaining specieswhich it isnecessary

to compare, L. pusillum, which is not a dommon
British fungus, is distinguished by the flaccid obtuse

peridium bursting by a narrow orifice, by its smooth
bark, which is at length cracked and slightly scaly, but

above all by the obsolete sterile base continuous with

the capillitium. L. giganteum is the only one which
affords in our opinion an agreeable article of food, as

were cut (in order to cicatrize the wounds rapidly);

and by dusting it pretty plentifully upon the sets both
whole and cut in the drills. 1 confined this experiment

to the earliest kinds then known, the Walnut-leaved

and Ash-leaved Kidneys, and to part of the suc-

cessional crop, Midsummer Kidneys. The whole
were planted at the same time on ground of the same
nature and condition. The result was that not a single

diseased Potato was discovered at digging time among
the sulphurised ones; while in the very next row of the

Midsummer Kidneys which were planted without

sulphur, several roots were found affected. Moreover,

the main crop, which consisted of Prince Regents (not

the Yorkshire Regents), which were not treated with

sulphur, was seriously damaged by disease. Now, the

year 1858 was a peculiarly favourable year for Potatoes,

and I was therefore loth to draw any decisive conclu-

we have noticed fully in a former Number. All are ' aion from the difference between the produce and con-

probably equally good substitutes for Chloroform.
L. atropurjmreum, which occurs in tbo neighbourhood
of Bristol, cannot bo confounded with any of the

above, as it has brown purple npores, furnished with a

short stalk, and rough with little points. M. J. B.

/
/

im

&

Lycoperdon pyriforme, Schaff.
(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogam ic Flora.)

characterised, and at the same time one which occurs
in most collections of Fungi, and while giving its cha-
racters we shall embrace the opportunity of enabling
our readers to distinguish the other more common
British species.

-£• pyriforme, as the name implies, has a more or less
pear shaped membranaceous persistent peridium, which
has a closely attached outer coat clothed with a few
very delicate fugacious scales, and opening by means
of an umbonate aperture. The point, however, which
most clearly distinguished it from L. calntum and one

REMARKS ON THE WEATIIKR OF
FEBRUARY, 1861.

The mean temperature of the month was 41°.03, or

nearly 2£° above the average. The temperature by

day was generally high for the period of the season, but

was characterised by no remarkable extremes of heat or

cold; the highest point reached by the thermometer in

the day was 57° on the 17th and 18th ; the lowest 39°, on
the 12th. The mean minimum temperature, 33°.03, was
likewise above the average, though only so to the

extent of 1°.39, and was also marked by no great

extremes. The highest indication in the night was 42°

on the 5th; the lowest, 20° on the nights of the lltli

and 13th ; on the 10th the thermometer fell to 22°, and
on the 12th to 24°. With the exception of these four

consecutive nights there was but little frost during the

month ; indeed only on five other occasions did the
thermometer fall below the freezing point.

The mean temperature of the ground at 1 foot deep
was 43°.50, or 3°.43 above the average of the preceding
16 years. This was as warm as the earth has been at

this depth in any year and corresponding month, except
in 1849, when it was equally warm, and in 1859, when
it was 45°.21. At 2 feet deep, however, the effects of
the severe winter were still apparent by the thermo-
meter, for the mean at that depth was only 41°, or a
quarter of a degree above the average. In the absence
of frost and snow, with the above degree of heat in the
soil, Grass lands may be expected soon to yield some
fresh food for cattle, so much needed in consequence of
the scarceness, and, in many instances, bad quality
of the hay crop of last season.

Winds from the warm quarters prevailed during the
month. It blew from North 2 days; E. 2 ; S. 4; VV. 2;
N.E. 5; S.E. 1; S.W. 11 ; N.W. 1. Strong south-west
winds have the greatest effect in warming the soil. On
he 19th it blew a hurricane, and again on the 24lh.
Great damaging effects from these have been recorded.
The barometer was high in the beginning of the

month ; on the 2d it stood at 30.618, a point seldom
reached in this country. The mean pressure for the
month was 29.776, or*0 120 inch below the average.
On the 18th and 19th the mercury was almost
stationary, as if there had been a lull before the
boisterous weather which succeeded, and during which
it was, as is usual in such cases, very fluctuating; but
it never fell very low, not below 29.296, notwith-

dition of the sulphurised and unsulphurised sets, which
inclines me also to think that the teim " result" I have
just before used may be inappropriate. Still the fact is

as I have stated it, and you may form your own judg-

ment on it. Of one thing, however, I am certain, that

no slug, worm, or insect of any kind will touch the sets

which have been pickled or planted with sulphur,

which is no small advantage, unless equally strong

haulm and tubers can be expected to be produced from
a mere shell, to which my early sets were reduced last

year by the devastation of the underground vermin.

Salt may be an equally efficacious remedy against

them, and I mi an to try it with soot this year, equal

quantities of each, and I will again test the sulphur as

I did in 1858, and will inform you of the—if not
" result," at least, condition of the crop thus treated,

if I live till it is lifted. Rusticus, Thornborough,
Buckingham.

Effects of the li inter on Transplanted Roses.—I can
verify what your correspondent " Coventry " has said

on this subject. About the latter end of last November
I transplanted about 700 Standard Roses (including

almost every variety that is usually worked), and some
few days after the late frost set in I mulched with long
manure. The result was that I saved every Rose, in-

cluding Gloire de Dijon, which I lost entirely in

October, 1859, from the effects of frost. Those which I

have left in the nursery are pushing vigorously, but not
so those which were not tiansplanted ; they are nearly
all dead. The spot where the former were moved to is

the most exposed in my ground, and within 50 yards of
the same pl<ce in which they were previously growing.
1 have, killed : Laurustinus, Cupressus torulosa (fine

plants, 6 to 8 feet) ; and very much injured : Portugal
Laurel (1 cut to the ground); Cedrus Deodara, foliage

The latter I see are breaking afresh ; they werelost.

— -»—

—

never »^i M/n iuv » nun &0.£>iJ 1-

nrifiWSiFT^ °D Which indeed the umbonate standing the great commotion which took place in thenfice depends, is that on a vertical section it is found ! atmnanWn * *

that the flocci are so disposed as to present a stratum
atmospher*S l r?.

1"
!, ir11

f"
t0 present a 8tratum **« «>! or rain m 1.41 inch, an amount

jSfemrfl, •

heW4"8
f" «"»

Vitb a dirtinct conicrf »Hgl>My M«r ti» average of the precedinTsS v,

cies grows in large dense tufts either on sandy ground or
on rotten wood, and never, we believe, like our more
common species, in Grassy pastures. It sends out from
the base a mass of white creeping branched strings,
like the spawn of some Agarics, from which spring up
here and there new individuals. It is of a tough
texture in its young state, and has yellower spores
than the others. Pries, however, says that even this
runs imperceptibly into the strongly echinate variety
of L. gemmatum. J

L. gemmatum which is perhaps the commonest
species of all, Las, like L. pyriforme, a minute um-
bonate mouth, and a basal columella, but instead of
having the bark clothed with minute deciduous scales,
its mealy substance is studded with warts or variously
shaped n:ore or-less decided and elongated spines

net from itself, while the mass of spores verges on
green rather than on yellow. Variable as these
characters are they accompany equally variable forms,
some of which are absolutely stemless, others distinctly
stiprtate

;
some are a foot or more across, while others

scarcely exceed an inch, and this with almost every
possible interchange, so that a distinct enumeration of
toe several forms is scarcely possible.

but
ears,

on
the 23d
On the whole the weather has been favourable for

gardening operations, and quite warm enough for
vegetation. In the third week this was being
advanced almost too much, as appears by the buds of
fruit trees, many of which are in as forward a state as
is consistent with their safety. The buds of the Haw-
thorn are showing green ; and the blossom buds of
Peach trees on walls are almost exhibiting the tips of
the petals, yet their development ought not to be _
accelerated by warm coverings for by so doing the

J

the LyldhursTBoad, Peckham, a Horse Chesnut tree

1. .!!,

_

C
!?P *?" .** endangered. It is quite time

|

which every year is in advance of other trees of its own

plants 6 and 7 feet in height, anc well established
smaller ones are not so much injured. Araucaria im-
bricata has the ends of the shoots for about 9 inches
yellow and drooping ; they feel quite soft. I mention
these matters to show how things close to the Roses
have been affected. Charles Southhy, Clapham.

Ulex strictus, Mack. — Your correspondent's ex-
perience is diametrically opposed to that of Mr. David
Cameron, the well known Curator of the Birmingham
Botanic Garden. He stated (Phytol. vol. 1, p. 76) that
he had "saved seeds of the U. strictus in 1839, which
were sown under glas?. Of eight plants so obtained
there is not the least deviation in the appearance
from that of the parent." In the face of such good
counter evidence, I shall retain my doubts about
the plant being "only a seminal form of U. europseus,"
notwithstanding the remark that "so it will be with
all the rest of such things; " the "such things " being,
I presume, allied plants as well marked as U. europseus
and U. strictus. Much care is requisite in experiments
of this kind. Many of the best intended are known to
be valueless from the want of it. Many mistakes also
may be made in the plants. In proof of this, I have
now before me a bit of U. europseus sent by an excel-
lently skilled botanist as U. strictus. The discredit, if
discredit it is, of giving a specific name to U. strictus
does not belong to me : Mackay in 1824, and Lindley in
1835, preceded me [very true].— C. C. Babington.
LOur^ Correspondent's plant was only common Furze

—

that is certain. The seed from which it was raised was
as certainly that of the " Irish Furze," which we have
always understood to be what is meant by Uiex strictus.]
Early Horse Chesnuts.—There is at the cornefof

enough to protect these trees when half the blossoms
are fully expanded.

Home Correspondence.
Sulphuring Potato Sets.— In your "Notices to Cor-

respondents " (see page 196) there occurs one ad-
dressed to "J." resnectW tlespecting the use of sulphur as an
antidote to the Potato disease. Your reply to "J."
that" '

F '

disease

is

species, as regards the expansion of its buds. This
year, 1861, on the 1st of February, I noticed a few buds
just commencing to open ; four days after there were
perhaps 50 buds on the south side of the tree, which
were divested of their outermost scales ; on the 5th of
March, when I hist observed the tree, the scales had
fallen or were reflected from the majority of the buds,-
and the tender green of the young leaves was
very conspicuous over the whole tree. One of theyou have never had before you any proof that the leaf lobes measured at this tiara fully '> inchescan be removed by sulphur, but that you have in length, not including the stalk. None of the

L. c«lat.m asau^an^{^ rariety of formS) ^S^tfiT^TScUa^t JSf *?<££^*?$£fi^«
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ozing of the resinous matter of the bud scales. Last

.ear, 1860, the tree WW about a month later in it>

development than it is this year, although even then in

advance of its fellows ; thus on the 1st of March, 1 SOU,

it pas in about the same stage as on the 5th ot

February, 1861 ; on the 26th of .March it ™s about as

it is now (March 5th), but would in all probability have

been more advanced last year, had it not been for the

inclement weather. The tree differs in habit from

most of its fellows near it, in that^^ZSSk ! ~ - • ^ ^-^
pendent, and the distance between their mtenodes is

r ...,!_ more bushy and

thou * lit that

of rot. In the same garden the disease had

been very destructive to the rest of the
066,1 J

ious to account for this stratige

to

,
as although

are not rare,

tree so much in

Mr. Paget, in a

late severe winter.

even browned, and
deep and health}'.

less, so that the top of the tree is

brush-like than usual. I have

these facts might interest
^

yon

similar instances of precocity

I have not been able to hear of any

advance of its fellows as this one.

discourse on the Chronometry of Life, delivered at the

Roval Institution in April, 1859, alludes to this subject

in the following words .—"As there may be varieties in

the Size and number oforgans and almost all the other

properties of a species which together make up its

specific character, so there may also be varieties in

regarc to that time-rate of the processes of organic hie

which, even by this variability, is indicated as essentially

dependent on the properties of the oTganism itself.
(

Mr. Paget cites among other illustrations the i

case of a Horse Chesnut near the main entrance

to Kew Gardens, which is always three weeks

earlier than its neighbours in all the processes of life.

This tree I have also observed lately ; thus on the

19th of February, when the Peckham tree was con-

siderably advanced, there was no outward sign of deve-

lopment in the Kew tree. This latter, moreover, has

the usual habit of the Horse Chesnut, as is also the

case with a second tree in this neighbourhood, which is

always a few days in advance of its fellows. Maxwell

Pinuses, 'Sfc, at ffawJcstone Parle, near Shrewsbury,

the seat of Viscount Hill—The large and fine collec-

tion of Pinuses, Araucarias, Deodars, &c. at this

oeautiful seat, have entirely escaped the effects of the

Not a leaf of an Araucaria seems

the green colour of the foliage is

The Deodars look as fresh as

possible, and the Pinuses which have elsewhere appeared

in the obituary have all passed safely through the winter

here. Nothing seems to have suffered except a few Laurus-

tinuses and Bays, and in rather a large Koserv only

26 trees could he found that were frost-bitten. It is

quite refreshing to see so many vain; ble plants in per-

fect health and untouched by the extreme cold which

has been so destructive in other places, a fact that is

worthy of notice at the present moment. E. S.

the Winter in the South of Ireland.—During the

late severe winter we have been more fortunate than

others in the north. I have about 250 feet of south

wall planted with Tea and other Roses, and 1 have not

lost one, although they received no kind of protection.

The following are the names of a few of the varieties,

all of which are budded on strong Dog Briars, from 1

foot to 1 J foot high, and all of them have plenty of

good fibrous roots. The sorts are Abricote, Auguste
Vacher, Bougere, Eugene Desgaches, Goubault, Gloire

de Dijon, Josephine Malton, La Pactole, Laurette,

Madame Willermoz, Madame Bravy, Mirabile, Moire,

Madame Vitry, tNarcisse, Niphetos, Princess Adelaide,

Princess Marie, Safranot, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Sou-

venir d'Elise. Fortune's Rose, Isabella Grey, and Cloth

of Gold also escaped unhurt. On the night of the 24th
December we had in this neighbourhood 18° of frost,

hut we are greatly sheltered ; 16° are the lowest I have
heard of in this quarter. [What does 16° mean ?] Our
soil is on limestone and gravel. Ballintemple,near Cork.
A Method of Preparing Potato Sets.—I cut them in

autumn as soon as the crop is raised ; I keep them in a

dry warm place until the ground is in a proper state
for planting in spring. I have two reasons for the
autumn cutting : first, if the Potatoes are left uncut
until spring a few shoots at the crown are in a more
forward state than the others. They appear to have
abstracted the growing energy
The result is that when cut
containing the "backward eyes
and produce a comparatively feeble plant, but if the
sets are cut in autumn the inequality is prevented.
This may be proved particularly by the kidney-
shaped kinds; cut a walnut-leaf Potato, a Fluke,
&c., not from crown to heel but across the middle, giving
to the crown part a third or two-fifths of the whole, and j

also objects

in spring the lower portion which in an uncut tuber I
with Ferns,

seldom exhibits any sign of a bud, will by this process
have sufficient roots, and become as good a set a6 the
crown end. Secondly, by this separation into parts, the
sets become drier, which long experience has proved to
me to be one of the most effectual methods of ensuring a
plant, not only of vigorous growth, but also capable
of resisting the rot. But in addition to cutting and
d*yip&, I have exposed the sets to the action of he»t by
placing them in warm rooms. This coincides with the
statement of the Russian Professor, and which was
suggested to me by an incident which occurred a vear
or two after the first appearance of the rot. To prove
to my allotment tenants that bite planting and a
rich soil tended to aggravate the rot, I planted
some m June in my garden; when raised howeverm autumn, to my surprise I could discover in
about a dozen roots only one tuber exhibiting traces

Potatoes. I was anxious to account ^ — —
! eStfon, and guessed at the following solution

:

i The sets merely to prevent the shoots growing

Je^ ng'is wire placed on the book shelves of my

study • they had thus been dried and warmed. I

tieJfore afterwards treated as many of the sets as I

could in a similar way from the time of heir being dug

- ^ autumn ; by confining the method with Ranting

dry soil, pulverising it by trenching in autumn,

rinff well fermented dung or guano, &c.,m modera-

y vigorous pmin -£
forth* climateijbeing within 18 iGch es of$of last vear ihm^^. „ .

l m

of the 6th snapped off the top of the~tree~wli
,

injured in August last. The growth for tlieW lt

.

1*

seven years has been very vigorous, pro
--

Slx*

admirably adapted the tree is for this eliruat

a magnesian lime rock

surface. The shoot oi mst year measures %Y\m
inches in length. The fine tree just descriW?

*

planted by me in March 1839; it was thenabouUf*
high. Even now, deprived as it is of its shoot if
least 40 feet high. William Latvson, Bronni &!
CattericTc, Yorkshire.

9h ^
Tree Supports.—Four years ago, when

transplant
on a

SSftt hTwlr llaShSl ta^ long ceased tofiw

«„ vC wSh consideration from the prevailing malady

I have generally a few sacks for sale beyond what is

required for my own family, and the more prevalent

the rot is the greater is my profit. I refer readers to

the chapter "of resting » in Lindley's" Theory and

Practice of Horticulture" for proof in abundance that

the inspissation of the juices of plants by drying gives

^rowing power, and that heat shortens the period o

rest Thus the Potato treated as I have described

commences its annual course early and with vigour,

and withstands the rot as a healthy man escapes many
.

maladies which lav prostrate the youngest and the The following therefore is a sketch and description*

feeble. Rev. Dr. Stephenson, Soulden Rectory. for email or large houses; it is an adaptation fork

Although much has

some trees here of 15 and 20 years' growth, as %m».
above ground were very much objected to I ftff
them underground by driving four posts deeply

*

firmly into the earth on the outside of the large?

earth got up along with the roots, notching strong

bars into them over the roots. Although planted

verj windy place they have never flinched, and

grown well. J. C, Haltwhistle.

Heating by Hot-W ater.—In a report of my U
on this subject to the Sydenham Horticultural &i

you expressed a wish to have more in formation rm.

the small portable apparatus which I then exhife

Ferns and their Adaptation-

been said in praise of this beautiful tribe of plants, I

think their real merit is not yet fully appreciated,

inasmuch as their peculiar adaptation for filling rock-

work borders in greenhouses or stoves, or the beautiful

effect they produce in a house specially set apart for

them, is not sufficiently known. I am aware that

Ferns have a place awarded them amongst other orna-

mental and flowering plants. But I thmk they deserve

more extended cultivation after the manner in which

they are naturally found, viz., amongst rocks, &c.

They may be grown successfully in this way, and with

beautiful effect. We constantly meet with mixed con-

servatories, Camellia and Heath houses ; might not a

Fernery, therefore, worthily occupy some place in an

establishment ? There is now such an endless number

of varieties of Ferns introduced from temperate as well

as from tropical latitudes that at a reasonable cost a

well contrasted variety might be obtained suited to almost

any degree of temperature. It is to be observed, how-

ever, that although the kinds grown be almost hardy,

to secure a perennial verdure frost must be excluded

from the house. I will now enumerate some varieties

which have escaped uninjured, and are, in fact, looking

none the worse for having withstood a temperature

which ranged from as low as from 35° to 40° on many
nights during the late severe weather. The list in-

cludes only small and medium growing sorts, as the

room they occupy is somewhat limited :

—

cultural purposes of my patent steam boiler for agria

tmal work ; it combines portability for small housesi;

cheapness, economy of fuel, and gives out in the km

all the beat generated. The one shown was heated It,

small pan of charcoal, but any kind of fuel can bem
A is the outer case, large at one end and conaeda

with a pipe which can be short or

I) inner case, which contains the fire, and whki;

made smallest to allow a water space all round it

;

connected with the flue pipe, which continues tliroyj

the outer pipe to the chimney pipe C, which can

conducted outside the house. D return hot-we

pipe. It will be seen by the sketch that all the

k

long as requiai

>>

Adiantum, many varieties

Asplenium, ditto

Blec^num gracile

,, triangulare
Cheilanthes spectabilis

elegans
hirta
lendig-era
pulveracea

,

,

odora
Davallia aculeata

Boryana
bul lata

., canariensis
Doodia caudata
Doryopteris collina

palmata
sagitt?efolia

Gleicbenia dicarpa
ITemionitis cordata
Lastrea decomposita
Litobrokia leptophylla
Neottopieris vulgaris
Nephrodium molle

»

Nothochl?ena chrysophylla
distans
nivea

,, vestita

Olfersia cervina
Onychium auratiun

„ japonicum
Platycerium alcicorne

,, gTande
Platyloma calomelanos

flexuosum
rotundifolium
tcrnifolium

Polypodium plumulum
Polystichum capenso
Ptcris argyraea

aspericaulis
tricolor

has*ata
1ongi folia

semipinnata
8errulata
tremula

• <

»

>>

»»

n

>>

Sagenia decurrens

of the whole tuber.

the sets

late in growing
in

are

spring

Nipbobolus lingua

The Gymnogrammas, a very desirable class of Ferns, are
mostly rather tender, and cannot endure a temperature
below 50° without injury. G. gracile has however done
well in the warmest corner of our house. Goniophle-
bium subauriculatum, a very desirable Fern for baskets,
is also somewhat tender. Ot other Ferns well deserving
a place under glass are the beautiful British kinds
Asplenium marinum and fontanum, Adiantum Capillus-
veneris, and a few others. Amongst the many fine-
foliaged plants which add to effect in the Fernery no
one exceeds in beauty Dracaena terminalis; but it

requires plenty of warmth. I have said nothing
about Mosses, but they cannot be dispensed
with in a Fernery. All the Lycopods are

of beauty. They may either be mixed
or they may occupy a part of the house by
Many of the dwarf trailing sorts are un-
edgings for rockeries or small borders.

Subjoined are the names of a few which are about as
hardy as the preceding Ferns :

—

Selaginella apoda 1 Selaginella leDidophylla
denticulata

| „ paradoxa
formosa I „ Schotti
Galeotti „ stolonifera
helvetica

| „ Wildenovi

In a future Number I may give a description of a small
Fern-house. G. JE., Ford Abbey.

Abies Douglasi.—About two years ago I sent you
the dimensions of a Douglas Fir, which I considered of
extraordinary growth. 1 am sorry to inform you that
a violent wind in August last seriously injured the
leading shoot of the previous year (1859), so as to cause
it to bend at an angle of about 45°. It has stood th
last two severe winters well, but the tremendous

given out by the fuel is transmitted tothe*

which is round it ; the flue passing through mil

tudinal direction, allows all the heat to be tak H
the water, thereby economizing the fuel at uw>

time. The circulation of the water causes them
he equal all along the front of the hfl»se- *«.

houses with a great extent of piping, 1 stt^L
fire at each end of the building, and allow them-

meet or run as far as might be frwdjW"^.
causing a more general distribution of heat toW£

throughout the house. Fig. 2 shows the ^
for a large house, witl he fire-place outsiae

injr. /. T. Carter, Peak Bill Sydenham.

BmsimM.—These, I think, are not cultivate^

extent they deserve. I mean the stove Km
rf

}

three years ago my gardener bought a pu

and all much out of condition, but with care ^
and though an old variety, and the flower u

hours' duration, it took my fancy, and i
_

..

catalogue and sent for two of the newer so^
sinensis rosea plena, and H. sinensis kw.

^
the former flowered last year, and the iai ^
bloom and should be in every stove, tor x.

j^ t

gether I never saw a more lovely plant ^ ^

themselves,

equalled as

form of flowers and beauty ot f°l ia2?'
butl*

more, with me it is not the flower of a ciay,^
perfection for three days. Allow me to J

^ %1

lovely plant to those who do not kno ^
desirable acquaintance. Constant Reader, ^

Strawberry Mulching.—As straw is l»k* r #
this season, can any of your Correspom ^ ^
any thing that can be substituted toi

Strawberries clean in the field. Strau'^r^
Strangled Deodar.—Four or^^J%x^l

that a fine Deodar Cedar of 20 ye* *
bo0U

forming a second leader. Over thejfj ^tjj

a crook about 3 feet long, and tied its ^^
main stem with tar cord. For some t » ^^
go well, but I now find that the h^nL^te^
the upper part of the tree; above tne *

ljCftU
bj,

"J

is much larger, but discoloured ami ^^ #

all is healthy, and two branches nay
^ yftf

\w

risen as high as the stunted top. "
cl»i^%

live or six longitudinal cuts with a %\\
}
^&*

to cut through the cord, which is q^ ^
buried in the bark, but the top bjf

»°l
, ti*

t*
,

I have of course made the swelling * ^^
leaders more eonsnicuous than tbey

f %

g

e

ale
|

fWLftNature they are concealed by the °

which is about 20 feet high. la then -
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top recovering itself? or ought I to cat the head awa
leaving one or both of the false leaders, which are now
about 5 feet long, healthy and covered with bluis

foliage, whereat the top is a sickly yellowish green.

Having been a subscriber to your valuable work for

many years, I should feel much obliged by any hints as

to the proper treatment. F. If. X. [All you can do is

to cut out the strangled top, and trust to the two
healthy side branches. No art or skill can cure the

effect of such strangulation.]

Split Larchfor Palings.—We have erected palings

of small Larch trees from 2^ to 3 inches diameter,

5 feet in height, by sawing them with a circular saw into

two halves and nailing them to horizontal Larch ban
fastened to strong posts of the same kind of wood. We
have found a fence of this description to stand for a

long time. The posts will be the first to decay ; but
the spars and rails being kept dry above ground (putting
in new posts when any single one gives way) will be
found to survive two or three set of posts. On an aver-

age this kind of fence has cost us about 10*. 64. per
rood of6 yards. Robert ..Brow,., 17, Minto Stre*

Mdinburqh. Split Larch makes capital park paling-
it U rustic looking, light, and lasting. Good Larch will

endure as long as th Oak gen- - I for palings.
Winn cut t the requisite lengths then- is no difficulty

• splitting it with wedges, roll grown Alder makes
very good p.dings too, ami will last a longtime, but
use neither for posts. J. C, Haltwhittte.
Education of Gardeners.— As this subject still

occupies attention, allow me to offer a few practical
remarks on what is often believed by young men to be
the high. attainment of horticultural knowledge, vn
collecting and drying large quantities of British plants
and naming them. This done, they consider that their
studies are completed. Now, however much the prac-
tice is to be commended, yet horticultural knowledge
will remain in its infancy if people possess no higher
attainments than merely being able to name plant
There were in a large establishment a few years ago 15
young gardeners employed, three of them' apprentices.
One of the ? >remen laboured indefatigably to secure a
good collection of wild flowers ; his comrades being
anxious to keep on a level with him all commenced in

earnest, and in a short time were each in possession
of a large number of dried specimens, and perhaps
correctly named; but their studies ended here. There
was no such thing as a book in the possession of these
young men, except an Irishman and Scotchman,
who were both very intelligent, and had plentv Of
good books by which their minds were fed. The
Gardeners' Chronicle was supplied by the employer,
but was only read by a few; we may gunas how they
would shine when they became head gardeners. I

called upon a gardener some time ago who was in a
good situation; all kinds of fruits were forced; the
Pines ha I severely when repair * the heat-

apparatus—they were all but dea i. The gardener,
who had much to say about plants and their name
remarked that the Pines had lost all their roots
but would soon recover, as he was applying strong
manure wa - liberally to them, and kept on plentv
of air front and back to make them strong. I
asked bim-if his digestive organs were impaired, would
it be wise for him to take rich food to regain his health
His reply warn, "Not likely/' Well, I advised him to
treat his plants as he would treat himself; to get plenty
of roots on them and then be liberal with manure
water keeping them close till they were in active
growth. This grower apparently pracl d false
economy, for he had a fine crop of Potatoes on his
Vinery borders, but believed that he was a first-rate
botanist. Another case which came under my notice is
worthy of remark. A gardener, who also believed
that he had a large share of botanical knowledge,
had a number of stove plants which were suffering from
loss of roots in wet, heavy soil. He ordered his fore-man to surface them with good rich mould to give them
a healthy «our-thc result was of course a failure.
Many similar instances might be recorded where
gardeners have * d,ed the names f plants, but
remained totally ignorant of their nature! I would
advise young gardeners to be able to name as manypknU (both n. ve and exotic) as possible, but above
all things study the tneory of horticulture, which is

£
d^18able t0 a man who **** himself a gardener.

to the carelessness or inex
|
u riei,. >1 the party to whom

it was entrusted. Ooiacamund, Jan. 6. [We may pos-

sibly return to this subject.]

octettes*

LOTSAX: Feb. 21.—Prof. Bell. President, in the

Chair. Certain alterations of the bye laws proposed by
the Council were put to the vote, and con tinned by the

Fellows at ?arge in the terms of the Charter. A. W.
Crichton, Esq., H. T. Knowles Kempton, Esq., Capt.

A. F. Lendy, 1). Moore, Esq., and C. K. Ord, Esq.,

M.D., were elected Fellows, and Mr. W. Laughrin an

Associate of the Society. The following papers were
read:— 1. Extracts from letters addressed to Sir W. J.

Hooker, by Mr. Gusrav Mann, d. ribing his second

ascent of Clarence Peak, Fernando Po. 2. "Glance at

the Botany of the North Shore near Sydney," by
William Wools, Esq., communicated by the Librarian.

This was a popular sketch of the native v elation (

the neighbourhood of Sydney. Among other striking

plants the author mentioned Boronia serrulata, or

native Hose, as the most admired species of the family,

and remnrki ! that there were i »ts between the north

bore and MeOhY Beach, which at certain Se LSOUS of the

year were so enlivened by the profusion of these plants as

to suggest the idea of a cultivated garden rather than a

wild bush, while little inferior to this were the species

B. pinnata, ledifolia and polygala folia, which by their

pink and red flowers relieve the sombre appearance of

the dark evergreens around them. On the creeks to

the north of Paramatta Eriostemonsulicifoliuin wasstatel

to occur abundantly, and on the banks of the Nepean
K. myoporoides to grow plentifully ; this last having
so powerful a scent as to be almost overpowering in a

room. The species of Cornea found were alba, virens

and speciosa, the two last, from some resemblance of

aspect, being sometimes called Native Fuchsia. The
Epacridacea) were mentioned as being very numerous,
and of peculiar interest as being members of au order
almost exclusively Australasian or Polynesian. The
crimson nodding flowers of Styphelia tubirlora, and the
scarlet and white ones of Epacris grandiflora, are very
attractive; nor must the Leucopogon Richei be forgot-

ten, for its berries are said to have preserved the life

of the French naturalist Riche, who was lost for three
days on the south coast of New Holland. About 20
pecies of Acacia, a genus common in Australia, occur in

this locality. The bark of these plants is astringent, and
a great quantity of it is used in tanning ; it is also some-
times employed medicinally as a remedy for dysentery,
whilst the wood of A. melanoxylon is much esteemed by
the cabinet maker, being hard, dark in colour, and finely

veined. The most important order in the colony was
said to be tha Myrtacea- ; nearly all the trees of the
forest belonging to it, and also many beautiful shrubs.
Some of the Lept ospermums have very much the appear-
ance of the English Hawthorn. After thus sketching
the various groups of plnenogamous plants and Ferns,
Mr. Wools referred to the unfavourable conditions of
the climate for the growth of Mosses, " but even here/'
he observes, " under certain conditions they are
sure to spring up. Whenever a tree in the bush has
been burne 1, Funaria hygrometrica is sure to appear if

there is sufficient moi>ture in" the soil; and wherever
in damp and shady places cow manure has begun to
decay, Splachnura august a turn almost invariably
appears. Again on the cindery path the minute
Bryum argenteum delights to grow, whilst the same
Moss incompany with another ofdiminutivesize, Gymno-
stomum ovatum, may be noticed on the bark or shingles
of cottages in large patches. In the same manner, on
the tops of walls or between the bricks of houses when
the mortar is getting somewhat decomposed, Tortula
muralis sends forth its hair tipped leaves. J ranura
Hexuosum comes up in low wet ground, and as it

dies away before the approaching summer, leaves dark
and discoloured patches here and there between tin

Grasses; and D. bryonies, which cheered the celebrated
African traveller in his despondency, comes on the
moist dripping banks of our creeks." 3. "Catalogue of
the Dipterous Insects collected by Mr. R. Wallace, at
Holo, Ternate and Ceram," by F. Walker, Esq. 4.

" Description of a (supposed) new Annelid," by Dr.
Hart Vinen.

plan ol the Dotanfad MagMine. Three numbers of
each are before us, admirably executed, as was to be ex-
P -l from the most learned of j idologists and the
most skilful oi draughtsmen. They are a very valuable
addition to the works on garden botanv, especially the
last, which was much wanted.

Moore's Floral Magazine for March (L \\ Reeve).
No. 11, contains figures and descriptions of Incurved
flowered Everlastings ; a mule Lobelia called fulgens
var., said to have been raised between L. fulgens
and L. Erinus, which seems to us a doubtful parentage;
New Chrysanthemums with huge balls of flowers, called
Lady Hardingeand Little Harry; and a superb-looking
double crimson Rose called Comte de Falloux—

a

hybrid perpetual which we are assured is of the first

order of merit.

The Fleet of the Future; Iron or Wood (Longmans).
We advise land owners and all who are interested in

lorests to read this pamphlet, in which Mr. Scott

Russell, our great naval architect, maintains that the

days of wooden ships are numbered, and that iron will

inevitably replace wood in all our sen-ice afloat. If so,

adieu to the work of timber n bants, and the labours

of those who grow trees for profits to be realised by
their distant successors. The statements are extremely
Interesting in many other points of view, especially

with regard to naval expenditure.

rt of
|U*

Foreign Correspondence.
Cinchonas in India.-Yrom the interest vou have

taken m the attempt at introducing the Cinchona into
India, you will be glad to have intelligence of the
experiment, and I have therefore cut out of the Madras
Times a shp containing the « Defence " of himself by
Mr. Markham, which tells a very different tale from the
flourishing report sent by him to tl cretary of
tate. The fact is the plants were rotten when the%

arrived
; the writer was present when the cases were

'

opened, they had been over watered. A few of them
had their upper branches green, and a few young leaves
had made their appearance since arrival in the heat of
India, but the treatment th- experienced here, cut into

£!?
8
\!£y,

lonp
' "P"- to the h*at of a house ex-

ceeding 100 in temperature, not shaded, or in any wav
protected, was quite sufficient to finish the work of
destruction. Not a plant or cutting is now alive, and
the nonsuccess of thiscostlv attpmnf. i™.*- ^« -^. ««-*.

Notice* ot 2fook**

Flore des Serrm (Jan. 1850, published Feb. 1, 1861)
contains original figures of a very fine Tree Paeouy
called Triomphe de Gaud, Dendrobium densiflorum,
Solanum texanum, an annual from Texas, with large
harmless handsome insipid scarlet fruits resembling
Toinates, a pink double Camellia called Bicolore de la
Heine, Aristolochia trilobata, and a white- flowered
Pyrusjaponica, whose petals are bordered with red.
The miscellaneous matter consists principally of an
account of a visit to the Wax Palms of NewGrenad
by the French Consul at Bogota, and a translation of
the articles on Japan by Mr. J. G. Veitch which have
appeared in our columns. We learn from the translation
that a Mr. Schottman is now in Japan on account of the
Prussian Government.
Under the respective names of British Ferns, and

Garden F^rns (Lovell Reeve) Sir Wm. Hooker is

bringing out two works, with coloured plates, alter the

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Cutbush's Exhibition of Hyacinths.—

This has been thrown open to the public during the
past \ k, and judging by the freshness and beauty of
the bloom, it may doubtless yet be inspected for some
time to come. Messrs. Cutbush's nursery, we need not
remind our readers, has of late years become famous
not only for the quantity of its Hyacinths, but also for
the excellence of their culture; and this season, not-
withstanding the severity of the past winter, they are
in no way interior to their predecessors. Indeed such
a display of these charming spring flowers as is

at present to be found here is well worth
going to Highgate to see. Many hundreds of varieties

of Jail shades of colour— reds, blues, whites, and yellows
—are effectively arranged in a lean-to show house,
which at present may be said to be literally a blaze of
flower. On a flat table in front are placed all the
finer varieties, whose pots are sunk in Moss, from
among which the flower stalks issue with excellent effect.

Among these, which are neatly edged with Crocuses
and Primroses, we noticed some of the more striking
new kinds, several of which appear to be real acqui-
sitions to the colours to which they belong. Among
the best of them may be named Lord Elgin, deep rosy
salmon, large and fine; Noble par Merite, delicate pink,
conspicuously striped with crimson; Solfaterre, orange
scarlet, large and showy; Honneur d'Overeen, deep
purplish mauve; Prince of Wales, nearly of the same
colour, but darker; and of whites Miss Burdett Coutts
and Snowball, both beautiful sorts, more especially
the former, which has bells of great size and substance
finely arranged on a spike at once large and showy.
Other new kinds were Princess Alice ami Victor Hugo;
the first violet blue Of a darker hue than Baron von
Ttiyl], and the last one of the best of yellows. Baskets
full Of Cinerarias, Cytisus, Tulips and Hyacinths, were
suspended from the roof, and here and there were vases
filled with the same charming mixtures, all of which

ved to vary and heighten the general appearance of
the exhibition, which was well supported at the back
by a stage full of early Tulips and other plants in flower.

In the following list w ill be found the names of such
sorts as appeared most worthy of notice:—

Douhlc Red.—Duke of Wellington, fine pale rose,
bells large and beautifully arranged, large spike, excel-
lent; Koh-i-noor, very fine deep crimson, spikes very
large, with moderate-sized bells, new and very distinct;
Princess Royal, flue rod, very Urge bells and spikes;
Susannah Maria, beautiful salmon rose, fine bells and
good spike.

Double While.—Prince of Waterloo, pure white, bells
very large, spike excellent; Tour d'Auvergne, pure
white, moderate bells, and large spike.

Trouble Blue. — Laurens Koster, still one of the
showiest, and of first-rate form, with an immense spike;
Sir Colin Campbell, dark blue shaded, very line bells
and spike ; new and excellent.

Single Red.— Amy, line bright red, beautifully
formed, large bells and spike; Belie Quirine, pale fleab,
beautifully striped with carmine, very large bells, spike
moderate; Circe, cai ;<»•, shaded with s*lmon, beauti-
fully marbled with pink, large bells, and haudeome spike;
Florence N itii de (Fabiola), deep pink, shaded with
orange, large bells, and good spike, new and excellent;
Lady Sale, very deep red, large bells, and immense
spike, an excellent kind; Lina, the brightest red of all,

moderate bells and spike, new and excellent; Madame
Hodgson, very fine pale pink, good bells, and finely

formed spike; Milton, dark crimson, beautifully shaped
bells, and large spike, new and excellent; Monsieur
Fesch, pale fink, striped crimson, changing to deep
red, large 1 *, ami tine spike, excellent ; Mrs. Beecher
Stoue, pink, striped led, large bells, and handsome
spike; Norma, w-ttxy pink, very large bells and spike;

te of the moat b itiful Hyacinths in cultivation

-

Queen Victoria, pale pink, with bright red stripes, large
bells, and very handsome spike; Robert Steiger (Maria
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Argus, fine indigo blue, with very dis-

e, large bells, with metallic-like tubes,

Catherine), fine deep crimson, large bells, and fine

spike ; Von Schiller, very fine dark red, good bells

and spike. .

Single Lilac—L'Unique, purplish lilac, small bells,

moderate spike ; Lord Clyde, bronzy lilac, large bells,

with distinct white eye, fine spike, new and excellent

;

Prince Alfred, dark purplish lilac edged with black,

large bells and spike, new and excellent.

Single White,—Elfrida, beautiful pale creamy blush,

very large, well shaped bells, and good spike; gigantea,

fine pale blush, large bells with peculiar narrow petals,

very fine spike, new and excellent; Grandeur a

Merveille, handsome pale blush, good bells, and large

spike; La Balaine, very deep blush, good bells, and

spike, excellent; Madame van der Hoop, pure white,

large bells, and immense spike, excellent ; Orondates,

pure white, with very large bells andean immense spike^

Single Blue.-
" *

tinct white centres, „
and arranged on the spike somewhat thinly; neverthe-

less a handsome variety; Baron Van Tuyll, fine dark blue,

large bells, extra fine spike, excellent; Charles Dickens,

pale blue, large bells, very fine spike; Couronne de

CeJIe, pnle blue, Jarg-e bells and handsome spike; Grand

Lilas, beautiful delicate azure blue, large bells, spike

large and beautiful ; another Orondates, fine porcelain

blue, large b \h, ancVexcellent spike.

Single Black. --General Havelock, dark purple

changing to black, very large belk and spike ; a re-

markably vigorous grower. Of Black Prince and

Prince Albert, we have seen no examples this season.

Single Yellow.—In this class the best are Anna
Carolina, clear yellow, good bells and spike; and

jkeroine, pale yellow.

Messrs. Cutbush throw this beautiful exhibition

open gratuitously to the public, and we recommend
all lovers of Hyacinths to visit it speedily. It will

well repay inspection.

We may add, that here, as elsewhere, things have

suffered from the late severe winter; but not so much
as in lower lying localities. A fine Wellingtonia, 7 feet

in height, and beautiful in shape, is unhurt, with the

exception of the browning of a few of the younger
shoots. Magnolias and Bays, though a good deal cut

up, show symptoms of recovery.

have not been collected by a middleman stand in ra k

their small dealings being principally confined to the

private makers of bonnets at their own homes, who

chaffer with the plaiters for a score or two of the plait

Carts have come in from distant places with loads of

plait. The dealers are opening their bags; upon the

stalls. The commodity will sustain no material damage

from the rain ; and so the trade goes forward as it all

were sunshine. The buyers here are the agents of the

great houses. They rapidly decide upon quality and

price ; enter the bargain in their note-books ;
the bags

are carried to the warehouses ; the loaded tressels are

soon relieved of their burthens ; aud in an hour or two

the street is empty. The scene reminds one of Detoe s

description of the cloth-market of Leeds at the beginning

of the last century, when the High Street was covered

with a temporary counter, to which the clothiers from

the country came each with his piece of cloth, rarely

with more; and the business was settled between the

producers and the cloth-factors after very few words.

From an excellent article in " Knight's British Almanac

for 1861/' where many further details are to hefound.

Ma

?•
Other
Gentler
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Miscellaneous.
Straw Eat Manufacture.—In the Jury Awards of

the Great Exhibition of 1851, it is stated that the
manufacture of straw-plait and bonnets may be
considered of recent date, its origin being about
100 years ago. Without troubling ourselves with the
apocryphal story, that Mary Stuart introduced
Lorraine straw-plaiters into Scotland, and that King
James transferred these workers to Luton, there is

evidence that in Hertfordshire, especially at Hempstead,
and in Bedfordshire, especially at Dunstable, hats
made of plaited Wheat-straw were extensively sold in

the weekly markets in the reign of George I. Flat
gipsy-looking straw hats were worn by ladies in 1735,
and broad-brimmed straw hats, surrounded by ribbons,
were in vogue in 1783, as we are in form 3d by Mr. Planche
in his work on " British Costume." In the "Beauties
of England and Wales/' published at the beginning of
the century, straw hats are spoken of as a curious
novelty : "Such is the effect of fashion, that what was
deemed by our forefathers only fit to be trampled on in
the cowbarken, is now very commonly converted into
ornaments for ladies' heads." The straw-plait manu-
facturers learned from the French prisoners of that
period the art of splitting the straw by a little machine

;

previous to which knowledge no hat was made except
of the whole straw, called Dunstable ; and it is probably
to be assigned to this improvement that the lady's
straw hat became a straw bonnet, the split material being
fitted for the more delicate work. The straw-plait
market of Luton is held on every Monday throughout
the year, at 8 o'clock from Lady-day to Michaelmas, at
9 from Michaelmas to Lady-day. It had been described
to me as a scene combining many features of the
pictaresaue, such as a painter would delight in if he
beheld it on a bright summer morning, when the
crowds from the country would hilariously display the
golden plait on stalls set out from one end to the other
of a long street, and cheerful matrons and smart lasses
would stand quietly on the pavement, each with their
scores of plait hooped on their arms. It was my mis-

Calendar of Operations,
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Where hardy shrubs are annu-

ally forced, select the most suitable when removed from

the houses, and give them some kind of temporary

shelter to gradually harden their foliage; those

cramped for pot room shift into a size larger pot in

rich turfy loam j towards the middle of next month
plunge them in an open situation in order that the

wood may get ripe early. From having been previously

forced these will bloom earlier than new stock, of which
a portion should each year be potted to replace such as

become useless for further work. Cut down and place

in a close frame the most choice kinds of Cinerarias for

suckers after they have done flowering, and put in a

stock of Chrysanthemum cuttings for autumn display.

As spring-flowering plants for the stove and for cutting

we know of none more useful than Begonias. Now
will be a good time to commence with a stock for next
season's display; as they go out of bloom allow them a

short rest in a rather dry house, when they may be
partially disrooted and repotted, pruning in any strag-

gling shoots. Keep them close, and syringe frequently,

when they will soon commence growing. Abundance
of light and a tolerable share of pot room are necessary

to ensure fine plants. As the plants advance liquid

manure may now and then be given. Keep specimens
planted in beds and borders properly supplied with
water at the root, and see that everything is clear of

greenfly or other insects.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.— Continue to give air as freely as the

state of the weather will permit, using a little extra
fire heat, and leaving a little air on at night so as to
prevent the bloom being injured by damp settling on
the berries.

Figs.— Let us repeat that so far as the present crop
is concerned the trees can, perhaps, hardly be too dry

the root while the .fruit is ripening, but where a

small, are well secured against wind. A »
effecting this in the case of large nlanr* «F°i

v =

last week (see p. 220). Take advantage of ?ii^ A R
'

state of the ground to stir and. rake the surft?^ £y <*
herbaceous borders to prevent the growth of * awl •*
give a fresh neat appearance. Also plant onf'

8 **

stock of herbaceous plants. Sow hardy annu f

°^
forgetting a liberal supply of Mignonette; alsoW
aud perennials where these are in demand. pru

"1?

and other Roses not already done, and also itU
the pruning of shrubs that require that attention
that gravel walks are put in perfect order

for J
season, and give turf a good rolling preparato
mowing.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Cabbage plants raised this spring should be prVy

off when large enough to get hard for final traijk
ing. As the time for sowing the principal crL
winter and spring Broccoli and Greens will soon I

hand, select if possible an open piece of ground r&
poor than rich for the purpose ; let the seed be a
thinly, and when large enough to handle prick tk..

on a similar soil. A crop of Globe Artichokes
si

now be planted for producing a late supply of Le^

The young side shoots taken from the old stools ma

planted in lines 4 feet apart and 18 inches between

plants; or trenches may be dug 18 inches wide ai

the same in depth, in which some well-rotted mm
should be dug and the plants put out as above.

COTTAGERS* GARDENS.

Let Potato planting be finished. Carrots, Parsnip

and Turnips may be sown, and young Cabbages, if tkr

can be got, planted out. Mixed cropping, let it i

remembered, is a point to which especial attentki

should be paid. The mixture must however k

arranged so as not to interfere with soiling t

gathering.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDOJ

For the Week ending March 14, 1861, as observed at the HorticultunlGcfa

March.

T
Barombtsr. "Ofthe"Air.

FKBATDRR.

Of the Earth

Max.

Friday 8. 26
Satur. 9, 27
Sunday lOf 28
Mon. 11 £
Tues. 12 1

Wed. 13 2

Thur«. 14

A\«rage..

30.069
30.37:

29.970
29.3 1

1

29.391
30.100
30.233

29.921

Min.

29.978
30:52
19.701

29.270
29 314
29.1.49

B .114

29.754

Max.

.V.I

50
r.6

49
49
51

Min.

29
32
32
37
B3
21

40

Mean

52.7 ' 3"-"

1 foot.2 feet

deep. deep.

ffiad

:

I

at

March 8—Cloudy; densely clouded; fine. w«Hi t- 9 -Clear and fine; very fine; brilliant aurora borabi"'

evening.- 10—Fine; cloudy; very fine; showery.
:«»«tils-- U-Clou.iy; low white cloud*, with deep azure internum

and cold; rain. t-«-» «hn»et 1- 12-Overcast; .bowery; very boisterous; heavy «ho*er

- 13-CI "dy
b
2!d cold; den^ low dusky cloud* and cold

clear and frosty.
- 14—Frosty ; very fine; rain at night. ..._,-.

Mean temperature of the week, 1 deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATBER AT CHISWICK

During the last 35 year., for the en.uing Week, ending Marcu im»

ft

March.

second crop is expected care must be exercised to keep
the trees in health, and to prevent the foliage becoming
a prey to red spider, otherwise the second crop can
hardly be expected to be good for much. Use the
syringe vigorously, and maintain a moist atmosphere
as long as this can be done without risk of injuring the
fruit. Also keep the young wood thin and regularly
tied in, slopping before the fourth or fifth leaf, accord-
ing to the strength of the shoots, &c.
Melons.—Keep the shoots thin and regular, pinching

out any not wanted, but avoid stopping the main
shoots until they reach the sides of the pit, when by
pinching out the points the laterals will start into
growth and show fruit abundantly ; and by this time
the plants will have gained sufficient strength to set
and carry a fair crop. Do not excee<l 65° at night, and
admit air when the glass rises to 75°, but do this verj
carefully on cold days. Endeavour to maintain a steady
bottom heat of about 80° or 85°, and keep the soil in a
healthy state as to moisture. See to providing plenty
of young plants for succession crops.

* . . - ... - ., — j ...«- Chebry-hotjse.—Continue to syringe the trees dailvfortune to see this assemblage on a morning when the
! with water at the same temperature as that of therani came down with a settled determination that !
house. Also loosen the surface soil in the pots or
borders with a hand fork, and supply the plants liberally

Sunday 17.- 50.2

Mon. IS ! 50.5
Tues. 19..

Wed. 2>>..

Tbura. 21..
Friday 22.,
Satur. 23.,

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

15

H»
10

H
16

17
15

The highest temperature during theabove P"' *
°?j!ffrt^*leraperaiure uuring inc«™-r-

and 20th, ISM- therm. 67deg.; and the lowest on

1815—therm. 17 deg.

G'
invar

AND ]

Ful

17
BON:
W

Pr
bonef
all ot

>1
1

destroyed all the gaiety of the scene. Nevertheless the
street was crowded with sellers and buyers, and every
gateway that could give shelter was filled with the
poor women who brought their week's work to a
certain market. All the curious organization of the
trade could be here followed out. Let me attempt to
describe Luton straw-plait market thus seen under un-
favourable circumstances. At 9 o'clock the market-
bell rings and the traffic begins. My attention is first
attracted by the dealers in straw prepared for plaiting,
inese come from the neighbouring hamlets, in which
they are employed in the selection of straw from the
tanners barns; in sorting it into different degrees of
nneness

; m cutting ifc into ft reg„i ated length ; in

SSttiT^vml^J and in bec°™ warmer a sprinkling over head witVufe

also come to sell theiTnl^ Tl nZ \
'' ™ the

/ ^V^reens than over- watering thetheir phut. Those women whose goods See that all recently planted things wh

with water until the fruit begins to change colour, after
which gradually decrease the quantity and cease
syringing

; give abundance of air on all favourable
opportunities.

Steawbeeeies. — Keep plants ripening fruit
moderately dry. Those in later stages of growth
should however be well supplied with moisture both
over head and at the root.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
Look well to recently transplanted trees and shrubs,lhe soil in which they are planted should be kept moistbut not saturated or run together by over-watering as

is sometimes done. When the weather shall have
engine

service to
m at the root.

i

—'v *r*««~« muuips whether large or

Notices to Correspondents.^
Books: O E. The latest Catalogue of plants isittw ^f
ment to Loudon's Hortus Britanmcus, wmcu ^
It will not pay booksellers to keep pace wiui t^

,.

and all plant catalogues must necessarily
f
™ *

tofj*3
not possible that your letters have roissedior w&
At this office all letters are refused whicnRr

or insufficiently paid.— WJ. Brown s Forester. ^ ^
Heating : T. I. The return and flow pipes suou^ #
same calibre. Both should rise a httie » ^ ^.
Perhaps you have not a good air-pipe

.

which no circulation will take place.
„prhaD5 ^

Rose Cuttings : J C L. You had better per ^ theC

autumn before you put in your cuttings. Octobe:>

about the end of September or beginning o ^
plant them at the foot of a wall with a souW

,

»F ^%
a hand glass over them. Let them rema n «

strU,

and most of them will probably be founa ™,
icb 8bot

the spring. The summer shoots are t^f' well ritfT

selected, but you must take care that WW*
of failu**

the want of sufficient ripeness is often a cau. ^yw

Appl;
mp

NV

.peness i» «j»vw» -

Timber : // \VC. The roof of Westminster n*
. sWiMiiKK . // n v, lncrooi oi ncou"'» & » •

with the wood of Quercus bessilmora. * sUi

popular error that it consists of Chesnuc. We
been repeatedly discussed in these coiuu, ^jib*
believe that a single cubic inch of Chesnu ^tv
found in all the old buildings of the *™*™>

duI1
cfl£l

doubt that the wood of Q. sessihflora au r
tbe ^

equally good in situations equally favoiu. t> ^ {^
tion of g..odOak timber. All timber °u^

'

iddie of*Jf

driest ; that is to say in the beginning or
g ^ f

The preference now given to springJelUDK wheatrj*j

value of bark. If you must select the spn
.^ inJfl

ie^

full of sap, then you should convert tae ^

bleeding if the canes are now cut. * «"
"
ed nex

so as to induce them to break where rcqu ^.^ toe a,

and when tbey have done so then you ma> ^ VJgou

part bo a greater or less extent Jiccordin§ose on^
tivo canes. As to keeping them ci

>

give- plenty of ventilation
||

1
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AKTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac
and others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL

may irM*fa e^ery inressirj instruction for tneir ..

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nssbit, F.G.&,

EL PrindpeToYthe Agricultural and Chemical College,

EnniugtonTLondon, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos. 8uperphos-

SEsaTKime, Coprolites, 4e.,snd Assays of Gold. Silver, and

£7 Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Manufacturer t| JOHN FOWLER, Jrv., 28, Cornhill, London, K.C.—

MANURES fj Full particulars of FOWLKR'S PATENT ^lEAM PLOUGH
can be obtained by applying at the above addi^ss. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials seut post free.

PRIZE CARDEIsTaNO CORN SCYTHES.

TAMES PAYNE begs to direct the attention of

'J Farmers and Gardeuera to his improved patent adjust-

able Scythes, which have been awarded Six Prizes, and are

!

ChenicalErtsatnen desirous of receiving instruction in unemcai able Scythes, which nave oeen «w»iu«u »* » «•«,— —

crop

)0H ;,

d ra:

bei

ess!

of lie

ride ai

mm

tWn at t he College ___
fPHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
I (ESTABLISHED 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

8UPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quality

! DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for

\
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE roa CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING. ^TM^TWTO

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLV I 1
>

0ONKS, in whichthey guarantee every portion both of the

soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

from Bones.
The London Msnnre Company also supply PERUVIAN

G NO (direct from Messrs. A Gibbs k Sous), NITRATE of

SODA. SULPHATE or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

118. Pcnchurch Street, EC. Edw. Peasca, Secretary.
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A W E $ ' S MANURE
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for

present season of 1S6T, are now ready for delivery at

Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWaVB PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONK
.SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £3

LAWBffS SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURST BoNE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LA WESTS PARLEV. GRASS, asdMANM MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr I^awes, or through
his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guana direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address Johk Bennet Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; snd Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNARD, LACK, aih> CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,

k 4 Co.. 8utton Road, Plymouth.

6
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LISHED 1812.

A N U R E S.

MESSl:>. PROCTOR invite the attention of their
Agricultural Friends to their SPECIAL MANURES for

1861. prepared for Grass, Corn, and Root Crops. These Manures,
which are the best and cheapest offered to the Agriculturist,
are now ready for delivery, and early orders are respectfully
solicited. Price List, with particulars as to quantity and best
mode of using the Manures, sent free on application to H. «k T.
Proctor, Catha\ ;riatol ; or Proctor ii Kyland, Birmingham
end Chester, Agricultural Chemists, and Original Manufac-
turers

1 23, 180-

1

U1

on the*

l jnd*

ESTABLISHED 1821 —Univbsal SUCCESS OF

GRIFFIN. MO :IS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now b«*a tried in 20 English counties, and

Invariable testimony borne to their value as Manures •dnptetl
for the TURNIP, MANGEL WURZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
axd POTATO CROPS.

Full particulate upon application to Griffin, Morris, &
tirrix, Ceres Works, Wolverham ; a.

TOOK to YOITB GRASS LANDS and DOUBLE
J YOUR CROPS by dressing them -with PULVERIZED

BONES, to be had only ofJA RED TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth
Wharf. Lambeth, S., and Downham Market, Norfolk. 5 cwt.
sufficient fur sn acre, and the present the time for dressing.
Prepared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees. Hall inch
Donea, bone dust, superphosphate of lime, gypsum, guano, and
all other artificials of guaranteed quality.

1)KAT KAKTH, of excellent quality, delivered at the
Nine Elms Station, 1 ; Tons for 55*., for cash only —

Apply to Mr. Bktts, 115 trand, London, W.C., where a
sample may be see

THE CHEAPEST AND THE BlST IS

JUPP8 HORSE and CATTLE FOOD, 35*. Dcr cwt.
Quality guaranteed by Dr. Letheby's Analysis.

New PIO a*d POT TRY FOOD, If* per cwt.

W.*R Jupp A Co.. 6, Cross Lane. Eastcheap, E.C.
wanted in all large town*.

invented. The adjustment
the workmanship first-class.

Illustrated Circulars and Testimonials on application.

Garden Scythes complete, 11*. ; Corn ditto ditto, 11*. 6*.

Parties wishing the above will please order through their

Ironmonger or Seedsman, who will supply them at the above

prices, with carriage added.-Address, Jamks Payne, Iron-

monger, Kirkcudbright.
.

ENRY J. MORTON and CO.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, Ac. to contain 50 gallons 2b*. ; 80 gallons,

31* each; and 14o' gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping

the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
tor Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 3UI.

an 1 32* M. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per loot.

CALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or F > use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35*. OJ. each.

ECONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE & CATTLE FEEDING.

EEL and F. TruNEit, Ipswich, submit the prices of

• their celebrated CRUSHING MILLS for Oats. Linseed.

Barley, Malt, Ac. They save ~ . per cent, of Oats in feeding

horses; crush Corn for Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as effica-

cious as if ground to meal; reduce Linseed to fine meal with

no loss of its oil, and bruise M Ut perfectly. *< «• «•

No 1 1 II illfrccomrneuded also for bruising corn for fowls) 3 15

No. 6 Mill for hand, £4 15, or with Bean Mill (No. 6 B) 5 15

No 7 .. 6 10 „ (No. « B) S 8

So 2 „orpower8 „ (No. 2 BJ1Q 10

No.l „ for power ..12 „ ffi^igH! n
No. 8 „ forsteam pow.18 18 „ (No. 8 B)24

Delivery free to all Railway Stations in England, and to the

principal ports of Scotland aud Ireland.

At the R. A.S.B. Canterbury Show, 1860, B. R. & F. T. were

awarded the prise of 51. for the best Crushing Mill for Power

;

the prize of 21. for their Crushing Mill for Hand.

Ill nstrated PRICE CATALOGUES sent free on application.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery

M
]?OYAL

r
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess A Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42L 10*.

M'CORM ICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25i.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Roval Agricultural Society. Price 30/.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22?. 10*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two Horse Machine.

Price 357. _ _ „ , .

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—One Horse Machine,

Price 2il. _ • M .

These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any
Railway Station.

TE8TIM0NIAL8.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the

llowing from
Mr. James Arnot, of Woodcote, Carshalton.

" Having used your Machine for four years.. I would not be

without oue on any consideration ; and I can safely say th

Xhave aaved over 50 pel nt. in the expense every year I have

used it. In fact I have never yet seen an impUmmit, whujv
pays itself in so short a time/|

" T7UUGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the

X; Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro

feasor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Pax ton

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS& MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving

Fruits an i Flowers from the scorching rays of th£ sun, from

wind, from attacks of Insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. .. 1«. 6tl. per yard run.

Four yards wide .. 3*. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Domo" Netting, 2 yards wide, UAd. per yard run.

Et.isha i iiomas Archer. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and of all Nnrscrynn
lud Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. ** It is much cheaper
than mats as a covering.

"

FARM BUILDINGS.
LOANS may be obtained fender the (irneral Lati \

Drainage aud Improvement Company's Act for the f

amount required by the Owners of settled Kstatca, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, k c. , for the erection of Farm House**
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their
own Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Comminsioners.
The loans are reps id by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.

N > investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

The Company furnish designs of every description, and
undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever

desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, M, Parliament

Street, London, S.W.
,

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, thf. Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, <fcc

in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Dhectors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill, 185P, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Impr
;

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneucJal pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes. . ,

8. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act ot

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled ouly by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
'

For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
,

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.8., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

oranch requisite toprepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriCTilture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars mav be had on application to the Principal.

Qiiit glflricttltural ©ajettc-
SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1861.

m
—.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Monday. March 18-Norton ( Paper by Mr. Nelw>n).
Wm&SHSDAT,— 20—Ajn-i Society of England .. .. >oon
_ oofbadleiffh 7 p.m.
Feii>at, — *.[ (Mr. Hawkint on Root Crops.)

I Framlinfchiun 6 p.m.

Mondat. — 23;
i Mr. Bond on the Agricultural Future).

(Botley (Cattle Show).
rv r J ttinvr*cote (Mr. Cox OH h sUKIWlMM nt
-°

| the Theory ©f Agriculture) -. 6 p.m.

.>- i Hunperford (The Hi iway and Parochial

'i Assessment Bills)
28—Royal Agri Society of Ireland.

TriSDATf —
WEDHsTSDAY,—

Thursday, — « « 4 P.M.

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.
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•5J-. KITR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY

ODAMS^S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

¥
ar ^^t
it

Chairman—JONAS WEBB, Esq , Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

fcccs: 109, FEKCHURCH STREET. Manufactory: PLAISI0W MARSHES. ESSEX.
i

Protest is being made against the practice of

feeding breeding stock for exhibition to the state

of fatness which thev generally exhibit at our fat

cattle &hows. Mr. FAWKB8, of Farnley, twelvj

years ag-> addressed a memorial on the over fat-

t ning of Short-horns to the Yorkshire Agricultural

S >ciety, as the late Earl Ducie did after him t

)

the English Agricultural Society. His lordship'

method of meeting the evil was by the exclusion

of any animal declared on the authority ol a

referee accompanying the judges to be excessively

fat. This however did not answer the iutendel
purpose, chiefly because the judgment of the

referee was in many cases overturned by the sub-
sequent history of the rejected animals. Mr.
Fawkes' method was levelled not directly at their

fatness, but indirectly at this through its notorious

consequences ; and the following accordingly are

the rules of which he suggests the adoption

:

" 1. All the cattle duly qualified for competition t

wear round their necks, in the show-yard, labels

bearing certificates from their owners of the years and
months they are old.

"2. No 2 years and 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 11 months'

old heifer to be q lifted for competition, unless she

bears on her label a certificate from her owner ' tha

she is six weeks past her bulling,' and her premium not

to be paid till she has produced a live calf.

"3. No 3-year old heifer to be qualified for compe-

tition unless she bears on her label a certificate from

her owner ' that she is five months gone in calf,* and

her premium not to be paid till she has produced a

live calf.

" 4. No 3 years and 6 months' old heifer to be qualified

for competition under any circumstances.

"5. No cow, not in milk or calf, to be qualified for

impetition. Each cow to have on her label a certifi-

cate from her owner 4 of how many live-born calves she
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is the dam/ and her premium not to be paid till, if in

calf and not in milk, she has produced a live one.

"6. No yearling- bull (if 1^-year old) to be qualified

for competition unless he bear on his label a certificate

from his owner ' that cows are holding to him/
" 7. No 2 years old or aged bull to be qualified for

competition unless he bear on his label a certificate

from his owner ' that he is the sire of 12 live-born

calves.'

"

Nothing likely to impair the breeding powers of

the animals exhibited would live long under the

rigid application cf such rules as these for a series

of years. And we hope that they will soon be

generally adopted.

In an excellent address on the uses of Agricul-

tural Societies read last week by Mr. Dutton, of

Stanthorpe Hall, Cheshire, before the Over Agricul-
tural Society in that county, this subject is thus
referred to :

—

" Another abuse connected with agricultural societies is the
practice of getting up animals for mere purposes of show.
This has become such a monstrous abuse, that it is attracting
unusual attention, and bids fair to receive an effectual check.
The Royal Agricultural Society has done much mischief in this
respect, inasmuch as it has not uiifrcquently awarded premiums
to animals as breeding stock, when every man of common
sense would say that that was the last thing the animal was fit

for in the state it then was, Fat animals of any kind ought
never to be allowed to compete for premium? offered for store
cattle, and in exhibitions for fat stock. In my opinion no
premiums ought to be given to animals so fed as to be un-
wholesome or wasteful as food for man. Not a few of
the bulls exhibited in the various Cheshire shows are
quite unfit for breeding purposes ; many of them are kept
for mere purposes of show, and it not unfrequently happens
that the successful competitor in the show-yard passes at the
close of the time for exhibition, at o«tco to the butcher. If our
object is to improve the 'breed of stock' in our neighbourhood,
let our premiums be so worded if possible aa to exclude all
animals which by their condition are become at the time un-
suited lor the object contemplated. In Cheshire we have not
fallen into tke monstrous plan of givnig premiums for milking
cows to animals concerning which a man would be laughed at
as a spooney if e-^er he thought that they were guilty of such
a thing, except perhaps to the exteut of keeping their calves
lor the first few weeks of their lives."

The evil one would think must ultimately
correct itself. If indeed the only effect of the
prize system at our shows should be to give an
unjust and excessive reputation to the herds which
win the prizes, then it can be understood how the
owners of these herds may find it to be their
interest to sacrifice so many animals for the
maintenance of a profitable status in the market
for the rest. But a few such losses as Lady
Pigott's hard for instance has lately suf-

T^^jT111.^111^^ »
we k°F> Deat even so strong

Heifers worth 500/.

and now and then
ujfiugunaet tne process, will ultimately check
even the powerful influence of the prize system,
However mischievously administered.

xcxcu, wui ultimately, we hope,
a tendency as is thus created,
a-piece, " preparing for show,"

Ak exceptional season, like that of last year
is sure to yield some curious modifications of
existing species or varieties of plants. One o£
the most important which lias fallen within our
observation is now laid before our readers, and one
Which, should it prove permanent, may be of much
consequence to the Barley grower.
The variety of Wheat called Fingered Egyptian

or Mummy Wheat, is undoubtedly ont of the
earliest which was cultivated. It is, however,
Dut little esteemed at present, and is principally
confined to cottage allotments where quantity
rather than quality is the object, or it is cultivated

VT^LI f

a\ °ljeCt °f CUriositr « gardens.

S™ f p '.
however

> *ware ttan an analogousform of Barley has ever been noticed. We canfind at least no trace of anv in books, and inquiry

Znt B
ll

taniStS aDd
ffntlfic Agriculturkffi

w?had
qU

f 7 un
.

s™cessfiil. The first intimationwe nad of the existence of such a variety was fromsome gleaners m Northamptonshire, who found itin considerable quantities in a particular field which

Thn \ 7ears &ince taken ^ from the Forest

raff££&** ,ix ears *»*> a»d <**»

which ir^
PeTfCCtj ™re Pr««™°, from two ofwhich "the accompanying figure has been preparedThe ongm of the seed from which it was producedcannot be traced beyond a single year. We have

18o9 which is sunburnt, and not exceedin

spike is very long, measuring in one Instance five

inches and a half, and in another four and three
— - ,~, —„,—- -

, , . A1

aside and kept perfectly d7fall a -

ches and a half, and in another four and three of them however a few day* «» ^
quarters. The tip however of the first are broken some accident, and the erains t Wa*"^
oft, so that it probably measured when perfect at Wp ™ ,r i,— *i_.» areanm^

least 6 inches. The additional spikes all spring

from the axils of the outer lateral glumes, occu-

pying in fact the place of one of the fertile lateral

spikelets which are the distinguishing feature of

the common two-ranked Barley, the only one

which is much cultivated in England. This indeed

1We may hope therefore with 1
,pt0a*

good result even from badly w T ^^Lrovwi/l*,} A— 1,-j
uaaiy

bleach^^ andprovided they had not ae'Jii
hed%

T

harvested. 31. J. J]
aClU% s^cal^U

is not quite evident at first, as the spikes are some-

times turned to one side, probably from the Barley

having been beaten down by rain.

The quality of the grain, as far as can be judged

from a very bad Barley year, and from specimens

which had been lying about exposed to daily wet

for at least a month, is far from coarse, and we

have no doubt that in a good year it would prove

excellent. Indeed we are inclined to think, from

its general appearance, combined with the very

slight curvature of the barren spikelets, as well as

from the plumpness of the grain and length of

the spike in the best specimens, that it is to the

variety known under the name of Chevalier Barley

AMATEUR COW KEEm,

Miss Martineau's Paper in «. rv
"Our Farm of T«r« A TT, ? ...

Unce
a t

"terested

could
not

Sir* °Tr
lity

-
^ aVeri^ "^^cTthT^ntyear, ihe grain, as indeed is often the case with

somrheYr'
118

^
18 **&?* t0 *»« f™ «**5rA^/^ iike the Thibeta*

to si/iin v i

Sa
?

pl\ howe™r
»
is too indiiferent

be >ilV
th

llYe
L
y t0 What ****** variety it maybelong though an experienced farmer at once

as wfl i
that

^ r
hkh

;
Te"WW to refer i"

prouuee
SeeU

' an fciaminati™ of its

Of the six ears of the fingered for

that it owes its origin. Whether the FingeredBarley
will be permanent is a question which can only be
proved by cultivation. We have however fears
about it, as it has arisen merely from peculiar
conditions of climate, and not apparently from any
cross with some other variety. We wait therefore
with some impatience the result of next harvest
as the question is not only important to the farmer'
but also of some physiological importance. In
general increased produce is obtained at the
expense of quality, but there is promise of some-
thing better m the present instance, should the
variety remain true to the seed.
While on the subject of Barley, we beg leave tosay a few words on a point which at the presentmoment is not without interest. One peculiar

the fact that Barley though out in the fields forweeks in many cases was not inclined to sprout,ana there was a general complaint amongst the

We maTeS»™*^% ""** not he frusted\Ve made at the time trial of a sample of Barlevwhich had been much exposed, and whethersown in pots or malted in 'the iual ,vay, onlv
Alter a itw weeks

Our Farm of Two Acres
although with some parts I
I am

^

not however, so nngalla^U
criticise the lacy's account of W
I did seriously doubt the reality of LJ*
of a cow yielding so fluent a supply of,
nionths m succession as « Bes'ie '' k
done, or if I had misgivings as to tbe^
supposition that milk, converted intoboSj
milk, will give a larger amount of sterlhwhen sold immediately on bem* taken h
it by no means follows that I should wo*'
the lady's dream. It may, nevertheless.
and profatable to those who have read

V

'

pages of " Once a Week," to have fedl
the results of the experience of an amateurI
those results not consisting of fasciiminr

built upon data either not accurately m
recorded, or not continued for a period cd
length to make them reliable, but resulu »
by records carefully made, day by day, for k
time specified in our paper.

Let me say, then, by way of introduct
:

saw thelight in a large town, and that fort

earlier years of my life I dwelt intowm*
no small magnitude. There I was accor

see milk so paly blue that I never coi

the milk boys' cry to be other than r

frankish compound. " Milk-et-eau!" a
designate so truthfully the lacteal liquid

«

were called upon to receive as the gena'Kji

the cow, that I regarded the cry as a dt;

against the supposition that the agent wv

to the deception ; and the reader will nota

better when I declare tbat I hi

seen " new milk from the cot ;"
I

the poor creature that slowly pent

the metropolitan suburbs, tatfai*

inhabitants of the luxuriant /mtot

provinces. Yes, and tasted

how well do I remember the g\<WN&fc

Gooseberries, Currants, red andM
ries, Plums, which graced the«#
my uncle's at Dernville, where 1

summer holidays in the season o-

tarts sweetened and softened by

of rich new milk with which we were plena

plied. What pleasant evening meals those*

With pleasing reminiscences of short peri»

enjoyed at intervals in my boyhood, amid ra*

the reader may well imagine that there *v

in the landscape when I contemplated, in W
constant residence in the country. K
acquainted with the habits and character

population as to dream of Arcadian innocem

expect to find neighbours not unkind, and

to supply my wants for a quid pro quo. i^J

W milk and butter, and divers other artK»

mortals need, were produced in andar0
J™J rfl

1 should always be able to procure the best

sweetest butter, the choicest Cabbages *
Potatoes, at a price somewhat under tnataj

inferior produce in our towns. But, "ea!,r

live in a town be content when I **h,^
quite a favour to obtain milk ^om}1!'^
His good wife " would rather put it row*

though she might charge what she pWJ*J
So with butter, of which "she thoap"

to spare f and it the butter came, itm*T
unlike the flavour once so dearly familiar l

^ f

were as difficult to get, and *«*,*
fabulous, when got I And as for \r^Z^
sure, they were to be bought, but it «

market price for the lowest quality
. it

No wonder then that I longed to po*£

I might get milk without putting w^l might get milk without puLu»& ^
implied obligation, and see good fresn .

any 1 ever tasted, and having the rica K
^

i

brightest Jiuttercups, on my break I as

I rented afield or two, because, anx
f

have these luxuries, I could not aflora tj

2d. a quart for my new milk, and i*

butter, and I must therefore do my aa
_J.
^
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br we
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^noth

n
i
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i

ID'»rni
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,
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' V Ti 1 rea>
after due patience had been exero 3 was sown

> ^^ucted subsequently, and tbei^
t ^uu oeen exercised, were set

j
quantity of milk stated in pouuos

such a scale that the produce "^'ppifcij
remain after my own wants were ^
should repay my expenses in ren '

taxes. oanlts^^
I am not dissatisfied with the rew^

ture, but I purpose confining ir

£
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s

"
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experiments a pint of milk ni found i character of the atmospher

that the conversion of pounds follows:—
became a simple arithmetical

INC,

lnt%
lot

p

otter

rlbj

1U

coca;

id tin

fed if

Wlf CO

DlL\\Qt

J ft*

node,

suits da
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for*
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oceft'
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F
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r to*

as at t;

[i

?

agh20 ounce*, so

into quartt

Calculation.

was considered verv onlockv to aieasure milk, and

I beliere it is thought so still. I got over the difficult

bv weighi I thns gained a more accnrate recor

Of the measurement, saved my precious fluid from

being spilt in the operation, and from the injurious

effects -t ponting it ftsqnanUy from one iwd mto

another.

Mv experience is not confined to one cow, but we

begin uiti. "Lady," who preaanted m with her fifth

call, | pretty heifer, on the 10th of March, 185-

took no account of her milk until the evening

g day, but in order that our da>- mai include

morning and evening, wo begin » stat nt with

the weight of milk given in the morning of the

1 -
March lfc. a.m .. 4 "25 quarts

rm. 4.1TI "
,, I, a m. . . a.

i

The weekly yield was as
J

The prize offered is 6/. for the beat set of observations
i in each of the eight districts into which Scotland is

Dally.
Average.

We
of the

an

M

4. AM
r.u. • • 4

15, A M • *

r u. * 4S15 • •

IS, AM. • • 5.C5 »•

r.M. • • 6 175 t»

17, AM. • ft 5.55 M
F.M. • * 4.4 M

18, A.M. 1 * 4.2 • •

r.M. • • 4.75 f*

Aggregate quantity 01.825 quarts iu seven days.

hi y average, 64.816 q««rt*+.7«t.l8W quarU, or 9| nearly.

• Lady remained in the cow-house until the 12th of

May, when she was sent tan to gnu*. This was at the

end of the ninth week after calving. During these

ni weeks e were trifling variations in the weights

success! corded. corresponding with the variat i<>ns

observable* in tin -cedm t able, but it will tofliee

sliow the aggregate quatn given each week, ii

of each day, throughout these nine weeks. We ha'

then from

—

f March 12 to 18 64.826 quart*.

t .60 15

»,, April 1 .. 6877*
* . . 06-016

9 ,, 15 .. . . 66.325
1* ,. M 66.45

29 .. 72.4

Aug. • to 12

it IS .. 1»

n „ 26

ii : Sept. :i

Be) 4 to 10

N 11 .» 17

9$ 18 .. 24
Octl• • 25

Oct. 'J to 8

• f 9 .. 15

tf 18 m 22

Ii S ., £

'» 30 Nov. 5

Not. f. to 12

II 18 „ 19

9t „ 26

If 27 hoc. 3

Deo. 4 to 10

IS 11 .. 17

f I 1 ,. 24

II 25 M

• *

« ft

21 I -r-4 = 53.755 -T7 = 7.67&2

4»47>125 -4-7 = 6.88685

8 .. 83.95 \
5 .

.

81.675 L
2 .. 27.8 |

9 .. 23 4 J

11,1.825-5-4 = 20.2OftH-f-7=4.17232

• •

71 . 2254-4 - 1 7 .8068*4-7 *= 2. 54375

44.025-4-43*11.006254-7=1.57232

5 d 1.44

April

II

It

6$ 15

Thus in the second period of 21 > , after ring

we find n dimin weekly average 13.0425

s in a month ; in the second month a further dimi-

nution of 1. l!45 quarts i
and in the third, fourth, and

fifth a further diminution of Lft.60616, 114, and c.8

quarts resi tivelv. Adding together the quantities

given in the 12 weeks we have MftXtto quarts, being

a v. kly average ot :>0.G21325 quarts; a daily average

of 7.231617 quarU
To the 202fi.hi>5 quarts we must add 4.025 quart

given in the evening of March 11, so that the whole

quantity gi n rVew the time of calving until the cow

became'dry is 8060.12 quarts, which, at : r quart,

would be worth 1(1/. 18*. I|.844rf.

Hut we cannot convert milk into money thus, m our

locality, therefore we make butter and buttermilk.

" Lady's " milk is rich, and 8.875 quarts yield 1 lb. of

butter, so that

2030 12 quarts give #22S| lbs. butter, at It.

The butter milk, if sold, v dd realise

I ttiifer calf valued at
linure made in nine weeks after calvmg

1 d->. 16 weeks before calving

• •

ft •

11

1

1

a

7

18
4

9
B

> t

May
3U

II

II

May 6 .. 70.431
13 65.226 f 9

Sity

Weekly average 5t9.

1

I ally arerage 66.56
than Pi quarta.

il quarts in nine weeks.

9 = 66.56, nr «6J quarts.

7 9 5095233. or a little more

'• Lady " was now allowed to roam at will iu a good-
siaad paitare, and t in 1 which.

• is a half- Mden . may int for a little

the first

Entire produce in the year £li

But what has she cost? says the reader.

She ate weekly, for nine weeks after

calvinjf

—

l^ntl 6S *t
1

3*- 6Ass ^-! !' I 7*. 10J. x

»

31 j lbs. Mangels ..2*. .<i. )

mcr pastuxe
In 16 wteks before calving she ate—

S cwt. Oat straw .. 3*.

315 lba. Turnips .. 1 '

Interest and annual diminution of value of

cow-

lS 5

£3 10

4

6$. ld\> 1 4

1 1 1

12 12 11

^ £5 5 G

But, says the reader, is this 5& 5*. 6d. clear profit ?

This depends entirely u] stances. Here the hay,

because the difference in the quantities _iveii in the
week ending May 20, and tha ending August 5, is

•ifling. The quantity given was i n

—

falling off in the quantity during the fir- ek after Mangels, and Turnips, are charged at the market price ;

was nVpTTTH of ^-warmth of th e cowh. the summer pasture at its actual cost m somelocalities.lt

night. in t statement tak f 1 '2 weeTS, ** n!j^ ' JUH »'? fe HirHPI ^" "g "" "™ sjihiccU^endlees vana-

tions, depending upou the locality iu w
resides.

Again, if a man be employed because land is held in

occupation, then his wages must be charged against

the returns, and the proportion chargeable against theMay H t

21 • r

»»

>•

June 4

11

IS

H »
•uy * „

9
IS

»»

•

»

it

if

»»

»•

27
Jane
10
17
24
July 1

15
22

SO „ August 5 • •

62.8
71.6

68.9
69.92
66.27
66.65
693

:

65
61.8
6117

quarts.

»»

f

»

»»

»•

»
j»

»»

Weekly *

Daily at. r a.

weeksalttiae

Addin* toe

Oft*

my
but

goldt

t
f
-

ious
*

lot'ft^

pp
ri3_

abort

fitting

ing
/A

quantity . . 801.45 quarts in 12 wks.

•tl .41 h- 12 at 6«.7t7i, or 66 4-5ths nearly.

>75 7 — 9.5(25, or as during the nino
tfcao H qa,irts

he quantities aK recordi-1, we
harefislO.l +«»1.46 = 1400^6, which divided by 21
gives the weekly average 66.B9; - daily a little more
han 9| quarts.

Hence it is evident that notwith nding many
variations, the quantity given daily, was very uni-
form during the first 21 weeks after calving. The
largest quantity at any one time was 6 quarts on
he 28th of April, and the smallest was 3.6 quart

on the 14th of May, which show a daily average of
9.6 quarts, or 9}.

Comparing this decimal fraction .6 with that det*

mined above vt«. .5425, the former shows a dailv
excess above the latter of .0575, which multiplied by

7 gives a total excess of 8.452."> quarts ; a difference
so small proves tfce accuracy o record.

From thUtimethc quantity given by " Lady " gradually
liminisbed. The diminution is so gradual that we
hink it may be instructive to the reader if we state each
weekly yield separately; and we are the more inclined
to do this because we have noticed that how* rial
m •pring a cow calves, the quantity of milk given
sensibly diminishes after the < I of .Inly. This may to
•Mne extent be prevented by the rem d of tin ow
to s field of aftermath, but only partially, the cause
t*mg,we

17/. 18*. 5d. as above, may exceed or be less than the

balance of 5/. 5.?. 6r7. If, on the other hand, a man be

kept whether his employer have a cow or not, then the

5/. 5s. Gd. will he dear gain, and so much in reduction

of the unavoidable expense of a man's wages.

In estimating the advantn s or disadvantages of

cow-keeping, each must therefore form his own esti-

mate, taking for his help, but not his guidance, such

reliable accounts as this which we have now presumed

to submit to the public. T. K. C.

SCOTTISH METEOROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The half-yearly meeting of this Association was
held last month in the new hall of the High-

land and Agricultural Society, Edinburgh, the Marquis
of Tweeddale in the chair. Mr. 1 ». Milne Home of

Wedderburn gave in the report of the council. It stated

among other things that the Marquis of Tweeddale has
again liberally come forward to offer a prize on a

subject of meteorological interest. The observations

made on the temperature of the atmosphere at all the

Society 8 stations, and at most other places, are with
thermometers either in the shade or in the sun, and
with blackened bulbs. In the former case the instru-

ments indicate a much more equable, and probably a
lower, temperature than if exposed to the full influence

of the sun. In the latter case, owing to the powerful
effect of black colour in both absorbing and radiating

heat, extremes of heat and of cold are shown, which
do not truly represent the temperature of the atmo-
sphere. The object of the Marquis of Tweediale's
new prize is to : >rd the means of approximating more
nearly to the temperature of the air, by exposing ther-

mometers to the influence of the sun and weather :

divided by the Registrar-General.

The noble chairman hoped that attempts would soon
be made to popularise the science of meteorology in

its practical bearings upon every-day life, and particu-

larly upon agricultural pursuits, in the same way as, to

a large extent, the science of chemistry, iu its bearings

upon these subjects, had been popularised. He did

not profess to be much of a theorist either in regard to

chemistry or meteorology, but he might refer to a cir-

cumstance which happened to himself while in India,

as showing, more by way of experiment than anything

else, what might be effected by attending to simple

elementary laws. It was usually understood that

Potatoes could not be successfully grown at ordinary

elevations in India on account of the intense heat of

the climate. There was, however, a spot iu lat. 13*,

about 4000 feet above the level of the sea, where a

gentleman had raised a crop of large size and excellent

quality, and he ithe Marquis) was twitted by that

gentleman that he could not raise Potatoes at a lower

level. He selected a piece of ground only about 10 feet

above tho level of the sea, ami of the worst possible

nalitv. He then pulverised a small portion of the sot.

planted his P toes, and sunk two pits, one at each

ii, which he got filled with water every evening.

The water evaporated before the next night, and the

Potatoes felt themselves in something like their natural

climate, and grew beautifully. When they were ready,

the gentleman brought down his Potatoes, and at a

dinner party of 30 people dishes of the two kinds were

handed round, when the company to a man decided

that those grown at the low level by him (the noble

Marquis) were the best. It was also supposed that

Wheat could not be grown in India, but by draining

and pulverising the land, just as he did at Yestor, he

had grown as fine Wheat as could be produced in this

country. All that he attended to was to sow the seed

only about six weeks before the end of tho monsoon

season, so that it should not be sufficiently advanced

to have the bloom washed off during the rainy season.

He believed that he could not have done that if he

had not paid some little attention to meteorology.

His lordship next referred to the recent snow-storm in

this country, and stated that having been in Edinburgh

on the 17th, he heard of no deprcssipn of the baro-

meter here, and went home without the slightest antici-

pation of the extraordinary fall of snow which took

place on the night of the 18th. The barometer did

fall, however, considerably on the 18th, but only about

12 hours before tho Bnow-storm commenced—a period

which was quite insufficient to enable the hill shepherds

to collect their flocks and place them in safety. But

it so happened that the shepherds in hiB neighbour-

hood had collected their flocks, and had them all safe

when the storm came on ; and he afterwards found out

that on the 17th, while he had been in Edinburgh, a

number of the shepherds had met upon the hill-sides ;

and while some of them were congratulating them-

selves and the others upon the good weather which
they had had for the past few days, some of the older
Hnil uiuuj o*j»oxu£nced gave it as their decided opinion
that before 48 noul:r~i^Tr5T_ajQiijti have a very heavy
snow-storm. Ou this opinion they all acted, and com-
menced collecting their sheep long before the barometer
gave the slightest indication of the approaching change.

These men were thus enabled, without any scientific ap-

paratus,but simply by watching the aspect of the skyand
the atmosphere, to foretell the extraordinary snow-storm
of the present winter in sufficient time to save themselves
and their flocks from the disastrous consequences to

which they would otherwise have been exposed. He
thought these natural observations ought to attract a
much greater amount of attention than they had yet
received ; and as Dr. Arthur Mitchell, as well as himself,
were at present engaged in collecting such observations,

for the purpose of being afterwards classified and
systematised, he hoped that they would receive all

possible assistance from their country friends in their

inquiries.

Professor Balfour then proceeded, at the request of
the Council, to read a paper on the relations of

After stating that this was
yet received far too little

and practical botanists, he
said that one of the difficulties to be encountered arose

from the great discrepancies in the markings of
thermometers, as might be seen in the comparative
details lately published in the newspapers. Professor

Balfour proceeded with some observations on the
amount of heat required by plants at different times,

the varying temperature of the soil, and the loss of
heat occasioned by radiation and evaporation, and
afterwards read an interesting paper by Mr. M'Nab,
of the Royal P>otanic Garden, Edinburgh, showing the
effects observed on shrubs and trees immediately after

the unprecedented frost of the 23d, 24th, and 25th
December last. The storm commenced late on
the evening of tho 18th December, with a very
heavy shower of hail, lasting for some time, which
was succeeded by a quiet fall of snow, which,
continued throughout the night. At daylight on
the morning of the 19th December, the snow was

Meteorology and Botany,

a subject which had as

attention from gardeners

and thus to supply better data than exist at present
for showing the meteorological com ions which deter-
mine the profitable cultivation of ordinary farm crops. \7^^ZhaZ^Z\ ^i^S"*^ T *?°W Wa3
"Tl —z ;

—

. r i, ^ t—r- -r rr.
— 12 mches m depth all over the garden. On the mora-

* An account was kept of all the butter made. After esti- ir>cr nf tho Oftth r*f T)onor,^K«». nKm,i tr <<» c
' .ink a changed nhv.'ical ,n*~of7;

atine tbe ^anUty fro™ the d^ token, I added up the
mg °f

£, ?T °f £ece™J>er» about 5 inches of extra

Za .5* P7 ,^r v w butUr «*»«»t, *hich only exceeded the estimated quantity snow had fallen
' * or 10 **** the snow lay more orproduced in all probability by the altered i by l 2-5tbs per cent. * I l.ss heavy on all the shrubs, many behu weighed down
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and broken by it. In some instances we may account

for the damage done by the action of the frost on the

overbent branches, particularly where a rupture was

caused by the weight of snow. Irish Yews 10 and

12 feet high had their various tops touching the

ground. When freed of their load they soon assumed

their original upright form, which would not have

been the case had they been long held in a bent posi-

tion. On the morning of the 23d December, the ther-

mometer indicated 25° Fahrenheit. The day subse-

quently was clear and cold, and there was every

appearance of a sharp frost. The following tables

show the minimum temperature indicated every two

should proceed to investigate into the effete;

of the

recent frost over Scotland. He hoped that pci-™«one

who had observed anything peculiar in.their vanou*

localities would communicate with the Secretary Mr

Buchan. He had found that all parts of the
:

countij

had been affected more or less by that cold, but not in

anything like an equal degree. Lowdy.ng jertaofthe

country seemed to have experienced the cold in eon-

ridenbly greater intensity than the more elevated

districts. For example, at Braemar and at C«Ale

Xewe, in the upper portion of__AberdeenShire the

lowest temperature experienced was 8° and 11

in the lowest stations the average minimum was

hours by Idles and Bryson>s_.thermometers during £«£ ^X^^-ZlZ^ tweTin
the three nights referred to. The thermometers were

each placed about 4 feet from the ground, and were

freely exposed to the atmosphere :

—

Mr. Adie's Thermometer.

Dec.

P. V,

f>

•

4
6
8

10
12
2 A.M
4 ,,

fi

8

10

.1night

• •

Degs. Degs.
7

4
J

3
3
3 —2
3 3
3

'

9
3 12
3 1 3

3.5 —2
2.5 1 -2

Mr. Bryson's Thermometfr.

Dec. 23. Dec 24. Dec. 25.I

P.M.4

6

8
10 .,

12 Midnight
2 a.m. ..

4
6
8
10

»»

Deg. Deg. Deg.
10 6 4

7 4
5 —3
8 —5

6
9

—5 0.5
-

—8 —5 1 -5

respect to temperature ; while at the most elevated---

Yester and Thurston—the thermometer never tell

below zero. The same principle was shown in an

equally or even more remarkable way m L>umtries-

shire. In the lowest parts of the country the thermome-

ters went below zero ; but at the Wanlockhead station,

which was 1333 feet above the level of the sea, the

lowest marking was plus 6. That seemed to corrobo-

rate what Professor Balfour had stated, that, within

certain limits, the higher the observer went, at night,

! the higher would be the temperature. The greatest
'

degree of cold observed throughout the whole king-

dom had, as usual, been at Nottingham, which both lay

low and was far from the sea. The lowest temperature

observed there was 11° 4 feet above the ground, and

13° upon the Grass ; and a correspondent of one of the

local papers in that part of the country* wrote on one

occasion, about the end of December, he had just seen

a horse pass with icicles 3 inches in length, and as

thick as a man's finger, hanging at his nose.

Mangels twice over, 6s. per acre
; raising and dressing r^t-

from 7s. 6d. to 9s. ;
ditto Mangels, 10*. to 12« w.Tk

allow the roots of Mangels to be cut with the knife JS*
. .„•_.• n.i.^ao from <"„7 tn C.J . J-._i_, ."•• fO^W

down, taking out dead wood, and making stronA!np??"l
Gd. to Sd. per rod of 5£ yards ; trimming fences, OR JJf
Mr. G. Shackel, of Erleigh Court, Reading,

ia Jl
interesting letter, but which came too late for J?
make full use of, considers the subject of vast import!
to the farmers. lie believes the labourers are n

they used to be, in not taking that interest in 2
master: hence, the greater necessity for piece. ffD?
that it tends to make good labourers. A badbW
he compares to a bad implement—next to nothing

Mr. W. J. Brown, of Chippenham, states :~
a "

His practice is to send to each of his labourers
?*Hkcask every three weeks in summer, and in every six **

winter. Ifany short time is made, lie deducts 2d. a iy-Sj
tends this is one of the means of keeping the labourer /hi|£
he states every evil is concocted—the beer shop

; andbjZ
nothing will improve the labouring class like this,andgiifr2

three-bed-room cottage to live in. Mr. Brown dot

ing with a Burgess & Key's machine. In 1859 he cut 1&2
in nine days ; last year he cut 1 22 acres at about tbeanm*
His labourers now look upon the machine as a friend io*^,

an enemy. For tying up after it he gives 5s. an acre,n^
beer ; winnowing and dressing after the machine, si

%

quarter—a custom he finds answers his purpose. Hc£

Professor Balfour explained that it had been found

necessary to apply a correction to the indications of

very low temperature on both thermometers, in order

to bring them to the Kew standard. It was found

that below zero Adie's thermometer indicated 1° too

high, while Bryson's indicated 2° too low. After

rectification, the lowest temperature indicated in the

Botanic Gardens—namely, that which occurred at

10 a.m. on Monday the 24th December—was, accord-

ing to the Kew standard, 6° below zero. After the

intense frost gave way (continued Mr. M'Nab) we,

fortunately for vegetation, experienced rather dull

weather, with comparatively few glimpses of sun-

shine. The damage done to vegetation, however,

is very great, and is daily becoming more observ-

able ; but months must elapse before we shall be
able to detail the entire loss. The first plants

on which the effects of the frost became visible

were the Aucuba japonica, and the several varieties of

Laurustinus. During the thaw the latter emitter?

a very strong and disagreeable odour—the smell

not being peroeptible so long as they remained

in the frozen condition. The next shrubs which
showed the effects of the frost were the Bay or

Cherry Laurel, the Portugal Laurel, and the Laurus
nobilis, or Sweet Bay. The last seems to be entirely

destroyed, the centres of the young shoots being quite

brown. ^Tbe Bay Laurels in all situations and ex-

posures have a uniform brown hue; the Portugal
Laurels", in some situations, have all their leaves per-

fectly black, while in other situations portions only
of large plants were in this condition. Another
peculiarity observable during the late frosts was the
splitting of the wood and bark of several shrubs and
trees. Some of the Portuguese Laurels had rents fully

.

half an inch wide, extending from 8 to 10 feet along
their Btems, but when the thaw took place, the fissures

instantly closed. Similar splittings were observed in
the stems of the American Lime, Sweet Chestnuts,
Walnuts, and Sycamores. Professor Balfour entered
into Borne interesting details regarding these frost-
splittings, which, he paid, had received special atten-
tion from Dr. Robert Caspary and others. After some
remarks upon the effects of previous frosts upon the
trees and plants in the Botanic Gardens, Mr. M'Nab's

Home Correspondence.
The present Unsatisfactory State of the 'Roads.—

The cause of the present rotten state of the roads must

be traced to the great quantity of rain, which has com-

pletely saturated them with water, and it is well-known

that frost affects roads in that state very differently

from what it would roads in a dry sound state, there-

fore it is the water that is allowed to penetrate the

roads that is chiefly, the cause of the present evil. The
most important point in reference to keeping roads in a

sound state is then to prevent the water from penetra-

ting the bed or resting on its surface, and this can

easily be effected by making a drain 4 feet deep on each

side of the roads, which would have the effect of

preventing the water soaking from the adjoining

land into the road. The road should be so con-

structed that the surface water will drain off into

the water tables on each side. If these important

points are acted upon we shall insure good roads at

much less expense. It would be a public benefit if

waste land by the side of roads was to be under-drained,

but more especially greens and commons that are sur-

rounded by the dwellings of the poor. B. Ransley,

Peressfield Farm, O.rted, Surrey.

r.

Societies*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Weekly Council, Wednesday, March 13, Mr. Thos.

Raymond Barker, V.P., in the chair.

The names of candidates for election were read.

The successful Essay in Class IX., for 1859, was
announced to have been written by Professor Tanner,
of Queen's College, Birmingham, on the Breeding of

Farm S';ock.

In Class VIIL, for 1859, the Essays sent in were not
considered by the Judges worthy of the prize.

A letter was read on the Culture of Mangel Wurzel
from Messrs. Hardy, of Maldon.
The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 20th

Inst.

forwarded me the following list of prices paid Sr

labour in Hampshire :'—

Mowing and binding Wheat, 7s. to 8s. 6d., mowing wife
ing Barley and Oats, 3s. to 4s. 6d., mowing and tofc

ditto 5s. to 6s. 6d. per acre without beer ; mowing aia

upland Grass Is. 10eZ., Clover 2s. 6d., Sainfoin 2s. 6d. t pots

and water meadows 3s. 6d. per acre ; hoeing Tuntyn

Swedes once, 6s. ; twice, 8s. to 10s. per acre; dung tqm

ing, where about 12 tons per acre is put, 2s. per

»

cutting and laying Quickset hedges, Gd. per rod of 5}jafc

making faggots, 6d. per score ; banking for the recepni

Quicksets, when planted, 9d. per rod ; making dead Up
with coppice wood, 2 feet high, Sd. ; 3 feet high, id. pa

moving earth, per cubic yard,- 3d. ; chalk or gravel, perm

yard, 6d., with Id. per rod in addition for every 15 yara:

length over which it may be wheeled. Chalking

per acre, according to the depth at which it is found,!

wheeling on in barrows from 1200 to 1500bushels(55 to«ta

per acre ; this chalk is immediately spread, cost include-

the price stated, and left to be acted on by the frost. Tr

hay 2s. 6d. ; ditto straw, 3s. 6d. per ton ; thatching corn bs

8d. per square of 100 feet, including all work attached tort,"

not materials ; grubbing up strong hedge-rows or copjt

and thoroughly cleansing the ground, Is. Sd. to It. 64^

square rod ; burning ashes round the borders of farm

3s. 6d. per 100 bushels, including paring the turf;

ploughing. 6s. to 8s. per acre, according to nature of J

flooding water meadows and keeping the water- courses s

throughout the year, 6s. per acre. Stacking hay mm
done by the day, the men being paid one third for the

and double in the latter case, over the usual wages, w««

I

gallon of beer each per day ; this mode is considered prt

!
to task-work, as the men are immediately under tne*PJ

the employer, which is of great importance ^hikfj"!
is in progress. Threshing is nearly all done by &m
chiefly steam power.

From Essex 1 have received letters from Mr. W.Jj

of Great Bentley Hall, Colchester, and from V}
Thompson, jun., of Thorpe, near Colchester. »*

states that he considers the system of piece-workW

most equitable for both masters and men.

Wheat is hoed at 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per acre ;
Peas and**

about the same ; Mangel and Turnip hoeing, includiD.

ling, at 4s. to 5s. ; mowing Rye-grass and Clover, u-
.

4s. 6d., with three pints of ale and small beer. Harfl*

is let to a company of men, at the rate of 62. to 62. 1M- P»

each to do from 9 to 11 acres, half Wheat and halt son*

where the occupations are small the second crop orujj

included in the corn harvest, and sometimes a tewjj

Turnips to hoe. This is done to enable a farmer w«j

his company to what, is called a carting company\_
unlimited potations of beer are allowed, of various ajj

strength. The harvesting of Mangel Wurzel has wp

important feature in farm work, from 9s. to 12s- Per

common price paid for this work. , ^
From Scotland I have received several most in

ing letters, full of valuable information, and "*

only regret I cannot give you at length.

Mr. Hope, of Fenton Barns, Drem, writes that
^

much less work done by the piece than there was ±
cept filling manure and switching hedges^

^

#

Farmers' Clubs.
Central: March 4.—We resume our extracts from

Mr. Howard's paper on Piece-work:— Mr. Francis
Twining, of Parbold Hall, Wigan, Lancashire, states:
Almost all work in this district is done by the day : wages

MB i - , j.. ., , ,, . m , , - , , , I
are from lis. to 16s. a week ; mowing seeds (Clover and Rye-paper CiOBed with the following Table, showing the '

.

gr ) from 4s. to 6s.; shearing Wheat 14s., cut close—say
minimum temperature indicated bv Bryson's ther- B**nc" stubble snt.nn »^r» bnrwi^ w» * ™ n« ^.-.^a vs„ »v.

ago : except
else is done at day's wages. Draining is now aim*

the mowing ~ J : us V~"T- ™ f *n ena

C/iOV6r find imy vy tuc o^j' MWf auu mm* ——

~

grain that was formerly let by the acre, hast

Hope cut four-fifths of his grain by machinery
^

charge of the machines are engaged and P*1*^ cut

l and reaping machines have put an e ^r
hay by the scythe, and diminished ""^l

mometer (rectified as formerly explained), during the
nights from the 14th December, I860, to the 14th
January, 1861, both inclusive.

December 14 •

Degs.
.. 29 Decern berSO • •

Degs.
.. 25

99 15 • • .. 30
i: 31 • 9 .. 32

t> 16 • • .. 33 January 1 9 • .. 32
99 17 • » .. 31 If 2 9 * .. 20
if 18 • # .. 30 97 3 • * .. 15
19 19 « * .. 27 *1 4 * • .. 8
99 20 • • .. 28

^ ^

?* 5 • • .. S
*9 21 # • .. 24 ft 6 • • .. 16
99 22 • * .. 18 99 7 • ft .. 19
$9 28 * • .. 25

9 9 8 5J
» 24 * * .. —6 99 9 • • .. 18
>J 25 • • .. u 99 10 • ft .. 32
» 26 • * .. —3 99 11 * * .. 30
>> 27 • * .. 5 99 12 * » .. 36

28 • * 4 >» 13 • • .. 28
29 • * .. 14

' n 14 • * .. 25
Mr. Milne

AS a.
Home begg«»d to announce that the

Coancil had resolved that tihe Mel:eorological Secretary

he allowed each man a small sum for every acr
® -ft£

gathered and tied up on day's wages ; of course,^
J ^

had to keep up with the machine. His workpeop ^
hired by the year, and are either manied, or

y,
00^ ^»j

with their parents. He has no " bondagers. j^,
paid in grain, with keep of cow, cottage, &c ->

about 13s. per week. j£j9

Mr. J. Wilson, o£ Edington Mains, Per

states

:

^
Our towns and villages are small and vi

p

on.. . -
- m • ,"• ~' c~> i

that there is a necessity for theJaoou ^
80 yards, running measure This work is mostly performed by for each farm to be resident upon it J fl,^

5-inch stubble, set-up and hooded by a man found by the
farmers; Barley mown, tied up, and raked, lis. ; Oats mown
tied, and raked, 12s. ; and Beans, l?s. per acre. Draining 4 feet
deep, lOd. per eight yards : at this the men can earn about 18?
a week. Getting Potatoes grown on the drill, 32 inches apart
after being grubbed with the horse-hoe, 2±d. per 8 yards, run-
ning measure

;
pulling and cleaning Swedes, on 30-inch ridges

Id. for 60 yards ; Mangels, Id. for 50 yards ; Turnips, Irf. for

women, who earn 2v. 6d. to 3s. a day.

Mr. Henry Humphreys, of Beau Manor Park, Lough-
borough, states:

We are progressing slowly and gradually towards piece-
work, and, whenever we can. prefer having the lab-.ur done

and neighbourhood, the labourer finding his own beer Mow-

tying Barley, 10s. to 12«. ; mowing Oats, 2s. 6d. to 2s
"

ren.ino-and tying ditto, 8s. to 12s. ; cutting and tying Beans hs toll?per acre. Hoeing Wheat, 3s. ft|. ; Barley
3

, £ fto^*^.Peas, 3s. M. per acre. Hoeing^andJh^higjn^ipS and
* This waa reported by Mr. E. J. Lowe in the lima

a row of cottages forms an invariable part oi » ^#01
The "hinds." as our farm labourers are c

j
lllea '

ti;e eoj&L
the year from Whitsunday to Whitsunday, *«

rfjg
taking place about the 1st March. A luna*

^ XlsO^
c< ists of U. in money, 54 bushels of Oats, -i ™ gurfltfju

9 bushels of Teas, the keep of a cow ({**«*, durioS'V
3 tons of Turnips and straw in winter), *°°

a
|i,>wftB* £

say for a month, and a small xnonej- *

l0f>
p*

delivering grain. This will amount to ao
learlv «**&:

taking one year with another. Being a
/ Dad"***V

wages aro not liable to deduction lroD\adY ei«*
casual sickness ; but with the terms ajr» ^ «fr

there is associated a further arrangement ^sg^
hind engages to furnish throughout tne > dAgeT, »%fr
a female or stout lad, popularly called a ov from ^
work the hind receives at the rate of lj-

P

tJ
tbe forO*

mas to Martinmas, and lOd. from the Jatru
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^TThlhe current rates of harvest warn say from 2*. 6d. to 3*.,

JbUe mring is in band, and food Si harvest On considera-

Sn of keeping this field-worker or bondager, he further gets a

!£«• and small garden rent free, has what coat he requires

SrSdby his employer, and gets one-third of an acre of land

^Twhich to plant potatoes, the farmer supplying manure and

Sons labour, the hind providing the sets and undertaking the

hoeing and digging of the crop.

From the remarks in a most interesting letter I have

rec ed from Mr. Wilson, which I regret time will

not allow me to read, there does not appear to be the

same objection to the bondager system that many

people have hitherto thought; indeed, the farm

labourers of Berwickshire appear to be a most thrifty,

intelligent, and well-conducted class of men. The

harvest work is done by the day, the men working in

sets of five for ten hours a day, any piece-work upon

the farm being quite the exception.

M. P r M ic Lagan, of Pumpherstone, Mid Cahler,

Mid Lothian, in a highly interesting letter, states he

prefers piec \ -rk to day -labour, considering it more

prori :o the employer, and an encouragement to

11 and industry to ;hc workman.
In Mil Lothian very little of the work is done by the piece,

except hay-cuttings, which costs It. 6d. to 3*. per aci ""tnout

beer. Potatoes are occasi l!y, after being dug or lifted,

.iscd and sacked roadv f »r market at M. per boll of 4 cwt.

When harvest work is done by the day, the reaping is per-

formed by a machine or by a band of reapers, overseen by a

careful man, two reapers being put on a ridge of IS feet, and

one man binds to four reapers. Formerly, when tooth sickles

were used, and the work was performed more slowly, one man
bound to six reapers. At the present day there are certain

men in every district who make a business of contracting for

the cutting of the crop ; they supply all the workers, and

obtain lodging at the steading, with, perhaps, milk for their

bridge. TUe price of cutting, gathering, binding, and

shocking is from 8*. to 10*. per acre. One of the great

advantages derived from the Use of the reaping-machine is

the doing away with the evil of crowding so many people of

\>oth sexes promiscuously about the steading at harvest time.

•raining is alway? done by the niece, at a cost of la 8 /. to 2*.

per chain of 22 yards, three feet deep, and from 2*. 6d. to 2s. Bd.

for four-feet drain". The practice in Mid-Tiothian of hiring the

ind* is the same as in Berwickshire ; but the annual payment
is as follows :—65 stones of oatmeal, 13 to 16 cwt. of Potatoes,

and 22/. in money ; in East Lothian, 9 qrs. of oats, IS bush, of

barley, 24 to 32 cwt. of Potatoes, 2 qrs. of Beans, keep of a cow
for one year or 61., list money 11.

From what I have gathered of the Scotch system^ I

in faolined to think that while we are before them in

piece-work, they are before ns in England in the

management of their day-work ; for it appears when-

ever a number of teams of horses or men are sent out,

or a gang of women and boys, a trustworthy man accom-

panies them as overlooker, whose duty it is to keep

them going, and to work himself. Perhaps after having

read the plans and opinions of so many other farmers,

I may aow be expected to state my own practice ; it is

as follows :

—

To let as much work as I possibly can, particularly to the
best-conducted and those of my men who have large families.

The work done in this manner, commencing after harvest, is

the filling of manure, for which I pay for the heap or for empty-
ing the yard ; I con er this plan preferable to paying by the

•rvl ; there is no dispute then about the size of the load. The
trimming of hedges, with the bushes raked, at 2±d. per chain.

The whole of my Ian > lis what is styled Turnip land ; but as I do
not wish to grow that root so frequently, I grow a large
breadth of Wurzels, two-tbirds of which I leave on the land to

be consumed by sheep in the spring, for the getting up and
covering of which I give from 7*. 6d. to 8*. per acre ; tho other
one-third are thrown irto small heaps, and covered with the
tops, ready for the carts ; for this I give from 5s. to 6s. per
acre ; the carting and clamping are done by the day. Turnips
cleaned and covered, with one-fourth to go off, at from 7*. to 8s.

per acre: this price includes the filling of those that are re-
moved. Hand-hoeing Wheat from 3*. to 3*. 6d. : I last season used
a newly-invented horse-hoe for this purpose with great success:
hoeing Peas after horse hoe, 2s. 64. ; Beans, 3s. 6d. to 4t. ;

Turnip and Mangel hoeing on the ridge, at 24 inches apart,
setting out and flat hoeing, 6*. 6d. to 6s. 6d. per acre ; washing
and shearing sheep, 3*. per score ; mowing Grass and Clover,

t. M.'per acre, with beer. My plan of harvesting has hitherto
been to hire the whole of my men and boys, generally at double
heir ordinary day's pay, with a liberal allowance of beer for

the month, thus securing their services. Besides this, how-
ever, I let to a company of these same hired men the cutting of
the Wheat and Barley, thus giving them an opportunity of
earning more than their day's pay. I have had two reaping
machines, which in certain seasons have done good service, but
during the last two seasons they have been of little use.
I have md this plan to answer very well ; but I must confess,
from all I have heard and seen, that the most satisfactory plan

, as I before stated, to let the whole of the cutting, carting,
and thatching, as adopted by Mr. Pike and other gentlemen.
The principal thing that will require looking to, under this
system, is to see that they do not carry the corn before it is

ready.

And now, I think I am justified, by the correspon-
dence I have read to you, in stating that a well-
adjured system of piece-work, particularly in busy
imes, appears to be approved by the practical men who
have favoured me with their views ; and I take this op-
portunity of publicly thanking those gentlemen for so
kindly and promptly forwarding me such valuable infor-
mation.
With the increasing demand for labour, with a decreasing

supply in many parts of England, it behoves us as farmers to
adept a course by which to meet this state of things. The
extension of piece-work, I hold, will have this tendency. Our
position differs materially from the farmers of a former
genera n. At the present day we have far more expensivs
machinery, with well-fed teams, to be kept going, a greater
number of much more valuable animals to be tended, larger

V* P
JL

if
l
** gathered, and higher rents to pay ; we cannot

*noni, therefore, to have fellows crawling through their day'swork as in times gone by. We must, like the manufacturers,
nave more activity, if we pay more for it. Piece work appearsw oe desirable for the following reasons :—1st : It enables the
«*n»ertoget his work done more expeditiously, and at thePmper season, with less supervision on the part of the master,
*» - rnat, generally, it is less expensive than day-work, andoe master pays for no more than is done. 3d : That, regula-

J*«g
wages by the quantity and quality of the work performed,

«• •nincenUve to industry, and affords greater scope for the

muTfe
6

1
8SU

'
tbereby &™8 the industrious and skilful

CswT jH
,e^timato advantage over the lazy and indifferent

4th
. By placing higher wages within the reach of the

bourer, the temptation the best of our rural population to » " cut on
ivc farming work for other spheres is lessened. I would here

remark that I consider it t ntial to the system working
properly for both master and man, that the price to be paid

should be fixed either before the work is commenced, or, at

most, after the men have had one day's trial. And here,

gentlemen, although I may be travelling somewhat out of the

record, I would observe, in conclusion, that I am not one to

agree with those who speak harshly of the English agricultural

labourer. I have found, in the m*in, that those who are

treated with kindness and consideration appreciate it, and

evince their gratitude by taking a greater interest in their

master's concerns. Many little acts of kindness may be shown
to themselves and families, that will cost their employers com-

paratively little, while at the same time it may afford them

much comfort, and convince .them that you arc anxious

t ) promote their social welfare. I have lately read with much
pleasure one or two articles in the Mark Lane Express, relative to

the Sunday wrrk of the farm. There is, no doubt, much moTc

done than need be ; a little forecast on the Saturday, and extra

n" on piece-work, and in the course of the day a
friend said to him, " Who is that man cutting on up in
that field? I declare I never saw a man working harder
in my life." He would give another instance. The
first year that he had a reaping machine the men
objected to bind up after it, and he sent some of them
out to reap and gave them 4s. 6d. a-day, but they

found that those who stayed behind on piece-work made
more. These things showed him that on a large farm

no good could he done without the system of piece-work.

Mr. J. Bbadshaw (of Guildford) said: When he en-

tered 011 his property 15 years ago, the wageswere 9s. per

week in his parish ; they were now 11*., but he paid 12s.

a week for able-bodied men, and some of them last year

inge our work that the blame may not rest wcre fj ne athletic fellows. With regard to agricultural
>loyment of boys on the Sunday^noUor a

1;lbourers Jn gencrai he contended that if they were

&n of fielikett ST&taSSS?*»lS well considered and treated, the farmer had his reward

earned 13s. 6d. per man. He asked them what must
__ . be the benefit to those individuals who received that

help on the Sunday^^^^^^^S^^SSS^ :
different amount of wage*. They were a different class

this am aware some men liKe an excuse ior not atteuu ««**• • i i i • li

tog a place of worship ; but it behoves us as masters as far as of men ; instead of being poor sickly looking men they

possible so to arrange our work that tho blame may not rest

with us. The employment of boys on the Sunday cannot for a

moment be defended. Many a man has * A v; - *«—»*»« ^
his youthful occupation of field-keeping .

much better, and is carried out by many farmers, to employ

men for this work—one to take the morning, and the other the

temoon. Bv this method they each have part of the day for

public worship. The articles to which I have alluded also

recommend very highly the distribution amongst our labourers

of that most useful and interesting periodical, the "British

Workman." Having adopted for some years past this practice

myself, I join the writers most cordially in their recommenda-
tion. But whilst I advocate and commend a kindly feeling

towards the employed, we must not forget that neither charity,

in their conduct.

Mr. Thomas said he had had great difficulty in

getting men to work piece-work, but to punish them
now he sent them to day-work, where they would only

get 9s. a week, instead of from 10s. to 15s. or 17s. a

week by piece-work.

Mr. James Howard said : He had had great experience

in manufactures as well as in farming, and knew that
philanthropy, nor other good feelings of the same class, will ^ ^ay .work the amount done depended upon the

ftfire^tf^JffiW 1^ the farmer or the manufacturer in his
profits will, in the long run, enable us to do this; and good

profits can only be obtained by a close adherence to the well-

known maxims and laws of business.

The following discussion then ensued :

—

Mr. P. H. FRERE.said that every member of the Club

was very much indebted to Mr. Charles Howard for

having brought forward the subject. He had presented

to the agricultural public a most valuable mass of

evidence, showing the importance of the subject to

agriculturists. He did not believe that in the 19th cen-

tury they could get manual labour done better or

cheaper than by gangs of English navvies on piece-work.

He recollected, atthe time of the famine in Ireland, when
wages were at Sd. a day, and it was a question whether

the wages should not be raised to lOd. or Is. a day, to

enable the labourers to obtain food, and still he thought
that they could not have dearer labour than those men
at 8d. a day. And again, in the days when drainage

was first introduced, the work cost two or three times

as much per acre than in England, where the men
were receiving their 20d. or 24d. a day.

Mr. H. Trethewy (of Ampthill) s^id they must all

feel that there were some little difficulties to contend
with. Some objection had been made to piece-work on
the ground that it required more supervision, but for

his own part he thought the day-work required more
trouble than piece-work. No doubt the men got higher

wages by piece-work than by day-work, but still it did

not follow t ljflfr
it oost the farmer more to get his work

done

;

in many cases he believed the farmer got his

work done cheaper and better by adopting the piece-

work system.
Mr. JSpearing was strongly in favour of paying by

piece-work, but still there were many things which
could not be done under that system. Of this fact he
instanced his own case, where last year he paid 800Z.

for labour, and of that amount only 300/. was for piece-

work. No farmer, he thought, objected to pay a fair

day's wage for a fair day's work, but the amount of
work got from the men when they were paid by the
day was to his mind in accordance with the knowledge
the farmers had of their business (laughter).

Mr. J. Coleman (of Woburn Park, Bedfordshire)
said that while he agreed with the piece-work principle,

there were two things which could not be done
under it, and they were, the forking of twitch and the
ploughing of land by horses and oxen. The threshing,
he thought, could be done as well by the piece as by
the day. In his opinion, however, the system would
take up more time than the farmer could spare. He
knew of several cases where men earned 2s. a-day on
day-work, while by the other system they earned 3s.

He thought the day man was the laziest man under the
sun, but give him piece-work, aud a better man he
would not wisli to be master of. He had had a great
deal of experience, and he felt that the landlords might
build cottages, or distribute tracts, but that did not
do what was wanted. It rested with the farmer to
show the labourer the way to help himself; let him
find that the farmer took an interest in his welfare
and that he was cared for, and no man would appreciate
it more than the agricultural labourer.

Mr. Thomas held that piece-work was the best.
When he first entered upon his present occupation he
found the men were on day-work ; they had an hour
llowed for breakfast, and as theyhad to go some distance

the one was very often much nearer two hours. He was
then determined that they should work piece-work, and
to this they objected at first on the ground that they
were unaccustomed to it, but he was~determined and
the men shortly after were extremely satisfied with it ;
and instead offinding it more trouble to himself, he found
that it was much easier than seeing that the men did
a fair day's work. On one occasion he went to the
burn where a machine was at work, and the man (on
day-work) was quietly sitting down handing up the
sheaves to the feeder He sent that man to a field to

own business. He thought that three times as much
might be done by the piece than by day-work, and
there was no doubt that some of the most important

improvements which had been made of late had
emanated from those men who worked by the piece.

He could understand there might be some extra

trouble, but that would soon be got rid oF. A farmer
would find some difficulty at first at every change of

job about which he could not get the men to agree.

He knew of no manufactory which had not had to pay
at the commencement from 25 to 30 per cent, more
than it was worth. But they had found a sliding

scale, and that too sliding in a right direction.

It had been asserted that they would not be able to

get men to do the piece-work, but he knew of none
more indolent than those who worked by the day.

If a man shirked his work at the piece he could be
docked for it, and in the presence of his fellow workmen
his pride would make him try to finish his work. He
lived in an agricultural district, and he could vouch for

the fact that many agricultural labourers left their

places to obtain more profitable employment, and there-

fore if they could devise some means of bettering their

condition there would not be that encouragement for

their best men to have their regular avocations.
Mr. S. Sidney said : The prevalent impression

appeared to be that instead of deteriorating, the agricul-

tural labourer in rrs moral character was being raised, and
with that his work must improve. He believed that if

the sentiments which had been expressed that evening
were carried out with a proper spirit, the condition of
that class would be still further bettered. When oxen
were employed the men went slowly ; when horses were
used, they went faster, and now that steam was called
into requisition they went faster still ; therefore it
would benefit the farmers as well as the men if the
system of piece-work were adopted.

Wirral.—At the annual meeting of this Society
Mr. W. B. Burnham, the honorary Secretary, read
the annual report, from which we take the following
extracts :

—

°
-

" Your committee again feel much pleasure in meeting themembers of their Society on this social occasion, and in
reporting progress for the past year, which has been the 11th
of its^ existence, during which time it has held 112 monthlv
meetings. J

" The subjects for discussion during the past year were
principally drawn from prize essays in the Royal Agricultural
Society s Journals ; and the following were the leading topics—
• The Cultivation of Kohl Rabi,' by Mr. Barber;' 'The Farmin*
of Northumberland,' by Mr. Russell; 'Office of Straw on a
Farm,' by Mr. Wm. Turner; 'The Farming of Shropshire ' bv
Mr. Hope Jones ; and ' A Review of Mr. Verelst's Plans forFarm Buildings,' by Mr. Jackson. They proved to be interest-
ing and instructive subjects, and were ably handled.

'* They are to be followed this year by 'The Farming of
Lincolnshire,' 'Spring Work of the Farm/ 'Implements
suitable for the District,' ' When and on what Crops the
Manure of the Farm should be Applied,* 'The Manuring of
Grass Land,' 'Influence of Prices on Farm Management'
' The Feeding of Cattle,' and • The State of Farming in Wirral'*
In the latter subject all are expected to take a part, in thehope that the information so collected may afterwards be
tabulated and formed into an essay, showing the state of
agriculture in the hundred generally.
" Your committee have great pleasure in noticing the pro-

gressive success of their elder sister, the Wirral Farmers'
Club

;
and on behalf of your Society they venture to expressthe cordial wish that it may continue to increase in usefulnessby inciting those who till the soil of the district to brine it tothe highest producing point of cultivation, likewise improving

the breeo of stock to the degree at which it will be most remu°nerating
;
and this with no selfish or class feeling, but that theemulation produced by its matches of skilled labour and showsof stock and produce may so improve the agriculture of tho

district, that landlords, farmers, and ^001^^^^
partake in the benefit, and your Society will heartily ion Jforwardmg so good a work. y Jom m
"Your committee observe that the difficulties attending th astudy of agriculture, arising not only from the ranid arJt?

the novel circumstances which continually cause the ro ,An.of practice to be varied, are such as to ren meetW- %farmers for the mutual interchange ofLS «T Is
S!

highly desirable
;
and theJ^XtlnthTe^^^y
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Eld deservedly entitled to ret. the na h7^^,
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Society."
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Sutton*» Farmers' M<t**a/ >n ted List. Heading.

J. Carter * v Uanlenmtf and former*' I '* Mecum,

287, High Holbonw W.C.-//ymowM Seed Company*

General / V/v- 1 nth.-" A*e/«r < W
"/,*«/# Boo*." << eater.—

L

»** ***« ^M^
Edinburgh.—Drummond'* Seed List. Stirling, Ac.

Or these, we m*y men >, a* a matter of f
.
that

the two first contain v. detailed accounts of the cul-

tivation of the crops whoso fee* are sold—the nistriic-

tion in " Sutton's Manual " being confined for tin- mo-

part t9 tho culth km of Grass and fallow cropij

Carter's " Vaih' Mecum" Inotoding nlmoat all the

operations on the farm, referring therefore to all kinds

of crops in the order of the months. The Pljrn nth

Seed inpmv'H Price Current, and the 1
Lists Of

Messrs Drummond and Lnwson, arc cLiaracten I i»y

short o irintive notices of the dift nt plants enume-

rated, andWheeWi M Little Hook," beeidei its descrip-

tive notices, includes a number of satisfactory testi-

monials to quality,

of these the only instances in which an attempt I

been made to exr I the bare relationship of salesuia

and customer are the two at the head of tl list. In

the others precision and -isencss of inscription hi

aimed at, and for the rest the publi on is w it

profeetes to be—a mere price list. In "Carter" and in

"Sutton," on the other hand, is given a series

of useful instructions to the reader on the cultivation

of the seeds he purchases. We shall And room here-

after for au occasional extract from their pages.

S£EO CORN FROM THE CHALK

ntYVRIR!) CM DFColT, and BAWTREE supply

J\
' ,1

2, ned^mples of all the -at

approved Yarletica of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Ac.

RVYN'BIRD, CALD >TT, and 15AWTRKE,

a/ Mkr! n vxrs a Growers Basingstoke, Andover,

and 80, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, M U
Samples and Quotat s of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SBEoffaod SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Pen an Guano, Lawes'JJ^JSffHlw ^J^^
Cotton Seed Oakes, Ac. , of best quality at Market Prices.

ANGEL WURZ8L and TURNIP SEKDS.—
The ondsrslgiied can confidently recommend their

:ks of the above* SEEDS, crop I860 grown from selected

and planted Bulbs. Terms on application.

Jambs Faibhead & Sow, Seed Growers and Merchants.

Lew mi. Kent; London Establishment: 7. Borough

Mark. E. _____ .

Urt«y.K

SPERCULA PILIFERA scpr
Wholesale and lie tail

SUTTON and SONS can supply 8esd
Mr. Summers at the Crystal Palace Mi

prices, wholesale or retail.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establixhmet.

SUTTON'S GRA.>S SEEDS AT THE~ROv,
THE ALDERSHOT CAMPS, THE CRVSTAi
THE PEOPLES PARK, HALIFAX, Xc. ^ C

FLOWER SEEDS. — A few NVw and Select,

including English and Continental Novelties (for other

Novelties see CATALOGUE).
fay The whole of these are included in the assorted Collec-

tions as below.

Stei'hks Brows (late Bass and Brown) begs to offer as

under. Those n< t priced are 6d. per packet.

Celosia macrocephala gigantea

»»

STATE OF THE WBATHKR—BBRKSHIBB
For the week mulinir March 1( »b#.rvwi by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulflforri, W dlinifford. —r-
u
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Notices to Correspondents.

Autumn Ploughing: Alpha says "I have always understood

th;i' tho more autumn ploughing can be done t> ter

condi the I I will be in for spring crops. Alter last

harreat I made an effort to i igii up a piece of Wheat
Hubble on strong .-. but only succeed* » in finishing part

of it before the froat, having been delayed by draining it

4 feet deep and 9 yards apart. I am now surprised t<> find

that portion of the field wl i has been ploughed since the

froet, in fine mellow condition, wailst that ploughed in the

autumn is as raw and rank as before the frost. If autumn
ploughing desirable in all cases? [Only in those cases in

which it is done in the dry, and then it is unquestionably
beneficial.

|

Daily Food of Cow: II B J. Half a cwt, of Turnips,

IS lbs. of hay, and 24tba. of w~heat and Oat straw daily

are rery have rations for *' a small cow — say 6 score

a quarter." Cut the straw into chaff, mixing a very small
quantity of hay, and pulp the roots, mixing them all together.

ion will thus save much hay. An acre of good land may
produce, under proper cultivation, 50 cwt. a month of green
food thoughout the year—equal to the keep of 10 or
1 2 such small sheep as you speak of,

Importatigss— 1S5S and 1800 : R. :—

(

Articles.

Animals, living—Oxen, bulls, & cows. No.
Calves

i«sp and lamba .

Swine ami h^gs
Bark, tanr r**

Bones (whether burnt or not, or
mal charcoal t

Cor -Wheat
Barle.
Oata

M

ft

Il4PORTATlt>>

1859 1^0

HARDY ANSI <VL3.

0.11i<M*is Burridgtt atro-

purpurouni
ClarkiAeluprani, now double, 1*.

ft
rmlchellaaToaiThuiub. If.

Convolvulus minor albviH, new
double, U.

ti lor Hiibcsurulcua

M „ momtro&us, 1*

Buch.iri.iiuiu grandiiloruin

album, It.

ii gnmbtlorum ro«eum, lf-

Oilianchii; »lla l
-

If.

Larkspur ohamoU, new colour

ina bi| Mi !*•

Linum lutoum (corymbi-
tlonuu)

Sonecio elegans nana ctrnilea

(new double dwarf
Jacobiea, If.

„ cupreata, new lirigkt cop-

per coloured do.

Spraguea umbel lata

HALF HARDY ANNUALS.
Aster, Chrysanthemum flow-

ered, ex.

illirrhoe [^edata, new dwarf
Cuphei purpurea, dwarf vais.

M ocymoides
,, Zimpauii, Is.

Dianthus Heddewigii
,, ,, Lmpeiialia hybridus

M , f new double vars., Is.

Fen/.lii «:li.u.t ; les

Diatsthun la* us
% , ,, new duubU var»., 1*.

1 Anxxxa tfraivliflorum purpu-
roUTn, Is.

,, ,, cocoiueum, -UL

Lobclii erinua marmorata
,, ymcilis rosea

I, new double white
N urtiuni. Tom Thumb

uty

» .• yd
PeTillft ocyn^ ^

Phlox Drummondi oculata

, t M Radowi L, 1*.

Podolepis affinis (from Mel-
bourne) large golden
flowers, If.

„ aurirulata
Ricinus albus

f> m^erocarpus. If.

Schizanthus gi^andiflorus ocu-
latus

Stocks, mixed, from 30 fine

German imported
Teronica syriaca alba
Zinnia eh'gans, choicest im-

ported

„ , f
new French double, If.

,, now species from
\fexico, If.

REBNHOUSE ANNTTAL8
Balsam, Camclli iflowr I, ox.

Oeloei * t'LVxsksoomb), new fea-

tl

tt

i>

•

• •

• a

* •

* • Cwt.

ton«
cwt

» •

• •

Indian Corn, or Maiso
WhcHtmeal and Flour
Indian Corn-meal ..

Flax
Guano
Hemp
H P*

sec ike.i V
Potatoes c*
Provialons—Bacon and hams
B ef, salt

Pork, aalt .

.

Bt
Cheese ....
K^g
tard

. . cwts »

a*j e

Seeds
Flaxseed and Linseed .. _.„ .

^or>l sheep and lambs- .". '.. \U.

Teast, dried .

.

^

99

99

6S,*S4
»18>

S

1 M

1

1
*•

1.6/T7

344.4

I.3H.::

2 446)

1,4 m\

'2 2tS
«

107,1
-

Bgg Plant, Giant purple
I potn.t- 1 nil rulea

,, all);i, Is.

nifonals, yellow, white
edge

Sabbatia campestris

HARDY PEKKNNIALS.
Antirrhinum, cboic . ex.

Aquile^i iryophylloides flore

plcno, 16.

,, fonnoaa tricolor pleuo

Carnation, per|>etu.'il vars. 2^.

,. now dwarf, early dble. Is.

Chelono barbata coccinea

Delphinium chinense album
prandiflorum, Is.

Gladiolus, new mixed early

vars., Is. 6d.

Hollyhock, first quality ex., 1*.

Lychnis fulgens Haageana
Mimulus Napoleon III.

,, Prince Imperial
(Euothera macrocarpa

,, taraxacifol:a

Pansy, first class flowers, 1*.

Phlox, finest continental
Polyanthus, superb Tars. ex. If.

Potentilla, ex. from newest, 1«.

Statioe Bonduelii

GREENHOUSE
PKRENHf I ALS.

Abntilou raarmoi*atum, Is.

Acacia hispidissima
,, lonu'i flora mafrniftea

AnaqralliH grandlflor ^enie
C iria, finest new ex. ex.

pkts Is. and 2s.

Canna compacta elegautissima

„ Fiuteloaanni

„ many otiiers, see Catlgue.
Cineraria, choicest show var.

,, nc . .v.u fcontinental, Is.

Clitorea atroco&ruiea, clmbr, la.

Fuchsia, finest vars. ex., Is.

Geranium, show vars. ex. ex.,

Is. 6'/.

,, scarlet, finest mixed
Hibiscus lililorus, Is.

Kennedia, choice vars, each 6d.

Lobelia cardinalis nankeen
Lophosphermum maculatum,

If. txi.

Maurandya Barclayana major
., granuiflora crimson

Xierembergia gracilis

„ „ albiflora, Is.

Petunia, new and choice
mixed, la

,, choicest fertilized, with
double vars., Is.

Plumbago alba
Primula fimbriata, ex., Is.

Solanum cap istrum

SUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS foe P
PASTURE, PARKS, and LAWNS are now »*£*

Royal Farms ; at Osborne Palace ;'the Crystal PalaceJat.
the Horticultural Society's Gardene, TumhamG^J^
the Aldershot Camps, and in the formation of thsEa*-
Halifax, called "The People's Park," the mmtfC^
Frank Crossley, Esq., M.P. ; and on most of thiiSJt.
in tlie kingdom. ^ *•

Messrs. button's Grass Seeds being mixed expm±u
soil for which they are required are never known (•/»* *

SUTTON'S MIXTURES for LAYING DOWS Lm
PERMANENT MEADOW or PASTUR.;

The sorts contained in these Mixtures are grow]
localities, and gathered separately by the hand
the purpose, by which means all noxious weeds
they consist of the most nutritive kinds of PL_
Sweet Vernal, Perennial Clovers, Loliums, Ac,, tales

»

being kept separate, they are subsequently mixed a aa\a-

and proportions as are most suitable to the soil tobelala*

The quantity we usually supply is two bushels of ka; %
and 1- lb. heavy seeds per acre. Price 30s. per Acre.

MIXTU! S for ONE, TWO, or THREE Y£li
PASTURE or HAY.

These we can supply of best quality, at 20s. to2u>a t
In ordering these mixtures it is necessary to »Uli

they are required principally for pasture or for hay7|

MIXTURES of CLOVERS and RYE-ORid
To be sown with Corn, for a crop of Clover, k>

following year.

These we can supply of very best quality at \U. \»f

aero including Alsike.

SUTTON'S FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS.
Tho finest Garden Lawns are formed from that

»

which are perfectly free from weeds and coarse Graaa
of seeds Is. per lb., or 16s. per bushel. Quantity wpt
making new lawns 3 bushels, or GO lb. per acre.

SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE
For improving Parks, Meadows, and Pastures H.W

80s. per cwt. (8 lbs. to 12 lbs. per acre only required)

%* For large quantities, special contracts may be

Sutton's PRICED LIST of FARM SEEDS avs

SEEDS will be sent post free.

All kinds of Seed carriage free (except small pareM

SUTTON and SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed K<tabisa

Reading
!

THE FARM AND THE GARDEN.
NEW SEEDS, Carriage Free, from the

WEST of ENGLAND SEED BWkBLISH.Mf
at PLYMOUTH,

Conducted by Messrs.

LAMOURKUX, CLARK, asd CO., J
The RETAIL PRICED CATALOGUE, containuif 6tt

particular in connection with the Business, lorwaTOl*

and post free on application.

Address: Lamouheux, Clark, & Co.. Phj

T
TO THE SEED TRADE.

HOM"AS AYRES, Wholesale and Rft-

man and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds, hastojl

a large quantity of TURNIP SEED, in large or ss*

ties. The stock includes Skirving's Liverpool Swede, ij"

proved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede, M"*6J
proved Purple Top Swede, Green Tup Yellow S«»«aa

Green, Green Globe. White Globe, Red Globe, Beiy
Green Tank ud, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other vamat

Price on application.

N.B. A few Cwt. of ONION and PARSNIP SEED ttjjg

HERBA*

m

77 010
27.359

31

24,458 I

418,059

21

5.8 *>%

.11 !,8«1

I

914,201
4S- \

1 1.76

.03.

:. '»

1. '0

14 1,438
7s r s

FIRST CLASS COLLECTION

i

20
6

varieties best Hardy Annuals, including the whole *.

of these as above I other novelties
60 varieties ditto, 8*. 6d ; 30 var- f. 6d.; 20 vars.
100 varieties best Half II Annuals, including the

wh< \<»ae as abov
f irs. 8j». ; 20 vars.

20 mariettas b*st Greenhouse Annual, including the
whole ot those as above, 7s. &f. ; 12 vars

100 varieties best Hardy Perennials, including all those
ove. ')*. ; 5>va- It* 6d ; 5 vars

50 varie* si Greenhouse Perennials, including all
those as above, 18*.; vars. W. : 12 vara.

The: ieti Hardy, Half Hardy, and Greenhouse
Annuals together, for

The 11 s d; ditto . i; r r *r .. .. ]. 25
The 370 varieties Hardy. Bali Harly, and Greenhouse

r\nnna I UarJy and Greenhouse Perennials,

^ « 76
T) ditt. i ditto ditto, fr .. 4fi

1AA FINE NAMED HARDY
XUU PLANTS, 21.

100 fine named hardy Rock plants (for sorU

separate Catalogue)
100 stroug autumn-rooted Scarlet Geraniums .

.

100 do. do. do. Flower of the Day, do.

12 do. stock plants, Lobelia speciosa
12 finest new Verbenas of 1860
12 fine exhibition kinds . .

100 fine for beds, fine habited sorts

12 finest nan^ed Hollyhocks
12 good exhibition do
12 good sorts do.

•

Address Henry May, the Hope Nurseriea. n£»rj*

TO~lW - ) L D.-40 CAMELLIAS from:

high ; some large specimens of Azalea^^vdP
Sutherlandia, sp. from Hoi- i phcanicea, Pyramidal and Standard ; and a *****£

*"
" * '

"

suited for a large Conservatory. 20 Ge !ftIlV^^
Vases, 2 feet to 3 feet across ; 14 Agapanthus umw

^j
quantity of bedding-out plants. Days for »«•

Railway Stations, Alsager and Mow Cop. — ArV-

Bailby, Rode Hall Gardens, Lawton. Cheshxre.

8URPLU8 NURSERY 9tOC^'__

land, Is.

Tropawlum Lillie Schmidt
Verbena, choicest ex. ex., 1*.

;

7 6

I

99

.1

1

M.2

i

40

ill

1 I

tt

»»

qrs 1

7*
*'i ' 1 (\' y

name- Choice Greenhouse
Innuai Uobt rn^menUl Grasaas, 1 rlastings

> lioek w H ;s, Csniatktns, Plcotecs

;

Bhow, Prune

SU RB I MAN* IMPORTED SEEDS.
1 -r •• ks Wallflowers, Asters, &c., are exceedingly double

I fine. Bee Catalans.

T and R "STIRZAKBB "iare to offer *

JL • fine well-rooted stuff*.

Per 1000—s. d.

Chesnut, Spanish, LJ-2 ft. 20
Horse, 1-1J ft. 12 6

3-4 ft. 40
4-6 ft. 75

m, grafted, 4-5 ft.

per 100 25 ^ ^
Also an exceedingly large stock of kjergT

ger
#r

mental trees, not in any way inj ured by «
» ^

Common and Portugal Laurels, English *ua
n\oXfi&

plants, can be supplied by the 1000. Pnces on apr-

The Nurseries, Lancaster

STO
Y
CK
A>>

Spruce Fir, 1^ &

Ha/.el,2H.ft
-'

Austrian Pme, 1

Sweet Briar, .-J?*

.Vshton Gooseberris^

.

14

I ' «

• * *

1, 89 » ,926

84,65^

AN'D > i SPRING PLANTING.
1

1

me Oottacti-.n N jd and Mix* I Anemones iUnun-
Giadioli, Lilium, Tigridtas, 4ie. See Catalogue.

'

CATALOGUE free on application.
aces required f nknown corrsspondsilts

JTBPHBH BROWN, Seed Grower a >-d Importer, Sudbury,

O A E A \VA. ^
Nurseries, Bnsfw,

ea.&

Suffolk,

S U R P L U
AMES

Durdham Down
Cedrus Deodu-a, S to 10 feet .

.

Cedrus Lebani, 8 to 10 feet .

.

T hxodium sempcrvirens, S to 10 f«>6*

Pinus exce 1 6 to 8 feet

American Arbor-vit:--, 6 to 8 feet

Irish Yew, 4 to 6 feet ..

Walnuts, 8 to 10 feet

Sycai e, 10 to 12 feet ..

sa Chesnuts, 10 to 12 feet

Chichester Elm, 10 to 12 feet . . - - . qqT *»" m
Scotch Fir, fine transplanted, U t; ^^ „ *^

Ditto ditto 2 toS^os
uftppaj5

PRICED CATALOGCE of best bb^gf8#rie*V
,sr-

Jas. Garaway & Co. , Durdham Do*^ *

• *

• •

* •

•

• *

per d"*8 n J

n

;

t
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!*j .. rcaaar oaedejt seeds.

1L
FLOWBE SEEDS.

^1 It

& ani

crd

In CWUctiom including all he new

ed klndf, or separate to

If
it

I* ft

3*

i

PRICED LISTS free on application.

GIBBS

Corner of

HALF -MOON St

PICCADILLY,
London.

AGRICULTUEAL SEEDS,

GRASS SEEDS.

DETAIL CATALOGUES post free.

K OF

HALF-MOON St.

PlCCAUU I.Y. LONDOK. W.

TROPiEOLUM GARIBALDI.
Hr « f n KIND FOR GKSKUAL AND BKDDINU I'l'IU'CSEa

Colour, a briHia«KDr:irIi UemarkaWj free bloomer.

BTIt'IOATK IWABVID UV ROTit IKMM'ICULTUIUL SOCIETY
Price Si. 6d. oacb, or 36a. per dozen. Usual Trade allowance.

\V SPRING CATALOOUI POSf FHKE ON APPLICATION.

JAS. GARAWAY & CO, Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, STIRLING, SCOTLAND.
j

-
|

.

" T - - - - - —

Gentlemen engaged in Agriculture are respectfully informed that our

PRICED CATALOGUE OF FARM SEEDS
t8 HOW HEADY, AND MAY BE HAD POST FHKE ON APPLICATION.

la recording our ns to the many Noblemen and Gentlemen who have for a long series of years intrusted us with

lhair orders for AGRIOULT j 8KKD8, wo beg to assure them of our vtion to adhere in ait its integrity to the

9m hfttbcrtn actsd upon, of keeping only the most perfect or improved varieties in the different classes, and gnaranteeing

Scads (rss from soy of the numerous adulterations so frequently practised to increase profits or cheapen prices. By
ring this legitimate system of fa loaling, wo have been rewarded by a large and progressive increaso of business, to

ft which, our arrangements for augmenting the • es have boon greatly extended, and we aro now prepared to execute

ire from one of the most extensive stocks in the co ry.

Sdrttnf y moat favourably placed in point of Railway accommodation, thoro being direct and constant traffic to all tho

ictosi Station* in Scotland aad England, and by Steamers ( uigow) almost daily to the chief Ports in Ireland, thereby
* speedy delivery of Go « l« ! of which (with certain limitations) wo forward carriage paid.

OTI1U.1NO. AND 68. U.U\ IN <TREET, Dl 1U.IN*.

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF HALF A CENTURY.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

THE SEED C VI ILOGUE FOE 1861
fait Free any a

Trade. All orders

or cm

: j

.1.

(30th Annual Edition),
It contains the fine* sorts in cultivation nd not to be excelled by. any house in the

new an 1 best q charges moderate, and 5 per cent, allowed for ready-money
gooi Remittances required from unknown correspondents.

VEGETABLE SEEDS-FIRST CLASS COLLECTIONS.
Aowing will be very economical purchases. These Collections are decidedly the cheapest offered, embracing a
i*w and very toper - «mrt- •

**»• tmmm *)£?• ********* *? **• Collections are stated in the Catalogue. If any sorts are not wished for. enlarged
others will be tent instead. '

****"****

Collection No. 1 contains 20 qtt. of Peas, of beat sorts, 10 sorts of Broccoli
for succession, and all other Vegetables in proportion, lor One Year's
Supply £3 15

Collection No. 2.-12 qts. of Peas, 8 sorts of Broccoli, £c.
Collection No. 3.-74 qts. of Peas, 5 sorts of Broccoli, &c.
Collection No. 4.-6 pints of Peas, 5 sorts of .Broccoli, and most of the others

contained in No. 3

,
• 1

1

» • i

• • • - . t

2 5

1 5

• • • 12 6
SECOND CLASS COLLECTIONS.

SZS&ZXSIS^^^^ <>ffr r6C°n
? '-Auction, or of such s*

•»Ui »^gg --^—? <"''»** *»" » «*"» In tba Pour Collections to this cUu. as in tbe preceding one. They are oflered—"' " <*«** ««">« oomptot. »u»&ction to perrons not desirous of purchasing the most expensive kinds.

"•CUaB *• XZ qt* °f Pea*' ** * © O
|
Collection », 6 pin* of Feu, 4ao. O lo 6

^^^ FLOWER SEED S-Free by Post.

•«* w,ii b^T^A tKrnl^in*!
1!"8* TT^l ,f,

(
l
,

.'i'
rp N ,es

-
both of Engli.h and Continental, among

miUKt™^.^; i
1 "eZ CALLI< )l '* 1 *' CLAKKI AS, COXVOLVTJLl CUPHEAS,w>.\-, KLCHVRII)It,.M,A Sec C aogne.

««d n, Jg !Mn sported sror/KS, W.vi.!.r[.«iWi:i:s-. ASTERS, Ac., exceedingly dotiM

\N
m
sU";

'" "f Choice IVho HOLLYHOCK -KEDS. CARNATIONS,

1 V * \f% i fc I

-larkdMy

N .W KOSES FOK 1861
AT^M. W 0U i S n

I : to
» t

N all i the Tr*d
HYBRID PERPKT0A.LS.

Abd-cl-K or (\ ftlfl) M "1 .:ne Au^uste V m Gtort
va ie (Lcbreton)

A Iro F.-nUiinc (Fou-

B*rlow (Ducht
Cllmcut H»rol r)

Pan Dud )

•Dtr >(T»u )

Eug» "briiii (FontaiiM)
Gei <1 W i»bi«i ii (I)>u\ier)

.M I'urUdo (Verdier «t

M.. irsou (F mtaiue)
M> no Jofgneaox ( Liab.-tud)

l'r.iirio do Tom noir (La-
chai )

Frin Nf ithilde (Pernet)
•Renic doa Vi 1 (M.dlet)
*Ro'K-rtd« BrtoTOraxunr)

lysine Parmn (roatainei
•Tiiompho d' Amicus (Mallet)

Jean B:ir6 (Ma in)

Johu W.ticrer (Portctncr)

Bourbon, Utronno do Noirmont.
Those marked thus * are ticularly rccouiuieudcd.

Extra plants presented with oh order,

Earlv orders solicited to se-'ire tho host plants.

DE ilFTlVE i CA.LOQUKS of the above furniahed on
application.

Address, Wm. Wood & Sos, Woodlands Nursery, Mareafield,

near Uck <sex

ROSES IN POTS.
By t.' IT! ndrf.d, on TtiorsAsn.

A \ T M. WOOD AM> SON res,,. fully soli, it attention

VV to their enormous stock of DWARF ROSR8 in PoU,
adapted either tor greenhouse culture or for Bedding, at the
following prices :~ Per Dozen.—*. s.

HYBRID TFUFFTUALS 12 to 15

BOURBON8, CHINA, TEA SCENTED, and NOI-
BBTTB ROSKs 12 „ 15

Extra plants presented with each. Order to compensate for

carriage.
CA'I'Al.i »QUES gratis on a]»plication.

Woodl s'urs.iv, M near Uekflold, Sussex.

1 1 KTHR B K" VERT FINEST AND BK8T NEW HOSES
of the season as recommended especially by the Rev. W.

F. Redely ire, of Rushtou Rectory, see Gardeners' Chronicle of
January 26, page 72.

II Y R R I F) P F; R F I I U A L S.

REIN'B DKS VIOLETTI (Mallet)
TRIOMPHi: D'AMIENS (Millet)

MADAME FURTADO (Verdier)
Colours and description rurnished on application.

Wm. Wood & Son are In a position to supply strong, vigorous,
well grown dwarf plants of tho above in pots at 5s. each. Tho
usual discount to the Tra lo.

Woodl is Nursery, Marosfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

TflK i est Dark Paw ual Rosk or Tin: Season.

HYBRID PERPETUAL— REIIME DES VlOLETTES.
A XTM. WOOD and SON have just flowered, in one
t T of their Forcing Hon , tho above splendid New ROSE ;

the colour is a > y dark purplish violet, very double, large
and finely shaped, habit remarkably rigorous, and will pro-
bably form a good Pillar Rose. They feel assured it will

become a gen- 1 favourite. Frico 5*. each for good strong
plants, with usual discount allowed to the Trade.
Address. Woo.Hands Nui . Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW R OSES!
THOMAS BARNES begs to oiler the undernamed,

in good plants :

—

MADAME AUGUSTS VAN GEERT, pretty, well-formed,
striped ro

REFNK Di VIOIJ-.TTF.S, deep violet, largo, cup form, 7«. 6<*.

TRIOMPHE D'AMIENS, red, spotted white, beautiful and
w<dl-formed, 7*. fid.

The Varieties oi 1S60, 30*. per doz. CATALOGUE, with de-
scriptions, &c. on appli< on.

Dine Crolt Nursery, Stowmarket.

Zfxt ©anjenertf Chronicle*
SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

Ti-v.t»s» !for,.k r Royal Horticultural (Floral Committee.1CBM.AT, March J.
J at Ken»in Kton Gore Noon.

London and
Jw ;/ 20*. an*. *pmar<h) to all Station* in London, ond to all Station* on

TEPHEN BROWN, Seed Grower and Importer, Sudbury, Suffolk.

In a previous article in this Paper we glanced at
some of the indications and signs by which it was
possible to foretell future weather ; signs founded
upon physical facts, and to be observed without
the aid of instruments. In that paper we men-
tioned the high value of the barometer, and dry
and wet bulb thermometers, as indicators of
weather, and urged u;)on all who could obtain
them to do so, and consult them frequently and
dth fully. "We propose now t) say a few words

relative to the proper placing and the proper
manner of using such instruments, for much de-
pends upon their being placed in a proper situation,
and in their use being perfectly understood. Of
course we should not expect, nor indeed is it very
necessary, steing the necessarily irregular times of
observation, that the instruments and observers
should be up to that degree of accuracy and
nicety demanded by the requirements of science ;

the differential results being the principal thing
for the agriculturist to note.

We take the bakome? t first. The instrument
whi< h has long been in common use is the one
known by the name of the wheel barometer, and
invented by Hooke; this form of instrument if,

in fact, little better than a mere toy, neither

exhibiting the absolute height of mercury required

to balance the atmospheric column, nor does it

show accurate ly the variations even. As a philo-

sophical instrument therefore it is perfectly useless;

and as a weather indicat r i*, at best, but a poor
guide. This form of barometer will not work long

out getting some thing or other the matter
with it, arising from the mechanicaL contrivances
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necessary to cause the instrument to register by

means of the imlex and dial. It will be apparent

to all our readers that the most simple form is the

best, and that the least complication possible oi

mechanism should be used in the construction of

such instruments. The simple cistern barometer

is the one always made use of for scientific

purpo.es, and indeed is the only form of

instrument which should be tolerated, except

in certain cases where it is impracticable to

use an instrument of such dimensions. A later

invention, called the aneroid barometer, is used

under such circumstances with advantage. We

do not think it necessary to describe the wheel

barometer at greater length, but shall proceed to

explain the construction and use of the cistern

barometer ; in order that its theory being under-

stood, the observer may better be enabled to

appreciate the capabilities of the instrument he

has to deal with.

It will be ai parent to the most super-

ficial observer that, amongst other properties, the

air possesses that of weight ; now this weight

is not constant, and the barometer, as the name

implies, is the balance (for it is nothing more) by

which we measure this variation, in the weight,

or density, of the atmosphere.

A glass tube, open at one end, about 33 or

34 inches in length, and in which the air has been

previously exhausted, is placed with its open ex-

tremity in a cistern or small reservoir filled with

mercury ; now the mercury will rise in the tube,

by reason of the air pressing upon its surface in

the cistern, and such a length as exactly counter-

poises the superincumbent column of air will be

supported. '1 here is at the bottom of the cistern a

screw for adjusting the surface of the mercury to

the level of the scale, a correction necessary on

account of the difference of bore between the

cistern and the tube. At the upper end of the

tube is placed a scale divided into inches and

parts of an inch, furnished with a vernier,

moveable bv means of a pinion and rack work,

for reading off the actual height of the

column. The vernier is a moveable plate, 1.1 inch

in length ; the whole length is divided into 10

equal parts. After adjusting the pointer read off

the inches and tenths on the scale and the smaller

paTts on the vernier at what point it shall coincide

with a division of the scale, the number placed

against that division being read off as so many
hundredths; of course if the pointer coincides

with some division of the scale it is read off at

once on the scale. A much greater degree of

accuracy is used in observations, but if the

barometer be read correctly to hundredths of an

inch, it will be found quite sufficient for all

practical purposes; an attempt at a greater

degree of refinement in observation might

only lead the inexperienced into error. When
it is necessary to transport the barometer from

• one place to another, in order to make it

portable without danger of injury, the screw at

the bottom of the cistern is turned up till the

mercury in the tube is driven home to the top ; the

instrument is usually carried with the tube down-
wards. "When the observer has fixed upon a

position for placing his instrument, a spot should

be selected where there is always plenty of light,

and where the temperature is liable to the fewest

changes. He should turn the screw down about

three turns, having the instrument with its cistern

downwards, and then sharply incline the tube; then

if the mercury in striking the top of the tube elicits

a sharp ringing percussion he may be assured of its

freeness from air ; if, on the contrary, no sound or

hut a dull faint one is heard it is an indication
that air is there, which before fixing the instru-

ment must be ejected. This is done by inverting

the barometer and gently tapping the tube from
its extremity up to the neck of the cistern, when
the air will be seen to ascend and free itseif from
the mercury. In fixing the barometer great care

must be observed to get it perfectly perpendicular

;

this is easily done by using the plumb-bob. A
thermometer is always attached to the barometer
to determine the temperature of the mercury in

the cistern ; and in reading the latter the ther-

mometer should always be observed, and the

observed height corrected for difference of tempe-
rature, and every reading reduced to one tempera-
ture, usually 32° of Fahrenheit. Tables of the
corrections for temperature are to be obtained at

most of the principal instrument makers and
scientific booksellers.

When it is desired to take a reading, bring the
eye, the convex part of the mercury, and the back
and fore sights of the vernier, in the same
straight line ; move the vernier till the pointer

fi^nsVtangent to the apex of the mercury and

read off in the manner described above; not for-

getting the attached thermometer. Ihe readings

Should be taken, ordinarily, at two or three stated

times during the day ; 9 a.m., 3 p.m., and 9 p.m.

are perhaps the best times ; but during stormy

weather it should be consulted much oftener. As

the air varies in density it will be evident

that at some peiiods it will be able to support

much more than at others ; and that clouds which

would be held in mid air one day would on another

occasion be but very little above the earth.

Besides variations in weight " there are also

variations in some of the other components ot the

atmosphere ; and these variations must be observed

and measured by the observer who would arrive

at a just estimate of approaching weather There

is always present in the atmosphere an element

known as aqueous vapour ; this is derived from

the spontaneous evaporation of water from the

surface of the earth. The amount of moisture

the air, at anv time, is an important

menced some weeks since. D
last week, on one of which Her

wing thre

in the air, at any time, is an important :
i^ »««» WWa ^u,M cr« w ^ «u^ww ^^

feature as regards the growth and health of
|

for plants. The meeting was also made
8I«c;

Majesty *~i'

Prince Consort honoured the Society ££
presence, the garden in its rough

iniperfecf

was thrown open to the public who throng
inspect it ; and it will be again accessible by 2JI
of tickets to be had from Fellows only on Sato?
the 31st inst. and Easter Monday and X^y
after' which it will be closed till the graD
auguration in June. On Tuesday the first aJ
meeting of the Fellows assembled in the be2|
hall erected from the design of Captain Fowke l>

On that occasion the Lord Bishop of WincW
who had come expressly from Farnham (k
took the chair, and among those present *$!
Earl of Erne, Lord John Manners, JuL"?J

Bakres, Sir Peter Yan Notten Poi^ ju

Sir John A. Boileau, Bart., Lieut.4a.iJ5f

Col. Hyde, Mr. Samuel Gurnet, M.P.,\.|

Spottiswoode, Mr. J. C. "Whiteman, &c jjJ

150 new Fellows were elected, and the first

for seeds took place, soon to be succeeded bj<4

f/vr r»1aT\fa Thp mfif>tin^ was nlsn m^A* *w*i.
'

the purpose of considering the

from the Council :

—

following
Q re-plants; as the practical gardener well knows.

An instrument therefore which shall tell him the

amount of moisture in the air, in his green-houses

and hot-houses, at any moment so that he may
regulate it according to the requirements of his

plants, is a great desideratum. Many instruments

have been devised for this purpose, some incurring

much expense, and very careful management in

their use ; others, such as simple substances

susceptible to hygrometrical influences, sea-weed,

bars of some kinds of wood, and the like,

being only true for a time and afterwards

losing in a great measure their sensibility.

We shall only describe the hygrometer now in

general use at all meteorological observatories,

being very simple, and, for general purposes, the

most correct instrument. It consists of two ther-
roay p^ibly be held to be controlled by a p

mometers placed side by side ; the bulb of one of Report made by the Council to the Society, I

them is covered with muslin, and kept constantly - .,,-.. ^ :—.* ennnn; «»nMWi

moist by tying, loosely, a piece of lamp wick

round the stem of the thermometer, just above the

bulb, the other end being immersed in a vessel of

water placed near the instrument for that purpose.

As the atmosphere is more or less moist, these

thermometers will read more or less nearly

alike; if the air be saturated with moisture

then they will be precisely alike. From the

difference of these two thermometers we can

determine that degree of temperature to which

the air must decrease in order that the atmosphere

may be saturated by the vapour then existing in it

;

and this is called the temperature of the dew-

point ; it is obtained thus :

—

REPORT BY THE COUNCIL TO THE FELLOWS
SOCIETY.

1M March, IK

The Council of the Royal Horticultural Societjb

called the present Special Meeting for the pwpoi;

removing an uncertainty, which some of their mar

have thought to exist, as to the extent of theirp*

to raise money for the works of the Garden.

By a resolution come to at a Special Oar

Meeting, held on 20th July, 1859, the Society
1
*

powered the Council to proceed to raise the

«

required for the construction of a Garden atKeor.:

Gore, and if the money shall be obtained, to coqe

the arrangements."

The power here given seems sufficiently ample,k

o

Let the free thermometer read G0.5

Let the wet thermometer read 50.4

Difference . . • • =
Factor to multiply difference =

10.1

1.9

909
101

Difference between dry and dew-point

Reading of dry thermometer =

= 19.2

60.5
19.2

41.3Dew-point reading . . =»

The factor, by which, the difference is to be

multiplied, will be found in tables calculated for

the purpose; those by James Glaisher, F.R.S.,

are in common use by British meteorologists.

There are many other facts concerning the

state of the atmosphere which may be deduced from
the use of these two instruments, but generally

these are of a character more interesting to the

philosopher than of practical use to the agricul-

turist, and therefore we shall not speak of them
here* "Whilst we are upon the subject of instru-
ments we might warn our readers against trusting
to Providence and the makers for their reading
accurately. All instruments before they are fixed
up for use should go through some kind of examina-
tion, and should be tested by some standards
whose errors are known, as nearly all will be found
to want some correction or other for mechanical
or other imperfections. We have endeavoured in
this note on the barometer and hygrometer to
point out, in a popular way, their general con-
struction and principles, with a view to their prac-
tical use by those of our readers to whom they are
likely to prove of benefit. We hope, in a future
Number, to submit a collection of inferences that
may be drawn from the phenomena of the baro-
meter regarding future weather.

they stated that they conceived 50,0007. would V-

ficient to complete the substantial works in the Gar.

and that not more than 40,000/. would be requr

be raised by Debentures. They novj fcuAt\»Uk

sura will be necessary. The probable cost will v

^

much less than 70,000Z.; and, instead of bom

40,000 on Debentures, the Council think that Of'

orobably require to borrow 50,000Z.

They have arranged a Supplementary Jg*

with Her Majestv's Commissioners for tbe Eaw»*

1851, by which the additional 10,OOOZ. no* pro?

be borrowed may be raised on the same foot;

previous 40,0OOZ.

It is not a question about procuring the mo:

the Council now bring before the Society.

have no difficulty about that. It is authority

Society to take it, if it should be required,m
now wish. . .

.

They have already received nearly 40.W.

Debentures, and they now recommend to w»

to remove any doubt about their power to

»

additional 10.000Z. by the same means, ty *
authorising them to do so. . .

t

Without such additional means they will*

to complete the Gardens on the plans w
which they consider advisable, and which fc^;

the sanction of H.R.H. the President of the.-

The report having been read, it was *

Mr. C. "Wentwobth Dilke, V.P. f **£

Henry Thomas Hope, Esq., ana

unanimously, that the Council be auu£

raise a further sum of 10,000/. on w
should thev consider it necessary. ,

The thanks of the meeting were T*;

motion of Lord John Manners, voea

mation to the Right Rev. Chairman, n»

Winchester. His Lordship returned^

acknowledgments for the vote of thft

^.'ne

-

that he considered it an honour to iag»

of any office in connection with a^
had been so productive o f good ,

an ^ (

promise in its present condition of so ..

future usefulness. He congratulated ^
on their assembling for the first tunc

i
,

Hall, so admirably calculated in size^ ^
for the accommodation of the increaa

^

the Association and the promotion o
i

The Royal Horticultural Society is at
length beginning to show what is hereafter to be
expected from it. Meetings of Committees com-

because in his judgment its use

not only to the higher class nj^M.-
calculated equally to influence the

.

pr^
improve the culture of the gardensi« ^m
classes of society. In this point oi * ^r

it not inconsistent with his P°
the

pro^

occasionally some of his time to

its objects. , • „ oxri&^tt
We believe that the following *:*^M.

means possessed by the Councu^w
works and of the heads ot **V

.5
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plated is nut iar from the truth. It is understood

that Donations amount to about 1900/., Life

Subscriptions to 16,000/., Debentures to 50,000/.,

and other sources to 2000/., making a total ot

about 70,000/. Ou the other hand the new offices

will probably cost 7000/. ; water supply, basins,

cascade?, &c, 12,000/.; the conservatory, 18,000/.;

architectural arrangements within the arcades,

10,500/. ; earthwork, walks, roads, planting, &c.

ia., 8000/. ; statuary, &c, 3500/. ; sundries, in-

cluding contingencies and professional services,

10,000/. ; in all, 69,000/.

It is also reported that a collector of plants in

South Brazil is about to be engaged, from whom
ample supplies of new seeds and plants will be

receive! for distribution among the Fellows of the

Society.

New Plants.
[Among the last arrivals from Mr. J. G. Veitch are

some most interesting plants hitherto wholly unknown
in our gardens, and which, considering the climate
that produces them, may be expected to be as perfectly
hardy as Thujopsis dolabrata itself. We add a few
notes concerning them.

J

11. Pin us densiflora, Siebold Sr Zuec.,' Flora
** Japonica, ii. p. 22, t. 112.

Of this Siebold gives the following account. It is

found all over Japan, but more rarely in the Southern
provinces, where it is generally cultivated; and in masses
in the middle part of the empire, where it forms vast

woods along with P. Massoniana. Near Nagasaki
he only saw a few solitary specimens, 40 feet high
or more. It is more especially found on the slopes
of mountains to the height of 1000 to 2000 feet. It

however occurs at the bottom of valleys, and on the
road from Ohosaka to Jeddo are thickets of it and
P. Massoniana, standing above the marshy rice-fields

;

the latter species is however more especially a valley
plant, becoming a mere bush at the height of
3 3500 feet above the sea. The timber is of great
excellence ; its resin is largely in request for the
plaisters and salves used by the Japanese in healing
wounds and sores. In pulmonary complaints they hold
it to be a specific. Indian, or China, ink is made from
the soot of both P. densiflora and Massoniana. So far
Siebold. The cones are smaller than those of a
Scotch Fir, with flat lozenge shaped terminations to
the scales, and very small seeds with a narrow curved
wing. Mr. Gordon tells his readers that this plant is
the same as the Stone Pine, an astounding assertion,
enough to ruin the credit of any book. (See his
Pinetum, p. 179.)

12. Pings pabviflora, Siebold Sf Zuccarini, Flora
Japonica, ii. 27, t. 115.

This is one of the Cembra tribe of Pines with leaves
5 in a sheath, and great wingless seeds. Accordiug to
Siebold, it, although found cultivated all over Japan,
is a native exclusively of north of the empire, extend-
ing from about 35° N. Lat. to the Kurile islands. It
forms a small tree not above 25 feet high in the
Japanese promenades, but being taller on the North-
eastern slope of the Fakone mountains. The wood is
much used by cabinet makers and turners. There is a
dwarf variety, and the species seems much inclined to
vary in stature and in the length of the leaves. The
cones are oblong with great blunt thin-edged concave
rugged scales, when fully open.

13. Abies firma, Siebold $ Zuccarini, Flora• Japonica, ii. 15, t. 107.

Concerning this most beautiful species we collect
the following from Siebold. It is a large tree, with the
aspect of the Kuropean Silver Fir, growing from Kiusu
to the Kurile islands. Its timber holds a fifth-rate
place among the Japanese, and is principally used in
tancy-work, or for making the cases in which they
pack their lacquered goods. It is white, soft, and fine-
grained —The cones are about 4 inches long, pendulous,
straight or little curved. Their scales are broad, dull,
downy, a little notched at the edge, and beyond them
projects somewhat the narrow sharp point of a stiff
bracteal scale.

14. Retixbpora obtusa, Siebold <Sf Zuccarini, Flora- Japonica, ii. 38, t. 121. (Hinoki Jap.)
" A Japanese author says that as a hero is the elorv

of men so is the Hinoki that of the forest" So writes
fciebold

;
and certainly the account he gives of the tree

would seem to justify the assertion. We have before
us a branch of the plant with some cones. In its dried
state it looks like- a small leaved state of Thujopsis
aolabrata without its glaucous underside and with amore brilliant green colour. It is an Evergreen Coni-
fer, belonging to the Arbor Vitse race, and Siebold

S^q^ that
,
h has a 8t,*»glit stiff bole from

thA
8
.?

fe
f h

J
gh

'
and 5 to 6 '«* trough at

*v* i
Ita bnmches 8Pre»d like a fan, and its

white finegrained solid wood shines like silk when
forked up. Because of these superior qualities the
Japanese consecrate the tree to the Goddess of the
'
'in, whose chapels and little temples are built

entirely of its timber. Moreover most of the wooden
utensiii employed at the Court of Micado are formed
***** it, and retain their natural colour without the

aid of varnish. The fans of the prince and his women
are also made of little slips of Hinoki wood held to-

gether by silken threads, and gleaming with the colours

-of the rainbow. The country of Hinoki is chiefly the

mountainous part of Nippon, where it forms vast

forests, and on account of the high price of its timber

is an important article of trade. Huge piles of colossal

balks and planks may be seen collected on the banks of

Japanese rivers. The tree is planted for ornament and

shade all over the empire.

15. Retfnispoba pisifera, Siebold Sf Zuccarini, Flora
"* Japonica, i\ 33, t. 122. (Sawara Jap.)

A smaller and more slender tree than the last, with

sharp pointed leaves glaucous and concave on the

under side. According to Siebold the leaves are also

of a darker green ; he saw individuals 25— 30 feet high

near a temple at Nagasaki ; and found it growing

intermixed with R. obtusa. Its cones are much smaller,

and the oil cysts on its seeds more numerous as well

as larger.

16. Veitchia japonica : Lindley, 'n. g.

Of this extraordinary plant only two mutilated cones*

a few seeds, and a small branch have been received >

but they suffice to show that it is a wholly new form
in the Coniferous order, with the seeds of a Chama>
cyparis, the leaves of an Abies, and cones which become
when ripe more like spherical honeycombs than any-

thing else to which we can compare them. One would
fancy the plant to represent an Abies permanently
assuming in the cone the monstrous form so often

given to the common Spruce by the attack of insects,

and then struggling onwards to become a Sciadopitys
or a Cryptomeria. The branches are short and
covered with spirally arranged projecting curved
pulvines, resembling those of Abies Menziesii. At the
base of each branchlet is a small cup formed of recurved
scales from which the branchlet emerged when young.
The leaves are 4 inch long, linear, blunt, and
glaucous beneath. The cones are erect, downy, nearly
spherical, about an inch in diameter, before ripening
furnished with incurved horn-like projecting bracteal
scales, which at maturity break and disclose as many
4-sided sockets or cavities, within which lodge a (to us
uncertain) number of small 2-winged seeds terminated
by a pair of short straight tooth-like processes. We
cannot do otherwise than associate with this extra-
ordinary genua the name of Mr. J. G. Veitch, its

active and intelligent discoverer and the introducer of
so many fine trees previously unknown in this country.
For our scientific readers we subjoin a brief technical
description.

Veitchia.—Genus Coniferarum Abietearum. Strobili alveolati

:

i.e. ovariis convolutis omninb connatis demilm apice quad-
ratim dehiscentibus, bracteis cornutis elongatis incurvis
maturitate fragilibus. Semina diptera, apice bicornias. biden-
tata (numero indeterminata). Folia Abietis.

Sp. 1. V. japonica, foliis linearibus obtusis subths glaucis,
pbyllulis rhombeis, pulvinis elongatis rigiuis incurvis^
strobilis sphajricis erectis pubescentibus, bracteis triangu-
laribus elongatis incurvis.

M. NAUDIN'S GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM.
(Continued from page 217).

§ 3. Temporary Shelters.
In any geothermal system, we do not entirely reject

the use of glazed coverings, but merely require that
they should be moveable at pleasure ; but what we
prefer, to protect plants against the cold, are common
materials made of wool, hair, cotton, or hemp, which
are less expensive, more easy to move, less liable
to accident, and altogether afford as good protection.
A building of common light but solid wood work, a
kind of cage, of which the pieces would easily take
asunder and would last for a long time, would form
the support for the covering material. In short, we
only want a sort of tent to shelter the plants from
cold.

The thicknesB of the walls of such a tent should
depend on the situation and climate. At Paris, and in
all countries where the winter is severe, it would be
necessary to use coarse woollen materials of the
most common description ; indeed common rope
mats would do to form the sides, reserving
softer textures for the roofing. The most indis-
pensable part is to cover the whole down to the
ground with tarpaulin, which whilst increasing the
thickness of the sides and augmenting their effects
would also protect them from humidity. A netting
of coarse cord, very open, much like that used to cover
air balloons, should be interposed between any woollen
covering and cloth, so as to regulate the ingress of
the air, and add to the protection of the tent
In southern latitudes where the winter on an average

reckons but 12 to 15 nights of frost, and these slight,
the thickness of the walls of the tent could be
lessened without injury, by substituting thinner mats
or cloths than those I have named. The attention given
to the construction of the tent must be regulated
according to the power of resisting cold on the
part of the plants which it covers. The slightest
covering suffices for those which bear 1° or 2° of
frost; such as Orange trees, Camellias, and the
greater portion of Cape and South Australian plants.
But for more tender plants, the tent must be
made thicker. For prolonged and severe winters,
there are still more effectual means to supply
deficiency of covering, of which we will speak here-
after. One objection which suggests itself is this

;

that tents, which no doubt in time of frost will te
hermetically closed, will have the disadvantage of
keeping the plants in total darkness and cause them
to run up blanched. We guarantee such will not
be the result. In geothermal as in every other
kind of cultivation, all plants must have a period of

rest, and that season is winter. Now plants do not
blanch except when over stimulated by heat they
are made to grow in the midst of darkness or without

a sufficiency of light. According to the geothermal

system, plants will be left dry during winter, and

only just the necessary heat given to prevent their

suffering from cold ; they will be in the state, in short,

neither to throw out bud nor leaf, and therefore not

liable either to be drawn up or to damp off. Besides,

it must be borne in mind, that plants which have been

from six to eight months in the open air, strengthened

by the sun's rays, and not deluged by waterings and

syringings, which are overdone by the present style

of cultivation, will bear far better a few days of darkness

than the majority of green-house plants, which only

receive sunlight passing through panes of glass,

and often lessened by linen shades. The necessity of

having to weaken the solar light for tropical plants,

is, we are compelled to say, against nature, and is a

palpable proof of some absurdity in our plan of treat-

ing them.
But although a few days of darkness would not be

injurious to evergreens, it would be different were

darkness to be continued for months ; therefore tents

should be so constructed as to open on the sunny

side, and to permit the interior to be aired or lighted

instantaneously, or closed when necessary. At inter-

vals, or even the whole length of the tent (the south

side only), the pieces of cloth could be made to roll up
to the top or to draw aside like curtains. However
severe the winter in our latitudes, it rarely passes

without some sunny days ; sometimes even the mild

weather will last a long time. It should, therefore,

benefit the plants as much as possible. In the south,

where there is so much sun in winter, and where it so

rarely freezes during the day, the tents should be wide

open as long as the sun is above the horizon. The
free entrance of air (though even cold) and bright

light are very favourable to plants, provided, as we
have just remarked, they have been well hardened
during the preceding summer and are well protected

from damp.
The time when it becomes desirable to uncover

or cover geothermal groups will, of course, depend on
the general climate of the country and the meteoro-

logical rule of the year. At Paris winter protection

would usually commence on the 15th of October,

first partially, augmenting it gradually as the cold

increases. The closing the tents should be perfect,

even hermetical, during hard frosts ; and should the
temperature of the interior approach freezing, the
ground should be moderately heated in order that the
confined atmosphere of the tent might be sufficiently

maintained above freezing point. This object would
be best attained if, when the apparatus was put up,
apertures allowing heat to escape were made in

the underground heating pipes, to open and shut
at pleasure. But it would be perhaps more simple
and easy to employ small portable stoves especially

adapted for this use. In the south such care would
probably be only necessary with plants of quite a tro-

pical nature.

Towards the close of winter the plants should be
gradually uncovered, that is, the tents should be more
and more opened during the daytime, according as
the weather is genial, and the sun Btrong. It is need-
less to say that they should be closed at night should
frost threaten.

At Paris it would be scarcely before the 15th to the
30th of April that the whole of the coverings could be
removed ; perhaps then it might be necessary to retain
them during some days in May. In the south this
may be effected three weeks or a month sooner,
according to the situation and the weather. There plants
would require but three or four months' Bhelter, and
even less, were the geothermal cultivation employed
on the sea coast; viz., at Nice, Marseilles, Toulon,
Hyeres, and other places particularly favoured by
climate.

Of course it is barely necessary to observe that the
cloths, carpets, mats, and other coverings, during the
time they are not in use, should be preserved from
damp, as well as the wood work which is used to
support them,

(To be continued.)

BONING RODS AND THEIR IMPROVEMENT.
Some will naturally ask what Boning means, for the

word is not to be found in many dictionaries, at least

not in a sense applicable to the simple instruments now
so designated. Formerly they were turned Borning
rods. In James's Gardening, published in 1712, and
which is a translation " Done from the French
Original published at Paris, anno 1709," anonymous,
but of which Le Brun is understood to have been the
author, Bourning is employed. In Loudon's works
they are termed Borning-pieces. In Crabbe's Tech-
nological Dictionary, the word homing is explained
with reference to laying poles in a straight line ; but
in that same work, so full of crabbed terms, there is

the word " Bornoyer (Hort.), a French term signifying

ur"
o*
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to look with oue eve through three or more slakes or
f
became frozen in on December the 19th, so that they

posts, in order to erect a wall or plant • row of trees."

The latter paitof the definition is not very apropos.

However, on turning to Ciuunb;iucl, it will be found
that borgne signifies one-eyed ; and Bornoyer [regarder
d'un'seul ceil une surface pourjuger de son alignement],

to look over a surface with one eye. In this sense the

word was employed in gardening directions fey Le
Brun, translated by James as follows:

—

u,Tis usual to

put paper or card upon the head of the shakes or

ranging-sticks, slitting the head of them a little, and
putting the paper or card into the slit, which is a very

great ease and relief to the sight, especially in lines of

great length. When the paper is not seen plain

enough, you cause a man to hold his hat behind the

stake, the white paper appearing much plainer by the

opposition of the black of the hat; and by this means
the person that bourns may more easily distinguish all

the heads of the stakes." From what has been stated, it

evidently appears that from the French Bornoyer we
have the terms Bourning, Borniug, and Boning rods.

That of Borning, employed by Mr. Loudon, appears the
most correct; but Boning is the one now used by the
greatest number in this country; yet as the other
occurs in gardening works, and as many gardeners have
doubts as to these names, we have thought it necessary
to give the above exp' anations.

Boning rods are very simple instruments, but they
are nevertheless most useful aids in the formation of

walks, roads, in draining, levelling ground, or where
lines have to be extended either in a straight or sloping
direction for any purpose. Thus let A a, B b, and C c,

represent rods of equal length. It is evident that if

/••

• • . • 15 .

.

•
\j

their fops a> b, e, are in the same straight line, their
lower ends A, B, C, will be in an equidistant or parallel
straight line, and at a distance below the other equal
to the length of the roils. If the position of the rods at
A and C is determined, and if the ground at B is as
high as/?, or as low as h a, it must be lowered in the
one case and raised in the other, so that the top of the
rod B b may appear exactly in the line of sight between
a and c ; in the same way other points in the same line
may be ascertained, as at d and e, by shifting the inter-
mediate rod B b to these places.

The rods are usually between 4 feet and 4£ feet long,
with a cross-piece of board at top like a T square!
Each of the three requires a person to hold it upright;
but they might be made self-supporting by inserting
their lower ends in metal cones, the bases of which
should be perfectly flat. This would prove advantageous
in many cases, as the nun otherwise necessary to be
stationed at the farthest rod might be dispensed with.
But a greater improvement might be effected

as regards correct sighting. It is found that the rave
of light m passing over the edge of any substance
undergo diffraction, and in viewing over tne ^q of
the cross piece of the boning rod a fringe of light is
formed which renders it difficult to take the line of
sight accurately over the tops of the three rods.
Instead, therefore, of looking over the edge it is much
better to sight through a small hole, which of course
must be at the same height as the tops of the rods.
Or it would be still better if a tube were fixed at that
height having the end next the eye closed with any
black, but not glossy, piece of metal, all but a small
sight hole. By these means the edges of walks
bottoms of drains, &c. can be carried out to a ereat
nicety. The fringe or play of light above alluded to
interferes likewise with the aim in rifles, and it Variesmore or less according to the stnt« of the atmosphere.

Brim Theory and Practice of Gardening as
ated by James, says "For levelling von shouldmake use of a proper day, when it is still weather, not

too hot nor too cold; when it neither blows nor rains,and when there is not much sun ; all these are very
injurious to tkeSight, by the Refractions that make'
great D.versity in lowering or raising the Visual Rai
inese remarks on such simple, but very useful inst'ru-

whWh l?v?g YOdBm I** witb a *,<w to aecuracv,
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; inaccuracy to that extentanywhere m its length would render it next to useless

Le Brun
transl

a

could not be laid down j dry leaves were heaped on to

them so as nearly to cover their tops, and some branches

of Portugal Laurels laid over the leaves. They are all

killed to their roots, while those lying on the

surface close by, and covered with mats only,
#

are

fresh and green as ever. Ayrshire and all other Climb-

ing Roses, even very enormous masses of the former,

20 years old, are killed down to the ground—as are all

the Bourbon, Noisette, and China Roses. Some young

trees in pots of the last mentioned, which were not

wanted for propagation, were thrown down and covered

with mats in the manner I have described. They have

been recently uncovered, and not a bud or twig is

injured. I need not enlarge on this subject; your

readers will, I think, see the great store-house of heat

always at hand, the work of the Creator, to be used by

the gardener with so much advantage. I must not

conclude without mentioning the remarkable freedom

from fog or mould that is found in plants lying on the

surface of the ground covered with mats for several

weeks. In close pits and frames this is often a great

evil. The only certain method of taking full advan-
tage of earth-heat is to have a close covering—perhaps
even an air-proof covering would be better than any-
thing—next to the plants, and nearly in contact with
them, so that there is but little space for the gentle
and slowly accumulating heat to disperse itself. A
loose covering of leaves or branches of evergreens does
not seem to keep it in sufficiently to resist severe frost.

The advantages to be derived from earth-heat are not
confined to the nurseryman who may employ it to keep
his young evergreens from injury ; gardeners by placing
their winter crops in a proper sloping position, if of a
height to require it, near the surface of the soil, in

beds say 6 feet wide, may cover them with some cheap
water-proof covering and thus most efficiently protect
them from severe frost with but little trouble and
expense.—One little misprint has destroyed the meaning
of a sentence at p. 194 of my last article. It should be,

Oranges, &c, may be grown in any common orchard-
house without fire-heat by merely laying the pots on
the earth border not "in." The word is a "little one,"
but of importance. T. U.
Potato Disease.^I see that a foreign professor has

again brought forward the theory of kiln drying the
sets of Potatoes as a preventive of disease. After the
report of the Royal Commissioners was circulated re-
specting the evil in Ireland, my late noble employer
wished me to try a series of experiments here, in ac-
cordance with some of the modes recommended in the
report in question with a view to prevent the mildew.
The kiln drying of the sets, and fumigating them with
chlorine gas, was tried on a large-scale, but failed in
saving them from being attacked at the usual time.
Some of the tubers were dried nearly to desiccation,
and afterwards sulphured, but they proved just as
liable to disease as the others. Seeds of the wild Potato
were likewise procured from Peru, and sown in heat,
and when the tubers were about the size of marbles^
they were planted by themselves, but the plants
were similarly affected as the old varieties in the
following summer. A large quantity of a Kidney
shaped Red Potato was imported from Portugal that
was said never to have had the disease there, and a
three acre field was planted with them. At lifting
time they proved to be rather sounder than the crop
generally that year, but the foliage and tubers were
attacked by the disease at the same time as the others.
Having tried autumu planting with no particularly
good results, and the cutting and pulling up the haulm
when the disease first appears, I have long since
come to the conclusion that all the nostrums°recom-
mended for preventing the mildew are of little use,
especially with late varieties of Potatoes. I am con-
vinced that as many good sound Potatoes could be
grown in this country as ever, were the early and
second early varieties only selected and planted for the
main crop. In trying some experiments with early
Potatoes grown in frames in 1846—7 I found that
the mildew could only progress in a damp high
temperature, and in a letter which was inserted
in the Times I recommmended early planting
and trying only the early and second early
varieties for the main crop. The mildew seldom
appears virulently before the beginning or middle of
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and do not plant them out till there is ^c
heat in the ground. For the last three IT* *****

grown a late Potato from Ireland named « J. ^
Manifold," which has a particularly W v

**

woody stem, and seems to withstand"the mild
r^ ^

than any other I know of. Last year the h ^
quite green in October, but this sort cannot h!^*
be quite free from the disease, for a few of tK*^^
were affected at lifting time. The Fluke v

-^
also a very strong woody stem, and x»w\, *?

l(

*J k
disease longer than many others.

WelbecJc.

Vines Killed by Frost ?

William
Xiii^

I have armes xittecrc* uy j?rvst, i
—± nave a Small &r

substantially built and glazed, and heated h*
water, planted with five Black Hamburgh Vine J*
have done exceedingly well, and produced tw
crops of Grapes, but not heavy. The Vine iie ,

entrance of the pipes is breaking very wesil
^

slowly ; the second plant is breaking well, th a?
fourth, and filth are quite dead down to'thefc!?
outside. The Vines are taken into the house £*
the border, no legs being exposed to the weattjt?
house has been filled with mixed plants, ba
Geraniums, Heliotropes, &c, and sustained nc

injury during the winter.
_
My man says that the

Home Correspondence.

"S™^1" r nr"te .you an account of my
282Tl °V '-° ^"H" T Nw derired from

'

tarestml radiat,on, or M I h ,ve, I think, in good
Eugl.sh termed ,t /arfl.-h^t, and of the advantages toW derived from ,t ,,, f,«ure by pUnt ,.llltivi,& T

™I1 I,
mT *"** i,,t0 tho various method.

different mode, of protection. Old trees of Lam-

August according to the moisture andlieat prevailing
at that period, and about Mm lm» ti.o i„.

6

Potatoes have advanced to

at that period, and about the time the late planted

grot tb* Las* - -- Bd t0 a Certai '1 Stage in theirgrown,. L,ast year the temperature was so very low inAugust and September that the disease did not progress
so fast as usual. Had the temperature been h&h withhe great excess of rain that fell in these month* thewhole crop would have been endangered. Such secondearly varieties as the Dalmahoy or Taylor's Forty ftSdtf
p anted early will produce

, a. large crops as the be f ofe late vaneties and be fit for lifting and storing inthe beginning of August before any d
-

has killed the Vines ; is it possible for frost to ?!
without killing the Heliotropes, Geraniums, Ac. ? |!

subsoil is gravel, the locality a light sandy, dryv
:

the border is artificially made with the best tnrfn
and very rotten light manure. Your opinion therefc

respecting the cause of the disaster will greatly oblk

The Vines have been planted rive years. A Sttfocm
[When such things as Geraniums and Heliotn
were not injured, it is evident that your Viaes o«S
not have been killed by frost inside the house. Is

from all you state, to frost only can their deatii*

attributed. They may have even been kept wtn

inside; but so much the worse, for in that case the

^

may have still been kept in motion, and then if I
ground had got frozen about the stems outside, soil

arrest the flow of sap, the plants would suffer as w
describe. Some Vines of great vigour were killed*

this way by the frost in October, 1859, which ocenmi

when their vegetation was still going on, and beta

the usual winter covering of the stems was applied.]

Ulex strictus.—1 1 is worthy of notice that whenevi

a question arises as to the validity of certain neoh

allied species, and facts are brought forward purport*

to show more or less conclusively that two or nws

so called species are merely varieties of a single ow

that exception is taken to such facts ana experimeni

on the ground that errors may have been committal

or sufficient care may not have been taken. The letter
•

of Mr. Babington, in your impression of March 16, in

case in point, and this gentleman has expressed hiirf

in like terms on previous occasions. Now, osJfc

Babington, and on those who hold the same ojir-

as he does, surely lies the onus probandi. May %i>

therefore, look to some of these gentlemen, not out

valuable criticism on the experiments and obsemfc

of others, but also for some method whereby tber&r.

site amount of care may be taken and trustworU"

results obtained? M. 2: M.
Irish Furze.— I can assure Mr. Babington tk*

pains were spared to eliminate error in raising*

Gorse seed. I have for years applied myself to-

close observation of phenomena connected with rai^

plants from seed. 1 have thrown away hundreds s

both plants and seeds when it has happened that fi«

the loss of a label or other such source of uncertair

link had become lost in that chain of rigid efHjjj

which is the only guide to truth. The seeds in qnflW

were taken from the ripe pod and caused to germa"3

at once on a surface of wet sand within a tinj*

they were then each placed on the surface of as**

pot and watched closely by myself, till they were**

to strike root into the soil and grow. The soil *«

pots was carefully examined for accidental seeds. JJ»

a strongly marked variety will sometimes reproa*

itself from seed is confirmed by general exr^
moreover such plants have been found to d°.tblSS
in some seasons than in others, the seed being »*?

from the same plant. My plant was what is cofflj^

called the Irish Furze, a densely growing 0l,slll

'fT
L;

in flower, and that from the 'seeds of this sort 1

two common Gorse bushes I stoutly aver. ^ l]e0^
garden men detected two pods on the bush last an

when I was absent from home, and has raised tw
, ?Jj

which no doubt he will swear to, though I cant,
-

will report on them when they are strong enoW

prick my fingers, which the old lady couldnt.

over the frost hath killed her, and the first wid

the matter is now lost to science. B. T. 0. ^
The Potato disease.—In the notice at Pfgj

us-

Harare killed not onl n to the ground, but the*oas ey. I appear deai Clo.se to these are young »PlanU „ pots ( >f the same kinds laid flat on the suHace hot the wound and covered with
"

*o thick, without any - uv

TjSSSSL *£***£*****• 1UUB* "«green
4

1
Arbutus m pots, tl. >tfl pmri . I in

the j - - have no doubt

a, young
|
Stephenson flTS^Jl^ *^

nn excellent one namely cutting the 8et
them in a dry warm place till

keep my seed Potatoes in

?
am .uh on cue surface

|

is an excellent one,
with small dunnage mats in autumn, and keeping tl
* or lenves-not a leaf of planting time. I always
. Xoung evergreen Oaks shallow lm™ a <v. i-a.*/ •/i eon Oaks shallow boxes or baskets in charcoal duet t II tl

*
*

nder ashes,
j
quite hard and green, and sprouTedtf i„^ ^J™

e.—in tne I1UWI
, • :,,inii

of your last Number, I see that this malady tfj^
to the « presence in the atmosphere ofaxninnter^
T am of opinion, that the minute Fungus is the

disease, not the cause of it : and that, if t
#

ne

plant were in perfect health, no Fungus (be i*
-,

small) would be attached to it. I b»v€ Pal"
'

attention to Fungus in all its stages, on ou ^
trees, and I have long considered it as the "^
of disease, not the product of it. C. Waterton,

Sail.
ig j0$

The Renovation of Old Budded Fruit 2fJ-

^

following experiment may not be novel; o
^

^

~ —^ „ proved successful, it may afford a 0»W ,U? „#•
inch or two; gardeners. In mv garden there grew (anQ
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the snceess there is growing still, although under

different conditions), against a wall betwe< n 12 and 13

feet high with a sooth -cast aspect, an old Green Gage

tree, whose fruit is, I think, superior to any I ever

tasted. The tree, budded about 6 feet from the ground,

planted about 80 years ago, more rather than less.

Its stem, however, had decayed to such an extent as to

become not merely hollow but only a riband of bark,

slightly twisted, and certainly not broader than one

third of the circumference of the tree in its healthy

state. It would have been quite incapable of sustaining

the weight of the branches, which were suspended in

the air by being nailed against the wall and fed by the

little sap that reached them through the narrow strip

of bark, which grew less and less from the effects of
'

iy. Notwithstanding, the tree had made young
not long since, and the existing branches were

healthy and clean. The slightest accident threatened

its destruction; and, without accident, its doom
appeared near at hand, unless something could be done
tor it. Being anxious to save it, early in the spring of

1859 I had an incision made in the bark, just above
where it was budded, and then applied to the part a

wooden box, of which t wall itself formed one of the

sides, so as to completely cover the incision, the junction

of the stock and the bud, and a few inches of the

branches. The box was fastened to the wall with
cramps or holdfasts and iron wire, and filled with good
hazel loam, not too light, from a Wheat field. This
earth was occasionally watered during the summer of

1859; during that of 1860 there was no need to do so.

The inci n in the bark was made at my gardener's

request, my own idea being that at the union of the stock

and the scion there was a sufficient callus for the emis-

sion of roots. About six weeks ago, after the box of earth
had remained there two years, we examined it, and found
it full of roots ; the quantity of" peruke" was so consider-

able as to assure us that the intended operation might be
safely performed. The roots emitted were much more
abundant on tl; ide next the wall, showing that the*

heat of the wall had something to do with their
emission. The box being removed, the strip of
tern was sawed through immediately beneath the

roots; and, the old stump being grubbed up (which
could hardly have lingered on a twelvemonth longer),
the top was lowered, planted in the same spot in the
border which it had occupied for 80 years, and is now-
swelling its buds with every prospect of an abundant
crop, unless spring frosts come to disappoint us. I con-
sider the life of this tree as prolonged indefinitely, for
it is now on its own roots, and is so far exempt from
the diseases and weaknesses to which budded and
grafted trees are liable. Besides this, it may send up
suckers, which will inherit its excellent qualities.
Perhaps the same plan might be applied advantageously
to other choice Plums, and to Apricots, without waiting
for the stocks in which they grow to arrive at a
dangerous state of decrepitude.' E. S. D.

Potatoes in Double Rows.—In your last Number,
you have (p. 2 l<

») an article on the Potato disease, which
appears likely to be useful. But both my gardener and
myself are at a loss to know what advantage is gained
by setting the Potatoes in double rows instead of single.
In Warwickshire (and elsewhere I presume) we set our
Potatoes in single rows, with 2i inches between the
rows; and it appears that this method would give more
space for laying down the haulms (an important con-
sideration) than the double row system with the space
of one foot only on each side.—Leek WotIon.

was ta fine condition, she berries being quite plump,

and the stalk and pedicels as tresh and green as those

of early Grapes. It resembled the sort called

Catalanesia nera, and was pronounced to be a delicious

and valuable variety. Mr. Melville, Dalmeny Park,

was awarded a first-class certificate for a Cabbage named
Fearnought, a very hardy kind, and he also sent a

-prouting variety, which was submitted to a sub-

committee for examination. Mr. Spencer sent grafts of

Bowood Muscat Grape for distribution among the com-

mittee; and Mr. Fraser, of Lea Bridge, exhibited

scions of Pear trees which had become quite black in

consequence of the severity of the winter.

Royal Botanic, Regent's Pabk, March 20 (Spring

Meeting). A considerable number of early flowering

plants was contributed on this occasion. From Messrs.

E. G. Henderson came beautiful examples of Iniato-

phyllum miniatum, with great heads of showy orange

blcssoms; Rhododendron jasminiflorum, retusuin, and

Princess Royal, all fine kinds, the second having small

rich orange scarlet flowers, whose only drawback is their

want of size, and the last rosy-eyed delicate pink

blossoms of great beauty; the same collection also con-

aiued various varieties of Cyclamens, the charming

little Iris reticulata, and Amaryllids of different kinds.

Of Cimrarias Messrs. Pobson, of Isleworth, sent a well-

managed group, consisting of Masterpiece, Mount Etna,

Mrs. Hoyle, Hyperion, Rifleman, and Master F. Wat-
son. A collection of Cinerarias was also furnished by
Mr. Todman, gr., CTapham Park. Mr. James, gr. to

W. F. Watson, Isleworth, sent finely bloomed potfuls

of the following kinds of Pansies, viz. Lord J. Russell,

Rev. Joshua Dix, Jeauie, Father Gavazzi, Miss Walker,

and Alexander M'Nab. From Mr. Gaines, of Battersea,

came well flowered plants of Amaryllis, and Mr. Young,
West Hill House, Highgate, sent various Azaleas,

among which the most striking were Criterion and
Glory of Sunning Hill, the last one of the best double

pink* kinds at present in cultivation.

Plants remarkable for the beauty of their foliage

came from Messrs. Cutbush (who also sent Primulas

and Cyclamens), Messrs. Fraser and Mr. Young.

doctor,' said a rosy-faced, jocund volunteer, burdened
with more weight and rotundity than wa greeable or
convenient to him,—' I want some plan to be invented
for me that will make me, like Tom Savers, able to bear
knocking down 20 times without feeling it, and to get
up at the end ot the last round in Letter wind than at
the beginning. Now surely, doctor, you must know
how this is to be done ; Tom submitted to all this, as-

you are well aware, and was as jolly at the end as he
was at the first; and why should not I, or any other
fellow, get into such trim, if we try ? You have net
spent all these years studying people's complaints, and
how to cure them, without arriving by this time at

something practicable ; so if you know of a multum in

parvo pill, or anything else that will accomplish this,

and that a plucky man like myself can adopt without

much trouble, do tell us how to proceed, and let us

have your directions in print."

The volume itself forms the author's prescrip-

tion, and as good a one it is as common sense and

professional knowledge can draw up. What that pre-

scription is the reader will learn upon perusing the

book. We shall only state that it is not the production

of a Vegetarian, or a Teetotaller, or a Homoeopath, or

a Water doctor; but of one who writes thus about diet

and beverage.

'« Food that rapidly ferments is decidedly unwhole-

some, and should be avoided; it yields no nutriment,

and is only an incumbrance. Weak ale, no matter how
bitter it is, rapidly changes in the stomach, and becomes

acid ; so also do all weak, poor wines, and every other

thin beverage except pure water, and moderately -strong

tea or coffee in small quantity. The prevailing evil in

gastronomy in the present day is that there is too much
cookery, that meat and drink are each prepared solely

to please the palate, and to be comfortable for an hour

or two; it has no care for the morrow; hence, as we
have stated elsewhere, the nutritive and more valdable

properties of wholesome aliment are frittered away for

a paltry ephemeral gratification, and bones and muscles

are left to die a lingering death of starvation, We
should augur the worst results if we conld suppose for

a moment that British stomachs could persist for a

ocictteg.

(Floral Com-
irious plants

.".

hi'

vii
V

Royal Horticultural, March 12.-
mttee.)—Mr. William Paul contributed
of Taxus baccata, accompanied by notes on *th*eir
habits; for tin a special certificate was awarded.
Irom Mr. Bull, King's Road, Che'sea, came a prettily
variegated variety of Agathssa cash is, for which a
nrst-class tlficate vas awarded; and Rhododendron
precox from Mr. Davis, of Wuvertree, was com-
mended. From Messrs. E. G. Henderson came a collec-
tion of Cyclan s, and other plants remarkable for
the beauty of their foliage. Of Saxifraga oppositi-
tolia, examples were contributed from Barleston Hall •

of early spring Howling plants, this is one of the
prettiest, and it is particularly suitable for the decora-
tion of rockwork ; taken up and potted it has also a
nne appearance in window gardens.AMU.—(Fruit Committee.)—It was announced
that various contributions in the shape of kitchen
garden seeds had been sent to Chiswick for trial. From
Air. foster, of Edgeware, came two seedling Apples;
tut neither of them was considered worthy of

hXl
Z\ \i-

See
r^* ApPle was also ^tri-

buted by Mr. Cant, of Colchester; but with
the exception of one or two fruit it was not, even
at this late season sufficiently ripe to enable the com-

^1 ,, !
J

I

,dge fai
2* °f its merits

' • Ifc »** therefore
ordered to be reproduced at a future i eting when in
better condition.^ It however promises to be a valuable

Sf2«f ,

C
r>

ee
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ing

£PpIe
* Mr

'
Laxton furnished

Bbhnn of T
Pl

;

,n
' ^^ Mr

n
Cttnn™^™. *T. to the

T°P °f
^
ondon

'
a n

?
ce collection of Apples in a stateof excellent preservation, for which a label of commen-

dation was awarded. Mr. Culver well, of Thorpe

wSnK
W
i !f v

a Smali bunch of an wal bla<* Grape,
winch had been grown in a pot ; the specimen shown

temon, and Azalea vittata, the last one mass of delicate

white flowers, prettily flaked and striped with purple.

Mr. Young sent Camellia Chandler! elegans, well

bloomed ; Cytisus racemosus, a Brassia, and one or two
varieties of Azalea. Mr. Penny, gr. to H. H. Gibbs, Esq.,

Regent's Park, sent among other things, a well bloomed
Acacia Drummondi, which is one of the handsomest of

its class; and the pretty Azalea amcena literally loaded
with little rosy purple flowers.

Of Hyacinths, the best came from Messrs. Cutbush

;

but a nearly equally good collection was also contributed
by Mr. William Paul; Mr. Macintosh, of Hammer-
smith, likewise furnished some good kinds both in

pots and glasses. As regards varieties full information
will be found in our last week's Number. We may
however add, that in most of the collections were beau-
tiful plants of Argus, a blue kind with a striking white
eye, and that one of the most conspicuous sorts in

Mr. Paul's collection was Von Schiller, a rosy pink kind
faintly striped with white, large and showy. General
Havelock is a dark kind with noble spikes; the darkest
however was Prince Albert, in Mr. Macintosh's collection,

which is nearly black.

Of Early Tulips Messrs. Cutbush had a fine collec-

tion, in which the most showy were Cottage Maid,
'

gh to place themselves in jeopardy by
drinking them, if only for fashion's sake. What are our

cider and perry growers about ? both of which bever-

ages this country can produce of the ripest flavour, and
of a quality not to be surpassed all the world over.

What are they thinking about ? Were a little more
attention paid to the growth of the fruit and to the

manufacture, and proper care taken to pack it in suit-

able bottles and eases, we cannot entertain a doubt that
sound refreshing beverages of that stamp and character
would soon be received with favour in England, and in

due time drive all the unwholesome rubbish now sold

as champagne, moselle, and hock out of the foreign
markets as well. Let rational people look to this a
little. But a word as we go on on something more
substantial. Why have Englishmen turned a cold
shoulder, as many have done, on the substantial bread
and cheese, and the glass of good old ale that so
cheered and refreshed their forefathers? Nothing in

the form of food, though under so humble a name,
contains anything like such an amount or such an
extensive variety of the elements of nutrition as this
simple fare. A man could live longer upon it than
upon any other kind of food, and be strong and
muscular and otherwise healthy throughout. And

Pottebakker, Standard Royal, crimson and white; and
Prince de Ligne, bright yellow. These, together with
i he Hyacinths, made a fine display.

Of new Plants, Mr. Bull sent Areca Verschaftelti,
and Calamus Verschaftelti, two graceful looking Mada-
gascar Palms; Rhodea

j aponica macrophylla, a variegated
leaved plant, the variegated variety of Pteris cretica,
and the variegated Agathsea ccelestis mentioned above.
Mr. Todman sent a new double white Azalea named
Flag of Truce; from Messrs. Smith, Dulwich, came a
Ciueraria—white broadly edged with crimson—called
Queen of Spring; and from Mr. James, of Isleworth,
Cineraria Lord Elgin, a purple self of tine shape and
gocd substance; Messrs. Parker & Williams sent a
Cattleya with rich deep purple tipped lip and delicate
pink sepals and petals, apparently new.
Among miscellaneous subjects was a box of Roses

from Mr. Wm. Paul, among which were good blooms of
(jloire de Dijon, Mrs. Bosanquet, Louise Odier, Madame
Bonnaire, and D.voniensis.

Kotueff of itoofc**

Why, a wineglassful of
>od Burton, the glorious Cwrw da, or health-giving

Stogumber, contains more muscle in it than a gallon of
the meagre stuff now in vogue! The fact is, the
gastric regions of the people of these realms have
ecome so dainty and so enervated by the flashy,

frothy, acescent dieting they have had of late, that
unless the public en masse take the matter in hand, and
enter at once upon a simpler and more nutritions
method of cooking their food, our volunteers will never
be anything but an army of martyrs, and we shall be
all demolished together."

Our author's final advice to his volunteer friend
Buckskin is as follows :

—

" Our object in these observations on some of the
consequences of our present system of dieting, has
been, not to frighten but to laugh our readers into a
little self-denial; to induce them, by the exercise of
their own good sense, to cast away some of the dan-
gerous ingredients that form a portion oC their daily-
far?, and thus to spare themselves much future discom-
fort by the timely exercise of some little present self-
command; and for the due and efficient encouragement
of those cardinal virtue, we recommend them earnestly,
as a preliminary step, to look at the clock, and measure
out time correctly. Begin early, and determine as
nearly as possible the number of hours that are to con-

The Gastric Regions and Victualling JDepa it.

By an Old Militia Surgeon. Small 8vo. Hardwicke.
Pp. 119.

This is a book of jokes and serious advice—dry humour
j

Btitnte the day, and when those horn's are accomplished,
and grave admonition. Its general topic is health; seek and secure, if by any means possible, quiet rest and
its special warnings concern eating, drinking,
sleeping; their application is to everybody, bi

and
but to

Volunteers in particular. Buckskin consults the author :

" • I want some plan laid down for me, my dear

sleep lor the remaining portion of the 24. These latter
conditions are as essential to health as wholesome food
exer e, and intellectual occupation or enjoyment are!
No cue can neglect either the one or the other, and not
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suffer for it. Allow a proper time for work, for relaxa-

tion and refreshment, and above all for repose and

reflection, and the result will assuredly end m temper-

ance and moderation in all things. The clear win,

beaming eyes, rosy cheeks, strength, muscularity, cheer-

fulness, will all return again, and with them the

grateful, heartfelt satisfaction that the bountifu gifts

of Providence having been properly used, and not

unsparingly abused, by the rich, have left a larger and

more abundant portion to satisfy the wants and necessi-

ties of the poor." .,

Were this a speech in Parliament the reporters would

add [Hear, hear]. ______

Garden Memoranda.
Holland House, Kensington.— The conservatory

is at present gay with Camellias, which are planted out

in the borders, and many of them large plants. Two

specimens of the Double Striped quite 10 feet in height

are literally covered with blooms from top to bottom ;

a noble tree of old Double White has also blossomed

most profusely, a rare circumstance tins season, for

owing to the unfavourable weather last year for ripen-

ing wood, Camellias in general have not flowered satis-

factorily this spring. Most of* the trees here have,

however, bloomed as abundantly as usual.

Arranged along the centre of this conservatory are

the noble Orange trees to which we have alluded in

former volumes ; many of them are of great size, and

all of them are in excellent health ; we did not observe

even a discoloured leaf on any of them, notwithstanding

the severity of the winter through which they have

just passed. The larger specimens have not been ro-

rotected from the weather by means of
the whole is protected irom toe "«""""g ^ wa wed by an incrustation of it.

wooden hurdles thatched with
^
straw in j *

Chebby HousE.-When the fruit be
abundance of Mushrooms is secured. A oea put y

containing lime is used, the berries are apt toT"^""

tubbed for years ; but they are annually top-dressed in

spring with old hotbed manure, which keeps them in

good condition, and at the same time some cowdung and

clav mixed are put round the top of the tubs

inside so as to prevent surface waterings from

passing off between the tub and ball without moisten-

ing the centre of the latter. During summer

this has been found to answer perfectly; but in

warftar it is removed for fear of its keeping

the soil too wet. The tubs in which these trees are

growing are set on feet, and made to take to pieces, so

that the state of the roots can be examined at any time

without any very great amount of trouble. The object

kept in view has been, however, to preserve the trees in

health in as small tubs as possible, and therefore when
they have been found to require more root room, instead

of placing them in larger tubs, the size of the ball has

been reduced and fresh soil added, and thus the trees

have been induced to thrive in tub3 of manageable

dimensions. Mo3t if not all of the largest trees are to be

re-tubbed we understand in May next, that being con-

sidered the best time for the operation ; the new tubs

to which, they are to be transferred are made of good

yellow Deal, held together at the corners with strong

square Oak posts; tubs of this description are said to

last in good condition for upwards of at least 10 years.

In the open ground tree transplanting is being

«rried on with activity; autumn is usually selected

for this kind of work ; but where screens have to be got

up quickly, as is the case at present here, it could not

be delayed till that time. A belt of Horse Chesnuts,

Elms, Sycamores, Deodars, and Cedars of Lebanon has

been planted across the front park to shut out

from view the old Elms along the side of the Kensing-

ton road; the latter have become so aged as to be really

dangerous to passers by; their rotten limbs must

therefore necessarily be removed so as not to overhang

the public road, from which the new belt is a consider-

able distance off. Other screens are also being formed,

chiefly of Lombardy Poplars, some of which are upwards

of 50 feet in height. Notwithstanding their size, how-

ever, they are being safely removed with good balls

by means of a small transplanting machine, made some-

what on the principle of the ordinary timber carriage

;

but with low wheels so as to get it well under the

balls—a real advantage, especially in lifting. By means
of this and a few handy men trees of the dimensions

just indicated are moved with ease.

On Apple trees near the conservatory we noticed

some fine bunches of Misletoe, the bright green of

which contrasted strikingly with the as yet leafless

branches from which they were suspended. This
favourite Christmas parasite took possession of these
trees naturally ; but it may be easily established arti-

ficially by merely making slits in the bark and
inserting the seeds on the under sides of the boughs,
where birds are not likely to pick them out and destroy

them.
Various fruit trees in an orchard which was planted

some years ago have boine excellent crops ever since

and promise to do the same this year. The ground in

the first instance was rich old pasture trenched two
spits deep ; it has however been retrenched since, which
doubtless has had the effect of checking exuberant
growth, owing to many of the roots being cut, and thus
rendering the trees more fruitful than they probably
otherwise would have been. On walls crops of stone
fruit promise to be thin ; the flower buds on Apricots
are opening ; it must however be mentioned that this
is rather an early spot.

every summer, are wintered in frame. -« p--—

-

with mats, and even during last winterJ*v
have

perished. Verbenas and things of that kind succeed

well in this way ; the tops of such kinds as are found

To he scarce are taken off about this time, struck and

KeneTSff I turf pits, which like t£ Mmjroojn

beds, are covered with straw hurdles. These pits are

also found to be useful for other things, sucn as early

Potatoes and Radishes. Bedding plant, are not grown

in pots here ; all are pricked out in fi ames.

The beds in the flower garden have all been dug, in

order to prepare them for their summer occupants ,
m

short the place generally is neat and dean, and has

within the last few years been considerably improved.

Calendar of Operations,

(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
#

Conservatory, &c—Shrubs planted out \n beds

will require occasional waterings. Larger specimens in

tubs or pots must also have a liberal supply, provided

the drainage is effective. This is the period for free

use of liquid manure, but take care that it is clear and

not over strong. Large Orange trees while growing are

fond of it. Where these produce gross wood, disbud

or remove it altogether, and let the lower shoots take

its place ; this will induce fruitfulness by moderating

the growth. Pay due attention to the watering,

shifting, and stopping of plants in general. Make
cuttings as soon as they can be obtained, of Geisomerias,

Plumbagos, Eranthemums, Justicias, Clerodendrons,

Vincas, Euphorbias, Brugmansias, Begonias, and Thun-

bergias, &c, in order to keep up a succession of young

stock. See that growing Orchids have abundance of

atmospheric moisture with a liberal circulation of air

early in the morning, shutting up close betimes, and

take care to observe moderation in the use of fire heat

in order that a pure atmosphere for the night may be

ensured. Growing Dendrobiums will now require

liberal supplies of water; and let plants on blocks be

frequently syringed. Most stove plants will succeed in

the mixed greenhouse, where a medium between the

cold greenhouse and the stove is observed. See to

securing cuttings of Heaths as soon as the wood is fit

for the purpose. Fumigate the moment green fly

appears; this is best done in a moderate way two

evenings in succession.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineeies.—Plants swelling their fruit should be

carefully attended to with water at the root; for, if

allowed to get too dry, there is great danger of checking

the fruit and preventing its attaining the size which it

would do under proper treatment. It is, however, easy

to err in the opposite extreme, and considerable care and

practice are necessary to enable one to properly water

plants having their pots plunged ; therefore this should

not be intrusted to inexperienced hands, who would

probably water every plant if the surface soil indicated

dryness. Use weak milk-warm manure water for plants

that are well rooted, whether fruiters or growing stock,

and keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist, giving

air very sparingly on cold, drying, gleamy days, except

where proper means of ventilation have been provided.

Black Jamaicas and Montserrats expected to supply

ripe fruit next autumn should soon be ready for shifting

into their fruiting pots, and care should be exercised

to avoid checking their growth by any means, as this

might lead to their fruiting prematurely. See to

having the balls in a rather moist state at the time of

repotting, and keep the bottom-heat regular and the

atmosphere moist and rather close until the plants

appear to have taken to the fresh soil. The same

attention will be necessary in regard to watering and

bottom-heat, &c, in the case [of those growing in the

open bed, for plants that are any size are apt to show
fruit at this season if at all checked in their growth.

Vineries.—Directly the fruit in succession houses is

sufficiently advanced for thinning get this done, the

laterals stopped, and the shoots regulated without loss

of time, for allowing the berries to get so thick that the
scissors can hardly be got amongst them renders thinning
tedious, and also robs the Vines. Give inside borders a
liberal supply of manure water, using that from the
stable-yard tank where it can be obtained, and mixing
with it a sufficient quantity of warm water to render
it about milk -warm. In all cases* give every possible
attention to the state of the roots, securing a little

artificial warmth where circumstances allow of doing so,

for the ground is cold and very unfavourable for the
roots of Vines. Where fermenting materials have been
used on the border of the early house, the heat should
not'be allowed to decline until the fruit is fairly ripe,

for it is easier to secure a heavy crop of well-swelled
fruit than to perfectly colour and ripen even a moderate
crop, and a healthy root action is perhaps more im-
portant while the fruit is colouring than at any other
period. Therefore let the fermenting materials be

una ixnu. me 4 ««x*«*wj wx „„.v.. &4 > cll l0 the
.»

gradually. Give abundance of air on all favuLJ
opportunities. Strawberries ripening fruit it WOul__
well to remove here or to a similar situation.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
If there-arrangement of herbaceous plant* hai_*

already been attended to, no time should be fat
effecting it. Some of the grosser kinds get into

to!

large masses, and thereby destroy all proportion m ^
mixed beds. Sow annuals wherever required. &?
struck Verbenas, Calceolarias, &c, may soon,

if 2
weather becomes milder, be planted out under coT*

2 or 3 inches apart in beds; with proper protects

they wiil make nice plants by the middle of M
may be removed either to masses or borders,

wfe,

they will bloom at once, and soon produce a strike

effect.
HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDES.

Prepare to protect choice fruit tree blossom* i^
spring frosts ; if Shaw's tiffany or Hay thorn's lieu^

netting is employed it may remain on till the crop,

safe ; if however thicker coverings are used they m*

be removed during the day time. A full crop of

Potatoes may now be planted. Kidneys with wellp*

tected sprouts or any other early kinds planted now tjj

be little later than those planted in February. Tbi

however requires a little care ; the sets should beplaeei

in baskets a single layer thick on damp litter, andca

fully handled ; they should by no means be planted

during either sunshine or wind. Those with sprouts 2or

3 inches long, if managed thus and covered at night u:

the second week in May, will closely succeed those ii

frames. Let a sowing of winter and spring BroccoEb

made forthwith. Cape Broccoli and Cauliflower k

Michaelmas may, however, be sown a week or Ui

later. See that plenty of Green Kale, Savoys, Brusaeli

Sprouts, Leeks, Scorzoriera, Salsify, Beet, &c, is got a

without delay. Continue successions of Horn Carrot*;

indeed sow a bed every month from January to J

tember. _____

STATE OF THE WKATUER AT CUISWICK NEAR LONDOT

For the Week ending March 21, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural Giriaj

Babomktbb.

Min.

Friday 15

SatuT. 16

Sunday 171

Mon. 18,

Tueg. 19'

W ed. 20
Thur». 21

Average. .

4

5
6
7
)>

9
10

Max.

30 088
29.973
29.890
29.9it6

29.307
29.576
29.7%

T*MrKRATURB.]

"OfthTAir: Dnb7garth
)mDd

M

3i>.035

29.853
29.338
29.249
28.936
29.346
29.387

55
49
47
49
51
48
47

Min.

24
29
30
35
32
33
30

1 foot 2 leet,

deep.

29.791 ) 29.592 49.4 30.4

"5

*

\7> \tt.V.

«fc \ W.

U \ VT.

42* .S.W.

424 W.

4-2.8

March lb-Overcast; very fine; frosty at night.

— 16— Frosty; fine; rain; fine.
.— 17—Uniformly overcast ; boisterous with heavy rain; mie.

— 18— Quite cloudless ; fine but cold ; rain at night. _
— 19—Boisterous with rain ; slight aliowers, and oca^

boisterous. __ 21—Clear; fine but cold; snow shower; clear at night.

Mean temperature of the week,2| deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week. endins^arcbSf^

"TrevaiTiitfW*

March.

Sunday 24..

Mon. 25.

Tuea. 26.-

Wed. 27.-

Tburs. 28..

Friday 29..

Satur. 80,«

43 1: •

-4S

50.0

50.3

51.6

53 7
530
53.8

53.4

4) *- .

s
a* £ u

•5*s

31.9

32.3
32.1
34.1

84.1

33.5

34.4

Si

40.9
41.3

41.9
43.9

43.5

43.6

43 _

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

11

12

12

11

14

11

14

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.11 in.

0.50

0.17
0.37

V68
0.33
0.50

SS

4

3

2
4

1

3

W

5

10

6

6
6

4

5

a

4

4

4

3

6

- .'8

«

I

i:

tb«5*
The highest temperature during the above period occurred oj 1^*

1830—therm. 75 deg. ; and the lowest on the 25th, 18aU-tberm. »

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: W 8 P. We are not acquainted with auy PT
produce book," and should think it far better for-eacn

j™

to make one according to his peculiar wants. in
TW^

bad lawn mowing machines now in the market,

any of the great advertisers are excellent.
asr*cfe*

Dirty Plants : B Y. The leaves you have sent ***J^p
of what you find in your new place are a d iisgrao ^
predecessor. They are devoured by mealy Dug ^
insects. You must wash them, or rather^scruD cu ^
soap and water over and over again, ^d^"

n0UDd«^

you can get them, keep down with Gishurst U>nJi ^
insects may have escaped. You might also try ^
water strengthened by a decoction of Q»^J^JJrf*
letter, like many others, came too late wr *»

Saturday. , nroDofle<i

Horticultural Society: Z A has only to do p
* "J^I*

Fellow. If she will write to the Secretary at.

sington she will obtain all particulars necessary. ^

»

Inslcts : ERC. The grubs you have sent are tue ^t
common Daddy long legs (Tipula oleracea;. Q&f*
slices of Potatoes or Turnips for them m yoi ^
frame and water the soil well with gas tar *>

rather an early spot.
^

turned occasionally, adding fresh as may be requisite to
Mushrooms are grown here in triangular ridges in i keep the temperature of the border at about 70°. Inthe open air. The horse-droppings are placed in the

| cases where red spider threatens to be troublesome in
centre, and after being spawned are covered with soil in succession houses, rendering syringing necessary rain-

Cfiis not in nower. it iooks use a bu>«"—
Mikani*.-^ Sub. 1 and 2, not in flower, ^ ^^

r, r, i o a7jh„ „«+ i« flower, A ""
acerosa.—G G. 1, Some Vitis not in ~~- - .

^
plants not in flower cannot be named. ^idfi**

0,

Robisia Pseudacacia: CM. We imagine i"
byw0m*

leaves to have been drawn into the er0™ ^
not, we are unable to suggest an wP 1

f
ua

^J-r that^2
Vines in Pots for Exhibition : 2> R ~l

?u°I* hT*nch#
*&

travel safely, the Vines must have tuen- ^ yr
secured to rods; then the bunches mus

aUdso**Jji
stalks to rods thickly covered with cotio . coave

„„,i« ; * *!.;„« TK« slants SUOUi" __ .l-jD^

or other soft substance, which win not- --
to be^" ,

Misc.: Special Prizes :-Fruit and flowers'

^

haieve
r»'

in three baskets or vases or epergncs, ^p*
used. Only three baskets arc to be ahown
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PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

J SONS
SEED

SUTTON
GROWERS, READING, BERKS,

9

HAVE a most extensive and complete stock of all the best kinds of GRASS SEEDS fob PERMANENT PASTURE, which

they are now sending out daily to all parts of the Kingdom, mixed expiessly to suit the soil for which they are intended

^ and the purposes for which the Pasture is required. It is believed that Messrs. SUTTON'S Stock of GRASS SEEDS is the

Unrest in the country, and certainly the quality cannot be surpassed. The sorts can be supplied separate or mixed to suit the soil, or the Li^ lit Large Seeds may be

had in one mixture, and the Clovers' and other Small Heavy Seeds in another ; 2 bushels of the former and 12 lbs. of the latter per acre are supplied.

• •

9 « f

« t ft

* * *

• • t

* «

Mixtures for Permanent Meadow and Pasture, alaptei to suit the soil

Mixtures for Permanent Field Lawns, Parks, and Cemeteries

Mixtures for Irrigation or Catch Meadows

Mixtures for Reclaimed, Marsh, or Heath Land

Mixtures for Loose Blowing Sands, Heavy Clays, Chalky Soils, and Sharp Gravel.

Mixtures of Finest Short Grasses for Garden Lawn Is. per lb., or, per bushel 18s.

Renovating Mixture of Clovers and Fine Grasses for Old Parks and Meadows, 9d. per lb., or, by the cwt.,

t • •

t • *

t * 4

• t •

t • «

* •

• 4 •

• 4 4

4 4 4

4 9 •

t 4

ft • 4

• • *

4 t 4

per acre 26s. to 32s.

per bushel 16s.

per acre 25s.

18s. to 20s.

MIXTURES OF CLOVER AND RYE GRASS SEEDS
To be Sown with Corn for a Crop of Clover, &c, in the following year, containing 16 lbs. Clovers per acre, including Alsike, 20s. p. acre.

N.B.

—

Messes. SUTTON" furnish complete instructions for sowing and management with the Seed,

OTHER AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, NEW AND UNADULTERATED:
MANGEL

Long Red .

.

Kvethara do.

Yellow Glob©
Red Globe
Long Yellow

WURZEL.
Per lb. ». d.

» -

v m

i

i

2

2

2

9

SWEDES.
Per lb. *. d.

Sutton's Champion .

.

2 6
Skirving's Improved .. 19
Marshall's Purple- top .

.

2
Improved White .. 2
Hardy Purple-top ..20

4 4

TURNIPS.
Per lb.

Yellow Tankard.

.

Lincolnshire Red Globe
Sutton's Green Round.,
White Globe
Mottled, or Grey Stone

*. d.

1

1

1

1

2

9
6
6
6
6

RYEGRASS.
Per bushel. *. d.

Sutton's Italian . . ..66
Fine Imported do. . . 6 6
Common . . As. 6d. to 5 6
Pacey's Perennial ..60
Devon Evergreen . . 7

CARROTS.
Per lb.

White Belgian Imported
Yellow Belgian do.

Large Altringham
James' Intermediate
Long Orange

*. d.

1 6

4 4

• •

• •

2

3

3
3

SUNDRIES.
Per lb. *. d.

Holcus saccharatus . . 10
Lucerne . . . . ..10
Drumhead Cabbage .. 4

Large Cattle Parsnip . . 16
Kohl Rabi, of sorts ..50

PRICES OF CLOVER SEEDS VARIABLE ACCORDING TO MARKET.

IN DO*
ilGirte

Find

hie.

,3o,m

IT

3

-

3

:

I

Udtt-

"«5
chpe"

flu**

sped*

lea
*"

100
y-

I* .

DBfrf

trtp*

'&&
er.

•

in fie*

-oris*

&
"^

Goods delivered Carriage Free. Priced Lists Post Free. Cash or reference requested with first orders.

Five per Cent, allowed for Payment on receipt of Goods,

SUTTON & SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

C. WHEELER
SEED

SON,
GROWERS, GLOUCESTER

years' lay.

satisfaction.

HAT w? Swedes, Coal-rabby, and Mangel-Wuzzle," we devote a very consider-
able degree of attention to our Farm Seed Department, especially to laying down

o^a u
Land for Permanent Pasture, and to Rye-Grasses and Clover for one or two

I he Seeds we have selected and tent out for these purposes have given the greatest possible
Seeds for Permanent Pasture, SOs. per acre.

R1N0VATING MIXTURE FORIOLD PASTURE.

«Ufc'Z^Jr^r^t *
^P^es we should recommend, when the land is being dressed in the Spring

«, antTt^ ?"*•^ VeT nC,e ** barrowed or bu8hed in ™kb * the quality and

or 80. ier cwl * J improved. Suitable Seed for t his purpose we can supply at 9 d. per lb.,

WHITE DUTCH, lid. to U per lb. .

RED or BROAD, fine 8d. „
»» „ extra fine 9d.

CLOVER, genuine and of excellent '. quality.
100*. to 112*. per cwt

»•

ft*

Si*.

9»

9t

TREFOIL, fine ..

„ extra fine
COW GRASS, true

extra finen

4^d. per lb

\°1
"

• »

• •

99

38*. 6d. per cwt,
48 6
94
103

CLOVER
9t

GRASS SEEDS, for One or Two Years' lay.

.,-. r.
From R - J- Phillips, Esq., of Ashdale.

^^^l?Z"Zir^\ t̂T^\t\"7^Lt^ if tbey ~ U ***** herc or anywhere else. I hope you will

Seeds delivered Carriage Free by Rail, and 5 per cent, discount allowedfor cash payments.

WH & SON, SEED GROWERS. GLOUCESTER

SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.
RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE supply

carefully selected and screened samples of all the most
approved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats, &c.

Address, Basingstoke, Andover ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark
Lane, E.O. Samples and prices Post-free on application.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,
Cotton Seed Cakes, Ac, of best quality at Market Prices.

ANGEL WUKZEL and TURNIP SEEDS.—
The undersigned can confidently recommend their

Stocks of the above SEEDS, crop 1860, grown from selected
and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on application.
James Fairhead & Son, Seed Growers and Merchants,

Lewishara, Kent. London Establishment: 7, Borough
Market, S.E.

&fw &£rtcttlturat Otoette.
SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
%m « C Framlinjcham 6 p.m.
Monday, Mar. 2o' (Mr. Bond on the Agricultural Future).

f Botley (Cattle Show).
Teas dat, —
Wkdjksdat,—
Thurspat, —
Mondat, April
Wfunksdat,—
Saturday, —

ngj Kins«cote (Mr. Cox on a Knowledge of
I the Theory of Agriculture) . . 6 f.m.

-27J Hungerford (The Highway and Parochial
'I Assessment Bills) .. .. 4 r.M,
28-Royal Agri Society of Ireland.
I—London Fanners' Club
3—Agri. Society of England .. ..
6—Hexham*

6 P.M.
Noon

A recent trial (Bannerman v. "White and others,
Maidstone, March 15) reopens, or at least restates
the controversy between the dealers and the grow-
ers of Hops on the effect of sulphur anplied to the
growing plant. The whole subject will be found
fully discussed in our volume for 1855. We
are not interested in the verdict on the
present occasion, for it turned on the question
not whether the Hops had been injured by the
application, but whether there had been any
engagement that no such application should be
made. The policy of such an engagement is how-
ever proper for discussion here ; and the facts
elicited five years ago unite with all the analo-
gies of horticultural experience in showing any
such engagement to be both mischievous and
foolish.

The Hop is a plact which more than any other
on the list of English cultivators is liable to injury
by mildew. This, like all parasites, both robs the
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growing plant of juices which should have gone to

its own nourishment, and by the destruction ot

.

surfacewhich it produces deprives the plant oforgans

which in a state of health had provided it with food.

Both food and feeding powers are thus diminished,

and to this is added direct local injury inflicted on

the tissues of the plant. No wonder that a miL-

dewed Hop plant soon betrays the disease it suffers

from. But it is only in a state of health that the

plant proceeds to the full development of those

parts which are the object of its cultivation. Any-

thing therefore, which will check the mildew and

restore the plant to health acts for the interests

both of growers and dealers.

Sulphur is such an agent. Scattered in line

powder on the surfaces attacked it checks the

mildew of the Vine, and the best Grapes are

grown where otherwise they would have failed.

Similarly used it checks the mildew of the Hop,

and in like manner the best of Hops are grown

where otherwise they would have failed. " Sul-

phur " says Dr. Lixdley, " is one of the most

powerful of known agents in destroying

mildew. It is to gardeners what vaccine

is to surgeons. In horticulture it has been

used for many years without imparting a had

flavour to fruit or other vegetable products. The

sudden discovery that Hops are an exception to

the rule might well then have excited our conster-

nation, had not long experience convinced us that

the supposed discovery must be in reality a delusion

caused by what we can only suppose to be hasty in-

ferences drawn from insufficiently examined data^

Sulphur may injure hops, not however when it is

employed against the mildew on the surface of the

growing plant, but when in the form of sulphurous

acid gas it is used in the oast houses upon the Hops

themselves, to give the artificial appearance of

a quality which they do not really possess. This

is the use of sulphur against which dealers should

protest, whetherin the interests of honesty or health.

It is possible that poisonous sulphurous compounds

may find their way into the beer cask, through Hops

with which they have been directly mingled in

the oast house. But no such compounds can be

found in Hops grown from plants which have

only been sulphured during growth for the destruc-

tion of the mildew.

are

felt that honesty required them to changed old

and familiar designation for the goods they sell

any more than it requires^ ohaoge f om gerre^

ton to generation in the tuie oy wu
rt ; a utpral

hey conduct their sales. ^.»"*"
°"«Jn£

truth ohserved, but truthfulness is ™mtainea

notwithstanding, for n both cases all thejW
e

ments which the title indicates in the marKet are

Nevertheless it is now, when Messrs. La™
succes%y introducing a^^^^

the manure market, that Messrs A. Gibbs & Sons

if we read a trade circular aright, are ^dduig

their agents to deal in «
« Phospho-Peruvian Guano

or in any other manure under « usurped or factitious

designations." The rule is no doubt a salutary one,

but "like a blockade it is good for nothing unless

constantlv and strictly observed; anu its particular

application now indeed is mischievous. We stand

on the same ground as Messrs. Gibbs in desiring

the exclusion from the market of all fraudulent

and worthless fertilisers—but we stand on

altogether different ground from them
%

in

desiring the extended use of all t^ood artificial

manures by the competition of which the

price of Peruvian Guano may be reduced.
_
And

the enforcement of a rule, however technically

defensible and right it ba, for the purpose of

excluding such a superphosphate from the market

as that which has been long sent out under the

style and title of Phospho-Peruvian Guano, is not

for the good of that large constituency of whose

interests Messrs. Gibbs, as representatives of the

Peruvian monopoly, may feel bound to take care,

but who would be much better off if left and

required to take care of themselves.

Among the phosphatic materials enumerated

and described by Dr. Voelcker in the current

Number of the Journal of the Agricultural Society

is the Maracaibo guano. It occurs on Monks
Island, off Venezuela, and is procured in large

lumps which are reduced under a millstone with

some difficulty into a brownish gray powder, con-

taining organic matter which yields a small propor-

tion of ammonia. It contains no less than 41.3 per

cent, of phosphoric acid, 6 or 7 per cent, more than

commercial bone ash usually contains ; and it is

therefore M a peculiarly valuable and excellent

material for preparing artificial manures that are

rich in soluble phosphate of lime.'
7

It contains,

in fact, both less lime and more phosphoric acid than

ordinary bone phosphate. Superphosphate, or

rather soluble phosphate of lime, is made by
±11E rvttWUU va __ w „

taking away by means of sulphuric acid two- .£
fc of reater interest to dealers in meat

third nf *-h« limA with whmh the -nhosimorio acid .. * J
, 5° .* *. "\r«rr««fK^l^aa W£»

Axy encouragement to veterinary study is of

agricultural interest, and we therefore note with

satisfaction the Free Studentship which, as already

announced in our advertising columns, has been

established at the New Veterinary College, Edin-

burgh, under the following conditions :

—

(1 ) Any Gentleman intending to compete in August for the

Free Studentship, must enter the New Veterinary

College, not later than the 8th oi M ty, paying the Fee

,
of SI. Ss. sterling.

(2.) He must attend regularly at the Lectures on Anatomy,

and the Principles of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery.

(3 ) There will be weekly Oral aud monthly Written Exami-

nations to test the progress male by the Students, at

which the proposed mpetitors are to iudicate steady

advance in their studies.

(4 ) The first week in August the competitive examination

will take place, at which six questions on the subjects arises wiiutuer *•*«»; —— " w .i* hVDl^-
taught during the Summer will be given, to bo be ma(le during the six cold wet months dj p

answered in writing. animals in dry comfortable quarters as comp

(.3) The Student who replies best to the questions propounded, I - --*— :«•«<*««» ftfw

will be entitled to a Silver Medal, and receive back the

Fee of Eight Guineas paid in May, in addition to a

Perpetual Ticket of Admi n to th a of the

New Veterinary « >lle wi the exc; of th

marked as extra. As the Perpetu Ticket Js worth

Sixteen Guineas, the prize, v. i the Summer Fee, will

amount to 24 guineas besides the Silver Medal,

(6.) No Person shall be admitted I uch competition who has

FARMING ECONOMICS.
No. 6.—TO ilAKE CLAY PAKMS «

stock; Jab
Why are they not Stock Farms? Not W

they cannot produce enough to keep stock fot ;??*
land be drained, deeply cultivated,

'

an(1 l
h*r

manured, it will produce ample crops of v*
Wurzel and other roots, Clover, Tare3, Rape iJ*
and other feeding stuffs, and certainly more strati?

can he grown on lighter soils. The real reasoalgj

you cannot keep stock in the open fields on suchW
lands durinfr the cold wet months. But canJr
keep them under cover, dry, and comfortably

shelteJj

and will it not pay to provide such sufficient
sheher

I purpose in this paper to prove that it will pay,^
the absence of such covered yards on a heavyw|
is the cause of much loss and damage. I have ree2
been over many good farms of from 400 toVoO^
Essex and Cambridgeshire, and found nothing

butJ
open yards with a few narrow sheds. During ftjjj

season the direct rainfall, added to
the m»

from the untroughed buildings, lias ^
flooding of the yards and a wrifc» ^
of the most valuable and soluble portions of tlie^Z

to the great injury of the farmer's pocket. TWii]

scarce year for straw, and farmers are noK' becoi

converts to the cut straw and pulped root system;^

yet, owing to the open yard system, they are con^i

to waste a large quantity of that valuable feeding ot

modity in vain attempts to keep a dry bed for IW

animals. One farmer told me that the flood ft i

great in his yard that the men could only get «•

to their feeding bulbcks by laying down pi
so, as a remedy, they had tied them up tat

the sheds, and thus saved both straw and mam

My animals and manure are all under cover, thercfe

although Mangel Wurzel this wretched seasov.

half a crop, and straw rather scarce, I manageh&

suming the straw cut up, steamed, mixed with i.

cake, malt combs, and bran, and adding to fliu*

few pulped roots and plenty of straw chaff,

a good head ofstock, improving in condition aud n^

good manure under cover. The strong stems of fit

straw are cut up, steamed, and consumed as food,:

analysis showing that they are nearly equal to hay.

fact I use straw largely as food, instead of*

ins it to mop up water. My short crop of r:

will therefore still last until June. The to

chaff i3 cut very fine by steam power, and ate:

the juice of the pulped roots. -This is mixed

the hot steamed mess of RapccaVe, rfiafc con

bran, and chaff, and given warm to "a
Simple covered yards, with space slating, ma ber

vided at a cost of 9*. per square yard, or 1M* *

ficial foot ; and as I find that 12 superficial *

ample room for one half-bred sheep, t ftto

charge of Is. per year per sheep would a,

_

the interest on such an investment. Theq«JJ

arises whether 2 lbs. more of mea- per*

fi

reviously attended a Veterinary College or School of

animals in dry comiorcauie 47-"'^.',,
their exposure to the vicissitudes of weateo,

clay. I have long sine solved this
;

question to*

ttWMkmi the avoidance of death anddtf*

one pav for the shelter, but when we «MtoJ

*reat saving in the quanti
ty

^ of food «J
specially the improved quality of the nan

it being unwashed and unexposed to

J*£
. n ° ft__.ii..... „-««,tY,or.f. is required in

edicine.

is combined in bone phosphate ; the remaining

lime then forms, with the phosphoric acid, soluble

phosphate, and at the same time a great deal of

sulphate of lime is produced. The greater part of

Monk's Island guano is composed of a phosphate

which, containing less lime, requires less sulphuric

acid for producing soluble phosphate, and the

commercial product, which in reality is a super-

phosphate, contains less sulphate of lime than is

the case when the ordinary phosphatio materials

are employed.

The preservation of meat in cold ware-rooms is

* *-- dealers in meat

than "to producers of meat. Nevertheless we

direct attention to Admiral Sir C. Elliot's paper

on this subject in another column.

Whatever is for the interest of the dealer does

ultimately react upon the producer ; and farmers

as well as butchers suffer when hot weather

increases the risk attending purchases from the

former by the latter. Although therefore, as a

general rule, the meat manufacturer can always

.get the full value of his fat stock when he is

I
forced to sell, and their despatch to Smithfield is

It is
P
thJ resultant superphosphate thus produced followed on return of post by a cheque for their

, • « .-. -1 1 11 . ti til. T_. morlrof ralna to+. oti* P.an PflKHV lITl!l!Mnfi that tlUS
which is advertised and sold as " Phospho-

Peruvian guano." Now, Maracaibo is on the

north coast of South America, and however fairly

the first and last terms of this designation may be

taken to indicate the natural origin of the raw

material and the process to which in the manu-
facture it is subjected, no justification of the

middle term is possible.

But, however doubtful the origin of the name, it

has long been used to designate in the market a

manure of first-rate quality—which is now uni-

versally known by this designation, and there

seems no such need for any condemnation of it on

the score of honesty as there might have been when
first it was adopted!" Messrs, Peter Lawson &
Son, of Edinburgh and London, have undertaken
the sale of this mannre after a long and general

agricultural experience of it has made both its

quality and its name familiar, and they have not . will share in the benefit.

market value, yet we can easily imagine that this

market value in the summer months would be

somewhat higher if easy means existed for pre-

serving carcase meat in stores. 'Such means are

suggested in the paper to which we refer.

It is in the summer season that they will be

chiefly useful. It is not likely that ice-houses for

preserving meat in winter time will be of much
service to the farmer. The grazier, who has a lot of

fat cattle in early winter, and must slaughter them
for want of cattle food, is just as likely to get the

full value of them next market day as he would be

to receive it some months hence, if he could preserve

their carcases till spring. But the case is different

in the hot season, and if a cheap expedient can be

devised for hindering the spoiling of meat in bad
weather, no doubt the producer of that meat as

well as the dealer in it and the consumer of it,

71. 10,., would be ample for eacn urn - -^
of 10*. per annum for interest, vvne

:

when on sparred floors, 75 feet lw»

12 feet for a sheep would V**fg£
the spars permit a circulation or

around each animal, winch would not

with straw. If judiciously .wnagrf^
and especially as to a properly reg" 1

; Kt

litter, your sheep will be free from torn ^
fectly healthy, ami your bullocks eq"*,^
animals would require "W''« sPuce

,

t
,'
a

"f 9traf
*

The time will come when the v, H«o| * ^ .

in* material will be better «"j7toW£
farmers will resort to sparred floors ^
ashes as a bed tor their MM«M»; ** ^

]

adopted die latter practice wit 9»c
daily

taW*

harrow full of dry ashes or briefest o ^£
to keep 20 sheep dry and comfort.ibl& ^
ashes form a capital Turnip «?»n»™

to Pj
a large supply of •""l^t*,^
, stifl Slay farms, no*dd* ^

themselves

unprofitable

be cheaply converted mw ^
annual summer burning of l(

J

w
1^n g(jrfc

or brickdust ashes, to

f

each 100 J**

of 25/., for we can raise ™* h™»Zl^>*i
of ashes.

rru- -fc~w would ^ — W_ .™.-. The straw wui»« ^ p riUn

instead of being wasted in sopp^S v

cost per 100 acres :—

v *

Burn cd asbe s .
. • • • •

CTO_Ji' yardB 8

Interest at 7 per cent, on coverea y»

20 bullocks and 100 sheep •
•

Iuten it i drainage of land per acre

t *

* "

,

t
idH*.

i

the V***X ]$ftfmiserableSuch an arrangement on ^^
tenants would convert our

g
^a *

plastic clays into holdings ***»»
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alike to tenant and landlord. But then the tenant must

have capital enough to purchase stock and to boy cake

for them, as well as to provide the necessary machinery

l)T preparing the food. At present I know of several

good buildings put up by landlords whose tenants

have never availed themselves of them, having

neither sufficient capital nor disposition to do so.

Last year was a ruinous one to the holders of stiff

birdlime-like undrained clays. I know many instances

where the produce has ranged from 1 to 2 quarters per

acre, and where there must have been a loss equal to one,

and in many instances to more than one rent. The
difference in value of produce between the drained and
undrained clays was last year very great, in fact enough
to pay several years' interest on good drainage.

P.S. I was speaking to a farmer who entered upon an
exhausted poor farm without any roots, and he said,

"I have 240 ewes eating Cotton-seed Cake, Rape-cake,
and grain. My shepherd tells me that they give more
milk and of better quality than when on another farm
they had plenty of Turnips alone. Oar 200 lambs have
been lam'oed down with a loss of only four, and are
doing well." /. J. Mechi, March, 1861.

Capsules.
100

I

of recognising their

commonly known Red
smooth, almost globose
rounded stem which is

T II £ POPPY.
As a knowledge of agricultural weeds forms so im-

portant a part of the information which every farmer
should possess, we purpose from time to tune to give
such drawings of plants, or parts of plants to which the
term weed is more particularly applicable, as will enable
our readers to recognise the plants referred to on the
one hand, while their description on the other will give
us an opportunity of detailing so much of their history
as will enable the farmer to comprehend their method
of growth; their agricultural indications; the best
methods for their eradication ; and any other interest-
ing point connected with them. In doing this we shall,

for the most part, take our examples in the order in
which they are placed in Hooker and Arnott's "British
Flora," in fact in the sequence of their natural orders,
«nd shall commence with the Poppy.
All our native examples of red Poppies may be con-

sidered as weeds, because they are so completely agra-
rian that they track arable cultivation in almost every
direction. There are, however, only three forms that
we need describe, and as the flowers of all are more or
less dark scarlet in colour, we have taken the seed-
capsules as the best method
difference.

Papaver Rhoeas (fig. 1), the
Poppy of ottx i n fields, has a
head or capsule, supported on a
covered by a profusion of rough spreading hairs. This
is one of the most abundant weeds in agriculture, and is
so decidedly a lover ofsand that wherever we see its red
flags displayed ov a corn field, we have no hesitation in
concluding to the light nature of the soil. In Wor-
cestershire, wherever the soil is but a disintegration of
the sandstone of the new red sand deposit, the preva-
lence of this plant will indicate the difference between
it and the Keuper marls of the same formation. In the
green sand beds of Wilts this Poppv abounds; whilst
in the tertiary sands of Sussex, Suffolk, and Norfolk,
this weed is so abundant as to give a fierv hue to the
landscape.

In the county of Bucks, especially between the
border towns of Maidenhead and Slough, the chalk has
teen overspread by a drift of flint pebbles, and here theroppy ,s the most general weed pest ; and again, as show-
ing the fondness ot this plant for sand, we may instance
the deep beds of marine sands upon which both Ohm-
cester and Cheltenham are situate as most remarkable
evidence. These sand-beds rest in flexures on the
surface of the lias clay, and in each case the exact
boundary line of the sand pots can be made out by the
prevalence of this Poppy.
The Papnyj dnbiutn (tig. 2) at first sight much

resembles the former, but it differs in having an oblong
seed caps;,

\ tin m is armed with straight hairs
placed close to it and pointing upwards (appresaed3 ^ herbage exudes a yellow juice on being
mounded. Tin, ,s by no means general as the former
species and where it does occur plentifully it is ratheran indicator of strong than light land. Most soils
having a clay substratum will yield it to a greater or
jess extent; hence then the different indications of

•indll Z??!^lV,He,*tt is *>"**'*** remarkable

« thp v

*

i I • ;
Khaaw "l^ing as seldom on daysthe 1

. dubium does on sands.

uncommon, we may see from the following sum how
important it is to attend to our first dictum :

—
Seeds in Capsule. Seeds to a plant.

X 500 = 50,000

Should this plant grow upon a dung-heap, and so its

seeds become spread over the land, it will not be difficult

to account for a crop of Poppies, or if a field should
contain only a few seeded Poppies, as the wind shakes
out the seeds, and that to some distance, this will well

account for the vast masses of the plant we often

observe, where in fact the field is quite red with their

showy flowers. Now as all the capsules do not ripen

at once, but a single one or two will come before the

rest, these pests should scarcely be allowed to flower,

to say nothing of seeding.

2. The farmer is surely not aware of how much he
sows of Poppy seed, and yet we venture to say that he
seldom sows Dutch Clover, which is much employed in

soil favourable to Poppies, without having from hundreds

fl

,

s

1. Papaver Rhreas. 2. P. dubium 3. P. Argemone.

to thousands of Poppy seeds in each peck of the crop
seed. Well, Poppies do not grow very large in Dutch
Clover, but they manage to perfect two or three capsules
in this situation on their little stunted plants, and
these are gathered with the crop for seed and threshed
with it too, and as the seeds are not greatly different in
size, they are hot easily separated, and their dark
colour, like much of the Clover seed itself, renders them
difficult of detection.

Attention to our rules, and Poppies ought not to
be a rule anywhere. We have had to do with fields
and gardens on fire with the Papaver Rhceas, where we
have seen pounds of the petals gathered in a day for
the use of the druggist, where now even the peering
botanist can scarcely find a specimen for his herbarium.
J. JB.
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THE PRESERVATION OF FOOD*
By Reab-Admibal Sib Chables Elliot.

Judging- from the public notices on the harvest,
there seems little doubt that all kinds of winter support
for cattle and sheep have fallen short. If that should
prove to be the case, or whenever it be so, it is clear
that effective means of making those stocks go farther
must be more advantageous in proportion to the
intensity of the pressure.
My present object, however, is not to consider

the accuracy, partial or complete, of these reports,
but to claim attention to the fact that meat
may be preserved in carcase in this country,
between the middle of November and the
.•arly part of May, as it is in Russia and in Canada,
and, indeed, as it is here (without any artificial appli-
ances) in seasons of protracted frost, for periods of
considerable duration. It has, no doubt, happened to
many of us to partake of a saddle of mutton in the
depth of a hard winter, which had been hung up in a
friend's larder for upwards of a month, not only
without the least taint to the meat, but, on the
contrary, to its great improvement.

>

There is, in fact, no difficulty in subjecting meatm carcase to the exact condition of temperature,
and necessarily of dryness requisite for its
perfect preservation ; and, it may be confidently
added, that efficiently constructed and well fitted depots
for the storage of meat between certain points of
reduced temperature during the winter months would
be far less chargeable, troublesome, and hazardous of
management than conservatories of delicate tropica!
plants ne ( sarily maintained at a high degree of heat
and humidit} through every hour of that season so
formidably trying to such productions. I have
eaten of a tnrbot at Barbadoes (taken on the coast of
ngland moiv than three u ks before), with the

* From the Journal of (he Societw of Arts.

thermometer at a tropical range for at least six pi evious
days in as fine condition as I ever tasted the fish in
London Mr. Alderman Mechi, to whom I mentioned
this fact, remarked to me that it did not surprise him.
He had eaten of salmon taken out of a river in Scotland
on the same day, which he thought could not be
compared, in point of excellence, with salmon taken
out of an ice basket that had probably lain in London
for several days or it might be weeks.

Professor Hofmann, with whom I have conferred on this
subject, observed to me that the point for consideration is

not whether meat can be perfectly preserved in carcase for
indefinite periods under certain conditions of reduced
temperature, for that is indisputable, but whether it

would be cheaper, and otherwise more advantageous,
to keep the meat in carcase from the moment the
animal is in a fit condition to be slaughtered, at the least

outlay for food. He thought that it was very probable
that may prove to be the case, and strongly encouraged
me to pursue the subject.

If we suppose that a grazier, in a situation

to send to market, one season with another,

20 head of cattle and 100 head of sheep in

prime condition for the butcher, should be henceforth
furnished with the means of storing that quantity in
carcase in all the month of December, with the assured
knowledge that the meat could be kept and moved to
market in that state of good condition throughout the
ensuing four months, it is plain that his capabilities to
rear stock would be well nigh doubled. But what is

true of one farm in such circumstances is true of vast
breadths of land appropriated to the growth of winter
food for cattle under similar conditions of security
of deposit and transport to market in prime condition.
With our insignificant distances of navigation, and
great and increasing facilities of rapid transport, by
water and land, it is easy to secure any conditions of
temperature requisite for the perfect preservation of
the meat, in transit, not merely in winter, but in the
hottest season of the year.
What the difference would be in years of

average crops between the charge of maintaining
the beasts alive and of storing their carcases
under defective conditions of reduced temperature, for
equal periods, would of course depend on the economic
soundness and practical skill of these last arrangements.
At all events, I hazard nothing in saying that, even in
years of most abundant crops, there would be a large
margin in favour of the storage system. It is manifest
that it must in all cases cost much less to keep meat
cold and fresh during the winter months, when the
conditions of natural temperature are favourable to
such objects, than to make and keep beasts fat in the
same season, when cattle food must be most expensive,
and it must need much more of it to nourish the
animals than in the spring and summer months.

In point of principle, it is incontestable that cattle,
sheep, and hogs should never be driven one foot further
than may be necessary to transport them to positions
where they can be put into carcase, and conveyed more
economically, by land or water, under proper securities
for the preservation of the meat in prime condition.
Adverting to the great and increasing cattle trade

between Ireland and Great Britain, it has occurred to
me that the most eligible mode of accomplishing the
purposes m view would bo to establish great abattoirs,
with properly-constructed and efficiently cooled depots
attached to them, at the principal ports of export, as
well as establishments of the same kind at the opposite
termini of the lines, and at stations along them con-
tiguous to the great grazing districts of the country.
But it would be obviously impossible to make such
arrangements at every point of the lines at which cattle
are received for transport. The best thing to be done,
therefore, as it seems to me, would be to establish
branch depots at judieiously-selected positions on the
lines, such, for example, as the sites of great cattle fairs
and markets, concentrating at these points effective
means for slaughter storage, and transmission of the
carcases from time to time to the depots of exports, as
well as for utilising all the other merchantable products
of great abattoir establishments, and for restoring to
the soil in the fittest condition, at the least loss of time,
and least cost, all that portion of the results which
serve as manure.

Reflecting on this subject as I passed through
Ballinasloo a few weeks before the large annual fair, it
struck me that it would be an excellent position for
such an establishment as had suggested itself to my
nnnd, of course in connection with proper storage and
forwarding depots at the great ports of export.
Assuming that the whole organisation had been carried
out by the suitable equipment of a»r-%ht tanks in the
steamships for the sate conveyance of the meat, and in
the waggons on the rail (to be maintained at a tempera-
ture rather below the freezing point), it would scarcely
be too much to say that the economy effected of
immense stocks of expensive cattle food and in rednced
freight would probably not be less than the whole
amount of money which the graziers had received for
the beasts they had brought up to that lair.

The above remarks refer entirely to the cattle trade
between Ireland and Great Britain, but if they are
sound as respects that trade, It is clear that they are
equally so of the storage and transport of meat by"land
or water in all countries possessing the necessary
pervasive facilities of rapid land and water locomotion
The time, I believe, is not distant when the great
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abattoir establishments of centres of large consumption,

with all their mischief sanitarily considered, temptation

to intemperance and vice, and waste of valuable

resource, will be replaced by great central and ^strict

depots for the storage of meat, fish, poultry, and all

fruits, vegetables, and other alimentary products to

which scientific and systematic modes of maintain.

icg them at the neces ay degree of reduced

temperature can give prolonged subsistence wituoui

deterioration. . , :_ - ...

An important effect of the successful adoption of this

system for the storage and transport of meat would be

to extend to it the solidity of other great staples of con-

sumption as a basis of commercial and financial security.

Sugar, for example, in depot, is subject to much more

of waste than would be the case with meat under the

conditions here contemplated, but sugar finds its way

to consumption under much steadier circumstances

both for buyer and seller, than meat under the present

hand-to-mouth conditions of supplying and clearing the

market according to all the variations o. the tem-

perature and fluctuations in the cost of cattle

food. It frequently happens, 1 am told, and

especially at the seasons of Christmas, taster,

Whitsuntide, and Michaelmas, that immense stocks

of the finest descriptions of meat, poultry, game,

&c, collected at the great centres of consumption, are

suddenly thrown upon the market, and sacrificed at a

heavy loss in consequence of a sudden change of

temperature. But if effective depots existed for the

safe keeping of these valuable supplies that would not

happen. Capitalists engaged in those branches of trade

would purchase for storage in all such cases ofimmediate

over-supply, to the great relief of the holders (usually

persons of small means) and of the public.

If we advert for a moment to the enormously high

prices of cattle and sheep fodder in the winter and

spring of the past year (and it may be added that

the prospects of the present winter arc not encouraging

in these respects) we shall indeed be struck with the

immense public advantage of an effective system for the

storage and transport of meat such as I have endea-

voured to explain above. In some parts of the North

of England and Scotland, where I chanced to be

residing at that time, the pressure on the cattle was

most distressing. Many farmers, I was credibly informed,

were compelled in the lambing season to kill the lambs

to save the mothers, owing to the almost total tailure

of the Carrot crop ; and a friend of my own, who farms

with great success on a large scale in Westmoreland, at

several miles distance from a railway, told me that, in

the very tardy spring, it would literally be

cheaper for him to feed his flock on wheaten bread

than on hay at the price for which he could then

purchase it. Some millions sterling would have been

saved to the public wealth in the economy of cattle

food, in the price of meat, and in the consequences on

the general trade of the country of an unusually high

price of provisions throughout the winter and spring,

if large stocks of the cattle intended for slaughter in

the ensuing four months could have been put into

carcase in the month of December, 1859, under such

conditions of safe storage and transport to market as

I am convinced are susceptible of steady establishment.

Most economic writers have noticed the great differ-

ence observable in the genius of invention and improve-

ment in commercial and manufacturing processes, and
in all the labours and operations which have the

nourishment of man for their object. It cannot be
denied, at least, that our present situation in all that

concerns the preservation and transport of our animal

food, is forcibly corroborative of that remark. In these

respects we are still in a very backward, not to say

barbarous, state of civilisation. No man of observation

can visit one of our great cattle markets in large cities,

or attentively examine the condition of the beasts
during the voyage from Ireland, or in closely packed
cars on long journeys, without being struck by the
humiliating juxtaposition between great and growing
advancement in the decencies and conveniences of life

and revolting proofs of unnecessary violence, too often
of savage cruelty, and always of deterioration of the
meat, and superfluous expense, which are the results of

our present modes of fulfilling this great requirement
of our existence.
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will not, it appears to me, first, that it ?
worth while to give coals; and secondly,

that

it would be worth the while of scientific m l

to find out why coals do them good^whether
it L

carbon or anything else. One would suppose thatbarrack-rooms, the**£^3S£ 5S"B

branch of it, mav direct their early attention to this£ The invention is of high interest, and sus-

ceptTble of adaptation to a variety of important uses in

the public establishments of the J^^JgJ
advantage and economy. My »^^h"^"K s

pally within the tropics, and I may therefore take t his

opportunity of stating that this machine is well « ortly

of the careful examination of reflecting persons publicly

or privately connected with our possessions in low

latitudes. Mr. Siebe's manufactory is No. 17, Mason

Street, Westminster Bridge Road.

This whole subject appears to me to recommend

itself to the particular attention of the corporations ot

Iar*e cities, of the chambers of commerce of the chier

ports of cattle export and import, and of the directors

of the main lines of railway in Ireland and in England.

It seems probable that the best mode of carrying out

such projects would be by means of joint-stock

companies, and I am strengthened in that impression

by the opinions of persons of practical ability with

whom I have conferred on the matter. But, at the

same time, if this extended scheme should not imme-

diately recommend itself to the public, there is good

ground for the belief that the independent adoption of

well devised plans of the kind by proprietors of large

estates in grazing districts, conveniently situated in the

close neighbourhood of large cattle fairs or markets, as

well as of railway stations, would be attended with

handsome profits to the parties themselves, and

stantial advantages to the surrounding country.

Kernington Park Gardens, W.
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Home Correspondence,
Fingered Barley.—The curious alteration in the

spikes of Barley figured and so well described by your

valued Correspondent M. J. B., cannot be due to the

exceptional character of the past season, inasmuch as

in the harvest of 1858 I met with several ears of

Barley (Chevalier) fully as much modified as those

described, growing under the most favourable condi-

tions as regards soil and climate. I collected my
specimens from the drills nearest to the footpath that

traversed the field, and am unable to say whether or

not any others were to have been met with in other

parts of the field, as circumstances interfered with my
intention of returning to search for them when the

Barley was cut. I gave directions for sowing their

seed the following year, in order to see how far the

variation would be permanent. On inquiry, however,

I find that owing to a little misunderstanding, that

was not done until a week or 10 days since, so that my
evidence in respect to this important point will not be

forthcoming until the next harvest time. W. t Edin-

burgh, March 19. You labour under a wrong im-

pression regarding the Fingered Barley. I grew

acre some 8 or 10 years since, but my neighbours did

not think much of it. I also forwarded some to my
father, Mr. Fison, of Barningham, Suffolk. lie, though

an enthusiastic agriculturist, pronounced it a failure.

Some of the ears produced more than three offsets. I

procured the seed from a large farmer in West Norfolk,

Mr. Hill, of Bristow, near Holt, Norfolk, who raised it

there, and supplied also a neighbour, who disliked the

product. The field was various in quality, that is in

some parts the fingered character of the produce was

plentiful ; in others scarce any was seen. James Fison.

Feeding Figs on Coals.—A Correspondent in your

Paper has mentioned the subject of feeding pigs on

coals. Now I am neither much of a farmer nor a chemist,

but some little time ago I was staying with a friend

who is rather eminent in both these lines, and he told

me, laughing, that he had taken to feeding his pigs, of

which he keeps a very large quantity, on coals. 1 took

it for granted that he was in joke, till I went to his

farm and saw a quantity thrown down in each stye,

when the pigs left their other food and eat up the

coal first. I asked him what was his principle?

—

whether he thought the carbon had any fattening

properties ? and he said that he only began, it because

his bailiff—a hard-headed practical Scotchman—had
told him that he had tried it and found it

answer, and he continued it, because he found
that his pigs throve better with it than without
it—a reason which you may consider unscientific, but
practical. I asked the bailiff his opinion, and he said

he had tried it for many years, and he supposed "it
was the grit that did the good;" but he added, " I'd
gladly give 'em cinders—and they'll eat cinders, but
they'll do them no good." I must add that I asked

Moss was as unlike anything nutritious or fattyJZ

when one sees excellent candles extracted from it it jj

enough to puzzle such an ignoramus as jB. p.g, ^
quantity given I made out to be about £ lb. per day

to

each pig.

Piece-work.—Having with much pleasure read
in

your Journal Mr. Howard's paper on piece-work,
I

cannot allow the opportunity to pass without bearing

my testimony to the great benefit to be derived,
both

to the master and labourer, from adopting piece-work.

Ten years ago I introduced this system, and when I

commenced the men were earning from 10*. to 1^

per week; with me many of them after two or^
years' initiation of piece-work, did their work in^
better and earned from 16s. to 18*. a week all the yi

round. In confirmation of the great benefit of (&

system to man, master, and landlord, I am pleased to

tell you that 6 out of 12 or 14 men, that I usually U
on the farm, are now earning the following wage*, iU

under different masters, namely, two are earning 25i.

a week each, two 18*. a week each, one 21s. per week,

and one 16*. per week ; and neither of these men

when I took them into my employ had more than 12».

a week, and some only 10*. If you think as I do, tk

this is a fair test of the advantage of piece-work,

give it a space in your Taper. Author of Hints to Lad

lords, Tenants, and Labourers, Guildford, March 18.

Hedge-row Trees and their Effects^Sfc—To say thit

trees in hedge-rows are a great evil is simply to otter

a truism. The fact has become so patent that it ha

acquired universal acceptance. We nevertheless find

the evil still existing, and in many instances without

any apparent effort to seek its removal. Landlords m
pleased with the effect produced by well-arranged

hedge-row timber, and conceive that their estates ire

beautified ifnot benefited thereby. Tenants too frequently

manifest apathy and indifference upon the subject,

although conscious of the evils resulting therefrom.

But these evils are frequently far greater than we are

wont to imagine. It was only yesterday that a case

which fully illustrates the truthfulness of this remark,

was brought under my notice by a near neigntonr, Mr.

Alfred Fryer. To be brief, Mr. Fryer has a sua" ?\<*

of ground near to his house which has to »«?*
{
m

been pasture, but from some inferiority m the herbage,

and for other reasons he has dug it up, and appropnaW

it to garden purposes. There are several trees in the toj

row These were not suspected of being part^r

iniurious to the land, except just under their imnm

.bade. But the fallacy of these suppositions

«

clearly revealed the other day. One little W ych Etott

probably from 20 to 25 years old, and whose valoeW

timber certainly was not more
,

tlia" 5*-^d!^
root which measured 69* feet in length. This root,n

taken up whole by the diggers, and I assiste
I

in

JJ
suring its length yesterday. It ran directly acros •

little close about 6 inches below the surface, '
except

the farthest extremity, where it entered a W"e

JJS
into the soil. It also possessed many little jrw

which, with their multiplied fibres, extracted iron

soil that nutriment which would otherwise have w

plied food to the Grass. This is a very str^??^
and goes very far to show how land is impoverisnwj

the roots and rootlets of trees grown m

hedge rows. Comment is unnecessary, ^very ^

can make his own application, and
«

own inferences from this one startling: ^
As I have just named Mr. Alfred Fryer, I may pr

^
be permitted to refer to a statement of his, a

^
.

correspondence respecting it, with referen tv

temperature of the never-to-be-forgotten Ciiri^

I do not ent er into any detailed explanation of my
own ideas of constructing and organising the service of
the dep6ts, or on the fitting of the vehicles or tanks of
transport, either by land or sea, so as to secure the
necessary conditions of temperature and cleanliness,
because I am, of course, sensible that my views must
be very susceptible of improvement. There is great
room for ingenious scientific adaptation in these
respects, and it is plain that these means cannot reach
their highest points of simplicity, effectiveness, and
economy, at once.

Amongst the persons with whom I have communi-
cated on this subject is Mr. Daniel Siebe, the talented
and skilful constructor of the machine for making ice

on an extended scale by the ingenious process conceived _
by Mr. James Harrison, of Australia. These two believed that any grit would probably do as well as
gentlemen have succeeded in producing a perfectly

of 1860, which appeared in one part ot tins r v

few weeks since, My return for that severe n g ^
-5°, Mr. Fryer's was -15°. Mr. Itofgl
devised some explanations respecting tnis ^
and appeared to doubt the correctness ot a •

^
return, and suggested that our thermomei j

be tested side by side. This has now been
^ ^

they were both found to register precisely ^
The cause of the difference appears to oe^ . p
was hung upon the wall of a building a ^
from the ground, Mr. Fryer's was Plac

£ab
iriflV

ground and quite in the open. This pro
'
epatf

Mr. Fryer was up until 1 o'clock on^st^o^
making experiments and testing his

prove**

Some of the facts he acquired may n°<; i
*

one of the first agricultural chemists in England
for his opinion on the matter, and he said that he

ge provision-merchant at Hamburg in the course of .

mer, experimentalising on this plan, merely by way when
and with incomplete arrangements, succeeded '

!

quite sufficient to account for the apparen^—^^
Mr. Fryer was
making experi

Some of the mcw> uc ««£««*»«- — * . ^v

interesting to those of your rea^er%
W

11(i
tbe

tention to the subject. Mr. Fryer toun *t

thermometer when placed 3 feet from wj b
on

I*

the open, registered 2° higher than
.

*
g3 big£

eround. and when suspended from a
'

rC

'

urial
^f,

hen P'«&
and tb«$ J

een being^upon and in the sn^' or <ff

'

,„g ™ „«ving trespassed so l*WV?rL
H<*rC

*

Alfred S. Huston, Aylesby House, Chatter,

mometers read precisely alike. He

bark-bed thermometer into the snow,
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

At a Weekly Council, the IU. Hon. Lord Berners

in the chair.

The names of candidates for election were read.

A letter from Mr. Williams, of Chester, inclosing

the following extract from the Chester Courant, of the

19th March, was read, in which the writer stated as

the result of his observations in Anglesey, that those

parts of Potato fields where there are most weeds, such

as Grass, Chickweed, and the like, suffer least from the

disease; that the haulm decays many weeks earlier

than it used to do before the disease came in, and the

young tubers thus deprived of their natural shelter

from the sun may profit by the protection given them

by the weeds:

—

8ome weeks ago we published a letter on the Potato disease

which had appeared in a Bristol paj)er. It set forth that a

Frofeaaor Bolliuaa, in Russia, had accidentally made the dis-

. VL-rv. v\-n -.cars R?n, that the disease could be prevented

and the produce greatly increased by drying—nay, almost

roasting—the aeed Potatoes before planting, and that the Pro-

fessor had continued the practice with the greatest success up
to the present time. We append to-day another letter from
the same quarter, which has been published in a Bristol news-

paper to which we beg the attention of our agricultural readers.

The philosophy of it may be right, or it may be wrong, and it

scarcely matters which if the facts are borne out. It is very easy

for anyone to ascertain for himself how much roasting a Potato

will endure without destroying its vitality as a seed-Bet. Roast

a doscn Potatoes, some more, some less, and if you plant them
in a hotbed, you will learn in a very few days how far you may
go with those that you mean to try in the open ground. The

trial is so easily made, and the subject is of such incalculable

importance, that we hope many of our friends will try it, so

that the effect may be ascertained under different circum-

stances and in different soils. We have reason to believe that

the Royal Agricultural 8ociety will not be idle in this matter,

but will try to obtain information from Russia in a more satis-

factory form than what has as yet reached us.

The Remedy for tjik Potato Disease.— In answer to nu-

merous letters desiring information as to the best time for

kiln-drying potatoes, and as the planting season of this im-

portant esculent will soon be here, I beg to inform those who
are desirous of giving the experiment a fair trial, that according

to the practice of Professor Bollman, the operation was per-

formed as soon after digging time as it happened to be con-

venient, and that the Potatoes were dried in single layers

on a heated floor, the temperature of which was gradually

increased to the maximum of 140* Fahrenheit. After

being submitted altogether 24 hours to this process,

the tubers will be dry enough to be replaced by a fresh

supply, which of course will have to bo repeated until

the whole stock of seed Potatoes have been heated in a
similar manner. The seed may afterwards be stored in sacks

or bins, or disposed of in heaps on the floor of a dry loft. For
the convenience of cottagers and others whose stock of seed
Potatoes may happen to be small, the common oven will

answer the same purpose. It is now a well-established fact in
vegetable physiology that tuberous-rooted plants especially
perform the functions of suction after the stalks have died
away, and the roots to outward appearance are fully ripe.

Iu the case of Jate Potatoes, therefore, the deposition of the
organic matter cannot be reckoned to begin until the first

week in November, and as this important process in most
Tegetable structures is not completed uutil the end of
January, we may safely determine the latter period to be the
best time for kiln-drying the Potatoes. Again, early Potatoes
should be dried in the same way any time between the middle
and end of October. Let the process be earned out according
to the rules here laid down, and the manner of the operation
will be found to bo in harmony with the revelations of
botanical science. Besides, the cultivator should never lose
sight of the fact that the Potato loses nothing but moisture by
drying, and seeds are not considered saleable until carefully
dried. One of the causes of the disease is thus removed before
planting. It often happens that seed Potatoes have to be
spritted at least once before planting, an operation which
afterwards greatly impoverishes the crop.

A collection of Agricultural Implements, manufac-
tured in Montreal, many of which appear to be of
excellent construction and remarkably cheap, was pre-
sented by His Grace the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary
of State for the Colonies, by whom they had been
brought home from Canada.
The Council then adjourned over Passion and Easter

weeks to the Monthly Meeting or. the 10th April.

Vale of Evesham : March 11.—The Committee of
this Society met on the 11th inst. to arrange the opera-
tions of the Society for the current year. Lord Sudeley
was elected President and the committee was formed.

It was determined to offer the same premiums as last year
with first and second premiums, viz., 4 classes in cows,
12 classes in sheep, 4 in horses, and 5 in pigs. The Duke
d'Aumale's Plate for the best six acres of Mangel Wurzel, as
well as Mr. Cartwiighfs for the same quantity of Swede
Turnips, will be again offered. It was also determined that the
roots to be exhibited should be drawn from a regular crop of
net less than an acre. First, second, third, and, in some cases,
fourth premiums will be offered in 10 classes for Labourers and
Domestic Servants, and sums be appropriated to extra
stock, &c.

Farmers' Clubs.
Newcastle: Agricultural Statistics.—At the last

meeting of this club Mr. Lawson proposed that they
request the co-operation of the principal Farmers' Clubs
and Agricultural Societies in the kingdom on this im-
portant subject, and that tbey submit to them the
following basis of a measure, with a request that they
would make such suggestions and amendments as to
them appear necessary :

—

Clause 1 To obtain the returns from the occupiers of land,
through valuers elected on the representative principle, one
valuer being elected for each parish, the office to be honorary,
ana the election annual.

2. The valuers in each county to elect from their body one
superintendent, such ofl&cer to remain in office three years, andw receive a salary regulated by the area and the number of
<*ccupancies.

3. The whole to be under the direction of a Commis-sioner appointed by the Crown and responsible to Parliament.

4. The returns by the occupants to be voluntary, with power,

in case of neglect, f<>r the valuer to make such inspection as

might be necessarv to supply any deficiency.

5. The superintendents to direct the valuers as to the time
of obtaining the returns ; but so as the return of the live stock

and acreage be not later than the 10th of July, and the esti-

mate of the grain and root crops not later than the 10th of

September in every year.

6. The returns to include all occupancies at and exceeding

201. of annual value.
7. Tre superintendent to receive from the valuers the

aggregate return of each parish, and to make an aggregate

return of the quantity of live stock and acreage of crops for

their respective counties to the commissioner not later than

the 20th of July, and of the estimated yield of the crops not

later than the 20th of September in every year.

8. The Commissioners to cause to be published a statement

of the quantity of live stock, and the acreage of crops in Great

Britain, not later than the 1st of August; and of the

estimated yield of the crops not later than the 1st of October in

every year.

9. These statistics being for the national purpose, all costs

incurred in their collection to be provided for by parliament

Such statistics would enable the farmer to compare the

stock on band with the amount of food available for

feeding purposes.

Mr. Glover moved that the matter be referred to a

committee, consisting of Messrs. Lawson, Crisp, Weeks,

Tumbull, Wilson, and the chairman, for the purpose

of drawing up a communication to other farmers' clubs

on the subject.

This was carried unanimously.
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Moeayshiee. — The Morayshire Farmers' Club,

finding that most of the fat cattle have, of late years,

been sold out of the district before February, earlier

than which seeds are not in season for showing, resolved

this year to restrict their winter show to seeds and

roots. We give the weights of the prize parcels of

grain exhibited :
—

White Wheat. lbs.

1. Mr. Lawson, Oldmills .64
2. Mr. Smith, Middlefield, Forres 63

Red Wheat.
Mr. Walker, Kintrae

Chevalier Barley.

1. Mr. Smith, Middlefield

2. Mr. M'Bey, Woodsido

Common Barley.
1. Mr. Lawson, Oldmills
2. Mr. Geddes, Orbliston -

Sandy Oats.
1. Mr. Paterson, Mulben
2. Mr. Wilson, Westertown 43

Potato Oats.
1. Mr. Stephen, Inchbroom .. .. .. ..44
2. Mr. Wilson, Westertown 44

Any other Variety of Oats.

1. Mr. Wilson, Westertown (Grey Angus) .. ..44
2. Mr. Paterson, Mulben (Prince Albert) . . . . 41

Perennial Rye-grass.
1. Mr. Smith, Middlefield 28

2. Mr. M'Pherson, Pitcroy 21

The great weight of the Barley and some of the Oats
shown deserves notice.

The Morayshire Farmers' Club has been in existence

for upwards of 60 years without a break. The first

patron of the Club was the late Duke of Gordon, and
the next the late Duke of Richmond. The present

Duke has just accepted the office. In the two
former patrons the Club was highly fortunate. They
countenanced its proceedings in every way, by giving

time, pains, and money, and to them perhaps a good
deal of its success has been due.

They have the credit of having been among the
earliest to publish experiments on the use of super-
phosphate of lime. Their report, introduced by a letter

from the late Duke of Richmond, appeared in one of the
earliest volumes of the English Agricultural Society's

Journal. We quote from the proceedings of their late

anniversary one useful and important official suggestion,
a useful paper on fences, and excellent practical

speeches from the secretary and one of the judges.
The following deserves the attention of other local

societies :
—

Experiments in the Feeding of Cattle.—The Committee,
considering the immense importance attached now-a-days to
the feeding of cattle, recommend that 151. should be given
from the funds of the Society, to cover extra expenses in
carrying out experiments in feeding upon different kinds of
food, these being tested by weighings of the cattle and
quantities of food consumed, at stated periods, commencing
at the time when the animals are laid in, and concluding when
it is supposed they are ready for sale. Your Committee con-
sider that such experiments will be of essential service. The
result of the experiments would, of course, be duly reported.

We now give a report of Mr. Cruickshank's paper on
farms.

Decay in Paling Posts.—The Committee have
much pleasure in introducing to the notice of members
an excellent paper by one of themselves, viz, Mr.
Cruickshank, Marcassie, as to a remedy for the rapid
decay of posts used in connection with paling for
fences. The following is Mr. Cruxkshank's paper :

—

To those who are accustomed to the use of paling for fences,
it is well known that such fences are very expensive, not only
in the first cost, but also in keeping up, from the rapid decay
of the posts, particularly that part of the posts at or near the
surface of the ground ; and to know a remedy for such rapid
decay of posts may be acceptable to those interested.
The following experiment, although only of four yeais'

standing, is to all appearance very satisfactory. In the first

place, I was careful to leave as little bark as possible on the
paling-heads or posts. In the next place, when I dug the holes
(22 inches deep) for said heads or posts I spread away the earth
dug out, and filled up the pits round the posts, when put in,

with stones, about the size of that used for causeways—packing
them well with a mallet made for the purpose, and no earth
from the sides allowed to come in contact with the posts.

I may mention that the ground on which this experiment is

now going on, is of such a nature that old full-grown Scotch

Firwood posts, put in In the ordinary way, would be rotted
over at the surface of the ground in three, or, at most, four
years. But on examining the same kind of posts filled in
with the stones four years ago, I found tho part at and under
the ground as sound as that above the ground, and to all
appearance will last as long as any part of the paling.

In spring of 1859, I commenced a similar experiment with
Larch posts for wire paling, and which 1 expect will prove
equally satisfactory.

With regard to Larch posts for wire paling, an idea became
very general, that to leave on the bark would to some extent
preserve the posts from rotting. This idea has proved a mis-
take so far as I have experienced, as the following will show :—
In the spring of 1843 there was a large quantity of young
Larch trees barked at A 1tyre, and the bark sold, and in course
of the summer the trees were sold in lots, of which I bought
as many as made upwards of 60 doz^n of posts for wire
paling. Iu 1850 to 1853 I put in upwards of 100 dozen Larch
posts with the bark left on, and on examination in 1860 I

found the posts of 1843 in a better state than the average of

those put in in 1850 to 1853. I find that the posts, with the
bark on, rot much sooner at the ground and where the staples

are driven, and consequently they lose their hold.

There is yet another experiment that circumstances forced

me to adopt, and which proved very serviceable. Last year

(1859) I had two Grass parks alongside each other, with a four

barred paling between. In one of them there were three colts

and in the other seven, and in tho month of May scarcely a
day passed that some of the bars were not broken or driven
down and the colts together. To prevent this, I adopted the
following plan :—At ever7 handred yards' distance, I put in a
stretching-post beside tho other paling, and put up and
titfhted a No. 5 wire at the height of the upper bar or rail and
stapled it to the paling heads on the one side, and from the
time I did that, during the season I had no more trouble, and
the colts never got together again. I may mention that in

course of the season a good many of the upper rails were taken
out of this fence to repair other palings, and the wire served
ths purpose of a rail, and I have no doubt but said wire will

keep up the paling when a good many of the posts or heads
are decayed at the ground, and would otherwise require to be
rep'aced with new.
This plan might be adopted to advantage with the paling

along the different lines of railway as well as on farms. From
the foregoing remarks it will appear—First, that when Larch
or Firwood is to be exposed to the weather, or put into the
ground, no bark should be left on. Second, when posts are to

be put into the ground, no earth should be put round them,
but stones. Third, when a wooden fence is to be put up, a
No. 4 or 5 wire should be stretched in place of or alongside the
upper rail. I f a proper Larch fence were put up, or Larch posts

for wire paling put in, as suggested, I have no doubt but they
would stand a lease of 19 years, as the part above ground of

my posts of 1S43 are good yet, and the fences only partly

substituted with new posts. /. C.—Jan. 1861.

Mr. Geddes (the Secretary), made the following

remarks on the proposed experiment on fattening

cattle. He said :—You all know that for a good many
years past the rearing and fattening of sheep and
cattle has been our sheet-anchor. We have had a very
high rate indeed for beef and mutton ; any man who
takes the trouble of looking back upon his books for a

series of years will find that there is an amount of

money arising from the rearing and fattening of stock

which did not exist at all some few years ago ; and as

we are told—that so long as the manufacturers of this

country thrive there will be an increased demand for

these articles, I think ic is a most important matter to

ascertain the cheapest rate at which we can manufacture
that beef and mutton for them. Now, when we talk of
the cheapest rate, I mean that we should take into

consideration the extraneous substances required in
the feeding of these cattle, and the part of these
substances which goes for the enriching of our land
again. There can be no doubt it is a most efficient

mode of enriching our soil to feed our cattle upon oil-

cake or any such feeding stuffs, for it all goes into the
land again ; and we all know that from the high feeding
qualities of these commodities the manure must be of a
very valuable kind. The object of the Club is to
ascertain the cheapest rate at which we can manufac-
ture our beef and mutton—the cheapest rate profitable
to us, for if we do not find it profitable we cannot get
on with it. But I think if we are enabled to carry on
these experiments practically—to bring out the
result not only in beef but in money—we shall confer
a boon upon the agriculturists of this part of the
country.

Finally, Mr. Allan, one of the judges of grain, on the
other hand recommended especial attention to the
growth of Barley. He said :—

I recollect that 20 years ago it was hardly possible to get a
man south of the Tweed to try our Morayshire Barley. Now
the case is totally different, and I am convinced that the
Morayshire Barley will year after year come more and more into
repute. In these circumstances I think it right that the utmost
attention should be given to the growth of Barley, and par-
ticularly of Ctievalier Barley. Don't cut your Barley too
green. You know that colour is always a matter of chance,
but the body of the Barley can be much improved by good
management. You know the nice curl we like to see, aiidyou
know that if not well ripened it will not malt well—and it is
of the utmost importance, for the credit of the Barley of the
county, that these things should be attended to. If there is
any bit of Barley laid down, farmers should trv to keep that by
itself and not mix it with the rest ofthe Barley. If you want
a great price for your Barley, you must try and keep the good
from the bad. It will not do to mix it all up higgeldy
piggeldy.

We have taken the above extracts from a full report
in the Elgin Courant.

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
NoRTn Northumberland : March 8.—The beginning of

March seldom revealed the Clover seeds so good as we now
have them. With a superabundance of Turnips at command,
all breeding stock will be well fed, without resorting early to
the intended meadows for succulent spring food, thus prevent-
ing any severe check endangering their growth from over cat-
tuie. The Turnip fields yet contain bulk enough to supply anydemand thereon. Prices now are very low. Whites can be
had for hogs at 2Id. per week ; and cut Swedes may be taken
readily at 5d. Having those so plentiful within ourselves, oil-
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cake and other artificials have receded in price since the open-

ing of the year. Young cattle are now extra fed, and will,

without doubt, leave the folds for grazing in May, in a very

forward condition. Highland flocks, too, will undoubtedly

partake largely of Turnips—a circumstance which will have i

influence upon the coming public lets of Grass parks. Leicester

breeders are now looking out for lambs. The ewes are in high

condition, having, throughout winter, always been full lea.

Not even 9s. per stone for beef, or 9d. per lb. for mutton, has

induced us to make an exodus from our feeding flocks. Our

comparative short supplies, hitherto sent to market, are solely

attributable to the fact that we are holding on our fat to assist to

consume our Turnips. Bean seed time is now at hand, before

we are altogether ready for it. Early ploughed fields are drill-

ing up in fine tilth, but others recently ploughed lie bidding

defiance to the ordinary appliance of the plough and harrow.

Many of us, however anxious to sow early, have no other alter-

native but to wait, in the hope that Providence will yet save

us from being compelled to resort to pulverisers to accomplish

our labours. We have yet no symptoms of a seed time for

Oats. A partial sowing has commenced in Glondale, but all

the stronger soils are yet too wet. Late ploughed leys in places

will require the action of frosts or rain to make them work

easy. From the middle of March up to its close is the season

generally locked upon as the best for sowing Oats ;
therefore,

with open weather at that time, the land will soon be got

sown. Our general practice of sowing broad cast with the

hand in Northumberland is open to condemnation. That the

corn drill is superior for the regular distribution of seed does

not admit of a doubt. Newcastle Daily Journal.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
Pot the week ending March 21 : observed by Mr. J. B. Bpearin??,

Moulaford, WaUln*ford.

Tempbuatuius or Aix.

Friday 1.5

Saturday lfl

Sunday 17

Monday 18
Tueaday 19

"Wednesday 20
Thursday 21

3

<V

Dejfs. Dega.

* *

• •

•

• *

* •

em.
6SJ
73.2
47."

40.0
53.4

45

50.6

5D.0
48.2
40.0

.0

44.0

a

Den.
38
25
29.4

31.4
36.0

33.0

.4

Pegs.
18.7

434
17.1

41.H

44.5
37.9

Tempera-
ture of

Soill foot
below the
surface.

41.0
42.0
4".'.

40.0
41

41

41.5

Rain. "Wind

Ins.
0.01

0.05
0.43
0.06
0.02

020

X.W.
s.w.
8.W.
W.
N.W.
W.
•\v.

1-

£
o
-

-

20.80
29.84

29.

20.30
28.

20.55

29

>)

>t

>>

>}

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

3
3
3

6

6
8

8

The readings are taken at 9 a.k on the days named ; and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to" the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Error in printing last week, tit.., the Temperature of Soil for Monday,
11th, should hare been 42.5, instead of 45.5.

Notices to Correspondents.
Addresses : Young Farmer. Tiptree Hall is 4 miles from the
Kelvedon Station, Eastern Counties Railway. Lois Weedon
is 10 o«* 12 miles from the Blisworth Station, London and
North-Westorn Railway. In either case you ought to make a
previous application by letter.

Artificial Manure: Oxfordshire. A pamphlet by Mr. Moule
describes the manufacture' of an inodorous fertiliser from
clay and night soil (Bradbury & Evans). As to the other
substances named—10 of bones, 5 of sulphuric acid mixed in
a heap, and the result mingled with 15 of any waste flesh or
night soil, and then thrown together and repeatedly mixed
and turned over, with 70 or more of moist but friable clay
soil, will make the very best of compost, to be used as a
dressing ac the rate of 10 to 20 cwt. per acre.

Cyanic Manure: SB. The " Cyniac " manure to which your
handbill refers is no doubt the "Cyanic" which has been
before the public some years. What right it has to its title,

which implies the presence of ingredients containing
nitrogen combined otherwise than as in ammonia and nitric
acid we do not know. The analysis is not very encouraging.
Its 12.7 per cent, of organic matter y be worthless—its
25.508 of insoluble matter must be worthless. There are but
8.401 per cent, of phosphate of lime and magnesia, and
nearly one-half is gypsum. On the other hand 11.293 per
cent of ammonia are certified, and "0.834 of chloride of
sodium," or. to speak more intelligibly, about a pinch of
common salt to a handful of the stuff. The use of three
places of decimals to indicate the composition of manures
is a farce.

Management op a Dairy : Inquirer. Read the " Handbook of
Dairy Management " (U.Gd.) published by Longmans. Dairy
produce is disponed of if on a small scale to neighbours, or on
a large scale to Newgate Market or Leadenhall Market sales-
men. It is hardly likely that taking as an entire novelty to
dairy farming you will succeed, unless you have already had
the management of labourers, and know how to choose and
retain the services of competent hands. Pleuro-pneumonia
and the distemper may well deter any one who has not capital
to fall back upon from entering into dairy husbandry.

Oats : 0. Black Oats are not the most remunerative on well
cultivated land. They will not pay better than the Potato
Oat. Wo should prefer Tartarian Oat, either black or white,
to the Polami Oat. They will generally produce a greater
weight of corn per acre than any other sort, but not somuch meal.

Permanrvt Grass: Agricola. Your light sandy soil after
Turnips, if any portion of them have been fed on the land,
does not want any manure before sowing Grass seeds. If
the soil is at all too ri^h or the Barley likely to be laid, then
the Grass seeds had better be sown by themselves without a
light Barley crop.

Potatoes: Subscriber. Plant them far enough apart to give
earth enough to cover them deeply—that is the only advice
probably that would be given by a reader of the latest
writings on the subject. But we have known failures under
deep covering, and therefore will not do more than recom-
mend you to plant in well tilled land, manured if possible in
autumn

: and on your dry land you ought not to suffer
much.

Winter Vrtches: K. Mr. Richard King, of Wilton Road
Salisbury, writes as follows to Bell's Weekly Metsenger

:

"From the exorbtant price of seed winter Vetches last
autumn, the lateness of sowing, and the severity of the
winter, doubtless many fields are now thin and weak in
plant; therefore, allow me to state or suggest a system
advantageously adopted by Wiltshire flockraasters-namelv,
in the latter end of next month, or the beginning of April,
to sow about 121b f Mustard seed to the acre, and very
* "r(>w in, and roll it ; rolling is sufficient onlv if the
«"d m loo*e and pulverised. The wholesome properties of

w^vT *?• wne" in fuu bloom, tend to prevent scouringmtn« flock from the succulent properties of the Vetches, if

„!? & ,f cn '1T9e
. Wie above recommendation or sug-

£S3?tT£ & *~Z <Wlicable whe™ the Vetches are ta-

thus eariy mt he above inti tion is to prevent lai

£ planted being reploughed, and sown with

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY, Plymouth.—
SEEDS FOR THE FARM.

Mixed Grasses for Permanent Pasture, 28s to 34s. per acre.

White Clover, Red Clover, and Cow Grass, 8c*. to Is. pei id.

Plymouth Swede Turnip, 25. Gd. per lb.

Grant's Pino Apple Green Top, very hardy, Is. Gd. per lb.

Globe Turnips, Is. Gd. per lb.

Tankard, ditto, Is. 6£ per lb.

And all other Agricultural Seeds at moderate prices.

For further information see advertisement of March J.

The FARM SEED LIST can be had on application.

FREIGHT AND CARRIAGE.-A11 Orders f°r
..
s^ **}°™

li will be delivered Free of Charge to ^yRajW Station

between Plymouth and Paddington ; and to all Stations on the

Cornwall, Tavistock, and North Devon Railways.

All Orders above 21. Free to any Station on the Broad Gauge

Railways, or to any Market Town in Devon and Cornwall
;
or

to Cork, Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, Belfast, and Liverpool

by Steamers ; and to Guernsey and Jersey by Traders.

All Orders above 51. will be delivered Free of Carriage to any

Railway Station in England and Wales ; and to any Steam

Port in England, Wales, Scotland, or Ireland.

All heavy articles, such as Grain, Tares, Clover, &c, are ex-

ceptions to the above Rates.

Address: Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth, Devon.

FARM SEEDS.—Genuine Seeds of Select Orange
Globe Mangel, from large roots and very choice, per lb. }s.4d.

Yellow Globe Mangel, select

Elvetham Long Red Mangel, very large

Other Varieties, all at . . . . „
Select Bronze Short-top Swede, very hardy
Improved Skirving's Swede . . . . . . . k

Sutton's Champion Swede
White Belgium Carrot
True Altringham Carrot
Fluke Potatoes 5s. Gd. per 80 lb. , off the Moss.

PRICED CATALOGUES of FARM and GARDEN SEEDS
on application to Henry Brown, Seedsman, 4, Commutation
Row, Liverpool.

^

MANGEL WURZEL AND CARROT SEED.

WM. ADAMS begs to offer the following SKEDS,
true [(for cash):—Elvetham Long RedjMangel Wurzel,

Is. Gd. per lb. ; Red Globe do., Is. Gd. do. ; Long Yellow do.,

Is. Gd. ; Orange Globe do.. Is. 9d. : selected Altringham Carrot,

2s. do.—Dominie Cross Nursery, East Retford.

MANGEL WURZEL SEED FROM LARGE BULBS.

SUTTON'S MANGEL ROOTS at the SMITH-
FIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW and the CRYSTAL

PALACE ROOT SHOW (which were allowed to bo the
finest exhibited at these shows) were all grown by fair

open field culture from Messrs. 'Sutton's seed by upwards of

30 farmers and noblemen residing in different localities on
different soils The leading prizes at the Crystal Palace and
Birmingham Shows were awarded to some of these same
growers. While great credit is due to the cultivators, the fine

shape and quality of these Mangels is fairly attributable in a
great desire to the superior stocks which Messrs. Sutton have
succeeded in raisiug from their annually selected roots.

Messrs. Sutton «fe Sons have some fine new Seeds saved as
usual from selected Roots, which they are now sending out at
Is. Gd. to 2s. per lb., or cheaper by the cwt. Sutton's LARGE
YELLOW GLOBE is the best sort in cultivation for general
purposes.

A PRICED LIST of new sorts of Mangel and other agri-
cultural Seeds may be had post free on application, addressed
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers
JLJu and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J.C. Nesbit, F.G.8.,
(fee, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kenniugton, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE ofSODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
116, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

LOOK to your GRASS LANDS I^Tr^T^YOUR CROPS by dressing them with Pm^U
BONES, to be had only ofJARED TERRETT HUVr- R
Wharf, Lambeth, S., and Downham Market Nor f ii ^
sufficient fur an acre, and the present the'tima ? 5 «n
Prepared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees

(*r***
1

oones, bone dust, superphosphate of lime e-vrwnr!' ***lf2
all other artificials of guaranteed quality.'

&yy^m
> guan^

ESTABLISHED 1821.—UniveISaTSuc^

GRIFFIN, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MiNmw.
They have now been tried in 20 English on ^

invariable testimony borne to their value asMin, ^^
for the TURNIP, MANGEL WURZEL, WHfTt

65^
and POTATO CROPS. '

m£iAT
' GR^

Full particulars upon application to Griffin
Griffin, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton

.

J A W E S ' S

Ho«m

M A N Tj^ »* -^ ^ kj xu. A IN U
The Manures manufactured by J. B. LAw»r
t season of 1861, are now ready for'deliver* ^

-

present
Factories, at the following prices :

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and wv*»
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME

.

m
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME* ^ *

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES
LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES !

*

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes or th

*

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United kined^
prices varying according to cost of carriage.

"^g^oiM

Genuine Peruvian Guan© direct from Messrs. Gibbs* Nib*
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Mamn
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Plare feu
Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin

^
URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATn
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to«2

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of TrihS
Phosphate of Lime. ^
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in wl* *

the preceding. w

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These resultsm
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the rer
high agricultural and commercial value which character^
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and presec
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonii.
Prices, <fec, may be had on application to Burnard.Lksl
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth. ^
TAN Gratis, in the immediate neighbourhood of

Covent Garden Market.— Apply to Essex <fc Sons, J3,

Stanhope Street, Clare Market, W.C.

I

COLLEGE o* AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., V.C.8., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises ever;

branch requisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsoi Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for thi

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptlyani

accurately executed at the College. The terms andotherptf

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.
-__ _ __ n , a

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPAlt.-

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Sr/RVEYO$fc.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Compap

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Up
lature. The Company now advance money, unliunit*! -

amount, for the following works of Agricultural IniprpveBj

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquid»OT

a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and "Warping, Embanking, Inclj**

' Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial fl*

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigatu*.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultaw

«

farming purposes. .-
3. Jetties or Landing place3 on the sea coast or on the""

of navigable rivers or lakes. _j

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cotta
;

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, andtBJJ

proveraent of and additions to Farm houses and o^

buildings for farm purposes.
,

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Ac

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect orw

public or general works of drainage or other ^mPr0
^
e

^3
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and cbv

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the CornpanyWJ

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with
p^JJ

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only /

Government Enclosure Commissioners. i.

for further information, and for forms of aPP^^/ife
to the Honourable William Napier, Managing »*

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPaN*-
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE Compan*
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

where
spring crop. [Less seed than the above' would suffice.] 1

Chairman.-JOUAS WEBB, Esq , Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
All particulars may be had on application at tlie Offices. C. T. MACADAM,

Secret

Offices: 109, EERCHUECfl STREET^ Manufactory: PLAIS10W MARSHES f

ESSE*
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SEED ESTABLISHMENT, STIRLING, SCOTLAND
mgaged

PRICED CATALOGUE OF FARM SEEDS
18 NOW READY, AND MAY BE HAD POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

their beir

i hitherto acted upon, of keepin
the 8eeds free from any of the nun
pursuing this legitimate system of fai

meet which, our arrangements for a
orders from one of the most extensive

Stirling is most favourably place
principal Stations iu Scotland and Eag
insuring a speedy delivery of Goods, a

Qffc^NXC«vC,c<\

AXD

WELLI ROAD, ST. JOHN'S WOO

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON AND SON'S
Illustrated Seed Catalogue and Amateurs Guide

POST FREE ON APPLICATION. SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE TO DESTINATION.

'if* tS?
Trade 8uppUod for «rowil* on afc "p*** **"

~«IL ELEGANS FLORE PLENO ( ,bla floweredvarieties, var s colours mixed).- These are wJhnSexertion, the most remarkable and unex^ctedlo iet
or^Sn^ve^eed.^ *** * «*^ %&

GYNERIUM ABGBNTB0M (Pampas Grass), seed jacket,
.^»; * Plants 67. 9d. and U each

l?£ ri "0RTE^1
FS RUHRA

'
red-leaved .bedding

t r? fSfv^V^ ] *
•
used lately at Trentham.

"

^' {

^J; RrOoi.OR MA R RATA, beautiful, 1*.

HFW l "o V ^ 5V^ ,
'" tiful 1,ew legated Fern, 2». 6d.

t£E5 ? 5 o
P

i"",

RFK
'
TI< >N SWEET WILLIAM, per

PH (V V ini'l,ov
6
r\'vS

re
?
t,y imPro^ on Hunt's var eties.PHLOX DRUM.MO.NDI RADOW1TZI, true from seed, Is.

WELLING W
»-2^h^l. ta£,

S£EW32 WhUe
' ** ° f head °™ » «*

'

in «*>**-y dwarf, the ate* not «« thanp or 3

UWu^do«
> u

ef0UOWiDK

.t.
Uldb

*
WD immCrlia *******W<*~« flwrtid^**.:

Perilla nankioeasis, 6d.
lhanthus Heddewigii. <W. A i,

laciniaiua, «d. * 1#.»»

Isotoma,
0obQ5» « teas, W.,~~ U,and U '

Maurandra. bin*. e*i

Muurandya, white, C

_ red, 6U
Lopboep Hum Hender-

0111, 6d.

Thunbergia, of sorts, 6d.
Tropseolum atrococcineum, la.

Petunia coccinea, 1*.

„ choice mixed, la.

H 0YAL JIOu| ICUL'iriur IETY —J-l FLORAL COMMITTEE.
LIST OF AWARDS, MARCH 20 1861

First Class Certificate
'

Hybrid Guatemalan ( leya, from Mr. Veitch, Chelsea

m^^L^°' m
" "

fr°m Ml
-
Veitch

« «5 from

Azalea Flag of Truce, from Mr. Todman, gardener t
R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham.

s*ruener to

Commendation. ****

Primula sinensis (fimbriata) rubella plena, from Mr. W. BullPrimula sinensis (fimbriata) nivea plena, from Mr. W Bull.
Primula sinensis filicifoiia, from Messrs. E. G. Henderson <fc

Son, St. John's Wood.
Cineraria Prairie Bird, from Mr. C Turner. Slough.
Cineraria Maid of Astolat, from Mr. C. Turner.

Special Certificate.
To Messrs. Cutbush <fe Son, Highgate, for collections of

Hyacinths and Tulips.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for a collection of New Cut Roses *l
The next Meeting of the Committee will take place on April 9.

Thomas Moore. > -etary to the Committee.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. —
Notice is hereby Given, that the next GENERAL

IfEEl I NO of the Society for the ELECTION or FELLOWS,
will be held in the Council Room in the Society's New Garden.
8outh Ken

, W., on TUESDAY, April 9th. The Chair
wi 1 be taken at 2 o'Clock. On this occasion a Ballot for the
following Plants will also take place.

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT.
1. Ardisia crenulata. An ornamental stove shrub, bearinered berries. ^*
2. Gardenia sp. From seeds sent to the Garden : said to bea large flowering species. Natal.
3

-
PEL
j^

DRA Virqinica. A half-hardy herbaceous aquatic

4. Impatiens Jerdonle. A fleshy-stemmed stove plant, with
scarlet flowers. '

5. Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis. Scarlet flowering stove shrub
6. Bouoainvillea sPECTABiLis. The finest of all stove' or

greenhouse Creepers, with deep violet hop-like flowers.
/

.
Thyrsac thus rutilans. A beautiful stove shrub.

8. Cyanotis vittata. Very fine variety.
9. Drac^na Romphii. Stove shrub ? East Indies.

10. Begonia Pallatantre. Stove shrub, Peru.
Sp

JJe
NEMA FRA0RANS

- A fragrant stove herbaceous plant,

12. Chimonanthus orandiflorus. A hardy fragrant shrub.
flowering at Christmas, China.

'

13. Yucca Parmentieri.
. Ornamental greenhouse plant, Mexico.
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91

99
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15. Bgxapartea gracilis.
16. Agave sp.. No. I.

17. „ gp.. No. 2.

18. Litt^ea xalapensis. n
10. Dasyliriok longifolium.

9 ,
20. boxapartea fi.ava.
21. aoavk coccinea.
22. pincj.n'kctitia glauca.
23. Agave fiufolia. „
24. Sempekvivum calyciforme. Succulent greenhouse pUntf

Oftaary Islands.

£j- " (Grekxovia) fallax, do., Canary Islands.
*
J-

M BV HTABUL-fiFORME.
*'•

>» TABUL^EFORMK.
28. Wachendorfia sp. Bulb, Cape.
29. Duvaua DEPKNDENs. Half-hardy evergreen shrub, Chili
^0. 15ILLARDIERA LON.iFOLiA. Greenhouse evergreen creeper.

34. Frknela Vbnt \TI.

35. Solan u if oioanteom.
36. Lasiopetalov Baueri.
37. Acacia dealbata.

tt

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.
47.

48.

49.

99

99

99

M
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9)

celastrifolia.
Latrobii.
longifolia.
verticillata.
myrtifolia.
DoDONE^FOLIA.
LEPROSA.
RETINOIDES.
SALiayA.
ARMATA.
SP.

SOPHORA.
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50. Greivia cleistocalyx.

nlfnt^Tf
8
!?? m

G S
u°
ciet5

;
desi»a" ^ obtaining any of thesePlants, if Life Members of 40 guineas, or Annual 8ubscriberaof

4 guineas, are requested to name 12 sorts T if Life Kbl™ of20 guineas, or Annual Subscribers of 2 gumea^ to nTme s^

«Ih9tS?ym£ntfl for conducting the Ballot render it neces-sary that the names of the plants, or the number nrenxedsS m
Somh

alre li8t

V
8ho^ b° «ent to the"oSTceSof zfe

Krii 6th lr \e.

n
f
ln^n

'
W- on or before SATURDAY;AprU 6th, after which date no applications can be attended toAndrew rray, Assistant Secretary.

TRITOMA UVARTA
8EROTI.VA

Strong Plants to flower

»»
• *

' each.
6rf.

TRITOMA GRANDIFLORA
GLAUCESCENS

• » • *

^»ble in eha^er:
De **"^^ Tariety

'
the ™"-t beautiful for be,ls and'group, ± TJVARIA is uncertain

1#.(W.
l#.6<f.

John

artie (BarUtttms' efitontcle.
SATURDAY, MARCH Z0, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Wbdnbsdat April 3-Royal Botanic (Spring Meeting), 2 rM .

Kothinq- is much more important than that the
stems of trees should be well grown, whether
intended for timber, or standards supporting a
fruit-bearing head. In either case a good stem
hould be straight, unless for special purposes

there may be reasons for the contrary, as in the
case of naval crooks ; and it should be strong, in
order to resist the force of winds, and maintain
its erect position. In natural forests the majority
of the steuis have these properties, although the
trees may have never been indulged by a taste of
the pruiiing-knifc or axe; whilst amongst those
that we tutor from their youth with anxious care,
realh rood sterna are in most cases the exception.
This would eeera to lead to the conclusion that
care and cultivation do harm in forming stems
and that it is, therefore, better to leave "them to
their natural mode of growth. This, however,
cannot be admitted, for we lennw th«f f* ma^ +~
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obtain stems fit for our artificial purposes, inter-

ference with natural growth is absolutely neces-

sary. Others may say that bad stems are the

inevitable consequence of cultivation. I
J

•: lore

acquiescing in this, it is as well to consider

whether it is not possible for the head to have

misdirected the hand in some of he processes

connected with artificial management, and it baa

results can he traced to unskilful operations, a

little attention to the subjeot may give rise to a

better system of treatment. •

With this in view, we shall first offer some

JVtun^eTTthe art and mystery of reducing

stems cylindrical or nearly so is on^ the dechne,

much and long as it has been followed With

the view of obtaining clean stems they were

trimmed up, that is, when young, not a leaf nor

rudiment of a branch was left upon them, except

a very few situated some 6 feet or more from the

ground. But it was impossible for these to per-

form the office of, perhaps, a hundred
•

wh^aU
have been at work, each adding to the th ckness

of the stem, and to the base more especially, had

they been permitted to remain. The result of the

stem like a naked rod
;
they should he spurred in

._ t\,n*, m» linvp tlifiir finds ninc.Viprl nff~u. ..
'

shoots are 5 or 6 inches long. Some buds *
probably only push a few leaves, and such rf

require no interference. In this way the yoC
stem can be kept furni>hed with plenty of fa;

™
>ft

observations on v—
war. making the calculations from actual measure-

from the graft. The tree Had grown „ oeep g™***^^^ISftJfflS
alluvial soil, and would be termed by *«*««

j
g^^Sg,,™, /ood must be proportion-

vigorous maiden plant. Near the top its aiaraewr >->«"» «;" "
, ., , .,

t wouid be com-
wa
g
s 2-10ths of L inch; at the base about an aH hmted,

"J J,^ becoming cylindrical

inch, the proportion being as 2 to 10. But the P^tiveiy ys
, of the

sectional areas, being to each other£ tje^ -
, J-*-

oJJoli^eMow P^ ^
How it assumed this form j

dency to become crooked the stem must he

is easily understood. We had not an opportunity

of counting the leaves, but we know there must

have been one for everybud that can now be seen, tor

buds on this kind of tree only form in the axils ot

leaves. On the main shoot and on several well

matured laterals there are upwards of 200 buds,

and therefore just as many leaves must have been

developed, earlier or later in the course of last

summer, all of thtm elaborating sap from their

first exposure to light till age and autumn

brought their labours to a close. And what, it

may be asked, have they all been doing ? They

have elaborated the materials that formed the stem

of which the dimensions are given above. The

sap which rises through the stem to the leaves m
a crude state is returned by them as organisable

matter. Each leaf contributes a portion towards

the general increase of the stem below it.

Now, the lower leaves, being first at work, lay

the foundation ; they form a nucleus over which

the upper leaves deposit their contribution of

elaborated sap in successive layers. The lower

part of the shoot requires thickness, not only from

the leaves situated upon it, but likewise from all

those above it. Hence the origin of the conical

lashed to a stake of dead wood, from which,

in struggling to get free, the living stem often

receives galling wounds. Such is the sure conse-

quence of unskilful interference with the natural

mode of growth whilst the tree is making its first

shoot from the graft.

Supposing, however, that the tree had not been

mutilated during the first season, and that con-

sequently the shoot was properly formed, tapering

from a strong base. As winter approaches the

leaves drop. But we find that in the axil of every

leaf a bud has been formed ; some indeed may be

scarcely apparent, or they may even be completely

overgrown near the base of the shoot. Further up

the stem, where the layers are not so thick, their

formation depending on the contributions of fewer

leaves, the buds are more prominent ; but near the

top of the shoot, where the buds have been but

recently formed, or are only in a rudimentary state,

they are again less observable. Each bud, as is

well known, if sufficiently stimulated is capable of

producing a shoot, unless it has taken the form of

a blossom bud ; and although it rarely happens

that every bud on a young stem does push a shoot,

yet when a tree is healthy and vigorous it
t

is
» •

,
m

l 111 - 1_ 1 1 - i~ mm ^ «ia « mm* 1 1 I

form, or greater thickness at base than at top,
j
certain that many buds do so, whilst some will

the form which in this country the stems of trees remain dormant, and others may perhaps only

naturally assume.

To return to the plant of which the dimensions

have been given. These show that the area of the

base section is ^ of a square inch, whilst that of

the top is only $.. Supposing no leaves are

allowed to grow on the lower part of the stem in

the second and subsequent years, nor on laterals

connected with it, but that, notwithstanding,

annual layers of young wood are formed of uni-

form thickness averaging | of an inch, at this

rate in eight years the top part, now ^3 inch dia-

meter, would have become 2^ inches, and the base,

now an inch, would be 3 inches in diameter, their

respective sectional areas being 4^ square inches

at top, and 7 square inches at the base. As
regards strength, supposing this to be' estimated
according to bulk of wood, if the top portion

could support horizontally a weight of 480 lbs.,

the base would support one of 700 lbs. ; and this

superiority in strength is entirely owing to the

conical formation of the first summer's shoot by
the leaves which it bore; for in the subsequent
eight years we have presumed that there were no
leaves on the stem as far up as the dimensions
were taken, and that consequently the successive

layers of young wood were deposited of equal

thickness, as is generally the case under such cir-

produce a tuft of leaves.

All this being foreseen, what is to be done? If

these side shoots are allowed to grow the stem will

not be smooth and clean, but branchy ; and no

branches are desired till it reach what is termed

standard height ; but it has been imagined that

where branches are not required in future, there

can be no reason why their formation should

not be at once prevented. The most effectual

and expeditious way of doing this is to take hold

of the shoot near the top, and, by drawing the

hand downwards, rub off the buds. If this is

not done the shoots can be trimmed away with the

knife as they push. In either case the vegetation

of the plant has to be carried on by the few buds

left at top. Now, although the shoot may have

been previously vigorous and well conditioned, the

above proceeding must reuder it quite the reverse ;

for instead of its growth being carried on by the

agency of 200 leaves there are left perhaps not

more than 10 or 20 ; then instead of
_
forming a

layer of young wood one-eighth of an inch thick,

as could be done by the 200 leaves, the 20 working

at the same rate could only form one of the thick-

ness of ith of an inch. In consequence of this

the stem gains but slight increase in the second

year of its growth. But this is not all the evil

and it should be recollected that all leaves in Con

nect'on with the stem, whether situated
[mJ

diately upon it, or on the bases of shorten

shoots, contribute to its strength, and also to t

growth of roots. The latter will consequently^

>repared to collect a good supply of nourish^

or shoots to commence the head of the tree abo*

standard height. As these shoots grow and k
foliage enough to carry on the vegetation of

•

tree, the foliage-bearing spurs along the stem^

be gradually dispensed with. In doing
th:

however, care should be taken that the plant haa

not in any season a less amount of foliage than it

had in the previous one. On the contrary,
let it

have as much more as possible. Its growth will

be rapid in proportion. As for the scars on the

stem caused by the temporary retention of por-

tions of shoots along it for the important purpowa

aforesaid, they will soon heal over when there

i

plenty of vigorous shoots and leaves above them.

Thus, not only a clean but likewise a strong self.

supporting stem can easily be formed long before

those otherwise reared can be trusted without tie

stakes which have supported them for years.

It is announced that the fine collection of

Orchids formed by the late M. Pescatore atCelle

St. Cloud has been purchased by M. Rotjgieb, of

Paris, in whose Nursery buyers will now have a

opportunity of acquiring the specimens in detail.

THE GORILLA. APE.

A strange account of this quadruped from Western

Africa having appeared in the excellent " Field "ne«

paper, I shall notice certain parts of it, as they milita

against what I have written on the Monkey family.

It states that the Gorilla is lord and master o£ I

forest ; and that every beast flies before it. How can

this be ? The Gorilla lives on trees, the \m\& tow

over the land. Again, the Gorilla being a teal ape, u

a timid and retiring animal, as all apes are. How tta

can we believe that every beast of the forest flies bete

it ? The account states n that the Gorilla can never*

tamed." Now the huge red ape from Borneoa

easily be tamed, and as the Gorilla of Western m
differs little or nothing from this ape except inflW

1 argue analogically, that the Gorilla can be tamj 1

reject altogether the encounter in which one otw

traveller's party was killed by a Gorilla, and W"
ribs and gun smashed, and the barrel bent, bec»

nobodv saw this most improbable feat. However,

»

withstanding this, the traveller tells us that on

morrow "he shot this Gorilla/' How did be know*

it was the same Gorilla which had killed the JV
that he had been killed by a Gorilla at all ? JMfT

might have slain the man. , ^
Again, how can we possibly give credence v

assertion that the Gorilla came on to the a

"beating his huge brawny breast with bis hands,

so, then it must have been on its hind legs wu

cumstances. If a stem is naked and cylindrical resulting from the great privation of foliage,

it will continue so, although its thickness may be
|
Roots cannot be formed without leaves, or

J
at all

annually increased by the action of leaves above eVents their formation cannot be long continued
it ; but let a branch proceed from, say the middle
of such a stem, and let that branch grow and bear

foliage, well exposed to light for several years,

then examine the tree immediately above and
below this branch, and a great discrepancy will be
found between the two dimensions ; the girth below
the branch will be much greater than that above it.

This shows that stems in the course of their first

year's growth take the substantial form of an
elongated cone, and that the tapering once com-

without the co-operation of these organs. The
increase of roots becomes limited in proportion to

the scanty foliage. In short we have ourselves

seen a tree that had undergone the treatment above
described, the stem of which could not support
itself for 10 years, and at the end of that period

was still slender and liable to be brought over
by wind.

By a different mode of proceeding trees may
however be reared with substantial stems and in
shorter time than is frequently required before they
«**.;_ ~ —*~;„ *LSsA,-~m This is chiefly to

most trying and unsteady position for an ape ~

hour of battle ! But supposing even that it "

all fours (its proper and natural position), wnj

leave the trees? It certainly could not be to ^

traveller, because apes are not carnivorous. ^
not be in revenge, because the traveller A
provoked it. There was no need whatever tor

.^

Apes are mild and harmless. I entered the ca&

^
huge red ape from Borneo, without any fear ° ^
and I put my hand into its mouth whilst 1

*

its teeth. We kissed each other affectionately^

Lastly, what are we to pronounce on a
^

which tells us that the "female Gorilla ascw ^
to sleep," and that « the male remains below

. ^
a disruption is this of connubial un,ty '

p

traveller himself actually see an un
!?
aP|?Ji&

Gorillas thus cruelly separated from each ow

the night ? I should think not indeed, w-
for
£

However, there is one way of account" a^t
hitherto unheard of monkey-separation .^ (.

thoro. Possibly, the Gorillas In
1J

e
^f?0ti^

blessed with a divorce court, which ^Cl]l

\

a^%^^
of male from female, or with a poor taw

forces it. . . , 1
J.

•:

4

menced is afterwards continued, so that in general a
trees are able to support themselves erect without

j
attain a certain thickness.

the aid of stakes. The necessity of employing
\
be accomplished by contriving to retain at

stakes for years after transplanting a tree is much
;
work as many leaves as possible. During the first

to be regretted, and chiefly arises* from the stems season's growth let all of them be preserved. In
being

ouuu aauuiiia txs mo ui"= «r-— . fa*'
lD\2

slightly commented, are no credit to
J"ar

~ tbej*

science of Pennine zooloerv : on the con
'

:

,.

science of genuine zoology ; on tue
fT
S°

7

I

J

,

'*r"iffl//

and pollute it. Charles Waterio*, Walton

NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF JAPA

{See page 145). |O0
i

are at the base. We have seen that it is the
nature of trees to take the tapering form, and it

I push as above men-
tioned. It is not necessary that these should be
allowed to grow to full length, but they should

requires some trouble to grow them otherwise.
\
not be closely cut off so as to make the young
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mined to pay hiui a visit during my stay in Nagasaki, I

chose a line day, and set out in his direction after

breakfast.

My road led me through the heart of the town. The
streets were wide and clean, and contrasted most
favourably with towns of equal size in China ; but it

struck me the people were less wealthy, and that these

shops were not so extensive and fine as those of the

Chinese. The common necessaries of life seemed to be
most abundant everywhere. Amongst fruits I observed

the Diospyrus Kaki, Pears, Oranges, Salisburia Nut-,
Chesnuts, Water Melons, Acorns, &c. The vegetables

consisted of Carrots, Onions, Nelumbium roots,

Turnips, Lily roots, Ginger, Arum esculentum, Yams,
Sweet Potatoes, and a root called " Gobbo," apparently
a species of Arctium.
On my way I passed numerous Tea houses, hotels,

and bathing houses, which are fully described in recent
books on Japan. One feature of the people was rather
•striking, and an interesting one it is. Almost every
house which has any pretension to respectability has a
little flower gardeu in the rear, oftentimes, indeed,
small, but neatly arranged, and adds greatly to the
comfort ami happiness of the family. As the lower
parts of Japanese shops are open both before and
behind, I had peeps of these pretty little gardens as I
passed along the streets; and wherever I observed one
better than the rest I did not fail to pay it a visit.

Everywhere the inhabitants received me most politely,

and permitted me to examine their pet flowers and
dwarf trees. I have already said that many of these
places are exceedingly small, some not much larger
than a good-sized dining-room. Hut the surface of these
little places is rendered varied and pleasing by means
of little mounds of turf on which are planted dwarf
trees kept clipped into fancy forms, and by miniature
lakes in which gold and silver fish and tortoises amuse
themselves. It is quite refreshing to the eye to look
out from the shops upon these pretty little gardens.
The plants generally met with in such places were the
following :—Cycas revoluta, Azaleas, the pretty little
dwarf variegated Bamboo introduced by me from
China, Pines, Junipers, Taxus, Podocarpus, Rhapis
flabelliformis, and some Ferns. These gardens may be
called the gardens of the respectable working classes.

Japanese gentlemen in Nagasaki, whose wealth
enables them to follow out their favourite pursuits
more extensively, have another class of gardens. These,
although small according to our ideas, are still con-
siderably larger than those of the working classes;
many of them are about a quarter of an acre in extent'
They are generally turfed over, and like the smaller
ones they are laid out with an undulating surface, some
parts being formed into little mounds, while others are
converted into lakes. In several of these places I met
with Azaleas of exti rdinary size—much larger than
I have ever seen in China, or in any other part of the
world, the London exhibitions not excepted. One I
measured was no less than 40 feet in circumference

!

1 nese plants are kept neatly nipped and clipped into a
fine round form, perfectly flat upon the topfand look
like dining-room tables. They must look gorgeous
objects wjien in flower. Farfugium grande, and many
other variegated plants still undescribed, were met with
in these gardens, in addition to those I have named asbeing favourites with the lower orders.
One old gentleman whom I visited in company withMr, Mackenzie- Mr. Matotski-has a nice collection of

pot plants arranged on stages, much in the same way
as we arrange them in our greenhouses in England,
vmongst them I noted small plants of the beautiful
bciadopitys verticillata, several Retinosporas, some with
variegated leaves; Thujopsis dolabrata, and variegated
examples of Laurel, Bamboo, Orontium, and Hoya
Matotskn, a name given by some Dutch botanist in
honour of the old gentleman, and of which he was not
a little proud. Mr. Matotski is a fine mild looking
Japanese, rather beyond the middle age; he has a
collection of'birds such as >ld and silver pheasants,
and m hi. horary are some illustrated I anical books,
which he shows with great pride to his visitors. He

wT^r T>
Wlth a feW rare Plants from his collection,

and offered to procure me some others of which he hadno duplicates*

a ld
ft

T-/f
t

!.

ing th
r?"

gh the t0wn the road ]*d »e upa beautiful K lie valley, terraced in all directions and
watered abundantly by the streams which flow from
the mountains. On each side of the valley the hills are
richly wooded, partially with trees and partially with
brushwood. 1 he trees I observed were PinusMassoniana,
tryptomeria, Pvetinospora, Camphor, Oaks, Camellias,

Ij I \\
ew froi

? 0ne aide lookin8 do*'n uP<>n and

ETfii }
C}
r'

a
,

nd re8tin
" on the °PP^te hill, is rich

indeed, and I almost envied Siebold his residence,
which ,s situated on the left hand side going up the
valley. I found h.in at home, and he received me most
finely His house is a good one for Japan, and his

Uin« «°V
r 1

?
F

V'
t0 ?yich he ^^duced ™, con-

tains works of all countries on his favourite pursuits
connected w.th natural history. But it is to the garden
to *nich I must draw particular attention

nm^^r 1

"IP
the h °**e aild Rround lt *• smallnnrnnes for the reception and propagation of new

FW ' ^i for
T
Pr<Ta™g them for transportation to

fiwld' A**?
l ".?*? G

.

xamPles °f most of the plants

FWaln '

deSCnbe
f,i

in S ,M
'

8 ^ •«* the

PW 2?** "°^ **£? t0 a11 'overs of oriental
Plants, and several new things hitherto undescribed.

A new Aucuba with white blotches on the leaves was
striking; there was also the male variety of the old

A. japonica, numerous fine Conifers, such as Thujopsis

dolabrata, Sciadopitys verticillata, Retinospora pisifera

and R. obtusa, and' many other things of interest.

Lychnis Senno was in full bloom, and a fine thing it is.

Plants with variegated foliage were numerous, and
many of them were very beautiful. Amongst the latter

I may mention Thujas, Eleagnus, Junipers, Bamboos,

Podocarpus, Camellias, Euryas. &c.#

On the hill side above the house Siebold is clearing

away the brushwood in order to extend his collections

and to obtain suitable situations for the different

species to thrive in. For example he will have eleva-

tion for such plants as require that, shade and dampness
for others, and so on. Long may he live to delight

himself and others with his enlightened pursuits, i?. F.,

River l*ang tze Kiang, China, Jan. 2, 1861.

it would be equally good, and it would probably make
ai excellent puree.

There is one species of Hygrophorus, H. leporinus,
which may easily be confused with it. That however
has ruddy spores, whereas those of the present species
are white, a point which may be worthy of notice,
though at present II. leporinus has been little observed
in England. We are not however prepared to say that
it is mre. Species indeed with coloured spores are
generally objects more worthy of suspicion than those

with white. A. euosmos for example, with its lilac

spores, is bad if not dangerous, while A. ostreatus is

innocent enough to stomachs which can digest it. By
parity of reasoning H. leporinus may be unwholesome,
while H. pratensis is not to be despised. Caution

therefore should be exercised, and indeed without
CAUTION NO SPECIES OF FUNGUS CAN BE USED
SAFELY. M. J. B.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XLVII.
Hygrophorus pratensis, Fr.—This is a very

TJeautiful Fungus when well grown,and few will be found
to be more general in autumn if the proper situations are

examined. It delights in open exposed pastures where
the Grass is short, and the soil not too rich, though not
absolutely confined to such situations, varying from a

light buff to a decided orange, with intermediate shades

of tawny or rufous, and growing in tufts or occasionally

in segments of circles. The cap is always obtuse and
generally raised in the centre, though blunt, and for

the most part perfectly smooth and even. The stem is

nearly equal, except at the base, where it is generally
,
„ n . -J j.i

• • * •
j. uiij i a- i .,, i

fe J b or 7 metres wide : this in most instances would
attenuated and more or less stuffed with looser matter , , , „ ., , .i

luowu^^uuu

M. NAUDIN'S GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM.
(Concludedfrom p. 265.

)

§ 4. How to form Geothermal Clumps,

On account of plants demanding shelter during
the winter season, geothermal plots can be only of

limited extent, if made in a circular or elliptic form,
as, in order that the tent intended to shelter them
should be sufficiently firm, it ought not to be too
wide, and in either direction only 8m to 10™ can be
allowed, should this form be particularly adhered to.

However, this would not be the case, were the
geothermal space formed in the shape of a border

than that of the outer walls, white or slightly tinged
like the cap, smooth and not viscid. The gills are few
in number, thick, arched and decurrent, reddish buff,

connected by veins, and easily separating from the flesh

of the pileus which is nearly white, thick in the centre
but thinner at the margin, firm and elastic. There is

not the slightest trace of a ring, or of any viscid veil.

As a species it is near to the common H. virgineus,

which when perfect is of a pure ivory white
> though

sometimes acquiring a dingy tawny tint when old.

HYGROPnORUS PRATENSIS, Fr.
(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogamic Flora).

be ample, and an indefinite length might be given to

it, without the tent being any way impaired in
strength. For the same reason also, these tents

should never be very high, 6m to 7m being the
maximum, unless the scaffolding and supports intended
to carry the canvas are strengthened. This, bow-
ever, since it increases considerably the labour of

mounting and dismounting the covering, renders it an
inconvenience. In most cases they should be lower,
not exceeding 4m to 5 ra

, when the clumps are detached.

It is however needless to say that when the geothermal
space is placed against a high wall,

it will support the latter and enable
the roof to be carried higher.

The necessity of limiting the height
in the way we have just mentioned,
will consequently curtail the amount
of vegetation cultivated, though much
less than would be at first supposed.
For instance, if one examines the trees

and shrubs which occupy our present
Greenhouse, it^ will be perceived that
deducting the height of their tubs,
there are very few which attain the
height of 6 metres ; the greater por-
tion do not exceed 3 or at most 4
metres. Putting aside the plants
whose excessive height would be an
obstacle, there would still remain a
considerable number for geothermal
cultivation, without mentioning those
thousand species of stemless or
herbaceous plants which could, in an
artificially heated soil, acquire their
greatest possible development, with-
out ever exceeding or even attaining

3 metres in height.

With a Parisian climate, all the
shrubs from the Mediterranean may
be geothermally cultivated. Orange,
Citron, Lemon trees, with more vege-
tation of the same kind, the Camellia,
Pomegranate, Myrtle, Lagerstrcemia,
Oleander, Mastic tree, Filarias, and
climbing Malvaceae of the genera
Lavatera, Sida, Abutilon, and
Hibiscus ; most kinds of Yucca and
Agave ; nearly all * the Proteacese
from New South Holland, from the
Cape and from Chili; an immense
number of Bhrubby Leguminous

In the character of the separation of the gills from countries- amJi^ £d Myrtacea from the same
the pileus it agrees with the genus PaxillS*, but its Africa -

(
luanfclties of Geramace* from South

general character and affinities are otherwise wide
apart. It is said to be confounded sometimes with the
common Chantarelle, but if the agreeable Melon scent
of that excellent Fungus is not decisive, the broad
true gills instead of mere branched veins must at once
obviate all mistakes. As, however, it is a wholesome
species, though not to be classed with the Primates
of the Fungus world, and there is no danger of its being
confounded with any noxious species, as far as has been
at present ascertained, we shall only have a more or less
favourable exchange, "gold for brass, a hundred oxen-
worth for nine," or the reverse. If cooked it should
be gently stewed for some time, and when tender, if

served with fine herbs and delicate sauce, it may supply
the place of better species where a fricassee of Fungi is

indispensable. We have little doubt indeed, if treated
as was recommended under fh/dnum repandum, that

v«L!i
Ce wr**ing the above I have visited the gardens about

Yeddo, the capital of Japan, where I have been astonished at
the number and beauty of these various plants. I may give
yo" some account of them in a future letter, and I hope to be
able to introduce many of them to our own gardens.

To these may be added Pincenectitia,
some Cycadeae, and Palm trees of the genera Char
majdorea, Geonoma, and Rhapis, but above all the
Chamaaorops excelsa, Hystrix, and hurnilis, with Areca
sapida, which by their height of 3 to 4 metres at most,
and the fine spread of their heads, remind one of
tropical vegetation. There might be tried (but pro-
bably without success) those dwarf Palm trees of
Northern India, such as Wallichia and Phoenix farini-
fera and humilis, which although deprived of stems
(or only with very short ones) are nevertheless suitable
vegetation for the decoration of our gardens.

§ 5. Geothermal Culture, without Protection.

This style of geothermal cultivation consists merely
in hastening the growth of certain exotic trees, which,
although they resist the cold of winter under any given
climate, yet do not find it sufficiently warm to fructify
or blossom during the summer. The number of
these trees is naturally very limited, but it might
happen that their growth would be advantageously
advanced by some days or even weeks, particularly in
the case of fruit trees. In some instances this causes the
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fruit to ripen when it would not do bo without this

assistance. ,

In the north of France there can bo but little

beyond the Fig tree, Pistachio tree, and Vine, and

of the last, such only as produce dessert Grapes. Most

years few Grapes ripen fit to eat to the north of the line

which joins Nantes and Beauvais. Brittany, Normandy,

Picardy, Artois, and Flanders, with other analogous

climates, have scarcely any other Grapes than hothouse,

which cost much to erect and maintain. The Fig tree

will ripen pretty well on the coast of Brittany, yet not

a few miles off, or even at Paris. Now it appears

probable thatbyheating theground in an artificial manner

during the months of April, May, and June, the growth

of these trees might be advanced to such a degree that

the varieties would mature fruit before the middle of

autumn.
t a

It would be interesting to make the trial, but under

any circumstances the experiments only must be tried

in front of a wall with a south aspect, especially with

Fig trees, which require a certain amount of shelter

in winter, in order to be safe against hard frosts.

-j Home Correspondence.
Ulex strictus.—lf any person tells me that by sow-

ing the seeds of a plant (call it B.) he has obtained

what by all botanists, except those of the 6chool which

has recently sprang up in England, i3 thought to be a

distinct species (A.), I immediately desire to cross

question him concerning the mode in which that result

was obtained. For, when carefully examined, the

evidence is very frequently found to be incomplete;

either from a mistake concerning the plants themselves,

or, as is more common, from want of sufficient care in

fuarding against error, or even by the result being

rought about by the intentional falsification of a ser-

vant who proposes to please his master by producing

the result supposed to be desired and expected by him.

I therefore never accept the experiment as proof with-

out good evidence of its being properly conducted. The
simple statement of an anonymous writer is not suf-

ficient, not from any doubt of his truthfulness, but

because we have no means of estimating the dependence
to be placed upon his judgment. "R. T. C." appears
to have eonducted his experiment in a very satisfactory

manner, and I presume that he has proved his point.

The tone also of his communication is such as to cause a

kindly feeling towards him and full confidence in him.
If he would favour me (privately) with his real name
and address I should be greatly obliged. " M. T. M."
seems to feel himself aggrieved by my not
taking upon trust what is anonymously stated as a fact
in such cases as these ; but as no" imputation is made
upon the honesty or truthfulness of the experimenter, I
cannot see that he has any cause for being* so. I am
led to suspect from his remarks that the conclusiveness
of iome experiment made by him has been formerly
questioned. It is sad tint he should feel hurt thereby.
The search after truth is my object; and in that search
I shall always endeavour to ascertain the particulars of
each case before accepting the reported result. I am
not given to taking these matters upon trust, even
when stated by men of high reputation. I hold that it

would be contrary to the search after truth to do so.

He also seems to suppose that persons desirous of com-
bining two plants are not required to produce con-
clusive evidence before expecting others to adopt their
results ; and that it is only from those who hold the
opinions which he is pleased to impute to me that
proof is expected. If he is a botanist, even of the new
school, and if (before forming any opinion) he saw the
two kinds of Furze growing side by side, I feel sure
that he would not scruple to consider them as distinct
species; and had they both been abundant in a wild
state doubt of their distinctness would scarcely have
arisen. As, however, I cannot learn that the wild U.
strictus has been found in more than one place, I have
long had some suspicion of its true character. C. C.
Babhn fon, Cambridge.
P -to Culture—A plan of Potato growing somewhat

similar to that mentioned in your Paper of March 16
has been used for some time in the neighbourhood of
Nostell Priory, near Wnkeneld. I: was begun by Mr.
Winn's gardener, and from beincr found advantageous
its use has gradually been extended. The Potato'row
we a yard apart, and the sets a yard apart in the rows.
The rows are earthed up as usual, but afterwards the
earth between the plants in the rows is heaped on to
the top of the plants, so that the stalks bang down
into the trench all round each root. The produce is
found to be as large and less diseased than when grown
jn the ordinary way. Tubers near the surface' are, I
believe, generally more diseased than those deeper in
the ground. The heaping the earth over the root may
therefore have a good effect as well as the hano-in^
down of the stems. C. W. Strict nd, Eildenley. -
Tour Correspondent in his article on the Potato Disease
(p. 240), wisely proposes planting in double rows, as
Store convenient for covering and laying down the
haulm*, which he contends is a preventn a threat
nw^ure,

(

isease. This of co< (<f extra space is
flpiv«i» „,~ nie jjaa^k T0Vt.^ £iveg oe|ter Opp0r.

TkiD 'i n at B sufficient mould for this purpose.

:^il

?i
ft

.
ffirm

?' P ents tli* Fungus, <Lc. from descend-

Sve for several years succeeded well^™&^£
by planting in double rows between my Celery trenches

after the trenches had been prepared At the las

operation of forming the trenches wh^.^%^
le

g^
planted, the haulms are pressed down with the spare

mould on each row towards the trenches. He tops

thus hang down on the side of the ridges, attracting the

^Xfrom the haulms, and draining excessive

Sure from the roots into the Celery t^che. where

it is most needed. I strongly rec°™™^^X^th
in garden compartments, as it interferes but httlewith

the Celery crop, and secures an early and Bound crop of

Potatoes/where little else is commonly grown. A.

Hardy, Maldon, Essex.
. ,

Potato Disease.-! am no believer in any of the

quack doctrines hitherto promulgated with respect to

this subject, and I think that a few common sense rules

will in a great many instances either prevent disease or

very much arrest its progress. I grow Potatoes for

seed somewhat extensively, and have arrived at the

following conclusions :—That a wet cold soil does not suit

the Potato. That Potai >es for seed are best laid out

on the floor of a loft, shed, or similar place early in

March and sprouted, in readiness for planting when the

sprouts are just formed, and have a sturdy and healthy

appearance ; to plant early and dig early, believing

that as with the Orange, Melon, Apple, and other

fruits, so it is with the Potato, that the tuber will

ripen perfectly after it is dug. Potatoes are grown

extensively in Yorkshire, and it is the common practice

with us to let them remain in the ground until the

haulm is quite dead. If in a porous soil they are often

found not diseased. If in a stiff retentive soil they

are generally much diseased, as has been the case in

1859 and 1860. It is a practice with me to dig all our

Potatoes immediately the edge of the leaf shows

the slightest indication of decay, long before the leaf

itself is dead ; and last year, when the Potato disease

was very prevalent, we had scarcely a diseased

tuber. I believe that up to a certain period

the tubers through the roots can exhaust any amount

of moisture that approaches them. That period, in my
opinion, terminates when the tuber has ceased growing.

After that an excess of moisture is dangerous. My
reason for thinking so is this. Last year we planted

a breadth of an early Potato, and during some fine

weather dug all but three rows, and every tuber was

sound. Wet weather came on and prevented us

digging the other three rows, and after three or four

rainy days we were enabled to get out the remaining

three rows, and found more than half of the crop

diseased. I believe that if the three rows of tubers

and roots could have been protected from the rain they

would all have been sound. In my opinion it does not

signify whether the foliage gets wet or not, and I

think with Mr. Waterton that the Fungus on the

leaves is the result of the disease, not the cause of it,

and I further believe that the disease is communicated
through the roots. But I do think that it is

necessary that the tubers and roots should be pro-

tected from rain, when the Potato has grown as large

as it will grow, and that it can be done with the spade

by digging out the soil between the rows and earthing

them up as we do Celery. I leave it to scientific men
who can readily do so, to explain whether the tuber

becomes affected by the presence of a greater amount
of ammonia from the manure than is requisite after the

tuber has completed its rapid growth, or from its being

influenced by the presence of too much moisture.

William Dean, Bradford, Shipley, Yorkshire.

Strawberry Mulching.—Your Correspondent (see p.

242) will find an excellent substitute for straw in spent

bark from the tan yard, which may be procured for

2s. 6d. per load. /. M., Gardener, Wood Sill, Prest-

wich. [And he will ruin his land. He should get the

rough dressings of the coir rope manufacturers, if he
can.]

Araucaria iinbricata.—We have a fine Araucaria
here, which has stood the late severe winter, and does
not appear to be much if at all injured. It stands on
an eminence in the centre of the Pinetum, and is

planted on a mount 3 feet high, which is built round
with a dry stone wall. We have 6 other fine trees
10 feet high, which, although sheltered by other trees
and shrubs on all sidc3, but planted flat on the ground,
•are all near! killed, a circumstance which shows the
justice of youi remarks (see p. 239), and teaches this
lesson—that if we would have Araucaria imbricata do
well and withstand such seasons as we have lately had,
we must plant it on elevated mounds, well drained.—
T. Wills, 2 he Gardens, OuUon Parle, Tarporley,
Cheshire.

Effects of the Winter upon Poses.—The amount of
evidence that has, up to the present time, been brought
forward upon the capability of ornamental and flowering
shrubs and trees to sustain the rigour of our uncertain
climate has already been sufficient to enable the attentive
reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle to deduce some
important facts—facts particularly grateful to the
amateur, and which may serve as tea invaluable guide
for the future. Thejust observation in the leading article
of March 2, "that we have learned to know our fast
friends," is fully borne out by the concurrent testi-
mony of every Correspondent. There is no subject on

distinctly ascertained, and because more
was necessary to be able to discover whether

^
definite rule could be laid down with a view ^
distinguishing what kinds and particular groups mJ*
be affirmed as safe. In common with other corS!
pondents, I hope special notice will be given h
the subject of Hoses, being convinced that such J!
not be otherwise than duly appreciated by the amata,
cultivators of that lovely flower. My own ohservaS!

which, for want of time, has been more limited tW
could be wished, has led me to suppose that all kij
have not been equally affected by the severe weatW
ard that although effects apparently capricioug

hart

resulted, it may be possible to discover a line of(W
cation, and many beautiful and valuable species

maybe'

pronounced perfectly hardy. The injury inflicted
fo

the frost has not been confined to Roses recently budded

but has extended its ravages to plants of all ages atf

sizes, though the younger plants appear to have bea

carried off in the greatest numbers. It is not a&
inference to show that when a particular plant hag Ix^

found to be killed by the weather, the whole of tie

same kind may have probably suffered the «&<>

calamity. But it appears certain that in the tm
genus some species have shown themselves less hardj

than others—the Hybrid Perpetuals, for example. Of

the Roses that have been entirely unprotected a

the garden here, the injury sustained correspond

very nearly with the accounts sent in by other

Correspondents. Some kinds have been killed which

at other places have probably escaped partially or

wholly uninjured ; a comparison of notes is there-

fore desirable, as such may furnish sufficient

dence to show what varieties have suffered in a greater

or less degree. While granting that it is not i fak

criterion to judge by a single plant, I beg to offer the

following as 'illustrative of the effects of the last froit,

it being understood that one plant of each variety only

is alluded to, except when otherwise indicated. Adop:

ing the classification according to the amount of injury

done and escaped, the arrangement will stand thus :-

First (uninjured): Gallica, Alba, and Hybrid China,

Ohl, Madame Legras, Brennus, Blair ii, Chenedole, Coupe

d'Hebe*, Fulgens, Paul Ricaut, Madame Hantier, Paul

Perras. Climbers: Elegans, Garland, Madame d'Arblay,

Rivers

Austrian , — __-— _-.,
,

order the effects of the late winter appear to Iiave been

most capricious, in some instances completely destroying

the plant, in others not affecting it ialteto&fcleHj

while others again show injuries that almost amom

to destruction, and some but trifling. Of" the totaUj

uninjured are Lord Raglan (4 plants), Jd* MfW
(5), Louise Odier (2), Geant des Batailles (6),

S«f

de la Reine d'Angleterre (3), Souvenir de Um
Gower, Madame Vidot, General JacqaeminotW*

Griffiths, Duchess of Norfolk, Mrs..Elliott, to

^

Sansal, Triomphe de Paris, Auguste Mie. BonrtJ

Souvenir de la Malmaison, Sir J. Paxton, LeM
Acidalie, Madame Despres. This completes the WJ
the best of those worthy of notice that have <*£

unscathed, except one which deserves especial r con

itself, viz., the invaluable, strong, healthy J
Dijon ; of six plants of this in different part* on*

garden, not one has flinched from the severe orQ»

has had to pass under. Second, injured in a grew*

Hybrid Perpetuals ; Arthur de baM*

s. Climbers: Elegans, Garland, maaame a^.
s' Queen, Ruga Amadis,'Sempervirens (2 varieties),

ian Yellow, Harrisoni. Hvbrid Perpetuals: in this

less degree :—Hybrid Perpetuals : Artuur u« ^-
Lion des Combats, Madame Domage,Duchessea ur

Duchess of Sutherland, La Ville de St. Denis, &*£
Laffay, Robin Hood, La Reine, Baronne

Bourbons: Bourbon Queen, Du Peti\
" Ophine; «>»»*

ThouM

Armosa. Noisettes (unprotected) : ~r -.^
Despres, Aimee Vibert. Tea (protected) : V

eV0U ^
Saffrano, Auguste Vacher, Cointe de Par£*%

:

d'un Ami. Third, destroyed :—Hybrid ^^,
General Castellane, Madame Place, Baronne

Prince Leon, 'General Simpson, La Mere de s*

Madame Masson, Louise Peyronny. *
^

1*^
tected) : Lamarque, Solfaterre. Tea ^P*

j^,.

Goubault, Adam, Eugene Desgaches. ^ ^
Banksian yellow, Banksian white. Compa

r
b

above list with what has already appeareu .

correspondence, it seems certain that ^e^J h
and Hybrid China are safe; that Of W^
Perpetuals and Bourbons, the most vigorous 8

siyen beUveen the double ro 8 better oppor-
tunity for raising sufficient mould for this p

?scend-
j

which the amateur is more sensitive or more interested
eptical in than Roses. This subject was intentionally omitted

mgtothe
. ftnd tubers. Although I am scei

firm^ »• to add i\ con-
1

in my oo^u^^orY^2^ ^Tottue utility of planting on ndges, that I ; then appear- that the effects of the late frostrft

of the highest consideration, and suggests ,

whether seedlings raised from it might n0V^tfcr

hardy and valuable. It also appears that
^aIiy g^

Hybrid Perpetuals and Bourbons there are.w
•

j^
varieties, fortunately not the best, that wm . ^
the test of our climate ; that the Tea^ jj

Noisettes are as a class not to be trusted i
^^

winter without protection. It is only
|linJ

us

that the valuable evidence collected m the ^^
the Gardeners' Chronicle may be tne ^
determining which kinds the amateurs ana

^ ^^
at all times depend upon, without having

:

.

fc
^

the vexation of seeing them destroyed

,

vvl1"
erer

tij

Providence to allow the weather to be - ^ $0
ordinary. With regard to the preserveiw>^^
during the winter, various methods have

-fljeifa!
some of which have proved more or 1CsS

..eT tiHf

have always found the following Plan .

a"
tanC*

iate winter, when it failed in some «*£ otbefg.

those above recorded, and was successitu

k
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tiK

obtain a coarse kiad of canvas cloth used by grocers and
others as wrappers for heavy goods, which is useful for

many garden purposes during summer and winter, but
after exposure for months to sun and rain beconn
unfit for its original purpose. I cut this cloth into

pieces according to the size required, lay it over the
Rom to be protected, if a standard, and drawing the
ends together beneath the head tie the whole
firmly bat not too tight to the stock or stick to
which the stock is supported. I have never lost a
single head by this method till the late winter, when
it failed in those cans where the Rose was not capable
of enduring the unusually low temperature. I always
use this method with recently budded stocks; there
were three dozen in this garden at the end of last
autumn in a healthy state, all of which were protected
in the manner described above ; about 16 have been
saved, while a few yards off, of 180 stocks in a good
condition at the same time, which had been budded by
• gMdener in* the neighbourhood, and none of which
were protected, anore than 150 have perished. The
plan of tal j up Hoses late in the autumn alluded to
by a Correspondent appears to answer when they are
taken up every season an 1 slightly covered with dead
Fern and other light material ; but if the plants have
not been annually removed, but have remained in their
places several veara, tin probability of failure is greater
than that of success. Of three old plants moved last
autumn two have died, one Jules Margottin, one
General Jacqueminot, while other plant* of the same
varieties which have feat been moved are in a perfect
state of health. I have also a very simple method of
protecting Hoses on their own roots which has always
proved efficacious, and to a great extent during the
1st rost. Want of space compels a delay of the expla-
nation; but should any of your readers desire it I
promise it in a future paper. In addition to the plants
mentioned in my communication of Feb. 23 as having
passed the winter in safisey, the following, having been
very frequently alluded to in recent Numbers of the
Gardeners' Chronicle, confirm what has been said
respecting their powers of enduring cold :—Berberis
japonica, B. Bealii, B. Darwini. B. dnl™ n .„.,;*

, Libocedrus chilensis, Si
losa, s. Daigarni Obituai
flexuoee, Pampas Grass.

i tnar School. BlecUnalev• .

*.
otlttieg.

Royal Homicultti M S.—(Floral Com-
hj is of exhibition contributed on

. „ ,. „ beautiful collections of Hyacinths

imtt of the be* kinds will be found at pp. 213 and 2G7

££ of". ^ *°*? "2"* S,°$'- C-" "pec :
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V
°, °f which - }>™irie *«rd,
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?
U
.

wMte flower3 rcsem -

and a /["', rP** 5 tW0 P"** Art „
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34th,

let blossoms,

l^onscMoice, deep velvety crimson;
a very hardy kirn with rich velvety_wc niossoms

called n'hr„^l
t
„
a
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Var^ty of
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,

aeuer to K- Hudson, Km,

on the 20th of the same mouth M. de Vemeuil com-
municated a similar discovery at Precy, m the depart-
ment of the Oise Mr. Evans states that he was
himself witness to the extraction of a worked flint from
the gravel bed at St. Acheul, at a depth of 11 feet from
the surface, and about 4 i feet from the bottom of the
pit j—that, on another occasion, Mr. Flower, one of the
party of geologists, uncovered and exhumed with his
own hands a perfectly worked instrument at a depth
of 20 feet from the surface ;—that the implements
occur most certainly in undisturbed gravel, for it is so
hard and compact as to require the use of a pickaxe,

and therefore precludes ali,idea of its being a recon-

structed mass ;—that there is every improbability of
the bones of extinct species of quadrupeds associated

with the implements having been washed into the
gravel from an older deposit ; for not only are they
little if at all worn, but in the lower beds at Menche-
court, near Abbeville, the skeleton of a Rhinoceros

. was discovered nearly entire ; and thus we have strong,

almost conclusive, evidence of the coexistence of man
with these extinct mammalia;—that it appears to bo
established beyond a doubt that, in a period of anti-

quity remote beyond any of which we have hitherto
found traces, this portion of the globe was peopled by
man;—that, at Amiens, land which is now 160 feet
above the sea, and 90 feet above the Somme, has, since
the existence of man, been submerged under fresh
water, and an aqueous deposit from 20 feet to 30 feet
in thickness, a portion of which at all events must
have subsided from tranquil water, has been formed
upon it ; aud that this too has taken place in a country
the level of which is now stationary, and the face of
which has been little altered since the days when the
Gauls aud the Romans constructed their sepulchres in
the soil overlying tho drift which contains these re-
mains of a far earlier race of men."
But it is not merely to the discovery in their ancient

beds of instruments fashioned by the hand of man that
geologists now can turn. Better evidence has been
found. Human bones have at last been discovered by
M. Yibraye along with those of ancient Rhinoceroses,
Bears, and Hyaenas, in a cavern of Jurassic rock

U
j
;l

no aiiusion to any part of the learned prelate s system, between Troyes and Chalons-sur-Maine, containing
three distinct beds of drift, the lowest unquestionably
undisturbed.

" On making excavations in this lowest bed, he met
with a vast accumulation of the bones of the above
animals

; and among thorn, one of the labourers, while
M. Vibraye was in the cavern, found a human jaw.
M. Vibraye thus describes this remarkable event :

—

1 Judge, gentlemen, of my surprise, when I saw a
human jaw. I felt disposed to doubt the reality, and
to believe that it was the jaw of an aj : but no, the
doubt could not remain an instant ; for the jaw,
all the alveoli of which are perfectly seen, still con-
tained two well-characterised teeth, viz., the first right
lower premolar and and tho first large molar of the
same side. I hastened to satisfy myself not only as to
the situation, but as to the actual place this important
remain had occupied, and I can affirm that the homo-
|geneous bed, the lowest bed in the cavern, was per-
fectly intact, and had in no respect changed its nature.

geologiate exclaimed « Between' the nTsi =£ ol idJ^wtl^
the earth and that day in which it pleased God to dividual convictions to admit the IvidTnce. T^addplaceman upon it, who shall dare to define the in-

•»««««. ivwu
terval ? On this question Scripture is silent ; but that
silence destroys not the meaning of those physical
monuments of his power that God has put before our
eyes, giving us, at the same time, faculties whereby we
may interpret them and comprehend their meaning

It is not^then to Kings or Mitred prelates or learned
schoolmen that we must look for true evidence con-
corning the earliest history of mankind. The buried
witnesses of the earth are alone worthy of belief ; and
what do those witnesses declare ? They say that man
lived in Europe when the Elephant, the Rhinoceros,
end the Hippopotamus were tho lords of its swamne
and forests, when horsee and oxen of forme
extinguished ages since may have been his slaves or
his food

; and that for anything we see to the contrarv
thousands of centuries may have passed away since thetorm of man wae first placed by the Creator on the
surface of the present globe.
The stalking horse of those who inconsiderately

clung to the speculations of the Irish prelate has been
that no human bones had been discovered amon-st
tu»e of extinct races of animal*

" Still/' Mr. Horner observes, M against such merely
negative evidence we have undeniable proo% innumerous places, of the existence of such an associa-
tion with man's works, and even many instances of his
baying applied the bones of such animals to his wants."
Ever since the discovery by I)r. Falconer in 1858

tl T Uent9 °f human workmanship associated with
the bones of extinct quadrupeds in the cave at Brixhamm Devonshire, and the subsequent communication of
Mr. Prestwichto the Royal Society in May 1869, of his
examination of the ground where M. Boucher de
Perthes had discovered, in a bed of gravel, fnnt
hatchets associated with tho bones of extinct quad-
rupeds, at St. Acheul near Amiens, and at Abbeville,
this question has been a topic of intense geological
interest. On the 7th of last May, M. Beaudoin
announced to the Geological Society of France a dis-
covery he had made of worked flints in undisturbed
drift in the neighbourhood of Chatillon-sur-Seine : and

XotUeff of iSoofcs,

Aildress Delivered at the Anniversary Meeting of the

Geological Society ofLondon on the 15rA February,
1861. By Leonard Horner, Esq., F.R.S., President.

(Taylor and Francis.)

Never since the establishment of the Geological

Society has a more deeply interesting Address been
delivered than that which its learned and conscientious

President submitted to the attention of its Fellows on
the 15th of last February. We say " deeply " interesting

because the subject mainly touched upon was nothing
less than the evidence which geology now affords as to

the true history of the human race, a history dim in

the incalculable distance of the past, and rendered
more difficult to trace by the hasty conclusions of

geologists themselves^ and the baseless speculations of

dreaming chronologers. When and how did man first

appear on the face of the globe \ That is the problem
to be solved. Can anything like certainty on this

point be substituted for vague tradition ] and is the
earth, that huge mausoleum of extinguished races,
still capable of yielding up to tho contemplation of the
philosopher the secrets of priuweval life ? It now looks
as if the mist were drifting away.

In the authorised editions of the Bible we are told,

not by the sacred volume, but by its annotators, that
"In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth [four thousand andfour years before the birth

of Christ], " It is more than probable,", observes Mr.
Horner, " that of the many millions of persons who
read the English Bible, a very largo proportion look
with the same reverence upon that marginal noto
as they do upon the verse with which it is connected.

" It will be useful to look into the history of this
date of 4004 years, given, with so much precision, for
the creation, not of this our earth only, but of the
universe, and to inquire into the authority by which
an addition of so much import is made to the sacred
text.

" The author of the chronology given in the margin of
our Bibles was Usher, Archbishop of Armagh. I make
no allusion to any part of the learned prelate's system,
except the date he assigns for the creation of the
world : that date comes properly within the province
of the geologist ; for, as the almost religious belief in
its accuracy is an obstacle to the acceptance of the
conclusions to which he is led by a careful study of the
facts which the structure of the earth exhibits, he is
fairly entitled to deal with it."

Mr. Horner then proceeds to show that no specific
authority, royal or ecclesiastical, can be found for the
addition of the note in question. And if such were
to be found it could not be regarded as of even the
smallest importance, for Usher's Chronology has no
more claim to credibility than any other of something
like 300 chronological speculations with which the
world has been favoured between King Alphonso X.
of Castille (died in 1284), who fancied that the number
of years that elapsed between Adam and our Saviour
was 6984, and Lippoman a learned Venetian (died in
1554), who reduced them to 3616. Well has one of
the most eloquent of the clergy and learned of

to the value of this discovery, I ought to add that,
while arranging the numerous remains collected in
this cavern during the last two years, I found the tooth
of another man, a first premolar of the lower jaw
belonging to an individual of less size than he to whom
the jaw belonged. This would tend to prove that the
first discovery is not an isolated fact, and that it is
more than probable that further confirmation would
be found by continued researches."
Nor is this all

: "Another and a very decisive proof
of the coexistence of man with extinct species of
quadrupeds has been brought forward by M. Lartet, a
foreign Member of our Society, in a paper read before
us last May, as well as in a communication in the same
month to the Geological Society of France. He there
points out numerous instances of intentional incisions
by a sharp but rude instrument in such bones. These
incisions exist when the bones are disinterred ; and if
the bones unquestionably belong to extinct species,
and ii the deposit in which they are found is eertainly
undisturbed ground, the evidence is complete. AU
these conditions are fulfilled in the eases brought for-
ward by M. Lartet. He exhibited the specimens to
myself in the Museum of the Jardm des Plantee at
Paris last spring."

Further discoveries hardly second in interest have
been made by other observers ; but for these we
must beg the reader to refer to the Addreae iteelf.

Another edition (the ninth) of Fivers' Orchard
House has appeared to g*eet the coming spring. These
repeated reissues have considerable value, firstly, because
they withdraw recommendations which experience
ahow.^ » he faulty

; and, secondly, haeause they admit
of frequent aduitiorw and iinprovemente as prac-
tice becou more perfect. The chief addition en
this occasion concerns the cultivation of Oranges and
Lemons:

—

« I have now, however (lYbnary 1860% the great
satisfaetion of statin* that Orange and Lemon trees
and Camellia? may bo grown in pots iu any common
orchard house without fire heat, by the very simple
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method—and how simple are all good gardening prac-

tices—of taking advantage of earth-heat (terrestrial

radiation), which is done hy laying the pots on their

sides on the earth-borders of the house in November or

December, but not till the approach of severe frost, and

covering pots and trees first with mats treble in thick-

ness, and then with a coating, say 1 foot thick, of dry

refuse hay, leaves, or straw, giving the plants some

water before they are laid down. If the weather

should be mild in the winter months, as it often is, the

covering, which is easily removed, may be taken o(l and

replaced as soon as frost approaches, and suffered to re-

main on even if the frost lasts some weeks. About the

first week in March, if the weather be mild, the

Camellias may be placed upright and have water, as

their flower buds will be swelling, they will then

bloom all through April ; some of their flower buds may

perhaps drop off, but not to any extent, for the plants

will be in a better condition than they often are after

being wintered in a greenhouse exposed to heat, neces-

sary to keep out frost, and consequently to a dry

atmosphere.
"Towards the end of the month of March, or earlier

if the season be m\\d, the Orange and Lemon trees may

be placed upright and have water, which should be

given sparingly the first fortnight. They will then

blossom and bear their fruit in the house all the summer

and autumn. If any sudden severe frost should occur

in March or early in April, all the trees must be

promptly laid down and covered with mats till it has

passed. The radiation of heat from the earth is so

constant and powerful, that when thus intercepted by

a thick dry covering, no fear of injury even from the

most severe frost need be apprehended. I write with

confidence on this subject, having for many years kept

tender evergreens in pots from frost, by merely laying

them down on the soil in the open air and covering

them with mats. The application of the system to

Orange trees in orchard houses is, however, an idea

only a few days old, and was brought to my mind by

the following incident.
" On the 19th of December, 1860, the frost became

severe, and some young Lemon trees for stocks which

it was thought would not be wanted and therefore not

housed, yet too valuable to be thrown away, were

covered with mats two or three thick, and then with a

coating of straw. On the 21st there was a considerable

fall of snow ; they were forgotten and not uncovered

till the middle of February. On taking off the mats

and straw the leaves of the greater part were found to

be discoloured, but their stems and roots all alive and
fresh, although they had been in moisture and darkness

then were several specimens in bloom ;
even seedling

plants of this, little more than 6 inches high, were

furnished with fine heads of flower. Among Epacr.ses,

bv far the most attractive was one named Viscountess

Hill, a rich bright scarlet, which seemed to be a general

favourite. Some standard Myrtles with fine heads and

clean straight stems formed a suitaole and pleasing

background to the more showy flowering plants in this

house. ., . .

Out of doors were several thriving young

WellingtoniM, which have stood the winter unhurt;

they were in bushel baskets, out of which they are

never intended to be moved. When planted perma-

nently the baskets are put into the ground with them,

and after a time they rot and allow the roots to spread.

Managed in this way they can be planted out at any

time without fear of injury. Some Pear and Cherry

trees in pots which had stood out all the winter were

just coining into bloom, and were about to be placed

under glass to protect the blossoms from frost. They

looked as if good crops might be expected from them.

In crevices and little basins in rock-work Crocuses

were beautifully in flower, as was also the charming

little Scilla amaena, which is one of the handsomest of

all the Squills. A bed of Narcissus minor was also

very pretty, the plants being little more than 4 inches

high and finely in bloom ; for the decoration of spring

gardens this will be found a most useful plant. Of early

Tulips those planted in January promise to be better

than beds of them put in in October ; the latter come

in too early, and their blooms prove puny and poor.

Skimmia japonica, which is one of the most valuable

evergreen hardy plants we possess, was covered with

red fruit, and not a leaf of it has been injured during

the late severe winter. Thujopsis borealis and Cupressus

Lawsoniana have, even in the shape of small plants, also

stood the winter unhurt.

Calendar of Operations,
{For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conseevatoet, &c.—The occasional bright sunshine

which we are now experiencing will soon, unless means
are used to counteract its effects, destroy the beauty of

some of the finest specimens of plants in this house,

particularly if their blooming has been forwarded in a

close moist atmosphere, and, although it is yet too early
J

to bring shading into general use, it will be difficult

without its assistance to preserve blossoms in perfec-

tion during such weather as we have at present.

Blinds must therefore be resorted to; but they

for two months and lying on a cold clayey soil fully ex- should be arranged so as to be easily drawn up
or let down. In admitting air avoid as far as

possible allowing cold currents to blow over the plants.

posed to the north east. Reasoning from this I feel no
doubt but that Lemons and Oranges may be grown in

pots, not only in cold orchard houses where they will be

cultivated by thousands, but also trained to walls with

southern aspects, the pots being plunged and taken up
annually early in November, then laid on the surface in

a shallow trench at the foot of the wall, and parallel to

it, and covered with mats and straw in frosty weather,

uncovering them during the winter in continuous mild
weather. About the first week in May, unless the

season be unusually late and cold, the trees may be
raised and trained to the wall, the pots being plunged,

as in the preceding season, following the same practice

annually. I have used the small Petersburgh mats

'

for covering, as they are more closely woven than the
large mats, but some other material will doubtless be
found, such as thick painted canvas, or perhaps some
thick and cheap woollen fabric, so as to retain and thus
take full advantage of earth-heat, hitherto so little

thought of although well-known to exist."

Garden Memoranda.
Messes. Henderson's Ntjeseey, Pine Apple

Place, Edgeware Road.—A span roofed house has
this year been devoted almost wholly to Hyacinths, of
which there is at present to be seen here a beautiful
exhibition well worth inspection. The plants are
tastefully arranged in rows round a flat table, whose
centre is occupied by Norfolk Island Pines, and other
choice Coniferous plants ; the side shelves are also full

of Hyacinths, Early Tulips, and Narcissi, and round the
whole has been put a band or edging of Musk, whose
green leaves just rising an inch or so above the Moss in
which the pots are plunged and, no more, have a very
pretty effect. Theroofofthe house is shaded with Tiffany,

drawn tightly across inside. Among the Hyacinths were
several yellows, which have bloomed well here this season,
and form an agreeable contrast with blues, reds, and
whites, the prevailing colours in this class of plants.
Other kinds unusually striking were Kaiser Ferdinand,
single blue, edged with lilac ; Mimosa, violet; Couronne
de Celle, bright pale blue, edged with white, large and

Many conservatories are very unfit places for Heaths,
being generally too lofty and kept too warm for them

;

some of the free flowering varieties are however very

ornamental, and should be largely employed in their

decoration during the early months. As soon as they
have done flowering let them be pruned back and give

them a liberal shift when they start into growth, using

good fibry peat for the purpose, and if they are well

attended to during the growing season they will over-

come any injury they may sustain through occupying

an unsuitable position while in bloom. Azaleas, Camel-
lias, Roses, early-flowering New Holland plants, and
forced bulbs will keep show houses gay for some
time yet.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineeies.—Look over young growing stock, occa-

sionally examining and re-potting such as is found to be
in want of more pot room. The temperature may be
slightly advanced, as the amount of sunlight increases,

but this is a matter in which the state of the plants

will be the best guide. Aim at securing strong dwarf
plants, with a free habit of growth; and if this is

obtained, it is immaterial whether the night tempera-
ture is 60° or 70°, and very much will depend upon
circumstances as to which will be proper. Plants that
may be unhealthy and in an unkind state, if kept near
the glass, will be benefited by a considerably higher
temperature than would be suitable for others in a
free state of growth. These are circumstances, how-
ever, which can be properly judged of only by those in
care of the plants, but they are easily understood by a
little careful observation. Use every means to induce
a vigorous root action, and if this is obtained free strong
growth will result with otherwise ordinary care only.

Vineeies.—See that Vines starting into growth are
tied up in their places before the shoots get so long as
to be liable to be broken off in the operation. Syringe
frequently until the leaves begin to unfold; but use
the syringe sparingly after that is the case, and only on
the afternoons of bright days. Where the buds do not
promise to break regularly bend the Vines so as to

Peaches.—Proceed gradually with disbuddlnTa^
where the fruit is very thick a portion should be r

moved as soon as fairly set ; but the Peach is liable t

drop until after stoning, and this must be borne
mind, and plenty left to allow for a few failing. *

Cucumbee3.—Maintain a steady heat to these • f

night, and allow it to rise a little with sun heat dur'ut

the day-time. Give air on every favourable opportunity^

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Let the herbaceous ground and borders now be well

cleaned and neatly raked. Fill up vacancies
either

from the reserve garden or by sowing annuals in the

intermediate spaces. Many plants, as for instance

Phloxes, Asters, &c, throw up too
^
many flowering

shoots; where such is the case thin them oufc^

once, so as to obtain not only fine heads of bloom

but increased strength in the remaining shoots, to

enable them to need less assistance from stakes. Hollv

hocks for late blooming may still
^
be planted, as it is

best where they are grown extensively to plant at two

or three times to ensure a succession of bloom. Tiegg

showy plants are very suitable for long lines, pariuc\

with straigh walks, walls, &c, where they produce a

grand effect. Shrubberies should now be gone over,

pruning in encroaching branches, and removing all

dead and dying limbs, of which the late winter has in

most places left a profusion. Shrubs wholly dead

should be removed at once, and replaced by others from

the nursery or reserve garden.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
See that recently transplanted fruit-trees are not

suffering for want of water, a circumstance which,

however, will hardly happen except on dry porous

soils, and in such cases the ground should be mulched

with decayed leaves to preserve it in a uniformlj

moist state. Attend carefully to the preservation of

blossoms of fruit trees. Where nothing better or

more convenient can be obtained, Yew or Spruce

branches will be of service, provided they are so fixed

as not to be liable to be blown against the blossoms.

Sow Broccoli in beds of rich light soil in an open situa-

tion for the main crop, and Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c^

in succession. Attend also to sowing small breadths of

Turnips about once a fortnight, so as to secure having a

regular supply in a fit state for use. Put in a small

breadth of some early French Bean on a warm dry

sheltered border, and plant a quantity in small pots to

be raised in a cold frame and planted out as soon as an

danger of frost is over. Seldom have vegettbte
.

oi

every description been scarcer than they have been tto

spring ; therefore endeavour to get crops in early, tse

the hoe freely to keep the surface soil loose and inaoie.

STATE OF TH* WEATHER Al' CHISWICK WBAB.UOTJI
he Week endinz March 28, 1861, as observed at the Horticulture

For the Weekending:

March.
v

'Tbmpk»*turk.
Barometer OTthFAir.

3

Friday 22, 11

Satur. 23, 12

Sunday 24, 13

Moil. 25- 14

Tues. 26, O
Wed. 27; 16

17

Max.

29 7-3
29337
29.818
29.9-

29.675
29.457
29.522

29.703

Min. Max, Min. Mean

29.595
29 774
29.689
29.760
29.518
29.384
29.416

29 5 1

55
61

64

48
57
69

60

57-7 360

Of the Earth

2 feet1 foot
deep. deep.

Wind

32 43.5

28 44.5

38 51.0

42 45.0

39 48.0

43 510
30 45.0

46.8

Thura. 28

Average..

March 22—Very clear; fine but cold; fine at night.

— 23-OvercaRt ; fine ; slieht froat at night.

— 24—Fine; slight haze; *very fine ; overcast; rain.

~ 25—Rain; hazy; overcast at night.
_ 26—Uniformly overcast ; fine ; slight rain.

— 27—Overcast ; very fine ; rain at night.

— 28—Slight rain ; very fine throughout. „**»<*
Mean temperature of the week,4^ deg, above the a™r*"c

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1S\UCB
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Apr» » ^

March,
and April.

Sunday 31..
Mon. 1..

Tues. 2..
Wed. 3..
Thurs. 4..

Friday 5..

Satur, 6..

•<33

54.6

54.8
55.3

56.5
56.4

57.1

2lA

9i «J .

SSI"

34.6
34.5

36.2

35.3
36.4

36.3

36.1

2 a- No. of
Tears in

which it

44.6
44.6

45.8
45.9

46.4

46.7

46J

15

19

18

12

14

16

12

—Prevailing

Greatest
Quantity
of Kain.

The hiKhest temperature durinjc the above period occu
deJi

1818-therm. 78 deg. ; and the lowest on the 1st, 183S-i»«

Tulips, Queen Victoria is a fine kind—white delicately
feathered with pink ; and White Eagle is also good in
its class

; Brilliant and some of the other showier kinds
We

rr?
UkeW8e very striking.

The show house is at present gay with Rhododen-
drons Cinerarias, Pelargoniums, Cytisus, and plants of
that description, the whole being neatly edged with
Lycopodium denticnlatum

; and little plants in flower
of the useiul Rhododendron ciliatum. Of R. javanicum

ing regularly
are observed. If any of the bunches in houses where
the berries are stoned look as if they would be improved
by a few more berries being cut out, let this be done
at once.

Figs.—-Keep the shoots thin, so as to expose the
foliage to light and air, and persevere in the use of the
syringe to prevent red spider. Give air freely on bright

th
y
h
SbnUing early in the afternoon after syrin^ng

Notices to Correspondents. .<#&

Greenhouse inside a Vinery : HR H. Thea^Sel

y0U rf£
to be a bad one, unless you grow tropical Ferns. &^
turn your attention to Begonias, but we cannot, <*

their thriving in such a place. ., . rep]art J

Hothouse : Llanelhj. You will find it difficult tot^^
wooden roof by iron unless you employ a cur ^^n*
or a series of ridge and furrow roofs, because u * ^,
straight they must be very heavy to htr

S

p l 0Xl\d^
bending downwards, or else very short. "r ional

pe°*

you to have the roof impeded by some Pr0ie^her
who has no bias for one material more than auo*

f p
Melons : D M. You have ruined your plants py

CB
hether

t;

varnish; and, what is worse, it is doubt ui
h^ ei»paj

us effects will disappear until a long tnne *»poisonous
Mowing Machines; R <fe A 0. We really cannot * 9B̂

of propriety recommend one tradesman rathe
^

and must beg to refer you to our advertising c* i
.

.> t oc

Names op Fruits : Lawrence. 1, Bezi de Caissoy

Golden Drop Apple.
[| „ _ * $. ^*J>

Names of Plants: B F. Cyrtoceras reflexum. gper^
you want to know? We find nothing excep

and common Dog's-tooth Violet. , f
is the %J

Orchard House: A B. We cannot say wnat ^i&w
with the leaves. The mischief is past remeay,

^
have caused it. - . -^t ; WZamH

Vines ; A B L. Your Grapes are attacked by ^ >«
say the skin of the berries has been more or ^dUffl^

killed. Whether by a current of cold air, oij ^ew
by somebody's greasy hair rubbing against .

means of knowing. , Kf obtain & e it

Misc. : M T. The seedsmen can no doubt u ^ &*
Arada from Paris. Vilmorin's house » »

7 l3
60.

—One Shilling will be given for a copy oi J u J
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Plymouth.PLYMOUTH > KD COMPANY,
SEEDS FOR TH FARM.

Mixed Grasses for Permanent Pasture, 28*. to 34*. per acre.

White Clover, Red Clover, and Cow Grass, 8d. to 1*. per lb.

Plymouth Swede Turnip, 2*. 6d. per lb.

Grant's Pine Apple Green Top, very hardy, 1*. 6d. per lb.

Globe Turnips, 2*. 6d. per lb.

Tankard, ditto, 1*. 6<f. per lb.

And all other Agricultural Seeds at moderate prices.

For further information see advertisement of March 9.

The FARM SEED LTST can be had on application.

FREIGHT AND CARRIAGE—All Orders for Seeds above

\l will be delivered Free of Charge to any Railway Station

between Plymouth and Paddington ; and to all Stations on the

Cornwall, Tavistock, and North Devon Railways.
All Orders above 21. Free to any Station on the Broad Gauge

Railways, or to any Market Town in Devon and Cornwall ; or

to Cork, Dublin, Watertbrd, Limerick, Belfast, and Liverpool

by Steamers ; and to Guernsey and Jersey by Traders.

All Orders above 51. will be delivered Free of Carriage to any
Railway Station in England and Wales ; and to any Steam
Port in England, Wales, Scotland, or Ireland.

All heavy articles, such as Grain, Tares, Clover, Ac, are ex-
ceptions to the above Rates.

Address: Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth, Devon.
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FARM SEEDS.—Genuine Seed* o! Select Orange
Globe Ifangel, from large roots and very choice, per lb. l*.4d.

Yellow Globe Mangel, select
Eivetharo Long Red Mangel, very large
Other Varieties, all at
Select Bronze 8hort-top Swede, very hardy
Improved Skirving's Swede
Sutton's Champion Swede
White Belgium Carrot „ 1

True Altringham Carrot „ 1

Fluke Potatoes 5s. 6d. per 80 lb., off the Moss.
PRICED CATALOGUES of FARM and GARDEN SEEDS

on application to Henry Brown, Seedsman, 4, Commutation
Row, Liverpool.

TO THE TRADE.
SKIRVING'S. MARSHALL'S, and PURPLE-TOP

SWEDE, Early Horn, Long Surrey, and White Belgium
Carrot, Drumhead Cabbage, selected Crimson Beet, British
Queen, Surprise, Daniel O'Rourke, and Burridge's Eclipse at
reduced prices.—Apply to M. Honey, Bridge Terrace, Maid-
stone

THK ALSIKE HYHRII) CLOVER, PERENNIAL
RED CLOVER, TRUE PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER.

—The above kinds of Clovers will take well on lands which
have proved Clover-sick when sown with the common kinds of
Clover. They are all included in Messrs. Button's Mixtures of
Grass and Clover seeds, and they may be purchased separately.
Button ft 8ok8, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS,
BY BOWING GOOD SEEDS OF THE MOST 8UITABLE KINDS.

SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS con-
sist ofthe finest Grasses and Perennial Clovers, producing

great improvement in the Pasture, and at a small expense.
Quantity of Seed required, 8 to 12 lbs. per acre. Price reduced

» 9d. per lb., or 80 per cent. Sow in February, March, and
April.

The great improvement effected by sowing Messrs. Sutton's
RENOVATING MIXTURE is most satisfactory, and to those
who have not studied the various properties and habits of
Q1"***** the results are quite surprising. The following
extracts from letters are similar to many others received un-
solicited :—
From Shaftesbury Walmsley, Esq, Mottistone, Isle oj Wight.
"The Grass 8eeds were extremely good, and answered my

puriv^e uncommonly well ; they gave me a famous crop of

J*f
»**t«wnmer. 21 tons per acre, where I never saw anything

but bents and rubbish grow befow,. I Mkxongly ~^cmm nd
vonr Renovating Seeds; they are clean, and I believe safely to
be depended upon."

uvx*™? Mr
,
J' Hallftt

> Blackford Farm, IJigkclere.

v u
e.Pjot of ground where the Grass Seeds were sown,

wtuch before seemed almost past growing anything, is now
growing as beautiful a plant of herbage as any one could wish

«• v
Fro% Misa AkdreW8

»
Norton Villa, near Swansea.

lour Renovating Mixture we bad last year more than
answered our expectations."
Prom Alexander C. Forbes, Esq., Swanstone House, Whi' church.

"Xou wil1 °« pleased to hear that the Renovating Seeds Iowed and which I thought had failed, are now coming up in
great abundance. n

m ».
Fr*m Mr- G - Norrington, Rectory Farm, Taj-low.

Five years ago I wrote to you to send me a Mixture of
.rassSeeds to sow upon 10 acres of old pasture. At the time

i took the farm the 10 acres of meadow wei-e almost useless. Inow have a most excellent pasture."
FromtheTlev. John Guthrie, Vicarage, Calne.

I have no hesitation in expressing my great satisfaction at
tne manifest improvement both to lawn and pasture from the
Seeds which I received from you, though I was somewhat late
>n the sowing."
From Mr. W. MaaicrNs, Gardener to the Dowager Lady TruroBow Manor, Southgate.

'

• I am much pleased with the Renovating Seeds I got last
season from you, as in every meadow where I sowed it I found
great improvement both in quantity and quality

; also theLawn was very much improved by the mixture you sent me
and my employer was much gratified with the results both in
our Pasturage and on the Lawns, and wishes me again to pro-
cure mixtures from you when the time arrives for-sowing."

FromC. F Thruston, Esq , Tulgarth.
Your Seeds have answered admirably. They were sown in

spring, under rather unfavourable circumstances. The after
Grass is remarkable

; Clover and other Seeds springing ud
^F?S?^m$ but the P00"** pasture had been previously,
«jd I think that a fied of 9 acres sown with your Renovating
Jiixtuie is now one of the finest in our neighbourhood."
Fronx 8ir DAvin Ccnysghame, Wellesboume Hou±e, Warwick.

The meadows that were renovated with your Seeds are
{joking very well. I cut nearly 2 tons of hay to the acre, and™* years ago the same Und hardly produced half a ton per

INSTRUCTIONS

SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.

RAYNBIRD,CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE supply

carefully selected and screened samples of all the most
approved varieties of Wheat, Barley, Oats, <fec.

Address, Basingstoke, Andover ; or S9, Seed Market, Mark
Lane, E.C Simples and prices Post-free on application.

AYXRIRI), CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,R Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes. Ac. , of best quality at Market Prices.

LUPINE SEED FOR FIELD
CULTURE.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed
Growers, Reading, can supply the

proper kinds of , LUPINE SEED for

Field Culture, as recommended by
Baron Herm Von Natbusius, and Mr.

Thos. Crisp, in the "Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society," No. XLIII.
Instructions on Cultivation sent with
the Seed.
PRICED LISTS Post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reading.

GOOD CLOVER SEED.

GENUINE NEW CLOVER
SEED

may be obtained of the undersigned.

Prices (according to market and quan-

tity required) will be forwarded on

application.

JOHN SUTTON and SONS,

Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

Eixt fHaxitultnvul <&K*rttt<
SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
London Farmers' Club .. .. Ir.x.Monday, April

Tuesday, Ac, —
Tuesday, —
Wednesday,—
Saturday, —
Monday, —
Tuesday, —

1

\ (Mr. Ruaton on Shrcp in yards.)
2,3,4.5,6-"Royal Dublin.
2— N* irral (Mr. Russell on Farm Implements.)
3—Lorhaber.
6 -Newcastle.
8-Bar)ey (Mr. Blundell).

q ( Hexham (Re*. Mr. Shield on Meteorology)-
I Galashiels.
I A (fri. Society of England .. .. Noon

Wednesday,— 10
-J
Oxford.

( Thornbury.

n_~w 'C — IMPR0VIXQ OLD PASTURES.
i,??^ narrows should be drawn over the old turf early in

SiS1^*' Wn the soil for the admission of Seeds of theajett and most nutritive kinds of Perennial Natural Grasses

Sail £r%r b,C
fe/

TOW* frp^ wil1 <**npy the numerous
tterthl

terstl°? .^
etreen -

tbe GraMe8 already growing and

*>SouJ wSds
luxurious growth of coaie Grasses and

nius
rk£^d0r^*nd FplSd r**^8 may be increased in*«• 50 per cent, by sowing these Seeds.

Per acni.
800da f<>r Ujing dowu Perman«nt Pasture, 26*. to 32*.

^o^Qe^StV^
6 fre€ t0 aU ParU

*
except BmftU Parcels. Cata-

j^Johk 8UTTOK * Sons, Royal Seed Establishment,

Everybody knows that the rot has been pre-
valent among our sheep during the past season.

We gave last autumn a series of papers on the
diseases prevalent in awet season—and Mr.
Spooner of Southam pTolI7~Trum~whTjse—pen- 4k^y.
came, referred among others to the "rot." When it

attacks a- breeding flock it is hopeless ruination,

but if care has been taken in purchasing a feeding

flock, and they be hurried through the fatting pro-
cess, the earlier stages of the disease are not
apparently injurious. The following is an account
of such a flock so managed during the past winter,

and of the experience of its owner :

—

" Wanting a hundred shearlings last October to run
on Grass land and consume a few tons of Mangels
and some rough hay thereon, I looked about me, and
at last secured what I wanted. The wet summer caused
me to be especially suspicious of rotten sheep, and
reports were rife enough at that time of the revelations

of the slaughter houses, and the losses that were
being sustained by farmers in various parts of
the country by the falling of great numbers of
sheep, principally ewes, in no condition for the
knife. Instead therefore of resorting to a neigh-
bouring market, one of the largest in the kingdom,
where it is next to impossible to pick out a lot of sheep
for fatting sufficiently homogeneous in character, but
where the lots are very much mixed up together, I
made my way to a distant fair. There I bought a pen
of fine sheep, of one flock, and very well bred. They
were Downs with two crosses of Leicester, and, indeed,
gave great prominence to the Leicester white face,
frame, and wool. They had been reared upon a
high, sandy, and somewhat exposed hill-side. The
touch gave me the impression they were in a
thriving state, and certainly, if the judgment can
be guided by exterior signs, the 'blooming coat'
denoted good health. I gave for them 46*., including
expenses^ (sheep were dear then) and considered
myself, if nob very fortunate in securing a cheap
bargain, yet very fortunate in securing a sound one.

There are times, we all know, when sheep must be
bought, whether the price is high or low, and in this

case the sheep were wanted more perhaps to save the
expense of the dung carting, and the comparative in-

efficiency of that process, than with any expectation
of realising a further advantage from the outlay.

" But I have not stated my reasons for taking such
special care to get sheep not infected with rot. The
fact was, the Grass land on which I was going to place

them lay water sodden. The previous tenant had sup-
posed that drainage was the worst possible process for

Grass land, and used to expatiate u good deal about the
benefit of water meadows, and held, of course, in the most
natural way, that unless the roots of the herbage were
well nourished by a constant supply of water, the
crop would be where the contumacious members of tbe
English Parliament were when Charles went to look

for them—wanting. Well, no draining tool had ever

cut its way through that mass of London clay, with its

gravel bed beneath, and the rain that fell during tbe

summer, finding the soil as impervious as glazed earthen-

ware, leisurely meandered amongst the dropsical Gras3

blades from the higher to the lower levels, and from

thence to the brook, or quietly waited tbe invitation of

the sun to ascend to cloud-land, failing which it waited

on until joined by the water spouts of autumn. They

were, in fact, what their former owner had represented

them, veritable 'water meadows/ only they were so

without any regard to my wishes in the matter, and I

had alwajs conceived that the value of such a contriv-

ance lay not only in the power to flood a field, but to

lay it dry again. This, however, is neither here nor

there. There were the sheep, and the effort to get

them through the first gate very much reminded me
of the same species of woolly reluctance which has to

be conquered above tbe wash-dyke in June, when tbe

temperature is more in accordance with a plunge.

In they went, however, the entire 100, and
I remember saying to myself, 'What a likely*

place that is for the rot; if they have not got

it now they soon will have, provided the rain continues

to pour as it does now.' Pray, good reader, don't sup-

pose that I shut the gate, lelt those sleep as a certain

consignment to the inimical malady, and took a six

weeks' holiday. The fact is that the gate was kept

open pretty much. It opened to let in tbe cart with

thousands of tiles, and it opened to let in a lot of burly

fellows, with spades and stones, with picks and scoops

;

it opened to ponderous loads of manure, and it opened

—you won't believe me if I say so—to let the same
sheep out again. I mean to say that as fast as I could I

drained field by field 4 feet deep, and laid them all dry,

so that the poor animals during some part of their resi-

dence with me luxuriated on a dry layer, for which they

were glad enough to relinquish their ' water bed.'

Still I suppose the poison had been either implanted or

developed before my drainers got through one-fourth of

their work. A fortnight after navigating my fields,

one of the worst of the sheep was killed because it

displayed symptoms of giddiness, its brain probably

being turned by too much reflection, and upon inspect-

ing the viscera, the lungs were found grown to the

side, and the liver was occupied by three tenants of the

speciesfluke. In order to have come to a better decision

this animal should of course have been killed before it

commenced its amphibious career; but so it was,

its death occurred a fortnight after.
" The carting of pipes and the cutting of drains

were not, however, the only remedial measures I

employed. The sheep were put upon dry nourishing

food; half a pound of cotton-cake per day, and rough
hay cut wrrrt-etraw. mixed with pulped Mangels and
well heated together in a Tie-ap 21 hours before bein^
used ; besides this they had as much salt as they
pleased to consume, and to tbe presence of this condi-
ment I attribute a great measure of my success. I
kept a wary eye on the flock, draughted off 10
or 15 at a time as they arrived at a certain

point in condition; wherever I observed one
falling back instead of progressing, be took his place

in the next draught, and so on, until they are all gone,
and my Grass lands are laid in for hay. Curiosity
prompted me from time to time to slaughter one for
my own family, and in each successively the number of
flukes astonishingly increased, and I learn on inquiry
amongst the butchers that the malady had spread
throughout all the members of the flock. I gave you
the original cost with expenses, namely 46s. per head ;

striking the average the return is 53*., and the last 10
I have had 16 weeks. So far this is one portion of my
experience with rotten sheep, from which it seems to
me that liberal management and a watchful eye has
saved me from heavy loss. F. R. S"

The late trial of Baxnerman v. White and
others, to which reference was made last week,
and which has excited so much interest in the
Hop districts, calls for further remarks here, not
only on account of its intrinsic interest, but
because we published a leading article in 1854 on
the effect of applying sulphur to the growing plant,

which formed the main feature of the evidence on
the trial in question. Tt should be observed, how-
ever, that the case was not determined on the

merits or demerits of dressing mouldy Hop bines

with sulphur, but on the extent of the guarantee
which was given by Mr. Bannerman when the

Hops were sold. With this of course we have
nothing to do, or with the judgment which was
exercised respecting it. The point to which we
wish to call attention is the extreme injustice of

our great brewers towards the more intelligent

and active Hop growers, in refusing to buy Hops
where a particle of sulphur has been used in the
Hop grounds.

In consequence of certain experiments which
had been made two or three years before 1854 in
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the neighbourhood of Maidstone, some of the Hop-

owers in that district employed sulphur against

the mould which was then so prevalent, aDd had

in consequence large crops of Hops ; while others,

who neglected the suggested remedies which had

proved so successful, had a complete failure. The

late Dr. Plomley, for instance, at Maidstone, and

Mr. Erskine at Leeds, who had been most active

in the experiments, were well rewarded for their

pains. The famous College ground which borders

because there is no preten^n that any sulphur *•* "^l^ftSDecause mere is uv rWv--~- , - .

was applied to more than 5 cwt. out of 1800, fid

thesamplesexamined by the analysers weft iupul

by the defendants themselves and it is on evidence

that beer made with some of Che Hops referred emt

of the 5 cwt. prov. d excellent. A sample, indeexi

was produced in court.

As we remarked before, we hare nothing to do

with the legal question. All we .
is to point

attention to the injustice exercised towards o*r

.>nsume rather mom than on* rth of 't

on Dr. Plomley's, and in which no precautions jjop grow ers. For their own sakee, 11 at for

against mould were taken, was scarcely worth

picking. The success of a few naturally excited

the jealousy of the many, and in consequence the

strangest reports were circulated, and the faotors

held a meeting at which it was resolved that they

would buy no Hops from grounds in which sulphur

had been used. It so happened that in the same or jrom insufficient application, and not from any

year a quantity of bter was sent out to the Crimea cnemical chingt in the FFop it<» If. It is very poe-

and Australia, w

the sake of justice, the grea brewer, ought to

show by actual experiment w! her beer is real

injured by the use of Hops iu the growth of which

sulphur has been used. We suspect that it would

turn out that the injury, if real, is due to mould

which has been produced in spite f the sulphur

hich for some reason turned out sib ]e> jn(iee<f t ehat if sulphur Ihered to the be

badly, and to whatever the failure might be really in anv pai^able quant i might exercise au ev

due, it was referred without the slightest proof to '- -•' -* *"— —
the sulphur-dressing of the Hops. The beer, ho^

ever, was analysed at the time by Dr. T\YLOR
and Professor Brande. The evidence of the former

effect'eithtr in preventing proper fermentation, i

communicating a bad flavour, but then such 11
;

First tho flea, then the fly.

Then the bo*, then they <ae,

And then the brewer.

We say nothing about tobaOoo and soft son;

a much worse evil, we suspect, if applied

late, than the sulphur, though when applied in

good time free from ah reproach. We may ex-

press too a parting wish, that nothing worse than
sulphur-grown Hops were sv» r used in brewing, continue the tannply of Mangel untl Jeneeti

Unless sanatory Commissioners are very wmiff in event* Mil irrmm ami « Infer* m •
• lots'

their reports, this is a consummation devoutly to because en the damage U Intlgnifleam
1 * I

' 1 I .tit t ' t /"*1 I .41 AW
be wished when we are in the hands of inter

manufacturers .If. J. If.

FARMING KC VOMITS.
No. VII. THE OUTI QinSTIOX.

be rendered agreeaM lall at? B
sportsman myself, fond of aan old

inj ina
I enter u|

aire on t

n or thia n

Uy on this

a Clover

could never pass muster. The brewer at pr it

seems to be a worse plague to the Hop-growers
at the late trial, as given in the South Eastern than the Chancellor of the Excuequsb, and ths

Gazette, is as follows -.—"Believed that the objec- mo(ieril reading of the legend must '

tion to the application of sulphur at the stages of

the Hop's growth was a mere prejudice. Had
examined the beer complained of in 1854, and

found that there was nothing the matter with it,

but conceived that it had been put into bottles

tainted with gas tar or naphtha. Witness was

associated at the time with Professor Bra xdb, and

they afterwards drank the beer submitted to them.

It was good and pleasant to drink. The plant

would not absorb sulphur if applied in a solid sta*

though it would do so if applied as a solution.*

The Hop itself naturally contained a trace of sul-

phurous resin, and would not bo a good Hop if it

did not contain that. " Prof. B rax d-e's evidence is to

the same effect. * Had tested the beer in 1854 and
found nothing the matter with it. Was of opinion

that if sulphur were sprinkled on the bine or the

ground in a Hop garden, it could have no injurious

effect on the fruit, as it was an insol le substance.
"

Not a particle of evidence, as far as we know, has
j

ever appeared in a contrary direction, a »t seems

to us as unreasonable, in the absence ot a thing

like proof, for the great rewers t » set their faee>

against the use of sulphur, which is the uunr

effectual remedy in some shape or other against

mould (the most effectual and easy mode eingj

the use of sublimed sulphur with a salputmton,
as it would be for bakers to proscribe the n«* *f

arsenic or anv other poison- metallic salt in the

dressing of t1

it, for the prevc n of bunt.

In ot r words it is quits as f i>h to exact a

guarantee that no Sulphur has be used in the.

Hop ground, as it would be > exact one that no
poison had been employed in the Wheat ft" I. Tun I

offset on the produce would be as etnal Q one ease

as in tho other.

There is little donbt that the efficiency of sulph i r

against the mould is derived i" tl small
quantity of sulphurous acid which adheres to the
©articles of the sulphur, as ground sulphur has not
the same effect aa the 4< sulphur vivum" of the
Hop growers* Not a particle of the sulphur
enters into the plant, and it is all washed or
blown off long before the Hop is gathered, unless
indeed it should be applied at a late stags of

Sowth, and if in that ceee it still adheres to the
ope when dried it would at onoo Vo detected in

the sample. It should however be recollected that
as a general rule the fumes of sulphur (sulpburou-

id) are applied to Hop* iu the feat House, a
practice which has never been complained of ; and
even supposing amy particles of sulphur adhere*
to the Hops when placed on the kiln, ? would
we believe be entirely dissipated by the heat.
If a few grains of sublimed sulphur are thinly
sprinkled upon a piece of paper, and held cau-
tiously for some minutes over a tire, the sulphur
if unadulterated is gradually dispersed without
leaving a trace upon the paper, and this though
the paper is not scorched in tho slightest degree
This notion is confirmed by an experiment which

consume miner more man <*ue-fourt)i of
>~""'e *!

weight rtnilyjuf Mangel it wonUl l,e mwiletd(
*
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J THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.

No. VI. Dorsetshire.—It is said of the Dorset

labourer, his cottage is bad, and so they were, and some

still are. They have not sufficient number on the greater

part of farms, and many of those they have got are very

deficient in accommodation. Till 14 or 1 5 years ago

they were rather getting worse, the old were dis-

appearing, and few new were being built. But about

that time a great improvement began to lake place,

and perhaps it had attention drawn to it indirectly by

the noble efforts that Lord Shaftesbury (then Lord

Ashley) was making for ameliorating the condition of

the miners and manufacturers in the north. While he

in his noble efforts was showing the fearfully

degraded state at which they had arrived, the

defenders or apologists of this state of things, acting

upon the principle that two blacks make a

white, called attention to the condition of the Dorset

labourers (which county he then represented), and

painted it blacker perhaps than, compared with other

places, it ought to have been. However, it brought

about an improvement, and then the principle of three

bedrooms began to be admitted. But still there were

many mistaken ideas on the subject, and the greatest

was the tendencies of those in authority to interfere

too much in the domestic affairs of the cottager, dic-

tating to him what lodgers, if any, he might keep, and

sometimes going so far as to attempt to make him turn

out some of his own family. And this tended to irri-

tate the cottagers or degrade them to a cringing

condition, which does not become any one, in whatever

position of life he may be placed.

Where there were cottages upon the farm they

were rented at 1*. a week, and perhaps I may be right

in saying they contained on the average two bed-rooms

and a sitting room and wash-house ; some had more
accommodation, but many had less. And as was often

the case, if the labourer had to find a home in some
distant village or town, he had to pay more for less ac-

commodation, and this, with the extra distance that he
had to go to work, placed him at a great disadvantage;

and gave to him a listless, don't care sort of gait that

has been said to be characteristic of the Dorset

labourer. Till lately the condition of the un-

married men was not so good; their wages were
very low, they were not paid the same wages as the

married, though they were able, and expected to do the
same work. And this had the effect of inducing
early marriages and improvidence ; but as they were
placed they knew that with a wife and a home with
the additional wages they would be better off. The
old system of payment among the Dorset farmers was
to pay the labourer according to his family, and this

had naturally the effect of lowering care and efficiency

among the younger oues, and as they were ofteu out of
work during the winter, they got into worse habits.
But this bad Bystem is nearly exploded, the young and
strong that used to stay at home for is. or 5*. a weel
and fear to leave their parish (what-* drog wp<m w rr_7
this parish attachment has been !), now go further off in

quest of work they have been bencf I by railways
going into their localities. Many left th« inns to gV
the higher wages offered at the making of them, and
thus were led farther from their parish, and thus sujml
and demand were brought to meet each other. But
though this has tended to raise the w; s of the
younger, it has not yet done much for the married;
and their condition may be said not to ha\« much
improved for many years, except in the improvement <

their dwellings. But there is a kindly feeling ng
between the higher and lower classes in Dorsetshire
that does not exist in Aberdeenshire. No doubt it

often resolves itself into a rather officious meddling with
the domestic affairs of the poor, but this from the want
of education and intelligence among them may be a
necessity, and will cure itself as the necessity for it

disappears. The Dorset labourers' wages have been so
often before the public that it hardly seems necessary
to allude to them now. They are comparatively low :

carters, with their various perquisit. about 12s., in-
cluding house, valued at 1.9. a week ; and as they get
Sd. each journey from home and a little allowance when

nothing disparaging. They certainly make a great

difference between piece and day-work, but I suppose

all do where daily wages are so low. But at hay and

harvest work, which tries the strength and activity of

men, they will do as much as others if it is piece-work,

but perhaps require to be looked after rather more at

day-work. Their ordinary hours of labour are 10*

hours, fr<»m 6 to 6 with li hour out for meals.

Harvest and hay making time from 5 or 6 A.M. to

perhaps late, say on the average 8 o'clock at night;

but then, though they have no more wages they

get beer, perhaps about a gallon each a day—about the

value of Sd. or 10c/. And we have seen this commuted

for 2s. a week during haymaking, and 4*. a week in

harvest, and with the best results, and it would be well

it such were the general rule, as the bear system excites

on the part of both master and man, a feeling of" I'll

do him if I can ;
" and much unpleasantness is the

result. I feel sure that an alteration in this would

benefit both master and man. and above all the man's

family, and would not have the tendency to induce

such a craving after beer in the younger hands. Women
are extensively employed at out-door work, at weeding,

haymaking, harvesting, threshing, and such like, from

8 a.m. to 5 P.M. in ordinary times, wages Sd. a day.

But respecting the compulsory employment of them, I

think we ought to protest. A married woman is bound

to go out when called on to do so ; indeed this in the

Dorchester Agricultural Society's rules is a condition in

giving a certificate to her husband to enable him to

compete for its prizes! And she must not be judge in

the matter, but must give a reasonable excuse for not

going out. It is too much the practice to dis-

lads, boys, and women, at

land upon which this crop is to be sown. On strong
land winter ploughing should be practised, with
spring cultivation when the land is dry." On more
open soils defer the operation of preparing the
land until near the time of sowing. On stiff hind there

is no fear of the manure put on in autumn being

washed by the winter rains out of the reach of the

plants sown, but in lighter and sandy soils that effect

would be produced by early tillage, as asserted in the

excellent Essay in the Royal Agricultural {Society's

Journal, and also proved by practice.

Otrf*.—"The natural energy of the roots of the Oat

plant is much greater than that of Barley, and conse-

quently enables it to flourish well with much less

preparation of the soil ; one ploughing is quite suffi-

cient either on turf land or stubble." Like Wheat and

Barley it is best to sow Oats dry, even at the expense

of a little more labour, and they should never be sown

so wet that the land will bake after. * The bed should

be firm beneath, yet easy of penetration for the rooting

of the plant, with a surface light and free for the

germination of the seed." To effect this desirable state

of the bed for Oats, the turf land should be broken up

rather wet, but not worked until dry, for if both

ploughed and worked wet it would become too adhe-

sive for the germination of the seed.

Beans.—" This crop requires a soil of a strong ad-

hesive character ; a firm condition of it seems equally

necessary for Bean as for the Wheat plant Ploughing

the land just immediately before sowing seems to

meet with general disapprobation. In preparing

stubble land for Beans, it should receive autumn culti-

vation to clean it, then ploughed up deep and left

rough; in that state it is easily reduced to a goodcharge young men, lads, boys, ana women, _

anytime to save a few shillings, and to take it seed bed." In winter Beans, the want of firmness m the

for granted that they must come on again when
called on to do so.

* Now, in justice, if they are

turned off when the employer pleases, they ought not

to be taken on against their wish or convenience so

long as they do not work for any other.

The system of hiring at one time was annual from

Michaelmas, but it is giving way to continuous service,

and this leaves all parties freer agents, and it would be

well if all would fall into this more than they yet do.

Upon the whole we cannot say that the Dorset

labourers are nearly so badly off as they have been

repr nted, and they will no doubt soon arrive at an

equality with others. From the little know-
ledge that I have of Wiltshire I believe that

the labourers from Dorset would not desire to

char places with them. And their moral advantages
are far before that of the same class in Aberdeenshire.

But in point of intelligence and energy they are

behind as well as in neatness of workmanship, though
as ploughmen this does not hold good ; but tha s owing

• the superior plough which they u*e, and which cou-

t will not let the Scotch ploughman use. &. S.

[Our Correspondent has, we understand, had experieu

as an employer of labour in many English and > >h

delivering corn, this adds perhaps Is. a week, so that keep turning the furrows back. It has the

THE SPRI> WORK OF THE FARM.
The following are a number of abort unconnc

statements on this subject, taken partly from my own
experience in this locality, but more of them extracts

from the Essay on this subject in the Royal Agricultural

ety's Journal and other works that I ha examined.
In preparing land for the reception of the seed for

any crop.I think it safest to adopt the following rule

—

that is, to notice the character and natural condition of

the soil that any plant tlourit- s best in, and try to

produce the same in soils that by nature are not so

well suited to the crops that we wish to grow on
account of their advantage to us from our local

position, or any other cause.

Wheat.—Asa rule that admits ofno exception,Wheat
likes a solid bed. In stiff land we have it naturally,

and our greatest care must be exercised to prevent it

being reduced so fine that in wet weather it will run
together like plaister. A good sumim i fallow for
that kind ofland is thebest preparatiou^or Wheat, but it

should be quite prepared during fine weather. I have
always found it best not to cross-plough, but simply

we are sufficiently near whan we say 13*. a week for
head carters; the other carters are 1*., 2s., or 3*. lower,
and are generally unmarried men. Ordinary laboun rs
have 9*. and 10*. a week without a cottage, but as they
have piece-work for aconsid tble part <>t the year they
earn perhaps about 11*. or more ft week ahMh.- year
round. J

Their education has been far behind, but is now in a
fair way of being remedied, as schools have within 1

last 1G years been very generally established, a
before many ye there will be a great differed in
Jbis respect. Their character perhaps d. not stand
favourably, as compared with that of the same class in

if the weather sets in wet it is always in the right
form, and you can plough much deeper in that wn
with the same strength. To produce the solid bod for
Wheat on land naturally too tender, the fust thing I
find recommended is sowing Wheat on < 'lover ley, but
at the discussion hell hare some time since on the
system for this dist t, it was condemned on account
of its proneneas to make the land foul. The next plan

oposed is to use the land presser, and to that I

itirely assent. The next is to work the land as wet
as itcan be worked, but in thislocality I havealways found
that any laud sown wet, has invariably produced plenty

ot
i «"

.
i -..*.-«. ...v, „...*, vum uj of annual weeds. You will see, gentlemen, that the one

result
™u"Uo*> aml thl8 J thi"k is only the natural object aimed at by all is a solid bed, and it will be for

Jj ° the system that has so long prevailed of not
I
you to decide to-nigkt which is most suited to our

^UUCatintr tho vnntir* aiwl ,v.r,„« «„„ : ..n.. J •__ J- l • i_ ... -f • .. tvacating the young, and more especiajly underpin h
nem and turning them out of work so boon as a little
8«ckness comes on the farm. This has had the effe

driving the young men, at the most susceptible ag
o every kind of shift, and perhaps they get into the
•nusof the low, when a stigma is attached to their

^naracter, which deprives them of a
"erg, and then they become reckless.
Respecting their capabilities as workmen we cau say

chance among

district, or if any improvement upon them can be sug-

gested. I have always found it best to sow stiff land

early, 'rough and dry, and as the soil becomes more
porous m quality, to sow later and damper, but
never wet.

Barley.—"The best qualities of Barley as well as
the largest crops are produced from soils very free and
open in their character, and this indicates the condition

to wliich we should endeavour to bring any

Boil, and late sowing, have caused many of the preju«

dices against them.
Grass and Clover Seed*.—The able remarks in the

essay before quoted on this subject are briefly con-

tained in this short statement, that out of 33 kinds of

Grass and Clover seeds experimented upon, an average

depth of half an inch produced the greatest number of

plants, while from 1 to 8 inches none grew. Those
experiments, if reliable, and I have noticed others on

the same subject, proving the same thing, need little

comment, but at once point out the necessity of

having land intended for Clover and Grass seeds very

fine before sowing.

Turnips.—"These crops flourish on deep and free

soils." This character of the plant at once points out

the course of procedure. In stiff land early winter

ploughing is indispensable with deep spring tillage,

but I am not an advocate for crushing and rolling such
land until it is very fine for Turnips. I have always
found it run together too much after it. I prefer a
little more seed, and a good rolling after it is Bown.
Like all the seeds alluded to before, the Turnip is beat

sown in dry waHher. even if it docs not germinate so

soon. "Dryness at the time of sowing becomes of

greater importance as the land gets lighter in its nature

_asily dried by the sun f then it should not
be rolled

Mangels.—urV\\\% crop ffoItrteH^ in stiff land and
possesses great powers of growth throu^r-ir^atentive
soil, the looseness of the soil necessary for the Turnip,
not so essential for the Mangel. Some prefer autumn
ultivation, but the principal benefit from it is the

change effected in the mechanical condition of the soil,

reducing the stiff land to a fine loose seed bed." It

appears to him, Mr. Jackson, that the writer of the
essay in the Royal Agricultural Journal contradicts
himself slightly in regard to this crop.

Carrols.
— " Carrots should be grown after a previous

green crop as being the best preparation for them."
Vetches. —" The best preparation for Vetches is a

clean stubble, well ploughed and early."

Trifolium Incarnatum.— " This plant is somewhat
peculiar from the excessive firmness of soil required
for its successful growth : a corn stubble twice har-

rowed being the best preparation for that crop."

With most of these quotations I entirely agree, but
with some of the plans proposed by the writer of the
Essay to obtain the ends desired. I think much labour

ae advantages": aua* strength may be saved, especially in bis autumn
i in the riirht cultivation. In preparing land for Wheat I quite agree

with him. but as I said before lean confidently recom-
meud the absence of cross ploughing in summer fal-

lows, or if under any circumstances it should be
crossed, make the lands or * butts" up again at once
to be safe. I am of opinion that if the influence

ercised by climate on the operations of the form
were more distinctly, recognised, the appasset differ-

ences in practice would be found at last to meet at the

i same point.

Wheat.—With respect to sowing Wheat after any

other crop, I think the only requisites are, that the

land should be clean, should be well ploughed (not too

deep) for a seed bed, and after the winter rains to

give the requisite firmness by rolling. &c, it seldom

happens that Wheat loses root before the dry winds of

Tare! mless from slug. In all tender land sown with

Wheat, the rolling should be attended to when the

weather admits, although other work might seem to

demand attention at the same time.

Barley.— I think Barley as a crop repays any ad-

ditic 1 labour incurred in preparing land not naturally

suited for its growth worse than any other crop, and I

should not recommend much time, labour, or money
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•pent apoo thu preparat i for it, where Oata would

•acoeed with ordinary culture. Where land is suitable

for Barley the course U •imple, one ploughing being

I

ii to eufficieot after either rooU or a previous oorn

Beans—The beet preparation in autumn for Beans

to be town in ridges (the local term is drills), on stubble

d is to leave the land in ridges all the winter, taking

no notice of tho weeds. In 1859 I was sowing 6 acres

. Beans in a field, 3 acres I left in ridges all winter,

the other 3 acres had tho accustomed deep winter

furrows. Through t whole of the winter the ridged

or « drilled" portion looked disgraceful, every lump of

soil had its living weeds attached to ft. In the spring

I t.ut three horses to the drill cultivator, and stirred

up between tho rows as deeply as I could ;
with two

horses I split the rows immediately, sowed the Beans

w . bones and guano, and covered up with double

shelled plough, thus bringing every weed to the top

again. I harrowed them down early, and never had

r Beans, though with double the expense and

rouble. The weeds in this case seemed to free

lomselves from the soil so easily, and whon once

free 1, died. ^
i ta—In preparing land for Oata little else is

•want* than good ploughing, to diminish in depth as

he season gets late. One ploughing after Wheat I

think qui to sum nt, but I always run a broad ire

cultivator over tho land after the previous crop is

removed. I consider that that preparation for either

Oats or Barley is far suj ior to any other I have either

tried or road of.

Turnips.—If we could get autumn cultivation com-

pleted in preparing land Turnips, got it level, cross-

ploughed and ridged up, and so lay all th rough the

winter, it would be the icst preparation for them. I

are before remarked that I object to reducing stiff

bud too lino for tho Turnip crop, and I repeat it, land

gets far too solid for the healthy growth of Turnips

when it is so'very fine when sown. I.have always found

it best to ridge (or drill) the land early, even at the

expense of drill cultivating, rolling, and opening

again previous to sowing.

Mangels.—In Mangels, perhaps, a better quality of

roots may be produced on stiff land, but I have ever

found it safest to grow them on tender land, the usual

course of winter-ploughing with spring cultivation

being all that was required. I never sow them early,

but always steep the seed. You will have noticed

that amidst all the plans adopted and proposed
for the most effectual preparing of seed beds for

tho different crops mentioned, the same state of

a sought for under different courses. For
TVhei all agree tho bed must be firm and hard.
1 its, l below but free and easy of penetration

r the roots above. For Barley,—land free, fine, and
not at all solid. For Beans,—firm and stiff.

Turn ijw,—loose and clean. Clover and Grass, well
harrowed for Corn crop, so that the seed may not be
buried more than from £ to | of an inch. The idea
that I would venture to suggest n=> orcated by the
study of this subject « that all our energies and all

our intell nco snould be brought to bear upon this

point, in our annual routine of labour, for if we fail to
sow cur seed under circumstances favourable to its

growth, much of tho benefit of our manuring is thrown
away. Richard JacAson, at the 11 \th Meeting just held
of the Wirral Agricul <i I Improvement Society.
The di sion which followed turned chiefly on the state of

the land for Wheat sowing, the depth of the furrow most
Uble for Oata after ley, the cultivation of Beans and their

place in the rotation, the best method of putting in Clover seed.
a preporat of the land for Turnips.
Whtot—Mr Hope Jonet agreed with Mr. Jackson that very

J.rorw land should be prepared in the summer, and sown so
tho teed bed should bo tolerably dry and pore. us. but that

light spongy land should be ploughed later, and when the land

wn on t Sat, two rix inches apart, the next row 18 better with clay put into their trough if

"*"VA7"v~~.^;;» *« that the trround would be well covered, very hard; pigs also eat Seaweed,! nU^V^ss£&M2&i&£ritnr&r/ ™ tk? :

—<* «*> «££. to *« «* «*:LSB*
The Cb»|rni"£2'.Xhe headlands dibbled ; he them eat more, ergo, feed faster, the salt h£.*?*manured, generallyJ*"™***™Tbew roller onee some- out of the einders, although eaten ££&£***

ES?££W^^S&nth. *Tr=p.e£d
J

give that relish that coals do-ergo n^tfe?
not .ur,.rtoed to find the pUn of «£™fj£ b ^^
manured, wa. becoming general, fo"ow«* M co * drU,ed

veara' lev. the one year much the heavier crop, xie l"
.

S^ntigefrom very early sowing of Beans as a rvle, but last

ye
cLTaP^^^S?/-Mr. Wheelhouse strongly rocom-

in«d.d t^u^
the corn crop before the seeds are sown ;

it left the lana ma
better state to receive them and was not.so,

bable to ran

toother as after the flat roller; the seed follows
i

the>Pres8g-
and is covered by very light harrows or the>

bush.barrows He

had never failed in his Clover root when following- this plan.

Tho members present also gave their full assent to it.

Turnip*.—The Chairman said he had come to the

conclusion, that in future on his land, which was heavy, he

would not draw any farm yard manure on to the hand in the

spring for this crop, the cartage was so detrimental to it and

the crop also ; In fact he would use that kind of manure for this

er, n >r M he used it freely for Beans after a ley and there was

only the Wheat crop between, he would apply a liberal allow-

ance of dissolved bone ash and some guano to the Swedes, and

ho had i ! uU he could secure a heavy crop of them by that

means. Tho Secretary agreed with that part of Mr. Jackson s

Essay recommending Turnips to be sown on heavy land in dry

weather, and not till some days after the land is prepared for

them ; it made the land more friable, and also helped to starve

out the fly, and render the crop more safe. The newly turned

soil seemed to bring the fly into life, and then tho want of

something green to exist upon, either destroyed it or drove it

away. All the members agreed that deep and early autumn
cultivation was vory essential to this crop, and quite necessary

for the land, as it was the only opportunity for very deep

ploughing in the rotation, and autumn was the proper season.

Mr. Richard Jackson made some general remarks on the

discussion. He was gratified to find bis views met with their

approval ; the use of these debates was, that from them we
might detect our own errors in practice. As it had been

previously agreed that Wheat could not be satisfactorily grown
in this locality after a ley, he thought the system spoken of

and which he bad adopted, of growing Beans after a ley

manured, followed by Wheat, was a good one, for we could grow
40, 50, and even 60 bushels of Beans either broadcast, dibbled,

or drilled, with good Wheat following. He thought about the

10th of March the right time to sow them.

*****

still take the astringency away. J. S. If,

Fingered Barley.—As I believe you are
to the
in the

to tell j«-»u Kiiou x ivuicuiuci a amiuar variet*

in this county at least ten years ago; butaahS^
seem so valuable a kind as some others, iu
was relinquished. It is, I think, quite po^kLT
your specimen is a fresh origination of a simiw!^
to the one I remember, but it is more likely to L^
accidental mixture ofseed by some means.-~J q i*
Aldborough Rectory, Hamworth, Norwich,

'

octettes

Inverness : Harvest Operations. — At u» k
annual meeting of this Society, a discaauom?
subject took place:—Mr. Simpson, Teawig. »^ %|l

considered the term " Harvesting" as applying tt
four different operations of—1st, Making bay; tyfe

ting and securing the corn crop ; 3d, Liftingandafc

Potatoes; 4th, Securing the Turnip crop. L TWjJ
fection of haymaking was to cut while the Gr

were full of nutrition—to collect theGrasu^
with its sap unhardened by the sun, and qowmh.!

by rains. Better have sweating in the staebfc

blanching on the ground. 2. The corn harvotn*

one to which their energies were most direcUi I
would agree, however, that it was necessary toati

expeditiously as possible, and to have for this poje

full complement of work-people. For in oar

climate the loss of even balf-a-day in getting

when it was ready, might involve a sacrifice a*
than the whole harvest wages. The cutting of tkr

was performed in three ways—by the hook, kt
scythe, by a reaping machine. The hook waiiit

process at the best, and our rural population

so thinned out that in few cases was there

labour at command for it. Cutting by the

i

r Z «t
uc UC8in»010 l0 W!»u ror wet weather for working suchwi j
h« Ch«" n. Mr. W. Tumor, considered it very impor-ts"^atort'10 Wbeatwa*sown the land should remain rough,

the clods sheltered the plant during winter, and prevented it
running'together, which our land generally did if reduced fine.
it was desirable to plough and sow Wheat on light land in
m* weather.

ftr -/ —The Banatar*, Mr. Burnbam, considered that when
3«IKoJ^S ?**?, w

n
,
heavy laml

»
and ^o foregoing crop

*£™ :•
* ^°U

)
d *? Ckr^ ?* left^P1* Ploughed in the

SLfSr^1 *? b,Vy lhe B^d ^^ lV»« <*rtll. He thought it amat mistake to«Rh such land in the spring for this crop*tot on
Jig

i y l aI ?e was of opinion it might be ploughedand cultivated up to the time of sowing, but he agreed withMr Jackson that we were not in a Barley country, and the
colti vation of it was not generally pro6Ubie.

Oat* -Mr. Wm. Jackson recommended a shallow seed bed

j7pL-^\, SLSeCret
!.

T7
,

th0V*h ' thcre wm an omission in Mr.

J?SlSSf ..
E
!?7j

Mld ftis°.lu that hl the n
- Society^

nirf Vn?/w I
I>r
*K
rer

c
depths t0 Plo"Sh ley« and othergr.» ind for Oata

: he the Secretary, was strongly in favour of
a shallow furrow. This subject led to a general discussion

hf fhf« it! ^ and the effecta 0f the Pl^ffhrog matchesm this locality for some years past were adverted to as

«iJiu f f
S
l r^if?

'A
l
WSiya took

V n the car,y v pHng, on an

2iIS hlf,
nde

«
d

-

t0
fc

b0 8°Wn W
a!

A 0ats ' tLe widt^ °'' the furrow•Jwajs being 8 inches, and the depth 5* inches. Three cases^ llf16^ thln and 8ome 8ubft0il turned up in

wlSrifiS 2f 1 1

1"
i

ea
ft

b ^ a
3?ry bad cr°P '

two other <5we«

SS SL \ ^ tbe PIo»?hiD 8r match took place on deep

fecu wS
d

'
•

,

the «"ccec '•« crops were good. Bv these

h^aafi^oS2;
uiered pr°Ve

l VH
at

?
tbin P^^'ing would be^R%ran,^w^e crop

^-
on the deep land

Home Correspondence.
Pig Feeding.—-That pigs do run to the coal heap

when let out of their sty I have often noticed ; at the

same time a shovel full of cinders thrown into the sty

is welconed by them if not let out; what the benefit

may be to them is a matter of speculation. I do not

think it can do them any harm, for I have never

seen damage arise from this cause. At the same time
there can be no nutriment in either the coal or the
cinder. My view of the case has always been this

:

that from the mode of feeding adopted, and the close

confinement pigs are subject to in the sty, a certain

Craving f'ir n corrective la induceJ, in the same Way
tbat a human being takes soda or ginger after a full

meal. We cannot believe from the formation of the
stomach that any such substance directly assists digestion,

in the way stones do with the ostrich and turkey. As to

the matter of colour, not being a Yorkshireman I do
not hold by white pigs; as fur as my experience goes
that colour is by no means a hardy one in any race of

animals or birds, or, I may add, plants. Gloucester-
shire boasts of some of the finest and most hardy races

of pigs in England ; let Mr. T. Gee endeavour to meet
with some of the right sort of " black pig " before he
discards them on this account. Black absorbs
heat, white throws it off; let Mr. Gee convince
himself of this fact, some day when the sun shines

and the snow is on the ground, by putting a piece ofblack
cloth, like his coat, on the snow, side by side with a
piece the same size and weight of white, like his smock.
If the black does not sink more than the white, by
reason of its melting the snow sooner than the white,
then will I allow the superiority of the white pig in
this respect, and not till then.—P. Vevoniensis.
In answer to the queries of your Gloucestershire
Correspondent about feeding pigs on coals, it puts
me in mind of a story told of a great and very
successful breeder of pigs, who on being asked ho
he kept his pigs in such good condition, said " You see
what they get ;" the inquirer said, « I see nothing but
cobble-stones." Not exactly hearing the remark, he
went on assuring the inquirer it was a fact. Ever
after we always said Mr, '

s p ig8 are fed on cobble
stones; independent of that particularly nourishing
food, wonderful feeders they were. Now to the point •

I was struck many years ago with observing thatmy own and neighbours' pigs, when let out for the
purpose of cleaning their styes (fatting piRS I speak
ot), went direct to the coal heap\nd eat

P
the

small coals as long as they could. I
there must be something: wanting in their food,

was a rough and ready way of getting throofi*

work, but it involved a considerable sacrit*

grain, for the corn was never ao gatki

together in sheaves that our ordinary Scotcn

could make clean thrashing of it, and besides tb»

the risk that, while employing tbe farm-sernf

cutting the crop, the carting-in would be *£
Cutting by machinery was not much knowii*

district yet, but having thus cut his harvest<**

he would say that his opinion of it was I

With corn laid as it was last year a greatest

cutting than eight acres per day could not htrm

upon. This was effected by the work of a pa««»J

and two men, Lhe staff of gatherers being pretsrij

the same as were the work done by the scytbe. p

to put it at the lowest, there was a saving ofwm

of five men. Willi moderate attention and s

part of the servants in charge, the s^^*^
left as short as were the work done by tbe«jti

gathering as clean, and the heads ^as^nni/or^

as

140 __ —,

all without a sprouted stook or a heated st**\^
stacking they all tried to get their corn^5
soon as could safely be done ; to get "****,

stacks thatched as quickly and trimmed
**J"

they could. He believed the day would co»

covered rick-yards would make harvesting!^

easier, and cheaper operation than it now wat

tliering as clean, and the heads as onnor^

were the work done by the hook. He hadcntlg

and 150 acres last season, and he had har*^'

..1 , .111 - 1 i-nA cf«PC. *

raising and storing of Potatoes foll°fed
*Jy*

corn-threshing. Their Potato crop this yew
^

rather deficient (a contrast in this r^P^^
Lothians, where the crops were so great tha

t

not larger than those of some present a
J

««
. ^

4000Z. and even 5000Z. worth of P°tat?*L^
sold), and their lifting and ingathering W'^,
by the lateness of harvest into October a"^^

„ became then tedious and expensive work. 4. ^
w though a most expensive and troublesome cn*^

3e had hitherto been paid little attention to w
^

ingathering.

thought that

and 1 tried salt from seeing some fatting pigs eat a lot
that had been thrown out of a pickle tub. I ever after
salted their food and found they did not always run
direct to the coals when let out. I never saw niffS thatwere loose eat them. The food of fatting pf^ hin^more or less sour they take any cinder?, mud o? erilt

v

substance to take the astringency from their mouth •

ses when

It was allowed to take care '-

be at the mercv of frost, and hares, and p^ ¥
took good tithe out of it, even wben.^ii'
weather. This season the loss—par

"

cu"|^
district he resided in—had been y^/gV^f*
excessive frost, and he believed that im^
neighbours, who had suffered so seveW^^
upon Turnip storing in future as not tne

rf
«

portion of harvesting. Gathered t^i
point of full nutrition, say early in *° ^
if secured from wet and frost would

^* ^m
March or April, whereas left in the oy

notia^
they might grow in bulk, but^f^ tw5
qualities, in November and Vece in

^ ^
became deteriorated and comparative^

gurelr^
work of gathering them together wa ^oMj
cheaper when done by the combine<\* ^,1, c*^
at one time than when it was done p ^ «^
cart, "through daub and mire, as .^ «^!•'

for consumption. Even io ^^ieP*^*
feeding on the field they could new

tf<̂
r*r

these given as needed to the sheep
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.eeeit^swemTUttmkhonw,^-.™,, .

«Jy «*•* *«-° to run tbe mk ofkein* • crop on which

tWir' stock *sM,i*ndsd and which conduced much to the

fgrtilit y of their land.

r mi ". CJIiim, did a«* spprwe* of storing Turnlpa

r k|M oho taeaa Jim ae wsesh ae e third

KoTcmbVaod Febrwary. wben left in the fteM

fc raw Bohobort. bad been «"^ **,*•
Sett from th« me he wm a boy able to lead a horse

fairly baa* asm. There were many ways

rf rattiew grata, tat it we* tba securing of it that wae the

toferm-ra. He bad aean tbe Uaieet farmer in the

the beat com stacks, and the moat energ.

fire. No eteck-yard should

of wooden frames, whether the
not.

Mi f bean. neaAsM. with retard to Potatoes and Turn

it it Vaood^eanto have a field planted with alternate

druVof them my. fire of the ooe and then fire of the other

teOcteber tbe Potatoes were lifted, and ebeep could be placed

> eat off tbe Turnipe. The whole ground
and ready for Wheat Following up thle

tbe Tint field one-third of »' utoee and

w*UMi of Turnipe. By that coarse by tbe end of November
giuund waa weu manured

trttaag tbeer etacfc j
be without a proper
em of the weather

OeeoreRjr
eowell.

Mr Preser, Bsileen. e>U met year bad wernea taean that

•ma not elwey* good to be too aeef*¥la eerurtng the

A eielhwin tame ve»rs ego mi I at owe of tbetr meeting*
hi d br beieer tbe laaleet man In tbe country.

epeeJdog the bey barrem wee prettj well •ecured—
I, be belUreiL ee In amgmnd. but there were aeeeral

r tbm. Till this year end last year it wee really not

while paying much attention to it, for at 44, or M
gel a stone, it did not pay in thle emmtry.

The rh Airmen saM Ik* tap crap sbssjld bt cut earlier than
of tbe district, by at leaet a fort' r

By eo doing it would make tbe quality better.

be tbe
In tbe viewe of tbe meeting ae to the Tun.ij .

.
rop.

that it waa adrleable to leare it >ut all

Another

The crop ebonld be secured from the froet, to w
•be exposed in winter and spring, ae well ae

from vermin, which abounded orcrywhere. Foreeveral veers

be Uft Turnipe out, end they were mostly eaten up by ra s

adrentage of storing was, tb.-it fu

to use thorn, eo that they would be
tattle till the Oram eaaae up. ( Mr Sinclair.

fWttm 4i can eee tbat in tbe field. J
Tea, h<it there waa

sn1a*Sf more deceptive than their appeeranea In the field ; an

really, while rabbits and bares abounded as they did i

part of the country, one nerer could my that the crop waa
ewn wbtts it remained in the field. The qua' Turn!

was also much better ;dt waa Jeider, more nut r *. and kept
egrvai deal better when stored about the middle fomber.
They grew, it mi^ht be, in bulk, but they also grew eoft b

rr got spongy. For his own part, he nerer looked
he barrest aa eomplete till be bad his Turnipe und.

•ever. He eat them in store with the tope abore, and found that
they kept rery well

Farmer*' Clubs.
1 9LI!C: Valmt of 3*a-«W.— Dr. C. A. Cameron

read a paper on this subject, from which the following

art i recta :

—

he moat important processes in agriculture
the application of manures to diffen-nt trope; yet

many pMaetna of great practical si in this depart-
ment ot husbandry atill await solAon ; it ed, it may

! that no th-Orw of nannnnj baa sjaal ndlb
general acceptance. It is a qm<r*fi<> reiata wh other or
not large Wared plants, inch as Cahhaget and Turnips,
are much benefited hj the applica* \ of aorasoniacal
compound*. Many chemiaig belie that the salts i

ammonia and IVrurian gnsno act chiefly bv their
aolrent power on the toil, the constituents of which
they present in an available form to the plant. Lieoi
and his disciple* maintain that the food of plants n
wholly inorganic ; whilst the greater number of the
French agricultural chemists, and many of other
countries, thouph admitting that plant* derive a large
proportion of their nutriment from the air and from
tbe mineral portion of the soil, contend that no in n«

dderable amount is supplied by tl rganic matters
which are present in every fertile soil.

"The farmer* near the coast of Ireland use large
untitle* of Seaweed a* a manur and so favours

hare been the result* of the application of this substance
to the Potato cror bat a price is fr p for it

far beyond it* real ralne—judging by t'he standard
offered by the chemical analysts of the substance, an
the doctrine of tfci butrRkej of peaats J( -erallv . nter-
taincd. 9Wt T bare completely catesAed mvself that a
greater fertilising ciTect will l>e produced bv a given
lantity of Sea-weed opon soil bearing part inliar crops

than by a quantity of any other substance yielding c

phosphoric acid, and the various

. . »ed to be necessary for the perfect
development of our cultivated plants.

M H«re, then, is a subject for chemical inquiry, which
tbe most interesting results. Can it be that
contains some as yet recognised element,

hicb, though necessary to the healthy vitalitv of
lants, exists in moat soils in quant es so minute as to

hitherto eluded detection? Can it he to the
such a substance or substances that aover

and Tawnin «< knees, and the fertility of soils which
tly all the known constituents of

«**, are attributable ? May not ercn that most
JfcMtrous of vegetal diseases, the Potato blight, be tbe
**;*<* U" exhaustion rf tbe soil of some of the
Wetituent* essential to the production in a healthy
mate of our national esculent.

" I bare been led to make these observations by the

2:7 •*. tbt rcnw^ble etterimenUl results lately
"J2»ed by tbe Qerman chemist*, Bunsen and Kircboft

Sg kare
.

heen P«Wisbed in tbe scientific journals.•» eiperinienteTs have discovered the existPn™ nf

Lithium (a metal hitln > supi»o*ih1 to occur hut ma
few rire minerals, such, for ample, as Ktlli

found at K liner, county of Dublin) in the aahe*

of Seavweed, of the Vin and of Tobacco, of all tlig

lent* grown on » granitic soils of the district

f ( enwald, and in the milk f animuls fed upon

these plants. Those experiments have been repeated

and varied by Dr. Folwarcr, whosucceeuYd in detecting

lithium in the ashe* of human blood and of muscular

tisane. But these have n been the only results of

Messrs. Bunsen and Kirchoff's experiment*; these

clever investigators have proved the existence of a new

lenient— a lourth alkaline metal; which, as they

fon.id it to be very gem-rally associate d with p tish

and soda, we may presume that, like lithium, it will be

found occurring* in small quantities in the ashes of

many kinds of plant*. This new element has been

named Csssinm by its discoverers.

The** xperiments have opened up a wide field of

inquiry, the e m of which will" we have little

doubt," reveal the most fob «ting and important fact*,

he knowledge of which will illuminate many ob*

reffons it he wide iomrnn of TCi al physiolopy. Tl..'

smal' ss of the quant ii in which cer n substances

occur in the economy ol nature detracts in HO measure

I ii tl r importance. In that meet wondrous of

,'anisms—the animal mechanism, we find the DCtetnee

of aminute proportion of iron la the liver of life which

flown through it i adition essential to its v«

tistence. Without iron blood could n< t be formed,

Ithough the ) Lei does i Tin the one thousandth

art the weigh 1
, of the fluid. In v.-, tables, a

ortgjfl proportion of m'n i mutter is found, the oom-

P which varies in different plants, and, hut

within certain lin s in the same kind of vegetabl

Thus every plant cultivated as food for animals usually

ins p *h, soda, lime, and lnngngfjn; but even

in the game kind of pi* the relative pn ions of

tl varies exceedingly, and in some [nstu.ee* one of

theingre ntslsall r absent. The variation in

the nipor n of tl inorganic portion of plant

is frequently da* to dill es in the composition of

the soil. Potatoes sometimes - in little more than

an appreciable amount of soda ; at other times the

proportion is very considerable. In the Is of Peas, in

Rape seed, In the grains of II in < s grown m
certain localities, and in several other food substances,

n the slightest tr; f sotla could be i :ted

whilst in Asparagus V natitute* one-third of the

w rht of its mineral const it m nts; in some sj mens
of Flax ;' ha* been found to constitute a fourth part of

the ash, and in both the grain and the straw of the Oat
it exists in proportions varying from 2 to 20 per cent,

of the mineral matter. It would appear that plants

possess the power of sc -ting certain substances

in preference to others. Bouchardfc doubts this, and
contends from the results of hii own experiments that

{•hints absorb all the salts presented to them in solution

If this lo tlift case, it is difficult

alii

but

cUhbs

inn.

it* of am

to a* imt for the large proportion of iodine ami poinsh

found in Sea-weeds ; since the sea, which is the men-
struum in which they exit snd from which they derive

their food, contains iodine and potash in mp itively

exceedingly minute proportions. That th< Potato

prefers potash to soda is more than a mere assertion

;

for I have assured myself, by experiments, that it is a

fact. I have analysed Potatoes grown at Skerries,

»unty of Dublin, within a few hundred feet of the sea,

and in a soil containing a large amount of soda com-
mnds, • those tubers I a large proportion

of potash, but no soda. The crop of which those I a-

toes formed a specim had been he manured with
Seaweed, which, as is well known, is composed in great
part of potash compounds.

" It would thus appear that potash is capable of r
placing soda in our cultivated plants, but it remains t

be proved whether such a replacement is beneficial, or
the reverse, to the plant. Swig can also, to a ^reat
extent, take tl place of potash ; but when it does 90

I plant seems to suffer from the drfiaency of the
Istter. Thus, Tobacco, in wl h soda predominates over
potash, is very inferior in flavour compared with the
plant in which the potash abounds.

" The consideration of the fact* to which I have
alluded in these brief notes cannot fail to suggest a
host of interesting questions. Should we exclude soda
from Potato manure ? Arc the remarkable virtues of
Sea-weed, as a fertiliser, due to the large amount of
potash salts which it contains, or to the iodides present
in it play any important part in vegetal nutrition
Are the new metal caesium and the long-known hut
set lom-sought-for element, lithium, essential or beneficial
to certain plants ? If they are, then - a-u d contains

ie of them at least in notable quantity; and the re-

markable fertilizing properties of these aquatic plants
may, in the progress of enlighl enment, be found in some
way connected with this fact."

At the conclusion of Dr. Cameron's paper, an inte-

ting discussion arose, in the course of which Captain
Th mhill, Secretary to the Roval Agr Itural Society,
brought under the notice of toe meeting the strange
fact that a large tract of land near Dunshaugblin was
of so poisonous a character, that animals fed upon tl

plant* grown upon it lost their hair, hoof*, and horns, if

Posceaeea °^ WC- latter anpendegca. No satisfactory
explanation had been given of thisextraordin try natural
phenomen n.

Sriewfi/7c Farming Made Easy. By 1 una* C. Fletcher
Agricultural and Analytical Chemist. Routh-
Wanie. iV \\ "Ut ledge.

Our chemists are learning tbat in order to obtain the

con fid e ot the farmer they must be eminently prac-
• mL Most of our best writ irs on agricultural chemist!

are as well acquainted with operation* in the field as

with operations in the laboratory : they are as good

farmers as they are chemists, and consequently are

fully aware a* to the sort of information a fanner want*,

and the best mode in which to administer it. The in-

eestigattons of sfeesr*. Lawea nid tiilbeit, of ProtVeson

Way and Voehk. r. Ac, ha\. D been made SO mu«

with a view to sblish certain theories, independent

of economic results, *s they have been made with tbe

definite h n of developing the resources of tl

land, and checking anything like waste arising A

oneous opinions. Th:.t tanners are quite

to this fact is r enough, if we do

consult the growing lists of the publishers. No
f men ai« more prompt to give a kindly meeting

and ssjoooragement to such as advam to their

assistance, as the implement manu/actaiers can
testify, when th sought to repli hi machinery the

hbour which bad deaerted the fields of Kn nd for

those of America «»d Australia. The author and
printer are now about to experience the benefit of co-

operation for the farmer's 1 i.fit. He is fast breaking

away from the old prejudice concerning book*, and in

proportion as he bei me* a render will our scientific

invectig tn be enabled with facility to convey to him
the results of their discoveries. Sonera* publication

is concerned these results have been \i ry much confined

to the Journals of the various' sgricnltural societies.

whose members they have enlightened, but beyond
whose sacred circle, save in the form « f rumour, they
have not reached far. To arrange, condense, and
submit in

\
ular form a mass of most valuable infor-

mation, which is thus increasing from mouth to month,
and lies hidden in its present form / n the general eye

isawor! r the tn iful execution ofwhich tbe agricul-

tural public may w< 11 be thankful. It is only a short time

go that we noticed Dr. Anderson's admirable compi-

lation, and now we 1 o to <h nl with one, less npre-

hensive ami able, though exceedingly good, and
abounding with information it befits • rj man to

possess who has undt it :iK« n to farm land and manage
stock. Mr. Fletcher is an analytical chemist and a
farmer; we th« foie are prepared to listen to l.im in

both characters with en • rablc respect, : 1 to believe
him when he says that he admits no assertion which
not attested by his own experience, or the experience
of some recognised i hority. The first 116 j

are devoted to the discussion of the soil and i's

fertilisers, and the last 72 page* to . feeding.

Dividing the first p;irt into 1 i chapl s, he treats
primarily of the properties of those elementary sub-
stances Trom wWeh plants are built up, and the
manner in which they contribute t > vegetaV
This is done in such a way as to give the reader
a pleasant not i of how easily these subjects are to be
understood. As he proc Is v rather admire the way
in which he induces the unscientific and perhaps
yawnishly inclined reader to accompany him, by quickly
ij : a r a little dose of principles," a tempting
bit of practical advice that will help him to save here,
or save there, in many little ways that never would
have occurred to him. Thus insensibly he gains respect
for f noe that is shown to be so useful a matter of
act in its di ions. For instance, while showing the
yalu -f ammonia, he alludes to the loss of this arfel
in the stable. " Now sec by what a simple and in-
xpengive contrivance this might all be saved ; 1 cwt.
f common green copperas, which can be bought for

about 5* , is sufficient to mix with 100 gallons of water,
and this when thoroughly dissolved is sufficient t-

moisten from three to four cartloads of sawdust All
that is required then, is to sprinkle the preparation
1 of an inch thick upon the floors of the stable and cow-
shed, and not only will the ammonia which would
otherwise escape, be absorbed, but the whole of the
buddings will be sweetened and the cattle be preserved
from lung disease and blindness." His intention
here and elsewhere is to show how such
fertilisers are overlooked at home, and bought
afe a considerable expense from the manuf rs
of artificial manure. In this special case ammonia
being obtained by our grain crops from the soil, every
bushel of Wheat, according to Mr. Lawes, r. irir g

lbs. of it, it becomes a matter of importance to return
ammonia to the soil in sufficient quantity to produce
such crops. One thousand pounds of nrine, which is

saon collected from the floor of the stables and cowsheds
of a moderately large homestead, contain Hi lbs. of
pure ammonia, and is worth from 16#. to 16Y, s hat
the collection of it becomes an object of more consider-

>n than farmers suppose.

Two very good tables are introduced, one showing
the weight of fixed incombustible ingredients in
pounds a rdupois in every ton of the principal crops;
another, showing the chemical constituents in pounds
avoirdupois contained in one ton of certain manures,

wing which the author combats for a change of
nanures for the soil as well as a change of crops. Of
course thi« brings him face to face with the subject of
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manures, under whie__ Lead he dearth the chemistry
, ffi^™*™**

**»*• "?^*^£Sl&E&
__,_.__. _._____.__. __.__ v. , --—«*—- * *—

tol0;z . per i L

l^^/Stel b^low o^ics are only a slow sale yet

of the dunghill, and dishes up all the evidence in favour

of making manure under cover, and then passes to the

consideration of compost heapf. Here he gives Pro-

fessor Voelckev's analysis of two very prevalent weeds,

we should probably see prices auv»m*» ™""£_y„ <&
_oeei auu mutton sell at high prices, the latter especial y 9d

to 10c* per lb. Pork makes 75. 6d. per stone. We have at

Wth a little mora trade for our Fen Wheats, and prices have

^T^^r^t^^^r^Bd samples is goodI
and

L
the

intrinsic value of the Wheat is thereby increased. Beans are

MANGEL WUHZEL AND turn.dFROM LARGE ROOTS SE£Ds;UTTOFS PR! c p- n
will be sent Gratis and Post 1?,/ ^ I

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment
'

SUTTON'S CHOICE S TOCKFof^^CT^S:SEED
OUTTOXand SONS, Sekd^g'row

Dne ior gooa quamius. i««/ rd i»r -
West Sussex : -Ware* 25.—We are still in the midst of very

unsettled weather. March has from the first been a very wild,

stormy month, and we are not likely to have much dust till it

is out. It has been more than usually rough and cold, and a

considerable quantity of rain has fallen j
work is at a stand

again, but still it is not behind, as most people have sown up

close to the sheep, and few wish them to finish sooner than

usual, for though the Turnips do last longer than might have

beenexpected, yet few will find they have more than they want.

When we have had it any thing like dry, the land has worked

very freely, as might have been expected after such sharp frosts

as we have had. The cold and wet have kept the young Wheat

very much back, and perhaps for many years it has not looked

so bad at this time as it does now. A little warmth and sun-

shine will put it quickly to rights, but if that does not come
soon, we hardly can expect a fair crop. Clovers are also back-

ward and in many spots have failed ; and a few Mangels will

come in very conveniently between Swedes and Grass for the
sheep. There is no Trifolium to be found, and Vetches,

winter Barley, &c., are almost a failure ; the new hay crop will

soon be drawn upon. Stock of all kinds are rather lower in

?rice, and a very dull sale, but all fat stock is very dear,

he supply of Wheat is not quite so plentiful, many
waiting for dry weather before threshing to get the
quality improved, as much of it is still very damp. We
have a very full supply of inferior Barley and not much de-

mand for it Oats probably maintain their value more steadily

than any other grain, and Beans and Peas keep well up. Grass
land, (where at all naturally damp, is looking very badly,

all the better kinds of Grass have disappeared, and the rougher
Grass and Rushes are showing themselves masters of the
place. We hare had one or two fine days with a little sun, but
all is gloom again, and all our operations are sadly out of
joint. G. S.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week ending March 28: observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, TVallingford.

Temperature or Air.

Friday 22
iturday 23

Sunday 24
Monday 25
Tuesday 2<»

Wednesday 27
Thursday 28

*

• •

so necessary and so expensive to supply by means of

artificial manure. The quotation which lie makes from

Dr. Bucknell's advice on this subject in the Journal of

the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society, we

give on account of its great value :
—"The first thing is

to secure a wide spreading roof, to prevent the wash of

the rain, and the consequent solution and removal of

the saline ingredient. Under this roof must be accu-

mulated vegetable refuse, weeds, leaves, Turnip tops,

stubble, ditcli scourings, road scrapings, Sec, the earthy

and vegetable matter being in aboufcequal proportions

by bulk. They should be spread about 3 feet in depth,

thoroughly mixed and well watered with liquid manure.

In the course of three weeks, salt should be

added in the proportion of I ton to 20 or 30
tons of compost, and lime ashes, watered, and spread

about several days, may be added. After these materials

have been well mixed in, the mass which will have
shrunk considerably must be made into long parallel

heaps, about 3 feet high and 4 feet wide, with a small

space between each ; and thus they must lie, watered

from time to time with liquid manure, or with

ammoniacal liquor from gas works, and moved occa-

sionally with a fork, to keep up a supply of fresh air,

and aid the process of decomposition, for 18 months or

thereabouts, when the principal chemical changes will

have been effected, and the heap will be ripe for use.

The movement of these heaps will form useful occupa-

tion for farming men in bad weather. In watering it

care should be taken not to make it too wet, as that

condition is adverse to porosity. The prepared gas
liquor may be used at two or three different times, and
should be added in the proportion of 1 hogshead to

5 tons of compost. Managed in this manner, the
texture of the material being kept in the condition of
moistish brown sugar, it will be in a state to supply
any crop with all, or almost all, the food re-

quired by its roots. To feed the cereal crops it

may, however, want one thing, viz., phosphoric
salts. Now there is no cheap source for these most
important constituents ; they must be supplied either
by the addition of superphosphate of lime or other
known substance containing phosphoric acid/

5 By
means of his own bran in a raw state, or in the form of
duns; after it has passed through pigs, the farmer
might receive a good supply of this element without
going to market for it. Such a system as this strikes at
once at the root of the shiftless practice now so common
of burning weeds, and obtaining for every 100 lbs.
weight thereof about 3 lbs. of ash, which is left upon
the spot to be scattered by the winds. Then foUow
several pages wherein the value of bones is set forth,
accompanied with some very good instructions for
making superphosphates at home, which certainly
deserve attention. There are also tables for determining
the^ money value of manure, similar to those in Mor-
ton's Cyclopaedia, and instructions for detecting adul-
teration in many of the artificial manures now vended.
Finally, for those not acquainted with what has already
been written upon cattle feeding, there is a very useful
chapter wherein the author discusses Linseed and other
descriptions of cake, their comparative value, and adul-
teration, the different theories concerning pulped food
and cooked food, the comparative value of fodder crops,
and all those considerations which generally fall under Peruvian Guano, direct from )
this head. We cordially recommend the book, not to

' „ ImP<>rteiB' Stores.. .. {&* ton

those who are seeking for anything new, or to such asmay be coking for a philosophical treatment of disputed
points; but to those who wish to possess within a few
pag< s the main principles of agricultural chemistry,
presented with the definite view of making all farming
operations better comprehended, and m ore remunerative.

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH
tether .twill go out "like a lamb" re dns to be see*, it

__kyed it

, snow, with

wind TKoi *
d»y8

j

thunder, lightning and t 'pes* ofwind. The last week has been severely cold, and ve> n
b high sear

, .,
h They have dried up the

also penetrate? int^he""- —"* d
° ^" ; ^ lh* hilVe

PRICED
^wsijEsasLfiatfttNi.

MANGEL VVURZEL SEEdT^
YELLOW GLOBE readv for A<i£*ready for deliver*""!.*** I

and grows wall. Price Is. 3d. per lb., or lesi L^ ^fc
orders are requested. '

iess by the art S
Also LONG RED, U per lb., OLIVE-SHAPm.

or RED (new variety). 1*. 6d. per lb All $\ ED *%
Address. Mr. Elliott, Petworth sJf

8toc^
ANGEL WUHZEL anTtok^^
The undersigned can confidents «_.

A;

Stocks of the above SEEDS, crop 1860 mS?^ <fc
and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on applicafom *•**
James Fairhead <fe Son, Seed Growers L v

Lewisham, Kent. London Establishment- -^*l*
Market, 8. B. 7, H
_ TO THE SEED TRADE
THOMAS AYRES, Wholesale andRmn^

man and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds has to*? I
a large quantity of TLRXIP SEED, in We nSSf**
ties. The stock includes Skirving's Liverpool IZTfJR
proved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede Mal__8!?
nroved Purnle Ion Swedft {ire>*r\ tv»« v„u ' «

vaneoi,
Price on application.

N.B. A few Cwt. of ON ION and PARSNIP SEED to dittpt

Tempera
ture of

s.il 1 foot Rain,
below the
surface.

3

The readings are taken at 9 a.m on the days named . and the Max im
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding U hoars. Th»
Thermometers are placed _ feet from the ground. The Kain-gauge
7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Benevolent Institution : R. The animal
meeting and dinner takes place on the 1st of May, and the
first election of pensioners on the following day, when 20
out-door pensioners are to bo elected. We understand that
the subscriptions hitherto announced include the following
items :

—

^*
Annual subscriptions, about 4_B°
Endowment fund g^n
Building fund .

.

.

.

.

*

357 n
General purposes 2S5Q

The office of the Institution ia 55, Charing' Croaa. W
& tary, Charles Shaw, Esq.

Manurks, Linseed Cam, «fcc. : The Lo a Manure Corny
report that the Guano trade, which has this no—on been un-
usually brisk, has this week considerably declined. Tho
utock is ample and the import large. 3600 tons Peruvian
came in during the past week. Nitrate of soda and sulj
ot ami r, k are decidedly firmer. Bonee and t*>ne ash fully
maintain previous rates, as do all phoaphatio subeUnces. A
parcel o; tons of Sombroro was bought in at 4/ 16j tula
week. Cakes are lower, the demand less, and \n\\ ta 1

All the best kinds of KITCHEN GARDEN 3£M\
eluding the good new kinds, at Grower's pricea

^^
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, f every description adh.

quality. IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS,S
from the growers. ^
PRICED LISTS of the above, post free, on appliowti

Joh> Bell, Seed Merchant, 10 & 11, Exchange Stwet,J«tt

VEGETABLE AMD AGRICULTURAL SEEDUT
MISSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to

»

form their friends and patrons th.it they are mwb
pared to execute with XLW and GENUINE SEED3aIlA
they may be favoured with.
Their ICRI) and Dl< RIPT1VE CATALOGUE. coo*

ing all N'EW V A HI PROVED to be good, andd*
best of tho older varieties, will be forwarded post free on

,

cation. An inspection and comparison with prices of«i

firms is solicited.

The following are particularly recommended as very snpi

irieties in their respective classes, and should be includs:

the most aelect c- ta:— , Compact topped ; ft»

lies, New White routing, Winter White (true); *
Sprouts, Improved Dwarf; Cauliflowers, Early Dwarf fife

New Early Mammoth or Frogmore .Forcing; Celery, fe;

Dwarf R^d, N'.-nsucb, Culcwort Rosette ; Leeks, Aytoa to

Giant, Hybrid Prize; Lettuces. Lima, Moor Park, fssiflfl

Peas, Early Proli6c, General Wyndham.
Paradise" N u rsery, Seven Sisters and Hornse/**^

wav. London, N*. _____

o

r

P- 1. icket

—

t
Lee's White sprouting

Broccoli .

.

. . 2
N £« selected dwarf
Red Beet .. .. 1

T<miato do Layo .

.

Dalm Broccoli .. 1

Oatming*s Perfi ction do. I

Melville's variegated gar-
nishing Kail . . 1

Carter's dwarf Mammoth
Cauliflower . . 1

od's dwarf Imperial
Celery . . 1

I.ynch's Star of the West 1

LIST OP NKVV AND
VEGETABLES.

d 1
P.rp»ck

Carter's Giant White

d Lettuce
Carter's Champion »,

cumber ..

New Feather-stem Sv

Carter's Excelsior

Turner's Gem ••

fcrathmorcHeroPe*fc

Handswort- VoW*
perpeo

Pheasant Eye do.

Dalmahoy do. .,

MdiVs Scarlet Df"
Rhub irb, per root

»
I

this week".

H
per qr.

• •

has been true thus far to its eh cter, an* hasmany weathers." We have had frost, rain, hai

2%or
J5° 1

mil,i da3^ thunder, lightning, r *
wind, lhe last week has been severely cold

hT^te bnt Httle
i
P™*™*- The high searc! ;„,, n | 8 e

looks he :d,hv^nd
e

'v^!r!ur
U^Ie

i ^ d
}
bw

?
:l '- eI

- .

cai,ri .v an 1 vi ari ,i ls assuming its beautiful

Importers' Stores..
Bones
1'itto, crushed..
Ditto, haifinch
Ditto, dust
Animal charcoal (TO per cent. )

Pt, e) .. \ t ..fV*T ton -

Coprolite, Cambridge,)
_ wh°Ie j

»
Ditto ditto, ground
f

' » Suffolk, whole
D "

d •, ground
Nitrate o a
8ulnhato of Ammonia .

.

sum
Ball in (\ x ftccording)

iri. id, concentrated ) M ,,

1845 .. [ P©r lb.

r ' 1_ 11,1.712 .. .. n
•^uperplKK-'phateofLime .. per ton.
Blood Manures . . .

.

D »nea
Linseed Cakes, best Ameri-

>

can (barrel) 1

Ditto ditto (bag) ..

tpe Cake
eedCake .. .. ,,

Marseilles

»»

»»

»»

• »

»»

12

s.

5

4 1

6
17
17

6

to

to

to

to

JC ft

12

5 5

10
19

3.

l

For I her particulars see CARTER'S SELECT V

(GARDKN A7«!» FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratL, »

free on application.

JAME8

Geinune, off the *£

>lio«ii«>n. *r

vrter A Co., 237 and 2S8, HighJ^lt

LUKE POTATO

i

4 M to 5

2 2

Jb Sand free from diseaae, at ft. M. P«'ft\#
Price per ton for seed or table use of Fluke and *w.

on application. Far >d Garden See*«

v.ry m
_nFQrniPTIVE PRICED LAi

2

1

2
l:t

14

15

6

10
10

genuin. ?.— Df IPTIVE
on applica n to IIkxry Baowir, 4r

Liverpool.

Commut*1

TjlXI voKDIVAIir PROLrFIC
tHe.countryoff^^^

to
to

14 10

________ A gentleman li ig in mc w—-^ -- ,
v_ja»»r_7

Bushels of l'< »
I 'B8 of a most wonderful^ ^

13 0. 170
1
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astonish ent soil ;
ana,
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j

( W _____
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1
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9*

99

If

9*
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5

6 10
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7

o
10
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6 5

9 10

to 11 10

to 10 10
to 5

» 9 12 6
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able, g epers, and entirely gb0£j

a to be oorrect, which can be had on a. P

M. 10.,. ; per cwt . 7# I Cfrt . sacks, S*.*^.
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parties.—Bally
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,. Antrim ^t^^T
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: m .h ^ lV fc
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Th 1 -* Finest Dark Perpetual Rose of the Season.

HYBRID PERPETUAL— RfclNE DES VIOLETTES.

WM. WOOD and SON have just flowered, in one

f their Forcing Houses, the above splendid New ROSE ;

the colour is a very dark purplish violet, very double, large

and finely shaped, habit remarkably vigorous, and will pro-

bably form a gooi Pillar Rose. They feel assured it will

become a general favourite. Price 5s. each for good strong

plants, with usual discount allowed to the Trade.

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

ROSES FOR BEDDING.
Many Thousands of Dwarf Roses in pots, consisting of Hybrid

Perpetuate, Chinas, Teas, Bourbons, and Noisettes.

TTTM. WOOD and SON are now sending out dailyW thousands of ROSES in pots for grouping and bedding,

at 12*. to 18s. per dozen. Early orders respectfully solicited to

secure the best plants.

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Mares field, near Uckfield,

Sussex.
m

ROSES IN POTS.
By the Dozen, Hundred, or Thousand.

WM. WOOD and SON respectfully solicit attention

to their enormous stock of DWARF ROSES in Pots,

adapted either for Greenhouse culture or for Bedding, at the

following pries :— Per Dozen.—s. *.

HYBRID PERPETUALS 12 to 18

BOURBONS, CHINA, TEA SCENTED, aud NOI-
SETTE ROSES 12 „ IS

Extra plants presented with each Order to compensate for

carriage.
CATALOGUES gratis on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near U«k6eld, Sussex.

THE THREE very finest and best NEW ROSES
of the seasou as recommended especially by the Rev. W.

F. Radclyffo, of Rushton Rectory, see Gardeners' Chronicle of

January 26, page 72.HYBRID PERPETUALS.
RELNE DES VIOLETTES (Mallet)

TRIOMPHE D'AMIENS (Mallet)

MADAME FURTADO (Verdier)

Colours and description furnished on application.

Wm. Wood <& Son are in a position to supply strong, vigorous,

well grown dwarf plants of the above in pots at 5*. each. The
usual discount to the Trade.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

ROSES fob BEDDING.—The months of April and
May are considered the most eligible for planting out

DWARF ROSES in beds or clumps in the Parterre ; the pre-

sent weather is also most favourable for the work.

The Subscribers beg to offer a splendid stock of remarkably
fine plants fit for immediate planting.—Address Wm. Wood &
Son, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

HOSES, NEW AND OLD.

WM. PAUL (Son. and Successor to the late

A. Paul) has now ready for delivery a fine lot of all the
best ROSES, new and old.

HOLLYHOCKS.
WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul) has now ready strong healthy Plants of all the
best HOLLYHOCKS. Named sorts, 12s. to 42*. per dozen

;

Seedlings, 6s. to 9*. per dozen. All are on their own roots, the
system of grafting so detrimental to the longevity of the plant
is not practised at his establishment.

BEDDING PLANTS.—All the best kinds, stout
hardy Plants, at theu3ual rates.

*f PRICED CATALOGUES free by post.

Address Wm Paul, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

NEW ROSE.—-MADAME STANDISH is the
hardiest of all Roses. Those which stood out of doors

during the wnole of the late severe winter not having lost a
bud, whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. The
growth is very rapid ; the foliage magnificent ; colour, a clear
pale pink ;

petals smooth, round, and finely imbricated ; the
form cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,
in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Plants on May 1st,

10*. 6d, each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for
Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Mikllez, of Lille.

John Standish, the Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

CHOICE FLOWER SEcOS—Free by Post.

STEPHEN BROWN (late Bass & Brown), is sup*
plying the foil >wing, carefully selected of the best varie-

ties in cultivation.
^* For List of novelties included, see Gardeners' Chronicle,

March 16th, page 250 :—

-

BEST HARDY ANNUALS.
a. 100 varieties, including the novelties of the season
b. 50 varieties ditto ditto ditto ..

c. 30 varieties ditto ditto ditto .

.

d. 20 varieties ditto ditto ditto .

.

BEST HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
e. 100 varieties, including the novelties of the season
f. 50 varieties ditto ditto ditto ..

g. 80 varieties ditto ditto ditto ..

h. 20 varieties ditto ditto ^ ditto

BE3T GREENHOUSE ANNUALS.
20 varieties, including newest kinds

STRAWBERRIES.
F) S. YATES hogs to inform the public generally
JL\ # he can supply STRAWBERRY PLANTS of every kind
worth growing, that he will warrant to produce a good crop of

t #

*. d.

15
8 6
5 6
4

20
12 6
8
6 o

1.

k.
* •

12 varieties ditto ditto 5
6

n.

o.

P.
q-

BEST HARDY PERENNIALS.
1. 100 varieties, including the newest 20
m. 50 varieties ditto ditto 12 6

25 varieties ditto ditto 7 6

BEST GREENHOUSE PERENNIAL8.
50 varieties, including the newest 18
25 varieties, ditto ditto - 10
12 varieties, ditto ditto .. .. ., 7 6

The three lar^e Collections, a, e, and i, comprising 220
varieties of Hardy, Half Hardy, and Greenhouse An-
nuals, together for . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

The three second size Collections of the same, b, f, and
k, comprising 122 varieties, together, for .. . . 25

The 5 Collections, a, e, i, 1, and o, comprising both An-
nuals and Perennials for open air and greenhouses, in
870 varieties, Tor 76

The five second sze collections of the same, b, f, k, m",
and p, comprising 168 varieties 46

Cheaper or Second Class Collections.
8ee Catalogue.

Collections of Superb German Imported Seeds, as Stocks,
Asters, Wallflowers, &o., exceedingly double and fine. See
Catalogue.

Collections of choice prize Hollyhock Seeds, Ornamental
grasses, Greenhouse Climbers, Everlastings, Carnations,x «>otee, Geraniums, <fcc. See Catalogue.

CATALOGUES on application.
Bi

fruit this summer. They will be sent with a ball of earth to
each plant any distance, and plants over for carriage. Pur-
chasers will please be particular in the address, and state by
what conveyance they wish them. Price 10s. per 100, except
Oscar, which are 20s. Also small plants, healthy and well

rooted, to any extent, as above, can be supplied in quantities

of not less than 500 at 3--. per 100, and Oscars at 5s. Also,

very strong plants in pots, just coming into bloom, at ISi. and
24g. per dozen.—3, St. Ann's Square, Manchester.

NOTICE OF PRIZtS FOR
ROBERTSON'S SEEDLING STRAWBERRY,

WIZARD OF THE NORTH, to be adjudicated by the
Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington Gore, London, W.
In reference to the PRIZES offered by me at page 554 of the

r]^TE\V SEEDS, Carriage Free.—
y, J. II All the best kinds of KITCHEN GARDES SEEDS in-

cluding the good new kinds, at Grower's prices
'

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, of every description, and finest
quality. IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS direct
from the growers.

'

PRICED LISTS of the above, post free, on application to
John Bell, Seed Merchant, 10 & 11, Exchange

S

treet^NorwipliT30CK PLANTS.
JLX Fifty good showy hardy ROCK PLANTS, one of a sort
to name, for 15s. 6d
DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, strong, 3s. per dozen; 16s.

per 100, hamper, &c, included.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents.
W. Field, Florist, Flookensbrook, Chester.

c.
kppli

Shacklewell, near London, N'E.

/BARTER'S LIST OF NEW AND
VEGETABLES.

CHOICE

DAHLIAS, Xc.

E. ALLEN, having a very large stock of all the

ZX^eTrJrC^&T:^r^to^S^ \
CATALOGUES can be had ou application.

Society has kindly agreed to receive at their meetings, and
adjudicate upon my Seedling Strawberry, Wizard of the North,

I shall be very happy, after abjudication, to pay to the several

successful competitors the following Prizes, formerly an-

nounced by me, viz. :

—

I. In March, 1861. For the best three Plants, in pots, first

Prize, 21. ; second Prize, 11.

II. In April, for ditto. First Prize, 21. ; second Prize, 11.

III. In May. For ditto—First Prize, 21. ; second Prize, It,

IV. At a Summer Meeting. For the best Dish. First Prize, 21. ;

second Prize, 11 And
V. At a Summer Meeting. For the best three Plants grown

in the open ground, and exhibited in pots or baskets. First
Prize, 21. ; second Prize, 11.

Daniel Robertson, Linside Nursery, Paisley.—April 6.

SNOW'S MUSCAT HAMBURGH GRAPES.

S.
SNOW offers Three Guineas, Two-and-a-Half
Guineas, and Two Guineas for the best Three Dishes of

Three Bunches at the Crystal Palace Show, Sept. 4 and 5.

Prizes will be paid on the Day of Exhibition.

ASPARAGUS.
YOUELL A"nd CO. having a large Stock of the

above growing on the Sea Coast, of the finest quality, beg

Per packet—s. d.

Lee's White Sprouting
Broccoli . . ..26

Nutting's selected dwarf
Red Beet . . . . 1

Tomato de Laye . . . .

Dalmeney Broccoli . . 1

Conning's Perfection do. 1
Melville's variegated gar-

nishing Kail . . . . 1
Carter's dwarf Mammoth

Cauliflower .. ..1
Hood's dwarf Imperial
Celery 10

Lynch's Star of the West 1

For further particulars see

6

Per packet—*, d.

Carter's Giant White Cos
Lettuce 10

Carter's Champion Cu-
cumber . . . . . . 1

New Feather-stem Savoy 1
Carter's Excelsior Melon 1
Turner's Gem . . . . 1
StrathmoreHeroPeas.p. qt.2
Handsworth Potatoes,

per peck 5
Pheasant Eye do. M 3
Dalmahoy do. „ 8
Bal dry's Scarlet Defiance
Rhub irb, per root . . 2

CARTER'S SELECT LIST or

6

to offer it at the following prices :

ASPARAGUS, GIANT, two years
three years

« • 25. 6d. per 100.

3-s\ 6d.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.
99

CHOICE PINKS.
YOUELL AND CO. having an extensive quantity oi

the above, consisting of the very best show varieties by
name, can supply strong and well-rooted plants at 65. and 9s.

per dozen pairs, or 40*. per 100 pairs.

PANSIES, finest first-class show varieties by name, well
established in pots, 9s. per dozen.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmoxith.

TO PLANTERS OF CONIF£RS.
YOUELL and CO. can supply 50 species of RAKE

and HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for 5J.
f
package

included, and carriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Hull, London, Peterborough, or to any Railway
Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.
A LIST of the above can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate that
their PRICED CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN

and FLOWER SEEDS for 18G1 is now ready and will be sent
gratis on application.

Every article offered can be guaranteed of the very best
description and true.—Hi£h#ate Nurseries, London, N., only.

BEDDING PLANTS.
GODWIN and PADMAN have a fine and extensive

stock of all kinds of Bedding Plants. SPRING CATA-
LOGUE will shortly be ready, enumerating Stove, Greenhouse
and Bedding Plants. Dahlias and Hoi yhocks, Coniferse, &c.

Broadfield Nursery, Sheffield.

WANTED, large Plants of the following
FUCHSIAS:—Galanthe flore pleno, Butterfly, Big

Ben, Garibaldi (Banks), Garibaldi (Rollisson), Marvellous,

Lord Macaulay, Schiller, Tricol >r flore pleno, Solferino

(Lemoine), and Madame Cornel i-^on. State size and price.

John Morse, Nui yman, Dursley.

PLANTS Tn FLOWER.
j

Fand A. SMITH have now in bloom the following
• Plants, which are well grown and very suitable for

decorative purposes. Prices on application :—Azaleas, Aoacias,

iEschynanthus, Aphelexis, Cheironias, Chorozemas, Cinerarias,

Cytisus, Cyclamen, Dillwynias, Dielytra, Echeveria, Epacris,

Erica Cavendishii, E. gracilis, E. propendens tubi flora, E.

r€germinans, E rubra calyx, E. Willmorea, E. Willmorca
superba, Kennedyas, Polygala, Prostranthera, Tretnandra,
Geraniums, Fairy Roses. —Dnlwich, Smrey, S.

SPLENDID NEW INDIAN AZALEAS.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now prepared to
swid out his three SEEDLINGS, which for form, sub-

stance, and colour are unequalled.
PRESIDENT.— This noble variety was exhibited before the

Horticultural Society's Fl >ral C •mmittee, May 10, 1860,
and was awarded a First-class Certificate. It is figure! in the
August Number of the ''Floral Magazine," and described
thus :

—" The habit of the plant is all that can be desired, and
the flowers are of large size, excellent in form, stout in sub-
stance, firm in texture with a smooth surface, and of a very

GARDEN and FARM SEEDS, forwarded gratis, and post
free on application.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural (Floral Committee)

Titf«h*.t Am-il Q/ af Kensington Gore Noon.
IUESDA.T, April « i Koyai Horticultural (Fruit Committee)

( at Kensington Gore Nooo.

0^ a recent occasion, while reporting on the
effects of frost at that time visible, we ventured to

point out the very important fact that of all our
Asiatic plants those from Japan are the most
uniformly, hardy. Further enquiry has so

confirmed the justice of this opinion, that we
think it desirable to return to the subject. It is

true that Japanese plants are not equally capable
of resisting frost. It would be strange indeed if

it were so ; as must be evident to any one who
considers attentively what is known of that
country.

Geographers say that Japan is an empire in
Asia, which consists of an unknown number of
islands of different dimensions. These islands may
bs considered as constituting the western boundary
of the Pacific, between 31° and 45° N. lat. ; but
the Japanese settlements on the island Tshoka, or
Tarakai, better known by the name of Sakhalia,
seem to extend as far north as 47° or 48° N. lat.

Between these islands and the continent of Asia is

a closed sea, called the Sea of Japan, which at its

southern extremity is united to the Tong-Hai, or
Eastern Sea of the Chinese, by the Strait of Corea,
and at its northern with the Sea of Okhotzk, or
Tarakai, by the still unexplored strait which
divides the island of Tarakai from Manchuria
Proper Japan consists of three large islands,
Kioosioo, Sitkokf, and Nipon or Nifon, which are
surrounded by a great number of smaller islands.
Kioosioo, the most western, miy be about 200
miles long, with an average breadth of 80 miles,
which would give it a surface of 16,000 miles,
nearly equal to that of the island of Sardinia. On
its western coast are two deep bays, that of Sima-
bara, in the middle, which is by far the largest,
and that of Omoora, north of it : at its southern
extremity is the Bay of Kangosima. Kioosioo is

pleasing colour." This colour is a deep salmon-red thickly and separated from Sitkokf by the Bjongo Channel,
conspicuously spotted on the upper segments with deep nf> i Ninrm hv fh« Snwn Smind nml tha Srrai'f
crimson red. The plants offered are a'l grafted on free healthy

a
?V ^ l P?a "J ?' ® ?

OOUna and trie btrait

ephkn Brown, Seed Grower and Importer, Sudbury, Suffolk.

stocks well established in 60-size pots, with several breaks to
each, in fine health. Price 21*. each ; a few larger, 31*. 6c/. eaeb.
KINGHORNii.—This is one of the finest varieties ever

offered. The flowers of medium size, most perfect form, of
unusual substance and smoothness of texture. Colour bright
lively rose, thickly spotted on the upper segments with deep
rosy purple. The habit of the plant is free, yet compact, and a
most abundant bloomer, figure i in the "Floral Magazine"
for November, where Mr. M<>oro remarks that it is even a finer
variety than President, as regards the smoothness and
substance of the flowers. Price ofstout grafted plants in GO-pots,
21*. each ; second size, 31*. 6d. ; a fine half specimen plant
well set for bloom, 50*. to 15s. each.
MARS.—This most attractive variety is the brightest of all

existing kinds, the flowers large, smooth, firm veil formed,
bright ..orange red, almost scarlet, the upper segments spotted
with purplish crimson ; was exhibited before the Floral Com-
mittee, May 24, 1S»>0, and received a Certificate of Commenda-
tion. Good grafted pUnts In SU-pnts; H« each.

P. R. K. can with the greatest cenfidenco rccommeni the
above Seedlings of his own raising, selected from an immense
number and compared with named varieties, and notwith-
standing the high place his previous seedlings have main-
tained, yet he believes those now offered to be his best
productions.— Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W.

of Simonoseki. Sitkokf may be 150 miles long,
with an average bread rh of 70 miles ; it probably
contains more th-in 10,000 square miles, and is

much larger than the island of Corsica. The long
strait which divides it from Nipon on the north is

in some places hardly more than a mile wide : but
about the middle a lar^e bay enters deeply into the
island of Sitkokf. The eastern extremity of this
island is separated from Nipon by the Bay of
Osacca, which contains th*1 island of Avasi. Nipon,
the largest and the principal of the Japanese
islands, has the form ofa curve, or, as Ksempfer save
of a jawbone. Its length, measured along the
middle of the island, exceeds 900 miles, and its
average width may be estimated at more than
100 miles: its surface may therefore cover an area
ot abMit 100,000 square miles, or considerably
more than that of Great Britain. The dependent

I
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countries are the large island of Yeso, with some [
drons from Japan, we have none, unless R*h Fort™\'

of the Kurile Islands and the southern districts which is quite hardy, should be one. Ot Azalea,

no mention is made, for they seem to be mere

growu,

e

of Tarakai.

All these islands are hilly or mountainous ; Fusi

Jama the great and holy mountain, compared by

the Dutch to the Peak of Teneriffe, is, as Mr.

Veitch has shown, 10,000 feet high, and the

vegetation on its sides varies from the richest

woodland on its lower ranges to a little Stellaria

and nothing more on its summit. The north of

Nipon is traversed by a cor.tinuous chain of

mountains with several peaks. Many of th

islands are so steep that they have no rivers ; for

which are substituted mountain torrents over

which bridges cannot be built.

Of the Japanese climate we know Ydt]e
y

the

meteorological observations made by Thunberg at

Nagasaki only extending over one year. The

southern part seems to resemble in many points

the climate of England. In winter it does not

freeze and snow every year, though this is gene-

rally the case : the frost and snow, when there is

any, last only a few days. In January, 1776, the

thermometer descended at Nagasaki to 35° Fahr.,

but it was considered a very mild winter; in

August it rose to 98°, and that was considered as

the average heat of the season. The heat would

consequently be very great but for the refresh-

ing breeze which blows during the day from the

south, and during the night from the east. The
weather is extremely changeable, and rains are

abundant all the year round ; but they are more
heavy and frequent during the satkasi, or rainy

season, which occurs in June and July, Storms
and hurricanes seem to occur frequently, and the

descriptions of them in Kiempfer and Langsdorf
are truly terrific. Thunder-storms are also

common, and earthquakes have successively de-

stroyed a great part of the most populous towns.
Only a few spots appear to be exempt from these

terrible phenomena. It is observed by Ksempfer
that waterspouts are nowhere of such frequent
occurrence as in the seas enclosing Japan.*
From this it would seem as if the climate of

Janan should be similar to that of Southern Italy,

if latitude alone were taken as a guide. But it

has been shown by Humboldt and others that
latitude here as in other instances, affords no
evidence ; and that in reality the average tem-
perature of Japan for the whole year at the sea
level is the same as that of France, N. Germany
and Great Britain ; the winter's mean being about
23" and ihat of summer about 79°. But this
must change as we rise into the air; and therefore
all the plants which come from mountain sides
will bear more than the average cold, in proportion
to the elevation above the sea from which they are
obtained.

Experience wholly confirms this view. For
what is the fact as to those perennial or ligneous
Japanese plants already in gardens as high as
the latitude of London ? The following list will
show :

—

1. Chimonanthus, both species.—Perfectlyhardy.
Thujopsis horealis.—Do.
Betinispora squarrosa.—Do.
Illicium religiosum.—Tender; only culti-
vated in Japan.

Forsyth ia.—Perfectly hardy.
Anemone japonica.—Do.
Deutzias.—Hardy, but not perfectly.
Pawlovnia.—Perfectly hardy.
Cryptomeria.

—

Bo.
Broussonetia papyrifera.—Do.
Ancuba japonica.—Do.
Salisburia adiantifolia.—Do.
Hovenia dulcis.-

not Japanese.
Pyrus japonica.—Perfectly hardy.
Enobotrya japonica.—Half hardy.
Citrus japonica.—Half hardy ; supposed to
have come to Japan from China.

Lilium, various species.— Half hardy.
18. Primus triloba.—Perfectly hardv.
19. Rosa rugosa.—Do.

"Weigela rosea.—Do.
Bambusa Metake.—Do.
Skimmia japonica.—Do.
Rhus succedaneum.—Do.
Euonymus japonicus.—Half hardy,
lorreya nucifera.—Perfectly hardy.

26. Hydrangeas.— Elalf hardy.
27. Spiraea pruni folia.-Perfectly hardy.A Camellias—Probably hardv.

*

w*£rr
1i
a japonica.—Do.

J

MleVft Ai
-

f~ U~ a correct account of 30
Rhododen-

garden plants in Japan. Laurus Camphora is a

southern lowlander ; as are the two or three

epiphytes known to grow among the southern

islands. Taking the 30 above enumerated we nnd

21 perfectly hardv, and 2 probably but not

certainly so, in all 23. Of the remaining 7 three

although reputed Japanese are probably Chinese

;

of one, Hydrangeas, we have not, that we know

of, a single specimen in gardens of Japanese

origin ; and the remaining three are more or less

tender. Therefore, confining the calculation to

what is certainly Japanese, by eliminating the

three strangers we find about 90 per cent, capable

of bearing our climate securely.

Of course the object of importers will be to

secure the mountain plants, especially from the

northward, and if this is done we entertain a

confident belief that every perennial without ex-

ception will prove perfectly hardy, We say

perennial because the summer crops in Japan
would not succeed here from want of sufficient

summer heat.

where the true Mushroom has
some inferior species. Besides, as several tT '

Agaric often appear successively in the
*

there is always danger of conveying to^V^
mixture of species, which may possible • ****

with each other's growth. Jf, J% ft '
Ia

^rftn

NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF JaPaX-v
(See page 2S9).

*
°' *

During my stay at Nagasaki I made an
to a place called Epunga, a kind of tW^
amongst the hills about 4 or 5 miles from « ***
The summer agricultural productions of ti

n
through which I passed were much lik* ^ ^m '-

of Chekian* in China-th.*V'S »«!

MRice

province or ^nexiang in uiiina—that isArum esculentum on the low lands, and Sweet ft* 7Buckwheat (Polygonum tataricum), M»»7o j

dry hilly soil. In winter, Wheat, Barley and
p**

produced on the dry lands, and the uL]J? 1

generally allowed to lie fallow. ^* *t

On the hill sides I observed the Japan ^T
succedaneum) cultivated extensively &

cupies the same position on these hills as the Chi

(Rhus

Tallow tree (Stillingia sebifera) does

*

We have on more than one occasion drawn
attention to the fact that the produce of the

Mushroom bed is not always confined to a single

species, nor indeed even where the soil yields nothing

but Agaricus campestris is it always precisely

the same variety of that most excellent of Fungi
which rewards the pains of the cultivator. Three
of the most remarkable of these varieties have
lately been figured in this Journal.

A very curious case has just been brought under
our notice by Mr. W. Yqvxg, in which a
Mushroom bed after bearing an excellent crop for

three months, has lately produced a totally

different species in great abundance, remarkable
for its beautiful cream-white tint, and the cap
being crested with little downy processes, which
give it an elegant appearance.

The Agaric is much tufted, from an inch
to an inch and a half in diameter, convex

but depressed when old, with
the margin waved and slightly incurved; its

It grows to about the same size, and, curiously-2
it produces the same effect upon the an2
landscape by its leaves changing Prom green into ifebiood-red colour as they ripen before falline- off. S*

when youno>
O)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17,

Nearly hardy; probably

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

to beof ^eYe tilis_» best known Japanese plants.

surface minutely silky and opake ; the stem is
short and of a fibrous texture, stuffed within ; the
gills very narrow and acutely adnate with a slight
sinus. The smell and taste are like those of
Polyporus squamosus, without anything acrid or
unpleasant, and we doubt not that the species might
be eaten with safety, though such experiments
should always he made with caution. The little
downy tufts on the cap when examined by the
microscope prove to he myriads of young caps, in
which both the stem and gills are occasionally dis-
tinctly indicated. The species appears to be a
torm of Agaricm dcalbatus, of Sowerbv, whose
figure t. 123 gives a tolerable representation of the
plant before us, though of a more delicate variety,
it is curious that young specimens, not exceeding
a line in breadth, show traces of the abortive caps
btmilar instances of new caps growing from the
disc of Agarics are not uncommon, and have
frequently been recorded in this Journal and else-
where, and examples are not wanting in which the
whole or a part of the upper surface of the cap
bears gills like the under surface, though gene-
rally much distorted and branching into each other
alter the fashion of a Cantharell
rather than of an Agaric.

thJhLfl?^in
>fT

at
i?
n a

?
t0 the mode in which

1,6(1
l
wh

i
ch th* Ftt?&i grew was prepared,whether from horse droppings, from bought sLwn

s^rrr s°
-

ected
\

n the M^ t^us
likely to introduce inferior varieties unless great

us or Merulius

Camphor trees (Laurus Camphora) of enormia?!
were observed about the temples on the outskim
Nagasaki, and Cryptomeria japonica was a mcommon tree on all the hill sides. The latter isZ
used as a fence round gardens, and a very preth'
makes. When I first saw it used for this purwr
struck me that something of the same kind miSk
done with it at home, now that it is so common it\m
nursery. The Japanese manage it much in toes*
way as we do our Yew hedges, and when kept regito
clipped it is not only exceedingly pretty, but it*
is so dense that nothing can get through it. Ttala
plant is also common on these hi 11° sides, bat k
great Tea country of Japan is 200 or 300 miles fartht

to the northward, near the famous Miaco where lit

Spiritual Emperor resides.

Epunga, to which I was bound while mating tbar

observations, was reached in due course. I found tfc

proprietor had a nice little private garden, and tki

nursery in which he propagated and cultivated plii

for sale. On the premises there was a building, ap»

rently for the use of foreigners, which was on\y open

when any of them came out from Nagasaki

day's pleasure. Like many other places of tbekhx?

walls were defaced with the writing of the great*

who had visited it, and who took this mud
immortalising themselves. Doggrel lines, sunt

them scarcely fit to meet the eye, were obsenrfiK?

places written in Dutch, German, and Russa. ^
own countrymen had not been there long enw^*

visit the place and leave their marks; doubtless

will be found also in good time !

The nursery garden at Epunga was found tocafe

a large collection of Japanese plants, some of whidi **

new to me, and others of great rarity and ijjjj

But as I have already in a former letter mentioiw*

more interesting plants found about Nagasaki,!*

not repeat that information. Several species «*

purchased for my collection, and duly brought «n»

town next day.
Having finished my examination of the nur^

started, in company with some other gentle^

.journey to the top of a hill some 1500 feet atx*

level of the sea, and celebrated for the fine in-

tensive view obtainable from its summit. U

glorious autumnal day, such a day ns one rarely

our own changeable climate. The sky was cwj

so that »hen we reached the top our view on^-
;

was bounded only by the horizon. Lookinj
t

south-east and far below us we saw the

Nagasaki, with the beautiful bay in its front,
i^

had the appearance of an inland lake, bei
JS ^

surrounded by hills, and on its smooth ijw*^

were the ships of several nations ak anc!S tf

a number of boats and junks °\m -

(iz
^

and rather picturesque in their way. iur
' V

and looking to the north-west the > ^
on many hundreds of little bills

^"J*^
form, and which were covered to their ^^
trees and brushwood. Behind them wer

e .

apparently two or three thousand feet jn n ^.
deep bay looking like an inland sea. ?

hills there were many beautiful and fertile ^
yellow with the ripening Rice crops,

'^^
villages and farm houses, which gave n

, ^$&>
which was one of extraordinary beauty

^^ ^JOn our way homewards we vis,te ,«(},ir^
belonging to an interpeter to the J*V*™\ &ti

Here I noticed some Azaleas remarkaDie ^ y
.

size, and an extraordinary specimen of a

Its lower branches were trained hon* ^ tf,

feet in length ; all the leaves and Wi
B5 *

down and clipped, so that the whole
,

board. The upper branches were
• ^ k

circles one above another like so man) ^m^

i

1

f

1

I

F
n

a

h
8l

»-

W

re

m

[Ei

» " ta* c.vo,„P, ,*,• Mre i, taken to dig for Tpawni^ tie exact spots

the whole plant had a most curl.°^
>

ftJd 1
b

;f

«

man was at work upon it at the i

» ^
keeps him constantly employ**

throughout the year. #• F-

th«
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- THE METEOROLOGY OF MARCH.
March, one of the most important months for the

country, has gone. In many respects the past month
had the usual characteristics of the period, but on the

whole the weather has been of a more violent nature

than is usually experienced.

The following is a summary of the leading meteoro-

logical features to be noted in the month. It com-
menced with the barometer standing at 29. 50 in.,

and a mean temperature of 45°, being some 4° above
the average for that date. The sky was generally

cloudy, and heavy squalls of wind and rain were of

frequent occurrence, the wind blowing chiefly from
the N.E. and N.W., but at times very variable.

During the whole of the first week of the month
the barometer was very disturbed, and rapid variations

took place to considerable amounts. Between the

3rd at 9 a.m. and 5th 9 a.m., there was an increase

of nearly 7-lOths of an inch. The temperature for

the week, from the 3rd to the 9th, was high, each day
being above the average -he mean temperature for

the 8th day was as much as 10° above the average.

Heavy winds prevailed, particularly on the 3rd and
6th, when it blew a perfect gale. The sky was very
variable, and occasionally squalls of rain occurred on
the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th, but to small amounts only.

On the 10th the mean reading of the barometer was
£f». 71 ; the mean temperature being 47° ; the barometer
then fell suddenly, predicting the heavy storm of wind
which occurred a few hours afterwards. The readings
continued low till the 12th, when it turned to rise

;

the readings increased to 30.15 inches by the morning
of the 14th. It then remained tolerably steady to the
end of the week. Rain fell on every day in the week,
mall amounts were recorded every day, though the
whole fall did not amount to more than half an inch.

The amount of cloud during this week was very
variable and, with the exception of the 14th day, the
wind continued very Btrong throughout.
A flash of lightning was seen and thunder was

heard at 3.30 on the 12th. In point of warmth this

week also was above its average, the mean tempera-
ture being 42°.4, whilst the average is stated (in Mr.
Glaisher's tables) as 41°.0. The direction of the wind
was very variable, blowing from all points between
N.E. and W. by S.

The third week was very similar in character to the
preceding; the barometer fell from the beginning of
the week to 28.82 in. by 9 a.m. on the 19th, and cor-
responding rough weather was experienced ; from the
19th the mercury, with slight fluctuations, rose
gradually to 29.74 in. by the end of the week. The
mean temperature was nearly the same as the average
for the week, viz. 41 .3. Till the 21st there was much
rain and wind, and the weather was colder than it had
been on any previous day in the month. From the
1st there was a great improvement ; there was much

*?** wind, and the 6un shone a great part of each day.
This improvement in the weather lasted, without inter-
mission, to Friday the 29th. During this period the
barometer remained very steady at about a reading of
29.5 in. On the 30th the sky was overcast throughout,and
rain fell duringa great part ofthemorning ; thebarometer
however did not show any depression to cause alarm.
The last day of the month was much the same as its
predecessor, the 30th, inasmuch as the morning was
cloudy and rainy, though the afternoon was fine, and
the evening was cloudless; the air was soft and
pleasant throughout the day. In point of rain the
month did not differ very much from the average for
March, the total fall being 2| inches, whilst the
average is about half an inch less. Then we see that
March was warmer than usual by about 3°, the rain
fall was not far from the average, and there was a fair
share of sunshine during the month. The range in the
barometer readings was rather large, and consequently
we experienced sonic heavy squalls of wind, chiefly
during the first half of the month, after which the
mercurial column was m h steadier. The highest
reading in the month was 30.28 in., it occurred on the
th

; the lowest reading was 28.81 in. on the 19th,
giving a range for the month of 1 .47 in. C.

I

pillars. § 2. Flowers cerise:—Beaute de Meldoise,
I La ly Middleton, Le Titien. § 3. Flowers rose-pink

:

—
Christina, Rose Queen. § 4. Flowers white:—The
only variety of this colour was considered inferior.

Series II.

—

Horse-shoe-leaved Scarlet Pelargoniums.
— § 1. Flowers scarlet:—Baron Huge], Captivation,

Liiliput, Martin Gireau, Queen of England, Scarlet

Perfection. Bishopstowe, Conway's Royalist, and New
Globe were selected as good secondary sorts; while

Amazon, British Flag, Compactum, and Richmond Gem
were commended for pot culture or pillars. § 2. Flowers
cerise

:

— Francois Chardine, Mons. Martin, Rubens, and
Sheen Rival ; and for pot culture, Paul Labbd. § 3.

Flowers salmon or flesh-colour : — Prince Louis of

Hesse; and for pot culture, Aurora and Blackheath
Beauty. §4. Flowers rosepink :—None ofthe varieties

in this group were considered of first-rate character.

§. 5. Flowers blush with pink centre : Henri de Beau-
dot. § 6. Flowers white : Madame Yaucher, and Nivea
floribunda.

Series III. Nosegay Pelargoniums.—These all have
/mate leaves. The best sorts were Crystal Palace, Im-
perial Crimson, Pink Nosegay, and Red Nosegay. Of
good secondary sorts, of larger growth, there were :

—

Kishopstowe Nosegay, Purple Nosegay, and Salmon
Nosegay.

Series IV. Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.—These were all

considered to be useful bedding plants for various
purposes.

Series V. Variegated-leaved Pelargoniums.— § 1.

Leaves golden-edged : Golden Chain and Lady Cotten-
ham were pronounced to be useful varieties. § 2.

Leaves silver or cream-edged : Of the scarlet-flowered
sorts: Annie, Alma, Bijou, Burning Bush, Countess of
Warwick, Julia, Perfection, Scintillatum ; and for pot
culture, Picturatum. Of those with cerise -scarlet or
rosy-tinted blossoms : Flower of the Day and Flower of
Spring, both first-class sorts. Besides the foregoing,
Lilac Variegated and St. Clair, both with pink flowers,
were considered useful varieties of secondary rank. The
varieties having the whitest-edged foliage were:—
Alma, Bijou, Jane, Mrs. Lenox, Mountain of Light,
Mountain of Snow, and Perfection.

Series VI. Hybrid Bedding Pelargoniums. — The
varieties of this group did not succeed as bedding
plants in 18G0.

In the following brief descriptions of the varieties,
habit and colour are the chief points to which attention
has been directed :

—

EEPORT ON SCARLET AND OTHER BEDDING
PELARGONIUMS,

Grown at Cbiswick in 1860.
fiy Mr. Moore, Secretary to the Floral Committee.

[Extracted from " Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural
Society. "J

The season of 1860 having proved unfavourable to
these plants, it has been determined to renew the trial
of them in the present season, and, as far as it can be
done, to prove them also under pot culture. The brief
particulars noted concerning them, and which embody
the opinion pronounced by the Committee, though
influenced to some extent by an exceptional season,
may nevertheless be worth recording. They are to be
understood as applying to the varieties as grown in the
°pen air, and in many cates are derived from single
plants.

°

The following is a summary of the varieties which
">e Committee adjudged to he the most desirable for
cultivation :—

'Seriet I. Plain-leaved Scarlet Pelargoniums.— § 1.
l<*ers scarlet :—frgmore Improved, and Punch.

me TJ??
ud WelUn«to0 Her°i in addition, were corn-

ended for pot culture and for training up conservatory

Series I. Plain-leaved Scaelet Pelargoniums.
§ 1. Flowers scarlet.

1. Collinson*s Scarlet.—From Messrs. Fraser. Medium
habit ; flowers scarlet, in small trusses. Inferior.*

2. Defiance.—From Messrs. Eraser. Vigorous habit

;

flowers large, in fair-sized heads, elevated on long stalks,
light scarlet. A good variety for training to the pillars

of greenhouse conservatories, or for pots.

3. Emperor. From M essrs. Fi aser. Vigorous; flowers
large, bright scarlet.

4. Frogmore Improved. — From Messrs. Eraser.
Medium and compact habit; flowers large and well
formed, in fair-sized trusses, bright scarlet. One of the
best sorts grown.

5. Gen. Sir F. Williams.—From Messrs. Low & Co.
Rather vigorous in habit; flowers large, scarlet.

Similar to Punch, but inferior to it.

6. Goliath.—From M essrs. Rollisson & Sons. Vigorous;
flowers large, well formed, in good-sized trusses, reddish-
scarlet. Inferior.

7. Harkaway.—From Mr. Taylor. Dwarf, slender
habit; flowers narrow-pctalled, in small trusses, scarlet.
A useful bedding sort.

8. Indispensable.— From Mr. Turner. Dwarf;
flowers scarlet, in smtll trusses. Inferior.

9. La rtine.—Yrom Mr. Scott. Medium spreading
habit ; flowers light scarlet, of good form. Inferior.

10. Little David.—From Messrs Low & Co. Dwarf;
flowers scarlet. Inferior.

11. Lord Raglan. — From Mr. Turner. Medium
habit; flowers large and showy, in small trusses, scarlet.
Inferior. '

12. Magnum Bonum.—From Mr. Scott. Vigorous;
flowers small, in compact trusses, deep scarlet. Inferior.

13. Mrs. Bloomer. — From Mr. Taylor. Dwarf
compact habit; flowers medium-sized, scarlet. Inferior.

14. Punch.— From Messrs. Eraser and Mr. Taylor.
Rather vigorous in habit; flowers large, scarlet. A
fine variety for large beds. It appears that there are
several distinct seedling lorms of this variety, and that
the best of them has a small white eye.

15. Rigby's Queen.—From Messrs. Eraser. Vigorous;
flowers large, loose, bright scarlet. Inferior.

16. Royal Dwarf.—From Mr. Turner. Medium
habit; flowers medium-sized, in small trusses, scarlet.
Inferior.

17. &ar7a/i'»<i.-~From Mr. Turner, Messrs. Fraser,
and Messrs. Low & Co. Vigorous; flowers large, in
medium-sized trusses, bright scarlet. Inferior.

18. Tom Thumb.— From Messrs. Fraser. Medium or
dwarfish habit ; flowers scarlet. Inferior.

19. Wellington Hero.—From Messrs. Fraser. Vi-
gorous habit; flowers large and well formed, in fine

It may be explained that this term has been emploved toexpress briefly the fact that superior sorts of similar character
are known. It does not necessarily imply that the varieties towhich it is attached are worthless.

trusses, scarlet with white eye. A fine variety for pot
culture, and for conservatories.

§ 2. Flowers cerise or rosy-scarlet.
20. Beaute de Meldoise.—From Messrs. Fraser and

Mr. Turner. Moderately vigorous ; flowers large, well
formed, in good sized trusses, rosy-scarlet, similar in
colour to Lady Middleton. A very fine variety, supe-
rior to Le Titien.

21. Judy.—From Messrs. Fraser. Dwarf ; flowers
rosy-scarlet. Inferior.

22. Lady Middleton.—From Mr. Taylor and Messrs.
Fraser. Moderately vigorous, compact habit; flowers

large, well formed, abundant, in good-sized showy
trusses, rosy -scarlet. An old variety, of good quality.

23. Le Titien. From Mr. Turner. Medium habit;

flowers finely formed, and growing in compact trusses,

better shaped than those of Lady Middleton, which
they resemble in their rosy -scarlet colour. A useful

variety, of excellent properties.

24. Lord John Russell.—From Messrs. Rollisson &
Sons. Dwarf spreading habit; flowers medium-sized,

reddish-scarlet, deeper than the rosy -scarlet of Lady
Middleton. It was not, however, considered a desirable

variety.

§ 3. Flowers rose-pink.

25. Christina.— From Mr. Kinghorn and Messrs.
Low A: Co. Moderately dwarf; flowers freely produced
in fair-sized trusses, deep rose-pink uniformly coloured.

It is deeper coloured and dwarfer than Rose Queen,
and is further distinguished by the absence of white
from its upper petals. It is one of the best sorts oi it*

colour.

26. Lucea roseum.—From Messrs. Fraser. Vigorous;
flowers pale rose-pink. Inferior.

27. Princess Alice.—From Mr. Ingrain. Medium
spreading habit ; flowers deep rose-pink. Inferior.

28. Rose Queen.—From Mr. Kinghorn and Messrs.

Rollisson & Sons. Medium habit; flowers medium-
sized, in moderate trusses, deep rose-pink with white
base to the upper petals. It is one of the best rose-

coloured sorts.

29. Roseum compactum-
compact habit; flowers small, deep rose-pink.

§ 4. Flowers white.

30. Ingram's While.—From Mr. Scott,

spreading habit; flowers white. Inferior.

(To be continued.)

From Mr. Turner. Dwarf
Inferior.
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Home Correspondence.
Potato Culture.—In addition to my confirmation and

experience (see page 290) of the ".utility of growing
Potatoes on ridges between Celery, &c," allow me to
remark that the mould where the Potatoes grow is not
required for the Celery till the Potato croj j cleared
off. The 1st and 2d earlies may both thi be advan-
tageously cultivated. No. 1 such as Ashleaves
and Frames growing between the first planta-
tion of Celery, and No. 2 such as Flukes,
Flour balls, Ac., between the second or late plan-
tations, where Celery is not required in quantity.
I recommend that after the ground is well prepared in

way on the flat, by deep digging and
should be formed into ridges 4 feet wide,
double rows of Potatoes planted, to be
a similar way as I recommended

those between the Celery. In the centre
3 feet intervals I would reserve 1£ feet

spaces for double rows of late successional crops
of Peas or Scarlet-running Beans to be sown in
May and June. Where Broccoli, Cabbages, Savoys,
Cottagers' Kale, Green Kale, Thousand-heads, &c, are
required, let the ground be formed into complete 7 feet
ridges, stetch fashioned, still adhering to double rows
of Potatoes on the top or centre, with the furrows or
\o\s part reserved for double rows of the Brassicas, to
be planted in June or July, right and left of the said
furrov and to be moulded up during autumn with the
mould from the Potato plots, as a preventive or protec-
tion from excessive wet and frosts in winter. Thus
7 feet spaces will be allotted (and it will be found not
too much), from one outside Potato row to the next, or
3 feet spaces from the Potatoes to the Peas, Brassicas,
Beans, &c, changing the furrows in winter to where
the Potatoes grew in summer. By reversing or alter-
nating the crops next season no one kind of crop would
be grown on the same ground as grew on it the year
before. In field culture all the above practices of dig-
ging may be substituted with equal advantage by the
plough, whether it is for Potatoes or other crops with
the wide spaces, either planted or fallowed for similar
crops the next season, at the will of the cultivator. A
Hardy, Maldon.

Str berry Mulching.—Tan is recommended for
this purpose at p. 290, and you add an editorial note
stating that " it will ruin the land." Is this really so r
I have used it for some 10 years or more without the
Slightest inconvenience, and certainlv without any
appreciable injury to the land. The quantity necessary
to be used is so small that in a few months it is scarcely
perceptible on the ground, and certainly where they
can get at it Strawberry runners root more vigorously
in old tan than in any other substance. I have some-
times tnrown old tan among the plants to get runners
for forcing or planting, and most gardeners must have
noticed how vigorously the runners of the forcing
plants root if they only come in contact with the tan
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toil At tin* same time let it be understood that 1 do

^'recommend tan as dressing for Strawberry beds or

as being of any manorial value, but to mulch Cbe

ground to keep the fruit free from grit and dir fc, it

Stormy experience goes for nothing, be used with

Safety and success. W. P. A. [Everything depends on

the state of the tan. If old and ^n-^dLT
Vine BoL-1 send you by rail to-day two Vines dead

from some cause. The Hamburgh v^ietybore a good

crop last season. The border is well WJj***^
luckily it contains cotton waste at the bottom ;

would

that cause the Fungoid appearances winch the roots

present ? J. IT.-[The roots are choke-full of dry rot,

however produced. We should hardly suspect the

cotton waste.]

am I to
Setting Grapes and Golden Cherry Plu^-Answers

to the following questions will oblige:—1st, How

manage to make my splendid crop of Damascus Grapes

set their fruit properly ? 2d, Whetherthe Golden Cherry

Plum, so highly recommended in Downing s work

(American) can be procured in this country ? G. O. L.

Effects of the Winter upon Standard Hoses.—Anti-

cipating- winter I had each Bose (about 150 in all)

banked at the roots with about 6 inches of stable

manure, and despite the unprecedented severity of the

late frosts not one has been injured, whereas all "Roses

in other gardens in the immediate vicinity not similarly

protected sustained more or less injury. Might not

this plan of protection be extensively adopted with

advantage ? S. A., Spring Grove.

IAnum grandiflorum rubrum.—When successfully

grown, this is one of the prettiest annuals that our

gardens possess, either for large or small beds; its

brilliant colours and cup-like flowers are very striking,

and when the plants are kept pegged down they make
one of the finest beds imaginable. It is however rarely

grown, on account of the difficulty there is in getting

the seeds to vegetate. It is well known that the seed

of this is coated over with a glutinous substance, and if

that is not removed previous to sowing, the result will

be (as it has often been with me) that very few of the

seeds will germinate, in comparison with the bulk

sown. Now to make every good seed vegetate, I have

adopted the following plan with perfect success : Pre-

vious to sowing procure about half-a-pint of tepid

water, about as warm as you can comfoitably bear your

hand in; steep the seeds in this for 4 or 5 hours, pour

the water away, and it will then be like jelly ; have a

little white silver sand in readiness, and mix the seed

with it, to absorb the moisture; spread it out on a

sheet of brown paper and lay it in the sun, or in some
drying place, until quite dry and friable; then well

rub between the fingers until every seed is separated,

and sow in the usual way. If any of your readers who
have had any difficulty in raising tins pretty annual
will try this plan, I will guarantee that the result will

be satisfactory.— #. A., Finedon Hall, Northampton-
shire.

Fungi.—In your Xumbi r of the 23d ulfc. are a few
remarks on the Potato disease by Mr. Waterton,
among which he states that he is of opinion that "the
minute Fungus is the effect of the disease and not the
cause of it, and that " he has long considered Fungus
as the offspring of disease, and not the product of it."
Though this may be true in many instances, yet it

certainly is not so in others, as, for example, in that
nuniorous group of Fungi whose habitat is on the
living h aves (or stems) of plants, and which often show

become viviparous; or in other words young plants

may be produced on the leaves without the aid ot a

particle of soil, or removing them from the plant on

which they grow. Specimen No. 1 shows how a stalk

may be furnished when the leaf begins to decay. No. 2,

with the swelling at the base, would in a few days have

begun to push forth leaves. If the means by winch

this is brought about is not generally known, and any

of your readers think it worth asking for, I shall be

quite willing, with your permission, through the Gar-

deners" Chronicle, to communicate all I know of this

simple process. J. Moon, Canterbury. [Doubtless many

will wish to know. The young plants agree perfectly

with the description.]

The Pengethly Pear.— Do any of your readers know

this ? Grafts were given me by the late President of

the Horticultural Society, Mr. Andrew Knight, and the

fruit is now very good. An excellent keeping Pear it

has proved to be here in Jersey.

'Rainfall in February, 1861 :

—

____

introdft*

Stations.

Height of Bain
Gauge.

J
\

Little Bridy,
Dorset

Barnstaple,
Devon

Caatlefield,

Calne, Wilts
Camden Town, \
London . . )

Finchley Road .

.

Do do.

Oundle. North-
amptonshire

Norwich .

.

Derby
Manchester
North Shields
Dumfries
Nookton,

Leven, Fife
Sandwick

y
Ork-

ney ..

Above
the

Ground.

ft. ins,

4

6

11

Above
Sea

Level.

Depth of Rain and
Snow.

Total for

the
Month.

}

I

I

o

26

4
4

20

5

3

1

5

6

4

Greatest fall

in 24 hours.

Depth Date.

Ins.

1.93

Ins.

23

o
en

3 >»

^ a
0Q

otben U;

21

.33 7&20 15

.87 23 15

.57 23 12

.62 23
i
20

1.04

.35

.96

.84

1.15

23
8
8

8
5

13
20
17
19
20

.36 5 17

.30 19 17

nensis

Notes : Calne. —Snow on the 12th, 1 inch deep.

Derby —Mean (14 years) fall for the month 1.66.

Manchester. — Dr. Dalton's average for 47 years,

2 443 inches.
'

Dumfi ies.—Boisterous, with much rain to the 8th,

then frosty till 15th, mild and wet to the end.
Hepaticas in flower on the 17th, common Daisy
on the 18th.

'

Nookton.—Snow en the 11th, 12th, 73th and 14th.

Sandwich.—Mean (20 years) fall for the month,
3.04 inches ; the only years in which the fall was
less than the present were 1843 and 1855, being
1.32 inch in each year.

G. J. St/mom?, Camden Road Villas.

Antiquity of Potato Planting in Scotland.—It has

been a leading feature in the character of the
Gardeners9 Chronicle to do justice to gardeners dead

;
Lindleyana, Anderson!

or alive, however humble their position in society may
'

be ; therefore, perhaps, a short notice of two old
characters connected with Potato planting in Scotland
may be interesting to your readers. In the article

"Horticulture" in the "Edinburgh Encyclopedia,"
written by the late Dr. Neill, we are told that the cul-

previous horticultural works, but a practical l
—

~

of the subject. The season recommended tivB^fc
planting the Potato, and his method of TOi • %
may be kept in mind by cultivators of tbJ n*!!^
The parish of Kilsyth, Stirlingshire, claimsS^
of having Potatoes first planted in the on* . « f?*
Scotland. In the "New Statistical Account Tt*
land " it is stated that "It is the early andi

,
**

cultivation of the most useful Solanum tuw!?
(Potato) on which the fame of this parish in <J*
botany is concerned, chiefly depends. It \ *

gave birth to the gentleman who first '^ ^
the culture of Potatoes into this

but it was the scene of his earliest exp,

The gentleman referred to was Robert (2.
Esq., of Tararather, in the East BaronT^
was in the year 1739 that Jie commenced' i
work of utility. Before that period he and

raised the Potato in gardens, but there was a r,

against raising it in fields. He planted hlfu a^J
ground on the croft of Neilstone.to thewnU'
town of Kilsyth, where he at that timeieafoU
factor on the estate of Kilsyth. This excited % I

attention of the neighbourhood, and the practice m*
extensively. Some noblemen, as well as farmea^

agriculturists, came from a distance, among otWoi

unfortunate Earl of Perth, to observe the mo* {'

culture and the success of the experiments. J
Graham rented lands in the vicinity of Ketfp;

Dundee, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, and for manji*

obtained premiums for cultivating the Potato." 'fe

was Mr. Graham the first who cultivated the Potik:

the open fields in the parish cf Kilsyth? Inrjfc

books we are informed that in 1728 Thomas Prentity

day labourer, first planted Potatoes in the openfieli:

Kilsyth, and the success of the experiment waft

that every farmer and cottager followed hiseuajfc

One remarks, " What honour does he not di

He appears to have been 11 years in the field bate

Mr. Graham. P. Mackenzie, Plean, Stirling,

Effects of the Winter.—It may be inters .

know the effect of the two last exceptional seasra

classes of shrubs and plants which have usually Je

considered hardy or half hardy in this locality, i&v

Helston, about a mile from the shore of theM
Bay on the South Western coast of Cornwall, ft

convenience of reference all but Pinuscs are cIp

alphabetically. Killed: Aster argopbylks Aran*

braziliensis; Acacia dealbata, and lophantha; i

Donax; Buddlea Lindlevana, globosr, Betbeiaaf

ensis, and Fortuni ; Cineraria arbotea-, Uaatt

rigidus ; Daphne purpurea ; Euonymus jap^P

all killed): Eucalyptus lorn

iicuais j crifvuicrtiuatiKuii.iiv..,., —D— -

Myrtles; Mesembryauthemums (several);W^
thamnus thyrsoides (all but one plant); JWP?

Physianthus albi flora; Rhododendrons

frame; Hoses (various); Spartium (of sorts);
«-

Lndersoni, picta, and speciosa; uwj

suspensum; Yucca filamentosa; Vitex a* 1

(from the Troad) ; Pinus insignis (two ancltW

old in nursery). Killed back to MESN

fragifera (many cf 20 years old, in all

Escallonia rubra, and Montevideiisis; w»J
(various); Phormium tenax ; very «"*£M

Points killed :
~-

purpurea ;
Abutjlon

;

themselves almost as soon ns the yonn<* leaves have
ttpemded. These Fungi cannot be said to be the effect
of disease, for there is no time for any disease to have
Attacked the plant, and must surely be held to be the
cause of the disease and distortion, which are generally
the product. The Fungi I allude to are those of the
genera Puccinia, Uredo, iEcidium, Botrytis, &c, and
which are popularly known by the names of m ildew,
rust, and moulds. A familiar example is also seen m
the common Rhytisma acerinuni, or the black spots
which stud almost every Sycamore leaf, and which, vation and the mode of cooking them, for in his
Ithiuk, Mr. Waterton must acknowledge to be the "Scots Gard,

ner, ,> published in 1683, he tells us to
cause ot the premature decay of the same. A. I., April 2. ! cut Potatoes in as many pieces as you please, provided

Marvetums Vegetation.—hi a book called " Sketches
' ' ' * "

stated in the " General Report" of Scotland as a well-
ascertained fact that in the year 1725-6 the few Potato
plants then existing in gardens about Edinburgh were
left in the same spot of ground from year to year as
recommended by Evelyn ; a few tubers were perhaps
removed for use in the autumn, and the parent plants
were then well covered with litter to save them from
the winters frost. If the above statement is correct,
old John Ueid, gardener to Sir George Mackenzie,
Rosehaugh, must have been f;ir ahead in Potato culti-

Camellia' japonica (on eastern wall, but

whore free from wall); Cupre^
Uhdeana, Goveniana ; Escallonia m \^
drangei, common, with japonica, ana ^
Quercus Ilex (very numerous; ana ^
posed, stripped of leaves entirely;, ^
recurva, flaccida; Knightii japonica;^ ^

various Americans

;

greatest exposure),

Darwinii (in s

ot Nature m the Alps," translated from the German of
Von Tschudi, there is the following passage which
seems to me to "want confirmation :"—" The vast
Dubenwald, at the entrance of the valley of Tour-
temagne, in the Vallais, might be called a primeval
forest, if any of the Swiss for. ^ could be designated
by such a title. . . . Thousands of majestic Firs an 1

Larches stand there dead and withered; but their
stems, like those of the real primaeval ft rests ot the
tropics, are covered with Lianas, and the bright flowers
of various Orchidaceous plants hang from their
branches." To my ignorant mind this seems re-
markably like a complete myth. However, as I have
never enjoyed more than a distant view of the Duben-
wald it behoves me not to venture on a denial of the
existence of its tropical vegetation, any more than I

£v
e
f?^ & "*?!? Von Tschudi of ficti™ "**» he

thiw m U» 8Ul
[
ne« of «ie forests you may hear

Mout n° f ,

the l

J5£
tof th0 bunted hare. H. J.

fC^''^9ter
\ ^™»to* public « shaved " by

examtwT- °f Travel er»' ***• For further

" *^tttrn
-

w
p

be seen from the
others of that l2bit"of <-~~™ ***:*** P«*?Wi

there be an eye at each piece, and plant in March, five interme lia ; Camellia japonica

jeed: Azaiea »- <•

Araucaria imbnesti[f ^
surc„ Arundinaria^ta>*
plendid bloom, M^g^i £

Cot*
rows in the bed; plant not deep, neither in wet or
stiff ground, and in housing spread only over a
board floor. His method of cooking them might be
relished by many of the present day. He tells us to
boil and peel, chop and bruise them well, pour
on butter, and set them on a coal, and if you
please strew a little cinnamon upon them, or
for want of butter take sweet milk. What may
be called the fathers of horticultural writers in
England appear to have been well learned men for
the age they lived in, but it is some honour to the
craft in Scotland, that it was a working gardener who
wrote the first system of gardening for Scotland. Dr.
Neill remarks that Scotland has been more distinguished
for producing excellent practical gardeners than good
publications on the art of gardening. There does not
appear to have existed any Scottish system of garden-
ing as a separate book till " The Scots Gard'ner

Capr, sus Lambertiana, Laws^^j
macrocarpa, tinctoria, funebris; Jnn F

,
:Jl *

Ilex, of sorts (except common

exposed, is much stripped);

argentea ; Pawhvnia imperials;

Podocarpus coriacea ;

rhixus

hibernica, gold and silver

;

Pi-nits and Abies: Norway Spruce,

Hoiiy,f^
Liboced' >
Crypto**'

canadeosw

Yf&jm

i

iblished by John Reid. The work is divided into two
r^, the first treating of contriving and planting ofliumcc x.. bUW. ««« -

,ea
gardens, orchards, avenues, and groves; the second of 1st severe cold and severe

the pro ition and improvement of forest and fruit Rogers, Penrose, near #%s
\\,

trees, kitchen herbs, roots, and fruits, with a ! The following is an account ot u

gan.euer 8 calendar, the whole adapted to the ' near Tamworth during the W\
climate of Scotland. The style is very inaccurate, but and Shrubs killed:

DougJasii, Scotch, halapensis, a'J3^nts kil^J
Deodara, all much browned, ana p

jn narsefT

exposed to sea gales. Young msign ^ ji-

or much injured at three or ™ 1

}J^A\£W&
year and under less injured, w \ ^elfcer^
and checked where exposed, bu

\ f

n

oo v^iS
Very numerous, and of all agesuo to^. >^
Hartwegii, Cephalonlcn, Menzies", ^
niann, ponderosa, Webbiana,

lj

;

n ^^
n„M „miniia T. i mhcrtianfl. AI,K

, „ .^stA**

der of merit, as ^ r

severe *» ,*

PiDT18 in* 111* ntat*

pyramidalis, Lambertiana

nu**ses here are P*

place in their order

growth mnv i.o ;«j a mT ^ — .v — .
— ." •? ° 1!* very inaccurate, nuc a^d shrubs kilu.u. *'

--sirens*Orowth, may be induced to the matter evinces not only an acquaintance with cembroides; Cupressus
seoipervire

Qu<
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uidarabar gtyraciHoa, Lignstrnm lucidum, Arbutus

I Aucuba japonic*, Berberis Darwinii, B. aris-

tata, Leycpsteria formoea, Escallonia macrantha, Per-

nettya mucrmata, Jasminum revohitum, J. officinal

Cotoneaster micropliylla, Erica mediterranea, E. mul-
tiflora. All the early flowering Rhododendrons, includ-

ing Altaclarense, Nobleanum, and Tigrinum ; Alaternus,

Phillyrea, Laurustinus, Portugal Quince, White Broom,
Double Furze, Gum Cisioa, Sweet Bay, Evergreen
Honeysuckle, Lavender, Rosemary, Rue, and Sage.

Nearly all Standard Roses. All 1
- year's shoots of

Arancaria imbricate, and I may add Farfugium grande,
Yucca nlamoatosa, and Pampas Grass. The following

on south walls are killed j Magnolia grandiflora, Ben-
thainia fragifera, Fabiana imbricate, Banksian, China,

and Fortune's Yellow Rosea; all the young wood
of Peach and Nectarine trees. i ig -, although
protected, have Buffered very much. Cedrus

Lira and Taxodium sempeivirena lost aU their

leaves, but will probably recover. Of plants rx-
WUBSD 1 may ment ryptonieriajaponic* (although

all the leaders of these wore killed in the autumn of
185' I*inus excel**, and Nordmanniana ; Polygonum
vaccinifolium, and Zau> -hneria californica ; alto
the following Standard I: :— B.ironne Prevost, Du
Roi, Dr. Marc, Jules Margottin, Madame de Cainba-
cerea, -M lame Domage, Mr.-*. Elliott, Standard of
Mureago, Sydonia, Gloiiv de Dijon, Coupe d'Hebl, and
I'anl ki a it. We had frost more or less from Dec. 10,

1860. to Jan. L'l, 1861—46 nights—of which the most
destructive was Dec. 25—thermometer 7° below zero ;

29th, zero; Jan. 4, after rain, 9°; and the biting
frosty wind of Jan. 15 was very destructive. Thomas
Doweli, Arningfon Hall, near Tamworth.

Holland //ou*?.—Having read in your Number of the 23d ult.
an a: le thus headed. I venture to Bend you the following
remarks. I do not dispute the beauty of the conservatory
"gay with Camellias." nor the noble appearance of the fine old
Orange tr purchased by the late Lord Holland, and which

I to Madame Adelaide, siater <>f Kiug Louis Philippe.
All these, together with the fruit trees and other garden
operations, arc doing well, no doubt, and it would be
strange if they were not, Bince Mr. Seoby, the head
gardener, is a man of great experience, as well as
knowledge and judgment. What, however, induces me to
address you is the paragraph respe. ig the planting of a belt
across the large field in front of Holland II- e to the south,

pale centre; and Antagonist, a purple self, move the springs of these confederacies fatten on their
of these a Certificate was awar led. victims. While the deluded mechauic is euduring the~*

'
" "" ~

" severest trials for the sake of what he unwisely believee
a good cause, the men who hoodwink him, and push
him on to destruction, are living on delicacies and wear
fine linen.

There is not even the poor argument of success on
a « A a _ _ _ -

pink with
To ea«*h

Mr. Turner had certificates for Prairie Bird, a lively

violet blue, and for James Andrews, a handsome violet

purple self. A similar award was also made to Duchess
of Hamilton, a very large variety, white with a dark
centre, and broadly edged with purple. This was~^..~.,., ,...« uiuauij ^'gtu i.i. i» pui|-"- m.mio ncin lUCiC lO ±JV»U C*CU LllU p<;UI it I ^UlMt'1 1 U Ul SUCCeSS On
ihown by Mr. James, gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., of which to rest a justification of Strikes among work-
Isleworth. ^ men. They arc all failures aud must of necessity be

Mr. Todman received a Certificate for his new double so; or if they result in any apparent advantage it is
White Azalea Flag of Truce, which was shown in temporary and delusive. The employers of labour
excellent condition ; a similar award was also made to may be coerced ; but only for a time. The moment
the same exhibitor for Lord Elgin, a well-formed that int.imiHafr.ma roano «* w^iA^ii i»,

bright rosy crimson kind.

Auriculas were exhibited by Mr. Turner and others;
the former sent Duke of Wellington, Eliza, Col. Taylor,

Glory, Mary Gray, Waterloo, and Rifleman; to the
last, a deep violet purple self, a Certificate was awarded.

Messrs. Parker and Williams furnished a basket-

ful of Statice propiuqua, a pretty dwarf kind,
and the same exhibitors also contributed several

finely flowered plants of Imatophvllum miniatum.
Mr. Bull again showed plants of the double white and
pink Primulas, mentioned, by us at p. 267 ; also

a striped-leaved Amarvllis, l)i na-na spict ibilis and
Cirharexylon ni un. Pansies in pots came from Mr.
James; and Mr. Br; r, of Slough, sent a useful look-

ing bedding kind called Cleifden Blue. From Mr.
Davidson, Regent's Park, came Gloxinias, the most con-
spicuous amoiiLj which was Princess of Prussia, an
upright flowering kind, white, with a rich bright
crimson throat.

Collections of Hyacinths came from Messrs. Culbnsh,
Paul, Turner, Jackson, and Yonng ; and Messrs. Cut-
bush again sent a showy group of early Tulips.

Entomological: March 4.—The President in the
chair. Mr. Stainton exhibited a new British moth
belonging to t lie family Noctuidio (Xylina conform is of
Treitschke), taken on Ivy blossoms near Cardiff in

October last; and Dr. Wallace specimens of a
Lasiocampa, reared from a caterpillar taken in the Isle

of Wight apparently identical with the supposed

that intimidation rears its wolfish head capital and
industry depart. The last great strike in London was
in the building trade ; it signally failed after a mon-
strous expenditure of money aud an amount of
suffering hardly credible. To borrow the words of Mr.
Smiles :

—"Many public works stood still. The masters
sustained great losses. The men stood out as long as
they could ; their fellow-workmen sustained them at
great sacrifices for many months. The union men
thrown out of employment contrived to subsist some-
how, supported by contributions from the funds of
various lodges, some of which had been set apart for
purposes of sickness and widows' and orphans relief.

But the great body of labourers connected with the
building trade either starved, or sought other work,
which, in the dead of winter, they failed in many cases
to obtain. Some committed suicide. And after all

this loss of wages, and frightful suffering, the strike
ended as nearly all such strikes have done, in the
Central Committee of Unionists withdrawing the strike
at the Messrs. Trollope s, and permitting the men to
resume work at the former terms." When workmen
combine, their employers are constrained to do so like-
wise in self-defence ; and when * masters are forced into
union for self-defence, strikes have no longer a chance
of success. They are as futile as the assault of an un-
armed and unprovisioned multitude upon an im-
pregnable and provisioned fortress."

The new strike in London is the most extravagant of
all. The masters offer their men higher wages than
ever and the men refuse them. In order to enable the
industrious to be industrious, to give skill the advan-«v«^a mo uwkb uoiu id iruM oi nouana uouse to tncsoutn,

i

species, L. Callunas, from the North of England; also i
hiuuj)uiuus tu w maustrious, to give skiu tne aavan-

^nr^c!

iJLCTn?°" Iy
S!I

od
r
tie fro,£Park

-

\ ;

,ir c
£

orre - some fine dark varieties of Hemerophila abruptaria and tage of skill, and the most able-bodied that return forpendent wntes thai a belt of Horse Chesnuts, Elms. Svca- itg pnpa case ta1im near Lon(l)11 .
jr/ Mltforil their only capital (muscular power) to which they are

exhibited a hybrid moth reared between Biston entitled, it is proposed to pay by the hour. In this
nilosaria and hisnid:UM:i.

c

n fm*» VAviaf.v r\f 11 narulwimow/wi WAV fcliA man xxrhn nrafaiv o4»- Kn.<m ' ^U UU

indent writes that " a belt of Horse Cbesnuts, Elms, Syca-
mores, Deodars, <fcc, has been planted across the front park to
shut out from view the old Elms along the side of the Ken-
sington Road ; the latter have become so aged as to be really
dangerous to paesers by; their rotten limbs must therefore
nocesearily be removed, so as not to overhang the
ublic read, from which the nrw belt is a consider-

able distance off" Now, the new belt is most cer-
tainly a "considerable distance off." so considerable that it

evident what the real reason for planting this belt is.
namely, to screen off any row of houses that may be erected
between it and tho now calumniated "old Elms " close upon
the road. It is but fair to give the real reason, and most
ccruuuly no oQ* would plant a belt of trees at such a distan.from the a 2oo to 300 yards, unless it w Intended
to build something between, such as a row of houses. The
back park has already two rows of houses commenced
and a villa, so th.it it is probable that the same operatic
will take place on the south side No one can find
fault with these acta. Tho laud is valuable and will brinjr
in large rents, so that however "old people" may regret thedoing away with " old recollections," and the erection of»rge f of hou^s where air used to circulate freely, still
every one has a right to do what " they like with their own "

1 must add one word as to our Elms so abused—they are notworse than their neighbours in the avenue, nor when in leafao they look so decrepid, certainly not more so than those we
ride and drive under daily in the "Parks." Moreover
iw lt t T0W hy them

*
and iu the centre of theKw which were only planted 56 years ago, and whiih

are therefore by no means old and decrepid. Thesewere placed there when the iron open grille or palingswere removed, and a wall built, in consequence of the erect

hnuf •
'^Terrace opposite, which the late Lord Kensington

built in 1- or 1S06, and which it was proved would intercept
the view from Holland House of the Surrey hills and inter-
vening landscape. Tiiis, however, was not "the case, for the

ise is so much higher that from the first floor the view is

X? ?
Ver tbe

.
Row ^r^k'8 Terrace. I may mention that the

- m question will entirely exel j the view of Holland
House fron he public : that fine old place, where Addison
ji/ed, and arles James Fox was brought up ; but, alas,Aun sacra fames" prevails now-a-days | A Very Old Neighbour

pilosaria and hispidaria/a fine variety of B. prodromaria,
and a series of six species of Fuinoa, taken at Ilamp-
tead, one of which appears to be nmlescribed. Mr.
G. E. Waterhonae exhibited a fine specimen of
Anobium denticolle, taken by Mr. Turner near London,
and read descriptions of three species of Scymnus
hitherto confounded together, with observations on the
British species of the genus, CIambus, and descriptions
of three species of the genus Bryaxis. Dr. Knaggs
stated that having submit I specimens of his supposed '

We *,av " before us a Lecture On tlie Variations
new Kbnagria Bondii to M. Guenee, the latter had pro- !

of Plants, by A Am Gibbs (Chelmsford, Fry), who enter*
nouueed it certainly a new species. Mr. Kfrby wad «

flJ ''
"""',*** ™" T * : " Ti

"

'" ""

note " On the Geographical Distribution of the Moths

way the man who prefers six hours' daily labour to 10
can reduce his* time according to his fancy j aud he
who would rather work hard in the hope of laying by
money for his family can do so. This is what at the
dictation of their destroyers the men refuse !

Mr. Smiles's book is full of most valuable facts con-
cerning such events, and we wish it could be sold for a
penny.

belonging to the Family ZygS&nldffi;" Mr. F. Smith,
" Descriptions of New Species of Aculeate Hymenoj ra
taken by R. W. Stretch, Esq., a' Panama;'* .Mr.

Hewitson, "A Monograph of the Butterflies belonging
Pronophila, a genus of the Hipparchiida;'.'"

the held against Mr. Darwin. It is worth reading
though not of importance enough for more special
notice. Market Gardening round London, by Jaa*

octettes*

Royal Botanic : April 3.-(Second Spring Heating).
—< .ups of nove and Greenhouse plante were con-
tribute*! on this occasion by Messrs. Praser, Cutbush,
and Young, and the same exhibitors also furnished
collections of Ferns and other plants remarkable for
the beauty of their foliago,
Of Row* in po Mr. Turner-. B nal Nursery, Slough,

exhibited the following in good condition consider^
the season, viz. .—W.lliam Jesse, Baronne Prevost,
Jules Margottin, Lord Raglan, Lafontaine, and
Souvenir da Malmaison. From Messrs. Fraser also cameworn in pots, among which were Victor Verdier,
Mademoiselle Bjnnaire, white with pink centre, andmom de SoMferrao, Want rose. Of cut Rotes

wh£r
had b

*°Xfuls °-
f beaatif«l Mooms, among

was a very fine specimen of the bright yellow

lGr.ll tt^ro orrnn rt.^r*f »-IK.,*- « J T -m sr *. ,

DobsQti

Kottceg of ^oofeg*

Workmen's Ea, tws, Strikes, and Savings. By Samuel
Smiles. 12mo. Murray.

This sensible treatise, which is a reprint from the
larterly Review," deserves especial attention at the !

present moment, when, in the midst of abundance a
large body of hardworking men is plunging into
poverty at the bidding of cunning and unscrupulous
adventurers who prey upon their credulity, and abuse

!

the best feelings of human nature. To stand by one
another, to help each other in distress, and to support
the weak against the strong, are the English quali-
ties on which our social and political greatness may be
aid to be founded ; but like all else that is good, these
virtues are capable of being turned to the worst pur-
poses. There is no merit in standing by cowards, or
in helping those who will not help themselves, or in
supportiug weakness brought on by tho wilful abuse of
opportunity. On the contrary, aid in such cases acts
as an encouragement to evil, and so far is it from com-
manding approbation, that it deserves the strongest
reprobation.

Our modern strikes and lock-outs as they are called,

Cuthill (Hamilton), a third edition of this useful little
book. Report on the Formation, Sfc, of the Plawta*
lions on the Estate of Camperdown in Forfar (Dundee,
Shaw) is a very favourable description by M r. Robertson
of sundry plantations, great and small, fornaed by Mr.
Thomas Taylor, the manager. The justice of Mr.
Robertson's eulogium can only be ascertained by those
who are on the spot, which however seems to be well
worth the visit of foresters.

Garden Memoranda.
Bank Grove, near Kingston-on-Thames, the Resi-

dence of W. Byam Martin, Esq.—The magnificent
tree of Camellia reticulata, for which this place has
long been justly celebrated, is now in full bloom, and
if the weather does not prove very bright or sunny it
may be expected to remain in perfection for at least
10 days or a fortnight more. To this glorious
specimen an entire compartment iu one of the glass
bo es has been wholly devoted : the plant measures
quite IG feet in height and as much in diameter, and
when we state that it has now on it no fewer than
2000 blossoms, each of which measures on an
average 8 inches in diameter, some idea of tho
beauty of so remarkable a tree may be conceived
Although more than 2000 buds were removed
from the plant in the winter time the branches
are literally bent down under the load of rich rosy
blossoms they are still required to support O .ving to

and of the unreflecting way in which intelligent men
allow themselves to be misled by a few crafty leaders
who live upon their credulity. Under the specious
pretence of betteriug the condition of working men,
gigantic combinations are formed to compel the em-
pi ers of labour to submit to terms which, if com-
plied with, must extinguish the demand for labour
itself. Earnest, industrious men, who are satisfie
with that state of things to which it has pleased God
to call them, are compelled by the lazy and the worth
less to abandon employment ; women and children are

of I reduced to a state of starvation, and the small traders

N-ovU? ?n"' u
Mr% J* ?

1'' Bri"iant
' Perfection

niiVrhT

"

!'** ofSutherhml. Mem. Smith of

*»« LouuT-mE l^ ZSSS the
?
e
.

3t
.°
f **ich pvhowpply the lower classe8 with food arc mined. And

<**** of Sprint Vimi ar m Tit« f" '1. Tk Ce"tre

;

fOT What ? To r,,U dowa tho 8kilful workman to the

*faentinZ§e oTllZ v^;. bnt larger, «nd level of the unskilful, the industrious to that of them shade of colour
; Rosy Morn, bright rosy- idle, the honest to that of the dishonest. Those who

tne wane ot suniignt last year, wood did not get well
ripened, and Camellias in consequence have not in
general flowered satisfactorily this season ; the tree in
question must, however, be regarded as a noble
exc tion, for we never remember to have seen it finer

tb an it is at present. On the back wall too is a
beautiful crop of blooms produced by the variety
tiled Althereflora, which is kept closely tied in to the

trelliswork, covering it a- 1 hiekly with green leave if it

was clothed with Ivy. The back walls of other houses
are also ornamented in the same way, but the plante
which cover then have only bloomed well towards the
top, where in consequence ofreceiving more air and light
the wood got bettor ripened than that in lower positions.
These trees are grown in slate tubs, and although the
space allotted to their roots is necessarily limited, they
generally bloom most satisfactorily. Other houses are
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»l*o at piereiiG gay vmiu Camellias, all ot whicli are

well worth seeing Conspicuous among them is a

specimen of Duchess of Northumberland, which must

be regarded as one of the handsomest of light kinds.

Its finely formed white blossoms beautifully flaked

and mottled with rose have a charming effect, more

especially when associated, as they are here, with a

profusion of others of different < olours. Theee houses

are also well stocked with flowering plants of other

kinds, which, independent of the Camellias, render them

both dressy and attractive.

In Vineries and other forcing houses there is every

appearance of excellent crops. In one of the houses

in which the Vines were not succeeding as well as

could be wished, they were moved and replanted after

the border had been renewed. This was done early in

September last, soon after the fruit had been

cut; the whole of the old soil was taken

out, the drainage re-arranged, and eight inches added

to its depth ; at one end a trench was taken out right

across the border ; every root was carefully raised with

as little mutilation as possible, and covered with mats,

and thus the work proceeded until the other end was

reached, when, as has already been stated, after the

drainage had been put into efficient order, and covered

with rough turf, the border was refilled with fresh

fibrous loam, in which the Vines were planted, care-

fully spreading out their roots at a proper distance

from the surface, which by means of the addition to

the drainage has been raised 8 inches. The soil of the

border is 18 inches in depth ; no manure was used,

except a few buBhels of broken bones which were added

to the loam. The house was shaded while

the work proceeded, and it was kept in that

state for a week or two afterwards. About

the beginning of January the border was

covered with fermenting material, which soon warmed
it sufficiently to put the roots in action, and towards

the end of the same month forcing was commenced

—

very gently at first, increasing the temperature

gradually as the season advanced, and now wood is

being made very much stronger and better than

before the border was renewed, and there is every

appearance of a good crop. Before these improve-

ments took place stem roots were abundant inside the

house ; but now none make their appearance. [Mark

this. Ed.]
On the lawn,which, like every other part of the garden,

is kept in the neatest possible order, are some unique
specimens of Coniferous plants, among which is a

remarkably fine tree of Abies Pinsapo, at least 16 or

17 feet in height ; we also observed Cephalotaxus
Fortuni, a fine bush perfectly hardy, and a beautiful
pyramidal specimen of WeUingtonia nearly 10 feet
high. Among plants which have suffered from the
winfcerare the Chinese Cypress, which isapparently dead;
Pinus muricata, browned a good deal, and Ilex cornuta
dead ; Bay trees have also been a good deal cut up,

but now that the dead portions are removed they
have little appearance of having been injured. Rhodo-
dendrons are safe, even the brilliant R. Blandyanum,
a little standard, is covered with flower buds which
are perfectly Bound.

In the fruit and kitchen garden, which is kept un-
usually trim and neat, there is every promise of good
crops both of fruit and vegetables. Some Pear trees
in borders which previously had borne little or no fruit

n^lbr steamships.—From the

Toivnshend,
" is

Abies Douglasu.]

Calendar of Operations,

{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

CONSERVATORY, &C.-Heat ***™«™ ****££
be more liberally supplied to tropical plants. As the

season advances these should be gr**™\™re™*L
but in all cases avoid a high night temperature. That

must be principally obtained by closing early, and^so

retaining heat derived from the sun; when fires are

required tbey must not be so strong as to gender it

necessary to admit currents of cold air to keep the

thermometer down. This, however, will be unnecessary

where properly constructed ventilators have been pro-

vided. Attend to Achimenes, Gloxinias, and other

summer and autumn flowering plants. The last succes-

sion of Achimenes, to flower late in the season, should

now or very soon be placed in heat. Some of those

formerly started may be potted for hanging vases,

for which A. longiflora and cupreata are particularly

well adapted. Employ pans or broad shallow pots for

their general cultivation, and as they
^
require

an abundant supply of moisture when they are in flower,

let the drainage be as efficient as possible, in order that

they may be freely watered without stagnating the

soil. Let Fuchsias for summer and autumn display

have due attention, repotting them as may be required

in rich compost, and occasionally watering them with

liquid manure. Much however of their beauty depends

on the shape of the plant. Nearly all the varieties

have a natural tendency to form pyramidal bushes, and

by a little attention they may be guided into that very

appropriate form ; only one shoot should be allowed to

take the lead; this should be trained perfectly upright,

and the side branches regulated by stopping any oyer-

luxuriant ones which may be outstripping their neigh-

bours.
FOKCING DEPARTMENT.

Vineries.—Where it is desirable to retard breaking

in the late bouse as long as possible, and the glass

cannot be removed nor the Vines exposed to the open

air, they should be let down as far from the glass as can

be done, shading the roof, and giving all the air pos-

sible. Some however maintain that there is no decided

advantage in retarding Vines by artificial merns after

this season. They prefer allowing the buds^ to

start at the bidding of the weather after this time,

merely giving all the air possible, and take

chance as to the fruit keeping until next March.
Weakly or overcropped Vines ought to be very carefully

examined for red spider, which may be expected to

make its appearance on these, particularly if the
weather becomes bright, and means should be used to

thoroughly eradicate it the moment it is perceived.

Probably the best method is to well wash every affected

leaf with a sponge, for it is useless trying to overcome
it in such cases by syringing, which only serves to keep
it in check, and when the fruit begins to colour, and
syringing must be laid aside, it will increase with
fearful rapidity. Keep the atmosphere moist, sprink-
ling the floors, &c, frequently on bright days, and take
care that inside borders are well supplied with water.
Peach House.—The fruit in the earliest house willwere root-pruned by the gardener, Mr. Blair, last

autumn, and now they are covered with blossom buds.
now "e swelling fast ; "se ^rater liberally until it begins

T :* • ___t . •«.... . . frt nnlmi« T« 4.u:„.,: l_i ' "U - r 1.1 !.__ <1 _
Lifting and root-pruning fruit trees has been largely
practised here for some few years back, and in every
case with the best possible results.

Miscellaneous.
IT. W. American Timber.—On the 7th of August,

the ship Lawson, of Bath, Maine, 598 tons register,
L. L. Watts, master, cleared for New York direct,
with a cargo of yellow Fir spars, from the Puget
Mill Company at Teekalet. She has on board some 140
beautiful sticks, varying in length from 60 to 118 feet,
and from 20 to 32 inches diameter, dressed to the
" partners," together with a sufficient quantity of deck-
plank lumber and smaller sp»rs to make convenient and
safe stowage. This is an important shipment, being,
we understand, the first cargo of spars shipped from
Puget Sound direct to the Atlantic States; and we
doubt not it is the inauguration of a commerce between
Washington Territory and the East, which the ship-
builders at its destination will find advantageous to
encourage. It is now very generally conceded that the
yellow Fir of this Sound is superior to the spar timber
of almost every other part of the world, being stronger,
much lighter, and possessing a peculiar tenacity of
fibre, or toughness, the presence of which is ascribed to
the dryness of our climate. The outer portion, or sap,
which is usually discarded as worthless, is in the yellow
* ir the best portion of the wood. Naval architects and"
other competent persons have pronounced it better for
all marine purposes than a great proportion of the Oak
and other wood now generally thus devoted. Amongst
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to colour. In thinning later crops be guided by the
vigour of the trees as to the quantity they may be
allowed to bear. Syringe regularly and give air

liberally on all favourable opportunities.

Cherby House.—Where the leaves are thickly clus-
tered together and shading the fruit, a few may be
removed to let in sunlight. Fumigate if necessary
before the fruit gets so near ripe as to be affected by
the necessary washing afterwards.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Lose no time in potting off bedding plants or pricking

them out into frames or boxes. As the potted plants
become established they should be hardened off by
gradually inuring them to the open air whenever the
weather is favourable. The hardier kinds may soon be
set upon a bed of coal ashes or plunged in old tan,
ashes, or some other light material. Much of the labour
of watering will thus be saved, many deaths avoided,
and the plants will altogether be in a better state when
planting out season arrives. Patches of showy hardy
annuals should now be sown in vacant places which
usually exist in herbaceous beds and in the hedges of
clumps and borders in the shrubbery. Double Poppies,
of various colours; Lupins, Sunflowers, African and
French Marigolds, Erysimum, Clarkias, Gilias, Collin-
sias, Silene, and Nemophila are excellent for

purpose. A sufficient quantity of cuttings
seedlings of half hardy climbers should
be potted for planting out in May. With

such plants as Cobaeas, Maurandyas, Lophospermums,
Calampelis, Loasa, Tropseolum canariense, &c., many
bare places on walls and trellises may be covered and
made ornamental which would otherwise be unsightly
blemishes.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Growth is slow this spring; but the disbudding of

Peaches and Nectarines will soon require attention.
± irst remove a portion of the superfluous shoots and in

that

and
now

PHIL
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a week or 10 days go over thenTind" rem,!.r ,--

finally. The superfluous shoots of Apricots ^
soon be removed and the remaining ones^^^
examined in search of a green caterpillar *
only injures them but also eats holes in n *
fruit, thereby causing it to gum, grow A? **

or fall off before it is stoned. As regards ve*
***

continue to make periodical sowings of Spinacf^
fortnight, and Peas, Beans, and Turnips l°**

1

three weeks. Succession^ sowings of a ]i

D<**

should be made with strict regularity, and
"^

attention should be paid to preserving them
P2*

the ravages of birds and insects. If^ tbe eL**
Onions, Leeks, Parsnips, Beets, Salsify, ScarT

'

and Skirret are not yet sown no time should be I?
8*

the latest period for sowing the main crop of Cam*?
near at hand. A sowing of tall Kidney Beans mar
be made in early localities j the early sowing

f2
useful vegetable not unfrequently gets cutolbrk!

beneath the surface

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR '/.*»-.

For the Week ending April 4, 1861, aa observed at the HorticultuntVT

TBMrSBAToitV
V

March. § be

and April. £<

Friday 29. 18

Satur. 30 19

Sunday 31, 20

Mon. 1 21

Tues. 2( «
Wed.
Thar«.

3y 23
4 24

Barometer. Of the Air7
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Aterage.

.

29.713
29.608
29.665

29.712
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29.709
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29.691
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29.6-1S
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29.709

Max.

57
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55

57

29.673 54.5 33.4

Min.
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35
30
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OJthFEirth
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deep.
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45.5

41.0

43.5

44.0
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43.5

48J
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47

47

48

48

44.0
I 4/.6

2 feet

deep.

9
45

4h

44J

45

45

4i8

ffsj

1

U
w.

w J

March 29—Fine ; very fine throughout ; alight rain at night.

— 30—Rain; cloudy; overcast.
— 31—Bain ; cloudy ; ve»y clear at night; 8li<ht frost.

April 1—Foggy ; cloudy ; heavy rain in afternoon ; foggy.

— 2— Foggy and drizzly; dark heavy clouds and showers; tat
overcast ; heavy rain.

— 3—Cloudy ; fine; heavy clouds; drizzly; showery.

— 4—Partially ovorcast ; fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the weekJ deg, below the average.

BECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending April 13,1*

April.

Sunday 7. •

Mon. 3
Tuea. 9..

"ed. 10..

Thurs. 11..

Friday 12..

Satur. 13..

& he 0/

57.8

56,u

64.7
55.3

55.2

55.4

55,5

be* 0."
S3 W c
- < -
- - -5>
37.2
35.8
35.4
33.4

35.7
37.0
33.9

c a.

Sa

47.5

45.4

45.0
44.3
45.5

46.2

iiZ

No. of
Years in
which it

Bained.

16

20
17
13
18
24
15

Greatest
Quantity
ot Rain.

Prevailing

n
7 3 2 5

2 5 6 1 5

6 6 1 4 6

2 * */ l « « !

2 « 5H ' l:

7 5 f 3f 3' 3 6

The highest temperature during the above P^^^Vll"*
ISS9—therm. 79 deg. ; an.) the lowest on tbe 10th, iao0-tt>ena.2a teg.

Notices to Correspondents.

Black Currants : R S. The buds seem to have beeniajarf

by cold. Have patience ; the plants will recover.

Bleaching Linen : Will any of our readers give JJW
housekeeper a good receipt for bleaching linen l«

manufacturer? Is there any process it should b .
W

j

before being laid on the Grass lor sun and water
j
m

heard of using the produce of the cowhouse, buUffl^

how to apply it. A Constant Reader and Subscribe^*

obliged by any information on the subject 'J*^
Colours : Rhododendron. There is no book ™t™«* I

in the art of blending two different colours of»
obtain distinct or particular colours ^m byonauw

plants. Take water colours and blend them on r—

that is the best guide. , , „,,- ffrifc
*

Coniferous Seeds : M A C S. We cannot^J^tf^
make out what you mean. Sow the ^edsinpa^

Cucumber frame, and pot the plants singly as w»

have got their true leaves well formed
on «*

Diseases: H. Such appearances are not unco™

.

entire-leaved Ash tree. We believe them to beoiu>

of ffalls. . . , _ Af the £?*

Fruit Room : Bushty. We doubt the wisdom ot 1 ^ :,

ment with so thin a partition wall ,
for bea*

obtained in some shape for the Mushrooms. ^
Glaze for Calk o : 8 W T. Three pints of Mf^. *

oil, 1 ounce of sugar of lead, and 4
:

ounces white^
,

sugar of lead mult be ground with a sinaH
q*J v

oilT and, added to the remainder, ™^£*U**
resin by means of gentle heat. Lay » c OTI

brush. One coat annually is sufficient. 1 aDSWer

Heating: Inverness. Possibly your pan ^"
3 wort*

you must take care that the pipe in tnenr
_^ ft^

usual and that a long air tube or good cis ^^
at the highest point ; otherwise the water ^m
late and will boil over. But will n0*£e

w to p**
f

absorb heat so fast from the open fire pww

out ? _, ,v frpes under gw^

Insects: J K. The leaves of pirPeacMi ce ^^
gnawed by the Weevil, Otiorhynchus so cat ^^
leaves after dark and lay a cloth un «»en

,
tf

branches, when the insects will fall on * ^ fly
sj

toad in your house.-./ 8 B. The ong^
wfaeat *g

bylius major.-Jf / B. The Weevite irom ^ *

from Bombay are not the English Calandra g

are C. Oryzae, Fabr. IF. ^. «,«ini^ of U*
Linnean Botany : / F Observe the w*"...„.»*» 'Ti
denoting clashes and

H

now-a -aays tninKs 01 snuuywg •**— .

only waste your time in trying to "?'«"

!

a>£ V-^
Names of Plants: H G C. Notylm incu^^^

villosa.—Redwood. Primulas *«bovt*» TbeF*^
of their native country cannot be name .^ ^ff„

n*"

denoting clas.-es and orders, not
T
."„.qn system

now-a days thinks of studying the Ljnn"
. |t

onlv wast a van* time in trying to ondersw
__£ ^ ^

a: HGC. Not;

'yd. Primulas v

country cannot ne »»^rrh So^'Sfg
two looks like P. carniolica.-6«^«^e t0

I* ^
2. Ceratonia Siliqua. The -Potato^ tak0

it «P

longus. Treat it like a tender Aniuai.
j

the frosts of autumn.-/ O N. Otffffi *outfffi

Renovation of Fruit Trees: If ^onand^ fl

your readers know the size of the inc. ^ obllg*

used for renovating his trees it wu ^and many others. aa The spo" ... \&JL
Vinery : Vitit. It is not a disease.

tJ)e ^ h»^
caused by over feeding :

that w £f** Your
&*"

damp and warm. They do no harm- ,

f
w

a bad affair. ^ m n „ farmed ^^ahf^l
Vines: We think An Old Svbsc'^ erji%urely **&«
curled bunch is healthy and w.^^^.
degrees. The leaf is perfectly "*

tfood. Tti*5p
appear to be suffering from msutbcxen*^^^ w

without proper support at tne iou • ^^r, or

either throw warm litter on i"^
dampness and warmth of your

\
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SEED CORN FROM THE CHALK.

BAYNHI1U), CALDECOTT. andBAWTREE supply

carefully selected and screened samples of all the most
approved varieties of Wheat, Barley. Oats, &c.

Address, Basingstoke, Andover ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark
Lane, B.C. Samples and prices Post-free on application.

RAYNBIRI), CALDECOTT, and bawtree,
Scan Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

sad »» Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
8IEDS, and SEED CORN*, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes* Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton 8eed Cakes. Ac, of best quality at Market Prices.

T~0 THE TRAD E.

PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH, WHITE GLOBE,
SKIRVING'8 PURPLE-TOP or YELLOW BULLOCK,

Asm GREL TOP SWEDE 1CRN1 PS, all warranted net.—
Prioss on application to Dicksos & Brown, Seed Merchants,
Manchester.
' f~0 THE TRADE. "

SKIRVING MARSHALL'S, and PURPLE-TOP
SWEDE, Early Horn, Long Surrey, and White Belgium

Carrot, Drumhead Cabbage, selected Crimson Beet, British

Qneao. Surprise, Daniel O" Itourke, and Burridge's Eclipse at
reduced prices.—Apply to M. Honey. Bridge Terrace, Maid-

| LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS op DRAINAGE of my extent

EXECUTED bv the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
avn IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to W'illiam Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

TO THE SEED TRADE.

TJD »MAS AYRES, Wholmalb and Retail Seeds-
max and Grower, Biggleewade, Beds, has to dispose of

a large quantity of TURN11 BD. in large or small qualiti-

es. The stock includes 8kirving*s LiverpooISwede, Ayres' Im-
prored Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede, Marshall's Im-

S
roved Purple Ton Swede, Green Top Yellow Swede, Round
Ireen, Green Globe. White Globe, Red Globe, Red Tankard,

Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other varieties

Price on application.

N B. A fewCwt. ofONION and IWRsNIPSEED to dispose of.

MANGEL WURZEL SEED.—A fine Stock of
YELLOW GLOBE ready for delivery. All new 8eed

and grows well. Price 1». Sd. per lb., or less by the cwt. Early
orders are requested.

Also LONG RED, 1*. per lb., OLIVE-SHAPED YELLOW,
OT RED (new variety), 1*. (kl. par ib. All of fine Stocks.

Address. Mr. Elliott, Petworth, Sussex.

MANGEL WURZEL Ain> TURNIP SEEDS.—
The undersigned can confidently recommend their

Stocks of the above SEEDS, crop 1860, grown from selected
and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on application.

James Fairhfad & Son, Seed Growers and Merchants,
Lewisham. Kent. London Establishment : 7, Borough
Market, 8. B.

*

MANGEL WURZEL.
THE NEW OVAL-SHAPKD YELLOW, introduced

by us four years since, has been thoroughly tested, and
proves to be a most superior sort It is ot a remarkably
rigorous growth, with finely shaped roots, intermediate in
length between the Long and the Globe, and producing from
five to ten tons more per acre than any other variety.

The teed is very fine, orovina upward* of 1- "» per cent., price
2a 6d. per lb Fourteen pounds and upwards delivered carriage
free to the principal Railway Stations.

W. DatniMoxn & 5 i, Seed Warehouse, Stirling.

V PRICED CATALOGUES of every description of FARM
PS may be had, post fre

| Tication.

VECETABLE AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, Jfcc!

Ml <. PARKER and WILLIAMS bop; to in-
form their friends and patrons that they are now pre-

Sred to execute with NEW and GENUINE SEEDS all orders
ey may be favoured with.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, th?: Oleroy, Estate Agents^ Surveyors, Ac.
in Enoland and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
1 1' ure. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the foil. ng works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm nouses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

EOYAL SOCIETY OFAGRICULTURAL
ENGLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, July 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, and 10th.

ENTRIES of Implements, Wool, Flax, Cheese, and Butter
close on the 1st of May, and Live Stock on the 1st of June.

Prize Sheets and Forms for Entries may be had on applica-
H. Hall Dark, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.
tiou to

Their PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, contain-
ing all NEW VEGETABLES proved to be oood, and all the
best of the older varieties, will be forwarded post free on appli-
cation. An inspection and comparison with prices of other
firms is solicited.

The following are particularly recommended as very superior
varieties in their respective classes, and should be included in
the most select collections:—Beet, Compact topped; rocco-
Hes, New ^Shite Sprouting. Winter White (true); Brussels
Sprouts, Improved Dwarf; Cauliflowers, Early Dwarf Erfurt
New Early Mammoth or Frogmore Forcing ; Celery, Imperial
Dwarf Rrd. Nonsuch, Colewort Rosette ; Leeks, Avion istle
Giant, Hybrid Prize; Lettuces. Alma, Moor Park, "Versailles;
Peas, Early Prolific, General Wyndham.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London. N.

CUCUM HER PLANTS! CUCIW1 BER PLANTS.—
Rifleman, General Outram. Manchester Prize. Eton's

Champion. Henders s A 1, and Victory of B ith. Strong well
rooted plants, twice stopped back, 20 inches high, Is. 9d. each,
er 18#. peT 12 inches high, 1*. 3d. each, or 12s. per dozen.
Carefully packed in cases and sent to all parts of the kingdom.
Charges for pecking 1 dozen or under, 2* «, ; 2 dozen, 3* '.,

*c. No orders att. ed to unless accompanied by a remit-
tance—Charlxs Finch, Bounds Green, Colney Hatch, N.

GRAYSON TRUE MORTLAKE GIANT ASPA-
RAGUS. grown on the ground where the late Mr

Grayson brought it to such perfection, so that Grayson's
Asparagns is preferred everywhere.

Seed saved from the Mortlake Beds. . . . 0#. \d. per oz.
Plants, one year old 2 6 per 100

^
wo

» 3 6 „
_ three ,, 5
The end of March and April is the best time to plant Asna-

sagus. Delivered free to any Railway Station in London.
Iress Francis R Kinqhorn, Sheen Nursery, S.W.

£fte aflricuUural <5a>ttte,
SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Monday, April 8—Botley (Mr. Blundell).

TrjuD1T _ ai Hexham (Rev. Mr. Shield on Meteor jlofcy).
9
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with three teams of oxen, and one of horses,
[leaving my present power of 10 horses, on a farm
of 410 acres of arable, and about 200 of pasture."

His experience thus described has tince sold 14
sets of M steam- plough tackle * all around him

—

and a di:>trict which had long been rendered
celebrated by such men as Stratton of Broad
Hinton, and by the well-bred stock which is

annually sent from it to take the prizes of our

cattle shows all over the island, and to spread the

fame of the Short-horned breed to the very ends of

the earth, is now becoming still more celebrated by
the energy with which its cultivators are taking

the lead of English agriculturists in what is

certainly now the leading feature of English

agriculture.

Of course Mr. Stratton, whose resolution, in-

telligence, and enterprise had placed him so high

on the list of English Short-horn breeders, was one

of the first to follow the Overtown example, and

already before last winter had set in he could say

to Mr. Fowler:—"Before I purchased your 12-

horse power Steam Plough, in October, 18-Ji), I

kept 27 horses and 20 oxen to work my farms,

which embrace 1000 acres arable. I have now
only the 27 horses, and shall probably do with 3

less in ordinary seasons. A fourth of the land is

in fallow, a half of this under green crop ; and,

owing to the plentiful manuring obtained by means
of my herd, the remaining three-fourths are well

cropped with Wheat, Oats, Beans, and Peas, so that

harvest-time provides plenty of carting for the teams.

Of 800 acres of pasture land, about half is mown for

hay, four horses being employed in working two
mowing machines ; but the cartage of all this

hay and corn does not prove too heavy a task for

the present reduced number of teams ; and should

it do so, I can hire horses for the purpose of the

dairy-farmers in the neighbourhood. I have done
more ploughing than scarifying; and more than 600
acres altogether. The machine is managed entirely

by my own farm -servants, and yet, since we began
to plough for Wheat-seeding, 200 acres have been
ploughed without any breakage, or the delay even
of half a day on account of either engine or tackle.

Three horses or four oxen ploughed, 4 to 7 inches
deep, not more than half an acre per day in winter,
though pushed through more in Wheat-sowing
time. With steam power we go 8 inches deep ; in
long summer days, or in free-cutting land, we have
done 12 acres a day, and frequently at th** rate of
one acre per hour." ''"

The district thus referred to is op.e of exceedingly
various geology, including the Chalk and beds
below it, but the steam cultivated farms are for

the most part on the calcareous clays below the
Chalk. It is a country of large farms, and, occu-
pied by men of both intelligence and means, it is

just adapted to the rapid spread of the steam
plough.

We had the pleasure last week of walking over
Mr. Redman's land. The Wheat put in after

once or twice cultivated
was looking in capital

condition ; and the land
cross-ploughed by steam

power after an autumn ploughing is being turned
over thoroughly disintegrated and tilled. Eleven
hours' work a day or thereabouts are got out of
the engine at this season of the year, during
which it consumes about 1 cwt. of coal per
hour, and ploughs from 6 to 7 acres of
land ; two men and four boys, costing about
11*. or 12s. a day in wages, do all the
work. The work which it accomplishes during
the year includes one or two ploughings before 150
acres of Wheat and 60 to 70 acres of other corn,
and one, two, or three ploughings and cultivatino-s
before Vetches, Mangels, and Swedes on the re-
mainder of 410 acres of arable land, 40 acres of
which are annually in Clover. And in addition
to this, Mr. IIedman occasionally does some work
for his neighbours. On November 20th, 1860 (that

Clover and Vetches
by steam power
anl most promising
which is now bein?

WrrniN a radius of 18 or 20 miles around
Overtown, near Swindon, there are no fewer than
14 or 15 sets of Fowler's steam cultivating appa-
ratus working ! It is right that we should name
Overtown as the centre of all this enterprise ; for,
whether it be strictly in the middle of the district
thus signalised or not, it is from Overtown that
the example has been taken which within the last
two years has spread so rapidly. The first of
these machines, purchased at the Chester Show, did
good work on that farm during the autumn
of 1858 and spring of 1859; and in the
month of May that year, Mr. Redman
could report that the set of steam plough tackle
sent him at the end of the previous September
had done good service. He then said :

—" Under no
use of animal strength could the land be left in
the mild and healthy state it now presents. I
have 60 acres under preparation for roots, in a
very different condition from what it would have
been had it been ploughed by cattle, and alto-
gether different from what my land for roots has ,

been at this time in former vears. The auantitv wet 7ear)» ***• Redman could say that he had thus
of land ploughed by me with steam last autumn
was 210 acres, at a cost of 112/. 10s. 6</., including
incidental expenses and a first start: this was
accomplished by the 4th January in 50 working
days, being 4\ acres per day, which completed
our winter's work. In future I hope to finish all

autumn cultivation by the end of November. I
again brought out the tackle in March, and

j
furrow 5 inches deep is very hard work tor three

ploughed above 40 acres for a neighbour : since ! horses or four oxen (at this season ot the year),
which I have ploughed 95 acres, and scarified 14,

J

was 13 horses and 13 oxen. My present force is
id 21 days, or about 5£ acres per day. The cost

|
only 10 horses, besides the one in use to supply the

This has been an
or any other tillage,

cultivated 600 acres since February, and more
than double that extent since he commenced steam
cultivation.

And he added:

—

11 The force of teams to work my farm of 410
acres arable, and nearly 200 acres of pasture soil,

so peculiarly stiff and sticking that ploughing a

T.«,wi., |llclR,reyI)Uin 'OrinepursuitsofAgriculture • J ' ***"-»"*< "4 auca j»ci **«/• -»-«i^ wo* vu»^> *v huioco, ucoiuco uio um
^s^rnTvii'^

11
'"?!' ^anuf{WJ",C8

* »n<i the Arts; for the I of tnis I an* not able to state accurately, as there engine with coal and water.
An^ »^^ are some bills not yet paid, but I think I am safe !

unpropitious year for steam u -, ..^,
SSE^m ex^U

u
te
5 %t the ColIe*e - The terms and other par

m Say ing that it will not exceed 7s. per acre. ' and of course, except on farms that are verv-«*" may be had on application to the Principal. Since using the steam plough, I have dispensed small, the opportunity of smashing up stubbles in
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autumn, and accomplishing in one operation the

labour of a whole succeeding spring, has been lost

through the drenching weather ; but still, as my
work is forward and for the most part well done,

and the working expenses 7*. per acr , I find a

great benefit from steam cultivation in every

respect."

On February 14 he wrote:—" Since the frost

has given we have ploughed about 60 acres, 25 of

which were for a neighbour ; we shall have

nothing more to do on my farm till the land is dry

enough for stirring. This is very different from

my neighbours who are not using steam. My
friend next me, who farms about the same acreage

I do, had 100 acres of fallowing to plough when
the frost set in, and this is about the situation of

most around me. Had the weather been favour-

able I should have finished very much earlier ; of

course this has been a most unpropitious season

for all steam cultivation, but steam has the advan-

tage over animal power in many ways. Expe-
j

dition is possible, so that there is no compulsion to

work when the land is not in a proper state ; and

the treading is avoided, which leaves the land in

such a healthy state that the water percolates

through the soil, and thus it is ready for planting

in the spring earlier than it otherwise would be.

I d$o. quite of opinion that for heavy land farms

steam is very preferable to the old method of

cultivation."

To this short account of the most recent ex-

perience in steam cultivation, we add that it has

thus proved successful in a district of low wages

:

where, indeed, there is an ample supply of labour

at 9s. a week. Such labour is not necessarily however
cheap labour, and we do not know that a profit

from the substitution of steam power for that

of horses is less likely where the attendant

labourers receive low wages than where they are

well paid. Meanwhile it is Mr. Redman's experi-

ence that steam cultivation, though it does not

diminish the annual amount of wages paid upon a
farm, results in a much more efficient tillage of

the land than was previously possible. His labour
bill—about 800/. per annum on a farm of 600 acres,

nearly 200 of which are pasture, and 40 every
year in Clover—is not below the average of well-
cultivated heavy-land farms with so large a pro-
portion of arable land.

Sometimes the flowers are entirely

suppressed, and instead a little head of bulbs, a
propagated.

hundred or more in number, is substituted and

these have such a tendency to vegetate that they

often put out their first leaf before they fall, it

may therefore be readily imagined that it the

Garlic were very prevalent in the crop, the heads

of bulbs would be harvested with the gram, and

that the bulbs themselves would be threshed out,

and asthey are nearlyof the same size with the corn,

could not very easily be separated. Even cur own

improved dressing machines could probably not

drive them out, and we know from the occasional

occurrence of American flour strongly tainted witn

Melilot, that foreign machines do not always

accomplish as much as our own, for a sample ot

British Wheat mixed with Melilot, though once

so common, is now scarcely to be met with. IUIUCU unu. «^«««*^^v* iBumauue mai reigB$ ffinWe have no information as to the particular
; where the motives of agricultural emprise W**

part of America from which the Wheat originated. taken roofc .
*-> ***

Presuming however that it came eithar from

Canada or the Northern United States, there are

but two species of Garlic, Allium vineale and A.
canadense, to which the little bulbs could be

referred. We have no opportunity of ascertaining

the point at this moment, and in all probability

the characters of the little bulbs alone may not _ , ..._ —

„

be sufficiently characteristic to determine the P?s
.

s as th* mmdJ^ f^edf Up » narrow ci^
• a. itt i n i_ I* ™ +u~ ^lo^f I staircase, in a small low room but scantlv furniiy

point. We shall however try to raise the plant,
| eyen^^ ugual insignia of^ p™^™J

one more expert in agricultural evidences tK
^

scape would, in those days, have told a tal ^
^"

lost, like a masonic sign unrecognised t f
**

young gaze that simply took in what the hT? ^
the artist could see. Each of these w i?***
looked over, and thereby overlooked the Si ^
mere Farmer would perhaps have looked at ^
else, and pronounced it very ' changy.' and

*°^
the best of management

: the mere GeoW.^^
no doubt have called it ' interesting/ But t

^
that looked deeper than Hunter, Landscape

** *
Geologist, or Farmer, there beckoned from tl? •

signs more chilling than a February fog m
*

*J
couraging than a changeful soil sig^ J**
shall sometimes see within the very srookJzJ*
wealthy cities the marks of utter aoricrfwf
apathy and ignorance among the labouring <2*
apathy that penetrates and hardens the verr T
more than ever Labour did the Hand,

-tfce'mS
turbed and unawakened ignorance that

—
* °B^

It is a weary sight
: it wars agah25

' moral fitness
'
in the heart of civilized educated^?

that whispers there ought to be a reasonable eqX
in the race of progress, throughout a land where

M

and Commerce and the Springs of Industry hxn»
special locality and whereabout, but exist foralLafti

When did journey ever terminate exactly as*
expected 1 What scene fore-pictured ever come?

«

point. We shall however try

as the matter is interesting in more^ than one

point of view. The point of practical importance

is to set purchasers on their guard against Wheat
containing Garlic bulbs, which will certainly spoil

their flour, and may be the means of spreading a

new pest over the country, and one which may not

be easily eradicated, should it be once established,

as the plant is perennial, and has besides such

powers of quick and certain iu crease.

Allium canadense at least is the pest of Canada,

where it is abundant in almost every sandy field,

whether pasture or under the plough. In

situations which promote its growth it is useless to

allow cattle to graze. The butter made from such

pastures is absolutely uneatable, and the same may
be said of their flesh when slaughtered. Allium
vineale has a character almost as bad in most parts

of Germany, except in the neighbourhood of

Leipsic, where the inhabitants attribute the line

flavour of their larks to their feeding largely on
its little bulbs. M. J. B.

6. .viPTur of American Wheat, of excellent
quality so far as the Wheat is concerned, has just
been submitted to us, which shows most forcibly
the advantage of Farmers and Corn dealers having
some larger degree of acquaintance with corn weeds
than they generally possess at present. The corn
was mixed conspicuously with little oval shining
subglobose or slightlycompressed pink bodies, which
passed probably with both seller and buyer for the
seed of some plant, which would grind down with
the corn, and not materially affect the quality of
the flour. When however it came into the miller's
hands, he immediately detected something which
he had never seen before, and on tasting the
bodies in question, he found the flavour of Garlic
bo strong that he hesitated about grinding it, and
Wisely sought for better information than he pos-
sessed himself. He felt sure indeed that the flour
must be tainted, and it was clear that in proportion
to the quantity of the strange matter, the flour
would be raw, as that at least had not parted with
its moisture, however good the condition of the
Wheat itself might be. On examination it was
found that the corn was mixed to an injurious
extent with little Garlic bulb?, which made it as
unfit for sowing as it was for the mill.
But how could the bulbs have got into the

Wheat ? We shall be able to give an answer to this
question presently. But we mav remark first that
the incident is not wholly without example, though
no instance has fallen within our own observation,
nor can we hear of any similar case in our own
neighbourhood. It is very possible however that
it may not be strange to every part of England,
but at all events we find it recorded in an old

{f
ernian edition of Linnaeus' System of Plants that

both the crops of Wheat and Barley are occasionally
tainted by a species of Garlic, Allium vineale.

It may not indeed be generally known that we
nave in England the very same species, known
commonly under the name of Crow Garlic, which
occasionally appears in our cornfields where the soil

thonK
and diy

'
esPecia% if chalky or gravelly,

of wfu.
m°re

-

CTon on waste Sround >
on the t >ps

not HklL°V
n
v
0t^r sltuatiol*s where the bulbs are

^ commL V1Sturbed
*

Ifc * P*»*ar to this

flowers whil
lth "^ other ^™* to have the

little bulbs \LT V"*™** sparingly, mixed with
t>s, by **»» of which the plant is rapidly

TALES OF A LANDLORD.
COUNTER-TENANTS.

It is a strange reflection that in the country we call
old England, there exist, almost in every shire, districts
that are, or not long ago were, agriculturally speaking,
only just bora. Even in the most fertile and the most
populous counties, you shall find parts so drear, po
wild, so unkempt, and seeiningl r uncared for, that you
feel as you pass through them, that chill and
weird sensation which the absence of human vestiges
creates iu the human heart. I am not speak
ing of artificial Chase or Warren, of those
exquisite out-o'-door Salvator Rosa pieces that presently
betray their ' Reason-why* by your coming upon the
huge Frame, in the shape of a park-paling evidently
cleft by the giant axes of giant carpenters in the days of
giant Landscape-makers. I speak of real and veritable
desert-spots that appear to have been forgotten, or
altogether overlooked and left behind in the advance
of Civilization, where a kind of meanness and poverty
of outline takes away even the poetry of wild nature,
and makes one long inwardly for a colony of Spades,
Square patches, and Cottages, anything'to break the
dismal monotony of neglect extending out before the
eye, and unaccounted for by any fault or frailty of the
maiden soil except the old complaint of " nobody
coming to woo." How singular is the mesmeric power
of such a scene, to dr the mind into sympathy with
its own features. Let any one as he dozes in his
after-dinner chair go back in mental journey over the
district he has ridden through, and say whether every
mile of the road does not rise in picture after
picture, with a character of its own so dis-
tinct and strongly impressed upon the feel-
ings, through the eye, that it has become a part of
himself, as it were, or rather a great many separate
'selves' reflecting in inward succession the charac-

as I entered, rose a tall large manly figure whose fa
impression on me was that it was much too big for the

room ; (one cannot help those first-sight physical n-

marks that make themselves with Bach provokk

independence of the will :) the second was tk

the business of nearly a whole county prodw

something else on a man's face besides spectids

-an anxious overworked expression a ring i

redness round the eyes, and a suffusion of the op
itself, suggesting small print and candlelight, and lag

night hours extending into the 'short' onea M
were the rapid first-glance impressions made upon my

mind before a somewhat formal but kindly salutafct

from the head of the Firm of Penn and Debbitt, bad

time to take effect. It was said that no one ever cam

from an iuterview with Mr. Penn, Sea, without the

feeling that her or his business (as the* gender ni

case might be) was chief object of tea though

and studies. Can it be wondered at that but

ness fell thick upon him, and that linmygrea

hood had pictured something different to a m
like a pent-house, approached by a narrow flg *

creaking stairs, no great show of Papers, stili mi
books, or Tin-boxes with large-lettered w*W
them : no, there was little of all this, ib»»
well could be : you might have thought J ^/*
only client, but for that weighted eye, and c«J»

voice and manner : it was in truth at first «ghuTj
looking cage for so large a bird : but you nevertWP

of it a second time ; and apparently he wverW
of it at all. Like many another hard-wori^r

and bruin, in this hard-working country, he nilgai

written over his den " I magnify my office.

It does not take long to tell a story wmn

hearer knows better than the speaker, isoo

myself a listener in the dialogue I had openja

»

rather troubled statement of the chaos thatiii*

in my path like an avalanche, by the lande\%£
which an unexpected Will had cast upon myjw»

" I should have seemed no friend of yours,

" to any one who could have overheard my

entreaties to the late Owner to spare you

minent place you hold iu the long Li^tauo j
Will. But he was always very sanguine m^
sanguine people are more inaccessiole

j ft
^

than any other class I know. * have
,\^f

especially in regard to Land : and I need

I have seen a good deal of that experience. ^
"But how comes that?" I interposed, ° ^

think there is something so solid ana
. ^

able about Land so different toJ®*^*
trading uncertainties and risks, that tn

^ ^ #

Accounts must be the easiest ot an

bottom of."

"To get to the bottom of, without
ever

i" he

0*

you might say with more truth,
l[chJ&<£

sponded, with the sudden smile with wn ^ ,^
a strong and keen conviction :

" ' N
t̂V*^

asfcRiches' the proverb says: I «u»* y&\^Riches' the proverb says

thing more so, and that is landed

the conditions l

.overt^

ln**m\ ^M^ijtfitemtics of the scene without. The very turns and fession, least of all to one which deals i^^
angles of the road fasten it down in geometrical accounts, finds himself, on coming;into P

tu0f»'WJ
precision point after point upon the memory, and a nucleus of a wide acreage, the idol"»P^ Very ^Jwild picture-erallerv remains for ™.™_ ««^«^. **. I

f tenantry ' great and small, part ot ^- ^0^j
+

picture-gallery remains for years, sometimes for
ife occupying the mind with a fantastic power right it seems, to regard mm ^^^sa^l
little thought of, or anticipated as the rider rode along, storehouse of wealth, and favours, }^

x .^ tubjj

the creature of the present, 'marking the landscape' « »—«—»—J »*- k-;™ tiim a moderate^ ^jr
h* would say, in truth the landscape marking him;

<&.
photographically.

Such is the recollection I strive to convey of
thirteen protracted miles stretching away their un-
mitigated length through the misty landscape of a cold
grey Kbruary morning that threatened to turn towhite before the day was much older.
Happy i3 the eye that cannot look too deep. To

Repairs,' and who bring him « - ^
of gold, silver and bank-notes **"**.;

at h*,^
cousin used to have a wash-hand o^jw

jo}*\fl

Rent-days,—poor old gentleman I » ^ d^^
since the cheques came in ;) ,

eer
niotf

health three times three and on
e ;>^

I >inner, with a merry song and laug

** Shaking after the shearing .,

" Exactly :-the sheep always ao
No *ofl&
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the F.eece is a heavy responsibility to carry about.

The Shears never make so light a Summer-suit as for

tinfirst customer."
u Cantabit vacuus / I begin to think that motto

was not meant in joke."

"It could hardly have

The load is shifted from

That is ail. But then comes

the new Dramatis persona

a truer application.

many backs to one.

the per contra. Enter
-Jointuress, Dowager-

ditto, Rentcharge-owners various, Settlement-owners

of the last and present generation, ' with attendants,'

followed by Bricklayers, Carpenters, Plumbers,

Painters, and Repair-performers in general, followed by

a Fire-brigade from the Insurance Offices ; next enter

the Drainers and Tile-manufacturers, with their ' little

bills'*'

" But you have forgotten "

•* What the Great Drainer, with the largest Bill of

all ? No ! I reserved him to bring up the rear :

enter then, last not least, the Mortgagee ! A goodly

throng altogether. If the Tenants when they toast

their Landlord could see him properly personified

like Briareus, with a hundred hands it would spoil

the good cheer with most admired disorder, like the

ghost of Banquo."
" There should be a second table then one for

the Tenants, the other for the Cov nter-tenants !

"

11 It would be a curious, and useful sight, sir, on
many a large estate. For, here lies the deception

and the danger : the one set of guests is visible,

actively and openly mordent and bibulous, the

Other is invisible, yet not the less absorptive, in-

visible not to the world only, but too often to the one

of that party the most interested. This is the banquet

of to-day, the other of the whole year round, of every

day in it; and each claimant knocks in ignorance of all

the others. I like, indeed, your proposal of a table for

the ' Counter-tenants ' ! They should have an opportu-

nity afforded them of seeing each other, for good fel-

lowship's sake ! If such reunions took place, semi-

annually, al 1 agricultural England over"
" It would create mutual astonishment in unexpected

quarters
!

"

" It would do more and better than that. It would
tend indirectly, but surely, to a more widely diffused

and equal system of agricultural improvement."
" I suppose ' indirectly ' is English for the Irish

medium of a ' Landed- Estates Court?'"
" I think not I have heard that idea, but I don't

believe in the necessity, nor indeed in the analogy
implied.''

* The difference is one of degree ?

"

" And much more. The difference is absolute and
specific. The one is the case of absentee proprietors
who cannot pay the charges, or the interest on them,
of estates they never see; the other that of a Resident
Proprietary whom the incautious ambition, often,
if you lit imprudence, of predecessors has left over-

landed. A simpler remedy has often, I confess, pre-
sented itself to me "

"Had I three ears, I'd hear thee I

"

" I might almost go on with your quotation, for the
acknowledgment of it from one of my profession will
seem * bold and resolute ' enough ; for, I dare to
doubt • the power of man,' at least his moral power,
——his right to tie the dead to the living,' first ;

and secondly to dictate what individuals unborn shall
do, or not do. We lawyers have an office-adage * Men
make their marriage-settlements as if they were going
to die, and their wills as if they were going to live
for ever.' To the first I have no objection :

a man may certainly anticipate his own decease, in one
sense, as soon and as much as he pleases : no one will

grudge him that amusement. But I object to his
making a Will by which he is to live" for ever : lawyer
though I be, I dispute parchment] immortality !

"
It

strikes me each generation in turn has a right to
its own life tenure of the Earth. And now to
explain : * T.

$o *Q*
&

STEAM CTLTIVATION—LT-r LAND.
Tttb objectors to my circular I tern of steam agricul-

ture have always advanced, as a prime anrument
against it, that I lose land. I might meet this objec-
tion by alleging tliat the farmer, by his wide spreading
hedgerows and innumerable furrows, loses an amount
equal to my own; and that the steam ploughman,
in his very broad headland, loses as much. I shall
not defend my system bv quoting the defects of others.
Alth gh I must first show how farmers lose in
profit, produce, and land by their present system, it
shall be more especially my place to demonstrate in
this letter, that I gain in all these points through my
circular agriculture. I must again briefly explain, to
the readers of the Agricultural Gazette, what my
system would resemble. I propose to >team cultivate a
farm in circular areas, each containing half an acre of
land (more or less)

; these circular areas aredistinct from
but nearly touching each other— in fact it is the
Allotment "system carri out on a grand scale for

tne benefit of the farmer himself, aided bv steam and
mecha? q, over which the poor allottee 'has now no
command, yet every one knows the vast incr. e in
meat and Wheat obtained under the allotment system.
**y cultivating the land in circles, where three circles
conjom I lose apparently a few rods of land, in fact
ne land untitled amounts to 1* acre in 20 acres. If a

farmer places three coins upon the table, all touching i

he will see the comparative loss; if four circles latching,

be the plan adopted, he will have fewer pieces of land,

&61 yet the whole apparent loss in one lump (whether
|

the three or four circle arrangement be the better),

must in practice be proved.

The disadvantages of the pn sent system of agricul-

ture, on whose governing principles (those of the

straight-line, and no untilled land; every plan of steam

culture (except my own) is based, are the following

:

nothing effectual can be done in a field until it is cleared,

nor any second crop sown or grown, because the first is

not off the land. No s\ stem of transplanting crops for

winter or sheep feed can be pursued, because the trans-

plants are net ready at hand, or the prepared land is

not in close proximity to the transplant seedbeds.

Cartage of roots, corn, straw, fodder, manure or water,

which entails an expense equal to at least half the rent

of the farm, cannot be prevented, because there are no

vacant or "lost" spaces whereon to pile, store, or

deposit the various commodities. Cattle cannot be

fattened in the field, although we have portable cattle

boxes and sheds, portable root pulpers. Turnip cutters,

straw and chaff cutters, without end, because there are

no islands dotted over the vast ocean space of our fields,

whereon these cattle boxes and sheds could stand, and

have the food and bedding brought to them from the

closely adjoining storehouses, until the cattle were

fatted and ready for the market. Lands must be

manured, all in the lump, at the three or six months'

end, by an enormous expenditure of horse power on the

instant, instead of receiving every morning, with a

minimum expenditure of manual power, a dose of

manure direct from the fatting or feeding cattle^ sheds,

closely adjoining the land to be manured. Irrigation

cannot be pursued in the summer, because by the

present imitation river like method of land-drainage,

the water has all run away in the winter. There are

no wells in the fields to supply water for the steam-

engine, or the fatting and feeding animals, neither can

there be, because there are no blank or " lost " spaces,

wherein to catch and hoard up the precious fluid

against a hot summer's day. The farmer must plough

up his land at one stroke, since he has no machine

;

neither has he the time or convenience for doing it by
repeated strokes, as they fell great Oaks. He cannot

grow exceptional, that is very paving or profitable

crops, but must content himself with simple Wheat,

and dear bought meat. I wish to call the English

tanner's particular attention to this last fact, that he

derives his hard got profits from the most bulky, lowest

priced and most ordinary of this earth's produce.

To him is denied the profit aris'ng from any
article that lies in an eggshell. His commodities
must be laboriously carted to the market by the

waggon load, for his system of tilled land arrangement
does not enable him to grow anything which would
give him more profit in less bulk. He illustrates the

able of the Boy and Filberts—by trying to grasp too

much, and tilling every inch of land, he loses many
benefits and prizes.

Let me now depict in the fairest manner I can the

merits of my circular system of steam agriculture. In
the firs ace T have nrmwiy blnnk er-ttKtiimd ices

represented in rods of land, as I have of large growing
j

plots represented in half acres of land. This is the

principle of my system, and is the keystone to all the

advantages I shall presently enumerate. Let it be

understood these blank or small spaces are the feeders,

and are destined to subserve the larger areas, to

pi event labour by anticipating it. also to equalise and
distribute the labours of tillage by extending them
over longer periods of time. This last is considered a

very profitable law in any mechanical system, and is

employed wherever ii m be introduced. Agriculture
affords a fine field for its use.

In the next place I prevent the everlasting carting

to and froon a farm, which entails an i nditure equal

to at least half the rental. Having blank spaces

between my circles I can deposit corn thereon, until

the portable combined threshing machine prepares it at

once for the maiket. The threshed straw is then
stacked on the untilled spaces as bedding tor cattle.

Tile corn being removed from the large circles on to
the small blank spaces, a second crop for the winter
food of sheep, &c. can be instantly sown or transplanted.

Roots are all pulled and piled, or graved in the blank
spaces. (It is desirable to mention here that the circles

which grow roots alternate with corn or straw circles.

Thus bedding and food for stock are ever within a
distance of 100 yards of each other all over the farm.)
Beans, Peas, and other crops which require the straw
and pods to be ripened after being cut, are transferred
to the blank spaces, and a second crop of some sort

grown on the land from which they were transferred.

The number of stock to be fattened are placed in boxes
and sheep or lean stock are shedded on the blank spaces,

he root-pulper and straw-cutter are kept going, and
the manure made over night is every morning trans-

ferred to the large half-acre circles immediately adjoin-

ing the animals. Thus cattle-feeding, m inuring, and
double-cropping can be nnintermittingly carried on
without cartage, hence the often sup ted expensive

rails, portable or fixed, may be avoided. The whole
principle of my <• .ttle-feeding is based on the fact that

our farm animals must be viewed as self-portable roet-

pulpers and straw-cutters, and therefore it is w r to

take the beast to the bulk, rather than bring the bulk

to the beast, bearing xn mind that every farmer who
carts 1000 tons of Turnips a mile carries 900 tons of
valueless water. We have now disposed of some of my
blank or " lost " spaces in economical meat manufac-
turing and corn and root storing. We have still a
great many left, so let us see how they can be turned
to account.

The farmer cannot now transplant, for he has no
convenient seed beds; by using my small spaces this

can be remedied, since the transplants can be grown in

the closest proximity to the large circles, to which

Cabbage, or Kohl Rabi, &c, can be transferred without

feeling the change. (I ought here also to explain that

the interior works or mechanism to my circular steam

cultivator are men and boys, consequently I ensure the

farmer a good staff of assistants, and as these are a

convertible mechanism adapted to every job, they are

just the mechanism the ever varying duties of a farm

require.) I guarantee irrigation, and water for the

engines or stock, by having a certain number of wells

(clay-tamped) on some ot the blank spaces in each field,

thus providing an abundant supply of water all the

year round.

I will now point out what nearly new and highly

profitable crops the fanner might cultivate on the

blank spaces left by my circular tilling machine, first

observing that it is a stigma on the farmer that he now
relies on little more than two crops for profit in his

business. The gardener, a much smaller but more
scientific man, never relies on less than 10 or 20 different

crops. The Irish once relied on one crop, and were

starved.

In the first place he may combine a species of market
gardening with farming, by growing Carrots, Parsnips,

Beet, Potatoes, and Winter Kale in abundance for the

poor and working classes generally of great towns, since

the railway has brought him just as near a large town,

100 miles off his farm, as were the market gardens

50 years ago, when they were 10 miles off London. He
can grow chicory on the blank spaces ; but the most

important crop would be Flax, for having a large

staffof assistants he could manipulate it as it ought to

be, to fetch the best price. This is a crop whieh
requires great attention, and it is most desirable that

water to 6teep it in be close at hand; this would be the

case with my wells of water on the blank spaces. The
produce of this crop varies from 2.U. to 31/., the fibre

(in the first estimate) bringing 17/., and the Flax seed

7/. per acre. The next crop is the Sunflower, admirably

adapted for the production of a fibre suitable for making
paper for the cheap newspapers, also for an edible oil

which cannot be surpassed for colour or blandness, as

well as a cake for fattening stock. This crop will

average from 35/. to 45/. per acre, affording a clear

profit of 20Z. to 24/. on its fibre, oil, and cake.

No doubt some great farmer would feel inclined to

ridicule such suggestions as growing Sun [lower with
corn flour, but it is a friend's part to tell him he must
not despise small things in his business. It is by
numerous small things wrapped up with larger articles,

the tradesman or manufacturer makes his great profits.

It is not the house which pays the great profit, but the
small things within it. The large house only returns

61. per cent., the furniture or fittings 50/. T>er cent.

Besides, is not the world itself made up of small things;
we ourselves, perhaps the most important, being
amongst the smallest. It is from want of small things
that the profits of farming are so slow and even low.

Some farmers abroad actually grow woims, and large
cities, such as Lyons, owe their very existence to the
industry of farmers, who in their untilled patches of
ground, rear these lowly worms. But let no farmer
suppose he can grow the Sunflower or the Flax, or
other things I may suggest, by the acre. They must
be produced in small plots and be incidental to the
main crops; there is a law or reason why they cannot
be produced en masse with advantage ; the law which
forbids it is too long for explanation in this letter. It
may be sufficient to observe that I knew a man who
took to egg-hatching and chicken rearing 'by the acre/
but it never answered en masse ; a second took to Flax,
Chicory, and Sunflower growing by the acre, but it

never succeeded ; a third took to pig fatting by the
acre ' on a small farm, but it never paid, nor ever will,

unless it be carried out in conjunction with, and as
auxiliary to certain main principles embodied in a
systematic arable land arrangement, such as I indicate
in my large farms with small plots.

To proceed, the next crops to be produced on the
blank spaces are honey and wax ; these are invaluable
commodities, but the supply is so limited, that very
few of the population ever taste honey during the
whole year ; it is now 1*. 4d. per pound. Wax is a most
useful article in the arts, and would be more extensively

employed, were it but cheaper. For the farmer to
produce honey and wax in quantity, he would have to

sow a certain number of the "lost" spaces with

flowering, yet useful plants, and he* would call these

flower spaces "bee pastures;'* success in bee keeping
depends on pasturage, therefore seed Turnips, White
Clover, Buckwheat, Heath, Lavender, &c. must be
grown on some of the a

lost " or blank spaces. I will

not predict how many cwt. of honey and wax, say at

4/. per cwt., could be produced off a farm, without in

the least diminishing that produce now derived from
an acre ofcorn land on the present rectangular and all-

tilled system. Poultry, rabbits, eggs, and butter (now
1*. and Sd. per lb.) all pay and are in immense demand,
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allot' which the lanuer could produce 111 quantity, U

he had but distinct patches of land dotted over his

farm, whereon to grow their special food.

All further benefits and profits by his present mode

of tillage are utterly denied ; the farmer by ray system

would have a plot for everything, and everything

growing, fattening, and flourishing on its own plot.

As I said before, my system of steam farming is neither

more nor less than the "allotment" system carried out

in its entirety for the benefit of the farmer himself.

The poor allottee has beat the farmer in production,

without the aid of steam or mechanism : how superior

in produce and profit would a like method of pro-

ceeding be to the farmer, when aided by steam and

machinery as his powerful auxiliaries.

I fear 1 have trespassed on the time of your readers,

and probably some may feel inclined to call me a

" visionary enthusiast," so allow me at once to state

that that can hardly be applied to one whose enthu-

siasm has had a cooling of some 14 years, .and yet

burns with the same steady self-reliance and conviction

of the perfect practicability of his system ofagriculture,

us on the first week it was conceived and carefully noted

down by pen and pencil for the benefit of the present

British farmer or his immediate successors. C. Burcham,

0, Lisle Street, W. C.

WEEKLY AGRICULTURALJ^AGE^-Cor^n^
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WEEKLY AGRICULTURAL WAGES.
|
Extracted from a recent return to the House of Commons,

referred to lately.]

• •

V •

Surrey—
Epsom
Gudstone

Kent—
Eastry
Romney Marsh

Sussex—
Ticehurst .

.

Westhampnett
Mifilmr.it

Hants—
Droxford
Andover

• •

9 •

• •

- *

* •

* *

Weekly Wages of Men during
Quarters ending

Michaelmas, 1860. 1 Christmas, 1860.

12s. to 14s.

13s.

13s.

L2s.

13s.

15s.

12s.

12s.

lis.

13s. 6d.

18s. 6d.

• • *

• •

I *

BERK8—
Hungerford.

.

Fariiigdon .

.

Wantage

IIerts —
RoyBton
Hitcbin

I'.THKMPTOW—
Brix worth
Oxwdle
Peterborough

Huntingdon—
St. X cot's ..

Bedfordshire—
Bed lord

"Woburn

Cambridoeshire-
Chesterton •.

Essex—
iiillericay .

.

Tendring
Dunmow

Suffolk—
Stow
Samford

Blything

Norfolk—
Aylsham
Depwade
Downham

- •

lis.

15s. 6d.

12s. to 15s.

9s. to 12s.

10s.

12s.

12s.

lis.

lis.

10s. Gd.

9s.

10s.

10s.

10«.

10*.

10s.

9s. Gd.

* •

* t

lis.

lis.

1 2s.

lis.

10s. tolls.
lis.

• •

• •

m *

10S. tO 118.

10s. to lis.

10s. Gd.

10s.

lis.

10s.

10s.

10s. to 12s.

lis. to 12s.

Us.

9?. to lis. 6d.

lis. to 138.

16s., 10s.

10s.

10s.

12s. to 14s.

10s. to lis.

• * Us.
10s.

lis.

.Wilts-
Devizes
Aldorbury

Dorset—
Wimborne
Wareham
Ccrne..

• *

• *

• •

• *

Devon—
Axminster .

.

Okehampton
Tiverton I.

Barnstaple .

.

Cornwall—
Camelford .

.

Somerset—
Shepton Mallet
Axbridge

9s.

9s. to 10s.

9s.

9s. 6d.
10s.

lis. to 123. Gd.
lis. to 13s.

10s. Gd.

10a. 6d.

10s.

Us.

9s. to 10s.

9s. to 10s.

9s.

9s. to 12.*.

:

. to 10s.

8s.

9s. to 10s.

9s. to 12s.

10s. to 12s.

10s. to 12s.

• •

r'U>UCESTERSHIRE—
Newent

won the-Wold..
Cheltenham

Uei ordshire-5
Lenbury
Hereford
Biomyard ..

Salop—
Mnffnal
Atebam,

30s.

9s. to 10s, 6d.

9s.

9s. to 10s.

lis.

10s.

8b.

9s.

8s.

8s. to lis.

10s.

10s.

10s.

9s,

9s.

9 s.

9fi.

9s.

9s. Gd.

10s.

9s.

9s. to 9s. Gd.

9s.

* *

Staffordshire.
Burton

10s. to lis.

10a.
10s. tolls.
10s. 6d.

• • 13s. 12a.

Worcestershire-
Stourbridge .

.

Evesham
rershore
Droitwich .

.

Warwickshire—
Warwick
Stratfcfrd .

.

Leicestershire—
Market-liosworth .

.

Melton Mowbray .

.

Rutlandshire—
Oakham

Weekly Wages of Men during

Quarters ending

Christmas, 1860
Michaelmas, 1S60.

lis.

9b. to 10s.

9s. to 10s.

10s.

lis.

9s. to lis.

9s. to 10s.

9s. to 10s.

• *

10s. Gd.

10s. 6d.

mineralised " and destroyed. \Ve hope thS" f
3

thus be brought into use wherever this -npm •

^l,; M„ CAn Amintf IWnrnh . 9.R m*Jkl V »
1

this season. Amicus, March 26. [This wasref
* "^

in a late leading article in the Gardeners' Ch***

*

and it is described at p. 125, Vol. II J>Z°**;
Wilson's " Farm Crops."]

H ^<*>e*

10s. Gd.

10s. Gd.

12s. to 13s.

15s.

lis. to 17s.

15s.

octettes*

12s.

Lincolnshire—
Louth • •

13s. 6d.

Notts—
Newa: k • •

• •

Derbyshire
Ashbourne

Cheshire—
Ruucorn
Nantwich
Hawarden

Lam re—
Ormskirk
Clitheroe
Garstang

Yorkshire—
Settle..

Fateley Bridge
Doncaster .

.

Thorne
Walton
Ley burn
Richmond

Durham—
Darlington
Sedgefield

• *

# t

t »

13s. Cd.

lis.

12s. to 13s. 6d.

12s.

12s. 6s., with food.

fl •

• t

lis.

12s.

12s.

• *

9

• •

• •

14s.

15s.

13s. to 18s.

15s.

15s.

13s. 6d. to 14s.

16s.

8s. and food.

13s.

14s.

• * • *

• •

• •

NORTHUMBERl AND
Morpeth
Berwick
Glendale

Cumberland—
Brampton
Wigton
Bootle • •

Westmoreland—
Eastward .

Keudal

13s. Gd.

15s.

lis.

12s.

12s.

12s.

14s.

10s.

15s.

12s.

13s.

10s.

7s. and food.

13s. 6d.

13s.

15s.'

15s.

15s.

15s.

15s.

15s.

• •

12s.

18s.

13s. 6d.

15s.

14s. to 16s.

12s.

12s.

9s.

los.

15s.

Monmouthshire—
Monmouth .

.

Bed well ty .

.

Newport

Wales—
Merthyr Tydfil
Bridgend
Gower
Llanelly
Llandilo-fawr
Carmarthen .

.

Haverfordwest
Cardigan
Criekhowell..
Knighton .

.

Conway

12s.

15s.

10s.

12s. to 14s.

12s.

• • lis.

12s. to 13s.

12s.

12s.

10s. 6d.
9s. to 12s.
10s. Gd.
8s. to 9s.

12s.

9:

12

10s.

13s.

12s.

15s.

12s. to 13s.

12s.

lis.

10s. 6d. to 12s.

9s to 12s.

10s. 6d.
8s. to 9s.

12s.

9s.

7s.

Correspondence.
Poultry.—Some time since there appeared an article

in the Gazette about the importance of better poultry

management in this country. 1 am not going into a

dissertation on the causes that have led to the neglect
of this point; we pay too dearly for our neglect to

render words of any moment. My reason for address-

ing you is this : we most of us know what poultry sells

for direct from the farmyard, and the price of eggs

;

but do we liHOw what the cost of all this is to the
producer ? I must confess my notions on the sub-

ject are somewhat hazy, and I presume the best

mode of trying the real cost of production
would be to devote a small farm to poultry alone.

Can your readers give me any information on this

point ? When I say a small farm, I mean such an
establish iv, ent as would require the sole attention of a

man and his wife to be devoted to the production for

sale of this one article of consumption, not where only

odd times are devoted to poultry, and therefore where
the cost of attendance often falls into some other
account, and leads to error. Coop.

Clover Dodder.—It is often asked if a remedy can be
found for that formidable enemy the "Dodder/* or
Cuscuta, now so frequently seen in our Clover crops.
Formerly in this district it was only seen here and
there, until within these few seasons; alas! it is now of
common occurrence always, and more or less in all our
Clover fields. I have lately seen a statement of an
experiment by a French chemist, M. Ponsard, which
was attended with success. A small machine on wheels,
similar to our water barrels, was brought into use, and
as much "Xjreen Vitriol " as would saturate the piratical
plant was added to the water. This machine should
have a tap and hose attached to it, and first cutting the
attacked crop, and burning it and the seeds from whence
the Dodder proceed*, it is used to well water all
round to some distance, so as to wet every particle
where the enpmv otpw ? pv*rv " Pncnnin » _«n i

Royal Dublin.—The April meeting f the P
Dublin Society opened on Tuesday morning

with
prospect of rivalling any previous, one, aud with**
monitory tokens of exceeding many of them ininj»
and usefulness. "The new Agricultural Hall, a BpSj
edifice, devoted principally to the agricultural^?

tions of this institution, has been much fa,JJ5
and was elegantly decorated. ^^

If we compare for a moment the relate^ tf

live stock in England and Ireland—institute \ £
parison between a well conducted Royal Engl&y
a Royal Dublin Show, and finally, compare thep^

lists of the Royal English and Royal Dublin, a m
of statistical information can be eliminated whidi

as curious as it is surprising. On the present «.

casion it j is enough to remark that a mouey tn»

will soon be regarded in the Show-yard of theDifc

Society as an object of antiquarian and bistort

interest ; and that the future exhibitor is likely %

have to content himself with a large or small Si1t»

Medal, which may aid in ornamenting a cabinet. Hi

change may or may not be for the better, fotb

meantime, it simplifies very much the character of i

agricultural Society.

Section 1. Short-horn Yearling Bulls.—The 1st pri*

was awarded to Lord Waterford, for " King of Hew,'

got by " Foundation " (14,565), dam by "Velm

Jacket." This is an animal of great substance, at

possesses many good points, including a nice toad.

The colour is very disagreeable. The 2d prize to lb

Barnes, Moynalty, for " Friar Tuck," got by k
McHale, and a roan brought out with three others I

the same class in Mr. Barnes' usual style.

Section 2. Bulls calved in 1859—Mr. Coppinge

obtained 1st and 2d prizes; 1st wich "Soubadcr.

which merited royal honours as a yearling, and wk;

is loaded on this occasion with as many honours at

gained for his present spirited owner as man} Cnallenf

Cups as Dr. McHale won last year; the aecw

place was accorded to " Little Wonder," out of
'

W«to

Wonder," a prize-taker at the Royal Dublin, wis

exhibited by Mr. Ellison. .

These two sections were respectably wpn»,

the 1st containing 121, the 2nd 36 aniinaU»|
there have been on this, as on all similar'MB**

several animals, especially in the Yearling Una,™

had been better kept at home. .

Section 4. Short-horn Bulls, calved previoia*

1858.—There were 12 entries, including veteran !»

takers. The judges placed "Prince TaUyrani *

property of Mr. Ambler, first. The f"™*}l
markably good bull, got by "Prf^arM
had previously distinguished himself, ^e uua»»

that ''Sir Colin/' the property of Mr Ja&ay^

won 2d prize. We have so frequently had ow»

notice Sir Colin in these columns, that w» ,_

now repeat ourselves. At present he is in goo"

condition. , , . iM()-t

Short-horn Heifers calved in K

^

for
" Florentine- p

wow

Section 5.

Crosbie, of Tralce, got 1st prize
iuial

by Lamp of Lothian, a very promisme a-

Crosbie's judgment and enterprise as a

breeder bid fair to meet a fair measure ou
rfureeuer uiu iuu iu "*«« « - stance"

Captain Thomas Ball followed at no great oa
y^

the " Pride of Kildare," got by Sol, dam^
Jacket. "Veronica," the property oi"^^
ranked 3d in point of merit, among a lot o -

many of which possessed much merit. ^
Section 6. Heifers calved in 1SW- *„

cto|i*

Ball, with Nightingale, got by Mont ^
bred bv Mr. Welsted, of Cork, ana a

favourably impressed us as a yearling, D ^^i
in this section for her present owner, * ^#
Waterford. Out of 1 2 competitors tne ^^^
we believe accorded to Lady rjg° r

e\^i

35th," bred by Mr. Glynn, Lougbglynn,
g5
;^

Section 7. Short-horn Heifers caWed in
i

* ^
were only three entries, of which only ^dj
" Wood Rose," belonging to Hr.A^'

deser*

the show ; and to her the

awarded.

Section 8. Heifers of any age.

by "Stanley Rose," bred by

Earl of Derby.

prize

__The pnzf

Mr.

was°b^

"\Vetlierelft*"

Hip*?

the enemy grew ; ev^ry u Cuscuta

In the several Sections devoted to ^^
Pure Breeds," we have once moretow ^ ^ *£
In many cases these have no e

^
n
wl(hoUt »*

^
Sections there is a solitary entry

petition. . ^ jn the A£
We were particularly disappointea #

Classes, in which there has not been q[ l0

The Polled Angus, too, fell infinity

te*«£»Royal Irish Shows. ^^nieu, -, u*i»-
The Kerry race was better reprew ^ c

equal to former exhibitions, m^ $fr&*

will be Garnet, Kells, got the only pnz« (larg-

Ai
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mall Silver might have been given u a second Howard, Hurmshy. and Kansome in proximity

With Young Rory," a very nice animal

We consider it very absurd to be entering such

miserable specimens of this breed as have been exhi-

bited on this occasion ; such a practice must tend very

Much to prejudice strangers against the breed.

SHEEP.

One Shear Ram—1st prize, Mr. William Owen, Blesainton.

Two Shear Rams —1st, Mr. Owen.
Three Hogget Rams, never clipped.—1st, Mr. Owen, Bles-

•tnton ; 2d, Mr. Thunder, Navan.

Five Leicester Ewes.—1st, Mr. Warburton. Kill, Naas, county

Kildare.
Five Leicester Ewe Hoggets.—1st, Mr. Owen, Blessinton.

Five Long-woolled Swe Hoggets never clipped.—1st, Mr.

Page, Eastgate, Lincoln

.

One Shear Shropshire Ram.—Mr. Hamilton, Hamwood,
Dunboyne, and Lieut Col. Tottenham, Woodstock, Newtown,
Mount Kennedy, was highly commended.
Two Shear Shropshire Ram.—1st, Mr. Hamilton, Hamwood

Dunbovne.
Three Shropshire Hogget Rams—1st, Mr. Broughton, Cher-

rymount. Kells. Mr Hamilton, highly recommended.
Same highly recommended for another lot.

FIveBhropshire Ewes.— 1st, Mr. Hamilton, Hamwood,
Dunboyne.

Five Shropshire Ewe Hoggets, never clipped—1 Mr.

Hamilton, Hamwood, Dunboyne. ^ame, another lot, highly

recommended.
Two-nhear 8h«rt-woolled Rams.—Lord Clermont, Ravensdalo

Park, Flurry Commended.
Five Short-Willed Ewea.— 1st, Mr. Wheeler Chapman, Moy-

gaddy Fsrm, Maynooth.
Five Long-Wo. .lied Fat Wedders.—1st, Mr. Garnet t, Arch

Hall. Navan. Francis Donagh, Newtown, Urogheda. Com-
mended.
Fivo Short-Woolled Fat Wedders—Mr. Broughton, Cherry-

mount, Kells.

Fivo Cheviot Fat Wedders.—Lord Clermont, Ravensdalo

Park, Flurry J.ridge.

Fine Fat W rs, of any Age or Breed.—M. Broughton,
Cherrvmotmt, Kells. Mr. Oarnett, comm led for another lot.

Mr.Naper, Loughcrcw, obtained the Broughton Prize of Five

Sovercicrns for the beat Pen of Five fat cross-bred Sheep:
Scotch Ewe and Shropshire Ram.

COLOURED SWINE.
Boars, six months and not exceeding 12 months old.—1st

prize. Mr. Back as, Waterford, for Lord Nelson, a Berkshire;

fa, Mr. Jameson, Montrose. Donnybrook ; Lord Clermont,
Ravensdale Park, commended.
Boars exceeding 12 and not exceeding 24 months old.

—

1st prize. Lord Clermont, Ravensdale Castle (Berkshire breed).

Bosrs exceeding 24 months old.

—

l*t prize, Joseph Radcliff,

LI.. IV, Z.C. , Cliff Lodge, Rathfarnum (Berkshire breed); 2'

Marquis of Waterford, Curraghmore (Berkshire breed).

BREEDING SOWS.
l*t prize, Dr. Eustace, jun., Hampstead House, Glasnevin

(Berkshire breed); 2d, H. S. Murray, Sandycovc (Berkshire
breed).

Three Breeding Pigs.—1st. Mr. Henderson, Kim Villa, Car
low fTorkidiire breed); 2d, Lord Clermon Ravensdale Park
f Berkshire bf»ed). Commended: Mr. Jameson, Montrose,
Donnybrook (Berkshire breed).

Litters of Pigs, not exceeding 5 months old.—1st, Mr.
Jameson, Montrose, Donnybrook.

WHITE BREEDS.
j

Boars 6 months I
and not exceeding 12 months.—1st prize

Lord Lurgan, Br wnlow House, Lurgan ; 2d, same (Cumber-
rid and Yorkshire l .reed).

Bo*** excoeiing 12 and not exceeding 24 month >ld.

—

1st prize, I .ord Clermont. Ravensdale Park (cross between a
Cumberland and Yorkshire); 2d, Lord Lurgan, Brownlow
Hon so Lurgan (Cumberland breed).
Boars exceeding 24 months old.—1st prize, Lord Clermont,

Ravensdale Park (Cumberland breed); 2d, Mr. Henderson,
Elm Villa, Carlow (Yorkshire breed). ..

BREEDING SOWS.
1st prise, Mr. L. W. Naper, Loughcrew, Oldcastle (small

breed): . same (small breed). Highly Corameaded : Mr.
Henderson, Elm Villa, Carlow (for Large Yorkshire).
Three Breeding Pigs under 10 months old, same litter.—

1st prixe. Lord Lurgun, Brownlow House (Cumberland and
Yorkshire breed) : 2d, Mr. Wheeler Chapman, Moygaddy Farm,
Maynooth (Middlesex breed). Highly Commended; Mr.
L. W. Naper, Loughcrew (small breed).

Litters of Pigs not exceeding 5 months old.—1st prize, Mr.
Chapman, Moygaddy Farm, Maynooth (Middlesex breed).

As usual the implements were exhibited on Leinster
Lawn, which is well enclosed, adequately spacious,
and remarkably well adapted to the purpose. Tuesday,
however, having been wet, the exhibitor and the visitor

became alike too sensible that the interests and com-
forts of the one, and the comfort of the other had not
received that attention which might have been ex-
pected. The ground was literally an intolerable
puddle. We -ust the deputation of exhibitors who
waited on Dr. Steele, the active and zealous Secretary
to the Society, will have the effect of preventing the
recurrence- of a similar nuisance.
We cannot attempt in the space and time at our

disposal to give an outline of this department It has
been eminently creditable and as successful as circum-
stances permit. We had most of the leading English
houses represented. Clayton and Shuttleworth
exhibited a few articles, including the 4 H. P. Portable
Steam-Engine, and 4 H. P. Threshing Machine.
Ransome & Sims exhibited a lanje and well assorted
collection of Implements and Machines ; a well con-
structed Double Blast earn Threshing and Finishing
Machine, 5 H. P.. fitted with Brinsmead Rotator?
Shaker. We were glad to see their Patent Rotatory
and Self-cleaning Corn Screen, which is favourably
known in this country, and which we expect will soon
become equally so in Ireland.

Mr. Norton, of the firm of Richmond'and Norton
vt. South John Street, Liverpool, and who has had
upwards of 20 years' experience in knowing and sup-
Plying the requirements of Irish farmers, has exhibited

other. As might have been expected they
much attention from practical men.

There are 65 exhibitors in this department.

to each
excited
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The
Variety of Leicester Sheej> most suitable for Scotland.

—Mr. Hall Maxwell, Secretary of the Society, said thst

some time ap;o it was suggested to the Board of directors

that it would be desirable to divide Leicester sheep into

the large-boned variety which were to be found in the
Borders, and the smailer English variety, and at the
annual shows to give separate premiums for each of

these varieties. The directors entertained some doubts

as to the expediency of the proposal, hut he was desired

by them, when at the meeting in Kelso making arrange-

ments for the show in 1862, to take the sense of the

meeting at Kelso upon the point. Unfortunately, the

meeting was held during the heavy snow-storm, and it

was not so well attended as it otherwise would have

been. It was put to the vote whether the present

system of merely having a set of premiums without
subdivision should be adhered to, or whether there

small-boned sheep, as the judge Would bc ,

principle that they were to give the prices to the lawe.bonedeep He did not sec that t , were interferingTith t
.re breed m askings classifli ion. Under any syttem thewas always a distinct type of large and of small sheen sad in

intermediate stage between the two ; and in any competition
the judges would not take the intermediate bheep but the
large or the small type, according to their tastes or predilec-
tions. He did not think there would be any difficulty in
classifying Leicester sheep any more than pigs, which were at
present classified. He thought it was a pit}' to pass over this
matter, and if they kept to one class he thought it was rather

j

invidious that they should propose to select men who would
|

ignore the Dishley sheep, which were the foundation of the
pure breed.

Mr. Melvin, Bonuington, believed that Cully, who was the-
introducer of the Bakewell sheep into the Border, put south-
country tups to a flock of sheep which he had on his farm in
17(»7, and from these he bred the Border sheep. Bakewell's
sheep were blue-headed and not white-headed, as they should
have been if the Border sheep were their true lineal
descendants. He believed that Cully and the other Border
breeders put Bakewell's sheep to the white-headed sheep on
the Border; and it would never do for them to claim to be the
only true descendants of Bakewell's breed. In regard to
having two classes of prizes, he might say that there were
comparatively few tup-breeding rams used. Of 2000 rams
sold at Kelso, perhaps only 40 or 50 wcro sold for the purpose
of breeding Leicesters from—the most of them went for
crossing. The tendency at present was wool, and bone, and
size. A ram for maintaining the breed of Leicesters in a state, ,, t . c • c ,. . , . size, .i ram ior maintaining me Drooa ox leicesters m a state

should be two sets of premiums for two distinct vane- nf purity must be very perfect in form. At the show in kdK
tics of breeds of sheep. At first the vote was 10 for the
present practice, and 15 for the division, but on re-

taking the vote the result was the reverse, 15 voting for

adhering to the present practice, and 16 for a division.

However, the division was so close, that as this subject

bad been fixed for discussion to-day, the directors

thought the opportunity a good one of asking the
opinion of the meeting upon this point as to the

premiums.

Mr. Usher. Stodrig, Roxburghshire, then read a paper on the

the shearling lamb that carried the prize was not a large but a
medium-sized sheep; so that even the Border gentlemen, in
deciding as to the best sheep, must, as it were, sot aside size
and take the handsomest and completest sheep, following the
oeml practice of the Highland Society, which had hitherto

been to disregard sizo unless it was combined with other
properties. He thought they ought to maintain the present
premium unaltered, but another premium might be offered for
the best description of sheep, irrespective of the breed, for
crossing with.

Mr. Scott, Craiglockhart, said that, notwithstanding all
they had heard, he had no faith whatever in there being two
varieties of pure Leicester sheep. There was, it was true, a

-arative merits of the different breeds of sheep commonly
j

g^at variety between the south country sheep and the Border
distinguished as the large and small boned Leicesters, and sheep; but that might have arisen from the circumstances in
their adaptation to our Scotch climate. He noticed the origin
of the breed of Leicesters in England by 31r. Bakewell, giving
it as his opinion that it was chiefly through the Messrs. Cully,

J
usual a choice collection of Farm Implements and
nines. He has brought out the old 4/. 10*. Chaff

^"ter m a much improved condition, having the
**»e means

i

for regulating the cut as in the larg
™»ttim?s. ^ e were glad to see the rival Ploughs

er

Ploughs of

who were associated with Mr. Bakewell in 17«'-7, that the new
Leicester breed found their way into Scotland. After quoting
Mr. Cully's description of the proper form of a Leicester ram,
Mr. Usher said he held that description to be a very faithful

picture of the north country Leicester ram of the present day,
where he had been kept pure from an admixture of the south
country breed. He held that the south country breed was
inferior in many pjints to the north country breed, and after
quoting a number of testimonies from breeders, to show that
in all cases where a trial had been made the north country
breed had been injured when it was crossed with the south
country breed, Mr. Usher concluded as follows :—In short, the
testimony of all the Leicester breeders I have consulted con-
firms the same opinion—that the north country breed, from
their greate** hardihood of constitution, are infinitely better
suited to our northern climate than the other, that they attain
under proper management to greater weight of both mutton
and wool, and have at least an equal aptitude to fatten. At a
meeting of the Border Union Society, convened a few weeks
ago for the purpose of consulting with Mr. Hall Maxwell
about the list of premiums at the Highland Society's Show
proposed to be held at Kelso in 1S62, I made a motion, which
received the support of a majority of those present—viz., that
there should be two distinct premiums for the North and
South .Country Leicesters, with Scotch judges for the one and
English for the other. I made the motion with a view to do
away with the dissatisfaction which so much prevailed among
exhibitors of Leicester stock for several years, the decision of
the judges depending often on which side the majority
of English or Scotch judges preponderated, and being
matter of taste or prejudice rather than of judgment
Mr. Hall Maxwell argued that such an arrangement
would give rise to much confusion in the classification of
the stock, and that the crosses or intermediate breeds would be
virtually excluded from the competition. I was under the
impression that if the classification of the stock were left to
exhibitors themselves, allowing them to enter in any class they
considered their stock most resembled, the thing was practica-
ble. The more I have thought on the subject, however, I

have been the more impressed with its impracticability.
Let exhibitors classify as they may, the breeds of
Leicesters have become so intermixed that it would render the
office of a judge more invidious than ever, and would probably
increase the fermentation it was intended to allay. I now
confess myself a convert to Mr. Hall Maxwell's opinion

; yet I

would not wish to allow matters to remain as they are.
What I would propose is—let Leicesters be shown in one class
as formerly, but instead of poing across the Border for any of
our judges, appoint Scot-h judges only. We surely ought to
know the stock that suits our country and climate better than
they ; besides, we have often dono them the honour to invite
them to act as judges at our shows, while, I believe, they have I

rarely if ever had the grace to return the compliment
Mr. Thomas Cockbprs. Sisterpath, wrote :— I have now

been a breeder of Leicesters for upwards of 40 years, and have
had considerable experience in the breeding of that class of
sheep. I have for the most part bred from the largest of the
pure breed for various reasons. One reason for doing so is,
that in breeding Leicesters in this high shelterless situation
(being nearly 500 feet above the level of the sea), with a great
portion of inferior land, I have always had considerable
difficulty in raising my sheep to a good size, especially in
adverse seasons, such as 1860. The principal reason, however,
for my breeding from the largest of the pure breed is, that they
almost invariably bring the highest price in the market. 1
have upon several occasions tried the small kind, but ulti-
mately had always to resort to the larger breed, as I always
found the very small breed would not take in the markets

;and upon the whole I think that a good sized sheep, well clad
with wool, is just as hardy and more profitable than the small
blue-faced kind, and most suitable for Scotland.
Mr. Dudgeon*, Spylaw :—-I hold there is only one species of

pure Leicesters, *' the Xew Leicester of Bakewell." I believ
that with the view of increasing the size it h l>een crossed
occasionally by others of the laroer long woolled varieties of
sheep, which it has been th -lit might be safely d ne With-
out materially interfering with the tendency to early maturity
and inclination to fatten, so remarkable in the pure Disl 1 v.
I however doubt that this can be safelv tried, and still!
inclined to think that a greater weight of mutton will be pn
dneed on the same extent of land, or equal amount of food by
adhering to the pure breed. It would be eedingly nnfbi
tunate therefore, that, by giving a premium to a set arat
variety, as larger, we should in anv e have ' ie effect, to
diminish the flocks of pure new Leicesters, or at all events,
interfere with due attention being condnue i to be given to the
maintenance of this established valuable breed.
Mr mitu

, Whittingham, said that Mr. Usher's proposal to
select only Scotch judges was tantamount to ignoring the

which they had been reared, as they all knew that soil and
climate had a very material influence over the style and form
of any animal. No doubt it was true, as had been said, that
they had two classes of pigs; but he knew one instance in
which two pigs taken out of the same litter were exhibited,
one as belonging to the small class and the other to the large
one. That was a distinction without a difference, and so it
might turn out in regard to Leicester sheep if they made two
classes of them. They might have been exhibiting sheep from
the same rams as small sheep and as large sheep. So far as he
had an opportunity of judging, he would say distinctly that
the Society should pause before they ventured upon creating
two varieties of Leicester sheep.

The Chairman said he thought he was right in
stating that it seemed to be the general opinion of the
meeting that there should only be one class of Leicester
sheep as hitherto.

Farmers 11 Clubs.
LONDON: April I.—On the Feeding of Sheep in

Yards.—Mr. A. S. Huston, of Chatteris, read a paper
on this subject, of which we hope to give a full report
next week. Meanwhile we give the following extract
from it. He said :

—

I have now tried sheep in yards for five years. During the
three first years 1 had rnly a few. Last year the lung disease
appearing in a lot of Scots I had, excited my fears lest it should
spread and decimate another lot which I had just received from
Scotland. I therefore determined at once to send the latter
lot away, and sell them again, keeping only those in which
the disease had appeared. This drove me to the necessity of
purchasing nearly 400 lambs for the purpose of consumingmy hay and Mangels, and of manufacturing my straw into
manure. I made very close observations, kept a diary of all
necessary particulars, valued them into the yards, and valuedthem out to grass with the dates of going in and out I also
dculated to a fraction their cost for artificial food, noticed
~ry narrowly what quantity of straw they made into manure
d also the quality of the manure, as far as appearances

enabled me to judge ; noted every loss and its assigned
cause, full particulars of which I will hereafter present to the
meeting, with other facts which the experiments disclosed.
But beiore I give these, I wish to make a few remarks uponthe general management adopted, and the information it
afforded. From close and careful observation last winter and
again this-for I have now between 600 and 700 sheep in
J*1™—1

.

fiud 813
S
lambs wiU tread dowi* as much straw, andmake it into good manure, as a 1 21. or Hi. bullock

During the whole of last winter I don't suppose I badmore than a dozen lame sheep whilst they were in the yards ;this winter I have had more, as many of them came lame into
- yards—arising, I suppose, from the wetness of the last
mcr. I may, however, say, there have been far .Jess

e\ses in the yards than there were previously to their coming
in. I hnd it is very essential to keep a thin layer of drvstraw over the yard. In wet days we litter them twice a-davand on fine days once, but we only use a small quantity at atime; this just keeps the heat of the manure from rising toinjure their feet, and prevents them also treading on wet

ve
an

the
summ

• i £; , ' 1rJ:
Klve tnem a UrSer quantity of dry food

; theypick the bedding straw over, and where practicable have astack or good heap in the yard to run to; we also cut them
chaff, nay, and straw together, and feed them several times
a-day with it. We give them a few Mangels twice or thrice
a-day, but not m quantities sufficiently large to make them

ir; but as the days lengthen we increase the quantity of
Mangels, and reduce the supply of dry food. I find an acre of
Mangels of an average crop will carry 25 sheep, i.t. 25 lambs
during the weeks they will require to be in the yard, say from
the begin

i ing of December to the beginning or middle of
April ; : sheep would consume more, and 20 per acre wuul
be a fair calculation.

Mr. Uuston then went into details of the original
cost, expense of artificial food and atten lance, and the
present value of the sheep thus treated, and deduced
a profit on 377 lambs (wintered in the yards last year)
of 215/., equal to 3*. a head for hay, straw, and
attendance; and no less than 121. lis. per acre on the
15 acres of Mangels consumed! He then compared
bullocks and sheep thus fed, as follows:

—

This year I have, as before stated, upwards of 600 sheep in
the rds. These are cowramlnj the food and making tl emanure that 100 bullocks would consume and make Taki g

31UW
)l*f*
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the profit per bead on 100 bullocks, and SL l*. the Wheat. When one co^crop follows another, m 0*
profit on six sheep—and I think the latter is quite as likely to

after Wheat,* about twice as muxII. 1 Os. as

be realized this year as the former, and indeed more so—what

Is my position then? Why, instead of getting 1501. for the

food consumed by 100 bullocks, for the very same food con-

sumed by 600 sheep, 1 get 390/. ; which simply puts 24r
>i. into

mypocket, and emboldens me to stand here, and argue in fav< »ur

of sheep as manure manufacturers. There is just one other argu-

ment 1 would adduce, which appears to strengthen the case in

favour of sheep so for as the fens are concerned A oriei

allusion to it will suffice. It is this-Our fen soils appear

naturally more adapted for sheep than bullocks. Coleseed

which grows very freely upon them, is very fattening, and

perhaps there is no vegetable food that sheep can consume that

will give them so much Drmness of hand, and so large an in-

crease of weight In a given time, as good fen-land Coleseed. It

Is incredible how rapidly sheep will sometimes get fat upon it.

Clover and Bye-grass, the common herbage on a fen farm, is

far more suited to sheep than bullocks. Sheep, with an

occasional change, will thrive well, and upon Clover eddishes

will get good mutton, especially if a small quantity of cake is

riven to them. Builocks do not generally thrive well on our

en lands, and unless they have frequent change to high lands,

they will soon become diseased and unhealthy.
£

ch of the Artificial

!K *2£TC W*m under ordinary dmuxu

stances. When corn-cropa require to be top^wd
late in the spring, nitrate of soda is the best manure

to employ ; 1 to H cwt. per acre being used

4. Manurefor Meadow Hay.-" To Grass-land mown

for hay, from 8 to 10 tons of rotten dung should be

applied^once in about every 4 or 5 years, m the.month

of November. The artificial manures most suitable

for Grass-land, are, Peruvian guano, salts of ammonia

and nitrate of soda. When either of these manures

used alone, the following quantities may be applied :—

2 to 2£ cwt. per acre,

1 .. \k

Perlfc

is

Peruvian guano
Salts of ammonia

»Nitrate of soda . . " • • 1 « H
One cwt. of nitrate of soda, mixed with one cwt. of

superphosphate of lime, is also a very good manure.

Or, a mixture of equal parts of Peruvian guano, am-

monia sales, nitrate of soda, and superphosphate ofMr. Huston concluded by quoting the experience of
r _ _

m

several Lincolnshire correspondents on the policy of ijme, applied afc the rate of 2 cwt. per acre, is perhaps
"

"

In deciding upon the

some regard should

We shall next week give a fuller report.cerned.

sheep-feeding in yards; which was clearly proved, so
J
the most generally useful. In

far as the circumstances of the fen districts are con- exact combination to be«mployed,

be had to the relative cost of the several substauces at

the time, as it varies considerably from season to

season.
" The best time to apply the artificial manures is

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY pT^
SEEDS FOR THE FARM *M°tr*,

Mixed Grasses for Permanent Pasture 29? \
White Clover, Red Clover, and Cow Grass aS . P«r **.
Plymouth Swede Turnip, 2s. 6d. per lb

rf
' to *« p*a

Grant's Pine Apple Green Top, very h&itf*. i

Globe Turnips, Is. 6d. per lb. y'
u **

Tankard, ditto, Is. 6d. per lb.

And all other Agricultural Seeds at moderate •

For further information see advertisempJ? ?^Cfl8
-

The FARM SEED LIST can be had on ,!,o^«FREIGHT AND CARRIAGE.—All Ordero ?
ph

?*»°ii

II. will be delivered Free of Charge to anv n-,
8** il*

between Plymouth and Paddington : and to ali^T^ $£
Cornwall, Tavistock, and North Devon Railway

Utiona
<Ifc

All Orders above 21. Free to any Station onnf' *>

Railways, or to any Market Town in Devon J^ n **^
to Cork, Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, Belfast J*"**
by Steamers ;

and to Guernsey and Jersev hv tv j ^**M
All Orders above 51. will be delivered Free of• nT

6*
Railway Station in England and Wales- and *^»%
Port in England, Wales, Scotland, or Ireland. ^$5
All heavy articles, such as Grain, Tares Clover t,

ceptions to the above Rates. ' w
» *&i Ue .

Address :
Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth, n,

ARM SEEDS.-Genuine SeedT^TsE^
Globe Mangel, from large roots and very choir* Li??* '

Yellow Globe Mangel, select

Elvetham Long Red Mangel, very large
Other Varieties, all at

<*y choice,pijjg-

11

Betnetos*

By WilliamStables and Examples of Stable Fittings.

Miles, Esq. Longman.

This is a detailed and elaborate account of what in the

opinion of the author constitutes perfect accommoda-

tion for the horse. And Mr. Miles has directed his

attention to 6uch subjects for so long a time, as

evidenced by other works from his pen, that he may
be trusted. Besides which, the numerous illustrations

and careful descriptions with which the present book
abounds, commend themselves1 to the approving judg-

ment of the reader.

Dand Drainage, Arterial Channels, and Outfalls.

fcBy J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., C.E. Second Edition.

A reprint of letters published last autumn in the
Agricultural Gazette; with an appendix containing

portions of a report " On the Drainage of the Valleys
of the Rivers Test and Avon," and passages illustrative

of the present state of the law connected with out-
fallB and land drainage.

On the Application of Different Manures to Different
Crops, and on their Proper Distribution on the
jbarm. By J. B. Lawes.

This is a valuable epitome of the long and large ex-

perience of Mr. Lawes at Rothamsfced, which is we
presume being distributed by the author, as no
publisher's name appears upon the title page. Ifc con-
tains in an accessible and condensed form more of the
directly useful information on manures, which we owe
to the combined labours of the farmer and the chemist,
especially as both are combined in Mr. Lawes, than in
any other pamphlet or publication we have seen. The
following passages are extracted from it :—

1. On the Adaptation of Different Manures to Dif-
ferent Crops.—"The records of nearly 20 years of
experiments at Rothamsted, have not afforded a single
instance in which the application of ammoniacal salts
to a cereal crop .has failed to give a greater or less
increase of produce. This is the case even where there
has been a very unusual exhaustion of mineral con-
stituents

; and this effect of ammoniacal salts is quite
consistent with that observed when such crops are
cultivated and manured according to the ordinary
course of practice. On the other hand, experiments
continued for more than half that period with Legu-
minous crops, such as Clover and Beans, as well as
practical experience with such crops, show no such
result on the direct application of ammoniacal manures.
Yet there is a much larger amount of that important
element of ammonia—nitrogen, in a Leguminous than
in a Graminaceous crop.

" It is, in fact, bad practice to apply Peruvian guano,
or ammoniacal salts, to a Bean or a Clover crop ; and
where dung is applied both to the Wheat and Bean
crops, true economy would suggest that the rich
oil-cake dung be employed for the Wheat, and that
which is poorer for the Beans and Clover."

%Manurefor JFA<?a*.—"Ontheheavierdescriptionsof
land, 2 to 3 cwt per acre, of Peruvian guano is the
best manure for this crop. It should be sown broad-
cast before the seed, and harrowed in. It is some-
times mixed with twice its weight of common salt, by
which, as well as by ashes or other matters, a more
equal distribution through the soil is attained."

3. Manure for Barley and Oais
these crops follows a root-crop whieh has been rartlalFy

™J 2?
y remov«d fro* the land, a mixture of equal

parts Peruvian guano, or nitrate of soda, or sulphateotammaua, and superphosphate of lime, may be

oTtLTil
adv;infcag^ The selection of one or other

aer*rtd £T mtro6enou* manures mentioned, should
~!£ . r SOme measure unon the pamm^iva ^Q* ^

from the end of January to the middle of February ; True Altringham Carrot

if the application is delayed much later than this, ™-*-- -*-'

nitrate of soda is the best manure to employ."

5. Manurefor Mangel Wv.rzel.—' 1 This crop requires

to be liberally manured. The best dung at command
should be employed; 10, 15, or even 20 tons per acre,

being spread after the land is drawn in ridges, and

previous to their being split ; and 2 to 3 cwt. of Peru-

vian guano mixed with twice its weight of common
salt, should be strained by hand on the top of the

dung. Common salt appears to act more beneficially

as a manure for Mangels than for any other crop of

the farm ; it also produces marked effects upon the

growth of Asparagus in our gardens. Both plants are

in fact indigenous to the sea coast."

6. Manurefor Potatoes.—" It is the general practice

to dung heavily for Potatoes. Although the crop

might not be so large, it is probable that if Potatoes

were taken after some other crop well dunged, instead

of the dung being applied directly for their growth,

they would be less liable to disease. Supposing this

plan adopted, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre of an equal mixture
of Peruvian guano and superphosphate of lime should
be used for the Potatoes. Or, in case of dung being
employed, the best mode of application would be to
plough it into the land in the autumn, the Potatoes
being set in tbe following spring."

J

7. Manure for Turnips.— " When Swedes, or common
!

Turnips, follow a corn-crop which had been manured
by farm-yard dung, the roots may be grown by arti-

ficial manures alone. From 2£ to 3 cwt. of super-
phosphate of lime should be drilled with the seed

;

and in the case of Swedes (excepting when sown late,
or the land be considered in good condition) from 2 to
3 cwt. of Peruvian guano may be used in addition. If
the preceding crop has not been manured by dung,
7 to 10 tons per acre, should be applied ; 2£ cwt. of
superphosphate of lime being drilled with the seed

;

and if the dung used be poor, 2 cwt. of Peruvian
guano may be strained over it in the drills. Or, where
no manure drill is employed, the superphosphate of
lime may be sown broad-cast after the dung is spread,
either alone, or mixed with guano, as the case may
require. These manures do not react injuriously
upon each other when mixed together ; but the guano
is liable to be injurious to the young Turnip plant if
brought in close contact with it. Hence, when guano
and superphosphate of lime are mixed together, and
sown by the drill, 2 or 3 inches of soil should inter-
vene between the manure and the seed."

Select Bronze Short-top Swede, very hardy
'

*]

Improved Skirving's Swede ..

Sutton's Champion Swede
White Belgium Carrot * " »>

)>

II 11

H
it

Fluke Potatoes 5s. 6<Z. per 80 lb., off the Moss
" " I '

PRICED CATALOGUES of FARM and GARDEV Sua
on application to Henry Brown, Seedsman, 4 CommH
Row, Liverpool.

iuu^^

ii

32
82

PEAS.
All the best varieties

BEANS, per bush.

Kernan's Hybrid Long- *. d.

pod (surpassing all

others in earliness and
abundant crop) . . 8

Broad Windsor . . . . 10
Mazagan 6

DWARF FRENCH DO.
Early Cream or Light Dun32
Fulmer's Forcing or Col-

chester Red
Robin's Egg Speckled

The above are all line

samples grown in
1860.

Newington Wonder,
Early Six-weeks Duns,
and Negros of 1859 .

.

CARROTS.
Altringham per cwt. 168
Dutch Horn . . per lb. 2
White Belgian (for cattle)
Surrey . . . . . . 1

Parsnip 1

TURNIPS. per lb.

Skirving's Swede ..10
Laing's 10
Aflhcroft'n.

.

.. ..1

JOHN KERNAN, Seedsman, ^TRoMelilS
Covent Garden. W.C., can supply all the best GARTflS

and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS to Country dS55
Farmers, at very low prices for cash, and he calls their£
tion to the following wholesale prices, as their best proteeh
against the extortions of puffers :

—

^^^

GRASSES. u
Rye Grass per bush. J

Italian do. .. „ .. j»

Pacey's Perennial „ 5tW I

Stickney's ..„5itoll
Cocksfoot ,.H
Sweet Vernal per lb

Sheep'sPescue per bush.

Meadow Fescue . . „ II

Meadow Foxtail.. „

Rough andsmooth stalked

Meadow Grass per lb.

SUNDRIES.

Split Lentil*

Haricot Beans

Celery Seed for Soups

Cuba Bobs

Garden Netting

Mushroom Spawn !

Guano
Shallots and Garlic

Pine roots of IiliumipWE

rubrum and L !«#•
album

Gladiolus Brench'.sflrt

insignia

GandavAai

floribundus

Seedlings

PersianRanuncul'***1*

and Single Anem««

Tigridia Pavonia
Concbiflora

Dahlia Roots

Ladies' patent Synags

Everything new anj.gj

Flower Seeds, ofwww
rate Lists maykw

True Talavera Wheat

Chevalier Barley
*J

Black Tartarian ajdJJ

Alsike Clover, TreHJJ
and Timothy, Sorg^JT

charatum, Furze andBJ

Coarse Grtast* » V
covers.

30

9
6

1

1

Matson's Purple-topped
Green-topped
Purple-topped Yellow
Bullock

Green do. .

.

Dale's Hybrid
Green Round
White do.

MANGEL WURZEL.
Long Red . . . . . . 1

,, Yellow .. .. 1

Red Globe .. .. 1

- *

*

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

STATE OF THE WEATHER -BERKSHIRE.
Por the week Offing April 4- observed by Mr. J. B. Spearinjr,

u When either of

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday 3
Thursday 4

Ui iA
a

a

[>fra
ture of

Roil 1 Rain,
below the
surface.

Wind E

M.66
45

20.44
29
29..50

29
29.63

ftsfxrs*£$?* 4 fect from the~ a *32S-iK

Yellow do. .. .. 1 « — yj
It having been announced by provincial puffer*

^ ^
must hasten to give their orders at 2s. w- pe^DtSf#
much pleasure in removing such fears, an\to

£!r«,il5p
being mulcted, begs to inform them that he »*»,-;
stock: of each of the above Turnips, vrhicb. are ^,
not suoerior to those puffed at It. 6rf. PeF,,

ib
' tinrpft*

Tbe difference between Is. and 2s. 6d. will <*»rLtf0
sceptical that getting the carriage for nothing w^
too dear for the whistle. . -apl^
Plain PA.R8LEY for Sheep-walks; where m ^

thousands of sheep were saved in the late eg'"
fil , :
w

Ashleaf, 12s. ; Fortyfold, 6s. 5
American >am .^

Regents, C«. ; Early Shaws, 6s. ;
Webb s Impenj i

Flukes, 6s. ; and Bread Fruit Kidneys, 7s. &*"<***
Every Agricultural Seed supplied to order »»

terras. ... ^eab^JJ
Lean-to Lights against a south wall mil jp petff

*»

ripeness, and flavour to Peaches, *. ecten**'
itf p

IP
,

other Wall Fruit, having been found W su>^

puffed Orchard-houses. gtock9,
r

Genuine PEAR TREES worked on Pfrj^
strongly recommended in preference to Pea

^
on account of natural affinity, as on trial o ,

found that the 0avour has not been destroys

of the Quince. *fcttf*

or

«ach at t>. *•
*—»"*> »pon tbe comparative cost of

<* tulpftX *«a J*™* Vwfe
' of the fr,iaD o, nitrate,

*M gen^i/bl lnS* f^perpbosphate of lime,

BhouM be sown w ^nt for an acre
- The manuremwn Ww the seed, as recommended for

Notices to Correspondents.
Compost

: Oripinal Sub. To a compost of two thirds Deaf mos«and one-third dung of Neat cattle, we wouldZvZ £ «•rfditon 2 cwt. of superphosphate of limeTand cSt ofnitrate of soda per aero as a top dressing f0r "alisht thinloam,,on a dry gravelly subsoil, I ,ng depastured with cattleand limed about 10 or 12 y« igo.
5 '

31angel Wurzkl: M. Hor 1 gcnerahV fair***.*™ ^;i«

^ ITEA TE Or i-ODA FOB HaV CROPS C R R iI , „„ ?' <
"toft. of jod. i. the b,st thS^Yfch ^ ^w5^J?tete»»pply to the Grass lands. See Mr. LaJe7 DamThL nn th«
^Plication of manures, r<meWed in a\other

P
colum!n.

DWARF ROSES on their own roots, tjei

demonstrated the futility of g™?™gJ^*n on&&
Stocks, as not one in a hundred of ^IfEoses fc*f

'

\*
roots was destroyed by cold, whilst

worKeu ^
entirely. J. K. will have an ^undant*^ mg
named kinds of Dwarf Roses on *beirJ;

w
to \<H. Vf?Z*

out from April to end of May, »*£^v AN
T
>tCi

A collection of 30 HARDY SHOWYA
Trade supplied on moderate terms forJ;^^ SHjJ>

J. Kerwak advises Farmers to B^Lĉ r ^tg it
1 peck to the acre), which is • *«•*^w '

»u<i <**,*
o\ Lambe, when fed upon Tares,J^V^aeo oriS»

|f

Oraea, or when the land has ^ ™*Zz&t*^

\

u
long-continued wet it will speedily *£«* .fi¥
perfect healthy condition if rlo'l?

h* pL'* Kh *lf&
Lettuce, Cauliflower, and Cabbage ti* a^ B

;hJ **J
best kinds of Early and Late. 6*. *» fj^pl^
and Sea- kale Roots J. K. can ^pply»^ ; aW*
at 3.«. per peck, which is sufficient tor »**

5a. per peck.
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Ith stalked
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iL
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THE ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED
ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE Q,TTEEN,

A3H>

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE CONSORT.

MANGEL SEEDS FROM LARGE BULBS.

SUTTON'S MANGEL WURZEL SEED
IS SAVED EXC] -IVELY FROM FULLY DEVELOPED ROOTS, THE ADVANTAGES OF WHICH

sr.

T o
iURPLE-TOPPURPLE-TOP SCOTCH, \\\[UK GLOBR
SKIKYINGS PURPLE-TOP or YELLOW BULLOCK^

avd GREEN-TOP SWEDE TURNIPS, all warranted net.—
Prices on application to Dicksox «fc Brown, Seed Merchants
Manchester.

* f

HAVE BEEN PROVED FOR SEVERAL Y

(SEE THE FOLLOWING LETTERS.)
These are not more Testimonials in the ordinary acceptation of that term, but show distinctly that the S

whieh Messrs. SUTTOX have had grown FROM LARGB SELECTED BULBS, are altogether superior in

germinating properties, and in the quality and ferneness of their produce, to the Seed raised in the usual manner.

From the Right Hon. Lord Berwick, Cronlhill.

"Let me have the same Globe Manuel as last year, which
From Jas. Brebskr, Esq.. xrd to II. JUL The PRINC1

CONSORT.
" Norfolk Firm, April 4, 1881.

"Messrs, si-tton* & Soxs,—I have great pleasure instating
that the 8eed* supplied by you for a number of irs for

H.R H. The PRIN CONSORT'S FARMS (the Norfolk and
Flemish, Windsor Great Park), have always been good and
given every satisfaction."

From Johx Graham, Esq., Steward to II.R.H. The PRINCE
CONSORT.
" Bagshot Park Farm, April 9, 1861.

"The Seeds had from your Establisnmcnt for the last three
years have always come up well and never once failed.

has given me the best crop I ever grew, good both at to bulk of
crop, and also in the fineness of roots andfreedoui from fangs and
irregular growth ; when pulled, the roots were nearly as dean and
free from tlbi-e as a Qlobe Turnip, and I had 50 loads per acre
and more."

From George Beaumont, Esq., Bridgeford Hill, near Nottingham.
" Wo have had 4 acres of Mangel (Vollow Globe), 3 of which

were sown with your seed, and 1 acre with seed grown in this

neighbourhood. / am quite sure your seed prod from 8 to 10
tons per aci-e more than the other. I had nearly an acre weighed
(from your seed), and found wo had 55^ tons per acre."

Manv PRIZES at Birmingham and other Shows throughout the Kingdom have been taken by Messrs. Sutton's
customers both for Mangel and for Swedes. The price of SUTTON'S LARGE YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL
WURZEL is 2s. per lb.; ELVETHAM, Is. 9d. ; other sorts Is. 6d. to 2s., or cheaper by the Cwt.

Priced Lists of other kinds of Mangel. Swedes, Turnips, Grasses, &c, will be 'sent

gratis and post free. Carriage Free, to all parts except small parcels.

SUTTON & SONS. IROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

MANGELS, TURNIPS, &c„
FROM SELECTED ROOTS.

npHE strongest evidence we can furnish of the quality of our PAR^r
SEEDS is public opinion. We have one of the largest Trades in

England with Farmers, from whom we could publish Testimonials enough

to till a volume ; and although our Seeds are all of the best quality, we
want but a fair market price. Practical men, who are continually on the

markets with us (we personally attend the principal markets in this and

the adjoining counties, which affords us great opportunities of selection) are never guilty

of givingfancy prices, but their judgment is of the soundest.

At the BOTLEY CLUB, the Prize for the best Ten Acres SWEDES
was awarded.

•VED

Heaviest weight of Mangel, per Acre, 61 Tons, 2 cwt.
AGES IMPROVED ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Stewart
Macwaohti Ian.)

Mangel, sown 7th Jul v. Weight and Shape,
PAGE'S III PROVED RED <,LOBI grown by W. Warner,

Esq)

Mangel, 50 tons per acre.
PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown bv W

DICKIN30N, Esq.

Carrots, 35 Tons per acre,
PAGE'S IMPORTED WHITE BELGIAN, (grown bv R

Trench, Esq.)

Six Prize Swedes, for heaviest Weight.
PAGE'S IMPROVED, (grown by W. C. Humphries, Esq.)

VALES OF AVON AND STOUR FARMERS' CLUB.
PAGE and TOOGOOD could give numen
Vales of Avon. Prize for best 5 acres Mangel.

PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr.
Salwat).

Second best.
PAGES IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. H.

Bonk.)
Third ditto.

PAGES IMPERI ALORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. Baker.)

practical results.

Rest 2 acres ditto. •

i«.n IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. Jas
Salway.)

Second ditto.
PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr John

Withers.)
Third ditto.

PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. Bonk.)

Present prices for best quality, not to be
BROAD or RED CLOVER, 71. to 8rf. per lb.

DUTCH, 9\d. to 10i</. per lb.

TREFOIL or HOP CLOVER, SU, to id. per lb.

surpassed by any Honse in the Trade :—

™P
i2?™£ilArLlAN RYE GRASS

- 5»- M. to 6*. per bushelHOME GROWN ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, 4ft. fid. to5*;per bushCOMMON RYE-GRASS, 25*. to 35*. per quarter. ^
TARES, 7*. to 8*. per bushel.

PAGETS IMPERIAL ORANGE 0L0BE MANGEL, 2s. lb.
„ IMPROVED^YELLOW „ „ 1*. 6d. lb.

LONG REd'maNGEL. 1*. fr/. lb
" " U M

'
lb '

ELVETHAM LONG RED MANGEL l* fid lbLONG YELLOW MANGEL, 2*. lb
LONG WHITE MANGEL, 1$. fid. lb.

PAGE'S IMPROVED HARDY SWEDE. 1*. W. lb.

_^ »f 8KIRVING'S SWEDE, 1*. 6d. lb
CHAMPION SWEDE, 2*. lb.
ASHCROFT SWEDE, 1*. 6d. lb.
GREEN TOP SWEDE, 1*. &d. lb.
TANKARD SWEDE, 1*. fid. lb.
IMPORTED WHITE BELGIAN CARROT, 1*. Gd. lb.

SEEDS fob EXPORTATION packed to arrive in good condition.
GENERAL PRICE CURRENT, containing practical information, free by post.

PAGE & TOOGOOD,
EOYAL SOUTH HAHTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SOUTHAMPTON

TO THE TRADE.
SKIRVING'S. MARSHALL'S, and PURPLE-TOP

SWEDE, Early Horn, Long Surrey, and White Belgium
Carrot, Drumhead Cabbage, selected Crimson Beet, Britwh
Queen, Surprise, Daniel O'Rourke, and Burridge's Eclipse at

reduced prices.—Apply to M. Honey, Bridge Terrace, Maid-
stone.

RAYNB1RD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,
Cotton Seed Cakes. &c., of best quality at Market Prices.

MANGEL- WURZEL SEED.—A fine Stock of
YELLOW GLOBE ready for delivery. All new Seed

and grows well. Price lft. 3d, per lb., or less by the cwt. Early
orders are requested.
Also LONG RED, lft. per lb., OLIVE-SHAPED YELLOW,

or RED (new variety), I*. W. per lb. All of fine Stocks.

Addre-ss, Mr. ELLIOTT, Pctworth, Sussex.

ANGEL WUKZEL AND TURNIP 8EKD&—
The undersigned can confidently recommend their

Stocks of the above SEED8, crop 1800, grown from selected
and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on application.

James Faiuiii.ad & Son. Seed Growers and Merchants,
Lewlsham, Kent. London Establishment: 7. Borough
Market, S.E.

ROP.EOLUAJ GARIBALDI.—The bert of its kind
for general and Bedding purposes. Colour, a brilliant

Scarlet. Remarkably free bloomer. Certificate awarded by
Royal Horticultural Society. Price 3s. 6d. eacb, or 36«. per
dozen. Usual Trade allowance.

New SPRING CATALOGUE post free on application.

Jas. Oaraw \Y& Co., DurdhamDown Nurseries. Bristol.

SPLENDID NEW INDIAN AZALEAS.
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now prepared to

send out his three SEEDLINGS, which for form, sub-
stance, and colour are unequalled.
PRESIDENT.— This noble variety was exhibited before the

Horticultural Society's Floral Committee, May 10, 1860,
and was awarded a First-class Certificate. It is figured in the
August Number of the "Floral Magazine," and described
thus :—" The habit of the plant is all that can be desired, and
the flowers are of large size, excellent in form, stout in sub-
stance, firm in texture with a smooth surface, and of a very
pleasing colour." This colour is a deep salmon-red thickly and
conspicuously spotted on the upper segments with deep
crimson red. The plants offered are all grafted on free healthy
stocks well established in 60-size pots, with several breaks to
each, in fine health. Price 21s. each ; a few larger, 31*. 6d. each.
KINGHORNIL—This is one of the finest varieties ever

offered. The flowers of medium size, most perfect form, of
unusual substance and smoothness of texture. Colour bright
lively rose, thickly spotted on the upper segments with deep
rosy purple. The habit of the plant is free, yet compact, and a
most abundant bloomer, figured in the "Floral Magazine"
for November, where Mr. Moore remarks that it is even a finer

iriety than President, as regards the smoothness and
substance ofthe flowers. Price ofstout grafted plants in 60-pots,
'21s. each ; extra size, SI*. 6d. ; a few half specimen plaut
well set for bloom, 50*. to 75*. each ; was exhibited on Tuesday
before the Floral Committee, and received a First Class
Certificate, thereby confirming the above description.
M VRS.—This most attractive variety is the brightest of all

existing kinds, the flowers large, smooth, firm, well formed,
bright orange red, almost scarlet, the upper segments spotted
with purplish crimson

; was exhibited before the Floral Com-
mittee, May 24, 1850, and received a Certificate of Commenda-
tion. Good grafted plants in GO-pots, 21ft. each.

F. R. K. can with the greatest confidence recommend the
above Seedlings of his own raising, selected from an immense
number and compared with named varieties, and notwith-
standing the higli place his previous Seedlings have main-

incd, yet he believes those now offered to be his best
productions.—Sheen Nurs ery, Richmond. S.W.—April 13.

EW VERBENA S.—
The following 12 New Verbenas,

which I purpose sending out the first
week in May, are selected from a batch
of choice seedlings, (30 in number, which
were chosen as the best and most dis-
tinct from five beds of seedlings. The
whole of the 60 are first-rate, but the
following are the very choicest of them,

._ ^ and I have great pleasure in recommend-
ing them to the notice of all lovers of this beautiful tribe.

Triey were raised by the Messrs. Elletson, of Thorngumbald
(the raisers of the celebrated Mammoth and Emperor Broccolis).

In consequence of the lateness of the season at which I was
eflered ttje stock of the Verbenas, I was unable, on account of

t-i"
nf
?Volirable weatner

»
to procure blooms sufficient to

exhibit in London ; but all who saw them have expressed awish to have plants of them this season.
They were compared with all the new ones of last and

previous seasons, and were unequalled. They were exhibited
at one of the exhibitions in this neighbourhood, and obtained
the first PRiza, the Judges remarking upon their extra
ordinary beauty and excellence.

Price 55. each, or 42*. the set.
ALBON I.—A fine dark scarlet^ very large, bold pip and flower.

splendid '

ALICE.—A real mauve, large white eye, very large trues and
pip, extra

AM INA—A flower after Leviathan, first rate shape, large pip
and good truss, extra

CLAUDE DUVAL.- A fiery bright scarlet, with a clouded
centre, fine large truss, good shape, extra

GARIBALDI.—A splendid dark maroon, with large yellow
eye, very bold flower, truss large and fine, good shape.
The darkest Verbena out

GERTRUDE.—A splendid flower, a pretty carmine, immense
pip and truss, extra

PEA RL, light rose, large white eye, fine bold pip, of good shape
PRINCE ALBERT—Fine crimson, with yellow eye, good

shape and truss, extra
QUEEN VICTORIA—Magenta, yellow eye, surrounded with

carmine, a first-rate flower in every way
ROBIN HOOD.—A bright scarlet, of excellent habit, fine

shape, and good truss (extra
ROSE OF CASTILLE.—Beautiful bright carmine, white eveROSETTA JOSEPHINE. -Splendid large pip md trnaa!

colour delicate rose or blush, with large yellow eye a fine
flower, extra

E. P. DIXON Exotic Nursery, Air Street. Sculcoates, Hull.
CATALOGUES on application.

N
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE MILLION.

H. BIRD, F.R.U.S., Nitbseryma*, Stoke
Newington, N., can now supply from his great Col-

lection, 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties for 10s. ; 25 Pair of Best
POMPONES, 10a. ; 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties,

Cuttings, 5*.; and 25 Pair of Best POMPO.VE Cuttings, 5*.

N.B. To save trouble all Orders to be Prepaid.—CATALOGUES
for One Stamp.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS, DAHLIAS, HARDY
VARIEGATED PLANTS, Xc.

JOHN SALTER, F.R.H.S., will send out this spring

several fine New CHRYSANTHEMUMS, both Large

Flowers and Pompones. Full particulars will be found in his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861, which will be sent post

free on receipt of two stamps.—Versailles Nursery, William

Street, near Hammersmith Turnpike, W.

CHRYSANT H E M U M S.W HOLMES begs to offer strong and well-

• established Plants of all the best and newest varieties

of the above as under:

—

Per doz. *. d.
J

Per doz. s. d.

Chrysanthemums, Large
Flower 5

Ditto, Pompones. . . . 5
Dahlias . . . . 6s. to 9 \ Antirrhinums, &c, <tc. . . 3

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above free for one

stamp.—Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney, N.E

DRAC/ENA TERM1NAHS.

MESSRS. MILNE and CO. have a large Stock of

the above, which they are enabled to offer to the Trade ;

also CALADIUMS in variety, including all the newest; fine

good slants of ICYANOPHYLLUM MAGNIFICUM and
AIiOCASIA METALLICA still on hand. Prices on application.

Camellia Nursery. Wandsworth Road. London, S.

BID DING PLANTS- BEDDING PLANTS.

JH. BIRD, F.R.H.S., Nurseryman, Stoke

• Newington, can supplv the following Plants for Bedding

Out, good stuff, at 12*. per "100, or 51. per 1000.—Tom Thumb
and other Geraniums, Fuchsias, fine sorts, Verbenas, Lobelias,

Heliotropes, Cupheas, Petunias, Salvias, Ageratuma, Mimulus,
Calceolaria aurea floribunda, <fec. Tom Thumbs and Calceolaria

aurea floribunda, by themselves, at 16s. per 100, or 71. per 1000.

N.B. To save trouble all Orders to be prepaid, or no notice

will be taken.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST op ail the EVER-
GREEN FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain giving^size,

price, popular and botanical names derivations, ^ription

form colour, foliage, growth, timber, use in arts, native

country and 'size the
g
re, situation, soil,

q̂
<*^«^gj

with copious index of all their synonymes. Free by post tor

^postage stamps.-RicHAiu^mB^^^

RHODODENDRONS, HOLLIES,'COMMON and
PORTUGAL LAURELS, a choice and immense Collec-

tion of CONIFERS and other EVERGREENS (perfectly un-

injured by frost), from 1 to 12 feet high.
A
~ iT¥A « ^ lipA surplus Stock of several thousands of AZALEAS to De

Sold cheap. . _,

Apply to G. Baker, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

A80K.

Verbenas
Fuchsias
Petunias

* *

2s. 6d. to 4

4s. to 6
3s. to 6

BEDDING PLANTS.
FAND A. SMITH will commence sending out on

• the 20th inst. their usual strong, healthy BEDDING
PLANTS, at moderate prices. These plants are hardened and
fitted for planting out in May, so as to produce an early deco-

rative effect. Quality, is the test of cheapness. LISTS on
application.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

RANGE TREES full of Bloom, and some with
Fruit and Bloom, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each ; AZALEAS.

21s., 24s., and 30s. per dozen. The largest Stock of British and
Foreign FERNS in the Trade. SCARLET RUNNERS, new
Ssed, 2s. per quart ; FRENCH BEANS, Is. 6d. per quart, &c.
—R. Green-, 154, Kingsland Road, 55 doors from Shoreditch
Church, E.C.

FINE ORANGE TREES, ic.

TO"BE DISPOSED OF, on very reasonable Terms,
12 fine ORANGE TREES of various sizes, in the best

possible health and condition ; also three remarkably fine
STANDARD BAY TREES, with some good Specimen
HEATHS and NEW HOLLAND PLANTS. <fcc.—Applications
for Terms, or for permission to inspect the same, to be made
to Mr. Elworthy, The Gardens, Newton House, Bedale, York-
shire.—N.B. Newton House is conveniently situated about one
mile from the Leeming Lane Station, North-Eastern Railway.

NEW FUCHSIAS.
FAND A. SMITH beg* to offer the undermentioned

• NEW FUCHSIAS as possessing distinctive and striking
characteristics, being either improvements on existing sorts or
entire novelties, having good habits of growth and flowering,
ensuring to the grower an ornament for the conservatory or an
efficient plant for exhibition.

ALARM.—Tube rich scarlet crimson, sepals well reflexed,
corolla immensely expanded, of fine form and substance,
colour rich violet plum ; this variety is in advance of all
others in the class of expanded corollas for size, form, and
colour. 10s. 6c?.

>yA AAA VERBENAS. — Scarlet, Purple, and

/ U*UUU White Verbenas, autumn plants, 2s. 6d. per

dozen, in small 60-pots for propagating from. Spring do.

6s. per 100 from cutting pots; cuttings of the same, 2s. fed.

per 100. Warranted true. A remittance from unknown
correspondents. N.B. Not less than 10s. worth of plants sent.

Post Office, Upper Holloway.
John Pyle, St. John's Nursery, Upper Holloway, N.

/CHOICE CONIFERS fob SPUING PLANTING.
\^J Per doz.—s. d.

Pinus cornea, 6 inches .. .. .. .. .. . . 6

„ Llaveana, 9 inches .6
Leroyii, 9 inches . . 9
patula, 1 foot 6
Don Pedri, fine, 1 foot 12

Veitchii, 9 inches each 2

Abies religiosa or hirtella, 1 foot . . . . per doz.

Picea grandis, 4 inches each

,, nobilis, 1 year seedlings „
Pinus ponderosa, 1 year seedlings . . . . per doz.

„ Lambertiana, 1 year seedlings

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2 year seedlings . . t . . . 6

Thuja Lobbii, 4 inches 6
The above are all Seedling Plants, in single pots and in

vigorous health.—J. Henchman, Edmonton, London, N.E.

ta*te
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6
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6
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The Finest Dark Perpetual Rose of tup s^
HYBRID PERPETUAL— REINE DES Vin ?ZZ*'

WM. WOOD and SON have just flowered^'
of their Forcing Houses, the above splendid v in °n*

the colour is a very dark purplish violet, very dnnW
R°SE

I

and finely shaped, habit remarkably vigorous 9„T»
bably form a good Pillar Rose. They feel assl

J

1
-

1 ^
become a general favourite. Price 5s. each for ecvvi ^
plants, with usual discount allowed to the Trade.

Stroi
fc

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield 8
T30SES FOE BEDDING.—Tlie"WnIn7o7Anrll^
X\ May are considered the most eligible for nlanL

aD(*

DWARF ROSES in beds or clumps in the Parterrt !h
g °*

sent weather is also most favourable for the wDrk ***

The Subscribers beg to offer a splendid stock of rem** u
fine plants fit for immediate planting.—Address Wm w j

Son, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uck field. Suss
*

ROSES FOR BEDDI N^gT
Many Thousands of Dwarf Roses in pots, consisting of R^

Perpetuals, Chinas, Teas, Bourbons, and Noisette

i

WM. WOOD and SON are now sending out J*
thousands of ROSES in pots for grouping and bed<2

at 12s. to 135. per dozen. Early orders resnectfullv soliSS'
secure the best plants.

" * waeim
Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near JJckftiti

Sussex. ^"^

discount

Rcine des Violettes, purDlai
violet •

R
red

G Parron
»
bright cheff7

a.

b.

c.

d.

100 varieties,

50 varieties

30 varieties

20 varieties

• •

* •

e.

f.

h.

g.

15
8

5
4

20
12
8

6

d.

6
6

6

6

6
6

2

o

'First-rate.'*—Mr. Charles Turner, Roval Nursery,
Slough, Oct. 19, 1860.

* "
"Good form, large Corolla, spreading like a parasoL"—

<J«ttaoe Garden, Oct. 30.

"A large bold, showy variety, with stout scarlet tube and
sepals, and large stout shaded violet corolla, of great sub-
stance, which closss well. Promises to be a fine exhibition
variety."—Gossip of the Garde.v, No. 59, November, 1800.

OLARA.—Scarlet crimson tube and sepals, violet corolla, of a
most beautiful tint, having more of the blue shade than seen

/vin£*V
er

r
Vanetie8, Very effective and distinct. 7s. 6d.

COROP* AL.—Vermillion tube and sepals, which are most
elegantly curved, presenting a beautiful and graceful appear-
ance, corolla rich violet purple of a pleasing shade. The
flowers of this variety are of great substance, lasting in
neauty a long time, and will prove most desirable for
exhibition purposes. This is commended as pleasing in
colour, graceful in form, enduring in substance, and of
excellent habit. 10«. Gd.

MASTERPIECE.—Tube and sepals scarlet crimson of very
thick substance, the sepals being well reflexed and of great
width, corolla a beautiful and rich maroon. This variety, in
accordance with its name, stands prominent among Fuchsias
for its distinct properties of broad and thick sepals, a corolla
new in colour and well formed ; the habit of plant is excellent,
being graceful and free in flowering. 10*. 6d.

-RAPBAEL.—Light rose pink tube and sepals, the latter well
reflexed, corolla violet purple. This variety presents a new
feature in its contrast of sepals and corolla, exhibiting at once
the charm of novelty and contrast, while its graceful and
*d

habit renders it worthy of its name. 10*. 6d.
STRIATA.—Bright vermillion tube and sepals, which are

finely reflexed, dark violet plum corolla, beautifully striped
and shaded with rosy scarlet. This-variety is superior to any
extant in its class—the colours are rich and bright, a free
bloomer

,
of neat growth and irrjiceful habit, and will be found

one of the most effective for decorative purposes or exhibi-
tion 10*. 6d.

G^^A
f
THT(Sral red, a very stout and large flower of goodand free habit. The fruit of this variety is of monstrous

S. T*t1"*6 ** a damson, of a light green colour, with a
Vi^fJ?

aub-acid flavour
; it sets its fruit f-eely, as manv as

Idv^ci BR&feJEf \*** * * ™' A"^
^t^lS^h 1^ent °Utm\^n\. Coloured plates of

V k"A Sm7 WAM>REWS
>
may ** kad for 12 P««t stamps.

that the be^SuulSl?JSKSSs {nJ^ to several enquiries,
Alice, and
the autumn

CHOICE FLOWER SEcOS—Free by Post.

STEPHEN BROWN (late Bass & Brown), is sap
plying the following, carefully selected of the best varie-

ties in cultivation.

$^m For List of novelties included, see Gardeners' Chronicle,

March 16th, page 250 :—

BEST HARDY ANNUALS.
including the novelties of the season

ditto ditto ditto ..

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

BEST HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
100 varieties, including the novelties of the season
50 varieties ditto ditto ditto .

.

30 varieties ditto ditto ditto ..

20 varieties ditto ditto ditto ..

BEST GREENHOUSE ANNUALS.
i. 20 varieties, including newest kinds 7
k. 12 varieties ditto ditto , 5

BEST HARDY PERENNIALS.
1. 100 varieties, including the newest 20
m. 50 varieties ditto ditto .. .. .. 12
n. 25 varieties ditto ditto 7

BEST GREENHOUSE PERENNIALS.
o. 50 varieties, including the newest J8
p. 25 varieties, ditto ditto io
q. 12 varieties, ditto ditto .. .. .*. 7
The three large Collections, a, e, and i, comprising 220

varieties of Hardy, Half Hardy, and Greenhouse An-
nuals, together for 40

The three second size Collections of the same, b, f, and
k, comnrising 122 varieties, together, for . . . . 25

The 5 Collections, a, e, i, 1, and o, comprising both An-
nuals and Perennials for open air and greenhouses, in
370 varieties, for 7G

The five second size collections of the same, b. f k, m*
and p, comprising 168 varieties 45

Cheaper or Second Class Collections.
See Catalogue.

Collections of Superb German Imported Seeds, as Stocks
Asters, Wallflowers, &c, exceedingly double and fine. See
Catalogue.

Collections of choice prize Hollyhock Seeds, Ornamental
Grasses, Greenhouse Climbers, Everlastings, Carnations,
Picotee, Geraniums, &c. See Catalogue.

^ CATALOGUES on application.
Stephen Brown, Seed Grower and Importer, Sudbury, Suffolk.

STRAW B~E~R R I E S.

ES. YATES beofs to inform the public generally,
• he can supply STRAWBERRY PLANTS of every kindworth growing, that he will warrant to produce a good crop of

fruit this summer. They will be sent with a ball of earth toeach plant any distance, and plants over for carriage. Pur-
chasers will please be particular in the address, and state bywhat conveyance they wish them. Price 10s. per 100, except
Oscar which are 20*. Also small plants, healthy and well
rooted, to any extent, as above, can be supplied in quantities
cf not less than 500 at 3*. per 100, and Oscars at 5s. Also,very strong plants in Fruiting Pots for Forcing just comini
into bloom, at ISs. and 24?. per dozen.

6

, 3, St. Ann's Square, Manchester

.

1>TEVV GRAPE, INGRAM'S HARDY PROLIFIC
jJ\ MUSCAT.—This is the most fertile and the best setter of
all Grapes. The bunches are from 12 inches to 14 inches inlength, having black oval berries, with the peculiar vinous

!rr ?u -
HTu lrgh' yet more piquant, and combinedwith a shghtspice of Muscat, so as to tone down the acid without

satiating the palate. The flavour is new, and has been pro-nounced by one of the first judges of this country to be the
finest flavoured of all Grapes. The fruit is such, that the more
it is eaten the more it is liked. In this Grape we have thegardeners friend and the gentleman's bonne bouche It is im
possible to grow the Vine without producing fruit, and owin*to its ripening m a much lower temperature than the BlackHamburgh, it is the very best sort for a greenhouse or Curate'sVinery, and in ordinary summers it, no doubt, will ripen a*ain*ra wall in the open air. The footstalk of the berrv^s so ivfffand strong that it cannot shank off. For those countrieswhere the Vine is cultivated in large quantities in the open ih?and where they have now only coarse and tasteless kinds thiswill be the greatest acquisition. It has been exhibited beforet^a

.

R°yal Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee andobtained a First Class Certificate. The fruit shown beL cut
^.L\r ^

truck from a 8ln^le e* e that ™* »nly 14 months™t^^

.

THE BEST NEW ROSES OF THE SEASON*

WM. WOOD and SON can supply fine siron*
Plants of the following at 5s. each, with usual disenmf

allowed to the Trade.
HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

Abd-el-Kader, velvety crim-
son shaded with scarlet

Agatoide, delicate pink
Darzans, superb rose colour
Due de Cazes, velvety purple Triomphe d'Amiens deeolah.
Prairie de Terre noir, crim- striped and shaded wiS
son shaded and tinted with velvety crimson
violet Bourbon Baronne de Xoir-

Robert de Brie, rosy salmon ' mont, very bright rose

Plants presented to compensate for carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

ROSES n\i POTS. "

By the Dozen, Hundred, or Thousand.

WM. WOOD and SON respectfully solicit attention

to their enormous stock of DWARF ROSES in Pots
adapted either for Greenhouse culture or for Bedding, at the

following prices :

—

Per Dozen.-*, t.

HYBRID PERPETUALS 12 to 18

BOURBONS, CHINA, TEA SCENTED, and NOI-
SETTE ROSES 12 „ IS

Extra plants presented with each Order to compensate for

carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uekfield, Snssex.

ROSES! ROSES! h OSES'.

THOMAS HANDASYDE, Glen Nurseries, Mussel-

burgh, near Edinburgh, has a large Mid superior collec-

tion of ROSES in pots, true to name, consisting of 1m,
Chinas, Bourbons, &c, and begs to offer to the Trade fine

strong plants, 50s. per 100, selection left to T. H.

HEPATICAS, Double Red, Single White, Red, and Bin*

21*. per 100.

Blue, 50*. per 100.»

NEW ROSE.—MADAME STANDISH 5

hardiest of all Roses. Those which stood out & tan

during the whole of the late severe winter not having^

. bud, whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. TM

6
I
growth is very rapid ; the foliage magnificent; colour, »»*

pale pink ; petals smooth, round, and finely imbricatea; a»

form cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, bang.

in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Plants on May »»»

10*. Gd. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken w

Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Miellez, of Lille.

John Staxpish , the Royal Nursery^BagshQ^,
ROSES, NEW AND OLD.

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the

A. Paul) has now ready for delivery a fine lot of all v
best RO.SES, new and old.

lib

WM
A:

the W<
HOLLYHOCKS.

PAUL (Son and Successor to

. . __. Paul) has now ready strong healthy Plants or au

best HOLLYHOCKS. Named sorts, 12*. to 42*. perjw
^

Seedlings, Gs. to 9*. per dozen. All are on theirovrawwj.:

system of grafting so detrimental to the longevity 01 uw v

is not practised at his establishment. ,

BEDDING PLANTS.—All the best kinds, sfo

hardy Plants, at the usual rates.

PRICED CATALOGUES free by post.
ft

Address Wm. I'aul, Cheshunt Nur^ne^Wa]thaniyiU

C H O I C E P I N K 5. ,., £

YOUELL and CO. haying an extensive qf
«

bf

the above, consisting of the very te*b *h°wZ
name, can supply strong and well-rooted plants

per dozen pairs, or 40s. per 100 pairs. me
PANSIES. finest first-class show varieties oy »

6*. and&

*ell

established in pots, 9*. per dozen. ,

Royal Nursery, Greajjanno"^. ^
/TtJPREssUS GOVEN7ANA.—50 Seeds 0^
\J above, gathered this Spring for If. (P0St"^

e
J; con^

wishing to identify the species may have an emy j

forwarding a stamped envelope.

JOHN Pwoh, Welland. Upton-on-Severn..

Paradise Nursery is without restriction as to nw
ffiade

i»

business elsewhere as soon as his arrangement^ windil#0j

obliged
bvthe purpose. In the meantime, and dl

?

rin
^ oWJ«« -.

.

of the late Partnership Business, he ™^ ***
.

tlStU fi»£5

communications for him being addressed as una ^^ gister»

notice.—Robert Parker, Paradise Nursery, ^^^^
Road, Holloway, London, N. . -r^^v0\^

NOTICE is hereby ?iven that *£* £
A
pV RKEB .5

between the undersigned KOBfcRT^ or Ru,<
BENJAMIN S.\ M UEL WILLIAMS, m <*e

e cTur**
of Nurserymen and Seedsmf.n. at the ^ n thjco»

the Hornsay and Seven Sisters Roads, K^^ ;D miW
of Middlesex, under the firm of PAB^* alli to

. JKjj
was this day D: OLVED by mutual coose^

d BBjg*J|
the Business will be carried on by xt*Jmt at Y!!mV
SAMUEL WILLIAMS on his separate accO

g
^.^ fr0Ci

premises, and he will pay and receive an ^ trilde.

the said Partnership in the regular c0Û
r., xS6l-

Wituess our hands this 8th day f£P ;:B. ^rtTtA^Robert P****
veL WW*

Benjamin »anu

to
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BEDDING and OTHER PLANTS.—The Spring

Supplement to JAMBS CARTER & CO.'s GARDENERS
avdFAKMEF; VADE-MECUM will be found to contain all

the requisite information for the arrangement and manage-

ment of BEDDING PLANTS, besides copious Lists of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, with descriptive observation*.

Will be published on MAY 1, and forwarded free of charge and
post paid, on application to

Jamis Carter 4 Co., 237 and , High Holborn, London,

W.C. ; and Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, Sydenham, S.

G'
EKMAN"X\ ISE SEEP, 28*. 6rf. to 34*. 6d.

T per cwt.

GERMAN CARRAWAY .. 15s. Id. to 32*. Gd. per cwt.

CORIANDER .. 15 16
FENNEL .. 23 6 25
FOENUGREEK IS 6 14

Always kept in stock. Samples on application to—
Emm. Lei Bias, ,

Upper Thames Street (uear London Bridge).

»»

»»

ANTIRRHINUM WONDER.
Woodlands Nursery, 3Iaresfield, near Uokfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have much pleasure in

offering strong plants of the above-named exceedingly
beautiful, novel, and curious hybrid, having the foliage of an
Antirrhinum, while the flowers resemble those of a Pentstemon.
Colour brifcht roae, fin© truss, and good habit. A distinct and
striking plant PHee 1«. 6d. per plant, or 15*. per dozen, with

the usual discount allowed to the Trade. •

N. B. The above can be forwarded by post if desired.

100 PHL< » X E8 for 40*. | 100 PENTSTEMONS for 40*.

SUPERB CONTINENTAL PHLOXES & PENTSTEMONS.

WM. WOOD and SON have now ready for

immediate delivery fine strong plants of the above at

moderate prices, with extra plants presented for distant

carriage.
The newest and best Continental PHLOXES, 12*. to 18*. p. doz.

Older but well proved kinds at 6*. and 9*. per dozen.

The newest and best varieties of PENTSTEMONS, 12*. to

18*. per dozen.
Older kinds, 6*. to 9*. per dozen.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

LADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.—In the Oar-
d ners CknmUU of September 8, lb60, p. 816, the follow-

ing Report will be found :

—

"GLADIOLU8 BRENCHLEYENSIS—We have received
from Messrs. Youxll & Co.. of Great Yarmouth, some speci-

mens of this plant, the gorgeous appearance of which cannot
be spoken of in terms of exaggeration. The tall robust habit
and intensely bright scarlet flowers, place it at the head of all

the hardy flowers of the autumn."
Flowering roots, 30*. per 100 ; or As. per dozen. Trade price

on_applic m.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

NEW HARDY BROCCOLI.—The Richmond Late
White remains uninjured by the past winter, while other

sorts have been killed by its side. It is therefore invaluable.

Packets free by post for 1*. Eight fine sorts (including the
above), which in ordinary seasons succeed each other from
September to May, free by post for 5*.

E. J»)NKs, Seedsman, be., Henley-on-Thames.

LEI 3 WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLL—
Gardeners who have not yet tested this excellent new

branching BROCCOLI may see it now in bearing at the
grounds of M . Sutton, Reading, where a large piece has
been \<

* S A ounces and packoU of seed
may still bo had f< >r present sowing.

il l -hire Seed Establishment.—April 13, 1861.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate that
their PRICED CATALOGUE OF KITCHEN GARDEN

and FLOWER SROBI for 1861 is now ready and will be sent
gratis on application.

Every article offered can be guaranteed of the very best
description and true.—Highcatc Nurseries, London. N., oni/\

IfOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
L FLORAL COMMITTEE.

LIST OF AWARDS, APRIL 9, 1861,
First Class Certificate.

Campylobotry8 refulgens, from Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea.
Azalea Kinghornii, from Mr. Kinghorn, Richmond.

Commendation.
Epacris Vesta, from Messrs. Veitch «fc Son, Exeter and Chelsea.
Veronica Chamaedrys, var. pulcherrima, from Mr. Salter, Ham-
mersmith.

Symphytum tuberosum variegatum superbum, from Mr. Salter.
Pelargonium floribundum, as an early decorative plant, from

Messrs. F & A. 8mith, Dulwich.
Pelargonium Snowdrop, from Messrs. F. & A. Smith.
Auricula Rev. G. Jeans, from Mr. C. Turner, Slough.

Special Certificate
To Mr. Veitch, for a fine collection of Ornamental Plants.
To Mr. Turner, for a collection of 12 Auriculas.
The next Mc ig of the Committee will take place on

April 33. Thomas Moore, Secretary to the Committee.

SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1861.

Never in our experience has there been snch
general alarm among Vine growers as during
the present season. One gardener finds his leaves
refusing to assume their customary plumpness,
another sees them turning yellow, a third has the
stems of his Vines loaded with intrusive roots, a
fourth has neither intrusive roots nor leaves of any
sort. Then bunches of flowers shrivel and turn
backward?, leaves rot in blotches, berries become
brown and dry; and all this in the absence
of mildew or red spider, the customarv enemies of
the V me. We do not mean to say 'that there is
novelty in such misfortunes ; on the contrary they
are always ready to visit the inexperienced and to
baffle even the experienced; what we this year
observe is the extraordinary frequency of such
visitation Of most of them the cause is known
and susceptible of being removed by the aoplica-
«on of greater skill-power ; but some are extremely
obscure diseases, the progress of which is hardlv
traceable. J

Among the cases last brought under our notion

is one that may be far more common than

is supposed, although, like all things suUer-
raneau, it escapes observation. A Correspondent,
" J. H." (see p. 314) last week forwaided two large

Vine roots which had died during the winter ; one,

that of a Black Hamburgh, between 3 and 4 feet

long and l\ inch in diameter, the other, a Muscat,

somewhat smaller. In both cases it was evident

that the plants had lately been in vigorous health,

for the annual rings were well defined and the

lateral roots and fibres abundant, long, and wholly

free from that brown rot which marks the

influence of cold and wet. It was therefore clear

that the death of the roots was owing to some

other cause than that which usually effects their

destruction. Upon the surface of many of the

fibres, in their interior, and between their wood
and bark, the white cottony matter which is the

spawn (or rayoele) of Fungi, and the cause of dry

rot, was however plentiful. The main stem, how-
ever, appeared to be clear of it.

We have here then a new instance of healthy

living plants perishing rapidly when attacked by
Dry-rot Fungi. An instance was mentioned in

our volume for 1857 (p.611), when aPortugal Laurel

thus died. A still more remarkable instance was
that of Abies Kaempferi mentioned at p. 820 of the

same volume. Since that time other examples

have come under our notice, among the most
remarkable of which was that of a perfectly healthy

Turkey Oak tree, girthing 23 inches, whose leaves

suddenly became brown in mid-growth, and which
rapidly perished. Upon being dug up one only of

its main roots was found to be filled with mycele.

Some two years ago, Beech trees at Shruhland,

near Ipswich, were observed to be dying in the

park of the late Sir Wm. Middleton : fine trees on
good Beech land. One of them having been
thrown for examination proved to have its

lowest roots white with mycele and as brittle as a

Carrot. The mere fact of trees dying und'er the

attack of this invisible enemy has therefore been
long known to the readers of the Gardeners'
Chronicle; and we entertain no doubt that if

unhealthy trees were examined by competent
observers their sickly condition would be found to

be attributable beyond all question to the same
cause. ^_

That the Larch- rot is so produced we ascer-

tained in September, 1848, upon inspecting the

late Dr. Thackeray's plantations at Nerquis, a
place about 14 miles from Chester, not far from
Moel Vamma, among the Welsh hill?, and at some
800 or 900 feet above the sea. The following

literal extracts from our note-book have some
interest in connection with the subject now
before us :

—

* i Plantations are in the most healthy state

generally, with plenty of hard wood, especially

Oaks, then Ash, Sycamore, Beech, a few Spanish
Chesnuts. In springy places they have failed, the
Larches and Oaks being yellow, and the Scotch
Firs stunted. If they had cut the springs or led

off the water these trees would have been as fine

as others. Shafts have been sunk by miners in

search of lead. In one 20 or 30 feet deep the
sides were quite dry ; in another dripping with
water from the very top. Larches very fine,

about 32 years old mostly, from 30 to 40 feet

high; one has been felled 52 feet high; have
grown sometimes \ an inch in diameter per
annum, as proved by the rings which I measured.
Very clean when sawed up ; few knots. Some
contain 10 feet of timber. All, or nearly so, from
4 to 6 feet. It sells for Is. a foot. The rot has
attacked them in the low or wet places, where
they are yellow and apparently dying at the
points. One blown over because its roots were
rotten— a case of dry rot ; white spawn abundant

;

wood brittle ; the hymenium was forming all over
the butt. Many of tlie felled trees which had
been lying about showed signs of this at the butt
where they had been crosscut. Evidently the rot

is connected tfith wet. In the low parts especially

(in Tir Coad or Woodland) the ends are yellow.

The water must percolate thither from the springs

above them. Near the dry parts no symptoms of

ill health, in the wetter plenty. The land is very
spongy. The rot attacks the heartwood and
thence spreads to the bark, and forms mycelium
between the bark and alburnum. Some of the

roots as thick as the base of the thumb, brittle and
rotten, in the specimens which had been blown
over. Qu*. So long as tissue is young and vitality

strong, so long it resists the action of water ; but
as soon as it gets old and its vitality diminishes
it ceases to be able to overcome decomposition,

then Fungi attack the heart (the old debilitated

part), and rot comes on. Perhaps if the wet were
away the rot would never appear."

Since 1848 the same facts have been repeatedly

observed by ourselves. That live and healtny

trees are killed by dry rot is therefore certain.

There remains the important question " What is

it that brings on dry rot in living trees ?" So far

as Larch is concerned, old notes just quoted show
what opinion was formed in 1847. To that opinion

we adhere, with some extension however. A root

sickens and dies. It then becomes the nidus of

Fungus-spawn. The Fungus establishes itself,

pushes onwards, gradually saps the vitality of other

roots, still advances, and eventually extinguishes

the power of growth. This may happen in two
ways. Rotten wood lying in the ground may
in the first instance be the seat of the Fungus, and
the point from which its arms extend till they

reach an unhealthy living root, which it quietly

encircles in its fatal embrice. Or, a tree may
have a dead root, in which the Fungus establishes

itself, and whence it passes into the living

system. To the first of these the Abies Kaempferi

case and those at Nerquis belong ; to the second, the

Beech trees at Shrubland, the Portugal Laurel,

and the Turkey Oak above mentioned may be pro-
bably referred.

But what of J. H.'s Vine roots ? We have no
means of knowing. He suspected the injury to

have proceeded from the presence of some * i Cotton
waste " in the Vine border. What power such a
substance may possess of generating Fungi we
should be glad to know. Certainly it ought not
to have found its way into a Vine Border. Woollen
waste we know from experience will breed Fungi
in plenty, and so destroy cuttings surrounded by
it. But of Cotton waste there is we believe no
record : it is generally understood to go to the
Paper Mill.

Is it however quite impossible that bushes or

faggots should have been buried for drainage in
" J. H.'s " border ? Perhaps he will ascertain and
inform us. If they were the mystery is explained.

Nothing can well be more certain than that dead
pieces of stick, especially of young branches rich

in nitrogen, are a prolific source of Fungus
mischief.

Advices from St, Petersburgh bring intel-

licence of the death on the 6th of last December,
at the age of 70, of Mr. V. Hartwiss, the Super-
intendent of the Botanical Garden of Nikita in
the Crimea.

— The old Horticultural Society of Tournay
holds a three days exhibition on the 30th June
and 1st and 2d of July ; and another on Sunday,
Monday, and Tuesday, the 8th, 9th, and 10th
September.

By the Pharmaceutical Society a Silver Council
Medal is offered for the best Herbarium, collected in
any part of the United Kingdom, between the first day
of May, 1861, and the first day of July, 1862; and
should there be more than one collection possessing
such an amount of merit as to entitle the collectors to
reward, a second prize, consisting of a Bronze Medal,
and also Certificates of Merit, will be given at the dis-
cretion of the Council. In the event of none of the
collections possessing such an amount of merit as to
warrant the Council in awarding Medals or Certificates,
none will be given. The collections to consist of
Phanerogamous plants and Ferns, arranged according
to the Natural System of De Caitdolle, or any other
natural method in common use, and to be accompanied
by lists, arranged according to the same method, with
the species numbered. The collector to follow some
work on British Botany (such as that of Babingtoit,
Bentham, or Hooker and Arnott), and to state the
work which he adopts. The name of each plant, its
habitat, and the date of collection, to be stated on the
paper on which it is preserved. Each collection to be
accompanied by a note, containing a declaration, signed
by the collector, and certified by his employer or a
Pharmaceutical Chemist known to the collector, to the
following effect:—The plants which accompany this

note were collected by myself, between the first day of
May, 1861, and the first day of July, 1862, and were
named and arranged without any assistance but that
derived from book 8. In estimating the merits of the
collections, not only will the number of species be
taken into account, but also their rarity or otherwise,

and the manner in which they are preserved, and
should a specimen he wrongly named, it will at once be
erased from the list. The collections to be forwarded

to the Secretary of the Society, 17, Bloomsbury Square,

on or before the first day of August , 1862, endorsed
" Herbarium for Competition for the Botanical prizes.'*

If required, the collections will be returned after com-
petition. No candidate will be allowed to compete
unless he be an Associate, Registered Apprentice, or
Student of the Society, or if his age exceed 21 years.

The subject of border edging is one that
interests more the inhabitants of large towns
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where live edging will not grow than those m
country places ; but even in the latter it is difficult

to eive an air of smartness to little gardens with-give

out some sort of frame in which to set the flower

"borders. The rich have no difficulty in procuring

what they want in this line ; but with others it is

different; and we are always glad to hear of any

attempt to supply a cheap material suitable for the

purpose. What is wanted is some hard good-

looking material which will withstand frost. Unless

it does that it is useless.

Some samples of terra-cotta tiles which have been

submitted to us by Mr. Rosher of "Ward's Wharf
appear to fulfil those conditions ; and although an

architect may not admire them, we are of opinion

that they are calculated to improve very much the

appearance of small gardens. If they were

magnificent they would only suit magnificent

places; being neat and unpretending they

are just what small folks want. Some are coloured confined to the border, though they are in reality* dis-

like cast iron, some are red, some green, some tributed all over the surface. The tissues of the mother

white. The latter we like the least ; but that is plant where the parasite is inserted are much
matter of opinion ; the iron gTey we prefer. We fruit when so that wart3 appear on the leaves, and the

swollen, attacked is very gouty and distorted to a con-

Seaweeds, others regard them as the male organs,

of which there is no proof, and against which view

thPre are several objections. It does not appear that

the germination of Bcestelia lacerata has ever been

observed, but in S. cancellated, which is such a plague

to Pear trees where it abounds, M. Tulasne has at least

observed the first germination, though he does not seem

fco have followed it out to the production of spores.

In B. caneellata and cornuta, the protospores which as

in JEcidium are disposed in chains, are connected with

each other by little intermediate processes, but

we cannot perceive anything of this sort in dried

specimens, either of the more ordinary form of J&

lacerata, which grows upon Whitethorn, or that which

is found on Byrus Aria, though they most probably

exist in the young plant. The peridium of this curious

Fungus, which is much elongated and repeatedly

lacerated above, is composed of oblong cells which are

easily detached from each other. The walls of these

are extremely thick, and marked with waved raised

lines, which in certain positions of the focus appear

small trusses, scarlet. It appears to bo -
profuse bloomer; and producing bri^f^T*
flowers, and decidedly horse-shoe-marked T i-V
be recommended. u I0«age, ^ J

34. Bishopstowe. — From Mr. Turnp I
habit; leaves boldly zonate; flowers medhl ***
compact trusses, bright scarlet. A good *u

"
Slz*U

35. British Flag. - From Mr. Turr !
**

Taylor. Medium spreading habit; leaves dial"
^ **

and mottled with green ; flower-stalks mI
1"^

flowers large, in medium-sized trusses li tf
It was considered a good and usefufvariety f ^l
culture, in greenhouses and conservatories. ^

36. Captivation,—From Mr. Turner and If
Vigorous habit, with boldly zonate leaves:

jfo J*
size, in bold long-stalked trusses, scarlet, 'h

•

in character to Empress of the French, but^^
are bolder, and it was pronounced a good nStt*
large or vigorous habited series. ^'^

37. Clarissa.
^
From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.V^

habit; leaves distinctly zonate; flower- *

pact trusses, scarlet.

38. Compactum.—From the

TS small, it (n

recommend those who do not like the slugs and
snails that live edgings shelter, or who cannot

persuade snail-nests to thrive, to inspect Mr.

Rosheb's patterns, which may be seen at Ward's
Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars. We
only hope that they may not be over-brittle.

MYCOLOGY.— No. XLVIII.
* Rcestelia lacerata, Tul—We have hitherto con-

fined ourselves to such species of Fungi as require not

even the help of a lens for ascertaining their specific parasites, or at least those of a very similar character,

siderable extent, and this is especially the case in B.
caneellata.

The parasite before us is sometimes produced in

such abundance as to be injurious, though this is

seldom the case, but that of the Pear is often a
formidable enemy. The surest way to get rid of it

is to pick the leaves which are affected before the
parasite arrives at maturity aud burn them. If the
protospores are once formed, they are so readily dispersed
that it is too late to take any precautions. That these

characters. Those persons indeed who wish to become may be propagated from protospores mixed with the
acquainted with the more intimate structure and the soil has been ascertained by experiment, though it

characters of the fruit must in all cases have recourse is not known how the mycelium finds its way into the
to the microscope, without which even the largest plant. In cases then where trees are much affected it
Bhsenogam cannot be fully studied. It is not however may be prudent to clear away the surface soil from
our intention, at any rate for the present, to depart the roots, replacing it from some distant field, with
much from our former course, though there are some a view to remove any protospores which may* have
objects with which the gardener would wish to be fallen, and which are biding their time, or to prevent
acquainted, which must be ranked amongst microscopic ; if possible the introduction of new enemies. M. J. B
species, and of these the Fungi

*

which are parasitic on living

parts of plants claim more
than a superficial notice. One
of these, which is not un-
commonly produced upon the
leaves and fruit of the common
Hawthorn, has been chosen as

the subject of our present

memoir.

The group of Fungi to which
it belongs has been the subject

of much discussion. While
some rightly considered them
as true plants, others regarded
them as mere pustules
analogous «to the cutaneous
diseases to which the human
race is subject, and to be
mere modifications of the
tissues of the plants on which
they are produced. There was
little excuse for this even when
the botanist had nothing more
than the old compound micro-
scope or single lenses of greater
or Jess power to work with;
for with no more assistance
than these could offer, a mere
glance at the structure of an
Mcidium or of the genus
to which our present plant
belongs, ought to have been
sufficient to convince an un-
prejudiced person that these
productions were real parasites
and not merely diseased con-
ditions of the tissues. A step
further towards a knowledge
of their structure, revealing
the existence of a distinct

mycelium, and the germi-
nation of the so-called spores,
made it impossible any longer to deny them
their proper place amongst organised beings, and the
researches of De Bary, Tulasne, and others have shown
that the bodies once considered as the spores are merely
a preparatory structure (protospores as we are inclined
to call them) for the development of the true fruit.
The protospores in fact germinate, and the germinating
threads protruded in different manners in the different
genera, at length originate the true spores. Besides the
pustules which produce the protospores, there are in

^K(ESTELIA LACERATA, TuL
(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogam ic Flora.)

/-, , Society's coital
Coarse habit; leaves distinctly zonate; floweZJm large compact trusses, scarlet.

Inferior at
grown, but a good variety for in-door culture.

39. Compactum coccineum.—From Messrs ?»
Vigorous habit; leaves boldly zonate; flowers a^compact trusses, scarlet. Similar to Royalist

«

Bishopstowe, but not so bright in colour.

40. Conway's Royalist.—From the Society's coilettii

Medium habit, rather spreading; leaves boldlym
flowers small, in compact trusses, bright scarlet 1:

similar to Bishopstowe, but rather dwarfer, aad i

useful variety.

41. Cottage Maid.— From Mr. Scott. Mi
habit; leaves boldly zonate; rlowera medium^
scarlet. Inferior.

42. Empress of the French.—-From Mr. Turner

Messrs. Low & Co. Vigorous habit, with boldlyzguf

leaves; flowers large, in bold trusses, scarlet. fc

variety is rather coarse, and was considered infernl

British Flag.

43. Fire Queen.—From Mr. Scofct. Medium I

leaves indistinctly zonate ; flowers scarlet, of mei.

size, loose. An inferior sort.

44. General Pelissier.—From Messrs. "Frasen »

Mr. Scott. Medium habit; leaves distinctly m „

flower-stalks pale ; flowers meJium-sizcd, tolenWr

formed, in moderate trusses, scarlet. Inferior,
I

45. Glory of Somerset.—From Mr. Scott. Jtfi

habit; leaves zonate. This variety flA-rib*

but is said to be a dark scarlet with whife**

46. Ivery's Bet.—From Mr. Scott Jh&a*
leaves boldly zonate; flowers uiedium-siM

Inferior.

47. Lilliput.—From Mr. Turner. Very *£

leaves small, with distinct dark zone; fl°weR ?T
sized, very bright scarlet. This variety proved

little gem. ..

48. Martin Gireau.—From Messrs. BolIi«J*»

Vigorous; leaves distinctly zonate; A°*eiV
bold long-stalked trusses, light scarlet.

Agow

with fine bold inflorescence.

49. New Globe.—From Messrs. Fraser. ».

habit; leaves boldly zonate; flowers « ffl

f
'

'L,

trusses, bright scarlet. In the way olJjr

The foliage is fine, and the colour of the flower

50. Orion.- From Messrs. Low & Co.

habit; leaves boldly zonate; flowers
m«u

loose, scarlet. Inferior. , &j

51. Queen of England.—From Mr. Scott,

j

with boldly zonate leaves ; flowersW .,

shape, produced Id fair-sized trusses, %^
A variety of good properties. The s&me Jw-

ceived under the name of Excellence, app*

nomer.
Medi^''

52. Beidii.—From Messrs. Fraser. * ^
leaves boldly zonate ; flowers scarlet,

not well in flower, but was considered in

$

Scott. Vigorous habit ; leaves m^J
]o08

e.

with green; flowers light scarlet, fl"* i

53. Richmond Gem.

^veral genera, and in none more conspicuously than in
Kvsteha, other more minute pustules which yield a

tlvr^
US

"J*
88 °ften °°zing out at the apex, as from

w\th?r!L
a T

.

ol?no» if w* may compare small things

bodie^n'?
918
^
118 ?f a TOtlltitude of minute regular

™^S^£\^ PreS€nt ^^^ ™
of fndTof twt ,1

°°k *P°nthem as a second form
otherplS^« " many examples amongst*ungi aud Lichens, and more especially amon|st

REPORT ON SCARLET AND OTHER BEDDING
PELARGONIUMS,

Grown at Chiswick in 1860.
(Continuedfrom p. 313).

_ Series II.—Hobse-shoe-leated Scarlets.

§ 1. Flowers scarlet.
31. Agatha.~ From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.Medium habit

; leaves bolaly zonate ; flowers small, incompact trusses, scarlet. Inferior

eaves distinctly zonate; flowers large, well formed, in

ISL
00?aCVrUSSe

?'
on W "airy stalks, light

S£2ori«
y C9peciallr for Pilars in con-

anfM?"wf^f

r

F
,°m Mr

'
Turner

> Mr- ^ylor,ana Mr. Scott, Also known as Conwav's PrinrP^

with distmctly zonate leaves ; flowed medium 'sized, in

however, a fine pot plant. vnm* *

54. Moi de jRw.-From Messrs. W *
Medium habit ; leaves boldly zonate; ^ .

compact trusses, very bright scarie

.

Bishopstowe, but no improvement. .^ ,-

55. Scarlet Globe.—From M^sr^ j^i

and Messrs. Low & Co. Medium b*w^ -

flowers large, in fair-sized ?vm*»

Inferior. ^r. Tan*"

rfection.-¥romf-^ *

called Attraction and Boule de * '^fee*

leaves faintly zonate; flo^s

Jri

bright scarlet.
t

56. Scarlet Perfection.
~~

ale ae

flowers

ight scarlet. It is a very ^V^t^^^ f

57. Scarlet Umq**.-*™*]£'J *f*t
habit ; leaves distinctly zon ate,

^ ^
green ; flower-stalks pale; n° ^
trusses, scarlet. Inferior. _ Tayl°r* ft

58. Shrub!and Scarlet.
Froio > - ^ s*

.

habit ; the leaves faintly ?°*at%
ed #*&

large showy heads. \^^^^ I

Messrs. Fraser, appeared to oe
St

u

59. Village %id.-*«>* **

:

*

i

V

z

f]

I

li

S(

a

tr

P*
in

th«

wi
in$

•'8

obt

we
"ti

of
or

lea<

sta

suit

of;
(list

paii

ten*

2 oi

zoni

also

nien

accu

grea

rods

curv

comj

foun

eaail

give-

inch<
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Mr. Turner 1
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scarlet.

'
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ifedium t

let, of meh

s. Yraer 1

tmctty zo:

1, tolerably 1

nferior,

Scott. JW"

did jrf A»b»

ait««ye.

Rollissoni*
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, ^

- of Bi*P
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& Co.
r

Scott.
V;

s w>

,

3>
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app^
1
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'
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1
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aiU
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Vigorous, with boldly zonatc leaves; flowers mediura-

;zcd, in moderate trusses, rather loose, scarlet. Inferior.

§ 2. Flatten cerise or rosy- scarlet.

60. Beauty of the Parterre.—From Messrs. Fraser.

Medium habit, with indistinctly zonate leaves; flower -

talks pale ; flowers small, incompact trusses, o"a lively

rosy scarlet. Inferior.

61. Cerise Unique.—From Messrs. Fraser. Median)
habit ; the leaves slightly zonate ; flowers small, cerise-

scarlet. Inferior.

62. Comte de Morny.—From Messrs. Low &, Co.

Dwarf ; leaves indistinctly zonate ; flowers well-formed,

in fair-sized trusses, lively cerise or rosy-scarlet. In-

ferior.

63. Emperor. — From Mr. Turner. Dwarf and
vigorous ; with boldly zonate leaves ; flowers in small

trusses, rosy-scarlet. Inferior.

64. Francois Chardine.—From Messrs. Fraser and
Messr Low & Co. Medium habit ; with boldly zonate
leaves; flowers large, well formed, in medium-sized
trusses, deep rosy- or salmony-scarlet. A fine variety,
near to Mons. Martin, but having better foliage.

66. Lady Dorothy ^ ///.—From Messrs. Rollisson
& Sons. Dwarf spreading habit; leaves distinctly
zonate, and mottled with green; flower-stalks pale;
flowers above medium size, rather quartered, rosy- or
cerise-scarlet. Inferior.

66. Leoni.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons. Medium
habit ; leaves distinctly zonate ; flowers large, in mode-
rate-sized trusses, cerise- or rosy-scarlet. A promising
variety, but not well flowered.

67. Mons. August.—-From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.
Medium habit ; leaves distinctly zonate ; flowers large,
well formed, rosy- or cerise-scarlet. A promising
variety.

68. Mons. Deschamps.—From Messrs. ItolUsson &
Sons. Dwarf; leaves distinctly zonate ; flowers well
formed, cerise-scarlet. Inferior.

69. Mons. Martin.— From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons,
Mr. Turner, and Messrs. Fraser. Medium habit; lerves
distinctly zoned ; flowers large, well formed, in compact
trusses, of a lively rosy-scarlet, or bright cerise-scarlet,
like Lady Middleton. This is a fine sort, in the way of
Rubens and Lady Middleton, and one well deserving of
cultivation.

70. Paul Labbe.—From Messrs. Fraser. Medium
and somewhat erect habit; leaves distinctly zonate;
flowers of good size and fine form, but produced in
small trusses, rosy-salmon. A fine variety for pots.

71. Picturatum.—From Mr. Hally. Medium habit;
leaves indistinctly zonate; flowers deep rose. This
variety scarcely came into bloom.

72. Rubens.—From Mr. Taylor. Moderately vigorous;
leaves zonate ; flowers large, of fine form, produced in
»d-sized compact trusses, cerise-pink. A fine variety

tor all purposes.
73. Sheen Rival.—From Mr. Kinghorn. Medium

and somewhat spreading habit, with distinctly zonate
leaves; flower-stalks pale ; flowers large, well formed,
in bolcl compact trusses, cerise scarlet. One of the best
varieties in cultivation.

74 Surprise.-Yrom Mr. Turner. Dwarf, with
zonate leaves, distinctly marked with mottled green

:

IiSr™ ' ^ COmPact trusse8
> rosy-scarlet

75. Talma — From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.

scarlet"

1

* sIightly ZOnate
'
flowers ro8y-

,I6
' £*?• B^P'—From Mr. Scott. Medium habit

;

a very distinct variety, the leaves green, with a yellowish-
green centre, and a dark zone ; flowers large, in large
trusses rather loose, rosy-scarlet ; they are produced on
pale-coloured stalks. Though a distinct sort, it is of
inferior properties.

(To be continued.)

Home Correspondence.
Boning Rods.-You have recently (p. 265) given us

the history of these useful aids to new ground work
with some sn—estions for improvements in the "sight-

I?*.*,, «.
doub

!

; lt wouId be an improvement to
sight through " a small hole or tube," if the

observation was properly taken, and the rods
were kept quite perpendicular, but if not the
tube' would be a source of error rather than

of correct measurement. To secure this the "bob"
or spirit level would be indispensable, and would
lead to complications not necessary in the boning

SSte? ^ WC
T
aV

?>
already instruments better

S * W ^Tfv6
- ^ Bn

J°
recon^ends the placing

of a hat behind the sight when the card is not seen
distinctly. A better plan is to have two of the staffs
painted quite white, and at the back of the one in-
tended/or the sijrht place a thin black board, some-or 3 inches high and the same length as the hori-
zontal top of the staff. The intermediate staff should
also be painted black, and with this arrange-ment levels between two given points sufficiently

ZZ f n? ^rT1 Trk
-

raa? be taken with
great fac,hty. Ihe objection however to boning
rods is that they are only suited to straight lines—in
curved lines they lead to considerable trouble and arecompara ively useless. For general purposes I havefound * eir's Drainage Level exceedingly useful and
easily managed. The beauty of it is that it not onW
fncTes

y
a°na

the r
f

ise .°\fal1 hl «3 S-en distance £menes and quarter inches per yard, but when adjusted

as a level, it will, acting on a centre, sweep a whole

garden or building without the slightest necessity

for removing, I have used it for some years,

and in levelling terraces, foundations of house-,

or farm buildings it is only necessary to adjust it at

the time of commencing work in the morning, and any

labourer of ordinary intelligence will work it through-

out the day. For intricate foundations, where it is

important 'that levels should be accurately carried

out, it is most useful, scarcely less so than the

Theodolite. In fact, a year or two back I took some

levels against Mr. M'Adam, the eminent road surveyor,

and the difference in the quantity of earth required to

be removed, as indicated by the two surveys, was only i

3 inches. With a graduated sight-staffWeirs Drainage
|

Level is a most desirable and useful instrument, which

is fast expelling the boning rods of former times.

W. P. A.
Effects of the Winter in Ireland.—Quv locality is

about 80 miles north of Dublin, and we lie very low and

damp on a limestone rock. The sharpest frost we had

occurred on the 24th and 25th of December, but even

then the thermometer registered only 16° of frost ; and

since that time frosts have been slight and of short

duration. Of Plants Injured I am happy to say we
have very few. They consist of Arbutuses, Benthamia

fragifera, Ilex furcata ovata and cornuta, Olea fragrans,

Cerasus ilici folia, Cedrus Deodara and atlantica,

Cupressus M'Nabiana and raacrocarpa, Pinus pyrenaica,

Thuja aurea and Juniperus Bermcdiana. Not at all

Injured: Wellingtonia gigantea, Cryptomeria Lobbi

and japonica; Cupressus Lawsoniana, Knighti, Gove-

niana and Lambertiana ; Thuja gigantea ; Pinus Frazcri,

Benthamiana, ponderosa, excelsa, Cembra, Pindrow,

Pinsapo, macrocarpa, Montezuma), insignis, and Lam-

bertiana; Picea Webbiana and Cephalonica, Cephalo-

taxus Fortuni, Hemlock Spruce, Juniperus excelsa,

Garrya elliptica, Quercus nigra and Fordi, Libocedrus

Chilensis, Thujopsis borealis, Abies grandis and Nord-

manniana, Taxodium distichum and sempeivirens,

Araucaria imbricata. I have taken some Calceolaria

Kayi out of a box that stood fully exposed through the

winter and replanted them, and they promise to be

equally good plants by bedding out time as those

which have been in frames ; of course this is an ex-

ception, and I merely make the statement to show the

great difference that exists between winter here and

that in England. E. W., The Gardens, Kitmore Palace,
Cavan.

Effects of the Winter upon Standard Poses.—Your

Correspondent " S. A.V garden surely must be

favourably situated. We had a collection here of all

the best varieties of standard Roses, which previously to

the frost setting in were all mulched 6 or 8 inches thick

with stable manure, and the stems of some of the

Noisettes and Teas we banded with hay, and covered

their heads well over with Yew branches, yet without

being able to save them. Before the frost set in, we could

number nearly 400 varieties ; we have now 24 alive, so

I think that everything depends on situation ; for in

most of the gardens in this part of the country,

Nottinghamshire, the frost has made a clean sweep of

everything in the shape of evergreens. It is useless to

particularise ; all that is noticeable on pleasure grounds

are Box trees, Yews, and Chinese Arbor-vitae; every-

thing else is being cleared away, and the gardens now
present the appearance of a common where the Furze

has been cut down. W. t
South Notts, April 9.

Pinus Sinclairii 1—1 have seen in your columns the

names of various Conifers which have been killed, but
Sinclairii has not appeared, owing I conclude to the

name being changed. I had three; two I fear are

killed, and the other very much injured; on exa-

mination a fine cone was found at the very top, where
still there are signs of life. This cone weighs 1 lb.

10 ounces, and is of a beautiful form, and the seeds
most firmly fixed. Have the kindness to tell me how best

to get the seeds out of the cone. C. E. P., The Hooke,
Lewes. [P. Sinclairii is said to be the same as P. Ben-
thamiana. If so your leaves do not belong to it, and
your tree is misnamed ; from your account of the cone
it would seem to be P. Sabiniana. In order to open
the cone leave it for a few weeks in a warm dry place,

it will then expand its scales and the seeds will fall out.1

Setting Grapes.—If your Correspondent will set his
Damascus Grape with the pollen of free setting sorts

(supposing his Vines to be in good health), he cannot
fail to succeed. I have done so myself, and find it to
answer very well (this season in particular), 20 bunches
out of 40 on the Vine being quite perfect, and not a
bunch that has not some berries on it ; before I adopted
this plan I could scarcely obtain a berry. Devon.

Strawberry Mulching.—I surfaced my Strawberries
last season with the dung of spent Cucumber beds,

leaves and stable dung mixed together, and I had not

a dirty Strawberry for the season. Devon.
Golden Cherry Plum.—I have possessed this variety

of the Cherry or Myrobolan Plum for some few years.

It does not ripen its fruit in England earlier than the
Cherry Plum, and is, I think, rather inferior in quality.

The Yellow Myrobolan Plum, grown largely in Belgium
for stocks, and. called there " Mirabelle," gives fruit of
the same pale yellow colour and quality. I have not
thought the Golden Cherry Plum worthy of propa-
gation, but I still possess my original imported
tree. T. R.
Fake Mushrooms.—As you did me the honour (see

p. 312) to notice prominently the Agaric I forwarded

vcu for inspection, I beg to offer such information
respecting the mode in which the bed, ftc, was prepared
as I then, as it seems, neglected to do. The bed which
produced the curious variety in question (which we use
largely for garnishing) was made with short dung from
the stables about one month old, and which was worked
up till fit to make the bed in an open shed. The depth
of material was 16 inches; it was beaten firm, and
when the heat had declined to 75° it was spawned with
\ a bushel of Cutbush's Milltrack Spawn. The size of

the bed was about 12 feet by 7 feet, and it was covered

2 inches deep with soil which had been collecting for

three years, such as parings of the sides of walks, soil

knocked out ofCineraria, Geranium pots, &c. The bed has
never had any covering upon it, and for three months
it bore an excellent crop, free from, until recently, the

variety alluded to, which show ed itself in several places

on the bed simultaneously. Other beds treated in

every way similar to the one under notice have no signs

of the spurious variety upon them, although one
adjoining has been in bearing since the 7th Oct., 1860,
and had on the 22d February, 1861, produced 160 lbs.

weight of Mushrooms. I am therefore quite at a loss

to account for the appearance of the variety of which I
sent you specimens, more particularly since it is con-
fined to this one bed, which like the others has brick
walls for its sides. When fresh gathered it has a most
beautiful white appearance, which exposure to the air

discolours. W. Young, Gr. to Capt. R. Barclay, West
Hill House, llighgate.

Black Damascus Grape.—Can any of your Cor-
respondents inform me whether the old Black Damascus
Grape is to be found in this country, except perhaps in

some private collections. It is in the list of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and, as a member, I have re-

peatedly applied for cuttings, but none have been sent.

I have also had Vines under this denomination from
two of the most eminent nurserymen, but they have
each produced only the Black Hamburgh. It is a shy
bearer and requires skilful management, and perhaps
may have been discarded by gardeners on that account;
but it is undoubtedly the finest black Grape which has
yet come tc our knowledge. J. A.

Ornamental Nettle.—I inclose for your inspection

what I suppose may be termed a catkin of Bohmeria
argentea. It has rather a singular and ornamental
appearance, hanging as it does all round the stem of

the plant. The inclosed is over 3 feet in length. It

remains perfect for many weeks. The way in which it

grows from the axil of the leaves, yet not out of the
bud, as you will see from the bud attached to the
catkin, may also be worth notice. George Thomson,
Sfansted, Emsworth, Hants. [The plant sent us is not
what it is called. Bohmeria argentea, otherwise
Pipturus propinquus, is quite different. As no leaves
accompanied the flowers we are unable to say what Mr.
Thomson's plant is.]

Lilacs Forced White in Darkness.—Having read
the French account of forcing Lilacs in the dark, I

thought that I would try the plan. I therefore lifted a
plant with a good bail, put it into the Mushroom house,
with some leaf mould round its roots, and well watered
it, and last Saturday I counted 70 flowers on it, such as
are enclosed, in full bloom. J.Marthison,Barnton. [You
have succeeded in discharging colour, but your specimens
require to be much improved by skilful management.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Quito, January 22, 1861.—I have intended for some

time to write you in connection with Dr. Jameson
especially in view of the interest you have shown in
the introduction of Andine plants into Scotland, a
country I intend to visit at some future time. I have
enjoyed much satisfaction since I came to Quito in
journeying with the Doctor in the country, and par-
ticularly upon the mountains, for nature is less likely
than man to fatigue one in the Andes, and she repays
one for all their labours and attention in discovering
her secrets and unusual aspects.

But what I propose mentioning mainly—and I
shall hope the topic will interest you— is the wealth
of Amaryllidaceous plants, partly unknown, native to
these mountains. I have now obtained 17 native
species of bulbs, every one of which deserves a placem general collections, and most of which are deci-
dedly elegant. And it has occurred to me that I may
be able to forward you bulbs or offsets of all the species
(ifyou should feel desirous of obtaining them), upon my
return to the United States about June next. With
this view I will briefly describe the plants in question.
Some are probably in British collections.

1. Coburgia incarnata.—I find it at only one place,
upon the bank of the Rio Machongra, near Quito,
where it was discovered by Humboldt in 1 802, classed
by him under Pancratium. Perianth 4 inches, scarlet or
deep flesh; scape 2 J feet.

2. Coburgia.—Orange flower. From Quito garden.
3. Coburgia.—Resembles No. 1, but perianth

5 to 6 inches. From Ibarra, in Northern Ecuador.
4. S tenomesson aurantiacum.—Common; small leafr

yellow flower.

5. Pbsedranassaobtusa.—Perianth red, green pointed;
scape 2 feet. Common.

6. Stenomesson.—Resembles No. 4, but- handsomer^
fine leaf ; flower bright yellow. Near Quito.

7. Elisena longipetala.—Native near Guayaquil, but
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limb of per. ti

Sm
cultivated at Quito. White flower,

reflexed, stout habit.

8. Amarylli9 ?—From Napo Kiver. Rod flower.

9. AnAmancaes.—From hill near Guayaquil. Resem
bles Ismene Amancaes of Lima, but fl. white and
not yellow.

10. The Inca Lily.—This fine bulb is a Narcissus, or

of that tribe in the Natural Order, and from Gualea

far down on the western slope of the Andes, in the

forest. Flower white, elegant and fragrant. Leaf

very large, ovate. I cannot find that the plant has

ever been described.

11. A bulb from the forest west of the mountain
El Corazon. A large, fine plant, undescribed. Yellow
flower.

12. Amaryllis?—Flower maroon colour. Alchipichi,

north of Quito. Large flower and showy leaf.

13. Small leaved bulb from same place. Unknown.
14. Do. with yellow flower ; neat leaf.

15. Callithaumaviridiflora.—A fine plant; scape 3ft.

16. Bulb from Ventanas, westofMountains. Unknown.
17. Bulb from forests of Nanegal. Unknown.
The foregoing all belong to Nat. Or. AmaryJIidacera,

and would make a fine collection.

'_ Dr. Jameson sent you some time since seed of a

plant resembling the Tiger flower, found at the base of

Pichincha, which I hope you succeeded "in growing.

If not, as the bulbs are very small, they might be sent

you in a letter. The flower is purple, and the plant

allied to Tigridia.

You must have a number of plants produced from

seed sent you by the Doctor not known elsewhere in

Great Britain, and it would be well some time to have
them classified, described, and published. There is so

little intercourse between this region and the rest of
I

the world—the mountains are so difficult and the

forests so impenetrable —that a knowledge of the

natural productions will get out but slowly into the

world. And as to the propagation of plants, those

taken from the upper regions of the mountains
appear to be grown with difficulty in our northern
countries. Seeds sent home by me have generally

failed. It would be a pleasant thing to see the 16 or

18 species of Ecuador Gentians in a collection ; but
they are probably the most difficult of all to produce.
C. Jt. Buckalew.
[We are indebted for the foregoing letter to Isaac

Anderson Henry, Esq.* who has succeeded in raising

several of these Ecuadorian Alpine plants, among
which are, some of the Gentians mentioned
by Mr. Buckalew. His experience, however, coin-
cides with that of his enthusiastic correspondent as
to the great difficulty of getting seeds from the lofty
mountains of the Ecuador to vegetate.]

oVeTed Hybrid of similar origin. From Messrs

Smith, of Dulwicb, came Cinerarias and two varieties

of Pelargonium suitable for forcing; •™ n
.

am
f p̂°^l

drop was white and blotched and pencilled in the upper

petals with purplish crimson ; the ^her named

noribundum, was a rose coloured kind with aaiic

spotted orange crimson top; to both wereawrf
Labels of Commendation. Messrs. E. (j. Henderson

showed Rudgea leucocephala, a stove shrub with ampie

deep green foliage and snow white blossoms, borne in

compact terminal clusters.

April 9.-{Fruit Committee).-C. W. Dilke, Esq., m
the chair. A paper on insect depredations on fruit ana

fruit trees was read by Mr. Graham of Crantora.

From Mr. Spary, of Brighton, came examples ot new

Black Hamburgh Grapes, to which was awarded a

Label of Commendation. They were well ripened and

finely coloured. Pitmaston Orange and Elruge

Nectarines, from trees in pots, small but well ripened,

sweet and juicy, came from Mr. Gardiner, of Eating-

ton Park, near Stratford-on-Avon; to these a Certi-

ficate was awarded. Of Apples, nine sorts all in

good preservation came from Mr. Cole, St. John s

Wood. Among them were Blenheim Orange, rather

past their best, but still sound; Ashmead's^ Kernel,
1

Spice Pippin, a long keeping firm-fleshed kind ; and

Waltham Abbey Seedling. From Mr. Rivers came an

Italian Apple named Mela Carla, or Malcarle, a variety

long since figured in the Transactions of the Horti-

cultural Society ; it appeared to be an excellent keeper,

but requires a better summer than we have to ripen it

in perfection.

April 9.—(Ordinary Meeting).—C. W. Dilke, Esq.

in the chair. On this occasion 75 candidates were

elected Fellows, and a ballot took place for plants, the

names of which will be found in our advertising columns

of last week. The result of the ballot will be given in

next Number of the Society's Journal.

ocietkff.

Royal Horticflttteal, April 9 (Floral Committee).
—Rev. J. Dix in the chair.—To Messrs. Veitch was
awarded a certificate for a collection of plants con-
sisting of Azaleas; Ardisia crenulata prettily or-
namented with crimson fruit; white and pink-
flowered Epacrises, the sweet-scented Rhododendron
Edgeworthi with two blooms on it ; and a noble speci-
men of Erica hiemalis. The same firm also showed
an Epacris called Vesta—white tipped with pink—to
which a Label of Commendation was awarded. A
similar award was likewise made to Mr. Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough, for a grey edged Auricula named
The Rev. Geo. Jeans, a promising variety well marked
and possessing a well defined good white paste. The
same exhibitor also received a special Certificate for finely
bloomed plants ofMaclean's Unique, Taylor's Glory, Con-
queror of Europe (large and fine), and" the green edged
kindcalledSmith'sWaterloo^llwellknowntobeexcellent
Auriculas in their respective classes. From Mr. Turner
likewise came Cineraria Miss Eyles, a dwarf free
blooming variety, white with a dark centre broadly
edged with purple, and other sorts, descriptions of which
have appeared in former reports. To Mr. Bull, Nur-
seryman, King's Road, was awarded a first class certi-
ficate for Campylobotrya refulgens, a plant with leaves
a foot or so in length, 3 or 4 inches in width, and
beautifully ornamented with silverv looking veins. The
same exhibitor likewise showed other fine ibliaged
plants which have been noticed in previous reports. A
first class certificate was awarded to Mr. Kins-

Botakical or EdinbukGtH, February 14th.—Dr#

W. H. Lowe, President, in the chair. 1. On the Effects

of the late Frost on Trees and Shrubs, by Mr. James
M'Nab; with some additional remarks by Professor

Balfour.

After referring to the state of the weather between the ISth
and 26th December, 1860, and the indications of the register
thermometer at the Botanic Garden, Mr. jtf'Nab proceeded to
describe the effects produced on the shrubs and trees in the
Garden. The effects of the late frost are now being seen on the
evergreens. Many species -which did not at first seem injured
are now seen to be destroyed. The evergreen Oaks (Quercus
Ilex), especially in damp situations, will require to be cut
down. One large specimen, 35 feet high, having a stem 6 feet
in circumference, with a hemispherical top 135 feet round, has
perished. The injury sustained by these Oiks was first
seen in their stems, and in the points of their shoots, and
subsequently the intermediate portions became brown like
the rest of the tree. The Lucorabe Oak (Quercus Cerris
var.) is injured, and shows the effects in the same
way as the evergreen Oak. In the case of the cork
tree (Quercus Suber), although all the young shoots
are gone, the branches and steins seem as yet untouched
evidently protected by the thick bark. The leaves of
all the large plants of Arbutus Unedo have become black,
and the bark on the lower parts of the stem has burst
and is coming off in flakes; the wood has also become
dry and discoloured. It is now evident that all the
specimens of Arbutus in the Garden will require to be removed

;many of them are 15 feet in height, with fine tops 36 feet in
circumference. Ail the plants of the scarlet Arbutus Unedo
are likewise destroyed. This variety was considered hardier
than the common species ; a larger proportion of the plants
having withstood the severe winters of 1837-38 and 1844-45.
The Arbutus Andrachne, although not looking so bad as the
A. Unedo, is also much injured. One fine plant, 10 feet high,
having a stem 2 feet 7 inches in circumference, with-a globular
head 45 feet round, seems in a precarious state ; the leaves on
the lower 6 feet are becoming discoloured. All the specimens
of Rhamnus alaternus in the Garden, many of them 10 feet
high and 30 feet in circumference, have been killed. The
Lauras nobilis (Sweet Bay) is also killed ; the largest specimen
was 6 feet high, and 18 feet in circumference of branches
The Aucuba japonica is killed to within 18 inches of
the ground, the largest plants being 7 feet high and
20 feet round. All ths varieties of Laurustinus are killed to
the surface of the earth, the largest plants being 8 feet high
and 18 feet in circumference. The Portugal Laurels (Prunus
liisitanica), particularly those plants which had been freely
pruned during previous years, are now parting with their dry
leaves, while the free growing unpruned specimens are be-coming soft and black in their foliage, and, where growing indamp situations, the stems arc very much injured. In the
case of the Bay or Cherry Laurel (Prunus Laurocerasus) manyhave their stems totally destroyed, and, where not killed, theleaves are of a dull brown colour. The points of many of thedeciduous trees have suffered much, such as the Walnut (Jug-

Sh^I' &SF& S^ eleSans>* also the Oriental Plane

ff^^Sf1^,^ "yringifolia, Pawlonia, &c. ; but

£\l! £L
nt 7" J

10* ^ thoroughly known till springadvar.™* The deciduous shrubs, particularly the earl?horn, .Nurseryman, Richmond, for Azalea Kinghorni, a
n
f

0Weri
,

nS s°rts, have had" their' flower'-buds
7

mulh^dl
rosy pink variety of good form and substance. Mr. Salter situSons?

C

CvdonU^JSJS^w^^ineu
,

m (in some
of Hammersmith received a Label of Commendation for nSfjtf SeTed '^T^^^ 8^^,^Veronica Chamajdrys pulcherrima, a pretty hardy wal1 R°aes being destroyed; the tall Standardl-budded
variety with yellow variegated leaves, and from the ^JLTL^Jl1^ when

i. The weather for three or four wept
—

*

very favourable for their recovery
i
***^

itions, the plants are now found £' v .*& W

upon them
frost was
damp situations, the plants are now found to hJ" ^ K
stroyed, being soft and brown all over, and havin»tl * '

the points of the branches bent down
; while indrr

6-^**
the branches, though more or less brown are SL"

tu*i*
more rigid. About the 4th February the points??

811**
the branches were blown off; and, as the branch*^f
and firm at the distance of a few inches below 3 *?."<

points, hopes are entertained that they may w ^
buds. During the frost there oozed out from the L p0* *
the large Araucarias in the garden a quantity of thr?* 1' m
This was not observed on any of the smaller SDeciS "* I
largest plant in the garden, now 23i feet high J??

1 * "
4 feet 3 inches round, the circumference of the branoK^
54 feet, has suffered more than any of the otherW»*!I?*
During the last three weeks, many specimens of H1
54 feet, has suffered more than any of the otherWeL. -

During the last three weeks, many specimens of tK?
Deodara are showing evident signs of great injuryJt£?5!
assuming a greyish brown hue, and being rapidlySISassuming a greyish brown hue, and being rapidly thimS
The old wood is affected, but it is hoped the plants win

The Abies Morinda in all situations has also becm?"*
brown, while in damp places all the young shoote^?
and, in some cases, the entire plant. The 4n2?5
all the plants of Cupressus macrocarpa seea fcZj
The largest plant is 18 feet high, and 26 feetiaci^Jjy
of branches, with a stem 3 feet in circumference. BviSf

1

its branches, and taking off 6 or S feet of its stem w??
entertained that, it will yet sprout from below. <££*
torulosa, 10 feet high, is also killed. Cupressus LamSE!
and C. sempervirens, also of large sizes, seem more«^
inj ured. Large old plants of Pinus Pinca are totally destwJ3
both on high and low parts of the Garden, the largest speefi
being 25 feet high, having a fine woody stem 4 feetjjJS
cumference. Pinus insignis, P. radiata, and P. muriaU«
all alike brown. Mr. M'Nab contrasted the effects of k
winter with those of the winters of 1837-38 and 18444; *
concluded by giving reports on the injuries produced in ofe

gardens:—1. From Mr. James Stratton, Botanic Garden, C*
bridge ; 2. From Mr. James C. Niven, Botanic Garden, Hl I
3. From Mr. John Bain, College Botanic Garden, Dublin: ( I
From Mr. David Moore, Glasnevin Botanic Garden, Dublin

From Mr. Daniel Ferguson, Botanic Garden, Belfast; 6. fa I
Mr. A. Anderson, Oxenford Castle, near Edinburgh

; 7. Fa I
Mr. William Baxter, Ricarton, near Edinburgh.

Professor Balfour made remarks on the splitti^if

trees which had taken place. He also read letta

from Mr. W. Scott Elliot as to the state of the tb»

mometer at Kilgraston, Strathearn, Perthshire; fta

Mr. Humphry Graham, as to the thermometer a
vegetation at Bilstane, near Kirknewton, about S
feet ahove the level of the sea; from Mr. Job

Stewart, Cairnsmuir, Wigtonshire ; from Mr. Will

Stewart, Dalhousie; from Mr. Peter LiddeH *

way ; and from Dr. J. C. Innes, Forres. In some

:

th«se situations the thermometer had not fallen belli

28*. At Bilstane the lowest temperature was 4
:

Fik

on the 24th December. On the last-mentioned j»

perty the Conifers are uninjured. Professor Baffin

then referred to the reports given of the season *

1683-84, and detailed the observations of BoW

regarding that very severe winter. The effeefe

«

vegetation described by Bobart are very simihr to

those observed during the recent frost. ^J*
extensive tree-splitting, destruction of nV.
ordinary hardy evergreens, plants in Io< »*^
suffering much more than those in elevate^Fj**

Bobart concludes—" It is hard to say whata*
proof even among our native plants, except m*
Ivy, which stand in defiance of all." Evelyn*
that in 1683-84 the following plants were ^^\
Cork trees. Cedars. Alaternus. Rosemary, HaUD»

were*Sea Purslaine, Cypress; and the following wertj

injured : Ilex, Scarlet Oak, Arbutus, Bays,^
Laurustinus, and Hollies.

Professor Balfour exhibited a gall on Pinus sylye^

aenslnre, wnicn a*" 7 ",r
llnffr

him by William Brown, Esq., F.R.S.E. The tolio

is thedescription given of it by Mr. JamW*3^

from Finzean, Aberdeenshire, which had been.$

.R.S.B. T

r_ &._ , Mr. James
<

manshiel, to whom it had been sent for e»mJT
fcflfi

" The oval mass of white resin 011 the young
snoo

Scotch Pine I found to be occasioned by the » rj

of a moth which inhabits the interior ot w

beneath this hardened tubercle. On breakl" 3
t]ie^

it was hollow, excepting pieces of resin an
^^

ginous excrements of the inmate, which, n ' .

invisible till I split up the shoot, and got tf w ^

beneath the "tubercle," which was
™°f{T(

l&l
its K«<&
Th<"

turP^

same establishment also came variegated varieties of
Lunaria biennis, and Symphytum officinale and tubero-
sum

; to the last, which had leaves broadly edged with
yellow, was awarded a Label of Commendation. Messrs.
Parker and Williams again showed Statice propinqua,
a half shrubby greenhouse hybrid raised between S.

if°rdi and S* Puoerula »
a"d resembling S. profusa, a

moderately vigorous free blooming blue and white

thl ^JfiS? S 5- ^kalew, Esq., the American Minister at

mnVbSSmiS. °L£he E<l™tor, an enthusiastic and an intelli-

Sbes of SStT ^ ta8te
i{

incli™ him most to the bulbous
been mainly c&fELd £ v u 52 in4efati^ble effort« haw
very impenetrffi^Lj113 C0

.

Uectl«g-s m those interesting but
Andes surroundlZ^l^^^t^S °* "* "*

growing on Apple stocks, and also on the branches of MespilusCanadensis, has been very much injured
; but it is quitegreen and healthy when growing on Oak and Thorn. The latefrost, in situations where the thermometer fell below zero hitproved very injurious to the buds and voung shoots of mnnr

fruit trees The injuries in many cases will notttfficieZknown till the shoots containing the blossom buds expandAt the present time, the buds are swelling fast; anfl \w
longitudinally, the young flowers will be fSiid a'Xh^The injury is particularly observable on all waU^t?ees such asthe Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, Pear, and Apple. Tne buds ofthe standard fruit trees, in certain situations are all rn, oh £jured The Fig trees are destroyed to within lfinch?s of theground. Since the puolication of Mr. M'Nab's fir<* ™™L •

the Covrant on the effects of the frost, on llthTT^nn^*J
n

injuries inflicted on the Conifene are becom n* m ^' th
5more visible. For a time it was thought thaUh fiL-?

re an(
JAraucaria imbricata would get ove? the^ browning"Tm8

•

f

points, which was the first indication of the effects of the frSt

away ; and but for this covering ^^
would have been open to the day. } ^it-

had collected round it from the irritate .^
ceptacles. Judging from an opening ti1^^commenced operations near the base ot .« ^^
underneath which was dug its gallery.

y irff

^

is 1 inch long by j broad. The caterpillar* $

inch long and 1 line thick. It is ofa^e rfjj

nankeen yellow colour ; the head and tne ^
first segment above are shining black—m» *

fl
^ *

with a white line in the centre \
there

\

g^
wide-set black points on the fore part <* *

ack^
and a pair behind ; the spiracles are als°

tltfre
are

"J
the anal segment is nearly concolorous;

thc ba*»

*

a few dots on the segments beneath ann ^jj*
the prolegs, and the legs have DiacK ij^tlnj
parts about the mouth are mostly Pfl

!^verf 6lag^'

„ibli

account
ot £ i

prolegs

i about the mouth are mostly 4 . err £>

backwards than it is anteriorly. 1* Le&b\W*Z
in this respect, as also in appearance, rt _ . ^ ^
caterpillar that lives in the interior

The only resin-moth that I *2££Jlu res*
eI%

Tortrix resinana of authors, Orthota i

n , bfltflJ

Stephens. The actions of the two .^%.rtfi"*J
caterpillarsaredissimilar. ThecaterpiJia thTo££
ochre-yellow, with a brownish red hea^ -

n }

is only four lines lone. Its history JJK one
&*

"Treatise on Insects," p. 355-56. **»
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Pine may, I apprehend, attack older wood than ! those once prevalent in the rest of Denmark, though here the king poasebbed a 4

lyst' house, where he loved

O. reainella does. Dr. Lowe aent a specimen of the
«»-•-- > » - * — *

hrn to Mr. H. T. SUinton, who says—"The larva

a Tortrix, and I should expect it to be Ketinia resinella,"

—thus confirming Mr. Hardy's conjecture.

Mr. af'Xabgave the following report on the flowering

of plants in the Botanic Garden: Kranthis hiemalis,

Jan. 26, 1861 ; Crocns wndanus, Jan. 28 ; Rhododen-
dron atrovirena, Jan. 2s ; Galanthus nivalis, Jan. 31

;

Anemone hepatic*, Jan- 31 ; Lencojum vernnm, F*b. 1

:

Dondia Epipactia, Feb. 1 ; Sisyrinchium grandiflorum,

Feb. 5 ; Uraphalodea veins, Feb. 6 ; Pothos foetidus,

Feb. 9; Crocus renins (yellow), Feb. 12.

Xcticeg of iJco&s.

A Residence in Jutland, the Danish Isles, and Copen*
hagen. By Horace Marryat. 2 vols. 8vo. (Murray).

In a couple of capital volumes Mr. Marryat tells his

readers how he occupied himself for a year and a half
in that Cimbrian region from which so many of us
derive our origi It is not a little curious that
although within an easy sail of England, the land of
the Jutea is as little known to the English as Muscovy

;

and yet, according to Our lively author, it may be
visited and travelled through and lived in with no dis-

comfort from which a traveller need shrink. " My
wanderings through the kingdom of Denmark,** says
Mr. Marryat, " have to me been of great interest. Still,

recollect, I do not recommend this tour to every one.
The boy in the Blues—& moustache naissante—the
youth late escaped from college, with leave of absence,
and a life ofhard military duty, orthe prospect ofa country

E
*ri*h before his eyes—may far better employ his time,
et him stop bis two days at Copenhagen, fish his way

up Norway, shoot it down Sweden, quaff the champagne
of the ' mdre Cliquot' at St. Petersburg—he'll get it

nowhere else—buy turquoises of the Tartars at Moscow
(they'll all turn green a week after y, on to Constanti-
nople, poke hi* nose in a harem garden and get shot at,

or say he did—ten to one if he's believed, if it's true

—

and then on, on, avoiding all the interstices of travel,
seeing what is best worth visiting in the world, sowing
his wild Oats, liberally, not wantonly—anytin ig better
than a later crop—and return to his own country and
' do his duty in that state of life to which it has

\
'leased

God to call him.' But for those inoro advanced in
life—who have been everywhere and have done every-
thing—who abominate being whirled for pleasure
across the fair face of Europe by a locomotive—who
detest German baths and their wickednesses—who,
feeling they really know and are judges of what is

grand and beautiful in this world, can afford, without
losing their dignity, to be pleased with what is not
perhaps first-rate—who like to drive through a country
to dy its history, its customs, and its legends—who
are content to take people as they find them—who
prefer ;1 and kind treatment, with moderate prices,
to fawning obsequiousness and robbery—to such people
I can conscientiously promise much pleasure, much
interest—especially if in spring time— in their travels
through the ancient province of Jutland and the fertile
sea-girt islands of the Danish Archipelago.''

With such a companion any country would be in-
teresting, for the author is " well up" in Jutland history,
in antiquarian learning, and in that sort of gossiping
anecdote with which a skilful writer knows how to
make his pages sparkle. In a country house, on a hope-
lessly wet day, these very enjoyable volumes would be
a treasure.

In his progress Mr. Marryat visited Hamburgh and
Holstein, Sleswig and its islands, Copenhagen, Elsinore,
and all the north of Zealand. Thence crossing into
Jutland, he passed by Aalborg and Viborg into the
islands of Funen. Falster, and Bornholm : and return-
ing into Zealaii leesed tt de action by fire of
the once bea il palace of Frederik8borg, with a
graphic description of which melancholy event the

now gradually fading away. Christmas, as in other

countries, is a season of universal rejoicing and merri-

ment 4
• -ud signe eders Juul : Juul til Paaske'

—

May God bless your Christmas ; may it last till Easter.

The salt-cellar remains on the table during the festival

of Juul ; Christmas cake and the Juul tonne, which

dates from Pagan days, to which all strangers are wel-

comed with 4 You shall not carry our Juul out of

doors.' From the 24th of December until the New
Year no one works, neither man nor woman. The
farmer drinks during that period of repose a con-

siderable quantity of honey mixed with brandy—

a

sort of hydromel, the favourite beverage—and devours

huge Christmas cakes ; and the young people love the

dance almost to frenzy. Tho New Year, however, is

not danced in, as with us ; it is ' shot in ' iu Bornholm.

Everybody who possesses or can shoulder a gun or

discharge a pistol fires it off as tho clock strikes 1

2

large parties of the peasants mount their steeds, and,;

siting the farms of their neighbours, fire against the

window-panes, startling those slumbering within—

a

somewhat uproarious manner of wishing them " a

ippy New Year." On the festival of tho Three
mga in every house is consumed a tallow candle with

three wicks; then, at six weeks' distance from

Christmas Day, the Bornholmers indulge in one week
of fun and jollity, relics of the old Papistic carnival,

termed ' Fastelavn' (Shrovetide). They do their best

to disguise and costume themselves, men as women,
women as men, and with masks on their faces, go

round and visit tho different houses. Sometimes
there are cavalcades on horseback, horses decked out

as well as their riders ; but for this one week they

dance from morning till night and from night till

morning ; and 1 >ainm, the coachman, who, among
other accomplishments, plays the fiddle, assured me
that by the time the Bornholm week's carnival is Bpent

liia arms are well nigh played out of their sockets.
* Do everything by rule, as the tailor said when he
killed his wife with a rule,' is a vulgar—very vulgar

—

Danish proverb, but one which tho island peasants

adhere to strongly, more especially as regards the tra-

ditions of the Church of Rome. On Good Friday 'they

set their willows.' They have an especial day for the
planting of everything, and as for signs and wonders,
the life of a farmer must be a torment to him. If on
Ascension Day the Rye be not in car, woo betide them

;

or again, should it rain on any one of the Sundays
when the Gospels are read from St. Luke, it is a bad
look-out for the harvest. A great festival, too, is Hellig

Bonder's Day, the week after St. Volborg'B, the time
for sowing the corn and the week when people clean

out their houses."
" This morning we set off on an early walk, passing

by an obelisk erected to commemorate the visit of his

present Majesty, when a young man, to his loy

possession of Bornholm—a building open to the public

on high days and holidays, and to-day all is motion
and activity, for it is the annual cattle-show of the
island, and prizes are awarded to bulls, bullocks, pigs,

ef hoc germs omne. Long tables are spread out under
the trees with coffee, tea, and stnoer brod, to say

nothing of schnapps; and while the judges are busy
awarding the prizes, the farmers and their families are

occupied with their inward restoration. Very sturdy
little bulls— Bmall, like all island breeds—stand
quiescent under inspection. A prize ticket is fastened

on to a dun coloured animal with a white streak across
Lis back ; then we make our way on, up and down,
down and up, till we come to the entrance of a huge
encampment, surrounded by an earthen vallum, here
termed Gamleborg. Nobody knows aught of its

history ; it is now studded over with trees, but it is

wort!) while to climb on the opposite side merely to
look down on the valley beneath."

As an example of Mr. Marryat's anecdotes, we select
his account of a farming dame who lived on the island
of Thoroo :

—

Later, Thorce came into the possession of Ellen
Marsviin, who here first appears in a new light

narrative concludes.
U Bornholm. not ong since recommended to longer Ellen Munk, but as a bride, wife of Knud RudEng ish agriculturists who could not manage to live in of Sandholt, one of the richest noblemen in all Den-

England, we have an interesting account, from which mark, who died in 1611. Here she carried on a greatwe must borrow a few paragraphs :- traffic in ' staldccxene ' (cattle), furnished the king's

« v\ i

*?"" lhrou
8_
n a succession of cultivated fields, troops, and well, too ; for a French writer, in this very

btubbie days gone by, all is ploughed ; many portions year, after praising the appearance of the Danishresown with Eye. rarmers carts, horses, and men, in sailors and the army on board the fleet, adds, ' Thererun
-

KUvity. m the background rises a ridge of purple
,
is no luxury, but a wonderful abundance of good meat,

fkEF I ?•^r .*?'.

^

wards the *es» among the as well as all the necessaries of life.' Old Ellen builtUnckprotecting foreste of Ash and Oaks, lie the farm- here a stone house, called Marsviinsholm. She was,nouses— small ostabhahments when compared with
those of Jutland. The farms here are seldom of more
than 200 acres. Land has lately much increased in
value. One farm, which some twenty-five years
ago was valued at .000 dollars, was lately sold for
^2,000. The peasants are most careful cultivators.
tthen the Rye is sown, not one pebble is allowed to
remain on the surface of the field. Were it a Geranium
bed, it could not be more delicately raked or the
ground finer

;
for this there is but one explanation-

Che peasant is here no tenant the land is his own
property

; four or six horses are the extent of his pos-
sessions, and a few farm boys his labourers. The
tarm buildings have a ' cock appearance about them,
unlike to sober Denmark. Each gable, be there ten of
them, ia surmounted by a vane."

* The .old ^customs of Bornholm differ little "from

however, hard on the peasants, unlike her first hus-
band, Ludwig Munk, who was the model landlord of
his age ; so her memory is not revered. The people
tell how one day she staked tho island of Thoroe
against his majesty at cards, and lost it. At first Ellen
declared it was only fun, that she never played in

earnest, but Christian was not to be put off in that
way ; so she begged to keep it until alter crop time :

and, to spite the king, sowed Thistles; the land in

consequence became so bad the king would not have
it. She got into hot water with the Church, to which

ie had no idea of being a benefactor without ruling
and regulating all appointments even down to the
gravedigger."

Here is another, like to which are many more :

—

" In the days of Christian IV. our garden was known
by the^ appellation of ' Kronborg's Lundehave,' and

to pass his leisure hours and drink his wine in com-
pany with Mrs. Karen Audersdatter, whose son, Hans
Ulnk, one of the Gyldenluves—a distinguished man

—

became later Governor of tho Castle. As lor poor
Karen, she grew blear-eyed, had to wear spectacles ;

so the king married her oft' to a parson. You will see
her portrait at Rosenborg—not the lady with pearlB in

her hair : she's another, Kirsten Madsdatter, who died

suddenly while sitting at her looking-glass, braiding

those very ornaments among her golden tresses. An
awful warning to bad Qvindfolk and others.

* Christian IV., in his journal of May 5th, 1629,

notes down : 'I Christian IV. went from Frederiksberg

to Kronborg. A little boy opened the door by the

chimney of the kitchen, out in the garden-house (Kron-

borg Lundehave) ; and when I sent to see who was
there, there was nobody.' Not very alarming, but lie

was always seeing visions. Here too he made his
1 cure ' and took his powder for ' epileptic fits.' Not
that he suffered from them more than you or I. He
got drunk, tumbled down like his neighbours, and on
his recovery declared it was ' epilepsy/ No one con-

tradicted hits Majesty: it was not etiquette: so lie

believed it and betook himself to powders—powders
composed of * scrunched malefactors' skulls,' mingled
with some bygone nostrum : the greater tho villain, be
he hanged or decapitated, the more efficacious the

remedy.
"Capital punishment' still exists in Denmark : none

of your new-fangled philanthropic guillotines, T>ut

decapitation, as in days of yore, by sword and block ;

and now, even in the present century, when an execu-

tion takes place either in the island of Arnak or Mtecn,
the epileptic stand around tho scaffold in crowds, cdp
in hand, ready to quaff the red blood as it flows from
the still quivering body of the malefactor."

As for the natural vegetation of the country near
Elsinore at the end of April, it alone should tempt a
stranger to turn his steps thitherward :

—

£•• Along the coast extends for miles a beechen forest

with walks cut out for the delectation of the visitors

:

no underwood—a shady canopy overhead, under which,

the exhilarating sea-air circulates. The Beech are now
leafless, but the ground is carpeted with green Mosses,
through which pierce the delicate flowers of the snowy
Wood Sorrel with its trefoil leaf, and the Wood
Anemone, its petals varying from rose to white ; in the
marshy parts below we find the golden Heste-hov
(Horse's-hoot), Lamba Blom, Fruers Srcrk (Our Lady's
Smock), and the Eladstierne ; the pale green leaves of

the Lily of the Valley and '.the Conval have already

protruded themselves, but shiver and tremble in the
blast as though they had acted unwisely ; the Cowslips
(Koe-driver, Cow-driver, as they here call them) and the
Oxlips—shamo on them for their effeminacy !—tuck
their blossoms sturdily under their stalks within their

coronal of leaves, determined to bide their time and
not be caught committing any imprudence."
Two stories more and we break off. The first con-

cerns the mysteries of Cuckoo :

—

As we strolled through the woods, the voice of the
cuckoo rang shrilly through the air, entirely, too,

devoid of Danish accent. Many naturalists declare
that the notes of the singing-birds differ according to
the climate in which they dwell. Perhaps I am hard
of hearing, for I have never yet found it out. But if

you wish to know why the cuckoo builds no nest of its

own, that I can easily explain according to the belief
in Denmark.

" When in early spring-time tho voice of the cuckoo
is first heard in the woods, every village girl kisses her
hand and asks the question, ' Cuckoo ! cuckoo ! when
shall I be married (

' and the old folks, borne down
with age and rheumatism, inquire, 'Cuckoo, when
shall I be released from this world's cares ]

' The bird
in

%
answer continues singing, Cuckoo !

' as many times
as years will elapse before the object of their desires
will come to pass. But as some old people live to an
advanced age, and many girls die old maids, the poor
bird has so much to do in answering the questions put
to her, that the building season goes by ; she has no
time to make her nest, but lays her eggs in that of the
hedge-sparrow."
The last relates to a -practice we had not read of

before. The author has been to the Veirhcei, one of
the highest points in Zealand :

—

" We returned to the castle to lunch ; a charming
residence, fitted up with all possible comforts, nothing
too fine for use—family portraits and collection of
stone antiquities found in the barony itself. Then we
visited the gardens, rich in Roses; in, the potager I

observed a row of the Helleborus viridis. This plant
is found indigenous in some par of England, near the
ancient hunting 1< es of our Plantagenet sovereigns,

and was used in the days of archery for poisoning the
arrowheads." Possibly Helleborus fectidus is here
meant.

Let us add that Mr. Marryat's volumes are set off

by some of the most charming woodcuts that modern
art has produced , among which is a view of the
beautiful Castle of Fredenksborg, as it once was.

Trade Lists Re< iyed.—Vilmorin & Co., Paris:
New List of Greenhouse and Hothouse Tree Seeds.
Also Catalogue of Mexican Seeds received from Ttoesz.1

& Co. Also Supplemental Catalogue of Tree Seeds.
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Garden Memoranda.
J. Day's, Esq., Hion Cross, ToTTEynAM.—Few

gardens attached to suburban residences contain so

rich a collection of Ferng and Orchids as this does.

Among Ferns especially are specimens whose equals

both in point of size and beauty it would be difficult to

find ; we ullude more particularly to Gleichenias, ot

which Mr. Day possesses plants 5 and 6 feet and even

more in height, and nearly as much in diameter I These

are G. flabellata, dichotomy dicarpa, and Speluncso, the

whole of which have wintered safely, and exhibit all the

appearances of robust health. Of tree Ferns there are

also some beautiful examples, more especially of Dick-

sonia medullars, the great fronds of which reach the

top of the house, and ofCyatheas ; of Hemitelia horrida

there is also a noble plant, and of scarcely less dimensions

are Lastrea villosa, a kind with very handsome fronds,

and two species of Angiopteris. In baskets suspended

from the roof was Drynaria diversifolia, whose long

graceful leaves falling in rich profusion over the sides

of the basket had a wonderfully fine effect. Some of

the Aspleniums, too, though not in baskets were

also extremely handsome, one or two kinds having

fronds five and six feet in length. Of Todea airicana

we noticed a fine plant, and the beautiful leaves of

Thyrsopteris elegans are admiicd, and deservedly, by all

who see them. Of such examples of Ferns as these,

together with plants of smaller size, a house 50 feet in

length is full, and in other compartments were beautiful

examples of Hymenophylluras and Trichomanes.

Among Orchids are specimens not les3 remarkable

;

one in particular, Dendrobium densiflorum, has now

on it no fewer than 90 bunches of rich

yellow or rather orange blossoms, and many

of the bunches measure quite a foot in

length. Such a plant would indeed be grand in the

extreme were it not that the majority of the bunches

of flowers issue from situations too low on the stems to

show to advantage, the leaves overtopping them and

partially hiding them from view; as it is, however, it

is a glorious specimen, nearly 5 feet in diameter,

and well worth travelling miles to see. Of other

Dendrobes of the same species there are also good

plants coming into flower, and an example of the

pale variety of it is just opening its blooms. Among other

Orchids well worth inspection are Vanda suavis, with

large spikes of blossoms just now in beautiful condition ;

the charming Odontoglossum Pescatorei, O. niveum,

Arpophyllum giganteum, with seven spikes, the

pretty little shell-like blossoms on which are

just about to open ; Dendrobium Farmeri, white, deli-

cately shaded with pink and blotched in the centre

A Microscopic Age

Miscellaneous.
-If I were to point out what i§

age, or n a commercial^og% or » •^
&^__*y a„

as an itinerary age, or as a ™lf°
nar
,L ag a micr0-

which epithets it has heen described-bnt as «n
seropic age. Nothing appears to be so wonder^w*
fhP^hano-e which has occurred m tne coimuuu u&%& Little things have become^great

and great things have become small. A

j

.the>moaero

science of chemistry could not spring ™*° ^ fc^
until an accurate balance was evented so the.modern

science of physiology and the whole theory of mortal

life, as we now comprehend it, has grown out of the

microscope. This is a literal fact, and it is symboli
>

o

a much wider one-that all modern research has

become microscopic. Painting has become ™P^P1C>

and gives us details of Mosses and Lichens, which halt a

century ago would be laughed at as a useless waste ot

time. History has become microscopic, and enlivens

the descriptions of courts and senates with a minute

account of carpets and cakes, dresses, dinners^and other

trivialities. Poetry has become microscopic, dwells

even to morbidness on the blue fly singing i' th pane,

and tells us that the meanest flower which breathes

can give to the bard thoughts that do lie too deep for

tears. St James's Magazine.

as any

Aim at

fairly established should be kept cooler, admitth^
on ever} favourable opportunity, in order to 'L*

1 *

short-jointed fruitful wood. ^^
Fig House.—Maintain steady treatment

check is apt to make the trees cast their fruit.'

preserving uniform growth.

Mtjsheoom House.—Trap woodlice by means
flower-pots laid on their sides, placing in the bottoms!!

them a Mushroom, a cut Potato, or a little dry Mo»
Watering occasionally round the sides of the bed JS
boiling water will also effectually thin their numbers
Stbawpebries.—Water regularly and give a^

dance of air. Those which have ripened their
fr

may be planted on a rich border to make runners •

the

may possibly also produce some late fruit if the autumn

proves favourable.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

The cold winds which we have for some time n«t

Calendar of Operations*
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—While cold drying winds and

occasional bright sunshine prevail considerable atten-

tion will be necessary to maintain a moist healthy

atmosphere in this house, and no effort necessary to

secure this should be spared, for it is needless to expect

flowers to last in a dry warm atmosphere. A thin

shade should be used to break the force of the sun, and

in giving air every care should be taken to avoid drying

currents, opening the top ventilators only as long as

these will suffice to prevent too high a temperature,

and every available surface of bed or border should

be kept constantly moist, in order to secure plenty of

evaporation to counteract the drying effects of the

external atmosphere. Give frequent attention to

climbers in free growth, regulating the young wood

before it gets entangled, and see that Hardenbergias, &c.,

are properly supplied with water at the root. At this

busy season there is great danger of neglecting winter-

1 blooming plants, such as Epacrises, Daphnes, &c,
with orange—a delightful contrast of colours ; tbe rich I but if these are to be had in anything like perfection

orange Dendrobium aggregatum, Cattleya Skinneri; next season they must be properly cared for now. Show
several plants of Lycaste Skinneri, Dendrobium Cam- houses are generally kept too close and warm for

Epacrises and Heaths, and in that case they should be

removed to the greenhouse as soon as they are out of

bridgeanum, one of the best of the golden yellow kinds

with rich deep brown blotched Jip; and last, but not

least, PhaJaenopsis grandiflora. Of the last, Mr.
Day has never been without flowers at all seasons

for years. Less important plants in point of size, either

in bloom now or fast approaching that condition, are

numerous.

The principal Orchid house is 30 feet long and
11 feet in width, and is warmed by means of hot water
in iron pipes ; it has slate shelves round it, and a flat

slate-topped table or bench in the middle for placing
the plants on ; below the latter is a hollow chamber,
but not heated, that being considered by Mr. Day's
gardener to be detrimental to the growth of Orchids,
inasmuch as it robs them of the amount of moisture
required for their healthy development, and certainly
nothing could look better than the plants treated
on the comparatively cool moist bottom plan practised
here do ; not a discoloured leaf could be detected
among them, and all seemed to possess unusual vigour
and luxuriance.

Of variegated Orchids we also noticed an interesting
collection ; the plants of w hich it consists are placed on
silver sand in a box with a glazed moveable lid, fixed
inside the Orchid-house, over the hot-water pipes, which
passing as they do through a little brick chamber built
below the box, furnish the latter with bottom heat; alittle
door in front, which can be opened or shut as required,
serves as a regulator of the temperature ; thus treated
the plants look uncommonly healthy, and the collection,

containing as it does all the best and newest kinds, is by
no means the least important feature ofthe place, which
is altogether one of unusual interest to lovers of Orchid-
aceous plants and Ferns.

Teegullow, Cornwall,the Seat of W. Williams,
Esq.—There is now in flower here a beautiful specimen of
tfte Sikkim Rhododendron Aucklandi. The plant is

about four feet and a half high, and has four bunches
of flowers on it ; the upper and central one contains
eight flowers, some of which are five inches in diameter,
of a delicate white colour, beautifully tinged towards
the edges with pink ; the whole presenting as hand-
some and striking an example of a Rhododendron as
can well be conceived. There is also in the same
Conservatory a splendid specimen of Rhododendron
javamcum, 14 feet in circumference, with 20 bunches
on it now in full bloom, and about 50 more buds yet
to blossom. In order to flower this handsome Rhodo-
dendron satisfactorily it should have its wood well
rrpeneu m the summer time so as to be hard and firm
oetore winter.

bloom, affording them a rather damp and shady
situation for a few weeks. Attend to repotting such as

have started after being cut back, and keep them moist
and rather close until the roots get hold of the fresh

soil. Shift and attend to tree Mignonette, for flowering

the ensuing season, and see that tree Violets are not
infested with red spider.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—In cases where a regular supply of fruit

is required at all seasons, it will be necessary to
examine the stock of plants frequently, marking those
considered the most likely for fruiting, so as to be able

to keep them rather dry at the root for a month or
so, which will in most instances have the desired effect

of checking growth and throwing the plants into fruit.

The only effectual method, however, of securing a
supply of fruit at any particular time is foresight in the
management of the stock, taking care to get the growth
well ripened in sufficient time to allow of affording the
plants a short period of comparative rest, which is the
only certain means of inducing them to fruit at any
desired season. With plenty of convenience this is

easily enough managed, but where the accommodation
is limited, it is by far the most difficult part of the cul-
ture of the Pine. Black Jamaicas and Cayennes are
the best varieties for winter fruiting, and the stock of
these should receive every attention at this season so
as to induce them to make free growth, and a portion
of them should be shifted into their fruiting pots as
soon as possible. Use every means to afford growing
stock a moist atmosphere.

Vinekies.—In cases where Muscats are grown in the
same house with Hamburghs and other free setting
varieties the temperature must be kept sufficiently high
during bloom, and until the berries are fairly set, to
suit the Muscats; for a crop of these cannot be de-
pended upon from the most healthy Vines, unless they
can be afforded a brisk temperature while in bloom and
setting their fruit. It will be better, however, to risk
haviug the Muscat bunches somewhat thin than to

been and are still experiencing, renders the fflaajgg.

ment [of bedding plants somewhat difficult;
it B vet

dangerous without great caution to risk evea ^
hardier kinds from under the protection of glass. ^
that can safely be done until the weather become

warmer, in the way of hardening stock preparatory
to

its being planted out, is to give as much air ascircim-

stances will admit without injuring the plants, and

to place Calceolarias and the strongest Verbenas a

turf pits, where they can be protected at ni$k

and sheltered from drying winds. Such things, wka

removed to cold pits, should^ be planted out in ltyt

soil, which will save trouble in watering and be moA

better for the plants than keeping them confined a

small pots.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Be prepared with a supply of Tobacco water wi

which to attack Aphides the moment they are per-

ceived upon Peach trees. Go over Strawberry

plantations made late last autumn, and replant placet

(numerous we fear this season) where the plants hare

failed. Take advantage of the dry state of the ground

to get manure wheeled upon quarters where it may

soon be wanted, and see that there is a good supply

being prepared for the Celery crop, for without plenty of

old rich manure large crisp Celery can hardlybe obtained.

As soon as the weather shall have become warm,

get spring-raised Cauliflowers and Lettuces planted oat,

selecting for them a sheltered situation and light rick

soil. A few branches of evergreens stuck amongst

such things after planting so as to screen them from

the sun is a great protection, and prevents their ban*

dried up until the roots get hold of the ground. Get

Scarlet Runners planted, also French Beans, andgiye

the former an open situation and good deep Mb*
of which they are well deserving. Attend to V egewt

Marrows, Tomatoes, &c, and endeavour to getm
plants, keeping them where they can be place««

glass, and freely exposed to air on fine dajv,^
getting them leggy and tender by too close trea»

STATK OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAK'g^
61. as observed at the Horticuuuw_

*

Forthe Week endinglApril 11, 1861.

April.
V

Babomktkb.

Pridaj 5, 25
Safur. 6. 26
Sunday 7 27
Mon. S 28
Tue«. 9 29
Wed. 10
Than. 11

Average.

.

29.919

3S.122
30.216
30.4U.".

30.490
3 1.500

30.415

Min.

T«M**11ATU»B'
.

j

OTthe Earth^
Max.

OTthe Air.

Mean

29.77.1

30.0S*
30.174
30.333
30.475
30.391

30.330

53
51
53
49
M
65

Min.

30.295 ) 30.229

24 38.5

37 44.0

25 39.0

24 36.5

23 36.5

22 38.5

29 4/.0

1 footl2 feet

deep- deep.

4S

48

47

47

46}

46

46

45

45

45

44;

4<i

44

44

N.

E.

E.

%
t.

I
Mi.

I

J

I
I

J
I

I

\

I

1

I

a

t

April
at nischt.

— 10-

6-Very fine 1 cloudy j densely otctcwt
,
fros-f u

6-FogKy ; slight haze ; cold wind; and dense.y

7-Overcaa; slight haze ;
overcast:; frosty.

8- Fine; .light haze; dry cold wind ;
clear, wo J

9-Hcar frost; .light haze; fine^but cold.,M

Y

{

flight dry l«e; cold wind; ^^hazTa "**.

I

J

f

U-Sharp frost; fine; very *™i ™*h
?Lffite average.

Mean temperature of the week .6 deg. be!°*j" -.«•

RECORD OF THE WEATHEK AT ^1%%^*
»1 » . Qi .„... fn.ttiP PT1WU1UK V*eeK, CUU1U* r

During tbe last 35 years, for the ensuing

April.
- -
.as u f —

0> bCO it r, VH5rh

Sunday 14. . 57.4

Mon. 15.. I 57.9

Tues. 16.. 66.9
Wed. 17.. 57.1
Thurs. 18..
Friday 19.. 58.2
Satur. 2u. . 1 69-7

**<

36.9

38J
36.4

85.7

34

35.2

£3

47-1

48.1

46.6
46.4

47.0
.5

47.4

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

14

19
15

14

11

s
14

FrevaUiD*
«*

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

t

S
a
B
f

rhf **

The'highe.Tternperature during the aboje P^d ^"andSfc
1854-therm. 77 deg.; and the lowest on the ioiu,

therm. 20 deg. ^^______r

Notices to Corresponds^ fj
Beans : W H G. " Beans " from Khartoum •

pytb^i^
Kidney Beans? Broad Beans? V™™°*

f your****
Carob-beans ? We suppose, in our y»°^^Uills . ^
that they must be treated like tender ff™ dQJX

" id*
^

Books : A W. Kemp's " How to Lay Out a

sibly answer your purpose. «»nfc-of °ne ^a5<
Mushhooms:w Y. The case.youhsve^ a?d »J2

quite suincient. Get tbe borders
prepared for planting out young Vines, and if these
are started into growth before planting do not keep
them too warm, or it will be difficult to prevent their
sustaining a check after planting out.

Melons.—Encourage those newly planted out with
a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them into full
growth as quickly as possible; but plants that are

Nets: A R. We know of no means ot w
burtt0Bt^

steeping them in a tanpit. £°ar . £ff] Are too <*#Z«m
from one of two causes. Either they «

findingf2Z
draught is ill-regulated. ^ dwrt jou

If',»#

better; but it would be as well to try " during %a fl

the air in the Orchard House is wannc ^QtW^
it ought not to matter at this time 01 >^g over tu

goes out or not. Can't you throw u ^
during the 1 -resent frosty nights^ ^.^ J

.olir Ie:".

tt{e #«J

*5

I
Vines: A B. Nothing is the matter wi

or "WoJ
appear to be in excellent health. Jrpinlples ^^d**'*'
excrescences on their undersides ar y

feeding ; that is to say the air has oet,

They do no harm.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURKS, &c — Manufacturers

and other, engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
out obtain every neoeaaary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J.C Nmbit, F.G.8.,

Ac, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennini,'ton, London, S. Analyaeeof Soils, Guanoa, Superphos-

phates ofLime, CoproUtes, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and A«aying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College. _____

ESTABLISHED 1821—Universal Succmb of

GRIFFIN', MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimony borne to their value as Manures adapted

tor the TURNIP, 'MANGEL WL'RZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
aim POTATO CROPS.
Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, &

Griffdt, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton.

A~~\V ES'S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

/resent season of 1S01, are now ready for delivery at bis

Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWEB'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6

LAWf SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PH08PHATES .. 5

LAWBS'S BAKLEY, GRABS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr Lawks, or through
is api>olnted Agents, in ail parts of the United Kingdom, at

{'rices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guana direct from Messrs. Gibba ; Nitrate

Of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bnnro Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

L
6

5

JOHN FOWLKK, Jrv., US, Cornliill, London, E.C.—
Full particular* of FOWLERS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

HENRY J. MORTON and CO.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, Ac, to contain 50 gallons. 26s. ; SO gallons,

31*. each ; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping

the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 30*.

and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for came at from lOd. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35*. Qd. each.

NEW WHITE CLOVER, 50*. to 55*. per cwt.

NEW TREFOIL . . 22*. 6d. to 25*. Od. per cwt.

NEW WHITE SUGAR BEETS .. 21 „ 24 6

WHITE HARICOT BEANS . . 50 „ 60

LENTILS, small and large.. .. 60 „ 95

PEARL BARLEY 16 „ 18 6

Several new parcels just landing. Samples to be had of—

Emil Leibids, 132, Unper Thames Street (near London Bridge).

L.

• •

• *

BruNAKD. lack, ajdCO/s concentrated
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contaiu

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Oi these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
ACQ.. Button Road, Plymouth. __
THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY

(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURE3:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE tor
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
•soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

<»UANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs <fc Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

1 16. Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

i 5TABLISHED 1812.MANURES.
MESSRS. PROCTOR invite the attention of their

Agricultural Friends to their SPECIAL MANURES for
1861. prepared for Grass, Corn, and Root Crops. These Manures,
which are the best and cheapest offered to the Agriculturist,
are now ready for delivery, and early orders are respectfully
eolicited. Price List, with particulars as to quantity and best
mode of using the Manures, sent free on application to H. <fc T.
Proctor, Cathay, Bristol; or Proctor &Ryl axd, Birmingham
and Chester, Agricultural Chemists, and Original Manufac-
turers of Special Manures.

REIGATE SILVER SAND, best quality for
Florists, 16». per ton. Less quantities Is. 6d. per bushel,

delivered five miles or to any London Wharf or Railway.
Sacks for Sand 1*. 6d. each, or on hire 6rf. each (5 hold a ton").
Kentish, Hampshire, and other Peats, Yellow Loam, Leaf
Mould, and Tan, in larga or small quantities. Sphagnum Moss
-for Orchids.—John Kknward, Purveyor to Her Majesty, Swan
Place, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

PARKES* STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
BURGESS and KEY, 95, Xewgatc St., E.C., London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-
brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST

PJtIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
severalothers at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society : it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Be kotos & Kkv, 95,
Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recommend it as the most per-
fect Churn now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

ANGEL WURZE
THE NEW OVAL-SHAPED YELLOW, introduced

by us four years since, has been thoroughly tested, an d
proves to be a most superior sort It is of a remarkably
vigorous growth, with finely shaped roots, intermediate in

length between the Long and the Globe, and producing from
five to ten tons more per acre than any other variety.

The seed is very fine, growing upwards of 160 per cent., price

2*. 6d. per lb. Fourteen i>ounds and upwards delivered carriage

free to the principal Railway Stations.

W. Dhummond & Sons, Seed Warehouse, Stirling.

*»• PRICED CATALOGUES of every description of FARM
SEEDS may be had, post free, on application. ^^

w.

* •

• *

• •
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1

1

1

1
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9
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
OF WARRANTED QUALITY.

SKrRVING begs to call the attention of
Practical Farmers to his short list of the leading Seeds

required for the Farm, the growth of which has been carefully

proved by himself. per lb.

Skirving's Improved Swede Turnip 18
(Largest, Hardiest, and Heaviest Cropper known.)

skirving's Improved Purple-top Yellow Bullock Do.
Skirving's Green Round (new hardy sort) Do.
Skirving's Long Red Mangel Wurzel
Skirving's Orange Globe Ditto
Carrot, large Altrincham
„ large White Belgian . .

(Less by the Cwt.)
Rye-grass, Clovers, and all other kinds of Agricultural Seeds,

at reasonable prices. Land laid down to permanent pasture
with the most useful Perennial Grass Seeds, at a moderate
expense, the sorts selected from personal observation of the
growth and habits of the different Grasses. CATALOGUES
on application.— Liverpool, April, 1861.

LYMOUTH SEED COMPANY, Plymouth.—
SEEDS FOR THE FARM.

Mixed Grasses for Permanent Pasture, 28*. to 34*. per aero.

White Clover, Red Clover, and Cow Grass, 8d. to 1*. per lb.

Plymouth Swede Turnip, 2s. Qd. per lb.

Grant's Pine Apple Green Top, very hardy, 1*. Qd. per lb.

Globe Turnips, 1*. 6d. per lb.

Tankard, ditto, Is. dd. per lb.

And all other Agricultural Seeds at moderate prices.

For further information see advertisement of March 9.

The FARM SEED LIST can be had on application.

FREIGHT AND CARRIAGE.—All Orders for Seeds above
U. will be delivered Free of Charge to any Railway Station

between Plymouth and Paddington ; and to all Stations on the
Cornwall, Tavistock, and North Devon Railways.

All Orders above 21. Free to any Station on the Broad Gauge
Railways, or to any Market Town in Devon and Cornwall ; or

to Cork, Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, Belfast, and Liverpool

by Steamers; and to Guernsey and Jersey by Traders.

All Orders above 51. will be delivered Free of Carriage to any
Railway Station in England and Wales; and to any Steam
Port in England, Wales, Scotland, or Ireland.

All heavy articles, such as Grain, Tares, Clover, &c, are ex-

ceptions to the above Rates.

Address: Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth, Devon.

SKIRVING'S SWEDE—SUTTON'S SELECTED STOCK.
UTrON AND SONS have a choice Stock of
SKIRVING'S SWEDE SEED, growth of I860, which they

can strongly recommended ; 1*. 9d. per lb.
f
or cheaper in large

quantities.
Also SUTTON'S CHAMPION; Hardy PURPLE-TOP;

MARSHALL'S PURPLK-TOP and Hardy WHITE SWEDE;
but the Stock of "CHAMPION" Swede, though saved from
45 acres of Uml. being so small compared with the demand,
and so nearly sold out already, this sort cannot bo supplied
under 2*. 6d. per lb.

Sutton & Sons having had their CHAMPION SWEDE
planted more extensively than ever for Seeding this summer,
will be glad to take orders now for next season at 1*. per lb.,

or 50s. per bushel.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

TVi OIK,L.— IYkchaskrs of LauoeQuamitii of
X> FARM SEEDS will be supplied liberally l>v > rro* &
Sons. For prices apply, stating quantity required, to
Sutton «fc E a, Royal Berkshire d Establish- ug.

SUTTON'S CRASS SEEDS AT THE
ROYAL FARMS, the ALDERSHOT CAMPS, the CRYSTAL

PALACE, THE PEOPLE'S PARK, HALIFAX, &c

SUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT
PASTURE. PARKS, and LAWNS are now sown t

Royal Farms; the Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; the Horticultural
Society's Gardene, iurnham Green ; also at the AMorshst
Camps, and in the formation of the New Park at Halifax, exiled
" The People's Park," the munificent gift of Frank Crossley,

Esq., M.P. ; and on most of the large Estates in the kingdom.
Messrs. Sutton's Grass Seeds being mixed expressly to suit the

sodfor which t)iey are required are never known to fail.

SUTTON'S MIXTURES for LAYING DOWN LAND to
PERMANENT MEADOW or PASTURE.

The sorts contained in these Mixtures are grown in different

localities, and gathered separate^' by the hand expressly for

the purpose, by which means all noxious weeds are excluded

;

they consist of the most nutritive kinds of Fescues, Poas.

Sweet Vernal, Perennial Clovers, Loliums, &c,, and each sort

being kept separate, they are subsequently mixed in sneh sorts

and proportions as are most suitable to the soil to bo lai d down.
The quantity we usually supply is two bushels of light seeds

and 12 lb. heavy seeds per acre. Price Mf. to 32*. per acre.

MIXTURES for TWO orTHREE YEARS' PASTURE or HAY
These we can supply of best quality, at 20s. to 24s. per acre.

In ordering these mixtures it is necessary to state whether
they are r« quired principally for pasture or for bay.

MIXTURES of CLOVERS ani> RYE-GRASS.
To be sown with Corn, for a crop of Clover, &c, in the

following year.
These we can supply of very best quality at IS*, to 20s. per

aero including Alsike.

8UTTON'S FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS.
The finest Garden Lawns are formed from these seeds,

which are perfectly free from weeds and coarse Grasses. Price
of seeds Is. per lb., or 18«. per bushel. Quantity required for
making new lawns 3 bushels, or 60 lb. per acre.

SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE.
For improving Parks, Meadows, and Pastures 9d. per lb., or

S0.«. per cwt. (8 lbs. to 12 lbs. per acre only required.)
*
#* For large quantities, special contracts may be made.
Sutton's PRICED LIST of FARM SEEDS and GARDES

SEEDS will be sent post free.

All kiods of Seed carriage free (except small parcels).

SUTTON and SONS. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reading.

TO THE SEED TRADE"
THOMAS AYRES, Wholesale and Retail Seeds-

man and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds, has to dispose of
a large quantity of TURNIP SEED, in large or small quanti-
ties. The stock includes Skirving's Liverpool Swede, Ayres' Im-
proved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede, Marshall's Im-
proved Purple Top Swede, Green Top Yellow Swede, Round
Green, Green Globe. White Globe, lied Globe, Red Tankard,
Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other varieties.

Price on application.
N.B. A few Cwt. ofONION and PARSNIP SEED to dispose of.

EOYAL SOCIETY OFAGRICULTURAL
ENGLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, July 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, and lf>th.

ENTRIES of Implements, Wool, Flax, Cheese, and Butter
close on the 1st of May, and Live Stock on the 1st of June.
Prize Sheets and Forms for Entries may be had on applica-

tion to H. Hall Dare, Secretary.
12, Hanover Square, London, W.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

On WEDNESDAY next, the 17th fast., at 12 o'clock, Pro-
fessor Simonds will deliver a LECTURE, in the Society's
Rooms, on the Nature and Causes of the Disease known as the
Rot of Sheep. H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

s

£ite ^artcttltttral ©alette*
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MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Wedkbsdat, April 17—Api. Society of England .. .. Noon
Fbidat, 19

1 (Mr. 1

• * 1 r.n.
(Mr. Postans on the Agri. Labourer.)

__. f Framlin^ham 6 tM.
Mo5i>at, — 22' (Messrs. Steam ami Walker on the

I Management o{ S wine.)

Tuesday. — •jfKinRscotc (Mr. Bennett on Steam
I Power.

)

NoonW

Turks dat.

BSDAT, — ( Afrri. Society of England
24-jBlandford.

C HungfTforri
23—Ajcri. Society of Ireland.

• •

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

NITR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman.-JONAS WEBB, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Offices: 109, FENCHURCH STREET. Manufactory: PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

It is very rarely that a proposal in agriculture
is backed by such well ascertained and definite
experience as Mr. Ruston brought to bear last
week before the Central Farmers' Club on the
policy of winter-feeding sheep in yards. We give
the paper in another page, and must refer here to a
few only of the points which it brings forward.
On the quality of the manure thus made it seems

plain, as manure is just food mitius growth, that
Mr. Lawes is right when he declares that the kind
of animal has nothing to do with the question,
which hinges entirely on the auality of food and
the kind of growth that is being made out of it.

Fatting sheep fed equally well will mate as good
manure as fatting beasts. On the other hand, the
cattle are more liable to disease, and it seems that
fen-grown food will not fatten them. Sheep again,
if well littered, will not suffer from lameness, and
are not liable to any other attack, and they appear
to yield a valuable coat of wool over and above as
much meat as is made by bullocks. At any rate,

in the case of Mr. Huston's farm, the difference is

amazingly in favour of the sheep, and his expe-
rience will no doubt induce next year many
copyists of his example.
And he does not staud alone in the opinion

which he has thus expressed aud defended*
Though he is not unanimously supported, yet all of
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his correspondents and many of the gentlemen
who followed him in the discussion have expe-
rienced similar results. Thus Mr. Delf, of Great
Bentley Hall, near Colchester, wrote as follows on

this subject :—

.

" I have found the yarding of sheep a great advantago in

enabling me to consume the food (and thereby converting it

into manure) near to the spot where the roots may have been
grown, whereby a very great saving is effected, both in carting
the roots to the homestead, and the return of the manure to
the field. In forming a yard in the open fields, that is simply
done by using rather deep hurdles, say five feet high from the
ground in order to admit of the accumulation of manure ; by
this plan you make your manure heap just where you want it,

and turning it over onceor twice, it is ready for. use. Asa rule,
I prefer lambs to oldefr sheep for yarding purposes. Then,
again, the breed has a great deal to do with the success-
ful issue of the plan. The best description of lambs
is half-bred Down (Oxford Down), Leicester and Cots-
wold ; the whiter the face the better. I will suppose,
then, that the lambs have been selected. They ought
to be in the yard by the middle of October, but not confined
to the yard all at once. A fortnight or three weeks should be
set apart for getting them to the straw gradually. For that
purpose let them run into the yards at night, and out again
the first thing in the morning ; by degrees increasing the
duration of their confinement to the yard, until they are kept in
entirely. A space of four square yards should be allowed for
each sheep, as over-crowding is very injurious. It will be
supposed that the foot disease is the great difficulty to contend
with. To combat this enemy it will be necessary to pare every
foot closely before placing the shtep in the yard ; and again
at intervals of time not greater than three weeks, for the

not liking to do it in the yards after what he had suffered from

Mr? John
V
Thomas (Bletsoe, Beds) had had experience in

feeding bullocks and sheep, and be thought it was best to have

a portion of each description of stock. Yards he looked upon

as unnatural places for sheep ; he considered it preferable to fit

up hurdles on the land with straw and provide them with

moderate shelter, thus consuming the roots without the trouble

and expense of bringing them home. His experience

with respect to bullocks, as of sheep and of everything else,

showed that very much depended upon the judgment ot trie

person who bought them in and sold them out. When he had

gone to market and bought a good bullock, he never found that

he did not make a profit. His experience was in favour oi

keeping a portion of each, to draw the roots to the yard lor

bullocks, and to leave them on the land for sheep.

We are happy to hear that a gentleman in the

neighbourhood of Maidstone, who is a Brewer as

well as a Hop grower, and who constantly makes

, use of his own Hops, employs sulphur very largely

in his grounds as a remedy against mould. We
are assured that his beer is excellent—so good

indeed, that it is sent to London to many who
prefer it to what comes from other quarters. The
Brewer in question asserts that it is impossible
to tell the difference between beer which has been
made with sulphur dressed Hops, and those which
have been grown without sulphur, and he has offered

to put the matter to a test for a wager of a thousand
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If a supplementary diet be given, it should consist of cut
chaff, Pollard, or Oats, rather than Peas, Beans, Ac, which we
consider too heating for sheep in the yard, inasmuch as such
food predisposes to the foot disease. Frequent littering of the
yard must be attended to ; Wheat straw being used if possible,
in preference to Barley straw ; in fact, a clean surface should
be always kept ; and that will be best accomplished by giving
a slight covering every morning. From my own observations,
I am inclined to believe that both mutton and wool may be
grown quite as advantageously in the yard as in the open
field ; and as regards the consumption of the root crop upon
heavy land, the yard system possesses much advantage."

Mr. David Mabttn, of Wainfleet, describes
his experience as bearing Mr. Ruston out in the
opinion that sheep are valuable auxiliaries in the
manufacture of manure in districts where a great
quantity of straw is grown.

Mr. Fryee, of Chatteris, says of the yard
feeding of sheep :—

v j
I
iSve 8^radually extended the system until this year I haveHad 400 ewes, shearlings, and lambs 'yarded' the greater

part of the winter. The lambs being kept at a cost of 64. perhead per week on Mangel, Oats, and chaff; and the shearlings
at is. per head per week, on the like food, with a small addition
of cake : some of the latter have gone to market from the yard
<«> ow each. I have remarked that * yarded' sheen thrivpSkabl
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During the subsequent discussion, Mr. R. Smith,
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* made between Verier
cattle and superior sheep, and

| that, therefore wemust not expect a universal experience of such pro-

guish between rival samples. We are glad to hear
our notion confirmed by those with whom we have
had communication as to the dissipation of any
sulphur which might have adhered to the Burr,
(not Beer as was misprinted in our last week's
article). The whole matter indeed requires only a
fair consideration to be completely set at rest.
M. J. B. [Was not the mischief of which the
Brewers complain produced in the Oast house by
the use of low priced sulphur bought at Liverpool,
and giving off sulphuretted hydrogen ?]

The statistic report of the last year, by the
Registrar-General of Ireland, presented to his
Excellency the Lord-Lieutenant, contains
much by which to estimate the present con-
dition of the sister country. Among many
other important particulars it includes a special
reference to Labourers' Dwellings, and to
the Act 23 Vict. cap. 19, passed in the last
session, by which Government loans may be
obtained for providing house accommodation for
the labouring classes, of whom, according to the
census of 1851, 135,589 families (about 700,000
individuals) were huddled together in mud cabins
with only one room, designated as fourth class

1,140,982 individuals have emigrated from Ire-
land, amongst whom rural labourers have formed
a considerable proportion. It may therefore be
assumed that a corresponding decrease in the
number of this wretched class of habitations will be
made apparent by the ensuing census. Yet we fear

n Sfi
e*l&iin8 number of miserably lodged poor

will still be great in proportion to the population.
Zeal and active benevolence, therefore, should be
sought lor among the nobility, gentry, and occu-
piers of land generally, in order to render thenew Act operative.

Accordant with the spirit of this Act, the « EoyalDublin Society" have passed a resolution to the
effect that when 51. are contributed from anvcounty the Society will add 51. A Gold Medal isthen offered as a prize to the individual who hasdone most within the year to carry out this
primary object" in the county. Already several

aches have honoured the Society by becoming
associates for the special object above referred
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THE GAME QUESTION.
A letter appeared in your Agricultural fa

last week from Mr. Alderman Mechi, entitled**

Economics, headed The Game Question.

In this paper appears the following seat-

" Without entering into the question as tovkk

it is to feed the game, I would strongly recomE.

farmers who hold game forms, where the landM

not feed his ground game, to have an ample •:.

roots and feed them themselves just inside theV

and they may rely on thus saving their growing

I should like a photograph of the jolly ami

Alderman when he was writing this "sop for knife'

in his Farming Economics ! It would be a &
" catch a weasel asleep and tickle his D«"ff

**Ai"

tenant farmers adopting such advice. M^'
Mangel at an expense of 10?. per aatfe ^W*j
of feeding the landlord's game, which, iitow|
as commonly sold by him to the poulterer «
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are sold in Smithfield Market, h ^ f*

scramble for land there are needy men whowh*

hire farms lying around game preserves
;

W
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of his capital, is rarely found in such Bttf»J

will he accept covenants in his lease to bepaidj

damage done by game. The risk of dispute

landlord deters him, and when these <topj»-
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the great injury of both parties. TheaW
avoids game preserves and game liabilities. ^

The worthy Alderman will confer a great ft^J
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how to shun such difficult complications, ifP
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ime he is no longer fed in the preserves, and as soon

as the corn ripens he lives in it till harvest is ended,

and afterwards while any corn is to be found on the

land, when he is invited into cover to be fatted for the

battue and poulterer. Five hundred pheasants require

as much food as 500 barn-door fowls, and as many
harea and rabbits consume what would keep a large

flock of sheep.

No system of successful farming can compete with

the present extravagant preservation of game. This

must in time abate from its very excess; but in the

mean time it will involve in ruin many industrious

men who have unwarily consented to covenants to pre-

serve game from which no compensation clauses will

save them. It the worthy Alderman will sow a field of

Beans adjoining his game preserve and invite me to

shoot in them on the 1st of October, I shall not ask

to go into the cover, feed it as he may. Banff.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
Ik the course of a somewhat careful retrospect of the

agricultural literature of this country for the last 20
years, with reference more especially to the rapidly

increasing practice of extraneous manuring, it occurred

to us that probably a collection of instances properly

arranged and tabulated, might present instruction both

as respects the principles and results of the system.

Transferring, therefore, to our note-book every instance

which presented itself, we ultimately found the series to

consist of 309 cases in whole, distributable into classes

according to the kind of manure used, as follows :

—

Manures.

I. Alkaline Silts.

1 Chloride ofsodium, com-
mon salt

2 Sulphate of Soda

II. Bone Manure*.
1 Bones alone
2 Bones and sulphuric

I

acid

3 Bones and muriatic acid
4 Bones and nitric acid .

.

Xumber of Instances.

Wheat. I Barley.

8

2

III. Acids alon
1 Sulphuric acid .

.

Si Muriatic acid

8

1

Oats. Turnips.

various important agricultural conclusions, there is in 1

the sources from whence it was obtained, unequivocal

internal evidence that the productive results belong to

the list of experimental maxima. In other words, there

is but too much reason for believing that the successful

trials only were recorded, and the unsuccessful ones sup-

pressed. Hence, then, although our tabulations will

well afford unquestionable evidence that under certain

conditions of the soil, the use of certain special

manures is frequently, perhaps generally, attended

with a greater or less increase of produce, there exist

no true average data for determining the industrial

value of special manuring as a branch of modern agri-

cultural policy.

Unfortunately only one of the instances collected

extends beyond one year's trial, and hence they embrace

no evidence respecting the exhaustive effects of special

manures; but as regards the comparative efficacy of

non-nitrogenous and nitrogenous applications, and the

comparative results due to greater or less proportions of

nitrogen in substances containing that element, there

is a considerable amount of testimony ; and accordingly

in arranging the following tables, care has been taken to

bring out these points distinctly. As regards general

plan, the tabulation begins with the simplest manures,

and goes on taking up the others, seriatim, in the order

of increasing complexity.

Table IV.—Expeiumknts with Boxas.

T3
U

.18

3

Table I. •Experiments with Chloride of Sodium
(Common Salt).

Results of Barley ma-
nured with burned
bones

Results of Barley ma-
nured with unburned
bones

Average .

.

Results of Wheat with
varied quantities of
bones and sulphuric
acid

Results ofBarleywith do

Results of Oats with do.

Results of Wheat with
bones and muriatic 1

i' id

Results of Oats with do.

Do. do. do.

B. I IB.
Bush. Cwt. I Bush

80*

30*

IS

27

43$

40

30J 22*

3 22

B8i

414

3

31

46

B.

[Bush,

13

H
Hi

9

74

2

1

IV. Nitrogen Salts.

IjSnlpbateof Ammonia ..

2 M uriate of ammonia ..

V. Nitric Alkaline Salts.

Nitrate of potash, sal

Setre
rate of soda. Chili

saltpetre
Sulphite of ammonia

I
mnd common salt
rate of soda and
common salt .

.

5 Nitrat* soda and
sulpfi&te of soda

VI. Salts and AshesT*"
Sulphate of soda and
ashes

2 Sulphate of soda and
animal charcoal .

.

N" itrate of soda and
ashes

1

1

I

31

3

1

* *

* *

41

• •

• •

VI T. General Manures.
1 Artificial intermixtures

! (patent manures)
2 Soot
3 Rape dust or cake
4 Rape dust and salt
5 Pigeons* dung
6 Guano
7 Guano and salt .

.

10 ., gypsum and
soot.

11 Guano and nitrate of

soda and sulphate of
ammonia

Gtuano and soot, nitrate
I of soda and sulphate
I of ammonia ..

1
3
'Ffurn-yard manure

14 Farm-yard manure and
I guano

S
1

1

10
1

1

• •

3

1 6

a

M$
Average

un

ma-

nured

produce

per

Acre.

Quantity

of

Manure

used*

Average

ma-

nured

Produce

per

Acre.

Increase

per

Acre

of

manured

Produce.

Hush. Bush. Bush.

1. Results with Wheat 3 271 • * 84 6i

„ Barley 8 464 • • 60± 133

„ Oats 2 4S* • • 53 4J

Average

1

1

134

3

4 decrease
17

64

1

1

• •

• •

3
1

1

1

1

3

• •

* «

15

• «

f *

• •

115 I 24

* •

« •

• •

Sfi 135

Now, to explain the structure of the foregoing

Table, as well as the other similar ones which will

follow, we select from amongst the eight instances

of which it forms an abstract, the following case

from the Barley series, with this explanation,

that in singling it out in preference to the others,

we have done so simply because of the superior

precision with which its particulars are reported, and

that as respects general principles and conclusions there

is no difference between it and all the other instances

collected, to whatsoever kind of crop or manure
belonging.

Hannam in Royal Agricultural Journal, Vol. 5, p. 267.

BARLEY.

Hitherto we have been considering manures from
which nitrogen is either wholly absent (as in the alka-

line salts) or is very sparingly present (as in bones);

and as a whale it must be acknowledged that the

result in the growth of the cereals of these non-

nitrogenous substances is far from feeble. A. B.

Unmanured
produce.

Quantity
of manure.

Manured
produce.

Increase.

481 8 60 1H

jStEV,

Now before going into an examination of these
numerous instances, some little explanation may advan-

{

tageously be given of certain circumstances common to I

all the trials thus collected ; and in the first place it
may be remarked that they embrace in point of locality
almost all the best agricultural districts of the island.
In the second place it is important to state, that in
227 out of the whole number of 309, the invaluable
xpedient of leaving a measured portion of the ground
xpeiimented on, unmanured, was resorted to, and

thus a simple but satisfa. ry test of the efficacy of the
manure was obtained.
Thus, for instance, a field of Barley, manured Bushels.

with 16 bushels of common salt, produced.

.

51
While an unmanured. portion of the same

ground yielded 30

Difference due to the manure . . .

.

21

Thus the efficacy of the dressing is represented by
the difference of 21 bushels; and in all the other
gsui 1 cases the same method of determining the pro-
ductive action of the manure was resorted to.
But although the considerable body of experimental

testimony here collected will be found to suggest
j 3. Oats

ILare the'evidence is, that the effect of 3 cwt. of salt

was to creaaa^he produce Hi bush, per acre, and on
referring to Mr. Harinam's admirable Report of the

experimental series of which this instance forms a part,

it will be found that, corn and straw together, the

additional yield weighed IO7 cwt., so that in fact the

deposition of only 3 cwt. of salt in the soil gave rise to

an extra yield of considerably more than thrice its own
weight; and in that manner the idea of stimulative and
non-nutrimental action in the applied substance, is made
obvious.

An examination of the composition of the 7 cwt. of

salt and ofthe 1136 lbs. of extra produce due to its appli-

cation shows in connection with the other facts of this

experiment— 1st. That without manure the soil was
capable of nourishing a crop of Barley amounting to 4Sv
bush. 2d. That the intermixture ofonly 3 cwt. of salt witl

the soil peracre ofanother part of the same field increased

the acreable yield by 11£ bu-h., weighing in corn and
straw 1186 lbs. 3d. That of the chemical elements of
this increase, only 3 lbs. were of a kind identical with
those in the manure, hence, showing 4thly, that the
action of the manure could only have been stimulative
and not nutritive ; in other words that its agency was not
to contribute an addition of alimentary ingredients to
the staple, but to excite the elimination of those
already existing dormant there. Whether in point of
ultimate consequence, this species of productive action
in the soil is or is not prejudicial to its permanent well
being, is a question which will afterwards be more par-
ticularly inquired into.

Table III. Experiments with Siuhate of Soda (Glauber
Salts.)

1. Results with Wheat
2. Ditto ditto ..

Average

Number

of

Experiments.

1

1

1 1

c5 o
s g

^ -

ID -3^
Bush.

20

88

Cwt
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Home Correspondence.
Transplanting Wheat.—A few years ago an experi-

ment was tried at the model farm at Glasnevin, near
Dublin (suggested by the one recorded by the cele-

brated gardener, Miller), of transplanting Wheat in the

spring, parting the roots so as to make each plant into

10 or more. The crop was as good as from a field

sown in the usual way. It may be worth considering

whether this plan might not be advantageously tried

if we are to have another wet season ; for the very
weather which is utterly unfit for sowing, is the best

for planting ; according to the well-known proverbial

maxim, " Set wet, and sow dry." Some persons, not

well acquainted with country affairs, might suppose
the process to be much more tedious and more costly

than it is. They will perhaps be surprised to hear of

the payment made by many nursery gardeners in

England to the women and children employed in

transplanting small forest trees (about a finger long)

from the seed-bed. They pay 2d. a thousand ; and
many women and children are glad to earn in this way
from Ad. to 6d. a day. It is even found to answer in

some parts of England to sow Wheat in the way that

is called " setting or " dibbling," dropping the grains

by hand into holes made for the purpose ; as, indeed,

is always doma with Bean?. It would not take much
more time and labour to lay the little off-sets of the
Wheat in a shallow furrow, and then slightly cover
them over. And as some set-off against the expense
of labour, is to be reckoned the saving of the seed
Wheat. But, however, the alternative is not between
sowing or planting a field of Wheat (the former being
in such a season as this impossible), but between the
planting and the leaving of the field absolutely waste
for a whole season. W.
Pig Food.—Being a constant reader I have been

much amused with your Gloucestershire Correspondent,
about feeding his pigs with " small coal." A strange
compound certainly. But according to your Corre-
spondent " P. Devoniensis," there can be no nutriment
in coal or tinder. I am very much of his opinion, but
the former must have more carbon in it than the cinder
that has undergone combustion. On the other hand, if
the coal is a vegetable production, must it not be
"organic" and not inor-rnnic, as I have always been
led to believe ? But on that matter I confess my
ignorance; perhaps "P. Devoniensis " will inform me
when the change takes place from one element to the
other. Not being a chemist I am quite at a loss for
the information to settle the fact in my own mind. I
was much pleased with his sensible remarks on
Mr. Gee's letter in your last week's '• Home
Correspondence ; " and he seems to settle the
point—"There can be no nutriment in either the
coal or the cinder." Now if it should turn out to be
organic, the stomach may possibly have power to

as-imilate the coal. But I confess it seems vers* impro-
bable from the formation of the stomach. Speaking
to a friend of mine, a captain of a large merchant ship,

he assured me on his honour he had three small pigs

that lived three weeks on coal down in the ship's hold.

He added they had plenty of water, but no other food

could they p< bly have got, as the cargo was coal.

And. to his extreme surprise, at the end of that time
when brought on deck they looked remarkably well,

and certainly were much improved and grown too.
" Loaded with coal for Africa, had fearful weather—that
was the cause of the swine's neglect." I certainly agree
with Mr. Gee, that a white coat for the winter must,
according to "P. Devoniensis'" reasoning, be the
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coolest, and

off the heat,
wirmest, and for summer, the

he justly remark* will throw off the nei<

and " black " absorb heat. Query : will not the body of

any person, or take ~ pig" in point at issue, be warmer

than theexternal " air?" undif the wearer hasablackcoat

on, I am of the tame opinion as Mr. Gee, that the black

Coat will absorb best from the body in the winter, 1

the same reasoning as in melting the snow sooner than

white coat. A in, ' l\ Devoniensis" remarks, "As

fir as ray experience goes, white is by no means a hardy

c dour in any race OJ animals or plants." Now in the

foi •, what is the reason nearly all animals IBW
Arctic regions white? I believe the Laplander's

foe changes his coat, i. e. for the summer months to a

rasset colour, and for the winter to a white. The

reindeer are greyish colour, but most of them are

gr. sh white; in fact, I believe most of the animals are

white, or very near that colour: certainly more white

than black. On the other hand, I believe a black man

stands the heat better than a white man. We must

take Nature In her laws, as our lawgiver, and our

reasoning as liable to error. Secondly, the "plant," be

*Uys, js by no means " bi vdy," and yet we have that

pretty flower the Snowdrop " white," and that beautiful

!l>«MT the Christmas Rose, winch blooms boldly and
- * ft • a T* %•! L\ - — -

ments for the

•rilv considered, man cucvu^ ~ „-

iTof fr... -t and ^er easy
under such steady

perishable alimentary supplies' una
<l
r ?"

c" "
thcin

Editions of reduced ten,peratu? as wou d put the

m

mically or sanitarily considered, than effective arrange

* - - - -* fresh r

ipplies,*

iperatui- . .

at a great reduction ot cost. It, toereiore, f

tion of this metropolis, and of other large cit es in toe

kingdom-especially at the great ports ot catt e expor

and import-would offer a suitable reward for the most

unproved plan for carrying out the following objects,

there is reason to believe that important public interests

would be promoted.
ft™i «o

1. Plan and estimate, accompanied by drawing and «*tana-

tory details of a construction, say 100 feet long by 5 .feet wide

height not to exceed 40 feet (inside ^m^lo"f^Se
o7fresh

purpose of a model plan of a depot for the storage of i rcsn

meat in carcase, and other perishable al™™^™Wh
?%f™

above space to be divided in two department-. ^ to toe d ft.

cribed as the "department of prolonged storage (to embrace

one-half of the apace), to be maintained at atemperatureraDg-

£r between 2S' and 32° of Fahr. B, to be described as the

"department of issue," to be maintained at a temperature

ranging between 38° and 40° of Fahr.. i.e., about the mean tem-

perature of the coldest months oi theyear in this metropolis. 2.

Detailed description of the proposed mode of maintaining the

report, from which it appeared that the
receipts during the past month had been • xamW
Messrs. Quilter and Ball, and found correctlC
balance in the hands of the bankers on the 31^ ju ^
4075Z. 3s. Id., of which sum the committee i*
mended that 2000?. be invested in the NewTW
Cents. The Quarterly Balance-sheet and <W^
statement of subscriptions and arrears and of ptJ2
were laid before the Council. p

•

On the motion of Lord Berners, seconded brU
Walsingham, the Right Hon. Lord Fevershai
unanimously elected a Trustee in the room of hijfr?
the Duke of Sutherland, deceased. ^*

Ed. Holland, Esq., M.P., was unanimously

Member of Council, in the room of Lord %
elected a Vice-President.

The report of the Metropolitan Sites Commft^
presented by the President, and after cona^^?1

cussion it was decided that its final considerifot^-Jj

be postponed to the Monthly Council in Mm.

Veteeinaby.—Mr. T. Raymond Barker] Cfc„^,
presented the report, which recommended the potst

of 12 sheep for the purpose of trying a media* i^
had been invented by a French Veterinary Sum,
Gavely, in France, for the cure of " cachexie" orntd

i.vtj tli ^nrisunxs ivuse, wiucu uumuis "'»«»j """
I Detailed description ox tne prupuaeu iu«w«. «~. it— mvlftl> ^Jiolnp a mirmlv hnrl hppn spnf f,™ *

i ichlv at Chistmas The large white Rose-like flower required temperature in the two departments, with estimate of which medicine a supply Had been sent tor e

ricniy a* \*dwudsw. i»^ nS' mmm
. ... |;r* w.uu!3 „ q iwattaH .Wrintfon of the proposed This portion of the report was adopted ; the r

respecting the Veterinary Privileges of Mem
Lands amid the evergreen leaves, vying with many

rammer beauties, although frosts and snows, and rains,

•lone gre< its appearance. P. 1). will say these are

xceptions, and not the rule, and, not being a York-

hireman, will not believe that in that county they can

nt of the largest breed of pigs if not the hardiest in

England. I hive seen no black ones so large as

Yorkshire white pigs, at our stock shows. But in regard

> colour 1 am ot the same opinion as a "fanner"

friend, who exel i.med at a farmers' club, when Mr. Gee's

letter on coal and colour tame under notice: "It is

e frame of the animal, and not the colour." But

Mr. (ice having got a white hobby-horse, I feel

wishful to assist him all I possibly can, and

shall certainly give my pigs small coal if they will eat

it, in preference to cinders; and if coal should get stale,

as all food is liable, your Correspondent " J. S. H."
recommends salt, ** for I know that to be a capital cure

foi all stale things in the food line." I hope to see an

answer to " Ignoramus B." (of the 23d inst.), and

in the meantime 1 beg to subscribe mystlf Igno-

rantU C.

Larch Peef'l v. Unpeeled, for Fencing.—Having
read with much pleasure your extracts from the report

of the Mora} shire Farmers' Club, allow me to add for

the benefit of those to whom Mr. Cruikshank's experi-

the probable charge. 3. Detailed description of the proposed

mode of storing the carcases in the department A, with esti-

mated annual rent to be charged per section of 1,000 cubic feet.

4 Detailed description of the proposed mode of exhibiting the

meat and other supplies in the department B, with estimated

annual rent to be charred per section of 1,000 cubic feet. 5.

Detailed description of "the proposed mode of lighting the two

departments, with due regard to the constant maintenance of

the required temperature. 6. Detailed description of the pro-

posed mode of ventilating the department B, with due regard

to the maintenance of the required temperature. 7. The out-

side walls, roof covering, and gates to be of incombustible

materials ; but the inside casing to be of any materials

which the projectors may judge to be best suited to

the combined objects of maintaining the required degree

oftemperature, economy of construction, and durability. There

is an impression in this country that meat, which has been

subject to frost, is injured ; but that is by no means the case,

as persons can testify who have lived in countries where the

meat is put into carcase and kept in a frozen condition for four

or five months without the least injury to it. The simple

necessary precaution is, that the meat should be thawed
gradually, and not suddenly, when it is to be consumed. In

the Cunard line of steamers no live stock of any kind is em-
barked, with the exception of the cow. All the fresh meat,

fish, poultry, vegetables, fruit, and butter, consumed on the

voyage, out and homo, at all seasons of the year, are kept in a

well- fitted ice house. Persons who have travelled in that line

(which may justly be described to be the best organised service

in the world of the kind, performing the difficult duties

entrusted to it with admirable regularity, despatch, and
security) will admit that the comforts and excellence of the

table leave nothing to be desired. There are, of course, no
accurate means of estimating the saving which this company

*pns*

uunts (as to posts) may prove new and acceptable, that | has effected by their mode of supplying the vast number of

tesame results will \ md with reference to young
Larch used for rails or paling, as those either peeled,

P dressed to a more uniform thickness by the nxe, will

he found to last four times as long as those used with
the bark entire. The adoption of charred posts or pack-
ing with stones, will be a matter of £ s. d.

f and tirass

certainly ought not to be allowed to grow round the
latter. Cambrian. [It is proper to add that in the
Banffshire Journal, shortly after the reading of Mr.
Cruikshank's paper, the following letter in criticism of
it appeared] :

—

"The erection of wooden palings on the most permanent
form, deserves the attention of all those interested, for truly
great quantities of materials for palings are thrown away,
being useless, on accoimt of the want of care in putting them
up. The posts of a paling are evidently the back bone of the
erection ; it is therefore desirable to have them made fast ir?

the ground and protected from decay. It is quite clear to
p tical men that a post put into the ground at the depth
stated (-2-2 in.) and charged with causeway atones, is but tempo-
rarily fixed. The experiment has been often tried. Those be
acquainted with fencing would very seldom think of fixing a
post either for a gate or wire-strainer with stones, although
from 3 to 4J feet in the ground, far less the intermediate posts
Y our years would scarcely test the power of that kind of work

• prevent decay. It would be difficult to prevent mould
raixin- with the stones in places where cattle and sheep
assemble, and tin* is what is particularly desired. The pit for
the >t is 22 inches in depth, very likely about square

;

the opening of these wi'l cost perhaps 3*. to 4*. a hundred, and
now we have just an open atone drain with no outlet, very
probably half filled with water during a great part ot the
sew the poet drawing up the moisture, and when thesummer heat operates, it hastens the decay. There is a liquidoomposed ritriol and copperas mixed with water, which is
sometimes wed to prevent decay in wood; this can work
satisfactorily only in large establishments. It would be verv
expensive on a small scale. I consider that the best
thing to be done and it an be performed on any
scale, is to ".bar the posts." In order to do this, make
two dwarf walls, leaving a space in the centre from 12 to 15
inches to hold the fire. The posts are then laid on, and the
fire kept full of them,' they are turned over occasionally to
have their progress marked. They are taken up as they
become ready ; the best wood will be first leady. Have a pot
of Archangel tar beside when the posts are taken out of the
fire, and put a thin coating on the charred parts. When the
bark is taken neatly from the place about to be charred if the
bark above adheres to the wood, it does no harm to the wear-
ing ol the post or paling. Sometimes there will bo found in a
moss half decayed trees which have been under the influence
ot fire, and thus part of the wood Is charred

; close to the back
of that the wood will be very entire. It will be seen that all
along railways, with regard to the posts of the fences and the
telegraphic poles, charring is generally adopted. The best
ripened wood, either of Larch or Fir, should be selected for
the posts of a paling. A clay subsoil is the best for packing

s who. Where the posts are pointed to drive into the
ground, an iron pinch, pointed for the purpose of making a

5?JL
!vT

l
h° T)OSt l re "PP^ng the mallet, is necessary,wnero pits are opened for the post, beat and pack well round

a st ^ I^m^?1^8 m
" In fixinS w<**icu gate posts,

£ fixture'7
between the posts, below the surlac

conveniences are more

persons who have been transported in these ships, but
officers in the sea service who have witnessed the dismal
consequences of bad weather on large supplies of stock,
will understand that the economy must have been very
great. It is much to be wished that the other great steam
companies would follow this wise example. The answer
to the sole objection of greater difficulty founded on the
much higher temperature of the regions through which they
navigate, is, that there are easy means of establishing branch
depots ofsupplies at some of the points where they touch, pro-
perly fitted for maintaining them at the necessary degree of re-

duced temperature. Indeed all the large steamers employed in
the transport of passengers and troops should be supplied with
one of Harrison's ice-making machines, to be driven by their
donkey engines, capable of producing 7 or 8 tons per week.
Officers of long service in tropical climates have no doubt wit-
nessed the condemnation of vast amounts of wet and dry pro-
visions, and of naval and military materiel, arising from the
humidity and fermentation of storage under an elevated tem-
perature. Heavy loss and grave public inconvenience, not
easily detectable until the large issues of some sudden emer-
gency disclose the mischief, may I believe be extensively
prevented by the judicious employment of those means of
reducing and regulating temperature which science has placed
at our disposal. Neither do I doubt that the system is applicable
to the wards of hospitals, barrack-rooms, and other confined
and crowded spaces in hot climates, with beneficial results not
to be over-estimated. Its importance for the preservation of
fresh meat and other perishable supplies at large cantonments,
and ceutres of extensive military consumption, need not be
insisted upon. Charles Elliott, Rear-Admiral, Kensington Park
Gardens. {Sir Charles Elliott thus continues in '« The Engineer "

his advocacy of cold food-depots, which he had recommended
in the Journal of the Society of Arts.

]

Merobcs

negatived.

General Leeds.—Lord Walsingham, Cbtm
presented the report, which stated that land fori*

trial of Steam Cultivators had been secured abostst

a mile from the Garforth Station, on the Lessat

Selby branch of the North-Eastern Railway, aboKt

miles from Leeds, and the same distance from XK4

Junction. The trials will begin on Tuesday, Jnhi

and the prizes will be adjudged at the Leeds M«i
Arrangements were being carried out for the whites

of the entire horses, for which purpose a cumi'fci

would be given to one end of the Show-yard.

The Bye-Laws and Resolutions of Council bad k
printed and were taken into consideration, their bt

adoption being deferred till May.

On the motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs it wms>

solved that, in printing in the Journal and in »

House List of Candidates for the Council, the list ol ti

Trustees, Vice-Presidents, and Members of Coosi

their residences and counties in which they are situs*

be added.

On the motion of Lord Walingham, seconded ?

Mr. Torr, it was resolved that in order to keep

jJ
check on the number of assistants' and servants'

w

issued to the Exhibitors in the Implement YirHjf

number granted shall bear a definite Pr0PDI

*JJ
size of their respective Stands, and the Cc

**J"^
that the proportion shall be two Assistants i«W
10 feet of shedding and one for every m**

10 feet. n. .^
It was announced that Professor Suno"?^

deliver a Lecture before the Members of the
:

sow

Wednesday next, the 17th inst., at 12 o clock, w»

Nature and Causes of the Disease known as tne s»

Sheep."
. M JlMift

The Council then adjourned to their weekly**

on the 17th inst.

A:-

Brest on of Food.—-Few „ vvo
be desired at centres of great consutnptiion, econo-

-ociette**

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Cot/ncil, Wednesday, April 10th. Present—Tbe Earl of Powis, President, in the Chair ; Earl of

Macclesfield, Lord Berners, Lord Leigh, Lord Tredegar
Lord Walsingham, Hon. W. G. Cavendish, M.P. ; Hon'
Colonel Hood, Hon. A. Vernon, Sir J. V. B. Johnstone,
Bart., M.P. ; Sir E. C. Kerrison, Bart, M.P.; Sir J. V.
Shelley, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Raymond Barker Mr
Bramston,M.P.

; Mr. Caldwell, Colonel Challoner Mr*
Druce, Mr. Exall, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hamond"
Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Mr. Howard*
Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Milward, Mr. Paine, Mr. Pope'
Mr. Sunday, Mr. Slaney, M.P. ; Professor Simonds,
Mr. Thompson, M.P. ; Mr. Torr, Professor Voelcker
Mr. Jonas Webb, and Professor Wilson.

Six new Members were elected:—
_PiXANCES.--The Hon . CoL Hood presented the
* Potatoes, for example (forming a large portion of the

sustenance of the poorer classes, and appearing in some shaoeevery day, at most tables throughout the kingdomTStm^
stored m large quantities without generating co^ntlv-increa^ing heat Great risk of germination eimL* the vege-table then rapidly becomes unfit for' use as food or is at oncecast upon the market at reduced prices, and consumed bv "hepoor with danger to their health.—C. £.

6U'nea oy „ne

Society of Arts : April 3 : American !»**£

The paper read was " Some Account ot juo^

Implements and Economic Contrivances, oj

Eddy, M.A., M.B., formerly Travelling FeU°w»

University of Oxford. The author began
.

w

that he thought the observing traveller m
<f

could not fail to be struck with ^Pr^v
vast amount of work that had been Mtoeveojw

cleared, of land reclaimed, of roads rai^$

canals constructed, and of cities built py;» r;^

scattered population, in the brief period or <_^
had elapsed since the first peopling^1^^

the I

r ecoi

labour,°which was so dear in ^XfeM

In considering these wonderful w8^*' £® ^^
led to notice the ingenuity shown oy w _^
devising implements and machinery io : , ¥

labour, which was so dear in many Pa^^
country, and some of which he thought w

^

of attention, and even of adoption, * **
* I

would first touch upon agricultural impi f

first he noticed was the American feUfflg
d#

known in timber regions. Large qua™
f

axes were made by convicts in the &"
[ in0i*

sold at a slightly remunerative price, xi ^
the felling axe came the stump extraccor, ^
lever of wood, strengthened with iron, ^ v

with a handle at each end, worked g
^^

chain of iron. The author then *pow
ttp
&

applying steam power for felling and cut ^^
of a peculiar method of fencing; '

J*. of ,£*!

for boring holes for posts ; of tne ^^
plank roads ; and described in de»

„ &e&«
kinds of stone-crushing machine^w &
efficiently. A peculiar kind off^L^ «•» £
bear the jerking of the roughest ^ gen^
noticed, and some modifications i

waggoo8

struction of the American eart8 .?"-,. hyrse-P^

also the endless raiW ^ 9 j£described
work
(«orn-

ou

and for most of the stationary ronr^- j*v
thrashing, winnowing, ^baff^nd

, 1b 1
LtofpItH

r-nttWrfr, w,wi f™. f.fp.l. Ac. The sav&lJ&j"

allu

nul<

U»

cutting up wood for fuel, &c
discussed at some length, and the po

Ub\e st**
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described. Vario«i«4ber mventiotM and appliances were

^lodeJto,§uchMmaduDe-nMd©waUhe*.wooa* king

machinery, floating docks, anloading gear for shif-ping,

railway T-fr8-—' *nd carriagaa, tramways and tramway

"ferry-boats, canal sluices, canal boats built

in ascsinra, staexn boats and pilot boat*, kc. ; and.

finally, modss of hessse-wanning adapted for very cold

dimaUa. __
Farmers ' Clubs.

LOSDO* I April S.-Sleep r. Bullock*, a* Uanufac-

tnrm*fM***re.—A paper on this subject was read

by Mr. A. Rnston, of A flashy Home, Chatteris, from

which we make the following extiacU :—

II r Kuston aaid My fanning life haa been spent in

the great level of tbe Fens Formerly, these lands were

eubmerged during the winter months entirely, but they

have at length become effectively drained, and present

s large strtlasisf flat of fertile and productive Und.

Heavy crops of eoro are grown upon rem, frequently

more bulky in straw richly laden with grain. Man-

anls grow well upon these soils, and heavy crops may be

produced. Kye-grass appears better suited than < ver

to fan lands generally, and bulk rather than quality

afforded. Hut although the land produces plenty, >tt

be quality of ail is mferior. Even the grain is soa

OMttly of a low quality, except in very peculiar and

favourable seasons The straw, as also the Ryegrass

and >ver nay. are gsserally coarse, and atiun no

really feeding properties. Mangels too, which grow so

freely, and afford such an abundance of keeping, possess

but a small per-centagi t nutriment. Straw, seed-

land hay, and Mangi then, are the three varieties of

food which, on bi farms which ws are referrin

are produced, sad have to be consumed in the fold-

yard during the winter months. And none of these,

either separately or combined, will fatten an animal.

Artificial food must be very freely giv if an animal

|g to be mi W- fat and fit for the butcher on a Ken farm

of average quality. all-feeding is •<* expensive a

practice to receive very general adoption. The more

common custom is to buy lean cattle in the autumn,

giving them the produce of the farm, with a small

Quantity of cake or corn, during the winter, and telling

them in somewhat improved condition in the spring.

From what I have seen of bullock -feeding in tin- yards

in North I colnshire, I entertain the decided opinion

that, in S given time, a bullock will acquire a given

weight, with 4 to 6 lbs less cake per day there, than

he would on any of tbe farms I occupy ; simply because

the natural food is so much more fattening. As already

observed, these Fen lands of ours gmw a heavy crop of

Mangels and a bulky crop of straw, altbo b the quality

And i may here further remark, that a

tod of Mangels does not appear to impoverish tbe land

where pr f cultivated ; but the w may be drawn
upon which it has been groan, to be

umed where circumstances may direct, without any
apparent loss being sustained by the following cereal

crop. As a role, in average seasons we grow an abun-

dance of straw after Mangels. This is important, as

it makes the whole crop to be drawn near the foldyard,

to be there consumed it deemed desirable. We are then

brought to this point : We have the corn standing in

the stackyard, ready to be thrashed, that the straw may
be converted, during the winter months, iuto manure

:

we have the Mangels also carted into heaps in the

neighbourhood of tbe fold-yard, ready to he consumed ;

SJsfwthsvS the hay Stacked there too, for the same

purpose—at least so much of it as • not required for

the workhorses. The question then arises, how can

this straw be manufactured into manure, and this

accumulation of food consumed most profitably? Can

it be best effected by bi *ks or she< ?

re, and of uuissaailng oar Mangels and inferior h*y,

_ by | ii Assssi that purpose soma growing

bollocks to tba autumn, jrivtng tbees a few pounds of oake or

cars par Say, in adtfMna So tea natural food, and selling them
asnin to the spring either at our bows fairs, or at Norwich, or

to mm other graatas; district. If the buttocks have kept
beaitfcy and thriven well, they have occasionally l«a

* SO*, par bead for the natural food consumed;
it has bean far more frequently the case that

they have only just paid for their artificial food, and the

and hay have had to he charged to the manure
This mode of management was not very satisfactory

Bat the case has become even worse during tbe last few years,

the auueaisnos of the long disease, and our losses from
been fearful It is not then to be won-

that with heavy losses under these adverse circum-
y inquire, cannot we make our

winter food without being compelled
sss ? In other words, cannot we dis-

wtth hsllssaa altogether for this purpose ?

-ted sheep in yards for five years. During the
its I had v a few. Last year the lung disease

appmrtn* in a W of Scots I had, excited my fears lest tt should
I decrssate anot ssr lot which I had just received from
I therefore determined at once to send the latter

1st sway, and sell them again, keeping only those in whic
the disease had appeared. This drove me to the necessity of

basing nearly 400 lambs for the purpose of consuming
bay and Mangels, and of manufactuiinfir my straw in-

t made *ery elo^e ohsar iatiuna, kept a diary of all

particular ted them into tbe yards, and ral

to Grass with the dates of going in and out : I also
calculated to a fraction their east for artificial food, noticed
vary narrowly what quantity of straw they made Into manure,
and also the quality of the maanre, as far as appearances

d me to judge: noted every loss and its assigned
full testiculars o( which I will hereafter present to the

with other facts which tbe experimente disclosed.
I give these, I wish to make a few remar upon

aent adopted, and the information it

and careful observation la«t winter a'

this §m I have new between 000 and 700 sheep in

ysrdi I find six lambs will tread down as much straw, and

mtogood manure, as a W. or 1U bullock. Some of I

my men say five wUL. b I heaiute to assert ihfai but spaa

confidentIt when I say mx. will. 1 put the sheep just into m
ordinary fold yards, and alwavs ca ate six sheep to one

bullock ; so that where 1 should have ten bu< ks I put mxi

sheep During the whole of last winter I don't Memoes I had

more than a doaen lame sheep whilst they were in the yards

;

this winter I nave bad more, as many of m came lame tot

the yards—Arising, I suppose, from the wetness of the bv

1 may. however, say. there have been tar toss

in the yards than there were previously to their coming

in. I find "it is very ecacntisJ to keep a thin lsyer of dry

»trew over tbe vard. In wet days we litter them twice a-day,

and on fine days once, but we only use a small quantity at a

time; this just keeps the heat of the manure from rising to

Injure their feet, and pre its them also treading on wt

straw during the day. When they first come into the yard,

and indeed until the end of February, when the days begin

to lengthen, we give them a larger quantity of dry food
;
the

pick the bedding straw over, and where practicable have a

stack or good heap in the yard to ruu to ; we also cut them

chaff, hay, and straw together, and feed them several times

a-day with it We give them a few Mangels twice or thrice

a-day, but u« a quantities sufficiently large to make t

scour -ut as the days lengthen we i> oase the quantity of

Mangels, and reduce the supply «»f drv food 1 ni in acre \*(

Mangels of an average cr II carry 25 sheep, is. 25 lambs,

durine tbe weeks they will require to be to the yard, say from

..f December to the beginning or middle

April ; old sheep would consume more, and IS i>cr acre woul

be a fair calculation.

I will now present some details in o •nnoction with my last

year's experiments. The 377 lambs wintered in the yards last

year were bonght during the months of August and W ruber,

and were kept entirely at Uraas-keeping wit it artificial

fo-Kl, until December, whan they were oonsigm.l to tin

winter quarters. 1 1 : 04 latnbe were bought August 22, at

an average cost of30* 2d. per head, and were valued into the

yards on the 10th of December at 86* pST head. In addition to

natural food already so fteqm-ntry alluded to, vi;

Mangels, hay. and straw, they eat i pint of Oats and „ Ih. of

tan cake per day, at a weekly cost of lyd l>«r head. Nx <>f

these died or bad to be killed at intervals during the winter,

from different causes, particulars of which 1 have before me,
hut which laSSd Sotstayto enumerate. The remaining M
were putt rase on the I4th of April, valurd at 50t. per head,

having beau in 15 weeks. Lot 2 <« lambs were purchased on

the 13th September, and cost 80s. 6d. per head. These were
put to the yards on the Sd DsssmlK-r valued at 34# per I

and were kept precisely the same as Lot 1. Four of these dieu.

- had to be killed before thev left the yards ; the re inlng

92 were put to Grass on the 14th April, valued also at 50s.

head, having been in 16 weeks. Lot 3 and Lot 4 (84 and 103

renpectivclv) were bought si different tim.-s du.-ing the monH
Augunt, at prices ranging from 25* '. to 28s. I*»t 3(M>

were put into the yards on the Sd of Decern l»er, valued at

32s. <W per head, and lived the same as Ix>ts 1 and . Only
ne these died during the winter, snd the remaining 83

were put to Grass on the 14th of April, valued at <-• per lies-

having hesn in 16 weeks. I> ' i (103) were put into yards on

the 3d December, valued s 0# each. These, too, were fed

the same Two had tube killed during the wii »r»d the

remaining In] WHS put |0 Grass on the 21st ol A|.nl, valued

at 4^*. Buoh, having bean 17 weeks in tho yards. The results

when tabulated yield the following conclusions :—

The whole 377 lambs were valued into & * '.

the yards at 618 14 u

and 3/. 18* the profit . n six sheen—and 1 ink th« ter is
quite as likely to be realised thh year as t former, and
indeed more so—wh is my p uthen* \s hv, in» f
getting 15o(. for food consumed by loObuli <,

c'ry same food « nsumed by n> I • • $01 sfib
simply puts 24 \ and « mhalaens tnt stand
here, and argue In Savour of tteep as manure maimiact> •*.

There is just one ot her argument 1 WOUkiadduoet our Van
soils appear naturally more adapted r sheep than hu ^

eseed, which grows very freely upon them, is very fatten-

and perhaps there is no vegetable food that sheep can
consume that will e them so much nrmueasof hand, and *o
largo an increase ot weight m a given time, sa good Fen-land
oleeeed. It is incredihle how rapidly sheep will sometimes

get fat upon it Clover and Rye grass, the coi n herbage
on a Fen farm, is far more suited to isheep than bullocks.

Sheep, with an occaaicnal slmngc. will thrive well, and upon
lover eddishes will get good mutton, especially If a small

q\i ity of cake is given to them. Bull s do not generally

thrive well on our Fen lands, and unless they have frequent
liange to high lands, they will soon become diseased and un-

healthy. Linseed cake, although tending to mitigate, doss
not prevent the disease; and we hsve every year ample
evidence to convince us that Fen land is net health v fir

bullocks. We have plenty of land that will feed a sheet),

that, if it will not starve, will do very little to mend a bullock.

It seems onlv fair then to assume that as the herbage on these

lands- the H> ograse and Clover—to its ffreen and growing
•tats, is so much heater rood for sheep than for hull .a.

Kat <»» mown and made Into ha

should retail, the same superiority and tit.ioss ror tdteep over
k«. si for artificial food tot m beepbml year

was small, the whols eft only consuming what c est itt lfts. lid,

Imt, <>f irso, this was quite optional. I wanted m> r

aosrtaiu purpose, and I kept them aooordiiif I rom the yards
they went uponr- old pasture land, and In July upon< in i

an 1 Timothy -grass eddishes, and in August and September t .

('oleseed. 'i hey went to market from SJcptemlK) to tho end of

tho year, and made about BSS. to 66s. per head, leaving 15*. to 16s.

{>cr head for wool besides, being a total < 21s. or 22*. per

lead for summering. Whore It is an object of great imp o

to make the manure of very superior quality, of course more
artificial food DUSt Ik? given. This may bo exactly regulated
to meet the requirements of any and every case, without in

any way interfering with tho principle I am discussing. An
obje n has been raised against si as manure nasi

turers, vis., that the manure ma/h by these would be inferior

in quality to that made by bullocks This was evidently a
question for chemistry to determine. Mr. lAwes tells n
I have no reason to suppose that the manure from sheep or

bullocks eating equal quantities and quality of food would
differ in value, and you will bo quite just i'.od in assuming that

ho quality of the manure depends upon tho food consumed,
irrespective of tho animal.

Mr. Huston then described the experience of others,

to wbich reference is made elsewhere.

£ t.

and that they cost for artificial food .

making a total cost of
and. further, that the 364 put to grass
were valued at .

.

and that the 13 casualties realised .

making a total of
vhich shows s profit on the whole of

which I dispose of as follows, viz. :

37 15 1J
COS S 1*

801

9
12
16

n

244
8

10 n

56 11

138 8 14

and call the total

la. Sd. per acre for

dispose
hay, straw, attendance, at '.'•*. per

head, for ff7
TS acres Mangel, allowing 25 sheep to

the acre, ail2Z. 11*. 2i«/. per acre.

.

or. if you take two acres more Ifangels,
quantity 17 acres, it will then give you 1H
them, within a fraction : but I regard the former as the more
correct calculation As I v- iously stated, I suffered last

year—as indeed I bad done for three or four years—from lung

iliiwaan with my bullocks, and sustained some rather serious

loasce The lot of Scots, to which I have referred in an earli<

part of this paper as having last year been afflicted with this

terrible disorder, were bought on tho 12th of March, 1860, and
coat tost si. to. id. per head when they reached my farm.

They were put upon a very good (for our country) field of
rasa, and made considerable progress, and on the 1st of July

of the same year, when tak tog stock, with a view to closing and

WlNFEITH : Barley and ii* Treatment. — Me.

lisndsll said :—The subject for our consideration

this evening is, (hi best sorts of Parley for the district.

and treat i.t for it. From personal experience I have

only formed the acquaintance of some three or four

varieties,

Tho Common or Early Enr/lish Barley is tho first I shall bring

to your i ice, and a* Its name Implies, Is the one most com-
i nonly cultivated through tho three kingdoms, and although
irom time to tunc many other varieties have been introduced.
it still maintains its position, while the newer sorts have fallen

it of favour. It is very suitable for Sowing light lands
where the practice of si Ming prevails, d als< r a
greater ran* e of soils than many o: r varieties ; it has the
advantage of coming to mnturitv earlier, requiring only from
14 to 16 weeks to perfect its growth. For light lands of inferior

des ns this Barley appears better adapted than almost any
other kind, and even on cold day soils its early maturity and
free manner of growing gives it a decided superiority over. those
varieties which, although of finer quality, are of much
Blower growth ; it, also, I believe, works very well in

maithouae. The Chevalier Barley is a great favourite with
tbe maltsters, and on good Harley land answers the farmer's
purpose very well, but in this distric*. I think, there is an
opinion that we cannot grow so many bushels per acre of it

as we can of the coarser varieties. Then comes the question,

does the superior quality of the Chevalier Barley, and as a
matter of course the extra price it vill command in tho

arket, counterbalance the loss by tho deficiency in tho
amount of bilabels per acre? It must, I believe, bo sown
rather earlier in the season, as it requm a longer time to
ripen than some of tho more common sorts. The Leotiom
Barley is a very good sort for the farmer ; it is a very fair

cropper, and a good malting Barley, and is often worth
several shillings per quarter more than the coarse Barleys,
although the >arser ones may be the heaviest per Imahel.

Tbe Annat Barley is one sown rath- largely in this distric

and has, I think, proved to be a very good sort, but has not
attained tbe celebrity of the Chevalier for malting pur]*>ses.

It is a very productive Barley if sown on a sandy loam. Tho
American Barley is also sown to some extent in this neigh-
bourhood ; it is a fair sort, yielding variously per acre, but is

rather coarse in the grain. The Nottingham Barley makes a
fipe sample, but it is also connidered coarse ; it is generally of a
good colour, and works wells in the malthouse, and is, I

believe, sown rather largely in the north of England, Tho
Pomeranian or German Barley is a sort introduced from the
Continent, and cultivated successfully in the northern dis-

tricts of Scotland ; it is hardy, early, and generally productive,
the straw is tall and strong, the ear long and open, tho grain
of good colour, and weighs well, generally forming a good
sample, and is considered a good sort for cold soils and late

they consumed chaff—half hay and half straw—and 3 lbs. of the districts. There is a sort called the Norfolk Shortneeb, wbich is

best decorticated Cotton seed cake each per day. They had no
J

spoken of as being very suitable for high and exposed situa-

Mangels, as they were at a farm where none were grown that I tions. It hasa long and tough straw, compact ear, with long and
~

et per head for cake was 17. la 6d. The six that fell strong awns attached, and generally producesa sample good in

balancing my year's accounts, I valued them at 11/. per head.

On the 2»th of October they were pn • yards, and I then
valued them at IS per head, Bid before that time—
durirur BSftfSBSlsSf I believe—two of them were Nissd with
lung diseaee. and after some two or three weeks' doctrring

and dosing, bad to be killed. There were therefore only 24

left for the yards; and by the 3d of December these
were reduced to 18. me of the beet bullocks fell, and I

found the better plan was to dispose of them at once, before
they sustained any serious harm. Two were therefore sold on
the 11th of November for 14/. 17a; two on the l*th for 171. 17« :

one on the »th, which realised 61. 3«., and one on the 3d of
December, which realised H* 1 7§. After the 3d of December no
more disease appeared, and I kept the 18 until the 2d of

February, 1860, when they left me in good health, but went to

a bad market, keep being very short last spring, and they
brought home, clear of expenses, only 12Z. 11*. 6d. per head, or
just It. Cd. per head more than they were worth on the 29th of
the previous October. During the time they were in the yards

imed chaflf—half hay and half straw—and 3 lbs. of the

year. Tbe cost per
with lung disease made 2W. 6j. less than they were valued at

when thev went into the yards, and the 18 that did not suffer

lost li. per head on the cake account, besides all tbe bay, straw,

and attendance—rath < costly yard ot manure !

Let us look at the case a little further Take a case where
80s. per head has been realised for tho natural food consumed
during the months that cattle have been to the yards, one
bullock will return as much profit as two-and-a-half sheep, or

rifle over, and will yet have cost as much keeping as «ix

sheep. The figures will stand tl -Profit on one bullock.

quantity as well as in quality. Potter* Chevalier I* & varietyalmost
new to this district, it having been introduced but very

re-en tlv ; but from the character I have heard of it, I think it

will soon sur>ersede a good many of the coarse sorts, as it is

found to answer very well on average soils. There is also a
very useful Barley called the J arley ; it can be sown
later than any other sorts ; it is suitable for all Barley soils,

yields well, and in a good sample for the maltster. But for a

better description of theee two last sorts, I shall refer to some

of my friends here who grew them last year. There are also

several varieties of Barley sown for feeding purposes ; among-t
Rid.. ; profit on six sheep7which have c cd the same ™J2^lom*MSa EZ* FoSS^VTTmmS^y
amount 'of food, and maSe the same an f manure, them mav be found tea^.^-r

™J* t
" "£* wlX

eluding ail losses. This year. I have, as bef >re state ipwards spring,

of 600 sheep in the yards'. To aimplify the matter, suppose I I willyard! simplify
the food and

now say a few words on tbe cultivation of

say I have 600 exactly ; these are consuming tne looa ana jjar]ey .

—

making the manure that 100 bullocks would consume and •> . _«.._, A . . .. . . , . „. ..
inake. Taking U™#. sj.the profit per head on 100 bullocks, « One great object to be attained before sowing Barley is to
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have the land perfectly clean and dry, and when Barley follows

the Turnip crop I would recommend, immediately after the

Turnips are fed off, either to put a scarifier across tte

field or to plough it very shallow, for by so doing we

get the sheep droppings more intimately mixed witn

the soil, and also prevent its being washed away by ----"-,
Tihp i

'

oa true theory. . _. . KI __
the rain especially in the hilly districts, thereby we have

: »"^^
hJ°

e
^er8tood theory they would have been enaDiea

the advantage of destroying any Grass or weeds which may and had^ ^"^^^ties, and to apply their hands
J

the previous root crop. The , to steer clear of those aosur ,

rainin cr is to draw

O, taught I was givingsound advice ;
^"jtonj^b^as an^you peel off : and l reaiiy wuug»y - o - back to

but he burst out laughing and said, I see
« j
ou are S

tQ
old times ; you are not half up * lfck

™f*
d?d ^nit! and of

drain it; that is all thej» now. ^ toSdn^down as a
course ^™^J?%*™J£ theorists is an injustice,
humbug. Now, to all those m t

Apbil

restor;

rs,

abled

have escaped the hoes in cleaning the previous root crop,

four or five-course system is generally adopted in this district,

and in both systems the Barley follows the Turnip crop, and is

succeeded by Clover. If the Turnip crop, to which a liberal

amount of artificial manures has been given, is all fed off on

the land, and the manurial produce enriched by the addition

of oil cake or corn, the land may be sometimes left in too high

condition, and the Barley would grow too luxuriantly, and

would to a certainty be laid ; then the consequence is a very-

inferior sample of corn, and most likely the Clover plant killed.

Now, to remedy -this, a large or small portion, as the case may
be, of the Turnips should be pulled up and carted away for

the purpose of feeding elsewhere. Shallow or thin ploughing, '

giovY uuo .».v,i.6 ».i.j ~K vuv uuutx, mat wasn t a r, j "*

you could hang your hat on her hock bones " w 11
un»M

all this is theory ; and a very great deal of your
m^S

although you consider it purely practical wT^etW
theoretically. Your fathers or friends have often t u* ^
they found to succeed best, and what they found ? y°a

*it

by acting on their experience, as well as theirtatlwV1^*
generations, added to your own experience, vouarT "^
theory (as well as practice) in its deepest'sen* \°T^*
vegetable physiology, I will take just one illusb-oK, *$*k
not long ago, talking to a very

food contained in the soil, and that aaaca to «, ™

fet the ia?er pass off in*the best manner we can so that t

shall not stagnate and starve the crops, as is the case in sou
^ -—- - . „„.

too many instances. . . COuld be. I pulled up the bulbs with my own haJ**^ *

Then as regards deep culture, there is no doubt tins
, them planted in the garden, both Swedes and W-^ 1*

is one of the best practices of good husbandry where. when I came to sow the seeds the plants came^
practicable as on deep alluvial loam !

of all sorts, and twas_ a regular mess out." ofJ^W

in this country." "Why not?
but I will never try it again. I was

I! Because ft* *j*
""as careful

for the Barley crop, is considered beneficial to the growth of r , «.

»i. j« ,*««,,»«* Yvirta of the
Clovers, which, like Wheat, thrive and stand the winter better

| Every good farmer knows it won t
.

d.°
n"2eC^

on a firm subsoil. I do not think that sufficient attention is Cotswolds or any of our brash land ;
but w some unes^rot a

always paid to seed Barleys,-the temptation of the higher wiseacre telling us we must plough dee»P^ *nd ™£™£

.

Drice often takes all the best irain of the farm to the market, because a Mr. Smith, or a Mr D«^ »
J
1^^ gJ^Seand I have known a few who for want of knowing tne wub

theory of the case have followed the direction and lost the gold,

while another, for the very same reason, who might plough

deep and find the gold, refuses to do it because his friend tried

it and lost

!

m

Look now at the Theory of manuring, and here it

will be found the farmer is much in want of the aid of

w f t ^ ,__ . science to enable him to make the most of this, the

Suce a' smaller crop than if it be sometimes changed. The staple article in his Turnip field, and in fact in his whole
practice of changing seed is strictly adhered to by^some

potion.

them with

obtain go

upon the

dients to

ie subsoi

the upper

and consur

on the oth

the land, t

The next

green croj

Wurzel, w]

the form o

in the man

price oiten rases an tne uest gram
and the farmer then contents himself with sowing tne

best tailing. I believe the seed ought to be of the best

quality, fully matured, quite free from injury, and true

to its variety. Another point to be considered in reference

to seed corn is the advantage of a frequent change of seed

from a different district, different both as regards soil and

climate from our own, as I believe that seed corn produced

year after year on the same soil is apt to deteriorate in

quality, and, as a natural consequence, in value, and to pro-

farmers, for not only is a more healthy plant secured, but

an opportunity is offered, by sowing seed from an earlier

district, to accelerate the time of our own harvest, which to

us is at all times a matter of great importance. In sowiug

Barley some use the Suffolk drill, others prefer the old-

fashioned plan cf Bowing broadcast. I prefer the drill where
practicable, as it not only deposits the seed at an uniform
depth, but also puts it out of the way of the birds, and
effects a considerable saving in the quantity of seed required.

I think very early in the season that three bushels per acre

is quite sufficient ; but, as the season advances, a small

addition to the quantity is required. I also consider that

the early sown Barley, especially on our hills, is always the

best. I think we ought, if possible, to get the greater part

of it in in the month of March, the earlier in the month
the better ; even the last week in February, if our hill land
will work free, I do not think too early to begin sowing.

Now, gentlemen, having touched upon most of the principal

Earts of the subject, I must leave it in your hands, hoping I

ave said sufficient to provoke a good discussion, as I believe

it is only by the interchange of opinion that we can arrive at

a correct conclusion.
Mr. Budden said he had grown Potter's Chevalier for three

years, and when sown early it was as good as auy in the mar-
ket ; the July Barley, when sown in the latter end of April
or beginning of May, was of a very good quality, it matured
as early as some others sown considerably before ; yet he
believed, that early sowing was very beneficial, and made the
crop much more productive.
Mr. Reader thought that where the general practice was to

use large quantities of artificial manures for the root crop,
and those Toots fed off on the land, it was desirable the Barley
should be sown early—in February if the land would work
well. He had always found early-sown produce a larger
quantity of corn, and of a very superior quality, and the straw
of late sown was generally weak, consequently was often laid
down, and injured very much the Clover plant, which was a
great consideration.

Mr. Meade stated, with regard to the time of sowing Barley,
that the sooner it was done the better. He had once sown
some in January, 2£ bushels per acre, and farther on in the
season had sown the remainder of the field, 3 bushels per acre.

What a storm of ridicule has been heaped upon our friend

Liebig for asserting that there is no necessity for adding organic

manure to the soil; but that if a sufficiency of mineral or

inorganic substances is added the plant will be enabled to

obtain all it requires from the atmosphere—while the theory

of Tall, after being buried nearly a century, has been revived

by Mr. Smith of Lois-Weedon, and others—that the soil

requires nothing more than to be well turned about and ex-

posed to the atmosphere, when it will acquire all it wants

from the decomposition of its mineral matters, and the fer-

tilising effects of the air. Now, although both those propo-

sitions read queerly to us on the thin soils of the Cotswold
Hills, yet there are many thousands of acres in and out of culti-

vation in England, to which each of those theories would apply

for many years in the production of cereal crops, if people only

sufficiently understood them. The soils I allude to are those

deep, rich districts ofbog or Moss lands, sometimes termed " fen

lands," where there is many feet deep oforganic matter, without
a sufficiency of mineral ingredients, and where the plant grows
and flourishes with great luxuriance till the time of forming the

ear, when down it goes, having nothing to give it strength, or

as I may say, no bones for its support ; I submit that Liebig's

theory would be the best in such a case. The next is in such a

soil as I once saw in Hertfordshire, where the occupier told me
he could dig down 14 feet and find no difference from the top
spit, except perhaps a slight difference in colour ; there, as

well as many other places where the subsoil is rich in mineral
as well as onanic substances, Mr. Smith's theory of bringing
up a little of it every time of ploughing or digging, would, with
the assistance of the food obtained from the atmosphere, grow
good crops of corn. The Rothamstead theory, however, is the
one that for us is the safest, that is, as farm-yard manure con-
tains nearly all the elements, both organic and inorganic, re-
quired by farm crops, it is after all the best manure if

properly managed and applied. I said nearly all, because there
is one ingredient (phosphoric acid) that farmyard manure la

something deficient in ; this is a substance largely required by
many crops, and is likewise necessary in the economy of feed-
ing ; it goes towards the formation of bone in all animals, and
a facetious French baron looks forward exultingly to the timo
when all this substance shall be buried in the yraveyards of

only fancy planting Turnips and Swedes to seefSS^
one garden ; and, to mend the matter, let a iw jSt* * ftake it no
bloom at the same time. Now, if he had jusuZSImense surf
plants possess sexual organs as perfect as those ofmSl* a.™, a fl c

that all those plants in his garden belonged to theS* *
<. •

family, which a little theory would most assuredlywH *l,mPtl0n a

him, he might most likely have saved himself the mortifiS
-matter is r

as well as the loss he sustained, and would havebeenS
I

And the la
that he had succeeded so well, and been a gainer nuBJ? |<rrppn eron<
loser by the experiment. """*«•

[£
ee

.

n C™P*

I I had intended to pass over the sister nsmi u>e '

chemistry, botany, and geology, but they seemto^ Z Mangel
completely intermixed with the theory of agrblhrt "

*

that I must just take a slight passing glance-.-

I consider it very essential that the yowif? farmer
Aotf

know something of each of these sciences. I do nottiiki

necessary that he should trouble to know or attempt to av

nounce all the hard names which they are at present enc*

bered with, but to be acquainted with a few of their goj
principles. For instance, we will consider a youig in-

going into a strange locality to leok at a farm. If hem
quantity of Rushes and Horse-tail, Reed Meadow-Gran 4
such like Grasses and weeds, he may know at once thitie

soil requires draining, and by this means maybe mai^
ductive ; but if these plants are absent, and he see suchphi

as the Yellow Rattle, Water-bed Straw, Crested Rush,i:

such like, he may be sure that the land is not only wttk

poor ; while such plants as the Round-leaved Harebell, fir

grass, Sandwort, Hawkweed, Purging Flax, and audita,

indicate a very dry and a very poor soil ; but if there sr.;

abound in large quantity Yarrow, Chickweed, Bar

Nettles, and Couch, with strings like whipcord, close wt

you may be sure there is something about it someftta

Again there are plants indicating certain chemical proper

the soU, as the Heath, the Lycopodium, Spike Bush, Cor.

grass, Ac. By the presence ot these you may know at a #»

there is no lime in the soil, and consequently it must be*
as a manure if you would make it useful. This, howem.

but a mere glance at the uses of botany to the farmffjfe g™?* "£

should of course know the botany of cultivated plante tofe 5 ^"f ^
how and where to grow them best ; and theknowl^tfk J*™*™

an

botany of weeds would enable him perhaps to desteyja JKfrJ'K
with greater facility. The chemistry o ^agricuM* md ™

bf™~
*

afford the farmer the means ofjudging the beatM» f^\?&\
to add to certain soils ; there may be soils nebs**** £^ >

ingredients required, yet lacking one ; a kno^JJ*
would be an inestimable boon to the cultivator*W»
toiling on and on in disappointment, and woi^JJJi"

young beginner to avoid that disappointment and »
1

by being acquainted with the geological character on* hmt (yiZft

trict. and applying his chemical and ^^'"J/J* *°ntains *
would be at once enaolod to proceed with fc»™JJ» ._

:

common salt
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hedges into his neighbours' fields for information. m«j: common salt
*- '

the chalk formation he would nol «» per acre. T

At harvest he found the earliest sown much thicker on the I our country, in the bones of it« inhabitants, and almost in-
ground, a larger quantity of corn, and a very much better
quality. In tact, it was the best he ever grew. He had ex-
perience of late and early sowing, and recollected on one
occasion putting in Barley as late as the end of April. This he
found on threshing to be fit for nothing but pigs. He had
sown Barley after Wheat, and the result was that the quality
was greatly improved, but the quantity not so much, though
he had sown guano with it.

The Chairman said he differed in some points from the
gentlemen who had spoken about the several descriptions of
Barley, and changing of the seed ; having bought some at
Norfolk and sowed it in the same field by the side of what he
had sown for many previous years, at harvest he could not see
any difference in quantity or quality, they were so much alike.
He bad adopted the system of saving his own best tailing
Barley for seed for 14 or 15 years, and found it answered very
well, the produce coming up to his expectation. He then tried
a change of seed, and found no advantage resulting from it, it
being the worst crop, by four sacks per acre, he had grown for
many years. He always found that the tighter the ground
was, the firmer would be the straw. He had never known late
sowing of Barley to produce a good crop; the quantity of
straw would be very great, but the produce of grain was never
nearly bo good as early sown corn.

sinuates that our fall would have been ere this time, had wo
net ransacked the battle fields of Germany and the Crimea
and ground up the bones of their victims to obtain it. Now
science has discovered, and theory has demonstrated to us,
that without grinding up the bones of our predecessors wo
have an almost inexhaustible supply of this useful mineral in •. \
the rich clays, the green sandstone, and in the fossil bone of I

deposited.

our own country, as well as Spain and other countries,
more than enough to compensate for that buried in our
cemeteries. But what should we have known about this
manure had not theory directed us? I can well recollect
when 50 bushels of bones to the acre was thought a poor
dressing, now it is made to do for 5 acres, and with better
success ; theory tells us, too, what soils are benefited by bonea,
and what by guano, and what crops require the most of one or
the other.

was located on
applving lime to his land; if be were I^Jirjft « each dr

sind he might know that the phosphates abounded,^ of ^ to 1S ,

placed on the p*
of dri

ir

use

I will pass on to the beautiful and useful theory of
feeding.

Cobbett told us many years ago that the Potato was a nasty
weed, a curse to England and the curse of Ireland, and Dr.
Play fair and others have told us more recently why it was a
lazy weed. It was not an inherent fault in the Potato fed
labourer that he was lazy ; but the fault lay in the fact that

grow well except in cwcwwui v"°' " :."
„ Pftrkib3» .la^vl!™!

In the discussion that followed most roembes
J Soto" tSe

in the main with Mr. Cox. Theory however ota <*er the row

,

speculative nature was condemned and tfai*<^a™
cated or thought desirable, which was on.

the length of 1

principles established on independent e*m- g^nwtt
following resolution was unanimously V»*'^ tS bed fo,

" That it most desirable the farmer s

^
ul

^ithoUt^ gjee and the

both in the theory and practice of his^art, lor * wf treading
^c —:—*:a„ b „.i^«a kQ «H11 h« unable to keep f^i ind not mor
of scientific knowledge he will be unable

:

to^eeu ^ jnd not mor

rapid strides agriculture is taking, and * *«"^ *« ^ ^
practical he is in danger of being occasionally can

the Potato is incapable of affording a sufficient quantity of the
KltfGSCOTE: March 27.— On the Desirability of the ^M ™"** P™ciple to enable a man to do a day's work,

„ i • . ii -, • v v
' *"*^

i even if he was to id lh« n«r dn<r ur«. «;..,i i— iu. i.

unsound or ill-applied theory. STATE (

For the wei

Fallow Crops.

Miscellaneous. ,,

-Fallow crops are rftor^t >;

extracts •

—

I think what has tended more than anything else to
bring theory into contempt is the wild and visionary
ideas that sometimes seize on the brains of some of

— ,, ,'rv "^«* «*• w«o ui met, uieory tells usthat we may as well think of mending the worn out itarts of asteam engine with coals as replacing the worn out parts of theanimal frame with Potatoes; thus we have to thank theoryand science for unfolding to us the different properties of the
food we eat

;
for pointing out to us the different proportions of

our greatest and most eloquent serines; ideas that l^Zt^ZZtXl^^0^^^^^.appear so capital on paper because written with so
—-•-•—• -—

< • y «mi» us wty we

much enthusiasm, and which so captivate the minds of
gentlemen with overflowing pockets that they will
against all reason adopt the idea to the letter, without
once asking themselves u Is this applicable to my case ?"

Well, in a very few years practice proves the fallacy of
those high-flown proceedings, and the practical man
has his triumph, and while rubbing his bands and
shaking his sides exclaims "There go your theorists."
We will take, for instance, Draining

:

—
I knew a gentleman who had a piece of very dry ground,
nciit produced a sort of black Grass or creeping Uent and

Snd
,

i£Srf2?verJora,i
y good******; *t was a very side-

n*k«Ft^-L8Tund
'
^free fr°m calcareous matter, and he

^!r^J^at™ **t to do with it? I said, give it a good

Clover a^d ?E
i °T^ beavy loam

'
then sow ^e Perennial

r^Ifl/St *!e.w.,P°UIyi8 of Cocksfoot and Perennial Rye, ai

require Beans for our hard worked horses, and why we require
aliments richer m carbonaceous substances for our fattino-
cattle Theory tells us, too, why the manure of well fedanimals is richer and better than that of ill fed ones • whv
those foods that are rich in phosphates are best for young
animals, and what those foods are. J 6

But I will tire your patience with only one other
case, and that is included in the word Physiology.
Theory must assist the young practitioner in the choice of
is animals, whether they aro for draught for rid nT fnr

ing, or for milking. Of course many have Quired a tfrVttvod knowledge of this by long experience and^clo^e .Zerva^tion, and yet I doubt much if even those men w?o boSt of"never having read a book on farming in all then- UvZ » anot more indebted to theory than theylike to corfcis Havlvou never gone into a market, or a fair, to buy a eoTwh e n thedealer will accost you something in this way-"
her bag, how square it stands ; did yon ever

his

taking the ch .mist's view of the •^t '
l

^*J
more fertilising matter from the soil ii -^
which the farmer cultivates. Thus 20 tow ^
Turnips remove, generally speaking, m ^
nearly 6 cwt. of neral substances pe ^
soil. 30 tons of Mangel Wurzels will i

,y

.

remove 6 cwt. of ash, and in their ^P^
tfb

more per acre. On the
J>

thcr
|
. mVneral s«*f

bushels) amoves only 178 lbs. ot mm ^^
both in straw and grain. Barley K

l

^.
about 200 lbs. from the landing

\n gfJL
(28 bushels) will take about 1*> ^ ' aDd«
straw. Oats (50 bushels) amoves* ^ w

(25 bushels) take about H**^ «g
per acre. Look also at tne

aCf0
.

thus removed. Of the Turnip ^rof the*«fi*** eaAin»:
uartei e^

ka
jprp^

and

»y 5 .

rday 6 .

•ay 7 .

day 8 .

flay 9 .

Inesday 10 .

rsday U .

Wadinpsarc
Stinima rcco:

Jlfrmometei
P*et from tti

last Wpi
nhavpbeen

N

are potash, and of *«f*J55T& 60 f ^ ,—;
its ash is potash. The Turnip

fch
of*9

^better, in8t€

phoric acitl, and of the Mangel, out ^^ . ^ harrows, anr

weight of iuash is phosphoricJ^^^^^^
which yield the smaller qt»D^ ^f

plio^b
°r
^er-

ually use the smaller qnauti^j^****^**
Just look at nitrogen too in building *^£^*&£$^

Crested Dcg»«.taiCemdTw^ffJSXSS
I,ri 'l™ 1"? 1 "ye, an-i veins

; look at her breast, al.noat touchinVthe ^,!^h
"l!
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h take «f
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better treatn

•or Mangela,
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one
asthefi

Hitnlrt,,,n
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2nd to toM

ekneeft'" e restorative crops. The explanation lies in this
ieisa

goodw that (1) the latter, notwithstanding the greater imme-
ia* diate tax upon the soil which they levy, and to supply

them with which we apply heavy dressings of dung to

obtain good crops of them, yet being consumed

upon the land again, they give up those ingre-

dients to the surface which they had taken from

the subsoil as well as from the surface soil, so that

the upper layer is in effect richer by their cultivation

and consumption on the land. Much of the corn crop,

on the other hand, all its grain part being sold from

the land, takes from it that which it does not restore.

The next reason for the restorative charater of the

green crop is (2) that the Turnip and the Mangel
Wurzel, which require a certain amount of nitrogen in

the form of ammonia and other nitrogenous compounds
in the manure and in the soil, do, in the act of growing,

(take it not only from these sources, but by their im-

mense surface of leaf exposed to the air, they take it

from the atmosphere as well. And so by their con-

junction after growth, a larger quantity of nitrogenous

matter is returned to the land than was taken from it.

Asrejm

1 are workiaJ

tratiou.

' farmep a*'

COLLEGE op AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, P.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

FOR

something

and
full

^.together j±

1 of animals, *

Jdly have tM^
the tnortifiaS

ve been gftfo iAnd the last reason of the contrast between grain and
ler

inateniifi Ijjreen crops, as regards their influence on the soil, lies

(3) in the manner of cultivation which they severally
jer WttMot require. The soil is, during the growth of the Turnip
J 8eemU\nsD and Mangel Wurzel, and by the manner of their cultiva-

tion, rendered so much more open to all the fertilising

influences of air and rain than is permitted to it during

the growth of corn crops, as they are generally

cultivated. That this is a valid reason for the superiority

of the Turnip, for instance to the Wheat, in its in-

fluence on the soil, seems plain from Mr. Smith's experi-

ence at Lois-Weedon, where it appears that by the

thorough cultivation of the land during the growth of

the Wheat crop, and between its widely separated rows,

th<> period of exhaustion consequent upon the continued
growth of that grain seems to be indefinitely postponed.

From Sutton's Farmers* Manual and Seed List.
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Calendar of Operations,

APRIL.
Cultivation of Mangel Wurzel.—{We take the following

paragraph from Messrs Sutton's of Reading " Farmers' Manual
ud Seed List.] The cultivation of the Mangel Wurzel is pre-
cisely the same as that of the Swedish Turnip. There is a differ-

ence in the seed-time, but hardly any in the treatment of the
«oil either before it, or during the growth of the crop. Man-
gels like a stiffer soil than Turnips, but there is the same need
•of autumnal cultivation of the land. If the land bo
ploughed and cleaned and manured in rows during the
autumn, then it only needs the same spring treatment of
(the drilled land which has been described in the case of Kohl
Rabi [viz., a grubbing with the cultivator, ribbing with the
plough, the ridgelets being about 27 inches wide—the manure
h then carted and distributed in the drills, and covered by
plitting the intervening ridgelets

J.
A heavy dressing of dung,

nd a liberal supply of superphosphate will be well repaid
he future crop, and it is found in accordance with what is

tPt Qtihefc*
nc>wn botn of the natural history and the chemistry of the

vbrwwtofa'
plant

'
(viz-' that Jt is a native of the sea-shore, and that its ash

InrtS:-
ntains a large Pr°Portion of chloride of sodium, or

SJSi«** «°^mon M\) that the crop will also repay, by additional
P

-

PW ffid more health7 growth, a considerable dressing of
ition. u "This

5d not ttini -
common salt, to the extent indeed of two or three cwt.

'a nn them *r acre
'

Th.° soed may be either dril]ed on the top

*?A§& °J
each dril1 or row

"
or dibbled therein at intervals

•

UD
? J*tm

of 15 to 1S inches—the rows themselves being 2S to 30 inches
ltQ vhS apartl Tbe ProPer 8eed time " about the end of April No
C, » aZ&£ advantage is obtained by sowing too early, as the seed will be
1 * kibJf ,

ger in tbe land without germination, and the plants will
y ne

Sl i' * i
30

,

more Uable to run t0 8eed
- From 6 to ,7 lbs. per acre

n whicn b should be used ; and if it be damped for two or three days
.

before sowing, it will sprout the sooner. The cheapest way to

neuibetS^ *?* lt is by the drill, depositing two rows or mo-e at once,

nf ft nS*
r on the flafc

'
or wbafc is better, on the top of the ridgelet

' v* Jer e row of manure
I but it is not much more costly, and

that ODW there are some advantages in depositing the seed by the hand
is drawn * JjM>le. The women or boys who plant the seed have a stick

•/bnce & length of the interval between the future bunches, and they
eviat^ • Qeasure out the place of the next plant by means of it. With
ssed !""" ™e eiid of it theyremove any clod which may lie there, making
M be*^ *^ttle bed for the two or three seeds which they drop in thatU
withoa^B^' and then covering them up with a little fine earth, and

r

Trace***
"alf treading them in. Mangold seed is very easily buried,

r torn "^ not more than half an inch of earth should be used to
iS

medJ*^ '

toVer ifc
"

Tbe Plants come UP in Dunches in these places.

STATE OP THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.

FARM BUILDINGS.
LOANS may be obtained under the General L

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the
amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c, for the erection ofFarm Houses,
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their
own Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.
No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
The Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street, London, S.W.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act~of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director.
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W.

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH.
Warranted equal in Strength to Tobacco.

JOSEPH BAKER, 10, Gough Square, Fleet St.,E.C,
having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can recom-

mend it as the best article for destroying the Fly. Is. Ad. per lb.

;

over 10 lbs., l*. Post-office Orders payable Fleet Stree

ATEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS light with a
-L^l Candle, save all trouble, destroy all Insects, are already
used in the Royal and leading Nurseries in England, Ireland,
and Scotland, and may be obtained of the principal Seedsmen,
and Nurserymen, 2s. per packet of six Pastils.—Manufacturer
and Patentee, J. Neal, Edward Street, Birmingham.

CHURNS.—The Royal Agricultural Society's Prize
CHURN is the best invented. Butter produced in

12 minutes. Price 30s. and upwards.—Full particulars for-
warded on application to Burgess & Key, Agricultural and
Gardening Machinery Stores, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES]
BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery
Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess <fc Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 421. 10*.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following from

Mr. James Arnot, of WoodcoU, Carshalton.
" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not be

without one on auy consideration ; and I can safely say that
I have saved over 50 per cent, in the expense every year I have
used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which
pays itself in so short a time."
M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 251
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price SOL
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22*. 10*
COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Horse Machine.

Price 35/.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-One Horse Machine,
Price 241.

'

The last two Machines are fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for
Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at anv

Railway Station. J

t.

j For the week ending April 11: observed by Mr. J. B. Spearinj?
I Moulsford, Wallingford.
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PAGE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION
—Extra strong, 4*. per Gallon, sufficient

to make Four. Ten Gallons and upwards,
Carriage Free to London.
NINE YEARS' extensive manufacture

has enabled Page & Toogood to effect great
improvement in their Blight Composition.
It is prepared upon Chemical principles,
to destroy SCALE, THRIP. MEALY BUG,
RED SPIDER, MILDEW, AMERICAN
B LIGHT, &c, without injuring vegetation.

LONDON AGENTS:—
Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, N.W.
Veitch & Son, Chelsea, S. W.
Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nursery, N.
Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, N.W.
Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, S.

The leading Provincial Houses, and of the Manufacturers and
Inventors, Page & Toogood, Royal South Hants Seed Establish-
ment, Southampton.^^
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FUMIGATING AND SYRINGING.

RIFFITHS and AVISS, Tobacconists, Coventry,
call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER. It is simple

in use, safe in application, altogether effective in the destruc-
tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, Ac, nominal in price, 12s. 6d
per dozen pounds (not including carriage), sent to any part of
the kingdom on receipt of Post Office Order. To those in the
I rade a liberal discount on 28 lbs. and upwards. The following
practical gentlemen have submitted it to every kind of ordealand bear testimony it is all we represent :—
Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox
Mr. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey
Mr. A^ Henderson, His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park
Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D. Ryder, Westbrook,

Hemel Hempstead
Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J R. West, Esq., Alcot Park
Mr. W H Mountford H. R Hughes, Esq., Kinmel Park,

St. Asaph, ^rth Wales
Mr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds,

Hoddcsden ° '

PATENT GUTTA PEKCHA SOLES.—
Important to Gardeners.—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following-
letter from G. Glenny, Esq., the celebrated Florist :—

u n xi x ^ « " 420
> Strand, London.

Gentlemen.—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels
these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-
sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states I
would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at
the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts
as easily as if it were so much dough. I think it the duty of all
persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a
material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles,

" Your obedient servant* G. Glenny."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such aa Mill Bands,Tubing Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,Union Joints, Ffesks, Bottles. Bowls, Chamber Vessels, ToiletTrays Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,

Calbotype Trays, Ac. manufactured by the Gutta PerchaCompany, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or

&°^S
tr£rTn e
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n
T
ta/^a Company, Patentees. 18, WharfHoad, City Road, London, E. C.

" T71R1GI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, theA Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon Househis Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswinir ruLq«„«. «_.'
r t • j, , .,

Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-fessor Lmdley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crysta Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late MrsLawrence of Ealing Park, and- Collilr, Esq., of Dartford.
P
^°F
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C0LD WIN*>S & MORNING FROSTS*KIGI DOMO, a Canvas made of patent prepared Hairand Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heatand Cold, keepingwherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for"

ii£2 ^ST*1 an
,
d floric«rtural purposes, for preservingFruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, fromwind, from attacks of insects, and fmm inmin. eJZtl ^w.uuirom attacks of insects, and from morning frosts,be had many required lengths.

Two yards wide
Four yards wide
» _. - ,

,
•• •• £>•>. ucr yap.'.^FZ^^'JJ^ "«•. 2*- 64 per yard

1*. 6d. per yard run.
3.v. per yard.

"run.

*£Z?£ D°m0 "

A
NettiQ^ ^ yards We, £.£ per yard run.

Trin^t t a ° n
AS Arc«er

- Wh°le and Sole Manufacturer 7

and?Sp
7J±f' £anno? S*'?% KC" and of ftH Nurserymen

J
FOR GARDEN POTS, SEND YOU* OROERS TOand W. ADAMS, Kilns, Belle Isle, York Road, N

__>_and be promptlyattended to. Town and Country supplied

rilERRA COTTA—Warranted to stand the most
r-L/^rT fT°^' This matopi*l is especially fitted forGarden Decorations, and for all exposed work such ZT^n

t£rSL£^^ I"**
a"d Statues, Sllustrade^

GVble7 eZJtSTT n
a,

?
d Para

E
ets

>,
Terminals. Crosses for

Shafte^and PaU *Sh i^i T"8
'
Brackets

.
Consols. Chimney

frost -JohVm « °ther WOrk exPOMd to wet, heat, andtrout. -John M. Blashfield Stamford, Lincolnshire.
n at lt>. Great M.u-lborough
Works, Stamford. Lincolnshire.

.i . wri^'ti* t
Notices to Correspondents.

f thew^ «^s Lakds
: W T Hunter. Feed bar.

er *&>

'T "JW uir 1Z?fl I

,r ? "umtr
-
tee<i &are '" autumn, lay on com-

»^^S d?wn
Pr
if *?%* WinteF :

7eU ba
7,
OW^ M-ch, an i

h ftf
*" l^bftfo- • \

l
\
you sow any seeds over the Grass voii hiH

I ^ ' irrn4o
m8te/d

?
f b^h-harrowing, turn it well with lfch?

h
f Cd ^ fSZ^d rake aU the m088 ^nd waste «« Theng^

'-
!^ ro11 d™°:- ^t ittetcTbl

ret **

%tiM
the

ills

•or MangeU -old " fi,l *\ & U
J

l\ IS a comi"<>n price
^ j

8««, sold on the ground, but to be carried awav

Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,
Richmond, Surrey

Mr. John Reeves, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting HilL W.
Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, Shipston-on-Stour
Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Leamington Nursery
Mr. John Ogden, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Coventrv
Messrs S Perkins & Sons, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and

Florists, CoventryV Agent* Wanted. Nurserymen and Florists preferred.
N.B. Cast Fumigating Pots, Tobacco Water for Syringing

^1
and Tobacco Juice for Sheep Dressing. 8 '

F
GA

,
RD£N BORDER EDGING TILES

"

^SJ?'
R
°LHE5 Cbkbot

' Bhck, and Tile

ware. They present advantages™ver Bot «7%l\
a"d. Red

that they afford no harbourfor .taS, *? £l£^?nng in
and once laid, require no further n*^««.- pJ,

ess room
»

be had of various patter^ at FA G p
e
.

ntl°n
-

.

They may
Wharf, Upper Ground Street, BiLm*3 'fF^Fll Wfds^{rf. "ear the Canal Bridge LonSnNE Km^sland
N.B. Sketches of patterns «uTm C. \ K

Garden Vases and Ornamental FlowPr LS°
St

,°n,
aPP«<»tion.

Balconies-in stock.
namental * lower Boxes for Windows and

ORXAMENTAL~PAVING TrTF^ ^ n^.
VATORIES, HALLS CORRTnnp?

b
t>??

R C0^SER-
as cheap and durable zs BtoS^taMw^^^I158

' &c-
and capable of forming a variety of d£1™ '

nd buff Colours
-

s of Batlis

Also WHITE GLAZED TILF<* f™ r •
' «,

Dairies, Larder, Kiteh"m^fW ^n,^
P
Wft«« - -

|

To be obtained of F. & G .5^Tt^^ ERft^
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JOHN WARNER and SONS,
Crescent, Cripplegate, E.C.

WARNERS' PATENT VIBRATING STANDARD PLMFh.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS for Farms,

Cottages, Stable Yards &c, where the-tten

does not exceed 25 feet m depth
,

ftttea

SS Warner's Patent Metal Bucket and

Valve, which cannot clog inaction, inese

Pumps can be made right-handed, left-

handed, or with handle opposite the nose by

removing four screws only.

Diameter. Height. _ ia
__ . , * % "'

2; in. short lft. 7 in. /Fitted for lead, \1 1

2? „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha I 1 10
3" " ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ or cast iron

3i ditto 3„ 6„ flanged pipe

4 , ditto 3 „ 6„ ( as required

2A „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, ready for fixing ... .2 JO
2* ..long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

The short-barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space for the supply of Coppers and Sinks

i,a Wash-houses, with soft water from un-

So 35. derground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and

Plant Hoiiea ; they may be fixed, when desired, under the stage.

2 4

2 9
2 18

JOSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, Ac.

XJ Birmingham, Sole Manufacturers ofth^P n ^1
GRAPHS or WOOD LABELS, for Garden ST**
Pots, &c, in boxes of 100 each. These LabelsW *"•

*5I
test of public opinion for many years, and are arL i*^
all who have used them as superior to any offered* r*U
for neatness, utility, and economy in price -JSi^lW
London, Messrs. Deane <fc Co., HorticuituS i*»
Warehouse, 46, King William Street, London Brid 7^

Glamorgan "Works,

Sheffield.

S^TOiTwORKa^HESrE^^ 1738

SAYNOH AND COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
SlNG and BUDDING KNIVES SCISSORS, fee

-

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in

the three Kingdoms.

&c. Price
25*. u

43s.

J
. PATENT fig

with reversible H^*f

452)

3 feet diaches
,.

J TTLOK^o^
facture PflMp*

fflr J
WELLS vrhictdowZ
any fixing below ti»

S

the ground.

PUMPS of J.Tra*

manufacture to or

of Plumbers in in
the United Kngi.

J. Tylor 4 8m, h
facturers, Waririek 4
Newgate Street. L ,.

No. 554*.

WARNERS' GAL-
VANIZED IRON TUB

GARDEN ENGINE, with

Registered Spreader, is

strongly recommended _
for

durability and low price, viz.:—

10 gallons . . . . £2 15

16 3 15

24 , 5

Larger sizes may be had in

either Wood or Iron.

No. 579.

TT7ARNERS' SWINGW GARDEN BARROW
(holding about 35 gallons) is

intended for all large establish-

ments where much watering

is done by the Watering Pot.

By its use the Gardener will

save much time and labour,

particularly where the Tank,

Pond, or Pump is at a distance

from the Garden.
Price £3 3s.

JAMES AND FRED*. HOWARD,

BRITANNIA IRON W BEDFORD,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRASS SYRINGES, from 9s. to 21*.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in Town or

Country, at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Manu-

facturers, •

JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

Engravings sent on application.

CHAMPION PLOUGHS,

STEAM PLOUGHS or CULTIVATORS,

HARROWS,
HORSE RAKES,

HORSE HOES,

SCARI FIERS,

AND OTHER IMPLEMENTS.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT

CATALOGUES WITH FULL PARTICULABS SENT FREE ON APPLIC^

C0LLMRLAWN MOWING, ROLLING

AND DELIVERING MACHINE FOR 1861
WITH SILENT MOTION IF SPECIALLY DESIRED.

HORSE MACHINE. PONY MACHINE. NEW HAND MACHINE. OLD HAND MAC*

PRICES.
SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c, and Directions.

No. 1.-

No. 2.

Width of Cutter.

•48-inch Machine
-42-inch Machine

Width of Cutter.

t»»

1 • •

• •• * ••

• • •

£28 0) ^ , -tt
I No. 3.—36-inch Machine

26 )
I)rawn ly a E°rSe

'
I No. 4.—30-inch Machine

... £22
19

Brawn by a #°m'

» • •

SHANES NEW PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINE.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening', &c, and Directions.

No. 5.—30-inch Machine

including .box oi xouis ±ux oi«uv**u^z ~~.» —
£1210 &***

£15 15 Drawn by a Pony \ No. 6.-28-inch Machine . £14 10 Brawn by a Pony
\
No. 7.-25-inch Machine, *1

v'

Boots for Horses' Feet, 24s. per set. Donkey,

SHANES HAND MACHINES, FOR PUSHI]

acluding Box of Tools for Sharp

SEPARATELY
T0GETH**

&c, and Directions.

No. 8.-

No. 9.

24-inch Machine
-22-inch Machine

...

• •

.

. •« . .

.

.. • 8 7 6j
7 j 1. f„rt ar™ 1

No. 10.—19-inch Machine...
worked far Two Men

| Nq 1L_16.inch Machine...

•Jced ty
p '

t f # GU 6 *«**«*—*"

• • •

£6 2 6 Easily worked by a Boy

£5 5 Easily worked by a #oy

The Patent Delivering Apparatus if attached to the Hand' Machines, 20s. extra.

No. 12.—13-inch Machine...

No. 16.—12-inch Machine... • ••

• • •

• • *

••

• •%

» » 1

. . »

• •*

#• • • •

The Machines are ' warranted

retn^
d

nclude delivery

J. B. BROWN
SOLE AGENTS FOR LONDON
& CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON

&ft
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THE ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT

READING.

Under the Patronage of

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE CONSORT.

20

MANGEL SEEDS FROM LARGE BULBS.

S MAN WURZE SEED
IVELY FROM FULLY DEVELOPED ROOTS, THE ADVANTAGES OF WHICH HAVE BEEN

PROVED FOR SEVERAL YEARS PAST.

MANGEL WTKZEL and CARROT SEED in
sorts, 1859 and 1SC0. For price apply to the Grower,

stating quantity.

J. B Bbomly, Little Bentley, Essex E.

TONS of good MANGElTwtrzeL foe
,

SALE.—To be delivered at any Wharf on the River T^ea,
or any Wharf within one mile of London Bridge, at 28s. per Ton.
Apply to Mr. Wm. Clarke, Seedsman, Bishopsgate Btreet,

London, E.C. __^_
Tl/TAKGEL WURZEL and TURNIP SEEDS.—
_LtJL The undersigned can confidently recommend their

Stocks of the above SEEDS, crop I860, grown from selected
and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on application.

James Fairhead & Son, Seed Growers and Merchants.
Lewisham. Kent. London Establishment : 7, Borough
Market, S.E.

To the Trade.

WILLIAM ADAMS has a few cwt. of the follow-

ing MANGEL WURZELS to offer to the Trade (for cash),

more than he requires for retail

:

(See the following Letters.)

These are not mere Testimonials in the ordinary acceptation of that term, hut show distinctly that the Seeds
which Messrs. Sutton have had grown FROM LARGE SELECTED BULBS, are altogether superior in

germinating properties, ami in the quality and trucness of their produce, to the Seed raised in the usual manner.

From the Right Hon. Lord Berwick, CronkhUl.From Jas. Brebmkh, Esq.. </ to H.R.H. The PRINCE
CONSORT.

"Norfolk Farm. April 4, 1861.
" Messrs, Sotton* & Sons,—I have great pleasure instating

that the Seeds supplied by you for a number of years for
H.R.H. The PRINCE CONSORT- FARMS (the Norfolk and
\ leinish, Windsor Great Park), have always been good and
given every satisfaction."

From John Graham, Esq., Steward to H.R.H. The PRINCE
CONSORT.
" Bagshot Park Farm April P, 1861.

"The Seeds had from your Establishment for the last three
years have always come up well and never once failed.

"Let me have the same Globe Mangel as last year, which
has given me the best crop I ever grew, good both as to bulk of
crop, and aUo in the fineness of rorts and freedom from fangs and
irregular growth ; when pulled, the roots were nearly as clean and
free from fibre as a Globe Turnip, and J had 50 loads ptr acre
and more."

From George Beaumont, Esq., Brldgeford Hill, near Nottingham.
" We have had 4 acres of Mangel (Yellow Globe), 3 of which

were sown with your seed, and 1 acre with seed grown in this
neighbourhood. Iam quite sure your seed produced from 8 to 10
tons per acre more than th.2 other. I had nearly an acre weighed
(from your seed), and fouud wo had hb\ tons per acre."

Elvetham Long Red, 90*.p.cwt.
Yellow Globe, 100*. do.

Orange Globe, 100s. do.

Ace-shaped
per cwt.

Long Yellow, 100* do.

Yellow, 100*.

Many PRIZES at Birmingham and other Shows throughout the Kingdom have been taken by Messrs. Sutton's
customers both for Mangel and for Swedes. The price of SUTTON'S LARGE YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL
WURZEL is 2s. per lb. : ELVETHAM, Is. 9d. ; other sorts, Is. 6<I. to 2*., or cheaper by the Cwt.

PRICED LISTS of other kinds of Mangel, Swedes, Turnips, Grasses, fyc, will be sent
gratis and postfree. Carriage Free to all parts, except small parcels.

SUTTON k SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

• - i

i

6
3

3
i»

9
3

MANGELS, TURNIPS, &c,
FROM SELECTED ROOTS.

*T1HE strongest evidence we can furnish of the quality of our FARM
SEEDS is public opinion. We have one of the largest Trades in

England with Farmers, from whom we could publish Testimonials enough
to fill a volume; and although our Seeds are all of the best -quality, we
want but a fair market price. Practical men, who are continually on the

markets with us (we personally attend the principal markets in this and
the adjoining counties, which affords us great opportunities of selection) are never guilty

of givingfancy prices, but their judgment is of the soundest.

At the BOTLEY CLUB, the PRIZE for the best TEN ACRES SWEDES was awarded
PAGE'S IMPROVED (grown by John Crosskey, Esq.)

Heaviest weight of Mangel, per Acre, 61 Tons, 2 cwt.
RAGES IMPROVED ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Stewart

Macnaghten, Esq.)

tw «™,„ Mangel, sown 7th July. Weight and Shane,
PAGE 8 IMPROVED RED GLOBE, (grown by W. Warner,

Bkj.)

Mangel. 50 tons per acre.
PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by W

Dickinson, Esq.

« . ^^.r. ,
Carrots. 35 Tons per acre.

PAGE'S IMPORTED WHITE BELGIAN, (grown by R.
Trench, Esq.)

"* w

Six Prize Swedes, for heaviest Weight.
PAGE'S IMPROVED (grown by W. C. Humphries, Esq.)

VALES OF AVON AM) 9TOUR FARMERS' CLUB.
PAGE and TOOGOOD could give

r> » n r»D Tw^T'/ ATOn
* Pn

"

7 *- for host 5 acres Mangel.

SalwIy
°RAN : OLOBE

' (Srol'n

n .^n,~ .
Second be=t.

Bone.)
MPERIAL <***»» GLOBE, (grown by Mr. H.

PAGE'S IMPERIALORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. Baker. )

numerous Testimonials, but prefer practical results.

. .
|

Best 2 acres ditto.
by Mr. PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. Jas.oh LwAY.j

_._ Second ditto.

Wr?H TlAh 0RAN0E GL0BE
' (^own b* ***

Third ditto.
PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. Bone.)

Present prices for best quality, not to be surpassed by any House in the Trade—

TRETOIL 0. HOP CU.V.B. 3i, to ,, per* 828^^88^*^ "

99

If

™*»
«SSSi/&3g£ GL0BE

LONG RED' MANGEL. \, M ]hELVETHAM LONG RED MANGEL 1, (U IkLONG YELLOW MANGEL * lh ' '
'

LONG WHITE MANGEL, 1* W lb

ft 99

GEL, Is. lb.'

1*. 6d. lb.

1«. 6d. lb.

PAGE'S IMPROVED HARDY SWEDE. It. W. lb.

rrfiwiAv'U^ SKIRVINGS SWEDE, is. &l. Rx
.I?;)i

IPION ^w Rr>E. -2s. ib.
Â ?3'FT SWEDE, Is. 6d. lb.

%^$ S*JOP SVVK ^E, Is. 64. lb.

?«S?iPD SWEDE. 1*. 6d. lb.
IMPORTED WHITE BELGIAN CARROT, Is. 6d. lb.

SEEDS for EXPORTATION packed to arrive in good condition.
ERAL

PAGE & TOOGOOD,
ROYAL SOUTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SOUTHAMPTON.

The growing quality of the above Seeds is warranted.
Dominie Cross Nursery. East Retford.

Mangel Wurzel.

THE NEW OVAL-SHAPED YELLOW, introduced
by us four yours since, has been thoroughly tested, an d

proves to be a most superior sort. It is of a remarkably
vigorous growth, with finely shaped roots, intermediate In
length between the Long and the Globe, and producing from
five to ten tons more per acre than any otber variety.

The seed is very fine, growing upwards of 160 per cent., price
Is. Gd. perlb. Fourteen pounds and upwards delivered carriage
free to the principal Railway Stations.

W. Drummond & Sons, Seed Warehouse, Stirling.V PRICED CATALOGUES of every description of FARM
SEEDS may be had, post free, on application.

Agricultural Seeds
of warranted quality.

WSKIRVING begs to call the attention of
• Practical Farmers to his short list of the leading Seeds

required for the Farm, the growth of which has been carefully
proved by himself. per lb.

Skirving's Improved Swede Turnip 18
(Largd8t, Hardiest, and Heaviest Cropper known.)

Skirving's Improved Purple-top Yellow Kullock Do.
Skirving's Green Round (new hardv sort) Do. . . *
Skirving's Long Red Mangel Wurzel 1
Skirving's Orange Globe Ditto 1
Carrot, large Altrincham l

„ large White Belgian l
(Less by the Cwt.)

Rye-grass, Clovers, and all other kinds of Agricultural Seeds,
at reasonable prices. Land laid down to permanent pasture
with the most useful Perennial Grass Seeds, at a moderate
expense, the sorts selected from personal observation of the
growth and habits of the different Grasses. CATALOGUES
on application.

Liverpool. April, 1861.

Skirving's Swede —Sutton's Selected Stock.

SUTTON and SONS have a choice Stock of
SKIRVING'S SWEDE SEED, growth of I860, which they

can strongly recommended ; 1#. 9d. per lb., or cheaper in larpe
quantities. B

Also SUTTON'S CHAMPION; Hardy PURPLE-TOP-
MARSHALL'S PURPLE-TOP and Hardy WHITE SWEDE •

but the Stock of "CHAMPION" 8wede, though saved from
45 acres of land, being so small compared with the demand
and so nearly sold out already, this sort cannot be supnlied
under Is. 6<l. per lb.

v

Sutton & Sons having had their CHAMPION SWEDE
planted more extensively than ever for Seeding this summer
will be glad to take orders now for next season at 1* per lb

*

or 50s. per bushel. r ' *

R^yal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

QUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS.-
KJ Gentlemen intending to lay down land to permanent
pasture, or for one or two years' lay, are recommended tocommunicate with us, stating the nature of the soil and

SSwrTr IM&fnftvS? P
?
R
?NNIAL WHITE, and

t/ tw-ii > A CLO\ BR are Included in all our mixtures,

Mo Lni £
°f the under-mentioned as are best adapted

qwltit^uire
e

d.

Jaid^ ^ BWd«* •""**£
"

Achillea millefolium (Yarrow).
Agrostis stolonifera (CreepingBent).
Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet Vernal)
Alopecurus pratensis (Meadow Foxtail)
Avena fiavescens (Yellow Oat Grass).
Agrostis vulgaris (Common Bent Grass)
Cynosurus cristatus (Crested Dogstail)
pactylis glomerata (Round-headed Cocksfoot).
Festuca dunuscula (Hard Fescue).
Festuca loliacea (Darnel Fescue).
Festuca ovina (Sheep's Fescue).
Festuca rubra (Red Fescue).
Festuca pratensis (Meadow Fescue).
Festuca elatior (Tall Fescue).
Festuca heterophylla (Various-leaved).
Festuca tenuifolia (Fine-leaved Fescue)
Glycena aquatica (Water Sweet Grass).
Holcus avenaceus (Tall Oat-like Grass).
Lolium perenne (Pereunial Ryegrass).
Lolium perenne sempervirens.
Lolium perenno Paceyanum.
Lolium perenne Stickneyanum.
Lolium perenne tonu*».
Lolium italicum (Italian Ryegrass).
Lotus corniculatus (Birdsfoot Trefoil)
Medicago Inpulina (Black Mcdick Grass).
Phleum pratense (Timothy).
Poa nemoralis (Wood Meadow Grass).
Poa pratensis (Smooth Meadow Grass).
Poa trivialis (Rough Meadow Grass).
Poa fertilis (Fertile Meadow Grass).
Poa Bcmpervirens (Evergreen).
Trifolium minus (Red Suckling).
Trifolium pratense perenne (Perennial Red Clover)
Tnf oliura repens (White Clover).

'*

Trifolium hybridum (AlMke Clover).

The above may be purchased separately at moderate nriens

Mixtares
Th

° ^^ C]0rer iS induded in a11 Me8srs
- Sutton's

Goods delivered Carriage Fiee to all parts.
Button & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.
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WHEELER/S OIJANGK GLOBE MANGEL,
WHEELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE,
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,

And all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has

rendered our Farm Seeds bo celebrated. ^^We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

being good and pure, at the same time deliver them carnage-

free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

Our Book of FAKM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.

J. C. Wheiler A 8ov, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.
'

To the Trade.

SKIRVING'S. MARSHALl/S, and PURPLE-TOP
SWEDE, Early Horn, Long Surrey, and White Belgium

Carrot, Drumhead Cabbage, selected Crimson Beet, British

Queen, Surprise, Daniel O'Rourke, and Burridge's Eclipse at

reduced prices. .

Apply to M. Hq.vey. Bridge Terrace, Maidstone.

To the Seed Trade.

FOR SALE, a quantity of superior SWEDE TUR-
NIP SEED (Skirving's), all transplanted with great care.

Price on application to Step. H. Deacon, Church Brampton,

Northampton.
,

.

\N-lOPfED YELLOW ABUHDEEN
TURNIP-SEED.

Stirlingshire Central Farmers' Club.

Mr. Young, of Keis Mains, observed :—" During last year,

our average crop has been about 35 tons per Scotch acre. We

use the Aberdeen Green-topped Yellow. For many years we

had been in the habit of growing Swedes, but we find this Green-

topped Yellow is an improvement on the Swede.'

This Seed, of last year's growth, proved, can be had on appli-

cation to the Bailiff. Oh. rton Farm, near Cirencester, at

30a. per bushel on prepayment

WKDK TURNIP. -LOT III AN PURPLK TOP

===== TrT^T^Tfm^rVtot of its kind TTERBENA "LUCY TAIT" (Pusm^^r^r,
TROP^OLUM GARIBALDI.— lneDeboui y Rnd ict ue variet Was *^Thj|

. 1 -a v-aa^ mimoses. Colour, a oruna ^^am, Fulham, Middlesex, and by him 1XiwLKr-

the Royal Floral Society's Exhibition, by whom it was oi^ 8*

G

may
SWEDK, a picked Stock, and raised on strong clay soil,

uj»j be had at 60s. per Bushel, in quantities of 1 Bushel and

upwards. The Seed is crop 1860, a remarkably fine sample,

and grows full 90 per cent.

"W. Drummond & Sons. Seed Warehouse. Stirling, N. B.

V» Orders from unknown Correspondents must be accom-

panied with a reference or remittance.
,

Permanent Grass Seeds.

WKER having had 21 veers' practical experience

• with Mr. Skirving in the Selection and mixing of

GRASS SEEDS, is prepared to Supply the most approved

Mixtures for every description of Land. Orders, stating

extent, nature of soil, &c. will meet with prompt and careful at-

tention! Select Stocksof TURNIPS, MANGELS, CA RROTfc,<fcc.

10, Great Charlotte Street, Liverpool.—April 20.

AYNBIRD, CaXdECOTT, and BAVVTREE,
Sjbed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes. &c. , of best quality at Market Prices.

IJew "Farm Seeds, Carriage Free.

TOHN BELL'S PttlUED WOT op VWCSi SEEDS,
f J including MANGELS, TURNIPS, CARROTS, CABBAGES,
KOHL RABI, and GRA BKEDS for permanent pasture,

4kc,, is now Ready, and will be sent post free to any address on

application at the
Seed Warehouse, 10 <fc 11. Exchange Street, Norwich.

To the Seed Trade.

THOMAS AYRKS, Wholesale and Retail Seeds-
man and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds, has to dispose of

a large quantity of TURNIP SEED, in large or small quanti-

ties. The stock includes Skirving's Liverpool Swede, Ayres' Im-
proved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede, Marshall's Im-
proved Purple Top Swede, Green Top Yellow Swede, Round
Green, Green Globe, W hite Globe, Red Globe, Red Tankard,
Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other varieties.

Price on application.

N.B. A few Cwt. of ON ION and PARSNIP SEEP to dispose of-

Garden and Field Seeds.

HAND F.SHARFG beg U> offer to the Trade at very
emoderate prices, the undernamed varieties of SEEDS of

their own selected stocks, and 'such as they can confidently

recommend :

—

Peas in variety

Beans „
Curled Cress

s. d.

10 C

10

Turnip Radish
Early Cabbage in sorts

White and Red Celery
Blood Red Beet

Turnips in sorts

Mangel Wurzel do.
Carrots do.

Drumhead Cabbage
Kohl Rabi
Thousand head Cabbage
Fine Rapeseed

Prices of the above may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

Verbena " Grand Eastern"

J WOODS and SOX have great pleasure in offering
• their beautiful Seedling Verbena GRAND EASTERN',

the largest and be t of the season. lour, bright rosy pink,
vrith large clear white eye ; of perfect form and fine substance,
very svreet scouted ; an excellent bedding variety and splendid
exhibition flower, quite distinct from anything else out; the
individual flowers are very 1 measuring an inch in dia-
meter, whilst the trusses average more than 10 inches in
circumference.
No exhibition stand will be complete without this truly

"grand" Verbena, which has been awarded a Certificate of

Commendation by the Floral Committee o( the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, also First Prizes and Certificates wherever
shown in the country. See report of Floral Committee, July 12,

also notices in Hogg** Hardener** Year Book, Gostlp of the

Garden, Feb. 1861, and other gardening periodicals. Will be
figured in Floral Mng^ziru for May.
Good plants will he ready for delivery early in May at 5s.

each, free by post, or six for 25** ; early orders for which are
respectfully solicited. The usual discount to the Trade.

The following Nurserymen are amongst those who
already ordered it :

have

Messrs. Osborn, Fulham

a Lee, Hammersmith
., A. Henderson fy Co.,

Pine-Apple Place

Low, Clapton
Rollisson, Tooting
Fraser, Lea Bridg©
Smith, fculwich
Youell, Yarmouth
Backhouse, York
Cunningham, Liverpool, i

tt

»
tf

Mr. C. Turner, Slough
Pontey. Plymouth
Shaw, Manchester
Bunney, Stratford
Reeves, Notting Hill

Cullingford, Ball's Pond
Ewtn$ Norwich
Hu-sey, Norwich
Gilbert, Ipswich
M*tore, Lyme
Young, Taunton
May, Bedale

yt

it

Post-office Orders or remittance from unknown correspondent
Nurseries Woodbiid*e. Suffolk.

± for general and Bedding P^^^Z' awarSed by
Scarlet. Remarkably free bloomer Certfate ^
Royal Horticultural Society. Price is. oa. ™ ,

dozen. Usual Trade allowance. n^o^ion
New SPRING CATALOGUE post free on^at

ĝ ,

Jas. Garaway& Co., Durdh^mDownJJursenes,
Bnstol. _

~~
NoticeT^No^SeSdSg Out.

G SMITH begs to inform the readers ot tne

* -JrESt-muxfsxr«a
King of Purples, and Figaro, 105. 6d..eacn. VERBENAS,

highly spoken of, and four awards made to them foi their

perior properties. The set, in good plants, for 305.

CALCEOLARIA CARIENSIS, extra fine for all pu poses

is commended by the Floral Committee and has taken a

First-class Certificate at the ^ya\^mo^^.l0».M.
PETUNIA ECLIPSE, the most beautiful Petunia now in

cultfvation, and recommended by the Floral Committee.

^PELARGONIUM ARGUS, Variegated, the finest, taking all

its qualities into consideration, that has yet been exhibited.

10
G a hasalso four first-class new tall CACTI to offer

;
they

have been successfully exhibited at the Botanic Gardens,

Crystal Palace, be.
*** Coloured Illustrations of the Fuchsias, by Andrews m

exchange for 12 postage stamps, and Petunia Eclipse lor

8 stamps. For description see CATALOGUE of the above new

plants, with fine collections of the most popular florists flowers,

in exchange for one stamp. _
Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London, N.

JOHN KEYNES, in presenting his ANNUAL
DESCRIPTION of NEW DAHLIAS, would tender his

best thanks to his kind friends and patrons for their support,

and begs to assure them his constant study shall always be to

give satisfaction. He has a fine selection of SHOW FLOWERS
to offer this season, and the seyere test they have undergone

will he trusts, be a sufficient guarantee for their quality.

None but First Class flowers have been chosen. Fine Plants

m
Tbe

y
FOLLOWIXG PRIZES were awarded to J. KEYNES,

for DAHLIAS, in 1860 :—First Prize, 50 blooms. National

Dahlia Show at Leeds ; Do., 24 blooms, Bath ; Do., 36 blooms,

Brighton ; Do., 24 blooms, Swindon ; Second Prize, 24 blooms,

Reading; Do., 50 blooms, Crystal Palace: Do., 24 blooms,

Crystal Palace. . —
FANCY DAHLIAS.—First Prize, 13 blooms, ^atlonal ; Do.,

12 blooms, Reading ; Do., 12, blooms, Bath ; Do., 24 bloom,

Brighton; Do., 12 blooms, Swindon ; Second Prize, 12 blooms,

Crystal Palace.

DAHLIAS.-NEW FLOWERS.
ANDREWDOD DS (Keynes).—The darkest and most con-

stant Dahlia grown ; this flower has never been shown
without obtaining a First Class Certificate. 3 ft.

Obtained the following First Class Certificates.—

Horticultural Society's Floricultural Committee,
National Meeting atLeeds and Reading, Bath, Brighton,

Salisbury, Crystal Palace. Third for the Great Seedling

Competition at Reading.
MASTERPIECE (Keynes).—A beautiful shaded crimson

of the finest quality, perfect in form, grand in colour,

constant, always to be depended on ; small, and will

require good cutting out early. 4 ft. . . -,

Obtained the following Prizes.

First Premier Prize at Reading for the Great Seed-

ling Competition, beating every Flower of the year.

First Class Certificates.—Reading, Bath, Salisbury,

Brighton, Crystal Palace.

MAUVE (Keynes).— Colour, quite new, good form and
constant. Shaded Mauve, 3 ff.

Prize at Reading.
JUNO (Rawltngs).—Colour, bright rosy lilac, very con-

stant, large and very high centre, alwavs good. 4 ft.

Commended at the Floricultural Committee, First

Class Certificate, Brighton.
JOY (Rawlings).—Colour, light with deep crimson tip,

the finest flower in its class and most desirable as first

rate show flower. 3ft. It has been placed as follows :

—

Second Prize at the Reading Competition. First
Class Certificate at Bath, Crystal Palace, Salisbury,
Brighton, Reading, Great National Meeting, Leeds.
Commended at the Floricultural Committee.

PERI (RAWLiNG8).--Light, tipped purple, very pleasing
colour, not to be cut out. 4 ft

First Class Certificates at Bath, Salisbury, Reading.
JOHN KEYNES (Rawlings).—Scarlet buff. A single

flower of this shown at the Crystal Palace, surpassed
every flower in the exhibition ; it is a late flower and
requires planting early ; J. Keynes then expects it to
beat anything yet offered. £ft 10

MRS. DODDS (Dodds).—Colour.light yellow, very pure,
double, constant ; possessing every quality to render
it a First Class variety, it has been justly admired, and
will prove a good companion to William Dodds, which
has proved itself a First Class ; deep coloured yellow. 3ft. 10

First Class Certificates.—Floricultural Committee,
National Meeting at Leeds, Reading, Bath, Salisbury.
Fourth Prize at Reading for the Subscription Com-

petition.

MRS. ECKFORD(DoDr^).—light purple ground, shaded
lilac, and mottled, a colour difficult to describe, but
quite new, and a very pretty flower. :', ft io
Obtained First Class Cei-tificates at Reading, Salis-

bury, Bath.
MARQUIS BOWMONT (Dodds).—Rose colour, shaded
white, a most desirable flower, greatly admired for its
symmetry and full high centre, was placed fifth at
Reading for the sweepstakes. 4 ft.

J. Kkynes has therefore the pleasure of sending out
all the 6ix flowers which obtained these prizes, which
were subscribed for and exhibited by those marked *

* Mr. Keynes, * Mr. Rawlings, * Mr. Turner, * "
Dodds, *Mr. Perry, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Sainsbury.
This flower also obtained First Class Certificates at

Bath, Salisbury, Reading, Brighton, Crystal Palace
Floricultural Committee.

ROSA (Keynes).—Rose colour, fine. 4ft
Mrs. WYATT (Keynes).—Salmon, very first-rate; rio

stock of these two, consequently could not be ex-
hibited. 4 ft

The set of twelve will be charged 41. is. No discount
on Andrew Dodds, Masterpiece. Mrs. Dodds, or
Marquis Bowraont, if taken separately. All the First
Class Certificates, with one exception, which the
Floricultural Committee have awarded this season are
in this lot.

J. KfVNEs therefore submits them to Dahlia growers
as indispei ble to every select collection. Descrip-
tions of the above may be seen in Gptsip for the
Garden, the Florist, the Gardeners' Chronicle, the* Coltaae
mien, the Transactions of the Horticultural Sockto

a certificate of merit for its adaptation to decorativetff^ i

flower gardens, for small fancy beds, parterres, or beS t I
remarkably dwarf habit, scarcely rising beyond 6 inch-.

* I
profusion of bright rosy-pink bloom, retaining its fu« 5^ I
throughout the flowering months, will form one of V?
prettiest features in select designs, and be found one of *
favourite flowers of the season, for its purpose. l "*•

Each, 2s. 6i*. ; Per Dozen, 18s. ; Fifty Plants, 21 in.

jssrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington N\i

's Wood, London, N.W.

KKBENAS for the MaLLION^jTc
mTpt

V Plants in England.— Scarlet, Red, Crimson, Rose p.*
Thite, Lavender, Blue, Purple, Plum , Striped Marodn 5

Me
John

Y kS

tO CVOrV JjOUUUn uwwwu iiv.^, uu« **«_« ivoo vi

sent All Orders to be prepaid, if- satisfaction not »>»
>fc"" "

'

' Plants from Cutting p£ j*

B

10 6

10 C

10 6

10

6

White, Lavender, Blue, Purple, Plum , Striped Maroon S
Variegated, at 2s. per dozen. Packing Hamper and (CjJJ

to everv London Station Free, but not k-ss than
\fo -JJP

sent All Orders to be prepaid, if- satisfaction not
' mi

money will be returned.

P6
John' Pyle, Jun„ St. John's Nursery, Upper&W y

Free by Post.

ROCCOLT. — Lee's New White Sprouting ^
_m^ packet, 2s. Qd. ; small packets, 1*. 6d. ; 10 finest sXi
for succession, including the above, also Mitchinson's Penzance,

Snow's True Winter White, &c, 6s. ; 6 finest sorts, do. do.,3ifc

Stephen Brown, Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk,

EW HARDY BROCCOLI.—The Richmond^
White remains uninjured by the past winter, while*

sorts have been killed by its side. It is therefore iim

Packets free by post for Is. Eight fine sorts (including

above) which in ordinary seasons succeed each other im

September to May, free by post for 5*.

E. Jones, Seedsman, &c, Henley-on-Thames.
~

"Lioscorea Batatas, or Chinese Yam.

GEO. WHEELER is ready to supply WHoa

Tubers, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per dozen ; Cut Sets, 5s. per \%

or 40s. per 1000.

RHODODENDRONS, good and strong, from 30s. to 100s. p.W.

4.ZALEAS. good and btrong, from 60s. to 100s per 100.

ANDROMEDAS, SEDUMS, YACCINIUMS, &c, 60*. to*.

Nursery, Warminster, Wilts.

New Fuchsias.

and A. SMITH beg to offer the undermentioned

NEW FUCHSIAS as possessing distinctive and strikn*

characteristics, being either improvements on existing sorts or

entire novelties, having good habits of growth and flowering.

ensuring to the grower an ornament for the conservatory or an

efficient plant for exhibition.

ALARM —Tube rich scarlet crimson, sepals well reflexed,

corolla* immensely expanded, of fine form aad substance

colour rich violet plum ; this variety » in *™^°»
others in the class of expanded corollas for size, form, ana

«• First-rate."—Mr. Chaiii.es Turner, BM- "S*1*^
Slough, Oct. 19, I860.

DurasT-
"Good form, large Corolla _spr^ading like a parasoi.

Cottage Garden, Oct. 30.

"A large bold, showy variety, with stout
•

*carlettaW

semis and large stout shaded violet corolla, oi^^
See which cfoses well. Promises to be a finite*

variety "-Gossip of the Garden, No. 59, Noven*»

CIARA -Scarlet crimson tube and sepals violet co*,^

most beautiful tint, having moreof^d^W
in other varieties. Very effective and distinct, h. «

CORONAL.-Vermillion tube and sepals which are

elegantly curved, presenting a ¥*$ l™***g^^
ance, corolla rich violet purple of a P^J^gSngb
flowers of this variety are of great substance, mm
beauty a long time, and will P^ ™ «t dS in

exhibition purposes. This is ^mmended as l^^

a»J ,

colour, graceful in form, enduring in substance, *»

excellent habit. 10s. 6d.
„„;„,aAn of vers

MA8TERPIECB.-Tube and ^VSwfne^ed Sl«f««»
thick substance, the sepals being w^fex

T
e
u
is variety, in

width, corolla a beautiful and rich maroon This .^

accordance with its name, f
ands promment amon rf

for its distinct properties of broad »d thick sepa^^^
new in colour and well formed ; the habit of plant

being graceful and free in flowering. 10s. 6*

RAPHAEL.-Ught.rose X***to*™%^^ *

-Jreflexed, corolla violet purple This van
^Jxhibitin^ 00*

feature in its contrast ot sepals and corol *» exmoi ,

the charm of novelty and contrast, while its grac

free habit renders it worthy of its name. 10«. «*.

STRIATA.-Bright vermillion tube^ and sepals. ^
finely reflexed, dark violet plum corolla, °e

:
1^" rfortoj

and shaded with rosy scarlet. This ™nety is

J£ ^
extant in its ciass-the colours are trich and b K

^^
bloomer, of neat growth and graceful hab^ or exb»

one of the most effective for decorative purposes

tion. 10*. 6d. flower oflr

GOLIATH.-Coral red, a very stout and large ^^
and free habit. The fruit of this vanety *^^
size, being large as a Damson, of a "gj"

»Veelv, as m*^J
pleasant sub-acid flavour ; it sets its frui f eely,

^^
12 on a small plant, in a 48-pot, in a season-

advance in Fuchsia fruit. 55.
loured

piste**

Strong plants will be sent out »«fcfES'*»S P«* &tm^
six of the above, b> Andrews, may be had for l-

1 ^^
F. * A. Hurra beg to announce, inrcply tc

!

8^ ' prfng

.at the beautiful new AZAlBAS-Pnii^ of
êlft o0t be»J

10 6

Mr.

10 6

10 6

that the beautiful new AZAiM^ 1 ". ;: besenton^
Alice, and Clapham Reautv(Todman), will not m
the autumn, full descriptions of which wiu

forthcoming Spring Catalogue. aDuhvich^rey^^

V^ dozen, 21. per 100, or 18?. P" l0°
Ah kinds of tf*

TORTOISE, l,. each, 10*. P^ down. Ag AZA^^j d
BIRDS. A great quanUty of CAMELLIAS ^^ st0c*

other Greenhouse and Stove £****:** Tradft ounr«Jit^
BRITISH and FOREIGN FER> 8 "* the 7 f* from shor^

R. Green. 154, Kingsland Road, 55 aoi»

Church, N.B.

OBERT PARKER (late of the rar

g
Ilolloway) begs to inform his fncndj,\ #$&*&&

publicV'th^'The"7)f SSOI/JTIOX of the ^"xioj^p
Paradise Nursery is without re^tnction as ^^ ^ rn>

business elsewhere as .soon 80 bis "^J^g the ""»
br i»

the purpose. In the meantime, anrt <"
be blige -^

of the late Partnership Business fc<\7 under unt"

communications for him being addresseu ^,^
Chisvnch &c.

notice.
Robert Parker, Paradise- Nursery,

Holloway, London, "N.

Seven
Sisters
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Thi Fixest Dark Pkrpcttal K of the Season.

Hybrid Perpetual —Heine des Violettes.

TI7M. WOOD and SON have jost flowered, in one

\V of their Forcing House*, the above splendid New R0S1-

the colour U i erydark purplish violet, very double, large

and finely shaped, habit remarkably vi^.rous, and will pro-

bably form a good Pillar Rose. They feel assured it will

become a general favourite. Price 5s. each for good strong

plants, with usual discount allowed to the Trade.

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield,

Roses for Bedding.

Many Thousands of Dwarf Roses in pots, consisting of Hybrid
Perpctuala, Chinas, Teas, Bourbons, and Noisettes.

WM. WOOD and SON are now sending out daily

thousands of ROSES in pots for grouping and bedding,

at 12#. to 1 as. per dozen. Early orders respectfully solicited to

secure the best plants.

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

The Best New Roses of the Season.

WM. WOOD akd SOX can supply fine ror

Plants of the following at 6*. each, with usual discou

allowed to the Trade.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
Abd-cl Ksder, velvety crim-

j
Reine des Violettes, purplish

son shaded with scarlet (

Agatofde, delicate
Darzans, superb r

Due de Cases, vel
Prairie de Terre
son shaded and
violet

Robert de Brie, rosy salmon

Kosine Parron, bright cherry
rod

Triomphe d'Amiens, deep lak

striped and shaded with
velvety crimson

Bourbon Baronnc de Noir-
mont, very bright rose

Geraniums, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants. Orchids*

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

MR. B.S. NVILLlAMSbegs to inform hisFriends and
Patrons that a PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, to which are added supplt

mental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,

Fruit Trees, Ac. (which include the best new plants of the
season,) is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London, N.
"

Dracaena Terminalis.

MESSRS. MILNE and CO. have a large Stock of

the above, which they are enabled to offer to the Trade
;

also CALADIUMS in variety, including all the newest; fine

good plants of CYANOPHYLLUM MAGNIFICUM and
ALOCASI A M ETALLICA still on hand. Prices on application.

Camellia Nursery. Wandsworth Road, London, 8.

Kentish Cob Nut Trees.

W.T. EPPS begs to state that he has a larere

• qxiantity of l Trees of the above, which may be
depended on. Maidstone and the neighbourhood is the only
district where this valuable Nut is cultivated to any extent,
6s., '.'.v., and 1*2*. per dozen ; 30s. to 40*. per 100.

Maidstone Nurseries.

Plants presented to compensate for carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW ROSE.—MADAM K STANDISH is the
hardiest of all Roses ; those which stood out of doors

during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a
bud, whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. The
growth ia very rapid ; the foliage magnificent ; colour, a clear

pale pink
;
petals smooth, round, and finely imbricited ; the

form cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,

in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Plants on May If-

lOi. (\<i. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for

Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Mif.li.ez, of Lille.

Jon* Sta' the Royal Nursery, Uagshot.

Roses, Hew and Old.

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul) has now ready for delivery a fine lot of all the
beet ROdES, new and old.

Hollyhocks.

WM. 1 f'L (Son and Successor to the late
A. Paul) has now ready strong healthv Plants of all the

best HOLLYHOCKS. Named sorts, lis. to 42*. per dozen ;

Seedlings, 6s. tofts, per dozen. All are on their own roots, the
system of grafting so detrimental to the longevity of the plant
is not practised at his establishment.

100 PHLOXES for 40«. | 100 PKNfSTEMONS fcf 40#.

Superb Continental Phloxes & Pentstemons.

WM. WOOD and SON have now ready for
immediate delivery flue strong plants of the above at

moderate prices, with extra plants presented for distant

carriage.
The newest and best Continental PHLOXES, 12s. to 18s. p. doz.
Older but well proved kinds at 6s. and 9s. per dozen.
The newest and best varieties of PENTSTEMONS, 12*. to

18s. per dozen.
Older kinds, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

hDDING and OTHER PLANTS.—The SpringB Supplement fto James Carter f& Co.'s jGARDENER
and FARMER'S VADE-MECUM will be found to contain all

the requisite information for the arrangement and manage-
ment of I :i:i)DING PLANTS, besides copious Lists of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, with descriptive observations.
Will be published on MAY 1, and forwarded free of charge and
post paid, on application to
James Carter & Co., 2S7 and 238, High Holborn, London,

W.C. ; and Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, Sydenham, S.

BEDDING PLANTS.—All the best kinds, stout
hardy Plants, at the usual rates.

PRICED CATALOGUES free by post.

A« gnWu I i» Cheahunt Nurseries. Walthesm Cross. N.

Yellow Picotees.

BRAGG'S Set of Twelve are now ready for delivery :

extra strong Plants. They were shown and obtained
First-Clsss Certificates at the Horticultural Rooms and were
much admired for their quality and robust habit.

HoUyhocks ! Hollyhocks ! Hollyhocks

!

WHUAGG can now supply plants of Reine
• Blanche, Yellow Defiance, and Lord Taunton, which

obtained First-Class Certificates last year at various places
;

likewise strong plants of all the choice and older varieties.
Price on application.

Pansies! Pansies ! Pansies!W BRAGG can supply by the 100 or 1000 all the
• best Show Varieties. Likewise the three early Bedding

Varieties so extensively grown at the Ducbes* of Sutherland's,
at Cliefden, viz. : Yellow, Purple, and Blue. Also strong plants
of the four new varieties, Cloth of Gold, Master William,
Volunteer, and Lord Carrington.

\\T BRAGG begs to inform his friends and the
f • public generally that his CATALOG IK is now ready

of the above-named flowers ; also Dahlias, Fuchsias. Carnations,
Picotees, Pinks, and all sorts of Bedding Plants, £c, and can
be had on application.

Star Nursery, Slouch.

SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TVv«n»T inrii «*» f Royal Horticultural ( Floral Committee)1UK8DAT, asm At,

at Kwisimcton Gore Noon.
Un.NKRDAY, — 34—Royal Botanic (Sv>rins Meeting), 2 p.m.

EHODODEKDRON-.
PORTUGAL LAURELS, a choice and immense CoUec-

tjonof C<~>V[FER£ and other EVERGR NS (perfectly un-
injured by frost), from 1 to 12 feet high.
A surplus Stock of several thousands of AZALEAS to be

Bold cheap.
Apply to G. Baker, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Rhododendrons.W JACKSON and CO., Nubsbry and Seed
• Merchants, Bedale. Yorkshire, have a large Stock of

ttefjoUowmg fine hardy RHODODENDRONS, all large bushy

Rhododendron campanulatum, 1* to 2 ft . . £5 per 100.
„ Nobleanum

. ..do. do. .. « do.
„ Jacksomi, and varieties, do. do. .. 5 do

«£#£&&y^ by tbe ""* willtor
'»*'—

C
Dahlias, Geraniumi, FuchsLu, andPansies.

BARLKS KIMBERLK can supply the above in

t, . ttt'tV!?
**a 1*™u" °

J
nder

. «n first-rate varieties :-

Stoke Ifam near Coventry.

Kew Shrobby Calceolaria •• (raribaldl"

*!??? ^L!°N is nOW P^V^red to send out
1 lants of the above, which has been pronounced bv thejminenr ilceolaria raisers in the county t^ be far sun^

?n?ertLon^«£» f
1

?
ll0WS «" ^ tL^hest^ep

fiSa?SS ' f^^'^y^e a°d nmnd, and are produ
of SKf?** clm{£T*, standing well above the foliage ; habit

^juing purposes it is unequalled. Plants. 5* each The

^"ltod.
t Ma^°?0,le

S
TCT

,

Wh<!
?
lhree™oM*o«e *-nd, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire.

by Sir William
It his possibly

garden, without

type have

H

Bougainvillaea is again in her glory, as we
learn from the following letter:

—

" About this time last year, attention was drawn
in the Gardeners1

Chronicle (see p. 431) to the
magnificent Bougainvillaea in the gardens of the
Rev. C. Ruck Keene, at Swyncombe House,
Oxon, and well deserved praise was accorded to

Mr. Daniels, the intelligent gardener there, for

his successful treatment of a plant that had defied

for years horticultural skill. It is now in full

bloom, and presents I think a more brilliant ap-
pearance than it did last year. This unrivalled
Brazilian creeper gracefully festoons at the end of
a span-roofed stove, displaying its exquisitely
blended colours in profuse masses, over a space of
at least 300 feet square. A more gorgeous effect
from one plant it is difficult to conceive. Mr.
Daniels adheres to the opinion he has already ex-
pressed in the Gardeners1

Chronicle as to the
mode of treatment by which such great success has
been attained." J. K. 1L, The Castle, Wallingford.

It is now then ascertained beyond all doubt
that the blooming the plant at Swyncombe was no
accident, as some have fancied, but the pure and
simple result of good management. Concerning
that management too our readers have had ample
information from various quarters, among which
may be most especially noted Swyncombe House
itself and Camden Park in New South Wales. To
Sir William M'Arthur's communication from the
latter place (p. 955) we would again invite atten-
tion, for that gentleman tells us how he has
attained success in a climate which really repre-
sents thatof the best managed English greenhouse.
And he tells us something more. He points to the
existence in cultivation of two very different
plants known under the name of Bougainvillaea
spectabilis. And this is a^ain adverted to in the
following letter which has reached us lately.

"Camden Park, New South Wales, 21st Jan.,
1861.—Six weeks ago I posted in Sydney a ' book
packet' addressed to you containing dried speci-
mens of the, two species of Bougainvillaea respecting
which I wrote last August. The species with
flowers and bracts more clustered together upon
short peduncles is the * old' sort, which we suppose
to be B. spectabilis. The other, with flowers more
sparse upon long peduncles, is the one I obtained in
Paris from Professor Decaisne, and which,
judging from the descriptions given by some of .„.. „ . ,

the Correspondents of the Gardener,' Chronicle, I c^t^^^Xn^S^i^tT **"*

presume to be B. splendens. Upou the "whole the
latter is decidedly of inferior beauty to the former.
In colour it approaches closely to vermilion
red, the ends of the bracts passing into and
tipped with carmine ; but as a whole it does not
produce the rich glow of colour, especially from
afar, which renders the former species so remark-
able as an ornamental plant. Will you kindly

cause to be inserted amongst the Notices to Corre-

spondents in the Gardeners1
Cltronicle, under the

head of '.Bougainvillaeas,' the names of the two
species, distinguishing them as I have done

above. I believe them both to be as easy to

manage and flower well in pots as any hard-

wooded plants requiring strong light and heat to

mature their shoots. In their native climates their

season of rest is evidently a very dry season, and
if this be imitated in their artificial treatment they
will ffotrer in the greatest perfection under the

temperature which best suits the flowering of the
Camellia and Indian Azalea."

The dried specimens alluded to have reached us,

and will be exhibited at the next meeting of the
Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society on
the 23d inst.

<

They show that Sir Wm.
M'Arthur's Paris plant is extremely different

from the other, which is, we believe, the sort

rown in England. Like many other cases in

otanical science it is not very easy to say what
are the correct names of these two kinds, the dis-

tinctions to be found in books being insufficient

for identification. Originally there was but one
Bougainvillaea, a plant brought home by Commee-
son, described by the great Jussieu, and figured

by Lamarck under the name of B. spectabilis. In
course of time the number of supposed species of
the genus has increased till it stands at 6 in De
Candolle's Prodromus published in 1849—one of
which can hardly belong to the genus. In the
Botanical Magazine (r. 4811) Sir Wm. Hooker sug-
gested that the other five really represented only one
variable species, to which he applied the old name
spectabilis, at the same time figuring our usual
English plant, from a specimen produced in a
vir.erj near Christchurch, in Hampshire. For the
present it is needless to discuss the goodness or
badness of all the recent species admitted into
DeCandolle's Prodromus, none being in culti-
vation. The question is, what is the proper name
of our English species, and what of that obtained
by Sir Wm. M'Arthur in Paris? To this we
believe a positive answer may be returned. 1 . There
can he no doubt that the taris plant is the real
original B. spectabilis, as M. Decaisne stated.
2. It is equally certain that our English plant
is not to be found among the four other species ad-
mitted into DeCandolle's work. But there is

a 2?. speciosa, so called and figured by ScHNirrLEnr
in his Icones Familiarum Naturalium, which, as we
are informed by Prof. Oliver, corresponds with
our English plant, although in DeCandolle it is
merged in B. spectabilis ; and this name it must
hereafter bear. We have therefore B. speciosa,
cultivated in this country; and B. spectabilis
grown in the Garden of Plants in Paris. Of the
name B. splendens, mentioned
M'Arthur, we find no trice,
been used in some continental
having found a recorder.

Since the above was in type we
received from Mr. Daniels further superb speci-
mens of B. speciosa as it must now be called. His
plant has been loaded with flowers for a month,
and will retain its beauty for another. Mr.
Daniels retains his opinion that in successful cul-
tivation all depends on root burning, as the plant
now in blossom \\ as never watered more than once
from August to March, and that by mistake. He
has this year treated a large plant "in the usual
way of stove plants as regards heat and water,
and kept it growing all the winter ; it is two years
old, and struck from the large one,
least symptom of bloom— although
last year with the hot dry treatment."

There can be uodoubt that the two most remark-
able Couifers introduced for many y«?nrs, are, after
Wellingtonia, those called SciADj>pnrs vmb-
TICILLATA and T: ujopsis dolahrata. Although we
have already n -ed them briefly (see p. 22), it

seems desirab!. to give a further account of the
former, especially as the statements made in
Gordon's Piuetura are by no means correct. We
therefore condense the account %\\ en by Siebold,
the first author who gave a satisfactory descrip-
tion of the Tree ; omiitin* all such Botanical details
as do not interest horticulturists.

Sciadopitys* forms a iree" t, r the most part 12 to

but not the
it bloomed
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15 feet high," with an erect trunk and a spreading

head. The branches are straight and either in rings

or alternate, marked between the rings of leaves with

distant bud-scales (or primordial leaves) whose

hardened bases remain visible for several years.

The leaves are clustered at the end of every branch,

and are in reality alternate, but are placed so close

together as to look as if they stood in rings, 30 or

40 together spreading out horizontally like the ribs

of a parasol (whence the name : see p. 22). They

are linear, but a little sickle-shaped, long,

undivided, blunt or slightly notched at the point,

coriaceous, double-ribbed, with a shallow channel

running through them ; from two to four inches long

and more, and two lines wide. The tree is ever-

green for about three years, by which time each

branch has from one to three parasols, according

to its age ; in the fourth year they fall off. The

cones ripen in the second year, are oblong, about

3 inches long, by H in diameter, not unlike those

of a Cembra but longer ; each scale has from seven

to nine seeds, which, are pendulous, thin, and

broad winged. The accompanying figure, the

accuracy of which we guarantee, borrowed

from Siebold and Zuccabi^i's book, of a branch

—7—
-i. r „ tvc* with wide spreading

elegant, in consequent, of the ^nmwaWe »m

fications always ending in a parasol. The Japanese

have several varieties, which they propagate oy

cuttings struck in the shade.

Eemains the
.

importantquestion W fethe

tree is likely to be hardy _-- -

s the outhernmost of the great islands of

Japan, and Sikok lies oft" its southern .
extremity.

It therefore comes from the warmest part ot

Japan, and may not be so hardy as could be

wished. But on the other hand it is a moun-

tain plant, and Sikboid expresses the opinion that

it would find itself at home in the South of Europe,

or even in the milder parts of Germany. Mr.

Veitch found it growing along with the haray

Crrptomeria, and was of opinion that it would

also prove hardy. Beyond this we have no cer-

tain information.

The Paris Journals mention that

Agricultural Society of France has just had
the

the

I

different rivers of the Basses Alpes stocked with

flesh-colour or blush. Ineffective, and evidently

suited for out-door culture in seasons like the pas[
n

82. Prince Louis of Hesse.—From Mr. T
n

"

Medium habit, with the erectish growth of Paul jjuj
1

leaves distinctly zonate; flowers large, well f0nJ
salmon-red, paler towards the edges. This, which*
grown as Seedling A, was pronounced a firstJ!!
variety of the salmon-coloured series. Mr. InJ?
states that it is very pretty when grown in the sliaJ?*

83. Kingsbury Pet.—From Mr. Turner, },[!

Fraser, and Mr. Scott. Medium habit ; leaves
distin?

zonate ; flowers of good form, produced in fa±
trusses, salmon or pinkish flesh-colour. A good varied

for pot culture, but not equal to Aurora.

84. Lady Emily Stanley. — From
}[r. Turner

Medium habit; leaves boldlv zonate; &oms ti

.

colour, in small trusses. Inferior.

85. Madame Chardine—-From Messrs. uw & r^

Medium habit; leaves distinctly zonate; flowers rosy.

salman. Inferior.

§ 4. Flowers rose-pinlc.

86. Amy.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons. Media

habit; leaves with distinct dark zone; flowers*

pink, white on the upper petals. A verypou^

inferior sort.

87. Frogmore Seedling.—From Mr. Taylor. |£i

compact habit ; leaves distinctly zonate; ^
narrow-petaled, deep rose-pink. Inferior.

88. Ingram's Seedling.—From Mr. Ingram. Mfa

habit; leaves faintly zonate; flowers small, rose^i

Inferior. *

89. Minnie. — From Messrs. Rollisson h S»

Medium habit ; leaves distinctly zonate ; flowersme&»

sized, in moderate trusses, deep rosy-pink, white on

b

upper petals. Inferior.

90. Princess Eoyal.—Yrom Mr. Ingram. Dw

compact habit; leaves faintly zonate ; flowers m
deep rose-pink, with white on the upper petals. M:

to others of this colour.

91. Tom Thumb's Bride.—From Mr. Turner, ta

with slightly zonate leaves; flowers small, in soil I

trusses, deep rose-pink, with white on the upper pet* 1

Not equal to Rose Queen.

§ 5. Flowers blush, with pinh centre.

92. Anthony Lamotte.—From Messrs. Loir A.

Medium habit; leaves boldly zonate ;
flowers media*

sized, of good form, in small close toes, wmUtfi n

pink centre. Not equal to Hennfotaafl**

paler in colour. . ,

93. Counte de Momy.-Yrum Messrs.l«

I

Medium habit; leaves distinctly zonate; fawj*

in small close trusses, whitish, with «U*
;

with male flowers, and a ripe cone, will suffice to

complete this description. Siebold has howeveT
made a most important mistake as to the size

of the tree. Instead of being only 12 to 15

feet high, it is in reality a pyramidal giant.

Mr. Veitcf saw it at Kanagawa 120 to 140 feet

high. He measured some near Yeddo 10 to 12 feet

in circumference at 3 feet above the ground. Mr.
Fortune also points out the strange inaccuracy of

Siebold, and adds that the leaves are deep green,

not yellow green as Siebold reports. Doubtless

4he Dutch botanist saw none but garden specimens.

Two native names are given to the tree. The
Japanese call it Koja maki, or the Mahi of Mount
Koja, and the Chinese Kin Sjo or the golden Pine,

in allusion to the yellowish green of the leaves.

Thuxbebg, with his usual botanical acuteness,

took the tree for a Yew.
"The Parasol Fir," says Siebold, "is one of

the finest but rarest Conifers in Japan. It is as
yet met with oftenest in the eastern parts of
Nippon on Mount Kojasan, in the province of Kii.
It ought to be also found wild in other parts of the
same island and in Sikok (a smaller island to
the South). I only saw it cultivated in gardens

|and in the sacred groves that belong to Temples,

740,000 eggs of the Fera, one of the best kinds of

fish in the Swiss lakes, and belonging to the same
family as the salmon.

REPORT ON SCARLET AND OTHER BEDDING
PELARGONIUMS,

Grown at Chiswick in 1860.

{Continuedfrom p. 337.)

§ 3. Flowers salmon orflesh-colour.

77. Aurora. — From Mr. Hally. Dwarf ; leaves
distinctly zonate; flowers deep salmon-pink, not well

developed. The variety is evidently not adapted for

open air culture in such a season as the past, though a
very beautiful object for pot culture.

78. Blackheaih Beauty.—-From Mr. Hally. Dwarf;
leaves distinctly zonate; flowers pinkish -blush. This,

like Aurora, is a beautirul little plant for pot culture,
but in seasons like the past is not suited for bedding.

79. Cherry Clieek.—From Mr. Taylo/-. Vigorous;
leaves large, zonate ; flowers medium-sized, deep salmon-
pink. Inferior.

80. Chione.—From Messrs. Rollisson & Sons. Medium
habit ; leaves distinctly zonate; flowers medium-sized,
flesh-colour. Inferior.

81. Criterion.—From Mr. Taylor, Mr. Scott, and Mr.
Turner. Moderately vigorous habit ; leaves large, dis-

tinctly zonate ; flowers well formed, in compact trusses,

This was similar to Antony Lamotte,
J^J^.

from another variety under a similar nanK,i»«*

buted by Messrs. Low. .
fc ^

94. Henri de Beaudot.-From Meg*
Moderately vigorous in ^^f^^Zdpi
flowers medium-sized, in moderate-sized ta**£
form, whitish, with a large1 distinct salmon reacea

The best of the salmon-eyed light variety. ^
95. La Coquette.-Fvom Messrs. Ro^ ^

Dwarf; the leaves slightly zonate; *ow

white, of a deeper blush at the eye. In.er

96. Skeltoni.-From Mr. Turner,
JWg

and Mr. Scott. Dwarf; the leaves »*£ ^

flowers small, in small trusses, *W>
centre. Inferior.

§ 6. Flowers white.
^

97. Auber Henderson.—From M
r.

J

c°
^1,

leaves slightly zonate ; flo^^Ute n^
form. It is now surpassed by other£» ^

98. Boule de Mf^^J^r^T^^i*
vigorous habit; leaves distinctly zonate, n

of good form, white. A good variety, W
Madame Vaucher. Q u tfo^

99. Lady Turner.-Vrom Mr. Scott^ ^
dwarf habit ; leaves distinctly zonate, whit

developed. _, ^ Messrs.
1&'

100. Madame ra'lcher--^om M» &
Medium habit; leaves distaicHysw™ . ^,

moderate size, well formed, Produc
o

ea

be «e *

trusses, white. This was adjudgeu

best white sorts. _ _ .fr scott *v,

101. Miss Kmily ^M.^FromJ^ *&
leaves faintly zoned ; lowers bush•£ ^

102. Nivea flonbunda.—^rom A&kiQ&fi
Sons. Dwarf; leaves with distinct

*jr ^^
in medium-sized compact trusses

'

onsidered
*T

A good white variety, but not co

Madame Vaucher. '

. wA/i llPe flowers
:-*

.

The following sorts did not p^£#00*^
103. Amy Robsart.-From Me**

Dwarf; leaves slightly zonate. Megsr3 .
W

104. Imperatrice Huge** -*£ ct narro*?*

Medium habit; leaves with a£* Rolli^n *#

105. Premiere.^ro^ ^^tinctly^
"V igorous and coarse haDit, *

Eraser-

m

106. Royalist.-Trom
Messrs.

distinctlv zoned. mGOfftfJ*
8

* ***

Serie* HI -NOSKGAT
P^m H, *,

107. Bishopstou-e No^oy.
t
i^

Vigorous ; leaves large, f'"nt|y Jt is a * .

crimson, in large bold tn»» ^ *£ &
growing sort, but was considered

r ^ f

and compact; leaves pretiuj
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distinct dark zone; flowers small, pink. The flowers

were not well developed, but its dwarf habit and very
pretty foliage are sufficient to recommend it as a

desirable variety in this section.

109. Frewer's Nosegay.—From Mr. Taylor. Medium
compact habit; leaves zoned; flowers small, rose-

coloured, in small trusses, which are not well filled.

110. Imperial Crimson.—From Mr. Turner. Medium
habit ; leaves faintly zoned ; flowers loose, produced in

moderate-sized heads, deep roBy-crimson. One of the
best of the nosegay section.

111. Model Nosegay.—From Mr. Turner. Vigorous
habit ; leaves faintly zoned ; flowers loose, in large

heads, rose-colour. This was considered too coarse

iu habit.

112. Pink Nosegay.—From Mr. Taylor and Messrs.
Fraser. Medium habit ; leaves neatly zonate ; flowers

large, bright rose, in moderate-sized trusses. This is a
fine variety, with flowers larger than iu any other Nose-
gay variety grown in the collection.

113. Purple Nosegay.—From the Society's col-

lection. This was also received under the name of
Mrs. Vernon and Mrs. Colville. Vigorous; leaves large,

zonate; flowers bright rose-colour, in good trusses, but
they were not well developed. It is, however, a
large growing sort, though somewhat coarse.

114. Red Nosegay.—From Mr. Taylor. Medium
habit; leaves bright green, with faint zone; flowers

reddish-crimson, in good-sized trusses. A variety of
good habit, and one of the best in this section.

115. Salmon Nosegay.—From Mr. Taylor. Vigorous;
leaves large, zonate; flowers salmon-pink, in large
trusses. It is a distinct large sort, somewhat coarse.

Series IV.—Ivy-Leaved Pelargoniums.
These are all of spreading habit, and have loose

narrow-petaled flowers. They are useful bedding sorts.

116. Golden Ivy-leaved.—Leaves having a motley
edging of yellowish-green and zonate.

117. Scarlett or Crimson Ivy-leaved.—From Messrs.
Fraser. Leaves green ; flowers loose, rosy-crimson.

118. Variegated Ivy-leaved.—From Messrs. Fraser.
Leaves cupped, silver-edged ; flowers lilac.

119. Variegated Crimson Ivy-leaved.—From Messrs.
Low & Co. Leaves cupped, silver-edged ; flowers pink.

120. White Ivy -leaved. — From Messrs. Fraser.
Leaves green, slightly blotched ii the centre; flowers
large, white.

(To be continued.)

attack animals. .Nothing is more common than towards
the end of autumn to see flies attach themselves to

leaves or other substances by the tip of their proboscis,

and to hang there till they are dead. Ou a close

examination a mould of a peculiar structure is observed

oozing out as it were between the rings of their

abdomen. Silkworms are attacked by another Fungus
both in their stage of caterpillar and chrysalis,

to the great injury of the silk growers, while

a host of other caterpillars are attacked by
different Fungi, either when dead or living, and a

species of wasp in Jamaica, carries about a peculiar

club-shaped fungus exceeding its body in length till it

becomes too heavy for it, and the poor insect falls to

the ground and dies. Some attempt has been made to

trace the caterpillar Fungi through their different

stages of growth, but though such numerous treatises

good

MYCOLOGY.—So. XLIX.
^Ontgena equina, P.—The Fungus before us is not
only interesting in point of structure, but because it is

one of the very few which are confined to animal sub-
stances, the other species of the genus, with a single ex-
ception, having a similar habit. Onygena equina
occurs not unfrequently on the continent, though more
rarely with ourselves, on old hoofs of horses and asses,
or occasional! v on the horns of goats, sheep, cows, &c,
while O. eorvina, piligena, and ossigena are found re-
spectively on decaying feathers, on wool or old damp
woollen garments, or upon semi-decomposed bones.
Onygena faginea alone occurs on old stumps of
Beech, and may possibly belong to another genus.
Three of the species have the appearance of small
stipitate puflballs, while a fourth, which grows en bones,
is perfectly sessile. It was once supposed that they
resembled very closely in structure the Fungi to which
they seem related by their outward aspect ; but Tulasne
some time since observed that when they are examined
at a sufficiently early period of growth, there are
distinct asci, containing the fructifying bodies, loosely
dispersed through the cavitj-, and not collected into a regu-
lar hymenium as in Peziza. The asci are however soon ab-
sorbed, and then the sporidia form a dusty mass, tinged
more or less decidedly with red. In Onygena faginea
alone the asci have not at present been discovered, and
we have not sufficient materials to decide what is its
exact structure.

The occurrence of distinct species of Fungi
on animal substances and confined to them is
certainly a matter of surprise, especially since we know
of no other grroup of which they can possibly be a
modification from their peculiar place of growth.
Some of the more common moulds indeed, as Clado-
sporium herbantm, Peuicillium glaueum, &c, are not
nice in their choice of a habitat, and may be found
on animal substances as well as on vegetables,
either in their ordinary form, or extremely dis-
guised when they appear .on living structures,
irom the constant supply of moisture, and the dampwarm air in which they are produced and in such
situations they either aggravate disease or cause it If
for instance, they establish themselves on the mucous

Onygena equina, P.
(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogamic Flora).

have appeared respecting those species, which occur
upon living vertebrate animals, and especially on man,
we have but little information as to their true relations,
though wherever means have existed for verifying their
origin they have always been referrible to the most
universally distributed moulds. The subject is one of great
importance,and requires plenty of leisure, and an accurate
knowledge of species, circumstances which are seldom
combined, where opportunities occur of examining
these productions, as they are generally found acci-
dentally in the course of dissection, and their presence
is very rarely indeed anticipated from the peculiar
symptoms of disease. Those which produce cutaneous
disorders are more open to inspection, and the results of
a close examination might be of great utility both in a
medical and physiological point of view. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Vine Mot.—Seeing that you attribute the death of

J. H.'s Vines to Fungi attacking their roots, I beg to
inform you of similar instances which have come under
my own observation. I have had Fungi kill Vines
in fine health, also Peach trees and Cucumber plants.
Sixteen years ago, when I went to Colney House as
gardener, I found on the 4th of April a fair crop of
Grapes in the early vineries, long loose straggling
bunches, the Black Hamburghs beginning to colour,
and quite one half of the berries shanked. I mentioned
this to my employer, who informed me that they always
shanked, and that he was not surprised at it, as it
seemed to him quite unreasonable for Vines with tender
foliage to experience as much as 70

c
of top heat and

have their roots in a cold wet border, sometimes frozen
hard, and at other times covered with snow. As the
Vines, however, seemed nearly worn out, it was agreed
that when what Grapes were worth cutting were re-

red, to clear out the Vines, make a fresh border and

thermometer in the chamber 1 found that it hardly ever
stood lower than 60°. Young Vines on both halves of
the border were planted at the same time and in the
same way, but the difference in growth between the*
two plantations was remarkable; those planted over
the hollow chamber grew vigorously, ripened *ood
as hard as could be desired, and bore a crop of

fruit the following year, while the others on the

concrete bottom had to be cut back. Encouraged
by the success of my chambered border, I cleared

another Vinery upwards of 50 feet long, whose occu-

pants used to shank as the others did, but instead of

making a chamber in which I could walk under the

roots, I laid on the bottom of the border, about 1 foot

deep all over, branches of Elms, old roots, and then

faggots to keep up the soil. The Vines in this house

grew as finely as those in the one with the chambered
border; the wood always ripening well, bore heavy crops

which coloured beautifully, and not a shanked berry

could be found ; and although there were several other

Vineries at Colney House, yet it was always for Grapes
from the two houses in question I gained prizes at the

London exhibitions. The sorts I found to succeed well

on the chambered border were Cannon Hall Muscat and
Grizzly Frontignan, both difficult Grapes to grow in

perfection. Once Mr. Shearer from Yester and Mr.
Gray, the horticultural builder, called on me and
admired my Cannon Hall and Grizzly Frontignan
Grapes, also my Black Hamburgh s, all of which
next day gained a silver gilt medal at the
Royal Botanic Society's exhibition. *I told them
I would show them how they were grown,
and took them down the trap door, where Vine roots

were hanging 3 feet in length, as white as milk ; and
in the same chamber I grew Mushrooms, Sea Kale, and
Rhubarb. My friends were delighted, and I am of

opinion that from what was seen here originated the

chambered borders at Yester, which however are heated
by hot water pipes. Now for the Fungi : after several

years some of the Vines began to show weakness in

both Vineries ; next year during hot days some began
to flag; some I cut down and examined the roots,

when I found that Fungi had got into them, and had
actually gone right up the middle of, the Vines like a

wedge, splitting the stems inside of the house 1 foot

high. I judged from where the Fungi proceeded,
removed the sickly Vines, lifted the roots of the others

within two feet of the front wall, removed every piece

of wood or bark which was all white with Fungi, made
a new border, and laid the roots on the top, and now
finer Vines or finer Grapes I am told can hardly be
seen. The Fungi also attacked a fine Noblesse Peach
tree which I lifted from an over-crowded Peach house
and planted in a house by itself; being previously a Pine
pit, and the pit being very deep I put a lot of old roots
at the bottom to fill up ; the tree bore beautifully the
first and second year after planting, then began to be
sickly, and got worse every year till it died.
When I cut it out, on examining its roots and stem I
found that Fungi had split the latter like a wedge, and
were working upwards between the wood and bark, so
that it was quite impossible for sap to flow freely. This
year I had above 100 fine young Cucumber plants
plunged in bottom heat among sawdust from Larch
trees ; they began to look yellow, and some died. I
examined the roots and found them full of Fungi, and
the sawdust one solid mass, completely uniting the
particles together. I removed the sawdust, re-potted
the plants in new soil, and plunged them in leaf-mould.
They started off at once, and grew most luxuriantly,
John Monro, Rabley Gardens, Barnet.

Strawberry Growing.—Finding some of my Straw-
berry plants very strong in their growth, but bearing
no fruit, I asked you the question whether I should try
them longer or destroy them at once. The answer was,
" Try them another year," and they are now under trial,
but a circumstance has occurred which convinces me
that they will do no good. A friend of mine, lately
from America, has put into my hands a book on the
cultivation of the Vine in vineyards and on wine
making, &c, but there is appended to it, "Directions
for the Cultivation of the Strawberry," by Mr. Long-
worth, containing reports from two of the Horticul-
tural Societies of that country, in confirmation of a
great secret in Strawberry culture, but now generally

felt anxious to do my utmost to supply them.
1 examined the old border and found it cold, stiff, and
wet. My first object, therefore, was to secure a dry
border, and next, if possible, a warm one. The old
border, which was 14 feet wide, I had taken out 3 feet
deep, and half the length of theVinerv. I made a good
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It is not however the common moulds onjy which
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re tllat early fruits were known ^"practised to'an amazing extent by aTtraM-
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tlantic collators. It is acknowledged ihafthls secr^

has been long known here, but it is believed that it is
entirely neglected, and its importance overlooked. I
have read CuthuTs little book upon the subject, but
there is nothing in it whatever upon the point. I
therefore infer that he is unacquainted with this (so-
called) secret, for if he knew it his pages should have
communicated the fact. What the Societies in question
have stated I take to be true, and I think that it will
be incumbent on all who propagate plants for the
public to send the two distinct kinds in separate
parcels, with directions as to the proper distribution of
them in planting. I cannot but think that if yoa
approve of the information published by Mr. Long*
worth, the widest circulation should be given to it

through your pages. Thos. HancocJc, Green Lanes,
Stoke Neirington. [There is no secret in the matter.

ma„iriai exactly the same as the other half ; so I had a Mr. Longworth's opinions and statements have lonzchamber, 7 feet wide, 22 feet long, and 5 feet high, been known ; but they seem to have no practical appli-with a trap-door into it 3 feet square. My object was to j
cation to this country except in the case of the Haut-

nll this chamber full of fermenting material, which 1 1 bois Strawberry, which has always been known tomay here state was not required, for by keeping a produce sterile plants in abundance. If our esteemed
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Correspondent has really lound a Longwurthiuu case, it

will be the first we have heard of.]

Black Damascus Grape.—If your Correspondent
;

J. A." cannot pi ocare the true Black Damascus from any

of the Nurserymen or from private collections, I can

let him have eyes or cuttings or
-

it in the autumn.

When the old garden existed here there was a large

Vinery devoted to its culture, and it was the most

esteemed of all the black Grapes in its season, in

September and October. I have had the berru s nearly

4 inches in circumference when well grown, and in my
opinion no Grape has such a delicious vinous aroma

when eaten. It requires a little extra management
when setting, namely a rather high and dry atmosphere,

he same as for Muscats, and rubbing the hand when
dry over the capsules to disperse the pollen. I have

likewise tried thinning the inside parts of the bunches I

l the best effects. The

he deniable to tar them, and should they be cut to see

if they will break out ? Are there not some Roses

which it is desirable not to cut in so close as two eyes.-'

and do they belong to Bourbons or Teas ? Mine are

pruned all alike. J. W.
The New Oah Galls.—It might interest many to

know what efftct the late season has had upon these

pests ; I therefore hope that some of your Correspon-

dents may send you the results of their observations on

the subject from different parts of the country. In the

south of England I noticed, in the month of February

last, that very few, if any, of the grubs had made their

escape from the galls. Upon opening many of them I

found the grubs full grown and fresh, but exhibiting no

signs of life, even though placed under a glass in

warmth. May we not therefore hope that the wet and

cold of last autumn so retarded their growth that they

did not pass into their chrysalis state before the severe

frosts of last winter overtook and killed them P If so
before the flowers open, with

Black Damascus is rather a shy bearing Grape with

strong succulent shoots and leaves, and requires a well we may well compound with the loss of a few shrubs

Ara'mod hnrrter. Th« best comnost for the border I for the extinction of an enemy which threatens, if un-

checked, to destroy young Oak plantations in many
parts of England. B.

drained border. The best compost

have found to be wood or coal ashes, or charred weeds

and.rubbish. 1 remember the original Vine growing

at Worksop Manor, when the late Mr. John Wilson was

gardener there ; the roots had spread into a great heap

of ashes at the stockhole end of the house, where it

flourished and bore good crops. William Tlllery,

Welheclc, April 15. My opinion respecting the fer-

tilisation of this Grape entirely coincides with that of

" Devon" (see p. 337). Having some in pots whuh were

in bloom in February, and knowing them to be shy

setters, I liberated each blossom that had not thrown off

its sheath or covering, and carefully fertilised the

bunches with pollen of the Chasselas Musque, which

was in bloom at the same time ; the result was as I

anticipated, scarcely a blossom failed to set. Your Cor-

respondent '* J. A." may well say that it is " the finest

black Grape which has yet come to our knowledge,"

the high vinous flavour and large purplish -black berry

make it a real acquisition ; it is but little known among
gardeners, as it has been discarded by many on account

of its shyness, but by fertilising, as " Devon " observes,

with the pollen of free setting varieties, that failing

may be obviated. There is one peculiarity in it which
may have been observed by others, and that is, it

seldom has more than one stone in each berry, not even
when artificially fertilised. Perhaps some of your
readers may have observed the same, and been led to

examine the blossoms microscopically, which I have no
opportunity of doing this season, as I cut the old Vine
down, hoping to get a good strong shoot from the
bottom, and a fair prospect, if all goes on well, for some
good Grapes in days to come. J. Godd, The Gardens,
WtllersUff Castle. ^H^^^^^r
Cfrowth of Ferns in a common Greenhouse.—For a

considerable number of years the growing of Ferns has Gate, W., April 16.

Leaf Secretions.—I shall be obliged if you will ex-

plain the cause of drops of water occasionally appearing

on the points of leaves of plants in greenhouses. I

have frequently noticed them on Arums, occasionally

upon Fuchsias, and during the last two days upon a

Hamburgh Vine, the only one, in a house containing

several, which presents that appearance; in the morn-

ings the points of every leaf had a drop attached to

them. H. T., Streatham Hill. [Such appearances arise

from two causes, viz., a natural secretion by the leaves

themselves during darkness, when it cannot evaporate

as it does in the day time ; and a mere condensation on
the leaves, which trickles down to their points. Arads

have a special secreting apparatus, the nature of which
we may explain if we find that our readers care to

know about it.]

Pine Apples.—In a notice of Archerfield Gardens in

your pages last year mention is made of a new Pine
Apple grown there of very dwarf habit, called the
Hurst House Seedling ; and as I have never seen it

mentioned before I should feel obliged if any of your
Correspondents would give some account of its origin,

by whom it was raised, if of good flavour and size,

with its general habits, and where plants of it can be
procured. Ananassa.

Plant Baskets.— Allow me to recommend the use of

sponge baskets for the growth of plants. Take a cane
or wire skeleton of a basket, and line it with this
material ; it will retain the moisture inside for the
plants, and supply it to Moss, Lycopodiums, &c., out-

side; it is very durable, and persevering!y resists

both drought and wet. A Subscriber, Buckingham

been steadily increasing in popularity, so that at the
present time we cannot visit the garden of any one who
has the least pretension to be considered a person of

taste without meeting with some of them, either

indigenous or exotic, according to the position of the
proprietor. Attempts to cultivate them in a common
greenhouse in close proximity with flowering plants
has in the majority of cases where it has been tried

proved a failure; the cause of which I shall endeavour
to point out. Many who purchase them do not pay
proper attention to the geographical distribution of
the species which they buy, but order at random such
•plants as strike their attention without paying any
regard as to whether they are natives of a temperate or
a tropical climate ; if they belong to the latter, nothing
vould be reasonably expected but a complete failure-
tor from experience I can assert that you may with as
much reason expect any flowering stove plant to
thrive in a greenhouse as you could a tropical Fern in a
similar situation. Having pointed out what I consider
to be the chief cause of failure, I shall proceed to
describe the method which I have practised with very
good success for these last seven years. At the time when
I house the greenhouse plants I arrange the principal
part of the ¥en\s upon a platform at the west end of
the greenhouse, and during the prevalence of the
-damps of autumn I am very sparing with water, and
very liberal with air, and I am careful in removing
0*1 dead fronds as soon as they ;nake their appearance.
When frost appears and tires are indispensible I water !

more freely, but admit plenty of air on every favourable
opportunity. In early spring when they show signs of
growth, I re-pot those which I think require it, and
with respect to those which do not, I break the soil
upon the surface and add a little fresh material.
During the three following months they receive no
special treatment except that care is taken that they
should not receive the direct rays of the sun at any
time. About the end of July, when the greenhouse is
cleared from the flowering plants, I spread them over
the whole of it, keep them close and well shaded in the
day time, sprinkle them with the rose of a watering-
pot in the afternoon, and leave them with plenty of air
during the night. In the beginning of September I
remove them into the open air, place them in a
snared situation, and allow them to remain exposed,

^21 -°! ?,
mpels me

'
tUou5{l reluctantly, to remove

I^Lwa S greeah0U8e
*
John Ll°yd> ^eneh Horn,

Cause of old age in Life continued by Grafting ; and
the means ofprevention.—The disposition to canker and
other infirmities in many kinds of our old Apple and
Pear varieties which have long been continued by graft-
ing some of them for many centuries, has been a vexed
question amongst naturalist cultivators. It has by the
one party been ascribed to old age, that all continuation
by grafting or cuttings can only survive a limited time,
and that, the time which the original seedling tree from
which the first graft had been taken would have lived,
(proceeding on the belief that in tree life there is old
age and death), whilst the other party have ascribed
the delicacy or infirmity of these old varieties to other
causes than old age, unsuited soil or climate, infected
disease, or that they had been delicate varieties from
the beginning. My idea of the cause of this delicacy
or infirmity differs from both. I ascribe it only to
the^ aged character of the graft slip, which at some
period of its progress had been taken from the branch
of an old tree. Such slips are very porous light and
infirm, defective in woody fibre, and the pores and
vessels suited for or accustomed to be filled with air in
place of juice or sap. Were a healthy slip taken from
a healthy seedling in the prime of life, and grafted
upon a young natural Crab root, and some 20 years

i'ter, while strong health pervaded the resulting tree,
a slip taken from it and regrafted upon a youno- Crab
root, and this process continued, I believe that uo°weak-
ness or infirmity, especially if change of place w«
attended to, and circumstances were propitious, would
ever ensue. It is where a grafted tree, or any tree is
allowed to become very old when the slip for the "raft
has taken an old-age character, weak and infirro,

&
that

the resulting tree from this slip, though supplied with
a young root by grafting, continues weak and infirm.
Vv hat else could be expected ? grafting continues what
you graft with And the tree composed of this exten-
Moil of the infirm graft is again brought under the
action of time and old tree-top exhaustion to render its
top slips more infirm still, and again and j,gain this is
continued The plentiful supply of nourishment from
the ground received from the young root may slightly
restore the vigour but to no great extent. The unnalural
conjunction of old head and young root does not work
well together. Hie quantity of nourishment sent up bvthe young root is more than the weak stomach-leaves can
digest, the sap-proper, the chyle or blood of the tree isthus uuwholesome, and scrofulous canker

'

£^_*-~r* *-P « Hollies during Z^i^^^^^^--'^winter or spring ? Some very
<

barked this last winter and
rery fi„<

;

,ie? have been
|
wood 8,p vessels of

°
tbe t̂ .Zospond^i.ppear all djnug. Will it | with those of the graft, we hare exceTof no?,,

L

one time, if the

in size

of nourishment,

large annual shoots which die the followino- Winf

the points, or in the second year are killed bv 1

°U

blotches of canker in the branch. At another r^
when the sap vessels of the wood at the graft ; u T?6*

do not suit well together, or any cause prevent
excess of nourishment from rising, canker mayw ! ?

n

place, but we have a stunted tree which comes i

diately into blossom and fruit-bearing to an exhail?"
extent, soon acquires an aged look, remains sm^
very liable to disease, and much preyed upon bv inaif*
of various kinds, often stripped naked by cater?
The porosity and fragility incident to the torn a
branches of old trees is not limited to fruit w
Every worker in wood knows that the timber of

>£'

top of an old tree, and in very old trees the nhob f

the timber, is frush, light, and worthless.
It js

l
paratively worthless even as fire-wood to thit ^
younger trees. This openness of texture and

(rtoilit

of the wood constitutes or is a feature of old aL \

trees, as the closeness of texture and fragUity^ tV
bones is in animals. Patrick Matthew, Gourdie BUI
Errol, Carse of Goicrie.

''

Effects of the Winter in West Sussex.—I observe

such a singular discrepancy between the report in your

last Number from Kilmore, Cavan, Ireland, and my
own observation here, that I send you this list for com.

parison. Many things are unhurt here which have suf-

fered in Ireland, and vice versa, though the degree of

cold was precisely the same in both places at Christmii

viz., 17° Fahr., 15° below freezing point. The soil here

however is dry and elevated, about 250 or 300 feet

above the sea level. At Chichester, a few miles off, and

much lower, there were 2° more frost on the 26th Dec,

while strangely enough at Bognor, on the sea m
the evergreens, such as Laurustinus, &c, are nearly

all killed. My own list stands thus. Kiiled : Cnpreg.

sus Knighti, Macnabiana; Pinus patuln, Kusselliana,

apulcensis ; Juniperus Bedfordiana, Quercus Fordi, Tea

Roses. Much injured : Cupressus Goveniana, Uhdeana,

Corneyana, funebris (slightly) ; Pinus Coulteri, Monte- .

zuma3, Ayacahuite; Arbutus procera, Andrachnej Erica

Mediterranea, Ceanothus pallidus; Abies bracteata,
k

Douglasii (this will not bear sea breezes), Quercw

suber, and Lucombcana. Unhurt : Cedrus atlantica,

Deodara ; Cupressus torulosa, macrocarpa, Lawsoniana;

Abies amabilis, grandis, cephalonica, Pinsapo, 3fenzie*ii,

nobilis, Nordmanniana, Smithiana, Webbiana; Laris

Griffithii, Cephalotaxus Fortuni, Cryptcmeria japonic*;

Pinus Abchasica, excelsa, insignis, Jeffrep,Parryana,&c;

Podocarpus andina, nubigena ; Torreya taxtfolia, na£

fera ; Thujopsis borealis, Wellir.gtonva gigantea, Am-

caria imbr'icata, Thuja gigantea, Arbutus TJuedo I Cmo-

thus tbyrsiflorus, Ilex dipyrena, madereu^. Lam

Bays, Laurustinus—or so slightly hurt as not to oe

worth mention. So our south coast, with chafe drcwM

as favourable to plants as Ireland, or Dearly so. CD.,

Ashdean, near Chichester.

r

V

Foreign Correspondence.
Central Park, New York, March 18, 18&

Effects of Severe Cold on Plants.—-We have beenWj

interested in the varying and often conflicting obsaj*

tions recorded by your correspondents respecting

effect of severe cold during the last winter up«J
and shrubs of recen b introduction. We have W
well learned here that the question of hardihood* 1

complicated one. We have had for many y^jfj
conflicting testimony, trees being killed to the

gw*J

In one garden, while in another, where they w
been exposed to even severer cold, they **f*V±

injured. This is sometimes to be accounted for y

greater dryness of the soil of the favoured site;

^

frequently by its comparative sterility, wl?tf *

slow growth and close habit has been secured. ^

kinds of the recently introduced trees aU^^
evergreens esDeciallv—bear extreme cold, u r,^.

b - especially

from the sun
ticularly the early sprin

's rays. It is the winter's sun, s*r

«riy spring sun after a perf%^
cold, that we have learned to fear. Consequ

. g
plant nearly everything of a0ubtf,VmiUW
northerly slopes (if possible in the shade of oia "J«iJ
where the north-westerlv wind, which frj 1**^ gjn*

be somewhat broken. Yet this general rule
^

times contradicted, and there are instances j^
Deodar has lived for years in a soutlieri

i

r^,

though, irenerally, throughout this part ot tne ^
it is sadly cut up e.very winter ^bereyer ^
shaded and sheltered. I have had tne

^
. ^

growing 30 feet high, on the north SI^ d?
«t* I

house, killed to within 5 feet of *h%E^U*
younger plants exposed to the sun, on i

goil
j|t#

have gone through unscathed. A damp r ^^
kg a rapid and late autumnal growtu rfjl
side, and dry and poorer soil leading tne ^^
to fill and ripen, instead, of extendi!^ ^
We
you have exj

f*
growth on the south, is the WP^^tftf*!

.V

it is practicable to establish here we b

are frequently subject to much
J

1 ^ng^
ive experienced this year, and m j^ b ^

We sbjU ^
mens reject, however, every thing^ ^ ^lieve^J

aided by your recent observations.

killed with you. For we hav

there are many plants which mm "e
"J doaM

will not bear damp cold, and man:,, ^^ be*

will bear severe cold in winter, an ^ c0w

summer, but not rapid alternation

heat. X. '
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LnrxEAN: March

ortrtitf*

.—Prof. Bell, President, in the
chair. B. Carrington, Esq., M.D., was elected a

Fellow. The following papers were read :—1, •' Xotes
on Menisperraaceffi;" 2, 'Xotes on Tdiaeea1 ; " and
3, " Notes on BL\ eae and Samydacea? i* all by G.
Bentham, Esq. In the first of these papers, the

author, after observing that in the case of Asiatic

genera Drs. Hooker and Thomson had left little to be
done until more satisfactory materials are obtained,

passed on to the genera of Tropical South America, of
which he admitted the following to be distinct:—
Chondodendron, Anomospermum, Abuta, Cocculus,
Hyperbaeua, Botryopsis, and Sciadotaenia. The species
of these genera were then freely commented on* It

was observed that in Australia only four Menisperinacese
are as yet known. The Tilineen were stated to be
universally admitted as a natural order connected with
Malvaceae and .

v diacee by their valvate calyx, but
differing in their indefinite free or nearly free stamens,
and distinguished from Bizacen by their several-
celled ovary with axile plaoantation. None of these
characters, it was said, are absolutely constant, but the
exceptional cases are readily classed by a combination
of accessory characters, pointing out their affinity. No
alteration was suggested in the general position and
limitation of the order, which it has been usual to
divide into two sub-orders, Tili. and Elaeocarpeae, the
latter considered by some as a distinct order founded
on the notched or divided petals, and the dehiscence of
the anthers, whilst the Tiliea? have been subdivided
into two tribes, the Sloanideae without petals, and the
Grewidea? with petals. Grisebach has proposed to take
the anthers as the primary character for the division of
the order, to which there are objections. If, however,
observed the author, the nature of the petals is taken
in the first instance, and that of the stamens and calyx
next, and following out the principle that governs the
demarcation of the order itself, if neither of these an con-
sidered as absolute characters, and exceptional genera are
admitted, wejiave an apparently more natural distribu-
tion of the 35 genera he proposes to adopt, and which are
grouped in G tribes under 2 sub-orders, called Ho'.opetala)
and Heteropetal®. The genera were each passed under
review and com id of Sloanea and Echinocarpus
a complete synopsis was given. Among genera enume-
rated as Tiliaceous in Lindley's ^\ stable Kingdom andm other recent works, Vantanea, Aubl., was stated to
belong t

) Humirlacea) ; Bancroftia, Macf., to be Tovaria,
R. and P. in ( rida« ; Anstrutheria, Gardn., to
belong to Rhiz phoraceaj (Legnotidea?) ; and Antholoma,
Labdl., which Planehon thinks may be allied to Tiliacese,
to be mueli nearer Bapotacea?, " In his remarks on
BixacesB and Saaydaceee, Mr. Bentham called attention
to the long ser.es of polypetalous orders with parietal
placentation which are so cloeelj connected with each
other, that systematists have in general endeavoured to
keep them together, though the doing so has interfered
much with any definite wbdivudo* of the class. There
is no doubt, he continued, that the hypogvnous Cappa-
ridea, Cistaeea?, Violacea?, and Bixacea) can* only be scpa-
rated from the perigynous Samyden?, Homalinea, and
Fassinorep by an arbitrary line, and that this series, and
that of the curvembryous orders, Caryophyllese and its
allies, furnish the strongest arguments against the Can-
dollean arrangement. Yet even in these orders the chain
which connects them is nearly as closelv linked on to
others which underany arrangement are kept wide apart.
Thus Capparideae are almost blended with Cruciferas,
Bixacea? and Samyda e with Tiliaeea?, Violaceaj
through .Nmvagesiea? with Frankeniacea? and Hype-
ricinese, Paasifloreae with Cucurbitacea-. Loasaoett,
Turneracea?, &c. Parietal placentation, moreover,
cannot, he thinks, be taken as a character of so high an
order as it might appear at first sight, for it occurs
exceptionally m almost every large Calyciflorous order,
as well as m a few Thalamiflone which' have normal! v
axile placentation, and it is not constant in several of
the above-mentioned orders where it prevails. De Can-
dolle distributed the plants which formed the immediate
subject of this paper into four orders-Bixaceae and
Jflacoartiacem placed next each other in Thalauiidon. .

and Samvdea: and Homalinea* rather widely separated
under CalycihW. In their Genera Plantarum, Bentham
and Hooker propose to unite De Candolle's four orders
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the temperate Flora of any spot on the west coast of

tropical Africa, Dr. Hooker remarked, had long been
one of the greatest desiderata in botanical (geography.
The outlines of such a Flora had within the last year

been supplied by the energy and resolution of M.
Gustav Mann, of the Royal Garden, Kew, who was
appointed by Lord John Russell to succeed the late

lamented Barter as botanist to Dr. Baikie's Niger Expe-
dition, and who has twice reached the lofty summit of

Clarence Peak, 10,700 feet above the sea. The paper
read on this occasion referred only to plants collected

at and above 5000 feet elevation. These Dr. Hooker
mentioned as amounting to only 75 species in 65 genera,

a singularly small number for 5700 feet of vertical

height almost under the equator. Of these fully 15
were tropical types that had ascended to 5000 feet or a

little beyond, and must be excluded from the temperate
flora. The remaining 60 belonged to no less than 48
genera, proving the flora to be an extremely fragmentary
one. Ofthetofal75,40werestatedtobeAbyssinianspecies,
and of the 60 temperate plants 33 were also natives of
the mountains of Abyssinia, most of them being
absolutely identical specifically, and others only slightly

different. Of the Abyssinian mountain plants common
to Clarence Peak no less than 15 were absolutely
peculiar to these two localities, so far as is at present
known. Others are peculiar to Abyssinia, the Mauritius,
Madagascar, &c. Extending the comparison to genera,
Dr. Hooker found that of the 65 gathered above
5000 feet elevation only seven were not Abyssinian, and
of the 48 temperate genera 45 were found in

Abyssinia. The next closest affinity was found to be
with the fl >ras of Mauritius and Madagascar. Of the
whole 78 species, 11 are inhabitants of these islands.
Compared with the Cape Flora the contrast was found to
be very striking: not only was there a total want of any
proper Cape types except such few as are common also
to Abyssinia, or the Eastern African islands, but only
12 species of the 78 Fernando Po plants were
South African, and of these all but Luzula
have been found in Abyssinia also. With the Flora
of the West African islands, there was no marked
relationship whatever. Taking a still wider range, the
temperate Flora of Fernando Po was seen to belong to
the northern hemisphere. Of the 48 temperate genera,
12 alone were not European, whilst the following species
are not only European but most of them British :—
Oxalis corniculata, Sanicula europaea, Galium aparine,
I J. rotuinlifolium, Limosella aquatica, Luzula campes-
tris, Deschampsia cavspitosa, Brachypodium sylvaticum,
besides Ranunculus pitmatus, very near to R. philonotis ;
Calamintha simensis, near to C. vulgaris ; and Parietaria
mauritanica, a Mediterranean species. The species were
severally passed under observation.

$frotict$ of iSoofeg.
We find in the Botanical Magazine for April figures

of the following plants. 5239. Gustavia pterocarpa, of
which G. Leopoldi is a synonym, a noble stove shrub
from tropical America, with great white flowers and
superb foliage. Sir W. Hooker also remarks that
Linden's Gustavia insignis Is the same as G. urceolata,
which yields the Bois puant of French Guiana. " Both
have fragrant flowers, and both yield a fetid odour on
cutting in fo the wood. G. urceolata is common in
savannahs and in the forests of French Guiana, and is

said to attain a height of 40 feet : its wood much used
for hoops for casks. G. pterocarpa, M. Poiteau Bays,attains
a still larger size." 5210 represents a pretty little
Australian Sundew, called Drosera spathulata. In
5241 is given the old Cistus vaginatus,one of those beauti-
ful half hardy shrubs, which have been neglected and lost.
The plant is " a native of Tenerifle, cultivated at Kew so
long ago as 1/79, when seeds were sent by Frederic
Masson, and now scarcely to be found in collections at

6f a former paper, and of an aooouut by Dra. Hooker
and Thomson of Indian Crucifers. of which Northern
and Western India, Afghanistan, and Tibet, furnish a
good many species. With this is given a new arrange-
ment of the whole Cruciferous order, in which the
method of De Candolle, founded on the peculiarities of
cotyledons, is exchanged for one in which the con-
dition of the Siliqua predominates. It is in fact a
combination of the Linnean and Candollean methods,
preserving the merits and avoiding the faults of each.

The total number of genera admitted is 48.

Old Bones, or Notes for Young Naturalists, by the
Rev. W. S. Symonds (12 mo, Hardwick), is a concise

account of the extinct vertebrate animals, out of whose
remains thef history of primaeval life has been con-

structed. The purpose of the author is to furnish the

inexperienced student with a safe guide to the intricate

questions of what is called Palaeontology, so that he
may not, after long and persevering attempts to master
its difficulties, find himself little wiser than when he
began. He thinks that in science as in other subjects
it is necessary to begin at the beginning, and that he who
would run should m the first place learn how to walk.
Most people are of the same opinion. The following is

his own account of his plan :

—

" In these pages I shall endeavour to explain how
any person, wishing to become acquainted with the
leading principles of Natural History, may, by pursuing
the study with system and method, proceed from one
subject to the other without falling into the maee of
intricacy which generally besets those who commence
such investigations without method, and who are alto-

gether ignoraut of the first elements that constitute a
single branch of that far-spreading tree whose roots
are planted in tin* depths of remotest time, and whose
upper boughs are ever growing upwards and onwarcte
to the remotest future. I have had personal expe-
rience of the necessity of beginning at the right end.
Many years ago I commenced the study of fossil shells
and plants, without the slightest knowledge of the
history of the animals that inhabit recent shells, or of
the physiology of living plants, and, as a natural conse-
quence, I became confused with terms and definitions
of which I knew nothing, and, like the youth who is

crammed with Virgil before he has mastered the Latin
grammar, had to endure the mortifying discovery, that
after months of study I was still an utter ignoramus."

In the arrangement of his matter he follows a new
arrangement of Prof. Owen. The orders, genera, and
species of extinct animals are concisely described, in
connection with the geological formations in which
they occur ; the descriptions are illustrated by neat
pen and ink sketches, and the volume closes with a
good Index. Students will find it a useful companion.
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tion of Clarence Peak Fernando Po, with descriptionsof Mr Gustavus Mann's plants from the higher Danof that monuntain," by Dr. Hooker. A kno!vledge of

the present time, save in that of W. Wilson Saunders,
lisq., at Ileigate,a place rich in rare plants of Tenerifle!
To that island it is quite peculiar, growing in Pine
woods and Cistus-scrubs ('in Pinetis et Cisticetis')
according to Mr. Webb, at elevations upon the moun-
tains of from 1800 to 9000 feet. The flowers are
particularly large and handsome, and there is a very
distinct character in the uaiou of the bases of the
petioles jnto a very conspicuous elongated striated
sheath, surrounding the branch, whence the specificname is derived/' 5242.Zamia Skinneri, a new species
from Panama. 5243. A little Convolvulus maurita-
nicus, from Algeria, much like Convolvulus minor.
- 5244. Beloperone violacea of Linden, now not un-
common in collections of Greenhouse plants.

The Floral Magazine for this month has fine figures
of three new Pelargoniums, viz., Mulberry, Queen of
England, and Mrs. Ponsonby Moore, the latter an un-
commonly smart, lively loo'king sort, the delight of
an amateur, the scorned of a regulation florist; four
striking kinds of Clarkia, which seems inclined to sport
to anything except duplicity (doubleuess) ; the Golden
Cockscomb, to the merits of which for decoration people
are at last beginning to open their eyes, and two fin
new Carnations—Rose of Castille, a rose fluke ; and
Preeminent, a purple flake.

i - iw * ** |

Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society,
ol J'., No. 19, March, 1S61. This number contains

six good papers on Zoological subjects and two on
Botanical. The latter consist of an enumeration of

1

ISast Indian Lirprwrnrfa Ktt "M"r "Miffon ir» nnnfimin^An

Turner & Spencer's Floriit, Fruitist, and Garden
Miscellany for this month has handsome coloured re-
presentations of two new kinds of Chrysanthemums,
named Rifleman and Pandora, ana accompanying them
the following editorial remarks :

—

" ' Are those DahliasV was the question of one who
shall be nameless, when I opened out the plate to
view

; with a half derisive laugh, I said, • Oh, dear, no/
and yet bethought myself, after all it was not such an
absurd question ; for, as far as size goes, they might
very well be regarded as such ; and an unpractised
eye would hardly mark the difference of petal, which
makes an incurved Chrysanthemum so very unlike a
Dahlia

; and very marvellous it certainly is to see how
every year seems to be increasing those properties
which m a florist's eye, stamp the value on a flower.
As I have oftentimes said, and as Mr. Salter repeats
again m his Catalogue this year, it is quite misleading
to suppose that such blooms as those from which tms
drawing was taken are those that ordinarily are to be
had in growing such kinds ; they cannot be obtained
but by very careful management—by disbudding the
plant, and watching it in all stages of its progress ; in
fact, taking all that trouble with it which only a grower
for exhibition will care to do; for its capability for
tliat purpose does not make such a variety equally
desirable for those who only wish to see large masses
of bloom, and well filled up flowers, not caring whether
they ever appear on an exhibition table or not,
exhibition flowers rarely blooming well enough for
specimen plants.

" The Channel Islands have long been famous as a
region specially favoured by Flora and Pomona -

Guernsey Lilies are well known. I have heard that
they were originally wrecked on its shores, forming
part of a cargo from distant Cathay or Japan : that
they were thrown into a heap as rubbish, but in the
following spring the heap was all covered with bloom,
and then Nerine saruieusis was well taken care of, but
that all the care will not make it flourish in even the
neighbouring island of Jersey ; while every year tens
of thousands are imported to this country, only t©
bloom for once, and then be thrown away. In the
more favoured island of Jersey the melting ChaumonteL
Louise Bonne, and other Pears, acquire a flavour un-
known hero ; and all Flora's productions flourish in
proportion. To one of these islands (Jersey, I believe)
the floral world is now indebted for the large propor- •

tion of the additions to new and excellent varieties of
Chrysanthemum, Messrs. Smith and Clarke both living
there

;
and a reference to Mr. Salter's Catalogue will

show how largely they contribute to them. Their culti
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our more chilly regions, and the experience of the last

two seasons has shown us how disappointed we may

be in the prospect of a bloom.
" Nothing has been added to our knowledge of the

culture of this flower during the past year or two, and

we are dependent more on climatic influences than on

any difficulty in soil. A sunless summer and a cold

dull autumn baffle even the most experienced culti-

vators; and we have to lament too often failures, even

after all our care. The grower for exhibition still

pursues his plans, and gets up most astonishing

flowers, the parents of which would never know their

own offspring. But may we, who are amongst the

' profanum vulgus/ not be wise to eave ourselves some

trouble in the method at present generally adopted of

shifting two or three times. The Chinese, we are

told, adopt an entirely different plan, and at once

pot from the cutting pot into those they are

to bloom in ; and that by this means they

acquire well-feathered plants, and not tall gawky

things. We all know that if we plant a cutting in the

open ground, how very soon it outstrips its companion

whose energies have been cramped in a small pot, and

the next best thing we can do is to imitate this, and

give it plenty of room. By growing them on the one-

shift system, potting them from the small forties or

sixties into 11-inch pots at once, lateral shoots will at

once start out, and without [the care and fuss of tying

out, will soon furnish the plant. To those whose

time ia limited, and who grow only for their own

pleasure, this surely is preferable to that stunting and

starving they too often have to endure at that early

stage of their growth. It is a mistake, I fancy, to

grow them in too rich stuff, that stimulus to their

growth, which arises from gross feeding, being better

supplied in the shape of liquid manure afterwards.

Two-thirds loam and one-third rotted frame-dung is

as good a mixture as we can give them. During the

summer months they should be kept perfectly cool,

and it is a good plan to place on the top of the pots

something that will retain moisture well. Moss, rotted

cocoa-nut fibre, or spent Hops, are used by various

persons for this purpose. When the blooming buds

appear, then liquid manure may be applied, but not

profusely, the practice of the Chinese not being quite

adapted for us, with our colder and damper climate.

"And now as to new sorts. I carefully went over

Mr. Salter's collection, when in bloom, and noted those

emigrat
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Canada. It is preceded bj an Introduction to Botaay.

and seems intended as a companion to Asa ways

English works. To anything more than a compilation

it makes no pretension : viewed as such it is well done

and must be extremely useful in the United States.

Nor indeed is it much less so to European Botanists

who have hitherto had no Canadian Flora worth con-

sulting ; abounding as it does in careful analytical tables

of genera and species. Its fault is its numerous mis-

prints, which will doubtless be corrected in another
P

. .

edition

Calendar of Operations.

( For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Consertatoey, &c—Plants in pots that require

fumigating should be removed to a close room, pit, or

other place where smoke can be more conveniently and

cheaply applied than in a lofty house; and the risk of

injuring the blossoms of things which do not require

fumigation will thus be avoided. Suspected plants

should be frequently examined, and immediate steps

taken to clean such as are found to be in the least

infected. Should twiners or specimens planted out in

beds get infested, these should be cleaned with Gishurst

Compound, or they should be syringed with the follow-

ing mixture, viz. :—} lb. of soft soap, 1 gallon of

tobacco water, and 6 gallons rain water, properly dis-

solving the soft soap in a portion of the water. But as

there is some uncertainty about the strength of this

mixture, and about its action on different plants, it

should not be used without first making sure that it

will not injure the foliage or young shoots, and also that

it is sufficiently strong to destroy the insects. The beauty

of early Azaleas and many other hard-wooded plants,

which are now the principal ornaments here, will soon

be fading, and every effort should be used to be prepared

to supply their places with others in flower.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries .—In cases where a regular supply of fruit

and this with the view of preparing them for planting

cut. The plants should be exposed to the weather as

freely as circumstances will admit ; but this should be

done by degrees, and never to the extent of browning

the foliage and drying up the tissues, and they should

never be allowed to suffer for want of water, for unless

the plants are in good health when put out they require

endless care afterwards if the beds are to be covered in

any reasonable time, and despite every attention are

long in getting into free growth. Remove, if not

already done, dead parts from plants injured by the

win er *

HATlDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

When Peach and Nectarine trees are sufficiently

advanced proceed gradually with disbudding,
but

remove only a portion of the buds at once, selecting the

strongest first and going over the trees two or three

times at intervals of about a week. This will avoid

checking the trees to the same extent as when (fig.

budding is done all at once. Look carefully over

Apricot° trees, and destroy caterpillar wherever it is

found. This is sometimes very destructive to the

foliage, and also the fruit when neglected but for a few

days? Do not yet by any means remove protecting

materials. Take advantage of showery weather when

it occurs to plant out Lettuce, Cauliflower, &c„ and see

to getting Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Vegetable Marrows,

&c, prepared for planting out. Make a sowing of

Sweet Basil, Marjoram, Savory, &c, on a light, rich,

warm border ; also get early Celery prepared for plant-

ing out. Attend to plants for succession crops, keeping

them at all times well supplied with water.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK NEAR LONDON

For the Week ending April 18, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural Garden
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16-Slijrht haze; fine ; very dry air ; clear and cold.
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varieties (those figured were amongst them) had not

then been named, but a reference to the numbers

they bore, which Mr. S. has obligingly given me,

has set that matter right. The cream of the

collection has been transferred to paper, and the por-

traits of Little Harry and Lady Harding, in the

" Floral Magazine," and of Rifleman and Pandora in

our present Number, will express better than my
words can do, what exquisite varieties they are. Of

others I have also notes against, and give in order

those that seemed to me most deserving of notice.

Ariadne, cream and buff.—There was an air of novelty about

this, and it promised to be free in growth.
Caraclacus, rosy carmine, blush tips ; large and fine flower

;

will probably do better as an exhibition flower than as a
specimen.

Golden Hermine.—Those who value the older one will gladly

recognise in this a valuable sport; the flowers are orange,

tipped, as its parent, with carmine.
little Harry, a beautiful bright yellow, most perfectly in-

curved, never needing to be dressed, and one of the most
profuse bloomers possible; the plant, t<jo, is easily grown.
Ex. ex.
Lady Harding, a pretty rosy pink, equally abundant in bloom

to the last, though larger, and beautifully incurved-. Ex. tx.
Lord Elgin, that indescribable colour, bronzy rose, finely

Incurved.
Pandora, deep nankeen, with yellow centre ; fine show

flower. Ex. ex.
Phcebus, bright orange, not very large, but very free in

blooming ; later in flower than some of the kinds previously
named.

Queen of Whites, large white, and well incurved.
Rifleman, dark ruby red ; a very noble looking flower, beau-

<u*uUy incurved and early flowering. This plate is taken from
a very fine specimen. Ex. ex.

The Number in question also contains papers on
acclimatisation ; lists of new varieties of popular
flowers ; hot walls for fruit trees ; cultivation of Gom-
pholobium polymorphum grandiflorum in the form of
a round bush ; a good calendar of operations ; hints

on gardening, and other articles on practical horti-

culture—altogether a cheap shilling's worth.

Books Received.—Moore's Index Filicum, Part 11
(price ls.f Pam pi in), from Cassebeera to Cyathea.

landley's Descriptive ^Botany, second edition

(price 1$., Bradbury & Evans), little altered from
the first edition. Natural History Eeview, No. 2
(4j., Williams & Norgate), a new periodical conducted
by some of the most eminent naturalists of the day,
but badly edited. We shall have occasion to refer to
it hereatter. The Cotton Supply, by a Fellow of
the R. Geographical Society (Hardwicke). This letter
to the President of the Manchester Cotton Supply
Association exhibits more zeal than knowledge. The
writer does not seem to feel the difficulties in the way
of obtaining Cotton from W. Africa, or of growing it in
such colonies as Queensland. That any amount of

examine the stock of plants frequently, marking those

considered the mo9t likely for fruiting, so as to be able

to keep them rather dry at the root for a month or so,

which will, in most instances, have the desired effect of

checking growth and throwing the plants into fruit.

The only effectual method, however, of securing a

supply of fruit at any particular time is, as we have

formerly stated, foresight in the management of the

stock, taking care to get the growth well ripened in

sufficient time to allow of affording the plants a short

period of comparative rest. In cases where a regular

supply of fruit has to be furnished from limited accom-

modation, it is perhaps safest to grow the plants in

pots, so as to secure perfect command over the roots,

and also to be able to move them to a cooler pit or

otherwise, as may be necessary. The planting out

system is now, however, the one followed in most places.

Continue to use every means to afford growing stock a

moist atmosphere. Give air when favourable, but avoid

cold draughts, and use shading to assist in keeping down
the temperature without being under the necessity of

admitting cold drying air too freely.

Vineries.—Afford a sharp heat for Muscats while

in bloom and setting their fruit. Get borders prepared

for planting out young Vines, and if these are started

into growth before planting (which will hardly be the

case), do not keep them too warm, or it will be difficult

to prevent their sustaining a check after planting out.

Cucumbers.—Encourage newly put out plants
with a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them into
active growth quickly; but plants that are fairly

established should be kept cooler, admitting air on
every favourable opportunity, in order to secure short-
jointed fruitful wood ; all draughts must, however, be
avoided, more especially while the wind is as cold as it

is at present.

Fig-house.—Give air and water as before, but do not
syringe trees over head whose first crop is ripening off,

or use cold water.

Strawberries.—Give abundance of air on every
favourable opportunity, and let late crops be carefully
attended to with water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
While the wind keeps so cold it will be well to defer

planting even hardy things until we experience a
decided change. Meanwhile take every favourable
opportunity of exposing bedding plants to the open air,

so as to get them well hardened off, and see that every-
thing is perfectly free from insects, and also have the
whole of the stock nicely arranged, so that when plant-
ing out has commenced everything may be in readiness.
Push forward late propagated stock, and endeavour to
keep the whole growing on slowly. It is a bad practice
to allow bedding plants to stand in small pots exposed
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infest them. Put in their runs guano or rags drppca
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Tjnoramus. As you do not wish to increase the su»

of your pots, the only plan is to reduce the size 01

balls and re-pot in fresh soil in the same sized pots,

reducing the balls, take care, however, to mlijwc
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roots as little as possible ; by no means cut them

knife ; on the contrary, liberate them carefully, and P
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old soil from among them with your fingers till in ^
sufficiently lessened to enable you to add tne w
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Cotton may be grown in our colonial possessions is open to bright sunshine and dr-vint? winds and but <«»ntilvto no question
:
but other difficulties, more formidable I supplied with water until they get almostSJ

pectedtosend the produce to tame. ^ ""'.^It into con-

good one, but difficult to carry out ; we will take
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..ght, and less water from tne aiwu. «
^Q iQVf%p

answer then you must discontinue the use u
^

you speak of. na ,pfpr moving ifc^
DJodar : A Constant Reader. By all means defer mo

next September.
. , vr«v«l M J'

&• u
Funoi: Old Sub. Your Fungus is the.trtro Morel.

.

i m\e

Hyacinths: O S. Bolfaterre and Von Sctuner,

reds, may possibly answer your purpose.* ^ kdjii***

Lilies : Ignoramui. "We do not know wnat *°
vour

question-

rubrum, and therefore are unable to 1
finswer 3 . butba9

The name was once given to a kind of^omP"
been long disused, and you cannot mean tt}*;'

rberis
japonj^

Names of Plants: Llantlly. The dried leaves J* par**^
the large piece B. aquifolium, the small m

h^e teen

O P. Lonicera ^V^n^A^gerOx^^ authority Jg

the large piece B. aquifolium, the

OP. Lonicera alpigena.—^rw#«" . „,
rightly Informed. There is no^^^^pes. *»$
m! Decaisne.-G. Thomson. It Is Myhjjcarp* Jo^te* for

the smallest degree resembling Bonmen ^
which it was sold you. , . T „urus regal1*-

Oaks : C P. They are tender, and so is ^
b

know nothing of Quercus Zan. oblig"1^^ In.

Seeds : Camden. The Colonial Office has %e
,

u
continue

to *>

to take charge of seeds for you, and wn

There will therefore be no further <kffi
.

c
,

u
'7rcmarks to *»»

Vine Growing: Belfast. We have no otne week ^
than those to be found in a leading article a no

isc. : An adjutant said to a Rifle Volunteer w ^^ t e

^
the target at a long range. "You ought,

t0

'

uCbmgJ"* a-

round," to which the Volunteer ^f^]yto^*£*
that he could not see the target. ^JLdonotgc* »n

. tbeir

deuts who occasionally complain that
,l„^ t

understau

we reply very respectfully that we cau

questions.

Mi

I

w
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AKT1F1C1AL MANURES, Ac— Manufacturers JOHN FOWLKK Jrv.. 28, Cornhill, London, E.C.—
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES fj Full particulars of FOWL KR'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

»y obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
aration, by applying to J.C. Nesbit, F.G.S., 'and efficient preparation,

Ac., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

Established 1821.

—

Universal Success of

GRIFFIN, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimonv borne to their value as Manures adapted
for the TURNIP, 'MANGEL WURZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
and POTATO CROPS.

Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, &
Griffin, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton

.

AWE S ' S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES*S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6LAWK-- SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT LONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
Theso Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C. : aud Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

To Agriculturists.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIMEJ(made from Bone),
sec Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, page 2.

Blood Manure, Guano, Nitrate of Soda, and all other Manures
of known value, may be obtained on the best terms from the
undersigned
M. Fothkrgii.l & Co., 23. Great Tower Street, Mark Lane.

Sole Acrents for the Peat Moss Charcoal Company. Removed
lrom 101, Upper Thames Street.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the verj
High agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

i be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

7RE, equal in value tc

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS ATO KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
PRIZE HOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,
with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42L 10*.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following from

Mr. James Arnot, of WoodcoU, Carshalton.

"Having used your Machine for four years. I would not be
without one on any consideration ; and I can safely say that

I have saved o%-er 50 per cent, in the expense every year I have
used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which
pays itself in so short a time."

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price SSL
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22L 10*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.
Price 351
COM R INED REAPER and MOWER-One Horse Machine,

Price UL
The last two Machines are fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for

Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any

Railway Station.

T7UUGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the
JC Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and— Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wkerever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. .. 1*. 6c?. per yard run.
Four yards wide .. .. 8*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Domo" Netting, 2 yards wide, U.4d. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,
Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and of all Nurserymen
md Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper
than mats as a coverincr."

Land Drainage.

\\TORK8 OF DRAINAGE of anv extent are
'> EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesiaa-
cic:il. corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are com pleted ,* ortheactual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay aud expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

the Offices of the Company, 62, Parliament Street, S.W.at

AGRICULTURAL PUPILS.— Mr. G. Martin has

a VACANCY for a FARMING PUPIL, who could see

and assist in Transacting the Business upon upwards of 1300

acres of land, where a large quantity of Stock is kept, and
Steam Machinery and Implement! of the most modern descrip-

tion are used.—Thorncy. near Peterborough. ^^^_____

K OYAL SOCIETY OFAGRICULTURAL
ENGLAND.

SHOW-YARD REFRESHMENTS.
Persons desirous of having the privilege of supplying eithe

First or Second-class REFRESHMENTS for the Visitors in the
Society's Show Yard at Leeds, in July next, can obtain the par-

ticulars and Forms of Tender, on application at 12, Hanover
Square, London, W.
Tenders may Do delivered in, as above, on or before the 17th

May. By order of the Council,

H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

OFEOYAL SOCIETY

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemist* to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,A Co., 8utton Road, Plymouth.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
fEstablished 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME » ^ best quality. *1
PASTURES

B°NES
'

AN° B0M MANURE fop

CONCENTRATED URATE.
25S£D MAN'URE ron CORN and ROOTS.
£??£. MANURB tor TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

EBt&W(
?
uid ^"ParticularatUation to the article DISSOLVED

"Vi, ' "\whlch they guarantee every portion both of the

fmm BonVk
inS°lubl° Pho8Phate>

to be^obtained entirely

rS6K^<m
»?

ann
JJ

Company also supply PERUVIAN
^DA^m^lT^TKrfiiT?^* S°ns)

'
PIRATE o»

ii* V««nh k «.?
or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value._J16, Fenchurch Street,J3. C. Bpw . Purser, Secretary.

CJ
H
^SSv"^Tl

l.

e R°-Val Agriarttund Society's Prize
io •

C?URJL ?
s the best invented. Butter produced in

12 minutes. Price 30*. and upwards.
Full particulars forwarded on application to Burgess & Key

Street E? Gardening Machinery Stores, 95, Newgate

JAMES and FREDk. HOWARD, Britannia Iron
Works Bedford, Manufacturers ofCHAMPION PLOUGHS

STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL-
TIVATORS*

HARROWS

HORSE RAKES
HORSE HOES

ARIFIERS

CATAI.OCDES with Ml par,i^tiTX
Important to Gardeners.

r^ARDENERS and Others are respectfully solicited

SfTPHFS
7..^ N E 8 PATENT ADJUSTABLE" GARDEN

hSIJ J ™ *Z
y l

re 8
?
re

.
to Pve the most entire satisfaction,

in
g^t -°nC

,

e th« h«"*««t, best finished, aud most easilyadjusted implements m use ; price II*. each.
illustrated Circulars and Testimonials on application

Address James Pavxe, Ironmonger, Kirkcudbright.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite toprepare youth forthepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPACT.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.
in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay ana expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposed.

S. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

AGRICULTURAL
ENGLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, July 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th.

ENTRIES of Implements, Wool, Flax, Cheese, and Butter

olose on the 1st of May, and Live Stock on the 1st of June.
Prize Sheets and Forms for Entries may be had on applica-

tion to H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London , W.

Kohl Rabi (or Turnip Cabbage).

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Gbowers, Reading,
have a good Stock at present of fine new SEED of KOHL

RABI, the same kind as the specimens exhibited on their

Stand at the Smithfield Club Cattle Show, and at the Crystal

Palace Root Show. This is a valuable plant for Sheep Feed,

and will thrive where Swedes and Turnips fail, not being

liable to suffer from mildew or caterpillars.

Cultivation similar to Swedes. Drill 4 lbs. per acre in
April or May.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

£He Eflttcttltutai (Bafette.
SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1S61.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MoSDiT,

TlJKSDAT, —

Wedsesdat, —
Thursday, —

fFramlingham .•
April 22^ (Messrs. 8team an'

C Management of S w\
«.

x i Kim?scote
**( rower)

4 Ajcri. Society of England
24 J K landlord.

f Hunsferford
2.>—Ajcri. Society of Ireland.

* -•

»• • » 6
d Walker on the
ine.)

(Mr. Bennett on Steam

• • Noon

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORJST,

[ ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS,
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

HITRO-PHOSPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Consisting of TENANT FARMERS, occupyin rr— upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

OFFICES: 109, FENCHURCH STREET. MANUFACTORY: PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX
i

The quality, shape, and vigour of a calf depend
as much on the sire it is begotten by as on the dam
that bears it. In dairy counties, where calves are
sold off in large proportions for weaning as soon as
they fall, there are two important features working
against a regular and general production of good
stock. (1) Many dairy farmers are careless of what
their calves may be so long as their cows come into
profit through the pail at the right season

;

(2) Many owners of parks and Grass land, which
for private reasons are not thought eligible for
stocking on their own account, make what is

termed a "ley" for accommodating their neigh-
bours and making a profit for themselves. These
ley-makers are only bound to provide a bull or
bulls, that the heifers and cows they M book" may
have a fair opportunity of proving in calf for
11 coming into profit " the following summer.
The result of these considerations is that whole

herds produce a very inferior class of offspring for
rearing, many of which grow up to be the vilest
objects of hair, skin, and bones that persons ac-
quainted with the shows at our large fairs can
picture. The dairymen, whose practice it is not
to rear f«>r increasing their stock or replacing ex-
hausted frames and *' barreners," but to buy cows
ready for profit, make the present outlay the
greater consideration, and pick up bulls at the
lowest figure they can fiod them at. This may be
excusable where men are needy. Ley-makers,
however, do the same, or

them, which is the same
where they are not needy.

in these days of agricultural intelligencd and
improvement. The term "ley bulls'' is well
understood where they are many. "When an
attempt is made to sell them, if their owners
have any respect for their judgment, they aro
characterised as " ley bulls." If they be put into a
" monthly sale," they figure under the same term in
the hand-bills. In short, the bulls that appear in
public in dairy counties, in the autumn of the

they have it done for
thing, and this even
This is not excusable
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year, after their occupation has terminated, unfold :
seeing thaFthirmixtureTToontinaally on sale

;
of the followi^^able, and another^f T

a tale in regard to the miserable-looking calves ; as -genuine Turnip jseed," it is a ^tt^of

and the wretched lots of store steers and beasts

that are brought together at markets and fairs in

rearing and grazing districts.

Many of the " Irish " brutes that find their way
into midland and eastern counties, as yearlings

and two-year-olds, were calved in the north-west

of England in the districts where the cheese called

Cheshire is produced. Cheshire, as the centre,

moment to ascertain if there be any ready but

unerring test for its detection.

In order if possible to solve this problem, we

first had recourse to the microscope, but although

we succeeded in detecting some differences between

Charlock and Turnip seed, yet certainty is almost

if not quite impossible, owing to the fact that lur-

^nesnire is proaucecu _«*, u* ^ .auc, nip, Wild Rape and Charlocks occur in endless

with parts of Shropshire, Denbighshire, Flintshire, varieties, and m all probability even hybridise

Lancashire, Staffordshire, and Worcestershire,

produce thousands of calves annually, that are

immediately sold and taken to Yorkshire, south-

ward, eastward, and to Ireland. The worst go to

Ireland, as an established commercial consequence,

being bought up at from 5s. to 10s. per head,

carted and trucked to Holyhead or Liverpool,

where they are put on return cattle steamers

to die or sojourn in the " Green Isle " till their

bones and skin shall be more fully, if not more

beautifully developed ; when many of them re-

appear in this country to disgrace our periodical

public collections of cattle, and die or linger in the

hands of farmers who are driven to the necessity of

having to tend such vermin. " The bad ones must
go somewhere," it is said. This is true if they be

studiously or carelessly bred. But there are many
more of these than there ought to be, 'and the

above is a fair outline of the origin of them, the

manner of their subsequent disposal, and of their

after distribution.

These careless and wilful methods of breeding

from bad bulls ought not to happen. Especially

ought not this to be the case where "leys" are

made : but a bad average with a large proportion

of ugly brutes may, and assuredly will, be the

consequence if herds of heifers be "set" with-

bulls, the market price of which would be about
4/. with half-a-crown "again" or for "luck," or

4/. 10s. at the outside. Gentlemen who have a
local standing, and dispose of their parks and
other pasture lands in the way of " leys," ought to

see to these things. Example is far better in such
cases than argument or precept. If the customarv

each other.

If, however, Charlock seed be mixed in any

quantity with Turnip seed it can in a little while

be detected by powdering a little in a mortar and

then mixing it into a thin paste with hike-warm
water in it ; for if the Charlock or -any of the

species of Mustard be present it is betrayed by the

peculiar pungent odour which Mustard emits ; but

even this is by no means a positively satisfactory

experiment.

We next tried to trace differences in the germi-

nation of the different varieties of Turnips and
their congeners ; to which end we procured a

quantity of samples both of common and Swedish
Turnips, and experimented with them as follows :

—

A number of tin cases were made of the following

proportions:—Length, 15 inches; width, 10 inches;

depth, 4 inches. These, which were well perforated

at the bottom, were divided across into 10 equal

parts, each of which was filled to within an inch of

the rim with a mixture of fine mould and silver

sand. In these, seeds of different sorts of Turnips
were sown, and the whole was put into a bed of sand
in our forcing house. We could, however, see no
difference in the results, nor could we trace any in

the germinal or Cotyledon leaves ofSwedes, Turnips,
or Charlock. But of course samples of Turnip
seed could not ba tested as to freedom from Char-
lock by this experiment, because Charlock is killed

before being mixed with the Turnip.

Now, seeing that we could get no trustworthy
results by this kind of experiment, it struck us that
our germination pans might be used to test the
germinating power not only of the samples we had

grown on a neighbouring farm. We mav^^
upon the last-named sample, that ^
observed the growth of this seed, whichT ^
a very poor crop, half of which had den^
the ground with the early frost of i860

a
*

rest, without transplanting or selection of 1*7^
was allowed to seed. Now, as this y\J^
was so degenerated that it ought never fc!^
been seeded at all, we were anxious

to JJ
of the seed from the bulk in order to test fr

•

growth Jhis year whether it will not bring f!S*
degenerate progeny. Its germinating,!^
will be seen from the Table, and yet l ff*
means the worst sample, which see^

fo j
*

that the others are not naturally y ^ ^
mixture :— w v

r
T

ID

tt

fc

Table III.—Germination of Swedes, &&
Sami'I.es. ""fcXau

o Name.—Copy of Label.

*

1 Ashcroft's Improved Purple-top ..

2 New Bangholm
8 Skirving's Liverpool
4 Green-top
5 Marshall's Improved Purple top .

.

6 1Hewer's Improved White ..

Green Major
Skirving's Swede (own grown)
Green-topped Turnip (neighbour's
farm)

Fosterton Hybrid Turnip

7

8

9

10

Came up
Failed .,

ofSft i iJMiH a specimens
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following sorts of seeds and carefully dibbled them
in a fresh mixture of soil ; the results, which were
carefully noted from day to day, are shortly given
in the following Table :

—

Table I.—Germination of Ten Sorts or

Came up.

1 Mousetail, 1859
2

;

Pomeranian, or White Globe, IS
3 Nimble Green Round. 1859
4 Lincolnshire New Red Globe, 1800
5 Yellow Tankard, 1S59
6 Smart's Mousetail, 1860
7 Green Top Stone. 1860
S Sutton's Imperial Grn. Globe, I860
' Green-topped Scotch, 18« >

10 Early Six Weeks, 1860

Came up
Failed .

• •

So. of
Days. a

.

frice from May-day to Michaelmas will not afford
j

ohtaiued for a different purpose but of others also,

nils worth in the market 8/. or \QL as year-olds, I

We first then counted a hundred of each of the
and 15/. to 201. as two-year-olds, then let Is.',

*-"—
*.*., or 2s. 6d. ahead extra be charged for each
heifer, as the case may warrant.

Public opinion and criticiam influence the
isolated agriculturist and landed proprietor as
well as more exposed personages, although it may
not be so rapid and thorough on the former as it is
on the latter. If these considerations be given a
prominent place in the mind's eye of the localities
they bear on, and a corresponding discussion of
them ensue, men of judgment will shortly have
their tastes less frequently and severely afflicted

;and there will be a less proportion of "ugly
scrubs

7
' to be made away with at some price, and

to eat that food which if bestowed on well-bred
animals would greatly increase the growth of
human food. Where agricultural societies can be
brought to bear on these considerations, the

10
li

7

7
H

9
I

10

As regards the seedsman's samples in I

Tables 2 and 3, we are quite unable to give ew

details of their history, but we have rema
believe that the stock whence they were tafc

was purchased in the ordinary course of busiset

from different " "Wholesale Houses," as, thoajl

the tradesman whence the samples came combia

the business of u Nurseryman" with that i

Seedsman, we happen to know that he is no!

grower of seeds, at least of Turnip seeds. Ii

average then of 18 samples of Turnip aud Sweda

from this source is that 28 per cent, are m

'

germinating seeds.

The next samples are from people in a^
way of business, who are not meTentfSea,^

to whom we must accord all the immw&»
Trade as Seed-growers, Wholesale and»w
Merchants, &c.

Before giving the Tables with the resulted

regards these samples, it is necessary to ***

that they were not Rent to us direct, buUete*

warded through a farmer to whom they werew

in the ordinary small packet samples

AVe would further remark that as

germinate took so few days aboutit, wW

ti a ,

average of six days, whilst those of Table 1^
£.2 seeds partly of 1859 and partly of 1860 oc^J

1 1 nine days, and those of Table 2, whose date*

is
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all thatwo"

encourage care in selecting and retaining animals
that possess a good-shaped frame and a fine quality

70°
e house was kept at between

and the greater part of the seeds
60° and

of touch. TieTea°son
FI 'ThZTlrZ q™"7 TV* in four da7» ;

"

the n™bers for th« <^ys
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Table IV.—Germination of Ten Samtlw of Trtf*.

Fakmlrs are at this moment recommended
on all hands to give their orders for Turnip seed
without delay, as from the unprecedented season

that would germinate came up.
Now this Table is not a little instructive, as

showing that samples of Turnip seed can he got
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direct attention to the following interesting facts :^
In order to make what will follow more clearwe shall start with the two following proposi-

tions :

—
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lstly. That genuine new Turnip seed, both
common and Swedish, should be capable of germi-
natmg to the extent of at least 90 per cent.

2ndly. That Turnip seed, both common and
Swedish as delivered to the farmer, is "generally
incapable of germinating to the extent of from 25
to 30 per cent.

We have long been fully satisfied of the truth
ot these propositions by an experience which wenow proceed to describe.
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being from 20 to 30 per cent, of non-germinating

geeds for the last 20 samples.

Ifwe compare No. 5, Table II., with No. 4, Table

IV., we see a difference in the Orange Jelly

Turnip ; in the former little more than half

oame up, in the latter every seed. This is of

importance as showing what genuine seed may be,

the latter being doubtless as unmixed as the

former was mixed.
Now, as regards this charge of mixing we are

not going to make it without some evidence.

In looking over the Tables we have now given, it

will be seen that genuine seed has but a small per-

centage of non-germinating seeds, say from 5 to

10 per cent., but not only the examples herein
referred to, but hosts of separate ones which have
fallen under our notice, show a general amount of

dead seeds of from 20 to 30 per cent. For these

figures compare Table 1 with Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.

In those of the first lot the samples were sent

direct to us from a seedsman, and their behaviour
| shows us clearly enough that good seeds are to be

btained, but the other Tables are as clear that

Irom some seedsmen at any rate they are not good
as actually sold.

That seeds are mixed we have then good internal

evidence, but we are also in possession of facts

more conclusive upon this important point, and we
shall hereafter endeavour to enlighten our readers

as to the art and mystery of Turnip seed adul-
teration.

Confining our remarks to Turnip seeds, we
assert that if farmers will try the germinating
powers from the bulk of the seeds which may this

year be sent to them, they will find pretty nearly
one-third to be rubbish. It is of no use to try

water) ; this had been fused with soda, but contained a
large quantity of sulphuret of sodium, and on adding a

little dilute acid abundance of sulphuretted hydrogen
was set free. I next weighed a portion of the black

brimstone, and submitted it gradually to a red heat ; but

instead of all flying away, as you show us it will,* from a

sheet of paper without scorching it, after being at a red

heat for some time a large black mass was left behind,

which on weighing I found to be 30 per cent, of the

whole. I examined this substance too and found it

nearly all sulphide of iron, and by adding a little weak
acid to it the same gas (sulphuretted hydrogen) was set

at liberty. Here then was to me a convincing proof

that this was the cause of the same smell in the beer.
*

The sulphur is of the crudest kind, apparently

made from common "iron pyrites," and it is

very probable that when Hops are dressed with this

substance so late as the month of September, as it came
out at the late trial they frequently had been
(though it was said by some that they did not

think it a good plan to dress so late), the sulphide

of iron in powder falls into the fruit or strobile

of the Hop, that it is not changed by any heat upon the

drying kiln, but that when put into the beer either

as dry Hops for " hopping," or used for brewing the
beer, after a time the iron becomes oxidised, setting

the sulphuretted hydrogen at liberty, and thus

causing loss and disappointment to the brewer. I must
i add that I also examined carefully the volatilisable

portion of this black brimstone, and found in it un-
mistakeable evidence of arsenic.

This was not surprising, as it is well known that
"iron pyrites" often contain a considerable quantity of
that substance. Here then I think is quite sufficient

reason why the brewers should object to buy Hops
treated with such a compound. No douot Professors

Taylor and Brande, when they stated that sulphur could
do .no harm, meant pure sulphur and not such an
impurity, but you state the pure sulphur does not

from samples, except in comparison with bulk, ariswer the Hop planters* purpose,* neither does the
and if ad the farmers of Great Britain did this impure answer the brewers' purpose, or the "public"
and would communicate the results, what an
extraordinary tale would be unfolded, more
especially if the evidence be completed by notes on
the purity or otherwise of the crop grown from such
seeds.

raflf

SULPHUR OX HOPS.
In your Journal of the 30th ult. there was an article

on the cultivation of Hops, especially in reference to
the practice of using sulphur, or " Sulphur vivum " to
the Vine when in a growing state for the purpose of
preventing mould. In that article it is stated that no
evil consequences would be at all likely to attend the
practice ; that the opposition to it on the part of the
brewers arises from ignorance and prejudice, and not
from well grounded causes. It is further stated that if
any sulphur did adhere to the Hops when gathered,
that it would be dissipated by the heat of the drying
kiln, and you quote from the evidence .of Professors
Taylor and Brande, as given at the trial, Bamverman
v. White and Wigan, in support of such argument.
As thisis an important question,involving the interests

of both the brewers and Hop growers, and as it is very
desirable that a right understanding should exist
between them (a good crop of good Hops being essential
to the prosperity of both), perhaps you will allow me
to offer a few facts that have come under my own
observations as a practical brewer, and also to state the
result of some experiments that I made in 1855, in
order to satisfy my own mind as to whether the
"dressing" of the Hops with sulphur vivum, so ex-
tensively practised in 1854, was really the cause of so
much beer being undrinkable in the season of 1854-5.
In the winter of that season very little was discovered
amiss in the brewings, but as the spring advanced,
and the second fermentation of the beer set in,

a most disagreeable smell was perceived in many
of the different brewings and letters were received
from several brewers stating the same of their beer;
the customers too began to complain, and a great deal
was returned as not fit to drink. It was soon found
that the bad smell in the beer arose from the
liberation of sulphuretted hydrogen, or what is
sometimes called •' rotten egg gas," whatever the
cause might be that led to it. From inquiry we
were informed that the Hopplanters had been "dressing"
their Hops in the field for the mould. I at once
got a friend in Kent to procure for me some samples of
the Hops so dressed, and any, if he could find them, thathad not been so treated; he also sent me some of the
so called "sulphur vivum," some in powder as "black
brimstone," and some in solution. I tried the Hops in
different ways, partly by putting a few of them dry into
good beer that had no smell, and in every instance
where the sulphured Hops were;used, the same abomina-
te smell presented itself after a short time TheHops themselves could not be distinguished by the
ordinary test of « rubbing down," but on putting a few

hvdrn!n '? \ beaker *nd P°*™g a little dilute
njOrochlonc acid upon them, the same smell at once^me very perceptible, and lead paper was darkened
°y holding it at the top of the beaker.

I afterwards examined the "stuff" that had beenapplied to the Hops. The « solution" I found to be thecommon black brimstone held in solution by an alkaliW sulphur is fused with an alkali it becomee whib e n

either, who have to drink the beer. The German
Government is no doubt right in prohibiting such
practice, and the German Hop planters have this year
found the advantage of it, as their Hops have been

free grower, and ripens early, which is a great advantage in &
wet season.
The Potato Oats are also much sown, is short in the straw

when grown on land in an ordinary condition, and possesses
this advantage, that it can be early cut, and allowed to ripen
in the stock, and being also an early kind is a most importaut
object in cold wet seasons.

3d. The relative Productiveness of different sorts of
Grain in ordinary seasons.

The Giant Wheat is stated to be the most prolific kind ever

grown in this country ; but as it is not yet generally known in
this district, much cannot be said until it is fairly tested. It is

being tried this year, as most Wheat growers have obtained a
quantity of seed for the purpose of sowing a few acres as a
trial.

In an experiment made two years ago by Mr. James Smith,
tenant of Gray Farm, near Dundee, with six different kinds of

Wheat, sown on land equal as regards quality of soil and the
treatment it received, being all heavily manured, 2 acres were
set apart for each variety, and they turned out as regards
productiveness, as follows :

—

1st. Hunter Wheat ; turned out best.

2d. Fen ton Wheat )

3d. Golden Drop > all three equal.

4th. Kcssingland J

5th. Matchless ; was third in the competition.
0th. Hopetoun ; was the least productive.
Mr. Smith remarks that he considers that Matchless might

have perhaps been first in the competition had the ground on
which it was sown been less heavily manured, as it looked by
far the most likely to turn out the best crop for a long period,
but it was all lodged before ripe, while the others stood up.
The portion sown with Matchless was quite observable all the
winter from its greenness and vigorousness, and the crop he
reaped of it the following year turned out a very superior one.
Kcssingland is not in much favour in this district, being a
strong grower and a very coarse variety, and rather late.

Uh. The Difficulties of the Hay Harvest oflWQ.
It was found in this district that those who were enabled to

cut early in the season suffered much less than those who were
later in the season in commencing operations. The lateness of
the hay harvest last season, and consequently its attending
difficulties, were a good deal owing to- the scarcity of fodder
and root crops for winter and spring keep in winter of 1859,
causing the necessity of turning out the stock early on the
young Grass intended for hay, and thereby retarding its growth
several weeks later than otherwise it would have been ; it

thence had to contend against the heavy rains which set in in
July. The above practice in ordinary seasons of depasturinj
the young Grass intended for hay too long in the spring an
beginning of summer has a tendency to render the hay harvest
much later, and is often attended with injurious consequences
as to the getting the hay crop secured in the best season.
Another circumstance this past year occurred, having the

effect of less attention being bestowed in getting the hay crop
cut and secured in proper time : viz., in consequence of the

l^nn^n^^nK Iu—

*

4- ~ 1- i 007 4. c Turnip crop coming so very fast forward for thinning thebought by the large brevvers at as high as 28/. per cvvt. tree farm Wds could not be spared away to attend to the hay
in England, while the English Hops have been totally

neglected at half the money. John Matthews. [See
memorandum in page 342. Mr. Matthews is mistaken
in both of the assertions marked thus * "].

THE LESSONS OP 18G0.

The following notes are herein set down in the
order of a series of questions received from you, and it

is to be understood, that wherever the word this

district is referred to, it implies the •' Braes and Carse
of Gowrie," "District around Dundee," and Strathmore
in general.

1st. The Use of the Reaping Machine in order to

rapid Harvsst W orb.
The reaping machine was found of little value this season in

this district, owing to the grain crops being so much laid,

warped, and twisted in contrary ways, and consequently the
sickle was the implement most generally employed last har-
vest, there being plenty of hands to be procured, in conse-
quence of the grain being late in ripening. However, I under-
stand from Mr. Bell, of Inchmichael (of Bell's Reaper), that he
cut the whole of his grain crops this season with the reaping
machine, inclusive of headrigs, corners, <fcc., and that at the
rate of 5s. 6d. per acre, including binding and stooking. The
cost for same operations on several farms, held by acquaint-
ances of mine in same district of county, having ranged from
12v. 6d. to 13*. 3d. per acre.

Mr. Bell's harvest, however, was like most others, not a
short one, having extended over a period of about five weeks,
in consequence of the crops being so backward in coming
forward.

2d, The ability of particular sorts of grain to cope
with wet seasons.

Fenton Wheat, being a short strawed sort, is generally sown
on ground where a rather heavy crop is expected, and where
the land may bo in fine order with a risk of the crop lodging.
It has been in reputation for some years in the Carse of
Gowrie, in| consequence of its having been found to be freer
from the ravages of the fly, as well as less apt to lodge.
In consequence of the wet autumn comparatively little

Wheat was. got sown in the Carse as well as in Strathmore
and other districts, and I find that Matchless, a spring Wheat
also a White Wheat, is what is generally being sown this
spring. Last year's crop of it having turned out well, was of
good quality and turned out a good sample, and was found to be
8 or 10 days earlier than most other kinds. It is a free growing
Wheat, and does with less manure than most other varieties
and accommodates itself to both heavy soils and those of a
lighter description.
This spring, when so much Wheat has to be put in, it has

been suggested by several experienced cultivators of Wheat,
and is being carried out generally, that it is preferable to use
for seed for spring sowing Wheat that has the season before
been sown as a spring Wheat, from its being earlier and coming
faster forward, and consequently gettiug earlier cut.
The Giant Wheat is a new variety which a great many

farmers have sown a portion of this year by way of experiment.
It is a Red Wheat and understood to be very prolific ; the
price being paid for seed is 100*. per quarter and upwards.
Of the varieties of Barley generally sown in the Carse of

Gowrie and Strathmore districts, Chevalier is found..to be less
liable to lodge than many other kinds, and this is considered
of immense importance for the young Grass, Barley being
generally the crop with which the Grass seeds are sown.
"The Annat Barley" is also found to stand wet weather

pretty well ; but there appears to be less of this kind sown in
this district than formerly.
The Sandy Oats is extensively grown in this district, and

being stiff in the straw is not liable to be laid in wet seasons,
which has been amply verified in the past harvest of 1SG0. It
answers well for sowing in clay soils, but particularly on soft
mossy soils where crops are apt to lodge. This Oat is also a

harvest.

5. The Value of the different sorts of Hoot Crops.

From the great deficiency of root crops in Scotland during
the winter of 1859 and spring of 1860, a great quantity of
Mangel Wurzel was obtained from the South of England, and
seeing such splendid roots induced the most of our farmers to
grow a few acres last season (I860), but the season proving so
wet and having so little sunshine, it has in general turned out
a very poor crop, if not a failure. The greater part were how-
ever taken up and stored before the frost set in ; but on
several farms where this was not done they may be said to be
almost lost. A few took the precaution to have them furred up,
which has been the means of protecting them somewhat. I
examined a portion of a field a few days ago on one of the best
farms in Perthshire, the rent -it. per acre, where the crop has
been allowed to stand without any protection, and found that
only the very smallest of the roots, which are mostly all below
the surface, are fresh, and all the others which have obtained
any size are nearly quite useless for some inches at least, and
comparatively few will be found fitted for cattle food. The
Red variety, as they grow deeper into the soil, have certainly
suffered less than other varieties which extend more above
ground. But even those that were saved from the frost and
grown under the most favourable circumstances are far below
the Turnips as a remunerative crop ; perhaps 20 tons per acre
have been the weightiest crop grown in this district, but about
15 tons may be said to have been the general average per acre.
Pigs seem to be very fond of frosted Mangel Wurzel, and thrive
most remarkably upon them ; the Long Red and Long Yellow
have in general turned out a more bulky crop than the Round
or Yellow Globe. On the other hand the Mangel raised in
this district in 1859 may be said to have been attended with
pretty good success, and where stored came in very well for
spring food, the Swedes having been greatly destroyed that
season by the frost.

The Turnip Crop of 1S60 in general has been an excellent
one, and a less expensive crop to raise than the .Mangel, and
may be held as having turned out twice the weight per acre
of the latter.

Amorig the Swedes, Skirving's Purple Top may be held as
having yielded the bulkiest crop this season. It is grown
pretty extensively in this district, is a fine grower and comes
irly to maturity, but as it grows much out of the ground it is

liable to be damaged by the frost, and is well suited for beinj
stored. It has been found that the seed derived from Englan<
produces a finer Turnip than that raised in Scotland.
The Common Purple Top grows more into the ground, and

is, therefore, less apt to be damaered, but is found not to
yield so bulky a crop.
Waugh's Purple Top, a new variety introduced into this

district last year from seed obtained from East Lothian, is a
fine formed Globe Turnip, grows well down into the soil,
therefore less liable to be injured by the frost, has given much
satisfaction this year, and shown itself to be a free grower,
and to yield a bulky crop.
Amongst the Yellows I find that the Aberdeen Green Top

Bullock has given the most satisfaction this season, being the
most hardy variety, it has proved itself to be able to with-
stand the frost much better than any variety of Swedes, but
it is of the utmost importance to obtain seed grown from the
true variety, there being several varieties in the trade sold as
such, the true original sort being of a very hardy nature and
growing pretty deep into the land.

Fosterton Yellow is found to grow a weightier crop than the
above, but does not stand the winter so well.
Purple Top Yellow also grows a heavy crop, but is not very

hardy, at least such is found to be the case this season.

Of the White Turnip the Pomeranian Globe is held in high
estimation, grows to a large size, and is a very suitable Turnip
or autumn use.

The Greystone, a new variety, has been extensively grown
in this district for the two last seasons, is considered to be a
coarser Turnip than the White Globe, grows to a great size,

and adapts itself to the poorest of soils, and is even said by
some to be the best early Turnip we have.
But the whole of the Turnip crop has been more than an

average crop this season, and grew very much during the
autumnal season, which was so mild. The Mangel also m de
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much damaged, and no
great program uimiig tti.it | en.vi , indeed it iu»y be ».na mm"
our root crops increased fully one-half in bulk during that t*tD6.

Potatoes.—The White Kock Potato was brought from Ireland

to Cupar-in-Fife, and seven or eight years ago introduced into

this district by Mr. Paterson, Fruiterer and Potato merchant,
Dundee. It is the Litest Potato we have, and yields the

heaviest crop. It has, however, so much improved since

grown in this district, that it can now be ueed at any time

throughout the year. Mr. Pater-son, who is the most exten-

sive purchaser of Potatoes in this district, tells me that the

greatest yield he has found this season has been 87 .

r»-cwt. bolls

per imperial acre, all marketable stuff, besides six bolls of 6eed

or middlings.
The Orknev Red is a late Potato much grown in the district

but more particularly in Fifeshire, and the yield is about equal

to the White Rock hi that county.
The Regents are now considered the most useful kinds of

Potato we have in this district. There are several varieties of

them. Walker's Early is the most extensively planted, yields

a large crop, and is of fine quality, and is the best early Potato

we have : it can he used down to the month of July. The yield

may be held as from 24 to 32 5-cwt. bolls per imperial acre.

The Green Shaw Hen Nest is a late Regent, and has been
the standard ever since its introduction, but is likely to be
superseded this year lStfl by Walker's Early.

The best Regent Potatoes for early use are the Dalmohoy
and .Ash Leaf Early, both for their productiveness as well as

for coming early forwaid.
The Fluke requires a finer climato than generally to be

found in Scotland, but where it can be successfully grown in

Scotland, it gives a great yield and brings a greater price in

the London market than any other kind of Potato.

The price of Potatoes in Scotland has ranged this year from
'. to bl. per ton ; they were sold from 161. in the early part of

the season to 301. per acre later in the season, and there has
been little or no disease, and they have in general kept well in

the pits.

6th. Modes of Cultivation adopted to the difficult

circumstances of the past season.

There were generally no great difficulties that presented
themselves as to cultivation either in this district or through-
out Scotland in general last season, with the exception of
securing the grain crops where late, and in late districts, the
ungenial weather for raising Mangels, and in seme cases as to
the hay harvest, as before explained. It perhaps may be
said that the best modes of cultivation for wet ungenial seasons
like the past, are eood farming, and to have the land in the
best possible condition, so that the crops may come as fast
forward as possible, and in that case be sooner ready for
harvesting, and thereby have more chances of getting them
secured early in the season.
But it would appear that we had not nearly the same

difficulties to encounter owing to wet weather as seems to have
been the case in the southern counties of England, the rain
fall being much less with us in this district. However a great
deal of our crops were put into the stackyards in ver\' bad
order, and in not a few instances the stacks had to be turned
over to prevent heating ; also many tenants have had to resort
to having their grain dried on kilns, it order to have it in a fit
state for the market. Engine ashes are what is often employed
for this process

; it whitens the grain and makes a good looking
sample. The cost is about 1*. 6d. per quarter, besides causing
a very considerable inleak in the quantity thus dried. In some
late districts instead of resorting to the usual method of round
ricks several farmers have had large wooden treasels or frames
erected, 12 to 15 feet high, having longitudiual bearers at every
Z or 4 feet ai>art supporting open " bosses* to allow of a good
circulation of air through them. This plan has been found to
answer admirably and prevent heating, even when the grain
was carried in in very bad oider, and would otherwise have
been lost.

In reference to this query a practical farmer says that taking
two farms, equal in soil, subsoil, climate, exposure, <fcc &c
the one being in good order, and the other in inferior order'
the latter will always be found the most wet, thence following
the many drawbacks in rainy seasons ; a reason assigned for
this being that the farm that is in good order and rich in
manure possessed most worms, and worms being the very
best of drainers, as when the upper soil is dry they go down
for moisture, thus making holes, which when rain falls act as
so many draining tubes, carrying off the water ; while on thefarm m inferior condition, where the worms are few in number
or awanting altogether, the water lodges on the surface or
stagnates in the upper soil.

7. Expedients used last year to economise the smart
store of Cattle Food.
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young cattle for some weeks on the cuttings of Ivy and a sn^lisupply of straw, and the cattle which I sawdeemed to th?Wevery well upon their fare. He obtained the Ivy which was lit
531°^L°l^^AJ«fety,by clipping it^taTf? and

£g£?$B2: amount
rt

tiT
r

[Tnis was written some

This "JKLd of furring up is highly worthy of'*£*™

as with a double boarded plough a K^f^^^ort^d

for want of Turnip.
*i,~ TWnina aw*

Of course this cannot be resorted to where the Turnip*sare

intended to be eaten on the ground with sheep,.nor
^

where

intended to be early stored, and the ground cleared for Wheat

sowing. &c but such a quantity may be furred up asim# he

calculated will be required from the.time we may expect
,

fresh

weather in spring until the cattle are turned out on the Grass

As the Turnips thus treated are not easily obtained during tue

time of frost, a portion at least may always be stored, ana a

portion rendered safe by the furring up method
.^

As to the economising of food I have to mention that 1 saw,

a few days ago, on the farm of Gray, near Dundee.^a farm ot

300 Acres possessed by Mr. James Smith, who has ib head of

cattle at present in his byres and courts, 40 of these being

Dairy cows, a very neat steaming or rather boiling apparatus

in operation for the purpose of economising of cattle food.

The apparatus consists of a large wooden box made of 1-inch

deal for containing the cut Turnips and chaff, 9 feet long,

and 3 feet 4 inches deep, and 4 feet in breadth, having a
division across the centre, and false bottom pierced with holes

raised about 4 inches above the true bottom, thus leaving an
empty space. The steam-pipes, three in number, which
are of copper, 1£ inch in diameter, descend through
each box through the false bottom, and there the steam
escapes by four vertical slits in each, which allows of

the steam to spread in all directions, and find its way up
through the holes in the false bottom amongst the chaff

and Turnips, the cover on top being quite tight ; the contents

are thus prepared in a few hours. He generally steams twice

a week, doing two boxfulls at a time, or about 240 cubic feet,

and that is served out generally to the cows which are yielding

milk, and his young cattle ; the mixture for the former being

in German soil, to form there an
still in embryo, may be expected to beco <N
a mighty promoter of German Aericni r ..L .

idea

princ

of a German Agricultural Society bJ?
6,

'

iples to that of the Royal Agricultural v'
England had been conceived, as already menf J*
length of time : it lias been confirmed a
new impulse by several spirited German *& J.
who, travelling and visiting foreign countries

1

Great Britain, have convinced themselvM^
enormous good which such societies do by

tli
' :

tions, meetings and discussions, &c. ThoJ^
men, seeing the necessity of no longer lae^f?
other countries, resolved, at first at soq« •

in England, and afterwards at Heidelb&» ?jj['

no longer in calling into life such aj^« •

whole of Germany. The principal aia^i' *
the new Society is to promote the generalkm?

°*

of German Agriculture by means of showjtftayf '.

produce and machinery, by occasional m^ ^jj
discussions of the members on the most intSLS

'

useful points of the day, and by any other m^J?
might serve that purpose. The leading gentW
the new Society are mostly from Saxony and Prati

6ome few from Austria, Bavaria, Hanover andw2
berg, &c. The most prominent of them isB^
Nathusius of Hundisburg (Prussia), who is i W
proprietor and distinguished farmer, well known I

breeding of Short-horns and Southdowns, not ot

Germany, but perhaps also in some parts of*
country. That gentleman with some others tookA}
of the working out of the rules and regulations of |

Society. Those rules, or the fundamental law ("Gt»

Gesetz" as we call it) of the German Agriciii

Society contains 35 paragraphs. J give you onhi

better, having along with the chaff cut Oats, Bailey, light extract of its most essential points

:

Wheat, and meal. The whole apparatus costs only about 20/.,
j

Home Correspondence.
Consumption of Moot Crops.—T take the liberty of

forwarding my views upon what I consider the great

error of the British farmer relative to the consumption

of root-crops for oxen and pigs. Farmers, both ancient

and modern, are all agreed when a field of roots has to

be consumed by sheep that to use them on the land

whenever practicable is the very best plan, but if the

field of roots has to be consumed by oxen or pigs, it is

always the practice to remove such roots to farm build-
ings at great expense, and often a mile or so distant.
It often happens that the manure made from the roots
is wanted where they have grown, or in an adjacent
field ; carting both ways, with an enormous loss of iiquid,
or applying such liquid at a cost equal to its value,
renders such a practice to my mind anything bat eco-
nomical. I am not aware that the fold principle has
ever been fairly tried for oxen and pigs. I tried it for
the latter on a small scale, and found it answer well.
For foul Wheat stubble the practice of housing cattle
upon the land must answer admirably ; the roots being
often grown in an adjacent field would be easily
removed to the stubble, and the stubble would be
trodden in together with all the noxious weeds and
knot Grass, which would be killed by this severe treading.
If the land is clean and the treading objected to, cut
litter may be used from straw which has not been
removed from the field, the threshing being often done
in the field. /. H.
Farm Roads.—As improvements are made in the

cultivation of the soil, we may reasonably calculate
upon a great increase in corn, roots, hay and straw, and
consequently much more stock will be kept ; there will
be also a proportionate increase in the quantity of
manure manufactured on the farm, which will have the
effect of increasing the horse labour, and that being a
consideration of great importance, we shall do well to
consider in what way we can best make cur arrange-
ments, so as to diminish as much as possible this
expense. In the first place it is of great importance to
have good sound roads constructed through the centre
of the farm, so that the produce can be carted home
at any time when most convenient to do so. But to
diminish horse labour as much as possible, the corn
should be stacked and threshed by the side of the farm
road, and a portion of the hay and roots should also be

be

§ I. As a German Agricultural Society the associationkrand I hear of others who intend to adopt the same means for i¥ *X.~l +„f,,Z.,^ZnZi/w'.7 T
economising their cattle food.

lte obJect to further aud imProve G*™«* AgrtcuUm.

—Hugh Robertson, Dundee.
§ II. The means by which this object is to be attain*

the following.
1. Exhibitions or shows of Agricultural prowa

machinery (especially of cattle), which are to be held**

sively in the larger cities of the German confederation.

2. The offer of prizes for scientific or technicalw
relating to agriculture.

3. Discussions on special agricultural topics, at thee

ordinary meetings of the Society.

4. The publication of a journal or periodical.

§ III. The necessary funds of the Society shall be rait

by the contributions of the meroben ; 2, by the receipts

exhibitions ; 3, by the receipts of the Journal; 4, \

interest of the funds of the Society ; 5, by donations audi

receipts.

§ XVI. The committee (council) consists of those or*J

members who have been elected to it for tbe duratan**

years. . j

§ XXV. The presidency consists of 3 oniia^f»«7*

the Society, who are to be elected by the eonmu»»«"

duration of five years. Their office is honour*. ,

§ XXVII. The presidency elects a chairmatt^ot^w
who presides at meetings. „

Those are the principal points of the to^
law of the German Agricultural Society. ^

general meeting of the Society took place on M«u

in the hall of the Karthause at Erfurt, intlien*

province of Saxony. The meeting at Ertun

?J
a particularly numerous one ; according to a

reporter there were only about 70 members P
The chairs were occupied by the provisionalm
Von Nathusius, Hundisburg (Prussin), von?

Stallburg (Austria), and Von Viethanun*
I

J

Austria had sent only one besides "}
e

,

c

^
Prussia was represented satisfactorily only I

ginns; the best represented were theMPr

Saxony, Hesse, and Weimar. Of PronfXr#

near to where it is wanted for the future crops; there-

tthiB^SS. * g00d eXteut 0I these c~ 1* ^y
But in reference to the past season, or winter of 1S60 •— , , - * j -«« ^uts BUOU io~™*astarswac iz I£A*c*Lt=zst»- *•—
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fore the stack yard should be formed by the side of the
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l 'ere a,S0 that the dwellings for
the labourers should be constructed, together with
su.table bmld.ngs and yards for the accommodation for
stock; water can be supplied by drainage or from the
roofs of the nuildings. E. Zamleu. P^„JJl 11^
Oxted, Surrey.
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Foreign Correspondence,
Stuttgart : April 9th.— The German aL- u 7

Society held its ft meeting at feftTS'S
The German Agricnltural Society (der

^Ck^b
?
u-Ges

?
llsch

i
,ft

) was at length

besides those mentioned already I may tam

Count Otto Solms, Laubach ; Prince Nicolan»°.

Minister Von Watzdorf from Weimar, mj.

from Dresden, Count Schlieffen from *»

Mr. Kirchner, from Hanover, acted as
;

&eat^

Herrvon Nathusius presided at the disc*

much spirit and ability. The fandam«.w

the exception of a few insignificant alto*

accepted, and laid before the Society.

determinations, namely, to allow foreign cwi

our German Exhibitions, met, as you m»)
•

with some opposition, especially by tliose

the German implement trade. Those gt^
were against foreign (especially EngHs»A ^
alleged that the Society, bearing the i

^

Agricultural Society/' should restrict n*
jt

clusively to German competition at its mi
h

by not doing so the Society would lose

nationality. One of the principal opp

particularly finds fault with the ^J**
mentioned above, which speaks of

f*?"*
,$ &

produce and machinery in genera^
ins\hat bvt*

German produce, &c. exclusively),.

tliinw
^^

bearance or " tame cosmopolitanism , ^rfj
German Agricultural Society would run^ ^f

Maicb.
deutschen
instituted at the 21st meeting of German" a ^ if ??

— «««, we portion that h»rt k—V"" V
stricts occurring- in

I

foundation stonesdo not originallycome from Germ.»r.v--- Basra'sssa-sassa
ISs 5StV'irSds«-

=

laughed at by foreign societies, in *» ^0
would never allow free competition, nv ^ w

to German cattle and machinery. ^dbtj
point is a point of much interest, ana .

-

obliged to you if you would give me g
u

,*«/

this matter. [Any one is at hbertjOo c^^
prizes offered by the English *#»£& &%
i^y the increasing importation ot* ^^t^
and cattle to Germany, by the

;
r
J*

P " „>ual^
the improved breeding of the latter

gore,

be
#

petition of both countries can, J^* drant«g*J^(
harm ; on the contrary, it will i*^ t0

U»7-«i wr several uarin ; on the contrary, ™ "— ..j-ijy
established themselves 1 beneficial to both countries,

especu j
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which wants still so much improvement in the breeding

of cattle Not to much was said against the compe-

tition of British cattle, as against that of English

machinery, which of course threatens to undermine a

little the* interest of the German implement maker

However, I am convinced that this competition of

English machinery will by and by, if not in the

beginning, be beneficial even to our own implement

makers, in so far at least as the English exhibitors will

give good and excellent pattern?. Most, however,

sre for free competition, and at the end of the

debate the majority not only voted for the competition

of British exhibitors, but entirely agreed that the more
Great Britain competes and takes part at our shows
the better it will be for the whole of Germany's agri-

culture. Thus you see that the German Agricultural

Society, whose founders and leaders are mostly well

acquaint with English agriculture, far from suppress-

ing British competition, desires to have it, and is

anxious to transplant and propagate on German soil

as much as possible those elements and principles of

British husbandry which have brought the agriculture
of your own country to such a high and flourishing

pitch. The first Exhibition of the new Society will be
held if i>ossible some day this summer, probably in

Frankfort-on-the- Maine. As Chairmen, Von Nathusius,
Hundisburq; Von Kiese, Stallburg; and Von Kabenau,
'hollar, wer»> elected. Much depends upon the wisdom,
energy, and influence of those gentlemen to give to

the young Society that leadership which it wants so

much for a successful and prosperous existence. The
Council was formed in the meantime by those members
of the Society who were present at the time in Erfurt.

The election of a permanent Secretary, the editor of a

periodical, has been put off for the moment. The
subscription to the new Society has not been very
great yet ; thus Austria counted only 8 members, and
some of the smaller states none at all. However let us
not despair, sometimes the weakest seed-corn gives us
a powerful tree. The former has been sown ; whether
it has fallen upon a good and fertile ground we don't
know yet, the future will tell us. But not all depends
D the seed-corn. A careful and rational cultivation

is also required for its free development and growing
prosperity. That the latter may be bestowed on the
young Society is my most earnest wish, and hoping
that also in your own country it will rind some true
friends, I am, yours, /. R.

octrttcg*
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

At a Wkekly Council on the 17th April, Sir John
V. B. Johnstone, lUrt., M.P., in the chair, Professor
"Simonds

. ivered the following lecture on the Nature
an

:
i . i uses of the Disease known as the Rot of Sheep.8m John,-The subject to which I have to direct the atten-

tion oi the meeting this morning is one which possesses aconsiderable amount of interest, in consequence of the great
P
rL?«v
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" Particular time, and the
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h W °?mmonly designated byTEe tena rot socalled probably trom the circumstance that we find in til pro?*nM* of the affection that the system of the animal arrives at aedition which is unfavourable to the continuance of the
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also known by other names in different parts of the country,
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h itS ~^ology. It is known, forSft by
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ame of ',bane" in the eastern parts of
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b*?,y from the ^nefnl effects which attend themalady It is also occasionally called " coathe," a term which•eem> m part to describe, if not the nature of th« affection,

S?^^mp*

tOIM Which attend its P™*"** It is somewhat
S5S raf t°? many of tbe8c local terma e'^en toSon

f
8;

,

but I nave .been enabled. I think, satisfac-
torily to trace the origin of this term "coathe" Itapi -s to come from the old Saxon word "cothe " wh ch

%E22S%*%?T f:dnt
iJV?

d
f*

is ^ll known that animals
-jflected with rot are exceedingly weak and debilitated, andsometimes so exhausted as to be liable to faint or swoon. Istall not intrude upon the meeting to any extent with Wardto these names, but it will be neeeesary for me t* refer f^a
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to ^t new t, us at all, nor in fact can it be said

to ba now to early investigators. We find the earliest
J

writers upon the disc s of r. it tie aad dm p making
mention of the destruction which arises from time to
time from rot

f and they 8j>eak of a variety of causes in
operation to produce this state of the animal organism. And
not only is it n* it new in this country, but the same remark
will apply to foreign countries, and I think it would not be
going too far to say that there is no part of the globe where
sheep have been domesticated in which we do not find this

disease more or less prevailing. It belongs to no clime and to
no country. This is a matter of some importance, because if

the assertion be true we shall see that all those supposed local

causes in this country to which the malady is by many per-
sons attributed, cannot possibly have reference to other coun-
tries. For example, some persons speak of the deleterious
effects of certain Grasses, such as the Carnation Grass.
Now the Carnation Grass does not, so far as I know,
belong to Egypt or to Australia, or to some other parts
of the world where this disease is met with ; and
this shows us, were there no other proofs, thit we
arc not right In looking for any one special cause of this

affection, in regard, at any rate, to the kind of provender
upon which the animals may be feeding. It will perhaps be
unnecessary for me to allude to the great losses which iu all

»untries from time to time have resulted from outbreaks of
this affection. In Egypt the losses a/e very considerable, and
they are always found to attend upon the too early passing of
she*p uj>on those districts that are overflowed by the Nile:
hence some individuals hurt tUpDOMd that there iprfaff up
upon hoiU of that kind plants which are injurious to sheep
and produce this affection. But in t His country also we have
had serious outbreaks of the malady. Perhaps the greatest
outbreak that ever occurred in England, or at anv rate the one
respecting which wo have the most authentic information, is

that which took place in 18*0, in which it was supposed that
we lost not fewer than two millions of sheep ; and the result
was that an inquiry then going on in the House of Commons
with regard to the depressing causes of agriculture, branched
out into an investigation of those losses as to which
statements were made before a committee of the House.
I believe the Government fully ascertained that in the follow-
ing year the supply of sheep to our metropolitan markets was
diminished by 5000—a circumstance that will help to show us
to what an extent wo have suffered In this country when these
great outbreaks have taken place. From l*;;o to the present
time we have also had periodical outbreaks which have been
more or less destructive, but none of them perhaps since that
period have been so destructive as the present one. Speaking
generally, I think I am right in saying that nearly all the
southern parts of England, together with some of the eastern,
and particularly the western parts, are at this time affected
with this disease, and there have been some thousand* of
animals that have had to be disposed of at a very small cost,
while others that have not been sold in the early stages of the
affection have died by hundreds. I am acquainted with in-
stances in my own neighbourhood, on the verge of London,
where the h^^os have amounted to 600 and Too sheep in a fl..ck.
I am now speaking more particularly of Welsh sheep, the
ewes having been purchased and brought into the
district for breeding purposes. Some persons iudfeed have
scarcely a sheep lea. One person in particular who buys 800
or 900 of these sheep has, I believe, not more than 40 or 50 now
alive. In Sussex and in many parts of Surrey similar losses of
sheep of far greater value have taken place. In the neighbour-
hood of Eastbourne some persons have lost as many as 500 and
600 breeding ewea of considerable value as Southdown sheep,

j
«««««««« ww uiu natural History or tneso creatures I may

I heso facts will show that the disease is not only very exten- «»y *h»t aftw a certain length of time they lead to an ansemiated
sive, but that all kinds of sheep, from the most inferior to the : condition of the entire organism. They not onlv feed unon th<*
superior, are equally affected with the malady. bile which is produced, but they alter the structure of thoHaving made these preliminary observations, I must Uv®r by £•«[ Presence, just as we find with entozoa in other
pass <« to speak of the nature of the disease, and to

|
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hath a leaf* Oil both aides the etalke like unto a i>enie thick
an 1 round, and without floure, yet come doe aaie it heareth ayealow floure. which will (as they say)kil sheepe if they eat it
Alsoe all manner of Gr.is>e that landnoods doe overrun hefore
a raine is not good lor sheepe."
Coming down to later times, we have had a theory which

certainly ought not to oe rejected without due consideration.
It is founded entirely upon tue existence of the fact that in this
disease wo have certain entozoa, to which I shall allude more
lully, that are inhabiting the biliary ducts of the liver. Theee
entozoa produce a number of eggs ; these eggs pass out of the
liver into the intestines, and are consequently expelled with
the feculent matter of the sheep, in countless myriads
it may b^ said. Some time ago a Mr. King (I do not
know whether he had a medical education) wrote a
series of papers in the Bath Society's Journal, in which ho
pr-pouuded the theory that the rot of sheep was due to this
circumstance : that healthy sheep, if put upon pasture grounds
where these eggs exist upon the soil, receive them into their
organisms ; that the egpr produces tho fluke and that the fluke
would consequently find its proper habitat—that it would seek
out instinctively the biliary ducts of the liver, where it would
locate itself and grow to perfection. This theory of the simple
introduction of fluke eggs certainly did seem to have common
sense for its foundation ; but it was found, after a certain
length of time, that there was little or no truth even in it

;

that the ova. for instance, of fluke eggs did not immediately
produce flukes. Some 10 years ago I put this to the test of
positive experiment. I collected a great number of the eggs
of the fluke—far more than it would be possible for a sheep to
receive into its stomach in the course even of a summer's
grazing. I took not less than a tea-spoonful of them,
and it would be scarcely possible for you to count tho
number in a single drop of the water in which they
are placed under the field of the microscope ; and these, to the
number of millions, I conveyed into the system of a sheep
which I kept six months, and then had it destroyed. On
examining its liver and other organs I found that there were
no entozoa at all in the biliary ducts. In reality there was
not a single fluke produced from those millions of eggs so car-
ried into the system of the sheep. This negative result was
exceedingly valuable, and I may further remark that it fully
confirms similar experiments carried out in Germany. Ger-
lach.whois connected with the Berlin school, I believe, has
had recourse to experiments of the same kind, and invariably
with the same result, showing that the ova of the flukes, if
earned into the system of the sheep, will not generate or de-
velop themselves into flukes. We find then, that all these
theories have been mere or less at fault, and it is only within,
comparatively speaking, a very short space of time, that we
have approximated to anything like one which will explain the
pathology of the disea>o.
You \m11 remember that I stated I was anxious to confinemy remarks entirely to the malady in which wo have certain
itozoa within the biliary ducts. In the diagram before vou

you have a representation of one of these creatures. It is
called the Distoma hepaticum, and is so designated in conse-
quence of its having apparently two mouths or sucking discs-
one placed at the anterior part of the body, which maybe
truly regarded as a mouth ; and the other placed at a short
distance below the neck, just where it terminates in the body
The animal, as I have said, inhabits the biliary ducts of the
liver (which you have represented in the diagram) ; and if we
s it up these ducts in any case of this kind we shall find that
they are filled more or less to repletion with these distoma
Betore going into the natural history of these creatures I may

show what have been supposed to be the causes in
operation to produce it.

We have had a great number of theories a? to the
cause of the affection, but they have been more or. less
wide of the true cause, some however having approxi-
mated to it. For example, in Mr. Youatt's very
ex«»U«n« work—a work which I may say ought to be in the
hands of every farmer—there is a very lengthened article upon
rot, not only giving his own experience upon the matter but
culling from nearly all the writers who have written at all
sensibly of this affection. He comes to the conclusion that the
disease is due to the inhalation of miasm, and hence that it
shows itself more particularly m the summer months, though
the progress of the disease carries it over into the autumn
through the winter, and even into tho next vear. He says that
there are many deleterious emauatious coming from the earth,where it is surcharged with mo ire in damp and swampy
districts

;
that the sheep inhale this miasmatic matter: that itinduces a bad habit of body, end lies at tne foundation of themalady. It is howev, ,ot a little singular that Mr. Youatt,

in siting facts with reference to tue die. e, should state onewhich positively contradicts this theory with regard to mia«mand ho appears to have done it without noticing it at the time.The fact to which I allude is this : that on a particular farm therewas one field in which there was a swamp, hardly to be called apond, and * hen the sheep were turned into tho field durinjrthe summer months they became Tected with rot ThU
Jhf^r °b

r
iOU8 t0

}
h
S

fi

5

nnfl
r thmt after * time be nedged mthe pond, and prevented the sheep from having access to theswampy part,, and then the disease ceased upon the farmNow this being a fact of which I have very little doubt ?atonce negative* the idea propounded w.th regard to mia,mIf the pond had been thoroughly drained, the water beim?entirely removed, and the character of the soil improved I en

It out thetd r™^ VaP°Ur* WOnH not ""55 arisen frorn
it

,
but the pond remaining as a pond or swamp wo can ofcourse see that the miasmatic matter would ari?ePfrJm it histM much when it was inclosed with an ordinarytence^s when

t was open
; and this therefore strikes at the root, «£-ueJl IS

Yn^?Td
Ti

ble e^^' if not entirel>
>
th* iew w^SiM?

£Smh f Uk
vf
Q

u°
f this affection. Then we have had otherindividuals who have- spoken of impure food as the cause

VSSS^fSiSS^ *X*~ °< -oistureXether

than pure w iter can flow from an impure spring The bileplays an important part in the manufacture of blood, and if it
is not in a healthy condition pure blood cannot bo producedfrom the food which the animal takes. The result is that the
entire organism is supplied with impure blood, while thosystem is being drained by the presence of these creatures.
After acertam length of time we find that dropsical effusions
take place, and then we have the disease established in all its
intensity and in all its destructiveness.

•J**??*-
111

* Sh
°™l ^°U that this is trulv t0 t» considered as

ETe2?X£ ?i
8eaS0

»
l
i
become

?
a roatter of ^eat importance

^^m^rM thT ent
Tu* really do "habit that part of the

&5R£2V*2!l2*£. MS** ?f 8beeP> h°we
P
ver, I may

in the ass and also in the human suVectT'TneTVre'verVwidely disperse.', but it is in the sheep in parUcuuTr thathoy accumulate in such numbers as absolutely t^^producethis special or specific malady } proauce

We come now to inquire a little into the natural
history of the dUtoma, that we may see what light it
w,I throw on the nature and progress of the disease,and upon the means at our disposal for preventing or
curing the affection.

°

It is aelf-evident that if a disease depends upon a special

history of the creature, and if by means of that knowledge
deVro? MLE/I n rid 0f * we sha11 thu3 be°ablf?o
mutt ViSe Noi °I>i

W
,

6 rem°Ve the <*™* the effects

iTf\;L !'u JJ
ow

. without unnecessarily occupying timei™^.^ ^
he d *?™> shows dissections of the

7
entozoon'more particularly with regard to its nutritive and genem-

dirl. e'fTour 2SX?1 th
?
8ucki?* disc to^Sh fieforo

vessels,, and consequently may be regarded as nutritive

sVsrm^wV^ to tVnutriSre-
orShe^rJ?r?S SifflSK.'fcS?"*« *y ~hi<* the life

thp Kviv r.V *kJ
n-nce arises a cacnectic condition ofthe body. But this can hardly be said to be the origin of thedisease, since it would be perfectly impossible for impure food

or water, or anything else, simply as impure material entering
into the organism to call into existence these entoz >e, uponwhich the disease depends. Others, again, have looked to cer-
tain plants a-s the cause or the malady : and there la nothingnew in this. I have here a work written by Mr. Mascall, «
££ J"?'

6
/-

the
,
chief farrier to Kin* J*w«»- It bears the

date oi lob, and is the original edition. It treats of the
maladies of cattle, and it has this passage-

wV.{
is ^°°^ for al men to understand, specially ahepheardswhich things do hurt or rotte sheepe. wherby, thev maie

c'^tl ™e
-

a
i*W,

,.
th

f
better

' E9 8hal understand there is a^ °r.
weed called Speare Wort, the leaves ..re long andnarrow like a speare. hard and thick, the steales hollow,growing a foote or more high, with a yealow floure, which is

«J?.v »

y«^ T* J.,ace8 '
and there wil it grow most, or where

nil 5
RT

?
8t
2P
d m the winter. There is also another weed

and^ir^r
rt0r

fenie -
,?ra98 '

ifc wil comonly grow in moistand marnsh grounds, and it groweth low by the ground, and

- ....... .„..„„ .^^.w, „..iu it» nyncem tnat wnich Is not needed

iSfJEl
l TF* t

1

hfttaJtho«^ there are many works up^nthe anatomy of the fluke, containing verj- nice drawinn or en-gravings
; though Professor Owen gives an engraving of thecreature in hie work on the Invertebrata, and Rymer Jonesa ier in his «rork on the animal kingdom-in short though

there are fifty or more representations by as many individuals,
there is really none that can be depended upon as being per-
fectly correct. I say it advisedly because I have been engaged
in Investigations with regard to the natural history of this
creature for eight or nine years, taking up tho subject from
time to time, and working at it occasional! v for days together

:

and it is only very recently that I have been enabled to satisfy"myself as to some intricate points of its anatomy. I have seenthese ammaIs, when taken fresh from a slain sheep, and placedin warm water, eject the biliary matter again and "again Zthe oral opening, which thus, as I have said, performs the

h -s really notUing whoever toto^to^S^^
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If the geologist would pay the same attention to the

rfaceofthesoilashe does to the substrata h idis

The *reat point of interest, however, is the -stem of~-J j£«g| ^^2%^^^^^^^^
tion "which, when we come to examine, it, we find to be

,

ex, Mggfa"^ produce those numerous variations of soils

ceedinKly complicated, the two sexes being blended together su]

; ^ hat
l

distric
F
t.»

in one individual, as we find in many other creatures. It
.

m not

to be considered as an hermaphrodite-that term is not strict y

applicable to it-but it is bi-sexile the two iexes being

distinct, separate, and perfect. In whatever tttaalj cm^
with these ont they are precisely alike in thhJ^pe*.

We have here a representation of the generative ^m.Iron

which wo find that the male organs are contained in the cent t

of the body, and that the female organs have their origin

at the periphery, uniting in » Hud of duct which meets to the

middle where the true uterus or womb is located, wincn

is filled with a great number of eggs ; and after these are Per-

fected they escape from an opening which is very near indeed

to the central sucking disc. With regard _to an appendage

;SW:K olmuster benefit to£. tagn
1 ni ire r»f Mr T?pnd verv much limuenceu uie
'I hese remarks ot i\lr. iteaa vei\ uju

t

lecturer ill looking into that branch of science, and led

to is writing an Essay on Berksmre Fanning*>,*ow

before the public. Chemistry and Geology could

between them, solve rnany existing anomahes on the

use of mineral manures, and it may be safely affirmed

that if they received due encouragement^ they would

not require half a century for the solution of such

questions. The expenditure of a few hundreds of

pounds on such investigations would be nothing com-

pared with the saving which would be effected by prevent-

ing half a county using 100 loads of clay to the acre, it

20 loads is equally or more efficacious.

Commencing with the soil immediately under our reet,

we find a slight coating of warp covering the gravel so

known The Tucking disc, as it is called, which is seen on wlaei

y Spread through this district. This is the soil of

the ventral part ot the animal is simply a dlscJ^™ f^; wnich many of the farms in this district are composed. On

SL^r9b^ ^e depth oVthe warp, as 1 have .Hied it, their relative

whence it can travel and insinuate itself into the minute rami- liatural fertility depends. The Situations in which it IS

fications of the ducts. Nor is it improbable, if copulation does
f d t tn greatest depth, are usually what is termed

£
k
p& Oead flat, *I am not sufficiently acquainted with this

t£3Sd If y™ take any fully developed fluke it would be locality to fix on the best example. You will find it on

perfectly impossible for any one to say what number of ova

such a creature contains; but there is one circumstance

especially which renders the ova so interesting to us, namely,

that if we examine them never so carefully, and any number

we please, those that have been naturally expelled from the
*. _.__n __ j.1 * a.U«*. ««<% rtrt^f.iirfcnH within Hii>m. WO

nearThlsrand"wnich"is sometimes prot led, and sometimes

retneted into the body, it fate been supposed to be an
i

iitio-

mittent organ or penis, and its existence in all these creatines

would rather seem to show that although they are bi-sexile

it is not improbable that copulation takes place between

them We know of a similar instance with regard to

snails, which are bi-sexile, and it is well known that they are

furnished with an intromittent organ as well as a vufD* and

that the intromittent organ of the one extends into the vagina

of the other. And I say it is not improbable that this takes

place with_regard to the Fluke, but tin.gointja not at present

evi-

the tract of land where there is much of the
^

brick

earth, about Cowley and Drayton, between this and

London. Ifyou should go to Bishopstoke, on the South

Western Railway, you will see it in that remarkably

creatures as well as those that are contained within them, we
j j^ fi though limited track immediately round

Z^^?oZ?l£>f"J3$£tSXSi^SSX that station; in either case yon will find a well-defined

it is evidont that in order for the fluke egg to produce ultimately bottom, resting on the flint gravel, such as you nave

a fluke, the germs contained within it must pass through a senes |iere^ fln(j ^ wnere you will you will generally find a
oftransmutatiens-that either metamorphoses, as they have been

called, or alternations of generations, must take place ;
aud

it is by studying these that we can get at some-

thing like valuable information with reference to the manner

trace of. Take the gravels of the vale of Berks, you

will find it is of a different chemical character. It is

beyond my province to inquire by what agency this

The rev. gentleman then

Bagshot Heath, and said that

with the circumstance knows that if you slit up the gall ducts m SUCQ unkindly soils geology might guide the agn-
of sheep or any other animal affected with distoma, though you

may see some of these creatures smaller than others, you never

see what might be-called a number of young flukes; nor will

you be able to discover a young fluke by microscopically

examining the bile in which they live. This then, together

culturist as to the position in which he would find the

various beds,Jihe amalgamation of which, in the propor-

tion determined by the chemist, would promote fertility.

It is well known what has been done in this matter hi

Norfolk—how the clays and the marls have brought fer-

examining
with the other circumstance to which I have referred, shows

at once there is not a reproduction of these entozoa within the

biliary ducts ; so that (to put it in a practical way) supposing tihty to barren sands. When we remember that the

a sheep to receive six of these flukes into the biliary ducts, population of this country increases daily, and that the
they would never multiply. They would deposit millions

B rface of the goil remamg the same, and the only ex-
of emra in the smallest ramitications of the ducts—instinctively .... ... ' , 4-x-i;^ i»„
deposited there, it would seem, for the purpose of preventing tension it can receive is increased fertility by
them from too readily flowing out by the functions of those improved cultivation, we do not know how SOOn even
organs-but you would never have more than six flukes. Now, tnese Darren districts may be called into requisition,
what does this explain? It explains a fact of every day occur- „,, T ,

J „ , , . .. \. ..

rence. A person will often tell you, " I sent a Jot of sheep to ^he rev. gentleman then^ referred to the soils found m
the butcher ; I never had more perfect and beautiful the valleys through which rivers run, showing the
animals ; they were as fat as sheep could be ; yet

the butcher found eight or nine, or 10 or 12 flukes in the liver."

The fact is that here they did not exist in suflicient numbers to

lay the foundation for disease. If it were otherwise we can see

that if one fluke only passed into the biliary duct it would
multiply almost ad infinitum, and the animal must fall a
victim to the affection induced thereby. Here then we have a
practical result at once, arising with many others from an in-

vestigation of the natural history of this creature.

(To be continued. J

effects of the frequently occurring floods, and from
those effects conjecturing how kindred causes of old,

and on a large scale, have worked out the effects which
appear almost identical. Even should they not mate-
rially affect the interests of agriculture, they may draw
into exercise that power of thought, and that habit of

observation, so essential to the calling into action the
energies which are the best elements of success. As

The lecture was illustrated by diagrams of the now brought forward, this was only the surface, so to

organism of the oxand sheep,and the Distoma hepat icum speak, of the subject ; " it is oftentimes the case that this

magnified, and by specimens of the last-mentioned subject is placed before us in a way which repels rather

creature in various stages of development.
A1

* ^ A mr ~

The Council was then adjourned to the 24th inst.

Farmers' Clubs,
Reading : Relation of Geology to Agriculture.—-The

first discussion meeting took place at the Heading
Room, at Messrs. Sutton's establishment, on Saturday
last. The Chairman, J. B. Spearing, Esq., of Moulsford,
congratulated the Club on meeting in so large and
suitable a room, for the use of which they were under
obligation to the liberality of the Messrs. Sutton, who
had evinced as much interest in the Farmers' Club, as
they had for the welfare of the young men in their
employ, by erecting that room,
remarks, he introduced the

than interests. The farmer, whose business requires

much thought, great personal attention, and unremit-
ting industry, has not time to master hard words, and
to enter into the solution of difficult problems and
deep speculations; but point out to him that the

|

physical features of the county in which he
lives are but the guide to geological structure,
give every step in the science as far as may be a
practical bearing, and then I think the agriculturist
will cease to complain with Mr. Read, that he has not
received his fair share of assistance from the geologist,
and the agriculturists of England will refute the com-
plaint of Mr. Trimmer, that his science has not received
due encouragement at the hands of those to whom I

iver an address on " Steam Cultivation.

room. After a lew other
,
believe it may become, if simply set forth, practically

, . fT w.„ .
lecturer, the Rey. J. Clutter- useful/' The next discussion meeting will be held onbuck, of Long Wittenham, observing that the subject of Saturday, June 1st, when Mr. Smith, of WooUone, willgeology is one with which it is important that farmers deliver an address nn « KtP*™ f\,u;„o*;™ »

should be acquainted.

The Rev. J. Clutterbuck said : There is a very general
feeling among agriculturist?, that of all the sciences
necessarily connected with the cultivation of the soil,

there is none from which they have derived less practical
benefit than geology. On the other hand, those who
have devoted themselves to the study of this science, are
inclined to complain that it has not'received that atten-
tion and encouragement that it deserves. As an
instance: Mr.C.S.Read, in his Essay on the " Farming
of Oxfordshire," in closing his notice of the geology of
the county, of which the geological condition in a
very marked manner rules the very varied character of
its agriculture, says

:

This is a brief description of the geology of Oxfordshire, and
with the assistance of the map and sections, may l>o tolerably
Plain to those conversant with the county. But "tanners want
inaps which show the superficial accumulations and alluvial
«e it is the geology of surface that is most useful to
agriculture. It can be of little benefit for the occupiers of the

*
hot manure, and allowing horses to wear

tl
^

beyond a month without change were str ^L
nounced. Neglected' feeding and housing V* »

stock were likewise condemned. It was^ ^
when Grass time came, that even young a,

*B ^
want of room and exercise during winter, g^

111

?^
symptoms of disease. A breeder in this nei^h^
was mentioned whose fold-yard was constrmS?
correct principle. One-half of the spacious r ^
covered with litter, and the other part was bar

so that the horses were accustomed to the uffiEt.
they were put to street or road work.

Sudd

sitions from soft to hard roads were am0D, ^ te

causes of tender feet, side and ring.bo
nes J ^

greatest care should be taken of the
fatttitkfJl

was five or six years old. A number of$Mm. t

diseased limbs were exhibited and eipfcnjj
1*!

Nelson concluded a very instructive y^\ **
mending the observance of the following rata-^

1. Never breed from horses, either male or faaak -^
they have good feet. 2 Good food and warmth duCt

vim

vmlu

pou

IfflO

folk

Rap

Ctn

brui

foun

>

winter months. 3. Exercise during the winter, bothXS
and soft ground. 4. Attention to horses' feet beforei£
to prevent shapeless hoofs ; and after shoeiug, make ftT5

1

I
3.

4

i

to have the shoes removed once a month, takfe'Z!

that the shoes are left wide at the heels, an?£
higher at the latter than at the toes. 5. The feet to brZ
with the dung of the cow during dry weather, and all fr.
be carefully pricked out from between the shoe audthsk
after a day's work.

I

I

f

I

»

M

Latenham.—At a late meeting of this Sx»

after the election of new members, the chairman,*

Edward Green, of Preston, called upon Mr. Talbdi

Cockfield, to introduce the subject of the evenin?

Corn averages. Mr. Talbot, on rising, remarked tik

thought it advisable for the introducer of anriip

to be as brief as possible, thus giving the inta

assembled time to discuss fully and freely the sit

introduced. After a most lucid exposition of the en

records of corn averages and the great defectrii

present system of taking them, the members 3n

into a most interesting discussion upon the Hie

The following resolution was then adopted—

" That in the opinion of this meeting the mode of taki

returns does not represent the true average value of tlH

grain grown in this country, inasmuch as a large portiai

inferior corn is now consumed by cattle, and does noif

in the averages."

It was also proposed by Mr. Scott and seconi

Mr. Hustler

—

the opinion of this

only person capable of

bit,

Tb
seem

right

I

made

appti

DOtS

throu

well.
M I

avidit

in m
profit

rtock

SOWS,

vatw
them

their i

•H
Bat tl

on oil-

"X
telish

latterl

"That it is further
that the farmer is the w m

an accurate return, and that by a penalty imposed upoam

person failing to comply with the demand requiring. «.-

return, a much more correct estimate of the smge pn# » ofd0u
corn could be obtained than is now possible." M

April 13. The New Highivay Bitt-^f^* the w
numerously attended, and the Bill cfflMij f» tbe cc

gated: a strong feeling prevailing against it, in»

sequence of its lessening the powers vested KM
ofiicers under the present Act, of its destroyingw*

step that now so frequently stands between paa£

and honest industry, and of the expensive ma«

that would be required by the payment ot ai»J

veyors and other officials. The following resP

was unanimously carried :—
" That in the opinion of this meeting the Hig^F

before Parliament is unnecessary and unca
^

eig ,U*»

as the powers conferred upon the surveyors by ™*r
^

are amply sufficient for keeping the hiffbwaya in »

state of repair at a much smaller cost to the »WPJ* ^
also resolved that a copy of the above resolution^»

the previous meeting of the Club upon corn aw*

warded by the Secretary to Major Parker. M.r.

u
On W
ItdaU
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afterw

treedii

covery
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Ike/olU

iUbtciD*
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Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

1861. Blackwood & Son.

The current Number includes a paper on

dition of our labourers, from the useIui L^
them good cottages and help them to eu.^

children;" Agricultural Notes taken w ^
Belgium, by Mr. Scott Burn—Horses^f

Modern-Notes on Cattle Feeding-aP^p
Agriculture- the Fanners' Note Hook, « ^

Forage plant-—anu -I-n

Fre

Noeton : " On the Horse's Foot and Pastern."—Mr.
Nelson.. V. S., pointed out some of the principal disl
eases, such as ring-bone, contraction, inflammation
pricks, bruises, corns, thrush, grease, &c., and showed
how such serious afflictions might be guarded against.
Nine times out of 10 the ringbone was inherited from
the dam or sire, and it was strongly recommended to
breed from no stock where chronic disease was known
to exist. The locality of Sheffield, with its hard roads
and steep hills, was more remarkable than other part of
the country for developing unsoundness in the horse's
foot, which showed that every care ought to be
liken to detect any latent or concealed disease
At the present moment, it was doubtful whether

2?
e
*?

uA °f *
i

dozen
1

1

1

iea
,

v^ draught horses in the
Sheffield streets could be passed as sound Bad
management, particularly in shoeing \va8 'alleged
to be one of the chief sources of the mischief.

ing, and on Rape as a

up into the same cover, are articles-a ^ 4

of Sheep Farms-on the Fattening ot d ^ ;

Water in Cattle-on the Loss of Sheep m^
tbe supposed Exhaustion of the feoii j^ < __

culture, by Professor Anderson, tne Con

Society. . Mr Eo^
We give the following extract from * ^

on fattening sheep and cattle. ^
feeding Bheep is thus described .— 3 At1 tie

Fru

Vict

Vict

He?
V

lit

fen-

ced on
-Ji

dH^^ common practice of «Nf|^ta= on

10"The experiments were commen

December 1848, and concluded on ^
1859, with 7 lots of Cotswold a°^;^cr8

brrf *a

divided into pens of 8 each. ._
ine

X
fed alikft.^

Rcr

farm, and, previous to thte fan*,
^ tfae^ n t

to circumstances they did not i^^eigbed^j 4

sheep generally attain. They were ^verf^
stock weighing machine when put ug£ ^^
during the progress of^sK thriC6?^month they were fed on cut Sweae^ rtrt(i

o

cover, in a

k m

*hat it ^atto.w. wh« d^KtakSrtiS^;'SSrt^ as a pamphlet, along withnw .

en C(
i
lAted and republished

lUustratioDH, by Weale of Holborn.

were tea on uuw -••
. geCon^ ^'"t

well-ventdatedsbed,
t^ ^

Mangel and Swedes mixed,^

former scouring them ;
i°l

in

the two last rj^i

Mangels alone, with I \l ;Tmeadow-W
eacbf^
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which they had throughout, with the following in

h \ iou : Oil-cake was taken as the standard money

-

t»lue. The pen fed on it had three-quarters of a

pound each : and each pen had value to the same

amount of the other stuffs, which was procured of as

good quality as could be found in the market. The
tUowins rates were paid : Oil-cake, 10/. 10*. per ton ;

Ripe-cake, 6/. 10*. ; cotton-cake, 61. 10*. ; Locust or

Carob Beans, 6/. 10*. j Pease, 91. 10*. ; Linseed, 13/.

;

braised Barley, SI. For result, see Table. It was

fcond that each lot consumed nearly 120 lb. of roots

and 8 lb. of meadow-hay a-day.
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REMARKS.

No. 1. Rape-cake.—They did not take to it at

first, and often left it uneaten amongst the cut roots.

Throughout they did not eat it with relish. The wool

teemed dry, which is a sure indication that all is not

right.

•• No. 2. Cotton-calm.—As will bo observed, this lot

made least weight of any. The cake was eaten with

apparent relish, but the appearance of the sheep \vaa

not satisfactory.
" No. 3. Oil cake.—This lot went on well all

through. Wool soft, and every indication of doing

well
" No. 4. Carob Beans.—These were consumed with

avidity. The sheep went more to bone than fat, and

in my previous experience I have found these more
profitable for store than fattening beasts. All kinds of

ttock relish them—horses, cows, or pigs. For brood

sows, I have found them very good when soaked in

water. It is worthy of remark that the pen fed on
them consumed one-eighth less roots than the others :

Ibeir more bulky nature accounts for this.
u No. 5. Tease.—Went on favourably all along.

But the wool wanted the oily handle which those fed

on oil-cake or Linseed had.
" No. 6. Linseed, bruised.—At first they did not

relish it, nor until it was mixed with some chaff;

Utterly they went on favourably, with every indication

of doing well.
" No. 7. Bruised Barley.—This lot went on slowly ;

T the wool hard and dry. It seemed to be too hot for

- the constitution."

who brought 400
">) Frederick's Victoria

who was a great prize taker. (9) Faith has been four

times in the show-vard: At the Yorkshire Society, at

Northallerton, when she was placed third in an extra-

ordinary (rood class of 18 hearer calves; at Warwick,
where the Royal Society gave her the first prize as the

best yearling heifer; at the Canterbury Royal, where

she was highly commended in the two years old class

;

and at the Yorkshire Society, at Pontefract, where she

was highly commended as a two years old heifer.

It will I e gathered from the above account that the

prices were lower than miprht have been expected.

A nice Utile Danish Dairy.—Knt the "Mem" 18

the glory of the place—new constructed buildings in

the national style of architecture, highly ornamental

—

water running, hot and cold, in all directions. Three

hundiel and forty cows form the establishment; to

each milkmaid is allotted twenty cows; and the servants,

farm dependants and all, sit down to dinner each day a

hundred in number. One hundred and twenty pounds
1 hu f ter are made every morninpr in summer: pats as

big as cart- win els, yellow as saffron, though none U
added. Near the doorway stood, colossal, a tun of

cream—not quite as large :»>• the Heidelberg butt— fit

to bathe a Roman empress, or to drown some milk-and-

water Clarence.

—

Marryal's Besidence in Jutland.

ft

m

IS

P

Miscellaneous.
Mr. Grundy's Sale of SKdrt -homx, nearr-Jfochdale

:

On Wednesday this herd was sold by Mr. Wi the
It dated from 1853, when a previous herd was disposed
of, the foundation of a new one having been shortly

afterwards laid by purchases, chiefly of Col. Towneley's
breeding. The present herd is sold because of the dis-

covery ot an extensive bed of fire-clay on the estate,
from which a larger profit is derivable.

UefoUowina is the list of the sate, armnptd «ccordiwj to relation-
Aip. Bulls <<re printed in capitals :—

if

5

:

ft*

1 Venilia
Red KxifiHT (son)
ROTAL BCTTB*FLT(g. g. SOU). .

2 Prince* R<iy»l
Patienoe (daughter)

H Prudence (g . daughter)
Princess Rochet (daughter) .

Prince RhfiiKT (son) ..

Picturesque (g. son) ..

Jeany Lind
Frederick's

daughter)
ful Vine(g. g. daughter).

\

Years.
12

H

Victoria (g.

17

1

14

»*

6

Victorine
Victoria R^gina (daughter)
HT?pEnus(g. son)
VvNOOYEX ISOD)..

* #

±

Cornelian
Faith

'ly*s Decorum
rtly's Decoration

(daughter) .

.

2 mo.

U

s4

• # *

&&

Piquette
.

dty

lu!*? uny
Vephfw

'« total si

• *

V # 4

Mr. Topping
Mr Aylmer .

.

Mr. Dugdale

Mr. Leech
Mr. Aehton .

.

Mr liarclay..
Mr. Hdknd
Mr. Walker ..

Mr. Whalley.

.

Mr. Baxter .

.

Mr. Dugdale
Mr. ; lor ..

Mr. Ellison .

.

Mr. Wetherell
Mr. Ellison .

.

Mr. Higson .

.

Mr. Dugdale..
Mr. Eastwood

Withdrawn.

Calendar of Operations.
APRIL.

Wester Root: April 8.—Right glad aw we to see two days
of dry weather, and fjreat is the change they bave already made.
To-day all are busy sowing their seed, and the harrows are
working delightfully. Last month we had an approach to con-
tinuous rain, and at its close the rain-gauge indicated ft fill of
some 5 inches. On the 16th of March we sowed 40 acres of new
land with a mixture of Pras and Oats> and as it was the first

crop, and the ground rough and open, it harrowed pretty sati

factorily. Never did farmer part with grain with greater good-
will than we did on that occasion. The Peas were late in

ripening, and greatly later in being secured ; but. In the stack,
with the assistance of wood, they kept tolerably. In the eno
of February, the weather being fine, we threshed them out,

intending to take the earliest opportunity of casting them into
the ground : but wet weather setting iu, we spread them thinly
upon a loft, and turned them daily. But, ah ! the oftener they
were turned, the mouldier they grew : the hoar of age was fast

settling upon them; and, thoroughly satisfied that, whatever
might happen them iu the field, their destruction in the granary
was swift and certain, we committed them to the ground
with the utmost cordiality. Since that time we have repeatedly
examined them, and are glad to find them germinating.
Wc have sown about <)0 acres, a large proportion of which
remained unfinished until now. From the sad condition of the
soil we were all at a loss to know what to do. Home refrained
from sowing entirely; others sowed pretty largely, and only
partially harrowed it, thus allowing the seed to germinate, and
afterwards, with better weather, completing the harrowing.
Should this week coptinue dry, a very large breadth of Oats
and Barley will be sown. Autumn-sown Wheat, on dry soils,

is close and rapidly advancing ; on wot soils it is thin and
patchy. The winter Wheat is now coming above ground. The
mild weather in February gave an early start to the Grass, and
it appears mere advanced than usual at this season. Early
Grass would be a great boon, as our Turnips which at one time
wc thought we could scarcely consume have run speedily to

their finish, greatly assisted therein by their exposure to a

frost so intense. In this neighbourhood, and from this cause,
iiwwe.s have been sustained. Sheep have returned

to their hill pastures in excellent condition, and cattle have
been thriving apace.

STATE OF THE WEATHER^BERKSHIRE.
For the week endins April 1«- obsprved by Mr. J. B. Spearirtp,

Mo d, Wallinsrford*.

Ir. Nay] or ..
Mr. Knowles .

.

Mr. BarcJay ..
Mr.Wal"

21

to

19

52
17
27
23

21

9

46
66
51
23

25

75

Friday 12
Saturday 1

3

Sunday 14
Monday IU
Tuesday 18
Wednesday i7

huraday 1 *

• •

Tempera
turo of

Boil 1 font
below the!
•urfac-

Rain. Win 5

• *

90
J

tj
45
«C)

80.6

Ml

>:i

i-

4;u
33.0

.4

)('£-< l>o>re. D
31

J

53.1 48.0
4 53 1 49.0
I 1 44.. i 4-

4 41.1 47.2
35.6 45.7 47.2

51.4

93.8 5S.« B3

* 1

N

30.23
30.14
30.

30.13
30.80

17

The na inga are taken at 9 am on the day* named . and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to* the pi
Tin -s are plated 4 fret from the pronud. Tl
7 fret from tbe grom>d.

V »

Maximaand
The

36

30
88
91

realised mm thus 878 guiiu
, lu

bout 34 truineas for the cows and heife

mg

^Sl t^Umr j'°r **« ''"«1»~33 guinea* a piece for

**5*i^
C her<1

-
0f tl,e fl" i:,,nl" nw»«S above

MjZ***^*? dif«'-»•. th '!-. (1) renUia
***** ^,„j

°nel TowneVv'g Aestris tribe: t

,te«t
gnn<Iai» to tster Butterfly the Second

Notices to Correspondents.
Poultry.—As we pur se giving now and then some cjuota-

tioti8 of the prices realised at market by : xJ poultry, we
deeni it well to state at the outset we quote nt ie very
choicest, the almost fabulous London quality, nor the very
worst, the almost refuse of the market. We need not ex-
plain to any one who is interested in the question, that the
better poultry is, the better it sells ; nor need we say the
season has been unfavourable, and there is a dearth. High
prices are the consequence. No size nor fattening can make
a hard fowl valuable ; nor is any a chicken but one of the
present year.

Each—*, d. •• <i.

Large fowls 6 to
Middling ditto 4 6 „
Chickens 3 „ 3 <)

Goslings f * M £.0
Ducklinsrs r> „ 5 6
Guinea Ft s 4 ,, 4 C*

Pigeons .. ,, .. 8 ,, 9
Rabbits ... 1 3 „ 1 4—G E 0. In the counties where most of the goslings are

raised, it is com toon to keep throe or more geese Ah the

eggs are not laid at the same time, one will want to sit before

the other*, and she kes all the stalest, or the first laid. When
it is necessary to keep them, the beet thing is a milk-pan
filled with chaff in wl i they are laid, and noved or turned
every second or third day. Wore the eggs that failed broken,

and was there no gull in them? We ask, because some-
times the geese have not access to the water, and y uite

dry. In that case many die in the shells, and only the best

come out

Genuine Roll Tobacco Cloth..

Warranted equal in Strength to Tobacco.

JOSEPH BAKER, 10, Goujsh Square, Fleet St., E.C.,
having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can recom-

mend it as the best article for destroying the Fly. Is. 4d. per lb. ;

over 10 lbs., 1$.

Post-ofiice Orders payable Fleet Street.

No more Mildew.
for destroying

idew on Vines, Peach and Nectarine Trees, &c, made
and sold only by John BBLL, in bottles, Is. ML, 2s. M,, and bt.

each, at his Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street,

Norwich. A Is. 6<f. bottle is sufficient to make 12 gallons.

JOHN BELL'S COMPOSITION
ej Mil

For Smoking Greenhouses.

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS light with a
Candle, save all trouble, destroy all Insects, are already

used in the Itoyal and leading Nurseries in England, Ireland,

and Scotland, and ma, be obtained oJ tho prin al Seedsmen
and Nurserymen, 2#. per packet ol six Pastils.

Manufacturer and 1 -ntee, J. Nral, Edward Street,

Birmingham.

AGE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION
—Kn tra strong, 4x. ]m 1 Gallon, sufficient

to make Four. Ten Gallons and upwards,
Carriage Free t<» London.
NINE YEARS' extensive manufacture

has enabled Paoe & Tooooon to effect great
improvement In their Blight Composition.
It is prepared upon Chemical principle*,

to destroy SCALE. THRIP, MEALY HUG,
RED SPIDBR, MILDEW, AMERICAN
BLIGHT, &c, without injuring vegetation.

LONDON AGENTS:—
Henderson <fc Co., Pine-apple Place, N.W.
Veitch <fc Son, Chelsea, s W.
( >u & S«>n. Highgate Nursery, N.
Mr. Earnes, Camden Nursery, N.W.
Mr. Hopooop, Sin erd's liush, W.

"W Mr. rr.ARK, Streatham Place, 8.

The leading Provincial Houses, and of the Manufacturers and
Inventors, Page & Toooood, Royal South Hants Seed Establish-
ment, Southampton.

COM POUJND, for preventing and
Mealy Bug, Mildew. Thrips,

cale, Green and Brown
Ely, American Blight, Ants,
&c, and Bed Bugs, contains
no deleterious ingredient,
is recommended in Gar-
deners* Chronicle, Cottagt
Gardener, Field, Mr. Rivers'
Orchard House, 9th edition,

and Dr. Hogu's Gardeners
Year Book for 1861."

Full directions for use and
particulars of the experience
.of many great Gardening
authorities are enclosed with
the boxes of Gishurst. These
are supplied retail through,
any Nurseryman and Seeds-
man at 1*., 3s., and 10*. 6d.
each, wholesale, by Price's
Patent Candle Co., Limited.

If the smell be disliked,
make the solution 48 hours
before use.

CllSHUKST
X d.destroying Red Spider,

Red Spider Magnified.

Fumigating and Syringing.

GRIFFITHS and AVISS, Tobacconists, Coventry,
call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER. It is simple

in use, safe in application, altogether effective in the destruc-
tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, Ac, nominal in price, 12*. 6rf.

per dozen pounds (not including carriage), sent to any part of
the kingdom on receipt of Post Office Order. To those in the
Trade a liberal discount on 28 lbs. and upwards. The following
practical gentlemen have submitted it to every kind of ordeal,
and bear testimony it is ail we represent :—
Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox,
Mr. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey
Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland, Trenthatn
Mr. Wra. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packingtoh Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park
ir. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey

Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville I). Ryder, Westbrook;
Hemel Hempstead

Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. R. West, Esq., Alcot Park
Mr. W. H. M itford, II. R Hughes, Esq., Kinmel Park,

St. Asaph, North Wales
Mr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds.

Hoddesden
Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Richmond, Surrey
Mr. John Reeves, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting Hill, W.
Mr. John Jennh , Nurseries, Shipston-on-Stour
Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Leamington Nursery
Mr. John Ogdun, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Coventry
Mess 5. Perkins & Sons, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and

Florists, Coventry
%* Agent* Waoted. Nurserymen I Florists preferred.
N.B. -Cast Fumi ing Pots, Tobacco Water for Syringing,

and Tobacco Juice for Sb< >res*ing.

Horticultural Agent and Valuer.

MR. A. CHANDLER (of the late Firm of Chandler
<fc Sons), 28, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, 8., begs tc

offer his services as above. Sales of Plants and Nursery Stock
arranged, and Catalogues prepared. __

THE HANDY LAWN MOWER. — EfhrabeeY
Patent. It can be worked by a boy, id is the most

serviceable Machine yet produced. Price 41. 10*., carriage-

paid to any Railway Station in England.
James Fprrabee & Co., Phcenix Iron Works, Stroud

GJouce bire. London Warehouse: 75 & 76, Highliolborn

Prize Fencing for Agricultural Purposes.
ONLY MANUFACTORY—LIVERPOOL.

FRANCIS MORTONS Patented Improvement? in
STRAINED WIRB FENCING,

which have been awarded SILVER MEDALS by the principa
Agricultural Soch ties, afford tho only means of constructing a
rmaneut and efficient fence at a greatly reduced cost.

Prices from 9d. to 2*. 2d. j>er yar. 1 of Fence.
Drawings and full particulars on application to

FRANCIS MORTON am> CO.,
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, Liverpool.

London Office ; 19, Parliament Street, Westminster W
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J' JOHN

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

WEEKS COMPANY,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUPACTOEEi

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

M.„. JB8B8. WEEKS a» COMPANY, have the pie.,re to^announc that^^^^t^^^^U^^^^ eubgistirf.

1VJL of the first magnitude, choicest design, and most exquisite fin sh and that.they have mnra^many
Nobility and Gentry who purposed

.. - — a -»^-r^ /-* a rw% t T f\n TTT7 d A\T A "D"D1 \ C* K f .flAT
PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

JOHN WEEKS k CO., KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

SAMUELSON'S SILENT, SELF-CLEANING, LAWN MOWEB&
WITH MANWARING'S AND BOYD'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.

I

THESE STANDARD MACHINES ARE NOW CONSTRUCTED WITH A SIMPLE AND DURABLE SILENT DRIVING GEAR-

PRICES : Including Packing Case, and Carriage paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom

Manual Power

f12 inches wide
16
19 99

> * e

• •

- . •

• • •

Boyd's & Manwaring's
Paten t.

... £5
6 15
7 10
8

• t 9

• • • - *

Manwaring's
silent gear only.

... £4 12

...6 7
7
7 10

22 inches wide
5

rin«''

V « t
Pony Power. •{ 25 ff

• • •

• . *

• • •

• • •

9

12
o

• *

.••

30 ... I* 14
,../f^

[From Shirley Hibbebd, Esq., F.R.H.S., Author of
1 * Rustic Adornments," " The Toion Garden," " Garden Favourites," Sec, and the Editor oj

w juj^

-Stoke Newington, Lon
arp

'

enj^
"The Samuelson's Lawn Mower, with Boyd's Improvements, paid its cost in one season,

SJ?
Xo}**™*' th

S
Grass fa mown n

£
W all

?08fc by ]
?°,

ki
.?
g a^t, the turf improved by a regular ^ VWtfmuM ,UVV|WWWUVWW «m7W. , „ tools »- -arBl^"tpil of pleasure " one can now make a pleasure of toil, and gam .time and strength that used to be wasted. I have a good collection of the best garden toj

>j > ^ #&» ^
ljawn Mower above them all. ••sua** ^ jjj,

ORDERS Direct, or through Dealers, will he executed according to priority of receipt May be obtained at the WORKS, BAN *>

Warehouses in Newcastle ; Stockton ; York ; Shrewsbury ; and BristoL Also of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen, and at

"Stoke Newington, ^8harpen.^,
in the saving of labour alone. Instead of the old bother-of scy

exercise. *,*>,
and clean cut, and the operation one of enjoyment an°,h„ ['

fa and iojP/SjfiBl'

MR. SAMUELSON'S WAREHOUSE, 76, CANNON STREET WEST, LONDON
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of LONDON,EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
Regent's Park, NVW.

The following are the Awards and the principal Subjects o*

Exhibition at the THIRD SPRING MEETING, which took

on April 24.

NEW PLANTS, Ac—Small Silver Medal to Mini Clarkson,

Avenue Road, 8t. John's Wood, for Athyriuni Fi'ix-fo;mina,

rar. Frizellbe. a remarkably elegant and curious form of Lady
Fern, in which the pinna? were reduced to small flabellate

bodies resembling the pinna* of Asplenium flabellifolium,

thus forming a narrow linear frond. Bronze Medal to Mr.

B. Williams, Paradise Nursery, Holloway, for Rhododendron
Madame Wagner, a beautiful variety in which the flowers are

white edged with bright rose-colour. Bronze Medal to Mr. W.
Bull, Nurseryman, Chelsea, for Pteris rubro-nervia, an elegant

w

free-growing" Fern having a red midrib to thepedately pinnato-

ofanatind trends. Certificate to Mr. Bull, for Erica "medi-
terranea alba," a very dwarf, white-flowered, hardy Heath,
resembling E. carnea in habit. First-class Certificate to Mr.

Turner, Slough, for Variegated Pelargonium Clara, a variety

with well-marked foliage having an orange-coloured zone and
golden margin, the flowers of a deep bright scarlet, and well

formed. First-class Certincate to Mr. Turner, for Pelargonium
Herald of Spring, a horse shoe-leaved variety with very
and finely-formed flowers ofa lively or inge-tinted cense. First-

lass Certificate to Cineraria Miss Franklin, a variety with very

large flower heads,wh ich have heavily rosv-crimson t i j »[>e( 1 florets,

and a clear ring of white around the dark disk ; a variety of

large size combined with good properties. First-class Certifi-

cate to Messrs V. t A. Smith, Dulwich, for Cineraria Magnum
Bonu to, snother large-flowered 'and very ornamental variety,

having a dark dUk, and white florets with a moderate Up of

lue. 8eoond-elass Certificate to Messrs. F. & A. Smith, for

Cineraria Enchantress, a bright-looking and effective kind,

useful for decorative purposes, the florets white at the ba«*e

heavily tipped with reddish purple, and the disk dark-coloured.
Bec"M'i *m Csrttfleets to Mr. Turner, be Cineraria The
Colleen Bawn, a variety of diffusely branched habit, the
flower* having a dark disk, and white florets with s'ight and
rather irregular tips of blue ; a pretty decorative sort. Second-
class Certificate to Mr. Turner, for Cineraria Great Western, a
distinct and attractive self-coloured variety, of a purple flushed

rose colour, and having a dark disk. 8econd-rlass Certificate

to Mr. Turner, for Pelargonium Prince of Hesse, a fine horse-
shoe leaved variety, having large finely-formed flowers, of a
delicate salmon-pink, paler towards the edges. Second-class
Certificate to Mr. Turner, for Auricula Rev. G. Jeans, a variety

with large grey-edged flowers, having maroon markings, and
an even paste ; a useful second-rate flower.

Of this class of subjects there were also shown :—From
Miss Clarkson. Goniopteris reptans, an elegant drooping
slender pinnate West Indian Fern, not common in cultivation.
From Mr. Todman, gr. to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham : Azalea
Great Eastern, a laige flowered rose coloured variety mode-
rately spotted. From Mr. Bull, Chelsea, Azalea President
Claeys, a small-flowered salmoj-coloured sort edged with
white; also Dracaena fragrans latifolia, one of the broadish
green drooping-leaded species. From Messrs. J. and J. Fraser,
.Lea Bridge Road : Azalea Duchesse de Brabant, a very large-
flow eTed rose-coloured variety with petalotd stamens; also
Azalea Leopold I., a salmony-rose with petaloid stamens ; also
Erica Victoria Regina, a fine light-coloured variety of the
aristata breed, with salmony-pinkish tube, dark throat, and
broad expanded whitish limb segments. From Messrs.
9. and A. Smith, Dulwich : Cineraria Prima Donna a
va y with unevenly rosy-tipped florets; also Cineraria
Louise, a variety with dark disk, the florets white
with bright rosy-pun >le tips; and| Cineraria Antagonist,
a dark-coloured self, with broad deep pucy rose coloured
florets and dark disk : these both having received Certificates
at a former meeting; also, from the same, Cineraria Sans-
•areil. pucy purple with grey eye ; Cineraria Rosy Circle, with
deep rosy-crimson tipped florets white at the base, and with
dark disk ; Cineraria Favourite, with deep purplish rose tipped
florets white below, the disk large and dark coloured; Cine-
raria Lilacina, a lilacy rose with large dark eye; Cineraria
Mammoth, a variety with very large flower bead?, the disk
<lark purple, the florets white with slight tips of rosy crimson
extending irregularly down their margins ; Cineraria Rubens,
a pucy rose self with dark disk. From Mr. Turner, Slough:
Cineraria Harbinger, rosy crimson with grey eye ; Cineraria
Lord of the Manor, with florets heavily tipped with rosy
crimson white at tbe base, the disk dark coloured ; Cineraria
Reynold's Hole, a bright rosy crimson self; Auricula Negress,
a mulberry maroon self, with rough notched segments, but a
fine circular eye and even paste ; Pelargonium Kairholmsland,
a horse-shoe-leaved sort, with blush-white flowers; Pelar-
gonium Queen of Scarlets, a dwarf, small- leaved, horse shoe
marked variety, of free-flowering habit, with bright scarlet
flowers, likely to be a useful bedding variety.

6 MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS.—Small Silver Medal to
'Messrs. J. and J. Fraser, Le* Bridge Road ; Bronze Medal to
Mr. C. Penny, gr. to H. H. Gibba, Esq., 8t. Dunstan's,
.Regent's Park ; Certificate to Mr. J. Cross, gr. to Sir F. H.
Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park.

6 AZALEAS.—Small Silver Medal to Mr. Todman, gr. to
R. Hudson, E*q Clapham ; Bronze Medal to Mr. Turner
Slough ; Certificate to Mr. Cross, gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid*
Bart. A fourth collection was shown by Messrs. J. and J. Fraser'

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
FLORAL COMMITTEE.

LIST OF AWARDS, APRIL 23, 1S61.

First Class Certificate.

Lomaria fluviatilis, from M ssrs. J. & C Lee, Hammersmith.
Loniana " cycadifolia," from Messrs. J. & C. Lee.

Pi hstichum vestitutn, var. venustum, from Messrs. J. & C. Lee.

Pelargonium Herald of Spring, from Mr. C. Turner, Slough.

Commendation.
Erodium guttatum, from Mr. Weeks, Gardener to W. Wilson

Saunders, Esq., Reigate.
Prenanthes arborea, from Mr. Weeks, Reigate

Adelaster albivenis, from Messrs. Veitch <fc Son, Exeter and

Chelsea.
Variegated Pelargonium Clara, from Mr. C. Turner.

Horse-shoe Pelargonium Prince of Hesse, from Mr. Turner.

Special Certificate.
To Jfr. C. Turner, for a large collection of Auriculas.

To Mr. C. Turner, for a collection of Indian Azaleas.

To Mr. C. Turner, for collections of Rosea, Pelargoniums, and
Cinerarias.

To Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, for a collection of Hyacinths.

The next Meeting of the Committee will take place on
May 14. Thomas Moore, Secretary to the Committee.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Notice is hereby give*, that the next General Meeting of

this Society for the Election of Fellows, will be held in the

Council Room in the New Garden at South Kensington, W.,
on TUESDAY, May 14. The Chair will be taken at S o'clock.

On this occasion a Ballot for the following Plants will also

take place.

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT.
1. FaBRiciALiBViOATA. Greenhouse evergreen shrub, Australia.

2. „ cra88ivalvis.
3. Melaleuca decussata.
4. hermannia a.voulari8.

5. goodia latifolia.
6. Kennedva rubjgtnda. Fine greenhouse climber, Australia.

7. Hardenbergia ovata. „ „
8. n monophylla. „
if* fp mm ALBAs

10. Teooma Latrobri. ,,

11. Drac.taa AU8TRALIS. Ornamental sreenhouse plant,
Australia.

12. Phormicm tenax. New Zealand Flax, New Zealand.
13. Casuarixa qi ADRivALVia. Greenhouse weeping tree,

Australia.
Greenhouse shrub, Australia.

$9

99

19

99

ft

•9

99

99

M

99

M

99

99

M

M »» 99

Tasmania.
Greenhouse evergreen creeper,

Everpjeen tree, New Holland.

99

«»

9>

99

99

99

Greenhouse evergreen shrub.

99 99 99

99 99 99

99 M M
99 99 99

99 99 99

99 j| 99 99

»9 99 »'

99 «• 99

99 v9 99

f*$.

6 ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS.—Small Silver Medal
to Mr. W. Bull. Chelsea; Bronze Medal to Messrs. W. Cutbush
<& 8on, Highgate ; Certificate to Mr. Young, gr. to R. Barclay,
Esq., West Hill House, Highgate.

12 HYACINTHS.—Small Silver Medal to Messrs. W. Cutbush
* Son ; Bronze Medal to Mr. Young, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq.

6 RO-ES is POTS.—Small Silver Medal to Mr. Turner,
Slough.

_*AUR1CVLAS —Small 8ilrcr Me^al to Mr - James, gr. to

J'/ ,ir a?nn,3' Isleworth; and to Mr. Turner; Bronze
Medal to Rev. G. Jeans, Alford Vicarage, Lincolnshire!

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.-Silver Medal to Mr. Turner
for a very large

; collection of finely bloomed Auriculas, in great
vanety. Small Silver Medal to Mttm w c^b^ & g^ for

i^"?*
00^ ^*1 °f Wel

l
^ocmed Hyacinths. Small SilverMedaltoMr lounggr. to R. Barclay, Esq., for a well-grown

w^iT'VSf t

V*rU?mtcd to?*™*** Small Silver Medal to M.-.W Bull, Chehies, for a collection of nine of the newer varieties

Jk^t
negU

!J
B
**?J

u
ft,

lbc "T* <«atinct and beautiful of

5-!ft •* Bi tb
it S3?1 C ™** Alfred de Limminghe. Bronze

?vS*?«K
r

-
B-.\>u»»^ HoUo^Ji f-r •handsome plant of

.I- ,
! Skinnen. having 24 expanded blossoms. Bronze Medal

If-.bson & Sons. Irteworth, for a collection of 12 well
-_ ~ eranas. Bronze Medal to Mr. James for 9 stand of

r
U
i.?

aD*1e<k Certificate to Mr. James for ft Pannes in not*
*ti6cete to Mr. Young for a collection of 36 Tulfns *££

«££d 1*1.1^™* 4* 9^^^^ to theTme £5
JJJted Pelargoniums. Certificate to Mr. Braw, nurservman

Tom? '
Bragsr

' 3 varieties of Bedding Pansies. From Mr
.
w?«>g s coJlecUon of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and a

Jr^t2ck«Mu8hroomt- From Messrs Dobson and
C*fc*olariL

Panawa, «»<i a collection of 12 Herbaceous

14. Solan I'm aurantiacum.
15. „ HYSTR1X.

EURVBIA AROOPHYr.T.\.

17. Sollya hetf.rophylla.
Australia.

18. Eucalyptus viMTNALrs.

19. „ porosa.
20. ,, olobulosa.
21. CaLLISTEMON RUGUL08US.

New Holland.
22. PlTT08P0RrM ACACIOIDES.
23. Leptospermum sooparium.
24. pultenaa daphnoides.
25. Hakea sp.

26. Anadenia pulchella.
27. Xanthoxylon sp.

28. CaLOTHAMNUS QUADRIFIDUa
». Hakea acicularis.

30. ., brachyrhyscha.
SI. Clf.mati8 aristata. King George's Sound.
32. Polygonum complexum. Hardy evergreen shrub, well

adapted for rockwork.
83. Calceolaria violacea. Violet-flowered Calceolaria.

34. ViTia odoratissima. Sweet-scented Vine, North America.
35. Cupressus torulosa. Hardy Cypress, Bhotan.
36. „ Goveniana. Gowen's Cypress, California. Hardy.
37. ,, cashmeriana. Cypress of Cashmere. Hardy.
38. Cryptomeria Lobbii. Hardy coniferous tree, China.

39. Abies Menziesii. Hardy coniferous tree, North-west Coast
of America.

40. Thuja Lobbiana. California. H.irdy.

41. Bridoesia spicata. Hardy trailing plant, pink flowers,

Chili.

42. Lonicera FRAORANTTS8rMA. Fragrant hardy shrub, China.

43. Shanohae Rose. Spring Rose of Shangbae. The earliest

in flower.

44. Nercali, or Hill Bamboo of Punjaub. India. Hardy.
4

r
». Bambusa orai ilts. Hardy Bamboo, India.

46. Berbf.ris NEPALENsia. Evcrgreen sh rub, Nepal.
47. Pinus lOMii folia. Half-hardy coniferous tree, from India.

48. HpirvF.a CALL08A. A beautiful hardy shrub, North China.
49. LiautsTRUM ovalifouum. Hardy Shrub, North China.
50. Solakum CAP8ICA8TRUM. A beautiful greenhouse shrub,

with scarlet berries in winter.

Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of these
Plants, if Life Members of 40 jniineas, or Annual Subscribers
of 4 guineas, are requested to name Twelve sorts ; if Life
Members of 20 guineas, or Annual Subscribers of 2 guineas,
to name Six sorts.

The arrangements for conducting the Ballot render it neces-
sary that the names of the plants, or the number prefixed
thereto in the above list, should be sent to the Offices of the
8ociety, South Kensington, W., on or before Friday, May 10,
after which date no applications can be attended to.

Andrew Murray, Assistant Secretary.

Cineraria Seed saved from, the Choicest Prize Sorts

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for
sending out Seeds of their fine collection of the above,

which for brilliancy of colour, form and size of flower, and
dwarf compact habit, are unequalled.

The great satisfaction which for many successive years
their Cineraria Seed has given, and the extensive orders which
they have received for it, have induced them to pay the
greatest attention to its quality. L. P. & Co. can therefore

confidently recommend the Seed of this present season's saving

as being very superior to any which they have previously

sent out.
Packets, sealed and warranted, at 2*. 6d. each.

Their stock, owing to its select quality, is limited ; early

orders are therefore respectfully solicited.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—Established 1720.

Spring, 1861.

JOHN CRANSTON will be happy to forward on
application his DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of STOVE.

OR KK.VHOUSE, and BEDDING PLANTS, including selected

varieties of Scarlet and Variegated Geraniums, Fuchsias, Ver-
benas, Calceolarias, Petunias, Bedding Dahlias, Ac.

Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hi-reford.

ADDING and OTHER PLANTS.—The Spring
Supplement Ho .Tames Garter f& Co.'s iGARPENER'S

and FARMER'S VADE-MECUM will be found to contain all

the requisite information for the arrangement and manage-
ment of BEDDING PLANTS, besides copious Lists of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, with descriptive observations.

Will be published on May 1, and forwarded free of charge and
post paid, on application to %

James Carter A Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, London,
W.C. ; and Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, Sydenham, S.

&ht (Bartreiterg' ©uromcie*
SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

W.PX..P.T. May 1
{
**g ^XSSTSels .I^TS!

HORTICULTURAL SHOW at ROMFORD, in
conjunction with the Exhibition of the Essex Agricul-

tural Society, on JUNE 25, 1861.

President—Sir T. B. Lfnnard,' Bart.
Chairman—David McIntosh, Esq.
H<m. Secretary—Mr. George Grioos.

A sum of 50/., and Two Silver Cups, of the value of Five
Guineas each, will be given as PRIZES at this Show.

All necessary particulars required by the Exhibitors can be
hid on application to the Hon. Secretary.

All persons intending to Exhibit must give notice to the

Hon. .Secretarv, on or before the 11th of June, 1861, after

which date no entry will be taken.

George Griggs, Hon. Secretary, Romford.

UNBRIDGE WELLS. — GRAND HORTICUL-
TURAL FETE, JULY 5.

PATROTfS:
The Most Noble The M arqots Camden, KG.
The Right Hon. The Earl or Abergavenny.
The Right Hon. The Earl De la Warr.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscoust Hardihge.
The Right Hon. Colonel Lord West.

The full Military Band of the Coldstream Guards, by per-

mission of Colonel Newton, will be in attendance.

Tickets of Admission may be obtained at the Libraries ; and
of the Secretary, Mr. E. F. Loor, 8, Parade.

The Schedules of Prizes are published.

The Gladiolus seems destined to occupy an im-
portant place amongst garden flowers, if we may
judge from the rapid advance it has latterly made
in public favour. A few years ago the genus was
comparatively unknown, • except indeed as a
curious and ornamental family of bulb-tuberous
plants adapted for pot culture in Fern-houses, the
few species which had found their way into the
flower gardens being turned to little account;
while at the present time it has become one of tbe
grandest and most varied of autumnal flowers.

The present races of Gladioli have been obtained
by the intermixture of two or three species long
since introduced, and of their progeny. The
earlier steps, as is often the case, were less charac-
terised by striking results than those of a more
recent date, time having been required to break
down the fixity of character which is more or less

inherent in the so-called species of plants. This,
however, accomplished, it is no longer mere
variation of colour that is obtained, but the
varied characteristics of one race, such as
habit, season, &c, become blended with
the forms and colours of another, and these
are again varied ad infinitum. The parent
species appear in this case to have been
G. natalensis, sometimes called psittacinus, and
cardinalis for the higher coloured sorts, and
G. blandus and floribundus for those of lighter
tint ; whilst amongst the earlier hybrids which
have in no small degree contributed to the present
condition of the genus, are gandavensis, ramosus,
pudibundus, and Colvillii. The intermixture of
these plants has given origin to three distinct
races, of which cardinalis, ramosus, and ganda-
vensis are taken as the types. It is to the latter
group that we now particularly refer, as forming
a mest valuable addition to the class of autumnal
ornaments of the flower garden ; but as the
varieties of the cardinalis section bloom in June
and July, and those of the ramosus section in July
and August, the Gladiolus may be said to
furnish a long continued succession of its beautiful
flowers.

The seedlings of the gandavensis breed have
not only become numerous, but amongst
them two distinct types of flower may be dis-

covered. Hence, as selection has become necessary,

it becomes important to fix on some points of
excellence, by the aid of which the superior varie-

ties may be retained, and the inferior ones rejected.

It is only in this way that we can hope ultimately

to attain to something near the perfection of

beauty which the Gladiolus is capable of yielding

under the directing skill of the cultivator, and of

which symmetry of development is an important

feature. The points of excellence will be found to

reside chiefly in the qualities of habit, form, and
colour, and these stand in relative importance in
something like the order in which we have
named them.

In respect to habit the autumnal Gladioli are
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naturally vigorous, and this sturdy property must

certainly be maintained. Some varieties have a

tendency to produce a succession of flowering stems,

and this must be taken as an additional recom-

mendation. The spike of flowers must be bold,

and the blossoms themselves all somewhat inclined

to one side, so as to produce a good iace. lhere

is a tendency in some plants to throw them into

two lines pointing in opposite directions, wnicH

arrangement is far less effective.
#

The flower of a Gladiolus if examined will be

seen to consist of six pieces or divisions technically

called the segments of the perianth, the six pieces

being arranged in two whorls one within the

other, each whorl consisting of three pieces. In

the Ixia and the Crocus, which belong to the same

family, the six pieces are nearly or quite uniform,

so that a regular flower is produced ; but in the

Gladiolus there is a certain amount of irregularity

which has to he taken into account, and the object

of the seedling raiser should he to modify this by

imparting symmetry of development rather than

to obliterate it, which would altogether alter the

character of the flower. It will be seen that the

contour of the Gladiolus flower is triangular,

which general outline should be maintained ;
and

although met with in two forms, yet in both it

shows off to advantage the lower segments or lip

portion of the flower. The outline then should be

in the form of a triangle, but the angles should be

rounded off, and the more smoothly and regularly

this is done the better. But here we meet the

diversity of character already alluded to. In one

set of varieties the triangle formed by the three

outer or sepaline segments is erect, that is,

with its apex upwards ; the dorsal segment, which

is a sepal forming the

sepals the base of the

in the annexed diagram

apex, and the lateral

triangle, as indicated

(Fig. 1),; in which s

Tig. 2.

represents the sepaline and p the petaline divisions ;

the sepals being nearly equal in size, but the upper

one rather the larger, and arched, while the petals

which form a reversed triangle are more unequal

in size, the two upper ones being larger, and the

lower one smaller, forming a pointed central or

one-leaved lip. In another group, equally hand-

some, perhaps even more so, this order is reversed

(Fig. 2), and the dorsal segment is a petal instead of

a sepal, thus : the two upper sepals being rather

larger than the lower, and spreading out like wings,

while the two lower petals are smaller than the

upper, and distinctly-coloured, so as to form a

two-leaved lip. These two groups may be very

well maintained separately, the former dis-

tinguished by having its greater breadth in the

lower parts, being erect - flowered ; and the

latter known by its greater breadth being

in the upper part, being reversed - flowered ;

while all varieties with a confused arrange-

ment of the parts should be rigorously dis-

carded, at least for breeding purposes. Very good

indications of the two groups may be seen in the

new varieties called John Standish, which is erect-

flowered, and Rev. Joshua Dix which is reversed-

flowered, both being among the highest and

ThToutline of the individual blossoms should be

either an erect or a reversed triangle, the lip

marking be ng confined in the former case to the

"netn«fin the" latter to the two'lowe'pe^ or,

if continued oa the sepals symmetrically deposed

4. The colours should be clear and the mark
.

ngs

distinct. 5. The surface and margins should be

smooth, and the texture firm and stout or fleshy,jo

as to be enduring. Thenew varieties hereafter rai ed

may be considered superior, in the degree in which

they approach the standard thus set up.

The gentleman who favoured us with the

account of how he succeeded in renovating a mori-

bund Plum tree (p. 266), has been so obliging as

to furnish in addition the following particulars as

to the emission of roots aloft, at the place where

it had been originally budded. The box then

employed and now applied to a languishing Apricot

tree is 17 inches high, 15 inches broad, and 10

inches deep from the front tft the wall at its back.

It must be remembered that the wall itself formed

one of the sides of the box. The incisions were

merely a slight ringing of the bark (which was

removed) in two places, an inch apart, on each

branch, as it started from the tree, and about a

quarter of an inch in breadth ; but he had so little

faith in the necessity or use of that operation in

this particular case,"that he did not even look at

it, but merely permitted it, as it could do no harm,

to satisfy and quiet his routiner, the acting

gardener, on the principle that he is not a wise

workman who quarrels with his tools. In his own
mind our amateur depended for the emission of

roots entirely on the callus formed at the junction

of the scion and the stock, where a good deal of

or<*anisable matter had been accumulated. In

fact, the sap, after elaboration by the leaves,

could not descend to the roots, so trail and thin

was the strip of bark that served as the stem. It

is known, too, that many plants that meet with a

check at the roots have a tendency to throw

out roots at a higher point, even from the branches,

under favourable circumstances. The problem

I here was to supply those circumstances. He also

1 reckoned on the sunheat that would be absorbed
» and retained by the wall ; and the hot summer of

1859, followed by the showery one of 1860, tended
greatly to success. It was bottom heat (applied a
little above the usual level) employed for the
striking of a cutting, succeeded by waterings and
a moderate temperature, and a moist atmosphere
after it had struck.

All these conditions are easily imitable. In fact

our Correspondent would not have recorded the

adventures of his Green Gage tree and its descent
from the upper regions to the level of the
ground, had he not believed that the experimentmay
be carried further and more widely applied with
advantage. Of the hundreds of thousands
of Camellias and other worked plants that are sent
out by the Belgian plant manufactories and
similar

^
great propagating establishments, what

proportion linger and die after they have reaohed
the hands of their purchasers ? A very large one
indeed. The fault is mostly laid on bad gardening,
or too much watering, or too little, unsuitable
houses, &c. Even the Bon Jardinier (with whose
ability all are conversant) tells us that we do not
yet know what is the best soil for Camellias, and
recommends further experiment. Nevertheless,
old^ vigorous specimens, that have overgrown
their feeble youth, do not seem to be very nice, or

renovation or propagation by suckers

instance, he remarks, we lose tender &
perching them up in the air and exposi

h

a degree of cold which they cannot sup£i
we lose hardy Roses, which no frost

wouidkilP
budding them on a delicate or cankered r
Therefore, his octogenarian Green Gage tree (2?
is now, April 10th, full of blossom,

and \rhS9
better, is putting forth leaves) teaches L
lesson that many worked plants, suca as(W
Magnolias, Roses, variegated-leaved

shrubs^

trees, &c, might gain m vigour,
after the/

turnedout of the hands of the propagator bvL
subjected to a second process, whose obL*:
to make them root at the graft. 0h

Plants so re-rooted would be of
consideraWv

more value thanbefore, andwould be eWnuttyL'

chased by many at a higher price. Hortic

skill is not wanting to determine what plants^
made in this way to grow upon their own rofcw
the most efficient method of doing so. fyy
which is probably essential, might be«nJ
along any series of pots or boxes by meansoim |

or flue. An objection to such a mode of rooti^

that it is not certain to prove a rapid one; oc

there are many cases of valuable, or favourhs, t

interesting specimens, in which possibility jn|

that an amateur would require.

Among the parts of the new Gaedej

Rotal Horticultural Society at Soutkfr

sington that are most nearly completed

Meeting room, in which visitors can m
for business or pleasure. We have font

described it in some detail (see p. 144

we now produce a view of the interior, i

into the Garden, with which it comnuni

through the arcades, whence the level $m

is reached by nights of steps. The aiifr

tural building seen in the distance ii

Western Entrance, not yet commenced. 1

has been built by Mr. Kelk, from the gr

design of Captain Fowke, R.E., and we rent

think affords a sufficient answer to to ge*

men who imagine that a military engiiiet

capable of no higher purposes than ffc

fortification or forming a trench k the h£ »»

a lantern and tracing-line.

Table, showing©

earth near I/*

'

during the last 10

J
first 20 days ot

acceptable to those

farmers, are deep.

r

The accompanying
PERATURE OF THE
the last 18 years,

of March and the

will we trust prove

like gardeners and
terested in the progress of vegetation.

have occasion to refer to it heT̂ L,
present we have only to remark that auu

ground in March at a foot below them
this year warmer than in any season est

and 1859, yet the powerful radiate «

£

the beginning of April reduced the t

[

below that of many years; and notwitwffjj

rapid accumulation of surface heatW;
2 feet deep was actually colder t&an

except 1845, 1852, and 1853. Soft*

remains the case, vegetation must m ^ ^
happens

•richest coloured crimsons that are known, and the 1 squeamish, or exclusive in respect to soil. But
former one of the most perfect in respect to smooth- 1 may not many cases of lingering consumption
ness and substance, which are auxiliary qualities I which are laid on the shoulders of unhappy
of no small importance. (M"^"'"'a r™a^» v~~~ — :i._ t - "*v

In respect to colour and marking great latitude

may be allowed according to individual fancy, but

at least the colours should be pure and decided

—

rich, clear or delicate, as the case may be ; and the

lip markings should be distinct and well-con-

trasted, and moreover, they should be symmetrically
disposed and confined to the centre petal of the

erect-flowered group and to the two lateral petals of

the reversed-flowered varieties, or if continued on
the lower sepals they should be evenly balanced.

The markings or stripings on other parts of the

flower, if any, should also be clear and decided.

Thus it will appear that in order to carry

on the improvements which have been so well

•ommenced, the following rules in selected
seedlings, at least those intended for
breeding, should be rigidly observed. 1. The
habit and constitution should" be vigorous, the stems
strong and sturdy, and if branching from the base
so much the better. 2. The flower spike should I own roots; for they are exposed to^onhlpbe lone» and veil.fin™ icl^u) *V,« fl ..„„..„ .itl^i.' : i_-a.-__-_ f. .

uuuim;

inclinin

gardeners (who have quite enough to answer for
without that addition) be really owing to the
imperfect union of the scion and stock

,°
in some

degree perhaps consequent on the hasty way in
which the plants are got ready for market ? Some
scions never do take kindly to their stock, but only
just keep alive for a while.

He has a small plant of that beautiful and hardy
thing the Magnolia Yulan (worked upon he knows
not what, for it came from Belgium, via a Frenoh
nurseryman), which for the last two or three
years has been growing, in homely phrase, like
the cow's tail downwards, and must die shortly
unless he can get it to throw out roots above the
graft. How slight is the attachment of the
Medlar to the Hawthorn ! A Medlar bush would
be safer and quite as pretty as a broom-headed
standard.

The life of all worked plants nrost necessarily be]
more precarious than the life of plants on their

progress, as we see is u^f""7, „rK

Asparagus, the growth of deep-rootea °

ana the opening of Apple blossoms. i^ :

ture was on the 20th April ne*riv o
«*

1856, a difference which may \f*\» *
2 feet underground. Whoever w*^,
folding of leaves and expansion 01

we think, find in differences under^
.

.

explanation of differences above
gro

so.ne of our correspondents who
xeey

of Flora " will look to this. a

A RETURN OF THB TEMEBB^g"?, °jjgt

Last 10 da;

March.

injurylong and well-fnniUhed, the flowers ail to injurious influences on the scion and injurious
« to one side so as to form a face. 3. 1 influences en eh , stock, with no poU°%Tself!

1 foot.

43.6
38.1

43.4
42.9
45.2
41.8
i9.0

44.45
41.0

36.*
42.4

40.2

43.1

45.2
47.1
43.8
45.3

46.7

First 10 days.

APBII*

1 foot.

45.6

43.7

47.0

42.5

48.5

45-1

46.0

44.45

42.-

45.1

46.0

43.3

47.6

40.8

46.7

48.3

47.6

46.9

.
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1TOTES OX THE BOTANY OF JAPAN.—No. IV.

(See page 312).

Leaving Nagasaki and its beautiful scenery behind
us, I shall now endeavour to give some account of the

land and its productions about Yeddo, the capital of

.Japan. The places or ports where foreign merchants
are allowed to settle and trade in this part of the
empire are named Kanagawa and Yokohama, both
situated on the shores of the Bay of Yeddo, and
distant from that place about 16 or 18 miles.

The geological formation of this part of the country
differs entirely from that about Nagasaki. The latter

bears a striking resemblance to the hilly part of China
in the same latitude, that is, the upper sides of the
hills are generally barren, with rocks of clay-slate and
granite protruding in all directions. About Yeddo we
meet with quite a different formation. The country
•consists of hill and valley, and with the exception of

the celebrated mountain named Fusi-jama and some
others in its vicinity, the hills are only a few hundred
feet above the level of the sea. The soil in the
valleys, in which Rice is the staple summer
crop, is of a blackish - brown colour, nearly
entirely composed of vegetable matter, and resembles
what we meet with in a peat bog in England. Like
that land it springs beneath the feet when one walks
over it. The sloping sides of the hills are covered
with trees and brushwood, the latter oftentimes being
apparently of little value. One naturally asks why
tthese lands, which are capable of cultivation, should be
allowed to lie in an almost unproductive condition.
.But I could not get a satisfactory answer to the ques-
tion, although doubtless there is Borne reason, and
probably a good one, for this state of things. Passing
upwards through the belt of trees and brushwood, we
next reach the tops of the hills. These are all com-
paratively flat, and thus a kind of table land is the
result. The soil of this table land is exactly similar
to that found in the marshy valleys below, that]is, it is

a soil closely resembling what is found in peat bogs.
Scarcely a stone or rock of any kind is met with, either
dn the valleys, on the hill sides, or on the table land on
the summits. A casual observer on examining this
black and apparently rich-looking soil would think it

yery fertile, and capable of producing large crops. But
in reality it is not so fertile as it looks, and foreigners
generally remark on the little flavour the vegetables
have which are grown on it.

How this peculiar formation was originally produced
I am unable to explain. Whether this part of Japan
was at some early period a flat peat moss, and these
hills formed by one of those fearful earthquakes for
which the country is still famous, and which, accord-
ing to tradition, forced up Fusi-jama in a single night
to the height of more than 14,000 feet, I must leave
geologists to determine, but it is Buch as I have
endeavoured to describe.
Many of the trees of this district are identical with

those found about Nagasaki, which I have already
noticed. The largest and most useful seem to be such
•as Pmus Massoniana, Retinispora pisifera and Crypto-
meria japonica ; the latter attains a very great size, and
seems peculiarly at home. There are, however, two
most remarkable species which I did not meet with
further south—the one is Thujopsis dolabrata, the
other Sciadopitys verticillata—both charming trees,
which it is to be hoped will prove hardy in England!
I think we have already proved the former to be so,
and there can be little doubt about the latter. Sciado-
pitys is different in appearance from any Conifer I
have ever met with. It grows in the form of a cone,
attaining a height of more than 100 feet; its leaves
are long and narrow (or rather I should say broad, for
a Pine)

; they are arranged in whorls, and are of a deep
green colour. Altogether it is particularly striking in
ts general appearance, and very ornamental.
Amongst shrubs a species of Weigela was common, but

whether it wasW. rosea, or a new species, I was unable to
determine at so late a period of the year. Osmanthus
aquifolius, covered with sweet-scented white flowers,
was also met with. It belongs to Oleacea?, and is a
very fine ornamental bush, particularly the variegated
variety cultivated in the gardens of Yeddo. A new
species of Aucuba with green leaves was common in
the shady parts of woods and hedges, and is likely
to prove an acquisition if introduced to Europe. As
a fine evergreen it will be much prized, and in addition
to,this it becomes covered during the winter and spring
months with a profusion of red berries, which give it
a very ornamental appearance.

I found in the garden of Dr. Hall of Yokohama,who had a very interesting collection of Japanese
plants, and to whom I am indebted for much valuable
information and assistance, the male plant of Aucuba
japonica which is now

. on the way home. I look
forward with great interest to the introduction of this
plant, not on account of its appearance, for it closelv
resembles the female plant which we have had so Ion'
in Europe, but the fruit, in all probability, will behighly ornamental. Only fancy all the Aucubas which
decorate the windows and squares of our smoky townscovered during winter and spring with a profusion ofred berries ! Such a result-and it is no t an impro-table one-would be worth a journey all the way from
•England to Japan.

•Zhe 7ine of th
'

18 diatricfc
'
which you may as well141116 at once the - Yeddo Vine," produces a fruU of

great excellence. The bunches are medium sized, the
berries are of a brownish colour, thin skinned, and the

flavour is all that can be desired. This Grape may be
valued in England, where we have so many fine kinds,

and most certainly will be highly prized in the

United States of America. A few years ago I was
travelling from Malta to Grand Cairo, in company
with Mr. Bryant, the celebrated American poet,

and a genuine lover of horticultural pursuits. This

gentleman informed me •that, owing to some cause,

our European Vines did not succeed much on the

other side of the Atlantic, and suggested the import-

ance of introducing varieties from China, where the

climate, as regards extremes of heat and cold, is much
like that of the United States. I had never met
with what I consider a really good variety of Grape
in China, and therefore have not been able to act on
Mr. Bryant's suggestion. At last, however, we have a

subject for the experiment, and I urged its importance

on Dr. Hall, who is an American citizen, and who has
already introduced a number of plants to his country
from China, He enters warmly into the matter, and
no doubt will accomplish the object in view. I there-

fore conclude this article by giving notice to your
readers on the other side of the water to look out for

the arrival of the " Yeddo Vine." B. F.

REPORT ON SCARLET AND OTHER BEDDING
PELARGONIUMS,

Grown at Chiswick in 1860.

{Concludedfrom p. 361).

Series V.

—

Vaeiegated-Leaved Pelargoniums.

§ 1. Leaves golden or yelloivish edged.

121. Golden Chain.—From Mr. Scott. Leaves flat,

golden-edged ; not in flower. Well known as one of
the most useful bedding sorts for special purposes.

122. Lady Cottenham.—From Mr. Turner and Mr.
Scott. Medium habit ; leaves flat with yellowish
green edge, and faintly zonate ; flowers deep pink, or

rose-colour. A useful sort.

§ 2. Leaves silvery, or creamy-edged. * Flowers scarlet.

123. Alma.—From Mr. Scott, Mr. Turner, Mr. Taylor,
and Messrs. Fraser. Medium habit; leaves broad, flattish,

white-edged; flowers medium-sized, in compact trusses?

deep reddish scarlet. A first-class variety.

124. Annie.—From Mr. Kinghorn. Dwarf compact
habit ; leaves with a whitish edge ; flowers large, light

orange-scarlet, rather loose. It is one of the more
desirable varieties, similar to that called Flower of the
Day, but having better foliage.

125. Bijou.—From Messrs. Low & Co., Messrs.
Fraser, and Mr. Turner. Medium habit ; leaves rather
convex, white-edged ; flowers large, well-formed, bright
scarlet. This is one of the finest varieties in culti-

vation, and was considered to be quite A 1.

126. Brilliant.—From Mr. Taylor. Medium habit;
this, which is a variegated sport from Tom Thumb, has
leaves slightly edged with white, the edge more or less

abortive ; flowers bright scarlet. It is a useful sort.

127. Burning Bush.—From Mr. Hally. Dwarf;
leaves convex, edged with creamy-white, and zoned
with dark red, pinkish on the younger parts ; flowers

of good form, in fair trusses, medium-sized, light scarlet.

A very excellent variety.

128. Countess of Warwick.—From Mr. Kinghorn,
Messrs. Low & Co., and Messrs. Fraser. Medium
habit ; leaves rather cupped, silver-edged, with distinct
dark zone; flowers medium -sized, in compact trusses,

bright scarlet. It is one of the best varieties, and is

good either for beds or pot culture.

129. Jane.—From Mr. Turner. Vigorous, with
spreading one-sided habit of growth; flowers large,
well formed, light scarlet. It is, however, inferior to
other sorts.

130. Julia.—From Mr. Turner. Medium habit;
leaves having a creamy edge ; flowers medium-sized, in
good trusses scarlet. A distinct and good variety.

131. Mountain of Light.— From Messrs. Fraser.
Medium habit; leaves convex, white-edged; flowers
scarlet. Inferior.

132. Mrs. Lenox.—From Mr. Taylor. Medium habit

;

the growth rather one-sided ; leaves with distinct white
edge; flowers bright scarlet, in small trusses. It was
considered to be inferior to Alma.

133. Perfection.—From Messrs. Low &Co. Medium
habit; leaves flattish with broad white edge, and
mottled green surface; flowers of tolerable form, in
fine trusses, bright light scarlet. A variety of good
properties.

134. Picturatum. — From Mr. Turner. Medium
habit ; leaves with a creamy edge and zoned with red

;

flowers of medium size, in compact trusses, scarlet. A
pretty variety for pot culture, but apparently not suited
for beds.

135. Scarlet variegated.—From Mr. Taylor. Medium
habit ; leaves cupped, with creamy or slightly silvered
edge ; flowers loose, crimson scarlet.

136. Scintillatum. — From Mr. Hally. Medium
habit ; leaves cupped, creamy silver-edged, and dark-
zoned ; flowers well formed, of medium size, and pro-
duced in good trujses, deep scarlet. It is a very beau-
tiful variety.

creamy-edged, and zonate ; flowers cerise-scarlet ; not
in good condition.

138. Bridal Wreath.—From Mr. Turner and Mr.
Scott. Medium habit; leaves white-edged; flowers
rosy -scarlet, above medium size. Inferior.

139. Fairy Nymph.—From Mr. Turner. Medium
habit; leaves rather cupped, white-edged; flowers
cerise-scarlet, in small trusses. An inferior variety.

140. Flower of the Lay.—From Messrs. Fraser.

Medium habit; leaves rather cupped, creamy-edged;
flowers light or cerise-scarlet, of medium size, and good
form, in fair-sized trusses. A good old useful sort.

141. Flower of Spring.—From Mr. Turner. Mode-
rately dwarf habit; leaves silver-edged, and mottled
with green; flowers large, of extra fine form, rosy-

tinted scarlet. This is a first-class variety, fine every

way.
142. Mountain of Snow.— From Messrs. Fraser.

Medium habit; leaves concave, white-edged; flowers

large, well formed, light salmony scarlet. A useful

variety.

143. Shottesham Pet. — From Mr. Turner. Mo-
derately vigorous; leaves cupped, silver-edged ; flowers

medium sized, cerise-scarlet. Inferior.

144. Variegated Tom Thumb. From Mr. Scott.

Dwarf; leaves white-edged; flowers small, cerise-

scarlet. It is too small to be effective.

### Flowers reddish-crimson.

145. Lady Granville.—From Mr. Taylor. Moderately
vigorous ; leaves cupped, slightly silver-edged ; flowers

loose, reddish-crimson. Inferior.

#### Flowers pink.

146. Lilac variegated.—From Mr. Taylor. Mode-
rately vigorous; leaves cupped, slightly silver-edged;

flowers pink, loose, in trusses of considerable size. A
distinct and useful old-fashioned sort. It was received

under the name of Peach Blossom from Messrs. Low
&Co.

147. St. Clair.—From Mr. Turner, Mr. Taylor, and
Mr. Scott. Moderately vigorous in growth; leaves

cupped, white edged; flowers rose pink, in compact
trusses, rather indifferent in form. It is however dis-

tinct, and useful as a rose-coloured variegated-leaved

sort.

148. Silver Queen.—From Mr. Taylor, Messrs. Low
& Co., and Mr. Turner. Medium habit ; leaves flattish,

white-edged ; flowers loose, pink, distinct in colour, but
inferior.

The following did not produce flowers:

—

149. Fairy Nymph.—From Mr. Scott. Leaves silver-

edged, indistinctly zonate.
150. Koh-i-noor.—From Mr. Scott. Dwarf, the plant

being weakly in habit ; leaves silver-edged. Described
as a bright scarlet.

Series VI. HrBEiD Bedding Pelabgonitjm.
This name is applied to a group having more or less

resemblance in habit, foliage, and blossoms to the
classes of show and fancy kinds. There are some inte-
resting and useful varieties in this section, but during
the last season they scarcely came into bloom, and they
are evidently not adapted for bedding out in seasons
like that of 1860. Some of them form fancy pot plants
suitable for decoration. «y

** Flowers cerise, or light rosy-scarlet.

137. Attraction.— From Mr. Kinghorn. Leaves,

VARIEGATION IN PELARGONIUMS.
There are few subjects more deserving of notice

than this, and perhaps few are less thought of by the
generality of gardeners. Various physiologists have,
from time to time, done much towards solving the
mystery

; still the cause lies in comparative obscurity.
1 hat there are fixed laws, which govern the cause as
well as the effect, no one can doubt, and a thorough
acquaintance with these must be acquired beforewe can satisfactorily investigate the matter It
is poor logic to say that the effect is pro-
duced without a cause. There is no such thing in
nature as chance ; on the contrary, order and per-
fection are everywhere observable. Some may inquire
when a change which results in variegation takes place.
I say, at the moment the cellular tissue is generated
which afterwards furnishes a seed or bud. Although
at this early stage no perceptible alteration is
discernible, still a chemical change must have
taken place. I can see no difference in the
arrangement of the tissue in a full-grown leaf, whether
the parts be white or green, and there may be none,
except the presence or absence of green matter. If
the tissue in the buds of Pelargonium Annie
(variegated), and Compactum Superb (green Horse-
shoe), the former a sport from the latter, be examined,
no difference will be observed between the two as
regards colour, until light begins to play its important
part ; still this does not alter; my opinion as to when
the chauge takes place. It is probable that all
the cells generated at that juncture were, to
a certain degree, deprived of the power to
become green, and that the green patch in
the middle of a leaf is an effort of Nature to regain
a lost position. As to the primary cause, I con-
sider it to be water absorbed by the roots while in a
state of decomposition. A plant such as a Pelar-
gonium will live for a time without the aid of
rootlets ; indeed, when they perish, no callus is formed
between the dead and living portions. The same
result follows, in some cases, when dead or decaying
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of

branches are allowed to remain on a plant; in

the first case, the putrid matter may be

carried upwards, and in the second downwards

be that as it may, matter in a state

decomposition assuredly does enter. If the power to

form green material in a seed were partially destroyed,

the future plant would doubtless become variegated,

but if wholly destroyed no germination could take

place ; yet we often see white shoots start from a

healthy-looking plant, growing as vigorously as any of

the others, but deprive them of the aid of the green

portion and they would soon die. I have never been
able to get a variegated plant from seed, although I

believe Flower of the Day was so obtained ; nor do I

see that any practical means can be employed whereby
dependence may be placed in seeds to furnish varie-

gated results; the case is, however, otherwise with
buds.

Having found that in good soil variegated plants

indicated a tendency to become green, and that in wet
mould badly drained, green sorts had a tendency to

throw up white shoots, I was led to try a few experi-

ments. The first was in 1857. A plant of Cerise

Unique, which had been very unmercifully cut for

cuttings, was selected for the purpose. It "was pretty
well furnished with snags—in fact, a good specimen of

bad cultivation. It was planted out in June, deep
enough to hide all defects. As autumn drew on my
doubts began to rise, for not a vestige of white could
be seen about it. I therefore took it up, potted it,

,

and cut the head off it. In a few weeks afterwards I

was encouraged on seeing by five or six buds that had
!

started, that some were green, some white, and one '

beautifully variegated : this I preserved and propagated. •

Next year two or three plants of the same (C. Unique),
which had been bedded out, were taken up and potted
after the frost had killed their tops. Keeping bad
treatment still in view I would have nothing cut off
them, and here again I got a sport similar to one which

j

I obtained the previous year. I next took Tom Thumb
!

in hand, and from it I was surprised to get !

Brilliant. I tried it again, and now I have got what
I think is identical with Silver King ! I believe, there-
fore, that all the so-called Scarlet Pelargoniums may
be altered in appearance in this manner. Whether
this alteration be a disease or not, there is one very
remarkable fact connected with it worthy of Mr.
Darwin's notice ; that is, I have never got a green
sport from a variegated plant like the green parent of
the variegated variety. From Annie the sport is like
old Compactum

; from Brilliant it has an upright habit,
and becomes red with cold ; and from the variegated

Such "humbugging trumpery "as I had been used to

were of no use to him. Ladies were treated rudely,

the young gentleman was ordered out of the house,

trails, ciliaris, carnea, and herbacea,

TJelleborus trifoliate, olympicus, liviuus Unf
^

Gentiana verna, in flower; true Yellow

W

^
time's, unhurt: Desfontainia sninosn. An«A *3>h

un

Mfafa

•j —o o
forbidden to touch the watering pots, and on re-

monstiating offered battle, and indeed struck by
him, and I (an infirm old man) am compelled

to go about looking in all directions lest I should

encounter this ferocious animal, and now, after only a

few weeks, I have, according to agreement, to keep

him on at this important season, seeing many good
things needing care for another month, without any
control over anything, or must pay board, lodging, and
high wages for that period ; however this must meet
with magisterial consideration. I do not however
think myself repaid by that amount of practical know-
ledge which might make some amends, as 1 noticed the

rootlets of all my Orchids are covered over and con-

cealed from the light. I maintain that they should be

exposed, though I dare not say so. Please to notice in

your next who is right, master or man [master]. You
need not fear, luckily for you, to speak out. He took

charge as a single hand, but requires and has had a man
and boy to do the real work, and wants more for a place

not larger than your handkerchief. Senex*

Rhubarb Syrup.—The aperient qualities of green
Rhubarb and its conduciveness to health being now so well

known, its usefulness does not admit of a doubt; but
allow me to remark that it is best used in the form of

syrup eaten with "plain bread," as are all cooked
fruits; and not with pastry, especially by invalid

persons who have bilious constitutions. Pastry is like

strong drinks, it only serves to indulge the appetite

rather than to impart to it any real good, causing
secretions in tbe stomach beyond their natural order.

To make Rhubarb syrup is simply to cut it into small
pieces, simmer it over a slow fire one hour with a very
little water ; or it may be baked in a jar, then strain

it and add sugar to the palate. When it is young it is,
, J

._

like Apples, unnecessary to be peeled. If sweetened some useful light upon this interesting subject. I
with the best of sugars (loaf is best), it will, if preserved practice is exceedingly simple, which will, I hop

air tight and set in a cool place, keep good for many
months, and will be found to be pleasant and refreshing
at all times and seasons. A, Hardy, Maldon.

Effects of the Winter.—As it has occurred to me
that from the exceptional severity of last winter it is

a matter of interest to horticulturists to record its

effects on our half hardy plants and shrubs, I venture

house shooting, several appear dead in 'i^P*
Gum Cistus, untouched

; Buddlea doWT*
harmed ;

Rhododendron ciliatum, untouched i

*
amoena, quite safe; Rhododendron

Edgeworth' £H
Weigela rosea and amabilis, unhurt;

Ervth' •
;

lanceolatum, yellow, coming up
; SwyrinchinmiJS

riorum, in flower; Trillium grandiflorum,
purnnw^

and nutans (?), untouched. N.B. Snow neveru^
2 or 3 inches in sheltered places, so gavenoproSj!

|

in garden. Pyrus japonica never flowered «n J5? I

before; Judas tree about to flower, south-wS^J
nprotected ; Rhododendron glaucum,

hbonttofat
unprotected; Buddlea.Lindleyana, dead; Eev
japonica, dead ; Fuchsia Riccartoni, against

wall htf
dead; Veronica decussata, not killed, as fatasiaB
see, but much injured : Clethra, quite alive, no *J!!
tion. ' ^*

Strawberry Growing.—My experience and tinttfj.

neighbours corresponds with that I read^a^
American publication I formerly alluded tojnl^,

J

annoyance of constantly having a great urifef I

barren plants of vigorous growth amongst theHi I
great, it appears very desirable to obtain some cote

knowledge of the cause of this evil, or if posij,

lessen it. Will you allow me, therefore, to hmtenir i

readers during the coming season to put the m^Sff^

a trial by following the American system, which I ij

give in a very concise form presently, if it shoolfr

found that the difference of climate interferes, stilt

may hope that a careful investigation by a nnmber!
1

persons in different localities could hardly fail to ton

to trouble you with the following notice of the' present
condition;of our shrubberies in Safe. 56° 5' N., and long.
5° 20' YV. You will no doubt have seen or at least
have easy access to a paper recently printed by the
Scottish Meteorological Association, which contains a

plant I raised myself, alludedTo~aW,7t '£255Z 32^^*2' ???! 5
fr

tbe
JJ ^* 1*™* G

{

irden9
jCense Unique in nothing but the flower. An Old 7 • g '

-..

«n Uie effects observed on shrubs and
Showman. tree3 immediately after the unprecedented frost of

23d, 24th, and 25th December, 1860." The notice I
now send you from the same latitude will
serve to show the great difference between the
east and west coasts. Notes on the state of
Shrubs and Plants of less hardy character in
Sir John Orde's garden at Kilmory, lat. 56° 5' N.,
long. 5° 20' W., April 15, 1861 :—Deodaras, untouched
m all situations; Araucaria Cunninghami, in wood

Home Correspondence.
Hautbois (see p. 361).— It may be a convenience to

j

those who wish to grow Hautbois, to know that Belle !

Bordelaise, raised irom the Old Hautbois and Alpine, is
!

a free setter, and an abundant double cropper.
"
It has !

for the last two vears given four crops, and two sets of !

*. \ i %* * - , . , T, „ . = » —
runners in the two years. It was sent m by my S1^^ 5 Moni7^^"^^
valued friend Mr. Gloede, of MoreUur-Loin ? Fra, cj

untoucl 'ed
I

[

Ceanpthus azureus and Ilex latifolia, the

in the spring of 1859. It was f^OfWS^i ^L*3£*£? *&"**"*^ ft *?fd
that year and cropped. The six plants then threw 90 g

£l
S

* * 1^1 ^P^a repens, untouched; Erica

runners, and cropped verV heavily again in Sen ember ^T% I***T% a
% ^'T Berrulata

'
Buffered

which Mr. Gloede saw when here. It did the sameTn ?"?}' ' *? J

T?
assinora eoerulea, on S. wall, killed

the cold wet season of 1860. it is a rich, Jood^K™ \°
the

^
ound ^igustrum lucidum, in border killed

berry, and like in leaf and berry to the Old Hautbois !

to ^ound
'
on S -E

'
wall green; Khododendron arbo-

I have also here the Monstrous Hautbois and the Black !^JTTS^X -™ ?* £*! >'ear9
> l

ind fcbis

Hautbois (the most musky of all) ; but they did not
set their fruit last year. They are now in
abundant bloom, and I hope they may do well.
Belle Bordelaise may be had of Mr. Nicholson of
Lggleschffe, Yorkshire, and of Mr. Rivers. With
regard to the Old Hautbois, I never found it sterile,
but a good cropper, though not so good and sure as
Belle Bordelaise. I found that when I broke up a
two-years old bed of it, though the ground had never
been trenched, that the roots had penetrated down-
wards 27 inches, and perfectly filled the ground with
its ramified roots. Probably deep trenching and
dunging would secure a crop of it, but I think, with or
without trenching, Belle Bordelaise would be suro to give
satisfaction. The autumnal or second crop is too late
to ripen without glass in this cold and fickle climate
It might be easily forced in August, September, and
October. Mr. Rivers has kindly sent me two seedling
raised from it, the fruit of which, he says, is enormous.
Of these I hope to be able to report favourably here-
after. The British Queen and the Hautbois race are
the two representatives of Strawberry flavour. The

year for the first time is covered with flowers; Lomaria
alpina, perfectly hardy; Cryptomeria japonica, unhurt,
15 feet high, 12 feet through; Euonvmus japonicus,
dead; Phygelius capensis, sprouting; Gunnera scabra,
Mitrana coccinea, and Rhododendron Falconeri^ all
unhurt; Aucubas, untouched in all situations; Lauras
tmus, made shabby in low places ; on the hill (moor
well exposed in front of a dyke to sun and air, unhurt
Bay Laurels, both in shelter and against dyke in hill
untouched; Sweet Bay, uninjured; Veronica Lindleyana!
self-sown in wall untouched, old plant dead to the
ground; Azalea mdica odorata, white, unharmed both

!m wu ™ r ^
e;

i

Arai
\
caria kaWta. quite exposedou hill perfect, in low places a little damaged - Lentosperumni Thea kahatffteg^t^^

standing, 12 feet high, 18 feet through and sS
i self; Pampas Grass, in a degree shflt'erTd**?£full

I

sun partly green ; Olea ilicifolia, without any Utaction lost ita leaves, but alive; Veronica decussatadead; Phormmm tenax in a tub withoutS^
alive, one m border dead; Clianthus «nnJn««V i i

Myrtle, very little hurt; CamellCSnK^^i
not hurt in the least

; Bamboo, not K£ I>frundi!

i — - -&»•/ »' * r^

an additional inducement to a good number tog

fair trial. During the flowering season mark theai

female, and hermaphrodite plants; reject the kfc

altogether; take 10 runners from female planba

one from a male, and plant them in this proporin.

and next year mark the result. I should recount

the curious to plant in beds far distant froniK

other all three sorts by way of further test;
"J

result, they say, will be that little or very poor ir.

will be found on any of them. To be fruitful the pro?

plants must come "together as in the manner I hr-
•

just described., T. IT. N.
Decorated Gardening and its Sorrow-^ fr

months ago an eminent landscape gardener nude mi

plan of beds (for bedding plants) wil* «*"?.»*

lawn, and the necessary bedding planu,wi^|«

such colours on the plan, were furnished Vj
mf^

first London nurseries, and it was then 8U?§®^
this nursery establishment, that during tbe m
spring of this year I might have these coloutsmoB

less realised in bulbs, and a great deal of consiaew

was given by this establishment, and ltn5
\^

determined to have ribbon edgings of v»n0l^Tj
Crocuses, filling up the centres with dlflereut

STj

Early Tulips—in fact, as near as could be, reaiuw

bulbs the colours on the plan. A fore

J?J;^,
nursery came down purposely to plant t

.

and my gardener were engaged tw0 "a«!u^'j
planting, as there were many thousands ot^

^
have come up regularly and healthy, Dn '» ^
coloured picture we were to have had, am ^
of colours that took us so long to determinej
turned out simple impossibilities, for the trot

all bloomed beautifully and faded, ere a i ^
had developed itself; so we had at nw>

without the picture, and new the picture \ ~

frame. I have complained to this nurserj ^

inent of the cross blunder comniiitea . #

a

to

- ~..„ „ „™„ mvvxuua annum, or me excelsior
genus, and it is considered to be, through the lights
given by modern education, something very superior™^l?

1 m
-

oWen times
-

The facfc i8 1 hav« t<> ™y^*be »««y got a neiv gardener from a really

?hi i tslrt
here he bas been u^der a t;?ht ™»> *&

boUer new ^t.
apPear?Ce °U ^ OWn accotlnt

-
New

toiler, new watering-pots
5 such things ! new everything.

V .

> ' "•!• t*" UI " UA,««'U»,uniiurt onSE wallJasminum nudirlorum, flowered first wt^k m To« *• i

Magnolia grandifiora, small plant Lahist u^l TV
sheltered by Spruce Fir branches

; Ma^l 1 '

does not flower this season, which itX^d^?*Magnolia purpurca,unhur t ; w£^£^

nerely that the fault lies witn m*^ "£&
nd my gardenerand perhapsmyself. Jsow,

,

a
•

, ^ %

o ask you is this, whether, supposing u*J
t

acted on my orders, it was not ™fW*^j*
hive explained to me the impossibility or c r

my wishes, or being, «3 the Act % W»
tion, whether some compensation, anu

to me for committing such a Sross
cQ^

hlundcr. Their reply does not c
-

bef,

expression of regret or apology, f °
,

seems to be a legalVf^^Z $«»"•
*

arrange Crocuses and Xulips

contrast of colour.] o(W!ntrast ot colour,j
#

, . jias go <

Bougainvillma speciosa.^As tins
« ^oat^

hrought into notice of late, it may no
fl

r

to state that it flowered elgbt ye^^ tf£J
Towers, under the management 0I

fl

*
red
t^

Whether this was the first ^ lfc %Q^ itJ
not I am not aware, but I should tan^ ^^
fli« 4-: ~pui : o Inrcre Ulant-. * J|

*

under a wooden- trellis used for a t0OlleTe it

on a rafter in a span-roofed stove,
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<jun!iit«d with this plant it cannot be too highly recom-

mended, and few who have once teen it will We long

without it; it is on* of those rare gems which wh<
once seen can never be forgot. G. Ainsworth.

Mr. Thomas Lo&L— Perhaps you are not aware that

Mr. T. Lobb, the indefatigable collector, who lias

hazarded his life in traversing the wilds of Java, India,

«&c, in search of the beauties of nature, and introduced

so many lovely things, has, since his return to this

country, had the misfortune to lose one of his legs.

Hi' was seized with the typhus fever, which ultimately

1 ttled in his leg, and the doctors found it necessary

to amputate it in order to save his life. Consequently
will never be able to undertake any more explorations.

I therefore take the liberty to call the attention of all

lovereofh rticulturetothe fact, in hopes that a subscrip-

tion may be set on foot, in order that a fit testimonial

may be presented to him foi his past labours, and this

I imagine could easily be effected, if every gardener
and patron of horticulture in the kingdom would only

subscribe 1*. each. There can be no doubt that the

pal nurserymen and gardeners in or near large
towns would willingly receive subscrij is from their

neighbours for thi« laudable purpose, and convey the
various sums to you or any other person u might
think fit to appoint to receive them. It you will be so

good a* to bring the matter before the public, through
ir columns, you will oblige, J. M.. Truro, April 22.

P I tin very willing to subscribe 5>.

Heated Vine Borders.—Mr. Munro is mistaken in

believing that from what was seen by i at Colney
House " originated " the idea of heating the Vine
borders here. It was my employer, the Marquees of
Tweed \e, who first suggested the plan to me, and my
mode of doing it was approved of by hi and carried
out two years previously to my visit to Colney House.
At the present moment I have not the slightest recol-

1 tn of being shown an\ chambers where Vine roots
hanging 3 feet long. It must have been some

< -rson. I cannot imagine that such an occur-
rence should so entirely escape my memory had it

taken place. At all events the chamb it Colney
House were not the originators of the chambers here.
JLlex. Shearer, Tester.

Aphides.—In your Number of March 2nd you recom-
inended for the destruction of Aphides, a decoction of
quassia wood and soft soap ; you however did not give the
proportions of the ingredients, but hinted that if the
quantity of quassia was t large, the solution would be
less etli nt. M* success has been so complete that I
cannot re t the inclination to record in your columns

proportions I have found to be perfectly effeetoal

;

they are loz. <f quassia boiled for 10 minutes in one
quart < water, then adding soft soap of the size of a
•mall hen's egg ; not the slightest injury resulted to the
ouug^jpes. JB. 0\, Sunning JIill, April 21.

Add n was awarded a label of commendation. Prom . Antagonist , a dark sell; (J. tanspar
Mr. Turner came beautiful collections of Azaleas, Pelar-

j

grey eye; C. Rosy Circle, witl
goniums, Cinerarias, and Auriculas, to which sn< d crimson-tipped flon white at tl

Foreign Correspondence.
Wf.t.bo'

; N'E.-3>,r kind of Pood.—Two of the party
of the Victorian expedition, who lost their horses, and
were only rescued after a lapse of several weeks, saved
their hves by learning from the aborigines how 1

pound up the seed vessels (sporangia) of the little
Cryptogam,,- plant called Marsilea hirsula by R.
Brown, and bake them into bread; they also made a
porridge of the same. Both kinds of food were
considered by Dr. Beckler nutritious by no means un-
wholesome, and free from anv unpleasant taste. Ferdi-
-*«nd Mueller.

goniums, Cinerarias, and Auriculas, to which
certificates were awarded. The Azaleas consisted of

Juliana, orange scarlet; Ivervana, white; Criterion,

pink with pale edges; Murrayanu, bright rosy

pink; Perryana, glossy orange scarlet; delicata,

white, occasionally striped with crimson ; Pet uniaeMora,

pink shaded with violet ; and perfecta elegant,

orange scarlet. Among the Pelargoniums, which were
all prettily spotted varieties, the most conspicuous were

Pescatore, Madame Pescatore, Impe*rat rice Eugenie, and
Parpaillot. Among the more striking of the Auricuh

of which there were some 80 sorts, all in the best

possible condition, were Lightbody's Meteor Flag, violet

purple self; Dickson's Duke of Cambridge, Chapman's
Sophia, Hudson's Apollo, Fletcher's Mary Ann, Wild's

Bright Phoebus, Fletcher's Ne Plus Ultra, Waterhouse's

Conqueror of Europe, Campbell's Robert Burns, Hep-
worth's True Briton, Turner's Rev. Geo. Jeans, Smith's

Waterloo, Maclean's Unique, and Barlow's Morning
Star. The Cinerarias consisted of Brilliant, deep

purplish crimson; Miss Marnock, Perfection, and
1 hichess of Sutherland, all white bordered with different

shades of purph Lady Seymour, white, broadly edged
with violet ; and Madame Parepa, crimson with small

ring of wh'te round a dark eye. From Mr. Turner
also came some prettily bloomed Hoses in pots, among
which were Paul Ricaut, Aimee Vibert, Duchess of Nor-
folk, Gen. Jacqueminot, Baronne Prevost, and Jules

Margottin. Mr. Turner likewise furnished some hand-
some seedling Cinerarias and (uraniums of the Scarlet

class. Among the latter the best were Clara, a
yellow and green variegated leaved kind of con-

siderable promise; and Prince of Hesse, salmon pink
with pale edges, to both of which were awarded
labels of commendation ; to Herald of Spring,
cerise flushed with orange, a first class cert iri cat

was awarded : other kinds were Queen of Sear-

le a small, apparently very suitable kind for
beds; Fairholmsland, white with horse-shoe foliage;

and Garibaldi, a promising dwarf scarlet variety, with
boldly marked reddish brown horse-shoed leaves.

Messrs. Cutbush again contributed a handsome exhibi-
tion of Hyacinths, for which a special Certificate was
awarded, and a vote of thanks wag given to Mr. Young,
of Highgate, for a collection of Tulips. Last, but not
least, was a glorious bunch of Bougainvillaea speciosa,

fresh and beautiful, from Mr. Daniels, of Swyncombe
House, near Henley-on-Thames; and along with it

were shown Sir W. M'Arthui's dried Specimens of this
plant and of spectabilis (the Paris variety), described
in our columns last week ; to Mr. Daniels wen? voted,
and deservedly, the thanks of the meeting for his
magnificent example of speciosa. which as the dried
specimens clearly showed to everybody present, is quite
different from spectabilis. &j

I

ith

the

purple

dee]

bas.

with

and
with dark disk; C. Favourite, white, tipped with deep
purplish rose; C. Lilueina, lilac-rose, with large dark
eye; C. Mammoth, very large, white, tipped with rosy
crimson ; andC. Rubens, a rose coloured self all from
Messrs. Smith. Mr. Turner sent Cineraria Harbinger,
rosy crimson, with grey eye; C. Lord of the Manor,
with white petals heavily tipped with rosy crimson, and
C. Reynold's Hole, a brilliant rosy crimson self.

From Mr. Turner also came Auricula Negress, a dark
chocolate self, with some good properties, though rough

;

and Pelargonium Fairholmsland and Queen of Scarlets,

both of which are mentioned in our report of the Royal
Horticultural Society.

A list of prizes awarded on the occasion will be found

in our advertising columns.

Royal Botanic, April 24 (3d Spring Meeting).—
Miscellaneous collections of plants were shown in good
condition by Messrs. Fraser, Penny, Cross, and Young;
and some 'finely flowered Azaleas by Mr. Todman of
Clapham, Mr. Turner, Mr. Cross, and Messrs. Fraser.
Plants remarkable for the beau of their foliage w ere j

receive a slight top-dressing of cow dung and other rich
furnished by Mr. Bull, Messrs. Cutbush, and Mr. Young, manure in autumn, and later in the season a covering

Garden Memoranda.
Preston Hall, near Maidstone, the seat ot

E. L. Betts, Esq.—At few places, even in Kent, are

ening operations cairied on with greater success

than they are hereunder the skilful direction of Mr.
Frost. That his Grapes are uniformly excellent is

sufficiently proved by the number of first-class prizes

which he takes for them at our London and other
exhibitions of fruit, and, judging from present appear-
ances, this season will be quite equal to its predecessors.

Than the first and second early Vineries nothing could
possibly be more satisfactory; the Vines in them ha-\

made excellent wood, and are bringing forward a crop
which promises to be all that could be desired, and that
too from spurs scarcely an inch in length, though the
Vines themselves are fully 11 years of age; it will thus
be seen that Mr. Frost follows strictly the close spur
system of pruning. The borders in which these Vines
are growing were well made in the first instance.

The soil, which is good turfy loam, was well prepared by
frequent turning and exposure to the air, and was
stacked in a heap three or four months before it was
used. It was then mixed with broken bones at the rate
of a quarter of a cwt. to every load of sods; to these
was added a fair proportion of oyster shells and old
mortar rubbish, but no manure; the site of the border
was excavated to the depth of 5 feet, but more than
a foot of this was afterwards filled up with drainage
material, on which was placed the compost. After
the Vines had been struck and well established In pots
they were shifted into baskets of open wicker work
about a foot across. In these they were kept until
they had filled the soil with roots, when they were
transferred to the border in June, and planted—baskets
and all—just as they had been growing. They were
then treated exactly *as if they had been in-

tended to be forced tor a crop till the end of
mber. In November they were cut well back.

The first year they were permitted to carry a light crop,
and they have been forced every season since. As
regards temperature they are managed much in the
usual way, and when the fruit is about half coloured,
air is left on the house night and day. The borders

octettes*
Royal HoBTicuLTriuL, April 23 {Floral Com-

miffee). Rev. .1. Dix in the chair.—From the Treasurer

Hyacinths were also shown by the two last named
exhibitor and Roses and Auriculas by Mr. Turner.
Auriculas likewise came from Mr. James of Isleworth,
and the Rev. Geo. Jeans, Alford, Lincolnshire. Mr.
Foung and Mr. Bull sent variegated Begonias; Mr.
Williams, Lycaste Skinncri ; and M rs. Dobson, a col-
lection of well grown Cinerarias. Cinerarias and Pelar-
goniums were also again shown by Mr. Turner;
Pansies, both cut and in pots, by various exhi-
bitors, and from Messrs. Dobson V e a eollec-

to the Society, VV. Wilson Saunders Esq., came some '

t ion of herb ous Calceolarias. Among new plants
interesting hints, among which were Prenanthcs

j
the more remarkable were " ' * *

pmnata and arborea I m the Canary Islands, both
graceful look < species, to the last of which a Label of
Commendation was awarded; nn ornamental kind
Asparagus from South Africa ; and Erodium guttatum,
a i little plant with cheerful dark-eyed mauve-
•«oMred flowers. To the la«t a label of com-
mend on was awarded. Mr. Bull, King's Road,
Chelsea, again furnished a plant of the new ] n
I tens rubro-nervia, and along with it examples of
1. tricolor and sspericanlis ; from the same esta-
blishment also came Thrinax elegans, an ornamental
small growing Palm from Central America; several

A^23P!?V.
Seg0,,il19

*
tbe best of which wfts Comte

Alfred de Limminghe, with leaves beautifully mottledand otherwise covered with silvery markings; a white
variety of riea mediterranea, found in I, and by Mr.

Z*S5' °r
^*«ievin, and a boxful of the variegated

ar ety of Agalhjsa ccelestis, which, however, in this
instance had nearly thrown off its variegated character

SZrtl ^ i?
mam ***•*>»* L. nuviatilii, and

Polvstiehnm vesti urn venustum, were awarded

NvL^v
^jrminnm.

^
Impenal Prince and Scarlet

^osegay. Messrs. I eitch .ent Adelaater Albi-emus a silvery-vemed, ornamental leaved plant from
*ltt ArneTKi; Fnca Imperatrix, a pretty variety of

a 1 iltenoa called Gilesii, which
tke sristata breed;

Goniopteris rep Ian v.

an el< drooping W Indian Fern, and
Athyrium Filix-ffemina, var. Krizelli a singular and
really handsome Pern, from Miss Clarkson ; Rhododen-
dron Madame Wagner, a pretty variety with white
blossoms I with rose, from Mr. Williams ; Preris
rubro-nervia, an elegant and free growing Fern alluded
to above, from Mr. Bull; also Erica mediterranea alba,
from the same nurseryman. Pelargoniums Clara,
Herald of Spring, and Prince of He3se came from Mr.
Turner; also Cineraria Miss Franklin, a free-flowering
variety of large size and good properties. Cineraria
.Magnum Bonum, white with a dark centre, and tipped
with blue, another large kind, came from Messrs. .Smith;
also Cineraria Enchantress, a cheerful looking kind,'
white, broadly margined with reddish purple. Cineraria
Colleen Bawn was shown by Mr. Turner; though not
perhaps first-rate in habit, it is a pretty variety,
with lively looking blossoms, white with dark centre,
and tipped with violet blue; also Cineraria Great
Western, a showy deep purple self. Mr. Todman
furnished Azalea Great Western, a large flowered ros
coloured variety ; Sir. Bull, Azalea President Claeys, a
small flowered salmon-coloured sort with pale edges

;

and the green drooping-leaved variety of Dracama
fragrans, called lati folia. Messrs. Fraser sent Azalea
Duchesse de Brabant, a very large rose-coloured semi
double variety ; also Azalea Leopold I., salmon rose,

and Erica regina, a light variety of Mie sristata Class.
Among other Cinerarias not mentioned above werevraa fLnnn-l.f k«. •«-««*« u *u — ~.«^.i, .mn,u niuvug vtiitri cinerarias not mentioned uuuve were

^eg.W.leared Bcgoma
;
to the first of these (the

J
also C. Louise, white with ray pwpl tips; C.

oi 2 feet in thickness of leaves is put on and is allowed
to n lin till the Grapes begin to colour, when it is

removed a little at a time, so as not to too suddenly
expose the surface to the action of the weather. Some
Iditional covering was however applied last winter,

which here as elsewhere was unusually severe.
The houses in which the Vines just mentioned grow
nn part of along range of forcing houses constructed

chiefly of galvanised iron; they have a light and
neat appearance and are reported to answer perfectly
every purpose for which fchey ore intended. In
addition to Vineries the range is divided into compart-
ments devoted to Peaches, Figs, and Nectarines, Ui the
growth ot of which Mr. Frost is equally successful
as with Grapes. In the early and other Peach houses
there is an excellent show of fmit ; Figs are obtained
from the back walls, and French Beans and Straw-
berries from shelves, beds, and borders. As regards
Strawberries, we may mention that the pots, instead of
being placed in saucers, are set on turves, into which
the plants root through the bottoms of the pots, and
thus derive an amount of nourishment which could not
otherwise be obtained. That this is highly beneficial
to them their luxuriant growth and the heavy crons
they annually bear fully proves; the Variety
selected is Keens' Seedling, which Mr. Frost
prefers to all others even for early work.
In one house a stage has been erected for the sj al
accommodation of plants in pots, among which were
many fine specimens of Azaleas, and raised beds con-
structed in other houses in which there is warmth,
supply early plants in flower for cutting from, and ior
the decoration of the conservatory, which being
attached to the mansion has to be kept continually gay—in winter and early spring as well as in summer and
autumn.

In addition to the houses already described there are
o span-roofed plant houses—one a stove in whbh

uas a luxuriant Musa Cavendishi, which has recently
produced a bunch of fruit 40 lbs. in weight ; a Cucumber

uise and Pine pits, which annually yield some fine
specimens of good cultivation. In the growth of
Cucumbers for winter supply the following plan is
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of which are very old and of great size, mc uwibhw
stands on rising ground, and the view from it is varied

and extensive.

Miscellaneous.
What influences our Climate. — I cannot omit

directing the reader's attention to the influence which

the far-distant barrier of Central America has upon the

climate of Great Britain. Supposing yon narrow belt

of land to be suddenly whelmed under the ocean, then

instead of circuitously winding round the Gulf of

Mexico, the heated waters of the equatorial current

would naturally flow into the Pacific, and the Gulf-

stream no longer exist. "We should not only lose the

benefit of its warm current, but cold polar streams,

descending farther to the south, would take its place, and
be ultimately driven by the westerly winds against our
coasts. Our climate would then resemble that of New-
foundland, and our ports be blocked up during many
months, by enormous masses of ice. Under these
altered circumstances, England would no longer be the
grand emporium of trade and industry, and would
finally dwindle down from her imperial station to an
insignificant dependency of some other country more
favoured by Nature.—2)r. Hartioig's "Sea and its
Living Wonders."

pursued. Ihe seed is sown about the middle of August,
and the young plants put out about four weeks after-
wards, or about the middle of September. They are
grown on trellises, to which they are carried up with a
single stem about 3 feet in length, and are then trained
over the whole roof of the pit. As they advance in
growth great attention is paid to removing old leaves.
ine plants are certainly not stripped of foliage
entirely

; on the contrary, all young healthy leaves are
retained, but such as are a fortnight or a month old
are taken off; Mr. Frost always calculates upon
Having a fruit to each leaf when the plants are in full
vigour, and he rarely fails in obtaining it. He stops at
every joint when the plants begin to bear; but should
a plant become weakly he allows it to run wild for a
time and keeps the fruit removed until it is thought
sufficient vigour has been infused into it t? render it
capable of bearing a crop. The compost used varies
according to the season; in early and mid-winter one
third peat (potting shed refuse in which Azaleas, &c,
have been growing), is added to a similar quantity of
leaf mould, and the rest consists of fibry loam, or
perfectly rotten Couch Grass (which is better when it

can be procured). Later in the season a soil consisting
of three parts loam and one of dung from a spent
Mushroom bed is employed. As Cucumbers are gross
feeders guano water is given them freely and with the
best results ; and the better the drainage the more
frequently they may be watered with it, especially in
summer. During the dull months of winter the
watering pot is used sparingly, its application being
regulated according to the temperature, which in
November, December, January, and February ranges
from 60° to 65°. This, t ogether with sufficient bottom
heat, is considered by Mr. Frost quite high enough for
the

^
successful cultivation of Cucumbers in winter.

During the dull months no water is kept in troughs,
but a humid atmosphere is kept up when required by
damping the paths and walls and occasionally the hot-
water pipes. By following the mode of culture just
indicated a good supply of Cucumbers is obtained the
whole year round, and that at no great amount of
trouble or expense.

The kitchen garden is entered from the lawn through
handsome iron gates and palisading, and, to prevent a
bare brick wall, which runs right and left on either
side of the gates just adverted to, from presenting
an unsightly front to the pleasure ground, it has
been faced with a glass case in which are grown
Peaches and Nectarines, Cherries, Plums, and other
orchard house fruit. The width of this case is about

Wfc
l

*?T}*}° feet in Mgtt, but not heated.
Another case of this description has likewise been putup elsewhere for Peaches and Nectarines, hut this iswarmed by means of hot-water pipes ; its produce
therefore comes ma little earlier than that of the cold
case, which also furnishes ripe fruit before it can be
obtained out of doors, and thus a good succession is
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FLOWER GARDEN AND 8HRUBBER
IEl

Calendar of Operations.
( For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatoby, &c—All climbing or trained plants

will now require attention in regard to thinning, train-
ing, stopping, &c. If the weather becomes very bright
and warm, shading must be employed. Many New
Holland plants will now be in bloom, and if fully exposed
their beauty will be but of short duration. As regards
stove plants thorough cleanliness, free ventilation, plenty
ofatmospheric moisture, and slight shading in very bright
sunshine, are at present the chief requisites. No means
should be neglected to encourage free growth at this
period in Orchids, in order to get their pseudo-bulbs firm,
well fed, and well ripened betimes. In mixed greenhouses
fires may now be nearly or entirely dispensed with. If
the weather is genial and accompanied with bright
sunshine^ heat sufficient for the night may be secured
by shutting up early, not however soon enough to
scorch. A general rule can scarcely be laid down in
such cases to guide the inexperienced. On a sunny
afternoon one-half of the air may be reduced at 3 o'clock
and the whole taken away at 4 o'clock. Continue the
various points of cultivation previously recommended
remembering that now is the period for rapid growth

theret?
*PP y *ng ^ the enco*ra8events accessary

PmTO FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineeies.>W ere the quality of the fruit is the first

consideration, which it is or should be in every instance
care must be observed to have the soil about th^ Ztsin a rather dry state during the ripening period and

:tlVt
Cai

l
be

I™6 With0ut ««*«*! tb5 r
P
est of thestock the atmosphere should be' kept rather dry, ad!mitting air more freely while the fruit is colouring forthere is no chance of fruit of first-class quality if thesoil is very wet about the roots, and the atmospherekept close and saturated with moisture durin? theripening period. In the case of plants growing potshe trouble of collecting and placing together tho eapproaching ripeness, so as to be able to treat hemproperly, would be well repaid. Use fire heat a^

Clg
I
J
ff
aS ma^consi8fc ^th maintaining the pronedegree oftemperature. Be very careful to keep erowLplants properly supplied with water at the root ^dgive^plenty of manure water to those Lporous

^n«BiM._Whero Muscats are grown for a late

appear, and a temperature of from 65° ta, W> S- £°

I to t%t*v ;r.Z?e
?
Wlt

!l
™\plmr. ^ will soon be time

Endeavour to harden bedding plants
sible preparatory to their being awA^*
may be done as to display by a iudicio

°K
1

or combination of both colour and forn)
USarri,l

N
principle, our best authorities seem to

' ****

various shades of orange and yellows wiuT
6

""I
the various purples and blues; whites ar

•
*'

the blues, oranges, and reds; whites W^
the effect of the yellows as also the vioS S 1

the various red or rose-coloured flowers a

r

colour is concerned, capable of forming a yJ*
selves. Every individual bed of a flower «?*
in our opinion, be complete in itself, both?

^

to colour and outline. Sow the more mJI
1^

kinds of hardy annuals about shrubberyyfr I
borders, or wherever room can be found!

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GAB*
Let a sowing of Endive now be made- bDutch Turnips on a cool border. Let full crow

Beans be planted forthwith, and a row ofMarrow Peas or the British Queen. The kbe prepared after the way of a Celery drill

manure completely saturated with mobtmi
Kadishes and small salad.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWlCK WllrFomeWeckendin* A,ril 25, 1861.M ob.emd .ttfcffi
"T^MMltOMT

April.
Baiomiiii.

Max.

Friday 19
Satur. 2ft

1

Sunday 21
Mon. 22
Tues. 23
Wed. 24
Thuw. 25

Average.

.

April

9

10

11

12

13

O
15

30.170
3«.230

29.909
29.887

29J*54
29.919

30.001

Mia.

29.995

30.H6

30.036

29.822
29.772
29.813

29.982
29.981

29.936

OTthe AirT

Max.

55
54
56
56
55
64
M

5S.«

Min.

29
20
24
39
25
40
30

29.5

Mean

42.0

37.0

40.0

47.5

40.0

52.0

48.0

WtEEjl,

1 foot 2 fte

dwp. i«.

50

50

48

^:

48

48

6

i

4

6

43& ' 48.1 ' 43J

i^~y.n,forBI,yi overcast ; liKht clouda ; fine butcoid;iir

20—Fine; cold wind and hot sun ; «harp froitatni(dt— ? I~fro8t
T '» »«n«hine, with plight hate ; cold air; Hmr

"~ **- Low au»ky- white clondt; cloudy; OTereut; ihoia f
^..i—Uniform haze ; cloudy ; very clear ; froitj; nil.- 21—Overcait; fine; clear at night.

""., 29—Fine; cloudy and fine; clear; slight frott
Mean temperature of the week, 3j deg. below the irerije.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHIS1TICI

1 xmng the la«t 35 years, for the ensuing Week, eneinf Jbfif

rmiSra

April
and May.

Sunday 28..
Mon. 29..
Tues. 30..
Wed. 1..
Thurs. 2..
Friday 3.

.

Satur. 4

ft.il

i> be *. t.c Z -

60.0
61.0
61.3
61.0
62.4

61.6

36.2
38.3

40.2

39.9
39.4

40.1

No. of
Tears in

which it

Rained.

48.1

49.6
50.2
50.4

50.9

50.8
50.0

14

12
14

12
12
16

Greatest

Quantity z
of Rain.

I

0.64 in.

0.75

0.31

0.51

0J2 '[
-

0.58
"*•• 4.. 61.9 38.1 f 50.0 1 1 QJO Ijjjill^
The hi)fhf«t temperature during the above period oet«A*fJ
no, and 4th, 1833—therm. 81 deg.i and the loweit***^

therm. 20 deg.

disturb the young roots A„d[Vn? °
U "Sed not *°

at the surface itIKu~v 17
T°°tS are found

turfy bam, leaf soil, ,J
dried up ; a slight coat of .UIly 10am Joaf ., -
horse-droppings will answer very'wSf for Tw ^ and
See that the borders of houses where he fT-'swelling are not allowed to get too drT

frmt IS

MEioirs.-Maintain a rather close m„- *temperature to plants recently nlantp,l'„ . *'..warm
get into full gnfwth, but avofd Fnduc „VT

Unt '1

,

th
^yot growth by too much moisture and w5

"
tP°SS hab,t

roots fairl/ get hold of the ^tC Tu **" ^somewhat difficult to secure a cron frL «enera%
sort. Give air as freely as the state nfh

°°d of U,is

admit, i„ order to secure fir n slmrtt , f 7
eathw wi" '

where the crop is setting, as the you,
" w,°

-

d
'
a"d KT T̂ mi«h' >» called oie

,

c,,an
fituLg

-

CJ
ti

apt to damp off unless the atraomh.™. *• ,
lt ls very ,

d
i
>erfect is the ~ntrivw.ee lor flttu*

rately dry.
P
Endeavour to secT^y t&fi% T^£ s„mNs: , WO. f» *«

y D°ttom-lieat

,

cuttings in a little bottom-heat.

Notices to Correspondents.
Broccoli: Inquirer. It is impracticable to save t«oBJ

Cabbage, for example Broccoli and Savoy, witmn>

each other. One inevitably spoils the other, and wm
prevent it. You must not allow more than one tow

flower.

Cotton Waste : J If informs us that his Vine-bordc

contain Cotton-waste, but rotten wood; ^^VL
were always healthy until their roots nm»».
which was put in tor drainage. He adds Wf
wood has now been removed, and the border was*

sound principles. ,

Cucumbers : M s. Persevere in the use of sulpw

;

mildew will ultimately disappear; it should bem
the plants are in a wet state, or it will not adhere *i-

long to be effectual. „,. •,r_

Diseased Vine: E P. Look to the roots. Tnerew

the matter there. nm
Emigration : JM F. We know nothing of an op-

gentleman's gardener in Vancouver. An lQdusu
^

hardworking gardener, acting on his own ^TJ r

on well no doubt. Labour is very high, espet

and if he took out a wife she would find PleD^;
ployment as a help. The climate is that of to,

island lies in latitude 49
a
-5U" N., and in Iwj;

Living is dear, lodging dearer, but wages extrro

As to cost of getting there and the way toao ^
apply to the shipping agents at Liverpool.

undertake the duty of making such inquiry*^
Grafting Wax: Excelsior. The following will jx»-

your purpose:—If several stocks are to w*
27 oz. of common yellow rosin ; melt it grao

•

to drive off the turpentine. When reduced
^

ence of a syrup add 10 oz. of alcohol, 8ba^,
1" w.

together, and pour the mixture at once into a

bottle. When the graft is inserted and tieu..
cover the surface of the latter well with tnis ^
painter's brush. Further information on v»~

be found in our volume for 1860. X
Laurels : Sub. These may be cut back now.

%#
Names of Plants : F S. As you have sent^^:
without leaves your question cannot w» ^
looks like T. manicata.-0rcAirf. Ojrtoc^^
<* MB. Oncidium longipes, and Ca

"X. ift<

-'
C&nstant Reader. Double Spiral P/"^"^*^
Perilla nankinensis comes from Nankin. J>o

'

^t.
the origin of Garden Pelargoniums, i"

p zoD
«K

about Las no doubt some of the blood «•^
proposed labels are quite sufficient ;

we *b ^
plant-labels should not resemble fiT

ave^deU ^who wish to know about ordei-s,
sudoi

consult books.
,w ia to »-r

Scythes : Blue Apron. Good scythes. ™*
m(Ml**U

quaUty, may be had of any respectable it ^ ^
a fair price. But for convenience ot w^

Jd by^
adjustment none are equal to Otway

^,

^

tbes*:>
Key. They might be called mechanical

[

sc^ w^
and perfect is the contrivance for wn»* *

nd. — **W
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ARTIFICIAL MAM'KKS, &c— Manufiu-turerR
and other* engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MAN UROB

mar obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, bj applying to J.C. Xksbit, F.G.S.,
6c, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington, London, S. Analyaeaof Boils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays ofGold, Silver, and
ot aer Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

Established 1821.

—

Universal Success or

GRIFFIN, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimonv borne to their value as Manures adapted
fat the TURNIP, MANGEL WUKZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
asd POTATO CROPS.

Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, &
GRirFDT, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton.

L AWES' S MANURES-
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 18451, are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LA^5!? PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
HUPERPHn-PHATE OF LIME £6 «

LAWESS SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BoNg or MIN tAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'SBARLEV, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr Lawks, or through

him appointed Agonta, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
pncea varying according to coat of carriage.
Genuine PenivUn Gu i direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate o( Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address John Rennet Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasie
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the verj
high agricultural and commercial value which characterise*
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,A Co., Button Road, Plymouth.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURE3:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

^^Sr-T^EKa B0NE8
»

AXD BONE
M
MANURE for

aAoTURES.
CONt I NTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

rT5t^
W
?
Uid <

f?
IParticula »- attention to the article DISSOLVED

Ji«vu - ^ i; i \
b

.

ey fr""™*** every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirelyIlOHi DOil PS*

r>
T
^v-i,

°,,
2
don Manure Company also supply PERUVIANUL AN O (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs <fc Sous). NITRATE ojM

i¥«S
BUL

K
PHtT«,E °F AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenci.ureh Street, K.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

TAN Gratis, in the immediate neighbourhood of
. . . __ Covent Garden Market.
Apply to Essex & Sons, Stanhope 8treet. Clare Market. W C

New Farm Seeds, Carriage Free.

Seed Warehouse, 10 & 11. Exchange Street, Norwich,

-. rr, f

Dioscorea Batatas (Chinese Yam).

M22£ fSKFH« *9* - -ppiy
quantity of Whole Tubers of this

am
2,. per dozen. Cut Sets fo^lamTngV^. period

*""** "
Highgate Nurseries, London. N".

Dioscorea Batatas.T IV EM and SON have a quantity of this useful
*r • esculen*, which they are now offering in Cut Sets, at Uper dozen, or 8*. per 100; also small Whole Tubers, at 2* 6dand 4*. i er dozen.

,
5? nff N

'
ur9erv

. April 27.

Dioscorea Batata*, or Chinese Yam.QW. WHEELER is ready to supply Whole

Nursery. Warminster. Wilts.

Spergula Pilifera Seed.

Wholesale and Retail

.

SUTTON and SONS can supply Seed saved by
Mr. Summers at the Crystal Palace Nursery, at moderate

prices, wholesale --r retail.

Royal Berkshire 8eed Establishment, Reading.

Improvement of Grass Lands
Br Sowing Good Seeds of the Most Suitable Kinds.

SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS
SHOULD NOW BE SOWN.

These Seeds consist of Perennial Clovers and Fine Grasses
for improving the bottom Price 9eL per lb., or 80s. per cwt.

8 or 12 lbs. per acre will be sufficient, and will produce a great

increase in the produce.
Sutton & 8onb, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Short Grasses for Lawns,
OUTTON'S FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS, for

MAKING NEW or IMPROVING OLD GARDEN
LAWNS. Price Is. per lb., 2*. 6d. per gallon, or 18*. p. bushel.

Ike following is an extract of a Utter receivedfrom Prof. Lindley-
" Messrs. 8utton,—We have already made trial of your

Lawn Grass Seeds, and it is but justice to say they have proved
the best we have sown for many years.

(Signed) " John Lindley."
"Horticultural Society, 21, RegentSt, London, Nov. 9, 18W."

Extracts from Letters recently received.

From Mrs. Edwards, Rhyl y Goit, COermarthen.
" The Lawn Grass Seed you sent last year turned out

beautifully."

From Wm. Symonds, Esq., 6, Belfidd Terrace, Weymouth.
" The Lawn Grass Seed I received from' you answered ad-

mirably."

From Sir Glynne Welby, Denton Hall, Grantham.
" The Lawn Seed with which you supplied me last year

answered perfectly."

From the Rev. F. Kitson, Hemyocle Rectory, Wellington.
" The fine Grass Seed for Lawns which Messrs. SoTroN sent

in the spring has given great satisfaction."

From Capt. Gapk, Portardulais, Llanelly.

Capt. G. will be obliged by Messrs. Sutton sending bira
more of the same Lawn Grass Seed as they sent him before,
which was very good indeed."
Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for Permanent Pas-

ture, mixed expressly to suit the Soil, which are never known
to fail. Price 26s. to :\2s. per acre.

Sutton Si Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading-

Garden and Field Seeds.

AND F. SHARPS beg to offer to the Trade at very
o moderate prices, the undernamed varieties of SEEDS of

their own selected stocks, and such as they can confidently
recommend :

—

Turnips in sorts

4f

H
Peas in variety
Beans ,,

Curled Cress
Turnip Radish
Early Cabbage in sorts
White and Red Celery
Blood Red Beet

Mangel Wurzel do.
Carrots do.

Drumhead Cabbage
Kohl Rabi
Thousand head Cabbage
Fine Rapeseed

Prices of the above may be had on application.
8eed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

SEA-KALE SETS, at 8s. per 1000.—A large quantity
of fine, strong, healthy Sea-Kale sets for sale ; the same

kind which are always grown by market-gardeners round
London, and far superior to seed for inakiug fine large crowns
for forcing the ensuing winter.

To be had of William Baoley, MunsterFarm, Fulham.

(COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
J and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, 8.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite toprepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terras and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

, ^____^as—^_^
Farm Buildings.

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c, for the erection of Farm Houses,
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their
own Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.
No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
The Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
Secretary, at the OfTices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Stieet, London, S.W.

rilHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY^
_I_ Incorporated by 8peclal Act of Parliament in 186S.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estatk Agents, 8u*yeyors, Ac

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all oases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

8. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, an<i

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of andradditions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W.

KOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
IRELAND. —The ANNUAL NATIONAL CATTLE

SHOW of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland will be
held at BELFAST on AUGUST 7, 8, and 9, when Money
Prizes, Challenge Cups, and Medals will be competed for in the
various classes of Horned Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Horses*
Poultry, Flax, and Agricultural Implements.

Prize Lists and information can be obtained at the Secre-
tary's Office, 42, Upper Sackville Street, Dublin, or from the
Local Secretary, G. Gerald Bingham, Esq., Castle Chambers,
Belfast.

Non-8ub8cribers to the Society can enter Stock on paying
the usual fees. By Order,

42, Upper Sackville Street. J. B . Thornhill, Sec.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OP
ENGLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, July 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th.
ENTRIES of Implements, Wool Flax, Cheese, and Butter

close on the 1st of May, and Live Stock on the 1st of June.
Prize Sheets and Forms for Entries may be had on applica-

tion to H. Hall Dare, Secretary.
12, Hanover Square, London, W.

E

£ne &grtcttltttral <5ajette.
SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1861.

Satirday,

MoXDAT,

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Wkdnbsdat, May 1 — Aifri. Society of England ., ,, Noon

4— Newcastle Farmera' Club.
( Central Farmers" Club .. .. 6 r.u.— 6 . (Mr. Owen WaUis on tbe Supply of

Animal Food from Grazing Grounds.

)

Tchdat, • - 7
1
^rny Local Agriculture).

and
and
thi*

TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN,

| ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS,
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT

NITR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

ConsUting of TENANT FARM BUS. occupying upwards of 30,000 Aces of Land.
Chairman- Joxas Wm, K-q., Babraliaui, Cambridgeshire.

All particular, may be bad
, applicationat the < U'uvs. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

OFFICE,: lOO.FKXCHinCH STUFET. MANUFACT, )BT« KAWTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

Professor Simonds' lecture on the Rot of
Sheep reported in another page is one of the most
useful and interesting of the many that have been
Kiven in the rooms of the Agricultural Society.
It would have been a valuable contribution to the
pa«;es of the Journal ; but the Council have been
well advised in directing its immediate pub-
lication. The Society does more good,
that is the purpose of its existence

;

it gains more in public estimation by
immediate distribution of the valuable informa-
tion thus laid before it. Those responsible for the
contents of the Journal might wish that a treatise-
—for so the lecture may be called—so full of
original research and characterised by such good
sense, should be retained for its pages : this, how-
ever, though it might be an argument for the more
frequent publication of the Journal and Trans-
actions of the Society, could be no justification
of the postponement of publication till August or
September, when the next instalment of the
Journal under existing arrangements may be
expected.

Professor Simonds' recommendations in order
to the prevention of the rot want to be known
all through the summer : if delayed till September
and October, the mischief to which they refer
may have been completed and be without remedy.
It is well that whatever is known of the causes
and remedies for so fatal a disorder be published
widely and at once. This accordingly has now
been done, and to the report of last week and this
we add the following resume of the subsequent
discussion :

—

Mr. A shell, of Swindon, could confirm the statement of
the lecturer with regard to the vulue of salt as a preventive or
remedial agent, from his own experience. Last season, which
was a wet one, he gave his sheep salt through the summer, and
the result was a successful lambing, very few having been lost.

He was desirous of knowing, and the lecturer had answered
the question, whrther stimulants w< uld not be likely to save a
flock in that condition. A veterinary surgeon, a neighbour of
ln«, had recommended sulphate of iron in the food as likely to
bring about a healthy state of the liver. Drenching of sheep
of ( r.-e, could not be carried on to any c- i terable extent

;

the medicine employed should be chiefly given iu food; and
lust year i ight »ome advertised cattle iood as a medium
rttie administration of physic. It would, he thought, be

well if something authoritative in the way of a proper cattle
iood could be put forth for the benefit of the farmer. He gave
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in tne tood wUich he purchased some sulphur and saltpeti

which the animals took, and after that period he lost but few
of them.
M. Db la Thkhokvais said that in one of his articles on

BmHsq agriculture published abroad he had stated that the
last season was a erywet one, and that many sheep had been

with rot. He afterwards received a U r from a
person not known to him, stating that a veterinary surgeon in

is Mfarhbou' 1 had discovered an unfailing remedy for tint

awfnl disease, and would o>me to Bnglan I. bring his medicine
with him, go into the districts roost affected, and undertake,
at hia own risk, to sort the sheep, claiming no remuneratiom
if he did not meet with success. Thinking that in the presence

of such an evil no suggestion ought to be deep. I, and k

ing that the greatest discoveries of nicnct had often sp tf

from very humble sou roes, he wrote to Pr feasor Si>

•ending the whole correspondence, and undertaking t<« tin tush

him with a certain quantity of the medicine with which t

make experiments. He believed that the Processor, under the

authority of the Society, had purchased some sheep, with a

of instituting the experiments, which he >> >ped won!

value or the wort hiusances ef the medieino.

Mr. FishBR Hobbh had heard lYnJsssor Bmo* us many times

sines he Lad been the Veterinary Professor ot
'
iho it

had never listened to a lecture of such value as the one just

delivered. Ho hid no doubt is would ve the _

importance to the farmers of England, lie knew of no

to whom the farmers of England were more indwbt>
- In answer to Mr Kress, FWeseor Sin o*a* said that the

iiaSsiss met with in oxen U of the same character a- that

in sheep, and that thera is no difference batweeu these dttle

creatures as found the goat, douksjy, and otuer animair

The reason was* not suffer to the same extent as sbee

ia that they do not bite so doss ; they fesd on tallsr Grasses,

and are, therefore, not likely to take lus. many theen ••»

•easdestaat. • to be rememhere«l 'hat they are animals of a

stronger niistUsSlcin. Suppose a hundred af these creatures

fn the biliary ducts of a aheap were sumcient to produce a

broken-up state of the eonsUtutten, the same number put into

the system of an ox. though not positively without injury,

would not be wulw iim ' to snosmists an animal of so strong a
eonatitution. At t is to be remembered, that if oxen do mil,

they will in some law tasUmaai, perhaps in many, as in the

parts of England at the present moment, they are

ty young animals that are aflectcd JL vote of thank

Simoseds was unanimously adopted, together with

a resolution that the Secretary be requested to take such

should insure the immediate puhncation of the
"

desirous of becoming acquainted frith to n< 'de

an invention, we lost no time in letting on foot a

negotiation for the possession of the secret, and

having traced the iuventor in his removal from

uthampton to Gosport, we there had letters

addressed to him upon the subject, and if promisee

had been of nnv avail we mi-ht possibly at his

time have been "in possess I of a I impi

and expeditions method of making seeds, on!

that we have learned the und Tabic nature ot pi

b< forehai .

Our next inquiry a r a sample of "000

sect its.lt ; but although it is well knowi n t

tradr, we have hit rto failed in procuring it.

We hoped our seedsmen mi^ht be able r«j presort-

some through some of tin ir friends. The result

was that we m
London farm, rati

with their own i In every

been prevalent about matters

tome oi iniir irienus. tut- «»«»
i U- application to a most respectabls

iviug the following reply:—

" I. 'iidoSJ.

"Bin,— In reply to jowr favour received t\ »

take leave to ear we •hall have pleasure In

your bluest for a eaaapls of ©U> Turnips If

we d. not keep It ourselves, nor tk we know I

who prepare It, it hssna* sesnsaMBsi of a tiads

r. i««

j.Iylns with

3? K
diaput*rW

inythinK, it i. Uw.v. fa* ^"put'Th?^
fact to trial, and when proved to be true v^
nuite time to consider the reasons wmVh «L? ^

it, the oonsequei wolk
lc0

P^oce

\\ . may add, in conclusion, M something r*.
tieal on the subject of lieans, that great bent

*? harvest fo
placing layers oi raegou or or long UcktW
drawers between the lay. rs Deans. \ye j/J
know whether this practice has beta, si J
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condition of IWana so treated when thnSS^
and of those from stacks or hovels in whi-a-Ji
precaution had bus taken. I B.
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Ttnjrip seeds are, as already state I, largely

adulterated. What, then, is the general natui

of the materials mixed with them ?

1st. Old seeds are mixed with new.

2d. Charlock, Indian, and other Rape seeds are

also mixed with then.

1st. The crops of seeds vary so much in produce

per acre one season aa compaind with another, that

moat years there is a superabundance of ease
kinds and a scarcity of others.

Now as most seeds are of comparatively little

use except for sowing, the surplus stock can ted

he disposed of at extremely low price- rd-
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The sentence we have placed in italics will be

nt to show h>w well the matter of 000
understood in the Trade, and how easy it is

to get bushels of if. no questions eing asked

wL a small quantity rsq red only 1 investi

gation may be refused.

It appear then that machinery exists by which

any one in the seed trade may quietlv and easil

commit enormous frauds. And it ia plain that the

ver notoriety of this machinery, tofather with the

coid it ion of sany of the samples of seed w! h

we have examined, proves that this machtsjsry

actually is employed by many sstdsmm to t

great in j v of their customer*. W. umotthsn
be doir wroor in urging any one ts oaake trial of

the seeds he is about to bur before he asws them or

even before he pi basse them. Where thstxper:

Slice of a number of years already extata, t

character of a seedsman is guarantee lor his good \
and experience of this kind . i indeed a more per

feet carrying out of the system of prelim y trial
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all
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to pay the growers 50*. a bushel. > >w in 1860
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genuine bnt as they well know how much Turnip Tffi in *» ssutry,
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with good ed is still a species of adulteration, and
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frequently mixed, and we may now examine ths
nature ot these mixtures. Charlock and Indian
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say, they are rendered incapable of germinating
before mixture—" Dead men tell no tal*
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in this respect it is amongst the best provided. More
legitimate cause of complaint is however to be found
in the character and class of accommodation that these

cottages afford. We are glad to eay that for years

back decidedly more just and liberal ideas have been
entertained and acted on in their erection ; but
though the tendency is certainly towards improve-

ment, it cannot be denied that a large proportion of

them do not afford the accommodation requisite

for the comforts and common decencies of life.

There may be said to bo three classes of cottages

in the county. First, tho old thatched one
apartment cottage ; second, and an improvement
on it, the cottage with its one apartment enlarged,

and a garret above with a good boarded floor ; and
third, the more modern and exceptional cottage of two
apartments, and frequently a good closet or pantry,
with garret accommodation as well. The first and
oldest style is gradually disappearing, the second may
be stated to be in most general use, and the third we
would fondly hope will prove the standard in time
coming. The cottage of one apartment cannot be too
strongly condemned, and though the addition of a
good loft or garret is a vast improvement to it, even
then the accommodation is so limited as to hinder the
observances of propriety, especially where there is a
grown up family of sons and daughters. Such housing
and such sleeping accommodation is undeniably sub-
versive of morality, and though on this subject we
feel that we can do little but echo what has often been
said, yet attention cannot be too earnestly called to
this wrong done to the labouring classes, and which they
are powerless themselves to remedy. Probably some of
our modern cottages have been carried to an opposite
extreme, supplying more rooms and apartments than
the hind can furnish and his income keep up ; but
when houses of this class are built the difficulty is in
part obviated by furnishing one or more of the rooms
with fixed bedsteads, &c. This error, however, is on
the right side, and so seldom committed that we need
not dwell upon it. Our agricultural labourers are
doubtless housed in a manner below their require-
ments; but though attention is at present specially
and justly directed to them, we think the platform of
the question is in reality much broader, extending to
the whole of our country's labouring population.
Are our town mechanics and factory workers
any better off in this respect? We should think
not. They certainly as a rule occupy no
larger houses, and have all the inconveniences of a
street dwelling over and above. There can be no com-
parison between the healthiness and comfort of a
cottage in the country, and of a room or even two
rooms in a flat of a house in the town.

We notice next the wages of the farm servant, which
are mostly paid in produce. An average wage an
valuation at current market prices may be stated as
follows :

—

In money
60 bushels of Oats, equal to at least

)

100 stones Oatmeal, at 2s. 2d. /
18 bushels of Barley, at 4*. ML .'.

6 bushels of Peas or Beans, at 5s. .

One montk's meat in harvest .

.

Keep of a cow
1800 yards of Potato land (drill)
House rent free

41. Qs. Od. or sometimes 5(.

10 16 B

4
1

1

6

2

1

10

i

£34 7 8

™The f?™P°rtion of the different kinds of rcain riven miv

mn£ swX are h,gl
\

afc '"' nt and make t waipe rath.

Por£« L*, °i'
k
f
r f0r tlv '" Properly speaking thePotato land and house rent are pot against this—so that thisreduees the hind's wage by 2*. or h. ,2? week

The hind pays for what coals he requires, but getsthem driven for him. This wage is a standing one,
and runs on summer and winter, without deduction
on account of weather or illness. The cow if well
kept and her produce well managed, is generally
worth much more to a family than 6/., which is
stated as the cost of the cow's keep. Her value tothem may be often nearer double that sum. The samemay be said of the right to grow Potatoes, the produce
of which may be 30 bags ; invaluable to a labouringman a family and a portion going to feed his pig.Jwch cottage has its garden attached. The spade hind

M^V*
9
UrCr iS f™™11? l

,liid iu money, about the

™™n it'*
a
i

W
x
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'

Foro! ,l or Awards receive
considerably higher wage, with free house a aportion of Potato land. Shepherd*' wages are alsohigher, being allowed the keep of so many sheV or

7n f^ld m
;
a°Uey ?ey rGCeive aboufc 20Un S'ioito farm produce. In the pastoral district* nf!?

aTtW 8h«W- «> XweT^e't p ofV™30to 40 sheep, which pasture along with their m-.Ws.aUo a proport.on of farm produce. For someVe?«back their income may have ranged from 4oTto 45/and even 50 '; varying of courte with the value ofthe produce they have to sell Tlm„„u n • •

seems large inproportion to oTM.^'o^nservants, it must be remembered that a shepherdK^ CaP'tal
°
f^ l6SS thm ™- °<™Wou

Till of late years, each . householder was reouired

rent f'f-
a

,

8,learcr in harr«t, whieh st^^thc«nt of his house
; but this is now given un andthe h0useg Me rent free Eftch

P«»« a d

*> keep a worker, summer and winter, Z whom he

is paid 1.9. in summer and lOcZ. in winter, and in
harvest ho receives the current harvest wage for the
worker. The wages paid by him to this worker are
now very high, as much as 7Z. in the half-year; so that
it takes nearly all he receives for the worker's earnings
to pay this high wage. This worker is termed a
bomiager, and it is but just to say that great com-
plaints are made by tho.se who are bound to keep
them, of the hardship of the system. It has also been
held up to public reprobation by writers and speakers
on the subject, being sometimes classed in the same
category of grievances as the iiothy system, and visited
with like condemnation. In this case, as in many
others, however, it is much easier to point out a
rievance than to suggest or provide a remedy for it.

No other feasible plan has been proposed whereby to
provide field workers in rural districts. In tho neigh-
bourhood of towns and villages the case is quite
different, as a large supply of labour can be drawn
from them ; but comparatively few of our farms have
this advantage. Were the arrangement of bondagere
(which, by the bye, is quite as ugly a name as it de-
serves) abolished, we must fall at once and largely into
the Bothy system as a means of augmenting the supply
of labourers obtainable from amongst the families on
the farm.

It is easy to say that farmers should look out for and
engage only those servants who can furnish workers
from their own families ; but what becomes of the
newly married, or of those with a family of young
children 1 It is impossible that all our farms can be
supplied with families of the former class just always
at the proper stage of furnishing workers. In those
districts where the Bothy system prevails, no doubt
many young men are debarred from marrying from the
want of cottage accommodation, and so the command
of home labour is proportionally diminished ; but this
does not apply to BerwickHh ire," where the household
system obtains and the rural population marry early
in life. No doubt it is a much more comfortable
arrangement when the cottager can furnish a worker
from his own family—the earnings going to help the
general income. One point urged is the hardship of
intruding a stranger into the labourer's family ; but
were this stranger hired to act strictly in the capacity
of a domestic servant to them, we believe the intrusion
would be more cheerfully borne, though as great in
the one case as in the other; and though some of
these hired workers may prove disagreeable inmates,
yet many of them do make themselves useful in the
labourer's house by assisting in household duties. We
are satisfied that wero cottages of several apartments
the ride, it would go far to efface this sense of intru-
sion upon the family circle. In a one apartment
cottage we con. s that the system is a grievous inva-
sion of the lireside—young women are most frequently
engaged for this service.

Householders are engaged for the vear from Whit-
sunday to Whitsunday. There are* several hiring
markets in the county, held in the beginning of March,
ingle servants are engaged half-yearly— hi May and

November, and the hiring markets" for them are held a
week or two previous to each term. Perhaps it is not
a desirable thing that the time of engagement, as in
the oaso of householders, should so l«Bg precede the
term of removal. An attempt v i made in a neigh-
bouring county, in which the hiring market is held in
Feb) ry, to shift it nearer to the term ; but it was not

ssful. The servants stood stoutly out against it
and carried their point. Wo think that in such
endeavours, originating with employers, to change or
abolish existing hiring markets, that the servant is too
little consulted in the matter. There are two parties
to a bargain-making, and he is quite entitled to be
heard. The very attempt to force a change upon the
employed in an arbitrary manner, prejudices them
against movements of the kind, however beneficial they
might prove. It must not be overlooked that the
hiring market day is regarded as a day exclusively their
own, and any attempt to deprive them of this will be
regarded with extreme jealousy. How far a system of
registration might supersede our present hiring markets
we ao not venture to say. but we confess to a feeline
that such a system, or at all events the abolition of
hiring markets, would lead to much underhand and

good service to the cause of education, for who nowa-
days does not correspond ]

Our labourer is a man of sober, steady, and indus-
trious habits, who for long has been pretty well
content with his position in life ; though it is an un-
pleasant fact that of late years the tide of emigration
has carried a large proportion of our best men from
our shores. Australia, and latterly New Zealand, have
drawn off many of the higher class of workmen, espe-
cially of such as may be termed the u well to do."
This drain upon the population has of course told on
the labour market, and has, we believe, by disturbing
the balance, been the occasion of much of that changing
and removing from farm to farm which has of late
been so common amongst our servants. Upon the
whole Berwickshire is well served by its labouring
men, and we venture to say that were masters to study
more the condition and comfort of their servants, show
them more consideration in the social relation, and
evince a more thorough and lively sympathy in their
well-being, they would be amply repaid in the hearti-
ness and cheerfulness of the service rendered to them.
Not begrudging them a holiday now and then as a
little relaxation in their year of toil, in which they
may visit their friends on a week day, thereby removing
the necessity which presses them too frequently to
employ their Sabbaths in this way, though generally
they are a church-going people amongst whom much
sterling worth is to be found..

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
(Continued from p. 343.)

The following Tables will all, until we come to speak
of the behaviour of Turnips under the effects of special
manuring, relate to nitrogenous fertilisers ; and on com-
paring the effects of these with other non-nitrogenous
manures, it will be seen what ground there is for the
creed, that a special virtue belongs, particularly in
corn growing, to nitrogenised substances.
Table V. Experiments with Sri phate of Ammonia and with

uriate of Ammonia.

Results of Wheat manured
|

withsulpb. of ammonia
Results ofOats manured with

sulphate of ammonia
Results of Wheat mauured
with muriate of ammonia

Tabu VI. I

ExrKKIMP.NTS WITH XlTRATE
of Potash.

Results with Wheat m *

S «

o

£ _ Urn 0> t— O

Bush.

M

Bush.

y
10

Table VII.
Experiments with Xitratb

or Soda.

Results with Wheat..
1 Barley .

.

Oats .

.

«t »* f
ft

HI

i

112
126

99

62fJ

u

n
18

Now in piling:, as we did with No. V. of these experi-
mental tables, from a series of trials in which no nitrogen
existed in the manures (see p. 343), to those largely
nnpr. mted with that element, we took occasion to

. remark what we here re-state, that if any special pro-
ductive efficacy be justly attributable to nitrogen in
manures, a greater increase of yield should exhibit
itself in the nitrogenous class of instances. To deter-
mine whether this be so or not, we shall therefore adopt
the following mode of comparison :

—

Table VIII.—Abstract of the Non-Nitrogenous Experi-
ments in Tables I. and III.

Increase.

Barley, Oats.

unhandsome conduct in the cha ing of servants,
whereas tho public market is fair and above board and
no feeling of delicacy prevents an employe hiring the
best man he can find.

6

Average increased
common salt .

.

Average increased
r-ulpliate of soda

produce from

prodttoe from

In regard to the education of the labouring classes
<mr parish and other schools place it within the reach
of all, but m general the children are removed from
school at too early an ago, the cause of which is tho
great demand for field labour, and the strong tempta-
tion there exists for the parent to place his child in the
way of earning something to help the Umilv. As a
rule they can read and write with tolerable freedom,
though we fear that with many their education ceases
when they are prematurely removed from school.
Much might be done in the way of circulating instruc-
tive and useful periodicals, or even in organising
reading rooms or circulating libraries. Each large farm
might have a room comfortably fitted up for this pur-
pose, and we believe it would be eagerly taken advan-
ige of and well supported. The master would require

to lend a helping hand and keep a proper oversight;
but an hour or two of a winter evening might be worse
spent. We believe the penny postage is rendering

-

Average of the two series

—Abstract of thi
Experiments:

A voragc increased produce from tm\
phate <>f ammonia. Table V.

Average teased produce from
muriate of ammonia. Table V.

Average increased produce from'
nitrate of potash. Table VI.

Avenge increased produce from
nitrate of soda. Table VII.

Average of the four nitro-
genous series

Average of the non-nitro-
genous series

Average of the bone-manure.
Table IV

Bush.

16*

101

Si » •

74

• •

*4

4

«

Thus, then, the coaiparison, quantum valeat, presents
the nitrogenous substances as actually the least pro-
ductive, or perhaps we should say, the least stimulative

i
of these three classes of manures, alkaline. nhosnWin
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•and nitrogenous. This very interesting and important

point will afterwards be resumed ; but in the first place

it will be well to give another set of tables.*

Table X. Experiments with the foregoing non-nitrogenous
AND NITROGENOUS (BUT NOT PHOSPHATIC) SUBSTANCES IN"

ADMIXTURE.

£, Sulphate of
ammonia
and com-

j

)
com

moa salt-

an Nitrate of
soda and
common
salt

Wheat

Wheat

Barley

Oats .

.

sulphate of
j 0ats>#

soda . . J

Increase.

Abstract.

Average increased produce from No. 1.

3

Average of this series .

.

Let us now bring together the

manurial divisions as follows :

—

Table XI.

averages of all the

Average of Division 1. Non-nitrogen-
ous alkalies .

.

2. Bone manures
3. Nitrogenous

salts

4. Non - nitrogen-
ous and nitro-

genous salts

in admixture

Increase.

Wheat.

n

Bush.

6

4i

6

Barley.

Bush.

13?

H
13

11

Oats.

Bush.

10
10

8*

12*

HeTe then, it is seen, that the most productive

composition hitherto adduced is where a comparatively

small proportion of nitrogenous salts is combined with
a comparatively larger one of the non-nitrogenous
kinds, the difference at the same time being substantially

unimportant.

to Cuthbert's as to Burgess and Key s that is,

one horse to the former and two to the lat te ,

they committed an error that entirely vitiates their

award, having apparently been misled by the maker s

description of the Cuthbert as "a one-horse machine

Were the amount of work .done the same by both

machines, I should have nothing more to say on this

point; but as thp judges themselves report that

Burgess & Key's reaper cut more than Cutl.bert s in

the proportion of ten to seven, it is manifest that the

unfortunate horse, which in the latter exerts two-

thirds as much power as the two horses m the other,

produced one-third less effect, so that m respect or

power measured by results, the two machines were

exactly equal. But even this is not all ; for Burgess &

Key's reaper performed by itself one more operation

than Cuthbert's, namely, the delivery of the cut com at

the side, which in Cuthbert's was effected by the inter-

vention of manual labour ! Thus a careful analysis of

the report shows clearly that Burgess & Key's machine

effects an economy of power to the extent of nearly one-

half as compared with Cuthbert's. Another statement

in the report is, "that in simplicity of arrangement, in

the strength and durability of the working parts of the

machines, Cuthbert's appeared to have the advantage

in the proportion of six to four." On this, I will

only remark that I have used Burgess & Key's

reaper for a whole harvest without incurring one

farthing expense for repairs, and I observe that

Mr. Laurence, in the present Number of the

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, makes a state-

ment to a similar effect; whereas I have understood

that during the trial at Canterbury the knife of Cuth-

bert's machine broke twice in cutting less than a single

acre of Wheat, and from the acute angle of the knife I

am not at all surprised at these accidents. There are

several other points in the report that call for comment,

but at present I will only direct attention to the follow-

ing.—"The two reapers cut the corn remarkably well,

except when badly laid; in this respect they were con-

sidered to be equal in merit." But subsequently the

judges say :—" For light crops, or where the corn is

laid or scrawled, Cuthbert's machine is preferable to

Burgess & Key's." Perhaps these gentlemen will be

good enough to explain how they reconcile these

apparent contradictory statements, the first being a

fact, the latter only an inference. In conclusion, I must
say that I entirely concur in the opinion expressed in

page 490 of the last Number of the Journal, by Mr.

Caldwell, the senior judge of the Royal Agricultural

Society, that reapers without sell-acting side delivery

are of very little use ; and I have arrived at the con-

clusion alter having examined and tried nearly every

reaper that has hitlierto been manufactured. Colliiison

Hall, Prince's Gate Farm, Romford.

Home Correspondence.
Heaping Machine at Canterbury.—Having for six

years made use of Burgess and Key's reaper, and having
good practical reasons for considering it by far the best
implement of the kind hitherto invented, I was greatly
surprised on hearing of the award of the local Judges at
Canterbury last September ; I thought it better, how-
ever, to wait until they published the reasons which
led them to decide in favour of Cuthbert's, before
I ventured to impugn their judgment. Their
report has at length been made public in the
last number of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society, and I have perused it with great curiosity and
attention, in the hope of having my doubts resolved,
and of receiving some information that might be
practically useful. I regret to say, however, that
the report, instead of helping me to understand the
result at which the judges arrived, has made it to
my mind only more unaccountable. Not having
been present myself at the trial, I have thought it
my duty, before writing any strictures on the report,
to make careful inquiries on the subject, for the purpose
of ascertaining some essential facts on which the
report unfortunately gives no information. I have
been informed, then, that Burgess and Key's machine
was worked by two horses, Cuthbert's by one. This
fact taken alone gives the advantage, no doubt, to the
latter

; but, on the other hand, the respective draughts
of the two machines as given in the report are nine for
Cuthbert's and 14 for Burgess and Key's, so that the
single borse working the iormer had to perform two-
thirds as much labour as the two horses of the latter.
Now, as I know by experience that two horses are not
too much for my reaper, which in certain cases must
even have three, it is manifest that the single horse must
be -greatly overworked. I need not tell any farmer
that this is the very reverse of economical. Surely, the
number of horses employed ought to have been dis-
tinctly stated in the report, as being of essential im-
portance in any comparison of the competing machines,
and, without it, no mere reader of the report can pos-
sibly have a correct understanding of the matter. I
may add, that this being a main element in the cost of
cutting, is another reason why it should have been
plainly mentioned by the judges. Nothing more need
te said to prove that if, in the " cost of cutting," those
gglljj^en̂ barged only half as much horse-power

5s*deri™d f^^v10 add that how*ver truthtully this conclusionSexSrJ «penmenta here collated, general agricul-

WedrvZo^ n
°J i*™6

J*
out

'
neither is it corro-uoratea by the Hothamated experience. See p. 322.

Storiette?*
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

At the Weekly Council on Wednesday, April 17th,
Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., in the chair,

Professor Simonds delivered a lecture on the Nature
and Causes of the Disease known as the Rot in Sheep,
of which the first part was published in our last Number.
It is here continued, somewhat abridged, from p. 370.
Prof. Simonds said :

—

I have said that the fluke must pass through a series of
metamorphoses, or what have been designated alternations of
generations; and perhaps I may be allowed to explain the
difference made by scientific men between the two. In alter-
nations of generations we have an animal which bears a young
one as an ovum : and the young which come from the ova are
dissimilar altogether from their parent, but are nevertheless
capable of a new system of generation, and the young which
they propagate as a second or a third step, pass back to the
original form. Ordinary metamorphosis is a different thing.
Take the case of a bed-flea for example, that being the first
that occurs to me. The animal produces ova; these ova pro-
duce larvse ; the generative system becomes developed, but the
larva does not propagate; it attains its full size, and then
becomes a chrysalis or pupa ; subsequently the perfect flea is
formed out ot the chrysalis, and it is in that state that the
generative system reaches its highest order of devebpment.
There is no alternation of generation, in other words there is no
generation from the larva or pupa. Now this is a part of the
natural history of the fluke, which, although it has received
the greatest amount of attention from investigators on the
continent and in England for some time past, is still to a
considerable extent shrouded in mystery. We have satisfied
ourselves, as I have before explained to you, that we have
from out of fluke eggs living creatures excedingly small, much
smaller than the egg itself, and that the&e do not immediately
pass into flukes, but go through a series of alternations of
generations. Now what I am going to explain will only allow
of an analogy with regard to these creatures. Before explain-
ing it, however, let me say that we believe that each of these
fluke eggs, which you see represented in the diagram, contains
a number of moving ciliated cells, which are more or less
round

; that these creatures, passing into water for example
when the operculum comes off, are set at liberty that
they becoms parasitic to some of the creatures which aremet with in water, and that when so parasiic they have the
capability of propagating themselves ; that thev subsequently
pass through a scries of changes, and again beccme as I shallshow you by analogy, part sitic a second time to other crea-
tures when they change into the fluke-like form So that
tracing the process all through we should say that the eetrsent forth a circular germ which was ciliated, and which hada rotatory motion in water ; that m this condition it beconn
parasitic to molluscs, small snails, and things of that dMrrfn.
tion

; that when it gets into the body of these creatines k-mg its way in just below the skin by the cilia w ichitPos-sesses, it undergoes a perfect change, becom in? ^ »i»i ,,
like a chrysalis, in which condition ft pKSef&P thatthe creatures immediately coming from it n -u?h I Li? • '

of development in the snail
; th^t ZjWiS?lKSlswim about in water, and after a certain tim» •? \

encased, and again become parasitic to"?h^T^™
reality, that they may reach a higher mi o H

* '

This is explained in one of my d^^p^t^^

eggs as representative of the distoma, ^e^o~back~to
organism which is often met with in small water «m m^^
aud the like, imbedded underneath the common i3 sl

°ft

in different parts of the body. It has been called
glUn*

sac, so called from the creature which issues fronTfrv?
1*

creature with a tail, which swims about in water T Jv* 1

we have mere vital germs lying beside a kind'nf Si ..fcj
or buds. We find this budding process goes on ?*
have a considerable number of these germs set at libel* v*
then within the tac develop into the true secaria flS'-T*
they have arrived at Jthejull period of development

the hS
. The*

have first the small germ, which as a gemma"or
"2" **

off, becomes elongated in one part of its body that'

00

?
quently elongates into a tail-like appendage, other onL*
then added, and in this condition the creature bursts KSI5
the sac, leaving others to come out of it produced intS™* f
manner. It swims about in water with a long

float n,*?? -

and it has been viewed as one of the infusoria. SubseXmu
it curls itself up, and as a general rule gets in the first£ 7

upon slugs, upon the slimy matter which covers themS
imbeds itself in that. It then becomes encased in « tS
of shell again, and lies just underneath the skin of fir

snail, and from this state it goes on developing
vrithik fS

snail until it forms a distoma. So that thereis Q0 <i0Vlb
v^

ever may be the origin of these secaria, so iai aa they a
parasitic to snails, we have traced the whole history of the*
Therefore by analogy we imagine that, as we have germs oft

similar nature which become parasitic from the ova of the tn
liver fluke, it there passes through a series of whm
changes, and that in this imbedded condition it remains in tit

water attached to plants, or to smaller creatures '"Mftar

water, especially slugs and snails ; and when thesetopj
into the stomach of the sheep they find their proper kobttot.

We now get them developed into flukes, and it isimportantto

bear in mind that the last transformation takes place, notb

the liver, not in the biliary ducts, but in the stomach of tin

animal. You will see presently what importance thereisittiA

ing to that fact, which has only very recently come to light

Now, if we accept this as an approximation to tin

truth with regard to the development of theset%
we shall find that it unravels the whole mystery wUk

regard to rot.

It explains at once why certain districts are dangerou, I

explains to us the occurrence which has been recordedm
and over again, that out of 100 sheep, for example, 99km

strayed over a common, and that one has been accideato^

prevented from doing so; that subsequently the 99 hawk

attacked with rot, while the one that remained behind esapai

I now believe that it is perfectly possible for sheep to beta

from the cause of rot at this minute, and to receive it it tk

next; that is, if they are placed under circumstances wte

they can obtain these creatures in one of their forms offr

velopment, and they must have reached a particular stages

development before they so receive them. Now let ussuffor

we have the Secaria rolled up into the form of a oij-

something like a chrysalis covered over by its shell; «

suppose that which is positively the fact, that hundieds i

these creatures can be seen upon small molluscs, many*

them also loose in water—that they are adhering; »

enss

a

wise to plants and growing in damp situations;
#

then»jj

has only to drink a mouthful of water to take in a?m»
number of these little things, and, taking them mtov

stomach, they there become developed into flukes. »e»

therefore, very good ground for believing that ™™!gjy
readily and rapidly received. Now there are certm a^

ties which people put before us with regard to-tta fl«*

They want to know how it is that we Kettotmcertamw
and not in others. Well, we show that ^JJSaSa*
excess of moisture—whenever, in fact, we have&j* ^
—certain pastures and places, which are perlecuy i

' ^
disease at other times, now become affecwd.^^
enough explained. We have seen that the ovaiu ^
tures come out in millions from one affected s&eep. ^
must be the number of them in hundreds ot snetp

Now, by direct experiment, I have proved tms
'

V
of tJt

take the ova of these flukes, and keep them upw
Tekn0f tf

before there is any change taking place in ww*-
ItJsj*

therefore what is the duration of the life ot^^WV
possible that they may remain, not onlv

.^ under fa«*

years, without undergoing change, until place ^^
able cirsumstances to undergo that change. J

afc
theirpo*

at the vast numbers in which these ova exwi,au ^^
of maintaining their vitality for a great lengta

%i
-

rid of a considerable amount of dlf
CUIt

%Mire and
*

that when you get an excess of moist , ^
that an elevated temperature, we have ui

° tei

if I may .so call them, that are.now
&
^M

the bursting of the operculum of tne ckk.
j reT**

and become parasitic to other creatures,
_formatiom «J

explained, passing through that series of trans

i

^
paratively quickly, and being very

' t!^!f elevated te«rj

system of the sheep. I have referred to an eic^ ^ p

ture combined with excessive moisture,
ference,

f*jj

practical observation which is made witn
gbeep pUJ

stance, to watery meadows? It is notorious^ ., ^ ^upon watery meadows receive the rot ».
f tne

yetf

notorious that it is only at a certain penw ^pj
they will do so. You may, as every P^cticai ^^ «

sheep upon water-meadows during the v>n ^
theearlfpart of the spring; hut if you^w •

t
herW

in the month of May, and then get a ' * ^ p*
springing up afterwards and put the ^ w^almost certain to rot them. As you a

\ >i ^ *£
the danger increases; and as you J^F *? l

s tb4J5
it decreases. That single circumstance

,

so e*^
there is moisture and heat combined tne ^^
into operation. I have spoken ot tne K

affefJLrf

sheep 'affected with rot. When were the sW>V
>Iids

«JJ
rot that we are now losing? I ans^£ok The^
That is the time to *hich you nave totoofc *

rt ved then ; the development has neeu s ^ nc
#

creatures since that time. They have^now^ ^^j*,

Having

which will prevent the infection.

explained, though not so ffluc^- ^w
I should wish to have done, what i

on io w

true cause of this disease, I """^rfth r^
SOOT more commonplace observation ^ t \]e

V»

the means which we have afc

r
°"[

a „alady, ""Lp
ascertaining the existences of tue

,

icU
willed

putting into requisition the means
^

cure or prevention. . we reco^lj^

With regard to the symptoms by **!£ by all ggiVJ
in universally admitted I Relieve, at^ *t ^pr-g^ng
that in the eariiest stage there w

^
no fc^ntly^f^r. £

value of the sheep, that It does notjg^tes rieab^ e**

rcnience, but that it rather accuinu^^ gnlilIi
d

explanation of this is easy enougn

.
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into the liver, not perfected, but having of course to be

perfected, and to have its generative system fully developed in

the gall-ducta of the liver. When they first pass in, although,

perhaps, in very considerable numbers, they simply act as a

sort of stimulus to the action of the liver ; they consequently

call forth an increased secretion of bile, and as there is no

alteration in the character of the bile, the sheep now being

fairly supplied with an ordinary amount of food, will make
relatively a larger quantity of blood out of that food. The

liver being in a state of excitation scarcely bordering upon

disease, the sheep will lay on a larger quantity of flesh.

It is very difficult, therefore, for us to say what are really the

early symptoms of rot, if we except this accumulation of flesh.

There can be no doubt that in an advanced stage of the disease

we take cognizance of the affection very readily ; but unfortu-

nately it happens that the symptoms which then show them-

selves are such as to prove to us that the system is breaking

up, and that the time is past for curative measures. At first,

I say, these symptoms are exceedingly insidious, but subse-

quently to this accumulation of fat they are well marked.

For instance, after a certain length of time we find that such

animals have an occasional cough, that their appetite is some-

what impaired and fastidious—to-day feeding pretty well, to-

morrow scarcely at all. They will be easily acted upon by all

external causes, and if exposed to wet and cold will suffer a

great deal of inconvenience. Much of the progress of the

disease will depend upon the treatment to which the animals

are subjected. I am familiar with one case in which a gentle-

man in Norfolk, who has a sandy-heath farm, purchased some
sheep in the Utter part of August in one year, and he was
not aware that they were affected with rot until the February
of the following year. Being satisfied that the sheep had not
received the disease while they were in his possession, he
sought out the dealer from whom he bought them, and on
tracing the matter out It was ascertained that other portions

of the same flock were also affected ; the dealer consequently
took them back and paid the cost of them. The slow progress

of the disease was entirely due to the circumstance that

the sheep were placed upon a dry sandy soil, well supplied

with highly nitrogenised food, and not exposed to great

inclemencyof weather. Had causes of the opposite kind been
brought into operation, the disease would have much earlier

declared itself in the most unmistakeable manner. I have
stated that the animals have au impaired appetite ; subse-
quently there is a gradual wasting of the body, and this is a
matter of some importance to us, because we find it takes
place even before other symptoms which are looked upon as
unmistakeable symptoms of the existence of the disease show
themselves, at any rate to any great extent. It is always a
suspicious circumstance if you find that animals have been re-

markably well, and then towards the latter period of the year,

when they should be going on maintaining their condition,

they begin to waste. If you put your hand upon them and
find them "lean on the back " as it is called, that the vertebrae
are sticking up, ana are bare of flesh, if you find the animals
"razor-backed," if I may use the expression, it is a pretty
good indication that they are affected. This state of wasting
being once established, it continues, and we then get
a pale state of the skin, which becomes of a yellowish tint, and
very frequently it may be said that jaundice to some extent
becomes associated with dropsy. If you open a sheep which
is in a somewhat advanced stage of the affection, what will

you observe with regard to its fat? That it is particularly
yellow ; and if I were an inspector of metropolitan markets,
and were to see a number of sheep which were deficient in
flesh, and consequently deficient in fat, and that which existed
was of a yellow colour, I should at once infer that they
were affected with rot ; and I know from experience that I

should rightly come to such a conclusion. We afterwards
find that the inner angle of the eye becomes exceedingly pale,
So that when we evert and press forward the membrana
nictitans of the eye, we find instead of its being in a healthy
condition, that it is covered with a number of red lines, mark-
ing blood vessels through which the blood flows, but the blood
being deprived of its red cells, the liquid is colourless. Now,
it may be said this is nothing more nor less than shepherd's
knowledge. Well, we admit that it is shepherd's knowledge,
but it is nevertheless valuable to us as far as it goes, especi-
ally if we associate it with other symptoms. Then we have,
generally speaking, a symptom which shows itself in con-
junction with this wasting, this fastidious appetite, this yellow
state of the skin, unhealthy condition of the wool, and
blanched state of the vessels, namely, increased thirst. You
enerally find that these sheep, having the facility of getting
own to the water, will very frequently be drinking to a much

larger extent than healthy sheep will do. This evidently
arises from the circumstance that there is a great drain going
on upon the system, that the blood itself is being deprived of
its watery matter, and that the watery matter must be taken
up into the organism to make up for the drain. Then we find
further, that as the disease advances we get a variable state
of faeces : sometimes they will be scouring, and at other times
nothing of the sort will be observed ; and it is always a sus-
picious circumstance to find sheep in the autumnal months
occasionally scouring. I would rather see a sheep with a
regular laxed condition of the bowels, than one with a laxed
state of the bowels to-day and an opposite state to-morrow,
which may continue for three or four days, and then give place
to a lax condition again. We can easily explain how this is.

The bile will be poured out continually into the intestinal
canal, and as it is changed in its character it will act as an
irritant to the mucous membrane of the intestine, and as these
things frequently form mechanical impediments to the free
flow of the bile, when they have so comported themselves, or
got out of the passage, there is a stoppage produced in the
intestinal canal, but when the impediment is overcome, there
is a great flow, and the contents of the canal are carried off in
the form of fluid faeces. Of course such animals lose their
strength very quickly. They are dull, dispirited, and often
found lying down. As the disease advances, the breathing
becomes somewhat difficult ; the wool is easily removed ; oede-
matous swellings, as they are called, begin to show themselves
and to accumulate in different parts of the body, more par-
ticularly under the lower jaw. These are nothing more nor
less than dropsical effusions; the animal is ancemiated • the
blood is almost changed into water, and then you have these
swellings finding their way into the areolar tissue in different
parts of the body, passing freely through that, and accumu-
lating particularly under the lower jaw. Why is this' Because the animal frequently has its head pendant, and 'in theact of feeding a gravitation of fluid takes place. This ana-
sarcous condition marks a similar state of the internal organs
so you get effusions into the cavity of the abdomen, and hencemany a rotting sheep will have an enlarged, pendulous bellv
This emaciation continues until it leads to the death of theanimal. It may die within a short time, a few weeks: buteven under the most favourable circumstances, it is rarely
that an animal will die m less than six weeks or two

"eiKd*
' however, may °e protracted for a much longer

I come now to speak of the treatment of the disease •

The treatment, then, of rot, speaking of it as a curative treat^
spent, must have for its end and object the removal of the cause
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the purpose of saying that 1 believe if we are enabled at the
present moment to take sheep in an advanced stage ot this dis-

ease, as they would be at this period of the year, and give

them anv agent which should destroy or remove from the

biliary ducts (which I do not believe possible) every fluke

contained in them, we should not save the life of the sheep,

because, as I have endeavoured to show, the presence of these

creatures produces mischief in two ways ; it leads to organic

changes in the structure of the liver, and the breaking up of

the entire organism of the animal. We cannot put a new
liver into the animal, and the powers of lite cannot be sup-

ported by us long enough to bring it into a new state. But,

although I say that, it is equally true that we must look to

the causes, for the purpose of getting rid of the effects. I

repeat the remark, because it is important to remember it,

that there is no multiplication of these creatures in the biliary

ducts. If, therefore, we were to adopt the treatment early in

the case when there are but few of these entozoa, it would
necessarily be attended with success. We are to measure the

danger of the animal by the number of flukes existing in the

biliary ducts, and by the length of time that they have so

existed. It is proved by daily experience that we can resist to

some considerable extent the inroad of the disease, and we
have therefore to look to the means which are at our disposal

for the purpose of keeping the animal body together, if I may
so express it, so that the ultimate loss shall not be very great.

Now, how is this to be done T It is to be done in the first place,

wherever it is practicable (but it is not always so), by protecting

sheep from the inclemency of the weather ; and in the next
place, by abstaining as much as possible from all succulent
vegetable food, all food which has an excessive moisture. We
should give the animals as much nitrogenous food as we
possibly can, so as to lay the foundation for pure healthy blood,

and we want at the same time to throw tonics into the system,
with a view of medicinally strengthening it. What should
these consist of? It is rather a difficult thing when a man has
500 or 600 sheep to be giving them tonic agents, and therefore

we are obliged to choose something which will of itself be unob-
!
jectionable to the animal. Sulphate of iron is an excellent

tonic for purposes of this kind. Not only is it a good in-

vigorator of the system, but an agent which sheep will take
readily ; but it is to be borne in mind, that it is in itself a

very great anthelmintic, and may do much good in that way,
So that if in December or January I had taken a number of
sheep affected with this disease, and the subjects of structural

change in the liver, and given them nitrogenous food, pro-
tecting them as much as possible from the weather, and giving
them sulphate of iron ; if I had husbanded the animals'
powers to the greatest possible extent, and added als->, from
time to time, some salt to their food (which I shall have occa-
sion to say a word upon presently), I have no doubt I should
have kept them alive, and been able to sell them as fair food
at a small cost in the market. If, however, I neglect all

these things, then I have to deal with the ultimate conse-
quences of the neglect. I may just say, that experiments have
borne out what I have now stated. You will be aware that
this Society has lately voted a certain sum of money for new
experiments to be made with regard to the treatment or cure
of rot. We are indebted to a gentleman present, M. Trehonnais,
for directing the attention of the agricultural community to
the supposed means of curing this disease ; and he has also
kindly forwarded to the institution a quantity of medicine,
with which experiments will be instituted immediately. Now,
without any analysis of the medicine or anything else, I am
well aware of the principles that have guided the individual
who has sent it to us. He looks upon the disease as one pro-
ducing perfect prostration of the vital powers, and he attempts
to throw tonics into the system, especially giving instructions
that the sheep should be kept as much as possible from wet
and cold, and should have the most generous diet. Now, I
was about to say, that very frequently where you have only a
limited number of these entozoa, as they do not increase in
the liver, if the simple plan of protection with nitrogenous
food, aud so forth, is persevered in for some time, you may
often save your animals. I did that many years ago. I pur-
chased a lot of rotten sheep ; I gave them no physic of any
kind, but merely kept them in sheds during the winter time,
fed them with corn and |cake, giving the most generous
diet I could ; and I not only prevented the further progress of
the disease in several of these cases, but I even made the
animals accumulate flesh, and they went into the market
in the following spring, forming pretty fair meat for the
people. This shows what can be done by generous diet and a
protection of the animals. These remarks may cause a smile,
but it is not to be presumed we are desirous as farmers of
sending rotten sheep into the market, especially when we re-
member that a man has been sentenced to six months' impri-
sonment in Newgate for the offence. Nevertheless, we must
keep as much food for the people as we possibly can. When

enough to say—not that I depend entirely upon salt, becauaa
1 shall have a word to say in regard to something else

; but that
I do believe that rot may be prevented to a very considerable
extent. And I further believe that we may save, even in our
worst years of rot, a great number of animals. ' What would

j
be the means by which I should prevent the disease ? I must
bear in mind all the facts of the case. I must bear in mind
the influence of excess of moisture with an elevated tempera-
ture. When is the dangerous period to sheep? As you ap-
proach towards Midsummer. Then if that is the dangerous
period to the sheep, it is for the reasons we have stated. We
must prevent the disease then if we can ; that is the time to
strike at its root. Instead of grumbling about our losses in

the winter months, we ought to have taken measures for pre-

venting them during the summer. Now what have we had
in the past season? We have had a very wet summer. I

happen to have been an unfortunate farmer—unfortunate, I

say, because, like many others, I have not had a very profit-

able return this year, but I had a number of sheep, and fore-

saw what was coming. I said to some of my neighbours,
" We shall have a great deal of rot this year ; " and I thought
I would attempt, if I could, so far as my own sheep were con-
cerned, to save them. What did I do ? The sheep were on
wet meadows up to the fetlock joints nearly every day, and
nobody could avoid it. But at Midsummer I began to feed

the lambs and sheep with corn and nitrogenized food, giving

them with every meal a small quantity of salt. I continued
that plan during the autumn, and I have the satisfaction of
saying that I do not believe at the present time I have one of
those lambs affected by rot. I kept killing them week by-,
week to watch their progress. And here I may incidentally
observe that long-continued wet weather is very prejudicial to
the sheep in another way. I refer now to the water-rot.
What was the state of the liver of these animals at Mid-
summer? There were no flukes or anything of that kind, but
the liver was streaked with white here and there, and
generally pallid. That was for the want of nitrogenized.
matter. The bile-cells were blanched ; the liver had be-
come structurally diseased, and it was a good nidus for these
entozoa to inhabit. Not only, however, did the treatment
prevent the entozoa, but it brought about a healthy state of
liver, for in the course of a month or two I found that that
organ resumed its natural colour and consistence. I again say,

that if we commence at midsummer, and continue the
treatment through the dangerous period of a wet season,
we may do a great deal iu the prevention of the disease.
And I may go further, and say that even on farms where
we have what are called rotten-pastures, on which sheep are
placed, they might be preserved to a very considerable extent
simply by giving nitrogenised food and salt, to destroy these
creatures within the stomach, and prevent their final change,
alternating with the salt a tonic, invigorating agent such as
sulphate of iron. I do not depend on the salt alone; far
from it, but it is a valuable agent, and its value depends more
upon putting these things into salt-water, as it were, in the
stomach, than anything else. This is the course I recommend.
You have to look to the condition of the liver in a wet season ;
you have to look to the necessity of laying the foundation for
a good quality of blood, by giving these animals nitrogenised
food, and throwing sulphate of iron into the organism. Every
practical pathologist, human or veterinary, knows very well
that if you have an ancemiated or bloodless state of the
system—if there is a deficiency of the red cells, upon which the
invigorating properties of the blood depend, those cells will
rapidly multiply, and the blood regain its proper colour by the
use of iron. This is the reason why sulphate of iron should
be employed. It should be given in fine powder, and in doses
of about half-a-drachm a day; not, however, that a larger
quantity would be prejudicial. The sheep should be divided
iuto small lots ; and if you have about a score feeding in one
trough there should be 10 drachms of sulphate of iron mixed
with the food for the day ; and then, if one should get a little
more, and another not quite so much, it will be of very little
importance. These are matters of detail which of course every
individual farmer must carry out for himself ; but if he will
adopt these leading principles that I have attempted to lay
down this morning, in a very imperfect manner, he will save a
considerable number of his sheep from falling a sacrifice to the-
affection which is commonly designated * rot."

A Weekly Council was held on Wednesday the 24th.
inst., Mr. Thomas Raymond Barker, V.P., in the chair.
The names of Candidates were proposed. It was

announced that Professor Voelcker would deliver a
lecture on Cheese-making before the Members of the
Society on Wednesday, May 8, at half-past 12 o'clock.

-*v,™««- i • *u< -,M*f ^ -n u - . .,

A Jetter was read from the President of the Acricul-we have animals in this condition, there will be a great advan- fnra i qn„;ofl. rtr q- i- ,, . r> - ^° 1, \
tage arising from the employment of diffusible stimulants, andr.f^, kimbirsk m Russia, announcing that
--•---• ------ experiments had been instituted during the month ofsuch as, to some extent, are more powerful anthelmintics. For
example, we may use turpentine (which the animals must of
course be dosed with) in conjunction with sulphuric ether as
an invigorating agent and at the same time an anthelmintic.
If I were to take half-a-dozen sheep, and simply give them
sulphuric ether with oil of turpentine day by day, attending to
those other things that I have mentioned, not neglecting salt
as a stimulant to the digestive orgaus, I think it very likely
that two or three of them (according to the stage of the
disease) would be benefited by treatment of that kind.

But that is really not the great question for us to
consider. We are not to become advocates for the
curing «f rot in sheep ; we are to become advocates for
preventing the disease, and that is the reason why, as
bearing upon that point, I detained the meeting so
long with regard to the natural history of these
creatures.

It is well known that sheep do not rot on salt marshes ; r,o
matter how wet they may be, no rot takes place on them.
But if sheep are affected with rot upon marshes which are not
salt, it is of very little use sending them to salt marshes, for
you cannot in that way cure the disease. Now, what is the
explanation of that fact? It is simply this. These infusoria?
that we have been speaking so much of are creatures belonging
to fresh water and not to salt water. If, therefore, we were
enabled to take a quantity of salt sufficient to render all these
damp swampy places in our meadows or pools completely salt,
we should destroy the whole of these creatures, and so get rid
of the cause of this affection. But we cannot do that Some
persons being only partially informed on this subject, have
been talking of strewing salt over the meadows and letting
the sheep go upon them. That would be of no use, for you
could not have a sufficient quantity necessary for the purpose
without destroying the whole vegetation upon the meadows

;

anything short of that would be positively of no use whatever
to the sheep. Now, bearing in mind these transformations—
bearing in mind the fact which I have mentioned, that the
change takes place in the stomach and not in the liver ; and the
other fact, that salt is destructive of these infusoriae, as we may
call them—you will see that if you convey salt in sufficient
quantity into the stomach you may destroy them there before
they undergothe last change. They undergo their last change, as
I have said, in the stomach, and then as flukes find their way
into the biliary ducts, but if you can prevent that last meta-
morphosis yg>u .get rid of the cause. I am therefore bold

February for the treatment of pestis bourn by electro
galvanism on eight head of stock, the detailed report of
which and the particulars of the treatment would
appear in the Journal of the Society of Simbirsk.
Two reports made to the National Association for the-

Advancement of Social Science on the subject of the
Improvement of the Dwellings of the Labouring Classes,
were presented by Mr. Henry Roberts, and the best
thanks of the meeting were awarded to the donor.

Copies of pamphlets on Arterial Drainage were also
presented by Mr. Bailey Denton. The Council then-
adjourned.

Farmers' Clubs.
Milborne St.Andrew.—ForagePlants. Mr. J. F.H-

Scutt read a paper on this subject at the last meeting-
of this Club, from which we make the following
extracts :

—

^^

1. The Vetch or Tare.—Tares being not allowed generally to-
mature their seeds, are not exhausting to the soil. I consider
them as restorative crops, from the quantity of manure which
the consumption of them affods when fed off with sheep.
They are very nutritious, and supply as large (if not a larger)
quantity of food for a limited period than most other forage
plants. All the animals ef the farm are fond of this crop, and
thrive upon it in an eminent degree. It is suited to milch
cows, and thought by some to cause them to give as much
milk as any species of green food. The time of sowing winter
Tares would be as soon as possible after harvest for early feed-
ing in the spring, and in all cases it is advisable to sow at
different periods - early, medium, and late—in order to secure
a succession of feed at different seasons. After November I
think sowing should be deferred until the middle of February
when winter Tares may be sown until the end of March with
advantage, after which time I think spring Tares should be
sown at intervals, if required, up to the end of May. The
quantity of seed I should rec m-nend would be liberal. The
thicker in reason the better, as the tendrils get hold of
each other, and grow faster and come earlier to perfection
than when sown thin.

2. Lucerne.—The land best adapted to. Lucerne is a rich*
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Iglit, doop loam, though any friable ground of a d«ep and otun

nature will answer, provided it be well drained and ploughed

to a good depth ; but it will not thrive upon clays, nor doe* it

succeed well upon eoila that are too dry an I parching. The

months of March and April are the customary period »f sow-

ing. The seed is generally sown in drills, at the distance or

from 12 to 18 inches, and the quantity of seed per acre is fro

14 to IS lbs. It requires constant hoeing and manuring.

Portions of Lucerne cultivated on the small scale and with care

have been found to maintain a great number of animals and

hencoits advocates have formed an erroneous estimate or its

fitness for extended cultivation. The limits then to which it

aeems beneficial to confine the culture of Lucerne is to that

of a small portion for the purpose of supplying the place 01

the common forage plants in early spring, and of using it, in

addition to these, during summer. . . .

3 Sainfoin.—The soils on which Sainfoin best succeeds are de-

cidedly the calcareous. On a chalky rock, covered with only a low

inches of soil, it will thrive and grow for many years

with vigour, where neither corn nor cultivated herbage plants

would cover the surface. Sainfoin may be used for herbage

as well as for forage ; it may be used as a substitute for Hod

Clover, mixed with other Grasses, m many of the sandy, dry,

and rciky soils of this country, more especially if intended

to remain for several years in herbage The quantity-of so<

generally sown in its rough state is, I believe, about 4 or 5

bushels, the latter quantity wh
when drilled. Of milled seed

have been found in most cases sufficient,

importance to use fresh seed. The quality may mdilybj
determined by opening the husk and cutting the seed across

?Se middle. Good sceS should be plump, of a light grey colour

outside and of a greenish tint inside ; ifof a dark colour it has i

cither been badly matured or else has been injured in the

stack, and is so far of an inferior character The number of

seeds in a bushel of rough seed of the usual quality is about

871 °00 An acre, if sown with 4 bushels, would therefore

produce, vis., if they grew and all came to perfection. 3 484,800

nlants 'or 2L7C0 to the square pole or perch, and 80 to every

iauare foot. Seventy two heads have boon known to proceed

from one root, and the crop, if evenly and thinly sown will

average 10 heads. I believe about ft lbs. of Trefoil and 4 lbs. of

White Clover per acre should be rolled in after the Sainfoin is

sown, the Tretoil to secure a crop in the first season for mowing,

and tho White Clovor for herbage the seend and after years

The best time, I believe, for sowing is about the middle or

March
4. Red Clover.—Ab we have principally to rely upon

other countries for our supply of seed, wo meet with many

•different varieties in our crops ; of these the Dutch and French

varieties are the most esteemed. The former of these is of

a light colour, and of a strong and coarse habit of growth, and

succeeds better than most* of the others on strong soils of an

inferior description, particularly such as are of a dampish

character. Its seeds are easily distinguished by their being

large, but not so plump and well filled, and of a yellower

colour than those of most of the others, arising probably from

the humidity of the climate in which they are grown The

French Clover is remarkably smooth in all its parts, leaflets

roundish, and altogether of a rich green, succu-

lent appearance. The seeds, which are chiefly from the

southern departments of France, are small, plump, and have

a considerable portion of purple in their colour. This variety

Is best suited for superior soils in good districts. The Nor-

mandy Clover is from the northern part of France, and appears

to be of a strong, luxuriant habit of growth. It is of a dark

green colour, produces comparatively few flowers, an* is

some days later than the common sorts. The timo of sowing

the Bed Clover depends both on the nature of the land, the

state of the weather, and the kind of crop which it accom-

panies. Being, however, sown in the spring, generally among
Oats or Barley, I think it best tosowab<>ut 4 lbs. per acre, if

mixed with other Grasses when the Corn is sown before the

last harrowing and being harrowed In, the remainder of tho

seed, 6 or 8 lbs., to be sown with tho seed machine (when the

corn is up) in an opposite direction from that Sown before, so

as to fill up any vacancies which may be occasioned by not

wheeling the machine in a straight line at the first sowing,

and then rolled down immediately. This last sowing is, I

believe, to be depended on most, especially if the season bo

moist, as the seed would not be likely to go too deep, it being

obvious that, even under the most favourable circumstances,

much of the seed committed to the soil never attains maturity.

When we think of the great disadvantages to which its seeds

are exposed in field cultivation, the numberless chinks and
crevices in a soil but moderately rough in which they may be

•casts it is not to be wondered at that from this cause alone tho

expectation of the cultivator should sometimes be disappointed.

Throughout the country generally the universal practice is to

mix Rye-grass, either alone or combined with other Grasses,

with the Clovers, and thus to a great extent to neutralise the
benefit which Clovers sown by themselvss would confer upon
the rotation. The Rye-grass, which is the common companion
of the Clovers, is identical in its botanical characters with
the ordinary straw crops, which both precede and succeed the
Clover crop ; its food requirements are the same. Although
this be the common practice that has been, and is still

followed, there can be but little doubt that it is an erroneous
one, and in the long run detrimental to the produce of the
farm. We hear many complaints of the tendency of our fields

to become what is termed " Clover sick," and we see far too

often, and over far too large a range of country, the scanty
proportion of Clover and the large proportion of Grass that
form what are called our "Clover crop." The succeeding
Wheat crop generally tells its tale of bad treatment, the pre-
ceding crop of Barley, and the Rye-grass of tho Clover crop,
having abstracted largely from the soil the same substances
which the Wheat requires for its growth. I believe the
principle upon which, rotation should be based is, to avoid as
much as possible the practice of cultivating three graminaceous
crops in succession, ae we find that plants degenerate in soils

which do not supply them with a sufficiency of the elements of

which they are composed, of what in animals would be
called their food. The diseases to which our cultivated

.plants are liable are still very imperfectly understood.
The effects, however, are well known, and are often discussed.

Neither have we any lack of opinions and speculations
as to their cause ; but, with one or two exceptions, no
systematic attempt has been made to arrive at the real causes.

The plant now before us affords a marked instance of this

great deficiency in our agricultural knowledge; although a
moderately hardy plant and not generally susceptible of
disease, the Clover plant is frequently greatly inj ured by a form
of disease which, in our ignorance of its true character and
mode of attack, we are accustomed to term " Clover sickness,"
An investigation into the composition of soils son which Red
Clover succeeds and fails was made by Dr. Anderson, and
given in the Highland Society's Agricultural Work, in 1857.

The result of those investigations are very interesting ; one of
them was of the soil of a field at Thurston (East LothianX on
the old red stone formation, in which the contrast between a
good crop of Clever on one part of the field, and its absolute
and total failure on another part, was so striking as to merit
careful examination. The analysis showed a very close
similarity between both the soil and the subsoil of the two
portions of the fi«id on which such a difference in the produce
was seen, with the exception that the soil on which the crop
succeeded -contained about six times as much sulphuric acid in
its composition, as that on which the crop failed. Here

then we have confirmatory evidence^ as far as »t »^of to

im,K>rtance of sulphur in some shape to the Wealthy grow

,e Clover plant ; and, w^^j^nJ^
.nee which has been re< .mended strongl > a8a

J
e™e^en
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ti.uis of sulphate of lime. W ith this fxcepu

,

»d .how the importance of sulphuric .^« *nd lime as

consti'unts of our Clover soils no chemical deductions could

be drawn as to the cause of failure or success.

Calendar of Operations.
A p R l L *

Isle of Rly, April 15.-The cold weather still lingers, and the

periodical X.E. winds of April produce «U their wonted

influences both upon our persons and our fields. We never

heard any one say they enjoyed these chilling piercing blasts,

and they have never been lamed for making Grass plentiful or

corn fieids luxuriant. But they are annual visitants, and we

have to make the best of them whilst they stay, and ever and

anon wo bid them a sincere and hearty farewell when they

enerauy wwu ui i» *«/••«- -v«— -~, -.
frt-m «r leave We are the best friends when farthest removed trom

ushols. the latter quantity when sown^road caj.t, the former jjg*^ Last week we had three severe frosts and throe
IE ^iwi nf milled seed about 56 or *^'J*?% warm 8imny days ; these combined exerted an unfavourable

*
influence upon vegetation, and very much retarded its progress.

Our report of the growing Wheats must still be unfavourable.

In ia few instances upon the warm gravelly fen soils the

plant is promising, and presents a beautiful and healthy

ordure, but upon the generality of lands it is far otherwise.

The plant is thin and looks sickly, aud the frosts of last week

have given it a very unhealthy and unpromising aspect;

unless wo got a speedy change of weather, with more genial

and spring liko temperature, our worst fears as regards the

Wheat crop must inevitably be realised. Oats have come up
well, and look strong and healthy, and if they escape the

nvagos of their old foe, the wireworm, during the next few

weeks, there is every prospect of their making a crop. Beans

are not generally so good. We have heard to-day of some

having been ploughed up. Tho seed sown, in many instances

was immature and in bad condition, and has rotted in the

ground. Where good seed was used the plant is

looking very well. In another week we shall begin

to sow Mangels, and it will behove our farmers to be

very cautious in tho purchase of seed. Some is very

good and other is comparatively worthless. We sowed 20 seeds

we had from one party, and have 42 plants growing from them ;

and we sowed 36 seeds of another lot and have only two
plants. Such is the difference this year. Grass was plentiful

when April came in, but the frosts and cold weather have

checked its growth. The corn trade is very bad again. For

two or three weeks we had a fair sale for our fen Wheats, but

the demand has again subsided.

South Essex. —The weather for the last fortnight has been

as auspicious for the farmer and the gardener as need be

desired. We have been blessed with the glorious sun, which
has now warmed the earth considerably, and renovated tho

sickly crops which had suffered so severely from the wet,

cold, and slugs for the last two years. True, we have had
frosts ; but these have served to ward off those depredators

(not killed them, for no frosts will destroy slugs) and to keep

them in their haunts by night, when, had tho weather been
warm and wet, those creatures would have continued to have
devoured our crops most. By day it has fortunately been too

dry for them to travel, or to feed at all. Frosty nights with
sunny days in March and April I always consider are beneficial

for general crops; it also serves to enure the constitution of
plants to cold, even should such cold continue so long as it

often has done before. In short there is but little cause to

despair of the prospect of an early and productive forthcoming
harvest on this account, but rather the contrary, for indeed
very many crops are now in a prosperous condition which a
month ago appeared not worth standing ; but some are never-
theless nearly totally destroyed, and the breadths of Wheat are
I fear too much limited. If however a corn season follows,

many will no doubt have cause to repent for ploughing up
their weak crops. A . Ha rdy. >

STATE OF THE WEATHEE—BERKSHIRE.
For the week ratlins April 2">- obsoryed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, "Wallinarford.

TEMPERA.TCB.B OT AlR.

Friday 19

Saturday 20
Sunday 21
Monday
Tuesday 23
Wednesday 24
Thursday 25

• *

m •

» -

SB 9 1

*jz P. a
—
• -

* *;* 1 t* <•

De^s. Bags. De«s. T>egs.
80.4 GO.0 35.0 52.5

77.4 53.0 27.0 458
6ft.a 60.6 19.8 38.9

63.4 51.0 24.6 40.6
74.2 53.6 38.6 50.9
75.6 56.4 256 45.5

79.0 61.e S5.4 52.4

Tempera
ture of

Soil 1 foot Rain,
below the
surface.

I

30.03
30.10
29.78
29.78
29.70

29.85
29.90

The reading arc taken at 9 a.m on the days named , and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

^\

Notices to Correspondents.
Agriculturist's Cattle Insurance Company : Peel. We do not
know if it be in existence or not.

Grasses : /. Dixon. You will find the whole subject very fully
discussed in Messrs. Sutton's new Fanner's Manual and
Seed List.

Labourers' Friesd Society : W N, Jun. It used to be heard
of at Exeter Hall ; where a letter addressed found its
s ecretary.

Poultry : E 0. We are very anxious to give every information
in our power. We confess we cannot account for the failure

i of some of the eggs, but setting them on stone would perhaps
help to an explanation. Nothing can be |worse than a stone
floor ; it has no ventilation, and is always chilly damp. All
nests for sitting hens should be on the ground. It is a golden
rule, and we cannot help thinking deviation from it has in
this instance caused failure. It is not expected that the eggs
should be turned. In our country the hatches are uuusually
strong and numerous, the commons are covered with them.
There a small square hut is made of turf or sods, large
enough to hold the eggs and the goose, but no lamer. It is
placed in an old pig stye or shed in a quiet place, it is
covered with sods laid on sticks, and if two or three geese
are sitting at the same time they sit side by side, but divided
by a partition of sods. The places made for three or four
are exactly like the lower tier of pigeon holes in a writing
table. As they need only sods for their construction ami
are by far the best places for the purpose, we advise their
adoption in preference to any regular houses, and although
we may not have discovered the cause of failure wo may
have hit on a plan for preventing it.

'

The Sheep : II WC. Mr. W. C. Spooner M On the Sheep" is as
I good a book as you can have. His address is China. South-

ampton. We do not know the publisher.
^^

^HEELER'S ORANUE GLOBE

1*L

MaxWHEELER'S IMPERIAL 8WEDF
*JUI6^

S SEEDS for PERMANENT P vsTr»»
SEEDS for LAWK*

0iL**

_witfcw

GRASS
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,

And all other Seeds of the same excellent qualif*
rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated.

h«»u^

We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent
being good and pure, at the same time deliver th

'

free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for enmh
1

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for^gL^
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, GloucetteniEL

ANGEL WURZEL and "~TURNip~"o
The undersigned can confidently recotn»L«i

Stocks of the above Seeds, crop 1860, grown ham
and transplanted Bulbs. Terms on application.

James Fairhead & Son, Seed Growers and
Lewisham, Kent. London Establishment-

Market, S.E.

To The Trade.

PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH, WHITF
SKIRVING'S PURPLE-TOP or YELLOW BtU *

AND

Manchester.

To the Seed Trade.

FOR SALE, a quantity of superior SWEDE Tn
NIP SEED (Skirving's), all transplanted with^ll

Price on application to Step. H. Deacon, Church^i
Northampton. ^^»

To the Trade.

HRVING'S. MARSHALL'S, and PtJRPUtt
SWEDE, Early Horn, Long Surrey, and Whit* bJZ

Carrot, Drumhead Cabbage, selected Crimson Bew, bS
Queen, Surprise, Daniel O'Rourke, and Burridge'iEA^g
reduced prices.

Apply to M. Honey. Bridge Terrace, Maidifam.

WEDE TURNIP.— LOTHIAN PURPLB-lj
SWEDE, a picked Stock, and raised on strong cln^

may be had at 50s. per Bushel, in quantities of 1 Bwhtf d
upwards. The Seed is crop 1860, a remarkably fin#

and grows full 90 per cent.
*** Orders from unknown Correspondents most be

panied with a reference or remittance.

W. Drummond & Sons. Seed Warehouse. Stirling, N.R

Kohl Rabi (or Turnip Cabbage).

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Gbowebs, Rett*

have a good Stock at present of fine new Seed of Ia

Rabi, the same kind as the specimens exhibited on car

Stand at the Smithfield Club Cattle Show, andatUaQm
Palace Root Show. This is a valuable plant for ShopM
and will thrive where Swedes and Turnips fail, not tag

liable to suffer from mildew or caterpillars.

Cultivation similar to Swedes. Drill 4 lbs. pw m i

April or May.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Skirving's Swede—Sutton's Selected Stock.

SUTTON and SONS have a choice Stodr d

Skirving's Swede Seed, growth of 1SW, whicb t*J

can strongly recommend; 1*. 9d. per lb., or cimp*m*1l

quantities. '

Also SUTTON'S CHAMPION ; Hardy TO™J?m.
MARSHALL'S PURPLE-TOP and Hardy TOW *™£»
but the Stock of "CHAMPION" Swede, thoagV«y»g
45 acres of land, being so small compared **"*/r^H
and so nearly sold out already, this sort cannot be »w-
under 2s. Gd. per lb. --^
Sutton & Sons having had their CHAMPIOs W?

planted more extensively than ever for Seeding «us"»-

will be glad to take orders now for next season at u. \

or 50s. per bushel. ,.
tf

_J Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Kenri

AYNBIRD, OALDECOTT, a>d BA»r»
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basinestofc* am~

and 89, Seed Market. Mark Lane, London, h 0.
TU

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGBltu"

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on applies

Peruvian Guano, Lawes* Turnip Manures, Lmseea

Cotton Seed Cakes, &c. , of best quautyjitjlarketrm_

To the Seed Trade. ^
THOMAS AYRES, Wholesale*^ B»T

££J5
man and Grower, Bigglesv* * " "

a large quantity of TURNIP SEE
ties. The stock includes Skirving's weTyvu^-y-^,
proved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top ^ede, **" ^
proved Purple Top Swede, Green TopYeUow 9**^
Green, Green Globe, White Globe, Red °j;~w5tf»
Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other v»

Price on application. ^^i
N.B. AfewCwt.ofONIONaTidPAR9NIPSEgP^W«

• Select Agricultural Seed*. ^,
(Saved by the most eminent Growers^X~

Robert P. Kkr, 4, Basnett Street, t«iv ^^^
ROBT. P. KER (late Manager for Mr.

.

" • *
begs to direct the attention of Farmers to M»^

rior stocks of TURNIP and MANGEL, aD of wnic
^

grown by the best Seed savers in this country
.

l
,^»

East Lothian Parple-top Swede Turnip "

' i * -

Liverpool or Skirving's Swede Turnip •

' , a ,

Green-top Swede Turnip .. •• . rnllntn .'. 1 ' *

Purple and Green-top Yellow Bullock Turnip .

% j
Elvetham Long Red Mangel Wurzel -

• * • -

Yellow and Orange Globe Mangel Wurzei

CATALOGUES onappl^^l

1 9 t

Agricultural Seeds

W of warranted quality
the

TT • Practical Farmers w "" °"V ' h -.ch j^
required for the Farm, the growth ot wn«-

proved by himself. .

Skirving's Improved Swede Turnip •

'

er kno*n-/"
at, Hardiest, and Heaviest Cropr«^ j*.

attend

sag
• •

m •

* *

1
J

f*

(Largest, Hardiest, and Heaviest Cropi m
Skirving's Improved Purple-top Yellow!**" j^
Skirving's Green Round (new hardy sort;

Skirving's Long Red Mangel Wurzel..

Skirving's Orange Globe Ditto

Carrot, large Altriucham
„ large White Belgian .

-
. x _»«p»

(Less by the Cwi) ^^n^Jf
Rye-grass, Clovers, and all other kffld»« per^^g

at reasonable prices. Land ^ld
,

d^/seed«, J^j^S

growth and habits of the different

on application. , . ., to$L
Liverpool, April, JS»>~

Gra***-

Dtr

•
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THE ROYAL BBK 3HIRE 8EBD ESTABLI8IIMEN

READING

<9B TBI Patronage

LUCIOUS MAJr>

J/\/\
ih id HauK HERBA1 PLANTS

100 fine nunod r&j Rock Plata

» I V

Swifto life

HIS 1: VAL KIOHNKS8 THE riUNt'E CONSORT.

1( the Day, » v.-tnug

V< mas, new , in 40 sorts

IM beds, food < lours, dor ..

I DO* 8Xl lH'W 1-

J L<t> >aa, t for bed*
lou fine Ds is lor exhibition « lower gard
li ieat t iu kinds
1l' fine new Dahlias of ISfiO •

1 10
1 I

1 o
1

15
1

MA90BL SEEDS FROM LARGE BULBS.

SUTTON'S MAN WURZ SEED
MXCLHsWYELT FROM FCI.I.T DEVEIX OOT , THI \ ANTA

PROVED FOR MTTIRAL '< KARS PAST.
h OI,

t LOW1NO 1.1TTE1

•y accepts ( tnn(

LA K SKI,EC I

)

tl*»are Dot snore Testimonials in the ordinar

which Messrs - ttow ha% had grown PROM
|H

m

iaeting properties, efsd in the quality and nuenees of their product*, to tin- Seed raited in the usual BlnlW.

fa ILRH Tnr PRIMA

• •

•KT,

««Wk Pira. April 4. It6l.

fjerm* * Bom.— I hare great pUeaftre in stating

that the Seeds SfJIlH i l bf Toofor a number of years for

LH Til PKI<rCK OORRORrs r e Norfolk and
Great Park), bare always beesi food and

Grabs.*. Isq.,

always

The PRIXCX
RT

Bagsbot Park Warm, April 0, 1601.

for the Uot three
well and never once failed.

O* ght ljoi. I...nl IiKRWICK,Cr*fil'At'U.

"Lei me have the same Globe Mangel as las oar, which
baa given m be bast I | \ or grew, good both as to bull- of
crop, and else in tht *nr*ns of n> >t* andfrettiom from no* end
impmlmr growth / when putted, the root* «v>y nearly as clmn a*d
frm from More as a Globe tun and J had do load* ptr acre

sj aamed Hollyhooka s

IS in d exhibition ditto .. ». # If
A the abuve are fine, strong, well ostal hcd pLtnts in

. single pota, well hardened, and ready to plant MM grow on
»mj audall m culd fratuea.

OATAU t I s of all the above, with deaciij .lions, will be
sent free n request.

a l iroas Mimt Mat, The Hope rsoiies, near lledale^.

Free by Post.

. — Lee's V .\ White routing, per
aoket, U. M. ; email uaeketa, Is. id, ; l • flnast «<

sse> iaeln i he above, also UU r taaoe,
I nt« -r Wlntn, A '<«.; (i finest sorts. .1 6</.

KTE»eii Mi «ji, Hsf-l I iblishu .l.wry, 8ufl..|k

' i.w HMihV IUtOCCX)LL—The Ridimond Lut.-

I ^S! sina uninjured by tlyi past winter, while iter

sorts have been killed bj its aide. It is tin -re. lore lnvaluabie.
a'kots free by post U. Ki| no aorta (in< lm^ the

abovaX w1, M <><li»ary seasons succeed each other front
Se]»ti iiiIm r to May, lire I <y pool U<V Sf.

I J« ' •
.
>' an, 4o.. lb n) Tharaea.

;
II

From Gaoawi Braumokt. Kaq., Bridgtford Hill, ntar A apAaat.
" We have had 4 acres Wanffel ( reikiw Qlobel 8 of which

Prim ti Birmingham and other Shows through
e both for Maogrl and

WUtZKLitSs.

MANGELS, TURNIPS, &c.

IOHN KIV S, in prese„ii„ff his ANM
'f i ' RIPTION of :W DAHLIAS, < ;1,1 tender
l»e«t tlianks t tie kind ids and patrons for their enpi*

»d begs to asBUre them his nstaut etm nh all always be *

give as faction. He has a fine sole. IM »W I I.OWSl
to off< r this essRv.ii, and the aerero tent they have undergone
will, he trusts, be a sufficient guarantee f«>r their quality.

with yoor seed, and 1 acre with seed ; \n in this N to but First Class flowers have been *en. I MlanU
neighbourhood. / am qmUt sttre four *e#l pro $d /vest S r in May as usual
umn ptr aert mmrt than tk4 other I had nearly an acre weighed I T; WN'0 PRI/ were awarded t.. .r hi <$&

for DAHLIAS, In IviK):— First Priae. bh.oma. National
Dalilia s wat I^^eds; I '•! hi. .Bath; Do., M h!.«.rn^.

itOO ; Do., 24 Wooms. Swindon ; Hecond Prise, 24 blooms.
ing: Do., 50 blooms, Crystal Palaoo : !»«'. 24

Palaoe.

FANCY MAM LI AH.—First Pri«e» 18 blooms, National ; P
ims, Reading; I •, 12. bloeoae. Hi- M l.loosn,

>i ; IM., 12 blooms, Swindon ; Seoond Prisa, 12 blooms.
Crystal Psiaoa.

I DMILIAS-NKW FLOWERS. t.

\M'|{KWI»oiiliS(Ki ^M3|)—Tl - darkest an< i most con-
stant PshHs grown ; thin lhiwcr has never been shown
with <4MaInlnga First Class Certificate. 3 ft.

<H4a4ned the following rst Class CerUflcates.—
II Itural Society's Fl«»rlcu1t.ural ' '•.nmnttee,

(from your seed), and found we ha !
.' V is j>cr acre,

out t :,.• Kingdom liare bee • tkm Mestra. Si

w - den. 1 he priced SUTTON'S LAIN YELLOW GLOBE MAN< I-
M • fA * * M±. m a % * Mh m m «v n mm ^m\

sorts, r by the Ci

%gT PRICED LI.- '' oiksr hind* of M Swt i, Turnip, <>ra*se*
t ., u he tent

at i* and postfrt*. Omrimp Free to all parU t
except imai7 parcels.

SUTTON k, SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE BEBD BSTABLISHHEKT. READING.

SELECTr.D

^piTF. st rongfjet evidenoe we can furnish of the quality of our M
>KKDS is public opinion. We Imvc one of the largest Trades in

England with Farmers, from whom we could publish Testimonials enough

rill avolnsne; and although our Seeds are all of the best quality, we

nt but a fair market price. Practical men, who are continually on the

with oa (we personally attend the principal markets in this and

oininp inifliw, which affords us great

*gju*cjf pri^ex, but their judgment is of

heBOTLEV CUR the PRIZE for tl best

Than IMPROVED (grown by John Bag

Heavies* weight of Mangal. par Acre. 61 Tons. 2 cwt.
aTS IMPROVRO ORA 1LOBE, (grown by »TBWAirr

mm)
Mangel, sown 7th July,
IMPB KD RID GLOBS, (gro

wn by W.

Mangel. W us per s

P.u;l» IM ; lisl i vNOE («
DicRDcsov, Eeq.

rreta, M Tons r-»r «,

AGIT- IMPOR Will \N, (grown
TRS3PC«,la

« — Pri7" Swedes for heariesf Weight,
PAGE'S IMPROVED (grown « H

r

Mnmi ca, Eeq

by R.

KflfJ

Mangel.

'AOB awd VO
• ftiM Off Aesw-wa TN4eRea s%ssr fSsMfj* &

PAOIT8 IMPERIAL ORANGE GLO
RalwatX

Seaood beet.
FACE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown

Bosraj
Third d

PAQsTS IMPERIALORANGE GLOBE, (grown by

TALES A\ VI> s R PARMKUfT CLU1
coald ntm Testimonial', but prelhr prariical resulta,

rV«t « acres d if

OT8 IMPERIAL OUANGE GLOE ftrrown by Mr. Jae
VSLWAT.)

Second ditto.
JiK S IHPWUAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. John

Third ditto.
lGE'3 IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE, (grown by Mr. Bone.)

Preaeat prieee for beet quality, not to be Buqjeeaed by any House in the Trade :

BROAD oft BSD CLOVER, 71. to W. per lb.

DU r H. efa. to UMjat per lb.

L Oft HOP OLOVBR, tAd. to 4m, per Jb.V 1

RYE <,Fi\S3, 23«. to 35s. per quart
to 8«. per bushel

i \SS, 4 «. 6J. to perbueii.

IMPROVED TFIXOW ., It. 6sL IK

O RED 'MA3r«L. '* Ri.
" » U W lb-

Bl/ "HAM LOlfO RED M.» »KL. la. 6sl lbUXQ YELLOW MANGEL, *. IK* ^
LONG WHITE MANGEL. Is. ea\ R>.

PA0ET8 IMPROVED HARDY SW V
m/l«». .-•' .^KIRVING'8 SWEDE, l«.6d. lb.
CHAMPION SWEDE, 2s. lb,
A8HC 'FT SWEDE, 1,. w ib.

TANKARD S^ r #d lb
IMP TED WHITE BELGIAN CARROT, U. Ia\ lb.

SKKD8 por E •ORTATIOX pocke.1 to arrive in eood condition

QEKERmL PRICK CURRENT. conUining preelfenl informetiot,. free b

SOUTH
PA( E & TO0G00D,

NaUonal Meeting at Leeds an I

BaBsbiiry rystal Palace. Third for the < at Seedling
Competition at Reading.

M \HTERPrBCB (Kkynkh).—A beautiful shaded crimson
of the finest 4uahty, perfect in form, grand in ut.

Uai.1, always to be depended on; small, and will
reqn ond ewfcing ont c '• * *'

. . 10
iincd tin wing Pri/.os,

First Premier Prise at ; for the '^reat Seed-
II tioa, beaetng every Kim the year.

First Class incatea.—Reading. Bath, Salisbury.
Bright stal Palace.

VE (EBTMSftl—Colour, quite new, good form and
constant. Shaded Mauve, 3 ft \q

Prise at Reading.
J! NO (Raw 1.1Noa).—Colour, bright rosy lilac, very oon-

stant, ^eand very high centre, aJwava good. 4 ft.

Commended at the Floricultural Committee, First
Class Certificate, Brighton.

JOY iwos).- ur li-htwith deep crimson tip,
the finest flower in its class and most desirable as first
rate show flower. 3ft. It has been placed as follows :— 10

Ssaoftd Prise at tbo Reading m|»ot „,. nr*t
<1aes CerUficaU at Bath, CryKtal Palac Sallshurr

•'•"• Resdfaig, ( ational Meeting, LoeeK
_ ricultural Committee.
PERI (Rar i ino«) -I^rht, tij.nod purple, very nlea%inff
eefont, n- o be cut out. 4 it.

* •
10

inJ^^ST?***" at ?atb t,i8b^ry» Reading.'
.TORN kE.NBfi (Raw.,sos>—Scarlet ». , 1 A single
flower of this shown at the Crystal Palaoe, surpassed
every flower in » exhibition ; it is a late flower and
r. .res planting early : .1. Kevrbs then expects it to
beat anything yet offered. 8ft 10

MRS. DODDfJfi „>. -Colour, light veTTow, -cry pure"

r^^TLf^T^ r*oeeessing every qualit , V, render
it a First Class variety, it has been Justly ;*dmire<L and
will prove a good companion to William Dodda, which
hasproved iUclf a First Class Hcepcoloured v- How 3ft. 10

First Class CeitificaUs.— Floricultural < -imittee.
N;y*r «««ting at Leeds, Reading. B.»th, Salisbury

I rth Prise at Reading for the Subscription Com.
petition.

MRS. ECKFORD(Donns).--IAght ptirple ground, shaded
lilac, and mottled, a colour difficult to describe but
quite new and a very pretty flower. 3 It. ..

'

in
obtained First Class Certificates at RcadW SauV

bury. Bath •*

MAR$CIS BOWMOVT (D,i.nR).-Rr>«e colour, shaded
white, a most doKirable flower, greatly admired for its
symmetry and full high centre, was plaoed fifth at
R<rading for the sw stakes. 4ft \9
,:
T -

l

Kjc
f
J' 1̂ b^» tl»eresbre the pleasure of sending out

ail the six flowers which obtained those prizes, wl. h
were subscribed for and exhibit -d hy those marked •

•Mr. K*vne«. • Mr. Rawlings, *M Timer, • Mr.
Dodda, •Mr Perry. Mr. Holmes, Mr «aln*bury.
This flower alsr* obtained First Clasii onbss at

Rath, Sallsbnry deeding, Brighton, Crystal Oace.
Flertcnltaral Committee. '

'

ISA fErtrrs).—Rope colour, fine. 4 ft

WYATT 0\'RTREs).~Salm rery first-rate; r.o
V of these two, consequently could not be ex-

hibitor 4 ft 10
Tbe set of twelve will be chargod Kl 4*. No <llseoui)t

en Andrew Dodda, Masterpieoe. Mrs. I s or
Marquis Bowmont, if taken separately. All th FirstAss ertifkftSes, with one exoej n, wld^h tbo
FloricoJtural Oemniittee hive awarded this season are
in tbi* lot.

J. KtTRK* therefore submits thom to Dahlia growers
as indispensable to every select collection. Descrip-
tions cf the above may be seen in f?o»#ip for th*
Garden, the Florut, the Gardener* Chronicle, the Cottage
Garden the Tran*adum$ of the Horticultural Society

8

C

6

c

c

I
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INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1862.

T IE COUNCIL op the SOCIETY op ARTS give notice that the GUARANTEE DEED lies for SIGNATURE at ****** House, AdelpU,
W.C. ...

Council have much pleasure in announcing that the Guarantee has heen already signed for nm» amounting to £38o,600, and they des.re that the Mmbs
. t„~. *~m l <>_*_ ,w»,<,„,l l„ „rHpr that the interest of the ouhlic in this great national undertaking may he st.ll more extensively shown.
Council have much pleasure in announcing mat cue uuaraniee uas uesu uuc.iv.jr o.s ..~. — ~- - -

>

Signatures should be further increased in order that the interest of the public in this great national undertaking may be still more extensively shown.

Gentlemen desirous ofjoining in the Guarantee are requested to communicate with the Secretary of the Society of Arts, who will arrange for the Deed being^
for Signature to those who cannot make it convenient to sign at the Society's house. The List will be closed on the 1st of May next. I

I
the

me
HM
Wi

w.

\
Gei
Alj
tho
2s.

LIST OF GUARANTORS WHO HAVE ALREADY SIGNED THE DEED:

£10,000
100
200
200

H.R. IJ. The Prince Consort
Abel, Frederick Augustus, F.R.S.
Acland, Sir Thomas Dyke, Bart.
Adam, James Skipper
Adams, Wm. Salkeld(W.S. Adams & Son)
Agnew, Thomas
Agnew, Thomas, Jun
Agnew, William
Ainsworth, Thos
Akroyd, Edward (Jas. Akroyd & Son).

.

Aldam, William
Alexander, James
Aley, Frederick William
Alger, John
Allen, C. Bruce
Allen, Edward Ellis

Allhusen, Christian
Amies, Nathaniel Jones
Anderson, Sir James
Anderson, Thomas
Andrew, W. P
Angell, Joseph
Ansted, David Thos
Answorth, W. S. (Middleten & Ans-
worth)

Antrobus. Sir Edmund, Bart
Appold, John G., F.RS
Archer, T. C.
Armitage, Elkanah, & Sons
Armitage, Wm. (Armitage & Rigbys) .

.

Armstrong, Sir William George, C.B.
Ashford, Wm.(W.& G. Ashford& Winder)
Ashton, Thomas
Asprey, Charles ,

Atkinson, William 100
Austin, George 100
Bagley, Thomas (Henderson & Co.) .". 300
Bake, Henry 200
Baker, Anthony Kington 100
Balderson, Heury loo
Balfour, George Edward .. .. .'. 250
Ball, John 500
Balleras, GuUlermo Estehan . . .

.

500
ganmj, Thos., M.P W.. 3,000
Barlow, Edward 100
Barlow, F. P. (John Dickinson & Co.). . 1,000
Barrett, Henry (R. Barrett & Sons) .

.

Bartlett, William Edward
Bateman, J. F

'

Bateman, Joseph, LL.D. .. *. **
iUV

Bates, Joshua .. .. ma \] 3 000
Bauer, Victor .. .. .. "m 'jqq

100
100
100
100
500
500
100
500
100
100
100
100

1,000
100
100
100
500
500
100

100
2,000

1,000
100

1,000
500
500
100
500

1,000

.200
100
200
100

Sax. Ed.
• • 100

• *

v *

• m

500
250
500
300
100
100

• • 500
500
100

Bazley, Thomas, M.P. .. .. 1 000
Beale, Samuel, M.P \ i'oOO
Beaumont, John .

.

'

Beaumont, Joseph, jun.
Begbie, Thos. S. .

.

Behrens, Solomon Levy
Belcher. Sir Edwd. .

.

Bell, John .

.

^n
!^?>

G
T
eofee 100

Benedict, Jules
.

.

300Benham, Fred. (Benham <fc Sons)
Bennett, John
Bennett, Wm. Cox . . . . *]

Bentall, Edward Hammond ]

.

100
Bentley, Joseph . . .

.

*

, f|0
Benyon, Richard, 31. P. .. " "

1 ono
Besley, Frederick . . . . .

*
*

200
Besley, Robt. ,

- ?"
Bessborough, Earl of .. "5m
Beveridge.Erskine.. .. '/ " 2X
Bevington, Sam. B (Bevingtons & Sons) looBevmgton, James B. .

'
{qq

Beyer, C. F. (Beyer, Peacock, & Co.)
!

'. 1,000
Bicknell, Henry Sanforth '££
Biddle, Daniel .. ..

" " lZ
Billinge, James .. ..

" " J™
Bingley, Alfred William . . '.

'.
"

' ! on
Bird, George " "0
Bird, Stephen ..

50°

Bird, William
Birkbeck, G. H. (Birkbeck & Tongue")*

*

Blacklock, William Thomas
'

Blackwell, Samuel
Blackwell, Thomas (Crosse <k Blackwell)
Blair, Harrison . . .

.

7
......

Blandy, John Jackson ..
" ^n

Blashfield, John Mariott . . " "

SSP'
W™H -

J?'
<WiIIiam B^ws «fc Son)

Bodkin, Wm Henry (Assistant Judge)
Boileau, Sir John P., Bart.
Bowker, Charles Hardy .

Bowring, Edgar Alfred .

.

Bowley, Robert Kanzon .

.

Braby, Frederick ..
Bradbury <fc Evans
Bragg, John (T. & J. Bragg)
Branston, Robt. E.
Brassey, Thos.
Breach, J. G
Breffit, EVAire & Calder Company)
Brett, John W.

*"*"*'

Brewster, Sir David K.H.'
Bridson, H.

Brodie, John Lament

Brook, Charles *" "

250
100
300
500
200
300
200

* •

• •

&

100
100
500
500
100
200
500
100

1,000
100
250

2,000
250

1,000
500
100
250
150
100
100

1,000
200

• •

• *

Brooke, Chas., F.RS
Brooke, George (Starkey, Bros.)
Brooke, Thomas (John Brooke & Sons)
Brooks, Vincent
Brooman, Richd. Archibald
Brough, George (Stratton & Brough)
Brown, Mrs. H
Brown, John (John Brown & Co.)
Brown, Michael Lewis
Browning, J. (Spencer, Browning & Co.)
Buck, Joseph
Buckley, Nathaniel
Buccleuch. Duke of, K.G.
Buckton, Joshua
Bunning, Jas. Bunstone
Burgess, James Reeve
Burrell, Charle s

Burt, Henry Potter
Burzorjoe, Dr.
Caley, Frederick C. (Caley, Brothers) .

.

Caley, Nathaniel Henry ..

Callaghan, William
Callow, Thomas William (Callow & Son)
Calvert, Henry
Cama, Muncherjee Hormusjee
Campbell, C. Mmton
Campbell, James
Candy, Charles
Cannan, Herbert Harris
Carstairs, Peter
Carver, John (Carver Brothers)
Cassell, Petter, <fc Galpin
Cave, Stephen, M.P.
Chadwick, David
Chadwick, Edwin, C.B
Chadwick, John
Challoner, Col. T. C. B
Chambers, Thomas, Common Serjeant

.

Chambers, Thos. King, M.D
Chance, James T., (Chauce, Bros.)
Chandos, Marquis of
Chantrell, George Frederick
Chapman. Edward (Chapman & Hall).

.

Chappell, Thos. (Chappell & Co.)
Charley, William .. .. .. ..
Charlton, Henry
Chater, Joseph
Chatfield, Charles . . .. . " "
Chawner, Richard Croft ..
Chester, Harry
Christie, Wm 'I ;;
Christy, Henry
Christy, R, (Wm. M. Christy & *Sons)!

'.

Churchward, Joseph George
Clanricarde, Marquis of .

.

Clare, Charles Leigh
Clark, Chas., Mayor of Wolverhampton
Clark, Sir James, Bart
Clarke, LP...
Claudet, A., F.R.S.
Clegg,Thos
C ouston, P. (Lord Provost of Glasgow)
Clennell, John Edwd. .

.

;

Clowes, Geo. (Clowes & Son)
Clutton, John . . . . []
Cobbett, Arthur
Cobbett, Richard ..

Cobden, George Long . . .[
Cock, John, jun
Cockerill, William James
Cole, Henry, C.B

,

Cole, Thomas
Coles, Richard (Mayor of Southampton)
Collard, C. L. (Collard & Collard)
Collins, Thomas Samuel, MP.
Collyer, Robt., M.D.
Colman. Edwd. (J. & J. Colman)
Colnaghi, D (Colnaghi, Scott, & Co.) .

.

Colquhoun, John C. .

Conolly, Thomas, M.P.
Convbeare. H. ..

Cook, Thos. W.
Cooke, Christopher ..
Cooke, Hindley <k Law *

"

Cooke, William . . "
Coope, Octavius Edward
Corderoy, Edward .

.

Cornforth, John
Copestake, Sampson (Cope'stake", Moore
Crampton & Co.)

Coulthurst. Wm. M. .'.

Cousens, Frederick William
Coutts, Miss Burdett
Covylishaw, Wm. (G. J.' HouldWorth
&Co.)

Cowie, Thos. S.

Cowper The Right Hon. Wm., M.P.
Grace, J ohn Gregory
Crampton, T. R. ..

Creed, Henry .. "

Cremer, William Henry, jun
Crisp, Thomas Dawson (Clabburn, Son's,& Crisp .. ..

' *

Croll, Alexander Angus .

,

Crossfield, Henry
Cubitt, Lewis
Cubitt Wm. M.P., (Lord Mayor ofLondon) ....
Cundall, Josh.
Cunningham, H. D. P., Rjj.
Curt, Joseph
Cuthell, Andrew .

.

• .

• «

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• -

£100
1,000
1,000
200
250
200
500
250
100
250
100
100

5,000
100
500
100
500
500
100
100
100
200
100
100
200

2,000

100
500
loo
200
100
250
500
100
100
200
500
100
300

1,000

1,000
100
300
500
100
100

100
100
•100

300
100

1,000

500
500
500
250
100
200
100
100
500
100
100
500
500
100
100
300

100
100
300
100

100
1,000
200
500

1,000
1,000
100

1,000
1,500
250
250

1,000

1,000
1,000
100
100

1,000
1,000
300

3,000

200
500
100
200

1,000
100
200

100
1,000

500
500

1,000

100
100
100

1,000

Daniell, Richard (Perceval. Daniell &. Co.) £1,000
Darbishire, Samuel Dukiufield
Davies, John
Davis, Frederick
Davison, Frederic (Gray &, Davison) .

.

Davy, Chirles
Day, P. A. (C. A. Day & Co.)
Day, Wm. (Day & Son)
Deacon, Henry
De la Rue, Warren (Thos. De la Rue
&Co.)

Dent, William
Denton, John Bailey
Dewhurst, George Charnley
Dickinson, James (W. Dickinson & Sons)
Dickson, Peter
Dilke, C. Wentworth
Dillon, John, (Morrison, Dillon, & Co.)
Dixon, George
Dixon, Thomas
Dixon, Wm. Hepworth
Dobree, Bonamy, Governor Bank of
England

Dobson, Benjamin
Docker, F. W
Donald, William
Donkin, (Bryan, Donkin, & Co.)

Douglas, Francis Brown (Lord Provost
of Edinburgh)

Doulton, Henry (Doulton & Co.)
Doveston, George (Doveston, Bird, &
Hull)

Drax, J. S. W. Sawbridge Erie, M.P.
Ducie, Earl of
Dugdale, James
Dunlop, John Macmillan
Dunlop, Walter
Dunn, Thomas
Dunn, Thomas
Dyte, Henry
Eardley, Sir Culling Eardley, Bart.
Eastlake, Sir Charles L., President of
the Royal Academy

Easton, James, Jun. (Easton, Amos, &
Sons)

Easton, James, Sen. (Easton, Amos, &
Sons

Eavestaff, William Glen .*

.'

Ebury, Lord
Edgar, W. S. (Swan & Edgar) .'

.

Edgiugton, Benjamin 500
Edmeston, James 100
Edwards, Morton .". 100
Edwards, Richard (J. Edwards "& Son) 500
Elkington & Co 2,000

1,000
100
500

200
100

1,000
1,000
100

1,000
200
100
200

500
1,000
1,000
1,000
100
100
100

500
100
100
100
500

100
200

300

100
500

1,000
100
200

150
250
100

1,000

200

1,000

500
100
500

1,000

• •

* •

800
100
200

1,000

1,000
25<»

100
100
500

3«0
500
500

1,500

1,000
500

Elliott, Charles (Elliott Brothers)
Elliott, George Augustus
El well, Edward
Emanuel, Harry
England, George
Ernest, H. (Coleman, Ernest. & Rowe)
Evans, Edward
Evans, E. Bickerton . . . \ [[
Evans, Jeremiah (J. Evans & Son)
Evil], Wm., jun
Ewart, Wm., M.P
Fairbairn, Andrew
Fairbairn, Thomas
Fairbairn, Wm., F. R.S
Fairbairn, William Andrew .. .. um,

Falmouth, Viscount 500
Fafrow, Charles (Farrow & Jackson)

."."

100
Farlow, Charles iqo
Farquhar, "Thomas Newman '.'.

'.[ 1 00O
Fauntleroy, R. T. (R. Fauntleroy & Co.) 'loo
Fawell, Thomas . . .

.

100
Fearon, John Peter ,. \\ "

l00Fenton, Francis Henry .. " ** lnn
Feversham, Lord

*

'
'

'

Ferguson, John F.
Field, John .

.

Field. William
Filmer, Thos. H.
Findlay, Charles B.
Finn^s, T. Q., Alderman
Jirmin, George Gordon

Fisher, Richard
Fisher, Robert
Fisher, Samuel "^

I'ladgate, W. M. "
Fletcher, John Bowman *.

'.
" - 5X2

Forrest, James Alexander
I orster, John
Forster, Sampson Lloyd

"

Foster, Thos. (Elsmore & Forster)
*

'

• *

• «

• •

• •
• •

•

lOo
200

1,000
200
100
100

1,000
100

1000
500
250
100

•> Wm orme, M.P.

100

100
250
100
250

100
500

1,000

tt(

c
c
aCS Francis

- RE -

Fowler, John. C.E*"

p^iL8'

H

F?^, Broihe
Francis, C.

rs, <fc Co.).

.

100
300
100
000
100

Froggor, William " l '°°*

Fuwell, ReT
. J. g. C. .[ \\ \\ OQO

• I

• »

Gardner, Robert
Gardner, Samuel (John Keayou'&Ca\
Garrett, Richard . . . .

fiu )

Gaskell, John
Gassiot, J. P., F.R.S.
Gibbs, Henry Hucks

g.S; w
he
j
Rt- noa

;
Th

-
'""»« *£

Gilbee, William Armond " " " *

Gilbey, Walter (W. & A. Gilbey)."."

Glaisher, James, F.R.S. ..
" ?

Glover, Thomas
Glyn, George Carr, M.P.
Glyn, Sir Richard Plumptre, Bart
Glynn, Joseph, F.R.S.
Godwin, George, F.R.S.
Gooddy,Edw. ( Barlow, Gooddy, Uones)
Goode. Thos. (Goode & Co.)
Gooden, J. Chisholm
Goodman, John Dent
Goore, William Henry P..

.

Gordon, Lewis Dunbar Brodie

• •

* •

• •

• •
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» •
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Gotto, Henry (Parkins & Gotto)
Gower, The Hon. E. F. Leveson, M.P.

Graham, Forster (Jackson & Graham).. S
Graham, Peter (Jacksoa & Graham) .. 13
Graham, Wm

yp
Graham, William |
Grant, Alex
Grant & Gask
Granville, The Earl, K.G I

Gray, Captain William, M.P ],«

Green, Daniel, Jun.
Green, James V
Greenall, Gilbert i

Gregory, Charles
Gregson, Samuel, M.P »

Griffiths, Robert >

Grissell, Henry *
Grove, George 1*

Guedalla, Henry #
Gundry, William (Gundry <fc&z?sj .. W
Gunter, Richard *J
Gurney, Samuel, M.P ^Gwynne, J. E. A. (Gwynne&Co.} ..

w
Hacking, Richard *™

Hadeu, Francis Seymour, F.R.C.S

Had field, William
Hall, S. C. .. .. .. ••

Hale, Warren Stormes, Alderman

Hailing, Pearce & Stone
Hancock, Charles Frederick

Hanhart, N. (M. & N. Hanhart)

Haukey, Thomson, M.P. ••

Hannington, Charles Smith
Hargreaves, W.
Harris, James
Harrison, T. E.
Harrison, W., F.G.S. .

Hart, Charles (Joseph Hart & Son)

Hart, Ernest.

.

Harter, James Collier

Hartley, James (J. Hartley & Co.;

Hawkins, George J
..

Hawkshaw, John, F.R.S..

Haworth. J.
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Hayes, Henry William (Hayes & )
Co. ... ^

Head ley, Richard ..

Heather, James

« •

*

• f

I*

I t*

f

$

If

Heald, Nicholas
Hemming, Fred. H. • • na„An.

Henderson, John (Bank, Bros, Hender

son & Co.) .. •• •• "

Henderson, George William Mercer

Henty, Robert
Hepworth, William
Heron, Joseph
Heugh, John •• •• _A iu.

Heymann, Lewis (Heymann and W .

ander) • • "
, J

Hibbert, George .. •• "
[[ J

Hibbert, John Tomlinson •• W
Hill, Charles. . . . •• F;^s) .,

Hill Thomas Rowley (Hill & Evans;

Hindley, Chas. Hugh (Chas. Hu* ^
Hinstin, Ernest (Hinstin Bros )••

Hirst, Joseph -• ••

Hirst, William Edwards ..

Hitchcock, George Charles

Hobbs, Ashley & Co.

Hodges, John Francis •
Hodgkinson, Grosvenor, M.r. •

Hod|son, Kirkman Daniel, M.r.

Holdsworth, William Bayley (W

Holdsworth & Co.) • • _ %

Holland, James (Holland «fc
Sons;

Holland, Sir Henry, Bart

Hollins, M. Daintry

*

• •

* •

- •

• •

• *

3-

»•

•

•

1?

-.

:

I

:

*

Holmes. James • ^„ 'f afceffieW)
• »#

Hoole, Henry E. (Mayor of S^

^

^
Hope, Henry Thomas •• *

HoSper, Geo. N. (Hooper AW^
Hopkinson, James (J- « J -

D v
_ ..

Hopkinson, Jonathan •
•

Horsley, J. Callcott, A.B.A.

Horn, James.. •. yHornblo^
r

-

Hornblower, Jethro («

Fenwick A Co.) ••)
Horton, Isaac (Horton &W
Hoskyn, Chandos Wren ..

Houghton, F. Burnett -

Hovenden, Robert .

.
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BKDDIVG and OTHER PLANTS.—The Spring
rnent to Tames Cartkr <fc Co. 'a GARDEN" KK

IO> FARMER'S VADK MBCUM will be found toemtainall
the requisite in' >rmation for the arrangement and man ige-

ment BEDDING PLANTS, besides copious Lists of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, with descriptive observation
Will be published on May 1, and forwarded free of cuarge and
post paid, on application to
James Carter & Co., 237 and 23S, High Holborn, London,

W.C. ; and Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, Sydenham, S.

Bedding Plants.

WOOD and INGRAM b«g to announce that their
Bedding Plants, consisting of Scarlet and Variegated

Geraniums, Verbenas, Petunias. Heliotropes, Calceolarias,
Alyssuras, Lobelias, Puchs . Gazanias, &c . are very fine,

thoroughly hardened, and established in pots. Price from
2a 6tt per dozen. Cinerarias in full bloom, 4«. to 6.*. per dozen.
Dahlias, a fine collection, 4s. to 9*. per dozen.

CATALOGUES may be had on application.
Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Bedding Plants.—Mostly 2a 84 per dozen.

SCOTT'S 48-paged CATALOGUE, with copious de-
scriptive Lists of all the best Bedding Plants out,

to which is, this season, added su *tions for Planting Beds
and Ribbons, with full lists of early Flowers for decorating
the Girden in winter and early spring. Apply to
J. Scott, Marriott. Crewkerne, Somerset, inclosing: 2 stamps.

Bedding Plants.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS have Bedding Plants
to offer in very large quantity, their Stock consisting, as it

does, of about 100,000 fine strong Plants, calculated to give
entire satisfaction, of the following :—

I30YAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY —
1 Notice is hereby riven, that the next General Mi etfwr' of

this Society for the Election of Fellows, will ^ heH ^the
"in m the New Ci.-irden at South Kensington W
A Y, May 14, when the Chair will be taken at 3 o Glocl

'ABLISHf-D 1S40.

Bedding Plants for the Million.

JOHN BOFF is si * out the uodernsmad Bed-
ding Plant*, strong estebluhed plants, In small pots, at

90s. per 100, package included :—Ant irrhinums, in fine varie-
ties by name; Agerattima, Shrubby Calceolarias, Fuchsias,
Boarlet Geraniums, Helir. trepan, Lobelia 8|>eciosa. Pel bemoot
In variety, Salvias, and an extensive variety of Verbenas.
To those requiring quantity, J. B. begs to offer well rooted

plants of the above from store pots, at )2$. per 100, packet
included.
CATALOGUES with description, free for one stamp. A

remittam-e from unknown correspond is requested.
Northampton Park Nursery. B tlTs Pond , Islington* N.

Bedding Plants.

MESSRS. MILNE and CO. have a fine healthy
Stock of aK the leading varieties of Bedding Plants,

which will be ready for sending out in May. Plants strong and
well established.

M. A Co. beg to inform their friends and pa'rnns that a
reprint of their comprehensive (JKN KRAL i WTALOGUE will
be shortly issued. The DE>< IUPTI VB LIST or CAMELLIAS,
for which their Nursery has been fun is for upwards of three
quartersof a< Miry, will be found complete to the present
me* Copies forwarded free bo any address on application*

CaitM-llia Nursery, Wandsworth Road, Loml

Antirrhinums
Ageratums
Fuchsias
Scarlet Geraniums
Heliotropes
Pentstemons
Pansies
Verbenas

Calceolarias
Dahlias (bedding varieties)
Gazania splendens
Variegated Geraniums
Lobelias
Petunias
Salvias

and others.

ft

tf 99

99

99

ft

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS, with Prices, post free on application.
*»* Terms to the Trade upon application.

The "Newton " Nurs. - .e Railway Station), Chester.

Per dozen—.*, cf.

Ageratum coelestinura . . 2 8
,. variegatum .. ..40

Calceolaria aurea flori-

bunda . -A
„ other varieties

Dahlias, of sorts .. ..3
of I860 .. ..12
ancy
„ oflSfiO ..]

Bedding (15 varie-
ties) from

Fuchsias, of sorts.. 4*. to 6
1860 (29varie-

»»

»»

»»

>»

o

ties) 9

6

Richmond Nurseries, Surrey.

GAND W. 8TEELL be^ to call the attention of
. purchasers of REDDING PLANTS to their Stock,

which is exceedingly healthy and good this aeaaon, consisting
of STANDARD, FLOWER of the DAY, fc IRLET, and
other GKRA NIL* Ms, CALCEOLAR1 VS. VERBENAS HELIO-
TROP PETUNIAS, Ac. also ROS DEVON1K IS,

BAFRANOT, Ac, which they can offer at very low prices
where large quantities are required.

Bedding Plants, Ac
GODWIN and PADMAN, Broadfield Nursery,

Sheffield, offer the undermentioned in strong well
established Plants :

—

Per dozen—s. J.

Gazania splendens 3.«. to 4
Geraniums Tom Thumb,

2s. a i. to 4
,, Variegated, of sorts *

Heliotropes, of sorts
Lobelia speciosa .

Petunias, crimson, purple,
and white .. ..3

Senecio elegans fl pi. .. 3
Verbena, crimson scarlet,
purple, and white . . 2
„ of 18 tSO (.00 varieties) 4

Veronica maritima varie-
gata 4

Vinca elegmtissima . . rt

* See other Advertisement.
Or 100 plants, viz., 1 dozen each Ageratum, Calceolaria

aurea fl., Gazania splendens, Tom Thumb Geraniums, Lobelia
speciosa, Petunia (any colour), and '1 dozen Verbenas (anv
colour), basket included, for 21*.

nS5? ^f° G,$ P ''s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GREEN-HOUSE ;md REDD I NG PLA N TS.
Remittance or reference expected from unknown correspon-

Address Oodwik A Padkax. Broadfield Nursery, Sheffield.
Also J. C. Padman. Bolton 1, Tadcaster.

Bedding Plants.

Fl AKD A. SMITH are now sending oat their usual
• strong healthy Redding Plants, at moderate 1 ^.

These planU are hardened and fitted for planting out, so as to
produce an early decorative effect. Quality is the test of

Mimulus, of sorts
Mehssa variegata
MeaernbryAnthemum, various
nasturtium Tom Thumb, «tc.

Nierembergia gracilis
Pansies
Pentstemon, in variety
Petunias
Phlox, herbaceous

,, Drummondi
Pyrethrum. various
Perilla nankinensis
Portulaca, dwarf, for edging
Rhodanthe Manglesii
Roses, various
Statice armeria
Salvia patens, blue

,. „ alba, and others
•tocks, in bloom

necio, double crimson
Thunbergia, various
Tropaeolum Lobbianum
' elegans

N r traction

Stamfordianum
several double varieties

Verbena, of every known shade
of colour, a fine and large
stock °

Veronica
Va
^^jJ.Geraniums (many

Zinnia elegans, Ac.
Plants.

Maurandya alba

Wellington Road Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.
MESSKn. K. G. HENDERSON and SON

respectfully announce their SPRING CATALOGUE for
ism, containing extensive Descriptive Lists of the fine
ORNAMENTAL PLOWER GARDEN and BEDDING
PLANTS, wit.h other leading novelties of the season, which
will be published the second week in Mat, at which period
all applications for copies will be sent as received, and all orde
for New Plants will, from the same period, be immediately
forwarded on receipt of such.
FUCHSIAS.—A collection of nine first-class competition

varieties, the seedling productions of Edward Hanks, Esq.,
whose reputation as a raiser is well known in both continental
and homo collections. 5s. each.
DIWTHUS HTBRIDU8 MULTIFLORUS.—A perpetual-

flowering mule pink, the most unique bedding plant of the
season. 3a. tJd. each.

NEW V i: 1
:
15 EVAS.—The collection of 14 varieties are the

seedling productions of Messrs. Rreize, Elphinstone, Edmonds,
and Cunningham, including beautiful competition and bedding
kinds. 2s. <>cJ. each.

»>

n
»»

»»

»»

Tasmania.
Greenhouse evergreen creeper,

Evergreen tree, New Holland.
»»

»»

»»

shrub,

cheapn
Ageratum, bin
„ foliis van

Anagall
Antirrhinum, various
Bouvardias
Calceolaria, in variety
Cerastium tomentosum, for
edging

Cuphea platycentra, scarlet
Campanula carpatica
Carnations, tree
Chrysanthemums, various
Deutzia gracilis
Diantbus giganteus, splendid

crimson
„ Heddewiggi, largo colours,

various
,, imperialis, crimson

Dielvtra spectabilis
Dahlias, many varieties
elphinium formosum

Fuchsias, various
Geranium, scarlet, various
' illardia grandiflora
Gazama splendens
Heliotropium, various
Hollyhock
Hydrangea

^ 4a variegata
Lantana, various
Lobelia, blue, in variety

'» St. Clair, fine scarlet
ulram, various

r^. CLIMBINf

Couticil Room
on TUESDAY, may 1^, wnentneunairwiu oe taken at 3 o Clock.
General Meetings for the Election of Fellows will also b«

held on FRIDAY. May 24, and FRIDAY, May 31. On these
days the Chair will be taken at 2 o'clock.
On TUESDAY, May 14, a Ballot for the following Plants

will take place :

—

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT, May 14.
1. FabricialjEvio^ta. Greenhouse evergreenshrub, Australia.
2. „ CBAsarvALvia. „ „ „ „
3. Melalpuca decussata.
4. Hermannia anoularis.
5. Goodia lotieolia.
6. Kennedva rubicunda. Fine greenhouse climber, Australia.
7. Hardenbergia ovata „ „ „ ,,
8. „ monophylla. „ „ ,,

5" » " . " ALBA. „ M
10. Teooma Latrobei. „ M „
11. Draq£na AUbTRAUs. Ornamental greenhouse plant*

Australia.
12. Phormium tenax. New Zealand Flax, New Zealand.
13. Casuarina quadrivai.vis. Greenhouse weepuig tree,

Australia.
14. Solanum Ai-RANTiACiTM. Greenhouse shrub, Australia.
15. ,, HY8TK1X.
1(5. I .1 RYBIA ABOOPUVLLA.
17. BOLLYA ll)ri;i UVL1.A.

Australia.
18. ElCALYPTUS VIMINALIS.
1^.

,, POROSA.
.
20. „ OLOBULOSA.
21. CALI [STBMOW RUGULOSUS.

1 New Holland.
22. PlTTOSP"Rt'M ACACIOIDES.
23. lkpt08permdm scoparium.
24. pultknira daphnoides.
25. IIakea sp.
"6. Anadinia PULCHELLA.
7. Xanthoxylon sp.

28. CaLOTHAMN(.S quadrifidus.
'. HaKEA ACICI'LARIS.
0. ,, BRACHYKin NCHA.

,,
31. Clematis aristata. King George's Sound.
32. Poly(,onum complf.xum. Hardy evergreen shrub, well

adapted for rock work.
*. Calceolaria violacea. Violet-flowered Calceolaria.

34. Vins ouoraiismma. Sweet-scented Vine. North America*
35. Copressus TORUL08A. Hardy Cypress, Rhotan.
36. „ Govbniana. Gowen's Cypress, California. Hardy.
37. „ cashmeriana. Cypress of Cashmei e. Hardy.

s. Crvptomkria I.obbii. Hardy coniferous tree, China,
v A mi s \| 1 vziesii. Hardy coniferous tree, North-west Coast

of America.
40. Thuja I.obbiana. California. Hardy.
41. Brjdc. ia spicata. Hardy trailing plant, pink flower*.

Chili.

'• I iCERA fraorantispima. Fragrant hardy shrub. China,
. Shanghai: Rosa Spring Rose of Shanghae. The earliest

in flower.

44. Xfroali, or Hill Bamboo of Punjaub. India. Hardy.
I'.avbi sa gracilis. Hardy Bamboo, India.

40. Rerbebis m.pai.knsis. Evergreen shrub, Nepal.
47. Pixus LONGiFOi.iA. Half-hardy coniferous tree, from India.
48. fSPiR^A callosa. A beautiful hardy shrub, N«.rth China.

. LioOhTROM ovAUFOLii M. Hardy Shrub, North China.
Solanfm cap.-icastrum. A beautiful greenhouse shrub,

with scarlet berries in winter.
Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of these

Plants, if Life Members of 40 guineas, or Annual Subscribers
of 4 guineas, are requested to name Twelve sorts ; if LifeMen rs of 20 guineas, or Annual Subscribers of 2 guineas,
to name Six arts.
The arrangements for conducting the Ballot render it neces-

sar> that the names of the plants, or the number prefixed
thereto in the above list, should be sent to the Offices of the
Soriety, South Kensington, VV., on or before Friday,. May 10,
after which date no applications can be attended to.

Andrew Murray, Assistant Secretary.
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SATURDAY, MAY 4. 1861.-

V

^oc%rpu» scftber
^Ph«pennUm Hendei rosea

i Dulwicb, Surrey, 8w

GERANIUM PRIXC S OF PRUSSIA -A very beautiful

Tn^
ty0f

i^
ePIn|,aCtum section

-
The remarkably impactand rounded trusses of bloom stand erect above the fnhSgV

oonf.
109e

°f
m8 &T

\Z[
a bri<?ht °™«re.tinted scarlet. Earl, trusscontains from 50 to 60 blossoms, which are retained upon the

!2S£5hE£ the
.

Wh
2
,e
,
are ^Panded. a feature of greatvalue in all flowers intended for flower garden or vase cultureIU prolific bloom

, brilliant colour, and gobular outline of the

SSSTas 6d
ad8

' ***>«** it from il existing varieties?

r^SSLXSslg^^ FLEECG «HEANIUMS.

white flowered bedding Geranium known. The nresent one is
°£. a ..

mn
?
h dwarfer and shorter jointed growth and more

effective in character.

•

P
5
TV? ,AS-~~Tlle8e include six single flowered varieties and

six double flowered ones. Amongst them P. Rosy Circle is aremarkably picturesque flower for beds and groups ; and P
Leviathan is perhaps the largest double flower in the purpleenmson s.-cti-.n yet raised.
VARIEGATEb-LEAVKl) GERANIUMS. —Including eight

fine varieties, amongst which G. Mrs. Pollock is a splendid
yellow belt with a broad and brilliantly picturesque crimson
inner zone.

TROPAOLUMS—Six varieties, constituting a selection from
the finest batch of seedlings in Europe, and are models of
excellence in their various adaptations for decorative effect in
beds broad belts or pot culture. Individually they are distin-
ushed by tbeir brilliant colours, correct outline, and pro-

iUHion of bloom.
GERANIUM MINIMUM.—A very small, neat, dwarf-habited

bedding variety of the Nosegay section, with numerous trusses
ot crimson flowers.

ANTIRRHINUMS.—Three fine varieties of the remarkablenew section with erect tubular flowers of violet-red and purple

Ihe effect of the spawn of Fungi on various
plants, whether arboreous or herbaceous, has of
late been so much ventilated, that cultivators are
in general pretty well aware of what thev have to
contend against, and the precautions they must
use. The subject however appears in a new light,
from a communication just received from the
well-known Algologist, Dr. Hakvet, who has
transmitted sp cimens of a production, appearing
at first sight to consist of a mass of branched
roots about the thickness of a tobacco-pipe, but in
reality of Fungous origin, which is devastating a
collection of Rhododendrons in Ireland in a mixed
shrubbery. They nourished well till a year or
two ago, when some became very sickly. The
gardener raised one of the invalids, and found
the soil filled with a substance resembling
Sarsapari 11a in outward aspect, but more waved
and corrugated, and twisted round the roots of the
Rhododendron an inch or two beneath the surface.
THE SUBSTANCE WAS REMOVED, AND THE PLANT
recovered. Other Rhododendrons are now simi-
larly affected, and in every case which has been
examined the surrounding soil is traversed with
similar parasites.

A microscopical examination of the substance in
question shows that it is a condition of some
Fungus, and not the production ofanyPhaenogamous
plant. It is in fact one of those anomalous
bodies, characterised by a firm white corky pitfy

! consisting of delicate interlaced and often iascicu-
late threads, surrounded by a thin brown brittle
bark, which cracks transversely here and
there, exposing the white mass beneath. These
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"bodies are referred by authors to the genus

Rhizomorpha, which, like Himantia and many

other spurious genera consists of anomalous condi-

tionsof various species ofPohjporus^ypoxijlon, &c.

arising from peculiar places of growth, apd in very

rare cases only indicating their true origin, borne

grow on the walls of mines, where they are olten

brilliantly luminous, rendering the dark caverns

where they nourish as beautiful as an enchanted

palace ; others spread beneath the bark and wood

of trees, while others run freely in the soil. It is

very possible that if we had an opportunity ol

examining the spot in question, we might not be

able to trace the exact origin of the parasite at

depth, in comparison of which***£**$&
of the agriculturists is hut a sciatcnin& 01

surface, and by this net-work of^ dr u. all or

most of the natural moisture of th* s°U
J^?

rr

can
away from the roots. The ^J'^VSo
possibly be left in the presence of °™^."?

™
yJa

feet deep, crossing and recrossing at short interval

in all directions, is infi.iitesimally small. Then as

o the rain-fall-the natural compensation for this

excessive draining -how small a portion can by

any possibility be absorbed by the so.l
!

Wh*t

with buildings, paved streets, and ™^amised

in the neighbourhood, but derived from sewer
immediate effect of this upon

dition of these strings, but we recommend gar-

t>r^ 4, 1861.

has~an~attendant on a voyage or jwiSST^gr;
be made the home of the species indicated", i^u
ofthe sepulchre, by some such plan as the followi

< * Pit a perforated false bottom into a "WW
case, letting it rest on spars of wood laid on a!

true one, so as to leave a space of i or } f &
inch between, and bore one or more holes com
municating with the outside. Lay on the inner*

bottom a layer of small potsherds. Mab> -e f

holes in the ends of the case near the top, and

in one end a piece of gas pipe, long enough
i, «^ n ^lv +.a t.hft soil : fix it to t.ho onj ''i ..reach nearly to the soil

:
fix it to the end, and tie

sid

uooc. **» — 7
-- /

-- •• « «hs pipe

several times a day, opening the other end hole^ ™* nr mnrft of the holes below tksml -,v:.i.'

Provide a
(

pair of small

i ,
into the pipe onhfJe the

At sea, or on land, blow down this

a small cloth bag on it.
r_ vi m

bellows, the nozzle to ht into the pipe outside

case.

deners who suffer from similar attacks to be on the

look out for such Fungi, and to facilitate their

search we shall take an early opportunity ot

figuring the Agaric in question. Should our sug-

gestion prove correct it would be easy probably to

eradicate the Fungus. It is some satisfaction, how-

ever, that whatever be the especial cause, thediseasea

plants recover their proper healthy tone when

the parasite is removed. This has been generally

found to be the case with the white fl )CCose spawn,

which has hitherto been found productive of mis-

chief, and as the substance before us is so much

larger, and forms such large masses, it would

be so much easier of removal. The gardener,

it should seem, has not only before him the fear ot

old hidden stumps and decayed roots, or of com-

post consisting in a greater or less degree of half-

decayed vegetable substances, but the very fallen

leaves and twigs, though decaying on the surtace

and forming the source of fresh nutriment to

supply the exhaustion of the soil, may prove tfce

source of mischief, and the same principle may

sometimes be applicable in farming operations.

Few matters, indeed, are of more consequence to

the cultivator than to have accurate views of the

effect of Fungi upon the objects of his care, for it

appears every day more and more certain that they

are the fruitful cause of mischief.

Dr. Harvey' s communication was accompanied

by a notice of the blocking up of drain tiles at the

depth of three feet, after the interval of a year,

with the roots of some Cruciferous plant, and
' probably of Watercresses. M. J. B.

That the smoky atmosphere of towns and cities

is inimical to vegetation, especially to that of an

arboreous character, is on all hands admitted.

The plants become suffocated by it. Minute sooty

particles are deposited over their surface, so that

respiration is impeded, and debility follows as a

thing of course, but only to give increased force to

the debilitating agency, which is constantly doing

battle with the vitality of the plant. If any proof

is wanted, let only a tree or shrub thus circum-

stanced be handled, and in the mark of funereal

hue which it leaves upon the hand, its lingering

doom may be surely read. It is true that rains

and storms sometimes wash away, in part at

least, the accumulated pollution, and in the fall of

the leaf deciduous plants gain some respite at a

time when the evil is at the worst, but these at the

best are mere palliatives, and on the whole

vegetation in towns and cities has but a sorry
* existence.

But though smoke and soot are enemies of no

mean power, they are by no means the only

enemies to whose attacks plants located within the

circuit of cities and large towns are exposed ; nor

are we sure that they are even their most powerful

enemies. The excessive amount of drainage which

is a necessity in regard to the health of the popu-

lation, becomes a severe trial to plants having

their roots, and consequently the source of their

nourishment, deep in the earth. 'The giant

Drainage clutches them, from his parching grasp

they are powerless to escape, and while at

this disadvantage the demon Soot falls upon them
without mercy, bent on their destruction. The
wonder is that under such circumstances trees

survive at all.

Let one but for a moment recall to mind the

conditions under which a tree has to exist in such
a place as London, and the difficulties in the way
of mere existence become obvious. The whole area
is intersected by mighty sewers, at an average

may suppose to vary in amount with the conditions

in which it happens to be placed. But that ex-

pended, the tree has nothing to fall back upon. Its

roots cannot cater for its proper sustenance, and

the consequence is that its growth is checked, and

its energies flag. The hot parching weather ot

summer setting in sucks out the little moisture it

contains; the leaves languish and are unable

to perform their proper duty; a sickly grime

seizes them, and the accumulating atmospheric

impurities find a constitution alieady impaired

upon which to work their still further paralysing

influences. And so, in too many instances, piece

by piece the tree dies away, the extremities being

the first to suffer. The only difference, if it be an

evergreen, is, that in this case the operation ot

these evil influences is more continuous.

This excessive drainage is, we have no doubt,

one principal cause of the dying tops which are

so nearly universal among London trees. Its

effects may not unfrequently be directly traced.

In one locality, for example, a fine avenue of aged

Horse Chesnuts, though perhaps wanting the

exuberant vigour of country trees, were, not many

years since, to be seen in a fairly healthy state.

A deep sewer was carried near them, not close

enough to do them any material physical injury,

but sufficiently so to draw away the moisture of

the soil, and so that the wells of moderate depth in

the neighbourhood were emptied. Since then the

trees have been visibly decaying, here and there a

limb, there a tree, has gone, and now the avenue has

become a wreck. In another instance, where a sewer

some 20 to 25 feet deep was constructed, the

wells of about the same depth were at once

drained, whilst within a year or two the tops of

the larger trees in its vicinity, comparatively

healthy before, began to die away. And such, there

can be no doubt, is the general action of the

sewage system upon the arboreous vegetation

within its influence. Of course there will be dif-

ferences apparent in different districts, some being

more affected than others ; those in which the soil

is heavy will be less affected or even perhaps in some

instances rather benefited if the depth of the

drain is not too great, while those of a gravelly

nature will be liable to suffer more or less

severely.

In recurring to this subject, we shall endeavour

to point out howjthe evils we have here referred to,

may be in some degree mitigated.
*

or one or more of the holes below the soil, which

ought to be pervious to air. Au ifo stoppers

ought to be screwed to the case, and the lower

hofes carefully stopped, particularly when at sea.

Once a month or so one of the sashes might te re-

moved for the purpose of cleaning out dead lean*

but it is hoped that this plan of ventilation nifc

some measure prevent this necessity.

(i Should the plan succeed upon trial, thereissul

one more evil which would be difficult to remec

and that is shaking ; more to be dreaded on lui

than at sea."

\

PRUNING PEACHES AND NECTARINE^

Too much is done with the knife and too little wife

the thumb and finger, in managing these as vdi

many other fruit trees. It is considered a verydete

thing by many fast gardeners to use the knife foefy;

and well thin out their wall trees. Now, kig

suffered many years by allowing my gardener a

much licence with Saynor, I cannot do less Ik

caution my fellow-sufferer3 in this way (and I known

are a numerous class) not to allow their gardenasi

knife at all, except it be to prune Gooseberry bd»

In fact, I wish the Chancellor of the Exchequer wobJ

put a tax upon pruning knives ; it would yieid a good

sum to the revenue, and save hundreds of Peachw
every ye.ir. The way I found out that the knife k

caused all the evils my trees had been subject tit

the last 14 years (during which time two sen*

trees had been "used up," and a third set were go^

in the same direction), was this :-My g^j£
me two years ago, and wishing to tag a iWS
fellow who had worked with him forf^e™
his place, I took to the management

of *T™ ^
pro tern. ; and being a subscriber to to ^
fook lessons from your back numbers,

«

8\r
pruning is strongly insisted on .

following the plan laid down, 1 bmto _
the knife altogether. I began my «*££
1359. My principal Peach trees were then ^
old, and were already getting naked mjh c

grow a lew joints in ieiigu», «—-
tfie base.

^

point, leaving two or three leaves at i,,
includes as many joints. Those »^j$^l*
are selected and laid in when grown surn^ ^
but I am more sparing of this wv ^ y

depending on my spurs. The shoots p ,

may again push during the summ »
, ^

•

again closely stopped and resul «

^

^ ^ #

have also generally latent wood
^ming ^J

which 'prevents the wood ever beco^ng

unproductive, which it otherwise^ k̂ .

The following suggestions for rendering Ward'3

Cases better suited for the transport of plants

during long voyages have been received from their

author, Mr. Cameron, the very intelligent head
gardener at Peradenia, Ceylon.

^
Since Mr.

Thwaites, to whom they were originally com-
municated, considers them good, and the principle

involved in them seems true, we hope that some
trial of the method will take place.

" Since certain species of plants appear to be less

able than others to sustain confinement for long

periods in Wardian cases, it might be profitable

when such species are very valuable to try if the

common glazed case could not be improved. If it

be granted that stagnation in the air and soil

contained in the case is the main cause of

failure in transporting these delicate species from
one country to another, then the remedy lies in

ettiug a perfect system of ventilation throughout.
Experience proves that such a primitive mode of
airing as the opening of a door, does not (for

obvious reasons) produce the desired result;
therefore a more manageable plan must be sought. I

{< It occurs to me that a Ward's case, where it

spurs and small wood in place ot^ ^ in8
**

which used to run up to the top of the w *

and naked wood is now unP^f
sllfferiii^

K

escaped this severe winter ^"Udibo^ f1
t

escapeu tins ueveio *»*"

—

_ guuu^-.

effects that I can 8ee, whereas W™$
or de^

me the wood of their trees is "«*«TLr*£
spurs ripen sooner than the w?°f °" >«'.*

they become brown and lose*«K the h*J

the superiority of the plan in seasons 1. ^ £
man is now getting into faia work, ano^ ^ *
measure place the trees in n*

ten b»f
f|

allowing him no knife, except to ^
long shoots when ****!£%>*»*?&
gardeners must learn to dispense*» ^
management, just as we have done ^
our medical practice. AM-M*"
Spencer's Floristfor April-

ING
sot

SUGGESTIONS FOR *«?&
HEAT IN PLANI "

sT STBBES
By Thomas Mobeis, 12, l« ^***^

Society, February
infl^t. (*

Heat being a natural PJ!"Xrai pt>^
highest importance in *$*E£0^*
sideration becomes an object ot t

, fr0lli

but it is only of that winch is ae
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source of nature that it is here proposed to treat. The
j

laws of optics by which light is governed, are applic-

able in many points and especially with respect to

reflection, they apply to heat also. The peat defect in

the construct ion of many buildings for horticultural

purposes appears to me to have arisen from the neglect

of such governing natural laws.

It is not my intention to dispute the vast, it ma\ be,

primary, importance of light in buildings of this

nature, but to show that there is a practicable medium
by which the greatest benefits of heat and light may
be associated. Light, however, has been so largely

insisted on by horticultural writers, that the employ-

ment ot glass has been carried to the utmost possible

limit, plant houfes having been constructed as far as

could be with all the sides and all the roof of'that

material.

It is my purpose to show that this maximum quan-

tity, so tar from being necessary, is positively injurious.

Light, it must be recollected, is eminently diffusive,

so that, as illustrated in the Pantheon at Rome, a

single foot of glass is found to illuminate in an agree-

able manner 3000 cubic feet of space; and the

t*ention devoted in modern times to the subject of

picture galleries, has enabled architects to remove, by
moderate employment of glass, shadow from every

part of the internal surface oflarge rooms and galleries

from which side light is altogether excluded.

The late Mr. Loudon, whose acquaintance with such

subjects is well known, states that every superficial

foot of glass is capable of cooling \\ cubic feet as

many degrees per minute as the degree of the external

atmosphere falls short of that within a building. To
make a house, therefore, as I have said above, with all

the sides and all the roof of glass, is virtually to con-

struct a frigidarium of which the cooling powers
throughout a large proportion of the year can only be
overcome by an immense supply of artificial heat. It

linarv span roof, transparent on the south nndflowers are enclosed. The success which has attended

towards the north, would effect the same
|
the efforts of Mr. Keene's gardener, Mr. Daniels, in
causing this very shy-blossoming climber to put forth

the ord
opaque
purpose

Although the advocacy of a simple, natural, and

economic principle is my chief object, the method of

construction would not generally interfere with

necessary decorative features, and in order to exemplify

this in some moderate degree, I may deferentially refer

to the illustration that accompanies this paper. But a

purpose far higher than that of mere decoration will

have been served if it has been shown that, before

resorting to expensive artificial expedients in the

endeavour to surround valuable subjects of the vegetable

kingdom with climates assimilated to their native

regions, much, very much, may be accomplished by a

fuller appreciation and more extended employment of

the simple means placed at our command by the

beneficent Author of Nature.

MYCOLOGY.—No. L.

RETicrLAEiA tjmbrtna, Fr.—The singular Fungus
wnich forms the subject of our present illustration is

like some others belonging to the same genus, so variable

in form and appearance from age and situation that it

is sometimes very puzzling to young mycologists. It

commences its growth in the form of a limpid tear-like

globule, which gradually increases in size and forms a

sub-globose or shapeless mass, consisting of a thick

cream-like fluid. This then acquires a thin cuticle

which is either perfectly smooth and shining as if it

were varnished, or dotted with little rough warts formed

of a number of minute processes, collected in pencil-

like tufts. In this state if the skin is ruptured a creamy
fluid 13 discharged. In a short time, however, every

trace of moisture is absorbed, and the skin, which has now
acquired a more or less decided umber tint, is ruptured

and exposes a mass of umber brown spores scattered
yr^yy— «j « »»»-"- -upp.j

v. «v>uva"
"—J- "J amongst erect branched compressed threads. The spores

must be unnecessary therefore to insist on the value of
,

. * . . ^ - „r ., * ., fn nffnMlLi fft

any plan by which the admission of light and the reten-

ion of heat may be to the largest practicable extent
secured.

The optical law of reflection is, that any incidental

ray of light is thrown from a reflecting surface at a
corresponding angle to its own, but in the opposite

direction. It will not, therefore, be difficult to con-
ceive the possibility of so placing opaque reflecting

surfaces (I do not necessarily contemplate or imply
polished planes or glass mirrors) in a building as to

prevent the escape and throw back into the interior

the more vivid southern rays, and thus to increase the
positive amount of light within such building ; and in

so far as those reflecting surfaces may be formed on a
cellular system, or with materials unfavourable to the
conduction and loss of heat, the economisation of that
valuable agent will be also effected.

The means by which this great object may be secured
are fortunately of the most simple and inexpensive
character. I will suppose, for example, that it is

necessary to erect a house for the reception of plants
in the form of a long parallelogram, whose chief
dimensions shall run north and south. It will be a
question in such a case dependent on the value accorded
to a due east morning light, whether that aspect should
be treated on the transparent light-admitting or the
opaque heat-retaining principle, and this may be
further subject to a consideration of other special
objects ; but it will never, I believe, be disputed that
the northern aspect may be treated on the principle of
preserving internal heat, rather than of straining to
catch a few extra rays of dim diffusive light. Accord-
ing to this view the north side of a plant house should
always be a wall, and, when circumstances permit, the
eastern side may be a similar construction, either
wholly or in part; but the south and the west would
invariably have a large proportion of glazing.

It now remains to consider the roof. Taking the
general average angle of the sun's rays throughout the
ear, together with the necessary conditions for

throwing off rain, and general convenience, the ordinary
pitch of 45 degrees appears ver; suitable ; but instead
of earning the ridge of such a roof along the centre of
the parallelogram from north to south, I propose to
divide the length into a number of bays or compart-
ments, such A "

in an early stage of growth are said to be attached to

Reticttlabia tjmbrtna, Fr.
(Copied by permission from Greville's Cryptogamic Flora.

)

the threads in clusters, nut we have had no opportunity
of observing this. Heticularia umbrina is fond of old
Fir-stumps, on the horizontal surface of which it attains
a large size. It is not, however, confined to Conifers,
but is often seen attached to Oak posts, looking like a
snake's egg adhering by a flattened disc. We have
seen it frequently on the posts of foot-bridges, where it

probably is nourished by the damp air beneath. Occa-
sionally it is found in woods on fallen sticks and leaves.
It is the only species f the genus which is at all com-
mon, at least in this country.

It is sometimes much altered by weather, becoming
occasionally so firm and hard as scarcely to be recog-
nised. It is hardly possible to preserve good speci-
mens of the common form, the cuticle being so brittle
and the spores so easily dispersed. We have never seen

, . . plant is
about 2 inches across, but it occasionally in flat hori-
zontal specimens acquires a diameter of several inches.
M. J. B.

tne threads so slender as represented in Greville's
as proportion or other considerations'may plate, but Fries informs us that they vary much in

dictate. These divisions would then be covered each thickness, insomuch that he has at times been disposed
by its own ridge-roof running east and west, with to m»ke two species. The usual size of the nlant is
gutters between in the same direction. With regard
to the two sloping sides of each ridge-roof, I propose
to make that to the south of glass, that to the north
cf a cellular construction, which may be lined on the
anterior with common boarding, plain or painted, ormay be plastered or covered with porcelain tiles, or,
should a higher effect be yet desired, it may be lined
with silvered glass; while externally any of the
ordinary covering materials of a mineral non-conducting
character, such as slates and tiles, may be employed

If a slight diagram be constructed it will be at once
apparent that, when the rayg f light come from the
south and do not form with the horizon a greater angle
than 45°. not one single particle of light is obstructedby a root made upon this principle, while, on the other
hand a clear half of the radiating heat-wasting surface
will be replaced by the non-conducting reflector.
The plan, it may be mentioned, is equally applicable

t» cases m which the longer line of the parallelogrammay run east and west, but it would not then be
necessary to divide the length into compartments, as

Home Correspondence.
BovrjainvillcEa speciosa.—On visiting the Flower Show

at Oxford, on Thursday the 25th of last month, my
attention was arrested by an assemblage of magnificent
festoons of rich rose-tinted flowers, compared by many
to the fashionable colour called mauve, which was sus-
pended from a vase at one extremity of the exhibition
room, and which I recognised as belonging to the same
plant which I had once seen and admired near Palermo,
growing in the open air on the wall of a country house
belonging to an English merchant resident in that city.
The specimen exhibited was in fact a branch detached
from the plant of the Bougainvillaea which now covers
a span-rooted stove belonging to the Rev. Mr. Keene,
of Swyncombe House, in Oxfordshire, already noticed in
the Ganleners* Chronicle, and was loaded with its
gorgeous rose-coloured bractea?, within which the true

such a profusion of flowers, seems attributable partly to
that eeothermal culture lately recommended in the
Chronicle, as the roots are stated to be in immediate
contiguity to the flue, and are thus stimulated into

activity by the high temperature to which they are

subjected, and partly to their being confined within a

narrow space, and thus prevented from absorbing a

redundancy of moisture, by which the foliage of the

plant would be promoted at the expense of its inflo-

rescence. Charles Daubeny, Professor of Botany, Ox-

ford.—[Similar testimony has reached us from other

quarters.]

Polyanthuses from Seed.—Being an admirer of the

Polyanthus, it struck me that it might not be un-

interesting to some of your amateur readers like myself

to learn the mode others have successfully followed in

raising seedlings, as I find not a few complain that they

cannot get their seed to germinate. I procured a 1*.

packet in the spring of 1859, from Mr. Woods, of

Harwich, and having prepared a pan of good garden

soil with plenty of drainage, I made the surface as fine

and smooth as possible, and after having sown the seed

evenly, I was careful to cover it very slightly—a mere
crust over the surface. I then kept the pan uniformly

moist and covered it with a hand-glass to keep it from

baking. Nearly every seed vegetated and did well.

But great care must be taken when the seedlings are

up not to let them get dry, as thousands are lost in that

way. I then pricked them out into pans and kept them
over the winter in a cold frame, and found in the follow-

ing spring that I had nearly 500 healthy plants to bed

out ; many of them bloomed last season, and all of them
have done so this. And what is more, there are many
good stage varieties among them whose substance and
lacing are almost all that could be desired. I have
shown them to several friends qualified to judge, who
pronounced many of them to be superior kinds. G. J.

Aberdeen, April 29.

Mr. Thomas Lobb (see p. 387).—If the suggestion of

your correspondent J. M. is acted upon and a subscrip-

tion opened, it will afford me great pleasure to give 5*.

towards the same, and I hope a like spirit may influence

many of J. M.'s neighbours, as well as lovers of

Horticulture everywhere. A Working Gardener,

Torquay.
Peach and Nectarine Trees on open W alls.—At this

season, after such an unfavourable summer as the last,

followed by such severe frosts as those we experienced

last winter, it is not unlikely that you will be
receiving complaints in reference to the injured Peach
and Nectarine wood of last season's growth. I beg to

send for your inspection two or three sets of last year's

wood cut from our Peaches and Nectarines, which are

all young trees on a wall 450 feet long, with a south
aspect. I may in the first place remark that Peach and
Nectarine trees have been grown on this wall for these
last 40 years, and I can state on reliable information
that heavy crops have been gathered from them. I
merely mention, the circumstance to show that trees

did grow and bear, fruit, planted in this Peach border
years ago, and that in soil in which there is not a single

drain. Drains are however not wanted, as the soil is

loose and light, but of a dark colour, resting on a gravelly
bottom. In the year1857 1 foundthe whole of the trees in a>

bad state ; they were cankered and so badly furnished!
with wood that I considered it impossible to do any-
thing with them except tear them out and bum them.
This I did, and immediately afterwards I planted young
ones. The border being deep I raised the bottom by
means of stones, and added heavy soil to our existing
looee dark mould, which is not so good as a yellow soil.
I have seen Peach and Nectarine trees bear fine fruit
and grow well in Worcestershire, in what would be
termed here brick clay. It will be seen from the above
that I have had three summers' growth from the young
trees I planted. Most of them produced some good
fruit last season, but many dropped their blossoms
when they ought to have been setting ; and although
we were led to believe that the previous autumn's frost
had had a very injurious effect on wall fruit trees
especially Peaches and Nectarines, I came to the
conclusion that I would lift them, although young
trees. But other work pressed me heavily, and I
did not lift my trees until the beginning of last
December. I was therefore in the midst of the
work when the severe frost set in, and the whole,
except one which was not taken up at all, were
laid in by the heels on parts of the border, which <

was all "hills and holes." On broken stones, which were'
put m as bottoming, were laid yellow sods from 3 t<?
4 inches thick, upside down ; and on that clay and marl,
as much as I could procure, well mixed with the border
soil. The trees that were lifted look well as far as
I am able to judge from a minute inspection of the
whole of them ; but the one which was not lifted will
be worse in my opinion before it is better. In January
of last year I brought into our early Peach-house a
young Royal George from off the open wall, and planted
it against the trellis-work in the front of the house
(leaving an open space large enough for it between two
very large trees—a Peach and Nectarine). I com-
menced forcing the house shortly alter planting the
Royal George (rather trying for it), and I gathered
four dozen fine fruit from this tree, as my employer can
testify. Its roots were outside, and it never cast a leaf
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or a IruiC except those thuiiied off, and it was

well furnished with wood. Many of its associates

on the open walls had symptoms of ill health

in spring; if their constitution was impaired by the

frost of October, 1859, how was it that the tree planted

in the Peach househas had no symptoms of disease,

but on the contrary is in the best of health, and has,

at the time I write, 10 dozen Peaches on it already

stoned ? There are localities in which the Peach and

Nectarine do badly let one do what they will with

them. I have seen Peaches do badly in parts of

Worcestershire, and Apricot trees that would not

produce fruit even after being planted on arched brick-

work bottoms, and on all manner of contrivances; while

when I lived in the north of Yorkshire, 1 could get good

crops from Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot, by a more

natural way of planting, and in heavy soil. V\ ith this

in view, I have been led to the conclusion that every

man must work according to his locality; mine is moist

and cold in spring, and I am induced in consequence

to think that if I am to succeed in getting out door

wall fruit, I must lift almost annually, for here it is

a common thing to find Polypodium vulgare living

through the hot summers on the branches and stems ot

various sorts of trees, especially Oak in this forest.

J. Roberts, The Gardens. Charleville Castle, Tullamore.

Rainfall in March, 1861.—
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Z&tfe Bridv.—0.8 inch of rain fell on the 26th ; hail on the

11th, 12th, 17th, and 30th; snow on the 18th and 21st.

Camden Town—Snow at 3 p.m. on 21st.

Oundle.—Hail on the 5th, 6th, 11th, 16th and 30th ; snow on
the lltb and 21st.

Derbv.—Mean (14 years) fall for the month, 1.85 inch.

Ma*ciicster.—T)T. Dalton's average (47 years) 2.308 inches.

Ihimfries.—Very wet month, there having been only three

days without either rain or snow. Oat sowing commenced (on
light gravelly soils) on the 25th.

Nookton.—Snow fell on the night between the 10th and 11th,

and the 21st and 2 2d.

&. J. Symons, Camden Road Villas.

Heating Vine Borders.—When I mentioned in my
articleon Vine Rot, that it wasmy opinion that from what
Mr. Shearer saw of the chamberedVine borders at Colney

House the chambered borders at Yester originated, I

did not for a moment intend to rob Mr. Shearer of

credit due to him for bringing the subject of cham-
bered borders before the public. But we must
all live and learn, and certainly I did understand
that Mr. Shearer came to England in order to visit

some of the leading gardens, to see what he could learn

before he began the great improvements which have
been so successfully carried out at Yester. I also un-

derstood that directly afterwards, Mr. Gray went to

tester and erected the houses iu question, with the

.chambered borders. Of one thing 1 am certain, and
that is, that it was no other person than Mr. Shearer

himself who was in the chamber among the Vine

roots. John Monro, Rahley Gardens, Barnet.

kept pace with that anticipateu « /,""
Societv entrusted to

Council believe that the interests ot the bo^ciety em
tbem at the last anniversary have not suffered at their'*»**

In the report of the Council then made they^that^ tn 7

hoped and believed that in the absence of uniorebeen obsm .

the garden will be for the most part completed l.y ^summ

e

in next vear ; " and the present Council trust ™* "
t̂

™
din~

able to 'fulfil the anticipation so held out, "^hsten^ng
that they have had to contend with ^^S^^Jol
arising from circumstances wholly beyond either their control

or anticipation. The first of these was the ™P™e
q

d^^
wet season of last year. It threw the earthworks of the

garden so far behind, that it was only by the most^uous
exertions that the delav has been made up This however

•

nas

happily been done. The second great hindrance was the long

continued frost, and the brick-work and masonry were only

beginning to recover the ground lost during thatperiod o\ com

pulsory idleness, when they have been again thrown DacK vy

the strike of the building workmen. ,. i p.

Notwithstanding the imperfections caused by these obstacles,

the Council feel bound t© open the gardens on the oih ot June.

Some portions of them will not be in such a state of complete-

ness as they could wish, and it maybe matter for the grave

consideration of the New Council to be appointed this day,

whether, alter the formal and ceremonial opening and great

Show on the 5th and otk of June, the Gardens should not be

again closed for a short period, for the finishing of the woiks

One of the works to which the Council allude is the Me-

morial of the Exhibition of 1851, now executing by Mr. Joseph

Durham ; which, as Fellows are already aware, has been

placed at the disposal of the Society by the committee entrusted

with its supervision. This is a work dependent on the poweis

of labour of a single individual, and must bide its time ,

although every exertion has been promised to be made to have

it ready as soon as possible, it cannot be m its position this

^Another feature which will not be ready by the 5th of June

is the supply of water. After anxious consideration the

Council decided on providing the water required for the

various basins. &c, as well as forthe general use of the garden

by sinking an artesian well. They found that the annual sums

which would be charged by the water companies for supplying

them was so large, that it was economy at once to take this

step ; and Messrs. Eastern & Amos have contracted to do it,

guaranteeing a supply of from 35,000 to 40,000 gallons per

^There are other minor matters which, though it may be said

that the works are incomplete without them, can hardly be

ranked under the head of unexecuted works. These are

statues, tazzas, vases, and other objects of ornament As the

Council trust that the garden is to be progressive, and that con-

stant additions to its attractions will be made during successive

years, they regard such works rather in the light of ornamenta-

tion which may be made, altered, or removed at any time, than

in that of the permanent structures of the garden, which their

exertions have been specially directed to have ready by mid-

summer. , . , ,

If the progress of the works has been satisfactory, not less

so has been the progress of the Society itself. Since 1859 a

greater number of new Fellows have joined the Society than

ever before did in any two years of its palmiest time ;* and

this notwithstanding that they have hitherto had scarcely any

privileges to enjoy. Such numbers sufficiently indicate the

appreciation by the public of the efforts made to restore the

Society to its former eminence ; their expectations of success,

and confidence in the future attractions of the garden.

The funds of the Society have in this manner been largely

recruited ; many of those who have joined during the last two
years have become life members, their subscriptions represent-

ing a sum of about 13,300f.

The expenses, however, have been, and to complete the

works must be, great, and the Council, as the Society is

already aware, found it necessary to apply for authority to

raise, by debentures, a sum of 10.000Z., in addition to that, of

40.000Z., which was already sanctioned by the Society. This

authority was granted by the Fellows at a special meeting held
on the 19th of April, and such was the feeling entertained of

the prospects of the Society, that, in less than a fortnight,

more than double the sum required was offered, although the

loan was never advertised for, nor any publicity given to it

other than the intimation to the Fellows themselves in the

Notice calling the Special General Meeting. That meeting was
held so recently that it is unnecessary to advert more particu-

larly to the terms and arrangements relating to that loan.

An account of the money received and expended on the

Kensington Gore account to the 31st of March will be found in

the Appendix.
The General Account, representing the state of the liabilities

and assets of the Society before the recent alterations, has
worked its way into a satisfactory state.

On the 2nd of June, when the new lease of the Kensington
Gore Gardens comes into operation, the two accounts hitherto

kept separate will be amalgamated.
The Council, under the agreement with Her Majesty's Com-

missioners for the Exhibition of 1851, and the other arrange-

ments of the Society, found it necessary to apply for a New
Charter. This has been for some time in preparation, and it is

expected to pass the Great Seal within a few days.
The ordiuary working of the Society has been going on

satisfactorily during the last 12 months. Several ballots
for seeds and plants have taken place, and this mode o-
distributiou has found favour with the Fe'lows. The con
fining the ordinary distribution of flower and vegetable seeds
to those who apply for them is acknowledged (now that
the rule is understood) to be a proper regulation. By
devoting the large conservatory at C hiswick to the cul-
tivation of Vines, an admirable collection of the best kinds
has been secured, from which the inferior sorts are being, by
degrees, eliminated, and a very large number of cuttings of

ft
The Council feel it their duty to express their m-aH^

Her Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince CouvErS*
dent of the Society. The interest shown by Her SEff
not alone manifested itself in her gracious con.mancfc t&!?
Society be designated 'The Royal Horticulture^
Your illustrious President takes a not less lively inteiSW
affairs and success. But it is only those who, like tbe <W*
have had the privilege of seeing the time and thought h*2?
by His Royal Highness upon the plans of the gardenuSu
details, who can appreciate the extent of that interest »h5?„^««fa«P tv>« Society has derived from it.

**
advantage the Society has derived from it.

and*
The Council, on the occasion of the heavy

affliction »;

recently fell upon the Royal House through the dea*?!
H.R.H. the Duchess of Kent, thought it not unbeS?
them to present an address expressive of their

synJSJ'JJ

The Society has oeen umeoceu to ™« Merality of wrf*
individuals, who have offered or presented theta ifo32
seeds, and other donations. Some of these tky We b»
unable to accept, others are not yet received ot Mcet)lt4 . jZ

a list of those who have so kindly testified their iuteteatiij

Society is appended.

The adoption of the Report having been moved W

the Earl Grey and seconded by Sir JolmBoileau,]^

was carried unanimously.

On proceeding to the ballot for officers and»

members of Council, Mr. Henry Bolm rose and ml

some observations on the list proposed by theCoo^

advocating his own claim to a seat in that bodj,«

inviting the Fellows present to substitute hisnamefe

that of one of the gentlemen the Council liadree*

mended. Several other Fellows addressed the oed%

The ballot having been taken, the Scrutineers repor

that, by an unanimous vote of 71 Fellows prar.

H.R.H. the Prince Consort had been re-elected fe

sident ; W. Wilson Saunders, Esq. Trea*-

Professor Lindley, Secretary; and Mr. km
Clark, Mr. Edward Rosher, and Mr. George?.

Auditors for the ensuing year; and that to supp!-

vacancies in the Council caused by the retirentf

Henry Pownall, Esq., Robert Wrench, Esq, and

i

Charles Edmonds, there were for the Duke of Rat]«

60 votes; for Mr. John Fleming, Clevedeu, Maidenk

61 votes ; for Mr. Robert Cooper, 152, Fleet Sh«

59 votes; for Mr. Henry Bohn, 10 votes. The Ct

man thereupon declared the three former, who *

been recommended by the Council for election,

;

the new members of Council for the ensuing year.

\

*oriettes*
Royal Hobtictjlttjral : May 1.

—

Anniversary.—
This meeting, for the election of Council and Officers

for the ensuing year, and receiving the Report of the

Council, was held in the new Council Room in the

Garden at South Kensington. The Earl of Ducie

occupied the chair. Lord Llanover and the Right Hon.

T. F. Kennedy, having been named Scrutineers of the

approaching Ballot, the Assistant Secretary read the
following Annual Report from the Council to the
Fellows :

—

In giving an account of their management daring the past
year, the Council are necessarily in a great measure restricted

- , « o- ~. — gs of
the now recognised best sorts, and of other fruit trees, have
been distributed. This has been felt by the Fellows more
than ever, to be a solid advantage.
The Flower and Fruit Committees have, under the superin-

tendence of their respective Secretaries, Mr. Moore and Dr.
Hogg, carried on their investigations in a most satisfactory
manner, as is shown by their reports in the Society's " Pro-
ceedings " The Council have reason to know that these
reports are regarded as valuable sources of reference by the
gardening community. The Council, however, think that the
time has now come when the publication of something of a
more important character may be tried, and they are taking
preliminary steps with this view.

They have arranged to send a collector to an interesting
district in South Brazil, and have also made arrangements
with a collector who is already in South Africa, to collect and
transmit seeds and plants to this country.

The sp nis Council Room in whieh the Fellows are now met
not only furnishes them with a suitable place of meeting, as
well as accommodation for their minor shows and competitions,
but removes any difficulty as to a hall for the delivery of

* In 1820 and 1821, the two most prosperous years of the
Society, 625 Fellows joined. During the last two years 937
Fellows have been elected.

Linnean, March 21.-The President a fled*

Mr. D. Moore exhibited from the Botanic to*

Glasnevin, a flowering specimen of the «nw*

anomalous Cruciferous plant Meg« ~
Mr. Moore stated that the seeds^^1^
was first raised in Europe, were sent toW
Major Madden, who collected theaion^M
about tsn years ago; and thai this j*i

instance of its flowering «
Wlieth . «

« very severe winters affect it so as to m^
rf#

I

am not prepared fully to confirm, but u

pecting it I now know, that t ,• first «^
was alter the severe winter of 1854,

Tj
1

. wp*
the present year, after the winter whj*- ^
awav. In both instances the flowering^

^

peared above ground soon after the snu

and thus continued to increase gradually•
r

the sprin- advanced until the blossom,^ope ^
first time in April 1855, now m the

>

e

1861. The flowers of 1855 were succejea

formed silirles which seemed to ^ legvtf
*

forme! ovules, but when opened the o ^
to be soft, and they did not genninate.^^^
of stamens is not equal ill eachJBfljjjjjj^ abort*

bflHrdf taking *a" ' Zoological
Census/'^^

ton, Esq. 2. « On the true natni^ of cert #
appended to the feet of Insects am Ara

vient to locomotion, by Tata J^g^t,
April 4,-Professor Bel '.^l^Lnithe^

chair. K. Reward, Esq., exhibited^ ^
of the late Mr. Allan C^^J^
Cselebogytie ilicifolia,

accompanied^ ^
respecting them. The V^%^ f
being the original ones of the ^J

e &W**
A. Cunningham a short distance up the ^
New South Wales (now Queen8

]

£« ; ^

ty

:

:

remarks Mr. Cunningham »*« ^
enti»t

" Dnscia : a broad Holly-leaved sbrub^^ ^
forests. Flowers unexpended.;

{e pWt <r

ningham apparently never saw tw ^
in lower or in fruit. He took up

^ ^
^n

plants for transmission to Kew, i
th

*.

their destination safely, and they a

of all the existing plant.£ J*$n«B^L
papers were read :- 1- " I\.

r iU1n,"
•>>'

c
.

'

,»'

Grasses of the Linnean Herbar™^ ^ „ £
C.B. Hoping ere very long

at pr«yj.li. Moping ei« "J, ,ifi««»»»r .

botanists a full aecount of el footed ^
in collections, Col. Monro hM « of th

rf
,

time to the identilicat.on of ««^P &* 4

authors, with the view of clean S
b £

Wakes in q**&5LZSi~*»numerous mistakes m oj—
"J £ elll

atic

much to the labour of a 8^v i?1 a rea

w
inch to the labour ui « .

n a ™. -

ishes to treat any natural orae^ ^ ^
spirit." The author stated
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and in offering this lift of names which he

considers they should bear, he tr s the list would be

of some use to those botanists who were nimble to

consult the herbarium itself. A list of the specimens

accompanied by observations on many of then, form*

the bulk of this very valuable paper. 2. '* Note on an

unusual Mode of Germination in the Mango, Mangifera
indica," by M. T. Masters, Esq. The specimens

referred to are in the Kew Museum. The woji were
sent from Western Africa by the late Mr. Barter, and
were reared at Kew by Mr. Crocker. From the appear-

ance these young plants prevented on cursory inspection,

and perhaps from the knowledge that the seeds of the

Mango are occasionally polyembryonous, the specimens
were described in these words : "one Bfai p > seed pro-

ducing many plants." The closer examination Mr.
Masters had been enabled tomake led him to conclude that

the specimen consists in reality of two seeds, presenting

such peculiar appearances, especially when placed, as thry
were, in close apposit 1 one to the other, as readily

to give rise to the opinion before expr This
would be ui 1 at ouee, he observed, by tin • cir-

cumstance of there being only two c Ions present,

from between which a great numlier of shoots appeared
to emerge. 1 h seeds bad lost one cotyledon, hut the
scar left by the other was visible. In OM the plumule,
which was rt, thick, fh>hy, and conical, gave olT not
from its summit but from its side, some distance above
the attachm of the cotyledons, three leafy shoots,

no of which was small, and another divided into two
branches. The peculiarities presented by the specimen
were summed up thus:— 1. The entire absence of one
of the cotyledons in both instances ; 2. The plumule in

one esse giving off no shoot at all, and in the ether
giving off three shoots from its side : and 3. The pro-
duction of adventitious roots from the scooped out
portion of the cotyledon. "I do not know," the
author continued, "any instance of plumules pre-
'nting the peculiarities just mentioned, nor have

I been able to find on record any case of adventitious
roots spri ng from the cotyledons themselves

.

Irmisrb indeed describes similar rootlets arising from tin'

petiole of the cot\ Ie n in Bnnium creticum ami Carom
Bulbocastanum. The scooping out of the lower half of
the outer surface of the cotyledon may not be an
unusual occurrence in Mango seeds, though it is cer-
tainly not invariable. Braun, in his recently published
memoir 00 polyembryonous plants, among which the
Mango is mentioned, does not mention anything lih

the appearances I have attempted to describe " 3.
"Descriptions of some new species of Ant from the
Holy Land* by P. Smith, Esq. 4. "Catalogue of the
Hcterocerous Lepidoptera, collected by Mr. Wallace,
at Sarawak, Borneo," by F. Walker, Esq.

Kktomologi April 1, the President in the
Chair.—Mr. F. h exhibited specimens of Myrme-
donia funeata, a small species of cove beetle found in
the ne»t of the sooty ant, Formica fuliginosa, near Erith

;
also some preserved flwit of the Litchi received from
China, in jars infested with Silvanus frumentarius, a
small beetle and it larva often found in sugar. Mr.
Stainton exhibited specimens of the larva? of an Adela
found on Oak leaves, also that of a Nematois which
feeds on the green leaves of Ballota nigra. Dr. Knaggs
mentioned the case of a child 10 years old who had
emitted the larva of a moth with 10 legs in a lit of
sneezing. Mr. Mac Lachlau exhibited specimens of
Stenophylax eoucentricua, a specjes of Trichopter new
to this country and Mr. Walker a lar j of Hemi-
ptera from North America. Mr. Waterhouae made som
observations on several species of Monotonia, a small
genus of British beetles.

The Gr«rt Sahara. By H. B. Tristram, M.A., F.L.S.,
8vo. J. Murray.

Thjb author f this volume, an accomplished and
intelligent English clergyman and a zealous naturalist,
being recommended to spend the winter in a more
eenial climate than- that of England, twice visited
Algeria, and on the last occasion made, in company
with a friend, a four months' tour in the northern part
of the Great Sahara. Under French auspices and pro-
tection the chiefs of the different tribes with which he
came in contact received him with hospitality, and he

atoSitHetDg ^ u?th ^ WarCgI^ ~-~-— wWW nsn» uie same wmi
the SZlf tout

+

2°0 miles, or about one-seventh of case containing the female buds begins to openthe entire distance to Timbuctoo. Insignificant as this imn«Hm«.^ tfcJL o w™J. "*— 1A °!5z :™ J?* :
portion of the great esert appears on the map, the
natural features of the Sahara are so monotonous and un-
varying that the traveller has only to imagine the
cones and wells at greater distances from each other,
to be able fully to realise what must be the character

w^V*^11011 aCrW
!
8 ** m08t barren of countries.What its barrenness is may be judged of by the fol-

lowing description of its fertility.

-I said that the desert, as viewed from the heights
ofLaghouat, appeared interminable; but my rides to
the Dayats soon showed that even this has its varieties.
If any reader has formed bis idea of the Sahara from
Turners well known picture, with its unbroken
horizon line on a dee, a dying camel in the fore-£«und and a vulture soaring aloft, the onlv objects to

n£L ^J10^' l
et

t-°l
at 0nce disPel the misty

*n>eion../rhe Dayat, which is very frequent to the

provable oasis, where there is no constant supply

of water to be found by boring, but where, from
the configuration of the substratum of limestone,

it being in fact depressed into something like a saucer,

moisture gathers after the rare and uncertain thunder-

storms. This moisture affords just sufficient support

for a few Terebinth trees and wild Jujubes, under
whoso shade a scauty herbage, intermingled with some
desert plants, is browsed by troops of gazelles and a

few antelopes. Here the golden eagle and the royal

kite hold court and courtship, and carry on a per-

petual but bloodless warfare with the raven, and the

shrubs below are occupied by many warblers little

known, and but rarely seen by European naturalists."

The following extract gives an idea of the difficulties

to be encountered in traversing this inhospitable

country :

—

** From Guerrara our faces were set steadily south-

ward, and we were well equipped for a forced march
of three day8. The plain, for some time after we
mounted from the Wed Seder, was covered with roll-

ing sand-drifts of fine and almost impal pable powder,

driven and ripple-marked by the wind, in which our

horses sank at each step to their knees. The only

plant I could discover was a Garlic, new to me, with a

leaf about 2 feet long, and scarcely the tenth of an inch

in width, and a root with a flavour stronger than ever

was breathed from the mouth of a Tuscan peasant.

Soon we rose upon a stony plateau, of different geo-

logical character from the country of the M'Zab, com-
posed of secondary limestone, but covered with rough

masses of conglomerate, and innumerable sharp pebblei

of silex, of every hue, apparently disintegrated from
their matrix, which the winds that sweep this elevated

tract hid carried entirely away, and deposited in the

lower ground through which we had just so painfully

waded. Only here and there was the surface dotted

by dwarfed and colourless desert shrubs, about 6 inches

high. Not sorry were we just after nightfall to reach

our appointed bivouac—the bed of the Wed N'ca,

marked in the gloom by our gradual descent among
clumps of a dwarf Tamarisk new to me (Tam. Buona-
artii, Cosson), and other shrubs, which afforded us

abundant fuel."

For about half the distance southward, Mr. Tristram
was on French territory ; this terminated at El
Aghouat, or, as called by the French, Laghouat; a city

of 2700 inhabitants, surrounded by mud walls, and
embosomed in Palm trees. Being a rendezvous for

the wandering tribes of the Sahara, who deposit their

corn here when they move south for pasturage, it is a

thriving place :
—" The women carry on an active

manufacture in 'Djellali,' or horse- housings, which
have a great repute ; in dyed ' djcrbi,' or blankets,
in ha'iks, and especially in ' filali,' or Morocco leather.

The filali, which is always red, is considered equal to

that of Morocco. The secret of its preparation con-
sists simply in the tannin used, which is the inner
rind of the Pomegranate, a most powerful astringent.

So prized is the rind, that here, where the fruit is most
abundant, and beneath price, the skin sells for more
than its measure in Wheat, a very costly commodity.
The best rind for the purpose is that of the wild or
bitter Pomegranate, and it is a common practice to send
the crier about the souk or market, exclaiming— ' Who
will let out his teeth to peel Pomegranates? ' and the
dyers actually hire masticators to provide them with
tannin. But the principal source both of wealth and
subsistence, here as in all the oases, are the gardens, of
which there are 391, all watered by the Wed Djidi,
whose stream is intercepted by a dam just below the
groves. These gardens yield three simultaneous
crops. First of all the closely planted surface
supplies Carrots, Onions, Melons, Pumpkins, Cu-
imbers, Red Pepper, Tomatos, Beans, Maize,
ftuliflowere, kc, which flourish luxuriantly under

the thick shade. Over these rises a dense mass of
fruit trees, Apricot, Peach, Almond, Quince, and
many trellised Vines

; and above all, a second dome
of Date-I'alms (djereed). The taxes are raised by a
small payment for each fruit-bearing tree, and, besides
20,000 female and 500 male Palm trees, the last census
gave 26,000 Apricots, 6600 Peach trees, 24,500 Figs,
1300 Quinces, 2400 Pomegranates, 800 Pears, and 1100
trellised Vines. A considerable quantity of • hermez

'

or dried Apricots is exported, but the Date-Palm is
the most carefully cultivated. The male trees blossom
in the month of March, and about the same time the

~ a To
impregnate these a bunch of male flowers is carefully in-
serted and fastened in the calyx. Towards the com-
mencement of July, when the fruit begins to swell,
the bunches are'tied to the neighbouring branches."

After leaving Laghouat, Mr. Tristram pursued his
journey through the country of the Beni M'Zab, a tribe
in friendly relations with the French, and whom be
considers as the most interesting people he en-
countered. He visited several of their towns, and was
everywhere hospitably entertained at the expense of
the state, every householder being in turn compelled
to furnish provisions for the strangers.
They offer a strong contrast to the nomad tribes

around them, being peaceable and industrious, availing
themselves to the utmost of the resources within their
reach ; in fact, with such a soil and climate to contend
against cultivation is impossible, unless unremitting)
attention be paid to it. " The cultivation in these

f

far su] •< r to that
Uncial : every sort of

manure carefully husbanded, then spread and watered
well before being ploughed in, and after the surface
had been raked, the seed was sown in drills. Round
the root of each Palm was a hollow trench to hold
water, and the land was laid in patches for cultivation

as in Egypt, with little miniature water courses in
every direction, dividing it into rectilinear figures of
about a yard square. These watercourses were fed by
neat channels of about 4 inches in depth and diameter,

beautifully formed of hard lime, and branching in all

directions from the well, so that the precious fluid

could be conveyed without the slightest waste through
the grounds. Each garden is daily watered, and planted

in every possible space. As at Laghouat, Vines are

trellised from Palm to Palm, Fig trees, Quinces,

and Pomegranates add their paler green to the dark

wavy trees above them ; while Capsicums, Pumpkins,
Carrots, Turnips, and Barley, occupy the surface."

The M'Zab indeed seem to be far advanced in

civilisation ; they possess seven cities, each having
" its own parliament for the settlement of its

domestic affairs," while together -they constitute a

republic, " governed by a djemmao, elected by the
separate states." Their sewerage arrangements are

represented as so good that wo might with advantage
take a hint from them ; and long before Rifle Volun-
teers were thought of in England, they were enrolled in

Africa, though we cannot but think there is some
mistake in the extreme antiquity Mr. Tristram assigns

to them. " Here are the butts of the Rifle Volunteers,

at which every fortnight 100 of the citizens are sum-
moned to practise ball-firing for three hours in virtue

of their dignity as the militia of the confederacy. The
target is the face of a rock, which, by the practice of
centuries, has actually been hollowed iuto a cave of

12 feet deep. This presents the convenience of
enabling them easily to re-collect the whole of the
expended lead."

Ornithology is Mr. Tristram's favourite pursuit, and
we believe that his name is by no means unknown to

the followers of that branch of natural history. This
being the case, he has been fortunate in the country-

he has selected for his expedition ; for it abounds in

rare and interesting birds, being indeed the winter
resort of many European species. How must his eye
have been gladdened by such a sight .as is here
described ! Not far from this is a small salt lake,

which abounds in birds of every variety. Conspicuous
among them is the Flamingo. On approaching the lake a
long white line could be seen stretching right across it,

lookingsomewhat, by its slightly undulatory motion, like

the foam of a line of breakers on a reef. But the alarm
is given, the white line becomes animated, rises, and
expands— first of a snowy white, then, as the birds
simultaneously turn, unfolding thousands of black
wings, it appears a dark speckled confused mass ; then
as they wheel from the spectator, the soft pink colour
of their backs and wing-coverts absorbs all other hues,
and screaming, with outstretched necks, they fly off, an
animated rosy cloud. It is the most gorgeous sight on
which the naturalist's eyes can feast. The flamingos
are most difficult of approach, and it is only by a
chance flock crossing overhead that a shot can be
obtained. But though the flamingos have gone on the first

alarm, myriads of birds remain ; ducks arc swimming
literally " en masse ; " clouds of the pretty white-
winged black tern are playing overhead, and making
feints almost within reach, while the beautiful black-
winged stilt, the tamest of waders, daintily lifts bis
long pink legs as he gracefully stalks through the shal-
lows, or more hurriedly leaves the nests which are
profusely scattered round us, unprotected and uncon -

coaled, among the mud and grass. The opposite side
of the lake is bordered by a mass of tall reeds, into
the recesses of which the waterhens and purple galli-
nules are hurrying, and from whose thickets resounds
the harsh note of the great sedge warbler or thrusfc
nightingale, mingled with the gentler strains of many
lesser aquatic warblers. On all sides of us the collare4
pratincole isexercising its arts, like the lapwing, tolureue
from the eggs which lie scattered on the hard dried mud,
dropped by threes into any chance camel's footmark

;
and groups of little Kentish plover are running rapidly
by the water's edge."

Again, at Laghouat " the Palm groves are the resorts
of thousands of migratory birds, which are busily
employed in pecking at the Dates, and keep up a
chirping at times almost deafening. Here are the
winter quarters of many of our familiar English birds.
The chiffchaff, willow-wren, and whitethroat hop on
every twig in the gardens. The 6wallow and the
window-martin thread, the lanes and sport over the
mouths of the wells in pursuit of the swarming moe-
• juitos. The hoopoe solemnly stalks on every dung-
hill, a cherished and respected guest. The whu^©
shrike perches motionless on the extremity of the
Palm leaf ; while a pair or more of the Egyptian turtle
dove nestle in the centre ot the tree, and a random
shot will startle from under the Datea a doxing
* booma,' or little owl."

This interesting and instructive volume is*complete4
by an Appendix, containing lists of the Fauna and Flora
of the Sahara. The latter comprises 610 species ; the
most abundant families being Crucifene and Saieo-
laceae, while " in the whole desert but one Orchideou*
plant, one single Fern < the Maidenhair), and only two
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water such acquire it, but b.«M «* to gm too
f ound.

'

t

Tbade Lists Received. — Ambroise Vcrschanel

(Rue du Chaume, Ghent). Supplement and Extrac

from his Catalogue for the Spring and Summer 1861.

_^ 77—7-7~^r_^jnuT, trees and remove all strong shoots not ivuuireTT .

d currents oft drying
: i np TJUjandes on the wall. The fruit will soon^?11

thinning, an operation winch must be performs T!re

sszszsaw*. %zi^»z
will greatly assist in prolonging the beaut} ot such as

are in bloom.

Garden Memoranda.
Swincombe House, near Hmnmr-ojf-TaacBfc-

We Wsited Swyncoinbe House on Monday
.
«st » '.'

had the pleasure of seeing Bongnnmltea '» ** S™3-

The plant stove in which it is grown.* is covered by a

span roof about 18 feet wide and 50 feet long, lhe

BouVamVilLa which fills the farther end of the house
,

„

four years old. In 1857 it was a merespr.g m at;hn
b

pot ,\ grew rapidly as a pot pan nnd » the £1=

PlNEBIES.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.

r™*«.-In the case ot a^^^J^^
the usnal practice is to divest them of all k

.

cxcent as many as may be wanted for stock, uiuctiy

-"P
make their" appearance. XU.il isMQ
of the energies of the plant into the fiuit and

.cures stronger suckers than if too many are left.

they make their appearance

more

suckers to remain, alleging that they get knirM
by leaving them on than if they were removed. AOM
in favour of this plan was recorded in our columns a

year (see p. 266). Our more valuable sorts ot 1 ines

are not, however, very apt to produce any great excess

of suckers, and therefore such Bl are produced may in

general be lefc untouched. Guard against anv decline

of bottom-heat, and where this is obtained from i. i
-

meriting materials, a little fresh tan should be add,

before the lieat gets too low; and it will be much
as ^J^^S^^T^S the house is heated, safer to add a few inches occasionally as it may be

m* °t rW a cub cvard o well drained mould, and it wanted than to follow the old practice o

^W to the i^t he* which the bouse can bed only once or twice in the year. See

fa close *
;

b̂ ™V£ "r
once every 8 or 10 days, ' soil about the roots, where the plants

furnish; it is occasionally, *.<?., once>* ,

j

. _,^^A - n *,,„ nwsan k,«1 m. rdc« hea
soused with water during the blooming season, but

receives hardly any between August and March. Thu

&c, and expose the plants rather freely to ligU
*

air, to prepare them for planting under the protect

of hand-glasses.

iiiing, an operation wiucii muse De performed at Ft
ferent times, and plwavi with care and judgment*
attention to the destruction of insects

iu rdP
J

afford the young shoots a r}^̂ churice^to make
health

1

H trei

the
trees

leave?™*- "*
the

wash" off the caterpillars; they may then be 1m
killed on the ground. 1 reaches must soon be Rot filS

with fermenting materials in readiness for Cucumh
'

and

[f not'ahvadv done see V^*
nlenty of sweet H 1,

Savory, &c, on a warm bordS
l.ght'rich soil.

COTTAOI -' (JARI)KN.

Every spare half hour may now be profit/..

employed iu stirring the ground anion*p^ J

Vegetation, which has so long been checks hy co\d

north-easterly winds, is now begmnii tomaWwme
progress; an I weeds, like other things, grow apace

•

they then tore require sharp lookin er. PW
wanted than to folLw^h7oM pTa^tiee of renewing the if any, in the way of vegetable*, should be doBei'wanted tnan to ioiiow

^
v ^ ^ keeping the drills. In that way the plants get more effe^y

sou .xooul me root* —* — r .»nts
are in pots or watered, and the first.hoe ing, by filling in the^

nTanied m the opet bed in a nice healthy state as to sc as a slight earthing up. Keep paths clean,

piantea in tne upe.i
, ,„,i 4_ a-u— straighten their edges, and endeavour to render them

blossom

spriTof 1859,

C

andVl860, "as our readers know, it

was covered with a profusion of its pmk or mauve-

cXuml translucent bracts. Now as one stands unde

U it hides nearly 400 square feet of glass, and would

cover even more but that every terminal spray hangs

down loosely, many of them a yard or»^^^;
Certainly, it is now a glorious sight ;

the house, now

e;er, in which it is confined (tor that is the3™
one receives) is ill adapted for the exhibition of its

wonderful beauty. One wants to look down upon 1
is

it is looked upon by the sun to which its blossom is

IplaTed At a distance from it, and standing on a

•o^ewhat higher floor, you see imperfectly the upperX of the mass of bloom lying nearly close to he

glass ; and in the slanting light of the evening sun the

whole of the leafy canopy reflects on one side an almost

glowing sheet of colour, while on the other partly in the

fhade, and the semi-transparency of the coloured bracts

thus coming into play, it has more of an amethystine

hU
Mr. Daniels has already cut, he told us, as much

blossom from the tree as we saw remaining, and it

would if unrestricted very soon cover the whole root.

It has already a stem as thick as one's wrist, and every-

where there is evidence of the moat vigorous vitality.

Last year about 1 lb. of guano was mixed witn the

water which was applied at weekly intervals about six

or seven times during the blooming season. This year

water alone has been used, about 60 gallons at a time

once in every week or 10 days since it has been in its

beauty. Young plants in all stages are being brought

forward in pots, and undeT the management which Mr.

Daniels has found so successful, the beauties of the

plant will no doubt soon become generally known.

April
mid May

• T 1*

Sarur. T? '7

Sunday
Moo. It

Tum. a> as
«c4. 1

nura. 2

%»«ra«*

April

afar

Calendar of Operati

( For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &C—As soon as col I frames and pits

become clear of bedding stuff they should be occupied

with young stock of hard-wooded plants, for the

summer growth of which they are better adapted than

large houses. Such places will also be fonnd suitable

for dwarf Lobelias, Salvia splendens, S. gesneraflora,

and many other things which are generally grown

for flowering in the conservatory in summer and

autumn; indeed most plants which require only a

moderate temperature will be more manageable here

and thrive better than in lofty houses with double the

attention. As early flowering New Holland plants go

out of bloom they should be treated in the way most

favourable to secure compact growth, placing; them in

an airy part of a greenhouse. When the buds have

fairly started will be the proper time for shifting such

as require more pot room, as they can then be kept

somewhat close Iot a fortnight to encourage a free root

action without incurring the risk of the buds breaking

scantily. Look well to the stock of plants for summer

and autumn decoration, and do not allow them to

sustain any check through want of pot room or

eareleesness" in watering. Fuchsias for late blnoming

must not be kept too warm ; they should be placed in

moisture, and give manure-water regularly to fruiters

and stock in free growth.

Vineries.—Go over the Vines in succession houses,

frequently removing laterals, &c, before they shade or

interfere with the principal foliage. Where plants

must be grown under the Vines the latter should be

kept sufficiently thin to allow a moderate share of

light to reach the plants, and neither laterals nor any

useless wood should be permitted to obstruct the light.

See that none of the plants are infested with red spider

or thrips, especially the latter, which if once allowed to

get upon the Vines is very difficult to eradicate, and

is most destructive to the foliage. Azaleas an? very

subject to this pest, and if these are grown under the

Vines they mast be closely watched, and kept clean at

any expense. See that Vines in the late house are tied

up in their places before the shoots get too far advanced,

as there is considerable danger of breaking the latter

off when they are allowed to get too long b*re the

rods are tied up.

Figs.—Attend to stopping and thinning the shoots,

and aim at securing short-jointed strong growth, by

exposing the young wood to all the light possible.

This will of course necessitate keeping the trees rathe

thin, hut it is useless hoping for a crop of good frui

from trees that are crowded with wood. Keep the

atmosphere moist, and give the folia a good washing

with the syringe after shutting up the house in the

afternoon.

Cfcitmbees.—Encourage newly put out plants with

a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them into
(

^^
active growth quickly ; hut plants that are fairly

established should be kept cooler, admitting air on

every favourable opportunity, in order to secure short-

jointed fruitful wood ; all draught! must, however, be

avoided, more especially while the wind is as cold as it

is at present.

Stbawberriis.—Give nbund nice of sir on every

favourable opportunity, and let late crops be carefully

attended to with water.

not onl v neat, but otherwise as comfortable as circm.

stances will admit for walking on.
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FLOWER OAItDKN ANT> SHnUP.r.RIUES.

Attend to recently transplantexl evergreens with

water; let the soil about their roots be kept inoW

but not to saturation, and the plants as soon as

the weather gets warmer might be watei over

head with the engine on the evenings of bright day*

which will be of vastly more sen -in repairing the

loss sustained by evaporation than if given in excess

to the soil while there is a deficit J <>f active rootlets

to absorb it. Where f loses are infested with _'rub it

will be necessary to go over the plants frequently to

destroy this pest. Green-fly is also sometimes trouble-

some ; a good washing with the garden-engine on two
or three successive evenings will greatly assist in getting

rid of these destrt ive pests, but his must be done
after all danger of frost is over. Planting of beddin
stock must V leferred for a» k or two yet. Hem
with Calceolaras, Verbena - arlet ' 1 raniums, Ar\.

leaving Heliotropes, Lantanns, Anagallis, and such

things as are usually injured by frost onl i planting of

the more hardy kii.ds is completed. !'•ranches of ever-

greens are easily obtained about most places, and a
tinrink liner of these stuck into the beds after nlantintr
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iu^ "v» ^ *«f* "^ —-— » —v 1 will be of great service in protecting the plants fro

a moist shady house, where they will grow much more the Irving effects of bright sunshine, and will also help
freely than in a high temperature. Stove plants will

1 to ward ff frost. In the meantime get all beds well

now be pushing freely, and will require frequent
prepared for the reception of their summer occupants,

attention as regards stopping and training. Look
| thoroughly pulverising the soil by occasional diggings

;

mts for planting, as recommended .

n, so as to be able to add manure or
things as will be benefited by such
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additions to the soil.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDF
Disbudding Peaches and Nectarines may soon i

commenced, removing a few of the strongest shocts'at

growth and prevent confusion, which without attention

soon happens. Syringe and shut up early on the after-

Boons of bright days, and be as sparing ss possible in

the use of artificud heat. Aflord Orchids in gr« h a

thoroughly moist atmosphere, giving them a good steam-

ing every bright afternoon by syringing and shutting first from the most vigorous branches.
, il8r weaker

np early. Admit air in moderate quantities on mild nes to be operated on hereatter. Go over Apricot

»

to the slasruess or <>therwi^^tJ.

geuer*\ collection of stove p^m*
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give you the price
Ssrat; w I :, >ur 1

top, for Fernhoi OtUeW*
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making Artificial Manures may obtain

every necessary instruction for their economical and efficient

preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S, &c, Principal

of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington, Lon-
don, 8. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, 4c., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals
are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommo-
dation at the College. .

Established 1821.—Universal Success of

GRIFFIN, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimonv borne to their value as Manures adapted
for tho TURNIP, *MANGEL WURZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
and POTATO CROPS.
Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, &

Griffin, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton.

AWE S ' S M A N U R E S •

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the
present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6

LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guan© direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

6

5

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
("Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES :—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

Theywould call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

316, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'ITCONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the lato and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c, may be had on application to Bcrnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

HE HANDY LAWN MOWER. — Feeeabee's
Patent. It can be worked by a boy, and is the most

serviceable Machine yet produced. Price 41. 10s., carriage-
paid to any Railway Station in England.
James Ferrabee «fe Co., Phoenix Iron Works, Stroud

Gloucestershire. London Warehouse : 75 & 76, High Holborn'
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"T71RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty theX Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,
Ws Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gaidens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
•had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide . . . . Is. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.

Also " Frigi Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide. Is. 4d. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,
Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and ot all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

"It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

Heaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 421, 10*.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly nattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :

—

JFroin Mr. John Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carne, Dimland
Castle, Glamorgan.

••I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.
Burgess & Key's Reaper, in my master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate
During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
less than 1,000 acres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first had with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, tho machine is now in the hands of his
tenant, Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst, and is in excellent order."
M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 251
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 922 10*COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Horse Machine.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—One- Horse Machine,

The last two Machines are fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife forKeaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.

BU t
e frioes include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

JOHN FOWLER Jun., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

CHURNS.—The Royal Agricultural Society's Prize
Churn is the best invented. Butter produced in

12 minutes. Price 30s. and upwards.
Full particulars forwarded on application to Burgess & Key,

Agricultural and Gardening Machinery Stores, 9o, Newgate
Street, E.C.

JAMES and FREDk. HOWARD, Britannia Iron
Works, Bedford, Manufacturers of

CHAMPION PLOUGHS I HORSE RAKES
STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL- HORSE HOES
TIVATORS SCARIFIERS

HARROWS I And other Implements.
Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

Prize Liquid Manure Distributor.

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-
BUTOR or WATER-CART, warranted not to choke up or

otherwise get out of order. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill

Crops, or Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets ; has been

awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.
Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obtained of the

Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli Waggon Works, Cheltenham.

N.B.—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either fixed

or portable.

J TYLOR and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,

&c. Price 25s. 6d. each.

IRON YARD
_ AND
GARDEN PUMPS

3 feet 6 inches under spout

2£ 3 3$ inch
43*. 535. 60s. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require

any fixing below the level of
the ground.

PUMPS of J.Tylor fo Sons'
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of

the United Kingdom. .

J. Tylor <fe Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street. London. E.C.

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
Important to Gardeners.—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

letter from G. Glenny, Esq., the celebrated Florist:

—

" 420, Strand, London.
"Gentlemen.—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-

sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I

would on no account be without them . As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at

the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts,

as easily as if it were so much dough. I think it the duty of all

persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a
material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
escape colda and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles

" Your obedient servant, G. Glenny."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet

Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,
Calbotype Trays, Ac. manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or
country.
The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, 18, "Wharf Road,

City Road, London, E.G.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1S59, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

I
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.

Land Drainage.

WORKS of DRAINAGE of any extent areEXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAIN \GF
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of i>ro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on tho
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,

37 and 3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., <fcc.

Tho system of studies pursued in the College comprises
every branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of
Agriculture, Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ;

for the Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other
partic\ilar3 may be had on application to the Principal.

T7»REE STUDENTSHIP in the EDINBURGH
JO NEW VETERINARY COLLEGE, Authorised under
Royal Sign Manual.
SUMMER SESSION, 1861.—Gentlemen desirous of com-

mencing a Course of Study to qualify as Veterinary Surgeons
are informed that the Summer Course will offer them consider-
able advantages. All who enter at May, and who have not
attended a Veterinary College before, will be admitted to com-
pete for a Free Studentship at the beginning of August.
The conditions of the competition and any farther particulars

may be learned from Professor John Gauge e, New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SHOW at ROMFORD,
JUNE 25, 1861.

Prizes offered, 600/. Special prizes open to all England.
Prize sheets and forms for entries may be had on application

to Robert Emson, Secretary.
Slough House Farm, Halsted.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
ENGLAND.

Professor Voelcker will deliver a LECTURE at the So-
ciety's Rooms on WEDNESDAY next, the Sth inst., at half-

past 12 o'Clock, on the MANUFACTURE of CHEESE.
12, Hanover Square, London, W. H. Hall Dare, Secretary

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
ENGLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, July 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19.

ENTRIES of Live Stock and Flax close on the 1st of June.
Prize Sheets and Forms for Entries may be had on applica-

tion to H. Hall Dare, Secretary.
12, Hanover Square, London, W.

Eixt Egrtatltural (Sajettt*
SATURDAY, MAY ^ 1861.

MEETINGS FOB THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

U.— .. .«__ -/Central Farmers' Club
osdat. May 6>

(Mr QweD Wal ,. g Qn Grazing }

Titrsday — ylWipral (Local Farniinjc).itESDAT, ') Penrith.
Wei>mssday, — 8— A.jcri Society of England ..

6 r.M.

I Norton— 13^

• • Noon

Monday, -— 13-f FraTnlinsham , 6 p.m,
f ( Mr. Jeaffreson on Atmospheric Electricity)

Tuesday, — 14—Wirksworth.
Wedmssday, - 15 1

Ajri.^Society of England .. .. Noon

"We have had many lectures lately on the future
of British Agriculture. Mr. Alderman Mechi,
nearly three months ago, discoursed before the
London Farmers' Club on its Past, Present, and
Future. In a series of somewhat unconnected,
often abrupt but generally suggestive paragraphs,
he gave us our agricultural history, and pointed
out many of the difficulties which stand in the
way of our agricultural progress. " The future
of agriculture," he declared, " must be based on
a general use of steam-power."
At the Framlingham Farmers' Club, about a

month ago, Mr. Bond gave a lecture on the
" Future of Agriculture as deduced from the Past."
The statistics of national wealthaud population were
quoted in illustration of social and general as well
as of agricultural progress. Increased herds and
flocks, better cultivation for their maintenance,
improvement in the breeds ot cattle and of sheep,
and in the kinds of plants cultivated as farm crops,

more efficient implements and better buildings

—

all these things had gradually lifted us out of bar-
barism and placed us where we are, in the midst
of comfort and prosperity. If such were the pro-
gress in the past, could we believe that its utmost
has been reached ? He did not consider such a
supposition reasonable, but presumed there must
still be an upward growth—increased crops and
increased anuual produce of all kinds. He showed
how progress depended on freedom of action

being possessed by landlord, tenant, and labourer,

and therefore on the removal of all sorts of dis-

abilities which still exist in connection witli each

of these classes. Mr. Bond referred in succession

to the discovery of new plants, the exteusion of

land draiuage, the improvement of machinery, the
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occupier,

implements.
bilities of the

use of artificial manures ; but strange to say, he does

not seem to have alluded to the place winch steam-

power is destined to hold in the agriculture of

the future. ,,

At Wakefield on the previous Friday Mr.

Hannam of Wetherby, the Secretary ot tne

Yorkshire Agricultural Society, and well known

to agricultural readers by his published worKs,

had also given a lecture on " Agriculture, its pro-

gress and prospects." His history of it commenced

with Cain and Abel. His description of it included

the soil and everything upon it, the owner, the

the labourer, animals and plants and

His reference to the proba-

future discussed details ot

practice, explanations of theory, the relations

of classes, the landlord's equipment of the

farm, the tenant's stock and management, the

labourer's wage and cottage, the draining,

manuring, and cultivation of the soil, varieties ot

#rain and green crops, of cattle, sheep, and pigs.

There never was a fuller discourse, and nowhere

was it more energetic or explicit than in its

announcement of the steam-engine as the agent on

which the main differences between the future and

the present of our agriculture are to hinge.

"Already in nearly everv stack-yard in this

country," he said, " this faithful servant has been

relieving muscle and sinew of one of the severest

taxes, and by the expenditure of a few pounds of

the mineral which we have in so much abundance,

has performed duties that would have required

acres of Beans and Oats to restore to the animals

the waste of muscle and fat which the severe labour

of the threshing machine would have extracted

from them. And while doing this, it has made

the farmer a profit by the less cost of the process,

by the saving in the preparation of the corn for

market, by the saving of time, and indirectly by

allowing the horse and human power of the larm

to be made use of in productive labour. For it

should be known that, however many horses and

men are employed in a farm, such labour is unpro-

ductive, produces nothing, and makes no fresh

wealth; whereas if hand and head are employed in

cultivation, in deepening a ditch, or cleaning a

fallow, in working a Turnip-cutter, and making

the feeding animals still more lazyr by our extra

industry, we are not merely modifying agricultural

products, but absolutely increasing their amount.

Mr. Hawnam went on to claim for the steam-

engine the offices of cultivation not merely by dis-

placing for them other powers now otherwise

engaged, but directly by an actual yoking to

implements of tillage which will thus do more
efficient work at less cost.

There can be no doubt that he is right, and

that in steam cultivation there is soon to be a

revolution in the management of our clay lands.

"We have within the past fortnight walked over

several thousands of steam-ploughed acres. There

has certainly been almost as much difference in

their condition as one would see in horse-ploughed

land—for steam ploughing as well as horse

ploughing may be done when the land is too wet
for it. But even in the worst of such mistakes we
have the knowledge that the worst is seen. The
mischief is all upon the surface—the floor on
which that clung layer of moved earth is lying is

not trodden and impervious. And when as in the

great majority of cases you have, as the result of

steam ploughing, thoroughly broken up and fall-

ing to pieces in the drought, a bed of moved soil,

8 or 9 inches deep, lying on a subsoil which is

not a trampled floor, but pervious and well-
drained, there cannot be a doubt of the immense
influence for good that is then brought to bear on
the fertility of the soil.

We last week saw a field of hard clay land
turned over in great blocks nine inches thick ; and
this we are persuaded could not have been done
by the direct draught of horses except at great

risk of injury to the draught animals. It is now
drying in these easterly winds, and will moulder
down with the first heavy rains. The land is

thoroughly drained, and if fallowed as we pre-

sume it will be this year, it is now in a fair way
for profitable cultivation. Close by it there are

fields originally quite similar, paying formerly a
rent of 5s. to 7s. an acre, which have been
drained and worked by steam power and
manured, and on which last year there grew
the prize root-crops of the district ! It is unques-
tionable that clay lands will have their value won-
derfully increased by the use of the steam plough.

Conceive a well drained square of such land,

800 acres in extent : it is about 2000 yards long on
each side—it needs 8000 yards of roadway made
across it parallel with its four sides, and 500 yards

yards from it will plough and cross jj
whole. Make the farm at least one "h^^
webelieve that under such favourable «ronmstanoes

one of Mr. Fowlek's 12-horse «gin«wilUo aU

the heaw woik of tillage for it. The immense

saving o7 horse labour which will ensuen* plain

but the superiority of the work which it will do is

still more obvious.
f Pa__tt?1>»«

It is in our opinion a great merit of Fowlee s

method of steam culture, that _
bein g>

especially

adapted to large and systemaic agriculture it

thus acts as a premium upon agricultural imp~™-

ment. Both it and the Woolston system are,

however, also well adapted to the more ordinary

circumstances of most of our farms. The latter is

probably especially fitted to a country of crooked

many-cornered fields. And to some minds it
i

is

do doubt the advantage of any novelty, which nas

proved itself worthy of adoption, that it interferes

as little as may be with existing usages and cir-

cumstances. Such is not our opinion.
_
The

existing condition of our clay land districts is not

a thing to be preserved; and as for the other

chief subiect, of even greater moment, with whicn

steam-power in cultivation is likely to interfere,

neither, we are bound to add, is the exist-

ing condition of our rural labouring population

a subject over which a benevolent conservatism

has any reason to be jealous. There is many a

village, let us gratefully admit, where a firm, con-

sistent, and benevolent character in the master

has been working for years on that of his subordi-

nates and where one might lament any inter-

ference with the existing routine. Even here

however the steam plough, it will be found, will

destroy nothing that one would wish retained

;

besides which it will be more profitable in the

midst of an intelligent and well conducted popula-

tion than where ignorance or carelessness or spite

is likely to do mischief. But these are the excep-

tions to the ordinary rule of country experience

;

and there are cases almost everywhere in which

anything may be welcomed which shall break up

the existing state of things—of which, in plain lan-

guage, ignorance, drunkenness, and bastardy are

the leading features.

We do not suppose the steam plough is to be a

great moral agent or that it is directly to bring

about the renovation of character which is needed.

It will however help to waken out of that stoli-

dity to which gross vice is due ; and at the least

it may be said that to lament any disturbance

which it may produce of the condition in which
the agricultural labourer often lives is the veriest

cant that was ever thought or penned.
Meanwhile it is our duty to present our readers

with frequent pictures of a change which, what-
ever may be its results, is surely proceeding. To-
day accordingly we state the case of Peasemore,

a well-known Berkshire farm, where the steam
plough has been at work for upwards of a year ;

and on successive weeks we hope all through the

summer to give similar reports of actual experi-

ence of steam cultivation wherever we can find it

at least four seasons old.

[Mat
4, ^

do with a fellow that lops my trees without t» i ^
eh?" myk*
Now instead of Mr. Penn drawing

himself
expanding like a turkey-cock to the extremVS^
every feather, with a r-r-r-r and a hmmm as

7**
very reasonably expect, in reply to such 'an 'i^
I saw a twinkling smile of infinite good n^tT*
satisfaction steal, like a ray of shot-silk throaT*
line and feature of his face, as I watched itX*
first burst of the intrusion ^ and all he said wm

" Sit down on that chair, sir, and I'll tell
7*:

were just coming to that: but first let me lnh^you are neighbors'
^

f ? somebody
bee:

;

oo many. Yourt
Hy, dreadfully .

>t«

To which familiar reception of him and iig

ou; to your neighbor: for you are neighbors! myou; to youruciguuvi
.

»v* jvu wns neighbors' j£
what have you got to say ? somebody beeTuIJ
vouroaks? You've got too many. YnnrfJ-Wyour
Galldrip complains dreadfully, dreadfully; t,?Jj
Tn wVip.h familiar reception of him *ni i-

°*

comply
the gentleman addressed had already asenWk
seating himself, and giving me a sort of stare anrfJl

of welcome, accompanied by some sound which 2
from his lips like ' Serv'nsur !' That done he «
at once to the subject that vehemently occn^

" I say, what am I to do ! They'veW c\&

Trees all along the road. You never saw aach ai^
I wouldn't have had it done for a thousandm
They're all ruined utterly ruined. I don't^
what to do with 'em. I shall cut 'em all dowi*

" Don't know what to do; cut 'em all down,
8

a*
Mr. Penn in the most provoking sotto voce, twifc

little penknife round like a wheel, between hW*
and fore-finger, his eyes and face running Ofertai

inexpressible look of secret fun.

"Well! What am I to do then—you-jon

Lawyer you ! You're as hard as a millstone ! mk
care a bit."

«' You had the Surveyor's notices I suppose?'

t

the millstone.
" Rubbish ! a pack of printed stuff!—Ibai

always !

"

Meantime, sitting by in a state ofa
amusement, I was doubly introduced by thuap

colloquy, to my ' neighbor ;' for, amongst tow

depressing features of theroadlhadjustriddafri

first time I had noticed the recent amputation in

very skilful hand, of some branches tint*

hung the road, in the only part of it

»

could even in summer have deserved the w
sylvan. Some herodian decree had gone firtji

axe and saw had been at work, mercilessly hewkf

limbs too large for ordinary pruning, some dh

the stem, some a foot or more from it. Itisi*

sight always; it embodies one of the£
stupidities, and one of the commonest, throum

thermal districts of this country. ^"^
business to understand it ; and the atom ot »

mischief is entrusted to the matigBfln*

" Why didn't you prune yontto* xue3

......... lL*» an\A M* P«m Still or0V0Vll# ,,young, sir ?

" Young

!

time " he added.

TALES OF A LANDLORD.
DENDEOLOGY. AN EPISODE.

There is a sort of fatality in discourse, as in

Action. The most matter-of-fact minds cannot resist

the belief in it. Just as you appear to have reached
that point, either in one or the other, where the knot
is ripe to be untied, the chain of doubt, or hesitation, or
mystery, to fall away, the rugged path of difficulty to
become suddenly smooth in steps the fiend Impedi-
ment, with ruthless hand, breaks you off from your
hard-earned conclusion ; and the red heat of expectation
has to wait, and get cool, and the feeling of assurance
is that that same red heat never can, or at any rate in
the chance and nature of things, never will come again.
Thus it fell out that just as I had reached a point of

attention to Mr. Penn's somewhat enigmatically-stated
views which promised a down-hill run to the very
outlet I had sought, in fact as well as argument,

a bustling heavy step that shook his whole stair-
case, throughout all its vertebrae, and ended with a
knock very like a kick, at his door, fell like a drop-
scene between me and that promised conclusion which
should bring the quietus to all landed troubles.

It is idle to say " Come in
!

" to a Thunderbolt.
There is a class ot men, and not at all the most un-
popular either, who go through the world like an
elephant through Jungle. I dare say the owner of
the room said " Come in !

" It mattered little. A
pop-gun in a cannonade would obtain as good a hearing.
What I did hear, for the door yielded prompt com-
pliance was, in a voice that seemed to shake my chair
under me " I say ! Watchacallum

! What am I to

said Mr. Penn, still pro oVu

They never were youngfW**J
added. "Trees should never tej*

If they wanted pruning naturally, w»J

prune, 'em wouldn't she ?
"

\inMb*P
« But she does I

" said I, turnupmw^
wards him, before I could stop the^-^
was hot within me. It. had ^ff9d
and two beautiful little works then lresa

which I had read almost accidental >,
i _

of heavier study, had intensified the pn)

tree into a sort of passion. wi
What an odd effect it has when*

counted as absent, at least by ope
»

of^ l$

natural assumption of his entire ig
.

terestin the question suS the wor

dialogue. I had no sooner uttereu .,.

late-introduced 'neighbor turne , ^
but his whole form and ff

el

?^^t £Ju
became sensibly aware ot hai in* ^
sort of wrestling »fttc^^UW *>
leagued top-boots, cords of extra ,t

dimensions-—a blue coat and brt» J-istcoat

fi='ent of n"eeke,oth .fJ^Wj

I expec

med half i»*
How so, .8"^

apparently from a new point - ^y*--
naturally took some time, at tbeoia^^

^

,

of a clap of thunder winch

wonderfully quiet tone that see

"Nature
^Tattone sort ofprnn^

by the wind 1 hat s '«"
vr» tare pl»ntoT*

« My meaning was, that Natur v ^t
in masses, and trees so associated W &

J- Aye ! to a regiment of bare P^ j*

fir-plantations. I hate fte«^ +£
a tree with all its side »»».»**

penn,
»*

« But what is that?" said Mr-
, „,.

« Why, all that it ever pro

^

quite alone durin

continued, " which in

condition, is not that •ather

thestrei#

which she has made ™« "T^ y0u, <f />f

practice*t*«%^^^
nk I und

"No! I wish he did, .-~
ather m^

palms of his hands together ^ t^
Would save me some trouhle #W
trees are like drum-bead ctf & b*ig*

won't have 'em touched,

<r*

his
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Mat 4, 1861.]

nearly at high. He • leaves 'em all to Nature • he says;
and to will the tenants toon, for they can hardly get the

I lnckv iiis land is so good,
be makes it pay two rents, 1 1 him!"
Pooh pooh ! I leave 'em as Nature made 'em. She

can't go wronj ; she must be right."
*'At any rate she is always consistent," said I;

** as she does not undertake to keep hedges in order,
she ne?er plants any. We most not saddle the after-

responsibility of our acts upon her. A hedge is from
the first, an artificial affair altogether : to keep it

down to the standard of usefulness, for the speeial

purpose it was planted for, is surely as natural' as to
plant it originally in a straight line. The hand of man
is part of N store."

"Well : pVaps so. I like to see 'em at their full

growth myreif. However, I suppose I must give up
the hedges, then. Un* natural' from the first! ha!
that's true enough. But if there's one thing I do hate
to see more than another it is a tree lopped of its aid

branches Its shocking; downright shocking: I call
it cruel mutilation!"

•* Because it is made so. They n< r ought to need
it. But if yon follow up the same principle, admit 1

in the case of hedgerows, I think you'll find thai it still

applies, more than appears at first sight. You plan
a tree in a position where its nature is to defend itseli

by throwing out early side-branches from alow point
' the stem. A solitary tree is obi ,1 to do so whether

it be planted in a hed or a field. As long as it is young
this is consistent with the perfect symmetry or the plant
because these branches are not (fasproportioned to its

h rht. But ss no braneh ever rises above that height
from the ground at which it first made its appearance
on the st. ui (for the stem does not lengthen out. as

tne imagine, but rises by mere projection o< the leading
hoots), as those early-formed branches keep increasing
in m: litude, the tree loses its early symmetry, and
beconus "all top," as Mr. Penn describes it. Now, as
the real increase of the stem is downwards"
"Lord help us I hold hard there, please! I shall be

standing on my head in a moment. Trees grow
downward*, did I understand yon, Sir! Crabs and
Cows* tails ! do say that again! Tell him to say that
again, Mr. Penn !

"111 save him the troubl bravely responded the
man of law. " I think I know what* he means 1

think he's right
! I bad a branch cut off the large elm

six years ago that grows over mv garden wall. Before
it was done, the stem of the tree below the branch was
exactly double the girth of that nbove it. I measured
it myself. And now there are only two inches diirerence
in the circumference. To the eye it appears the same.
I want to know the reason of that."

" I wish those merciless butchers who strip up trees
to am. pole with a brush at the top did but know
the fact." I continue*, warming: n it this unexpected
eoeoi ment, and my 'neighbor's' look of con-
firmed surprise, « I wish tl knew that the growth of
trees is downwards. that every branch they lop off,
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spray a rill, every leaf a little fountain; the air

around is the great reservoir supplying these little

luntains say by evaporation and condensation, as

in lilL There! now we have the true picture before
us. Now go and try to tell it to your woodman, make
him understand or believe it, if you can. Aye there's

the rub." T.
{To be continued.)

Farm,
chalk

STEAM CULTIVATION.
Peasemore, Newbury, Berks.—Peasemore

about eight miles from Newbury, lies on the .

formation near its junction with the plastic clay. It

forms part of an open country, well timbered here and
there around the villages, but otherwise bare, and
being high, somewhat cold and bleak. The fields are
unfenced except against the roads, but there Thorn,
growing well, and excellently managed, makes a first

rate hedge. Except against the roads, therefore, the
lines upon the map below which represents this farm
are merely lines of difference in the cultr ion—not of

hedge or wall between separate fields. The surface of
the land is undulating; the fields are easily accessible

by excellent roads, and cry where supplied in tanks
and ponds with water. Mr. Tull, the late owner and
occupier of the estate, spared no expense iu anything
tending to its thorough equipment.

The farm is upwards ot 770 acres in e> nt, of which
about 30 are in permanent pasture. The soil very
rarely lies directly on the chalk, but is for the most
art on a clayey drift, with which the chalk is here

accordingly ot a much stiller character . .

Peasemori: :—Bekksiiir

than any one seeing the chalk pits open here and there
in the neighbourhood would exp to find ii So stiff
indeed that, by b single ploughing in the wet, you may
easily destroy your chance for the whole season of
reducing it to tilth. Mr. Tull prided himself on the
horse-power which he employed upon this farm. Twelve
three-horse teams of well-conditioned handsome animals
worked the land. Of course this was much beyond the
requirements of the farm, unless a very considerable

number were kept for breeding purposes—but the
land is of that character and the distance of all carriage

from and to market is S3 considerable that from 30 to

32 horses would be required for its proper cultivation.

Mr. Pluminer, who succeeded the late Mr. Tull, and
has been resident at Peasemore for rather more than
a year, introduced Mr. Fowler's 12-horse power steam
plough about 13 months ago. He has in consequence
already reduced the horse-power of the farm to six

3-horse teams, and an odd horse for the water cart
f

and ultimately he expects to dispense wit" another
team, reducing his number of draught animals to 15
or 16.

COST OP HORSE-POWER DISPLACED.
Let ua see what he saves by this: In the first place

comparing L9 with 31, he avoids the purchase of 12
horses, at an expense probably (at 30/., or thereabouts,
piece) of 3(>0/. The annual expense of these animals

as employed upon the faun is not easily ascertained; it
is made up of food, maintenance at original value,
smith work harness and farriery, maintenance of the

takes exactly so much from the growth of the whole
stem Wow,- that, in other words, it is the descending,
not the r».ng, sap that carries growth with itrendmakes each new year's •timber-deposit.' Simple as
the fact is,—-so familiar to every pi, iologist that
I am almost ashamed to reiterate it, vet it is the key to
#the who e mystery of wood-craft, it 'lies at the founda-
tion of the whole principle and practice of prumngm those cases where pruning ^necessary it is the one
master-key that every forester and woodman ought to
P<*»ess, as the first letter and the last, of his alphabet.
>otone in a hundred knows it; or would believe it
either though Pan with all the Dryads at his back
should offer bail to it. let that deity's own pipes, or
the bugle of Robin Hood, or any other sylvan
talisman that , r woke the echoes of the glades
never conferred a sovereignty more absolute over tl
torest than tin* ne little simple fact of physiology
T anv hor iltoral student, at the d< . would'
laugh to hear me enforcing, and which every ax. nd-
bill-honk-wielder in the woods who does the practical
-or* from year to year, would laugh at as much, forr» the or posite reason.
"If every 'owner of Coverts' would but try to infuse

the knowledge of this fact into th head of the
axe, or the saw his woodman uses (for this might
prove the shorter task) there would never be a

wl?v?
W

;
P™?ed again

'
or lefl neglected, to its

neighbors injury:-- for the true object of pruning• the social relation of a tree rather than the individual.

,,;i
A
f
e y°VUerl

-
v wearied? May I expand it yet a

is not from ^ Earth but from the Air that the tree
<terives ,ts food, and its increase. Were I to say thatfrom the soil it g«i,UW, and itee»Z/

f .Ion. I .hJdnot be for from the literal truth. The water that risesfrom .he soil through the stem, and the branches intothe leaf, does but enable that organ, by evaporation
onder th m's influence to absorbZ^r^wZT^
i*J d imposition of its carbonic acid). When this

is completed, in the Leaf, and only then, theng sap deposits the new layer of wood upon the£m
,
under cover of the bark. Cut off a bran h orjpit Of its leav^andall the stem, below^^1,

^owfn; T'""'"\
; hk

i

e*n broad*•^KS™w."Hr *tr ns has been diverted elsewhere The-m isjhe ma,n
v
channel, deriving all its current from

of these horses is stated to me to have been 2 bushels
of Oats apiece weekly throughout the year, and half a
bushel of Beans in addition during three months of
seed time. They have bay ad Ub. during the w inter

months, and cut green food—Trifolium, Clover, Vetches,
&c., during summer. The Oats and Beam may be
valued at 2s. Qd. and 4s. 6d. a bushel consumed at
home—the hay at 3*. a cwt., and the green food cut
and brought home at W. per cwt.

(«) The following, then, will be the annual cost of food :—
£ s.

'» :04 bushels, at 2t. <; ' 13
eans. 6 bushels, at 4*. 6d. . . . . . . . . x 7

Hay, 22 weeks, 1$ cwt. a week, at 'M. per cwt. . . 4 \>J
Greeu food, 30 weeks, 7 cwt. a week, at fkL per cwt. 5 5

Brought forward £473 O Q
{f) To this should bo added 5 per cent, on the money
invested in the hones and th^ir implements Cnro-
bably410f.)or _ 20 10

per cwt.

(b) To this m be added the annual cost of smith's
wi.rk, carpenter's work*, and saddlery, and far-

ry, probably
(c) And the annual depreciation of value, at least 10
per cent., on 30J. .

d.

10

I 9

29 10

•;

The annual cost under these heads amounts to
29/. 10*., and this over 1 9 horses is a sum of

(< To this must be added the wages paid, viz., head
carter, at 13* , and probably 3 younger men at
9*., 40s. f weekly, or per annum

(e)The annual cost ofthe implements requiredI for any
number of horses may be put at 2*. per acre on the
land which they would cultivate, supposing them to
be the whole horse-powerem ployedon agiveniextent
of land But as in this casj they are displaced only
so far as cultivation is concerned, and, indeed, only
a certam department of that, this item is necessa-
rily much smaller. The quantity of carriage, ot bar
rowing, and rolling, and sowing for the whole farm
remains as it was, and the same number of the im-
plements for these purpose will be in use. On the
other hand, the ploughs and scarifiers will be re-
duced in re imbcr more than in proportion to the
teams displaced, and probably the implements dis-
placed may cost as much as l5ol. 10 per cent, on
the whole for depreciation, will be

Wethus arrive at a total annual saving of .

.

304

104

i :

the branches are its tributaries, every

»™,..>-ujvUw ui uarnnge win remain as many aa ever
farm. Implements of tillage will be diminished in
number thai

i the proportion of the horses displaced
» — r„« tug iouti vviii jtjiij.iiii aii iuii, tsub ta iuuic

than averagesmith's bill, so far as the implements are concerned,
will be saved.

Making a total of about 493 10
This is the annual cost which has been displaced by

Mr. Plummets steam plough. Let us now inquire his
xpeuditure upon the substitute.

COST OF STEAM POWER SUBSTITUTED.
Mr. Plummet has spent on the engine and ma-

chinery 780/. His annual expenditure in repairs,
fuel, oil, and depreciation of value is not easily
ascertained, and it is proper to add here that some
of the items have been incurred in working for a
neighbour. I therefore make a proportionate deduc-
tion from their amount whenever justifiable, guided by
the fact that of 878 acres actually worked within the
year, only 700 acres have been done on the farm, so as
to displace the 12 horses whose cost has just been
calculated.

(a) Mr. Plummer has purchased this spring 400 yards ofnew wire rope, aud it appears from as detailed an examination

Zd H? *v?
1V
Mthat thi

M,
is likely to ** an annual Purchase,and that the old rope will require annual replacement to thisextent in order to* preserve its efficiency. It should be observedon the one hand, that Mr. Plummer's flinty soil is especially

wearing to the roi>e, and on the other that unusual care ia
exercised in this particular- an otherwise expensive mode of
laying out the land for steam culture being sometimes excusedon the ple^ that it saves the rope.
The annual cost under the head of rope will there^"

fore be about 60/., or, deducting 12/. for work done
off the farm, and repaid in the charge made for such
work

(6) Repairs of anchor and engine and plough. I
examined Mr. Plurnmer's ac mts from March to
December, and the amount in the past year under
this head secerns have been 60/. li>*. 3d. This in-
cludes everything needed connected with every part

f the machinery. If for February and part of
March, of which the accounts are not yet rendered,
one fourth part or th. ? outs be added, we shall have
an annual expenditure under this head of 63t
That is will increase with the *g* of the ma-
chinery is unquestionable—that use may dimmish

£
48

a. i/.

carter's boys—but this has not been taken into account : for
the steam plough has not in effect displaced farm labour and
probably quite as much as 20*. weekly is pai 1. besides the

* Tk« «,w„i . . . I

wages of the steam ploughmen, in addition to the i-pmainimr
t The whole expense is probably 20*. weekly more for four

j

binds formerly employed;
*«uiwon to tne remaining;
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the account on the score of accident is alsoprobab'e.
On the whole it may be right to charge under the
head of repairs the annual sura of SOL, or, as charge-

able to Peasemore alone during the year

(c) The consumption of coals is of
course a costly item. The coal brought
on to Peasemore during the year ending
March, 1861, cost
The engine coals are 18*. a ton at New-

bury, eight miles off: those used for the

house cost 22*. per ton. Of this quantity 25

cottagers had half-a-ton apiece, or about
The foreman 3 tons
The house could not be estimated as con-

suming during the year less than 15 tons

And there were on hand at the end of

the year more than at the beginning, say

10 tons .

.

£ 5. d.

64

01 11 10

year

11

3

1G 10

10

Leaving as consumed by the engine at

Peasemore, say "
L\

"
Carriage of 56 tons from Newbury, being in other-

wise empty return waggons, say

Annual cost of coals, 1S60—61 ••

I find that during the year about 700 acres have

been ploughed or scarified on Peasemore by this con-

sumption of fuel, and this amounts to rather more
than U cwt. of coal per acre, or including carnage

about'.'.*, peracre. Mr. PJummerhas however ploughed

180 acres for a neighbour, but the coal used in that

case was supplied to him.
Of the oil consumed during the year I have no

record, but it may probably be put as high as a

gallon every four days, or on the whole 25 or 30

gallons for the work upon the farm

40 10

51

9

60

6

66

68

The coals and oil together cost then about

(d) The depreciation in the value of the engine,

though nothing perhaps during th e first year of its use,

must of course amount to a considerable item in the

long run, and probably it may be fair to charge 10 per

cent, on the value of the whole apparatus, excluding

the rope, which is supposed to be kept good by the

purchase annually of 400 yards. This item therefore

amounts to

(e) To this must be added the wages of the men —
employed who are farm-labourers engaged in other

farm work when not at work with the steam plough.

The daily wage when thus at work is as follows :—

Driver, 3*. ;
ploughman, 3*. ; anchor lad, 2s. ; three

boys, 1 1 d. ; water c-irtboy and horse, estimated 3s. 3d.

;

or in all, 14*. Now during the past year they ploughed

and scarified 878 acres, of which about ISO acres were

off the farm, and though I have no exact record of

the days when they were at work, yet the 700 acres

ploughed at Peasemore can hardly have been done in

less time than 110 days, including stoppages, re-

movals, &c. ; 110 days at 14s. .. .. .. •• '<

(f) The removals, referred to, take less than four <

hours each, and may be taken to require the assistance

upon the average of four horses with a man each

time. Supposing one removal for every 25 acres, we
have to charge against the steam plough 28 removals

of half a day each or one man and four horses ; 14 days

atl5«. .. 10 10

a •„« 4-k.o irpir taking no account oi nw
experience during this year «"""»

plough-
work except upon his own farm-that ,00 acres P^ug

ing and scarifying cost bare y 2s. an acre lor ^Und
oil, 3,. 2d, an acre for repairs of all kinds 2,. Sd.m

acre for wages, including share of remova and about

3,. Id. an acre for interest and depreciation of value.

These sums amount to 10*. lOrf. per acre or 379/. *. «.

on the 700 acres cultivated by steam ;
the actual cost

as already estimated being 379Z. 10.9.

This estimated cost per acre of steam ploughing on

Peasemore is probably higher than will have been

generally expected. In connection with it there.is

this, however, to be borne in mind-that Mr. Hummer s

neighbours gladly hire his men and apparatus at \ls.

an acre, paying for the coals (2*. an acre) themselves ;

and above all that the depth and quality of the work

thus done are an immense enhancement of the mere

immediate advantage on a money valuation which Mr.

Pluramer thus derives.

THE WOKK ACCOMPLISHED.

But let us trace the progress of the steam plough as

actually worked upon this farm. The following is the

cropping of the land in 1860, as arranged^ for before

being entered on by Mr. Pluramer in the spring of that

year. The reader must compare the figures with the map.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 23, 24, and 27— 30| acres in all, are

permanent pasture, lying chiefly around the two sets

of farm-buildings and around the house; Nos. 25, 27',

38, 39, and 42—34& acres in all, are woodland; Nos.

41, and part of 17 (56 acres), are Sainfoin; and the

remainder was cropped as follows :

—

Barley Clover

and Oats, and Grass.

'or ISNo. 36, and worked the grubber there „Kr , H
._

It then went to No. 34, and ploughed H aer^J
1

In April it cross-ploughed No. 34 (14 acres)- ti
%N

50 acres of Nos. 22 and 28, adjoining each other • «Si
** *

to a neighbouring farm and ploughed 120 acres' i^H
brought back to Nos. 22 and 28, and jrruhW .r**
Swedes. It was next (June or July) taken to \v ,*

ich had borne Vetches was PW.J J

Thence it was taken to 32, where 29 acres were rfft J8

the land which

J!

work In

Rape for Turnips ; then, in No. 1(5, 39

ploughed up (early in August) foi

which that year were tedious enoi

was not till October that it recotm

No. 35 (Wheat stubble) was ploug

(16 acres). Wheat stubble, was als

(38 acres), Wheat stubble, was

(21 acres), also Wheat stubble, was *—6ue(lI0rw.

in ,c ..

In November, No. 17 (22 acres), Wheat stubbl v'^
acres) Wheat stubble ; No. 11 (23 acres) Oat stubhwi
and subsoiled), and No. 31 (22 acres) of Oat and ff/N

NoT 86 (Wheat stubble) was ploughed (ToI^JLw
11**

(16 acres). Wheat stubble, was also ploughed for r
' ~~*

' -
x"*-"-

ploughed for cCP

'

No.

Acres.

Rye or
Vetches,
followed
byTuruips

Acres.

To recapitulate then :—we have as the annual cost

of work at Peasemore done by steam power :

Rope .. •• ..48
Repairs 64

Coals 60

Oil . . . . . . . . • • • •

Depreciation of value
Wages, including supply of water
Removals

Add 5 per cent, on the cost of the whole apparatus
*

6
68

77
10

.«.

10

333
39

10

Or a total annual cost of £372 10

Horse and steam-power, tben, may be thus contrasted

so far as the cost incurred on Peasemore during the

year 1860-61 is concerned :

—

Cost incurred by

Acres.

• •

17
23
• •

14

Acres.
10
4
4
22

• •

• •

39

* •

19

Swedes and Mangel wurzei alter steam
cultivation""^

previous spring, were al^o ploughed by steam for bJL
acres, which had been ploughed the previous S<j«2
No. 15, were again cross-ploughed for Swedes; and iuto-
pnrt of March 20 acres of the land in No. U which \J3_
ploughed the previous November, were again pWy
Swedes.

w
This is the list of its performances in the yeirfe

which Mr. Plummer has had "it. But this list'S
work done, preceded though it be by an estimav

cost incurred, cannot give the reader any a.

impression of its value, unless be also learns wis*

description cannot teach him, and what era!

Plummer with his single year's experience canst*

of course have fully realised—the superiority ofi

work. The difference between the ploughingbjb

power and by steam, though obvious enough, 'upm

in reality than it appears. It is the disturbusa

breaking up of the old floor beneath the shilbri

on which the horses employed in its cultiratiab

been for centuries treading, that is the great tins*

of the steam drawn plough ; and this, though oltaip

discovered in the greater luxuriance of the]

vegetable growth, is not immediately seen. :

thorough ploughing by steam-power in goodm
generally visible enough in the better tilth r.

almost immediately observable. I walked acres?

after it had been ploughed by steam this spring. I

steam cultivation crossed the cultivation of thep*

autumn, which had been partly done by steal

partly by horse-power, and the difference w?

greatlv in favour of the previous steam ploughs

In No. 31, again (33 acres), which had been in

Hurley, Oats, and Wheat (11 acres each), the e*»j

No. 28 is now in spring Vetches, looting**

promising as possible— *-»»* ««Wle mweaffff l«?

35
22

21
20
* •

29

• •

15

• •

iust ueen sown wami wa^c. *«v - Nhmm
it as I walked over it, and the^^K
almost close behind the plough. \ffr, fAm
across the field divided the tilth trouthe ^ ^
side it was breaking down before the WJ° ^
as possible ; on the other ***»£

That line separj

22 acres which had been steam -ploughed^^.^

12 Horses.

5 per cent, on 1st cost
Food—fuel, Ac. .

.

Bills— repairs
Depreciation
Wages

£20
2S8
44

36
104

10
12

8

Share* of
Kugine.

161 142

£39
60
112
68
87 10

£493 10 1 £372 10

If the whole cost to Mr. Plummer of the engine for

the year be added up, not deducting tear and wear
upon a neighbour's farm, and adding for other costs
and wages, then the amount is 423Z,

But there has been received for 120 acres of

ploughing at 10s., and for 60 acres at 12.9. tor the
work done upon that farm, or 96Z. in all, so that the
sum actually spent by Mr. Plummer during the year on
his steam plough has been only 276/., as against

493/. 10*. saved. And if it be urged that there will be
in general work enough upon the farm for the engine
and its machinery without going out for hire, then the
cost of 423/. which would have been charged against it

on Peasemore Farm alone—must be compared with a
larger sum, which the horse labour displaced would have
<nst—for in that case Mr. Plummer expects to do with
one team less—to save 5 teams instead of 4

—

i.e., to

save 616/. instead of 493/. per annum.
But in fact the year 1860-61 has been one of the

worst years for the tillage of the land, whatever power
may have been adopted, that has been known. And if

the value of steam-power, which can be employed
during the whole of daylight and pushed to its utmost
without injury, is comparatively greater in such a
seuson, the full use being thus made of the short
periods when alone the land is in fit onler—yet no
*" Share" of engine—this assumes that every year a* large

a -portion of the cost of the engine will be chargeable for work
done off the farm on hire.

Wheat, 169 acres ; Swedes, and Rye or Vetches to

be followed by Turnips, 181 acres ; Barley and Oats,

161 acres ; Clover and Grass, 142 acres ; Sainfoin, 56
acres; or upwards of 709 acres of arable land, and
30| acres of pasture, and 34$ acres of woodland ; in

all, upwards of 774 acres.

It is plain from this account of the cropping that

the four-field course is for the most part adopted.

Thus nearly all the Grass of last year is this year in

Wheat. Almost all the Wheat of last year is to be

in Swedes this year, or is in Rye or Vetches to be fol-

lowed by Turnips. Almost all the Swedes and Turnips
of last year is in Barley, and most of last year's Barley
was sown down with Clover, or Sainfoin. The excep-

tions to this rule are where early Turnips are sown
after a green crop of the previous year to be fed off

early and sown with Wheat, when this Wheat is fol-

lowed by Oats or Barley ; two corn crops coming after
two green crops. I refer to the course of cropping

iva-

and
also in illustration of the quantity of carriage needed.
The farmyard dung is for the most part carried on to
the Clover before being ploughed up for Wheat
to the Wheat stubble before being ploughed for
winter Vetches—and to any land (not much) that
may be intended for Mangel Wurzei. The
Turnips are grown on bone-dust and superphosphate,
with a light dressing of farm-manure as far as it will

and rough, and intractable. *lwYrin \udl*
, steam-pl^4ltt

^J
for Barley and Oats, and which b^Jf^rfl*
ploughed in October, 1860, from the U« ^
stubble which had been horse-ploug'iea ^

.

But it is not in mere instances ot wis ^
the advantage of steam culture lies. ~

appear at length not only in a ««"^|(rf
of the natural fertility of the soil andrn^

and constant annual increase of crops," ^
and more energetic character nap***

both labourers and their employers.

Subsoiling.—l beg to
*Home Correspondence.

?g to submit t0/s>
occurred to'me as a very simple modeo ^
deep ploughing that can be eflecce

method possible. Let the plough oe^
same furrow two or three tunes, o^

iQ&

plough be dn*

three ti

sary, in order that .?»_?%,£drf"*
:

he

The following is the list of work actually done by
steam cultivation since the purchase of the enzine
and apparatus in March, 1860 :

—

It was taken first to No 31, and ploughed 22 acres of land
that had been folded by sheep for Oats and Barley It then
went to No. 14, and ploofjhed H acres for Vetches'; then to

ploughing to any depth you
.

.

.

be ^
this an improved mould-hoard ^W
turning the first furrow. When tl e P ^

,

the first soil, and is driven iga«
>

n
a„a

#

larger monld-ho.rd will he «£?g>(«
peculiar construction to clear »w.J <

rf*
furrow, and facilitate the further pa*^
I am taking out a patent for a >

j ^
description to effect this pnrp«* "

de5.i»£

very simple means will produce ej be^
A light two-hoise plough wiU .1"1

cerWrf

this sort of work, and will enahO ^
time to plough deeper th«rWj^j y»
plough we are accustomed to.

obT1ort!

This mode of ploughing, thougloe y ^ ^
be, novel, «J ^Jl*tfB-fttf

The Game Q«**tion'r?f$L his m«r

? nf i*£

has popped off without hitting t
ot ^

this matter of things as they are Jo
*

There are plenty of game arm. Th ^

This is a long outlying field, of which ouly the end
ffn in fho man Jshown in the map.

is

will

" weazel

ctrW^
be, and it is of tbe« i" „ L

.. ^zel," according to -^ >
llis

f»"£

he cermits the game to_ *» wbei»,
">

injuring them in their in&W*
F*
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matured food, he coald prevent such a disa>Ur.

tang" evidently knows nothing practically of this

question, or he would never have said that rabbits and

hares prtftf youu« Wheat and proving ro t> to

matured Mangel or Swedes out of a clump. They will

not touch the Wheat if they can get plenty of good

Mangel, Carrots, &c, in the cover, especially when they

have also the opportunity of a relish of dry Beans, liar-

lev, &c., as supplied to'the pheasants. I could show

Bang" two fields of Wheat adjoining a cover well

stocked with rabbits, Ac, where not a blade is eaten,

and although the rabbits inhabit the banks they are

seldom or ever seen on the Wheat. They know (better

than ' l>«ng" does) what they prefer. In fact the corn-

disaster, been made for proi'uring a supply of the b Hay and l bo

forau*'' for tbe use of the ho- 1 In the show-yard.

Metropolitan Meebw of 1SG2. — A deputation

consisting of the Duke of Marlborough, the Earl of

Powis, Lord Walsingham, Sir John Shelley, Bart., M.P.,

and Mr. Brandreth (libbs, was appointed to wait on

the First Commissioner of her Majesty's Works to

confer on the proposed Metropolitan Meeting.

The President brought forward his motion that it

will not be expedient for the Society to hold a dinner

in London, in connection with the Show of 1862,"

which was agreed to.

On the motion of Mr. Thompson, M.P., seconded by

the Hon. Colonel Hood, Earl Cathcart was unani-

ucr implcnuT.ts. Immediately after hai , we

tuning roots with corn will also keep pheasants very mously elected a Member of Council in the room of

much in cover, especially if they have old lime, rubbish. Lord Faversham, elected a Trustee.

or chalk, with which they form the shells of their eggs,

and proper egging places in the open spaces or low

cover under tree tops, bush faggots, A . 1 know several

farmers who grow large crops, and yet have plenty of

game, preserving it for their own sport, but then they

feed it well, and so save their crops from injury. In

fact, in Norfolk, slips of laud in the Turnip fields are

regularly sown with Buck Wheat for the winged game,
which abounds there, and the woods are duly provided

with Carrots, Mangel, Ac. This is cheaper than either

a law suit or an arbitration, both for landlord and

tenant, and I assume that both are or ought to be

-quite "wide awake" enough to make their own
bargain. I have no doubt but that "Bang" relishes

a hare, pheasant, and partridge, or even a rabbit (well

smothered or curried) in due season, and that he would
not wish to banish such luxuries from our markets or

even from our aldermen's table. I will communicate to

Bang " a useful illustrative fact. While chatting at a

recent civic feast with one of the very largest ship-

owners of London, he said, " Mr. Mechi, I can beat you
in pigs; I make a clear profit of 1000/. a year by mine."

f said, " Indeed then you do beat me. How many do
von keep," and so on. He replied only about 40 or 50.

j was sorely puzzled. Well, he said, 1*11 tell you how
it is. Before I kept pigs the rats used to damage my
ships sails in store to the extent of 1000/. per annum

;

now they dine with the pigs, and the sails are uneaten.

A military friend told me yesterday that he on a

certain campaign fed the rats on bread and milk and so

prevented their eating big regimentals. " Bang " can
get a practical deduction from these facts, and apply it

to the game question, thus rendering unnecessary the
boiling over of his indignation. /. Mechi, Tiptree,

April 30, 1661.

House List.—Agreeably with the bye-laws, the

Council arrant I by ballot an election list, to be recom-

mended by them for adoption at the ensuing general

meeting on the 22d inst.

A Committee was appointed on the motion of Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Thompson, M.P., to

rearrange the districts of England and Wales, where the

Society should hold their Country Meetings.

On the motion of Mr. Brandreth Qibbs, seconded by

Mr. Milward, a Committee was appointed to consider

and recommend what shall be the privileges of the

Press at the Country Meetings of the Society— in refer-

ence to time of admittance to the Yard, and of being

furnished with Ca talogues, and with the awards of the

.1 ndges.

Mr. Holland, M.P., brought forward his motion,

which was seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, that the

dure lately delivered by Professor Simonds on the

Nature and Causes of the Disease known as the Rot of

Sheep, should be published by the Society in the form

of a pamphlet, which was agreed to, the details being

referred to the Journal Committee.
The Council then adjourned to Wednesday next at

11 o'clock.

shall l see a field or two of fine roots upon a farm ; l>u i
«•

whole crop a su. - - ' We shall bo without the " field tha-
was too lata sown," and the plot that "could not get away for
the drought." 6c, How soon this maybe who can tell! I
will, however, venture to assert that the means are now in
existence, as I trust will be fully seen at the Royal Agricul
turai Society's meeting at Leeds ; it is for us to apply tl. >,

and the result will infallibly he an augmentation of the bulk 1

root crop grown beyond all anticipation, and a consequent
lucre of the amount of beef and mutton made on the farm

—

the object we aspire to. If we consider that an acre of good
Turnips will fatten eight or ten sheep, a 200 acre arable farm
with 50 acres of Turnips should make 400 or 500 fat sheep, or an
equivalent of beef. Yet, how many do more than half this?
Simply because the 50 acres of land sown with Turnips are

generally a partial failure; and that not owing so much to

imperfect manuring as by an attempt to grow the crops on
summer m ide fallows or dried up lands. We must forget all

our fathers taught us about'killing weed, by the sun before we
succeed in getting full crops of Turnips. It is however upon
strong soils that the system of management will eventually
give us the greatest augmentation of annual products. On
immense breadths of lands of this character y any
animals are fed. Tho cost of pulverization of such soils deters
the farmer from attempting to giow green crops upon them
and casting them off or consuming them on the land SO poai-hed

at the succeeding crop cannot be sown in a proper state It

Is quite true that the process of grinding by machinery such
up crop is an expense that is

is most frequently a dead loss

octettes;.

ENGLAND.
May 1.—Present:

1 TAL AGRICULTURAL OF
Monthly Council, Wednesday,

The Earl of Powis. President, in the chair; the Duke
of Marlborough, the Earl of Macclesfield, Lord Berners,
Lord Keversham, Lord Tredegar, Lord Walsingham,
Hon, W. G. Cavendish, M.P.; Hon, Col. Hood, Hon. A.
Vernon, Sir J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Sir J. A

Farmers' Clubs.
Wakefield: Prospects of Agriculture—The fol-

lowing is a portion of Mr. Ilaunam'g lecture referred to

elsewhere.

In scanning tho present prospects of the farmer as a practical

man, the roost striking feature that I notice is tho necessity for

increasing the annual products of the farm. Grain, it ll quite
evident, cannot average a price that will make it for the future
the most remunerative product of agriculture. Even in this
the worst of growing seasons, with the deficient crops, a wet
harvest, and damaged stacks, we have not been able to bring

Erices up to the mark, at which the cousumcr begins to pay
is share of the loss which a providential visitation has caused.

In ordinary seasons (and seasons of abundance) the wide field

of production from which grain can be gathered, must ensure
a low average of prices. In our animal productions the case
is different. The new colonics, the fertile plains of Eastern
Europe, the prairies of the Far Westjcan inundate us with grain ;

in return, however, they stimulate our manufacturing industry

;

but they cannot send beef and mutton to feed the increase

mouths which an increasing trade brings into the market for

animal food. In fact, while the price of corn has been nearly
stationary for 60 or 70 years, tho price of meat, cheese, and
other animal products has doubled. Here then is our cue !

Let us make more beef and mutton. This may be aimed at in
many ways. By improving the character of the live stock.

Shelley, Bart., M.P. ; Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart.,

M.P. ; Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barnett, Mr. _

Bramston, M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth. Mr. Buller, M.P. ; And to this the efforts of our societies and public spirited

Colonel Challoner, Mr. Dent, M.P.; Mr. Drnce
M'Exall, Mr. Frere, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher
Hobbs, Mr. Holland, M.P. ; Mr. Hoakyns, Mr. Howard,
Mr. Hudson, Mr. Humberston, M.P. ; Mr. Hutton, Mr.
•Tanas, Mr. Lawes, Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Milward, Mr.
Pain, Mr. Pope, Professor Simonds, Mr. llobert Smith,
Mr. Slaney, M.P. : Mr. -huttleworth. Mr. H. S.

Thompson, M.P. : Mr. <\. Turner, Dr. Voelcker, Mr.
Jonas Webb, Mr. Birch Western, and Profesaor Wilson.

Thirty MJf011 new members were elected.

Fijiances.—The Hon. Col. Hood presented the report,

from which it appeared that the Secretary's receipts

during the past month had been duly examined and
found correct. The balance in the hands of the
bankers on the 30th ult, was 3364/. 15*. 7</.

Journal.—The report of this committee was pre-
sented by Mr. Thompson, M.P.. the Chairman. The
Judges of Essays had awarded the prize of KM. to
Messrs. W. and II . Raynbird, of Hackwood Park,
Basingstoke for their paper on the Adulteration of
Seeds. The Essays in Classes VI. and IX. for 1860
were not considered worthy of the prize.

Chemical.—Mr. Wren*Hoskyns, Chairman of the

breeders are directed, as we bave shown, with no inconsiderable

soils into the state for Tun
seldom repaid by the crop, and
from the failure of the crop. After a thorough draining of
theso soils, give thou a through' autumn cultivation by steam
p«»wer, so that tho Turnip crop can be' put in' in good time, on
the highly pulverized surface before the moisture is out of the
soil, and there is no land which will produce a better green
crop. Tho action of the weather on the particles of soil causes
them to lose their power of cohesion, and they will not run
together again, and the crop flourishes. If however wc turn
up the soil a^ain, like a fresh wound- its natural tendency is to
heal or unite, and wo get clods that can only be broken up by
incessant harro wings and cloderushinjjs, and that only after
every particle of moisture has escaped lrom tho soil ; and there
is but a poor chance for any crop sown on such lands. The best
crop of Turnips I ever grow was on strong laud, cultivated in
the autumn and sown upon the winter made mould. The crop
was put into heaps in ,the autumn, and carted away in a
frost,—an easy mode of preventing any poaching of the
surface by carting. The gardener in autumn clears and digs
up his ground, and he never finds a difficulty in getting a green
crop on strong land.

Another mode of increasing our green crop is by
paying attention to the kinds of roots that we jrrow.

Now for years the great force of experiment has been
directed to the fertilisation of the land, and but com-
paratively little to promoting the growth of improved
varieties. Yet, in our gardens, bow much has been
done by this mode ? To it we are indebted for our
numerous varieties of fruits and vegetables of every
size and character, and great improvement in the kind
of roots grown may be safely anticipated, if we turn
our attention to it.

In two separate years.! havo experimented on a great variety
of Swede Turnips and Mangels in one field, and under our
management, and in each year there was a variation of %>
per cent, in the bulk of crop between ono kind and another.
The bulk of food for stock may again bo augmented by im-
proved modes of securing the crop after it is grown. Of late
vears, a considerable proportion of the Turnips grown have
been destroyed by the frost. The loss in tbe Mangel crop has
also been great, but this is easily prevented by securing them
at the proper season, by being in time. With Turnips the
case is different. A "Turnip harvest" has been recommended,
but this year we scarcely had a grain harvest, and the time
was too short for us to make all the Turnip fields safe.
Moreover, " the hands " cannot be found to get up the whole
Turnip "crop" of tho farm at tho proper season. Practice
will corroborate this. We should endeavour, therefore, to
grow that one portion of our green crop which is intended to

to obtain proj>er farm buildings, and to give warmth and
shelter to his stock as far as possible. The progress in this
must be gradual, has been gradual in fact, and it is going on.
The tenant-farmer can only in this matter avail himself of all
tho resources within his reach, and this he generally does;
but the really important mode of increasing our supply of b<

and mutton is:—By producing more food for stock upon the
farm. What bones and artificial manures have already accom-
plished has already been alluded to fully. The effect of
draining adds every year to the acres liable for tho prodw-
ti of roots, and special attention seems to have been paid
during the last 2<"> years to the economy of and application of
manures, as the means of augmenting directly the bulk of our
farm crops, and especially of the green crops. The success of
these efforts have been dwelt on, but much is yet left to do.
We find few farmers who do not know that a dressing of farm-
yard manure, with an expenditure of Ma to 50#. per acre in
artificial manure can and does grow a fine crop of roots. We
find many who are in the habit of using these means, but we
also find that there are some who still do not put this know-
ledge in practice.

It is, however, very rarely indeed that we
find any one who, even by these means, succeeds in
obtaining a full crop of roots over the whole breadth

r^mSw- »-,.-„ i il : *. ' i . i , ,
---
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of his lands sown. The peculiarities of season are such.
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that he seldom gets all his crops sown sufficiently earijJrofessor Voelcker would deliver a lecture on the I fn M( .nN> «,*«, f^ «,« f„n _iZn. *w— ~JLuTj

Manufacture of Cheese, on Wednesday, the 8th May,

louna quite as great a difference in the keeping qualities of
the several kinds as in their weight; of some kinds 25 per
cent, were destroyed by tho frost, while of others not more
than S per cent, were damaged. A new white Swede, grown
by Messrs. Raynbird, seems to me to be nearly indestructible
by frost, and was brittle and juicy when the ordinary- kinds
were soft and pulpy.

The proper mode of consumption of the green and
other farm crop is another mode of virtually increasing
its amount.

By far too great a weight of roots arc frequently given to
our feeding animals on tho ono hand, and on the other the
great bulk of the straw of the farm is generally trodden down
and wasted, and its value as food altogether ignored ; when,
by a combination of the two, the roots and straw pulped and
mingled, a valuable and nutritious cattle food is formed.
Indeed by the addition of meal, grain, crushed Rape cake.
Linseed cake Cotton cake, &c., to chopped straw, a more
valuable cattle food may be. made than by any other mean*
for straw is the very best basis on which to form a feeding
compound. Though it is not very nutritious when eaten
alone, that is no reason that it is not highly valuable in com-
bination with other more highly concentrated feeding stuffs.
In tins form it acts chemically as a food, and its mechanical
action on the stomachs of ruminating animals is highly useful

at 12 o'clock. This lecture would form the subject of
a paper in the next Number ofthe Journal, for which the
Professoris alsopreparing two papers,givingthe i iltsof
the experiments which he has been making on th
grov i of Turnipa, The Professor had lately received
specimens of a new description of cattle food made
from the refuse of the Palm nut, and stated to contain
29 per cent, of oil. It is now being made use of at the
R^yal Agricultural College at Winchester, and the
Professor hopes to be able to make a detailed analysis
of its qualities. Th is report was adopted. The names
of the Earl of Macclesfield aud Mr. Humberston M P
**re added to the list of the Committee. '

'

Qkxeril, Lbed3 —The report of this Committee was
presented Vy Lord Wahingbam, the Chairman, recom-
inencUng that the time tor entries of Flax for the Leeds
Meeting be extended to June 1.

v„~u „c ^U v,.„ ,cw tt i. , lia cruia sow.. miiiirieiiLi v p-inv i
^ digestion. With this command of a raw material for cattle
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uw" auuicieiiuy eany food, the amount at command for our cattle depends almostto secure them to the full growth they are capable of. |
altogether on the expenditure we may elect to go to in the

After every effort is made some one or two fields are j

purchase of meal, &c, to combine with the pulp and chaff;
and a great increase in the amount of stock kept in the yard
may be attained.

Calendar of Operations.
M A Y.

Berwickshire Merse Farm : April 29.—Following on a pro-

not so good as the rest, because, he says, "the weather
became dry before the plant got well hold," or, "the
weather changed and the wet prevented him getting
the seed in as soon as he intended."

By autumn cultivation only can wo remedy this
state of things! Where lands are cleaned in tbe autumn, __
when thespring season comes the farmercan get the whole of hi tracted snow storm, an early spring contrasts favourably with
root eropt in " in the nick of time." The fine tilth of winter is the early months of last year. These two months have been
never lost, and the moisture, instead of being evaporated by remarkably mild, with occasional but very slight frost; and
turnings over, is retained to push] on the seed to germination, i seldom has Grass been so green at tbe time of year. Ewes are
and to furnish the plant with the means of growth during the iu good condition and full of milk ; but (perhaps in consequence
drought of iummer. The whole force of the farm is directed • t this) there has been a very considerable loss of lambs,
towards getting the seed put in at the proper season, instead of ' through swelling of the joints. Hoggs and young cattle have
killing weeds by frequent turnings over of the soil, and by ,

plenty of Grass to look forward to ; but the surplus of a large
drying it so thoroughly, that it is as unfavourable a state for

i
root-crop yet remains to be consumed—a pleasant thought,

growing the Turnips as it is for the weed that is intended to be
|

when we remember the scarcity of the previous season. One
exterminated. We shall, however, only fully realise tbe full result of this plenty has been a great difficulty in procuring
effects of this system, in increasing the green crops of a farm extra sheep stock, for which wild prices have been paid • and

scarce

month,
a - . - when steam cultivation becomes available. Then, when our after every effort made, we believe Barley sowiug willArrangements nave

J
stubbles are all broken up by steam and thoroughly cleansed

(

be completed with the month. March was a windy
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with a low barometer and occasional heavy rains; but being

very drying between times, it presented a favourable seed-time

for Oats, and for what Barley-land was ready. A good deal ot

spring Wheat was put in ; but the breadth sown before winter

was trifling. The braird, in general, looks well. Last wee*

wo had some days of very rapid drought ; and some ot our

neighbours on the clay lands of the south-east district almost

despair of finishing Barley seed until rain comes. A consider-

able breadth of Potatoes is to be planted, and not much done

yet ; and then there is Mangel seed waiting to be deposited,

though, owing to the failure of last crop, the quantity will be

limited. On the whole, we think work is a fortnight behind

last year ; and it will tax the energies of man and horse to get

Swedes all finished by Whitsunday (old style). A. good many
stacks of Wheat may yet be seen ; but, when threshed, tne

most of it is shrivelled stuff. The supplies of spring corn seem

pretty well exhausted. We hear that Fowlers implement is

to be in our country shortly, when we hope to make a more

intimate acquaintance with the practice of ploughing by steam

power. J. S.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week endinff May 2: observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Isto

Shanks' New Lawn Mowers

Moulsford, Wallingford.

Temperature of Air.

* - = * -
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Tempera
ture of

Soill foot Rain,
below the!
surface.

Wind i
o

p

Friday 26
Saturday 27
Sunday 28
Monday 29
Tuesday 30
"Wednesday 1

Thursday 2

Dea^s. Dej*s.

i •

• *

SO .2

66.1

48.0
64.6

78.4
73.0
70.6

63.4

58.0
44.0
49.8

52.6

59.0

59.2

Degs.
39.0

33.0

27.0

30.4

27.4
40.6

31.4

Pegs.
55.0

47.fi

36.1

43.4
44.8
53.0

47.8

Dess.
50.0
50.3

48
48.0
48.5

49.7
50.5

Ins.

0'.06

0.21

t *

• ft

N.W.
S.F..

N.W.
N.E.
N.W.
W

N.W.

29,93
29.92
29.93
30.00
30.12

30.13
30.10

New Hand Machine
™/vrcrrxrr<

QHANK3' NEW PATENT ^^N-MOWINa
O Rolling, Collecting, and Delivering MACHINBforlSO
mows the Grass wet or dry, on Lawns"^"^^wnSe
much neater manner than the scythe, and at half the expense

Sole Agents for London, J. B. Brown & Co., 18, Cannon

Street, City, E.C.
,

Prize Fencing for Agricultural Purposes.

Only Manufactory—Liverpool. •

t

FRANCIS MORTON'S Patented Improvements in

STRAINED WIRE FENCING,
which have been awarded SILVER MEDALS by the principal

Agricultural Societies, afford the only means of constructing a

permanent and efficient Fence at a greatly reduced cost.

Prices from 9d. to 2s. 2d. per yard of Fence.

Drawings and full particulars on application to

Francis Morton & Co., Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,

Liverpool. London Office : 19, Parliament Street, West-
minster, W.

U C U M
24 inches long..
22
20
18

9f

9 9

99

99

Jf

B E
2.?. Odl.

1 10
1 8

1 6

^mchesloug
..

12
99

99

Madetoanylenmv^
PROPAGATING GLASSES

2 ins. diameter 0*. 3hd. each

3
4
5

6

7
8

9
10
11

99

99

99

99

f»

99

9*

J*

97

99

99

If

%9

4
5£
6£
8

10
1

1 2

1 4
1 6

99

99

^»

99

99

99

99

4 ins. diameter

5 9$ M
6 99 99

7 99 »>

15

16

17

18

19

20

BEE GLASSES.
0*. 6d. each

8
10

1 1

1 4

99

99

99

99

>•

2 «

3

3 •

4 9

5 &

M
ri

«

•

19

99

12

LACTOMETERS, for Testing the Qokutv ftv v„
Four Tubes . . . . 4.9. 6d.

|
Six Tubes MILK-

With Stands complete. " " *'•

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent TWi k&^
Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carsou's Painbfi?

1

various colours ground ready for use.
"***(

Milk Pans and every description of Glass for Hifc»».
purposes.

1*^( •

James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishepsgate St. WjJWi* I

I

• Melted Snow.
The readines are taken at 9 km on the days named , and the Maxima and

Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

RANS0MES SIMS Ipswich i

IMPROVED LAWN MOWERS

Notices to Correspondents.
Bones: A Young Farmer. They must be broken as well as you

can with hammers, and thrown in a heap with as mucn
thoroughly damp sand as will fill the interstices. The heap

•will heat and rot. Afterwards you may mix it in a basin

shaped clay floor with one-third its weight of oil of vitriol.—

A L They may be smashed by hammer, and rotted in a heap

with ashes as named elsewhere, and will then be good garden

manure. _

Grass Land : A Grazier, If there is ample pasturage for your

herd we would rather have the whole together and shift

from field to field, than divide them and let each field

have its constant stock. We have forwarded your other

question to Mr. Spooner.
.

Leeds : W F H. Your parcel arrived too late for examination

:Manure8, Linseed Cake, &c. : The London Manure Company
report that the imports of guano during the past week have

|

been very small, but the stock is too large for the trade to be

influenced by either small or large arrivals. It has sold very
treely thi- spring, and is now in demand. Nitrate of soda
has been low, V>ut is firmer, and large quantities are being
sold at subjoined quotations. Sulphate of ammonia is

higher. Bones, bone-ash, coprolites, and in fact all sub-

stances yielding phosphates fully maintain previous rates.

The cake trade is flatter, but fine kinds meet ready sale.

d~r~
Peruvian Guano, direct from \ ton
Importers' Stores.. ••/

Bones .. .. .. •• >>

Ditto, crushed ,,

Ditto, half-inch .. .. per qr.

Ditto, dust .. .. . • »»

Animal charcoal (70 per cent. \ to
Phosphate) J

F

C o p r o 1 i t e, Cambridge,
\

whole )

Ditto ditto, ground
Ditto Suffolk, whole
Ditto ditto, ground
Nitrate of Soda
Sulphate of Ammonia
Gypsum
Salt in (London), according)

to quality >

Sulphuric acid, concentrated ) ,-.

1.845 f
peTiD '

Ditto, brown, 1.712 .. .. „
Superphosphate of Lime .. per ton.

Blood Manures
Dissolved Bones
Linseed Cakes, best Ameri-

)

can (barrel) )

Ditto ditto (bag) ..

Rape Cake
Cotton-seed Cake
Marseilles

*.

12 5

1T7.

4

6

15

17
17

6
6

to

to

to
to

12

5

12

5

19
19

d.

6

6

-

»»

»

»»

4 10 to 5

2 2

2

1

2

13

14

1

13

15

6

15
10
10

to

to

14
15

1 3 to 17

THESE LAWN MOWERS contain all the improvements which long experience ^^^
RANSOM ES and SiMS. They are made from entirely new patterns, are light and handy hi use, ** ^ ^:i d

made by Patent Machinery, they are nearly noiseless in work. The barrel spindles run in steel bearing",

other parts are of the very best quality, so that the machine is as durable as is possible.

RANSOM BS and SIMS believe that these are the best Lawn Mowers yet offered to the public. ^. - terms :-

R. & S. are prepared this season to supply the two most useful si/.es, viz., 16 and 18-inch, on tne iou»
.^ ^

16-inch £7 J
18-inch ..

Packing Cases, 8a. Qd. each. Full Price allowed if returned paid and in good condition. ^u
- . ., . 7TZ ... ,™ ,_ ^ 5l" j r-„.-» a Mu-«? Jibuti allowed tow-

1

• • • •

99

?J

• • '»

5

6
6

11

10

6
9

10
5

10

I
to

to

6

7

6
ID

5 to 11 10

GLASS WAREHOUSE ESTABLISHED 1750

5
10
5
10

to 10 10
to 5 15

to 9 12 6

Sawdust : A Subscriber. We have known sawdust used as litter,

and afterwards as manure without harm. It is a mere
sponge by which the excrements are conveyed to the land.

If injurious anywhere it would be so on any light land.

Our instance was on the London clay.

Soot : Oxfnrd. If it be compared with guano on the score of

ammonia only—the guano is worth only about 12 to 16 times

its weight of soot. If guano costs 13s. a cwt. then soot may
be worth U. a cwt. It generally sells for more. Sometimes
however in place of containing only l£ per cent, of ammonia,
it contains as much as 4 per cent. ; and its greater price than

%guano in average samples would give it is theo. perfectly

justifiable. Dr. Voelcker has said that an average sample of

soot contains about 10 lbs. of organic matter, 20 lbs. of

sal-ammoniac, 80 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia. 247 lbs. of

gypsum, besides other mineral matter, and 237 lbs. of

moisture in every ton. Soot weighs as much as 40 lbs. abushel.

Surface Geology.: & No new edition is likely to appear this

year. Such a book would be of great service.

The Supply of Poultry is still far below the demand. It is

fair to suppose that the scarcity will last some time longer ;

indeed, as long as the frost that caused it. During five or

six weeks of the winter the cold was so intense no eggs

could be set or hatched, hence the present dearth. Much
can be done by those well versed in it, to fill up a gap by

extra care and forcing ; but no poultry can thrive with cold

easterly winds and hard frosts every night.
Kach

—

s. d.

Large fowla 6 0\ to

THOMAS MILLINGTON
87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C

UCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SQUA

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.

WELLING

In. by In.

20 ... 12
20 . . 13
20 .. 14

20 .. 15

16 oz.

' Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d.

i Super ,, 16«.

21 oz.

18*.

23«.

In.

6

7*

by

• •

In.

4

6

In.

8

9

by In.

6 »

7

74;

Per 100 feet-

Common
11*. 6£

12*. 6*

If

1»

SI

SQUARES IN 100 and 200 FEET BOXES.

Inches by Inches.

10
104
n
12

• * 8

84
9
9

Inchesby Inches.

124
13
12
124 * •

94
9
10
10*

Inches by Inches.
13 . . 10
134 -. 104
14 .. 10
14* . . 10A

Inches by incbes.
15 . . 10
12 ..11
124 .. 114
13 .. 11

Inches by inches
p.

100 fl*

12s. 6*-

14*. 3*

P

15
16
17
18
13
14

* •

11
11
11
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
20
22

• *

12
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20
22 * 4

la
IS

13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24

20
22

• #

14
15
15
15
16
16

U
than

Middling ditto
Chickens
Guinea Fowla
Pigeona
Tievretta

Rabbiia
« •

4
3
4

3.

1
"Wild ditto

6

o
8
6
3
8

»>

i*

>>

*
it

s.

>

&
4,

4

1

d.

'•>

9

4
9

if

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST. fo0fc

and 2R per foot. I 21 oz.—4ths, 2**., ^-. ^ATvev to*
and U. per foot. ,. 3ds, S4rf. f

4d., »nd 4*0. y

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
UNSEEJO-OIL PUTTY

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH I

2Tot accountable for breakage.

LINSEED OIL32*. (id. per cwt.
34
8

«

• •

BOILED
TURPENTINE

1 10

*

99

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES



engti.

2 6
%

3 •
'

§

* i •:«.

k u

kni(

i:~

fci*

5.

*
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Parked Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS un> KEY, 95, Newgate St^ E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agent* for tbeee cele-

brated Toole, hare always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customer* may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZL was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
several others at the Cheater Masting of the Royal Agricultural
Society; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1860.
Messrs. Bcsoras A Key, 95, Newgate 8treet, EC,

strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
Full partialisrs sent on application.

U C U M
I inches lonar .

.

99

99

99

18 „

B I

2«.0«t

1 10
1 8
1 8

R GLASSES.
18 inches long . . 1*. 4d.
14 » „ .. 12
12 ,. „ 10
Made to any leneth.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.
diameter

*\

L s

i

'

IF**

I

S
4
6
8
7
8

1 i

II

»»

»»

• »

»•

• »

M
M

»•

»
»•

»»

»»

IS

M
»»

1

1

1

1

3TT
3 ::

8
10

2

4

8

»»

12 ins. diameter Is. Od. each
13
14

18

16

17

18

If

20

»#

»•

»»

• •

t»

«»

N
• »

»»

»»

»»

»t

t»

2
2

3

3

4

5

8
7

8
ft

w

»»

r*

99

4 in*- diameUr
6

' *9 »•

8
N

«•

BEI GLASSES.
to. U. each

8
10

1 l

1 4

»»

»•

»»

ins. diameter

11 ..

12
»»

1*. 8d. each
2
3 8
3

THE HANDY LAWN MOWER. — Fbbkabee's
Patent It can be worked by a boy, and is the most

serviceable Machine yet produced. Price AL 10a, carriage-
paid to any Railway Station in England.
James Fbrrabek & Co., Phoenix Iron Works, Stroud,

Gloucestershire. London Warehouse : 75 & 76, High Holborn.

Important to Gardeners.

GARDENERS and Others are respectfully solicited

to try PAYNE'S PATENT ADJUSTIBLE GARDEN
8CYTHES, as they are sure to give the most entire satisfaction,

being at once tbe handiest, best finished, and most easily

adjusted implements in use. Price 11*. each.
Illustrated Circulars and Testimonials on application.

Address James Payne, Ironmonger, Kirkcudbright.

ODD'S PROTOXIDE FAINT.—This article is

largely used by the Clergy and Gentry, as well as by
Builders, for Painting 8tucco, Brickwork, Rough Wood, or
Ironwork. It prevents the latter from corrosion, wood from
decay, and masonry from damp.
Manufactured by Francis Brothers A Pott, Nine Elms,

London, S.W.

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and
\ * * % v \ a sWa si i * * *

it

- It ,, »# V ,,

Not made above 1 2 inches.

LACTOMETERS, tor TEsmfo the Quality of MILK.
Four Tubes .. .. U. 60. | Six Tubes .. .. 6s. Cd.

With Stands complete.
London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.
Linseed 00. Genuino White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints of

various colours gr> un 1 ready for use.
Milk Pans and every descriptiou of Glass for Horticultural

purposes.

Jaites Phillips A Co., 180, Bisbspsgate 8t. Without, E.C.

in wio)(nmuiio«i iiiniiMn \ ,i-iu-, rvuw u.inuuin, nun »l
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most flattering testimonials have been received,
which Bill & Smith will forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 80 gallons each, st It. 6./. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or Is. 8d. per gallon paid to any station i

the kingdom.
Apply to Hill A Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dudley, from whom only it cm be obtained.

HY NOP PRESERVE YOUR HAY ?
Benjamin Edt.inoton, Rick Cloth, Marquee, and Tent

Manufacturer, 2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.
A quantity of SECOND-HAND MARQUll s, TENTS, and

RICK CLOTHS, at greatly reduced prices.
West Eud Establishment, 32, Charing Cross, S.W.
An Illustrated Catalogue sent free by post.

Address Benjamin Edoinoton, 2, Duke Street, Southwark, S E

W
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THOMAS MILLINGT0N

In. by In.
20 .. 12
» .. 13
SO .. 14
10 .. 18

87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWELLINGS
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. huatt ennin^

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.
SMALL SQUARES «

18 os.

F Common, per 100 feet, 13*. od

J
Super n 16,.

21 oz.

18a
23«.

In.

8
by
• •

• •

In.

4

«i
5

In.

8
84
9

by
* *

SQUARES in 100 and 200 FEET BOXES.

Per 1 00 feet.

Common
Us. 6d.

Super.
12*. 64.

Per foot.

HA

by Inches.

• •

8
H
9

Inches by Inches
124
13
ISm

15
10
17
18
U
14

•4

10
101

> Inches by Inches,
IS ..

13J . . 104
14 ..10m .. 104

I

• •

• •

• •

n
n
11

n
u
12

15
16
17
is
2.)

M

• *

• *

• •

12
IS
12
IS
12
12

16
17

Inches by inches.
15
12
124
13

• ft

* *

10
11m
li

Inches by inches.
134 ..

14

114

11

• •

23
20

22

13
IS
13

13
14
14

24
20
22
84
20
22

4ths.
3ds.
2ds.

lsts.

ft •

14
15
15
15
16
16

84

20
20

16
17
18

• i

4ths.
3ds.

2ds.

lsts.

P. 100 feet P. foot.
12». 6d. I lfrl.
Us. 3d. if
18s. 2,
21*. 6d. 1 2|

13«. 6d
16*.

19*. 8d.
24*.

13d.
2

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package

16 «« _i,v. isj sj , °
LASS CUT T0 ANY GIVEN SIZES N0T ON LIST.

16ft^SMSMl. and SJd. per foot.
, 21 oz.^thg>^ ^^ ^., Sda,

»» 3ds, 3±d., 4d., and 44d. per foot.

GEXUIXE WHITE LEAD
AXTI-CORROSION PA I XT
LIN8EBD-OIL PUTTT

HARTLEYS IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE,
Not accountable for breakage.

.. 82*. 0'f. per cwt I LINSEED OIL
•• ** % ». i) „ ;;
••8 9f I TURPrN'TIXF "

%<

C QtKKy, and .11 other MM. of PATNTS. TARNISHmI'bBOTHW.'
• •

2*. 7<f. pcrgalJ.
3
9 10

<tc.

ST PANCRAS IRON WORKS
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

TANNED NETTING tor Fruit Trees.
price, 00 square yards. 10.. ; 500 ^. XL"L^1

mvas foi Wall Fruits; Tulip CW, 7
^m Bh^iJ^^Awnings

;
Rick Cloths, with Pole, and ^oi^on^l^

Marquees, Tents, and Flags, for ssle or hire ^ co^ploU
;

•
rsoTON & Co., 17, 8mithfield Bars. Lottdop EC

TANNED NETTING at Reduce^T^^!
200 square yards, 10«. ; 500 yards. 24*. ; 1000 varda 47«

SCRIM CANVAS for WALL FRUIT, GREENHOUSE*
SHADES and TULIP COVERS.

ADDRESS IN FULL,
Frederick Edginoton, Marquee, Flag, and Banner Manu-

facturer, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London, S . E.

ANNED GARDEN NETTING for preserving
Seed Beds, Fruits. Strawberries, from Frost, Blight,

Birds, «fec. , and as a Fence for Fowls, Ac. 1 yard wide, lid.
2 yards. 3d. ; 3 yards, 44d. ; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard, in any
quantity, may be h*d at Chas. W ioht's, 376, Strand, W.C.
Greenhouse and Flower-pot Sticks Varnished :—1 foot, 3d •

U, 4«/. ; 2, 5d. ; 24, 7d. ; 3, lOd. ; 4, 1*. 6d. per dozen. Dahlia
Sticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet, 1*. 6d. ; 4, 2s. 3d. ; 5, 8*. ;
6, 8$. 6d. An allowance to Nurserymen.

ETT1NG for Fruit Trees, Seed Beds, Ripe Straw-
berries. Ac. TANNED NETTING for Protecting the

above from Frost. Blight, Bir.fs, Ac., 2 yards wide, 3d. per
yard, or 100 yards, 20*. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
20*. New Tanned Nett.ng. suited for any of the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 5d. per yard ;

4 ynrds wide, lOd. per yard ; 6 yards wide, It. 3d. per yard ;

|-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, 1*. 4d. per yard.
(im be had in any quantity of Eaton A Dellkr, 6 and 7.

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

ALVANISED GAME and POULTRY NETTING.
—By improved machinery at reduced prices. 2-incb

Hexagon Mesh, 24-inch wide, light, 5d. ; Medium. 6d. ; Strong
7d.

;
Extra strong, 9^d. per yard. Any other width, strength,

or mesh, from 4 to 6 inches, at proportionate rates.
Everj description of Wire-work by Thos. P.' Hawkins,

Manufacturoi , 27, Dale End, Birmingham.

KOWN'S FLORAL SHADING.—Th« cheapest
and best material for protecting the Bloom of Fruit Trees

from Spring Frost, preserving the Fruit from attacks of Wasps,
Flies, Ac. ; also for Shading Plants undor Glass.
Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seedsm n in pieces.

No. 1. 20 yards long, 38 inchos wide, 4«. per piece.

^ 2
J

n 38 „ 4*. 8d. per pioce.

« *'
-r.
80 " (extra stout) 7s. per piece.

Charles Brown, Greenheys, Manchester.

"TjlRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her AlMJesty the
_L Queen the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gaidsns, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and - Collier, Esq., of Dirt ford.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS L MORNING FR08T.

»»

'I^IF?1 D0M°." a Canvas made of patent prepared Hsirand Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Hc»t and C .Id, keeping
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
rruits and Mowers from the scorching rayt of the sun, fromwmd, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To behad in any required lengths.

Two yards wide . . . . i, . Cd per yard run.Four yards wide .. .. 5*. p«r yarl
Ai.n « p

n?l,
-

r
r\
ve<l n

"
a
^ ' ?

yards wide
'
2'- Qd - Per yard run.Also Fngv Domo Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. 4d. per yard run

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer 7,

Srf&lS* ?
aMn0r

l
8t

'
Cit*' E C

•
ftnd °< aI1 Nurserymenand Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

^«"c«

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering.n

*5X££ES'
EN^rKE^ GREENHOUSE PUMPSand SWING WATER BARROWS. Descriptions posffree

.'

Regent Circus, W.

TOSJEPH HAYWOOD
^ HQsl ; and CO.,

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

s

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATESTHK PROPERS OP THE ST. PA*CRA3 IR0* WORKS, OU, ST. PA*CRAS RO.O, ,ot VWISE AWABDED THE " '

\
MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCTFtv *• u. • TT,^

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30, to 500?
m wdaar^ mo'

The Hurdle* can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works

Dealers in Gambia Garden
Shears, Scissors, Syringes, Ac. J

Glamorgan Works. Sheffield.

H E N R Y
CO.,

GAME WIRE NETTING.
ESSOR VAKKELL

mse Patent Mangen
Agricultural Society

Royal Veterinary College, and ProfeWs^ r^1 A^cultural Society
*lne the health and KiJIt

horses.
vanised, or enamelled.

used

erect*! for inaction at sClW^fcHK1 ° Fvnii™> »»* Ml-^xed stall, and loo*

ST. PANCRAS TPnvt
D
n
DRESS-T,IE MANAGERS,

IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD
Opposit* Old St. I'ascbas CHtTRrn '

LONDON, N.W.,

J. MORTON and
2, BasinKhall Buildings. Xjee-ia.

f^ ruh ^wnised Iron Water Cistern

r„ t • a *,
Galvanised Iron Pumps

for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use <* in,»w a-

At rr .y?^'1 *™*sphLntiiig Machine;LEXAINDER HI8LOP beirs to arouainr fn-nobility and gentiy that he has been intnl"ed L MMcNab to construct several TmnSplantin7Machinei th«-

-

1"'

as those now in use in the Royal Botanic oIr£'n ?
ime

several gentlemen's Estates, which haVe rfvOT ov«f

?
V"

tioi> to the parties using them * en erery 8at'sfec

mirival^ed n;ee and Hhnfb Transplant,^'c^p^£2
J^A* ba" " inCUe8 by 40

> «"P^^ with all its^A1 U11 42 inChCi b^ 33
' «»P^ -ith all its

njMSSJgh?
d Horticultural I»Pl*mont Works, Canon-
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German and other Flower Seeds.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and

• patrons that a PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS, iu which is enumerated every

novelty of proved merit, also all the best of the older

kinds, is now published, and will ^ forwarded post-fien

on application. The sealed collections of ASTERS BALSAM^
CARNATIONS, DIANTEiUS, HOLLYHOCKS PHLOX
DRUMMONDI, PICOTEES, STOCKS, ZINMAS &c ,

&o

are purchased of, and received direct from the most celebrated

cultivators, and may be relied upon as ^,th^y°X
qualities of their several kinds and equal to^the

1

^st samples

supplied in previous years. The following Choice beeds are

specially recommended :

—

Per Packet—s. d.

Amaranthus tricolor splen-

didissimus
Aquilegia vulgaris caryo-

phylloides
Aster Giant Emperor .

.

Calceolaria herbaceous .

.

Celosia aurea
Celosia cristata (coccinea)

Celosia cristata nana ker-

mesina .

.

. . ..16
Celosia spicata rosea ..10
Cineraria cruenta .

.

..26
Cineraria maritima ..06
Diai.thus chinensia Hed-
dewigii More pleno ..20

Dianthus chinemis nanus
atrosanguineus . . ..10

1

1

1

2
1

1

6
6

1

1

1

1

6

6
C

Per Packet—*, d.

Dianthus chinensis Hed-
dewigii imperialis hy-
bridus

Gazania splendens
Linu'ii grandiflorum
Lobelia Erinus speciosa .

.

Lychnis Haageana
Primula sinensis dentiflora 2 u

Primula sinensis den liflora

albiflora 2

Solanum capsicastrum ..0 6

Solano Pseudo capsicum ..06
Solanu ra species ..

So'amim texamim
Verbena venosa
Zinnia elegans flore

pleno

Beddine PlantS.-Mostly 2s. U. per dozen.

SCOT^pa
P
ged CAT^LOOU^ gg-

*JO scnptive Lists of all *h° ™Ytions for Planting Beds

^t&^JMi 1^o»SF^ f„r decorating

The Garden in winter and early spring. Apply to

J fitoOTT, Merriott, Crewkern^gomei*^^
Establishbd 1S40.

Bedding Plants for the Million.

TOTTNT TIOFF is sending out the undernamed Bed-

20*. per 100, package included'--^^ ^olarias. Fuchsias,

to variety, Salvias, and an extensive^"^J^Xooted
To those requiring quantity, J. B begs t0 onei > t

plants of the above from store pots, at 12s. per 1UU, pac*«<,

^CATALOGUES with description, free for one stamp,

remittance from unknown correspondents is requested.

Northampton Park Nursery. Ball's Pond. Islington. IN.

BUDDING and OTHER
Supplement to James Carter JTrv?"^ 1 ^ SkL

and FARMER'S VADE-MECUM will b*f GAR&fi
the requisite information for the avr^l Und to«v^
ment of BEDDING PLANTS, h^tl in*

paid on application to

James Carter & Co.,

W.C. ; and Cry "

'
B* *Co., 237 and 238, High tt.ik
ratal Palace Nursery, FoiestHi^S^

fine

Beddi]
^
^C

l

o 6
6

1 6

8. d.

10 6

Paradise Nursery. Seven Sisters and Hornsey Rds. , Holloway,N.

OHN KEYNES, in presenting his ANNUAL
DESCRIPTION of NEW DAHLIAS, would tender his

best thanks to his kind friends and patrons for their support,

and beffs to assure them his constant study shall always be to

eire satisfaction. He has a fine selection of SHOW FLOWERS
to offer this season, and the severe test they have undergone

will he trusts, be a sufficient guarantee for their quality.

None but First Class flowers have been chosen. Fine Plants

in May as usual.

The FOLLOWING PRIZES were awarded to J. Keynes,

for DAHLIAS, in 1860 :— First Prize, 50 blooms. National

Dahlia Show at Leeds ; Do., 24 blooms, Bath ; Do., 36 blooms,

Brighton ; Do., 24 blooms. Swindon ; Second Prize, 24 blooms,

Reading; Do., 50 blooms, Crystal Palace: Do., 24 blooms,

Crystal Palace.

FANCY DAHLIAS.—First Prize, 18 blooms, National ; Do.,

12 blooms, Reading ; Do., 12, blooms, Bath ; Do., 24 bloom,

Brighton; Do., 12 blooms, Swindon; Second Prize, 12 blooms,

Crystal Palace.

DAHLIAS.—NEW FLOWERS.
ANDREW DOD DS (Keynes).—The darkest and most con-

stant Dahlia grown ; this flower has never been shown
without obtainiug a First Class Certificate. 3 ft.

Obtained the following First Class Certificates.

—

Horticultural Society's Floricultural Committee,
National Meeting at Leeds and Reading, Bath, Brighton,
Salisbury, Crystal Palace. Third for the Great Seedling
Competition at Reading.

MASTERPIECE (Keynes).—A beautiful shaded crimson
of the finest quality, perfect in form, grand in colour,
constant, always to be depended on ; small, and will

require good cutting cut early. 4 ft.

Obtained the following Prizes.
"First Premier Prize at Reading for the Great Seed-

ling Competition, beating every Flower of trie year.
First Class Certificates.—Reading, Bath, Salisbury,

Brighton, Crystal Palace.

MAUVE (Keynes).— Colour, quite new, good form and
constaut. Shaded Mauve, 3 ft 10

Prize at Reading.
JUNO (Rawlings).—Colour, bright rosy lilac, very con-

stant, large and very liigh centre, alwavs good. 4ft 10 6
Commended at the Floricultural Committee, First

Class Certificate, Brighton.

JOY (Rawlings).—Colour, light with deep crimson tip,

the finest flower in its class and most desirable as first

rate show flower. 3ft. It has been placed as follows :

—

Second Prize at the Reading Competition. First
Class Certificate at Bath, Crystal Palace, Salisbury,
Brighton, Reading, Great National Meeting, Leeds.
Commended at the Floricultural Committee.

Bichmond Nurseries, Surrey.

r\ and W. STEELE beg to call the attention of

VJT. purchasers of BEDDING PLANTS to their Stock

which is exceedingly healthy and good this season.consisting

of STANDARD, FLOWER or the D A Y SCARLET\ and

other GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS. VERBENAS. HELIO-
TROPES, PETUNIAS. Ac., also ROSES DEVON1ENSIS,
SAFRANOT, &c, which they can offer at very low prices

where large quantities are required. " " "

Bedding Plants.

MARSH AND PERKINS have great pleasure in

offering the undernamed, all of which are very fine and

well established Plants, which cannot fail to give satisfac-

tion :

—

Bedding I

MESSRS, MILNE and CO.Tave aStock of all the leading varieties ofnow ready for sending out. Plants strong an,

M. & Co. beg to inform their friends anV -*i
reprint of their comprehensive GENERat im-P^^
be shortly issued. Tho DESCRIPTIVE LIST n n

06r
-

for which their Nursery has been famous for i

^
quarters of a century, will be found comnUft^*? **
time. Copies forwarded freo to any address on amfi!*

Camellia Nursery, Wandsworth Road,W^
Bedding Plants.

WOOD and INGRAM be? toannonn«.f
Bedding Plants, consisting

5

of ?CZ "? *S
Geraniums, Verbenas, Petunias, HeiiotrS^*?
Alyssums, Lobelias, Fuchsias, Gazanias, &> 'm*
thoroughly hardened, and established in pots tJ?*
2s. 6d. per dozen. Cinerarias in full bloom fc to'di if*
Dahlias, a fine collection, 4*. to 9«. per dozen! *•*

CATALOGUES may be had on appfi^
Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Per dozen
Ageratum mexicanum .

(Enothera macrocarpa .

Calceolaria Mackayii .

aurea floribunda
san^uinea .

.

Gem
Prince of Orange

Ciiphea platycentra

,, strigulosa .

.

Perilla nankinensis
Heliotropes

M
»!

M

• fr

* •

8.

2
3

2
4
2
2
2
2
2
1

2

d.

6

Salvia patens (blue)

„ fulgens (scarlet) .

Verbenas

—

Purple King
Snow flake and Mrs.
Hoiford

Lord Raglan
Musk
Geranium Flower of the
Day 2
Ditto (extra strong) 3

Per dozen— 3. d.
| in sorts, from 2s. to 4*. ; Pentstemons, 4s. ; Fuchsias of57

The above are all strong healthy Plants. Ci

may be had on application to •
"^

Benjamin Whitham, Clough Nursery, Mottram. nr.Macs

Bedding Plants W&nl

3

2

Dianthus Heddewigi and lacioiatus, 6d. per pot—6 plants in

Cash or reference from unknown correspondents.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of all kinds of Bedding

Plants may be had on application at

42, Drapery, Northampton.

Bedding Plants, &c.

GODWIN AND PADMAN, Kroad field Nursery,

Sheffield, offer the undermentioned in strong well

established Plants :

—

d. Per dozen—*, d-

6 flAzanifl. *ml*ndons 3.«. to 4
8.

2

4

10 6

l»

10 6

ERI (Rawlings).—Light, tipped purpL
colour, not to be cut out. 4 ft 10

Per dozen-
Ageratum ccelestinum .

.

„ variegatum
Calceolaria aurea flori-

bunda
other varieties

2«. Gd. to 6
Dahlias, of sorts . . . . 3

of 1860 .. ..12
Fancy .. ..3

,, . of 1860 ..12
Bedding (15 varie-

ties) from . . . . 3

of sorts . . 4*. to 6
1860 (28 varie-

it

t»

if

3

l» •>

ties) 8

Per dozen

—

s.

Gazania splendens 3*. to 4
Geraniums Tom Thumb,

2*. 64. to 4

„ Variegated, of sorts *

Heliotropes, of sorts . . 3
Ijobelia specioaa . ..30
Petunias, crimson, purple,
and white ..30

Seneclo elegans fl. pi. ..30
Verbena, crimson scarlet,
purple, and white . . 2 6
„ of 1860 (50 varieties) 4

Veronica maritima varie-
gata 4

Vinoa elegantissima ..6

First Class Certificates at Bath, Salisbury, Reading.
JOHN KEYNES (Rawlings).—Scarh-t buff. A single

flower of this shown at the Crystal Palace, surpassed
every flower in the exhibition ; it is a late flower and
requires planting early ; J. Keymh then expects it to
beat anything yet offered. ft 10 6

MRS. DODDS(Dodds).—Colour, light yellow, -^erypure,
double, constant ; possessing every quality to render
it a First Class variety, it has been justly admired, and
will prove a good companion to William Dodds, which
has proved itself a First Class, Heepcoloured yellow. 3ft 10 6

First Class Certificates.— Floricultural Committee,
National Meeting at Leeds, Reading, Bath, Salisbury.
Fourth Prize at Reading for the Subscription Com-

petition.

MRS. ECKFORD (Dodds).—Light purple ground, shaded
lilac, and mottled, a colour difficult to describe, but
quite new, and a very pretty flower. 3 ft.

Obtained First Class Certificates at Reading. Salis-
bury, Bath.

*'

MARQUIS BOWMON.T (DoDDs).-Rose colour, shaded
white, a moat desirable flower, greatly admired lor itssymmetry and full high centre; was placed fifth at
Reading for the sweepstakes. 4 ft. 10 6

J. Keynes has therefore the pleasure of sending out
all the six flowers which obtained these prizes, which
were subscribed for and exhibited by those marked *

• Z.
Mr

\
Kevnes

. "*fc Rawlings, *Mr. Turner, *Mr.
Dodds, *Mr. Perry, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Sainsbury.
This flower also obtained First Class Certificates at

Bath, Salisbury, Reading, Brighton, Crystal Palace.
Floricultural Committee.

ROSA (Keynes).—Rose colour, fine. 4 ft

Mrs. WTATT (Keynes). -Salmon, very first-rate; rio
stock of these two, consequently could not be ex-
hibited. 4 ft ..

* See other Advertisement.

Or 100 plants, viz., 1 dozen each Ageratum, Calceolaria
aurea fl., Gazania splendens, Tom Thumb Geraniums, Lobelia
speciosa, Petunia (any colour), and 2 dozen Verbenas (any
colour), basket included, for 21*.

See also G. & P.'s DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GREEN-
HOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS.
Remittance or reference expected from unknown correspon-

dents.
Address Godwin & Padman, Broad field Nursery, ShofBeld.

Also J. C. Padman. Boston 8pa, Tadca«»ter.

Bedding Plants.

FAND A. SMITH are now seidinp; out their nsual
• strong healthy Bedding Plants, at i rate prices.

These plants are hardened and fitted for planting out, so as to
produce an early decorative effect. Quality is the test of
cheapness.

MR. WOODUOFFE, of " The Westbowfc
serv." Harrow Road, London, W., require-mto

9W0 MANGLE'S VARIEGATED GERANIUM, s£3
GATED A I VSSUM, and 1000 VARIEGATED MI

other Variegated Foliage Plants suitable for edging, ftra

be strong Plants established in Pots. Cuttings fo'ra

are useless for the purpose required. Sampleandpri«,a[

the number that can be supplied, directed to the abonia

will bo pron.ptly acknowledged.
Cash on receipt of the Plants.

TAN Gratis, in the immediate neighboaaooi

:

j

Covent Garden Market.

Apply to Essex & Sons, Stanhope Street, Clare Mute*

1LL1AM BULL, F.R.H.S., O.B.I .\r/

man and New Plant Merchant, Kir;

| Chelsea, London, S.W.
*

GERANIUM QUEEN of QUEENS. -WB.hJil

pleasure in announcing that he has purchased the ei*J

from Mr. R Weatherlll of the most beautiM fljj»

variegate d-foliaged Geranium era yrtnwdyttjlg

are of gigantic size, and flower meawrM"**.^!
diameter, or con,iderably larger than »*«*!£
odour the moet dauling scarlet the pMaJJJ r

ferous ; in fact it is a perpetual Woob^JJJJJT^
scarlet flowers in the greatott PJ

of^r™m^
This exquisite variety will te°fferoite*}«*^
been sufficiently multiplied ;

meantime™/^ ^
that it can be seen at his Establishment .or sew

Plants. ,_ . „, arn kibi*

GERANIUM LADY Min!BT.-Tni^i^jJ
chased the entire stock from Mr. G. H

L
wdm

#:

and attractive Zonale Bedding Ger^^tfi
it in good plants. W. B. has no heat^cnmiyj^,

variety will bo an universal lavourite
J

WW
^^

everything that can be desired; 'j/^Ljding^**
dundant manner, and it to first rate ^g^ijjj
tho colour is a bright, pleasing^rOTy^^^^
and altogether a great

* ""

10 6

Ageratum, blue
„ loliis variegatis

Anagallis
Antirrhinum, various
Bouvardias
Calceolaria, in variety
Cerastium tomentosum,
edying

Cuphea platycentra, scarlet
i.mp uiula carpattco

Carnations, tree
Chrysanthemums, various

for

Mimulus, of sorts
Melissa variegata
Mesembryanthemum, various
Nasturtium Tom Thumb, <tc.

Nierembergia gracilis
Pansies
Pentsremon, in variety
Petunias
Phlox, herbaceous

,, Drummnndi
Pyrethrum, varioug
Perilla nankinensis

suum» gracilis
. fortulaca, dwarf, for oddnfftanthua giganteus, splendid Ithodanthc Man«?lG«ii^^

crimson
„ Heddewigi, large colours,

various

10 6

The set of twelve will be charged 41. 4*. No discount
on Andrew Dodds, Masterpiece. Mrs. Dodds, or
Marquis Bowmont, if taken separately. All the First
Class Certificates, with one exception, which the
Floricultural Committee have awarded this season arem this lot.

J. Keynes therefore submits them to Dahlia growers
as indispensable to every select collection. Deserip-

S!Tv
of

4..

the a >* be seen in Gossip for the

10 6

,, imperialis, crimson
Dielytra spectnbilis

I Dahlias, many varieties
Delf)hinium formosum
Fuchsias, various
Geranium, scarlet, various
Gaillardia grand i flora
Gazania splendens

| Meliotropium, various
Hollyhock
Hydrangea
Koniga variegata

ma, various
Lobelia, blue, in variety

,, St. Clair, fine scarlet
Lilium, various

Rhodanthe Manglesii
Roses, various
Staticc armeria
Salvia patens, blue

„ „ alba, and others
tocks, in bloom

Senecio, double crimson
Thunbergia, various
Tropaeolum Lobbiannm

elegans

Attraction
Stamfordianum
several double varieties

v eroena, of every known shade
of colour, a tine and large
stock

Ver tea

Variegated Geraniums (many
Tarieties).

Zinnia elegans

Trentham Roee.^ Price f«. 6tt each.

GERANIUM L ^^J^S
y zonatc loliaged variety, ™*

petab*

prettily and largely^ marked.in tho^ outliDe -i«J

white, of excellent form, substance, an ^
kind for bedding or pot culture ^a^

ffie . &
stock, plants are now offered for them ^
W. B. is now -endinff out Mr-PTO

thfipgg
Verbenas, wl . have been exhibit* ^
shows in tl kingdom 17 t»^g

vSnce. ^
have taken the first prize in ewy«»«

, t of *J
The best New Variegated Beddinf J*^;

P

Agathma easiest fol. variegatis,
price

dozen ; and 11/. per 100.
k *rrf>8%

William Bull will be happy^/g the W<
Rotanists or Naturalists going abroaa ^ ^,
Plants. Seeds, Ac, and ™» ^° ™

fc

g
f any **£&

arrangements for the sending ou^^
o ^ai*^

Varieties of Plants that may be raised y
p

in this country. , n re plants
m

Establishment for New and «ar
^

hel .
London, S W^_^^-—-~~-~Z7Zvfi W,

JUL

99

Jrapcs- The 1

th, having bll

Mir of the H«
ia slight spic

itAna the a
"« J

"^STftilit *&"*+*
fl^rnivo-Srcd of .1. fl-g-JfInt^S il

it is c n tho more it »»

^iOmrc Tho t„mch06»re ™ ,u

witbtbeP^

, first judgwjj. hiS 5ach,^we
The fla

x? by one pf tho

flavour iu i no **~"r,, "
i. an

with iKl.tspiceofMu^cat,^

sa ing the palate

,'i
bfff^

Climbing Plant=.
"°~~>

Coboea scandens I Maurandya alba
Eccremocarpus scabcr

, I m gr doom
Lophoflpermum Henderson!

,, rosea
Maurandya Barclayana | Trope ennnr

Prices with GENERAL LIST on application.
Dulwich, Surrey, S.

it is eaten the more » » •
'

tleman's o«» #&*
r's friend »«d

Y
th°^ produc^ ^

possible to grow the A mew ten^ &<T

Kits ripening in a muchiio
f(jr t gc*»^

Hamburgh. M**!*™l^&it,*? Af$ W**S
Vinery,^^t^ ^<"% ^^
a wall in the open

i

air. i
k off.

itieS
m ^

the Royal ii'f'^^^tincate; w*£ ™,
obtained a First ij« cei

i . eT*W* ltti^ p
fr i Vino »>ruck from * »\« the

eyettB^
, j * *i,« limn of imuiuK fronj tue "^ jj,

judge for themww. -rr
fc rv cxtm--

i. and 42*. each :
an a » » Kursery,

jko. sAkpisb, Boyw

t'^
: "

>f4

here they nav0l,.-

;rt
:^ „^^

nt.^1 Pin

^

.
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Th« Fixewt Dark Perpetual Rose or the Si

Hybrid Perpetual—Reine des Violettes.

WM. WOOD and SOX hare joft flowered, in one
of their Porcine House*, the above splendi 1 N"e*v Rose

;

the colour w x Tery dark purplish violet, very double, lir^e

and finely shaped, habit remarkably vigorous, and will j

bably form a good Pillar Rose feel assured it will

become R general favourite. Price St. each for good strong
plants, with usual discount allowed to the Trade.

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Hoses for Bedding.

Many Thousands of Dwarf Roses in pots, consisting of Hybrid
Perpetual*, Chinas, Teas, Bourbons, and Noisettes.

WM. WOOD and SON are now sending out daily
thousands of Roses in pots for grouping and bedding,

at lis. to 18s. per dozen. Early orders respectfully solicited to

secure the best plants.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Early Sheep Feed.

SUTTON'S KVHLY SIX-WEEK TURNIP.—The
quickest sort known (sow 2 or albs, per acre). Price Is. 3d.

per lb , or cheaper by the bushel.
MIXED MANGEL WURZEL SEED (Rod and Yellow). This

is found to be excellent for sheep, fed off in time for Wheat
wing. Price Is. per lb., or ciieaper by the cwt. (Sow 8 lbs.

per acre, and hoe out to 6 inches apart only in the drills.)

WHIT MUSTARD SEED. (Sow 24 lbs. per acre.) 6d. per
lb., or cheaper by the bushel. Go> delivered carriage free.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

!

£

NEW ROSK.—MADAME STAN DISH is the
hardiest of all Roses ; those which stood out of doors

during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a
bud, whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. The
growth is very rapid ; the fOHsge magnificent ; colour, a olear
pale pink; petals smooth, round, and finely imbrieited ; the
form cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,

in fact one of the finest Roses erer offered. Plant >w read"

10s. fid. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for

Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Mikllez, of Lille.

John 8taxoish, The Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

Roses, New and Old.

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul) has now ready for delivery a fine lot of all the
best Roses, new and old.

BEDDING PLANTS.—All the best kinds, stout
hardy Plants, at the usual rates.

PRICED CATALOGUES free by post.

Address Wm. Paul, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

~\TELLO\V GLOBE MANGEL
WURZEL SEED from the CONTI-

NENT, of superior growing quality to any

saved in England last year.

|fcfFEh\^-\ Page & Toogood having imported a

large quantity, beg to offer it at Is. per lb.

2? i for cash.

out

th Hants Seed Establishment,

Southampton.

GEORGE SMITH, Florist, 6c, Lorrimore Road,
Walworth, S., begs to draw attention to his choice col-

lection of the following Plants, healthy and strong, warranted
true to name :—

"Verbenas, Edmonds' set of 1861, 15*. per set.

Per *x>zen.—*. d. Per dozen.

—

s. d.

Verbenas of 1860 . . ..60 Older varieties from ..26
Dahlias of 1860 . . ..80 „ „ ..36
Fuchsias of 1860 . . ..80 „ „ ..40
Chrysanthemums of 1860 „ „ ..4

CATALOGUES by enclosing postage stamp.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON AND
will commence sending out the New Plants of the season in the ensuing week, and the

NEW SPRING CATALOGUE

SON

Chrysanthemums for the Million,

JH. BIRD, F.R.H.S., NuHSERYMAic, Stoke
• Newington, N., can now supply froin hia L^. -/J"

lection, W Pair of Best Large Varietii for in, • SpLi?Sf
Best Pompones, 10s. ; 20 Pair of Best Lar^e VarSSas
Cuttings. 5*. ; and 25 Pair of Best Pompone Cuttiug* £

ieusB
»

N. B. To save trouble all Orders to be Prepaid'
CATALOGUES for One Stamp.

New Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants

JOHN SALTER, F.R.H.S., is now sending
strong Plants of several fine New Chrysanthemums, both

Large Flowers and Pompones.
Pull particulars will be found in his DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE for 1861, which will be sent post free on receipt
of two stamps.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
Turnpike, W.

Geraniums, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Orchids,
Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and
• patrons that a PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, to which are added supple-
mental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,
Fruit Trees, <fec. (which include the best new plants of the
season,) is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-
way, London, N.

Plants in Flower.

FAND A. SMITH have now in bloom the following
• Plants, which are well grown and very suitable for

decorative purposes Prices on application:—Azaleas, Aphelexis,
Cheironias, Chorozemas, Cinerarias, Cactus, Diflwynias,
E. Willmorea superba, E. ventricosa, E. pcrspicua nana*
Leschenaultia forraosa, Boronia Drummondi, B. serrulata,
Eutaxia myrtifolia, Aotus gracillima, Fuchsias, Rose Mrs.
Bosanquet Kenmdyas, Polygala, Heliotrope. Misembryan-
thenmm, Tremandra, Geraniums, Fairy Roses, Mignonette,
Intermediate Stocks.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

will be also distributed in accordance with their announcement in the Gardeners1
Chronicle of May 4.

The New Plants will be sold at one half and a third of the usual prices, and they trust that the increased

demand will repay the reduction of cost thus made.

FIRST CLASS and GOOD BEDDING PLANTS.—Continual.
Calceolaria Lillio.— A splendid yellow habit, flower, and

truss, 1*. r

Dahlias, Lilliputian or Bouquet.—The most beautiful are
Goldfinch, Dr. Webb, Crimson Beauty, Little Mistress, Little
Beauty, Child of Faith, and Little Prince.

Petunia Inimitable flore plena, Is. 6d.
Ditto Lady Emily Peel, Is. 6d.
Ditto Annie Kien, Is. 6d.
Tropneolum Distinction.—An improvement upon T. Triomphe
de Hyeres.

Ditto Florence.—A new eolour, Lilliputian.
Ditto Versicolor.— Splendid bedder.
TropEeolum speciosum —A beautiful species ; see Catalogue

for management in planting, <tc. this elegant plant.
Pentstemons.—See Catalogue for the best six distinct, and
most prolific Gloxinia like flowered bedding varieties,
surpassing all others yet known, 1#. 6d. each.

Tritoma Uvaria glaucescens, Is. 6d.
Ditto Uvaria, 6d. each.
Rose Celine Forestier, beautiful yellow, 3s. 6/i.

Ditto Amicus, splendid flower, 2s. 6d. to 3*. 6d.
Ditto Cinderella, elegant plant, Is. 6d. to~3s. Qd.
Ditto Fortune's, yellow climbing, Bt. 6d.
Ditto Green-flowered (Rosa viridiflora), 2a. 6d.
Banks' New Fuchsias. 5s. each.

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1861.

MEETINGS FOB TIIE ENSUING WEEK.

NEW BEDDING ANT) OTHER ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Agatb*ea ecelestu folia variegate, Is. 6d. to 3*. M.
Bouvardia Humboldti.—New white, with long tube, and flower

2 inches in diameter.
Ditto longiflora carnoa —Beautiful coloured var of B.longiflora.
Calceolaria angustifolia globosa, Is. &d.
Calystegia oculata, 2s. €d.
Carnations, Tree-habited. 6 beautiful varieties, including "Queen
of Yellows," pure yellow self, and "Perfection," large, and
equal to a show Bizarre.

Convolvulus mauritauieus, 2s. 6d. each.
Cnphea monteoa, 2a, 64.

bus hybridus fUribundua.—A perpetual flowering Mule
Pink, 3*. f " " '

*

Erythrina Marie Bellanger, and E. floribunda,—These are the
finest in growth, bloom, and effect for flower-garden culture
yet introduced.

Geranium Princess of Prussia, S*. 6d.
Ditto Pmk Tom Thumb, 1*. and 1*. Od,
Ditto Henderson i nana, 3s. 6d.
Ditto Minimum Nosegay, 2s. 6d.
Habrothamnus carminatus ruber, 3s. 6d.
Lobelia bicolor marmorata, €d.
Pentstemon Lobbianum, yellow flowered, 3#. (kl

Ditto Torreyi, 5*.

Senecio elegans nana coerulea flore plena, 9d. each.
Ditto ditto cupreate flore plena, Od. each.

Sauromatium guttatum, 2s. 6d. to 7s. 6rf. each.
Tropaeolum " Perfection," Nigricans, Indispensable, and

others, are the best varieties of this bedding plant. See
Catalogue for proper management and planting of this
brilliant tribe of summer and autumn-flowering section.

Zinnia elegans flore plena, 6d. each.
Antirrhinums Pioneer." " Novelty," and u Curiosity," are
three of the very remarkable erect flowered section, inter-
esting and distinct, 2». fid. each.

New Bedding Dahlias, " Little Dwarf," "Minstrel," and
" Novelty."—These are appropriately dwarf and effective,
distinct from others of thi* section.

Heliotropium Madame Pricken, 2s. 6d. each.
Ditto ! Fauciilon, 2s. 6U each.

Petunia Fascination.—Beautiful, surpassing everything in the
class of Shrubland Rose.

Petunia '

'
Rosy < "—8uperior to the beautiful one sent out

last season as The Queen.
Ditto Leviathan —The largest and most splendid double
crimson ever sent out.

Ditto Marginate monstros* plena. — The greatest noveltv
amongst double Petunias.

Ditto Inimitable prandiflora.-The finest and mogt picbiresque
white mottled flower yet produced. A charming variety.

Verbenas.—As a new collection the best sent out are thosenow offered by RO. Henderson- & Son, for all the reqnt
prope s of exhibition Wooma, and flower-garden effect.See the Catalogue for enumerated varieties.
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?^V "*et> of Verbena was certifiedK 2Soiif
ultura

i2Ior»1 Committee for its perfect adaptv

RS2
i^am

1^:rinan Strenger.-BeauUful rose, 2s. 6<L

XTri^lor^rveo^
141 *— ^*—^ -^

FIRST CI - AND GOOD BEDDING PLANTa
^wTt^w^^ the best horse^oe

^ry
C
Purt^. «

Q»»tart-»«*« *«* the above, yet^ha^^JS^ fiDe <*** rrofU8e bl«>m
'
«*

^whlSl^ SftUd0L~Very™± ** ealmon, and pure

I>Oto Gold-leavod Ivy-leaved.-For Vase, ind Ev.». I

Tcksdat, May

Satvkdat. —

Royal Horticultural (Floral and Fruit
Commit rrrsi at S. KenMnRton, Noon

Royal Horticultural ( General Meeting)
at th Kensington 3 p.m.

18—Cry«tal Palace Noon

J

F. PRINCE LEOPOLD.

WELLINGTON ROAD, ST. JOHN'S WOOD* LONDON, N.W.

We propose in this notice to draw attention to
some of the indications of Weather which may
be gathered from the phenomena of the barometer
and thermometer. It will be understood, gene-
rally, that very rapid and sudden falls in the
mercurial column indicate a change, very near at
hand, usually of a violent character, but of short
duration only ; a slow and gradual fall, on the
other hand, usually predicts a continuance of
bad weather. The lowest barometer readings,
in this country, usually oocur during a preva-
lence of south and south-east winds, and large
amounts of rainfall, with occasional severe gales;
the severe and disastrous gales of 1859-60, it will
be remembered, were mostly from this quarter,
whilst the barometer was low and changeable. If
the barometer should fall during a prevalence of
south winds, it is a very sure sign of rain. Some-
times the mercury will be observed to fall with the
wind from the north, then very bad and rough
weather may be expected : storms in the summer

;

in the winter and early spring snow and hard
frosts. During a frost a depression of the mercury
predicts a thaw ; if with a south or south-east wind,
the thaw will most likely continue; if the wind
be south-west the frost may b^expected to re-
turn, a& in the late frosts, and the column will turn
to ripe again. A rapid rise after gales from the
south or south-west in the winter is usually accom-
panied by clear sky and hard white frosts. After
great depressions, in the summer months, cold
unseasonable weather is experienced, preceded by
violent storms of wind, rain, hail, and thunder.
There are some occasions when a sudden rise in
the barometer, with an increase in temperature, in
the winter, indicates the advent of a southerly
wind, accompanied by rain and thaw, the hygro-
meter showing a great degree of dampness.
Whilst the barometer continues to rise steadily
the observer may satisfy himself that no great
storm will occur/ The hygrometer, the dry and
wet bulb thermometers, indicating the dryness or
dampness of the atmosphere, should not be
neglected ; they should be observed at the same
time as the barometric readings are made. The
duration and probable amount of rain may often
be learnt, for as long as the atmosphere remains
saturated with moisture there is little chance of
fine weather.

A steady rise, or a stationary column at a
reading above the average, say 30.00 inches and
above, with dryuess, foretells very fiae weather.
Many persons are deceived, t' trough a wan
of sufficient knowledge or experience, fro*L
the fact that the mercurial column may
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d vet wet weather may be the^ItTmP* rise and yet wet weaciier maj */« *~~

rlZ "his will oc/nr when the wind changes

from a southerly direction to north-easterly,

the latter accompanied by wet, ram or snow ;
in

these oases the change in the direction of the

wind causes the rise in the barometer; winds

coming from that quarter being colder and conse-

quently more dense than those from an equatorial

direction. Long-continued wet is usually preceded

bv rapid and continuous falls in the barometer, a

rising thermometer, and increased dampness ;
the

hygrometer often, for even days together, indicating

saturation. Sometimes, generally in the summer

months, indications ofstorms will be given by avail-

ing barometer, and yet the observer may experience

nothing of it, lightning sometimes being seen in

the evening ; in these cases the storm is too far oft

for him to feel its influence, although the disturb-

ance created by the storm in the atmosphere has

affected his instruments. For this reason allow-

ance must alwavs be made for the state of the

instruments during some days previons. As

thunder clouds rising from the north and north-

eastward against the wind do not usually cause a

fall, the approach of thunder and lightning is not

always foretold by depression. Should the atmo-

sphere be heated much above the average tem-

perature of the season, squalls of wind and

rain may be expected. It is a bad sign when the

wind veers in a retrograde direction, that is, in a

direction against the sun's motion, or from west to

east: when this isthecase,theweatherisusually very

unsettled. The observer must be warned against

taking a rise or fall in the mercury when caused

now upwardsTf two years since Mr Stamp im

ported the first ship-load of its spars to Europe.

Amongst these were three beautiiul pole
,

all

upwards of 100 feet, and one "8 '«* *?ng
'

*h"

Mr. Stamp on his arrival at once.offered t .send to

Kew, rounded, painted, and fitted as a flag* aft.

As with many first attempts, however, mi^tune

dogged its course ; its length was so gwat that

the only way of transmitting it to Kew was by

floating it up the river, and m its transit it was

struck in the middle by a river learner and out in

two. Nothing daunted, Mr. Stamp had th piece,

floated back to It .therhithe, spliced, with the loss

of only 2 feet of length, and the "paired pole

again sent up to Kew, where it was landedland

brought to the foot of a commanding knoll in the

Arboretum, on which it was "tended to erect

it. Here a well was dug for the ™ceptio.

of the butt end, 12 feet deep,, bricked all

round, and well ventilated; a derrick was rigged

for hoisting the spar, under the direction of

one of the most experienced men in such operations

to be found in London ; and the spar was gradually

raised by a rope attached above the middle, but

unfortunately too near the centre of gravity, ihe

result showed how little idea the engineer had of

the magnitude of the undertaking* The spar was

hoisted to the top of the derrick, and had no

sooner assumed its erect position than a putt of

wind swung it round; after performing a

majestic sweep in the air over the heads of

the spectators, the derrick's supports gave way,

and the spar came to the ground on the slope of the

hill, with a tremendous crash, breaking into six

AY
11, m

in the wind during pauses in k Ar4
trembling like a Willow wand as t* *t

top slowly approached the zenith
it «„M

to its rest as straight as an arrow' and
J*

erect that a plumb line dropped frnJ^i***
cut the centre of the butt.

m * *cut the centre of the butt. ^k
The wire rigging for holding it ia :b ,

all been fixed before, together with *

steadying the slender upper half, traek^
8

halyard ; and on the extreme summit *
looking-glass facets and points surmoui*!?
staff, and reflects the sunbeams.

Theri
•

fixed to strong supports deeply buried mS?
1

and there loaded with heavy blocks of sfo
the spar was finally varnished with tie
pedition and smartness as had

characterised
proceedings of Mr. Isaac and hism wu^m
witnessing the futile efforts of tk Leaw V
Friday evening to injure tfe %M
"Woolwich the following morning. '

The dimensions are as follow :—

i

t • I

• * *

I t i

* * 1

I 4

pressure ; to guard against this error, he should

always read the thermometer attached to his

i^'«6 ** *•• -- -j. "c 4. n ni*~.;* nieces* nrovidentallv no one was hurt, and though
by temperatureJo,.a™*^^ {SirTa grove li young trees and shrubs, not

barometer, and, if necessary, correct the readings,

reducing them to some degree of the thermometer

at which he is accustomed to compare one day s

observations with another ; it is usual to reduce

all readings to 32° of Fahrenheit's scale. The

more north an observer is situated the higher will

his barometer stand; in comparing his results

therefore with other stations, he must make an

allowance for difference of latitude. This dif-

one of these was injured either.

On being in formed of this disaster, the liberal

donor answered that he was going again to British

Columbia, and would gladly send to Kew another

and finer flagstaff. Well did he keep his promise,

for in the course of this spring there arrived at

Rotherhithe for Kew a second spar, fully 40 feet

longer than the first, as straight, and of much

greater bulk ; this too was landed at Kew free of

^wv.-— .v. —
. all cost, and immediately transported to the site of

ference will be of no practical importance, since fts ill-fated predecessor. This noble spar measured,

the differential lesults will not be affected, but 1 before cleaning and rounding, 159 feet in length,

only the mean; thus, weie a curye, representing W^e diameter of the butt end being 22 inches, and
the atmospheric wave, laid down for a more that of the top end 8 inches. It contained about

northern latitude than ours, it would occupy a 159 annual layers, which were close and well

Total length of the spur

Under ground, in the bricked well

From surface of ground to crosstrees

From crosstrees to topmast rigging

From topmast rigging to truck

Length of iron crosstrees

Diameter of truck . .

.

Diameter of staff at heel

Diameter of staff at top

Cubical contents of staff

Total weight complete, 4 tons, 8 cwtli

A cubic foot of the timber weighs 58 k 6
The probable age of the tree was not wia

than 200 years, and its total height 220 k

,111
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I
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place a little removed from our curve, but parallel

to it, and following it through all its inflections.

Height above the level of the sea must also be

taken into account in comparing the observations

of two different stations ; the mercury, as will be

readily understood, standing higher the lower the

elevation ; having of course a higher column of

air pressing upon the mercury in the cistern. It

will be sufficiently accurate for all general purposes

to apply, as a correction for difference of elevation,

1 -tenth of an inch for every 100 feet; if the

nstrument be above the sea level, it must be added,

if below subtracted from the observed reading.

The remarks which we have been induced to make
for the guidance of our readers, are not given as

absolute and infallible laws ; they have exceptions

like all other general rules. We give them as the

best we have at present, believing they will be
found very useful though perhaps not perfect.

Let it not be supposed we despise all old weather
saws, on the contrary, many of them are true, and
it is with due attention to some of them, together
with diligent use of instruments we have described
in a former Number, that valuable information
may be gleaned concerning approaching weather.

Now that public attention is directed to the
want of timber and spaTs for naval purposes, the
erection of a magnificent flagstaff of the Douglas
Fine in the Arboretum of Kew is a matter of no
ordinary interest. This superb spar, unrivalled,
we believe, in Europe for height, symmetry, and
excellence of material, was presented to the .Royal
Gardens by Edwaed Stamp, Esq., a gentleman
connected with the firm of Messrs. Bilbe & Co.,
shipbuilders of Kotherhithe, and is assuredly as
noble a gift as ever graced a Royal demesne ; and
as it towers there in an unbroken column, nearly
twice the elevation of the loftiest trees which
surround it, it cannot fail to command universal
attention.

The Douglas Pine (Abies Douglasii) is ft native
of British Columbia, where it forms a considerable
proportion of the forests of that timber-laden
couutry. Owing to its height, straightness, elas-
ticity, and presumed durability, it early attracted
the notice of the colonists as being especially
adapted for masts,

8l ars, yards, &o. j and it is

defined by broad brown resinous rings. Imme-
diately on its arrival Sir William Hookee repre-

sented to the Chief Commissioner of Works the

advisability of requesting the aid of the Ad-
miralty in its erection, which was at once

accorded by his. Grace the Duke of Somerset.

Ten mast makers and riggers were despatched from

Woolwich Dockyard, under the superintendence of

Mr. John Isaac, the able inspector of mast
makers at that yard, under whose skilful directions

the operation of cleaning and rounding the spar,

fitting it with rigging, and coatiDg it with a com-
position of wax and tar, proceeded with celerity,

precision and order. Meanwhile Mr. Isaac
matured his plan for raising the spar, which was
with him a labour of love, such a spar for size or

beauty having never been seen at any of Her
Majesty's dockyards, and that intelligent

officer's experience having taught him the wisdom
of treating such enormous lengths of timber
with due respect, he wisely devised a plan of

letting it help itself into its place, instead of

hoisting it up, to disport itself like a fishing

rod in the air, as its predecessor had done. To
this end he placed the spar at the foot of the hill,

with its butt end pointing to its final resting
place ; he then had a cut made through the side of
the hill to its centre, in the direction in which the
spar lay ; the latter was then dragged butt end
foremost into the cutting, and the butt strongly
propped in its final position. On Thursday, the
2d of May, by means of stout ropes attached
about the middle, and passing through blocks
on the adjoining trees, the flagstaff was slowly and
steadily reared aloft irom the horizontal to the
upright position. A large concourse of people had
assembled to witness this somewhat nervous ope-
ration of raising a spar of such length and weight
that any untoward strain or sudden jeik might
have caused it to snap across the middle. °To
guard against this the top was steadied with
ropes, and other precautions were adopted as
the strain was felt most at one or another
point in the length of the
though with such admirable
not the slightest accident or _
appeared possible, still all the spectators felt

a sense of relief when, after now waving about

The possession of good cutting tools brat-

1

tant to gardeners, and there is so muc-

in knowing where they can be certainly pw

at a moderate price, that we do notm
depart for once from our usual practice t

1

recommending tradesmen. Darin? h

12 months several samples of knives imi

have come under our notice concert

nothing favourable could be said ;
blades ic

break, edges turn, back springs won't spr:

points snap off, not from unskilful »**

to badness of workmanship and theuwwp

of what is called steel. None of to*

to the garden cutlery manufaeWV

Cooke of Sheffield, a numberoU^g
various patterns and sizes we hajW
They are of good forms, capitally tetg

finished, reasonable in price,

is meant by the expression "H^r^
workmanship of this firm, which toi^

ta«

true as

excellent, has now become evarf*
"

most fastidious gardener can requ^

Wb have just received an tag*

on Thursday, the 16th mst,
*J :

Auction at Haaelem of what am
nifique collection d'Amaryllis 01

Boon.

ailed

i;o I*'

The Catalogue oonto*' 1

^
names with which we are for tw „
acquainted. Messrs. Scm««g
Haarlem, act as^nts_forthe^^

It is announced ^ ^ ?V
Lectoees on Botaict, hj^. t

Foremen and Gardeners eng^e ^
Gardens at Kew, will commence £
14th May, and will be contonwj d ft

weekly (at 7 o'clock, on Toe» fa*
until Friday, the 12th JulVj

he
,

.

the subjects lectured upon wi

l

to time; also at the [f^and^
Monday and Tuesday, the g on jg
The Trizes will be e,we*J*

2 ^,
30th July. The first 10 or

of P

J
devoted chiefly to th Strno

J
Botanical Demonstration*- c , ^
the Course to the,

prffl«£ s

diDg
*W

characteristic marks the » yc
J

and their genera history.

^gg
abundantly i

Uuetratod by
, ftrOT

spar and

numerous
is open to all

Digrams, Drege^i
rtl employed

mthe^.

precautions

contretemps

VAUIEGATIO* l^;»J
i BiTB Jad *ith£sb8;s3

Correspondent "An Old ^°pelar
gom^

marks on « Variegation m ^ ^ f*»

there are fixed laws by*
seek

to *
U"

place, few, I dare say, « b#& L*.
misnomer therefore to ceU ^
implying a departure iro i

enunciates this truth,m • %^ •

thins in natnre as chance

you'
;
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remarks seem to regard the results referred to aa the
effects of change in the tissues of existing plants 1

"absorbing (or imbibing) water by the roots while in a
state of decomposition "—in other words, aa produced by
unhealthy action or disease. I was myself long a firm

the theory, and could never look on these
departures from the beaten track of nature, from
fariegated Hollies dewi to Pelargoniums, with any of
tha* admiration to which the general taste then and
still so strongly inclines. Such a variegation took
place in the Veronica raised by me, and which our
Caledonian Hoiticultural Society complimented me by
naming V. Andersonii, but I could never regard it in

any other light than as diseased. Let sny one
look over in his houses any general

collection of plants, and he will find such variegation
of frequent occurrence, especially amonj Camellias,
li: •dendrons, often on K. ciliatum, Oranges, and
sometimes, not often, in Fuchsias. And, so r as my
observation goes, it oftenest happens in plants having
leaves of thickish texture.

Generally 1 hold your Correspondent to be not far 08
the true causes , when he assigns them, as I understand
he does, to improper drainage* by which the plants g
saturated with water, and poor soil—in short, anything
to induce diseased action.

All the instances of variegation he refers to are the
•result* of change, at least on plants to which such
variegation did not originally belong, having never, he
says, been able to get a variegated plant from seed,
although he believes " r lower of the Day '' was SO
obtained. And he goes on to give his manipulations
snd experiences in producing variegation on various
scarlet flowered Pelargoniums— all excellent and in

•tractive). He sums up by observing, that whetln
this alteration be a disease or not, there is one very re-
markable far omm t d with it worthy of Mr. Darwin's
notice,—that is, I have never got a green sport from a
variegated plant like the green parent of the vati.'gated
variety — a doctrine to which 1 < annot from my own

^"^BSBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBl^kSSBBSB^BSBS^SBSSBSBSBBi ll^llllllV^B^SBBBBBBP^iBBBBBBI^BBSfVai ^^u^^a^^^Ht^BSlBa^BSSVlW^^fr

the pits (where they were) open to be aired one &• vera
frosty morning. That this cross of the white flower.".!

nly produced plants with

Lady

foliage, I had ai

de in successive

• g I ^— ^^j'w—» « . * ^r v w sfsiey " * ^** ww *• »WM * V MP s\ IA \ * V V\sf |M 1/ ( \\T\ sj

the experiment with any other white flowered sort. If founded, is P. aurantia. That species, however, is verv
any of your readers should wish to try, let them be sure different in form, beimr shorter, nearlv sessile ami

slightly wrinkled at the base. A small variety occn
in woods densely crowded, and in consequence less
regular in form, of a bright ochraceous tint, without any
tendency to assume scarlet or orange. The only rpedes,
except P. leporina, with which it is likely to be con^ » <a a **nn. *a an

W fttJllAW VUi; CViUlCl AUU4 LUC OtVU ULlUVi.

The experiment, as I have promised, can as little

injure as it can support Mr. Darwin's theories. After

20 years' experience of hybridising, I might bring
forward facts—an array of them—which might affect

S>

'

S^J am av *^ m-» «*S» « «v w w ^ — — * m m* m m ^-* sav SKP ** * a» ^*»* **m ^sw aia ^SS> m ^ m » mr v w m*f ^aaa- ^aw -mr aav w am as ^ saw ^^ -

his views very differently. When 1 first started in this ' larlv elliptic and perfectly even, while those of P. aw
field I was so fully possessed of the same notions with \rantia are more indefinite in outline and rough with
Mr. Darwin, and which were suggested by no less an irregular projections. A still larger species, distinguished
authority than Linnaeus, that I set to work in the full by its tougher substance, and extremely elongated cup,
nersiiasion that would afford nroof of hia h*»linf tbaf. >1i!A :., ^f -. -u«„ * __«.!*._ *!..,.« »>«»,.» .^___- :_

nearly white externally. It grows, moreover, princi-

pally about old stumps, and if these characters are not
conclusive, a glance at the fruit under the microscope
will be sufficient, the sp-iridia of P. onotica being regu-
V i aat « . a ah a k SB SSaaa a A * BIBfe

indefatigably at muling all sorts of allied things, the specks are seldom identical

exj ence wholly nt. llut whether Mr. Darwin's
tenets will .rather strength or be shaken, or be nt all
affected by anything observed or to be discovered on
his subject, is questionable. Certainly, the fact I have
now to communicate upon it lies more* in Mr. Darwin's
way, though I do not see it can either aid or obstruct
Ins views very much.

4

WM
£
eVCr *° much in ,ore with variegatid f liageM to seek to promote or preserve it much in anything.

I was both disgusted and disappointed to find a fine
new Ancuba with a golden blotch, let out at a guinea
» plant, soon lapsing

*

hack to the common
variegat. I A. japonica
(from v h it J , M
*° •P«ak, sported) a
result whir I attri-
buted to if. being
placed in rich soil. And
this falling back to its
origin confirmed me
inore and more in the

lief thai it was all
dne to disease. Yet
how was the original
vantgation of that same

till at last 1 had to open my eyes to the sickening
truth that it was all labour in vain. Nature would
go a certain length, but there were " set bounds

"

beyond which the art of man could not Impel
her. If Mr. Darwin would he advised by so very
humble a p.rson ss myself— let him go and direct h
great powers of observation, and his fine genius in
tracing and learning from Nature, in her own haunts,
and, as I have done, from his own manipulations endea-
vour to make out his case by well directc* vperiments.
Hut let him, or any one with whom my suggestions
may weigh, attempt no violence by trying to mix things
of one tribe with things of another, even though it be
an allied tribe. The alliance must bo close and un-
mistakeable

; and he will succeed to some extent—inter-
mixing species with ppecies readily— though in seme
families he will utterly fail even in this. Hut he may
be rewarded in other families by getting plants of
separated tribes to mingle. I say s irated, not
separate. For some things are put down in separate

ungi

»t never departed,
secured ? It did not
then occur to me that
it was too fixed for "a
•P ' and must have
originated from the
**d, a fact of which I
men not now much
doubt.

Son eight or ten
jcara ago I appened
o be on a visit to some

relations in Perthshire,
nd calling at Altamont
I was presented by
I-Jdy Ballingall with -

^n,um
fl

°r?v •PTf, J
of thc ™«»on «*rlet Polar-

which I ho^ l h"
.

DeTer More «**• a "d f™
with tL , re

;
1 ihm& b* cr088in*- l <*°sscd »—-hilkla 1

then 8nd 8tllUvery fine kind, and
guaas expectati s wei e from that cross, for I had

Peziza. ert. From a sketch by Mrs. Lloyd Wynne.

tribes, which should be in the same; e.g., there is putdown as Myrtui, a plant called Myrtus americana,
which is a Eugenia ; for I have with it crossed Eugenia
gni, from which I have a brood of large plants. And

invertad U^^^ ~^SS:zrrT :Tm ^"^ '?.r A UHU I ripened seeds abundantly from the cross inverted
• er. From

r

°The
m^ ^?*« t^J£^ T^* ^ -^W MyrL the sell^rc

,

"7s^
utterW "Z.rr

1"* °f tbe wWt^flow^^^ A^^n Uenry, Hay Udge, Trinity, Edinburgh.

JuV >u,Ui J "•** »aved and sown were few n«4what wss my surprise to find that mjrf t^plSaM were ^m or more variegated m their leaves!

2Er
W

'

nd
a
'.

1

,

fT m**> °tb̂ -P-Aed with wh£
S» .«. of

ey
t)S

>t

i?

n
4
iaine

u.
,h0win» P'^e white

At a fcas how this change of colour could arise, I«^*aer repeated the experiment by again croJinJTom Thumb with the same white flowerj pla„r^h!

srSSLtS^
6 °De °f which d,d not "bow the white

P^t1?^u K * Y7 ***** ****<*• J^ the gr"a rW of this brood by a servant incautiously throwing

MYCOLOGY. -No. LI.

..
r
V£"zk ?*otica, Per*.—Amongst the various beau-

tiful r ungi which adorn our woods in autumn, scarcely
one can be compared for loveliness of tint or delicacv
of texture with the subject of our present notice, which
is moreover one of the largest of the especial group to
which it belongs. It delights especially in the borders
of mixed w. <„l g or the entrance of groves, though it is
not entirely wanting in their deeper recesses, while its
closely allied but less elegant relation Petit* leporina
aflects more especially Fir- woods. P. onotica has a
short or almost obsolete stem, clothed here and there
with patchesof whitedown and gradually widening above
into an oblique ear-shaped elongated cup, which is
mealy externally and pale, and within of a beautiful
scarlet, passing here and there into rose or vellow. It

As far as we know P. onotica has nothing to recom-
mend it except its beauty, unless we advert to the
peculiar pleasant odour which is so common to F
which resemble it in colour.

J\ i, like most genera abounding in species, pre-
sents many difficulties to the student. Fries has lately

separated a few under distinct generic names; but with
the ex ption of Helotium, which comprises numerous
species whose disc is always open, and more or less con-
vex, or at least plane, even in infancy, and which
abound on old hard stumps or decaying chips in woods,
though not confined to such localities, none of these
genera contain many representatives. When these are
separated, the true Peziza' are easily resolved into three
principal groups, distinguished by the appearance of the
outside of the cups. In the first the surface is

sprinkled with mealy particles; in the second it is

variously hairy or tomentose, while in the third it is

with few exceptions smooth. These groups again are

divisible into others distinguished by comparative regu-
larity of form, difference of substance, habit, and other
particulars. Those of the third group are mostly
minute and comparatively insignificant; the first con-
taining the larger and more conspicuous, while the
second comprises the smaller but more interesting

species. One or two of the larger kinds are esculent,

but in general the genus is unimportant in an economical
point of view, though few genera contain more elegant
objects for examination. M.J. B.

THE GORILLA.
Until very lately, I had imagined that articles in

newspapers are common property. Under this delusion,
I ventured to make a few remarks In the Gardeners'
Chronicle for March 30, on a lecture which Mr. Du
Chaillu had given before the Royal Geographical
Society. Dr. Buckland, in defence of Mr. Du
Chaillu, tells us, "on the best authority, that it is not
fair or just to judge of Mr. Du Chaillu's observations
from a brief report of a lecture which condensed into
an hour thc experiences of four years." However, not-
withstanding this, we find Dr. Huckland himself
judging most favourably of this one hour's lecture,
which received the unqualified praise of Professor
Owen and Sir Roderick Murchison. If the judgment
of three such distinguished naturalists be sound, then,
indeed, my own history of the monkey family (eee my
last little volume of Essays) is rotten to the core.

Let me mart to H r. Du Chaillu's late lecture. In it
he states that one of his men was killed by a gorilla.
He says, "On arriving at the spot they found their
comrade dead, his ribs smashed, the flesh torn off, the
gun broken, the barrel bent." But, reader, it hap-
pened some how or other that the same dead man was
alive on the follow ing morning, and had such complete
use of his faculties that he was enabled to swear posi-
tively to the identity of the very same gorilla, which
Mr. Du Chaillu informed his audience had maimed and
killed him on the preceding day. So says Dr. Buck-
land.

By the way, this gentleman taxes me, in the Field
newspaper, with pronouncing "dogmatically," without
having seen the skins and skeletons which are now in
London

;
" and in being in entire forgetfulness of the

anatomical descriptions of Professor Owen and of other
scientific men." Here I plead guilty to both these
grave charges ; but in doing so, I beg humbly to remark,
that having paid unceasing attention to the habits and
economy of monkeys for more than 50 years, I will
never believe that an ape did actually advance on two
legs, or even on four, to attack a human being, and so
unalterable is my opinion of an ape's powerlessness to
bend a gun-barrel, that I do not hesitate to say what
Sterne has said of poor Maria in his "Sentimental
Journf ' 1 \ old joyfully find "my way across the
Apennines, travel over all Lombardy without money,
and through the flinty roads of Savoy without shoes,"
to see a gorilla bend the barrel of a sportsman's gun.

Nature^ has certainly placed amazing powers of
strength in the forelegs of apes; hut these powers are
mostly used to transport their bodies with wonderful
precision and velocity from branch to branch, whilst
their hind legs act as props.

So far for the present. I have written these few
remarks to clear myself in the eyes of the public from
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He ^ir^^rTu^-coilcct that patronage doe* not

fwv succeed; Causa patroeinio non bono pejor

T}
Jd that aman may do barm to his friend at

tTe toe wW wishes to" give support Tarimne

noceaTdum vis prodesse videto. Charles Waterton,

Walton Hall, May 6, 1861.

Home Correspondence,

Eeatinq Vine Borders.-In answer to Mr. Munro s

letter (seTp. 410), I have to state that it was on the 8th

ofAug5^ "SM
Vine borders here to my employer for ^pm'ova^and

Mr Gray had the work finished by the ena or

No'emoTrof that year ^^.^X^^
greenhouse, stoves, pits, &c, were finished in Septembei

.

1849. And on the 10th of June, 1850, I yisited Mr.

wW is not ripe, b^l^tsap, does not, in my

opinion, mend the matter much for standing the

attacks of winter. A Six's thermometer got out of

order from the sudden cold on Christmas Eve, and the

next morning two common quicksilver thermometers,

hanging by the side of it, at eight <tclock stood at 2

and 4° below zero. I find that some Biotas, Cupressus

Lawsoniana especially, JuniperUs Thnja gigantea, lhu-

jopsis borealis, Wellingtonia, will stand any weathei.

Munro at Colney House. He will thus see that all our

improvements were carried out previously to my

visiting the south, and that therefore the chambered

borders here were no imitation or copy of those at

Colney House. The subject of heating Vine borders had

beeu discussed in the pages of the Chronicle long

before 1848, and practically carried out at lrentham

and other places, but I could not approve of any ot

the methods adopted or described. I have

thus shown by dates, which cannot be contro-

verted, that Mr. Munro is entirely wrong in all his

conjectures about the origination of the chambered

borders here, and their supposed connection with

those at Colney House. Although I have no direct

proof to place against his assertion that it was I who

saw the Vine roots banging in the chambers at Colney

House, I have, together with a clear conviction in my

own mind to the contrary, to state that I kept a copious

journal of all the places I visited in 1851, what 1 saw,

and what was new or deserving of attention, and

Colney House among the rest is noticed, but I have no

entry of Vine roots or chambers. I must therefore

distinctly deny that I was shown any chambered

borders at Colney. Mr. Munro says he did not mean

to "rob me of any credit I bad in bringing the subject

ofchamberedVine borders before the public." I may just

state that I did not bring the subject before the public.

And, if it was not to "rob" me of credit, his bringing

forward the matter in the way he did must have been

for the purpose of exalting himself. I hope, therefore,

before be does anything of the kind again he will make
himself better acquainted with facts than he has on

this occasion. Alex. Shearer, Yester. [Here we think

this discussion should terminate.]

Effects of the lata Frosts, Wet, and Absence of Sun
in 1860.—It now proves too true that my opinion

previously expressed respecting the sad ill effects of the

last adverse summer, autumn, and winter would be

manifested this spring. It has already been generally

exemplified, ascertained, and acknowledged, that very

many seeds, plants, shrubs, Roses, &c, of various

denominations are killed either by the frosts or wet.

I believe it has been chiefly occasioned by the

chilliness of the earth and atmosphere, the absence

of sun in summer and autumn not enabling the lateral

seeds, wood, or shoots to germinate or ripen sufficiently

to endure the cold, for I can remember many winters

and springs more severe than the present 1861, not

proving near so fatal; but no such sunless summers
and autumns as 1860. The chief cause of the bad
plants of late autumn-sown unmatured corn and seeds

may be safely attributed to the too coldness of the
earth to admit of their germination. This circum-
stance, added to other contingencies, such as their

being planted too deeply in drills at so precarious a
season, instead of their being more cautiously surface-

sown, has occasioned the chief mischief, and this is plain

ill thousands of instances. I am told that some frail

trees are seriously injured, and that there will be but
little to boast of in the fruit department this season,

especially Pears; but this occurrence, I may venture to

write, is only partial, and I confess that I have not had
ocular demonstration of Pears and Apples being
abortive. One thing is, however, certain', that Walnut
trees are injured to such an extent that there will be no
Walnuts this year, if there is for years to come, as but
few of the upper shoots remain alive to the length of a
foot, including the new and last year's wood, and those
few which had escaped the winter frosts are now scathed
by the recent frosts of the past week. I enclose you
specimens such as are general, at least in Essex
and Suffolk. A. Hardy, ftlaldon, April 29.

Effect of Frost on Autumn Transplanted Hoses.—

I

have been amused at the various accounts published in

your columns with respect to Roses not dyinor, &c, if

removed in the autumn. I made two large beds and
placed in them not less than 118 Roses; all aire dead
except a few small ones carefully covered up with
straw; some were removed from different parts of my
gardens, the others were bought plants, very good ones,
from the north and south-east of England. They were
all hybrid perpetuals. The whole of my Roses against
walls are dead, some 13 years old. I have at least 200
Roses killed ; the few, a dozen perhaps, left, are the
Wammer varieties, undoubtedly more hardy than th
others. Probably "Coventry" &c, cannot give s-

good a report of his Roses now as he did some tinn
ago in your columns, as many have died oil since his

Of plants not touched I may name Juniperus

areentea, fragrans, hispanica, daurica, japonica, hiber-

niea nana, sphmrica, ovalis, glauca, chinensis ;
excelsa,

old and large plant, slightly touched; Thuja japonica,

aurea, aur°eavar., Lobbii; Biota glauca excelsa;

Thuiopsis borealis, Cupressus encoides, Pmus Sabnuana,

&c. Portugal Laurels are much injured, and common

Laurels, Laurustinus, &c, cut down. Jaclc Frost. [We

are unacquainted with some of the Junipers named in

this list.")
, , .,, **•_--

Vine Growing.-l have a Muscat house, with Vines

planted inside, and on the spur system °f Sanders,

showino- now bunches 15 inches in length before

blooming. My gardener stops each shoot, leaving two

ioints above the iruit, but in consequence of a very

eminent grower of Vines stating that he saw no reason

for leaving even one joint, I have had all the shoots

stopped to one, and some even without leaving one at

all Now, 1 do not observe any difference in the size or

healthiness of the bunches, from this different mode of

stopping. Will you therefore explain to me what

botanical effect these different stoppings have upon the

fruit ? for although Sanders says one joint, and Roberts

" one or not more than two," neither of these able and

practical writers on the Vine give the botanical reason

for their practice in this respect. A Subscriber, [jhe

Grapes are fed by leaves; leaves prepare food; they

also attract to themselves fluid matter which they after-

wards pour into the Grapes. Remove all the leaves

from a fruit tree, the fruit can neither swell nor ripen.

Remove every leaf from above a Peach, and the Peach

will shrivel; leave one healthy leaf, and it will swell,

though not so well as if more leaves remained. This

subject is fully explained at p. 73 of Lindley's Theory

and Practice of Horticulture, published in 18oo, by

Longmans.]
Effects of the Winter.-The following are the effects

of the winter of 1860 and 18G1 on Conifers, and other

tender trees and shrubs at Bishopstowe, Torquay, com-

municated by the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Exeter.

or less injured, partly by
wind—not killed

Daphne japonica, not injured
Edwardsia microphylla, killed

rience at Russelconda, South
Communicated by Dr. Cleghorn. The autb* a ^
the difficulties of forming a garden iQ th^
Orissa, the peculiarities of climate, and th
his experience, which showed how much
by a zealous horticulturist in a rather wil T*
a small cost. Many Cape and Australian Pk T
Acacia and other Lcguminosse, appear to h
well, and many British species, as Viri^N
Bellis perennis, &c. With a little careZ *H
ripened their seeds abundantly, nearly J l
in England, such as Mignonette, LarkL? ^
variety of English vegetables, as Beetroot Kb*
Cabbages, and Onions were successfully

cSj:
Bombay Onions from Bellary seeds attained^

of 10£ inches in circumference, and weighed

.

He grew Tomatos of 7i oz. in height.
Cafe

formed solid hearts, and, stripped of theoutetl

measured 3 feet 4 inches in circumference
i

paper concluded with a tabular list of the aunmfc,

trial of, showing the date of germinating and

Conifers:—
Abies Pindrow, leaves mostly

gone, partly frost, partly
wind.
ceph.alomca . . . . \ .

Dou^lasii .. .. 'C

grandis g
morinda & varieties \ -g»

Nordmanniana . . / *-*

nobilis .. ..

Pinsapo .

.

Montezuma? .. ../

Pmus patula, killed, previously
unhealthy.
insignia

pinea

,, Edgariana
Cupressus funebns

Goveniana

if

t*

ft

)>

ft

tt

if

if

O

17

ft

• *

raacrocarpa .

.

„ thurifera
Taxodium sempervirens, much
browned, chiefly from wind

Taxodium distichum, points of

shoots injured
Cedrus Deodara, injured

force of wind, but not
frost

Wellington!*, browned
force of wind, but not
frost

Thujopsis borealis, not injured
Libocedrus chilensis, not in-

jured

by
by

by
by

Arundo species, apparently
dead

Agapanthus umbellatus, killed
Benthamia fragifera ; lower
branches killed, not upper

Coronilla glauca ; some killed,
some not

Ceanotlms divaricatus ; more

scall'. -ma macrantha, not
injured

rubra ; some cut to

ground, some not
Montevideo sis, cut to

ground
Eucalyptus (?) robusta, killed

Eugenia Ugni, killed

Fuchsia Riccartoni, 7 feet

high, killed to ground
Garrya elliptica, uninjured

;

this very much cut last year
macrophylla, much in-

jured
Grovillea rosmarini folia, not
injured

sulphurea, not injured
Laurustinus, injured by the
winds ; but not by frost

I.aurus nobilis (Bay), many
much injured; previously
unhealthy

Myrtles, rather cut
Melianthus major, killed to the
ground ; now shooting

Pawlovnias, large and small,
uninjured

Pittosporum Tobira, large
plant not hurt (small, dead,
unhealthy)

Plagianthus Lampenii, par-

tially killed

Roses trained to iron, much
injured

Spinei Lindleyana, &c., none
injured

Quercua heterophylla, points
of shoots killed

glabra, not injured

The seeds were obtained from the Kilgirig, ^Z,
excellent. On the whole, the author belier*flC

to be an admirable climate for horticnfci 7,
seems important that similar observ;

made and recorded at the different stati^i^
j

Indian empire.—II. "Description of anw^l
Cladophora from the river Ouse in Susa; ii

additions to the local distribution of fe£

Marine Algee." By Robert Brown of Cap

As no specimen of the supposed new Cladophin

exhibited, it was impossible to give an opinion u v

;

Some members expressed great doubts as to ftta

to be considered a species.—-III. "Ontheiafr:

Mango Fruit (Mangifera indica) in Southern I*'

By Dr. Cleghorn. The author remarked-T^

tree is one of the most common in In^a*-

generally cultivated throughout the warap*

Hindostan, yet there is no full account of una

produced in gardens. Dr. Roxburgh (Flora hb\

p. 640) has given a good description of thetw

:

Sir William Hooker published an excellent t

the Botanical Magazine, Tab. 4510. There kt

varieties of the fruit in cultivation, differingM
ably in size, shape, colour, smell, and finoa * u

are large, fleshy, and luscious, while othoib

stringy and terebinthaceous that they haveW
pared to " a mouthful of tow soaked in turpc

The fine sorts free of turpentine flavour sh

J
special objects of culture. A senes c: **

delineated by Walter Elliot, Es^. andIKM*
parts of Sou^lnd^wa, •« «ft
best kinds obtained from care m
The fruit assumes different &p* ^
kidney shaped, while o hers « ^;A
pressed-with a point at ^&]fl\^^
The absence of the peak or pom*»^^
usually indicates a fine variety, i^

^ ^ ^

Mangoes examined varied from wi
• ^

When the fruit attains a ^^L^fcei
generally inferior Hox^g^^
tree by lasers and grafts, i™ "* w *

acquainted with the system ofJ^^
grafting, which perpetuates ^

e^A(̂ ^
Stock. In the different HortoBotej^

number of Mango grafts ^ take"
f

kinds, and are annually/istnbutea

Bidency. The Alphonso ^ Jf^tfci*
preferred from their honey

^

fl
, ^' 8faed

b^

.

fibres ; the former, which is dlstI^owU »i

*J
rind and deep orange mefcarp, nii

rfg
the Petre Pasund, from^the circum

^
. £

been introduced from Bombay by a ^
Mr. Petre. "*— v'^ fl are **"*

Other kinds are
dpeligW*

• ::
;

IWni (after Ra^),Diir--^.,
var^

*

repot

Ap beginning
May. Taking plants up and shifting them when the

Last
a , .

"will not flower this year.

An Auriculafor the Dogs:—I send the accompanying
truss of an Auricula, not as an interesting ca f mor-
phological change, hut very much the contrarj I
want your opinion to comfort me in my disappointment.
I purchased the variety four years ago as "Bone's
(Qu. Bonn's) Perfection," and have now three full grown
plants of it, none of which have ever served me
differently. Will the plant and all its progeny always
serve me so ? If so I think the name must"be slightly
altered to w Bones in perfection," and then perhaps some
flog may pick them out of the dungheap. George Jeans.
[In the specimen forwarded to us the flowers are
resolved into their elements, or nearly go, every organ
returning or trying to return to its primitive state of
simplicity through the medium of acquired deformity.
We fear that the case is hopeless, and that no beauty
can be imparted to such a floral Calibau.]

Societies.
Botantcal op Edinburgh : March 14.—Prof. Bal-

four, V.P., in the chair. The following communica-
tions were read :-— I. " Notes on Horticultural Expe-

slight acid taste, ™*to^»^4*
from orange to nearly wmw ^ ^
quality are produced in tn«

p 8id^
Wore districts of the Madras£ >

The following report was
i

r ^
Walker, Castle Newe, Strathd^ ^
9th March 1861 :-<<<>^a>ewe ^
feet above the level of «*«* ^^
from the coast, N. la*. 5t i ^*
Although in a high-lying;

H*Wa m^
N. and S. by hills-on the no**^ ^ bo^
in. ana o. uy ""^ --

. , he ; njr

above sea level, the^castle^
being

of it, at the foot of th^e
leT

another hill 1300 fee above
>

sea

on

and on

long

castle
north

a»d.<f*
ba">

t

sain to De iu » ""TV" „ „,;le8

from east to west_th«*-md«

of a mile in wiatn. * , onu ~~ ^
fine slope to the sooth J

w
i

the ***%*
and are dry and •h*lt

«*J about
«***,*

i&$ icsirri-ur. it

(on snow which was i*
waB ^ ^i

ihe minimum temperatu^ ^ ^^
below zero).

_, nrail„ _

v '4

was i" ^" fee* a^'V

away from trees, and about g»^
of the river Don, _

aud 30 y]ei w _^>
•all

Peaches "on a »***%'£J£~??£*
wood, and few fresh b*to^ bu*

cota have one year s woou
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KJf-

the*

it
c

t be old wood. Pears, on wall*, espaliers, and standards

year's wood killed, and the bark is split in

many rates. As regards Apples, the sort

matured in the wood bare, on standards,

lengths of last year's wood, and some even more.
Hoot of the evergreens were protected by the snow
which had fallen, and the very calm state of the atmo-

Jkhere prevented in some degree bad consequences,
rancana imbrieatais considerably injured at top, and

very brown in the foliage, although the stems seem to

be safe. Cedrns Deodara. leaves all browned that were
above mow, and the buds apparently injured on the
older wood. Irish Yew, safe, although much browned.
Wellingtons gigantea, safe. Rhododendrons generally
safe, being much covered with snow. Portugal Laurels
killed down to 18 inches from the ground. Bays less
touched. Common Holly killed back three years'
wood, and moat of the leaves fell off a few days after
the severe frost Ivy, tha ad reached * feet h
on the trunk of an old Ash tree, and had been grow
on it for at least 40 years past, bes shed all its folia
Ayrshire and other abing Hoses entirely killed to
the then surface of the snow; we bad 200 of theta
on the walla of houses snd on gate arches of seven
jeers' standing, snd whose height in some oases was
30 feet All standard ed Hoses killed, and man
other valuable dwarf sorts above the pleasure grounds
killed entirely, or nearly so. Many wild birds were
found dead about the shrubberies and woods.

P. J. Selby, Esq., of Twizell House, in a letter dated
12th March, 1861, writes as follows :—<' The frost at
Twizell never attained the severity it appears to have
done in many parts of England and Scotland, as my
thermometer upon two occasions only fell to 8° and 9°
sbove zero, or to 23° and 24° of frost. I commence
with the Laurustmus. which is killed to the ground

;Portugal Laurels a little injured in the leaf where much
exposed; Common Uurels, iu consequence of being
weigheddownsnd;Covered with snow, very little injure),
not more than I have seen in comparatively mill
winters; Sweet Bay much injured, and not likely to
recoverjRhododeiidronsuninjurc 1 ; Leycesteria Formosa
killed to the ground; Arbutus Andrschne kill.
China Roses killed to the ground. Conifer* : two fine
plants of Pinus insignis upon the lawn, much injured,
one of them scarcely expected to recover; P. aus-
tnacs, P Cembra, Resedas, P. Pallasiana, P. pyre-
nsiCS, P. Montezuma, and P. Laricio, all uninjured;
Cedru* a, a I.ibani. and C. atlantica uninjured ;

Araucaria imbnossa uninjured
; A Lies ? nsiesii and

A. Monnda unrnjufed; PiceaViobilis, P. Cephalonica, 1
Pineapo, P. Pichta, and P. Wcbbiana all safe

; Cm.to-
ineria japomca, upon the lawn, much browned," but
uninjured m uations ; : ia sempei

v^TiTT^ her
'

exP°w ' ! Cu fuue-Me lied rulosa greatly injured, not likely to
recover; CLusiU killed; C. Lambertiana unn
jured

; C. Govenians not expected to recover ; Wel-
lington* gigantea uninjured. My wall fruit trees have
Buffered greatly from the immature state of the last
ears shoots, and I also find that many of my Pyramid

' •*?! ^iH* their
J
**•-»* Chi ison, in a late

nsit to Uastle Kennedy, near Stranraer (Lord Stair's) re-
marked that the frost of December had not done any in-
jury to the plans. There are groves of evergreen Oak
(Quercus Ilex)about 50 feet high,and not a brown leaf on
one of them. There are multitudes of young Araucariaa
remarkably vigorous, with internodes 2 or even 2} feet
In length, and all without exception in their liveliest
green, without a trace of the action of frost

Mr.Oorrie state! that he hadjust returned from a visit
to Roseneath, and that the even ens there are un-
injured. He saw specimens of Laumstinus 12 feet
high, of Laurus nobilis 16 to 20 feet, snd large plants
of Arbutus Unedo. Bay and Portugal Laurels,untouc d
by frost. The thermometer did not fall below 9° F.
At Tayraouth, Mr. Peter Murray an the ve :ation

has scarcely entered any damage. The following are
uninjured —Common and Portugal Laurels, Rhodo-
dendron*. Ar.jncnria*. OedffM Deodara. (Yvptomcrn.
I.nua Hartwegii, W ingtonia, F roya, Saxegothsea

;Ticea nobilis, Cephalonica, \\ ebbiane, Kordmanniana
;

xTT D
r
ou«lMU nnda: Cupressus Lambertiana,

i lollies, fruit trees, Cauliflower. Laurustinus a little
browned, as also Arbutus and Sweet Bay. Leaves of
Aucuba japonic* inju 1, but not more than in ordinarv
wmters. Loch Tay, he thinks, has a great effect in

FUST** a* ?£***- The tem
I>erature of the water

IB never under 43 .

fW 'n '

R H*mUtOD
:

of W. '

near Callander, gives

llJH •
w«UiDgtooi» gigantea and Cupressua

Lawsoniana appear to be perfectly h •

Puma insignia, presaus Lambertiana

.£
8,

.n
Crj|,t"m(

T* fP ?^ »»<I Ara'ucaria" itubri^taaw a mora or lew touched at the tips of the branches

;

and Ilex wj, I. furcata, and Mahonia janonica areW-tljr k.1 led. The Common Laurel, Bay "£dAucubes sre all untouchad. J 9

snd system, which he ha* discovered, and he offers some
|

remarks on the probable character of tha following four

j ears, 1861 to 186 end on the ex} ted extremely wet

season, all founded on rules deduced from a long series

of observations of the rainfall. It must be confesaed

that this is a startling announcement; it assures us

that a way has at last been found of foretelling weather

long, very long, before it occurs ; and further that the

extremely w season is at hand. Appearing as the

pamphlet does in the beginning of April, we imagined

that the season iu question was the present season. But
upon turning to the author's pages we find ourselves

mistaken. What, r season may be meant we are

.eomfortt'd by finding it not to be this season, as will be

seen by the following four \
dictions :

—

1861. The rainfall of this year is likely to be some-

what under the average, taking the country generally,

hi such a year, although dry weather will on the whole

prevail, some rainy ) »ds of a few days each may be

tpected; and these, it is probable, will be more fr

quen t in the last Ave months of the year. This, it will

be seen, includes the harvest season ; but 1 do not think

here is reason to fear any serious con ponces from

excessive or I >ug-c uitinut d r-mis. The driest weather
j

may be expected to occur in the early part of summer,
especially during the month of June and the first half

of July.

1862. This year may also be looked forward to as a

little on the dry side, generally speaking. The first

three months will be, probably, comparatively wet;
after which the weather becomes drier, and we may
expect a fine and dry summer. September will be of a

more unsettled and rainy character; and this sort of

weather will, probably, be more frequent during the

remaining months of the year.

1863. There will he a considerable quantity of rain

during this year. In all pr ability, dune, July, and
August will prove less rainy than most of the other

months; and if may not be very unfavourable for the

haymaking and the harvest, provided the latter does

not COme late. mber and the remaining months
ot tli. ir will, undoubtedly, prove extremely wet, as

here will then he a most remarkable combination of

w< t influences, which will produce extraordinary storms
and e\ naive inundi is.

1861. May also be expected to be wet, but, as

will be seen by the diagram, not so much so as the

year 1863.

The italics are onr own. Which then is the year to

which the alarming announcement of " the expected
extremely wet sea- >u "' is applicable? To us it seems
that Mr. Fnlbrook has studied to some purpose the
sagacious almanac of the renowned Francis Moore,
gentleman.

But he says that certain rules for predicting weather
have i discovered, and he assures his readers that

after having " largely investigated the subject/' be is

"ina p ion to state that there is the most posit ice

and satisfactory evidence that a relation does subsist

between those great fluctuations in the monthly and
yearly amounts of rain, which have hitherto been
regarded as uncertain, and the movements of the several

bodies of the >lar system." A very great discovery

this if real. To show that it is a reality the author

predicts of 1861 that the following is " likely to be of a

rainy or unsettled character," viz-., " The latter end of

April or beginning of May." Bat unluckily tor the

reality of the great discovery the latter end of April

was singularly dry, and now, on the 9th of May, which
we suppose will be regarded as past the beginning of the
month, we have scarcely felt a passing shower. Neither
has the weather been i unsettled than it is in

Kngland in 10 out of 12 months in every year.

Such being the esse it is needless to occupy our padres

with a description of Mr. Fnlbrook'a "discovery."
Those who desire to know what it is will doubtless
provide themselves with his pamphlet.

dinners, treat the gallant half-starved men who pour
out their blood like water in defease ot the power of
their beloved Sovereign and the honour of England,
Surely it is time to sweep out of our rrahlk ofiiess
those who cannot discover in less than Ave years how
to divide 30 or 40 lacs of rupees. Or is it, as many
believe, that the money has found its way into pockets
from which it cannot be exti acted? It has been the
same with the prize money of Canton, taken in
Dtcember 1857, in hard Sycee silver. Here there
has been no room for trumpery excuses about jewels
and silks requiring to be sold, and about nobody's
knowing what men were present at the siege. The
prize might have been divided in a week. The
nav'5 has long since received its share, thanks to
good men at the Admiralty; but the troops
ashore, what of them ? To them not one penny has

n paid ; it seems that the value of Sycee silver

cannot be ascertained in three years; and that the
apportionment of shares is beyond the arithmetical
power of Government officers. Yet Sir Hope Grant

—

all honour to him for daring to set a good example

—

was skilful enough to discover how to divide on the
spot among his troops the prize taken in the Summer
Palace at Pekin. It is a melancholy feature in the
public men of the day that no one can be found to
insist in Parliament upon the redress of intolerable
grievances like these. No wonder that officers are
disgusted with our service and men are mutinous when
they compare the Government under which they serve
with that of other nations.

e

iloticw

^asrlesrulbrook. 8vo, R. -nslisw. (A Pamphlet.)

vear^?d?^r8
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/howtb?lt ^e seasonstrom the:tar JS16 to lbbO. inclusive, acrr^e ».Kh n **-»*.(• _..i.

History of the Siege 'of Delhi. By an Officer who
served tt ere. Small 8vo., pp. 331. (A. and C. Hlack.)

Though late in the 1 1, yet, to those who are
familiar with the great events that happened at Delhi,
or are said to have happened there, the little volume
before us can hardly be said to want interest. In some
respects, indeed, its tardy publication is useful, for it

has enabled the author to take a cooler and more dis-

passionate view of the operation, than was possible
when men's blood was boiling with indignation at the
hideous atrocities of the rebel Sepoys and their infa-

mous leaders. On another account, too, we are glad to

see it. The author does not paint everything European
with a pencil dipped in rose-colour, nor everything
Indian with one loaded with pitch. He endeavours to

act fairly by both sides, and, in our judgment, has suc-

ceeded. We must add, however, that this feeling may
go too far, as is shown by the manner in which tb

evasion by Government of dividing the Delhi priee-

money is treated. *' Three years," the Officer observes,
" have now passed away, anil half the men who fough
at Delhi are in their graves, but no one has yet

(1861) received a pice of the prize-money, nor any so

much ss a medal to point them out, among the soldiers

of nations who two years later gained decorations on
the plains of Lombardy, as men who had conquered at

Delhi and Locknow.w It is even proposed to defer

paying the prize money for two years more ! ! Such
is the manner in which gentlemen who loll in their

i down-stuffed carriages, and dawdle over epicurean

77*£ Illustrated Bouquet (Henderson & Son), Part XI.
contains figures and descriptions of the following plants.
Rhododendron aunnm magnijlorum, one of the yellow
dosses between K. pontieum and A /.ilea sinensis; it is

very like others of its race, and, what is remarkable, is

not mentioned in a list of "the most commendable
kinds" given in the letterpress. A huge Horse-shoe
Pt rgonium called J'rincess of Prussia. Dianthus
hybridus multiflorus, very like Captain Trevor Clarke's
Mule Pink. A yellow leaved Pelargonium called Cloth
of Gold. Some big fuchsias called Prince Leopold
and Black Prince, and n really pretty little white and
rose sort named the White Lady.
Routledge's Illustrated Natural History for May

contains charming woodcuts of the Ortolan', Buntings,
Luks, the Bellfinch, Hornbills, and Toucans, and begins
the history of the great race of Parrots. It is a capital
Number.
Moore s Floral Magazine for May contains admirable

figures of the following plauts:

—

Celosia coccinea, one
of those branching forms of the C mb which,
now that their cultivation begins to be understood, are
found to make decorative plants of a high order; a
group of elegantly striped, three-coloured Branching
Lai ours, single and double, excellent for bouquets;
several new Verbenas, one of which, called Orand
1 tern, must have a "grand" appearance; and some
striped Pa\my-flowerea China Asters, bred by Mr.
W. Paul, and rivalling the French Asters now so
popular. Rumour says that the striking life-like
portraits of Pitch which have hitherto graced this
publication are shortly to be exchanged for the con-
ventional pictures in which ll .lists delight, and that
the work itself, at the instigation of some gentlemen
of that ilk, is to assume a purely florist character.

nsidering the ability and fidelity with which the
die and literary departments of the work have

been hitherto conducted, such a change can hardly be
>r the better. The public is not likely to appreciate

more the technicalities in which florists delight, and we
fi ar that those who are most interested iu the work
will hardly find the alteration said to be contemplated
SO advantageous as they anticipate.

»

Garden Memoranda.
DUTCH Garde —The Botanic Garden at A mster-

dam contains a number of good plants, and is especially
rich in Cy cades;. M. Groenewegan, the Inspector,
kindly conducted me through the conservatories, and
I ted out anything of special interest, among which
were the following Cycads :—Cycas inermis (female
plant in fruit); Cycas circinali.*, fine; Cycas Rumphii
(female plant); Cycas Altensteinii, large; Kncepha-
lartos caffra, with clean stem 12 feet high; Encephalar-
tos Lehmanni, fine; and Kucephalartos ey cadifolia, new
and fine. There were also soi of the pretty varie-
gated-! <I Orchids not often found En collections, par-
ticularly P mis discolor, and Goodyera colorata.

HI. Witlink's collection, near Amsterdam, is rich in

tc Ferns, aud many of them fine specimens. Dicksonia
chrysotricha, Alsophila contaminant* Alsophilu senilis,

Alsophila subacaulis, Alsophila compta, Lophosora
aftinis, Cibotinm Cummingi. Angiopteris hypoleuca,
Marattia Willinki, and Hcmioniti Blumei, were all in

large-sized plan

I visited the far-famed Bulb Gardens, at Haarlem,
and rpent a day among them. Previous to this, I had
not formed a correct idea of the soil on which our
beautiful Hyacinth roots, Tulips, Polyanthus Narcissus,
Gladioli, &.c, are so extensively produced. It is almost
pure sand, with a slight mixture of the debris of
slloi I Clay. Our Dublin Hyacinth growers might
form a very good notion of the position those
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gardens occupy, by supposmg the littleMto«n of

Baldoyle, near Howth, to be Haarlem * ith

Portmamock sand hills between it and the sea,

preventing the farther encroachment of
:

tht waves

and the small farms inside the sand-hi* *he Mb 0*r

dens. Under this supposition the lopalit.es are sun Ur

hot here we want the greater heat m summer besides

another important desideratum which we
>

cannot sup }

,

namely, plenty of moisture at a short depth from the

e want trie greater uc<i» "* » * .

portant desideratum which we cannot supply,

™-^,, vlty of moisture at a short depth^ from the

surface during the dry season, when te plants

»-Hfl—i- n„A fnfminor their bulbs. At ria<

are

aar-
growing vigorously, and forming their bulbs. At naar-

fem the ground Is intersected by canals and deep

ditches at every 100 yards or so, from 7£*^~
percolates at its level, and supplies tbe plants wtb

plenty of moisture at the period of the r grow h when

it is BDeciallv required. With this soil large quantities

of coT2Ze£ mixed, on which the bulbs are p an ed

;

but I could not learn that any other particular mar pu-

lation was resorted to, further than to keep the ground

clear of weeds. We can form very little idea respect-

ing the extensive scale those plants are cultivated on,

until we have actually seen it. Large squares of Poly-

anthus Narcissus, and Crocuses had already been

planted in September, when immense quantities of

hybrid Gladioli were in bloom. The Messrs. Rosen-

krantz kindly conducted me. through their drying and

saving houses, where the remaining portion of then-

bulbs were spread out on airy shelves ; but the greater

part of them had been despatched before that time to

the English and Russian markets, where the principal

consumption takes place.
<

Leyden Botanic Garden is famous in early Euro-

pean botanical history, in connection with the names

of Linnams, Clusius, and other eminent botanists

during the past and present centuries. On a tablet

there is the following quaint epitaph to Clusius :—
"Non potuit plura quserere, Clusius, herbas ergo novas

campis quaerit in Elysiis."
.

A few of the old trees planted by Linnaeus were

pointed out by the present Inspector, M. Witte. The

garden is well kept up, and contains a fair collection of

botanical plants, both tender and hardy, some of which

are rare species. In the Orchid-house I observed plants

of Phalsenopsis zebrina, Cypripediura caudatum and hir-

Butissimum, Lycopodiuin phlegmaria and furcatum.

Among the hardy trees outside, there is the largest one

of Salisburia adiantifolia I had previously seen, which

must have been among the earliest planted of its kind

in Europe. It is now almost 60 feet high, with a stem

6 feet in girth. There are also large specimens of

Gleditschia horrida, and Catalpa Kaempferi. The her-

baceous plants are arranged according to Endlicher's

system, and appeared to comprise a good collection.

At Antwerp, having made some acquaintance with
M. Charles Van Geert, I went to see his nursery, which
is well worthy of a visit from lovers of ornamental
plants. Selections of most of the trees and shrubs

which stand hardy in Europe are to be found in this

nursery, as well as fair collections of hardy greenhouse
and herbaceous plants. Among them, I noticed good
plants of Acer palmatifidum and pseudo-platanus pur-

pureum, Robinia inermis pyramidalis, Pavia californica,

Quercus nigra and macrocarpa, Juglans lacerata, Casta-
neadissecta,TiliaMisissippensis,Ulmus Dampieri, Cornus
mascula variegata, Populus pendula vai iegata, &c, &c.
In the neighbourhood of this nursery is the residence

of Madame Le Grele, who possesses an extensive private
collection of good plants ; but what I wished particu-
larly to see there was the large specimen of Theophrasta
imperialis, which is certainly a magnificent plant. Its
dimensions are in height about 12 feet, in diameter
about 6 feet, and well covered with healthy foliage,
each leaf from 2 to 3 feet long. Moore's Report to
the Royal Dublin Society.

necessary to avoid being short of specimens in bloom

with which to supply their places. Many things in

the stove, as Achimenes, Gloxinias, &c, should now be

in a forward state, but these must be carefully prepared

for removal to the cooler and drier atmosphere of the

conservatory, otherwise there will be great risk o

injuring the foliage, &c. Where circumstances will

admit, plants that havebeen grownin awarm moist atmos-

phere should be removed to an intermediate house

about a fortnight previous to their being taken to the

conservatory, and gradually inured to a free circulation

of air, &c. By attention to this and placing the

plants in the warmest corners in the conser-

vatory, Clerodendrons, Allamandas, &c, will con-

*
this purpose
water 2 lbs. of Tobacco, 2 lbs. of soft «A ^«
sulphur; boil for one hour and strain \\

^ 2*
^ trough i i

and sprinkle the trees with thig'inthett-S^A
sieve, then add sufficient water to make in n*
and sprinkle the trees with this in the Jj 8—
sun is off them. Strawberries, should ^^
again become dry, may soon require »tw *
watering, &c. After thoroughly

cleanin i?
r

thorough soaking should be given, and ifJ ^

from the stable-tank can be given when th ^M
been well saturated with clear water it;

6
?***

securing large fruit. The beds should be*m u
soon after watering as convenient, in order?
evaporation and the fruit from being

soiled r
clean straw cannot be afforded, fresh

litt fil"
stable-yard will form a very good substitute

6

Miscellaneous.
Anemone nemorosa purpurea.—In the Annals for

May 1858 (3rd ser. vol i. p. 397) I mentioned a purple
variety of the Wood Anemone as found at Pinner. I
observed it again the other day in the woods near
Chislebnrst. This variety or race is not dependent on
any local or other external circumstance, as it is found
in the same woods as the more common pale or white
kind, and generally in patches intermixed with it.

This probably arises from all the plants in each patch
being flowering plants of the same root, or of fragments
of the root, accidentally broken off. These patches are
scattered in various parts of the woods. There is
considerable difference between the two varieties, and I
have not been able to discover any intermediate grada-
tions between them. The more common pale states of the
species have a large flower, usually consisting of six
ovate, whitish petals, the three outer ones having a
more or less deep-purple tinge on the outer surface.
The purple-flowered variety or race has a rather
smaller flower, generally of eight (rarely of six) narrow
ovate petals, which are all of a uniform more or less
deep.purple colour. The leaves of this variety are
mostly of a darker hue. Br. J. E. Gray, in Annals and
Magazine of Natural Historyfor May.

Calendar of Operations.
( For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
\J*°}S!tJ*T*7' *%TS°me °f tbe earlier flowering
half hardy plants will soon be getting past their best,«d a judicious amount of foresight and care will be

beauty may De very

even temperature in the conservatory after removing

plants thence that have been grown in the stove, and

furnish a little shade on bright sunny days. Also see

that every plant is perfectly clean before placing it in

this house, and that climbers, &c, are not infested

with insects. To the lastnamed class of plants should

be added the charming Bougainvillaea speciosa, and the

beautiful Lapageria rosea. For the former the warmest

part of the house should be selected, and where if pos-

sible its roots can have a little artificial heat, ^ouug

stock in pits will now be making rapid growth, and

must be carefully attended to as to watering, stopping,

training, &c. Examine Heaths frequently for mildew

and apply sulphur the moment it is perceived, some of

the soft-foliaged varieties being very liable to be attacked

by that pest at this season.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.

Pinery.—Where quality is of importance, care must

be observed to have the soil in a healthy rather dry

state during the period of ripening, for as there is no

reasonable hope of otherwise obtaining high- flavoured

fruit, the trouble necessary to collect and place together

those approaching ripeness, so as to be able to afford

them a rather dry atmosphere, and avoid touching

them with the syringe after they begin to colour, will

be well repaid. Suckers that are not very strong will

be benefited by being left on the stool for a month

after the fruit is cut, but this will seldom be necessary

in the case of healthy vigorous plants. Any neglect in

the way of watering and maintaining a moist atmosphere

in the case of succession stock may lead to their fruiting

prematurely, therefore let there be no lack of attention

at present/ Plants showing fruit should be encouraged

with a brisk growing temperature, shutting up early in

the afternoon after syringing.

Vines.—If red spider makes its appearance on the

foliage after fruit has commenced colouring, no time
should be lost in coating the hot-water pipes with

sulphur. The sulphur should be mixed in water with
about equal quantities of lime and soot, and applied

with a brush. The lime serves to prevent the sulphur

from being washed or rubbed off, and the soot helps to

prevent any disagreeable appearance. The temperature
of late houses where the fruit is now showing must not

be allowed to fall too low at night if good-sized bunches
are expected, and where Muscats are grown for a late

supply, there will be but little chance of securing a good
crop of these unless a temperature of 70° is maintained.
Attend carefully to young Vines recently planted, keep-
ing the borders in a healthy moist state, maintaining a
moist atmosphere, and shading if necessary until the
Vines get a fair start. Proceed diligently with thinning
the berries, &c, immediately they are ready, for they
progress rapidly at this season ; stop all the laterals in

time, and allow no confusion.

Melons.—Where the fruit is swelling the soil should
be kept in a properly moist state, and ever} means
should be used to preserve the foliage in perfect
health, as there is no possibility of obtaining good
flavoured fruit unless the foliage is kept in health.
Keep the Vines thin, and prevent their being encum-
bered with useless laterals, and remove any decaying
leaves at once, as these when left only serve as a harbour
for insects. There is yet plenty of time to secure a
good crop in dung beds, and if any of the frames which
have been used for getting up " bedding-out stuff" can
be spared for this purpose the plants should be got out
at once.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Examine recently transplanted Evergreens and other

shrubs and trees frequently to see that they are pro-
gressing favourably. Give a liberal soaking of water
where necessary, and stir and mulch the surface after-
wards. Half-hardy plants, when consigned to their
summer places after many months' shelter under glass
and much attention and care, must also be duly
attended to with water until they lay hold of the soil
and with favourable weather and proper attention they
will speedily cover the beds and will repay all the
trouble that has been bestowed upon them, but every
effort must be used to prevent their sustainingany check,
for if allowed to get into an unhealthy state at present
there will be much difficulty in getting them into free
growth without much loss of time. Spare hand-glasses
should now be used for the propagation of favourite
spring blooming plants, as Pansies, Phloxes, <fcc. These
do best on a shady border.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Peaches and Nectarines will now require particular

attention
; destroy green fly on its first appearance ; for

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHlSWlCK no. LQi*
r the Week ending May 9, 1861, as observed at «« Hott«-»*- -ttuUnm^

May.
5 .

Friday 3, 23
Satur. 4\ 24

Sunday 5! 25

Baromktbe.

Max.

Mon.
Tuea. 7
Wed. 8
Thur«. 9

A\erage..

•26

27
28

30.074

36.115
30.161
30.137
29.955
29.»93
29.757

Min.

29.914

30.047
30.117
30.001

29.919

29J09
29.670

TbmpkIItom;

Max. Min.

63
55

55
58

51

45

52

37

33

88

26

35

27

30

29.870 I 29.915 foil) 32.3

Mean
Hi

50.0

44.0

46.5

420
43.0

36 J)

41.0

f

VU.

43.2

9

*i u
May 3—Rain; dense dark clouds; overcast; rather bamwttt4— Cloudy and cold ; heavy shower of rain and wWi?

cold wind and showers.
5—Brisk cold dry north wind; fine; overcast

6—Cloudy; overcast; slight haze; frosty at night

7—Dry baze ; cloudy and cold; overcast; slight m.
8—Slight rain; cold haze; drizzly; overcast; ftottfcu.

9— Frosty; slight fog, uniform haze; foggy; iligtakit*
Mean temperature of the week, 71 deg, below the arenp,

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWI0

During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending fcit

TrnSi

May.

Sunday 12..

Mon. 13 .

Tucs. H-.
Wed. 1»T.«

Thurs. 16..

Friday 17.,

Satur. IS..

£.cc
"j * —
- - -

63.6
63.8

63.1

64.7
65.8

65.3
R4.9

41.1

39.4
40 6
41.0

ttJ
42.4

432

SB

523
51.6

52.0

52.8

54.

5

:»:i 8
54.0

No. of

Years in

which it

Rained.

16

17
H
12

13

15

16

Greatest

Quantity

of Rain.

1.14 in.

1.10

0.66

0.41

031
0.58

0.17

i.
,

*

9

1

3
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The highest temperature during the aboye period ocwnWa*

and 17th, 1833-therm. 86 dej?.; and the lowest oa * «*»•

therm. 25 deg. _.

Notices to Correspondents.

Books: A Constant Reader should consult
Gj*J*J5

Lloyd's Guide to Aquaria, whwh^artj*^
X Y Z. Van Houtte's Flore des Serw »«***,
kind of work you want. It may tejJ*ffam
Silberrad, 5, Harp Lane, Great Toward 'J*^
can say of tbe Botany in The Youi* WM "J^
by Mr. Henry Bobn the ^^^i^tffcW
exception the worst account of the^^*m
acquainted. The ignorance of the author wouiak

if it did not stare us in the face. ^tini*
Bu.gaisvill.eas: G.Jeaffreson.

Fortnepres

exhausted. wavof*^
Couch Grass: W S N. There is only one w

) ^
Couch Grass from a lawn. Fare off W*-^
pick out of it with the hand every bi oft^^
Fork over tho pared surface ofjne 8 ^0
Couch from that also. Bofl well down w

and relay the turf. ^ uJ^*

Cultivation: FRC. We cannot ma
*f *%nc8ist

as you suggest with correspondent #,

knowledge and skill we are u^JTf"the**

communication depends upon the vaiu h

Dendrobidm: C. The air is not.too ^<<
care that in making the air hjwb^J '

tem perature. Ko harm has been <wn*
fc

:

Deodar: Original Sub. Iti»cl^
n^^P

dof*f.

excess of water at the roots au y
d dry j,f

v

restoring its health is toj&™&
recover.

age. We fear however it will naraiy ^^
Diseases : A Reader's seedlings are

i

pro ^
sequence of exposure to our *™8»li*% B^'

ery likely

rapes: VU... —
stopped soon enough, we ™**rv" taking

cutting out the diseased berries, w

resulphuring. . ^ s&vbf
1MBten: Fareham. Your ^arr^^

+*

jm

warm

send another specimen, more
possiw',,,*

the " white blight "of thuitree< wd *>»

syuuge it with the de^^S.^nine.. u .A*
« P

a
3*7 of our oorrenty^r-

h

VO

aW ^ g.
LE

t

A
he SESTET tneU^— *

the secretion is thrown ofl-

^gj^J.Name, or Plants: "' A^tebUi^fl /•''!
gainvilto B-w-SS&BT«rl«S£&<
ovatum.—F T. * ecu**

«

e pernap
fro6f^

Mignonette ill grown. Y^erved fro£^^
plant becomes a shrub if P ^ perMJ^
in fruit ; looks like a ^ ^ too bad

Adiantum pubescens , *, »

stichum Lonchitis. nights
have --^

PEACH LEAVES '. N H M- <***£*, *** «*

SBe^^tS^'^
r,Cr Banks : W**^£«^W
to some engineer who ^o sb^gfr up?
prevent the mischief by

d RDd Jj^ftim^ w*
stout stakes deep intc,tf*

M»
^ugh slabs o £

with coarse wicker work o

f'UVM
Misc. :

*»** l^XS^. m$&J
5PB'

as supports to Grapes,
^ ^.^ng ^yLea &%*

down
P
i-The advice rt»ut^ bf*^ch*fc

proposed by Sir Joseph r lunliA» tbfl
b*^ |

SenCd in our adverUs^^^ abou

you to refer.—We Knu

Broccoli you mention.
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AKTIKICIAL MANURES, Ac—Manufacturers and

others engaged in making Artificial Manure* may obtain

i nmi I instruction for their economical and efficient

km, by anplring to J. C. Noht. F.G 8, Ac , Principal

of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kensington, Lon-

<lon, 8. Analyses of Soil*. Guano*. Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, Ac. , and Aaeajs of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals

are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommo-
dation at the College. _____

Established 1821.—UvnrsBSAL Suocess or

GRIFFKV, MORRIS, axd GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They hare now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimony borne to their value as Manures avl.ipted

for the TURXII MANGEL WIRZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
in POTATO CROPS.

Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, <fc

Gairrof, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton.

Turnip Bowing.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME (made from bone,
see Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol VI., page 2\

Blood Manure. Guano, Nitrate i.f S .. ia, Gypxum. Dona Dost
Solphuric Acid, and all others of known value, may be had of
U. ForBtacn.L * Co., 23, Great Tower Street, Mark Lane, E.C
Bole Agents for the " Peat Moas Charcoal Company."

LA W K S » S MA NUKE 8 .

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Laws for the
present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at hia
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWsV8 PATENT TIRNIP MANURE, axd BONE
riL'PERPHOMHATK OF I 1MB £6 6

LAWK8*S BUPERPUOSPlIATi OF LIME from
BURNT 1 \B oa MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWsW8 BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr Lawks, or through
his nil minted Agen n all parts of the United Kingdom, at
j.rice* varying according to eost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guana direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

Of Sods, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address Johk Bnnm Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, K.C. : and Liffoy Buildings. Eden Quay, Dublin.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPnOSPHATE or LIME, of host quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and DONE MANURE ron
PASTURM.

» NCI NTRATED URATE.
HLOOD MANURE roa CORN amp ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRB88ING.
MANGOLD MANURE

Theywould callparticular attention to the article DTS80LVED
CONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and Insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
' ANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs A 8ons), NITRAT >i
SODA, 8ULPHATBor AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

1 16. Fenchurch Street, :. Edw, Pdrsbb, Secretary.

BLNARU, LACK, akd Co.'> CONCENTRATED
BUrFRPHOSPHATK or LIME

; guaranteed to c ain
Phosphoric Add soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribes
Phosphate of I e.

CON TRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to
the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—•• These rcsulls must

^e very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
nigh agncmtural and commercial value which characterises
jour concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
^ces, Ac., msy be had on application to Burns rd. Lack.
Co , Sutton Road, Plymouth.

Farm Buildings.

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, Ac, for the erectiou of Farm Houses,
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their
own Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.

No investigation of title beiug required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

The Company furnish designs of every description, and
undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actuil ex] iiture only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street, London, S.W.

T
Allotment of Freehold Building Sites.

HE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY,
_A_ ;,, Norfolk Street, Strand. W.C.
The 8ECOND ALLOTMENT for the present financial year

ia fixed for THURSDAY, May 16, at the office*, at Noon pre-

cisely, on which occaai n will Ik> offered valuable FreenoM
Building Sites on the following Estates :—

No. 1. ROEIIAMPTON PA 11K (Second Portion).
No. 2. PUTNKY HEATH ESTATE.
No. 3. KENTISH TOWN ESTATE.

Plans of the Estates will be sent by post on receipt of seven
stamps for each separate Plan. Printed particulars of the
Land will be forwarded, with the Society's Prospectus, free of

charge. Ciiarlkh Lewis Gruneiskn, Secretary.

OLLEGE of AGRlri LTURK and CHEMISTRY,
and or PRACTICAL am> GENERAL SCIENCE,

37 and 88, Lower Kennington Lane, Kcnnington, London, S.

Principal—J. C Nesbit, F.G.S., I O.S., Ac.
Tho system of studies pursued in tho College comprise*

every branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of
Agriculture, Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts;
for the Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of ev.ry description arc promptly and
accurately executed at the College. Tho terms and other
particulars may bo had on application to tho Principal.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
ENQLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, July 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19.

ENTRIES of Lire Stock ami Flax close on the 1st of June.
Prize Sheets and Forms for Entries may be had on applica-

tion to H. Hall Dare, Secretary.
12, Hanover Square, London, W.

2Tlie agricultural (Ba^ette.
SATURDAY, MAY U> 1861.

NGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
( Norton

Moxoat, May 13^ Framlin^hnm 6 r.M.
( ( M r. JcftfTrcton on Atmospheric Electricity)
—W irksworth **___,Tuxiday, —

WlDNllDAT, —
WxDXXftDAT, —
Friday, —

14—W irkftworth.

!*1 Ajrri. ictjr of England
16

1 Oxford
o* ( Ajcri Society of England
"t (General Meeting)
24— Fenwith, i'enzancc.

t *

• *

a a

oon

Noon

To Wholesale Houses.
WANTED, for London and surrounding district, a

respectable Firm to take the Wholesale Agency of " The
•Original Condiment, or Food for Cattle," manufactured by the
Inventor of " Thorley's Food for Cattle.

"

Address. Fawctctt A Bcxtlkt. Storthee Mill. Huddersfield.

JOHN FOWLKK Jux., 28. Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

-can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

CHURNS.—The Royal Agr iltural Sod.tv's Prize
Churn is the best invented. Butter produced in

12 minutes. Price 30« and upwards.
Full particulars forwarded on spplication to Burgess A Kit

AflTicuRural sx Gardening Machinery Stores, 05, Newgate

or no fertilising

to which they
beinsr that their

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

J, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, 8. W.
To Lavdowtceks, tub Clkrot, Estate Aokxts, Surveyors, <fcc

E^OLAHO A3TD WALES AXD IN 8OOTLAND.
The Duectors beg leave to announce that the Company's

£2£*m?1 BJ^ l85S>
'
hM r***™* the sanction of the Legis-

m££!!* «2?»»S
,

!
n
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Ml

'
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Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

T^o?le^^^>7 Commiasion, in respe/t of anypaollc or general works of drainage or other improvementsmay borrow their proportionate share of the coatfand eta™the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
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Some months since reference was made in these
olumns to an experiment carried out atGlasnevin
in the season of 1859, with the view of testing

the several manures then in the Irish markets.
Ad other experiment equally interesting was
instituted on the same farm in the same season, to

which we will now briefly allude.

The notion is pretty generally entertained that
ground coprolites exercise little

influence on the green crop

may be applied ; the supposition

phosphates are so locked up as not to be available
for nourishing the growing crop.

It has occurred to Mr. Baldwin 1

, of Glasnevin,
and others, " that it was by no means improbable
that when coprolites are finely ground, and evenly
distributed over the land, their phosphates might
be dissolved by rain water or water charged with
carbonic acid." * Mr. Baldwin was aware that
experiments tried elsewhere were rather opposed
to this supposition, but this M did not appear to pre-
clude the possibility of coprolites, in an impalpable
powder, possessing manurial value." To test this
point an experiment appears to have been specially
instituted, and carefully conducted.
The experiment seems to establish the fact that

under certain circumstances the insoluble phos-
phates (as they are called) of coprolites can he
assimilated by plants. Whether the result would
prove as satisfactory in all soils a? on the Glas-
nevin trial field, and in all seasons as well as in

that of 1859, may, however, be well doubted.
And of this the conductors of the Glasnevin
experiment appear to be fully aware, as is evidenced

by the cautious observations by which the result

arrived at is introduced to public attention.

The manures used in competition with finely-

ground coprolites in this experiment were
1. Farm Yard.
2. Peruvian Guano
3. Dissolved coprolites.

4. Ground (A-inch) bones.

5. Dissolved bones.

6. Ground coprolites.

farther information, and uw
• Hcexmrable William Napiwi, Manacrin^'
Palace Yard. Westminster . S, W.

^"*

All these manures were analysed by Mr. Robert
Galloway, of the Department of

Arts (Dublin).

Science ani

Judging by the detailed compo-

Dr. Kirkpatrick's Report on Agricultural Schools for 1859,

92. See also Quarterlv Journal of Aorriculture.

sition of the two "dissolved" manures, it would
appear that some other pointa beside the relative
efficacy of insoluble and soluble phosphates were
sought to be tested. The following table gives the
per centage of the more important constituents
contained in the several manures :

—

* *Water
Phosphoric \

acid in so- >

lublc state )

Phosphoric
^

acid in in- {_

s o 1 u bl o
|

state . i

"

Amnion ia

in form
salts
A B m onia^
capable of I

bams de-
rived from \
nitrogen
in nitrogo-

nisedcom-
pounda »»

It

Bl
2 s

8.14

.1

13

•a w

?

it

14.00

2.64

11.15

5.70

S.S0 7.D0

o a

12.58

05 11.88

1.71

h

12.56

2.i

4.41J

* * *

I 11 9 * 3.24

• • • • * •

1.43 . . . •

As the low per-centage of phosphoric acid in the

prepared bones and prepared coprolites, particularly

the former, may lead to mistake, it is necessary to

explain that in order to be able the more evenly
to distribute the manures in the drills, a very
large quantity of finely divided vegetable mould
was used in drying those two manures.
The soil on which the experiment was carried

out appears to have been ia no very higli condi-

tion, which together with the great heat and
dryness of the season, accounts for the small

acreable yield. The crop experimented with was
Swede Turnip, which was sown on the evening of

the 26th May, the manure having been, on the

same day, simultaneously applied and covered

in. And in order that the plants in one
lot should not derive any advantage from
the manure in the adjoining lots, the plots were
separated by uncropped drills.

The farm-yard manure was applied at the rate

of .'30 tons per statute acre, and the purchased
manure at the uniform rate of 3Z. per statute

acre, no charge being made for the trouble of pre-
paring the dissolved coprolites and dissolved bones.

The Peruvian guano cost .

.

The ground bones
The finely ground coprolites.

.

The produce per statute acre stood thus

:

13Z.«5«. per ton.
8 „
4

Tns. cwt.
1. Farm -yard manure 18 15

Peruvian guano ..12 10
3. Dissolved coprolites 14 10

Tns. cwt.
4. Ground bones . . 10 10
5. Dissolved bones . . 11 5
6. Ground coprolites.. 14 5

u The land was carefully measured, the manures
carefully applied, the seed carefully sown, and the
produce as carefully weighed." We must there-
fore accept the experiment as one faithfully

conducted.
It has been suggested, we believe by Mr.

Lawes, of llothamsted, that the result may arise
from the humidity of Ireland. In order to elicit

an explanation on this point, we should be very
glad to publish any experiments with ground
coprolites tried elsewhere in the season of 1859
or any other season, and the value of such experi-
ments would be enhanced by a note of the rainfall.

Meantime it may be observed that our rainfall

in the Turnip season of 1859 exceeded that at
Glasnevin, as will be seen from the following
table:

—

Rainfall in Inches.

1859.

May
June
July
August
September
October .

November

Glasnevin.
Dublin.

||

0.56
1.29
1.51

1.41
2.76
1.25
2.03

England.^

2.4

1.4
3.3
1.1

3.8
3.6
2.8

The year 1859 was remarkably dry in England,
a circumstance which is not easily reconcilable with
the explanation suggested above.

"We see from a report of the Proceedings of the

Royal Agricultural Society that the Judges of

Essays have awarded the prize of 10/. to Messrs.

W. and H. Raynbird for their paper on the
Adulteration of Seeds. Believing this subject

* Besides 3.99 of phosphates of iron and alumina,
t And 4.25 phosphates of iron and alumina.

1 And 5.25 phosphate of iron and alumina.

§ This includes some organic matter.

|| From the observations taken on the Glasnevin Model Farm.
% From the report of Mr. Glaisher, F.R.S., in Journal o the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, Vol. XX.
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to be of the greatest importance to the agricultural

community, vre are glad to find that we are now
to have the assistance of seedsmen themselves in

unravelling the art and mystery of the seed trade,

and this too with a combination of the knowledge

of practical agriculture, which must render their

evidence of great value upon this question. And
we shall therefore be much interested in reading

their essay upon the subject.

Our part in this discussion has been exceedingly

simple. "We have from time to time published the

results of such inquiries as we could rely upon,

and we have now made it notorious that the seeds

upon which we depend for our annual crops have
for some time been getting worse and more impure.

We feel sure that both respectable seedsmen and
their customers are interested in learning the

truth from us ; but indeed we learn it from them.

Take the late case of Dayet v. Gillett, in which
it was clearly shown that a weed new to the

district was introduced with Sainfoin seed, a weed
too, that a few years since was scarcely known in

England, as the Burnet of Sainfoin is not our

native form known as Poterium sanguisorba (the

lesser Burnet), but a much larger and coarser plant,

probably a foreign variety, botanically named
P. muricatum. This plant is now so common with
Sainfoin, and makes such rapid progress in its

growth in comparison with the latter, that

in some instances a Sainfoin crop will contain

scarcely a tithe of the true plant. Now
are not accused of mixing it, but they

separated it ; and it is possible that

cases they have relied upon the simi-

larity of colour of the two seeds, and the hitherto

notorious fact that farmers really knew nothing
about it. Under such circumstances it seems a
plain duty to tell our readers of these matters.

"We are glad to find that there is a remedy at

law for the selling of Burnet seed for Sainfoin,

and we must still contend that even if Burnet
were a valuable plant, if we want Sainfoin we
ought to have it and not Burnet. It is no
answer to this request to say Burnet seed
is worth Is. per lb., and Sainfoin only 2d. No
plant seeds

^
more Tapidly, and were there a

i

market for it we could render it much cheaper
than Sain toin. But this reminds us that the other
day we sent to a seedsman for a quantity
of Burnet seed for sowing in an experimental
plot, and on examination o£ it we computed that
there were at the rate of 230,000 seeds to the

seedsmen
have not
in many

The farm is 700 acres in extent, of which 600 acres

are arable. It lies for the most part over gravel upon the

Oxford clay. At least 500 acres are thus a tolerably

open soil, the remainder is however upon the sheer clay,

and some of it is thus "the stiffest land in England."

The clay land is not all drained : it would be difficult to

find an outfall ; the land upon the gravel beds—an

adhesive loam—has generally a good natural drainage,

and is a verv fine soil well worth the 40s. an acre which

is commonly paid. The greater part of the estate is

the property of Mr. Pullen. It is very flat, and lying

low was last year flooded over a considerable part of its

surface. It is in several wavs particularly well adapted

for steam cultivation. Thus it is open and un fenced

except against the drift ways and roads — it is

sufficiently heavy to make horse labour ajways

costly and often mischievous — and in particular

there is not a field or division of it which

has not water close at hand in ditches through it or

around it. Instead, therefore, of a horse and cart, a

boy and bucket are all that is needed for the water

supply of the engine, and even that is sometimes dis-

pensed with—the engine pumping directly from the

ditch by which it stands.

Mr. Pullen's farm is interesting in other ways than

as being cultivated by steam-power. It is a great

meat manufactory. Nothing is sold off it except to

the butcher—no stock is sold in " store" condition, and
no expense is spared in fattening. No wonder that

the land is in good condition. As much as 5 quarters of

grain—Barley, Beans, and Peas—are consumed daily

during winter and on till past this time : a steam-

driven chaffcutter and pair of stones keep the feeding-

houses, yards, and folds supplied. Two or three hundred
fat bacon hogs are sold every winter—30 or 40 heavy
beasts are fatted—a breeding flock of 600 cross-bred

ewes yields every spring at least an equal number of

fat lambs—and 200 ewe lambs being purchased every

summer, as many old ewes are fatted off and sold. The
production of fat lamb is a great business in that part

of the country. They are dropped at Christmas time
—sheltered for a while in yards—but soon taken ont to

Turnips in the fields, and fed first there, and then on the

earliest Trefoil and Vetches—both the ewes and their

lambs, with whatever they will eat, Peas especially

being given to them, as much as they will eat—and
from the middle of March till the middle of June the
lambs are sold from them as they are fit for market.
It has this spring been a very profitable business, no less

than 16d. a lb. having been lately occasionally reached.
The rotation adopted on this farm, while it is espe-

cially adapted to the stiffer class of soils, is of course
framed with a particular view to the provision of food
for so large a quantity of fatting stock. There is no
bare fallow—and excepting here and there a field for
Mangel Wurzel, as well as the case of Wheat stubble

_ bushel of it, consisting mostly of Sainfoin, Lop :

ploughed for spring corn, there is not even any winter
(Bromus mollis and varieties), Buckwheat and fa,Iovv

- The following is the ordinary cropping of the
others; and this, as it was too impure for our i

a"d
*

Of60° acres, 200 are in Wheat; 150 in Hurley
;

purpose, was returned. Now, this was doubtks* I
00 J7* *re fiwfc TLefoil.

or Vetches, and then
some siftings from a sample of dirty Sainfoin, and
we contend that we have in this case as much
right to complain of the Sainfoin in the Burnet, as
Mr. Davey had of the Burnet in the Sainfoin.
However, we are happy to state that at the

same seedsman's we saw bulk of Sainfoin seed so
free from Burnet that we could not detect a single
seed of it in a sack. We were however handed a
sample which the seedsman had refused to buy
because it contained much Burnet, and the reason
for its rejection was that the farmers were getting
too wide awake, and very properly insist on a
genuine seed.

Mr. Gillett did na more than the custom of the
trade allowed

; he bought dirty Sainfoin, and he
sold it at a moderate profit just as he bought it.
But it is plain that if by continued discussion

on this subject, whether in agricultural periodicals '

or before juries, farmers are made "too wide
awake to permit a custom inj urious to themselves

,

great good is accomplished.

Swedish and common. Turnips or Rape, a field or
two lying fallow during winter for Mangel Wurzel

;

100 acres are Beans aud Peas, and 50 acres are in broad
Clover.

Of the Wheat stubble half comes up for Barley and
half for Vetches, &c, and root.s. Of the Barley stubble
50 acres are in Clover, and 100 are for Beans and IVas.
Half the root crop, all the Beans : nd Peas stubble, and
the Clover, are followed by Wheat. Wheat thus conn
once every three years, or alternately four and two
years apart, the intervening crops being Barley an I

Beans—or roots, Barley and Clover as in the four-fold
system—or roo^s only. The following rotation, for
instance, would satisfy the actual cropping of the land j—
1, Wheat; 2, Barley; 3, B«ans; 4, Wheat; 5, Vetches
and Turnips; 6, Barley; 7, Clover; 8, Wheat; 9,
Barley; 10, Beans; 11, Wheat; 12, Trefoil and Swedes
or Mangel Wurzel. Each of these pieces beinff 50
acres in extent, there would on the whole 600 be the
acreage of th e< several crops which Mr. Pullen grows.
Ot^course this is a very heavy cropping of the land. It

THE HORSE-POWER AKD ItsTen three- horse teams were needed f

C°ST-

.ccasionally, on the lighter lands worl^p culti

team grubber has displaced 19 ..
ln

Paii

occasiona

steam grubber has displaced 12
"

ftT7,
U1

Pai* £
which Mr. Pullen now finds enough y? % «2
horses displaced would have done in\i- *£*
360 acres of the ploughing which IVl

pr
°Nl

to be needed annually under the rnf ?•
e est^

share of all the other work. I find t^^^
cultivator has given a grubbing

( ncri f!\
tbe <*

since August 1858. The™ »™*Jn 7 to USG •There are still abontVetches and Trefoil to prepare for Turn
this season; if for these we nnf. aJ-T

80

lP« and

*-»?

ttft

w« put downT*T k

acres, or about kcA""'
68

J>^

equal at the average rate of perfomanc/^work each year. I may mention that th*
°^

"" "'6 qaantir

grubbing yet to be done, then probalSTtha a *
cultivation will reach 1640 acre* ™ JJl br*

work accomplished was ascertained bv
field in succession, and counting upthpnnmf
it had been cultivated by steam ja^ilS* **
that about 40 acres had been cultivated omS!

1*
had been cultivated twice, 103 acres hadW-
three times, 127 had been cultivated fourtimS?
about 20 acres of the arable land on \fS^
vator had yet not been worked. ^*
The following is the estimated cost toMi,M-

rf

the displaced horses:

—

' *

Food. Two bushels of Oats weekly during half tie i
year, and 1 bushel weekly during the other half'

*

78 bushels, at 2*. 6d
"

Hay, 1£ cwt. weekly, 87 weeks at 3*.

Cut forage for two months, 1 cwt. daily at W.'
Pasturage, 18 weeks at 4*.

•I

• f

t 1UI

1

111

The whole annual cost is thus
, „ft j j

Extras, including farriery, harness, smith-work
Maintenance of value, 10 per cent.

• *

• t

And this over 12 horses amounts to UJj \ \

The cost ofrepairsandmaintenance ofthe implements
worked by these and other horses which have been

displaced by the steam cultivator may be Is. M.w
acre over 200 acres 1$ f I

The wages saved by displacing 12 horses maybe:

1 carter lit., 3 ploughmen at9*.
f
4 boys at 8*. M.

A portion of these is still retained, and I therefore

suppose the amount actually saved to be 40*. weekly,

or in all \. lft It

Lastly there is interest of money, or 5 per cent on

300*., the value of the horses, or in all .. .. 15 1 •

The sum thus annually saved is thus

- •

f ..ML-

THE STEAM-POWER AND ITS COST

We now come to consider the cost of the

power substituted, and let us take the actualiisM

the first two years of Mr. Pullen's expert

His Apparatus, including windlass rope, an^onf

rope pulleys, and cultivators, cost 2m. ^^*
-

- -"^mdilw

end of two years, after 5Z. of repairs upon it,he*
second-hand 7-horse-p '>wer engine for 1501., and a

for 1301.

yiwims tins » a very Heavy cropping of the land.
is however naturally a fertile soil-a strongbox full of

-1 Mr. Pullen^ lar.e <at*ng=££££* ,0Ck

...,v«. „».j „ icnue mm— a stro
treasure which only needs skilful tillaset— find 1VT« T>.«11,»~>~ 1 /. , , -

Mr.
and
the

lias

was

STEAM CULTIVATION.

£ Sutton Cofetney, xeab Abingdon-Oq
Pollens farm, which lies between this long-
stmgghug village and the Didcot Station on
Great Western Kailway, Smith's steam cultivator
been employed since August 1858. Mr. Pullen
the first in Berkshire to seek the aid of steam-power

vJll f?
UlvatT °J

]a"d
- ^. Benyon, M.P., of

Englefield, was, I understand, the second. In both of
these cases the Woolstone system has been adopted.
Mr. Fowler s plough was-also very soon at work in the
neighbourhood of Sutton Courtney, but it was not
unt,l a year or two years later that it came so rapidly
into operation ,n this county. Meanwhile we have onMr. Pullen s farm a case of very nearly three years'
experience of the Woolstone system, long enough of

^rill ?mmand greafc COntide™ in ** relults

rinlust iSk ir^l™1 S^' and was so™r1^: f

1858
>

a t work on Peas and Bean stubblewXS^iT* *"* that toe 1480ac- *"

K

t^mhbmw xieiuuior swedes, provides animmense storage of manure for the maintenance of thefertility which is so drawn upon.
the

It is, however, in the laborious rather than the" exhausting character of the rotation that we are esped!ally interested. There are enly 50 »er«i «f t
P

i
Clover on the whole 600 acres ? 550 then Zl ^T
year in cultivation. Wheat stubbles n Uuhln a„Sspring ploughing

.

f0P Barley, and aulumn p%7" forVetches, &c, and again more than one nln>,S „ £
Turnip, Ba, ley stumbles (exceptingZ^ZtZ^
Clover) need autumn cultivation for Beans and 1WBeans and Peas stubble need ploughing for Wheat Hfields in root crops carted off or fed nnnn l. 1
need ploughing fo? Barley or for SL^T&£*
needs also ploughing up for Wheat. It

1,,e ^lover

n;uch to say that every year upon 600

He has since bought an 8-horse.po«er**
cylinder engine from Koby, of Lincoln,wiUi

™"
self-driving apparatus—costing in all 300t. g
fortune with his first engine is no doubt anWJ
ease, but what we have to do with as l»9tom^
it is an actual one. His rope, costing 50J., was

at the end of two years, and another costingj>

substituted. His windlass has cost notbing»L

repairs wnce he had it, and it seems in gowjTJ

now. The repairs on other parts of the »cu

the cultivator have not exceeded 10/. "^
years, and three doten shares have been boog

the period, costing 3/.

The cost of Repair* per annum, includingnewWIJ

ad.ling up the items specified, and dividing HM ,

amounts to •' .. *Jnn foe

The Fuel has averaged 10 cwt. a day, costing on
f

ground 10*., and this on 1 10 days amounts to
ti

i

The oil used is hal f a gallon a week, or

The Wooes are as follows :— Engine-man,

2*. 6d. ; t anchor-men, at 2*. ;
two men

with grubber, at 2s. ; a boy at windlaffl,

fi<i. ; and boy to carry water, 1*.,* 1«- a

day, or *;
rtf«.

To this must be added the cost of re

movals-viz., ijhourseachtiraeof 8 horses

(viz., 3or4t • engine. 2 or 3 to windlass,

and 2 to waggon holding tools), ana two

extra men—probably 30 removals, equai

5 days of all this labour at 24*.

&
n

$. I

The whole thus amounts to

• •

• •

6
o

I'
«!'

atThe whole thus amounts w •
•

, doWD *'
,,

The Maintenance of the Apparatus 1 F »

10 per cent, upon 210/. its cost . .
• m to

tins

The maintenance of the engine is oi
J»u ^ beeD

case not incurred, as it was sold, and tue w

already specified under the head of repw
appftratu>

The interest of money invested m the if- »

and engine, 3602., at 5 per cent, is ••
^

The whole annual cost amounts to. •

^„t, U^
Supposing the cultivation to *«

^

it bj»J
calculated it, to 550 acres «^«J^ *

t ft.^
the first two years cost Mr. Pullen a

being as nearly as possible 2s. an .%''<[&****

as nearly as possible 3*. for repairs ana^
apparatus and interest of capital,

is not too

at l«t 900 acre., of ..iou.hin^ besi^ "Xr'ZlZt.on, needed. The number of horses kept npon the fZmwu, ueeuea. i ne number of ho
I was accordingly unusually large.

for wages.
This is what I estiunuc ««~ -

he

the first two years. The items m
somewhat different.

Let us suppose the re

eluding loss ttpon the engine ..

Wages (with less laborious removals/

10 per cent, on 510*. • • • '.i

Fuel 6 cwt. a day, 110 days, ana on

Interest of raeney, 510J. ..

wort 1$

hnate tbe co,t rf «•£ rf»

^h. .to bo the
,

•»» ore*

In all
«•

#•



the fa

ir
oport^

lle
Rte

indj*

*!

10 L

oft*

*^

»
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J*

II'
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•
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w nearly the nme. Mr. Pull, n m-vei Undoes reaps an

advantage bj the purcbssw of his bettor engine- (1)

because 10 per eefft. for maintenance, though 1 have

adopted it, is practically an excessive charge— (2)

becaaee no doobt ike ore powerful engine will raise

the svera*e performance beyond 5 acres a day-and

(3) becsose of the leas annoyance and labour of shitting

from place to place. __^
On the subject of removals I am assured that the

machine has repeatedly been left over night in a

finished field, and that they have begun woik by

8 o'clock next morning in a field half a mile otf. In

every case it is the business of the engineer to get up

the steam by 6 a.m.

BTEAM A>*D HOB3B-POWBK COMPARED.

Let ns now recapitulate the case of steam and horse-

power respectively per annum.
on Mr. PulUn't

Food-Fu*l
Repairs and maintenance
Interest of capital

1 tosses.

4
245 8
75 1*
15

(V

r>

Of
Cultivator.

£72
VT 10
65
18

£212 10

It is worth noticing how nearly the capital account

the same in the two cases; tin- horse and the

implements displaced cost probably 400/. (though Mr.

Pullen, not having parted with the old implements,

has not probably obtained frosG the sale of what has

been displaced more than 300/. towards the buying

of his steam cultivator), and the engine and ap-

paratus, even with the 'Sent costly engine, costing

§10/.

Of course this is a point of great importance to many

« tenant farmer, who might 1 dissuaded from the idea

of trying steam cult ition if it involved any increased

investment of capital, and to whom it would be a vrry

great 11 t that the money spent upon his engine and

apparat would be nearly replaced by the sale of horses

and implements.
But it is not, as I have already said, on a mere

£ s. d. estimate of expenses that the relative merits of

the two systems are to be made apparent. It is in the

quality of the work done by the two respectively that

they will stand or fall.

Of this t he produce of the farm is of course the proper

IsjIi And I heard many amusing atOdftnts of contests

with neighbouring horse cultivation 011 similar laud

backed by its (ol course prejudii ) advocates, in which

Mr. Pullen had come off victorious. He has carried

off the prize for Mangel Wurzel too, offered by the neigh-

bouring a. iltural society, by a steam-cultivated field.

And I saw a held, of which the cultivu >u and seeding

* Mangel Wurtel, for a similar contest the ensu"-

season, had just been completed, and 'nothing could be

more perfect tban the eutire disintegration and mixture

of soil and dung together wbich tut grubber had pro-

duced. The young Wheats were e\ y where looking

forward and well, the land remained unrolled.

Mr. Pullen had tried rolled and unrolled pieces

often against one another, and had given up the ordi-

nary spring rolling of young Wheat upon his land.

Meanwhile cultivation by the grubber had left it with

an extraordinarily rough surface, which it still retained.

Of course a good deal of ploughing is still done upon
the clay land, and any cultivation which the low lying

undrained clay fields receive before winter is of th

kind. Notwithstanding that much of it had been under

water, I saw where the grubber had eince crossed it tli

it was breaking up satisfactorily. Hut the magnified

weather of the past six weeks has been greatly in i

fcvour.

Of the cleanliness of the land under steam cultiva-

tion I can speak satisfa< rily. The only piece I saw that

was foul was V« tches; but as this was after— 1, Wheat;
2, Beai 3, Wheat ; 1, Barky, it was not to be won-
dered »t.

The farmer and the landlord both appear from Mr.
Pullen's experience to be interested in the extension

of steam cultivation. That consumers are interested in

such management is plain from the enormous produce
of all kinds which his farm yields : and that the

interests of the labourer do not suffer appears from Mr
Pullen's labour bill, which amounts to 1250/. a year, or,

deducting 50s*. for the 100 acres of Grass land,' to 40s.
an acre.

THE BEST MIXTURE OP GRASS SEEDS.
[An interesting discussion, reported in the Haddington Courier,

lately took piece on this subject before the East Ln oi
Agricultural Club we giee the following

Mr. S. SnirrilT, Saltcoats, said :—As far as his own
experience went, be had found that all bis mix-
tures had been generally unsuccessful, and not
so good as he could have wished. Never having
been able t/> grow good young Grass, be bad proposed
thr

. in the hope that those who sure successful
in raising good fields would give to the Club the
benefit of their experience. Thinking that it would
•dd to the interest of the ieenerion to have some
jfctioUci rVems different eoomtsos m regard to this
mattf-r, he had written to several gvntlemen in
Roxburghshire. Berwickshire, Dumfriesshire, and Gal-
jownv. with the view of getting them to collect all the
information that, thnv mnld. 111 tho Lrvrw* tli.i „,lw.«

the membcia of the Club were made aware of the

mixtures need in these districts 1 1 1. y might be able to

arrive at some improvement, because he thought it

would be found that Grass was planted better else-

where than in the fertile fields of East Lothian.

Before sowing out a field, it must be as clean as possible,

and in very high condition. If it is intended for

cutting, then give a larger proportion of red Clover

—say 14 lbs.—a little yellow and a mixture of

Rye-gras*, Italian being preferred. He thought

he had erred in giving too little Italian Rye-grass,

because the experience of some of those gentlemen to

whom he had referred, showed that they had been very

successful when they had used much larger quantities.

It was well known that long ago, before guano was in-

troduced, there was far better Grass grown than now, and

that the hay crops had very much diminished compared

to what they once were. The following were the pro-

portions in which he mixed his Grass seeds:— Fot

cutting.—14 lbs. red, 2 lbs. alsike, 2 lbs. yellow, 2 lbs.

white, and 3 peeks Rye- grass. For pasture.— 8 lbs.

white, 4 lbs. red, 2 lbs. 3 low, 2 lbs. alsik. md 4 ) cdbs

Hye-grass. He would 1 detain the Club further, but

Mad to them the results of the coromunicatioi which

he had received; and be would Iral begin with tl

experience of Mr. Hope of Pensonbama, because bis

youiv (irass was probably better than that of most of

the other farmers in the county. For some y< are, Mr.

Hope had been in the habit of sowing his young Grass

after two green crops, and he did so for the purpose of

cleaning the land, and putting it in good condition.

He bad found that the young Grass oama away latter

after total i than after Turnips, and in the neigh-

>urhood of Edinburgh the fanners were in the habit

of sowing it after Potatoes. The following was Mr.

Hope's mixture, which was calculated by the £ ten

acre :

—

For pasture, one year or two : 14 lbs. red Clover, 4 lbs.

white, 2 lbs. alsike, 2 lbs. yellow, 2 pecks Italian Hye-grass,

and 1 peck
|

mial. For rutting.—12 lbs. red Clover, 21bs.

white, 2lbe. alsike, 21bs yellow, and 1 peck perennial, or 2

; cks Italian. lie 2 lbe. white might be omitted; it does

little good in cutting Grass.

He would next give the authority of an eminent

agriculturist in Berwickshire—Mr. Wilson, Edington

Mains:

—

For Setting: Half bushel Italian and 14 lba. red Clover'

For gnu her one or more years: 1 bushel of Italian (or

instead, a half bushel perennial and a half bush< 1 Italian), U lbs.

Ti il, 4 lbs. white, 2 lbs. alsike, and 1 lb. r»rsley. Mr
wdson's experience goes much in favour of It in, :<nd he

iks less and lees of common Hye-grass as a pastoral plan

tho 1

. er accompanying hislint, Mr. Wilson paid he had been
ssfoJ fasowing Orsesorops for a good many ars.andgave

some details as to the system he followed. His red Clover he
always obtaine I from the grower. He never sowed any of his

Clover or Grass seeds until about the third week of April, by
which time tho grain was usually well brairded. He was also

very particular about the mode of c ring in his Grass jds.

When the si »ce was at ail rough, he was in the habit of
Ming it with a one rse roller before mowing the seeds, and

he afterwards covers them in with a < Unbridge roller, to which
Thorn bushes are attached. Mr. Wilson prefers the Cambridge
roller.

Mr. Usher, Sfcodrig, Kelso, used the following per

imperial acre :
—

For grazing: 12 lbs. yellow, 4 lbs. red, 4 lbs. white, and a

half bushel Rye-grass. He approves of yellow sown thick. It

keeps in the other Clovers, and also feeds even better than
white, if not allowed to become too luxuriant. In grazing for

le year, he found the stock, especially sheep, eat annual
Rvegrass much better than perennial. For cutting, ho used
nothing but red Clover and annual Rye-grass.

Mr. Stewart, Kirkchrist, Kirkcudbright, an excellent

authority, u 1 the following mixtures per S tchaore:

—

Ft ( ng : 2 bushels Rye-grass, 3 lbs. Timothy Grass, 6 lbs.

red Clover, and 3 lbs. yellow. On light, dry land, to be grazed
two or more years: 2 bushels perennial, 2 lbe. Rye-grass,

II*. Italian, lbs Tim y, 4 lbs. white. % lbs. yellow, 2 lbs.

cow Grass, and 2 lbs. alsike. On drained land, to be grazed
three years : 2 bushels perennial, 2 lbs. Italian, 3 lb>. Timothy,
3 lbe. white, 3 lbs. yellow, 3 lbs. cow Grass, and 1 or 2 lbs.

aiaiko.

He would next quote the experience of Mr. Gibson,
Woolnset, one of the best authorities in Mid-Lothian :

—
F r Slitting: J bushel annual Ryegrass, 1 bushel Italian,

10 lbe. red Clover. 2 ibe. whit and 3 lbs. alsike. For ae
year's pasture: J bushel perennial, i bushel annual, i b el

Italian lbs. red, 3 lbs. white, and 2 lbs. alsike. For pasturing
more than one year: } bushel perennial. 1 bushel Italian,

4 lbs. red, 4 lbs. cow Grass, 3 lbs. white, and 3 lbs. alsike.

Mr. Wilkin, Tinwold Downs, Dumfriesshire, made
use of the following mixtures:

—

For pasture : 1 bushel perennial Rye grass, i bushel Italian,
4 lbs. red Clover, 4 lbs. white, 2 lbs. yellow, and 2 lbs. alsike.
For cutting: Mixtures of 3 bushels of Italian Rye-grass, and
4 lbs. red Clover. The kind of Rye-grass varies according
the purpose for which it is sown.

The usual mixtures sown in this county, as he had
obtained them from Mr. Dods, were as follows :

—
For one year's pasture : 8 lbs. red Clover, 6 lbs. white

Clover, 2 lbs. yellow Clover, 2 pecks Rye- grass, and 2 pecks
Italian Grass. For two year's pasture : 8 lbs. red Clover, 4 lbs.

cow Grasp, 4 lbs. white Clover, 2 lbs. alsike Clover, 2 lbs. yellow
Clover, I pecks Ryegrass, and 2 pecks 1 ian Grose. For
cutting or hay: 14 lbs. i .1 Clover, 2 lbs. white C r, 2 lbs.

yellow Clover, 2 peeks Rye-grass, an i 2 or 9 pecks Italian

Grass.

Mr. Dm-ie, 8tandingstane, said he i 'Id not help

feeling astonished at the great diversity of pw that

existed among the gentlemen whose communications

hid been road to the Club.

Some of them had sown up pvards of two bushels of R; ass,

and some of thorn m- two pecks. They could not all be right.

Mr. Hope used a very st i
portion of Rye pas*, and I Mr.

Durie'sexp iencew that the qturotityosid bad been diminish-
ing of late years. His rather used to sow about a bushel and a
half, but he afterwards came down to one bushel, d now he
neve went tbe length of a bushel. In sowing Ita i.n grass

his experience had be* bat where much of H was used it had
a tendency to keep the Clover from growing, and hi* practice
now was never to sow more than two pecks. He never sowed
perennial Grass, for he regarded it as a weed. 1 r animals could
getanything else t hey would never eat it. The ftret thing that
convinced him of this was when his men had, ui. jwa to him,
•owed five acres of a field with annual instead perennial
Grass. Next year, on the Grass coming to pasture, he was
much suri rised to find that one portion of the field was eaten
quite bare ; and on making inquiry, learned for the first time
of the mistake that had been made. The cattle had eaten

quite bare all that portion of the field sown with annual Graaa.

:md allowed the rest to go to seed. From that t lme he had
never sowed perennial Rye- grass, either for pasture or cutting.

His proportion was now very nearly coming to about the

following quantities per acre of every kind of Clover for

grazing :—4 lbs. each of red, white, yellow, and alsike. He
would use a larger proportion of alsike, but for two reasons.

In the first place it was late, and In the next placo it was very

dear; but after it came away, it made excellent pasturing

Grass, He did not know how it did in hay, because he had
never tried it It was a great pity to see that tie red Clover

was disappearing. He had almost given up growing it, for it

never su Ud with him above once out of five times. If

anybody tried the proportions of Clover which ho had indi-

cated, and added 2 pecks of Italian and 1 of annual Grass, they

v ild, it tho land was in fair condition, secure a first-rate

pasture.

Mr. Douglas, Athelstaneford, said he new, for bis own

part, sowed -above three pecks, or three and a half at

n ,o.st— one and • half of annual and two of Italian. He
thought that two pecks of Italian was quite enough,

whether it was for the purpose of protecting the slower

frrowing plants, or semiring an early bite in spring.

When he attempted more Italian, he found, from its

rapid v h—if the plant was not very healthy—that

it was very apt to overcome the Clover, and destroy it,

especially if it had been topdressed. With regard to

perennial (irass, he never now sowed it—he did not

believe in it. The annual was a better growing Grass,

more succulent, and grew a heavier crop. It was not

so wiry and hard as the perennial, and therefore he

never sowed the hitter. As to Clover, there was a

t difference of practice, arising, he supposed, from

diff. nces in soils and in situations. He knew oue

genthman, a very successful grower of Clover, who
never sowed above 6 lbs. per Scotch acre; and yet lie

said that he had always his surface well planted. His

(Mr. Douglas') mixture for all purposes was—10 lbs. red

Clover, 4 do. while, 2 do. cow's Grrnss, and 2 do. alsike.

He thought that 2 lbs. of alsike was sufficient of itself to plant

an acre, as it was a ssaeU ssed ; and he thought if any person

used more ho was using too much. Along with Mr. Bruce, late

of Waughton, he was one of tho first to introduce alsike into

the countv;and when tho Highland Society (some 13 years

ago) offered a premium for a report on its growth and
capabilities as a substitute for red Clover, he il ntcd throe

experiments with it, in order to test its capabilities in relation

to red Clover, viz., as pasture, cutting Grass, and hay, for

which he received tho medium gold medal. The result of bis

experiments went to show that tho alsiko was quite equal to

the red Clover as pasture, while it was a very good substitute

for green forage or hay. It was a free grower, and had the

advantage ol being new to tho soil, and, when Land was Clover

ck, and threw out tho plant in the winter and spring months,
it en -i bled tbe farmer to follow tho regular rotation of ppinff.

He thought the six-break stem was a great advantage to the
iccessful growth of Clover compared with the four, as by

extending the r> growing the plant, and having a
greater alternation of cropping, thero was much greater chance
of the crop succeeding. With regard to topdressing, he might
say that he top dressed a considerable portion every year at

a cost of something like 30*. per acre ; and ev* year he had
done so, he had been repaid Everyone knew of the groat

Luencs nfull crop of Clover had upon the succeeding Oat
cr and top-dressing, when there were plenty of Clover
plants, added very much to this desirable result. This waa
his own experience with regard to growing Grass, but as to
sowing 2\ bushels of Rye-grass along with Clover, it was quite
too much, unless indeed it was to sow down a field to per-
manent pasture with a grain crop. Ho must say, however,
that when he was a breeder of Leicester sheep, he recollected,

on one occasion, telling his man to give an acre a double allow-
ance of eead ; the result being that a greater amount of
herbage was produced—so much so, that it became with him.
a serious que? n whether he would not have been remune-
rated if he had done the samo to the whole field.

TIIK AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
No. VIII. West Sussex.—We know that in some

parts of the kingdom wages arc higher than here, hut
so far as I can learn after several years' residence in the
county, I believe men arc nowhere more comfortable,

better cared for, or treated with more respect and
kindness in any part of the kingdom, than they are in

Sus x. Let us first examine their homes : perhaps
lie best locality is the neighbourhood of Chichester. We

find many such " cottage homes " as cannot and need
not he surpassed anywhere ; most of the cottages

have three bedrooms, two rooms and wash-house
downstairs, the hitter including oven and copper,

and they are fitted up with good cottage ranges,

the whole by the landlords, so that no grates

or coppers have to be removed to hurt the building,

and th tenant finds everything arranged comfortably

for him at once. There are few things that can
be provided in a cottage of more value to the

tenant than a good range. It gives a superior

appearance to the room, and so induces a love of

cleanliness and good order which can hardly be

redited. The man likes his home better than the

beer shop, and the wife exerts herself to keep her house

in good order, anil thus fix him more and more to the

where his aft ns ought to rest. Still there are

w here the cottages are not sufficient ly numerous,

nor o the description t hat I have stated above, and

we trust the proprietors, with the proper pride of

Englishman and Christians, will set about putting their

estate in order, and if they have not the means directly,

charge them on the estate. It will be a good invest-

ment, for S-uwQj the time is coming when hands

H
i
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without homes will not be easy to get. Only a few
years ago, few young men would have ventured to

seek work far from their home, but now they do, and
are often absent when most wanted, and this, though
desirable for national works, is not the system of things

to improve the character. It induces the young men
to remain single, and profligacy is more likely to follow.

Public works are necessary and tend to general

prosperity, but even this boon may be obtained at too

great cost, and it is the duty of proprietors, and they

will find it their interest too, to provide homes for all

that may be generally required on the land; good

cottages do not, and are never likely to pay directly of

themselves. But there is no doubt that a farm well

provided in this respect will let at an additional rent,

sufficient to cover the cost, and even if not so, property

Las its duties as well as its rights, and this is the most
important duty of all. Upon the estates near
Chichester, especially the Goodwood and Oatwood
estates, there are nearly as many cottages as are required,

and all of the best description, with full accommodation
for all the comforts and decencies of life, and none are

allowed to take in lodgers without the proprietor's

consent, which is never withheld without good reason

now and then an instance where the horses work nine

hours with a rest in the middle, but they do not appear

They
work

to get on m ~ , — „ Tx - .

that horses ought to be better tor it. Harvest work

hours are from 5 to 7 or 8, or in carting later,

are generally good hands at every kind of farm work

that they have long practised, but as may be expected

with people of their education or rather want of it,

many of them can only do well that which they have

been brought up to. To state briefly and contrast

their condition in three counties which I know.

Cottage Accommodation—Aberdeenshire may be put

at little and that very bad, Dorset not good but

improving rapidly, Sussex not extensive enough, many

farms having too few, some not so good as they ought

to be, but many very good, and altogether before the

other two counties.

Education.—In Aberdeenshire easy to obtain, from

unfavourable circumstances difficult to retain or turn

to good account, not improving much. Dorset far

behind, but advancing rapidly and bidding fair to make
up for lost time during the present generation, and
though not so good as that obtained in Aberdeenshire,

yet in the homes of the labourer may be turned to a
1 L A A 1 \ • *1 1 % 1_1 J *

\-_
# \ J 1and until the occupants acquire a higher appreciation i better account than is possible in tbe dens in which the

of proper domestic arrangements this restraint is
[
Aberdonians are lodged.

necessary. For, here as elsewhere, they have so long
been huddled up in small untidy 'cottages that it is

some time before they feel the need of such extensive

accommodation. Tbe rent that they have to pay is

generally 2s. a week, and carters and shepherds have as

extra wages their houses rent free.

Respecting their education we cannot speak favour-

bly ; in this they are considerably behind Dorset, for

what reason I cannot tell, but such is the case.

Probably from one-half to three-fourths of those grown
up can neither read nor write, and this gives them a
dull, listless manner, but the defect is in a fair way
of being remedied. We have schools in every village, not
certainly of a high standard, but such as will set the
rising generation far before their parents, and give
them a pleasure that has been denied to the former.
Wages for the past few years have been from lis.

to 12s. a week for able-bodied men ; piece-work is not
paid higher (with the exception of harvest work) than
in other places, so that when employed in it they do
not earn much more, perhaps about Is. In harvest for

one month they earn from 25s. to 30s. a week when
employed at piece-work, and carters and regular day
hands get 5Z. for the month. For Wheat fagging and
putting in shock the price ranges from 14s. to as much
as 20s. without drink per acre ; and Barley and Oats
if treated in the same way Is. to 2.9. less per acre ; if

mown the price is from 3s. to 5s. But though this
latter is the cusVoumry price, they do not earn so much
as at fagging. There is little other piece-work except
thatching connected with harvesting-. Turnip hoeing
for the first time is from 4s. to 6s., and the second
time 2s. to 3s. There is still a little threshing done by
hand, and for Wheat the price is 6d. per bushel,
Barley, 4d., Oats and Peas, 2\d., and they hardly do so
wen at this as their daily wages. But there is this
special characteristic attending the Sussex labourer,
that lie works but very little more when at piece-work
than he does at day-work, while the Dorset one will
do nearly double, and the former are better by the
day, so that I suppose the higher character must be
given to the Sussex labourer. But still there is the
reason to be taken into account that I have mentioned
above—that daily wages are higher in Sussex, and piece-
work hardly any, so that the Sussex labourer does not
care to have it, and the Dorset labourer is very anxious

g
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though ifc mixy not accor« with the
general belief, I think the Dorset labourer is strong
and when paid for it more energetic than the Sussex
one. And if he does not do such a good day's work he
is not so well paid for it, so, as we have always heard,
low wages do not imply cheap work.

Respecting their general character we must speak
highly

;
they are steady,andmore soberthanin some other

parts. And it is seldom that one hears a disagreeable

thfnftT P^S ^een master and man; I do not
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Condition.—As regards comfort, Aberdeenshire has

not much, though wages are good. Dorset, very little

in some parts, and this often arises from too early and
thoughtless marriages. Sussex, better in every respect,

though men with large families have not so much as

one thinks they ought to have.

Wages.—Aberdeenshire, from 15Z. to 201. a year, with
board for men ; women, from 5Z. to 81., with board, and
hard worked for it. Dorset : men with every item
added, about 12s. for leading men, lis. for others a

week ; women, Sd. and lOd. a day of eight hours ; boys
and young men rather badly paid in proportion.

Sussex : men from 12s. to 14s. per week, for a day of
nine and a half hours ; women, lOd. for seven hours

;

boys and young men fairly paid in proportion.

Character.—This requires a little explanation. But
we may safely put the Aberdonians first, notwithstand-
ing their sad statistics of illegitimacy, which ought to
be put to the account of the necessity they are under to
remain single, as there are no homes for them. No
class would present a more favourable account
if placed in such a wretched position, and for upright
conduct towards their employers they stand high, and
few of them are ever found before the courts of justice.

In Dorset their character does not perhaps stand so
high, but still there is a cause for this, and we think it

is that the younger hands are badly paid, and turned
off whenever a chance occurs of being able to do with-
out them, and thus at a susceptible age are at liberty
to roam about, and thus acquire bad habits that may
cling to them more or less through life. And as educa-
tion has so long been neglected among them, it is not
to be wondered at that the magistrates have sometimes
a little to do among them. But as their homes are
rapidly improving and they are being better educated,
we shall find them improve before many years. The
character of the Sussex labourer stands high, and that
because the causes of deterioration common in Dorset
are to a great extent wanting. And we have no doubt
that it will improve speedily.
And now, in conclusion, 1 may remark that all parties

and sects are anxious to improve the comfort and
character of the workman. The churchman wants more
churches and more clergy, so that they may be able to
visit them. But the former are not so much wanted
and the visitations are too often like a meddling
with their private concerns, and are in reality taken
as such by the labourer. Others want a better
education, and this will do good; but without
an opportunity of turning this to account, it may
be ot httle or no use. Some advocate allotments,
which are of use to a man who has his home near, and
a family to help him, but I do not think that they are
of such advantage as they are often put at, and some
farmers object to them. A large garden close to the
cottage is far better. But if it is really wished to raise
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omfort of the labourer, give him agood cottage, and he will do then his utmost to makehimself happy, home will then be pleasing to h m thebeer shop that has now a more attractive* spec to* 1 inwill then have less than his own house. And then thefamily training of the rising generation willI hi W
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,
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uch better, although one would suppose (1) In the north 16 or 18 years agotW ^^
meht to be better for it. Harvest work

,

bad in the extreme. The first recmirfE
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the case at present. I lately "mM^^i
the county, and I saw little if^J.
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to improve this state of thin« t * t-

that I left covered with heath novv 1 ^ •

and comfortable looking slated barns b
g *

saw no new "cottage homes." I saw J^'
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ones, and they too looking older, as
ifc 1Z °l
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order of the day to do nothing for then, Bft
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will stand at all. Anything wowPttL? T**tworse than the *
conceived.

the lodgings^forjihe unmarried labourer can ujT

the labourer's trunk, containing the whoiTL

Perhaps it is a loft over the stall
side a row of beds extends under the roof anita'**
the labourer's trunk, containing «»£» «i«i .3*

robe, &c, is the whole of the furnitun^CT
often the case, hay or straw for the hona?£i
away beside them ! This of course applies toMmS
(for so are agricultural labourers called there-Si
boarded in the farm-house, which probably five-aftU

them were 16 years ago.) But I mast also i3Jhow they are fed ; their food consists of urml
parations of oatmeal, skim milk, andpotatou,^
bably not six times a year. A little small bceritW
sometimes a little cheese at harvest, seldom anyb2
Need there be surprise expressed if they shooM k
sometimes a little discontented ? And then tienm
in addition were (on a farm, say of 200 acres, i£
three carters and four or five other hands wereiai

71. 10s. to 8/. for first horsemen, and 6/. to 7/. for£

hands a half year; and for day labourers who U i

cottage some miles off from Is. to Is. Qd. per day, r
board, according to the season of the year. And*
let me state what had to be given in return for allta

and I shall take the same farm, which is oue that In

well acquainted with, and it and others in its na^

bourhood are still carried on on the as

system. In winter the hands had to torn a
between 4 and 5 o'clock a.m., the carter! ft

and watered their horses, and all were ready to iM
upon the threshing machine at 5, which was kept goiap

an hour every morning](it was a water-power); tbeaw

odd hands cleared up for a half hour, while the carter'*

cleaned their horses and stables, then all went to bmk-

fast at half-past 6, half an hour beiy flowedkw
Then commenced the day's work oi^o#%^«
lasting till dark, or 6 P.M., with one hour wt tor

dinner. But though this routine was common

m

m
localities, and I believe is so still in the ne

bourhood of Haddo House, the seat of •

Karl of Aberdeen, still they were not m
up quite so tight in every place, but perhaps b

have the days an hour shorter in winter, »»

in summer ordinary days were from 6 to 6,
or

10 to 11 hours of work ; carters two lffl£

attending to their horses, during Tnmipaowfflft-J

must be done during the end of May and hrnj

June. They then begin work at 5 A.M., workic-

11 to 12 hours a day. Harvest from 5 to /£
regular hours, but often to 8, 10, or 12 at nj.

sometimes all night they kept at work,

difference in wages between summer and wiu

about 20*. Respecting bothies it may be asm
that the result of the system is that the £^

ft
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of men servants are unmarried, and must e - ^

this state contravenes one of the un*"? 1

" p
Nature, those terrible statistics of ilMi™?^-
that make a Scotchman ashamed almost or n ^
But I have omitted to notice the coi«uuo ^
female servants, which is as bad as that oi j^
sex. For 21., 3/., or 11. a half-year they are .

linff dune-, weeding hoeing_}"™l'l*spreading dung, weeding, hoeing

and binding sheaves in harvest, V™mV J for

ing in threshing with the machines, ^-''
dj

same hours as the men, with sometimes *
. ht ;

having to help to milk the cows morningan^
respecting education the county is n

^f its
titletoj

place it takes, and perhaps it has proveu _*&(am
mracter, but I fear not among trurciai» teBlB
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ation.

Home Correspondence.
Labourers in East Sussex.
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any extent, and as the mother is tne °
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with the family, one great and w"^
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and leave off at half past 4.
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od' Wlth^«^^5a21*. 6W. to 2*. per week. Education is imnm-J
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that if there should be any to be UdiHhe 5eSgeneration who cannot read and write it will hi ft?own fault VVages by the day 2s., but a VS work
"

good hand will frequently earn 2s. ft*, and upwards
I eam men get from 12,v. to 15,. per week. T^mcdef living is various, and much depends upon thpm.^T
merit of the wife. Some seem to get aCg Je7Th*Zothers, with as large an income, U IZ^Lwoffand appear destitute; as a general tuIp tb« 7
labourers are industrious. J. B * the ,ftrm

Agricultural Labourers.-

a sound home infant education. ^ -

tutrir cnaracter as workmen it is
great ^

generally admitted to be gooa. * . d n *

?i,af ~Ja™~ oil Hi* pvils I have menu „
that produces all the evils
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Parliament that the agricultural
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prosperous condition, and that
J" Social^

great measure to be attributed to the n ^ «
of the present Chancellor of the fcxcheq 41

the country by surprise, and ™^£ JtovflW%
look about for evidence of such a .^ lt^j
ment, as for the last two years we ^ btf<^
quantity of cereal productions in *"$

farm^ . j*

. considerable loss to all corn .^V^prove^
1 am acquainted with their previously there were indications u
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their circumstance, this must be attributed more to]

the high pricet resulting from the RuMfen war, than to

any legisiatire enactments whatever. The fact- of a

Urge decrease iu the number of inhabitants of many

prorincial towns depending in a great measure on ngri-

culture, as shown by the present census, cannot be

alleged as a proof of agricultural prosperity. On the

contrary our inference would be quite the reverse, and

we should argue that if even a small proportion of

capitalists had cultivated land with such a return as to

be classed as prosperous, yet so large a falling off as

00 at Slam fori! ; as many at March ; 800 at Whittlesea

;

Ramsay, 143; St. Ive's, ITS; Chatteris, 409 ; Yaxley,

172; Xewborough, 141; Huntingdon, Horneastle,

Crowland, and nui rous other towns in this neighbour-

hood, shows that many labourers must have transferred

their exertions to more prosperous occupations, a con-

siderable proportion of them to the manufacturing dis-

trict*, some to other countries, and we may also assume

that small farmers have had to look out for other

callings or to emigrate. Some of these towns are on

the line of railways, and ought therefore not t > have

retrograded. IYU-i borough, Cambridge, and Lincoln

have increased, but a majority of the villages throughout

the Fens show a diminution; as the income tax paid

by farmers is calculated by the acreage, we have no

trustworthy guide to show whether the available

profits (?) of farmers have been more or less, or whether

there has been any profit at all for two seasons. Most

farmers entertain doubts of their class having realised

even moderate profits. Hence it is most desirable to

ascertain if possible on what grounds the honourable

member made the assertion, as if it will not admit of

demonstration it ought not to have been used, the

Government being ready enough to take advantage of

the assumed prosperity of agriculturists to charge them

with income tax on profits never obtained, and to con-

tinue their wasteful expenditure under the plea of the

wealth of the country not being impaired thereby. It

is therefore obviously unjust to measure the ability of

farmers in hearing taxation by haphazard statements of

persons who ought by their position and antecedents to

be more reserved in their speeches, and not by their

unauthorised opinions sacrifice an important interest

for the sake of a compliment. J. Wn Peterborough.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
At an adjourned meeting of the' Monthly Cottkotl

on Wednesday, May 8, the Right Hon. the Earl of

Powis, President, in the chair, a letter was read from

the Royal Commissioners for the International Exhi-

bition of 1&62, requesting the Council to nominate two
tronUemen who would be willing to act on the Central

Committee formed in connection with the Clasi <

Agricultural Machines and Implements, to advise her

.Majesty's Commissioners on the measures to be taken for

nn adequate representation of the class, to examine
the demands for space sent in by intending exhibitors,

to encourage the production of suitable objects for ex-

hibition, and to settle the final distribution of space

among the exhibitors in the class.

Mr. Thompson, M.P., and Mr. Brandreth Gribbfl,

having consented to act, the Secretary was instructed

to communicate their names to her Majesty's Com-
missioners.

The Weekly Meeting op Council was held at

12 o'Clock, when the names of Candidates were pro-

posed, and a lecture was delivered by Professor V< ekker,

Consulting Chemist to the Society, on the Manufacture
of Cheese.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 15th

inst., at 12, when Mr. Chadwick would read a paper on
the Annals of a Liquid Manure Farm.

command much higher relative prices if they were to a
the very contrary course, and breed only from the beatand females they can obtain. The cattle of South Walew
getting more in favour than the North, owing to t

aptitude to fatten
;
but many of them arc vert liuht of flesh

and require great improvement in that respect. Another
matter requiring great change, is the use of better bulla in the
dairy districts. Too many of the owners of dairy herds care
nothing about the bulls they u*e, so long as their cows are only
in calf at the proper season, and many of their bulla are of the
most ordinary character. The calves so bred are bought by
dealers, and sold by them for rearing ; and the result is very
often a very mongrel kind of Short-horns. Numbe s of
these calves have been sent to Ireland to be reared,
and kept there till they are two or three years old.
They arc then sent back for the benefit of the English
irazier. While speaking of Irish cattle, I will mention, inci-

entally, the very objectionable treatment they receive on the
passage to England. I was once at Holyhead when cattle
were being unloaded from a steam vessel. They had been
crowded one tier above another in the hold of the ship, and
the stench from them was perfectly unbearable. After having
been kept in this foul atmosphore during the voyage, and
steaming with perspiration, a rope was looped round their
bodies with a running noose, and hooked to the crane by
which they were drawn on deck. The effect of the ro]>e,

drawn by their whole weight tightly round their flanks and
c' est, was not only to force their intestines into their lungs,
but also to compress their ribs with great force upon the
lungs. After this treatment on l>oard, they were driven to a
bleak hill side, till such time as they could be loaded iu rail-

way waggons, and forwarded to England. They were con-
veyed at groat spoed through the cold air; sad with their
skins still wet, we can easily imagine the chill they would get,
and need not bo surprised if, from these combined causes,
diseased lungs were tho result. From what I saw on that
occasion, I have had no difficulty in accounting for the
losses sustained amongst them. I have myself partici-

pated rather heavily in those losses, not only with respect
to the Irish cattle, but also in others infected by them,
and dare not now venture to purchase them. I need
scarcely add that these losses recoil upon tho producers
of the cattle, as they are purchased at prices commensurate
with the risks. This may be thought a digression from the
subject, but anything that has a tendency to produce disease
in cattle has also a tendency to laise the price. Another
cause of the high price of cattle is the very imperfect manner
in which too many of them arc now fed. Wc give a very
high price for what may bo termed the raw material, and then
waste a large portion of it. It is, in my opinion, a positive
waste to send thousands of young beasts annually to be
slaughtered that are barely In a half-fat state. This, however,
is commonly done in the autumn of each year. These beasts
are now grazed at so early an age that common pasturage
alone does little more than support then* growth ; they are
consequently unfit for tho fat-stock markets, and ought to bo
sent, if sold they must bo, to the markets for store cattle.

Thousands of them having attained maturity, would make
really fair good beasts if kept another year, and are worth
uch more to keep than to sell. In order to get an opinion on

which reliance can be placed as to this point, I wrote to Mr.
William Collins, who, as most of you are aware, is a cattle-

salesman of great experience in tho metropolitan markets,
asking him what, according to his judgment, would be the in-

creased weight of the cattle sent to market during tho Grass
season, provided those sent wcro really and fairly in a fit state
for slaughtering. His reply is, that they would, with only a
little additional feeding, weigh, on an average, 10 stones per
head more than they do now. He estimates the average
weight (' those scut to ncukct from the 1st of July to the

is' highly beneficial, and the outlay profitable. In my experi- en(i rf November at 82 stones, of 8 lbs. to tho stone. The
ice. I can safely aver, that I have i p vet seen an instance to increase, therefore, of oniy 10 stones each would give a large

the contrary. There are some soils naturally so tender, that additional per ceata^e to our present supplies. Ho states that
no amount of draining will make them otherwise ; and as' they other salesmen, whose opinions he asked, estimate tho Grass-
produce only the finest and most feeding herbage, it is folly to fed beasts for the above period at only 76 stones. From the
attempt it. It is only necessary to keep the cattle off them in above evidence it is quite clear that a very large portion of the

but I think they are very desirable as a measure ot

our progress. With many branches of cur great manufac-
turing interests greatly, but I trust only temporarily depressed .

and the consumptive powers of the working claaaea conse-
quently lessened, the price of meat is higher than at any
period since the close of the French war. With a return of
prosperity, full employment, and good wages, we may
reasonably suppose that the demand will be much greater than
it is at the present time ; and unless there is an increased

suPPly» prices must necessarily range even higher than they
have i done. It is necessary, therefore, to see iu what way
and to what extent, the quantity of meat can be increased.

With few exceptions, all but the most worthless soils have
been brought into cultivation. Wo cannot, therefore, very

greatly extend the area of production. We must, then, endea-
vour to produce more upon those acres at present at our com-
mand. The chief except ions are the Woodlands of England.

That they are not now a productive property is pretty gene-

rally admitted. Large portions of them would, if cleared,

thoroughly drained, and well cultivated, make excellent corn

land. The use of timber of British growth has been greatly

superseded by the use of iron and foreign timber; thus ren-

dering tho continued growth of the former less necesaary.

This may be thought irrelevant ; but every addition to our

arable soils is necessarily followed by an increased production
of cattle, sheep, and pigs, and is, therefore, not an unimpor-
tant feature in the future supply of meat. It is, however, by
the extension of our artificial pastures, the improvement of

ir permanent ones, and by callin x to our aid the use of cake,

meal, and other food, in conjunction with them, that we must
look tor the ii» the supply at those periods of tho
year to which our subject chiefly has reference it the irn-

j -rove Dentin the productive powers of - >ui pastures has not kept
pace with that of our arable land, is only too apparent. In-
deed, tho latter has very commonly been manured at the ex-
pense of the former. It is true that tho practice which for-

merly prevailed of folding sheep nightly on arable land, that

had been grazed during tho day on pasture land, is now much
less common. That, however, is mainly owing to the fact

that the pastures so used became so worthless that they
would no longer support a sufficient number of sheep to make
folding from them practicable, much less profitable. These
exhausted pastures were therefore ploughed up, and converted
into permanent arable soils. But where folding has not been
practised, and a less exhausting system adopted, still most of

the hay grown on old pastures, and consumed on farms of a
mixed character, has found its way, when converted into ma-
nure, not to the land which produced it, and which was fully

entitled to it, but to the arable portion of the farm. Much
of the pasture land has been drained—some of it effectually,

more of it only partially—and it has otherwise been improved,
by the removal oi ant-hills and hassocks. Those, however,
who have ridden over the country during tho past winter
know full well that more requires draining than has already
been drained. There is, I know, some degree of prejudice
against the draining of pasture land, and it is not uncommon

hear that practice deprecated. To this circumstance we
may possibly attribute the non-drainage of a portion of those
lands. It is, in my opinion, a great error, and lias its origin

In the circumstance that pastures do, for a time, occasionally
wear a worse appearance, and carry less stock, than before
draining was effected. But this is very easily accounted for,

and is in reality no valid reason against the ultimate benefits
of good drainage. Wc all know that stagnant water produces
and supports a coarse herbage, and is destructive to
the finest and most valuable Grasses. Having taken out the
water which is essential to the support of the course Grass,
and sufficient time not having elapsed for the reproduction of
the finer onen, it is no great wonder that tcmjiorary dis-
appointment is the result

._
In the end however the drainage

Farmers' Clubs.
Loinx)* Central \ The Feeding of Stool:—The

usual Monthly Meeting of the Club took place on
Monday evening last, at the Club House, Blaokfriars,

Mr. Skelton in the Chair. The subject for discussion,

assigned for introduction to Mr. Owen Wall is, of Over-
atone Grange, Northampton, was the following :

" By
what means can the Feeding ot Stock on Pasture Land
in Spring, Summer, and Autumn be so increased as to

supply the demand of an increasing population ?
"

After a few opening remarks from the chairman,
Mr. Owen Wallis said: The subject for discussion this

evenir I think, one of very great importance, rfbt only to
agriculturista, but to the community generally. It involves
considerations which serixuly affect the comfort and well-being
of the labouring and all other classes, for the physical energies
of the working man cannot be sustained in their full vigour
without a proper allowance of animal focd. With a popula-
tion rapidly increasing in numbers, and happily also in
material prosperity, the demand for meat has increased to a
wonderful extent. That the supply has not kept pace with
the demand is, I think, apparent, from the increased price
which it has attained. That the supply is very much greater
than it was some 90 or 90 years since, cannot be doubted

;

out still the consumptive powers of the people have increased
in a much greater ratio. It is, In my opinion, much to be
regrett* *hat we have no means of ascertaining, even ap-
proximately, the extent of our increased supplies. We are at
great pains and expense in finding out the rate at which the
people increase in numbers, but take no thought as to the

J******
to which an article of food essentially necesaary to

JJjr proper existence has also increased. It is here that we
eat the want of a simple system of agricultural statistics. I
° not attach any very great importance to them in other

pt
wet seasons. But, supposing that some portion of the pasture
land has been fairly dealt with, and that all the excrementitious
matter which belonged to it has been returned to it, still waste
and deterioration may be going on by the yearly abstraction
from the soil of phosphates and other substances. Where land
is used for daily purposes, this is unquestionably the case.
Hence the marked benefits which the use of bones has caused
on the dairy lands of Cheshire and other districts. To the above-
named causes, I think I am justified in assigning the great injury
done to some portions of the Grass lands, and the partial de-
terioration of others. I am acquainted with a good deal of land
that has the reputation of having been many years since much
better than it is at the present time. Some fields are spoken of
as having fed off two lots oi beasts in a season, that now will
scarcely make one lot fat. It is owing to this deterioration,
and the consequent unprofitableness of many of the old
pastures, that many ortnem were broken up. This has been
no of the chief causes of the lessened supply of live stock.

Another cause may bo found in the substitution of the four-
course rotation of husbandry, for the six-course. I recollect
when tho artificial grasses were very generally grazed two
years, and aomo were three. There was, therefore, one-third

f the light arable soils on farms so managed in pasture
;

and a much greater number of cattle and sheep were then
kept upon thorn than there arc at the present day. I have,
on former occasions, when addressing the members of this
Club, advocated a return to the six-course rotation ; and the
increased value of both store and fat stock is an additional
reason for its adoption. I have long been of opinion that
more stock may be produced, and more corn grown at a le^s
cost, by that system than by any other. An increased supply
of young cattle is now of the first importance. Until it is
produced, of course it cannot be fed, and we must look to the
arable soils for a portion of that increase. At present, by the
great extension of winter feeding, they abstract very largely
from the supplies of the summer grazier. No one can regret
this, because stock feeding is the life and soul of good hus-
bandry ; but it causes the price of store cattle to rule so high,
that even with the present price of meat, those purchased now
can scarcely leave a profit to the feeder. Breeding has gene-
rally, for many years past, when combined with feeding, been
the most profitable part of the business. More than twenty
years since, when the late Lord Spencer (the uncle of the
present Earl) endeavoured to persuade the farmers of North-
amptonshire to turn their attention more to breeding their
own cattle, he gave as a very cogent reason for their doing
so, that his own home-bred steers ] I him more per week
from the time they were calved, to the time they were sold

as fat ones, than the cattle he bought for grazing did
for the last six months they were feeding. The inducement to

breed is much greater now than it was then, and it should be
extended wherever practicable It ,

moreover, highlv im-
portant that the cattle which prevail in some districts should
be greatly improved. This is especially the case with respect

to North Wales. There is no more useful class of beast than a
good Welsh runt ; but many of them aro so inferior, and re-

quire so much fattening, that they are much less profitabl

thin they ought to be, or need to be. This is owing to the
suicidal practice of the breeders, who sell all their best hi i ers

to come to England to be fed, and keep only their worst ones
to breed from. It seems useless to offer advice to men who
can be capable of such folly ; but they may be quite certain
that much the largest portion of the cattle they breed would

cattle at present sent to market are very insufficiently fed ; and
we have now to consider in what way the defect can be re-
medied. I have already hinted that it is by the use of Cake,
and other artificial food, in conjunction with summer grazing,
that we must look for a greater supply of really well-fed
beasts, and the gradual, but permanent enrichment of our pas-
ture lands. I am rather diffident in recommending" its

extensive use, knowing that cautious men will be slow
to adopt it. There are many who will use both arti-
ficial food and manure to any reasonable extent on arable
land, when it is immediately available, and can soon be
exhausted, who will bo rather shy in using either on perma-
nent pasture ; which, when once enriched by the tenant,
remains for the future benefit of the landlord. But if we can
adopt this system with profit to ourselves, it will be a very
foolish and selfish policy to abstain from its use because we are
increasing the value of our landlord's freehold. That there are
some wanting in means and principle, or deficient in both, who
would l*e ready to take 1 vantage of a tenant's capital so
expended, is probably true; but such cases aro happily the
exceptions and not tho rule. The great in rity of landlords
are sufficiently men of business to see how much it is to their
interest to deal liberally by and encourage improving tenants,
and are gentlemen of too high principle to take advantage of
confidence reposed in them. But before cake or meal can be
extensively used on pasture land, proper accommodation must
be provided, and arrangements made for the purpose. Among
other things, the large fields must be divided, for it would
be impossible to give cither to a great number of beasts
in one field; for before the whole could be given out, the
first portions would be eaten, and the master beasts would
then disturb the weaker ones, and rob them of their fair
share of the food. The consequences would necessarily be,
that some would get too much, and others none. I consider
there should not be more than 15 beasts together, but
certainly 20 ought not to be exceeded. Indeed, the smaller
the lots the better they will do. Moreover, on moderately
small fields, irrespective of artificial food, a higher per-
centage of cattle can be grazed, and consequently more meat
can be produced per acre. This is owing to the circumstance
that in small fields the land is of a more uniform character,
and grazes evenly ; whereas, in large ones, some parte are
eaten closely, while others got coarse. Cake can be given in
small boxes set about the Grass, giving a box to each beast.
Some persons think boxes unnecessary, and &vq it on tho
ground ; but I cannot but think that some of it must be wasted,
and prefer to use boxes. If given on the ground, it should not
e broken too small, and the dust should be screened out of it,

and given to sheep. Mr. Hudson, of Caatlo Acre, informs me
that he gave it in this way, and that by throwing it on the
roughest parts of the pastures, the cattle eat up the coarse

Grass very barely, in consequence of the particles of cake which
adhered to it There is this great advantage in this plan, that

it can be adopted at any time, and almost under any circum-
stances. But to carry out the systom in the most efficient

manner, there should be hovels in the fields, suitable for the
accommodation of the number of beasts they will graze. I

am quite of opinion that hovels are quite as much needed
for shade in summer, as they are for shelter in winter.
We all know how much cattle often sink in not weather in
consequence of racing about the fields when gadding. If

they w re tied up in sheds during that time, and fed with a
portion of either cake or meal, and a small quantity of either
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^muT^ delegated autW^
the labourer as little better than a serf, bound for life

to the Sity of his settlement, with little choice as

in the master he will serve, the terms of his luring, or

he natofof his dwelling. I did not meet you to

d»w upon my imagination for your amusement but to

gsas I see and know them, bo tar as

used for either cake or hay. With respect to the number of
r^ards mereW right, the landowner does nOluniB

hearts that^ndivMuals should have at artificial food
L
at oue regards ^ ^ 2J««l*-n r,ower as to the use he

time, that of course will depend upon the extent ^of their

occupation, and other circumstances One of the man.objects

gained would be the equalization of the supplies. Now, at

good hay or chaff given to them, this waste would not on

be prevented, but they would be rapidly gaining flesh. 1 am

of opinion that under no circumstances can cake meal^ or

hay be given with greater benefit than those I *av« d
ĥ "?!£

As to the most suitable sheds, I am of op^f*^
with low-slated roofs are the most costly, ^g™*£?€£±

ttgsttsss&sg
i rSH &

dra\TtS:Good wfde mangers are necessary m ^^^Znterof speak of things as
- >.— tohu « n /.f tn t.hfi tiumDer 01

regards mere legal

„nrp(, with almost unlimited power

LTes of them. If it i8 bis pleasure to le
,
them he

gained would be the equanzauon «. .» T;7 -

—

•.--- barren, I know no law to prevent him It Ior Plu
•

fne Cose of the KerfSE season, there are^*w G~ -fed ^ for he^^ to cultivate them or to let

as recipients of annu
to 454/.

* 1]
. 18*.

to 454/. It would not he easy LU **P*
another instance of youthful vigour ro!!?' *»C
The institution of the AgriculturalW nN*2
dates from last year only. But wlT*!?1^ So£«ly. But we aZT* **

el

rength is infinitely {^j* *
The following are tbe fe

them to others to do so, in either case it is a matter

subject to his own sovereign will. He can make,hi

own terms, although he can compel none to accept

them. But it is so ordered in this country that tne

words and deeds of our lives are more or less subject

beasts ready for market, and beef is very scarce
;
wh£fs

October and November many more beasts ™ ««* fo
*J™

e

than there is a demand for; and many are sold very^badly

and pay little or nothing for grazing. If, however, ajorUon

were got into a forward state during the winter, and weie

kept improving, in the way I have described, they would be

raarlv for market when wanted. As they are sent away, „ uxvlo „"«. «« .

otheZ. ttat arlTin The m^st forward state%hould take their
tQ another ]aw besides that of courts of justice

places; and these, when ready, should go to make:room for
op jn jon is ever ready to pass verdicts upon US,

k^&ZWtt^KlttZ&ZZ who'ew^ht we can haJly venture to.defy.£.
them. This part of the feeding process should not exceed prerogative of the monarch is not only wisely limitea,

six, or at most eight weeks ; and that, with beasts sufficiently . ^ .

fc hou]d attempt to interfere with what the

That can only be productive of loss. As to whether cake or D0W to the national opinion. Ine landowners nign

Barley. Bean, or other meal is most suitable, in conjunction potion in England owes not a little of its honourable

^n^^^^ t0 the faCfc '
that th\P°Wer b^fre

t
0ld

t t°o

?ent state, straw or haySaff and meal would be the best cor- the land gives him, must ever be exercised, subject to

rective ; whereas in hot weather, when the pastures are ina a deference to what all classes acknowledge to be just,

dry state, cake and hay might be given. These, however are
L t M fe f d • hi only to abuse it, he

matters on which the feeder must necessarily exercise his own ^ mm ue '^u
u: * i* V.™,,™™*,*! Iw hi* own

judgment. Mr. Oakley, of Lawrence End, Herts, informs me will quickly find himself unsupported by Jus own
J h -..'»--..- •

'« order/ and despised by others. The contempt of

society will soon bring him down from any social

height to which the greatest landed possessions may

have raised him. If I have claimed for him the

privileges which are clearly his own, I have used no

hesitating language as to the responsibility under

which he is entitled to enjoy them.

"I may have described your position as renting

.

fi
. , tenants in a light in which you appear subj'ect to a

fields where laid too thickly, might be applied to the fields JLi-,.;,,*™ ««,! ?« ™«7»h ftnW mvo\mntr
usually mown, or to the store pastures. It will be long good deal of restriction, and in much only exercising

before any great difficulty arises on this point. I am not your calling .in dependence on the goodwill or your

difficulty in naming other charities of * ri
e *

whose matured strength is i-^ " - llkp "

its first efforts. - «* .

successful candidates :

—

° *** tiJe name6t{

Nine Male Pensioners, at26J.ner B^
Atrft. TwmA4 ^ annum.

County

• •Berkg ***
•"Warwick " "'

..Essex

..Middlesex "
* :

: :*S?
4 »*

..Devon

• •Suffolk "

• *

+

Name,
rhypers, Prior
Ellaway, Richard
Dester, Joseph
Ffitch, Samuel
Atloy, William
Jenner, Thomas .

,

Smith, John
Prew, Chris. Pike
Wigg, Herbert

Age.
86

Farmed.
4€9 acres

82 160
80 852
75 160
74 75
74 2100
71 800
65 600
64 259

»»

ft

>>

if

>»

if

M
»»

Three Married Pensioners, at iOl d*. *„

Kirkby, Joseph ..801
fl
,« a„^

pcfdDn^-
Kirkby, Frances ..72 1

Nacres ..Herts.. „

j
130 t> ..Gloucester

a, ••^ortnamptd!

"Widow Pensioners, at 20Z. each r̂^m
Husband

^^

Bonrton, Thomas
Bourton, Ann
Ivens, William
Ivens, Sarah .

.

..76

..70)

. .69 )

130

365

that he has used the meal of Egyptian Beans very success-

fully. He gives it with straw-chaff cut very fine. By pursuing

this plan, and by the improvement to the pasture resulting

from it, he now feeds upon the same land more than double

the number of cattle that he did formerly, notwithstanding

they are put into the yards at night, and thus take some of

the manure from the pasture. It may be argued that land

treated as I have recommended would soon become too much
manured. When that occurs, other fields should be selected,

and the over-manured ones mown for a time. Besides, the

manure collected in the sheds, and that gathered in the

Bolton, Mary Anne 78
Argent, Caroline ..73
Nesmyth, Mary ..73
Buttle, Eleanor . . 70
Mills, Marianne ..62

At the close of the

Farmed.
100 acres ..Suffolk

300 „ ..Essex..
140 ,, ..Surrey
140 „ ..Essex..
250 99 e.wilta

*

*•

*

enough of a chemist to be able to say whether feeding

of cattle in the way I have described will of itself be suffi-

cient to renovate our old pastures. Should lime, superphos-

phate, or other applications be necessary, our agricultural

chemists will enlighten us on the subject, and the manufac-

landlord. I have made it no matter of degradation to

you that it is so. If I have drawn a strongly-defined

line between ownership and tenure by renting, I have

tried to render to the latter all the influence, all the"
turers of manure supply the necessary sth^ulant There is

.^ importance ft clearly ougllfc to possess. I would
only one other point on which I need trouble you . that relates w^ f

•
J

.i
°

i_ 11 «,*«(*;AM *P
to the practice of soiling cattle. On arable farms with artifi- far rather regard you in the honourable position ot

cial Grasses, or with water-meadows that can be flooded at men who admit that, as renters, they must be more or
pleasure, and a regular supply of Grass depended upon this

j dependent, than as those who would assume On
practice may answer. On old upland pasture I doubt its being . \ . . n ii • j„„nnj ftnnn
at all successful. It is generally so late in the season before the ground of a hired occupation all the independence
it is fit tomow ; and, when it is so, it would so soon outgrow of an owner. As a body the tenant farmers are very

powerful, and will, I believe, yet become more so ; but
the secret of your power will consist in the proper
understanding and right use of your real station in

life, not in any attempt to raise yourselves by en-

croaching on what justly belongs to the station of the
landlord. On the whole I know no one profession in

life which has more personal enjoyable freedom than

the vranta of the cattle ; and >with variable seasons also it

would be next to impossible so to regulate the supply of cut
Grass as to suit the demand. Moreover, this system on a
large scale would require an amount of both cattle and labour
much beyond the present supply of either, and would on that
ground alone be impracticable. As to the quantity of cake it

Is desirable to give, I commence with 4 lbs. p'er day, and finish

with 6 lbs. giving on an average 5 lbs. per day. If this is con-
tinued for six weeks it will amount to 15 stones per head,
which, at about the average price of cake during the summer, «»^, r*. rto i7o ^«*i» i «i.,~„ *:«;*.>. *e ~,:„,i
will not exceed 20*. We know from our experience that

jour own. It calls forth a wholesome activity of mind
between a ripe bullock and one that is not well up to the mark, and body ; it gives you, without interfering with your
there is commonly a difference of more than double that sum business, a great deal of social enjoyment ; it exempts
In their respective prices, supposing they are equal in size ou from the depressing nature and strict confinement
If, therefore, by an oullay of \L we receive 21., the investment J

. . , , ,
r

, ° ...,-, . T
is a profitable one. But supposing it to be rather less than attendant on almost every other kind of business. I

this, we must not forget the extra number of beasts that can : am not one who ever says, in these days, you can make
be so fed on the same quantity of land, and the rent rates great money gain ; but you must pardon me when I
and taxes being the same in both cases, a further additional 3

,i • vf -. • j . /• ^ ^ ^° - - - ' say that, in my opinion, a modern tenant farmer holdprofit is thus obtained, to say nothing of the rapid improve-
ment of the soil. 1 -have not thought it necessary to go into
the question of sheep-feeding, that being too well understood
to require discussion on the present occasion. In conclusion
I have only to remark that I am quite sensible I have nothing
new to offer for your adoption. I have ventured, however, to
recommend to the graziers of England a much more extended
use of a practice now only carried out in isolated cases, and on
a very small scale ; feeling assured that the time has arrived
when we can no more depend upon Grass alone for our sup-
plies of beef during the Grass season, than we do upon roots
alone during the Norfolk season. In short, we must adapt
the practice of winter feeding to our old pastures, with such
modifications as the circumstances require.

The Respective Duties of Landlords, Tenants, and
Labourers. An Address delivered to a Farmers'
Club, by the Hon. and Rev. Lord Sidney G. Osborne.
Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly.

This pamphlet, containing an address read at a late

a position of freedom, of comfort, of authority in very
many things, I know no other man to command from
the same amount of capital.

" I cannot qualify my opinion of the utter depen-
dence of the labourer's position. It is the result of a
combination of circumstances, susceptible, I hope, in

time, of much amendment. Still, in this our day God
has raised up to him many able and active friends.

His condition occupies the thoughts and enlists the
abilities of many of the most distinguished of our
public men. The amelioration of his condition, by im-
proving his dwelling, affording him education, the
means of healthy recreation—these and many other
matters, bearing on the labourer's life, have taken a
stroug and abiding hold on the public mind. I look
in time for good results. I hope the days of the law
of settlement are numbered. I have every confidence
that the dwelling question will not fall t6 the ground
After all that can be said of his lot there is still muchmeeting before the Blandford Farmers' Club, contains ble^sine i„ it WorW in « ZZ T

*uii much
a plain and straightforward discussion of most of the a^To^
points affecting the relations of the three great parties
in the agricultural world. It is done evidently with
perfect honesty of purpose—but for the most part

The law is as jealous in the matter of his property and
his person as that of the richest. He can pass through

from the landlord's point of view-where the author
jLfiu^^ld^S^* "^a*^indeed naturally takes his stand. He thus discusses I ™er tWe was one • s^vs a rn^tZl *J°°\

mM
L

lf

the relative position of land and fuod holders of equal £££t***.<Thzt he wTs* "IK°f 7 £ T* %wealth—the greater influence possessed by the former TZ \ Vv #! V ! u- ° from the llPa of
«*,ri +k« «.« •« u- i. if

^ Fv,»caa«u yj mhj lurmer those who walk after him to his erave ThA nnrlorand the way in which he should exercise it • he con- ±«i™ a -v, t- i*
5

,.
unuer-

de^s lett4
:

land by tender
;

ne. 8peJ '^Z ffi.t!£;^^SJ^^2J
that man dies a hero, who has lived honest a life of
temptation, and given hi3 years to industry, with no
hope of rising beyond the power to earn a labourer's
wages, and leave a good name in a cottage home."

much energy of the policy of letting land for a term of
years. He refers to the landlord's relation to thepersonal
character of the tenant—his preservation of game—his
provision of cottages for labourers. He describes the
duties of the tenantry, the social and political relation
to the landlord, and their duty towards those whom he
employs.
The following concluding passage will indicate the

spirit in which all this is done •--

„ " You may perhaps be inclined to say I have repre-

Miscellaneous.
The Agricultural Benevolent Institution. On

Thursday, the 2d inst., this society held its first election,
when twenty out-pensionerg were placed upon its books

election, Mr. Charles Ski,
fc

secretary, informed the successful candidates tk

i

application to him, on Thursday, the 9th iustuttt

Office of the Institution, 55, Charing Cross, tk«i
be paid their pensions in advance.

The Leeds Show.—If in one sense the

world is on its trial before Leeds, in anotk

Leeds is on its trial before the agricultiml ii

And what is more, the agricultural world can fatfe

judge how Leeds comes off, than Leeds can jedgeb

the agricultural world comes off. We have somem
to be proud of ourselves as a town, but we cutt

expect to grasp in a moment all the meriUof jn

oxen and agricultural implements. Bat onr agiic-

tural friends, with or without training, will ea&

able to tell whether Leeds offers good accommodfli

and at reasonable rates. Now, in this respect, la

has not a character to gain, hut it has acbaracttr:

keep. At the British Association time, it wbm
for its moderation of charges and the i^jjj

and excellence of its arrangements. A letter psHaj

in our columns on Thursday, and signed "AnW*m

complained that in some quarters
^JJJ*?

of accommodation, tne charge demawj
,JJJL

excessive, that if similar charges *»*te

'"5J
it would bring the town into infinite dap*. «<

happy to see from a letter which oar readersmm

in our columns to-day, that one of the (tajJiWJ

have most to do in furnishing accommo^*

ferent kinds is not likely to suffer the pj""»

to incur the disgrace, which such j
18^^

must bring with it. We say to suffer W> F"~

for disgrace will not be the Pr,^fi s

Exorbitant charges will not pay. W 9
open to our visitors, and ^J^fJ^i't

to keep their guests ,t home. jf^jjJJ
srood accommodation are necessary w « ^
profit even for the time. There w»
onomy than unjust and extortionate cu^,

I rust that as the licensed victuallers na*
\ ^

lodging house keepers, livery-stable keepe,
,

whose duties *nd chances of exiora ^
will learn off the same lesson, rw -

f^
satisfaction given by Leeds at the ^ -^
Association had much influence^ £
may be sure that ™1«™JZ^*&'.
reasonable conduct on tbe part;oVtut v ^
now, will have the effect °f djt£jg

ft
fl<;

societies from coming at a .utu ^^

and the temptation always existing to go

towns, our Leeds friends will hawqmte

Agricultural Society to the ^£

^

* w. a„, +W. *nv dissatisfaction
t .

_ vest can be reaped a^^ottf^
ill he at the cost of i-ernianen

a (?reat har
itly toPoV

ing account of a long-dapateo 1 ^ £#
to in our columns and finally

, *&
token from the Illustrated

il. Leeds Mercury. ff7W>.

Sainfoin t. Burnet-BavyJ-^ ^

Berkshire has been Jf^^Z^*^
the present week with the g^«

q W
v. Burnet seed, or .rather Davy t ^
tion had bren tried in *»•£«£* f the P

divided, three to two mJ^^A to*ffi
warn ^oved accordingly by ce «-'#&*>
where it occupied *»«•*»£,<Wgjj
day. It was a complete Oxford g^p,
.retire Keating &"**??£ plaint &'
Mr. Gilmoro Evans %'u^e^' ,%
Serjeant Pigun», *»•* ••> —..*,.« { vn^r. 40 r:*
came quite a posse comity fr ^
farmers of all sizes and ,f*V°t wJO "5
four, one filling the w.tne-* ^ to«^J
Ifuidleston was compel led

^^ ^
'

ply for the ends of j"- 1

M qjUiA,^

'

sim
F»;g'e- farmer/ andi.f̂ enV9

like the pard.' The seeu"

«*•
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forced, on the defendant*! side, from the metropolis :

bat for all practical purposes the learned recruit* only

proTed to be thorns. This memorable investment of

the Common Pleas by the men of Berks sprang out of

the subtle introduction of 'a foreigneering article'

called Burnet into the fair fields of Buckland. Twenty

jears ago not six men in a hundred had even heard

ita name; but during the last four or five years it has

crept in from France, on whose head the agriculturists

heap so many of their woes. In this instance it came

not as an humble refugee, but with a most unblushing

multitude of companions in 5\ quarters of Sainfoin

sold to Mr. Davy, without a sample or a warranty.

Such a thing had never been heard of in the parish,

and Mr. Davy did not know what it was till Sir R.

Throckmorton's agent drew his attention to it on riding

over his farm. Market gardeners have, it seems, ex-

tended it a alight protection, as that very pungency

ich disgusts the sheep makes it a valuable con

Btitnent of early Salad. Gradually it assumed the

form of * a long, lanky plant, like a Dock,' and, as a

caustic witness observed, 'enjoyed itaelf very much
it came to perfection the first year, and so completely

did it thrust the modest Sainfoin into the background,

rising— to judge from the elevation of Professor Buck-

man's hands above the ledge of the witness-box—to

some 18 inches, that when that gentleman came

specially from Cirencester Agricultural College he

thought it was a crop of Burnet he had been judicially

simmoued to see. Whatever dignity seedsmen may
sward to it as a cultivated plant, it is despised aud

always ploughed up on the College Farm, and it in so

scarce iu the neighbourhood that the Professor and his

class seem to have been in the habit of drawing the

neighbouring fields and hedgerows blank for it till

witnin the last two or three years, when they have

seldom failed to find. It was- allowed by the skilled

witnesses on both sides thst you would expect to meet

with it in every Sainfoin sample, hut Mr. Davy's per-

centage of it must have been something enormous.

The teed was duly drilled in with Barley in the

February of 1858, and fed with sheep that autumn,
mowed in 1859, fed again in 1860, and then ploughed

up aa being perfectly useless, instead of running out

its five or six years ; and at the end of that time Mr.

Davy applied to the defendant for compensation.

There seems to have been some ' little difficulty*

between them, as the latter in the witness box
spoke of not wishing to deal with him, as he ' was

so often dissatisfied,' and of having threatened

to send a writ as well ; but the plaintiff had preferred

peace to war, and wished for an arbitration by a mutual
mend, who certainly fixed the claim for compensation
at a most moderate figure. The defendant, who 'put

up his witnesses like sandwiches, farmers and seeds-

men mixed,' in strict keeping with the character of the

case, principally relied on the claim being a stale one,

in consequence of the lapse of time, aud on the fact

hat the plaintiff, instead of merely running his

lambs over the Sainfoin after the Barley was cut, had
folded sheep on it, who had eaten the very heart out of

it, and laid the foundation for Lob and other weeds
among the plants next spring. The general mass of

their evidence went to show that no Satnfo n mples
were now free from a very great admixture of Burnet,

and that no purchaser could expect it. In shape the

two seeds are very distinguishable, as the Sainfoin is

oval and the Burnet has four angles ; and, while the for-

mer cost 1*. alb., the latter is only 2^d. The seeds-

men's theories were terribly p"^'^ One had seen
more than one part in five Burnet ; another thought

a fourth or a fifth a fair sample, but had never seen

lees than a fourth, and did noi expect, on an average,

to get less than a sixth in it. Then we ha loctrines

to the effect the* the best contained an eighth to a

tenth. A great London denier who had is of his

own samples cusmngly handed to hi' could only find

a Lob aud a kernel or two of Kye-graas in it) ' would

not give a fojorth Bunaet, if he knew it I should not

have done you justice, if 1 L* In fac\ he went so

far as to say he would act sell it if it was in that state,

but would clean it Mark Lane also spoke up for

itself it might send three or four per cent out in

it' samples, bat certainly not re than five : and one
of its leading men has for 20 years peat only recom-

mended milled seed

—

ic, set loose from the shell.

This gentleman seemed to pull the question beet

together when he said there * has not been much more
Burnet of late years, but there has been much more
noise made about it If I was a>ked for pure Sainfoin,
I would not send it at all ; if I was asked for the 1

I'd send the best I had.' He, however, thus qualified
the last sentiment on crosn-examinatiou :— ' I should
not do you justice if you paid me the best price, and I

sent you one-fourth Burnet.' Now the plaintiff, as it

happened, had paid the top price. '#, in 1858, and
hence this witness virtually sctth-d the question
against those who called him. The jury, after a very
short consultation, found for the plaintiff for the
41/. 6>. 9d claimed. On the count charging fraud
there wa? a verdict for the defendant, as th e was not
the smallest ground for attributing to him anything of
the kind. The seed was pi ad to have come to him
direct from Mr. For*haw, a eery ngf<l and infirm
fanner in the neighbourhood (whoso hi alth alone pre-
vented him from travelling up to speak to the fact
and had been passed on at once to the plaintiff.
Telegraph wires were set to rk, and the ' great

Sainfoin party,' looking rather lees blooming for their
'

8' urn in the inetropol were restored to the lK>som

of their county, to figbt the battle of Burnet over and
over again at their firesides, and amid the inspiring

glass and the social cloud of the market-table, for many
a week to come."

Calendar of Operations.
M A Y.

West Sussex, May 7. — Since our last report we
have had a continuance of very dry and « 1 weather.

and aa the around was so cold and wet before, it baa
got hard and difficult to work fine. Some of our clay

is now only a mass of hard rubble, pastures are looking
badly, and Keep is with many very scarce ; the hay crop will be
light, some is being fed that should have been left, and there
are extensive failures in the Clover. The Wheat plant has
seldom looked worse at this season than it does now. It is

rarely that we see a field nearly thick enough, and many must
make their owners doubt whether to plough them tip or let

them remain : much has been ploughed up, more than 100

acres in this parisn haa been so, and such is the case, so far mb I

have seen, round this coast, and come what may we cannot
k for or exj an average crop of Wheat this year.

Barley ha* ge ills o up vvell, but some has been hurt by
wire-worm kince, and looks thin, bat generally it presents a
lair apj>caranee. Oata have also a good healthy look, and so
have Peas, but Beans are rather backward. Peed 1 aing scarce
has had the « t sending a good deal ef half fal stock into
the market, and the price lor such is rather lower, bu» for the
beat it is still high. All stock is a dull sale, though prices are
not much lower, i with a change to mild growing weather
they will be very dear. Our market is well supplied with corn

of all kinds, ami a dull trade, and there haa been but little life

in it all the season, but now the condition impi .vcs, and the
supply falls off a little, so that wo may expect a little more life

in it. Work ia perhaps rather behind, and the heavy land
r. quiring more than umuiI, will tend to keep it so. Putting in

Mangels is now the principal work, sod will be Rot in this

week, which is con si ed to bo in very good season; and
though we should like sometimes to get it either, we seldom
And the land in working order sooner. Manual work is scare

and there are a good many h Is out of work, which with
the high price of provisions makes it a serious matter for

them. O. §.

FATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week served by Mr. J. B. Spearing

allinuford.

Friday 8
Saturday 4

Sunday 5
Monday ft

Tuesday 7

Wednesday 8
Thursday 8

• •

• *

w •

e *
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Notices to Correspondents.
Destruction of Wekds : R. The weeds ppecified are Thistles.

Docks, and Rag-weeds, and i' authorises the occupiers of

land to serve a notice on the occupant of any adjoining field,

or in any adjoining cemetery, or upon the sides of any
adjoining railway or canal, requiring him to cause such weeds
to be cut down and destroyed. And in case of neglect to
cause such weeds to be cut down within 14 days, a penalty
ensues not exceeding 57. : and if not then cnt down, a second
n Be may recover a second penalty of douhh- the first.

Devoh HrhD Book : A Young Farmer. Captain Davy is we
believe the editor of it, and we presume that any bookseller
can procure it for yon.

Pooi/try.—A weekly i ice of the prices realized by poultry
nece tea more than the mere pr ing of figures in

coin 8. For such returns to be serviceable, there must be
good ground to 1 tellers they are true, and that will necessitate

exptai n For some time poultry baa been unusually
dear, and those who have had early ckickens have done
well; although the m ment for large profits has gone past.

yet there will for Mine o lie a stead v demand for good
poultry. Dp to the present Usae, youth has been ah <t

all that haa beesi required : now when that quality is

become comm it to neceasarr to have a tototablc
size as well, tbey should weigh 21 lbs. each. All
things that ge to market, and that have seasons,
are subject to the same rules ; and those that can

before their tun- will realise a large priee spitaef snort-
in stoe, or may be in appearance. They are before

their tkac, and onsssaquently eearcv; hut when competition
gets rife, not only must they he young, hat tbey must be
large and good looking We notice this in oider thst none
of our readers may imagine that chickens are now so scarce
that very small ones will find a ready sale.

Each.

—

i. d. 8. d.
Large Fowls 6 to 5
Middling ditto 4 6
Chickens 3 „ 3 6
Gosh l 7 „ 7 6
Ducklings 3 „ 3 6
Pigeons 7 „ 8
Guinea Fowls 4 ,, 4 6
Rabbits 14.15
Wild ditto 8 ,, 9

Rot: D P D. It is not the same -case as the rot in sheep.
Rub iodine ointment into the swelling and give the animal a

few pounds of Linveed or Linseed cake daily. Iodide of
mercury ointment may be rubbed in several times, about
half an ounce each time.
kfds: W P If sends two packets of seeds for opinion, and
wishes to know if the Grasses, Ac., are a proper mixture for

laying down permanent tstnre. This par f the qu«

cai 'the properly iswered without some knowledge as to

the nature of the soiL 1. the Grasses, Judging from *o small

a quantity, we *•) Id say are n<>t a bad mixture of species,

and though n clean are up to the average ofsuch mi>
tures; but for laying down permanent pastore in the southern
counties we are much opposed to Italian Rye-graaa, of which
this sample contains a rather free sprinkling. 2, Clovers.

With th to a sprinkling of Timothy Grass; they are

tolerab'y free from v K
8eto Adulteration: StHte. We shall be happy to publish

your letter i ,avu allocked to it.

Card.

SA M U E L N. McQEltRO W,
Gknkiui. Hobtioultuiui. Builder,

Knot t> A sh , near IAverpooh
Reference permitted to the Nobility aud Gentry throughout

Great Britain and Ireland. *

WILLIAsf liriU), HoBTiciLTrHAL Ruildbb and
Hot-water Apparatus Manvfact\;rer, Radnor

House, Radnor Streets King's Road, Chelsta.

TUBULAR BOILERS from 3?.

JVOK1NS, late Vokins & Hxjrd, 2, York Place,
• Queen's Elm, Chelsea, S.W., Horticultural Builder

aud Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturer.
-aimatea forwarded.

0T-WATER APPARATUS FITTED in every
description of Hothouses, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,

Ac, on the most approved principle by J. Meredith, Vine
Cottatre, Garston, near Liverpool.

N.B. First-class references may be had on application.

HOTHOUSES tor tub MILLION. — On the
principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton,

M P., combining simplicity, cheapness, excellence, and dura-
bility, being capable of fulfilling, in the most perfect manner,
all the requirements of Horticulture Lean-to Houses, 30 feet

in 'length, can bo had for less than 171. Span Roofs. 30 feet in

length, for 33'.. ; ano* all other dimensions at equally low ] es.

Delivered free to any Railway Station round London.
Illustrated Ctnmlars, with Lists of Prices, can l>o had on

prepaid application to Samuel Hbusman, 7, Pall Mall East,

London.

West of England, Ireland, and Wales.

• Rain and M>lt«nl vr.

The tradings arc taken at 9 am on the day* named . and the Maxima and
Minimi recorded relate, therefore, to the p inp 21 hour*. The
Thernion in i-:.iccd 4 feet from the ground.. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

VSKINXKR (late Partner with J. Weeks & Co.),
• IIouTicoLTrjRAL Bctldb* nnd Hot-Water Apparatus

Mant-facturer. Establishments Heated on the ONE-BOILER
SYSTEM. Plans and Estimates on application.

Bridewell Street, Bristol.
_

horticultural Works and Hot-Water~Apparatus
Manufactory,

Ken sal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner ia
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronta and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfa on. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c , heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner.

J. T. & Son hare great pleasure in referring to numbers of
the nobility and ge y whom they are extensively engaged.

JOHN TURNER, Hori icuLTURALlTuii^^oegs
respectfully to inform the nobility and gentry that he

is now carrying on all the branches connected with Horticul-
tural Works, vi Conservatory, Greenhouse, Hothouse,
Orchard House, Stoves and Pits on the most improved prin-
ciples of heating and ventilation. Having had many years'
experience in Horticultural Works, J. T. can assure those who
may favour bim with their work that the best materials only
will be used.

Hot bed frames of all sizes, glazed and painted, always kep
in stock at the Works, Cheetham Hill, Manchester

IRONFOUNDER
AND
Smith

By Spfxhal

Appointment to

2 the Queen.

W WALKER, Hot-Wateb Engineer, Victoria
• Foundry, York, directs special attention to his

successful system of Heiting Hothouses and Churches <fcc, by
Hot-Water Pipes. He has had considerable experience in that
department for several years, both in Yorkshire and th©
ijacent counties, and received most sat testimonials

in his favour as to the efficiency, the economy of cost, and the
simplicity nnd durability of construction. W. Wai.kf.ii haa
recently supplic orattues to the new Ranges of Hot-
houses for the following .Nubility and Gentry :

—

The Earl of Carlisle. Castle Howard.
The Rijrht Hon. Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park.
The Right Hon. Ijord Londesborough. (trimston Park.
Sir W. M. E. Milner, Bart . Nun Applcton.
• ;. J. Yarbnr^h. Eiq , Heslington Hall.

T. IT. Preston. Esq., Moreby Hall.

James Walker I , Sand Button Hall.

P. Saltmarshe, Fteq., Saltmarshe, Ac, Ac, Ac.

Improved Ventilating Apparatus for Hot-liou*c Lights.
Galvanize 1 Wire Netting at the reduced prices, Strained

Wire Fencing, improved Flat Bar Continuous Fencing, Iron
Hurdles, Ir««n Field Gates, Iron Bedsteads, Iron Spouting,
Kit n Bangea, Patent Stable Racks and Mangers, Iron
Pumps, &c.
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I

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDER

TO

HER MAJESTY,

AND

HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER
TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS
j

A2H) TO

THE EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

HENRY OBMSON, Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION. SECTION,
i

ORMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER
4

I

I

I

These BoUers are made of various sizes so as to suit the Amateur, or for heating the Largest Establishments on the One-Boiler System.

ry Description Manufactured by Steam-Power Machinery. Lowest Prices and best

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES FREE ON APPLICATION.

Materia

»

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacture

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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Chrysanthemums for the Million.

JH. BIRD, .11 mbkhymax, Stoke
• ewington. N . can now Ripply fi . bis great Col-

lection, SO Pair of licit Large u» for 10#. ; 25 Pair of
Pompooss, 10a ; 20 Pair of Beet Large Varieties,

m. ; and SS Pair of Beat Pompouo C tags, 5$.

M.IL To save trooble all Orders to be Prepaid.

CATALOGUES for One Stamp.

Mew ChryiMithennnns, Hardy Variegated Plants, Ac.

JOHN SALTER, F.R.H.S.. is now Bending out
strong Plants of several fine New Chrysanthemums, both

Large Flowers and Pomponea.
Full particulars will be found in his DESCRIPTIVE

CATAI/KWE for 1M1, which will be sent post free on receipt
of two stamps

Versaillc* Xursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
Turnpike, W.

Hardy Ornamental Plants with Variegated Foliage.

JOHN -ALTER, F.K.H.-v. solicits an inspe, .n of
his unrivalled collection of Hardy Herbaceous Plants

with variegated foliage, which is now in perf«x a. Among
them will be found •everal now va. ies of surpassing beauty.

Versailles N liamSt. Hammerse irni . W.

for Bedding.
it Tnoosanda o/ Dwarf Rosas in pots, constating of Hybr
Farpetoala, Chinas, Teas, Bourbons, and ' isettea.

WM. WOOD and SON are nowaanding out dai!

a %*.
^"^naands of Roses in pots tor gn ml l>ed

at 1H. to 18s. per do sen. Early orders resDectfully sohVitcl to
secure the best plants.

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresneld. near l. kfleld. 8ussex.

Bedding Plants—Very Fine.

MESSRS. UTBI -II and SON 1 an unusually

n
wt i ho. fB r Plant*, which are

well worth an inspection from purchasers. Prices, Ac. on
application.

llighgate Nurseries, London, X.

rABLlSII
'

Bedding Plants for the Million.

JOHN' BOF1 tending out the undernamed Bod-
ding Plants, strong established plants, In small pots, at

30*. per 100, nackatre included :—Antirrhinums, in fine varie-
ties, by name ; Ageratums, Shrubby Calceolaria, Fuchsias,
Scarlet Geraniums, Heli< t es, Lobelia speciosa. Pentstemons
in variety, Salvias, and an extensive variety of Verbenas.
To those requiring quantity, J. B. begs to ofler 11 rooted

plants of the above from store pots, at )2t. per 100, pack
included.
CATALOGUES with description, free for one stamp. A

remittance from unknown correspondents is requested.
Northampton Park Nursery. Ball's Pond. Islington. N.

Bedding Plants.—Most h- it. <ki. per dozen.

Sc rrs 4a-] •, i catalogue, with copious
Descriptive Lists of all the beM i odding Plants out,

to whicl ^, this season, added suggestions for Planting Beds
and R a, v. full liats of a .were for decorating
tl ten In winter and early spring. Apply to
J. 8COTT, Mem -ewkcrne, t* wing 2 stamps

Seeds Direct from the Growers
TlTK ,8T

. S'rivnTf '

NOTVVI.HSTANDl *m»rr
I K Messrs. Suttok \ ^ *

F and
ivii almost dail tv orJwS? ^** **•

of the growth of tl *d> have w?^«& XSS™**
season. The following is similar to many Jtns» :- *dTer8e

lt „ From^ ** •
Vl 11- Roach, Wh Z.__.

M rs. Sutton k Sons, ^Sl Wt
t w a 1

l am ha
Kvy

io tdl
-
vou that a11 the Garden Seeds which

I had from you this year have come up beautifully • better anrfmore regular, if possible, than in any iormer year "
Button & Sons can still supph 1 kinds of Farm and GardenSeeds for present Bring, of excellent quality, at moderaS

prices, according to quantity required.
-ww*

R".val Berkshire Seed Kstablishment, Reading.

R HORTICULTURAL

SIRO i;i:i>DlNG-OUT PLANTS, very cheap,
ig all the Verbenas up .. at 3*. per doxen

;Scarlet ( mn.nis, 4<. ; Hello- • pium -, 4$. ; ! lias, 4t
UcooIariaB, 4*., all the best sorts out ; Lobelias, 4s. : Sah

in^,rta
*.

from ~*' to 4* ; renU
•
4*. ; Fuchsias of 1860 8*'

The above are all strong healthy I'lmts
CATALOGUES may l>e had on implication to

Bptjamin Whitham.Ci .ugh Nursery, M..ttram,nr. Manchester.TV[KNV RosK.—MADAME STANDISIC is the

i-J
h
ff
dlM

l <? I1

J
108?8 J those which stood out of doors ! Beddiiur nanis

£!?
nf?

in!*
Wbo,0of

v
tno U swere winter not having lost a 1\ yTARSH Aim VVliWl \< b * itad. whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. The VI £ t

1K,avl,V llave Kreftt pleasure in^ sit: colour,, clear £fJ^^ ^^"^ ! 1 A l«W V*rapid- . . , - , • - — o1* naagnifict ; c ir, a clear
nale pink; petals smooth, > 1, and finely imbrictted ; the
Tin cannot be excelled, and it is a I rough rpetual, bci

In fact one of the finest Knees ever offered. Plants v ready,

iSt ?;-
C
!ft: *SAB,# 8Undi»h m»«t not be mistaken forMr. SUndish, which was sent out by M lez lo.

J' Tho Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

ii 7 ,
«•"•««» urttiii.-^, .in in wuica are very lmc and

well established Plants, which cannot f. to give saUsfivc-

—__„ , Hew and Old.WM. PAUL Son and S
T f A. Paul) has now ready for

best Roses, new and old.

T>lDWrfG PLAXTS^AH the best kinds, stout±J hardy Plants, at the usual rates.
PRICED CATALOGUES free by post.

Address Wn Padx, Cheshnr Nurseries. Waltham Cross N

Per dozen—*.
,'eratum mc^ mum .. 2

.. 3<) thera macrocarp.
Calceolaria i

.

aurca flori la

sanguinea .

.

r to the late
|

" Princc'of Orange
cry a fine lot of all tho Cuphca

j
entra

•i

»»

•»

»•

,, p ^uloss ..

1 'drills nankincnaifl
rieliocropes

2
•J

2
2
2

1

9

„ , ,
P< • zen— *. d.

Salvia patens (blue) .. 8
„ lu I.Lrens (scarlet) ..2

\ erbansa

—

Purp King .. ...
Snow flake and Mrs. I

T
H"lft»rd .. .. i

Musk
i q

G< limn Flower of the
2

i>i f (extra strong) 3

OYAL OXFORDSHIRE
SOCIETY.

PofronA~n.lL II. the Prince Consort.
H R 1

1 the Prince of Wales.
The SUMMER EXHIB1 I10N of he above Society wiU beholden m the Garden of Trinity Coll, ,, Oxford rUEBDATJune 11, when, in addition to the Prises com i to Members!

tho following are onemd, ..pen to all England, entrance free —A.— vc or <Jroci use P ts (not (hchids. Fuchsias
or Geranmms). nine Bt ] . m ; ^^i \iit^es. , toro >. 7/.

'

di ,

ipo H«*» Bi* varieties: First Prise, V. ; second

C-( aniums (, nries) in 8-inch pots. 12 varieties'
First Prise, 6/ ; seeond ditto, at

«w.wos.

P~

<

i (' es) in 8-inch pots, 12 varieties-
prise : « od ditto, 41.

No person will bo allowed to take more than one Prise in
OftCIl Cl*io8e

be^ £J«
™* «»»t he given, by post, on or

The rs must be labelled with their names, and stagedready for the Judgjs by 11 oVlock on the morning ofthoday of Show
•

nnd ill not 1 1 to be removed till theclose nf the Kxhil >n (7 o'Clock p. i ,

lQQ

lubitort, will bo required to sign a declaration taat tho

frnployirT
** I)r°Pert^ ^r the property of their

mI \ u*S the powor of withholding the first or anyother Pi l, c I othibited arc i worthy
Y

riSll I

'' Commanding
. tbo Hands of theColdstream Guards and of tlw Second n Rifle ; willplay alternately during the afl

U

, Giles' Street. Oxford^v^^ ActInff ***«*

*a Choice Seed.

JOH DOHSOX axd OXS be^tore,
following as very superior, beir **

Do^en^ Superb Hybridisei CaloeoUria, U. ©VL.
and a*, per packet.

CnSBtARTA.
Dos^ir-e Superb Cineraria, Is., 2a 6d., s

Prtkcla.
rimula, !«., 2«. M., ai

WoodUnd* tfiumm l T-lewort W

Dianth

a mB&TJt^ ?!fA ' ^"known correspon ,ta.

Plif?m^
R
vi
P
K

'

'
E0A1 WE of a11 kind« ot BeddingPlants may be had on appu. ration at

™A*«g
- i: '- '" >y. iwBipton.

Y
Bedding Plants.

* i\K
A
?

I

,\
CaU¥ t0 offer the followinjr well

established Plants in Single Pots, at per IOC" -
X:iT^,Ct an ' 1 Varic

"

I

S-- DoubE* White and

n SOCIETY.

D
Choice Seeds. _

OB" S SUPERB HYBRIDISED CALCEO-
i^AKIA, saved from r unrivalled oollection Thran

SS^ZSS**?*1
**!?^ "^ Mnt •" overThe world ;nt

Ss^ont&^owing.^' ^ •*' ^ •*• RDd 5t
' •"•*• W2

snnCil!rVI »» °l
W harvestin

flr OTr ne^ stock, which is even

mmssste w worthy " *•" from iove™ of «"•

JoB* Pomom * 8<MW, 8t»d«Mp. Irieworth, W.

H
Shrubby Calceolaria Garibaldi.

P^
n

.

Y WAI-^.V i, „ow sending out strong

t,srentei< last ^eek The following are amongst tlie \',,r«-T^ma who have already ordered plaits ofT"Ean£
e

eaclT"one over when three are ordered •
**"«>. w. eacn .

X

gated of sorts
Verbenas
Calceolaria aurea floribunda
Lobelia speciosa
U „ densa multtl^ra

„ „ alba
Petunias
Fuchsias

iums, Sweet-scentod
Gaxania splendens
Ageratums
Antirrhinums
Tropasolums, of sorte

Maurandyas, ditto
Nierembergia filicaulig

Chrysanthemum regalium
Pyrethruma, Double White> *

#

f

I'urple
Koniga variegata
iV'ntstemons, fine
Phiox < . ditto ' +

Pansies
l>di! Dwarf BcddinffShow Varieties
Pinks
Campanula corallina
Cerastium tomontosum

•03a scandens
Cupheas
He.intropos
Lantanas
num flavufn

Salvias
nca elegantissima

New Belgian Daisies.

OYAL HORTICULTURAL
FLOHAL COMMITTEE.

LIST OF AWARDS, MAY 1 1, 1SC1.
Fiiwt Clash Certificate.

eiagans. fi i Mr. J. \ ;,, .j„n., Ci a.
t mmnm mimitabilis ll. pleno, from Mr. Veitch.

_. . ,
Comm -ATIOV.

C™ na rosea plena, fi Mr. A Kendall. Stoke XowingtonLelargw m Mrs. Ponsonby Moore, from Mr. Veitch
_ xr _ Spbciai. Certificate.

*&pSU, " ir<1, aDd ^"'^ ^ « ~"«ctlon of cut

The next Meeting will bo held on Hay 28.
Thomas Moore, Secretary to tho Committee.

£nr <Bar^rrurr«sf
,

©ftrontcir
SATURDAY, MAT 18. 1861.

MEETINGS FOR Till- EN FXG WEEK
Wkdsbbdat, May 22~Royal Botanic ... . \ , w

Voueil & Co.. Tar-
in

H^l i A Sons, Tooting
Henderson, 1 ane-appis

»*

w

T * ton
Wh. I>ulwi

£ Padman,in

J. Woods t Son, Woo

n Robei n ft Paul,
Paisley}

r. Smitb, Horosey Road
Ifuil, Chaise.

„ Berry, lilackburn

_
_,

»» Huddart, Preston
Knd, lfarsden. iAnruhu

BEDDING and OTHER PLANTS ™« c •

Supplement to Jaw™ r!»J« i:\L ~ ,h(? nri|?
a>D FAB :r's VAD^I^.-m™,,^ 8

,
GARnE^ER'S^ «<l^ HTnatk^fo; o

WlU ** found to ltain all

ment of BEDDIX ? ™ .*n»Dgcment and manage-
yndGR^ NHO E VXm^^™^ of STOVE

SSJont « * -*£3S ft"n *TS?SS
.%-fiS-5 ^^J^^n^n^rn, London.

£ HKDDIX,
dosen. ineiodin* t^L %£^\ 1 ° ,roni i*- to 3*. perBeerlsT&JE!^ and o£er

T^U
"f

f
'
Fi ^eroftheDay

<v|^CL« Tropaeo nm StamfordlArum'
UbSSI^l^ %?****> <***—. Ageral

Winchipore Hill tlt.il i ^
Bedding

g^- .

Biding PUau, conit^of ^r:,nCe f f
tllfi rw»omm>. Vernanaa? ^^""* „ ^rlct and Variejrated

te^fcS^ 1^*?^^t2^ Calceolaria^
Jjwyghly hardened, and^s^i8bed»?^r ^rc vcry fi"e

pri

c
and other

turns.

a

W

Frcb to London. M ..hSto'V ^T pSK ^"^

&SJSS?
of EngliDd> IroIand

- ttnd *«SS?L^iu
B
STS

"o?*1 y«r»eiT. Gre^ Y»nn th. Norfolfc.

Bedding Plana! "

F. zzK\S- ' H.n£ft °"J
tb,t

*w"ti'» eff«^. Q,',»lity g u'o' to." of |

Mimulus, of ports
Melissa variegata
Meeembryar; -nwai, various

'""t
. Tom 1 mh &c

Nierrmljergia gracilis
Pansies
Pentstemon, in variety
Petunias *

i'hlox, herbaceous
»» Drummondi

Pyrethrum, various
Perilla nankinensis

J?
rtj'^ d^arf, for edging

Rhodanthe Manglesii
Roses, various
Statice armeria
Salvia patens, blue

o*" i «" ui
alba

'
and others

Stocks, in bloom
Senecio, double crimson
Thunbergia, various
Tropseolum Lobbianum
elegans

Attraction
tamfordianum

several double varieties
Verbena, of everv known shade
of colour, a fine and lsjge
stock •

Veronica
Variegated Geraniums fmanv
_ varieties). * *

elegans, Ae.

chcapn
Agaratum

«,

Anagallis
Are inum, various
Bouvardias
alceolaria, in variety

Cersstium tomentosum, i
edging

Cupfcea platyoentra, scarlet
Campanula carpatica
Carnations, tree
Chrysanthemums, various
Deutzia gracius
Dianthus giganteus. splendid

crimson
„ Heddewigi, large colours,

various

t",jm I>€rialis, crimson
Dielytra spectabilis
Dahlias, many varieties
Delphinium formosum
Fuchsias, various

Gaillarnia grandi flora
Oasam plendens
Heliotropium, various
Hollyhock
Hydrangea
Koniga variegstj.
Lar ia, various
Lobelia, blue, in variety

St. Clair, fine scarlet
Lilium, various

•b«a wandcu,
Cl:«e,.no rLAN«.

Eccremocarpus K»ber
Maurand™ all*

bo,peru!uu.
,

fer8oui " ^dlfl"™

i-nces with • VERA L LIST on application.
Sulwich, Surrey. 3.

The ohonge which has taken place in ourgar, 3 within the last few year* is douhtlessmore or less dependent upon a more ln>hlr cuItLvated sense of the really heautiful. fRSJa
ZtZa}°

nT v
mt""e

.
C0llecti0I» of Plants charac-

ter,sed only by variety or nunW, without theslightest atte.npt af any general eff.ct, and we nolonger see, « ,t in rare inataaees, whole Cuse9of r, -largoniurns or other pi. , of luxury ind"vt

monv of colouring ls (he gr. at ol,j, ot in the flowergarden, while in the conservatory graceful form."
j

cgance of foliage are «oM ajhl] rri«dZgaudy flowers, whose effect is spoiled by coarseohage or other matters which are not com—ted
bybnlliancyofcolourii.g. No fart indeeHovts
rtWSSUr

t
dly

'^t
U(

;

far as whatth« Germans call

case very much may be done. The delicateIlym^opkyllum ahtum for example, than wh?eh

t?A el
\* Tr

mT tTa]y beautiful, has in thevery heart of London produced nearly a hundred
fronds ma single maM, and multitudes of otherequally delicate specie, might be reared where
a conservatory, in the ordinary sense of the word,
is out of the question. '

Ferns, however, arc not the only objects which
are attractive from intrinsic elegance alone, though
they produce no flowers. There ore other flower-
less plants which to the present moment have beenmuch neglected which would he as welcome were
they once introduced. A few Clubmosses indeed
appear in our colleoti.ns

; even the smallest ofthese have many admirers in consequence of their
elegance, and occasionally a stray Moss or
i ungus comes up from some farm™ ran„u n. v
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tl^di^tfiS^n^Uh^l^^ care

taken of them, if they are observed at all.

There are, however, many Cwptogamio plants

besides Ferns and Clubmosses whmhwoujd amply

repay introduction, and we are »u
f/

na™°
f

°
01ir

known they would be highly prized, borne 01 ou

own^tngeLanni^, as Pellia epiphylja and_Pete

at once ensuring admiration; Jut there are

many other European species, negle«ll"& JL

Zaller which would at once be welcomed. We
smauer, """: , , sma iier Ferns which could
ean conceive fewof the

' ""^ d of Zunularia
be more acceptable than tne irouu=

i

«•

with their crescent-like receptacles of gems

and their four-valved capsules spnuging our

together in the form of a cross from he.r delicate

l^sVotMlcnLlnS be imported whicb

would form nice subjects of cultivation though

Issiblv some of them if once established might

£ inclined to spread where their presence was not

required, like the common Marchantia of our

Svel walks, a most exquisite plant by the way

if carefully examined. If, however, more distant

regions were searched for novel forms, there are

Marchantice and allied genera of varied aspect,

which require to be seen only to be admired

There are the Fern-like Jungermannia of

New Zealand, belonging to the genus Sym-

phyogyna, which are as delicate and beautiful

as the species of Hymenophyllum which we

admire so much as cabinet specimens of

Ferns : and if cultivators wish to see what can

be introduced in this way, we would only call

attention to the plate of Plagiochila Stephemomana

in Dr. Hooker's Flora of New Zealand, that they

may ascertain what objects they might expect at

the hands of an intelligent collector.

Neither is it less sure that many of the true

Mosses might be cultivated, either from directly

imported plants ot from their spores collected

just when they are ripe. The different tints ol

gTeen, from the merest tinge arisiug from deep

seated cells shining through the external strata m tne

devoid of green matter, to rich tints of purple, during

^SdVlnlreS *;antrwl£L
a£ mxokx we .^nrsrs^ „

.

direct influence, upon trees planted
^ f Drinking *?™tau», the proJ**direct influence, upon w~ r

inimical to

area, and that influenoe of a nat ^ t

their well-being. It this is s

^ ng ^
£ a

aIp1etJ
hp£e

a

an SJ^ cannot be

'Te'stt out with the mference tbat
,

the^are

in many instances perishing from lack o ^^
the natural moisture of the ea™ » ers>

away by the deep channels.made tor

and the natural compensation to tms J

the rainfall being carefully prevente 1 ^ P^st
trating the earth, except, indeeu, oyj.

way into the interior of the sewers themselves.

The evil to which we are referring being caused

by the attraction and loss of water the remedy

doubtless consists in the judicious artificial appli-

cation of that element in such a way as to supply

the deficiency, in part at least ; and if this were

done systematically there seems no reason why the

trees of cities should not be made to rega n

something of their natural vigour, since it would

be doing battle with their two principal enemies

at the same time. We refer espec, ally to those

planted in the squares and thoroughfares and in

other confined situations where they have.to

struggle against an accumulation of unfavour-

able conditions. .

The first thing which appears desirable is to

give the roots one or two thorough waterings in

the early part of summer, before, in fact, there Ima

been time for any impression to be made upon the

system of the plant by the parching summer heats,

and before the trees have entirely expended the

strength they had accumulated during their

winter's rest. To do this effectually the ground

towards the circumference of the area occupied by

the roots, should be pierced so as to facilitate the

absorption of the water, which should be applied

freely and abundantly, and if possible in an

aerated form, so as not unnecessarily to lower the

temperature of the earth. One good soaking

• ' month of May, if the atmosphere

the spring months has been dry.

putting up one or two in Exhibition IStt
Kensington, somewhere near the entrance t«tL »
Horticultural Gardens ? Such an aecomZ
would be a real boon, not only to attends
carriages, but to the crowd generally «b
may he expected to daily throng the m?
question, after the Royal Horticultural ftS

:

and Exhibition of 1862 shall have been tW
open to the public. ™*

—

=

NOTES ON THE BOTANY &c. OF JAPAX.-s-
(See page 385.)

H. M. Legation and Garden at Yeddo.—0**..

the kindness of H. M. Minister Mr. Max*,
1

enabled to visit Yeddo and make a most iiw
collection of plants. The British Legation

iijy
in a large temple, or rather in buildi

devoid of green matter, to rich tints ot purp e, an ring «>< "J?""*
another early in July, would

rS^a.^fd^^=1o^^
it™' m„ ™ftr™ Jmm™nipd imnorted soeci- durinpr their most active season. With a hose
where Mosses have accompanied imported speci-

mens. Nor is it easy to conceive the excitement

which would be produced, were it possible to raise

fruiting individuals of such Mosses as Splachnum

suteum and rubrum with the large yellow and red

umbrellas which are spread out beneath their

capsules. As these are annuals they might possibly

be raised from seed. There could be no difficulty

in introducing the former at least, as it is very

common in Sweden. Even our own S.ampullaceum,

the commonest of the British species, is a most

attractive plant. If a taste for these smaller

Cryptogams were once raised, there is no knowing

to what extent their cultivation might be carried.

"We will venture even to advance a step further,

and suggest attempts at introducing some of the

more elegant tropical species of Fungi, which
though seldom seen in a recent state, are even

when dried for the herbarium lovely objects. Cuba
and Guiana abound with species displaying the

most exquisite colouring, without any of that

coarseness of form or tendency to speedy decompo-
sition which make multitudes of our British

species of Fungi objects of dislike to the many.
We have ourselves seen in England Marasmius
hcBmatocephahiSj the bright rich Ted of whoa

during their most active season. With a hose

attached to a supply pipe from the mains these

waterings would be readily effected.
a. a m

Japan, and which are probably intend tot^

visitors, or as seminaries for the Buddiep^ j

It is placed at the head of a little valley, Wwftfcj I

and on each side by low richly-wooded hills,m^
in the form of a horse-shoe, and open in front. Ik

Bay of Yeddo. The situation is exceedingly pictm^

and beautiful. A fine wide avenue, some 200jv

length, leads up from the Bay to the residence of ^

English Minister. Ornamental gatewaysM*
the avenue and give it a pretty appearance, mi *

and there I observed some large examples of fa

Massoniana, Cryptomeria japonica, Salisbarii hfe

folia, Podocarpus macrophyllus, Camellias, k
The garden is situated in the rear of the bus

and although small in extent it is one of :':.

charming little spots I ever beheld. The dra

iust noticed rises up behind and forms a backgroa

the picture, which hill is richly covered with hr

rrreat size and beauty, particularly some fine ear.

Oaks, seeds of which Mr. Alcock has sent tolci

the lower part of the hill there is some pi

work covered with Maples, Azaleas, Can*

other plants, with a species of ^*»\m
hung down like a Weeping Willow. At theM
is a small lake of irregular and pleasing ftm*

the whole width of the garden, and betiw*
the temple there is a little lawn when^ *

and pleasing finish to the whole.

To complete the picture as i *V&** b

m
a bright; autumnal day ;

an oWffJ*.m
red leaves was hanging over the mm

.,

Azalea with leaves of a 8^™^^
groups at the other; patches^Pj^gIterings wouiu ue reuuiiy cucutcu. groups at tne oonei ;

pn^"'*'

Another point of equal importance with that just j of almost every hue met the eye

adverted to; is the cleansing of the foliage while produced a 8

£\
k'"^

yet in a healthy state by frequent washing, which deep green of J^^^kgUdW»
^i-i. j • _ ii^i- ^fl iJl „,wvf «ni,y Kxr on. As the large trees in tne ^fa,,.u e
while doing battle with the soot, would, by en-

abling the trees to absorb moisture by their surface

instead of continually parting with it, to some ex-

tent help to supply the deficiency which has been

alluded to. There would beno difficulty in accom-

plishing this in ordinary cases, by means of jets

from the water-mains, the pressure in which is

always considerable. Such washing would only

be necessary iu dry weather, and as a help to the

cleansing and moistening influences of natural

showers ; and if done weekly or fortnightly

during the earlier part of the summer would go

far to preserve a healthy condition of the foliage,

which again would react upon and invigorate the

entire system of the plant.

The exact means to be employed for carrying

out these irrigations and washings would vary

with particular cases, but they need not be

other than of the simplest character. A
leather hose, or tube of gutta percha, is the chief

apparatus that would be required, the high service
main V\c»ir\nr rrcktyck r »il 1 t- t»r\c rk»t i.A 4*r* f , .*• 4-Krt ttt« qV\ i r* #w

would it be to introduce the coral-like Clathrus
and some allied genera, which are amongst the

most beautiful objects in nature, though unfortu-
nately they are attended by a disagreeable odour
which would stand much in their way. Similar
bad qualities however do not entirely prevent the
cultivation of Stapelice.

British Seaweeds are already cultivated to a cer-

tain extent, and it is very possible that some of the
more beautiful exotic forms might be successfully
grown by the aid of artificial sea water ; and if

such lovely objects as Claucha could be introduced

over some ports of the garden, * „

strewed through other parUr^n

varied colours, the (W^Jurf
fancy himself in some fairy >»"«• m
through amongst the bushes over i ^
the different plant' «» ^iSS^"
where shade can be had from the her« ^ fc,

A fine avenue has been made on ^tne* ^
spur extending down towards tta »^
delightful view to seaward f^^W
exercise and the cool morning «£ . .

be enjoyed without the nuisanc^£ ^
the officials of the *V™*»*£U »''^
one has to submit to if he moves

the temple. . tempie
there*

On the west side of **!
thonsan*1 <>»**.

cemetery covered with many thon

some of them apparently of grea j ^
cemeteries is attached to A^

t
&*

Yeddo, hut this is the la'g

«

9

seeffl
ai?

observation. Curious enough bey^
to he placed on the *?•*•"£

in CJ*<\
Japanese, like their ^ff^ Tl.e.'

1*
attention to the graves of b"

1

\d'

evening.

Such artificial waterings need not be continued

they most undoubtedly prove far more attractive
than the Madagascar Lace Plant, which has been

justly admired. M. J. B.so

In m
(p. 408)

aking some remarks on a former occasion
* on' the condition of London trees, we

to a late period of the summer, as they would
interfere with the ripening of the wood, which i-

so necessary to its passing the winter safely. The
object to be kept in view is rather to encourage
and carry on into the summer months the natural
spring growth, and to keep this in a fresh healthy
state, until after the midsummer growth has been
formed, and then to allow the plants to fall into a
natural state of re.^t as autumn approaches. The
whole process could easily be carried out in the
early part of the day, r>o as not to interfere wi'h
the limited portion of time during which
garden can be enjoyed.

The cost of these operations, which could not be
very great, would under any circum>tan< es bear no
comparison with the results, if the health of the

City

tne gm«° . i D„ ot U6
.

visit them, andVace^ ?,ont
rf*

evergreens m Hamboo tub s the^V
n/tradc of collecting and s'bng

;

,

he one of considerable m«g
d see»i »

for sale in .11'^»0*
upon the graves as if they fl

ibing . ««^
The garden I have been dew ^ tlle^

Mr. Alcock having^^l-Ge^'

>

I saw it. Tlie French U)i ^ . B
(

Secretary the Abb^ Gerard ^
they found attacl^t to^ gj
as their places of res

"J cxt
raord'narj

,
^ r

remarkable tor Azalew o« »
a„d

tftt . ,

been kept carelully cl pped
, beU ^ ^ >

with flowers in the spr »g
;

,«
is
***

must be indeed rharm'"^^^^-;^

70

TREE

,,., been written .-£„,^
invented by *£***£ suCC^
was celebrated tor
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esno%«l of Urge tree*. Hut in the aUkiuti ol any

repfesentation of the apparatus it was difficult to under-

stand iu exact nature. We are now, however, enabled

to reproduce from the Sccttuh Farmer
cnUwrirt, with the permission of the present

of the biting-ropec must next be put uuuw the grooves ol these
boards, one at each end, and seemed with earth all round. The
upports between the hall and the aideaof the hole may alao

be withdrawn, as the plant ought now to stand by itself. The
next operation is to lay two strong planks, one ou each pide of

parallel

. . t_-i-xL.ii i - -«.
i
«——«-—•., -.«~ »,...«. iuv.u —- .~- -— the ground will adroit of.

Chine which fully explain! lta Tho macaine being at hand, remove the back binding bar and
the two rollers, then run the machine on the planks, till the
centre of the machine be exactly at the centre cf the plant ; re

k -___l _ _____ -> M- . % *, % * ^

ruction.

It appears that in a recent extension of the Edin-

burgh Botanic Garden it became necessary to trans-

plant a very large number of shnib3 and trees ; this

caused the working powers of the machine to be con-

siderably altered and strengthened, facilitating the

raising of a larger amount of soil with the plant, with

the aid of wer men than were formerly required.
44 The merit of the machine is, that a shrub or tree

ighing from 18 to 30 cwt., after being prepared, can

be raised, conveyed, and planted without being sub-

jected to any undue stress or even the possibility of

injury. If water be copiously used, shrubs may be
safely removed during any of the spring, summer, or

autumn months. Last ' *

'lccessfully ith it during the months of ' six or eight men will be required.
b

tall, it will be desirable to have

x.wi«M w va v&_t« uj.h. liuiD ^rc \i * <m- w*j «»* *»»*»« *_•_..- . . v -_. _,«-_ ^ m—.— ^ » - —

place the two back rollers, binding-bar, secure the wheels with
stones or wedges, likewise place a piece of board across the

I
lanks in front for the feet of the machine to rest on ; next bring

up the ends of the lifting-ropes over the rollers. This part of

the work requires a little nicety, as the ends of each rope must
be done exac- ly in the same way. The rope is first brought up,

and over the top of the inmost roller three times, winding it

always towards the centre of the roller ; then take it over the
top of the outer roller and work it also towards the centre-

where nooks are placed for fixing the ends of the ropes on,

each rope being previously supplied with suitable strings for

the purpose. All the ropes being similarly adjusted, the plant
is now ready for lifting and removal. The foregoing operation

is easily accomplished with two men, but the lifting and
removal requires more; this, however, depends on the size

and weight of the plant to be raised, a moderate sized ball, say
lifted with four men, but if larger

If the tree or shrub is ver3'

• to have the soil nnnly tixea below Uiv ,,
./ —

the water has been applied; next remove the rack nto/andbinding ropes, staves and canvas, looaen out all the rSote and
fill in with prepared •oil. taking care to adjust the roots toahorizontal manner while filling in ; afterwards prepare a basin
round it. In all eases apply water freely, but more particularly
with summer transplants. Alter the branches have
loosened down, syringe freely if the weather be dry aud
the surface of the ground, under the branches, with fresh cut
Grass to prevent the surface of the soil from drying up. In
the case of many summer trantplanted trees and evergreana, it
is a good plan to roll some Hypnum or Sphagnum Moss round
the stems and chief branches, as it assists in keeping the
bark moist."

May, June, and July.

We use the words of Mr. M'Xab himself, who
describes the instrument iu the following manner:

—

"The machine (engraved from a photograph taken by Mr.
Blight) weighs about 8} cwt., and U constructed of a strong
frame of wqpd and iron, supported on wheels, with two wind-
lass rollers in front, and two at the back, the back rollers being}
an arranged that they may betaken « ff, to
enable the machine completely to enclose the
plant to be operated on. To show how this
method of transplanting is performed, and
to follow it throughout all the stages, we
ahall take, for example, a shrub 18 feet in
height, and the branches 16 or 18 feet in cir-
cumference. The first opera n is to tie in
all the branches with a piece of soft rone
or yarn, to keep them as close as possible,
and thus prevent them interfering with the
works while in progress. It is necessary,
before tying up. to attach a mark on the best
side of the shrub, or what is intended to be
the front after planting ; by so doing, it will

. good deaf of trouble after the plant has
lowered into the pit prepared for its

recaption. The machine is capable of taking
in a ball of earth with roots 4 feet long, 8 feet
4 iuches wide, and 3 or more feet deep. In
every case, it is necessary to be careful not
to exceed this width, making allowance f. r
he thickness of the canvas and staves to be
employed round the roota The opening up
of the soil round the plant must now be
commenced, beginning, of course, at such a
distance as to secure all the roota which
r t̂n

*J«
beyond the line of the Intended

balL The il ought to be removed from
the roots with a three or four-pronged fork,
taking care tp keep the ball of earth and
roota all round, as perpendicular as possible,
and where the balls will admit of being made
circular it is better to be so. In the case of
very Irxrge plants, an oval ahanod ball is just
as easily managed as a round one, the ma-
chine being Mimcieutly strong for the extra
Slse. 8upi*«ing the ball to be at its proper
depth, and properly rounded and upright,
anch roots as will not bend may be cut off
close to the earth. Surround the ball with
a pises of canvas 3 feet broad, bending the
roota carefully beneath it, taking the pre-
caution of having the doubled portion of the

here but at the aides. Jkfter
is been placed round the ball,

*axe a aoubied piece of soft rope or yam
and surround the canvas within 8 inches of
the bottom, then bring the loose ends through
the centre loop, bring the ends up the side,
?*\ «urround the bail again about 8 or 10
inches from the top. Between the soft ropo
and canvas, introduce a number of barrel
staves of uniform length and breadth, about
half an inch m thickness, place them within

r 6 inches of each other, according to the
firm or loose nature of the soil composing the
nan, taking care not to put any on the ex-
treme sides, that the canvas alone may touch

The object ofthe soft rope or yarn is to

~~- place, till the rack rope is r on. Vrope surround the lower part of the staves, doubling
J
6̂ *!times round the main portion of itself, aay abc

length ; bring the main portion of the rope up the

steady•a*.., .» ..... w-w ~ mm-,ww w^- ....... - -- ~ t -,.^,__ _ _ j

n and keep it i>erf>endicular during the lifting and trans-

miss. Each roller is provided with a cross-wheeled handle,

and the outer rollers have a series of iron-bound holes pierced
through them. By means of two round Irca levers ami the
wheeled handles, the plant is easily wound up, I Kith brick and
front at the same time. The strong crank catches at each end
of the inner rollers prevent the possibility of the plant running

REPORT OF THE CURATOR
or THE

BOTANIC GARDEN, GLASNEVIN,
FOR THE YEAR 1860.

(Extracts.)

Arrangement* of Hardy Plants.—The arranged departments o
hardy plants have received many important additions during
the past year, and are now nearly as well filled as it is possible
to have so large a collection, where losses are constantly taking
place by deaths, fto. Formerly, they wort- chiefly useful to the
botanist, plant amateur, an <1 tor filling up their places in the
general plan of a botanic garden ; but ever since the system of
competitive examinations took place, they are daily visited
•luring the summer se: n by numbers of students from the
medical schools, and other educational establishments in the
city, thus rendering it necessary to have them as perfect as
possible.

Hardy Trees and Sfirub*.—In like manner, the taste for
planting hardy ornamental trees and shrubs has greatly in-
creased in Ireland within the last twenty years, and their
supply has kept pretty fair pace with the demand ; hence we
begin to experience a want of space, in even this extensive
Garden, for planting out new sorts as they are introduced.
Had the adjoining portion of ground offered to the Society List
year been taxeu, it would have enabled us to enlarge the
Arboretum, so as to afford room for the many interesting plants
such a ]niblie garden as this is surely ought to possess, and that
at a verv small additional expense

Donation* and Exchange* of PI «.—The total number of
plants received during the year 1860 is 670 species ; and of
seeds, 686 kinds. Tlio total number of plauts given from
the Garden is 420 species ; and of seeds, seven packages.

Supplies of Plants for Lecture* and School of Art.—Good supplies
of flowers and plants, for assisti.ig to illustrate the lectures on
economic botany, delivered by Dr. Harvey at the Museum of
Irish Industry, wero duly sent according as they were required

;

and also for the lectures on structural botany delivered In the
Theatre of the Royal Dublin Society. r the lectures on
ystematic botany, delivered at the Botanic Garden, the table
was well furnished with large plants in pot a at each lecture, aa
well as cut flo g. The Professors of Botany at the Royal
College of Surgeons, aud at some other Medical Schools, were
supplied with specimens for their different courses of botanical
lectures according as they were required. Regular supplies of
lants aud flowers were sent, on two days in each week, to the

School of Art at the Royal Dublin Society, for the use of the
pupils studying there, during the season they were wanted.

Pinters.—Notwithstanding the exceeding wetness of the last
season, the decrease in number of persons who visited the
Garden is not so great as might have been expected, though
Still considerable. At so great a distance from the city, and
the Garden being situ d in a locality to which no public

mce has been yet established, it is rather difficult to
reach in bad weather, when walking is rendered unpleasant;
hence wo generally find, under those circumstances, that
visitors come more for the purpose of study than pleasure.
The total number who have written their names and addressea*
in the Visitors* Book during the year 1860 is 39,000,443 Total
number of persons who attended lectures at the Garden
598; thus making an average of 50 at each lecture, D. Moore]

cralor.

Home

down, and secure it firmly at every turn, when re-adjusting the
levers. After the plant has been raised high enough to clear
the bottom of the wheels, the levers can then be pushed
through the holes so as to rest either the inner roller or

is will doubly secure the
time as it

of the ball, and surround the ton"amfaV Jm, V»'"i "kp"" D,najn2 ner; this will doubly secure the p
end round^t^faTbSSJ^ BoS ^ST,^r a undTr S£f ^ "* *!?&* V"

Buch timc M ll
'
8 «»veyed *> "

Ion of this rope muet now Uit^^S^JJiJ?JJ?i? I
destination. If the plant has to be taken over clean gravel

stout pin
dicular, •

«s»entie!ly neceaaary^irordeV t£ nwStih^^^wSSL^uS emPloy*d in the lifting, but if the dls\anceis eonsid7rabie,*the
moat convenient way will be to attach a horse and draw it
backwards, taking with it. if necessary, the two planks, foot-
board, and COfir WedcPS If mnnv rpmnr.,li am rminr* am 14 C_

Placing them at opposite" endsfsSd placed
7
nern^n* i J?""' H *I

neo6T,U7 ^ ES5 5
pieo

? Sf
canva8 undcr * **

aa to come within tbVoornersofX ^^Lr^TL *° P 1*1

??
1 any loose em t h from falling. If the distance

to attend minutely to these obsenr-* ~~V .L-_ *."__ I
™«n?val is not great, it can easily be taken alone bv the r

. ipceaaary in order to prevent the
frame of the machine while the lifting
t part of the process is undermininfl^

fix af
adj
wood

being previously decided on, beinjf
me can with the greatest ease L_ „.„wiavw

t

L
in
fL
w*lk*

,
or road»- "This* concluded!

hnin ir, ™^ *
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proper places. If the

pact and Una, two Oak lifting boardTm7v Kif the ball is inclined to be soft, itiallsSSJSduos apiece of Deal the anin. iJrJf ^S^l

e lifting ropes
raised be com.

_ >ro!inary UfUoir i

25?^??^ *?El*b for the macbine,
on es
iexac

rope is directly

fa*** -. <*rzch1EZZ1 UDdCT thc
centre or

the lifUng-boarda, particularly

in Sk?* *?il * k
f
cp thc bottom boards and th«

back narf^K ^?™ <^e™*ng the nude
5St^°ithe t*11

'
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rSS*. i
tben cogence the underminuiiP Wh^Y^STJJ

1 °° that the best nart sha11 face *»y particul ,

ti-17-
bottom, boards as before mentioned" taking ZUl *u- not been ?one' H i8 necessary to loosen down the whole top, so

27*5?* lxact,y P»w»el with the two mevloush?n.^f«Slr ;

as proper y to adjust it-that, however, is very inconvenient
•*» that the ends of each are alike stnughtT The* orKiiiS?u!iV

t
L
U 8,

l
ch tima M the Plant haa been filled in and watered. Aftervn«gu*. ihe opposite half the plant has been properly secured in its upright position,

that it is not less than 2 feet of the diameter of the ball to be
put io, place over it the two planks, adjusting them to the
width of the wheels, then run the machine with the plant
backwards upon it, till right over the centre of the hole
place the cog wedges to the wheels, and adjust the foot-
board as before, and arrange the men as at the lift-
ing. After taking off the strain, sufficient to remove
the four crank catches, lower gently into the pit, by
holding back the handles and levers. If the pit is found to be
t >o deep, raise, and put in some soil, and then lower again.
When properly placed, undo all the ropes, and take off the two
back rollers and binding bar, and remove the machine. 1 mme-

j

diately the machine is withdrawn from the plant, but before it

[
is taken off the planks, put on the two rollers and binding bar,

of twisting the machine by taking it
upon uneven ground. The machine and planks being removed,
withdraw the two lifting ropes, which will be easily done,
owing to the curve on the bottom of the lifting boards. The
b Atom boards can also be withdrawn by a slight leaning either
to t ne side or the other, placing at the same time a little
earth below to keep the plant in its upright position. If
attention has been paid to mark the best side previous to the
first tying up of the branches, the plant can be easily turned,

Correspondence.
Transplanting a large Yew Tree.—Having recently

been engaged In removing a remarkably fine specimen
of the common Yew, I have been induced to give you
some account of its size, with a view of ascertaining-
whether or not it is the largest tree of the kind on
record that has ever been transplanted. The dimensions
areas follows:—Circumference of bole, at 3 feet from
the gronml, 6 feet 3 inches ; at 6 feet from the ground,
f> fe 1 inch

; and at 11 feet from ditto, 5 feet 9 inches.
The trunk divides itself at the height of 15 feet into
four branches, the circumferences of which are as follows •

No. 1. 2 feet 8 inches; 2, 3 feet 1 inch; 3, 3 feet
10 inches

; 4, 2 feet 9 inches. Height of tree, 40 feet.
Circumlerence of branches at 10 feet from the ground,
130 feet ; and at 28 feet from the ground, 116 feet.
The ball contained 15 cubic yards of earth. The dis-
tance which it was removed is 22 yards. The operation
commenced on the 8th of April, and was completed on
the 20th of the same month. Unfortunately a clear
ky with cold easterly winds prevailed the whole time
without even a slight shower of rain. This evil I
endeavoured to counteract by frequent syringing over-
head and covej-ing the roots with mats. Subjoined is
a list of the apparatus by means of which the tree was
lifted, viz., two powerful screw jacks, each capable of
lifting 20 tons weight (these were worked in a chamber
perpendicular under the bole of the tree); two smaller
screw jacks capable of lifting 3 tons each; three
common timber jacks (each worked by two men), 3 tons
each ; a powerful crab (worked by six men), capable of
lifting 5 tons; five balks of timber, 10 inches square,
and from 30 to 40 feet long, put at an angle of about 45°,
provided with ropes and pulleys. To the above add six
sets of powerful wedges and the assistance of 32 men.
Doubtless many ofyour readers may be inclined to ask
But what of its future prospects of growing ? To this
I reply (judging from present appearance), that I have

• cry reason to think that it is progressing favourably.
It may .also be of interest to know the cost of reraovaL
I may just mention that there were only 16 men
engaged constantly during thc operation ; the others,
forming the number recorded above, were required only
at times when most needed, bo that the entire cost,
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us with a report

September ?]

Hose-in-hose Polyanthuses.- If your Correspondent
Mose-in-nose jroiyamrmsei. » j™ - *

f
,.

whose communication was in jour »ln™ I,^ l i 1I„
5th in*., would prick out in an open bed h« «ed n

as soon as the first leaf if about

tlem
plants

m.
occasion the following ladies and gentlem
joted for and duly elected Fellows, viz. :

Cn

The Right Hon. Lord Chesham, Miss K V va
Clara Ward Edmonds, J. Cole, Esq. ; C v' ww* m°nk,fc
W. T. Fawcett, J. Jones, Esq. ; Mrs. Stuart& !*;5

(raised in pans, &c.) .nn .. , rnn
14 inch long-jndging from my own c xpc-riencei rn

hi would °bta
J
in earlier and stronger btoomi^autj

than by any other treatment. Mr. Henry Wooler wa

——^-—i^TtorThMTont the youn
ne n ver ncB

reauire more air and
when they appeared to require

room. The trees are very healthy ana g B

rapidly, having ga,ned such s andjeg^^
now and for the last two jears *»« w„ o^rl

possession of them from a ^*""2*JT
are rearing thdr young upon them ttt im» -w~™^ Nafchan ^ Mrg Q

-H Foiter

iter has certainly attained more.*** the^
tural a*e of mm, but has not yet«^>^^

WW«H

myself have grown those plants from ijjtop»»
quarter of a century, with the view of P«gW£S
in-hose self-coloured and double flowered W£™£
In our first object we have made ^J£**&^^
than in the second, as the ^«**SJ.^ilered
In a deep orange Hose-in-hose seedling wine e

for the first time in 1859, it will be observed that t

e

sepals of the calyx are so completely £u*""^?
coloured petals that the V^Vtm^^*™*
bloom as the normal form. The great object, ho* ever,

of raising- self Hose-in-hose Polyanthus, is to vastly im-

prove this flower for spring beds or ribbons; and as the

converted sepals into petals retain much of the natural

power of the calyx to endure a longer period than the

corolla, another advantage is obtained The inclosed

pips exhibit the bottom "hose" fresh, whilst the upper

or real corolla is decayed. The seedling was produced

by fertilising a normal Yellow Polyanthus ^
with the

pollen of a cream-coloured Hose-in-hose, again working

the pollen of the best Hose-in-hose into the Yellow, and

also selecting the seeds of the best Hose-in-hose pips.

It was not difficult to thus produce Hose-m-hose seed-

lings; but they were nearly all with the calyx only

partly coloured, that is, the calyx mixed with corolla,

and generally speaking about half the size of the

corolla, or of the fully developed Hose-in-hose. It is in-

teresting to find that pollen of a Hose-in-hose influences

the seedlings in this way ; besides I have had a few

seedlings, but of a lighter colour than the one sent, pro-

ducing the first season of flowering some of the anthers

transformed into petalets—a great step in my opinion

towards doubling—all experience teaching that a

double flower is not only more massive and enduring

than a single one, or perhaps than a Hose-in-hose,

it is the greater inducement for raising this vernal

favourite into an almost unrivalled spring bedder, to

endeavour to produce double Polyanthus
^
of clear

bright self colours on Hose-in-hose ; the attainment of

which seems from our experience not so easy. Last

year I had a Cowslip, which in the summer of 1859 I

transferred from the field into a pot, as it had a pip

with six lobes, and I supplied it with as little water as

possible to sustain the plant—it was of course under

glass in a frame. Tin's naturally stunted the size

of its leaves and retarded its time of flowering;

however, before there was any sign of a flower, I

placed it where it received abundance of rain,

when it rapidly flowered, and not only had

several pips with seven, eight, and nine lobes,

but on two of these many lobed pips the tubes were

split to the junction with the calyx, which thence had

a stripe of yellow all up the sepal of the same structure

and colour as the Cowslip's corolla. It has been said

The planter

tural ate
«ffi **XJT3fiJto*^ is labour

vears of which it is written, n«u
rrtTl

°
mn j;,i 4-i,: Q

and sorrow." One of your Senders. [Where did tins

happen ?]

Rookeries. I placed two rooks'

w. Eiuot ForsS;;,Z Jl*
»

GL Greenall vL.J ^
Pritchard, Lady Davis, Miss Davis, Miss F D«ui « \r* I

Esq. ; J. Holland, Esq. ; J. Henry Dart, Esq »
Esq. ; Rev. J. G. C. Fussell, J. NicboW ka ??»%
Kin near, Esq.; C. Latouche, Esq.; Earl of p-Li

lM
Taylor, Esq. ; The Lady Elizabeth Stucley, Mrs w'J l

advised," it I wisn ro esiaunsu «. *ww»w.j, -----

shoot three or four of the young ones but no reason

can be assigned by my knowing adviser for *M*
appears to me an absurdity. Will any of OT "»**
be kind enough to enlighten me, and say if there is

anything in it ? Corvus. d^-a*
Liliwi oiyanteum.-At the seat of Miss Playei,

Rvde House, Isle of Wight, a Lilium giganteum of the

following dimensions is now in flower, viz:—height, H

feet: girth of stem, 7* inches; leaf, 3H inches by 10

inches 5
number of leaves, 26. The plant is growing

in a small tub in the conservatory. A Subscriber.

Mrs. Bray, J. P. Gassiot, Esq.; A. P. Pickering' pTf v

•

Pickering, Sir C. Lindsay, Bart.
; Major Straith ifclT

Nicholas Climnery^ Bart. ; .L Green, Esq.
; Mra. GraaTt

\ ,

J
- King, ft

Sir II. Rawlinson, R. M. Lynch, Esq.;

Mrs. W. J. King, C. King, Esq. ; ML uuul()i

General Sir Richard Doherty, Mrs. Anna Mi
Reid, Mrs. J. Alderson, J. Holt Beever, Esq

Esq. ; Mrs. Coakley, Hon. Colonel P. Cust r/y -. --,

"
er, Esq.; William N. Spicer, Esq!; j^^

A. 8*

Bu
Spi
Esq
J

?*

Foreign Correspondence.
Cinchonas in India.—In your columns of March 2,

I observe you ask a question relative to Mr. Mark-

ham's Cinchona plants. With the exception of two

cuttings they are all dead. In justice to Mr. Markham

however, I must inform you that we have obtained

some supplies of seed from Mr. Markham many of

which are now germinating in the Ootacamund Govern-

ment Gardens under the charge of Mr. Mclvor and

there is every probability of some of the fines

kinds of Quinine-yielding Cinchonas being naturalised

on these line hills. Mr. Cross is reported to be at

Calicut with 15 Wardian cases of Cinchona, all in

good order ; it is to be hoped that they will reach this

in a healthy state. /. M. Morgan, Capt. Act. Conser-

vator of Forests, Octacamund, April 24.

;8q. ; Lady Albrida Vernon, Mrs. Doricgton, P.4?
_. Dobie, Esq., R.N. ; Mrs. S. MacnagUeu, J. iw?
Earl of Lanesborough, W. P. Pickering, Esq.

; £ p <w
Esq. ; F. Crossley, Esq., M.P. ; Miss Coleman, MigspwJJ
A. Davis, Esq. ; J. D. Padgett, Esq. ; Miss Gore, ijl
Esq. ; Mrs. Baldock, W. G. McMullen, Esq. ; J,

Esq. ; J. W. Burmester, Esq. ; Rev. E. R. 1^/7
Durham, Esq. ; Mrs. C. Lloyd, T. F. Tweml

T. Jklardn, Miss C. Sharpe, Miss L. Sharpe, E. BAn
(
'w

H. Hill, Esq. ; J. J. Gosset, Esq. ; Miss J. Morria, A.&3i

Esq. : J. R. Gardiner, Esq. ; P. Badcock, Esq.; H.F.at

Esq. ; A. Moss, Esq.; F. Wilmot, Esq. ; Miss i

R. B. Oakely, Esq. ; Mrs. Edmonds, J. H. Lermiete.fy

J. Durham, Esq. ; Mr. W. Clarke, J. B. Haig.fy;

Graham, Esq. ; Miss M. Sloane, Miss F. Paul, W.

:

Esq. ; W. Scarswell, Esq. ; Mrs. G. M. Gifford.

A ballot then took place for plants to bedistrks

the names of which have already been giver

advertising columns ; of the names of winners ottis

it was announced that a list would be published a a

next number of the Society's Proceedings.

£ocitftc&

Horticultural: may ±*jx «//-«* **"""••****/'

plants in a growing state of the new

Conifers, Pinus densiflora, lletmispora pisi-

that

effecting^ my object being to get thus a semi -double

Primrose to fructify with the Polyanthus, in the hope
of obtaining a strain disposed to double. I have two
plants of a yellow Hose-in-hose Polyanthus, which I

grafted last year upon the root of the lilac double Poly-

anthus, but I fancy from being too severe with them
they have not shown any flowers this season.
(i severe," I mean destroying all leaves from the

stock and all roots from the graft. My object in this

is to ascertain the influence of the double stock upon
the seedlings, both in respect to disposition and colour.

The graft was a Hose-in-hose, light yellow, which had
pips with the anthers developed into petalets

W. Jt ooler.

Barren Jargonelle Pear Tree.— I planted, about
seven years ago, a healthy Jargonelle Pear tree against

the west side of a house in the outskirts of Leamington,
in stiff clay soil. It has grown and flourished, and
always looks healthy, and has very clean silvery bark,

which has been gashed more tl i Once to allow it t

expand ; and the tree itself does not make any inordi-

nate amount of foliage, but it has never shown the

slightest symptoms of flowering, and won't. It has at

times had guano and other manures applied to it, and
in the autumn of 1859 it was root-pruned, but nothing
hat the least effect on it—it r» lately refuses to bloom.
There are three or four small standard Pear trees in

the same garden that are annually loaded with blossom.
What can be the cause of this ? Binswood, May 4.
[W« presume that the roots are down in the clay,

beyond the rea< of root-pruning. The tree is evidently
expending on leaves the power that should be directed
towards producing ft ers. Perhaps you c*n underm
it and introduce a bed of concrete beneath the main
roots.]

.,
^^s.—Having heard frequent objections m ide t

the planting of Oaks on ac ant of the supposed slow-
ness of their growth, I think it may interest some of

Royal Horticultural: May 14 (Floral Committee).

Young
Japanese ~~ ~, - - ,

-

fera, and H. obtusa, were exhibited on this occasion by

Messrs. Veitch ; anc\ along with them dried specimens ot

hese plants, all of which were, as they deserved to be,

objects of great interest. The same establishment

also exhibited an extremely pretty dwarf Pelargonium

named Mrs. Pomonby Moore; it had rich bright

crimson flowers with jet black spots^ on all the petals,

the two colours producing a striking yet agreeable

contrast ; for this a label of commendation was awarded.

From Messrs. Veitch likewise came a sweet-scented violet

and white double Petunia named inimitabilis fl. pleno,

for which a first-class certificate was awarded, and

a similar mark of distinction was also conferred on

Pimelea elegans, a new white-flowered kind from the

same collection. Mr. Kendall, of Stoke Newington, con-

tributed a collection of dwarf " Tom Thumb "

Cinerarias, to one of which, a rosy-flowered semi-double

kind called Eclipse, a first-class certificate was awarded;

it appeared to be a variety especially well suited for the

ornamentation of small vases. From Messrs. Lee, of

Hammersmith, came Sisyrinchium versicolor, Lauropus

Gardner!, a Phyllanthus like plant with little grey

Jty blotched leaves, and Arundo conspicua, a tall flowering

Reed resembling Pampas Grass, but not so handsoun

Mr. Torbron showed Pelargonium Alice, a lilac kin

thought to be useful for foreing. Cut blooms of

Pansies came from Messrs. Downie & Laird, and a few

profusely flowered Azaleas from the ciety's Garden at

Chisw iek. vSome interesting subjects furnished by

Captain Trevor Clarke arrive-! too late for examination.

May 14 (Fruit Ct fee).—from the Rt. Hon.

the Earl of Ducie came a dish of Oranges remarkable

for their e and fine appearance; on being eut they

proved to 1 without seeds and to be full of juic*, wl h

was sweet and refreshing. They had been imported,

we understood, from Buenos Ayres. Examples of

! tanner Beans from Piedmont Were shown by Cap!

Clarke, and a collection of Apples, still in an excellent

state of preservation, by Mr. Gardiner, Eatington

Park, Stratford-on-Avon. From the garden of the

Society came various kinds of Strawberries in pots, to

one of which, Eclipse, was awarded a first-class certifi-

cate. Under the same treatment the different

sorts named below ripened as follows, viz. -.— Highland

LlttnAHi April 18.—The President in the Ot

Henry Duckworth, Esq., and David Walker, E

M.D., were elected Fellows. The following papers*

reacl—i. « On the circulation of the blood in Pan

bearing on the question of a lining to the nrir

system of the tunicate ; " and 2. " Oa tbePhys^

the Palli.il sinuses of the Braclnopoda, bothbja

Maedonald, Surgeon K.N. 3. " Extracts from kte

addressed hv Gideon Lincecura,- Esq, to IW

Darwin, Esq., on the habit of the' Agncultm^ "

Texas." The first letter was dated Long Po. *«

Dec. 29, 1860. The species of^ J
*

Lincecum named Agricultural, was statejtoiiij

brownish red ant, dwelling in paved ««"
thrifty and healthy, and diligent

Jjjj^?

bores a hole, and surrounds it wi ^ ^

cular mound 3 or sometimes 6 inches nig
» ^

limits 3 to 4 feet from the entrance, no

tion is on low flat hind liable to inundate tno^

ground may be perfectly dry when lie o

he elevates his mound in a sharp cone w

- nat ianu uuuic tw «»-•--
^

ground may be perfectly dry when he cw»

he elevates his mound in a sharp cone to,tt» M!
f

15 or 20 inches, sometimes even more, ana j.

out ranee near the ape Around tlfc he cleJ

entrance near tne apc-A. Arouuu ^ t

ground of all oh cles, and h»'els ana
?

surface to the distance of 3 or 4/**/^,.
city. On this. ' ce not a spire oU\ „ ^

is permitted to grow, except a fWe

J\ ^
bearing Grass, which having plant*

cultivates with constant care, corong ^^
G

" "

(I

«'

your readers to kr, that I was told by n jreutlemau
residing in Norfolk, that in the year 1818 he towed
several acres of land with Acorns in row*, ami ploughed

Mary (C'nthill'g), May 14; Black Prince, May 1;
Richard II. (Cuthill's), .May 14; Eclipse (Reeve's),

May 7; Prini s Alice Man dc, May 7; Keens' Ssedling,

May 10; and May Queen (Turner's), April 28. It wul
thai be seen that as far as mere earliness is concerned,
the li must be placed first ; in point of flavour bow-
ever it w:is fl' ficient, A very dark coloured promising
looking seedling was shown by Capt. Trevor Clarke,
and some well fruited plants of other kinds by Mr.
Cunningham, the Palace, I-'ulliam.

May 11 (Genera! Meeting).—The Right Rev. tb

I
Lord Bishop of Winchester in the Chair. On this

raises and weeds that may spring up. „,

ur , grow* luxuriantly, V^f^l the •
small white flinty seeds,

J*
1* »"?£»«* «

very m uch resembles the R.ce of.X**
ri,.

gets ripe, it is carefully harvested, W« #

, kers, chsff and all, «to tte g ^
where it is divested "f «>* F^Xindtbe '

chaff being tak-n out and t^*» S°tb* fl
he cleared space. In ^"ffrf f

liable to become damp, and to spro. ^
this occms they bring them "*«£( aM k

day, carrying 1 k all U» «g«g*"-*^
Proute<l oncg to waste. Wr. »

f k l0 Wj

;,', t ,,, s-,nd beds ovcrlving port o. ot
ric„t»JJ

orchard there were five
'«f_ !;,.), hehrfjj

-evidentl; mite ancient cita» * w^
for 12 y * The cities were in«

ffll9^
propyl 'season with^^^e «#f£
seen spri 1 ng up in the:

farm « ^ tha
tl^

the 1st or November. He^ W *,
be no doubt of the fact, that the pe

fl
»W

Grass was intentionally P'"^ **j$
letter, dated March 4, MMoi*^tfe
from Mr. Darwin : Bo yon suppo-^^ ^ ^
for the ensuing crop ? ^ •

bt f

I have not the sligbte «» ant '^#
at all masons w^ehed th•

e et»fa
*

the last 12; «. »^Wj»f^*?
and found the crop of an

uiviltion. "^ *

hibiting the sign« of h-gy°
j &U:fc fa*

continued, not only "ffwticnUori^- >«J
species that is a regular 1

o«
d t,,ro»

v„hshadctre,stl .noum «* ^ £
their cells ,nd extensive ^ ^^^
our summer sun, nor travel ^^
bring in provi n, and hent
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underground passages to the trees and patches of-

the Id the leaves upon which
|

ey subsist. The excavations sometimes extend .

400 or 500 yards. To e v sufficient spec >r

leaf through it as wide as a dime,
or sometimes larger, the tunnel is generally an inch
in diameter, terminating inost comu lv under a shadv
tree, or in a garden or corn li Win n they enter a
garden in this way they seldom fail to ruin it, "all kinds
of fruit trees, flowering shrubs, and garden vegetables
being trimmed of their leaves.

Jfaf 2.—The President in the chair. Andrew
Murray, Hbq, Robert Hogg, Esq., LL.D., an.! John
Martin Fvsq., were elected Fellows, and U. Isidore
Oeoffroy St Hihure, a Foreign Member. J. E. Howard,
Keq., exhibited specimens of Ciiuhona Pahudiana 1 n
Java, and made some remarks upon the plant ; he also
reed a portion of a letter dated Torqu April 29,
1861, from C. R. Markham, E*q., on the cultivation <

tie rarioos ipgejej <,t Cinchona in Southern India.
Mr. Markbam stated that he had arrived in England
from India on the 26th. after exam. g and no
noon «li the h>ll districts aontb of 15 as s

,

Cinchona plantations. " I am sorrv to mr he wi ites.

"i*".
11

.
y 'U ihe V1**** **»«*»* out Is m«. .lied

v* ;lt^!
t

,

w
V** *° J°°- °I|,V

'
ut

'
lined r"

when I lea India, and you may imagine the time of

nT *n(1 •nxiet .
v l **«ve passed. However, all it

well that ends well, and I am rejoiced to say tha
nearly

;
all the valuable species are by this time safely

- hshed her m India or Ceylon. Pritchettt

y8.*^ "I
-! ***"}* «P very well in the Neilgher-

"passed Cross's oil. ion
oi reunark plants at Aden in excellent c htion, as

n " 8
!
x taiiaayea. By this time they are saf. 1

established. l>r. Anderson lias also landed three Call-
aya plants in good condition a don." The fol-
lowing papers were reed:-l. "A letter from Dr.
John Kirk to r W,l n Hooker, from the
Zambesi Expedition." 2. «<A 1 or f n Dr.

"Indian Corn lrom China. The followiug papen
read :

—

1. Note on the Genus Graphephorura, Desv. 1

Asa Gray. M.D. The author notices the discovery at
Riviere <lu L op, Unrer Canada, of a Grass conspcci fie

with one described in his " Manual" 1 q a sin:

panicle under the name of Dupontia Cooleyi. The
discoverer, Dr. Pickering, suggested to Dr. (I ray that
it might be the obscure Aira melicoides of Michanx, a
Grass known only from the specimen preserved in the
Miehauxian herbarium, upon which specimen Desvaux
and Beauvois had characterised thegenusGraphephoriiiv.
Dr. Gray proves the correctness of this suggestion.

Thus a long lost species of the North American flora is

We est the following from

rediscovered, and a genus which has r ed for almost
hall a century in obscurity and doubt takes its appro-

Thomson to Dr. Hooker on so
Aden." 3. "Note on Ompha
O. Beutham, Esq. Mr

was

gathered by l Mann on the Cam. n river, in West
Tropical Africa, which from their similar ii in general
aspect, in foliage, and in the remarkable frnit-gr ins;

on the mam trunk, he had no hesit on in refer-
ring to the Omphalocarpon procerum of Pal. do 1 , au-

JTh^Tr ! r
,kuil

l
of *• «^ers proved t

to be very different from what DeBeauvois had figure<l.
Mr.Ilentham i the U -wens which were females

threeW °f
?
VC

°f
,r «*»«» Kpala ah ,ut

S? iC \*
mi

< '

thc tvvo °»teroues ing v<

ind .i- wi
Pettta °/ s,n,i,ar« and shape, but thinner,and ib^htly connate at the baee, where they were ; ,!>

united w ith the m of the ik,
, which are

n^^ •mi *"* *• *«» «•• ™ted in five lamate scale. THe ovary was * I ,h d with

LotZT* 1
,ke t*rminal ** V(ry *****tot^dL The tree a. referred by Mr. Bentham to the

2e^Ui^T;i
,ntte^ °f th* ****«»*. but its pn

esse position m the order could not be fixed in conse-quence of the absence male flowers. 4.-1
ron^wifr

»u^m»+n * John Hn£, faj ^e
t2Si~ i

WM "**? °f th0 ,ibre of ** lnrktf the

'^ thon?h «*«« J » texture, and suited to

aTLrtelU-
?K

ThC^-^^ * P^ared it,

corda j',e 6bre
.

WM ^W* of formi^ the fine;Htt/ TTlV?S, * bri*ht P°,i9h Hke Hemp

K for wir^ •

iD WaUr
»

ifc WOald P«*Uf '

CTeaT £lTn^
°r g

,

h,P ^T? 1^ The bark gav mt a

thoogh t might prove s iceatlc i„ the fabrioation ofpaper. 5. ,te on an Egg within an 1 alao 1Mr Hogg. In a common Ws egg a second one of

7"l2ha£(Sl ^ '"I
1 *- ^^ d»«"et3r7«f.d about

f^ of
e
the

r

1K2; "Sfid
After^^ u« rt«r-

re^arkedtKln^' T 1
h are

t

dlflBcioa^ the author

«lf^rlTLL 25* ^ re»"re<l to the Urtioacen to

lea/y stlpnleeT^
footstalks, funushed with varied

priate position, in the author9
.** \ iew including not only

its original spedes hut a'so Dupontia,. It. Br. ; Arcto-
pbila, Itupr. ; and even Seolochloa. Link. The genus
Oraphephorum, as now constituted by (J raw will

inbrace rive species, which are arran I as follows into

»nr s vi/.. — § I. (=Scolochloa, Link), 1. G.
festuca ii.

f II. (= (Jrapbephorum, Desv.), 2. (J.

ielicoid< Beau and var. major (Dupontia I :. \

Gray). § III. ( Dupontia, R. Mr. 3. 0. Piscberi, and
var. nsilosanthum. ^ l\

r

. ( Irctophils, Knpr.), 1. <

fulvnm. 5. G. pendullnum< All except No. 5 (which
may he expected) have already been detected either in

British or Russian America. G. festucaceum abounds
on the Saskatchewan, and is likely to occur farth.

south. The paper embraces full details of synonymy.
c, and will be printed at length In the Society's

Annals.

2. On the Secretion of Saccharine Matter in the
Floral Organs of Plants, and on the Kconomy of Bees;
with the results of investigations on tin xual Develoj
nient of Bees. By the Very Rev. Principal Leitcl
President. Tart 1.

3. List of Plants collected in 1860, on the >uth and
East Shores of Lake Superior, and on the North Shore
of Lai Huron. By Robert Bell, attached to the Geolo-
gical Sun of Can* l. Corresponding Member of the
Kotenical Society of Canada. The species determined
by B. Billings, 1 B.S.C.

4. List of l'ianjBS collected on the Island of Anticosti,
and on the coejl of Labrador, in I860. By John
Richardson, while accompanying an Exploring Partv of
the Geological Survey of Canada. The sp< us deter-
mined by B. Billings, T.B.S.C.

5. On the Economical Uses of Sticta pulmonaria,
I foffm. By T. A. Drummond, B.A., F.B.S.C. Tl
author alluded to the great abundan l this Lichen in
the Canadian woods, and proceeded to give a very full

detail of the various uses to which it has been applied
in diff; at countries. Simples of the dye which it
yields, prepared from specimens collected in the neigh-
bourhood of Kingston, were exhibited.

6. Report on the Hubbard Squash. This was
reported npon as remarkably rich in flavour, easily
cooked, and much superior in eyery respect to all other
varieties. It keeps well throughout the winter. The
only objection is that the outer skin is remarkably
hard, requiring the application of a saw or axe before
cooking. O. L.

BOTAXICAL op ( Mtrch 8/7, lftfii tu
Very Rev. Principsl Leitob. D D lC

"
i f ~Ti

he

Chair \h mk «¥l»L_l ; " PresttBit, m the

V«J,

'

a V° members and visitors v presentNumerous donations were announced iw rv \M.D. exhibited beautiful *^mZ f
2'' ^

ejected on the coast ofAmSS^^Z^r g*
*^9^™™eni Snpenntendent"l^!^^
w oeuenUe, C.W

., was arranged for exhibits
exhibited a singular

i^ottccsf of Moote.
In Suggetfwm for fiat Exploration, of Iceland, Mr.

Wm. I lgman urges upon the hardy and fearless
members of our famous Alpine Club the fitness of
Iceland as a new scene of enterprise. He has been
induced to take this step, we will not say because Swias
glaciers are worn out, but because " be believes the
n ibers of the I lub to be especially fitted to explore
those parts of Iceland, which hith. > have seemed
too terrible to il who have visited tbe island/'

have," adds Mr. Longman, "great inith in our
A If ' lub. I belu hat, if only we steer our
course right nobly onward, having faith in ourselves,
we shall, by degrees, attract to our body the best of t

active, energetic, intelligent youth and manhood of our
day

:
and also show, that we ourselves are useful con-

tributors to that department of knowledge, for which
we ehould feel we are esjMckllj qualified,— I mean
Physical Geography in its widest sense." So have we •

so have all who know the pluck and skill which lead
them where the oldest Alpine hunters dislike to venture
By means of a map, reduced from Olsen's large four
sheet one, routes are proposed, and the unexplored
country represented; and by existing itineraries thew to get through tbe field are so clearly indicated
that with the aid of well calculated tabl es of expense,
&c, which the author has been at the pains to collect,'
ny one with a taste for adventure may be ready for a

start in this very summer. Mr. Longman's " address "
also full of curious matter bearing upon this Jcelandi.
question, and will doubtless command the serious atten
tion of the scient ifie t.ravplW

Oraflon

Lnder the name of British Bird** Eggs and Natfg,
\ Rontledge has issued a little shilling volume which

is sure to 1 nca favourite with the young. Th
letter-] ss is from the pen of the Rer. J. C. Atkinson.
Of plates there are 12, containing figures of all th
more important eggs laid by our nat'n birds, with the
exception of those which are wholly white, and ev» n of
these a few are given. Altogether, 323 birds are

j

mentioned-
iv
"Perhaps an Kgg^book mightbe so written as to help

such thought and Wat , at U h , ^ ^Jjnow and then besides to suggest , ,iamv Ui or lead
h) mvesti tion or communicate a knowledge of facte
Bch as to illustrate and make el r, and even enter-
taining or amusing, the every day in< ts and facte
which fall commonly enough beneath the notice of tbe
moderately sharp eyed and observant nest-hunter.

" The difficulty of making such a book useful to the
systematic collector of eggs, however young, is not
nearly as great as that oi making it interesting to the
many, who, though not inspired with tbe ambition of
owning a real grand cabin and of arranging its

manifold drawers with neatly ordered and tick ed egg-
irds, are yet sensible of a real pleasure and enjoyment

in noticing the nests and cats of their numerous
'feathered friends/ and identifying such as may chance
to be less familiarly known than the majority of those
met with under ordinary circums'imces. Faithful

description and accurate representation are clearly

within our reach, and such descrij >u and representa-
tion are sufficient in I ises out ol 20 for the purposes
of Identification in all instances of usual occuncnc

44 The eases in \n i b idem ution is difficult are of
two or three kinds. Soi limes the difficulty arises

from the near resemblance of the eggs laid by different
allied species, sometimes from the wide discrepancies in
the markings and especially in thc shadings or tints of
eggs laid by the same species; but much more
frequently from the doubtful eggs being met with
apart from the containing nests, or from want of proper
or sufficiently accurate observation of tbe nests at tbe
moment of discovery. The young egg-fan- r should
always r> llect that the fashion and materials and sit

of the in st t ;iken in connection with the eggs, will
almost always, with the aid of a tolerably accurate and
well illustr d hook of egg*, enable him to decide
without hesitation as to (he real owner of tbe nests and
eggs in question ; while there are very many ( -gs, such
as the common Wren's, those of one or more of the
Tomtit-, the lesser Willow-wren, Ac., of which specimens
may be found so nearly resembling one another in
shade and size and spots, that it requires a very nice
and experienced e\ ;dlot the several eggs to.their
oertain origin. In such ac .recourse must
be had to some kind and BXperiei d Oologist.

44 A few words on another subject. The author bag
been gravely taken to task by sonic of his <-onscientious
friends, for delim in one or t wo of his former books,
he pleasures and excitements of egg-bunting, or tho
u infection of trying, to form a methodical collection.

He has been more than once asked—Do you really mean
to encourage boys in robbing birds' nests? Can you
defend such a practice from thc charge of cruelty ?

44
it 1 thought there was any real or n wary con-

r l between a love of egg-bunting—3 , and egg-
ing, too,—and cruelty, I would not say another

word for it or about it. Hut I am sure that the real
lover of birds and their nests and eggs is not tbe boy
who is chargeable with those torn and ruined nests
destroyed* as they may well he styled—which grieve

one as he walks along the lanes ami hedge sides.
If the neel is taken, < rudely and roughly bandied, or
the eggs all plundered, there is cruelty : for in tbe one
case, the poor parent birds are warned by their instinct,
if not their intelligence, to forsake their treasured
charge; in the other, they sutler from pitiless robbery
of what they most love. But if the parent bird be net
rudely and repeatedly driven from her nest,—if tbe
nest be not pulled out of shape, or the containing bushes
or environing shelter be not wilfully or carelessly
disturbed—If two or three eggs are still left for her to
incubate, there i ir as human observation can
r< h, no pain, or concern, or uneasiness, to the little
vners from the absti tion of one egg or more, and

therefore, of course, no cruelty in the abstraction.
'

The
tegitli pursuit of sport in the stubbles and Turnip
fields, or on the open moor, does not differ more widely
from the cruel proceedings of the cold blooded, hard-
hearted slaughterer of his dozens of Kock birds) many
of which are always left to die lingeringly and
miserably), than the object or manner of action of the
true lover of birds and their ways and nests and eggs
from the ruthless destruction of every nest and its
contents which may happen to be met with by some
young loutish country savage."

Van Houtte's Flore des >Serres ei des Jardins, fyc^ is
steadily and quickly making up its leeway. We have
now before us Nos. 39 and 40 of thc new issue, both
Toduced in the month of April. As usual tl illustra-
ions are such as do honour to Belgian art; the letter-

press is copious and varied, and the short cultural
dii ions, which are from the expericn I pen of Mr.
Van Hootte himself; give the work especial interest with
plant err re. An ig other suhj sof interest in the
rats I )re us arc some remarks upon the subject of
ornamental Grasses. It appears that there has been
raised on the Continent, as is thought from s U
Ale d in C rai America by ^ ewitz, a beautiful

Grass to which has been gb 1 provisionally then te of
Andropngon formosum ; But as it does not appear to have
flowered, the fitness of Hie name is quite uncertain.
It is described as not. only being ornamental in tbe
highest degr but absolutely magnificent. "It forms
a fine tussock of straight stems as thick as the finger,
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solid and pliable as steel, and from 2 to 5 yards (meters)

long. The leaves are a fine bright green, striped and

ribboned with white, a yard or yard and half long, and

not quite an inch broad. These noble proportions are

however only acquired when the plant is in the open

ground in rich soil carefully prepared ; it then becomes

really admirable, especially if standing by itself on a

lawn." Unfortunately the plant is not hardy, although

it thrives out of doors in summer. In winter it must

be taken up and housed. The writer of the remarks

here quoted adds a few words about other new

ornamental Grasses now in vogue on the Continent.

In the first place there is the great MetaJce Bamboo
from Japan, which is said to grow as high as a forest

tree ; then comes Hordeum jubatum, whose great red

plumes form a charming contrast with the snow-white

spikes of Pennisetum longwtylum. Blymus glaums
is also praised as a decoration of rock- work and steep

banks, and Agrostis nebulosa, whose cloudy panicles

furnish in bad weather, when dried, a capital material

for making up bouquets. We hope to see, even in this

season, good examples of such Grasses in the Royal

Horticultural Garden in South Kensington or Arcadia,

as we hear that the district is to be called.

Young s

g
eem7d~7o~be~'an excellent variety;

planted out along with and treated the same

Vr *>„ u„,

—

5t-A ;f. had fruit on it quite twi

One
Garden Memoranda.

Consul Schilleb's Gahden at Hamburgh. -

large house was wholly occupied with the best sorts of

variegated-leaved Begonias, and a few other conspicuous

plants interspersed among them, the whole forming

quite a picture of beautiful foliage, as well as a perfect

specimen of good cultivation. The following named

sorts were rather remarkable among the mass:

—

Madame Schiller, Boissier, Prince Troubetskoy, and

Bullata. Not a decaying or blotched leaf was visible

on one of them, which is rarely the case in groups of

this sort ; and on considering the matter afterwards, it

occurred to me the perfection they were in might be

partly owing to the conservatory being roofed with

double sashes, which would prevent the external

moisture from entering so readily, as well as the internal

vapour from condensing, so as to fall in drops from the

roof. Among the Orchids were many rare kinds, and

I have seldom seen so large a number in bloom in one

establishment at the same time. Four, if not five,

species of Phalsenopsis were flowering, and among
them the rare Phalamopsis Schilleriana, which 1 had
not previously seen ; another curious plant, named in

honour of the same gentleman, viz., Selenipedium

Schillerianum ; also, Miltonia Regnelli, Masdevallia

maculata, Epidendrum glumaceum, Pescatorea cornuta,

Dendrochilum arachnoideum, Trichopilia suavis, Stan-

hopea ecornuta, &c The species of Vanda, Aeride-.
and SaccoAabmm, were both, numerous and fine.

Moore* s Report to the Royal Dublin Society.

kind treatment they Soon do, and continue in bwnty.ftr

many weeks together, forming useful subjects for cool

greenhouse or conservatory decoration.
g
Amone Cucumbers, a Seedling raised by^Mr.

as

Ho^wood^Favounte, it had fruit on it quite twice

the size of that of the latter, and equally plentiful.

In the open ground the effects of winter may yet be

seen in the form of a dead Pinus insigms, about 25 feet

in height, in an open situation on the lawn ad

Jaune Desprez Rose, which has stood ^f^tedand
unhurt for the last 15 years; and a dead Magnol a

erandiflora on the side of the house, where for years it

lias flowered every season most profusely. Bays are

browned but not killed. . ,,

Some beds of Tulips in a sheltered corner or tne

lawn (which is kept in beautiful order by means or one

of Shanks' mowing machines) are now extremely gay,

especially Rex Rubrorum, whose glowing red blooms

measure quite 5 inches in diameter, and are unusually

double. Tournesol is also good. In other beds were

Wallflowers, which have been gay for some weeks pas*,

and will continue so till they are displaced by the usual

summer bedding plants.

Fruit crops out of doors promise to be all that could

be desired, with the exception of Peaches, which are

thin, and appear to drop more than usual this season.

1ES.

warmwould not advise tenderer kinds of beddin T^*
be turned out for eight or ten davs vp* .

•
g ?koti

t,

small, they may be raised uy placing briot
—^=^

corners so as to allow the shoots to run o toT****FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBER
Although the weather has now become

time, however, see that they are kenV ^ ^e^
growing condition. When planted out the I

h*^
forming little basins round each plant will kT^ *

seen, more especially in the event of dry^J^
the young shoots on all old Fuchsia stools h 5 **

out to five or six. Attend diligently to
^

Roses ; constant disbudding is necessary at th"*^
:

also keep down suckers. Let every attent i?
'

to propagating reserve *tock to fill gaps J?,°*

Jj
already rooted have kindly cultivation' fortWi
order to be ready to fill blanks when wanted!

IA

G

sapp'

West Hill House, Highgate, the Residence
op R. Baeclay, Esq.—We visited this place the other
day for the purpose of inspecting its Mushroom beds,

from which Mr. Young, the gardener, annually raises

prodigious crops, examples of which have been shown
at our different floral exhibitions this spring. Of the
appearance of these beds some idea may be formed
when we state that from one 12 feet long and 8 feet

wide were gathered as many as 160 lb3. of Mushrooms
between October 7, 1860, and February 22 this year.

Other beds are also equally productive, though all of

them are without the means of being warmed arti-

ficially. They merely occupy a dry dark cellar under
the dwelling-house, where no hot-water pipes or
other mode of heating ?s employed. Yet with
the thermometer down as low as 40° they
remained unharmed. The usual temperature,
however, ranges from 48° to 55°. The beds are formed
of short dung from the stables, 16 inches or so in depth.
Previous to using it the dung is thrown into a heap to
heat and get rid of its superfluous steam and moisture;
it is then spread out for a day or two to dry and cool ;

after that it is thrown together again for a few days
more, and then it is made up into a bed. In forming
the latter, however, care is taken to have it made very
firm by means of treading or beating, and as soon as
the heat has risen and declined it is spawned with
Cutbush's Milltrack spawn, of which half a bushel is suf-
ficient for a bed 10 feet square. This, broken into
pieces about the size of small Apples, will, placed just
in the dung, and firmly covered 2 inches deep with any
good garden soil, produce Mushrooms of first-rate
quality in six weeks in a temperature of 50°. Beds
thus treated never fail to bear satisfactorily, not only in
regard to quantity, but size, many of the specimens
weighing four ounces each, and excellent in flavour.

It will thus be seen that Mr. Young's plan of growing
Mushrooms in cellars is worthy of imitation; especially
in places—and there are many—where there is no
proper Mushroom house, and even where there is, empty
cellars might thus be turned to profitable account.
In glass houses were variegated Begonias, Ferns, and

other plants remarkable for the beautv of their leaves

;

and one house, a span-roofed one, contained a remarkably
fine collection of Fuchsias, many of the plants being 7
and 8 feet high, perfect pyramids of flower from top to
bottom. These are pruned hard in in the autumn, and,
after being repotted and started into growth, are kept
constantly stopped until handsomely shaped specimens
are produced, when stopping i, discontinued, and the
plants are permitted to push into bloom, which under

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Now that the weather has

decidedly changed for the better the conservatory

should be relieved of all superfluous stock, for the

reception of which cold pits and Tiffany houses will be

found extremely useful. Nothing therefore will be

required in show houses or structures of that kind but

to carry out a cleanly system of cultivation and to

introduce specimens in flower from other houses.

Keep the atmosphere as moist as circumstances will

admit. Ventilate thoroughly, and shade with thin

canvas during bright sunshine. Attend to plants for

autumn and early winter decoration, such as Japan

Lilies, Chrysanthemums, Scarlet Salvias, Tree Carna-

tions, and things of that sort. Give them plenty of pot

room, good rich compost, a moist atmosphere, and

plenty of space for the proper development of their
' branches and leaves. Selago distans is a useful plant

which should not be forgotten ; it flowers freely and
requires nothing beyond a cold pit to grow in. Epa-

crises, winter blooming Heaths, and Cytisus should

likewise be cultivated in quantity, for few plants sur-

pass them for winter decoration. The atmosphere of
plant bouses can scarcely be kept too moist at this

season ; therefore sprinkle every available surface
frequently, and syringe growing stock lightly twice a
day during bright weather.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDES
In order to have a good and constant

Endive a sowing -should now be made E d' I

"

generally sown too thickly. Another good 8owiD,£
be made in the first week of July, and a third

2

the middle, after which the plants will not attbH
size. As soon as the plants are a few inches hirf

mow the tops of the leaves off with a scythe^?
about one-third of the leaves away. This%2&
stiffen the plants and cause more heart to ^jJ!

itself; it also enables them to bear ta2 1

better. A good breadth of dwarf and compalJKJ
may soon be sown for early Coleworts ; alsoiJJJ

Horn Carrots. This is a good time' for a liberal kto
of Turnips ; the Dutch or Stone are useful sorts fori

kitchen garden. Prepare for Leeks by heavy drew

of manure, also for Celery.

I
IA

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK NEAE LOW*
For the Week ending May 16, 1861, as observed at the Horticultunl

May.
Bakomktbr.

Tbmfbratdbi.

'O'fthVAK
I

M

Friday 10
Sat ur. 1

1

Sunday 12

Mon. 13:

Tues. 1 lv

Wed. 1.V

Thurs. 16

Averajce^.

May

1

2
3

4
5
6

7

29.67*
29.573
29.896
80.260
30.366

.324

30.181

Min.

C9.R19
29.539
20.615
30.125
•JO 387
.174

30.044

Max.

52
50
60
53

71
73
78

30.040 20.019

Min.

38
44

41

2;
40

41

45

Of the Earth

62 4 ' 39.4

Mean 1 foot

deep.

2 feet

deep.

45.0 48) 46

47-0 49 46

50.5 49* 45

40.0 60

55i 50

57.0 52 48

61.5 54 41

50.9 504 '44.-

IN

I

I

U
5.1

.11,

10-Cold, with uniform haze; overcast and cold ;
rain HS|ft

1 1 -Heavy and constant rain ; liffhtninj? at night.

12-Uniform haze; showery; overcast.;

13-Overcast 5 clear and cold at nijjht ;
frosty.

14— Fine ; very fine ; cl«*ar at night.

15—Very fine throughout. /u^wi*
16— Fine; exceedingly fine; thunder 0-6 p.m., follow**

»

rain.

Mean temperature of the week, t J deg. below the aren^e.

RECORD OF THK WEATHER AT CHISfflCI

During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, endiasW*
* -

May.

FORCING-DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.— Shift succession plants as they require it,

and keep up a moist growing heat for them, varying
from 70° at night to from 80° to 90° during bright days.
By all means avoid too much bottom heat. Give air

freely when the weather is fine ; but avoid draughts,
which have a tendency to brown and otherwise injure
the plants. Water fruiting stock occasionally witli

liquid manure. All plants intended for winter fruiting

must soon have their final shift, and be afforded a
warmer drier atmosphere, in order to induce them to
start. Syringe, however, occasionally, and shut up
early in the afternoon.

Vineries.—In the case of fruit intended to be kept
as long as possible, the berries should be thinned, so
that they will hardly touch each other when fully
swelled, for it is scarcely possible to keep Grapes
through the winter except they are severely thinned.
Be particularly careful of the foliage of Vines intended
to furnish a late supply of Grapes, and if plants must
be grown in the house, see that they are not infested
with black thrips or red spider, for if either of these
pests is allowed to gain a footing on the Vines, the
foliage will probably be greatly injured, and then there
will be no chance of keeping the Grapes in good condi-
tion for any length of time after they are ripe. Muscats
must be encouraged with a brisk temperature while
setting.

Peach House.—Use means to eradicate insects, if
any, from the early house ; the trees should be perfectlv
free from them before the lights are removed. Syrin4
copiously to destroy red spider, dust freely with
sulphur for mildew, and smoke with tobacco for
green-fly.

Cherries.—Reduce the moisture when the fruit
begins to colour, and increase the heat a little to
accelerate the process of ripening. Keep the roots
well supplied with water. When the fruit is gathered
remove the trees to a shady situation out of doors.
Melons.—Still keep up a good heat in dunrrbeds by

means of linings. Give air freely. Sprinkle late
varieties overhead early in the afternoon before closing
up the frames ; a little air may be left on during warm
nights if the bottom heat is brisk. Keep the shoots
thm and shade lightly if the weather should become
very dry or hot.

Cucumbers.—Attend to watering and thinning out
superfluous shoots. If in frames^and the atter are

Sunday 19..

Mon. 20.
Tuea. 21..

v^ed. 22..
Tuun. 23..
Friday 21..

Satur.

a. 5c * ex I

'

66.1
6fi.l

K6.0

67.6

68.2

43 '.

43.4

45.0
..:

455
44.6

14.5

8a

54.8
54.7

55.5

54.4

665
56.1

-.5

No. of
Years in

which it

Hained.

12

17

16

16

11

1!

16

Greatest

Quantity

of Rain.

0.50 in.

0.R4

0.36

0.30

0.53

0.54

0.64 I

6 >

the above P^JS^AThe highest temperature during the »D°vV,h lS^-th* -

1847-tbenn.39 deg.; and the loweit on ibea»tb,18*>

Notices to Correspondents.

Apple and Pear Trees: A O. It .is ^J^si flf£
the former arc not even growing « L

shoot
;

All you can now do is to pinchJjWJJa, B e

threaten to become exuberant ana iuu^
There must bo some mischief at the T™^^MlZ

B
i nere miwi uu »umu ""^"^"V r»«i/.ti«il Gardei^S;

ook*: M G. Olenny's Manual of Prajtiaaiu

nn™»« T«««lar.inii of Plinv's >atuml ^ l^\^0
1 webaV

nf theBritk*

or Bentham'a Handbook of tne

Hi lev's Translation of Pliny

Bonn); the best translation we have

author.-^ H 8. Lindle/a BjpWBg^
Flora

have been raised from English giown b *

has a score or more from seed £^"roduced tP*
no knowledge of the tree ha"jS £w and t» ^

although empty cones have aPP^fguiphito fi
Hydrangeas: A R. »™}?*X^*W**

2 gallons of water. App y theisonu

frequently till the effect is P^"^ heat^_

,

Ixias : A R Give them a gentie bottom
{^w ..

much, water till they have begun to
jgh t,

then let them have plenjy^ *n^ , Ge

Names or Plants: C B. 1. ruio* one of V'

ensis. S. Coronilla Emerus^- ' Wood^5
Scolopcndrium vul.are. 2. Doodia ( PoIyPoa^,

:

3. Aeplenium Ad.mt.m^uigrunn. ^ AnthJ^:

var. cambricum.--4 l™y*ara" Lam*? P"^ »

tris. 2. Galeobdolon uteum £ , u

f«
Jacob*<m. They are all named £ ^ &jn ^
bid teacher. - Jmtjj As you

e

a
pare %*$!+

Standish's nursery you hj£^l cer^^l&
those in his possesion, which arc ^ ns .

That will b£ better than sendm*^^We cannot undertake th^^S^hicn^/^>\

better specimens be so good as -j

forth a brood of the FunS?i9 jCept
pi<*Dg

. ,J>

for which there is no remff^W. ,,, *£
lcave8 *nd™ the^ ^« ^

8-rRAWBERRIES: A X>. *>-*

•

autumn ; new ones cannot o

on the Strawberry, It > ^f
Grapes without seeing them.

T

1

I

T-,
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RTIFICIAL MANIKKS. &c-
fn making ArtiBeW Manure* may obtain

m for their economical and efficient

uvlto, by appMng to J. C. Hassar. F .
<

; 8. Ac . Prtncij»el

K^Hi^ltfMi^CkmmkmX College, Kensington Lou-

Ks, 8. AnsJysss of Sofia, Guanos. ^P1*1*-^-..^.^i*'
Knrotttes, Ac , and Aaaaja of Gold, Silver, and other Mineral*

Cs executed with aii—a tj and d—patch.
Gentlemen desarooo of receiving instrucUon in Chemical

Analvtes and Assaying, «*11 find ample facility and accommo-

tatton at the College.

Established 1821—Ukitbrsal Scocra or

GRIFFIN, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They hare now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariabla teatimonv borne to their value aa Manures ads

e the TURNIP. MANGEL WURZEL, WHEAT. GRASS,
and POTATO CROPS.

Foil particular* upon application to GRirnw, Morris, _
Gairrxx, cere* Work*, WoleerhaniiJton.

J,
A YV E S ' S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. La was for the

i resent season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his

Factories, at the following price* :—
LAWE88 PATENT Tl NIP MANURE, and BONE

St'PERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £« 6
AWEVB M U06PHATK OF LIMB raosc

"NTBOHBottMl I- PH PHATIB ..5 5

LAWIVBBARLr'.Y. GRASS, wuMAN VN 8 8

The** Manure* can be obtained of Ma. Lawn, or through
hU «| pointed Agent*, in all part* of the United Kingdom, at

price* rarying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Uuan* direct from Messrs. Glbt* ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and ether Chemical Manure*.
American and other Cake* at market price*.

Address Joiik Bkxxet Lawk*. 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, K.C : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THB LONDON MANURE COMPANY
fEST A RUSHED 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANUftl -

SUPERPnosniATK or LIME, of best quality.
DlS&oi.VKD BONES, and BONE MANURE roa
PASTURES.

O IT.ATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE ron CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
Mangold m re.

They woukt cell particular attention to the article Dl OLVED
!f_8. In which they guarantee every portion »*.th of the

soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely
from 1 -nes.

The London .Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Measra. A. Gibba * Sons), NITRATi r

nX)D A, SULPHAT B or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

110. Fenchnreh Street, EC. El>w. IVrsbr, Secretary

BL'RNARI). LACK, akd CO/S I NTRA'M
BUPELI HOSPHATBof LIM gnaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribaaic
Phosphate of Lime.

CONl TRATEI. TURNIP MANURE, equal in valu* to
the prrceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker aav* :—" These result* must

be very gratifying to yon. and are the beat proof of tho xcry
igh agricultural and commercial value which characteriae*

your concentrated *u|»crphoephate.'*

^Detailed analyse*, with opinions of tho late and present
"~

' jo the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimoni lis,

Ac. may bo had on *pa_**tfc_ to Burnaud, Lack,
•

. nMaV> u.--ui. r *ith.

PEAT FA RTH. of < ellent quality, delivered at the
Nine Elma Station. Five ton* f< r r cash only.

Apply to Mr Brrrs, 115. 8trand. Ixmdon, W.C., where a
implc m.iy be seen.

'IMIK LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANT.—X Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.
2, Old Palsos Yard, Westminster, S. W.

To Landowners, nra Ci^rov, Estatk Aobwts, Strvbyors, &c.
IN F.NOLAKD _ND WaLES AND TN SCOTLAND.

The Directora beg leave to annotince that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received tho sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited In
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improremen
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 year*.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any benefit pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage Irrigation

*. Farm Roads, Tramway* and Railroad* for agricultural or
farming p_rpoec*.

3. Jetties or Landing place* on the aea coast or on the banks
of navigable river* or lake*.

i. The si eotio

i

\ Farm House*, Labourers* Cottage*, an 1

other B lings required for Farm purpose*, and the im-
provement of and addition* to Farm house* and other
buildings for farm purpose*.

Landowners **ees*ed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Oommlaaion , in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company l>eing

f a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

-em men t Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard, Wsstminster. S.W.

JOHN FOWLER Jl . 2«. Corn hill, London. B.C.—
t) full particulars of FOWLER'S PATF NT STEAM PLOUGH
sen be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogue* containing Price* and Testimonials sent post free.

JAMES and FRKDK. HOWARD. Britsamim Iron
Works. Bedford, Manufacturers of

CHAMPION PLOUGH* I HORSE RAKES
B1EAM PLOUGHS or CUL- HORSE HOES
TIVATORS SCARIFIERS

HARROWS I
And other Implements.

Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

Prize Fencing for Agricultural Purposes.

Only Manufactory— Liverpool.

FRANCIS MORTON'S Patented Improvements in

STRAINED WIRE FENCING.

which have beer, awarded SILVER MEDALS by the principal

Agricultural So ies, afford the only means of constructing a
permanent aud efficient Fence at a greatly reduced cost.

Prices from 9<i. to 2*. Sd. per yard of Fence.

Drawings and lull particulars on application to

Francis Mortom & Co., Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,

Liven>ooL London Office: 19, Parliament Street, West-

minster, W.

Imperial Wire Works and Window Blind Manufactory,

370. Oxford Street, Ixmdon, W.

RICHARDS baring withdrawn from the
Crystal Palace, has opened four new Show Rooms as

above, for sale and exhibi i <-f his best 1 newest designs

Land*. Flower Uaakcts, Garden Arches, and every
description ••( useful or Ornament nl Wire Work for Rortii Vtural

and other purposes. Very superior Parrot and other Bird

Cages, Aviaries, and Conservatories, fitted up in best style.

Several handsome Aviaries for Sale.

X. B., 370, Oxford Street, W., nearly opposite tho Princess's

Theatre.

w.

fact that cheese is made in the Dairy. Mr.
Hardinc., who went into Ayrshire on the ir, n-
tioti of the County Socuty, to teach the Cheddar
cheese manufacture, made it equally well nff all

kinds of land. It is in the manipulation
of the milk, and, provided it be sweet, on
that alone, that the cheese depends; and Dr.
Voelcker detailed a number of experments on
the influence of the temperature at which the

milk is set for curd, and on the influence of

cleanliness in the vessels and the air of the dairy,

for which we must refer our readers to the pages of

the forthcoming Journal. One conclusion he had

reached was that the cheese manufacture had

deteriorated in this country. It is difficult to

determine such a point with accuracy, and we should

be inclined to doubt it. The memory is not to be

trusted on such a point. This however does not

affect the usefulness of researches which make
known on what p-ints it really is that the manufac-

ture if the best cheese depends.

COLLEGrKoTAC.RHTLTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SC1KNCB,

37 and 38, Lower Kcnnington Lane, Kennington, Loudon, S.

Principal—J. C. Nfsbit, F.G.S., I'.C.S., Ac.

Tho system of studies pursued in tho College comprises
every branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of
Agriculture, Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts;
for the Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description arc promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other
par* be had on application to the Principal

AGRICULTURAL BENtVOLKNT INSTITUTION
Pr ttidtni— 1 1 i •> (irace the Duke of Richmond.

Founded 1860.

For the Relief of decayed Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

ThsSECONI* ANNIVFRSARY F TIVAL in aid of the
Funds of the Insti n will take place at the Freemasons'
Tav. tii, on WEDNESDAY, Juno 12.

Tho Right Hon. Ben-tawn Disraeli, M.P., in the Chair.

For List of Vice-Presi-l'-nts and Ftewards, see next
advertisement.

Dinner Tickets, 21 1. ; Ladies' Tickets, 5s.

To be had of the Secretary, Charles Shaw, Esq , at the
•of tho Institution, '». Charing Cross, 8.W. ; and at the

u- of tho Tavern, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's inn- Fields.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
ENGLAND.

The ANNUAL M TIN< MEMBERS ill be held in
the Society's 1 ms on WEDNESDAY. May 22, 12 o'clock.

H. Hall Dark, Secretary.

12. Hanover Bquare, London, W.

POVAL A RICULTURAL SOCIETY of
JLl ENGLAND,
LEEDS MEETING, July 15. 16, 17, 18, and IP.

ENTRIES of Live Stock and Flax close on the 1st of June.
Prize Sheets and Forms for Rotriei may be had on applica-

tion to H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

12, Hanover 8quare, London, W.

JEfie ftgrfcttttttral <5a;rtte*
SATURDAY, MAY \Z

t
1861.

ETINGS FOR THE FOLLOUIN'O WEEK.
As r of Ft gland .. .. Noon

tv.r -«.. n .T _•« *-> ' —its I Meeting »t lUnorer Square .)WssJSSSAV.mrw-j^uhSeWClai 8 r.W.
' (Grneral Meeting at I n <-ma*on»' Tsrern.)

F«»n4* — 24-Prmrith, Prnzanrr.

-J

A\ /

The lectures at Hanover Square before the
Council of the Royal Agriculhiral Society are a mis-
take U! less they be allowed immediate publi-
cation. What good purpose is served by letting

20 people into the secret history just unravelled by
the scientific man of any particular branch of
agriculture ? If they were 20 farmers in extensive
business, some service would indeed be done, or
20 representative men from the districts inter-

ested in the subject might at once turn fresh
knowledge to account, or subject it to those te^ts

which it must in the first place stand before it can
be utilised. But 20 noblemen and gentlemen,
and these not tenant farmers, were no fit audience

Land Drainage.
RKS or DRAINAGE of any extent aro
FXK' by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

a*d»IPR< EHENT COMPANY on all deaVrii ns of pro 7"~vZJZ ZTttZZTZ^^l"9
--»---—-—«-••

perty. whether freehold, entailed, wo^tg^ J^S^JS^ ^r IVofessor Vof^CKER last week, and seeing that
. .

tfcai. corporate, or eoUeffatc. we are not allowed to publish his remarks, they their hydrogen; but their exact composition is

Swedes have attracted consid able a ntion

daring the last few years on account of their

bad quality both for feeding and keeping, while

the weight per acre has also been light. The lloyal

Agricultural Society has had this question pressed

on its attention, and that body has tn Iked of having

the subject placed in that line of its resources

which would assure for it the verv best scientific in-

vestigation at its command. Nothing authoritative,

and at the same time comprehensive and cleverly

pointed, has, however, yet appeared ; therelore wo
are left to grope along with only indirect scientific

evidence to appeal to, aided by that practical

experience and observation which an agricultural

occupation gives.

Among practical men, importance enough does

not seem to have been given to the time of sowing,

or, if so, the prevailing desire to produce an extra-

ordinarily heavy weight seems to have outweighed

original ant past customs as regards months and

times of months ; and an early day in May has

often had the seed drill at work in it, that the

greatest possible length of time for the crop to

grow in might be assured. Twenty years ago,

wl Swede* were not " diseased," we did not

find them, in the first week in September, of that

height and spread of leaves which made " good
laying " for di iving birds into. For these last few
years however it has been usual then to find good
" cover " in Swedes from their leavesin quently being
knee-high. Is not the present doubtlul oharaoter

of this crop attributable in a great measure to

the present practice of sowing it earlier than
its nature will really allow ? We once knew
a keen practical observer, albeit he was illiterate,

who was superstitiously prepossessed in favour of

the 12th of June as the day for sowing Swedes on.

This practical impression originated in North
Essex, and the success that attended it was so

favourable that it was cherished by its owner till

the day of his death, which happened 12 years
since. lie would make every preparation, and
muster every man and horse to sow every acre he
could between early and late hours on the 12th of
June. Our experience and observations (also in
a southern county) are decidedly in favour of a
few days before or after that time, according as
to whether the land be heavy or light, The
former first, as the plants do not grow so rapidly
as on the soils their roots can run into more readily.

e/

The direct scientific evidence we have* on the
changes which ripening or its checks produce in
the juices of plants is of the most meagre kind.
Dr. Anderson has just published a book on
11 Agricultural Chemistry," wherein he treats this

subject so summarily that it would seem that it

has not occupied much of the attention of the
" Agricultural Society of Scotland," to which he
is consulting chemist. He says of

Pectine and Pectic Acid.—These substances are
met with in many fruits and roots, as, for instance,

in the Apple, the Carrot, and the Turnip. They
differ from the starch group in containing more
oxygen than is required to form water along with

Repayment may he made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure
with a comn-skm thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentchsrge on the estate created for virion*
term* ofyears so as to adapt the rats percent, of annual charge
tothecimirnstances of the tenants.

*

No Investigation of title beins required, or notices iriven to
ReversJcners or Mort<pigeeB, no leg^U expenses are incurred,

wrvrka of Irrigation, En< ag, WoM Grubbing, Road
*ftj_F'

*Dd YsV° BuiWin*» •» executed in a similar manner.
Landowner* demrous to execute any of the In>j vtmento by

v_f.
r
*
0wn A^enU* *nd charge the outlay and expenses on the^^Me, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

atABfiS*"1 to ** mads to Wiluam CurroRD, the Secrctarv,
•* «e uaees of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, 8. W.

might have safely been delayed without injury till still uncertain, and they undergo numerous changes

lication in the Journal. There they" will during the ripening of fruit.their publication

probably form the leading feature of the current

.Number ; and the information which has been ac-

quired in great detail on the composition of different

kinds of cheese, and of cheese under different modes
of making, will then begin to act upon the manu-
facturer—whereas for the good of the country and
for the reputation of the Society such knowledge
ought to be set to work at once.

Professor Voelcker's researches reassert the

And that is all there is said under that heading !

If they are u met wi'h" and it is equally certain
" they undergo numerous changes," what are they f

The history latterly of our root crops, and
especially of the Turnip, makes us more especially

want to know just what these " numerous

changes " in growing Swedes are, and how they

are induced by time and circumstances.

The teachings of analogy from other plants will
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end,

de-

help us in some measure. When the '* flesh" of

Swedes has heen converted into woody fibre, or a

substance nearly akin to it, its powers for healthy

growth and increase have come to an *"*

and the time for its natural decay and

composition has arrived. When the stems of Corn

plants have been converted into woody fibre, from

excessive heat and lacking water before the time

for them to ripen, they do not renew their own

growth when rain and a cooler temperature come,

but the sap that has escaped this premature con-

version bursts out in the form of new stems.

When fruit, as Pears and Apples, is left hanging

in the sun and light till it gets somewhat sweet,

but not soft and juicy, it never will transform into

the quality and flavour of good fruit. Its sub-

stance has been converted in part into woody fibre

instead of sugar. Fruit so neglected—left till

brown from the sun before gathering—often begins

the tree, and will not keep when
of sugar is not enough

ANNALS OF A LIQUID MANURE FARM.
[On Wednesday last Mr Chadwick read the following Paper

before the Royal Agricultural Society in Hanover Square.

[Ma,

iner

..has happened"? ?i
Te ''

of houses have been pffi
? *?*%

*-*

children have beenTaved ft!
' and «* w

debility and mort^fj^{^^
fish it .s feared have p£riS*^ W*2>

the sufferings of hon?^^ -,short tune to stenches, which J hea <22
districts have to bear aW s?«*?,*
be proved to have been fonwh l"*^
not consulting the evidence

the"

to rot on the tree,

gathered. Its proportion
to preserve it.

The self-evident woody character of " diseased"
Swedes is no doubt caused by a premature trans-
formation of their juices into that vegetable sub-
stance. The disease occurs generally on a light
sandy spot of a field when the whole is sown at a
proper season. Here the plants start off and grow
rapidly till they require much support, both of food
and water ; neither of which are sufficiently abun-
dant to supply them. Then their growth ceases, and
the natural result, rapid transformation of internal
substance, commences. If a fresh supply of water
come in time, fresh shoots burst out, and a neck,
or an imitation of running to seed, is the result.
When Swedes are likely to "hang fire," or grow
but slowly for a few weeks at starting, as they do
sometimes in a hollow, if that place be cool though
dry, there tbey will maintain a steady growth
with a green verdure to the end of the season for
their growing.

It is perfectly clear that improved implements
have allowed land to be earlier prepared, and that
sowing Swedes tao early has been glided into without
thinking of the consequence. Readily soluble and
stimulating manures, as guano and superphosphate,
have tended also to push Swedes before their proper
season. These fertilizers make, at the least, a
fortnight difference in the growth of Swedes, as
compared with the use of plain farm-yard manure.
If a farmer cannot reconcile himself to growing
a^ moderate crop, or as much as will grow in the
time when, in an ordinary season, they will main-
tain a healthy luxuriance and a corresponding
quality, then he must resort to two crops in the
year, and take Tares, or Rye, or Rape, or

in not regarding the conclusions^£• *which it was shown how theevil anch?
th,t*

have been prevented. In my^*C
sented it as an enormity that LZi L

° *
was equivalent to the annualS ^^
head of cattle, should be thvl^
to those whose concern is greater fe T *>
rivers than of towns, I willstay toofci

6*
they should direct their exertR*3
sewerage discharged fresh by „£" -
nine, house, nnd st™** ri.,„:~- . ,

w *H
watery

whatever may best suit him, or his stock and
his land, before growing Swedes. It is the height
of folly to aim at too much at once. Especially is
this the case when it is attempted to grow an
enormous crop of Swedes by sowing very early.

Theprovisionalremedy against woody mat- rooted
and long necked Swedes, when they ought to be
full of growth, is not to sow them at a time when
a hot fortnight in August or September will be
sure to produce the result in question.
These remarks will probably induce practical

men to review their experience and observations.
And they may induce some enterprising chemist to
give the subject his closest and cleverest investiga-
tion during the ooming season. A well digested and
intelligible paper on this subject would assure a
large measure of popularity for its author.

We are sure that our readers will be glad toknow that the Agricultural Benevolent Institution

?.t iV ^earmg
.
g°0d ?

ruit
>
and tha* on the1st of May nine male pensioners at 26/. a-vearthree married couples at 40/., and five widows It

20/. a-year were elected on its roll. Let J not

SSI'- *.^ «?e
,
rSetic benevolence the move-

lT£ J? *"}
yrYCh^iaTemlt is t0 ^ attributed

J . ?u* °?ljr for his unwearied reiteration ofuseful hough unpleasant truths, nor for his activediscussion of aU the agricultural question of he

STaSell hi-i

eVer 8t^ t0°k
' M* exube™SM3*n

,f.

hls &enlaI temper, and his ready

SiSfi 'T"e m°K™ «'«>i« c™

We give the first portion of it this week.]

At this time agriculturists appear to be speeulat-

on the future of agriculture. In submitting to

your examination the results of some practical ex-

perience on what was long ago pointed out by the

eminent vegetable physiologist De Candolle as one

element of the future of agriculture— the distribution of

manure or food and water at the same time—allow me
to notice the connection of that one element with other

elements of its future progress viewed in other than in

the common aspects. I wish at the same time to bring

under notice some effects on the population as they have
been brought under my own observation.
A primary conclusion which my investigations some

years ago led me to adopt was, that the physical improve-
ment of the population was more intimately connected
with the improvement of agriculture than is commonly
supposed by the public at large, or even by agricul-
turists themselves. The facts collected established
three primary conclusions :— 1st. In respect to towns,—that all offensive smells from the decomposition of
animal and vegetable matter, whilst they indicate the
waste of highly fertilising manure, indicate the genera-
tion and presence of potent causes of insalubrity and
of preventable disease, at the same time that they display
alow state of mechanical and engineering and of adminis-
trative art. 2dly. As to rural districts ; that all offensive
smells arising in the farm -yard or in the field
from animal and vegetable decomposition denote the
preventible loss of fertilising matter, loss of money,
and bad husbandry. 3dly. That all excess of moisture
on land which hinders the permeation of the air into
the soil, and which prevents the chemical combinations
of manure, and obstructs the free range of the roots of
plants, and by evaporation lowers temperature, is

injurious to animal and vegetable life, and is productive
to men as well as animals of the diseases attendant on
damp, and denotes a low state of agricultural ai t. I
submit that the practical application of these conclusions,—the practical means of which are displayed In long
official papers, involves the future profit of agriculture,
as well as a great proportion of the sanitary improve-
ments in which I have been concerned.

1. Land Drainage.— £o proceed in an inverse order
with the last category. In the papers to which I
refer it was shown that although the first land drain-
age works were conducted rudely and empirically, yet
that the productive results have repaid the expense
within 10 years, and of the later and more improved
operations in five and even in four. As these land
drainage works have made progress, it has been dis-
played in evidence referred to in your Transactions,
which it gave me great satisfaction to have made avail
able by the late Mr. Posey,—that the health of the popu-
lation, as well as of animals, increased; that ague and
rheumatism in men—the rot in sheep, liave diminished.
Hut after all the demonstrations made as to their profit-
able results, what has been the extent to which the con-
clusions from that experience have been practically
applied ? According to the best estimates of the land
requiring drainage, not one-tenth has yet been drained
i.e of the extent of profit d vable'from that source
of investment, not one-tenth has yet been gained. From
particular observations of the results of the drainage
ot particular districts, an increase of an average

i l
l

\ f??
8 °f ^Pe^ure aii<* corresponding

salubrity of the whole country may be anticipated

S™ !?
C°£plete a

,

t*ainmenfc of the agricultural

nh tt kW haVG ^rther t0 °b8erVe UP™ this
subject that, as experience shows that water is theprimary agent for an improved culture,-being thecheapest means of receiving manures, of arrestin

d£S£ °n
* n

d SaW
.

ne Waste
>
of «»™*ing and

dwfcr butng fertilizers, it will come to pass that allthe surplus water (or 10 or 12 inches of the rainfall)which m the drained districts now floods the riverswdl be required to be retained or stored for use ™SSfarm n such manner as will be displayed to you

butYo £ i°

d
r

inage is not to »*• i*£ 5?;
SVpfi
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Man*re8.-On the second topic, Dr. Voelckerhas demonstrated that at least iwo^hirds tftL"mdaZtive powers of the solid manures -ire W 1 „? . u

gained by its immediate appUuon and Z ^avoidance of waste from decom'Eon
'
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,
G ^"SSL to bo ™h

tSman that,—or three-fourths nf *u~ *• i
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small proportion of advanced Cms the E3^ r

V

manure throughout the width and breadth* of he

application of the existing fam-^rf^*^ ,m Pr
1 1

v«,,

manured In nLes Ul™^ K^ **'m *f th * t£5 *-* -— f

o^ manare (such ^ It'
What^ cal1 thc waste

t

fed vegetation was large
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g 0n

,
hy the evaporation lity, a|ainst this conchy

l 1

2nkin KU
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f
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™
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as in the common method by "th'ejS*
cesspools and sewers, and drain* n?
that discharged from most old totifij
have to inform them, as also anTk.and others who have undertakentojL
sanitary improvement of towns, that ft*
difference, of which they have as yet Uhn»
account, between sewerage which is fnkJ
has not entered into advanced stages of k*
and sewage which has been kept to ad*
of decomposition, and which is putrid; k-

appears that where, by means of '«*
pipe drains, the sewerage is dischar^j*

fish are increased in quantity and 'mi

quality. At Ely the anglers find their ka
the outfall of the new pipe sewers; ad

m

places drained with self-cleansing pipes a'

The principle of the preventive measures r.

suggested gained examples of practical ui«r

amples which, though imperfect in then*

as conclusive for the principle as was the en-
trainway opened in 1803 across Croydon Com
its powers were tested, and when it we pa

one horse could draw some 35 tons ataMfctf*

an hour, when men of assumed science Wa
the principle could never be worked pnfei

declaration which was repeated after theku*
of a yet quicker and cheaper propdaK kyai

Rugby and Watford afford the dflnaaaa

the sewage of towns may be applwMAJ*

land daily and in the cheapest naff,**

less offensive than top-dressings, ^jaaia*»

combination with the soil ; thi w **

and retentive power of the w3
» *£

monstrated empirically, afterwards waoa

Professor Way, is greater than ^j**^
imacrined to be practicable, or than had war

by Baron Leibig, when he objected to liqa

that they must be washed out by every*

rain, and Mr. Muspratt pressed np|»j

tion of the Baron his patent solid »

reliance on the varying extent ot
_

I have always advised to this effect, inw
sewerage of towns, as well as the manure-

"Ascertain by triaJ works, by means a

and by applying the manure on a g^r,
average land, how much it will absorb;

.

manure, put a quantity of it m a

^
with a given quantity of water, m,
times its bulk, or such as ™J*Z 9

and apply it by hand by the ^fgLgf
cation be under a horticulturist's

tdn«
^

as to times and frequency of fPP
1^

1
' &

that as a railway, which is only usw ^
very dear instrument, so wouW w

distribution of liquid manure if youot^^

a year. When you have madef^^
tested the absorbent power °^entof*'

be enabled to determine upon tne * ^
you will need, and the frequency o^
you may profitably make. ^ ,

f^
instance of any one troubling

bni*U ^
tative process to save ™f\Te5eS. fe&

have been made on simple hypotl^^^#
ag the principle has been common^-^^
the feeding of thc pl*n.tar^ T

etther^

known only to the horticultor^>1 ^
monly attained indicate what app^ ^
imnortant element ot l

?
tbe bulk ^rj^
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in the quality an
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eelorHng the grass

of tne Milk vieWed.

quautitv of butter yielded » from
7_ , .*.- t:— -^ .- 4 *mmmm irrigation is

which bM last

liquid manure f*rm« the choice

tbe ion— sac re nee been decided

bee been productive of extrem

ftuin the hares and rabbits

it in sack numbers, "from

about," to eat the manure

_ hat the farm being in a strictly

presetted country, the method of cultivation had to be

On a manure irrigated model farm set

tb-- »y —-— the wtmlslliwlllrii of PlufiuMft Moll, at

75J*, about 15 miles from Paris, whole armies of rabbits

which it was not allowed to kill, issued from adjacent

D
!2f5| wood*, and ate up ti.e herbage of the liquid manure

v?*jBlmnn in preference to that of any other.

f
f» In ranee trial works w. on my advicem^ 'by the Imperial Government for the aj

of sewerage and whensoever oth r-

tbe improvement of the water

supply and the bouse drainage, allow of the application
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of the principle, data have there been gained** applying J-Lere I also h d
j

it con* r and comet I v. Now if sue enUtire I bad previously had ort

enorse had an v where been adonted in Knalend. »> humes at a large steam-anywhere been adopted in Kn^land,

the gain, which hat I rxdiere every-

nevertheless been obtained, might everywhere

hare come up to the sanguine anticipations fit.

v
ither the Earl of Kssex nor Mr. Walker of

Kugby admit themselves to be dissatisfied with what

they have already got ; but what however have they and

others who hare xtended their pipeago ai a)

two-thirds beyond what they consider requisit

for manure irrigation — what have th proved

bat that the newels of the soil are at least two-thii

greater than they or any one else ant i« IP In this

result we havo the d it of another principl-

highly important for the future of agriculture; uami
the savin*, f roads, Oi fences, the saving of space, or

rent, the r i of the space req >r food m inu-

facUre, or the principle of intensive aud high cultiva n

OB small areas instead of diffused and low cultiva n

over wWe areas. It may yet be doubted whether
even they have Ik lown too m to age for

imnroved agriculture, which shall follow gulden
machinery which enables

water equal to a thunder
6J. to Is. per acre; which

100 tons to be put

of U. Sd.

per a* . I en iniorn i or a number of

culture. 1 app\r the

them to distribute plain

shower at a rate of from
on the Urge
on in an hour at a working expense

sere. I have been info: 1 of a
farms on which the principle is applied successfully ;

but unfortunately it is those who are known to he most
eueeesaful who are 'he least dispose 1 to give any
account of their process or the particular means
of their succee li e cas n mt> i occur i

wxrJr*! tine fal 'ing liquid n urefarm;
in another a merchant who set up an irv model
larm, displaying unequalled rates of prod ion in a
email area, became a bankrupt from other speculation?,

In general the • involving sound and important principle. He has been

i tv kmrth tolso obliging as to give me the intimation in answer

to que* us which 1 have put in an I way with i

in which I beg th- - y will allow me to submit it

to their consideration, point bypoin*. I submit it as

an example of what may be « enetvelv done under

the second category of our agricultural future, by the

saving of the liquid manure alone of our farms by

means of skilfully oonducted and economical mechanical

appliances. 1 have also corroborative information t

submit from Dr. Kirkpatriek as to the experience of

the model farm of the Agricultural Institute at Glas-

nevin, Dublin, and from other places.

KB. BLi.CKBrRJf'S LIQUID MANURE FARM.

B re taking a farm yourself, you studied agricul-

ture, did you not f—Tea ; under a large practical tanm

in 'Ait Lothian, about 13 years ago, for about two

i. I was previously acquainted with the practii e of

ining as carr out on m\ father's « in the Isle

of After leaving tb bet Lothian farm I laid

undation of the I I <- cultural chemist]

m,der < eg- at the Cnii sity Edinburgh,

1 payer nd «y.

unities ofstudy ing practical

-engine fn

How long have i had exp« ce of the working of

aliquii aourefarmP U1863 I »k a farm and

prepared j application of the liquified mam
prim hlehl srot into operation in the foliowingjear.

Will ,he the I arm, its situation, soil, and

extent ?—It is situated on th. ist coast of S nd,

aud within a mile of Stonehaven. It includes 133 mi-

ll a , some of which are braes and plan ion n<

< ipeble of being tilled by the plough, and leaf-

ing 128 acres for tillage, exclusive of the spi

occupit l»y buildings. A large portion of the soil,

about 10 acres, is of clay too heavy 1" make bricks of,

and requii g an enormous proportion of sand for that

purpose. Hie remainder is partly of a good black

loam, resting sor on Ireland some on ty; aud a

m -sting on - called a bun. ing gravel.

Cai» \ staf< whu 11 n the produce of the

farm previously to your taking it ?—The rose valued

product the crops, exclusive of straw, was 6.V2.L 9s. 2d.

the year I took it, the average of the Wheat being in

that year, and m that county, 71*. 6Vfc per imp. rial

uuarti 1 re were 33 qua: rs of Beans then own

em 10 acres, or three quartets, two bushels and a

action per acre; -i24 quarters ol Ilarley from ni

Tee, or three and a half quarters per acre; and 1S;J

quarters ot Oats i Q 52 acres, or thr land
a-half per at . The average Of the Turnips was from

ht to 10 tons per acre; of hay about a ton and a-

dt* pet acre. No Wheat was then grown upon the

fhrm, and it was then in every way run out.

^Esn took <i farm with the vi< of applying the

liquified manure prii ?—Yes, and I took it simp'

because it presented conveniencies for the immediate

application of the system.

Then you got the system into early application ?

ear. In 1858, on 91 acres it was 281/. St.. betid
the valuable stock of manure derived ota i

nipt ion of the increased growth. The following is

the account of it iu detail

—

1858.

Frtdmct of9k acres af Manvrt IrrigaUd JtaUstm Ryt-gnm.
Cr. £ «. d.

Keep of bull through summer 8

m „ t earth •* (partial) 4

»• •• pony .. *

Cows, but ter and cheese **

4 cuttle feeding M
8 calves, increase of value U

9 Q

Grass seed sold

m on hand
Hay .. ..

£13 '. B

109 1
2 6

40

Dr.
8 acres water meadow at*<

| „ Rape
1 ,. Cabbage leaves

• •

»» • •

A
48
6
I

£28T 8

&5*

Total produce .. £231 8

3± acres yielded besides the manure 7 0#.n»2U an m're.

e acres of seed in L'cr.'psn -ned 151/. Us. an acre.

In 1860, under the most disadvantage * summ.
ki the 5 acres of the irrigated portion pro-

duced In h«\ and seed aud 1 ling ofl* the second crop,

1 18/. 17s. 9d., or in detail as follows :

—

18C0.

5 Acrts of Ita i Hye-grass Trrirrattd. £
Hay sold 18

Jl;iy oonsmiM 1 W

marters 6 bushels, at 42s. per qr. (1st crop) 104

ignt seed . . . . • • •• • •

From feeding ofl 9

Bum manure, 80 cubic yards, at 5s. 7

s.

8

8
10

J.

I
«>

8

3

17 9Total prod uoo ..£148
Which equals 291. 15s. 61. per acre.

Owing to the excess of raiu, a large portion o( the hay of the
above crop was loHt.

In fair seasons, and without any damage, what might
i have anticipated from your crop?— In addition to

the above I should have realised 50/. or 001. by the

second crop.

Do you find the Italian llve-grat* iraproveable in

ndition and habit, to adapt it to our climate?—Yes:

liquid manuring renders it more hardy.
( To be continued.J

and loud was the shout upon these occurrences as Yes, 1 began after the first year, when I laid down the

apparatus over the 20 acres of the farm, or that portion

contiguous to the farm trteaaii 1
1
g.

The valuation of the farm having been 032/. at high

prices, what has been the value of your subsequent

average yield at low prices since you have got the farm

in hat you deem passably fair order ?—About

1500/.: that is to say with Wheat at about 48s. per

quarter.

To what is i inly due the extra value of the produce

ow obtain r—Mainl se of the liquid in; ire.

The large qu titiea of cattle for raised by its use on

so small a portion of land, and nsumed in the stall,

afforded me the meane of heavily manuring the

failures of the principle. That is to say, according to
the notice* of the rs he had failed because h
•tve istead of westing his liquid manure—had failed

hooaooe beapplied the manure of htsfarm with an econom
of mom and time and a productive result beyond
anything that had before been done, just as it

^ht be shouted that the railway principle was
ruinous in conveying goods at working expenses of
pence instead of shillings— in hours instead of days

!

To avoid the mistakes which have been made in

extending pipes at a rate of .V. per acre over two-thirds
mare area than is happily proved to be requisite

recourse is proposed by engine * to the old

method of st sion, that is to say to a r hod
j
rem: the farm.

the establish-! What is tl increasebutin «

nt charges are from 1«A to 401. per acre: to

igher ig expenses, and to a four or five-fold

expenditure of manor* to obtain the same amount of
prodact i besiies • for t me marsh mi:

aceswhic'. i Engl with lam water irri

ncceelrwi agues '

i men and rot in sneep, and in

irte of Italy have made the use of that method within
six miles of any cit\ *o be prohibited. With all the
mistakes made, I know no instance of the commercial
failure of the pipe irrigation or of fairly conducted liquid
manure farms—which your Transactions report are
eulading, and which I know are adopted abroad, whilst
there are most decisive instances of remarkable success.
One cause of obstruction to the progress of the principle,
more particularly in its app m to the distribution of
the sewerage of towns, is the fact, that most of the
engineers who have u- taken i apply it, have not

are not agriculturists or qualified
lence of agriculturists, whilst the

agriculturists who see the principle of production, are
not mechanists, or

ait.fully:

to conciliate

petent to wield the new
mechanical appliances which are required. I am now
bowevet enabled to submit to the «iety the exampl
'the application Of the principle of culture to a i

^7 a gentleman of mechanical attainments as
well as of sound practice as an agriculturist
Mr. James V xburn. in reb n to whom Sir
*«fcn 1 bes, the convener of the countv of Aber-

gives me high testimony. Mr. Blackbun

ears,

i quantity of produce you have

obtained upon the 1 id manure s>> n on that portion

of the farm to which you applied i^ , as compared with

tha d system ?—On the old system, in that part of

the country, where the temperature is low and the

climate dry, only one good cut is got and vei >m a

second, i sed 5 acres of Italian Uyc-grau for summ.
feeding in the house. The following shows my cuttings

on the liquid manure system for the first and second

years, and for the year 1858:

—

Actaal results—Ft. in.

1st cutting
M
Sd
Alfa

M

»» « »

11th June ..

l.
r»th July

15th August .

.

17th .September

1st cutting
2d „

1

4th

8th

• •

ft

» »

i»

22d April ..

28th May
1st July

29th July
2d September
20th tobcr

1st cutting
2d
3d
4th
th

• •

• »

M
•

18&8.
22d May

h June .

.

10th August .

ember
13th November

Will you state the

12

value of the produce from the„ me nign icMiiuoiiy. jit.
»« given me the results of bis rxrience during whole of the manure irrigated portion ?—The produce, nj

and I beg to submit it as an example will have been seen, haa 1 nstant i

;

Home Correspondence.
Irrigated Meadow near E<iinburgh.—l am informed

upon good authority these meadows have been let this

year at enormous prices, one lot hating realised 481. per

acre. Can any of your readers give farther Information

and say whether they can imagine any person so cir-

cumstanced as to be able to derive any profit or advan-

tage from paying such a price for four, or even five,

crops Grass or hay? The qu ion that naturally

occurs to me, as a Ian- vner, is—Can 1 by any means
rais« crop equal to that grown upon tluse fields or

one approaching it ? My informant, an Kdinburgh man,
says yes, b pursuing the same system. I reply, my
land is situated 3° south of Edinburgh, 20 feet above the

sea, and has undouhl cdly a better climate, et the

springs are so late cattle are never turned out before

the lot! 31 . be&re which day probably the first

crop has been cut on the Scotch m lows. The answer
this i> : the soil of th meadows is so enriched that

whatever the weather may be the Grass must grow;
thus, at this moment the leaves are browned by tbe
frost, yet the plant continues to shoot upwards. My
informant adds, however, the irrigation with liquid

manure is carried to such an extreme as to have become
a nuisance; the authorities of the city therefore pro-
pose putting a stop to it. My property is not situated
close to a large town, but wc have great facilities

of procuring all kinds of tillage by water and railroad.

I should he satisfied with as many shillings per acre
(taking the arable with the pasture land), and should

thankful for any infori lion that would enable me
to realise

—

Forty Shill is.

Manures for Grain.—In the interesting remarks
upon the results of various kinds of tillage for white
crops that have lately appeared, if is stated that by an
application of 76 lbs. ol nitrate of soda and 16*8 lbs. of
sulphate of soda per acre, an increase of 18 bushels of
Oats was realised. Upon referring to the fifth volume
of the Royal Agricultural Journal, the soil appears to
be upon the limestone. ' I should esteem it a favour if

any practical farmer would inform me whether a
dressing of nitrate and sulphate of soda would be pro-
table upon a clay soil for Oats (the substratum being
he new red sandstone), and if so, the proportions. I
cannot find the price of sulphate of soda in any dealer's

lists. The season is so backward nitrates may be used
as a top dressing in the north as late as June, if not
then too dry. We have been sowing nitrate of soda at

same time as the Bar was drilled, hut a very

cold shower falling we have d< rred adding the salt.

I find, however, upon mixing a strong solution of salt

I could only reduce the temperature ot ram-water taken

from a tank at 45° to 44*. end by the strongest solution

water a' 60° could not he lowered more than from V
to 5°. I am therefore inclined to think the maximum
quantil salt usually used upon even cold clay soils

does i reduce the temperature of tbe ground upon
which it falls to an injurious extent. Will tbe reader

he good enough to say what is tbe best band tillage to

mi roving each use in sowing "seeds" upon a clay soil overcropped

1

2

2

1

10

8

10

r 8

i 10
i 6
i 10
2

1 9
1 10

10 9

2

8
2
1

8

6
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with Wheat and Oats, and deficient in lime, it being

desirable to sow the Clover now when common lime

cannot be used. Feculius. [Sulphate of soda is not

likely to be of any service. Nitrate of soda sown 1 to

11 cwt. per acre, even as late as the middle of May, is

likely to be of use to you.]
Turnip Seeds,—Being a dealer in seeds I read with

interest your article the other day on Turnip seeds.

Wishing to procure my Turnip seeds as true and pure
as possible, I often seud to various growers to try their

sorts. In February last I had three kinds from a

grower in Lincolnshire, and some little time since on
proving them before sending out I found their per cen-

tage in growing was very low, and on complaining of it

to the grower he said he did send out his seeds as he
Tew them, and mine were of last year. I, however,
?ancy there must have been killed seeds mixed with it,

as the White Globe grew only 30 per cent., Purpie-top

Swede, 70 ; Lincolnshire Globe, 60. On Saturday fort-

night I observed an advertisement in your Paper of

Green-top Yellow Aberdeen, proved seed, and on writing

about some of it I was told it had been proved and
would grow every seed of it. Accordingly, I ordered

2 bushels, and on receiving it found a complete lot of

rubbish. I enclose samples of all the kinds for your
inspection, and should be very glad of your opinion I

about them. Now, ought not such parties to be brought
j

to justice, or at all events can I not refuse payment for

Buch articles ? I cannot attempt to sell them again, and
it certainly is hard for me to pay for an article so very
different from what it was represented and sold for.

Would you kindly inform me in your Notices to Corres-

pondents if there is not some redress to be obtained

from the seller for such barefaced imposition. A Dealer
in Seeds, Brushford, Tiverton, May 6. [Your sample of

Green top Yellow Aberdeen Turnip seed certainly does

not look of first-rate quality, and it is besides much
charged with bits of dirt. We shall, however,
thoroughly test it, and will let you know the result. If

not what it is represented and sold for, we have no
doubt you will have a remedy at law.]

The Game Question.—I have a great respect for Mr.
Mechi's opinion on many points of practical husbandry,
but on the game question he appears to be sadly wide
of the mark, which he charges " Bang ** with not hit-

ting ; whilst, on the contrary, I and many besides are
of opinion that the latter has hit the bull's-eye, whilst
the Alderman has missed the target altogether ! To
abate one nuisance by creating another seems rather an
Irish mode of proceeding ; but what better can we call

the plan he recommends of carting to the cover a por-
tion, large or small, of a valuable crop to pamper a
destructive and unprofitable race of animals ? 1 pro-
test on principle against any such system, even where
the adjacent covers belong to the owner of the farm ;

but what if they are the property of a stranger, over
which the farm tenant has no control nor right of
entry, not even by a gap either in the fence or under-
wood through which to wheel so much as a barrow-load
of the good things so liberally and sumptuously pro-
vided for "the wild denizens of the forest" by the
Worthy Alderman ? Nor is this an imaginary case; I

'

will vouch for the truth of the following facts :—A
|young man was once offered a farm in the county of

Norfolk. He liked it on the whole, but had a strange
misgiving on the game question ; the more so as he was
no sportsman himself, and his landlord was said to be
rather too much so. Determined to have a clear under-
standing with the latter on a point of so much im-
portance, he openly and unreservedly expressed his
apprehensions, and the answer he got was this :— ** Oh,
if you have any doubt on that point, I will add a clause
to your lease, indemnifying you from all damage by
game above 10/. in any one year." This seemed fair
enough, and the lease was signed. At the end of the
nrst year, the injury having far exceeded the stipulated
amount, he pointed to the clause as entitling him to
the promised compensation. " Well, yes," wag the
reply

;
" if you can prove that my game has done the

mischief; but how can you do that, when your farm is
bounded by a large wood, not belonging to me, and
over which I have no control whatever ?" This was a
poser! Hut anything rather than law; and so ended
his game bargain. » Bang » ia perfectly right in
stating that hares and rabbits, but particularly hares,
are not to be restrained from wandering by cover feed-
ing, however sumptuous and aldermanic. Probably the
love of liberty and the necessity of exercise may leadthem to prefer a stroll over the fields to constantly
skulking in the cover, even with an alderman to cater
for them. What were those long hind legs given
them for, but to add to their locomotive powers?
and where would be the use of them if con-
nned to the limits of a cover? It is "the
nature or the beast," and who can control nature?Dont tell me of game doing no injury to growing crops.A very few hares will make sad havoc in a field of either
luruip or Mangels; not so much from what they eatand carry away as from their nibbling, as if for themere love of mischief. The aggregate amount of their
plunder is, to be sure, hardly worta mentioning, but
look at the crop after a pretty severe frost. Every
bulb however shghtly marked by either hare or

7S is doomed to destruction. So of a growing crop

*\Z I* '

eS
*
)ec,allv on%ht »and, and short strawed ;

of ZTmg mto ea
^
how tVe<^ntly do we see patcheslm

;
BW™ J«* ^ch with the stalks bitten offand scattered about as if in mere wantonness | On the

whole therefore, I end as I began, with the assertion

that so long as these are their natural habits, no system

of cover feeding will effectually prevent the game

nuisance. Samuel Taylor, Gloucester, May 11.

Foreign Correspondence.
U. S. Wisconsin : Margrette, April 3.—Supposing

original information from the West respecting last

year's Wheat crop, quality, prospects of supply, &cM
may be of some interest to your numerous readers, and

residing as I do, and farming also in one of the most

fertile parts of the Western Wheat region, I accord-

ingly herewith offer you a few items upon the accuracy

of which you can rest entire confidence, the more so as

I have no connexion whatever with the corn trade,

either here or elsewhere, being simply a producer.

From information from threshers, growers, and from

personal observation I am confident the Wheat crops of

Wisconsin averaged 26 bushels or very nearly per acre,

which would make the gross product of this State

about 26,000,000 bushels. About one-third of this

amount, or 1,000,000 quarters, remains in first hands

to-day, part in store at R. Rd. Depots, part at home.

The other two-thirds are either finally distributed

or in transition eastward in some form. About one-

third of the western crop, which was by far the heaviest

in yield of any part of the States, as well as the largest

we ever had or can for years expect, was injured by
wet in the stack from hasty and unskilful stacking,

resulting equally from the scarcity of hands, the great

haste and wasteful way of stacking, and the unpre-

cedented bulk in straw to be handled. This Wheat,
the damaged part of the crop, was most of it neces-

sarily sold very low, and early in the season, both

because the producers had no means of drying it, and
from the risk of its entirely spoiling by frost if kept

till the warm days of February, which as to diurnal, as

distinguished from nocturnal temperature, may be
considered the opening of Spring in our usual seasons.

The balance of the Wheat crop to come forward to

your market is therefore of better quality in the

main than what you have received from the

Western States, and as the driest would of course

keep best and be longest kept, you may expect
an improvement in the quality of American Wheat
from this time forward till harvest.

Though some doubts on the point have been ex-

pressed, I believe firmly that the result will show that

we have as much Wheat yet to send forward as will

preclude anything like famine prices, and abundantly
supply your wants arising from the last most defective

harvest. I have farmed in England, and in more than
one county, and having resided in this country over
12 years 1 hope to speak understanding!y and con-
fidently as to the facts. You will have no famine
prices, nor need you fear a defective supply either as
to quality or quantity for the balance of this season.
It is now the 3d of April, and no sowing of importance
yet done here. The bulk of the Wheat grown in the
north-west being spring Wheat, you will correctly
therefore infer that the seed for next year's crop will
not be got into the ground till two weeks, or it may be
mure, later than in either the two last seasons, or than
usual. Still we may have an abundant crop, as we
have had in former years when sowing was quite as
late as it now appears likely to be in 1861. The dry
seasons we have had (comparatively with several pre-
vious ones) the last two years, particularly in 1859,
have left us a comparatively dry or unsaturated subsoil,
which in fact was the prime cause of promoting the
fertilisation and working of the ground to a
much more than ordinary depth, for our un-
equalled product of the year 1860. I infer as
highly probable that your next crop will be less
than an average, for reasons the converse of these : for
it takes much time to drain and dry soil saturated
as yours were last season. You may have readers
emigrating or desiring general information as to the
resources, &c.of different parts of the West. I speak of
no small or particular locality. But there is a district
bordering here, of about 35 by 45 miles in extent, that
is not excelled by any part of the United States. I
have seen something of New York, Ohio, Illinois,
Missouri, and Kansas; but this district ot Wisconsin,
embracing about three counties, is not excelled nor
equalled when health fulness, &c, is added to the accountby any extent_of country in either state named. Ourwinters are, it is true, long; but we have abundantmeadow hay and grain for wintering stock, and corn
ripens well; and our Wheat is even superior toT
formerly famed brands of Michigan. This district lieshigh, which secures it a salubrity for man and beastunknown in Illinois or Missouri I speak 7rW

I say no part of England is more really healthful
turally fertile to-day. Our cattle and sheep havevery few diseases, and the invigorating nature of this

climate latitude 434; north is to well appreclaLd t a
residents of 11hno.s frequently sell out, and come here
to recruit health and strength.

I have seen much of England, and judge of both
countries by experience, and comparatively 1 give you
reference by winch you can judge of the confidence dueto my conclusions. I have no preference for anv
particular town or parish, but the district named, which ,

has two railroads and a navigated river connecting with
'

New York, is better adapted to English farmer! offwhom there are many here already, ?hau any I have

seen in the West. I may again write to you, andmeuT^T
I will answer any prepaid letter of inquiry

; but
*

of course receive any others. We apprehend sec^"
01

will purify the elements and do us substantial inV,
0n

good here. J. W. C.
mtmat«

N

when
or n;i

Farmers' Clubs.
KlNGSCOTE : The Comparative Advantage

Expenses of Animal and Steam Power in the Cult}?

tion of the Soil.—Mr. Burnett read a paper on ttfc

subject, from which we take the following :— m
Let us look at the advantages of steam cultivate

These advantages can only be obtained in conju^
with animal power, for as yet we are vtithout

it*

practical system whereby steam can be employed
tj

perform all the operations required on a farm. J^
mention many things not connected with fa^
ploughing which would be an advantage to the farmer

many things he would like to be in possession of
; fa

he has to ask himself the question—Will it p.;

his well-being entirely depending on
wheUier

his systems of operations are successful or ^
In comparing the expenses of the two systenu (f

power, we need to consider the various soils we have to

cultivate ; for in proportion to the variety of w^
there are necessarily a similar variety of systems

cultivation. Having arrived at this conclusion from

practical experience, I believe the theory is false wbica

says deep cultivation is, or would be, a means of in.

proving all soils.

Allow me to give you the opinions of a few of tie

gentlemen who have had the kindness to reply to mj

inquiries. Mr. Cobban, steward to the Earl of Dude,

says :

—

My experience in steam ploughing is limited to about

»

acres ploughed on Whitfield Farm last winter, and tbatcu

hardlv be called a fair trial ; the winter beiug so tit

the land was hardly in a proper state for wort.

The land ploughed consists of stiff clay and heavy

tenacious loam, with here and there patches of red sand tod

stone brash ; the depth of furrow about 6 inches, and the

average of a full day's work with three ploughs about 5 aaw.

As to the acts of cultivation to which steam is applicable, my

experience only goes to ploughing, but I can see nore««

why subsoiling, cultivating, and grubbing could not be done,

and that far better than by horse power. All that is wanted

is proper implements for this purpose, which I have no doubt

will be forthcoming as soon as a demand arises for them. As to

harrowing, rolUng, drilling, &c. , they can be better done bj

horses. Such operations would occupy too much time in moving I

anchors and so on. The advantage of ploughing by steam in the

winter in a great measure consists in not treading the land,

for while the horses tread our land into a puddle, the steaa

plough leaves it quite hollow, allowing the rain to ou
freely, as deep as the furrow slice, and thereby allowing the

land to get more thoroughly pulverized by the action of the

weather, and in a far better and healthier state for work in tie-

spring than would be the case where every horse stepping

forms a pool to bold water, which remains there tiU dried out

by the spring-winds. The Company havenot sent in foeirow,

therefore I cannot say the price, but should tbmlc it woua a*

something like Us. per acre, and if so, we could not Pto^tt

our land for a less sum by horses, nor to A VWW&Z^ *>

well as that done by steam.

Mr. R. Stratton, of Broad Hinton, says :-

I have had Fowler's steam tackle for the last 18 months,

like it much, and think it superior to any other mode ot jw

£

cultivation, inasmuch as it ploughs and scarifies ;
we tnua-

advantage over animal power very great. In the n™1 *"*£ «-

cost price is less than horses that would do the same ww

it; a 12-horse engine will do more ploughing m »<"*
ft

25 horses, that is. in heavy land. Indeed we thins «-

canaot be worked to -half the advantage in light sow ^
heavy; we find Kreat advantage from deep pioup

«j ^
horse-treading. Last summer when the land was m

state for ploughing, and in a full working trim, we pun*

the rate of au aero per hour for days. , .^
Mr. Savidge, steward to Earl Bow, GopsuaU,Vf

tershire, says .

—

^
With an 8-hor"s£power engine we cultivate from 6

to

deep. Our plan in this neighbourhood m to n"L fefri

and one of Smith's cultivators at a cost of 8*. per
.

• ^fr
three men and coals, <fcc. This added to the M.* m
expenses about 10*. to 11*. per acre

; ^e„
can °

between*
5 to 6 acres per day. Respecting the difference

^ ^taj

expense* of horses and steam-power I shom£J Lmsis**
little, but the advantage we have upon heavy f™ ^cre*

we can produce one-third more roots, ana oi w ^gtetf

the number of cattle accordingly. Since we nav ^ j
in the autumn upon land intended for Turnip*. ^&
horse-labour has been very great. Still we have>

" r&
to reduce them to the extent y°u

.

roi&
4

h\£„%wing«!2
sider the argument of steam-power is Detweeu * ^ p
crops and bad ones, not between *te*f Znr 400 ad**?
horses. I cannot see that upon a farm of dW"

ag ^y «*

horses can be reduced to any great exte
•^^ Ac

required for harvest work, drilling, harrowing. w* ^
I will only quote the opinion of another g .

J. T. Harrison, Esq., who has had great^^^
/First, as to the economy of steam cultivation

:

I^M
in the case of heavy clay land this is quite a minorc ^»
but there is at the same time no question ^hletod ?!
done by steam-power which it is next to n?P°»»

Va16f
ail »

horses
; such work is now being done in"* ^ uj

undoubtedly less cost than it could be done wu^
depth«aJ£

the light lands, and especially where no grew ^ .^
obtained, the question of economy is an i^porw ^pj
case, I doubt not but steam would gain *°°

d ^^05
being to get a considerable quantity ot wor»

{&rn#*jL
wish to do it, and to accomplish^ch^ces^l7.J^obliged to maintain an otherwise .^""^diug £.
number of horses or oxen. As *° '£ m ptftje^S
case just mentioned of li«?ht lands (brasby w»u but ij g
treading may not be of so much ^{^".Subto * 25
case of the heavy clay lands I have not «j this

j«swg

very decided advantage of steam cultivateoni
freel>'Jf^

as it allows the water to pass away gf^S. l %&>
drains, the benefit of which you can «asil> 1 a

]^Ye
]ytoc^ ^

there are many cases where it is desirable
not u»

sUbsoU y^Jj
deeply, but to plough and bring up w™e °LheT, ^JJfU
surface to be exposed to the sun and ^fsoil cU

!?Slti-
prove a very beneficial -mixture witb "

nd rdi^.,ut*i
previously. For the extirpation of the weeds

a
k exec

vation, I should like the grubber. The quan^ c-haract«
r 0l

by steam-power depends bo much upon u*
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kTTTt it is rot possible to give you much information on

this head. It varies between an acre a day and an acre an

Jour One great advantage of the steam plough is the speed at

which the plough travels over the furrow ; the effect in many

cases being equal to a combined ploughing, cultivating,

and harrowing.

I will now confine my remarks on the comparative

expenses chiefly to what I have seen, and will take for

our consideration a heavy land farm of 300 acres, and

one of Fowler's steam 12-horse engines with tackle com-

plete, which is best known in this neighbourhood.

T will take for instance the work done at Churcham, near

Gloucester, by the Gloucester Steam Company, under the

management of our president ; and if this is not a fair crite-

rion I doubt not but he will give us better information. I

think it proper to mention that the present tenant had just

taken to this farm, and it was not m a very good state of

cultivation. The number of acres ploughed from the 12th ot

March to the 5th of April was 60. the removals from field to

field (a considerable distance apart) included ; this is at the

rate of 3 acres per day, but as the distance of removal was

greater than in many cases I will add * an acre per day ;
the

depth from 6 to 13 inches. When ploughing 6 inches deep

they worked four ploughs, and above that three. Just as I

was about to leave they were obliged to lessen that number
to two, in consequence of the rope slipping on the drum,

owing to very heavy pressure on the engine dragging the

ploughs through a large quantity of full grown Couch.

This work was very well done and left in a first-rate state for

fallow, which it was intended for. At this rate per day there

would be something like 86 days* ploughing or grubbing on a

300 acre farm in a year. Let us now consider the cost of the

operation ; and, without giving a detail of cost of the several

parts of the engine and plough, we will put the sum total 800/.,

And on that charge 20 per cent, per annum—8 per cent, for

repairs, 7 per cent, for depreciation, and 5 for interest of

capital ; this will be 1601. :—

The manual labour required :—2 men
„ „ »» 3 boys ..

1 man and horse hauling water
12 cwt. coals .. .. •• •• ••

Oil -•

Extra horses required for removals

Expense for labour, coal, and oil .

.

„ for 86 days 133 6

Interest per annum . . . . . . . • 160

£ a.

6
4
5

12
2

1

d.

6

6

1 11

Total ..£293 6

3 8

19
24
6

The comparative expenses of horses, if we put a pair

of horses to work €0 acres, which I believe is something

ike an average, would be (calculation as before) 2 horses, IS*. ;

1 man, U. = 8s. per day, or 10«. per acre ; thus showing an

advantage over the steam of 2*. per acre.

I feel sure few would be inclined to find fault with the

average quantity of ploughing per day on light soils by steam-

power, yet I believe no more power will be required in the

latter case thau the former. It may be considered by some

that what I have seen, and the information I have received

from others are very different, but I think you will find on

comparing them that there is not so much difference as might

appear. The work done at Whitfield is five acres in a full day,

the engine and ploughs in the field ready to start, no breakage

or stoppages of any account, and the depth is only 6 inches

The grubbing at Gopshall costs quite as much as any practical

man could put it at, and information from such a source is of

the greatest importance, as I doubt not the price charged tor

hire is that which the owner can afford to let it for. As regards

Mr. Stratton, my knowledge of him in\)ther respects warrants

me in saying it is in the hands of no ordinary man ; and it is

only when everything is in first rate trim, not only engine and

tackle, but the land in the very best condition, and nothing

said about the depth, that he can turn over an acre per hour.

Working expense per day
Or per acre

I will not remark on the several items, but leave them for

discussion and pass on for a peep into the expense of animal

power: and as it is the ploughing and grubbing of heavy

land we are taking into consideration, I will make my calcula-

tions on horse-powei, although at a preceding meeting of this

association we had proofthat such operations could be performed

at less expense by oxen. However, to proceed with horses, and let

us have a full strength, that we may be ready and up to the

mark to take every advantage of getting' the work done in

proper season, and leave the stubble ploughing till Christmas.

Horse labour is very much increased within these few years—
what used to be bare fallows is now green, and land that is not
suitable for Swedes is now planted with Mangel ; instead of
hand-hoeing between the ridges, horses perform that operation

in a much more efficient manner. In many cases the reaping-

iiook and the ell-rake have leave of absence, while the reaping
machine and horse rake do duty. It maybe there is a quantity

of pasture land attached to this 300 acres of arable, which
formerly was cut, tedded, and turned by manual labour, this

is now added to the long catalogue ot horse. Seeing the neces-

sity of a full strength of horses at all seasons to perform the

many operations required on a heavy land farm of 300 acres,

I will venture to put a pair of horses to every 30 acres, or for

more easy calculation, 4 to 60, as it will require on an average

4 to plough the depth mentioned in the calculations on steam
power. I do not mean that 4 horses are to be used at all times

;

3 or even 2 would be quite enough. On half the ploughing
throughout the year, and in other cases, similar to the one
mentioned where the steam could only work two ploughs, it

•would require six ; and according to this rule I could employ
eight as often as I did two and have an average of four. Now
as to the expense : the quantity got over by the four horses I

will put at J of an acre per day. Looking at the distance

traversed with a 9-inch furrow, this is very slow work. Much
more might be done, but we calculate them by the same rule

•as we did the steam. What is done? At this rate there will

be something near 80 days ploughing or grubbing in the
course of the year for every four horses; and for every calcu-

lation of cost I will apply that system (well known to all of

von), we adopt in the valuation of work done by an outgoing
tsnant—3s. per day for each horse, 12*. ; 2#. for a man ; Is. for

a boy=15*. per day, or 1Z. per acre, showing 6d. in favour of

steam. This is considered a sufficient charge for all expenses,

interest, and depreciation.

A few words on light soils, and I have done. Here
the advantages of deep cultivation, horse treading and

breaking of the furrow, are lost; experience has proved

the breaking of the pan formed between the subsoil

and the plough not only useless but ruinous, the best

crop being obtained where light ploughing well

solidified with the roller or steam presser is practised

;

but the advantages of spring and autumn cultivation

would be of the greatest importance, and I doubt not
u means of increasing the produce of the soil in many
seasons, therefore it may not be in the cheapness of the
operation that the gain, if any, of the steam-plough
may be felt.

F °

Not having had an opportunity of witnessing the working of
steam on light soils, I am not in the position to quote an
instance as before, but knowing something of the amount ot
power required to turn over light soils from four to six inches
deep, I will venture to put the quantity of work done at
double that ^.n heavy seven acres per day; this would bo
nearly 43 days in a year ; the tear and wear of the rope would
be greater on such soils ; and probably the breakacea a mu<
more heavy item, in consequence of the speed the ploucl
would come in contact with large stones, yet a less rate per
c would mall probability be sufficient, say 15 per cent 120
Expense of coal, oil, labour as before, per day . . £ 1 'n

For43davs £66 13
interest per annum .. .. .. .. #> j20

Total £186 13

Working expenses per day ' £4 4 6

Or per acre o 12

London : On Grazing.—After Mr. Wallis's paper

(reported last week) had been read, Mr. Hudson, of

Castle Acre, referred to several of the points on which

Mr. Wallis had touched.

He had but a few observations to offer on the subject con-

tained in the excellent paper just read by Mr. Wallis.

He had understood Mr. Wallis to recommend the dust of

cake for sheep. He preferred the dust for cattle, with cut

hay in boxes. Sheep would not touch the dust, but they

would eat the cake in pieces the size of a hazel nut. Feeders

of cattle in this country could not keep pace with the con-

sumption unless something new was discovered for summer
feeding, and he did not think of anything that would supply

the market better than a little additional food in the shape of

cake when the cattle were at Grass. He believed also that it

had the effect of improving the pasture land, whilst the

system of feeding on pasture and folding on arable land

during the night robbed Peter to pay Paul. The breed of

cattle best fitted for the purpose was the best of every breed.

Why feed bad cattle? He had last week been through several

herds of Short-horned cattle in a district in Wiltshire that he

visited eight or ten years ago, and the improvement that had

since taken place was perfectly marvellous. The Short-

horned cattle were decidedly the cattle with which to feed

the people of England. As to the relative value of sheep and

cattle, there were certain districts that would feed sheep

which were not calculated to feed cattle; and Norfolk men
were under great obligations to Hampshire men for keeping

up a very useful class of sheep—a sheep that suited their

purposes, particularly by being used with the Cotswold ram.

There they had the very sheep to make meat for the million.

Indeed, he believed they woro the most profitable sheep that

we could have. They could not be bred to a very large extent

in his county, but he was too happy to send his men into

Hampshire and Wiltshire to buy the class cf sheep which was
now breeding there from the large Hampshire ewes crossed by
the Cotswold ram. At 12 or 13 months old they would give as

much as 20 or 25 lbs. of mutton per quarter, and 7£ lbs. or

8 lbs. of wool of the description which manufacturers most
wanted to be grown, and which was the most useful to them.
Mr. Little (Landhill, Wilts), observed that Mr. Wallis de-

clined to recommend the use of oilcake or meal by breeding
stock. Now, he had reared young stock from time to time on
inferior pasture lands, and had found that by the use of oilcake

and other artificial food the land had been improved in quality
and had enabled him to increase the quantity of stuck by
nearly one-half. He thought therefore it was as well to adopt
an artificial mode of feeding, and thus increase the number of

animals, which as they became older got into the hands of

the grazier. This practice has been carried out not only upon
his own farm but on others, and he thought that the inferior

pastures of the country might be greatly improved by means
of artificial manures in other counties as well as Cheshire.

In that county pastures had been brought from very poor
into very high condition by the application af bones. As Mr.

Wallis had told them, enormous sums of money were expended
in artificial manures on arable lands where a quick and im-
mediate return could be made ; but he agreed with him that

the use of artificial manures on pasture land was quite as

profitable as on arable, when time was given for their develop-

ment. One instance which he might cite was that at Wall's

Court in the neighbourhood of Bristol, which had been held

by Mr. Procter. He was engaged to survey the property for

that gentleman when he took it of the Duke of Beaufort, and
observed that together with improved drainage a large quantity

of artificial manure was used, and the result was surprising.

Perhaps there was no pasture land in England upon, which so

great a change had been wrought as Ipon that particular farm,

the means resorted to having been draining and the use of

bones, especially in a prepared state.

Mr. W. Shaw (Northampton) having for years brought out
his early- fed cattle ou Grass with the assistance of cake, had
gone fully into the use of cake on Grass lands, and he had
found it to be absolutely necessary to have hovels and sheds,

so as to completely develop the results of hay and cake.
Mr. Fi-her Hobbs thought the main points for consideration

that evening were, first, the improvement of the permanent
pastures of the country; secondly, the improved breeding of

animals ; and, thirdly, the best and most expeditious means of
preparing the animals for the consumption of the people. Now
he thought it might be laid down as a fundamental rule, that
upon Grass lands, as well as upon arable, drainage was a neces-
sity. He could not agree with the gentleman who said that

evening that they might draiu their Grass lands too much.
There might be some porous soils which, if the water were
extracted, would not nourish those watery plants on which
animals were fed. Hence the land might for a time appear to
have been impoverished ; but if Grass lands were thoroughly
drained, broken up, and laid down for pasture, an improved
quality of Grass would soon show itself, and land which had
previously only kept stocfc in existence, would serve for the
general purposes of stoek feeding. As regarded th* improve-
ment of Grass lands, he concurred in the opinion that the u*e
f oilcake was a ver7 good means of carrying out that object.

He had. like many other gentlemen, seen land doubled, and
more than doubled, in value in consequence of oilcake to a fair

extent having been given to b M s during the summer months.
He knew many pastures in this country which would at ls

ime scarcely maintain a fair amount of store afcosk; oilcake,

however, having been used, it \ \ found that animals fed with

Grass fattened very well, and within five years at Least 10 M
cent. moreanimal8 were fattened upon those very pastures. He
was persuaded that oilcake was a simple and comparatively in-

expensive mode of improving the Grass lands of this country,

and of making lands which were previously store pastures,

with ,?ood management fattening pastures. With regard to the

l.reeding of animals, they could not possibly do better than

How the advice of Mr. Hudson, by breeding the very best.

Whether their animals were Short-horns, or II erefords or

Devons, much depended on the soil and climate, and as

practical men they must all feel that .Short-horn-, at all event

could not be reared and grazed to advantago in every district

and county of England. He had been a considerable breed
of cattle of different kinds, and he had always found that the
best and cheapest plau was to feed them liberally, to keep
them warm and clean duiing the winter months, and to give
them proper shelter during the summer. As regarded in-
expensiveness in sheds, an old friend of his recommended
sheds that, to use his friend's sporting phraseology, were M got
by wood 8tack out of clay pit." Perhaps those inexpensive
sheds which broke the wind and protected animals from,
storms were the most useful. He could not help expressing
the opinion that the landlords of England could not do greater
service to their tenantry, and through them to the country at
large, than by keeping good male animals for the use of their

tenants. That would conduce very much to the breeding of

the best stock, to early maturity, and to the increase of the
supply of food of the nation. Notwithstanding what had
fallen respecting bone dust, he did not believe it was the best
kind of manure for the Eastern Counties pastures, or that it

would lead to such results as that gentleman appeared to anti-

cipate. Mr. Wallis made some remarks about over-manuring
of pastures, and the subsequent mowing of them, and the

effect of this in checking their growth. He had heard it stated

that some of the finest old grazing pastures in England, in-

cluding some in the Vale of Aylesbury, were some years ago
very much injured by being over-mown. He had always con-

sidered that the farmers of England never paid sufficient at-

tention to the varieties of Grasses which they cultivated on their

pastures. They paid great attention to varieties of root and
varieties of Wheat, but little attention to the varieties of

Grasses on their land. It had been said by some of the best

authorities on the subject, that a square foot of turf should
produce at least 28 varieties of Grasses. Many of the best

Grasses, if sown at certain periods of the year, were thereby
checked, and coarser Grasses were apt to take their place.

He was therefore very much inclined to the opinion that
pastures which were adapted for the production of beef should
seldom if ever be mown ; and that low lands, where coarse

Grasses fructified the most, should alone be given to the
scythe. Having had experience with regard to some 20 or 30

different manures, he had come to the conclusion that oilcake

was the best for improving first-class grazing grounds.

Our Domestic Animals in Health and Disease* By
John Gamgee. T. C. Jack, Edinburgh.

This promises to be a valuable work. The first,

chapter just issued, as No. I. of a series in 20 parts,

treats of Digestion and Food. It is well illustrated,

both by drawings and by described instances. The lips,

tongue, teeth, suction— all concerned in the taking of

food—the diseases of the several organs thus engaged,

the nature of food, the indications of age furnished by
dentition, and the rogueries practised in the market
under this head, are severally discussed. The following

is an amusing bit of speculation on the origin of certain

terms.
" Fraud has been practised to destroy the marks of

age. The angularity of form, sharpness of bones, and
grey colour of the hair are not readily hidden, but teeth

can be filed and marked, and horns scraped. Making
false marks in the teeth is termed 'bishoping/—

a

practice common amongst horse-copers. Why it should

be called bishoping I cannot say, but it strikes me that
the name was originally adopted as indicating cheating
or cunning, for which prelates were long reputed
famous. This opinion is strengthened by the following
circumstance :—It is not usually known that when a
horse is taken to a forge to be shod, that, instead of
putting new shoes on, old ones are sometimes placed in

the fire, heated and shaped to pass for new. Such
shoes have always a red, rusty look, and in Italy are
called 'cardinals.' There is evidently connection
between the term 'bishop and ' cardinal/ as both are
used to designate a fraudulent practice, though, with
regard to the last, as applied to old shoes, it is, perhaps,

derived from the red colour, which is that of the
cardinals* stockings."

Handy Book for Young Farmers. By C. Lawrence
Second Edition. Longmans.

This pamphlet contains a series of consecutive
memoranda proper for attention in the several months,
and it is furnished with an Appendix containing much
useful instruction on manure-making and cattle-feed-

ing, and Implements. The following is a passage on
hoeing and singling Mangel Wurzel :

—

" As soon as the plants are two inches high, they
should be horse-hoed preparatory to the setting out.

We consider the plants should be set out 16 inches
apart, but some cultivators recommend 18 inches in
preference.

" We recommend the employment of women in

preference to men for this work. They can do it

quite as well, and as quickly, and earn considerably
more than ordinary day wages, at a shilling per acre
less than men require. There is a more useful plan
still, where it may be feasible, which we observed some
years ago on going over the admirably managed farm
of Mr. Thomas of Lidlington, on the Duke of Bedford's
estate. He had a set of boys and girls on either side

of a careful man, hoeing his Swedes and Turnips. We
never observed better hoeing than that done by these

lihlren. We understood him to say that a sura was
given equivalent to the value per acre of the work well

trforraed. This, instead of being equally distributed,

was divided according to the tickets given by the over-

looker, and produced on the pay night. This created

a degree of emulation which made very effective hoers

at an early age.
w The clergy of the present day very considerately and

kindly devote much attention to the education of the

children of the poor in their parishes. They generally

disapprove of children under fourteen years of age

i.eing removed for the purposes of field labour. Far te

it from us to discourage their zeal in this respect ; bvt

I is it not feasible to combine, with a facility or reading
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writing, ami the four elementary rules of arithmetic,

say after ten years of age, much of that field manipula-

tion by which a large proportion of such children are

to earn their livelihood? At this season, boys and

girls, between the ages of ten and fourteen, may be

made very useful in the field to the farmer, with

advantage to themselves in various ways. One half

the children between those ages might be occupied in

the fields, and the other half in the schools, m one

week, and their occupations be reversed in the follow-

ing week. We believe this change would be alike

beneficial to their minds and bodies."

Mr. Lawrence is a member of the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society, and has more than justified

his position there by many useful publications on agri-

cultural subjects, both in the Journal and elsewhere.

The " Handy Book " has reached a second edition, and

we are glad to find that there is so large a demand for it.

Miscellaneous.
Improvements in Spades and Shovels.—Messrs. Spear

& Jackson, of Etna Works, Sheffield, havejust patented

an improved methodJof making these articles. They

take a bar of solid cast steel, full temper, into which, by

powerful machinery, they punch a hole just large

enough for the foot of the handle to enter ; afterwards

they forge and hammer it down to the required thick-

ness and finish. Thus the whole tool (minus the handle,

of course) being of cast steel, is uniformly strong

throughout, and there being no welding it cannot

work loose.

Horticultural Agent and Valuer.

MR. A. CHANDLE R (of the late Firm of Chandleb
& Sons), 28, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, 8., begs tc

offer his services as above. Sales of Plants and Nursery Stock

arranged, and Catalogues prepared. ' -'

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

Fand G. ROSHER, Cement, Brick, and Tile

• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of Ornamental Garden Border-edging Tiles in Terra

Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They present advan

tages over Box or Grass-edging in that they atford no harbour

for slugs, Ae., take up less room, and once laid, require no

further attention.

They may be had of various patterns at P. & G. R. s pre-

mises; Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. ; and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London, N.E.

N.B. Sketches of patterns sent by post on application.

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and

Balconies in stock.
^

RNTAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-

tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c, as cheap and

durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable

of forming a variety of designs.

Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. Grooved Terro-

metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,

Clinkers Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above.

[Mat is,

TODD'S PROTOXIDE PADST^-Itv'
largely used by the Clergy and Gentrv '! art^^

i

Builders, for Painting Stucco, Brickwork, & ,
^1 a* kBo^ *>Ironwork. It prevents the latter from correal ^*<

decay, and masonry from damp. 0n
» Wqo^ jJ

Manufactured by Francis Brothers & Pn-** l
London, S. W. 0TT

> Sine ^
Oil Paint no longer Necessarv

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK Vap -

for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone r
is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out^jj, ^
is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied bv

W°^

^

labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and i8 ifJU
0!**?

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew aJ? "^ *

the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and t*^ 16**

whom the mo3t nattering testimonials have bei*
^'.^

which Hill & Smith will forward on application
l**^

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is. 6d'r*
the Manufactory, or Is. 8d. per gallon paid to amf.*
the kingdom.

*u
/8Utifcj

Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill IronW i

Dudley, from whom only it can be obtained. '***> *

J

i nil

Calendar of Operations.
MAT.

West Dorset: May 11th.—The long wished for rain has
ie, but not too soon, the meadows and pastures presenting

a brown and bare appearance, the late sown Barley and Oats
in many places not yet visible " above ground ;

M the chance of

a Flax crop, although improved, still very precarious, but we
may now entertain hopes for the Mangel crop, as well as for

the freshly sown Clover and Grass seeds. The appearance of
the growing Wheat varies considerably, in some fields ragged
and weak, in others luxuriant and rich. Trifolium and
Vetches have completely failed, consequently store sheep are
iheap, but fat stock of all descriptions command good prices. P.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week ending May 16 : observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

ford.Moulsford, "Wallingfc

"• x
|* -Si

2 a

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot Rain.
below the
surface

Wind i

PATEN T (jUITA P E K C H A SOLES.—
Important to Gardeners.—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

letter from G. Glennt, Esq., the celebrated Florist :—
" 420, Strand, London.

"Gentlemen,—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels
these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-

sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I

would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at

the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts,

as easily as if it were so much dough. I think it the duty of all

persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a
material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles

" Your obedient servant, G. Glenny."

Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,
Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet

Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,
Calbotype Trays, &c. manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or
country.
The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, 18, Wharf Road,

City Road, London, E.C.

For Garden Pots, Send youFOrderTto
and W. ADAMS, Kilns, Belle Isle, York Li v
and be promptlyattended to. Town and CountrriSi

TERRA COTTA.—Warranted to^tSTtS
severe frost. This material is especially fi»JT

Garden Decorations, and for all exposed wort mi
Fountain Basins, Garden Vases and Statues jfin hi?
Tracery for Terraces and Parapets, Terminals CroSu
Gables, Capitals of Columns, Brackets, Consols (?S,
Shafts and Pots, and all other work exposed to wet heat2 f
frost. ' *m

[
John- M. Blashfield, Stamford, Lincolnshire. Specm*may be seen at 16, Great Marlborough Street, London. ?

and at the Works, Stamford, Lincolnshire.
'

tylorTSTso?
• PATENT IRON PUT

with reversible handla, h
Shallow Wells, Hot-Hon*

&c. Price 25s. 6<i. each, [

. IRON YARD
AND

GARDEN PUMPS
3 feet 6 inches undermt

2* 3 3} in*

43s. 53s. 60f. a&

c U C U M
24 inches long..
22 ,t „ .

20 „ „ .

18 ,, „

• •

* m

B E
2s. Od.

1 10
1 8

1 6

K GLASSES.
16 inches long . . Is. 4rf.

14 „ ,,..12
12 „ „ .. 10
Made to any length.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.
2 ins. diameter 0a. 3£d. each

Friday 10 ..

Saturday 11

Bund&y W .

Monday 13 .

Tii 14 .

WodueidMjr 19 .

Thursday 16 .

77.0
50-6
4.8
M 6
8!«
73.0

8W.G

48.4
4*
45.6
.W.O

66.4

66.0

Degs.
50.5
49.6
4H.6

4f)4
52.0

54.2

Ins.
N.E.

0.26 N.E.
ao N.

N.0.07

• *

29.55

29
30.02
30.20

30.18
W.
N.

N.W. ' 30.00
i

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is
7 feet from the ground.

3 „
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

99

9>

99

9*

99

99

99

99

99
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5£
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8
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1
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12 ins, diameter Is. 9d. each
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»
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2
2

3

3

4
5

6

7

6

6 it

1>

»»
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J>

4 ins. diameter
5

BEE GLASSES.

Notices to Correspondents.
Destruction of Weeds : Staffordshire. There is no Act, but
there was a proposal in the form of a Bill referred to last
week, which was, we believe, introduced a session or two ago
founded on Mr. Donnelly's annual remonstrance in his statis-
tical report of Ireland.

Pond Sludge : Richard says, I am cleaning out a pond which
contains a large accumulation of apparently rich soapy
deposit of 50 years growth, and in some parts 8 or 10 feet in
depth, containing a mixture of clay, fine sand, leaves, <fccHaving my land ready prepared for Swede Turnips, I wish tobe Miforxned if such a kind of sludge is adapted to theirgrowth and if so, m what quantity it should be applied tothe land to secure a good crop, and whether it should bemixed with ashes, or some other combination to impart to itmore solidity. [To this we answer that such black mud is
generally less valuable than it is supposed to be. Neverthe-
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ain and dr^' ifc v™ be very good
stuff to break up and mingle with ashes and other material
as in a compost. Several cart-loads should be applied ner
acre if any benefit is to be derived from it 1
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call it an improvement, theseller will perhaps differ from him ; hot weather compels aspeedy sa e and this is in favour of the purchawrfltaiS
increases the demand. There is more poultry eaten in hotthan cold weather, and therefore, putting all things together

thlZl™? If*" °I
P0nltry m4 TeJ°™ ^h Si others atthe advent of fine and warm weather.
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6
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Not made above 12 inches.

LACTOMETERS, for Testing the Quality of MILK.
Four Tubes . . . . As.M.\ Six Tubes . . . . 6s. 6d.

With Stands complete.
London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.
Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints of

various colours ground ready for use.
Milk Pans and every description of Glass for Horticultural

purposes.

James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate St. Without, E.C.

J. Tylor and Soss mm
facture PUMPS for DE?

WELLS which do not Rqn I

any fixing below the lewltf

the ground.

PUMPS ofJ.TYLOiAte-

manufacture to be obtained

of Plumbers in all parti

the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor & Soss, Msc

facturers, Warwick hat,,

Newgate Street, London, £.C '

"TjlRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her M^jeety the

JC Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Sron flour,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pp

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Part"

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, bta>H»
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., 0? Dwuota. |

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS t MORNING FROST.

"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepareanj

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and V
ol

\^JJ
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It w aQ^*^
all horticultural and noricuitural purposes, for

.

P™^
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching ray« of we am, «r

wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning trosra.

had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide ... .. U 6d. perjarfJO.

Four yards wide .. .. 3«. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. PfJ^-rdip
Also " Frigi Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide. It. W.^ ,

ELtsHA Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole ManjijWJj

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and ot all JNu^^

and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. »

M It is much cheaper than mats as a covenu».

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLTNGT0N,

In. by In.
20 .. 12
20 .. 13
20 .. 1*4

20 .. 15

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWELLINGS.
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SQUARES.

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.
16 oz.

I Common, per 100 feet, 13*. Qd.

j
Super „ 16a.

21 oz.

18a.

23a.

In.

6
by
• •

• *

In.

4

5

In.

8
84

by

* *

Inches by Inches.
10 .. 8
104 .. 84
11 .. 9
12 .. 9

2UARES in 100 and 200 FEET BOXE

In.

6
64
7

74 )

per 1 00 feet

Common
11a. 6d.

Super.
12i. Get.

tii

Inches by Inches.
124 .. 94
13 .. 9
12 .. 10
12* . . 10*

Inches by Inches.
13

134
14

14*

10

104
10
10;

Inches by inches.
15

12

124
13

d.

6
6

6
7

5
8

to

It

M

99

99

99

99

99

s. d.

6 6
4

3
6
3
3

1

6
6

8
6
9

10
11

114
11

14
15

15
15
16
16

Inches by inches.
134 .. 114

14 11

24

20
20 • -

• 1

••

ie
17
18

4th9.

3ds.
2ds.
_lsts.

4ths.

3ds.

2ds.

lsts.

P. 100 feet jy
136.M- «

Us. **• •

13s. od

19a.

Us-

ii

s

.If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge'made for package.

*«. , 3J «. ,
GLASS CUT T0 ASY GIVEX SIZRS NOT ON LIST.

16 oz.—4ths, lfd., M. t and 2$d. per foot. 1 01 n7 < fKa 03a *j *«d <\kd V& fooi'

» 3ds, H4, 2AA, and 3d. per foot.
|

21

f>

°»^3^\f, and^fP^^

GENUINE WHITE LEA.D
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEfiD-OIL PUTTr

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.
Not accountable for breakage.

LINSEED OIL
' •

B2t. Od. per cwt.
34
8

79

99

w *

BOILED
TURPENTINE

*

2a. 7d. PT

2 10

I*.

PAINTS,
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Chrysanthemums for the Million.

JH. BIRD, F.R.H.S., Nurseryman, Stoke

• Newington, N., can now supply from his great Col-

lection, 20 Pair of Beat Large Varieties for 10*. ; 25 Pair of

Best Pompones, 10«. ; 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties,

Cuttings. 5*. ; and 25 Pair of Best Pompone Cuttings, 5*.

N. B. To save trouble all Orders to be Prepaid.

CATALOGUES for One Stamp.

Hew Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

JOHN SALTER, F.K.H.S., is now sending out

strong Plants of several fine New Chrysanthemums, both

Large Flowers and Pompones.
Full particulars will be found in his DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE for 1861, which will be sent post free on receipt

of two stamps.
Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith

Turnpike, W.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now sending out his

unequalled SEEDLINGS. For description and awards

see Gardeners
1

Chronicle, May 18, page 454.

,

Azalea Indica President 21*. each.

Azalea I ndica Kinghoruii 21*. „
Azalea Indica Mars '21*. ,,

Lobelia Purple Standard 7*. 6c*. „
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W. ___

Spring 1861.

A CATALOGUE op l'KLARGONlUMS,
FUCHSIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, BEDDING

PLANTS, Ac., is just published, and may be had Post free

on application to

John <fc Charles Lee. Nursery and Seed Establishment,

Hammersmith, London , W.

Roses for Bedding.

Many Thousands of Dwarf Roses in pots, consisting of Hybrid
Perpetuate, Chinas, Teas, Bourbons, and Noisettes.

WM. WOOD axd SON are now sending out daily

thousands of Roses in pots for grouping and bedding,

at 12*. to 18j. per dozen. Early orders respectfully solicited to

secure the best plants.

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield. near Uckfield, Sussex.~~~~~
Boses, New and Old.

"fT^M. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

VV A.Paul) has now ready "for delivery a fine lot of all the
best Roses, new and old.

BEDDING PLANTS.—All the best kinds, stout

„ hardy Plants, at the usual rates.

PRICED CATALOGUES free by post.

Address Wm. Paul, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

NEW ROSE.—MADAME STANDISH is the
hardiest of all Roses ; those which stood out of doors

during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a
bud, whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. The

Ewth is very rapid ; the foliage magnificent ; colour, a clear
petals smooth, round, and finely imbricated ; the

n cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,
in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Plants now ready,
10*. 6d. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for
Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Miellez, of Lille.

John- Standish, The Royal Nursery, Bagshot. -

Seeds Direct from the Growers,
The Most Certain Means of Preventing Disappointment.

NOTWITHSTANDING the Wet Summer and
Autumn of 1S68, Messrs. Sutton & Sons have the

satisfaction of receiving almost daily very gratifying accounts
f the growth of the Seeds they have supplied this adverse

8eason. The following is similar to many others :

—

From the Rev. W. H. Roach, Whitethill Parsonage.
" Messrs. Sutton & Sons, May 3, 1861.

" I am happy to tell you that all the Garden Seeds which
I had from you this year have come up beautifully ; better and
more regular, if possible, than in any former year."

Sutton & Sons can still supply all kinds of Farm and Garden
Seeds for present sowing, of excellent quality, at moderate
prices, according to quantity required.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

&te (Bartrroerg' Chronicle*
SATURDAY, MAY 26, 1861.

Tuesday, May

FOR THE ENS LING WEEK.
.toJ Royal Horticultural (Floral Commits
-°| at South K«uHxton Noon

The arrangements for opening the New Royal
Horticultural Garden, at South Kensington,
on the 5th of June, are so far advanced, that we
are now able to publish what will probably be the
formal arrangements of the day*

Probable Programme tor June 5.

The Royal Engineers attached to South Kensing-
ton Museum In vino; volunteered to assist, they will
occupy the ground round the spot where a tree
is to be planted by His Royal Highness.
The South Middlesex Engineers having also

walk from the Council Room to the East Terrace.
The mam East entrance to be shut to the public

at 4 o clock the side door being then opened.
The Board Koom and southern side of colonnade

attached to Luard Room to be cleared at 4 o'clock.
His Royal Highness the President will reach

the entrance at 4 30 arriving by Prince Albert's
Road and Cromwell Road.
The Procession to assemble at 4 o'clock, and to

consist of:— '

Police.

Foremen of Gardeners.
'

J

Foremen of Works.
Clerks of the Work*.
Contractors.

Auditors.

Assistant Secretary.

Floral Committee.
Frv.it Committee.
Implement Committee.
Works Committee.
Fine Arte Committee.
Council of the Royal Horticultural Sodefn.

Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851.

Vice-Presidents of the Royal Horticultural Society.

H.R.H. the Prince Consort, President of the Society,

accompanied by H.R.H. the Princess Alice, H.R.H. the

Princess Helena, H.R.H. the Princess Louisa, H.R.H.
the Prince Arthur, H.RH. the Prince Leopold, H.K.H.
the Duchess of Cambridge, H.R.H. the princess Mary,
H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge, H.R.H. Prince Louis

of Hesse, H.R.H. the Count de Flandres.

Suite.

Police.

The Procession having moved, the Band of the

Volunteer Engineers Corps, on the appearance of

His Royal Highness on the landing at the top of

the steps leading to the Garden, will play one verse

of God Save the Queen, the Royal party waiting

on the landing during the time. The same Band
will then play the Coburg March until the Royal
party have passed into the second garden, when
the Band in the West Terrace will take it up, and
the Procession will move on up the centre avenue
to the East Terrace, the first four groups stopping

short just above the Memorial, the remainder
entering within the space kept by the Royal
Engineers. The Secretary will read an address

from the Council, and His Royal Highness will

read a reply.

His Royal Highness will plant a Wellingtonia
gigautea, given by Mr. Veitch.

A Prayer will then be said by the Bishop of

London.
His Royal Highness will declare the Gardens

open, and the nearest Band will play God Save
the Queen.
The Royal party, escorted by the Council of the

Horticultural Society, will then pass into East
Arcade, survey the flowers, pass out of the Arcade
into the Conservatory by the main East door,

visit the top of the Northern Arcade on the
Western side, returning and continuing the
examination of the plants in the remaining half of

Conservatory, and will go out at main Western
door into the Arcade. On arriving at Western
Refreshment Buffet, the Royal party will be offered

refreshments.

The Procession will return by the main avenue
to the Board Room.
The Royal party will inscribe their names in

the Fellows' Book, as they pass out to enter the
carriages.

Evebt Apple grower complains more or less of
a formidable disease which attacks his trees, de-
forming their stems and branches, impairing their
fertility, and inducing premature decay, to which in

common with his neighbours he gives the name of
Canker. He is not, however, generally aware that
there are at least rive distinct diseases which he con-
founds under one name, as different from each
other as abscess, cancer, and two or three other
maladies amongst the farmer's stock. One of these
forms at least is of insect origin, the others depend
probably on a bad condition of the roots, or from
unwholesome food due to an uncongenial soil, but
certainly not from bad draining only, as all of
them occur in light soil with a porous bottom and
most perfectly drained.

The one which is of insect origin may be dis-
missed in a few words. It is produced by the
woolly Aphis, which, while the bark is *oft and
green, insinuates itself into some point more easy
of penetration than the rest, and at once sets up
an abnormal growth which ends in the destruction
of the contiguous tissues, producing a deep cavity
with rugged edges, which deforms the tree though
it does not absolutely prevent the formation of

fruit. Common tar rubbed well in when the I

branches are first attacked will generally destroy

the insect ; but when once the young bark is in-

jured and the growth distorted, it is not always
easy for it to recover its original condition, though'
the original cause has ceased to operate, a lacfc

which has its exact parallel in the effect of gun-
shot upon trees.

A second form of canker, and a very injurious

one, is that in which bundles of short blunt roots,

are thrown out from dormant eyes, from the forks/

or as they are called in forest language the gimble

* The word gimble expresses espednlly that p^ut In timber
where the annual rin«s in a vertical section are bent at a tn<ire

or less acute angle, a matter of some consequence *l regards
j

the strength of the timber.
)

of the branches, or from the lens-like points on
the stem, so common on most trees, where the
cuticle is ruptured, and the substance of the bark is

exposed. These roots seldom acquire a length,
equal to that which they attain in Vines, Figs, or
the common Laurel, and as they soon die they con-
taminate the surrounding tissues, and an effect is

produced similar to that which we have just

noticed as caused by the Aphis.

A third case is still more iormidable, as it in-

duces even more rapidly partial sterility, which
after a short time ends in death. This commences
in a totally different way from the others. A
small dark brown patch occurs at the base of a
little dead fruit spur, or round some ill-developed

or dormant bud. On examination the discolor-

ation is seen to arlsb from the death of the bark,

induced sometimes by the previous death of the

spur or bud, though sometimes originating at once
in the tissue of the bark itself. In either case

the real cause is the condition of the roots, which
may indifferently either affect the shoot or bud
first, extending the evil from thence to the bark,

or attack the bark immediately. If the disease

commences in a young branch, the bark is soon

affected all round, the cuticle is detached, the cir-

culation is stopped, and every part above the

diseased ring peri he s. If the patch occurs on the

stem the progress may be slower, and a rugged
wound may be produced as in the two former cases,

but death is at length the inevitable result. The
evil may be checked by removing the decayed bark
and paring the edges perfectly even, but as the
cause is not remedied it is almost sure to recur in
some other part of the tree, exactly as is the case

with cancer in the human frame. Some varieties

of Apples nre far more subject to this malady
than others, and the graft may be affected when
the stock is sound, which ^seeras to indicate that in
such cases the affection is in some degree constitu-

tional, or at least that it arises rather from inap-
propriate food derived from the stock than from a
diseased condition of the roots, or a soil which does
not suit the particular variety.

The fourth kind of canker is of a very singular
character, and is probably not uncommon, though
we have not had many opportunities of observing
it. We have no longer a discoloured patch on the
same level with the rust of the bark, but the whole
stem is pitted with little irregular roundish or
oblong greyish cavities, as if it had been affected
with the smallpox. Thdse caviti. s are at first

distinct, but as they increase in diameter they run
into each other and form patches of various sizes.

The pits bear no relation to the buds, but are
indifferently dispersed over the surface. The bark
is killed from the very first immediately beneath
the shoots, but the decay is superficial, and does
not extend to the wood till a later period. In the
end, however, it forms cankerous spots as in the
other cases, though at present we have not suf-
ficient data to form any comparative estimate of its

intensity.

The h fth differs widely from the others, and at
present has been of more rare occurrence, so far as
our own experience extends. It is indicated in
the first instance by the chipping off of a portion
of the bark in such a way as to expose completely
the younger portion beneuh, which is externally
of a yellowish colour from the presence of a few
cork cells, but left without »ny other protection to
the mercy of external agents, the consequence of
which sooner or later is destructive action on
the wood.

There is another affection to which Apple trees
are subject which may be mentioned here, •as we
are half inclined to think it a modification of the
third form of canker, though its external signs are
very dissimilar. Particular bunches of spurs
gradually acquire an unhealthy appearance, though
th^y do not cease to bear fruit, and in some cases
are even more productive than others, though the
fruit is small and fccarcely arrives at perfection,

and the foliage is pale. After a time these parts
of the tr es perish though neighbouring portions
do not seem to be affected, and in the spring they
are often covered with Fun^i, the consequence we
believe and not the cause of the affection.

These various diseases in a plant of such im-
portance as the Apple demand v< ry serious consi-

deration, but unhappily at present little can be
suggested in alIe\ia'ion. Imuudate excision of

the parts affected is the first indication, but this is

only palliation not cure. Tne affection if con-
stitutional can be met in scarcely any other way
than by abstaining from the cultivation of such
varieties as are most affected by canker, of what-
ever kind it may be ; but if local, the only plan

is to trench the ground deeply before planting,
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paving the bottom to prevent the roots penetrating

into injurious strata, and encouraging the pro-

duction of roots in more genial soil. On a large

scale, however, very little can be done, beyond
acourate observation of suoh local peculiarities as

induce these diseases, and avoiding sites for

planting which are likely to bring them on.

3f. J. B.

DEATH OF THE REV. PROFESSOR HENSLOW-
In this week's Obituary is mentioned the decease of

this distinguished Naturalist and excellent man. We
had hoped to have to-day added a few words upon the

character and career of one so dear to his friends ; but

by some accident the letter in which the record of his

life was enclosed had not reached us at the time of

going to press. We must therefore defer the subject

till next week.

MYCOLOGY.—No. LIL
Ag^bicus VEBtfUS, Bull.—The genua Agaricus at

the lowest computation comprises a thousand species,

of which more than three hundred and sixty have been

recorded as British, and it is probable that Great

Britain will reward future researches with many novel-

ties. The difficulties attending their determination are

so great, even after they have been

disposed into natural groups, that some
of our correspondents have suggested

that it would be usetul to give an illus-

tration in succession of each of the sec-

tions into which Fries has so happily \

divided the enormous mass of species.

We accordingly commence to-day with
the subgenus Amanita, with the inten-

tion of similarly treating the remaining
twenty-six subgenera.

We have already stated that the pri-

mary divisions depend upon the colour

of the spores, the first comprising those

with white spores under the general name
of Letjcospoei. In a very few cases

. only, instead of pure white we have
slight cinereous or rosy tints, but in none
so decided as to cause much difficulty.

The most striking exception perhaps is

that of Agaricus euosmus, but the evi-

dent relation of that species to the
common Agaricus ostreatus would at
©nee obviate mistakes.
Tne aubgenua Amanita, to which, onr

present subject belongs, a name origi-
nally given by Galen to some esculent
Fungus, is characterised amongst the
whifce-spored Agarics by its universal
volva or outer perfectly distinct veil or
covering, investing in an early stage
of growth the whole of the stem and
pileus, and often, as in Agaricus vernus,
retaining its distinctive character to
the last. The volva sometimes scarcely
adheres to the cuticle of the pileus,
and as that expands splits up into two
or three lobes suffering the pileus to
pass freely through, or leaving a few
fragments behind which remain fastened
to the disc. Sometimes, however, it is

so closely attached that it does not
burst except at the line of division be-
tween the pileus and base of the stem,
but breaks up into warts which are
more or less permanent, and in many
cases so firmly united that they cannot
be rubbed off without violence. The
Hymenophoram, or part which bears the
gills, is moreover perfectly distinct from
the stem.

Tin* subgenus Amanita is divisible into
two principal sections, in the first of
which there is a distinct rinc attached
to the upper part of the ste n, and at
first covering the gills, as in the present instance,
and in A. muscariut. No. VII., while in the other

Ar
er
tr

18
T?

0t a traCe of a rin2' ** ia A - *o«»ah»
No. XLIl.

The first section again comprises four groups
characterised by different conditions of the volva.
In the first it bursts so as to form distinct lobes.
The most remarkable species in this group is the
famous A. casareus, said to be the prince of
esculent Fungi, as it is one of the most beau-
tiful, with its scarlet pileus, yellow gills and white
volva. A. vernus, moreover, is a good example of
this group.

The second has the volva divided horizontally, the
lower part often forming a distinct margin at
the base of the stem, while the upper splits into
warts. The whole Fungus, indeed, is at first covered
by the volva, but the pileus being perfectly dis-
tinct from the base, the volva necessarily splits at
the margin of the pileus, and hence acquires its
peculiar character. A. muscarius, No. VII., is ana™"*ple. *

Fir woods, is an example, and is at once known
by its acquiring a reddish tinge where bruised

or broken.

The fourth is somewhat anomalous, the volva being

very imperfect or obsolete, though the ring is still of

the same character as in the other groups, and quite

different from that of the subgenus Armiliaria. Of this

at present only a single species, A. megalodactylus, has

been discovered in this country.

A. vernus grows occasionally in woods in early summer,

and is distinguished from white forms of the common
A. Phalloides by its closer sheathing volva, and more

ovate pileus when young. It is considered by authors

a subspecies of A. virosus, differing principally in its

sheathing volva and more even margin. Like that

species it is extremely poisonous. In either case the

volva and white gills are so decisive that no mistake can

be made in this country, which does not possess^ the

esculent A. ovoideus, a species sufficiently characterised,

not to mention other points, by its perfectly free gills

Vittadini and Paulet consider A. vernus as the most

dangerous of Fungi. Several cases of its pernicious

effects both in France and Italy are recorded, but very

few of recovery. It is probably confounded with the

esculent A. vaginatus, which may however at once be

distinguished by the absence of a ring. M. J. B.

many who consider themselves more learned, for go
where you will, even on model farms (models in 80me
respects to be avoided), and around the homestead in
the rick-yard and pasture fields, and you will see
Nettles and other weeds so rampant that you would
imagine the paper duty had been repealed years ago
and that the weeds were being specially prepared for

the paper manufacturer. Such however is not the

fact, as young Hopeful, so long as his corn land is clean

does not care for a few weeds in the pastures, forget-

ting that the produce of the pasture will ulfr

mately get to the dung heap, and through
it

not improbably to the Turnip field. Under
a proper system of management weeds should be

eradicated wherever they present themselves, and that

too, not wheu they have matured their growth

and possibly shed a crop of seeds, but in the

early spring, directly they show a green leaf

above ground. True the covenants of many

agreements and leases only require that weed^

should be mowed twice in the year, the precise time

for doing 'so not being stipulated, but it is muck
cheaper to exterminate the weeds altogether if the

method of doing so is properly carried out All

physiologists, most gardeners, many schoolchildren,

and some farmers, know there is a reciprocity of action

between the root and the foliage, and

that the latter is quite as essential to the

existence of the plants as the former.

Deprive a 'plant of its roots, and it will

certainly die ; divest it systematically of

its foliage as fast as it is produced, and

it must perish, just because you will pump

or draw out every vestige of life sustain-

ing sap, but leave one branch unscathed

or neglect the disleafing sufficiently long

to enable the foliage to elaborate and

return some organisable matter to the

parent stock, and your effort will be lea

certain and possibly fail altogether.

% Few are there among the uninformed

in vegetable physiology who can believe

in the possibility of killing a plant by J

cutting off its leaves, and many times

among fanners I have been set down
j

as being in a pitiable state of ignorance j

for promulgating such a doctrine. Bat

see that splendid root of Rhubarb, that

plant from which you plucked the ox

sticks weighing 20 lbs., and which you

have boasted about for years. Row tine

it looks; that last soaking of soap-suds

and guano has put new life into % *p*

nothing short, you would think, ofcuttwg

the root to pieces would destroy it. m
tear off those leaves, every one of tnem,

leave not a vestige, and every week, or

twice a week, if necessary, remove W
new growth, and just as certain as j*

will empty that barrel of beer byW
a hole in the bottom, so surely way*

dry up the last drop of life-blood m W
Herculean plant by the constant renew

of its foliage. The reason is thatW
the roots may provide moisture,

such other elements of vegetable nm>

tion as may be taken up with iV»

elements are useless for buUdiag W
"J

fabric of the plant unless e^
the vivifying influence of light, W»

air in the foliage of the plant, and t^

fore if you remove the foliage as .

it is produced, and before it can re^

anything to the fabric of the p^
are as sure to destroy it as if you u a

root*it of roots.

We have thus seen that a

Aoamcus vebntjs, Bull. Copied from Vittadini, « Funghi Mangerecci."

we nave tnus h^u r"T'
tjje oe»

Rhubarb maybe destroyed W * ^
stant removal of its foliage,.ana

WEEDS.
A

^
great statesman some short time back at a

public meeting defined dirt as " anything in a wrong
|
place. By the same rule a weed may be described as
a plant in a wrong position, and thus a Dock in a dung
frame, or a Dahlia among the Mangel, is a weed and
ought to be eradicated. Happy should we be if all
weeds could be as easily got rid of as a Dahlia, for
leave it to itself and the Ice King will give it its
quietus. Many of our pests are more persistent, and
to rid the farm or garden of them is in th* i^Lm.

a plant will yield kojhat^fl^^

and Coltsfoot, and a tho

of many cultivators impossible.

In the third the whole of the volva breaks up
into scales or warts without leaving any margin.A. rubesc ?w, one of the commonest inhabitants of

is in the language

u t i i_ xi. /• -x *
* Tney were here

when I took the varm fivty dree years ago, and they '11

be here when I be gone," said Farmer Lonehouse to me
one day, when pointing out to him some acres of
Docks and Thistles just beginning to shed their ripe
seed But the farmer had made it a rule to cut the
Thistles and otherweeds after the harvest work was com-
pleted, and hence in the case of perennial plants they
had not only laid up a good store of organisable matter
for another season, but they had also sown such a pro-
geny of youngsters as to render their extermination an
event to be accomplished in the very far distant
future. But perhaps Farmer Lonehouse was not more
ignorant of the philosophy of weed eradication than

not the Docks and Thistles, ana

and Coltsfoot, and a thousand ^
plants which not only vex and perplex ^^
vator, but in too many instances, ny ^^
his crops, deprive him of the means by wtll

^eea not acj

to live. But with these pests of the farm
we n ^^

so leniently as we have done with the BJj?^ 'gpod*

not trouble to pluck their leaves, but wita t ^
mattock we will take off their heads at one ^
and not content with this we will P™?*/" L jt«P

sufficient to deprive it of the life
remaining ^ i

the leaves are gone. The quantity of » ^ ,»

would be less than a teaspoonful, or y
V
0F

where it is readily obtained, a little g"8"^"^
sulphuric acid poured on the decapitate**

& ^9
however, is the most readily obtain^^ we*J*

girl of 10 years of age will follow two or «.^ J>

and drop the salt as fast as they cut w ^ &&
this way a considerable scope of grou ^ ^
over in a short time, and more rea1 ^
accomplished in one season than th^sh io^S
" mowing twice a year would acco^P ^V
of the oldest inhabitant. In the*««

[J
rf*ktf

work must be continuous, there f
a9t

knoCked
«°\

j
tha *T,a™„ ^.,„* ~* nnlv be WW* fitter'only be ^; hefl te^* thex£& **

1
Continue this system vig^ 7

the enemy must not
but he must be kicked again

to rise.
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and perhaps a part of a second, and those will be most
obstinate weeds which do not succumb to your
energy. Some years back (upwards of 20), when
walking through the park at Woburn, I saw a gang of
some 40 or 50 boys under a foreman beating the
ground most lustily with long supple Ash sticks. Upon
going up to them I found they were beating Nettles,
and upon inquiry the foreman told me they should
continue to beat them throughout the season, or so
long as any came up to be beaten. At that time I
could not see the rationale of their work ; but dis-

leafing was the process, and the growth of the plant
was also! much checked from the bruising the
creeping stems got during the operation.

Therefore let no one despair about eradicating
weeds, for 60 sure as an animal would perish from the
want of food, equally certain is it that all plants
must perish, be they the monarch Oak, or tiny Moss, so
long as their foliage is removed before it can return
anything to the parent stem. Here is the Becret of
success, and there can be no failure if the war is waged
continuously and without " quarter." W. P. A.

MONKEYANA.
{From Punch.)

Am I satyr or man ?

Pray tell me who can,
And settle ray pl.ice in the scale.

A man in ape's shapo,
An anthropoid ape,

Or monkey deprived of his tail?

The " Vestiges " taught,
That all came from naught

By ''development/' so called, "progressive

:

That insects and worms
Assume higher forms

By modification excessive.

Then Darwin set forth,
In a book of much worth,

The importance of "Nature's selection •"

How the struggle for life
Is a laudable strife,

And results in •• specific distinction."

Let pigeons and doves
Select their own loves,

And grant thern a million of ages,
Then doubtless you'll find
They've altered their kind,

And changed iuto prophets and sages.

Leonard Horner relates.
That Biblical dates

The age of the world cannot trace •

That Bible tradition,
By Nile's deposition.

Is put to the right about face.

Then there's Pengelly
Who next will tell ye ^^mThat he and Jxi« co11*hku«« of late
t aid celts and shaped stones
Mixed up with cave bones

Of contemporaneous date.

Then Prestwich, he pelts
n hammers and celts

All who do not believe his relation*
That the tools he exhumes
From gravelly tombs

Date before the Mosaic creation.

Then Huxley and Owen,
With rivalry glowing,

.J?
6" *n

.

d ink ru 'h to the scratch

;

Tis Brain versus Brain,
Till one of them 's slain ;By Jove ! it will be a good match !

Says Owen, you can see
The brain of Chimpanzee

la always exceedingly small,
With the hindermost " horn **

Of extremity shorn.
And no " Hippocampus " at all.

The Professor then tells em
That man's "cerebellum,"

From a vertical point you can't Bee ;That each " convolution "

Contains a solution,
Of "Arcuencephalic" degree.

Then apes have no nose,
And thumbs for great toes,

And a pelvis both narrow and slight

;

Thty can't stand upright,
Unless to show fight

With « Du Chaillu," that chivalrous fc

Next Huxley replies,

. J
Th*t Owen he lies.

T
gwLeS ^8 ^^ quotation

;

That his facts are not new
TWJ?* m™t*\cea oot a few,
Detrimental to his reputation.

" To twice slay the slain,"By dint of the Brain,

Unproductive of gain.

C**ui~t£! -

8h^ bid you Adieu !Gorilla, Zoological Gardens, May 1861

Tmn /

H
,°
me ?OPresPondence.

5^7 bvXV^ J
nJ* -^ulr^iveT'a '

Bedwell Park ?£****' °f th
? ihiftin* ofone atoeaweu Park. I find on measur r.g the best rf a „™of

Sthtol. #£
H

.

arIan<1> 0ne tree shifted ig about 30»«* h,gh, the crcumference of the bole 5 feet 8 inches

and the circumference of the branches 102 feet at the
ground. This tree was raised, and drawn to its place
and planted in two days, 12 men being employed in
the process, with two horses to draw with black and
tackle, the ball on rollers, which with the tree would
weigh about 12 tons. The expense in shifting this
tree was considerably under 5£, but then we had jacks,
planks, rollers, and packings all at hand, and the men
constantly employed at such work for two or three
months at a time. Mr. Harland would have to
hire machinery, and find all for that particular
tree, so that the expense is not to be wondered
at. For lifting trees too large for machines,
we use here two screw-jacks of Worsdell & Evans*
double action patent, each capable of raising 12 tons,
and Oaks and Limes considerably larger than Mr. Har-
land's Yew have been shifted by them. I find that
large Yews require a good soaking of water at the roots
every 10 days in dry weather, and if the bole is

wrapped in Moss, and a good drenching given with an
engine frequently over head in dull weather, the
success of their growing well will be more certain. Mr.
Harland must not expect his Yew to recover its vigour
the first or even the second year, if ever so carefully
planted and watered. I find that it takes three years
for large Yews to quite get over their shift ; but after
that, owing to the fresh soil given them, they grow
better than before. William Tillery, Welbeck.

Rainfall, April 1861 :
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Remarks :—
little BriJi/.—UsLil on the 1st ; thunder on the 1st and 3d.
Barnstaple.—No rain fell after the 7th.
Camden Toum.—'So rain from the 4th to the 23d : heavy

snow on 27th. m

Oundk.—Uail at 4 p.m. on the 3d ; heavy snow on the 27th.
Derby -Average (14 years) fall for the month 1.90 inch.
-Voncfterfer.—Dr. Dalton'a (47 years) av-rage, 2.114 inches.
Dumfries.-Nearly .6 inch fell in the first four days ; from

that to the 21 st the weather was dry and warm
; during the lastweek slight showers. Snow on the 27th. Swallow first seenon toe lbth.

£oo«on.-The month has been dry, and cold nights with rime.SandwM*._Mean fall in April (20 years) 1.83 inch.
G. J. Symons, Camden Road Villas.

Effects of the Winter at Belstane, near Edinburgh.—
Having lately seen in your Paper so manv deplorable
accounts of the ill effects of last winter, I am induced
to send you some short memoranda, to show that on this
side the Tweed we have not suffered so much as some
of our southern friends imagine. Belstane. which is
situated about 12 miles west from Edinburgh on the
Lanark Road, is near the Pentland Hills, and stands
at an elevation of from 700 to 900 feet above the sea.
The soil is of a heavy nature, lying on a substratum of
sandy clay. Eelts of wood are planted round the fields

;

still we are exposed to blasts from nearly all quarters.
The lowest temperature occurred on the night of the
24th December, when my thermometer indicated 29° of
frost

; yet notwithstanding this less injury has been
done to trees and shrubs than has been experienced
during winters less severe. For the last 16 years, the
more recently introduced Coniferae have been largely
planted here, and among them are some good speci-
mens ; for instance, Abies Douglasii of 15 years' growth,
is about 30 feet high. Of plants considered hardy, but
which have suffered most, I may name Pinus insignis,
Fortune's Yellow Rose, Souvenir de Malmaison,
and Cehna ; these Roses were all nearly killed to the
ground against a south wall. Shbubs slightly
injured are Garrya elliptica, Berberis Darwinii, Ley-
cesteria formosa, Cupressus Lambertiana, Desfontainia
spinosa, the latter on asouth wall ; Roses, such asBourbons

and Hybrid Perpetuals, in the open borders, inav also be
placedunder this head. Of Plants pabtially injured,
that is to say injured in one place and not in another,
although in similar situations, 1 have to record Picea
Webbiana, Araucaria imbricata, and Taxodium semper-
virens. Of Plants not at all Injured my list

includes Piuua Cembra, excelsa, Strobus, monticola,
Lambertiana, rigida, pyrenaica, Pallasiana, Mughus,
pungens, calabrica, inops, Hamiltoni, taurica,

Jefferyi, Benthamiana, and Pattoniana ; Abies Doug-
lasii, A. Smithiana (A. Morinda), A. Menziesii

and orientalis ; Picea grandis, Pichta, Pinsapo,

cephalouica, nobilis, Nordmanniana, and Pindrow;
Cedrus Lil ani, Deodara, atlantica j Cupressus Lawson-
iana, torulosa, Seemanni, Macnabiana, and Goveniana;
Wellingtonia gigantea ; Thuja Wareana, gigantea,

aurea, Craigana, and pendula; Pyrus japonica; Chimo-
nanthus fragrans ; Clematis azurea grandiflora, bicolor,

Flammula, and montana ; Salisburia adiantifolia ; Spiraea

bella; Cratasgus cordata; Deutzia scabra; Taxus
adpressa ? Weigela amabilis and rosea ; Escallonia

macrantha and E. pteroclada; Sambucus racemosus;
Ailanthus glandulosa. Also Hollies, Bays, Portugal
Laurels, and common Rhododendrons ; these may be
said to have escaped. A. Donald, Belstane.
NeaVs \Aphis Pastils.—Though these may perhaps

merit in some degree the commendation they have re-

ceived in your columns, your readers should be informed
that there are plants whose foliage is sure to be more
or less injured or even destroyed by the nitrous fumes
resulting from their combustion. What plants will

suffer experiment only can decide. In my own small
collection a plant of Corydalis speciosa was severely
affected, and in a cold frame where a trial of a pastil

was thought expedient, an Epimedium, an Ononis, and
Corydalis nobilis were much injured. From the rapid
and perfect combustion of the pastils it is very evident
that they are very strongly impregnated with nitre,

and I would suggest to the manufacturer to try a
weaker solution. They are so convenient that some
modification which will render them safer than at pre-
sent would be highly desirable. A smaller size than
those hitherto sold would, I am of opinion, also be
found serviceable in frames if it could be manufac-
tured. Jacques,

Potato Disease.—I see that you always state that
the Potato disease first showed itself in 1845. In
1842 I lost half of a crop of Potatoes in an 11 acre
field, and we have never been free from the disease here
since. John Hamilton, Sundrum

y
Ayr. [It is probable

that the Potato disease has existed in some degree for
many years. When it is said to have first shown itself
in 1846, it is meant that it first appeared in that year
in a formidable degree. It was known in St. Helena
before 1842.]
Andropogonformosxm.—The plant referred to under

this name in your last issue (p. 459) I grew last summer
in the open ground with a certain amount of success,
but my specimen did not exceed 4 feet by the end of
the season, though it threw up a large number of
culms. The folia^, though marked by a central white
stripe, was much browned by the low temperature, and,
from the same cause probably, it yielded no blossoms. I
judge it to be a semi-aquatic. It is remarkable for the
number of roots emitted by the joints, even from those
at some distance from the ground, though my plant was
in moist soil, and certes had no lack of water last season.
W. Thompson, Ipswich. [Doubtless the summer was
too cold for it.]

Oaks.—In your Number of May 18 I observe a state-
ment of a plantation of Oaks, sown from acorns in 1818,
having become occupied as a rookery. I can easily
credit this, as in this place an extensive Oak plantation
for small nursery trees, planted in 1836, has been occu-
pied by rooks from the adjoining rookery for two or
three years as a roosting place, and for the last two
seasons they make efforts to establish their nests in
these Oaks. Shannon, Castle Martyr, Cork. In
reply to the question as to where did this (alluding to
the quick growth of Oaks mentioned at p. 458) happen,
the answer is in the pretty village of Brooke, near
Norwich, Norfolk. Many of the trees have been trans-
planted to other localities, and have grown luxuriantly.
One ofyour Readers.

Green Copperas.—I have a manure tub into which I
pour dissolved green copperas, in order to destroy the
smell. Will the water with the copperas in it injure
the plants, Roses, Ac., which I water with it ? H. J5T.

[We think not, unless the copperas has been used in
excessive quantity.]

Wasps.—On May 4th, 1854, I paid to the children
of a parish school in this neighbourhood hi. 2s. 4d. for
1228 wasps that were brought to my gardener, and by
him brought to me, on or before the 1st May in that
year. On the 8th instant, I asked the gardener how
many wasps he had got to bring me this year, and was
answered that not one single wasp had then been
killed by any of the children. A promise of a shilling
for the first wasp brought to the schoolmistress has
resulted in the destruction of one on Friday last, 17th
instant. F., Diss, May 23.

Strawberries.—I enclose a few Strawberry blossoms
to show you the state in which they are in this neigh-
bourhood. In nearly all those which are open the
anthers are abortive. In a few in which the female
part or young Strawberry is destroyed by frost, the
anthers remain in a perfect state. Henry Doubledayt
Mpping.
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Foreign Correspondence.
Ballabat, Victoria, Australia.—Double Seasons.

—I observe that in your Number of 17th November,

1860, there is a review of a pamphlet entitled, " The

Six, Months' Seasons of the Tropics," by James Lees ;

and it is stated in the review that it is the object of

the author to prove the existeuce of two summers and

two winters in all tropical countries.

I have resided in this semi-tropical climate for six

years, and every year since my arrival here I have

been more and more convinced that two such seasons

exist, not only in this country, but to a greater pr less

extent in all countries, even in England ; and indeed

it was my intention to have written to you on this

Bubject before I saw the review of Mr. Lees' book.

The usual Spring vegetation commences in the

inpnth of July, which corresponds with your February ;

seeds germinate and grow vigorously until checked by

the dry weather in November; in July, August,

and September, the various species of Acacia,

Daviesia, Pimelea, Boronia, &c, exhibit thsir

blossoms, and about November mature their seeds,

when their active vegetation seems to terminate;

during the dry and sometimes warm months of Novem-

ber, December, and January, a great many plants

remain dormant, and this period of inactivity extends

even into February and March ; but in March showers

begin to enliven the earth ; a second vernal growth

sets in ; the browned pastures become quickly covered

with a rich and abundant sward ; the bare hill sides,

whiqh were recently the pictures of arid desolation,

assume a lively verdant hue ; crops of vegetables are

sown and grow rapidly ; the Epacris begins to show

its blossom buds, which, however, do not expand till

May or June ; the vegetation of almost all native plants

is renewed, and protracted far into the winter, which,

being mild, permits the growth of many things to con-

tinue up to the month of June. June is the most

torpid month of our winter; but it is not the rigid,

iron-bound, frozen up torpidity of your cold climate

;

it gives a moderate check to vegetation, but by no

means a complete stoppage. The Eucalyptus and

other native trees accommodate themselves to this

state of the climate, and retain their leaves, growing

all the time, sending out young twigs and fresh foliage,

but the latter is of a rather more yellowish green

colour than in the warmer months.
An analogous process of vegetation seems to occur

in Great Britain also, but the four seasons of spring,

Bummer, autumn, and winter are so conspicuous and
well-marked in your land that the occurrence of two
minor springs and two minor autumns is not so

observable. When 1 remind you, however, of the
existence of two classes of fruit which ripen at

different periods you may recognise the two minor
autumns. The Strawberry, Gooseberry, and Cherry

ripen their fruits in the first autumn, the Apple, Pear,

and Plum ripen in the second autumn. The Fig tree

op. the other hand endeavours to mature two crops,

thus indicating that its natural habits fit it for a cold

climate.

I have no doubt that the decided double seasons

spoken of by Mr. Lees exist distinctly in the tropics ;

that as you recede from the tropics into higher lati-

tudes they gradually become less conspicuous, until in

the northern regions they may not be observed at all.

Perhaps the Indian summer of Canada may be a phase
of the phenomenon.

I am further of opinion that these double periods of
rest and activity exist also in every period of 24 hours
—modified by the length of the day and night. The
nocturnal rest of plants is of a different kind from the
meridional rest—but both seem to exist—and even the
animal creation displays more activity in the forenoon
and afternoon, retiring to rest by night, and sheltering
themselves during the mid-day heat under the foliage

of the forests. Even man in the tropics find it to be
the best,arrangement to sleep at night, rise early, and
be active till mid-day, then enjoy a ride, and resume
Work in the afternoon, TJiomas Lang, Nurseryman
and Seedsman, March 18. [We would refer the reader
upon this subject to the Theory and Practice of Horti-
culture, in which it is fully discussed.]

tor many weeks together with multitudes of bright rosy

star-like flowers ; Eriostemon intermedium, and other

half hardy shrubs.

Of 12 Stove and Greenhouse plants, Messrs, Green,

,
Baxendine, and Cutbush, sent collections, in which

I were well grown plants of various kmds of Azaleas,

Erica depressa, Hederoma tulipiferum, covered with

J white, red streaked, drooping, bell-shaped blossoms

;

Pimelea Hendersoni, Allamanda grandiflora, beautifully

in flower; Franciscea calycina, Boronia serrulata, Erica

Victoria Regina, a handsome kind; Rhynchospermum

jasminoides, and other plants of similar character.

,

Groups of 6 and 8 Stove and Greenhouse plants

jwere contributed by Messrs. Chilman, Kaile, Page,

and Smith. Among these were Boronia Drummondi,

Aphelexis macrantha rosea and purpurea, Acrophyl-

lum venosum, a large yellow Heath, Polygalas and

Adenandras.
Collections of plants remarkable for the beauty ot

their leaves came from Messrs. Hutt and Young. In

I
addition to variegated Begonias they contained small

plants of Farfugium grande, Theophrasta macro-

phylla, Caladiums of different kinds, Aralias,

Marantas, Cissus discolor, Palms, Ferns, Rhopalas, and

Dieffenbachias, producing on the whole a display

inferior to that which we have witnessed on previous

occasions.

Exhibitions of Orchids were tolerably good; the

best came from Mr. Stone, gr. to J. Day, Esq., of

Tottenham, who contributed Dendrobium Devonianum

and macrophyllum, both in baskets, and excellent

specimens with long pendent shoots covered with

blossoms ; the rare Chysis Limminghi, the white But-

terfly plant; the large yellow lipped Oncidium am-

pliatum, a charmingly flowered plant of the handsome

La)lia purpurata, the Fielding Foxbrush Aerides, two

finely bloomed species of Saccolabium, Cattleya Mos-

sia), the rare and beautiful Odontoglossum Pescatorei,

the singular 0. niveum, and Epidendrum bicornutum.

The next group came from Mr. Peed; it contained

Phaius grandifolius, the purple Calanthe masuca,

Phahenopsis grandiflora, Lycaste Harrisonise, Cypri-

pedium, and Brassia.

Collections of 6 and 1 Orchids came from Messrs.

Milford, Stone, Page, Tenny, and Bunney. Among
these were the Fielding Foxbrush Aerides, the white

Butterfly plant, Cattleya lobata, Aclandise, Mossise,

and aniethystina ; Lselia purpurata, with three fine

spikes of large handsome blossoms ; Vanda suavis,

Oncidium ampliatum, the green-tailed Uropedium
Lindeni, Cypripedium Lowei, with two large singularly

I formed blossoms ; Aerides Warneri ; an Odontoglossum

Cut Roses were glorious blooms of the new kind

called President, a variety which cannot fail to take

a first place in the class to which it belongs. Other

new sorts, we hope to report on hereafter when the

season has got further advanced.

Among new and rare plants the most striking was a

Laelia, allied to purpurata, from Mr. Williams, of

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey; the lip resembled

that of the species just named ;
but instead of the

sepals and petals being pure white, as in purpurata,

they were purplish lilac ; to this a first prize was

awarded. From Mr. Bull came the handsome silvery

veined Campylobotrys remigens, Dracama spectabilis,

the variegated variety ofRohdea japonica macrophylla,

the variegated Agathtea cselestis, this time in better

condition than when we last saw it
;

and various

Begonias, Palms, and Ferns, most of which have been

described by us in reports of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Meetings, at South Kensington. From Afc

John Porter, Brixton Hill, came a cheerful looking

bright yellow Polyanthus, which appeared to be a most

abundant flowerer ; Mr. Bunney sent Alocasia metallica,

and are also noticed a pinkish white flowered Ixora,

which we ; however, not in a condition to judge

correctly of its merits.

Of Pelargoniums, both fancy and ordinary kinds/Mr.

Turner sent excellent plants, large and finely bloomed

;

Celestial especially was a perfect model of skilful

cultivation. Messrs. Dobson also showed some good

plants.

Some well grown Cinerarias were shown by Mr.

Turner and Messrs. Dobson, and we also noticed

several promising new kinds from Messrs. Smith of

Dulwich ; of the best of the latter descriptions have

been given by us in former reports.

Fruit, though not plentiful, was good. Pine Apples

came from Chatsworth, Mr. Leafs garden at Streat-

ham, Goodwood, and the Denbies, near Dorking. The

sorts were for the most part Queens and Cayennes ; a

variety, however, from Chatsworth, called Charlotte

Rothschild, obtained a first prize. It appeared to be a

promising kind belonging to the Cayenne class.

Among Grapes the best Black Hamburghs came from

Mr. Hill, Keele Hall, Staffordshire ; these, were large

both in bunch and berry, and beautifully coloured.

Scarcely inferior were also exhibitions of the same kind

of Grape from Mr. Henderson, of Trentham. Mr.

Frost and Mr. Wortley likewise showed good dishes.

Messrs. Hill, Baker, Henderson, Spary, Frost.and

McKenzie showed good boxes of 10 lbs. each of BiacK

Hamburgh. Of White Grapes the best came from Mr.

Powell, gr. to Dr. Newington, Ticehurst ;

^variety

appeared to be the Dutch Sweetwater. A *** oi

1 in the wav of niveum ; 0. citrosmum, Calanthe veratri- u-ppetueu. w uo mc jl*%*«v*> ^.. „
folia, and"Vanda insignis. Mr. Woolley also showed a Muscats from Mr. Embry was not up to the W™>^

I collection, in which were plants of Cypripedium Durant sent from Waresley Park, St ^e0
•

Societies

. ... , , .. z , __ ~jz—

x

J
hirsutissimum, Dendrobium nobile, cserulescens and
Paxtoni, Aerides crispum, the bright yellow-lipped

Cyrtochilum filipes, and one of the best varieties of

Bearded Lady's Slipper.

Azaleas formed, as they usually do in May, a con-

spicuous feature of the exhibition ; the larger collections

of them occupied prominent positions, and were
altogether very effective. The best, as we have
already stated, came from Mr. Turner, of the Royal
Nursery, Slough; these were beautifully grown
and extremely well flowered ; Mr. Green, gr. to
Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., and Mr. Carson, Nonsuch
Park, Cheam, also showed good collections, in both of
which were large specimens of the yellow A. sinensis.

Groups of smaller plants were abundant, and in these
Mr. Turner again stood in the first rank. Messrs.
I very, of Dorking, also showed some fine kinds,

among which were Flower of the Day, white with an
occasional stripe of rose in it ; an improved variety of
variegata; Gem, glowing crimson, and beautifully

shaped ; Admiration, pink striped white ; Distinction,

salmon ; rosea alba, Lord Raglan, and Etoile de Gand.
Cape Heaths were produced in large quantities and

in good condition. We did not, however, observe
among them anything new or remarkable.

Tall Cacti were produced by Mr. Green, Mr. Young,
and others ; but they were not sufficiently advanced
in flower to be very striking or effective. Among
them were Cereus Mallesoni and flagelliformis ;

Epiphyllum Ackermanni, speciosum elegans and Jen-
kinsoni, and a. salmon-coloured Seedling called

examples of both White and Q™*\^T£
Bunches of White Tokay were shown by »t.d»»»

but they were not ripe. ,
—

Of Peaches the best came from Mr. H»g*^
Trentham, and the second best from Mr. M

.

ne

son, Coleorton Hall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch ;
Mr.*™g

gr. to Lord Palmerston, also showed a good d sn

,

sorts were Royal George, Violet H&tive, and
.

Ba
'3?nt

Nectarines were shown from Trentham in
J»

t

condition, large and well coloured; the sortwaa

;

Hative, with which Mr. Henderson took botn aw

second prizes in this class of fruit.
e

Cherries, Black Circassian, beautifully ripened,
were

May Dukes
from Trentham, and some good

shown by Messrs. Jackson of Kingston.
Charles

Strawberries were excellent, especially bir
q{

Napier and British Queen, from Mr. ** '

^
Twickenham, the Queens being well coloureu^ ^
the very point. Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, ^^
Gilham also showed good dishes. From • ^ g

came handsome fruit of Oscar, now
^^Jj! forc iDg:

first-class kind not only for out-doors but r° ^
also Gen. Havelock and Sir C. Napier. i"J tbebegt

tions of Strawberries in pots were ex
T
nlD*te

T

u
'

iace.

of which came from Mr. Kaile, gr. to Lord
. the besfc

Melons, considering the season, were^goou , ^
was a yellow, oblong, Trentham Hybria >

d b<*t

Taplin, gr. to Lord Hatherton, and tne °?
las8

of

King's Green-fleshed, from Mr. Frost. 1
Q ™

t0
jfo

Crystal Pajlacs. Horticultural Exhibition :

May IS.—This Company 8 great floral fete of the season
took place on this occasion, and, the weather being
favourable, it was well attended. The exhibition

itself wag. scarcely so fine as some of its predecessors.

Tfo this, remark, however, Roses in pots formed a

gfcrious exception, and Mr. Turner's Pelargoniums and
4zaleaa were also all that could possibly be desired
both as, regards growth and bloom.

Collections of stove arid greenhouse plants, however,
w»re deficient as regards floral beauty and ( ffectiveness

;

the best were furnished by Mr. Peed,gr. to T. Tredwell,
Esq^, of Norwood. They comprised huge bushes of
Indian Azaleas, the beautiful Lilac-flowered Heath-
leaved Tetratheca, various kinds of Everlastings,

|

Epacrises, Polygalas, and Cape Heaths, the pretty

;

Phlox like Leptodactylon Californicum, Francisceas of
different kinds, the useful Impatiens Jerdonia3, the
Willow-leaved. Ixora, Dracophyllum gracile, Aden-
andra speciosa, Boronia Drummondi, a most useful
plant for cool greenhouse decoration, being: ornamented

Scarlet-fleshed kinds, a first prize wasawaro ^ %

Eustone, gr. to Sir J. Duckworth, Bart., ^
most useful Melon, and generally high flavo

same variety from Mr. Frost was placed seco

Royal Botanic, Regent's Park, .^# ""

Azaleas

was in most respects an excellent exhibitio • ^^ant
and Pelargoniums were numerous and ^V^^te c°

'

display. Roses were again produced in ^^ygge "

Novelty ; the last was shown by Mr. Young, of Eustone, gr. to Sir J. Duckworth,
Highgate.

Roses in pots were truly magnificent. Notwith-
i
standing the severe winter and long cold spring we
have experienced we do not recollect ever seeing
finer plants than were contributed on this occa-

' sion by Messrs. Lane and Paul. The former, to
whom the. first prize was awarded, sent Paul
Perras, a noble bush 5 feet in height and quite as
much in diameter, ornamented with no fewer than
90 blooms, large, fresh, and beautiful; such a plant
one rarely has the good fortune to see ; scarcely in-

ferior were Chenedole, with 60 blooms on it ; Souveuir
d'un Ami, with 50 delicate salmon blossoms all in the
highest possible perfection ; Baronne Prevost, equally
well flowered; Comtesse Mole", with 40 rosy pink
blossoms; Coupe d'Hebe, always one of the hand-
somest of Roses ; Lion des Combats, fine dark crim-
son ; Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Paris and Jules
Margottin, the last with 40 flowers on it, large and
beautiful. The groups from Messrs. Paul were also
extremely fine considering the season. Amon*

22.
.This

of

dition, and there was as usual a large **,
cioudy,

stove and greenhouse plants. The day, "^^ance^
was favourable, and there was a hitf ft

exhibit00

visitors. Falling so soon as it did after i

i

ants
#**»

at the Crystal Palace, the gTeat bulk ot tiiep^ ^ that

as a matter of course, the same as was P^ s

erefor
e only

occasion. In the following report wcshal .^
notice such as have not been previously ae ^n

-

A large collection of Stove and Greeni g^es-

furnished by Mr. May, gr. to J. Spode, ^^iDr/**
yard Park, near Hugely, were all that com ^^ ^
desired, not only as regards growth, wi ^jou

formed in this respect a striking ex^Pu° In &•

plants, which have not been good tnis j

•
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May's group were Ixora javanica, a noble bush, each . tributed extremely well grown plants, dwarf and well . statistical inquiry was made, viz., in 18r the number
branch of which produced a glorious bouquet ot rich

orange flowers; Ixora coccinea, also in good condition;

Pimelea Hendersoni, 5 feet through, though it was

stated to be only 4 years old, and covered with bloom;

huge specimens of Epacrises, Chorozemas, Coleonemas,

and Azaleas; Pimelea spectabilis and Gompholobium
polymorphum, the latter grown in the form of a bush,

a state in which it is much prettier than when trained

on a trellis; Acrophyllum venosum, Genetyllis macro-

stegia, loaded with drooping orange red bells ; the

Heath-leaved Tetratheca; Dipladenia crassinoda ; an
Everlasting or two, and a charming specimen of blue

Leschenaultia. To these a first prize was awarded.

Of Orchids the same exhibitor also sent a small

collection, which received a first prize ; it consisted of

Dendrobium nobile and Paxtoni, two examples of

Phalsenopsis, Cattleya Mossifs, and Aerides aftine.

Among large Azaleas, Mr. Turner's plants again

stood first ; than his specimens of Chelsoni, Criterion,

and Iveryatia, nothing in their way could possibly be
handsomer; they were not only fine examples of skilful

cultivation but they were loaded with flowers from
bottom to top, especially the first, an orange scarlet

kind of great brilliancy and beauty. Messrs. Green
and Carson also showed large and fine specimens. y

Roads in pots were again shown by nurserymen in

beautiful condition ; in Mr. Francis's group, which was
not at the Crystal Palace, were Vicomtesse Decazes,
covered with rich yellow flowers ; Paul Perras, Souvenir
d'un Ami, Coupe d'Hche, Madame Willermoz, Jules
Margottin, Auberon, Baronne PreVost, Niphetos, a
white kind ; and Madame Hector Jacquin. From Mr
Wm. Paul came a collection in small pots which was
greatly admired, and deservedly, for the plants of
which it consisted were nicely grown and well flowered.
Amateurs also showed tolerably well on this occasion ;

Mr. Terry, gr. to Lady Puller, had good plants of Paul
Perras, Souvenir d*un Ami, Niphetos, Vicomtesse Decazes,
Jules Margottin and Comte de Paris; and A. Rowland,
Esq., of Lewisham, had a beautiful plant of Chenedold,
with large richly coloured blossoms ; Gloire de Dijon,
Queen, Baronne Provost, and Paul Perras. Of cut
Roses a beautiful collection was shown by Mr. Win.
Paul, containing among others bloom >f the following
new kinds viz., Victor Verdier, a large showy rose;
Madame William, yellow; Baronne Gonella, rose;
Comtesse Cecil de Chftbrillant, rose; Virginal, white;
Gloire de Santenay, crimson; and Madame Boll.
Messrs. Paul and Son also showed cut blooms, among
which was a remarkably fine truss of the lawn-coloured
Tea Rose, Madame de St. Joseph.
Of Cape Heaths Mr. May had a small collection,

consisting of ventricosa magnifica, florida, odore rosaj,
vestita purpurea, ventricosa- coccinea, and suaveolens.

— ff
ew *

J
*ants were numerous. From Mr. Tike, Wiuch-

imfcre', Tjmre a tine Specimen of ttir handsome sweet-
scented purple and white double Petunia named Inimi-
tabilis ; Messrs. Veitch sent the variegated variety of
Pteris cretica in beautiful condition ; also the Petunia
just alluded to, the handsome Lomaria blechnoides, a
pretty Gloxinia named Princess Beatrice, the silvery -

veined Adelaster albivenius, and Araucaria excelsa
variegata. Mr. Williams again showed his new variety
of Laelia, and a singular creeping Ficus-like plant from
Manilla; from Messrs. Fraser came a new white
flowered Heath which promises to be an acquisition to
that tribe of plants. Messrs. Ivery sent two new
Azaleas, and Mr. Bull a great variety of plants, con-
sisting of Palms, Ferns, variegated Begonias, double
and single-flowered Petunias, some of them very pretty;
three kinds of Dracaena, the handsome Campylobotrys
refulgens and p.vrophylla, Aralia leptophytla, a pretty
kind; the -inguiar-looking Alocasia metallica,
Sphaerostema marmorata, with silvery blotched leaves;
three kinds of Caladium. Statice propinqua and pro-
fusa, Cissus porpbyrophyllus, Theophr.ista imperials,

flowered, both of ordinary and fancy kinds; their only of children receiving day-school education was not 1

fault was that the blossoms were rather small. Of
fancy varieties those from Mr. Turner, to which the
first prize was awarded, were also all that could be
desired. Messrs. Dobson and Fraser likewise showed
good collections. In the different groups, Cloth of
Silver, Acme, Madam Rougerie, Circle, Formosissimum,
Princess Royal, Attraction, and Lady of the Lake were
conspicuous. Several Seedlings, all of which we hope
to see again, were also shown.

j&ottces of 33oofcg.
British Wild Flowers, Illustrated by J. E. Sowerby.

8vo, pp. 168, with 80 plates, containing figures of

1600 plants (3/. coloured, 30*. plain; or in 10
monthly numbers). Van Voorst.

That 1600 really good, characteristic, well coloured

figures of wild plants should be collected in one volume
and published for less than a halfpenny each, would be
incredible if we had not the proof before us. Mr.
Sowerbv's talents as an artist require noeulogium; the
name is imperishably associated with the history
of pictorial Botany in Europe; and he could not have
conferred a greater service upon our field naturalists

than by placing within their reach for a trifling sum
what in our own remembrance 30/. would not have pur-
chased. The plan of the work is to give figures,

reduced from those of "English Botany," of every
flowering plant found wild in the United Kingdom.
Twenty of these occupy each plate, so that 80 copper
plates include the whole. The arrangement being on
the Natural system all similar genera and species are
brought at the same time under the eye, so as to offer

the best possible means cf comparison. The plates are
accompanied by short descriptions, and a few pages of
slight introductory matter.

Messrs. Longmans have added to their " Graduated
Series of Reading 'Lessons" a fifth book and last, con-
sisting of 480 pages. It contains good selections from

'

the works of Carlyle, Sydney Smith, Coleridge, Mill,
&c. on Miscellaneous subjects; of WilHs, Dickens,
Head, Humboldt, &c. on Descriptive Travel ; of Buckle,
Thierry, Hallam, Froude, &c. on History; and of
Owen, Gosse, Hugh MiUer, &c. on Natural Science.

Popular Education in England, by Herbert Skeats.
Bradbury & Evans. 8vo., pp. 154 (2s. M).

This is a carefully prepared abstract of the Report
of the Royal Commission of 1858, upon the present
state of Popular Education in England, and will be
invaluable to those who interest themselves in this
national subject. Mr. Skeats informs us that "the

than 2,535,462, or one in every 7 7 of the population.
This number is estimated to indicate an average instruc-
tion of six years for every child between three and 15
years of acre."

The conclusions at which the Commissioners have
arrived occupy 10 pages of Mr. Skeat's abstract, and
are far too long for extract ; we must therefore be
content with giving what they suppose to be the expense
of the plan of public education which they propose for

adoption in future :

—

" From General Taxation.
Grafts for annual maintenance . . £375,000
Building grants . ,. . . . . . . 300,000
Inspection 60f000
Training colleges 75,000
Office 17,000
Miscellaneous, say 3,000

030,000

"From Locai, Taxation.
Grants towards annual maintenance 375,000
Expenses of management and ex-

amination .. 53,400
428,404

£1,058,400

"To the above estimate is to be added the grants to
night schools, the amount of which it is impossible to
Calculate. From it may be deducted any amounts
which may be realised from an improved administration

of the charitidB."

We have received from Messrs. Routledge one of
their shilling volumes, called Common Objects of the

Microscope, the figures by Tuffen West, the letter-

press by the Rev. J. C. Wood. The representations of
microscopic objects are very nicely drawn and engraved,

and the letter-press is well suited to those learners who
wish to become learned.

The Student's Manual of Ancient Geography, by Ih\
Smith. (Murray.) 8vo, pp. 702 (9s.)

As a companion to the Student's Hume and Gibbon,

and the Histories of Greece and Rome from the same
publisher, this volume is invaluable. It illustrates

pictorially and bistorically the subjects treated of in

those important works. It places before the student's

eye not only maps of the regions known to the ancients,

as far as can now be ascertained, but also views of
their cities, temples, coins, and public monuments, and
plans of their towns. The whole is copiously and skilfully

interspersed with quotations from classical authors, and
the proper names have their * quantity " given, a great

convenience to the unlearned or even learned reader.

Among the illustrations are views of Ephesus and the
Acropolis of Athens restored, the Harbour of Alexan-
dria Troas, the ruins of Miletus, Damascus, the Kile

first inquiry into the state of education in England and during the inundation, Brundusium, a map and many
Wales was made in the year 1803. It was then esti- antiquities f Rome, Gallia in Cassar's time, a map of

stands

the long spiny-leaved Hippomane longifolia, a glaucous
variety of Araucaria Cunningham?, Khopala crenata,
and a species of Cupania. Mr. Verschaflelt also showed
Some new plants, chiefly Begonias, and other things
remarkable for the beauty of their leaves, among which
the most conspicuous was Campylobotrys GhiesbreMiti.
Captain Speke showed Mooms of a handsome red and
white-flowered Ainaryllid from Central Africa ; Messrs.
-Lee, a fine plant of Cordyline indivisa, and some prettyNew Zealand Ferns. Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. fur-

bed Rhododendron calophyllum, a large pink-tinged
white- tlowered kind, a dwarf yellow Wallflower, and

ImT PUr
n
>ll9U bl0e'flo^red Mantisia saltatoria.

Btn ?rJrrs su
„
bjects were «*»* ***«™mas oi Pansies from Messrs. Downie and Laird-Tulips and \ benas from Mr. Turner- n ™it r I

varieiratAl FUrm,;, a.
""• turner, a collection ofvanegateu Begonias from Mr. Yonng, High^ate • and alarge Phsenoeoma prtlifemm from Mr. Mayfl i^elevPelargoniums, especially the two W'SSSSriiboth from nurserymen and private groW weiSexcellent. Leviathan, Fairest of thp ViC n V? /

Etna, Picnic, Vesta., kihni^&£ vKaffnMr. Turner** group which was .placed first werebeautifully grown *nd we I flowered V.J™ %. Z
had Gotemor General, Fairest of the&WV*mZ
Rosalie, Rose Celestial, Symmetry R RmI V ?

k
'

Duval Fair He.en, SanspieiA5dSS' ^ rlamateur's class, Mr. Nye, gr. to E. Foster Esq s^ntamong others, Rose Celestial, Fair Helen VI™Weil, Sir Colin Campbell,' Fairest of hefeSwcen, and Vesta. Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, con

mated that the number of day scholars of all classes
was 524,2 11, or only one in 17£ Of the population. In
the year 1818 a second inquiry was made. The returns
then collected, like the former, were avowedly defective,
and they indicated that no very considerable progress
had been made in the education of the people. The
number of scholars was then stated to be 674,883, or
one in 17| of the population. The 15 years inter-
vening between these two periods were, however,
years of great political convulsion. For 12 of these
years the Government was engaged in the prosecution
of hostilities on a scale such as the world had never
before witnessed. During the whole of this period the
burden of a frightful taxation rested heavily upon the
people ; attention was distracted from all domestic
concerns; no social or political progress of anv kind
was made.

^
It need not therefore excite surprise that

the education of the masses should have remained
almost if not quite stationary. The years of peace
which followed were characterised by a rapid advance-
merit of the nation in every art of which a people may
be proud. Education shared largely in this improve-
ment. From returns laid before a committer of the
House of Commons in 1833, it was ascertained that the
number of day scholars was 1,276,947, or one in 11£ of
the population. But these returns also were defective

;

their deficiency being estimated to be as much as 10 per
cent. Soon after this the first Pari iamentarv grant for
education was made, but for many years it was so com-
paratively insignificant in amount, and so limited in its
application, that it was impossible that it should
influence to any appreciable extent the progress of
popular education. The next general inquiry into the
state of education was made at the census of 1851 ; but
previous to this an investigation of a limited nature
was undertaken, by unofficial authority, but of an ex-
tremely valuable character. This was made in 1843 bv
Mr. Edward Baines, and related to the ecclesiastical
and educational statistics of the manufacturing di
tricts of Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Cheshire. It
proved that the number of scholars in these districts

was then in the proportion of more than one to ten of

Je population. The results of the census of 1851
indicated a still further advance. In that year there
were 2,144,378 day Scholars, or one in 8.36 of the
population. This proportidn was remarkable for

the route of the 10,000 Greeks, and very many others of
great value to the reader. In all, the illustrations

number above 250.

Garden Memoranda.
The Nubsery of Messes. Booth, of Hambtjbgh.—

These nurseries are well known and famed throng
most parts of Europe, for extent of ground occupied,
great collections of hardy and tender plants, as well as
for the manner they are conducted. The collections of
Ferns, Orchids, and Cacti were good, and comprised a
number of rare kinds. There were also some of the
best plants of Nepenthes sanguinea I have seen, along
with such other sorts of Pitclier plants as are only
found in a few nurseries. The assortment of hardy
ornamental trees is extensive ; and although many
having distinct nursery names are only varieties of
well-known species, they are different in their appear-
ance, and interesting as such. I observed good plants
of Quercu3 lyrata, pubescens, and coccinea, variety
dissecta; Tilia enropsea, variety asplenifolia, And
variety spicata; Cerasus Mahaleb, variety monstrosa*
Cerasus asplenifolia, Caravan* jubata, Robinia revoluta,
Salisburia adiantifolia variegata, Cercis Sillquastrttm
variegatnm; Morns macrophvlla, Moras urticifoHa,
Fraxinus discolor, Weeping Walnut, and Weeping
Thorn, along with many others atill rare in this country.
A handsome specimen of the Weeping Deciduous
Cypress, Taxodium distichum, variety pendulum, stood
near Mr. Booth's residence. It was of a pyramidal
form, and about 20 feet high, well clothed with
branches. Another pretty tree, much used for orna-
mental purposes through the North of Germany, stood
near the Cypress, the upright variety of Elm, known
under the name of Ulmus oxoniensis. Moore's Heport
to the Royal Dublin Society.

Miscellaneous.
Dr. Butler's Orchids.—At the sale of these the other

day at Stevens's Rooms, some of the principal loft

fetched the following prices, viz., Saccolabium guttatum
(Butler's variety), 52Z. ; four plants of S. guttatnm, 32£.

;

tine plant of ditto, 36/.; Kucker's variety of S.

truttatum, 461.; S. curvifolium, five plants, 361.; S.
Bluniei majus, four plants, 201. ; Saccolabium supposed

attaining the standard fixed by the niost eminent to be retusum, two plants, 23/. ; S. ampullaceum, 21/.

;

educational writers, as well as by a committee of the
House of Commons, as the desirable and practicable
standard of education in this country. The Com-

S. pnemorsum, two plants, 13/. 10*.; Phalaenopsis
araabilis, U/. ;

P. grandirlora, 14/.; Vanda insignia,

15/. ; V. tricolor, 11/. 11.s. ; Aerides Fieldingi,
missioners have ascertained that at the time their i 20/.; A. quinquevulnera, 16/. 10s. ; A. Schfoderi, 212
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A. Liuulevaiium, ibl. ; A. crispuui, 9/. ; A. Lobbi two

plants, 191. ; one of the best varieties of Cattleya

Mossia>, 121. 10s.; Butler's ditto, 18Z. ;
Anguloa

Clowesi, 132. ; Cypripedium Lowei, three plants, 9/.

;

Lselia purpurata, 91. 105.; Dendrobium formosum,

51.10s.; Oncidium Lanceanum, 5Z. 5*. ; Epidendrum

bicornutum, 5Z. 15s.; Miltonia spectabilis, 61. Smaller

lots fetched prices varying from 11. to U. ; the whole

sale realised upwards of 1500/.
,

Sea Bears.—From the 5th of October, St. Paul is

gradually deserted by the sea bears, who then migrate

to the south, and reappear towards the end of April,—

the males arriving first. Each seeks the same spot on

the shore which he occupied during the preceding year,

and lies down among the large stone blocks with which

the flat beach is covered. About the middle of May the

far more numerous females begin to make their appear-

ance, and Otarian life takes full possession of the

strand. The full-grown sea bear is from 8 to 9 teet

Ion-, measures 5 in girth, and acquires a weight of

fro a 800 to 900 lbs. He owes his name to his shaggy

blackish fur, and not to his disposition, which is far

from being cruel or savage. He indulges in polygamy

like a Turk or a Mormon, and has often as many as

stances may dictate, and those showing fruit must not

be syringed over head to the extent of causing water

toloJge in the centres of the plants for this would

probably cause the fruit to be deformed. Young stock

Rowing in dung pits must be allowed plenty of air

to prevent weakly growth, and must not be over-

watered, which through the greater amount of moisture

in the atmosphere is more apt to be the case here

than in houses heated by any other means, En-

courage recently potted stock with plenty of warmth

and a corresponding degree of humidity in the atmo-

sphere, but water carefully until the roots get hold of

the fresh soil. The most certain method of obtaining

a regular supply of fruit is by securing and potting a

limited number of suckers at short intervals throughout

the growing season; therefore attend to this, which

will save much trouble and disappointment as compared

with the old practice of doing this but once, or at the

most but twice in the year. Where the bottom-heat

is obtained from tan it will often be found necessary to

add a little fresh material at intervals, m order to

recruit the heat, but at this season it will be safer to

surface with a few inches of fresh tan in a rather dry

state than to turn the bed, mixing the fresh materials,

which often cause too strong a heat ; and at this seasonlike a lurK or a mormuu, auu "«« ~™
f
"-

, , *V wbich often cause too strong a heat ; ana ac mis season

50 wives. The young are generally lively, fond oTplay wtncu o
^

„ ^ ^^^ Qf^
and fight. When one of them ^^J^^ muchtU too little bottom-heat. Give every attention

down, the father approaches with a growl caMja the ™u? secession of fruit. Take care to

victor, tries to overturn him, and shows increasing

fondness the better he defends himself. Lazy and list-

less youngsters are objects of his dislike, and these hang

generally about their mother. The male is very much

attached to his wives, but treats them with all the

severity of an oriental despot. Wl en a mother neglect s

to carry away her young, and allows it t > be taken, she

is made to feel his anger. He seizes her with his teeth,

and strikes her several times, not over geitly , against a

cliff. As soon as she recovers from the stunning effects

of these blows, she approaches her lord in the most

humble attitudes, crawls to his feet, caresses him, and

even sheds tears, as Steller, the companion of Behnng s

second voyage, informs us. Meanwhile the male crawls

about to and fro, gnashes his teeth, rolls his eyes, and

throws his head from side to side. But when he sees

that his young is irrevocably lost, he then, like the

mother, begins to cry so bitterly, that the tears trickle

down upon his breast. In his old age the ursine seal is

abandoned by his wives, and spends the remainder of

his life in solitude, fasting, and sleeping ; an indolence

from which he can only be roused by the intrusion of

another animal, when a tremendous battle is the conse-

quence. Though extremely irascible, the sea bears are

lovers of fair play, so that whea two are fighting the

others form a ring, and remain spectators until the

contest is decided. Then, however, they take the part

of the weakeT, which so enrages the victor that he im-

mediately attacks the peace-makers. These in turn fall

out, the dreadful roaring attracts new witnesses, and the

whole ends, like an Irish wedding, with a general

fight.

—

Br. Hartwig's " Sea and its Living Wonders."

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing toeek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
C0NSEBTA.TOET, &c.—Where circumstances admit of

it plants that have been grown in a warm moist atmo-

sphere should be removed to an intermediate house

about a fortnight previous to their being taken to the

conservatory, and gradually inured to a free circulation

of air. By attention to this, and placing the plants

in the warmest corners, Clerodendrons, Allamandas,

Achimenes, &c, will continue growing slowly and
bloom for some three months, whereas if this is

neglected their beauty may be very short-lived.

Aim at maintaining an even temperature in the con-

servatory after removing thence plants that have
been grown in the stove, and avoid allowing the atmo-
sphere to become very dry on bright warm days. Also
see that every plant is perfectly clean before placing it

in this house, and that the creepers, &c, are not in-

fested with insects. Go over the house every morning,
and remove decaying flowers and leaves as they make
their appearance. Young stock in pits and frame? will

soon be making rapid growth, and must be carefully

attended to as to watering, stopping, training, &c.
Examine Heaths frequently for mildew, and apply

sulphur the moment it is perceived, some of the soft-

leaved varieties being very liable to be attacked by that

pest at this season. If the permanent occupants of the

to keeping up a succession of fruit. Take care to

attend to keeping up a regular supply of young plants

even if doing this should necessitate throwing away a

few overgrown plants which have failed to fruit at the

desired time. We have frequently seen cultivators

allow the number of large plants to increase, so that

there was little room left for the young stock, which

suffered accordingly, and disappointment came in due

course. Do not let the growing stock suffer for want

of pot-room, or through dryness at the root, and afford

a moist atmosphere, syringing and shutting up early in

the afternoon, so as to give the house a good steaming.

Recently potted plants, especially if they be much pot

bound before being repotted, should be kept rather

close and shady, with a thoroughly moist atmosphere,

and very carefully attended to with water until they

appear to have taken to the fresh soil.

Vineeies.—Attend to keeping cool and moist where

early fruit has been cut in order to preserve the foliage

in a healthy state as long as possible. The laterals

need not be kept very closely stopped after the fruit is

cut, but they must not be allowed to shade or injure

the principal leaves. If there is any appearance of red

spider give the foliage a good washing with the engine

directly the fruit is cleared off, and repeat this as long

as there is a vestige of the enemy is to be seen. Give

prompt attention to the thinning of trft fruit in

succession houses, for like many other jobs this is most

easily and expeditiously done when taken in time.

Look well to the state of the borders where the fruit

is swelling, and give a thorough soaking of tepid, good

strong manure-water wherever the soil is found to ,be

at all dry, and aim at having the borders in a healthy

state as to moisture where the fruit is about colouring,

for a healthy root action has more to do with the

well saturated with clear water it will greatly assist in

securing large fruit. The beds should be mulched as

soon alter watering as convenient, in order to prevent

evaporation and the fruit from being soiled. Next to

slates or tiles clean straw is the best material for this

purpose, and mowings of lawns the worst. The latter,

besides forming an excellent harbour for slugs, soils the

fruit, spoils its flavour, and in wet seasons hastens the

decay of any over ripe fruit. Where clean straw

cannot be afforded, fresh litter from the stable yard, as

we have before stated, will form a very good substitute.

Exposure to the air and a few showers will perfectly

sweeten this, so that there need be no fears entertained

of its injuring the flavour, but it should be applied

immediately. Persevere in the destruction of insects

on fruit trees as soon as they are perceived.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.

Early Potatoes will be late this season ;
but as soon

as they are fit for use and up let the ground be imme-

diately cropped with Winter Greens. The karly Ulm

Savoy, Brussels Sprouts, and above all Green and

Cottagers' Kale, should be amongst the foremost to

claim attention. A bit of the early Potato ground

when cleared should be sown with Turnips. Leek

ground may be got ready ; when well grown and large

they are most useful in a cottager's family. Blanks

among Potatoes should be filled up with transplanted

Cabbages.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON,

For the Week ending May 23, 1861, as obaerved at the Horticultural Garden.

May. 55

Friday 17|

Satur. 18

Sunday 19,

Mon. 20
Tues. 21

1

Wed. 22

Thurs. 23

Average..

?'

9
10
11

12

13
14

Barombtkb.
Tbmpkbatdrk.

Of the Air.

Max.

30.132

30.235
30.340
30.352

30.371
30.159

30.114

Min.

30.045

3o.2ll

30.297

30.280
30 207
30.100

29.877

Max.

30.243 30.002

61
61

68
79
80

73
81

Min.

29
32
34
43
50
46
43

Mean

45.0

46.5

51.0

61.0
65.0

59.5

62.0

Of the Earth

1 foot|2 feet

deep. deep.

Wind

56
54
54
54
56

56

57

49*
50
50

50

51

52
52

71.8 I 39.5 55.7 I 56.8 ' 50.6

N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
W.
W.
N.W.
S.VT.

B

M
.0.1

.60

.0*

JO
.00

.03

.03

May 17-Cloudy: densely clouded ; clear; nhgut frost.

18-Overcast ; fine with sun, but air cold and dry ;
Terr clear.

19—Partially overcast with low dusky clouds ; fine ;
clear at niKfat.

|?I?^fiVii?^SS^VtErinf of thunder-Uke cloud, in the

evening; clear. , . ,„
22-Very fine; partially overcast; hot sun; cloudy; clear.

23-Very fine; hot and sultry; thunder storm with a little

rain, 7—8 r.M. _•.»%.
Mean temperature of the week, J deg. above the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
the last 33 years, for the ensuing Week, ending June lf ™'_*

Frtrailinir Winds.
During

May and
June.

Sunday 26..

Mon. 27-

•

Tues. 28..
Wed. 29..
Thurs. 30..
Friday 31..
Satur. 1 .

.

-4B

cfl *• Gu & H

%&

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain. 55

a

10

9

9

11

1\

7 6

W. "4

4

6

a

3
6

*3 »
a

1 310

Pihn21 6 6 41 1

i B «( I \

ned on the 28^

colouring of the fruit than many persons seem to sup-

pose. Young Vines planted out this season should be

encouraged to grow freely, and as the roots will be near

the surface see that they are not allowed to suffer for

want of water, and in the event of continued dry

weather a slight mulching over the roots would be

useful. Do not keep the laterals too closely stopped, as

the more leaves, &c., the Vines are allowed to make the

more freelv the roots will run in the border, and this

deserves attention the first season.

Peaches.—Spare no means to maintain a moist state

of the atmosphere where the fruit is swelling, syring-

ing freely, and shut up early in the afternoon, but give

air sufficiently early in the morning to prevent the

least risk of scorching.

Melons.—Give air freely. Sprinkle late varieties

overhead early in the afternoon before closing up the

frames ; a little air may be left on during warm nights

if the bottom heat is brisk. Keep the shoots thin and
ightly if the weather should continue very dry

or hot.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
All annuals should be thinned out as soon as they

are well above ground, for if left to grow too thickly

they spoil one another, and never make half the
display plants do that are allowed plenty of space and
which are grown strongly from the first. Attend to

staking such of the herbaceous plants as require it

assess. s^^'SoStaTbjs?-*
i J---Vf wrru

\stlir-
air°.

not

close, tenure «.„,b.t where Passion FloU S^l^^.'S^^.^H^X**^—
t t * ~ W

Ipomceas, Mandevillas, Tecomas, Bignonias, &c, are

grown for covering the roof, and Orange trees and other

things that enjoy a fair amount of warmth and mois-

ture while making their wood occupy the beds, the

hardier stove plants will form the most suitable deco-

ration for the next three months. Go over twiners

frequently and regulate their growth before the shoots

get entangled, but avoid keeping them tied too closely,

for they are never seen to advantage unless they are

allowed to hang in a natural and graceful manner.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
—Where Pines happen to be grown on the

Hamiltonian system, a close watch must be kept upon
the most likely plants for immediate fruiting, so

The early flowering bulbs, as Tulips, Hyacinths, Turban
Ranunculuses, &c, should not be left in the ground
after the decay of the foliage, as if wet weather occurs

they will be making fresh roots, which weaken them
for next season. Attend to the propagation of the

better varieties of Pentstemons, which are exceedingly

useful plants. Also see to having a good stock of
border Picotees and Carnations, which are invaluable

for cutting. Cuttings of these, if put in before the
wood gets too hard, root as freely as Pinks.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Strawberry beds may soon require attention as to

watering, should the weather continue dry. After
thoroughly cleaning the beds, a thorough soaking
should be given, and if a moderate watering from the*"C muou »»*vtjj J/iams lUl iillUICUiiHC nulling, au BUUUIU UC giVCll, «*UV* ll u ujuuviihv "auciiug lrOUl tlie

as to keep them dry at the root or otherwise as circum-
1
stable tank can be supplied when the ground has been

TbehiKheittemperaturedurirnc the .bote P^EfKiA d«.
1847—therm. 91 deje.; and the lowe«t on the 3Ht,i»a/ «"=«

Notices to Correspondents.
Asparagus : C. Never cut till it is strong enough to P"s^
heads. When you do cut remove all the headsiir ^^
plant until it is time to cease altogether. It there »

plants among the strong ones let them atone,

have allowed heads to grow too long for use on »"j ^ da

plants you had better cut them back at once. 10 ^
to leave any one head to grow long on the roow j ^
cutting, because what you leave starves the heaoa

it. , ij . raise the

Cucumbers: / M. They are too wet *T
}
d

..
co

il.Lie and the

temperature, drive warm dry air through the irauj '.
eleaf;

disease will probably disappear. Nothing a^JJain will die

the little green excrescences of which you complain w

off as the atmosphere of your house becomes antr.
y^

Garden Knives: Derby. The cutlery made

.

tronV;"^ costly

sand is beautiful and excellent ; but we }f^" e its fine

for ordinary garden purposes. It 18
,,

8fV
<

f.. ".•,.,«

quality to the presence of the metal called titamu
. ^ ft

Guano : Verita*. Use a handful in a pail 01 y solution

well ; let it stand for 24 hours, and use
:

the c«
ff0rked

The mud at the bottom ol the pail may afterwarua

into the soil sparingly. , *• fae green*

Heating: Eiltanach. We have no knowledge\m 0neofoor

house stove made by Messrs. Musgrave, Ben««-
of &

correspondents says it suits well to keep ftwt o^
uttle

ordinary lean-to house at small cost ol m
trouble. But we have heard nothing more awui ^^

.

Holly Tea : T S. Mr. Forsyth prepared hie own
g
&your

and others must do the same, until such ie* e

enough to become an article of trade. rrrowing*
•*

Names of Fruits ; F D, Pershore. The seedu^g from^ing
ston Pippin was juicy and rich. It appears wt-

sea90n

of further trial. The others were so much paw fc

Th0 Red

that no fair opinion can be given respecting tne .

jj eff
to#n

Newtown Pippin is not known ; it is not the tru

Names of Plants : C W W. Variegated ^^^Sora [}
A T. 1, Bromus mollis, not erectus ; 2, Melic* ^on Biro-

Carex remota.—J C H. Cerasus Padus ;
*neJJl . 5 Polypo-

cherry.—Anvnymous. 1, Scolopendrium ^'^Siaria poIyg
2[

dium vulgare ; 9, Lychnis dioica ; 10, Conva'*

&me,*

natum. We never name more than four Plan" carope9
trl

has been repeatedly stated —R C K. 3 » ,f"^ odoratum I
l »

1, Alopecurus pratensis ; 5, Anthoxanthum
Poa annua.

m
. pn3 only***

1

Oak Galls: P Devoniensis. Letter and specimen

just before going to press.
. f m the

effects

Peach Trees: Yas. Your tree is suffering n«»"

removal ; nothing more that we observe. ^ing to w
Pear Leaves: J M M. They seem to be prep» cancell*^

forth a brood of the Fungus called iBcioiiim,^ diseftse*

for which there is no remedy except picking
^

leaves and burning them immediately- ._- subn^t1*^^
Potatoes : Mr. Daintree. of Fendrayton; "^fety *eV£& £

our examination other specimens of tne
, as the seas 0.

at p. 436, we are now able to report that, 1

^ j,otatoes
01

they possess as much excellence as the

winter.

are moat of the other valuable seeds ree

Veitch.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and '

others engaged in making Artificial Manures may obtain

irerv necessary instruction for their economical and efficient

reparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G S, &c , Principal

.f the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington, Lon-

lon, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

;oprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals

ire executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

X calysea and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommo-
lation at the College.

Established 1821.

—

Universal Success of

GRIFFIN, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimony borne to their value as Manures adapted
for the TURNIP, "MANGEL WURZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
and POTATO CROPS.
Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, &

Griffin, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton.

AWE S ' S M A N U R E S .

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the
present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE

8UPERPHOSPHATK OF LIME £6 6
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from

BURNT BONK or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5
LAWES'S BARLET, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through
his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guan« direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURBS.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
116. Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
rij?h agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural 8ociety. with Testimonials,

l1^',.*6- may ** had on application to Burnard, Lack.
& Co., Sutton Road. Plymouth.

TUFF'S LIST of HORSE, CATTLE, DOG, PIG,
V AN? P°ULTRY FEEDS. -Horse and Cattle Food, 35*.

;Pig and Poultry Food. 16«. ; Dog Biscuit, 15*. ; Compressed
Beef Greaves, 12* to 16*. ; Indian Meal, 14*. ; Rice Sweepings,
10*. ; Screened Rice, 13*. ; Rice Meal, 7*. 6rf. to 9*. 6d.
Sold at per cwt. for Cash only, by W. JuppA Co., 6, Cross

Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill. Eastcheap, E.C.

JOHN FOWLER Jtjn., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—V Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
•an be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free-

CO.,HENRY J. MORTON and
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern
J>r Cottage Houses, &c. , to contain 50 gallons. 26*. ; 80 gallons.
31*. each ; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.
Cisterns of all sizes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, S inches diameter, 30*.
and 82*. 6U each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

Galvanised Iron 8wing Water Barrows
•or Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely
__ formed of iron. 35*. 0J. each.

CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI - CORROSION
PAINT is now used extensively for all kinds of Outdoor

jork, such as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
*c., and has been proved, after a practical test of 70 years, to
•orpass any other Paint.

pa
For

/£?
er Pajticular8« see No. 20 of the Gardeners' Chronicle,

fage tbt or apply to Walter Carson & Sons (Successors to the

cfcl!;
n^r7' 9

» Great Winchester Street (near the Royal Ex-change), London, E.C.
_ No Agents throughout the United Kingdom.TW ^°T°FDE PALNT^This article is

VT^^Y ^ by the cler£y and Gentry, as well as bvBuilders for Painting Stucco, Brickwork, Rough Woo^ orIronwork. It prevents the latter from corrosion, woodfttSwcay, and masonry from damp m
^ufactured by Francis Brothers & Pott, Nine Ems,

HOil Paint no longer Necessary!
~

ILL & SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or 8tone This Varnish^excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work *nSi« fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied b^wTordmTrvlabourer, requires no mixing or thinning/ and iSMedrold I?

j* used in the grounds at Windsor Castle Kew Gardens and \\the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and SntrV from
whS T,

he T? ^ring testimonials hLHelT£Wm?*hich Hill & Smith will forward on application
"^ved,

th?*^,^8 of abcmfc 30 ^llons e*cb
'
at ** «•' Per gallon at

tb' k^gtm°
ry

'
°r U ^ *« gaU0D Paid *° «& "SSoS'to

Duilev
7
frnJ?

IL
u
* Sm

,

TT?' Brierley Hill Iron Works, nearaiey
' from whom only it can be obtained.

'

AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION
President—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.

Founded 1S60, for the Relief of Decayed Farmers, their

Widows, and Orphans.

The SECOND ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the

Funds of the Institution, will take place at the Freemasons'
Tavern on WEDNESDAY. Juue 12.

The Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli, M.P., in the Chair.

Vice

His Grace the Duke of Rut-
land

His Grace the Duke of Cleve-
land. K.G.

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Bristol

The Right Hon. the Earl of

Derby. K.G.
The Right Hon. the Earl of

Essex
The Right Hon. the Earl
Cowper

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Darn ley

The Right Hon. the Earl of

St. Germans
The Ri«ht Hon. the Earl of
Yarborough

The Right Hon. the Viscount
Dungannon

The Right Hon. the Viscount
Hill

The Right Hon. the Lord Dacre
The Right Hon. the Lord
Dynevor

The Right Hon. the Lord
Southampton

The Right Hon. the Lord
Erskine

The Right Hon. the Lord
Wharncliffe

The Right Hon. the Lord Leigh
The Right Hon. the Lord
Burgh ley, M. P.

The Right Hon. the Lord
Ashley, M.P.

The Hon. P. Wyndham, M.P.
Sir Henry S. Wilmot, Bart.
Sir Astley Paston Cooper, Bart.
Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
B. Bond Cabbell, Esq.
John Gurney Fry, Esq.
William Roupell. Esq., M.P.
C. Alexander Wood, Esq.

Presidents.

His Grace the Duke of Buc-
cleuch, K.G.

The Most Noble the Marquis of

Abercom, K.G.
The Right Hon. the Earl of

Shrewsburv and Talbot

The Right Hon. the Earl of

Devon
The Right Hon. the Earl of
Dartmouth

The Right Hon. the Earl
Speucer

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Malmesbury

The Right Hon. the Earl Howe
The Right Hon. the Viscount
Ranelagh

The Right Hon. the Viscount
Combermere

The Rij?ht FTon. the Viscount
Enfield, MP.

The Right Hon. the Lord
Sondes

The Right Hon. the Lord Wal-
singham

Hon. the Lord

p

Hon. the Lord

Hon. the Lord

the Lord

The Right
Lyttleton

The Right
Rayleigh

The Right
Feversham

The Right Hon. the Lord
Leconfield

The Right Hon.
Henry Thynne, M.P.

The Hon. H. Wyndham, M.P.
Colonel the Hon. A. N. Hood
Sir John Bayley, Bart.

Sir Norton Knatchbull, Bart.

George William Pienpont Ben-
tinck, Esq., M.P.

Edward Fellowes, Esq., M.P.
H. E. Gurney, Esq.
Titus Salt, Esq., M.P.

List of Stewards*

Robert Allen, E?q.
William Banbury, Esq.
Thomas Batson, Esq.
Frank Battcock, Esq.
Charles Bazin, Esq.
W. J. Belcham, Esq,
William Blewitt, Esq.
Samuel Brooks, Esq.
J, W. Brown, Esq.
W. 8. Burton, Esq.
William Camps, Esq., M.D.
Charles S. Cantrell, Esq.
Joseph Cauaton, Esq.
W. Harcourt Clare, Esq.
JohnClayden, Esq.
John Collins, Esq.
Mr. Alderman Conder
John Cutts, Esq.
Thomas Day, Esq.
G

;
W. Digby, Esq.

W. G. Duncan, Esq.
Joseph Druce, Esq.
J. S. W. 8. E. Drax, Esq.,
M.P.

Richard Garrett, Esq.
Alexander Hall Hall, Esq.

Dinner Tickets, 21*. Ladies
Secretary, Charles Shaw, Esq.
55, Charing Cross ; and at the
Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

W. Heard, Esq.
Chandos Wren Hoskyns, Esq.
James Howard, Esq.
Alfred H. Johnson, Esq.
G. W. Maddison. Esq.
Mr. Alderman Mechi.
Wilham Mercer, Esq.
W. Oddie, Esq.
Windsor Parker, Esq , M.P.
George A. Payne, Esq.
John Reay, Esq.
James Reeve, Esq.
William Rigden, Esq.
W. Sanday, Esq.
W. Sandle, Eaq.
Thomas Scott, Esq.
George Shackel, Esq.
Frank Sherborn, Esq., Jun.
Charles E. B. Smedley, Esq.
Thomas Tayloe, Esq.
Joseph Th«»rley, Esq.
Mons. R. de la Trehonnais.
Benjamin Weall, Esq., Jun.
Jonas Webb, Esq.
Tbos. Sutton Western, Esq.,
M.P.

' Tickets, 5*. To be had of the

t
at the Office of the Institution,

Bar of the Tavern, Great Queen

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,

37 and 38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises
every branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of
Agriculture, Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ;

tor the Naval and Military Services , and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other
particulars may be had on application to the Principal

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

8. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm nouses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

Farm Buildings.

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c.,for the erection of Farm Houses'
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their
own Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.

The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any
term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding SI years.

No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

The Company furnish designs of every description, and
undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.

No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works
they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street, London, S.W. ___

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or
ENGLAND.

LEEDS MEETING, July 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19.

ENTRIES of Live Stock and Flax close on the 1st of June.

Prize Sheets and Forms for Entries may be had on applica"

tion to H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

NOTICE.—Purchasers of Large Quantities of
_ . FARM SEEDS will be supplied liberally by Stjtton &
Sons. For prices apply, stating quautity required, to

Sctton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

GOOD MANGEL WURZEL SEED at Moderate
Prices. Carriage Free, according to quantity required.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

Wi* agricultural <&ajette*

SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1861.

meetings for the two following weeks.
W*dbb8dat, May 29—Ajcri Society of England .. .. Noon
Monday, June 3 -London Farmers' Club ., .. 6 r.M.
Wbdnesday, — b

J Meeting of Bath and West of England
Thursday, — fi f AKricultural Society at Truro.
Friday, — 7)

It is announced that his Royal Highness the

Prince Consort has aocepted the Presidency of
the Royal Agricultural Society of England
during 1862 ; and the intimation will, we doubt
not, be everywhere received with pride and
satisfaction in the English Agricultural world.
" We farmers of England," to use the Prince
Consort's own words at the York meeting of the
Royal Agricultural Society, gladly acknowledge
as our chief one who has never claimed merely as
of right belonging to his position that which he
had not previously achieved and earned by earnest,

well directed, and laborious effort. In reference to

agriculture his Royal Highness the Prince Consort
has loDg been known as patron and exemplar ; and
on the Home Farm near Windsor may be seen ample
evidence both of his interest in our pursuits and of
especial fitness for the Presidential office which he
has consented to accept.

It is plain from what has beeu already published
regardingMr. Fowler'ssteam ploughing apparatus,
that not only estimate but experience differs very
much as to the annual cost incurred by its use.
In our report giving the actual history of a
tirst twelvemonth at Peasemore, the stated cost
of repairs and waste of rope was enormous.
On again examining the accounts we find that
several of the items were owing to an accident on
the first arrival of the engine, and many others
arose from breakages of suudry parts, which in the
improved apparatus are all swept away. And
thus we have in that case an actual expen-
diture of upwards of 50/. in repairs alone in less

than 10 months.
On Mr. Pocock's farms, on the other hand,

reported in another column, where the machinery
fell into experienced hands, not 20/. have beeu
spent in 18 months, and it is plain that the
sum will depend almost entirely on the care and
supervision bestowed upon the machinery. And
the importance of this item becomes obvious when
we find that the cost of Steam Cultivation, which
exceeds 105. an acre at Peasemore, has not been
much more than 8s. at Bourton, though the latter

has the stiffer and more intractable soil.

Mr. Fowler has lately achieved another great

step towards perfect mechanism, by an arrange-

ment on the travelling plough which keeps the

slack or dragged rope always at a given tightness,

letting it out of itself when that tightness is

exceeded, and rolling it up when it falls below the

degree that is required.

Many advantages are thus obtained. No time

is lost in stopping to take up or let out slack, which
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used to be done by band ; no unnecessary drag-

ging of rope behind the plough, which occasioned a

great loss of power, can take^place ; and in the case

of any sudden stoppage, as on an imbedded stone,

the draught rope at once pulls upon tbe slack, and

the pressure, instead of falling on the attachment

to the plough alone, is distributed over every

bearing taken by the rope throughout its length.

The apparatus as now sent out, with a single

clip draught-pulley underneath the engine, and

the slack-rope apparatus on the travelling plough

frame, the self-moving engine, and the engine-

driven anchorage—this last travelling it may be

along a tortuous headland, and yet the draught

rope lengthening or shortening of itself to suit

the varying interval between it and the

engine, is certainly at present in a very

effective and satisfactory state. It is plain

that the account given by Mr. Burnett

last week in his paper read before the Kmgscote

Farmers' Club (p. 464), ot the work of the machine

near GHoster, and of its probable annual per-

formance, calculated on the data which that

case supplied, exaggerates the cost of steam

cultivation, and depreciates the quantity and quality

of the work accomplished. And it must be observed

both of Fowler's and of the Woolston apparatus

that in the instances of their work already given in

these columns, one item of the charge which we

have put on their performance is beyond doubt

excessive. The 8s., 9s., or 10s. an acre at which we

have calculated the cost of cultivation by steam-

poWer includes a charge which shall replace the

whole apparatus every 10 years. Ten per cent,

has in every case been charged for maintenance.

Now these engines are all of them longer lived

than that, and euch a charge being excessive, of

course the estimated cost of the performance is

beyond the truth.

After all that has been written about the

Potato disease and the parasite to which it owes its

origin, and the extremely small quantity of new
matter which has been brought forward, amidst

the multitude of repetitions which have over-

loaded the pages of scientific journals, it is quite

refreshing to have something new to record upon
the subject.

,

It has been long known that various Fungi
have more thau one mode of reproduction.

form of reproduction in the Hop mildew which

consists of germination in every direction from

the granular contents of the terminal necklace-like

spores, is a case in point, the zoospores being

detained either normally or accidentally within the

common coat of the original spore.

De Bary's discovery has a very important

bearing on the question of the true nature of such

Fungi as the yellow, slimy, and at length dusty

Fungus which is so common in hothouses, running

over the tan, especially amongst Pine Apples, and

soiling everything around with its sooty spores.

No one will deny that moulds are vegetables,

though, as De Baey has now shown, their spires

in some cases so closely resemble animals ; and by

the same reasoning it will be plain enough that

these slimy plants are true Fungi, though their

spores occasionally, as also the gelatinous matter

of which they are principally composed^ resemble

so closely what is found in undoubted animals.

The discovery moreover throws light on a set of

curious plants, whose nature has been much con-

tested, namely the mould-like productions which

are so common on fish in ponds, and on various

animals in the aquaria which are now so much in

favour. It was supposed that as these are strictly

aquatic, and as their spores are zoospores like those

of many Algae, that they belonged to that class of

plants. We now however see that zoospores are

found in Fungi, and in consequence these false

puff balls may now be referred to Fungi without

doing violence to preconceived notions. We our-

selves have always entertained the view, believing

that they were merely a peculiar form of mould
induced by their aquatic mode of growth. It was
long since shown that the body of the same sala-

mander when divided, half being kept in the air

gently moistened, and the other immersed in water,

produced two distinct plants, the former half

giving rise to a true mould, and the latter to a
Leptomitus. This, like many other ill-unders'tood

matters, was brought forward as a proof of spon-

taneous generation, or the transmutation of species,

with how little justice will appear from the

present statement.

It is a curious fact that those salts of soda
which are destructive to moulds in the human
stomach relieved the sick fish when administered
in small doses ; and this fact, amongst others, tends
to prove the real nature of the fish mould. The
bearing of the subject on the Potato disease itself

is not at present apparent ; but it is quite clear

>

Yery
many of them, and perhaps all, have two distinct

kinds of reproductive bodies, while the Hop mil-
. A „

dew has been ascertained to have five. In the (that in order to understand diseases thoroughly,
Potato mould two only had been hitherto we must first understand the nature of the para-
described, the one arising from the tips of the sites by which they are caused. We do not, there-
branchlets, and the other in the substance of the fore, think these observations, though of a scientific
Potato leaf amongst the creeping rootlets. It rather than practical nature, are out of place in
appears however from the observations of De Bary,
an imperfect account only of which has at present
appeared without figures,* that a third mode of
fructification takes place by zoospores, that is by
reproductive cells, which move about freely by
means of two or more long lash-like threads, or a
multitude of short processes, like many of the
more minute animals.
De Bary's observations were not, however, con-

fined to the Potato mould, but he ascertained the
same fact in the white rust of Cabbages (Cystopus
Candidas), or rather in that form of it which is so
common on Salsafy, especially on our own wild
species, Tragopogon pratense. On placing the
spores of these two Fungi in a drop of water
under a thin plate of glass, he found that
they imbibed the fluid rapidly, swelling very
much, and soon indicating changes in
the character of the granular matter with
which they are filled. This matter, which
was at first tolerably uniform, became divided into
distinct portions, which gradually assumed a
definite form, and were ejected by means of a
little aperture at one end of the spore, furnished
with two long thread-like appendages, by means of
which they moved about with great rapidity in
every direction, exactly like the spores of many
Algae which are propagated by precisely similar
bodies. The motion ceased after a few hours, and
the cells germinated, and in the case of the Potato
mould, De Bary saw the threads sent out from the
spores penetrating the tissues of a small slice of a
Potato tuber placed with them in the water.
In the case of the Fungus on Goat's
Beard, a plant which often retains water
for a time in the axils of the leaves, he
found the water teeming with the zoospores of
the white rust, which moved about with immense
rapidity. It is very probable that that especial

this Journal, especially as they are stated in
language as little technical as the subject admits.
M. J. B.

and soil or road stuff over the Heather. The cn»
both tanks, well covered, was about VU. or 13/

*

and they last very well
;

The bottom was
**

* **- J -- - v"» was

holding clay. I used 4-inch iron pipes, exceptJ?
extremities, where there were 3-inch pipj* ?
buildings from their situation required

a'folj
extent of pipes than would, I think, under

0r*J
circumstances be necessary. The pipes common?*
use on most of the liquid manure farms if
about three inches in diameter. I Aonld

tb

power have them much larger.

Would you not also avoid junctions at right h*l
—Certainly : and have used gentle curves. \^S
a right-angled principle of distribution, the oik £
recommended by the engineers, as thus— *

3700'Yards of Piping.
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I should prefer the following principle of arrangeine:

Plan for an Arrangement of Undebowdw^J81 w* 1

AVOIDANCE OP 88A*P AHOLAVIEW TO THE

3400 Yards of Piping, 1 Hydr*tto e*tf5 ***•

ASTNALS OF A LIQUID MANURE FARM.
(Continued from p. 463.)

You have stated that your attention was first called
to the principle of the liquified manure cultivation, by
Mr. Chadwick's expositions, published in agricultural
papers. Before however carrying the theory into prac-
tice, did you make any examinations of the practical
means in use for its application ?—Yes ; I examined Mr.
Kennedy's, of Mver Mill- Mr. Telfer's, at Ayr; and
Mr. Ralston's, near Ayr.
What modifications did you upon that examination

make in the practical means of applying the principle ?— It struck me that on Mr. Kennedy's farm there was
an excess of pipage, that is to say, an excess of capital
over and above what could be profitably employed, or
beyond the quantity of manure that he had to apply. I
did not see that more than one-third ot the pipage could
h used yearly for liquid manure, and therefore upon that
third must fall the interest of the capital laid out on the
other two-thirds. Mr. Iialston's pipage was carried
from his tanks situated high up the hill to the bottom,
where the distribution took place from pressure ; an ar-
rangement which has been praised for its economy, but I
believe that that economy is more than counterbalanced
by the expense of raising to his cattle shed the heavy
produce, from 50 to 60 tons per acre, nearly a mile up
hill. Another practical objection to the methods in
use at Mr. Kennedy's, Mr. Telfer's, and Mr. Ralston's,
appeared to me to be the few hydrants they had, or
only one to every ten acres, the same as at Mr. Mechi's.
This necessitates an excessive length of flexible pipe
gutta percha or other, with an additional labour in
working, and a compound wear and tear of the material,
Will you describe your own machinery and piping ?—

My tanks were 8 feet deep, and the manure tank held
22,239 gallons, and the mixing tank is 25,293
gallons. They were faced with wood—the rough slabs*
of the outside of trees, with a dry black mould rammed

The last Number of the Annates <fe Sctoeu Naturdles,
m *\

ih* back\wf* T? C°Vered with the cheapest
which we received only a few days since, does not contain the wnoIe trees with the bark on, and a bed of Heatherpromised figure*.

[ on the top to prevent soi, fttlling t^^^^^^

What were your expenses for
jf^ f llo*s

:

J

charges for it per acre ?-They were as

Expenses of Pipe Irtmtion 20 aerf

Tanks
Metal pipes, lead, and laying

Cutting drains for d<>.

Hydrants and brass joints .

Manure pumps and fitting •

Water-pump and fitting

Shafting for do.
Gutta-percha pip©

For 20 acres

or 91. 10#. an acre. The inter**

per cent.= 14/. 6s. In some con

26
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6

30

13
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19

10

8

10

10

I)
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centrifugal pumps. If the machinery I have described

be used on 10 acres yearly, it entails a charge per acre

of 11. 8*. 6d. for interest ; if on 12 acres, a yearly charge

of 11. 4?.,- if on 20 acres, a yearly charge of 14?. 3 \d.

per acre for interest and deterioration.

This 14*. 3d. being the rate of fixed charge per acre,

say for such areas as the 20 acres, what are the variable

charges per acre ?—With the numbej of dressings I

give, which are about twelve in the year, it is 16$. per

acre for the expense of distribution.

By what power do you apply the liquid — horse,

water, or steam?—By water-power; taking about four

horse power.

What quantity of manure do you apply in a day ?

—

About 180 tons per diem.

With what lift ?—Between 20 and 25 feet from the

bottom of the tank.

Have you compared the cost of distributing a given

quantity of liquid manure by the cart, w ith that by
pipes an4 jet?—Yes: my estimate is that the total

expense of pumping out to a distance of from £ to £ a

mile and spreading, by the pipes and jet, is nearly three

farthings per ton. By the water-cart—man, horse,

and cart, at 6s. per diem, the cost under the most
favourable circumstances is 3%d. per ton, allowing the
cart to hold 1 ton ; and 20 loads to be distributed per

day. The difference increases with the distance in

favour of the pipes, and this estimate includes nothing

for the poaching of the land by the cart.

But in what time will you distribute 20 loads by the

pipes ?—In about one hour.

Over what area did you distribute by pipes the 180 tons

per acre per diem ?—It varied with the conditions of the
soil as to moisture and with the temperature. If the
soil was dry or the evaporation was great I gave
more. The variation was from 2 to 4 acres per diem.

Then you gave heavier applications than is stated to

be the practice in other instances of the liquified

manure culture?—Yes, and more diluted.

To what extent did you dilute the urine you received
in your tank ?—The dilution varied with the state of

moisture in the soil, and the weather if rainy or not,

from three to one to six to one, and sometimes a great
deal more than that.

Did you distribute the solid or stable dung
diluted in the liquid ? — Only partially ; because
I had not sufficient tank room for it, and the
farm steading was so awkwardly situated as

not to afford me the means conveniently. At first,

indeed, I only thought of applying the dung in the
common method, but the experience I have had leads
me to the conclusion, that I ought to distribute the
whole of it in a liquid state. But to effect this most
economically we want some improvement in the pipage,
in the shape of cheaper branches, to which branches
flexible pipes might be attached.

Did you not find by experience that more of dilution
and greater frequency of application than is customary
in the common distribution of liquid manure is bene-
ficial ?—Yes ; my results, which have increased yearly,
have been brought about mainly by following that
principle as a thI^ and I should follow it still closer.
For the earlier applications in tbe spring I used tmrf
manure in a very concentrated state, as one to
three, and even one to two, relying, as experience
enabled me to do, on the power of the soil to
retain for future use that which the present crop
did not appropriate. For I found that on this important
principle of the power of the soil to retain the
manure, I got the remaining surplus of the first applica-
tion in the next crop, by the use of water only.
I found this out from the necessity of making room in

^y tanks for a further supply of manure from the
cattle shed.

Then your experience corroborates the early doctrine
enunciated, that the soil is, when properly treated, the
test store-house of food for plants, rendering large
reservoirs for town manures not so necessary as pre-
viously supposed ?—Exactly so. The farmers still

object to the application of manure in the liquid form to
the soil • that there is " no stay in it

;

" that it had no per-
manent effect, whereas my foreman would point to
them, that the effect of a concentrated application was
visible on the third crop with an application of plain
water.

«T0ar exPenses *°r Pitting on liquid manure being at
the rate of less than three farthings per ton, that being by
water power, about what would it have been bv steam ?—Merely the difference of the coals, for my water and
connecting machinery cost me nearly as much as a
steam engine would have done.

So far as you have gone, what is the quantity of milk
produced per acre on this system as compared with the
common practice?—It is at least four-fold, which is
chiefly brought about by the supply of the succulent
mod produced by this system through the summer and
cbe autumn months. Whilst the common supply of milk
»hs off when the Grass dries up in the beginning of
August, I keep on a steady supply until the end of
October.

What was the quality of the milk produced ?—It

i?*«i
VGry great 8atisfaction to a11 tne people that gotit, though my cows were not Alderneys, but the Ayr-shire and Short-horn breeds, which produced very large

quantities. I got a prize in the county for cheese \wen as butter.
**uat was the quantity of stock per acre which you

were enabled to rear, as compared with the previous

system on the same land ?—My predecessor kept
10 oxen and six cows on 21 acres of Grass, and the

aftermath of 17 acres, the first crop of which was taken
for hay. On the irrigated Grass land, consisting of 3£

acres of Italian Rye-grass, and 8 acres of water meadow
newly brought in—and not very good at that time

—

there were kept 20 cows, four feeding cattle, and a bull;

there was provided the partial keep of five cart-horses,

and the total keep of one pony, and the Grass which

eight calves required. This same land had two
quarters and a half of Oats per acre the year I took

the farm. My experience, however, enables

me to state that the result I have obtained is not

a maximum result, even in our cold climate, where it

may be estimated that wo have two months less of

growing weather than in the south of England.

Did you try your liquid manure on any of the cereals ?

—No ; because the green crops would absorb more pro-

fitably every particle of manure that I could produce.

Did you try it on your garden crops?—Yes; I had

5 acres of murket garden, which, with the irrigation,

became the most profitable part of my farm ; chiefly in

Onions and Carrots. This was only for the last year,

when my crop was, for the weather, wonderfully good.

In my own garden I tried it upon Rhubarb with

astonishing results, as also upon the Celery and the

Asparagus, with very great improvement in the quality

as well as the quantity. I am satisfied myself that the

principle is very important for market garden cultiva-

tion, inasmuch as there appears to be a larger develop-

ment of the saccharine matter, and less of woody fibre

produced than in plants grown under the ordinary

system.
( To be concluded next week.)

the other six. months. His expenditure would there-

fore be

:

& t. d.
Food. 9 horses at 10*. a week 234
6 oxen at 7e. a week (13 weeks) 27 6

261 6

Extras. Blacksmith, farrier, harness. &c. 21.2*. Od... 18 18

Maintenance of value, 10 per cent, on 270L the value

of 9 horses 27

To this must be added repairs of such implements
belonging to horse cultivation as have been dis-

placed by steam-power, say 10 per cent, on 1001. .

.

307 4

10

£317 4

Add also Wages. A man and boy to each of 3 teams
during 6 months, and a man aud boy to 9 horses

during 6 months, and a man and boy to every 3

oxen during 3 months, at 10*. a week for the man,
and 3*. 6d. a week for the boys

—

4 men, 26 weeks, at 10* 52
4 boys, 26 weeks, at &». 6d. .. ... 18 4
2 men, 13 weeks, at 10*. . .- .. ... 13
2 boys, 13 weeks, at 3*. 6d. . 4 11

Add interest 5 per cent, on capital, say
2701. ... 13

And for 3 months on 1301 1 12 ft.

87 15

14 12 6

STEAM CULTIVATION.
Boubton, near Shrivenham.—Mr. George Pocock,

£419 11 6

This then is the cost which Mr. Pocock saves by the

use of his steam-engines and cultivating apparatus;

now let us Bee what it costs him.
Mr. Pocock has had his rope at work for 18 months,*

and though once or twice jammed by accident it

has never yet broken. He has had his engine and
plough at work during the same time, and has had
four sets of points for his plough, which cost him
36s. He has also had sundry additional expenses con-

nected with new wheels and one or two other little

matters, but including all that, his whole expenditure

on repairs has not been 201.

His belief as regards the rope—costing 407.—is that

one half of it in his management will last two years,

and the other half will last three years.

10
And 201. once in 3 years 7

And thus
per annum covers the cost of rope ; add for repairs
201. for 1£ year, or

of Bourton, near Shrivenham, has had one of Fowler's

10-horse engines, with his 3-furrow balance plough, at

work since October 1859. Both hiB farms and himself it thus appears that 20J. will have to be laid out
were especially fitted for the successful employment of every other year

steam-power in cultivation—for in the first place he
has long been accustomed to the employment of the

moveable steam-engine—having for many years had
two or three in constant work on hire in his neighbour-
hood. And in the second place the horse cultivation of

the land which he holds at Bourton, is extraordinarily

expensive. Experience and Bkill on the part of the

master, and great difficulty in the circumstances of

his cultivation, are just what are wanted to bring

out the merits of steam-power on the farm ; and
I have accordingly been surprised to learn at how little

cost all the advantage of steam cultivation have been
experienced iu Mr. Pocock's hands. 401

The farms at Bourton and Upper Stratton include
250 acres of arable land and 400 acres of pasture. The
former is a dairy farm, and besides the cows and young
stock of the dairy several hundreds of heavy bacon
hogs are fattened annually. The land is very stiff,

probably on the bed known as the Kimmeridge clay.

.Of the arable land at Bourton, one quarter is in sheep-
food—mover, tmd Vetches, and Rape—the remainder
being in Wheat, Beans, and Barley.

It is obvious that there is an immense extent of
autumn cultivation, and comparatively little other
work. A large extent of Bean stubble has to be
ploughed for Wheat; Clover and Rape have to be
ploughed for Wheat ; Barley stubble has to be
ploughed for Vetches; Wheat stubble has to be
ploughed for Beans, and all this, except perhaps
the last item, which may be done somewhat later,

has to be accomplished after harvest and before
November. Force enough has to be put on to
accomplish the work in proper time, and when the
land is in the right condition, which such excessively
stiff land very rarely is. And not only this ploughing
but a great work with the harrow has to be accom-
plished iu a hurry to fit the land for the seed, and to
cover it in. When once the Wheat and Vetches are
sown in October, and the land for Beans is made ready
for the seed, most of the work is done.

The fact then in this case is that a great number of
horses are kept most of the year for the sake of their
labour at a critical time. No fewer than 15 to
20 horses were kept on Bourton Farm ; 18 was the
common number, and several teams of oxen were taken
up during the latter months for the accomplishment
of the work. It is however difficult to estimate the

exact cost of horse-labour on the farm, because after

the busy season several horses were always put up to

fit for sale. I have therefore estimated, with Mr.

Pocock's consent, the horses saved by the introduction

of steam-power into the field at 9 horses during six

months, and 6 oxen during three months of the year.

Mr. Pocock purchased Mr. Fowler's apparatus in

October, 1859, and the next week sold six draught

oxen, and gradually parted with his horses until from

1 6 or 18 they were brought down to seven or eight.

He thus saves the keep of at least 9 horses during

the year, and of at least 6 oxen during say three months

of the year, when their food goes to the production of

force instead of flesh. He saves the full wages of team

men in both cases during the time of full work-
say six months for horses and three months for the

oxen, and he saves the wages of horse keepers during

s. d.

17

13

And £30
will cover the whole annual cost of repairs and
rope.

The average performance is perhaps barely 5 acres

a day when ploughing—by a 3-furrow plough worked
by a 10-horse engine. The coals cost 18s. a ton on
the land, which is close to the station, and 8 cwt. a
day is the ordinary consumption. The labour em-
ployed when at work is

—

& s.d.
Engineer, per week 110
Ploughman 18
Anchor boy 090
2 porter boys 14
Horse and water-cart and boy, say 14

£4 6
Or, say 14*. 6*. a day.

5 The wages are high, and Mr. Pocock is perfectly
sure that he is well repaid in paying such wages as
shall secure the content and interest of those men who
are employed. To this he attributes the fact that he
has had no breakage or accident since he began.

Ui.The work of removal from field to field is very
easily accomplished. When the field is finished, the
anchor actuated by the engine works itself on to a
frame on wheels which is turned and pulled up to the
engine, the slack rope as it is paid out is wound on
a drum placed on a pair of wheels, and it too is ready
at once to move. The porters are coupled successively
on to the anchor carriage on its way to the engine, and
the engine itself, with tank, steams out of the field.

The anchor carriage, with porters, and drum with rope
on it, are drawn out by horses. Last Monday it came
down half a mile in this way into a 16-acre field just
fed off by sheep, took up its station ; the anchor was
drawn by horses to its place, the porters being un-
coupled on its way, the rope was paid out from the drum
and round the stationed anchor and fastened on to the
plough—the other end of it was drawn down by horses,
fitted around the pulley, and fastened on behind the
plough ; the slack was wound up and the work com-
menced—and the field was finished (grubbing) by
Tuesday night This was at Upper Stratton, near
Swindon, where Mr. Pocock has another farm.
On another occasion the engine finished work at

Bourton at half-past 11 a.m.—the men had their dinner

—they then got all the apparatus together and steamed
off 5 miles to Upper Stratton, planted their apparatus,

and began work the same day.

These facts then illustrate the fairness of the

estimate which puts the loss of time for removal at less

than 2 hours in the case ofmere going from one field to

another on the same farm. Of course this depends

exceedingly on the weather. In heavy weather every-

thing works slowly, and the time would be more

than this.

Mr. Pocock has made a cultivator, which the engine

pulls to and fro across the field, turning it by a most

ingenious guide apparatus for the pull rope and the

slack rope, by which the process is most satisfactorily

and easily accomplished. He, with this 9-tined culti-
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vator, covering a width of 6 ft. 6 in., easily gives

8 acres a double tine in the day. It is a thoroughly

efficient tool, not easy to choke, in however foul a

piece of land ; and the grubbing thus accomplished

is certainly marvellously cheaply done.

The work the engine has done since Mr. Pocock has

had it amounts to fully 900 acres, and it is a very

moderate estimate of the work yet to be done which

puts it at 300 acres to be accomplished before the date of

purchase comes round again this year. The
whole work will thus be say 1200 acres in two

years, or 600 acres annually. The work done has

been partly ploughing and partly grubbing, amounting

therefore on the average to at least 6 acres daily,

including removals, so that 100 days' work per annum
must be charged against the engine, and the annual

cost will stand thus :

—

Repairs and rope
Coals, 8 cwt at 18* £0 7

Oil, probably 1

£30
6

100 days, at 086
Wages 100 days, at 14*. 6d.
Maintenance of value, 10 per cent, on say 7401.

Interest of capital, 5 per cent 37

42 10
72 10
74

The -whole annual cost thus amounts to . . £256 C

The annual cost of horse-labour was put at

419L 11*. Gd. And even if that be reduced by one-

half the charge for food for horses (234 1, per annum)
as they are at work during only about six months,

and are then put up to prepare for sale—even then

the cost of the horse-power (displaced by 2561. per

annum spent upon the engine and apparatus) would
exceed 300Z.—so that there is a direct annual saving

to Mr. Pocock by the employment of steam-power

in cultivation, by which he has annually ploughed

and grubbed at least 600 acres for 256/., or not much
more than 8*. an acre. How much more than this

the ploughing and grubbing of such heavy land cost

when done by horses every farmer knows. It is

customary on the extremely heavy land of that county

to require 6 horses to every 100 acres of plough land

—and the trampling of long teams in the farrow,

altogether saved by steam-drawn tools, cannot but

exert a most mischievous effect.

Mr. Pocock's farms are the property of H. Tucker,

Esq., of Bourton, to whose letters in the Times last

winter the attention then directed to the condition of

cottages in rural districts was mainly due. Mr.
Tucker has not confined himself to public discussion of
a great evil ; but by the erection of good cottages and
schools he has set himself to correct it within his own
district. Several sets of 5-roomed cottages containing
three bed rooms and two living rooms have lately been
erected, at a coat not much, exceeding 1252. apiece.

surprised

"J. W.,

Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Prosperity.—I am equally

and at a loss with your Correspondent
Peterborough," to know what foundation there exists
for the terra " Agricultural Prosperity * frequently
made use of in the House of Commons, or to discover
any trace of 6uch prosperity arising from any financial
measures of the Government. I have the highest respect
for the wonderful talent and ability of the present
Chancellor of the Exchequer, but I cannot see what he
has done for agriculture. True, he has taken off some
portion of the excise duties on Hops, but the foreign
grower has a great deal the best part of it. However,
as he admits that the Hop duties are unjust and
oppressive, and alike condemned by growers and con-
sumers, we trust the time is not far distant when free
trade in Hops as well as corn will be proclaimed. But
this does not much affect the prosperity of the agri-
cultural interest, and to return, what evidence have°we
to prove the prosperity of farmers ? By this term, I
mean fair business proEts for the capital employed 'in
the cultivation of the soil, which ought at least to be
8 or 10 per cent. To judge of such by the returns of
the income tax is no criterion at all, for the tax is
based upon the rental not the profits of the farm and I
very much doubt if the farmers of the south of England
can speak of anything but their losses during the past
season. Instead of judging from the income tax, if
some members were to move for a return of this balance
sheet, some real conclusions might be arrived at. My
balance would be very much like Mr. Mechi'u
when he p:o!uced it; a tolerable farm too,
very clean, and farmed I trust pretty well. By
the bye, a wonderful man is this Mr. Meehi; he has
lately discovered a plan for growing corn on one side of
a hedge, and breeding hares and rabbits without injury
to it on the other. To take the farmers as a class I do
not believe they make any more profit than their fore

but not enough for consumption, and hence all such

remarks on agricultural prosperity, &c. What the men

who do all these things have to thank the Government

for or any Chancellor of the Exchequer I am at a loss

to conceive. The increasing wants of the population,

aided by skill and capital, improvements in machinery,

&c, and a rising intelligence among farmers generally,

have worked these changes. W. S.

gotiztit$*

Royal Agbiculttjbal : May 22.—The half-yearly

report of the Council, read at the General Meeting this

day, stated that during the past half-year 87 members

hwe been elected into the Society, 6 governors and

67 members have died, and the names of 236 members

have been on various accounts omitted from the list

of the Society, which accordingly now includes 4633

names on its list.

The question of the free admission of governors and

members to the show-yard during the Society's country

meetings has been under the consideration of the

Council.

Governors and members who have paid their sub-

scription for the current year, will be admitted free by

tickets issued by the Secretary, which tickets will not

be transferable ; and any governor or member who shall

be found to transfer or lend his ticket will be reported

to the Council, and will in future forfeit the privileges

of membership. Application for the member's ticket

is to be made in London, either by post or personally,

not later than Friday, the 12th July, and afterwards at

the Secretary's Office, nearthe entrance tothe show-yard.

The interest attaching to the country meeting will

be this year largely increased by the competitive trials

of steam-cultivators. The result of these trials will be

made known at the Leeds Meeting.

The Society having offered this year a prize of 100£.

for the best thorough-bred stallion, having served mares

during the season 1861, which, in the opinion of the

Judges, is best calculated to improve and perpetuate

the breed of the sound and stout thorough-bred horse

for general stud purposes, and an unusually large

amount for horses in other classes, they contemplate

that great interest will be evinced at this meeting by

the breeders of horses and the public generally through-

out the kingdom.
The entries of implements and machinery in motion,

to be exhibited at Leeds, closed on the 1st of May, and
the Council have the satisfaction of stating that the

applications for space in this department of the show-

Yard exceed those of any previous meeting of the

Society.

The entries for live stock and flax, which will close

on' the 1st of June, already gave indications that this

portion of the exhibition will be equally satisfactory.

The arrangement for the Leeds Meeting, to be held
in the week commencing Monday, July 15, are advancing
rapidly. The show-yard will be open as u*ider :

—

Monday, for implements, and for stock (after
the judges have made their award) . . . . 5*. Od.

Tuesday 2 6
Wednesday 26
Thursday i o
Friday i o

^ JHer Majesty has been graciously pleased to grant a
site of 26 acres in the Regent's Park, for the purpose ot

holding an Exhibition of Stock and Implements in 1862.

To ensure the greatest amount of profit, it would be»
consider the position in life of the population residentnei **

own locality ; tbe proximity to a good market, and thek£?*
quality of meat necessary for its supply. Formerly farm***
no means of conveying their swine to a favourable market^ Kk

the tediousoneof driving them,ortheexpensiveoneofcon2f
them in carts. There is a pig called the improved »&
Suffolk, which many persons prefer to white, thinks?*
are more hardy, but I have tairly tested the thinTrfu?
(which I suppose infest present have been eye witness

i £

2

proved that the white will exceed the black as far JJ£
maturity is concerned, and of course early maturity fe JJ
the profit is gained ; and I find the better the quality ofS?
the more lucrative it becomes, much less food being rem?
Now for our white Suffolk breed. In choosing the 2»2
boar, the chief points are a smallish head, with shorty?
wide chaps, the ears rather small and thin, ends sharp,

3

lous, and pointing a little forward, broad and deepVw
round ribs, long in the body and short in the let?, the h^2
or thigh dropped almost to the hock, back broad, 8&2SI
slightly curved, shoulders and haras thick, and theSI
rise well behind the ears, small bones m proportion to t3B
flesh, the hair to be long, thin, and silky, tail smaUatf^j?
Strict attention to these points in selection cannot fiflof^

petuating good stock. Here I must add my g&t^
JJ"

careless breeders are in selecting the boar for their ion
there happens to be a good animal within a short dto^VL
the going to which half-a-crown is charged, theynil^
send double the distance to a thoroughly bad bredugljW
for the sake of the gain of a shilling; whilst this apmfe
paltry gain is so much looked after improvement is out«(£

question. As to the time for breeding, the sow should

»

irom 10 to 12 months old, and the boar from eight tot
months. I however find that very few people will keep tai

so long, but breed them much earlier, which very oftenp
vents their growing to the proper size, or acquiring sofas

strength for breeding. I think good sized sows are bat fc

breeding, and more likely to have a good number ofm
Great care should be taken not to save one wiith less tk

paps, for it is observed each pig selects a tit for itself, Iontk

12 good even pigs to be sufficient for any sow to brinj^

The sow I exhibited at Framlingham and Canterbury!*

summer has brought up 51 pigs in four litters, without W;
one. As far as my experience goes, the time ofgaUa

averages about 113 days, or 16 weeks and one day. Twprf

litters in a year are all we ought to expect. Whenaswiii

Eig
she ought to have liberty and plenty of exercise. T*

oars kept for stock should be confined in a shed lith i

roomy yard ; if allowed to roam about, you are likelytop

wrong in your breed. In managing the sow at the twd

farrowing my practice is as follows : To have a man withk»

attend to her ; for it is absurd to have all the troubled

expense of keeping a sow, then, at the most particular te,

to leave her alone to take her chance. In my idea there is >;

sufficient attention paid to the construction of pigsjeries; la*":

seldom seen one which I did not consider too small, eiar

perhaps just for fat pigs, which, of course, do not so much*

nify, for the less a pig put up for fatting moves the bette

But the farrowing pen ought to be large, to allow the w*

plenty of room, and likewise to admit of rails being pUcal

tne size or tbe sow, i tnink in neignt irom s w a "*«j-»-r

extend out from the wall, about nine inches, ha™* »

supports carried up sloping from the side, instead of strags I

up from the floor, like a model I have brought with me, tec

when the sow lies down there will be no likelihood ot cc

squeezing the pigs, as there is plenty of space left for toem*;

pass between her and the wall, tor nine times ontot ten it-

is where the mischief is done, as sows invanab/y u«e row-

against something when they lie <fown
;

1S^J
had a hundred pigs, without losing one from wuig-y
Each place ought to be, at least, from 8 to 10^JS*
the best floor, I consider, is asphalt. No darap or s^n

rise from that ; I tried boards, bricks, and
^"EffldiS**

in the way of floors ; most persons would say w
but I think I can convince you to the <»uWl^,; for if

consider for only one minute, they cannot m w ^^
the boards are placed close, of course the mow;u ^
and the boards become saturated *nd if a bpaoe

f ntni

fiuw litter will go between, so it will become onem.^^
matter underneath, quite level with the 5

oor
>

b tbe ttri*

depth may bo ; for what passes through ^a^jtlsW
and is likely to bring on many diseases. But i

on ^

Farmers' Clubs.
Feimlingham, April 22 : On the Management of

Swine.—Mr. Stearn said :—The management of swine
includes breeding, rearing, and feeding. The inha-
bitants of Great Britain and Ireland are great con-
sumers of meat, and more particularly of the flesh of the
pig, in all its varied forms of conversion into meat.
The consumption of pork, fresh or salted ; of bacon,
dried, or smoked; of hams, &c, is immensely great,
and renders the progressive improvement in the breeding
and general management ofthe pig of great importance
to the public ; and in my opinion the keeping of swine
is fast becoming something more than a mere means of
disposing of the refuse of the farm, which would other-
wise be wasted. Mr. Bond stated at the last meeting,
our population had doubled in the last 50 years. I am
convinced that in swin* alone, if the farmers generally
would pay proper attention to the hreeding, rearing
and feeding, there can be double the meat raised at
ht'Ie more than the present cost.

I have had experience in management of pigs a rood many
years. I exhibited a sow and pigs at the Framlingham show
as long back as 1847, and gained the prize; they were then
considered superior to everything that i;ad been seen in this
neighbourhood, and many said I should never produce another

for^STt r
a
?

r
- ?°Ud

,

S
?
y8

'

" we kee^ progressing,"
for at tho rramlmgham show last year I exceeded the form

very young. I have' the beds attended to and
"J^*

every morning, for I find the cleaner the place #,
beHer the pigs thrive. The floor being w^fdriest
a week, everything runs off, and the afP

h~V does iK<*
short time. There is another great advantage. » ^p
more than two-thirds the straw it requires 5P^ litter, *^
for the moisture appears to run under tne

, .&*
wetting it so much, as it is laid a little on tbe^^
taken from the inside, serves as litter for tne ^
ought to be paved in some way to preven

i9 mi*
,*[

rooting. By following this plan, the manure ^j
regular and good. A tank should be mao° j ^ j»
receive the drainage from the pounds, tn

J nt the«5
troughed to take off the rain water, to P™™ cted«»»I
being washed. The pens ought to be so con- 1 ^
closed up in cold weather, and well v.-nti ateu

the time of farrowing I allow a very smaU qua .^p
cut short, and have a hamper placed in l°® *jy»*
straw at the bottom, and also an old blanket. ^nt

*t

partition about 2£ feet high across the 1*"^^ puttfe*£

them
bran

little

plan there i» ^ f r tw -,

one-third are lost i jp
always give the man

fpe;^.

*ref ""T"
tu a UIS" rent, ana profits proportionately

low. There are many classes of men always ready to
take land; some understand their business and will
probably do well, others will take at any price per acre,
who have not that knowledge, find that thev are losing
money, abuse the times and the seasons, but especially
their landlords, get out of it, and make way for better
men. Others will farm as an amusement and delight,
spare no expense, and the farm will look neat s.n i

pleasant as a garden. All this helps to put a pleasant
race nnnn t.na r»rmn+**«~ *-u~ :~~ *«_ • • i «»

may make up my mma i nave got to my furthest iii that
point, as I have raised between 14 and 15 stone, 14 lbs. to the

in the breeding of that animal arrived as nearly at
perfection as

^ 1^ could reasonably hope. I find that the
3k, and it

whether "for bacon or parkT^ftil^ aSS^fES
choose a large kind such hs Berkshire, hut if for -orkfthe smTl
kind is most aesirable, such as the Suffolk or Leicester, which

back in the hamoer, give the sow a » l"V}d att^fi
«.«. ; and whilst she is eating this, have the o ^w
by removing all the wet straw, Ac. Add a

p
jgs£\<

cut short, then when the sow lies down ^®"
little W*d

again; by pursuing this plan there is
|^/ for tbe^

losing them, for I believe
proper attention. I alway» &- .-. aM ib^-^.
the pigs he can bring up to a fortnight oia.

be*^
the cheapest plan, for then there is no T

^
r

tbe first HJ%
them properly, and attend to them in

fte; °>-
as well in the night as the day. D

tiDg »%*
hear people complain of the sow ^ p

young ? Therefore steps ought to J*' that *»p
her doing so ; for when once a sow u

jiw^
very little use for breeding purposes. be wr^
me, I will explain what I have fou«£

j
ger ?

od *

In some litters, the side teeth are mucn
thep

igs^
than in others; when this is the case, j"" i9b^" *
suck, they bite and scratch the papj, ana

».

fla0jfl>*JTe»

the sow to such a degree, that it brings oi ^e j
the sow becomes mad with rage, sue ^ ii f
and some another. At hist she bites ^S^tbe^tfg
draws blood, she will begin to eat them. old ,

I W j

face npon the country, the income tax is paid, the crops ?*™V «irni,ar animals, and every jud.cious°Ueder wiirhave
are good; immense quantities of meat are producedJftJ£*V?^

vent this: when the pigs are a ^S^^aVflw •- • -
>r, so the sow caun

y^ u

a'pair ofP^tJ^*%**]
a lot of 13 some time since, if I bad n£l£ the P'S

8 *^

taken away in the hamper, so the sow

nip those teeth out with r
—•- ^«">^rs.

the sow was as near mad as possible, u»
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-place, und I had great difficulty in taking them away, for she

4ould not allow any one to approach her. As soon as I had

drawn the teeth, and put the pigs back, she was as kind to

them as possible, and perfectly docile. I think about eight

weeks old is a good time for weaning the pigs, and I like to

have them operated upon a short time previous.

As far as the feeding of my pips is concerned, it

appears the public know more about it than I do myself.

Some say I give them sugared milk, some, when they

think my back is turned, put their hand into the

troughs and taste the food, and say they are sure it

is physic ; others have stolen some of the food to have

it analysed. Now I will try and explain how I feed.

I begin to feed the young pigs at five or six days old, with

warm milk mixed with a little very fine sharps, and a small

quantity of whole Mai/.e, out of troughs like some I will show
vou presently. For the first few weeks after being weaned, I

have the boy feed them very often, but give them a very little

H>d at atime, so they will clear the troughs out In the winter

feed all with warm food, but not in the summer. I give them

a great variety of meal, such as Wheat, Maize, Barley, Oats,

and whatever is most convenient to mix together. I just wet

Jt with cold water, and then scald it with boiling water, and
sprinkle it with salt ; between meals, I give them whole Maize

and Mangel Wurael or Swedes cut small ; and once or twice a

day a little coal, but not too much, aa it will be likely to do

them harm. I allow them plenty of clean water ; and there is

ne thing I am very particular about, not to give them any
more food than they will clear up at a time. When pi^s are

put up fatting, it will be found very beneficial to wash them,

at least once a week ; this is quickly done by experienced hands,

nd will amply repay any one for the trouble. I also like to

have them very often brushed. If you will only try the experi-

ment between this and the common mode of treatment, you

will bo surprised at the difference. Store pigs ought to have

their liberty as far as convenient, such as to range in large

yards in winter, and the run of a piece of pasture in the summer.

They should also be fed two or three times a day. Good bred

and well fed store pigs will always consume the refuse from

the farm and dairy, when a bad bred one will refuse. I have

•never known mine refuse anything in the way of pig food yet

that was offered them, not even the prize animals. In my
opinion the generality of pig-troughs are very badly con-

structed, so as to waste a great deal of the food, and soil it, by
allowing the pigs to get their fore feet in. I have tried a great

many different sorts, and find those I have brought here to night

to be the best kind I have seen, to prevent both spoiling and

Boiling ; they are called the light iron Norfolk troughs. They
cannot be too fleet according to the size of the pigs to prevent

their getting deformed. Their shape is very often injured

through not using a suitable trough. I have a great many
different rises, and use tbem to suit the animal.

The Secretary, at the request of Mr. Steam, then

read several letters from gentlemen to whom Mr. Steam
had sold pigs, in proof of the statements he had made.

Some extraordinary specimens of Mr. Steam's success

in the breeding and rearing of pigs were then brought

into the room, and engaged the attention of the meeting

for more than half an hour before the discussion pro-

ceeded.

The first animal produced was a breeding sow belonging to a
neighbour of Mr. Stearn. which was produced as a contrast to

his own. When this animal was placed side by side with one
of Mr. Steam's the contrast produced a great deal of merri-

ment ; but we were informed by those competent to speak on
the subject that the unhappy pig which was produced as a foil

on this occasion was not an unfair sample of the run of young
"breeding sows. Its age was about nine months, as was also

that of one of Mr. Steam's, placed beside it : the former
weighed 4 stone ; the latter about 16 or 17 stone. Mr. Stearn
also shewed three white Suffolk sows in pig. The last specimen
shown was a young boar from the Framlingham and Canter-

bury prize sow. Mr. Stearn also showed one of the light Nor-
folk troughs He uui, along the top of which he had added a
bar to prevent the pigs from attempting to leap o?«r, in Joiug
which he said they would often break their legs. He also pro-

duced a specimen of the wedge-shaped lattice he uses, which
has the effect of fending the sow from the wall when she lies

<lown, and so leaves room for the young to escape uncrushed.

These contrivances were simDle and excellent, and served, no
less than the wonderful specimens of the pig tribe which he
exhibited, to convey an ide so 1 his great care, perseverance,

and skill in the work in which he takes so much delight.

Mr. W. Jcaffreson acknowledged the obligations of the

meeting to Mr. Stearn, and said he wished to ask one question,

as he was a little bit of a pig man himself. One of Mr
Steam's observations was that coal was advantageous to a

eertain extent, but not too much. What was the quantity of

coal that ought to be given to a pig?

Mr. Stearn said that not being acquainted ^ith the proper-

ties of coal, he had had to be guided by experience, and in

gaining that experience he had been very near losing many of

•Sis pigs. He used coal as an astringent, and it acted almost

immediately ; but in two or three cases he had given too

much, and had been near losing the pigs. They must be

guided by the age ofthe pig in using the coal ; he never allowed

anybody to give it but himself. To a pig from seven to nine

months old he should give, if the animal required anything of

the sort, about as much coal as would lie in the palm of his

hand, twice a day.
Mr. J. Mann offered some remarks from his experience of

the breeding and rearing of pigs. He said he scrubbed his

pigs, but not every day ; he rubbed them very frequently with
a dry horse brush. For lung disease he gave Linseed meal,
and he found they recovered upon it. He believed cleanliness
to be one of the greatest points in reference to the growth of
pig* : his sties were always washed down clean, and the
manure taken away every day. If he had the means he would
carry out Mr. Steam's plans ; he was convinced it would pay.
To put the growth of well managed pigs down in figures, the
heaviest pig would average a growth of I lb. per day and
1 st"ne over, in seven months.

Mr. stearn said that one of his stock, not of his own breed-
ing, at 28 weeka old, weighed 16 stone 8 lbs. dead weight. In
answer to questions, Mr. Stearn said the hide of any white
pig would crack upon young Clover.

Mr. W. Jenffreson asked Mr. 8tearn whether it was his
custom to endeavour to reduce the fattening qualities of the
sow while breeding?

Mr. Stearn : I assure you that these very pigs are fed as
•common as we can feed them to keep them alive. I am per-
fectly aware none of you will believe me, but these two
Animals have been kept as low as possible, for breeding
purposes. His sows, notwithstanding their fatness, would
bring up 12 or 14 pigs, and after the first Utter they would
*vtrage 10 at every time.

Mr. H. Bloom field said he had been waiting to hear
•0|ne practical farmer ask some questions which he
•nould like to have answered.

It seemed to him to be quite impossible to imagine that any
animal could be in that uncomfortable state of obesity in
"hich these pigs were, unless they consumed a large quantity

!

of food of some kind. It could not bo done with those doses
of coal. It appeared that from the very earliest moment, at

the 6th day after they were born, they were taken from the
care of the mother, and fed with a little milk and sharps, and,
perhaps with a little sugar.—Was there any sugar?
Mr. 8tearn : Certainly.
Mr. Bloorafield said he received that candid statement with

a great deal of satisfaction. He hoped Mr. Stearn would be
prepared to tell them the kind of feed the animals consumed,
for instance, in the first six, seven, or eight months. When
he had dene that he (Mr. Bloomfield) should have no hesitation

in pronouncing Mr. Stearn to be a very priuce of pig breeders

and fatteners.

Mr. Stearn : I will tell you what I will do, I will allow any
one to take that pig, and the Club shall employ a competent
person to feed and take care of him for a week or two months,
or what period you like, and I will engage to say that that very

pig will consume less food than any pig of half the weight in the

country, and you shall feed him on anything you think proper.

Mr. George Ling, of Bedfield, near Wickham Market, said

Mr. Bloomfield appeared to discredit what Mr. Steam had
stated. He was not going to tell the meeting what Mr. Steam's
pigs ate, he only knew that when Mr. Stearn decided to lay

the floors of his piggeries with asphalt he employed him (Mr.

Ling) to do the work. When the men came home he asked
them how the pigs got on, and the men said the pigs got on
they did not know how, for they did not seem to eat anything.
Th • men were there all day long, and were surprised at how
little the pigs ate. He was glad to find Mr. Stearn was
satisfied with the asphalt. He hoped Mr. Steam would
advise everybody to let him lay their piggeries with asphalt.

(Laughter.)
Mr. Stearn : I should very much like to have pome competent

person feed one of these young breeding sows for two or three

weeks. I think he would feed her so that she could not rise at

all, and think he was going to starve her too. We can't give

her little enough. I have not kept her up to bring her here.

Mr. Sexton said he had not been in the black pig line long,

but he was still of opinion that they were hardier than white.

Mr. Stearn said his pigs could not stand young Clover ; now the

black ones would, and their coats did not crack. The blacks

did not want so much scrubbing; not more than once in three
months. He did not feed them with coals. They did not
require it. He could not afford coals. He thought
the blacks were hardier, quite as good breeders, and^ would
fat quite as quick. They were certainly first-rate pigs Mr.
Stearn had shown them, but he hoped he should meet Mr.
Stearn in competition again some day, and he would endeavour
to lick him.
Mr. Stearn : Mr. Sexton speaks of my scrubbing, and does not

agree with using so much soap, I don't think it costs so much
as rose oil, such as I saw him use. We don't wash them more
than once a week.
The Chairman said—It was no little honour that they had

in their club-room at that discussion the two most celebrated
pig breeders in England. Tbey might go into the dis-

cussion room of a hundred farmers' clubs, and they could
not say what they could say this evening. These two
gentlemen went to the Royal Agricultural Society's

meetings anywhere in England, and stood at the head
of the list. They returned their thanks to Mr. Sexton, and
if ever they had another agricultural show in Framlingham,
they would guarantee him the very best accommodation to

show his pigs, and a well aired bed for himself. They also

thanked Mr. Stearn for a sound practical lecture in a short
compass.
The Chairman asked Mr. Sexton what he gave his pigs, and

whether he gave the food warm or cold ?

Mr. Sexton said as soon as the pigs would eat be gave them
a little meal or Oats ; the O^ts whole. He never gave them
any Peas till they got 12 or 14 weeks old, he found it cramped
them.
Mr. Stearn said he never gave Peas at all.

Mr. Sexton said Lentils and Oats were the principal food ; he
ground the Lentils, and after a time he ground the Oats and
gave them wet with a few sharps and middlings. When the

f>igs were over three months old, he gave them Barley, and a
ittle before that time, but not much. He also gave a small
proportion of Maize. He gave everything cold, in winter and
summer. He found if he gave warm victuals, when the pigs

f-got 8 or 10 weeks old their lungs were gone. He sold his pigs
for London, at Between 4 and 5 months old, at about 5 stone.
He generally killed them at from 40lbs. to 701bs. weight. He
got the young pigs to eat as soon as they would. He could get
tbem to eat a little at 6 or 7 days' old. He did not agree with
keeping the sows over well.
The Chairman said the secret seemed to be : Oats instead of

Barley, and making the pigs eat early.
Mr. G. Goodwyn proposed that by a show of hands the

meeting should express their approbation of the show, and
their sincere thanks to Mr. Stearn for the useful practical

information he had given them.
vote of thanks was given with much cheering.

{Abridgedfrom the East Suffolk Mercury.)

i

&cbiefo$.
Journal of the Bath and West of England Society

Vol. IX. Part 2.

The Editor of this Journal has already presented its

readers with the complete volume for the current year,

and a very excellent collection of agricultural papers
is given in it

We do not know the plan of the publication, but it

seems to us that it would have been better had
this latter section of the volume been delayed
until the official report of the Truro meeting could
have been prepared. Unnecessary earliness of publi-

cation is, however, a very venial fault compared with
dilatory performance ; and it is in this case altogether

atoned for, and, indeed, justified and made especially

acceptable, by the need of early publication for one

very important paper which the work contains. We
refer to the valuable report by Professor Brown, of the

Royal Agricultural College, on the sheep rot, in

which the skill and industry of the author

himself are not more obvious than the fair-

ness and the candour with which he treats

the labours of his predecessors on this subject. Having

already given Professor Simonds' account of the

natural history of the creature whose ravages in the

liver of the sheep produce or accompany the rot, we

shall do no more than quote a foot-note of the Editor

on the manner of its generation :

—

*< Although this theory of ' alternation of genera-

tions ' has been worked out with wonderful care and

ingenuity by Steenstrup and other helminthologists,

too much, stress cannot be laid on the fact that_the

whole series or succession of changes has not been
observed in any one species, still less has it been traced
in the D. hepaticum. Reasoning from analogy and
observation it may be inferred, with almost entire
certainty, that the D. hepaticum undergoes changes
similar to those of other species of the order to which
it belongs ; but flock-masters will require something
more positive and practical than the hypothesis, how-
ever plausible and ingenious, that because one species

of Cercaria is developed into a Distoma in the body of

a water-snail, therefore other individuals of the same
or a cognate species are developed into a D. hepaticum
in the liver of the sheep. Until the sheep -fluke has

been actually traced through all its stages of develop-

ment, from the ovum to the perfect trematode
animal, we have no positive facts—only analogy and
hypothesis—to guide us, and the investigation cannot

be deemed complete."
The publicity which has now been given to existing

knowledge on this subject by Professor Brown and by
Professor Simonds cannot but have a most useful

influence on the fortunes of the sheep farmer in all

future seasons of Buch a kind as those of 1860.

The other papers in this Part of the Journal, omitting

the shorter pieces comprised in the Appendix, are an
interesting account of small farms by Mr. Darby, of

Lytchett—an elaborate discussion, by Mr. Burnett, of

the comparative economy of Grazing and Corn Growing

—a useful account by Mr. Tegetmeier of Poultry as

Farm Stock—a report by Professor Buckman on the

Difficulties of Turnip Cultivation—a collection of

reports by Mr. J. C. Morton illustrative of recent

agricultural experience, and a valuable report by
Mr. Whitley on the agricultural resources of Cornwall.

There is thus sufficient matter of local interest (for

Prof. Brown's paper on the rot is especially adapted to

the west of England, where it most fatally prevailed),

and sufficient matter of general interest, to make the

volume at once proper for the Bath and West of

England Society to give, and proper for any English

or Scottish farmer to read.

From Mr. Morton's paper we quote a single para-

graph, to which we hope attention will be given in

sufficient time by some of our great seedsmen, who
ought to undertake the labour needed fully to carry

out the suggestion which it makes. " Of grain cropg

such reports as have reached me suffer materially

from the want of uniformity in the names of sorts.

Reports of Wheat, for instance, from different quarters

of the country, describe crops of the same sort under
different names, and sometimes, I believe, crops of

different sorts under a common name. It is to be
hoped that a full collection of sheaves of all the sorts

grown in this country, may, during the coming harvest,

be collected for exhibition in the great international

show-rooms at Kensington next year. So good an
opportunity for a complete classification of varieties,

if used as it deserves to be, will prove of great

agricultural service."

When once it is known what a particular name refers

to, it will be possible to collate the experience of
farmers in various parts of the country, and thus to

convey to agricultural readers the special fitness of

particular varieties of wheat and other grain crops to

the varying conditions under which they are cultivated.

Miscellaneous.
The late DuJce of Bedford.—Ju9t as Agriculture is

beginning to rejoice under the approving smile of

Royalty itself, she turns aside for a moment to mourn
the loss of a true friend. And right worthily may he
who has just left us ask the tribute of a tear. He was
a good man, who used his great means in doing great

good to those around him. Descended of a noble race,

that has long stood high in the annals of Agriculture,

his own unchequered career of usefulness will eclipse

even the fame of his ancestors. Seldom has a man
worked so steadily onwards. Rarely has any one left

so many lasting monuments to his memory. At every

turn wheresover his path was followed, you saw what
a blessing it was for the poor to own such a friend, the
tenant to boast of such a landlord, and the gentry to

feel the force of such an example. The blocks of clean

comfortable cottages—the complete well finished home-
steads—the thriving schools, and the spiring churches

—

either alike in town or country, there is that record of

him that the sculptor's art or the poet's pen will seek
in vain to vie with. The Duke of Bedford has done
his duty in that state of life in which it pleased

God to place him. The charge was, no doubt, a heavy

one; but he ably fulfilled it. Mark Lane Express,

May 20.

Extraordinary WTieat.—On the 14th inst. Wheat
measured in the Dunbar Corn Exchange was found to

eijrh 66 lb. per imperial bushel, which is considerably

heavier than any parcel of crop 1860 which has been

pitched in the market- place. This fine Wheat was

rown on the farm of Broomhouse, in the neighbour-

>od of Dunbar, a district celebrated for Wheat and

Potatoes. It is white, but high coloured, and one of

the bearded varieties, selected and propagated by

Patrick Shirreff. Hitherto the beard has been regarded

vith dislike, and associated with coarseness of grain

;

but, from the beautiful and heavy samples of bearded

Wheats which Mr. Shirreff has this season shown in

the markets of the Lothians, they seem to be destined

to occupy a prominent place in British agriculture.
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Calendar of Operations.
MAY.

Tyneside. 8outh Northumberland, May 17.—Since the

heavy rains of the first week in April, dry sunny days and

frosty nights continued to be the rule, almost without inter-

mission, till the 1 2th inst., when we had a tine gentle ram with

a change of wind to the west. In consequence of the long

continued barren weather even the early sown grain crops are

not now so far advanced as they were last year at this time

though in the beginning of April they were at least a fortnight

in advance. The severe frosts of last week have injured the

seeds and Barley to a serious extent, and cut down the early

crop of Potatoes which bad appeared above the surface. Keep

of all kinds for s ock has been plentiful, and a considerable

quantity of Mangel is still on hand. Seeds were so promising

hi April that they were early stocked with sheep, and have

now a poor appearance, while old swards make no progress,

and consequently a considerable decline in the value of store

stock has been experienced. Nearly all the fat cattle have

been cleared out of this district, and Newcastle market is

principally supplied from North Northumberland and Tweed-

side. Winter Wheat on early soils, where it made rapid pro-

gress last month, has now lost colour very much, and all the

spring sown, which is the bulk of the land under Wheat, is in

great want of rain and warm nights. Barley, early sown, looks

well ; later sown has come away partially, while many of those

fields which were cleared of Turnips during April have been

given up in despair, as it was found on trial that ploughs and
harrows could make no impression on the stubborn soil. Oats

in a few exceptional cases look well, but the great bulk has

lost colour and has a dwarfed appearance; while seeds for hay,

unless where liberally top-dressed, must now be a light crop.

An enormous breadth of land has been planted with Potatoes,

and we can still observe some pushing farmers getting in the

fag-end of this crop. The season has been a famous one for

preparing and cleaning the land for green crops, except on

the stiffest soils ; and Mangel and Swede sowing have occupied

the attention of farmers for the last three weeks, though we
have never seen any advantage from such early sowing of

Swedes. Crop 1860 in this district has turned out in quality

as miserable and in quantity as deficient as we expected, and

the season has throughout been a disastrous one for all wet ill-

conditioned soils. W. C. T., DUston.

Yorkshire : May 18.—Our present'position is by no means an

encouraging one. Frosts at night and blighting winds _by day

hav» brought the growth of Grass to a stand still. The soil

being supplied with a sufficient quantity of moisture, accom-

panied by dry weather in April, vegetation made considerable

progress. So much so, that by the month of May there was
every appearance of the farmer having the continued supply

of a green bite for his stock. As yet the ungenial weather has

not only increased the expense of the food in the straw yard,

but has also reduced the amount of green food, by discolouring

and in too many cases rendering unwholesome the quality of

the Grass there is to turn out upon. Our yearling and two
year old cattle cannot without great risk leave the straw yard

for good in such weather. The same may be said of young
cattle of all descriptions. Incipient diseases are matured and
aggravated in all kinds of stock: by an entire exposure to the

withering influences of our climate, as we arenow experiencing

it. Lameness, an evil common to our young horses may be

plainly traced to an imprudent exposure to cold ; and quarter

ill amongst our young cattle to the same cause, a cause which
we attribute to our easterly winds, accompanied by frost at

nights, tinder these circumstances the fold yard must prove 1

the safest place of lodging for night, for such stock especially

as are dependent on shelter ; namely, mares and foals, young
horses that have been entirely in the straw yard during

winter ;
yearlirig and two year old heifers and steers. Lambs

have done well up to this time. Should the progress of the

Grass be still impeded, hogs will require an additional feed of

cake ; an expensive commodity which farmers must not yet

expect to dispense with, if they are preparing to realise the

top price for mutton.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For ttie week ending May 23 : observed by Mr. J. B. Spearin

Moulsford, "WallingfordL
Si

TXirPEttATCB-S OF Ala.

% xx S 3 *

Friday 17
Saturday 18
Sunday 19
Monday 20
Tuesday 21

Wednesday :

Thursday 23

• »

M.6
69.2

81.0

820
86.6

U.2

73.4

64.4

57.2

60.6
73.0

74.4

71.0

Beg
46.0

26.2

280
32.0

41.4

46.4
47.6

%

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot
jbelow the
surface.

Rain. Wind

Dega
64.5

46.2

48.1

51.4

•0.2

62
59..->

Dees.
56.7

55.0

54.7

55.2
.57.0

58.0

58.4

I

Ins.

* «

0.02

N.
NE.
N.E.
N.W.
W.
w.
S.W.

i

29.88

29.86

30.08

30.22

30.23
' 30.20

30.00

The readings are taken at 9 a.

Minima recorded relate,
Thermometers are placed
7 feet from the ground.

m. on the days named, and the Maxima and
therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

NEW IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING
GREAT IMPROVEMENT WITH REDUCED PRICE.

Both the Galvanized and the Japanned Mttjr^e been much£^^
after being made, and is thus much stronger and more durable, with an f^P™;^?*^^ advantages the aSH^
very durable and bright chocolate varnish coating and looks well. With these increased aavauwigea uo pa*w^
reduced, as under :-

PRTPES PEB LlNEAi Yaed, 24 INCHES HIGH

Size of
mesh.

Mostly used for

Hares, Dogs, Poultry
Game or Poultry Netting

Small Rabbits, Hares, &c.

Smallest Rabbits

Galvan
ized.

4a.

4&d.

4fri.

6d.

Medium.

Galvan
ized.

Strong.

4d.

5feZ.

5d.

5d.

6d.

Id.

Japan-
ned.

4&d.

5d.

Id.

Galvan
ized.

6U
6$d.

7d.

Qd.

ExtraSi^

Japan- (ty^

nei'.l a*

5K

Id.

9d.

u
11;

2i inch

2 inch

1$ inch

1£ inch

Xhese prices being a reduction from &. to Id. on the 2±-inch mesh, and ld-
to 2

f • P°r yard ?n ,
the s^er meshes, It

believed, still further stimulate the more general use of Wire Netting, which is already so extensively used for vanonflpurp*

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Pfc-

England ; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland and Ireland.

gg~ Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved trill

k

exchanged or may be returned unconditionally,

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

GLASS WAREHOUSE—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGT0N,
87, BISH0PSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

UCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWEI
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SQUARES

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.

In. by In. 16 oz.

20 ~ 12 "\

20 .. 13 ! Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6c?.

20 .. 14 i Super „ 16«.

20 .. 15 J

21 oz.

18«.

In.

6

f
7*

by

• 9

In.

4

5
51

In.

8
84
9

9h

by
•

In.

6

6£
7
74 J

Per 100 feet.

Comtaon
lit. id.

Super.

Perfect

IK

SQUARES in 100 and 200 FEET BOXES.

Inches by Inches.
10 .. 8
104 •• 84
11 .. 9
12 .. 9

Inches by Inches.

124 •• »4
13 ..9
12 ..10m . . ioj

Inches by Inches.
13 .. 10

13$ .. 104
14 .. 10
144 .. 104

Inches by inches.

15 . . 10
12

124
13

15
16
17
18
13
14 • •

11
11
11
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
20
22

• *

• •

12
12
12
12
12
12

16

17
20
23
20
22

• ff

• •

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
22

11

114
11

Inches by inches.

134 ..114 1

P. 100 feet F*

14 11

14
15
15
15
16
16

24
20
20

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

16 oz.—4ths, l|tf., 2d.t and 2)>d. per foot. I 21 oz.—4ths, 2fd., 3d., and 3}d. V*'***-

„ 3ds, 2Jd., 24d., and 3d. per foot. „ 3ds, 3£d., 4d., and 44d. per »<*•

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTY

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.

"Not accountable for breakage.

LINSEED OIL
BOILED „

32s. Od. per cwt.
34

8
»»

TURPENTINE
• •

- '

2s. Ti r***

3

2 10

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHE8, BRtfSHES, be

Notices to Correspondents.
Danish Agricultural Society: R. The Consul General ofDenmark has addressed acoinmunicatiouto the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, informing them that the Agricultural Society
of Denmark -will hold their eighth meeting from the 2ud to6th July next at Horsens, in Jutland, and intend to arrange
for the exhibition of machinery and instruments used in
horticulture, agriculture, fishing, forests, plantations, &c,
as was done at Gothenburg last year ; being desirous of
snowing the progress made in Denmark during the periodwhich has el d. The mode of transport of machinery
utensils, models, and designs, will be communicated to
intending exhibitors by the Danish Consul General on
application at 6, Warnford Court, E 0.

Iron Roofing : S B. It should be painted inside and out at
least once every three years. We hope to send you a full
report by post

Poultry.— It is with poultry as with everything else that
depends on atmosphere, and a certain temperature for good
condition. Growth and well doing depend on warmth and
sun, while cramp and discomfort are the inevitable results of
easterly winds and inclement weather. Our market report
must then of necessity be influenced by the same, and we
congratulate our readers that the improvement we noticed
last week is continued. The supply is better, and we may
soon look for a regular trade at prices that will satisfy the
sender, while the purchaser -will find in the increased ease
with which he will rear his goods, and in the sale for a lanrer
number, the compensation for

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

Each.—*, d.
T.nrge Fowls 5
Middling ditto 3
Chickens .. .. mm .".2
Goslings .. #> I V. 5
Ducklings .. .." " "2
Pigeons .. .. \\ \\
Levretts .

.

o

wild ditto .. .. ;; ;; J

6

6
6
6
7
6
4
8

to

»*

»>

>>

>»

>»

s. d.

6

3
3
6
3

3
1

6

8

5

9

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS.. OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, MM*" *'

WERE AWARDED THE g(F

SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON HURD^S
Aff>

^
which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in or*nSl

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 50<W.

The Eurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIEE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE W^J-
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the ^\^\%Royal Agriculture Soc.ety of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Iretend

;

«»
*J.bf #

*
Royal Veterinary College and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they shou dj-e "*"

value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be bad plain, galvanised, or enamelled. ^W
A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description oi Stable Furniture, and fcU*** I

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON

Oppobitb Old St. Pahcsas Church.

N.tf')
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W Roses, New and Old.

PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

Paul) has now ready for delivery a fine lot of all the
Rosea, new and old.

fl[m — -- _ _ _ i r~

BEDDIXG PLANTS.—All the beat kinds, stout
hardy Plants, at the usual rates.

PRICED CATALOGUES free by post.

Address Wm. Paul, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

21*. each.
21*. „
2U „

7s. 6d. 9*

"VTEW ROSE.—MADAME STANDISH is the
JLN hardiest of all Roses ; those which stood out of doors
during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a

bud, whiltt roost others were destroyed by thousands. The
growth is very rapid ; the foliage magnificent ; colour, a clear

pale piuk: petals smooth, round, and finely imbricited ; the
n>rra cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,

in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Plants now ready,

lfl*. M. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for

Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Miellez, of Lille.

John Staxdish, The Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

Dwarf Tea-scented Eoses
7v Pots ok their own* Roots for Bedding.

EDWIN HOLLA M BY is now sending out strong
established Plants of all the best vari ties. Priced

CAT A LOGt free by post.
Strawberry Hill Nurseries Seed Establishment, opposite the

Post Office, Parade, Tunbridge Wells.

F~
RANCIS R. KIXmiORN is now sending oat his
unequalled SEEDLINGS. For description and awards

Me Gardener^ Chronicle, May 18, page 454.
J

Azalea In- i ica President
Azalea Indica Kinghoruii
Azalea Indica Mars
Lobelia Purple Standard

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W.

Select Plants.

HENRY WALTON begs to offer strong Plants of
Gloxinias, erect and drooping flowered, 9s, to 18 «. per

dozen ; Fuchsias of 1860, 9*. per dozen ; Geraniums of 1S59,
fOft. per dozen ; older varieties. Or to 155. and 18*. per dozen.
A choice collection of Bedding Plants, Dahlias, Verbenas,

Petunias, Scarlet Geraniums, &c. Ac, at low prices.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS on application.

Edge End, Marsden, Lancashire.

Plants in Flower.
~~

Fand A. SMITH have now in bloom the following
• Plants, which are well grown and very suitable for

decorative purposes. Priceson application:—Azaleas, Aphelexis,
Cheironias, Chorozeraas, Cinerarias, Cactus, Dillwynias,
E. Willmorea superbo, E. ventricosa, E. perspicua nana,
Leschenaultia formosa, Boronia Drumraondi, B. serrulata,

Eutaxia myrtifolia, Aotus gracillima. Fuchsias, Rose Mrs.
Bosanquet, Kcnnedyas, Polygala, Heliotrope. Mesembryan-
theraum, Tremandra, Geraniums, Fairy Roses, Mignonette,
Intermediate Stocks.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

EXCELLENCE ahd ECONOMY" COMBINED.
per packet.

Very choice Fringed Primula sinensis, at 6<l. and U.
„ Calceolaria 6d. and It.

Cineraria 6d. and 1*. J

Extra fine double German Wallflower mixed ;i<i.

>» », 13rompton Stockmixed $d+
Free by Post.

The Primula, Wallflower, and Stock may be had in separate
colours. Price per ounce on application.

P Ames Tynan, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great George St. Liverpool

New Phloxes and Pentstemons.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING beg to offer
their new Sets of Twelve of each of the above. Having

been selected from many thousand Seedlings, they offer them
with every assurance that they will give the same satisfaction
as those hitherto sent out by them. Price 30*. per set. The
usual discount to the Trade. CATALOGUES may be had free
on application.

D., L. A K have also a large Stock of BEDDING PLANTS,
which they offer at 20*. per 100.

Stanstead Park Nursery, Fore3t Hill, S.E. : and at 17,
South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Unequalled Cineraria Seed.

JOHN DOBSON and SONS are now sending out

their superb Cineraria Seed, which is being saved exclu-

sively from the finest new varieties of Dobson's, James's,

Smith's, and Turner's. These cannot fail to produce a splendid

strain. Three First Prizes have been already awarded to our
collection this season. Sealed packets. 1*., 2s. 6d., and 5*.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

Extra Choice Seed.

JOHN DOBSON and SONS bear to recommend tbe
following as very superior, being Home-saved :

—

Calceolaria.
Dobson's Superb Hybridised Calceolaria, 1*. 6d., 2$. 6d., 3s. 6d.

and 5*. per packet.
Onkraria.

Dobson's Superb Cineraria, 1*., 2*. 6d., and 5.*.

Primula.
Dobson's Superb Primula, 1/?., 2s. 6d., and 5s.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth. W.

LILLIPUTIAN on BOUQUET DAHLIAS.—The
most beautiful are Goldfinch, Dr. Webb, Crimson Beauty,

Little Mistress. Little Beauty, Child of Faith, and Little Prince.
See E. G. H knderson & Son's Catalogue.

THE MOST UNlQfJE BEDDING PLANT is Dianthus
hybridus multiflorus, as free to propagate and grow as Verbenas.

See E. G. Henderson <fc Son's Catalogue.

THE MOST NOVEL and BEAUTIFUL GERANIUMS are
G. Princess of Prussia, the most useful scarlet yet out; Ditto
Pink Tom Thumb, the roost prolific, and of Lilliput habit;
Ditto Hendersoni nana, the best bedding white Zonale ; Ditto
Minimum Nosegay, large flowered, with small leaf, and Lilliput
growth.

See E. G. Henderson <fe Son's Catalogue.
NEW ERECT FLOWERED ANTIRRHINUMS, as A.

"Pioneer," • Novelty," and "Curiosity," are three of the
very remarkable erect-flowered section, interesting and
distiuct. - -

See E. G. Henderson <fe Son's Catalogue.
THE GREATEST IMPROVEMENTS in PETUNIAS will

be seen on referring to
E. G. Henderson & Son's Catalogue.

VERBENAS for 1861.—As a new collection the best sent
out are those now offered and detailed in

E. G. Henderson <fe Son's Catalogue.
VERBENA LUCY TAIT.— This pretty variety of Verbena

was certified by the Horticultural Floral Committee for its
perfect adaptation to small fancy beds, parterres, and belts.

See E. G. Henderson & Sons Catalogue.
CONVOLVULUS MAURITANICUS.—This beautiful plant

is admirably adapted for Vase, Basket, and Bed-culture, cover-
ing the surface with rich blue blossoms. See a fine illustration
in the Gardener*' Chronicle of May 18, and

E. O. Henderson «fc Son's Catalogue.
NEW BEDDING DAHLIAS.

See E. G. Henderson «fc Son's Catalogue.
Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

BEDDING PLANTS.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
XTAVE much pleasure in offering fine strong Plants of the following, all of which have been
-*-— hardened and may now be planted out with safety.

properly

Flower of the Day 4

Brilliant 4

Cloth of Gold, tfie best variegated Geranium, yet
vent out.. . each

Crystal Palace, scarlet 4
Trentham, roay scarlet 4

Geraniums.
Per dozen.—s. d.

to
*. d.

6

»f 6

0„
3

6

6

6

-, . TT .
Per dozen.—*..

Cense Unique ±
Cottage Maid
Punch
Tom Thumb .. ,. ,.

"'
\\

Beaton's Imperial Crimson Nosegay-
Purple Nosegay or Fotbergilli, very extensively
used at the Crystal Palace . . . . .

.

d.

Oto
«. d.

6

4
4

9»

99

6
6
6

6

Seeds Direct from the Growers,
The Most Certain Means of Preventing Disappointment
NOTWITHSTANDING the Wet Summer "and

Autumn of 1S00, Messrs. Sutton & Boss have the
satisfaction of receiving almost daily very gratifying accouats
of the growth of the Seeds they have supplied this adverse
season. The following are Bimilar to many others :

—

From Jas. Brebnkr, Esq.. Steward to H.R.H. The PRINCE
CONSORT.

" Norfolk Farm, April 4, 1861.
** Messrs. Sutton & Sons,—I have great pleasure in stating

that the Seeds supplied by you for a number of years for

H.R.H. The PRINCE CONSORT'S FARMS (the Norfolk and
Flemish, Windsor Great Park), have always been good and
given every satisfaction."

From John Graham, Esq., Steward to H.R.H. The PRINCE
CONSORT.
M Bagshot Park Farm, April 9, 1861.

" The Seeds had from your Establishment for the last three
years have always come up well and never once failed.

From Fred. F. Hallett, Esq., Manor House, Brighton,
May 23, 1861.

'
' On April 4, this year, I began to cut a field of your Sutton's

Improved Italian Rye-grass 18 inches high, and on May 4

1

began to cut it the second time, when it was again the same
height. A continuous North-east wind blew throughout the
whole of April. J feel bound to say that from no other sort of
Italian Rye-grass have I succeeded in obtaining such crops.'*

From the Rev. W. H. Roach, Whiteshill Parxonage.
" Messrs. Sutton & Sons, May 3, 1861.

" I am happy to tell you that all the Garden Seeds which
I had from you this year have come up beautifully ; better and
more regular, if possible, than in any former year."

Sutton & Sons can still supply all kinds of Farm and GardeD
Seeds for present sowing, of excellent quality, at moderate
prices, according to quantity required.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Chrysanthemums for the Million.

JH. BIRD, F.R.H.S., Nurseryman, Stoke
• Newington, N., can now supply from his great Col-

lection, 420 Pair of Best Large Varieties for 10*. ; 25 Pair of
Best Pompones, 10a. ; 20 Pair of Best Large Varieties,
Cuttings, 5s. ; and 25 Pair of Best Pompone Cuttings, 5*.

N. B. To save trouble all Orders to be Prepaid.
CATALOGUES for One Stamp.

TROPjEoLUM GARIBALDI.—The best of itekind
for general and Bedding purposes. Colour, a brilliant

Scarlet. Remarkably free bloomer. Certificate awarded by
Royal Horticultural Society. Price 3*. 6d. each, or 26s. per
dozen. Usuai Trade allowance.
New SPRING CATALOGUE post free on application.
J as. Qaraway & Co. DunlhamDown Nurseries, Bristol.

RHODODENDRON EDO WORT HI I.—
This magnificent plant has produced eight trusses of

perfect flowers highly scented, though exposed to all the
inclemency of the last winter. Have any of your subscribers
met with the same success?

James Dean. Fairlawn Gardens.

Bedding Plants.—Mostly 2s. M. per dozen.

SCOTT'S 48-paged CATALOGUE, with Copious
Descriptive Lists of all the best Bedding Plants out,

to which is, this season, added suggestions for Planting Beds
and Ribbons, with full lists of early Flowers for decorating
the Garden in winter and early spring. Apply to
J. Scott, Merriott, Crowkerne, Somerset, inclosing 2 stamps.

Spring 186L
~~

A CATALOGUE of PELARGONIUMS,
FUCHSIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, BEDDING

PLANTS, &c,, is just published, and may be had Post free
on application to
John & Charles Lee, Nursery and Seed Establishment,

Hammersmith, London, W.

New Plant Catalogued

JAMES VEITCH, Jtjv.. begs to announce that his
GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE for the present season,

including a Descriptive List of all his novelties of this yeir isnow ready, and will be forwarded post free upon application!
Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. S.W.—June 1

SATURDAY, JUNE 1, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tcksdat, June 4 [

*°3aX
,
Horticultural (Special General

__ ' Meeting) .. ., "iruWedsbbdat, - 5 J Royal Horticultural (Great Flower andThi/rsoat, — 6 I Fruit Show) at South Kensington I tm.

4 Oto

/x.» i • . . .

**er dozen.

—

$, d.
Calceolarias in variety

Crystal Palace Tropwolam elegans, true .. \\
Crystal Palace Tropseolum Triomphe de Hyeres'

scarlet and yellow, new '

Petunia*a fine collection, double and single, from
Lobelia speciosa, true

Antirrhinums in great variety, from
Gazanea splendens
Komsav*riegaU \\ " $ QNierembergia nhcaulis ....

s.d.

3 0&

4 to

4

6

6

4

4

4

6
4
4

d.

6

*. d

4
4

_ Per dozen.
Verbenas, a fine collection, including the principal

shades of colour, purple, scarlet, white, dec, from
Penlla Nankinensis
Ageratums
Salvias '* "

\\

Cannas for centres of beds, a very choice collection
New French Asters in pots, raisedfrom our un-

rivalled collections .. .. per doz. pots
Pampas Grass e^h
Achimenes, very strong, in pots, collections of

12 choice kinda.. .. per dozen 9#., and 12 & 18

3

1

4
3

to 6
0„ 6

12

„ •

n 1

Hanging Fern Baskets
«f new and elegant designs, for Greenhouse stnvo Z. r- a *• „„ .u

°» acov®» 2
r
,
Conservatory decoration, filled with Ferns, complete, 2s. 6d.

3#. <kf., 5s., and 7s. Sd.

Wed with
Barging Flower Baskets

i, Gazania?, Lobelias, Trrpaeolums,
<fcc.

;

are extremely graceful and effective ornaments ; Ss. 6d., 59., 7s. 6d.,
and IQs. 6U '

JAMBS CARTER A CO., 237 k 238, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

Earth-heat and water-heat are at last seen to
be amon£ the necessaries of a garden. Even the
most prejudiced blue apron has given way to the
force of evidence ; for "mi>hty is truth, and never
doth it fail." More than 20 years ago the import-
ance of earth-heat was insisted upon in the Theory
of Horticulture ; the French, German, Italian,
and Russian translations of tbe work brought the
author's views before the cultivators of every
kingdom of Europe ; and by degrees the gardening
world has universally recognised the importance
of the doctrine that " Bottom-heat," as it is called,

is as essential to healthy vegetation as eir-heat
itself. The large sums expended in drainage are
of themselves a great practical recognition of the
truth ; for one of the principal, if not the principal,

effects of drainage is to raise the temperature of
soil.

We have lately published the speculations on
this subject of M. Naudin, an eminent French
botanist, whose plans of geothermal cultivation
may, we think, be assumed to have grown out of
the theory and practice of England ; and we would
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now direct attention to a German illustration. In

Mr. D. Moore's report to the Royal Dublin Society

the following passage occurs :

—

" The next garden I visited in the neighbourhood

of the Prussian capital was that of Mr. Bobsig, at

Moabit, where there is a fine private collection ot

plants, the grand feature being the amazing

number of tropical aquatic plants cultivated in the

open air. This is effected by supplying a winding

stream, which passes through the garden, with a

constant flow of hot water from the adjoining iron

works. This stream is about 100 yards long by

20 wide, and is filled with them. The gardener,

M. Goeeds, informed me that only three years ago

a single plant of Nelumbium speciosumwas planted,

which has already spread itself over a great portion

of the stream ; and on the day I visited there could

not have been fewer than 100 expanded blooms ot

this loveliest of flowers. At the same time there

were many flowers of Yictoria regia, Nymphsea

Devoniana, Nympnssa ccerulea, Symphaea dentata,

&c, altogether producing such a charming floral

mcture as can hardly be imagined. Near the

aquatics stood another interesting group ot tender

coniferous plants, among which were Araucaria

excelsa, Araucaria Cunninghami, Dacrydium

Cupressinum, some species of Dammara, &c. ±ney

were planted out in the open ground, and are

covered in winter with a moveable conservatory.

Their appearance in that state was so unlike that

they have when starved in small pots or tubs, as

scarcely to be longer recognisable as the same kinds

ofplants"

Of course, in the winter of Prussia, the Aran-

carias and other trees that are spoken ot must De

preserved by the warmth which their soil derives

from the neighbouring heated stream. We enter-

tain no doubt indeed that if a creek proceediDg

from the stream were merely covered with

a tent roof, even tropical Ferns and

Orchids would flourish under it during

summer more than in any hothouse ;
and

that by some simple method of irriga-

tion Pine Apples might be made to ripen

as well as in their native South America.

The readers of the Gardeners' Chro-

nicle may remember that this subject was
Tepeatedly discussed in its columns

during the year 1850, and was revived

in 1851. It was then shown that all

the objections taken to the method of

heating employed by Mr. Borsig were

destitute of foundation, and that no

practical difficulty whatever was to be

anticipated, where the waste water of

steam-engines could be had. Those who
may not have the Gardeners' Chronicle

to consult will find the evidence abstracted

in the " Theory and Practice of Horti-

culture," to which we beg to refer them.

There can be no kind of doubt that our English

system of cultivation is on the eve of a great

change, the necessity of which has been suffi-

ciently shown by the winter that has passed.

As the effects of that disastrous period become
more evident it is every where seen that plants

now utterly destroyed would have survived could

the temperature of their roots have been main-
tained a few degrees higher. A very small rise of

temperature in the earth will prevent the fatal

action of our frosts, and when preservation, not

forcing, is the object, some simple means will

surely be discovered, even in places where fuel is

costly. Where the roots of Vines have been
screened buds break well and berries swell as

usual. Where the soil was exposed naked to the

intensity of the frost, buds break ill, and berries,

if any appear, shrivel and shank ; and we enter-

tain no kind of doubt that Peach trees would have

disregarded the cold of the atmosphere had their

roots been saved from excessive congelation. Let

any one who doubts this observe how many exotic

trees began to swell their buds on the approach of

spring, and then died—Standard Apricot trees for

example. The branches had borne the cold, their

buds had escaped destruction ; but when, in their

frowth, they called on the roots for food, the roots

ad none to give, for the roots were kilitd or para-

lysed, and so the buds too died. A very incon-

siderable amount of earth-heat would have saved

them ; even a thick coating of straw would have

prevented much loss of heat by the ground, and
that would have been sufficient.

¥e do not pretend to say how earth-heat can be

best applied in winter. Some simple and inex-

pensive contrivance might surely be employed even
where fuel, that is to say coal, is dear. The

again^armedTWd be slow in getting cold _
p

much slower than is supposed. Perhaps a hori-

zontal subterranean flue or passage might be

rou-hlv put together and heated enough by

burning weeds at its entrance, as^^
has been found, and the perforation extends at

times through the whole wart, so that threads come

out of it which are in connexion with the spawn

beneath. , ...

This was all that was known about these curios

once suggested by Mr. Forsyth.
^

ever, of obtaining warmth is not what we have

here to do with ; all that we contend for is its very

great importance.

Ely has long been famous for its Asparagus.

The soil is peculiarly suited to its growth, and the

gardeners are skilled in its production. Inev

have, however, a formidable enemy to contend

against, which is at work this spring as it has been

iu former years, and is known locally under the

name of the Copper Web, because it consists of

copper-coloured simple or branched cottony strings

made up of a multitude of delicate threads running

in every direction over the roots, and soon destroy-

ing the plant. It is clearly of fungous origin, but

it does not show the least trace of fructification

nor is there any thing to indicate to what especial

plant it owes its origin, or of which it is an imper-

fect form. The only successful mode, as at present

known, of contending against it is to dig up com-

pletely the part of the bed which has been attacked,

taking care to carry on the process so far that

no stray threads may convey the mischiet to

neighbouring plants.

Asparagus is not however the only plant which

is affected by this or a similar plague. We have

seen Potatoes covered with a web apparently

identical, though we have in vain tried to coax the

spawn into some further development. Lucerne

also is notoriously subject to a like parasite,

especially in France, and the deep tap roots of the

infested plants present a very curious appearance

in consequence when carefully dug out of the

soil. A great loss again is experienced by Saffron

growers from a web which attacks the roots ; and

it is well known to many cultivators of those

plants, though not so generally in the case of

Lucerne as it should be, tnat the only sure remedy

is trenching similar to that practised at Ely by the

cultivators of Asparagus.

Besides these plants it has been observed on the

common Eed Clover, to which it is very destruc-

tive ; on the roots of Orange trees, on the Starch

Hyacinth, on the dwarf Elder, on Coronilla varia,

on cultivated Madder, and, as we shall see pre-

sently, on Mint—plants, it may be observed, of

such different affinities, that it is probable that
injury may possibly arise from the Copper AVeb in

some cases where its presence is not suspected.

The Tulasnes, eminent French Botanists, who
have thrown so much light upon the underground
Fungi, have not neglected these. Nothing, indeed,

can exceed the beauty or faithfulness of their

representations of the appearances they present

on Lucerne and Saffron ; appearances the more
mortifying, because they seem to indicate the

production of true fruit, though on close examina-
tion there is nothing of the kind.

In the Lucerne, besides the copper-coloured

strings there is a delicate web of the same hue
which covers the whole or the greater part of the

ot, which is studded with little warts that at

hrst look much like fructification. These, however,
merely consist of a mass of jointed very irregular

threads, which partially fail within, so as to leave a

cavity without any trace of fruit.

The Copper Web of the Saffron exhibits sub-
globose bodies which have a still closer resemblance

„^*„ »«.*, *»„* „ w B»j w«.i, «, ««,«».. *-~ i to the fruit of a Sphozria, as they have their tip

length ot time during which it would have to be f formed into a little nipple whieh is perforated as if•^i^-i-^.—u ^ _t___.. __3 a.. — t. f
for the discharge of the true fruit. None, however,

observed that the Mint in his garden was affected'

by some parasite, and on examination he not only

found that the base of the plant
j ust above

the

surface of the soil was covered with Copper Web,

but that this was, as in the two instances
'

m
mentioned, studded with warts and little tavar

tufts besides, of a looser texture, covered
with

globose or ovate spores. On further examination

it was found that there were traces of the km
threads on the surface of the copper-noie

warts, which, like a Sclerotium, were distil

cellular within. That the warts and tufts ?*

mere forms of each other appeared quite evidi

There appeared little doubt moreover that the

plant had fructified from being produced freely in

the air, and not sunk down beneath the surface.

The only question then which remains relates

to the nature of the fruit ; whether it is to be

regarded as the true fruit of the plant, or whether

it is only a secondary fruit such as occurs iaso

many other Fungi. We have no means of answer-

ing the question, but] must content ourselves with

recording what we have observed and figuring the

appearances which presented themselves under the

microscope. It may however be suggested in

reference to the question, that it is very possible

that our plant may be a true mould. Several

so-called species of Sclerotium, as for example

the Sclerotia of Onions, Pears, Apples, &c, are

mere conditions of moulds, which remain fila-

mentous in a dry air, but when moist nourishmer

is abundantly supplied form frequently a dense

cellular mass, which has more resemblance to the

higher Fungi than to the moulds to which it owes

its origin. The masses before us have quite the

air of a Sclerotium. The surface has traces upon it

of the old threads, which are often broken off at

the joints, though frequently perfect. These

fragmentary or short filaments are of the usual

violet ; beyond these are several layers of irregular

angular tawny cells, containing here and there a

very few oil globules. Then foliov rounder cells

with dark walls, containing several granules
;

men

angular cells again, or others mucVW^,^^
at once, also filled with granules. Ml t&« *»

little resemblance to a preparation for any ni ner

form of fruit, and we are half inclined to ttotf

that the plant is really a mould, though^^
ofnone which has spawn so strongly fsembiffl^

of the higher Fungi. We cannot therefore con

sider the true relations of the Copper Ween
^

deoidedly ascertained, though we are rejow

being the means of giving some little help tow

the solution of a very interesting P*
obl®"\

tftWBV

Our figure represents at a a group ot we ^
threads with their spores, but unfortunate y^
attached; 6, a vertical section of one o ^
nearly globular bodies; c, a single ceu

the clart walls ; d, a group of threads from

^
surface, where they are mostly p

1^^.
M. J. JB.

The fifth of June is at hand. On tfednfl*

Hobtic ;

next the new Garden of the £
orA

n

L
_.d by #

tural Society will be formally open^
Prtto* f!nx fin«T • and if we are rignu} -|Prince Consort ; and if we are rl8-^ers u'

there will then be such a display
J

o *

ticUita*

fruit as even England, the mightyj» ~, #0
has never seen. It is to be hoped tnai

_ ^
will be propitious

;
but if ™* *£0*Kand a covered promenade under Y

l

v\^ant she*^

quarters of a mile long, will afford ab
undan .

The annexed view of a portion of tnes^
& ^

as they will >ppear when finishea >
e,^ g^y

idea of the happy manner in w
,
hl^p2ardett^

Smirke has managed the part ot l™*
[s&
[0p

is executed at the eost of the Royal U>m ^
we* ^

and a senself^ „
Of course such impediments as

an intensely cold winter, and a
^"impossio^

among operatives, have renderea ,
ti u $s

*J
bring the works so near WfT ite

*
bring

desired ; but they have advanced V?Zfr
nfficien ^enough to render the grounds[^^us tj£

as iias been shown by tne "
thifcher. y ^

who have already been attractea * ^ng^
indeed that the number of stra

. ^ obstacle
W*

garden has become a most senou* ^ ftC
ti^

mviirfaaa of ihn nrnrlrmftQ of all I»-U1

progress of the workmen ot

been

to close the gates to all who ai

business to be upon the grouna.

ige

are

it
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New Plants.
236. LlBOCEDRUS TETRAGONA.

It has been known, ever since the south-western

coast of South America was visited in the Beagle by
Captain Fitzroy and Mr. Darwin, that an evergreen

tree of extraordinary beauty and great economical

value grows on the mountains there. The Spanish
Americans call it Alerse or Alerze, a name given by
European Spaniards to the Larch, and also to the

Qviov of the Greeks, or the Callitris quadrivalvis of

Morocco, yielding a most durable kind of timber, on
which account it was largely used in Grenada by the

Moors in constructing palaces and edifices of great

importance. The tree now exists in this country,
having been raised by Messrs. Veitch, with whom it

has borne the last disastrous winter without the
slightest injury ; a circumstance that excites no
surprise when we recollect that it was found by Lobb
forming forests up to the snow line on the Cordillera,

and that its neighbour Fitzroya has escaped in like

manner. It proves to be a most useful ornamental
plant in consequence of its perfectly erect close
growing habit, the young plants being quite pyramidal

:

and it must certainly supplant in time such " fastigiate
"

monsters as Irish Yews and Swedish Junipers—to

say nothing of the singularly beautiful green of its

foliage.

But it is not merely as a handsome object that
Libocedrus tetragona demands an extended notice.

It is found to yield timber of the utmost value.
Sir Wm. Hooker, who long ago directed public atten-

tion to the tree in his " London Journal of Botany,"
gave the following account of it, which will now be
read with new interest :

—

"Travellers who visit the various towns on the
Pacific side of South America, speak of the quantity of
timber imported from the south of Chili, especially in
the form of shingles, under the name of Alerse or
Alerze, a tree I believe hitherto unknown to botanists.
The fullest account of it that has come in my way is

that of Captain King in the Voyage of the Adventure
and the Beagle/ vol. i. p. 282, where he says :

* The
Alerse found near Chiloe, is of better quality than that
which comes from Concepcion; it is brought in
" tablones " or planks, 7 or 8 feet long, 2 inches thick,
and 9 or 1 inches wide ; and as it splits readily, it is

also seen in boards of half that size, the latter being
the principal articles of barter. •

"
'
The Alerse grows in great quantities near Calbuco,

but at such a distance from the beach that it cannot
be conveyed thither for embarkation, except in the
above form. The tree is felled and squared, and then
hewn with the axe into as many logs of 7 or 8 feet
long as it will afford, and these, with the assistance of
iron wedges, are split into planks and boards; in
which state, without being further trimmed, they are
tied together in bundles and carried on men's backs,
or dragged over the ground to the beach.

" The extraordinary straightness of grain in thi3
tree, enables the natives to spl it it, so as to make it
appear as if it had been dressed with an adze, or even
with a plane ; but, as I have said, the axe is the only
instrument used. So great is the difficulty of pro-
curing a spar of this wood, that when I wished to
obtain a new mast for the Adelaide, I offered four
times the value of an Alerse spar to the natives,
besides the assistance

] of 20 men and tackles, &c. to
assist in conveying it to the shore. The temptation
was almost too strong to be withstood ; but the man
to whom I applied, who had before been employed to
get masts for a schooner in the Chilian service, and a
flag-staff for the town, assured me that it would take
his own party two months to bring one to the beach

;

with the assistance of our people, however, it might be
done in a month. The trees were distant, and there
were two or three ridges of hills to cross, that would
cause much delay. The facility with which these
people handle timber, was a sufficient proof to me that
such a task, if refused by them, must be very difficult
indeed, and I gave it up ; as the Yntendente was so
obliging as to give me the flag-staff which had taken
the same party two months to procure.
"'The Hoxsley, a national schooner, built at

Chiloe for the government, was masted with Alerse
spars, which proved to be very strong."

<Alerse is used principally for the floors, par-
titions, and weather-boards of houses, and also forehmgling the roof, for which latter purpose it is pecu-

ittSn^W*
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it turns blue and looks like slate. It does not shrinkor warp, and though brittle, is of close grain, and welladapted for furniture. From this wood the country
people make staves for casks ; and the bark of the tree
serves to caulk the seams of vessels, for which itanswers remarkably well, being exceedingly durablewhen constantly wet, though it quickly decays ifexposed to the sun and air.

J "CWiJ a "
" 'Spars of Alerse, 80 or 90 feet long, may be pro-
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obtained from a single tree ; I was told even so many
•8 looO out of one trunk. Alerse is found on the.land of Chiloe but not of any size ; it is also common^%Strai*" of Magelhaen, m all those parts west ofCr7rd

'
but from the poverty of the soil it is

«f!p
J of very 8fcanted growth/

To the above information given by Captain Kin
ff>

a few notices are added by Captain Fitzroy, as to the
mode in which the Alerse is obtained. The forests of
Alerse are like mines to the Calbucano, or native, and
nothing but old age or accident can check him from
making boards after he has had one season of good
luck. A man and his wife, if industrious, and if their

fortune has led them to find plenty of fine-grained

straight trees, at not more than the usual distance,

three to five miles from the sea, can cut and bring
down 500 boards in a month. The place where the
trees are felled is called an Astillero. Here, on the

flanks of the Cordillera, the pair will work for four or

five weeks, then go home and clean their Potato-

grounds and attend to domestic matters, till their feet

heal and a paralytic motion of the legs, acquired in the
Astillero, has ceased. When quite refreshed they
return for another cargo, and work till their feet and
limbs can stand it no longer. A third trip is after-

wards made by the husband for a fortnight to a nearer
Astillero, where he cuts pieces of timber and plank
(tablones and cuartones) as large as he can carry, and
then goes home to collect his harvest, make chicha, and
sow corn for next year. As soon as the children can
walk a few miles, their parents take them to the
Astillero, and beginning with half-boards to carry, the
load is increased as they grow stronger. At about 16
they borrow an axe, and make the boards they after-

wards carry. The profitable parts of the forest are
now, of course, much farther from the sea than they
were, owing to constant thinning. To get a load of 20
boards twice as much labour is necessary as was
required for the purpose 30 years ago. The largest

Alerse tree that has been found by any Calbucano,
during the last 40 years, measured 30 feet in girth at
.5 feet from the ground, and more than 76 feet to the
first branches. This famous trunk gave eight lengths
of boards and half a length. The two largest

individuals seen by Mr. Douglas in his excursion for
me, measured, respectively, 24 and 22 feet round, at

5 feet from the ground ; but they were dead trees, nor
did he detect any above 10 feet in circumference that
were quite sound. Report, however, says, that in
the Cordillera, out of reach of the Calbuco woodsmen,
there are enormous Alerses, from 30 to 40 feet round,
and 80 to 90 feet in height to the first branches ; above
which the heads of these giants are said to rise some
40 or 50 feet more. The Alerse has short stout
boughs, and leaves resembling those of a Pine in their
bluish -green hue, but shorter, being only half an inch
and the 20th of an inch wide; on each stem there are
four rows of these small leaves at opposite sides. In
carrying the load of boards from the Astillero to the
nearest water conveyance, the native wears a sheep-
skin on his shoulder under a woollen shirt, and
taking a stick, with its lower end forked, to steady him
across the frequent bridges of single trees thrown over
the ravines, he trudges away with the load on one
shoulder, and on the other the stick, which partly
supports the weight of the burden till one shoulder is

tired, when he shifts it to the other and goes on. This
half-rest is called cantantun. After eight, ten, or a dozen
of these transfers, according to his strength and the
state of the road, he casts down his burthen and rests
a few minutes ; this is his descanso, and he indulges
himself thus at about every two or three miles. The
Astillero of Melipulla is 10 descanso3, a whole day's
journey, distant from the place of embarkation.

"
' In examining the different forests of Alerse, Mr.

Douglas noticed some immense landslips, quechi
(earthquakes ?), one ofiwhich was said to have brought
down 1000 Alerses of great size. This landslip
measured nearly half a mile long, and half a quarter of
a mile in width.' *

There is a further statement by Gay, which we
borrow concisely from his little known HistoriaJisica

y politico, de Chile, vol. v.

" This beautiful tree reaches 120, and often more, feet
in height, is very luxuriant in its foliage, with thick
branches, open, and ascendant, is found in great abund-
ance in the provinces of the south, on the hills verging
from Valdivia to Chiloe ; grows very straight, of great
height, and of such circumference that five, six, and
even seven men are required to measure round it. It
is of the most durable quality, having been worked for
ages, and stands the greatest test of the atmosphere,
trunks of this tree having been met with buried since
the year of the great rising of the Indians in 1599, and
these trunks have been worked up as easily as newly
cut timber, only being much heavier. In the country
the trunks consist of three parts ; the 1st, the liber,

a filamentous layer beneath the bark, makes an excellent
oakum, imperishable in water, and used by the natives
for caulking their ' Piraguas' (large species of canoe)

;

the 2d, or bark, is not much valued, but the third is of
great value for all building purposes and plankings,
for floorings and decks of vessels, besides masts and
pillars. Working this tree on the mountains is a most
laborious business, and occupies during the summer
about 6000 people. The export runs from 300,000 to

400,000 planks ; it most abounds in Tenglu, Carinel,

Mellipulli, Cohuin, la Boca, &c. In the department
of Calbuco the planks are so common that they serve

as money in the currency, and are received as such in

all warehouses, and they have even given a name to

the measurement of time. For example—4 Descausada'

means an hour, and Cantutun* means a quarter of an
hour, arising from the Indians in their journeys carry-

ing these plants, resting every hour, ' Descansada,' and

changing shoulders every quarter of an hour, called
• Cantatun.' These words are commonly used in that
province to describe any distance. Throughout all
Indian countries distance is described by an Indian's
run or march."

237. Libocedrus chilensis.

We are also able to give some account of the timber
of a nearly allied species, now well known in England.
Of this plant Mr. Whyte, a gentleman who has been
many years resident in Chili, writes as follows :

—

" If the Libocedrus chilensis or Cipres of Chiloe can
be grown in England as a timber tree it will become of

great value. The wood is beautiful, fine-grained, and
easily worked, and as far as the observation of the

most experienced persons in the country goes, is almost

imperishable in moisture, as a proof of which the

railway companies, after experience ofsome years, have
determined to lay down all their sleepers of this wood,
and have made a contract to a very large extent for

procuring it"

THE REV. PROFESSOR HENSLOW. ^
There are few men whose loss will be more generally

deplored, whether as a clergyman or as a man of science,

than the subject of this notice : nor are these his only
claims as a benefactor of his race, for there are few
whose personal influence for good on the social, moral,
and religious characters of those with whom he has
associated or laboured, has been so deeply felt or so
gratefully acknowledged. To give even a sketch of the
varied attainments and personal qualifications that were
so blended in Prof. Henslow as to render him at once
the most popular and useful man of science of his day,
is quite impossible here, for they depended on a combi-
nation of rare qualities of head and heart, each natural,

but all well trained and conscientiously cultivated by
their possessor during a long period of his life. Amongst
them, however, should be mentioned some personal and
other features, which, as being in a great measure due
to temperament and mental endowment, were inherent
and characteristic of all periods of his life : these were
a sense of truth and fair play, so instinctive, that decep-
tion or even reticence when the cause of truth was at
stake were things almost unintelligible to him ; a
geniality of disposition that rendered him an attractive
companion from his childhood upwards; a temper of
which he was never known to lose command, even by
his most intimate friends; an organisation of brain
that rendered all subjects of study equally easy of
acquirement; a keen love of nature and of natural
knowledge, and ardour in communicating it; a quick
perception, excellent powers of generalisation, the
largest charity, a total absence of vanity or pride, a
winning countenance, and a robust frame. Few men
indeed were more gifted by nature to take a com-
manding position in the many spheres of life, in one or
other of which he was always busy; few had more need
of that balance of powers of mind which his University
tutors recognised as something unusual, and the
phrenologists accounted for by the form of his head,
which they considered faultless. That this is no
exaggerated estimate of the subject of this sketch, the
following brief notice of his career will prove.
John Stevens Henslow was born on the 6th February,

1796, at Rochester, where his father was in business as
a solicitor; he was the eldest of eleven children, of
whom four sisters only survive him. His scientific
powers and love of natural history, which were very
early displayed, were inherited both from his father,
who was a great reader of natural history books, and
devoted to the observation and keeping of birds and
other animals, and from his grandfather, Sir John Hen-
slow, surveyor of the navy, who united to a scientific
knowledge of naval architecture, great ingenuity and
skill in designing. He was educated first at a free
school in Rochester, and afterwards at Dr. Jephson's,
of Camberwell ; during the former period he delighted
in making excursions on the Medway, and especially in
hunting for insects, and in rearing them and observing
their habits. And it was during the latter period that
he first learned how to arrange and systematize. And the
delight in analysing, understanding, and illustrating
gradually equalled that of collecting ; and these were
thenceforward the ruling passions ot his life.

In 1814 he was entered at St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, and graduated as 16th Wrangler in 1818, in
which year also he joined the Linnean Society. During
his college career he continued an active naturalist;
declining to compete for the much higher academic
position which, with his mathematical powers he might
easily have attained, he preferred substantial knowledge,
studied chemistry under Prof. Cumming, mineralogy
under Dr. Clarke, laboured hard at geology as an
original inquirer with but little aid, and became a
Fellow of the Geological Society in 1819.

In 1821, at the early age of 23, he became an author,
communicating tothe Geological Society his " Supplemen-
tary Observations on Dr. Berger's account of the Isle

of Man," containing a map and sections, to the prepa-

ration of wnich he had devoted his spare time, whilst

spending two long vacations on that island with pupils.

At about the same period the same duties led him to

the Isle of Anglesea, the geology of which he diligently

explored, and embodied the results in a most elaborate

paper, printed in the first volume of the Cambridge
Philosophical Transactions. This paper not only at

once raised its author to a very high position, and
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caused such a demand fur the volume in question that

it was soon out of print, but it is to this day quoted by

geologists as a model of truthful and sagacious scientific

research. It possesses also rare merit, as combining

with" great power of co-ordinating physical features,

skill and accuracy in the application of chemistry,

mineralogy, mathematics, and drawing, to the illustra-

tion of a very complicated mountainous region.

At this period, too, his physical powers were equal to

his mental, and during his geological excursion in

Anglesea he once walked 40 miles in the day, with his

hammer and specimens on his back, and danced all the

following night at a ball

!

About the same year Professor Henslow took up

botany with the same zeal and method which he had

devoted to other branches of science, being, it is

believed, first attracted to morphology and physiology.

He soon, however, found that no satisfactory knowledge

of these branches could be acquired without a previous

acquaintance with systematic botany ; and this, joined

to his ardour for collecting, led him to the formation of

a herbarium, in which he displayed not only the speci-

mens but the structure of their organs, their relations,

variations, and aberrations. In 1822 the Professorship

of Mineralogy becoming vacant he became the success-

ful candidate ; he held the appointment for three years,

conscientiously devoting the whole of his time to

the study, and especially to the chemical and crystailo-

graphical branches of it, for which his mathematical

powers and previous training eminently qualified him.

He prepared and published an admirable syllabus of his

course of lectures, followed by a systematic list and

analytical tables, drawn up with the same scientific

precision and clearness that characterise all his labours.

In 1825 the Professorship of Botany became vacant

by the death of Professor Martyn, and for this Pro-

fessor Henslow resigned the mineralogical chair;

applying all his energies and manifold acquirements to

his new post (which had been wholly neglected for

many years), and at once raising it from ohscnrity to

renown. He immediately arranged a course of lectures

at once scientific, practical and popular, gave chemistry

and physiology their legitimate places^ in botanical

teaching, and, by applying his mathematical powers to

giving a prominent place to the geometrical problems

involved in phyllotaxis, he awakened interest in a study

to which some of the mathematicians of Cambridge
had hitherto hardly accorded the dignity of a science.

Nor did he neglect the more practical duties of a

teacher ; no one knew so well as he did that to make
botanists of students they must quickly be brought to

believe that in some directions at any rate they can
and ought to walk unaided : he therefore took them on
excursions, taught them early how to name plants by
an artificial -e of the natural method, gave each
confidence in his earliest efforts, and led them on by
example, teaching and encouragement. Nor did botanists

and undergraduates alone profit; his lecture room was
attended by senior members of the University, and his

excursions by entomologists, conchologists, and geolo-

gists; each deriving knowledge in his own speciality

from him, and he from them : thus exciting amongst
his pupils an admiration for his manifold acquirements,
that was only equalled by their love of his personal
character.

For 14 years Professor Henslow resided at Cambridge
as botanical professor, during which period the income
attached to his chair was very small ; this was, however,
no obstacle to his instituting weekly evening meetings
at his own house for the reception of every one inte-
rested in science, including under-graduates; to which
all were invited to bring specimens of interest in all

branches of science; and at which there was free
intercourse between young men and "dons" of every
degree. This practice, previously unknown in the
University, and we regret to say as yet unfollowed,
was a step of immense importance in diffusing a taste
for scieuce, no les3 than for inciting the young men to
intellectual pursuits.

During this period he contributed two papers to the
Cambridge Philosophical Society on a hybrid Digitalis,
and the structure of the Mignonette, both of the
highest merit as works of philosophical research, and
which established his reputation amongst continental
naturalists : he also wrote the volume on Botany for
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, an admirable little work
of which two editions have been sold, and a third was
under revision at the time of his decease. It is a
noticeable fact that since Professor Henslow's departure
from Cambridge, not a single Botanical paper, and
very few on other branches of Natural History, have
been contributed to its Philosophical Transactions, of
which lie was one of the founders.
In 1823 Professor Henslow married a daughter of the

-Rev. George Jenyns, of Bottisham Hall, in Cambridge-
shire; and in 1825 he took orders as Curate of Little
St. Mary's, in Cambridge. In 1833 he was presented
by Lord Brougham, then Chancellor, to the Vicarage of
Cholsey cum Moulsford, in Berkshire, where he
resided during the summer months of three years,
passing the rest of his time at Cambridge as before.
In 1837 he was transferred by the Crown to the
valuable Rectory of Hitcham in Suffolk, and there
from 1S39 until his death he resided throughout the
y^ear, \wt!t the exception of six weeks of the Easter
ternj„whG|t he lectured during the week in Cambridge;

To the duties of his new position Professor Henslow

brought the same energy, and the same love of

bettering his fellow creatures as had distinguished him

in Cambridge, together with increased fervor tor

teaching, matured laculties, and a deep sense of his

responsibility in ministering to the spiritual and

temporal wants of a large and wofully neglected parish.

His flock were notorious for witchcraft, drunkenness,

poaching, sheepstealing, and immoral habits; they

consisted of neld labourers living in wretched hovels, and

of farmers who, being intellectually little better than

their servants, were doggedly opposed to any change m
their moral or physical condition. Here was work

requiring all Professor Henslow'sindomitable energy, and

multi ar?ous resources; no one knew better than he

what is the result of throwing good seed on stony

ground, and he consequently laid his plans for tilling

and fertilising with such sagacity and skill, and carried

them out with such unflinching steadfastness of purpose,

that within less than a quarter of a century he reaped

his hundred-fold, and died with a harvest garnered.

It is quite impossible to estimate the amount and kind

of moral courage required for a clergyman to break

down the sturdy opposition of the farmers of twenty

years ago; but these had to do with one who never

determined on a plan of action without carrying it into

successful effect, and whose downright honesty, frank

bearing, and imperturbable temper, were weapons proof

against the outbursts of prejudice, avarice, and malice

with which he was assailed.

(To be continued.')

THE GORILLA.
"Fabula de te narratur."

At a former period, when I placed the true habits of

the sloth in their proper light before the readers of the

" Wanderings in South America/' I considered that it

had been the most calumniated animal in the creation.

And I held this opinion until a few weeks ago :—when

upon reading an acrount of Mr. Du Chaillu's lecture at

the Royal Geographical Society, I became fully convinced

that the character of the Gorilla has suffered far more

at his hands than ever the sloth did, amid the knowing

ones of long gone by days. This eminent naturalist

has so completely changed the habits of the poor

unoffending Gorilla, and has so distorted its natural

propensities, that I am nearly at a loss to recognise it

as one of* the monkey family.

Its wonderfully muscular forelegs (which, by the way,

have been given to it by nature, not for self defence,

but in reality to facilitate its rapid transition from

branch to branch in its native hauuts) are now forsooth

to be considered, according to our traveller's statement,
as tremendous weapons of destruction. With these,

Iiis Gorilla smashed the ribs of a nigger, and Lent his

gun-barrel, and broke the stock in pieces ! How came
the Gorilla on this occasion to use its forefeet at all?

None but quadrupeds with retractile claws use them
in the act of aggression. Thus, the lion, the tiger, and
the leopard, and every individual of the cat tribe, strike
down their prey by a blow of the paw. Whereas the
dog, the hyena, and all with nails not retractih

secure it by open mouth, and well adapted fangs.

Again, what brought the Gorilla to the ground, and
caused the timid ape to commence warrior movements ?

Examine the formation of its entire frame, and you will

perceive how well it is adapted to pass a life amongst
the trees; and, on the contrary, how ill to plod its way
on the ground. The soles of all its four feet are so soft,

that they mnybecompared to satin, or to the most delicate

lady's hand. But, those quadrupeds which live on the
ground have hard and warty soles to their feet. Again,
Mr. Du Chaillu proclaims the Gorilla to be untameable ;

and in support of his assertion, he tells us, that he had
some young ones; but he could not tame them. Why
not ? What a sorry schoolmaster he must be ! He
ought to know that all young animals, from the tiger
to the tomtit, can very easily be tamed. But it is

quite the reverse wheu they become adults in their
wild state. Then, if you attempt domestication, the
tomtit will peck furiously at your finger, and the tiger
will lay you low with one stroke of its paw. Thus my
young Gorilla, when unloosed, was as harmless as a
lamb, and as playful as a kitten. But, had it been an
old wild one in a tree, and unable to escape, it would i , , . „ , .. , , „.c vprv u»- -^
have flown at me open mouthed, on my approaching it I ? .

n *ce
.
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and have lacerated me, not with its toe-nails, but with
Ql8e

. Vanque haB als0 1)loomed .° "n but sflf<

its powerful teeth.
™*v "^ -" ^— *—*-*-*• *- Vinson,

Tis education forma the tender mind
;

Just as the twig is bent, the-tree's inclined.
We don't require a Mr. Du Chaillu to teach old John

Bull's grandmother to suck eggs. Charles Waterton,
Walton Rally May 26th.

The Roses on their own roots are all alive and well.

Nineteen plants of the following, planted in Augojt

and covered over their roots with three tiles, stood the

winter perfectly well, and are m forward bid:^

Triomphe de Lyons, Marie Thierry, Heine de la Citi

Victor Verdier, M. Boll, George Peabody, and Chi!

brillan. They are all on Manetti. Out of 55 jell*

Roses I have lost but three. The 52 remaining are Gloir»

de Dijon, Aristide (Schulz) ; these two are the hardj^

of all yellows ; Persian Yellow, Harnsoni, Solfaterre,

Cloth of Gold, Elize Sauvage, Decazes, Br. K^
Isabella Gray, Celine Forestier, and Triomphe ueReana.

This last Rose but one did not winter well, owing to it,

making gross wood late last summer. Aristide is harfy

and the strongest grower of all yellows. The fonrfe^

are hardiest. I have 13 plants of the last. It j, ^ I

most perfect of all, and is best against a wall. ^
well shaded it is a golden yellow, otherwise it iscy,*

Roses 0/1860 1 Victor Verdier,M. Boll, Vaisse, Ifafc^

and Carique are all good growers ; the buds ol^fcj

are formed well and abundant. It will not be %
worst of last year's. Triomphe de Lyons and LouisXfi

n

the best dark Roses of last year, bud well. Thefo^

of the former is a little crumpled. This is the fault of

Eveque (a rcgue) and Rougemont. Clean. stout low

are essential to health, and also betoken a good cowtj.

tution. Roses of 1861 : I have only bloomed on

H.P., Parmentier. It is perfect in form, rid

rose and silver, with clean stout leaf. The bloom kti

well a long time. Prairie de Terre-Noire (Meadowof

Black Earth !) Madame Melanie, Reine des Violettei

have no buds yet, but they are good growers. La Book

d'Or has three buds; foliage like the Cloth of GoW.

Buffon is the nicest of all as a plant; the foliage is like

Ravels, and the sepal like Cambaceres. L'Elegantiii

very nice as a plant, and from the form of to

buds, it must be good. Belfroy will not, 1

think, disappoint. Carique, Buffon, L'Elegante,

and Belfroy, will all bloom in a few days. They were

planted out March 1st, and have stood well severe

weather. I will report in a few days of these

and of some of the other novelties after blooming. I

have omitted Washington; it is a nice plant. Pro-

bably this Rose, L'Elegante, John. Waterer, Triomphe

d'Amiens, and Due Decazes, will have a race for the

premiership of 1861. I have got Waterer,Duc Decazes,

Barlow, and Abdel-Kader. The following older, but still

new Roses, have wintered well out of doors on Manetti

stocks :—Edith de Murat, Octavie Fontaine (two neat

smallish white Bourbons), Diesbach, Alexieff, Chabrillan,

Arago, Armide, Royghem. Eugene Appert, and Stephanie

Beauharnais. Diesbach, Alexieff, Chabrillan, Arago,

and Eugene Appert are very nice Roses. Theotners

also are nice. Arago is the best coustitutunKd wf

dark Rose. Eugene Appert is also very hardy, ff»

growing, fine in foliage, deep rich cote
p^^\

colour, but not so good in outliue as the Ueant, wd»u

is as yet the best crimson H. P. I have now tfl p«j
of it. . Moreover the Geant is the hardiest of hiswcj*

will, with all his race, do best on his own roots- im*

family prefer a hot south wall. The frosts betwem
,

8th of April and the 12th of May have
s

nuu

many hundred fine buds. I do not tmnk

bud rule can be applied this year Mfereiy.^ ^
grub has disbudded a good many Roses. -^
is to produce 25 trebles with not less than wxw

on a stalk, in different states of expansion,jo

Botanic on the 12th of June, he must P'^^"
from a conservatory ; for he will not get ^
doors. A great many Rose trees this year win S ^
at first, from injury to the roots. There is a ^
other thing to which I wish to call attention, vh

desirability of the Metropolitan Rose Societies^ ^
together upon the size and shape of show do* ^
for singles and trebles. The boxes are more w^ j

where they are 4 inches deep behind ana

saw A*fia*t«« fe«**Ari at-. Aiv Msiv's. Blanutora.saw America, forced at Mr. May s,

cream colour,
hard opener.

I

ive him G. Peabody
with fine petal, but a haroj=

iabody, which I saw also forced. ^gave mm u. reaoouy. wiucu a o.*» .— hnndant ^
most striking colour, strong grower, auu

]

Pnnafnnf hl.mmnr • hnt thmnrh errand aS a
. . Jglconstant bloomer ; but, though g rich**

not like its petal and folding. Its colour 1S

d(
^-

crimson purple. The foliage is large, broa% richef
is

It is verv like Proserpine, but darker au
^

colour. Louis XIV. and Triomphe de Lvom>

Home Correspondence.
Roses and Rose Shows.—Roses have suffered much

by winter and long continued rains. I have lost com-
paratively few ; some, however, that are not actually
dead will never do anything more. I have lost but one
summer Rose, a nine years old tree, moved in the
autumn. The other 146 summer show Roses are well
and many are in forward and abundant bud. They are
chiefly on Briars. Lanei and 5 White Baths have
wintered well on Manetti. I have lost about 60 Briar

. . #
.... _, H. P.*s, and 6 of other sorts. Out of the 111 budded

J°F * my years returning to Hitcham for the Sunday
j
Roses on the Briar, 66 stand good. Of Manetti Roses

tcfrvie**
J
j have iost about 30, and 30 are much deteriorated.• •

very rich rose colour bordering on crimson, u»»->£
to M. Laffay. L'Elegante is a veryW?^*
every respect ; she sees three bloo-ns. * ^^ i

stiff and hold the blooms up well; and ™*
the tf^

set on in the right place, about an inch oeiow
^ ,

The leaves are very thick, broad, and glazeu.
^ fc^

Ravel in red, instead of scarlet, very prewj
. wbftt

*

Nelson is a nice flower, scarlety
crimson iW

want is distinct Roses, so that we shan
^i&ffP

without tallies. Such is L'Elegante (""
e
fbe^

Nouvelle), the new H.P., flesh w ±r'
tai&*K

Appert, but better. It is a first-class ^ose
'

y
et *J

points. It is fair to observe that I have ne ^ s^
Arago and Anna Diesbach under

J£ plantof :

Chabrillan is out and beautif.il. My ^^dot*
ive wintered admirably. The same iu|}

Apper*

the Manetti and July budded Briar JWR

W. F. Raddle, Rushton Rectory. that
all ^

Transplanting Large Yews.—l™* 1

been
su

great transplanters of large trees ua .^ #w
touching Mr. Harland's inquiry of the
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xy friend Mr. Tillery. You told us eight years ago of

a "new system," which you said was a "first attempt

at moving large trees upright ;" this was an error, as

some thousands of large trees have heen removed on my
machines during the last .30 years, all in an erect posi-

tion; and you added, u this new system would super-
|

sede eveiy other." This was rather unfortunate, as the

author of this new system waited on me at Elvaston for

my opinion of his new plan; this was about two months

after he operated on the Poplar tree at Chiswick : I

then showed him six modifications of large trees, all of

which had been successfully transplanted by my

well undertake to lift unbroken the Crystal Palace at boldly and clearly marked, and the flowers of good

Sydenham, as try to move a tree like the Yew here

with the appliances he mentions. The estimate given

by one of our best landscape gardeners for removing our

tree was 2bl. James Harland.
Oak Insects.— I send by to-day's post a few specimens

of the affection with which Oaks have been troubled of

late, gathered in my neighbourhood this day,

May 18. No. 1. Galls from which the grub seems to

have escaped. No. 2. Galls in which I presume grub may

be found now, as I examined a similar one, and found

therein a small white, 'apparently inanimate, grub.

with the machines as shown at Chiswick. He then

admitted that he " must invent a new machine before

he could remove such specimens." Mr. Harland's is a

new plan, and he deserves credit for pluck and

perseverance : T sincerely hope he may succeed.

I know Mr. Tillery will excuse my helping him a little,

as I have managed transplanting machines and "patent

screw jacks" rather longer than he has. Mr. Tillery

has given us the dimensions of a tree considerably less

than that removed by Mr. Harland, and speaks of it as

a " tree too large for machines/' This is an error. He
then tells us of its being raised by screw jacks, and
being moved on by pulley blocks. This latter plan I

only adopt when I wish to remove a tree a few feet, or

to raise it when the branches are strong and are too

near the ground to apply a machine readily. None of

the machines at Welbeck are of my largest size. To
transplant large trees a few feet or yards has been
managed by make-shift contrivances in many instances

during my practice ; but had either of the trees men-
tioned by Mr. Harland or Mr. Tillery been required to

have been removed some miles, how then ? I find a

Yew tree here which was moved several years ago on
my large machine over two miles. The time occupied

\'as two days ; eight men a part of the first day and
12 the second. This tree measures over 40 feet high

;

stem near the ground 7 feet 3 inches ; and at 14 feet

above ground the stem is 6 feet 4 inches round.
Another, upwards of 800 years old, the same machine
brought 30 miles; eight men and nine horses were
three days over the moving of this tree. It had many
of its limbs of the staghorn cast ; some of its leafless

branches were bleached white by the ruthless blasts of

many years. Its stem, which is rotten and hollow, is

nearly 10 feet round about 5 feet above the ground.
This tree since its removal has grasped mother earth
afresh, and will soon be young again, making shoot

* inches and upwards in a season. Yew trees, if

tolerably managed, are not difficult subjects to deal
with, owing to their countless fibres. At Millichope
Park, in Shropshire, during the last three years, many
large trees have been removed most successfully by my
second-sized machine, which is the same as the largest
- used at Welbeck. Amongst the \ >, many arc
very old and large ; one I know is about 12 feet round
the stem—too large, certainly, for such sized machines.
They were all brought from difficult situations in a
very hilly country ; all of them close to limestone rock
(rather a puzzler for "McGlashan spades''). At
present I shall only give two more examples;
the first is mnch more difficult than a Yew
tree to deal with. In two days, on my large machine,
a Cedar *>t' Lebanon was removed some distance; it

was when transplanted 43 feet high, 6 feet round the
stem, and upwards of 150 feet round the branches

:

the stem of this tree is now 9 feet round. An Oak of
fastigiate habit was removed on July 4th, six years ago
(with a cloudless sky). It was then upwards of 46 feet
high; this tree was removed on my third sized machine,
on a fete day, when about 10,000 people were present.
It was planted about mid-day, six men having com-
menced upon it the previous afternoon. It was brought
into an open situation from the centre of a plantation

;

it did not flag a leaf. Last year the top or leading
shoot grew 2 feet 1 inch, and the lowest branch, which
is 6 feet from the ground, grew last year 2 feet 5 inches
horizontally. Should any one wish to see these trees,

t may be as well to state that Elvaston can only be
seen on Fri< s by ticket at* 3s., which sums are
appropriated to schools, &c. William Barron, E 'on

Castle, May 27. Your Correspondent Mr. Tillery

(see p. 461) says that the largest Yew removed by
him is " not quite so large " as the one described by
ne at p. 467. Will Mr. Tillery oblige me by giving
neasuremen commencing with the bole at 3 feet from
he ground, aud giving the circumference of branches at
10 feet from do., in order that I mav fully comprehend
the meaning of the words * not quite so large ? •' I
must confess that I cannot see anv comparison between
the two trees from the information Mr. T. has been
<ind enough to furnish. It will be perceived that thelew here is 14 feet more in circumference at 28 feet

ii ™ *?Td
,

thfm M '. Tillery'* is at the ground

7? 4
™e bole also Presents a greater circumference

at 14 feet from the ground than the tree at Welbeck
does at its base

;
Mr. Tillery likewise informs us that

he has removed Oaks and Limes considerably larger than
the Yew at Bed well, with two jacks each capable of
lifting 12 tons. Now it must be evident that there can
he no comparison between the wood of Lime and that
ot lew, or between a deciduous tree and an evergreen
But there is one thing about which I am quite con-

machines, and not one of which he could have removed No. 3. A specimen of each joined naturally. No. 41 pre-

sume is an ordinary Oak Apple, and has not any relation

to the galls above named. No. 5, I fancy may be the

germs of new galls on the young leaves. I may mention

that I send these in consequence of a communication in

your columns of May 11th, and that they were

gathered from Oak shoots which sprung from

old stools in hedges, though they are exactly similar to
|

those that affect Oaks of much larger growth. Some

of the galls have had the grubs picked out by birds I

presume, as I found some that were mined to the centre

most cleverly, still on the shoots. P. Devoniensis. [The

trails are as you describe them, with the exception of

No. 5, which are very young leaves, each protuberance

in which is occupied by the pupa of some Hymenopter,

already about to change. It is to be presumed that the

eggs must have been by some means deposited in the

unexpanded leaf bud ;
'

for the leaves themselves can

scarcely be more than 10 days old, and yet the insects

have nearly gone through their transformations, and

are already about to emerge from their pupa}, which

re not larger than grains of Mustard seed.]

Peach Trees.—We have a Peach-house, the trees in

which have been planted 3 years ; they have done well,

and last summer made very good bearing wood, and

flowered satisfactorily this spring; but very little

fruit has set, and what did set does not swell; most of

it will drop. The trees are clean and thriving. We
had a beautiful bloom on some young Cherry trees in

the same house, but very little fruit will come to

maturity. We used a very little fire heat in early

spring to keep out frost. My employer is anxious to

have your opinion on the subject; is there any book

you can recommend on growing Peaches and Necta-

rines under glass—not in pots, but planted in the border

and trained to a wall ? Bllesmere. [Unless your soil is

warm enough when Peaches, and Cherries, and Plums
are stoning you will never have a crop of fruit. The
ground ought not to be less than 50° Fahr.]

form, a pleasing salmon-colour, pale at the centre.

Tydaea insignis, a fine free-blooming crimson variety,

came from Mr. Williams, of Paradise Nursery, Hol-
loway. Mr. Standish sent two showy hardy hybrid
Rhododendrons, named Countess de Morella, a

%

fine

truss of lovely soft rose-colour, and The Saxon, a com-
pact rich carmine. From Messrs. Milne & Co., Vaux-
liall, came four good sorts of erect-flowered Gloxinias,

General Garibaldi and Mestonii, white with violet

throat, and Lady Willoughby and Countess of Derby,

white with rosy carmine throat; the last-named of

each colour was the better of the two. Mr. Veitch

sent the red hairy-leaved Campylobotrys pyrophylla,

one of Mr. Linden's new plants, which does not

appear to be so effective as some other sorts

already known. Finally, from the Rev. T. Stani-

forth, whose garden is in the moist climate of

Windermere, came some remarkably finely grown Lily

of the Valley, bearing in one instance as many as 23

large-sized bells on a single scape. They were produced

by annually renewing a portion of the soil, and allow-

ing the plants to grow into the fresh earth.

flotitcs of 33ooft0*

Societies*
Royal Houticttlttjral : May 28 {Floral Com-

mittee).—On this occasion there was but a small display

ot" plants, but some of considerable interest were pro-
duced. The most attractive was probably a lovely New-
Zealand Fern from Messrs. Veitch & Son, named Todea
superba, sometimes culled Leptopteris superba. This
received, as it well merited, a first class certificate. The
fronds, which are of the filmy character seen in the

race of Hymenophyllums, are lance-shaped in outline,

the pinnae, which are very short below, being continued
down to the base of the stalk. It is cut into narrow
segments, which are crowded, and seem to bristle up
over the whole surface. It is a very much more lovely

plant than the beautiful Todea hymenophylloides, alias

pellucida. Another fine New Zealand Fern, shown by
Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, received a first class award.
This is a dwarf, slender, tree-like, or arborescent

plant, with a thin stem of 2 or 3 feet high, and
firm pinnate-pinnatifid shining green fronds, the rachis

of which is clothed with a wing of small angular
segments deenrrent from the bases of the pinnce. It is

quite unique among Lomarias. Mr. G. Smith, of the
Tollinajton Nursery, Horosey Road, obtained a first-

class certificate for his Calceolaria canadensis, a shrubby
sort, of remarkably dwarf bushy habit, bearing dense
compact heads of bright-coloured yellow flowers. It is

decidedly the best of this group for decorative
purposes. [But why called Canadensis? No
Calceolarias grow in the Canaries.] Awards
were also made to M< -s. Veitch & Son for
Aralia Sieboldi variegate, a blotchod-leaved variety
obtained from Japan; to Mr. W. Dean, of Bradford
Nursery, Shipley, for a showy fancy Pansy called

Princess Alice, a large creamy white, each petal
marked with a broad radiating blotch of violet

purple ; and to Mr. W. Beck, of YVorton Cottage, Isle-

worth, for Pelargonium Amazon, a very vigorous-growing
stocky variety of free-blooming habit, attractive for

decorative purposes, on which ground the award was
made; the flowers were large, deep purple-rose, with
a violet centre, and having dark-blotched upper petals.

Mr. Beck had several other Pelargoniums, among
which Butterfly, which was rather attractive, had
something the character of the French sorts; the

flowers neatly formed, with dark maroon upper petals,

narrowly edged with rose, the lower ones with large

distinct maroon spots } ^ing into crimson, and mar-

gined with pale rose. Another, called Sylph, had blush-

hite flowers with three distinct rosy spots on the lower

petals, and bolder and darker ones on the upper ; this

was thought a promising sort, but was hardly enough

Bouse Dogs and Sporting Dogs (Van Voorst, 12mo).

In this little volume Mr. Meyrick treats of the varieties

of dogs, their points, management, training, breeding,

rearing, and diseases. His book is not a farrago of all

manner of the stories true and apocryphal, called

anecdotes, nor is it a natural history work, that is to

say a scientific systematical treatise. It is something

more practical on the one band, and more reliable on

the other. Every breed of dogs is briefly described,

through nearly 80 pages, in the following groups, viz.,

Greyhounds, Hounds, Terriers, Pointers and Setters,

Spaniels, Shepherds' dogs, Wild dogs, Watch dogs,

House dogs, and Toy dogs, of all of which the "points"

are explained. Then we have chapters on Dog-break-

ing, managing, breeding, stealing, coursing, and physic-

ing, after which half a dozen are devoted to an account

of their diseases. It is therefore evident that Mr.

Meyrick deals with all that a country gentleman, a

farmer, a dog-fancier, or a lady's maid who has to

wash the pets, requires to know. Let us add to this

dry introduction the fact that the work is capitally

done, as was to be expected from a perfect master of

dog-craft. In proof of the justice of this remark we
make two quotations.

The Poodle.—"The Poodle has never been a great

favourite in this country, in spite of his extraordinary

intelligence and docility; the great objection to him
being his fantastic appearance when his body is shaved,

and his clumsy look when the hair is left on.
" The Poodle does not take readily to hunting, though

he
J sses a capital nose; but in France he is often

uight fro point, and I have frequently seen a Bourgeois
sportsman accompanied by his Poodle, which potters
along the hedges in front of his master, and manages

j
to find a great deal of game.
"The temper of the Poodle is not particularly good,

and I have not observed that he is either faithful or
affectionate towards his master, in spite of statements

to the contrary in all works upon the dog. The fact is,

that these statements are chiefly founded upon French
anecdotes of the fidelity and sagacity of dogs; and the
inaccuracy of most popular French naturalists, from
BufFon downwards, is well known. The Poodle is also

the commonest dog in France, except the Cur, and all

good stories are, of course, told of him alone.

"I once became the purchaser of a Poodle, which
was offered for sale by a poor student in a cafe on the
Boulevards. The man only asked a napoleon for a dog,
which, though by no means prepossessing in appearance,
would put his paw upon any one out of a row of
(iominoes, stop a certain card when a pack was rapidly
dealt out, and go through a variety of other amusing
performances. 1 had not an opportunity of learning
from his former owner the different signals and orders

r his tricks, consequently I never could persuade him
to choose a card, or domino, which tricks were, of

>urse, accomplished by a slight previously taught
gnal given by his master: but so great were his

intelligence and docility, that I easily taught him
many new tricks. I suspect that the person from
whom I bought him was not his first instructor, or
that he did not exhibit all his tricks when I first saw
him, for one day on going upstairs, I happened to say
" inonte," holding up my hand, and Sea pin immediately
walked upstairs on his hind legs. He had evidently

been taught to retrieve—an accomplishment which he
turned to the worst purposes, for he had a magpie
propensity for stealing any loose article that came in

his way, particularly what lay on the tables, and
making hoards under drawers and in other inaccessible

places, to which he resorted to gnaw his stolen goods

at his U Th<Mgh possessed of the highest talents,

Scapin was of a very morose and sullen turn of mind.

He seldom wagged his tail, or sho any signs of

pleasure in his master's presence ; he was also very ill-

tempered, and this, combined with hia reputation for

sagacity, and the grave aud dignified exniession of his

face, impre d everyholy with a great respect for him;

id my belief is, that tae hou id never ventured to

interfere with his propensities for carrying off small

articles of furniture.
" His death was very sudden, aud was wrapped in

•
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mystery till it was discovered that he had consumed
nearly the whole of a large pincushion, including the

bran, and probably several pins. I believe I was the

only one of Scapin's numerous acquaintance who in

the least regretted his death.

"The Poodle is too well known to require a minute

description. His shape should be compact, and 'should

possess the general symmetry which marks a combina-

tion of activity with strength, and of which it is im-

possible to convey an exact idea in words. The points

most looked to are : his head, which should be large,

with a high, broad forehead, and a square muzzle

;

straight legs; and hair very thick, and falling in long,

sharply twisted curls or ringlets. The colour is either

pure white, or pure black, but generally a mixture of

the two colours. The height should be between 15
and 18 inches."

Dog stealing.—""Perhaps an account ofthe manoeuvres

generally practised by dog stealers may explain the

mystery. These men practise their trade in pairs.

When a sufficiently valuable dog is seen following his

master, the least respectable of the two thieves walks
about 50 yards ahead oi him and drops at one place

(generally a corner) a small quantity of boiled liver,

called 'duff/ cut up in small pieces. The dog
naturally lags behind his master to eat it, and the

second thief, usually dressed as a respectable mechanic,

with an apron, catches him quickly up, covers him
with his apron, and coolly walks by the owner, who,

when he misses the dog, never dreams of suspecting

any one who is not running away.
"The stealer, who is usually a rascal of small

substance, sells him for a few shillings down, to

receive a larger sum when the dog is reclaimed, to

one of a class of men called dog brokers. This

person waits to see if the dog is what is termed
• chanted,* that is, advertised for as lost, or in any way
inquired after by his owner. If so, he calls upon, or

sends to the owner to say that he has heard of his dog
by accident, and that he can undertake to return him
for a certain sum—generally from 21. to 61. or SI.

Under these circumstances, the owner's best course is

to express no anxiety about the dog, and to name a
certain sum—about one-quarter of what the man asks

—as what he will give for him. The broker, who
generally measures the ransom by the anxiety of the
owner, will, after some bargaining, come to terms. I

do not think that more than 21. should ever be offered
for any but the most valuable animals. The dog may
not be returned for a week, or even a fortnight, in
hopes of a higher offer ; but the owner is sure to have
him at last if he is firm.

" A dog is not safe from dog stealers even if he has
a chain and collar on, if he is entrusted to a careless
person. I have heard of a valuable dog which had been
twice stolen and brought back, and which his master
determined never to trust out of the house again with-
out a chain. He was one day, however, sent out for a
walk with an Irish servant, who came back without
him, declaring that the dog had slipped his head through
the collar when he was not looking. The dog was in a
few days brought back, and his master again ransomed
him, making it a condition of his doing so that the
thief should tell him how the dog had been stolen;
which, it appears, was as follows: the servant had
stopped to look at some of his countrymen mending the
street, and, while so doing, one thief had held the dog's
chain tight with one hand to imitate the pulling of the
dog, while with the other he undid his collar, wrapped
him in his coat, and then pointing to his companion,
who ran away, he told the servant that the fellow had
just stolen his dog. Of course the Irishman set off in
pursuit."

We must not omit to say that to the honour of the
author he has supplied a good Index.

i*i^
herfJhal1 Ke Go ? Under this title Messrs.

Jflack of Edinburgh have brought out a new edition of
their half crown guide to the watering places of
England, Scotland, and Ireland. It contains neat
railway maps, some sketches of scenery too few to be of
any importance, and the usual information that
travellers look for. It would be greatly improved by
the addition of more Natural History memoranda as to
the localities of rare plants and insects, geological
lormations, &c, than which nothing more interests
modern tourists.

We have omitted to mention the appearance of the
7fch part of Mr. Howard's superb work on Cinchonas, or
Illustrations of the Nueva Quinologia of Pavon. It
contains figures of Cinchona Uritusinga, nitida, and
Pahudiana, a new species now cultivated in Java by
the Dutch, but of inferior quality; it seems however to
grow freely, and would be a good hothouse shrub,
hearing panicles of pale vermilion flowers as large as
Lilacs.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—As soon as Azaleas and other

plants of that kind shall have been placed in summer
quarters out-of-doors, painting and other repairs
required by any of the plant-houses should be com-
menced, as they can be more conveniently done then
than at any other season. As recommended last week

pay great attention to plants for autumn and early

winter decoration. Let them have plenty of pot-room,

good rich compost to grow in, a moist atmosphere, and

plenty of space for perfect development, regulating the

temperature according to the nature of the plant, and

they will make rapid progress. Mealy bug and thrips

will require to be looked after ; the utmost diligence

must be used to keep these in check. If among stove

plants there are any sickly or badly rooted specimens

they should be frequently examined for red spider ;

otherwise they will become a nursery for this

pest, and from them it will soon spread to adjoining

plants. See that young growing stock is not allowed

to suffer for want of pot room ; attend carefully to

watering, giving manure-water to all plants in free

growth that require it. Gardenias and other things

that have been in the conservatory while in bloom

should be replaced in heat as soon as their
^
beauty is

over, in order to allow time for getting their growth

ripened before short days and dull weather have

arrived. Orchids in a growing state will require

encouragement. Shading must be promptly attended

to during this bright weather. Allow, however, as

much light as they will bear without injury, using a

very light screen, and that only when absolutely

necessary. Keep them clear of insects and dust by

frequent syringings or spongings.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Such varieties as are at all liable to spoil

at the bottom before the upper pips are coloured

should now be kept as dry as possible immediately

they show the least signs of colouring, keeping the

atmosphere also as dry as can be done without injury

to the rest of the stock.

Vineries.—As was stated last week, Grapes intended

to hang through the winter should be thinned very

freely, and, if necessary, they should be gone over a

second time, leaving them so that the berries when
fully swelled will scarcely touch each other. A
moderate crop only should be left on the Vines

;

for, to ensure suceess in keeping Grapes fresh and

in good condition till next March, the Vines must
be in first-rate health; be satisfied, therefore, with

a moderate or rather light crop in the late house.

Keep the atmosphere of houses where the fruit is

colouring in active circulation, using gentle fires by day

with abundance of air, and leaving a little air on at

night to prevent damp. If red spider appears inclined

to be troublesome wash the pipes, &c, as before re-

commended, with a mixture of soot and lime, and if

the colour is objectionable add more soot
Figs.—Trees that have been kept dry while ripening

the first crop, and are now cleared of this, should be
well watered at the root, and if there is any appearance
of red spider, the leaves should be thoroughly washed
with the engine. Give manure-water to trees showing
a heavy second crop, and keep the atmosphere moist
by frequently sprinkling the passages and borders, &c.
Keep the shoots thin and regularly tied, so as to avoid
confusion, and expose all parts of the tree equally to
the light. Where the fruit is ripening attend to
previous directions, and keep the atmosphere and
borders as dry as can conveniently be done. Assist
trees in pots by giving them a liberal supply ofmanure-
water.

Cucumbers.—Encourage young plants with a moist
growing atmosphere, so as to get them into active
growth quickly ; but plants that are fairly established
should be kept cooler, admitting air on every favourable
opportunity, in order to secure short jointed fruitful
wood.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Remove everything in the way of early bedding

plants whose beauty may be over or that is at all in-

effective, and introduce good things from pots in the
reserve ground. A good reserve ground, if properly
situated and systematically planned and conducted,
would be one of the most useful plots about a garden.
Such a valuable adjunct as this would, however, require
the constant attendance of a man possessing some know-
ledge of flowers, and therefore could not be carried out
where there is scarcity of labourers. Decayed patches
of bulbs which are required to stand for early spring
flowering may have Verbenas or other things intro-
duced from pots between them, so as to give gaiety to
the places they occupy. Cuttings of Pansies should be
got out in succession before the shoots are too much
exhausted. All boundary or other hedges should be
clipped forthwith.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHBN GARDEN.
Pay daily attention to Peaches and Nectarines on

walls ; thin the fruit and remove all useless or badly
placed branches. Look also over other trained fruit
trees frequently for the purpose of stopping and
shortening any gross shoots, and keeping the growth
nicely regulated ; also get young shoots laid in where
not already done. Tomatos against walls must be
regularly attended to, keeping the shoots thin and
stopping them above a cluster of fruit, for if the plants
are allowed to ramble and grow too freely there will
be a poor chance in an unfavourable season of securing
a crop. Where a sufficient breadth of Celery is not
yet planted out, this must be attended to as speedily
as possible, and must be well looked after in the way
of water, &c, until established after planting, other-
wise good sized heads need hardly be expected.' Earth
up former plantings, and encourage rapid growth by

occasional waterings with manure water. P]y tte
,

freely among growing crops, both for the destined
of weeds and for loosening the surface of the soil

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
If Carrots have failed, a «mall bed of Early HQm

may yet be sown. All spare ground should now L
filled with green food ; not an inch should be J_
uncropped. A little York Cabbage seed may so0a l
sown, to furnish heads for autumn use ; they v{\\ ^
do to plant in any small gaps that may exist amoa.

other crops. Stake up flowers, and render everyt^

about the garden as neat as possible.
™

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAE LONdqj

For the Week ending May 30, 1861, as observed at the HorticulturalG„^
Tempkraturb.

Mar.

Friday 34 O
Satur. iw 16

Sunday 26 17
Mon. 27 IS
Tues. 28, 19
Wed. 29
Thuri. 30

Average.

.

20
21

Baromktbb "OTthe Air.

Max.

29.984
29.803
29.860
30.03-2

30.048
29.912
29.911

29.936

Min.

29.8/S
29.693
29.795
30.017
29.930
29.865
29.813

Max.

29.860

73
67
66

li
74
81

Min.

37
45
43
46
46
43
46

71.0 437

Mean

55.0

56.0
54.5

600
54.0

58.5

63.5

OTtheEtrth

1 foot 2 fm
deep.

58J
58

H»

58
5H

57 .3 57.8

ay 24—Fine; some low dusky white clouds; dry airrcoofiaf^
clear at nijcht. **

— 25—Fine ; clouds in strata ; clear at night,
— 26—Overcast; fine; very fine.

— 27—Very fine ; much dryness in the air; slight rain at nieht.— 2d—Slight rain ; uniformly overcast ; densely overcast at niAr— 29—Fine ; slight shower 11 a.m. ; densely overcast,

— 30—Fine; exceedingly fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the week, I 4-10 deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Junes, 1961.

fftdhfWUr

June.

Sunday 2.. 69.6

Mon. 3.. 70.8

Tues. 4.. 70.7

Wed. 5.. 70.7

Thurs. 6.. 69.6

Friday 7.- 68.8

Satur. 8.. 70-3

Hi
«*> .

46.4

45.7
46.4

47.0

47.8

47.3
4/.6

58.0
58.3

58.5

58.9

58.7

58.0

59.0

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

IS

15
13
19
18
13
13

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.87 in.

0.9 \

0.76
0.61

028
0.53

0.45

1

1

5

3

4

2;

4

4

5

l

6

8

7

ii

2

3

2

1

»• J

aa

4

1

2

1

2

i

a

4

5

4

3

1.

i

1;

10

j

9

> >

li

1

1

.10 3

3 1

i

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on thejtl,

1846—therm. 90 deg.; and the lowest on the 1st and 5th, 1856-thern.

33 deg.

Notices to Correspondents,
Electrified : North Hampshire had better not waste money

and time in idle speculations. No advantageous method oi

influencing vegetation by electrical action has ever yet been

applied to practical purposes.
Fungi : E B. Your Fuugus from the Mushroom bed appears to

be the variety of Agaricus dealbatus which is figured at

p. 312 of our Journal for the present year. The specimen,

however, was so crushed that it is impossible to fed quite

certain about it. M. J.B.
Gardeners : J CUws. We do not think hard names should be

given to small offences, especially if they are in some degree

sanctioned by custom, although bad. At the same time we

do not see how a man can be called strictJj honest who,

without permission, gives away another person's property
^

Grapes : N Walton. The berries are attacked by rast, a owj*

which prevents the growth of the skin an&m^^™*
to burst. This affection arises from many causes, e.y, «»

currents of air, handling, contact with the #*»*^ °JX
head. We also observe traces of the Vine Mildew, w^
should be immediately attacked by sulphur.

^
Insects : H T. It is too late to do any good hi w^PJJL
destroy the " grubs " or larva? of the daddy longlegs,»w

are now full grown and have done all the ^"^.-JLto
capable of. When the perfect insects appear get cnu ^
catch them all, and so save your plants next y

their progeny. W. **m -** KnWv &&L
Mildew: M F IV. Some sudden chills have Pjff^j^J
your plants to be attacked. Perhaps too tney «

ficientlv ventilated. Give them pleuty of air
,

w
warm, "and attack the mildew with flowers of suipoy -^

Names of Plants: Twickenham. Andromeda &»}» '

3 &
1, Ledum latifolium ; 2, LeiophylluJi buxi»°^°1^ j. 1,

I beris—probably sempervirens ; 4, Arabis aipm _ ^
Right; 2, Agrostis alba—not setacea.-/fl»wra»ws. ^ %

barbarum.— H R J. Claytonia perloliata,
J2?i£-.flj.

garden.—G M. Bougainvillaea speciosa, we teiie>% ^
Gymnogramma, but too young for determinancy- -.^
serrulata ; 3, Selaginella Martensii ; 4,

Gymnogra
rf [(0

melanos.— Win. Hatfield. You ask for the nam ^
plants, viz., Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4. Your specimens have u

attached to them; and only three are in
.

your ^^
Viburnum opulus, Weigela rosea, and Anaronie .

dunir

—SH. Spiraea alpiua and a variety of Aspleniumin* ^
A Subscriber.—We have received a heap oi ^TwtO*
correspondent using this signature, alth^ ^e. Lon*f

and over again begged that this may n~

life does not permit such extravagant
and over again begged that this may not t*™"'^&
life does not permit such extravagant inroaa^^
We cannot even look at specimens for name

the prescribed number of four. .
f voupl*!?

Nettles : / Wilton. It is all tudge. Believe^\^
but don't think of applying a practical test *>

notions. «rn of *?
Peas: / W F. They are attacked by the sP^_

r#,
**

Fungus, as you may tell by their Vec?^£/&#&*
But we have no means of knowing how tne »y g
generated in such soil as you describe. .

ftUhintf
Roses : Teignmoutk. Bourbon Roses budded las

;^ves &*
most probably bloom this year if the season pr

.

vifl
**r

able, and the plants are well treated and ***» heaA j*

tion. If vou wish votir Rna« trees to have IP*. „.*-*»tion. n you wish your Rose trees to nave *v
bo0ts*r

must pinch off the points of all the strongesl
er8r,sj

about eight or 10 inches in length ; they wiu,
t <*£

then be so likely to bloom as if left alone, »£ ba^bJT
the display will be much finer than if the b^^-B*
allowed to grow on untouched until winter v^s^
In the latter case few or no laterals would De f

u pr0
jr

by means of judicious pinching good;s,z^J. end oi tfac

tioned heads may be secured, even by tue

8eason-t jpnt at St-^JJl
Silkworms: F C. An obliging 'Corresponae^tfj
informs us that the eggs (g?aine) of the^%tites

&**
be obtained of M. Andre" Marchand, ^}\Q

atL v^cc ,W
50, Paris, for 5 francs the gramme, pald T̂ihat^^

Vjnes: Mrt.C. We have no means of knowing wj t0
bee**

your Welbeck Black Tripoli, leaves and ber ^ are

jaundiced. The most probable cause is ih^c0\ ar «&^
and the leaves and branches cold. If so tu°

as the earth dries and becomes warm enougu.
q[

tbe »

Misc. : Full price will be given for a clean cow Hatc
bara

deners' Chronicle of December 1, 18fl>> by ^ e&°

Co., 187, Piccadilly.

,
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturer* and
others engaged in making Artificial Manures may obtain

every necessary instruction for their economical and efficient

preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S, Ac., Principal

of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kenuington, Lon-
don, 8. Analyses of Soils, Guanos. Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, 4c., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals

are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommo-
dation at the College.

Established 1821.

—

Universal Success of

GRIFFIX, MORRIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURES.
They have now been tried in 20 English counties, and

invariable testimonv borne to their value as Manures adapted
for the TURNIP, 'MANGEL WURZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
and POTATO CROPS.

Full particulars upon application to Griffin, Morris, &
Griffin, Ceres Works, Wolverhampton.

LA W~~E S'S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at
Factories, at the following: prices :

—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6

LAY' SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LTME from
BURNT BONK or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5

LAWES'S BAULKY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his apjK>inted AgentH, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying; according to cost of carriag-e.
Genuine Peruvian Guans direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, EC. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURR for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

316. Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, andCO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Or these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

CHURNS.—The Royal Agricultural Society's Prize
Churn is the best invented. Butter produced in

12 minutes. Price 30s. and upwards.

Full particulars forwarded on application to Bdroess A Key,
Agricultural and Gardening Machinery Stores, 95, Newgate
Street, E.C.

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery
Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 421. 1Q«.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly nattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the

following :

—

From Mr. John Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carne, Dimland
Castle, Glamorgan.

" I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.

Burgess A Key's Reaper, in my master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate.

During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut

less than 1,000 acres of all kiuds of crops, with the same two
knives as first had with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his

tenant. Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst, and is in excellent order."

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25*.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 22?. 10*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.
Price 35*.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—One Horse Machine.
Price 24*.

The last two Machines are fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for

Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
Tbese Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

Station.

<<

EEIOATti SILVER SAND, best quality for
Florists, 16*. per ton. Less quantities 1*. 6d. per bushel.

Delivered five miles or to any London Wharf or Railway.
Sacks for Sand Is. Gd. each, or on hire 6cZ. each (5 hold a ton).
Kentish, Hampshire, and other Peats, Yellow Loam, Leaf
Mould, and Tan, in Lirjye or small quantities. Sphagnum Moss
for Orchids.
Jonx frUa.KAtti>, Purveyor to Her Majesty. 8wan Place, Old

Kent Road
f
London, 8. E.

AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. and BAWTREE,
Seed Growers and Merchants, Basingstoke, Andover;

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.G.
WHITE SWEDE SEED.—The extremely severe frost of last

winter has again proved the value of this most hardy Swede
Turnip. From all parts we receive favourable reports of its
abundant produce, hardiness, and suitability for late sowing
Fine crops of perfectly sound roots are now being folded off
with sheep and lambs.

T. Havnam, Esq., the Secretary to the Yorkshire Agricul-
tural Society, in his recent lecture to the Wakefield Farmers'
Club, on Agriculture, its Progress and Prospects, says :—
41
In my experiments with Turnips, I found quite as great

a difference in the keeping qualities of the several kinds as in
their weight ; of some kinds 25 per cent, were destroyed by
frost, while of others not more than 2 i>er cent, were damaged.
A new White Swede grown by the Messrs. Raynbird seems to
me to be nearly indestructible by frost, and was brittle and
juicy when the ordinary kinds were soft and pulpy."

Fine Seed, growing nearly 100 per cent., is offered for free
delivery to an> Railway 8tation, if taken in quantities of 20 lbs.
and upwards. Address

—

Rayxbird, Caldexutt, & Bawtree, Seed Growers and
Merchants, Basingstoke, Andover ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark
Lane, London, EC.
\* Samples and quotations of all kinds of Farm Seeds sent

on application.—June 1.

FKIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS h MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorchiug raye of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide ._ . . 1*. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also u Frigi Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. 4rf. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and ot all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering. "

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,

37 and 38, Lower Kenningron Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises

every branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of
Agriculture, Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ;

for the Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other
particulars may be had on application to the Principal.

rpHE LAMDS IMPROVEMENT COMl'ANi.—
JL Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, 8. W.

« •

SWEDES, TURNIPS, MANGELS, &c.

PAGE & T00G00D
HAVE

quar.

fall plant.
growing

Mr. Robert Scott, Great Eastly Farm, in ordering 60 lbs. more of
skirving'g Swede, says :—" I have a splendid plant from the

onr Improved Sk
first Jot and also of the Mangel—May 24, 1861.

F. West, Esq., West End, in ordering his Swedes, says

:

<< My Carrots
are n magnificent crop, too thick by half, and so are the Mangels.—May 24, 1861."

« j T' , .,ii.
fERTKAM, Corve Farm, f. W., in ordering his supply of Turnips, says:-" I have

no doubt t bey will be as good as the Swedes, of which I have a capital plant ; the drills are full from end to end.—
*ay 25, 1861."

These reports could be multiplied indefinitely.

ESTABLISHMENT, SOUTHAMPTON.

AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION
President—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.

Founded 1860, for the Relief of Decayed Farmers, thei»
Widows, and Orphans.
The SECOND ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the

Funds of the Institution, will take place at the Freemasons'
Tavern on WEDNESDAY. June 12.

The Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli, M.P., in the Chair.

Vice President*.

His Grace the Duke of

Rutland
His Grace the Duke of Cleve-

land, K.G.
The Most Noble the Marquis
of Bristol

The Right Hon. the Earl of

Derby, K.G.
The Right Hon. the Earl of

Essex
The Right Hon. the Earl
Cowper

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Darn ley

The Right Hon. the Earl of

8t. Germans
The Right Hon. the Earl
Vane

The Ricjht Hon. the Earl of
Yarborough

The Right Hon. the Viscount
Dungannon

The Right Hon. the Viscount
Hill

The RightHon. the Lord Dacre
The Right Hon. the Lord
Dynevor

The Right Hon. the Lord
Southampton

The Right Hon. the Lord
Wharncliffe

The Right Hon. the Lord Leigh
The Right Hon. the Lord
Burghley, M.P.

The Right Hon. the Lord
Ashley, M.P.

The Hon. P. Wyndham, M.P.
Sir Henry S. Wilmot, Bart.
Sir Astley Paston Cooper, Bart.
Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
B. Bond Cabbell, Esq.
John Gurney Fry, Esq.
William Roupell, Esq., M.P.
0. Alexander Wood, Esq.

His Grace the Duke of Buc-
cleuch, K.G.

The Most Noble the Marquis of
Abercorn, K.G.

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Shrewsbury and Talbot

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Devon

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Dartmouth

The Right Hon. the Earl
Spencer

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Malmesbury

The Right Hon. the Earl Howe
The Right Hon. the Viscount
Ranelagh

The Right Hon. the Viscount
Combermere

The Right Hon. the Viscount
Enfield, M.P.

The Right Hon. the Lord
Sondes

The Right Hon. the Lord Wal-
singham

Hon. the Lord

Hon. the Lord

Hon. the Lord

the Lord

Robert Allen, Esq.
William Banbury, Esq.
Thomas Batson, Esq.
Frank Battcock, Esq.
Charles Basin, Esq.
W. J. Belcham, Esq,
William Blewitt, Esq.
Samuel Brooks, Esq.
J. W. Brown, Esq.
W. S. Barton, Esq. *

William Camps, Esq., M.D.
Charles S. Cantrell, Esq.
Joseph Causton, Esq.
W. Harcourt Clare, Esq.
John Clayden, Esq.
John Collins, Esq.
Mr. Alderman Conder
John Cutts, Esq.
Thomas Day, Esq.
G. W. Digby, Esq.
W. G. Duncan, Esq.
Joseph Druce, Esq.
J. 8. W. S. E. Drax,
M.P.

Richard Garrett, Esq.
Alexander Hall Hall, Esq.

The Right
Lyttleton

The Right
Rayleigh

The Right
Feversham

The Right Hon. the Lord
Leconfield

The Right Hon.
Henry Thynne, M.P.

The Hon. H. Wyndham, M.P.
Colonel the Hon. A. N. Hood
Sir John Bayley, Bart.

Sir Norton Kuatchbull, Bart.
George William Pierrpont Ben-

tinck, Esq., M.P.
Edward Fellowes, Esq., M.P.
H. E. Gurney, Esq.
Titus Salt, Esq., M.P.

List of Stewards.

W. Heard, Esq.
Chandos Wren Hoskyns, Esq ..

James Howard, Esq.
Alfred H. Johnson, Esq.
G. W. Maddison, Esq.

,

Mr. Alderman Mechi.
William Mercer, Esq.
W. Oddie, Esq.
Windsor Parker, Esq., M.P.
George A. Payne, Esq.
John Reay, Esq.
James Reeve, bsq.
William Rigden. Esq!
W. Sanday, Esq.
W. Sandle, Esq.
Thomas Scott, Esq.
George Shackel, Esq.
Frank Sherborn, Esq., Jun.
Charles E. B. Smedley, Eaqp.

Thomas Tayloe, Esq.
I Joseph Th«»rley, Esq.
Mens. R. de la Trehonnais.

Esq., Benjamin Weall, Esq., Jun.
Jonas Webb, Esq.
Thos. Sutton Western, Esq.,.

M.P.
Dinner Tickets, 21*. Ladies' Tickets, 5*. To be had of the

Secretary, Charles Shaw, Esq., at the Office of the Institution,
55, Charing Cross ; and at the Bar of the Tavern, Great Queen
Street, Liucoln's Inn Fields.

Land Drainage.

WORKS of DRAINAGE of any extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.
Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actualexpenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given ta

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
state, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,.
at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S. W.

HIGHLAND and AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
PERTH SHOW.

29th, 30th, and 31st J ULY, and 1st and 2d AUGUST.
All Entries must be made on or before FRIDAY, 14th JUNE.
Schedules of Entry, and Copies of the Premium List and

Regulations to be had on application to the Secretary at 6,
Aibyn Place, Edinburgh.

Efu agricultural <8a?ette*
SATURDAY, JUNE 1, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Moidat, June :*

TCKSDAT,
\VrD*BSDAT,
TUL'MBDAY,

Mo*PAT,

WlDHIIDAT

— ft

4) Great Mwtinjc of the Bath and We»t of
3

J
England Agricultural Society at Truro.

{London Farmers' Club .. .. 6 r.M.
(Mr. iiobsonon the Agricultural Rela-
tions of the Vegetable and Animal
Kingdoms )

5—Agri. Society of England .. .. Noon

J

"Cheese is made in the Dairy:"—Mr. Har-
ding of Compton Dando, Somersetshire, who has

frequently visited Ayrshire for the introduction of

the Cheddar system into that district, spoke thus at
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a meeting of the Ayrshire Agricultural Society :
—

" I am satisfied that whether we make cheese at

Dalgig amon^ the mountains, at Cunning Park
amongst forced Grass, or among heather at Corwan,
where Mr. "Wason is making the desert to

hlossom as the Rose, there is no difference what-
ever. My opinion is that good cheese can by good

management be made anywhere, whether at the

Land's End or at Caithness, if it be in the hands of

a person who has something in the upper story."

Cheese-making then is just one of those subjects

on which information is everywhere of use.

Dairy management may he irrespective of soil, and
to a great extent irrespective of climate. Whether
you farm in Derbyshire, in "Wiltshire, or in

Ayrshire, you may make use of any dairy manage-
ment you choose, certain of attaining its constant
and unfailing result. It is for this reason that

Dr. Voelckeh, who spoke the other day in Hanover
Square on this subject, ought to have been reported
at once.

The discussion Jast Wednesday at the general
meeting in Hanover Square has made it plain

that the Society will not much longer consent to a

delay of months in the publication of information

which has reached head-quarters. Cries of " No,
No" meeting the remark that the Council must
retain for the exclusive information of members,
that which it has at their cost acquired, sufficiently

express the now general conviction that the Society

ought to take its place as representing not merely
a few thousands of English agriculturists, but the

general interests of English agriculture. The
number on its roll depends not on the exclusive

advantages offered to its members, but on
its reputation as an energetic public body ; and,

to return to the case of the lecture on cheese-
making, an immediate publication of Dr.

Yoelckeb's lecture, either through the weekly
agricultural press, or by the issue of a pamphlet,
would have done more to extend the influence of

the Society in the dairy districts, than it can
possibly acquire by the publication of a good
article in its Journal some months hence.

The subject of cheese-making is one of which a
thorough investigation ought to be published, not
merely because information of this kind can at
once be turned to good aocount wherever cow-food
can be grown, but also because there cannot be a
doubt that the various uses made of milk differ
materially in the value peT gallon which is thus
made of it in different parts of the country. Cheese
varies from 50s. to 84s. per cwt., and it might
be all made worth the higher price. And though
where the poorer cheese is made there is a manu-
facture of butter also which adds somewhat to the
returns from the dairy, yet there cannot be a
doubt that great differences in the money return,
and especially great differences in the labour, of
the dairy, take place under varying dairy manage-
ment, whether reckoned by acre, per cow, or per
gallon of milk. ' *

was their feeding. They are brought in night and

morning to the cow house to be milked. This is a

long building with double mangers, &c. across it

at intervals, and doorways to each separate double

row of about five cows, which thus occupy the

breadth of the place.

The milk as it is drawn each evening is poured

through a sieve into a cheese tub of about 160

gallons, or if it be hot weather it stands over

nightin large tin vessels placed in a tank of water.

These tins are in that case emptied into the tub

in the morning along with the morning's milk.

In order to the saving of labour in the dairy,

the boiler of a 2-horse engine is fitted up in an

adjoining room, and steam is thus driven off under

pressure either through the pipes which warm the

cheese room, or into the dairy itself, through the

end of a pipe furnished with a universal joint, by

which it may be delivered anywhere within reach.

The evening's milk stands in the tub over night.

The milking commences at 5 a.m. next morning.

The milk is brought in pails and poured through

the sieve in among the evening's store, which has

now become covered with cream. From two to

four gallons of the sour yesterday's whey is added

to every 100 gallons of the milk, either along with

the morning's milk, if the night has been cold,

or after it if it has been mild, or not at all if it

has been hot, no whey being added if the tempera-

ture of the night's milk is over 64° ; and the

whole is then "heated up to 80° by the intro-

duction of the steam-pipe, and the sending

a lot of steam into the midst of it. The
violence of the ebullition ensures the thorough
mixture of the whole, and the steam is

stopped on the indication of the thermometer.

.Rennet, a pint of water in which 2 or 3 square

inches of a ' veil ' have been steeping for 24 hours,

is then poured through a sieve at the rate of a pint

and a half to 120 gallons of milk, and mixed well

by stirring ; half an ounce of Nicholl's liquid

annatto to every 100 gallons is at the same time

added, and well mixed, and the whole is oovered
over with a woollen cloth. The curd should have
fully come in 50 minutes.

The process of cutting—done by thrusting up
and down a framework of tin cutters, acting as a
sieve with about a J inch mesh—is done with
extreme slowness. Nearly a minute is taken in
pushing this sieve-cutter from the top to the
bottom, through perhaps 2 feet of curd. The
whole surface is thus covered with the cutter, and

longer intervals until ready for sale. The^ehee^
weigh from 80 lbs. to 1 cwt., and are ready 2
sale in three months or thereabouts after making
wasting during that time about 8 lbs. in. ev^
cwt. of the curd when weighed for salting. ^
Mr. Chandos Pole keeps an exact record

tf

each day's process in a ruled book, in which a*
recorded the number of each day's cheese

th»

number of gallons of milk yielding it, the tempT
rature of the evening's milk when the morniwj
is added to it, the temperature at which the wE
is set to form curd, the time^ in forming, the

state

of the curd on breaking, its weight on
salting

its temperature and condition when va^'
together with general remarks on the

character

of the curd. We gather from this record,
that j*

April 1996 gallons of milk yielded 1792 ftUf

curd when vatted, which would yield 1304]^
of ripe cheese, and that from the 1st "till the 1 7th

of May 1660 gallons of milk had yielded 155% ,

of curd. The milk becomes richer in curd as the
'

year advances, and more than 1 lb. of cheese is 1

made per gallon towards the end of the year, !

Thus in October of last year we read on three

successive days that 61, 60, and 58 gallons

of milk made 70, 67, and 69 lbs of the vatted

curd.

It is plain that details of this kind will ulti-

mately be exceedingly instructive, and we cannot

doubt that Mr. Pole's experience thus carefully

recorded will be a most useful contribution to any

future investigation by which it may be attempted

to extract the lessons of our English dairies.

the whole substance accordingly cut through. A
few gallons of the whey baled out of a floating
sieve are then heated in a vessel by the steam
nozzle up to 120° or thereabouts, and added to the
mass, so as to raise the whole to the old tempera-
ture of 80°, the whole being stirred and broken

To take an instance of large money return and
of a small expenditure in labour, we describe the
process of Cheddar cheese-making carried on upon
the farm of H. Chaotos Pole, Esq. of Barton
Fields, near Derby. Mr. Pole is an enthusiastic
dairyman, well acquainted with the dairy manage-
ment of our principal dairy districts ; and havin°-
been long convinced of the inferiority of that
Fevalent m Derbyshire, he commenced his
endeavours to improve the manufacture of cheese
soon after becoming the tenant of Barton Fields,
and eventually decided on adopting the Cheddar
system. He has a farm of 213 acres on the
red marl of the New Red Sandstone, which is here
covered by a layer of drift of varying thickness% ?

a SOli Tnore 0T less adh«*ive, sometimes a

!?«iv y,«^ elsewhere light and gravelly.
Of these 213 acres 86 are arable ; the pastures
are generally of a fair quality. The herd
contains 40 cows, more or less of the Short-horned
or Yorkshire breed. A breeding flock of 20 or 30
well bred Leicester sheep is also kept ; about 10
calves are annually reared, and a large number of
hogs are fattened every summer from the waste of
the dairy.

Cheese is the sole produce of the dairy, and
from 7 to 9 tons are annually made, and sold for
from 75*. to 80s. a cwt.; and the annual produce per
cow thus varies from 14/. to 18/. in cheese alone,
ine whole annual produce was one year as high as
19/. 10s. per cow. The cows had been all at Grass

It! t
fortnlSnt or tonger before we saw them ; up

till then they had been receiving, as thev severally
calved and came to the pail, Beans boiled to a
soup and poured over their chop of mixed hay and

t v\ ^i3
'
toSether with a fe^ roots and 100

bushels of brewers' grains weekly among 40 cows.

with rather more rapidity with the so-called
shovel breaker, which is in facta shovel-like tool, the
* blade

' being an open work harp or screen of wires.
The whole then stands covered up again for three
quarters of an hour. Twenty or 30 gallons of the
whey are then drawn off, placed in a cistern above
the tub, heated there by the addition of the hot
steam to 150° or thereabouts, and then set running
into the tub again, the whole being rapidly
stirred and broken by the shovel breaker, so that
no part of it shall be unduly scalded, the
whole being raised to the heat of 100° of Fahren-
heit. The curd thus acquires a certain firmness
and consistency

; it is left to settle in the middle
of the tub, and covered up for haif an hour, that
the hot whey may exert whatever influence it
possesses. The whey is then gradually drawn off
and runs to the pig tank, a few gallons only
being retained for use next morning. The curd
is heaped up in the middle of the tub and left half
an hour to dram

; it is then»cut once and again,
I
and turned and left again for half an hour to
drain, after which it is taken to a tin curd
cooler, broken into flakes by hind and left

i

for 20
^
minutes, being once turned over during

;

that time. It is then put into the vat and
under pressure for a quarter of an hour
taken out, weighed and passed through the curd

I
mill, and thoroughly mixed with 2 lbs. of dry
salt to every cwt. of the curd. The whole
lies m a heap on the cooler till of the tempe-
rature of 60°, and it is then vatted and put
under a lever-pressure of 15 cwt. At ni^ht a dry
cloth is put on and it is turned. This is°repeated
at intervals of 12 hours until the evening of the
second day when it receives a calico cap° and is
again placed m the press. On the moraine of the
third day it is swathed in a linen binder and
carried to the shelves of the cheese room, where it
stands thoroughly protected for two orthree months,
being turned at first daily, and afterwards at

ANNALS OF A LIQUID MANURE FAR1T.

(Concluded from p. 437.)

Feom a statement made by Sir John Forbes at t

meeting of the Highland Society, it appears that jwr

cultivation has been interrupted by an interfere

with your supply of water, which obliges you to grre

up the farm under circumstances which hare nothing to

do with the economical results?-—Exactly so; at the

same time the case is one which, as stated by Sir John,

requires the attention of the Legislature upon the

general question of water rights.

From your experience and observation, what are

the results you anticipate from the extended applica-

tion of the principle of cultivation in question

farming?—My conviction is that the time mil come

when we shall put all our manures on to the land in»

liquid form; as it is already the experience of my*ff

and many others that straw is too valuable to he us*J

merely as an absorbent for liquid manure, and Wee

trodden under foot, and that the manure itself is taj

valuable to be wasted as it now is by fermentation and

evaporation. I believe \\ ith Professor Vbelcker, a***

expresses it, that two-thirds of the fertilising power ot

the farm-yard manure is lost under the &

management, and would be saved by laying it on to tt»

soil as soon as it leaves the cattle. My belie! a aw

that steam power will be completely occupied ui
re-

forming the most requisite wants of thefarm-mcaiD*

vating the soil, in driving out manure tfcroiL,

pipes, and in threshing and preparing cattle fooo.

Will not the application of the principle lead t

cultivation in narrow areas instead of low cultiva

wide areas—to intensive cultivation giving J^V •>

duce, instead ofextensive cultivation, and light prom. •

—I get a fivefold produce on the irrigated portiono;

own hind, but the whole is made nearly equaltoai'

double the extent with a comparatively small ouu J^

the purchase of manures. [I should have m

that I use about 3000 gallons of amraomaciu^

from the gas works in addition to
_ , .«;»&

of the farm. I have too thrown dead » ^
dead horses or cows, into the

J
a"^

9,
,. ^ fa

them cut up and thrown in; and the I ^
integrates them effectually for distrihntion.j _
doubtedly the system will tend to the hign co

with me, that
j.

I

of small areas of land,
farmers used to condole

vi wacres instead or 120, ana "»" x "w
i a*ef*

hard clay land. The clays in England are, no ^
think, more manageable owing to the climate* a
capital may, however, be more advantageous*^
in the system in question than in the common

I have studied the question in this asP^'
de tof

prepared to show that 100 acres may be m<
^

duce the same amount of dairy produce '

fjjj
<r#

farm of 450 acres. I estimate this as m "
tbe &

account, in which it will be observed w" 1

^^
alone in the farm of 450 acres, set ar

"r

acre, would be 675J., whilst on the

down at

smaller *T
n^sive^

manure farm it would only be 332&,
J

1

ildl0p,
-

extra rent of (U. per acre for additional '

' , deterio^

eluding also 65/. for the yearly interest *

d irriga-
tion of the pipes, pumps, engines, "Wfor^
apparatus; including als^ 42/. ^rC^9\^tbc^
time occupied by the engine man. \

ieVj t]ie &fl
in relation to the conveyance to the^n^for »^
of such a quantity of stock* viz^ Hi ca
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of 450 acres, in water instead of in straw, I find the

balance in favour of the liquid manure would be 4692.

Estimated Expense* of Pipe Irrigation for 100 acres of Grass Land,
1 hydrant to every 5 acres.

4-horse engine with expenses, erecting, <fcc

T-pipea, cocks, and branches
3400 yards of 3-inch and 4-inch pipe
20 hydrants, 251. ; lead and laying, 201

2 sets of brass joints aud 2 unions
2 manure pumps, <5£ ins. diameter, 2 feet stroke .

.

Shafting, connecting, and extras . . .

.

Cutting drains for pipes . . . . . . . . . . 10
2 lengths, 90 yards each, gufcta percha .. .. 40
Circular brick tanks, 100,000 gallons .. .. 100

Contingencies dependent on locality 50

£
140
20

380
45
5
60
10

s. d.

£800
8601., at 74 per cent.=65J. yearly charge.

Pumps will discharge 300 tons daily of 10 hours, and working
for irrigation 150 days, at a daily expense of 18*., viz. :

—

Coals, 5 cwt Ss. 9d.

Engine raaa 3
4 women or boys . . . . ..40
Deterioration and interest on capital . . 7 3

18

Which equals for cost of distribution id. per ton, or per dressing
f 1 inch dc | -= 100 tons per acre, costing 6*,, manuring at tho

rate of 3 acres daily.

Estimite.
Comparison between Water and Straw as Vehicles for Manure.

150 cows on the box-feeding principle (tho system
adopted when straw is used as the absorbent),
would require, at 20 lbs. per day, 490 tons ofstraw
yearly, and this would absorb, say 1800 tous of
solid and liquid manure=12 tons of solid and
liquid per head (a low calculation). Cost of
applying and preparing 2290 tons, at 1*. per
ton £114

Cost of straw for manure, at 20*. per ton 490
£ #. d.

Cost of solid manure on the land 604
Cost of procuring water and distributing manure
(43,200 tons of water mixed with 1800 tons of
solid and liquid manure), at the rate of 400 tons
an acre ; 90 tons an acre at each dressing, taking
156 days, at 18*. for distribution 135

Balance in favour of water as compared with straw,
besides the saving of loss by fermentation and
other causes £469

No gain is mentioned as likely to be derived from the advan-
tages of using manure in the above diluted state, <fec.

Estimate.
Comparison betweer>. Irrigation and Grazing.

To maintain 150 cows as in the Dairy districts
would require 460 acres, being at the rate of
3 acres per cow for her yearly keep. 450 acres,
at v>0*.

100 acres under irrigation may be fairly assumed to
produce equal to the above, subject to the follow-
ing expenses:— £ «. d.

Rent, 100 acres, at 36*. 180
Yearly charge on irrigation . . . . 65
Coals 42
Sngine man 45

£
675

8. d.

332

.Balance in favour of irrigating on a farm of 100 acres
over a grazing farm ol 4 5L> acres £343

I may observe that from experience I have learnt
that an ox will eat in the house 111 squn re yards of
Grass per week, the crop being a fair average one. On
this data on acre will keep 33 head for onr» week, or
5 acreSTwill beep iou nead for one week, or 25 acres for
five weeks, at the end of which time a second crop will
be ready which will also last five weeks; a third crop
will then be fit, which will last another five weeks;
then a fourth crop which will last five weeks, but
requiring perhaps, say 5 acres additional ; a fifth crop
over as many of the 50 acres as can be obtained, with
the pasturage, will last another four weeks—in all

21 weeks at the very least, assuming that 50 acres
yield two crops of hay, and the other 50 acres four
or five crops of Grass, a large portion of this last
50 aeres will be converted into hay, there being more
Grass during the consumption of the firgt three crops
than can be consumed by the above stock; this
will form a considerable addition to the store for winter
keep. An artificial drying house would be needed.
In what length of time on the ordinary system, and

applying the manure in the solid form, will it produce its

retain ?—Throughout Scotland it would be four or five

years. Some farmers manure once in four years, others
once in five j rs. They presume that the manure lasts
for that time before its full effect is produced.

In what length of time do you find that the result
is obtained by an application of liquid and liquified
manure ?—Under some circumstances the results will I

be realised in five or six weeks. Thus, as in the account
I have given, I commenced cutting on the 22d of May.
I irrigated immediately and obtained another cutting
of three feet on the 28th of June ; I irrigated imme
oiately, and then got another cutting of three feet six
inches on the 10th of August. If the manure for Turnip.
or green crops be applied to the land in a liquified form
as soon as it is produced, I conceive from its
existing in a minute state of subdivision in com-
bination with the soil that it will be usually appro-
priated within the period of the growth of the plant,

\Ta-F i ? u^*ntlty
,

be nofc in excess under the
conditions which I have already explained.
In this account of the difference between the common

method and that on the principle of the liquid and
uquihed manure cultivation, the estimate appears to be
based chiefly on the different rate of cost of applyingthe manure and on the different degrees of efficiency*hen applied. But besides the different ratio of the

no?w? P™Jnction to «ie rents and rates, will there»« be the difference of the r.ate of transport over the
verage of 100 acres, as against that over 450 acres; the,

reduced proportion of roads, hedges, fences, &c., to be
taken into account?—Yes; I have only entered into

the first economies produced on the item of rent. There
are various other economies which enter into the

question, and which are preponderant on the side of the

liquid manure cultivation.

Will not the system be available for high culture on
the small areas of such farms as those of France; might
it not be applied by simple machinery such as the

American horse-power which I have heretofore

described, for the cultivation of glebes, and the small

farms in the hands of improving farmers?—Yes, it

offers peculiar facilities for small holders. A friend

uses the American horse-power engine, by means of

which he makes his pair of carriage horses thresh,

bruise corn, cut hay, straw, and Turnips. Of course it

might be economically used for pumping liquid manure,

and prevent the farm being thrown far £back, by
competition with the larger farms with steam power.

Small farmers might use it with great promise of

success.

You have stated that you converted some of your
farm into water meadow. Unde? what circumstances

did you do that?—It was a portion of ground below
the mill lead which I could conveniently and very econo-

mically water. I had no more liquid manure to apply,

and my farm was not at that time in such a condition

as to allow me to liquify much of the solid manure.
But had the two portions of ground been under the

same local conditions, I should never have thought of

adopting the practice of distribution by submersion, or

the method of shedding by the water meadow.
Why?—On account of the great waste of water or

of manure incident to the method of submersion. Then
there is the expense of cleansing the gutters, and of the

land occupied by the gutters, which altogether makes
the yearly charge nearly equal to that of pipes. Then
the distribution of manure would by this method be
very unequal, unless the ground be exceedingly well

levelled, which makes the cost greatly exceed that of

the pipe distribution.

Have you altered the method first commonly adopted
of pipe distribution by jet?—Yes; I did not find it

the best method to wet the surface by a spray over a
wide space, but rather to give it in larger quan-
tity by a fish-tail stream instead of the rain

By delivering it closer it is more under
of the labourer, and may be delivered more
It is so much easier that I use the labour of
one woman manages the coils of the pipe

and the other the distribution.

shower,

the eye
evenly.

women

;

pleuro pneumonia, which is to be expected from close
crowding without ventilation, especially of close
crowding without great cleanliness. Have you adopted
any and what precautions against that danger?
I have succeeded in obtaining good ventilation with
cleanliness, with the use of the jet, and I have had no
disease amongst my cattle, whilst there has been con-
siderable loss in the neighbourhood.

For what period have you had no disease?—For
seven years.

Wherein does your cattle-shed differ from that of

Mr. Telfer?—In having a wider feeding passage

between the animals and the roof, aud the side wall

being carried up nearly at an angle of 45, and being

ventilated on a principle similar to Watson's.

What do you use as bedding?—My cattle lie on

sparred floors, with a very small quantity of straw.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
Fawley Court Farm, Henley-on-Thames.—On

this farm, partly in the occupation, and partly the pro-

perty of Edward Marjoribanks, Esq., Mr. Fowler's

steam plough has been at work since September, 1859.

The main facts regarding its use here are that on two
farms, the one exceeding 850 acres, of which nearly 600
are arable, t»nd the other containing 120 acres arable,

where 14 pairs of horses had been worked, only 15 have
been employed since the 10-horse engine and 4-furrow

balance plough have been at work, and ultimately it is

expected that the work will be done by 12. The land is

not the best adapted, according to the popular judg-

ment, for steam cultivation. It is for the most part a

light and flinty, often a very shallow soil upon the

chalk. It occupies the northern side of the Thames
valley above Henley, and lies in large fields, between
the top of the hills which there approach the river and
the low flat pasture land which forms its brink. Between
the woodland above and the almost marsh land below,

there is a sloping hill-side, varying in descent from 1
in 10 above to 1 in 5 midway, gradually becoming level

at the foot of the slope. This hill-side varies from 400
to 800 yards in width. It is broken in upon by
patches of woodland, aud by an exceedingly various

outline of the woodland on the hill, and there

are occasional side-valleys stretching northwards
from the river, still further interfering with
auy regularity of outline, on both sides of which the
land is arable. The soil is, at top, and also where it is

steep, extremely poor, flinty, chalky, and thin ; while
below it is good, deep, loamy, and calcareous, nowhere
however stiff. Most of this sloping land is cultivable,

and has been cultivated, both up and down and across,

each.

How many water-carts and men and horses would be
requisite to distribute the like quantity?—Ten carts

and ten men, and two or three hand-pumps to be
worked to fill them.
Some engineers have objected to the distribution

of liquid and town manures by pipes and jet, on
the score of expense; your practice it would seem
leads you to prefer it on the score of economy?
—Yes, undoubtedly. It might alter the question if

such quantities as 66 inches of sewerage per acre,

which are put on the Edinburgh water meadows
by the method of submersion, were found necessary to

produce the same result, but my experience leads me to
believe that one-fifth of that quantity applied
by pipes and jet will produce equal fertilising results,

and hence for the production of those results the
distribution by pi} and jets is the more economical.
Have you examined the subject of the application of

liquid manure on a large scale, namely, the sewe^ e of
towns ?—Yes, I have done so at Edinburgh. I have
studied the subject, and I have repeatedly visited the
meadows irrigated. I can have no doubt that the
waste of the manure by that method is enormous.

If you were consulted in relation to the application
of the sewerage of a town practically, would you think
of having recourse to the Edinburgh method or the
method of submersion ?—Decidedly not, either as a
question of agricultural production, or as a sanitary
question. The evaporation from the surface, which is

one of a swamp, is at times very offensive, and must be
very noxious. The proper dilution of my own farm
manure is about as six to one, which extinguishes
smell : when I have applied it in a less dilute state, as
about three to one, it is offensive in its application, but
in a very short time it is absorbed and loses all smell;
and altogether the smell is less than in the common

What length of hose do you use ?—90 yards.
How many tons do two women distribute in a day t ., . ,, %...,»

by this method?—From 180 to 200 tons. If my pumps by steam-power ; the engine generally working itseli

were larger they might distributa more.
*

i

alon= the lower etld or tlie lower 8lde> and actuating the

What do you pav them for their labour ?—lOd, a-day audi°rage, which climbs the upper side, and travels
along a line as nearly coincident with the varying
outline of the field as it can go, the rope being lengthened
or wound up to suit the varying interval between it

and the engine. The upper edge of the field is very
scant of soil, and the anchorage, not having sufficient

hold, has sometimes to be lashed to a neighbouring-
tree, lest it should be dragged downwards. And when
lately there, and trying the draught by dynamometer
at a greater depth of work than usual, not only did the
anchor drag, but it pulled down the tree (a young
leech) to which it was tied. I mention all this in

illustration of the difficulties under which Mr. Bur-
niston, who is Mr. Marjoribanks' most intelligent agent,
has laboured in adapting his difficult circumstances to
the work of steam ploughing.
When I visited the farm about four weeks ago 528

acres had been ploughed, and 100 acres had been scari-

fied since Oct. 1859. This is but a small performance
compared with what has been done on many farms, but
it must be remembered both that the time included
has been exceedingly untoward for arable culture, and
that Fawley Court Farm is, as I have shown, very diffi-

cult to work, whether by steam or horses. I have
before me, for instance, a record of the time taken to
plough 291 acres in 11 fields, including, therefore,

11 removals from field to field. The time taken was
52 days, which was at the rate of only 5| acres a-day,
which, when a 4-furrow plough is employed, is a very
low average. Although, however, the land is light
enough to enable a 10-horse engine to work a 4-furrow
plough, yet in practice it is found too laborious work
when the engine is drawing the plough up hill, and
when working up and down any of these steep slopes
accordingly it is usual to use only three ploughs
when going up and four when coming down. This of
course diminishes the performance of the implement,
and we may assume accordingly that the 628 acres

jrage should be applied to the land before it enters

advanced stages of decomposition ?—Yes, certainly

;

applications of dry manures. But I would engage that which had been done (by May 1, 1861), were accom-

town sewerage, even diluted as that at Edinburg mav £&* m * moafc **> **& ^P~^ *f
*****

be applied inoffensively as well as more productively.
j

80 **• per annum, since October XSo9. So small a

w.tf An ««., 4. • liw.ni* fi,«f +n«-n number of days during which the engine and machineBut do you not recogn.se as a pruc.ple that town ^ Wn %* £ ^ the J^
sewern

into

and that to prevent the waste of the manure by fermen-

tation. It should be got on to the land if possible

before the volatile products are formed by decomposition.
This is not so practicable on a farm where you have

to store the manure for application during seasong of

growth on certain portions of the land.

As applied to farms, the liquid manure system
implies the adoption of the stall feeding of the cattle.

In some instances cases have been stated of losses from

had been at work is owing for the most part to be the

character of the weather. The cost during the year in

which these 420 acres have been ploughed aud scarified

is to be estimated as follows :
—

Wages—Engineer, 15*. a week ; stoker, 9s. ; anchor-

man, 12 v. 6d. ; two porter lads, at 6f. ; plough-

man, 13#. ; and assistant, lit. ; ia all, 'M. 12j. 6d. ; £ «. d.

or if*. Id. daily over 80 days 48 6 8
Fuel and Oil. — The coals consumed
amounted to 1 cwt. per acre at first start-

ing, but latterly to 1J cwt., which Mr.

Carrried forward £48 6 8
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Brought forward
Durniston attributes to diminished work
owing to the slipping of worn rope—say
30 tons at 18*. =

Oil, a gallon for every 5 days' work, or

Repairs and Rope.— Connected with this I
have the following account :—Oct. to
Dec. 1859, " Shares, snatch blocks, &c. .

.

Jan to June, I860, " 430 yards steel rope.

.

Shares, wheels, and repairs .

.

Sept., 18(50, Shares and steel breasts

Of this so much belongs of right to the
capital account. 200 yards of rope are in
all (April 1861) nearly worn out, and 10/.

would cover the wear and tear of the re-

mainder. For rope, therefore, during
1£ year I put down 30/. or per annum .

.

-And for repairs, and new parts during the
year, including also sundry home-made
work, I put down per annum

Making in all under this head
The Maintenance of engine and apparatus

is put down, as in former instances, at
the extravagant estimate of 10 per cent.
This on 700/. is

And interest of capital at 5 per cent.

£48 6 S

£, s. d.

27
4

31

20

41
9

17

2

9
4

6"

87 15

20

t -

• •

15
35

70
35

6 8Total annual cost
#

£219
Or about 10s. 5d. an acre over the work accomplished, <^^

This is a very high coat, and it is so high simply

because the machine was lying idle for so long. Half
"the annual sum is made up of interest and maintenance

of value, and this divided over only 420 acres is a very

heavy charge. The number of hands employed in

working the apparatus is also unusually great—two
men work the engine, and two men work the plough

;

the necessity in the latter case arising from the flinty,

shallow nature of the soil, which is a continual interrup-

tion to any work deeper than usual.

The following is interesting as recording some of the

"work done during the past month, and the cost of wages,

fuel, oil, and time at which it has been accomplished :

—

"Farther West Field" (14 acres) has been scarified

in two days—using 1£ pint of oil, and 25 cwt. of coal,

and 17. 5s. lOd. in wages—at a cost in these items of

4*. an acre. "Middle Nuddings" (17 acres) was
scarified in three days, including removal, at a cost in

like manner of 4*. 4d. an acre, and "Middle West
Field" (14£ acres) was ploughed in 2£ days at a cost

in thpse items of 3*. 8%d. per acre. This shows how
small a sum the cost in labour and material per acre

may be, and to how small a sum the cost of steam-
ploughing may by good management be reduced.

It is worth noting, notwithstanding the great expense
of the steam-plough per acre in this instance, how much
expenditure has been saved by its adoption. Twenty-
eight horses were employed—15 are now used, and as
there have always been some employed on estate work,

(f 12 witt by-aud-by do all that is required. In the
meantime 13 horses, costing with their implements at
least 500/., have been saved, and without going into the
derail of their expenses, it is plain that in food, wages,
implements, annual maintenance and interest of capital,
more than twice as much expenditure has been annually
saved as is now annually incurred. Thirteen horses
worked as pair horse teams by men at 13*. a week,
and fed better than is generally done, must have cost
indeed more nearly three times the sum spent upon
the engine during the year 1859-60, which has been the
subject of our calculation.

I walked through the several hill-side fields in
succession. No. 1. "Great Roger field" (60 acres,
56 of which are cultivable by steam)—had been in
-Swedes and Mangel Wurzel in 1860, was steam ploughed
*nd cross ploughed in April of that year. It was in
capital order for Barley, which was coming through.
No. 2. "Little Roger field" (40 acres)-had been in
Barley last year. The Clover had failed and had been
ploughed by steam for Peas, which had been early sown,
and were looking very well. No. 3. " Home Nuddings

"

(27 acres)—had been Barley in 1859, the Clover had
tailed in 1860, and it had been ploughed and sown with
Turnips, which had been fed off and the land was in
Barley again. It had been ploughed by steam in March
last year. Turnips had been got in and failed; the
land had then been scarified by steam and Turnips were
again sown, which stood. It was steam-pWhed
in March this year for Barley. No. 4. « Middle
Nuddings (17 acres)-had been Clover in 1859-
Wheat m 1860, which had failed—the land was then
scarified by horse-power, and Oats had been put in
which yielded a good crop. The Oat stubble had been
steam-ploughed, and it was about to be cross ploughed
by steam for Swedes and Mangel Wurzel. No. 5.*Farther Nuddings » (18 acres)—had been Wheat last
year, and is to be Swedes in 1861. It had been
ploughed by steam, and was to be cross-ploughed
again. I need not however go over the whole farm
lere in this way. The fields, for the most part culti-
vated on the four-course system, had a history sufficiently
indicative by occasional Clover failures, &c. of the
difficulties which that system at length involves. The
land is in very good order, and the young corn every-
where promises well; and the condition of it indicates
also satisfactorily boththeskilfulnessof Mr. Burniston's
management and the powers of the steam plough as a
fertiliser and a fallow implement.

Besides the adoption of thesteam plough upon this farm,
it is interesting for a very complete set ot farm buildings
supplied with a fixed steam-engine, whicli threshes,
and grinds, and cuts chaff and roots. The arrange-
ments lor mixing chaff and cut roots and adding liquid

soup of meal or steamed messes of various kinds to the

mixed chop, and afterwards of delivering it in measured
lots into waggons by which it is conveyed on rails along

the gangways of the extensive feeding stalls and boxes,

is worthy of imitation.

Any one wishing to see steam cultivation and ener-

getic agriculture carried out in spite of great natural

difficulties, cannot do better than seek an introduction

to Fawley Court Farm.
I have since visited it for a day, and have to express

my best acknowledgments both to Mr. Marjoribanks

and his agent for their good nature in permitting me
to occupy so much time of their men and engine in the

determination of certain questions of draught, for which
a steep hill-side offered unusual opportunities. With-
out any attempt at present to indicate the lessons taught
by the dynamometer on this occasion, I will simply
place on record some of the results obtained.

A four-furrow plough taking a furrow 5£ inches deep
drawn from the engine towards the anchorage, and
doing a furrow of about 250 yards in length, required

15 cwt. of draught when ascending 1 in 10, and 17 cwt.#

when ascending 1 in 5. It required only 9£- cwt. when
descending f 1 in 10, and 6£ cwt. when descending 1 in 5.

It took 7£ cwt. of draught going empty up 1 in 10, and
9 cwt. when ascending 1 in 5. The remaining experi-

ments were done on a slope of 1 in 10. The draught,
which was 15 cwt. when ploughing 5£ inches deep up
that slope, was 17 cwt. when 6^ inches deep, 19 cwt.
when 7\ inches deep, and 23 cwt. when 8£ inches
deep. It had been 19 cwt. going up with a 7^-inch
furrow, and it was 13 cwt. coming down with that
furrow. The drag of the slack rope behind the plough
coming down hill varied from 2£ to 4f cwt., according
as the rope was properly carried on porters or improperly
dragged. But on this point subsequent experiments
have thrown a much better light.

I may add that Howard's plough, drawn by a capital

2-horse team, took 3£ cwt. to draw it up 1 in 10,
and 3 cwt. to draw it down—in each case turning a

5J-inch furrow. Going empty up 1 in 10 it took
If cwt. draught, and J cwt. coming down.

Experiments with the dynamometer elsewhere will
be hereafter given.

[JTOE
1, 1S61.

depth.

question, many gardens being undrained—-D tliev «

Home Correspondence.
The Game Question.—The letters of Messrs. Mechi

and Taylor have reminded me of another plan which
many people think will have to be the final one for
preserving game in England, and if so it will have the
effect of preserving the crops at the same time. This
plan is to put a game-proof fence round the coverts and
grounds within which the game is to be preserved, and
to grow different crops of roots, &c, for their support
on lands adjoining the coverts. It is said that one-
fourth of the land now despoiled by game would suffice
to support them if the crops were allowed to attain
their full growth before being eaten by them, and
this could be thus secured. The plan would also
prevent a great deal of poaching. This plan, it is said,
would lead to a limitation of space for game, but would
probably increase the quantity of game at the same
time. It is argued that deer parks are all fenced in,
and that a gentleman has now fenced in a deer forest
in Scotland, consequently that game preserves might
be fenced in also. /. P. T.
Deep Cultivation upon Light Soils.—The paper read

by Mr. Burnett at the Kingscote Farmers' Club con-
tains one remark, the truth of which it is most im-
portant should be ascertained, to prevent the enormous
loss that may ensue from the cultivation of light lands
upon an erroneous principle. He observed : ""On light
soils the advantages of deep cultivation, horse-treading
and breaking of the furrow are lost; experience has
proved the breaking of the pan formed between the
subsoil and the plough, not only useless but ruinous,
the best crop being obtained where light ploughing
well solidified with the roller or seam presser is
practised but the advantages of spring and autumn
cultivation would be of the greatest importance.* I
have not farmed light land for some years, but it was
thought at that period advantageous to break up the
hard pan, however closely the surface may afterwards
have been pressed down. I conclude the reason given
for not breaking through this sole, is that the roots of

that 100 lbs. of sand will only retain 25 lbs. of water
I hope however you will agree with me in considering
the question of sufficient importance to be discussed by
scientific and practical men. Aluminium

Cultivation of Undrained Ctags.-Does good orharm result from the deep cultivation of undrained
strong land ? I am aware water cannot be removed in
a downward direction by any other means than under-
draining, but it is not impossible it may in an upward
one, by increased capillary attraction bv deep cultiva
tion; if so, the question is will the fi.stor'anv subsequent
crop be injured? If water do not escape upwards bv
evaporation, the same quantity, but observe no more
remains in the subsoil after it has bee.i stirred as
before; we should therefore know whether by deep
ploughing or subso.l.ng, the temperature of this water
is increased. If it be, some good most ensue, as 1

believe the roots of plants, especially Wheat, travel

Part
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ove1t
P *** °f the ******fiS5 fern*» *m»l

t Pulling also 300 yards of slack rope.

deeper through land cultivated to a considp ~\
*

uers will perhaps be able to — - ^
gardens being undrained--]

.pon a strong soil undrained

two spits deep or one ? I fully appreciate the ^^
tages possessed by cultivators driven by steam-po?"
but may not some injury be done, especially

in

*'

weather, by the wheels of Fowler's plough, consider?
weight appearing to rest upon them even when iJ
ploughs are in the ground ? Perhaps Mr. Fowler Ja
say what the amount of pressure and diameter J3
each wheel of the plough he is sending to u£
Aluminium.

^^

Agriculture and Commerce : a Contrast.—Tan for

of a bank always occasions loss and suffenV ?
individuals, and in an agricultural locality may be

ffl

posed to cause great inconvenience to those farmers tt
are suddenly deprived of access to such portion tfth*.

working capital as may be deposited to va^^
gencies. The stoppage of Messrs. Yorke & Co.'j h^"
at Peterborough°placed many persons in this caliajta-

position—that one day they were wealthy andrafafc
meet any demands that might accrue; the next L.
had to sell stock or thresh corn to pay their labourmi

meet their most ordinary requirements,
consequentlr

the prospect of a rent day occasioned in some quarto*

an appeal to their landlord for a short delay to enable

them to make up their payments. We understand tk
some of the tenantry of a neighbouring estate — t

rich tract of land called Borough Fen, near Peter.

borough, were|so circumstanced, and six weeks' graw to

pay their Lady Day rent has been at their joint reqwt

accorded, viz., from 17th June to 29feh July. So far*

good—"a little help," as the steward says, "be»
worth a deal of pity

;

" but not content withgrantingi

moderate favour to a respectable body of old tenants,

who perhaps at no former time sought for a similar

indulgence, he seems to grasp at the opportunity to

display the utter dependence of these fanners on their

landlord ; and notwithstanding the pretences of the

mutual interest of landlord and tenant, the flimsy clip-

trap to stimulate a spirit of improvement, together witk

a certain humane and religious parade about the

welfare of all classes and all peoples, the Steward of

this liberal landlord avails himself of this season of

calamity to inflict upon the too obsequious and highly

flattered tillers of the soil the following unexampled

unfeeling, and inquisitorial passage of a circular sent last

week to the sufferers :—" I am also desired to ask yon

what security you can show or give for future rents?

What you propose as to the carrying on of your,'farm? And

with what capital, if you have" any, and what liabilitia

to other people ? These you will think plain question*

but I am sure you will receive them in the light the;

are meant, and you will see the neceyity firjoar Jut'

lord to know how you are prepared (or Mure jean.

Here is a prettv specimen of the sympathy expressed tt

a time when a generous forbearance, or a kind con-

siderate spirit would be invaluable, would cement the

old ties, cheer on the fresh exertions demanded b/tte

exigency, and inspire farmer and labourer with a sen*

of the reality of friendly relations that ought to
as-

sist among the different orders of society. Turn we w

a letter written on the same subject by the memberji

I

a letter written on tne same subject Dy wv *"r" i

a commercial firm to a tradesman at Peterborouft

and observe which displays more philanthropy,
«

which recommends itself more to our esteem forchwj

and real nobility of nature. " We have a letter ibp

Mr. this morning, in which he informs ustbtfp

have sustained a heavy loss from the stoppage ot ***

Yorke's bank; allow us to assure you of

regret at the circumstance, and at the same time w
J

that, as far as our account is concerned, you «i^

allow it to put you to any inconvenience. \

entirely unsolicited, but it came from an old ana

dential connexion, and its tone of courtesy is *or l

imitation. J. W., Peterborough.

and

our

to 1*3

$ortetitf+
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND. ^

A Weekly Council was held on Wedne*»K

.

29th May, the Right Hon. Earl of Powia w tw^
when a communication was read on the ^
treatment of Traumatic Tetanus in the tioni, *,

had been placed at the disposal of the Societ

j

author, a member of the Royal College ot v e

Surgeons, who has been upwards ot M J
rf

practice. The writer states that after j

repeatedly tried in all ways, but ™ l\?L'*
result, the svstem of bleeding, pty8"*

"JJj*
M.VVU.U,, tue system of bieeaiug, r-r- , ^p
blistering, which puts the animal to inutn

pain and torture, but which all the p ^
•red iobooks and magazines of the day concurred i

ing, he determined at all risks to alter his ™*
j£

which intention he has carried out wiw
^ ^

success in three cases, the only ones wbica ^
under his management since this re*tfi

adopted. , *&&**?
He reports these cases with the names ana

^^
of the owners of the horses, that any one

» ^ctf

posed to do so may satisfy himself of tl,e

of these cures. The statement is as follJ '^ wb°

" The first horse belonged to tfr. «£ %'tf'
has extensive mills, called Bmnstoii M"^

i(flpe
d *P

burgh: this animal when drawing » &*'\Ue do
!I

into a loaded cart before him, and as a ^^
again, the point of a bolt in the side ot
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open his leg, the wound being about 1 foot in length ; i

he was placed under my charge, and the wound soon
healed satisfactorily, but about two weeks later tetanus

came on, and I was again called in. 1 [I then decided on
changing my mode of treatment, and after giving

one doae of physic and taking some blood, I

had him wrapped from head to tail in large woollen
rugs wrung out in nearly boiling water, and placed

him in a quiet box, where no person was allowed to

go but the attendant, who was ordered quietly to pour
a pail of very hot water over his coverings every four

hours ; he had water to drink if he would, but no
opium, no blister, no Hyoscyamua, no aconite, no
physic beyond the one dose. In eight days he was
as well as ever, and continued so.

* In the second case the horse had belonged to Mr.
A. Douglas, an extensive corn-merchant and farmer of
Mayfield near Dalkeith. A large tumour grew on the
olecranon of this animal, which was probably occa-

sioned by pressure when lying down. (N.B. The
streets of Edinburgh are steep, and high heels are
used on the horses' shoes). The horse underwent
medical treatment, but without effect, and was so

i

unsightly that its owner disposed of it for little or
nothing to a customer of his, Mr. Campbell, an exten-
sive brewer in Edinburgh, and it thus came under my
charge.

'* Suspecting that the tumour was connected with the
joint, I declined to use the knife and attempted un-
successfully to destroy it with caustic ; at last the
deformity became so great that the horse could not be
Bent out to work, and I got orders to operate at all

risks. I then directed a pair of iron glams to be made
about 12 inches long with a screw in each end, for the
purpose of closing by pressure the opening into the
joint, if any such existed ; these were applied and
tightened daily ; in five days the weight of
the tumour was pressing the weight of the
under screw into the muscles of the arm. I
had then to remove the tumour, weighing nearly
9 lbs. ; the glams were soon removed ; and the heal-
ing of the wound was advancing favourably until about
two weeks later, when I received word that the horse
was not looking so well, and found that he had tetanus.
I then put him under the treatment already described,
when he soon got well, and has worked ever since, the
part operated upon bearing scarcely any mark or scar.

" Thirdly, Mr. Sheils, of Miles, near Tranent, employed
me to castrate a blood horse, four years old, nearly
12 months ago. The operation, at Mr. S.'s particular
desire, was performed with glams. The horse was
irritable, but the wounds healed well. When he was
supposed to be perfectly safe I called one day in pass-
ing, and discovered, to my great mortification, that my
patient had tetanus ; the same treatment which I had
before adopted was pursued for a week, when he
recovered perfectly, and was taken in May last (1859)
to a farm belonging to Mr. Sheils, in the neighbour-
hood of Newcastle, where he was quite well the last

time I heard of him "

Tweedside farmer, gave each horse per week 2
J- bushels

of bruised Oats, at 3s. a bushel, 7*. 6d. ; 10 stones of
hay, at 4rf. per stone, Zs. 4*d. ; total, 10s. 10^. Mr.
P , an Allendale farmer, allowed his horses 2£ bushels

of Oats, at Zs. per bushel, Is. 6d. ; half a bushel of

boiled corn, at 3s. a bushel, Is. 6d. ; 10 stones of hay,

at Zd. a stone, 3s. 4d. ; total, 12s. 4d. Mr. C -, a well

known Northumberland tenant farmer, found his horses

were kept in good condition by the following feed :
—

2 bushels of Oats, at 3s. per bushel, 6s. ; 7 stones of
hay, at 4d. a stone, 2s. 4d. ; 7 stones of straw, at 2d. a

stone, Is. 2d. ; 2 stones of boiled Beans, at Is. per stone,

2s. ; total, lis. 6d. Another tenant farmer, residing

on the banks of the Tyne, gave each horse per week,

3 bushels of Oats, at 3s. per bushel, 9s. ; 18 stones of
hay (wasted and consumed), at 4d. per stone, 6s.; total,

15s. A north country farmer, who for the past few
years had adopted Mr. Hunting's plau of cutting the
hay and crushing the corn, had sent him a statement
that his horses cost him now not more than 10s. hd.

per week, whereas before they cost 13s., being a saving
of 2s. Id. Upon a calculation of such a saving;, they
would take a farm of five draughts, with an odd horse,

making eleven, so that they had a saving of 28s. 5rf. per
week, or 73/. 16s. 5rf. per annum ; and as it was esti-

mated there were about 2,215,198 horses in the United
Kingdom and Ireland, so, if they assumed one-third

(728,399) to be entirely employed for farm purposes,

they had, at 2s. Id. per horse per week, a total of

95,376/. 10s. 9d. per week, or 4,959,579/. 19s. per
annum as the saving the farmers could make in keeping
their horses. This was no theoretical notion, but a
fact given to them by one of their own order, a tenant-
farmer, who had adopted the system, and systematic-
ally followed it out at an actual saving of 2s. 7d.
per week.

)

Mr. Weeks had read Mr. Hunting's paper which Mr.
Glover sent them, but he would like that gentleman,
and others who might follow him, to tell the farmers
how they were to carry out all this. He had no doubt
to a certain extent it was all very true, but he would
like to learn how they were to get their farm people to
do all these things, which were not only to benefit

themselves, but also be a national good. He had been

Agricultural : Cork, April.—At the last monthly
meeting of this Society Professor Murphy said that he
lately saw an advertisement to the effect that one
thousand bags of blood phosphate manure were about
to be sold by auction, and on calling at the place where
the auction was held he received a specimen of the
manure, together with a printed analysis by Edmund
W. Davy, Professor of Agricultural Chemistry to the
Royal Dublin Society, but it was not such as would
enable him (Prof. Murphy) to arrive at any calculation
as to the value of the manure. The analysis was to the
effect that 100 parts by weight contained organic
matter, together with a small quantity of ammoniacal
salts, 32.00; ^alkaline chlorides, phosphates, and sulphates,
10.80; sulphate, phosphate, and carbonate of lime,
together with a small proportion of carbonate and
phosphate of magnesia, and a minute quantity of ox ;de
of iron, 19.25; argillaceous and siliceous matter, 9.25;
and water, 28.70—100.000. The manure in its present
condition, the analysis stated to contain 1.32 per cent,
of nitrogen, which was equivalent to about 1.60 per
cent ammonia, which it was capable of yielding to the
soil by its jrradnal decomposition. Now, he having
obtained a sample of the manure had it analysed, and he
found that it contained little more than a trace of
soluble phosphate, and only a very small quantity of
bone phosphate ; indeed it seemed to him to be a mix-
ture of turf mould and soot. Thinking that Professor
Davy had never made any analysis of it, he wrote to
him, and received a reply stating that he had analysed
a specimen of the manure, but that he did not make
a separate determination of the amount of soluble and
insoluble phosphates present in it. Owing to the
peculiar character of the manure, he found that such
determination would be attended with very considerable
.trouble and a large devotion of time, and'that he could
not for the small fee he received for its analysis give amore detailed statement of its composition. The pricewas 5/. a ton. There would be a profit on it of 37 or
4/. « I therefore think that chemists ought not to issue
•uch an analysis as that ; they are calculated to do
MriOUS ini'irv to thfl farminor interact »

J Clubs.
Akwcastle: The Maintenance of JBbrm—The

• * retarv. Mr. Glorer, read letters from practicalftnnen of the cost of their horses :-Mr. T_

summoned to the court by his men for insisting on
having these principles put in execution.

Mr. Crisp said he had read Mr. Hunting's published
letter, in which he mentioned of not approving of
cooking meat. He had known a great number who
had commenced cooked food and given it up as being
inappropriate and very expensive. Mr. Hunting, it

appeared from the letter, insisted on having dry food,
and he did that which he (Mr. Crisp) dared say every
farmer must very highly approve. He should like,
however, to ask him his reasons for these things. Mr.
Hunting also placed a good deal of importance upon
having the Beans and Tares ground, and mixed with
their food. He should like to know whether that was
given in the dry state, or as a wash.

Mr. Weeks gave a statement of his experience in the
matter, observing that it was some 16 or 20 years ago
since he began to take any great interest in farming.
At that time he got a small straw-cutter. He cut with
it himself. They carried it out for a winter or two,
and it was afterwards discontinued. Some three or
four years ago they got a more powerful hay-cutter
and oat-bruiser; and they now cut and crushed by
water twice a week. He saw a pamphlet recently in
which it was recommended never to give horses dry
food, but always to wet it, if not conveniently with
warm, at least with cold water. He tried that, but the
men did not like it.

Mr. Wilson was of opinion that the difficulty of
carrying out the scheme could only be obviated by
having one man to feed the horses. They could not do
it by every man feeding his own. At the Royal Agri-
cultural College they had eight or nine pair of horses,

|

and there one man was employed to feed them all.

He defied any man to have it done by manual labour

;

but where they had power, and in Northumberland',
where they had steam, it did not cost much.
Mr. Hunting, who attended to give explanations,

said the plan of feeding horses which he advocated was
guided by certain great principles, the first and most
important being that of a mixed diet. The second was
governed by the amount of labour the animals had to
go through. All other matters, about the advantage
or disadvantage of giving dry food or cooked food, were
only details. The reason why he gave dry food was
because it was in strict accordance with all the great
laws governing the physiology of digestion, and the
assimilation of that food to the animal system. They
tried cooked food at South Hetton and Merton col-
lieries for a long time, and their horses became quite
emaciated, because they got their food in a soft state.

Moist food was however very proper as a corrective in

the principle of feeding. If they fed upon dry food
exclusively, their horses became too costive. Every-
body knew that the ground mash given three times a
week did an immense amount of eood. Why ? because
if they got too much costiveness they interfered with
the functions of the animal body itself. The great
Lving effected was in the mixing of a large quantity of

food together, so that every constituent of the body
could be supplied at one and the same time.

of live fences was read by Mr. West, manager to Lord
Denbigh. We give a portion of it :—
The management of Quick fences, so that they may continue

to be a fence, as long as any fence is needed, is, in mv
opinion, all dependent upon the cutting and the dyking. As
regards the cutting, presuming there is (as is generally the
case) two rows of Quick, my idea is (I am speakinjr of a good
young fence) that one row should be cut entirely off. with the
exception of a tie every two yards, which is to be laid in with
the layers of the back row, and the back row to be laid a little
sloping, so as to allow the stools of the front row to grow. I
would also lay as many layers in as possible. In short I would
not cut one out, whether weak or strong, and by putting in a
few dead stakes at intervals they would be of great service in
keeping it steady, and would strengthen it, and would also fix
the hedge on the proper slope. I have a great objection to the
living stokes being cut half through, for if they are weak the
wind often has great power upon them. The next time it is
cut I would layer the front row, cut off the back one, and
proceed in the same manner as before. By this means the
fence would always be young and growing from the surface of
the bank. The interval that should elapse between the
cuttings depends entirely upon the situations of the
fence. If it is between grazing fields, let it grow until the
shoots are sufficiently strong to make a strong fence against
cattle. If between arable fields, cut it so often that it will be-
strong enough to fence against sheep, which is a better guide
than any given number of years, particularly as fences grow
stronger in some localities than others; but in all cases, I

Frefer cutting and layering to switching with the Scotch hook,
n short, I feel convinced that if a yearly cutting of hedges
with the hook is persisted in, without the hedge being allowed!
to grow up to be cut and layered, it will ruin any fence, for the
simple reason that the drip in the winter and spring, and
shade in summer and autumn, from the thicket on the top of
the hedge, destroys every shoot below, consequently the hedge
gets bare at bottom, gaps are made, and the whole perishes,
and if height is the objection they can be kept tolerably
uniform by cutting and layering frequently. There is another
point to which I draw your attention. That is, f cannot
conceive why, when hedges are cut, the stakes are hacked and
split, the layers chopped and nicks cut in them, and the bark
pared off here and there. I have often asked the operator, and
the reply has been—" It is to make them shoot out." Now, I
don't want them to shoot out, but would much rather all
their energies were reserved until wanted ; it is the front row
I want to shoot. The fact is, by this plan of putting both rows-
into one fence, they are obliged to nick them to get any shoots
at all, and the consequence is there is such a thicket of weak
useless shoots that they choke each other. Hence the bare
fence at the bottom. Therefore, the next time it is cut it haa
to be laid in from anywhere that a shoot can be found,
whether it is half way up the hedge or from a stray:
sucker half down the ditch, whereas had the hacking
and nicking business been omitted, wherever possible,
and one row cut entirely off, a row of strong healthy
shoots growing in a straight line, and ready to make as good a
hedge as it was the first time it was cut, would be the resuJt.
Do not suppose that I mean to imply that this theory can
be practically applied to every fence we meet with. Old
hedges that have been mismanaged are not to be renovated by
the first or second cutting, neither is it possible in some cases
to adopt this plan at all ; but if a fence is not too far gone a
steady perseverance in this plan will, I think, go a great way
towards keeping it a close bottomed healthy hedge. As re-
gards the dykiug, I have but few words to say, but if the soil
from the ditch is well put up to the stools that are cut off, and
some Thorns hooked on the layers of the back row, it would
nourish them and prevent hares and rabbits from biting the
young shoots. I beg also to add, that T think this Society.
which has done so much good in this locality bv the competi-
tion it has fostered in draining, ploughing, shearing, and
hedge-cutting, would, as regards the latter, confer a further
benefit upon the neighbourhood if the prizes were gircn for
the best hedge and dyke, cut upon some fixed rule, which
might be decided upon by a majority of the committee of
management, that rule having reference to the future as well
as the present welfare of the fence. In that case, if all the
competitors cut their allotted share upon the same principle,
any one could—in after years by comparison of that fence with
others in the neighbourhood that were not cut upon the plan
adopted by the Club-form their own opinion whether theMonks Kirby Society had adopted the best or worst method.

Motictg

Monks Kibby: Fences.—At the last meeting of this

j
thriving Club a good practical paper on the treatment

A Paper on Turnip Culture, read before the Oxford
Farmers' Club. By Mr. James Sanderson, Land-
Agent, 13, Cannon Row, Westminster. Published
by the Club ; J. Plowman, Secretary and Publisher.
1, St. Aldate's, Oxford.

We call attention to this pamphlet, read as a lecture
by a Scottish agriculturist before a body of Midland
English Farmers, and received by them with uncommon-
satisfaction, as an able exposition of the difficulties in
the way of Turnip culture, and the best means of over-
coming them.

It is only to one branch of his subject that Mr.
Sanderson refers in any detail—that in which during
the ensuing month English farmers will be especially
interested—viz., the preparation of the soil. Under
the head of "General Preparation," Mr. Sanderson
speaks^ of Drainage, Liming, Proper Tillage, and High
Manurial Condition. Of the direct and special prepara-
tion of the soil for Turnips, he writes under the par-
ticular headings of Autumn culture. Spring culture,
Retention of Moisture, and Artificial Manuring.

Details of farm practice and valuations of costs are
given, and explanations of the former are also given
whenever necessary. The whole is a capital instance
of what |an essay to be read by the practical farmer
ought to be- We quote a passage on Spring culture :

—

*' It is well knowu, as already noticed, that, for the
success of a Turnip crop, a finely comminuted surface
soil is essential. Small seeds require for their vigorous
germination to be embedded in a soil whose particles

have undergone the most minute subdivision, besides

a fine mould allows the roots of the plant unlimited
freedom, and freely absorbs all available nourishment.
This mechanical condition of the soil is therefore not
only favourable for a vigorous braird, but generally
ensures a luxuriant crop. To secure it, it ia only
necessary 'to dispense with the plough in spring and
substitute the grubber and harrow. No stubborn
clods unreduced by frosts, or unyielding furrows,
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which impede labour and retard vegetation, are

brought by the latter implements to the surface, but

a sufficient depth of soil, already in a fine state of

division from the action of frosts, is loosened

and levelled to afford sufficient earth to form a

ridge. Nor is the untouched subsoil a barrier to

the success of the coming crop, for, as already

shown, the subsoil as left by an autumnal ploughing is

of looser texture than when reconsolidated by an over

abundance of spring tillage. Nor is this method only

practicable on light soils, for the more clayey and

tenacious the soil, the greater the necessity of only

using surface cultivators. I am cognisant of several ex-

tensive clay farms in Northumberland on which the

cultivation of Turnips, with the exception of a few fields,

was until recently not attempted ; but by the recent

adoption of the system I am commending, some of

these farms are severally now annually producing

150 acres of excellent Turnips ; in fact, I believe that

in Great Britain there are no soils so plastic and

stubborn but could, under proper tillage, raise

Turnips.
"But in addition to a fine tilth there is another

important advantage which accrues from surface

culture, viz., the retaining of moisture. All crops re-

quire for their germination and growth a certain degree

of moisture, which if withdrawn at any stage they

wither and die. Turnips, especially, are invariably

moBt luxuriant in a moist climate. Insufficiency of

moisture is therefore as detrimental as excess of mois-

ture, but happily the extremes of both may be pre-

vented, for, as we have seen drainage prevents the one,

so surface tillage prevents the other. There are few

indeed, if any soils, so deficient of moisture in spring

as to prevent vegetation ; want of moisture in that

season is generally caused by the frequent exposure to

the atmosphere of all the surface soil. No means can

more effectually dissipate moisture than the frequent

inversion of the soil in dry weather ; this applies to

clayey as well as dry soils. The effects of droughts

are indeed more sudden and severe on a rough, cloddy,

clay soil than on any description, while, on the other

hand, the finer the tilth of the surface soil, the better

ia it fitted to retain and attract moisture."

For Smoking Greenhouses.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
Tar the week ending May 30 1 observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, "Wallingford.

Tehpira-tubb or Air.

• •Friday 24
Saturday 25
Sunday H
Momday 27
Tuesday 28
Wednesday 29
Thursday 30

* *

t i

m

71.0 MTC>
64.0

66.0

69.2

71.0

59.0

72.0

38.5
49 7
46.5

48.1

HI
37.1

exnpeTa-
ture of .

Soil 1 foot Rain. Wind;
ibflowthe

urface.

I
5

1

56.2

58.4

58.4

63
52.3

564

liege.
V^
59.5
59.0

58.

6

59.2
57.3

58.0

Inn.

0.07
0.01

tf.

s.-vv.

S.W.
w.
N.E.
BT.

N.

29.84
29.6.5

».67
29.90

29.92
29.82

29,77

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Artificial Manure: Peter Bunn. A pamphlet by ilrt Moule
describes the manufacture of an inodorous fertiliser from
clay and night soil (Bradbury «fc Evans). As to the other
substances named—10 of bones, 5 of sulphuric acid mixed in
a heap, and the result mingled with 15 of any waste flesh or
night soil, and then thrown together and repeatedly mixed
and turned over, with 70 or more of moist but friable clay
soil, will make the very best of compost, to be used as a
dressing at the rate of 10 to 20 cwt. per acre.

Porage Plants : H. Sney, The plant you have sent is the
Medicago maculata, Spotted Medick : it is admitted into the
British Flora, but there is reason to believe that it mostly
occurs in the arable land as an introduction in foreign seed.

Galvanised Corrugated Iron : S B. Will any of our readers
give their experience of corrugated iron, unpainted, pointed,
and galvanised respectively, as roofing?

Qrabs : Forester. The specimen you aend is Bromus seealinus,
& common agrarian Grass, probably wild in the district, as
it is generally diffused amidst corn and other crops, its

spread having been accelerated by being so often mixed with
seeds: hence Sainfoin, Vetches, and seeds, i.e., mixed
artificial pasture, will commonly be found to contain a small
quantity, and as it ia very prolific the great accession one
sometimes meets with is accounted for.

OmcAKe : An Old Subscriber. Young breeding stock may be
profitably fed on some oilcake along witn their green food, l

and, if the pasture be not good, even at Grass ; 1 lb. a day
towards antumn for a calf, and 2 lbs. a day for a yearling,
and on till calving, is an ample allowance.

Poultry.—We have still an increasing supply of poultry at
market, and seeing the natural season has now arrived for it

to be more plentiful, we may look for lower quotations. It
will however be long before it comes in sufficient quantities
to make sale difficult, unless extreme heat should happen.
In that case freshness often causes less important points to
be overlooked:—

Each.—-*, d.

Large Fowls 4 6
Middling ditto 3 6
Chickens 2 3
Goslings 5
Ducklinga .. ., .. ..2 6
Levretts .« 2 6
Rabbits 14
Wild ditto 8
Pigeons 8

Turktp SKIDS :

to

91

J. d

.

5

91

99

99

of

4
2
5
3

3
1

9
6

6
5
9
9

A Dealer m 8eeds. The sample of which you
complain is, we find, very low in germinating power, and is

besides full of bits of dirt, derived no doubt from pulling up
the plants, threshing all together, and not properly cleaning
it, in which, indeed, there would be some difficulty, as the
dirt is in little granules, the size of the Turnip seeds. The
following is the analysis of counted seeds : Germinated, 68
per cent; the sample contained of the dirt, 12 percent, of its
weight. This is the same sample aswas commented upon in
Table 3. ex. 9, see article April 20, and it hiis deteriorated
in germinating powe*-probably as the result of bad keeping.

XTEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS light with a

1.M Candle, save all trouble, destroy all Insects, are already

used in the Royal and leading Nurseries in England, Ireland,

and Scotland, and may be obtained of the principal Seedsmen

and Nurserymen, 2s. per packet ol six Pastils.

Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neal, Edward Street,

Birmingham.

ISHUBST COMPOUND, for preventing and

destroying Red Spider, Mealy Bug, Mildew, Thnps,
Scale, Green and Brown
Fly, American Blight, Ants,

&c, and Bed Bugs, contains

no deleterious ingredient,

is recommended in Gar-
deners' Chronicle, Cottagt

Gardener, Field, Mr. Rivers'

Orchard House, 9th edition,

and Dr. Hogs's Gardeners'

Year Book/or 1861."

Full directions for use and
particulars of the experience
of many great Gardening
authorities are enclosed with
the boxes of Gishurst. These
are supplied retail through
any Nurseryman and Seeds-

man at Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

each, wholesale, by Price's

Patent Candle Co., Limited.

If the smell be disliked,

make the solution 48 hours
before use.

IXi'EAL'S PASTILS for Destroying
lnSf„ .

JJN Greenhouses.— The Sole Agent in Birmingham ,*
pointed by Mr. Nbal) to supply the above Retail;. fiP"

Cottrkll, Seed Merchant, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham
i
^

2s. per packet. Stamps required. ' **«*

No more Mildew.

TOHN BELL'S COMPOSITION f0P d

O Mildew on Vines, Peach and Nectarine Trees, &. l*f
and sold only by John Bell, in bottles. Is 6o\, 2«. 6d ^
each, at his Seed Warehouse, 10

#

and 11, Exchange S*
Norwich. A Is. 6d. bottle is sufficient to make 1 2 gallons'

Genuine Roll Tobacco Cloth.

Warranted equal in Strength to Tobacco.

Red Spider Magnified.

JOSEPH BAKER, 10, Gough Square, Fleet St Vr<

having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can Li'
mend it as the best article for destroying the Fly. u H /**•

over 10 lbs.. Is. Post^ffice Orders payableJFleet&reet ;

K~
EATING'S PERSIAN INSECT DESTJSg
POWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants, ate^

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with
whidJEJ"Jf

infested, by the above Powder, which is quite M«7
animal life. The Farmer, the Gardener, or the fyX
will therefore find it invaluable. Bugs, Cockroaches,

W

Moths in Furs, and every other species of Insect a»5
instantly destroyed. ^
Sold in Packets, Is., 2s. 6d., and 4s. 6d. each, orpwtfrttfe

14, or treble size for 36 postage stamps, by Thomas JU^aT
Chemist, 79, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E.G. ^
IRON HURDLES, FENCING, : and

r

of superior iron, in the best manner, at moderate raw*

Illustrated Catalogues free of Cottam & Co.,
2, Whfcr

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, W.
N.B. Cottam & Co.'s only address in London is 2, Wiak

Street, W. ' ^

PAGE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION.

Extra strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four fit for use. Ten Gallons

and upwards, Carriage Paid to London.

NINE TEARS' extensive manufacture has enabled Page & Toogood to effect

great improvements in their Blight^Composition. It to

RE"^«* J^VlLDEW
principles, to destroy SCALE, THRIP, MEALY BUG, RED SPIDER, MILDEW,

AMERICAN BLIGHT, &c, without injuring vegetation.

From Andrew Toward, Esq., Royal Gardens, Osborne Palace.

"I have great pleasure to add my testimony to the efficacy of your Blight

Composition, which has been used with great success upon Rose trees much affected

with the green fly."

From Mr. W. Poole, Gardener to the Right Hon. the Earl op
Aylesford, Paclcington Hall Gardens.

" I have given your Blight Composition a fair trial upon
Peach and Nectarine trees, and gladly bear testimony to its

efficacy in destroying all insects without the least injury to
the foliage.

" Your Composition has again proved very satisfactory, so
far as thrip, green fly, and spider are concerned. Bug we do iJ^J^Honi'"
not patronise hews, or I should have tried it upon them long my expectations.

ago ; still, I cannot conceive why it should not prove fatal to
) From Henry Bailey, Esq., Nunehm tort,

vTblifc

From Frkdhhick Malleson, Esq., Royal Qardm, ctor"w
^" I find it answer the purpose in all respects for waua,*w

for green fly and brown scale in the houses. I hate no ocow

to try it any other way as yet.

From Mr. E. Butcher, Gardener to the, Right Hon. Lord Jmn,

Middleton Park. ,.

I am much pleased with the Composition ;
it fir«<*

bug as well as the other pests mentioned.

"

From S. Snow, Esq., Earl de Grey, Wrest Park.
"Please forward me another 10-gallon cask of your Blight

Composition. I have found it answer the purpose exceedingly
welL
" As to the aphis and other insects which attack the trees, I

consider your Composition cannot be too highly recommended
for it. I have used it in my Peach houses this season with
the greatest success. My trees were very much infested, and
by two or three dressings they assumed quite a vigorous
appearance."

"I have found it most eftatual in deta<«> jr,^
fly on Cherries, but it requires to be used in a

{JJ"™?
than you recommend. It is, however, a valuable dooo.

From J. Forbes, Esq.. His Grace the Dote of Boford, _

Woburn Abbty.
the nloito

_ " I have much pleasure in bearing testimony w
; ^

qualities of Messrs. Pago & Co.'s Composition, ww ^
found very efficacious in destroying the 8Tee

o
n "^

of theBoae,

on the young shoots of Peach tre^ s wellMtM*"

when liberally syringed with the mixture.

LONDON AGENTS

:

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, N.W.
Vettch <fe Sox, Chelsea, S. W.
Cutbush & Son, Higbgate Nursery, N.

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery N^
Mr. Hopoood, Shepherd's Bush, w.

Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, b.

PAGE
The leading Provincial Houses, and of the Manufacturers and Inventors, -

& TOOGOOD, ROYAL SOUTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT. SOUTHAM ^

GLASS Y/AREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWELLINGS

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SQUARES.
Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.

In. by In.
20 .. 12
20 .. 13
2Q
20

1

16 oz.

Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d.
14 L Super
15 }

+ 9 16*.

21 oz.

18a.

23*.

In.

7*

by
• •

In.

4
4*
5

In.

8

H
9

by
• •

Per 100 feet.

Common
11J.6A
Super.

121. 6^-

Faff

Hi

SQUARES m 100 and 200 FEET BOXES.

Inches by Inches. Inches by Inches. Inches by Inches. Inches by inches. Inches by inches.
10 .. 8 124 • • 9£ 13 ..10 15 .. 10 134 .. 114
104 •• H 13 ..9 134 •• 104 12 .. 11

* ™

11 .. 9 12 .. 10 14 .. 10 124 ..114 14 .11
12 ..9 124 • • 10$ 144 .. 104 13 .. 11

15 .. 11 15 .. 12 16 .. 13 24 ..14 24 .. 16
16 .. 11 16 .. 12 17 .. 13 20 .. 15 20 .. 17
17 .. 11 IT .. 12 20 .. 13 22 .. 15 20 „ 18
18 .. 11 18 .. 12 23 .. IS i 84 .. 15 • • ••

13 .. 12 20 ..12 20 .. 14 20 .. 18 • • • •

14 .. 12 22 ..12 22 .. 14 22 .. 16 • • « •

.If loss quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

16 oz.—4ths, lid., 9d. t and %d\ per foot.

.. Sda, 2i<*., 244, and Zd. per foot. I

21 oz.—4ths, W., 8<f., and »*<*• Pf££
„ Sds, s& \d. t

and 44d. P<*
***

HARTLETS IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH F

2Tot accountable for breakage.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD .. .. 32*. (W. per cwt. I LINSEED OIL
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT ,, .. 34 „ | BOILED „
LINSEBD-OIL PUTTY ~ .. 8 „ | TURPENTINE

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISE

• *
*. 7* P*

3
% 10

«*
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JOH>J WEEKS COMPANY,
HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS

TO

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
H.R.H. PRINCE CONSORT,
H.R.H. PRINCE DEMIDOFF, FLORENCE,

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON,
THE ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK,
THE BOTANIC SOCIETY, LIVERPOOL,

AND NUMEROUS PUBLIC COMPANIES.

WEEKS' IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER
has, from its infinite superiority to all others, won for itself an unparalleled and world-wide reputation, and in

proof of the universal satisfaction given, Messrs. Weeks have the pleasure to state that nearly One Hundred

unsolicited and most fluttering Testimonials have reached them, expressing the warmest encomiums upon
the mighty results of their justly termed "Wonderful-Boiler" during the late severe winter.

The Largest Hot-Water Apparatus in Europe, containing nearly Three Miles of Piping, was

erected by J. Weeks & Company.

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, AND IRONFOUNDERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Plans, Estimates, and Pamphlets free on application.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, ;AND DURABILITY.
BEINC CAPABLE OF FULFILLING IN THE MOST PERFECT MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF HORTICULTURE

* r

'/">

mP

The prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows

:

8 ft. Lights
20 7 in length £12
31 3 in length 16 10
41 11 in length
52 7 in length
63 3 in length

73 11 in length

84 7 in length
* 95 3 in length
105 1 1 in length

20 18
25 12
30 6
34 12
39 6
43 19
48 17

6

6

6

10ft. Lights
£16
21 2 6
26 18 6
32 15
38 10
43 15
49 11 6
55 10
60 12 6

12ft.Lights Uft.Lights
£21 £28 10
26 10
33 7 6
40 5
47 2 6
53 7 6
60
67

5
2 6

37 12
46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83 2
92 5

16ft.Lights

£34 5

45 16
57 7
68 18
80 10
92
103 11
115 2

73 10 101 10 126 13

The

Ft.

20
31
41
52
63
73
84
95

105

prices of the Span-roofed Houses, w
complete, are as

In. 8 ft. Lights 10 ft. Lights
7 in length £24
3 in length 33

11 in length 41 16
7 in length 51 5
S in length 60 12

11 in length 69 5

7 in length 78 12
3 in length 87 18

11 in length 97 15

£32
42 5
53 17
65 10
77
87 10
99 8

111
121 5

ith Water-troughs, Doors, and Ends
follows :

—

12 ft. Lights 14 ft. Lights 16ft.Lights
Ae% " ~ £57 £68 10 O

75 4 91 12

£42
53
66 15
80 10
94 5
106 15
120 10
134 5

93 8 114 14
111 12 137 16
129 16 161
148 184
166 4 207 2
184 10 230 4

147 203 253
only one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made. The 14 and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less dimensions.

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS WITH LISTS OF PRICE3 CAN BE HAD ON PREPAID APPLICATION TO

SAMUEL IIEREMAX, 7, PALL rALL EAST, LONDON, S.*VY.
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double, Daisy-flowered, Anemone-
flowered, and Pompones, seemed
to represent all that this

class

of plant was likely to afford

But it is not so. Mr. Yeitch
has sent home two other ver?

distinct forms, evidently
tfo

representatives of many a beau-

tiful production yet unborn.
The

accompanying figures, A B C,
f

the natural size, drawn by Jfc

Fitch from the dried tlower-

heads, will show^ Chrysanthemum

growers that quite a new field i§

about to he opened to their skill.

A and B represent the same

form, the two varieties differ

only in colour and size. Ifa

peculiarity consists in the li^te

corollas being all, or nearly a^

drawn out into extremely narrow

sharp terminations now and then

inclining to fork. These maybe

called Stab Chrysanthemums.

B is quite of another kind,

close headed, incurved, with all

the corollas divided into tw

irregular unequal lips as is shown

by the magnified figure B 1. It

represents what may be called

Deagost Chhysakthemttms, in

allusion to their ugly yawning

jaws.

"We have no further informa-

tion about them, but

as live plants havereached

Messrs. Veitch & Soswe

may expect to see them

at our next autumn shows.

A short paper has just

appeared in the Journal

of the Imperial Society

of Horticulture at Paris,

by M. Lecoq, a corres-

pondent of that Society

French Institute, reviving

under a new form something like the

old exploded notion of the influence of the

Barberry bush on Wheat mildew. Though,

however, he speaks incidentally of then

supposed mutual dependence, ti }* ^
longer the Barberry bush whicu » ?e

mother of mischief, but the Savin, utoca

in another direction has been guilty piooaDi;

of as much infanticide as the whole Pharmacopeia

put together. .

The accusation then is this, that the gelatin^

brown Fungus which occurs frequently in 8om^ ,

tricts, though very rarely in others, on Sa™,^
cause of the growth of Rmstelia cancellaUW

Pear leaves, a Fungus respecting which our nor

cultural friends so frequently *»*** m^lnW
communications. The first person who brown

this opinion is uncertain, as the accusation nw^

some districts in France been as P°Pu!
a
Jv

a
t>u

against the Barberry ; but of late the Awe «**

and M. Masse have formally, asserted tny^'

and have supported it by some supposed inoculation ^
Roz&telia from the spores of the Gymnosporangtum, tne e^

of the Savin. The obvious objection that Pear rn
^

"Wheat mildew are equally abundant and virulent, w"er
by the

a Savin nor a Barberry bush are to be found, is we j^
supposition that though the Fungi in Question ta ^
origin from the Savin and Barberry, yet when once es^ ^

and flukes.

itained by the supposed analogy of. mtesti ^^
M. Lecoq has however entirely mistaKen ^ n0

of the changes which take place iu those animals.
tation

e^

transformation, or as it is sometimes called, transwu ^
species, but as the butterfly is first a larva, then a p F^
the intestinal worm or fluke pass through differen ^
in different positions, till the cycle is complete. A

the pro-

supposing multiplication to take place in any case by ^^
duction of gems, analogous to the little bulbs which a

r ^
on the stem of a Begonia, there is not a prew ^any especial condition or a species can be

.

iudenni^ ^ \

longed by sexual propagation, without reverting to tn °^
type. Metamorphosis in the physiological sense or

^.^efent

as generally used by botanists and zoologists, is a ver)
^ ^ t0

thing from transformation, however similar they noa)
ugeS

of

their etymology. Petals for example are met^aVe aca#
leaves, but if the leaves became liverworts, we should u

of transformation. beyofid

There is not however any ground in the present ygj^tfj
mere conjecture, and the delusive experiment ot ^ m0st

has little weight except after frequent repetition,
ana

jg oa the

perfect proof that there was no indication of the **"*' $W*
Pear tree before inoculation. There is, however, a ma
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greatly invalidates Monsieur Lecoq's confirmation

of the theory adduced, namely, that he is clearly

not well acquainted with the objects which he has

taken in hand. The ^Ecidium of the Barberry is

remarkable for its very elongated peridium, and in

consequence he has clearly confounded it with

Rcestelia cornufa, which agrees with it principally

in this character, though had he compared the two

he would have found that there are essential

differences in more than one particular. Till

therefore he can produce a specimen of H. cornuta

actually growing on the leaf of the Barberry,

about which we are more than sceptical, we
must decline to accept his authority on the subject.

It would be very unwise to deny the possibility of

the one plant being a modification of the other,

but the question of probability is quite different.

The matter, however, is rather of theoretical

than practical importance in this oountry. The
^avin is by no means so universally grown as to

make it an object of fear, were its neighbourhood

really as dangerous as is supposed, and we have

the pest itself in such abundance where no Savin

exists, that our efforts need not be directed to

destruction of Savin bushes, like those of the

remorseless farmers, who in their ignorance and

fears for their Wheat crops have rooted up in some

districts one of the greatest ornaments of our

hedgerows. As we have stated under No. XLVIII.
of our notices of Mycology, the proper remedy is

to pick the leaves off carefully and burn them. If

this will not do, we may feel secure that an

onslaught against the poor Savin bushes will not

avail us. M> J. B.

So much inconvenience has been experienced

at the Berlin Gardens in consequence of bad pack-
ing that M. Bouche, the intelligent Superintendent,

has published a set of rules for the direction of

correspondents. They would certainly be not
altogether superfluous in our own country, though
nurserymen do not in general err in this direction

;

we have therefore thought it worth while to give

a translation of them.
"We take this opportunity, though the case is

not precisely the same, of recommending persons
who transmit to us specimens for examination, or

to ascertain their name, to exercise a little more
care in packing. The great object is to secure
them so firmly in the box which contains them
that they may not rub against the sides. Valuable
specimens are often completely spoiled or rendered
unfit for accurate examination from being put up
loosely without anything to secure them. Firm
but judicious stuffing with dry clean Moss will

generally protect even the most delicate objects

from injury.

Another point is to damp the packing as little

as possible. The mere moisture of the object,

where there is no exit for evaporation, will in

most cases be sufficient to prevent injurious

withering. Destructive mouldiness or direct

decomposition is sure to spring from superfluous
moisture. Nor must the evil of cotton wool be
overlooked. This is one of the worst substances
employed by packers for the post office, if placed
in direct contact with the object sent. If the
latter is first covered by tissue paper and after-
wards set 1 r guarded with cotton wool, then
we have nothing to say against the use of wcol.
To the coll ctor or to the botanist in general a

good system of packing is indispensable. The
finest collections may be ruined from want of skill

or from mere carelessness, as every working
botanist knows too well. In this as in the former
case the great principle is to secure everything
from motion, and it this be done the injury after
the most distant voyage will be almost infinitesimal.

Cautions respecting Packing, ly M. C. Bouche, Inspector
of the Botanical Garden at Berlin.

1. It is a bad practice, when a plant is packed, to
take the wooden tally from the side of the pot and to
put it with the plant, without first wrapping the plant
in Moss, as both the roots and stem are liable to be
injured by its pressure. If sticks are placed iu the soilm addition to the main support, they should be quite
smooth to prevent injury to the roots in thrusting them
into the soil or removing them.

2. Tallies are often lea against the edge of the pot
without taking care to tie them. It r hey fall out
during the urney, as is not unfrequently the case
they may injure the plant, or if there are several
varieties in one package, confusion of names mav easilv
occur. J J

3. When woody plants are transmitted, the hard
tallies are often fixed at one end only, the other rubbing
against the plant. Parchment tickets are therefore far

S\l i?
b
v
e to wooden tallies

>
or if tallies are used theynoma be painted to show the names distinctly and

fixed with string to anything except the plant itself.

If a stronger stick is necessary, it should be placed

in the hole from whence the first was taken. If

several small sticks are requisite to support a paper

envelope, they should be secured in the Moss and not

plunged into* the soil. After the plant is packed no

stick should ever be thrust into the Moss, as the pack-

ing may be forced inwards and injure the plant.

4. Gardeners are often stingy about packing. They

not only use old Moss which is partially decomposed,

but they substitute hay, leaves, or other matters. It

moist they are liable to heat, and in consequence the

plants cast their leaves soon after they are unpacked.

Delicate plants are from the same practice sometimes

destroyed by mould. If the journey is short, much is

left to chance. Unexpected delays however frequently

take place at railway stations, &c. Moss should be clean

and fresh. The best is Hypnuin fluitans, or different

species of Sphagnum. Moss from trees is seldom

advisable.

5. Moss should be neither too dry nor too moist.

If the plants are well watered before being packed, the

Mom requires only to be just moist enough to prevent

its breaking under the hand. The Moss in contact with

the stem or leaves should be dry. It is sure to become
damp enough during the journey.

6. The soil should never be too moist or too dry. It

should not be watered at the time of packing ; or the

roots may rot. The best way is to moisten it an hour
before packing. Plants should never be watered after

they are packed.

7. Plants should never be sent in summer simply

in contact with each other ; the pots or the masses of

soil should be kept apart by cross sticks nailed at either

end, and the interstices filled up with Moss. Without
these precautions they are often displaced and injured.

8. In the case of novelties or rarities, plants are too

often sent out before they are established, and disap-

pointment thus ensues. The delay of a few weeks is

preferable to the chance of injury from too hasty
transmission.

9. In the case of fruit trees or shrubs, more pains
ought to be taken in removing the plants from the soil.

The roots are often so damaged, or so devoid of rootlets,

that success is very uncertain.

Finally, packing ought not to be trusted to inex-

perienced hands.

THE REV. PROFESSOR HENSLOW.
(Concludedfrom p. 528.)

mm

With the exception of Cambridge, no town owes so

deep a debt of gratitude to Professor Henslow as
Ipswich, whose unique museum was planned and
arranged by him, and made the model of what a local
museum should be in a scientific, educational, and
popular point of view. He so grouped all natural
objects that enough was exhibited to learn from, but
not so much as to confuse; and the ingenuity, judgment,
and science with which he has done this for all branches
of knowledge, have never been even rivalled. To a
certain extent the same services have been rendered to
the Cambridge Botanical Museum, where however his

efforts were frustrated for want of space : at the Royal
Gardens, Kew, he has been more successful, and the
museums there owe much ef their admirable method of
mounting, illustrating, and ticketing, together with
many valuable objects, to his unequalled talents for
such work. His practice throughout life was to give
the best of everything to public museums, and to
retain duplicates only for himself.

The Great Exhibition of 1851 deeply interested him,
and there were few departments of it with the contents
of which he was not perfectly familiar. To the succeed-
ing Exhibition at Paris he communicated a most beauti-
ful series of Carpological illustrations, which excited
the enthusiasm of the Paris botanists, and of which a
duplicate set is now in the South Kensington Museum;
where also are sold his admirable botanical diagrams
for schools, with a little guide to their use, and his
method of teaching botany in schools.

For a considerable period of his life he worked with
zeal at British antiquities, in which he became learned
and expert, himself opening several tumuli, the contents
of which he described in two tracts with illustrations.
The fragments of glass, pottery, and Samian ware from
these and other quarters, some of very large size, were
all neatly and accurately restored by bis own hands,
and the best presented to the museum of Colchester.

Every room of his large rectory, from hall to attic,

presented a marvellous assemblage of instructive object
of interest, beautifully mounted with descriptive labels,

to attempt conveying any idea of which would be
utterly hopeless; besides botanical and zoological

specimens, economic, physiological and structural,

without end, there were series illustrating many im-

portant arts and manufactures of savages and civilised

beings, ancient and modern :— linen, cotton, shoes, hats,

candles, glass, pottery, silk, &c, all beautifully packed
in boxes, and ready for use when needed. Fossils,

antiquities, models of ships and machines, orreries,

microscopes, weapons, crystallographical series, and
philosophical apparatus of all kinds; besides diagrams,

drawings, and classified woodcuts, of which he bad

|

literally thousands, mounted and instructively arranged

in classes; and all independent of his library and excel-

lent British entomological, conch ological, and tertiary

fossil collections. Let it not be supposed that these

were the miscellaneous hoardings cf a mere collector;
there was not one specimen that had not attached to
it its history, nor that was not obtained and mounted
for a purpose, and that was not in use at one or other
of his frequent lectures, or placed at the service of Vis

scientific friends.

Tertiary geology and the recent changes of the

earth's surface before and since man's appearance, had
perhaps a more absorbing interest for Prof. Henslow

than any other subject. Few persons more deeply

studied and more boldly preached the Bible, or more
staunchly upheld the doctrines of the Church of

England; but he ever maintained the necessity of

appealing to the spirit rather than to the letter of the

written Word, in all cases where the established facta

of science appeared to contradict the text of Scripture.

In spiritual matters he avowed the total insufficiency

of human reason unaided by revelation ; but having

witnessed many changes of theological opinion brought

about by progressive discoveries in history and science,

he was very averse to speculative reasoning where

those were not iu apparent harmony with Revelation.

His charity was nowhere more conspicuous than in

his intercourse with those who differed widely, and
often publicly, from himself in religious opinion. He
never sought to gloss over these diflerences, nor did he
allow of any misconceptions with regard to their true

nature, but he never permitted them to influence in the

smallest degree his conduct, or to diminish his admira-

tion for what was honest and good, wherever he found

it. Hence he discussed such polemical questions as the

age of the globe, the origin of species, &c, with such in-

genuous forbearance, that inquirers of all denominations

and professions turned to him for a calm and unpre-

judiced judgment.
As may be supposed the flint implements in the drift

deeply occupied his attention : on first hearing of them
(their human origin he never doubted), he was dis-

posed to be wholly incredulous as to their antiquity,

and published his opinion on the subject : this was no-

wonder, considering how many mare's nests of the kind
he had seen exposed and himself aided in exposing.

Nothing hampered by his avowed scepticism, he with
characteristic devotion to truth earnestly took up the
subject, twice visited Hoxne, where he had excavations

made, which resulted in a modification of his first

view ; he then visited the pits at Amiens and Abbe-
ville in the autumn of last year, studied the localities

and country around, the museums and collections in

the neighbourhood, and returned with his views still

further modified, though not wholly altered. Up to

the time of his last illness he was busy on this subject,

comparing his observations with those of others, and
' studying the results, which he was preparing to lay

before the Cambridge Philosophical Society. Of what
his final conclusion was, no record has been published;
but we believe that he had convinced himself that the
flint implements belong to a period long antecedent to
that usually attributed to man's existence on the earth,

though by no means so distant as some geologists

suppose.

But it would be difficult to point out any branch of

science in which Professor Henslow did not take an
active interest ; he attended the first meeting of the
British Association, and was ever afterwards a staunch
supporter, and frequently an officer of this body ; he
was one of the first examiners in the University of
London, and till his death a distinguished member of
its council; he actively aided the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, the Ray Club, and the
Palaeontographical Society, and was a most liberal
contributor to the various charities and funds for. the
relief of the needy members of his own profession, and
naturalists in general. To poor authors especially he
was a most generous subscriber, nor was he ever
appealed to in vain in any cause the justice and
expediency of which were duly authenticated.
At several periods he took a most important part in

public politics, being an active member of a party who
pledged themselves to suppress that system of biibery
for which the town of Cambridge was long so justly
infamous; and though few of" his University and
scientific friends sympathised with him on these
occasions, his conduct was so typical of his singleness of
purpose, firmness of character, and abhorrence of foul
play, that this portion of his career cannot be over-
looked even in a brief review of his life.

On one occasion in particular, when no one else of
sufficient position and character would come forward,
he had the moral courage to brave not only the public
odium (for which in a just cause he never cared muchX
but the disapprobation of many of his most intimate
friends, and offer himself as the nominal prosecutor in
a case of gross corruption. In doing this he was
actuated by a feeling of duty to his country; and
beyond it he did not interfere; neither attending the
trials or committees, nor subscribing to any of the pro-
ceedings. The amount of abuse he received may be
estimated by the fact that upwards of a quarter of a
century afterwards he smilingly pointed out to a friend

the words " Henslow, common informer," on the walls

in Cambridge, where they are still legible. His services

were, however, deeply appreciated at the time, for he
received three handsome testimonials, one from the
Town of Camhridge, another from the Town Com-
mitteejflfor the suppression of corruption, and the
third from a committee of noblemen and gentle-
men; all alike testify to the perfect disinterestedness,
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moral courage, and consummate ability with

Professor Henslow conducted the duties he volunteered

-man face to |
other flowers all shanked off. I wish any one

for. It has been erroneously stated that he received

the living of Hicham as a reward for these services.

Such however was far from the case; he was made

aw.je, indeed, that he was considered entitled to Govern-

ment patronage, but with conscientious disinterested-

ness he declined to avail himself of the offer. On the

death of the previous rector of Hitcham he was recom-

mended by the Bishop of Ely (formerly tutor to Lord

Melbourne) as being the man who, in that
#

prelates

opinion, was best calculated by his ability, activity, and

common sense to reform that populous, remote and

woefully neglected parish, where the duties of squire,

magistrate and rector mus^ all fall upon the latter.

Amongst the most remarkable instances of a direct

benefit conferred upon agriculture through scientific

knowledge was his discovery of the use of the phos-

phate nodules which abound in the tertiary formations

of the Eastern counties. On the discovery of the

nature and origin of those petrified animal remains,

tbeir value to the farmer was instantly apparent to

Professor Henslow, who at once gave his discovery the

hich and so crippled, dare to meet a^n
^2^Zlnt I wishes to obtain seed of any other species that does'w

face, when, according to our traveller-m«
,
gg« ^^ try& imple^ &

**«*

its legs are too weak to sustain the vast body^ithout
;"W^^^f shall sow the ^-j

the assistance of the arms, which in that case "j^g^f^Lce of a sport : for a plant wtcWi-^t:S£?!^ I

235 ft* * expected 2 gWewSy to
;

J^
is literally the king of the African forest. What a

sorry sovereign ! Moreover, he tells us that it performs

other feats with its arms and hands, notwithstanding

that without the aid of these arms and hands its short

and slender legs cannot do their duty Thus, this

tottering cripple can break a gun-stock, bend the

barrel, kill a man and tear out his bowels. In the -jrj-—
iU find in the same plantation two!

meantime I ask, what becomes of
^
the huge^ upenm-

g^*«J th? leave, not on, and those beside£?

on so unusual and happy an occasion. Charles Larunn

Down, Bromley, Kent.

Diseased Oaks.—On coming to this part of ft-

country ten days ago, 1 have observed in the hedge-

rows and find in the plantations the same result-that

the Oak trees are to a great extent blighted,
and

ia

many cases the under branches are dead. It js m

pending body, whilst the frail legs are giving way

beneath the weight 1 Out upon such nursery fables.

Mr. Du Chaillu's admirers and supporters (so well

known for their acquirements in orthodox zoology),

ought to say to him, Good sir, place your Gorilla in a

tree, and then you will see immediately that your

.crippled, and tottering, and waddling ape suddenly

becomes a steady and an active animal amongst the

branches, perfect at all points; and is no longer a
jfrotessor nensiow, wnu hwi »«»•—.^y^TJ~

\ai™^ comuosition of Nature," as the celebrated
widest circulation in the local papers without™er- bungl^^™*£ when ne viewed it on the
vation of any kind

; ^™^™«^\™ ££&£ ^d,tlt& tf SSg at it whilst in a tree-its
consideration even as th%^^* f^ ? to whom real and only place of abode, on account of its most

ars;i^^e^^^cSTe
I^^h^,y^ unerring hand of

wealth, large areas of Norfolk, Suffolk, and other

counties, being now honeycombed with phosphate pits;

yet up to the day of Professor Henslow's death, no

acknowledgment even was vouchsafed of his services.

In the same liberal spirit he printed and circulated his

volume of letters to the farmers of Suffolk, which

pointed out and stimulated them to use methods which

have largely increased the products of their holdings.

Though the professional career of Professor Henslow

as the spiritual guide of his parishioners is a subject

unsuited to our columns, yet it is right to state that

his duties as pastor superseded all others in his esti-

mation; and though they were eclipsed in public

opinion by his more conspicuous laboui-s, and though he

had the greatest aversion to a parade of religion, he

was ever assiduous in spiritual duties—so much so that

for fifteen years he was not absent from Hitcham for a

single Sunday.
But want of space forbids our going further into

the philanthropic or scientific career of this most

amiable, learned, and excellent man ; a volume might

be filled with the incidents of his ever busy and well

spent life, during which he was incessantly occupied for

others rather than for himself, and with anecdotes of

his noble qualities of head and heart. We can only

allude to his efforts, not completely successful until near

the close of his life, to established in Cambridge the

scientific tripos and degrees in science, and to develop

the University Herbarium and Botanical Garden, with

their Library and Museum, to which he for 30 years very

largely contributed from his private means, and to which

hegave all his own botanical collections. To the University

his loss is as disastrous as it is irreparable; whether as a

member conspicuous for his varied accomplishments and
genial nature, or as a teacher, and most especially as

not only the best, but the only man altogether qualified

to direct the scientific, educational, and practical

arrangement of its new museum.
During the last few years of Professor Henslow's

life his health had become seriously impaired ; incessant

mental and manual labour, habitually protracted beyond
midnight, and the want of proportionate daily exercise,

gradually undermined his once robust constitution;

though he was always abstemious and temperate in

every respect. About five years ago he complained of

considerable derangement of lungs or heart, which was
attributed by his medical attendants to defective

digestion. In March of the present year, though
feeling far from well, he left home to pay some visits in

the south of England, where he caught a violent cold,

which was followed by bronchitis and congi ion of the
lungs and liver, which alarmingly aggravated his heart
symptoms. He returned to Hitcham on the 24th,
when he rapidly grew worse, and was soon confined to
a bed of protracted suffering:, which he never quitted
till his death on the 16th of May.

Prof. Henslow desired to be interred in the church-
yard at Hitcham, and that his funeral should be of the
simplest description, and none but his parishioners

employed; his wishes were strictly attended to, but a
considerable concourse of strangers found their way to

that remote village, and, together with a deputation
from the town and corporation of Ipswich, paid their

unobtrusive tribute to the memory of one whose rule of
life was the motto of his family—"Quod videns esto."

Nature. See my u Wanderings.

Satisfied in my own mind (after having paid atten-

tion to the monkey-family for upwards of half-a-

century) that apes pass their lives in trees, I am
astonished to learn that the veritable apes which

Mr. Du Chaillu fell in with during his travels, should

always have been roaming at large over the ground. I

come to the conclusion that he must have been

labouring under ocular delusion, and that he saw

phantoms.
. . „

Be this as it may. I am borne out in my conjecture seen its nowers.

three witn tne leaves uuu w«, «»« v~«»v, «v. ,ue iriein ^
good health and the sap flowing freely. I observe the I

year's wood in a great many cases dead, owing to tJje

sap not having been formed into a woody ^bsimce

before the severe winter set in. A great maur of the

trees I find are beginning to send out small shoots from
the boles of the trees within these few days. I observed

it all up the east coast—in hedgerow timber along tl

east coast up to York. From Newcastle I notice also

several Spanish Chesnuts are likely not to recover, as

well as a few Ashes ; and most of the Hollies, Portugal

and Common Laurels are all killed at this place. The

country lies rather low, and little outfall for water; of

a light soil along the Derwent side to York. About

here light soil or rather sandy moss, resting on sand

and gravel in some parts. Six miles from Scarborough

Would you oblige by giving your opinion in next Paper.

A Constant Reader, Wykeham, Sherborne, near Tori

[We are unable to suggest an explanation.]

Disa grandiflora.— In your notice of the Horti-

cultural Exhibition at South Kensington, I do not see

any mention of one plant exhibited there, which

equally rare and beautiful, and so difficult of cultivation

that few even of the most skilful gardeners have ever

I refer to Disa grandifiora, a plant

bv^n^wllerThnaelf": for" at "page 434 he says that
j

which I do not recollect ever to have seen exhibited

the Gorilla which had been killed " was like a very before anywhere in the course of some 34 years

devil

"

experience of horticultural exhibitions. In the

If the book is to go into a second edition, I would Sertum Orchidaceum it is figured from a foreign

advise the compilers of it to sweep away with unspar-
j

specimen, and is there recorded as having only

ing hand nearly all those parts of natural history
j

flowered once in England viz., m 182o wit

which have already appeared in the first. They are a Mr. Griffin, of South Lambeth. From a figure m the

disgrace to zoology. Bot. Mag. it appears to have flowered at hew mm
Were I to hazard a conjecture, I would presume But except these two instances I know no record of ifa

that by the descriptions and figures which Mr. Du
Chaillu has given us of the Gorilla—he has never seen

a live one. Charles Waterton, Walton Hall, June 8.

THE GORILLA.
Our African explorer says of this ape, that " his

short and slender legs are not able firmly to sustain

the vast body. They totter beneath the weight, and

Home Correspondence.
Roasted Forest Trees.—Having cut down a consider-

able number of trees in the spring of 1860 on the sides

of the drive to my house, for the purpose of making
openings here and there, but leaving some in groups
and many fine Beech, &c, I was very much provoked to

find, upon looking at some of them, that the bark was
full of cracks, and fell off when touched. The branches
of those taken out were burned, but as the openings
were sufficiently large no damage could have been done
if the least care had been taken, but the forester, in

order to save himself and others employed the trouble
of removing the branches a few yards, set fire to them
quite close to the growing trees, and hence the bark
was scorched on one side and falls off by the slightest

touch. What would you advise me to do in order if

possible to hasten the growing on of the bark, or should
the trees be taken out and replanted, as without bark
they have a very unsightly appearance ? Is not the
forester deserving of punishment for such gross negli-

gence ? A.C.B. [If the liber or inner bark of these
trees is really destroyed all round they cannot recover.
If it is only the outer rind that has been roasted alive

the trees will get over that. Wait and observe.]
Fertilisation of Tineas.—I do not know whether

any exotic Vincas seed, or whether gardeners would
wish them to seed, and so raise new varieties. Having
never observed the large Periwinkle or Vinca major to
produce seed, and having read that this never occurs in
Germany, I was led to examine the flower. The pistil,
as botanists know, is a curious object, consisting of a
3tyle, thickening upwards, with a horizontal wheel on
the top ; and this is surmounted by a beautiful brush
of white filaments. The concave tire of the wheel is
the stiguiatic surface, as was very evident when pollen
was placed on it, by the penetration of the pollen

-

tubes. The pollen is soon shed out of the anthers, and
lie3 embedded in little alcoves in the white filamentous
brush above the stigma. Hence it was clear that the
pollen could not get on to the stigma without the
aid of insects, which, as far as I have observed in
England, never visit this flower. Accordingly,
1 took a fine bristle to represent the proboscis of a
moth, and passed it down between the anthers, near
the sides of the corolla ; for I found that the pollen
sticks to the bristle and is carried down to the viscid

successful cultivation. So rare a triumph of horticul-

tural skill ought to have received its due tribute of

praise, especially when the opening fete at South

Kensington was graced by its appearance. It «

allowed en all hands to be the most gorgeous of all

terrestrial, if not of all Orchids. You will perhaj*

correct my mistake if it has ever bee* exhibited beton

I am under a strong impressiou that it baa «P;.^*
fortunately I did not note the name of the wtaww,

who ought at least to have the credit of wfW™
skill. J. i?. [It has also flowered formerly with Mr.u

Leach, who now exhibited it again.] . ...

Black Hamburgh Grapes.— I have a Vinery in w^
the Grapes are now nearly ripe, but there is no

upon them owing to a number of bright sP
oM™

11;

before colouring

appeared on the berries soon after they began o
>

in fact the bunches appeared as thou,

syringed with greasy water, but^

gardener assures me they had not been Bynng

The Vines (Black Hamburgh) are planted insm
^^

house, and are young and healthy, with a lair crop,
^

having been disappointed in this way two bu»

should be much obliged would you, or any «^
readers, give me their opinion as to the cause.

Subscriber. ,-
nn to in

Mercury.—May I beg to call yoitf attend:

answer to correspondents in your last week s v

which states that " Mercury is
Cbenopodiuw ^

Henricus, a very indifferent kind of
^

in

^u

'

ts p
does not appear to be quite correct, the p j

larly known as Mercury being Mercuria is pei ^
annua; the first would indeed prove to be a -

f it k

ferent Spinach, as any one who might V*
rld

£ t
q\0>

the walk is a sort of waddle, in which the long arms i stigmatic surface. I took the additional precaution of
are used in a clumsy way to balance the body and passing it down first between the anthers of one flower
keep the ill-sustained equilibrium." Page 434. and then of another, so as to give thefljwers the advan-

Let us turn to page 350, where he informs us that tage of a cross; and I passed it down between several
"no animal is so fatal in its attacks on man as this, for of the anthers in each case. I thus acted on six flowers
the reason that it meets him face to face, and uses its on two plants growing in pots; the germens of these
arms as weapons of defence, just as a man or prize- swelled, and on four out of the six I have now cot fine
fighter would/

;

pods, above U inch in length, with the seeds exter-
bay, how would the Gorilla, so^weak, so tottering, sally visible j whereas the flower stalks of the nvmy

that character would |find to their cost

;

podium Bonus Henricus is very &®&* l['~
t\ix&

Good King Henry and Fat Hen, and is ireq j
j,

by country folks as a Spinach. Mer^
rl*?* £ **

'

occurs so frequently, and in such abum ^ *

London and elsewhere, and at a 8e
^ J

) '

that lbi«

green vegetables are not always plentitu i,
tQ
^ I

thought it worth while to call your atten
i ^

matter, lest your Correspondent, or some o ^
should be tempted to try a dish of it

;
*

cbila

upon record that a man, 'his wife *nA *
pa

rtak'|

experienced highly deleterious effects ir
ersm^-

of Mercury fried with bacon. /. Say, J"
#,0*

[The commonest name of Chenop^d^
3

Henricus is "Mercury." As for the
j

poi^^
curialis, the vulgar name of that is W-o _ rtia0 ttfBtW

F-l>--r8^tlTfe
.

f 1
fasten*

ground were very much objected t^M
underground by driving four fosi

bftn
a

Tree Supports.
some trees of 15 and 20 years

above
them underground by driving n>m f— , r?e oa»

•

firmly into the rth on the outside ot w»
str0D

gtf*

earth got up along with the roots, n
^
tcn *

h
*
pfonted

,n

bars into them over the roots. AUn
{

?.
Ufe

cbed,
afld

^
very windy place they have never niu

grown well. J. C. Nofc onty /'

w

Effects of last Winter's Frosty
ffects

of

Hollies of large uzs suffered from tne

t
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icvere frost of l:\st Christmas, as mentioned by Mr.

Strickland in your last Xumber, but also in the park at

Castle Howard, and in parts adjacent to it, very many
Oak trees, whose age it is not easy to estimate, but

many of which are probably not less than 300 or 400
years old, are apparently dead. This hitherto nnheard
of calamity occurs chiefly by the sides of a small stream

which winds its way through the park. In some cases

the tops of these venerable trees have a few leaves

apparent. Many of them, however, have not as yet

exhibited a single leaf, leaving their fate only too

certain. Have you heard of such cases in other parts

of the kingdom ? George Legard, Easthorpe Hall,

Ma&bn*
2Za/// Strawberries in the North.—I have had May

•Queen ripe on a five-years' old row growing near a

Privet hedge since the 4th of June, and it is covered

with fruit. The very severe frosts of May, the 10th
and 11th, killed all the first blooms, or I should have
had it ripe about the middle or latter end of May.
i

1 ut of more than 200 varieties, no other sort is near

fipe. Crops of Strawberries will be splendid ; almost
every sort in my collection » and has been covered
with 'bloom. William Jas. Nicholson, JSggTescliJfe,

near I arm, Yo-rhtJkire.

ocitttrg.

R-OYAL Botanic, Regent's Park : June 12.—This was
in most respects another good exhibition. The weak
poit.ts were Azaleas and Roses in pots, which were for

th« most part somewhat past their best. There was,

however, as usual, a large assemblage of stove and
greenhouse plants. H.R.H. Prince Albert, and other
members of the Royal Family honoured the Society
*with their presence, and the day though cloudy being
"fine there was a large attendance of visitors. Falling
-so soon as it did after the Royal Horticultural Society's

•exhibition at South Kensington, the great bulk of the
plants was, as a matter of course, the same as was
'present upon that occasion. In the following report
we shall therefore only notice such as have not been
^previously described.

Among Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the main
•feature was again a collection furnished by Mr. May,
gardener to JL Spode, Esq. This contained some fine

•specimens of Azaleas and a well 'bloomed Dracophyllum
gracile. Other groups from Messrs. Fraser, Green, and
Page were ako reproduced in excellent condition.

Orchids were tolerably numerous ; but among them
by far the best came from Mr. Day of Tottenham,
whose plants had a freshness, vigour, and beauty about
them in which other groups were comparatively
deficient. Of smaller collections the best came from
Mr. Woolley, Mr. McMorland, and Mr. Gibbs. Among
these were fine plants of Anguloa Clowesi, different
kinds of Lady's Slippers, Vandas, Cattleyas, White
Butterfly plants, Saccolabiums, especially the bright
•orange 8. curvifolium, Laelias and Aerides.

Azaleas, as we have stated, were but indifferently in
bloom ; w.-tli the exception of a collection from Mr.
Turner, which was all that could be desired. The sorts
were Optima, Sir Charles Napter, Admiration, tricolor,
and Gem—all large plants and well flowered.
Among Cape Heaths we noticed a new variety named

.nobilis, from Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston. It was
orange red in colour, and looked as if it might be an
-acquisition to the class of plants to which it belonged.
Infundibuliformi8, an old but seldom seen kind, was
shown in good condition by Mr. May.
Though Roses in pots were ineffective, cut blooms were

.£0)d. The best came from Messrs. Lane, in whose
boxes were remarkably fine examples of Charles Law-
son, Adam, Coupe d'He'be, and Triomphe en Beaute.
Jn Mr. Mitchell's (of Piltdown) stands were also
excellent blooms of General Jacqueminot, Pauline
Lan/-; -zeur, Col. Rougemonr, and Harrisoni; and con-
spicuous among Messrs. Paul & Son's blooms were
Madame TVjllermoz, Leila, and Paul Ricaut. The last
named exhibitor also sent a nice group of small Roses
In pots, in which was President, a new sort in excellent
condition. From Mr. Wm. Paul came a miscellaneous
collection, in which the best blooms appeared to be
Xa?lia, Victor Verdier, Gloire de Santenay, a fine dark
crimson; and Madame Hortado.

Of plants remarkable for the beauty of their foliage
there were nice collections, but greatly inferior in size

t plant to those shown the other day at South
ivensmgton. Among them perhaps the most remarkable

YeUch^Thut A
A1
?Tia ,n

?
taUlca

>
from Messrs.

v eitcn. I his had great bronzy leaves, which could not

width ^ Vp
l

i

an 1
?-

iU

f
,eS Jn len« th ftrtd

*

"

width. V> e also noticed a good plant of Calocasia

«WMto ^ green and WhitG leaVe9
' fr0m the «">•

^w^I,ts
-

aIn
l
0,fe Wh(

?
ly conslstcd of those shown

at South Remington on the 5th and 6th. Mr. Standish
reproduced h,s Japanese collection; and from *fe«*.V eitch, Mr. W,l »«•, and Mr. Bull, also came large

?,v T' ^ t
Cal

u
dlUmS and Beg°™« were also shownoy Mr. Verschaffelt.

Amor.* Miscellaneous subjects were six nice plants of
Imatophyllum with fine heads of crange flowers, from

«f h
P

l'
?"• °a

I
J
ende

[?
,n ; Co,-dy»nes, and other plants

ot that kind, from Messrs. Lee; the old Gnaphalium

oSr? -

r
-

m
r

Ir>
,r
Arthur

o ?ende«on; and some
good Gloxinias from Messrs. Smith and others. From I

J

Messrs. E. G. Henderson came Clianthus Dampieri,

whose black blotched singular looking scarlet blossoms

excited a good deal of attention.

As regards Pelargoniums, it is usual to expect to see

them in their best dress in June, and admirers of this

class of plants were not disappointed on this occasion.

The first (collection was in admirable condition, fresh,

well flowered, and in the case of the best 12 more

varied than usual. These came from Mr. Turner, of

Slough; they consisted of fine plants of Etna, Rose

Celestial, Desdemona, Nestor, Ariel, Guillaume Severyns,

Madame Hortado, Evelyn, The Belle, Sir C. Campbell,

Candidate, and Viola.

Messrs. Dobson sent a well flowered group, in which

the best were Saracen, Carlos, Admirable, and Sans-

pareil.

Messrs. Fraser and Mr. Windsor also exhibited suc-

cessfully in this class.

Fancy Pelargoniums, from Mr. Turner, consisted of

Captivator, Princess Royal, Madame Rosier, Acme,

Clemanthe, and Rosabella, all seedlings raised at Slough.

Kinds dissimilar to the above in the second collection,

from Messrs. Fraser, were Delicatum and Bridesmaid.

Mr. Windsor and Messrs. Dobson also contributed

to this class.

Of 10 Plants (Amateurs), Mr. Nye, gr. to E. Foster,

Esq., CIewer Manor, sent Carlos, Ariel, Fairest of the

Fair, Seraskier, Symmetry, Fair Ellen, Saracen, Con-

spicuum, Sanspareil, and Sir C. Campbell. Mr. Bailey,

gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq., who had an excellent

second collection, sent Glow-worm, Bianca and Spotted

Gem. Mr. Shrimpton, gr. to A. J. Doxat, Esq., Putney,

and Mr. Parmenter, gr. to J. W. Taylor, Esq., High-
gate, also exhibited good plants, and Mr. Watson and
Mr. Bailey^ sent fine specimens of Fancies. Seedling

Pelargoniums were contributed by Mrs. Beck, Mr.
Turner, G. W. Hoyle, Esq., Messrs. Dobson, Messrs. Rol-

lisson, and others. From Isleworth came Peeress, salmon
rose, with clear white eye, and maroon top petals;

Alba Regina, Bessie, and Beautiful Star, three good
white kinds ; Rosy Bloomer, very free, in the way of
Roseleaf ; Amazon, a bold crimson ; Diana, orange
salmon; and Lilacina. Mr. Hoyle sent Timon and
Zingari, fine dark sorts ; Celeste, a new shade of orange
rose, very good; Mrs. Hoyle, colour of old Rosamond,
but large and fine; Violetta, black top, purple lower
petals, white eye; Princella, a Topsy flower of fine

form. Mr. Turner received Certificates for the best
yearling, named Loveliness, a light spotted variety
of fine quality ; also for the best scarlet, named Flam-
beau, a very free blooming kind and unusually bright.
The same exhibitor also sent Diophantus, a large
bright scarlet spotted kind; Senior Wrangler and
John Leech, both spotted varieties, of good quality ;

Patroness and Lily, whites; and Miss Garnett, an
excellent light variety. In Seedling Fancies, Undine, a
crimson, with white centre and edges, was very fine-
Butterfly and Improved Modestum, Fleur de Marie,
purple and white; Edith, rose and white, lilac shading;
and Sweet William, small, but very pretty. These
came from Mr. Turner, as well as Herald of
Spring, a salmon-crloured bedding kind. Mr. Lennox
sent a new and very pleasing variety, which for bedding
may be valuable; it was named Venus. This has
excellent foliage, and is of a pretty soft shade of rose.

From Messrs. Veitch came Lady Churston, a livelv

orange red kind, with blacks spots on all the petals.

Verbenas were sent by several growers, the best
being from Mr. Perry, Birmingham, and Mr. Turner.
The most striking kinds were Garibaldi, Mrs. Moore,
Lord Elgin, Rainbow, Brilliant, and Cornet.

Fuchsias were shown in excellent condition by
Messrs. Young, Cross, Davidson, and Harpur. Among
the sorts were good plants of Souvenir de Chiswick,
Little- Bo- Peep, Rose of Castile, Guiding Star, British
Sailor, Sir C. Campbell, Prince Imperial, Catherine
Hayes, Venus de Medici, and Queen of Hanover. We
also noticed a nice white corolla'd kind from Messrs.
Veitch.

Some pretty Calceolarias were shown by Mr. Burley
and others. Mr. Bull also exhibited a small brown and
yellow kind called Sparkler, which looked as if it
might be a good sort for beds.

From Mr. Tyso came a collection of 50 Ranunculuses,
among which were Fidelia, Alexis, Gomer, Commodore
Napier, Naxara, Festus, Olympia, Herald, Zemindar,
Pertinax, Phrosinc, Lady Dartmouth, Eva, Melancthon,
Poliander, Paragon, Dr. Saunders and others.
Among fruit were some well-grown Pine Apples. A

Providence, weighing 94 lbs. was furnished by Mr.
Young, gr. to C. Bailey, Esq. ; and a good Queen
came from Mr. Constantine, gr. to C. Mills, Esq., of
Hillingdon. Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, also showed a good
Providence, and we noticed a smooth-leaved Cayenne
from Mr. Sage.
Of Black Hamburgh Grapes, the best came from Mr.

M. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. Beaumont, Bart. These
were not remarkable for size, but they were very per-

fect as regards colour. Messrs. Little, Hill, and
Drewitt also showed fine fruit of this variety, but it

was all more or lejs deficient in colour. Black Hamburghs
were likewise shown by Messrs. Jackson, Dwerrihouse,
Sage, Bartlet, Smith, Durrant, and Frost. Of
Black Prince Mr. Hill [again [showed wonderfully fine

bunches, and Mr. Allport had very fine specimens of

West's St. Peter's. Mr. Standish sent Ingram's Prolific

Muscat, both in pots and in a cut state. Of White
Grapes by far the most remarkable were three bunches

of Bvukland Sweetwater, which were again produced
on this occasion by Mr. Hill. Bailey's Muscadine is

also a fine sort ; and we noticed good bunches of
White Frontignan from Mr. Standish. Of Grizzly
Frontignan, admirable specimens were shown by Mr*
Drewitt, The Denbies, near Dorking.

Peaches were cood. The best came from Messrs.

Sage, Sanders, Durrant, Enstone, Little, Manning,

Taylor, and Chalmers. The sorts were Royal George,

Grosse Mignonne, and Noblesse.

Of Nectarines, Messrs. Rockford & Dawson sent the

best; but Mr. Little also showed good fruit of the

Downton. The other sorts were Violet Hative and

Hunt's Tawny.
Cherries consisted of May Duke from Mr. Wilson, of

Warwick, and Mr. Bartlet. The last were, however,

unripe. ' ^
Of Strawberries there were only two dishes—Sir C.

Napier and British Queen, very fine fruit, from Mr.

Smith, of Twickenham.
Melons were good. The best scarlet- fleshed sorts

were Gem and Bailey's Surprise—the last a really good

sort. Mr. Enstone and Mr. Frost also showed good

fruit. Green-fleshed varieties were shown by Messrs.

Bailey, Dwerrihouse, Tillyard, and Smith. Among the

best of these were Orion, Strathfieldsaye, and Hecktield,

green-fleshed kinds.

Botanical of Edinburgh: April 11.—Dr. W. H.

Lowe, President, in the chair. The following

communications were read:—!. The Flora of Icelano,

By W. Lauder Lindsay, M.D.
Abstract.

Total number of Phanerogams

—

British 353
Not British OS

Total number of Cryptogams-
British
Not British

• * * * 415
12

426*

427

853
Total numerical strength of Icelandic Flora )

as at 1860 {

The botanical traveller in Iceland is at once struck
by the strong general resemblance between its flora

and that of Britain, and especially of Scotland. The
number of species in Iceland, however, especially of
flowering plants, is greatly less than in Britain. In
Iceland our rare Scottish Alpine plants, such as Silene
acaulis, Lychnis alpina, Thalictrum alpinum, Cerastium
alpinum, Alchemilla alpina, Dryas octopetala, Draba
incaua, Salix herbacea, Potentilla alpestris, Lnzula
spicata, occur at or slightly above the sea level. Dr.
Lindsay also gave an account of the vegetation of the
hot-springs, and concluded by an enumeration of all the
plants recorded as natives of Iceland.—II. "On the
Species of Dioscorea (Yams) occurring in South India.

,,

By Dr. Cleghorn. The author adverted to the great
importance of these tropical esculents, in eastern
countries, particularly in seasons of famine like the
present, when the Rice crops have failed and the
suffering population resort to the forests in quest of
lams and other indigenous roots. The Araceae and
Dioscoreaceae yield starchy tubers, which are much more
wholesome than the Cucurbitaceous fruits so extensively
used by the natives. The former contain a large
amount of nutriment, and when roasted or steeped in
cold water are deprived of their acridity ; but the latter-
are a fruitful source of diarrhoea and mischief. A good
conspectus of the genus is still a desideratum. The
best description of the Asiatic species was given 40
years ago by Roxburgh, who cultivated 17 species in
the Botanic Garden, Calcutta, the roots having been
transmitted to him from different districts of Bengal.
Of these, 13 species are now recognised in the public
gardens. The student will find representations of these
in Wight's " Icones " and in Rheede's " Hortus Mala-
baricus." The growth of some of the Yam tribe is very
remurkable. A tuber of D. alata, 1 lb. in weight, was
planted at Madras in June and lifted at the end of nine
months, when the weight was found to be 27* lb.
The best known and most esteemed kinds are D.
aculeata, " Goa Potato ; " D. Batatas, " Chinese Yam ;

*
D. purpurea, "Pondicherry Potato." D. globosa and
D. alata, with Arum campanulatum are also •

much cultivated; whilst D. bulbifera, pentaphylla,
and oppositifolia are common species in the jungles.

—

III. Effects of the late Winter on the Coniferae and
other Trees and Shrubs at Belstane. By Mr. P. S.-
Robertson.

Belstane, the property of Humphrey Graham, Esq., is
situated near Kirknewton, 12 mile* south-west of Edinburgh1

.

The lowest part, of the ground is 700 feet and the highest 900
feet above the sea lereL The Pentland Hills extend along the
south side, about a mile from the boundary. The soil is for
the most jmrt a stiff unctuous clay, naturally retentive of
water, but advantage has been taken of the sloping character
of the district in executing drains and water runs, by which
the surface stratum is now pretty dry. For the last 12 or 14
years the proprietor has carried on extensive planting
operati \ ; all the woods are disposed in belts to aflord shelter
to the fields, and at the same time to produce timber. These
are for the most part in a thriving condition. A large collection
of trees and shrubs have been planted, comprising nearly every
species and variety considered hardy in Britain. The rare
trees and plants are interspersed with the common forest trees,
in the most varied positions. Coniferous trees have been
largely planted. There are hundreds of Pinus Pinsapo, from
2 to 11 feet in height, several making growths of 14 to 15 inches
annually, none ol* which have suffered by the frost. Pinus
Cephalonica has been planted largely, and promises te become
a splendid timber tree, many of the specimens being from
8 to 12 feet in height, and all uninjured. Pinus Webbiana
and P. Pmdrow are in considerable quantity, the latter
uninjured. The former, in several cases, have the foliage
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Drowned and falling off, while the shoots are fresh and green
The largest specimen is 10 feet in height, a well-shaped fast-

growing tree, situated in the northern side of a plantation of

Larch, in poor damp soil. P. Fraseri, P. grandis, P. Pichta,

P. Nordmanniana, and P. nobilis, are all uninjured. Of the

Spruce Frs, Abies orientalis is uninjured ; A. Mo-
rinda in some places much scorched, iu others not

touched ; A. Douglasii, all healthy and green ; some of the

trees are about 30 feet high, the growth of 15 years. Two of

the finest specimens.are planted in a belt on poor soil ;
the one

bears cones every ye'ar, and the other has never produced any.

A. canadensis, A. Pattoniana, A Mertensiana,Jand 'A. Menziesn,

have all stood well ; but specimens of A. Brunoniana are all

either killed or much injured. Cedrus Deodara, C. Libani, and
C. atlantica are for the most part green and healthy, and are of

considerable size, but a plant or two ofeach were injured above

the line where the snow lay, as has been frequently observed

about Edinburgh this year. The plants of Araucaria imbricata

are uninjured, except a few growing in a close damp belt,

which are not liKely to recover. Of the true Pines, all the

long leaved or Mexican species had been previously tried, but
failed, as was the case also with P. Pinea, P. halepensis, P.

Brutia, P. australis, P. Llaveana. P. Laricio and its varieties

are in the most flourishing condition, overtopping Larches and
Spruces planted at the same time ; and P. Cembra, generally

considered a slow growing species, thrives remarkably, makiug
growths of about 20 to 24 inches annually, and covered with
abundant f>liage. This species, with P. austriaca, P. Laricio,

P. pyrenaic i, and P. -Mtn^iesii, seems to grow welljin such a
situation as this : a fact worthy the attention of planters,
especially in places where Larch is not found to thrive. P.
Benthamiana is healthy, but not eq\ial iu luxuriance to
specimens at Darnhall near Peebles, at a lower elevation. P.
Coulteri and P. Lambertiana are not injured, but P. insignis
and P. tuberculata in some cases are much hurt, in others not
injured ; Wellingtonia gigantea of all sizes has been slightly
injured ; Cryptomeria japonica and Sequoia sempervirens
slightly injured in soma places, in others not at all ; Cupressus
macrocarpa slightly ; C. Macnabiana, several, from 3 to 6 feet
in height, not inj ured ; C. torulosa, a great many, 5 to 8 feet in
height, green and healthy ; C. Lawsoniana, C. nutkaensis, and
€. borealis not injured; but C. funebris killed. No Junipers
have sustained injury : Thuja gigantea, T. aurea, T. plicata,
and a very fine plant of T. pendula, were uninjured. Portugal
and Bay Laurels, Hollies, Yews, Box, Rhododendrons, and all

the ordinary Evergreens are not in any degree hurt, but
several plants of Lucombe Oak are killed, though they must
have been covered with 2 feet of snow. Liriodendron tulipi-
fera, 10 feet high ; Planera Richardi, 10 feet; Arbutus Unedo,
Salisburia adiantifolia. Ailant.iis. fMomat.is av.nrfl.i. C crrandiflorn.

"had died; that 4 FtLows had withdrawn; and that/The author then made various detail^doS^tSTT
23 Fellows, 1 Foreign Member, and 1 Associate had the limits of the genera of the following four «W
been elected. The financial report showed a balance I which were either retained among the Thalamifl^

in" "favour" of the "Society on the year's account of or now first transferred to the MonochlamydJ^
- »d F. Boott, 'namely Caryophyllese ; Portulaceaa; Molluginea}

(lu
"

uxley, Esq. ; I
to Macarthuria, Telephium, Orygia, Glinus, fty

ire removed Pharnaceum, and Ccelanthum) ; and Paronychi

ellows were ,
2. " Further Kemarks on Scansile appendages t

4-v, v.an . J 1 Feet of Insects," by Tuffen West, Esq. ~
3. « CataW

of Hymenopterous Insects collected by Mr. A R t??
i :~ it„ t„i— An *e nA«om r» rti«v.«,. m

134Z. 9s. 9d. .

M.D. ; Daniel Hanbury, Esq.; T. H.

T. C. Janson, Esq., and R. Owen, Esq., were removed
from the Council, and the following Fellows were

elected in their room:—M. P. Edgeworth, Esq.; J.

Miers, Esq. ; Prof. Oliver, L. Reeve, Esq., and P. L.

Sclater, Esq. The following gentlemen were then

elected officers :—G. Bentham, Esq-, President ; W.
Wilson Saunders, Esq., Treasurer ; G. Busk, Esq., and
F. Currey, Esq., Secretaries. The usual resolutions

requesting that the Address of the President and the

Obituary notices by the Secretary might be printed,

were adopted. It was also unanimously resolved

That the best thanks of the Society be given to Prof.

lace in the Islands of Ceram, Celebes, Ternate
Gilolo," by F. Smith, Esq. ' m

Entomological : May 6.—The President
in *l

chair. Mr. Stainton exhibited some Birch leaves my
by a small larva which had recently been ascertained t
belong to the genus Micropteryx, a very intereg^?

xuuu tn« ucst uucuih.« ui tuts ouwcuj uc s .* Cu w * w*. group of minute moths whose economy had bi%?
Bell, for his invaluable services to the Society during

j

remained unknown. The larva is small, dest^ y
the eight years he has occupied the President's chair ; j

feet, and tapering to the extremity of the body %
l j_-i» n_ i_— «..^l«^^.«« 4-"U« -

J a1ar\ ovliTliJfnrl £V*o larva. f\¥ t.liP ocpiuio Ant!r~*:i' *.*

Society and in the promotion of its objects, willingly

attributing to his efforts much of its present prosperity

and increased usefulness, as displayed in the large

number of new Fellows, the value and greater frequency

of its publications, and the satisfactory state of its

finances." The thanks of the Society were also voted
to Dr. Boott, on his retirement from the office of

Treasurer.

June 6.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

The President nominated T. Bell, Esq. ; J. J. Bennett,

Esq., J. D. Hooker, M.D. ; and W. Wilson. Saunders,

Esq., Vice-Presidents for the year ensuing. The

specimens of an Hemipterous ung
new to this country, Micropus Sabuleti from- Folkstone

and Mertou ; Dr. Wallace a specimen of the India

Deaths-head moth (A. Lethe) taken alive at Eat
Cowes; andMr.Hayward specimens of Euryporuspicipa

taken among dead leaves at Sanderstead. Mr. Slachk

exhibited some rare species of Gelechia and Coleophoti

An interesting paper on the species of ColeopteroB

insects infesting the Euphorbia? in Madeira and the

Atlantic islands, by Mr. Wollaston, was read. Con-

sidering that the peculiar vegetation of any locality

was the most likely to afford corresponding peculiarities

following papers were read:—1. "Notes on Caryo- in the insect tribes, the author hadicarefully investigated
_l n °^r Ft t _n- i f\ __l » t. ,i _ +V^ T « 1~ «- — ^11 „„ *--U~ T? 1 US— -ii n
phyllea), Portulacea}, and some allied Orders," by the

President. It was observed that the series of orders
Berberia, Ribes, Philadelphia, Cotoneaster affinis and micro- in which the natural affinities of plants are the most

hpSh; ?w°TthuS fl
JJF?.

n8
>
Crataegus cordata are; quite dissevered b the Candollean arrangement is "that of.healthy ; but Garrya elliptica, Leycestena formosa, many ,r ^ V i c i

• •

Ayrshire and hybridf perpetual Roses, have suffered severely. tne Curvembryonous group, each one of which appears
With the exceptions stated, the whole {collection has a healthy to be connected with the others by gradations so close

SS?*™^-8
??!.

th
,

e i?.i uries R«s,tai»ed bring out important that positive limits have very seldom been assigned to
A - * V m i 1 "IT' ^•egarding

any of them, and yet they are necessarily dispersed inexposures. It is puzzling to determine why certain individuals a»y OI ttiem
^
anct Jet wiey a™ neceBBaniy Gispersea in

of a species should be killed, and others apparently in the same
I

the three great classes of Thalamiflorse, Calyciflone, and
circumstances not injured. Can the difference be caused by

j Monoehlamydea?." Thus the numerous genera con-
the neater inherent hardineas of some

;
or must it be attributed stituting the group are distributed among 1 orders :to the particular state of growth of the plants when the frost

came on ? Or can there be such a difference of temperature in
some spots of any given place as to cause these varied results

;

One fadt regarding the effect of the late winter is obvious—viz.,
that the frogt in its greatest severity occurred at the season
©t the year when it was least likely to produce damage.
Cold of half tUe intensity, occurring early in November,
jLr

nuK te1jruary and March, might have hurt a very
different el«ss of plants, and to a far greater degree.
The injured plants in this collection presented a similar
appearance to that observed about Edinburgh and other low
districts. Such plants as Aucubn japonica had the foliage
blackened, and the more tender shoots killed, while the other
j>ort ioiis_ of the plant were green and healthy. In Evergreen
Oaks, Minorca Box,- and Sweet Bay, the injury extended to
the roots, as was the case with the hybrid Rhododendrons of
li. arboreum. Cedrus Deodara, Cupressus Lambertiana, and
aeveral other Conifers were injured only to the surface of the
snow, the portions covered by it being perfectly sound. In
tue case of the Araucarias the injury in some was confined to

Caryophyllese, referred toThalamiflorse ; Paronychiacese,

Portulacea?, and Ficoidese to Calyciflorse ; and Phyto-
laccacese, Salsolacese (Chenopodiese), Basellaceaa,

Amarantacese, Polygonacese, and Nyctaginaceaa to
Monochlamydeae. To remedy these and similar incon- «• «««-« .~ ~~

gruities, various transpositions have been suggested m I860," by Mr. F. "Walker, was read, but it consisted

by those -who adhere generally to the Candollean ! only of a series of typographical notes on the island,

classes, but none o£ the groups or alliances so formed w^h a list of the species of spiders found, tnete. Ih.

the Laurels as well as the Euphorbia) in the Canaries

and Madeira. He had found the foliage almost fi

from the attacks of insects, but on examining the stet.

especially in a decaying state, he had succeeded in

finding as many as 44 separate species of Coleopter

including several new genera, often in great abundance

in the Euphorbia* of the Canaries. Of these 41, 32

were exclusively confined to the Euphorbia), but 12 were

found to attack other plants. The Euphorbia) bad

nearly been extirpated in Madeira, so that only eight

of the species had been found there, showing that these

beetles possessed no power of accommodating themselves

to altered circumstances, but that; when the trees upon

which they had been formed to subsist, disappeared

they in like manner became extinct. A paper entitled

" On the Distribution of Insects in. the Channel Islands

are limited by any character that does not undergo
many exceptions among the genera placed under them.
The author himself was not able to devise any others
that could be strictly and absolutely defined ; but he
intimated, that in the new account of the genera of
plants which is being] prepared by himself and Dr.
Hooker, an endeavour has been made to seek out such

^reTe^rS'thich tvlVf"S^SM S2f &£? ^^m ™ J**" «>™8 together genera having thewere the parts which suffered. On looking at the Pears
Apples, and Plums on the walls no external injury could be
seen, but on cutting the branches across, the pith and inuer
portions of the wood were found to be injured, but in no casewas there observed any injury to growths more than two
years old. There is m the Garden a fine collection of herbaceous

£^5i ,5-
n
.??

eof wh
?
ch suffered-a circumstance generally truein all districts, as the snow had effectually protected them. InSr^l^^8 ifc m

u
ay be stated tbat to some g^ens£LJ nbui?h

' greenhouse Calceolarias, Verbenas, andCbmese Primroses, which had not been housed before the

nSVSt 0D
- 7ere found

,

after the snow had cleared awayquite healthy, and even producing flowers.

iy. Notes by Mr. Wm. Gome as to the Effects of the

T* Fr
?
st on the Pla"ts at Borthwick Hall, the seat

of Charles Lawson, Esq.

t^'J^t116" ,

1 >Ianse
» altitude 800 feet above the sea-level:

'Stahf^ihT uV° S^^ d Rhododendron ponticum

SWJ2? ' 4 B
,

eJ
ween Heriot Manse and Borthwick Hall, by

Shnaii i
** h

nd ywmc: shoot8
»

old oues uninjured.

SthSv? T* ¥n*icu,
fV
R Catawbiense, hybrid (plants 2 to

3

leethigh tnd Portugal Laurels uninjured: Bav Laurels and
t^'fl?'- ^tV&gbtly injured

; Cupressus s^pevvir^
» good deal injured, but not killed. 3d In nark and flowerf&W^ HaU

J ***?*?«««».en^V includTn"

S^?8^?-.^!?^1?'"11 m
.
fu11 average health, only a few

Knaggs exliibited a novel contrivance for a breeding

cage for insects, formed of a wide glass tube open at

top and bottom ; the former to he closed with an

unglazed plate, having a hole ia the middle, through

which the stems of the food plants of the insects were

to he placed, and the top to be covered with gauze.

Notices of JJoofe*
A Manual of Botany, by Robert Bentley (Churchill

12mo, pp. 811), is one of those uncalled tor

compilations with which natural history hbrariffi

are overflowing. It does not appear to contam

greatest resemblance, and united by tangible characters
having the fewest exceptions. The Caryophyllea>
were pointed out as forming the first great group, and
to be distinguished by having opposite leaves, sepals,
petals, and one or usually two series of stamens, all aiv ov«ru wing. it aoes not »pp«» - V" »isomerous, a free one-celled ovary with several ovules anything original, and we must decline endorsing^
in the centre formed by the combination of two or statements ; it however forms a neatly printed volume,

more carpels and a dehiscent or several-seeded abundantly illustrated by woodcuts, for the Bjj

fruit; this order was made to include the Silene*, part well known, though "many are from ongfl*

Alsmea?, and Polycarpese. The next order was that
' ' """

*

of the Portulacea?, which, with the ovary of Caryo-
phylleae, was at once to be distinguished by the re-
markable anisomery of the parts of the flower

j this
was unhesitatingly referred to the Thalamiflorse. The
Tetragonea} and Sesuvea), united with the Portulacea)
by Fenzl, differ both from them and from the Caryo-
phylleee in their ovary being divided into cells, and in
their very perigynous stamens, and these it was
proposed to restore to Ficoidete. The Molluginese
sometimes referred to Paronychiacea) or Caryophyllero
were next referred to as forming a small group which
it was stated could not be referred to either of the

part well known, though
sources."

they trust to its guidance.

leivpR hpm7oi^uT ~x \
«**ei<*Bou«uiu, oniya tew *« «« o»ieu couia not be relerred to either nf fbQrfS»?H»bfi^r»tSg S^.J"^

order.^tWiayalidatlng^^a^
£?Mho ^d ?«Ught

; Wellingtonia gigante^ 4i Td 6
and lfc ^f suggested that it would be best placed

„ns.n/.i£?^ fche Monocklamydere next PhytolaccacerP
ZZS^-f**. a ^^nsis, uniiyured

; C. Lambertiana. a or even incornorated with +.1,p U**. The pSony-good d^i browned, but not materially injured ; Picea nobilis,r. Aordmanmana, and var., P. bractoata, P. Pinsapo P
Wt 4Th

0a
n
U
K

1

!f
lr
K
ed; ^Kn^^ ™« 5 Webbiana, 8%ndy

fnt w~ii-^ above Borthwick Hall, altitude 1300 to 1400

m>tUZ ^gtenui gwntea, Cupreasus Lawsoniana, and C.

5S Wii^^i^.^^'^ not even browned. 6th. On
litde t m*^Ude ^Vu^ ; Larch

'
four ^ears P1^^ making

v«rl l 5*B,8; and
,

the ^e maybe said of Scotch Fir,Norway Spruce, and Silver Fir- W Pir,„ ^J^Z "/^

known, thovigh " mauy are *rom u«^-

Nevertheless students must take care

A fourth edition of Mr. Stewart's capital ^^*
Angler (A. & C. Black) shows how much sucli aw

was wanted. Men were tired of the insipid sentuu
^

talism of Izaac Walton and his imitators, and want

book that would tell them what to do in tne mr

-

not to doze over in the parlour. Mr. Stewart ff

them, and they have accepted the gift with entnu

There is nothing indeed in the whole art ol ny-u

which is missed in the author's practical instl

^8tioll

On one point however we would make a siigg

He recommends Bamboo rods to be varn
i?f ^arnish

best t>Uo»A
th

f
ee or four times tna^ tbey are used, * as tne i

best placed
| win not ftdhere tQ^ skin

J
f^ cane but cijctoj^

iUCiai.UM casting." Would it not be worth while to^
chiacero forming the link which unites the CaryonhvlW !

Ct
,

of silicate of Potash uPon suC
Ain«hi&

with Amarantacea). were limited to th« ironic Juv t natural glaze consists of that Bubstance, and

an artificial silicate would surely adhere,

or even incorporated with the latter.

with Amarantacea?, were limited to the genera with a
uniovulate, although compound ovary and utricular
fruit

;
and were held to form a distinct group more

.liable
~* WAMVtt^ ^YV/IAJU. DIAL CXJ «*-

„ ammm^ w Avmmmt a uujuuut group more ^e floral Magazine for June has good an ^
nearly allied to Amarantaceao than to Caryophvlie-p !

fi?ures of four Pompon Chrysanthemums,
-

the ' ^enera hAi no- »ir>«nt in f!n».^«i«i„
J

i A ,, '
I Evpnin« pj™.^. ^ AiT_ m-^i:^ fmfcicosarace,

*
—- -»- —«u uu VyiUyopUylleaj -r,

IUU1 i ULUUUli ^UIJD»"»

—

{jure

orwav snm^ a uf ^ ~Z' -x- —« *«> \™G
?
enera beiD^ e^opt in Corrigiola, decidedly

E vening P^mrose of the CEuothera frtttico3*" ^"XL^Z^^J}^! 1^ but ,K?« P^il- ** P'
I

apetaloue. - With regard to Phytolaccaceao/' contended Variefciea of the Ch^se Primrose, and SeduiaF^
«im,w* ao i

Z*™13?* w' fc» luxuriance, the latter having foliaralmoat as long and healthy as in the Edinburgh nurseries.
T. C. Archer, Esq., sent for exhibition sections of the
stems of Bignonia and Heteropterys anomala. Mr.
Gome exhibited a cone of Pinua Mantchurica, an
edible seeded Pine from the province of Mantchooria,
on the Amoor River, Eastern Siberia.

Ldtne May 24 (Annhyrsary). — Prof. Bell,

sketch of what the author (Dr. Warter) co-- ^
the "fine old English gentleman" must to"

dic
"vy«n«-.ct t °t * •. Ai,«f. lift n»s 1^. t-

amee the last anniversary

at
—

it ,
'"^'^ w A «j wiacuuceaj, contended TWiWUica «* me i^mnese rninrose, »"^ —-

. lererMr. Bentham, "characterised by the ovary consisting The Last of the Old Squires (Longmans) is »«

ot one or usually several annular uniovulate carpels
fit^^ - f - 1--'- ^ " /T^ \xr„*.**r\ consiue^ _

and to Chenopodiacea? and Amarantacea? with their
vague but universally recognised ordinal distinctions
we leave them for the present, as worked up in the
Prodromus-entering only our provisional protest

I

*"« aeuumenis remind him or Aauim- -~
against the useless change in name from Chenopodiacea) and of a greater man than either-his dear

to balsolacea, agamst the separation of Basellacea? as Robert Southey. We quite agree with him.

an order, against the importance attached to the erenr nr Tn Th* v«.. • \ • /R«»dburv & Eva? h
has

horizontal seeds, and against much superfluousM^Z tS^ETZZ *» fe (^onslntinople, *J

Landor eays of it that ne -
sty\e

berest and delight," and tbat

;

^
remind him of Addison and ^°

ie]ld

to Salsolaceae, against the separation of Basellacea) as R°bert Southey. We'quite'agree with him

j 14 1 eLoM and 3 ABSociates
| botaof eenera and nH^ia nr™ in^L™f"ul Spl

!

tfcln
?

I*7M
. ^le

-v>
now w™*"* a

.'
. .^f^ttibnW1 Wj-i^vrio i'wibv, nuw resiuiii^ ao ~—

•

i
collected into a volume some letters co*u
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him to the Morning Post, with other memoranda of a
later date hitherto unpublished. Having lived in

Syria during many years, and knowing well the real

merits of the case, his statements respecting the late

horrible events in that country are entitled to serious

attention.

Sir CusacJc Roney s Month in Ireland (Smith, Strand)
is a guide to what the author thinks most sight worthy
in that country, and no one is more competent to offer

advice. It has a railway map, tables of railway and
other feres, lists of public conveyances, and descriptions

of scenery and places—all for a shilling. We advise

tourists in Ireland to travel with a determination to

follow bo experienced a guide.
i - - —

Routkfys Illustrated Natural History, Part 28'

for June, contains a continuation of the History of the
Parrot race, followed by the Woodpeckers ; and com-
mencing the Pigeons. We extract what is said of our
highly valued friend the Woodpecker, who is repre-
sented " tapping the hollow Beech tree."

"As is well known, the name of Woodpecker is given
to these birds from their habit of pecking among the
decaying wood of trees in order to feed upon the
nsects that are found within. They also chip away
the wood for the purpose of making the holes or
tunnels wherein their eggs are deposited. In order to
enable them to perform these duties, the structure of
the woodpecker is very curiously modified. The feet
are made extremely powerful, and the claws are strong
and sharply hooked, so that the bird can retain a firm
hold of the tree to which it is clinging, while it works
away at the bark or wood with its bill. The tail, too,
is furnished with very stiff and pointed feathers, which
are pressed against the bark, and form a kind of sup-
port on which the bird can rest a large proportion of
its weight. The breast-bone is not so prominent as in
the generality of flying birds, in order to enable the
woodpecker to press its breast closely to the tree, and
the beak is long, strong, and sharp. Those modifica-
tions aid the bird in cutting away the wood, but there
is yet a provision needful to render the woodpecker
capable of seizing the little insects on which it feeds,
and which lurk in small holes and crannies into which
the beak of the woodpecker could not penetrate.
This structure is shown by the accompanying sketch
of a woodpecker's head dissected. Tho tongue-bones
or < hyoid

' bones are greatly lengthened, and pass over
the top of the head, being fastened in the skull just
above the right nostril. These long tendinous-looking
bones are accompanied by a narrow strip of muscle by
which they are moved. The tongue is furnished at
the tip with a long horny appendage covered with
barbs and sharply pointed at tho extremity, so that the
bird is enabled to project this instrument to a con-
siderable distance from the bill, transfix an insect, and
draw it into the mouth. Those insects that are too
small to be thus treated are captured by means of a
glutinous liquid poured upon the tongue from certain
glands within the mouth, and which cause the little

insects to adhere to the weapon suddenly projected
among them. This whole arrangement is clearly
analogous to the tongue of the ant-eater, described in
the volume on Mammalia, page 771. Some authors
deny the transfixion."

* The rapid series of strokes on the bark, some-
thing like the sound of a watchman's rattle, will
indicate the direction in which the bird is working

;

and when the intruding observer has drawn near the !

tree on which he suspects the woodpecker to have
settled, he should quietly sit or lie down, without
moving. At first the bird will not be visible, for the
woodpeckers, like the squirrels, have a natural tact
for keeping the tree-trunk or branch between them-
selves and the supposed enemy, and will not show
themselves until they think that the danger has passed
away. Presently the woodpecker may be seen coming
very cautiously round the tree, peering here and there,
to assure itself that the coast is clear, and then, after
a few preliminary tAps, will set vigorously to work.
So rapidly do the blows follow each other, that the
head of the bird seems to be vibrating on a spring,
and the sound can only be described by the comparison
already made, namely, a watchman's rattle. Chips and
bark fly in every direction, and should the tree be an

,

old one, whole heaps of bark will be discovered at the
\

foot. By the aid of a small telescope, the tongue can
jbe seen darted out occasionally, but the movement is
'

ao quick, that unless the attention of the observer be
C8£>?Sf di*ec

J
ed Awards it, he will foil to notice it."

Although the woodpeckers were formerly much
persecuted, under the idea that they killed the treesby pecking holes m them, they are most useful bird,,
cutting away the decaying wood, as a surgeon removes
a gangrened spot, and eating the hosts of insects whichencamp m dead or dying wood, and would soon bring
the whole tree to the ground. They do not confine
themselves to trees, but seek their food wherever they
can find it, searching old posts and rails, and especially
delighting m those trees that are much infested with
the green fly, or aphis, as the wood-ants swarm in such
trees for the purpose of obtaining the ' honey-dew/ as
it distils from the aphides, and then the wood-
peckers eat the ants. Those destructive creatures gene-
rally called wood-lice, and known to boys as 'monkey-
peas, are a favourite article of diet with the wood-
peckers, to whom our best thanks are therefore due.
tfut.the woodpeckers, although livine m^tlv mi

insects, do not confine themselves wholly to that diet,

but are very fond of fruits, always choosing the ripest.

In this country the forest-land forms so small a portion
of the kingdom, that the woodpeckers are compara-
tively few, and can do little appreciable mischief to

the gardens ; but in some lands, such as mauy parts of

America, they do very great damage, stripping the
trees of their fruit, and the fields of their crops, to

such an extent that they are annually shot by hun-
dreds. As is the case with all its congeners, the great

spotted woodpecker lays its eggs in the hollow of a

tree."

58.5 degrees.
75
39
36
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In a thin 8vo. volume called the Climate of Egypt
(Churchill), Dr. Dalrymple lays before the public his

personal experience of that country in its relation to

health. Himself an invalid, he went thither " in

obedience to the orders of his physicians to obviate

the effects of many years over work." The orders were
judicious and the patient got well. What more would
you have? Others in the same predicament as the
author should read his work (only 80 pages), which will

tell them how to proceed. In addition to medical
advice, the volume contains trustworthy meteorological
observations, well made, with good instruments. If

Egyptian plants were worth cultivation wo should
even recommend our gardening friends to study Dr.
Dalrymple's observations, the result of which he
condenses into the following statement :

—

" la the month of December

—

The mean reading of the Barometer was 29.724 inches.
The mean temperature was
The highest reading
The lowest ,,

The average range
Mean amount of cloud—10 being the
maximum

In January

—

Mean of Barometer 29.540 inches.
Mean temperature 59.2 degrees.
Highest reading .

.

. . . . .

.

82
Lowest „ 88
Average range . . 44
Mean amount of cloud .. .. .. 1.2

In February

—

Mean of Barometer .. .. .. 29.308 inches.
Mean temperature J degrees.
Highest reading 90
Lowest ,, .. ., .. ..40
Average range . . . . . . . . 50
Mean amount of cloud ..* .. .. 2.9

In March-
Mean of Barometer 29.649 inches.
Mean temperature 58.1 degree*
Highest reading 70
Lowest ,, 49
Average range 80
Mean amount of cloud 0.9

" The results of these observations are

—

" 1st. The very slight variation in the barometer

—

the greatest range being less than one-third of an inch.
" 2nd. That the mean temperature of these months is

nearly the same as our months of June, July, and
August.

" 3d. That the moisture of the atmosphere, as com-
pared with that of our summer months of June, July,
and August for the last five years, is as 56 to 81 ; and
yet three of these years in England have been remark-
able for their dryness.

" It will, of course, be observed how great the range
of the thermometer is— in February, as much as 50
degrees between the highest and lowest ; yen it must
be remembered that the minimum never registered
within 6 degrees of freezing point out of doors, while
in the cabin the thermometer was 50 degrees ; at home,

" ' Dick, the shepherd, blows his nail,

And the milk comes frozen home in the pail.'
"

»»

'•

»»
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crimson; album virginale, clear white; Attraction,
salmon crimson; Bassano, spotted rosy crimson;
Bellini, crimson, with brown spots; Blatteuin, large
claret-coloured kind; Bronzino, spotted crimson;
Butlerianum, white, spotted with yellow ; Bylesianum,
white, broadly and conspicuously margined with crim-
son, a fine variety; Caravaggio, spotted dark rose;

Concessum, one of the best of the older kinds ; Currie-

anum, large brilliant rosy purple ; John Waterer's

variety of Delicatissimum, clear white delicately tinged

with pink; Due de Brabant, large white flushed with

salmon; Elfrida, spotted rosy crimson; Fleur de
.Marie, crimson and white, very showy; Garofalo,

large clear rose ; Genseric, shaded dark purple ;.

Gretry, rosy purple ; Guercino, vivid crimson

scarlet; Iago, blotched rosy crimson; John Waterer,

glowing carmine, a very late bloomer, most of

the flowers being yet nnexpanded ; Mrs. John
Waterer, also a fine kind and an abundant and late

bloomer ; Lady Dorothy Neville, spotted dark purple ;

Lefevreanum, purplish crimson ; several fine varieties

of maculatnni ; Parmegiano, spotted dark crimson ;

President Vandenhache, beautiful spotted light rose;

Princess Amelia, bright rosy crimson ; Raphael, richly

spotted rosy crimson ; several line varieties of Roseum,
the best of which is Picturatum; Salvator Rosa, purplish

crimson with a white eye, an attractive and fine kind;
Sir Colin Campbell, orange blotched purplish lilac;

Tintoretto, beautiful yellow spotted rosy crimson ;

Vasari, spotted dark carmine ; and Madame Van de
Weyer, beautiful rosy crimson.

Of hardy Azaleas Mr. Waterer also possesses a rich

collection ; a long border of them is, we understand,

now beautifully in bloom in his well-known grounds at

Bagshot, which at present richly deserve inspection. As
regards the cultivation of American plants it cannot be
denied that light sandy peat is the most suitable soil for

them to grow in; but where this cannot be procured
other materials must be employed. Of these the best

are leaf mould and turfy loam in equal parts with a
small admixture of white or other sand, or the top spit

of any plantation, wood, or Grass land, the more im-
pregnated with vegetable particles the better; the
thickness of the spit will depend upon the composition
of the soil, the more turfy the better for the growth of
plants. A small portion of sand with well rotted stahle

manure should be added ; the proportions of the latter

being one barrowful to six of the former. Number-
less instances are hovever recorded of Rhododendrons
thriving in almost every kind of soil, particularly in
light fertile loams of which peat forms no part.

One point of considei able importance in connection
with their successful cultivation is the immediate
removal of all decayed blooms as soon as they cease to
be ornamental; this facilitates the growth of the
plants, and lias a tendency to induce a greater profusion
of blossom the following year.

We are not ourselves musical, and therefore when a
copy of Lady Jenkinson's " VaUe Irillante " reached
us we naturally referred to a fair critic, who makes
the following report.

• This waltz may be recommended as a very good
specimen of light music, displaying a great deal of
elegant easy harmony, and altogether pleasingly
arranged."

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. John Waterek's Exhibition of American

Plants.—This is held as usual in the grounds of the
Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, and, notwith-
standing the great severity of last winter, is nearly as
effective and beautiful as heretofore. True, we miss a
few of the more tender old kinds ; but in their place we
have equally showy varieties into which has been infused
by repeated cross breeding a hardier constitution.

The Botanical Garden at Herrenhatjsen.—
Tho grand feature of this garden is the great collection
of Palms, for which it has long been famous; it is also
rich in species of Pandanus and Cycadeee. The principal
Palm -house is said to be 120 feet long, by 40 high, and
30 wide. The most remarkable plant iu it is a magni-
ficent specimen of Corypha australis, which has a clean
stem for 14 feet, measuring 6 feet in circumference at
the base, and had on it, at the time I saw it, 114 full-

grown leaves. There were also good plants of
Manicaria saccifera, Geonoma electropus, Areca aurea,
Areca Verschaffelti, Iriarteagigantea,Morenia gigantea,
Freycinetia insignia and rubra, Pandanus latissimus
and sessilis, rozamia eriolepis and Skinneri, Lich-
tenbergia princeps, &c. etc. A rather extensive flower
garden in front of the Royal Palace has lately been laid
out in the French style, and my attention was arrested
on seeing a large tree of Sopbora japonic* in fall bloom,
winch does not flower in Ireland that I am aw<».re of,
though it grows so freely. The tine avenue leading from
t\te town of Hanover to the Botanic Garden is straight
from one end to the other, and between one and two
English miles in length. On each side are several lines
of old Lime trees, planted at equal distances, which
extend the whole of the way, thus affording shade and
shelter to the inhabitants, who so much frequent the
avenue and park. Moore's Report to the Royal Dublin
Society.

Miscellaneous.
-

. , .
The Vagabond Curs of the Ocean.—Most of theVn entering this garden of flowers, for so it em- fishermen's houses in Folkestone harbour are adorned

phatically is at the present moment, one is struck with with festoons of fish hung qpttodry; some of these
the variety which is presented, the entire surface under look like gigantic whiting. There was no head,
cover of a large tent being richly clothed with blossoms tail, or fins to them, and I could not make out their
of the most brilliant colours, the whole being agreeably nature without close • unination. The rough skin on
and tastefully broken up into clumps by gravel walks their reverse side told me at once that they were a
neatly edged with Grass. Here and there single speci- ecies of dog-fish. I asked what they were ? " Folke-
mens stand out in bold relief, and are extremely effective, f ne beef/' was the reply. What sort of fish is this ?
Among the largest of these may be named nivale, " That's a Rig,; * and this ? " that's a Huss ;" and this

album elegans, Attila, roseum elegans, and bicolor; but i other ? " that ! a ' Bull Huss ;' " this bit of fin ?

this season we miss the large and fine tree of Lady " «*•**« «FmMW#» " nnrl khU hrmo? «fiinf».

Eleanor Cathcart, which is one of the handsomest
Rhododendrons in existence, its beautiful clear rosy

Geranium-like flowers being set off to excellent advan-
tage by a black blotch in the upper petals. Of this

variety there are, however, several thriving young
plants now beautifully in flower

that's a Fiddler; »
" and this bone? "that's the 'jaw

of Uncle Owl/ " &c. Here, then, wns a new nomen-
clature ; but I determined to clear up the matter, so,

day after day, when waiting in the harbour for the
trawl-boats to arrive, I took down my two volumes of
" Yarrell's British Fishes." A class was soon assembled,
and turning over the pages one by one, I asked the

Among other kinds, the best were JSneas, fine rosy name of the fish whose portraits formed headings to the
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chapters. In this way I got a curious collection of local

names. I give now only the dog-fish kind. A "rig"

is the " common tope," Yarrell; a " bastard rig" is the

•< smooth hound," Yarrell; the "hnss, or robin buss,"

is the small spotted dog-fish ; the " bull huss," the large

spotted dog-fish ; the " fiddler," is the angel, or shark

ray ; " uncle owl's jaw," belonged to a species of skate.

I must here bear testimony to the excessive civility,

and really gentleman-like conduct of the Folkestone

fishermen ; at first they were shy of me, and tried to

cram me with impossible stories, &c. ; but we soon

became the best of friends, and I really believe I have

made some true friends among these rude but most

honest and sterling men. Nearly all these various

kinds of dog-fish above mentioned are caught by the

men who " go out after rigs" to the " hungry ground,"

over the Warne sands; and they catch them with

m long lines," laid down all night. Some of the larere

rigs are nothing more nor less than sharks of the

English waters, and most formidable creatures they are.

They have teeth of a triangular shape, exceedingly

sharp, and so arranged that if one is broken off another

comes' up into its place. " You see, sir, they has jaws

as tears ye like a bramble-bush." The skin is not

covered with scales, but with an exceedingly tough

armour, which sets the teeth on edge when felt, and is

" a terrible thing to dull your knife." When the rigs,

&c. are caught out at sea they are thrown down to the

bottom of the boat, and as they jump about there, they

can be heard " grating one against each other." A rig

lives longer than any fish in warm weather, but dies

soonest in cold. When the lines are hauled, and there

are a lot of freshly-caught savage rigs at the bottom of

the boat, the men are obliged to be careful not to get

bitten. " They all goes mad, sir, and it's like being

among a lot of wild beasts." They have been known

to catch hold of the men's (t barbel," or fishing petticoat,

and shake it. I have seen a small boat nearly full of

these various kinds of fish—rigs, busses, bull-husses,

fiddlers, &c. They are vagabond curs of the ocean, that

go prowling and snapping about anywhere and anyhow

for food. The fishermen hate them because they do so

much damage to the herring-nets, eating the fish

actually out of the net, and often rolling them-

selves right up in it. At Dover, during the herring

time, there are plenty of " rough dogs," and
*' smooth dogs," and the sea sometimes boils with

them. There is a very peculiar smell about these

dog-fish, and they are not good to eat boiled or

fried. Ten minutes after the arrival of the boats the

small fish-dealers may he seen cutting off their heads,

tails, and fins, and splitting them into halves ; they are

then salted and huug out to dry, and taste, when
broiled, "like veal chops." They are eaten by the

poorer class, "as a relish for breakfast." The great

heads, and the intestines, &c, are left in the harbour till

picked up by the owners of crab-pots or stalkers for

baits. The livers are colled and boiled for oil for the

boats in winter. There is an immense deal of gelatine

in these heads and fins, and I tried in vain to persuade
the men to boil them up, quoting the example of the
Chinese, who esteem shark's-fin soup as a great delicacy.

An Englishman is naturally a bad cook, and soup-
making of any kind is not his forte. The Rigs have a
long projecting nose (one species of shark is called " old
shovel-nose," by the sailors), and this nose is of the
same service to the rig as the snout is to a pig, for with
it he routs about among the sand for small fish. The
plaice, sole, &c, are essentially hiders in the sand, and
the dog-fish comes and routs them np with his nose,
and then snaps them up as they attempt to escape. I
found several of these small fish in their stomachs, and
in one monster the skin and the dorsal spikes of his
cousin, the "pike dog-fish," called by the men the
"spur-fish." In Dorsetshire they call them "spur-
dogs." In order to see how this nose acted, I pressed
a rig's head into a heap of wet sand and shingle. It
was quite marvellous to remark how beautifully the
nose was fitted to its work; man, curiously enough,
copies its shape exactly in the instrument used for
paring turf. On making a section of the nose I was
much struck at its internal anatomy ; it is not solid,
for that would be too heavy ; the outer skin forms

Calendar of Operations.

(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—If there are sickly or badly

rooted specimens here they must be frequently examined

for red spider, or they may become a nursery for that

pest, and it will soon spread to adjoining plants. See

that young stock is not allowed to suffer from want of

pot room, and attend carefully to watering, giving

weak liquid manure, as recommended last week, to all

plants in free growth that are likely to be benefited by

it. Such stove plants as may have been removed to

this house while in bloom should be placed in heat again

as soon as their beauty is over, in order to permit the

young wood to get ripened. Large specimens of

the hardier kinds of greenhouse plants may now be

placed in a sheltered situation out of doors, where they

will be shaded from the midday sun ; but care must be

observed to protect them from heavy rains, either by-

having a waterproof cloth which can be stretched over,

them, or by laying the plants in pots on their sides

Those that require repotting should be kept in the

house after shifting until the roots get hold of the fresh

soil. Attend well to young stock, which will now be
growing freely ; keep the shoots nicely regulated, and

shaped as may be necessary, to secure well-formed

specimens, and use every care to afford these a moist

atmosphere, sprinkling them overhead early on the

afternoons of bright days, and reducing the air; but, as

has often been stated, young stock will be better in pits

and frames for the summer than in greenhouses. Spare

room, if any, may be occupied with Fuchsias and soft-

wooded plants for the conservatory.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Air should now be given liberally to

young stock in dung pits, in order to secure strong

stocky growth. The plants should not, however, be
exposed to draughts, for these would not serve the end
in view ; a moderate circulation should however be
secured at night, giving no more during the day than
may be necessary to prevent the temperature getting

too high. This, with careful attention to the state of

the roots, keeping the bottom heat regular, the soil in

a nice healthy state as to moisture, and giving a liberal

supply of manure water to ^uch as are well rooted, will

be found much more conducive to growth than exposing
the plants too freely, which would probably check and
throw them into fruit prematurely. Use every means
to afford plants swelling their fruit a thoroughly moist
atmosphere, sprinkling passages, &c, frequently, and
shutting up early, giving a gentle dewing with the
syringe, and saturating the atmosphere by sprinkling
every available surface ; also give plenty of clear strong
manure water at the root until the fruit begins to
change colour, when the soil should be kept rather dry,
which will improve the flavour.

Vineries.—Attend to former directions as to thinning
the fruit in houses intended to furnish a late supply,
and see that the bunches are severely thinned, and also
that the crop left is not too heavy in proportion to the
strength of the Vines. Where the fruit is swelling, be
careful to maintain a moist state of the atmosphere,
and give every possible attention to the roots, keeping
the border in a healthy state as to moisture, and it'

watering is found necessary, use good strong manure
water. Give abundance of air where the fruit is

colouring, and do not allow plants in pots to remain in
the house to cause damp, which despite every care in
ventilating, is apt to settle on the berries and spoil the
bloom. Where the fruit is ripe and expected to hang
for some time, the atmosphere of the bouse phould be
kept as cool as possible; but a little fire-heat will
probably be necessary occasionally in order to keep the
atmosphere dry during very damp weather.
Cherries.—As soon as the crop is gathered, remove

the trees to a shady situation and keep them syringed
and watered ; the pots should be plunged, or the plants
taken out and planted in a northern aspect. Those
plants in pots intended for forcing next season should
not suffer from drought or from the effect of Cherry -

Peaches and Nectarines.

and young shoots, which will greatly assist the formation
of fruit buds for the following season. Old Pear tree!

in particular, that are unfruitful, should be subjected

to this treatment. Keep Peach trees free from
green

fly by means previously advised, and dust sulpha
on shoots affected with mildew. Use the garden engine

occasionally in warm weather, to clean the trees and
prevent red spider. Tomatoes must be regularly

attended

to, keeping the shoots thin and stopping them above a

cluster of fruit. Herbs as they come into flower
should

be cut and dried for winter use. They can either

be hung up in bags to keep them clean or rubbed
out

and bottled. Where a sufficient breadth of Celery
ij

not yet planted out this must be attended to as speedily

as possible. Earth up former plantings and encoora
?e

*
. bv means of occasional watering &rapid growth by

liquid manure
aterings t

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK LONDON,]*^

For the Weekending June 13, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural (fo^

Tk.mpkratdbe.

WtnTEarth
June.

Baromktbb.

Friday 7 29
SatuT. S "
Sunday 9
Mon. 10
Tues. 11
Wed. 12,

Thurs. 13

Average.

.

1

2
3

4
5

Max.

29.917

29.881

29.727
29.938
30.062
30.127

30.172

29.975

Min.

29.899
29.860
29.662

29.757
30.026

30.096

30.084

Of the Air.

Max.

65

61
60
68

70
78
81

29.917

Min.

46
40
49
46
47
42
54

Mean

69 ' 46.2

5.1.5

50.5

54.5

57.0

58.5
60.0

67.5

57.6

1 foot
deep.

57
57
57

56i
58
59

59i

o/.i

2 feet

deep.

51

53}

53i
51

54

55

55

54.1

Win.

N.E.

X.E.

N.K.

W.

S.w.

s.w.

E.

j Une 7—Cloudy and cold ; densely clouded ; cold and overcast.— 8—Cloudy ; overcast ; slight rain ; cold at night.

— 9—Overcast ; rain ; densely overcast ; heavy rain at ni&ht.— 10—Cloudy and fine ; showery ; fine ; overcast.
— 11—Fine: very fine; hot sun ; cloudy.
— 12—Cloudy and rather windy ; very fine; cool at night.
— 13—Very heavy dew ; hot; very fine

;
slightly overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 2 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending June 22, 1861.

" PrevailingWinST

Art

.IS

«
fit

M

June.

M * O. bC » P,
« g =

Sunday 16..

VI on. 17..

Tues. 18..

Wed. 19..

Thurs. 20..

Friday 21..

Satur. 23 .

7-.5

72.6

72.5

70.5

72.0

74.0

73.2

E * P
- - -

49.1

48.4

50.0

49.2
49.4

50.8

49.6

a a.

60.8

60 5

61.3

59.9

6O.7
62.4

61.4

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

15

20
17

19

17
1»

13

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.46 in.

0.80
0.3i»

0.62
0.62

0.68
0.59

3
2

3

2

2
1

I

3

4

2
3
4

3

u

t

3

4

3
1

3
1

1

2

1

2

3

I

Ti •

QQ

9

7 9

61ft

311
6

1

11

17

13

3
#

l

M
6

8

i

9

:

i

3

i

1

i

The hlghe«t te-'iueraturp during the above period occurred on the '6th,

1858—;hei m. 97 deg. j and the lowest on the 20th, 1855-tberm.3J deg. |

Notices to Correspondents,
Earth Heat: W H. Your plan for heating earth or a Vine

border requires to be reconsidered, for there are many cir-

cumstances connected with it which you seem not to have

taken into account. You propose to induce evaporation of

the water in the soil by means of heated air, so that the

latter may take the place of the water and thus heat the

soil. But if your border is just moist enough, it is evident

you will render it too dry for the roots of plants.
£JJ

he

space occupied by moisture in the form of water in a border

would not admit of many cubic feet of air being introduced.

Enclosed in a glass case, as you propose, evaporation viou.a

go on but slowly, and chiefly from the surface. Then you

must understand that heated air ascends, and instead
f

going down amongst the particles of soil in the border, it

would ascend by the ventilating tower which you nave

sketched. That seems well adapted for carrying off
Jje

heated air from the chamber round the boiler, sc
>

tbat we

heat which you intended for the earth will be disapaw*

among the clou is. Is that what you mean? .

Electricity : North Hampshire. It has been proved expm

mentally, and we think conclusively, that electrical ageuiy

cannot be brought to bear on growing crops. Why don y

syringe your Hops with lime water? Water, Iime
; ^

labour are the whole cost. Make the lime water by pui

caustic lime into water, and then after 24 hours draw^
the liquid and syringing the bines with a common ga^

engine. Your " fly
'7
will be rather astonished.

^
Gooseberry Caterpillar : T. Powdered Hellebore,

"

and good, dusted over the trees is reported to kill tow
1£

•

but the most effectual of all remedies is in •'a°u
'"J,bfl9

carefully pare the surface soil clean off all round trie u

to the depth of S inches, and to collect it into a^
burn it. For other modes of getting rid of this caterpu«u,

see former Volumes. • rrwhrec
Insects: Redwood. The grubs are those of some ienu

Turn some ducks among the Mangel Wurzel.
«i aTlt at all

Lilium oioanteum: A Sub. We do not think tbis pia"

likely to withstand the winter out of doors even m w
Wight. Aunties the

Names of Plants : Enquirer. In the Eastern £
ou" u

common Lychnis dioica is called Bachelors *ult
,

us acris,

other places the name is given tc double KanunL

and no doubt to other things. J N. The colour ot tne^
of such plants cannot be preserved. And cut bono 1

heQjilli

1, Lotus corniculatus ; 2, Centaurea Jacea ;
a, *

abl

vulgaris ; 4, Veronica scutella'a. You forget tne
1

r ^
numbers. Junoramus. 1, Spergula arvensis

, *. J? i
setacea; 3, Rhynchospora fusca ; 4, Aronana

rui» -^

- - - plenty
I inn and tie in the shoots in the last house.

membrane on which the nerves are spread (answering to
the Sehneiderian membrane in our own bodies) is

defended by a fold of skin to keep the sand out of it,

answering to our nostril. The eye, when fresh, can be

ZZFZii° "°thing
'r**

a fP h
.°.
nTd °Ufc

,°
f lar?e

I

essentiaL See that'sufficiently strong stakes are applied

i™£ "l
g
- *»T0l

l

d M lfc* len.Vnd P°"erful to plants with heavy foliage"and gross habUs such tmuscles move it m all directions. On sinking the bead
(

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Larkspurs, Phloxes ami talTin clear sea-water, the eye glares like a cat's eye in the growing Asters. Keep Roses as much a Tposs ble freedark. I can fancv Mate ™n™ fc^n*. *..„ «.. from ^sect and if tJ can be spared dead b^

1, Festuca praten
mollis ; 4, Aira c

can fancy nothing more horrible than the
glare and terrible rolling of this merciless, ravenous
sea-tiger, deep down under water, and can well under-
stand the piercing cry of horror which a human being
naturally utters when he sees the murderous glance of
the pursuing and man-eating shark. I heard a story
that, some five years ago, "the rigs for some reason
migrated into shallow water somewhere at the
back of the Isle of Wight, and that people
afraid to bathe for them/', So at least says

3nsis; 2, Festuca bromoides .
s,

ffle

<pitosa: as far as it is poss10« ber
.

specimens so young and small. G. Hayicara. h
Eucnide

nianoides ; 2, some Oxalls, quite indeternoinaWe.^
& gQoi

IWWB OARMJ AND SHRUBBERY. P^YRTi^^t,TV â%
1 rimming, staking, and pegging down must be wpIT

"eracleum, only to be named from a good spec'

foUowed up at t„„ period wVe?e &*« and^£2 ^^^&OOt^^t^?^
sent specimens of two species of Arthrotaxis,

fro™ laSt

which they say have not been in the least in
J
n'

Ued _ TbJ
winter's frost, although Evergreen Oaks ***

bricata,
&°d

species sent were A. cupressoides, misiiamea i^

A. selaginoides misnamed Doniana. . _ _ douot that tb«

was

should be removed from Rhododendrons. Let Carna-
tions and Picotees be layered as soon as the shoots are
in a proper state for that purpose. They make ex-
ceedingly useful border flowers, and are much prized
a cut state. See therefore that plenty of the
secured for next season.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
i

During the present month every attention should be

Transplanting Evergreens : A J. There is no

in

em are

the be*

V

end of August or beginning of September »
gpri3g:

months for transplanting most evergreei an
}y

tu

the worst. The last may succeed, but is mo» ^ tbe

fail. Many gardeners think otherwise. i u«

' pinion formed by us after very long e*Pfrit°
to
'oung le»v

IN»: JEM. 1, The edge of the tooths of the >«
u
*
uatU :

which on some of your Vines are blackened is m * knQ9rW
condition, but how caused we have no means ^ *.

Dmnb- lima »„A „„l_.i _we_L hovA heen U»eu ^

and stopped to admit air and light among the fruit

rently premature atate early In OctobJV ^Jy be - :ef
"

some local cause, the nature of which can

mined by examination on the spot. .eaj cu P
ld

,
Erratum : p. 530, col. 3, for Mimulus cupressu»,
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LA W E S ' S MANURES
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawas for the

resent season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6
ft} S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices Taryinp according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guan# direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address John Besket Lawes, L Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

'F1HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
J- (Established 1840,)
Axo now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED

MANURES:—
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CON NTRATED URATE.
OD MANURE for CORN axd ROOTS.

COHN MANURE for TOP DR1 ING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

1,^t^w '-'uld<*llparticul:4rattentiontothearticleDISS0LVED
[SOKES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
voluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely
from bones. *

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
jGUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sous), NITRATE of '

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value
_J16, Fenchurch Stree t, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BUltXAKD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME

; guaranteed to contain
Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime. ^CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to
the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—"These resulLs must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the verv
nigh agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemist* to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

JX**'*" mfty ** had on application to Burxard, LackA Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

The Quickest Turnip Known.
SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS TURNIP.—

Good new Seed, 1*. 3d. per lb. or Cheaper by the Bushel.
This is a heavy cropper, and comes off in good time for Wheat
sowing. Carriage free, except small parcels.

Sutton & Bows, Seed Growers, Reading.

THE ADVANTAGES op SOWING SUTTON'S
GENUINE HOME GROWN SEEDS.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS RECENTLY RECEIVED.

From the Rev. J. G. Nelson, Aldborough Rectory, Hanicorth,
Norwich, June lVh, 1861.

"I have a full plant of Mangel, a very rare thing this year
in this neighbourhood."

From J. C. Adkixs, Esq., Milcole, Stratford-on-Avon,
June 12, 1S61.

11 You will, I am sure, be glad to know that I have a perfect
plant of Mangel, not a gap worth notice on the entire area
(about 70 acres). Some of my neighbours, I am sorry to say,
are not equally fortunate, for great complaints of thinness are
heard. My prospect was never so good for a crop of roots as it

is at present."

From Fred. F. Hallett, Esq., Manor House, Brighton,
May 23, 1861.

"On April 4 this year, I began to cut a field of your Sutton's
Improved Italian Rye-grass 18 inches high, and on May 4 I
began to cut it tho second time, when it was again the same
height, A continuous North-east wind blew throughout the
whole of April. I fed bound to my that from no other tort of
Italian Rye-gracs have I succeeded in obtaining such crops."

From the Rev. W. H. Roach, Whiteshill Parsonage.
"Messrs. Sutton & Sons, May 3, 1861.

" I am happy to tell you that all the Garden Seeds which
I had from you this year have come up beautifully ; better and
more regular, if possiblo, than in any former year."
Sutton & Sons are almost daily receiving similar letters

to the above. They have still on hand some excellent Turnip
Seeds of all kinds (except tho Champion Swede), and the
growing crops of Seed for next ye»r look very promising.

Royal Bernshirc Seed Establishment, Reading.

JOHN FOWLER. Jux., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
fj Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

JAMES and FREDk. HOWARD, Britannia Iron
Works. Bedford. Manufacturer* nf

CHAMPION PLOUGHS
STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL-
TIVATORS

HARROWS

HOUSE RAKES
HOUSE HoKS
SCARIFIERS
And other Implements.

Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

CHURNS.—The Royal Agricultural Society's Prize
Churn is the best invented. Butter produced in

J 2 minutes. Price 30*. and upwards.
Full particulars f-rwarded on application to Buroess&Key

Street" EC
Gardening Machinery Stores, 95, Newgate

Heaping and Mowing Machines.
BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

Freeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery
Manufactured. *

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER
with Burgess &. Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42?. 10s.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly nattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :

—

From Mr. John Richards, BaViff to Dr. N. Carne, Dimland
Castle, Glamorgan.

' I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.
lsurgess & Key's Reaper, in my master's Home Farm, and
«iK> accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate.
.Uurmg the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
less than 1,000 acres of all kiuds of crops, with the same two
knives as first had with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his

'

tenant. Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst, and is in excellent order "
M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery, prfco 251
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Societv. Price 3U.
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 221 10*
COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Horse Machine

Price 351.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-One- Horse Machino
Price 24L
The last two Machines are fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for

fieaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
Tnese Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

Prize Fencing for Agricultural Purposed
Only Manufactory—Liverpool.

"pRANCIS MORTON'S Patented Improvements inJ- STRAINED WIRE FENCING,

I^ftSi^^^^^^^^^^ br the Principal

tS^^i^S?'^rd the only meana of constructing apermanent and efficient Fence at a greatly reduced cost.
Prices from 9d. to 2s. 2d. per yard of Fence.Drawings and full particulars on application to

T iv^T M
?
RT™ *<S '

M* Ma»»fccturers and Patentees

rninX° W.
^°* °ffiC6

:

19
' **»«»«* Street, West

DRUMHEADS fob CATTLE, 3*. 4d. per 1000;
Early Cabbage, 4s. ; Broccolies, 5s. ; Red Cabbage, 5*. ;

Celeries, 5s.
; Savoys and Kales, 3s. 6d. ; Cauliflowers, 2*. per

100. Crates included.
Thomas Welland, Surrey Gardens, Godalraing, Surrey.

Large Drumhead Cattle Cabbage.

JH. ROBINSON begs to announce that he lias a
• fine strong and healthy stock of the above Autumn-sown

Cabbage Plants, which he can supply at 5s per 1000.
Warehouse, S, Cross Cheaping, Coventry.

Seed and Nursery Grounds, Abbey Farm, Hinckley.

Cabbage Seed
7

CATTELL'S DWARF BARNES and CATTELL'S
DWARF RELIANCE may be had as usual, free by post

for 12 penny stamps per packet, the former containing one
ounce, an! the latter half an ounce. May be sown as early as
the middle of July, and will not run to seed the following
Spring.

" °

These two arc the earliest and best Cabbages in cultivation
See remarks by P. A. W. in Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2.
1S61, page 99.

Nursery and Seed Establishment
, Westerham, Kent.

Plants of Cabbage, Savoy, Kale, Broccoli, and
Cauliflower.

JOHN CATTELL begs respectfully to inform the
public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of the above

superior true sorts, which he will forward to order on receipt
of postage stamps or Post Office order, made payable here, at
the following prices, package included.

All the sorts of Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Kale, including
Brussels Sprouts, oV. per 100, 4*. 6d. per 1000. All the sorts of
Autumn «nd Spring Broccoli, 8rf. per 100, 5s. 6d per 1000.
Early and Late Cauliflower and Red Pickling Cabbage, lOd
per 100. Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage, '.is. 6d. per 1000.
Packages containing planus to the value of 1/. and upwards,

will be delivered Carriage Free to London. Crovdon, and the
Eden Bridge Station of the South Eastern Railway.
Seed of Cattell's Reliance Cabbage may be had free by post

at U. per packet containing half an ounce.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

Land Drainage.

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of anv extent areEXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.
Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
41Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,
at the Offices of the Company, 52. Parliament Street. S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPAN l*.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, <fcc.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited In
amount, for tho following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

S. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S. W.
r PHE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and .POULTRY
JL SHOW, 1861.
The THIRTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY and ROOTS,
will beheld in Bingley Hall, on MONDAY, TUESDAY, WED-
NESDAY, and THURSDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th of Decem-
ber next, when Prizes, Cups, or other articles of Silver Plate
and Gold and Silver Medals to the amount of U501. will be
awarded. Prize Lists may be obtained on application.

John B. Lythall. Secretary.
Offices, 14, Temple Stroet, Birmingham, June 15.
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Weuxksdav, J

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

une lolAicri. Society of England .. .. Noon
I Norfolk A«ri. Socii'iy at Swaffhain.

WHEELER'S ORANGE GLOBK MANGEL,
WHEELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRASS SEEDS FOB PERMANENT PASTURE,
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,

And all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has
rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated.
We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

being good and pure, at the same time deliver them carriage-
free bv rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.
J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

To the Seed Trade]

THOMAS AYRKS, Wholesale and Retail Seeds-
man and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds, has to dispose of

a large quantity of TURNIP SEED, in large or small quanti-
ties. Tho stock includes Skirving's Liverpool Swede Ayrcs'
Improved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede, Marshall's Im-
proved Purple Top Swede, Green Top Yellow Swede, Round
Green Green Globe, White Globe, Red Globe, Red Tankard,
Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other varieties.

Price on application.
N.B. A fewCwt. of ONION and PARSNIP SEED to dispose of.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and HAWTREE,

Recent rains and the change at length
of an obstinate north wind are fast clothing
the country with luxuriant growth. Mowing
has commenced in all our southern counties

;

and if a good haymaking season should ensue,
a large produce of good quality will be
saved. Most corn crops are now fully fed,
Wheat especially needs no more rain, and a dry
summer would now ensure a good harvest. Such
weather, however, is not wanted in the interests of
other crops ; nevertheless, nothing can ba better
for every crop we grow than the present condition
of the land. A wet year left the land unprece-
dentedly foul—-a dry spring has enabled us to clean
it. And rain enough has fallen now to feed
the young corn and Grass, and to prepare
a first-rate seed bed for our Turnips. Mangels are
nearly everywhere more or less a failure-—the seed
has proved exceedingly defective. But we do not
hear complaints of any other crop.

We
^
direct attention to a paragraph else-

Tuuua rercna Tubing for Watering Gardens
BE GUTTA PEKCHA COMPANY W thepleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

- .. it*""' wiiiur,wu, am) kaw 1'KiiK, " « uirecc attention to a naranrraph else-l^S^^^V^^?^ ***»«. IK !
a wliioh the alterations in the Birmingham

»• water is very considerable, but this has nottheXh?«;effect ,,n the tubinr. I mnaufer thi« «kL„ *vH?
8U«nte&t

SSki"
1

.

the tubin* T con9ider thi8 tubing'to "beTSSt
w^S !

mven
}
i0Q *<>* Gardeners, inasmuch aa it enables iS to

^Ciff^ut^"1 one -half the time
> and **££

1«?WiSSrS cTtv
tb
La7

T
T

A P
/
RCH

£ 2°MPAf
T

-
^entee^

WholaSi r\ 1

'
•
y Hoa ' 1, Loildo». k-C., and sold by their" n<«<»*Ie Dealers in town and country.

J r

and 89. Seed Market. Mark Lane, London, E C.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.
Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes. &c, of best quality at Market Prices.

Turnip Seed, saved from selected Transplanted Bulbs.
Carriage Free.

XTyTILLlAM MORTOX, Agiucultttbal Seedsman,
> t and Turnip Seed Grower, Old M irket Place, Ripon,

Yorkshire, intimates that he is now offering his selected Stock
of TURNIP SEED at the following reasonable prices, and
which he can with confidence recommend. Several varieties
of new selected Swedes, Green and Purple- topped, in sorts,

1*. 6d. per lb. New selected Yellows (Bullocks and Hybrids),
in sorts, 1*. Bd, per lb. New selected Red, White, and Green
Globes, U. 3d. per lb. New selected White and Red Norfolk*
(the former of these is well known by the name of Sweet Willow
White). New selected Tankards, in sorts, If. 3d. per lb. New
selected Stones, in sorts, la. 3d. per lb. R*pe Seed (Broad-
leaved and Long-stalked, a magnificent sample), 4d. per lb.

Mangel Wurzels, CI- .vers, Rye-grasses. &c.
Orders executed with prompt care and attention, and a re-

duction made where large quantities are required.
PRICE CURRENTS Free

Established for the Sale of first-class Agricultural Seeds, 1S30.

Prize List for December next are specified. la
the Cattle Department several liberal special prizes
are announced, making it possible for an ox or
steer, if bred by the exhibitor, to win upwards of
100/., or a cow or heifer about 96/.

How arfe steam ploughs and the rival methods
of steam culture to be "judged" at Leeds next
month ? Has any one devised a satisfactory test

of merit which can be readily applied, or which will

fairly indicate the relative standing of competitors ?

It is a subject on which judges upon previous occa-
sions must have spent some thought; and they
ought to make public the conclusions they have
reached. It is a subject too on which the
hundred, who have already had a year's expe-
rience of steam cultivation, would do good service

by enlightening us ; and they would certainly
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receive the hearty thanks of the thousand who are

about to follow in their steps.
t

"What we want to know is the intrinsic worth ot

the cultivation done ; and the expense incurred in

its accomplishment. A year or two's experience ot

the several plans on various soils might ultimately

teach us the former of these particulars, and it

would need as long safely to determine the latter.

But we have hitherto had only a day or two—
this year we may have 10 days—devoted to the

determination of both, and it is obvious therefore

that everv precaution must be tafcen to ensure a

true reading and an exact record of every parti-

cular during the examination which can throw

light upon the result. It is to be hoped that, as m
the case of other implements, the committee of

Council of the Agricultural Society have applied

for suggestions to all likely quarters as to the

instructions by whioh judges of steam cultivation

should be guided. We have before us replies to

such an inquiry addressed by the committee to

NowritTwas with this latter part of

a pretty

tionable." «.~~, — . «. . , .

our Correspondent's note in our mind, that wishing

to see what really were the capabilities ot trie

Grass of the Park for permanent pasture, we

shortly afterwards took a list of its grami-

naceous productions ; and we then found

plentiful supply of the following species :—

Grassesforming the Turf of Hyde Park.

1. Poa annua.—Annual Meadow Grass.

2. „ trivialis.—Rough stalked ditto.

3. „ pratensis.—Smooth ditto ditto.

4. Hordeum pratense.—Meadow Barley.

5. Loliura perenne.—Perennial Rye-grass.
1

6. Dactylis glomerata.—Cocksfoot Grass.

7. Cynosurus cristatus.—Dogstail Grass.

8. Agrostis stolonifera, vars.—Fiorin.

Other plants.
.

9. Plantago media.— Common Plantain.

10. Trifolium repens.—Dutch Clover.

We perfectly agree with our Correspondent as to

the impolicy of sowing bay seeds, but differ from

him in his estimate of their quality in this par-

ticular instance. If the contents of Hyde Park

should be allowed to seed, we see no reason, so

far as we then ascertained those contents, to recom-
Messrs. Gabrett & Son on the subject of sowing

machines, and a very full account is given in
j

mend that seed for permanent pasture, m any

them of the conditions under which a satisfactory

judgment of relative merit is in this case likely

to be attained. Has any preliminary inquiry

of this kind been made — any
^
suggestions

gathered and compared—any instructions founded

on them issued, so that the attention ofjudges may

be guided to the points on which the judgment

ought to turn ?

Hithertowe have had different engines employed

through differing apparatus upon machines for

different purposes. The comparison has been as

complicated and uneven as possible. Smith's

cultivated ground has been pitted against Fowler's

ploughed ground—the cost of the operation has in

either case been determined with tolerable accuracy,

or at least error, if any, has been common to both

cases alike. The labour of the operation has been

very imperfectly determined ; but here, too, both

would be similarly liable to a common error. The

real use, value, and agricultural effect of the

operation has been left for decision to that mixture

of speculation, prejudice, and sound judgment, to

position whatever. Only those Grasses to which

the Nos. 3, 5, 6, and 10 are attached, are worth

much either for pasturage purposes or for the

rick, whilst Nos. 1, 7, 8, and 9 can hardly be

considered better than weeds, to which category,

if we were estimating for a first-rate pasture, we

should also be inclined to refer No. 4. The

fact is that although Hyde Park is compara-

tively free from absolute weeds,
^
which

_
is a

matter due to the constant treading which it

receives, yet its Grasses are not generally those

of a rich, but on the contrary, of a poor meadow.

Its condition is, however, an evidence of the great

good of treading, in preventing the growth of

extraneous plants on the one hand, and in pro-

ducing that consolidation so necessary to the

development of an even uniform turf on the other.

Its condition is moreover influenced by our

climate ; for a long period of drought and intense

heat which usually characterises the summers of

other countries bakes the turf, so that if not

universally destroyed it is so in patches ; but our

which all agricultural valuations more or less are climate is so fitful that, speaking generally, the

due. And here conclusions wide as the poles

asunder will be arrived at by different men.
In the case of horse-drawn implements you

never try ploughs and cultivators in a common
class—each competes with implements of its own
class, and no determination for which a day's trial

of ploughs and cultivators against each other

brown caused by frost is displaced by green atter

the first showers of spring, and so is the brown of

summer by the fitful rains of which we often so

unreasonably complain. ^^^^PJBPP
It happens however that Hyde Park and the

other open spaces of Grass of London and large

cities are liable to injury, not only from occa-

should take place would be worth recording. The ! sional long drought, but from the more continuous

only decision possible of a question of this kind is
j

traffic of large bodies of people. A case of this

that which it receives upon the great scale at the kind occurred on and after the first errand

hands of agriculturists generally, whose practice

gradually changes as experience of the advantages
of any altered practice becomes more widely
known. In this way, no doubt, the cultivator and
grubber are coming rapidly into more general use.

The advantage, perhaps the need, of cutting once

parade of the Rifle "Volunteers. Its result was
to destroy whole patches of the turf, which was here

and there worn into holes. In such places, if left

entirely to themselves, there will be sure to spring

up a few sprigs of the Poa annua, and this if

allowed to seed will cover the places preparatory to

[June 15j
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land was^ naturally a soil such as bjOuTbetf^;
plements and by the best manures skilful faJJ
study to produce. To have stirred it aT
inches only would have ruined by over-lu

Inri
/*

the next crop of corn. Mr. Piper simply
hoed?

dressed it with some inorganic material, agJj
sand, or wood ashes, and when the time

camefr

sowing, dibbled it with Wheat again. ^
could be no objection to this mode of corn cajk

and cropping, nor to publishing the result;
(^ k

urge it as showing how labour in cultivation

be saved is mere folly.

Light land, whether sandy or gravelly,^

have its naturally uncertain productive
capacft

fully developed without deep cultivation,
if.

hole be dug in search of gravel or mi,^^
soil be simply put back again, thai^ ^
retain its luxuriance of growth mucUo^t

than

the soil adjoining, where the field hasmetdyfeea

subjected to ordinary shallow ploughing.

To create 2 feet of well tilled soil, instaafl

9 inches of it, is to give the soil a greatly incie^

power of retaining moisture. A piece of puain

stone will occupy far less space when snusW

to powder. Its capacity to resist the escaped

moisture will be proportionately increased. L$

soil is of a somewhat corresponding stmc

and by first stirring it as deeply as posalk,

and then compressing it into a compact, unibi

mass of atoms, not only are fresh substanea

made available for roots to feed on, but is

natural moisture is retained for use by i

growing plant.

Heavy or clay land, even if un drained, rati

be greatly benefited by deep autumn cultivate,

if well furrowed out subsequently. It might k

of no benefit in a wet year like last. But End

a year common culture would be done at ak

Drainage, in any case a fertiliser, is, in ml.

case, the first necessity, and deep cultivation i

the second requisite, if profitable crops be fe

object.

If soil be deepened and pulverised, and ji

enough ammoniacal or other stimulating mm
be applied to cause the first development

green crop, and enable it to feed freely on the

and if this crop be turned in to decompo*

addition of every element of food for plants i

be made to the soil.
. ^

.

All that need be guarded against a praca*

deep cultivation is bringing un merely min»

earth from below more rapidly than it

easily converted into soil by tillage and exposoft

Steam-cultivators for stirring s^ous, *

steam-ploughs for rapidly turning and ligwj

surface soils, may be hailed with evers
.

induced by anticipated success, lne Deu
.

increase of crops that will accrue from \m

only begun to be appreciated.

cans

at least in every year a definite layer of earth a gradual admission by wind or other means of a
clean off from the subsoil which it covers,
and so of obtaining a certain quantity of
material to be cleaned and fertilised, will always
be recognised; but the more rapid action of
toothed implements of tillage by which this layer
is to be combed and stirred and the subsoil itself
torn up is rapidly commending itself to favourable
judgment, and in place of repeated ploughings and grassy herbage.

stray seed or two of perennial kinds of Grass.

Such a method of restoration may indeed be imitated
artificially. A mixture of Poa annua and Poa
pratensis should be sown on such bald places in

the early spring ; the first species would mend the
mischief for the London season, while the latter

will prepare for a permanent restoration of the

proper W

I

endless harrowings every year, the general rule
win be one ploughing before winter and repeated
cultivatings and harrowings in the spring. In
the meantime, however, it is plain that observa-
tions for a day or for a week cannot solve the
question of the relative advantage of a ploughing
and a grubbing ; and it is therefore satisfactory to
learn that Mr. Fowleb. is prepared at Leeds to
show cultivators at work as well as ploughs, and
that Mr. Howard is prepared to show ploughs at
work as well as cultivators. Each implement will
thus compete in its own class—and the rivalry will
lie rather between two different modes of applying
steam-power to the tillage of the soil than between
two different methods of steam cultivation.

In our impression for the 30th of June of last
year (1860), we find the following statement by a
Correspondent in reference to the Grass in Hyde
Park :

—

" The most extraordinary piece of Grass
that can be found is that in Hyde Park ; there
is not a Plantain, Dandelion, Nettle, or any other
weed in it. If permission were given under
certam restrictions for seeds of this Grass to be
gathered, the country at large would ere long
derive great advantage from it. The practice of
sowing what are called « hav seeds ' is very objec-

Such a plan is applicable in any circumstances
of a similar nature ; the Poa annua being
specially adapted to any case where the early
appearance of Grass is required for any special
purpose.

A Coheespondent, " Altjminitjm," has asked
questions on a subject that every cultivator of soil
ought to make himself familiar with. Deep culti-
vation, to which he refers, is now practicable to
an extent which could not have been profitable
before the adoption of steam culture.

If it has ever failed on ordinary corn-growing
lands, it has been' because it was done at the wrong
season, or for the wrong crop, or, perhaps, because
too much was expected from it alone. Nothing
tends to retard the development of any system
connected with agriculture so much as extravagant
representations of results.

^
But, on the other hand,

there have been eecentrio men opposed to any
ploughing at all, and annually publishing balance
sheets of crops to show the correctness of their
system. The late Mr. Pipee, whose thickset Wheat
is generally known, was one of these.
The two or three acres of land he cultivated in

Essex were at the back of a mill dam, and so
situated in the nook of a valley as to have become
covered with the richest alluvial deposit.

STEAM CULTIVATION

BUEDEEOP, NEAR SWINDOW--It M

with reference to these reports, that wnu
.^

is made to ensure their accuracy in ever{' ,, ^
responsibility on this point must rest™ . >

reporter. While the facts on which M ^
opinions are obtained of course origin?"* ,

that is being described, yet those °P}nf
" S

his oil,'

culations on which they are funded aw ^
often retained notwithstanding objecuo ¥

the gentlemen immediately interested in ^,
report as soon as printed is sent back ' . ,

to matter of fact; but in many cases P^ ^
retained to which objections "f\ ^^
involving not statements of **6 °

f
Jfr. PJ

opinion. Neither Mr. Brown of Border p^
.

ofBourton, Mr. Burniston of Hen ^^
of the gentlemen whose farms areata. ^ ^
fore in any way compromised J

^0f

opinions, and calculations which nav«
tfflfjg

this series. Whenever errors in stateu™
ted:

*

discovered thev will be immediately t
^feb

be-
take occasion now to correct a *»*. Jfc»

made in the report lust week of m™* ^ be«
informs us that not lis. but 15* atmj ^
for coals—which will raise the

costotn

at least 6d. an acre. It is only fair to'

«
^^ sidej

on these accounts is certain to be
proee* JJf

all expenses are dimiishing * ™fJ,ed *# jrf
familiar, and that the work ftCC0

^
P
beCIl

on*
m

in other years after the land w» ^
worked by steam-power than it is *

Broad Hinton, msAB s^°^r*»
* 1

,; *
upon the level tract of heavy ***** is

b>
of the chalk downs near Swindon.^ ^r^

I

with another farm stretching in*?
tton, "V^

Mr. Richard »tr* k£JMessrs. Stratton. our. xv.v,
i P his

of pure bred Short-horns has maue ^
over the kingdom, has been tei

for
,,— Farm for 18 vWs and of Broad H*

q(
&Y&b\e

This , The two together include 1000 acr

the

for
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600 acres of pasture. He has since taken a farm under
the Duke of Beaufort, at Wall's Court, near Bristol,

where he now resides.

Mr. Stratton has had Fowler's 12-horse steam-engine
and ploughing apparatus since the end of October,
1859. Immediately on its purchase he sold all his ox-
teams, including 20 oxen, and he shortly afterwards
sold one team of horses. If we suppose, as in the
former case, that his oxen are sold for the same value
is wild they were put to labour, then their food has
been spent wholly in the production of force—had it

been given to a flock of 200 sheep it would have yielded
an annual return of at least 200/. Their cost besides
this includes the wages of 5 men and 5 boys at 10*. a
week for the men and perhaps 3$. a week for the boys—
3/. 5*. weekly, or 169/. The team of 3 horses may
be put down at more than 100/., so that the annual

70 acres (one ploughing) ; Barley, after Wheat, 20 or 30
acres (one ploughing); Clover, after Wheat, 50 to
80 acres.

There are thus at least 1600 acres of ploughing

same land would have produced without the annUoafi™ ~r

also remark that the very best quality of Italian Rve-
may
RIMseed is obtained from the crops grown on the ii^Stedland, and a large quantity is sold annualSrSannually atper annual to be done ; and this with the large fields in the highest market price. In the summer of 1859

which the land lies makes the steam-plough especially ieSifL^^^'llf6^!^!" of **ed_by a
necessary. I saw some admirable work done : one large
field of heavy land in particular had been well ploughed
when dry, and the whole was lying thoroughly and
deeply disintegrated, ready for the first rains
to moulder down completely. It will be seen
from the cropping that the land bears
large quantity of corn. Tt maintains
large herd of cattle, including 350 of
and a summer flock of at least 1000 sheep,
siderable quantity—4 or 5 tons—of nitrate of soda is

also annually applied to the Wheat crop, 40 tons of

a very

also a

all ages

A con-

money saving may be fairly estimated as being at least
|
oilcake are annually consumed, and this, with the large

4/0/. And this does not include the annual cost of store of manure, suffices to maintain fertility,
repairs of harness for the oxen, or of the implements
they worked, to keep all which at their original value
would be a considerable expense.
Commencing in October, 1859, and working through

a most unseasonable year for tillage-work of all kinds,

'

the following fields have been ploughed. I give the
list as taken from Mr. Stratton, field by field. The
question of work accomplished is one of such importance
to a right judgment of its economy, that I always put
it in detail and get as detailed an answer as possible :

—

"In October, I860, we first began steam-ploughing, and
ploughed* Dyke Field. 46 acres ; then Calne Court Field, 32:
Snap Field, 22 ; Far do.. 13 ; Horse Pound, 21 ; Hill Field, 67 :

The lanes. 12 ; Rough Park, 45 ; Mead Park, 114 : Millway, 8 SWest Held, 94 ; Weir Field, 2(3 ; Park Piece, 45 ; Forty Acres,
&3., 55; Chilverlinch, Ac, 65; Bell Field, 92; Sainfoin
Pieces, Ac, 120 ; Small Gains, 72 ; Harkpen Field, 30 : Little-
worth. 81

:
Harkpen Middle Field, 18. We also mole-drained

9i acres of Grass laud with this steam tackle, which work I
consider caused as much wear as 50 acres of ploughing."

Counting this mole-draining as equal to 50 acres,
Mr. Stratton has thus accomplished 1128 acres. Some
of this however was worked with the short plough
breasts, which make the implement more a _rrubber
than a plough—but it does only four furrows at a time,
and takes therefore as long to scarify as to plough. A
great deal of the land too is so stiff that it was done
with only three furrows at a time when ploughing,^e work accomplished is therefore none the more for

being partly scarifying, while it is less than it would
otherwise have been owing to the stiffness of the soil.
Way and June, August, September, and great part of
October, remained before two years will be completed,
and these with their long summer days are fully one
half the year: and putting 1128 acres therefore down as
the work of 1* year, they correspond to 752 acres perannum. The average performance hitherto may be
put down at 7 acres daily, considering both* the
difhcu.ty of a first deep tillage and the many
hindrances of a wet season. More than this
will be done in future. I saw the engine at work
in a stiff calcareous loam. It had finished elsewhere at
7 p.m. the previous day; the engine had been cleaned,
and it and the-teekle hod been rnored, Tmd ft had done
5 acres the first day ; and in many cases, perhaps here-
alter on the average, 9 acres will be easily accomplished
daily. The work done hitherto corresponds to 107 days
per annum, and the cost is to be estimated as follows :—

ANNALS OF A LIQUID MANUIIfc FARM.
Aftbr the reading of the account of Mr. James

Blackburn's liquid manure farm, before a recent meeting
of the Agricultural Societv, Mr. Chadwick read the fol-

lowing account given to* him by Dr. Kirkpatrick, the ' £
bout

5?
»crca of t]

Principal of the Agricultural Training Institution at
:
%*£ aithoLhThe^

Glasnevin, of the experience obtained there, with the "

application of farm-yard liquid manure and, in part, of
sewer manure :

—

Dear
the 6th Inst., 1 now submit the following particulars with
reference to the application of liquid manure on a portion of
the Albert Model Farm. I may in the first place remark that
the Albert National Agricultural Institution, which is a branch
of National education in this country, accommodates 75 agricul-
tural pupils,* the superintendent and his family, the matron
and servants, land steward, and literary teacher—in all upwards
of 90 persons. The area of land attached to the Albert Institu-
tion consists of 180 statute acres, of which the Albert Model
Farm contains 168 acres, and the remainder is under gardens,
buildings, Ac. The following is a list of the live stock at pre-
sent on the farm :

—

gentleman from Wiltshire who saw the growing crop. 1 aold
the seed of that year's produce, as that also of 1860, at 48a per
quarter, or 6s. per imperial bushel. The seed is always saved
from the second cutting, and is thus quite free from the seeds
of other Grasses or weeds, owing to the much more rapid
growth of Italian Rye-grass. There is a drawback in having
two-thirds of the laud, in which pipes are laid, on which no
liquid manure is applied each year, thus increasing the charge
on the remaining third ; hut it does not follow that one-third
of the pipes would bo sufficient, as where systematic rotations
of cropping are carried out, as on the Albert Model Farm, Grass
will be In a different field or fields each vear, or every second
year at farthest, so that all the fields of the rotation must be
piped, or the Grass renewed on the same land, which would be
a hazardous practice. The following Tabic gives the parti-
culars of five cuttings obtained in a season :

—

EXPERIMENTS AT ALBERT MODEL FARM.
1. Irrigation of Italian Rye-graM.—T\iQ greater number of the

readers of the Albert Jo, I are aware that in order to econo-
mise the very large quantity of liquid manure which is care-
fully collected at the Albert Farm, from the cattle houses
piggeries, and also from the pupils* dormitories, water closets,
lavatories, <fcc. ; underground, iron pipes, with hydrants, have
been laid for its distribution, by means of steam-power in
about 50 acres of the farm. Its application heretofore has

"

" to the production of Italiau Rye-grass,
, _ results have not equalled those which
have been reported as having been realised in other
places, yet they have been highly satisfactory, and havemade a good return for the outlay on the necessary worksw
.!"°Tu

8ublmfc the following return of the several cuttings„~„~ » 1. . j x,
, , . . per statute acre.

for soiling, was
..-.. „ ,

. objectionable and inaccu-
rate mode which is usually adopted for ascertaining the amount
of produce by measuring a small portion of ground where the
crop is supposed to be a fair average ofthe whole, and weighing
the crop raised upon it, and from this calculating the acreable
return, was effectually obviated. Thus, and thus only, can a

liable return of the acreable produce of Grass or root-crops
be obtained. ^

The
its

horses

lcolt
lfoal

1 pony

40 pigs (young and old)
40 sheep (young and old)

3 bulls
(

2 Short-horns and
1 Kerry.

2 young ditto.

30 milch cows.
Short-horns, Ayrshire. Kerry,
Alderney, and crosses.

20 heifers.

15 calves.

No. of
Cuttings.

Dates of
Cuttings.

Produce of each
Cutting per
Statute Acre.

Amount of
Liquid to each

Cutting.*

The contents of the water-closets, urinals, pupils' privies,
and night vessels, as well as the urine of the cows, horses, and
pigs, flow into two large well-constructed tanks which hold
upwards of 40,000 gallons. The liquid in the tank is largely
diluted by the water which has been used in the lavatories of
the establishment, and also by a frequent and copious flow of
water in the washing and cleaning of the cattle, cattle stands,
&e. N< hd manure is put into the tanks, except what may
be carried m by the flow of water when washing the cattle
houses. The solid manure is moet carefully made up and pre-
served, and frequently saturated with the liquid from
the tanks. Fron these sources, together with the rain-
fall m a limited ice in the farmyards, it is
estimated that there is a weekly average supply of 40,000
gallons. A steam-engine of 8-horse power is employed for
threshing grain, cutting chaff, grinding and bruising Oats

1st
2d
3d
4th
5th

April 14
June 4
July 19
Sept. I

Nov. 22

Total

Tons Cwt.
6 15
9 13

7 14

7 10
6 15

38

Gallons.
9,561

9,030
11,221
34,276
6,308

50, 396
Toe result of an experiment made to ascertain as accurately

as possible the produce obtained from land in which liquidmanure had been applied, and compared with the produce of aportion of the same field which had received none, is annexed.
It will be observed, however, that this particular field had
produced but a poor crop of Grass on the previous year, and
as the second years crop of Italian Rye-grass is always lighterthan the first, the produce in this case is much below anaverage yield. Besides the quantity of liquid apolied to aportion of the field being larger, the contrast in the resultsmust be looked upon as extreme. It proves clearlv, however,
the very large quantity of additional feeding which could beproduced by economising this valuable manure, which is buttoo frequently allowed to run to waste at farm buildings, andalmost without an exception from our cities and towns

Coals, 12 cwt £0 12°l1

Wages:- engineer, 3*. W.j ploughman, St. 6d.
anchor-man, 2s. ; 2 boys, 1*. 5 ( /. each ; boy and
horse at water cart, 4#. 2d , .

9— 12 9

1 6

power is required
for the list mentioned purpose, as that work is carried on
simultaneously with the threshing or some other operation In
the year 1854 iron pipes were laid in about 50 statute acres of
the farm and liquid manure pumps, gutta percha hose, &c.
provided as follows :—

yards 3 inch pipes at 3s. 6d. per yard
do., at 2*. 5d. do.

£1 8 9

or rather more than 4*. an acre, according to the
performance hitherto.

107 days at 1/. 8*. M
Rope has been a costly item. Mr. Stratton purchased

first 800 yards ; at the end of 14 months he had
purchased another 800 yards, and he is now about
to order a third ; and more than S00 yards must be
charged per annum

Repairs, say per annum '\ ['
Add 10 per cent, for maintenance of value .

'.'.

And 5 per cent, for interest of capital .'. \\

And the whole charge per annum is
or, about 10s. an acre.

112
83
11
3
2

' '

99

99

3 „
3
3

>>

do., at 3*. 6d. do
do. (branch) at 3*. Ad. per yard
do. (bend) at 4«.

do. (branch) at 5s. 3d.
>»

153 16 3

90
20
78

39

2 clash seats with brass valves, at 21. 5s. each .

.

7 hydrants, f at 1?. 3*. each g
1 swivel joint and key for same . . . , . . 1
1 set liquid manure pumps (plungers 4 inches

diameter, 2 feet stroke, discharges pcrheur
4500 gallons) and belts ... ei

Gutta percha hose

£163 6*. ±,t.

13 10 8
18 16 8
2 17 9

12
10 6

4 10
18
12

Date of cutting.
Produce, per

statute acre, in a
green state.

Total weight,
per statute acre,
in a green state.

1

18

1st cutting, 11th May,
1854 .. .. ..

2d cutting, 12th June
3dcutting,4th Angu.-t
4th cutting, 27th Sep-
tember

1st cutting, 11th Aliy,
1854

2d cutting, 12th June

tons cwt. qrs. lbs.

9
12

8

10

tons cwt. qrs. lbs.

8 19 l 24

»
10

33 1 24

10

The gutta percha hose, which was at first used
£324 8 3

JF«
h
f \^erturn of G™* from that portion of the fieldlo"W

A^'
h l3md

,
**»*". "*> allied speaks so strongly in fi^our

:"? z*°°i*?^s^ s »-ks3 P^saKSt
11^

380 16 3

It is plain that tbis cost is so high owing to an
unusual expenditure on rope. The only object of these
histories is of course to state actual experience, and this

^ITti!
3 the c

,

OSVvhich Mr. Stratton has hitherto in-

•oth
i

by a more economical use of rope and by a largerperformance ,n a day , that in the latter as well as theformer particular there is scope for great improvementappear, from what has been actualize on parti ular

^«i, we nave oeen enaoied to procure hose of a different com-
position and construction, and which is known by the name
«Sm • w

W Rul
?i

b€r a"d
1

C&nvas " Tbis hose for so far answersadmirably well, and although its cost (2s. per foot) is from
10 to 15 per cent, above that of gutta percha hose of the same

employ. He could carry out the practo/l^e^rSSS
extensively than is done at present, by means of the lio\iidmanure cart I know that this mode of distribut ondncura agreat deal of expense, but the valuable returns which^ itinsures afford ample compensation for the outlay £ «m-„.,.,™ „ „^ uoiwHu iu ue cneaper in tne end. vinced am I of the valuable eftWu nf ln,»71 y' ?n

~

: Boyle, the Board's Agriculturist at the Albert Modol prooerlv annlied tw t wTi
cct

!v
ll(*md manure, when

4 says, « About 2 million Gallons of W.lv au„& £SS KSES L*S itl'JXl LI00* u
J>°.

n the re<ent ™°de of distri-

diameter, yet it will be found to be cheaper in the end
Mr.

Farm

a dajr; and Mr. Stratton is no doubt right in J,Z
occasions

in

that his 12-horse engine *,d ii ff^fclf Jfflf
fc land with their 40.. worth of f^pefdie

10^8
°D

manu [e are distributed yearly^r^^^^^ that it

iLrll^A ^6
"S^nat a calcul

t
ted cost of ld

- P°r ton. I The portant agricultural^^pn&ttoeToTSZV?* Bv ^ lm~

"Z^i™*^ Gras
l
on

.
the16 acres to which the liquid-

!
gnen food could be readuV procured for hm

means of it
readily procured for house-fed cattle

will do more work in a day than

The land is cropped as follows:
acres, put in after
fallo

a

m.

. Wheat, 400
single ploughing; bare™low, 100 acres, equal to four ploUhU Swedes

Tlon'T
anVTangel Wurzel

>
***** 90 acres (fourPoughmgs); Beans, after Wheat, 80 or 90 zcL(cZ*)i Peas, after Wheat, 70 or 8f7 acre, one

mTc£: Vet
f
cbe8

'
Z
50

°r <» --> fl?J^Jthree or four ploughing*); Oats after Wheat. _
«w T ** h not the size of the fields but th« ^TZTTI ^ T J.

he p
!
ace

"
as there are so mauy daysIn the year in which the

done in them
; gome were ploughed many times

°f WOrk
j |g£

d
£
ouid not be Cftrted on the fand without doing serious

|

the average of seasons, would sell in the Dublin market for
about 80/., or 3/. per ton." It has been found from several
trials made on the Albert Model Farm, that full grown cattle
consumed on an average 1 cwt. of Grass each per day, when
house-fed, so that this increase of 100 tons has enabled us to
keep 20 head of cattle for 100 days over and above what the

"^
r - - - -11 -

* The pupils are boarded and educated at the public expense
for two years

; all the labour of the farm and gardens, includ-
ing the feeding and management of the live stock, &c, is done
by the pupils. All candidates for these free places are obliged
(in accordance with a suggestion recently made by the Right
Hon. E. Cardwell, M.P.) to submit to two strict competitive
examinations.

f The number of hydrants might be increased with advantage.
The distribution of the liquid manure by horse-labour

could not be effected under id. per ton. Nor could the liquid be
distributed over the Grass land with all the farm horses on

"™. woum enaote an increased number of cattle tobe Kept, and of course an increased produce realisedBy the application of liquid manure a cuttiug of Italian Rve^
grass will be available for cattle feeding from six to eight weeks
irher than would otherwise be the case. A supply of this
iluablc food at the end of March or beginning of April at

which period the roots are exhausted -can onlv be duly esti-
mated by those who have experienced the difficulty of pro-
viding feeding for a numerous stock of cattle at that season of
the year. Again, a great advantage results from the use of
liquid manure in being enabled in dry seasons, when perhaps
for weeks there is little or no growth in the ordinary Grass
crop, to keep it in a rapidly growing state, and thus hare a
supply for the live stock. " I am, respectfully yours
"To Edwin Chadwick, Esq. " Thomas Kirkpatrick.m

At the close of Mr. Chadwick's paper, Mr. William
Dickenson, who has long been known as the most
successful cultivator of Italian Rye-grass, gave an
account to the meeting of the working of a liquid

* The liquid was very much diluted with water.
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manure farm laid out for him by the Government on

part of the New Forest land at New Park, near

Lymington, Hants. I nits more prominent features it was

similar to that of Mr. Blackburn, whose chief principles

of culture Mr. Wilkinson corroborated. He stated that

he acted upon the doctrine that any running away or

discharge of water charged with manure from the soil

was waste; that no more manure should be applied Jit

once than the soil would completely absorb, and that

if there were a surplus for one dressing it was better to

apply it completely in two. He had not applied liquid

manures to the cereals, simply because he preferred

applying it to a crop which made him a return in a

month, to one from which he had to wait for a return

a year. ..

The Earl of Essex gave an account of his appli-

cation of the town sewerage of Watford to the

successful cultivation of a field of Wheat, on which

he obtained 53 bushels and 5 loads of straw, as

against 40 bushels and 4 loads of straw under the

previous common culture. His lordship had found

that lie had greatly exceeded the extent of pipage

requisite for the successful application of the sewer-

age, which it was proved might be utilised on a

far smaller area—less than one-third that previously

supposed. He fully supported the principle of culture.

After the reading of the papers, in answer to

questions as to the progress of experience in the use of

earthenware or wooden pipes, Mr. Chadwick stated

that earthenware had been used in France and Switzer-

land not for the distribution of manure but of water,

under such pressures as 150 feet. In England, earthen-

ware had been nowhere properly laid down or succeeded

that he was aware under such pressures, or otherwise

than for water collecting and leading at low pressures

of from 30 to 40 feet, for which purposes the use of

rude earthenware piping, with rude joints, was gaining

ground for the supply of towns. The failures in

England were evidently failures in skill. On some

liquid manure farms underground pipes of wood had

been used successfully for a time, but they were, in the

instances he knew of, replaced by iron. In remote

districts, where neither iron nor earthenware were to

he had, he thought that distribution might be effected,

from such simple tanks as Mr. Blackburn had described,

by overground pipes or open wooden and shifting spouts

supported on tressels, and leading to troughs, from

which the manure might be distributed by scraps, by

the method described as in successful use in Norway
and Sweden for the distribution of water.

On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, the thanks

of the meeting were voted to Mr. Chadwick for his

papers ; and the Chairman, Lord Berners, expressed a

wish that they might be promulgated in the agri-

cultural journals.

plant; but *p*M ta>
*4* « ** * the corn

,^*^K^f JW^Ud hv

is properly drilled when the land is in the right con-

dition (and we should always wait for that), your plant

will be safe in spite of the poultry ; and we must con-

join?
fr

Home Correspondence*
The Game Question.—Although some of your Cor-

respondents do not acquiesce in my views on this

matter, I have reason to believe that a great many
others do approve of them, and are, in fact, carrying
them into practice, and have tendered to me their

thanks. Nobody can suppose that game is no longer
to form an element of our food; and on the narrow
ground of profit, I am prepared to prove that game
pays as much for its food, probably much more, than
the animals or poultry with which our markets are
supplied. A partridge weighs on an average 12 to 15
ounces, an average pheasant about 3 lbs., so that their
selling price is over Is. per lb. live weight. Hares on
an average will weigh 6 lbs. to 7 lbs., and a rabbit
about 3 lbs., the selling price being about 4|rf. to
7d. per lb. live weight. The average live weight
price of beef and mutton is about 4=\d. and of
poultry about Qd. to 7d., so that in both cases the game
pays better for its feed than either meat or poultry,
and we know that all things eat in proportion to their
weight. Winged game, provided they are properly
fed during certain seasons, are of great benerit to the
farmer, for they consume an immense number of the
insect tribe, very much to his advantage. The same
may be said of poultry. I have always 200 to 300 head
of fowls and ducks. They have free access to my corn
fields, which adjoin my farm-yard, and have not even a

spite ____-, . . . .

sider that they are capital cultivators. Again, just at

and before harvest they will pull down a few straws and

clear out the kernels, but the damage looks more than

it really is, and they will consume less corn in the yards

Game, like poultry, sheep, and cattle, must be fed

somewhere and by somebody. If people will do what

is consistent with right and common sense in this

matter, there need be none of that heart burning which

now exists. I know that there always will be a per

centage of greedy landlords and cross-grained tenants,

but the bulk of humanity is actuated by the better

principles of equity and justice. To those I appeal to

combine pleasure with profit. The rapid diminution of

our hedges and trees reduces our supply of warblers,

and unless the food provided for these is consumed by

winged game, the farmer will be severely injured

by the insect tribe. Oh, but then there is the poaching

question. In every village there are, and always will

be, irregular men who will spend more than they get,

and where there are no game preservers or game

keepers, I know of a great many poultry houses which,

although locked at night, are found minus their con-

tents in the morning. Your Correspondent ridicules

the idea of rabbits feeding on one side of the fence and

not on the other. Facts are, however, stubborn things.

I have this moment returned from a close inspection of

many acres of Wheat and Oats surrounding a wood

stocked with game ; not one pennyworth of damage was

done, proving my first proposition, that if game is well

fed in cover it will seldom show itself in the open.

There are some woods unfavourable to the retention of

game; I mean those where closely packed trees so

shade the ground as to prevent the growth of Grass or

underwood. We are told that the way to preserve

small beer is to place some strong ale by the

side of it. The young growing crops are the small

beer of game, the ripened roots and dry grain then-

strong ale. They know which to choose in spite of an

intervening fence, or of an agricultural disbeliever in

such a theory. It is a remarkable but convincing fact

in regard to the foregoing theory, that three cottage

gardens abutting on and in fact forming a part of the

wood, suffer no injury, although the fence is a very

imperfect hedge; and the rabbits may be seen feeding

on the other side of it in the wood. Another re-

markable fact is, that although a fine crop of Red

Clover runs some hundred yards beside the wood, the

rabbits in the banks and hares do not come to feed on

it ; it is only occasionally and rarely that late in the

evening you may see one, or two, or three. /. Mechi,

Tiptree, June 3.—P.S. Looking to the comparative live

weight value and market prices of game, and of our

other animal and winged consumables, we may safely

conclude that you can sell your root crops and grain

at a higher price to the former than to the latter.

The question of keepers is another consideration.

It is both curious and amusing to notice the

almost endless variety of opinions on this some-

what perplexing subject; for whilst on the one hand

Mr. Alderman Mechi would protect the crops on

a farm by feasting the depredators (at the farmer's

expense), on the other a worthy Correspondent in your

last sets to work after a fashion more military than

civil, and would starve the garrison by cutting off the

supplies. Having had some experience on this system

of tactics, I have no objection whatever to submit it to

your pages for the benefit of the uninitiated in such

matters ; but previous to this I should toll you that many
years ago, whilst residing in Norfolk, the idea occurred to

me of establishing a sort of home manufactory of wire

netting of various sorts and sizes, chiefly for the sake of

employing the children of the cottagers in my own
immediate neighbourhood. It succeeded vastly beyond
my expectations, and for more than 20 years was a
source of profitable employment to both young and
old. It was however, as I had long expected, ulti-

mately superseded by machinery, as the Buckingham-
shire hand-lace had been by the bobbin-net of Not-
tingham, Leicester, and Derby. A short time before I

bargain he is bound to aoiae. i am not eo i'n«,

preach a homily on the relative duties of landlordJ
tenant; but without crouching to the formertenant

;

wishing for one moment to encroach on the rightil

the latter, I would, as much as lieth in m
'

peaceably with all men. Samuel Taylor, Qt0Ĥ
June 5.

Horse Hay-ralce.—Some time ago I noticed
i„

.

Agricultural Gazette, or some other paper whichU
not now lay my hands on, an account of a horsJJ

made to fold over, so as to enable it to PassthnJ;

common gateway. If you or any of your Correspond

who may have used it would give a statement
of *

merits, and the address of the maker, it might^
an obligation on others as well as J. G. [The horsed

referred to is by Mi. Gerrans, of Tregony,
Grmponal

Seep. 538.]

Should Light Land have deep or shallot, Culfctfa
f

—Like " Aluminium " I was struck with Mt.Bwbm
remark—"On light soils the advantages of deepest.

tion are lost," as being contrary to my experience,^

on light sandy ground and on light black moorland, w,

:

should be glad to know the opinion of others who m-:

have tried it. In the cases to which I allude I »*

state that in 1845 a portion of a sandy field mk
with the spade, and that almost every succeeding cm

has been perceptibly better on the digged port:*

Ten years ago a moor field previously worthless, grot.

ing nothing but a short Heath, with scarce abide of

Grass to be seen, was thoroughly drained, trenched, id

levelled, paring off the top and burying it (not boras*

it) in the bottom of the trench, turning the soil t

rather the black and grey sand on top of it,sotkk

turning it over one foot deep a great portion of subsoil

»

sand was brought to the surface. I cannot bout if

some of the first crops, but the field has since prodooi

some of the heaviest crops of Oats and Grass iife

parish, and is at present one of the best pastnres,ri

in the dry season of 1859 was almost the onlywBf

green pasture field in the neighbourhood. Cadi*

P.S. A field adjoining, but broken up some years pa

vious with the plough, although originally of better

quality has never produced such good crops of gniiff

Benefit Clubs.—There is no channel better alcokf

than the benefit friendly society to approach the wo:-

ing classes with a view to encourage them inhW
economy, sobriety, and good conduct. All should *

come subscribers, by adding to the funds, and byaddu.

also to the stock of information calculated to proo*

the interests of the society, namely, to increawji

strengthen the growth of such principles as
—

lated to promote the best interests of bU, as

one of another. The agricultural districts have*

pretty well thinned of their labourers of late yewj

consequently the rate of wages is higher, out expen-

nrJ itafclt i* not hitfh warn alone that ha W*
We may confln^

^
by inducing the working classes to become

>

inem^

the benefit club, we shall lead the waj to W*
fc

ing subscribers to the savings bank. 10
. ,

:

greatest amount of benefit from these «J
meetings should take place every montd, a

meet as friends, and the result will be a Den

B. Bansley, Perrysfield Farm, Octet, &«**

Thin Crops of Cor/i.-Somc tune U*ck .

strated with my brother farmers for tneir
• ^

ploughing np so many of their weak croi ^
or interlining second spring sowings an o ^
unless where the plant had been destroy

great extent; believing that very many «£

^

though so thin, would in a kindly sea*

f;n r°«n^ w™* n full crop. My anticp* o

as are cal*

mem:

proves that it is not high wages

effect of producing good habits

....„„ a wonderful change: *»
A rational*

for fresh discussion : which of the two,
,

r ^ ^
or very thick seeding, are most

#

com
t ^

Allow me to observe that such accidental t ^

quitted Norfolk I was applied to by a friend of mine, a
1, ., .-. - , . «- . . , ,

-.
I
tenant farmer, to supply him with 1000 yards of net tohe ge to keep them out After hem* fed in the yard fix aKain8t a field of Turnips which abutted upon one ofwith corn they disperse hemseves over the fields in the I his ^lord's game covers. The next time I saw himearly morn and with that quick bird's eye perception « flmt is a capital fence of yours," he observed, "

I m™which is natural to them make a keen onslaught upon imve 500 yards more. Not a single hare has been near

Wheat as are now prevalent are W*pjtt«£
j#|j

be imitated, and are not fair cntenons I..,

theythough'They ma"y this "yW f°* "X^-**

the farmer's enemies. My bailiff tells me that at this
season they live almost entirely on insects and Grass—
eiting only one-fourth the usual quantity of corn.
Now how much mischief do these 300 poultry perpe-
trate? I cannot possibly estimate it at 40s. a year.
But how much benefit do they confer by the consump-
tion of millions of grubs, wire worms, slugs, &c. ? and
yet how angry would 200 to 300 pheasants make certain
people feel. Gardeners are generally tenacious of
intruders, but I never heard mine complain of the
ducks. It is amusing to see them advancing inline,
waidling and anxiously intent on their prey. Examine
their crops, and you will find them crammed with
slugs, worms. &c. But when do fowls commit
havoc? I confess that to see some scores of them
scratching with all their might on the recently
sown Wheats has ere now excited my ire and my

the Turnips. But I expect to lose my farm by it, for
my landlord vows vengeance against me for [inter-
fering with his game." And lose it he did ; though
he soon met with another not burthened with so great
a nuisance. I could mention many similar cases, but
this was the most prominent, as coming more imme-
diately under my own cognisance. Yet, effective as this
system has been proved to be, and admitting the full

right of every individual to do what he will with his
own, I am by no means disposed to advise its general
adoption. In the first place no game preserver would

lucrative than ordinary thick crops; ^
found to be attended with

<;
on^tnern ft*'

labour and expense in hoeing to kf
tQQ

#/>

weeds, and may cause them to ^ nr

summer, and to produce late ear,
. j

gr

a sample for the miller. }?
it * lI

l M
plants should do well this 8e^

g

°";
h casual f

f
an exception and not the rule; *"v

r,
g hop*

have often disappointed the w ^
injured the cause of rational seen * ^
Early-sown Wheat uniformly P'

an
^ n0

anch~
,

in August or September are^ subject ^
in winter and spring, and no r

"

tf
».

animals will eat it, either its blato^r ^^ ,

not then tender and V^^.'aT theiB^^ (

will eat it, and will also bcneflt W
rf^

crop by so doing, causing a solia
frosts% ,

which the Wheat plant requires. .

fc|
,er ^

hurt it, and snow will protectjt, ..«-, «*_tii^r;;sanction what lie would consider as little less than an
act of hostility on the part of his tenant, and thus injured,"and it" will'have due t{^-s{\ :̂ _

induce a feeling of distrust ana estrangement between at its proper season, so ee
' of" sen«.^1

the two, which ooght it possible to be avoided, soil which should be provided ^o ^ chrl^Besides, if a man hires a farm under a covenant not to
|
tap roots 3 feet into the subsoU

D
c^yJ%

interfere with the game himself, nor to permit others search of winter food; and tins *
[t3 ^ ^SeZ^^trri r

g J
- Tf 1^ t0 d° S°> X d° n0t See h0W he Can^t^ act upon ' obtain sufficient moi ture to V<*^

emight examine my tarm would rejoice to find a mis-
\ the defensive against what may be deemed the property I summer The late crops,

however,
subj^
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those vicissitudes just enumerated, and to more which

ight be add: d, whether extravagantly sown thick or

...ore rationally, and what I choose to call properly

planted; such Lite planting should be avoided as much

as possible, as circumstances will admit. Let us then

sow early, rationally, uniformly, and separately, and

with the best of seed, and moreover on clean land, and

the best of results will follow; save the casualties

attending it occasioned by adverse winds and tempest \
which no one but God can control. A. Hardy, Maldo
Essex.

Odettes,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, Wednesday, June 5th.—Present,

the Earl of Powis, President, in the Chair.

The President announced to the meeting that His

Royal Highness the Prince Consort had consented to

accept the office of President of the Society during the

Year ensuing the Leeds meeting.

Finances.—The Hon. Col. Hood presented the

Report, which stated that the Secretary's receipts

during the past month had been examined and found

correct by the Committee and by the Society's account-

ants. The balance in the hands of the bankers on the

31st May was 26 19/. 2*. Sd.

Journal.—The report of th.s committee was presen-

ted by Mr. Thompson, M.P., the Chairman, who
announced that the prizes offered by the Society in

the following classes of Essays had been awarded as

follows:—
Class VI. On the rearing of Calves. The prize of 10/.

to Mr. Thos. Bowick, bailiff to Lord Leigh, Stoneleigh

Abbey, Kenilworth.

Class VII. On Harvesting Corn. The prize of 10/. to

Mr. Peter Love, Agricultural Valuer, 13, Sheep Street,

Northampton.
Implements.—Colonel Challoner, Chairman of the

Committee, announced that the Ordinary Portable

Engine alluded to in Class II. of the Prize Sheet was
one which might be applied to the working of steam
cultivators or ploughs, but the engine to be used must
be worked in the state such engines are in when other-

wise employed on the farm.

Vetebinaby.—The veterinary privileges ofGovernors
and Members of the Society had been under the consi-

deration of the Committee, and were altered as follows.

I.

—

Sebious ob Extensive Diseases.—No. 1. Any
Member of the Society who may desire professional

attendance and special advice in cases of serious or
extensive disease among his cattle, sheep, or pig.«, and
will address a letter to the Secretary, will, by return
of post, receive a reply stating whether it be considered
necessary that Professor Simonds, the Society's
Veterinary Inspector, should visit the place where the
disease prevails. No. 2. The remuneration of the
Inspector will be 21. 1*. each day, as a professional fee,

and 1/. 1*. each day for personal expenses; and he will
also be allowed to charge the cost of travelling to and
from the legality where his services may hive been re-
quired. The fees will be paid by tile Society, but the
travelling expenses will be a charge against the appli-

cant. This charge may, however, be reduced or re-

mitted altogether at the discretion of the Council, on
such step being recommended to them by the Veterinary
Committee. No. 3. The Inspector, on his return from
visiting the diseased stock, shall report to the Com-
mittee, in writing, the results of his observations and
proceedings, which Report will be laid before the
Council. No. 4. When contingencies arise to prevent a
personal discharge of the duties confided to the In-
spector, he may, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee, name some competent professional person to act
in his stead, who shall receive the same rates of remu-
neration.

II.— Other Cases of Disease.— Members may
obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on
all urgent cases of disease by paying the cost of his
risit, which will be at the following rate, viz. 21. 2s. per
diem, and travelling expenses.

III.— Consultations without Visit.— Personal
consultation with the Veterinary Inspector, 5*. ; Con-
sultation by letter, 5>. ; Consultation necessitating the
writing of three or more letters, 10*.; Post mortem
examination, and report thereon, 10*.

^
IV.— Admission of Diseased Animals to the

VetebinabyCollege, Investigations, Lectures,and
Reports.—No. 1. All Members of the Societv have the
privilege of sending cattle, sheep, and pigs to the
Iunrmary of the Royal Veterinary College, on the same
terms as if they were Members of the College, viz bv
paying for the keep and treatment of cattle 10*. 6tf.'per
week, each animal; and for sheep and pigs "a small
proportionate charge to be fixed by the Principal
according to circumstances."

No. 2. The College have also undertaken to investi-
gate such particular classes of disease, or special subjects
connected with the application of the Veterinary art to
<^Ule, sheep, and pig?, as may from time to time be
directed by the Council.

«o. 3. In addition to the increased number of
lectures now given by Professor Simonds, the Lectureron Uttle Pathology, to the pupils in the Royal Veteri-

1'f

r

\Folle£e» ne wil1 also deliver such lectures beforetue Members of the Society, at their house in Hanover
square, as the Council may decide.
«* 4. The Royal Veterinary College will from time

to time furnish to the Council of the Society a detailed

Report of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated in

the infirmary; a return of the number of applications

during each half year being required from the
Veterinary Inspector.

Genebal Leeds Committee.—Lord Leigh, the

Chairman, announced that the Local Committee having
reported the failure of the crop of Rye sown near Leeds
for the trial of reapers, this Committee reeommende 1

that means be at once adopted to provide cereal crops

for the trials at harvest time. The programme was
presented and approved.
On the motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, the Council

resolved that " in printing the Award of the Live Stock,

at the end of the Journal, the High Commendations
and Commendations shall follow the Prizes in the

respective Classes to which they belong, similar to the

Printed Awards distributed in the show yard, and that

the names of prize animals be inserted/'

On the motion of the President a Committee was
appointed to consider the making short-hand reports

of Lectures and Papers read at the Weekly Councils.

A Committee was appointed to recommend Judges of

Live Stock, Implements, Flax, Wool, Cheese, and
Butter, to the Special Council en the 18th inst.

It was resolved that the following be the privileges

of the Press at country meetings :

—

That the representatives of the press be admitted
into the Implement yard as well as the trial yard
during the days of trial.

That catalogues of Implements be supplied to the
press at the same time as to the Exhibitors, viz. the
first morning of the trials in the week preceding the
show, but that it be a condition that no reprint shall

be made previous to the termination of the meeting.
That in order to insure all the press getting information
at the same time, all information, awards, &c. shall be
given by the Secretary, but that previously to his

arrival the press may apply to the Honorary Director.
That the Honorary Director be supplied with some

press tickets for delivery to any representative who may
apply at the yard previously to the arrival of the
Secretary.

That the awards shall be handed to the Secretary as
soon as practicable after the judges have delivered
them to the Hon. Director, and that the press have
access to the awards of Implements up to 10 o'clock on
Saturday night and after 7 on Monday morning in the
show week.
That the award of live stock be accessible to the

press as heretofore on the Monday afternoon as soon as
a copy shall have been completed.
That the printers employed to get up the awards

shall not deliver proof of the same to the press except
on the written order of the Secretary.
That the Council be retroeste 1 to make order that

the officers of the Society are not to be called upon to
afford any particulars on the Sunday.
That the invariable rule of the Society in fer ence

to the Live Stock Department be adhered to, viz. :—
That no Catalogue shall be furnished, nor any ad-

mission granted to the Cattle Yard under any pretext
whatsoever, until the Judges shall have completed their
awards.

That the Hon. Director be furnished with a few tickets
with similar privilege to the press tickets, for such
distinguished foreigners or delegates from foreign
agricultural societies as may present proper introduc-
tions or credentials.

tion of the late Duke of Richmond to it. This v
really its first year

; yet it had conferred 20 pensiom
varying from 40/. to 20/. each, and had invested 1000/.
This was no inconsiderable beginning, but it was only
by united efforts that they could accomplish their
greater objects. They required no expensive advertis-
ing, no elaborate staff*.

The amount of subscriptions collected during the
evening was 1500/.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.
The report which we last week published of the

proceedings of this Society at the Truro meeting, made
the public aware of all that had taken place up to

Wednesday evening. We now resume our report,
adding certain particulars with reference to the show
of stock, and fulfilling our promise with regard to the
work done by implements in the trial field.

* Commencing with the Sheep classes, we append the
following tabular statement of the girths and ages of
the first prize animals :

—

Class.
Age of 1st Prize

Sheep.

Lkickstkrs.
Shearling Ratus
Aged Rams
Two- teeth Ewca

LONO-WOOLLED.
Shearling
Aged Ran »s ..

Two-teeth Ewes

Cotswolds.
Shearling Rams
Aged Rams
Two- teeth Ewes

Sooth Downs.
Yearling Rams
Aged Rams
Two-teeth Ewes

Other Downs.
Yearling Hams
Aged Rams
Two-teeth Ewes

Somerset and Dorset
Horns.

Yearling Rams
Aged Rams ..

Two-teeth Ewes

• 1

Girth of 1st Prize
Sheep.

• •

• -

• •

• - • •

• •

Feet. Inches

4
4
:;

4
5
4

1
4
3

4
4
3

o
3
!

7
9

9
3

4

10

6
4

10

3
4
3

11
3
9

Weekly Council.—Mr. Thos. Raymond Barker,
V.P., in the chair. The names of candidates for elec-
tion were read. A report was received from the
Chairman of the Journal Committee, announcing the
successful competitor for the Prize E y in Class II.
(1861), on the Agriculture of Hampshire, to be the
Rev. John Wilkinson, Rector of Broughton Gifford
Melksham, Wilts.

*

In Class VIII. (1859) the Essays are adjudged to be
unworthy of the prize.

^
The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 19th

inst., at 12 o'clock, when Mr. Caird, M.P., will exhibit
samples of Wool grown in various districts of England
and invite discussion on the subject.

'

Agricultural Benevolent College.—On Wednes-
day the Second Anniversary Festival of this Institution
was presided over by the Right Hon. B. Disraeli,
and honoured by the attendance of a numerous
and distinguished company. The Chairman referred
to the destruction by railway, newspaper, and
the penny post of that state of isolation in which
farmers have lived, as at once tending to the increase of
their intelligence, and to the production of a stronger
bond of union between them and other classes. Inter-
course produces knowledge— it produces something
even more precious than knowledge—it produces
sympathy ; and how great a scope for the exercise of
sympathy the agricultural calling furnishes was ably
represented. "A breaking bank, a bad debt, a fooUdi
friend, might be the fate of all ; but it is not all who
have to meet the barren harvest, the destructive storm,
or to encounter the mildew, the murrain, and the rot."
These were special reasons for an Agricultural Bene-
volent Institution.

The right hon. gentleman then paid a merited com-
pliment to Mr. Alderman Mechi, who had first con-
ceived the idea of the institution and called the atten-

As regards the show of Horses and the awards of the
judges in that department, it is only fair to correct an
error which has crept into several published reports,
and which represented Mr. Booth, of Cotham, as one
of the judges, whereas in fact he was not present at
the meeting. Such is the prevalence now-a-days of
hereditary taints in horses, that the Society's inspector
acted well and advisedly in rejecting every animal
which showed evidence of communicable disease:
several of the animals shown were manifestly affected
by ailments disqualifying them for breeding purposes;
and no little merriment was occasioned by the dis-
covery, that owing to a blunder of an exhibitor a colt
had found his way to the filly class, from which he was
at once removed by the stewards.
Owing to the peculiar contour of the district round

Truro, and the prevalence of small inclosures, the trial
of implements for cultivating and harvesting purposes
had to take place on the St. Austell Road, at the
distance of some two miles from the general show-yard.
This was a necessity for which neither the local com-
mittee nor the Council could be held responsible, but it
sadly interfered with the number of persons who would
otherwise have felt particular interest in seeino- the
work which the more celebrated implements could do
As it was, the majority of the visitors to the Exhibition
contented themselves with examining the steam-engines
threshing-machines, &c, in the yard, and comparatively
lew were attracted to a department which it was
thought would have been very largely attended.

>

The new steam cultivator recently patented and
introduced by Messrs. Howard, and already stamped
with a verdict of approval by many farmers of great
experience and observation, was to be seen at work onW ednesday, Thursday, and Friday, tearing up a tough
and most unfavourable piece of land with adegree ofspeed
quite unexpected on a strong stony brash, and after a
>ingle crossing leaving the land in a state of tilth which
at the utmost would require nothing more to produce
a good and clean seed bed than one working with the
harrow. While at work in the field, Messrs. Howard's
representative booked several orders from farmers not
resident in the county of Cornwall, but we fear from
the nature of the observations made by several of the
local lookers-on that the merits of the apparatus were
not duly appreciated by those who for the first time
iw the operation of cultivating by sfeam-propelled

machinery. The improvements effect ei by Messrs.
Howard on the Woolston apparatus have reference
to so many points and details that it would occupy
too much space to describe or discuss them.
The plan by which the patentees have got rid
of the delay and danger attendant on the use of the
turn-bow—an essential feature of the Woolston appa-
ratus—is not only good in principle, but effects a great
saving in the first cost of the machine and the subse-
quent charge for working it. The whole thing is now
so simple that it can be easily managed by labourers
of ordinary intelligence, and there is no fear of any
derangement of the parts arising from a want of the
dexterity so essential in the turn-bow system. The
windlass, too, is very much light t and more portable
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than that employed by Mr. Smith, and for the interests

of the farming community it will be a matter of great

regret if some arrangements are not arrived at by

which the Woolston apparatus own be merged in that of

the Howards. At all events we trust that the progress of

steam cultivation will not be arrested by the starting of

doubts which owe their existence to the conflicting claims

of rival houses; for however much the agricultural body

may owe to Mr. ^mitb, and his original introduction of

the system which goes by his name, it is scarcely

credible that a firm conversant with steam cultivation

as the Howards would stake their reputation on the

bringing out of a new system without a thorough con-

viction of its excellence and superiority. It is to be

regretted that although a set of Beard's tackle was

entered for exhibition, it never found its way to the

trial field. On land adjoining that on which the culti-

vator was at work the trial of ploughs took place : the

exhibitors being the Howards, the Ransomes, the

Hornsbys, Eddy, Page, Wright, Chamberlain, .and

Snowden. Howards' plough did good work on anything

bufc a favourable plot, and went deeper than any of its

rivals, but for real good ploughing there was nothing

superior to that effected by Hornsby's Champion. The

turnwrest plough was tried with moderate success by

Ransomes and Eddy, but as a whole the work was

accomplished under difficulties rarely encountered on

show occasions. It is to be regretted that owing to a

mischance on starting from Bedford, the extra strong

plough, manufactured by the Howards, which has been

so successfully introduced on the down land near

Boconnock, was not exhibited at this meeting, more

especially as frequent inquiries were made for it.

The trial of mowers and reapers resulted in a general

verdict in favour of Wood's machine. As a mower it

did its work most efficiently at the rate of 1£ acre an

hour, without making any great demands on a pair of

light horses : when applied as a reaper it also maintained

its reputation on a green crop of Rye, quite sufficient to

test its capabilities. The various modifications of

Hussey's reaper exhibited by Picksley & Sims,

Bowhay, and the Cuthberts, were less successful

than Wood's combined machine, but they neverthe-

less did tolerably well, considering the circum-

stances of the trial to which they were subjected.

Of the Hay-tedders, that which did the best work was

a Nicholson's patent, shown by Ransomes ; the other

exhibitors were Smith Brothers, with a new machine,

which hardly effected all that was previously claimed

for it by the patentees ; Boby, with a tedder which
attracted a good deal of notice ; and Huxtable, with a

local machine which had no possible chance against the

large makers. The tedder entered by Smith & Ashby
was too much damaged by the railway accident on the

eve of the show to permit of its exhibition. At the

head of .the horse-rakes was the very ingenious and
convenient implement manufactured by the Howards;
the other exhibitors were Gerrans, Ransomes, and Page,

respecting whose claims to superiority very different

opinions were entertained and expressed.

The Annual Meeting- of members was held on
Thursday at noon, when the chair was taken by Mr.
Buller, M.P. (North Devon), supported by th« Earl of

Devon, Lord Portman, Mr. T. D. Acland, and other
influential members of the Societv.

The report read by the Secretary (Mr. Maule) stated that the
Society has now 101 governors, 1078 members, and 47 life

members, making a total of 1226 names on the list. The total
head of stock now exhibited was 499 (one more than was stated
last week in our analysis of the catalogue). The Council
recommended the election of Mr. T. D. Acland as President for
the ensuing year; the election as Vice-Presidents of Mr. T.
Newman, Mainhead, Devon; Mr. R. Davie, M.P., West Corn-
wall ; and Mr. P. P. Smith, Truro : and the election of Mr.
Nicholas WMtley, ot Truro, and Dr. Scott, of Exeter, as mem-
bers of Council iu place of Mr. Acland, the President elect, and
Mr. Newman, Vice-President elect. The report further stated that
during the past year the Society's library had been confided to the
care of the Bath Literary and Scientific Institution, on terms
which it is hoped may render it more generally useful to members
and the public, and it contained the following paragraph with
reference to the Society's Journal :—" The Journal Committee
by the engagement of experienced writers on agricultural
subjects have endeavoured to sustain the reputation and
increase the usefulness of the Society's publication. To Mr.
Nicholas Whitley, who has frequently enriched its pages by
the communication of practical papers, the Council tender
their thanks for his interesting and instructive article on
The Development of the Agricultural Resources of Cornwall.'
he Editor will at all times be glad to receive short practical

articles suitaole for publication in the note-book." It was
further stated that the meeting for the year 18tt2 was appointed
to be held in the City of Wells.

The various recommendations in the report were
adopted unanimously; the election of Mr. Acland, as

President, being moved by Mr. Sillifant, and seconded
by Lord Portman, not only on the ground of the in-

valuable services he had rendered the Society by giving
a new impetus to its career 10 years ago, but because
Mr. Acland being a Devonshire man, though connected
by family property with the county of Somerset, his
election would be in accordance with the resolution of
last year, which brought to the Truro meeting a presi-

dent (Mr. Bulier), who though a Devonshire man was
also connected with Cornwall. Mr. Acland's election
was carried by acclamation, and that gentleman in
acknowledging the compliment conferred upon him,
expressed his thanks to Lord Portman and those gen-
tlemen of Somerset who had promised their aid at the
Wells meeting in 1862, reminding them that as it was
the year of the Great International Exhibition as well
as of the meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society in
London, it would require all their energies to sustain
ihe reputation, of the Bath and West of Eiurlaml

Society when the attention of the public was absorbed

by such a great national event.

Mr G. S. Poole, who had given notice that he should move

a resolution " that it be a rule of the Society that the presi-

dent be elected from among the members nor resident in the

county in which the next annual meeting of the Society is to

be held," on the ground, as stated by him at the Dorchester

meeting, that " there was nothing the Society should more

carefully avoid than mixing itself up with local interests, local

divisions, and local difficulties," then rose and said that as the

principle for which he contended had been acted upon by the

Society both this year and last, he begged leave to withdraw

his notice of motiou, as there was no occasion to burden their

rules unnecessarily.

After some further proceedings of a routine character,

the chair was taken bv Lord Portman, on the propo-

sition of the Earl of Devon, and a vole of thanks was

unanimously passed to Mr. Buller, the President of the

past year.

The Banquet,—The usual banquet took place shortly

after the annual meeting, and was attended by more

than twice the number of those present at the similar

entertainment at Dorchester. The tables were incon-

veniently crowded with guests, and though every

allowance should be made for the unexpected position

of the contractor, it is to be hoped that the almost

universal complaints of scanty provision and bad

waiting will have a due effect at any future meeting.

The Chair was taken by the President of the year,

supported by the Mayor of Truro, the Earl of Devon,

Mr. Acland (President elect), and the following Cornish

members : Mr. Robartes, Mr. St. Aubyn, Mr. R. Davie,

Mr. A. Smith, Mr. M. Smith, Q.C., and Mr. J. J.

Rogers. The Mayors of Wells and Dorchester, and

Mr. Bremridge, formerly Mayor of Barnstaple, were

also present, in addition to the council and officers of

the Society.

The speaking, from the opening remarks of the

Chairman in proposing the toast of the Queen, to the

concluding observations of Mr. Acland, the President

elect, was so uniformly good in point of style and

quality as to form the topic of general remark, and the

genial tone of Mr. Acland's address brought a most

successful meeting to a very gratifying close. A full

report of it would occupy six or seven columns of the

Times newspaper, but the agricultural pith and marrow
may be thus summarised.
The Earl of Devon, in acknowledging the toast of the

Society, remarked that since the infusion of new life into it by
the adoption of the migratory system of meeting, it had
devoted its energies not more to the encouragement of agricul-

ture than of arts, manufactures, and in its w.iy, commerce ; in

fact, striving to promote them conjointly. Any one who had
lived long enough in the English world must be aware that the
great object of all such societies was to promote union and
consolidation. Years ago there might have been disunion and
jealousy ; but that had passed away, and all classes now feel

that they have a common concern.
The President, in acknowledging the toast of his health,

attributed his position mainly to the fact of his connection
with the railways of the West of England, remarking that the
directors with whom he was associated had always acted in an
enlightened spirit towards the Society, believing that by so
doing they were indirectly benefiting the shareholders whom
they represented.
Mr. St. Aubyn, M.P., in proposing "the Royal Agricultural

Society," expressed his great satisfaction as a Comishman at
the success which had attended the meeting. He lor.kod with
great pleasure on the progress made of late years in Cornish
Agriculture, and though there was still ample room for
improvement, he trusted that the periodical visits of the Bath
and West of England Society would afford them all the stimulus
necessary to exertion and success.
Lord Portman, in responding for the Royil Agricultural

Society, said he could have wished that his friend who proposed
the toast had accompanied it by an invitation to the Society to
hold an early meeting among them, for although it had been his
fate to occupy the chair of the Royal Agricultural Society
on three different occasions, he must say that he should
have liked to have lived long enough to preside over
a meeting of it io Cornwall. He should not speak to them of
farming, in the first place because he should shortly start by
train, and in the next because, though in many places they
could throw the light oftheory upon the practice of agriculture,
yet in Cornwall they saw practice beating theory and the world.
He had no hesitation in saying that the Bath and West
of England Society had received such a welcome as it had
never had before, and of all the meetings of toe Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England they had had no such meeting as tbJ
of the Bath and West of England Society. In conclusion Lord
Portnvm said that such was the good report of the Bath
Society since the adoptionof the peripatetic svstem, that it had
been intimated to him by one of his friends that in the East of
England there was a talk of combining several counties on the
same plan, and with the same objects in view.

Mr. Beyiss. in returning thanks for the judges, said that the
I competition in stock generally was as good as he had ever
l witnessed. He was very much surprised to see so manyentnes of animals from a distance, such as Short-horns andHere.ords for though he of course expected to see a good show
of Devons from their own county, which adjoins Cornwall, hedid not think the Devons prevailed over the other breedsw ?u
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be ^^"y known to the agricultural worldthat the land around Penzance stands unrivalled for th«

production of early vegetables. "The soil," to Quote thowords of Mr. Whitley,* « is derived mainly from the dTcomposltion of the greenstone rocks mixed with the detritus of the
granite and the clay slate : it is friable, deep, and aboundswith all the elements of fertility. The south and east slope of
the surface gives it all the benefit the sun can bestow • therange of hill* behind affords shelter from the north and west
winds, and the warm air from the sea keeps up a hot-bed tern
perature and wards off the frosts of spring. At the Scilly Isles
this peculiarity of climate is more fully developed.Prom the concurrence of these causes immense Quan-
tities of early Potatoes Broccoli, CabbagT Peas, and
Strawberries are grown and forwarded to the London marketand the facility of railway transit will still further extend tnis
peculiar cultivation. In a word the West of Cornwall is

4J ^ ^mter-garden of England." These remarks, though
introduced by way of parenthesis, will impart additional im-
portance and interest to the following speech delivered by
Dr. Smith, chairn>an of the Cornwall Railway, in responding to
the toast of the railway companies :

—
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" From the 4th of December last to the 23d of Mav iuat
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the ^esfc Cornwall Railway.and was transferred at the Truro Station ofthfi Cornwall
* Bath and West of England Journal, Vol. ix. Part 2.

Railway for transit to the other parts of the coum?
crates of Broccoli, weighing in the aggregate no less Vu' **
tons, 11 cwt. ; and I beg to say that the land conL;?18*
nearly 900 tons of Broccoli m some three or four %?*<
from the West of England to the miiii^

011^
London and the North was an

impossibilitv *

the appearance of the locomotive. Again, fiL^
22d of April to the 7th of June - a period 3 *»

weeks only—there was conveyed and transferred
in a JL*

way, 8506 baskets of Potatoes, weighing 439 tons. P*
hundred and thirty-nine tons of early Potatoes twJZ
from the West of Cornwall m about six weeks toT*
market in the large and populous districts of the lawi*
no bad illustration of the aid railway extends to a^T-

«

Has this anything to do with the prosperity ofCoruwaU»S
land here eventually be worth 10 times as much asw J
land within '20 miles of London continue as valuable u nS
These are important questions the great equaliser,

the rJH'
will aid you to solve, but it seems tolerably

clear tE?f
railway has had, and is destined to have, an important5*5
in agricultural prices and Pro

f

fit£ f
A
a
I1

^J;
herefore, in aci^

to Dring aooub uu» ow*^ " **»«©- — -'-« « "^
toU-aaiult.

tion. Allow me, for a moment, to utter a few
y

m agricultural pi iv;co o.u«. K*~~w~. -—- ~~~»vu

ledging your kind compliment to the railway

tion. Allow me, tor a moment, tu uner a iew words whi

may counteract an impression my figures may^oJ?
The markets of the metropolis and the North stillJS
and demand, infinitely more than you can possibly i2 i

Talk of 800 tons of Broccoli, what would 80,000 tons fft
them ? They would soon eat them all. If you send ten tim I
as many Potatoes, all will be devoured. If you send erst*
much more fish, all will be eaten up. You are notsupphfc
London ; you only help the market in a very limited warS
one Londoner out of 20 tastes your early Potatoes; youci»
on with your work of producing heavier crops and reclaim£

waste land, for you can find markets for ten times asmSS
you have hitherto raised."

The proceedings were brought to a close by a speak

in excellent taste and feeling from Mr. Acland, uj

immediately afterwards the party broke up.

On Friday, a select party, consisting of membeistf

Council and other friends of the Society, were conveyd

by special train to Camborne, and thence to Wat

Seaton copper mine, and Dolkoath tin mine, where tl*

machinery and various processes of raising and tieri*

the ore were fully described by the agents and engines!

of the respective companies. Owing to the »
favourable state of the weather the out-door pritf

the day's proceedings was rendered less agreeable ta

would otherwise have been the case, but once assemUa

in the board-room of the Dolcoath company an enter-

tainment in the true style of Cornish liberality mm

than compensated for any inclemencies of weaths.

The only cause for regret was the reflection that tht

14,000 or 15,000 persons assembled in the show-yjw

at Truro were more or less drenched by relentle*

showers of rain.

Thus terminated one of the most successful meeting

in the annals of the Society, and one which has m-

passed all others in the amount of money taken atw

gates, as attested by the following statement. Amount

taken on Monday afternoon, 53£3x.&*.; on Tuesday.

120/. 12.?. Gd. ; on Wednesday, S981 10*. 11*; «

Thursday, 1017Z. 1*. 5d. ; and on Friday, the popu*

day, 614/. 16*. 9d. ; besides which upwards ot M
school children and others were admitted tree, m
total attendance is estimated at 35,000 persons,W
quite as many as there were under any circumflw.

at Harnstaple, respecting which a »theV^y*
statement has found its way into the blue-bodies"*

to the South Kensington Museum.
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Miscellaneous.

Hogs, 38*. to 43*. 6d.; Ewes, ^w. w owo

Hoes, 36*. to 39*. ; Cheviot Ewes, 34*. w d»^
u™ oi. 4.. on' a* . wwf.A Highland, un**

White HigMw*. w—

,

16*. to 18*. ; do. washed, 18*. to 24?.; L
f
a "*«

12*. to 13*. ; Laid Cheviot Ewes reached w-

stone.
*fkat~'

{

The Birmingham Cattle and p°ultrV^
pl\0*

prize lists and regulations for the 30thl
annua

.,

to be held on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5fc» °' ^
next, are agreed upon, and will be issueu

The special prizes this year are more nurner ^
any previous list, and cannot fail to.ensure <*

.

eompet ition. First on the list is that ot tner
^^

Right Hon. the Earl of Shrewsbury and ''^ fat*

cup or other article of plate of the va ue o - ^
best ox or steer bred and fed by the exhitawr

. ^
Colonel Pennant. M.P., offering a 20 gui*» ^ ^
best cow or heifer on the same condition .^.^ ^
and Innkeepers of Birmingham l^a"? besfiaiu«J

year a prize of 25 guineas (in plate) for tne ^
in the Cattle Classes, and as thewtw^^
the best Hereford, Short Horn, and D«™?

Medan
**

by the Society, as well as the twejOow
itor0Hj

20/. each, it will be possible for the ex^
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animal to carry off premiums exceeding
Heiftrt

,

£

A class has been opened for Scotch tows ^m
prize of 10/. being offered.

Thebwedere ^^
of Sheep will also receiv

encouragement this year,

(Arthur Roland, Esq.) offers an ew t p^;
'tineas for the best pen of South or oW^ ^j

N. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., one for i
pi e
beekS

Long.woolled Sheep ; and Messrs- M«PP^Lowe the same amount for the best P^^«
Sheep, these three extra prizes being

a 5^1^
articles of plate. The extra prizes or

sbort-^ .

each, for the best pen of Long
;

J^e^
Sheep, are also given as usual, so tea ^ ** j^
of sheep will receive 30*. 10*. each, ^.^to**
opened for Long and Short-wooliea

ths
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th.
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singly* a prize of 5/. being offered in each case. The

Pigi also come in for a share ot the special prizes, the

Society offering a silver cup, value five guineas, for the

best pen in the two classes of three fat pigs ; the same

prize for the best pen of breeding pigs of a small breed ;

and two members of the Council contribute a like prize

for the best pea of Berkshire breeding pigs. In the

Root department, Sir John Ratcliff again offers his

handsome premium of ten guineas for the best collection

of four varieties, and Messrs. Proctor and Ryland con-

tribute two special prizes, of five guineas each, one for

the best six Swedes, to be selected from a crop of not

less than five acres, and the other for the best six

specimens of Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel, to be selected

from a crop of not less than two acres. The total

amount offered in prizes from Poultry has been

increased, while there are numerous changes in the

mode of its distribution, and such as appear well cal-

culated to increase the attractions of the Show. In
future, also, the principal classes will comprise pens of

a cock and two hens or pullc instead ot a Cock and
three hens or pullets, an alteration wl h will no doubt

be satisfactory both to exhibitors and purchasers.

Calendar of Operations.
JUNE.

Berwickshire Herse Farm, June 3.—In reviewing the past
month we may Bay that the weather has been on the whole
favourable to the special labour of the season. On the 1st of May
we found work a fortnight behind on an average ; the stubble

furrow consolidated by the weight of Christmas snow and by
the exclusion of mellowing frost A continuance of strong
drought made it of the first importance to retain the moisture,

and where grubbers were exclusively used for this purpose
great progress was made in Turnip drilling. The majority
who stuck to the old plan of stirring with the plough, have had
a tough time of it, but what has been done, has been done
satisfactorily. It is found that Swedes do quite well if got in

by the end of May, and the soft weather we now have will put
the later sowings nearly on a par with those of the middle of
the month. During the barren weather c-rn did look blue for

two or three weeks, and at such times grub and wire-worm
are specially active. It would seem, however, that more genial
weatner has come in time to prevent much destruction. An
unusual breadth of Potatoes has been planted. The tops are
just appearing above ground, aud so escaped the sharp frosts

which culminated in the night of the 10th ult. With many
last year was their first trial of Mangels, and few have cared to
try it again ; but the crop is too valuable for spring keep to be I

thus lightly abandoned. The other day we saw a lot of prime
cattle eating fine fresh roots. It is another trial to the sup-
porters of Mangel, however, that much of last year's seed will

not germinate, and must be replaced by Turnips. We entered
on the grazing season with prospects of unusual promise.
Italian Rye-grass has stood its cuts nobly, but Clovers were
much cut up for a while by frosty nights and sunny days, and
where perennial Rye-grass predominates things look very poor
indeed. 8eeds intended for hay are light, except on some deep
rich soils. Ewes still carry their wool, for clipping is stayed by
howery weather. Hog fleeces are rather light, or at best not

-above an average. J. T.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week endinz June 13 : observed by Mr. J. IJ. Spe ig,

Moulsford, WaUingford.

TlMFERATCRB O? Al*.

Soil 1 foot Rain. Wind
below the
surface.

Friday
Saturday
mday

Monday
T •)• Miav
Wednesday ]_•

Thursday 13

I>egs.
5;

S6.fi

56.6
5.8

I

58.8

Ins.

0.
0.11

O.irJ

N.B.
NJR.
N E.
W.

- w.
e w.

29.80

29.61

29.63

19.96
29.93

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the daps named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefor*-, t" Ike preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Bain-gauge is
7 fleet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Composition of Soil: J B. 80 per cent of sand and 65 per

cent, of finely divided matter, of which seven are alumina,
f should be, so far as mechanical structure is concerned, an
l adhesive soil. It is impossible from a statement of the com-

position ot 100 grains oi the soil, to declare the proper tillage of
the field out of which it was taken. Drainage, gradual burn-
ing, and deep cultivation will enable fern to grow roots profit-
ably on clay soils. The presenceof phosphoric acid in consider-
able quantity, and of potash in abundance, is a good thing,

. but the 1-»nd seems deficient in lime.
* Coppice Wood: Improver. Tour plan is no doubt the cheapest,
?, and it will in all probability answer sufficiently well. Any

of the old stools which retain unusual vigour can be grubbed
up as necessary. We shall be happy to name Grass seeds
adapted to such a situation, if the sward should prove

p defective.

0J
Cows

: / A. It is not well to interfere with Nature in such

h
cases. It may be owing to too much confinement, and now
that the cowa are turned oat to Grass, the disposition will
probably return. If not. powdered Cantharides, 5 grains

ifr n51Ven m l?*9*1 th
,

rec f°"«**intr days, may be tried. W. C. S.Pm-ltry.—The supply of Poultry has much increased during
the past week and scarcity can only now be applied to large

Jf>| Fowls. It will be some time before this alters, because the
prices i ued by small fowls two months since were as trreat

it*
** *he?

,

would
,V

ive
,

ma
1

de if kePt «" now. It will always be
"* profi r.;tble to sell early, because t e is economv of food and

labour. It enables breeders to give moresj^ace to other food,
)0 aad it avoids the risk, and to some extent, the certain loss of
^ seeping y>»iugand forced anim dstwonumths longer A shillingor two more per head now, than they would have made in

}, *pni, or the beginning of Jlay , would be a positive loss
* p Each

r*

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, Ghent,
(Belgium)

CAMELLIA LEOPOLD 1«, a Ghent Seedling.—This very
splendid novelty has been exhibited by J. V. at the last

winter show of the Royal Botanical Society of Ghent (in March,
1861). where it was very much admired by all lovers of that

beautiful tribe of plants, and was awarded the 1st prize for

the finest seedling Camellia. It has since been sent to the

exhibitions of Brussels (Soctete" Royale de Flore), Tournay aud
Lacken, where it was also rewarded, and considered a first-

rate novelty ; and certainly no Camellia collection should be
without it.

This Camellia is of a very fine ornamental habit ; very large

leaves, of a dark green ; the flowers are of the largest size,

exactly imbricated, of a bright scarlet uniform colour, turning

to blue on the top of the petals; it is in fact perfection, and a

very free flowering variety.

J. V. has much pleasure in announcing that he has decided

upon sending out this superb novelty on and after the 1st

of Ootober next, at the following moderate terms:—
Fine plants (well grown), 1 to lh feet high, 21*. each.

Do. do. do. with flower-buds, 31a. 6d. each.

A very few larger plants at 4*2*. each.
One plant over for every three taken.

A carefully coloured plate will be sent to each subscriber.

The subscription list is open now, and early orders are soliciUd,

as it will be sent out in strict rotation.

J. V. has much pleasure In announcing that he will send out
on and after the 1st September next, the following New
Plants, viz.

AZALEA INDICA PROFESSETJR LEM AIRE. — This
charming novelty is of a quite new description, of a very
dwarf and compact habit ; the flowers are ot a be mtiful rose
colour, with the upper lobe and a + hird part of the two follow-
ing lobes of a deep red turning to violet, and richly spotted
with crimson ; a very abundant flowering variety. Nice plants,

8*. ; stronger plants, 12s.

RED FLOWERED ROSE SOUVENIR de la MALMAISON
(a fleurs rouges).—This is a seedling from the well known
Souvenir de la Malmaison, of which I purchased the entire
stock ; it has the same leaves and wood as the type, but
produces very freely its splendid flower of a deep rose, and of

the same shape as the Malmaison. Dwarf summer grafts, in
pots, 8s. each.
HETEROTOMA LOBELIOIDES (Zucc.)—A curious little

thing sent from Mexico in 1858 by Messrs. Tonel, to their

brother Mr. Aug. Tonel, in Ghent, from whom I purchased
the stock ; the flower represents a kind of bird, of a rich red and
golden yellow colour. (It will be shortly figured in Van
Houttc's Flore des Serres, &c.) Price 8,<t. each.

One plant over for every three taken.

All orders to be sent directly to Jeas V krschaffelt, Nursery-
man, 43, Rue de la Caverne, Ghent (Belgium).

A reference required from unknown correspondents.

NEAI/S PASTILS for Destroying Insects in
Greenhouses. — The Sole Agent in Birmingham (ap-

pointed by Mr. Heal) to supply the above Retail is Mr.
Cottrkll, Seed Merchant, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham. 1*. and
2*. per packet. Stamps required.

No more Mildew.

JOHN BELL'S COMPOSITION for destroying
Mildew on Vines, Peach and Nectarine Trees, &cM made

and sold only by John Bell, in bottles. Is. Cci., St. 6dM and 5t.

each, at his Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street,

Norwich. A Is. 6i. bottle is sufficient to make 12 gallons.

Important to Grape Growers.

S PART'S FUMIGATOR and MILDEW ANNI-
HILATER (Invented and Patented by Edward Spary,

F.R.H.S., Queeu's Graperies, Brighton), for destruction and
prevention of Mildew in Grapes, Vines, and Plants, without
injury to the Fruit or Foliage.— Vide Gardentrs 9

Chronicle,

April 13, page 351.

Sold wholesale by John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Crip-

plegate, E.C. ; Retail of any Ironmonger, or Nurseryman and
Seedsman, 25*. each. The material is sold in packets (with

full directions for use) at 1$. 3 /. each, and wholesale by Mr.
W. D. Savage. Chemist, 65, Edward Street, Brighton; Messrs.

Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringden street, London, E.C.

Prospectuses, with Testimonials, to be obtained of the
Patentee, Brighton.

G1SHURST COMPOUND, for preventing and
destroying Red Spider, Mealy Bug, Mildew. Thrips,

Scale, Green and Brown
Fly, American Blight, Ants,
Ac, and Bed Bugs, contains
no deleterious ingredient,
is recommended in Gar-
deners' Chronicle, Cottage
Gardener, Field, Mr. Rivers'
Orchard House, 9th edition,

and Dr. Hogg's Gardener?
Year Book for 1861."

Full directions for use and
particulars of the experience
of many great Gardening
authorities are enclosed with
the boxes of Gishurst. These
are supplied retail through
any Nurseryman and Seeds-
man at Is., 3s. , and 10$. 6d.

each, wholesale, by Price's
Patent Candle Co., Limited.

If the smell be disliked,
make the solution 48 hours
before use.Red Spider Magnified.

NOTICE is hereby given that the PARTNERSHIP
heretofore carried on between us the undersigned,

Samukl Finney and Charles Fanson, as Nursery and
Seedsmen, at Gateshead, in the county of Durham, and at
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, under the styles or firms of Samuel
Finney and Company, aud Fanson & Finney, is this day
DISSOLVED by mutual consent. Charles Fanson,

Samuel Finney.
Dated this 1st day of May, 1301.

Samuel Finney begs to return his sincere thanks to the
friends of the late firm, and to the public generally, and to
inform them that he will continue to carry on the Nursery
and Seed Business as heretofore, at the Nursery, Gateshea«
and Groat ^rket, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; and he hopes by
strict personal attention to merit their continued support.

Gateshead Nursery, June, 1S61.

For Smoking Greenhouses.

KEATING'S PERSIAN INSECT DESTROYING
POWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants, are effectually

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with which they are
infested, by the above Powder, which is quite harmless to
animal life. The Farmer, the Gardener, or the Sportsman,
will therefore find it invaluable. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,
Moths in Furs, and every other species of Insect are also
instantly destroyed.

Sold in Packets, 1*., 2*. 6d., and is. 6<Z/each, or post free for
14, or treble size for 3t> postage stamps, by Thomas Keating,
Chemist, 79, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E.C.

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS PASTILS light with a
Candle, save all trouble, destroy all Insects, are already

used in the Royal and leading Nurseries in England, Ireland,
and Scotland, and may be obtained of the princii>al Seedsmen
and Nurserymen, 2*. per packet ot six Pastils.

Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neal, Edward Street,
Birmingham.

/PHASE'S BEETLE POISON.-The most effectual
V^ Destroyer of Black Beetles and Cockroaches, also Rats
and Mice. Testimonials from the Rev. Edwin Sidney Cornard
Parva Rectory, ne*r Sudbury, Suffolk ; James Veiteh Jun
Esq., of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea: Lucombe/Pince!
& Co.. of Exeter ; E. G. Henderson <fe Son, Wellington Nursery
St. John's Wood; C. Loddiges, Esq., of Hackney, and many
others. Sold m boxes at Is. each, or free by post for 20 stamps}
Thos. Chase, Chemist, 14, Holborn Bars, London, E C and

through all respectable Chemists and Nurserymen.
*

PAGE'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION.

Extra strong, 4$. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four fit for use. Ten Gallons
and upwards, Carriage Paid to London.

NINE YEARS' extensive manufacture has enabled Page <fe Toooood to effect
groat improvements in their Blight Comi tion. It is prepared upon Chemical

?M
n
plPi?;J^»

d??«l ?
CALK

.
THRIP. MEALYBUG, RED SPIDER, MILDEW,AMERICAN BLIGHT, Ac., without injuring vegetation.

From Andrew Toward, Esq., Royal Gardens, Osborne Palace.
I have great pleasure to add my testimony to the efficacy of your Blight

Composition, which has been used with great success upon Rose trees much affected
with the green fly."

From
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W. Poole, Gardener to the Right Hon. the Earl of
Aylesford, PacHngton Hall Hardens.

I have given your Blight Composition a fair trial upon
Peach and Nectarine trees, and gladly bear testimony to its
eftcacy m destroying all insects without the least injury to
the foliage.

^
*' Your Composition has again proved very satisfactory, so

far as thnp, green fly, and spider are concerned. B\\g we do
not patronise here, or I should have tried it upon them long
ago ; still, I cannot conceive why it should not prove fatal to
bug as well as the other pests mentioned."

Fro S. Snow, Esq. , Earl de Grey, Wrest Park.
"Pleaso forward me another 10-gallon cask of your Blight

Composition. I have found it answer the purpose exceedingly
well.

M As to the aphis and other insects which attack the trees, I

ider your Composition cannot be too highly recommended
for it. I have used it in my Peach houses this season with
the greatest success. My trees were verv much infested, and
by two or three drawings they assumed quite a vigorous
appearance."

From Frederick Mallesok, Esq., Royal Gardens, Claroiiont.
* I find it answer the purpose in all respects lor walls, also

for green fly and brown scale in the houses. I have no occasion
to try it any other way as yet" ^»,

From Mr. E. Butcher, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Jersey,
Middleton Park-.

" I am much pleased with the Composition ; it far exceeded
my expectations.

"

Fro,r< I ,-ry Bailey, Esq., Ntvneham Pari; Oxford.
" I have found it most effectual in destroying the black

fly on Cherries, but it requires to be used in a I ted state
than you recoumn-nd. It is, however, a valuable b i.

From. J. Forbes, Esq.. His Grace the Duke or Bedford,
Woburn Abbey.

" I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the valuable
qualities of Messrs Page & Co.'s Composition, which 1 have
found very efficacious in destroying the green fly (or aphides),

on the young shoots of Peach trees, as well as those of the Rose,
when liberally syringed with the mixture."

LONDON AGENTS:
Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, N.W.
Vei r & Son, Chelsea, S. W.
Cutbush & Sox, Highgate Nursery, N.

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery NW
Mr. Hopoood, Shepherd's Bush. W.
Mr. Clark. Streatham Place, 8.

The leading Provincial Houses, and of the Manufacturers and Inventors,

PAGE & T00G00D, KOYAL SOUTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SOUTHAMPTON
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GREEN'S PATENT NOISELESS.. SELF-SHARPENING, SELE-CLEANING, GRASS CUTTING,

COLLECTING, AND ROLLING MACHINES FOR 1861.

GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSOR.

uimiiiiii! Ullllllllll.t —m
CHAIN FULL SIZE.

nnHOMAS GREEN", in respectfully returning thanks to the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally for the very liberal support he has received for gomem
JL past, informs them that he has, at all the principal Agricultural and Horticultural Shows in the Kingdom, proved the superiority of his Machines over all others, carrying off in.

of competition every Prize that has been given, and highly commended by the Judges.

The Patentee introduces the S1LENS MESSOR for 1861 to the Public with confidence, having had it entirelv remodelled, being worked with a Patent Double-Action Cast Steel Pinka Cfe

(as above). The Patentee has been at great expense in the perfecting of this machine, without extra charge. The Prices are as under :—

To Cut 14 inches £6 10

To Cut 16 inches 700
Two extra Chains 11

One extra Chain for last year's Machine ..070

TO BE WORKED BY TWO PERSONS.

To Cut IS inches £7 10
To Cut 20 inches 800
Two extra Chains . . 12
One extra Chain for last year's Machine ..080

To Cut 22 inches » .. ,.£8U»
To Cut 24 inches 9 1

Two extra Chains U I

One extra Chain for last year's Machine „ Oil

HORSE, PONY, AND
Prices of Horse Machines, including Box of Requisites and Traces.

To Cut 30 inches
To Cut 36 inches
To Cut 42 inches
To Cut 48 inches

• *

With Old Collecting Box.
..£20
.. 23
.. 26
.. 29

With Patent Delivery Box.
£21 10
24 16
28 2
31 8

Leather Boots foT Horse, per set, 11. 4*.

DONKEY MACHINES.
Donkey and Pony Machines, including Box of Requisites and Traces.

With Old Collecting Box. With Patent Deliver;:

To Cut 24 inches £1110 £12 10

To Cut 26 inches 12 10 ^12
To Cut 30 inches 16 14 1S °

Leather^Boots for Donkey, 16* ; for Pony, 20a

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT PARVUM MIRACULUM,
Ob SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWING MACHINE fob 1861.

To Cut 12 inches f i ft £5.
)

To Cut 14 inches

The above are the only Machines now in use at the Roval Horticultural Society's Gardens,
places, where other Machines have been laid aside. The following are a few (selected from man

H.R.H. The Duchess of Cambridge, Canon
House, Kew, Surrey

Prince Yousouoff, St. Petersburgh, Russia
His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, Drumlanrig

Castle
His Grace the Duke of Leinster
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire
His Grace the Duke of Leeds, Gog and Magog

Hills, Cambridge
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, Syon
Gardens, Brentford, Middlesex

Marquis of Westminster
Marquis of Exeter, Burghley House, Stamford
Earl ofHarewood
Earl of Leicester
Earl of Stamford and Warrington
Earl of Scarborough

irl of Stair, Oxenford Castle, Edinburgh
i ui of Brownlow, Ashridge Park
Karl Spencer, Althorpe Park, Northampton

irl of Ellesuiere, Cobhara House
Earl of Howarth, Howarth Castle, Louth, in

Dublin
Earl of Darnley, Cobham Hall, Gravesend
Earl of Airlie, Holly Lodge, Campden Hill,
Kensington

Count Kennisdal, Chateau de Rigniere
Count Donnemarsh, Neuderk, Sileaia

Count Bernstorff, Wedendorff
Countess of Harewood
Countess Dellormorella, SI, Eaton Square
Viscount Falmouth, Tregothnan, Probus,
Cornwall

Viscount Campden
Viscount Eversley, Heckfield Place, Winchfield
Viscount Sydney, FrognalJ, Kent
Viscountess Downe, Balderby Park
Lord Sondes. Elmbam Hall, Norfolk
Lord Scarsdale, Kiddleston, Derbyshire
Lord Ash burton, The Grange, Alredford
Lord Brideport
Lord Bolton, Bolton Hall, Bedale
Lord Ross, London

Lord Portman, Bryanston, Blandford
Lord Forester, Willey Park, Brjseley, Salop
Lord Cremorne, Dundalk, Ireland
Lord Brough ton, G.C.B.
Lord Cork, Marston House, Frome
Lord Overstone, Overstone Park, Northampton
Lord Bel per, Kingston Hall, Derby
Lord Bagot, Blithfield House, Rugeley
Lord Leigh, L.L., Warwickshire
Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park, York
Lord Ashtown
Lord John Scott
Lord Suffield, Gunton Park, North Walsham
Lord Heytesbury, Warminster
Lord George Cavendish, Ashfield Hall
Lord Bray Brooke, Audley End, Saffron Walden
Lord Braybrooke, 1 laden House, Royston
Lord A. Hervey, Bristol House, Wimbledon
Common

liord Ravensworth, Ravensworth House,
Fulhara Green

Lord Lecon&eld, Petworth Park
Lord Broughton, 4, Berkeley Square
Lord Ohesham, Larimer, near Chenies
Lord Heytesbury, Heytesbury, Bath
Lady Milner, Aldwark Hall
Lady Fairbairn. Woodsley House
Lady Harland, Wherstead Park, near Ipswich
Lady Webster, Roehpmpton
Lady Fitz Gablin, Wandsworth Court,
Collamore

The Ladies Wentworth FitzWilliam, Harrowden
House, Wellingborough

Bishop of Rochester, Danbury, Chelmsford
Hon. and Rev. Charles Hervey, Chesterford

Vicarage, Chesterford
Hon. and Rev. Latimer Neville, Heydon

Rectory, Audley End
Right Hon. J. T. Parker, Everton Hall, Preston
Right Hon. Henry Labouchere, Stoke Park,
near Slough

The Commissioners of Her Majesty's Works,
Kensington Palace

£510*.
|

To Cut 1G inches

South Kensington ; Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; Regent's Park Gardens, and hundreds of

y) of the Nobility and Gentry who have patronised the Patentee :—

Sandwich,Hon. II. Bligh, The Hall, Rotherfield, Sussex
Hon. Mr. King, Woburn Park, Chertsey
Hon. Lady Howard
Baron de Biel, Hamburgh
Baron de Mattsakr, Vollrahtsnihe, Teteron
General Blanshard, Globe House, Hampton
General Reeve, Leadeuham House
Colonel lie Mturdo. Navis Grove
Colonel J. R. Smith, Buckley Hall, Northamp-
tonshire

Colonel P. Grant, Peterkin, Forres, N. B.
Colonel Hill, Oatlands, Castleknock, Ireland
Colonel Duncombe, Waresley Park, St. Neott's
Colonel Thornton, Moggenhauger, St. Neott's
Colonel Linton, Buckden, Huntingdon
Colonel North, Wroxton, Banbury
Colonel Vyse, Stoke Place, Slough, Bucks
Colond Gossell, Mecktam near Dorking
Colonel Goal.}, Hormead Bury, Buntingford
Lt. Colonel Montresor, Denne Hill, near
Canterbury

Vic.-Admiral Hughes D'Aeth, Knowlton Court,
Sandwich

Vice-Admiral Eden, Gillingham Hall, Beccles,
Suffolk

Rear-Admiral Braisier, Bradney
Pwear- Admiral Poppam, Cardean
ir J. Lowther, Swillington Hall

Sir James Watts, Abbey Hall, Cheadle near
Manchester

Sir Wm. Brown Folkes, Willington Hall, Lynn
£t-m

* ^odeaougn Hayter. Bart., South
Mill

Sir E. M. Elton, Bart, Honiton
Sir Wilfred Lawson, Brayston, Carlisle
Sl^dward Hunter Blair, Bart., Blairquhan,

Sir E. S. Stanhope, Bart.

o
Frederick Bathurst, CUrenden Park,

_
Salisbury

Sir Charles Henry Ibbetson, Bart.
Sir Josft. Copley, Sprotborough Hall
Sir John Hould, Bart. Sipton Park, Grantham

Sir Noel Harris, Wybourne,

ir W. M. E. Milner, Nunappleton,__,

Sir Matthew Blackstone, Sttfr**

Ashbourne a-wfagk

Sir J. Bligh, K.C.B., Enbrook, &m^

Sir J. Ratcliffe, Budding Park ^
Sir Alexander Acland Hood,

Bridgewater WalM*
Sir George Burrand, Bart., W*k» r

Sir Robert Sheffield

Sir J. W. Ramsden, Bart.

Sir Angus Campbell
Sir William Hutton

k
Sir Robert Bateson, Be voirJW* gj

irC. R. Tempest, Bart,,

Brou
\ #

Sir Humphrey De Trafford, v*
^

Series Watson, Wheatitfft*,
1

.Sir William Osborne, Bart., »

Nenagh, Ireland
WnlTrertonK.

Sir Joshua Walmeslcy.^£W'
Sir Charles Mordaunt,^lton

Si r Kenneth Mackenzie, Bart,

Sir John H. Davis, Holly*
og ^

Sir Percy Shelly, Roecom

church, Hants , &fl**
Sir B. WW J*

vl8to°kA^ 8*25"

dg*
1"*

Sir

Sir Kicaara w»««r'
Sir Walter Farquhai

Sir
Edward Klines, ^-j.--g ». r. -^

James Stansfield, Jun. ^g^W
Abel Smith Esq., M^j WiV
Alderman David SalatUp ^f
J. B. Stanhope, Esq., *•*

and
The above Machines are made from the best materials and of superior workmanship ; they are delivered (Carriage Free from the Works at Leeds) to
hipping Ports in England, are warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved can be at once returned, if sent Carriage Free to Leeds.

all the pr ncipd

»

THOMAS GREEN, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS, asd 2, VICTORIA STREET, HOLBORN HILL yum *'
1

I]

Ro
Ro
vaJ

fltf** bo:
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GARDEN ENGINES, MACHINES, AND SYRINGES.

I>EAD'S PATENT GARDEN ENGINES, MACHINES, and GREENHOUSE SYRINGES
I, with all the latest Improvements, Manufactured by the Patentee,

RICHARD READ, Instrument Maker (bj Special Appointment) to Her Majesty,

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

Caution.—R. READ begs respectfully to assure the Public that the Syringes advertised weekly in the

Gardeners' Chronicle by a London Firm as " Read's" are not his make, but are mere imitations; and on trial

many of them will be found defective and useless. AU Syringes made by READ are marked with the Royal

Arms, and Address,

"35, Regeut Circus, London." I$3^" Descriptions, with Drawings, postfree.

GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWELLINGS.
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

* SMALL SQUARES.
Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.

In. by In. 16 oz.

20 .. 12-1
20 .. 13 f Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d.

20 .. 14 (Super „ 16*.

20 .. 15 J

SQUARES IK 100 and 200 FEET BOXES.

1 oz. In. by In. In. by In. Per 100 feet.

6 • * 4 8 * % 6 \ Common
18*. H * - 44 84 . • «4[ 11*. foi.

23*. 7 • * 5 • • 7
I

Super.
7* • • «* H m 74) 12*. Oct.

Per foot

144.

l|<f.

Inches by Inches.
10 .. 8
104 .. 84
11
12 .. 9

Inches by Inches.
124 .. 94
13 .. 9
12 .. 10m •. 104

Inches by Inches.
13 .. 10

a 1

14*

15

16
17
13
13
14

• #

• •

11

11
11
11

12
12

15
16
17
IS

10
22

12
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23

20
22

104
10
10*

Inches by inches.
15 .. 10
12 .. 11
124 .. 114
13 .. 11

Inches by inches.
134 .. 114 ^

14 11

4ths.

3ds.
2ds.
l8tS.

P. 100 feet.

12t. 6d.

14*. 3d.
18*.

21*. 6d.

P. foot.

I4d.

1*
2*

13
13

18
IS
14

14

24
20
22
24
20
00

14

15
15
15
16
16

24
20
20

18
17
18

4ths.
3ds.

2ds.

lsts.

13*. 6d
16*.

19*. Sd.

24*.

Ud.
2

24
3

• •

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

16 02.—4ths, lid., 2d., and 2\>d. per foot. I 21 oz.—ftths, 2Jd., 3d., and 34<t per foot.

„ Sda, 2J<t., 2£rf., and 3d. per foot. | „ Sds, 3£rf., 4d., and t^d. per foot.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LlNSEfiDOIL PUTTV

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE,

Not account all'efor breakage.

.. 32*. <M. per cwt. I LINSEED OIL • •

84
8 »»

BOILED „
TURPENTINE

2*. 7d. per gall.

3
• • • • * *

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c.

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PAXCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDQN,

WERE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of tbe ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON HURDLES and GATES,
which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30#. to 500Z.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE FiTTINGS.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Koyal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the
wal \ etermary College, and Frofinior Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by aU who
woe the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and loose
wxet are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.^ _ _ _

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

r Opposite Old St. Pjjtcsas Chcbch.

FRUIT and FLOWER GATHERING INSTRU-
MENTS, newly invented, and most useful for ladies and

gentlemen, are to be had of Mr. Hawbs at the Floral Hall, at
very moderate prices.

G LASS M
12 in. diameter.. Is. 3d.

14
16
18

M .. 1 9 22 t»

*9 .. 2 A 24 99

99 .. 2 9 26 t§

ILK PAN
20 in. diameter.. :is. 3d.

3 9
4 6
5 6

S.

• *

ins. diameter
7 ,.

S „

10
11

»

I

9*

H
II

19

1*

99

WASP TRAPS, 3*. &?. per ckwen.

GLASS CREAM POTS.

U ins. diameter
14

Is. 0". each
1 4
1

2
2
3
3

8

6

M
99

19

19

*9

91

15
10
17
13

11

11

»»

»•

11

91

19

91

19

4*. 0<>. each
5
5
6

7
8

a
91

I*

11

it \

s
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

PROPAGATING GLASSES.
2 ins. diameter 0*. 3J<*. each j 12 ins. diameter 1*. 9d. each

tt

tt

tt

t*

»>

tt

tt

it

»t

H
It

1»

tt

tt

tt

tt

u
b\
r»i

8
10

1

1 2
1 4
1 6

M
99

91

91

99

11

99

19

91

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

11

19

19

11

11

>>

99

11

11

11

11

99

19

99

90

19

t

2

3

3

4

5

6

7

6

<*

9$

rt

99

t»

99

M
M

99

Jas. Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate St. Without, E.C.

JOSEPH HAYWOOD
** AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kind*

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, Ac.

F
Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

FOUNTAINS, POUTE
1 FLEURS, VASES, &c.

An immense Stock of

GARDEN ORNAMENTS
may now be inspected at

Austin, Seklkv <fc Co.'s

Artificial Stone Works,

Or Pattern Sheets will be sent by
post to any gentleman who may
not have an opportunity to call.

360 to 875, Boston Road,
Regent's Park,
London, N.W.

r\ AST- IRON
4H

GARDEN O RN AME N T S

it

1AZZA.
Size. Price.

22 inches diameter by 14 inches high . . . . £1 5 each.

30 inches „ by 22 inches „ -. .. 2 •}

42 inches ,, by 25 inches ,. .. ..3 15

The above may also be had with Pedcatnl.

PRICES of TAZZA and PEDESTAL.
Size Pricb.

22 inches diameter by 28 inches high . . . . £1 15 each.

30 inches ., by 43 inches „ .. •*?,?'»
42 inches „ by 46 inches „ .. .. 4 15 „

J Jones has much pleasure in stating that he has now an

entirely new 8tock of Cast-iron Garden Ornaments, com-

prising Vases of various patterns, Garden Seats of all sizes,,

and of both Plain and Ornamental Designs, Flower Stands,

Tables. &c. ; he therefore requests that all parties in want of

such Castings will favour him with a visit to his extensive

now Rooms, where the above may be seen fitted ready for

use, and he has no doubt they will prove to their satisfaction.

Orders to the amount of bl. and upwards Carriage Paid to

any Railway Station in England. Post-omce Orders to be

made payable to Joh* Jones, Borough, S.E.
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KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

GRAND ROSE SHOW, Wednesday, july 10, lsei.

The Special Regulations can be bad of Mr. Etles.

• .^ that the Rev S R Hole F R.H.S., on the part of the promoters of the Grand National Rose Show
,

hasjntimatedJ^baUhe
ExhibfiJ,

tbe STrodS^oSlND ^TtToXAL SOM SHOWwSShS Connection with this ExWtion.

Exhibitors of cut flowers to provide their own stands. Entries in each class to be exhibited

on separate stands.

The stands are to be 1 foot 6 inches broad, 6 inches high at the back, and 4 inches in

front- Any deviation from these dimensions will disqualify.

•J

Class.
1. 96 Varieties.

48 Varieties.

24 Varieties.

24 Varieties.

48 Varieties.

24 Varieties.

12 Varieties.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

3 trasses of each
3 trusses of each
3 trusses of each
Single blooms
1 truss of each
1 truss of each
1 truss of each

* •

Note.—Exhibitors in Classes 5

show in Class 7.

..{Nurserymen)
. .{Nurserymen)

. .{Nurserymen)

..{Nurserymen)
. . (Amateurs)

. . {Amateurs)

.. (Amateurs)

and 6 cannot also

Class,
8.

fl.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

12 Varieties. Single blooms .. ... (^*«J2>
12 Roses, 12 varieties, in pots not exceeding 13 inches

in diameter - ••. "S^"!!
50 Roses, not less than 12 varieties, in pots not

exceeding 8 inches in diameter . . . .
((/pen)

20 New Roses, not less than 10 kinds, in pots not

exceeding 8 inches in diameter . . . .
(Open)

Note.—No variety which has been publicly sold

for more than three years to be accounted

new.

12 New Roses of 1860 and 1861, single trusses,

distinct .. •• :-#M
Moss Roses (single trusses), best collection of (Open)

18 Tea-scented Roses (single trusses), . . . .W^l
Best decorated basket or vase of Roses . .

(Open)

1st
Prize.

£ 8.

1 10

6

6

6

W1UI ™e approb^J
<

Honorary
Secr^tar.

2d
Prize.

£ s.

1

4

4

4

3d A
foe. / pa*

2
3
3
3

1 10

2

2

2

QVT
l

3 ft

3

5

1

1

1

1

GRAND SHOW OF DAHLIAS AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS
WEDNESDAY

i

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. EyleS,

Exhibitors of cut flowers to provide their own stands,

exhibited in separate stands of the following dimensions ;—
Entries in each class to be

43 Dahlias, 2 stands
24 Dahlias, 1 stand
12 Dahlias, 1 stand
48 Roses, 2 stands
24 Hoses, 1 stand
24 Hollyhocks, 1 stand
24 Asters, 1 stand

Length.
• •

• *

* 9

• •

4
4

2
4
4
4
2

ft.

»>

>*

>»

each,
each,
each,
each,
each,
each,
each.

Breadth.
1 ft. 6 in.

1
1

1
1

1
1

79

99

19

6

6
6
6
6
6

99

H
99

9>

99

If

a
o2 ••-1

CO o

be yd
•sag

• «5. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Distinct.

6. 6 Dahlia Blooms.- Distinct.

7. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Fancies, distinct

8. 48 Cut Roses. 8 trusses, distinct

9. 24 Cut Roses. 3 trusses, distinct
• •

(Amateur8)
(Amateurs)
(Amateurs)

(Nurserymen)
(Amateurs)

1st

Prize.

• •

•

Class
1. 48 Dahlia Blooms.
2. 24 Dahlia Blooms
3. 18 Dahlia Blooms
4. 24 Dahlia Bloom

Distinct.

Distinct.

Fancies, distinct

Distinct

• t

• •

(Nurserymen^
(Nurserymen)\
(Nurserymen)

l

(Amateurs)

1st

Prize.

£ s.

8
5
4
6

2d I 3d
Prize. I Prize

£ ft

6
3
3

4

£
4
2
2
3

ft

4th
Prize.

£ *.

1

1

2

(Open)
{Open)
(Open)
(Open)
{Open)
(Open)
{Open)

10. 24 Cut Roses. Distinct. Single blooms.

11. 12 Roses, in pots, not more than two of one kind

12. 12 Hollyhocks, in spikes. Distinct ..

13. 12 Hollyhocks, single flowers. Distinct

14. 24 German Asters. " Quilled," distinct

15. 24 French Asters. " Tasselled," distinct

16. 24 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinct .

.

17. 12 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinct .

.

(Amateurs)

18. 12 Pots of Gladiolus. Distinct. Not more
than 3 in each pot . . (Open)

19. 24 Phloxes, single trusses. Distinct . . (Open)

20. 12 Phloxes, in pots. Distinct . . . . (Open)

21. 24 Verbenas, 5 trusses of each. Distinct . . (Open)
22. Miscellaneous. For Flowers not specified . . (Open)

£
4
2

3

4
4
2

5

3

2
2
2

8.

2d
Prize.

& s.

3

1 10

2

3d

Prize.

3

3

1

2 10

1 10

4

2

1

£
2

1

1

2

2

i.

9

8
2
3
1 10
1 10

1

1

110
1 9

2

1

2

1 •

1

010

I o

1 o

15

15

15

1

QW

I o

015
1

10

015

Pr.

IT

it

n

ii

i

-

<

ii

ii

GKAND FRUIT AND CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
i

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 and 7, 1861.

FRUIT.
The Special Kegulations can be had of Mr. Eyles.

A dish of Grapes to consist of 3 bunches ; of Apples, Pears, Oranges, Lemons, and such
like, 6 fruits of each ; and of Plums, 9 fruits.

B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

i
s.

T.

Class.
A. Collection of Fruit .. ... .. „ (Fruiterers only)

Collection of Fruit (Private Growers)
Pine Apples, collection of. 3 distinct kinds
Pine Apple. Single fruit, any variety
Grapes. White Muscat. Basket of, not less than 10 lbs. weight
Grapes, White Muscat. Single dish
Grapes, White. Any other variety, single dish
Grapes, Black Hamburgh. Basket of, not leas than 10 lbs.
weight .

.

Grapes, Black Hamburgh Single dish
Grapes, Frankenthal or Dutch Hamburgh. Single dish
Grapes, Black. Any other variety, single dish
Pears, dessert, collection of, 1 dish of each
Pears, dessert, collec n of 6 dishes, distinct kinds
Pears, dessert, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds
Pears, dessert. Single dish, any variety
Pears, kitchen. Uvedale's St. Germain. Single dish..

Pears, kitchen. Catillac. Single dish
Pears, kitchen. Single dish, any variety
Pears. Heaviest 5 fruits, dessert
Pears, Stewed, jar of *

Note.—These are to be prepared without sugar, spice, or
any colouring matter, and to be shown in white glass jars.

Ladies are particularly invited to cause jars of fruit to be
sent for examination.

U. Apples, dessert, collection of, 1 dish of each
V. Apples, dessert, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds .

.

W. Apples, dessert,- collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds .

.

X. Apples, dessert. Single dish, any variety
T. Apples, kitchen, collection of 1 dish of each
K. Apples, kitchen, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds.

.

AA. Apples, kitchen, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds.

.

BB. Apples, kitchen. Single dish
CC. Apples, kitchen. Heaviest 5 fruits
DD. Pommes Tapes ; that is to say, Apples dried in the same way

as Normandy Pippins ; of whichan account is given in the
Garrteners' Chronicle for 1860, p. 932. Note.—It must be
observed that this process is quite different from that
employed in preparing Norfolk Beefings.

•g=r $™nges ' Lemons, &c, collection of I dish of each
FF. Oranges, 4 plants, in pots or boxes, bearing fruit
GG. Oranges, best specimen of Tangerines, in pot
HH. Melons, Single fruit, any variety .. „ . ..." ...

|

£ ft

10
10
10
10
10
10

1

3
2

1

2

i

l

2

1

1
1
2
1

II. Plums. Single dish, any variety
JJ. Strawberries. Single dish
KK. Currants. Single dish
LL. Raspberries. Single dish

• •

• - • • • • • •

1st

Prize.

& «•

2

1

10

10

2d

Prize-

£ *>

110
10

T

T

i

Note.—Fruit specified in the above Classes will be excladed from MM.

MM. Misc „ 60*., 50s.,
ellaneous • '

40*.,
30*-,

*»

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
^ ^^

Exhibitors of sut flowers to provide their own stands,f^ f^
lo3

For 24 Blooms, 1 # and 4 feet long, 1 foot 6 inches ore*

For 12 „ 2 „ »
;;

F
°Height of standi inches behind, 4 tajU in fl^ ^^

Preference will be given to plants trained m the bush-use vi yj
^

Class.
1. Plants. Distinct varieties, on

4 3«0 2

S 3 1

1 10 1 10

1 15 10

4 8 < 2

3 2 a - 1

1 10 1 10

1 15 ' 10

1 15 10

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

1 10 1 10

1 15 10

2. 6 Plants. Distinct varieties, on

3. 3 Plants. Distinct varieties, on

Note.

4.

5.

7.

8,

9.

10.

11.

12

13.

14.

single stems
(Nurserymen)
single stems

(Amateurs)
single stems

(Amateurs)

Pots not to exceed 11 inches in diameter
in Classes 1, 2, and 3.

;

6 Plants, Pompons. Distinct varieties, on single
' stems (Nurserymen)

6 Plants, Pompons. Distinct varieties, on single

stems (Amateurs)

6 Standard Chrysanthemums or Pompons . . (Open)

Note.—Pots not to exceed 8 inches in diameter

in Classes 4, 5, and 6.

€ New varieties of the current year
Single specimen, single stem, either Chrysanthemum

or Pompon (Open)

24 Cut blooms. Distinct . . .

.

(Nurserymen)
24 Cut blooms. Distinct .. ~ .. (Amateurs)

12 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)

« Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs
6 Cut blooms. Distinct. Anemone flowered (Open

\

Best group of cut Diooms . . .. m — (#i*r,
l

6

4

4

2

8

10

15
15

2

1
2

3

1

1 o

15

1 o
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1 o
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TOWCESTER FLORAL AXJ> HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—Open to All England.

Patrons.

His Grace The Duke of Grafton.

The Right Hon. The Earl of Euston.
The Ritfht Hon. The Earl of Pomfret.

The Right Hon. The Lord Southampton.
Sir Charles Knightley, Bart,

Sir Thomas Hesketh, Bart.

Colonel Cartwright, M.P.
Rainald Knightley, Esq., M.P.

Prmidtnt—The Right Hon. The Earl of Pomfret.

The ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held, by the kind per-

mission of The Earl of Pomfret, in the Parteire, at Easton

Neston, on THURSDAY. July IS, the day appointed for the

Review of the Northamptonshire Volunteer Rifle Corps.
Liberal Prizes are offered for Stove, Greenhouse, and Orna-

mental Foliage Plants, Lycopodiums, Ferns. Gloxinias,

Fuchsias, Rosas in pots, Cut R<*es, Verbenas, Collections of

Fruits, Single Dishes of Fruit, Vegetables, &c.
Extra Prizes will be given where deemed worthy by the

Judges.
All Entries must be made before July 9, and the space re-

quired. The entrance into the Show Ground lor Exhibitors
will be at the second Lodge on the Northampton Road.
The Gates will be open at 4 a.m., and close at half-past 8 on

the morning of the Exhibition, after which time no articles

will be admitted for competition except such as arrive by Rail

at Busworth (London and North-Western Railway), which
will be conveyed to and from the ground free of charge if

notice has been given at the time of entry.
See Rules, which will be strictly adhered to.

Schedules, «kc. may be obtained from Mr. W. Booth, The
Gardens, Easton Neston, or the Secretary, Mr. T. B. Rodhouse,
Towcester.

P.S. No Entrance Fee required for exhibiting in any of the
Classes. Prizes paid the same and following days.

ORSON'S SUPERB PRIZE CALCEOLARIAD SEED is now grown by moet of the nobility, clergy, and
gentry in the three kingdoms ; also by all the leading nursery-
men and florists. The flowers are superior to named flowers
or anything ever offered to the public before, and the numerous
letters daily received fully testify to their superior excellence.

Sealed Packets, 1*. fid., 2s. 6<£, 3«. 6cL, and 5s.

J. Dobson & Son, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

Extra Choice Seed*

JOHN DORSON and SONS beg to recommend the
following as very superior, being Home-saved :

—

Calcfolarta.
Dobson's Superb Hybridise i Calceolaria, 1$, 6d.

9
2*. 6d.

p 3s. 6d.

and 5«. per packet.
Cinkraria.

Dobsos's Superb Cineraria, Is., ft. 6<£., and 5*.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

&fie (BartreuersT Chronicle*
SATURDAY, JUXE 22, 1861.

MEETING FOB TIIE ENSUING WEEK.
T„,llliT J..,,- «-, f Royal Horticultural (Floral Com-icmdat, June s,

i mitteej, at SoutU Kensington.... Noon

Now that the time approaches for preparing in
earnest for the Great International Exhi-
bition* of 1862, our readers will probably wish to

know what is afoot in the British Colonies, as
far as any intelligence has hitherto reached
England. Fortunately we are able to satisfy their

curiosity, which is the more natural considering
what multitudes of persons at home, of every class

in Society, are bound up with Colonial interests

and anxious for Colonial prosperity.

With the exception of the "West India Islands,
fromwhich no tidings have come unlessfrom Jamaica,
there seems to be everywhere a general recogni-
tion in all Colonies of the immense importance of
bringing under the eyes of assembled Europe the
nature of their respective resources. The Inter-

national Exhibition affords an opportunity, incom-
parably advantageous beyond all others, of effecting

this purpose ; and it is clear that it will be seized

wherever there is an intelligent government, and
a population not in a state of paralysis. They have
found how slow is the process of obtaining markets
for their produce, through the agency of merchants
and brokers al-ne, and that some more rapid
Way of attracting attention is indispensible.

There are those, indeed, whose interest it is to
conceal Colonial wealth from all eyes except their
own ; for to display it is to annihilate the monopo-
lies by which they profit at the cost of producers.
To that kind of mtevest Colonial prosperity is
opposed ; and we can entertain no doubt from what
is hitherto known that in 1862 many a source of
unsuspected but invaluable trade will be dis-
closed. It] is from our Colonies and other foreign
possessions that we draw the larger part of all that
is most valuable for manufactures, with the excep-
tion of what agriculture and mining can supply.
Gums, oils, timber, spices, and textile materials,'
peltry, drugs, dyes, condiments, precious and
other metals and minerals, and an endless variety
of articles of luxury or necessity are, with a few
exceptions, the produce of distant countries owing
Allegiance to the British Crown. Let European
merchants know where to find them, and enter-
prise will do the re*t.

I How generally the Colonies are alive to these

|
considerations is evident from what is already

'i«l
n0^i Briti **h Guiana, so well represented here

>u 1851, and at Paris in 1855, is endeavouring to

make a still greater display ; Jamaica is using all

possible exertion ; the Cape of Good Hope is astir,

and will doubtless show what South African wines

really are; active measures are takingin Sierra Leone
and the whole western coast of Africa ; application

for space has been made on behalf of Hong Kong
;

the great Australian Colonies are voting their thou-

sands for expenses, and some of their Commissioners

are already in England ; the Hawaian islands have

placed themselves in communication with the

Royal Commissioners charged with the direction

of the Exhibition ; Lord Mulgeave is organising

the producers of Nova Scotia ; in New Brunswick
8000 dollars are voted ; Canada, the pride of the

old Exhibition of 1851, means to retain her proud

position if she can ; and the Governors of Malta

and the Ionian islands report favourably of what
is going on there.

In no Colonies, however, has more energy been
displayed than in distant "Vancouver and British

Columbia
;
possessions that are already among the

most important oountries that we hold. Enjoying
an excellent climate, furnished with harbours of

unsurpassed magnitude and value, rendered by
their natural position a great naval and military

station, they form the two eyes of England in the

West, whence our enemies in the Pacific can be

watched and bridled if need should be, and
which a chain of posts must before many
years connect with the whole expanse of British

-North America. In this remote region action was
taken as soon as even rumours arrived of the

intended Exhibition, and long before official

notice could be communicated from home.
Governor Douglas, a man of great tact and long
experience, clear sighted, prompt to act and
resolute to persevere, had called meetings of the
inhabitants as early as the 12th of February t<j

consider how they could best bring Europe
acquainted with the rich stores of natural wealth
so profusely accumulated in both Colonies.

In Vancouver, which assumed the initiative, the
Governor pointed out how little is known in

Europe of the great extent and abundance of its

material resources, and that only to a few ; he
placed the public buildings at the disposal of the
Colonists as stores and offices, and declared his

readiness to sanction such pecuniary assistance
from the Government in aid of private subscrip-
tions as circumstances might render necessary. A
Commission under Seal was immediately ap-
pointed, Committees formed of the principal

inhabitants for getting together various classes of
produce, and we believe a thousand pounds
in aid were afterwards voted by the House
of Representatives. A few days later Governor
Douglas presided at a meeting at New West-
minster, the capital of British Columbia, similar

proceedings took place, and Colonel Moody, the
Lieut. -Governor of the Colony, undertook to act

as Vice-President. That is the way to bring
distant Colonies " face to face with Europe," to use
the Governor's emphatic language, and n to create

a bond of sympathy with all other nations that
have the honour to belong to the Anglo-Saxon race,"

as another speaker well observed ; and if persevered
in will render British Columbia and Vancouver
the emporia of the North Pacific as well as the
Sanitaria of India and China, for which their

healthy clirfiate has already caused them to be
selected.

We have before us the first report of the Society

for the Acclimatization of Animals, Birds, Fishes,
Insects, and Vegetables within the United King-
dom. A report of a meeting held last year at the

[Society of Arts, published in our columns last

December (p. 1079), has already brought the objects
of this new association before the public ; and we
need not say that we heartily wish it success.

But to achieve success, not alone are knowledge
and experience indispensible

;
prudence is also an

important ingredient. In the absence of the latter

the funds of the Society will be wasted in unpro-
fitable schemes, or applied to experiments the

result of which has already been ascertained by
others.

" The Society will begin with small and care-

fully conducted experiments." This is laid down
in the prospectus as a fundamental proposition,

and entirely meets our views. We confess however

to doubts about the sense in which this wholesome
rule is understood by the Council, when we see

that one of its first operations is to order the

" purchase of a flock of the very useful and curious

Chinese sheep for propagation and distribution,"

upon the strength of an income of about ninety

j
pounds a year (seeAppendix B). Rather a dangeTon

' adventure, we should say, for a body which i3

neither chartered nor otherwise protected against
the personal liability of its members.

It would be a misfortune should unskilfulness
or imprudence nip in the bud the hopes of the
gentlemen who are endeavouring to set the Accli-

matization Society in motion. Nothing is more
likely to produce such a result than attempting too

much. According to the prospectus it is intended
with 90/. a year to grasp the whole organio world.

We strongly advise the Council to be more mode-
rate. Most especially would we impress upon
them the wisdom of either omitting the Vegetable
Kingdom or taking into their counsels some one
acquainted with that part of Natural History,

It is impossible to refrain from making the

suggestion when we see it announced that

they propose to commission some of their members
to cultivate the "West Indian Sweet Potato," if

not out of doors yet in a hothouse. To grow
plants in a hothouse is an odd sort of acclimatiza-

tion ; to effeot that feat with the Sweet Potato
requires the aid of no great Society, for any
intelligent gardener knows how to do it ; how to

grow it even without a hothouse has been shown
without such potent assistance; as may be ascer-

tained by inquiry at the Due d'Aitmale's at

Twickenham (see Gard. Chron. 1855, p. 839).
But to " acclimatize" the plant is physically

impossible, as every tyro in horticultural science

knows. Then the Society has commissioned
ladies and others to attempt the growth of
M Beans " from Honduras ! and the White Nile.

Alas ! poor ladies ! Has the Council no idea of
the relation borne by Vegetation to Climate ?

The strangest part, however, of the report of the
Society is the announcement that "specimens of

the Dioscorea Batatas, or Chinese Yam, are
already (!) in cultivation," and that an order has
been given " to plant at the expense of the Society

an acre of land " with this new esculent—another
pull upon the income of 001. a-year, especially now
that " a large part of the funds in hand are already
spent in anticipation." is it possible that the
gentlemen who are taking a lead in the
acclimatization of everything, are ignorant of what
every body knows about this Chinese Yam ? and
that it is perfectly absurd to plunge into the large

cultivation of a root of which so many horticultural

trials have been made, for some years past, in this

country and in France. We greatly fear that the
old and sagacious maxim, Festina lente, has been
forgotten.

The University of Cambridge has appointed
Mr. Chables C. Babington, of St. John's, to the
chair of Botany become vacant by the decease of
the lamented Professor Henslow. It is almost
needless to inform the readers of the Gardeners*
Chronicle that Mr. Babingtok is one of the most
distinguished investigators of the European Flora.

HUJA PENDULA.
o the Botanic Garden at Turin last

autumn, my attention was drawn to a fine specimen of
this shrub, bearing abundance of fruit, in all respects
like that of T. orientalis. This recalled to my mind
the singular history of the specimen of the same plant
at Kew, for which I had been indebted to our curator,
Mr. Smith ; and I therefore asked M. Liaa> the intelli-

gent head-gardener at Turin, what he knew of the
origin of his plant. He knew nothing of its parentage,
but, to my surprise, told me that T. pendula was only
a sport of the common T. orientalis, and proceeded to
show me five fine healthy and unmistakeable young
plants of the latter species, raised, as he assured
me, from seeds of the T. pendula which I saw growinr
in the garden. Observing my hesitation, he obligingly
called his assistant to verify the statement, which I
hence accepted as substantiated. To make assurance
doubly sure, however, I have addressed a query on the
subject to Prof. Moris, of Turin, who informs me that
this is quite correct He writes :

u M. Lisa assures me
that the little plants of Thuja orientalis (var. accedena
ad var. gracilem, seu Thujam Nepalensem Auct) were
really raised from seeds of T. pendula. Hence
T. pendula and T. orientals are only forms of one
type, the T. orientalis, L. This has been already re-

marked, and you will find it in Carriere's ' Traits

general des Coniferes,' pp. 99, 100." As, however, the

interest of the question turns very much on the

historical origin of the T. pendula, which may not be

known to many of your readers, I shall give this in

Mr. Smith's words ; his acumen and accurate memory
in such matters being well known.

* Thuja filiformis, Lodd. Bot Reg. t. 20, for 1842.

Loudon, Arb. Brit. vol. 4, p. 2461 ; Thuja pendula,

Lamb. Pinus, t 67 ; and Seebold and Zuccarini, FL
Jap. 1. 117, are considered as the same. The old plant

in the Royal Gardens, Kew, was purchased by Mr. Aiton

from Loddiges & Sons, of the Hackney Nursery, and
stands charged 11. 1*. in a bill of 10?. 4s. for shrubs,

dated April 3d, 1806. Twenty-five years ago, on
inquiring into the history of this plant, William Lod-
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diges told me that he picked it out with four others

rom a bed of seedling Thuja orientalis ; they having

attracted his attention as being different from the rest

in the bed. One of these was sold to Mr. Alton, one

Mr. Lambert had, and he also told me where the

others went, but I forget now. Neither George nor

William Loddiges could account for these five plants

being different from their fellows in the bed ;
but they

hinted at the probability of their being hybrids, found-

ing this idea on the fact of the seed having

been collected from a group consisting ot

Thuia orientalis, Juniperus virgmiana, and l

think J. chinensis, which were shown me gr0^|

Min7
_
This^s^o^nTlhe first plant was sent to

hlmat NeuiU; in 1822. H.Jacques carefully^ded
it ; he placed it in the open ground, and grafted it as

soon as the brancbes were strong enough to bear the

^Therefore, partly to M. Jacques that we owe the

introduction of this interesting hyb^. wtaJ »

described as third of the genus Thu a ^in the Mono-

graphic des Coniferes," published in 1 857.
g

Lambert, in a similar work, has since described and

figured this tree under [the name of Thuja pendula

and gives Japan as its native country. This is the

more curious, as the Chinese Thuja also grows wild in

those countries ; and it would not be surprising if its

Loudon in his - Arboretum " mentions toe ^w

plant, but says nothing of its history, except that Dr.

Wallich is said to have recognised it m lww as a

native of Nepalf ; he, however, enters Ihuja filiformis,

Lodd. Cat. 1836, as a little known but different species.

Xambert, who figures T. pendula from his own speci-

men, wbicb was also received from Loddiges, says that

be suspects it to be a native of the parts of Tartary

near China, because that is the native country ot the

nearly related T. pensilis.
.

Let us now turn to the other pendulous species ot

Thuja; these are T. peiiBilis, Lamb., brought from

China by Sir George Staunton, which has pyriform or

obovate cones; and T. pendula, figured in the *iora

Japonica.
. ,

Judging from the figures and dried specimens

of the Japan plant, this and T. pensilis are apparently

forms of the same Bpecies ; and as we have no evidence

of either having been found in a wild state, it becomes

a question whether both may not be sports of T.

orientalis, propagated by the Chinese, as the T. pendula

undoubtedly is of the same species cultivated by

Loddiges. In support of this view I add a translation* ot

an article in the " Revue Horticole," which apparently

refers to the same plant ; and which, though confused

and open to much criticism, seems explicit as to the

main facts stated.

The author, it will be remarked, calls the

-T. orientalis flagelliformis a hybrid between T. orien-

talis and T. filiformis, apparently on no better authority

than Loddiges had for suspecting his T. pendula to be

a hybrid between T. orientalis and a Juniper ;
nor

does it seem to strike bim that if, a3 he states, T. filifor-

mis is only a sport from T. orientalis, so may flagelli-

France. .But, wnicn is veij o^s""«, ~~e>

—

(even Loudon, in 1842, in his Arboretum) say

interesting tree has not been introduced into England

(twenty years after it was known m France)_,.and

Lambert himself pretends that it only exists m Japan

although it is certainly the same tree which he has

figured in his "Monographic" t<u . .,

But the best proof of its being only a hybrid variety

of the Chinese Tbuja, is that thougb it produces fruit

every vear, no one has ever found a single fertile seed ;

they are always sterile. Finally, it is a very cunous

tree, on account of its long filiform branches. It takes

readily when grafted in slits on herbaceous wood, or

better still, by approach on the Thuja orientalis, i. e.

the Chinese Thuja.

MYCOLOGY.—No. LIII.

Agaeictts mucidtjs, Schrad. The third subgenus

7f Agaricus, Armillaria, so called from armilla, a

ring or armlet, is perhaps one of the least sa;isfactory,

as it collects species which are not obviously of close

alliance, though distinguished by the artificial cha-

racter of the presence of a ring. From the two fore-

going subgenera they are known by the hymenopnorum

and stem being continuous, by the veil being partial

jiot universal, or if really present forming merely a few

scattered flocci on the pileus, and by the gills being

sinuated or decurrent behind. The subgenus in fact

consists of three sections, which if the ring is put out

of the question are referrible to the subgenera Tncho-

loma, Clitocyhe, and Collylia. .

The first accordingly has the gills sinuated behind,

and though reaching the stem not really adnate. The

stem moreover is fleshy and of the same substance
mis is only a sport irom T. orientalis, so may nageiu- a^ ?T"7 •«£ 7

Y

"t A\A\™* WV We have two
formis be also Again, he ascribes to Lambert's great throughout, without any distinct bark. We have two

work, published in 1832, a date subsequent to 1857,

and adds that Lambert gives Japan as the native

country of T. pendula, which is not the case. Lastly,

he states that Loudon, "in 1842, in his Arboretum,"

says it has not been introduced into England, whereas

that volume of the Arboretum which contains the de-

scription of T. pendula was published in 1838, and

gives -a full account of English plants at Kew, Boyton,

lUhelsea, and Dropmore; besides quoting T. filiformis,

-for which the original, and in 1836 the only, authority

•was Loddiges Catalogue.

In conclusion I think there can be little doubt but

that the Thuja pendula originated in Loddiges' nur-

eery, whence all the plants known in Europe up to

recent times were obtained, either directly or indirectly

by cuttings. Whether it is a hybrid or a sport is not

sufficiently proved, though from the statement of

*M. Lisa respecting the Turin plants, and the tenour of

this in the Revue Horticole, I am inclined to suppose

the latter. Whether also the Chinese T. pensilis, and

the Japan T. filiformis, are indigenous species, or sports,

or hybrids, also remains to be seen. J. B. Hooker.

* Thuja orientalis flagelliformis (Translated from

the Bevue Horticole, Oct 16, I860).—In an account

of a horticultural journey, undertaken by our

regretted colleague, M. Poiteau, inserted in the

19th Number of 'the "Annales de la Societe Royale

d'Horticulture" (October, 1843), page 214, it is stated :

" A fact wbich concerns botany as well as horticulture

has been lately observed with regard to Thuja fili-

formis, of which 1 have already spoken. M. A. Leroy

possesses a strong plant of it in a bed of peat earth, and

be has placed beside it a Chinese Thuja, for the sake of

comparison. ^B
* This filiform Thuja, which differs so remarkably

from the Chinese, was at first considered a distinct

species, but it is now sold by an amateur of Laval, who

states that he has raised it from seeds of the Chinese

Thuja, of which it is only a variety ; and it is true

that this variety (if such i be) bears fruit resembling

that of the Chinese Thuja," &c.

This fact is ascertained ; it is not an hypothesis

:

our colleague, M. Jacques, was the first who received

a plant of this singular hybrid, and he named it Thuja

orientalis flagelliformis; since when, other horticul-

turists have called it Thuja filiformis, and Biota pendula.

M. le Comte de Reumigny informed M. Jacques

that his father-in-law had on his estate near Laval

(Mayenne), a Thuja, which appeared to him uncommon,
and which had been raised amongst some seedlings of

• the Chinese Thuja by his gardener. M. Jacques begged

M. de Reumigny to request his father-in-law to take

care of this Thuja, and to take a cutting from it for

NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF JAPAX_Ko v
(See page 456).

The capital of Japan is remarkable for the W
number of gardens in its suburbs where plants arei

tivated for sale. The finest of these are git^jl

the north-east side of the city and consist ofJ
groups; one at a place named Su-mae-yah,

and 2
other at Dang-o-zaka. I was indebted to the ki*U

of Mr. Alcock, her Majesty s Minister, for fiZj

opportunities of visiting these collections.- AtsS
van the nurseries extend along one side of iB̂ ,

about a mile, and each nursery covers about 2 1 :

acres of land. Upon the whole they are ai^u
and contain a large number of plants both i, £
ground and in pots, many of which are ofmj+
?est. As they are generally much alih in <fc

features, a description of one will give a goodfa ^
the whole.

On entering the gateway there is a pito^
winding path which leads up to the hou& <£^
proprietor, which is usually situated near fa cattt

of the garden. On each side of this walk are p)*j

specimens of the hardy ornamental trees and thrfc

of the country, many of which are dwarfed or %<
into round table forms. The beautiful little Tm

(Taxus cuspidata) which I formerly introduced s

Europe occupies a prominent place amongst JH
shrubs. Then there are the different species of Pm

Thujas, Retinosporas, and the beautiful Soiadopsji

verticillata, all duly represented.

Plants cultivated in pots are usually kept n«i

house of the nurseryman or enclosed with a fa»;

Bamboo work. These are cultivated and west:

much in the same way as we do such things attot

The Japanese gardener has not yet brought ^»

houses to his aid for the protection and cultinta*

tender plants. Instead of this he uses sheds a!

rooms fitted with shelves, into which all the air

things are huddled together for shelter tat.

the cold months of winter. Here I observed is

South American plants, such as Cacti, Alo* t

which have found their way here, altiu#i

vet unknown in China, a fact which show -

enterprise of the Japanese in a favourable lr-

A pretty species of Fuchsia was also observed am*

the other foreigners. In one garden I aw i«

number of a species of Acorus with deep f

leaves. These were cultivated in fine square por*

pots, and in each pot was a little rock of agate, am

or other rare stone, many of these raping
famous Fusiama, or JM*

Mountain " of Japan. W»-
arrangement was shaded from b

sunshine, and protend from^
by means of aM g£ J
stretched overhead.

1W»

nothing else in this garden W

Acorus above mentioned>

there musthave been sever^

specimens. Taken as a

^

pretty nankeen square p~
£ots, the masses jrf *£

AGARICUS MTJCIDUS, Schrad. Copied from " Flora Danica "

tit may very probably be introduced into Nepal from China
(a :unebn*), but it is certainly not a native of
Vh* Himalaya,

British species, one of which, as far as our experience

goes, has a ringless variety, for the plant which we
refer to A. constrictus is in peculiar habit and character
and place of growth so exactly the plant of Fries

that we cannot conceive it to be really different.

The species of the second section have adnato-

decurrent gills, and an elastic stem spongy within,

while externally it is firmer and fibrous. To thi3 belongs

A. melleusy No. I.

The third division, which includes the subject of our
present illustration, has a stem which is externally

cartilaginous, as in Collylia.

A, mucidus is a rare but very beautiful species, con-

fined principally to the southern parts of Great
Britain. We have found it in abundance about Dork-
ing on fallen branches of Beech trees, and it has been

gathered in a few other localities. The pileus, which
is from 1\ to 2 inches across, is either pure white or

slightly tinged with ash or olive colour, glutinous, soft,

convex, more or less wrinkled, with the margin fur-

rowed. The stem, which varies in length and thickness,

is rigid, stuffed, and slightly thickened at the base, with

a distinct entire reflexed striated ring, whese margin
again becomes erect; the gills are pure white, few and
distant, rounded behind, and then running down the

stem so as to leave lines upon it. We are not aware
that it is esculent. Indeed it is too tough to make a

very wholesome article of food. M. J. B.

&/ and the cjg
colouring of the h tieroc^
a novel and ^^1,
one does not r^^lii
The nurseneB a Dwg

also situated in the «

suburbs of Teddo. Th-J
'

in a valley amidst ithe m

ing scenery ;
v***^

may the sceneryis ««*£
great beauty. 0n *°°

t
L.*>*

Sgdowntothejall^^
pleasure garden, v

t

favourite placef
*s0 v

good people ofJff „ £
2,rved a ww** £i
fish ponds, ana ^ ^

amusing themselves with the *

most curious objects in this gaiden
rf ^

ladies made up out of the^we^
santhemum. "Thousands of^ - ,

this purpose, and as thesegfo^
oftentimes

rather^
houses, the effect was oftentimes n*"^.
favourite flowering Plum trees^

£

cD ,

4*1

and avenues in all parts of tue
,ld W the

'

lakes and islands of rockworK a«

effect. , „„,«> i!^"
1

After walking round the
f
$"£*»p£.

specting all its nooks mj."*"^ I *: '

it in search of others which*™"?
tfrt>

\

tion of plants. With the aid^^&*
:

or Government officers, who acccra^
the w«

excursions, I found on the hiU ^^
road lined with nurseries rf«e™ crowd*1 **
yah. Each of these nurseries

,

tw»^ in
poft"

cultivated both in the grounu . .

which proved of great value ana ^ „u£

The most remarkable &•»£%, W %
Su-mae-yah and Dang-o-zata, i

is0ttiy

plants with variegated lea!f ' e led£ ;,

years since our taste 10™^ ^
interest in, and to admire t» ^ 3D;

nature called variegated P'
ants

„ been
'<*"

to the contrary the Japanese uav
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taste for a thousand years. The result is that they

have in cultivation, in a variegated 6tate, almost all the

ornamental plants of the country, and many of these

are strikingly handsome. Here is a list of a few to

give some idea of the extent and number of these extra-

ordinary productions:—Pines, Junipers, Retinosporas,

Podocarpus, Uliciums, Andromeda japonica, Euryas,

Kleagnus, Pittosporum Tobira, Euonymus (yellow),

Aralia, Laurus, Salisburia adiantifolia. I suppose we
moat look upon the Aucuba japonica of our gardens

as a variegated variety of that species. Then there is

a variegated Orchid ! a variegated Palm ! a variegated

Camellia, and even the Tea-plant is duly represented
in this "happy family!" The beautiful Sciadopitys

verticillata, which is no doubt " one of the finest

Conifers in Asia," has produced a variety which has
golden striped leaves.

All these things, and many more, are now on the
wide ocean on the way to Europe, where we propose
to establish them in a new home. While they pursue
their long and lonely voyage let us hope they may be
favoured with fair winds and smooth seas, and with as
little salt water as possible, which Badly disagrees with
their constitution. R. F.

;

of Adiantums and other graceful forms from the green -made inquiries no tidings of it can be obtaim 1. It was
house or stove. It is amazing how little these in a pot tally 10 inches in diameter. May I ask yon to

substitutes are known or cared for by many who should make my loss known, as it is possible it may hers been
know better. I met a lady lately, of good taste in taken by mistake with other plants. William Dean,

• • ••Ji-*^^ 1-i.il.j. Bradford Nursery, Shipley, Yorks.

Ripe and Unripe Crops of Grapes on the same Vine.

— I herewith send you an example of two crops of

Grapes growing on the same Vine; it is a young plant

n which I have been experimenting, and perhaps its

THE GORILLA.
* Pro aria et foci*."

I must absolutely hang this African ape, in order to

re from utter discredit what I have written on the
monkey-family in my 3d Series on Natural History,
published by Longman & Co., London.
At page 299 of his " Explorations and Adventures"

in Western Africa, Mr. Du Chaillu says :
" This Gorilla

was an adult male." At page 304 he says :
" We stood

side by side, and awaited the advance of the hideous
monster. He advanced upon us by starts, as is their
fashion." Again :

" The remorseless enemy came upon
the negro, not with a sudden spring like a leopard, but
with a slow vindictive certainty, which is like fate.

"

At page 58 he says: "The male Gorilla is literally

the] king of the African forest'' Again: "He (the
Gorilla) and the crested lion of Mount Atlas are the
two fiercest and strongest beasts of this continent."
At page 30* :

" He (the Gorilla) rose slowly from his
haunches, at once faced us, uttering a roar of rage."
And again :

" He was not afraid of us.'' At page 434,
he says :

u When the animal became aware of our
approach, he at once came towards us." So much for
the stupendous courage of this ape-monarch of the
African forest

ow for his Majesty's dastardly cowardice.
At page 349, Mr. Du Chaillu says : " The adult male

is also bhy, mmLL haiaJiunted "alLlky long at times
without coming upon my quarry, when I felt sure
they were carefully avoiding me.*' At page 243, he
saya

:
" They (the Gorillas) are very difficult of approach

;

the slightest noise alarms them, and sends them off.

At page 62, he says :
" The secluded habits of this

animal (the Gorilla), which lives only in the darkest
forests, and carefully shuns all approach to man."
At page 357, he says :

" The usual mode of
progression of the animal is on all fours, and resting
on the knuckles." At page 356 he says : " His (the
Gorilla) manner of approach gave me once more an
opportunity to see with how much difficulty he sup-
ports himself in the erect position." At page 350 he
says

:
" In no other animal is the foot so well adapted

for the maintenance of the erect position."
But I am tired with quoting such manifest contra-

dictions and absurdities.

Make haste, I prythee, Mr. Ketch, with the halter.
The Gorilla must awing. Its carcass may be sent down
to Walton Hall. I have an epitaph for its grave-
stone, viz. :

—

" The remains of the mighty Gorilla, the 'Lord of the
African forest,' the butcher of negroes, and the terror of all
white travellers, are buried here.

This Ape was rogue and knare in a'.l its stages

;

It lied like Lucifer, and gulled our sages."

Charles Waterton, Walton Ball, June 15.

other matters, who in default of better material had a

nice bouquet of flowers encircled by common Parsley.

A few of very hardy border plants and shrubs which

every gardener knows should be kept for this purpose,

and in cases of emergency the nearest hedge-row would

afford the leaves of an Umbellifer or Bryony rivalling

in elegance many leaves produced in our gardens. In

Covent Garden the fronds of our commonest Ferns are

sold in quantities for decorative purposes, but graceful

as these are I do not think they excel in beauty

and elegance some of oar commonest Umbellifera',

such as the various species of Chaerophyllum,

Anthriscus, Scandix, Angelica, and especially the

deep green feathered fronds of Meum athamanticum,

which I grow for the purpose, and consider equal in

appearance to many exotic Cheilanthes and even

Trichomanes. The advantage over Ferns of keeping

longer and affording a mere copious supply is also a

considerable recommendation. Such plants grow in

greater or less variety and quantity in every district of

the country, as well as near towns, so that a constant

supply of one sort or another during three-fourths of

the year might be depended on. It would be worth
the while of those who deal largely in bonquets to grow
some of the best of these in quantity, which might
enable them to be sold at a lower rate than those made
up of more expensive material. Phyllophilus, York.

Rainfall, May 1861 :—
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Home Correspondence.
Table Decoration.—I was much gratified bv your

notice in last Number of the superiority of Mr. March's
(or rather his sister's) three stands of Ferns and

tVTV™1 '**1* •dm«*W« «ffwt thev produced, which
I bad the pleasure of seeing and admiring. I trust we
ttall n longer be furnished at flower shows bvgardeners and lady amateurs with bulky "floral
devices, unshapely maaws of colour using up many
otherwise useful flowers and a precious amount of time
in the.r elaboration, and in the words of your ladv
correspondent only reminding one of "a many coloured
Jack in the Green.- Now I would like all classes of
the community (and among even the lowest I hope a
love of flowers and better taste is being diffused) totake some hints, inch as are indicated in your article.
Exhibitions of Art Manufacture at Kensington and
«isewhere have done much to bring under notice ofu»e humblest cheap receptacles of earthenware, class, orother material

1

for the reception of their bouquets,
•o th^ we need no longer have the cottager thrusting
to» clumsy bunch of Stocks or Marigold into an oldJug or spoutless teapot. But last not least, I have awo* or

^
two to say on the subject of foliage for bouquets,among those *ho cannot be expected to have a sunnlv

Remarks :—
LUtU Bridy.Sieet and hail on the 8th ; temperature on 17th

81.6, on 22d Hl.8 degrees.
Camden Town.—Steady rain from an eirly hour on the 11th ;

the total fall on that day was 1.088 inch, but as .498 fell

before 9 a.m. on that day the fall is for comparison with other
ntations entered as above.

OuruUe.— Hail and snow on the morning of the 4th.
Derby.—Mean (14 years) rainfall for May 1.90 inch.
Manchf.tUr.—Dr. Dalton'n average for 47 vears Is 2.446 inches.
Forth Shield*.—Beta on the 30th, .275 inch.
Dttm/rie*.—On the 9th and 10th snow showers ; 12th Haw-

thorn in blossom ; 14th Cuckoo heard.
Sandwich.—Mean of the previous 20 years, 1.55 inch.

Camden Road Villas.

Oak Galls.—Some weeks ago a notice appeared in
your columns relative to the galls which have infested
the Oak the last two or three years, and a hope
expressed that the late severe winter had perhaps
destroyed them. I am sorry to say "the wish was
father to the thought." I wrote then to my son, who
is with Mr. Standish at Bagshot, and asked him to
examine some for me; his reply was, they were nearly
all alive. I was there myself a month ago, and
examined a large number ; fully one-half had already of Rice
eaten their way out of the Galls, on "murderous
thoughts intent)" while of those that I opened there

was a very small percentage indeed in which the grub
was dead— I should certainly say, not one in a dozen.

Whatever else may rid us of the pest, it is evident frost

will not do so. D. Deal.
New Fern lost.— I sent to the exhibition of the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 5th inst. a new Fern
named Hypolepis distans, which was placed amongst
the miscellaneous subjects, but owing to an oversight on
my part it could not be entered in the usual way. My
brother, who is in London, received the plant at the

Euston Square Station, and took it across to the

Gardens; but on going for the plant on Friday
morning it could not be found, and although we have

on
history may be interesting. The ripe crop consists of

13 bunches, the berries averaging from 2 to 3 inches in

circumference (one of those sent is rather more), and
beautifully black. The green crop consists of 12 bunches,

just in a nice state for thinning; they are all thinned,

except the one from which the enclosed shoulder is sent,

an I which has been saved for the purpose. They are

very nice bunches, but I do not think the larg«-*t will

weigh more than 1 lb. I also enclose a leaf to show the

vigour and healthiness of the plant. If you will kindly

notice these facts in order that tliey may be referred

to, I intend, with your permission, to furnish a paper

or two on the means used to produce these crops, and
to show that we often put ourselves to a great deal of

unnecessary trouble in such matters. My worst diffi-

culty will be to describe the soil. Could you assist me
if I was to forward a sample of what the Vine is grow-
ing in ? [Yes.] I have some idea of exhibiting a hunch
of each crop side by tide. Resides the novelty of the

thiifg, if it can be repeated (and I see no reason to

doubt it, as the wood is ripening well), it would be very

convenient to those whose space is limited for planting

to have a successional crop on the same Vine, and this

not on laterals, but on the regular bearing wood.

Jasper Stands! ill, Bourton. [The ripe Grapes were of
the finest possible colour and quality. The young ones

were in the highest health. The leaf was superb and a

foot in diameter. Praj let us hear more.]

Peculiar Atmospheric Smells.—Can any of your
meteorological readers inform me whether the peculiar

smell pervading the air on certain occasions has ever
been satisfactorily explained ? Last evening (June 14)
just after sunset, a rather strong wind from the N.E.
brought up a dry mist accompanied by an odour some-
what resembling burning peat, of a more decided
character than I ever before remember to have noticed.

At 6 this morning (June 15) there was a haziness

remaining in the air and the odour still perceptible.

/. C. R. t Chehnsford.

Effects of the Winter.—You have already published
so many lists of plants " killed, wounded, or missing "

by the action of the last severe winter, that I venture
to send a list of some of my survivors ; having been
singularly fortunate amidst such a general destruction.
With the exception of Araucaria braziliensls, which is

dead, I cannot note one killed. Araucaria imbricata is

uninjured. A large plant, standard, of Magnolia
grandiflora lost its leaves, but is shooting strongly
again; other plants are unhurt. The following I may
mention as uninjured:—Grevillea rosmarini folia, Pit-
tosporum Tobira; different varieties of Yucca, Pintis
insignis, upwards of 50 feet high, quite untouched;
ditto Webbiana, Morinda, and excelsa ; Berber is nepal-
ensis, intermedia, japonica, Darwinii ; this last has
been in splendid flower, and with Escallonia macrantha,
together with Deutzia scabra and Weigela rosea, have
been most ornamental thissprin<r; Arundinaria falcata,
Ai undo Donnx, Benthamia fragifera, Phormium tenax,
Beschornera yuccoides, Pawlovnia imperialis, and Dra-
caena indivisa. Pampas Grass has been muchcut by wind,
but is quite safe. Euonymus japonicus, a few plants
killed, some damaged by E. wind, but many quite safe;
this plant seems to have suffered generally more than
almost any other. Myrtles are cut by wind, but are
shooting strong. Lastly I must mention plants of
Hiliotropium peruvianum, Cantua dependens, and
Lophospermum scandens.^ which although cut down by
frost, have survived, and' are now making strong and"-

vigorous shoots. Of Sikkim Rhododendrons, Falconeri,
Dalhousianum, ciliatum, fulgens, Hodgsoni, and
Thompsoni, are uninjured, and appear quite hardy;
Gibsoni and White Indian Azalea have flowered pro-
fusely. T. Philpotts, Porthwidden, Truro.

Rice.—I extract the following from "Household
Words." It must not be supposed that Rice in the
larger acceptation of the word is represented by " the
finest Carolina," or M the best London cleaned Patna,"
There is no more affinity between these white artificial
cereals and the "real original" staple food of India
and the East, than is to be found between a sponge
cake and a loaf of genuine farm-house bread.
Perhaps no greater fallacy exists than the common
belief in the poverty of the nutritive qualities

That may hold good in regard to the Rice
consumed in this country, but certainly not if applied
to the common Rice of many parts of the East. A
hard working Indian labourer would not make a meal
on our '* finest Carolina" if he could get it as a present

;

he would know that he could not do half a day's work
on it, even though he swallowed a full Indian allowance,

and that is saving a good deal. Perhaps it may be
thought that there is no such thing as a hard day's

work in India, and that, therefore, there can be no
good grounds for vouching for the nutritive properties

of the grain of these countries. If so it makes another

of the rather long list of popular modern fallacies. I

have seen as hard work, real bone and muscle work,

done by citizens of the United Kingdom in the East,

as was ever achieved in the cold We it, and all upon ric
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Kidney Beans, collected in Madeira, all of which were

reported to have been sown in the Garden at Chiswick.
#

Jitlie 18 (Election of Fellows).—The following were hammering is discontinued.

and curry—not curry and rice—in which the rice has
,
and richly flavoured. F. Darwin, Esq., of Kirkhill

formed the real meal, and the curry has merely helped i Hall, near Ottley, presented a collection of 49 sorts of

to give it a relish as a sort of substantial Kitchener's *" "° ""*-* ~ ™«^~~ oil «f ™Wh w^
Zest or Harvey's Sauce. 1 have seen likewise Moormen,
Malabars, and others of the Indian labouring classes,

perform a day's work that would terrify a London
porter or coalheaver, or a country navvy or ploughman;
and under the direct rays of a sun that has made a

wooden platform too hot to stand on in their shoes

without literally dancing with pain, as I have done

many a day within 6° of the line. Are you aware

whether the Rice, as made use of in the East Indies,

can be obtained in this country ? It would be a cheap

and excellent article of diet for our labouring classes

and others. East Indian Rice. [Perhaps some Corre-

spondent will be able to answer this inquiry.]

Kureel Tree.—I have just received some berries of

the Kureel tree from a correspondent near Lahore

;

can you give me any information about its cultivation ?

Some seeds not in the berry, received some months ago,

have been sown in a hothouse without success. It is

described as "a beautiful shrub when in flower, but it

fades in a week. When it is going to flower it makes
little shoots and puts out two leaves on them. All the

rest of the year the twigs are green, but perfectly

bare and dead at the ends. The Kureel is said by
some to be the wild Caper." My correspondent thinks

it would grow best by suckers, and asks what sort of

roots it would be best in this case to send, »the woody
or fibrous ? It strikes its roots from 5 to 15 feet into

the ground, and those that run along the top are woody,

and those that go deep are softer. I enclose one of

the berries. Rose. [This Kureel is the Capparis aphylla,

a kind of Caper bush. The seeds are good.]

Geranium Sports.—I beg to send for your inspec-

tion flowers from two plants of Rollisson's Unique
Geranium, each of which produced the purple and
lilac flowers sent; and in one instance, as you
will observe, the two colours are united in the same
truss. Is this sport a common occurrence ? Would
you also please to let me know which Dendrobe the

accompanying flower belongs to ? R. P., Pinchos,

Anglesey. [The Dendrobium is too much withered to

be named.]

then fixed into an earthen vessel, and
leaf is pricked into the flower to Utttcu ft

oozing liquor and convey the drops
clear

•

the vessel. After the juice begins to fl0w 7

a slip
tf

catch

$ortettt0+
Royal Horticultural : June 15.

—

The Fine Arts

Committee assembled this day, H.R.H. the Prince

Consort, President, in the Chair. There were also

present the LordLlanover, Sir CouttsLindsay, Bart.,Mr.
Henry Hope, Mr.WentworthDilke, Mr. Sidney Smirke,
R.A., and Mr. R. "Westmacott, R.A. The object of the

meeting was to make a communication to the Sculptors

of the country. The following is a list of Sculptors

and others connected with that department of jfhe
JPine Arts who had been invited by the Committee to

attend, almost the whole of whom were present, viz :

—

Messrs. Baily, R.A. ; Foley, R.A. ; Mj}£ Dowell, R.A.

;

Marshall, R.A. ; Weekes, A.R.A. ; Baron Marochetti,
A.R.A. ; Adams, Bacon, Behnes, Bell, J. Davis, E. Davis,
Durham, Earle, Edwards, Hancock, Jones, Lough,
Leigchild, Miller, Munro, Nicol, Noble, Physick,
Papworth, Stephen, Thegd, Thomas, Thornycroft,
Thrupp, J. Westmacott, W6odington, and Woolmer. 3

June 11 {Floral Committee). — Messrs. Veitch
sent on this occasion two Fuchsias with white
corollas — one called Elegans flore pleno ; the
Other Elegans alba. The same firm also furnished
a spotted Pelargonium with a brilliant ground
colour, called Topping's Lady Churston, of which men-
tion was made in our report of the Royal Botanic
Society's exhibition last week ; it received a Label of
Commendation as a useful decorative plant. Mr. Cant,
Colchester, sent blooms of a magnificent Tea Rose,
which he stated he had under the name of Aurora,
but which had been lost to the public, and which
he proposed sending out again. The Committee
entertained a very high opinion of it, but wished
to compare it with another Rose of the same class,
which it was supposed to resemble, before deciding
on it. It was, therefore, reserved for next Meeting.
Mr. W. Paul contributed a seedling Rose raised
from Jules Margottin, of good properties and
vigorous habit, of a bright rosy crimson shade of colour,
good shape, cupped, and of good substance of petal.
He proposed to call it Beauty of "Waltham Cross. For
this a first-class Certificate was awarded. Mr. Standish
again exhibiced the collection of Japanese plants sent
home by Mr. Fortune, to several of which awards were
made.
Jane 11 (Fruit Committee).—Mr. Standish exhibited

three large and handsome bunches of Ingram's Hardy
Prolific Muscat Grape; they were well shouldered, and
the berries were of good size, of a deep black colour,
and with a fine thick bloom; the flavour also was
excellent. From the fine condition of the fruit, and
the high opinion that was expre >d at former 'Teet-
ings upon the merits of this variety, the Committee
awarded to it the special prize of 51. placed at the
disposal of the Committee by Mr. W. WiUon Saunders.
Mr.^ Standish also exhibited very fine bunches of
White Frontignan Grapes, and four handsome Vines
in pots, the latter of which were awarded a Certificate
of Commendation. H.R.H. the Prince Coneort,
President of the Society, sent a dish of very fine fruit
of the Mango

; these were large, oval, and somewhat
Battened on the sides ; the flesh was thic k, very juicv

balloted for and duly elected, viz

H. W. Arney, Esq. ; Mrs. H. W. Arney, Lady Alvanley, R.

Alexander, Esq. ; Sir J. Russell Bailey, Bart. ; Miss Bartle-

more, C. Barron, Esq. ; W. R. Basham, M.D. ; The Bishop of

Bath and Wells, Lord A. Wentworth Beauclerc, F. Bentley,

Esq.; Mrs. J. B. Bergne, Right Hon. SirM. Berkeley, K.C.B.

;

Earl of Bessborough, A. H. Bevan, Esq. ; E. Birkbeck, Esq. ;

H. Bolien, Esq. ; Mrs. A. M. Bradshaw, Mr. J. Burly, P. Bicker

Caarten, Esq. ; H. Cazeuove. Esq. ; Viscount Chelsea, Lady
Chichester, S. Churchill, Esq.; Viscountess Combermere,
F. Comyn, Esq. ; J. T. Conquest, M.D. ; George Edward
Copley, Esq. ; Lord Craven, Lady Cremorne, Mrs.

Crewe, Mrs. M. Cridland, Miss M. Curwen, C. B. Danbuz,
Esq. ; Earl of Darley, J. Dashwood, Esq. ; Lady Charlotte

Denison, Sir H. Dymocke, Bart ; C. A. Ellis, Esq. ; L. A.

Ellis, Esq. ; Mrs. Else, G. F. M. Esmeade, Esq. ; J. Llewellyn

Evans, Esq. ; J. H. Foley, Esa., M.P. ; Mrs. Lane Fox, W.
Fraser, Esq. ; J. B. Gobb, Esq. ; John Gay, Esq. ;

Mrs. Gillett, Earl do Grey, J. Green, Esq. ; H. Grisewood,
Esq. : W. Gulliford, Esq. ; Mrs. M. Hakes, Sir R. N. C.

Hamilton, Bart. ; J. H. Hamilton, Esq., M.P. ; Sir T. Hare,

Bart. ; G. Hatfield, Esq.; Rev. E. C. Hawtrey, D.D. ; T. B.

Haywood, Esq. ; J. H. \V. Hibbert, Esq. ; M. Higgins, Esq. ;

Mrs. Hinchman, T. Hugham. Esq. ; L. Howard, Esq. ;

Z. A. Jessel, Esq. ; Mrs. H. Joliffe, W. Jones, Esq. ; Miss E. G.

Kennard, C. Kieser, Esq. ; H. Kingsford, Esq. ; S. Knill,

Esq. ; F. Lambert, Esq. ; Miss Lawrence, Mrs. Lee, P. Lewes,
Esq. ; W. H. Lintott, Esq. ; Right Hon. Lady Londesborough,
Mrs. L. Longdon, Earl of Longford, Mrs. Lyall, W. Lysley, Esq. ;

J. R. Macleay, Esq. ; A. MacGown, Esq. ; Lady Magnay, Duke
of Marlborough, H. Mathews, Esq. ; H. McCalmont, Esq. ;

Lord Methuen, Col. Meyrick, Mrs. Middleton, F. Milded,
Esq. ; Lady L. Mills, C. Millward, Esq. ; — Mitchell, Esq.

;

J. D. Mullens, Esq. ; Miss Mynor3, Thos. Naghten,
Esq.; Geo. O. Newton, Esq.; Wm. Nichols, Esa.;
E P. Nisbet, Esq. ; D. Norton, Esq. ; Mrs. M. Ollivier, O. S.

Onlej, Esq. ; Lady Otway, Rev. H. J.Owen, Bishop of Oxford,
Sir L. Palk, Bart., M.P. ; W. H. Palmer, Esq. ; G. A. Partridge,

Esq. ; Major Peach, G. W. Petter, Esq. ; J. Pilgrim, Esq., R.
B. Postans, Esq. ; W. Poultney, Esq. ; Lady Price, Lord G.
Quin. Mrs. H. Ramsay, C. Ramsden, Esq. ; J. G. Rebow, Esq.;

P. Reeve, Esq. ; W. H. Ripley, Esq. ; M. E. Rodocanchi, Esq.

;

L. Rosenthal, Esq. ; C. Sisson, Esq. ; R. M. Skinner, Esq.

;

Captain Smith, J. Smith, Esq. ; Viscount Somerton, J.

Stephens, Esq. ; J. P. Stocker, Esq. ; Lady Sterling,

Viscountess Strangford, G. H. Strutt, Esq. ; W. Thorpe, Esq.

;

Mrs. C. C. Townshend, Major Vivian, Col. H. Vyse, Mrs.
H. Vyse, Mrs. Walker, J. Watney, jun., Esq. ; F. West, Esq.

;

The Lady Wharnclifife, W. Wheelwright, jun., Esq. ; H. C.
White, Esq. ; S. F. Widdrington, Esq. ; Miss E. Wolfe, Miss
Wyburn, and J. H. Campbell Wyndham, Esq.

Botanical op Edinburgh : May 9.—Dr. Lowe,
President, in the chair. The following communi-
cations were read : — I. " Observations on some
hitherto undescribed Plants from New Zealand." By
Dr. Mueller, Melbourne. II. " Notice of some of the
Economic Uses of the Coco-Nut Palm (Cocos nuci-
fera) in Southern India." By Hugh Cleghorn, M.D.
The author remarked :

—" Many botanists have de-
scribed the manifold uses of the Coco Palm. Of early
writers, Marco Polo, Ksempfer, and Loureiro, collected
much accurate information. Among later authors,
Marshall, Seemann, and Drury have added to our
knowledge of the tree." He alluded to some of the
economic uses not usually noticed : particularly the
process of collecting the juice, as practised by the
Sanar. It is well known that the leaves furnish
material for mats, thatch, screens, purdahs in
Zenanas, &c. The finer nerves of the pinnules are
employed in constructing a superior description of
mat. The fibrous hjjgk of the nub yields Kayiir,
from which ropes sA cables are made, and with
which mattresses are TstufFed. "When the husk is cut
across and the inner shell removed, a hard brush is

formed which is much used for polishing waxed fur-
niture, and for many other purposes. The hard
shell (Endocarp), besides its use for ladles, Ac,
affords when burnt a good black pigment, occasionally
employed in colouring the walls of houses. The
albumen and the milk are used as an ingredient in
curries (and no pillau or curry is considered complete
without them) : the milk is also used in the arts. The
kernel is pounded and subjected to strong pressure
for the purpose of yielding the Coco-oil of commerce.
The manufacture of this oil constitutes a regular trade
on the western coast of Hiudostan. Toddy is drawn
from the tree for six months of the year. The process
of extracting the sap is as follows :—When the spathe
is a month old, the flower-bud is considered sufficiently
juicy to yield a fair return to the (Sauar) toddy
drawer, who ascends the tree with surprising ease and
apparent security, furnished with the apparatus of his
vocation. This apparatus and the mode of ascent were
described and illustrated by Dr. Cleghorn in his paper.
A year's practice is requisite before the Sanar becomes
an expert climber. The spathe when ready for tapping
is 2 feet long and 2 inches thick. It is tightly
bound with strips of young leaves to pre-
vent expansion, and the point is cut off
transversely to the extent of an inch. He gently
hammers the cut end of the spathe to crush the
flowers thereby exposed that the juice may flow
freely. The stump is then bound up with a broad
strip of fibre. This process is repeated morniug and
evening for a number of days—a thin layer being
shaved off on each occasion, and the Bpathe at the
ame time trained to bend downwards. The time
required for this initiatory process varies from five
to fifteen days in different places. The time when
the ppathe is ready to yield toddy is correctly
ascertained by the chattering of birds, the crowding
of insects, the dropping of juice, and other signs un-
mistakeable to the Sanar.

A man
or 40

attends
to

trees, which do not bleed so freely a!^
the heat of the day as at night. Forty

trees 3f
12 Madras measures of juice—about —- >**

one
and

i

pound. Jaggery

cement, and takes a fine polish,

—in part at least-

celebrity. Wood
porary purposes;

elasticity, and is

half to two gallons—the times of collecting bl!
seven in the morning and five in the evening!/jJ»J!
(coarse brown sugar), is procured by boilW J£
fresh toddy over a slow fire, a gallon yielding aba

j t -~ mixed with lime forms a ato*!
Ifc is to this nS2

that the Madras ChunamowT?
-The trunk is only used

for (L?
when fresh cut it

possesses a**
for this reason partly *™5

adapted"for temporary stockades which are exposed^

cannon shot. Coco Palms are easily transp^^
often wifh advantage. Some of the fibrous nS^m
are cut away—a little manure and a handful

o! ah
being applied to the roots each time.—m. «^,.

count of a Botanical Trip to Ben Ledi, «k
Pupils, in July, I860." By Professor Balfour.-

IV. " Letter from Dr. Kirk of the Zambesi Expedite,"

dated 2d December, 1 860. Communicated by Profo

Balfour. Dr. Kirk writes—"Of all the sights I hm
seen—and I think, from description, of all the agfa

of that sort in the world—there is nothing to eqralfc

Victoria Falls. Dr. Livingstone had greatly mi*

stated the depth ; I suspect the great Fall is 400 lei

I 'do not know if any description will make the mater

intelligible ; for you will suppose, in spite of me, fa

the ground falls in level. No such thing ; it is a wife

valley with hills, a mile or so off on either sid^ ni

about 400 feet high. The Zambesi is about aide

wide, with many islands; its course is suddalf

crossed by a fissure in the basalt rock—a milelai,

350 feet deep, and about 80 feet wide. Ba

the river falls clear down to the bottom &

the ground beyond is the same level as tiifionce
above the Falls. At the bottom of the fissure thi

water runs transversely, and escapes by a narrow

fissure at right angles, placed in the eastern third;

but there is another fissure parallel to therM^
into this the water is discharged, and flows west, tha

doubles again to the east ; still, remember, in the

bottom of the zig-zag crook, and always 400 feet under

the level of the adjacent country. It turns back to

the west, and I we did not see it again until abort

five miles below, where it was still in the deep gQiJ

cut out of the tolerably level ground ; but therei *

sides slope, so that it would be possible to dim

down, and this state of matters cfltitimiea at least halt

way down to Sinamane. This is a wonder ol tn

world, and no sketch could convey the least idea onj

unless by a master painter in oil. There is n

equal to it for depth, amount of water, and buot

larity of structure. As the water descends*

becomes broken up into rain, while masses w»

out from the rest and leave tails ^e
f "^.

the fissure at noon you see a double n^

The opposite side is as perpendicular, ana

spray falling on the rock runs down in «j
streams, but as it flows from some projectingJF
is licked up again with the ascamding. ^TLfc
more to form part of the thick rain whicn coi^

falls on whichever side the wind may blow, i ^
in the middle is constantly moist from the*apo

Fall." Mr. Win. Gorrie exhibited yootigW»
Q

^
Laricio or Corsican Pine, and remarked tnaus

best of all the European Pines for deal timber, ^
quickest in attaining a useful size. It has

j

near Manchester for railway sleepers wneu

years old.

Notice* of *»**,
The Cotton-Ryot. Bombay: Chesson * ^
This is a lively and suggestive ?&™VUe%Ls on

*

of a letter addressed to the Bombay ^j^ll
present local aspect of cotton matters, j

Rae, of the Bombay Revenue Survey. .y

The author is well acquainted with his so
j ^

has no hesitation in expressing his opinion r^ &
the most important questions that n0*

ho
#irb°*

attention of English statesmen.
Since

e p
interested in the matter will certainly-v

g^
pamphlet for themselves, we content ou ^
very few remarks. The author classes tne

^ u ^|
of India in eight groups, one °f which, at P- W
original to us, for though we have heart ^
the last " White-washing of the P?aF

f
Indll ,

*

parts of a scheme for the regeneration d tjp

u i i i iL-i 4^0 nrooosers >«*
r^r tffl

pression has long been max u«« - -v.
t0

pro""" j
debt been systematically

appropriates
.

ffigfltionJJ|

public works, such as the extension o
' tion

ofjg

facilitating internal commerce by the to ^ *o

roads, the profits resulting from lu^ anj
^

have paid the interest easily ot tn
princip^

even think we mav go further and a^ tbe g£
well. But this most unhappily was ^^ u

- _„ old Company could never be indace
rpheaSiofl

°r

The end of the spathe is either too grand for their compreu
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felt themselves hampered in their proceedings by

.

Parliamentary interference. The correctness of this I

view is we think established by the fact that nearly
all their great public works have paid from 70 to 100
per cent, on the total outlay within a year or two of
their completion. One striking case out of many may
be referred to. The Guntoor district, lying along the
banks of the Kistnah river, has always been subject to

alight scarcities every two or three years. An able

engineer in that district took the trouble to survey it

carefully, and reported to Government, if we mistake
not, somewhere about 1810, that by an expenditure
of under 10O,0O0Z. the whole of that large and
populous district might be fully irrigated from
the river, famines and scarcities prevented in
all time coming, and the revenues augmented
tenfold. Subsequent experience has shown that
principal and interest would have been paid almost
before the works were completed. The Court would
not listen to anything that could be urged on the
subject. At last a real famine swept the district, man
and beast perished by thotaands, and in one year two
or three times the amount of revenue was lost, beyond
what wo lid have prevented the catastrophe; and 10
vears after the district had not nearly recovered from
its effects: indeed we even doubt if it has yet, though
it is now 30 years since it happened. And what is

worse, the works so urgently recommended 50 years
ago are not yet carried out ; but ai e now, we believe,
thanks to General Sir Arthur Cotton's perseverance,
in progress, and when completed will change a com-
paratively poor into one of the richest districts in India.
On the subject of the Cotton supply we feel disposed

to adopt rather sanguine views. It is a six months'
crop or little more, and the stimulus of remunerating
prices will more than treble the produce the first year ;

and if there is only shipping to bring it to England,
and sufficient facilities for baling, the supply from India
will we expect astonish those in this country who are
accustomed to estimate the future by the past. What
India wants is a fair field and no favour, which has
not hitherto been accorded.

There has been much virtuous indignation expended
on the so called "middle men/* but much can be
urged in their favour, for they in the first instance
supply the sinews of war to the cultivators, who are an
improvident set of people. Fee simple lands, with a
small land tax such as we have to pay in this country,
would be the greatest boon to India ; but it is hard to do
without the money. The difficulty might however be
easily got over by compounding for the land tax at the
rate of 15 or 21 years' purchase, which, carried on at a
regulated rate, would keep the wheels of Government
going very smoothly for many a year to come, and
encourage the inrwstrwn^-of fch*t cnpitnl in the improve-
ment of land which is now worse than wasted in non-
sensical native ceremonies.
One word more. There seems to be no end to Indian

short comings in the payment of public works ; and the
present rulers seem to be following in the track of
their predecessors by stopping all the works now in
progress that can be stopped. Surely that policy is
suicidal, which n.akes the generation that executes
public works pay wholly for them for the benefit of their
successors.

The Proprietors of the 8th edition of the Ency-
clopedia Britannica have worthily terminated their
labour by the publication of one of the most skilful and
complete indexes with which we are acquainted. It
contains a full and complete enumeration of the multi-
farious subjects treated of in the work, thus bringing
into one view the varied and scattered information not
indicated by respective heads and titles.

Garden Memoranda*
Pbfssia : The Botanic Garden, Berlin.—I went

by rail to Berlin, for the most part passing through a
series of extensive flat, sandy plains. From the window s
of the carriage I could observe several plants which are
either strangers to the British Flora, or rarely met
with in this country. The sandy banks in many places
were yellow with the flowers of Helichrysum arenarium

;

and Cichorium Intybus, with Gentiana Pneumonanthei
are also common plants there. Among the cultivated
crops was- one I had not previously seen, namely, the
succulent yellow Lupin, Lupinus succulentus, which isgrown extensively in some parts of Germany, andappears to delight in the poor sandy soils on which itm generally cultivated. The appearance produced by

'S very beautiful It then occurred to me that thisLupin might prove of considerable value for cultivating
on the light sandy soils which abound so extensively
in many parts round the sea-board of this country, and
are now producing little else except bent. At any rateitwould surely be worth a trial; but in doing so, the
eecfc would require to be sown early, after the frosts
&ave pasted in order that the plants may have all theMvantage of the growing geason ; for when experi-

5^31? 7 r°?
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l"Ch S™* wel1 °» the Continent,

anS *° * \6pt ID ™* that alth0D&" the meanannual temperature of those countries may be

2?mTal t0 that 0f 0ur OWn
'

the *«* thereis much greater during summer than it is here,and the winters colder. On making further inquiry

about the Lupin crop, 1 learned that the farmers grow
it in many instances for the purpose of ploughing it in
green as manure into the land on which other crops are
to 1 e raised.

At the Berlin Botanic Garden, one of the principal

objects of attraction is the great new Palm-house, which
was lately built, and is now occupied with fine plants.

It is 170 feet long by 54 high and 50 wide, covered with
ridge and furrow roof in double sashes. It is heated by
both steam and hot water. The former is generated

from boilers placed underground, and chiefly used for

the purpose of supplying bottom heat to the plants, the

largest of which are placed on hollow pillars to which
the steam has access. It can also be admitted to the
body of the house through apertures, so as to render

the atmosphere as moist as a vapour bath, or shut off at

pleasure by closing the apertures. Judging from the

appearance of the plants, they like the treatment they

are subjected to. Long adventitious roots were, in

many instances, protruding from the stems of some
I'alms, and many species of other plants; thus afford-

ing proof of the damp atmosphere they are grown
in. It would be impossible, as well as undesirable,

in a brief notice like the present, to mention a tithe of
the old and interesting plants to be observed in the
Berlin collection. I shall, therefore, confine my obser-

vations to a few of the more remarkable kinds. The
number and size of the tree Ferns are features most
likely to attract the notice of English visitors; and the
following rough measurements of a few will give some
idea of their dimensions : Cyathea aurea, with stem
about 20 feet high ; Hemitelia integrifblia, stem 5 feet

;

Alsophila obtusa, stem 15 feet, with several others of

great size, ameng which are Alsophila inermis, Angio-
pteris longifolia, Pteris castaneanus, Diplazium grandi-
folium, and Cyathea mexicana. Next in interest,

according to my estimation, were the numerous species
of Pandani, some of which form such grotesque figures

when large. Puiidanus utilis was full of fruit, which
are singular looking black globular masses; Pandanus
furcatus was also in flower, as were some of the species
of Cyclanthus and Carludovica. Some of the Palms
a*e already noble specimens, and not a few rare kinds
among them. A large species of Strelitzia, resembling
Strelitzia augusta, but said to be different from it,

I had not previously seen. It is there called Strelitzia
Nicolai, and came from the Botanic Garden at St.
Petersburgh to the Berlin garden. Another remaik-
sble plant was a large species of Bamboo Cane, Bambusa
lati folia. The leaves of this Cane are nearly 6 inches
wide, and the canes much stronger than those of the
plant generally cultivated in British collections. The
Agave tribe of Amaryllidaceous plants, which are

^reat favourites on the Continent, are well repre-
sented at Berlin, and some fine specimens among
them. There is also a good collection of the globular-
formed Cacti, so well known from the figures published
of many of these by Dr. Pleiffer and the late Inspector
Otto. The hardy trees are neither very numerous nor
large, but I observed a good species of Poplar among
them, which I am not aware has yet been grown in
Ireland. It is there called Popnlus lauri folia, and forms
a tree 60 feet high, with large shining leaves.

From Berlin I went to Potsdam, to see the terraced
gardens, &c, at Sans Souci, which are a curiosity in
their way. There are seven tiers of terraces rising one
above the other, each of which is faced by a brick wall,
which walls are occasionally covered with glazed sashes,
according as the crops of Figs, Grapes, Peaches, <tc.,

require protection. A number of large and among
them curious forms of Gourds were lying on the walks,
attached to the Vines, which were planted on the
borders, and allowed to trail over some parts of the
walks, producing a pleasing effect on the terraces.

In Germany fine foliage appears to be more prized
than mere showy flowers, in which respect the art of
flower gardening differs materially there from the
manner it is practised in England. At Sans Souci, the
beds on the Grass were filed with such plants as the
Dwarf Fan Palm, Chamajrops lmmilis, Caladiums, and
Cannas of sorts ; and even our common Rhubarb found
a place among the number, and played no mean part as
an ornamental plant. In other beds the large Grass
Arundo donax, with varieties of Indian Corn plants,
formed good contrasts to those which were occupied
with Pelargoniums, &c. To the eye of an English o-ar
dener, who cultivates 20 kinds of scarlet Pelargoniums
each differing slightly in colour of flower and in foliage,
with twice that number of shades of colour among his
beds of Verbenas, such plants as I have stated will no
doubt appear coarse and incongruous ; but let the two

quantity of Palms are cultivated for sale which is tobe
found in any single establishment in Europe at the
present time. One large range of conservatories, about
400 feet long, was mostly filled with Palms and Ferns
and other smaller houses with many very rare plants.
This collection seemed to me to bear a greater resem-
blance to that which the Messrs. Loddiges, at Hackney,
had 20 years ago than any other I have seen, and
the prices asked were very reasonable. A large

plant of Dasylirion acrotriche was then in flower, this

being the first time I had seen this species blooming.
Moore's Report to the Royal Dublin Society.

Miscellaneous*
What Destroys Ships.—As being at present resident

in London, I had not the opportunity of examining
personally the action of " the worm ** upon the bottoms
of ships, I paid a visit to an establishment where I could
see these planks at my ease. I accordingly introduced

myself to the son of Mr. Castle, Baltic wharf, Milbank,
close to Vauxhall Bridge. Mr. Castle buys old ships
and breaks them up for firewood, which he sells at a
cheap rate, and capital fires they make. One gentle-
man, he tells me, has had a set of furniture made from
the Oak planks of these old ships. On the wall outside
the premises are fixed the figure-heads of some of the
ships that have been broken up ; they are more or less

artistically carved, and therefore worth preserving: and
here we have a curious collection, such as George IV.,

Neptune, Queen Adelaide, Acheron, W. Manning,
Jupiter, and Lord Sidmouth. Over the door of the
counting-house is an immense wooden arm holding out
a money bag, which is gilt; it belonged to the figure-

head of the ship Commerce, and is not a bad emblem
of the office over which it is fixed. Mr. Castle kindly
showed me over the yard, having previously taken from
his desk a fine specimen of Teredo-bored wood which
he had preserved from one of his ships. One of the
workmen informed me that they found "the worm " in
old ships, and generally in ships that had been sailing

in tropical climates. It prefers African Oak and Teak,
for " them things has as nice appetites as we have our-
selves." Last year he found in the Flamer and the
Bathurst, which were broken up, a great number of
" them short worms with hard heads that makes long
holes and lines them with cement as they go along" (a
capital description of Teredo). " These two ships were
quite full of them; they scrunched under the feet, and
the birds came and picked them out to eat ; they will
get in anywhere where the copper is knocked off the
bottom of the ship, and we finds 'em principally on the
* flats ' of the vessel ; when they comes to an iron or
copper bolt they turns a one side and goes round it, ag
they don't like it." This man promised to save for me
the next good specimen he obtained. I observed in
several portions of wood among the bones and skeletons
of the ships that were about the yard, a most interest-
ing natural preservative process which takes place in
Oak ships which are fastened together with iron. I
found many bits of Oak-wood stained of a blue ink-like
colour. Here then is the explanation ; the iron of the
bolt becomes decomposed by the action of the water,
and combines with the tannic acid in the Oak, thereby
forming, as everybody knows, genuine ink. The wood
iturated with this ink resists the action of the water

better than the un-inked wood, and the worm will not
bore into it. I obtained several fine specimens of this
wood

; the stained part tastes bitter, exactly like ink,
when crushed between the teeth. This same phenomenon
may be observed in Oak gate-posts in the country
which have iron fastenings or nails driven into them.
Buckland's Curiosities of Natural History, 2nd series.

Death of a Missionary.—Soon after our arrival at
the Red Lake Mission we learned that the Roman
Catholic Missionary had been frozen to death two days
previously, in an attempt to cross the ice during a
snow storm, from a promontory about two miles away
from the Mission. He had been visiting a camp of
Ojibwavs, who warned him of the perils of a return
across the ice during the storm, and invited him to
pass the night in their wigwams ; but the missionary
thought that he would not incur any danger of freezing
during so short a traverse, although the thermometer
indicated a temperature of 25° below zero, at the
opposite station. He was frozen within 200 yards of
the Mission House, near to which were a number of
log houses, tenanted at the time by half-breeds and
Indians. When the body was found on the following
morning, a number of Indians t themselves to trace
i.:„ „*«~.. r .. *v_ /-vvi _ .1 . •methods be placed before the eye of a good landscape his steps from the Ojibway camp across the ice,

painter, I can readily opine which he will choose. The difficult undertaking, in c
new Orangery, which is, I dare say, by the time I write

- 1
* 1 ---«-«-

1000
appearance it seems a massive heavy building, with

_ consequence of the high wind
which was blowing at the time having, to an inexpe-
rienced <yc, obliterated all traces of his steps. With
astonishing accuracy these wild men read the brief
history of his journey, and related the incidents to me

sashes; and at the back part there is a sort of gallery, Ojibw.iy village and the course of the unfortunate
raised abont 8 feet above the level of the floor. I missionary in view, "There," said my dusky in-
believe it is intended for a winter promenade for the ; formant, pointing to the ice not more than half a mile

y ^*»~ A * V* X.% V/UU VII U OVUiV ^w*»*»» ^~~--* »^— »» ww » » V ^* ' " *.*VM w *._ w w* ««-*» 4* mmrmtmW TT "WW » -- ^_J "**V^ _» ft.* ft. 1 | w LJllVl O OOUUlvUft
the great conservatory.

,

Now he faced the wind and ran against the blinding
Near Sans Souci is the extensive nursery collection of snow and pitiless storm; here he turned his baek again;

M. Fricke, at Augustin, where, I believe, the largest
[
there his tracks showed how he slipped and fell, an</
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once again where he knelt to pray. The marks of his

fingers were seen on the crust of snow lying in frozen

patches on the ice. Once more he fell, rose again,

: knelt for a while, and made a last effort to push against

• the storm. They came at length to where he had
• fallen for the last time, and subsequently knelt with

his hands on the ice, his head touching the snow. He
was found with hands clasped in the attitude of prayer,

his head bent upon his breast. The barking dogs at

the Mission must have been aware that he was

approaching, notwithstanding the gloom of evening

and the drifting snow, for they bayed fiercely in the

direction he was coming about the time ho was supposed

to have fallen. The half-breeds heard the dogs and

looked out in expectation of seeing the missionary

approach, but as the dogs soon ceased to bark they

thought it was a false alarm, and did not go to meet

. and assist him. It was painfully interesting to watch

the Indians relate the- narrative of this short but

terrible journey from the information they had gathered

on the almost trackless ice and snow. The imitation

of the actions and motions of the poor missionary, his

attitude of prayer, his drooping head touching the coid

ice, his backward wanderings, were all so faithfully

represented, so true to nature, that the reality seemed

to be occurring before me, rather than the solemn

mimicry of a savage.— Hind's Narrative of the

Canadian Red River Exploring Expedition.

Effect of Fungi on Roots.—The following may
possibly be of interest. In a garden where I am direct-

ing some improvements was a large Portugal Laurel,

which, without any apparent cause, had gradually

decayed. Upon examining the soil, however, about its

roots large patches of a yeasty looking Tungus were

conspicuous; and on still further scrutiny, the half-

rotten stump of a tree felled some two or three years

ago, revealed itself. The Laurel has just been grubbed

up, and on nearly the whole of its roots are traces of

the mycelium of a Fungus. This has, I imagine, killed

the tree, the primary cause being the decaying tree

stump. L. in Floristfor June,

Remarkable New Australian Tree.—Mr. Stuart in

his journal speaks of a magnificent tree in the far north

country, which sheltered himself, his party, and all the

horses beneath its wide-spreading branches. He brought

a few seeds to Adelaide, and we have had the pleasure

of seeing a leaf from one of the young plants. It was
received by our member, Mr. Serjeant, from a relative

of his in Adelaide, and was by him submitted to Messrs.

Thomas Lang & Co., nurserymen here, who, however,
were unacquainted with the plant. They got the
opinion of our learned botanist, Dr. Mueller, of Mel-
bourne, and we have much pleasure in giving the
following extract from his letter to Messrs. Lang & Co.

:

—"The leaf transmitted for my inspection proves that

the famous umbrageous tree belongs to the genus
Erythrina. I am of course not in a position to state

whether the species h a new one, or any of the four of
. tropical Australia already known, the leaf being very
young. In Stuart's botanical collection submitted to
me I find only a leaf of the Erythrina biloba, which I
discovered in 1856 during Gregory's expedition. I

-described it in Sir William Hooker's Journal, 1857, p. 21.
The species is said by Mr. Stuart to be frequent in

Central Australia. We saw it only on one spot, where
it formed but a small tree. More frequently we noticed
the Erythrina vespertilia of Bentham (see Mitchell's
Tropical Australia, p. 218), but this never attained any
great size, and I am therefore inclined to consider the
magnitude of the particular individual tree alluded to
by Mr. Stuart as an exceptional state, the effect of cir-

cumstances most favourable to the growth of the plant.
The two other coral trees as yet known belong to
Eastern Australia. Melbourne Observer.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conseetatoby, &c—Let shading be used with

caution at all times whenever the weather is in any
way dull. As plants will soon be ripening their young
wood, they want as much light and even moderate
sunshine as possible. In the case of Orchids this is
especially necessary, in order that the young leaves and
pseudo-bulbs may be thoroughly matured. Plants
already in this condition, or nearly so, should be
removed forthwith to a cool house, and care taken not
to induce thera to push again, as a fresh start would
interfere with their flowering next year. Dendrobiura
nobile and others of that class sufficiently advanced in
growth should also be moved to a house where they
could have a moderate and steady temperature,
abundance of air, and little water till their stems are
ripe and their flower buds formed. Those Orchids
which are still in a growing state should be placed in
the most favourable positions and encouraged by a nice
temperature, for ripening and hardening auy growths
which they may yet make. Afterwards let them be
put gradually to rest.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineet.—Attend carefully togrowing stock, keeping

the bottom-heat regular, and the atmosphere moist,
•and use every means to secure rapid vigorous growth.
This will not be obtained, however, unless all is right
at the root, therefore attend well to watering, and
never allow any of the plants to become pot-bound.
Uive an* moderately to young stock, and shut up early

in the afternoon, giving the plants a gentle syringing

and the house a good steaming by wetting every

available surface. Continue to pot a few suckers, as

they can be obtained of sufficient strength, and do not

allow too many to be produced by one plant, as they

weaken each other. Indeed, no sucker should be

allowed to grow to any size that is not likely to be

wanted for stock, and unless in the case of any scarce

sort, never more than two on a plant. Plants growing

in beds of soil must be very carefully attended to with

water, giving enough at each application to moisten the

whole body of soil; for unless this is attended to the

bottom of the bed will sometimes get quite dry, while

the surface is moist.

Vinebies.—The inside borders of houses intended to

furnish a late supply of Grapes should soon be well

soaked with manure water, so as to allow of their

becoming dry before the fruit is ripe, for damp would

be most injurious then, and anything likely to cause it

should be avoided. Muscats beginning to ripen should

be assisted with fire-heat, for it is hardly possible to

ripen these properly at any season without artificial

heat ; and those for late use should be pushed on so as

to get them ripe by the end of August, at the latest

;

for those ripened later in the season are seldom of good

quality, and we have always found them to hang better

when ripened early in autumn than those that are

ripened later in the season.

Fiqs.—The second crop on the earliest trees will be

fast advancing ; as soon as the fruit begins to ripen the

atmosphere should be kept dry and rather cool, giving

air freely every fine day, and using a little fire on wet

cloudy days, to prevent damp and allow of a gentle cir-

culation of air. Use every care to keep the foliage clean

and healthy, and clear of insects, and do not crowd the

young shoots.

Melons.—Plants on which the fruit is ripening

should be kept dry at the root, and freely exposed to air

on fine days.

Peach House.—Use means to eradicate insects, if

any, from the early house ; the trees should be perfectly

free from them before the lights are removed. Syringe

copiously to destroy red spider, dnst freely with

sulphur for mildew, and smoke with tobacco for

green -fly.

Chebeies.—Reduce the moisture when the fruit

begins to colour, and increase the heat a little to

accelerate the process of ripening. Keep the roots

well supplied with water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Cuttings of Koses (where they can be obtained)

may now be taken, and planted in a close cold

frame in a northern aspect. In about a month
they will have shown a disposition to strike root,

when they may be taken up carefully, potted, and
plunged in a slight bottom heat. Treated thus
they make nice plants in a short time, and if kept
under slight protection during winter will fill their
pots with roots and be ready for planting out next
May. Pink pipings put in early will now be ready for

transplanting, and if so this should be done at once, as

they will require time to fully establish themselves, so
as to prevent frost from injuring them. If the situa-

tion ultimately intended for them is vacant they may
be planted there at once ; but if occupied at present by
something else, let the young Pinks be planted 4 inches
apart on reserved beds in an open situation, the soil of
which should consist chiefly of light loam, to which may
be aWed some charcoal-dust or charred refuse. The
rotten manure from an old Mushroom bed answers very
well for Pinks, as it encourages a mass of fibres, and
produces a healthy but not over gross development of
top. As regards bedding plants some memoranda
respecting their arrangement next season should be
made, when their colours have become fully developed.
Of the flower garden a rough plan should be made,
the beds on which should be numbered and correspond
with an accompanying list of plants with which it may
be intended to fill them, and along with this should be
the quantity required for each bed. In this way accurate
information is at once obtained of the quantity of
plants which must be propagated by cuttings, and both
by these and seed in spring. Disappointment is thus
prevented on the one hand, and waste of time and
labour on the other. Whilst half hardy plants are in
full beauty, a tasteful eye will easily discover the weak
and improvable points, and by closely observing the
more satisfactory part, will readily perceive the most
desirable future arrangement.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Successional sowings of Spinach should be made as

soon as those earlier put in appear above ground. Get
a good breadth of Lettuce and Endive planted out for
the autumn supply, and sow some hardy sort of Lettuce
for later crops. Dig down exhausted plantations of
early Strawberries as soon as the fruit is off them and
get the ground planted with winter Broccoli ; make a
further sowing of Turnips. Attend to cutting and
drying herbs as they come into bloom. Get a good
breadth of Cabbage planted thickly in rich ground for
early winter use.

COTTAGERS ' GARDEN.
Early Potatoes are backward this year ; but as soon

as they are up plant the ground with early Ulra Savoy.
They may be allowed to stand a foot apart each way. A
little Spinach may also soon be put in. The destruction
of weeds will require considerable attention • the
weather now being favourable they grow with rapidit

STATE of
For the Week end
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the weather at chiswick nTriqvT""*
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14—Dry haze; very tine; overcast
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cool at nisht.

15-Dry slight haze ; hot and very dry air; tine.

16-Drv haze; very fine; sultry; overcast.

17—Fine; very fine; overcast.

18-Fine; dry haze ; very fane ;
densely overcast tt Dirtt

19-Lixht hazy clouds and fine ; very hne ; 8uitry JF-
20- Slight rain; sultry; thunder storm with h^S*

menced at 1 p.m. ; very fine at night. ^ «
Mean temperature of the week 6 deg. above the a*^
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred oiiW^tk,

1826-therm. 93 deg.; and the lowest on the 24th,:i859-tbqm.iHfr

Notices to Correspondents.

Bedding Plants : An Old Gardener. The person who vital

your mistress that such plauts ought not to be waterediit

first planted out, but kept dry till July, does not knot wis

he talks about. The great point is to get a good tot, ?

means of water and a warm border; when July c«M(a

plants will then be well established and can usuifljsb

care of themselves.

Grapes: J K H I. Your berries are not mildewed;

»

suffering from cold wet roots, either now or aw 6*

since. The Muscats are much more tender than othqM

with Froutignans, are alwaysthe first tosuffer. -H.J„bi%

says that the rust complained of by a late Corresponai

owing to the berries having been syringed with dirtyia

and he adds the advice never to water Grapes overbad*

they have set. Upon this point he must be set right «n

never caused by the use of dirty water, but by cMrtlL

Undoubtedly it is wrong to syringe Grapes when wttj

with any kind of water. Nature endeavours to prevau a

access of rain by a canopy of leaves over every hurt, n*

thinks he knows better and is punished accordingly.

Insects: JBKS. Your Mangel leavesare now infestedIwitMaere

grown larva ofsome dipterous fly. The only renw^jtJJF

off the infested leaves and burn them. *^^»™2
to Professor Westwood, Oxford, in order that their ecwj

maybe investigated.—Old Sub. Your crwture »««•«

half worms (Gordius aquaticus). The moUonotto u£

allude to is caused by the rarefaction of thaiW**< »~

phere and the movement caused by the cooler an ru-i

LiSum gioanteum : H G. We have received tbephoAge**
are we really to understand that the \>»™*£, Hadit »

last winter without auy protection toitt™ ^i f
covering of straw, or of ashes, or some

_

aw

should be much obliged by a reply on uw P»
curiousip(u

Monstrous Canterbury Bell: Anon, ine" ^
was figured in the Gardeners' Chronic" t0/ 'T' U the **

Mowing Machines: Inquirer. We really
K
ca™°1

J^ eifl*

to criticisms upon advertisements. _uuy»

their judgment, aided by private enquiry. **, fto

Names of Plants: Berry lUll. Cleom roe* ^^
plant from Cabul is Dianthus cnl

?
itu

!;ile that if^ *
aeut more t?ian four. Pray observe tbe

, J"
1

, cynancbw*
sent we cannot even look at them.— tr^-»

Moldavia,
*

'

cetoxicum ; 2, perhaps Draeocepbalum n ^m
miserable bit; 3, Asphodel™[

luteus.,4,
heriDg ffljg

foraiis.-^ P. We have so little skill m *eP/our Do»«£
writing that we are not sure that we ^aoj ^D*
If your question is whether the P]*™/<"*_ mdgaientf

drobium nobile we reply-yes, as far as anj J ^IT

formed from withered flowers.-G. w r

Roberts. Send it here. , __nf carrying**^
Ponds : A L D. There is no remedy except ^

of water through it. vininr We s^***

The New Horticultural Gardens. J*™ notice. ft*
in the Saturday Review which »W*

rid i Cuies theJJ

does the writer of the article say . »
min jsters app*i

sion at the opening ; says that Cfcbmet ff

.

^.i.«i.u „„,».. „~r.+o . amA that tne rem- „T4Vef

B*k

garden itsult he thinks
of

taste abbut which one man's opinion w »B which r
Then he thinks that horticultureJ

»w ^A
flowers you may not pluck andJruit

tb* ^M
are but dull affairs ; this v>e leave

,

mm exbibi^,

seers. In the next place he f^l^Si
which fl£

especially the dinner table decomt^^^
"what was really an interesting ana

. ^ »^
which we infer that the writer w a bon ^

iuks the arcades a suce^ ^.m

y ungraceful,^X^^St
garden rind its colonnades will ha

Q

r
a
m^tters

no***; $

hereafter to surround them, but ^^issioiien»% >

gratulates the Society and the torn
Tbsj *-,*

design and execution of ^\^t^X^tt^garden as a garden he thinks that tbep applw^
the design of geometrical gardens is

tt^ pict^j^

no other could have been ad°ptea.
he coinjTJt

higgledy piggledy was impossible.
6n>fJ;

bV
there are no old trees in this garden harcu^ otbert^

Tbenprobably die, a gardening V1**** * 1U*~. . , o«u>
differ t iron, the Saturday JUv«"> -^metrical

ff7j
rinciple that governs the design oig app^£
ell applied, still the reviewer ^ ..njoaj^iej

ssign. He would have had it u*
^ ,*&&&&'^

princi

could have been
\d$® .

msist in ft
chrome of a'garden should^consi^"^ ^gj^rf
flowers and of flowers only. ";deDS c*u^g o»«

6 months in the year English gai ^ un^^tr
chrome whatever, but must P"*7r»i wi^J"; djspo*

green. Mr. Nesfield's motto is a-? gucb »

motto his reviewer utterly repuaw*

cannot preteud to adjust.

|
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BUBKAR1). LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SLTKRPHOSPHATF. OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be rery gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

> r concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, *c, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
6 Co. , Sutton Road, Plymouth.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PAMIKES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MAN »LD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
DON , in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and Insoluble phosphate to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Companv also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct fmm Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sous), NITRATE of
&ODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Penchurch Street, EC. Ei>w. Purser, Secretary.

AW E S ' 8 M A N UK ET"
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :—
LAWES'8 PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6
LAWKS S SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME from

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5
LAWES"S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the Uuited Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John BmntT Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. : aud Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

Farm Buildings.

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c, for the erection of Farm Houses,
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their
own Agents and sanctioned by the Ioclosure Commissioners
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 ye
No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
The Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Companv on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases. __

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
street, London. S.W.

TI1HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated bv Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, Ac.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Blachinery for Drainage or Irrigation,

i. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

S. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

For further information, and for forms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.

Heaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS Ayo KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured. ^^m >imi«^ -uROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,
with BiT.otss & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42i\ 10*.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :

—

From Mr. Jobk Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carne, JHmland
Cattle, Glaniormn.

" I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs
Burgess * Keys Reaper, in my master's Home Farm and
also accompanied it when lent to teuauts on the estate
During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
less than l.ouo acres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first bad with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his
tenant, Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst.and is in excellent order "
M CORM ICK'S REAPER for Manual Deliverv Pri^ov
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

ffiven by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/
COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Iiorse Machine.

*rice 35/.

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for
"••Ptag, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.

Station*
Price*» "»u»ude Packing and Delivery at any Railway

P A TENT SPADES and SHOVEL-
HAY, MANURE, and DIGGING FORKS,

POA ANNUA.—This Grass is alluded to in a Leader
of the Gonlencrt' Chronide of the 17th boat, " It is adapted

to :iny case where the early appearance of Grass is required for
any special purpose." It is suitable also for sowing in shady
places and under trees.

George Gibbs & Co. having just received from one of
their Collectors upwards of 10 cat. of Poa annua, beg to offer
fine heavy Seed, just harvested, price 2s. 6d. per lb.

George Gibbs & Co., Seedsmen, 20, Down Street, Piccadilly.

Eixt Agricultural (Bajette*

SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1861.

Made from one solid piece of cast-steel, without welding or
rivetting. Warranted to wear out at least three of the
ordinary ones, and to work sharp and bright to the last.

S. & J. received the Special Prize for these articles at the
Royal Society's Show at Canterbury Iftfft year, and First Class
Medals and Prizes at every other Exhibition at which they
have been shown.

Invented, Patented, and Manufactured by Spear & Jackson,
Etna Works, Sheffield.

JTYLOR and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Housos,
tfce. Price 25*. 6d. each.

IRON YARD
AND

GARDEN PUMPS
S feet 6 inches under spout

2} 3 3} inch
43*. 53*. CO*, each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of
the ground.

PUMPS ofJ.Tylor & Soys'
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor k, Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street, London, E.C.

SONS,JOHN WARNER and
Crescent, Cripplegate, E.C.

WARNERS' PATENT VIBRATING STANDARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS for Farms,

Cottages, Stable Yards, &,c, where the Well
does not exceed 26 feet in depth ; fitted

with Warnkr's Patent Metal Bucket and
Valve, which cannot clog in action. These
Pumps can be made right-handed, left-

handed, or with handle opposite the nose by
removing four screws only.

Diameter. Height.
2 i in. short lft. 7 in.

2J „ long 3 .. 3

3 „ ditto 3 „
3£„ ditto 3 „
4 „ ditto 3 „

6

6
6

>»

it

M
ft

£
1

1

.2

2
2

t. d.

1

10
4
9
18

Fitted for lead,

gutta percha
or cast iron
flanged pipe
as required.

2£ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2* ., long ditto ditto ditto2 14

The short-barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space for the supply of Coppers and Sinks
In Wash-houses, with soft water from un-

No. 35. derground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and
PlantHouses ; they may be fixed, when desired, under the stage.

No. 579J.
TTTARNKKS' SWING
f? GARDEN BARROW

(holding about 35 gallons) is
intended for all large establish-
ments where much watering
is done by the Watering Pot.
By its use the Gardener will
save much time and labour,
particularly where the Tauk,
Pond, or Pump is at a distance
from the Garden.

£2 10*.

ARNEHS* GAL-
No. 5544.

W VANIZED IRON TUB
GARDEN ENGINE, with
Registered Spreader, is

strongly recommended for

durability and low price, viz. :—

£j 1610 gallons

16

24 »»

I
5

15

Larger sizes may be had in

either Wood or Iron.

BRASS SYRINGES, from 9*. to 21*.

May be obtained of anv Ironmonger or Plumber in Town 01
j

Country, at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Manu-
facturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London. E.C.

Engravings sent on application. 1

The power required to pull a frame-work of

ploughs at work, as drawn by steam-power,

includes (1) the draught of the rope by which it is

pulled, (*2) the draught of the plough due to its

mere weight, (3) the actual labour of cutting and
turning so many furrow slices, and (4) the draught

of the rope bfhind it, which it pulls with it to the

further end of the field, in order that by this rope

it may be pulled back a^ain.

I
In the case of Fowler's plough the engine

travels along one side of the field, aud the anchor-

age along the other side, and the rope is carried

round a single pulley on each. The anchor pulley

is a mere carrier ; the engine pulley has a so-called

clip groove, its cheeks being hinged so that any
rope between them lying tight in its bed is held

the more tightly the more the pull upon it.

This clip drum draws the rope forward until the

link which was close to the anchor touches the

engine, and then the motion being reversed this

link is sent back again to the same place. In this

link the plough frame is placed, which is thus

drawn to and tro ! but it would be drawn to and
fro along the same line were it not that some time

during each traverse of the implement the engine

moves forward of itself, and the anchor pulley being

put in gear with other wheels within the anchor

frame, winds the anchor too exactly one breadth of

the implement along the headlands. The plough is

thus sent back always on a fresh breadth, and so the

work proceeds until engine and anchorage respec-

tively have reached the ends of their respective

headlands.

The headlands may not be parallel, and then tbe
• rope must be lengthened or shortened to suit the

varying interval between tliem. This is now very
cleverly done by a self-acting apparatus on the

plough- frame. The implement is not merely a "link"
in the chain—it not only receives both ends of it as

a link would do, but winds a surplus of each up on
two separate drums, fore and aft of its own frame,

and these two drums are geared to each other

so that each pulls upon the other, and tends to

wind the other up. A certain fraction of the engine
pull thus goes to tighten the rope, and whenever the

rope is slacker by reason of a shortening furrow
than this fraction of the draught permits, the

slack is wound up by it—aud on the other hand
when the divergent courses of the anchorage and
engine enforce a lengthening of the rope, then,

under protest of this same fraction of the draught,
the drums unwind and p.iy out rope suthcient.

Independently of a great saving of time in that

being self-done which formerly took many
stoppages and frequent manipulation to effect—there

are several incidental advantages connected with
it. As, for instance, the draught rope is thus kept
at the requisite degree of tightness upon the clip-

drum of the engine, which thus holds it without
that liability to slip which when it is loose some-
times takes effect. And, as another instance, when
the plough strikes upon a landfast stone, instead

of the brunt of the shock being borne simply by
the draught rope and its attachments to the engine
and the plough frame, it is by the connection of

the pull rope and the slack rope through the

drums thus geared t gether at once distributed

over every part of the apparatus in the field.

In estimating the effect of this gear work on
the draught of the plough, it is of importance to

bear in mind the distinction between the mere
tightness of the rope and the pull ot the eugiue

on it. The rope might be screwed up almost to

breaking : a dynamometer placed as a iink in its

circuit would be stretched and might indicate a

ton, and yet, provided its bearings were on friction

rollers, a child might pull it round. It is plain

that the only mischievous effect of a tightness all

round arises from the increase of friction. Besides

the bmeficial effects already named there is this

additional one, that the rope is more easily carried

on the comparatively few rope-porters which are

generally seen in the field ; and the saving of
,

draught" by the saving of dragging is but a part
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of this advantage, for upon the quantity of this

dragging of rope upon the ground depends friction,

not only wasteful of the power employed, but

wasteful of the rope itself, which, as our readers

know, is a very serious item in the cost of steam

ploughing.
This rope gear then, which makes the forward

rope pull the hind rope tight, while it increases

the friction on the bearings at either end, lifts the

rope off the ground, and so diminishes friction there,

and it pulls upon the other side of the engine

pulley, thus not only hindering all chance of

slipping, but in fact helping to pull it round.

The other sources of draught in ploughs and other

steam-driven implements must be discussed next

week.

At a recent meeting of the ^Newcastle Farmers'

Club, an excellent account of our reaping and

mowing machinery was given by Mr. Jacob
Wilson of "Woodburn. There will probably be a

much more extensive use of the mowing machine
during the next four weeks in this country than
has ever hitherto been witnessed, and we
therefore extract from this paper and from
other sources some of the more recent experiences

of the various forms of this machine which are

of its wheels, it interfered less with the swath
on its return than Samuelson's. But on the other

hand it was evident that the action of both wheels

on the knives of Samtjelson's machine would be very
advantageous in cutting crops on uneven ground

—

the knife by this action adapting itself to the

wheel at however great an inclination it might go ;

and then again it has this advantage, that it is

equally adapted to reaping as well as mowing, and
is cheaper. Representatives of both firms were
present,

—

Samtjelson's agent pointing to what his

had accomplished last week on Mr. F. Lavington's
farm at Pouhhot (where it worked with one of its

wheels in a water gutter at an angle of 45 deg.,

and yet cut its ridges out as clean as on level

ground), as a proof of the perfect adaptation of his

machine to every description of land; besides which,
he contended, it possessed this great advantage,
that it could be used as a reaper at a very small
expense. "Btjkgess & Key's representative, on
the other hand, contended that his machine was
superior in one very great essential—viz,, that it

was lighter of draught ; and as regarded the

flexibility of its cutting powers, it was said to be
quite equal to its rival, and at a small additional

cost could also be adapted as a reaper. As far as

the work done on Mr. Sainsbtjky's farm is

the dimiuig^

machines cut the crop as even as a lawn

;

and we are told that it is a matter of no
consequence however much the crop may be
laid; if it were rolled, it could be cut
equally well. The pace was about 3 miles an
hour ; at which about 8 or 10 acres might be
thrown in a day ; but it appeared to be rather stiff

work for horses, and in the opinion of those present,
to cut that quantity four horses would be required,

to relieve each other at intervals.
" After the machines had worked on the Clover,

they were put into a piece of Sainfoin close by, and

before the public. The three mowers which
j
concerned, it was unexceptionable—each of the

now chiefly compete for English custom, are-----
Btjbgess and Key's, Cranstotjn's, andBAMLErr's
—the last made by Mr. Samtjelson, of Banbury.
"We have frequently seen them all at work.
At Pontefract last year in particular the three

competed.
The land set apart for the trial of mowing

machines on that occasion was well adapted by the

strength of its crop and the unevenness of its surface

to test their ability to deal with difhcult circum-
stances. The excellent quality of their perform-
ance enabled the judges to award a commendation
to all the machines that were on the ground. They
were four in number:—1. Ceanstotjn's, costing
22Z. ; Btjkgess & Key's, costing 30/. ; Keabsley's,
of Ripon (price not stated) ; and Bamlett's, cost-
ing 20/. They were set to work across the some-
what awkward ridges, and accomplished their
task at the rate of about 3 roods and 10 perches per
hour. Judging, however, rather by the quality
of the performance and the simplicity and cheap-
ness of construction than by differences on a
time trial, which when the time is short and
the differences small are of: little help to guide the
judgment, the first prize was awarded to Mr.
Cbanstotjn for Wood's American mower, and the
second to Mr. Clay for Btjrgess & Key's mower

F*1"* 22, i86l

money per acre has been reali

crop (owing to the higher price they "bear"

1

?
1

market) as was obtained at the former period •

auif
*•

the crops were then much larger, the haulm ^
gross, and the varieties in cultivation much late^
now, such is the advantage of the early sorts J****
result of the haulm being attacked by the blight ti-
the crop does not extract so much nutriment

from *l
soil, and consequently leaves the land in much h- k
condition for the succeeding corn crops, andwS
our succeeding corn crop has been Wheat or (U/?
has uniformly proved the best crop of the &L*
whereas formerly, when the late varieties of Pot!!?
were grown, it was rare to see an average

prodimJ!!
grain from the succeeding crop. ^ w

There has, however, been some drawback
upon a.

state of the land after the Potato crop in fi^SJJ
(when the haulm has been struck down by bkln
because the crops are mostly sold by the acre, orT?
by the grower on his own account ; in^ ^ I

delay usually occurs, and the crop is not raised untftjfoL

harvest; in the mean time, especially upon %lv«y
land, the weeds will make astonishing growth, and'w
seasons like the past their progress has been so arid

after the fall of the Potato leaf, that before the cL
could be lifted, the weeds must be either mowed fan
by the scythe, or hand-pulled at a great expense,^

it is easy to understand how the growing a heavym
of weeds must result in a great deterioration offo

soil for the production of after crops.

Having suffered greatly from the before-namedm
for some years, we were induced last season to try

i

plan of double culture, in order if possible to occnw

the land in the autumn with a valuable crop of rook

in lieu of a damaging crop of weeds. Our Potato crop

for the season 1860 consisted of 6 acres of Tji

Regents, 6 acres of Fortyfolds, and 7 acres of theftb

variety of Potatoes, making together 19 acres; Ik

whole of which land was seeded with Norfolk Wl

Round Turnips, in the following manner :-&

Potatoes having been horse-hoed and hand-hoed kk
season, and the land being perfectly clean, it was tk

usual

each here had another trial, with equal success to is termed, which was done with a one-horse double-

a\ i 1 * 1 1 1 ij T 1 »i • • • TnrVllIrl niAnrrn nnwn/< +V\/v nnnAn^ at*/] ^liirn vtur A?

that which had attended their previous operations

—in fact, as far as cutting the crop went, there
could be no mistake ; the only question seemed to
be as to the comparative superiority of the two
machines in other respects. It is but right to

say that Samtjelson' s machine laboured under
great disadvantages, owing to the mishap which
occurred to it soon after starting, and which
there were no means at hand to remedy. Still, i wuere yara manure or guano was us**, «» —-r
as far as the work it made was concerned, it did it plants struck their roots directly into tine manure ;

and

well, and fully exhibited the principle upon which '
lffcm-,» *u~ ,~A »-*-*—* twelves mtli

it is constructed.''

mould plough during the second and third week oi

June ; and every day during the time of earthing,

we sowed with Bennett's broadcast seeding harrow

about a pound of seed per acre, j ust before the plough,

which as it proceeded buried all the Turnip seed and

lifted it on to the ridge, in which position the seed

when it vegetated was well placed to avail itself of the

manure which had been previously deposited in t

rows for the Potato crop, and in either case, be

guano was used, the Turnip

There can bo no doubt that the mowing machine

and the other two machines upon the ground were I }1
°ow Yta

??/"'d im
.P}"??nt of the f<"™, and that

commended. The first prize machine was eyidentlv ItTj* °l4^ w1 th,S 8Ummer be at work in

the lightest on the ground in actual weight, and
the hauds of Erl&llsh farmers -

therefore in draught ; it required less attendance
than the others at the land's end, owing to its DOUBLE
self-acting apparatus for getting out of gear when t. ,. " -—- •*"">«
necessary—and it was one of the cheapest and

DoUBLE cul
.

t"re °* ™>* "ops has been practised for

simplest of construction. The second prize ma- ! T?l yeM8
i

W1 ""1 8UCcess
- . Y* have Krown uPon

chine made excellent work, and is provided with trZf /'f Cr
„°
pS

. °/
M,
S»?

1
.

Wurzel mi
several meana nf „,l;nof;„„. iu* t

F10 * 1"?" w»i" Carrots, after the plan adopted at Badminton a few

cumstat^ This, 'tl fTS-t years ago, a statement of which appeared at the timer r'TlA'tr '
dd t0

-}
tS
i
W61ght S the JoUrnaJ of the Ro?al Agricultural Society of

£?„fJT « Wl- machl
?
e

' Prided with a England. We have also grown Mangel and Beans injointed cutter, which lies or hangs from it on the I alternate rows; also Swedish Turnips and Beans
SUrlaCe tO be CUt. made PYOpll^nf wnrV • an/^ tnnnn f!»rrnfa nnrl Raono no *tt«11 «„ rp • j t> ?

the Bean crop.

The result of the Mangel and Carrot crop was very
satisfactory

; there were 27 tons of Mangel and 13
tons of Carrots per acre. This weight of crop may be"~ ^~

J *~~ wnerous
seasons, for when it is considered how much space is

j

roots to the stack, and the greens for daily^^tor the Mangels to soreadthpir 1p»voq Q«rl ™ tKaM(,,,u ^e *u- t< . " ~ «n the held nrsn*

a somewhat slighter construction of some of its
parts shall be adopted, it will no doubt be a first-
class implement. Its weight and consequent
draught were originally both too great.

It is this fourth machine which is now being
sent out by Samtjelson of Banbury. We abridge
from the Devizes Gazette an account of a recent
trial of it along with Btjrgess & Key's machine,
on the farm of Mr. W. Sainsbuey, in which both
proved thoroughly efficient. They were tried on
Clover and Sainfoin, both of them heavy crops.

11 Samtjelson's was the first to go to work, and
cut the crop down with a cleanness and precision
which beat all the mowing by hand we ever saw.
Burgess & Key was quickly by the side of its
rival. At first the former seemed to have rather
the advantage in the closeness of its cut; but after
a slight alteration in the adaptation of its knives,
the latter cut as perfectly, and it would have
puzzled the keenest judge to decide which cut the
crop closest and cleanest. Owing to some accident
to one of the pins in Sajkuelson's machine soon
after it had set to work, it was unable to turn so
easily as it otherwise might have done, and this of

°^rse g^e Btjkgess & Key rather the advantage,
added to which the machine of the latter firm
appeared lighter and more easy of draught, and
being worked with a pole and a pair of horses greater
steadiness was given to its operations. Another onlt„ ro . .• . ,,

-

7 -r«— w tueu
favourable difference observable in Btjbgess & Sf\Jt

th
f_

fie1^ .P^0U8 to
.

the attack of Potato
JUTT S machine wao rV.a4- ^m ; a- 4.V.- __. .•

,l"",uu6 u uuo jvuug pianus Luaiutaintovi »**-
.

some difficulty owing to the gross foliage ot tw

Potatoes, yet, as soon as the blight destroyed to*

Potato leaf the Turnips grew in a most a»
ordinary manner, and to some extent this may*

attributed to the fact of the land being n^J
the furrows in a wet season like the past tabW
rapidly all superfluous water. The disp ?*

1.*
Jf

crop of Potatoes and Turnips was effected in tw«j

lowing manner : —- The Fluke Potatoes, aitwv

attacked with blight in the haulm, the same **

Fortyfolds and York Kegents, were however aww

the tubers, and were sold at 20/. per acre in we »j
whilst the Fortyfolds and Regents were aisea*e

sold for less than 107. per acre in the land, i™
,

toes were all lifted between the 1st of 0c60^
the 14th of November, the Turnips were .

re

by clearing 20 rows at a time, the P^Jgn
following, and as fast as the 20 rows ox .

were dug, the next 20 rows were cleared or 1

™J^
women, who carried them on to the W1*

^
cleared, where they were prepared for tne ^
greens being separated from the roots, ana ^
placed in separate heaps, carts following to ^ :

required for the Mangels to spread their leaves, and on
the other hand how little room is required for the
Carrot greens, each crop seems to interfere with the
other as little as possible ; the space between tho rows

^ hfghSe^t^16 r°°m^ b°th Cr°*8 * COme

nJf
e
i
"??**. IT9 ^ Mangel and Beans^ also suc-

cessful, the y,eld proving, on the average of two seasons,
20 tons of Mangel and 6 sacks of Beans per acre ; if we
take the value of this double crop at its feeding price
it stands very high, and certainly higher than
the average of root crops alone. The value of
the other root crops where mixed with Beans
viz., Carrots, Swedes, Turnips, &c, was good, but not
equal to the Mangels, as they were more affected bvthe fly, wire-worm, &c, by reason of the Bean croo
preventing the late spring tillage required

; whereas,

?w .t
Dg

T,

beiDg
°f i

ne
?f

8
?

fc

? Put iD earl
7' 8*rted fair

with the Beans, and held their own against the shading
of the Bean crop, particularly when the Beans were
topped, as is the practice m garden culture, the toDDimrbeing also attended with favourable results in the crooof Beans. *

Having been large growers of Potatoes for the past
15 years, we were however as much opposed to th

15 tons per acre of roots and greens

;

on
'.

and*

f roots alius— :

hfl
np

the last field, which was not cleared untu ^
November, the crop was weighed bM^Ui*
found to contain 19 tons 16 cwt. of roots, ^

field at 22 tons per acre of roots and green*
,^ ^
>a

n

of greens ^eTIcTe^^whole of the Turnip;

^

cleared before the roots were fall grown, ^
the greens were very gross, the number o ^
pole varied from 300 to 400. The crop.was

n

^
or thinned, and proved no expense untua.g^ ^

^

The greens were given daily during six
bflI^

head of fatting bullocks, besides pig*
time ^

made good progress, receiving at the same ^
of cake each per day, with a littto pg*^SdJ
other green food, and the whole of tne ni ^^ «*

from the consumption of the Turnip »
medi»W

removed from the cattle-boxes,
ana

enS
*•*

applied to the land from whence tne s ^
taken, as a preparation for the sue** ^

,

r>

crop. The roots were also rem%oining j£
large portion being stacked in an » ^ble

po^
and consumed thereon by sheep, a consiu

g
^o^

j

being stacked near the homestead for xe ^^ + ** x

&c, and were in use during the wU°^
rfc;oD

*•^ |

ae the first week of April. Another V01 . _ A* ***
crop, as much or more ever sold on the land with the Potatoes
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r

gardeners. The whole of this double crop was re-

moved from the land, and a dressing of Box manure
applied and the land sown to Wheat, which at the

present time is as fine a crop as can be seen. /. 2?.

I

mixed with much of the preceeding, and is a clear evidence of
wet and want of draining. Well drained sound laud is mostly
free from this pest, and as it is local it indicates a want of
local drainage which will get rid of it. As regards the other,

the R. bulbosus, the best method of getting rid of it is early

spring rolling and bush harrowing, to be succeeded by closely

folding sheep upon the land ; if at night taken from the wet
Turnip crops the better. This should be done to the extent to

prevent seeding if possible, which it will do to a considerable

degree the first year ; and if repeated there will be but few
left, which will all soon disappear from the improved state of

the soil which these processes will induce. The folding should

be done thickly, without reference to the sheep feeding, as the

treading and manure will improve the Grass and discourage

the Ranunculus at th i same time. The plan here indicated

_ THE BUTTERCUP.
The name Buttercup, by which so many species of

the botanical genus Ranunculus are popularly known,
has been given in the mistaken notion that the rich

colour of spring-made butter is due to their yellow

flowers. It is, however, now known that the feeding

of cows on good grass is alone sufficient to result in the
j

will embrace all the three means suggested in your letter.

productionof a richer cream
and consequently of the
best butter. So far, indeed,

from considering the But-
tercup as of any value as

a feeding plant, we are
induced to look upon it

as a poisonous genus, the
species of which are all

more or less deleterious,

so that at best its occur-
rence either in the meadow
or the arable field should

be looked upon and wel-

comed only as a weed.
Viewine them, then, in

this light* we purpose
directing attention more
particularly to the under-
mentioned species, which
for our purpose may be
distinguished as follows :

—
Fig. 1. Ranunculus bulbotu*.
—Bulbous-rooted Buttercup*;
calyx (a) reflexed, that is

turned downwards ; flower-
atalk ribbed ; root bulboid, the
shape of a small Turnip.

Fig. 2. 1 nculus <wr«.-
Tall Upright Buttercup ; calyx
erect; its stalks cylindrical,
hairy.

Fig. 3. Ranunculus repens
(Creeping Buttercup).—Calyx
upright ; flower-stalk ribbed

;

Toot bulbk , stem with run- "" "*

.

ners (-dons) shooting out from the base close to the ground, (1) Mechanical, by the treading ; even constant walking or

which root and establish new plants after the manner of the exercise will destroy it in the Grass wherever such is practised.

1. Ranunculus bulbosus.
2. • „ acris.

3. Ranunculus repens. a, Seed of ditto, magnified.

4. * .', arvensis. Seed of, magnified.

and the history ot its growth appears to be that a
seedling plant is developed the first year; this flowers
and then sends out scions in every direction the second,
and if the soil happens to suit it these scions go on pro-
ducing others incredibly fast, until it occupies some
feet of ground, killing the forage plants before it.

Sometimes, indeed, the flowering and establishment of

scions takes place the first year, but in either case the
ground becomes covered with the weed by the time
the crop ought to be utilised.

The accompanying diagram illustrate* the manner in

which one of these plants was observed to spread:

—

Here we had more than

70 scions, and if we bear

in mind that each of these

scions may become the

centre of a growth like

that of the parent, and
that besides each may
flower from two to four

flowers say on an average

;

this will give us a sum as

under

—

70 scions x 3 flowers for each
scion x '25 seeds for each
flower: this will = 5,250
seeds + 70 scions as the
reproductive element of a

• single seed.

No wonder then that we
should here and there see

bright yellow patches of

Buttercups in our seeds,

from which, however, they

may be kept—1st by not

sowing them ; 2d, if sown,

the farmer should learn

more about their nature

and hoe them out the first

year, the slight cost of this

being amply repaid in the

increase of the crop, for

the young Clovers cannot
advance where the Butter-

aciona of the Strawberry. Seed (a) a flattened disk with a
small projecting beak.

Fig. 4. Ranunculus orre*ru(Corn Buttercup).—Known by its

peculiar tuberculated or spinose seeds.

In reference to 1 and 2 we have much pleasure in

referring to a practical case
which was brought before
us in a letter 'ram Mr.
Bowick, the intelligent

Bailiff to Lord Leigh, of
Stoneleigh Abbey, to which
end we quote the corres-

pondence :

—

" Stoneleigh Abbey Farm,
Kenuworth, June 14,

1860.
" Sir,—I shall be glad if you

will favour me with advice as
to the eradication of the Ra-
nunculus tribe from our pas-
tures.

^
Two specimens are

herewith sent ; one bulbous-
rooted, the other not The
former is by far the more pre-
valent. As to the distribution
of the plant on the 800 acres
of grazing and meadow land, I
may say that it seems very
whimsically to take up its
abode here and there in family
groups or patches, ranging
from a few square yards to
nearly 3 acres in some cases.
At others it is more thinly
and evenly dispersed over a
large tract of land. It is alike
met with in sandy or heavier
clay soil, on dry land, as well
as on that which may have
room for a little more draining.
On some fields it abounds
greatly, so as tobe an immense
aggressor, and to prevent graz-
ing where its clusters abound ;

on others, such as 300 or 400
acres of similar land closely
grazed by sheep and deer,
scarcely a plant is to be seen.
On richly manured pastures
(farm-yard dung) as well as
on the poorest the same plant
is to be met. We want to know
how best to get rid of it, and
economically if possible ; should
you suggest (1) Mechanical
Means, as mowing, rolling,
beating, pulling, &c. ; (2) Na-
tural Mean?, as grazing heavily,
and with what stock

; (3) Manorial Means, as by nnv kind or
class of artificials. The soil is chiefly of medium character,
subsoil generally clay, resting on the new red sandstone,
prime Oak and Elm growing land.—I am &c
"To Professor Buckman.^ ' "Thcs. Bowick.'

To this application we returned the following notes
and directions, which we find are beinir acted upon,
and we can readily believe with a great amount of
benefit,

« «• r«_
." Cirencester. Dollar Ward, June 11, I860.

D
Sir,—The specimens sent are Ranunculus bulbosus Bulbous

Mwtejcup, and R. acris. the Upright Buttercup. The BulbousvTowtoot is an indication of poverty in the soil, being foundn" ™ light »and» **d m poor clays, when not very wet. The
*>Wgat Crowfoot, where it abounds in quantities, is seldom

destroy
(2) Natural, by the depasturing preventing seeding. (3) Ma
nuring, in the urine and dung of the sheep, thus thickly
applied and trodden in.— I am, &c.,

•'To Mr. Thos. Bowick." "James Buckman."

enp takes possession.

4. The R. arvensis is

peculiarly a denizen of poor clays, from which it has
doubtless got the name in Gloucestershire of "Hunger
Weed." Its seeds are not ^infrequently to be found
with Vetch seed, and we have lately examined a sample
of Sainfoin which contained a large quantity. It is

3. Ranunculus repens (Creeping Buttercup), in as far I so poisonous a plant that in Vetches which are

cut green, it should be
guarded against. We
doubt, however, if cattle

ever eat it, when it grow*
in positions where they
can choose. It seeds with
the corn, and is gathered
therewith, in which case

the seeds find their way
with other refuse to the
manure heap, in which it

is resown.

We might here men-
tion a common weed in

pastures, namely R. ficaria,

the Pilewort Buttercup,

a plant with bright yel-

low flowers and heart-
shaped leaves, which grows
very abundantly in damp
places under trees ; but in

such places it is not very
mischievous, as its herbage
is usually dead before the
Grass grows, and if the
trees be thinned out and
their shoots lessened this

species soon disappears.

There is one species of
Crowfoot, which though
only remotely connected
with weeds, yet from its

mischievous tendency must
not be altogether omitted
in this place. We refer to

the Ranunculus aquatilis

(the Water Crowfoot). This,

as its name implies, is a

denizen of the river, in

which its leng flexile float-

ing steins, and capillary

leaves thickly idding the
water, with the silver stars

DIAGRAM OF THE INCREASE BT SCIONS OP THE B. REPENS.

a. The central cr parent plant.—Scale half an inch to a foot.

as the farm
land. It

moist corner in which the larger plants grow, but those

that have the creeping habit to the fullest extent are

found in the arable, and more particularly in seeds.

Here it is usually planted with the seeds themselves,

very few samples of Rye-grass being free from th

pest. In three cases in which the flat seeds (3, a) of

this plant were separated, we made out the following

sum of Ranunculus seeds :

—

rm is concerned, is mostly a weed in arable
|
of flowers, combine to render a not onpleasing effect.

is, ho .vever a true native of the ditch, or the Still, if we can only imagine the derangement in the
*

'

"
circulation of our own systems by threads of lymph
choking up the arteries, we may have some idea of the

obstruction to arterial land drainage by having the

rivers kept up and impeded in their flow by a plant of

this description. Under these circumstances, then, the

Water Crowfoot should be destroyed, and this can only

be done by raking it out of the stream before it has

seeded, taking care th:«t this be done in the smaller

tributaries that flow into the larger stream, or the

seeds will always be being sown anew.

J

We are aware, however, that this cannot always ha

o. Perennial Rye-gran
6. Pacey's Rye-grass
c. Imported Italian

m 12,800 per bushel
= 1\360
= 20,480 „
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done, for although we may have command of part, yet 60 acres of arable land; or deduc ,

we may not so of the whole of the waters, and thus we tor every 53 acres of land actually under the plough, lhe

see that for the purposes of effective arterial ctaatnagfi wages paid for hand labour during the past three years

some provision for the removal of obstructions of this (1856 to 1858) were, 1414/., 1305/., and 1061Z., averaging*•-•-•«
' 1260/. ; which, deducting os. an acre for the pasture

land, is 37*. an acre. The number of men during three

months from Lady-day averaged 28 weekly. During
August, September, and October, they averaged

about 22, independently of which 300/. were spent in

i harvest \
—» •

averaged

f deducting Clovers, one pah i is allowed to remain for three or four days
x—n X— 4-i— i ^ tu* -wards the edges of the channels are finished

Af£

provision

kind is absolutely necessary. _/. B

to

er

STATISTICS OF ^ARM LABOUR.
It is proposed in this chapter, in the first place,

specify the quantity of hand, horse, and steam pow

actually employed on a number of known farms,

selected so as to be characteristic, as far as pos-

sible, of our different soils and different styles

of management; then to compare and contrast

these instances, so as to determine how much
horse and hand labour is employed per acre in

good and average agriculture ; and, lastly, to give such

tables from the latest returns of the population and

their occupations as throw light upon the whole amount
of farm labour in the country.

Labour on Light Soils.— I give three instances :

—

(1.) My first is that of an extremely light soil farm,

lately reclaimed from Sherwood Forest iu Nottingham-
shire. It varies from a mere sand to a gravelly sand,

in many places containing boulders. Its character is

indicated by the fact that a day's ploughing is equal to

1 acre in the case of the deepest work, and 1£ or even 2
acres in that of light fallow ploughing—the average
ploughing of all sorts being about li acre daily, done
in 8 or 9 hours—2 horses to a team. The extent of the

land under cultivation is 930 acres, all arable ; 350 acres

are in grain crops ; 350 are in one and two years' Clover

;

20 acres are in Pulse crops; and 210 acres are in

fallow crops—as Turnips, Mangel Wurzels, &c. Twenty
horses suffice for the cultivation of the land, being one
pair to every 90 acres; or, deducting the acreage in

Clover, one pair for every 56 acres of land actually

under the plough. Steam power is employed only for

threshing the grain crops. The hand labour of the farm
is as follows :

—

The average number of persons constantly employed
is 24 men and 18 boys. This however includes a fore-

man and a wheelwright. In harvest additional hands
are hired for various periods. In July and August some
30 boys are engaged in singling Turnips and in weeding.
The wages paid in 1858, deducting the wheelwright,
were 1245Z. 12s. 2d. ; in 1859, the wages paid were
1147/. 8$. lid. The extra harvest wages paid amounted,
in the two years, to 156/. 17*. Id., "and 216/. 13s. Zd.
respectively. The average sum annually paid for hand
labour amounts thus to 1383/. 5*. lid., or as nearly as
possible, 30s. per acre.

(2.) My next two instances are of comparatively light
fen land, in the counties of Cambridge and of Lincoln.
The foWowing are the particulars given me of a farm
near Chatteris. The soil is very light and non-adhesive-
a character, however, which it is gradually losing bv
lapse of time, for manv fen farmers break up a good
deal of their clean fallow lands with 4 or 6 horses in a
large plough, bringing up the subsoil, which is clav
and mixing it with the top soil. They then plough
from 10 to 14 inches deep; but the usual depth °of
ploughing is for Wheat 5 or 6 inches ; and on the
higher lands they cultivate from 6 to 8 or 9 inches

faT?'on^hP hT?
e
f

ily

P
l0

.

Ugh 5 roods a *V ™ thefen; on the high lands early in the season 2 horses willplough from 3 to ^4 roods per dav; but in wintfr anspring, when the land gets wet and 'sticks a good dethey usuam plough with three horses at leng h oavoid treading, and they plough.just three ro ds^hdlyThe farm cons,sts of 900 acres of plough land and120 acres of pasture: 450 acres are in grain crops 150

for every 52 acres of actually plo_4_d .and-
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ot Fotatoes are grownthe tallow >Crops, and that weeding on fen h

be about 1£ inch above the level of the water fl
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f
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\« to ,ecu^[
edges of the channel, ? ,

through them. The
exact levelling of the

nels at tLsummits of the ridge, so that the water ad \tT
to them shall uniformly shed over the ad^
thin and regular sheets. To effect this the in/

8 '?

_., iiiuepeuueiiuy ui wuivu «w». »cic B^..« — ties are got rid of, the depressions filled up vrX
wages. During the remainder of the year they projections taken away. The sides of the ridw

fl

1 about 20. In addition to this, from 16 up to then finished, all stones and foreign substancesM
• * • * «*-.--« ______

to impede the regular flow of the water beinearly 40 boys and girls, and from 8 to 12 women, are

employed during the spring and summer months. The
whole labour during the three years already specified

is represented in the following Table, in which the
work is given as occupying so many weeks of one man,
woman, or child.
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The use of steam power on these farms is confined to
the work of threshing out the grain. From Morton's
Hand Book of Farm Labour. (Ijongmans.)

(To be concludtd next week.)
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CONTIXENTAL IRRIGATION.
In a late article we gave a brief description of the

mode of irrigation known as the system " ados," and
as practised in the Campines of Belgium. We now
propose briefly to describe the cultorial management of
irrigated meadows.
The first point to be attended to is deeply digging

with the spade, or raising by means of the plough the
surfaces of the ridges on which the Grass is cultivated.
In doing this care should be taken to keep the general
outline of the works intact ; and to maintain the original
upper surface of the soil at the top.

« Spade " and "plough" work have each their advo-
cates. But all are at one as to the necessity that exists
for getting rid of stagnant water in all soils destined to
bear crops, of whatever kind these may be. To this
end all writers are agreed as the importance of an
energetic movement of the soil, and in strong lands
drainage is indispensable to maintain the soil in the
condition the most favourable to vegetation.

These principles, applicable to the land cultivated for
crops, are no less so—nay, perhaps, in a higher degree
—to those converted into irrigated meadows. Irriga-
tion introduces continually on the soil a quantity of
water, which, without provision made by a deep
digging remains stagnant, and destroys in the long run
the meadows, no matter with what care they may havebeen at first made.

All the digging should be done the winter precedingthe spnng at which the Grass seeds are so™ : under
the influence of alternate rain and frost the clods ofearth are pulverized, and the air penetrating into the
soil disengages the acids which a soil long deprived ofatmospheric influences possesses in such abundance
Experience has demonstrated to us, says M. Keelhoff;
that the meadows sown immediately after the dieeine
gave results 30 per cent, inferior to those where the
seed was sown in the spring following the winter, inwhich the digging had been effected.

After the digging has been attended to, and the soil
eft to the ameliorating influences of the winter's frosts,

a a Ti!?g °f th
? °'T Seed8 is nex* to be con-

sidered This operation is however preceded by others
having for their object the complete finishing of the
channels, and the perfecting of the sides of the "ados

"

fil

°f
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Vh
it
h haVG

u1?
U P^ int0 more or fc» incorrecttorm by the crumbling down of the soil under the

I

perfect form, the water is introduced into the channelswhich supply the water to the ridge, and to thechannels placed at the summit of the rider* tk« «J1_

up and removed. ° **

The whole being thus prepared, the 8mriD»

be commenced, preceding it with, if nec^T
an application of manure. The seed should be m

'

'

very thickly, so that the roots interlacing miysmA^
form a firm surface. Calm weather shouirf be^2
for the sowing ; the time being the monthso.Wi

f

May. If the seed is put in before the endohfo »

cutting may be obtained towards the end of Aumt-
if delayed till July or August, the Grasses acquire io
little development that the frosts of winter generjl.1

injure them, greatly reducing the yield in the 8uram»

following. A light harrowing is used by some k
order to cover the seed ; but M. Keelhoffdeno_nar

the practice as bad, as the seed by it is often b

.

too deeply and does not come up. In place of »k
row he recommends a wooden rake. In light lands

and in dry weather it is necessary before sowing tb

seed to allow the water to flow into the channeiiit

the head of the ridge, in order to bring the soil to t

proper degree of freshness, and to maintain it

till the vegetation is vigorous. To this d
the water is also admitted from the chana*

which carry oft the water, finally from the mr

to those channels placed at the base. The _j*

season after sowing, all the moisture necessary ttaj

due increase of vegetation is derived from the_n_!>

tion of the water through the soil, not by its sheddi^

over the surface in the manner ultimately designed

The quantity and kind of seed employed is a mitor

of the greatest importance ; the importance of having

true seeds is obvious enough, and has often ad

well been dilated upon in the pages ol ila

Journal. The " kind " of seed is also of great import-

ance, for some are calculated under the influence of

irrigation to give a maximum of vegetation, others a l

minimum, while others are absolutely killed by ft

and finally disappear. M. Keelhoff, who has tried B

the Campines nearly all the varieties of seed. fbu»

that those which gave the most vigorous vegetatiofl

were Lolium perenne, Phleum praiense, H ^
lanatus, Poa pratensis, Alopecurus prntensis, Anthoxan-

thum odoratum, Cynosurus cristatus, Closer, lb*

following is nearly the mixture he employs'—

Lolium perenne ^^'
oPhleum pratense

Alopecurus pratensis ••
f.Holcus lanatus ••*•

Cynosurus cristatus •
\Poa pratensis •

Anthoxanthum odoratum .. •• • J
Clovers ••

s

n

ii

><

ii

II

"

Per acre t •
100 u*

Iff

This mixture, says M. Keelhoff, may app*"[
j

heavy, but he has found that where less seed »j£
the results are unfavourable. M. Debay gn« ** I

following mixtures for different soils :—

2 lb«.

6 „

6 „
1. ,i

3 ,.

For a Sandy Soil :—
Phleum pratense
Agrostis vulgaris
Holcus lanatus
Poa trivialis

Trifolium repens .. .. •• ' _

Medicago maculata .. .. •• "3
Lathyrus pratensis

Per acre .. 36^

For a Sandy Soil with a slight admixture
of clay :^

Phleum pratense . . • • • • "
6 *

Poa trivialis M .. .• •• "
g „

Festuca elatior • • "4
Lolium perenne •*

3
Avena pubescens .. •• •• *

2

i»

Vicia sepium
Lotus corniculatus
Trifolium pratense

For a Calcareous Soil

:

Bromus pratensis
Dactylis glomerata
Avena elatior
Lolium perenne .

.

Poa trivialis

Poa pratensis
Poa angustifolia .

.

Medicago maculata
Trifolium pratense
Trifolium fragiferum

1

10

M

per aye

• •

• *

* •

• #

a •
• •

For a Clay Soil :—
Phleum pratense
Alopecurus pratensis ..
Poa trivialis

Festuca pratensis
Festuca elatior
Peucedanum officinale .

.

Medicago macuiata
Trifolium pratense
Lathyrus pratensis
Vicia sepium

per acre

* *

• •

•

a *

# *

a •

•

35 lb*

51*
4 n

1

2 pr

9 ,>

2 n
2 r

2 f

6 ,>

4 »

gl!*-

4

$

4

3

8

2

10

2

L0

1*

M

tf

t'

per acre
41 lW' «*
it***

oa «3*
times the practice to sow either tw*
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WIW ^e teed*. If Oats they are cut down when the

car is formed, and used as foraee. The Buckwheat

is cut down in grain ; should it however be much laid

it is advisable to mow it, in order to prevent the

smothering of the young plants.

• Where the meadows are much exposed to the north

and north-east winds, " curtains " of Elder trees may

be planted at the sides ; these love humidity, and the

leave* rapidly decay, and add to the vigour of the

Grasses on which they fall.

A plan of preparing the land before laying it out tor

irrigated meadows is favourably mentioned by M.

Keelhoff. This is to crop the land for three or four

years preceding ; this not only prepares the soil for the

reception and cultivation of the Grasses, but it is

found to be very profitable. The first year the newly

turned over land is planted with Potatoes, with a

strong application of manure. The second year

Potatoes are again taken with a less result than*that

obtained the first year. The third year a crop of Rye

mixed with Grass seeds is taken off. J?. 5. B.

Home Correspondence.
Fat Stock at Cattle Shows.—The great and successful

meeting of the Bath and West of England Agricultural

Society is over, and the remarks that I made at the

half-yearly meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society

were fully verified. In almost every case the fattest

animal took the prize. In the sheep classes as usual

the judges were blamed, but I think without much

reason. My sheep were not ruined by fat, and as the

shepherds said, " Sir, it is no use to show a sheep

unless he is very fat"—indeed, unless you are content

to run a great risk of spoiling them ; and as I said at

the meeting of the Royal it is a great evil, but I know

not how to remedy it unless every man signs a protest

to give neither corn nor cake. A vast many animals are

kept entirely for showing, are never used for breeding

purposes. My experience goes to show this over-feeding

is more injurious to the male than female animals. You

can only get a small per centage of the over-fed females

to breed, but those that do produce good progeny. I

wish judges would look more to the points of the

animals, the character, &c, and not depend so much
upon the tape to measure them. At the West of

England several said the tape settled the prize ; if this

U so it is most unfair, for where 2, 3, and 4-year old

alteep are shown in one class it is absurd and unjust to

cive it to the one measuring the most. There should

be every allowance made for age. The loss in getting

up animals to this ruinous state of fatness is very great,

and many of our best flockmasters now eease to show.

T. Beale Broome, Salperton Pari', Gloucestershire,

June 13. rr—

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

A Weekly Council was held on Wednesday the 19th

June, Mr. Thomas Raymond Barker, V. P., in the chair.

The names ofcandidates for admission into the Society

having been read, a copy of the Revue Agricole de

PAngleterre, by Monsieur de la Trehonnais, was pre-

sented by the author, for which the thanks of the

Society were ordered.

Mr. Caird, M.P., read a paper on British Wool, illus-

trated by samples from various parts of the country.

It was announced that Mr. Chadwick, C.B., would

read a paper on the 26th inst., on snecessful examples

of the half time principle of instruction to children

engaged in agriculture.

Farmers' Clubs.
READING: Steam Cultirafion.—The various methods

of applying steam-power to the cultivation of the land is

in all districts more orlessengagincrtheattention of enter-

prising farmers. Each appears to be good in its way,

and a great improvement upon the system to which

farmers have been long accustomed ; and until time and

experience shall have determined the superiority of one
j

over the other, there will be great interest evinced by
farmers to ascertain the relative merits ofthe two systems.

The announcement that Mr. William Smith, of Wool-

iton, would deliver a lecture to members and friends

of the Reading: Farmers' Club, awakened unusual atten-

tion to the subject among farmers in the district. The
usual quarterly discussion meeting took place in

Messrs. Sutton's reading room. Mr. J. B. Spearing, of
Monlsford, occupied the chair, and some of the principal
agriculturist* of the district were present. Mr. Smith
read the following paper :

—

There have been many attempts to apply steam to the
cultivation of the soil. However, three modes stand out
before all others, namely, the imi on p le, or rotatory
digsrinf? system ; the ploughing, or turn-over system : and
that which is now termed the cultivating, or Woolaton system.
Of either the firs', or the second of these you will not "expect
that I should sav much, for it would be invidious on rov part,
and of little value in your eyes, that I should come We t

speak of that of which 1 have had but little or no experience,
or to appear to depreciate that which I do not adopt. There
can be no doubt that under certain circumstances, each may
h*ve its merits. The Rotatory or Jh{ioinp system seems to me to
be striving to do too much ; one of our best and most effective
helpers is Nature, whose inherent atm iherlc agencies are
always at hand, and ready enough to assist us if we will but,
at the right time, seek her aid, which is supplied without cost
or charge. All the rotatory plans which I have seen, appear to
*un at dispensing with her assistance in preparing the seed

m v
%nd seck

' by a sin«le Process, to reduce the soil to a fine
tilth. This requires the expenditure of very great :e of

power, and when it ia done, it does not produce so good a seed-

bed as Nature will make for us. The ordinary Plough or Turn-

er system adheres sun piv to the ordinary \ lough i ora-over

system ; this is what most of us have been accustomed to from

•lr verv childhood ; we naturally regard it with much favour,

for we arc none of us very ready to be driven from our old

modes of thought and practice ; its very neat and agreeable

appearance prepossesses us in its favour ; the long, beautifully

cut furrow slices challenge our admiration ; and besides this,

it possesses on* decided advantage—it does not require vigilant

superintendence ; we can pass over a field a day or two after

it h\s been ploughed, and can see whether the ploughman has

well performed his work or not. In very deep, clean, and

light soils, where a pair of horses can break up an acre and a

half in a day—a thing which I have heard of. but have never

seen,—it is very doubtful, to my mind, whether anything we
have found in the steam engine can possibly surpass it. At

the same time. I believe that most people are pretty well

acquainted with the reasons which I urge to show the

inutility of this plan in general, and the advantage of the

third system in particular. The Cultivatino, or Woohton system.

The main argument which I use is thit, since there are many
of our most pernicious weeds which are not destroyed by being

simply put under the ground, but are, perhaps, the rather

increased by being replanted, I do not think that such

damaging plagues ought to he turned under, but that they

ought, on tho contrary, to be kept as near the surface as

possible. I could produce more than one instance which have

come under my own observation, where the deep turning

over of lands .ntaininsr such pernicious weeds has been

attended with considerable exponse and inconvenience. The

root having been placed lower beneath the surface, has lv en

with greater difficulty found and eradicated. If, with regard

to all vegetable roots, burying and killing were the same
thing, 1

! the 'matter would |be very different: but we farmers

find for certain that if we ever attempt to bury a root of

twitch, or of some other of our weeds, they will, as surely

as the spring comes round, again raise up their heads in judg-

ment against us. We have all of us known for years what the

burning suns, immediately after midsummer, will effect in

making our fallows ; most of us have seen the marvellous

effect which followed the Biddle and Ducie Cultivator, when
they upturned the enormous clods to the burning rays of tho

summer sun ; but we found out, too, to our cost, the fearful

effect which they produced on the condition and constitution

of our horses. And with management, too, and steam, we
may make the shivering frosts available to effect the same
object. To increase the cuHiva'ed. inches of our sea arasped isle,

wemuft double the depth of our cultivation.— But you will say,

what has this to do with steam cultivation ? Exactly this :
—

It is the prelude to it. None of us. with any ob-

servation, can have failed to see how every piece of

available waste land has been sought to be brought into a

state of cultivation ; while in these islands it is a certain fact

that but little moro could bo got from the grasp ot the sea.

Our limits are circumscribed ; our only course was, if possihla

to increase the produce of the soil ; we had to keep up with

the increase of our population, and by consequence, the increase

of cur wants. We observed thai OUT naturally deep soils were

the better: hence our aim to make our thin soils deeper: henco

our subsoil ploughs and efforts after deep cultivation. But
these deep ploughing* and overturning subsoilings were in

many instances failures, because tho raw ani unprepared earth

was all at once brought to the surface. In fact, they seemed
to succeed Only where tho soil was deep and naturally rich, to

a depth at least as great as that which was to be turned up ;

and therefore, subsoiling and deep-ploughing were coming
into some discredit, because the benefit of the result did not
equal, in many cases, the expense of tho outlay. Mv own
attention, as well as that of many others, was directed fr> this

point. I made an attempt to increase the depth of the sced-

t>ed, but my attempt wis made in a different way from that of

most other people. My aim was to break into the subsoil and
to move it, but to leave the greater portion near, but not in

the exact position where it had lain for ages, while only small

portions were on each occasion to be brought up to the surface.

By this process, I obtained two very important and valuable

results—my drainage was in a remarkable way improved, and
substances were brought to the surface winch, though in their

original position and condition they were entirely unpro-
ductive, possessed in themselves elements of fertility, and
capacities of absorbing and releasing fertilising powers from
the atmospheric agencies with which thev were ac'ed upon.

The Active Qualities of Clay.—These are clear proofs that our
subsoils are not merely lifeless, valueless masses of matter, but
they exhibit properties which show that they will help n
when brought up and exposed to the influence of the air, frost

and rain. Dr. Voelcker shows that our subsoils *re full of such

qualities. A sufficient proof to indicate that in our subsoils

there is a mine of wealth beneath our fleet and stcim cultiva-

tion shows us the way to get at it. I tried to get at this with
horses, but I cannot say that the resulting advantages were
equal to the cost expended. The toil and turmoil were some-
thing enormous ; the horses, the ploughman, the harness and
implements, were always in fault, the work was not done in

time, the treading of the horses partly undid the very work
they were intended to perform. Tho waste of their strength

too in not regul y exerting their power together was another
source of loss. Just at that time the idea of applying steam to

do this work occurred to me. I felt convinced from mv
experiments that it was (though to many eyes it might seem
a backward step", in reality a great move forward in the
practice of agriculture. The indurated pan beneath our clay

soils which impeded the efficiency of their drainage. I had
su eded in breaking, and then, by steam, the consolidation

which attended the passage of our horses would be obviated,

and the expedition which it would introduce would enable us
to perform what we had to do at the veiy time when it ought
to be done ; thus we should obtain greater efficiency in our
operations, greater expedition in the performance of them, and
better and more frequent opportunities in their application

The first advantages that I anticipated have been fully

realised : the state of my own farm and that of the farms of
J

others who have adopted the system bear ample testimony of

this Neither in the question of expense is there any reason

to complain. My own practice on this point, extending over a
period of full four years, gives a result of an average amoun
including the cost for the operations, where horses have been

employed for preparing a seed bed, at 10*. 10'/ per acre. I

must observe that in my own practice I very seldom cross my
own land with steam. In fact I confine mv work to those

j

difficult operations which cannot be effic entijr performed by

>rses at all. For I find by experience that one efficient
,

smashing up if it is done at a reasonable time is almost enough
j

of itself to produce a proper seed bed. Besides this you will

find that when land has been onco or twice well cultivated by

steam its tenacity is considerably diminished, and it requires

less power than it did at the first. However, these things

roav be there is the concurrent testimony of even* person who

has iiciously tried it that the cost of steam cultivation is

much less than that of horse cultivation ;
and in all the

heavier processes I am convinced that the latter will be found

to be double that of the former. I come now to what I may call

the practical knowledge which I have obtained as the result of

my experience, and first as to draining Tins is a most

essential point of all good farming- Oar farm buildings

should be in such a po on as to reduce our 1 ,e* to

e lowest point co> -tent with good management
:

roads

should be arranged as to take the least quantity <

land ; and the harder they are the better, for a one-horse cat*cannot be worked overdeep nitty roads. While the re-arrantre-
ment of fields is not of that paramount importance whirh •

urged by some, since when the windlaas plan is «npw*a VA
can cultivate fields of any shape, yet straight-sided fields V*
most easily cultivated ; and vre should do well to «»t y^A ~c

aT
^

t^^-u^Arm^m ~~A .-ill 4\«*m *%* AitU «,v:_. K^ na Ol RII
useless hedges, and with them, the filth which thev (-ontainWe t in clean fields as clean as a garden, hut so lonR M *

retain a useless number of filthy hedges (and they are generally
so), our clean fields are in danger of being contaminated by
them, to say nothing of the land they cover, and the cost of
keeping theVn in order. With respect to hilly and uneven land,
there is no difficulty in cultivating this. The engine should be
placed at the best point for the engine driver to see the imple-
ment at both ends of the field ; it matters little to the working
or power of the engine, whether it is the top, middle, or the
bottom of a hill, but the steam cultivator works best up and
down hill. This also, if cross cultivating is done by horses,
(which I generally advise) relieves them by giving them the
side hill work, or as it maybe termed the flat work, As to
uneven surfaces, the implements are so constructed as readily
to adapt themselves to every thing of the sort that occurs in
practice. Now, gentlemen, I generally find that the heavy
land farmer will stop me with three such questions as the
following:—As I have DO manure, how am I toget it to prepare
my fallows at Michaelmas? What are the advantages of
tutting up the land into ridges during the winter? And what
good is there in that yellow clay which you advise me to fetch
tip and mix with my top soil? In reply to those objections.
First—How are we to have our manure ready at tho autumn ?

My own practice has been to have a year's manure at this
season of the year. It has been carted from the yards at
convenient seasons, and depocT close to the spot where it is

to be used, ready immediately after harvest to be put on the
fields that are intended for 1Jeans and roots. Thus, I can get
it on quickly when the land is in a good state for carting over.
It may be said that there is a loss in letting manure lie so long
before putting it upon the land. I can only say that I have
not found it so. Hut, even if there is, it is nothing in compari-
son with the advantage it gives by expediting tho autumn
culture and preparing our fallows before Christmas. -The
difficulty of obtaining the manure at first may be obviated by
the use of a little artificial manure ; and by keeping back a
portion of tho farm-yard manure for three or four years, the
whole thin? may be readily effected. The advantage of putting
land into ridges for the winter to act upon it is immense ; the
elements perform tho ^*ork of tillage far more effectively than
any system of machinery can ; the soil acquires a flakysnow-
like appearance, thus saving clod-crushing, rolling, and other
mere brute-force operations. None but those who have seen
or tried it can conceive the enormous advantages obtained by
this plau of operation. On my lighter lands I have produced
in this way 30, 40, 50, and more than 50 tons of roots to the
acre, without the application of a single grain of artificial

manure. On my heavy clays, on land which it was said would
not grow roots at all, I have produced 18 tons of Swedes to the
acre and have used only 10 loads of good farm-yard manure,
made without oil-cake ; and I am not the only one who has
done this. A neigh h< or of mine has carried out tho same plan
with like success. We avail ourselves of the assistance of
Nature, and she helps us with no niggardly hand. Thus then,
you will see that steam may bo profitably used as a great and
powerful auxiliary in cultivating our soils, but that the best
season for applying it is from Michaelmas to Christmas ; it then
brings us forward in the whole of our processes. My own
conviction and practice are, that every available acre on our
farms ought, if possible, to be smashed up before the frosts,

which usually begin about Christmas, set in ; that steam is

best applied to perform those operations which require the
exertion of great and uniform application of force, and that,

since we cannot dispense with the use of horse-power entirely,

we shall act wisely in using it only in the numerous,
essential though less onerous applications which occur iu the
cultivation of the soil.

Mr. G. Shackel spoke in favour of steam cultivation,

and remarked that the time was now* rapidly approach-

ing when ploughing by steam would be as general as

threshing by steam. It must tend to a great saving of

horse labour, besides the advantage of having the work
much better done, and at the proper season of the year.

From what he had seen, be was in favour of Fowler's

steam, though be was not prejudiced against Mr.
8 nith's cultivator, believing that each had its advan-
tages. One great objection to tbe use of tbe steam
cultivator was the expense of the wire rope, which was
apt frequently to break and to cost fully Is. per acre.

Then again, be regarded the plough as doing more
good to the land than the cultivator, because it went
into Hie earth and turned it up, whilst the cultivator

dealt chiefly with the surface in breaking it up. He
hell tbe opinion that farmers were much indebted to

the enterprise and ability of Mr. Smith in introducing

a system which was an improvement upon the old

system of cultivation.

Mr. TtTBWEB, Steward to Mr. Benyon, M.P. for

Berks, s'ated that he had used Mr. Smith's cultivator,

and had found it answer satisfactorily.

Mr. Horsbt~rgh, of Englefield, bad seen Mr. Smith's

cultivator at work on tire Roval farms near Windsor,
and thought tbe great drawback was the expense of

tbe wire rope.

Mr. Boxall, of Strathfieldsaye, expressed his belief

that the steam cultivator would do more to clean the

land than any plough, although be did not think that

farmers would be able to dispense with the plough

altogether.

Mr. Smith replied, and thanked Mr. Shackel for

the testimony he had borne to the importance of steam

iltivation. Willi regard to the cost of the wire-rope,

that would not be found so great as was anticipated by

Mr. Shackel.

Thanks were voted to Mr. Smith and to the chairman.

Morayshire, 71/"// 8 : On tto V&*t and Present Con-

'lion of Farm Servants.—-Mr. G Ides, the Secretary

of the Club, read a paper. The Club bad formerly

resolved that the best system of boarding and lodging

farm servants in that district was, that married servants

should be provided with comfortable lodgings close to

the steading, and that single men should be accommo-

dated in the farmers' kitchens.

Conditio* of Farm Servants 40 yean apo.—On looking back

rly 40 years, as man and boy, and all that time intimately

nected* with the farming pursuits of tins county, I cannot
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Bay that as regards their moral conduct I perceive any material
difference. Thirty-five or 40 years ago there were no bothies
in this district, neither were there any cottages for farm
servants in the close proximity of the steading. The servants,
whether married or single, men or women, were all fed in the
farm kitchen. The men slept in an outhouse close to the
stable, commonly named a barrack, there being but little

light and not much cleanliness. Their beds, however, were
regularly made every day, and as regarded warmth there was
not much to complain of. The women slept in the farm-house,
and were supposed to be under lock and key. At this period,
servants were not difficult to manage with regard to their food,

which consisted pretty much of what it does now, and what I

believe it will continue to be—viz., Oatmeal and milk diet,

with vegetables, and occasionally a flesh-meat dinner—Oat-
meal porridge and milk, both good of their kind, continue the
favourite diet; and the only difficulty is, in this non-dairy
county, to continue throughout the year the needful supply
of milk. My recollection brings back now and then the use
of the same coarse language, the same indecencies, and the
same sensual conduct, as it is now a-days so much the fashion to
charge the farm servant with. They were certainly more
under the control and influence of their minister than they are
now, and felt a much more wholesome dread of ecclesiastical

Eunishment than they now do. In another point of view you
ave now a better skilled workman, a more intelligent and

better educated man, and though he will now stick up more
for his hours and his rights, yet, upon the whole, I think he is

a more efficient man now than then, and in a pecuniary sense
of view is entitled to higher wages. At that period wages
ranged from 51. to 61. and 7L for six months, and they may now
be put down at 11. 10*. more per half-year, or 51. more annually,
with bed and board of course in addition.

Origin of Bothies.—About this period, however, a considerable
change took place in the habits and character of the tenantry,
widening as it seemed the connection between servant and
master, each class becoming more distinct, and the effect of
this perhaps occasioned the more frequent disagreement about
the feeding of servants. I cannot see that the so-called bothy
system is, when well conducted, a worse system than the farm
kitchen for the morals or conduct of the inmates. You have a
comfortable, clean, tidy, well kept place— with plenty of
light and plenty of fire—surrounded by meal chests, a table,
chairs, and the necessary culinary furniture. For such a place
a woman is employed to clean out the bothy daily, light the
fires, heat the water, and bake the bread ; every man has his
own store or chest containing his own feeding allowances and
anything else he may choose to treat himself to—such as tea,
coffee, and butter. In a separate apartment you have beds for
sleeping in, and this room is likewise swept out daily, and the
beds regularly made up. I believe the fault of this system is
that masters do not take sufficient interest in conducting the
general affairs of the bothy, by laying down certain rules which
must be rigidly adhered to, and furnishing the inmates with
periodicals or other sources of amusement of an instructive or
harmless nature. Among many other model bothies I have
seen, I may mention that what came nearest to my idea of
what a bothy ought to be, was one that I happened to see upon
a large farm in Forfarshire, upon the estate of Lord Southesk,
planned, I think, by his lordship, and which I shall endeavour
to describe from my recollection. The kitchen or eating apart-
ment was at one end—a large, spacious, well lighted and well
aired room, suitably furnished ; off this place a small room, a
closet, containing a fine supply of water, with a bason, <fec, for
washing ; a passage down the centre of the building, off which,
cm either side, were a number of small rooms or cells, each con-
taining a bed and room for the man's chest. By this arrange-
ment each man had his own room, and if so inclined could
separate himself from the others for rest or study, and this I
looked upon as the beau-ideal of what a bothy should be. Tt is
difficult to define what a bothy really is—many people associate

consider as legitimate perquisites, than any downright pilfering
—such as produce of the farm and fuel. So much for their
moral conduct. Take them in auother point of view.
Ten hours of healthy labour is about what is required of them,
and they are always sure of food and lodging. Their wages are
such as will clothe them comfortably, and if they are prudent,
and wish it, they can save money besides. In fact, farm
servants, whether single or married, living in cottages attached
to the farm, need never know want ; and if in bad health, they
or their families are looked to by their employer.

Poaching.—There is one vice, however, which, within the
last 10 or 12 years, has increased to a great degree among o«r
farm-labourers, and one which I cannot condemn too much—
I allude to poaching. I mean by snaring, netting, and trap-
ping—all night work, and generally for the purpose of selling
the produce, and not for the purpose of feeding their families.
I have no excuse for such an offence

; particularly when you
consider that the wife of the labourer, and the mother of his
children, generally disposes of what I can only designate as
stolen goods. I am aware that many farmers view this in
quite a different light, and rather give a tacit encouragement
to it than otherwise. This feelinsy, no doubt, proceeds from
suffering by an over-preservation of game, and which, I know,
rankles in the bosoms of most men suffering from such a cause.
I would strongly, however, warn our farm and day labourers
to avoid the practice, whether encouraged by their employers
or not. It is one which gains upon a man, and leads to grief
in the end, and is quite incompatible with the character of
an honest and trustworthy labourer.

After the reading of the foregoing paper, the Rev. Mr. "Weir,
of Drainie, expressed his concurrence in the able paper by Mr.
Geddes. Servants had certainly improved, and the attention
farmers were bestowing on them would lead to further im-
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James White. Longmans. '

This is the 19th edition of a standard work—
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Spooner, of Southampton, than whom no one 13 m'
competent to bring the work up to the presentsS

become tenant of a small farm in his old age. It would be well
if industrious servants could look forward to something of this
kind.

Mr. Cushny said : My own impression, with regard to farm
servants as a class, is, that they are certainly not worse than
any equally numerous class in the country. And the question
is, how does it happen that they get such a bad name ? I think
I can see several distinct reasons for this. One reason is, that
too many people in discussing the question have slumped the
agricultural popidation together, andincluded under the name
of agricultural labourers, not only half-yearly and yearly farm
servants, but navvies, hedgers, ditchers, drainers, and day-
workers of all kinds, even mole-catchers ! Another error has
been a political one, and, through the farm servant, it has been
wished to strike at the farmer and landlord. The farm servant
had been represented as a down -trodden serf—a man degraded,
merely as the cattle in the tents, and also worse looked after
and cared for! Now, having drawn this dark picture-you
all loiow in what a dark picture it has been drawn—these men
proceed to tell us that the landlord and farmer are to blame
for this state of matters—that state of matters being all the
while half the creation of their own prolific fancy. The reme-
dies they propose are to do away with the law of entail, with
large estates, and large farms, upsetting things altogether,
giving universal suffrage, and I don't know what palliatives and
remedies. I do not believe in the extent, the value, the efficacy
of that remedy

;
I do not believe that our farm servantsfare

half so wretched, half so wicked as they are represented to be.
J do not believe m any sweeping measures of reform, but I domost earnestly desire to see crofts and farms to which the farm
servant may retire after he has saved a little money; I alsoearnestly desire to see more cottages for farm servant*! ; for Ibelieve that early marriage is a cure-the cure—for one at
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The CottageSyi'em.—The expenseis a great barrier to the system
being carried out so fast as many think desirable. It is no doubt
more expensive to a t. nant viewing it in a temporary light
and in the same light not more advantageous : but, taking amore extended view, and looking to the fine race of agricul-
tural servants you are the means of raising in this manner,
besides the cotmorts you know that your servants can eniov in
this way, and consequently securing a more permanent class
°f ktourens about you, l fee1 ' a°d I have long felt, that it isthe duty of proprietors and tenants to encourage this system
as far as lies m their power, and which I think is within theirpower more fully than is generally considered. I believe it isa great mistake insisting upon building expensive and exten-
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< * The changes amongst the teachers in the veterinaw

profession have not been few. Mr. SeweU, who a*
ceeded Mr. Coleman as senior Professor, has gone fe
{ that bourne whence no traveller returns ;'

and sohJL
the Turners, good men and sound practitioners, and

more recently still, Mr. W. Percivall, so well known fir

his excellent writings. Bracy Clark and YouattW
long preceded them, and a host of lesser note fo
followed in the same mournful train.

^

"An accident to which the profession is peculiar

liable has deprived us at middle age of Karkeek i
Truro, a man of science as well as a sound practitioner;

an excellent writer, and one whose honourable labours

under the mantle of our great Agricultural Society

were calculated to reflect credit on the profession to

which he belonged. Such labours as these the teachers

at our colleges should not ignore, nor pass over as in*

worthy of notice.
" Mr. Charles Spooner continues to occupy the post

of senior Professor, to which he succeeded at Mr,

Sewell's decease.
" Mr. Simonds, as Professor of Cattle Pathology, ki,

has, besides his lectures, contributed many excellent

papers on branches of this science to the Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society, -which Society con-

tinues its liberal grant to the Veterinary College.

"It is to be regretted that some more successful

means are not adopted for attracting from all parts of

the country information and inquiries on this in>

portant branch of science, Cattle Pathology.
" Professor Morton has very recently retired from

the chair of Chemical Professor and Lecturer, which

he has so long and 80 ably filled ; but he continnfis,

however, with Professor Simonds, the management of

' The Veterinarian/ which, since Mr. Percival's detffc,

has been conducted by them.
"Mr. Varnell is still the able Anatomical DenuNj

strator and Lecturer, and has constructed many usejoi

instruments.
, f

" The examination of pupils, and the ^^
diplomas, are now conducted by a separate^^r
the College of Veterinary Surgeons, a charteredm
having Mr. Gabriel for its secretary. Some benebtm
resulted from this change, but not to the extent an*

cipated by its promoters.
rt , la M

" In Scotland there are two Veterinary School^

long conducted by Mr. Dick, connected with the dj-

land Agricultural Society, and the other more receo j

by a young and talented man, Mr. John Gamgee.

Treatise on Mills and Mill WorkT^ W. Fairbarm,

Esq., C. E., &c Longmans. ^
This is the first part of an elaborate treatise, m w

definitions, formula, and examples are .^
ve°'

-fr
with illustrative figures and historical notices, so

^
make at once an instructive and interesting dou ^
what is not generally an interesting subject. ^
in these days, when the millwright and the tanner

^
close relations, find many an agricultural studen^^

an account of the advance made by the for^L*&
as the latter of late years, we extract his^wl^ of

days

days

nee, to
And take

condiicte.1 cl^s At this moment, I have nearly 40 of themjnder my immedMto charge, and although I believe I have notthe eharaet being what is called an easy or a slack master
V£ lv^™,™?J!Z^ to *»* fault, and then, ^

servant generally looks on the man wITo S^S? ht^J&* I

IOr ^f^^es in every shop, xneir ^—

«

HrSfi ^ISST ^JSiJ^?' b'lt
.
he^^^JS™^ ser

\
eT^y held ^ • P"blic house on Saturday e

by Mr. Fairbairn, as he was before the

Mechanics' Institutes :—
"It used to be a custom, before

^

the -. m
Mechanics' Institutes, for the mill^nghts to w

-

for themselves in every shop. Their ^^m '

*

his
over

while, on
word tlmmghj foreman will, in most ca«es,"iSidfthe evill

^ ,tfta*« hand, I acknowledge with srratitur^ th£'

great will ngnejs to forward theobje^t in view

during ticklish Ume, of seed^ hSv^T££great will ncmess tn fi»«.^ *i u.-.^ ._ _». _ "z.

gratitude that,
ever seen

tme master. Employers thus often lose.their i„aZV£™ their servants, so much so that I behave tĥ ^1?^
of en better respected than the master himself I would lav

"

Wherever you engage servants, whether in the feeing m^&or in the register office (an institution which I bone 1^1^be introduced here), engage thorn yourselves. WhenS ^ncome home, whether to the bothy, or farm-ldtchci^or^StSS?I thmk it ought to be a rule that tho master should JSl^Xearly opportunity of calling on them, inquiring wnlthp^ tware comfortable, whether they have anv rZ^ ./ 1 7̂

sion9

and many were the times when loD^
dls

ŝtruct^
practical science and the principles of co

^^
were carried on between rival disputants w ^
eagerness which not unfrequently ended id

^^
or effected a settlement by the less ^°^m way

°f
convincing argument of blows. It was arou^^
imparting knowledge,' but it was not worw^ ^^

regard to t\ieyr hfm^:i^f^^^^]^' ^^ ^^l ?»**> also as' to the church to whiclwl^l U*mm era1practised in the Bchools and seminanes^^ ^

1 ^ta^SSuSS
I

™3~ beginning^' tne"w^ong^^£0^
yourselves with a large impart knowledge through the sensi^6 v

where the application of the rod ^b K. ^ino^
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body, instead of appealing to the higher organs of the

intellect The principal difference between the Mill •

wrights' Institute and such schools was, probably, that

the former was the more ferocious of the two,, as the

rival disputants hit harder under the influence of

potations than would now, fortunately, be tolerated.

On more peaceful occasions, however, it was curious to

trace the influence of these discussions on the young
aspirants around, and the interest excited by the illus-

trations and chalk diagrams by which each side

supported their arguments, covering the tables and
floors of the room in which they were assembled.

The great objection to these gatherings was, however,

the angry feeling too frequently aroused, and

the injurious influence of the place of meeting,

which gave rise to prolonged debates under the

encouragement of the landlord, who on most occasions

was appealed to as referee in all matters in dispute.
u The above is no overdrawn statement of the con-

dition of the millwrights some 50 years ago. Their
education and habits were those of the times in which
they lived. There were then no schools for the work-
ing classes but those of the parish, nor any libraries or

mechanics' institutes ; and after the usual course of

reading, writing, and accounts, the millwright was
thrown upon his own resources in the attainment of

the knowledge which might aid him in his profession."

but a prolific yield of Trefoil, and it was only the
following year—the second season after sowing—that

his Clover made its appearance, and rewarded him for

his money and labour. The Chairman granted a dis-

miss. There was another case similar to the fore-

going, brought by a man named Long, against same
defendant, set down for hearing, but plaintiff after the

first decision consented to a like rule, without going

into the merits. The cases created considerable share

of interest among the local farming community. Nenagh
Guardian.

Comparative Value of the Different Feeding Substances

for Horses.

This is the reprint of a paper read before the Royal
Dublin Society by Mr. John Dowling (student in the

evening Practical Chemical Class, Museum of Irish

Industry), and published in the Society's Journal. It

is a detailed account of analyses and results—of foods

and feeding in the stable, in which various grains and
other material were administered in recorded weights.

The work done and the different modes of feeding are

entered in a table, which is thus described :

—

• In Table I. I have calculated the mileage from
known data : the return journey is not included in the

calculation, as the horses simply returned with the

empty carts.

» " The cost per single ton I have made out, as it

shows at one glance whether it would be cheaper to

employ horses or to keep them. If we wish to employ
horses, the charge is 1*. 8d. per ton ; but, if we keep '

them, the cost is about If. Ofd. per ton—viz., 7d. for

the driver, A\d. for the food, and Id. for repairs of
harness, cart, and rent.

" From this statement, it would seem that the
keepers of horses had a direct profit of about 7\d. per
ton. Now, in reality, they have no such gain, as I

have not, as may be perceived, noticed the depreciation
in value of horses (which are bought young, and at a
high price, and sold, after some time, at a reduced
price), nor the interest of the money invested in the
horses and cart3."

Calendar of Operations.
JUNE.

The Isle of Ely.—Summer has at length arrived, and we
have warm genial weather, which forms a perfect contrast to

the cold and rain we experienced during the whole of the
summer months of 1880. The last few days have been decided) j-

hot—brilliant sunshine, with the thermometer ranging from
76° to 78°. Upon the whole the weather has been dry, and
vegetation has not assumed so rich a garb as is frequently the
case when showers are more frequent. We have, however,
had a few shower?, although some of them have been ver

partial. On the h we had thunder, and in some circum-
scribed localities heavy rain and hail storms. We understand
the lightning struck a tree and shivered it to shreds in
Mr. Gardner's Park, at Chatteris. Many say they never
saw a tree so riven. The hail also fell very thickly in
this neighbourhood, but we have not beard of any serious
injury having been done to the crops. A more general rain
fell early on the morning of the 10th, which exerted a most
beneficial influence upon all our fen crops, whether of corn or
otherwise. The hot weather we have since experienced has
rendered a further shower necessary, and the generality of
lands will soon require further moisture. We may now be
expected to venture some further opinions as to the prospects
of the coming harvest. We have all along reported unfavour-
ably of the Wheat crop, and we regret we cannot, even now,
with all the brilliant weather we enjoy, change the tenor
of our remarks. On thousands of acres the plant is

hopelessly thin, and even where otherwise is running up
quickly into spindle, without tillering. There is the prospect
of our reaping one of the lightest crops of straw we have had
for many years. What the yield may be according to the
straw cannot yet be estimated ; but according to the acres, in
the generality of instances, it must, we conceive, be very light.

Harvest, with ordinary summer weather, will probably be
here by the beginning of August, possibly a few days earlier.

In 1858 we saw the first ear of Wheat bursting on the 4th
June, and began to cut Wheat on the 24th July. In 1859, we
saw the first on' the 3d June, and began harvest on the 26th
July. In 1860, it was the 16th June when we gathered the
first bursting ear, and the 18th August when we began to cut
Wheat. This year we observed the first breaking ear on the
8th inst. In 1858 from bursting to reaping was 50 days ; in
1859, 53 days; in 1860, 63 days. The weather doubtless will
exert considerable influence upon the time required for bring-
ing the grain to maturity. But taking 1858 as an average
season, and calculating from that, it will bring us to 31st July
or 1st August for beginning Wheat harvest. Oats are short and
in many instances thinned seriously with wireworm. Beans
are thin generally. Peas blossom well and promise an
abundant crop. Mangels are thin and a very irregular crop ;

some good, and others worthless. The corn trade is languid in
the extreme, and prices recede. Your Fen Reporter.

Miscellaneous.
Important to the Seed Trade.—A case of considerable

importance to sellers and buyers of Grass seeds was
adjudicated upon by Mr. Serjeant Howley, at the

Thurles Quarter Sessions. It was a civil bill action, at

suit of John Doran, a farmer residing at Archestown,

in this county, against Mr. Joseph Molloy, hardware
and seed merchant, Thurlea, for 15Z. loss occasioned to

plaintiff, by defendant, as alleged, having given him a

quantity of Trefoil instead of Clover seed. Plaintiff was
examined, and proved the purchase last year from
defendant, of what purported to be, and what was
«:iven to him as Clover seed, but afterwards turned out

to be Trefoil. In his cross examination by Mr. Dwyer,
solicitor, (who with Mr. Molony appeared for defendant),

Doran admitted that he bought two different kinds of

seeds (French and English) on the occasion in question,

and sowed them in separate fields, but was unable to

state in which field he had sown the English and which
the French ; there was only one of the fields he had
complaint to make of; the other produced a good crop

of Clover. Mr. Molloy was examined, and deposed

that be obtained the seeds from the stores of Mr. Plrelan,

J.P., the well-known seed merchant of Clonmel, and
that he sold them to plaintiff exactly as he got them.
An assistant in Mr. Phelan's establishment proved that
the seeds sold to Mr. Molloy were pure and genuine,
and he produced a sample of them for the inspection
of any agriculturists in court. Mr. Dwyer addressed
the Court for the defence, and stated that, even ad-
mitting plaintiff's statement to be true, it did not
militate against his client, as it was a fact well known
to farmers, and probable his lordship was also aware of
it, that Trefoil may, as had often been known to be the
case, lie apparently dormant in the ground for years,
and afterwards spring up so strongly as to choke the
young Grass seeds which )m\ been sown only the season
previously ; and that that was the case in the present
instance, he was sure any one who knew the high
character both of Mr. Fhelan and Mr. Molloy felt fullv
convinced. Mr. John Hely Owen, of the Queen's
County, was then called, and he proved that he had
fcnowii instances in which Trefoil sprung up as a
natural product of the soil; at all events it had
appeared where it had not been sown for many years
previously, and he mentioned one instance in which a
farmer, who had put down White Clover, had, at the
time he expected to see a good crop of Clover, nothing

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
Tor the Week ending Juno 20 : ot*prved bv Mr. J. B. Spearinc,

Monlsford, Wall in ifford.

Temperature op Air

id iA

• *

Fridar 14

Saturday 15
Sunday 16
Monday 17

Tuesday 18
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Thursday 20

s
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• I
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4
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Soil 1 foot Rain. Wind
below the
surface.

61

63.4
64.3

«.fl
64.7
«»?.n

67.6

-

E

In».
t

• *

E.
N.E.
N E.
NE.
8.E.
s.

N.W.

29
19 62
>r\ -,;

2'l.90

29.80
29.75

The reading* «re taken at !> am. on the day* namrd. and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the proecdh** 24 hour*. The
ThermometPT* *rv placed 4 feet from the grwmd. The &aJn-
7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Pocraar.—The supply has hardly been as large the last we<
during the preceding one. It w not only that, true to the

i

tice of all markets, good prices hi mtyht a large supply, and
that again caused heaviness and mdluutaiL but hay harvest
is now becoming general rousd London and in the Southern
Counties. This has considerable influence «n lint Wjijjlj , as
at many of our largo courtry markets these is Tittle or no
trade daring hay making. Small lots of fresh killed good
sized fowls will m all probability make larger prices dmring
the next fortnight than at any future period of the present
year.

Each.—s.-i. t. d.
Large Fowls 4 to 4 6
Middling ditto 3 „ 3 3

^^_ Chickens 2 „ 2 G
Geese 5 t> „ 5 6
Ducklings 2 6 „ 3 e
Pigeons 7 „ 6 «
Kabbits 1 3 ,, 1 4
Wild ditto 8 „ I

STEAM Cultivation : Broad Hinton, near Swindon. The origin
statement of Mr. Stratum's experience, taken from notes
upon the spot, estimated the cost he had incurred for rope
at 874. per annum, viz., five eighths of the cost of a new coi

plete rope. When about to go to press last week, however.
a letter was received intimating that this was in error, ai

giving such instructions as appeared to as to require the
alteration in that statement which eventually appeared
(see p. 559). We learn now that besides the original rope
sent with the plough, the Messrs. Btratton have purchased
four 50-yard lengths for headlands, and one other new hea
land rope of 110 yards. There is now also another in

plough rope of 450 yards on its way. Supposing the old erne

which it is to replace is worth only lot., and taking into

account that the short lengths are only half worn out, aft

use since October 1859, it appears to us that our original

estimate of cost of rope per anuum was nearer the mark
than that which was substituted for it, and probably the

cost of rope at Broad Hinton ought to be put down at 6<tf.

ajyear, and the cost of ploughing must be put at 9*. &n acre
instead of 11*.

JOHN FOWLER, Jun., 28, Cornhill, London E C
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonial's **>!>* r>o««t

CHURNS.—The Royal Agricultural Society's Prize
Churn is the best invented. Butter produced in

12 minutes. Price 30s. and upwards.
Full particulars forwarded on application to Buroess & K.ET,

Agricultural and Gardening Machinery Stores, 95, Newgate
Street, E.C.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may sefect what they may require.
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN OHURN—The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Burgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
Full particulars sent on application.

AJOR MUNN'S PATENT HOKSE-HOE OB
TURNIP THINNER, and MAJOR MUN.VS PATENT

HEA PER, MOWER, and GRASS CUTTER—These Imple-
ments have been entered for the Trials to be made at Leeds at
the Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting in July next.
For Licenses to construct these implements or to purchase

the Patent Right, &c, apply to the Patentee, or Messrs.
Leakey, Chapman, & Clarke, Solicitors, 24, Lincoln's Inn
Fields. London, W.C.

MR. SM ITH begs to call the attention or his brother
Farmers to some New Inventions that he has just

patented, which are progressing, and will shortly be before the
public, viz. :

—

A WIN DLASS, without a cog wheel or counter shaft upon it,

yet it will go out of work of itself at the touch of a spring, and
can be made and sold at 102. less than any windlass that has
as yet appeared.
A COMBINED MACHINE that will Cultivate, Drill, and

Harrow at the same operation.
A ROPE PORTER, self-shifting, yet the most simple and

without a wheel upon it.

The price of a Complete Set of Tackle is as follows :—

•

New Patent Windlass and Rollers with Anchors,
&c, complete £92

1400 yards of Steel Rope 61
Patent Cultivator, No. 3. 15
Two extra Tines to add to No. 8 to make a 5

Tined Cultivator of it. in which form it has been used
by Mr. Bignell and Mr. Dring for two years, and
found to work well ~ 2

Woolston, June 22, 1861.

Total £170

CO,HENRY J. MORTON and
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern
for Cottage Houses, &c. , to contain 50 gallons, 26». ; 80 gallons,
31*. each; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.
Cisterns of all sizes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 30*.
and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed o f iron, 35*. Od. each.

For Watering Gardens, Lawns, Ac,

HANCOCK'S VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER
TUBING is made in 60 feet lengths, and of any size for

Union-joints to attach it to Cisterns or Water Mains.
Price per Foot.

Size.

No. 1, Slight .

No 2, Medium .

No. 3, Stout
No. 4, For Mains

£ inch. § inch. 3 inch.

bd.
8d.
lOd.

It. 2d.

Price or Brass FrrriNOB.
Hand Branch, 12 in. long, with^Stopcock, Movable \Rose, and Jet J
Jpring Spreader 3,;
Uni<>n Joint, £ inch ^ »• .. .. 1*.

Ja*™ Lynk Hancock, Manufacturer, Vulcanised India-
B nbber Works, Goswcll Hews, and 8, Goswell Road, Lon-
don, E.C.

. in«st«»sed Price Lists on application.

4*. each.

Ofifi OTOTHBER ajtd MELON BOXES, and
*WV/V7 LIGHTS, AND FROM

,

400 to 6W) LIGHTS for PITS or all SIZES kept in STOCK.
Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom.
Jawes Watts k Co., Hothouse Builders and Hot-Water

Apparatus Manufacturers, near the Green Man, Old Kent
Road, London, S.tt.

a k<# K lis. — Kick Cloths, 30 ft. by 30, 5/.,
Tarred and Corded at edges like ships' sails. Other

sizes in proportion. Marquees, new, lofty, and extensive, on
Hire, completely fitted up for any occasion. Garden Tents,J Tent« fbi OMuket Clubs. New and ISecontHotnd.
«. Richardson, White Horse Factory, Bidborough Street,

JuddJJj-. W.C- O a: 99, Euston Boad, London, S.W.

"XpK'IGl DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
Jj Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for 8yon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Cryst.-tl Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, aud — Colin r, Esq., of Dirfford.

PROTECTION Hfc.M thi OLD WINDS & MORNING FROST.
*' FRIGI UO\|<>," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a |»erfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it in applied, a fixed temperattire. It is adapted for

all horticultural und floricutural purposes, for preserving
Fraita and Flowaw f.om the scorching ray* of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in anj required lengths.

Two yardfr wide ._ .. I*. 6rf. per yard run.
Fouryards wide . . . . 3#. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide. I*. M. per yard run.
Also " Frigi Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide. Is. id. per yard run.
Blisba Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

trinity Lane, Cannan St., City, E.C.. and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is mucii cheaper than mats as a covering.

"
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS FITTED in every

description of Hothouses, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,

&c., on the most approved principle, by J. Meredith, Vine

Cottage. Garston, near Liverpool.

N.B. First-class references may be had on application.

Hothouses for the Million.

By Her

Majesty's

Royal

Letters Patent^

EDENCH, 152, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.,

• Inventor, Patentee, and Sole Manufacturer ol

PATENT GALVANISED IRON GKEEN and HOTHOUSES, &c.

These Patent Houses are manufactured complete, with

excellent strong glass, for Is. M. per foot super. ' References

to any amount can be given of their superiority over any other

for use and durability.
. ,

Several Second-hand ones for Sale, a bargain, the ground

being required for building where they stand, at Granby
Nursery. _____

West of England, Ireland, and Wales.

TOHN VOKINS, 2, York Place, Chelsea T _-
l) S. W., Horticultural Builder and Hotwater'a n<H
Manufacturer. Tubular Boilers from U. ApPAiUn

Card.

N. Mc

QOO___

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION. — On the

principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton,

M. P., combining simplicity, cheapness, excellence, and dura-

bility, being capable of fulfilling, in the most perfect manner,

all the requirements of Horticulture. Lean-to Houses, 30 feet

in length, can be had for less than 111. Span R^fs, 30 feet in

length, for 33!. ; and all other dimensions at equally low prices.

Delivered free to any Railway Station round London.

Illustrated Circulars, -with Lists of Prices, can be had on

prepaid application to Samuel Hereman, 7, Pall Mall East,

London.

M. LOBJOIT'S PATENT HOT-WATER
• BOILERS are acknowledged by all who have them in

use to be the most
powerful Boilers

now known, and are

the most economi-
cal, requiring less

fuel and attention
than any other.

They are made of
various sizes, suit-

able for heating the
6 mallest Green-
house to the largest
Conservatory,
Churche s, and
Buildings of all de-
scriptions.

Testimonials for-
—-_- warded on applica-

tion to Thos. M. Lobjoit, Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,
General Smith, &c, Tumham Green, W., and at Acton.
Middlesex, W.

V SKINNER (late Partner with J. Weeks & Co,)
• Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus

Manufacturer. Establishments Heated on the ONE-BOILER
SYSTEM, Plans and Estimates on application.

Bridewell Street, Bristol,

G. MESSENGER, H obticuittjea l
Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

Loughborough.
T

T. G. M.'s Patented DIVISIONLESS HORTICULTURAL
BUTLDINGS are cheaper, more durable, and lighter in

appearance than any other made. The
Ventilation is effected by a simple and
much admired mechanicalarrangement.

T. G. M.'s Patented TRIANGULAR
TUBULAR BOILER for Heating
Buildings with Hot Water has been ex-

I tensively adopted by gentlemen who
are willing to testify to its great
efficiency and economy of fuel. Plans,
Estimates, Testimonials, and every in-

formation sent free upon application.

SAMUEL N. McGEKftn
General Horticultural Builder ^r

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.
Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentrv +v

Great Britain and Ireland. * lllro
ng_jft

Greenhouses, Orchard Houses~~&r

IT FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works' T •

X. Hackney, N.E. Established 20 years Suli?
an^'

made Greenhouses, glazed, ready for fixing, 49 fPPf
r^ialij

501. ; 21 feet by 13 feet, 28*. ; 12* feet by 10 feet 15/
yJ3ft«.

Houses 10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortment bet***
Estimate given for Heating, or any branch in ir0n J

Horticultural Works and HotWaterAmi^?^
Manufactory, ymtla

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London v

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to caMfcV,.
tr of the nobility and gentry to the very superiorJ^r
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories,

Vinerfe? r*^
houses, &c, combining every improvement' withS!* "

design and durability of materials and workmanihin^^^
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the L*

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction a ?*
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Building &?**
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical 'and e__Jmanner.

J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to mimW
the nobility and gentry by whom they are ex tensively oJJJf

A quantity of GovemnientBeimiS
and Marquees, suitable for Rifle Companies ftu»

Clubs, &c. ; also R^ ™<* w«„ nwi,. _.._-_*? "lV*W

SECTION Of
T.G.MtSStWCEA'S
rATftr MOILC*mm

'I1KNTS, <tc.

so Rick and Hay Cloths, Ropes &71rS^
application to John Morison, 25, Norton Folgate N.£

Green's Patent Noiseless, Double Action, Self-Sharpi

ing, Self-Cleaning, Grass Cutting, Collecting tri

Boiling Machines for 1861.
^

THESE are the only \
chines working at &»

Crystal Palace, Regent's fe
Gardens, and hundreds of jlm
where others have been y
aside. Can also be seen at la

Royal Horticaltural Sodetri

Gardens, Kensington, W.

They have proved to be the bat

and have carried offevery prized*

has been given in all cases ofCoo-

petition. The sale has now reached

above 200 weekly. Above 8000

have been sold within {fie _rt

four years.

The above machines are th»

_ most simple and easy to work,

and less liable to get out of order than any other Lawn

Mowers extant
Illustrated Price Lists may be had of Tfomas Gnm;

8mithfield Iron Works, Leeds ; or W. Greek, 2, Victoria Street,

bottom of Holborn Hill, London, E.C.
Orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied

by a reference or remittance.

SAMtTEISOlTS SILENT, SELF-CLEANING, LAWN MOWERS
AND

THESE STANDARD MACHINE ARE S0W CONSTRUCTED WITH A SIMPLE AND DURABLE SILENT DRIVING GEAR.
PRICES :

Including Packing Case, and Carriage paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom.

Manual Power, s
x
l

f12 inches wide
16

1.22 99

t « «

• • *

• t •

• - •

Boyd's <fe Manwaring's Manwaring's
Patent. silent gear only.

— £5 £4 12
6 15 6 7
7 10 7
8 7 10

- • •

« •

22 inches wide

Pony Power. < 25

Boyd's & Manwaring's

Patent.

... £9 5

. • •
• • • t • « 30

The

99

99

• • •

• • •

• • •

. . •

12

14 14

• •

* • «

• ••

silent gcarn
£8 to

y
• • • *^

1110 »
..•

• #•
14

loral
#«*
__ rolling

and
toil

Lawn Mower above them all.

™W
*
Plea8Ure °f^ and«~ *" &nd "««* that used to be vested/ T_^£K£5£W^^^fiZ^J&gr

OPHFPQ iv * xi. 1 t^ , .„
&HIELEY Hibberd, F.afl.8., Stoke Newinsrton, London, W ,

JM~ tt ,

MR. SAMUELSON'S WAREHOUSE, 76, CANNON STREET WEST, LONDON.
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Calceolaria Seed, ex. ex.

STEPHEN BROWN (late Bass & Browx) con-

tinues to supply Seed from the same first-rate private

Grower as for years past, and which has annually given the

most unqualified satisfaction. The flowers are splendid iu

colour, richlv spotted, of excellent form, lir^c, and of great

T*rie» v. Packets, 2*. each ; small packets, 1».

CALCEOLARIA NANA 0RA2TO1 FLORA PRECOX—Very
fi»e continental variety, a ugly dwarf, novel aud beau-

tiful, with a profusion of bright flowers of great variety.

Packets, It. each.
PRWXnA FlMBBIATA.

FIMBRIATA KBliJtJttiNA atfL.ESDENS.—A velvet -like

crimson, ex. tine, rarpassss all others by its brilliant and
bright colours, 2s. 6<l. per packet.

F1MBRIATKD—Mixed rose and white, fine, 1*. per pkt
FIMBRIATA STRIATA.—Superb new white, striped with

red, very beautiful, U. per packet.

Also, separately named or mixed, very Choice Seeds of

Geranium, Hollyhock, Carnation, Picotee, «fcc. ; also Choice
Mixed Pansy, Cineraria, Petunia, Polyanthus, Verbena, and

other Choice Fl -t Flowers.
SKED CATALOGU1 n application.

8tephen Brows, fitoed Grower uni Importer, Sudbury,
8uffolk.

Extra Choice Seed.

JOHN DOBSON and SONS be? to recommenA the
,

following as very superior, being Home-saved :

—

Calckolaria.
Dobson's Superb Hybridised Calceolaria, 1*. <xl., 2?. <kl, 3s. Cd.

and 5s. per packet.

Cineraria.
Dobson's Superb Cineraria, If.-, 2.«. fxZ., and 5*.

WQndl-mds Nursery. Isleworth. W.

Choice Seeds.

DOBSON'S SUPERB HYBRIDISED CALCEO-
LARIA, saved from our unrivalled collection. Three

thousand packets sold in 1860, and sent all over the world ; in

sealed packets, 1«. 61., 2s. 6d., 8». Od., and 5.. each, with

directions for sowing.
*»* We are just now harvesting our new stock, which is even

superior to any wo have ever yet offered to the public, owing
to the immense variety we have ; and we are sparing no trouble

or expense in its popularity continuing, as it has been, second

to none. The plants from which the seed is being s ived are

now in bloom, and are well worthy a visit from lovers of this

beautiful <:l;iss of plants.
John Dobson <fc Sons, Seedsmen, Isleworth, W.

NKW ROSE—MA.DA.ME ST/UIDISH is the
hardiest of all Roses ; those -which stood out of doors

during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a
bud, whilst most others were destroyed by th -usiuds. The

in fact, one of the finest Roa bwvk offered Plants now ready'
105. (»/. each. Madame Stondish must not be mistaken for

Mrs. Standish, which **as sent out by Miellez, of Lille.

John StaNDkh, The Royal Nnrsery, Bagshot.

Roses iiTpots.—The bestTSew and Old!

BENJAMIN1
R. CANT has a vptendfid stock of

healthy Plants in pots (most of them on their own roots),

j
of all the Leading Sorts, Ooth New and Old. If planted now i
season will be Rained.
A LIST of Sorts with Prices (which are moderate) will be

furnished on application.

B. R. 0. will be prepared \rith a <zood supply of Standard
and Dwarf Roses for autumn planting, early orders for which
are solicited.

St. John's root Nnr y, Colchester

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.E.

HUGH LOW CO.
HAVE pleasure in submittine: to the notice of admirers of Hardy Ornamental Trees the annexed LIST of

CONIFERS, which is oomposkd kntiiuxy of species which have withstood uninjured the severity of the past

Winter, Pcrti ir attention is invited to the Californian Conifers, such as Picea amabilis, graudis and nobilis, Cupressus

Liwsoui, Thuja gigantea, Abies Williamsoni, and A. Donglasi. The soeds from which all these plants were raised were

colweted by the renowned traveller Mr. William Lobb, to whom belongs the credit of sending seeds of these fine Trees

in such quantities as to enable II. L. & Co. to offer the plants at previously unheard of prices.

H. L. & Co. feel persuaded these low prices will induce gentlemen planting for effect to make large u.se of the finest

and most ornamental Trees of the known world. Abies Williamson! having been confounded with A. Mertensiaaa, II.

L. A Co. append a description of the true species from the pen of Mr. W. Lobb.

Abies Williamsoni, synonymes Abies Pattoni, Abies Hookeriana, must not be confounded with Abies Mertensiana, as it

sometimes has been, as Mertensiana is altogether a different plant, very closely resembling the Hemlock Spruce.

UemarJcs hy Mr.

ABIES WILLIAMSONI, A. HOOKERIANA, OREGON-
COMMISSION.—This noble tree w;is first discovered by Dr.

Newberry, on the Cascade Range in Oregon, in lat. 44° worth.

8ome time after it was noticed by Murray on S i Mountain
in California, in lat. 41* 20 North, Ion. 122' 37 West. Since then

I saw it in great abundance on th,c highest peaks of the Sierra

Nevada, near the head waters of the North Tributary of

eather River, also more southerly towards Lake Bigler, in lat.

3»* SO North, Ion. 120* 15 West.

Of all the Coniferous trees that have been introduced from
this country, this will doubtless prove the most ornamental
and useful. In habit of growth and general appearance, it

much resembles the Deodar, but being more thickly branched
and more densely clothed with foliage, it is by far a more hand-
some tree. It occupies the most elevated parts of the Sierra
,'evada, and seldom descends lower down than 100 yards

William Lobb.

from the lino of perpetual snow. In most situations it forms
it tree from 100 to 120 feet high, with a trunk sometimes 3 feet

in diameter. The brauches spread out horizontally with the
main stem, drooping at the extremities. The leaves are thickly
set round the stem, solitary and tufted, about two-thirds of an
inch long, rich grass green above, pale green beneath, those at
the points of the branchleti spreading silvery white below
The cones are about 2 inches long, and about an inch in
diameter in the thickest part ; when young, dark purple ; when
old, pale brown, with the scales much reflexed. The male
flower or catkins aro two eighths ofan inch long, violet purple.
The wood is of a red iish colour, close and fine groined, and
remarkable for strength and durability. As an ornamental
tree for parks and pleasure-grounds, or for general planting,
no tree can be more recommendaMe, and judging from the soil

and situation in which it grows, it may be considered the
hardiest of the Californian trees.
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Douglaei, the fine tree which pro-

duced the flag-staff recently fixed
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species California, apparently
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carpa and G< aiana, 2 vear,°

>% Nntka^nsis (Thnjopsis borealis
Jnuipenis Cracovia
Libocedrus deenrrens (Thuja jrigantc.

Ijew
,, 3 years

Picea amabilis, true, 8 years, 6 inches,
fine stout plants

,. grandis, true, 3 years, 7 inches, fine
stout plants

85 ^ill be charged at rate per 100, and
when 100 of each kind are ordered, 10
plants will be added free of charge.
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Picea nobilis, 1 year, true
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nova species, Vancouver's Island,
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New Phloxes and Pentstemons.

r\0WNiE, Laird, a.kd lmsg hoff to oir.-r

JLS their new Sets of Twelve of nch of tho alcove. Haftii

&&m*be*i
''

' mi-ptihTT'imnri MrnitliDg^- ^u;y offor tl;

with every ur.uioo \h'\t tlu-y will mv^cBT WUm.1 mH^fw 1 '''

as th<-so hitherto sent out. bf them. Price 30*. per set. The
usual discount to th Tntfe. CATALOQUES may be h A free
ou application.

[)., h. A:li. have also a larp;e Stock of BEDDING PLANTS,
which thoy offer at 2(1*. per 10 >.

Stanstcaii Park Nursery, Forest Hill, S.E. ; and at 17,

South Frederick Street. Edinburgh.

Choice Seeds,

BS. WTLUAMS begs to recommend Wife following:

• ns very superior, and which have annually given general
satisfaction. Per packet—*. r

;

Primula sinensis dentiflora 2

,, .. •• albiflora °
M
99

M
99

o

6

finest mixed 2
Calceolaria, herbaceous, finest mixed 2
Cineraria cnicnta. „ M 2

SRED OATALOOUES on application.
Paradise Xur^ery, Seven Sisters and Bonaoy Ro^ds, Hnlloway

New Phalffinopsis with Variegated Foliage.

BS. WILLIAMS has great pleasure in offeriog
• for the first time sti t Plants of PhalamopsLs Scbil-

leriana, which have just arrived in tho finest possible condi-
tion. This beautiful species is quite distinct from all others in
cultivation ; tho leav are similar in form and equal in size to
those of P. grandlflorai ground colour dark green, with irre-

gular bands of white over the whole surface. Flowers flesh-
coloured ; size, about two-thirds of those of P. amabilis, and
produced in great profusion from strong branching stems, one
of which may bo 8een at the Nursery

t
which has borne

upwards of 100 flowers, a portion of which are still attached.
Price can be had on application.
Paradise Nursery.JSeycu Sisters and gorngey Roa(Jg,*ITolloway,

RAYNBIKI), CALDBCOIT, and BAWTKKE^
Serd Mf.rchakts and Growers, Basingstoke, Anduver,

and 89. Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED (JOHN, sent post free on application.
Peruvian Guano, Lawea' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes. «fcc>, of best quality at Market Prices.

s
The First Prise- tit Bffnrteghara.

UTTON'S IMPERIAL GREEN ROUND TURNIP.
At tho Great Root Show, held in Birmingham in

December last, the first Prize for White-fleshed Turnips wa«
awarded to Sutton's Imperial Green Round, grown by
Georjre Manrle^ Esq.
Sutton <fc Sons recommend this as one of the best Turnips

for the main sowings, being large, well formed, very juicy,
and if not sown before the middle of July will keep well tiV
spring, when it is invaluable for the ewes and lambs.

Price of Seed very moderate according to quautity required.
Reading, June 29.

SATURDAY, JU2TE 29, 1801.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wf.i>n*»dat, July 3-Royal Botanic
SATiraoAT, — 6—Cryttal I'alace (Ro«e Show)

: r.M.

Noon
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75

27 210

With two or three e: na the whole of these plants arc in pots and can be thus safely removed at any time.

A Complete CATALOG!, n of the very extensive Collection of PLANTS and TREES ^rown at the Clapton Nursery

will shortly be ready for distribution.

On Monday last the final and crowning ceremony
of inaugurating the Garden of the Royal
Horticultural Society took place at South Ken-
sington, when the Queent planted a tree there as a
< ompanion to that planted by Prince Albert on
the 5th inst. Precisely at 10 o'clock in the morn-
!in^ Her Majesty, accompanied by their Royal
,
Highnesses the Prince Consort, the Princess
Helena and the Cumte de Flaxdres, arrived at
the Garden, where the Qtjeen was received by the
Earl of Ducie, the Lord Bishop of Winchester
and other members of the Council.

The spot chosen for the tree was exactly opposite
that selected on the last occasion, but on the other
or western fi \e of the irden. Upon reaching the
ground another beautiful Wellingtonia, also pro-
vided by Messrs. Ykitcd: & Sox, was found to be
the subject of the interesting proceeding-. A spade
having been presented to the QrEEN, Her Majesty
threw sveral <;<'od shove' fu Is of earth upon the roots,

alter which the Queen, with a most gracious smile,

delivered the spade to Mr. James Veitch, Jun.

Mr. Dilkk having briefly returned thanks to Her
Majesty in the name of the Council, the Queex
passed into the Conservatory, where the Countess
of Ducie had the honour to present her son Lord.

Moreton, a little gentleman four years old, and
we believe the youngest Fellow of the Society under
the raf.k «»t Penalty.

The Queen bemg still in deep mourning, Her
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Majesty's visit was necessarily private, so that

yery few persons could be present on the occasion.

"With a view to encourage the attempts

now making to cultivate a taste for music among

the people, the Royal Horticultural Society has

authorised the appearance to-day in the Garden

at South Kensington of the Amateur Bands that

have been formed in the Metropolitan Police Force.

This is of course with the sanction of Sir Richard
Mayne. "We understand that the^ men have

acquired their knowledge of music entirely at their

own expense, and by practice during the hours

when they can be spared from the regular tours of

duty. As the Bands have not been long formed,

and this will be their first appearance in public,

due allowance will doubtless be made for any little

defects which critical ears may discover.
^
The

experiment of thus introducing popular music is a

highly interesting one, and we doubt not will be

appreciated. It is announced that the Bands will

play from 4 to 7 o'clock p.m.

Several species of Conifers are subject to a

disease strongly resembling in some of its charac-

teristics the gumming of Peaches and Apricots.

The bark first becomes diseased, the secretin

surface is affected, and no new wood is forme

beneath the diseased bark. This indeed soon shells

off, and resin is copiously discharged from the

exposed surface. An attempt is made by the

surrounding active bark to heal the wound, but

the attempt is generally abortive , and the trunk is

in consequence covered with unsightly cankerous

scars, while the timber is irreparably injured.

In one case which came before us some years

ago, the evil was clearly traced to the trees being

planted above an impervious stratum of conglo-

merate. In a second case, forwarded to us from the

North of England by Sir "W. C. Trevelyan, in

1859, and noticed twice in our Journal for that year,

the disease was confined to the dampest parts of an

old stone pit, and the decay was complicated by the

presence of a little Peziza (P. calycina), the spawn
of which penetrated the wood in every direction.

In this case it was clear that the affection had
commenced hefore the new growth, as no wood had
been deposited beneath the diseased bark.

his attention. If so, our Correspondent would

probably favour us with specimens. M. J. B.

"We learn by advices from India that the

foolish Cinchona scheme of Mr. Markham has

definitively failed, all his plants and cuttings

having died. It is, however, consolatory to know

that two Calisaya plants taken by Dr. Anderson

to Ceylon are doing well under the care of Mr.

Thwaites, who has already propagated them, and

that seed collected by Mr. Spruce in Peru and sent

to India by Sir Wm. Hooker is growing freely at

Calcutta, many of the seedlings having three pairs

of leaves already. As soon as the rains set in

more seeds will be sown ; and thus by the exercise

of a little knowledge our great Indian possessions

will have obtained lor a few guineas what ignorant

zeal has been most strangely permitted to waste

thousands in not obtaining.

The lovers of wild nature will be glad

to learn that Messrs. Longmans are about to

bring out an edition of the admirable Vegetations-

Ansichten of Kittlitz, representing in 24 exqui-

site plates the Vegetation of the Coasts, &c, of the

Pacific Ocean, as sketched by him during the ex-

ploring voyage of the Russian corvette " Senjawin,"

i

under the command of Admiral (then Captain)

Lutke, in the years 1827—29.

The original plates will be copied on a reduced

size in photography. The letterpress will be trans-

lated by Dr. Seemann, whose familiarity with

exotic vegetation renders him peculiarly qualified

for the task. The work is to appear in the middle

of July, when we shall fully notice it.

If you want to have big Pears or other

fruit just work on the stalk that bears them the

point of an adjoining shoot ; then you shall see

what you will see. So says a French amateur,

enthusiastic in the fruit line. If you* want big

Gourds just bore a little gimlet hole in their rind

when the fruit is a few weeks old, and push in a

long piece of cotton wick with the loose end in a

pan of water. The cotton will suck up the water,

the Gourd will suck the cotton, and by the time

your fruit is ripe you will have the hugest Pumpkin
that was ever seen—a Pumpkin, we suppose, such

as was made into Cinderella's carriage. So says

„ .
frequently «»

small that science is unable

— ..__ „ -. —- —-j -

\ some gentleman, called by an architect at Ghent by
A case not altogether dissimilar, hut apparently the harmonious name of a Cucurbitomaniac.

in an earlier stage than the last, has just been
forwarded to us from Dorsetshire, where it has
made its appearance most unexpectedly and exten-

f

sively in a flourishing plantation of Scotch Eir of
12 years' growth on the chalk downs.
The truncheon before us, which is nearly a yard

in length, exhibits at the healthy base five perfect

rings and four above, besides a narrow imperfect
ring which has acquired scarcely a fourth of its

proper thickness. When a section is made through
the diseased parts, it appears that about half the
wood of 1860 was formed befjre the commencement
of the disease, and, as in the second case mentioned
above, new wood has been formed around the
denuded patches, which is more or less affected
by the diseased portions, up to the time when the
truncheon was cut. The disease has not made
quite so much progress as in that just mentioned,
and in consequence the scars, and more especially
their edges, are at present not so rough ; but there
is little doubt that they will never be fairly
covered with new bark, supposing the disease to
have originated in conditious of temperature and
moisture which have now passed away, so as to
form clean healthy looking stems such as the trees
exhibited before they were attacked.
Taking the case in connection with that of Sir

"W.C. Treveltan, which clearly arose from damp
and cold, and considering that so far as our
specimen teaches us, it arose during the cold, wet,
dark summer of 1860, we have little doubt that it

originated from the peculiar climatic conditions
of last year. Unhappily where gum and resin
aggravate a wound, there is in general little

chanceof its being fairly covered, as is often the
case with wounds in Pears and other trees when
suffering from external causes. The experience
of another season will show whether there is any
prospect of recovery ; if not, the sooner the faulty
trees are removed the better.

The surface of the old denuded wood is now
covered with a thin coat of extremely minute
irregular brown matted threads, which are studded
with minute black bodies filled with myriads of
globose colourless spores. These probably are a
peculiar condition of some Lichen, and have no
necessary connection with the diseases

It will however be worthy of inquiry as the
autumn advances whether the trees, like those of
SirW.C Treveltan, produce a crop of the pretty
scarlet and white Peziza which especially attracted

OZONE.
Besides the gases oxygen and hydrogen, the two main

constituents of our atmosphere, there are other
chemical bodies present which in a greater or less

degree, according to their greater or less activity and
amount, exercise a certain influence on the health and
wellbeing of both human and vegetable fife.

Ozone was the name given by Dr. Schonbein, of
Bale, in 1848, to an element which he detected in
small proportion in the air ; an element which, as
scientific investigation has since shown, plays a very
important and beneficial part in the economy of nature.

Ozone is, probably, always present in the atmos-
phere, though in a state of comparative inactivity, or
else is only in such minute quantity as to sometimes
defy detection by our ordinary tests. Some chemists
believe ozone to be merely common oxygen under a
different chemical condition to that which it usually
exists in ; however this may be, and there seems very
good grounds for thinking their opinion correct upon
the matter, its functions are important in the
extreme. It was at first thought that the presence of
ozone could only be detected by the sense of smell

;

hence the name given to it by its discoverer (ofa,
I smell). But* it was found to possess another charac-
teristic, viz., its oxidising property ; and a test b
which its presence and amount could be determine
was immediately contrived.

duces to lessen the amount of ozone, especially
the air be in rapid motion. ' *

lb is found in least quantity

amount fa «0 _

.

._ _ ^^
detect its presence at ail—m low and marshy lan^ £
the centre of large continents, and in towns TL
reason of this is to be ascribed to the fact that in an?
places the discharge of sulphuretted hydrogen

gag filj

decaying animal and vegetable matter is much greaZ
than in other localities, and consequently all the^
in the air has been used up in its character of

oxidisw

thereby destroying itself ;
and thus is no longer capriu

of manifesting its presence by discoloring
thelfcj

of test paper.
# #

^
During the cholera epidemic of 1854, when

aefenm.

logical investigations were made on an^
scale in and about the metropolis by onfertf J!

Board of Health, Mr. Glaisher observed fat £
amount of ozone at the stations of low denia^
very insignificant; and that at most of the d«ij
crowded thoroughfares and in the neighbour^

of the river none was shown throughout the c^
period. On the other hand, at the higher

elevations

and those more removed from the heart of the city

ozone was constantly indicated ; and at other inj

intermediate stations it was occasionally shown.

Every practical gardener and agriculturist knows the

invigorating influence on his plants and trees of tie

first hours of the day, when the sun first shoots ha

horizontal beams above the horizon, dispelling the

vapours of the night with his genial rays. But it*

not generally known that these beneficial results od

intense vitality are in a great measure owing to fc

presence of highly active ozone. It would seem fc

there is a peculiar chemical action set up by tile

first early beams of the sun in passing through it

atmosphere ; calling into vigorous being, as it m,

by a touch of his golden beams, certain conditions i{

oxygen not always existing in such force and quatiiij,

producing that element which, for the want of a bate

name, we call ozone.

Not only to the vegetable kingdom is ozone good

and useful, but to animal life also its beneficial in-

fluences spread. Any one who is in the habit of being

out in the air shortly after sunrise cannot fail to hm

noticed, the exhilarating effect produced upon the

nerves, and the pleasurable sensations which seem

to flood the early riser as he inhales the sweetness of

the " incense breathing morn
;

" the same phenomena

are felt after a thunder storm has cleared tie tr.

These grateful effects are probably due to our taking

into the lungs at that time a larger admixture of ozone

than at other periods of the day : there its tendency is

to destroy any refuse matter it may meet with
;
cleans-

ing the tissues of any foreign and injurious deposits.

It has long been proverbial that earij rm
is highly conducive to the beauty of thf

plexion, and experience has shown the

of the general belief. This probably « also

to the air when in a high chemical condition to owr

words highly impregnated with ozone) being w*™

free play on the cuticle, thus clearing andrenaenug

healthy the functions of the skin. , ,
.
«
f

We have much to thank this valuable ana^
agent of nature for, though but little, comp^J)
speaking, is as yet ascertained respecting its exaci

It is a well known fact that some plants tnnvet-

ticularly well by the sea side. The tt>tw»

familiar example. May not this be accounted ror

^
the circumstance of ozone being more active

situations than at more inland spots I __,nn •$•

In the county of Dorsetshire it V Ta c<&
judice to think vegetables brought from w

.

about Portland, superior to all others\; ana.^
undoubtedly satisfactory grounds for tnifl p

' ^
Now, there is no difference, either inW°T

J~m b
between those grown on the coast and uiose ^
more inland gardens to account

i
Jar ^ncewem

J,ozon«
I TO iook to OZUVt uiu.^ 7

- ^ w
diately fnrgg^sts itself to the impartial oDscr ^^

com'

truth

due

By preparing strips of paper with a solution of
starch and iodide of potassium, the ozonometer, or ozone
detector, is made. If we expose these prepared slips
of paper to the free action of the atmosphere, protected
from rain and the direct rays of the sun, the presence
of ozone, if in sufficient quantity, will be indicated by
the discoloration of the paper ; the darker or lighter
shades of colour showing the greater or less degree of
activity of the ozone. One of the most useful purposes
it serves is in oxidising and so destroying the noxious
vapours which from many causes rise sometimes into
the atmosphere and prove so prejudicial to our health.
Its office seems to be to eat up, as it were the
poisonous exhalations from the dank marsh or crowded
town; and thus to act the part of an atmospheric
scavenger, unseen yet ever active. It also helps in"a
great measure to provide the food for plants by

|
oxidising the various compounds in the ground
on which the fertility of the soil so greatly depends.
Ozone is found to be present in the greatest quantities
on the tops of mountains and high lands, by the sea
Bide, and after storms have cleared the air. The cir-
cumstances which seem most favourable to the develop-
ment of ozone are a south, south-west, or west wind
and an atmosphere saturated with moisture ; on the
other hand an easterly or north-east wind always con-

superiority of the former over the latter. H
{^

compelled to look to other influences ; ana
.

o/_ ^ ^
jests itself to the impartial oDscrr

chief cause of this difference. During near J
' ^^

of the year ozone is indicated in large amouu

part of the south coast C.

THE TRUE GORILLA.

Having laid the phantom-ape of Mr. D ^
would fain present to the readers ot tne ^ ^
Chronicle an orthodox account of tneire ^ „

Gorilla then, alias the black ape of
?#f* w ftoi

an ape in every point of view ; differing
eT3f

A*

the Orang Outang of Borneo. L*e ito f"^^ <fi*

produced in the trees of the forest, and ici ^
in them. Being an animal with non-rev* ^ m0ttp

nails to its feet/it defends itself by means

alone : and cruel is its bite. ... rjoriHa
of
J?

The Orang Outang of the eart, and tne ^ *

west, are the largest apes hitherto dacoy
correct»

«*

what we read in the Asiatic Researches

ape of Sumatra is the largest. ,.<• nv T>rop°
r^ Kte

The arms of the Gorilla areIny^ inter<£
to their uses. In the giant trees of Atnc» ^port'

forests, these arms enable the Gonflft^er^
huge body from branch to branch witn ^^^
and safety; on the ground they wonW ^^gnri^'J^J
to it. But m the trees they are ito

*J*g£ ^ ^
when put in motion the speed oi
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astonishing. See my account of the monkey family in

the third volume of " Series of Natural History." Now
that the power of steam enables us to travel far and

near, the time has arrived when Africa's hitherto

unknown solitudes are open to our adventurers.

If he who journies thither in quest of genuine

zoology does not find the Gorilla or black ape of

Western Africa exactly what I have described it to be,

I shall be quite ready to confess that I have hitherto

been under a delusion with regard to the nature and
habits of the monkey family. Charles Watertony

Walton Sally June 24.

however, is preferred as yielding more abundant juice.

Mrs. Hussey informs us that they should not be treated

as the common Mushroom and its allies, by simply
sprinkling them with drv salt, but that they should be
chopped up and placed in a proper quantity of brine.

Such ketchup must of course be used in moderation,

and should never be boiled. J£. J. B.

MYCOLOGY, No. LIV.

Agabictts bachodbs, Vitt. The subgenus JLepiota

(so named from X<tu, a scale) is technically distin-

gnished from Amanita, with which it agrees in its stem
being distinct from the part which bears the fructi-

fyincr surface, by the universal veil being concrete with

the cuticle and breaking up with it into scales, or more
rarely into wnTtw.wherea* in Ama-
nita the cuticle, though often closely

adhering to the volva, is always

really distinct, and is apparent in its

integrity between the warts. The
gills are quite or nearly free, in

which circumstance they differ from
those of the following subgenus

Amnillaria.

The species are divisible into two
primary sections, the first of which

has a dry, the second a viscid pileus.

Of the second division we have but

a single British species, A. glioder-

mus. The first section, of which we
have many British representatives,

forms four distinct groups, each of

which contains well known and
generally diffused species. The first

group is characterised by the whole
Fungus when young being inclosed

in a distinct volva, which separates

horizontally at the margin so as to

leave a bulb-like base to the stem.

The stem in consequence is not per-

manently coated by the veil,and the

ring, which is more or less moveable,

if distinct from the volva. It is

moreover in general deeply sunk
above into the substance of the
pileus. To this division belongs our
present subject, together with the
well known A. procerus and several

closely allied species.*

In tha second division the ring is

fixed, and confluent with the veil,

or coated with it, and the stem
being more distinct from the begin*
ning is similarly covered, or as the
botanical phrase is, peronate or

hosed. It does not, as in the first

section, penetrate the substance of

the pileus. The ermine-headed
A. cristatus, so common in gardens,
belongs to this division.

In the third division, which
comprises A. cepmtipes, No. II.,

the universal veil is distinct from
the stem, the ring is more or less

persistent, and the stem distinct

from the beginning.
In the fourth division, of which

A. granulosus, remarkable for its

various colours and mealy pileus, is

the type, the ring is continuous
with the cuticle, and the universal

veil not distinguishable from it.

The stem and pileus are separate
from the first.

*MJ

A. rachodes is distinguished from
A. procerus, with which it is often

confounded, by the pileus beingmore
globosewhen young, by the generally
distinctly marginate bulb, and the stem being free or
nearly free from the spots which give A. procerus a snake-
hke appearance. The flesh moreover becomes red when
bruised in fresh specimens, but not when the Funjru3
has lost ,U moisture. It is not uncommon in thiscountry mprassy plots under trees, and is one of the
species which make their appearance occasionally in

or in the Mushroom house.

NOTES MADE DURING A GOVERNMENT
EXPEDITION TO THE VITI OR FIJI ISLANDS.

By Berthold Seemann, Ph.D., F.L S.

Mr, W. T. Pritchard, H. M. Consul in Fiji, son of
the British representative at Tahiti, when the well
known differences arose between the French and
Queen Pomare, came to England in 1859 in order to
communicate to her Majesty's Government that
Cakobau, King of Viti or Fiji, had ceded the whole
group over which his sway extended, a country about
as large as Wales, to the Queen of Great Britain. I

When, soon after, Mr. Pritchard returned to his post,

hot l.-l

Authorities differ much.as to its qualities. Some pro-nounce it unpleasant m taste and odour, and unfit for
food if not absolutely poisonous, while otters, and amongst
them Mrs. Hussey, than whom there is nobetterauthority
prononnce it excellent when pa+on :« -»!._*._ ilwhen eaten

srmed at perf etioo to exhibit its best quali ties. Both* and A. pro ire sold indiscriminately in Covent

4*CT*cej)f their admitted excellence. A . rachodes,

will hTfclJ^'
A fi*ure of th* young state of the ©rdinarv formwin be found at page 910 of our volume for 186*1

wamary form

AGABicrs BA.CHODE8, Vitt. From an original sketch.

with intimation that the Government had taken
the cession into consideration, the King and chiefs in
council acknowledged, ratified, and renewed the
cession, and made the Government and jurisdictien
over to the Consul, so that the country actually is an
integral part of the British dominions. The Fijiaus

cannot draw back, but the English Government has
still the option to reject their offer, if the newly acquired

territory should prove a less acceptable acquisition

than it has been represented to be. In order to obtain

more ample information than had come to hand, it was
determined to despatch a commission to inquire into

the political, social, and physical condition of the

country; and in the beginning of 1860, Col. Smythe,
R.A., and myself, had the honour to be selected for

this task by the Colonial Office. Specimens of Cotton,

which had been brought home by Mr. Pritchard,

gathered from shrubs naturalised in Fiji, had been sent

to Manchester, and drawn the attention of the Cotton

Supply Association to that group, as a possible source of

future, supplies; and we were instructed to gather all the

facts which could throw light upon the subject. Our
object having been attained, 1 returned to England on

the 10th of March last, and now beg to oiler such
selection from my notes as may prove interesting to
the readers of the Qardeners1

Chronic!*.

I left Southampton on the 12th of February, I860,
for Sydney, in one of the Peninsular and Oriental

Company's steamers, and after a passage of four day*
reached Gibraltar. The public promenade, or Alameda
as it is termed, though no avenue at all, but a regular

garden, is worth visiting, when coming from Northern
Europe. All is so different Fine trees of Schinus

Molle, with their elegant foliage, dwarf Fan Palms, and
Date trees meet the eye, intermingled with Poplars

and Furze, to remind you that you are still in Europe.

The beds, instead of being edged with Box, are

surrounded with low Aloes. The American Agave
seems too quite at home, and scarlet Geraniums stand

the winter without injury. They had, however,

suffered slightly from the night frosts of late, which

my Spanish cicerone assured me was rather an un-

common occurrence.

Another four davs brought ng_ to Malta, a bleak
1 ; inland, Tor which, inru*—hm
done so much and nature so
little. From the high ramparts
of Valetta the eye, passing over
the fortifications and harbours,

surveys nothing save stones and the
dark dull foliage of a few Olive
trees and Date Palms. The ground
in Valetta being valuable, there are

no gardens attached to the houses ;

only the courts of some of the
public buildings are planted with
Orange trees (imported from
Sicily), Eriobotrya japonica, Te-
coma capenBis, and different Arau-
carias. The principal tree here,

as at Gibraltar, seems to be Schinus
Molle, an old acquaintance of mine,
met with in the highlands of
Mexico, South America, the Cape
of Good Hope, and all parts of the
globe where water is scarce and the
thermometer high. Like the camel,
it can consume a great deal of
water when it has an opportunity,

but go without it when no chance
offers of procuring any. Outside
the gates of Valetta are the Floral

Gardens, an institution established

by the old Knights of Malta, en-
closed by high walls, and adorned
with one or two grottoes. The
walks are straight and well kept
But having- said so muck I have
said all. A collection of large curious
flower pots, looking as if they had
seen many generations, contained
only common garden plants, many
of which seemed to long for a
more genial climate. Even the
few things that will grow are
covered with dust, there being so
little rain, and the principal labour
of the "Court" gardeners seems
to be washing their nurselings.
Notwithstanding dust and siroo-

coes, a great many cut flowers are
offered for sale, and magnificent
bouquets were sent on board the
steamer, consisting of Violets,
Hoses, Geranium- leaves, Pulsatillas,

Jonquils, and others. Cariosity was
deeply excited by some flowers
which none of our passengers had
ever before observed ; even I was
at first puzzled, but on looking
closer found them to be white
and red Radishes, ingeniously cut,
so as to resemble Camellias and
other flowers, a harmless trick,

recommending itself to the notice
of gardeners during the winter
season. Often these common things

introduced with taste are very effective ; I remember
very well seeing a wreath in which the shells o£ a
few garden snails had been distributed with great
advantage.
On the 24th I found myself at Alexandria. The

land around the town is low. Regular forests of Date
! trees, a number of windmills witi t wings, seeming
I to crawl like so many great spiders over the hills, and
the so-called Pompey's Pillar, are the objects which
first strike you. A ride through the town and its

outskirts initiated me into all the often-described

mysteries of the place, and the next morning the

railway took me to Cairo, the capital of Egypt, where

I had to stop at Shepherd's Hotel until the arrival of

ithe steamer at Suez. There is a fine large square in

front of the hotel, full of shady trees, amongst which
' Acacia Lebbek and Nilotica, Tamarix orientalis, and
Sycamores are conspicuous. The square itself is well

kept and full of Roses, Oleanders, Acacia Farnesiana>

and other sweet-scented flowers ; the walks are well

watered, and in the afternoon a band of music plays,

nd the beau monde of Cairo takes its promenade.

I

I

endeavoured to get a glimpse at the viceregal gardens,
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but the ladies of the harem happening to walk there,

admission was out of the question.

On the 26th of February I paid a visit to the pyra-

mids of Gizeh. It was still quite dark when I left

Cairo, mounted on a large Egyptian donkey; and,

passing through the interminable suburbs, crossed the

Nile at Rhoda Islaud—donkey, boy, and myself all

going over in the same boat. It was now daylight

:

the sun was gilding the distant pyramids, riding behind

a forest of Date trees. The village of Gizeh, on the

other side of the river, was all bustle, and the market

presented an animated scene. Dates seemed to be the

chief article ; but I only saw a few fruits of the Ginger-

bread tree, and never got even a glimpse of the plant

itself during my stay in Egypt. All the Carrots offered

for sale were of a purplish colour ; there were also the

unexpanded flowers of the Date. The donkey pushing

its way through the dirty crowd, I was soon in

a fine avenue of Tamarisks and Acacias, straggling

Opuntias crowding the sides, and ere long entered a plan-

tation of Date trees of considerable extent. A grove or

forest of Talma has always something overawing, and

I can well understand bow tbis feeling could

find vent in all that is noble in architecture;

for the old Egyptians merely imitated a grove of

Palms in building a temple. That at Edfoo, as may

be seenln the publisbed prints, shows whole rows of

columns, the capitals of which are close imitations of

the crowns of Date Palm3. Architects have expended

a deal of ingenious speculation on the peculiar swell-

ing observable in some of the Egyptian columns, of

which the Date Palm could not have been the proto-

type, as its trunk is uniformly cylindrical. Can any

,one doubt, after reading Dr. Barth's work on Central

Africa, that the ventricose trunks of the Deleb

JPulm (Borassus aethiopum, Mart.), so common
in districts bordering on Egypt, have supplied the

4deal The Greek, never too proud to steal, but

.ever too proud to acknowledge what he learnt

from the barbarians, substituted as capitals of

columns, the leaves of the Acanthus for that of

the Date Palm, but in Gothic architecture the Palm

again displayed itself in greater purity. In our

oldest Cathedrals I can well trace the type of Phoenix

dactylifera, the pointed arch.being the meeting of two

fronds, but must declare my utter inability to discern

in them any resemblance to our northern Beecb woods,

from which the idea is said to have been taken.

The country about here is perhaps the most typical

of all Egypt. At tbe background, in a sandy desert,

three great pyramids are towering into the bright un-

clouded sky, swarthy Bedouins with flowing robes,

of which, fortunately, several men familiar with African

deserts were members. Dr. Kotschy then recommended

that cultivation should commence at the different wells

and oases, that by improving and extending the vege-

tation of these places moisture would be attracted,

and the necessary protection for the canal gradually be

formed. Of course this could only be accomplished

by the untiring labours of years, but that it can be

done the Island of Ascension demonstrates. Indeed

it numbers amongst the greatest triumphs of man

that, by destroying the woods he should be able

to reduce the amount of rain and to guarantee

sunshine to places formerly drenched by continued

showers, and by planting groves cause moisture, rain

and fertility, where formerly all was drought and

sterility.
(To be continued.)

Your Correspondent R p /

3 sport on Rollisson'fl iL-.l. W
uncommon. I think not, as I have fr

same sport appear on it when grown strongly
in ^7

]2:
.

on
TllQJj

times. Henry C. Criswick. [See an artSleoiToS^
another column.] nej*

Geranium Sports.-

p. 578) asks if a lilac sport on Rollisson's Uniqu
I*

"
" ~

r(«y had £m strongly
in >

under glass, some branches producing all lilac fl

'

while others had some lilac ones and some crim^
Half the truss has also come crimson and the nth/

half lilac as mentioned by R. P. W. Heale, WeHerh

Kent.
Taxus adpressa.—Dr. Hooker s remarks

pendula brought to my remembrance
that" fS

adpressa is not a Japanese plant, at least it ns
imported from that country. I think

y0D ^ *.

that it originated some years ago in tben^J
Messrs. Francis & James Dickson, at JJpton, m
Chester, and was found by accident in a larj-e

piece of

seedling Quicks ; the original plant was in tkm^
at Upton some few years since. The late Mr. ^uj
of the Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, purchased a plant of

Messrs. Dickson, and it was dissetmnatcu ]m ^
King's Road Nursery. As Mr. Francis Dickson U
not send it out for some years after that, not bin»

sufficient stock, it was first named T. brevifolia. Tha
'

I learned from Mr. F. Dickson, with whom I \\ved

four years as foreman. Gordon states that it was found

on mountains in Japan, and I think it has been

generally understood that that was its origin. JPfc

Heale, Westerham, Kent.

Lilium giganteum.—I send a photograph of our

plant of Lilium giganteum which grew here last jar

in the open air and was greatly admired by aH4

saw it. We are about 12 miles S.W. of Lowestoft,^

Home Correspondence.
Poisonous Leguminous Plants of Swan River.—

Another of these pests of the pastures of South-West

Australia was brought to me the other day by J. T.

Cook, Esq., of Perth, which proved to be the Gastrolo-

bium Callistachys, Meisner, a plant not hitherto known

to be poisonous. This gentleman informs me that it is

only late in the year that the sheep are poisoned,

whence 1 infer that, as with other Leguminous plants,

the seeds alone may be deleterious ; in the meantime

specimens of this species have been given by Mr. Cook

to Dr. Hofmann for chemical analysis, and the result

will no doubt be important to settlers and to science.

The other poisonous Swan River Gastrolobia are

G. bilobum, Br., identified hy Dr. Harvey, and G.

oxylobioides, Benth., and spinosum, Benth., identified by
j

Drummond. There are also other genera of the same

section of Leguminosse containing poisonous species, mention that it wa3 planted out finally in the ail

J. J). Hooker.
#

of 1858, and there it has remained undisturbed m
Changeableness of Florets.—Your notice and figures s incc. It has, however, been protected during w;

of new Japanese Chrysanthemums induce me to draw Dy having a bee-hive placed over it, filled in the in

the attention of your readers to the frequency with
j w*ith cut hay, and over that was put a hand-glass to

which florets similar to those of the " Dragon Chrysan-
j

throw off the wet ; then in 1860 it produced a k
themum" may be met with among semi-double flowers spike, surmounted by 13 very fine blossoms, equa

not only in this genus but in several others of the same wnat have been produced under glass. R. G.

family. I have numerous sketches of such florets photograph represents a very fine specimen of this

exhibiting every intermediate stage between true
" * " J "J "'

tubular florets and those that are two-lipped or strap-

shaped, some of these transgressing in a very incon-

venient manner the limits assigned to the genus or

even to the sub-order to which they belong. So
common indeed are such changes that I should have

most easterly point of England. The plant issprotij

again, but will not, I think, blossom this year. Ir.rjj

deemed it unnecessary to trespass on your time and

strings of camels loaded with green fodder and fibres !

sPace were **"' n°t that tne example set by the Japanese

plant, nearly 12 feet high, with 13 flowers expanded at

its summit, growing in the angle of a high-walled

garden. It is the finest we have seen; and the inge-

nious method of saving it from cold in winter convey*

useful advice to those who have other tender roots;

shelter. In the. country old used-up beehives can be

easilv had.] r
Rear;,

>

7 Death's-head Moths and Dragon Etes.-tot

of the Date tree, groves of Palms, small villages with ougnfc nofc to be lost upon our cultivators, especially
J

80me yeaM x have succeeded very well m reanw

ilafc roofed houses, "all tend to make up a picture with when Nature so often shows the way to form veritable

which the mind has been familiar from childhood. On j
Dragons. Maxwell T. Masters.

Preservation of Manure and Prevention of Offensiveapproaching the pyramids the alluvial soil, and with it

cultivation of Wheat, ceases ; but that of blue Lupines
had been carried successfully into the very heart of

the desert, reminding one of the flourishing crops of

the same kind of plants seen in the sandy plains of

Northern Germany, where formerly nothing was sup-

posed to grow, save Birches, Pinus sylvestris, and
Buck "Wheat. However, I had not much time to

speculate on the possibility of turning the desert to

.ccount, being now close to the pyramid and the

Sphynx, on whose face the paint of a thousand years'

standing was still visible. No sooner had the Bedouins
caught sight of me than they made a regular rush for

their new victim, and ere 20 minutes were over I

found myself on the pinnacle of Cheops. Three of

these children of the desert dragged me up, in spite of

all remonstrance ; they would not hear of my feeling

giddy, or longing to take breath after climbing a certain

number of steps, some of which were 4 feet in height

;

they let me have no rest until I was at the top, where
certainly a grand panorama presented itself ; the
valley of the Nile, so highly cultivated and thickly

peopled, formmg-at-1 slifelug contrast -with the arid
desert so closely adjoining it.

Leaving Cairo at 10 o'clock in the morning, I reached
Suez at 2 p.m. on the same day. There is not a single

tree visible after you leave the Egyptian'capital, only
liere and there a few low bushes ; but there were none
of them near the different stations where the railway

stopped -to gratify my curiosity. I found a number of

Helix desertorum, a shell which has been known to

live for years without food, which I can fully believe,

since there was not a blade of Grass for miles around
where I picked it up. The prospect does not improve
on nearing Suez. There is nothing of cultivation ; but
if M. Lesseps is to reader his canal across the Isthmus
permanently available, horticulture will be called upon
to do what it has done for the barren Island ofAscension
—literally change a desert into a garden. The difficulties

of making the canal are probably not so formidable that

engineering skill could not overcome them. If plenty

of capital be forthcoming the canal will be dug.

The tar greater difficulty would be to keep the
cbannel free from sand. You cannot pave miles
of country on both sides of its banks, but must
keep down the sand by planting it with such trees,

shrubs, and herbs as will grow uuder the existing

unfavourable circumstances. No little skill would be
required to accomplish this task, and at first it looks
utterly impossible. A few years ago, when the dif-
ferent t..-. vernuients took the Frtnch scheme into
considers Q> tuat of Austria appointed a committee,

different kinds of Sphinx moths, especially ti^ato

head, by placing the caterpillars as soon as caugWunfc

a common wire dish cover (such as is ^ to P™£

meat from flies), on a moderately soft garden border,

quired set in

with sprays of the leaves that may be wqunw*"

the ground beneath it, the soil being^^
against the edges of the cover to prevent tiieawp

the caterpillars. The fresh air appears to apw

them much better than the method so often pro

of keeping them in a room, and *heir./^A^
replaced without disturbance, whilst the "yjj
beneath is readv to afford them an undisttiroe

i

their rising time the following year, ™mt?*
tg

dish cover is ready to receive them and k«t

safely for their owner. A modification oltne^
rf ft

Pin*

smells.—I have recently had an opportunity, at

Dorchester, of inspecting a species of manure prepared
on a plan which has been advocated by the Rev. H.
Moule in a pamphlet entitled " National Health and
Wealth." * What I saw was a substance looking exactly
like earth mould, closely packed in a small wooden box,

and so entirely free from any sort of offensive odour,
that small portions may be taken from the box and
sent by post for inspection or analysis. A couple of

such boxes stood on the window-ledge of the experi-

menter's study, and appeared as if they were the
intended receptacles of some delicate flower seedlings.

What was my astonishment on being told that four-

fifths of the matter contained in each box consisted

entirely of excreta, and that the remaining fifth alone
was earth mould. The original portion of earth had
been five times employed in the patent receptacle
invented by Mr. Moule, and had thus become converted
into a manure of the highest value without any kind of
inconvenience, and without any sort of offensive odour
inherent in the resulting substance. I must refer to

|
change. j£ O. . h «]&&

the pamphlet named above for an account of the Earth Heating.—In your Paper of late ther
j ;

process; your readers will there find a clear and short several articles on earth-heating, a 8U^*Ljfel
explanation of the whole affair. For my own part,Uj»*ght much on for many years, ^°
when I look at the vast sums expended in some of our D iWRVg entertained was that early vegeta^8^country towns on a laborious and often ill-conducted obtained by that means, and at noverygi«* T.
system of water drainage, and then add the very large
sum annually given in this country alone for artificial
manures, I cannot but look to this simple process as
one which might chance to effect a revolution very
much to the profit of the whole nation. JE. H. S.
Blandford St. Mary's, near Blandford.

answers well with dragon flies

grubs, nearly arrived at maturity, are
fl
«aHW-

tub with pond water, and a few rough «onea
^

to cling amongst, and the dish cover or &P1" ^
strained smoothly and tightly over sticks, r

insects and their cast coats will soon be iouu ^
to the net-work, and the collector saved.

mu
^ ^

and possibly gratified with the curious siga

At present^ do not mean to enter on the w j^ ^

how earth-heat may be applied, but mere > ^
result of atrial made on heated £r0un"

d to a*
A short time before Christmas last I "P^tf!'
out a new place in South Yorkshire. An^^

fm*m Amoylerie O^^Unde, this head aSZ^ ittS- S£»-**t»
Correspondent m your impression of last week inquires
if any satisfactory explanation can be given for such a
phenomenon (lately observed by him). Dr. Schonbein
of Bale, was the first to notice this peculiar ©dour
daring the action of a very strong electric machine,
and during the decomposition of water by a galvanic
battery. The same effect is produced naturally by the
decomposing action of the. atmospheric electricity
particularly under certain conditions, on some of the
chemical constituents of our gaseous envelope : the
element thus created is called by meteorologists
Ozone ; and has separate and important functions of its
own to perform in the economy of Nature. It is not
always to be detected by the smell unless present in
large quantities and under the very favourable circum-
stances observed by your Correspondent; science has
certain other means of detecting its presence at all

* Bradbury & Evans, 2ud Edition, U,

huoui, nan an acre or it ua» w«* .
t j]e

gnr^
been on fire for many years, consequently ^
warm, and some parts very hot, arn^is ^m

continue so for yesrs to come Having
,

gld s*.

levelled, by way of trial, Potatoes *«?/
the mid|

15th January, and were ready ft r use
.

b t* ^
April. They had no protection whatever,e^,
up occasionally. On February 4 1 W""^^
quite ready for use on the 20th ofBM^

filie
qu*

I sowed Peas again, and gathered pou ^ 1
[

on the 4th of this month (June)
0,1 'T^e *

sowed Turnips, which were ready *"£. ^ere *J
first week in May ; also Carrots,

whicn ^
the 21th Jannarv. Several sorts or*? fr*

daily V
on the 12th of March, have beenuiy dug^ ^
four weeks ; Radishes and small a« ^ o«

^
end of February ; fine Lf^.^e m^/i
months past. All were left io

faflV

weather, not the slightest covering
t
- kind
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used. Had they been protected from the cold rough

winds, from which they suffered much, the result would

have been undoubtedly better. Taking into account

the cold, backward spring, and the part of the country,

I think it may be considered early, and that it shows

what would be the effect of having earth heated. A. C
Lumbie, Blackburn, Rotherham.

Effect of Frost on Trees.—Your readers' attention

has lately been called by several of your Correspond*

ents to the disastrous effect of the frost of last winter

upon Hollies, and in your last Number it is stated that

Oaks have also suffered severely, and in some cases are

quite killed by its severity. It is probable that in no

place in the kingdom have Hollies suffered more than

they have done in the Forest of Needwood. Here they

formed, until the late frosts, very fine features in

park scenery, numbering, as they did, thousands of

trees, varying in height from 10 to 50 feet, giving a

fine example of what may be called an indigenous

winter garden. One large group of Hollies, extending

over several acres of ground, and numbering perhaps

5000 trees (not bushes) demands special notice. Last
autumn ili* \\ ere a magnificent sight, covered as

they were with their beautiful coral-like berries, and
although their beauty had often been told to me, I was
not prepared for such a sight ; but, alas ! all that

was then wrapped in evergreen splendour is now
a forest of dead trees ; the same being now in

process of cutting down and clearing away. Oaks
have also suffered, but not to the same ex-

tent as they are reported to have done in the Park of

Castle Howard and its vicinity. Many fine old trees

occupying low situations are looking very sickly, but I

have seen none quite leafless. Nor are Oaks and Hollies

the only trees of the forest that have suffered ; Maples
may be added to the list, several very fine trees occu-

pying open situations are quite dead, and many others

present a very unhealthy appearance. The Maples
generally were, however, last summer infested with the

black aphis, and I have no doubt injured to a very

great extent. This may have contributed in no small

degree to their death. J. D.
Eouqttets Decorated with Parsley Leaves.—I have

tried " Phyllophilus's " mode of making bouquets with
common Parsley instead of Ferns, but I have discovered

that my lady does not like them. I made a very nice

bouquet, put common Parsley round its edges, and sent

it to my lady, who to my surprise returned it to me
with these words written on a small strip of paper.
* Lady sent for a bouquet, not for Parsley for the
cook, and hopes that this mistake will not be made
again." I therefore conclude that your Correspondent
knows as much about bouquets as he does about deco-
rating the dinner table. A. Y.

Prince of Wales Raspberry.—I find this to be a
vigorous grower, a great bearer, and to produce fruit

of excellent flavour, particularly last season, the worst
in this part for hardy fruits of all kinds for many years.

I intend to discard all other kinds, and grow nothing
but Prince of Wales. On a long row of it in which the
canes were left full length, the crop was very heavy. I

never shorten the canes, as I find that by leaving them
full length I get greate r crops. W. H.

Mr. T. Brown, Baron de Brunnow, T. D. Calthrop, Esq. :

Sir Joseph Copley; H. W. Carrie, Esq.; Mrs. M. Do
Lisle, Alfred Denison, Esq. ; — Edwards, Esq. ;

— Edwards,

Jun., Esq. ; Miss. M. D. Edwardes, J. B. Entwisle, Esq. ;

Rev. E. Gardiner, J. Girdwood, Esq. ; Mrs. Lewis Gower,

II. Grassett, Esq. ; S. Gregory, Esq. ; Sir Hector Greig. H.
Griffiths, Esq. ; Lady Heathcote, J. Henderson, Esq. ; J. Hertz,

Esq. ; T. Hobbs, Esq. ; Mrs. George Hooper, R. Horner, Esq.
;
H.

A. I nee, Esq. ; W. H. luce. Esq. ; Mrs. Elizabeth Kil-

vington, Lady Knatchbull, Sir John Kynaston, Donald

Lamach, Esq. ; Mi-s Sarah Lawson, Marchioness of Lon-

donderry, J. Loveland, Esq. ; C. R. F- Lutwidge,

{Esq.; Miss Ellen McCallan, IL Miles, Esq.; Miss Millman,

R. Napier, Esq. ; Mrs. Alexander Ogilvy, Col. F. Paget, Major E. L.

Parrv, C. J. Phillips, Esq. ; Major B. Ramsay, D. Reid, Esq.
;

W. Russell, Esq. ;
Mrs. G. Scovell, Miss Scovell, J. L. Seagcr.

Esq. ; Mrs. Shadwell, Mr. W. Simpson, Miss Mary M. Spcer,

Lady Templemore, Mrs. Griffith Thomas, J. Thorne, Esq. ;
Mrs.

D. fhwaites, J. Toussaiut, Esq. ; Sir J. Tyler, Lady JaneJWalsh,

E. Woyman, Esq., Lady Willoughby D'Eresby, and J. Wilson,

D.D.

Royal Hobticultueal : June 25.—At this meet-
ing some very pretty new Rhodanthes were shown by
Mr. W. Thompson of Ipswich. One of them, called

IX. maculata, was awarded a first-class certificate, and
another form of it, R. maculata alba, received a com-
mendation. This plant has the general character of
R. Manglesii, but is more robust, with larger flower

heads and more ovate leaves; the inner face of the ray
florets is also stained with a deeper rose colour towards
the base. The variety alba differs in having pure white
flowers, and forms a pretty contrast. Another, called

R. atroaanguinea, is distinct but smaller flowered and
lest expanded, as shown on this occasion ; the leaves
are here more elongated than in R. Manglesii, and the
disk is of dark bronzy hue, giving a very different
appearance to the rosy-coloured blossoms. It is a
pretty plant, but less showy than the former. A first-

class certificate was also awarded to a Dracaena called
ferrea variegata, shown from the garden, to which it

had been presented by the Messrs. Lee of Hammer-
smith

. It is variegated like terminals, but has broader
leaves like ferrea, and is a very fine decorative foliaged
plant. Coleus Verschatfllti, a handsomely stained-
leaved plant resembling C. Blumei in its general
features, Cupania Pindaiba, an elegantly pinnated-
mved shrub from Brazil, and a variegated Coboea
scandens, all from Mr. Bull of Chelsea, were severally
commended; as also were two handsome summer
Phloxes exhibited by Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing,
named Reine blanche, a fine white, and Lydia, a French
white with purple eye. Mr. G. Smith's Fuchsia Mam-
moth, a very large double-flowered sort of excellent
habit, received a first-class certificate; the same
award was made to a finely-laced Pink called Delicata
from Mr. Turner of Slough, and also to a Pink called
Lady Rokeby, exhibited by Mr. Bragg, Slough.

June 28.—The Right Hon. the Earl of Ducie in the
Chair. On this occasion the following were elected
Fellows, viz :

—

The Marchioness of Ailsa, Edward Alder, E«q • F BaileyH- ; F. Barber, E><\. ; Mrs. Maria G. Bellew,' Lieut-Col!
J. Bourne, F. Braby, Esq.; Mr. Brigden, Mrs. Brooke,

Royal Society of Tasmania, Nov. 20.—Tasma-

nian Timber.—The Secretary read extracts from letters

on the subject of the late unsuccessful attempt to intro-

duce salmon into Tasmania. The inference to be drawn

from these letters was entirely in confirmation of the

views of the Select Committee of the House of Assem-

bly, and of the course adopted by the Government, in

respect of the management of the fresh experiment, for

which a vote of 3000/. has passed the Legislature. The

Secretary then read an extract from a letter, dated

Sept, 18, 1860, from Sir W.J.Hooker, on the subject

of timber for ship-building.

Dr. Crowther observed that sufficient attention was

not generally paid to the proper season for felling our

timber, which he considered was from February to the

end of August. He thought our Blue Gum (Eucalyptus

Globulus) and Stringy Bark (E. gigantea) superior to

Oak, for they were not subject to dry rot as Oak was.

He advocated the immersion of timber immediately

after being felled, in sea water, after the American plan,

in order to prevent its splitting. The salt w ater by its

density excluded the sap. He regarded the timber of the

Stringy Bark as quite equal to that of the Blue Gum for

all purposes to which the latter is applicable, and

gave illustrations of its endurance under very unfavour-

able circumstances. In capability of resistance to the

injurious effects of moisture, especially in the case of

posts at the portion near the surface of the ground,

it was not to be surpassed. He took up a Stringy Bark

gate sill, which had been on the ground for 14 years,

nd found it perfectly sound. He had a barge 20

years old, the Stringy Bark planks of which were still

quite sound. Instances had occurred of great careless-

ness on the part of shipbuilders, in using timber

from which the sap-wood had not been removed,—and

the timber was attacked by insects, and decayed; but

beneath the sap-wood it would hava been found in a

thoroughly sound condition. He had sent 150 sleepers

of Blue Gum and Stringy Bark to London by the

Cissy, and had directed his agent to distribute them
gratuitously. With respect to the timber forwarded to

England for the use of the Admiralty in 1851, he knew
that it was cut in large llitches and the heart portions

were left; they of course decayed,—and persons ap-

pointed in England to inspect the timber exclaimed,
" Why it's rotten at the heart : this timber is alto-

gether worthless." Now, they all knew that the heart

of our timber trees, unlike that of the Oak, was very

inferior to the external portion,—and, indeed, was
quite unfit for use. It ought not to have been sent at

all. He spoke of the value of the timber of the

Peppermint tree (Eucalyptus amygdalina), and of the

Gum-topped Stringy Bark, but stated that the Swamp
< ram (B. vimiualis? var.), though an excellent wood for

palings and shingles, was entirely unfit for ship-timber.

The Secretary read an extract from a letter from
Mr. R. C. Gunn, who observed that the best time, in

his opinion, for felling our timber was " from January
to May— that is to say, from the time when the summer
heat checked all growth until the first autumn rains

induced the circulation of the sap." After remarking
U{ on the desirability of having the timber of all our
species of Eucalyptus tested, he went on to remark that
" the Blue Gum had been lauded at the expense of the
other species of Eucalyptus. He saw a pump, made of
Stringy-bark, which had been down for 20 years, and
even the portion between wind and water was as sound
as a piece of wood could be." He trusted that the
Stringy Bark " would not be permitted to be ranked as
second to Blue Gum until it had been fairly proved to
be inferior."

The Secretary read extracts from a paper by Mr.
James Mitchell, formerly a Commissariat Officer in

Hobart Town, " on the strength, durability, and value

of the Timber of the Blue Gum, and of some other

Eucalypti of Tasmania, for ship-building, &c." whi<

was read at a meeting of the Society in 1851. Mr.

Mitchell enlarged on the importance of watc-season-

ing, and remarks that—" in the case of the Gum woods

the water partially dissolves the brown astringent sub-

stance which fills the pores and carries off the acid; and

by thus rendering them more open the subsequent

drying goes on faster, and so uniformly, that the

rents and openings which so materially damage this

timber in the estimation of those unacquainted with its

qualities, are mainly prevented." He went on to re-

mark " that the layers of the Stringy Bark are nearly

equal to those of the Blue Gum, rather more open ; but

when good specimens are placed by the side of Blue

Gum the difference is not readily perceived." He also

observes that " its durability in houses, when free from
sap, is very great—the shingles being considered good for

20 years." Mr. Mitchell appends to his paper a letter from
Mr. J. Watson, a ship-builder of Hobart Town, in which
Mr. Watson remarks, " I have found the Blue Gum, of

which almost any quantity can be procured, equal to

English Oak in durability, and superior to it on account

of the great lengths that can be obtained. For kelson

pieces, lower or upper deck beams, wale-planks and

stringers, I consider it to be unrivalled; it takes the

steam well and there is no fear of its spauling in work-

ing round a full bow. Timber that I have had placed

in water for three or four months, then taken out and

exposed to the air for about the same time, I have

found to stand equal to Oak. Fine crooks for rising

floors, keel-knees, and breast hooks for the largest ships

built, could be obtained of this gum. In all my ex-

perience in repairs of colonial-built vessels I have never

observed any appearance of dry rot."

The Secretary stated that he had forwarded to the

Secretary of the Society of Arts, a paper " On the

Commercial Value ofTasmanian Timber." In that paper

he had mentioned three kinds of gum timber ns being

particularly valuable,—namely that of the Dlae Onm, —
the Stringy Bark, and the Peppermint tree,—all three

kinds being adapted for works requiring great span,

strength, and stability. He had shown that the com-

parison with Oak, Saul, and Teak was in favour of our

timber. He had remarked on the durability of the

Blue Gum and Stringy Bark,—and had pointed out the

reason why our timber did not rank high at Lloyd's.

—

namely, that sufficient attention had not been paid to

the best time for felling the trees, and the

proper management and seasoning of the timber.

He had then compared the cost and durability

of Larch and Gum sleepers,—and had concluded by
expressing an opinion, that he felt himself thoroughly

justified in commending our timber to the notice of

engineers and builders In England ;—and had observed

that we should feel greatly indebted to the Society of

Arts if, through the Society's influence, we could obtain

a footing for Tasmanian timber in the English market.

The discussion was concluded by the following resolu-

tion :
—" That the Government be respectfully requested

to address the Secretary of State for the Colonies on
the subject of Tasmanian timber,—to point out its

valuable qualities for ship building, and to urge the

propriety of commissioners being sent from England, to

inspect and report upon the forests of Tasmania, and
the quality of the timber." From the Mobarton
Mercury.

pottos of Books.
Explorations and Adventures in Equatorial Africa,

$c, $c By Paul B. Du Cbaillu. 8vo, Murray, pp. 47&
What this book is it has become almost superfluous to

say. For weeks the public journals, political, literary,

and scientific, have been filled with extracts and
criticisms ; it has been the great topic of conversation in

society, and its author has been the lion of the season.

By some he has been exalted to the rank of a
Humboldt, by others degraded to that of Munchausen.
His stories, on the one hand, have been accepted with
entire belief, on the other have been stigmatised as

mere inventions. Had it not been, indeed, for the
indifferently preserved specimens of Natural History
which Mr. Du Chaillu exhibits, it would have been
doubtful in the minds of some whether he had ever
seen an African forest. Suspicion of the trustworthi-

ness of his statement could hardly fail to be excited
when it was remarked that his original figures of
animals were unacknowledged copies of well-known
plates, that the map of his journeys was so vague that
it might have been drawn up without quitting a slave-

dealer's Barracoon, and that the pictorial representa- *

tions of his adventures, which no white man had
witnessed, had undoubtedly been made * to order " by
some clever artist. Nor must it be forgotten that the
custom of writers beyond the Atlantic to mystify
Europeans has produced its natural consequence
by creating disbelief in all American tales whiah.
cannot be authenticated. Now Mr. Du Chaillu is of
American extraction, and came to this country from,

the United States, where alone his Natural History
collections had been examined.
The account he gives of himself is that his father

had formerly a factory on the W. African coast, that

he had resided at the mouth of the Gaboon river for

several years, and so bad gained a knowledge of the
Coast natives and their language, and that after some
absence he returned from America to this coast in

October, 1855, for the purpose of exploring the country
for two degrees north and south of the equator, and
for collecting objects of Natural History. During the

next four years ho travelled in the interior, and " the*

volume now respectfully presented to the public has

been written out from his faithfully kept (daily)

journals." During those travels Mr. Do Cbaillu states

that he travelled, always on foot, about 8000 miles,

and " shot, stuffed, and brought home " a very large

number of birds, quadrupeds, and other animals.

About the value of these collections and the number
of " new species" they contain we can form no opinion.

Our Zoologists shake their heads, but in public are

silent, with the exception of Dr. J. E. Gray of the

British Museum, who, with the amenity that distin-

guishes him, has pronounced ex cathedra as it were seme i

i
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by no means complimentary remarks upon the merits
of Mr. Du Chaillu's novelties.*
Amidst this conflict of opinion, and in the absence

of all positive evidence, it may seem presumptuous to
say a word in favour of Mr. Du Chaillu. Nevertheless
he has really been so run down that we must endea-
tout to place him and his book in a more fair position
than they at present occupy. In the first place it is to

be remembered that something very like proof exists

in this country of such a person as Mr. Du Chaillu
having been among the Fans, a race of cannibals, his
account of whom and of their customs has been much
discredited. Whether, therefore, his statements are
to be relied upon or not, there is good reason to believe
that he had the opportunity of becoming acquainted
with the habits of these savages. Neither can any
doubt be reasonably entertained of his being familiar
with the negroes on the West Coast itself. The ques-
tion, therefore, in reality is narrowed into the amount

the material for their nests. This material consists of
j

together for the sterling purpose of upholddnTtrTj^S
leafy branches with which to make the roof, and Vines

\^^^S^^^SS^^ Z*°T$£
to tie these branches to the tree. The tying is done the roll of English monarchs, because her bestw6-^ *
so neatly, and the roof is so well constructed, that

J *—#1.—««i. fin**.

until I saw the nshiego actually occupying his habita-

tion, I could scarce persuade myself that human
hands had not built it. It throws off rain perfectly,

being neatly rounded at the top for this purpose. The
material being collected, the male goes up and builds

the nest, while the female brings him the branches

and Vines. The male and female do not occupy the

same tree, but have nests not far apart. From all I
1 1 * ¥ • 1 .11.1 1 • • 1_

progress and prosperity ofher people. "" wve « in tit

God Save the Queen having been sung, the Chain*
gave the health of His Royal Highness the Prince <w2^
said it- would ill become him to pass over the nam* ^
Royal Highness without adverting to his coruW * *«

regard

than the advancement ... WM1C

would add to the toast " The Prince of Wales."
kingd

fad th*

Con**
oni. a3have observed, I judge that the nshiego is not grega- _

rious. The nest are never found in companies ; and I The Chairman next gave "The Army and Navy" tr. ..

have seen even quite
^
solitary nests occupied by

,

that,**^^
very old nshiegos-mbouve, whose silvery hair and worn

, whatever his character or profession, he could notwSj?
teeth attested their great age. These seemed hermits deep debt of gratitude the country owed to & Zl

,

jt«great age.

who had retired from the nshiego world (!) They live

on wild berries, and build their houses where they

,^7 mi

% were

of credit due to the account of what happened to him find these. When they have consumed all that a par- °horou
S

gh?yAppreciated them. AfterTgraMfdSJj1^*"*u~" x--- l
' '

* T *" 7 ---
' Volunteers, of whom the Rev. Chairman spoke moit£2
the toast was drunk with acclamation. ^W

J»

Capfc. Lees acknowledged the toast on behalf title Armtand Capt. Riviere in a few words returned thanks fiwX
Volunteers.

in those countries.

^
Naturalists have fallen into the mistake of regarding

his book as a work of science written by a scientific

traveller; and they have consequently exacted an
amount of accuracy which it does not possess. In
doing this critics would have been right had they
formed a right opinion of the book ; but they did not.
It does not seem to have occurred to them that
it is a string of travellers' stories, and nothing more. We
must own that in having this estimate formed of him
the author has to thank himself. That Mr. Du Chaillu
has no pretension to be considered a scientific traveller

is evident enough. To talk learnedly as he does of his
new species, and of his discoveries about apes and
other animals, is, we take it, a piece of vanity not
altogether unpardonable in an adventurer, and natural
in an ill-informed man, but not a sufficient ground .,„uut M _ „ 11IIU11U .M i V *.±v W u.ulxv+4
for hunting him down. Moreover he possesses a fertile i parasitical Loranths, built by a far more skilful hand
imagination, and this may explain the true meaning of I than that of an ape or his wife.

The Chairman briefly gave " The Houses of Lords rtCommons ;" with them he would take the liberty of asaoS.
ing the name of his friend Sir Arthur Buller. He need tat

some of his statements, which are no doubt flights of
fancy, that have been so frequently told to admiring
audiences as to have gradually become fixed in his mind
as truths in which he now believes. Old Captain Eoss
suffered under a similar hallucination, swearing to the

itain

Dottom of Lancaster Sound, because he saw them professor assuring his class that the Gorilla lies
there and set. t.hftm rlnwn in his Iajt Mr fin P.hoilln ;« «.«:* :~ it. i i i _, i , i •there and set them down in his log. Mr. Du Chaillu
is not the first traveller who has been thought to draw
a long bow ; and he would not have been',worried for
doing so had he let science alone. Moreover, some of
his tales may have arisen out of not understanding
what he was told, and not Beeing correctly what he
saw, as in the case of the ape that builds " nests " in
which it never sits. Observe what our traveller says :—
_ As I was trudging along, rather tired of the sport,
I happened to look up at a high tree which we were
passing, and saw a most singular-looking shelter built
in its branches. I asked Okabi whether the hunters
here had this habit of sleeping in the woods, but was
told to my surprise, that this very ingenious nest was
built by the nshiego mbouve, an ape, as I found after-
W™J ™hlch J Put in the genus Troglodytes, and
called Troglodytes calvus; an animal which had no
hair on its head—so Okabi told me. Isaw at once that
1 was on the trail of an animal till now unknown to
the civilised world ( !) A naturalist will appreciate the
joy which filled me at this good fortune. I no longer
teit tired, but pushed on with renewed ardour and
with increased caution, determined not to rest till I
killed this nest-building ape. One such discovery pays
the weary naturalist-hunter for many months of toil
and hardship. I felt already rewarded for all the in-

ticular spot affords, they remove and build new houses.

so that a nest is not inhabited for more than eight or

10 days." (!)

The italics are ours. He is told, for it is all hearsay,

by "an old and intelligent hunter" that this roof,

oddly enough called a nest, is built bv Mr. and
tw-c a « t uT \u • l • n ing tne name oi ms friend Sir Arthur Buller. HeWwMrs. Ape, who work together in real conjugal harmony say, in reference to the toast, that in every em«£»w—arcades ambo. Mr. Du Chaillu did not witness trusted, as he believed, that the House of Commons wonK
the loving work, but he believes what Okabi, his '

f<
?
und by the side of the liberties of the people ; as tb

- intelligent " informant, told him. What he did see £™2? ^faf™^^ S
niW8 **

,.
°
{( .»>/-» e Ai_ . v j 3 •/• i_

country, bo lar as ms friend to whom he had alluded wagoon.was the nests. Of that we have no doubt, and if he ccrned in the business of the evening, he could answer forJJ
will step into a Herefordshire orchard he will see taking great interest in horticulture. Nay, when he was in loft

plenty more, although there are no apes to sit under ^^?^s
L
de
"i

of^Q Horticultural Society of Bengal ;«Jij

fi,„*v, ««^ *i, j. u- j.u • 4.u i • i
might add that he thought if they could induce Sir Arthur tothem, and they are not so big as those in the kingdom

j

be their chairman next year it would be pr<>ductiveS
of King Shimbouvenegani, and not much like the deal of money to the Institution.

faithful picture drawn from the imagination, which .

Sil
l
Arthur Buller, M. P., very humorously returned tl»b

adorns
.

coauthor's pages. What he saw were doubtless
m
T\e ChSnthen rose to give the toast>f the.™*

" Success to the Institution." He said—" In one of hisgrii

satires our great author Goldsmith has told us that 'eak
seems a grand ingredient in all English parties ofgenen.

business or amusement.' When a church is to be built, «• i

hospital to be endowed, the directors assemble, and insteado:

consulting upon it they eat upon it, by which means tht

business goes forward with success. ' There is no question tk
such has in all ages been a characteristic of the English

people, and despite the castigation which many of our London

charities received a year ago at the hands of ' S. G 0.,' in the

Times, I cannot help thinking that public dinnera will continue

to be great sources of revenue to the multitudinous objects of

philanthropy with which this great City abounds. We all

know how much we are the creatures of custom; and if there

be one custom to which we are more recurrently prone than

another, it is that of eating one's dinner. It would require a

great many 'S. G. O.V to eradicate this intermittent custom,

1 think, for I fail to see that what is necessary in private must

The tales he tells about the Gorilla may we think
be reconciled with the same theory. He saw the
beast, he heard all manner of stories about it, and he
may have repeated them till at last truth and fiction

became inextricably confused in his memory.
We heard not long ago a very eminent

in wait in the lower branches ot trees watching
for passers by ; and when a luckless savage comes
within arm's length he stoops down and seizes his
victim by the head, which he quickly twists off. Du
Chaillu denies the truth of this absurd storv, which he
reters to negro superstition. Our acute friend Mr. become evil in public. In anticipation of the elegant, artisuc

Waterton has very properly questioned the accuracy of I

and bountiful banquet at which we are assembled to-night, I

thetaleswhichDuChailluhashimself brought home, and ' ?T L
?
t
.

ely been
,

studying the philosophy of,pdf.™S
until their truth.hall have received BatJactorv conn,

jK1&^^£%£&r^$%

Camm

experienced Yorkshire naturalist. Nevertheless we do
not believe that the Gorilla stories are all fable ; we
dare say his roar is not that of a lion, or even of a cow,
and as to his beating his breasts we regard that as a
figurative expression thrown in for the sake of effect.
But we see no reason to doubt that the Gorilla may
have flattened and bent a gun-barrel with his teeth.
Ine enormous osseous structure of his head shows him
to be capable of such a feat, especially when he has
nothing stronger to bite than a " park paling " eun
such as is made for the African trade.

'

Upon the whole we must refuse to concur in the
belief that our author's book is a tissue of tales onlv
as veracious as those of Defoe, and that he has done
nothing in the way of African discovery. On the con-

I
noticed that it is always at the most unexpectedmoment that such a piece of luck befalls a poor fellow.
I saw many of these nests after this, and may as well*y here that they are generally built about 15 or 20

Rf!^
r°m

r
h
?

gr°und
'
and k^nably on a tree which

ltfvl\
a

i

llttle

k
ap,lrt from otbers

>
»d whicl* hM nolimbs below the one on which the nest is placed I

Xnf^Tr^k* thG heigM 0f 50 ^etf but verjseldom. This choice is probably made that they may
ThSfwJw*?

from
1

bTtS
'
8erPents'

^d falling limJ.

rVkoK?^ *'
aUd f)

d°m^ even by th* negroes.

2*5/ Zl Zf^ 0W
?
nd ^k** I"*tor. wal able

to Ull me that the male and female together gather

fsee SSTIS n
Vfl^ **P *"*"*"* author of Monkeyan.(see ante, p. 4SI), a continuation of whose amusing sauib h-m

SS&L2S its way into th* Editor'

s *« ^ «5

h™ ^7 We thiD
?

there i8 iDternal evid^e to show that"<*ve ne has seen the countrios he HAem-iKoc ™\-~a —ux A i
he has seen the countries he describes, mixed with theW-^l?^ their Pro^ions, although
with little skill And if we withhold our credence
from much that his volume contains it is not becausewe impute bad faith to their author, but regard him asover credulous ill informed, over talkative, and un-
acquainted with the exactitude required in books ofvoyages and travels if they are to command the respectof the public on this side the Atlantic.

P

in that beverage which ' elevates but not inebriates -suppled

lrom say ' No. 1, St. Paul's Churchyard?* I answer, BO. »
and scandal are always associated with one another in our

minds, aud scandal is the pulling people down, whje OT
is the building them up. • In vino Veritas' we aW »•
taught. Perhaps we may with equal truth read, *""
carUas;

' for there is no doubt while the washy »»»£L
vituperative tendency the satisfying dinner promoMB?»^
of benevolence, charity, and bonhommie. We are toiaorw

Chinese Emperor, whose dinner produced in him suca T"
htan kindness that, having dined 'hegave leave loau

kings of the earth to dine ! ' and in the same grooveMQjJ
brotherly love I think I have heard of a civic

> ***£
who, after his turtle and port, exclaimed,

t

u £L i
wants a little bill doing, now's the time. ^ yj.

my literary friends round *«- «™s«i»#-. r^rhans. furnisn v»JZl
with an interesting essa
Bar,' some Thackeray or'Sala, or perhaps some js«"'-v -

w
might teach the city the laws and relations between

j ^
and science of Gastronomy and the Ethics of

^""JJorii i
tii erne would not be unworthy of their pens, »**$&
which would probably be, that when we enjoy a

»; -

tv th*
the replete satisfaction of the appetite leads us wf.i ^

wt0who cannot secure equal gratification ; and so. ac
^?^i

true laws of gravity, like two buckets at awell,^ ^^
has a natural tendency to pull up the empty °°0,

fu]I
. -md

Doctor John Edward Gray
In a u-Qry rude way
Pronounces Du Chaillu a ropue

Who tells stories for acts,
And factions for facts,
Thus writing himself into vogue

;

That the track on his map
Js a well devised trap,
His pictures imagination

:

That his skins are all old,
And the book he has sold
A monstrous exaggeration.

^hould it happen some day
That the said Doctor Gra -

:

Came across a Gorilla alone,
I he beast with one cra*h
Would settle his hash,

Gmm. tuu. j
d
-2?

one bis lo8S would bemoan.
<*»fr. Sac. Apartments, Whitehall Plact

GARDENERS* ROYAL BENEVOL I XT
INSTITUTION.

The Eighteenth Anniversary Dinner of th i <* Tn*f u „ t-
• i ,place on Wednesday evening at t™ Lo^^n t« faT took

large company sat down to dinner
erD

'
where *

Behind the Chair was a brilliant bank of Geram,,™,, u- afrom the Royal Nurserv Slono-h TJS
erTms

' chiefly

The Chair was filled by the Rev. J. M. Bellew 9 n ramonerst the comnanr niicAnf. ^^« aZ »", Iew
- 8-C.L., and

obedience to those laws which conneOTgastro^^

-- -
liall

?P coV^
have alluded—to poll up the empty vesseK i^ * v0fi
myself that, in drawing your attention to tlie ®^J

n0 flj

hope, in obedience to those laws which connect gast ^i
charity, that w feel that post-prandial inPP j CODgrataWe

concernin
task lis*

'akIiok ' pMan"n« for India-
« ^ - -* »

A ^el Chapman, Esq. ; Rol^rt vrJ^t u'
Ipq., Treasurer; Dr. Skey, &c. &c. ' ^rt Wrench,
The Chairman in proposing the first toast aft*,. n i

fatory remarks, saicf that he was sure they would tl™^toast of their Queen with the same pleaS« and ^P}hewith which he gave it. It was aU^f^^^^^T ZTfirst place at every public dinner of EnriknWiK? I ? ft?
c
e
on*\}m

sure it was a toast which had the first plalfm ev
'

Fn'lM
' ^^ *

man's heart. They would all recollect an anecdc-IeTr, i

'^1
touching the gardens in the Inns of Court inoZil^I7
a Rose was cut off to signify the predicted fate wnaaSii^Kthe wars hatwi-rf fK*» hr,..a<» nf V«-u —j i *-»nnocted with

| which I hare to spea*\ "»•"•?-
c0ntend

**>

Wire -ma. 1 have no difficulties to cow^^
-no suspicions to disperse-no ^^me debt

»

to apologise for-not even a bit « whJ«JJrfipl
A

pi l. Your debt is a perfect catapult of elocution » &
dinner ; it bowls down everything before it,

.

;

lD"
t»l*f

! audience stumped. I am totally deprived of aiy w
i
danger and hair-breadth 'scapes with which on- ^^
have to deal. Everything before ™J»^JrTfrfa*£
serene. The Treasurer wears an unruffled face ,

**^ js

snry, albeit not groaning under the aP°PIeXJan%$ oi &
nevertheless solvently convalescent ; and we can ^ring-
maternal Gardeners' Benevolent InstituUon ft°S , jam^
receipts, that 'Mother and child are do%w

«chappy'
,W

»!
to propose their health, and to wish them ™*1»J* to«ag
of thedey.' ButindoW«n. T am sure what ts wamw^&

pat them on the hand

the wars betwixt the houses of York and Lancaster n * •

these peaceful times they were happy to look uSn !u n
Ut

^
n

another and a gladder light-in connection^
h* S± qt?

080
*Sand the Thistle ; and long might they be ty^cal of f>

mnx;k
betmxt Englishmen, Irishmen, aiui Scotchm^ LSSassociation amongst all of these which best deno£*^L •^
happily under a good and virtuous Queen and a nnfi

h
*?
ng

ietitubon. Happy was it for themlhat t™£ \^S^

me eloquent will be an agreeable deficit. ** "
evoient

U*>
tory, however, to know that the ' Gardeners &» feedm^
tution' only wants cherishing, nourishing,

f

l

humanity» *fj

grow up into a very handsome specimen oi^^ ft&Tt
that it inherits no -"- «r««—fiiutional we*w»T. «w«al

»

want of friends • r

palm

done,the avuncular and patronising sovereign into
, Weu

-a little evidence of respect for the Pa;
enie child •' J2my little boy-go on and prosper to tne ^#0™

gentlemen, is our position to-day. *n c"
f tbe f***,

of metropolitan charities, we, ae one u
but

*e,
children, are very modest and retlS,W our *

t0

returned home to-day for our holidays, onng e^ yoo
^

account with us—which record of our tas^s
. ^ there11^examine—confident of your approval. AJJ f̂i9SQt a}J^ it

come in at your dessert. We will now, "J*»*£Ze ** 6w
with you and share vour platea, and tnouK
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(we are so modest), nevertheless we think it, You ought to pat whole forests. In Eastern Prussia three years

us on the head, and slip your sovereigns into our hands, and say

Well done, you little gardener boys, God bless you ! go on and

prosper.' "—The rev. speaker then went on to give the following

account of the Institution :—" We tost began our tasks and

took to our books in 1S3S; but, we regret to say, were not

then so diligent as we might have been. However, in 1842, we
turned over a new leaf—gardeners, you know, are -fond of

turning over new leaves—and since then we have accumulated

stock in the Three per Certs, to the amount of 510W. During the

last year, as jmu will see by the statements before you, we
gained an income of 1559/., and spent 11177.. so that we start

this year with a pretty little bulbous root as a balance in hand
in the forcing-house of Stocks—our favourite flower ; having

442 shoots known bv the name of yellow guineas. In this

healthy financial condition we have "been enabled to sustain

51 pensioners—31 males and 20 females ; and on the 10th of the

coming month we shall be enabled to add seven more to our

number. I think every one who listens to me must rejoice to

hear this eminently satisfactory statement. But how much
more pleasing is the contemplation when we think, in its

modest and unpretending way, how much good this 'Gar-

deners' Benevolent Institution* is doing. We were a few
months since familiar with the melancholy street-ohant of the
•frozen-out gardeners,' who 'had no work to do.' Tonight
an appeal is made to us on behalf of those far more deserving
objects of charity who have had work to do, and who have
done it honestly, hardly, laboriously ; but now have it no
more because they are frozen out: the frosts of age having
settled on their heads, and, as our Sh.ikspere says

—

" Time has worn them into ilovenry !

n

ago, when I was a little boy at Lancaster, my grand-
father presented me with ' Main's Popular Botany '—recom-
mending that study and a garden to my love. I remember
well his words as he gave me the book— ' I have observed that
those who love a garden are generally laborious and sober
men.' There are a vast number of you who listen to me
directly connected with gardening ; and I hope your observa-
tions of gardeners generally can confirm that assertion.

If yon turn to the list of pensioners it will be founi
to support the observation ; for the youngest is 62, the
majority upwards of 70, and there are five above 80, while one
has nearly completed the fourscore years and ten of which the
Psalmist speaks! In statistics, longevity is an evidence of
sobriety, and therefore it greatly enhances my pleasure to-
night to feel that I am pleading the cause of sober, thrifty,
hard-working men, who, having falleu into the sere and
yellow leaf, are probationers for yonr charity, not only on the
ground of age, but that their grey hairs are crowned with
honour, and respectability. Shakspeare makes his grave-
digger declare there are ' no ancient gentlemen but gardeners.'
The gardener's business in au ance <1 point of view has
certainly the stamp of ancientness upon it, since it was the
calling of the first parent of us all, and moreover, until
the days of the last man we shall be dependent on the
gardener's energies. Its business combines in itself more of
the utile et dulce than any other calling in the world. By the
sweat of his face mankind is fed ; by the taste of his calling
tee earth is beautified. There is poetry in all he does. There
is a direct donation to the bencfi t of man in all he works. It is
for these men, then, in their decline, and for their widows that
I plead. In the sunshine of their days they have been our
benefactors and our friends. They have fed our bodies and our
taste for all that is lovely and exquisite in nature. Look round
this room to-night, and let Nature in her luxuriance bo the
most eloquent petitioner in behalf of her own craftsmen—

" From yon blue heavens above us bent
The grand old gardener and his wife

(

Smile."

Yes! they must smile when they see on earth still living
among men—despite all our sins—all our faults and our fail-
ings—some remains of that period when man was spotless and
pure — some evidences of those domestic virtues — some
remnants of those benignant charities with which at Time's
early dawn a beneficent Creator adorned the heart of his
creatures, and, contemplating the work, proclaimed that 'all
things were very good.'" (Loud and continued cheering
followed the Rev. Chairman's brilliant speech.)

E. Yates, Esq., then, in a very amusing speech, gave the
health of "The Chairman." Of the manner in which he had
performed his duties it behoved him not to speak ; it was
evident without any reference of his own to it. Having
gracefully and warmly spoken of the eloquence and deep pathos
of his rev. friend—of his kindness of heart, and of the warm
interest he took in everj thing where benevolence and charity
were concerned, the speaker asked them to drink to his heartv
good health.
The Chairman briefly acknowledged the toast, saying it
as much pleasure to him to be present on such an occasion,

and he had the further pleasure to announce that his friend on
his right. Sir Arthur Buller, had consented to take the < .'hair
at the anniversary next year. lie would conclude by proposing
the health of the T*eesurer—Mr. Wrench, to whom the Society
was much indebted for his exertions.
Mr. Wrench returned thanks in a few words, hoping their

pockets, as well as their hearts, would be touched by the
eloquence of their kind Chairman, and that plenty of funds
would be the result. He had had a note from a friend whom
he need not, perhaps, name, giving 511. 6*. 64., per Messrs.
Glynfc Co., with the all meaning words—'* More to follow "
The Secretary then read the listof subscriptions, which (with

what was added before the business closed) amounted to
upwards of 300 guineas.

J. E. C. Koch, Esq. (President of the Societv) then very
Mieny gave " The Royal Horticultural and Botanical Societies
of London

;
" and after a few more toasts were drank and

responded to, the meeting broke up at an advanced hour.

Miscellaneous.
-Birds and their Value.—In the Senate on Monday

M. Bonjean read report on four petitions praying that
rnewnres might be taken to preserve birds which
destroy insects hurtful to agriculture. The report,
which occupies five columns of the Moniteur, ii an
amusing essay upon insect-eating birds, their habits,
anatomy, and species of food. It treats at length of
the ravages of insects, and the importance to man of
tie objects they destroy. France is infested with
thousands of species of insects of terrible frnitfnlness,
nearly all of which prey on what should serve the
purposes of man. The first section of the report is
headed "Importance cf Birds to Agriculture " It
states that the wire-worm consumed 160,000/. worth of
corn in one department alone, and was the cause of the
three deficient harvests which preceded 1856. Out of
504 grains of colza gathered at hazard at Versailles, all
oat 296 had been rendered worthless by in ts The
reduction of yield in oil was 32.8 percent. In Germany,owing to Latreille, the Phalama monacha consumed

more than 21,000,000 cubic metres of Fir had to be cut

down because the trees were attacked by insects. Man
is unable to cope with these destroyers of the produce

of his labour. His eye is too dull to perceive and

his hand too slow to catch them. Without the aid

of birds he would be vanquished in the struggle.

The commission excludes birds of prey, such as

magpies, ravens, fee., with the exception of buzzards and

rooks, from the benefit of its protection, because the

buzzard consumes about 6000 mice yearly, and the rook

an incalculable amount of white worms. Sparrows are

rehabilitated, and their usefulness shown by reference

to the fact that when their destruction was attempted

in Hungary winged insects increased so rapidly that

re -.yards for the destruction of spa/rows were suppressed

and given for bringing them back. Frederick the

Great ordered the destruction of sparrows because tbey

ate his Cherries; but in two years' time he found his

Cherries and all other fruits consumed by Caterpillars.

In a sparrow's nest on a terrace in the Rue Vivienne

were found the remains of 700 cockchafers. Owls, and
birds of that class, which agricultural ignorance pursues

as birds of evil omen, ought to be welcomed. They are

10 times more useful than the best cats, and not

dangerous to the larder. The martens that were

killed were found to have in their stomachs the remains

of 543 insects. After further illustrations of the same
nature, the report proposes the prohibition of all means
of destroying birds save by fire-arms, with the excep-

tion of nets for wild ducks and palmipedes generally,

and the prohibition of bird-nesting and destruction of

eggs or young birds. The petitions were referred to

the Minister of Commerce and Public Works. Times.

The Ensete Banana.—The celebrated James Bruce,

of Kinnaird, was unquestionably one of the most
remarkable travellers of the last century, but he un-
fortunately obtained little credit during his lifetime

for his many interesting discoveries. It was left for

future travellers to confirm their accuracy; and if we
consider the state of science at the time Bruce became
a traveller, and the multitude of objects that his

researches embraced, it must be allowed that few have
displayed more accuracy, and none more indomitable

energy. It is now nearly 100 years since Bruce
entered Abyssinia with the view of discovering the
sonrce of the Nile. It was then that he found the
remarkable plant to the illustration of which we have
devoted two plates, and which would still have re-

mained unknown to us to the present day (save from
Bruce's description and really accurate figures), but for

the kindness of Walter Plowden, Esq., our late British

Consul at Mussowah, who sent the seeds of this plant
to me in 1853, under the native name " Ansett."
From our ignorance of the appearance of the seeds of
any Banana (the cultivated Bananas and Plantains do
not perfect their seeds), we did not at first recognise
these seeds as connected with that family of the vege-
table kingdom; but the growth being rapid in our
Palm-house, we soon discovered our plant to be the
" Ensete * of Bruce (not Ensete, as written by Poiret).

But if this distinguished Abyssinian explorer was wrong
in pronouncing it, as he did, to be " no species of
Musa," we must remember that he could have only
been acquainted with the Bananas known in cultivation;

and he certainly well distinguished his plant from
these. " It is true," he says, •« the leaf of the Banana
resembles that of the Ensete; it bears figs,* and has an
excrescence (the spadix) from its trunk, chiefly differing

from the Ensete in size, etc.; but the Figs of a Banana
are in shape of a Cucumber, and this is the part that is

eaten. The Fig is sweet, though mealy, and of a taste
highly agreeable. It is supposed to have no seeds "

(the flowers being abortive), " but the Figs of the
Ensete are not eatable; they are of a tender, soft

substance, watery, tasteless, and in colour and consist-

ence similar to a rotten Apricot ; they are of a conical
form, crooked a little at the lower end, about an inch
and a half in length, and an inch in breadth where
thickest. In the inside of these there is a large stone,
half an inch long, of the shape of a Bean or Cashew-
nut, of a dark-brown colour." And again, the stem of
the Banana, as is well known, is an annual, bearing its

fruit as soon as its stein and foliage have attained their
full size, and then perishing down to the root, and no
part of the stem can be eaten. " The body of the
trunk of the Ensete for several feet high is esculent ; and
while young, is, when cooked, the best of all vege-
tables, tasting like Wheat-bread not perfectly baked.
. . . When you make use of the Ensete for eating, you
cut it immediately above the roots, and perhaps a foot

or two higher if the plant is advanced in age ; you
strip the green from the upper part till it becomes
white, where it is soft, like a Turnip well boiled; if

eaten with milk and butter, it is the best of all food."

To understand clearly the part that is eaten of the

Ensete, we must consider the mode of growth of the

plant. The leaves, at least the very broad sheathing

bases, all spring from a large, very solid, but fleshy,

pure-white, conical rhizome (fibrous with roots

beneath), and constitute the stem, and they are of so

coarse a nature, and so full of fibre and air-cells, as to

be totally unfit for food. But in the centre of this is

the axis, formed of the peduncle or scape, which bears

the spadix at the extremity in course of time (10 years

according to Bruce, three to five years from our expe-

# The French call the small-fruited kinds " Figwu Baxtmicn."

rience). This is as thick as a man's arm, pure white,

as is the sheath formed by the broad bases of the

petioles that surround it, rises- gradually from the

rhizome, increases in length, bearing large membrana-
ceous close-pressed bracts, and, where it emerges from

the sheathing leaves, one or two small, foliaoeous

bracts, carrying up with it the later-formed upper

leaves with the infant spadix. Now it is while the

centre, or scape, is young and tender, in a state exactly

analogous to the " Cabbage " in Palms and in Cycada-

ceous plants, etc., that it is excellent and nutritious

:

as soon as it is mature it turns hard, and is no longer

eatable. Bruce has given a representation of this

scape, stripped of its external covering. The Ensete

appears to be peculiar to Abyssinia, particularly

abundant in Naree, growing in the great swamps and

marshes of that country, formed by rivers rising there

which have no outlet. It comes to great perfection at

Gondar, but most abounds in that part of Maitsha and

Goutto west of the Nile, where there are large planta-

tions of it, and is there, almost to the exclusion of

anything else, the food of the Galla inhabiting that

province. At Maitsha they cannot grow gram, and

vegetable food would therefore be very scarce were it

not for this plant. Not only botanically has Bruce

discussed this fine plant, but historically, as connected

with the mythology of Egypt. " We see," he says,

" in some of the Egyptian antique statues the figure of

Isis sitting between the branches (foliage?) of the

Banana-tree, as it is supposed, and some handfuls of

ears of Wheat ;
you see also the hippopotamus ravaging

a quantity of Banana trees. But the (true) Banana is

not a plant of the country, and could never have
_a._-^._j_ j.i__ i?.i. _r i.i.~:« kt.^w.itMi.iM. f™. thisentered into the list of their hieroglyphics; for

reason, it could not figure anything permanent or

regular in the history of Egypt or its climate. I

therefore imagine that this hieroglyphic was wholly

Ethiopian, and that the supposed Banana, which, as an

adventitious plant, signifies nothing in Egypt, was only

a representation of the Ensete, and that the record in

the hieroglyphic of Isis and the Ensete-tree was some-

thing that happened between harvest and the time the

Ensete-tree came to be in use, which is in October.

The hippopotamus is generally thought to represent the

Nile, tint has been so abundant as to be destructive.

When, therefore, we see upon the obelisks the hippopo-

tamus destroying the Banana, we may suppose it

meant that the extraordinary inundation had gone so

far as not only to destroy the Wheat, but also to retard

or hurt the growth of the Ensete, which was to supply

its place. I do likewise conjecture that the bundle of

branches of a plant, which Horus Apollo says the

ancient Egyptians produced as the food on which they

lived before the discovery of Wheat, was not the

Papyrus, as he imagines, but this plant, the Ensete,

which retired to its native Ethiopia upon a substitute

being found better adapted to the climate of Egypt."
For all the above information wre are mainly indebted

to the labours of Bruce. Botanical Mag. tt. 5223-4.

I7ie Primitive Ocean.—The greatest of all histories,

traced in mighty characters by the Almighty himself,

is that of the earth-rind. The leaves of this giant

volume are the strata which have been successively

deposited in the bosom of the sea, or raised by volcanic

powers from the depths of the earth ; the wars which
it relates are the Titanic conflicts of two hostile

elements, water and fire, each anxious to destroy the
formations of its opponent ; and the historic documents
which bear witness to that ancient strife lie before us
in the petrified or carbonified remains of extinct forms
of organic existence— the medals of creation. It is

only since yesterday that science has attempted to
unriddle the hieroglyphics in which the past history
of our planet reveals itself to man, and it stands to
reason that in so difficult a study truth must often be
obscured by error ; but although the geologist is still

a mere scholar, endeavouring to decipher the first

chapters of a voluminous work, yet even now the study
of the physical revolutions of our globe distinctly

points out a period when the molten earth wandered,
a ball of liquid fire, through the desert realms of space.
In those times, so distant from ours that even the
wildest flight of imagination is unable to carry us over
the intervening abyBS, the waters of the ocean were as
yet mixed with the air, and formed a thick and hazy
atmosphere through which no radiant sunbeam, no
soft lunar light, ever penetrated to the fiery billows of
molten rock, which at that time covered the whole
surface of the earth. What pictures of desolation rise

before our fancy, at the idea of yon boundless ocean
of fluid stone, which rolled from pole to pole without
meeting on its wide way anything but itself. Ever and
ever in the dark-red clouds shone the reflection of that
vast conflagration, witnessed only by the eye of the
Almighty, for organic life could not exist on a globe
which exclusively obeyed the physical and chemical

laws of inorganic nature. But while the fiery mass
with its surrounding atmosphere was circling through

the icy regions of ethereal space (the temperature of

which is computed to be lower than 60° R. below

freezing point), it gradually cooled, and its hitherto

fluid surface began to harden to a solid crust. Who
can tell how many countless ages may have dropped
one after the other into the abyss of the past, ere thu*

much was accomplished ; for the dense atmosphere
constantly threw back again upon the fiery earth-ball

the heat radiating from its surface, and the caloric of

he vast body could escape but very slowly into vacant
t
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space. Thus millions of years may have gone by before

the aqueous vapours, now no longer obstinately repelled

by the cooling earth-rind, condensed into rain, and,

falling in showers, gave birth to an incipient ocean.

But it must not be supposed that the water*3 obtained

at once a tranquil and undisturbed possession of their

new domain, for, as soon as they descended upon the

earth, those endless elementary wars began, which,

with various fortunes, have continued to the present

day. As soon as the cooling earth-rind began to harden,

it naturally contracted, like all solid bodies when no

longer subject to the influence of expanding heat, and

thus in the thin crust enormous fissures and rents

were formed, through which the fluid masses below

gushed forth, and, spreading in wide sheets over the

surface, once more converted into vapours the waters

they met with in their fiery path. But after all these

revolutions and vicissitudes which opposed the birth

of ocean, perpetually destroying its perpetually renewed

formation, we come at last to a period when, in conse-

quence of the constantly decreasing temperature of

the earth-rind, and its increasing thickness, the waters

at last conquered a permanent abode on its surface,

and the oceanic empire was definitively founded. The
scene has now changed ; the sea of fire has disappeared,

and water covers the face of the earth. The rind is

still too thin, and the eruptions from below are still

too fluid to form higher elevations above the general

surface ; all is flat and even, and land nowhere
rises above the mirror of a boundless ocean. This

new state of things still affords the same spec-

tacle of dreary uniformity and solitude in all its hor-

rors. The temperature of the waters is yet too high,

and they contain too many extraneous substances, too

many noxious vapours arise from the] clefts of the

earth-rind, the dense atmosphere is still too much

appears only in his lower grades, and the repulsive

reptile stands forth as lord of the creation. In the

waters there reigns at this period a monstrous race of

gigantic lizards, whose approach puts even the vora-

cious shark to flight. Harttrig's The Sea and its Living

Wonders.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—Attention must soon be paid to

late gfowing plants in borders; for while inactive

growth they require a good deal of water, and insects

are more troublesome than in the case of plants at rest.

Give Luculias especially plenty of water at the root,

and an occasional supply of clear weak manure-water

to old plants that may not be growing freely until they

have made sufficient wood to ensure a good display of

flower. As has been previously stated, however,

manure-water must not be given to young specimens

in vigorous health, as in that case it wouM only induce

too gross a growth, a condition in which they seldom

flower profusely. In order to secure fine heads of

bloom from this plant it should be allowed a few weeks

of comparative rest, after, say about the middle of next

month, keeping the roots rather dry, and exposing the

plants as freely to air as can be clone without injury to

the foliage or the health of their neighbours. Brug-

mansia sanguinea is also a useful plant for winter and

early spring flowering when managed so as to have it

pruned and rested about this time. See that large

specimens of Camellias are not allowed to get too dry

at the root after they have set their buds, for shedding

of the latter is often due to this cause. Young and

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
Propagation of stock for next season must &*

receive consideration, so as to have strong - ^
Wished plants before winter, and without the

°" well
esta-

Diisnea plants ueiuie wu*w«, »»- "»««ui tne
necessit*

of keeping them so close or warm as to induce
weak?;

and watery growth. It cannot be too often repeaJ
that to be able to winter bedding stock - r *

vigorous plants however frequently require to be

....... . » - « * i .jj
i

watered rather sparingly to prevent their making a
impregnated with poisons to allow the hidden germs

| secondgrowth . Cinerarias for iatefloweringshouldnowbe
of life anywhere to awaken A strange and awful

j m freel and ghould be shiffced when necessary,
primitive ocean rises and falls, rolls and rages but

fQT
.

f tfiey are to form larffe specimens for flowering
nowhere does it beat against a coast ; no animal, no
plant, grows and thrives in its bosom ; no bird flies

over its expanse. But meanwhile the hidden agency

of Providence is unremittingly active in preparing a

new order of things. The earth-rind increases in

thickness, the crevices become narrower, and the fluid

or semifluid masses escaping through the clefts ascend

to a more considerable height. Thus the first islands

are formed, and the first separation between the dry
land and the waters takes place. At the same time no
less remarkable changes occur, as well in the constitu-

tion of the waters as in that of the atmosphere. The
fartner the glowing internal heat of the planet retires

from the surface, the greater is the quantity of water
which precipitates itself upon it. The ocean, obliged
to relinquish part of its surface to the dry land, makes
up for the loss of extent by an increase of depth, and
the clearer atmosphere aliows the enlivening sunbeam
to gild here the crest of a wave, there a naked rock.
And now also life awakens in the seas. Fuci wonder-
fully similar to those of the torrid zone begin to grow

;

corals, shell-fish, cephalopods, annelides, crustaceans :

but no terrestrial animal breathes the air, heavy and
thick with carbonic acid ; and the land, small when
compared with its present extent, remains a dreary

*- Life however continually adds to its conquestwaste.

ey are to rorm large specimens

late in autumn or early winter, they must not be per-

mitted to sustain any check. Get cuttings of favourite

Roses rooted and pushed forward so as to have them
sufficiently strong and established to stand the winter.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Air should now be given liberally to

young stock in dung pits, in order to secure strong

stocky growth. The plants should not, however, be

exposed to draughts, for these would not serve the end

in view ; a moderate circulation should however be
secured at night, giving no more during the day than
may be necessary to prevent the temperature getting
too high. This, with careful attention to the state of

the roots, keeping the bottom heat regular, the soil in

a nice healthy state as to moisture, and giving a liberal

supply of manure water to such as are well rooted, will

be found much more conducive to growth than exposing
the plants too freely, which would probably check and
throw them into fruit prematurely. Use every means
to afford plants swelling their fruit a thoroughly moist
atmosphere, sprinkling passages, &c, frequently, and
shutting up early, giving a gentle dewing with the
syringe, and saturating the atmosphere by sprinkling
every available surface ; also give plenty of clear strong
manure water at the root until the fruit begins to

that to be able to winter Deuuing stock safely w; I

ordinary care, the cuttings should be put in
sufficiPntlr

early in the autumn to allow of having them w
established and fit to be exposed to the open air hv £
middle of September. Begin with such as are foQn(1

to be the most tedious to propagate. Hollyhocks
are

general favourites, but they do not afford
catting,

freely, and are in general not over plentiful about mS
places. These should therefore be examined

often in
search of any cuttings which they may afford, as t/jose

rooted early will make strong plants for ntf seam
Attend to the tying up of these and Dai^, ^
over the masses of Verbenas, &c, frequently fa ^

'

purpose of regulating the growth, so as to Veep it

orderly and neat.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDES.

During the present month every attention should k
given to trained fruit trees. All wall trees especially

should be gone over in time, and the shoots thinned

and stopped to admit air and light among the fruit

and young shoots, which will greatly assist the formation

of fruit buds for the following season. Old Pear trees

in particular, that are unfruitful, should be subjected

to this treatment. Keep Peach trees free from green

fly by means previously advised, and dust sulphnr

on shoots affected with mildew. Use the garden enpne

occasionally in warm weather, to clean the trees and

prevent red spider. Tomatoes must be regularly attended

to, keeping the shoots thin and stopping them a^owi

cluster of fruit. Herbs as they come into flower shod!

he cut and dried for winter use. They can efa

be hung up in bags to keep them clean or rabbedrt

and bottled.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR L0ND05,

For the Weekending June 27, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural Garta

I

BlROXITIk.

Friday 21
1
13

Satur. 22 Q
Sunday 23, 15

Mon. 24, 16

Tues. 25
;

V\ ed. 26
Thurs. 27

17
IS

19

Max.

29.918

39.902

29.749
29.827

29795

29.7-11

Min.

29.813
29.722
29.6*2

29.777
29018
29.565
29.666

TxMrKRATUBt.

'O'ftheTAin Of the Earth

Max

79
76
77

a
68
75

80

29.794 I 29.63S 76-0 ' *9.i

Min.

58
49
51
52
41

44

44

M ___ I footi2 feetMean
deep. deep.

68.5

62.5

64.0

64.5

54.5
.S'1.5

62.0

65

Hi
65

64J
64}

63

63

62.2 643

N
60}

604

60

60

58}

Wind

E.

i.%
s.w.

S.W.

s.w.

s.w.

11

-

i

.15

&

.;:

Average.. , ...... . .

"June 21-Fojcjry ; showery ; overcast and warm ; densely otercut; rain.

— 22-Uniformly overcast ; close sn-1 warm; veryM&
— 23-Very fine ; thunder and liichtiiinx at noon; rerynne.

\ — 24-Very fine throughout ; ram at night.

— 25-Hain; showery ; fine at night. v^„v..,m*tinten»l«— 26-Low dusky cloud* ; heavy,s nowen, audjngoi »un at im«w

— 27-ShJw7n "fine ; low white clouds ; very fine
:

aVm?ht.

Mean temperature of the week 4 deK . above the »*«#•

RECORD OF THE WBATHliK AT CIHSWIUL

During the last 98 years, for the ensuing Week, endinx Jul b. m
preTaihnj*

June,
and July.

Numerous islands rise above the ocean, and are gradu- change colour, when the soil should be kept rather dry,
'

ally decorated with a rich vegetation ; rich indeed, as which will improve the flavour.

VlNBBIBS.-

Sunday30..
1 .

2..

a..
4..

5..

6 .

Mon.
Tues.
"ed.
Tlmrs.
Friday
Satur.

v *- .

5t * n u* a.

2* ~
eg

.'.9

71.9

73.2

74.4

762
r.
76.3

49.1

61J
.'•

51.5

503
51

51.1

61.0

61. 9

62.6

H-.

63 6
64.4

63.7

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Raiu.

0.80 in.

1.18

0.22

0.78

0.33
0.59

0.45

/.

A U 4 3

6 9

:

Attend to former directions as to thinning
the fruit in houses intended to furnish a late supply,

!

and see that the hunches are severely thinned, and also
that the crop left is not too heavy in proportion to the
strength of the Vines. Where the fruit is swelling, be

to its vast profusion we are indebted for our inex-
haustible coal-fields, the basis and solid groundwork
of our commercial grandeur. Extinct genera and
species of Palms, Ticadese, dendritic Ferns, Lycopo-
diaceae, Sigillaria?, similar to our present Cactuses,
Calainites. Stigrnarise, and various Coniferous plants, careful to maintain a moist state of the atmosphere,
composed those wonderful primitive forests, whose

|
and give every possible attention to the roots, keeping

dense thickets covered the swampy low-lands, and the border in a healthy state as to moisture, and if
reflected themselves in the waters of the surrounding
ocean. Beautiful no doubt was that ancient vegetation,
and luxuriaut beyond all conception at a time when a
tropical climate reigned over the entire surface of the
earth

; but no warm-blooded quadruped enjoyed their

watering is found necessary, use good strong manure
water. Give abundance of air where the fruit is

colouring, and do not allow plants in pots to remain in
the house to cause damp, which despite every care in
ventilating is apt to settle on the berries and spoil the
VI T»T1 il . ft «i . * . ."

specimens would be acceptable. /««'/?• . nrOl0 plants w
Glazing : Crovdon. You will not be able to g°

_^ it ^mpe, no oim enlivened tbem witn bis song. Only I bloom. Where the fruit is ripe and expected to han<r in » bouse one-third of whose sashes is opaque,

tne tones of inanimate nature, the roaring of the sea for some time, the atmosphere of the house should he . make a good propagatinp^lt __ „___^blotch*

The hiKhest temperature during the above P^iKierni. » deRl

18W-therra.97 de*.; and the lowett on the 3»tb, 18o9

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: OP. Bentham's Handbook of British BoW^Augt

Bulbs: Amdia Order them in the beginmng
temb6r,

require them to be delivered by the beginning or^
and plant them very early in October.

branches no*

PlGH : / 8. The fruit falls in consequence ol tne

being able to feed it, and that no doubt »"s%ul find fuU

thing wrong at the too\b.—Fku* faoer. x "
Aar(j Ho*-

information in the last edition of Rivers on
?

tne ^^
Fungi: CM. Your Fungus on Tragopogon isu. e ^ m.

culorum, Fries— tfnder Gardener. Your P^ ^
teresting. It is close to P. hirta, .but undescr

St1^ fo
J
e8

J;
crow

?
ed f&*> ^ the moaning of the

j

kept as cool as possible; but a little fire-heat willwind in the feathery fronds, interrupted their awful
silence. Meanwhile the ocean was already full of life.
Monstrous sharks pursued the timorous herds of the
smaller fishes; numerous corals fringed the coasts,
crustaceous trilobites swarmed in the waters ; gonia-
tites, cephalopods similar to the nautilus, stretched out
their tentacular arms in quest of prey; and elegant
forms of stalked star-fishes, the voracious encrinites
and pentacrinites, were spread over the bottom of the
ocean. But time moves on, and creation again appears
in a new vesture. Many of the islands of the coal-
period have sunk beneath the waves, while other and
broader lands have arisen. The continual deposits on
the bottom of the ocean by which the composition of
sea-water is gradually changed, the luxuriant vegetation
through which the dense air loses a great part of its
carbonic acid, perhaps also modifications in the tempe-
rature of the seas and atmosphere, have, in the now
following period of secondary formations, changed the
conditions of life, and impressed new forms upon
animal and vegetable existence. Now first the forest
and the bush are pervaded with a more active life,
though still of an inferior nature, a life in which cro-nnj;i„a * * • ;~ 7 Melons.—Plants on which the fruit is rineninccodiles, tortoises, opossums, and colossal bat like ptero- should be kept dry at the root, and freely exposed todactyl* play a prominent part, where the noble mammal air on fine days.

y P ^ l°

probably be necessary occasionally in order to keep the
atmosphere dry during very damp weather.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Expose the ripenW

crop as much as possible to the sun and admit plenty of
air, to give colour and flavour to the fruit. Late
houses, where the fruit is swelling, should have an
increased day temperature, with plenty of moisture.
Thin and tie in the shoots in the last house.
Cheeeies.—As soon as the crop is gathered remove

the trees to a shady situation and keep them syringed
and watered ; the pots should be plunged, or the plants
taken out and planted in a northern aspect. Those
plants in pots intended for forcing next season should
not suffer from drought or from the effect of Cherry-flv.

Figs.—The second crop on the earliest trees will be
fast advancing ; as soon as the fruit begins to ripen the
atmosphere should be kept dry and rather cool, giving
air freely every fine day, and using a little fire* on wet
cloudy days, to prevent damp and allow of a gentle cir-
culation of air. Use every care to keep the foliage clean
and healthy, and clear of insects, and do not crowd the
young shoots.

ropagatxnp pit
Wnr7e i leaveaarebloWJJ

1*^ is: JC. TheSpinachand Manpjl^arzciiea ^^^ ^
by the maggots of a small tWO-wing*) «> IJJ thein,

°r

only remedies are to pluck off to*tev»M&o mp-

to equeen the blotch between the hnget^and tn^
.

q^
destroy the ins,cts. Please send spine *Pfg^ u plants*?

Professor Westwood, Oxford— '^l^vnthoniyisB^
infested at the roots m Ufa the prub of the Antno ^ ^
a two-winged Ay scarcely diHtin^m^hableir^t
house-fly. The infested plants^d be pun ^ ^>
and the holes limed or brined. The roo

8hoaJd
aig

searched for the oval-shaped orange pup* j^ts f
1

^
be destroyed, as the generations of t^ Tbanksfor^

summer months are very rapid.—Bev. w
: bear

mors

diseased Mangel Wurzel leaves. You sn*u
aQd burn v*>

detail shortly. Tn the meantime pl«cK

infested leaves. W.
,

,Aof belongs &„„&
Names of Plants : W B. The large leaf W ° *

t0 0. cj»

montana, the Witch or Scotch E m :
the ot^ are g^

pestris. The first is the most valuable, o
HoiJ;^

in soil* that suit them.-B A B. The West ino Tte o

we suppose the Bean of Hy«en»J . ^gji*. The *>***

monthly Hose does not antwer well.—
m<}V Orw^

yellow Lily is L mouadeiphum ;
:

w«

^

TTmbi |icus; h^ .__ _ L mouadeiphum, tje *.

b
.

licUS ^
L. bulbiferum.—/0«or<» <. I,

Cotyledon u
Hle^iuB»*

nanthus Crista Galli ; 3, Juncus acutus , '^^bless—..

i

ta Galli ; 3, Juncus "™~V wortm***p
.

fl(?I
s

sella.-./oAn Davie. Anthyllis vulnerarta,
, ^^ P*^

It is the American Hornbean, Carpinus a
mbera

alt**^-

is quite another thing.-/ W J>- ^ ffl caB^U
Gymnogramma Calomelanos ; fdu

J"f" llata • -Sector* •'

ginelUcuspidata.-lK/. Ionopew pawcuis^^ ^ct^,

flower ; 2, Lonicera involucrata ; »» veronic» *» p^
4, Jnoiperus communis.—Ignoramus. *Saical§t*>"

*'

2, Veronica scutellata ; 3, Scutellaria g»

mogeton crispus.
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BORNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
8UPERPHO<PIIATE of LIME ; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Pbosp'uate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, toe, may be had on application to Burnard. Lack,

_ Co., 8utton Road. Plym outh.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

8UPERPFIOSFITATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CON' KM HATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN* anp ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
ft" NHS, In which they guarantee every pot n both the
soluble ami ii luble phosphate to bo obtained entirely

from Bones.
The L«.!,a«n Manure Coinjwinv also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Meeers. A. Gibbs _ Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, BULl'IIATEor AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchnrch Street, E C. Epw. Purser, Secretary.

iT W~E S ' S MAN U R E S .

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Law res for the
present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his

Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWESS PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6

LAWESS SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWESS BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through

-his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E. C. : and LiflTey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

To Farmers and Cattle Feeders.

MARLAND and CO., Seed Curs hers, Clayton Oil

Mill, near Manchester, have on hand a constant supply
of fresh crushed LINSEED CAKE.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Aoents, Surveyors, toe.

IN ESOLAND AND WALES AND rN SCOTLAND.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years. _____

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Tnclosing.
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Mauaging Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. 8. W
Land Drainage.

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of anv extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
Improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to
Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay aud expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,
at the Offices of the Company , 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

171RIGI DOMO.M—Patronised by her Majesty the
? Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

bis Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gaidens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS to MORNING FROST
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
•11 horticultural and floricu tural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rayi of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
bad in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. . . 1*. 6U per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 3#. per yard.
*n improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.

v
" Fri^ D°mo n

Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. 4d. per yard i_t*.
.BUttA Thomas Archer, Whole aud 8ole Manufacturer 7
J*L

ty lAne
» Can»°n St., City, E.G.. and •( all Nursery;

'

and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

|

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

run.

men

JAMES AND FREDk. HOWARD, Britannia Iron

Works Bedford, Manufacturers of

CHAMPION PLOUGHS I HORSE RAKES
STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL- HORSE HOES
TIVATORS SCARIFIERS

HARROWS I And other Implements.

Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

CHURNS.—The Royal Agricultural Society's Prize

Churn is the best invented. Butter produced in

12 minutes. Price 30s. and upwards.
Full naviculars forwarded on application to Buroess to Key,

Agricultural and Gardening Machinery Stores, 95, Newgate
Street. E.C

Prize Fencing for Agricultural Purposes.

Only Manufactory—Liverpool.

FRANCIS MORTON'S Patented Improvements in

STRAINED WIRE FENCING,

which have been awarded SILVER MEDALS by the principal

Agricultural Societies, afford the only means of constructing a

permanent and efficient Fence at a greatly reduced cost.

Prices from 9d. to 2?. 2d. per yard of Fence.

Drawings and full particulars on application to

Franci - M'm.tov <b Co., Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,

Liverpool. Loudon Office : 19, Parliament Street, West-
minster, Tv^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Prices Reduced.

HJ. MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, and neatest Roofing in use ; also Spouting at lO^cZ. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five hnes of the Galvanised Strand, iron main

posts, and pronged Standards, 1*. 2^d. per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

Iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, b\d. t

7^d.,

and 9id. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 4</., 5rf., and
7d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS to CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS to FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, toe.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 2t. per yard.
i,

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions. Railway
Stitious, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, <fcc. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

H exkyJ^ Mobto-* & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Lec^ b.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARD S,

Norwich.
FURTHER REDUCTION ra THE PRICE of WIRE

NETTING.—April, 1861.

Barnard, Bishop* and Barnards beg to Inform their
friends and the public that they have made a further reduction
Id the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, aud also that all

their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, aud durability.

Japanned

2-inch mesh,24 inches wide .

.

2-inch ft
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»>

»
J*

ft

t*

ft

ff

•t

ft

ft

9*

ft

ft

tt

tt

tt

tt
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• •

Galvanised. Iron.
Gauge. per yard. per yard.
No. 19 .. 4K . . 3Jti.

„ 18 .. 5 . 4

„ 17 • • 6£ . . 5

„ 16 . . * > . Gi
„ ia ..41 ,. 4

„ 13 .. 6 .. 4|
,. u .. 7 .. 5i
,. 16 .. 9 ,. 7

2-inch
2-inch

1^-inch

It-inch
li-inch
1^-inch
All the above kinds can be made any width (under 6 feet),

at proportionate prices.

Strong tralvanised Poultry Netting, 7Jd. per yard, 3 feet wide.
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, lid. per

yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an
inch to 6 inches.

MR. SMITH begs to call the attention ot Ins brother
Farmers to some New Inventions that be has just

patented, which are progressing, and will shortly be before the
public, viz. :

—

'A WINDLASS, without a cog wheel or counter shaft upon it.

yet it will go out of work of itself at the touch of a spring, and
can be made and sold at 10L les,s than any windlass that has

as yet appeared.

A COMBINED MACHINE that will Cultivate, Drill, and
Harrow at the same operation.

A ROPE PORTER, self- shifting, yet the most simple aud
without a wheel upon it.

The price of a Complete Set of Tackle is as follows :—
New Patent Windlass and Rollers with Anchors,

_c, complete £92 5 ?
1400 yards of Steel Rope 61

Patent Cultivator, No. 3 15

Two extra Tines to add to No. 3 to make a 5

Tiued Cultivator of it. in which form it has been used

by Mr. Bigneil and Mr. Dring for two years, and •

found to work well •• •• 200
Total £170

Woolston , June 29. 1861.*
,

SHAW'S TIFFANY foe SHADING, &c—
Sold in Pieces. Ter piece.—/', d.

No. 1, 20 yard* long, by 38 inches wid« .. .. ..5
N . do., d.> ., tl im'i material, manufactured with n

Patent Mineral Solution to prevent it from rotting .. «

No. 3 (double strength), IS yards long by 30 inches wide.
. 7 6

No. 4 (treble strength), IS yards long by 39 inches wide ..90
Sold by all respectable Seedsmen. See that every piece is

marked " Shaw's Tiffany," Manchester. Samples and Circulars

sent free by post.
John Shaw to Co., 29. Oxford Street, Manchester.

POA ANNUA.—This Grass is alluded to in a Leader
of the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 17th inst. *' It is adapted

to any case where the early appearance of Grass is required for

any special purpose." It is suitable also for sowing in shady
places and under trees.

George Gibbs & Co. having just received from one of

their Collectors upwards of 10 cwt. of Poa annua, beg to offer

fine heavy Seed, just harvested, price 2v. 6d. per lb.

George Gibbs & Co., Seedsmen, 26, Down Street. Piccadilly.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETT OF
ENGLAND.—LEEDS MEETING, 1861.

Programme :—
MONDAY, July 15.—The Implement Yard open from 7o'Clock

in the Morning, at an admission-charge of 5*. for each
person.
The Judges to inspect the Live Stock, and to award the

Prizes.

At 1 o'clock (or as soon after as all the Judges shall have
delivered in their awards, of which notice will be given),

the "attle Yard will be open without additional payment.
Arrangements have been made for distinguishing the
Animals that have won the Prizes, immediately the Judges
have made their awards. The Show Yard will be closed at

6 o'Clock in the Evening.
TUESDAY, July 16.—The General Show Yard of Cattle,

Horses, Sheep, Pigs, Implements, Flax, Wool, Cheese, and
Butter, open to the Public from 6 o'Clock in the Morning
till 6 in the Evening; admission, 2*. 6<i. each person. -

WEDNESDAY, Jubj 17.—Public Dinner at 5 p.m., in the Town
Hall. The Earl of Powis, President, in the Chair. Tickets,

10k. each, to be obtained of the Secretary.

The General Show Yard open to the Public from 6o'clock
In the Morning till 6 in the Evening. Admission, 2*. 6*.

each person.
Public working of the Steam Cultivators, on land in the

neighbourhood of the Town, during such hours as the
Stewards may determine.

THURSDAY, July 18. )The General Show Yard open to the
FRIDAY, „ 19. f Public from 6 o'Clock in the Morning

till (5 in the Evening. Admission, 1«. each person.
FRIDAY, July 19.—General Meeting of the Members In the

Town Hall, at 11 o'Clock in the Forenoon.
Governors' and Members' Tickets to be had on applica-

tion to the Secretary.
By Order of the Council,

H. Hall Dare, Secretary.
12. Hanover Square, London, W., June 29.

Eitt Agricultural <Bafette*
SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Ti krdat, July 2—Steam plough trials becin near Leeds.
IVki.sejbat, — 3—Arri. Society of Knjcland .. Noon
Friday, — 5—Suffolk A>?ri. Society at Ipswich.

Reduced Price of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE. FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post aud straining screws

to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope. 1*. per yard.

Illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every variety of W ire

Fcncintr and Wire Netting, forwarded free on application.

C^r Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free at all

the principal Railway Stations.

On Wednesday, July 10, Messrs. Henry
Strafford & Carter Jonas will dispone by
auction of the Babraham flock. Mr. Jonas Webb
has for 40 years been a breeder of Southdowns,
and for the last quarter of a century he has been
known wherever the English farmer lives, or the
English language is spoken by the farmer, as the
leading breeder of Southdowns. The B Abraham
Hock has indeed for many years had more even
than a continental supremacy and reputation

—

and the assemblage a few days hence at Babraham
will be as truly an International gathering and
competition as any that is to take place next year.

Air. Webb has announced his determination not

to breed another sheep for letting or 'or hire.

This year s lambs are to be sold next year ; but

otherwise this will be the last opportunity that

will be ever given of purchasing the produce of

that unrivalled skill which has so long and so

successfully been devoted to the improvement of

the Southdown breed of sheep.

One hundred 2 -year-old and aged rams, 25 lots

of yearling ewes/ 110 yearling rams, 14 lots of

2-year-old ewes, 15 lots of 3-year-old ewes, 29

lots of full mouthed ewes, and 10 lots of broken

mouthed ewos, will be distributed on July 10. In

all 210 ramsvand 865 ewes will then be sold. We
cannot doubt that the meeting will prove a great

andmark in the history of English live stock.
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We hope Pext week to give the history anient writes, and of ^.capabilities ol wnica ae is him-

condition of the Babraham flock.

We understand that it is not Bamlett s,

[Jttn*
29,

as stated last week, hut Ball's American machine

which is being brought out by Mr. Samuelson.

It was exhibited at Pontefract last year, but not

until after the competitive trials were over. It

possesses remarkable powers as a mower of uneven

ground.
Some months ago the seizure of a large

quantity of diseased meat in Newgate Market,

said to have been sent by Mr. Seth Seymoue, a

Dorsetshire farmer, was announced. Mr. Sey-

arora was prosecuted by direction of the City

authorities ; and as the conduct complained

of is undoubtedly a crime of very serious

consequence, it was right that a prosecution should

be instituted. It is, however, of some importance

in such matters, that the offence be charged upon

the real offender. The sheep sent up in carcase

to the market were not the property of Mr.

Seymour, and neither he nor the owner, when
directions were given for their slaughter, knew
that they were otherwise than healthy. Of
course Mr. Seymoue, who surrendered for his trial

last week before the Central Criminal Court, was
honourably acquitted.

—We have taken from the columns of the

Albany Country Gentleman an account of the

Thorndale shipment of Short-horns, to which
reference was made in these columns the other

day. We add here a list of the several animals,

their purchasers, and prices :

—

The 2d Duke of Thorndale has been sold to

Messrs. Howard & Robinson for 400 guineas;
the 3d Duke of Thorndale has been sold to

Mr. Macintosh for 300 guineas ; the 4th Duke
of Thorndale has been sold to Mr. Hales for

400 gu ineas ; the Thane of Oxford has been sold

to Colonel Pennant for 250 guineas ; Imperial
Oxford has been sold to Mr. Lawfobd for 200
guineas ; 4th Lady of Oxford has been sold to
Mr. McIntosh for 250 guineas. These have thus
averaged 300 guineas. Besides these a young bull,
Hero of Thorndale, has been sold to Mr. Welch
foT 200 guineas. The seven animals have thus
fetched 2000 guineas, and Mr. Thorndale has
received the sum he gave to English breeders some
years ago for their sires the two Grand Dukes.

the woollen manufacturers slz Dome, but tv
^

their increase abroad. France alone tooW ^
1859, 6,000,000 lbs. of British wool, and ,

*

12,000,000 lbs. of colonial wool. She took th?£
f

portion of Irish wool, and France and otb
* •

of the whole produce of Scotland'and l^it
; to which I am anrian.*.. i- «

countries relieved our market on the whole, in i5*
28,000,000 lbs. of wool, which was equal to tL T

self an excellent illustration.

Summarising Mr. Baldwin's statistics we iind

.

1st, that since the introduction of agricultural

instruction into the national schools of Ireland,

there have been instructed in the leading scientihc

and practical facts of modern husbandry 50,000

boys, besides 2000 young men who, as agricultural
, practical point

boarding pupils, have undergone a regular appren- attention is tU ~™m-— .
»*» wnen

pW£
ticeshin to agriculture on the larger school farms,

j

relative prices of different kinds ot Wo£ JJ
Assuming t£at as many as 50 per cent, of them >: ^^wi^.f^^.^.^
are now employed as land factors, land stewards,

or farmers in Ireland, he would give an average oi

forty of them to each county in Ireland. Ine

teaching and example of these men must have

conduced very considerably to the progress of

Irish agriculture.

2d. The cost of agricultural instruction m the

Irish ordinary National Schools is about 3s. 4d.

per boy, per annum. In our English agricultural
_ ^

and other industrial schools, the Committee of i Europe'and Ireland; but hitherto we have heldT*

Council on Education allow 5s. for each indus- hands almost a monopoly of this supply, and u X*.

trial scholar when a special industrial instructor is
I

has given us this advantage we ought to mike tb*
2s. 6J. when the ordinary teacher

|

of it. The short fine wools of this county soAai

m to wuicn i am anxious to dfr*i
*

the change that has taken nffi
r !S of different kinds ot woi

importance of a knowledge of this to the Bri&u,*.
The competition to which we are chiefly

exposed W
the shorter and finer qualities of wool fis«i]ui?

the East Indies, South Africa, and SoutliiJJ?*

received, in 1859, upwards of two-thn^
jjp]2£

wool. And the whole of that region,
which wtfaZ

probably continue to increase most
^ityisfciJ"?

of wool, is unsuitable to the production i tfe yij"
long wools which are now in great Am^ «^
British islands produce this kind of wool inkm**
quantity. A small portion comes from \ta^

,

employed, and
conducts the industrial department. In addition,

the Committee of Council makes grants to indus-

trial schools equal to half the rent of the premises

specially hired for the purpose, and one-third the

cost of tools or raw materials for labour.

So far the comparison is favourable to the Irish

system on the score of economy. In Ireland,

however, the larger schools cost considerably more,

but of these Mr. Baldwin does not supply us

with the figures.

The principal point on which we are just now
anxious to fix attention, is that a large amount of

Down and Cheviot, formerly sold at double the prist

Lincoln or long combing wool. When tbeeoioi

wool trade had no existence in 1811, CM«n
were worth 2.?. 6^. per lb., when the Lincoln broogki

more than 1*. per lb. But in proportion as thi arfi

has begun to be supplied with fine Australia id,

I

relative values of the two have greatly M. i

July 1851, the Lincolns had reached within tifti

of half-bred Cheviots, and in 1856, within U^ri;

and in May, 1861, the Lincoln long wool wa*M»
of the two. The change in price asbetweafcfc*

and Lincoln wools has been equally great, \n
kinds of wool are used in the manufacture of fttf

most" useful agricultural instruction is afforded in i

clas
?
es °£ Sooas -

,

^oburgs are made fromA*
many of the rural national schools of Ireland, at a P*™* ?

ov™>
.

and other fine short wools ofMk
many
very small cost to the state : and that what has

been thus accomplished may be found equally

beneficial in this country. The success of the

Irish agricultural school system is due to those

is a constantly increasing supply. Orleans andiba

are made from the lustrous long wools for wbiifc

is a constantly increasing demand, and a limited en

supply. In the short fine wools there is no hr

.
. . .

whatever ; in the long wool lustre is a most imp

statesmen and public men who, viewing Ireland quality. Alpaca and mohair are introduced to i

extent to produce lustre in the cloth ; bat as them
- - ' ~ cent.f«

without prejudice, and the Irish people without dis-

trust, have sought every opportunity of raising the

standard of intelligence—social and industrial—of . ,

the people, and who, to use the words of the present
\

the price of home-made lustrous wools, iwn

Premier, p.nnsiderert " th*™ nnnlrl nnf "Kxr jrreat and increasing demand for Orleans ana

of that description of wool is only 2 per cent, f i

whole import, it will be obvious how little thaUiU*

Premier, considered M there could not by
possibility be a hetter application of money in
Ireland than in teaching the people how best to

Agricultural education is a subject which has
f

cultiva.te their land." [There will be found else-
always been regarded as one of the deepest possible

wnere ia our columns this day a short re

interest. The leading men who founded the
Agricultural Society of England were largely
instrumental in establishing the Koyal Agricultural
College at Cirencester, where sons of the more
wealthy class of farmers can receive an excellent
course of instruction in the sciences which relate to
the pursuit of farming. We have not yet succeeded
in this country in establishing any system of agri-
cultural instruction for the humbler but more
numerous class of farmers. There are however a
Jew isolated cases in which agricultural training
is successfully used as an element of school
instruction m the parish schools. But it will be
iound that in all these the results are accom-
plished by the spirited efforts of individuals
rather than through any systematic scheme devisedby educationists. The fact of so much good
Having been accomplished in this way can leave no
room for doubting that the diffusion of correct

™J t
ge£f

,?
e Pricks of husbandry could bemost effectually promoted through the common

schools of Britain. For our part we must sav we
on*£n

°ir
Wn

u
Wh

7,
a feW wel1 written manuals

SJT ? ^ Sh°?ld not be read in everY roral

f • t at
1
?-

the
, £

mpire
- And the working of the

Irish National School system, in which agriculture
lorms a prominent element of instruction in manv
80w £

confirms our ^ews on this point.
We have been induced to make these observa-

5.?* I th* Pe™8*1 °f a copy of a new edition of

™S ?d^k tc
\
the Model Pa™> Glasnevin,

and of Agricultural Education in Ireland," bvMi. Baldwin of Glasnevin, in which the subject
oi agricultural education is clearly and brieflv
put before us. J

Mr. Baldwin has, in this little volume, done
good service to the system with which he is
connected, and to agricultural education gene-
rally, ilia opinion on the question is entitled tomuon consideration. As a tenant farmer's son,wno, as he tells us, in boyhood saw and took part

inn •
W°r

J\
incidental to a farm of about

TJ.hT* °l l
and

'
he understands the wants of

1 9 JL u
an

u
farmera

;

and for th* ^st 10 or

t^JTStK^!^6
?
a
,
Ctivelv en^ed in supplying

Mr. Ch^dwick's valuable paper on the half-time
system of education which he proposes for the
children of agricultural labourers, and a successful
instance of which is furnished by the experience
of Mr. Paget, M.P., near Nottingham.]

ON BRITISH WOOLS. _ g
[Mr. Cah-d read the following paper on this subject «t last as* muchweeks meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society. The

official report net having been prepared until after we went
to press, could not be given in out last week's paper.]
Mr. Caird said:—There has been an immense in-

crease in the importation of foreign and colonial wool
during the last 20 years; yet the price of British wool
has not only undergone no diminution, but its produc-
tion crntinues to be one of the most profitable branches
of our agricultural industry. The total importations
have increased from 45,000,000 lbs. in 1842, to
133,000,000 lbs. in 1859; of which our own colonies
and possessions furnished 82,000,000 lbs. From Ger-
many and Spain there has been in that period a dimi-
nution of over 4,000,000 lbs. ; but from other Euro-
pean countries, chiefly from Russia, the Low Countries

?nnZ
r

rL
a
H
d P^t,"8*1

'
tUere ha* been an increase of

.20,000,000 lbs. From our own colonies and possessions
the increase during that time has been as follows inround numbers :-from Australia the increase has been

alpacas, and of lustrous goods in^ ™
[J

is not merely fineness to the toucMoU wm

appearance. Besides the British demwft,w^JJ
'U 1IS% creasing French demand both for tbatWot ^p»
P?rt of the goods manufactured from ik The Fraict*

facturers already take the most of the long

wool of Ireland. I have been favoured pr«j •

Mr, Foster, M.P. for Bradford, with^^
various wools at present used by thev^ttT^.
the West Riding, with the prices aflB«J£

which I now beg to lay on the table for we^-r.

of the Society. The practical condasion

i

arrive is that the British wool-grower jw*^
as possible that kind of wool wWj^

subject to foreign and colonial competi^ ^
production of which he fortunately possex

most suitable soil and climate, and the B^^
can be best increased by good farming, ^
and with a large frame of mutton, as

« .

fleece of wool. For this purpose the best ^
that can at present be adopted on sniw

,

be by using the improved Lincoln.<* » .y
which the desirable qualities of length^
and fineness of wool seem to be best c

ProfoBor Wilson agreed with Mr. C«.r
. lasttfWjJ

iaUnct breed of sheei) to stive that pecu.1 ^ i«
,

l»
distinct breed of sheep w «»»» •«-— ^ , f(1<H;inff

"»»'

and in regard to the effect that ^'fSfctMjf-
the produce of wool. The Lincoln »*a £lj

market on account of its lustrous F^ is £ *J
another breed competing with it, anu

. breC^ -

Marsh. All Europe comes to us for imp ^ w*^
for hnru** o,^ m^hinerv. We h

^
v
!

t£e
(jonon***Jfor horses, and machinery

three branches of agriculture

,fthe wool market ^

ures

Engli.h ^culturalP^^t^J>
'-. ,!.- ^^.w» succession j-^was our wool produce. e,ircet»»«* , ,-*»

breed, and ateo of ail the m
în^S^ lKi

collected hv Professor WUson, and en**** ^pMt

year, that is between 1842 and 1859. These 'fi^i
show an increase so enormous that we cannot but h*
amazed that the price of home-grown wnnl ™„f •

I

Elected by Professor Wilson ana^— ^^ar

.

in thP facP of anrh imnnrf aT! 8
continues,

, Cheviot was one of the wools that jw™^^ o^JJm tne lace ot such imports, to be remunerative. But facturing purposes ; and from the mforma^eg rf^f

if we attempt to estimate the total produce of the
"**"—--.- alities^.^

L nied Kingdom, the results will appear still more re-
markable. The number of sheep in the three king-
doms may be taken at 30,000,000. The total prod

lacturing rarjuww, »"« "^— ;. fine qUW"v-^*w
ii

it appeared tint the day for the fine <i
us

^jr^j

rapidly Timing away. We nownone w0»kt
a. -«.««« r.i^„ ?h,f ™ nsad to wear, wuo" ^.p

uoe

In
of wool may be estimated at 120 000 000 1U
1842, the home-grown wool could not have ex-
ceeded 100,000,000 lbs. A comparative statement
ot the supply will stand thus- in 1842

?2?nnn
h
nnn

h
ir

e
-""io^ 8UP^ amounted to

145,000,000 lbs.; m 1859, the home and forei™ supply

of 108 00C ,0001bs. t which showsan increased supply in the
growth of one of our great staples of manufacture to the
extent of nearly 75 per cent., and this not followed by
Q n *T flimtniif mi. nf w«wj-aM 4. n 11 % _ v

farmers on the Continent *££".ad *"*&
demand for the exp««ive *<>rt woo^^ {j^
policy to change their ^ r̂mo

fâ !r frstfj. % >%
shall give more mutton, »

JjJ* ^ irt* ^^
quantity of a cheaper ^9^1. kept <^JVf
«nd New Zealand the ^J^Jer ^^,
air, the animal secretes its wool ga ^benT^^
and the fibre throughout^^J^d ^yJ**&
Continent-take the case of Moravian

w &V»^**
a microscope, distinctly see the * êTW **%**!£
during the cold months of mincer, a

theJ^+P
form from that which is secreted *^Af**ggl^
summer. You do %ot see *^J?^ <*££ pr^Jf
the Exhibition in Paris there was a g^fae

fi
jtP ^

in the wools. Baroa Barathen ^ erfno
fle^

finest wool, a magnificent Moravian .
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I weighed about 14 ounces, and that was the produce of a sheep
of five years old, and the wool was worth four francs. On that
occasion Professor Wilson produced a Lincoln fleece that was
the produce of a sheep 14 months old, and it weighed 20 lbs.

;

and the price was valued at lOd. per lb. at that period (it is
I worth more nowl Of course it was decided that the latter was

the most valuable description of sheep for all purposes. Mr.
Southey, the greatest agent forthe Australian and New Zealand
wool, sent a bale of wool that weighed 350 lbs., and this was
estimated by the French experts as equal in quality and in
market value to Baron Barathen's choice fleece. That at once
showed that the foreign growers could not successfully compete
in the wool market with England and her colonic ; and it
u believed that the tendency that was then generated, and
has been growing since, is for the foreigner to give up growing
these fine class wools upon small animals, and to substitute for
them the large frame sheep, carrying more wool of a lower
priee. To do that thay will have to come to England to obtain
some of our stock to cross with their own. France for some
etoht or ten years has been adopting this policy. Those very

^Pl?*S ™enno6 are now nearly all replaced by what they
call the Metis merino, a cross breed ; and those are giving way
loan r croat, chiefly with the Leicester, which they call the
Dishley menno, which are making an immense deal more
mutton and m i heavier fleeces than the merino did before.
At the same time the wool is of a quality equal to the require-
ments for the best manufactures of the present day.

M Gurdeo Bebow bad crossed his grasinc nook of South
downs wlfht The hog, • nm df
creed, and 7 lbs. all Down—but the whole flock was 6 lbs on the
average for the hogget, and 5 lbs. for the Dure Down. He sold
the homtit l last year, and the flock at 20c*. If we can
get lj, lb. • lbs. more wool, and at least 10 lbs. more in the
carcase, with the same amount of feeding, we certainly ought
to do so. He tried to cross with the Cotswold the year before
last, and he had them feeding one against the other ; but the
Cotswolds wero so enormously voracious, that they would not
bear comparison with the others.
The Chairman : But you get it back in mutton.
Professor Wilson

: We must not lose sight of the fact that
wool cannot be made for nothing, and that the amount of food
required to make 1 lb. of wool will make 3 lbs. of meat
Therefore, we have to consider the relative value of wool and
meat.
Mr. Hobbs said he was aware we could produce wool almost

of any quality and any length. He had seen a specimen of
wool 30 inches in length off a Lincoln sheep. It was two years'
growth. We must not consider that we can have either the
Liicetter or the Lincolnshire flock in the 8outh of England or
get that fine quality of wool which they get on the continent,
unless we house our sheep and feed them as thev do We
cannot get a fine quality without housing. We get a finer
Quality by yarding our sheep; but with our system of
folding—with the ammonia which certainly affects the wool
as much with our Southdowns as with the merinos—we
snail never be able to gain that lustre which we desire with
ong or short wools. In the 8outh of England, wherever
there are large flocks of sheep that are accustomed to walk
daily oTcr a large tract of poor land, and where the folding
with Turnips is very much carried out, we can have our short
vroolled sheep.of a greatly increased length of staple, and with
i quality of wool nearly as fine. There is another point thatrequires great consideration, and that is, respecting the

flocks sufficiently well. We look to one point only, when we^^fW^^ T*1 ** th ° ^nSto•ostser tnan feeding the sheep in the spring of the year with

fS^i^i^^^ W
J,
th oilcake

- * f
.
^wever! yoTbSin

*fnff^J~!
r

r
hecp Wl

l
h

°L
lcakc m the »Prin& an<* then take

rh2L «
elyw !v^,tbfl WOGl 8U?ler will tell you of it!

,™£ flows into the wool, and if it is checked even bjaweek'a
wffl^S-fi

alm°8t
.

b5
r «» »fc»»tV. exposure to bad weather, it

^SrSJfii7
detenor

?
te the quality of the fleece.-A Down

ml \n^MA^°W * con8lder«i M JteWto* a fair amount of

^hS! 1 n 5
ot

,*
Tera^ a ^^^ <* a P°im^ a»d » naif, morethan a Down flock would yield 20 ye

^^
was smaller than at the present time.

In reference to the Society taking action in con-
nection with this subject at the International meet-
ing, Profa«or Wilson said r—It wtH Trot Involve
great outlay, because most of those things would be
given to us • and if we had to purchase, which it is
desirable to do, to be independent of the market, the
articles would always have a market value. I would
offer to undertake the matter without *ny remunera-
tion I am anxious to see it carried out by somebody;
and I think the only two departments which could take
it up would be this Society or the Board of Trade.
Mr. Hobbs : We shall have our own exhibition.
Professor Wilson : It is no good unless we have a

-comprehensive one, representing every breed, and
every cross breed, and giving all the information upon
every fleece exhibited, as we did in France. There was
a large label, giving the name of each breed, and we
divided them under three heads—short, intermediate
ad long. \\ e gave the different districts from which

the breeds came, the average weight of the fleece, what
the wool was required for, the average price at the
time, and other particulars ; and these labels were
thought so valuable, that M. Moray, who has charge of
agriculture in France, requested to have them all.

Mr. Gordon Rebow Do you not think that some-

r™* ?
f *he same kind will be done with our own

aauubition r

Professor Wilson

Hut it would not amount to anything like|
or 100/. ?

that sum.
The Chairman suggested that the subject should be

brought before the Council for consideration.
Mr. Hobbs said he would take an opportunity of

bringing the subject before the CouncU.
Professor Wilson: Will this meeting jxpress any

opinion as to its desirability ? If you ar< inclined to
think that such a representation would befeesirable, it

would strengthen Mr. Hobbs's hands in bringing the
subject before the Council.

Mr. Hobbs moved, " That this meeting tender its

thanks to Mr. Caird for his interesting paper on the
different varieties of wool vrxluced in this country,

sary to counteract the results that must inevitable
follow such a course of procedure

1

?

We desire, indeed, to have improved stock whether
Short-horn, Hereford, Devon, or Ayrshire—accessible,
to the farmer at reasonable prices. And this can
never be permanently the case, unless there is a
demand sufficiently wide to encourage local
breeders, who can in turn keep up their herds
from such establishments as those of Thome, Alex-
ander, Sheldon, and others in other breeds, without
the cost and risk of importing for themselves. The truth
is that farmers are to have a certain market,we believe,
for all they can raise or sell for a year or two to
come ; and it is now, therefore, precisely the time in•i li Z •• • . r •

.
•— —""'j» """'c, M.UV4 iu in uuw, mciciure, precisely toe time in

and considers that it would be desirable for the Society which they should avail themselves of whatever
to adopt means to ensure a full representation of the
various descriptions of wool at the Great Exhibition
of 1862."

The motion was unanimously adopted.

financial stagnation may elsewhere exist, to secure
better farm stock of every kind. Aud we sincerely
hope, if our friend at Thorndale makes any farther
shipments to England, that his customers there may
first have to out-bid a competition from our own
farmers, as animated as our importers have always had

TTTETHOn VDAT.E SHIPMENT OFSTTORT-HORNK *° contend against at the great

[We extract the following account of the Short horns sent
across the Atlantic by Mr. Thome, from the columns of the
Albany Country Qentleman.j

The Thorndale shipment of Short-horns to England,
to which we have heretofore alluded, has now taken
place. Samuel Thorne, Esq., having returned from
his recent tour abroad several weeks since, at once
made preparations to send out the following animals
in accordance with arrangements completed by him
with several leading English breeders during his

STATISTICS OF FARM LABOUR.
(Concluded from p. 584.)

Labour on Medium Soils.—(I.) My first instance is

that of a small farm, wholly arable, in Gloucestershire.
It consists of 260 acres of a soil varying from a light
and shallow stony brash over limestone rock to a some-
what clayey loam. There is a fixed steam-engine ofabout
six-horse power, by which all the threshing is done, and»»*uu o(,inoi «;uuiuy x^ugnau ureeuers during ins * * J "»"-»* «*»* ^uv, vuieoumg 10 uuuc, ami

absence, and they accordingly sailed by the City of
seven

.

Worses did all the horse work of the farm during
Baltimore a week ago Saturday (May 18), under charge

tne
.
time I knew lt '> an(1 as a11 tbe roofc crops were

of Thomas Galbraith, herdsman to Mr. T. The list
carne(l borne, and only one-eighth part of tho arable

inAlurl rtr, ^C*» 1^—1

1

M -— J 1. •*• • liilirl woo i»* l^lrv^Trt^ 4Ka 1nkA.. M **C ~-.li.! J.?.— ___includes six bulls and one heifer, viz. :

BULLS.

rtJT^
Name. Dam. Sire.

2d Duke ofThorndale Duchess 71st 2d Grand Duke
3d do. do.

4 th do. do.
5 th do. do.
Thane of Oxford
Imperial Oxford

1st Duchess ofThorn- « , „, .

dale Grand Turk

Duke of Gloster
Grand Turk

do.
2d Grand Duke

2d Grand Duke

v ,
-- no; I am sure not. Yon will*-veperh,p. a few exhibitors, not above eight or ten^.rW "» l
b,t °n,y •

wtions' which ' in ^e absence

purX^
016" °f n

° ValUe_I mea" f°r«*»S
^TatLble

00"*81 :

^ CWI t°gether
>
th£y^ *

exiibtr
wi,80n : *" fom

' *«y "««*«

from
1
";?' Sf^T.

C°
l

nld
r,

not * communication be made

5t^c" y Com,n»io°«». or to the Boa^d

Jl°
r?"0r WiUon

:

rhe Commisaionerg conld not
J^ch .t. The Board of Trade might atten to ^t£t more probably they would refef it back to utJtonjg

;
. feater interest in the matteruJTtn^t-i-ney proleas to be » board of cons

«xecntive body.

^iT1 M'^ngral : I certainly
ought to see to it

Professor Wilson : What matter

Duchess 66th
do.

Mnid of Oxford
Oxford 13th

HEIFER.
4th Lady of Oxford Maid of Oxford
Amo One Bull Sold to oo to Irkland, aicd Shipped from

N«w-York, April loth.

Hero of Thorndale Lalla Rookh Grand Turk
Here is an aggregate of eight animals which we shall

spare with great regret from the Thorndale herd and
the Short-horns of the country. But their exportation
is by no means " carrying coals to Newcastle ; " for it
is precisely such blood that is now in demand in
England, where breeders have often regretted that the
"Yankees," with such long purses and daring bids,
should have succeeded in carrying off so many of the
gems of the best herds. In the reigning confusion
here, however, they would hardly have commanded
the attention at present which their merits and
lineage deserve ; and we await with no less confidence
than pleasure the verdict our British friends shall pass
Trpon *hclr h roc ding tmd • bringing up."
To have prophesied 10 years aga th«t hy this time

we should be re-shipping Short-horns to the mother
country would scarcely have been rated as a pre-
diction of very great probability ; and yet those who
watched the succession of purchases made by Mr.
Thorne, and his subsequent combination of the Morris
herd with his own, were quite prepared for the
occurrence of the present event. It is worthy of this
particular notice for two reasons: as affording
evidence in the alacrity of English breeders to procure
these Short-horns, of the genuineness of the estimate
they placed upon what they have heretofore sold to us,
and as proving to other countries, and to other parts
of our own country, that as good Short-horn stock
may now be obtained here in our midst, as by going to
the very district from which it sprang. And this
foreign demand will not stop here if our farmers do
not wake up from the apparent lethargy into which
they seem to have fallen just now ; and by preparing
themselves to pay with sufficient liberality for what
it has cost so much enterprise and money in the first
instance to import, out-bid the demands of breeders
elsewhere. The history of Short-horns in this country
is a curious one, large prices and quick demand having
alternated now and then with a time of comparative
neglect—sure afterward to be deeply regretted and
atoned for in prices still higher, and a demand still
wider.

Nevertheless, we can scarcely hope that any warning
from us will be heeded at present, while all interests

land was in Clover, the labour of cultivation was very
heavy. This was equal to 74 acres of arable land, or
about 64 acres, deducting the portion in Clover, to each
pair. I have the labour account of this farm for three
years, during which the wages had averaged about 700Z.
varying from 91. and 10^. a week during winter, to 14?.
an.i 157. during spring and summer, and 202. to 401.
during harvest. Ten men during winter, and 13 or
14 in summer, with as many as 14 or 15 women and
boys during the spring and summer season, and 3 or 4
during winter, were constantly employed. The wages
were to a great extent paid by the piece : as much as
200/. out of 700/. were thus paid. On the whole it
amounted to nearly 54*. per acre, one of the largest
expenditures in ordinary arable farming which I have
known.—(2.) The following particulars relate to a first-
class arable farm in East Lothian. Its extent is 650
acres; and it employs 21 work horses, or one pair for
every 62 acres, which, deducting 120 acres of Clover, is
equal to one for about every 50 acres of land actually
under the plough. No fewer than 80 acres are each
year in Potatoes, which has no doubt considerable
influence on the manual labour bill. The following are
the hands employed ;—1 overseer, 1 shepherd, 10 plough-
men; 3—eTigiiirmmrtr-tJaTiiTiran, -jmd^ overseer of out-

rs ancTworkers, 2 cattlemen, 5 hedgers ana laboii
35 lads and women. Besides these, 25 or 30 people are
employed for 3 or 4 weeks at harvest, and 10 or 12
women are kept on until the Potatoes are secured.
Reaping machines have enabled the tenant to dispense
with the labour of 30 or 40 people during harvest time.
The labour of this farm must cost at least 1200/. a-year
or nearly 40s. per acre.—(3.) The following relates to a
farm m Northumberland of 310 acres arable and
110 acres pasture, most of which is a flat alluvial sod,
partly light and partly good deep loam—all good
lurnip land. Fallows are ploughed 8 to 9 inches deep
with two horses, and 12 inches with three horses,
wherever the land allows ; lea land is ploughed 4 to
6ft inches deep; Turnip land for corn 5 inches. Eight
horses are needed, a pair for every 78 acres of arable
land, or, deducting 57 acres of Clover, one for every
63 acres of plough land. On this farm only seven
men and nine women are employed regularly, and
seven men and seven women for a month extra
during harvest. The wages cannot exceed 500/.
a year, or about 32*. an acre on the arable land.—(4.)
On a farm in Oxfordshire of 300 acres, 100 of which
are meadow and the remainder gravel, clay, and clay
loam, 25 acres being in Clover, 7 horses are employed,
being a pair for every 57 acres of arable, or for every
50 ot ploughed laud. The staff of labourers consists of
14 men, 5 boys, and 4 women, all of whom, except the
women, who do not turn out in bad weather,are employed
throughout the year. All the farm work, harvest
included, is done by the regular hands, the land being
of such various character as to bring the harvest in at
various periods, so as to be easily manageable. The

450/. w _,

pwards of 40tr.

j inclined to
|
an acre.—(5.) The College Iarm at Cirencester is de-

think that "we already have 'improved blood 'enough
j

scribed as follows:—260 acres are a useful marl with
in our stock both at the East and West," and that stones; the soil deep enough to allow of 7-inch plough-
consequently we may safelv look on with unconcern

j
ing, and sufficiently retentive to render it stiff working

when the transportation of our best begins^—we cannot
forbear reminding them how few there are who yet
pay any judicious attention to the character of the

land in moist weather ; 100 acres are of a light and
shallower soil, sometimes occupying the slopes of the
hills, where there are not more than 2 inches of earth;

an

think the Society

stock they are breeding, in proportion to the vast 40 acres are a strong clay marl. Three horses in line
number who actually sell off their select animals to are needed for 6 to 7-inch ploughing. From 1 acre
the drover and butcher as regularly as every year (lea ploughing) to f (in winter) is a day's ploughing
comes round, and keep only the "culls" at home to For working these 400 acres arable and 40 acres pasture
stamp defect and deterioration, instead of improvement, 11 horse* are required, equal to one pair for every 72
upon coming generations. Is there no effort neces- ' acres arable, or, deducting 100 acres of Clover, for every
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54acresof actually ploughed land. The labour bill amounts

to 700Z. a year, or about 34$. 6d. an acre on the arable

part of the farm. The labourers employed are as

follows:—Team-men: 3 men, 2 younpr men, 1 boy;

cattle-men : 3 men and 1 boy during four months, 3

men and 3 boys during eight months; day labourers

:

rather above 8 on an average throughout the year;

boys rather more than 4 ; women rather above 4 on an

average.—(6.) Of two large farms near Lechdale, Wilt-

shire, I have particulars of the labour annually em-

ployed. They include no less than 2000 acres of

arable land, and 430 of pasture; and the following are

the hands employed in July and November respec-

tively :

—

Men and Lads with Teams
Do. do. „ Sheep
Do. do. „ Cattle
Do. Labourers
Women

July. November.

51 40

S 14

5 11
53 45
til 25

at hast AGs. an acre over the arahle land An engine

is used for threshing and cutting chaff for cattle and

grinding food for pigs, and a set of Fowler s steam-

ploughing tackle is also found to answer exceedingly

welUn the cultivation of the land.

Average Quantity of Labour Employed.—-Taking

those cases of which the full particulars are given,

viz., 13 out of the 14 farms described-we have tre

following gross results :-On 7824 acres of arable land

and 1690 of pasture, 242 horses are employed and

work is given to 359 men, 134 women, and 143 boys

and girls, costing, on the whole, not less than 14,3-d*.

This, if we deduct 423/. for the pastures, is equal to

about 335. per acre of arable land. The horse labour

of these farms amounts, on the average, to one pair tor

every 65 acres of arable land, or for every 49 acres of

actually ploughed land. /. C. Morton's Handbook of

Farm Labour.

. cl REARING OF CALVES.
This will represent an average employment of

The rear
-

f calves ua8 often been discussed in the
Somen. 20 boys, and 40 women throughout the year

; ricmtuval _ournali> still there exists a variety
The labour bill cannot fall short of 3200*. a year, or ? £ ^ J

(Uversit of tice on R
fl9o art »/>rn nn fho nrfihlP land. ,. r

. « § • c a*«-« !.-«

subject cf every year s experience trom time im-

memorial, and that by a large body of intelligent

325. an acre on tbe arable land.

Tbe horses employed on these farms are 43 in num-
ber, with 7 teams of oxen. If these oxen be put equal

to 13 horses we shall have 23 pairs to 2000 acres of

arable land, one to every 71 acres or thereabouts ; or,

deducting about 500 acres of Clover and some Fern, a

pair to every 53 acres of actually ploughed land.

(7.) My last instance under this class of soils is of a

farm also on the Cotswold range, and for the most part

of shallow brashy soil, consisting of rather more than

400 acres arable, and 280 acres pasture ; 12 horses are

employed, equal to one pair for every 68 acres arable,

or, deducting no less than 174 acres of Clover, &c, one

pair for only 40 acres of actually ploughed land. The
handwork of the farm is done by 23 men, 7 boys, and
10 women, besides extra occasional hands for reaping,

Turnip-hoeing, and sundries. If we add 75Z. for this

extra harvest work, the labour bill of this farm will

probably exceed 750Z. annually, amounting to 34s. per

acre of the arable land, if we deduct for the probable

expenditure on the pastures.

Labour on Stiff* Soils. — It is on these soils

especially that steam power is likely to find general
employment in the cultivation ot the land. It will not,

however, displace manual labour, for it will enable the

agriculturists. Having for the last five years reared

upwards of forty calves a year, and having tried the

different systems generally practised, we will give our

experience as concisely as possible. After many experi-

ments we find that calves when allowed to suck the

cows invariably thrive the best, it being the most

natural for tbe young animal. Although there are

some objections to tbe practice, such as where a

valuable herd of cows is kept for breeding purposes,

by allowing the calves to suck their dams they are not

likely to become in calf again, or even to take the bull

at all while the calf is allowed free access to the cows,

and although the calves thrive better and are less subject

to disease when allowed to suck the cow, they invariably

sink and lose condition more when weaned than those

which are brought up by hand, unless they continue to

receive the milk to much greater age. We begin

weaning about the first of October and continue till the

middle of April, when we geuerally leave off. Having
some well bred cows which are kept principally for

breeding, we purchase young dairy cows of the Short-

horn breed likely to give a good quantity of milk, and

cultivation of a more laborious class of crops-Manjrel als0
f

ot a kmdl
r
V
(

dlsP0Slt
i\
0n to fatten,readily when dry,

Wurzel, for instance, in place of Vetches-enabling as they are a11 generally sent off fat from Grass in

thus the keeping of a larger live stock through the the ™tumn, they being all dried of their milk by
year, which will require a proportionally larger number I

the uud<11^ of May and just in time for the

of attendants. I have four instances in illustration of I

feeding pastures. Each cow keeps two or three

the labour of stiff eo'ls, and on most of them the steam Calvts for tlie first s,x or eight weeks after calving,

plough is at work.— (I.) Woohtone Farm in Bucking- nceording to the quantity of milk she yields. The calves

them more healthy and thrive better when
too thick together.

not Jv Ih

It is necessary, in order to secure the health and
•t of the young animal, that due attention cV^ ?*

should ^paid to cleanliness and warmth. All animals feed
quickly where due attention is paid to au equal'-

?*

perature, other things being equal, and to nn'J*I
does this more fully apply than to young cab-

Each pen is also furnished with a trough, in wHo?
constantly kept some clean water for them to d
Having tried various substitutes for milk orfc
oleaginous substances it contains—Oatmeal Lin«e?
&c when given in fluid or made into gruel,' all tendfc
make the calf pot-bellied—if given in sufficient quality

...

hamshire, for the most part a heavy soil, 112 acres
arable land, and 70 acres Grass land, employs regwUvly
3 horses and an eight-horse power engine, which i's

^«ey receive Swedes or Mangle half bushel per head per
employed nn *" average during 14 days in ploughing,
and during other 14 days in threshing. Seven men and
4 boys are employed regularly on this farm, and their
wages must amount to at least 250/., or deducting 20/.
a year for the pastures, 21. 2*. per acre per annum. The
horse labour on this farm is equal to one pair to every
74 acres of arable land, or, deducting 12 acres in
Clover to every 66 acres of actually ploughed land.—
(2.) On a farm of 590 acres of arable land, 65 acres of

are all weaned at about eight weeks old, and another
lot bought in to take their place. The cows are well kept ;

diem, with 3 lbs. flour—two-thirds Bean, one-third
Barley, with plenty of cut chaff—two-thirds straw, one-
third hay. The chaff and flour are mixed together and
moistened with water. The calves are suckW twice a
day, at stated hours.

The calves purchased for rearing are all males of
the Short-horn breed, and we are very particular in their
selection. We prefer the red or roan to any otherXir l ow acres or arawe land, bo acres ot colour, though we seldom have an opportunity of.-iter-rneadow, and 160 acres of down land, in Wilt- knowing anything of the sire and rarely anything of
the dam, as we frequently buy them of men who attend

J?££z\oZAys °;„s:£r„s£x& London markef- stw - «re •*-^<™ «-

»

shire, the labour bill amounts to about 1170J. a year,
which, deducting for pasture-land, is about 38*. an

ot the latter. Of the 590 arable acres, 120 are in Clover
or other artiticial Grass; 120 are
summer and autumn food
including Turnip seed.—
520 acres arable, and 200

' acres pasture, there' are
employed with slight variations, 30 men, 7 women, and
12 boys, throughout tbe year, with 70 additional men

. tor three weeks during harvest time. 24 horses were
employed, which was a pair for every 43 acres of the
arahle land, until steam power was employed m cnlti-
vntion. Since then, one third (eight) less are needed
from the termination of Wheat sowing till the com-
mencement of harvest : but the other part of the year
(i.e.

, during harvest and during autumn cultivation, of
which, even with the aid of steam, enough cannot be
done) gives work for as many horses as ever;
so the difficulty is met in this way—four horses
are parted with, and from the others 4 to 6 colts
are annually bred, the foals are weaned early,

• and the mares are brought to work again just
when they are wanted. The labour of the farm,
calculated at ordinary wages, must cost 1200/. a year,
which, aaer deducting for the pasture-land, is at least
27. 4*. per acre.—(4.) My fourth instance is of land
near barn.gdon, of which one half is pasture, and the
whole is a dairy farm. It is 600 acres in extent, and
150 cows are milked, which of itself requires 15 constant
mmis. lue whole hand labour of the farm costs nearly
JJJW. a year, and is done by the following hands upon

in^Tge:
T
22 men

'
8 WOraen

* 10 bovs. Deduc-ing ft« the pasture, the labour of the farm amounts to

animal of this kind. When the calves are weaned from
the pail, which, everything being considered, we reckon
the best system, we begin by giving three quarts of
new milk at 7 o'clock a.m., and the same quantity
again at half-past 4 P.M. If the calf has never been

milk
; they will after a time or two take it without any

difficulty. Wecontinuethe6quartsof newmilk for the first
three weeks, at the end of which we substitute 2 quarts

|

per day ot skim milk ; at the same time we reduce
the quantity of new milk 4 quarts per day, the allow-
ance for the fourth week being therefore 4 quarts ofnew milk and 2 quarts skim per day. The fifth week we
reduce the quantity of new milk 2 quarts more, and in
this way continue, till at the end of six weeks the
allowance is 6 quarts per day of skim milk. Alter

milk

from 8 to 12 weeks we discontinue tlie milk STogeUier.
J hose which are weaned m this way we find take more
readily to other food, and although they may not be so
blooming as those or the same age which have been
sucking the cows, they generally are the best at the

?-??i
° ,•«

he
,

"e
?

fc two .* three weeks. There is
little difficulty m teaching them to eat oilcake;

to produce any favourable result, our experience'

favour of oilcake broken to the size of Beans sW
with a little perseverance and attention they 'uav 6e
taught to eat at a very early age. This, witi a iittle

Wheat-flour mixed with some nice sweet hay c\»g w
consider the best substitute for the fatty matter c«.
tained in the milk. This Wheat-flour is ground bri
common stone mill on the farm, from any li^ht or

•

corn which is not fit to send to market. This the ealvs

are very fond of, and eat it with avidity when onlyi

few weeks old. As soon as they are weaned tht

removed from the pens into some low open hovels,

having yards in front; they are divided into bow or

divisions 20 feet square, each division is sufficient to

hold six animals. They have mangers in the hovel, and

water-troughs in the division or fence, these two loti

are supplied from one trough here. Their food con*i-u

of cake, flour, chaff, and roots. I

During the summer they have the runofaGrw
paddock during the day, but return regularly to tk

yards at night ; the following winter they are keptin

larger yards, and which contain 'a greater nnmber«f

animals. Their bill of fare for this winter is 2 h. of

Oilcake, half a bushel of cut roots, with cut chaSaf

libitum. The chaff has a small quantity of floor a

pollard mixed with it, is moistened with water, toi

the whole mass turned over ; this is done the day previm

to using it. By this means they eat the chaff with mo»

relish, and moistening it prevents the flour being wasted

They are put to Grass the following summer, general

from the 15th to the 20th of May, or as soon us ik

pastures are in a state to receive them; they reman t

there on second-rate land till about the end of October, I

when they are brought home and tied up in the stalk

The daily allowance is then 4 lbs. linseed-cake, 4 II*

flour—| Bean, i Barley, 1 bushel of cut roots "ltU

chaff; the flour and chaff is mixed as already descry

At about the end of December the quantity of
:

cawn»
j

increased to 8 lbs. and the flour to 6 lbs.
;

tto «v

continue to receive till they are sold to the warn

during the months of March and Apnl, when u«?

weigh on an average 90 stones of 8 lbs. per »u wcfc^

under two years and six months old. At tins

the year beef generally makes 5s. per «one »

JJ
.

make 9*., but taking that as an averagej^'V^
the value ot each blast 22/. 10*. The cost ot ieep.

to this age will be as follows :

—

One calf .. •• 51
Milk, <fcc., 9 weeks '•• "344
Cake, Grass, &c, 43 weeks, at Is. 6d. ..

2d year, Nov. till May, cake, flour, roots, fie,
^ } ,

2s. 6rf. per week for 2C weeks. . •• V
May till November, Grass, 26 weeks, »«#.«»

8 »

3d year, November till April, 20 weeks, at a*.
______

£20 W '

Which leaves a gain to each animal of U 1

besides the manure. ,

f_p00eiit»^

Purging or diarrhoea is one of the most r h ^
fatal diseases to which young calves are su

j .

.„ „ *lu«w lo pt: , uay or sKim milk.
another week we begin to lessen the quantity of
and substitute a portion of water, till at the a

at or before they are three weeks old we begin by
putting small pieces of cake into the animal's mouth, as
soon as it has received the allowance of milk ; they suck
it and soon begin to take it of their own ace >rd. While
they are receiving milk a pen is provided or a stall in
the cowhouse converted into a loose box in which the
young animals are kept We generally keep from three
to five together; we prefer the lesser number, as we find 1

The receipt _^arrested will soon prove fatal,

used with successful results is an old <T;
chalk, 2 drachms ;

powdered opium, 10 grai
>
r^

,

catechu, £ drachm; arrow-root, 1 °Xv jnlr
*'

peppermint, 5 drops: give t^ice a

milk. After a cm
" "'"L

day m
eat care*

i-c'has been effected, g^-,,
betaken to prevent if possible a r-c j ^j
disease. A lump of rock salt should be^l

-^ »#

animal's reach ; this we consider yery m ^^
health of cattle at all ages, and whetner

the Grass fields. , • 1. vooBg
1

^,
Costiveness is another disease to wwci

. ^v
are subject. This is generally produced -

of the milk in the fourth stoinacii.^. ^ |

"
six

passage through it is obstructed.

Epsom salts, in doses of 2 oz. dissolve" t

___

and the dose repeated at intervals
Tfae

bojP

produce the most favourable result* __£«

another disease to which calves are nreq „. 0*
times it takes an epidemic '""".("'"indpip^Sl
hundreds of cattle; in many cases tla ^^Pi

rilled, and the air passages of the lu\orII1 s.
T»;

closed by countless numbers of smai ^.^ ppr

incessantly irritate the windpipe "j"
tillUed C0_J__,

the lungs as to produce an almost ^
loonic

oC<Tl
order to rid the system of these on*

^ o _fl_cA
w

number, as we find ' oil of turpentine, 1 oz. ; linseed 01

,
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repeated at intervals of two days, will sometimes destroy

the parasites. A mixture is prepared and sold by Mr.

Merrick, Veterinary Surgeon, Northampton, which has

been extensively used for the hoose in calves and lambs,

and strongly recommended by those who have proVed

its efficacy.

Calves are also very liable to a skin disease commonly

known as titter or ringworm; it is very infectious, and

soon spreads through the whole stock of young cattle.

It may be cured by rubbing the affected parts with a

mixture of linseed oil and sulphur, or with iodine oint-

ment; the latter we consider the best. In dressing the

cattle having ringworm care should be taken by the

person so employed to thoroughly wash his hands after-

wards with hot water, as it is easily transmitted to the

human subject. " Ich Dien"

27

Table II.—Analysis of Aktificial Grasses in 100 parts.
21. Cow-grass (1st)

sample) . . j
22. Black Medick. or )

Trefoil .. ..J
23. Bush Vetch
21. Sainfoin . . .,

25. Red Clover
26. Cow-grass (2d >

sample) . . j

Tares

6.30 .92 9.42
|

5.70 .94 7.73

4.64
4.32
4.27

.58

.70

.69

6.66
10.73

8 45

4.22 1.07 11.14

4.04 .52
'. 6.75 !

THE IMPROVEMENT OF PASTURES.
Recently I had presented to me a copy of a Prize

Essay* on the Improvement of the Pasture Farming of
Suffolk, and as it is a subject in which as a Farm
Manager in the Eastern counties I am deeply inte-

rested, I have perused it with no little avidity to

become acquainted with "those dictates of a well-tested

experience," and "those condensed truths" which the

tenor of the Introduction induced me to anticipate;

and, as it appears to me that the information it affords

relative to Grasses is calculated to mislead rather than

to guide on a point of the greatest importance, I venture

in the interest of my fellow agriculturists to offer a few
observations which I trust may prove deserving of

notice.

It is perfectly clear that our pastures are far from
being in a satisfactory condition, and, in accordance with
other readers of our standard agricultural authorities,

I can, with a few reservations, which may furnish

matter for a future paper, readily subscribe my humble
approval of the plans of draining, tillage, &c., recoin- little adapted for pasture land." It is true they pro-

Thus, referring to the above Table, it would appear
that Timothy is the best of all natural Grasses. It is

certainly a most valuable kind, but that it is not the
best of all is shown in the w Agrostographia," where it is

observed that " compared with others it is deficient as

an early spring crop ;*• and Parnell remarks that " the

deficiency in the produce of the aftermath, and the

slowness of its growth after being cut, are defects which
are not compensated by the superior quantity of
nutritive matter contained in the stems of the seed

crop."
Meadow Barley, the second on the list, is not men-

tioned in the " Agrostographia," as that work is devoted
exclusively to a selection of kinds possessing some
decided economic worth—but Parnell says of it " that

although an early spring Grass containing a consider-

able amount of nourishment when in flower, it is not
recommended for hay," nor can Mr. Bond entertain a
very exalted opinion of its merits, as he never once
mentions it in any of his prescriptions. Crested Dogs-
tail and Cocksfoot follow next in succession, and are
unquestionably excellent kinds.

Soft and Upright Brome are the 5th and 6th on the
list. Of the first Parnell remarks that " its being an
annual producing a scanty supply of herbage which is not
relished by cattle are disadvantages which are not com-
pensated by its early growth f and of the last named,
" that it seems to be not much relished by cattle, and but

wended in Mr. Bond's Essay for the preparation of
grounds intended for pasturage purposes, and I am
convinced that when the water-wheel and other
obstructions to our rivers and .water-courses have
become features of the past, and our landowners have
met their tenants in leases and other agreements simply
in a spirit of justice, we shall be able to see our way to
:i solution of the problem of proti table pasturage farm-
ing equally as satisfactory as the result already accom-
plished in the case of arable husbandry.
Wa may presume that our author, in taking up the

subject of Grasses for our instruction, would as a matter
of course certainly make himself acquainted with such
works as Sinclair's " Hortus Gramineus Woburnensis,"
LaWson's "Agrostographia," Parnell'a " Grasses of
Britain/* &c, aud he must therefore be aware that the
inferences to be drawn from his illustration of the
comparative value of Grasses at page 15, and from his
subsequent table of chemical analysis, are decidedly at
variance with opinions recorded by authorities entitled
by general consent to the highest consideration.
As it is desirable that the contradictions referred to

should be clwwlsuaxluhited, I wil l append a list of the
natural and artificial G nenflonecl in the tables
at pages 16 and 17 of the Essay, arranging them in the
order of their value according to Mr. Bond's analysis,
and then furnish relative extracts from the writers
above-named for comparison.

The two examples of what is called " Grass from a
water meadow " will be omitted, as the name does not
appear to denote any kind in particular, and no good
purpose therefore can be served by taking it into
consideration.

Table I.—Analysis of Natural Grasses, iv 100 parts,
by Mr. Bond.

duce an abundance of seeds much relished by sparrows
and other small birds and by pheasants—admirable
properties certainly in the eyes of bird fanciers and
game preservers, but as certainly no great recommenda-
tions to the favourable notice of the farmer, and no
great reason why they should take precedence of such a
I irass as Hard Fescue, which Parnell, Lawson and
Sinclair rank as one of the first in valuable qualities.

Of the common Oat-grass Parnell observes that u
its

agricultural merits are but little known in this
country," and from what is said of it in the " Agrosto-
graphia " those merits are not of a high order, nor
will a knowledge of the fact that the troublesome Knot-
grass is one of its varieties add much to its popularity.
It is also described "as yielding a very small proportion
of nutritive matter, and this little even avoided by
horses, cattle, and sheep, on account of its disagreeabh

I

as according to our authorities it produces .an early
spring growth and a superior nutritive aftermath.

In the Table of artificial Grasses it will be seen that
Black Medick, commonly called " Trefoil " or Yellow
Clover, is shown to be inferior in value only to Cow-
grass, and therefore superior to all the other Grasses
natural or artificial, subjected to analysis by Mr. Bond.
The writer of the "Agrostographia " however remarks on
it " that although its produce is bulky, cattle are not
generally fond of it, and that it should enter but
sparingly into mixtures." It may also be noticed, and
it is deserving of especial attention, that the two
examples of Cow-grass furnish very different results in
their analysis, of fully one-third of valuable properties
in favour of the first instance.

Influenced by our Essayist's admirable introductory
aphorisms, my impression has been up to this point that
his attention would have been altogether devoted to the
purpose expressed in his title page, and I am therefore
rather surprised by the display at pages 17 and 18 of
analyses of plants and weeds which the veriest
agricultural tyro graduating at the plough tail surely
knows are neither available for nor troublesome to our
pasture grounds.

It would have been equally as pertinent to his
ostensible object to have paraded a table of the
chemical constituents of Kidney Beans, Wheat and
Peas, as I imagine they are quite as well adapted for
permanent pastures as either the common Tare or the
Bush Vetch, a plant usually growing in woods and
hedgerows ; and perfectly as reasonable to have
enumerated the various properties discoverable in the
tissue of Groundsel, Chickweed, and Goose-grass, as they
aye just as troublesome in our permanent pastures as
either of the two weeds, Charlock and Scarlet Poppy,
which may be observed scientifically masqueraded in the
Essay as Sinapis arvensis and Papaver Rhoeas, accom-
panied by the common Wild Sorrel as Rumex acetosa,
and the Upright Crowfoot as Ranunculus acris, in
deference no doubt to the peculiar and intense aversion
of business men, "who usually read neither for amuse-
ment nor occupation."
A stranger to the Eastern Counties might readily

suppose, from this seemingly necessary recourse to the
corn field for examples of the worthlessness and waste
of weeds, that the management of our pastures cannot
have been so "infamous" or even so "bad" as to
justify those heavy censures which our Essayist, as the
representative of Suffolk's agriculture, is called on to
endure. Sorry I am, however, to say that such an
impression would be a decided mistake, and that very
little botanical knowledge would discover in our pasture
grounds no lack of subjects for the exercise of the
analyst's skill in the shape of Docks, Horse Daisies,
Hemlocks, Thistles, Kelks, Sedges, Horse Knops,
Rushes, Hassocks, &c. ; indeed so numerous andtrouble-

1. MMdow
tail, or Timothy JM«Mow Bartey
ru»Ud

,4.80 1.5
|
22.85

.94 20.05

lUri Fescue
• •

• *

3.70

3.54

3.49

3.41

9. Yorkshire Fog
Smooth-stalked V

U J?cnniaI Rye .

.

IX. Down/..,
" TeIlowo.it

S" cT 1* Rv •-""• .M

1J 46
.87 11.21

1.02 11.92

3.37

3.07

2.96

.86

.91

.92
1.04

. . 12.96

93 1

Mmtozzr*;.} 8.68

Bo"
J?»'-stalked

«e*ioxr Foxtail . •> J*

Anfi

14.15

12.08

19 36
18

10.

11.32 2.20

13.03 2.54

9.80 2.38
10.11 1.59
8.4'I 1

10 2.11

11

9.37 2.36

11.94 1.93

that it is of little value for either hay or pasture, as in
either state it is disliked by cattle, probably on account
of its spongy nature/* Parnell's and Sincluir'sobserva-
tions are to the same effect.

Of the Smooth-stalked Meadow-grass it is shown
by Lawson that "although valuable for a large and
early produce, it is necessary to use it with considerable
caution, as on some soils it is subject to the disease
called 'rust/ which will extend toother Grasses around
it," and Parnell says that " when intended for hay it

must be cut while in flower, for if allowed to remain
till the seed is ripe a loss of more than one fourth of
the whole crop is sustained."

This concludes our observations on the 10 superior
natural Grasses according to our Essayist's analysis, and
we will now proceed to examine how far his rule
accords with the dicta of the writers whom we have
quoted in reference to his inferior Grasses; and as I am
perhaps already occupying too much space, I will con-
fine my notice to the five last examples. Parnell
remarks of the Rough-stalked Meadow-grass, that
" although it does not succeed well on dry and exposed
situations, it is most valuable to the agriculturist on
moist, rich, and sheltered soils." Sinclair speaks of it
in the highest terms, and Lawson mentions it most
favourably.

The Annual Meadow-grass is certainly a trouble-
some weed in gardens, but our authorities say
its recommendation as a pasture Grass is justified by
the greediness with which it is devoured by cattle.

|No authority need be quoted, I imagine, in favour of
Italian Rye-grass, as its great merits are sufficiently
known to farmers to place it in a higher position than
Mr. Bond's mode of estimate has assigned it.

Of the Meadow Foxtail it is observed by Lawson
'* that it is one of our earliest and best Grasses, and that
it constitutes the greater portion of many of the richer

stares of Britain." Parnell and Sinclair express a
similar high opinion of its merits, and this, be it

remembered, is one of the kinds especially pointed out
by Mr. Bond as being deficient in fat and flesh-

producing principles.

Sweet Vernal is the last on the list, and though

•—" -n thu rmr^. . ,T—^ .
- perhaps not of the most valuable for fattening

:
j

.V -^Lh^ « h worthy of high consideration

?£^12\ ^A^UmrT from -the well known fact that pastures where it

abounds produce the finest fhvoured mutton; " aud also

bitter taste."
j

some are they that even the writer of the supplemen-
Yorkshire Fog is presented as the next in value, tary Essay, our " Friend to Improvement " "frae ayont

and the author of the " Agrostographia " remarks of the Tweed," for so I suspect him to be from
it " that it is very productive and ofeasy cultivation, but

a

12.49

7..1

5S.S5

.73

ro.oo
76.

57
G9.33

7265
69.70

2

3

• -

1.95 67.14

10.06 2.15

I 2.01

14. ,72
12 47 1

17.00 4.17

71.43

61.

60.40
69.00

51.85

2

3

.97

.71 10.79,

.80 14.11

8.

.67 8

10.11

6

4 82

2.20 73.60
! 2

.59
2.21

70.14

W.r.l
6 70 1.55 80.20
7 15 * 80.35

2

2
2

I"-** br UhTr*, h^X. Zg?""™ the priM

characteristic caution he exhibits in confining his
observations to facts and matter evidently within his
ken, appears to have lost his equanimity, as otherwise he
might have

Turned the weeder clippers aside,
And spared the S3'mbol dear.

By his mode of estimate Mr. Bond establishes certain
premises regarding the value of various Grasses, and I
would now proceed to consider his application of those
data in his treatment of that most important part of
his subject which occurs under the head of the fourth
proposition of his Essay.
On examining the preceding Table of natural Grasses,

it will be observed that there are 20 kinds, arranged in
the exact order of their agricultural value, as by Mr.
Bond's analysis, and it might therefore be supposed"
that the first 10 on the list would be recommended by
him at least more generally than the 10 last named

:

—not so, however, for while he appears in practice to
ignore the existence of five of his superior sorts, he
actually prescribes in his mixtures for permanent
pastures not less than six of the kinds he has so
conclusively proved, according to his system, to be
remarkably deficient in good qualities, two of them
being the very lowest in his scale of value.

This somewhat unique if not very logical use of
facts, besides being confuting toordinary comprehensions,
has a plain tendancy to excite a question of the sound-
ness of our Essayist's premises and deductions in other
branches of his theme, and neevs- uily to defeat in a
great measure the objects so generously sought to be
gained by the Right Hon. donor of the pr and
therefore, as well as in vindication of the Censor's
decision, it may be desirable in his next Edition to
explain those inconsistencies and to furnish the par-
ticulars of some one of the many cases of improvement
quoted [throughout the Essay. The instance referred

to at page 22 would lently be a derided

and interesting example, judging from the remarkable
effect the results seem to have produced upon the
tenant.

Referring to the lists of mixtures of permanent
Grasses on the 20th and subsequent pages, it will be
noticed that no quantities arc mentioned, and that
apropos of so important an omission and regarding
selections for mixtures wc arc informed " that kinds
add proportion* are subject to variation according to
«i remittances/' Such is precisely the case, and this
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into habits •fgood spelling—be taught the principles of arith-

metic up to decimal fractions really much better in three years

thau he is now taught in the common method in six years.

In other words, the elements of education may be indelibly

impressed upon him by his tenth year ; that is to say by

the time he is of any bodily capability for productive

service; by the time the parents will, aud too commonly

must have his wages, or must have his self-support to aid the

subsistence of the increasing family. But this economy, of

result, it must be borne in mind, is only obtainab'e by the

application of a higher order of teaching power than is at

present commonly found in the schools of rural districts.

What that is was denoted in the schoolmasters' returns to the

previous census, from the fact that 700 of them were signed

with marks, and that in nearly one-half the schools reading

only was taught."

Mr. Chadwick then discussed the advantageous

physical results of a half time system of*education.

" Most farmers are now aware that if colts are worked too

young, old and strong horses are not obtained ; and that

every colt is worked injuriously and tastefully if it be worked
the same stages as full grown horses. Yet we permit this to

be done with children, the future stock of labour of the
country. We permit them to be overworked mentally, as well

as physically. Six hours of sedentary meutal effort is as long
a stage as adults can stand from day to day. Six hour* is a
full stage of mental work for young prize men at the Univer-
sities ; those who go beyond it generally fail. Six hours school
teaching from day to day wears out the school teachers ; yet
the present educational theory expects that amount of mental
effort from day to day from infants; and I am propounding
it as a novelty and a discovery that such an amount of atten-

tion is really not got from young children. It is the common
practice to work young and growing children bodily also

during the same stages, or during the full working hours as

adults."

Mr. Chadwick then referred to the experience of Mr.
Paget, M.P, of the actual result of the half-time

system in the instance worked hy himself. The details

of this case must be given next week, and meanwhile
we give one of Mr. Chadwick's concluding remarks :

—

" Having submitted this statement, you will probably ask
me—What can we do in the matter? On which, my lords and
gentlemen, I am tempted to answer, what cannot you do if

you will only set seriously about it? I myself ask your con-
sideration of what you may do, and whether it might not be
well to refer it to a special committee of the Council to consider
what may now be done to give effect to that provision of your
charter which requires you to take measures for the improve-
ment of the education of those engaged in agriculture—on
which topic you have everything before you. You have com-
mitted yourself to nothing ; having done nothing as a Society
you are in the advantageous position of having nothing mis',
chievous, such as now abounds in common schools, to undo."

Mr. Chadwick then referred to the desirableness of
publishing the evidence especially of Mr. Paget's success
with a view to his experience being copied. This we
hope next week to do.

Sir Edward Kerrison proposed that the thanks of the
meeting should be voted to Mr. Chadwick for the
interesting paper which he had read. He had taken

__
much interest in the subject of the union of parishes for

remain naked fallow. Potatoes look wefl Grass pro-
the purpose of school instruction, but he regretted to add

mises a fall and early crop. H. J. Turner, Richmond. tuafc his experience, derived from acting for five years
as chairman of a Board of Guardians, and in other

proposition indeed embraces the pith of our principal

difficulty, and the point on which a little plain prac-

tical information would have been invaluable.

"We are, as was before confessed, perfectly conscious

that our pastures are in a very unsatisfactory condition.

We are also deeply impressed with a sense of the desir-

ability and necessity for improvements ; and so far as

the preparation of land by draining, tillage, &c, is

concerned, we are not perhaps altogether ignorant of

the best systems to be followed to that end ; but of

the individual histories of Grasses, their peculiar

adaptations to certain soils and exposures, of the

various periods of their greatest productiveness, &c,
we possess comparatively but little information, and
consequently are not sufficiently acquainted with those

combinations of kinds which render the pastures of
certain districts richer and more productive than the

Grass lands of other localities where clearly there are

no advantages of soil, situation, climate, or cultivation.

Mr. Bond's Essay signally fails to meet this require-

ment, and although in referring us to a highly
respectable seedsman he suggests what in good faith

appears to him the only feasible alternative in the
present state of our knowledge, still I cannot admit
that his care of the question is yet legitimately con-

cluded ; nor ought we without reproach to rest content
till we have thoroughly mastered a subject which
unquestionably is the farmer's own. 2\ Mitchell,

Rainham, Essex.
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Home Correspondence.
Crops in Yorkshire.-—We have had for the last few

weeks as fine weather as could be desired—warm air

and frequent showers. The thermometer has frequently

registered 60° as the coldest point. The pro-

gress made by all our crops during this

period has been wonderfully rapid. Wheat has grown
well, and has almost suddenly burst out into ear.

I had no difficulty in finding in this neighbourhood
ears folly out on Friday last, the 21st inst. ; last year
I could not find one until July 2. We seem, therefore,
nearly a fortnight earlier with Wheat in shooting this
year as compared with last year, and there is generally a
fair but not a great crop of that important grain on the
ground. Oats promise to be an average crop, but it is

too early to speak with confidence about them yet.
Barley when it was sown at a proper season looks well,
but a deal of land was left unsown until very late by
farmers waiting for rain, and on all this late sown land
the crops look thin and patchy. Beans are flowering
early and well, but they are very short. Turnips—in
Turnip 6oil—are forward and looking very promising

—

but much strong land intended for Turnips will have to

&twfetfc&
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

At a Weekly Council on the 26th June, 1861, the
Eight Hon. the Earl of Powis, President, in the chair,
Mr. Chadwick, C.B., read a paper on the half-time
principle of instruction to children engaged in agri-
culture, from which we make the following extracts.
Mr. Chadwick said, after some preliminary remarks,

he believed the future progress of agriculture to be
largely dependent on the improvement of the education
and the intelligence of the working hands. He quoted
the case of the Scottish farmer, able to pav higher
wages to the higher style of labourers whom he
employs.

•• I have known of instances of advanced agriculturists of
tins class coming south, attracted by the better climate andlower rent of the land, looking at farms there. But when theyexamined the condition of the labourer to which they would
E*^7

!
** confined by tfae law of settlement, when theyw . J

5 ^w state of intelligence and the habits they would
?w it i

W,th ^° wor
,

k a chaD ffe of system, they determined

2? J:™ °T
er

-

pr£e <££*$ ?* not a sufficient compensation

f^m t?^^ and they ^thdrew
«???«?• We°k

}
lHd

V
cated *"* iU-conditioned labourerand the 20*. an acre land." '

In reference to the style of education in common and
parish schools, Mr. Chadwick stated :—
o«^ G com™on doctrine of school teaching requires anattendance of five honrs a day in winter and six hours a dav insummer, up to the 13th or 14th year, to impart what is deemed
a sufficient elementary education, consisting chiefly inmoderately good reading writing a plain hand, and the past few years. This is its fourth" *™»*i"~* 2Telements of arithmetic. xVow, if the agricultural populations since its establishmpnt Th oT a ,, t

meetlnShad everywhere good school teachers close at hancf in well
establishment. The fim^a ^1l~^j i__ .,

°

ways, did not lead him to think that such unions would
be generally practicable or successful. The distance
between the school and the field was too great ; even
those who were desirous of instruction would loo'k out
for inferior teaching nearer home. That the farmer
would cordially co-operate with a system which would
cut each day into two was out of the question ; it was
very doubtful whether he would concur in a plan for
teaching on alternate days. The course practically open
to all friends of education in purely agricultural districts
is to maintain a good day school for the younger children
and open a night school for older lads. In such a night
school he had seen 70 lads and men out of a population
of from 800 to 900. He must add one remark on the
comparison which Mr. Chadwick had drawn between the
appearance of English and foreign labourers. He had
seen a good deal of, and travelled a good deal in France,
Belgium, and Germany, but did not remember to have
seen labourers who as a race were physically superior to
the English workman. The different rates of mortality
at home and abroad confirmed him in this view of the
comparative vigour of the races.

Lord Walsingham seconded the vote of thanks, which
was carried unanimously.
The Council then adjourned to the 3d July.

Essex AGuicrjLTTjnAL *. Rompord.—JW 25 —-TheEssex Agricultural Society is one of those provincial
associations which have been resuscitated during the

mL *
--

-1 meetin
lne funds collected by thcounty on the occasion of the Koyal Agricultural

Society's meeting at Chelmsford were more Z
sufficient for the demands upon them, and the greater

appointed schools, this is an amount of attendance involving- asacrifice of the wages and services of children which, againstthe increasing demand for them, will not be given byc^S^ Hie'rlr- of
B
?L? ***«• «"P»™ wasgranteoTtolhe

1

county society
;

excitement and stimulus, but of a permanent lo™l
institution for the maintenance of that stimulus. Since
the Chelmsford meeting accordingly at Colchest

Had the weather been favourable the m^t
have been an entire success. There wn* ^*
competition for prizes open to all England tob

^**
of our best breeders of live stock and mJ^^
of implements together ; and the count* J!^!?*,

the Suffolk horse and the Essex hog,^?
lJ»

of several good breeders of Short hor^ ^j*
er£

of several breeders of Southdowns, not to mentf i

factories of several first-class implead
tt^J ?*

materials of a first-rate agricultural sho^^JVji
The weather was lamentably wet thwi*W ;j
greatly checked the enjoyment of the fat.

The Premiums offered for Stallions kvL wrw
j.

the County were awarded, 1st to Mr. Brown of FeliJ
for Hero, who also ran the winning horse in the?
England class very close, 2d to Mr. Jonas Wj
Rising Star, and 3d to Mr. Christy's Prochr, R»
young stallions were shown in class of two m<to
and the 1st and 2d prizes were taken by Mr.aJ
of Bulmer, and Mr. Cockerell of Little Easton.

In the two classes of Cart Mares, Mr. Brittti
tf

Dagenham, and Mr. Colvin of Piahiobuiy, *
1st and 2d prizes for mares not under four yeani
and Sir T. Barrett-Lennard, Mr. Carter of IW
and Mr. Walker of Wennington, took 1st, 2d,«j^

prizes for mares with foal at foot The younjebi

fairly represented the Suffolk breed—the bestpUk
in the island, cerrainly in England, for farm pup,
and Sir T. Barrett-Lennard (3 prizes); Mr. Pigoic

Beckingham Hall, Mr. Ward of Mersea (2 pna

Mr. Clayden of Littlebury, and Rev. G. Dmi
Ingatestone, were the prise holders.

Three pairs of plough mares were shown k

Premium 10, which was taken by Mr. Hicbi

Navestock.

The competition for the prize open to all EngW

was very good. Mr. Thomas Crisp of Butley Abbey

it with Marquis, a magnificent Suffolk cart stils*

which has already been successful at Swaffham •
elsewhere.

No fewer than 30 entries competed in 11 classafc

prizes offered for riding and coaching horses ; brti

only some of the classes was the show a good or

The 1st prize thorough-bred itelKon, shown by 7

Barker, of Ingatestone, was disqualified. In foe

of brood-mares no prizes were awarded; and in

K

sections the number was very small. The priaeg

to all England for thorough bred stallions was w«P

to Captaiu Barlows Middlesex. ~^
The judges in the horse classes were Me8BrjS

Spooner, and Cox, for agricultural horses; "^
H. Corbet (of the Farmers' Club) and Ttaw&W*
horses. *

.^
In the Cattle Classes there was a go°dd

f\°, TJ
and some mediocrity, both as to the w*r"^
each class and as to the classes generally. T

J?^
shown were almost exclusively of the a .

breed. The 1st prize for the best Sbort-homij

was taken by Mr. Sturgeon for Emmet, certamiy

i^
coarse shouldered animal, though P08868?

6

^*
good points. The 1st two-year-old pn«

^
Comedian, shown by Mr. Christy, of Ro*wel^i
dian is a large red roan bull, bred by Mr. a

j

Milcote, and one of his "Charmer m» -

Clayden, of Litflebury, showed a gooY?ilst0
yearling bull, Earl of Essex, which took tne

in its class ; and Mr. Sworders Duplicate, a

roan, taking the 2d prize in this class, was re

for straight back and thick fleshy rib. ^
There was a very fine show of pure-brea

o ^
-wfl, and the 1st prize was taken by.«*-™ ^>
with a remarkably fine red cow, in wnat n»j

exhibition order. '

x. n;fara wen*
^

The 1st prize for 2-year-old wrf«»

Waterloo 24-a rare roan heifer, P^^e.
Bolden's sale as a calf, *ed well managed W
is the property of Mr. Mcintosh.
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positively mischievous, mentally as well as bodilvA mass of evidence will be found, by those whochoose to consult it as laid before Parliament, that goodteaching three hours a day, practically imparts as much book
instruction m less than three hours a day as is now commonlv

SST^^ta f
Cfd

-

,en e°£^.* ^"'U.re.TwT^
I Chelmsford, Saffron WMen.'lnT^ow £ Rn'TTtnose at work m factories, with agricultural children workino- ™ „*.• u i_ n ,, , ,,

w at Komford, -
part of each day, as well as on alfSate to«t^th^Shi^ ?^'ID5 has beenammally held at which severalteaching, are found to be equal in book attainments, and j

nundred pounds have been given as oriap* for li™

er,

a

-Mr. Curi8ty, of Roxwell, was A
-
^

hibitor.
tl AJderfltf* \-

Heifers of other breeds were mostly A^
Guernsey, and some very fine anima

Gv&fy <**M
were shown by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, J*'- m*^
others. - .«A iBZi-A-ifL.

«« the ground **.1 deir*.

One of the best made cows on toe b ^ w ^.^
Bhown by Mr. Bernard, of ^rlo^ab ly h

4* X,<* 01

rr,r^i tl wullptlt"des for aPP^faS them, to the long-

mitted ta VJv!' 1CH**™ collects, and which will be sub-

chnd^oh^fe™
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year
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balHlme school, conducted under a srood

stock and implements.

park ami grounds of Mr. Mcintosh, near Romford
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b
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fr°m^e fo 'lowinS comparative state-

dtaL ? h«i I \JT 8 °W ^ been especially
distinguished by the large entry of i.nplements
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Lennard were the chief exhibitors of Southdowns, and
Messrs. Emson and Portway were exhibitors of the

Black-faced Suffolk breed. Mr. Fisher Hobbs was suc-

cessful in most of the classes of Down sheep. No prize

was awarded to the yearling class, for lack of quality !

though we understand there were yearlings there bred

by the Duke of Richmond and purchased at a long
figure at his sales. In the class open to all England
the difficulty of contrasting the different breeds arose,

and it was a question whether the prise should be
awarded to Mr. Rigden's Down or to Mr. Aylmer's
Cotswold, both first-rate of their respective breeds.

The recommendation of the judges was that a prize

should be given to each.

There was a fair show of Pigs, 1 8 boars and 1 4 lots

of sows competed in five classes. Here, too, different

breeds were shown in the same classes ; the compara-
tively small and fine Essex black, with the large York-
shire white and the comparatively coarse Berkshire,
One of the best on the ground was the firsf prize
black boar pig shown by Mr. Clayden, of Littlebury

—

the sire a boar of Mr. Sexton's, the ilam by a boar of
Mr. Fisher Hobbs. Mr. Fish or Hobbs showed a pen of
3 boar pigs in the old class—being a few hours too old
for the younger class—which were commended. The
1st prize went to Mr. Sworder, of Stapleford, for a
white 1 year and 4 months old boar.

The Implement ground, occupying several acres, was
well filled with assortments of all farm implements
from the steam-engine and threshing machine to spade
and hoe, contributed by Messrs. Ransome, Garrett,
Picksley, Sims & Co., of Leigh ; Ashby of Stamford,
Page of Bedford, and others, besides the well-known
county manufacturers Coleman, Woods, Bentall, Hunt,
Ac. There were 43 stands and 549 entries. Among
the other attractions of the day, not to speak of the
magnificently timbered park, in which, thanks to Mr.
Mcintosh, the whole was exhibited, were a Flower-
show and Poultry show, and military bands. And it

is right to add that an additional gratification was given,
especially to agricultural spectators, by the sight of
several of Mr. Mcintosh's herd of Short-horns, some
of which, in addition to those competing for the
Society's prizes, were brought into the park for
inspection. Among them are Lady Oxford 4th and the
third Duke of Thorndale, lately imported from
America, to which reference have already been made
in these columns. Mr. Mcintosh has in these animals
of Kirkleavington blood, and in Waterloo 16 and 24,
also of Mr. Bates's breeding, as well as in others of first
rate tribes, the elements.of a herd which must in a few
years stand second to none in the country. His
American bull is a superb animal, thick, deep, fleshy
and symmetrical, and of first rate quality.

Farmers' Clubs. ^
Newcastle i Lord Kinnaird on Reaping Machines.

—The following letter to Mr. Wilson, of Woodbnrn,
wss read by him in the course of his able lecture on
reaping by machinery, lately delivered before the New-
castle Farmers' Club :

—

" I consider that we are Indebted to Ure Roy. P. Belt, and t
bis brother, Mr. G. Bell, for the reaping machines at'present
in use, and I would refer you for further details to the
Journal of AgrieuUurt of the Highland Society, published by
Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh, for January, 1854, in which is
a very interesting account, headed * Bell's Reaping Machine '

.
"My reason for giving Mr. BeH and his brother the credit

is, that, although several patents had been formerly taken out
during many previous years, nothing of any note had resulted
rom them—and the American machines forwarded to this
cc untry, the] originals of those now fn use, were constructed
subsequently to Mr. Bell's—a larger number of which were
sent to America, and there imitated.

" i got one at the time, but was obliged to lay it aside in
consequence of the weight, iron being almost wholly used in its
construction. Mr. G. Bell, however, naturally feeling a
parental affection for this his own creation, persevered with it
and brought it at length to great perfection. Bb made an
arrangement for its manufacture with Mr. Cresskill, and it is
known in England as * CrosskiU's Bell,' but at present it is
: ,-. Bd by Mr. Watson, of Env.I, N.,rth Britain, and it

ery toquently used by farmers in Scotland. There is an
"t

1 *«**£ ii?
X
S
en^* '?,

<n
?.

tin«f and atooking white crop
with Bell s Reaping Machine ' in the Number for April

a* the Scotii* Farm* and HorticuUurut, whica is
jr looking at.

oogst the first, if not the first machines which came
America, was Hussey's, and I immediately procured one*n; i cut the corn-depositing it behind, the driver

Sfln !if"^ **? nece8aity for hfting the corn at once,
'

«i 5f
h£Z2Zi

F*?^ co"ain
«f round a^in » » object

but .the great defect was that the cutter choke d.

^ESS^wiSSli ^1^°' the next machine w&ich
_5T^ *2 from Am«"ca—to this was attached Bell'* r««l fWrtwins the corn towards the knives, and a man satin a^ar Z

_J^iW?"nZ3SrV£ei X* *"* H into 8heaves
- Tnt great merit

laSJ^-S^tT" t
.

heJ«I«ted cutter, which, *wlth Tomejfct MOdMcatKm only, is adopted in every machine a th!K Q^SSSWSS? 7
lth *"• ^«™3f sctso*™

at^ J-J22K J*
100

!
11 k™te. I was so much pleased with

to*
Mesft
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4
smith,

indispensable. I engaged a very ingenious black-

lff2*^V^.=2 feS ofcarrvln^t
suggestions I

- re^?il ,
my OWn *""' but the very valuable^»ed from practical men, I succeeded in producmTTvpriUl» ^wkable implement, but I found, in practice Iw ?L

* ^

*52S aa^SLEItW?ich mi?ht*™ "*7- The difficulty

,, *WX^^^ble
,
toP°"Pulie thecuttiiurof the'eron tl

^ At last; IiiSSS?* th«-°PP°rt,»ni'y of another experiment
- *o Wlbpt fa^S? rl^i6 -™^^ents for a fisld

P
of Wh^

[CM ***** lQT^ purpose of experiments, and I believe the

was
crop, .there

!ast portion was not cut till the beginning of November ; but I

was amply rewarded—the result being that I have got a most
complete implement, and one which I have used constantly for

the last three or four years ; indeed I have four, as I consider
that on a good sized farm, a couple of machines are of great use.

I gained the first prize at two meetings of the Highland Society
of Scotland, but did not exhibit at the English Society last

year, though I intend to do so at Leeds this year. I will now
proceed to give you my opinion, founded on considerable prac-

tical experience, on reaping with machinery, and on the differ-

ent machines now in use,—of course my opinion can only be
taken for as much as it is worth.

" In the first place, I consider that a reaping machine without
self-delivery is an imperfect implement, in so far, that it is

do saving of expense, while one great advantage, that of corn
being laid down lightly ou one side, to which reference will

hereafter be made, is lost. On the other hand, there is no
doubt that where hands are scarce, or on small fields and very
hilly ground, one with self-delivery may be used with advan-
tage. A considerable number of these have been sold by
different makers, and I suspect the cheaper rate at which such
can be made, than the self-delivery machines, has been an
inducement to farmers to purchase them, in spite of their

requiring two men, one to drive, the other to take off, which
last is not able to do a good day's work if the crop is heavy ;

and, indeed, even with a light crop of Wheat, no nian can
continue such work for a number of days consecutively, whatso-
ever he may do for a mere exhibit There are, I know,
several intreni' plans for assisting the rnker, but nothfng
equals the sclf-dulivcry. It is difficult to form a fair estimate
of the respective merits of machines seen only at shows, as i

such occasions they are driven rapidly, which makes them cut
better, but the fatigue consequent thereon to the horses makes
this rate of speed impossible in practice. The self-delivery
machines, however, which I am about to mention, do not
require to be driven fast in order that their work may be per-
formed well. I will only speak of those with which I am
practically acquainted, namely, Wood's, Bell's. Burgess & Key's,
and my own. Wood's combines mowing and reaping, a com-
bination which, at first sight, appears advantageous, but
which, I am satisfied, does not answer in practice. Wood's
mowing machine is a useful implement, but the bar is too
weak—yields in passing over uneven ground, whereby the
cutters are impeded in their action, and some part must give
way. The provision for rising and falling according to the
inequalities of the ground is ingenious, and is in this respeci
superior to Burgess & Key's mowing machine, which is also
tolerably effective. It is comparatively easy to cut seeds, but
close meadow Grass presents greater difficulties to the action
of machinery. Wood's reaper, though light, is superior, in ray
opinion, to either of the other three above-named, but will
need several improvements before it comes into general use.

" Next, with regard to Bell's, this is a very perfect reaper,
which has gained many prizes, and is extensively used by
farmers. It has the great advantage of passing through gates
easily ; it also cuts out a breadth of the crop for itself, which
in the case of all other machines, has to be done by the hand,
or with the scythe, but which is, iu fact, no real objection in
gractice. A very ingenious plan has been devised by Mr.
ell for laying the corn, if required, in sheaves, considered by

some as advisable, in which opinion I do not concur, as I
believe it takes away from one of the benefits of reaping
machines to which I shall refer later, that of the advantages
derived from the mode of depositing the grain by self-delivery
machines. My objection to the machine is, that it is
heavier in draught than mine, and requires a driver of
some little experience; but, nevertheless, it is a very good
implement.
" I now come to Burgess & Key's reaper. This is the most

generally used self-delivery reaper of any which has yet been
invented. Like mine, it is an improvement on McOormick's,
the delivery being effected by means of revolving screens, and
it does its work admirably. It is also driven in the same manner
by a man sitting in front, who has complete command over
the working gear, as well as over the horses. Any plough-
man, with common intelligence, can be taught in a brief period
of time to manage a machine driven from the front. It lays
the corn very evenly, though, perhaps, not quite so well as
Bell's, and, in some cases, apparently better than mine ; but it
- only in appearance, the outside straws being caught by one
of the screws, are laid at right angles to the machine, covering
the deposits beneath, which lie more or less obliquely. The
external layer, however, looks well to the eye, and may tell at
a show, but is of no practical benefit. The objection I find to
this machine is, that it is rather heavier to drive than mine
and that, with a heavy crop of Wheat, the screws do not catch
the grain, and stoppages are frequent. With mine, on the
contrary, the heavier the crop the better it cuts ; but, with
regard to light Barley crops, Burgess & Key's machine has, I
think, the advantage. Bell's, I should say, has the merit of
being equally efficient in both cases. I have endeavoured to
fve, fairly, my own impressions of these machines with which
am acquainted. I will now proceed to describe, as far as I

can, the difference between my machine and those above
mentioned.

" These self-delivering machines are worked by means of a
pole, with a pair of horses, like an ordinary carriage. In Bell's
case the pole is behind, and the horses, to all appearance
push the machine forward ; but, in fact, the bars being
attached to the end of the pole, the traction of the horses upou
these propel the machine. In mine, one horse works in shafts
with an outrigger, affording greater command over the machine
for turning and backing. The plan for raising and depressing
thecutters is simple. The draught of the machine liffht--not
harder to work for a pair of horses, if so hard, as ploughing
when the com is standing, one man and a pair of horses cutdown with ease one imperial acre per hour. When the corn
is laid, it is less, as it may be necessary to take the grain
either in face or sideways, in which case the machine can onlywork one way, returning empty. The delivery of the grain isby means of bands passing over a smooth surface, similar to
Bell s. These are more easily driven than the screws, and, as
1 have said, are better adapted to a heavy crop. My machine
it well made, works season after season, requiring little or no
repair. The advantages of cutting by machinery with a self-
delivery are these :—First, a saving of exnense, and frequently
also of a great portion of the crop ; secondly, less risk of shaking
out the gram

; and, thirdly, independence from the necessity
of obtaining extra hands, in many places very difficult to
procure, and attended with many evito.

" The machine is used at a period wben horses are not so
much required, so that additional food is all the outlay the
mrmeris put to, and the extra hands arc reduced to the few
required for binding np. Some seasons it is true that only
part of the crop canoe cut by machinery—that portion which
is standing or bid only one way ; for, if much twisted, like last
year, it can only be accomplished by hands. Granting, how-
ever, that but half is cut by machinery, a great saving is even
then effected, for much grain is lost by being allowed to stand
for want of hands. There are seasons when it ripens simul-
taneously, and it consequently becomes over ripe and shakes

I
out I have seen fields quite green in spring from this cause.
This the machine obviates completely. Not only is it more
expeditious, but it lays the corn down so gently that no grain
is shaken out ; and from the mode of its deposition, the heads
sloping downwards, allowing the wet to run off and the free-
circulation of air through the loosened stalks, the grain is
ready to be carried or bound up, as the case may be, much
sooner, and is not so liable to injury from wet weather as under

the old system. I saw the effect on a fieldoTBariev whichwas subjected to a week's rain ; and while the one-half was
uninjured, the other half which was tied up had sprouted.
" A man and a pair of horses, allowing a two hours' rest can,

unassisted, easily cut down 10 imperial acres per day
; butit

would be more advantageous to work the machine the entire
day without stoppage, by means of relays of men and horses.
The grain may lay till it is either fit for carrying, or the binders
are ready to enter the field.

"I have endeavoured to comply with your request, and I
have also endeavoured to state, as impartially as I can, my
opinion of the different machines which have come under my
notice. It is, perhaps, natural that I should have a bias in
favour of my own; and my long experience of its merits may
excuse the preference. I believe it would have been more
generally used in Scotland, had not the maker, to whom I
entrusted it after the death of the blacksmith to whom I
alluded, turned out some very imperfectly made machines.
However, I trust that you and your friends may have the
opportunity of judging of its merits, such as they are, at
Leeds.
" I am fully convinced that no new invention can be brought

out without a series of trials and disappointments. Improve-
ments may very possibly still be made ; but, at any rate, I
have no doubt that, before many years, reaping machines will

be considered as necessary an adjunct to every farm as any
other implement now in use."

Miscellaneous.
The Labourer on the Continent.—Hie system of small

farms (la petite culture) so generally prevalent through-
out the Continent, markedly so in France and Belgium,
induces a condition of things vastly different from that

prevalent in this country; and hence we find that the
class of men who hire themselves out for farm labour is

not in any way so important as the class with us.

Farm labourers are not numerous, as large farmers
requiring their services are anything but numerous
themselves. Their place is taken by the body of
peasant proprietors, who may be said, in general terms,
to represent our agricultural labourer class. I have
travelled pretty extensively on the Continent, and I
confess to having formed a very favourable opinion as
to the condition of the agriculturists of the lower ranks.
Time will only permit me however to glance at their
condition in Belgium ; more especially that part of it-
Flanders—where cultivation stands so deservedly high.
Wages are not great ; a farmer in the neighbourhood
of Courtrai, who farmed about 90 acres, told me that ha
gave his labourers 67 centimes a day, that is about 7d.
per day with an ample supply of provision—meat,
bread and soup. From a franc to a franc and a quarter
may be stated perhaps as the average without
provisions. Nearly all the labourers have small plots
of ground, which they have time to cultivate, and
which they do with the most pains-taking care. That
the condition of the labourer is in every way a
comfortable one, even a cursory investigation will
easily show. The clothing is wonderfully good, far
above—especially in the linen department—that of
our labourers. In the districts where the small plots
of land are cultivated by the present proprietors
pleasant signs of personal and household comfort abound
everywhere. The village streets through which one
passes show little of the squalid untidiness which too
often greets the eye of the traveller in this country

;

and seldom is he offended with the sight of children
bouncing about in all the Arab freedom of dirt and
rags which characterises too many of the rising youths
of ourjown villages. Nor, let me add—which possibly is

one grand reason of all this comfort—do you see the
drunkard staggering through the streets in the hope-
lessness of confirmed degradation. The cottages are
small, and scantily furnished, according to our ideas ot
furnishing; but a scrupulous cleanliness atones for this,
and adds a charm which abundance of furnished wealth
without it would not give. The personal dress of both
sexes gives you the idea of great comfort, although in
the materials employed you have no evidence of the
abundance of money. It simply tells of small funds
liiid out to highest economical advantage, than which
nothing I conceive is more satisfactory in peasant life.

Mr. R. S. Burn before the London Farmer? Club.

How John Bull is Fed.—
Amongst the shipments per the "Waterfowl steamers for

England during the week ending on Saturday last were 1290
pigs, 295 cows, 132 sheep, 2940 bales of bacon, 7(57 firkins of
butter, 720 cwt. of lard, 4160 barrels of Oats, 1020 sacks of
flour, 80 sacks of oatmeal, 290 cases of eggs, 293 packages of
poultry, 52 boxes of salmon, 478 barrels of ale, porterT&c —
Clonmel Advertiter.

Our contemporary does not state how all this is paid
for. John Bull does not demand credit for what he
consumes. He pays for it in gold ; and although he
may be a heavy feeding animal, his gold circulates in
this country, and without him the Irish stall-fed ox.
and the rat sheep would not remunerate the stock-
breeder or farmer for the capital he employs, or the
risks he ruus from the casualties of disease until his
cattle are prepared for market. The manufacturing
districts of England are our best consumers. Liverpool,
Glasgow, and Manchester are the ordinary markets for
Ireland, which, it is presumed, is an integral portion of
the empire ; and why should not the farmer " bay in
the cheapest and sell in the dearest market," according
to a great authority in political economy ? It is not
desirable that people of any class should live as did
their ancestors a hundred years ago. It would not be
profitable for the landed proprietor or the fanner to
breed stock to kill and eat—nay, to invite all their
neighbours to an open house to consume the produce
of the soil. This patriarchal system has vanished since
the Incumbered Estates Court was established. It did
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0ut flowers have to be carried in the hand, or be

sent to a distance, some other arrangement becomes

necessary. The quantities of fresh flowers that are

continually reaching London from the distant

country seats of the wealthy classes, show that

good gardeners know well enough how to manage.

Our remarks are therefore not intended for them,

"but for the crowd which does not know ; and we

confine ourselves to such mistaken methods a? come

within our own experience. Those indeed who
doubt the necessity of our remarks should see the

state in which flowers are frequently reaching us.

Many suppose that if flowers are guarded by
something soft, they run no risk of injury; and

so they wrap them in cotton wool, or nice

dry Moss. Of all contrivances this is at^ once

the commonest and the worst. Cotton wool is one

of the driest materials we know of, and Moss is

another. When cut flowers are placed among dry

cotton wool the latter sucks out of them what

water they can give up, and distends itself by

emptying them. The same of Moss. Both too

are dirty substances sticking to the surface of

flowers, from which they cannot be easily detached.

A favourite protection to a bouquet is a clean dry

cambric pocket handkerchief, wrapped tenderly

round it ; this is almost as bad as cotton wool,

and for the same reason, except that it does not

become entangled among the flowers. A very

clean, very dry, deal box, pierced with air-holes,

is employed by some, the flowers being wrapped in

dry tissue paper and laid loosely one over the

other. Dryness, again, in this case asserts its

power, and still the flowers die, the currents of air

that of necessity set through the holes adding

greatly to the mischief. It will be easily under-

stood that errors of the same kind may be com-

his dunes (Norfolcice denes), and with such com-

plete success that his shifting unmanageable plains

(Norfolcice brecks) are now solidified and covered

with an almost impenetrable forest, so entirely

have the running roots taken possession of the

land. How Count Lambert proceeded in the

work of planting does not appear; but from

the expression "on fait chaque annee des semis

it seems probable that he sowed the land directly.

Other landholders in the neighbourhood have

followed his example, so that the tree has been

increased "prodigiously." Measures, says M.

Gxjerin-Meneville, are now taking to introduce

among the plantations the new silkworm from

Japan which feeds on Ailanthus (see Gard. Chron.,

p. 508). Here is another great matter, how to

make sea banks impenetrable, practically solved.

It is to be hoped that planters will at once try

what can be done with Ailanthus on our own
sandy shifting coast, among the " Marrurn" banks.

In a late dumber of Yan Houtte's Flore des

Serves, a little known plant called Aspidistra

elatior is strongly recommended for the decoration

, „ .
of sitting rooms. It is represented as capable of

A favourite protection to a bouquet is a clean dry
\ living there for any length of time without

suffering in the smallest degree, and being

indifferent to temperature, a high and a low one

agreeing equally well with its constitution.

The beauty of the plant consists wholly in its

leaves, which are 2 feet long by 3 inches

broad, leathery, bright green and striped more or

less with white. The flowers are insignificant.

All that is necessary to preserve its beauty is to

keep it always in the shade, and tolerably dry in

winter, at wnich season wet is fatal to it. As to

its soil, it requires a light substantial mixture of

peat and rotten leaves, with plenty of water in hot

weather when it is growing.

M. NAUDrN reports, in the same work,

that among the Palms cultivated out of doors in

the mild climate of Cannes, where Rhapis flabelli-

formis died last winter, Jubcea spectabilis retained

all its verdure ; and appears to be hardier than the

Date Palm itself. A hint for the growers of

greenhouse Palms in England.

At the meeting of the Imperial Horti-

cultural Society of Paris on the 23d of August
1860, Monsieur Gosse, a nurseryman at Courbe-
voie, exhibited Easter Beurr6 Pears [Bergamotte
de Pentecote) in perfect condition. Mr. Gosse had
kept them in a fruit room formed in a very dry

appearance of the yellow disk being set inTrich^L
ring.

The third, a perfect gem, had been sent from Lim
stone Hills, Champion Bay, Western Australia bv V
James Drummond, under the name of M k afL '

guinea. Although the flower heads were smaller th

in M. Manglesii they have the great merit of p^
ing a crimson centre instead of a yellow one • aodtK
plant throws up from the very baas its

fl *Jn

branches without stopping till they form a ^J^
flat- topped mass. The effect is exceedingly

pret£
and the plant promises to be one of the mostL
annuals of its class.

^*

Mr. Thompson has favoured us with the
following

memorandum respecting the species. **

Out of doors it grows about 7 or 8 inches Ity M rf

will make a neat edging, for which it is me suited

than Manglesii, being more bushy and fctg ^
specimens vary, however, in this point, and also ia%
intensity of the colour of the disk, as well as in theWfc
of the inner bracts forming the ray. So^ f^e

flowers are quite an inch across. Both imdoia

and Manglesii seem to require stopping, \m \^
atrosanguinea does not.

mitted in other directions. "What then should

be done ?

It is clear that the grand object is to stop their ! cellar, where there was no current of air, and
|
Adex, and a Papilionaceous herb ; any P6180?,

NOTES MADE DURING A GOVERNMENT
EXPEDITION TO THE VITI OR FIJI ISLANDS.

By Beethold Seemann, Ph.D., F.L.S.

(Continuedfrom p. 600.)

I departed from Suez on the 28th of February,

steaming down the Red Sea, which by the bye is not

at all red, as I have seen it sometimes in old paintings,

but of a fine deep blue colour. Commentators have long

agreed that it was simply by an error of translation

that it received its present name, the word rendered rsd

being said to mean by some a certain seaweed, by

others a "bullrush." I am afraid we have here more

of the " bull " than the rush, the shores of the Red Sea

being at present quite destitute of any such plant

The third day after our leaving Suez the heat began to

be oppressive, and on nearing Aden—" Hell with th«

fire put out," as the Indian passengers pleasantly term

it—our clothes began to feel like the shirt of Nesss.

The bare rocks, rising from the water's edge, rather

tend to remind one of the heat one is suffering,

than to divert attention from it. There is not

the faintest attempt made at this place to cultivate

anything. Yet the statement so often met with m

books of travel, that there is not a blade of any kind to

be found, has long since been disproved by people

accustomed to look a little more closely mto such

matters. I was not quite so fortunate in my ^jvest

as the author of " Half-an-hour's BotanisiBg;at Aden,

but in about ten minutes I collected half a dozen

species, among them a shrubby Reseda, some C^

insensible perspiration, or at ail events to reduce

it as low as possible. This is to be effected by
securing a damp and tranquil atmosphere, as is

well shown by the freshness of flowers carried in

a man's hat in hot weather; they do not fade,

because the dampness caused by perspiration from
the head effectually stops all perspiration from the
flowers themselves. "When sent by post nothing
is better than wrapping them in oiled paper;
when carried otherwise a piece of wet sponge
fastened inside a wooden box, or layers of wet
brown paper, or wet flannel as a lining to

the box, or freshly gathered Cabbage leaves with
their under side placed next the flowers,

are unobjectionable. If the box is of tin well
secured at the lid, then a source of constant
moisture is less requisite, for the leaves
and flowers themselves will form an atmo-
sphere of sufficient dampness for a short time.
Another method which answers extremely well
when flowers are gathered in dry weather, is, as
soon as they are cut, to throw them into a bag,
like a carpet bag, made of mackintosh. If the
snap of sucb an article closes well, flowers will
remain fresh all day long in a broiling sun, as
some botanical travellers well know. ~

wrapped them each in common grey unsized inor for some time will no doubt be able to add to e

" " ~ * " '
'"

D?. T.Anderson's recent Flora of this curious locality.

French paper. He had for several years followed
this plan, and always with excellent results.

Flore des Serres, No. 155.

Those of the gardening world who propose
to be in France next September may be glad to

know that the Great Atjttjmn Show of the Impe-
rial Paris Horticultural Society comes off on the
21st, 22d, 23d, and 24th of that month. It is

announced to cover 1300 square yards, and to be
held in the house of the Society, Rue de Grenelle,
St. G-ermain, No. 84.

The principal objects of exhibition will be
New Vegetables, New Fruits, and New Plants

;

New Seedlings, finely grown specimens, examples
of forced or retaided flowering, collections of
Vegetables, collections of Fruit, Peaches, Plums,
Cherries, and other st6ne fruit, Grapes, Pine
Apples, groups of Hothouse plants: Orchids,
Palms, &c.

;
groups of Greenhouse plants : Fuch-

sias, Horseshoe Geraniums and their mules,
Petunias, Verbenas, Hanging Plants, sets of hardy
plants

: Pwose trees in pots, Cut Hoses, herbaceous
plants, Annuals, Gladioli, China Asters, Balsams,

At the cantonment, a few miles from here, Figs, Ac*

and Capparis have been planted, and are waterea vm

a well in the neighbourhood. ^,
Having coaled we proceeded on W?^%&?2

Cape Gardafui, and reaching Port Louis, p?TL.
the 17th of March. The rainy season beingJ^

to terminate the island looked all verdure,re^^

tbined
and the other high peaks bemg enveloped »

whilst the excessive moisture loading the air, t ^
with a temperature of 90° in the shade, *°£

Dotir

rendered the comparison with a vapour d

appropriate. Early on the.following
p
^SU&i

visit to the markets, where I was rather diJipt ^
seeing so little fruit, it not being the m ; ^
Bananas (Musa chinensis), were pien " L^
were only a few Alligator Pears (Ferseat

and Mangoes ; Oranges sold at a smu *
u ^d

the Tomatoes offered were chieny a
h ^

kind, which I was told P088688^*^^ g^
^i;™*« fl„™,„. +!,«« «,« larger sort comm^. £.,

,

mug sun, as Phloxes, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Bouquets±ne reason
;

flowers for the hair, and flowers arranged for table

delicate flavour than the larger sore o^ -^ {

There is a great number of varieties o

^^
very fair collection of which I saw

ft ^
Denison's private gardens at Sydney, w» ^ q{^
assortment of Capsicums and Mu8tt?»

I

1 fancr, f.
the late Governor-General has apar'cui ^w
cultivated. New to me as pot-herbs we ^why such flowers are preserved is still the same

;

' deCoratiou to«rn^.*^«7J^KXX) ^Wous So anums (S. oWeu^ ds ?-the air around them is damp Tourists who hunt So that there is something to satisfy amateurs of **d Amarantus tristis. The Nightehad^.

after wild flowers, or Ferns, should provide them-
|
aU tastes and means,

selves with a bag of this description.

U we could hope that these hints would be
remembered we should see no more instances of
misapplied care producing an effect exactly the
reverse of what is intended.

tisfy amateurs of

Those foreigners who wish to
. exhibit should

apply for instructions to M. Rouillaed at the
address above mentioned.

Cottnt Lambert, a great Russian landed
proprietor living at Odessa, states that having
tailed for 16 consecutive years in his attempts
at fixing the deep blowing sands on his estate,
by Pinasters, and Acacias, he had at last
succeeded by the aid of the tree called Ailanthus.
No wonder that his difficulty should have been so
great, considering that the desert operated on is a nwA „hifrA ««rt#.h«. ^..^ _ , ,
fnnf Ho<m i™ o««^ *.- i-i i tt • P"re white; another called maculata. with thp

Wrf !5 V f !u
S

°u ^lld r°Ck
--

HaVmg
^
characters of the old Manglesii, but taller mo7e robustheard something of the hardy constitution of and somewhat larger in the flower head was d is hiAUanthus, its indifference to good land, and its guished by having °the beautiful rosy involucralleavesrunning roots, he eventually took to planting it on stained deep crimson at the base, so as to produce the

New Plants.
238. Rhodanthe atrosangxtinea. /. Drummond

-* in litt.

R. foliis radicalibus spathulatis caulinis lineari-oblongis
obsolete trinerviissessilibus, caulecorymboso, involucri squamis
erectis, flosculis disci atrosanguineis. H

At the last meeting of the PloTal Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society, Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich,
exhibited some charming new Rhodanthes. One was
pure white ; another called

ana Amarantus tnstis. if. Zh\te M& c0l0
l,

informed, were eaten by both *®^ Matey8W?
population,butthe Amarantus only oyt

the
Bott*

in the island. The road leading tc

^^JJJ
Gardens was in excellent condition, ana i ^ gpr

rinds, Mangoes, Casuarinas, Coconut
-, ^

nutPalms,the hedges conswfango^uP ^m
can Aloes. On drawing near Pamp}^ of the Sf*
garden is situated, I had good glii»P ^Q eXtea^,

cane fields, always a refreshing »8n
j; near]y

****.

these crops in Mauritius seems to »
of rAin «

ua i:«.ia- a i-,-j„ fiia nfioasionai w»" . ^fl ,its limits. Already the occasional w &*%£
the planters that no more trees must ^ „ e„*»

•

Ve vegetation

must be religiously preservea^
pianted/:

fl^
*?

that the remnant of native J^^^er to a

mimf ha ralimnnalv TirOSerVeU. ,_„+ofl lB ? ^
moisture Casuarina trees are n

°^J^jiy aid*^
numbers, and they will no doubt mate ^^
ing the island supplied, whilst at t

n ^$
greatly add by their graceful habit

scenery. . l f *be ^e

Mr. Dana*, the saperiatendant
o ^ ofer

Garden, received me kindly, ana s"
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establishment. It is not often that one sees a garden

in the tropics. A fine villa, shaded by groves

of Palms and gigantic Fig trees, may look very

pretty in a picture, but to the astonishment

of our northern minds, people in the tropics will

rather cut down every vestige of vegetation near their

abodes, and let them bask in the sun the whole day
long, than run the risk of getting fever or being con-

tinually annoyed by mosquitoes. Even to those who
have travelled much a tropical garden is therefore a

sight not often lighted upon. But that at Mauritius

has besides high claims upon our notice. There is so

much to be seen and wondered at that you hardly

know where to begin. In one part there is the

Traveller's Tree, the Urania speciosa, not in isolated

specimens, but in groves, almost large enough to lose

oneself in. The effect which such masses of this plant

cause is striking, and I can imagine what a singular

appearance they must impart to the landscapes of

Madagascar. Mr. Duncan, with the few hands that he
has to keep so extensive an establishment in order, has
made'many happy improvements. The lakes, islands,

and rivulets, as well as the grouping of the trees display

taste and judgment. There is one fine avenue, a back-
ground to which is formed by the singular Peter Botte,

presenting a beautiful picture. In order to protect the

visitor from the rays of the sun, rows of Palm trees have
been planted on both sides ofthe principal walks, which
not only effects that object, but enables you to see the
flower beds. About a hundred different kinds of

Palms are cultivated, some of which from the small

islands about Mauritius appear to be new. There were
fine specimens of the Arenga saccharifera, and several

of the Hyophorbe indica with forked trunks. A
double Cocoa-nut (Lodoicea sechellarum) was pointed
out as being 25 years old, but not having as yet formed
any stem. It was standing on a little hillock, and Mr.
Duncan recommends its being planted in well-drained
places, and attributes the reason why those sent to
England have died to their being kept rather too wet. I

was muchinterested in a fine HorseRadish tree (Moringa
robusta), the bark of which can hardly be dis-

tinguished! from our common Horse Radish ex-

cept that it is perhaps rather more pungent I had
never before beheld such large specimens of the
Kigelia pinnata. The peduncle of this tree is perhaps
one of the most singular in the whole vegetable
kingdom, being as many as 30 feet, or even more in
length, the point continuing to grow and produce
flowers for years. These long tough " ropes," hanging
down from the crown of the tree, loaded with numerous
•Gourd-like fruits, produce a strange effect, reminding
one of the Mucuna altissima and congeners of that
species ; but whilst the peduncles of the Mucunas are
annual, those of the Kigelia are perennial productions.
I also saw here for the first time a plant, of the
existence of which I had previously heard in Mexico,
its native country, namely a variety of the Poinsettia
or Euphorbia pulcherrima, with white bracts. Mr.
Duncan, at my request, forwarded living plants to Kew,
so that the variety will no doubt soon find its way
into other gardens. Poinsettia pulcherrima is certainly
a plant of the real beauty of which few have a true
•conception. On the table land of Mexico it is seen in
nearly every garden, flowering about Christmas time

;

hence its name of Noche bueno. A well-grown bush,
loaded with large gay coloured bracts, is a truly
magnificent sight, probably never beheld in Europe,
because the shrub is generally treated as a hot-house
plant, whilst its proper place would seem to be the
greenhouse. In Mexico I found it wild several thousand
feet above the sea level, and about Durango cultivated
in great perfection, though there are often night frosts

during ifa flowering season. Perhaps more curious than
the white Poinsettia was a semi-double Ixora, there
being so few instances of Rubiaceous plants becoming
double, and I do not remember any other save Serissa
frctida and Gardenia florida. Mr. Duncan raised it from
seeds. Phyllarthron Commorense, which has never
been known to flower in Europe, here attains
12—18 feet in height, and annually bears pink blossoms
and whitish fruits, as large as*a little finger, made into
jellies, though they are almost tasteless. Garcinia

flower beds were edged with Malpighia coccifera

and Serissa fcetida, producing a pretty effect. The
Madagascar Lace-leaf plant (Ouvirandra fenestralis), in

high condition, was kept in a secluded part of the

garden, as it had previously suffered too much from the

inspection of the interested. There was also a number
of new and unnamed plants, obtained from Madagascar

and other islands of this region, and Mr. Duncan much
regretted that since Bojer's death there was nobody in

the island who could name them correctly. He haB

since applied for a competent person to be appointed

for this especial duty, but as he is to be a practical

gardener at the same time, and as the salary

(200Z. per annum) is less than that of a common
copying clerk in Port Louis, I believe the office is

still vacant. A person with sound botanical know-

ledge would find here a fine field; new plants

constantly turning up, and old ones presenting

good materials for observation. One of the greatest

checks upon the prosperity of the garden are the

hurricanes and floods, by which the labour of years

is often destroyed in a few hours. Mr. Duncan pointed

out to me the effects of the last great hurricane, and
they appeared truly awful. A great deal has been done
to counteract the ravages of the water, but that is

accompanied with difficulties, and I learn with deep

regret that since my visit one of Mr. Duncan's little

grandchildren was drowned in one of the very floods

which he has made so many efforts to stave off.

(To be continued.)

TIMBER FORMING.
Growing trees wholly for the sake of timber is not

at the present time of the same necessity as formerly,

iron being extensively substituted in many cases, and
wood being imported at a cheap rate. Nevertheless

good 60und timber of home growth will always be in

demand for naval purposes, agricultural implements,
and machines ; and on estates where there is plenty of

wood, labourers' cottages may be well and substantially

built for much less outlay than if the timber portion

of the materials were not on the spot. Trees therefore

still constitute an important item in the value of

estates, as purchasers are well aware. Planting trees

in land that is well adapted for the growth of

corn and green crops is certainly not now to be
recommended in this or any other country where grain

has to be imported to make up an annual deficiency in

the supply necessary for the support of the inhabitants.

Still, were the whole country arable, trees, judiciously in-

terspersed,would prove advantageous ; for setting aside

their intrinsic value, that of the crops would be enhanced
by shelter in our variable climate. It is well known that
sudden checks by cold are highly injurious to vegeta-
tion, hence the practice of gradually "hardening off"
plants before they are subjected to a colder temperatui*
than that in which they had been previously growing,
or one which would stop their growth if at once
exposed to it. Trees do this ; they prevent the effects

of sudden changes from heat to cold, and consequently
prove beneficial to vegetation. Supposing crops are

in a vigorous growing state in hot sunny weather with
south or south-west winds, and if, as is often the case,

these conditions should be reversed, the weather
suddenly becoming cloudy and cold, with a wind from
north or north-east sweeping over the island at the
rate of 30 or 40 miles an hour, then, in one
day, the previously heated air would be off to
the continent, or over a portion of the
Atlantic, if no trees existed to obstruct the
sweep of the wind. Where such is the case
the warm air is moved along in an uninterrupted
current, its place being occupied by an immediate
influx of cold air; and thus vegetation is subjected to
a sudden chill. On the contrary, where there are treet
warm air lurks for some time at least in their shelter,
mixing by degrees with the eddying sweeps of the
colder air, and thus mitigating its intensity and in-
jurious effects.

It is evident that if this view is just, trees in a
variable climate like that of Britain are beneficial to
crops, and therefore may be planted sparingly with

Cochinchinensis has borne fruit, said to be more acid
,
advantage in arable land. There are also places where

than that of the Garcinia Mangostana,—also an
;
agricultural crops cannot be grown, but in which trees

inmate of the garden. Rubus rosgefolius fl. simpl. '

- *-*-* ll *" • —
' •

is still wanting in Europe, if I mistake not,
though, the double variety has long been culti-
vated there, exactly as happened with Cleroden-
dron fragrans and Kerria japonica. It grows wild in
humid places of the island, and its fruit being slightly
acid is used in the same way as Raspberries. I asked
Mr. Duncan whether the Rhipsalis,found in Mauritius
were wild or merely naturalised ; and he expressed his
belief that they were truly wild, adding that he knew
a species with white, another with red berries. In this
he is indirectly supported by the discovery of Rhipsalis,
made by Welwitsch on the mountains of Western
Africa. The adopted generalisation that all Cactacea}
are indigenous to the New World requires therefore
some modification. There seems to be no doubt
that the native country of these Rhipsalis is in the Old
World, whatever there may be about that of the
common Opuntia. I was much interested in the

o h some kind or other will succeed. There is of course
no reason why these localities should not be planted
with the most suitable species of trees, such as will
prove remunerative after deducting all expenses of
planting and after-management, and more especially if

for the latter mis-management is not substituted, and
practically carried out at greater expense than would
be necessary to rear good, useful, and consequently

valuable timber. On this important point we think

some observations may be made ; for notwithstanding

all that has been written on the subject, it seems
necessary that more attention should be directed to it.

If trees are necessary, their good management ought to

be considered equally so.

Let us take two simple examples, one of proper

management, the other of the contrary. Two young
plants, of the same species of tree, are as similar as

possible. They are planted under precisely the same

pruning knife, or a penknife, cuts off the top of
one of the aspirants ; the other continues its

erect and now undisputed course, and the
tree forms the bulk of its timber in one solid

stem. In the other tree the two leaders are

allowed to grow up side by side, and thus

instead of one good stem, two small imperfect ones

are the result of neglect discovered too late for

effectual remedy. But the old saying, "Better late

than never," is in similar cases of forest mismanage-

ment frequently acted upon, and it is decided that one

of the two must be cut off. Such means as were

employed for the removal or check of the young com-

petitor will not now avail : and instead of a penknife,

or in default of that even the finger and thumb, a saw

must be employed to cut off the twin stems. The
wound will heal over in time, but it has been found

that any branch exceeding 4 inches in diameter when
separated from the trunk of a tree leaves a shake in the

timber from the wound downwards to the root. All

the vessels employed in conveying sap to the branch

previous to its amputation may possibly become dis-

eased when they have no branch to supply, even
although the wound may be completely covered
over with fresh wood and bark. Frequently, as

regards external appearance, all seems perfectly

sound, when internally a portion is actually rotten,

and communicating the elements of decay to the
yet healthy adjoining tissues, so that the main
trunk, which ought to be the most valuable part,

is rendered unfit for any purpose for which good
timber is requisite. In short, the whole tree is of very
little value compared with the one that had no wound
inflicted except that required to check a young aspiring:

shoot. That was necessary, otherwise there would
have been two slender stems instead of one solid

trunk ; but better these than spoil the whole by
removing one after it had acquired too large dimen-
sions for the operation to be safely performed. That
this has been too much practised any carpenter that

has worked pruned timber will testify. The con-

sequences of the timely single cut, and those
resulting from the total neglect of it till too late,

are not exaggerated in the above example ; and
the conclusion to be drawn from it is, that trees should
either be pruned when young or not at all. With a
few saws, hatchets, or other pruning instruments, a
few workmen can soon cut off a thousand rather large

branches, and thus render unsound the timber of a
thousand trees. This may be no fault on the part of
the workmen ; but heavy responsibility rests with
some one who ought to have had intelligence enough
to direct them otherwise. Doubtless amongst forest

trees many irregularities of growth are to be seen
which might have been easily prevented by knowledge
and foresight when they commenced to be formed,
and when the mere stopping of certain young shoots
was all that was required to prevent the necessity of
future interference with the natural growth of the
trees.

In pruning plantations attention should be prin-
cipally directed to the disposition of the young shoots.
A tree must have branches to bear foliage, for without
this wood cannot be formed ; but a regularity should
prevail among the branches. These being derived from
shoots, it follows that irregularities among shoots give
rise to others among branches. Of the latter as many
should be provided as do not overcrowd each other

;

nor should many be allowed to issue close together on
one part of the stem whilst above them for a long way
the stem is naked. If this is allowed to be the case
the tree will not taper regularly, and its timber will
prove cross-grained and liable to break easily at the
place whence the many branches derive their origin.
Presuming that the branches are regularly disposed as
regards distance, care must be taken that no one
becomes overstrong for the rest, nor for the upright
leader.

These directions are few and simple ; but on their
being acted upon or the contrary depends the greater
or less value of immense property, public as well as
private. T.

Home Correspondence.
Rust on Grapes.—Many reasons have been adduced

as to the cause of this malady ; but few people appear
to me to arrive at the right conclusion in the matter.
Some say sweaty hands cause it, others greasy hair, and
others, ffgain, attribute it to syringing with cold water.
I believe none of these to be the real cause. The root
of the evil, in my opinion, is allowing moisture to settle

on the berries in the morning through not giving air
sufficiently early ; then, when air is given, the evapora-
tion is so rapid that the surface of the berry is cooled
similar to the wet bulb of a thermometer, killing the

epidermis of the berry. Some good Grape growers like

to get a dew on the berries before giving air ; but in

most cases where that plan is adopted, air must be
given very gradually, and then the moisture settling

often causes bright spots to appear similar to those

caused by the sprinkling of water on them, but
regularly dispersed over the bunches.more

Another cause, but not so general, is the sprinkling ofv . v«w , circumstances and make equal growths. After some . „ .

* emery, the place where the Orchids are kept, and I years, both are inclined to fork, two shoots on each flues or pipes when very hot, producing steam in the
the flower pots grown, the latter being pieces of becoming comp titors for the leadership. One man, 1 house ; in this case only the bunches nearest the heating
bamboo, each joint forming a vessel, which certainly perhaps the proprietor himself, in passing foresees the I power get affected. I have occasionally experimented
haa the advantage of never breaking. Most of the consequence, and with any light instrument, such as a I with a bunch or two, passing them through my hands,
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but it failed to produce rust. Older heads than mine

may see other reasons, but if care is taken to give air

early, and avoid cold draughts* there will be but few

complaints about rust on Grapes. One thing is rather

strange in reference to rust, and that is that Fr-on-

tignatis and St. Peters are not so liable to it as Black

Hamburgh. Can any one assign a reason why they are

not? J. Qaddy TJie Garden, Willersley.

Diseased OaJcs.—Your Correspondent writing from

Sherborne, near York, states that he has observed this

year numbers of diseased Oaks. I have done the same

in this locality, and have attributed it to the severity

of the last winter acting injuriously upon the half

ripened wood of the preceding summer. There are

several on this estate, and four or five near Matlock

Bath railway station are quite dead, and up the valley

of the Derwent towards Chatsworth there are many In

the same state. The soil on which they grew is strong

loam resting on limestone. J. Gadd, Willersley, Matlock.

Rose Sports?—I have budded a multinora Rose with

a Geant des Batailles bud, and the enclosed is a bloom

from the bud. Does budding- high coloured sorts on

multinora or Noisette Roses generally change their

colour ? J. C. B. [W e think there must be some
mistake ; the bloom sent is white resembling Acidalie,

and has nothing to do with either multinora or Geant

des Batailles.]

Onosma tauricum.—Can any of your readers inform

me how this pretty perennial may be propagated, in the

absence of seeds, which do not appear to be ever

ripened, at least not on my own specimens ? Jacques.

Galvanic Slug and Snail Shocker.—Having a few

pet plants which slugs and snails are particularly fond

of as food, I have devised the following simple and

efficacious mode of protecting them against their and

my enemies; and as this plan may be useful to some of

your readers, I herewith send you a description of my
galvanic circle. Procure a flat ring of zinc, large enough
to encircle the plant ; make a slit in the ring after the

manner of a key-ring, so that it can be put round the

stem of the plant and then rest upon the ground. Now
twist a copper wire into a ring very nearly of the same
circumference as the flat zinc ring, and putting it round
the plant let it rest upon the zinc, as in the illustration.

No slug or suail will cross that magic circle ; they can

drag their slimy way upon the zinc well enough, but
j

let them but touch the copper at the same time and

they will receive a galvanic shock sufficient to induce
them at once to recoil from the barrier. It will, of
course, become evident that mural fruit can in a similar
way be protected by fastening along the wall two
narrow ribbons of the metals mentioned. Other appli-
cations of this principle will doubtless be made in many
gardens as the occasions arise. In the illustration Z Z
is the zinc, S the slit in it, C C the copper wire. Sep-
tim*s Piesse, ChisimcJc.

r
A Foundling C too.—In the centre of my flower

garden is a fountain in a tank of water surrounded by
a rockwork of stones and run brick. Some weeks ago
having seen a pied water-wagtail frequently runnins
about on it, I searched for and found a nest in a very
snug place under a slanting piece of run brick. Soon
four eggs were laid, certainly by the water-wagtail,
and in course of time they were hatched. I did not
observe anything peculiar about the young birds at the
time, but a week or so afterwards I was much surprised
at seeing the nest occupied by one monster with a very
wide orange-coloured mouth, a young cuckoo, which has
grown most rapidly, and is now far too large for the
nest. The parent birds are incessantly on the move to
supply his wants, and come with their mouths full of
insects. The question is—how could it have got there
I feel certain that the old cuckoo could not have even
crept in to lay her egg. Did she take it in in her
beak, as these birds are reported to do ? It must have
been introduced after the wagtail began to sit, so the
period of incubation is probably shorter than that
required for the wagtail family. The rockwork is in
lull view of the house, my children are constantly run-
ning round it, and the gardeners dipping cans for
water, and the fountain playing. When looked at the
young cuckoo ruffles his feathers, swells himself out and
pecks m - savagely at any one'; finger held near him.What became of the wagtail's own ehilrfrpr, T *—««

oncttes*
July 3. —The
year took place

of fruits and

Royal Botanic, Regent's Parle:

Society's concluding exhibition for the

on this occasion. The display both

flowers was excellent for the season, and the weather

being favourable, the attendance of visitors was large.

Mr. May, gr. to J. Spode, Esq., showed as usual the

best collection of 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, all

large and well flowered.' Among them were the

Willow-leaved Ixora in admirable condition, Allamandas,

Azalea Gledstanei, and others still loaded with blossom

;

the handsome violet purple flowered Pleroma elegans,

each bloom of which is as round and large as a five

shilling piece; Phoenocoma proliferum and other Ever-
lastings; Franciscea confertiflora, the sweet smelling

Rhynchospermum jasmiuoides, and a white-flowered

Cape Heath. Among plants from Mr. Peed, who also

showed in this class, were a white-flowered Ixora, a

large Cape Heath, Allamandas, Hederoma tulipiferum,

one or two Vincas, Dracophyllum gracile, Franciscea

confertiflora, Rondeletia speciosa, and the pale blue

Roella ciliata. From Mr. Baxendine came Hoya bella,

Rhynchospermum jasmiuoides, Clerodendron splendeus,

and Combretum purpureum, a fine specimen ot Stepha-

notis floribunda, one or two kinds of Epacris, and a

yellow-blossomed Heath.
In collections of 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., stood first.

Among plants sent by him were Pleroma elcrans, Ron-
deletia speciosa, Allamandas, Francisceas, Erica de-

press, Kalosanthes, Hederomas and Statices. From
Mr. Chilman came Stephanotis, Dipladenia crassincda,
various Cape Heaths, and other plants, the names of
which differed little from those already mentioned.
Mr. Kaile also showed some good specimens in this
class ; but they were insufficiently in flower, and there-
fore made but little display compared with what they
would have done had they been in better condition.

Messrs. Fraser, Cutbush, and Rhodes showed good
groups of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, among
which were Dipladenia crassinoda, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, Dracophyllum gracile, one of the best varieties
of Erica tricolor, Everlastings of different kinds, the
showy Kalosanthes coccinea, the Javanese Ixora, Static©
imbricata, Allamandas, and Clerodendron Kaempferi.
Among groups of 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

the best came from Mr. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., of
Streatham. It contained Allamauda grandiflora, Draco-
phyllum gracile, Erica tricolor, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, Pimelea Hendersoni, and a Cape Heath. Mr.
Ten?, gr. to Baron Hambro, who was second, sent
Statice Holfordi, Kalosanthes coccinea, one or two
Everlasting, and Mitraria coccinea; the last was not
however, in tirst-rate condi'ion as r irds bloom.
Of Plants remarkable for the b raty of their foliage,
llecti. came from Messrs. Williams, Jackson, Lee,

Cutbush, Henderson, and others. Among them were some
wonderfully fine si imens of Ferns, Palms of dinerun
kinds, Mar.u. », Cdadium Chantini, <• M »it », I W-
mei.and others; Crotons, Rhop m, Dleffenbachias,
Aspidistra lurida van tta, fine examples of the
spotted-leaved Coltsfoot, rPnrf.,^n,« —«~,i~\ r<

phvllum magn
palmate leaves; variegated Begonias of differenVkinda*
Cordyline and Dracsena indivisa, Alocasia metallica, and
JicnsLeopoldi; the last a handsome plant, with large
bright green obovate leaves some 15 inches in length
and nearly a foot across. Messrs. Veitch had some fine
variegated Begonias.

Cape Heaths were shown in admirable condition and in
tolerable abundance; among them were obbata, some
of the best varieties of tricolor and ventricosa Par-
mentieri rosea, mutabilis, unusually well coloured-
Shannoni and depressa. We also notice.? two new
kinds from Messrs. Jackson, one a long slender tubed

iu« variegata, hne examples of the
Coltsfoot (Farfugium grande), Cvano-
lficum, Aralia Sieboldi, with deeply cut

find out. H. R. [Run-bricks are we presume the half

vitrified masses called "burrs*' near London.]

The Toad a Bee-eater.—This morning a swarm came

out of one of my hives and settled on a Box bush ; it l

was hived, and the hive placed upon the board on the

ground amongst the shrubs. As four of us were watch-

ing it to see the bees go in, a large toad suddenly made

his appearance at the edge of the board, in (for a toad)

the most excited state ; he snapped up a bee which was

running at the edge of the board, then another, shut-

ting his eyes as he swallowed them, as if it was the

best thing he had tasted for a long time; after the

third bee one darted at and stung him on the back,

when he made a precipitate retreat, but soon reappeared

and clambered up on the board and snapped up two

bees at once most cleverly. We saw him eat eight in

two or three minutes ; his brilliant eyes were fixed on

the bees as they ran, his' movements most rapid as he

snapped them up, never missing a chance. How many
more lie ate I know not, as he escaped me and got

under the plants close by. II. R.

Dendrob
with or

Saccolabiuin guttatum and prtemorsum, the WV>
Butterfly plant, Anguloa Clowesi^ with five C
clear vellow blossoms, Phalaenopsis rosea, Aeri/*
maculo*sum, the pretty Dendrobium Farmeri, and t£
yellow brown-barred Odontoglossum Insleayi jJj
'Mr. Milford, gr. to J. McMorland, Esq., ;ho *JJ
second, came Cypripedmm villosum, the charmW
crimson-flowered Cattleya superba, Dendrobinm

fa
mosum, D. primulinum, with pink sepals and petak
and large pale yellow trumpet-shaped lip; thebriS
orange Epidendrum vitellinum, and Lselia purmJ?
Mr. Peed sent among others the clear yellow Oncidirm

sessile, O. Lanceanum, Cypripedium hirsutissimimi Z
Trichopilia tortilis.

§

,m
*

j

Among groups of 12 Orchids the best came f

Mr. Baker, gr. to A. Bassett Esq. fl
™*

Phalcenopsis amabilis, one of the best
varieties of

Cypripedium barbatum, Aerides affine and odoratum
bium Devonianum, a beautiful specimen

corered
rage, pink, and white flowers ; and Vinda roans.

From Stratford Mr. Bunney sent a i»ce^onp,inwto*
was a very fine plant of Miltonia spectabih's,

covered
•

with flowers ; also Calanthe Masuca, and a beautiful

example of one of the best kinds of Bearded LaaV»
Slipper. Mr. Woolley furnished among others the rare

Dendrobium Griffithi, finely in bloom.

Collections of Orchids came from Messrs. Green and

Chilman. They contained Oncidium Lanceanum

various Dendrobes, Aerides, Saccolabiums, Lady's

Slippers and Phalaenopsis.

New plants were numerous; but they chiefly

consisted of things which have been described by us in

previous Numbers. From Mr. Bull came two pretty

Ansectochilns, and Mr. Williams sent Phalaenopsis

Schilleriana, not in flower, but the dried flower spike

was shown along with it ; Mr. Veitch had Libocedrus

tetragona, and one or two other Japanese kinds, also

Mimulus cupreus, a variety which it is thought will

prove unusually suitable for beds ; Messrs. E. G.

Henderson a variegated Chinese Primnla, a double

Petunia called elegans, and a new Chamajcyparis;

Mr. Ferguson contributed a white Petunia, regularly

and beautifully striped with purple; and last but no:

least was a beautiful example of the handsome golden

variegated variety of Cupressus Lawsoniana, which i

one of the hardiest and best of the fine tribe to which

it belongs. This came from Mr. J. Waterer. There were

also some tree and other Ferns from Mr. Standish.

The display of Cut Roses was excellent. To Mr.

Turner was awarded the first prize for single blooms,

among which were very fine examples of Gloire de

Dijon, Auguste Mie, Louis XIV., Madame Vidot,

Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant, and Victor Verdier.

From Mr. Laing of Twickenham came a nice box, 'm

which were beautiful blooms of Wm. Griffiths, Bou\e *

Xanteuil, and Madame Hector Jacquin. In krge co-

lections the best came from Mr. Mitchell of RltdowE,

the best in whose stand were Madame Rivers, Comten

Cecile de Chabrillant, Louis XIV., Prince M
Madame Hector Jacquin, Auguste Mie, «"•

Jacqueminot, and Senator Vaise. Messrs. nw

& Son also had Louis XIV, Madame Rivers, andfaa

condition. From
;2

Crawshay, of Caversham, came Madame Vigeron,WJacqueminot, in excellent condition.

C. A.

of Coop

promising

Raglan (very fine), and Gen. Jacqueminot.

Hanbury, Esq., sent beautiful blooms

d'Hebe. From Mr. Standish came some

seedlings. Mr. Francis also showed well.

While speaking of cut flowers we musu uv»
—

- stand of Verbenas from Mr. Perry, of Birmjjg
nst not 00s

fleA-colo„red sort, „ame,l I)ousW ,ZftCXr a buff T? ^nf
C^C

' ffi* *? t
SSfiS Eft

in the W1

v
0f
*"s- SSlKasf££. of -jgas it tnev nu<rht nrove acouisirinns :. ..

u w«=«*"« r
/- „nor.(jen«»

'

in which were some fine kinds; also some
r} ^

kinds of Phloxes from Messrs. Paul & Son, ^ae

We also noticed some Pansies from Mr. Dean, ana

nations and Picotees from Mr. Turner of W0flo n.

Ferns, in most instances large and wonaenu
^ ^

grown, occupied the shady nooks and «**"„$
side of the tent next the Conservatory. % rf

Elections came from Mr. Williams and Jar.
i

Tottenham. Among them were enortnorj
i

m^
Gleichenias, PUtycerium grande, W^'Z^d
Lygodium polystichnm, Pteris arg^nea, o ^

icolor, Todeapellucida,I%naria morbV;^
cW

diu.u crinitum, and Adiantum trapez^tonn^^

Sections were also shown in excellent cj^^^
we noticed one or two nice groups ot urp ^

Pelargoniums were perfect as «ttta ^
an important feature of the show, i"

'

ilB
ts

from Mr. Turner, who furnished beaoti ^
of Prince of Prussia, G. Severyns, JWWi ^
of Scarlets, Desdemona, Leviathan, » ^^
Lucifer, Prince of Wales, Ba

f
cbl

n̂f<,
which ^

Eugenie. Among Messrs. Fraser s plants, ^
placed second, were Excelsior, Governor (*n ^
of Cambridge, Sanspareil, The Bride, W

^

?^
Meteora. Messrs. Dobson sentI^JS? >la^
Scaramouch, King of Scarlets,

Levatm
^ ^

Hortado, Viola, Fairest of the Fair, * lora, ^
9*r

7
Flora,

Monarch, hp^»"«** ^A^Snr^.
showed Lord Transeen

, Mr. Stone gr. to J. Day, Esq., of Fancy kinds , tbe last . named "^Wff*
It contained the pretty blue Vanda fi rsfc with nice plants of Musjid, Claudianum^ Fr^
\"1L^\?:^ £*«* Lflia P-ies, Captation,M and Be^* C,<

which came from Mr. Stone, gr. to J. Day, Esq., of
Tottenham. T^ —•--*--* - J> l '

caerulea, the
purpurata and another handsome km!^Jifch ~£*iU^shoVed In the Am
nrim««« v »»™f «a.iu»uuje Kinu with aeep al80 showed a good group. ln V ^mntoD,enmson hp

;
one or two varieties of Lady's Slipper, best collection^ shown by Mr. Soring*
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Acme, Delicatura, Electra, Princess Royal, Claudianum,
and Cloth of Silver. Messrs. Bailey and Hollingsworth
also contributed well grown collections. Of Ordinary
Varieties (amateurs) the best came from E. Foster, Esq.,
Clewer Manor, near Windsor; the sorts were Glow-
worm, Bijou, Perdita, Bacchus, Lord Clyde, and
Autocrat The same exhibitor also furnished a collection
of 10 p

]ants in fine condition; the sorts were Lord
Clyde, Desdemona, Flora, Bianca, Prince of Wales,
Leviathan, Viola, Lightning, and Ariel. Mr. Bailey
also showed in this class. Of Scarlets, one .or two
groups were shown : but they contained little new or
remarkable.

Of Seedling Pelargoniums Mr. Nye, gr. to E. Foster,
Esq., sent some remarkably fine tliii l among which
were Conflagration, crimson scarlet with deep black spot
on the upper petals, fine in quality and shape; Kettle
drum and Mdlle. Patti, both highly promising rose-
coloured sorts of different shades with clear throat ; also
Lord Chancellor and Eldine, both excellent dark kinds.
Leender and Butterfly, from Worton Cottage, wei
captivating kinds, also Regina formosa, Emma, Sylph,
Fidelea, and Maiden Fair; the last is a promising white

Bousie, also came some good specimens of skilful Grape not .confined to this particular spot, but is met withgrowing. Of Black Hamburgh, in the shape of single generally along the coast, especially in caverns Thedishes, excellent fruit came from Messrs. Henderson, koonii hawa ia ™™-^ «.:*v ___ . ,

Payne, Young, Allen, and Hill, to whom prizes were
awarded in the order in which their names stand. Of
Vines in pots there were one or two good exhibitions;
among them we noticed examples of Ingram's Prolific

Muscat. The last came from Mr. Standish.

Peaches and Nectarines were numerous, and in most
instances good. In the class of four dishes, the best
came from Messrs. Dawson, Little, Frost, Henderson,
and Turnbull. The sorts were chiefly Royal George
and Violette Hative Peaches, and Elruge and Violette
Hative Nectarines. In the class of two dishes Mr.
Snow sent beautiful fruit of Violette Hative and Gallnnde
Peaches; and Messrs. Cameron, Judd, Rawbone, Little,

Smith, Drewitt, Hawkins, Tilly ard, and Dunn, also

beach here is covered with great loose rocks, very
fatiguing to walk over, some of them immediamLat
the base of the cliff being overspread with trailuBt
weeds which creep down from the top of the precipice
hanging about in wild luxuriance. They do not at all
seem timid to approach the great waves, yet in winter
they must lose the ground they gain in summer and
be ruthlessly swept away. I have seen growing here,
in great vigour, within a few yards of the surf, a not
very common variety of the great Bindweed, Calystegia
sepium, having flowers beautifully striped with pink.
Hookeria laetevirens is also found in one or two caves
along this part of the coast ; indeed, it is the only
known English habitat for this rare Moss, as it is also
for an Irish Alga, Cladophora Brown ii. It is a singular

variety. There were also other yearlings which we I and Cherries were confined to Black Tartarian, Bigar-

showed well in this class. With the exception of fact that Mr. Ralfs has met with several plants in the
Downton and Tawney Nectarines, and Noblesse and

' * *"

Barrington Peaches, the sorts were not different from
those just named.
Of Apricots, Plums, and Figs, there were no separate

exhibitions, though so ne were shown in collections;

hope to see reproduced next season. Rosy (inn, a
richly coloured sort, was shown by Mr. Bull, and we
noticed one or two good additions to the variegated
class, especially two kinds called Sunshine and Sunset.

Fuchsias were excellent, especially those from Mr.
Young, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate* These
were remarkable not only for profusion of bloom but
for fine growth, many of the plants measuring over
7 feet in height. The varieties were Senator, Prince
Imperial, Prince of Orange, Flower of France, Guiding
^tar, and Omer Pasha. It will be seen that half of
these are new varieties. A good group was also shown
by Mr. Page, whose sorts were Souvenir de Chiswick,
British Sailor, Venus de Medici, Pearl of England,
Crinoline, and C. Hayes. We also noticed a kind with
white corolla, called Princess of Prussia.

Calceolarias were again shown in good condition by
Mr. Burley, of Limpsfield. The names of the sorts

keen given by us on former occasions. C. Can
is (Smith), clear yellow, looked a useful sort for

westernmost part of Cornwall, which are found in
Ireland, but observed nowhere else in this island. In
a smaller cave at a short distance from the Mousehole,
the collector of Diatoms may always meet with
Denticula tenuis. In a cavern still farther west,
Protonema cryptarum occurs, and on the rocks aboveTX i * ft, * v*& * _

reau, and Elton. Mr. Ferguson showed a large basketful
j

Pottia crinita and Psora atrorufa. At the back of

'ruit was plentiful and good, especially Grapes. In
Miscellaneous Collections the first prize was awarded
to Mr. Henderson, Trentham. It contained two Queen
I 'ine Apples, Trentham Black and Golden Hamburgh
Grapes, a good dish of Banana (Musa Cavendish!),
Woblesse Peaches, Elruge Nectarines, Sir C. Napier
Strawberries, Bigarreau Napoleon Cherries, and
Trentham Hybrid Melons. Mr. Tillyard, gr. to J. Kelk,
Esq., sent excellent dishes of Green Gage and Victoria
Plums, Violette Hative Peaches; Oscar, Goliath, Victori
British Queen, and Alpine Strawberries; Queen Pine
Apple, Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes ; Tren-
tham Hybrid and Strathfieldsaye Melons; Raspberrii
and Elton and Tartarian Cherries. From Mr. Ruffett,'
gr. to Lord Palmerston, came a Providence and two
Queen Pine Apples, Muscat of Alexandria and Black
Hamburgh Grapes, Gallande Peaches, a dish of small
Moor Park Apricots, White Ischia Figs, Elruge Nec-
tarines, and British Queen Strawberries. Messrs.
Dawson, Allen, and Turnbull also showed collections in
which were fine specimens of Myatt's Surprise Straw-
berries, Black Hamburgh, Muscat and Chasselas
Mosque* Grapes, Peaches and Nectarines of different
kinds, and one or two Melons.

Pine Apples were numerous and good. In sets of our
fruit Messrs. Young, Bailey, and Barnes showed well,
and the first two exhibitors had also fine specimens of
Providence. Of Queens, the best were furnished by
Messrs. Williamson, Davis, and Gardiner, but good
examples of this variety also came from Messrs. Bray
and Tillyard. Among other sorts there was an
extremely fine Enviile, weighing 7 lbs. 2 oz„ from Mr.
Young, and a Black Prince weighing 8 lbs. 3 ( . iron
Mr. Floud; the last was hardly ripe, but the first
was in all respects perfect. A good Blood Pine also
came from Mr. Ruffett

In the class of three dishes of Grapes, the best came
rom Mr. Henderson, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland at
rrentham, who sent beautiful specimens of Trentham
Black, Golden Hamburgh and Black Hamburgh. Mr.
Drewitt, who was placed second, had capital bunches
Of ChaSSelaS MUSO UP. without nranh n* Kla^toK . TV. i

from a cool house, in which it was stated frost had
been very severe as late as May last. They looked
unripe; but the card assured us that they were quite
eatable, and that growing Cherries in cool span-roofed
houses would be sure to pay any person who attempted
to grow them largely in that way.

Strawberries were good. Mr. Turner showed
beautiful boxfuls of Oscar, Admiral Dundas, Sir C.
Napier, and Eleanor. Messrs. Lidgard, Kaile, Bailey,
and Reeve, also showed fine fruit of British Queen, Sir

C. Napier, Bath Victory, Sir Harry, and Keeue's
Seedling. We also noticed a dish of Bicton White.
Melons were plentiful, aud generally speaking good.

Among scarlet sorts Gem still keeps a high place

;

green-fleshed kinds were in many instances unnamed.
Among the best were however,

tTrentham Hybrid,
Egyptian, and Strathfieldsaye.

Entomological: June 3.—J. W. Douglas, Esq.,
President, in the chair. Mr. Bond exhibited on behalf
of the Rev. Joseph Greene, two species of Eupithecia,
E. tripunctata and E. trisignata, not hitherto recorded
as natives of Britain ; and two remarkably large male
examples of Eunomos illunaria, found at Newrath
Bridge, County Wicklow. Sir John Hearsey exhibited
some beautiful drawings of the transformations of
Indian Lepidoptera, executed from nature by the
members of his family. Mr. Solomons exhibited some
rare and interesting Coleoptera, including a fine
example of Myrmidonia Haworthi, found in Penge
Wood, Sydenham; also Staphylinus latebricola and
S. fulvij from Folkestone. Mr. Smith exhibited a
living example of Aspidomorpha Stee Cruris, a most
splendid Indian species of Cassida, lately received by
the British Museum, and the only one of several it4V4C„
which reached this country alive, the brilliant metallic place tor naviration
colours vanishing soon after death ; General Hearsey
observed that he had noticed this beautiful insect in
plenty in the Island of Salsette. The President
exhibited on behalf of Mr. C. Fenn, a singular male (?)

example of Saturnia Carpini, the wings of which on one
de presented the coloration of the female of that

species. Mr. Waterhouse exhibited a series of a species
of Ceuthorhynchus allied to C. sulcicollis, Gyll, and
hitherto confounded with that species. Mr. W.
pointed out its distinguishing characters, and read a
description of it, proposing the specific name of
inornatus. The Secretary read a paper by Mr. T. V.
Wollaston on the Ptinidre of the Canary Islands.

jRtot

well', eedling, a good looking sort, aud Lady Downe's
seedling, the last a useful late variety. Mr. M. Hen-

fw^'SJi
1 ^ GeorSe Beaumont, Bart., also sent

Heath. Muscats were contributed in excellentcondition by Mr. Peed of Norwood,
~

the first prize in this class was awarded; and asimilar mark of d.stinction was also placed on a beautifulboxof White Muscadine from Mr. Bailey? gr aShardeloes, near Wmdaor. Of Bowood Mulcaf'we
observed some fine examples, but they were unripe!

t^l'T^^^; 1^ 10^ Gold«n Hamburg
Son' RHr

Sp°f^^ ™Wb«ted on thiswcasion. Blacl
:
Prince m good condition as usual,

St v75 /' xJ' ^n* ? Sne*d '
K**«; *nd West'

fet. Peer's from Mr. Allport, gr. to H Akrovd F«,From Mr. Little, Stoke 'courtfnear ^b?.nd M^i

•*£* ooaht toWe been first- and he L^Si^J

L
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A Week at the Land's End. By J. T. Blight 12mo.
Longmans.

If well written pages, plenty of very good woodcuts,
a useful map, and a thorough knowledge of the sub-
ject constitute a first-class guide book, this must
certainly be so ranked. The author, who resides at
Penzance, takes the traveller over every inch of ground
where there is anything to see or to find, between
St Ives and St. Levan, as the most southerly church
of Cornwall is called. With scraps of history and
tradition, antiquarian speculations upon Druidical
monuments and the extinct Cornish tongue, are grace-
fully intermingled bits of natural history, and indica-
tions of the whereabouts of rare Mosses, Lichens, Sea-
weeds, and plants that blossom in spots too remote to
be known to any except local botanists. His account
of the neighbourhood of a place called the Mousehole

a fair example of the way in which botanical rarities

are introduced :

—

" Near the Mousehole, about a quarter of a mile
from the village, is another platform on which cannon
were mounted. It is a very difficult scramble down
the face of the cliff to get at the cavern ; at the
entrance it is about 50 feet high ; the roof is a mass of
dark green, being entirely covered with Ferns, which
hang down in the most graceful manner ; perhaps the
Asplenium marinum grows nowhere so fine as it does
here : one specimen I gathered a short time since

measured 2 feet in length, but it is frequently seen
much longer ; in* other parts of the kingdom"|where it I

is found its length rarely exceeds 6 or 7 inches. It m '

Mousehole pier the junction of the slate and granite,
and several interesting veins of granite in the slate,
may be distinctly seen at low water."

" Kerris Roundago, an elliptical structure of Celtic
days, is more than a mile west of the church. It is
not much out of the way from the high road to
Lamorna ; indeed, this track will be found of much,
interest, particularly so to the botanist. Kerris Moor,
which must be passed, affords many species of
Diatomaceoe and Desmidiese. On Trevelloe Cairn,
itself worthy of a visit, are rare lichens ; Sticta
scrobiculata, Cetraria sepincola, Alectoria jubata, and
Parmelia diatrypa. On Castallack Cairn, which is
nearer Lamorna, may bo found Andrasa Rothii and
Jungermannia setacea."

Nor is his account of Lamorna and its famous
granite works less worthy of extract :

—
" Long before we reach Lamorna, we hear the

ringing of the workmen's tools, and the explosions by
which the granite is riven for use. The jumper, the
tool employed for boring the rock, is simply a long
bar of iron pointed with steel ; large quantities of gun-
powder are used, and one slice of granite thus split off
is sometimes large enough to form the side of a
moderate sized house. Of course such ponderous
masses cannot be removed, and they must be again
blasted into smaller pieces. A block taken from the
quarries in 1851, was wrought to an obelisk and sent
to the Great Exhibition j its height was upwards of 22
feet, its^ weight 21 tons. Several men are employed
in working the blocks into regula forms, ready for
depositing in their respective portions *in buildings
and large quantities are used in public works through-
out the kingdom. A stage was erected and vessels were
laden at the cove, but as it is rather a dangerous

navigation—the vessels being only able to
get m with certain winds—the practice appears lately
to have been abandoned, and the stone is drawn on
waggons to Penzance, whence it is shipped. The
granite quarries of Lamorna are among the most
important in Cornwall ; the granite is of very superior
quality, but it is remarkable that that on the eastern
side of the valley is alone valuable; the frequent
occurrence of quartz veins on the western side renders
the granite unfit for building purposes where large
masses are required

; some veins of this coarser kind
extend across the valley. The porphyritic granite,
which is studded with large crystals of felspar, some-
times 2 or 3 inches in length, producing a very
singular appearance, will be seen here in great abun-
dance, whilst the natural joints of the rock cannot
fail to strike the most casual observer

; these materially
facilitate the progress of the workman. Many rare
lichens enrich the rocks at Lamorna, such as Parmelia
diatrypa and Bpeciosa, Roccella tinctoria, Lecidea
stellulata and Lecanora aipospila. The Roccella fuci-
formis was formerly abundant and fine on some rocks
on the eastern side, but has been destroyed in
prosecuting the quarry works ; it may still be found
along the coast between the cove and the Logan Rock
The valley of Lamorna runs up a considerable distance
into the country; it is a very picturesque spot,
especially this lower part, where trees form shady
arches over the little stream which here divides the
parishes of St. Paul and St. Buryan ; nearer the shore
tine piles of granite wreathed in garlands of Ivy rear
their heads

* Higrh o'er tho river's darksome bed.'

The stream twists and turns around great rocks, and
the little waterfalls in its course are as well worthy
the attention of the artist as those seen on large
rivers. A short way up, auiid the dense foliage, we
catch a glimpse of the water flashing over a mill-
wheel ; we then follow along a * green lane/ which
is little traversed. Trewoofe, or, as it is commonly
called Trove, is situate in this woody land ; it lies

near the high road which leads from Paul to the
southern parts of St Bnryan, and which would have
been the nearest route to the Logan Rock if we had
not intended to visit Lamorna and the coast The
doorway of the ancient mansion house of Trewoofe is
irious, the jambs being quaintly carved with figures

and devices, and the arms of the Trevalis family are
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over the arch. Uu tlito estate ate ti.e remains ol a

triple intrenchment, a subterranean passage is con-

nected with it, in which, it is said, during the rebellion

a party of Royalists hid themselves from the troopers
of Fairfax. This charming valley resounds in the

summer time with the songs of birds, and it is a spot

well known to the sportsman, as the first nights of

woodcocks are often marked by their being seen on
their arrival in this valley, which about a quarter of a

mile farther on expands itself into a broad bottom,
varied with cultivated and swampy ground, and
frequented in winter by snipes, wading-birds, and wild-

fowl of various species : including wild duck, widgeon,
teal, pintail ducks, shovellers, pochards, tufted ducks,
golden eyes, &c. ; according to the intensity and
duration of the frost. Amongst the waders, the
common heron, bitterns occasionally, and one of the
rarest and most beautiful of the tribe, the purple
heron, have been obtained from this spot. Besides
the common snipe, several species of the sandpiper
are found in this locality, including the common
sandpiper, as well as the redshank, and dusky sand-
pipers. At Trevelloe, close by Trewoofe, a beautiful

British bird, the golden oriole, was captured during
the past summer, and of which, on account of its

rarity, it has been thought proper to give an illus-

tration. The body is of a very deep yellow, almost
approaching orange ; the greater portions of the wings
and tail are black."

The lovers of the romantic are above all others those
for whom this marvellous south-western corner of our
i 3land has irresistible charms ; as when seated on the
great granite hummock of the Land's End they think
upon the far-famed and]long lost Lyonnesse where

—

" ' All day long the noise of battle roll'd
Among the mountains by the winter sea,
Till all King Arthur's Table, man by man,'

had fallen

' Around their lord, King Arthur.'

" It connected this promontory with the Scilly Isles*

The period in which the great inundation occurred
overwhelming this tract must have been very remote
indeed—long before Phoenician vessels sailed on these
waters, long before

—

' Victorious legions, by the Caesar led,
Cleaved the rough wave to Britain's hostile shore '—

ages ere the Saxon and the Dane swept like tornadoes
over the land. No records have fixed the date ; but
the tradition hangs over the sea like a mist which
can neither be grasped nor penetrated. We are to
believe that it was a fair and beautiful land, rich and
fertile, and possessing no less than 140 churches, all by
One terrible convulsion swept away for ever. ' Moi n-
ing had dawned upon a3 bright as scene as ever met
the eye. At evening, there was nought from what
was then first termed the Land's End to Sfc. Martin's
Head, but a howling and boiling wilderness of waves,
bearing here and there upon its bosom a fragment
from the perished world beneath, or a corse tossed
upon the billows, over which sea-birds wheeled
and screamed.' Those who have told the tradition
strangely blend distant periods of history together

;

but m confirmation of the assertion that the land
did exist, fishermen, in recent times, are reported
to have drawn up portions of doors and windows

;

and the rocks in the channel which rise above the
sea, are said to crown the summits of the hills
of the submerged territory. About midway be-
tween the Land's End and Scilly are the Seven
Stones which the Cornish called ' Lethas/ and
the space within the stones 'Tregas' a dwelling,
lnere is also a story to support the tradition of the
Lyonesse, or Lethowsow, relating to one Trevillian,
who swam on horseback to the shore during the
inundation, and in memory thereof the family bears
tor its arms, gules, a horse, argent, issuing out of the
sea. Geologists have written that the Lyonesse existed
only m imagination ; that from the present natural
appearances of the cliffs such a separation of land
never happened. Thus is modern science as ruthless
as the ocean and the fond and marvellous stories an 1

traditions of ancient days are swept away ; and we are
to believe only what we really see and feel."

^ vl7
e nTfc break off

*
Thero is kwdly a Page in

tne little volume that would not bear quotation, andwe are doing no more than justice to the author when
we congratulate him upon having produced a model
LOCAL GUIDE BOOK.

Scrambles in Serk (Longmans) is a very good little

eighteenpenny pamphlet giving an account topographi-

cal, historical, viatorical, geological, and meteorological,

of a strange little rock commonly called Sark, one of

the Channel Islands, in which it is easier to scramble

than to walk—a capital place for a honeymoon or a few

days thorough idleness in the long vacation. There is

a good map for the reader who has a mind to take our

advice.

A monthly periodical called the Technologist, con-

taining good practical articles upon the natural

products of the world in their application to Arts

and Commerce, has just completed its first volume

(Kent & Co.) The author, Mr. P. L. Simmonds, is well

acquainted with such subjects, and his work ought to

be in the hands of all commercial men as well as of

others. The last Number contains accounts of the

Tusseh Silkworm (with a figure), of the Vegetable

products of Siam, of the Mineral Oils of America, of

India-rubber plants, and other matters of interest.

Trade Lists Received.— Louis Van Houtte,
Ghent, Catalogue des Bulbes, Griffes et tubercules a
fleurs. As usual M. Van Houtte is first in the field

with his bulb catalogue, which is extremely rich. We
observe that the Dutch are reducing Ixias to subjection

to gardeners, and that such names as Aristides, Brutus,

Caesar, Hercules, &c, are falling into column in their

Catalogues.

previously

specimens,

Dr. Grant, Professor of Zoology in University
College, London, has issued (through Taylor & Walton)
a tabular viewj.of the primary divisions of the Animal
Kingdom, intended to serve as the Outline of an
Elementary Course of Recent Zoology. We recom-
mend it to students of all ranks. In a dedication to
Mr. Darwin, the learned professor compliments him
with having " with one fell sweep of the wand of truth
scattered to the winds the pestilential vapours accumu-
lated by species mongers." He further prophesies that
Darwin's next movement will be to "dispel the
remaining clouds of mystical supernatural typical
intrusions which still hang on the horizon of the
sublime prospect now opening to the view of the
natural ammalization of the orbs of space by the same
simple laws which govern the physical and chemical
phenomena with such wondrous harmony throughout
the rest of the material universe." Brave words these,my masters !

'

Calendar of Operations
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatoet, &c, — As has been

observed see that sickly or badly rooted
if any, are kept free from red spider ; also that young
stock is not allowed to suffer from want of pot room,
and during bright weather attend carefully to water-
ing, giving weak liquid manure to all plants in free

growth that are likely to be benefited by it. Such
stove plants as may have been removed to this house
while in bloom should be replaced in heat as soon as

their beauty is over, in order to permit their young
wood to get ripened before short days set in. Orchids
must be carefully shaded during sunny days, but when
the weather is at all cloudy allow them as much light
as they will bear without injury. Keep the foliage

clear of insects and dust by frequent syringings or
spongings, as may be necessary.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Air should now be given liberally to

young stock in dung pits, in order to secure robust
growth. The plants should not, however, be exposed to
drying winds by giving back and front air liberally on
drying days, for this would not serve the end in view

;

but a moderate circulation should be secured at night,
giving no more during the day than may be necessary
to prevent the temperature getting too" high. This,
with careful attention to the state of the roots, keeping
the bottom heat regular, the soil in a nice healthy
state as to moisture, and giving a liberal supply of
manure water to such as are well rooted, will be found
much more conducive to strong stocky growth than
exposing the plants too freely to hot drying winds,
which would probably check and throw them into fruit
prematurely. Use every means to afford plants swelling
their fruit a thoroughly moist atmosphere, sprinkling
passages, &c., frequently, and shutting up early on the
afternoons of bright days, giving a gentle dewing with
the syringe, and saturating the atmosphere by sprink-
ling every available surface ; also give these plenty of
clear strong manure water at the root until the fruit
begins to change colour, when the soil should be kept
rather dry, which will improve the flavour.

Vineries.—See that bunches for use late in the
season are severely thinned, and also that the crop left
is not too heavy in proportion to the strength of the
Vines, ^yhere the fruit is swelling, be careful to main-
tain a moist state of the atmosphere, and give every
possible attention to the roots, keeping the border in
a healthy state as to moisture, and if watering is
found necessary, use good strong manure water.
Give abundance of air where the fruit is colouring
and do not allow plants in pots to remain in the house
to cause damp, which, despite every care in ventilating
is apt to settle on the berries and spoil the bloom
Where the fruit is ripe and expected to hang for some
time, the atmosphere of the house should be kept as
cool as possible; but a little fire heat will probably
be necessary occasionally in order to keep the atmo-
sphere dry.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Go over the trees as
soon as the crop is gathered, and cut away all useless
shoots, such as are not required for fruiting next season
or for filling up vacant places ; when this is done g-ive
the trees a good syringing with the garden engine
and if the borders are dry, and the trees are weak?v a
good soaking- of manure water would greatly assist
them for another season. Give air night and day • and
if the weather is warm, the sashes may be removed
altogether about the end of the month, which will
assist in ripening the wood. Expose the fruit in the
succession house as much as possible to air and light as
soon as it begins to ripen, for the purpose of living-
better colour and flavour. Keep the atmosphere dry
and a little warmer through the day, with air at all
times in favourable weather. Water the borders if dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Trimming, staking, and pegging down must be well

followed up at this period where neatness and order
are essential. See that sufficiently strong stakes are
applied to plants with heavy foliage. Keep Roses <*

much as possible free from insects, and if time can be
spared dead blooms should be removed. Budding m,

soon be proceeded with. Let Carnations and Picotees

be layered.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN'.

Attend to previous directions in regard to the thin.

ning and stopping the young shoots of all trained
froit

trees, and now make the final thinning of Peaches and
Nectarines, of course leaving the heaviest crop on the

most vigorous trees and strongest branches. As a general

rule, no two fruit should be left together. Plums of the

large kinds, as well as the finer sorts of Pears, should

also be thinned if the crop is too heavy. Young Peach
and Apricot trees, when making over-vigorous leadery,

should have the points of the branches shortened, to

encourage them to make other shoots less vigorous, and
of a fruitful character ; this will obviate the necessity of

shortening them back at the winterpruning. Strawberries

will require frequent waterings during dry weather.

Layer the runners intended for pot culture, as well as

those required for making new plantations. All spare

runners may be cut away, and keep the plants free

from weeds. Thin and stop shoots of Figs as soon

as they have made a growth of about 6 inches, and

remove all useless growth from out door Vines. Keep the

fruit close to the wall, and shaded by the foliage from the

sun. Tomatoes must be regularly attended to, keeping the

shoots thin and stopping them above a cluster of fruit.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LOND0X,
For the Week ending July 4, 1S61, as observed at the Horticultural Garden.

)

Friday 2S 19
Satur. 29i 20
Sunday 30,

Mon. 1

Tues. 2
W ed. 3
Thurs. 4

Average..

23
24
25

Baromktbb.

Max.

29.813
29.842
30.050
30.161

29.926
29.836

29.600

29.889

Min.

29.687
29.688

29.957
30.(170

29.916
20.799

29.278

Tkmpkraturr.

ATtT

Max.

79
72
69
78
7S

79
67

29771 74 5

Min.

55
45
43
55
49
44

47

48.3

Mean

61.4

Of the Earth

1 foot
1
2 feet

deep.

67.0 64*
58.5 64*
56.0 64$
66.5 63»

63.5 65

61.5 65

57.0 64

64.4

June 28—Very fine throughout the day ; rain at nijcht.

— 29—Very fine ; low white clouds ; rather boisterous.

— 30— Fine ; cold and dry air; fine ; a comet seen at night

July 1—Very fine throughout ; rain at night.

— 2— Fine; low white clouds; overcast; fine.

— 3—Fine ; overcast and fine ; rather cloudy; fine.

— 4—Cloudy; densely Iclouded and rather boisterous; rain; fine

at night.
Mean temperature of the week J deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISIVICK

During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Jul? 13, 1861

Tevailb* Whi

July.

Sunday 7--
Mon. 8..
Tues. 9..
Wed. 10..
Thurs. 11..
Friday 12..

Satur. 13 # ,

73*
73.7

73.9

74.3

74.8

Jb.'A

7.Y7

51.8
50.4
50.1

51.4
51.1

50.7

*»-7

5*
S3
8 6
H

62.7

62.0
62.0

62.8
63.1

63.0

63.7 f

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

18

IS
If
13
9
12
12

Greatest

Quantity

of Rain.^nw.

The hiKhesl temperature durin* the *°ove period o«J"
e

36 df)? .

1859-therra. 93 de*. ; and the lowest on the 7th. 1860-theria.

Notices to Correspondents.
Gazanias : F D. The Gazania rigens (^V^hos smoother

which is perhaps the G. speciosa of books, n»
ly

leaves than Gazania Favonia, m which tnew .3^
pinnatifid with elliptic lobes, and sprinkle^ wit" s

above and on the ribs beneath ; the flowers ot tne u

deeper coloured, but not so freely pwducea.
4lc

the leaves are either simple or furnished w£" ^
rarrow lobes, smooth above, but with a ^^^tricteddoe
spine- like hairs. The genus Gorteria as now

not include any of these plants.
•*i, rt„oiiim pyrenai'

Names of Plants: M. Ca*tU Cary. Ormt ogalum P>
)

cum.-S. 1, Sedum Aizoon ; 2,8. oppog^ ±g
Cyrtomium falcatum, but Polystichum acrost^^^^k-
folium olympicurocertainly.-A !***»• *"*

iunl t

out leaves, aPI>arently A. Sipho. C F T.l, keram i

rf ^
2, Valerianelli olitoria or Lambs L°"™%^J£ile.-^
French ; 3, Matricaria Chamornilla or falseJ

Uian
^

The native Indigo of W. Aiwtralta i» unknownto us
,

ervoides is, we believe, the only 8Pec
T^lU

r

n
°^

;ll didi^f,
Convolvulus is possibly C. Pre.ssri. L.nuo c£ ^js

nothing but the large flowered LillU™ "°"
mt insect-*/-

*
Silenc quadridentata. Galls formed by ^gjlifc
Th« number sent is over the stipulated quanti y ^
out dead wood now or at any other Per,°"

ureis, floU*

most convenient. The new wood ot
J^

u
autumn-

Ac. will ripen very well if we ^e an average «^ ^t
Seedling Strawberry : G B. The fruit was p &

arrived. Strawberries demand very.caretuip welg g
the berries may neither be bruised bj tnei

are m ^

by that of others.-Those from ASubtc* iter, *
^

same state, quite bruised and rotten. three
piece*

Show Plants : J H. If the Geranium is ™*Tw Roe* "
ought not to be shown as a single plan ,

inadmissible if more than one in a pot.
tionable

toy

Spring Water : R A M. Spring water is oLje u
^ ^

reasons and no others. It is too hard, tu
witbH«

tains too much lime, in which case it disagr^ larter*

American plants, Ac; or it is too
.

t j
* ifwarff«?

D

J,ttr

a grievous one » »•
Use riUu

J-

,a
g
tter fault u. got vg

of-
,^common fault ; and

pOHure to the sun the mmiau .«— — - wh«m taw* " -*
when it can be had, and well wawr wb«m ^ bro*o

better. N itrate of soda is a good dresamg-

ble to *%£become green. . . .. n0ssiu«
-
Uorf

Vegctabi.es: RTS.We do not think it

££ ftboUt
tne *

your Questions without knowing mucn ighbour._ *#

of the'family. Consult Mr. Cuthill, y«ur
T̂ e%artn

tf
p̂0f

Vine Border : Jatptr Standstill receivea. QQ the^
examination. We presume that the g*

^

of your *>*

some hill or cliff,

nication, so that

'
Pray let us have the ra» ^ft

t may appear in a complete
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LA W E S S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his

Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6

LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or through
his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guan» direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

A '11 r ess John Ben-net Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Fridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BUKNAKU, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Fh "<phate of lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate "

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the I: yal Agricultural Society, with Testimonial*,

IYices, Ac, may be bad on application to Burnard, Lack,
As Co. , Sutton Road, Plymouth.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established 1S40,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

Farm Buildings.

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount n ired by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees I ties Corporate, Ac., for the erection ofFarm House
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their
own Agents and s ned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
tThe loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any
term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding £1 years.

investigation of title being required or notices given to
Beve mers or »gces, no legal expenses arc incurred.
The Company fur li de ns of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
\

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commUsion thereon, "being
;

charged in all cases. '
I

Applications to be addressed to WxcutAlf Ciifford, the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parlia nt

reet, London, S. W.

Prize Liquid Manure Distributor. JOHN FOWLEK, Jra., 28, Cornhill, lxmdon, E.C.
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUC

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-
BUTORor WATER-CART, warranted not to choke up or

otherwise get out of order. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill

Crops, or Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets; has been

awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.
Full Particulars and Testimonials may bo obtained of the

Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli Waggon Works, Cheltenham.
N.B.—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either fixed

or portable.

J.
TTLOR and SONS'
PATENT IKON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

8hallow Wells, Hot-Houses,

&c. Price 25$. 6r/. each.

IRON YARD
AND

GARDEN PUMPS
8 feet 6 inches under spout

2i 8 81 inch
43*. 53s. CO*, each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of
the ground. •

PUMPS ofJ. Tylor «fe Sons' *

manufacture to be obtained r

of Plumbers in all parts of
g

the United Kingdom.
m

*

J. Tylor <fc Sons, Manu-|
facturers, Warwick Lane, I

Newgate Street, London, E.C. <

THK LANDS IMPROVEMENT company.—
Incorporated bv Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

3, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection ol Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners amemed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Rnyal Charter, or Commission, in rwpeot of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cofct, and charge
the same v. i the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation oi title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled ouly by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
% Old Palace Yard, Westminster, 8.W.

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with BvRGiss & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 421. 10*.
Testimonials.

A great number of highly flattenn^ Testimonials in favour
or their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :—
From Mr. John Richard*, Bailiff to Dr. N. Cause, Dimland

Car Glamorgan.
I beg to certify that. 1 have for hve years worked Messrs.

Burgeas * Key s Reaper in my master's Home Farm, and
atoo^ accompanied, it when lent to tenants on the estate
During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
lest than 1,000 acre* of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first bad with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his
tenant, Mr. D. Thomas, of Llaniw *. and is in excellent order "

MCCORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Deliverv Price 25L
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/
COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Horee Machine.

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edee Knife for
Raping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.

StatS
e*e Pricea include backing and Delivery at any Railway

JOSEPH HAYWOOD
and CO.,

MA Nl FACTURERS OF

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

Paxton Works, Sheffield, Established 1738,

SAYNOR and COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Ac.

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
Hie three Kingdom*.

ATEXT SPADES and SHOVELS,
HAY, MAXUI and DIGGING FORKS,

««

Made from one solid piece of cast-steel, without welding or

rivetting. Warranted to wear out at leaat three of the

ordinary ones, and to work sharp and bright to the last

S. d'J. received the Special Prize for these articles at the

Royal Society's Show at Canterbury last year, and First Class

Medals and Prizes at every other Exhibition at which they
have been shown.

Invented, Patented, and Manufactured by Spear <fc Jackson,
Etna Works, Sheffield.

GH
can be ootainea oy applying at iae aoove address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

AJOR MUNN'S PATENT HORSE-HOE ob
TURNIP THINNER, and MAJOR MUNN'S PATENT

REAPER, MOWER, and GRASS CUTTER.—These Imple-

ments have been entered for the Trials to be made at Leeds at

the Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting this month.

For licenses to construct these implements or to purchase

the Patent Right, <fcc, apply to the Patentee, or Messrs.

Leakey, Chapman, <fe Clarke, Solicitors, 24, Lincoln's Ina

Field s. London, W.C
.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C, London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which

their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with

several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Burgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.C,
rongly recommend jt as the most perfect Churn now in use.

Full particulars sent on application*
> __

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY Ol
ENGLAND—LEEDS MEETING, 1801.

Programme:—
MONDAY, July l.

r..—The Implement Yard open from 7 o'Clock

in the Morning, at an admission-charge of 5«. for each

person. ,

The Judges to inspect the Live Stock, and to award the

At 1 o'Clock (or as soon after as all the Judges shall have

delivered in their awards, of which notice will be given),

the ( attle Yard will be open without additional payment.

Arrangements have been made for distinguishing the

Animals that have won the Prizes, immediately the Judges

have made their awards. The Show Yard will be closed at

o'Clock in the Evening.
TUESDAY, July 10.—The General Show Yard of Cattle,

Horses, sheep, Pigs, Implements, Flax, Wool, Cheese, and
Butter, open to the Public from o'Clock in the Morning

till in the Evening ; admission, 2*. 0U. each person.

WEDNESDAY, Jul* 17.—Public Dinner at 5 p.m., in the Town
Hall. The Earl of Powis, President, in the Chair. Tickets,

10*. each, to be obtained of the Secretary.

The General Show Yard open to the Public from o'Clock .

in the Moniiug till in the Evening. Admission, 2s. M.
each person.
Public working of the Steam Cultivators, on land in the

neighbourhood of the Town, during such hours as the

Stewards may determine.
THURSDAY, July 18. > The General Show Yard open to the

FRIDAY, „ 19. j" Public from 6 o'Clock in the Morning
till 6 in the Evening. Admission, 1*. each person.

FRIDAY. July 19.—General Meeting of the Members in the

Town Hall, at 11 o'Clock in the Forenoon.
Governors' and Members' Tickets to be had on applica-

tion to the Secretary.
By Order of the Council,

H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W., July 6.

&lte EgrtntUural ©alette*
SATURDAY, JULYS, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Moxoat. July 81

till S Trials of Implements at Leeds.
Saturday, — 15J

The trials of steam ploughs and cultivators com-
menced at Leeds on Tuesday last, and no one of

the spectators could fail to admit that at length
cultivation by steam power is an established fact

in agriculture.

No fewer than nine competitors appeared upon
the ground, and the hold which Fowler,
on the one hand, and Howard, on the
other, seem to have upon the attention of
agriculturists, does not deter others from com-
peting for a share of that enormous trade
which is certain to arise out of steam cultivation

between the manufacturer and the farmer in all

well cultivated districts. Besides these two, who
surpassed all previous efforts in the quiet, business-

like efficiency of their work, Mr. Romaine
with his rotatory cultivator, constructed on the
principle advocated by Mr. Hoskyns, did ad-
mirable work. And in the field after Turnips
which they were severally required to prepare as
for a Barley crop, no result was equal to his.

Four tests besides those of the dynamometer
are being put in operation—the preparation of
Turnip land for Barley, the grubbing of a Clover
lea, the preparation of Clover laud for Wheat, and
fallow cultivation on heavy clay soil. None of them
were completed on Thursday night. Messrs.

Howard and Fowler had finished their cultiva-

tion for Barley ; the former grubbing and cross

grubbing and leaving the land in good order,

rather rough however for the seed ; the latter com-
pleting the process at one operation with a com-
bined cultivator and harrow, working the ground

more deeply, but leaving it still rougher; but

severdl other 4-acre plots have still to be accom-

plished in this field. Messrs. Roby of Lincoln,

Uicitardson of Kirton, working Beard's appa-

ratus, Hayes of Stony Stratford and othera,

I delayed by accident, or otherwise, had still to

tinisti them.

On the Clover lea, where ordinary threshing

engines of 8-horse-power were alone at work.
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Eowlee and Howakd, and Beard were the only perfect natural drainage, on which the Wheat

CJui*
6,^

competitors who had by that time finished. The
judges have thus, as yet, but a portion of their

task completed.
The circumstances of the trial, excepting the

pressure of enormous crowds of spectators (for

many thousands crowded round the implements),
have been unusually favourable. Mr. Beady
Nicholson of Garforth, about 8 miles from Leeds,

one of the most active members of the Local

Committee, when all attempts at procuring land
elsewhere had failed, placed his farm at their

disposal, and several large fields of 30 to 60 acres

have accordingly been taken up for the purpose.

A few years ago this could not have been done.
But since then this farm, and indeed the whole
of the Gascoigne estate, under the management of
Mr. Thomas Fox, has been greatly improved.
On Mr. JNTicbtolson's farm of 7o0 acres for

instance, 10 miles of old fences have been grubbed—new fences have been placed—cottages have
been built, and drainage been effected. And the
same energy and spirit which provided land for

the public trials of the steam ploughs, and placed
the shops and forges of the adjoining colliery at
the disposal of exhibitors in difficulties, and laid
half a mile of planks around the trial fields as
seats for the accommodation of tired spectators, is

seen both in the successful cultivation of this
particular farm, and in the general management
Of the property.

It is seen among other things in a very interest-
ing experiment in sheep feeding, which has been
organised by Mr. Fox, and is being carried out
near the trial grounds by the neighbouring tenants,
wherein 8 lots of 10 or a dozen shearho£s of as

was acre.not worth last year 51. per

Would drainage or subsoil ploughing, farm build-

ings or " a suitable residence for a tenant of

capital," have remedied or prevented a failure

so enormous as that! The fact is, we are

dependent not only on the soil, which Mr. Mechi
would spend so many millions in improving, but

upon light, and heat, and air, which, so far as

their natural supply is concerned, are beyond our

influence. And a cold wet summer, like that of

1860, will always reproduce the disastrous harvest

of last year ; and we doubt not it will do so should

it occur a century hence, even though Mr. Mechi' s

grandson may then have the pleasure of observing
how the urgent and perpetual remonstrance of his

ancestor has everywhere at length deepened,
drained, and marled and limed the soil, and
covered it with guano, bones, and sewage, and
supplied good farmeries and "suitable residences
for tenants of capital !

"

cultivation of Grasses, of Clover" of
Turnips, of Barley.' For the "qn^H*
material subjected to analysis in th

^ *

them, it is enough to say that entire ani

C0U

fV
dealt with in the laboratory. And as to th i

of time involved in these experiments
o°b-

-

many different breeds, viz., Cotswolds, Leicesters,
Shropshires, Southdowns, Lincolns, Bambrough
sheep (Leicester and Cheviot), and Eipley I JT*

""*"«7w"'".on ™ ™«"««r *« *»r instance xo

and Teeswateft a™ folded I

the manuf*c
J°"?

s <* superphosphate and other

His Imperial Highness the Peince jSapoleost
did many English farmers the honour of a visit

during last autumn. He examined the improve-
ments on Lord Leicester's estate in Norfolk, and
on Lord Yarborotjgh's estate in Lincolnshire.
He witnessed Mr. Hudson's high farming at

Castle Acre, and Mr. Torr's good management
and first-class Short-horn herd at Aylesbury. His
route lay among the tenant farmers of East
Lothian and of Ayrshire. He visited Glasnevin
College near Dublin, and Lord Pembroke's firm
near Salisbury. Probably at none of these places
could he have realised so perfectly the present
status and condition of English agriculture as he
would have done by a visit to the great Thames-
side manufactories of manure, as for instance to

. j
extending over periods of io, 15 a

'

nj
years can now be quoted. No 'wonder^

1

greater confidence than has ever yet b T 1

by agriculturists in the doctrines of wi^-ir*
is felt in Mr. Lawes, who speaks from th"
rience of an old farmer as much as from thV^
agricultural chemist. *'

It is impossible to travel in one journey ov
territory of the Rothamsted investigations

to take the reader with us over that surfaced
research which is presented to the eye o( on u
takes a walk through the fields, the staZ/*

6

ffcl

yards,, the laboratory, in Mr. Lawes' hands' IQ

sheep (Leicester and Tees water) are folded
each on 2-acre plots of Clover and seeds, not of
very good quality, receiving 3 lbs. of oilcake
daily, and being weighed at intervals. We
shall next week refer again to this experiment,
and give in detail the results of the steam-
plough trials.

manures established by Mr. Lawes at Deptford
and near Barking. Certainly at none of them
could he have found the records of an agri-
cultural experience at once so well defined
and so instructive as on the home farm
of Mr. Lawes at Rothamsted near St. Alban's.
It is to be hoped that a visit was paid here also,

-r™ - *. 4. i_ . - t ., , .,
ana* tnat tnus aa adequate impression was obtained.J v

'*
*°L*° ¥ ^med that the man who on not o:.ly of the professional skill and enterprise of

ILtVtn^^^^^^^
EngUsh a*ricult™s^ *ut also of the contributionsfact although he lays the responsibility of it on which through Mr. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert have'& m 11

?^ P°S8eT a Cer
,

tain us*fulDess
'
^en made in England to the sciences of™ ffi?which should help to excuse himm the eyes even of,' ture generally

a ncui

those who are wrongly blamed. t> fa „ rt
*+ ^ „„„ -l, • , . . ,

ture has been long his text ; though how so
bright and genial a temperament as his should be
absorbed by the gloomy aspect of particular dis-
tricts, and fail of being inspirited by the evidence of
energy and progress all around us, we cannot
understand.

On Monday last, however, he far surpassed all
former instances of this tendency by a letter to the
Times, which argued for the need of 7/. per acre
being spent on drainage, 12/. per acre being spent
on buildings, 111 per acre being spent on dressings
of various kinds, 4/. per acre being spent on sub-
S01

r of'^d "P ™1 of fences, and roadmendin*,
and 21. i0s being spent on steam machinery. The
letter will be found in another column. It seems
that many millions of acres of poor stiff clavsand exhausted Grass lands " are to be rendered

90°; \li
m thlS W

,

ay b? an Vestment of from
*vi. to 661. per acre

!

agriculture all these characteristics have been
united in one whose personal enterprise, no less
than his public spirit, has impelled him to a lono-
series of costly and laborious researches, in which
many thousands of pounds have been spent, to the
great benefit of English farmers and to the in-
creased reputation of English agriculture. How
highly these labours have been estimated here is
proved by the token of gratitude and good-will
presented to Mr. Lawes by English agriculturists
some years ago, when large sums of money were
contributed by them and spent on the erection of
a laboratory which was handed over to him for the
more convenient prosecution of his labours.
In what those labours have consisted may be

gathered from a mere list of his contributions to
the volumes of the English Agricultural Society's
Journal These include reports on Agricultural

It is the unusual dependence of the countrv ' \I i«™i ?i! °
n UrDiP ^Mtnit; on Liebig's

n i*- .- »~-~£ Sheep; on the continuousCultivation of Wheat and Barley ; on the in-fluence of Manures on Pasture Land on tLGrowth of Red Clover
; on recently manufaTtu edCa tie Foods

;
on the Composition of Oxen Sheepand Purs. And they contain not the speculaSs

excited him to this extraordinary proposition.Many millions of pounds have been paid to
foreigners for Wheat and flour, and « this enormous
abstraction from our annual profits has disturbed
our financial arrangements, and ruined or crippled
merchants, manufacturers, and tradesmen &c "

\ nf «„
~

fi„*i™.-„ u "
*. T "** ^uuiauons

national purse and abstract 36/^ acJe for lit £ IT™ *° ^ r
/ference ™" be

permanently influencing farm practiced JZy
Whether on the art of feeding

one field you see. the singularly well m^results exhibited in Grass land by wts^w
in a scheme of manuring wherein every tjepanfc

dressing has been continued year after year ontk I

same plots. In fields of Wheat and Barley, whi
have borne these crops respectively for a nmnfc
of years, you see the results exhibited in a varrn
promise both of straw and corn, arising fromi

similar practice now continued for 16 or 17 yea
in dressings with varying quantities of nidi.

genous and mineral compounds. Elsewhere m
seethe remarkable results of a research iatofc

nature of the Clover sickness. In the labortt«T

you may watch with interest not only the progw

of whatever particular research maybe at the tb

on hand, but in an admirably classified i
arranged series of specimens you have i
results of all previous investigations into the im-

position of plants and animals grown ni

fed under varying conditions.

The farm is large enough to provide t

adequate supplyof labourers, so that the fairneai

an experiment in the field is ensured. Manine

may be applied or cultivation may be condnctet

over a large extent in a short time—and tk

the whole of an extensive surface is submitted

to comparative trials under similar condition

of weather. These experiments, both in tfe

field and in the laboratory, thus prosecute

by a private gentleman, do, we believe, sur-

pass in extent, duration, and agricultural faint

those not merely of any previous or c<#

temporary investigation, but oi any society?

institution under government patronage.

Probably one of the most interesting oM»

series at this time of the year, is that W
relates to the effect of manure on Grass lantf.

j;

is only since 1856 that a series of ^;a^
on the parks round Rothamsted House have \m

set apart for this experiment. Sixteen o

plots have been manured year after year

^
various dressings of manure, and each p

retained since the commencement its own

ment; and in this way the independent enw

sawdust, of salts of ammonia, of nitrate o

of mixed mineral manure, and of various com

tions of these, was at length exhibited.

At the close of the third year the r suite

J
sufficiently obvious to enable a mosi > ^
report of them, which is published in tn

and 20th volumes of the Agricultural boflij

Journal.
these d*

In the fourth season, when we f^"W
they exhibited differences not merely ou ^
of growth, but of actual vegetation, su

_
,

;

limits of each were defined, and plainly ^
be seen a long way off. A surface ^
pasture, containing the same variety

throughout which is ordinarily seen^ ^
L quality, "«*- /^JjJlv difl

er?r

if sown out of entir,
J

^

— »**,. , u» plots which had been dress
^

i

after year with ammoniacal saltsJ
e
, dre^

the flower of Rumex, those which nau^ ^^
with mixed mineral manure were

land of medium quality, was rapjj»j ^
parcelled out as **>™°*£^^1i

The plots which had been ^ jseed bajjs.

with mixed mineral maniac »- ^nniism^l
The Grasses flourished under mtrogenou

Grass land I " And even if this could be ac-
complished, how far would it tend to hinder the
recurrence of a visitation like the season of 1860?
It was not only nor even chiefly on the poor stiff
clays that the country last year suffered. We
are suffering from the diminished produce of the
great corn-growing districts, which are not the
districts of our stiff clays,
doubt help the farmer of
season like the past—but
neighbourhoods of first-rate

remarkable degree.

^-d* °-f SS£g|

Drainage would no
such lands in a
we know whole
land, possessing a

and growing plants or on the practice of feedin"and rearms animals, no such body of licht has
ever emanated from any single source as has been
of late years thrown from Hothamsted.

to the relative — ,

leguminous plants flourished under

and
Grasses

alkaline salts, to the wlativ >exow ^
km. A difference so «eat

;
P»*£^£

three years of treatment shows ho« r v U
Grass lands will answer to the wng^,

(1)

»
niaintf;

the cultivator places them.

unmanured plot, (2) ^J^^h
ammoniacal salts alone, W "'

aloOe» I

'

mannrPf! witli mirpd mineral man _,, mfl^.

^i\

conducted,
large fields

Th«V«?£J •
nave been there I the plot treated with mixedw" -

,

-
drtlMi'

ni t\Z f
1S Se

?
n
.
in the many and (5) that which received annual ra

.

#

experiments
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herbage, and weedy herbage respectively, was as

follows :

—

ore*

ofb
ley}*

i. In

ontt

whig

Lumbe

fronii

mtn-

rejr.

itotfe

>rft9CT

Id
eft

2 Nl

tfft

pi*

ia*

mi

*
or*

if

50.

2«

I
6.

Id
3

2
1

3 4 5

Grassy st*m 36.

53
2

6
3

42
30
23
2
3

72
25

2
1

70
18
4
7
1

100 100 100 100
]

100

Total produce per acre in lbs. 2691 13928|3726 '6652 4 507

and productiveness, the reputation and intrinsic value, of
f
was easily successful, and

This table is extracted from Mr. Lawes' report,

omitting the decimals. Taking 1 and 5 to repre-

sent the natural composition of the pasture under
bad and good ordinary management respectively,

seewhat a difference is produced by the application of

special manures. Leguminous plants were increased
from 4 or 5 to 23 per cent, by mineral manure :

weeds were reduced from 16 or 17 to 2 per cent.

;

Grassy leaf was increased from 18 or 20 to 63 per
cent, by ammoniacal manure. The last line of
the Table is added to show the influence of these
manures on the quantity of the produce. The
figures give the weight in lbs. per acre of the
average crop during three years. The increase
may not be, generally has not been, enough to pay
for the cost of the treatment, but that does not
affect the value of the experiment. The farmer
soon finds out at what rate of application manures
will repay their cost, and in the meantime he has
in those results from Rothamsted a sure guide to the
kind of influence exerted by the several dressings
offered to him in the market on the pastures to
which he may be disposed to apply them.
No mention of Rothamsted is perfect which omits

a reference to the admirably organised allotment
grounds and allotment clubs for labourers which Mr.
Lawes has here established. Their history and
influence are most graphicallv described in No. 1

of Mr. Dickens's " All the Year Round," to

which we must refer our readers. The object of
the " Friar Bacon," to whom, according to this

account of "The Poor Man and his Beer," the
credit of their success is due, was to help the people
to " a little self-governing, and a little homely
pleasure, by showing them the way to better
things and advising them; but never acting for
them, never interfering, and above all, never
patronising them." And so the allotment club, the
nig club, aud those little concerts by the ladies of
his own family, a reference to which appears in
another column, have been established by Mr.
Lawes to the great advantage of his neighbours.

At the late half-yearly meeting of the
Highland Society, it was resolved to postpone
the Kelso meeting in 1862, because of the
International gathering next year. And it was
at the same time proposed as to the show of stock
that the Highland Society should express to the
English Society their willingness to find money,
and Scotch stock, and Scotch judges to go to
London to the Exhibition of the London Society

;

and the directors are about to ascertain whether
the English S >ciety will agree to such a proposal.
If the decision of the English Society proves to
be favourable to the views of the Highland Society,
it is proposed that the directors take advantage
of the show in Perth, to hold a great public
meeting for the purpose of promoting the holding
of a show of stock in London, exclusive of the
show of implements.

At a recent meeting of the Hungerford
Farmers' Club the increasing amount of the
county rate in Berkshire and Wiltshire was the
subject of discussion, and the need of some dis-
posing power over the county expenditure being
vested in the rate-payers, and the expediency of
providing for the formation of a financial board in
each county, to consist of two or more delegates
from each Board of Guardians, in addition to the
magistrates in their official capacity, to regulate
this increasing expenditure, was insisted on.

THE BABRAHAM FLOCK.
Tns dispersion of the Babraham flock which is to

take place next week is looked upon by marry as a
national calamity.

"Where are we to go for our rams?" This is the
exclamation of many a first rate breeder of South-down sheep, whose reputation has hitherto to a great
extent depended on his annual July visit to the Babraham

>Nebb himself has done." Here is a flock which has
oeen wholly self-sustained for more than a quarter of
nr

c

fl

en^y-
,

Xot a ewe has been bought since Mr.wrewitt s sale some 20 years ago, when Mr. Webb wasthe purchaser of a lot or two ; nor has a ram been
orought to Babraham since then, nor for a dozen vears
before it. And yet the size, weight, vigour, quality

the Babraham flock, have been year by year improving.

Is Mr. Webb's secret among: the lots in next Wednes-
day'sCatalogue—will Messrs. Strafford and Carter Jonas
put the exclusive possession of it up to public competi-

tion ? On the contrary, any one may have it for

nothing—has, indeed, already had it any time these

40 years. Unlike his predecessor Robert Bake well, the

great breeder of Leicester sheep, Mr. Webb is the most
genial add communicative of men ; and his " secret,"

and the employment and results of it, are the constant

topic of his conversation with his agricultural visitors.

The secret is, indeed, no new thing ; but by itself it

avails but little. It is the eye which detects every

brood of young partridges nestled under the roadside

fence as you diive rapidly between the station and the

farm, thinking and conversing of quite other things

—

that catches sight of a solitary weed observable above

the general level of the corn field, and of every speck

glistening in the sunshine on the distant fallow ; it is a
judgment of extraordinary acuteness, soundm , and
self•reliance—and a resolution whose tenacity will not
yield, though the decision of the Agricultural Society

and its judges be repeatedly against it—these arc what
has made the "Ferret" in Mr. Jonas Webb's hands
productive of such extraordinary results.

Everybody knows on the one hand, that " breeding in

and in " may end in constitutional delicacy and disease ;

and on the other, that " breeding in and in " produces

animals capable of transmitting with extraordinary

certainty the characters they have inherited; and
everybody knows that a good sheep has a good saddle

of mutton, good shoulders, and good legs of mutton.
It is not however everybody that knows how to attain

the last of the results, and avoid the first without

losing the second. Not only Mr. Webb's " secret,"

but his judgment, eye, and resolution, are necessary for

this purpose.

They nave been in operation now for nearly 40 years

at Babraham, and through Babraham they have exerted

an extraordinary influence on flocks of short-woolled

sheep all over England, and tiurope and America. It

is now 38 years since Mr. Jonas Webb commenced his

ireer as a breeder of Southdown sheep. His original

flock was acquired by purchase of the best ewes and
rams he could obtain from five different quarters,

among which may be named the flocks of Mr. Eilman
of Glynde, Mr. Saxby, and Lord Gage. He has thus
had five separate families to work upon—and the means
have thus been provided of retaining the requisite

distance of relationship between the sexes. Following
the rule of Nature in the case of all wild gregarious
animals, rams of extraordinary vigour and quality have
been freely used on ewes more nearly related to them,
but as a general rule a third, fourth, or fifth cross of
different blood has been desired before the s.ime animals

sons were first

second at Derby in the following year.

Many instances of this kind have occurred where
the sheep placed first in Mr. Webb's own judgment but
nndecorated by the official judgeB has, on being shown
again, been put in the place he held in Mr. WebVa
estimation. Thus a ram named Perfection figures

largely iu the Catalogue. Mr. Webb had refused

120 guineas for him. He was shown at Shrewsbury
and was passed over by the judges, who awarded the

prize to his half-brother, for whom Mr. Webb hat}

refused 40 guineas. This half-brother was afterwards

let by Mr. Webb for 40 guineas—and Mr. Lugar offered

him 150 guineas for " Perfection," which, however, he
refused. He was afterwards shown at Newcastle, and
took the first prize in his class. Again, at Exeter, Mr»
Webb's sheep had been unaccountably neglected by
the judges, but they were shown again at Windsor,

where they and their immediate produce took five

prizes out of six in the ram classes, aud both the prizes

for shearling ewes. And the "Rejected" of Exeter

figures largely in the pedigree* of the flock—showing
the confidence of the breeder in his own judgment as

against that of those appointed by the Society. At
Chelmsford, also, where the first prize sheep was one of
Mr. Overman's, the second prize was a sheep of
Mr. Webb's, but the sheep with which he declared to

win was not noticed. The family however of this un*
noticed sheep were shown next year at Salisbury and
took first prizes there.

It is needless to run through the list of Mr. Webb's
successes—they are to be seen not only in the prizes

won by sheep from Babraham, but in the prizes

awarded to the Duke of Richmond, to Mr. Rigden and
to other Southdown breeders—to Mr. Humphries and
other Hampshire Down breeders, and even to breeders

of the Shropshire sheep—for the Babraham blood has
spread its influence far aud wide. At the Paris show,
Mr. Webb took all the prizes which he showed
for; and among the heirlooms of his family will be
a magnificent silver candelabrum, presented to*

him by H.M. the Emperor of the French as an
acknowledgement of his unrivalled skilL

Several of the sheep named in the Catalogue have
taken their names from the successive meetings of the
Iloyal Agricultural Society where they achieved dis-

tinction; and Windsor, Liverpool, Shrewsbury, North-
ampton, York, the "Archbishop" (of Canterbury) have
all thus left their mark in the present condition of the
flock. Among the sires of the flock, however, are
others whose influence has been equally good, such as

the " Rejected " of Exeter ; " Fancy Boy," passed over
at Gloucester ; " Perfection," not noticed at Shrews-
bury, and others—which Mr. Webb, confident in his
better judgment, has used as largely.

,
We may next week, in our report of the sale, give a

by their descendants come together again. The labour . fuller account of previous occasions, of theJund, and or
of recording pedigrees with a view to the preservation the prices which particular sheep of the Babraham flock
within a single flock of the distinctions thus nsquired have reached. In several instances 500Z. has been
has now become excessive; and Che con nt care refused for single sheep; in many instances 2501. baa
and attention needed in the selection of such animals been received for single sheep. The highest price
for use in the flock as shall, in spite of these dis- reached at any of the annual lettings was 193 guineasuse in tne noca as snan, in

tinotions of family, both give that uniformity of family
likeness so observable over the whole, and preserve
and 'enhance the character and quality as good sheep
which the flock possesses in sd extraordinary a degree,
have become a burden. Mr. Webb has therefore at

length resolved at once to part with the whole.
Nearly 1000 sheep are thus to b4fcrought to the

hammer on July 10. The family relationships of the
several lots will be published in a second edition of the
Catalogue next Wednesday, so that purchasers may
provide themselves with just that variety of blood
with which Mr. Webb himself has had to deal—and the
pamphlet which records the day's proceedings will no
doubt be hereafter quoted as the great standard of
reference m the history of the Southdown breed.

Mr. Webb entirely gives up Southdown breeding
for the future, confining his tastes that way exclusively
hereafter to Short-horn cattle, the labour of recording
pedigrees and relationships being in that case taken off

his hands, as it is for all other herds, by Mr. Strafford,
whose Herd Book annually records the extension of the
breed.

Since the commencement of the Babraham flock, its

successes in competition with other short-woolled sheep
have been unparalleled. For many years previous to the
first meeting at Oxfordofthe English Agricultural Society, )

prizes open to all England were offered by the Essex
Agricultural Society, and at Saffron Walden year after

year all the head prizes were cleared by Mr. Webb.
These were among others for fat sheep, and in these

cases not only against all English breeders of South-

downs, but against all other breeds of sheep whatever

;

and shearhogs weighing 42 lbs. a quarter from his

flock, proved at once the precocity and the weight of

the "small" Southdown breed. At Oxford Mr.
Webb's sheep were passed ovei by the judges, but

immediately afterwards at the Saffron Walden
show half-a-dozen shearling ewes, including those

thus passed o^er, were exhibited, with a challenge

for superiority open to all England for a

hundred guineas — which remained unaccepted.

At the Cambridge show Mr. Webb took the first prizes

in both the ewe classes and in shearling rams. In the

class of older rams the Duke of Richmond was suc-

cessful, but the ram then shown by Mr. Webb was

shown by him again next year at Liverpool, where he
|

for a ram to go to New York, bought by Mr. J. CL
Taylor of that State. The average reached has generally
exceeded 30/. over sales of from 60 to 100 sheep in
number. No ewes have hitherto been disposed of from
the Babraham flock in this country, though some have
been sent to the Continent. They are bred from at
Babraham as long as they will breed—and that is till

a great age. Among the crones to be sold next Wed-
nesday, there is not one which has not this spring had
a iamb (or two) ; but among them are some of a great
age ; and it is one of the articles in the creed at Babra-
ham that there is no end to a Southdown ewe or a
Suffolk mare. For the latter clause of the belief there
are grounds in the remarkable history of a first-class

Suffolk stallion which was shown at Romford last week,
and will be shown at Leeds, and for the former there
are grounds enough in Mr. Webb's experience.
We must not, however, tire our readers with too long

a report at present. They will find on the ground next
Wednesday* undoubtedly the premier flock of the
English Southdown breed—and in the opinion of
competent judges the best flock of sheep of which the
present century can boast.

Besides his ability as a Southdown breeder, Mr.
Webb has, as already named, one of the best and
largest herds of Short-horns in the kingdom, dating
from more than 20 years back, and dating also
from successive sales of Mr. Bates, Lord Ducie, and
others, where he has been a purchaser. He exhibited
successfully both in the bull and cow classes at
Romford the other day ; he has exhibited success-

fully at previous meetings of the Royal Agricultural

Society, and he will exhibit buUs next week at

Leeds. Purchasers of such stock from the Continent

ad from Australia, as well as from first-class herds in

England, are his customers ; and the history of the

growth and present status of the herd may well occupy

the attention of our readers another day.

But it is not only the flock nor yet the herd alone

which attracts visitors to Babraham ; they will next

Wednesday find themselves in a district second to none

in England for cleanly and successful cultivation,

• It may be as well to state here that all trains from London
on that day (including the express) will stop at Whittlesford

ation, two miles from Babraham, where vehicles will be
provided.

'
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Nowhere this year have we seen more promising crops

of Wheat, or better promise of a Barley crop, than at

Babraham—nowhere a fuller plant of Clover, notwith-

standing that the 4-field course of cropping has been

long adopted. The Alsike Clover in particular, which

Mr. Webb has used for seven years, is a remarkably
fine plant—it and the white and red Clover take the

place in succession of the Clover crop in the rotation,

so that each would come round once every 12 years but

for the intervention of Sainfoin, which increases the

interval. Nowhere is there to be seen a better promise

of Swedes and Turnips, nor (in spite of bad seed) of

Mangel Wurzel, nor better crops of Vetches and of Rape.

There is nothing like keeping a good flock of well bred

Southdown sheep, and a liberally managed herd of

Short-horns, for ensuring the condition of the land. The
Clover receives most of the manure of the farm for

Wheat, the Wheat stubble is broken up for Mangel
Wurzel and Turnips grown almost entirely—the former
entirely—on the superphosphate sent out by the Blood
Manure Company. This quarter folded over by sheep
comes up for Barley, which again is seeded down with
red, white, and Alsike Clover respectively.

The flock are folded now^on the Clovers and young

is Messrs.nowarn anew one ; uie rope and anchorT^^
same as have been long in use. The engine is stiV**
in the middle of the side of a long rectanguW ?n^
field, beside a pond from which it pumps its

worked by an ordinary threshing engine since is Messrs.Howardsnew one; the rope and^ch^
July, 1858. Since that time in No. 1, a fifty acre field, "

™ ""

120 acres have been cross grubbed ; in No. 2, 36 acres

have been cross-grubbed successively for Barley, Beans,

and Wheat ; in No. 3, 36 acres have been cross-grubbed

for Oats and for Barley—this field is now in seed; in

No. 4, of 40 acres, 22 have been cross-grubbed for

Turnips ; 40 acres have been cross-grubbed for Barley,

and have since been horse-ploughed ; in No. 5,

20 acres were in seed in 1859—this was once

cross-grubbed for Wheat, and has since been

cross-grubbed for Vetches, which is the crop in

1861 ; in No. 6, 20 acres have been grubbed one way

for Wheat and 10 acres of it have been grubbed for

Turnips in 1861 ; in No. 7, 22 acres were cross-grubbed

for Wheat in 1860, and horse-ploughed for Barley this

year ; in No. 8, 27 acres were cross-grubbed for Wheat
in 1860, and have since been thrice cross-grubbed for

Mangels. Of No. 9 (35 acres), 17 acres were twice

cross-grubbed for Mangel Wurzel in 1859, and one-way

grubbed for Barley in 1861 ; 18 acres were cross?

grubbed for .'Barley in 1859—they were in seed in

1860, and have been cross-grubbed for Wheat in 1861 ;

No. 10 (30 acres) was cross-grubbed after a manuring

Rape, the only addition which the ewes receive being a for Beans in 1 860, and again cross-grubbed this spring

few Mangels still scattered over the fold where the keep
j

for Barley. Nos. 11 and 12 (15 and 20 acres) have not

ie somewhat deficient, the rams receiving some cake in yet been cultivated by steam.

troughs besides the Mangels. Everywhere a lump of I give these figures in detail in illustration'of the

rock salt is accessible in the fold for their use. For particular inquiries made in order to determine the

uniformity of character, and that including wonderful
j

exact quantity of work accomplished since the steam
symmetry of shape, firmness of flesh, and quality of grubber has been worked on this farm. The whole
wool, they are unequalled anywhere.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
Stevington, near Bedford.—On the property of

his Grace the Duke of Bedford, and on the Bedford
side of the village of Stevington, on the crest and
either side of one of those waves of land which the
surface of the Oxford clay there presents, lies the Tithe
farm of Stevington, occupied for some years by Mr.
William Pike. It is a tract naturally of poor clay soil.

Its character, where unassisted by good cultivation, is

Rifficiently shown by certain remarkably poor crop3 in

fields close by—and the influence of drainage and
deep tillage on it is equally manifest in the superior
character of the Wheat and other crops on the farm
of Mr. Pike.

This farm was formerly in many fields, and cul-

tivated in narrow ridges, the only drainage of
the land being by the Bhallow surface furrows
between those lands. Since it has been in the
occupation of Mr. William Pike, he has, at the
expense of his late landlord, reduced the number the whole amounts to 31. 19s. or 13*. 2d. dailv. In
~-C 4.U - i5-U_ x- a 1 a A »_ .«•» . 11., • . . , . .,.. - . *'__

average thus specified amounts to 731 acres cross-

grubbed, i.e., doubly worked. In addition to this Mr.
Pike has since informed me after an examination of his

books that he has also cross-grubbed for hire 300 acres

of land. For this he charges 25s, an acre, the coals

being supplied to the employer.
Excluding this item from our consideration in the

meantime, and assuming that 730 acres—double cul-

tivated between July 1858 and June 1861—correspond
to 250 acres annually ; let us see what the cost of the

steam cultivation on this farm is. The average per-

formance of the engine, including all stoppages
except removals, has been 6 acres daily once cultivated.

To do 250 acres twice would therefore occupy at least

83 days ; but every removal takes at least 3 hours,

and there would be nine or 1 removals during the year.

Adding 3 days for these, there are 86 days' work of the

steam-engine to be charged upon the steam cultivation

of the farm. The following is the labour and its cost
per week:— 1 engine, 16s. ; 1 ploughman, lis. ; 2 men
shifting anchors, 22s. ; 1 man at windlass, 12s. ; 1

Porter boy, 6s. ; 1 boy and horse with water cart, 24s. :

water. The rope goes from it right across the SiJ*
the middle of the opposite side, and there th t

*

stands ; it works between that point and
end of the farther side, and the anchors

°*

shifted backwards along that end and alon» S
midway line of the rope, which travels round
triangle formed by the position of the windlass Li
the straight furrow of the grubber which paraM
approaches the engine side of the field as the wcrf

proceeds. The other half of the field is done in £
manner, and were another such field to ]ie 0n 4
other side of the engine, 100 acres could thus be do>

without ever shifting its position. Two thoim.
yards of rope or thereabouts would, however, be re-

quired ; and we have yet to learn the amount of
draught which the mere to-and-fro movement of the

amount of rope takes out of the power of the engine,

but the rope is kept well off the ground^ tl\jJ
porters.

Mr. Pike is .perfectly satisfied with that mere

stirring of the soil which is effected hy the cultivator,
j

and he is also perfectly satisfied with Mr. Howird',

cultivating implement, which has been substituted f»

the Woolston grubber with its turnbow. It am,

however, be mentioned here, as it will shortly

«

submitted to public competition with Mr. Fowler?

balance plough at Leeds, that Messrs. Howard Ian

introduced a frame of ploughs on the Marquise:

Tvveeddale's plan, iu which three ploughs with rifla

hand mould-boards alternate with those having kfl

hand mould-boards ; the one series working wte

travelling to, and the other, after turning at the la:

end upon the horizontal axis which carries botk

coming into operation when travelling fro—the furro*

being thus all laid one way.

The arrangements for lifting this horizontal axis, st

for guiding the frame which carries all, are exceedingly

simple, and under the easy control of the ploughmc.

who, as he sits upon the carriage, can alter depth ani

breadth of each with remarkable facility, and tte

whole is an exceedingly compendious and apparent?

efficient and well packed apparatus.

of the fields to twelve ; and from a small size,

involving endless loss of labour on headjands, he has
increased their size to an average of about 30 acres.
He has also drained the land 4 feet deep, and thoroughly
cultivated it by steam-power. The extent farmed by
Mr. Pike has till lately been about 475 acres, of which
357 were arable; and 15 horses were employed, in five
3-horse teams, upon this extent. Isow about 600 acres

addition to this we add the cost of coals, 10 cwt. at 19*.
a ton on the ground, or 9s. 6d. daily. The oil at 5s.

a gallon costs about 1*. a day.

The daily cost thus comes to 23*. 6d., and this over
86 days amounts to about 100/. Against the engine and
apparatus, costing about 510/., we must put 10 per cent,
or 517. for depreciation, and 5 per cent., or 25/. 10*., for
interest of capital. The cost of repairs may perhaps

Castle Hill Farm, near Cbicklade. -This tarn

has been in the occupation of the family at

Edmund Ruck for 70 years. Landlord and ten*

have each been more than satisfied duringmm
term of years, and now Lord St (ktrnm to ^
the property belongs, sanctions all tm ™
desires to do in the formation of \^£"f.
farm; and while the latter is grubbing

««Meaw^*g

in drains, and making roads, and thro
w g

I

together for the efficient use of theWP^
former is building cottages on the^^TeaaWle

are farmed, of which 420 acres are arable; and the
\

be satisfied by an annual charge of 15/. ; and for tear
whole is managed with 10 horses and an 8-horse-power
engine, working grubbers on the Woolston system.
J fc

;„ l._ai :u,_ ._ ... . .,

and wear of rope we have the following items:
1400 yards of iron wire rope originally purchased, 50/.

;

steel ropes, 1400 yards since purchased, 60/. Probably
the annual charge needed to maintain this may be

g

much heavier cost of horses. This is plain from the
fact that Mr. Pike has done 100 acres of cross culti-
vation each year for hire, besides the cultivation of his
own farm

: and if two-fifths of the cost of rope, repairs,
depreciation, and interest be deducted because 200 acres, t - „ rule Wheat came once In three

1

ye
Juiehave been annually one-way grubbed elsewhere, for every three years as a general j^ ta gen

every 500 acres done at home, then the charge upon the | unavoidable," sometimes because you ^
farm will be 1,0 . a year, or less than 7.. an acre for the I chance of cettincr in a crop,

sometim #

hardly possible to estimate the saving of
the labour thus effected, because whereas formerly
the horse-power of the farm was organised in made on the theory that the rope will last three years,
so many teams, each with ploughman and boy, and 25/. a year i*y suffice for this particular. Addingnow there is but one man in the management of the I up these items we have a sum total of 216/. 10*. to be
stable, and lads or men at the ordinary wages are sent

j

charged against the farm for steam cultivation,
out with the horses according to the work they are Putting 216/. against 500 acres once grubbed in the
engaged upon. If, however, the additional land re- 'course of the year, we have a charge of about 8*. 7d.
quires the same horse-power per hundred acres as was an acre for the grubbing. And there are two additional
needed on the original farm, then in place of 10 horses ' * "
17 or 18 must have been needed, and the cost saved is
that of about 2\ 3-horse teams, or probably 250/.,
Le., supposing that the horses retained cost as much
per head as they used to do when no auxiliary steam-
power shared in the work. This, however, I do not
suppose that they do, and probably Mr. Pike's mere
saving by the use of his 8-horse engine and cultivatin
apparatus does not fall short of 300/. a-year.
The land is now cultivated in a general way on a

six-year course of cropping, viz., (1) Barley, (2) Grass
and Clover, (3) Wheat, (4) Beans, (5) Wheat and Oats,
(6) Mangel Wurzel, Turnips, and Vetches. Tije pre-
sent cropping of the land is as fellows—125 acres are
in Wheat, of which 105 were partly after Beans, cross-
grubbed by steam-power before sowing, and partly
after Clover, having been cross-grubbed also by steam-
power more than once before the previous harvest
time, and then horse scarified and harrowed. The re-
mainder was after horse cultivation. There are 60 acres
of Beans after Wheat, its stubble having been dressed
with farm-yard dung, and then ploughed by horse-power. I plough
There are 60 acres of Grass and Clover ; 20 acres now in

°

Vetches have been cross-grubbed s.fter a manuring;
25 acres in Mangelsand Turnips have been cross-grubbed
in autumn, and again steam scarified and crossed in
spring

; 50 acres in Barley and 25 acres in Oats make
up the extent of the farm, and were got in alter steam
cultivation.-By " cross-grubbing," it is meant that the
operation was repeated.
- More horse cultivation than usual was done last

Clay land was fit only on rare occasions, and

whoare not to be putout of employment Dy i ^
tion of the engiue. I went into 8°m® |L

ore co£

cottages on this and an adjoining iann, ^an ^
fortable accommodation for a labourers^ i ^
not be desired. They cost the landlord

^
a v ^

tenant about 30/. per pair, the.one in ^
materials, the other in labour ol hauia^, .our ol ii»»-*7o ' . ^ gjj.

seem equally interested in the well-doing ^

tager, and the influence of steam-power spy^
tivation in dispensing with much or w* ^

ll

young boys in the stable and elsewhere, ^
as likely to induce a prolonged and more

cation at school. . rt-.fpnt. of 1^
Castle Hill Farm is 740 acres in «w ,

rf^
out 640 are arable ; it lies on the juu ^

side bounded djabout

5

fields, but Mr. Ruck has now, by «--_
thfO0

nearly 400 chains, 5 miles, of old ien ->

fQ^
land into 9 fields of 70 acres «Tj- ta8§ gi£

was cultivated "as you could do ^^^ ^ frlP

was *J

work. And (2), there is the principal fact of all
steam cultivation, that its quality is superior to that
accomplished by horse-power. It is especially so on
clay land such as Mr. Pike cultivates. This was aoparent
in the good colour and vigorous growth of the Wheat
upon the farm. Mr. Pike informed me that during
the three years of his steam cultivation, on several
of the 10 fields already specified he has not
used the plough at all. Even the mixing of manure
with the soil is done by the grubber No

is used to bury it. I fc js
'

laid
upon the land and grubbed to and fro, and
thereby mixed sufficiently. The cleanness of the land,
too, is a fair testimony to the quality of cultivation by
implements which stir, but do not overturn the soil.

Mr. Pike has till lately used the grubber invented
by Mr. Smith of Woolston, with the turnbow appa-
ratus for turning the tool at the land's end. Latterly
he has used the cultivator of Messrs. Howard each tine
ot which is double,

t
'pointing both fore and aft/so that no

v^*u i.~_ j .
—

'» ~~~» —~ j
turning at all is needed, the claw which follow* m th*»

utLl V;^vTV "?^ thu9 U3ed to ^ wake of the working tooth a8 it goes cominS^utmost Mr. Pie h.8 had Mr. Smith's grubbe | tion in its turn as incomes back again The windiaTs

ce of getting
of the foulness of the land.

Even

who tr

the weather has often beaten those>^ ^_
ordinary means. And thus las aut ^ p0SSfi^
their chance of getting in their^b<^

seedtim^
of the steam plough saved Mr. «** *

u ^,hea I *

his Wheat was looking remarkably ^
^

it five or six weeks ago. , *
jfc

on \*\ig

The land is now cultivated, Vf'f ,s;
the ^

and part of it on a 5-years' course etc ^^
fields and the varying character of the

,. ., taf^
these two rotations to be adoptea.

„„„„.„ -- - -„, -\Vbeati '".Jilt

280 acres, is in four fields, g«>«.in*
ul be fi«? £,

Barley, Clover ; the heavier la*»
X
vA*,

growing Wheat, Vetches, Ma«6^ d.
It*%,

keep, Wheat, Clover, and Be»us manur^ ^^
J e.~ Tl^anS» n*8

is kept down till late in the yea
BeaIi5?

ewe flock, and is then broken up

Wheat.
*?l

AlTunck has had Fo

^

r'* ffitl«*«$»
February of last year, and has workea ^™
able success. He had for several £ o>P£
Mr. Fowler that as soon as his en„ j^

,

teams he would become V
seven ox
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withstanding that he has always contended for the

comparative cheapness of ox labour ; the supe-

riority of the engine as to depth and quality of work,

and its influence on the labourer, being the advantage

by which he expected to be repaid.

As soon, therefore, as Mr. Fowler was prepared to

displace so large a quantity of draught power by his

engine it was sent to Castle Hill. The farm was

formerly worked by nine horses in 3-horse teams and

28 oxen. It is now worked by only nine horses, all

the oxen having been displaced except one kept for

the use of the shepherd.

It is however only fair to add that while the extra

work of drainage, enlarging fields, and making roads

proceeds, more labour goes on upon the farm than

will hereafter be required. In the meantime the cul-

tivation of these nine 70-acre fields and the 100 acres

of pasture is carried on by a 12-horse-power engine,

and Fowler's 4-furrow plough, nine horses, and about

already distinguished themselves at Gloucester and

other shows,

I had an opportunity of testing the draught of the

cultivatiug apparatus, i. e., of the balance plough with

four cultivating breasts, and the following results may

be recorded :

—

1. On the Effect of increasing Depth.

except for the amendment of British agriculture, the safest of
all and the most required. /

" This proves to me that the national mind has not been
sufficiently directed to this object, or disbelieves in agricultural
investment as a source of profit.

" Our agricultural shortcomings are, indeed, enormous. If
the residuum of the 40,000,000/. worth of foreign corn which

Distance
from

Engine.
Depth.

Yards.
50

100
150
200
250
300

Gross
Draught of
Plough.

Cwt.
12*
16
24 i

12
16*
204

Draught
of Slack
Rope.

Cwt.

h
?

2±
2*
2J
3

Nett
Draught.

Cwt.
12
16
22
10m
17

When going from the engine the draught of the

rope drawn behind the plough commenced with

. ,*,,-', -, .v i r nothing and increased up to 3 cwt. when near the
950/-worth of manual labour, besides the salary of a

ftnchor and 300 d/ were Qut. Qq coming
bailiff, and the cost of tradesmen s bills

back the d d r0^ commenced with fully 350
To understand the expenditure which has been ^^ of ^ fu ftnd inCreased to

70U yards. At first the rope, wholly dragged, took

\ cwt. to pull it. When wholly carried it then took

3i cwt. Again allowed to drag till near 600 yards were
dragging, it took 7£ cwt. to pull it. The rope was

then put on the porters again and the draught fell to

4i cwt. With the anchor put in gear and moving
forward another \ cwt. of draught was taken up.

These figures are interesting as showing the importance

of an apparatus which shall ensure the rope being

properly carried. In illustration of the character of

the soil I may further notice that a common horse-

plough turning a furrow 5 inches by 10, took about

1\ cwt. to draw it; and when turning a furrow
6 inches by 10, it took about 3£ cwt. of draught.

save 1. we must remember that even if, as Mr. Ruck
had always arjrued, oxen retained their value while at

work so as to cost the tenant nothing, yet there would

be at leaat 12*. a week paid for every team of four

during probably about 35 weeks of the year, and the

wages of one man to look after all the teams when not

at work during the remainder of the year ; and the

price thus paid as wages formerly and not paid now
amounts to about 157/. In addition to this we have

the fact that Mr. Ruck is about to increase his flock

of 450 to 600 ewes, partly owing to the increased

fertility of the land, partly because he no longer

feeds a herd of 28 oxen, in both cases owing to

his adoption of the steam plough. And it is a

very moderate estimate which puts the profit of

the new arrangement at 200/. a year ; so that with-

out taking into account tradesmen's bills, depreci-

ation and repairs of implements, and assuming that as

much capital will be invested in live stock now as there

was in the days of ox-labour, yet 357/. are added to the

reaources of the farm by the displacement of the oxen

And now to understand the cost of tho engine by
which this displacement has been effected : I find on
inquiring field by field that since February 1860, and

up till the middle of April 1861, 555 acres had been
ploughed, and 764 acres had been worked by the same
implement with the scarifying breasts, making 1319
acres worked in all. This corresponds to the very
large extent of at least 1000 acres per annum culti-

vated by the engine during the very wet and difficult

year of 1860. This has been accomplished at the

rate of 7 acres a day upon an average, including time
lost in removals, Ac ; and the engine has thus
been worked upwards of 140 days in the year. The
fuel consumed is about 10 cwt. daily, costing 10*. or
thereabouts upon the ground, and the oil costs about
1*. a day. The -wages per wrick are—engineer, 1/.

;

ploughman, 1/. ; anchorman, 12*. ; two porter hands

at 6*. each; and one boy and horse for coals and ttQ , .. . . ., , ..
t
_ _^

i it rn>. -„„ n-,„i,- i.«. a j O- i
Such a summer as the last dispels the illusions of the

water, 1/. At. This amounts to 4/8*. a week, or 1aiutz /air, 8y8tem, and teaches a stem lesson to that large
14*. 8a. a day, and their wages over 140 days are about class of agricultural non-improvers who greatly predominate,
102/. per annum. The fuel and oil in like manner, at both as landlords and tenant*, over the comparatively limited

1 1*. a day, cost 77/.

The repairs during the period include an injury to

plough and anchor from running into anchor when
working in a fog when the signals could not be seen

—

a cogwheel broken out of the gearing for the forward
motion of the engine—repairs of porters for the rope
and three dozen plough-shares, in all about 15/. The
tear and wear of rope has been considerable, owing to

the lower groove in the drum which carries it below
the engine, being cut a little deeper than the

FARM CAPITAL.
The following letter has been addressed to the

Times by Mr. Mechi :

—

'• Sir,—You have devoted your columns to the very impor-
tant question of clothing our people. May I ask you to do the
same as regards feeding them ? If the anticipation of a short
supply or an increased price of cotton fills the public mind
with alarm, surely still more anxious should we feel about
corn, tho food of the people.
"Since our last disastrous harvest we have paid to foreigners

40,000,0001. for foreign corn, being some 30,000, 000J. over and
above our usual average payments. This enormous abstrac-
tion from our annual profits has disturbed our financial ar-
rangements, ruined or crippled many of our merchants, manu-
facturers, and traders, has increased the value of money, has
limited credit, and thrown out of employment, wholly or par-
tially, large masses of our industrial population. Farmers and
those depending upon them have suffered more than any other
class, for they have incurred the expense of preparing for an
ordinary crop, but have failed to obtain it or its equivalent in
price. Under such circumstances it becomes our duty to in-
quire how and to what extent such a calamity might have been
mitigated, and how much loss and suffering might have been
avoided. The great and principal cause of our misfortune has
been our generally imperfect mode of farming, which is unable
to meet the emergencies and difficulties of an unpropitious

>n.

number who have profitably applied commercial principles to
the cultivation of tne soil.

" Painful and striking was, indeed, last year the contrast
between a well-drained and deeply cultivated soil, having all

modern and necessary appointments, and that on which no
such means had been applied. The percentage of difference
was too great to be measured by any reasonable charge for in-
terest upon improvements. If I said as between the two the
difference was 100 per cent, in favour of the perfected farm it
would be in very great many cases far below the truth. Not
only in quantity was the advantage in certain crops as 2, S,
and 4 to 1, but in quality there was also the difference of a
large rent per acre on the selling price.

speak the truth and expose the nakedness of the land with a
view to its improvement. Did I believe that this non-improved
and unhappy condition of agriculture arose from want of means

upper one, thus causing either a stretch or a grinding s^SSt h^Vn^^m^ir1
?
wi

|

1

K
c
?
use rau

?
h an*er and

IT, lu? u t. r ii j l
rll»content

t
but 1 pledge myself for their correctness over a

of the rope by which it was broken. In all, owing to very large area that came within my own personal observa-
this injury, and the natural tear and wear of rope tion

; and it is the duty of every well-wisher to his country to

arising from ordinary use, 50/. are charged to
*

Mr. Ruck for additional purchase of rope; he is how-
ever stronger in rope now than he was at first, and if; or of opportunity it would be useless to"complain" butl know;
40/. per annum be charged on this account it will be a !

from lon# practical observation, that it is a want of belief in

feir account of the expenditure on this item during '

J
he rrofit of improvement on the part of both landlords and

.% m . r »r r» i • • 5 tenants (quite as much the former as the latter) rather than a
the first year of Mr. Ruck S experience.

|

want of means which retard a progress. It ifa 5n^oSe,Tut
We have to add to these items 39/., being 5 per cent. '

ver*' ^profitable self-satisfaction with things as they were, and
on the capital invested, and i St., being 10 per cent, for
depreciation in value. And the total annual cost of
the steam plough comes out 346/. per annum, rather
less than 7*. an acre.

This is certainly very much cr taper than the work
can be done in any other way. The quality of the
ploughing is superior to that done by horses,and most of
it is good 3-horse work, worth at least 12*. or 14*. for
hired labour, and probably actually costing the farmer
9 .or 1 . A saving of more than one-third the co^t
and a great improvement of the quality of the work, are
well worth trying to effect—they are to be accomplished
according to Mr. Ruck's experience by the use of Mr.
Fowler's engine and apparatus, even in the unimproved
state in which on this farm it has hitherto been used
And so convinced are Mr. Ruck's neighbours of this
that he informs me Mr. Fowler will obtain a number
of orders around Cirencester as soon as the improve-
ments in his apparatus shall have proved themselves at
Leeds and elsewhere.

The Castle Hill Farm is interesting, not only for its
steam cultivation but for its herd of pure-bred Short-
horns, which though only a few years established, have

the want of commercial calculation and comparison of well-
known data, that envelope the agricultural mind in a haze of
stagnation and non-progression. There are many millions of
acres of exhausted Grass lands and poor stiff clays which now
bind the tenant in poverty and discontent that would be ren-
dered profitable by an investment of from 20/. to 36L per acre
in the following improvements:

—

Drainage 7
Subsoiling or deepened cultivation . . .

.

2
Removal of hedgerows, trees, and improve-
ment of roads 2

d.

• #

• •

10
5
3

n
Covered yard s and good farm-buildings . . 7
Suitable residence for a tenant of capital . . 5
Steam machinery for various purposes
Burnt clay, chalk, or lime
Guano, bones, and other manures
Sewage irrigation where practicable .

So here is a total of landlords' and tenants' improvements
which, conjointly, would certainly result in individual and
national profit.

" I am speaking practically on the matter, and I know that
it would be a happy circumstance for the generality of clay-
Ian d farmers to have their present rents doubled, or even
tripled, provided that the increased rental represented a fair

interest on a sim expended on Landlords' improvements.
"Whether these improvements are to be effected by indi-

vidual or associated capital it is not for me to say, but it does
strike one as extraordinary that ready millions can be found

I
for almost every undertaking or e tie, British or foreign,

would have considered such a waste suicidal and insane had
that amount of corn been consumed by their animals and so
disposed of.

•'Taking the acreage of the United Kingdom our gross agri-

cultural capital may be estimated :—As landlords* investment,

24£. per acre ; tenants' investment, 4J. 10«. to 51. ; rental, 11. ;

produce, 31. K». per acre. These figures are humiliating as

compared with the best instances of agricultural progress,

which represent much more than double these amounts. A
paltry increased produce equal to 6«. Sd. per acre (the average

value of one bushel of Wheat), would, on our acreage of

60,000,000, give us an addition to our food of 20,000.000^., being

nearly double the amount of our average annual foreign corn
importation.
" I know that this, and very much more than this, can be

done with profit to the agriculturist and to the country at

large by even moderate improvement. We shall then no
longer present the humbling spectacle of a nation which,

having by enormous investments and exertions clothed the

universe, has yet neglected to produce a sufficiency of food for

its own people.
" A long experience has taught me that nothing fs more cer-

tainly profitable than judicious agricultural improvement.
/. /. Mechi, TiptreeHall, Kelvedon, Essrx, June 29."

HALF-TIME LABOUR IN CULTIVATION".
[The following paper was read last week before the English

Agricultural Society by Mr. Chadwick.]

In availing myself of the permission you have
accorded me of bringing forward the subject of the

education of the children of those employed in agricul-

ture, allow me to say that I do so to some extent to ask

consideration and counsel as to what may be addressed

elsewhere, and what may be done, inasmuch as some of
the observations which I may make would be trite and
indecorous even, if they were held to be addressed to*

those gentlemen by whose immediate presence and
attention I am honoured. I have however now ta
submit to the Council the results oflong observation and
of some late extensive investigations, tending to the
establishment of whit are deemed new educational

principles, some of which are peculiarly applicable to

agricultural and thinly spread populations. Apart from
those higher considerations of duty which are the
proper province of the ecclesiastical authorities, I pro-
pose to deal with those of a lower economical class. I
believe that the future progress of agriculture is

largely dependent on the improvement of the
education and the intelligence of the working
hands. I have before had occasion to state, on the
authority of persons specially conversant with the
mechanical inventions available for agriculture—that
there is now as much sound mechanical labour-saving
invention unused, as there is of labour-saving machinery
used, but that the bulk is altogether unused, and that
which is used in consequence makes wretchedly slow
way in consequence of the prevalent ignorance and in-
competency of the labourers to use it, including the
want of competent foremen to direct it. But the pro-
gress ofagriculture will now soon require more of labour-
saving machinery, such as is in general use in some of
the American States, and for its direction more of
skilled labour, for where machinery saves labour it

creates labour.

I had occasion some time ago to take some French
Commissioners to see an estate in Scotland, where, in
the middle of the last century, the tillage was of about
the standard in which the average tillage of France now
is—namely, of about 14 or 15 bushels of Wheat the
acre. Then the wages were about 6d. a day, the rent
about 10*. an acre, and the fanners starving. Now
there is, in the example I presented to them, an advanced
use of steam, reaping machines and other machinery,
with more yet to be introduced, such as the steam
plough, wages for more of intelligent and better con-
ditioned labourers at 16*. a week. The farmers are
now paving a rent (which includes interest on capital
for drainage and other improvements) of 3Z. an acre.
The average yield of Wheat, which I cite as a measure
of progress, upwards of 40 bushels per acre, directed by
better educated farmers, good capitalists, who look like
field marshals.

I have known of instances of advanced agriculturists
of this class, whom I would denominate 40 bushels per
acre men, coming south, attracted by the better
climate and lower rent of the land, looking at farms
there; but when they examined the condition of the
labour there, to which they would practically be con-
fined by the law of settlement, when they found the
low state of intelligence and the habits they would
have to deal with to work a change of system, th< \

determined that the lower price of land was not a suf-
ficient compensation for encountering the difficulties

presented, and they withdrew from the 9*. a week ill

educated and ill conditioned labourer, ami thi 20*. an
acre land. Agriculturists of this class I was informed
went over to Ireland during the lower sales of the
Encumbered Estates Act, but when they examined the
condition of the Sd. a day labour there, they declined

to bid any price for the land.

The state of education amongst the labourers in

large tracts of country may be inferred from the low
state of education amongst the farmers, a large pro-
portion of whom are completely illiterate. When I
proposed an education test, simple writing, ability of

=P
flC
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•the county as well as borough voter to write his name, children ; and except to amuse or to occupy the time of.

political leaders of both parties declined to adopt it, children, as nurses do, to keep them out of harm's way,

expressly on the ground of the large proportion of all attempt to teach or to occupy them beyond those

their respective constituents whom it would disfranchise. * *" " ""*"

An election agent of my brother-in-law, who was then
member for North Lancashire, asked me whether I was
aware that the qualification I proposed would disfran-

chise 1100, at least, of hia constituents? I know
otherwise of this low state of education from the diffi-

culty of finding overseers in some districts who can

hours with lessons requiring sedentary mental labour is

worse than waste.

On the other hand, a mass of evidence will be found

by those who choose to consult it, as laid before

Parliament, that good teaching three hours a day

practically imparts as much book instruction in less

o ._. than three hours a day as is now commonly imparted

keep accounts or make the public returns proper for the in six. Children engaged in agriculture, as well as

office. We talk of the progress of education, but what i those at work in factories, with agricultural children

&m U T„ ik» _nU&. -- » - - .
A- _ j ___ K nip nA>v>n,nn l,, nrm.^T.m nnvi- nf flnnli flow OQ Wpl !»S Oil flltprnfltfi daVS.is it ? In the militia regiments not one-half commonly

•can read or write. The rate of the diminution of marks-
men and women in the marriage registers has only been
seven per cent, in 16 years, or only half per cent, per

annum ; and the last return gave 33 per cent, of marks-
men, and at this rate of progress some 60 years would
be required to extend the very inferior quality of edu-
cation which is proved to be imparted to three-fourths

of those who are now passed through the elementary
schools, and who are ranked as educated.

Whilst then the future of agriculture requires a
higher order of intelligence for its progress, conditions

-are to be apprehended from which the present condition

of intelligence will be still further lowered, relatively,

in the increasing wages and demand for labour in the
towns, and more especially in the increasing facilities

and temptations to emigration, particularly for the best

educated and best conditioned young couples. In some
Tural districts a positive decrease of population is shown
by the last census, and the general complaint is that the
$>ulk ofthe emigrants arc ofthe better conditioned classes.

The proper inducements to marriage of the best

character, not of the reckless but the provident and
orderly, are means of educating and rearing children,

with the prospect of cheerful homes. But what are the
common prospects presented for the training of chil-

dren, to speak of no others ? At home the young who
would marry have commonly the prospect of only half a
cottage or a squalid residence in the lower district of a
town, and in either town or village have too frequently
only inferior schooling for their children. In the
colonies with higher wages, they have more room,
larger residences, and more facilities for the physical up-
bringing of their children. Those who have relatives

in or near the towns of the New England States will
learn that good common public schools are provided by
the state, in which a sound elementary education is

given in public schools in common with the children of
other classes.

Whatsoever may be the extent to which the drain of

^}e .
m

.

ore intelligent labourers by emigration may be
diminished, one means of doing so will be better pro-
vision and security for the more hopeful upbringing of

working part of each day, as well as on alternate days,

with good school teaching are found to be equal in

book attainments, and superior in their aptitudes for

applying them, to the long-time school children taught

in the common method.
This new principle will be found to conciliate the

demands of time for school teaching with the demands
for service at home or in the field more largely than

may be at first apparent—more largely than is repre-

sented by the half daily school hours. But I am
enabled to propose a still larger conciliation of school
teaching in years with the 'demands for the

agricultural services of young children. The evidence
which I have collected, and which will be sub-

mitted to Parliament, establishes the fact, that sup-

posing a child to have been trained in a good infant

school, say from his fourth or fifth to his saventh year,

and that he enters a well-constituted half-time school

conducted under a good certificated teacher, with the
aid of pupil teachers, he may be taught to read intelli-

gently, to write a fair hand, and to get into habits

of good spelling—be taught the principles of arithmetic

up to decimal fractions, really much better in three

years than he is now taught on the common method in

six years. In other words, the elements of education
may be indelibly impressed upon him by his tenth
year; that is to say by the time he is of any bodily
capability for productive service, by the time the
parents will, and too commonly must have his wages,
or must have his self-support to aid the subsistence of
the increasing family.

But this last result is to be obtained only by the
classification of numbers; by an educational division of
labour, as well as by competent trained school teachers.

Where such classification is available (as I shall be pre-

pared to show it may be in agricultural districts, or
within two or three miles of towns, more extensively
than is commonly supposed) there, by the division of
educational labour, whilst the quality of the school
teaching is improved, its expense is greatly reduced.
Thus the common expense of good school teaching
power by a certificated teacher, in the best of the
common separate village or parochial schools, is at least
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H>* «*«>?.> obtain the amountdition of those who remain.

The great obstacles to adequate school teaching are :

first, the demand for the labour of children, now
increasing with the increasing scarcity of the labour of
adults; and next, a greaterobstaclethan persons who have
not studied the subject of education are fully sensible of,
the very inferior quality of the school teaching which
is commonly provided for agricultural populations, com-
paratively to that which is now provided for town
populations, or, indeed, that which under the existing
conditions it is practicable to provide for thinlv ponu-
lated rural districts.

J
*
y

Large fundamental objections, as I may assume that
I have elsewhere proved, attach to the common practice
•of the physical as well as the mental training of very
young children in urban as well as in rural districts.
The common doctrine of school teaching requires an

attendance of five hours a day in winter and six hours

of elementary instruction which educationists have
hitherto set down as a minimum requirement. On the
scale of the larger half-time schools, the expense
of a higher class of school teachers is only at the rate
of 11. per annum, and the time required, three years.
In other words four pupils may have imparted in three
years well the elementary powers, at the same expense
that is now incurred for teaching them to one boy com-
paratively ill. The boy who in three houra a day, or in
three years, has learnt as much as another who has been
occupied in school for double that time, will, it may be
unnecessary to observe, have acquired far better mental
habits of attention and alertness, as upon the practical
experience of employers is found to be the case. So
much is this so that I have been assured by considerable
employers of labour that they have ceased to employ
long-timepupils when they can get short-time scholars.
But this economy of result, it must be borne in

^£&Z^£S^%££££ 2*5-*-*W" t>L is rPrese_„t comnfon.y

hand, and the elements of arithmetic.
Now, if the agricultural populations had everywhere

Alfred Morrison, Esq., of Fonthill 50Qse u ,

was elected a Life Governor of the Society
a<^

The Earl de Grey and Ripon, of SfcudW iu, iRipon, was elected a Governor of the SoS, * •

Thirty-eight new Members were elected. I
FiNANCES.-The Hon. Colonel Hood, Chairman

oftheFinance Committee, presented the Report from whU
it appeared that the Secretary's receipts' during
past month had been examined by Messrs. Quilted
Ball, the Society's accountants, and were found corr«tThe balance in the hands of the bankers on jJ»
was 2229^. 13.?. 8d. The quarterly balance sb#w
statement of subscriptions and arrears was pq^f.
the amount of arrears now due being 650/.

'

Journal—Mr. Thompson, chairman, reported kb
the President's Prize of 50Z. for the best Esau
Yorkshire, was awarded to the Essay bearing t*

motto " Spero," and on opening the motto papa k
author was found to be Mr. W. Wright, of Sigglestkn

Hall, Holderness.

In Class VIII. (1861) the prize of 10/. wasawsnH
to Mr. C. E. VVratislaw, of Woolscot, Rugby, for ii

Essay " On the amount of capital required for t»

profitable occupation ofa farm," motto "Deo adjuvant*.'

In the same Class the Essay with the motto "Vk
et crede " is commended.

Subjects for Essays for 1862. The following art

recommended :—

•

L The comparative advantages of trenching, sub- i

soiling, and double ploughing *

2. County Report, Staffordshire *

3. The comparative advantages of fixed and moreable

steam-power, and of single and double dressing

threshing machines
4. Improvements in hay-making .* •« • '

5. Miscellaneous .. .. .. • »» •* 1

Further sn ,tions are invited from Membefl

»

Council and of the Society.

The Report of the Special Committee appoint*

consider the question or the admission of
»-*°^™J

Writer or Reporter from the Press to the Weeg

Meetings of the Council was received, and the JOT

consideration of the subject was postponed till*

vember, it being resolved that sufficient notice otw

subject had not been received by members of Coin*

Country Meeting.—Lord Walsingham, Chti*

of the General Leeds Committee, reported the cos*

tion of the Show.yard at Leeds, to the m™*""
Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Honorary Director ot tueaj

The trials of steam cultivators at Garforth, near^

S
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found in the schools of rural districts. What that is
was denoted in the schoolmasters' returns to the

good school teachers oW^t b7n^Tn*w^i"^ J "T? f?*™?- census
>
from the fact that 700 of them were

sacrifice of the wages and services of chfldren Ihfch \^l *!
"g onljr 7? tm^ lt

'
M,M Nightingale,

against the increasing demand for thei,^ not be

$

t S^^^ToSffc±^ "S
* 8ch^Ttr**>

by parents except upon very strong compulsion Afhn- w? insUnce of one who was made a schoolmaster
about the tenthV, whence la^urTboys'and^fhe ScTors^reoTts J?l ZE!*%f» *T Tl*
domestic services of girls becomes productive, it is not ^^^^rtlvF^ w^\ eXan,ple3 of the
to be expected that wages should be sacrificed by the ^-v*^******8 wlncU mosfc characterise small
labouring agricultural population for the common sort
of hook instruction, of the advantages of which they
cannot be expected to be sensible.
But a close examination shows that such a sacrin™ I ti «nn ;« *™ „/„T7 "ViT v XT"J

8U
i,»W8eu rn™ a

of time at the ages in question is not o2 unnllel*£ !sK lit Z ,

ord
J

n^ employments is

but positively mischievous, mentally as weVTs bodily m£rL w>£ i

P °f •
0nce 1 ****

I have hadfmoreover occasion to s^ubmTt^ ™1 1 W Jn^ ^"V ^T a master *»
matron ofthe Education Commi*in£^ a ""^ who in addition to

great

Meeting

parishes, whether poor or not "Sometimes," saysMr. Frazer « men are appointed as teachers becausethey can do nothing else ; sometimes they are old
servants; sometimes it is erroneously supposed that a

then, Mr SeniorTevidence from ernin^ni^su^ I noo^^^ °, * ? °?" f
that they exhaust the capacity of profitable attention Tm halt-hour hard lessons; that voluntary attention is .\

n my observation, confirmed by that of inspectors ofnot maintained to more than four half-hour lessons '
w,der means of observation, you have only to examinerequiring mental effort in the morning, and two half-
the 111:il -»er of man or woman who is acting as a schoolnour hard lessons in the afternoon; that they do in fact I

teacl«?r, to anticipate a erreat proportion of the mor-ilexnaust the power of voluntary attention—the onlv ™ w
,
eI1 as intellectual results upon the pupils and th-irquality of attention which is profitable, in less than condition m after life.

* P P '1S and th" lT

three hours of daily teaching with the average of] <To U continue.)

-»*-^> vu.no Vi 3LLIUU VUlUiT C*Wi^ *•*•

will continue during the present week, and are

of great interest to a multitude of spectators.

.A Committee, consisting^

Marquis of Downshire, the Earl of' ?0
.VX^b

Feversham, Lord Leigh, Lord Portman,Lorai ^

Malahide, Lord Walsingham, the Kight no-

Speaker, the Hon. Col. Hood, Hon. w. * ^
M.P.; Hon. A. Vernon, Sir J. ^°^oll%^Vo^
Sir J. V. Shelley, Bart., M.P.' fcbe Rl

; %f.
Nisbet Hamilton, Mr. Burnett, Mr. Bramston,

Mr. Brandreth, Mr. Caird, M.P.

Colonel Challoner, Mr. Brandreth <^\f \B^
Hobbs, Mr. C. Wren Hoskyns, Mr. Jones^.wi •- ^
Mr. Pain, Bfr. Thompson, M.P., and J«.^
appointed to superintend and carry ouy ^^
arrangements for the Meeting of the socieuj

in the Regent's Park. ^ \t

On the motion of Mr. Fisher HobH^n'
Professor Wilson, it was resolved, that in or ^
the/lifferent varieties of wool better kno^-

1^ off

that a full and comprehensive collection o ^^
our native breeds of sheep be ex}\^Jd^co^^
at the International Exhibitionoiy»^
was appointed for carrying out this oty*

,e New Zealand Govf

ouncil for a *t*
.tation to the Libra

of Representa'tives of that Colony, «

_ ippointed for caiT>ing out tniso^—
fe^

The Agent of the New Zealand Governm ^
rxMaA «... *k„ i-«.,«»,i tor a set or

. a^
presentati reftoW*

t#*tthe request be granted.
f f^-

The Council then adjourned, it hav">?
duriog

^*

that the Weekly Meetings be ^pen^^^^^
on account of the pressure of busine*

Leeds Meeting.
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Farmers' Clubs.

Tahwobth : The He lotion* of Landlord and Tenant.

_At a late meeting of the agriculturists of Tamworth
Kid its neighbourhood, an address on this subject wag

fiven by John Peel, K The following report is an
abridgement of Mr. Peel's address:—He said: The
result of recent agricultural improvements has been

that the crops which had been raised on certain farms

were such as would have appeared fabulous in times
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thst the produce of the earth was capable of extension

to an almost indefinite degree by the further applica-

ion of skill and capital. Agriculturists from all parts

of the world had visited this country to see the

appliances adopted. There was one feature, however,

with which every foreigner must have been struck. He
would perhaps go and examine a farm conducted on
the very best principles of the present day, and he
would look with wonder upon the amount of grain and
animal food annually obtained from it; but after seeing

this he would be induced to extend his observation a
little furt h and visit the farms immediate!v surround-

ing it —farms perhaps of equal capabilities to the one
he had already, inspected—snd on comparing the

annual results which proceeded from the labours of

hose employed upon them he would find them
ridiculously small. His natural impression would be

that it was surely for the good of this country that the

whole surface of the land should have the benefit of

these improvem* « in cultivation; that surely the

fanners of England were wanting in intelligence and
energy, and a sense of their own interests, or they
would follow the example of those who had attained

inch eminent success. But if he were to ask the
question of atme in that room, he would be met with

the reply that it was not that the farmers of England
were wanting in intelligence or energy; that it was
not that they were not alive to their own interests and
the public good, but it was that high farming was very
expensive ; that it was an operation which required the

permanent outlay of a great amount of capital in

machinery, implements, manures, and stock; and that

when a man had taken a farm, and made that outlay,

he had no security of a sufficiently continued length of

occupation to enable him to recover that money he laid

would be found in a simple contract being entered int

between landlord and tenant, that should define th
obligations of the landlord on the one hand, and the
duties of the tenant on the other; and which should
affix certain penalties to the non-performance of duty
for both contracting parties. He had ventured to

draw up the form of an agreement which might
possibly effect these ends. He begged, however, that it

might be perfectly understood that if even this were
deemed a good and valid kind of Agreement, he would
recommend them to put it into the hand of their legal

adviser, to let him see that it was likely to carry out

the purposes for which it was intended. The agree-

ment was as follows i

—

"An Agreement made between Hugh Broadacues, Esq.,
ON THE ONE PART, AND GEORGE THOMPSOV, FARMER, ON
THE OTHER PART.

"The said Hugh Broadacres, Esq., for himself, his heirs, and
assigns, doth agree to let unto the said George Thompson, wl.
for himself, his heirs, and assigns, agrees to take, that messuage
or farm-house, called , with the barns, stables, fold-
yards, garden, and outbuildings thereto belonging, together
with all those closes, ]>i< », or parcels of am , meadow,
and pasture land situated in the township f , i-

taining about — *-res of land, with the i and appurte-
nances thereto belonging, to have and to bold the same for the
term of — years, at the yearly rent of £ —, payable half-
yearly, the first payment to commence and be made on the
29th September next ensuing.
"The said Hugh Broodasres, Esq., engages to deliver up

to the said George Thompson the said farmhouse, with the
buildings and premises, gates, ditches, and fences, in perfect
condition and repair, or to put them in such condition with
all possible despatch, it being agreed that no rent shall
become due until the execution of such necessary repairs be
completed.

" The said George Thompson engages to use, manage, and
cultivate the land in a farmer-like manner, and according to the
improved system of agriculture, and not to plough, break un,
or convert into tillage any part of the aforesaid meadow or
pasture land under a penalty of £ — per ac, and to keep in
good and substantial repair the said farmhouse and buildings,
with the gates, ditches, and fences m and about the said pre-
mises, the landlord providing materials ; and in case of such
provision not being made within one month after the notice
given, the said George Thompson shall purchase the necessary
materials at the nearest mart, and deduct the cost thereof from
the next payment of rent.
"The said George Thompson shall not at anv time during

this demise sell any hay, Grass, Clover, straw, fodder, or roots,
grown on the said premises, under a penalty of £ — per load, but
shall consume the same, and shall use and spread all the
manure, dung, and compost that shall be made therefrom
upon those parts of the land which most require it.

out, or of compensation at the termination of his " Tbe ^d
Gf°.rS« '

„ , .
I , r™ ;,„™vw«r«<»„+fl ma^ ;« fk« ««:i I

occupancy, shall leave all of such manure, dung, or compost,

"The said George Thompson, on the termination of his

oc^cy .or ,»™»en™ m.ae » ue sou. I gffggjS^/Jl £-fc«SRS %&\ "!!',$
The custom of letting and taking land varied, as they Broadacrc*, i:sq., or the incoming tenant, without being

were all aware, in different parts of the country. In ^^J*1 any consider n for the same.

some parts, land was let upon leases of lengthened ^inl^ ten
?
nt

'

_«_j_ __j :_ ~i.i :*. _ i.i. * _. .

8hal1 take any liay or 8tmw which may remain unconsumed at
the time of quitting (not exceeding — tons of the former and— tons of the latter) at a consuming price ; anv further quantity
to remain on the premises for the use of the said Hugh Broad-
ores. Esq., or the incoming tenant, without any considera-

tion whatever.
"It is also further agreed it if the said George Thompson

shall purchase and uso upon the land any lime, bones, guano,
,
or other manure of acknowledged efficacy, t lue of such
purchases shall be divided as follows :—"Lime or bone- into— equal parte; guano into —equal part*, and other manures in
proportion to tbeir curability. 'And on quitting, the said

periods, and in others it was let from year to year

;

but he believed, with the exception of one favoured
spot in England, the county ol Lincoln, there was no
well-understood system of tenant right; and the con-
sequence, in his opinion, was that the people did not
feel that perfect security in the tenure of their farm*
which would indt them "to lay mil tin li swnn^ with
that liberal and free hand with which they would have
cultivated land belonging to themselves. jpv|«.iu"» iu ww uuroouity. Ana on quitting, the sai-

In some parts of the country, again, the custom was <»forge Thompson shan receive from the said Hugh Rroad

to grant long leases. In one partespecially, with which ^JE*±!!Z™# of 8Uch "J*!"? ."» ?ha11 bc in P">l™

he was very familiar, the practice was to grant leases

for 14 years' occupation Without tenant right. The
practical effect of the system was what he should have
anticipated. When a man took a farm, he began by
farming up for seven years, and then he farmed down
for another seven, thus submitting the land to alternate
periods of fertilisation and the converse ; and at the
end of the lease, generally speaking, the land in that
part of the country was left in a position worse than at

the beginning. He believed long leases on the whole
to be very disadvantageous to the landlord; but it was
only in a small portion of England that the practice of

granting long leases existed at all. Generally speaking,

he belie 1. the system was, and especially in their own
neighbourho* for farms to be let from ir to year.

There was still considerable difference in the mode of

letting land on different estates even here; for with
some the practice was to have agreements—tolerably
lengthy one une of them—signed by the tenant, and
sometimes the landlord. S > far, however, as these
agreements had come under his own observation, they
simply amounted to this : they bound over the tenant
to go tbr^Jgb a certain routine of cropping, to do
certain things and to abstain from doing others, und< r

erious if not ruinous penalties. In none of these
agreements had he ever found equally stringent clauses
npon the lan.ll 1 for neglecting to do his duty.
He cai now to ask a question rather than make a

statement. He asked those pre it who had more
knowlwige than he I 1, did they feel sufficient security
at tl • moment in the occupation of their farms,
and in such a continued let: h of occupation as induced

to such number of ; rs as shall fall short of — or — years'
occupancy of the said farm after incurring such last-mentioned

i expense, and shall also be allowed one-third of the cost of ail
!
oilcake and other corn and artificial food consumed on the
premises during the last year of his occupancy.

" And lastly, it is agreed that the v ie of all claims which
the said George Thompson is entitled to by this agreement
shall be left to the valuation of two Indifferent persons, one to
be appoii 1 by the landlord or incoming tenant, and the other
by the said George Thompson his heirs or asaij , an i if I yannot agree, then to be referred to an umpire, who shall be
appointed before they go into arbitration, and whose decision
shal 1 be fi rial.

"

He believed already the landlord body were convinced
greatly to their advantage that covenants

of this kind should exist. Speaking generally,
lieved that nine-tenths of them were favourable to the
system. It was the tenant-farmers who did not desire
it. From his own experience with the landlord class,
there was not one in a hundred who would wish to do

hing wrong, and would not wish their own duties
to be as well defined as those of their tenants. He did
not anticipate the slightest difficulty if once the ten-
antry should be persuaded that the system proposed
were desirable.

Mr. Pckl—The extent has not been denned at snv r*f- ™V
Mr. May : No, but he thought it wo. veryW^f &£°*fthem could bear witness that if they tried it toTcert3r?«£

tent, and manured too highly, they were almost sure to rat
less grain. His own opinion was that, if th-v were not ex-
ceedingly careful in topdressing, they did harm instead of
good : and as such he did net think they could calculate upon
a much larger yield of Wheat than well-eultivated farms pro-
duced. He would, however, have a perfectly dry cultivation,
and have farms well drained ; but still he thought it should
not go forth to the world that they could have any amount of
farming they pleased. His opinions on the question of tenant
right were those of Mr. Peel's. He thought that if compensa-
tion were given for the tenant's outlay, it would result in a
feeling of security, which wourd be unquestionably beneficial.

Mr. Arotle had been for more than a quarter'of a century
connected with two estates in the neighbourhood, upon which
not a tenant would be found who would complain of his land-
lord, though the one was occupied without a scrap of paper,
and the other with agreements. The one occupied: without a
contract, indeed, was perhaps the best cultivated. The agree-
ments of the other estate embodied pretty nearly the pro-
visions which Mr. Peel would introduce, and yet he scarcely
remembered an instance in which they had had occasion
to refer to the contracts. Where there was a good under-
standing between landlord and tenant it could not affect that
agreement to know that there was a safe and binding contract

;

and where thero was no understanding, it was very desirable
tl

• here •h<mld be something which a tenant, in case of the
iatb of the other party, might fall buck ui>on, and say, "Here

is our contract." Hut matters of this nature did not affect
merely agricultural persons, they affected the public. It was
desirable that every acre of land in this country should be
properly cultivated, and m»de to yield as much corn and grain
as possible. The public had a claim upon every acre ; arid if,

for want of a proper understanding between landlord and
tenant, that acre did not produce by one bag of Wheat what it
ought to produce, the public were eventually the losers. It was,
therefore, essential that those mutual obligations which had
been referred to should be made, for though in the case of Mr.
May there was no misunderstanding to-day, there might be
one to-morrow.
Mr. Cheatle believed there was a great quantity of land in»

this country which would be improved to a considerable ex-
tent, and its produce consequently vastly increased, if re-
muneration were made for unexhausted improvements. H&
quite agreed with Mr. Peel as to the consumption of every-
thing on the land. If he were possessed of an estate of
10,000 acres, he would not allow a tenant to sell anything off
unless he brought back something like it.

The Chairman said Mr. Knight and Mr. Cheatle had both
spoken of the invidious nature of an application to a landlord
who bore a high reputation ; but he (the chairman) thought
each of these instances favoured the argument for agreements
generally. From all the information he had been able to gain
on the subject, he believed the worst cases of litigation which
had ever taken place had arisen from that very circumstance.
The landlord's character had been so excellent that the tenants
had laid out their money as freely as it the land had been their
own. The landlord had then died, and the heir appointed
valuers, who on inspecting the estate naturally raised the

nts of those farms in good cultivation, and lowered those of
rms in a bad condition, whereas the practice should be reversed.
Mr. Johnson said land had its natural value : and if land at

a natural value of 30*. and 21. were improved so as to be worth
21. and 60f. respectively, he thought the tenant was entitled to
the difference. Where land-valuers were employed, they never
studied the capabilities and what he called the natural value
of the land, but simply looked at the state of the crops and its
present condition. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Mr. Peel, in rising to reply, was glad that this discussion

had given sereral gentlemen an opportunity to eulogise theirown landlords, but they must remember that those landlords
were not immortal. If there had not been a universal senti-
ment of the positive necessity of an agreement, every one who
had spoken hod said it was better to have one.
The Chairman said that as the discussion had been brought

to a termination, he had a resolution to propose. It wasi as-
follows: "That this meeting, having listened to the lucid
statement of Mr. Peel, is of opinion that he has clearly proved
that the land would be cultivated more beneficially to landlord,
tenant, and the country generally, if the agreements under
which they farmed were more clear and definite, and that it is

the highest importance that a clause should be invariably
introduced giving full compensation for unexhausted im-
pr v. nents."

Mr. Barton moved that the resolution be altered so as to
embrace the words "that it is essential that a written con-
tract should be mode in every instance."
The resolution, in the amended form, was then put to the

meeting and carried unanimously.

JlotCce* of BOOK*.
A PUa for Arterial Drainage, Embankment, and

Improvement. By G. H. Dean, Agricultural Engineer
and Surveyor.

This is a thin octavo volume, giving (1) an outline
history of Romney Marsh and of the great level of the
Fen*

; (2) a list of Acts of Parliament connected with
the Fen district

; (3) an enumeration of Public Drainage
Knight looked upon the aristocracy of England with

A"ct8
»
and tnose granted to public companies for the

the greatest respect. There were not greater patriots, better purpose of assisting landowners in improving theirmen, or more true-hearted Englishmen than were to be found lands ! M reason* for JLJnLT „ il °uamongst them. His own ancestors occupied one whole lord 1^ 'i i ' L i?
°°tammg a comprehensive

ship ; and from the mutual confidence which existed between
arterial drainage outfall, embankment, and reclamation

!
landlordand tenant, their tenure,though ayearly one, spread over Acfc '> (5) chapters on rivers, drainage, reclamation of

three centuries. Thn l«nH ui^ Ktt « rronti m n« « u,- ur» lanrl. irri<rofi^n onA ™~,;~~ These subiects arethere was held from a high-minded member
who made very little change ; and to attempt to male t th t

sort of agreement in such a case, although apparently advan-
tageous to the tenant, would bo disadvantageous to' him for
the time being. He confessed, however, that he saw in Mr

vr-l'c observat is a very important element where th hud
- . „ — -j, ... i to deal with a money-making llord. If there were not that
penence "—" " ' " * .. ., , -, , . .

that capital which ^remained conveniently at their

j

command to the cultivation of their land ? If it were
f true that lie aid not go upon a farm of any mnn
among them and say. W,, v don't yon do so and so ? but
he met with the reply. When shall I get mv money
back Again ?—if I should wish to go into me otbtff

[ f °f business, how much of ray money shall I leave
I in the land ? If they told him such i ise was possi

JflJ I
^'ctit come to the fair conclusion that there was

the 5| ^flwaent secoritj to umNmm that moaat ofapnliea.
I* " twiof apitalto the tad which would best conduce to

I the Welfare of the npnnl*» Hp hpliovod fk« »«^-j^

thorough understanding and high-minded feelin h were
nnected with the aristocracy of this country, such an agree-

ment was calculated to prove of crable service.

M May could not but think Mr. Peel hod viewed the matter
of contracts in a very plain, common sense, and commercial
light. Circumstances were now so changed, and there w
such a different kind of agriculture being' introduced, steam-
power, amongst other things, was effecting such a material
alteration, and of course buildings and other matter w< nld
have to follow in their train, that ome additional sccuri-

would necessarily be required. He himself farmed without an
agreement ; but he bad that feeling of thorough confidence in

his landlady, that he could improve to an almost unlimi^d
extent id yet feel perfectly safe. But ex tional case* were
not general one One remark made by Mr. Peel, tl and
was capable of improvement to on indefinite extent, he thought
was hardly correct.

reated in the partial manner which was inseparable
from the plan of so small a book ; but there are indi-
cations enough in its 130 pages that the author under-
bids his subject, though be has not written a work

exhausting it for the information of his readers.

A Treatise on the I tm Engine in its various Appli-
cations. By John Bourne. Being the Fifth Edition
of a Treatise on the Steam Engine by the Artizan

Club. Longmans.

A quarto volume of 500 pages, full of information for

the scientific man, the millwright, manufacturer, and
agriculturist, for among the "various applications

of the engine " here treated are those to agriculture.

We do not see, however, any reference to the steam
machinery now employed in the cultivation of the
land. The volume is amply illustrated by no fewer

j
than 27 plates and 546 woodcuts.
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Miscellaneous.
A Cow, the property of Mr. Sewell, of Hethersett

Hall, near Wymondham, Norfolk, gave three calves on
Sunday, June 9, all of which, with the mother, are

alive and doing well ; two are fatting and the other

weaning.

Concerts for the People : Hothamsted . — The
concert was in Friar Bacon's laboratory ; a large build-

ing near at hand, in an open field. The bettermost

people of the village and neighbourhood were in a

gallery on one side, and in a gallery opposite the

orchestra. The whole space below was filled with the
labouring people and their families, to the number of

500 or 600. We had been obliged to turn away 200 to-

night, Friar Bacon said, for want of room—and that
not counting the boys, of whom we had taken in only
a few picked ones, by reason of the boys, as a class,

being given to too fervent a custom of applauding with
their boot -heels. The performers were the ladies of
Friar Bacon's family, and two gentlemen ; one of them,
who presided, a Doctor of Music. A /piano was the
only instrument. Among the vocal pieces, we had a
negro melody (rapturously encored), the Indian Drum,
and the Village Blacksmith ; neither did we want for

fashionable Italian, having Ah I non giunge, and Mi
manca la voce. Our success was splendid ; our good-
humoured, unaffected, and modest bearing, a pattern.

As to the audience, they were far more polite and far

more pleased than at the Opera; they were faultless.

Thus lor barely an hour the concert lasted, with thou-
sands of great bottles looking on from the walls,

containing the results
#
of Friar Bacon's million and one

experiments in agricultural chemistry; and containing
too, no doubt, a variety of materials with which the
Friar could have blown us all through the roof at five

minutes' notice. God Save the Queen being done, the
good Friar stepped forward and said a few words, more
particularly concerning two points; firstly, that
Saturday half-holiday, which it would be kind in
fanners to gran:,- secondly, the additional Allotment-
grounds we were going to establish, in consequence of

the happy success of the system, but which we could
not guarantee should entitle the holders to be members
of the club, because the present members must consider
and settle that question for themselves: a bargain
between man ann man being always a bargain, and we
having made over the club to them as the original
Allotment-men. This was loudly applauded, and so,

with contented and affectionate cheering, it was all

over. All the Year Hound, No. 1.

Gutta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Testimonial from Mr. J. Farrah, Gr. to Boswell Middleton
Jalland, Esq., of Holdemess House, near Hull,

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in

lengths of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last

12 months for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer

better than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of

the water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest

effect on the tubing. I consider this tubiug to be a most

valuable invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to

water our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-

half the labour required."

Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company
;
Patentees,

18, Wharf Road, City Road, Loudon, E.C., and sold by their

Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

G LASS P K E

3 inches diameter
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

99 99

99

99

II

9*

99

99

99

99

99

SERVE
Without Lids.

05. Akd. .

.

6
8

10
1

14
18
2

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.

BEE GLASSES.

J A K S.-
With Lids.

0*. 6^d. each.

ENRY
2, Basinghall Buildings,L^ A K D

Galvanised Iron Water Ci«t
for Cottage Houses, Ac. , to contain 50 «*»ii

ern

31s. each ;
and 140 gallons, 37s., and fitfei6'- »'^

the water perfectly sweet and clean • wiiilVth
t*P k3

Cisterns of all sizes. '
W1U n<>t rust or

*

Galvanised Iron pr^
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use 3 •

l
and 32s. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for eame at from 1q ^^

Galvanised Iron Swing "Water B

''***

for Garden or Farm use, containing abour cy?*** *5

formed of iron, 35s. 0«Z. JLf & l̂

9
11

« *

1

1
1
o

2
4
8
2

8

»»

»»

»»

>»

»»

»i

4 ins. diameter
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6
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*9

99

99

99

99

>>

99

Qs. (yd. each
• S

10
1 1

1 4

99

9»

99

99

9 ins. diamoter
10 „
11 .9

12

99

99

99

It. 8d. each
2

2 6
3

ISot made above 12 inches.

James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,
London, E.C.

Garden Border Edging

Fand G. ROSHER, Ckmen? jw
• Merchants, beg to invite attend .' an^

Stock of Ornamental Garden Border-ed? Jhe* V
Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware Jr

w ia ''

tages over Box or Grass-edging in that thev^P^^
for slugs, *.c, take up less room, and ™if -,

fl0 kri

further attention.
0flceH rgqain

They may be had of various patterns tfv ue,
mises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street ruA 0, R '

,p*
Kingslaud Road Wharf, near the CanalHrf*8 - • "I
N.B. Sketches of patterns sent by ^T'V

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Box* w

w

p?
M*

Balconies in stock. ^ for Viadoil

ORNAMENTAL PAVING
tories Halls Corridors, Balconies,^ ™L

durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff cot ,M
of forming a variety of designs. ^* "*^
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining ****,Dames, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. GnL3

metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of eratLM
Clinkers Red and White Wall-Copfngs, GlLSStTo be obtained of F. & G. Kosher, at their Premises**

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-ESTABLISHED

THOMAS MILLINGT0N
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED

Calendar of Operations.
JULY.

Berwickshire, Mersk Farm : July 1.—It is many a lono
month since the weather was so suited to the requirements
<?l the farmtr. Juno has throughout afforded frequent and
moderate showers, and a fine growing heat ; avoiding the
extremes of drought or wet. Of the small breadth of Wheat
sown befote winter, much is thinly planted. Late sown Barley
on some strong soils is almost nowhere, but, with this
exception, spring com is healthy and vigorous. Some Barley
is fully shot and other corn following ; so, with a continuance
of favourable weather, we may look for harvest in the thirdweek of August. • Turnip sowing is finished in good style

:

the seed has brairded speedily, and the flea has scarce lien
seen. Thinning occupies all hands, and Swedes are about
finished, notwithstanding some delaying showers. The few
pieces of Mangel are not doing much. We are afraid theywere too late in being sowu. Potatoes cover an extended
area

;
they are growing fast Grass abounds beyond all recent

experience, but still stock for slaughter are not readily soldowing pernaps to the heat Our neighbours of the hills seemnot to have got the better of the winter before last. CheviotEwe hoggs we un lerstand are scarcely to be got.—/. T.

In. by In.
20 .. 12
20 .. 13
20 .. 14
20 .. 15

TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWELLINGS.
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.

by

SMALL SQUARES.

16 oz.

f Common, per 100 feet, 13s. 6d.
i Super „ 16*.

21 oz.

18*.

23*.

In.

6
In.

4

44
5

5J

In.

8

84

94

by
« *

In.

6

64
7

74 J

Per 100 feet.

Common
11*. 6i
Super.

12s. 61

Pern

SQUARES in 100 and 200 FEET BOXES.
i Inches by Inches.

10
194
11

J2
15

10
17
18
13
14

8
84
9
9

Inchesby Inches
124 .. 94

, 13 .. 9
22 .. 10
124 .. 101

Inches by Inches.
18 .. 10
134 . . 104
14 ..10
14* .. 10*

T
Inches by inches.

11

11

11
11

12
1-2

15
16
17
18
20
22

15
12
124
13

• •

Inches by inches. ; P. 100 feet ?.'

12*. M.
Us. 3d. «

• •

• •

12
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20

22 « *

13
13
13
13
14
14

84
20
22
24
20
22 •

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package

STATE OF THE WEATHER-BERKSHIRE
Tor the VTee, mtogl^ggg^^ ,. B . Spearing>

TEMrcRATcnE or Air.

3*3 "=-1 =' a
5s

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot
below the
Surface.

GLASS CUT TO
16oz.-4ths, 13<*., 2d., and <2ld. per foot.
„ 3ds, 2\d., 2±d., and 3d. per foot.

mr GIVEN' SIZES NOT ON LIST.

21 oz.—4ths, 23rf., U. t
and 34<*. per foot

M

—*ths, 2|d., 3d., and 3*d. per w
3ds, 34d., id., and 4*<*. per foot.

GENUINE WHITE LEAP
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTV

HARTLEYS IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.
Not accountable for breakage. j

.. 32.5. Orf. per cwt. I LINSEED OIL " fl" 3
i J » BOILED ,

- 3

80 -
I TURPENTINE»»

BLACK. QRKgy, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, Ac

ridaT 3
tturday

Sunday 30
Monday l

Tuesday 2
"VX'ednesday 3
Thursday 4

.
-

. 7

726
82.0
TK.n
7-

7:(

74.0
"

87

7'2.U

I
54 JO

47

41

V

>>.0

I

M.-1

60.0
-.7.1)

67.7
'1.2

«2 5

Degs.
64*
65.0

64
62.6
63.1

63.6
63

The reading* arc taken at 9 a
Minima recorded relate,
Thermometers an; placed
7 feet frum the ground.

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PAXCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPKIETOB3 OF THE ST. PASCBA8 IROV WOHK9. OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, «W««

m on the days named, and the Maxima and
therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

G^
:

Notices to Correspondents.
Botaxt axd ZwuhiY. FLO. Mr Hcnfrey and Mr Duckmanhave written tm seven,! dep-irr merits of til lJtL"™ k™?

WEBE AWARDED THESILVER MEDAL of the IIOYAL AGUICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON HURDLES *>
wh,ch, by the>r peculiar eonstmction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in *&**

iJlStS per DOSt On nnnl^of;«« n ..*._ *.
& «^_ x_ Ran;

r"'""1
-' »/"«<«> "i Jtit.rtn.-.nturc ruav meet your wish ;m to a

mat/oN^.'W* 4*ri~1'"^ J* we
y
do not know ofmannnls of the kiud von .«eem to desire.

PouLTRV.-The appraacliiii- t»»d of the London Season has itsinfluence^ th. market, but the moderate «„,,piv preventsthe great fWHrj pnee, that we have sometimes to rec-rd
this time There has been a i<reat demand during themonth
ot June, and prices bnve been >atisfcctory. They are nowabove the averag* of former y<.ar3.

Lists per post on application. „^ „„_
The Mnrdhi can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND WR0UOHT-IR0N STABLE

adop

Large Fowls .. .. . 3
Small ditto .. .. '.'. *.". 2
Chickens .. ..

"
#

"

#

"

2

Buck«.. *; 2
Pigeons
Rabbits
WUd ditto

Each.—*, d.

6
6

6
6
8

4
8

*. d.

1

to

»»

• »

»»

»»

4
3

8

5
2

1

6

'J

5

9

FiTTI>"

RoJ A^iCntural Socfetv o?'v W Fitt ''n^ obtai«^ the Commendation and the *«*&,

.nine the headend comfort]%£££%£SJStt^ttAVJ^^^^^^^&™LZ?^ of Stable E.nitUre. and**-*

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCR AS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, S.W-.

Opposite Old St. Pas-ceas CarECH.
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Plants of Cabbage, Savoy, Kale, Broccoli, and
Cauliflower.

JOHN" CATTELL begs respectfully to inform the
public that he has a plentiful supply of"Plants of the above

superior true sorts, which he will forward to order on receipt
of postage stamps or Post Office order, made payable here, at
the following prices, package included.

All the sorts of Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Kale, including
Brussels 8prouts, 6U per 100, 4*. U. per 1000. All the sorts of
Autumn and Spring Broccoli, Sd. per 100, 5*. 6d per 1000.
Early and Late Cauliflower and Red Pickling Cabbage, 10
per 100. Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage, 3*. (kf. per 1000.
Packages containing plants to the value of 1/. and upwards,

will be delivered Carriage Free to London, Croydon, and the
Eden Bridge Station of the South Eastern Railway.
Seed of Cattell's Reliance Cabbage may be had free by post

at 1*. per packet containing half an ounce.
Nursery and 8eed Establishment, Westorham. gent
To Architects and Landscape Gardeners.

THE RUGBY BURIAL BOARD hereby give
Notice that 'they are prepared to receive PLANS and

SPECIFICATIONS with TEND! -.

1st laymjr out and Planting the proposed New Burial
Oro'inH at Ruf . containing 7 acr^s 3 roods 2 perches.

2d- For the Erection of two I pels, Entrance Lodge, Dead
1 1 vm, and Fencing.
A Plan of t lie Ground may! on, and Instructions as i

Board __
the Board.
The Plana and Sj^cifications may be either for laying-out and

Planting the Ground, or for the above Buildings and Fencing,
< r may combine both, but the Board reserve the right to select
ether [the Plan for Laying-out the Ground, or the Plan for
the Erection of the Buildings, or the Plan combining both
at their discretion.

Plans and Specifications with'scparate Tenders are requested
to be sent in to (the Office of the Board, Chapel Street, Rugby,
on or before the 31st dav of August next.
By Order of the Board, E. G. WHatislaw, Clerk.

Cypripedinm Insigne ManUi
WM. MAULE and SONS beg to call the attention

of lovers and cultivators of Orchids to this new and
splendid variety of Cypripedium, which they have great
pleasure in introducing. It received a First-class Certificate
from the Royal Horticultural 8ociety, and is figured and fully
described in the Floral Mapazine for this month, " July."
The Stock is limited, and will be distributed shortly in strict

rotation when a sufficient number of orders are received.
Price 105*. each, with the usual discount to the Trade.
Wm. Maule & Sons have duplicates of the below enumerated

very select and choice kinds of ORCHIDS, to offer, most of
which are English grown plants, and taken from flowering
specimens, so that their varieties m»v K« r»ii<wi «« «. ««JI
and of the best descripti

*»

105
10

1 06

Aerides Foxbrush
odoratum major .

.

suavisaimum or
flavescens

light and
dark pink and
•potted vara.. 42*—«3

Lobbii . . 42

31

21

* *

• •

6

Anjsctochilus
„ Lowii
„ cordatus
,, Xanthophyllua

Calanthe vestita rubro
oculata .. 15 6

„ vestita luteaoculata 15 6
Cattleya Acklandiss . . 63
Cyrabidium Masterful . . 63
Cypripedium caudatum 105
„ Lowii .. .. 105
„ villosum .. .. 84
„ hirsutissimum .. 63
„ barbatuni multiflo-

rum .. 10 6

s. d.

84

105

10 6
f*

99

21

15

Cypripedium barbatum
grandiflorum su-
perbiens

„ Uropedium Lin-
denii

Dendrobium Devonia-
num

Farmerii, white
and rose coloured
variety

Cambridginiana .

.

ia pmpurata, the
best variety, each .

.

Saccolabium ampu-
laceum .

.

., pnemorsum, "true" 105
Vanda cajrulea .. 63«.—105

suavis," RolHssonV
variety .. .. 105

suavis, "Vetch's"
best variety .. 210
teres, free bloom-
ing varieties . . 15 6

63

105

»»

tt

>*

#
i ne above quotation of prices are for good establishec

in some instances they may be had larger or smaller
portionate prices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE on application.
The Nurseries, Bristol, July 13.

JKAN VLKSCHAFFELTS Nursery, Ghent,
(Belgium)

J

CAMELLIA LEOPOLD 1- a Ghent Seedling.-This very
splendid novelty has been exhibited by J. V. at the las*t
winter show of the Royal Botanical Society of Ghent (in March,
1861). where it was very much admired by all lovers of that
beautiful tribe of plants, and was awarded the 1st priae for
the finest seedling Camellia. It has since been sent to the
exhibitions of Brussels (Society Royale de Flore), Tournay and
Lacken, where it was also rewarded, and considered a first-
rate novelty

; and certainly no Camellia collection should be
without it.

This Camellia is of a very fine ornamental habit ; very large
leaves, of a dark green ; the flowers are of the largest size,
exactly imbricated, of a bright scarlet uniform colour, turning
toJWue on the top of the petals; it is in fact perfection, and avery free flowering vanetv. ^
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,Ure fn ^nc-unchisr that he has decided

«F?£^ g ? * 1 <• S
,perb novelt7 or» and after the 1stof October next, at the following moderate terms —

Pine plants (well grown* 1 to 1± feet high, 21*. each.

a™., *-
da ^^ Sower-buds, 31*. 6o*. each.A very few larger plants at 42*. each.

One plant over for every three taken.A carefully coloured plate will be sent to each subscriber

AZALEA INDICA PROFESSEUR LEMAiRF t?'

aittbet—&££toi&

w

RED FLOWERED ROSE SOUVFNTR ™ r. vatw.™
Lfleurs rougca>-This is a^seedlhi frf^ v,

MAL
,

MArS0N
.venir de ufcalmaiaon. of^"2g/™.m_

J

he ™.11 known
stock : it has

1SJEW GRAPE, INGRAM'S HARDY PROLIFIC
j^> MUSCAT.—This is the most fertile and the best setter of
all Grapes. The bunches are from 12 inches to 14 inches in
length, having black oval berries, with the peculiar vinous
flavour of the Hamburgh, yet more piquant, and combined
with a slight spice ofMuscat, so as to tone down the acid without
satiating the palate. The flavour is new, and has been pro-
nounced by one of the first judges of this country to be the
finest flavoured of all Grapes. The fruit is such, that the more
it is eaten the more it is liked. In this Grape we have the
gardener's friend and the gentleman's bonne bouche. It is im-
possible to grow the Vine without producing fruit, and owing
to its ripening in a much lower temperature than the Black
Hamburgh, it is the very best sort for a greenhouse or Curate's
Vinery, and in ordinary summers it, no doubt, will ripen against
a wall ia the open air. The footstalk of the berry is so stiff

and strong that it cannot shank off". For those countries
where the Vine is cultivated in large quantities in the open air
and where they have now only coarse and tasteless kinds, this
will be the greatest acquisition. It has been exhibited before
the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee, and
obtained a First Class Certificate ; the fruit shown being cut
from a Vine struck from a single eye that was only 14 months
old from the time of putting in the eye till cutting the Grape
The fruit this year will be ripe from tho middle of May to the

id ofJune, when intending purchasers are invited to call and
judge for themselves. Plants will bo ready to send out Aug. 1

,

*. and 42*. each : and a few extra strong at 63*. each.
Jnq. Btawdibh, Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
FIRST GRAND ROSE SHOW, JULY 10, 1861.

LIST OF AWARDS.
Class I.—96 Varieties, 1 Truss of each. (Nurserymen.

)

1st Prize, J. Mitchell, Piltdowm Nurseries, Maresfield,
Sussex, 71.

2d, John Keynes, Salisbury, 5?.

3d, Edwin Hollamby, Tunbridge Wells, SI
4th, Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, Herts, 21.

Extra, Wm. Paul. Waltham Cross, N., If. 10«.

Class II.—48 Varieties, 1 Truss of each. (Nurserymen.)
1st, John Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford, 41.

2d, Benjamin R. Cant, Colchester, 3L
3d, John Keynes, Salisbury, 21.

4th, R. Laing, Twickenham Nurseries, S.W., 1L
Extra, E. P. Francis, Hertford, 15*.
Extra, Edwin Hollamby, Tunbridge Wells, 16*.
Extra, Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, Herts, 15*.
Extra, Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, 15*.

Class III.—24 Varieties, 3 Trusses of each. (Nurserymen.)
1st, John Keynes, Salisbury, 21 10*.
2d, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex, 21.
3d, R. Laing, Twickenham Nurseries, S.W., li. 10*.
4th, John Cattell, Westerham, Kent, 11.
Extra, Benjamin R. Cant, Colchester, 15*.

Class IV.—24 Varieties, 1 Truss of each. (Nurserymen.)
1st, John Keynes, Salisbury, 21.

2d, Charles Turner. Royal Nurseries, Slough, 11.
3rd, John Cattell, Westerham, 10*.
4th, Benjamin R. Cant, Colchester, 5*.

Class V.—48 Varieties, 1 Truss of each. (Amateurs.)
1st, J ohn T. Hedge, Reed Hall, Colchester, 61.
2d, Miss L. Crawshay, Caver«ham Park, Reading. 4f.
3d, John Hollingworth, Maidstone, 31.
4th, Geo. T. Brush, Gr. to Joseph Tritton, Esq., Norwood, 21.

, ^
C£AG

S VI —2i Varieties, 1 Truss of each. (Amateurs.) -

1st, W. Corp, Milford. Salisbury, 4/.
2J, J. T. Hedge, Reed Hall, Colchester, 21.
3d, A. Moffatt, Gr. to Viscount Maynard, Dunmow, Essex, K.
Extra, equal 3d, Mr. Worthington, Cavershain Priory, near

Reading, 1L
4th, W. Mercer, Esq., F.R.H.S., Grove House, Staplehurst, 10*.

Class VII.—18 Varieties, 1 Truss of each. (Amateurs.)
1st, Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, Rushton Rectory, Blandford, 31.
2d, Mr. E. Moore, HorselL near Woking, Dorset, 11. 10*.
3d, J. T. Hedge, Reed Hall, Colchester, 11.
4th, George T. Brush, Gr. to Joseph Tritton, Esq., N

wood, 8., 10*.

Class VIII.—12 Varieties, 1 Truss of each. (Amateurs )
1st, J. T. Hedge, Reed Hall Colchester, 11. 10*.
Equal, W. Corp, Milford, Salisbury, 11. 10*.
2d, Rev. H. Helyar, Pendomer, Yeovil, 1/.

3d, George T. Brush, Gr. to Joseph Tritton, Esq..
wood, 8., 10*. ^ *

4th, Rev. Mr. Child, Little Easton, Dunmow, Essex, 5*.
Equal, Mr. E. Moore, Horsell, near Woking, Surrey, 5*.

Class IX.—12 Rose*, 12 Varieties, in 13-inch pots. (Open
No Competition.

oa
C
A£

SS
,

X
'^T

5° Roa£' 12
,
Varieties

. ^ S-inch pots. (Open).
2d, Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, if.

Class XI.—20 New Roses, 10 kinds, in 8-inch pots. (Open
No Competition.

Cla8sXIL—12 New Roses of 1860-1 Hino-l* Tmieo. jn****^

THE GARDENERS* ROYAL BEVFVOT FVTINSTITUTION.-At a General Meeting of the M nT
of this Institution, held on Wednesday, July w for th?n,5^S
of electing Three Pensioners, the following was the r^JK
the Ballot :—

Cakdidathl

* t

• «

Applica-
tion.

Ag( Votes.

Eighth 232
Eighth 70 827

Sixth 67 278
Fifth 73 772
Fifth 83 290
Fourth 64 155
Secoud 78 668
Second 60 281
Second 63 16
First 67 50
First 75 29
First 68 494
First 61 76
First 82 121
First 1 74 58

Nor-

William Crouchxr
John Mackintosh (a Subsciber 5 years).

.

Margaret Mitchixson (Husband sub-
scribed 7 years)

Tii< mas Jknki.ys (a Subscriber 11 years) .

.

James Wallis
George Annaball
James FAiRB.\iRN(a Subscriber 9 years)
Robert Parker
Thomas Smith (a Subscriber 7 years)
Robert Draper (a Subscriber 6 years)
George Duck
Elizabeth Judd
William Ker (Subscribed 15/. 15*.)
Thomas May
John Thomas Willmek
Tho Meeting then Ac red John Mackintosh, Thomas,

Jenkins, and Jamks Fatrbairn, as having the greatest number
of Votes, duly elected Pensioners of this Society.
July 13, 1801. Edwd. R. Cutler, Secretary,

____^ 14 « Tavistock Row, W.C.

ROYAL BELFAST BOTANIC and HORTICUL-
TURAL COMPANY (Limited).

GRAND FRUIT and FLOWER SHOW, Open to the United
Kingdom, to be held in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Belfast, on
FRIDAY, August 9, when the following Prizes, given specially
by several noblemen and gentlemen of the neighbourhood, will
be competed for :—

Plants.
Class 1.—For the best Collection of 24 Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, including Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and Heaths:—
1st prize, 15/. ; 2d prize, 10/. ; 3d prize, 51. ; 4th prize, 31.

Class 2.—For the best Collection of 10 Ornamental Foliaged
Plants (distinst varieties) :—1st prize, 71. ; 2d prize, 3/. ; 3d
prize, 21.

Class 8.—For the best Collection of 12 Hothouse Ferns (dis-
tinct varieties):—1st prize, 10/. ; 2d prize, 5/. ; 3d prize, 3/.

Class 4.—For the best Collection of 24 British Ferns (distinct
varieties) :—let prize, 51. ; 2d prize, 31. ; 3d prize, 2L

Class 5.—For the best Collection of 6 Hand Bouquets:—
1st prize, 3/. ; 2d prize, 21. ; 3d prize, 1Z.

Class 6.—For the best Collection of 8 Pelargoniums :—1st
prize, 21. ; 2d prize, 1/.

Class 7.—For the best Collection of 8 Fuchsias :—1st prize.
21. ; 2d prize, 1/.

*

Class 8.—For the best Collection of 1 2 Carnations and Picotees
(distinct varieties) :—1st prize, 2/ ; 2d prize, 1/.

Class 9.—For the best Collection of 12 Roses (three flowers in
a truss) :—1st prize, 2/. ; 2d prize, 1/.

Fruits.
Class 10.—For the best Collection of Fruits (exclusive of

Pines) :—1st prize, 15/. ; 2d prize, 10/. ; 3d prize, 5/. ; 4th prize, 3/.
Class 11.—Grapes, for the best 6 buuehes, any variety:—

1st prize, 5/. ; 2d prize, 3/. ; 3d prize, 2/.
Class 12.—Pines, for the best 3 of any sort :—1st prize, 3*. 1

2d Dnze, 2L ; 3d prize, 11.
*- » »

Vegetables*
Class 13.—For the best Collection of Vegetables :—1st prtee.

3/. ; 2d prize, 21. ; 3d prize, II *^
All Entries close on July 31.

All Plants, &c, forwarded to the Botanic Gardens, the dav*
before the Show, will be carefully attended to.

^ TJ»e,J°<»i
Railways and the agents of all the Steamers trading

to Belfast have kindly consented to bring over and return all
specimens for exhibition free, but at the exhibitor's risk.

Noblemen and Gentlemen from all parts are requested tobecome competitors in this Show. Schedules of the Prizes
and all other information can be had at the Company's Offices,
47, Arthur Street, Belfast.

*
#* All former Advertisements withdrawn.

Belfast, July 13.
Secretary,

(Open.)
•- Nurserymen

wood as theproduces very freely its splendid fl^!Tal ine type
' but
dot

HETEROTOMA LOBELIOIDES (Zucc >-A «,rl«n. Mm£tag^ from Mexico in 1858 b
< mSsWV^01" *U e

5k°5
er
J
ir

-
Au*- Tone1

'
in Ghent, fronTwhom T ;„ ^

the
2J

SSm
10* ;

,

the fl«^r represents a kind ofbW S.riJhT^
Houttc8FloredesSerres,&c.) Prices*, each

*^ Van

A1W ?£E}*?l°™ f0
? 7«y three taken.

beaent directly toJean Vkrschajff.lt Nurserv-t la Caveme, Ghent (Belgium).
' J>urgcry-

ce required from unknown correspondents

man

1st, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser
Leyton, 2Z.

qual, B. R Cant, Nurseryman, Colchester, 2L

J,

J. Standish, Royal Nurseries, Slough, 1/. 10*.
1, John Keynes, Nurseryman, Salisbury, U

Class XI 1 1.-Collection of Moss Roses, Single Trasses. (Open.

)

1st, Messrs Paul A Son Old Cheshunt Nu rseries, Herts, 31.
2d, Edwin Hollamby, :s urseryman, Tunbridge Wells, 21.

Class XIV.-18 Tea-scented Roses, Single Trusses. (Open )No award given.
Class XV.—Decorated Basket or Vase of Roses. (Onen 1No competition.

l ^*'
r^ t xr ^ P

1^83 xvI-~Miscellaneous.
Kxtra, J- .veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, tt 10*.

Do"" T S[«5f%
P
o
lltdo

,

w^ Nursery Maresfield, Sussex, 1/. 10s.Do., J. Standish, Royal Nurseries, Bagshot, 1/.
Do. L. Hollamby, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells. 11.
fiants of Disa grandiflora were again exhibited in fine con-

dition by J. Leach, Esq., King's Road, Clapham Park.
Groups or Miscellaneous Stove and Greenhouse Plants
__ were also exhibited by
Messrs. Veitch A Son, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea (the

centre group of Ornamental Plants in Japan and China
Vases).

Mr. J. Standish, Royal Nurseries, Bagshot (Stove and Green-
house plants.)

Messrs. Lee, Vineyard Nurseries, Hammersmith (Stove and
Greenhouse Plants).

Messrs. A. Henderson and Co. , Pine Apple Place, Edgware
Road (Stove and Greenhouse Plants).

Messrs. J.JJ. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road (8tove
and Greenhouse Plants).
W. Bull, F.R.H.S., King's Road, Chelsea (Stove and
Greenhouse Plants).
Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough (groups of
Geraniums and Fuchsias, and stands of Verbenas and
Picotees).

£fte <Bar&etter<er Cfcrotttcfe
SATURDAY, JULY 13, 1861.];

Mr.

Mr.

I

Mr. Thomas —-"www* WWU \ ft* W*»fc*W W» *> w- »"* p ——»- --»—

Pearce, 19, St, James's StreetMessrs
Dinner Table Decorations.)

Some four years ago, in the gay Springtide, and
when all thiDgs else were glad, there arose from
the gardens of a country clergyman a song of
lamentation. In those jocund days, when the
sweet vernal air was jubilant with the music of
the bridegroom birds, this nightingale in his bower
of Roses, pressing his theological bosom, after the
approved Philomelan fashion, against the sharpest
thorn of some robust Noisette, sent forth from the
depths of his divine despair a piteous plaint and
wail. All inharmonious as such a strain might seem,
and dissonant as dirge at wedding-feast, it evoked
at once in the Roseries of England, from York
to Devon, a responsive echo, until, fust as at
the Opera, Covent Garden, a mournful solo is
sometimes followed by a grand triumphant
chorus, the plaint became a paean of victory.
For the burden and the keynote of his song was
this—that while the Dahlia, the Carnation, the
Tulip, the Chrysanthemum, and even the hirsute
and vulgar Gooseberry, held separate and indepen-
dent Levies of their own, H.M. the Queen of
Flowers was not only denied Her Royal privilege
of precedence, but had never yet been allowed a
single Drawing Room.
Whereupon the dormant loyalty of her subjects

awoke, as though the plea were a pin. Her
Commander-in-Chief came forth upon his mount
of Roses at Sawbridgeworth, and, deaf to the fond
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entreaties of Pomona, calling to him from his

orchard houses—"Oh stay, the maiden cried, and

rest"—shouted for the battle. The great Generals

of Hertfordshire rallied around him ; the land

bristled with blades, with the discoloured steel of

the veteran's pruniDg-knife, and with the dainty

weapon of the volunteer; and it was plain to

all men, that there was to be among florists a

restoration of the Royal family, and that their

Queen was to have her own again. The nightin-

gale removed his breast from the thorn, and

whistled festively.

Most blithely, when in the following summer,
July 1, 1858, the First Grand National Rose
Show was held in St. James's Hall, and " in the

days of its childhood, 'twas like a sweet dream to

sit 'mid the Roses, and hear that bird sing" out

the names of the winners of Six and Thirty Silver

Cups I The experiment, entirely successful, be-

came thenceforth an institution.

The Second Exhibition took place on the 23d of

June, 1859, and in the rooms of Hanover Square.

EJuL* 13, 1861

by Mr. MARCH^ndhis family.* Fo7hoV~did
,

quenee of this announcement, an?^S^
hlobtain his beautiful effect? Not bypasses thrf MVgA^£^R^

ing are removable by skill and perseverance
t

14 years the possibility of growing the nUn
been proved beyond all question. Ia jjj ;*J
a fine example of Disa grandiflora was xL^T
the exhibition table at Chiswick by Cm

*

Leach, Esq., of Clapham Park. The*^
which he proceeded to secure so great a result

ascribed by himself to having treated
it J*

greenhouse plant, and not drying it offforreflT
*

is usually done with Cape bulbs. He had not b

*

per-
I

ItwasthupefloS^^J

he „«,*.»» «*-

of flowers of priceless value, quite unfit for the

purposes of a dinner table, to last for a few

hours ; but by some Ferns, some Lycopods, a tew

Roses, some Forget-Me-nots, Vine leaves, and

small clusters of Grapes. Any body, with the

most modest income, could imitate this. More

resplendent decorations may be within the reach.

of the upper ten thousand, but of nobody else.

The business of all great associations for the im-

provement of the social condition of the masses,

and the Horticultural Society is nothing else, as

its new name Royal implies, is to employ its

means for the general benefit, and not for the

advantage of a few ; and if the taste displayed

at the most modest board is improved that

is in itself a considerable gain. Tour Museums of

Science and Art, with all their parliamentary

grants, are for nothing else—in the intention of

the publio at least.

"We need not describe the groups forming the

able to perceive that his plant had ever been no

fectly at rest, " leaves seem either to beW|J|
Sf

or offsets coming up." It wasthis peea/ianry whi
determined him upon continuing to giFe the nla ^
water all the year round—moderately,

tf co
j|Jr

during winter, while the thermometer was laiS
between 35° and 45°, and freely duringtCS
parts of the year, Mr. Leach suspected that, in

its native habitats, though long continued heat and

All was again couleur de rose, and the introduction subjects of the 2d and 3d prizes. With the clever drought may cause all foliage to die down, the

of Roses in pots gave an additional charm to the combinations of colour which they possessed they roots, nevertheless, m the ravines where it gron,

scene.

The Third Show was held in the Crystal Palace

on the 12th of July , 1860. Nearly 17,000 persons

went to see and smell ; and the authorities have

in consequence originated a Rose Show of their own.

May the cutting flourish like the parent stock, and

long live our Queen in her Palace at Sydenham.
The Fourth National Rose Show was held on

Wednesday last, in conjunction with the Great Rose

Show of the Royal Horticultural Society, and in

the beautiful Gardens of Kensington has found,

we may hope, its happy and abiding home. Orga-

nised and established by Fellows of the Roval

Horticultural Society, by them it has been handed

over to the Society's parental care and tutelage,

and nothing could be more affectionate or aus-

picious than the youthful wanderer's welcome.

A perfect accommodation and a most noble com-
pany have made the reception such as must secure

were doubtless fine examples of table decoraiion.
(

remain continually moist. " With me, however i

a life -long union between sire and son.

But it must be owned that with all its beauty,

No. 2 was lumpish, and that No. 3 owed its effect

to its stands, its costly Grapes and costlier Pine

Apples.

(l T-ffiDET QUOTIDIANABUM HARUM FORMAEr/M!''

exclaimed a yellow-skinned old gentleman, after

walking through one of our great Metropolitan

Exhibitions ; r there are Heaths and Geraniums,

and Orchids and Roses, and Strawberries and
Grapes, and then there are Grapes and Straw-

berries, and Roses and Orchids, and Geraniums
and Heaths over again. It is always the same.

"Why can't the Gardeners bring forward something

new ? The only thing novel that I have seen in this

year 1861 was a trial of skill among Ladies who
know how to dress up a dinner table, and that was

worth all the rest of the show." Had our worthy

change of habit seems to take place, and the o&eti

of last autumn and winter become the flowering

plants, not of this, but of next year ; whilst time

now in flower will die down, leaving an abundant

of plants, scarcely half grown, and followed soot

alterwards by fresh offsets. Rough fibrous peat

i

the soil I use, with a good portion of silver saaj

good drainage, of course—and, from the resul;

have obtained, I see no reason why this verybeai*

tiful species should not be found in the greenhorn

of every one disposed to bestow the same careupt

it which he gives to his Geraniums, and simik:

plants."

In the following year Mr. Smith, a garden*

living at Cape Town, in a letter to the Gordmi

Chronicle expressed his entire agreement wftt

Mr. Leach's expectation, that there is no ream

why this line plant should not be found in everr

grumbler looked at home he might have found

Tf ;„ „„«™c.o„w *~ j mf ii ,ir,™ 4VA n*„n „*.nnr.a bread and meat and beer and wine, and wine and
It is unnecessary to dweii upon the advantages , , . 2 \. j j« wu«*w ikuv m~J7*i,» i~-~***m> £Z~* I °**» «** meat and Dread over and over a8am ; ture of decaying turf ' and white sand, covered theof an institution which brings the favourite flower

uc
3.

r
» ^ T I M TTjTn

of ft* TWliah ™™1* IttWWm ** ™ o.at»Wn» fl
and he would perhaps have thought it smtul to

?
j

greenhouse in Europe. Eight years ago he had

*
. i

procured tubers of it, had potted them in s mil-

of the English people before them as no catalogues
nor descriptions can ; and which, by exciting the
emulation and satisfying the interests of the
growers for sale, has \ery materially improved
both the quality and cultivation of the Rower.
These advantages will be increased, both to the

exhibitors and to the public, as, under the
auspices and with the unique resources of the
Eoyal Horticultural Society, the Exhibition of
Eoses is developed. New plans and new prizes are
already in contemplation, and so earnest and
general a desire is expressed to enthrone
the Queen of Flowers at Kensington with a
grandeur worthy of her state, that the sug-
gestion quite deserves a discussion whether it

would not be wise to appoint a Hose Committee
to make arrangements for future Shows. No
improvement can be made as to management, or as
to means at the Gardens, but a more tasteful
diversity and happier combinations may be applied
to the Roses themselves. "We had on Wednesday
the best Rose Show that a season most unfavourable,
and a scheme but partially developed, would allow

;

but with ordinary weather, and with the lessons of
experience, we may confidently expect in 1862
such a show of Roses, as eye hatn never seen

«* Sine*, fcigh in Paradke.
O er tiie four rivers the ftrst Roaes blew."

repine at that. We trust, however, that his long-
ing will be satisfied when he sees again, as he
might have seen last Wednesday at the Royal
Horticultural Exhibition, no quotidian form, but
one of the most unusual and most glorious examples
of the diversity of the Floral world. It was like

presenting an epicure, not with a new sauce or a
new dish concocted a la Soyer, but with an entirely
new description of delicate food.

There grows at the Cape of Good Hope a
marvellous plant called Disa grandiflora .

When this daughter of the earth was first brought
prominently under the notice of modern English
cultivators, the following language was employed,
in one of our scientific works, to describe it :

—

gr*iuyiiig uui rau&b uw*pnf«
""""that any*

" It is the finest Orchidaceous plant found at the I

cultivation has now become so easy tn J

fc

surface with living sheets of Bryums, and pW
the pots in the shade of trees, where theyhw

remained ever since without shifting tmiri% (as

they are evergreen) water once everyday- uww

tins treatment they bloomed freely. Wh»m~
of frost they will endure he could not say, hotte

had frequently seen Potatoes destroyed «
frost in a garden in which the Disa had m
uninjured.

It is six years since this question was list u^

duoed into our columns; during that P^10^/
Leach has been assiduously watching nis i*

and with such success has he been y
a*P|V

management that he has at leDgth arrived*

gratifying but most unexpected conclusion

w

It is reported that the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society intend to renew next year
in some form, the prizes for Table Decoration!
It is as well therefore, before the peculiarity s of
the recent competition are forgotten, to place
before the reader a faithful representation of the
three combinations wh ieh obtained prizes on the
5th ef June. In order that no error may have
erept into these figures the art of the photographer
has been called in ; for he cannot add or omit any-
thing, and thus we have an absolute certainty
that the groups were neither more nor less than
what is now shown—except, of course, as regards
colour.

The merit of the skilful arrangements to which Lambeth, near London, in the tttdaa^of Mr*
lnL,[

8t ?rl
A*?x.™ V*"

1** haS^ much di9" William Griffin, a zealous and well kn.^neussed; and those who cannot perceive how supe- " - - " - well-known

Cape of Good Hope, and we may almost add in the
world, whether we regard the large size of its regal
flowers, or the brilliant colours by which they are
accompanied. The magnificent specimens from
which the accompanying drawing has been made
were sent in a dried state from the Cape by Mr.
Harvey, who remarks that the specimen is the
largest he eve* saw, the stem being 2$ feet high, and
the flowers 5% inches from tip to tip of the expanded
sepals. It occurs in various parts of the colony, but
principally on Table Mountain, where it is so
common, according to Mr. Harvey, that every
stream is literally bordered with it in March.
Sir John Herschel tells us, that the temperature
of the situations where it is found is occas wily
as low as 31£°, and also occasionally as high i

96£°. Its habitat is on the margin of pools of
standing water, the drainage of the boggy slopes
of the Mountain, wherein its roots are immersed
These are dry or nearly so in summer. In
such localities it is of course frequently
involved in the dense mist of the clouds, which
even in the hottest months, often cover its' habita-
tion for a week or a fortnight uninterruptedly.
Alas ! that I must add that it has hitherto proved
uncultivable. It occasionally indeed is imi>>rte
and in the year 1825 it even flowered •* ftnnwed at South

nor graceful form is to mere heaps of colour, have
not hesitated to condemn the judgment that con-
ferred it. Surely the accompanying engravings
will lead them to modify their opinion. To us it * ^ .

mama impossible not to see that however hand-LJ^*01
" is

"TI
6
?
6^ by Mp-*A*» to state, » answer

som* fk-f «*-k^» i*
uow®ver nana-

,
to many inquiries, that Messrs. Dobson & PeaW of 10some th« othe* groups may have been, they SLJaWa Street, have been commissioned to^SJaSi Si

to that produced

collector of bulbous and other plants. But it
soon disappeared, and no other English specimen
seems to have been put on record."

__This was in the year 1841. Than the conse-

p'Assessing a greenhouse or pit in which i J

,

kept from frost during winter mayf°f.^
that so abundantly as to leave no ^d*

mind that in a few years it will be seen decc*£

during the summer months, not only our a

but the parks and grounds of those who &

them ponds and streams of water. -^

In what way this attempt is to be made
i ^

apparent from the following
memoranda

which Mr. Leach has favoured us :— ^
« With regard to the Disa, it shoiiia

in mind, that it is a mountain, and a ^ $

which means, that it abominates a cm $
orchid hou^e, and that rt delightedw^
other treatment is as follows :--W &ea ^ g
ing, let the pots be plunged into asnes

^

^

arden, fully exposed to sun ana a ^
them remain, watered miderateli>w a-'^4
with a handlight over in long continu-^^ ,

fo protect them against
f
r0S

-

fc^f necessary*

November, when they should u
g #&

hifted into larger pots, and/ernovea ^*
house, where, just protected from ^ ylg»

the glass, syringed over twiw^^fcj
offsets will continue to grow, andw a ty»

will again shoot up. > * eD

d in Jltf^J
increase of heat may be given, an

^^ £
onwards a syringing, even thrw

, *£
not be too much ; and the natural u?j
temperature will then suffice w ^ v&
>wer stems in May and June,

conser*
pv

little more heat in a warm and aw
will do no harm:

, T ^ t ld, aie5
, riife;

» At the Cape, the Pisa, I***^ to d* *%

here I find that it does not^e fora
**

***« unmUtakeaWy inferior for the glasses **ed on this occasion, aud tEt
J
tb7r" are I

the yoimg offkeU ^^uw iae *&**
now ready to supply them. ^ 8ua thafc the* are

f plant gi?es any rfgn &f taking «* ^ m 4 +
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produced by drought. I am further informed, that
at the Cape, while the open country is burnt up
with the hot rays of the sun, Table Mountain
enjoys the benefit of the celebrated Table Cloth
[of clouds], with which the South-easters cover it

during the summer season ; and I conclude that
the Disa in this way has plenty of moisture at its

roots during the dry season, while at other times
it luxuriates in water."
"We understand that in consequence of the dull

cold weather of the last few days a plant that Mr.
Leach had destined for the Royal Horticultural
Society, was not so forward on the 10th as was
expected. "To make up for this," writes that
gentleman, " I send two other specimens, one with
one flower-stem only, but that within 2 inches of
three feet high; the other is the growth of 18
months, from a small offset sent me from Hamburg
by G. U. Schiller, Esq., last January twelve-
month, and then only 2 inches high. This speci-
men shows admirably the productiveness of the
Disa, and the robustness which it attains under
the treatment already indicated, leaving me no
doubt but that in a lew years it will vie in our
gardens with Geraniums and other half-hardy
plants. It is now three or four years since I
shared some masses of earth which I had received
from the Cape with Mr. Schiller, of Hamburg,
led to do so by the inquiry of our mutual friend
Mr, Skinner, of Guatemala, as to where a plant
or two could be obtained. The offset just alluded
to was produced from one of them, and when sent
to me was accompanied with a report from Mr.
Schiller's gardener of the treatment adopted by
him in that gentleman's grounds. His mode of
culture, I have no hesitation in saying, is far
better than that by which I grew this plant some
five or six years ago ; and to my following it

may be attributed, I am quite sure, the fine con-
dition in which I now have an abundance of
plants, several of the younger ones of which have
been out of doors these two months ; some plunged
in ashes, some in water up to the rims of the pots,
all apparently doing equally well, protected during
the day from hot sun by a Tiffany shading, and on
cold nights by a handlight."

Surely this is an event of which gardeners may
well be proud. They have long since tamed the
untameable epiphytal race, and we doubt not that
the time is at hand when the beautiful terrestrial
Orchids of Europe will be grown as easily as
Daffodils. In the meanwhile, in order that there
may be no loss of time or absence of means in
placing Disa in the hands of others, Mr. Leach
authorises us to announce that he will be happy
to present to the Committee of the Gardeners'
Benevolent Society, 20 young and healthy plants
to be disposed of by those gentlemen as they may
think most calculated to produce a little benefit to
the Institution. These are seedlings doubtless,
Bprung up from the seed self-sown in the ravines
from whence the earth had been taken of some
lumps received last spring from the Cape.

NOTES MADE DURING A GOVERNMENT
EXPEDITION TO THE VITI OR FIJI ISLANDS.

By Bebthold Seemann, Ph.D., F.L.S.
{Concludedfrom p. 625.)

o ^ *£™5t
.

h of APril I landed at King George's
bound, S.W. Australia, where a settlement is springing
up, called the town of Albany. There is a nice little
unfinished church, but not yet any continuous
street, all the houses being detached. Convicts from
bwan River were making roads. On the whole there
was very little stir in the place. I could see no fields,
and the soil looks sandy and poor, but it never-
theless produces good crops when taken a little
trouble with. We obtained some excellent bunches
Si ia.

rapes and fine APP!es. The Potatoes and
Cabbages were very good. Most of our passengershad a ramble over the hills, and brought on bJardarmsful of gay flowers, fine Acacias, Melaleucas

ffi??
011* EPacride*> *»d Papilionaceous plants!

Ivt^J
neVGr TOted a 8Pot *° ful1 of fine thinL atevery step you met something pretty and interestingSlou8 folhcolanj, growing in a swamp, and pretected from the 8Un's rays by rank herbage TheNuytsia flonbunda, a member of the Mistle^ familyis still abundant, and when loaded with its hr?l£

orange-coloured flowers, affords a ma^i£ nt specSctIts leaves may be aptly compared to pJlT
It has bee*

>

/the BoLLoX^^S^,^
but if tradition may be re ied upon the tm«« ™™ J J
there were attached to the roote of a&! ?"**

£removing them from King George^Soun? cZ"etemons and all were taken up. All hm» „f

yo given up, Mr. Ln. Moore at SvHnoir f««^

by sowing them upon the roots of plants to which the
Nuytsia is parasitically attached, the* same favourable

result might be expected as accompanied the treatment
pursued in respect to Orobanches. Bidwill's observa-

tion that Nuytsia has three cotyledons is certainly

correct, as I had an opportunity of seeing in Sydney.
Psoralea pinnata, from the Cape of Good Hope, has

become naturalised in this district, and is spreading

fast. Many of the hedges consist of purple-flowering

Pelargoniums, amongst which one of our European
Brizas has established itself.

In the evening the natives, hideously ugly and
incredibly dirty, dressed in kangaroo 6kins, got up a

corobery or dance, the fire illuminating the grotesque

scene being kept up by Gum trees, Melaleucas, and
splendid specimens of Banksia speciosa, which I felt

quite sorry to see sacrificed. I obtained a good deal

of useful information about Western Australia from
Mr. George Maxwell, who has been in this colony for

nearly 20 years, and is well acquainted with its

botany. He has discovered many new plants described

in Dr. F. Mueller's valuable contributions to the
Australian Flora. He gave me an interesting account
of the gigantic dimensions attained by the Macro-
zamias, some of which he found to be 9 to 10£ feet

in circumference, and 12-15 high. He is willing to

supply seed 8, dried and living plants, and may be
relied upon as a trustworthy agent by those who may
choose to employ him.
Our steamer entered Port Phillip on the 14th of

April, and I *went on shor« with the mail, in order to

pay a flying visit to the Botanical and Zoological

Gardens of Melbourne. There is a fine macadamised
road between Sandridge and Melbourne, and part of
the way there are houses, which, like those of the port,

have a very temporary look. A large sugar refinery,

which imports its raw material from the Mauritius,
seems almost the only exception. The country
is low and swampy in one pait, and densely covered
with the common Brake Fern in the other ; here and
there are a few dead or dying Gum-trees. Few
houses, several of them so-called half-way houses,
are seen on the road, near which Acacia mollissima
and Lophantha are to be found. Entering the Melbourne
Gardens from the City Bridge, a double line of Euca-
lyptus globulus has been planted, trees of unparalleled
rapidity of growth, and capable of resisting the drought
to which that special locality is much exposed. Inter-
planted with Elms, they will in time form a fine avenue
to that part of the gardens where the principal col-
lections are kept. I was sorry to miss Dr. Mueller,
the director, who had gone to see the governor ; but
was fortunate enough to find Mr. Wilhelmi, his secre-
tary, an intelligent young man, who has explored parts
of the Australian continent. The establishment of,
and the way in which the gardens are kept up, does
great credit to the colony of Victoria, and to those
conducting it. Innumerable must be the disappoint-
ments that gardening operations in such a
country must experience from hot winds, floods,
and long droughts. But notwithstanding theEe
drawbacks, the collection of rare and valu-
able plants is very great, and in a few
years, when all the plantations are grown up, the
gardens will be very fine, even considered from an
aesthetic point of view. Due advantage has been taken
of the Yarra river, with slight undulations of the
ground, and you have Beveral striking views of the
city of Melbourne and other rising towns. The whole
grounds consist of 120 acres, 20 of which are under
cultivation, and the rest form a park reserve, in which
a handsome building for the herbarium has been
erected. There are several hothouses of considerable
dimensions, and a very fair representation of the
orders of the natural system. In a young colony like
Victoria, where a great population suddenly arrived
and spread over a country, of the peculiarities of which
we formerly knew little or nothing, great demands for
information, seeds, and plants, are constantly madeupon
an establishment like this. The constant questions
arise, what will grow, and what will not grow, and
how are certain plants to be treated ] Dr. Mueller has
made numerous experiments having a direct practical
bearing, the results of which are made public. For
instance, a great drawback to the colony is the rapid
decay of wooden fences. Attention was therefore
directed to plants suitable for hedges, and various
prickly Acacias and Hakeas, the Osage Orange, Haw-
thorn, Cape Broom, South African Ceanothus, Whin
and Prickly Pear, have been tried in the garden, and
officially recommended. Similar experiments have
been made with trees adapted for avenues, and the
c\ i._i ™_

has*

the large Araucaria excelsa, the pride of the garden a
group of Phoenix sylvestris, and tree Ferns. A collec-
tion of Dammaras is particularly note-worthy, consist-
ing of D. australis, orientalis, vitiensis, robusta, ovata
obtusa, and Moorei. Botanists may as yet not have
been able to form good specific characters for these
trees, but there can be no doubt that they are all

distinct, and more than mere varieties. Some of them are
now 40 feet high, and begin to develope their respective

habits. The colour of the branchlets and branches is

also very different in different species ; for instance,

in Dammara australis it is purple, in others green, or

brownish yellow. Again, the degree or total absence
of glaucousness must be taken into consideration, to

say nothing of marks of difference not lost in drying

the specimens. There is only one of these Dammaras
about the generic claims of which I entertain doubts,

and that is D. Moorei. No cones of this tree have ever

been found, though there has been no lack in looking

for them ; judging from its peculiar habit, its thin pen-

dulous branches and opposite leaves, I am inclined to

consider it a Podocarpus, there being a whole section

of that genus with Dammara-like leaves, and nobody
has as yet been able to point out the exact difference,

if there be any, between the leaves of that section and
those of the Dammaras. That part of the garden
bordering the harbour, containing Allan Cun-
ningham's Monument, surrounded by Weeping
Willows, has of late been much improved, the
banks having been so far extended as to

cover the extensive mud flats that used to appear
at low water. The ground thus acquired has been
planted with representatives of the natural orders,

and been made into a lawn, where the band plays,

and the fashionable world congregates on certain days
of the week. The funds at the disposition of the
garden are rather limited, and great inconvenience is

experienced for want of even the most necessary pits,

and one or two good hothouses. Judging from the
crowds of visitors, the garden is popular, and the
legislature ought not to grudge money for putting it

into proper working order. Mr. Moore has recently
commenced giving annually a series of lectures, which
are reported to have materially aided to popularize
botany in the colony.

Home Correspondence.
TJie Last Season.—If everyone contributed his quota

of losses by the late season, there would be no end to
your list, and the planting of exotics might be unneces-
sarily discouraged. I am, therefore, induced to point out
the peculiar combination of adverse cases which operated
in 1860, and which might not occur again for a century,
and in doing so would encourage nurserymen to continue
to provide a supply for the planter. Although the degree
of frost last winter was very great, yet it was not un-
precedented. But it happened to be preceded by one
of the coldest and wettest of summers, the consequence
of which was that the growth of the plants was not
perfected, and they could not resist the cold that suc-
ceeded. I think this is fully proved by the destruction or
injury of many native plants. The combined operation
of a cold sunless summer and of intense frost in winter
may not occur again for a century ; and those who
plant exotic trees or shrubs may hope to enjoy them and
transmit them to succeeding generations, even though
they cannot hope for the longevity of our native trees,
m all those procured from foreign countries. These
considerations may induce the buyer and seller to begin
again, and if we also adopt the recommendation of pro-
tecting the roots in severe winters it may prove an
additional security against the recurrence of such
losses as those experienced in 1860. Thos. C. Brown,
Further Barton, Cirencester.

Table Decoration.—I have just seen " A. Y.V ani-
madversion on my remarks on Table Decoration in a
previous Gardeners' Chronicle. If he will refer to
these again he may, I think, easily infer that I agree
with his lady and the great majority, I believe, in re-
garding Parsley as an unsuitable foliage for bouquets.
I wished to be concise, and then said that my lady
friend who had the Parsley in her bouquet had good
taste in other matters, thereby indicating what I believe
ninety -nine in a hundred of your readers would
readily understand—that I considered the Parsley re-
minded one more of the kitchen and dinner table than
of the ilower-garden and drawing-room. For the same
reason I would exclude Fennel and some other herbs,
though I would not be so fastidious as some are who
object to the foliage of Asparagus. There are some
sorts of wild foliage which are unsuited for this pur-
pose on account of their disagreeable scent, of which the- ,. ., .

——- roc v" otuuuui/ ui tueir uisitgreeauie seem, ui wiiicn cue
ot all deciduous trees for planting along public graceful leaves of the Geranium Robertianum is an
promenades. instance. Phyllophilus.
On the 16th of April I entered Port Jackson, cer-

tainly one of the most magnificent sights it has ever
been my fortune to beheld. The number of cottages
and villas dotted about the hills, half concealed amongst
Acacias and Araucarias, the different little bays, bold
rocks, forts, gardens, and vessels of all descriptions are
not easily forgotten. The Sydney garden is situated
in the Domain, a park reserve much superior to that
of Melbourne. There are some very fine old speci-

mens of trees, and I could be tempted into a detailed
account if Dr. Bennett had not recently furnished one
in his * Gatherings of a Naturalist" I obtained several

ktriking

Judges at the Regent?* Park.—May I ask through
yuur columns if the report is true that the judges
at the Botanical Show on July 3d bad dined before

they made their awards ? Such glaring misjudgment
surely never was equalled since Geraniums, Fuchsias,,

and Fruit were shown. The loudly expressed dissatis*

faction of every one present who was well versed in

flowers and fruit will, I hope, elicit from the judges
some reply through your columns. A Visitor.

Effects of the Winter.—Several of my trees, which
appeared wholly to escape injury, or to escape with
only partial injury from the severities of the last
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or two smaller on?s, a very line Pu»us insignia lias made
its spring shoots (and some of them are vigorous ones),

and yet has one or two other branches dying. This is

particularly the case with a low choiee Juniper ; though

it has made its spring shoots (but not very vigorously)*

branch after branch seems now to be dying back.

Can you tell me what is the cause of this ? Whether
there is any remedy for it ? and whether I should cut

off the dead parts ? and if so, to what extent ? N. B. A.

[This dying off is doubtless attributable either to general

or local injury resulting from the frost. The trees are

fast using up the vitality left in them, and the discharge

of their functions being either arrested or impeded,

death follows if the injury is deep-seated and general,

or if the damage is slighter and more circumscribed

the limbs perish. You can do nothing but cut away
the dying parts, not too severely, and in the case of

very choice plants, afford some shelter from the strong

sunshine which is putting everything to the test.]

Hoses.—Will some of your Rose-growing Correspon-

dents kindly state whether they find any difficulty in

growing George IV. and Billiard in the perfection

which they vised formerly to attain. Some 28 years

ago, I recollect George IV. was the most conspicuous

Rose in Hooker's Rose nursery, at Brenchley. Wherever
the eye lighted upon a Rose tree of surpassing splendour,

whether far or near, it always proved on inquiry to be
George IV. Some 8 or 10 years later "Billiard occupied

the same position. I have had a standard Billiard

with 37 shoots, varying from 5 to 6 feet long, covered
with bloom, in short a vast umbrella of Roses. Now I

cannot make either of these Roses flourish. My old

plants have dwindled away, and are all but dead, and
the newly budded ones will not flourish, however
abundant the supply of manure given to them, and
though grown in the same soil and situation in which
they once luxuriated. Some few others of the older

Roses, especially Hybrid China, present the same
phenomenon, but these two are the most remarkable
for their decay. An Old Hose Grower.

Cuckoos.—Having seen "H. R.'s" account of a
foundling cuckoo, I beg to ask some information as to

the best means to rear a cuckoo through the winter.
I have one now quite tame and healthy, taken from a
pied wagtail's nest about a month since. I am feeding
it with soft bread and raw mutton. Is it possible for me
to keep it through the winter ? as my friends say I
cannot keep it longer than December. Is any instance
on record in which they have been kept through the
winter and have sung in the spring ? R. D.

Societies*
Rosb Show at the Cbtstal Palace, July 6.—An

excellent exhibition of Cat Roses was^held here on this
occasion. Not only were the stands unusually
numerous ; hut considering the severity of last winter
the blooms were for the most part in tolerably eood
condition.

J &

In the Nurserymen's Class the best collection of
96 blooms came from Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown, Mares-
field, who sent beautiful examples of—
^o/itf Perpetual*.—Alexandrine Bachmeteff, laro-e

bright red; Auguste Mie, fine glossy pink; AnSa
Aiexiefi; beautiful bright rose; Baronne Hallez, dark
red; Baronne Laray, rich pink, large and double;
Baronne Prevost, Boccace, bright crimson ; Buffon,»*Ud velvety crimson ; Caroline de Sansal, pale flesh

;

Cardinal Patrizzi, rich dark crimson scarlet ; Cleopatra,
delicate rose; CoL Cambriels, shaded crimson ; Col. de
Rougemont, m the way of Baronne Prevost; Comte
de Pans, dark crimson ; Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant
beautifully cupped pink Kom ; Dr. Juliard, lilae shaded
rose

; Dr. Ruschpler, rosy pink ; Due d'Ossuna, bright
roiy carmine; Duchess of Norfolk, purplish crimson:

m.
1"?888^ Snthfiri«»<l; Duchess of Orleans, lavender

Mush; Dominique Daran; Clement Marot ; Eugene
b«e, bright rose; Pauatiu Herye, pale rose; General
Jacqueminot, m excellent condition, rich and glowing •

U«M*ai Porey, bright scarlet; Gloire de Santenay!
«was<m scarlet, nearly asbrighfc as General Jacqueminot;

ve Cora**, ikaded crimen ; Jules Margottin, rich
large and fine; Kleber, rosy scarlet; Leonice

Moise dark crimson; Lord Raglan, rich criraaon
scarlet; Lord Palmerston, bright rosy scarlet; Louis
Gujino, purplish rose ; Robert de Brie ; La Heine ; La
Ville de St. Denis, fine rosy carmine; Louis Chaix
shaded bright red ; Louise Magnan, one of the best
whites of its class; Lou'ute Odier, fine bright rose •

Reine d'Angleterre, a large showy variety, under some

circumstances a little coarse; Souvenir de Leveson

Gower, splendid dark red; Triomphe de Lyon, velvety

crimson; Triomphe des Beaux Arts, dark velvety

crimson ; Victor Verdier, large good Rose ; Victories de

Magenta, purplish crimson; Win. Griffiths, fine lilac

Rose. „

Bourbons.—Dupetit Thouars, still one of the best ot

the high coloured kinds in this class ; Dr. Berthet, rosy

scarlet; General Blanchard, bright rose; Baron de

Noirmont ; Marquise de Balbiano, rosy pink ;
Souvenir

de Malmaison ; and Victor Emmanuel, crimson shaded

scarlet.

Noisette.—Triomphe de Rennes, a rather handsome

yellow Rose.

2W—Devoniensis, Elise Sauvage, yellow ; Gloire de

Dijon in fine condition; La Pactole, pale yellow;

Louise de Savoie, sulphur ; Souvenir d'un Ami, a fine

variety; Souvenir d'Elise, and Vicomtesse Decazes.

Moss.—Baron de Wassenaer, and Crested Moss.

Hybrid Chinas.—Conne d'Hebe, still one of the best

of our favourite old Roses.
Other collections of 96 blooms were furnished by

Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, Mr. William Paul, Messrs.

Paul & Son, and Mr. Hollamby, of Tonbridge Wells.

Among these were fine blooms of Louis Odier, Madame
Boll, rosy pink and fine in form; Transon Goubalt,

Mathurin Regnier, La Ville de Bruxelles, Moss Lanei,

Crested Moss, Latour d'Auvergne, large and showy;
Madame de Cambaceres, Prince Regent, General Jac-

queminot, Madame Knorr, one of the best autumn
Roses we possess ; Duchess of Orleans, Alexandrine

Bachmeteff, Madame Vidot, La Ville de St. Denis,

large and fine ; White Bath Moss, Duchess of Norfolk,

Anna Alexieff, Eveque de Nimes, Jules Margottin, Wm.
Griffiths, Madame Domage, large, but loose ; Cardinal

Patrizzi, a very dark kind ; General Castellane, Lord
Raglan, Prince Leon, Coupe d'Hebe, Souvenir de Mal-
maison, Duke of Cambridge, Chenedole, Pauline Lanse-

zeur, a fine lilac variety ; Charles Lawson, Comtesse
Chabrillant, a compact fine Rose, beautiful in the bud;
Princess Royal, a good Moss ; Col. de Rougemont, in the

way of Baronne Prevost, but coarser ; Gloire de Dijon,

bronzy yellow, rich and good ; Common Moss, Robin
Hood, still a good Rose; Madame Willermoz, in beau-

tiful condition; Louis Chaix, not near so fine as we
Have seen it ; Triomphe des Beaux Arts, a very dark
velvety rose; General Simpson, Acidalie, an old but
fine variety; Prince Imperial, large, but coarse;
Geant des Batailles, Louis Peyronny, the yellow
Vicomtesse Decazes, Alice Leroy, Souvenir d'Elise,

Paul Perras, Baronne Prevost, Pauline Labonte,
salmon; Laura Raymond, Niphetos, large and fine;

and Auguste Vacher, fine yellow.

In the class of 48 varieties, fine collections were
shown by Messrs. Cranston, Keynes, Tiley, Hollamby,
and Cant. Among these we remarked beautiful
blooms of Anna de Diesbach, Bacchus, glowing crimson,
scarlet; M. Hector Jacquin, fine in the bud state;
Madame Rivers, a charming variety ; Charles Lawson,
a fine large useful Rose, and General Castellane ; the
last is perhaps one of the most fragrant of Roses.

Of 24 varieties, beautiful blooms of the following
were furnished by Mr. Keynes, to whom the first prize
was awarded, viz., Duchess of Orleans, Triomphe de
Rennes, Pius IX., General Jacqueminot, Madame
Vigeron, Le*on des Combats, Comte de Nanteuil, Madame
Rivers, Madame Vidot, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Lord
Raglan, Enfant du Mont Carmel, Joan of Arc, Souvenir
de Leveson Gower, Secateur Vaisse, Anna de Diesbach,
Francis L, Jules Margottin, Gloire de Vitry, General
Castellane, La Ville de St. Denis, Paul Dupuv, Pauline
Lanzezeur, and Victor Verdier, one of the best of the
new Roses of last year. Other exhibitions in this class
came from Messrs. Cranston, Laing, Cattell, and Cant.
Among the varieties were Juno, Madame Phelip, Boula
de Nanteuil, Charles Lawson, Comtesse de Chabrillant,
Duchesse d'Orleans, Eveque de Nimes, General Jacque-
minot, Geant des Batailles, Gloire de Vitry, Lord
Raglan, La Ville de St. Denis, Madame Knorr, Madame
Rivers, Madam** Vidot, Mathurin Regnier, Pauline
Lanzezeur, Prince Leon, Stephanie Beauharnais, William
Griffiths, Leon des Combats, Souvenir de Malmaison,
Enfant du Mont Carmel, Lady Stuart, a variety in theway of Madame Rivers ; La Reine, Caroline de Sansal,
a fine variety, but this year small in size ; Narcisse,
Sulphur, one of the very hardiest of Tea Roses ; and
Souvenir de Malmaison, the last very large and fine.

In
..?? *lass cf

.

12 varieties Mr. Keynes showed

Mr. Laing of Twickenham likewise had an ex
stand, as had also Messrs. Fraser, Mitchell, andfii+S
Amateurs also showed good collections

n tS
occasion. Exhibitions of 36 blooms came from Mr j 7?

Hedge, Mr. Keele, gr. to A. Lawrence, Egn
.' v

Hollingsworth, Mr. Evans, gr. to C. N. Wjl*'
Esq., M.P. ; Mr. Thornycroft, and Mr. Rowland â
these the best came from Mr. Hedge, who also ion fS

prize for 24 blooms. Messrs. Corp, TWl*?
att, Mercer, and Walker likewise

siio'wed
fo flS

last named class. In these collections we observed JJ?
blooms of most of the leading kinds whoso na*..^

1st

Moffatt,

names a*
recorded above. ^^^
Of 18 varieties shown by the class of exhibit*

last named, the best came from Mr. Dennis, er?
H. S. Hayward, Esq., Polkington, and Mr. Jefc
was second. Among the kinds were grandisshi
Caroline de Sansal, Lord Raglan, Baronne Pre™?
Vandal, M. Vidot, one of the best of the W
varieties; Emperor Napoleon, La Reine, Genera/
Pelissier, Julie d'Etanges, Boule de flauM, st ;i, g
good old Rose ; Prince Regent, Duchess of KorfoW
Madame Heraud, Madame Hector Jacquin, Xvfox
Trouillard, Madame Masson, Duchesse d'Orleans, Car.

dinal Patrizzi, Madame Place, Lady Stuart, Gloire de

Vitry, Madame Knorr, General Simpson, General Cat

tellane, Gloire de Parthenay, Madame de Cambaceret

Prince Leon, Geant des Batailles, Mathurin Regnier,

Lord Raglan, William Griffiths, Noemi, Jules Mar*

gottin, Madame Rivers, Triomphe de PExposition, and

Louis Peyronny.

In the class of 12 varieties Mr. Corp, Millford,

Salisbury, had the best blooms; but good boxfuls alio

came from Wm. Smith, Esq., Norwood ; tbe Rer. Mr,

Guild, Dunmow ; and T. Noakes, Esq., Lewishi

Among these we noticed fine blooms of General

Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Anna Alexieff, a ray

good variety; Smith's yellow Noisette, a charming

variety when caught in good condition, as this wi;

Duke of Cambridge, bright rose; Jules Margottii,

which is universally admitted to be one of the very bes

of its class ; and Leon des Combats, also a good fiw.

We also observed Emperor Napoleon, a very dark kind,

but it was small, thin, and bad in shape. Emperenr*

Maroc also belongs to the same class, but is perhaps

i

trifle better in form.

Of new Roses, which w ere shown by Messrs. SMrt,

Fraser, Paul & Son, and others, descriptions will be

found in onr report ofthe meeting at South Kenaington,

which appears in another column.

Mr. Turner, of the Royal Nursery, Sloogh, shwed

some small plants in 8-inch pots, finely bloomed ind *

excellent condition as regards health.

Royal Horticultural : July 8 {Orivmp Mj
M^-The following new Members were«e4 on tia

occasion, viz. :

—

, _ iV

Bergei
Esq. ; H. De Burgh, E. Buraiester, esq. , "»"y%r Do^
Maquis of Don. gal, A. H. Dondy. Esq. ;

M*^bE*
Dowager Countess of F.llesmere, Mrs. Elhj. *n£ JT^
M. Geraldine Elliott: T. J. Eyre, Esq.

j

W. & ^.V^
Heneage, Mrs. P. Hepburn, G. A. J^^JJS'V F.H*
Esq. ; J. S. Judge, Esq. ; Countess of Longford, W. r

race, Esq. ; Mn. Lewis. Mr. J. Lucking^Mra.^ ^.
C.

J.

R. Ta!

Orirkmnie de St. Louis, brilliant carmine; Madame' beaatiful blooms of Madame Hector Jacquin Sonvenir
Boll, bright rosy pink ; Madame Bruny, delicate peach ; de Malmaison, Gloire de Vitry, Gloire de Dijon, PaulMadame Charles Crxpelet, an excellent rosy scarlet

?f^
fioS€; ifadamfi divers, delicate pale Rose;

Madame Domage, glossy Eose ; Madame Vidot, like'
Madame Rivers; Madame Masson, dark crimson;
Madame Schmidt, rosy pink; Madame Laffay, rosy
crimson; Madame Hector Jacquin, fine deep rose;
Madame Knorr, fine rosy pink; Madame Vigernon,
deep rose, large and full; Madame Melanie, Monsieur
J«giieanx, Madame Comtease, pale rose ; Mademoiselle
Jjerese Appert, delicate pijik, large and pretty; Maria
Fortimer, purplish crimson ; Marcchal de la Brunerie,
light rose; Marquise BocceUa, pale rose; Mrs. Elliott,
still a good old rose ; Noemi, fine glossy pink : Palestro,
rosy lilac; Paul Dupoy, Prince Leon, fine cherry red;
Paol r^nile

; Senateur Vaisse,a magnificentnewrosy crim-—
* ; Souvenir de Beranger, large rose; Souvenir de la

Dupuy, Madame Vigeron, Leon des Combats, Madame
Vidot, La Ville de St Denis, General jSqueminX
Comte de ISanteuil, and Senateur Vaisse, the last one of
the finest Roses in the whole exhibition. Mr. Cant and
others also showed well in this class.

Of 24 varieties, three trusses of each, by tar the
best came from Mr. Keynes, who contributed tbe
following sorts, viz. :—William Griffiths, -ouvenir de
Leveson Gower, Pauline Lanzezeur, Gloire de Dijon
Leon des Combats, Virginal, Mathurin Regnier Comte
de Nanteuil, Francois I., Madame Rivers, General
Jacqueminot, J'des Margottin, Madame Vidot, Efftqae
de Nimes, Madame Miellez, General Castellane,
Comtesse de Cliabrillant, Victor Verdier, Mademoiselle
Therese Appert, La Ville de St Denis, Lord Raglan,
Lady Stuart, Paul Dupuy, and Triomphe de Rennes.

W. Scott, Esq. ; H. B. Sheridan, Esq. ,
»•

J- % fla

W.T.Taylor, Esq.; Lieut. -Col. \>uham Watson
. ^

Esq. ; Lady Wiseman, Lady E. Wyndham, Counts

borough, and A. Leak, Esq. .. j.

July 9 (Floral Commtitee).-Tnoug\i*oM^

mg there were some very interesting^TZfo*
One of these was a dwarf compact-spiKsu

lfj0

baceous Delphinium, called aloP^uroia
f;nther wis*

from Mr. G. Wheeler, Warminster. A™ ^
remarkably large and attractive bngMwa ^
of good nropert i, called Foxhunter, from ^
Esq. Upwey ; and a third, a really prett> dark

double-dowered Clarkia, shown by a* ^
These all received and well^fln7?ein,«5
cates. An elegant finely cut F""!*"^ x**t
lepis distans, ftU Mr. W. Dean, of ^^f*
a commendation ; as did also a ver)rdu*inc^

%^
species of Primula, from South ^V^. frft f
•howy Calandrinia, in the way oTj£»^^ q**
same country, both from Messrs.

<

*«"£ legaJl3
,fl*

and a prettyXemophila called <^ffiJW'
Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins ;

tins ^^
light mulberry maroon distinctly dot

^ chfce**
and was extremely elegant. Mr. JJ .

< pbai^r
several novelties, the best ot wu

fcJy^
Schilleriana, a fine species, was not s

tg0
&

From Mr. G. Smith, Homsey ,^*
a

;.ith
«#&&

- -v —

of excellent habit, and
Verbenas, Tbe Moor, a deep Woodr*^ ^.\&W£

Fireball, a vivia^ ^
Verbenas whichj^ %g

uownie, ^^.i^oor^Jf
dwarf crimson Stock, of very-run

Jjo6eg
sy^

a box of splendid cat Verbenas, ^^j^ **J&award; Messrs. Downie,

July 9 (Fruit

Conway, Rrompton, had a free bloonniig

goninin, called Crimson Bedder. ^
Com****6*)' -T fI ^e of whJ

Tp|p

several Strawberries were «j!
l

^
lt^ -xbibi*^^S

award was made. Mr. Standisb^aiso ^«

^

of Muscat Troveren Grape, of whidh i*v ^ lDg^
has already been made iu our coionu-
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Hardy Prolific Muscat Grape was also shown in good
condition by the last named exhibitor.

July 10.

—

(Rose Show.)—Of the main features of
this, in all respects, great exhibition of Roses, some
account will be found in another column. We will

therefore at once proceed to details.

Among collections of 96 varieties the best was again
contributed by Mr. Mitchell of Piltdown; Mr. Keynes
was second, Mr. Hollamby third, and Messrs. Paul &
Son fourth ; Mr. William Paul was awarded an extra

prize. In these exhibitions we remarked excellent

blooms of Victor Emmanuel, a purplish slate-coloured

kind ; General Jacqueminot, TriomphedeRennes, yellow;
Gloire de Santenay, B iron Gonella, a promising new
sort; Senateur Vaisse, in brilliant condition; Clement
Marot ; Paul Ricaut, Anna Alexieff, Madame Charles
Crapelet, beautiful rosy purple; King David, rich dark
velvety crimson; Madame Boll, a fine new Rose;
Eugenie Lebrun, dark crira*on; Victoire de Magenta,
Surplish crimson, in this instance rather small in size

;

ules Margottin, a Rose which must ever stand at the
head of its class; Imperatrice Eugenie; Elise Sauvage
yellow; Triomphe d'Amiens, a most beaut iiul new
Rose; M. Hector .Tacquin, and Louise Magnan, a
white hybrid perpetual of good size, form, and
mbstance.

In the class of 48 varieties excellent collections came
from Messrs. Cranston, Cant, Keynes, Laing, Francis,
Hollamby, Paul <fc Son, and Turner. Among these
were fine blooms of Madame Charles Crapelet, Louis
XIV., one of the richest and best of the new Roses;
Madame Boll, Madame Bonnaire, a good white hybrid
perpetual ; Victor Verdier, Louis Chaix, Charles Lawson,
Prince Leon, Oriflamme de St. Louis, a kind nearly
as brilliant as General Jacqueminot ; Comtesse Cecile de
Chabrillant, Lord Raglan, and Anna Alexieff; Due
Decazes, a fine dark rose ; Arago, Paul Ricaut, General
Castellane, William Jesse, Chenedole.
In the class of 24 varieties, 3 trusses of each, Mr.

Keynes showed the best collection, in which were fine

specimens of Madame Vidot, Victor Verdier, Souvenir de
Leveson Gower, Triomphe des Beaux Arts, Madame
Pauline Villot, beautiful rosy crimson ; Gloire de Dijon,
Anna Alexieff, Virginal, Mathurin Regnier, Madame de
CambaceYes, Mdlle. B. Appert, Souvenir de Malm n,

M. Miellex, Madame Hector Jacqnin, La Ville de St.
Denis, Dr. Brettonneau, Madame Knorr, I^ord Raglan,
Jules Margottin, Eveque de Kimes, Tnomphe de
Rennes, Leon des Combats, and Madame Rivers. The
next exhibition of 24 came from Messrs. Fraser, and
consistud of Madame Charles Crapelet. glowing rosy
crimson

; Mathurin Regnier, Pauline Lanzezeur, Mdlle
perese Appert, Senateur Vaisse, brilliant, large and
fine; Sophie Cocqnerel, Cleostine, Maria Portemer, Lord
Raglan, Victor Verdier, Due d'Ossuna, small ™m_
pact rose; Virginal, in Wvely condition, the
and delicate pink centre forming a beautiful

» Gen Jacqueminot, Madame Igeron, Madame
de Cambaeeres, Le-mice Moise, Duchess of Norfolk,
Jules Margottin. Madame Rivers, M . lime Knorr!
Louis XIV„ Comtesse Cecile de CWbriflant, Leveson
Gower, and Madame Vidot. Mr. Laing of Twickenham
sent Souvenir de la Reme d'Angleterre, Dnehess of
Orleans, Boula de Nanteuil, Lord R Ian, Rironne
Prevost, Gloire de Dijon, Geant des Batailles, Queen, I

Ville de St. Denis, Madame Rivers, Paul Perra
General Simpson, William Griffith", Madame Hector
Jacquin, Paul Dnpuy, Victor Verdier, Lamartin
Prince Leon, Madame de Cambaceres, Souvenir de
Malmaison, Crested Mos«, Comtesse Lacepe.le, and
Anna Alexieff. Mr. Cattell and Mr. Cant also showed
good collections.

In the class of 24 varieties, one tmi of encb, the
first prize v awarded to Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury,
for fine blooms of Boula de Nanteuil, Eveque de
Nimes, nveatr de Malmaison, Woutaine, a large fine
showy Rose; (J'nre de Dijon, Victor Verdier, Juno,
Prince Leon, Mathurin Regnier, Comtesse Cecile de
Chabrillant, Gloire de Vitry, Virginal, Madame Hector

, Madame Vigeron, Jules Margottin, Madame
Madame Knorr, Dr. Brettonneau, Alexandrine

Bwfcmetctr, and Queen of Denmark. Mr. Turner,
of Slrnigh, to whom the second prize was awarded,
sent Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant, Louis XIV.,
Anna Alexieff, Virginal, Leveson Gower, Auguste
Mie, Leon des Combats, Vicomtesse Decazes,
Baronne Prevost, Duke of Cambridge, Senateur Vaisse,
Victor Verdier, Pauline Lanzezeur, Madame Domage
Jnjsa Margottin, (noire de Dijon, Duchess of Norfolk]

TerJnT i? f*
1** Ea«!« Appert, General Simpson,Mle Thcrese Appert, General Jacqueminot, Pius IX.

Sttd OWe ds Vitr Among those sent by MrC*W1 were do* of Gold, the only bloom w* saw« this ranet -

In the «">atenrs cla«, of 48 varieties the first prizew*> awar.lol to Mr. .T. r. Hedge, Reed Hall, Col-
ther fine bloom* Madame
Alexieff, Gloire de DiionincM* of Bnccleugh^ Charle. Law**, Victor Verdi.";

fcl« M J£r
^'t1' °»»/.PeWtj Leveson Gower

Cbira Svlvain, Charles Duval, Lafo^iine, large and£r, thowy, but a httle thin in the centre ; .Mathurin
«*»><* and General Jacqueminot. Mis. CrawsW of
i5*»h«a»,

.

wb° «*> «*?*1 i? point of merit, ion-
routed a nice rni.M*t.ir.n- in wrViirh ™™.-. a a

"

Paul Ricaul, Giant des Batailles, small ; the old, but

yet good Rose Robin Hood ; Gloire de Dijon, Madame
Vidot, Prince Albert, Alexandrine Bachmeteff; Charles

Lawson, Souvenir de Malmaison, La Ville de St. Denis,

Lord Palmerston, Paul Perras, Eveque de Nimes, the
last a brilliant small Rose. Mr. Hollingsworth and Mr.
Brush also showed well in this class.

Of 2i varieties Mr. Corp had a fine collection, a few
of the best in which were Auguste Mie, General

Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Knorr, General

Castellane, Prince Leon, Lord Palmerston, and Leveson
Gower. Among Mr. Hedge's flowers, which took the

second prize, we noticed Coupe d'Hebe, Charl-

Lawson, Mathurin Uegnier, Gloire de Dijon, Anna
Alexieff, General Jacqueminot, and Charles Duval.

Among Mr. Moffatt's 24 blooms, which were placed

third, were Brennus, Comte de Nanteuil, Mathurin
Regnier, Souvenir de Malmaison, Ch£ne*dole, and Gloire

de Santenay. Mr. Worthington, who had equalty fine

blooms, sent among others Senateur Vaisse, Prince

Leon, Victor Verdier, and Anna Alexieff. Mr. Mercer
also showed in this class.

In exhibitions of 18 sorts, the Rev. W. F. Radelyffe,
of Roston, was placed first ; he had bcaiirifn! blooms or

Triomphe de Rennes, La VPle de St. Denis, Paul
Dupuy, Gloire de Dijon, Sir J. Franklin, a brilliant

variety ; Gloire de Santenay, Souvenir de l'Angleterre,

Louis XIV., Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant, Mrs.
Elliott, Geant des Batailles, Lafontaine, Mathurin
Regnier, Solfaterre, Gen. Jacqueminot, and William
Tell. Mr. Moore, of Horsell, near Woking, was
second; among the sorts which he showed were fine

flowers of Safrano, Auguste Mie, Gloire de Dijon,

Lord Raglan, Souvenir de Malmaison, Louis Odier, and
William Griffiths. From Mr. Hedge and Mr. Brush,
who were placed third and fourth, came Narcisse,

Delphine, a kind like Niphetos ; Charles Lawson, and
other sorts, all of whose names have already been
mentioned.

Of 12 varieties, the best came from Mr. Hedge, who
sent Charles Lawson, in good condition; Madame
Knorr, Lafontaine, purplish rose; Delphine, Vandael,
dark mulberry; Juno, La Ville de St. Denis, Gloire de
Dijon*, Madame Hector Jacquin, Coupe d'Hebe*, General
Jacqueminot, and Charles Duval. Equally fine blooms
also came from Mr. Corp, who sent Madame Knorr,
liord Raglan, Gloire de Vitry, Pauline Lanzezeur, Paul's
Victoria, a fine large delicate pink variety, General
Jacqueminot, Virginal, Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant,

Leveson Gower, Juno, Gloire de Dijon, and Ev "que de
Nimes, the last small, but brilliant in colour. The Rev.
M. H.lvar, Yeovil; Mr. Brush, Mr. Child, and Mr.
Moore also furnished good blooms in this class, some of
the best of which were Kean, Madame Ory, Emperor
de Maroc, Madame Duchere, Louis Bonaparte, and
Madame Legras, the last a small white sort.

New Roses of 1860-61 were shown by Messrs. Fraser,
Cant, Stand Uh, and Keynes. Among these the best
were Madame Standish, pink shaded rose ; John
Standish, velvety purplish rose; Rev. Reynolds Hole,
rosy salmon, robust and free flowering, new in shade of
colour and very promising; Gregoire Bourdillon, like a
small Geant des Batailles; Andre Desportes, purplish
rose and very fragrant; Madame Furtado, rose, compact
and beautiful; Marguerite Appert, like M. Vidot;
Gen. Washington, good, in the way of Robin Hood;
Comte de Falloux, brilliant but small ; John Waterer,
bright promising sort; Triomphe d'Amiens, as »own
mottled crimson, compact and very fine; Senateur
Vaisse, a glorious Rose of 1S60 ; 'Mdlle. Bonnaire, a good
addition to white Hybrid Perpetuals • La Boule
d'Or, fine golden yellow Tea ; Madame Charles
Crapelet, beautiful purplish rose ; Rubens, a good

ifH ttnttiui'

cbester, wb
Cambaceres,

nmg
rose; and Due de Magenta, the last a creamy white
Tea Rose. Others were also shown, but not m good
condition.

Two or three exhibitions of Moss Roses were contri-
buted, but they were not good. The best among them
are still the Crested and Common Moss.
Of Roses in small pots Mr. Turner again showed an

attractive collection, to which an award was made.
A large and fine collection of cut Roses was shown

by Messrs. Veitch ; but not for competition. We also
noticed nice boxfuls from other growers put up merely
for purposes of decoration.

Though this was really a Rose Show, and the Queen
of Flowers reigned supreme, yet a variety of elegant
plants and other objects graced the Conservatory in
which the flowers were arranged, and by the variety
they afforded added very much to the interest and
beauty of the scene. Foremost amongst t! s miscel-
lanies should perhaps be mentioned Mr. March's dinner
table decorations, two charming sets of which, set up
by the same artistic hands as the originals which
gained the special prize on June 5th, and now devoted
entirely to flowers, accompanied also by some smaller

• legantly formed glasses for bouquets, were shown by
Messrs. Dobson k Pearce, of St. James's Street, by
whom the glasses are being manufacture!. A central

group of fine-foliaged plants, which was contributed by
srs. Veitch <fc Son, consi d of Palms, Dracamas,

Caladiums, Araucarias, Begonias, Ansectochili, &e, and
was very effective; and the same gentlemen contributed

in addition three tastefully filled Wardian cases, and a
second group of plants containing many rare and hand-

j

some specimens, among which were a prettv Primrose
from South Chili, »hown before the Floral Committee
on the precec iug day, and a showy dwarf Calamdrinia,
resembling umbellate, introduced from the same
country. These collections were tastefully set np in
handsome china bowls and vases, and in ornamental
fctrra-cotta stands. Similar groups weTe contributed

by Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, who
had again the fine purple Japanese Maple ; by Mr.
Standish, Bagshot, ^ho had his newly-introduced
Japanese plants, and two finely grown pot specimens ot

Ingram's hardy prolific Muscat Grape; by ^Messrs. .1.

& C. Lee, Hammersmith, who had some choice Ferns

;

by Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, who had a

very fine Kalosanthes ; and by Mr. Bull, Chelsea, who
had amongst many novelties some capital samples of

the variegated Agathea. Charles Leach, Esq., ot

Clapham Park, again exhibited the Disa grandiflora—

remarkably fine examples, one stem bearing four of its

large and beautifnlly coloured flowers. This was one of

he finest things in the exhibition. Mr. Turner, Slough,

had a variety of showy subjects, namely, a group of

admirably bloomed small Fuchsias, another of Pelar-

gonium* her of Petunias, and stands ot out blooms
of Verlxmas, Carnations, and Pieotees. Messrs. Paul 8c

Son, Cheshunt, had a stand of good sumiuer-blowning
Phloxes ; Mr.G. Smith, Horusey Road, some very fine cut
Verbenas, and a well-grown plant of Calceolaria canari-

ensis, which is perhaps the best of the yellow-flowered

shrubby section; Mr. Gaines, Battersea, had a group of

Pelargoniums; and a few additional contributions were
transferred from the Floral Meeting of the preceding

day. Three magnificent bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, weighing together 9i lbs., were shown by
Mr. Young, gr. to Viscount Barrington. We noticed

also a charming group of anatomised leaves and seed-

vessels from John Hawes, Esq., of Adelphi Terrace.

Some admirably executed Paper Roses, set up in a

pair of tasteful groups, came from Mr. Helbronner, of

Regent Street ; and others were contributed by Mrs.
Higginson, of the Pantheon.

On this occasion there was likewise displayed in one
of the corridors facing the garden Mr. Theed's series

of statues and busts intended for the Wellington
College; of these the following is a list; they will be
allowed to remain in the garden, we understand, till the
end of this month.

STATUE&
1. Marshal Lord Beresford. Organised and commanded

the Portuguese Army, and won the battle of Albnera.
Prosentsd by The Primate of All Ireland.

The late Marquis of Waterford.
The present Marquis of Waterford.
Mr. Beresford Hope.
Mr. Pack Beresford.
Mr. Willoughby.

The likeness from the original Bust by "W. Behnes, Esq.
2. The Right Hon. Lord II fix. Commanded the Second

Division throughout the Peninsular War, in which it
acted for the moot part as a separate corps ; and who was
at the head of one of the corps into which tJie army was
divided at Waterloo. Presented by his nephew, the pre-
sent Lord Hfll.

S. The Right Ho*. Lord Lyn-edoch. Commanded at Bar-
ros.i, and was afterwards second in command of the
Peninsular Army till nearly the end of the War. Pre-
sented by Thomas Graham, Esq.

4. Hir George Mr rrat. The Duke's Quarternwwter-Genetal
in the Peninsula, and his personal friend. Presented by
his daughter, Mrs. Boyce.

»»

»»

»»

>»

j*

BUSTS.
1. Sir Jame* McGrioor. Head of Medical Department _

the Peninsula. Presented, by his son, Sir Charles R.
McGrigor, Bart.

2. Gekeral Sir Charles Cor/vrr.T.E. Commanded the Fourth
Division at Salamanca, and a Division afterwards at
Waterloo. Presented by his son, the Right Hon. Lord
Colville.

*. T Right Hon. Lord Hardinoe. Personal friend of the
Duke, d nguished in the Peninsula ; English Commis-
sioner with the Prussian Army in the Waterloo campaign ;and member of the Duke's Administration in 1M8. The
likeness from the original bnst by J. H. Foley, Esq , R.A.
Presented by the Dowager Viscountess Hardinge.

4. Fietj>-Mabshal The \ri. of Strafford. Commanded a
Brigade in the Peninsula, and a Brigade of Foot Guards
at Waterloo. Presented by himself (recently deceased).

. General Sir Josh Oswald. Commanded ifth Division
at Tittoria. Presented by his son, T. T. Oswald, Esq.

(5. General 8m William Ponbonry. Commanded Brigade of
Cavalry after Vittoria, and at Waterloo, where he was
killed. Presented by Lord Ponsonby.

7. General Sir John Slade. Commanded Brigade of Cavalry
in the Peninsula. Presented by Wyndham Slade, Esq.,
his son.

8. General Sir J. Gasfard Le Marcha st. Commanded
Brigade of Heavy Cavalry ; killed at Salamanca. Pre-
sented by Sir Denis Le Marchant, But.

9. General Sir Lowry Cole Commanded Fourth Division
from IS 10 to the End of the War. Presented by the
Miases Cole and the Right Hon. Lord Enniakillen.

10. Geveral Sia William Housforor. Commanded Seventtt
IK a at Fuentes de Onore. Presented by 9ir GeorgeHeossouu Boswell.

11. The ftroai Hon. Lord Lyvdhobst. Leaden* Member of
the Duke's Administra n 1S88. Presented by him-
self. The likeness t \ the o^ tad bust by W.
Behnes, Esq.

12. Gcstkral Sir Ronald Febsoson. Commanded Brigade in
Vimiero Campaign. Presented by Lieut.-CoL Robert
Ferguson, M.P.

IS. The HOST Hon. Tite Marqitts of T.oivdondkrry fCA«rws»
rkaoh). Foreign Secretary in Lord Liverpools Adminis-
tration, with whom the Duke, as ambassador to France,
c< uded the treaty < f peace at Paris. Presented by his
nephew, the present Marqnis.

14 Tub Ric.trr Hon. The Earl of Aberdeen. Leading mem-
ber of the Duke's Administration in 1S38. Presented by
himself (recently deceased).

15. General Sir Georok Townhend Walker. Commanded
Brtovdt? of Fifth Division that osealaded the town of
Badajoz. Presented by the late General's children.

1$. The Right Hon. Lord Harris. Under whom the Duke
served at the siege of Seringapatam. The likeness frow
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the original bust by H. Weeks, Esq., A.R.A. Presented

by his son, the present Lord Harris.
17. General Sir Denis Pack. Commanded in the Portuguese

Army, and distinguished on various occasions. Presented

by Pack Beresford, Esq. , ,

IS. The Right Hon. Lord Edward Somerset. Commanded
Brigade of Cavalry in the Peninsula, and Household
Brigade of Cavalry at Waterloo. Presented by Colonel

Edward Somerset, Assistant Quarter-Master General,

Portsmouth.
19. General Robert Craufurd. Commanded the Light

Division from 1809, till killed at the beginning of the

storming of Ciudad Rodrigo, 1812. Presented by. his son,

G. R. Craufurd, late of 2d Dragoon Guards.
20. General Sir Robert Anstrother. Commanded Brigade

in Virniero Campaign. * Presented by his son, Sir Ralph
Anstruther, Bart.

21. The Right Hon. Lord Cowley. Brother of the Duke.
Presented by the present Right non Lord Cowley.

&otitt& of aSoofcj*.

By William Lucas
Simpkin, Marshall,

»

Letter to John Bright, Esq., M.I*.

Sargant, one of Lis Constituents.

& Co. (A pamphlet.)
This is a political pamphlet, and the Gardeners*

Chronicle is not a political paper. We therefore can

only say that if any one wishes to learn how Mr. John
Bright, M.P. for Birmingham, can be skinned alive, he

will learn it from Mr. Sargant' s letter, in comparison

with which the shirt of Nessus was a coat of down.

Tlie Ferns of DerhysMre, illustrated from Nature.

Edited by W. E. Howe, with a Preface by the Rev.

Gerard Smith, B.A. London: Wertheim & Co.;

Derby : Bemrose & Sons.

A thin octavo book consisting of figures printed in

colours, of 22 species of British Ferns known to inhabit

Derbyshire, the 20 plates accompanied by as many
pages of brief descriptive matter, and the whole intro

duced by a few " thoughts and memoranda upon Ferns,

giving a view of their general structure. The figures

are somewhat rude but sufficiently characteristic, and
some of them good, and the names employed are those

now in general use ; it may be taken, therefore, as a

useful local guide. We agree entirely with the follow-

ing passage from the Preface:—" Jf the lover of Ferns
has much to fear from the plough, the draining

tile, and the axe, he has an ecfually dark prospect of

desolation and annihilation before him through the
rapacity of the modern traders in Ferns. A bearded
dealer in our northern Fern treasures visits the southern
counties to present the bait of a host of captive Woodsia
stolen away from every known mountain home, and
offered in exchange for the Fern varieties of the
lowland. In a lew years what must be the inevitable
issue? Even private botanists are found to gather
•with no sparing hand, and if our island is still to he
counted the habitat of a native Flora, we would
earnestly commend the lovers of plants that are to

e after us, to the consideration of existing col-

1

tit] If

tion is uttered by most or all of the party. In hunting

the buffalo they are wild with excitement, but no scene

tr incident seems to have such a maddening effect upon

them as when the buffalo are successfully driven into

a pound. Until the herd is brought in by the skilled

hunters, the utmost silence is preserved around the

fence of the pound : men, women, and children, with

pent up feelings, hold their robes so as to close every

orifice through which the terrified animals might

endeavour to escape. The herd once in the pound, a

scene of diabolical butchery and excitement begins;

men, women, and children climb on the fence, and

shoot arrows or thrust spears at the bewildered buffalo,

with shouts, screams, and yells horrible to hear. But

when the young men, and even women jump into the

arena amidst the dying and the dead, smear themselves

with blood, thrust their arms up to the shoulders into the

reeking bodies of their victims, the savage barbarity of

the wild prairie Indian shows itself in its true colours.

Not even a scalp dance over many fallen foes, affords

such a terrible picture of degraded humanity as a large

band of prairie Indians, some hundreds in number,
during* and after the slaughter of buffalo in the pound.
Mind's Narrative of the Canadian Med River Exploring
Expedition.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT. *

Conseevatoet, &c.— All kinds of soil used in

potting and shifting should now be laid in without
delay, except in cases where it is as yet unfit for

storing. Store them up neatly in narrow ridges so as to

be safe from wet and yet expose'd as much as possible to

the action of the air ; and as success in plant growing
very much depends upon having suitable soil for potting,

no trouble or expense that may be necessary to procure
this should be spared where well grown specimens are
expected. Loam of moderately good quality may be
obtained in most neighbourhoods, but good peat is

not so easily got; this is absolutely necessary, how-
ever, for the growth of choice hard-wooded plants, and
should be procured at the proper season so as to have
it in a fit state for use at the right time. Stove plants
flowering in the conservatory will require attention,

especially Achimenes and things of that sort, which
should be gone over every day in cloudy weather, care-

fully picking off decayed flowers, &c. Twiners on the
roo£ if any, which have done flowering may be thinned
out, so as to prevent their shading the house too much,
tor after this season permanent shade should be avoided.
Young stock in cold pits intended to flower next season
should be exposed as much as possible in order to ripen

labour, -and it will be necessary to go~over th
frequently pegging down where necessary and f *'
back such of the shoots as may incline to Pn

"*

upon the edging of the beds. Advantage must
taken of leisure hours to put in cuttings

anrf

00^
once begun use every possible dispatch with «?
work until there is a good stock in a fair \

rooting of such things as are known to be diffi*^
winter except in the shape of well established

ni
*°

Keep gravel walks perfectly clean and smoortML
weeding, sweeping, and rolling as may be neol

^
Keep climbers on walls within due limits. •

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEV
It may be advisable to go over such trees as ar
mriant, and stop about half the shoots, 0^1°!*'
urse with the strongest, for a general BL„- °"

luxuriant

course with the strongest, for a general stonnin
u

this time would probably be of little
furtier ^rr*

the wood.

PtNEBIES.
FORCING DEPARTMENT. ^*

a -Those who intend commencing the cul-
Jectors." A synopsis of the genera is given. There I

*ure °f Pines on the planting out system cannot begin
does not appear to be any new fact recorded. afc a more favourable season than the present. The bed

should be from 18 inches-to 2 feet deep, and should con-
Under the name of Wild Flotvers toorth Notice

(Hardwicke), and with the assistance of Mr. J. E.
Sowerby, Mrs. Lankester has prepared a small volume,
prettily illustrated, containing a selection of some of
our native plants "which are most attractive from
their beauty, uses, or associations." In all 96 species
are figured and described. They will doubtless render
many a country stroll more interesting than ever to
young persons who love the beauties of wild nature.

Miscellaneous.
Sale of Soolcs.—The late Rev. Prof. Henslow's

Library was sold in King Street the other day by
Mr. Stevens. From the priced Catalogue we
glean the following. Sowerby's English Botany,
12 vols., coloured, together with 10 small portfolios
containing Botanical and other works by Sowerbv
coloured plates, realised 20J.; Curtis's British Ento-
mology, 8 vols., coloured, 18Z. 10*. ; Annals of Natural
History, 1st series 20 vols., 2d ditto 20 vols., and 3d
senes 4 vols, and 16 numbers, 13Z. 10*. ; Hooker's Flora
Tasmanmae and Essay, 2 vols., 111. 10*. ; Ditto Flora
Nov® Zelandiae 2 vols, in 1, SI. 15*. ; Ditto Flora
Antarctica, 2 vols., plates, V. 10*. ; Transactions of the
jbmnean Society, 17 vols, and 19 parts, 10Z. 10*.-
Turner's Fuci, 4 vols., folio, 71. 15*. ; Works of the
Palajontographical Society, 13 vols., plates, 101. 10*.;
•Wight's Icones Plantarum India?, 6 vols., 101.; End-
licher's Genera Plantarum, 51. 5s.; Ehrenberg's In-
fusions-Thierchen, With atlas of 64, plates, 10/. 5*.;
Harvey's British Seaweeds, 4 vols., coloured, 51. 12*. •

Hooker and Grevilie's Icones Filicum, 2 vols.,
5/. 17*. 6d.; Sowerby's Coloured Figures of English
Fungi, 2 vols., 51. Is. 6d. ; Hooker's British Junger-
mannia?, SI. 10*.; ditto, Illustrations of Ferns, coloured,
41.; Decandolle's Prodrom us, 14 vols., 41. 6s.; Grevilie's
Scottish Cryptogamic Flora, 6 vols, coloured, 41. 17*. ;
and Loudon's Arboretum Britannicum, 8 vols, in 6, 31. 5*.
barbarous Customs of Prairie Indians.—In order to

understand the character and nature of wild prairie
Indians, they must be seen in their tents when well
applied with provisions and disposed to be cheerful
and merry. In the prairies when on horseback, they
are often quiet and watchful, always on the look out,

sist principally of good rich mellow turfy loam, well
broken up, and carefully intermixed with a liberal
sprinkling of clean sand, and a small proportion of leaf
soil or good rich fibry peat ; for when rough turfy soil
is used and the bed is ever, from any cause, allowed to
get thoroughly dry, it is very difficult to moisten it
again, as the water passes off through the lumps with-
out penetrating them. But if the loam is well broken
up and mixed with some leaf soil or peat and sand, it
will be found to take water freely enough, and the
roots will be as much under command as when the
plants ate grown in pots. Persons commencing this
method of growing Pines should also endeavour to
avoid planting out pot-bound plants, for these» whether
young or old, seldom strike freely into the fresh soil,
and are apt to fruit prematurely ; but if such plants
must be turned out, then care should be used to
make the soil firm about the balls, so as to prevent the
water passing off without moistening the balls.
Vineries.—Every possible attention must be aiforded

young Vines planted this spring where strong rods are
expected. Let a vigorous root action be secured and
endeavour to get the wood well ripened.
Cucumbers.— Attention should be given daily to

these
;
linings should be renewed when necessary to

Tiw YL* T y
^
0tt

?
m heat

' Sfc°P and thin th* shoots,S ?wlgetrtted tosether » top dr«» with
rich soil those that have been some time in bearing ; water
freely and close the frames early in the afternoon •

plant out those sown last month, and sow more towards
the end of this month, for the winter supply. Keen
the plants hardy by giving plenty of air

P

MELONS.-The
?
e require plenty of air and moisture

while the fruit is swelling, and in hot weather the
sashes may be drawn off altogether through the dav
with advantage. Keep the plants free from all useless
growth; when the fruit approaches maturity less
moisture is needed. If woodhce are troublesome place
the iruit on bricks over a shallow pan of water

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
Go over the flower beds frequently and remedy any

defects that may be perceptible without loss of time
for the bedding-out plants are enjoyed but for a com-
paratively short season; and now that they are in
beauty every means should be used to rendpr thpm »«

than to induce the production of a mss of mel
spray, whereas stopping the stronger

shoots of t/,J?
which incline to grossness will divert the sap in(o tT
weaker ones, which will be strengthened whiU the bn/
on the shoots "that have been stopped will become (S
and pump without starting into growth. ShouU^V
found that the roots after stopping incline to start into

growth, it will be advisable as soon as the fruit is

gathered to open a trench at a moderate distance from

the stem of the tree, cutting the stronger roots. This

will be of the greatest service in checking growth.

and will probably do more towards securing ripe

wood than anything else that could be adopted.

Get the Strawberry plantation intended to stand

for next season trimmed as soon as convenient,

cutting off and clearing away the runners so as to afford

the leaves plenty of room. »

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON,

For the Weekending July 11, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural Quia.

1-
v4 ft

**- /"V ^
TxMriBATURK.

•

July.
BAROJiaiflft. Of the Air. Of the Earth

Wind '
i

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 foot

deep.

63

2 feet

deep.

59 S.W.

r
Friday 5 88 29.273 29.275 71 46 5S.5

Satur. f> 27 29.42

1

29.310 73 53 63.0 62 59 s.

*Sunday 7 28 29.510 29.:t67 75 50 62.5 63 59 ff.

Mori. 8',

Tues. 9, 1

29.711 29.6H6 75 45 6(1.0 65 60 s.ff. i
29.868 29 823 78 48 63.0 65 60 \.\l-. n

Wed. 10 3 29.915 29.866 75 40 57-5 65 60 >v M
Thurs. 11 3 29.912

29.659

29.747 74 41 57-5 64

r.3.8

60 V 1—
Average.. 29.575 744 46.1 60.2 59.6 u
July 5—Cloudy and fine; showery in forenoon; clear and fine ataifk*

— 6— Main; fine; rain in h^avy showers at nijht.

— 7—Showery; occasionally fine; overcast; line*

— 8-Very fine ; thunder showers, with lightning at night

— 9—Overcast ; very fine ; slight rain ; lightning at night.

— 10—Uniformly overcast; slight drizzle; very fine; cold at mgnt.

— U—Verv fine throughout ; clear and cold at night.

Mean temperature of the week -1 de*. below the arerifl.

RFXORP OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICI

During the laat 35 years, for the ensuing Week, tvbwm^^

July.

Sunday 14..
Mon. 15..
Tues. 16..

Wed. 17..
Thurs. 18..
Friday 19..

Satur. 20..

51.7
50.4

50.6

52.0

51.2
51 J)

51,2

9

1

No. of
Years in

which it

Raiued.

63
f.3.2

63.5
64.0

;.0

61.9

61.7
'

0.64 in.

1.16

1.60

0.56

12S
0.60

periodiunedo^The highest temperature during the above p^^S^n.**
1317-thwm. 93 J deg.; and the lowest on the 18tb, 13Si-m«

Notice* to Correspondents.
Books : O Cross. By all means study Bentham's Hana

the British Flora, and, if you can spare the money-
^

Sowerby'8 British Wild Flowers, a , beauty au
fj

good book costing only S.s. a month.-»»"*$'"
'

cannot say anything in favour of Mr. V- S /Tmeaffii

unfortunately too often the case now-a-days uw*

on subjects they know very little a"bout. ^ gg

Cabbage: Provincial. What is called the Battersea,

usually grown for the London market. , -MydK
Deodars : G E. Sow your seeds now in P*118

,!;.
11^ <#> W

loam, and place them in a cold frame till tney

enough to transplant out of doors. f^A\T\ocov$*
Gum in Cucumbers : ENK, and JL D. Gross fe*ug ^0
with a cold dampcondition of the earth in wrncu ^

^

placed, is a very prolific source of disease.or
J£J* d^

check of any kind, especially if caused by «£* % *
panied by undue moisture, is very likely to

^im&
best remedy is the application of genial nuw ^
and the use of a free open healthy soil. reru»F

altogether unsuited to Cucumbers. h0 Apbi3*2

Insects : Henry. Your Peaches are a^tackea oy
washingjJ

sicw. Syringe with lime-water and ajPj™* not *£
shoots afterwards with dear water; or ca"J

gm0t
" some plan for fumigating the shoots with^ , Ja£

manage to see a suspicions object in the distance at the order and neatness Where thp srJl • , Pertec
^«me moment, so that a simultaneous note of exclama- erowinl^rauTv tZTwill Vi°£ » C,e*n a"d

growing vigorously this will involve considerable

Names of Plants: York. 1

montana; 3. Hypericum humifusum.--« -•
. g^jayj

2, Glyceria nuitanl-^ Sao. 1, GiUmmg^e^
montana; 8. Rubia peregrina : 4, »eneciu

Arrbenati»r

Holcus lanatus ; 2, Alopecurus P^tensw ,*Ga]iuo>er<£j
avenaceum ; 4, Aira csespitosa. -C iva.

.

i
d & u£

but apparently G. saxatile, as far as we can J ^^
sence of fruit.-WDF. It looks likeB^^Li A*jJ
complete enough for positive ^entincat'o^ cwj
1. Campanula rhomboioalis;

J-
cf™*1^ BhodgfjS

late-coloured variety ; 3. Viola ealcarata
, £ polj^-JF K. 1, Lastrea decurrens sometime^ ca

n
n.

decursive-pinnatum ; 2. Adiantum.

W
f ; Gt PenP^

Asplenium ebeneum J
4,Ptens gerannioii* .

^ca-
i undertake to

*ttl»
*"

Notice to Quit : / E. We cannot «n
^
e^ ^

differences. You must consult^^ndod the* *

Seeds from tu e Puis : Wrotham. we u»»

Royal Horticultural Society. . . iUa .irf>
Vilmorin : M J B. Quai de b M^PfJ1* where t^Kjii
Vine-orowino: Bourton. Be so good as;so

'
. j^hjre ?J£j#

In Shropshire? Bucks? Berks? ™* 9SL oili3«**
1^

a Bourton in each of those counties. ^
of the chalk formation of the Lias. u *& w»q

Vim»: Walter. If you examine ther**^ ^<*%*
more or less dead or diseased.

SbanKi^ ^ tn ^
any otber cause than the inability of roo ^otw M
which feed the berries.- If the ^tjfirf in #>**

*"

then you will find that they fro
**"*""

digging down among them will snow.
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LAWES'S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawk for the

present season of 1861, are now ready for delivery * hia
Factories, st the following prices :—
LAWE8*S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, a>t> BONE

8UPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £0 6
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME from

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ...5 5
IJH S BARLEY, GRASS, axd MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices rarying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

sf Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address Johk Bkxxet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge. EC. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNAKD. LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
V hate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best prod of the v
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, witi pin «f the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural <W /. with T.
Prices, Ac., msy be had on application to Bi iucabj> La
A Co. Hut- 'i Rnad. Plvmouth.

JTYLOR and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

8hallow Wells, Hot-Houses,
d:c. Price 25*. 6d. each.

IRON YARD
AND

GARDEN PUMPS
8 feet 6 inches under spout

2J 3 3* inch
43*. 53*. 60*. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below tho level of
the ground.

PUMPS of J.TYLOR& SON'S'

manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD M URE.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs A Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, 8ULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fenchurch 8treet, B.C. Edw. Pi rse Secretary.

JOHN 1 WLKR, JuN.,28,Cornhill, London, I !~Z
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT 8TEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogue* containing Prices and Tef uials sent post free.

JAMES and FREDr. HOWARD, Britannia Iron
w.rks, Bedford, Manufacturers of

CHAMPION PLOUGHS I HORSE RAKES
STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL- HORSE HOES
_ TIVATORS 8CARI F I E RSHARROW 9

I j^d other Implements.
Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

J. Tylor <fc Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street. London, E.C.

^^^^^ Prices Reduced.

H.T. MORTON" wr» CO., Galvanised Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-
able, and neatest Roofing in use ; also Spouting at 10£tL per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

Reaping and Mowing Machines.
BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

Fnzeholdera for tho be8fc A8TicuUural Machinery

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER
with Buboibs & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 10.«.

Testimonials. I

A great number of highly nattering Testimonials in favour
of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :

—

From Mr. John Riohards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carne, Dimlar
Castle, Glamorgan.

" I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.
Burgess & Key's Reaper in my master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate,
©uring the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
less than 1,000 acres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first had with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of hi*
tenant, Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst.and is in excellent order."
M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25t.
ALLEN S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price SOL
COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.

Price 35f.

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for
Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

ieapc>t, and neatest fence iu use. will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or
over. Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2Jd. per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of
Iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of
this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, b\d.

t 7±d.,
id 9^d. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

{-inch mesh, 4</., bd., and
Id. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED TRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS <k CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, <fcc.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from ?.s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mausions, Railway
Siatfbus, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, &c. Works from
IU to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to
an ordinary labourer.—Apply to
Henry J. Morton «fc Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

ARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS,
Norwich.

FURTHER REDUCTION in the PRICE of WIRE
NETTING.—April, 1861.

TVTRIGHT'S STACK PRESERVER.-The frequent

SS occ**,onea through the spontaneous combustion of
*arley, Ac, render this unfailing Preserver of the

r^ffiJ^^^ Agriculturist. It is so simple in.ruction and use that it cannot be ininrari h£ th«

xewj?"" 1^ "* if -* *•*«• ^oT^mfyb
h
ie

e

When first it is suspected that the rick is too much heated achimneyshonld be made in the part of the rick whereit il

ESS-ff*^
aDd

It? "a ***«tion even iu col<£? wSinfallibly \* prevented, and the destructive practice nf «, «?,!•way a Urge part of the rick rendered needfcss A cw2aperture to quickly made by boring with the rn^hine a7"owtoAenck " m^^7^^V^^ each length m totoindBeesary. it is easier to work the handle bickwarrio .«^forwards than continually round the same wav
M>LWMa and

It should be borne in mind that the loss occ^lon«riu .»» ,

<««toyed b, orcrbctU* ennot be Z£S$££Z£nZ
The price is so low and the security it offers is so «»+..•,* *important, as to recommend the po«SEn ofif^Tfrrmer. Price in Case, with Lock J^St^a? a? *° eVeFy

tot miJi «T
n T* in "5 aevabourhood of the Manufacturer

fw than 40 years with unfailing success. **flU,8Clurer

-Kr
,TrB,*cc:>mP*uiea with » Post-office Order for o; r t ^.^

Barnard, Bishop, and Barnards beg to inform their
fnends and tbe public that they have made a further reduction
In the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and also that all
their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, and durability.

Japanned
Galvanised. Iron.
l>er yard, per yard.

- I^RIGI DOMO."-PatremsedTTher Majesty theJF Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for 8Von h ™?
his Grace the Duke of Devonshire f„r ChUwick'oaSEJ? J^'
feasor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, &«- j^u v'*!?'
for the Crystal Palace. Royal Zoological Society^Iff
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford^^
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS t MORNING FROST
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide ._ . . 1*. 6d. per vard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 8*. per yard.
An improved make, 8 yards wide, It. 6d. per yard run.

Also " Frigi Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. Ad. per yard run.
\i.isha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C. and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

Land Drainage.

WORKS OP DRAINAGE of any extent are
EXECUTED by the G FIXERAL LAND DRAINAGE

and IMPROVEMENT COM PAN Y oo all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, eutiiiled, mortg-ayed, trust, eceleaias-
tical, corpora r collegiate , ^ . _, _
Repayment may bo made by tho Tiandnwn^r tin mv fve

]>->rti<»u8 of the workflareL<»iii|>icted ; or the actual expenditure,
witlx a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estatecreated for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legaicxpenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, tbe Secretary,

1 at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

HIKE LA.NDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

4

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
TO LANDOWVl R8

f
THK < LBtQY, E.STATK AgKNTS, SURVEYORS, &C.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1350, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting.^w any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for 'Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

8. Jetties or Landing placets on tho sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
thesame with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director.
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S W.

Ol'AL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.—LEEDS MEETING, 1861.

Programme :—
MONDAY, July l;").—The Implement Yard open from 7o'Clock

in the Morning, at an admission-charge of 6t. for each
person.
The Judges to inspect the Live Stock, and to award the

Prizes.

At 1 o'clock (or as soon aaer as all the Judges shall have
avered in their awards, of which notice will be given),

the Cattle lard will be open without additional payment.
Arrangements have been made for distinguishing the
Animals that have won the Prizes, immediately the Judges
have made their awards. The Show Yard wiU be closed at

Clock in the Evening.
TUESDAY, July 1<5.-The General Show Yard of Cattle,

llorses, Sheep, Pigs, Implements, Flax, Wool, Cheese, and

Gauge.
2-inch mesh,24 inches wide .. No. 19
2-inch
2inch
2-inch

lit-inch

11-inch
li-inch
lj-inch

»»

»»

»?

ft

»»

9*

9*

9f

9f

99

99

99

n

a t

M
»»

99

18
17
16
19
13
17
ltJ

• •

• •

4id.
5

8

6
7

9

Sid.
4
5

4
4*
5*
7

All the above kinds can be made any width (under 6 feet)
at proportionate prices.
Strong (jalvanised Poultry Netting, 7±d. peryard, 3 feet wide.

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Phe»«ntriea. lid. per
yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an
inch to 6 inches.

iir 1 1 mu '^ "Y V^"ruuilc umner at o *••*., m the Town
Hail. The Earl of Powis, President, in the Chair. Tickets,
l(k. each, to be obtained of the Secretary.
The General Show Yard open to the Public from Cc Clock

in the Morning till 6 in the Evening. Admission, 2s. 64
each person.
Public working of the Steam Cultivators, on land in the

neighbourhood of the Town, during such hours as theStewards may determine.

J™DiY
-
Ju^ W- (The General Show Yard open to the

\iitV ^ 'h
19:> Pu°llcfrom 6 o'Clock in tbe Morning

PRin 1v "t ^ S7
em
o
ng

- ^dn,»Mon, 1«. each person.

r™ H
U
n
y \

9'7^neral Meeting of the Members in theTown Hall, at 11 o'Clock in the Forenoon.
Governors' and Members' Tickets to be had on applica-

tion to the Secretary.
By Order of the Council,

H. HALL Dark, Secretary.
12, Hanover Square, London, W., July 13.

Reduced Price of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonie*.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, 10<i. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, U. per yard.

Illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every variety of Wire
Fencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on application.

Sir Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free at all

the principal Railway Station*.

£te &grtatltttra! <5a?rttr
SATURDAY, JULY 13, 1601.

MEETINGS F
UR TUE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Great Meeting at Lccda— thr Imple-

ment . *nU opt-mnjr on MoDd&r
morning, and th« Cuttle Yard* mo
aoon *• the JudffeR bare completed
their award

On Tuesday evening at a Cvnvcrmtin**
fwen by tbe Mayor Prof. Wilaouwill
read a paper on Steam Cultivation.

The Society's limner wilt be held on
Wednesday at 6 r.M. in the Town Hall.

'

A

MonoAT. July
Tl'IlPAT, —
W KI.*EaDAT, —
TauanoAY, —
Feidat, —

IS

17

18

19

It is plain that besides the colours of the painter

ains
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however strict and careful, 'will not of itself

suffice for the attainment of success. This is as

true among larmers as it is among artists ; and

the past week has afforded a notable illustration

of its truth. On Wednesday last the Babraham

flock was dispersed to all quarters of the earth by

Messrs. Steaftord and Carter Jonas ; and the

effect of " brains "—the only thing that Mr.

Jonas "Webb ever crossed his sheep with—was

shown in the unprecedented prices which were

realised.

We last week gave a number of particulars in

the past history of the Babraham flock, and we
this week give a full report of the sale—persuaded

that large as is the portion of our space which it

must occupy, it is right that the Agricultural

Gazette should contain a record in detail of what

must prove a great landmark in the history of the

Southdown breed of sheep.

It will be seen by a reference to our report that

all the leading Southdown breeders of the country

were present or were represented at the sale last

"Wednesday ; and foreign Governments as well as

private nockmasters of other countries were also

present by their agents. In addition there were

several thousands of agriculturists on the ground,

attracted only by the fame of the owner and his

flock, and by the certainty that the day was to

prove memorable in the history of English agri-

ulture.

There never was a keener international contest,

and there cannot be a doubt that many of the best-

of Australia and elsewhere, and thus the Census of

the year tells us of diminished rural population in

the face of better and more extensive culture oi

the land than was ever known before.

This development is strikingly apparent in the

present results of steam culture, which has within

six years made a most enormous stride, and

from the Leeds trial field will receive an im-

petus which no amount of prejudice will or can

withstand.

Those who look through our report in another

column will acknowledge that there
_
is reason

enough for congratulation. The question has no

longer to be decided—" Is steam-power an econo-

mical substitute for horse-power for tillage pur-

poses?" for every one is convinced that now

steam-power is the only appliance by which the

latent fertility of our stiff, cold, clay lands can be

educed. • And those who take a review of the

5488 implements of the Leeds Show will have the

conviction impressed more and more deeply upon

them that a tremendous stride has been made
since the farmers were driven to rely upon their

own efforts and ceased to hang listlessly upon
" expectations.' ,

For its own sake the Society has done well to

pitch its tents at Leeds. Their stands and cattle

sheds will be thronged by intelligent visitors from

morning till night. The population of Leeds

alone is 207,000, and it is surrounded by "little

villages," many of which number 80C0,

10,000, and 12,000 inhabitants. And besides them

formed equally well, and that

them is selected to operate.

Mr. A

immaterial whj^

who furnished crops for
Lothian competition, and who obtained th fi

*
second premiums with Gardner & Lindsa * *
says that he prefers the reaper made bv KaI

8l
I3*

son, & Murray of Stirling to all others
mp'^

Mr. J M thinks Cuthberfc
tt()

,

says that Burgess & Key have sent "ouTan
eLu

reaper the best, chiefly on account of its \\ u^*
draught and its adaptation to hilly lan(j

%?**
nmra th at. Bureress & Kev have sanf ™,i _

'

tie 4
light reaper

Mr. a G who acted as one of the
j Q(
W

I a good deal of contarJ;.,i?*Clefton, and who had » guuu ueai oi controversial^
spondence regarding it, told me that he considered*

or five of the reapers equally good, and tkt
difference in their performances was owing to \
people attending them. ^

also a judge afc Clefton, told
Mr. P M

at

bred sheep in England are to leave our shore, as its there are lines of railway stretching on all sides

result. It is a fortunate thing, however, for

the country that the circumstances, the skill and

resolution, and the "brains" to which we owe
them are left behind, able to put others of equal

value in theirplace. The highest priced ram, No. 89,

a two-shear sheep, was bought for 260 guineas

by Mr. HxrDSonOof Castle Acre, for Mr. J. C.

Taylor, of Hofmdale, New Jersey, U.S. On
the other hand, the highest priced ewes

—Lot 6, a pen of five shearling sheep-
were bought by Sir Thomas Lennard, Bart.,

for 34 guineas apiece, after a sharp com-
petition with French and German agents. In
both these cases the price is, we believe, unprece-
dented in the history of the breed. Other note-
worthy particulars will be gathered from a perusal
of the report; the averages stand as follows:

which will bring thronging crowds of people de-

sirous to share in the pleasures of the meeting.

The steam trials have been unwontedly successful.

In the other classes competition is very strong.

The Show will be more than one-fifth larger than

in Edinburgh Corn Exchange, tkt he consider^ I
Kemp, Nicholson, & Murray's, and Cuthbert'sfSeSt

1
reapers, but could not decide between the too, vA <*
calling three or four farmers to his aid, vre iound tk
no two of them agreed in opinion.

I myself witnessed the competition of reapen*

Longniddry/and came to the conclusion that four or J*

of the reaping machines are equally effective. Nodoit

the driving principle of the machinery differs in §w*

and so also does the principle of delivery ; and in tk®

respects must the superiority of one reaper over motto

lie. I did not minutely examine the driving gear ofilli

reapers nor their mode of delivery; and even if I a
done so, my imperfect knowledge of mechanics wt

not have enabled me to decide correctly. The St

board for assisting to sheaf is in great favoaj k

there are certain states of crops as well as of nob

when it is proper to lay the cut grain in swath, so:

desirable that a reaping machine should either in

swath the crop at pleasure, but no such reaperk

appeared.

It mav now be held as certain that the cutty

that at Canterbury. Nearly all the recusant four or £ve different reapers is equally good, peip

implement manufacturers have returned to their faultless ; that all of them may be constructed

first love, though she is but an arbitrary and same materials, and of any required size, and »

perverse mistress. none of them are liable to break nor difficult to «ft

I saw reapers going empty as well as cutting tb

across ridges, while the horses were trotting

HEAPING MACHINES IN EAST LOTHIAN.
[The following letter from an agriculturist in East Lothian to a

friend in Herefordshire, has been handed to us for publica-
tion.]

To your inquiry about reaping machines, and the
opinions of our farmers regarding such implements, I

99 2-year old and aged rams made 3052/. 7s., or I

fear that nothing very decided about the superiority
of any particular machine can be stated.

Two very successful competitions took place during
last harvest, one at Longniddry in this neighbourhood,
and another at Clefton, in West Lothian. In both
instances all the machines worked throughout a long
trial without either stoppage or breakage. But let me
first state the ordeal to which the reapers were sub-
jected.

The test of excellence was the manner in which the
work was performed. Now in every case this was
owing far more to the expertness of the people
attending the machine than to the machine itself; and
it sometimes happened that the reaper which'made the

\

best work and the reaper which made the worst were
|

identical in every respect. In neither of the competi-
. .

. „ !

tions alluded to had the ground been prepared for
his name connected with a sale which will stand machine reaping, and occasionally a reaper was slightlv

301, 16s. 8d. each—three of their number selling

for 100 guineas and upwards each, and one realis-

ing 260 guineas : 199 shearling ewes made
22031. 195., or 11/. Is. 5d. each—-no fewer than
120 of them realising more than 10/. each, and five

of them making 34 guineas apiece ; 109 shearling
rams made 2710/. Is., cr 24/. 17s. 3d. each, two of
them realising upwards of 100 guineas ; 105 2-year-
old ewes made 11. 15s. each ; 115 3-year-old ewes
made 6/. 4s. a piece; 230 full-mouthed ewes
made 41. lis. 4d. each ; and 110 aged ewes made
3/. 12s. 4d. apiece. In all 967 sheep were sold for
10,922/. 2s., or 11/. 5s. lOd. each ; and Mr.
Stbapfoed, who with Mr. Caster Jonas con-
ducted the sale, may be congratulated on havin cr

O

first among those of English flocks, as that of
Tortworth, conducted by the same auctioneer, does
among sales of English herds.

Mb. Bbandreth Gibbs is once more in his
glory. He has again organised what will prove
the most successful meeting the Royal Agricultural
Society has ever known. The shimmer of the
white-roofed tents in the valley of the Aire tells
where the Bisters—Manufactures and Agriculture
—embrace upon their first meeting. AH is pre-
pared for a great display. The country will visit
the busy, populous, thriving town; the town
enjoy its holiday in the country, and return to its
vocations with a truer sense of the value of agri-
culture, and of the great intelligence of those who
follow country pursuits. The farmer will see in
Leeds what becomes of his wool and of his Flax,
of his "Wheat and Barley. The manufacturers
and operatives will enter the 25
by the Society, and saunter
1| mile long of machinery that is

and they will admit the evidence presented
there of an intelligent progress in the field
quite equal to anything L
her factories.

The same power which is developing the energies
of the town is developing those of the country,
ine sUl-working implement has gradually rilled up
the place of those who have gone to the gold fields

acres enclosed
aloog a row
new to them;

.eeds can boast of in

affected by coming in contact with a stone ; but the
injury did not arise from any defect in the reaper, but
to ill-luck in the allotted space.

Our friend Mr. J H thinks Gardner &
Lindsay's reaper the beat which appeared at
Longniddry.

Mr. J T uses both Bell's and Gardner &
Lindsay's reapers, but gives a decided preference to
Lells. He says that Bell's reaper with a deliverv
like the dancing shakers of the threshing machine
(Dockery a shaker) would form the best reaper, and hehas taken steps to construct one.

Mr. H
,
of H

, has for years past cni *11 h\B
crops with four of Bell's reaped, the^ound beWhilly, and extending to nearly 1000 acres yearly.

^.^L?—7
S"W fr°m his exPer>eDce of the past

harvest, prefers Bells reaper to Gardner & Lindsay's
Mr

'
;

t~~v
T
r~i..

,

?
i,,k8 D°U«Ias of Kirkaldy's

reaper the best which appeared at Longniddry?
It is characterised by a self-delivery uTshS,
but the delivery was not complete, 'and **>}
people considered Douglas's machine the coming

«!?£ l~Z
H J^T HftIli<Vs reaper with a

tilting board resembling Hussey's.

Many more agriculturiate of our acquaintance could
be brought forward to testify to the t^^ machine,
but as a general rule every person isVartial to the
reaper which he himself uses.

Mr
"£ ?T~! "a?

ftlrai8h^ the crops for the
competition at Longniddry and closely attended on
the competition, says that four or five reapers per-

It seems to me of no great consequence

reaper only cuts one way or cuts both in gtwjj

coming across a field, because in the one case m
the number of hands would be required, wiite am

other the horses have a relaxation fron^f^JT
nine to twelve good hands are regain^ »"
stook to a sheafing reaper, cutting o» *

;

ordinary speed. With an increase oiP 1^
to be additional hands to keep all tidy. l™™5
cutting but one way will do considerably

mo«

than a machine cutting both going and com"*
^

the assisting hands perform their tas&s m
^

factorily. The reaper which cuts one j^
be employed as a rake in returning, pw' ^
care is taken to place the stooks m

lme'

1360*

In East Lothian nearly two-thirds of crw ^
cut by reaping machines, and I now ^^
to be fairly established as an implement o

j

and that their use is likely to extend ye^
g

.

position which the reaper has now tare -^

perhaps less owing to the i*pro^« ^
machine has recently undergone, than™* ^
against softening down, formerly nearly.

farm servants, and the whole of tae i ^
vesters were hostile to the reaper. *y ^^
men are interested in its success, ana a

\

willingly in performing their
^ective ^

not conclude without saying, that now ^
reaper may cut and lay down the crop,

so unwieldly as to be entirely out oi u

DISILESION OF THE BABRAHAM
F

lAOJTJ&XhOXVCl vat a."~ —-
flock

°^
Obt Wednesday last this celebratea

s^
down sheep was sold by auction by1^-^^
Carter Jonas. Thewether, which had »j

e ^
6

the day. WW *
spectators on the ground were the 01

f fl(X

£i

tatives of probably nearly every &°u d pr

carter j onns. 1 ne wuauuci, .. --
delig '"^

hour ofcommencement, cleared an ^ to

during the remainder of the day.
or
^r

snenfcators nn the jrround were tne "
floci»

distinction in the kingdom. The ^ jg*
Newcastle, Devonshire, and B^&fcb, F^T
Bristol, the Earls of Radnor, £

l '

hToo^
Yarborough, and Winchebem,^^ WiJjC
Manners, St. Leonards, Sondes, CW» ^ p^
Feversham, and Xorth,ww^ bo«
Lady Pigott and LadyG^jU **?**
of the lots ; and among pwfe»°j" . S . ^ \*t
Lugar, Waters, Torr, Saninel J^.

j

H ^d*%
orrinjre, Cane, Scott Skirvm ,

_* ^ buyer*^

,

and many others, were I
,rese"

d carried <*
j^

foreicrner, were on the ff«JJ^^ »

the best sheep. Barons Nathu^ *d WJJj),
Zoepritz, Fischer W^V* fSGermany; Count Bouille; M "'

l0T d »

Trehonnais, Hamot; Messrs. w
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White of Buenos Ayres. and Philpott of Australia, have
carried away a large portion of the flock. Alter the
tale of the older Rams and Shearling Ewes—about 1500
at down to luncheon under the presidency of Mr.
Strafford the auctioneer. Business was resumed about
half-past 3 o'clock, and completed by half-past 7, a
ery large portion of the company remaining till the
close.

In all 968 sheep were sold ; 99 two-year-old and aged
rams fetched 3062J. 7s., 109 shearlinp rams realised
2710/. Is., 199 shearling ewes made 2203Z. 19#., 105
two-year-old ewes were sold for 813/. 15*., and 455
older ewes realised 2

1

W. The whole of the Babraham
flock above the age of lambs was thus disposed of for
the sum of 10 21., averaging 11/. 5*. Sd. apiece.
The lambs of the year remain on hand, to be disposed
ofnext^ear, when Mr. Jonas Webb will finally give
up that connexion with Southdown breeding which
has made his name to widely and so honourably
known.
The following is a complete list of the flock, their

pure-haters and prices :

—

T. TWO-TKAR-OLD AND AGED RAM

2fo. on

logos

1
s
3
4

5
•

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
!•

S2
23
14
35

S8

30
31
31
33
34
35
86
J7

39
40
41
42
43
44
4

48
4
48
49
50
51
5!

53
54
55
58
57
58
59
60
81
62
83
44

87
88

70
1
2

73
74
75
70
77
78
79
SO
81

81

88

*7

P0
91
9?

M
98
97

6
5

>»

M
4

99

99

19

99

9

99

99

»f

M
Pf

»t

•9

Iff

99

19

s

9

»•

• 9

99

99

19

99

99

99

• 9

H
n
99

99

N
19

99

99

•8

2
9»

%9

9t

»9

»
»»

»9

IP

99

99

99

99

'9

99

9»

99

•r

99

9f

n
89

99

99

99

99

99

99>

99

M

• •

19

99

99

99

"•_

»»

11

9t

99

"9

99

99

)

• •

Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. Gorringo (S
Mr. Wood
Baron Nathu*is
Mr. Henry Webb
Herr Zimmerman
Lord Fevcrsham
Duke of Newcastle
Mr. Henry Webb
Mr. Willi im Taylor
Mons. Frederick Hamot..
Mr. Davis of Wenlock .

.

Mr. Liveaey
Lord Chesham
Mr. Samuel Webb
Mr. Henry Webb
Duke of Newcastle
Mr. Burgess (Blandford)
Sir R. Throckmorton
Mr. Gingell (Ongar)
Duke of Devonshire
Mr Henry Webb
Sir R. Throckmorton
Mr. Samuel Jonas
Mr. Ashby (Eastbourne)
Mr. Lawrence (Cirencester)
Mr. Slonning (Eastbourne)
Lord Sondes
Baron Nathuats
Mr Filder (Eastbourne)
Mr. Slater..
Mr. HVerington
Duke of Bedford ..

Mr. Sworder
Herr Zoepritz ..
Mr. Filder
Mr. Webb
Mr. C Turner (Lincoln)..
Mr Walton (Wisbech) ..
Baron Nathusia ..

Mr John Webb ..

Mr. John Webb .

.

i
Mr. Lugar
Mr. Serton (TpRwtchJ
Mr. Rigden (Sussex)
Mr. Disburn
Mr. John Webb

]

Mr. Scott Skirving (E. Lothian)
Mr. Hen. Webb . . . .

.'

Mr. Dashwood .. .. „
M r. Wm. Taylor (Bristol) .

.

Mr. Jones (Fakenbam) ..

Herr Zulichy (Prussia)
Mr. H. Thurndl .. ".". \\
Sir J. Hampden ..

Herr Zulichy (Prussia) .. M
Mr. Bullock
Baron Jagow
Mr. Bosaoqnet
Mr. Philpott (Aastralia)
Mr. Farquharson
Mr Bosanquet
Mr Filder
Mr. J. O. Parker
Lady Gren villa

Mr. Garrett
Mr. John Webb .. .. .'.

Baron Jagow
Mons. de la Trehonnais
Mr. Purvis
Mr. Ashby
Mr C. Turner
Mr. Colvin
Mr. Philpott (Australia)
Barl of Sandwich
Mr. Bullock
Mr. Crisp ..

Mr.Sewell .. mMr Farquharson .

.

Mr. Philpott (Australia)"
Ditto Ditto

Mr. Henry Webb
Herr Zoepritz (German
Herr Leaser (Prussia)
M. Hamot (France)
Mr. 8. We*Jb

.

.

Biroo Nathusia
* r- JŴ Taylor (U.S.)
Lord Wiochelsaa
IHerr Fischer (Germany)
Ifr. Jones (Norfolk) *

Mr. Richardson . . 7!

Lord Radnor .. **

Mr Hubbard []
Marquis of Bristol
Lord Winchelsea
Mr. Niabet Hamilton
[HerrZbspritz
' Herr gnlich^r

•

* •

•

• •

* • • •

* •

• •
* •

• •

• e

• •

• •

• •

* Bo. 20. m and not offered.

Guineas
28
21
43
21
10
23
:u
21
25
83
26
23
14
28
21
10
18
13
42
12
100
16
32
15
14
16
17
19
15
12
10
10
32
11
31 M
13
12
SS
14
24
16
16
30
2»;m
70

20
10
16
17
20
22
21
35
17
13
11
31
16
15

•

N
20
27
18
20
18

15
12
13
23
30
20
20
17
15
70
15
80
31
25
37
27
29
125
22
51
260
45
51
86
21

35
41

25
30
20
44
20

YEARLING EWES.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

IS
16
17
IS

H

21
28

25

SHEARLING RAMS—CmtinmtA,

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
:,

5
10
10
10

10
10
10
10

10
10

K)
10
10

8
10

Baron Nathusia
Baron Jagow
Lord Braybrooke
Mr. Philpott (Australia)
nerr Zoeprits .

.

8ir T. Lennard
Mr. Dulany (U.S.) .

.

Mr. Philpott (Auatralia)
Lord St. Leonard's .

.

Mr. Dulany (U.S.) ..

Lord F.il mouth
Mr. Richardson
Duke of Devonshire .

.

Mr. Philpott (Auatralia)
Herr Fischer (Germany)
Mons. Malct ..

Herr Meyer
Mr. Rigdon
Lord | uaouth

Mons < 1 e la Trehonnais
Mr. Jones (Norfolk) ..

Count Bouilll
Baron Nathusis
Ivord Falmouth

Number
on Cata-
lt>gue.

106
107
IPS
199

i0

201
»2

208
204
205
206
207
20S
209
210

Purchasers.

Mr. T. Webb
Mr. Brown (St. Neot's)
M r. Cane (Sussex)
Ditto ditto
Ditto ditto
Ditto ditto

Mr. Martin Slater
Mr. Scott Skirving (Haddington).

.

Mr. Dashwood
Mr. Samuel Webb
Mr. Henry Webb
Mr. Gingell (Ongar)
Mr. Henry Webb
Mr. Lovell
Mr. T. Webb

109 Shearling Rams made 2£S1 Guineas—2710J. U. t or
24L 17*. 3d. each.

TWO-YEAR OLD EWES.

199 Shearling Ewes made 2099 Guineas—22031. 19«., or
lit. 1*. fcC each.

SHEARLING RAMS.

Number
on Cata-
logue.

Purchasers.

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
14

150
151

15
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
160
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

180
181
182
183
134
189
136
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

• •

Mr. Jones
Mr. Henry Webb
Mr. Dulany
Mr. Henry Webb
Mr. Farquharson
Mr. J. C. Taylor (U.S.)
Mr. Farquharson
Lord George Manners M
Mr. J. C. Tavlor(U.S)
Mr. Howard (Bedford)
Lord Yarborough .. ...

Duke of Newcastle
Marquis of Bristol
Mr. Hubbard
Herr Fischer
Mr. John Webb
M de la Trehonnais .. ..
Mr. Pago, of Brad well
Mr. C. Howard ( Bedford) .

.

Mr. C. Howard, ditto
Mr. Woolston (Wellingborough)
Mr Filder (Sussex) .

.

Count Bourne" .

.

Mr. Garrett ..

Mr. Hubbard ..
Lord Sondes
Mr. Marioribanks
Mr. Ashby ..
Lord Chesham
Duke of Richmond ..

Mr. Ashby
Lord North
Mr. Bell (Dorsetshire)
Mr Ashby
Lord Walsingham
Lord Winchelsea
Duke of Richmond
Mr. J. Olajrden, of Littiebury .

Mr. Everett
Mr. Sexton
Mr. Jepson
Mr. Martin Slater . . .

.

Duke of Nowcastle
Mr. Davidson (Wenlock) ..
Mr. Joynson ..

Mr. Philipps
Mr. Tomiine (Orwell Park, Ipswich)
Lord Falmouth
Mr. Martin 81ater .. .. „
Mr. Tomiine
Mr. Biddell
Mr. Philipps (Barton)
Mr. White (Buenos Ayres)..

Ditto ditto
Sir Willoughby Jones, Bart.

'.

'.

Mr. Hubbard
Mr. Adeane ..

Mr. White
Ditto .. .. ;; "

Mr. Samuel Jonas .. .. [[
Mr. White (Buenos Ayres). , [ .

Mr. Sewell . . . f
Duke of Newcastle
Mr. H. Waters '.',

Mr. S. Clayden ..
Mr. Ashby
Mr. Ruttley (Kent) .. "*

Mr. Taylor (Bristol)
Mr. Biddell (Playford)
Lord Sondes

Per head.

• •

Guineas.
28
25
74
SO
20
55
110
41
100
26
25
88
23

6

I-
'A

c
c

g

3
o
g CO

Purch

26
27
28

n
30
31
32
33

N
35
36
87
H
39

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10

10
10
10

Mr. John Waters ..

Mr. Thome (U.S.) ..

Kerr Fischer
Mr. Taylor (Bristol)

Mr. J. C. Taylor (U.S.)
Mr. Thorne(U.S.) ..

Herr Zimmerman
Mr. Taylor (Bristol) .

.

Herr Zoepritz (Germany)
Mr. John Waters
Herr Fischer ..

Mr. Perkins ..

Mr. Scott Skirving ..

'Baron Nathusis

• •

• • • •

i

• *

Guis.
7
13
10

12
P
6

el
7

54
7

_6±

• •

• •

• •

84
21
11

10
25
22
16
20
80
14
30
JO

31
15
24
7

16
81
37
5

42
28
40
96
20
24
28
18
40
16
18
14
27
46
20

105 2-year-old Ewes made 775 Guineas—813J. 15#.,
7L 15*. each.

THRHE-YEAU-OLD EWES.

or

a
3
55

o

§1
08

u

a o $
3 —
53

m

40 5
41 5
42 5
43 5
44 5
45 5
46 10
47 10
48 10
49 10
50 10
51 10
52 10
53 10
54

Purchasers. a

* •

Mr. Ridden
Mr. Gingell (Ongar) ..

Sir Thos. Lennaid, Bart. .

.

Mr. Bosanquet
Mr. Sexton (Suffolk)

Ditto ditto ..

Mr. White (Chevington)
Ditto ditto

Duke of Devonshire
Mr. Achurch (Huntingdon)
Mr Taylor (Bristol) ..

Mr. Perkins ..

Lord £ fes

Mr. Hodgson (Gilson Park)

m t

• •

m •

Guis.
10

74
8

J*
74
6

6*
5

7*
54
5*
44
4

44
44

Guii.
50
374
40
82}
?74

30
65
50
75
55
55
45
40
48

115 3-year-old Ewes mado «80 Ouine.as—7141., or 6L 4*. each.
FULL-MOUTHED EWES.

a

55 or
Purchasers. 2

1

•

16
13
17
24
82
32
16
16
21
21

14
14

18
14
14
15
16
14
11

13

• •

• • *

14
1-1

14
12
13
11

10
9

23
12

Lord Radnor "* *' og
Mr. Burgess

* **
"I j±

Mr. White (Buenos Ayres) . . ."
.* *.*| *g

Mr. Henry Waters (Sussex)
Mr. Ashby
Mr. 8tone
Mr. Page (Bradwell)
Mr. Biddell (Playford)
Mr. T.Webb .. ..
Mr. Hodgson
Mr. Biddell (Playford)
Mr. Everett
M. Trehonnais
Mr. Scott Skirving (East Lothian)
Mr. Biddell (Playford)
Mr. Ashby '

Mr. ^ W. Dashwood" "
'.'.

Mr. Henry Waters
Mr. Everett ..
Mr. Ashby
£H»d ..

Lord Falmouth
Mr. S. Webb .

.

Mr. Taylor (Bristol)
Mr. Stone ^.

M
57
58
59
60
61

63

64
85
68

88
81
70
7:
72

W
74

75
76
77
7S

79
80
81
12

5
5
5
5
5

5
5

5
5

10
10
10
10
10

10

18
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Duke of Devonshire
Mr. John CIayden ..

Mr. Bosanquet
Mr. Hutchinson (Peterhead)
Mr. Taylor (Bristol)..
Mr. Achurch (Essex)
Mr. Henry Webb
Mr. A. Church
Mr. J. Waters
Mr. 8. Jonas
Mr. Scott Skirving ..

Mr. H. Webb .. ..

Mr. S. Jonas..
Mr. H. Webb
Lady Pigott
Ditto

Mr. 8. Webb
Lady Pigott
Sir T. Lennard
Mr. Dirasdale
Mr. Scott Skirving .

.

Sir T. Lennard
Mr. S. Webb
Mr. Page (Bradwell) .

.

Mr. Ostler
Mr. S. Webb
Mr. Hodgson (Gilson Park)
Mr. Henry Webb ,

.

Guis.

5
4
7

44
6
54
6

54
44
4
44
4
44
4
4
34

J*

5

*4

3

'I

34
4

230

Guis.
32*
25
20
35

22J
30
25
80
27*
22|
40
45
40
45
40
40
35
35
75
85
50
3f
35
35
85
35
35
40

Full-mouthed Ewro? made 1000 Guineas

—

10SOL, or
41. Us. id. each.

•

* * * *

10
37
11
11
11

10
26
15

17
U
13

n

BROK -MOUTHED EWK9.

r. H. Thurnall
Ladv Pigott .

Mr. 1 ry Webb
Mr. Ford
Ditto ..

Mr. Henry Webb
Mr. Gorringe
Mr. Sexton
Mr. Henry Webb

Ditto

*

110 Old Ewes made 880 Guinoas—378J., or 3f. 12*. 4d. each.
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THE REAPING MACHINE.
The Royal Agricultural Society have acted wisely in

dividing reaping machines into three classes, viz., self-

delivery, manual-delivery, and combined reapers and

mowers ; for each of which they offer liberal prizes, by

which system much more satisfactory results will be

obtained, as the judges will have less difficulty in

coming to a decision, and it will also prevent the absurd

and contradictory awards which so puzzle and mislead

rather than convince those who do not know some-

thing of the matter. A proper system of classification

will also check any partiality on the part of those advo-

cating swathe-delivery against sheaf-delivery machines,

and vice versa ; but indeed it is not for the judges, but

for the public themselves to decide on the system best

suited to their respective farms, according to special and

peculiar circumstances, after which it becomes the

business of the judges to give their opinion as tothe

best machines in each class separately, after an efficient

trial. The ensuing Leeds show in July will afford a

magnificent and unprecedented opportunity for a

thorough inspection of reaping as well as other

machines ; and being within such easy access, I trust

that the farmers of this county will not fail to avail

themselves of this rare treat. The reaping machine is

now an established and necessary implement of the

corn is sheafed immediately after a sheafing machine,
are

and put into stook, it is in a safe position, as we »

told by the advocates of the system, and I am even

Australia and other colonies, tr_. „. ^,
used formerly to receive a regular bund •

*

reapers ; and the consequently enormous »a» j *

harvest. The advantage of the use of a reaninf :*
then, is self-evident, in lessening the exL

""****

farmer in the harvesting of his crops
i u?- *

labourers are at the same time receiving ft^
'*

performing the work at the proper time *T

prepared to assert that corn cut by a swathe-delivery

machine, and stooked immediately, will be fit for the

stack three days earlier at least than that cut ana

stooked at the same time by a sheaf-delivery machine

;

SLTSSr^; JSoftt^AS&E S-*.«-» with the usual staS o7^«
must be increased

P
Qn a Lge lm also, the whole of ployed.« ftefermi™^™^**^

vour hands are employed, even children, and you are,

at the same time, independent of extra labour ;
whereas,

in using a small sheafing machine, a very limited

number of hands only are necessary for one machine,

and if you increase the number of your machines in

proportion to the extent of corn to be cut, you then

multiply the wear and tear of your working parts, and

in case of an accident or breakage, your hands come to

a stand still. We harvest the whole of our crop with

our own staff, which consists of from 27 to 30 hands

;

these work in gangs of three, and are arranged m
systematic order, as "follows :—1. A boy or girl to make
the bands ; 2. A woman to sheaf the corn with Jong

ing; in an increase of the quantitvdf
straw f

cutting; expedition in the general routine- a**
rapid process of drying, therefore putting

it ,t

dition for stacking in a much shorter time than 1

*
old system, and hence allowing less

riskofiniaL-

unfavourable atmospheric influences. J 7*
The flail has received its doom, and been son?

by the threshing machine, and the tickle will

follow in its wake, and be unknown t a De5p
' *

tion. The jealousy and hatred, languor and iJZ
pain and uneasineas, consequent on aW k
reapers, each vieing with his neighbor," ruiVJ*

, .. . .
striking and tearing away in their W<\W

c;

*

teethed r»kcs ; and 3. A man to bind and stook ; by under a scorching sun, in itself work not human, «J
this means nine or ten swathes are taken up at once in be replaced by contentment and satisfaction, hiUrjt,

a direction contrary to the course of " w '
; -w* ™*~*-*«-— •«* **»- -" *•- »~ -

•

T find that each gang can take up
farm, but the great question in the minds of those not I m .mner jn which it is laid—from 1 to 2 acres per day,

at a cost of about 4?. per acre. I may hero mention

that a self-sheafing rake—independent of a reaping

machine—has been lately invented by a Mr. Rix, a

Hertfordshire farmer, and very successfully used in

Norfolk. I have one of them, but have not yet tried

it. Another advantage of swathe-delivery is, that you

may start your machine as early in the morning as you

like, and thus have a quantity cut and ready for

sheafing when your labourers turn out ; or in case of a

heavy dew, it maybe cut and left till the middle of

the day to dry, which cannot be conveniently done by

a sheafing machine. The vexed question of the com-

parative draught of the two systems, is one involving

many points which yet require investigation, having

frequently been so artfully disguised as to mislead the

judges and public on this all-important point. The
power consumed in self-delivery machines is in the

weight of the machine,—the cutting, and the delivery

;

the proportion due to each varying according to the

the machine, and and sprightliness, and above all by health and tm
-according to the

;

enjoyment ; whilst the reaping machine, the mt

yet possessing one is, " Which ought we to have ? " To
simplify this question the principle of delivery must

first be settled, and this involves a still further inquiry

as to the extent of occupation of arable land; its geolo-

gical position, i. e. whether hilly or flat ; whether it is

drained, and if not ; as to its ridges and furrows ; the

number of regular labourers on the farm as well as

attainable labour, and other minor points. For large

farms I am an advocate for swathe-delivery, because I

consider it best suited to our climate ; but in making
this assertion, in the presence of so many wedded to the

sheaf-delivery principle, I am perfectly aware that I am
treading on dangerous ground; however, I anticipate

that this point alone will furnish a subject for discussion,

which is so much required in this Club, and so essential

to the healthy tone of every Farmers' Club. I will,

however, proceed to give you my reasons, in as literal a

manner as possible, why I consider the swathe as a

superior system of delivery to the sheaf, and especially

on large farms. At first thought I might have imagined state of the ground and crops, but In every case the

/HUM

cause of this transmutation, deriving its 'power fa

another source than the hand of man, will be hail

by all classes of the agricultural community ast»

greatest boon and desideratum that was ever added

i

the implement yard of the British fanner. Mr. Vim

before the Newcastle Farmers* Club.

that by cutting and sheafing the corn in one process, a

great deal of unnecessary extra labour and trouble

would be saved, as the sheaves would then be bound at

once and put into stook : a mode of reasoning which
seems very plausible and satisfactory in the case of a
tropical climate, or even in our own in the event of a
fine harvest ; but on further deliberation—still observ-

ing the question of climate aspar excellence my guiding
star

—

I would begin to see that if corn was cut either
in a slightly green state, or in the smallest degree
damp, and in this condition delivered in the compact
form of a sheaf, and immediately tied up—as must be
the case where a back delivery with tipping platform
is used—and then put into stook, I might wait till the
end of harvest before it would be fit to stack, and even
then the probability is that it would have a fusty smell,
and be moulded in the centre of the sheaf. In corrobo-

delivery must consume as much as the cutting. Taking
for granted then that the power required for delivery

is equal to the power required for cutting, it will

readily occur to any one how unreasonable it is to

place two machines of different capabilities side by
side in a trial of draught, viz :—No. 1. A self-delivery

machine Cutting 5 feet 8 inches; No. 2. A manual
delivery machine cutting 4 feet 10 inches, to each of
which is applied the same power, viz., two horses ; and
it cannot be a matter of surprise to hear as the
result of this trial, that No. 2 "is not so heavy on the
horses as No. 1 (the cause of this difference is not asked)
because not only is No. 2 doing just haif the work, but
it is cutting 10 inches less than No. 1. In No. 2 the
corn is simply cut, being delivered by manual force,
whereas in No. 1 it is both cut and delivered by the

-of^Afa^ «, e • i c • &_n A i . , . .i i
machine

;
and, -therefore, supposing that they both cut

??f"AfVk8JLa *,en
f^™ecellS

_
me that dur.ng the the 8ftme width, and that you even allow three horse.

for the self-delivery machine, there would then he a
saving of 50 per cent, in favour of self delivery.
Besides this, from what little experience I had during
two seasons with manual delivery machines, I have
come to the conclusion that this" important point in

two wet harvests of 1856 and 57, he used a small
sheafing machine, in consequence of which the corn
never became dry in the middle of the sheaf, from the
feet of its being delivered in the form of a sheaf, in so com-
pact a manner that the wind was unable to penetrate
it, whereas that even cut by the sickle, or mown, and -*.«;..,. *u« jj- • tt - * i

-
- * v ,its WM-mn*s somewhat striking fact, that we seldom hear of a man

laying aside a self, or swathe delivery machine in favour
of manual, or sheaf-delivery, whereas the reverse change
is not unfrequent. In the case of small farms, or small
fields, and under other special circumstances, I do not
intend my remarks to apply ; however, I conceive that
the great hindrance to a more general use of the larger
self-delivery machines exists in the first cost, which is

considerable; but I may cheer those hesitating indi

lay
aside for the future. Now, what is the effect of corn
being delivered in the form of a swathe in damp
weather ? Why, that it falls from the platform by its
own weight, assisted by a gentle vibratory motion,m a finely divided and uncompressed condition on the
stubble, which bears it off the ground, and thus allows the
air to permeate the whole. If this be permitted to remain
tor five minutes prior to being sheafed, it must have a
beneficial effect ; but supposing it be left for three
tour days in a fine season ft maTthen be leafed* twt f*° ^lf^ °^ a

J
MfiWne

-
b* telKnS the"

thrown into heaps, and carted to the stack at once J cl?r
!? \5Z*

°Ver and ab >ve the P"me «»* of my
cess andtronhW^ I have thus stated to youwithout the intermediate process and trouble ofBtookine

being a system which we frequently pursue at Wood-
horn. Again, in wet weather, the rain runs directly
through the swathe, owing to its being deposited so
lightly and resting on an evenly cut stubble; the
slightest breeze or faintest glimmer of sunshine soon
drying up the moisture, leaving the corn generally in
an uninjured condition ; in proofofwhich I may instance
the past harvest of 1860, when, having a large breadth
or Wheat ripening simultaneously, I was obliged to
keep my machine at work for very long hours, even
cutting faster than I could take it up; and when thn«
engaged a heavy rain came, whilst one field was still
lying m swathe, in which position it had to remain for
upwards of a week, till the weather cleared up, when
we

' °\ ceu"e bound it without further loss of time,
throwing the sheaves into heaps, and carting them to
tfre stack immediately. And what was the result of
tnis exposure to a week's annoying rain ? that I have
sold thw Tery Wheat within this last month, in this
market, for 15I.M. and 15*. 9d. per boll (62*. and 63*.
per quarto.) It is » m isfcake and a short-sighed
notion, then, I maintain, to imagine that because

my opinion of the two systems generally employed inthe catting of our grain crops by machinery, butalthough the circumstances under which the reaping
machine has to operate are exceedingly uncertain and
variable, yet there are some which are more favourable
to its success than others. These are a regular and
standing crop, a thorough drainage of land, and a sub-
sequent levelling of the surface ; an absence of water-cuts
and furrows as well as of large stones; properly
prepared land by rolling &c. ; by a careful observance
of these few points, the chief obstacles to reaping bv
machinery will be emoved. Too much should not be
expected from reaping machines, but they oucht to b»»
considered as a great means of assisting "the farmer in
securing his crops within a reasonable time, without
making him entirely independent of labourers
The necessity which so Ion- existed for a reaping

machine arose from a combination of circumstances
such as the simultaneous ripening of most of our grain
crops; the increased breadth of our aw belaud, with an

THE HORSE SHOW AT LEEDS.

[The following interesting letter discussing the prindph

which the awards of prizes to breedinsTBtock statin

made applies not only to the thorough-bred hone, to

thorough-bred stock in all the classes which are to be tfc

at Leeds next week. We take it from the Hut
July 11.]

The entire thorough-bred horse is usually regarded irk

country in connection with turf speculation, and, conaeqaa^

commands only a moiety of public interest We tikaSi

lowest view of hie capacities when we look upon himonijit

means of transferring so many hundred pounds from onep*

to another—a view neither true nor politic, and one wk:

generally adopted as correct, would still further lower ttoet

of a national amusement, which requires a Kreat.*"Jjn
whitewash to render it even tolerable. The feet isf»*

English people are content to submit to the incouvenkw*

f

the modern system of racing for a great object. Thfttobjeci

the improvement of the breed of horses and the support an

prestige. .

We are very glad to find that the agricultural me**'

Leeds proposes to put this matter on its proper footing.
»

are there to see the highest class of English "j^*™!
horse put upon his trial,—not as a racehofl* *«""*J
the interests of a siugle master, but a»ttopiW^i
species, and of all the high qualities which *e l,M*^L
inherent in good blood. In this view \w?Tlii
English question. The public has an interesthitwrw

in thoroutrh-bred racing stock; and, indtpo"^
national pride, to every man who clrives a p»«

horses, or saunters through Rotton Row from i-
^

high-priced hack, the question becomes one oi

importance. _ ' .w n* *
Now, there are two or three points afiectwg w ^

so keenly discussed at the present momenV^ »«!**
that I mav aak pardon for trespassing upon sp** p
as that of the columhs of The limes. «"e

J J pljl

there are no less than 125 entries for the horse su
• ^

they comprise some of the most f^ 1

,?

1

^;
6

«S to
<*

priced stailionS of the day, we can be ftara'J ^
estimate the importance of the discussion. ^
is this :—Will the object of the meeting w ^ „
by deciding upon the merits of the

J
or

?J

Ir

of the •*

lence of his stock, or from the P^Ti
Dr0

b»blr2

himself? •A prima fadu view of the case wouw:V

^^
upon the excellence of the stock as a_siru qm ' ^p
a favourable judgment. The first object

;

m a£ ^tf
w the benefit to be derived by the public

the improvement of the breed of horses in
i

«

UJ„,

nrst and highest legitimate vocatlonkIL- thfljw*
stallion is as a sire. As a sire he comes before^i ^
and as such he must take rank among n« F« ^fic**

be perfect in form ; he may have certa nai «i ^^p
that head ; be may lack fashion, or carnage ^
if, like Voltigeur, he can claim to be the j™ *!*
greatest number of really good horses or:m ^
seems all over but shouting. Nay, be iu J.

tf
thert

si

himself an infirm horse, like the <- l
.
ir®'

,

u
dock9 tb»&

credit due to the product of the Royal j*w ^ t^
can scarcely miss a favourable verdict, .

exporienc3 than bis eye. . lp case!
and, 1^

this at first sight seems a very simp"^cwfc^

tions from it clear and logical ; but upon '

»

fu*jr

a whole host of difficulties oppose this cou ^ g^or.

notwithstanding the dictum of Abdei jm» ^ d0
vj,

re, how much or how little
.

h«
i «£

°

u *w3f
excellence of the foal ;

and «»^££e? in ^% *

reputation of the horse, all the best m«
^ ioD in Wa

heen sent to him? The difficultyofj** t0 d^
appears so obvious that it is but waste « dec^

y

Or what shall we say of the ^P°Su
7qualiu^V

excellence of the stock when theJ^c&0*.*K>
to be taken into consideration-

form. 4
f eV

idence» „
-

durance? Whence is to come the mass ^ ^
upon these points ? " Who ^_d

!
f the cl**'

'

t>
" Wl£t asain is to become oft ^^t

this
conntt*

thorotfT

agree?
*4ik

increased acreable produce; the migration of our
labourers from the agricultural to the manufacturing
districts ; the constantly increasing emigration to

young horses, faultless perrjap

which give still every promise c

wide reputation of our Eng _„,.____. 4 .,„„..

scarcely feel himself justified » wj-tf* e^b">
claims upon his attention, even thoug

tbe cure^

o: inch horses as Stockwell, Voltigeur, /
scale. a no* ^ iifi

w

Blemishes and imperfections
whichJ>^*jj|

utility present a serious obstacle to J£ ^ cse*^J
subject. We do not speak of^^r on*. * ^C
be put out of court at once, but m^ and wWc^JJ
can be no
the animal in question, auj ----.

t onCc ,
—

faor

ought, in our opinion, to be ^^rinaxif" <, U*L
a reason why some very eminen* ^ upoB ^ d*-

occupy a place on the bench.
,

* ^ vie*

there do appear certain difficulties i«

£^tTef^'£#e^*S
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4

which would induce us to lean to the much more easy and
more palpable tank of deciding upon the merits of the horse
p> r $ef and which may Include not only his structure, form,
fashion, levelneaa, and general appearance, but even his
temper, hcaltbfulneas, aubstance, or activity, and other
qualities of which he is known to be possessed.

It is desirable, at all events, that some principle should be
acted upon, and that the decision should be the result of some
laws, rather understood than strictly defined. We believe
that such was the case last year at Middleburgh, and that a
decided tendency was exhibited to regard the entire horse as a
studhorse only. The first and second prizes, if we remember
rightly, were assigned respectively to Voltigeur and the Cure
—remarkable, as we have above stated, for the excellence of
their stock, though in themselves not having the impersonation
of such extraordinary merit. The judges were selected with a
due regard to a knowledge of the animal more, perhaps, as a
racehorse than anything else. An eminent brevier of racing
stock and a well-known and extensive trainer were aided
in their deliberations by the real Rhadamanthus—a gentle-

so closely connected with the Turf, and ^t occupying
peculiar a position with respect to it, that ho mu

have brought to bear upon the question a very great amount
of knowledge with the most perfect impartiality. It
sterns difficult for a great breeder to divest his mind of a
Partiality for a certain blood ; while a trainer, however eminent,
will have some \ reconccivcd notions on the same point, and

terablv strong ones ; but • ie r ree < ht to combine gt

knowledge with an unbiassed judgment beyond any nth
Etleman equally intimate with the business. He should be

very 1
;
icurus of the Turf, and regard all its pleasures as a

stern matter of business and philosophy. We have already
suggested that veterinarian knowledge should form a strong
element in the judicial amalgam. We almost feci inclined to
My that two of the judges should be selected from the most
eminent veterinary surgeons in England, and the third should
continue to be chosen, as at present, from among gentlemen
who have the most knowledge, with the least probability of
prcju lice, on such matters,—the first to be the exponents of
the principle, the latter the "'Offcrrw r$v wi/Mtv."

We plead the importance of the subject as an excuse for tha
length of our remarks. We are far from desiring to dictate to
the judges, whoever they may be, what should be the basis of
their decision ; but we venture to call their attention to these
points because the interests of not only our Rational sports,
but of thousands of persons, arc involved in a just w of the
cue. Sub VmbrdL in the Timet.

HALF-TIME LABOUR IX CULTIVATION.
(Concludedfrom p. 634.)

The future population of a large proportion of the
agricultural districts can only be retrieved from such
adverse conditions, I apprehend, by local combinations
of educational meant, by educational unions in the
principle and much of the organisation of the district

iper school*. For this the half or short school time
principle offers new and important advantages; for whilst
it gives to parentsan early and larger share of the produce
of the children's services, it furnishes the administrators
of the local educational funds the means of obtaining
double or largely increased educational power without
any increase of the ordinary rate of expense. It will
enable a better quality of *

schoolmaster to serve in
different parishes or districts on alternate days, or to
teach a half-time set of children in the morning, and
youth or an advanced set of scholars in an evening
school aaer their hours of work. It will furnish the
means of meeting the wants of very thinly populated
districts by circulating masters. I am enabled to
adduce examples of the gfiirin efflcwf^^-odtk-Uie£ajn
in time, as well as the reduction of the expense of
teaching, by bringing the educational means of a dis-
trict, voluntary as well as endowed, under one manage-
ment, and by an improved classification a better division
of labour. I must refer those who desire to see this
exemplified, to a paper which is to be laid before
Parliament. The advantages of the division of educa-
tional labour are brought to agricultural poDulatioi
within two, three, or four miles of a town* though
as yet without the additional advantages of the short
or half school time principle.

Besides the defects of mental training there is yet a
great defect in the physical training of children, in
which defect the rural populations participate, though
not to the same fearful extent as town populations.
Most farmers are now aware that if colts are worked

too young, old and strong horses are not obtained, and
that every colt is worked injuriously and tastefully if
it be worked the same stages as full grown horses. Yet
we permit this to be done with children, the future
stock of labour of the country. We permit them to be
overworked mentally as well as physically. Six hours
of sedentary mental effort is as long a stage as adnlts
can stand from day to day. Six hours is a full stage of
mental work for young prize men at the universities.
Ihoae who go beyond it generally fail. S.x horn
•chool teaching from day to day wears out

tion.l £ teack\ ^ the P«ent educa-
tional theory expects that amount of mental
effort from day to day from infants, and Iam propounding t a, a novelty and a discoverv
that such an amount of attention is really not got fromyoung children. * 6

Ju!!
th
^?-?

m
T

1
*"?Ct^

Ce HWOrk >'oun& ^d growing
children bodily also dunng the same stages, or during

whi/h I El* h0Ur9
if

***** N™' one ohjec!S nnf " lth
-

mj col,? ,*M> of the Factory Com-

forThrJ }TmrS
m PT°P««W • «>«pal»ory attendancetor three hours in a school, besides securing them what

forte^t am°Unt
?
f^ instrn<^— tha

rh« i T eC
,
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I struck out of the Bill, and a good half-time teaching i

has only been obtained accidentally, but as a security

tgahttt overwork. Medical officers attest that it has
had considerable effect, that there are fewer deformed,
male and female, workers, and that they are now
bettergrown than formerly. Of course, living and working
in a purer air, agricultural children are working by no
means under the like unfavourable conditions, but still

throughout the agricultural districts young children
are worked during the same stages as adults, that is to

say, there is injurious infantile overwork in rural

districts calling for remedy. At the agricultural ex-

position in Paris, the spindle shanks, the bent forms of

the Engluh agricultural labDurers contrasted unfavour-
ably with the peasantry of most other nations; yet the
food-producing power of the wages those same agricul-

tural labourers of ours receive, even the 8*. or 9s. wages
of Dorset, Buckinghamshire, or the other counties,

gives them the means of obtaining better food than is

consumed by three-fourths of the farmers of France, of
Belgium, or Switzerland; it gives thein whit bread
instead of black—if they would dispense with their
beer it would give them meat everyday, whereas three-
fourths of the farmers on the continent, all the small
farmers almost everywhere, can only get meat on feast
days, and scarcely ever on Sundays. To early over-
wot k and defective physical training, is, I apprehend,
mainly due the bodily defects of the English labourer,
which the drill sergeant in great part remedies when
he gets them before they are too far gone.
The matter to which I would draw attention as of

the most special importance of any which I can submit
to you for consideration, is a full and fair trial of the
half school time principle by Mr. Charles Paget, a
member of the Society and member for Nottingham,
who has introduced the system in a village connected
with his own estate. He gives testimony concurrently
with my friend the late Mr. Wolryche Whitmore, of
Bridgenorth, that the' mental attainments of the agri-
cultural half school time scholars are quite up to those
of the long school time scholars. In citing a portion of
Mr. Paget's examination, which I took for the informa-
tion of the Education Commissioners, I would direct
more particular attention to that part of his testimony
which relates to the effect of the half-time system on
the physical development of agricultural children.

,

" I am convinced, from my own observation, and am con-
firmed by the report of the schoolmaster, that thehalf-time
scholars made progress fully equal to that of the others
who are full time. In an examination, out of nine first
class scholars five were half-timers. The schoolmaster
compared the circumstances of the children, as equally
as he could, as to the comparative intelligence of the
parents and previous training, and he was fully satisfied
as to the equality of the half-time scholars' attainments.
The schoolmaster's own estimate of the value of work
in combination with school teaching may be shown by
this:—He had himself a son, who was about sixteen
years of age, and who assisted him as a sort of pupil
teacher in the school. The father asked me whether I
would consent to let this boy work on my farm on the
samirtorm^-amt for the same wages as the other bovs,
namely sixpence a day. On my agreeing to do so, the
boy came for about a year, and the father now declares
that he would not, for many pounds, forego the
advantages that his son had derived from the alternate
work on the farm and in the school. The boy, who
was thin and weakly when he began, is now a fine and
well-grown young man, having gained weight during
his year's work. It is a very striking result, that the
alternation of school attendance with labour appears to
conduce to the bodily improvement of the agricultural
lads, who, instead of growing up with the low, heavy,
slouching gait which is the result of continuous work!
grow up straight, carry themselves well, and look
bright and intelligent. In the case of the school-
master's son, the wages were not necessary to the
father, because he has an endowment of 90/. a year.
In my view, the example would be of great advantage
for the improvement of pupil teachers in the agri-
cultural districts; it would be of advantage to them, in
teaching the children of agriculturists to know the
work of the farm, and to be able to give practical
lessons from experience of the work to be done."
"I have made inquiries of employers, and they

unanimously express themselves satisfie I. The fact is
that the boys leave school prepared for work. My
bailiff observed to me. upon that topic, what advantage
the half-time boys had over him, for they were already
accustome I to work when they left school, whilst he,
having stayed in school until he was nearly 14, found
his first six months' work in a farmer's place very severe
indeed ; he also says that the boys work much better
on the alternate days than when they come every day.
The fact is, as J have elsewhere stated, that on the
half-time system they are never weary either of school
or of work. At It years they have received not only a
very fair amount of the rudiments of learning, but they
have also acquired a knowledge of the business of life,

and are ready to enter into service, with all that skill

arising from habits of labour, combined with hardihood
from exposure in out of doors work, which the farmer
who hires them has a right to expect. They are much
better servants than the mere schoolboy would be.

Their school life being compared not with a holiday,

but with a day of labour, they look upon it as a rest,

and their associations with books are not irksome, but
agreeable, so that they will retain what they have

acquired. The schoolmaster also feels the advantaze~o
this system. The boys attend more regularly than the
average of children, and remaining to a later age, their
attainments are higher and they give a higher tone to
the school. Mr. Spencer, the master of our school
declares that any master who has once experienced the
benefits of the system will be very unwilling to forego
them. This alternate system of labour and rest appears
to be indicated by our nature, in which the activity of
the body is a good preparation to the activity of the
mind, and every hard-working professional man has
found that the best rest for his over tasked mind is in

bodily exertion. Much more than satisfied with the
results of my experiment, I would earnestly request
that any of the friends of education, who have in it

their power, will repeat it. The principle is one which
admits of a very wide application. Already has a
manufacturer in Nottingham voluntarily adopted it,

with satisfactory results to 40 boys in his employ ; and
I believe that our middle classes might give their sons,

up to the age of 20, an alternation of a day of college
and gymnastic exercises with a day in the counting-
house, and thus, with God's blessing, confer upon them
that inestimable boon, a sound mind embodied in a
healthy frame."

"The effect in the families is represented by the
mothers as being most gratifying. They say that they
could not spare both children, but they could spare one,
and that when one comes home the children talk
together of what has been done at school m the
course of the day. I had a particularly good
example of the working of the system with one
of my boys. He had got tired of school, of the long-
time schooling, and also of the long-time work on
the farm, and he did not fulfil his duties satisfactorily
in either position. On the half-time system, he went
both to school and to work with alacrity, and was
improved in both, and having now left school he is a
very steady servant. My belief is, that on the old
system he would have been lost. His father is quite of
that opinion."

Mr. Edward Senior, one of the Commissioners of the
Poor-law Board of Ireland, where the half school time
system has been adopted for pauper children in connec-
tion with the public agricultural schools, and Dr. Kirk-
patrick, the inspector of those excellent institutions, give
concurrent testimony as to the mental, moral, physical,
and industrial success of the half-time schools. Mr.
Brogan, one of the sub-inspectors ofthese schools, states]
that on his first entrance into the duties of his office]
* I was so appalled by the state of insubordination I
witnessed, as well as by the haggard miserable state of
the boys, a large proportion of whom were under
medical treatment from diseases incidental to their
neglected condition, that I was giving up in despair of
being able to effect any improvement in them. I took
heart of grace, however, and began to work in earnest.
Three hours each day (10 till 1 o'clock) were devoted to*
literary instruction in the school,"and "four hours,2 to 6
to industrial work on the farm, in which every boy who*
was enabled to be of the slightest was engaged. I got
the guardians to allow them an increased dietarv, and it
was surprising the change which a few months' effected
in their physical appearance. From being pale, cadaver-
ous looking beings, whose miserable appearance would
excite the pity of beholders, they became cheerful and
healthy. Nor was the change in their moral nature less
marked than in their physical appearance. From bein"
notoriously vicious and insubordinate they became
quiet and obedient to my directions, whether in school
or when working on the farm. Neither was their pro-
gress in the school in any way retarded by the
industrial employment outside, as* a reference to the
reports of their district inspector will, I believe fullv
testify." ' J

In respect to such important examples as that given
by Mr. Paget, it is yet to be borne in mind that bv
a stronger classification, obtainable by means of district
school unions, and by more and superior teaching
power, the time in school devoted to mental culture
may be still further economised to the gain of produc
tive service, as well as of health, for the shorter the time
in which numbers are congregated together, even in
well ventilated schools, and few yet are, the better it is
tor their health.

By union, and by the economy of the existing
educational means, the physical training together with
the moral training may be still further improved. In
the simple form in which he has introduced the half-
time principle, the bodily improvement, I apprehend, is
due mainly to the removal or mitigation of the causes
of bodily injury, to a reduction of mental over-work, of
injurious bodily constraint and inaction, as well as
to a reduction of the confinement in impure air, together
with a reduction of bodily over-work, u$n work during
the same stages as adults in the field. In the
document to which I refer will be found a mass of
evidence, how much farther we carry mental and
rural as well as physical improvement by gymnastic
exercises, comprising the military drill, and, best of all,

a combination of the naval with the military drill, in
some of the best district schools. By the testimony of
employers I prove that if we were a nation of Quakers,
and regarded civil service alone, if there were never
more to be any war, it were nevertheless worth while
to have the military drill taught in all schools, simply
to increase the productive value of the pupils as
labourers in after life. By the drill, which may he
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commenced at the fifth year, and be well completed

before the tenth, before children are fit for work, you

impart all that is comprehended under the term dis-

cipline, habitB of prompt attention, prompt obedience,

self-restraint, patience, order. Four drilled men (and

still more, drilled youth) are, for common labour, worth

five undrilled ; the drilled lift together, pull together,

and with increased effect. An able French statesman,

one of the most accomplished agriculturists in Europe,

the writer of the best agricultural treatise, I believe,

on the authority of friends more advanced in agricul-

tural

exists

labour of the peasant, farmer, or labourer's son can be

spared by a little more activity on the part of the other

members of the family, but, above all, if it be necessary

to get into debt to raise the price of a substitute, the

father of the family cannot be too strongly advised not

to prevent his son joining the army. " VVc have," says

the Count, " experienced much good effects from this

advice that we cannot too often repeat it here. The

families who have followed it have saved their money

;

and they have seen their son return, more vigorous,

more intelligent, more respectful, more capable, having

lost his rusticity (sauvagerie de la campagne) and

become more capable of dealing with men with more

ease and consideration. Our discharged soldiers are in

general the best subjects of their villages ; it is amongst

them that we find our best foremen and our best

stewards, whilst their brothers who have remained at

home remain only common loutish labourers." Now if

you consult the evidence of the experience of our best

half-time schools where physical training, by means of

the military drill, is introduced, you will see that

qualities such as the Count ascribes to the training in

the adult stage in the French army, are imparted in the

infantile or the school stage, in some district half-time

schools, with permanent effect. Formerly, and now in

badly managed schools upwards of 60 per cent, of the

orphan children turned out ill ; but in the best

managed district half-time schools, where there is this

physical training, the failures to the extent of dis-

qualifying for respectable employment are reduced, as

will be seen by the evidence, to an average of less than

two per cent.

Having submitted this statement, you will probably

ask me—What can we do in the matter ? On which, my
lords and gentlemen, I am tempted to answer—What
cannot you do if you will only set seriously about it ?

I myself ask your consideration of what you may do,

and whether it might not be well to refer it to a special

committee of the Council to consider what may now be
done to give effect to that provision of your charter,

which requires you to take measures for the improve-
ment of the education of those engaged in agriculture;

on which topic you have everything before you. Tou
have committed yourself to nothing ; having done
nothing as a Society you are in the advantageous posi-

tion of having nothing mischievous, such as now
abounds in common schools, to undo. In the meantime,
I might ask the consideration and the promulgation of

the evidence on the subject for the consideration of the
members of the Society. Some of you, I trust, will be
able to follow Mr. Paget's example. Others, I hope,
may be led to exercise their influence to promote the
voluntary formation of local school unions on the prin-

ciple of the union at Faversham in Kent, of which Lord
Sondes is the President, and of which an account will

be found in the evidence which I expect will be laid

before Parliament. I wish, however, to apprise my
friends—farmers, guardians, and others—that I wholly
dissent from the Commissioners' recommendation of
county of borough and county educational rates. I

assert that by district school unions on the half-time
principle, as I think that I have proved, that the
existing educational funds, public and private, may be
made to suffice for the education of the children of each
class of the community, each in its grade, and for their
superior physical as well as mental training ; that a
much larger population may be trained and educated
well at the expense now incurred for educating not
more than two-thirds of it iu a very inferior manner.

There is one means for the promotion of the educa-
tion of persons engaged in agriculture, which I would
submit to the Council they might adopt ; namely, they
might offer prizes for the production of agricultural

school books. In going over schools I have met with
nothing of the sort. I have spoken to school inspectors,

and they know of nothing of the sort in existence. In
books of arithmetic the sums, if they are not abstract,

instead of concrete as they ought to be, have only town
examples, in which an agricultural lad may be expecte 1

to take the least interest. The examples should be in

wages, in food, in clothing, in work, and in common
things about him. Accomplished members of the
society might occupy themselves well in going into

their own, or the schools of their neighbour! iooil«, and
trying to improve the lesson*. They mi^rht contribute
lessons which they found to succeed the best with
children of different ages, and to sustain voluntary
attention by the interest excited in the lesson itself.

Ladies might try lessons on household matters in
z'itW schools, and contribute the most successful. No

is or teaching which are untried win various
on the principle of sustaining attention by their

awn. interest, are to be relied upon, however clever they
to as. For improvement in agricultural

school books, 1 imagine volunteer exertions must be

looked to, for all the eminent and successful school

teaching I have met with or heard of has been in town

schools employed on town boys. Besides books tor the

earlier stages of instruction, agricultural reading books

are wanted for evening schools. Mr. Morton promises

some elementary works, and I have no doubt that he

will realise his promise. But there is more to do than

one individual may accomplish. In Belgium an excellent

set of elementary agricultural works has been got up

under the auspices of the Government. What the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge did for

general literature might not the Society for the promo-

tion of agricultural knowledge do for its diffusion by

getting out special elementary works ?

I trust that you will encourage the expectation that

some practical exertions may be made by the Society to

bring up to the front our great agricultural community.

Home Correspondence.
Harvest Dates.—I send enclosed a tabular statement

of the times of earing, flowering, and harvesting of the

cereals on my farm here from 1852 up to the flowering

of this season, which may interest some of your readers.

If this season be an average one, we may reckon upon

the Wheat harvest commencing in the second week of

August. The peculiar feature of the present season has

been the hitherto total absence of fthe turnip fly.

Charles M. Caldecot, Holbrook Orange, Rugby, July 4.

Wind Power.— I do not agree with your answer to
"Honestus" in a recent Number. Is it fair to con-
demn wind as a motive power for farmyard purposes,
because you cannot " always command n

its services?
I say it is not. And having used wind power at my
farmstead since February 1860, and having suffered
very little inconvenience in consequence of the incon-
stant nature of the power, I am entitLed perhaps to say
so. Nor should I have suffered any had I possessed
sufficient store-room to enable me to reserve a supply of
prepared food, in case of a calm occurring. I found
the saving in the coal account, and in the labour of its

carriage a very important item, and that with Peill's
2-horse-power wind engine, I could cut chaff in a
moderate wind at a cost of Is. per ton, and when the
wind was more powerful the engine was equal to 6 or
6 horse-power, driving chaff-cutter, pulper, corn
crusher, and Lloyd's flour grinding and dressing mill,
all together. I have used steam for many years, and say
not one word against it as a motive power for general
purposes, but where constant work is not required as
at a farm yard for chaff cutting, and crushing corn &c
then I believe that wind or water will be found more
economical than steam. Pulping roots will now form
a very important item in farm management ; it must be
done by some fixed power, the work is too heavy for
manual labour. You must pulp three or four times a
week, and on a moderate sized farm it would be tedious
to have to get up steam so often The slightest breeze
of wind will drive a pulper, and the " turning on* to
work is done in an instant. Others like myself who
have steam-engines are nevertheless now adapting their
premises for wind power, and I think on a farm of less
than 700 or 800 acres, the cost of steam will be found
to place it at a disadvantage compared with either of
the elements before mentioned. Edward Woriley,
Ridlington, Uppingham. '

gotittit*.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY AT LEEDS.
The trials of steam ploughs and cultivators to which

so many have looked forward with interest are now
going on. We must as yet satisfv ourselves with th*

simple facts of quantity and quality^? ^
without saying anything about price. On
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steam-power to tillage purposes, the secoEi !
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to the suggestion of the judges. * acc«%
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and Lilley road. The
Turnips, which was

_ ^
land has been stirred, and now presents ai We rorflT 1

The next piece is a Clover lea. Both field* *3i
situated, and admirably adapted for ttaetmho? n\nJ!
and cultivators. Upon both of them a 6-inch funo?
said to be good 3-horse work, but no dynamometife!

experiments have been made to prove this much.

On Monday the 1st July, the three gentled
appointed as judges, Mr, Sewel Read of PlnwW
Mr. Owen Wallis of Overstone Grange, and K
Owen of Rotherham, assisted by Mr. Anos of Sosji-

wark, Consulting Engineer to the Royal AgriralJ^

Society, met to set out the work for those compete

who were rivals for the first prize. What we m
term the Turnip field was selected for this purpoit,^

those who had taken up their position on Tuesday

n

as follows:—Romaine, with his locomotive Rotary*^

Fowler, with his large 12-horse-power engine trwa^

the headland; Richardson and Darley-cum-Beard,ii£

a locomotive engine, and double furrow plough p4

behind it, and also a stationary engine, Beard's wiai*

and a double furrow plough hauled by rope, &

ploughing in ridges; Roby and Co., with 104b

stationary engine and windlass combined; WilsoB,*

stationary 6-horse engine, the windlass being ia

beneath the boiler; and Messrs. Howard withal

horse-power engine. The implement employed r

Fowler was the 4-furrow plough, this being cone

into a " digger " and a "cultivator;" thatempty*

Wilson (which however did no work), was Mr.

'

No. 3 " smasher ;" Roby worked with anewlrpatoj

3-furrow plough, and the Messrs. Howard with m
new patent cultivator already described i& "i

columns.
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The grubber accordingly crossed the w«*^™3
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hindrance.

might have been obviated by more care. Like so many 10 minute*, exclusive of the work done on the previous
of these mechanical contrivances, no trial was given to day. Messrs. Howard moved to an adjoining plot of
this one before it left the shop where its material '

like dimensions on Friday, and competed with Fowler
existence commenced, and its weak points remained " ' " " "

" - -
-

to be detected therefore upon the Garforth field instead
of at home, to the mortification of those concerned.
The second prize of 100/., which may be broken up

and apportioned to various parties according to the

it*!
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the first time during the trials their turn-over plough,
which takes three furrows. The work it performed
was exceedingly good, having what some people would

.. — i: o — — call a much better harrow-edge than Fowler's, and
decision of the judges, was intended to bring out sets of being more compressed. There were those on the
apparatus which could be employed with the ordinary ground who preferred Fowler's furrow, however,
portable farm engines of 8 or 10-horse-power commonly shattered as it was ; it was certainly a full inch deeper
found upon farms of a medium size, and always upon than Howard's. He employed his 12-horse engine,
larger ones. The Judges directed those who attended carrying four furrows at once 7 inches deep. Howard,
to compete for the prize to set to work upon about employing a 10-horse double cylinder engine, took three

it, bo that if their report appears on Mondav~~th*
public will not have been much muled by the apparent
gain Fowler has obtained from this cause. A\tog«tb«r

- Jt r .too much is made of this headland question, ami some
for the production of a seed furrow. They worked for people propose to cut it very short by laying down per-
the first time diirincr t.hp trials t.hpir tiirn-nvor nlnndi rr\onoi.1 onrrlnn n'auo *!,».«», ,,,*»,„..» f »LiJ. c*~^„ ...1 «

•CTW ,- j
cultivate with a pressure of 43 lbs. ot steam. Hayes
A Crowley, Fowler, Kirby & Beard, commenced upon
these plots on Wednesday afternoon, the 3d; and

•ward, who did not finish crossing the Turnip field

11 late the same afternoon, on Thursday morning.
Of Kirby A Beard it is not necessary to gay anything,

since they were not able to conform to the condition
•n. I were obliged to plough the land. Haves &, Crowley
were only united to show the merits of their several
inventions; Hayes of his hauling windlass, Crowley of
his cultivator and mode of traction. Of the latter it

will be necessary only to say that it is a modification of
Fowler's plough, in form, resembling the juncture of
two triangular scarifiers back to back, balanced at the
point of union, upon a pair of large wheels. Of the
windlass which hauled it we may mention that it is

remarkable principally for dispensing with the services
of a man, and allowing the engine to keep running
when the plough is not at work. The course of the
plough in fact is under the command of the anchor-men,
who have nothing to do, when required, but to jerk a
cord, which traverses the field, and by withdrawing a bolt,
and disengaging a sliding bar, shifts the driving strap
from either of the two pulleys in connection with the
drums, to the loose one between them. There are points
about this invention which are well deserving of notice.
Messrs. Howard employed a 10-horse engine, and set
his pretty windlass beside it. A connecting shaft
fitted with vulcanised india-rubber universal joint drove
the latter with great ease and regularity. The imple-
ment used was the cultivator, so fitted with shares as to
cut all the land. The depth ol the work was 6 inches,
the measure of a bout 6 feet, the length of the plot
301 yards, and its breadth 54.

Mr. Fowl rr came out in quite a new, or to
apeak more properly a new old guise. He started
from the stationary engine system, and has been
at muck pains to improve upon it, as he considers, by the
t ntrodnction, 1st of engine and anchors, traversing the
headlands, and then of engine and aincle an r,
raversing opposite headlands, the plough simply being

driven up and down between them. There were many
men however who entertained a great objection to a

furrows 6 inches deep, and was 14£ hours engaged upon
the piece, allowing for stoppages, with 60 lbs. pressure.

Headlands are not included. We have on this showing
4| acres ploughed per day of 10 hours at a cost of some-
thing like 7*. Id. per acre, while hor labour upon the
mm land would have cost fully 10*. per acre at a

like depth.
On Saturday Fowler was moved to another piece on

the same Clover ley. The contents were 6 J acres. H
took his small tackle to it with 8-horse single
cylinder engine, and performed the greatest achieve*
ment yet recounted in the annals of steam culture.
Carrying four furrows 6 inches deep, with 50 lbs. of
steam, the whole was completed in 7 hours 38 minutes,
which is equal to 4-5ths of an acre per hour, or about
8 1 acres in 10 hours. The expenses, calculated in the
usual way, amount to 4*. per acre, so that in this case
there seems more disparity between the two competitors
than in any former instances. These figures are of
course only approximate, but still we believe in the
main they will be confirmed by the report to be issued
by the Judges on Monday with the awards.
A great deal of conversation has occurred upon the

field respecting the cause of the difference between the
two systems, and there seems no other way to account
for it than by supposing a vast amount of power to be

T i a i v v a a • h. j a. k

^ * » •/ n w ^ a** ^^^* a-.

manent engine ways throughout their farms, where the
hedges and hedgerows and ditches now cumber the
land, and beautify the landscape.

On Monday the judges having some idea that a three
cornered bit would prove a very difficult morsel
to Fowler, directed him to set down to one
of the character, which he did. He did this
a little less nimbly than Howard would have done, and
was stopped by some derangement in the contrivance
for gathering slack rope on the plough ; but he per-
formed the work and then steamed down to take up his
position upon the ridge and furrow of the heavy land in
Mr. Furnes's occupation, whither Howard followed him.
Mr. Fowler's 12-horse self-propelling engine set down to
a six-acre plot in half a hour, and worked a three-
fortow plough. One end of the field was a feurf ally
stiff clay, which almost over taxed the strength of the
apparatus, while the remainder of the greater length
of the furrow was hind, in which four or five furrows
might have been driven with ease. The 12-borse
engine kept on with great difficulty, and finished the
piece in about nine hours and 10 minutes, cutting a
furrow in some places 7, and in others 9 and 15 inches
deep.

Mr. Howard, after bravely grappling with the diffi-

culties of the position, abandoned the plough for the
cultivator, and with better success. The plough having
only been recently invented and not much tried, requires
strengthening in certain parts before it is ready to cope
with such tremendous clay as it was expected to pierce
and lay in furrows on Tuesday. With the cultivator
Howard was only about 15 minutes in time after
Fowler, working *ith a 10-horse engine, A second
plot was then measured to each, on which Fowler
with the small tackle and 8 horse engine and
50 lbs. pressure, carried two furrows 7 inches deen:
nr*A ri,A.,..,-,l . *i.U lftL _ i ._..*'absorbed by the Howard slack rope which is saved to

j
.„d Howard, with 10-horse engine and 40 lbs!propel the midline in lonrler . Some experiment, pressure, going a little wide and not quite so deephave in fact been instituted with a view to test this

matter, and we append some notice of them which has
appear* -d in the Leeds Mercury.

Those who are not acquainted with the facts relating to the
traction of wire ropo arrived at in various collieries, will hardly
be prepared to believe that 800 yards of !>£-inch steel rope,
running on the ground, will take over 5-horse power to pull it
at a speed of three miles an hour, and that the same rope
efficiently carried on well made porters, can be pulled by three-
quarters of a horse power. It is not necessary, however to
refer to colliery experiments. No later than Wednesday, Mr.Amos directed hia attention, and that of the Judges, to the
same subject, and by the aid of his dynamometer brought out
the following most astonishing results. To drag 450 yards of
wire-rope without port . weighing 4 lbs. per fathom, it
required a power which may be expressed as 527 lbs , while the
same rope, supported upon porters, required a power equal onl;-

hojedlniiri, li^ajij,.
headlands were thereby rendered unfit tox^cninvatrarrfS^l111 '

and ** win ** followtd hy several

and would grow nothing. There were others who said ^~—^"* *•""* *° *" to"ubL
they could not afford to buy an engine especially
adapted to steam cultivation, but would be glad to
adventure upon a simple apparatus to be driven by an
engine suitable for other work. Mr. Fowler very
wisely therefore set about doing what he was asked to
do, and having simplified his tackle, introduced the
clip drum, and contrived to work his plough with a
taut endless rope perfectly suspended, made one other
step, and produced a separate windlass or drum, capable
of being driven by any 8-horse engine whatever.

Li Howard, he drives the drum with a spindle and
universal joint He works with an 8-horse aiagle
cylinder engine limited to 45 lbs. pressure, and carried
3 furrows 7 inches deep. On looking over the work it
struck me as very good. There was a good inch dif-
ference between Howard's and Fowl. but Howard

periment was made yesterday, under the superin-
t^°d,®nce ?t

.J
Ar-.^ T?OB\ J.

un -»
.
wh»ch led to nearly the same

* 1n the course of th»s
h as an agricultural

hh.1, wnatis already acknowledged to be a fact in the colliery
sricfs. that the power required to drag a slack rope upon the

ground without supports is equal to one-twentieth of its weight.
Messrs. Boby & Co. did a little work on Friday aud

Saturday, but nothing that requires notice. On Satur-
day Hayes, with his windlass, hauled Crowley's culti-
vator across the work which had been done on Wednesday
and Thursday by himself, Beard & Kirby, Fowler &
Howard, in the Clover field, but with no very good
results. Subsequently Howard's steam harrow wassent
across the same work, with capital results; and then a
Norwe^an harrow, which did little or no good. The
trial field was closed early on Saturday afteraoow in
favour of the half- holiday movement, which came as a
welcome reprieve to all concerned in these proceedings,
whether judges, exhibitors, workmen, or reporters. Jt
had been trying work. Some portion of the time the

started next to him. They were both in work when
we left, and more land is set apart for them, so that it
will be quite Saturday before they finish.

It will be seen at once that the trial since the second
day has laid between Howard and Fowler. There are
those who know how the award will be made. We
will however venture upon no surmises, and will only-
record our great satisfaction with the trials as a whole.
They have been conducted in a most business like and
impartial manner, and all must wish, if ever they
compete again, that they may meet with the urbanity
and consideration displayed by Messrs. Read Wallis
and Owen. To Messrs. Howard, Fowler, and all con-
cerned, the thanks of the public are due in an especial
manner for coming to contest for the prize, and for the
exhibition of so much perseverance and temper under
circumstances calculated to impair both.

l k~..~. nc • l i. _/ Vi r"f «*T —""** w,uJi !
.".

Mu-w-wHi, wcv»auu uusty too, ana at no
4 hours 36 minutes about his work, and the latter about time, except Saturday, very fine. The heavy thunder
fj hours. That inch difference in depth indicates more "*" *"

'
~

power than is generally imagined, the ratio of power
required :~—

—

'•— :» : — '• • - -

Miscellaneous.
A Trial with Different Breeds of Sheep.-In a seed-

field on the Parlington estate, distant about a quarter
of a mile from the steam trial ground of the Royal
Society, an interesting experiment with the various
breeds of sheep is now in progress, to prove which
she are the best adapted to the soil of the district.A 16-acre field has been taken; 600 hurdles purcliaaed,
to d.vide the field into 2-acre plots; and sheep of
v irious breeds have been procured from the following
flockmasters: The first compartment contains 10Co swold*, purchased from Edmund Ruck, Esq., CastleMI, Cncklade. The second division comprises 12
Leicesters, selected from the tlock of Mr. Hill, Sledmere
and descended from the pure Sir Tatton Sykes blood-
in fact, the worthy baronet himself selected them, prior
to going to the Leeds market, wishing his tenant to
carry* them on for ptIiU»;h™ tu„ .. .i-

?ova:
' ^rk

f T-^6^ befcter broken, Fowler's t
',

be"
j

jectnre, because whereas Howard, engaged.— -i^~ tt „, «, .
......

tho same work, worked at 60 lbs. pressure on Saturday
on Monday he only required 42 lbs. This fact shows
how careful the judges should be to insure that even

storm of Sunday made the Clover ley plovU more f 17 * f
m

°J
for eil

!
ll)ltl0». The next division is the

easily by nearly one cwt. per furrow it might be con- i ,

1" teres
4

tmS> *» in tllls class one out of each lot i

.lectured. There must be some truth, too, in this con-
~~ M

w-S* j
deep m 4 hours ^ minute*> excluding

aaaaland*, shows the work to have been
i at the

t

rate of 8 acres in 10 hours. Fowler's
^re-s broken up in six hours, 7 inch* deep, shows a
'
equal to 6 l

c acres in 10 hours. Rut we asuat re-member that while Fowler worked with an Wiorae
•ngle cylinder engine, with 45 lbs. of steam pre^surT
Toward employed one of lS-horse-power, double
.nders w,th from 40 to SOlbs. of steam pressure.
It is difficult to come at results, but as nearly as wpcan estimate, the H >ward did 3 roods per day for eterv

w same only his work was deeper and hi9 power lesshe work on Both sides, however, was of a very raw2j
JH and

, h as gave gr satUfactu7n?*S2Messrs. Howard and Mr. Fowler secured severa

pubUr™' "'^ madfi *** "* wi *> *e

trial is commenced and ended on the same day, as
circumstances may be so changed within 12 hours as to
render the experiment valueless.

The judges throughout have acted with the utmost
fairness and patience, doing all that could be desired of
them. Excepting in one particular, they have, we
think, given unbounded satisfaction. It has been said
that Fowler has been allowed to go beyond his boun-
daries to plou-h his plot and its headlands, when he
should have confined to the 8 or 6 acres allotted to him,
and with that space do all that was required, just as
though a stone wall had enclosed the space. It mi^ht

selected -the gigantic Lincoln, the symmetrical
Leicester the large-framed Cotswold, the pure and
elegant Southdown, the celebrated Shropshire Down,the last-grazing Baumshire, and the improved Leicesterand Teeswater cross are all feeding togethcr-quite a
pleasing study for the sheep-fancier. The fourth allot-
ient contains 10 pure Shropshire Downa, sent by Mr

<j. Preece, of >hrewabfiry, and procured from fi clasa
breeders. The pure Southdowns are from the flock of
Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton, Notts, possessi
those attributes of character, quali and symmetry
for witch that gentleman's stock' are so highly
renowned. The Liucolns adj >ining them are w lerful
iiimal-s bred by Mr, Greetham, of Stain 6*1d House,

and
^
bought out of the 200 which were sold at Lincoln

April Fair for 72?. each : these sheep each clipped a
fraction short of 15 lb of wooL The next lot came
from St Boswell'a, Scotland, representing a cross
between the Leicester and Cheviot, very highly—r r j -- thought of for their grazing properties, and noted also

have shown to so much advantage as he has if such had for their rapidity of gaining desk The List lot are a
But while Howard was doim? fckia m»ui .- J*?

6? th« direction8
; but still as he does not pretend to do cross between the Leicester and the Teeswater, bred in

>*Ier had set out his Mr tackle to »\L£
,
J^o

tm&
1

hlS bea
,

d,an
.

d3
- °[ at kaat only the one upon which he the neighbourhood of Ripley, and that have at various

Piece of the samp m rt.~iL u. ~L?1 ** f".**3* '
ran8

» k*wmg the remainder for a horse plough, times been successful at the Partington show. Theythe same Clover ley. He commenced this on- afternoon, but was obliged to give up aft(we two bouts, in consequence of a breakag.

it seems scarcely necessary to take much notice of the look well in the wool, and dip about 10 lbs. The sheepmattpr. Of course the judges take cognisance of the have been all weighed and numbered The mpmW-
will make u-linf A^A.,^:^,a !.«« tKinl- fif f,^ «f *U. D.-K *„.. , M„u ^__ j .7. ..' .

uc
'
"

4

fact, and will make what deductions they think fit for ' of the Parlington Club are deserving the thauks of.
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agriculturists for carrying on this experiment in so

plucky a manner, and procuring the sheep from such

first-class men. The sheep will commence cake next

week, except the odd mixture, which are being tried

without cake. Correspondent of Mark Lane Express.

Calendar of Operations.
JULY. . .„

Border of the Fens, July 8.-The growing corn is rapidly

arriving at maturity, and bids fair to be tolerably Productive.

From various causes the crops came up thin, much ot tne

Wheat appeared weak, and on light soils, as m the tens,

suffered from the severe weather. A considerable breadth re-

mains to this day thin of plant, and cannot yield an average

;

on the other hand, wherever there was anything like a plant

the crops have surprisingly improved, and from not having

been forced at any time the Wheat is remarkably strong m the

straw, so that although we have had some of the heaviest rains

ever remembered, yet their effect in "laying" the corn has

been comparatively trifling. The large amount of downfall in

June has not, as far as we can perceive up to this time, been

injurious, the weather having been seasonably warm ; but we
should feel some alarm at a much longer continuance of wet,

particulariy if a fall ot temperature was also to occur, as we
might then expect to meet with that dark dull appearance

that betokens blight. It has been a favourable spring for the

growth of weeds, also for their extirpation, where this necessary

-work was undertaken in time ; for if a field is weeded before

the young corn is too high, i. t. as soon as the weeds are big

enough, a party can go over it twice and do no mischief, while

at a more advanced stage it could be done once and that im-

perfectly. This remark arises from the fact that during April

and May v<e could have as many children and as often as we

pleased, but in June they were so much in demand that it was

quite a favour to get them, and we had to speak for them a

week before they could be spared for our turn. Barley looks

well, the ears very fine. Oats look magnificent, and we have

already noticed both Barley and Oats showing a ripening tint

which would speedily become white and "magpyish, with a

few days of drv and warm weather. Beans are not generally

a good crop, and the fly has infested a good many, notwith-

standing the sharp winds and dowsing showers which have of

late prevailed. Turnips come up in heaps and require imme-

diate attention, but Mangels are in too many cases a failure,

and as the season is now far advanced where deficiency is

decidedly apparent nothing remains but to plough up and put

in Yellow or White Turnips. The pastures are good, and cattle

of all kinds doing well, but the haymaking season has not yet

presented those pleasing features with which poets and Cock-

neys so delight to invest it. The early mown crops of Grass

were scanty, and almost spoiled by wet ; Clover has been cut

in fear and carried in haste, and there is now considerable fear

lest the wash hay will be drifted to the sea instead of being

carted to the yard. There have been many hands inquiring for

work, so that we may suppose even at this busy season all are

not fully employed. Wages remain at 12s. a week ;
mowing

Grass, if a good crop, 4*. an acre ; Clover ditto, 3*. ; Turnips,

to flat hoe and single, 8*. to 9*. an acre. Wool is gradually re-

covering from the late depression ; the yield is this year spoken

of as good. /. W„ Peterborov.gh.

West Sussex : JvXy 2. We have for some time been favoured

with fine weather for the growing crops, perhaps a little too

wet at times for securing the Clover hay in good order, but
still moat of it has been got in in fair condition ; the crop has
not beea. heavy, but the bjceadth mown has been quite as great

as usual, the season having been so favourable to the pastures,

that less of it has been fed than we thought would be required.

The Wheat crop has improved wonderfully, and where it has

been left, even though so thin it will yield fairly, and we do
not expect to be far below an average. Barley and Oats are

good, so are Peas, but the Bean crop is blighting very much,
and has the appearance, at present, of nearly a failure. Mangel
is said to be generally a poor plant; it has come up very
irregularly, and grows very slowly, but Swedes

^
are

extremely good, have come up quickly, and grow rapidly.

Potatoes are at present looking more than usually

healthy, and if they keep free from disease a few weeks longer

will be above an average crop. The supply of corn in our
market falls off and prices are lowering ; there is still a little to

thresh, and it will probably come to market about the begin-

ning of harvest. From present appearance we should say that
harvest will begin about the end of this month or early in the
next. Peas will be fit in a fortnight more. All hands are now
ully employed, but still there are sufficient for the work. G. S.

I

THE W00LST0N SYSTEM.

mrTsmith
NVITES the attention of all parties'who e^^^&^K^^to,^

11

4<

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the Week ending July 11 : observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, Wallingforo.

Fridav 5
tiatuniay 6
Sunday 7
Monday 8
Tuesday 9
"Wednesday 10
Thursday 11

Temperature of Air.

* •

* *

Degs.Deg8.Degs.
61.0 I 63.0 50.5

• O
74.0 8 ' 56 5
81 56.5
H4.0 7

-

- 50.0
i.O >.o

80.0 71.0 50.0

Dej?
57.0

64
67.7

•.7

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot
below the
Surface.

Degs.

fill)

61.8
ea.7
63

63.6

Rain. Wind §

The readings are taken at 9 *jj. on the day* named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge
7 feet from the ground.

LEICESTERSHIRE
"High Cross. Leicestershire, June 10, 1»,)L

;
« Dear Sir,-The tackle I had from you in March continues

togive the Neatest satisfaction and I have ijot g ^1 aUered

my.opinion, viz.. that the smashing up will beat the tumow
system. The first work I did was to prepare

>
60 acres of land

for Bar ev all of which looks as well as I could wish it. I then

%£* my Turnip fallows, all of which are sow*[.or ready
f

for

Towing, i have since been working some very tenacious.foul

land for my neighbours, who are very much pleased with it.

A great number of agriculturists have been to see
>

the>wor£

and I think the most prejudiced are becoming converts to

steam cultivation.—I remain, yours truly, bu«^ »

» W. Smith, Esq." „ J -
Toone.

WARWICKSHIRE.
" Bickmarsh Hall, Alcester, Warwickshire, June 5, 1851.

« Sir —In reply to your note of the 3d inst., asking for my
opinion of your system of steam culture, I am glad to be able,

upon the whole, to report favourably of it. I only commenced

about the middle of last October, and the autumn having been

unusually wet, together with a long and severe frost following

it a good deal of hindrance occurred. However, having a

great quantity of land to get over I persevered, and lost no

opportunity of forwarding the work when the weather was at

all favourable. The quantity cultivated is 280 acres, but a

great portion has been done twice over ; enough to make the

total at once over 420 acres. In addition to this (and contrary

to your advice) I ordered a double furrow plough, with which,

at the expiration of the frost, I ploughed upwards of 30 acres

of old Sainfoin ley. But I am free to confess that I am not at

all satisfied with the process of ploughing by steam upon this

kind of land, the greater part of which is a strong lias clay,

requiring as large a surface as possible to be torn up and

exposed to the atmosphere ; and this object, in my opinion, is

far better accomplished with the cultivator than the plough.

There is also another consideration worthy of notice, and which

seems to have been mostly overlooked, viz., that after the

cultivator clay land is immediately ready for the harrow aud

the drill ; whereas, after ploughing it requires to remain until

either frost or rain comes to pulverise it. For this reason

hundreds of acres in this neighbourhood had to stand over last

autumn to be sown in the spring. I cannot conclude without

tendering you my best thanks for your invention, which, as

compared with any other that I have witnessed, is the most

simple and effectual.—I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

" W. Smith, Esq., Woolston." " P. Davis.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
Red House, Eaton Bishop, Herefordshire, June 19, 1861.

Sir,—In reply to yours of the 3d, respecting your system

of steam cultivation, I beg to say, that as far as my practice

and experience have carried me, I can with all confidence

recommend it as being most emphatically the greatest boon

to large agriculturists yet introduced, for thoroughly bursting

up those portions of the earth which have laid undisturbed lor

a great length of time. Not having seen its effects upon the
growth of crops, I cannot say what increase may be therein ;

but at the same time I apprehend it will be something con-

siderable.—I am, Sir, yours very respectfully,

I
" W. Smith, Esq." "Frederick Drinkwater."

BUCKS.
" Hanslope Park Farm, Bucks, June 7, 1861.

"Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries I beg to say, that
after having travelled about the country to look at tb e different

ways and implements employed to cultivate the land by
steam, I came to the conclusion that yours was the most
economical ; and, therefore, gave my order tn yon, and I nva.

now fully satisfied with the result, having worked it upon
some very heavy clay land, and have no doubt that for general

use your three-tined Implement is the best I have seen.
*' Yours very truly,

N Mr. Smith." " B. Thomason."
WILTS.

" Oare House, Marlborough, Wilts, June 6, 1861.

"My dear Sir,—I with pleasure comply with your desire to

learn how your steam tackle and system answer in this neigh-

bourhood. Since March I have cultivated 410 acres of a variety

of soils, but principally white malm clay. The work when
cross cultivated is excellent ; the clay land in particular is

brought Into a very mellow pulverised state, far superior to

any work by horse labour, and at a less expense. I pay my
men Is. 6d. per acre with the five-share, and 2s. with the three-

share cultivators. I find engine driver and water. The men
have averaged 13#. per week. The breakages have been very
few indeed (tell my friend, your man Tom, this) ; we have
only parted the rope in three places from last July ; and my
blacksmith's bill for the year is only 41. for repairs of tackle.

I approve the system of cultivation by scarifiers, but think
most land should be likewise ploughed ; at any rate, until

worked for some years by steam. On sand land, annual weeds
grow much more numerously after the scarifier than the
plough, for when buried deep they perish, and the land is not
hot enough to vegetate many seeds before the corn is sown in
the spring. Of course we can hoe land, but sometimes we
don't, and some do not like drilling spring corn. I think,
therefore, you should add a four-share plough to your tackle
Most large holders of land in this neighbourhood intend to
cultivate by steam ; they like your tackle, but wish to be able
to plough by steam likewise.—Believe me, yours most truly
" W. Smith, Esq." "Edwd. Goodman "

BEDS.
" Bickerings Park Farm t

« Dear Sir,-Rcceived duly to hand yo^li*
morning; and in reply I am fully decided in (J**

*

cultivator doing its work in first-rate &tv\a i70rirAcultivator auiug iu» «yi~ -« ».ou-, a[e style. Yon £
Messrs. Howard in having the turning bW, *bjcJ

;"

J**
far before the Messrs. Howards system of **£W*
and forward ; they cannot get m or out at hndvJ*^
obliged to have a few short goes to put their worlf
The Messrs. Howard's engine was an eight-borse »»*£
to a pressure of 85 to 90 lb. of steam, and^Ift^scarce/?

.-e— — - - worked bv an «v
i engine, up to a pressure of 45 lb, ^^'JSlSL

rate style, doing from 64 to 7 acres per day, and done 44 *»

horse

once over and 22 twice, and only one breakage all throuiAi
I will write again in the course of a week, and fumK
with all particulars as to cost per acre.—I am, yours trulv"Mr Kmir.h." « THOMAS Jimi*

I

Mr. Smith.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
" Fineshade, Wansford, Northamptonshire, April 21, m." Sir,—I feel so pleased with your cultivating appan

that I cannot help thanking you for the help it has prea*
I am quite sure you deserve the thanks of the whole apxt

tural world.

" Last Friday week I began an 18 acre field of Beanstalk!

think in as bad a state as a field could be—a stiff claytis

parts of it. 1 broke it over three times in seven days, wife

moving the engine, in first-rate style; and k now don't k«i
the same field. 1 have made a contract with the men fxl

per acre, coal not included, to take the work as it comar

they earn very good wages, are quite satisfied, and so am L

" I cannot thank you half enough for the help it hasgimi

this spring. The weather being favourable have doner

near 300 acres with it ; some once, some twice, and sows
j

times—the more times the better—at 3«. per acre,

permitting. Again thanking you for bringing out «.

useful implement, I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

" William Bum
1 ' Farm Steward to E. H. C. Moncktoo, if

"W. Smith, Esq."

KENT.

"Chart Sutton, Staplehurst, Kent, Jane 1?, MB.

Dear Sir,—It gives me much satisfaction to be rie

report most favourably of your system of cultivation br«ei

and of the simple and practical character of the Utfe

which the work is done. Upon medium soils, and aw*

upon heavy clays, your smashing-up process is monem^

in seasonable weather a far better and much more
'

«ww
fallow can be made by your cultivators inaaonAOunm

usually effect during a whole season wititiegj
steam power we can work effectively oam*™™S
wet state that it wouldJ»_mart Jp^^5i

y henyil

taffcrW

opportunity to test "the merits of your system wd J^
of the apparatus. So far as I have «.n£U£^tw T am thoroughly satisbed in b0111^18

'

iptp
results fully justified the statements ""cny" ^
before the public, relative to the system wbtfL J*

ably advocated.— I am, Dear Sir, yours truiy»
p ^^

"Mr. W.Smith.

"

CORK COUNTY. ^
" Dinhane Castle, Mill Street, Coun^tyC^^
Dear Sir,-I am much pleased with thew^

j

<r

work.
position to do a grei

>n"of my land Cuusw»= - •;.;j^ip
notoriously very tenacious and^man^ff

™ ''

d duett*

A large portion'of

a

hup
and have done a great deal ot wor* *V\

hfl ST

compared to horses. But I do noUhrn^ sy

without ploughing ; and now that *™wa,

one, I am certain that steam>

™^v»twn wuigj^
increase. As it is easily worked bv ordiW^,

*

Notices to Correspondents.
Bran : A Small Farmer asks—" Is there any proved method of
preserving bran or nollard from this time (ill March or April
next ?

"

Gfano : J L R. An opinion derived from mere inspection by
the eye and nose is worth very little. The guano however
appears to us adulterated ; and you had better have it

analysed.
Inquirer : Tour sample of seeds, instead of being as repre-

sented imported Italian, consists mainly of what we take to be
Bromus arvensis ; it is a parcel of rubbish, and worth lets

than nothing. /. B.
"Jumpers" in Hams: J P. As soon as bams are dry from
the smoking-house, before the time of flies has come, wash
them over with thick whitewash—the side with the skin on is

protected sufficiently by it ; when dry wash them over a
second time. A third and fourth coat of whitewash may be
necessary until a solid covering, without cracks, is formed,
which is security against all flies. The whitewash will pre-
vent the hams becoming dry ; it has only to be scraped off
well before boiling. Some persons sew the hams in calico

j
bags, but the whitewash alone has by long experience been
proved the best mode of keeping hams through the summer,
and in this way the cook may constantly have them in sight,
so that if by any accident the flies have got in, she can at
once us* the only remedy, viz. , to cook and eat.

'Edwd. Goodman.
SOMERSETSHIRE.

"East Quantoxhead, June 13, 1861.
"Dear Sir,—It affords me great pleasure to inform you

that I have done upwards of 300 acres with your steam
cultivator, to my entire' satisfaction. The greater part of the
work has been done on a stiff clay ; and the crops are looking
better after the cultivator than after the ploughs. I should not
like to be without it—I am, Sir, yours truly,
" Mr. Smith, Woolston.

"

horse could walk, and certainly it has done «-

^nTive seen several accounts on .steam^
most absurd and exaggerated ^^e^J
liable to lead farmers astray. For uw ^ f r^Mmmger of June 3 a Mr Cooper or som ^
that it goes down to the depth of I mew, ^w
from one field to the other and fP*™™^ and ff»*

half. If he goes down from 1* to
.

W »«-

in five hours, he is doing very weU
^^

"W.Smith, Esq."

[The attention of the Editor^^^*Cg£
been called to this letter, he wru

,
y«.

subject, and that gentleman m^^ tbe ^
Is quite correct aU the ^^thepaaj^K
worked from 14 to 15 inches,^P. * ^ do^^

sharp-edged

Wm. Taylor."

several places with ordinary pressuj
r^ yt0 reg

in such a condition that I shall be MPg
fc ^^ ^

the presence of any one who may
0Q tne -

time^occupied in shifting the
i

cu!t£ %wi t*o* *
350 acres), it is generally donem *W ?SV

j
distance on the day in question

was s^.
removal was effected ,n

*!?£V in°^g&removal wan cuw.^-* -- j« gnu«"*» . ._

reporter. I shall feel a pl^i cultivator-

,,n „nnB r«« what can be done oy
call upon me what can

HH<
f>-''

Mr. Smith also begs to call the attention of his Brother Farmers to some NEW INVENTIONS » .^4**
and which will shortly be before the Public, viz •—

f ifgalf ftt th««
ouu

A WINDLASS without a cog-wheel or counter-shaft upon it, yet it will go out of work oi i»°

and can be made and sold at 10L less than any Windlass that has yet appeared.
A COMBINED MACHINE, that will Cultivate, Drill, and Harrow at the same operation.

A ROPE PORTER, self-shifting, yet the most simple, and without a wheel upon it.

The price ofa Complete Set of Tackle is as follows .-

NEW PATENT WINDLASS and ROLLERS, with Anchors, &c., complete
1400 Yards of STEEL ROPE .. .. ......
PATENT CULTIVATOR, No. 3 .. .. " •• 'Unused
Two extra Tmes to add to No. 3, to make a Five Tined Cultivator of it, in which form it has oet**

^

and Mr. Dring for two years, and found tr» *»™-ir w»ll

* •

* *

..*"
i

Woolston, July 13.

. •

Total
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INDELIBLE GARDEN TALUKS. — Mark your
Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the greenhouse or

garden, with DuxVg PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
PENCIL, and they will be indelible. Retail at Messrs. Butler
& McCtllocb's and Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden,
W.C. ; J. Carter & Co., 237, High Holborn, W.C. ; T. Brigdkn,
Railway Aread*. London Bridge, S.E. ; and all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, Chemists, Stationers, Ac. With screw-holder,
complete. Is. M. aach ; will refill for 1«. ; by post for 19 peony

Wholesale by J. Lusher, 19, Holborn Hill, E.C. ,* Barclay
6 Sons, Farringdon Street. EC. ; or any other wholesale
house ; and John Mack ay, 121, George Street, Edinburgh.

N.B. These Pencils are unequalled for marking indelibly on
Linen, fee., for which purpose a much finer point is made,
at the same price, than that contained in the Gardener's
Pencil . Exposure to light or heat renders it permanent.

Royal Horticultural Society.

MR. MARCH'S FLOWER GLASSES, which
obtained the First Prize for Decoration of the Table at

the abore Society's Exhibition, are by his permission supplied
by Messrs. Dobson & Pearce, of 19, St. James's Street, where
the Prizes are now exhibited, and where alone they can be had.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

A QUANTITY of S at SHEET GLASS for Sale
oiitable for Horticultural purposes. Sixes 34 by 26, to

14 by SS. Price 3s*. per box, containing 300 feet

Apply to B. Moss & Co., 45, Leman St., Goodman's Fields. E

G

7
8
9
in

LASS PRESERVE
Without Lids.

0*. 4id.
6
8
10

1
1 4
1 8
S

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.

BEE GLASSES.

3 inches diameter
4
5
O

99

If

• 9

M

99

It

99

99

99

H
99

• •

JAR S.-
With Lids.

0«. 6J<J. each.
9

1

1

1
O

2

11

2
4
8
2

B

»»

»»

»»

4 ins. diameter
5
e
7 „
8 ,.

99

»»

99

Qs. ffd. each
8

10
1 1

1 4

99

London, E.C.

9 ins. diameter

11 ,,

Not made above 12 inches.

4 Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,

99

9 9

Is. 8<f. each
2 „
2 6
3

99

GLASS WAREHOUSE—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGT0N,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWELLINGS.
ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SQUARES.

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.

In. by In. 16 oz.

20 .. 12 "I

20 .. 13 f Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d.

20 .. 14 (Super .. 16«.

20 .. 15 J
99

1 oz. In. by In. In. by In.
6 • • 4 8 * * 6

IBs. 2* • • 44 84 • * 64
23*. 7 • • 5 9 • • 7

7* • # * H M 74

Per 100 feet.

Common
11*. 6d.

Super.
12*. 6d.

Per foot,

lid.

SQUARES in 100 and 200 FEET BOXES.

laches by Inches. Inches by Inches Inches by Inches. Inches by inches. Inches by inches. P. 100 feet P. foot.
10 .. 8 124 .. 94 18 ..10 15 .. 10 134 ..114

"J
4ths. 125. 6d. 1 ljd.

10* .. 84 1 IS .. 9 1SJ .. 104 12 .. 11 I Sds. 14*. 3d. 11
11 . 9

\
12 ..10 14 .. 10 12± .. 114 14 . 11 f 2ds. ! 18*.

n12 .. 9 1 Hi .. ioi 141 . . 10*
J_ IS .. 11 r

- -
j lsts. ! 21*. 6d. 1

16 ..11 15 .. 12 16 . . IS 24 ..14 24 .. 16 \ 4ths. 13*. Gd
*

lid.
216 .. 11 16 ..12 17 ,,. 13 20 . . 15 20 ..17 3ds. 16*.

17 .. 11 17 .. 12 20 ,,. 13 22 ..15 20 .. 18 V 2ds. 19*. 8d.

md

H
3

18 ..11 18 .. 12 23 ,,. 13 24 . . 15 • * • « lsts. 24*.
13 .. 12 20 . . 12 20 ...14 20 .. 16 .. J

^^^m m *p ^^ ^^»" ^f ^s* * *- 9 w

14 ..12 22 . . 12 22 ,.14
J

22 ..16

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.
16 oz.—4ths, 1|&, 2d., and 2J<£. per foot.

| 21 oz.—4ths, 2jd., 3d., and 3Jd. per foot.

„ Sds, 34rf., id., and 4£d. per foot.
3ds, 2\d., 24d., and 3d. per foot.

I

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE. *

Not accountable for breakage.
GENUINE WHITE LEAD .. .. 32s. U. per cwt. I LINSEED OIL .. .. _ 2* 7rf ner «rallANTI-CORROSION PAINT .. .. 34 „ BOILED , o

P **"•

LINSEED-OIL PUTTY .. ..8 ,, | TURPENTINE .. .V '.'.
V.

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, Ac.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR J0SEPII TAXTON. M.P.

COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY.
BLE OF FULFILLING IN THE MOST PERFECT MANNER ALL THK IlF.olTmTrMwvra nu tx™

r-

v

>

,W
M}}//////. •//#'WW.

m

The Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows

:

^
^

31
41
52
63
73
84
95

105

8 ft

7 in length £12
3 in length 16
11 in length 20
7 in length 2
3 in length 30

11 in length 34
7 in length 30
3 in length 43

1L in length 48

Lights

10
18
1

6
12
6

6

6

19
17 R

10a. Light*
£16
21 2 6
26 18 6
32 15

38 10
43 15
49 11 6
55 10
60 12 6

12ft.

£21
26
33
40
47
53
60
67
73

Lights

10
7 6
5
2 6
7 6
5
2 6
10

14ft. Lights
28 10
37 12
46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83 2

02 5
101 10

16ft.Lights

£3 1 5

45 16
57 7

68 18
80 10
92
103 11

115 %
126 13

ihe Prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with Water-
complete, are as follows :

—

I' t. In. 8 ft. Lights 10 ft. Lights 12 ft. Lights
£32

O 42 5

20 7 in length £2 i

31 3 in length 33
41 11 in length 41 16
52 7 in length 51 5 O
63 3 in length 60 12
73 11 in length

81 7 in length

95 3 in length 87 18

105 11 in length 97 15

» 5
J 12

42 5
53 17
65 10
77
87 10
99 3

111
121 5

£42
53
66 15
80 10
94 5 O

106 15
120 10
134 5

L4 ft. Lights 16ft.Lights
£57 £63 12 O
75 4
93 8

111 12

91 14
114 16
137 10

129 16 161
148 184
166 4 207
184 10

147 203

If only one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made. The 14 and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less dimensions.

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

230
253

2
4
6

O
O
O

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS WITH

SAMUEL HBREMAN, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.
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JOHN WEEKS COMPANY,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE CONSORT,

TO

H.R.H. PRINCE DEMIDOFF, FLORENCE,

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY op LONDON,

AND NUMEROUS PUBLIC COMPANIES.

THE ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENTS PARK,

THE BOTANIC SOCIETY, LIVERPOOL,

Fig. 30. Fig. 32. Fig. 31,

Fig. 34.
Fig. 37.

characterised
rtiide

crops. For this purpose
similar foundation.

precautions as will in future not only prevent a recurrence of the sad
John Weeks & Company manufacture a verv an-PEum* rtr»«very Glass Structure, portable, and requiring no

eriod withon*
*

The front is supported upon small Cast-iron Flanged Standards, stationed from 4 to 6 feet aoart «m«M* -* u • • . , . iW „nnA «t any P
least risk of damaging the existing roots. All those in operation are giving entire satisfaction. ^ * °f^ IMerted m tbe gr°

WEEKS' IMPROVED VENTILATING APPARATUS is highly commended. J
m*WEEKS' IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER has, from its infinite superioritv to all nth™ ™« i U » Hp1«1 and world-wide^
and in proof of the universal satisfaction given, Messrs. Weeks hive the pleasure toVt7thafc near v On. HnnJ Y* &V^ttio^m^m^have reached them, expressing the warmest encomiums upon the mighty resufts of their justly' tertW^^ Arere i*»

The Largest Hot-Water Appabatub in Europe, containing nearly Three Miles of PiPING, waa erected by j w & CoMpA5T.

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY, Horticultural Builders, Engineers, and IronfoundeRS

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

-r and Pamphlets free on application,
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J. JONESS HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

PRICE.

24-inch Wrought Iron

36-inch Wrought Iron

48-inch Wrought Iron

t • i • • • ... £6 10

• • * * • • • t •

Larger sizes if required.

PLAN No. 1.

8 10

12

<— - SECTION »#.2?r >

MONRO'S CANNON BOILER

J. JONES,

6,BANKSIDE, SOUTHWARK,

05

IW/^^^^ •*

LONDON, S.E.

These Boilers are now acknowledged by all who have

used them to be the best Boiler at present invented.

They are both economical in their first cost, and also

in the consumption of fuel. They require but little

space to fix them in, and when set the total height of

brickwork need not be more than 3$ feet, consequently

they can be fixed in many places where it would be

impossible to set an Upright Boiler. These Boilers

are now made of various sizes, suitable to heat from

500 feet to 3000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and are kept in

stock and sold only by

FLAN So. s.

< SECTI0N^£Z?.- —

>

BOILER

\
•

•

PLAN No. 4.

SECTIONAB,

ESTIMATES

FOB

HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

PLAN No. 5.

—SECTION

as shown in any of the annexed plans, and with Pipes of any size as required, delivered Free to any Railway Station, or erected complete in any part of the
country, with CANNON, SADDLE, or CYLINDER BOILERS, will be sent, with an ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free on application to

BO/LER.

BOrLE\.

J. JONES,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTORY, 6, BANKSIDE, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.
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Calceolaria Seed, ex. ex.

STEPHEN BROWN (late Bass & Beowx) con-

tinues to supply Seed from the same first-rate private

Grower as for years past, and which has annually given the

most unqualified satisfaction. The flowers are splendid in

colour, richly spotted, of excellent form, large, and of great

variety. Packets, 2s. each ; small packets, Is.

CALCEOLARIA NANA GRANDIFLORA PRECOX.—Very
fine continental variety, exceedingly dwarf, novel and beau-

tiful, with a profusion of bright flowers of great variety.

Packets, 2s. each.

Primula Fimbriata.
FIMBRIATA KERMESIN"A SPLENDENS.—A velvet-like

crimson, ex. fine, surpasses all others by its brilliant and
bright colours, 2s. 6d. per packet.

FIMBRIATED.—Mixed rose and white, fine, Is. per pkt.

FIMBRIATA STRIATA.—-Superb new white, striped with
red, very beautiful, Is. per packet.

Also, separately named or mixed, very Choice Seeds of

Geranium, Hollyhock, Carnation, Picotee, &c. ; also Choice
Mixed Pansy, Cineraria, Petunia, Polyanthus, Verbena, and
other Choice Florist Flowers.

SEED CATALOGUES on application.

Stephex Brown, Seed Grower and Importer, Sudbury,
Suffolk.

Geraniums, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Orchids,

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

BS WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and

. patrons thft a PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, to which are added supple-

mental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse and Hardy

Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Vanegated Plants,

Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the

seasonJ is now published, and will be forwarded post free on

aP
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London. N.

New Phalsenopsis with Variegated Foliage.

BS. WILLIAMS has great pleasure in offering

• for the first time strong Plants of Phakenopsis Schil-

leriana, which have just arrived in the finest possible condi-

tion. This beautiful species is quite distinct from all others in

cultivation ; the leaves are similar in form and equal m size »,o

those of P. grandiflora ; ground colour dark green, with lrre-

jmlar bands of white over the whole surface. Flowers nesn-

coloured ; size, about two-thirds of those of P. amabihs, and

produced in great profusion from strong branching stems, one

of which may be seen at the Nursery, which has borne

upwards of 100 flowers, a portion of which are still attached.

Price can be had on application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Holloway.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.E.

HUGH LOW CO.
HAVE pleasure in submitting to the notice of admirers of Hardy Ornamental Trees the annexed LIST or

CONIFERS which is composed entirely of species which have withstood uninjured the severity of the past

Wintfr Particular attention is invited to the California Conifers, such as Picea amabilis, grandis and nobihs, Cupressus

Law^oni Thuja gigantea, Abies Williamson!, and A. Douglasi. The seeds from which all these plants were raised were

collected by the renowned traveller Mr. William Lobb, to whom belongs the credit of sending seeds of these fine Trees

in such quantities as to enable H. L. & Co. to offer the plants at previously unheard of prices

H L & Co. feel persuaded these low prices will induce gentlemen planting for effect to make large use of the finest

and most ornamental Trees of the known world. Abies Williamson! having been confounded with A. Mertensiana, H.

L & Co. append a description of the true species from the pen of Mr. W. Lobb.

Abies TOliamsoni, synonymes Abies Pattoni, Abies Hookeriana, must not be confounded with Abies Mertensiana, as it

sometimes has been, as^Mertensiana is altogether a different plant, very closely resembling the Hemlock Spruce.

Remarks ~by Mr.

ABIES WILLIAMSON1, A. HOOKERIANA, OREGON
COMMISSION.—This noble tree was first discovered by Dr.

Newberry, on the Cascade Range in Oregon, in lat. 44° North.

Some time after it was noticed by Murray on Scots Mountain

in California, in lat. 41° 20 North, Ion. 122° 37 West. Since then

I saw it in great abundance on the highest peaks of the Sierra

Nevada, near the head waters of the North Tributary of

Feather River, also more southerly towards Lake Bigler, in lat.

39° 30 North, Ion, 120° 15 West.

Of all the Coniferous trees that have been introduced from
this country, this will doubtless prove the most ornamental
and useful. In habit of growth and general appearance, it

much resembles the Deodar, but being more thickly branched
and more densely clothed with foliage, it is by far a more hand-
some tree. It occupies the most elevated parts of the Sierra
Nevada, and seldom descends lower down than 100 yards

William Lobb.

from the line of perpetual snow. In most situations it forms

a tree from 100 to 120 feet high, with a trunk sometimes 3 feet

in diameter. The branches spread out horizontally with the

main stem, drooping at the extremities. The leaves are thickly

set round the stem, solitary and tufted, about two-thirds of an

inch long, rich grass green above, pale green beneath, those at

the points of the branchlets spreading silvery white below

The cones are about 2 inches long, and about an inch in

diameter in the thickest part ; when young, dark purple ; when
old, pale brown, with the scales much reflexed.^ The male
flower or catkins are two eighths of an inch long, violet purple.

The wood is of a reddish colour, close and fine grained, and
remarkable for strength and durability. As an ornamental
tree for parks and pleasure-grounds, or for general planting,

no tree can be more recommendable, and judging from the soil

and situation in which it grows, it may be considered the
hardiest of the Californian trees.
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Abies cephalonica, 2 years
cilicica, strong | 5

2 years
Douglasi, the fine tree which pro-

duced the flag-staff recently fixed

in Kew Gardens, 6 inches
Douglasi, 9 to 10 inches

„ 12 to 15 inches
inverta, Weeping Spruce
Menziesi, 1 year

99 2 years

„ 9 inches
orientalis, strong
Pinsapo (see Picea) 4 years .

.

» lyear
pygmsea
pyraraidalis, stout . . . . 5$. to
taxifolia (Mertensiana) 3 years
Williamsoni (Hookeriana, Pattoni)

1 year ; not less than six plants can
be sold, as the seedling plants are
potted in store pots 3 6

Cedrus africanus, (Mount Atlas Cedar)
2 years
afneanus, G to S inches . . ..10
Deodara

robusta, 18 inches
viridis, 15 inches ..

Cephalotaxus Fortuni foemina

» »• mascula
Chamsecyparis thurifera
Cryptomeria japonica, 2 years stores

„ „ 9 in single pots
Cupressus ericoides (Retinospora)

6 inches .

.

9 inches
funehris
Goveniana, 2 years
Lawsoni, 1 year .

.

2 years 1

ljfeet to2feet .. 5
1 foot . . •*

§ Dozen. 100

s.

8
d

50

8 60

8
9

12

50

65

99

99

>
»>

4

6
30
24

3

9

30

3

3
6

4
9

lSs.-90s.

»>

3 6

• «

IS.?.- 24*.

18*.-24*.

99

99

«
s. d.

2 6

Dozen.

• *

5

15
30
45

21

GO

240

•24

60
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macrocarpa, 1 year

tt

„ 2 years ..

species California, apparently
intermediate between Macro-
carpa and Goveniana, 2 years

Xutkaensis (Thujopsis borealisj
Juniperus Cracovia
Libocedrtis decurrens (Thuja gigantea)

1 jear

„ > years
Picea amabilis, true, 3 years, 6 inches,

fine stout plants
| 5

„ grandis, true, 3 years, 7 inches, fine
stout plants

25 will be charged at rate per 100, and
when 100 of each kind are ordered, 10
plants will be added free of charge.

Picea nobilis, true, 8 years 7 6
»* « » 2 years 5

9
12
12
4
6
9

54
30
4

6

10
4

e3
90

30
4

19

9>

19

J*

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

7?

99

19

99

9$

* •

30
45

G 45

1 6

2
5

5

12

27
42

42

42

150

84

42

300

300

99

99

99

»

J*

99

>»

n
9:

99

11

15
2 6
2 6
3 6

3 6

5

7

• 4

2

1

6

6

Picea nobilis, 1 year, true
Nordmanniana, 2 years

„ 3 years
nova species, Vancouver's Island,

foliage very dark green, strong
plants 9 to 12 inches 10*. 6d. to

pichta, 3 year
Pinus Benthamiana, 1 foot

contorta, 1 foot

Cembra
excelsa, 2 years

,, stout
Jeffreyi, 2 years
Lambertiana, 2 years
macrocarpa, 1 year (Coulteri)

,, fine plants, 1J feet

monticola, 3 years
ponderosa, 2 years
Sabiniana, 1 year
Taurica, 2 years

„ 1 foot, stout
tuberculata, 2 years

Podocarpus Andina, G inches

,, 1 foot ..

nubigena, 3 years

Retinospora (Cupressus) ericoides.

.

Salisburia adiantifolia, 1 to 1£ feet.

.

Taxodium sempervirens, 9 to 12 inches .

.

„ distichnm (Deciduous Cypress)
12 to 18 inches .

.

Taxus adpressa, 9 inches
lfoot..
18 to 20 inches

baccata, gold striped
\ 2 t

Dovastoni (the Weeping Yew),
12 inches

[

elegantissima, 4 to 6 inches .

.

a 6 to 9 inches .

.

„ 9 to 12 inches
ericoides, (very distinct) 6 inches .

.

fastigiata, (Irish Yew) 1 to

H feet

li to 2 feet

4 feet

o leet .. -"O •• ••

Makoyi (coriaceus) G t 9 inches .

.

„ 1 to 1£ feet

Thuja aurea. 9 to 12 inches
filiformis (Biota pendula)
gigantea (Libocedrus decurrens) 1 yr.

m i, tt 3yrs.
Lobbi (Menziesi), 2 years

20 inches fine, from seed
24 to 30 inches

Thujopsis borealis, 9 inches

„ tt 1 fo^t . . ..

„ 1± to 2 feet

Torreya grandis
Welhngtonia gigantea, 1 year

27
42

100

1

2
5

6

6

24

9«.-18*.

12

25

24

s.

150
300

d.

35

200

21

24

12
30

3G

9

9
12
18

50

3

IS
12
18
24

30

2

• • * •

2
2

2

5

1

76
10

6

6

6

10 6
2 6

24
30
24
42
24

27

42
10
90
120
18
24

4

30
42

27

150

75

With two or three exceptions the whole of these plants are in pots and can be thus safely removed at any time.
I

240

A Complete CATALOGUE of the very extensive Collection of PLAST.3 and TREES grown at the Clapton Nuraanr
will shortly be ready for distribution.

^^

Choice Seeds.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to recommend the foil •

• as very superior, and which have annually mV ^1
satisfaction. Per nlnS ?"•!
Primula sinensis dentiflora p4CKet-i

#i

„ ,. tt albiflora .. '• •• I 9

„ „ ,, finest mixed
Calceolaria, herbaceous, finest mixed
Cineraria cruenta, „ ,,

SEED CATALOGUES on application"

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and HornseyRoa^ 3 ,,

To the Seed Trade.

• ft

• • U

axarge quauwy « **™.-- .--., -- «~gw or small ni»M
ties. The stock includes Skirvmg's Liverpool Swat^f"*
Improved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede, IfaSSnK*
proved Purple Top Swede, Green Top Yellow §3*1? r*
Green, Green Globe, White Globe, Red Globe, RedT^nW
Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other ?arieb«*

Price on application. ra-

N.B. A fewCwt. of ONION and PARSNIP SEED fodifr^-

HEELER'S ORANGE GLOB?w m)*s« ^^^.^^ - ..,

GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,
And all other Seeds of the same excellent quaiib t?WVW
rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated. *

-__ BL A ^ 4 ft •

WHEELER'S IMPERIAL S^YEDE
^^ {JLL

>

GRASS SEEDS for_PERMANENT PASTtp^

free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.

J. C . Wheeler & Soy, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

T3AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTRE^
_L\ Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andovjr

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
'

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTUBH
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes, <fcc, of best quality at Market Prices.

Cabbage Seed

CIATTELL'S DWARF BARNES and CATTELLS
1 DWARF RELIANCE may be had as usual free bypot

for 12 penny stamps per packet, the former containing me

ounce, and the latter half an ounce. May be sown as early*

the middle of July, and will not run to seed the followiaf

Spring.

These two are the earliest and best Cabbages in cultrotk

See remarks by P. A. W. in Gardeners' Chronicle of Fet.

1861, page 99.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

GRAPE VINES from EYES.-Strong tatty

Plants of the undermentioned kinds may be okened,

and by being now planted a year will be gained. They ire

exposed to greenhouse temperature, and can therefore be

safely transmitted to any distance

Hamburgh Black
Wilmot's

it

it

It

It

It

»»

It

Mill Hill

Pope's
Victoria
Golden (Busby's

Stockwood)
Champion
Muscat

Muscat of Alexandria
Cannon Hall
Bowood
Barnes's

Fronti^nan, Grizzly
Black

it

tt

Frontignan, White

Muscadine, Reeves's

Barbarossa, Black

Gromier du Cantal

Lady Downes'i Seafc

Chassehis Musjuc

Prince, Black

Sweet Water, cM

Tokay/White
Charlesworttt

Tripoli, Welbeck

Trentham, Black

»»

R GLKN-niNNiN-o, Chiswick NuraeryJ^ondonJ

Buckland Sweetwater Grape.

, IVERY and SON feel greatP^?^^
O . that this fine variety gained the First twe^^
other White Grapes (except Muscat) at theBoP° ^ m
Society's Exhibition on the 5th and 6th

.

uk.
. ^

magnificent bunches shown by Mr. Wm.
f.

11 "* J? -11 vrbo #
Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, were the admiration 01 ^
t^em. . . hli T?oral Bot*J»

It was again awarded the First Prize at tnw
hoffn by

Society's Exhibition on the 12th ult, being tners

the same successful grower.

*Hiii;*

(Copied from Oard^/^rmkU,^^^
froi

three together weighed 6 lbs. 4 oz.
;
they ^j*bJS*£

been the produce of a graft put on a BlackH*^ ^ 1

See report thus :—" Among White GrapesSee report thus :—" Among wnn»w»i~- jL^Mr.HUiJT
fully fine bunches of'Buckland,

SweeU-ater, fro *

18(50. These formed one of the chief features

SW"
(Copied from Cottaoe' *"gjK^i«l tf

See report thus :-"The Buckland Sweet*a Wsb?
the best White Grape there, an<1 will be tw>^

in Bb*
friend in White, as the Hamburgh has always ^^

J. I. & Son can supply strong ptonte. fro* ^«
immediate planting, at 10*. 6U and - 1*

e
a JBICBD^

strong plants of all the n t approved kind% ^ porW
of which will bo forwarded on application

TEW GRAPE, '^?BA^lii
A^b5--j;J

S MUSCAT.-This is the most fertile a
tQ „^

all Grapes. The bunches are from 1-
v^fiS^

length, having black oval ^"-^t, ^J°,85
flavour of the Hamburgh, yet m0^P^

ovvn the acid

^

with a slightspice ofMuscat, so as to tone a h;lS
been^

satiating the palate. The flavour is ne^
country ^V

nounced by one of the firstM$G*^% such,
thafcg]

&
finest flavoured of all Grapes. The fruit w

Q ^ n»«

it is eaten the more it is liked, in tl
bo^-J,'rft

gardener's friend and the ff^lem?" 3
J™i»g **». a

*J&
Possible to grow the Vine withont Jjodnc ^ than^ ^
to its ripenhig in a much ^GV^X^°T^
Hamburgh, it is the very best sort for a^ willnP^Jg
Vinfirv. and in ordinarv summers it, no \ . berry » «e

N

where ]]M

Vinery, and in ordinary summersiit,n fche

a wall in the open air. The f°otf
a '

ff For t?u7hB opae" J —ong that it cannot Bto&^ntiti*^iBX
he Vine is cultivated in targejl"

and where they have now only coarse c ^^ exn^.J^ ^
will be the greatest acqu isition. It BW commw

the Royal Horticultural Society s '
it 9ho^ ^

obtained a First Class Certificate; ^ va, ?
t7toGrf£

from a Vine struck from a single
•
«J e *

u
tiU

catting
f
» J

old from the time of putting in the eye
J

dl
f * ^

The fruit this year will be ripe fr^ are lBvi^^ *

^a ftf.T„ fln whon infAndincr purchasers gend0i

Nursery
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w Choice Seeds, free by post.

M. PA I Son end Successor to t ... late A. Paul,
of the fhfhnnt Nurseries) b*s to offer the follow iug
ofthe beet qoeiity :—

C*loeoUria, mixed
»»

1/. to *#. &L per packet
1>. to 2

Primula sinensis, mixed
Hollyhock
8weet William
Delphinium formoeum
CXnothera Drummondii nana
Polyanthus, mixed

U to
1/. to

..

..

..

6d. to 1

Antirrhinum .. .

.

. .

6
8

o

Address William Paul (the Christian

i»

»»

M

'»

»»

name in full),

Cbeahunt Jf and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross. X.

Strawberry Plants and Catalogue.

1\T J. NICHOLSON desires to inform his
* V • numerous friends that he can now supply well-rooted

laid Runners of a great number of varieties, and in August
more than 200 sorts, i eluding the newest and all the best.

All true to name.
A DESCHIPT1 CATALOGUE of the »ovc maybe had

of the Grower a i greatly enlarged and i rected
w now bert sred for the nex t year, when some
ww sorts * be sent o whose merits are above all

praise, or the vulgar bray of the tr
Wtlliav Jamcr nfcnoi> VHH, near Yarm. Tori

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Others.

PROTH1 K< >i: avd KLS respectfully announce
that their extensive Collection of K< ts is now in bloom,

and are unusually fine this season. The AMERICAN PLA* >.

for which their rscry is so celebrated, are most luxuriantly
healthy and beau illy setting with Uower-buds, which, with
their Fruit Trees and general Nursery Stock, are well
worthy an inspection.

Trains leave Femhurch and Bishopegato Streets 12 times
daily for I> ne Station, wh idjoins the Nursery
and is 20 minutes ride.

American Nursery, Leytonstone, N.E.—July 20, 1861.

country, their common origin would never have
been suspected.

Now it is the prevalent opinion amongst horti-

culturists, and young gardeners especially, that

with the exception of the sudden sports last men-
tioned, the change is effected by the operator

influencing the plant, and causing it to vary ; but
the principal object of this article is to show, that

the general result deduced from the practice of

gardening is, that the operator exerts no influence

whatever, he alters nothing, makes no new variety

even ; he has always the power of extinguishing

life, and often of perpetuating it, but not of

altering any of its manifestations in the progeny he

rears. Before proceeding to expound this apparent

paradox it should be said that this is no question of

Darwinism or its alternative ; to such a clear

thinker as Mr. Dai: n (for he thinks and
reasons clearly enouf. . though he may carry

his conclusions beyond proof or probability) much
of what follows must !f-cvident.

What is written here is for the consideration of

gardeners, men who are in gen* ml acu - observers,

and laborious experimenters, and successful ones
too (witness the successive new varieties exhibited

at our shows) ; but whose profession leaves them
1

little time for abstract reasoning.

The tendency to produce a variable offspring is

same individual exactly correspond, no two sp- es
have equal dii ices, and no two countries pre-
sent ail the var, lee of a species common to both
nor are the si ies of any two countries alike in
number and kind."
The fact that no part of an individual is ever

exactly reproduced is familiar enough. It is a com-
mon sohool-boy's trick to bet that another cannot
match a blade of Grass, or leaf of Hawthorn. Every
gardener knows how difficult it is to keep the
progeny true to the parent ; that the same garden
variety does not originate in two independent
nurseries, and that the races of one plant raised

in Belgium differ from the races of the same
raised in France, Holland, or England. The
same holds good in other matters ; the psycholo-
gist tells us that the intellect of one man is never
exaotly reproduced in another, and the painter

and sculptor assure us that it is the same with the
human form and face. Moreover, we are com-
ph i ljr%«©ra.nt of what differences will appear in
the progeny of any plant or animal; all we know
is that there will certainly be differences between
all the progeny and their parent, and that they
may be so great, as in the cases of the Thuja and
Begonia mentioned above, as to exclude all idea of
a common parentage. So it is with the human
individual. Fancy asking a painter on the

SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1861.
t

MEETING FOR THE ENSl O WEEK.

Tiebdat. July 23**071*1 Ho iltural (Floral Com-
I ),at South Krmuijfion.. oob

Hortictltt/e whether regarded as an art or a
science, a pursuit or a profession, now occupies
more of the af ntion of the educated classes than
at any previous period. N »w horticulture essenti-
ally consists in subjecting living organisms to the
wants, tastes, and caprices of man, who obliges the
plant he wants or admires in its natural condition
to live where he pleases, however far from its
native haunts ; and who requires the plant he does
not want or admii in that condition to change its
form, or colour, or 1 , and assume such as will
render it valuable to him, or beautiful in his eyes.
It is true that many ends are served by good
horticulture, and many qualifications, scientific,
artistic, and economic, are required to make a good
horticulturist ; but all these would avail nothing,
were the life of the plant not given into man's hand,
and with it the apparent power to change its

nature and condition. Such being the case, it
behoves those who are engaged in expounding the
phenomena of life to take cognizance of the experi-
mental methods employed by gardeners ; and it

equally behoves the intelligent gardener to pause
at intervals in his operations, and ask himself how
he is prepared to answer the queries of the natu-
ralist, who should ask him what great biological
principles the practice of his profession teaches.
As an example, we may suppose the naturalist to
say, u The seed, bud, or root you hold in your
hand is that of a newly imported plant, whose
past history you think is nothing to you, and
whose future is perhaps as little if you are so
clumsy as to kill it in your operations ; nevertheless
it involves a history older than that ofvourown race,
it is one link in a chain of life of whose beginning
you can know nothing, but of whose future, if you
propagate it, your profession ought to enable
you to predicate something ; what is that some-
thing?— r instance, will all future links be like
the present or the contrary ? Your answer will
be, that if you have time and opportunity you can
almost certainly make the progenv of 'this seed
larjtr, also alter its colour, verv Likely its form,
and perhaps even its constitution. It" asked for
evid Ton F»mt to the multifarious changes
brought about* horticultural skill ; to the new
Gloxinias 1 uch^as, and Begonias, to the spotted-
leaved Aroids and other plants which had no
existence in nature a few years or even one year
ago; or the still rrore wonderful cases detailed in
our columns, as that of the Begonia frigida chang-
ing its whole floral organisation he Thuja pendula

to old Miller) under the snade of P. ori.ntalis.

™J a
^ese cases and "T* 0ther8 ™ght be

quoted, the change between the original plant and
its progeny is so great that had t) ? been
independently imported, even from the same

inherent in the constitution of every plant, and is, strength of a life-long intimate acquaintance with
indeed, a necessity of its existence ; there is no your own and wife's persons and family, to paint a

portrait of your

1 i tv KA/T'^k >?^A j
infant son as he
is to be when
arrived at man-
hood, or asking
a tutor who has
presided over the
education of both
parents to prog-
nosticate the col-
lege career of their

offspring. The
notion is ridi-

culous ; but why
should it be so if

as a rule the re-
semblances pre-
vailed over the
differences ?

Moreover, there
is great reason to
believe that the
tendency of the
successive proge-
nies is to depart
further and fur-
ther from the
original standard
and seldom or
never to return to

it; and this, if

proved, is a still mure valid
refutation of the doctrine that
there are limits to the variations
of each kind of plant. The
logical consequence of such a rule
of centrifugal variation is, that
the only limits are what reversion
interposes. In conclusion, no
one pretends to know what have
been the varieties of any garden
plant previous to its historic

such thing as a repetition of the parent in the ?
f

ngm
'

*
ali

.

know
,

th^ * wil1 never reproduce
progeny. Nature supplies the gardener with * — counterpart, but as we cannot tell in
varieties, and all he can do is to exert his skill in
choosing which of them is best suited to his
wants, and again selecting from its progeny what
is still better suited, and so on till his
wants are satisfied—there is no reason to
suppose that the first progeny of the seed,
had it been left to itself, would have dif-
fered aught from that it produced under the
gardener's care

; the difference is that in the former

what the departure from the type is to be, the
saying that it will vary only within certain
limits, either has no meaning or a false one.

Those who may have spare time on tbeir hands
might render some service to gardening and
botany by carefully registering all species of plants
producing double flowers or exhibiting any
tendency that way. The result would prove inte-

M„ a*.. _._ .• ., . . .. -; (Testing. We know that amongst flowers whichcase the survivors would, caterts paribus, have are polvpetalous, symmetrical, and furnished w thbeen those most like the parent, in the latter they an indefinite nui
lurmsnea with

are those the gardener cares to keep. It is to this
inherent power of variation and its apparent
universality that the attention of horticulturists
should now be directed, for it involves first prin-
ciples in Biology. There is a passage in Dr.
Hooker's " Introduction to the Tasmanian Flora,"

; to ascertain the ( tct pr -rtions,
which broadly announces that author's belief in' '

% " **

incessant variation, and which, if true, g^-es far to
overthrow the dogma that " each plant can vary
only within certain limits." It is this :—" All
vegetable forms are more or less prone to vary as
to their sensible properties; no organ is exactly
ymmetrical, no two are exact counterparts, no two
individuals are exactly alike, no two parts of the

mber of stamens, a far greater
inclination prev a to bee me double than amongst
unsymmetrical polypets he, ially if they have
a definite number of stamens, and that amongst
the unsymmetrical monopetahi the fewest devia-
tions from the normal state occur. But in order

a regular
census taken of the whole Vegetable Kingdom
as it presents itself from a u double " point of view
in 1861 must be taken. Any person with an average
amount of information and application would be
fit for this task. He should start with clear ideas
on thesubjeet None save truly double flowers should
be registered

. Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, Chinese
Asters, Daisies and other Composites misnamed
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" double " should be excluded, since the appear-

ance of doubling in those plants is caused merely

by an alteration of the florets of the disk into the

form of those of the ray. Nor should species like

the "double" Guelder Rose, as the Viburnum

Opulus roseum is sometimes called, be admitted,

as the process by which that originally un-

sightly product assumes the shape and appear-

ance of a snow-ball is simply by all the flowers

becoming sterile. There should be a separate

column for those monopetalous plants producing

what is termed "hose in hose," such as is

witnessed in Primroses, Cowslips, Daturas, and

Petunias.

owner s name. In the same pan were Due Decazes

(one of my four stars for 1362), Souvenir de Mont-

ceau, and Princesse Mathilde, three dark and beautiful

coloured Roses. The Due was first rate. Maroc and

Quintinie (still the largest and best dark Rose) must

look out. Maroc is small but extremely beautiful.

6. The best Mottled Rose, and choice, was Triomphe

d'Amiens, which will bloom here in a few days, nice

habit.
, T ,„. , *

7. The best light Roses, and choice, were L Elegante,

Madame tfonnaire, and Tea Silene. This last was in

Mr. Hollingsworth's elegant pan of delicate coloured

ROSGSL

8. New Hoses that have bloomed here since myformer

account—M. Melanie, deep purple, is in the style of

Beaux Arts. Alexandrine de Belfry is a very hand-

It is peach blushCurious results might be expected from the
; gome? choice> arl(i distinct Rose,

inquiry—" What country contains the greatest
flafc> tightj an(j i 00ks like an Axminster carpet nicely

Slumber of species that have given birth to
j
sheared. Gloire de Santenay is a lustrous scarlety

double fliwers. Are Australia and Polynesia i crimson, free from stains, petals first class for series

the only ones which have not furnished their . and substance ; the colour is fixed and good, and the

share? And is the tendency to become double

entirely confined to the northern hemisphere ? " It

would be important to know all the natural orders

in which a tendency to become double has been

observed, as it mig^it possibly throw some light

upon the still unexplained process by which the

stamens are converted into petals. There i3 a

number of orders in which no such deviation from

flower endures long. The wood and foliage are excel-

lent. I have two trees on first class Briars. This is

out and out the best new Rose, taken at all points,

that I have yet bloomed. Belle de Bourg la Reine is

lalso on a good Briar ; it is a show Rose all over ; it is

carge, circular, and very substantial, and of a nice

olour. It is not equal to the former in growth of wood.

Reine des Violettes will bloom in a few days. La
_—_ . Boule d'Or is a nice plant. It bloomed three Roses

the normal state has as yet been observed. Again,
for ita firsfc series, and now has seven for its second

;

"^ -A.T — * - i«^l%nn rxP r\lnnf D O TCiXIT CA 1 1 fr '1 T*TT t
• 1 t_A_.11 2 ~„ J ^1-. ,* ^v^vl« « C t Anf r\$ A f\r\Y*Q

in other large tribes of plants a few solitary

- instances have be n recorded. Thus amongst the

Hubiacese, one of the most extensive of the^ whole

Vegetable Kingdom, only two cases are familiar to
CI. *_^~ P *M* **«**J rinv/ln-nin -fln«i1tf3a • QTIH TOO

t is a long pointed bud, and the colour, et out of doors,

was golden yellow. It will be a first-rate glass Rose,

and very efflorescent. Madame Furtado is now out,

and is a facsimile of the one in the Florist. M. Bon-

naire will not bloom awhile, as my cat deposited her

kittens on the top of it. Aristide, yellow, is a first-
us—Serissa fcetida and Gardenia florida ; and we
are now able to add a third, Ixora grandiflora, .

(see previous page) raised by Mr. DraCA* of the rate wall Rose, a strong grower, hardy, and an abun- was
ifcwe pi c vious jaoC,

xtuweu. j dant bloomer# You must not cut it when young ; but long
Mauritius Garden.

It will be observed that the four stamens of the

plant have been transformed into ovate acuminate

petals (a magnified figure of one of which is seen

on the right of our drawing). The beauty of this

pretty species is thereby much increased, and

"under skilful management greater perfection may
be attained, whilst the fact that the Ixoras have

now fairly entered the list as double flowers, will

open a new view to our florists.

let it alone, and it will break from head to foot, and

flower abundantly; it is pale yellow outside, and

chrome yellow in. In my ornamental box of 170 gratis

Roses at the National, there were 10 clusters of this

Rose, 10 of Dijon, 10 of Solfaterre, and 6 of Rennes,

which, with the three yellows in my first prize 1 8, will

make 39 yellow Roses. 1 believe that this number ex-

ceeded the whole exhibition of yellows. W. F. Ead-

clyffe, Riishton Rectory, Blandford, Dorset,

Victoria River on a north-west course, but was ohr^
to relinquish the attempt three separate times th

8**

the want of water. The country in which I JW
first course was an immense plain of red lJL -,

e

covered with nothing but Spinifex andW ^
trees,—not a blade of Grass. On this the horses

three days without a drop of water ; and had V**
been fortunate enough to drop in with a native vJu
should have lost nearly all of them. I then tried w
twice to the eastward to round this horrid

plaint?
could. The result was the same. I was now for!j
to go back into the centre. Three miles to the mil
of the centre is a high hill, on which I plantedrt

flag, and named it Central Mount Start.
From this T

could see ranges to the north-east, which me

" l

better idea of the country for water, and I thought r

might get an opening that would lead me to the7orth.

west of Gum and Spinifex Plain. I therefore pro***/*/

in that direction to lat. 19° 22 min., long. 134"
is mk

From this I again made another atteo^v^^
Victoria on a north-we3t course, but again I was obliged

to retreat from the want of Water. 0u\\\nfvU
regret to say that 1 had the misfortune to lose three

horses, which perished from the want of water. We
were 111 hours without a drop of water, under a

burning hot sun, and heavy sandy soil to travel on.

After this journey I gave up all hopes of making the

Victoria, and tried for the Gulf of Carpentaria, in the

hope of cutting a creek that was carrying off the

surplus waters of the lake in a course more to the east-

ward. On it I reached lat. 18° 47 min., and found

myself upon long plains of alluvial soil covered with

Grass, and surrounded by low stony hills, with a few

Mulga and Mallee bushes on them; hut on the plains

there is not a bush above two feet high. Not a drop of

water could we find ; my horses being without water

two days and a' night, and in such ;i weak state that I

was afraid to risk their being without water for s

ger time, lest I should lose the lot, and I was there-

fore again compelled to fall buck to the last water.

The next course I tried was W.N.W., towards some

very distant hills. One day's journey brought metoa

Creek, having very large and long waterhofo, situated

N.K This I determined to follow, thinking it mfi

be the fall of the country, towards the Gulf. M
morning I traversed it down, but found it running-

more to the east than I expected. At six miles the

water ceased, the creek becoming narrower and deeper,

^^n^r^TAxr .
and the bed sand v. I continued for 15 miles, butfron

THE AUSTRALIAN EXPLORING EXPEDITION. that there wag no chance of water further doe. B

in lat. 18° 50 min., loner. running towards the

NOTES ON ROSES AND INQUIRIES ABOUT
*Hl THEM.
1. An Old Rose Grower (see p. 650) must cut down

George IV. and Billiard to the stump next spring, and
renew the ground with stiff soil, field ashes, and black

dung, and let them grow as they like for a year. The
next year they will bloom as well as ever. Hybrid
Chinas, Hybrid Bourbons, and Noisettes require to be
cut down occasionally to keep them in repair. Marie
Portemer and Ravel, both ex cellent H.P.'s, will supply

the colours of both.

2. A Visitor (see p. 649) may be critically right with
respect to judges at the Royal Botanic Show, but
who will act if they are to be arraigned ] It is a golden
rule with competitors that after the award is made
not a word is said ; but they may " grumble internally

and gnash with their teeth." At Wimborne, some
yeara back, to an old woman was awarded a second
prize instead of a first ; in her indignation she lifted

up the three huge Cabbages over her head and violently

bounced them down on the ground, and then walked
iff " majestically," declaring that she would never grow
another Cabbage again as long as she lived. I shall ,

is fitted for the support of human life, for it is inhabited

(From the South Australian Register.)

InrFORMATiON of the most deeply interesting

character with respect to the progress of discovery in

the centre and north of Australia has lately reached

us. Mr. Stuart has returned from an expedition

in which he has not only reached the centre of the

continent, but has also virtually crossed to the northern

coast, inasmuch as he has overlapped the points to

which previous explorers have penetrated from the

north. At length, then, " the mystery of the interior/'

as it has so long been designated, is solved. Enough is

known to warrant us in making the assertion that the

centre of this long impervious continent is neither a

shallow sea nor a sterile desert. It is. on the contrary,

an elevated region, on the whole fertile, and by no
means destitute of water.

From the statements made by the Government, we
learn that Mr. Stuart reached a point at least 1300
miles from Adelaide in a straight line, and within 300
of the north-west coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria.

Through all this journey his principal difficulty was a

tract of country about 60 miles across, not a desert,

but destitute of water. Most of the country traversed

never forget the peals of laughter ! I suppose we are
all occasionally like the old woman.

3. The Judges at the National.—I can testify to the
great pains the Rev. S. R. Hole, Mr. Wood, and my
friend Mr. "Worthington took to award the prizes
fairly without fear, favour, or affection. Such a pan of
noble Roses as Mr. Cranston's 43 singles of course

by natives ; all of whom up to the warlike tribe by
whom the explorers were stopped were perfectly
friendly, and rendered them considerable service by
supplying them with animal food. As for animal life,

there would seem to be no difficulty whatever; for the
country is described as clothed most luxuriantly with
native Grasses of some familiar and some unknown

the

was running direct for the eastern and grassy pain.

Seeing that, I determined to return to ffl/W"
camp and continue mv former courses to the distant

hills, which I snppo I to be about 30*^*
when within seven miles I was attacked Vf **™

of natives, who endeavoured to prevent m^m
crossing the creek. Three times they came

the attack, but were repulsed. They also endeavoured

to surround us and cut us off from the horses, --,

I prevented. They < the first natives I encount^

and were in appearance tall, powerful, muscuw

bold, daring, and courageous, not at all trig"
^

either us or the horses, but rushing bolttij <

charge. It was nearly dark when they^^
when we were in the middle of a small «a*?J;

ne!r

was noyign whatever of any of them beu
^

as we approached the creek. -int
. ^

entered the scrub they were upon as.
^

,, and apwwa
bush seemed to have hidden a man

th*

gave no trouble. The word [i
first prize

"
'was already i

var
j

eties
»
including a jew plant specially adapted to

written upon them. The same may be said, among
| ^,™?f?_^ that n

,

atur

amateurs' Roses, of Mr. Hedge's most masterly pan of
""* «««..«

48 singles.

3. Trebles,—These should on no pretence be allowed

to be separated. The judges have no time to trace

them out, and are obliged to assume their correctness.

4. Showing Corymbs of Roses.— Corymb showing is

merely ornamental showing. A single specimen with

or without buds, as the case may be, with good foliage, is

all that you have a right to ask for. We do not want
Roses with three or four expanded flowers jammed
together. We want sufficient room round each Rose
to view the "outline." Outline, thickness of petal,

seriation of petals, and decision of colour, I am happy
to see, are beginning to tell. In country places, I fear,

huge rough Roses with rough aspect will a little while

longer (not long) find favour. Symmetrical Roses are

what people admire in the garden, and they should be
appreciated in the show box.

5. The two lest Roses in the Show.—Senateur Vaisse
and Louis XIV. were the two best, and the former
was the best Rose I ever saw. Both these specimens
were iu an uncompeting pan, next Mr. Mitchell's
radiant and beautiful Surplusage, I do not know the

ov aciacKcu us in irout, «"" **" —
- -

Offfroa8
,r

were endeavouring to surround and cut us

j
eto5top

packhorses I cannot tell. As soon as 1 was ^
the mad career of those in my front; 1

posne ^.^
across the creek to an open space of ff*^ had tt

a more favourable position for us. VV

J; ajj ro^i

all in our rear. They set fire to the trraa

and the shouting and yelling ^m "umeroi ^
most fearful. It was with difficulty *eJ^eto tf

the horses from bolting away. It n°* "
ment9 f*

that I was unable to see what the,r
f

.™" onmyc^
and I thought it more prudent to contiau ^^^u, mure r ««-*

<runs, »"*

now that they kept without range ot m ^^tt-
has proceeded up the creek to our last nig gee ing

iU*

not been unmindful of the prospective wants of civilised They still followed us, but at a distance- o ^
man in the far interior

•, having already planted there that and their number being so great fd^ *
ltpr0^essentia concomi ant of civihsation-the Potato. Of ing nearly close to the creek, I did not t n* F

course, the uncivilised natives do not understand the to remain there where I could be easuy^.^ {W
virtues of the Solanum, and eat the apples instead of the
tubers. There is enough in what has already transpired
tojustify the hope that Mr. Stuart's discoveries will prove
sources of immense advantage to Australia, as well as
topics of world-wide interest and lasting memorials of
his energy and skill. The only published statement of
the recent journey of Mr. Stuart and his companions is

the following, which was despatched by that gentleman
to Mr. Chambers immediately on his arrival in the
settled districts of the colony :

—

" As Mr. Goyder is despatching a mail for town, I
embrace the opportunity of writing to inform you that
I arrived here on the 1st inst., after a fearful journev,
in a very exhausted state. I am sorry to sav that I
have been unable to make the north-west coast. The
difficulties have been more than I was able to overcome.
After making the centre, I was assailed

to remain there, wiiere i tuu- ~
plain "r,

therefore fell back upon a long ope ^^ a^
had crossed the day before, lhis » ^ t0£
11 o'clock at night, and turned out t»

at
j*

The natives seemed to have lost oar
nofcbi^

»

we encamped before, for I ^f Mediately §
them through the night; hulJ^Y\v^S^Z
sunrise we could see signal smokes spr^ po^
around us. They were again npono

fl in
«*»

the night I took into consideration tje p
Nveary, J£

I was then placed-my horses tired a ^w
ui Litem uiiauie tu ue »vm8 ~-

. we6K9 "*7
f '

water; the men had complained six
food

that .

ofbeimr so wPak from want of sufficient .^
of them unable to be ^«^jTeeto *£&

or oemg so weaK rrom wau« - — ,their ^y ^
were unable to perform their am/ v

than
0l/r irf

were more those of men 100 year8 o
fchgt

i

men rf 25); and myself^eingj^^
unable to sit in the saddle o"r «Sw *

I

dreadful disease, the scurvy, which completely pros- suffering the most excruciating P> ^d vo*K^
trated me and rendered me quite helpless. Still I scarcely sufficient to carry us

^
aC

^ eVe
^' i!^ '

persevered, and endeavoured to reach the mouth of the the midst of hostile natives, who w
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daring—bo much so that I could see at once that my
party would be unable to cope with them, although we
gained the advantage at first. In a short time they
would be able to wear us out. If I proceeded I should
leave enemies behind, and in all probability meet with
enemies in front. Thus would I have to fight my way
to the coast and back again. To do that with only
two men and myself and having six packhorses to look

after would be utterly impossible. I could only act on
the defensive ; we were sure to be cut off in some way
or other. Could I have made friends of them I would
have gained the coast, but they would take no notice of

all the signs of friendship I made. Even after they
had made their first charge upon us I endeavoured to

conciliate them, but it was of no avail. We received a
shower of boomerangs and spears for our trouble, one of
which struck my horse. They were then within 40
yards of us, and it was high time to stop their further
advance, which was accordingly done. If I proceeded
I was cut off by them; all the information I had
obtained would in all probability be lost. I therefore
made up my mind, with great reluctance, to return.
In returning I was sun -ed at the extraordinary
rapidity with which the waters were drying up. I

depending upon the winter rain to bring me back
;

none tell. We had not as much as would wet a shirt

through from March to the 26th of August. I intended
making another trial to reach the Victoria from a
creek five days' journey to the south-west, in which I

had found large holes of water; but when I re-

turned to it I found it very much reduced, and saw that
the case was hopeless. If I delayed, my return would
have been cut off until rain fell, and we were unable to
hold out till that time, which would not be before
September. I was fortunate in arriving at this deci-
sion, for on returning I found many of the water holes
dry which I thought would have lasted much longer.
A week's delay would have prevented my return. In
many places we obtained scarcely enough for the horse-.
I met with no desert, but with three or four Mulga
scrubs, the broadest a little more than 60 miles; the
ranges not higher than Flinders Range, and many not
near so high. The saltbush and ^flat-topped hills

ceased in'lat. 25 deg., and Spinifex Grass, sandstone,
granite, quartz, slate, and ironstone commenced and
continued as far as I went."
We understand from private sources that Mr. Stuart

has discovered a large lake in the northern interior,
the extent of which he could not see with the naked
eye. He represents its waters as being blue, and
therefore in all probability of considerable depth, and
as containing large quantities of fish. It lay to the
right of his track as he proceeded northwards. Mr.
Stuart also came upon an extraordinary pillar of sand-
stone, perfectly h i and upwards of 100 feet high.
A new expedition has been fitted out under Mr.

Stuart's guidance, and consists of 10 men, besides him-
self and Mr. Kekwick, and 35 horses.

THORN HEDGES.
A portion of a paper read to the Monks Kirby Agri-

cultural Society appeared ia your columns of the
1st June (see p. 513), and I think it must have been
overlooked, as some points in it are not in harmony
with modern ideas of hedge management.
The writer of it seems to recommend two rows of

Quicks, and laying, i.e. plashing, and condemns the
system of switching altogether. He wishes to induce
the Society to try several experiments on the subject
in the way set forth in his paper, and he adds that by
following his method the Society of Monks Kirby
would be able to show the best fences in the country.
For the benefit of the members of the Society
in question, however, and for that of the inex-
perienced in general, I would recommend them
not to put themselves to the expense of purchasing
two rows of Quicks, as from long experience I
could always get one row to make a good fence
in due time, where Thorn would be likely to
succeed. The best hedges can also be raised by
the very method your Correspondent condemns,
for I have always found that there are no Thorn hedges
like those switched yearly, and if you visit the Lothiane
of Scotland you will find fences there of Thorn kept in
excellent condition in that way, not by plashing.
Wedge-shaped hedges are best, i.e. sharp at top, from
4 to 5 feet in height, and from 2 to 2£ feet in width at
bottom. Were all hedges kept in that style, we should
not see so many unsightly fences as are still to be
found in many ill-cultivated districts. Some of them,
through being cut by some formidable weapon, very un-
like a proper switching billhook, resemble more the top
of a baystack than a well cut hedge ; they measure from
4 to 6 feet broad at bottom, and from 2 to 3 feet wide
at top, and from what I read it appears to me that this
style is kept up at Monks Kirby. This is however not
worse than plashing, and leaving them for six, eight, or
10 years as recommended by your Correspondent.
For instructions m planting, rearing and keeping of

hedges 1 would recommend the Society of Monks
Kirby to the " Forester," (third Edition), in which Mr.
Brown points out the only way by which they ought
to be treated when required for fences, and from long
experience I have found this plan to be best. I myself
have often recovered hedges that had been plashed
byjcutting, and where gaps occurred filling in with
Beech. But never Raw n heAa* mvU _l_«. u l.

called a fence by plashing, and am of opinion that all far
J»

'he Isthmus of Dodinga, discovering many extensive

!
the bad fences in England are to be attributed to this

j^^J^ H.M/s steamer Etna. they croaeed to thetreatment, as the oftener they are plashed the thmner island of Batian, which contains valuable coal inine. • after
they get at bottom, owing to the way in which they are which they sailed for the Minahasaa of Menado, to the north of
mutilated at the stools, which are chiefly operated on %l

t̂^™Thl™^^ examlned
-
~ith « ^ to

by cutting downwards. Most people know that in Finally, in the second' half of the year I860, our traveller
pruning the cleaner the cut the better for the health ! ,iJ *- -*->-- -«—

*— •%•_
.

of the plant, while the kind of treatment just indi-

cated is quite the reverse. The layers and the stool

both become dead in course of time, and have to be

removed.
All hedges if wished to continue as efficient fences

ought to be cut up and kept switched annually, and

they should be cut by men trained to the work and
not by labourers. They can be cut and switched

by proper workmen at the rate of from 15*. to 20*.

per mile, according to height. Proprietors would

do well, therefore, to have the fences on their estates

kept in proper order. As for railway companies

they seem to take pleasure in upholding both a

hedge and wooden paling for a long time, all of

which arises from their non-employment of proper
skill in the management of their Thorn hedges.

It has often occurred to me that hedges will never
be kept as tbey ought to be until farmers are bound
to keep and hand over their hedges in condition

at the expiry of their lease, as they are usually bound to

sow out so many acres of new Grass on leaving their

visited some parts of the interior of Java, especially the ao-
called independent provinces, governed by native princes.
M. de Vriese completed his expedition by a visit to the N.W.

coaat of Borneo ; to a mountainous tract in the interior of
Sumatra, and on the western side of that island ; and to the
district of Benkoelen. From what we have been able to asccr-

in, it is particularly in the Dutch possessions, not on the
island of Java, that the greatest number of new and important
products have been discovered.
This rapid sketch will show the importance of thi6 voyage,

as regards Commerce and industry. We await with much
interest the publication of the results of these investigation

commenced on so vast a scale and carried out with such
indefatigable zeal ; and we sincerely trust that M. de Vriese
may be amply rewarded for the personal sacrifices which be
has made, for the dangers which he has passed through, and

r the fat iguo and labour inevitably attendant on an expedition

at once so eminently .scientific, and so conducive to the inter<

of commerce and humanity.

Home Correspondence.
Opening of a I'ahn-spathe with an audible report.-—

About 11 A..M. on Sunday last, two young men (Gale and
Hilary) employed in the great Palm stove of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, were startled by a report almost

i Jl t
* 7, TCZ TTC *l"£\ZZr lo"d enough to have proceeded from a pistol. On look

firms. I am aware that to those who know the value ot
i

. ,
b

., c
*

A . « . * c „ .

good fences such is not .required, but there are

many who only make their own use of them, un-

mindful of the after expense of renewing them.
I trust that the members of Monks Kirby Society
will not spoil any of their hedges by plashing,

nor run the expense of buying plants for two rows of

Quicks, as one row will serve the purpose of making
a good young hedge. Win. Qough.

REPORT ON THE
VOYAGE OF PROFESSOR DE VRIESE IN THE
ARCHIPELAGO OF THE DUTCH EAST INDIES,
UNDERTAKEN BY COMMAND OF THE KING OP THE

NETHERLANDS, FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF CULTI-
VATION. By Professor Suringab.

[Originally published in the " Algemeene Kunst- en Letter-
bode, " 1861, No. 10, and republished in "La Flore des
Jardins de* Pays-Baa," 1801, p. 45.

|

Our readers are aware that Professor de Vriese returned to
Leyden last March, after an absence of three years and a half.
We earnestly trust that sufficient health and strength may be
granted to him, to enable him so to publish the results of his
investigations for the good of science and industry as to exhibit
their full practical value.
Our readers will remember that M. de Vriese, after prepara-

tions made both in England and France, as well as at home,
started in October, 1 S67, by the overland mail, with the inten-
tion of first passing a month in the island of Ceylon, where
Coffee is largely cultivated in the mountains of the interior. It
was of great importance to observe the exact process followed in
its preparation, so as to compare it with that practised in our
islands. In spite of his short visit, M. de Vriese also examined
many other productions of this island, formerly one of the
pearls of the crown of the Netherlands. He landed in Batavia
early in January, 1858. According to the Royal orders, the
aim of this voyage, in general terms, was as follows :

—

1. To ascertain the state of cultivation of all the extensive
products of the East Indies, especially in Java ; and
more particularly of those which are most important to
the commerce of the Netherlands.

2. To examine the nature and possible improvement of the
different soils.

3. The means of extending cultivation.
4. And the means of improving it.

5. To investigate new products which might be introduced;
and to endeavour to extend others which are not
generally cultivated.

Prof, de Vriese devoted the greatest part of his time to the
island of Java

; travelling in all directions through this large
island, and embodying the results of his researches in several
rep a to the Government of the Indies. It is scarcely neces-

ry to remark that his stay in the different districts was pro-
longed according to tho requirements of the cultivation or the
different branches of industry. We will first refer to the
Preanger-Rcgentschappen, comprising one-seventh of the
island and especially the district of Bandong, so important on
account of the manufactories where coffee is prepared accord-
ing to what is called the East Indian method. M. de Vriese
successively visited all the countries producing Coffee and
Indigo, and devoted much attention to individual and general
cultivation in these countries. He especially examined those
products at present least cultivated, with a view to the more
general introduction of, for instance. Cotton and Cocoa*
he also carefully examined the cultivation and diseases of
Paddy (Rice).

After having thoroughly explored the island of Madura,
the learned traveller proceeded to the Archipelago of
the Moluccas. During this year, a young and talented
man, named M. A. H. Servatius, joined him as secretary.
At the same time, on the recommendation of M. de Vriese,
the inspector, M. J. E. Teysmann, was desired to visit the
Moluccas for the purpose of examining the Cotton planta-
tions. They left Sourabaija in December, 1859; and aft<
having visited the island of Timor (Koepanar and Timor Delhi)
M. de Vriese arrived with his two companions at the Islands of
Banda, and examined nearly all the Nutmeg plantations in
Lonthoir (or Great Banda) and Neira. They afterwards
traversed the isle of Amboyna in all directions, especially
examining the cultivation of Cocoa, for the encourage-
ment of which Government has made great sacrifices. The
Governor of the Moluccas, M. Goldmann, accompanied M.
de Vriese in his excursions ; and they successively visited
Saparna, the southern coast of Ceram, and the plain of Maka-
riki. The latter island M. de Vriese selected as particularly
suitable for the cultivation of Cocoa, Tobacco, Indigo, &c.
On his return to Amboyna, Prof, de Vriese embarked for the
island of Boeroe, for which purpose Government had placed at

ing round, it was found that one of the large Seaforthia

elegans, the Palm producing the Moreton Bay canes of

commerce, had burst its spathe, and in doing bo forced

olF the remnant of an old leaf-stalk, about 3 feet long
and more than a foot broad. For a long time Alexande
von Humboldt (compare " Views of Nature " and
" Cosmos ") stood alone amongst the moderns as an
observer of this curious phenomenon, which reminded
him of Pindar's Dithyrambic on Spring, and the
moment when in the Argive Nema?a " the first opening
shoot of the Date Palm announces the coming of balmy
spring." It was subsequently confirmed by Schom-
burgk ("Travels in British Guiana," ii. p. 376), but
there has been no other confirmation, which renders
the observation made at Kew highly accept-
able. The sudden bursting with an audible report
is probably due to a great accumulation of heat
developed by the anthers whilst enclosed inside the
spathe. From the familiar manner in which Pindar
alludes to this loud bursting, one would be inclined to
infer that the phenomenon was a common one with
regard to the Date Palm. Yet it is strange that we
have no modern observations on that plant ; at least I
could find none when I wrote my " Popular History of
the Palms"—Humboldt and Schomburgk relating to
Oreodoxa regia. Berthold Seemann.
Heated Vine Borders.—Some weeks a^o this subject

was discussed i lyoiir columns, and the Vine borders at
Kingston Hall, the seat of Lord Belpr, were alluded
to. I called there the last week in June, and found the
Vineries so full of fruit that I am induced to send you
a few words on the subject. There are four Vineries
in one structure, the divisions of which consist of glass.
The entire length is 120 feet, and the width 29 feet,
length of rafter 30 feet 3 inches. The roof is on the
ridge and furrow principle, and there is not more than
from 5 to 6 feet fall from the back to the front of the
boose. The Vines are planted in the centre of each ridge,
and in addition to front ventilation, air is admitted at
the front of each ridge, and the rafters are all let into
a hollow ventilated wall. The border rises above the
patii level, and is 42 feet in width, 20 feet of which is
chambered on arches, the front pipes of the houses pass-
in.' along the entrance to the arches. The border averages
al t 16 inches in depth, and rises from the path
level 4 feet (5 inches (chambers included) to the front of
the house. The range has a glass front 3 feet in height.
On entering the first house I was delighted with "the
wonderful crop of Grapes—each house being completely
loaded with fine bunches, quite as close at the bottom
of the plant as at the top, and as the bunches were all
so fully exposed in consequence of the foliage being
above them in the ridge, the four houses presented an
appearance not readily forgotten. The end divisions
each contains 10 Vines, the other two 12 Vines each.
Each ridge is 30 inches in width. One of the centre
hous: s was devoted wholly to Muscat Grapes, every
plant carrying on an average 44 fine bunches, all
hanging at a regular distance as though they had been
placed there. Another house just ready for cutting was
planted with two White Frontignans in fine character,
three Black Hamburghs, Wil root's Black Hamburgh,
Golden Hamburgh, Muscat Muscadine, a good white
Grape ; Grizzly Frontignan, and Richmond Villa Black
Hamburgh, a fine variety with a very close bunch, and
of a deeper colour than the other varieties of Black
Hamburgh. Each Vine in all the houses carried on an
average 44 bunches. W. Dean.
Monstrous Plantain and other Floral Sports.—I send

you a singular morphological freak in a common Plan-
tain, every head on which is transformed in the same
way. I also remark on our farm, and generally in this

neighbourhood, the extreme frequency of white sports

on most of the wild flowers. I enclose an instance in

IMSLfir$m^J"2^!?Z!£$^
\

**«*« is™ *>™ ****» "<>«<*<* v-f «>m.
Boeroe ; they then repeatedly crossed the plain of Kajeli, which
had been recommended for a European colony ; and with the
same \iewthey visited the southern parts of Boeroe, and of the
i.ianri f Qfci Ternate and Tidore were next visited, with the
northern parts of Halmaheira ; and they alao partially ex
plored the eastern side of this hitherto little known island, as

monly the following plants quite white, viz., Erica vul-
garis, cinerea, tetralix, Ajuga reptans, Orchis, Jas :one
montana, also salmon-coloured ; two or three varieties ci
Thistle, Mvosotis palustris, Pedicularis vulgaris, said
others. They occur chiefly on deep boggy land on the
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shores or" Blacksod Bay. Benjamin £ Billington, Roy
Towers, Balmullet, Mayo. [The Plantago referred to

has its bracts changed into leaves, a not uncommon
occurren ce.]

Ailanthus and Sand Plants, cfc.—I see a paragraph in

your columns, in which Ailanthus is put forward as a

plant fit for moving sands, or falling banks also, I pre-

sume, and I wish to recommend preferably any of the

Balsam Poplars which run any distance by the root

—

the Abele also; but perhaps best of all is Pterocarya

caucasica, which spreads so as to be quite a nuisance in

a garden, and which has a finer head and foliage than

the Ailanthus. Of smaller plants I think Elseagnus

argentea, and some of the tough dwarf Willows that

grow in mountain torrents, would be most serviceable,

together with Hippophae rhamnoides. The railways

ought to plant these creeping-rooted things on their

embankments. I see also mentioned that Jubaea spec-

tabilis—I believe the same as the little Cocos chilensis

—lived out at Cannes. So it has this winter at

Abbotsbury, but slightly protected. I have tried Hhapis

tlabelliformis, but never could succeed with it. I.

Rainfall in June, 1861 :

—
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~ ,. , t t^niTtofrcoid" damp, and innutri- 1 his tent. This tree is revered accordingly
br T

vSn^L^rlt eve'rybody would Mahometans and«•!.-5&$ J
to the soi

-row CucumberV'in such material if they "could get it,

and that nine times out of 10 Cucumbers are grown in

such soil. I have no experience in the matter, and

wish to know who is right, as the present result is very

unsatisfactory J. B. [This is new doctrine Loam is

believed by" most men to be indispensible to the

Cucumber and Melon.] _ , mlt

Geranium quercifolium floribundum.—Valuable as

the Scarlet Tom Thumb is for purposes of general

decoration, this rivals it in abundance and continuation

of bloom, and it has the desirable quality of bearing

well exposure to wind and rain. It is very suitable for

covering pillars in conservatories and back walls of

greenhouses, as it continues in bloom till near Christmas.

This season we have large baskets arranged in the

following order :—Along the side of a flower garden

walk, first, Tom Thumb Geranium-; second, Silverleaf

Bijou (a most excellent kind, as the variegation is

so' good) ; and thirdly, Quercifolium floribundum,

alternately, and the effect produced by the three kinds

is all that could be wished. We strike the cuttings

early in the season, and by judicious treatment as to

|

potting, topping, and tying out the shoots, fine speci-

j mens are obtained in good time for the decoration of

the flower garden. Edmund Shepstone, The Gardens,

Castle Bernard, Bandon, Cork. .

resembles the Q. Ilex as grown in this

Remarks :

—

LiUleBridy.—Thunderstorms on the 15th, 16th, and 25th.
Castl(JUld..—The rain during the month was chiefly from

thunderstorms.

%
Camden Totcn.—Thunderstorms on the 5th, 20th, and 23d.
Oundk.—Thunderstorms on 1 and 24th.
Derby.—Mean (14 years) rainfall, 2.65 inches.
Manchester.—Dr. Dalton's mean (47 years) 2.69 inches.
Dumfrwi.—Violent thunderstorm on the 22d ; temperature

on the 14th, 82a
in the shade, and the Wheat coming into ear.

Nookton.—Fine month with passing showers.
Sandwich.—Mean for previous 20 years' 2.14 inches. This

being the driest June for that period except 1857, when there
was only .56 of rain.

G. J. Symons, Camden JRoad Villas, J¥. W.
Judges at Begenfs Park (see p. 649).—Allow me to

say one word in behalf of the judging at the late
exhibition in Regent's Park. It is not my purpose to
enter upon a defence of the judging ; it requires none.
I only wish to say that it is my business to attend to
the judges, and to receive and publish their respective
reports. I therefore can affirm that it would be difficult
to find men more anxious, more able, or more detei
mined to be right hi their awards. Gentlemen com-
petent to be good judges are rare, and arc seldom
covetous of the office. The judges of plants are elected

|by the exhibitors themselves, not bv the Society it
will therefore be but fair to the exhibitors, and I'am
sure it will be very agreeable to the late judges, to be
released, till at any rate thev receive by re-election the
renewed confidence of the exhibitors. Bohert Marnoclc.
Midge Cucumbers.—My gardener is much perplexed
the sudden deaths among his ridge Cucumbers

Linxean : June 20.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in

the chair. Prof. Huxley exhibited a fine specimen of

Hyalonema , the property of Mr. Veitch (to whom it

had been sent by his son from Japan), and made some
explanatory observations respecting it. Gen. Sir John
Hearsey exhibited a collection of new or rare insects

made by himself in India, together with a series of

drawings illustrating the transformations of Indian
insects. Sir C. Bunbury exhibited a flowering speci-

men of yEsculus indica, grown at Barton Hall, Suffolk,

from seed sown in 1851. The tree was stated to be
now 20 feet high, and to be flowering for the second
time. Dr. Carpenter exhibited the cocoons of the
Tusseh Silk-moth of the Deccan (Saturnia Mylitta),

from which silk is extensively manufactured at

Wurrungul, in the Nizam's dominions. The following
gentlemen were elected Fellows :—Senjee Pulney
Andy, M.D. ; Peter Jones, Esq. ; and J. T. Head
Cotsell, Esq. The following papers were read :

—

1. " Notes on Malvaceae and Stereuliacese
;
" and

2. "On Fissicalyx and Prioria, two recently published
genera of LeguminosaV' both by the President
3. " On the discovery of Carex ericetorum, Poll., as a
native of Britain," by C. C. Babington, M.A., Professor
of Botauy in the University ot Cambridge. This
species of Sedge had been gathered both by Mr. J.
Ball and Mr. Babington so long ago as 1838, on the
Gogmagog hills, and Mr. Babington's attention having
been recently called to it by Mr. Ball, he has been
successful in again finding it at a short distance from
Cambridge, probably not far from the spot where it
was first gathered. Having now no doubt of its being
C. ericetorum, and a true native of the country, he
ventured to announce it as an addition to the British
Flora. " Thie," he observes, " is no < split' from a
recognised species, but a plant allowed by botanists to
be a true species. At first sight it much resembles
C. praecox, and inhabiting similar ground may have
been overlooked in many places. To the practised
eye it has a decidedly different appearance when grow-
ing, for the white edge of the scales of both kinds of its
spikes gives it a silvery look very different from the dark
hue of C. pnecox." The fertile spikes were stated to
be more ovoid and closer together than those of C.
pra?cox

; and the glumes to be obovate, very blunt,
with a pale margin which is finely ciliated, especially
at their tip. The specimens were about 3 or 4 inches
high. Though only known as a British plant in this

does not branch so much from the base. The b
^

on the west, where exposed to the winds of thetoS?
terranean, are much stunted, denser, and more^"
than on the east, where they are more pendnl

Q. infectora was found in great abundance ou the
slopes of Libanon, on the rocky hills of GaliU
on the summit of Mount Carmel, in all these Wi?
r ;„„ n email +.rc»P 1 K fn 90 fppf. 1-,;^ ~

as:

forming a small tree 15 to 20 feet high, or a sparing
branched bush. It bore an abundance of 8nD«3
galls of a deep red-brown colour, which are prohaHW

not different from the Aleppo gall, thongh thernS
be inferior in quality. Neither this, nor gjg
smaller gall noticed on what was believed

to be tE
same tree, were collected in Syria, so far as Dr. ij^
could ascertain. The Valonia Oak,

Q,
£%**

though like Q. pseudo-coccifera very p^JJ
in Syria, does not form a bush or p^tT
of underwood as the latter does, but ra*

on a stout gnarled trunk, 3-7 feet in^ ^
the height of 20-30 feet. lb is abundant on Uowit
Tabor, on the hills east of Nazareth, and on the nonk-

west flank of Carmel, forming scattered rather round-

headed densely leafy trees, giving an open parklike

appearance to the landscape. 5. " On some species of

Oak from Northern China, collected by Dr. \Y. F.

Daniell," by W. Carruthers, Esq. 6.
(i

Upon the

nerve proceeding to the vesicles at the base of the

Halteres, and on the sub-costal nervure on the wiipt(

Insects," by Dr. J. B. Hicks.

Botanical of Edinburgh : Tliursday, Jim 13.-

The following donation to the Museum of Economic

Botany was announced :—From Rev. Mr. Thomson,

Old Calabar— Stem, leaves, flower and fruit of Physo-

stigma venenosum (Balfour), Calabar ordeal Bean ; also,

other fruits and seeds. Professor Balfour noticed

'

addition of Dr. Greville's collection of Lichens t

University Herbarium. The collection con

64 genera and 498 named species, besides 86 she

unnamed specimens. The following commnnic

were read :—" I. On the Physical Features of tie

Central Part of British North America, with speed

reference to Areas of Botanical Distribution." Sj

James Hector, M.D. Dr. Hector's remarks were

founded on the botanical results of the late Governs

expedition sent to explore that region uuder the cot-

mand of Captain Palliser. It was accompanied *

Mods. Bourgeau as botanist, and the collectionm
as named and distributed from Kew coi

of 819 species of flowering plants of***
which is more than one-third tfe *>taI

.

of British North America. An ei» f*
tiou of seeds and vegetable products w

^

obtained by M. Bourgeau, and from the ormer

interesting and beautiful plants have a
|

rea%
onl

raised for the first time in this country at w
from *fc'L

uocanic uaraens at new. -i»c w—* <. ^
the collection was made extended from LW>

'

j-
Jj^

to the Rocky Mountains, and may he diviow;

areas, each characterised by its peculiar »

Prom Lake frior to Lake Wimpegis a • ^
tainous region, covered by an extension u est ^^
characteristic forest vegetation of Cana

?,

a
'

t ho*

not extend far beyond the Red River^"^
ever, near which place the Oaks, true -ag .^
Cedar, Ash, and Plum trees cease to oe » «

d £
a few of the Ash-leaved Maple (Jj^^^ti
« bastard Elm " straggling west in the m ^
the Saskatchewan. As far as tn *

f
orest

tte B$
for the whole distance from Lake W^PVj^

the o*

Mountains, the "subarctic province, m
dASr«

trees are Spruce, Scrubby Pines with Baisa ^
Poplars and Birch, hounds the nortne ^
the Central Continental arid tract, wuica ^ ^

d by the Cactus and Artemisia ^^
nnrfliprn inno whir.h is OCCUpied DV C* lc

, ,v-
northern zone, which is occup

and the

one locality, its restriction to one spot is unlikely, and j or sombre forests of worthless **m^ \\t\iotA $
it mav nrfiUahlv Kft fan».,i ;n «*-u«« ^u-iu j:_j._- i._ • «!«:«„ ,TrK«- rt ti, A +™i<rli rlav soil '- it.A tiflplaim where the tough clay soil

by

it may probably be found in other chalk districts in
the south east of England. 4. " On three Oaks of
Palestine, by Dr. J. D. Hooker. During a short tourm Syria last autumn, in company with . Hanbury,
Dr. Hooker bad paid especial attention to the Oaks of
that country, in the hope of being able to throw some
light on their confused history. From his rapid move-
ments he was however only able to obtain an accurate |

favourite camping
idea of the commonest kinds, namely Q. pseudo-
coccifera, Q. yEgilops, and Q. infectoria, out of which

13 had _been
probably an equal or greater

under the liea

vegetable mould to protect »*^^L|o>£
a sparse growth of wiry Grasses

exiafc a valuable belt of land from

^Lr7v7Z r ^onS triage Cucumbers- three epecies it was stated that

Some cd before the glasses were removed, others since. 8 to 12 feet high, thickly covered with Ztl) ™r™
fcmk w^th °^>T

9t hlV0uri,ble
-r "<¥ <"? ^ *lopi«* &a leave* "and bearing .con*, abundanth^ On

rarely attains its full size ; there are but few good
trees, one of which is the famous Oak of Mamre,

the sun in earl.v fpring^th^itjnl^ ^
fires.

A^
ft

arisen from the'" Edge of the Woww x^ ^ ^
.ground of the Indian£^ ^
,c bison; and ibe %„

na sxW
m their«f£*^rf&a '"&

*}7
-rried **%fc *£

I miles north of i or

d c0„fiB0

•eparing a valuable an ^
stretches across the co ^.^

adapted for easy agricultural ^«f^nre ghoaafW

is cover

Vetches

has been slowly cleared &»£&&* bf
*

he Ind

id the

annpm
I
the li:

i
of its

raluabl

ross th

settles

red with luxuriant natural P*f d w^J
s and other nutritions V***

aI1d cl^P*

mia^»-

by the chase of the bison ;
and ^j^a s*ee^

every year start from their«Wj^
rf the^

country have gradually carried the lin
^^

woods 5' 80 to 100 miles north ot ij ^ omti0*

thus naturally preparing a

fertile track which stretches across toe

\r * u! ^r
iyed

'
wy two t0 tbree Jears °H c» which

V egetable Marrows were grown last vear. Neither
loam nor sand nor dung were added to "it, and the bed
is about 18 inches thick. Fruit is produced in abund-

nndulating surface dotted with gro
tf boD^

Aspen Poplars, which, though *^J
n

d ^d^L
timber, are yet snfficient for ^e^ooa-

-
to the beauty of the country. __ond

anc«» h^t nnna -„nnQ u i • CT '" —'«"«- called Abraham's Oak, popularly supposed to indicate

m uuie to time tne plants die. I attribute this puted which), under whose shade the patriarch pitched

and the arid tract being the secon^ ^ ^W*
the fourth is that along the eastern v ^ tfap

^
Mountains, where many of the p *

^-ith, ^
slopes of the continent are first i

p
&* ^

which is the Douglas Spruce an

of the Pine group. The w regt<*

t
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the Rocky Mountains is from 6500 to 9000 fe

above the sea-level, but is very variable from
their abrupt and craggy aspect*. Of 50 plants collect I

at 8500 feet, 15 were common Alpine forms of the
Scotch mountains. 31 uch of the paper was occupied by
a description of the physical geography and meteoro-
logy of the region, with a view to show the proper
position which its flora occupies in relation to the
other botanical areas of the northern part of the con-

tinent, and Dr. Hi rr's views on this subject were
explained by reference to a map on which the different

areas were coloured. The very marked representative
fimilarity was alluded to between the Canadian flora

and that of the Pacific coast, many of the forest trees

having no well marked specific differences; and as there
are no trees of any similar forest growth in the central
part of tli*' continent, intermediate in character and
position, the inference wis drawn that we must look for
some other link hotween those two areas, and which is

probably to be found by taking into consideration fcS

oscillations in latitude of the vegetation at different
periods, as reee y sn ested IV. Hooker.
II. '" Hiographieul Sk h of tl Lite Prof, n slow."
Hv Prof. Balfour

Viner and Peach ho
. The first house is Uroni

, .
grasp,

which increased to such extreme velocity that H

career! The man, however, knew well what he was
about, as he proved when his pole escaped from his

hand, and he threw himself cleverly down iu front of

, to stop her impetus until he could recover the

poie. Then, looking triumphantly at the height from
which they had descended, lie said, very complacently,

Sie kouueu sehr gut laufen." D and myself

followed rather less rapidly, lor at one time Oouttt
J ^, w — _

had us both in char I his care was great ; but

when, alter deposit. I safely on the snow
field, the young man ' irnrd to up, D had t)

A ^h M ^ & _ _

satisfaction of taking a downward flight under his

wing. Thus we all descended merrily, and although
the snow had become so moist and soft that we sunk

91OX0L0G; i . Jwh 1.—Q. R. Waterhouae. Esq.. * over
,
our knees at almost cv«i steP» we reacn

'
:

the rocky arMe in a quarter of the time which the
ascent had occupied. We scrambled down and round
the awkwardly steep corners, often stopping to admire
the grand glaciers and magnificent scene around.
Alter resting a few minutes on the ridge, we should
have finished the descent very easily, had we not found
ourselves entering a dark cloud, which now hung like a

alley
-----

V.P.. in the chair. General Sir J. B. Hearsey exhibited
a case of insects of great rarity, collected by himself in
the neighbourhood of Darjeeling. Mr. Baly exhibited
a fine series of HispiaVsj collected by Mr. Bowring in
China and the Philippine Islands; Mr. T. Smith, a
specimen of 1 iraula cseca, a very curious parasite allied
to Hippobo6ca, which infests the hive bee ; it had not
been previously observed in this country, and had
been found upon a specimen of the Apis ligustica,
which had however been bred in the neighbourhood of
Exeter, where the parasite was taken by Mr. Woodbury.
Specimens of Amnuecius .1 vis. a new British arteries

of Aphodiida?
Liverpool, were d ribute i among the members, a
specimens of a black variety of Till us tloqgatua Wl
exhibited, with the suggestion that they were poasil
distinct from the common species. Mr. MacLachl
exhibited specimens of both sexes of the curious white
aquatic moth, Aoentropus niveus, takeu at llanipstead.
Mr. Desvigaea read deacriptio
species of Ichneumon onging to the germs
Hftssus. Mr. Stevens exhibited a box of Lepidoptera,
collected by Mr. Trimen at the Cape of Good Hope,
and announced the publication of a work on th* iwl
terflies of South A frica by that
also exhibited specimens of a
Nedyus Crux, tax

—

—

—-

—

^^^va^vae<aeeeeeeeee^'^Biiw^^ ^^ —

—

—^^^^™^^p» w^r'^p^^^i^v^^—

*' The changing aspect of the weather at midday
|

warned us not to lengthen our stay ; and, after spend- the others, and is arranged with much taste" Th*
ing an hour on the summit, we turned to face the deep content of all the parts of the range are looking
snow through which we must plunge. Soon we were healthy, but the chief attraction is the noble collscta&n
able to slide down more rapidly, and when we reached of plants with variegatid foliage. The CauvUmns
the steep slope of ice, C 's pi baa problem was are in great vigour and in the highest beauty, their
quick 1\ d. The younger guide took her in charge, leaves resplendent with a great variety of hues, 'and of

an immense size. Their admirable cultivation does great
credit to her ladyship's intelligent gardener. Mr. Fish.

looked on in perfect horror, almost expecting to see Mingled with these, and tastefully adjusted, are
ippear in a crevasse at the end of their

|
numerous exotics flourishing excellently, and a Banana
bearing fruit. Aehimenes growing in baskets with a
mossy compost are hung round, and have a pleasing

I ! it. At this time, one very attractive object, reach-
ing to the roof of one of the houses, is a great Datura,
16 feet in height, and now producing an abundance of

flowers of fine size. This was said to be the second
produce of blossoms during the present year. It

; a plant of unusual magnitude and singular beaut}*.

In the Peach house the trees are planted

as standards in a border, and they are appa-
rently in perfcet health, and bearing an extraordinary
crop of fruit, which promises to be very fine; and the
effect is pleasing as they are passed in the walk through
the long range. One Vine is of immense size and looks
healthy, and generally the crop of Grapes is good, and
the Black Hamhuighs arc of good size and ripening and
colouring well. The walls of some of the houses are
covered with very large Fig trees, bearing a quantity of
fruit of the finest kind. Other walls are covered with
Citrons, the fruit of which is of great size; and in

I

another house a spreading tree of the purple Guava
' bears enough to render the fruit in the proper season
available for dessert. It is scarcely m ssary to say
the Camellias, Azaleas, Geraniums, and Fuchsias axe in

abundance and thoroughly well managed, for it is only
a certain space that can be given to the notice of the
contents of this fine series of houses.

At the end of the range is a small Orchid-house with
Cattleyas, Aerides, and other Orchids, and immediately
adjoining a sort of nursery for the variegated exotics
which make such a splendid show in the places pre-
viously alluded to. It presents a long bed of every con-
ceivable hue, and every plant seemed in fine luxuriant
growth, and the same position appeared to agree with
some rare and showy Ferns of interesting new sorts.

Iu the cultivation of these plants Mr. Fish has shown
much judgment and skill, and the entire length of these
attractive houses cannot be traversed without affording
the lover of the garden the greatest pleasure. It is

such a consecutive series of glass erections for the
cultivation of all sorts of plants as is but seldom seen.
Before this range of houses is the flower garden,

"The old guide took leave of us about half way
down, in order to return the same evening to his

home nt Engstlen. His companion was to remain
until he had led us to the place where the horses
were ord. d to await us. Meanwhile, the mist grew
thicker, and we heard distant mutterings of thunder,
which reverberated among the mountains. Soon
heavy drops fell, announcing the coming storm ;

then drenching rain and hail rattled on the umbrellas,
with which we were fortun 1\ provided. The
footway lee through spungy underwood, each track

I'.ti ti^ being a watercourse, and we splashed along without
much confidence in our route—the fog and hail making
it very difficult to judge of the direction which we
were taking. At last, when the storm cleared off,

we found ourselves on a projecting knoll, overlooking
the lake, where we ought to have received answers to
the calls given in the expectation of discovering the
retreat of the men and horses. Aooarentlv thev were

missed the right place, well laid out and unusuallv large, and thev are sur-
lower point, where it rounded by arches in wire-work round which are

exhibited specimens of Birch leaves, brought from
Scarborough by Mr. Wautinaon, infested by a larva
whisk, after mining in the substance of the
leaf; cuts out a circular case about an eighth of an inch
in diameter. Captain Cox exhibited drawings of
Wheat infested by the larva? of Chlorops taeniopus ; he
had found, however, that although the central stem
was dewaroyed, the side shoots were very vigorous
and numerous. General Hearsey observed that in the
Punjaub it was the custom of tie natives to mow off
the first shoots of the Wheat in order to obtain a g Iiave stram^ ^« 01 ms Knees, ana nearly exhausted spot, and consist of Lobelias, Geraniums, Calceolarias.
second crop. Mr Stainton exhibited some curious

lns Power*-.
CoutU hastened on to seek tidings of the and othei uitahle things, mLred with chou Begonias

galls found upon Silene nutans: and Mr. Robinson ;

wanderers in the valley l* low, and we followed leisurely, of ever, species. Mr. Fish has saved an immensesome drawings of exotic Coleoptera collected by Mr. ™n£™toJating ourselves that sunshine had succeeded number of variegated Begonias for this purpose, and
Woliaeton. Captain Cox made some observations on

m " L "

neither within ght or sound. We began "to 1 .at h in innumerable thi _ >r bedding out, and
tne stupid old man from Meynngen was again »« ftmH. ,<r.....i:.. -.*.— .^-j-j - ^ «* . n . , .

or that th must carelessly hai
and pu led the bridle way to a

gam intersects the footpath. 1 here was no alternative t ;ed Roses that have fortunately escaped the frost.
ut to send the Engstlen guide rounc to ensure our Near these is a splendid Cedar and some other noble

not leaving the horses behind ua, whi.e we continu. rgreens, and immediately in front of the conserva-
tive descent straight down a very steep and trying path, tories are a great number of elegant vases filled with
died the lfaffeowaud. 1 his was an unwelcome addi- flowering plants well arranged as to colour. Ribbon
ion to our walk, as regarded my husband, who seemed beds, as thev are called, are made also near the samc-

and I were much too wet to th, : ,m ise most favourably. The idea appearsto be

as to such plants. Mr.
•ka on the improbable

Microlepidoptera, owing to the
of the plants on which different specimens
This paper led to considerable discussion.

ilottrcs

half hour's walk before us, and the village was quite
hidden by steep wooded hill, beneath which it is
situated. Fortunately we thus gained some shelU-
for another shower came <>n. < r wet umbrellas h:
previously been given into Cout Let's char and we
made our entre in somewhat ludicrous plight, with our
cloaks over our heads and wet up to our knees.
"The appearance of such 'unprotected females'

evidently created some surprise when we entered the

AJpuu Byways, or LigU Leaves fathered in 1859 and
I860 ; by a Lady. Small 8vo. Longmans, pp. 232.

With a laudable disregard of all beaten tracks and a -„, ,._ _. ou.wJW wue„ we enxerea tnecommendable cunosity to see something new, the fair hotel, and said we had come - n ne Titl^ When
nWhar^Ll m^ " "^ 'mt° thc °*T (lilcrnma was understood, the ^Angel^and^£gheirand more

.
inacceanble alpme.passes where ladies inmates received us most hospitably, and the good

^t£«?£i i i°«

her sat
Jf

factlon
.
^vered that people busied themselves most kindly in providinganticipated Acuities vanish noon mau* *™^u» with sUppers and dry garments; indeed, I might hav^tech respect ajourney in Switzerland is very likeowmey of life.

Howjanuaeml was our traveller's line of march will be
hi irosa a mere enumeration of the dIacpq «Hp

tacribt.:--Murre» and the Schilthorn, EngeW andthe TitUa, Ui ies and Albrun PaemTtht&«andAnderlenl he Valley, of ^d a,a«S, tha

V 2fSSL v ^ v^Pma d? ;

'
Ascent of theMetUlhorn, Mattaaark and the Monte Moro, the Col deBarranca and V arallo,--aaauredly these places are ««t

ha aU men's months. What wa; JTtf^sVlJ?*
overcome, what succeeding travellers should do,

'

aWnTa*
11 ^^"^ "V™**** ntollDer

-
™d — •*-*"

been
m -•»—

r

r -—~ ««« ~* t"ci£

proffers been accepted.^
The narrative is accompanied by clever v

scenery, and useful little maps.

stoutly and disregard wet iackets. On* ,11 •
s

»e lady's adventures wdl tell gentle tourists what they
prepare to face. The scene is on the Titlis, a hoee
earn mass between Altorf and Ormrint.»M °m li

tut-j wm auu not a niMc to tne e :t wnicii may be pro-™. — r* —««'-:;« " du I in our flower gardens. As forming one of the linesmi arrival. W e had still a long
.in hbon l>ordcr, the appearance is singularly pleasing, as

may be supposed, and the experiment is worthy of an
nnive trial. All the grounds fenced in from the

park and connected with the garden are in excellent
It e. The fine Pinnses, Deodaras, Araucarias, and other
hings which suffered in so many places, have >urvived
he Christmas frost here. Many Roses were killed, but
more escaped, and thc Hose garden looks in full beauty.
'1 re is a great extent of Rhododendrons of the best
kinds, so mingled with evergreens and deciduous
trees as to have an appearance of great skill in
the laying out of the part of the grounds de-
voted to them, and in the woods are multi-
tudes of less rare kinds, looking perfectly natural.
There arc also arcades of Yews anil Box, always green
and in summer affording cool promenades; in a
h dell is a tasteful arrangeow e trunks and
ther portions of eld trees, about w h a variety of

Ferns are growing, and the whole gives something ofthe
ffect of a pretty rockery. > rounded by shrubs there

is a curiou- tesque statu* a
^ th a club

which was set up in hononi Queen Elizabeth, when
she made her progress iu Suffolk, an s a specimen ol

the singular ta ofth age. Altogether Hardwick i

a place w >rthy of a visi I would afford no small
gratification to any lover of assiduous and successful

{jar uiag. It is also a example of what may be done
iu a flat country where Nature is not favourable to the
d< lopment of the picturesque ; and nowhere will the
cultivation of the oeautiful variegated exotics now
introduced into our stoves he found more successful or
exhibiting a more brilliant effect. At certain times
Lady Cullum kindly opens her grounds for a flower
show, and thus affords the public an opportimity of
enjoying the sight of her tine range of conservatories,
and a promenade in her extensive and lovely grounds.

of

Garden Memoranda.
Hirdwick Hall, Buby St. Edmunds, the Seat of

Lady Cullum.—Thai e are not many places which repay
a special visit better than th It is about a mile and a
half from the town of Bury St. ICdinunds, whose
interesting ruins are so well k wn to every antkjua
At the end of a drive through a well wooded park

t! arrangement of the many _.
with which it abounds. The entrance hall leads to the
first of series of eoaservatories and other houses
stocked with plants usually cultivated under glass,

forming a spleudid range of about 900 feet, inclu
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Miscellaneous*
JZoyal Horticultural Society's Gardens, South Ken-

sington.—At the promenade to-day, the splendid hand

of the Royal Engineers from Chatham, and also the

hand of the 1st Life Guards are to attend and play ; and

on Saturday next, the last public day of the season, the

Metropolitan Police bauds, who made so favourable an

impression upon their first appearance there, will again

perform in conjunction with the 1st Life Guards band.

Gigantic Serpents.—We have all been accustomed

from childhood to regard with awe the enormous

serpents of the hot and damp intertropical forests ;

though the specimens carried about in travelling mena-

geries have but little contributed to nurture the senti-

ment. A couple of coils of variegated mosaic, looking

like a tesselated pavement, about as thick as a lacquey's

cnlf, wrapped up in the folds of a blanket at the bottom

of a deal box, we had difficulty in accepting as the

impersonation of the demon which hung from the

branches of an Indian tree, and, having pressed the life

out of a buffalo in his mighty folds and broken his

bones, swallowed the body entire, all but the horns.

Here again there is incertitude and disappointment ;

and the colossal dragon, which looms so large in the

distance of time and space, grows small by degrees and

beautifully less ' in the ratio of its approach to our own

times and our own eyes. Yet enough of size and power

remains, even when all legitimate deductions are made,

to invest the great boa with romantic interest, and to

make the inquiry into its real dimensions worthy of

prosecution. * * * The old Roman historians report

that the army of Attilius Regulus, while attacking

Carthage, was assaulted by an enormous serpent, which

was destroyed only by the aid of the military engines

crushing it with huge stones. The skin of this monster,

measuring 120 feet in length, was sent to Rome, and

preserved as a trophy in a temple till the Numantine

war. Several writers mention the fact, and Pli^y

speaks of its existence as well known. Diodorus Siculus

mentions a serpent which was captured, not without

loss of human life, in Egypt, and which was taken to

Alexandria ; it measured 30 cubits, or about 45 feet in

length. Suetonius records that one was exhibited in

front of the Comitium at Rome, which was 50 cubits,

or 75 feet in length. It is probable that these measure-

ments were all taken from the skin after having been
detached from the body. I have had some experience

in skinning serpents, and am therefore aware of the

extent to which the skin, when dragged off by force, is

capable of stretching : one-fourth of the entire length
may not unfairly be deducted on this account. Rut
even with this allowance, we must admit, unless we
reject the testimony of sober historians, who could
hardly have been mistaken so grossly as to warrant such
rejection, that serpents did exist in ancient times which
far exceeded the limits that have fallen under the
observation of modern naturalists. There is a well-

known picture by Daniell, representing an enormous

40 feet " is somewhat ^definite. Gosse's Romance of

Natural History.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing weeJc.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—No time should now be lost in

completing any repairs that may be required by houses

devoted to the growth of plants, for if wet weather

should set in the protection of glass will be required

earlier than would be necessary under more favourable

conditions. Continue to keep the conservatory gay by

a selection from the reserve houses of the showiest

plants in bloom ; carefully tie out the different varieties

of Lilium lancifolium before they come into flower;

two other good autumn-flowering plants should like-

wise nave similar attention, viz., Crowea saligna and

Plumbago capensis ; these are invaluable for purposes of

autumn decoration, as are also the different kinds of

Kalosanthes. Attend to the proper regulation of

climbers, and give weak liquid manure to plants in

bloom, to maintain them in vigorous health, and
assist the late flower-buds to open. After greenhouse

plants have been placed under protection, whether of

a permanent or meiely temporary character, an un-

limited supply of air must be given them day and
night. Pot on Chrysanthemums, and stake them
securely as they advance. The stock of autumn and
winter flowering plants should not be stopped after

this, but have every encouragement to assist in ripen-

ing their wood early, that no difficulty may arise

in getting them into bloom at the time wanted.
Daphnes, Oranges (of different kinds), Myrtles, and
Gardenias intended for forcing should be removed to a

cool airy house to rest.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Finish potting, both of the fruiting and

succession plants, as soon as circumstances permit, that

time may be allowed them to complete their growth
before the dull days of autumn. In re-plunging them
allow plenty ofroom between the plants for their growth
during the next three months, and keep them as near
the glass as the form of the pit or house will permit.
Keep up a steady bottom heat at 80°, to facilitate a
quicker growth of the root after potting; it may
gradually decline a few degrees as the plants advance.
Syringing should be discontinued (unless in dry airy
houses) as the days shorten, except in the case of plants
swelling their fruit, which will require a moist atmo-
sphere. Air should be freely given on all favourable
occasions ; but the plants will enjoy being closed up
early in the afternoon at a temperature of 85° or 90°
for three or four hours, giving as much air afterwards
as will produce a gentle circulation during the night.
Water fruiting plants with liquid manure when dry ;

where the fruit is cut from those kinds which do not
produce suckers freely, the stools should be shaken out
of their pots and repotted in deep and less-sized pots,
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stand later. If a little Parsley haTbeen somwT^
summer let it be thinned out so as to afford i^
remains strength to stand the winter. w

**t

STATE
For the Week

July.

OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR in**
ek ending July 18, 1861, as oWrved at the

Horticultural G°

X

Tkmfkratuh*.
^^

sr

Friday 12,

Satur. 18/

Sunday Ml
Mon, 15,

Tues. 16,

Wed. 17(

Thura. 18'

Average.

.

July

4

5
G

y>

8
9
10

Baromktkk. I

Max.

29.601
29.521

29.605

29.621

29.714
29.881

29.750

Min.

•29.555

29.435
29.514
29.553
29.611

29.787
29.650

-OTtheAm OTtEi^T,

29.679 ' 29.5SR

NO.

serpent attacking a boat's crew in one of the creeks of I
P*ungin& them in a brisk bottom heat ; this will

the Ganges. It is a graphic scene, said to have been
commemorative of a fact. The crew had moored their
boat by the edge of the jungle, and, leaving one of the
party in charge, had gone into the forest. He lay down
under the thwarts, and was soon asleep. During his

unconsciousness an enormous python emerged from the
jungle, coiled itself round the sleeper, and was in the
act of crushing him to death, when his comrades
returned. They succeeded in killing the monster,
" which was found to measure 62 feet and some inches
in length." This seems precise enough ; but we should
like to know whether the measurement was made by
the Lascars themselves, or by any trustworthy Euro-
pean. A correspondent of the Edinburgh Literary
Gazette has told, with every appearance of life-truth,
a thrilling story of an encounter which he had
with an enormous boa on the banks of a river
in Guiana. Awaked, as he lay in his boat, by the
cold touch of something at his feet, he found
that the serpent's mouth was in contact with
them, preparing, as he presumed, to swallow him feet
foremost. In an instant he drew himself up, and,
grasping his gun, discharged it full at the reptile's
head, which reared into the air with a horrid hiss and
terrible contortions, and then, with one stroke of his

On
. ned to

seek the wounded serpent, and several armed negroes
were added to the party. They soon found the spot
where the Crushed and bloody Heeds told of the recent
adventure, and proceeded cautiously to reconnoitre.
Advancing thus about 30 yards, alarm was given that
the monster was visible. " We saw through the Reeds
part of its body coiled up, and part stretched out ; but,
from their density, the head was invisible. Disturbed,
and apparently irritated, by our approach, it appeared]
from its movements, about to attack us. Just as we
caught a glimpse at its head we fired, both of us almost
at the same moment It fell, hissing and rolling in a
variety of contortions/' Here one of the negroes,
taking a circuit, succeeded in hitting the creature a
violent blow with a club, which stunned it, and a few
more strokes decided the victory. " On measuring it,we found it to be nearly 40 feet in length, and of
proportional thickness." I do not know how far this

5S&^ ** reUed OT ; bnt if ifc » g™« in good

«& ^kSTrf r* %* ^^ dependable ex-
«»P«! i know of in modern times. Still, "nearly

wmm.**mnm WUW1UWUO, ttUU LUCU, W1CH One SU'OKe
paddles, he shot up the stream beyond reach,
arriving at his friend's house, it was determin

generally induce them to produce a supply.
Vinebt.—Ripe Grapes should be occasionally looked

over, to remove decaying berries. Wasps, though not
plentiful this year, are sometimes troublesome, and, to
prevent their entrance, tack hexagonal or other netting
on slight frames, and place them over the sliding
sashes and ventilators; all late growths should be
stopped back, but preserve the principal leaves un-
touched, until they die naturally.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Cuttings of choice herbaceous plants, Carnations,

Picotees, &c, put in early, should be pricked out or
potted immediately they are struck, to get established.
Early struck Pansies may be planted out for autumn
blooming. Young seedling Wallflowers, Brompton
Stocks, Sweet Williams, and other biennials, should
either be planted out into reserve beds, or where they
are to flower. The propagation of bedding plants must
soon be commenced ; therefore make notes of desirable
new things. The present will prove a favourable time
to propagate by cuttings most kinds of Roses. Choose
the ends of the shoots for the purpose with the bottom
part partly ripened. Noisettes, Bourbons, Chinas, and
Hybrid Perpetuals will strike freely in sandy soil if
selected as just directed. If evergreens are to be
removed do not let it be forgotten that during the
whole of August and September is the best season for
transplanting them.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Early Potatoes in some instances are reported to be

becoming diseased ; those on soils most unfavourable to
their keeping sound should therefore be taken up and
used first. Store them in small quantities in sheds, lofts,
&c., to dry, before attempting to pit them ; for probably
some may turn diseased even after they are up. If not
already sown, lose no time in getting in Lettuce, &c. A
crop of dwarf French Beans should be sown under a south
wall, for a late supply ; and an empty Melon pit maybe
planted later, keeping the sashes off. Prune offsuperfluous
shoots from Tomatoes against walls, that they may not
shade the ripening fruit. The leading shoots may be
pinched out when sufficient fruit is set, which will assist
to ripen the crop. Chilies, in pots or frames, should be
kept free from green-fly; a little manure water will
help those in pots.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
A few Cabbages may still be planted 9 inches apart,

every alternate one to be drawn for greens, the rest to

12-Partially overcast ; very fine ; rain at night.

13—Fine; very fine; rain.

14-Very fine ; rather boisterous ; densely ovanjt

15-Rain; very fine throughout.

16—Very fine; low dusky wbite clouds; nM;^.^,
17—Clear ; very fine ; windy. .

*"•

18— Overcast; cloudy; fineatniRht.

Mean temperature of the week * eg. above the wen^.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK

During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending July
37, m.

*

July.

tt«
a

91Sunday
Mon. 2-2

Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Friday
Satur.

• •

23..
24..

26..

27^

73.2

73.4

74.2

72.6

73.9

73.1

74.6

1 «o

51.0

52.0
53.0

52.1

49.8

51.4

52.2

4>

a.

a
SoH

62.1

62.7

63.6

62.3

61.8

623
63.4

No. of
Tears in

which it

Rained.

15

19

17
12
9
16
16

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.54 m.
U7
0.70

1.16

036
1.22

0.98

The highest temperature during the ahove period occurred on the 5U,

1844—therm. 92 deg. ; and the lowest on the 25th, 1860—therm. 34 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Ailanthus: C. The plant mentioned as growing on the sands

near Odessa is Ailanthus glandulosus. It is there employe!

with success to bind together the sand banks of the cort,

and therefore must grow well in places much exposed to

blasts from the sea and in its immediate vicinity. The

Ailanthus does not require much heat to ripen its wood.

Emigrants: H Wilton. The climate of Vancouver is like that of

Cornwall ; of Queensland like Lisbon. It is impossible to

say how far Cotton growing may be profitable in the latter.

It will undoubtedly thrive there ; but whether it will payor

not depends on the supply of labour. We should prtjr

Vancouver. There is no trouble with the Indians, and tte

colony is prosperous for agricultural people, especially if to*

know how to raise vegetables, will work themselves, andan

rough it.

Exhibitions: V P. The regulation is so worded that Peifi-

goniums are clearly admissible : unless there is ww

qualifying clause in another part of the Schedule.

Greenhouses : RSD. Use Hartley's rough horticultural
1

pWj

jj

the length ot the panes not material, only recollect twt

«J
larger they are the more it costs to repair breakage

JJJ
3 inch hot-water pipes all round, with as large»WJW"'
can afford. We know nothing of the boiler£*"*J
but any sort will do for so small a job. arjtbeca^

and simplest cast-iron one within your reach.

Insects : / R. Your Pear and Cherry leaves are j^ifJL
the slimy larv» of the black saw-fly, Selandna

,

jwjjj

Dust the leavea with lime, or syringe them witniuw

carefully. W. ^
Names of Fruits : John Roberts. The Nectarine is the

«JJJ
Hative ; the Peach is very probably the Gross*1

MJJJJJ
but Peaches and Nectarines sent for names snouio w ,

paniod by a leaf from the tree which produced tnei ^
the size of the flowers, whether large or

J
m^»i

a

e0jD|»
be stated, if known. The Grape appears to w<v* ..

Hall.—FD. Y'our Seedling Apple from *he
, *f'° f the fl^

is very like that sort in size, form, and haranessoi

but the latter is sweeter than that of its Par^;;. ifln «out tne latter is sweeter tuau iin« "» — f .lHyatlOB

colour is not so dark. It appears worthy 01 cum*
rt

roperty.H

to be Anchn*
*»*account of its long sound keeping property.

»; 4. Fraxinus heterophyUa^—* ^ j*
: Digraphis anmdinacea ;

Agrosus aij f f

Names of Plants: A. H. 1. Appears to "^j^*^
virens, but the specimens are insufficient , 4 «*. r^
gzre.—H O. 1, Orobus niger; 2,

factuc^muraiw,^
flora racemosa; 4, Fra *

^~" a "~

No numbers : Digraphi.s ».— , -«fPnsis -*» *
~a

cum repens ; and apparently Festuca P»«» • tf

1, Chenopodium ficifolium, apparently out ^n
example ; 2, Lysiraachia Nummularis., 0, ^ ^
sylvestre. Specimens smeared down wunj

a

'

ttaCked»

were, are hardly examinable.—C L. lde "^i. •eefc-*''

a Fungus of which you will hear m°w ne»
„ ft***

1, Alopecurus agrestis; 2, Agrostis ufey^/i, Sp&J
Tr*„r.:r.,.m —V p K.-hi'/iw* dichotoma.— & ""v. nr0b»«jmunnum.— V P. Schiaea dichotoma.

salicifolia ; 2,

pro'

I SfuSbS, r s7 i-other apgyss;
ariaefolia, but a miserable morsel ; 4, ^3", _/^r«w»»

W t. Scleranthus annuus, n-t p^%B
Pf£owel of «g

1, A morsel of Jungermannia Blasia. J,f rnithoP
p

Euphorbia; 3, Narthecium ossifragum,

perpusillus.
vour haulm

*J

Potatoes: Peter Bunn. The bodica growing on^^tbg
merely Potatoes formed in daylight, anoi ^ke^
Earth the haulm up, and they will oetu

Potatoes.
rfoQ figure

j
Preserving Flowers Fresh: ^J^Xlers' CW&4

flowers under a bell-glass 111 the Oar««, to
gtj"

July 6, is intended to represent flower «Un^/in *bi<*

£

water, as well as there beingwa^mW merely.

vase stands. If the ends of the.flower'<«*£&& fresh**

dry vase the flowers will even then P/^ard-board &
out not ior ao long » uw. - ---_- ,^ 4,

The bell-glass is of glass and nothing eis*
^ ^ v

&r
Proliferous Plantaoo major: / **cx>

butyoUr sp°*^

common to find this making ft panicie,

is the finest we have seen.
fc
doe3 itdW

Strawberry : Sub. Very good ; but in wn»

Bri tish Queen ?
. nm from near Il^Jjf

Variegated Elms : O B sends specimens it #to*V *

of the silver-striped Hertfordshire M™> havingJJ^a
have become variegated this year, nev

btfdJjV*
before. This variety is unaouDt^iy*" accur^^fliij

usual this year; but we almost doubt ti^^JJji
statement that the trees in question n» ^ a rej.jp*

a variegated state. If it really
J
" £adeatnf

^

occurrence, for according to our Oorrwpo"^edc*r>
two quite 50 feet high, are now in «t*2>

Vinery : A Constant Render will not be able^ $ p̂ £*£
of constructing his Vinery unless he ^vertifr* ^jffl

builder ; or applies to one of the many £ ^j, ^
for so small a job it would be best * ^^
carnenter and eiazier. It ought no*

W :

carpenter
per foot run.
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L"
A W K 8 ' S MANURES.
The Manure* manufactured by J. B. Lawks for the

kwent aeMon of 1861, are now ready for delivery at his

Factories, at the following prices :—

IXWESTB PATENT TURNIP MANURE, axd BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6

LAWSB'S BCPERPH08PHATE OP LIME FROM
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5

LAWES* BARLEY, GRASS, axd MANGEL MANURES 8

Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through

5

i

hfc appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

/. Soda, 8ulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

a Ureas Johx Be!*wet Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNARD, LACK, a>*d CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME; guaranteed to contain

Pbospboric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—'• These re mil Is must

Vcrery gratifying to you, and are the best proof of tb y
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated »uperphosph^te.', ^^^"^^^W

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late ami present
to the Royal AgriculturalChe with Testimonial*.

§ Prices, Ac., may be hau on application to Bi knaiuj, Lac
A Co., 8utton Road, Plymouth.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established 1840.)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONBS, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
MANGOLD MANURE

They would call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
guarani

soluble and insoluble' phosphate to "bo" obtained entirely

DON
ywoui
ES, in which they tee every portion both of the

from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & 8ons), NITRATE or
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, snd every Manure of value.

31 6. Fenchurch Street, K.C. Bdw. Purser, Secretary.

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Bebo ess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 422. 10«.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

•>f their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :

—

r. Jon* Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carne, Bimland
Cattle, Glamorrjon.

" I beg to certify that I have for tive years worked Messrs.
Burgess & Key's Reaper in my master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tt its on the estate.
During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
less than 1,000 teres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first had with the Machine. Dr. N. Carno having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his
tenant, Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst.and is in excellent order."

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 251.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize
given by the Royal Agricultural 8ociety. Price SOL
COMBINED REAPER akd MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.

Price 357.

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for
Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
Tbese Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

Stition

JOHN FO\VLKR,Jtj>\, 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
9 9 Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

Clie Agricultural ©alette*
SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1861.

sneaking welcome, and comparatively lew Hags have that latterly these trials have rather gained than

ilivened the streets of the dingy conglomera- lost in puhlic estimation. It is however certain

The English Agricultural Society may be con-
gratulated on a most successful anniversary at
Leeds. Never have its yards been better rilled

with illustrations of the live stock of the farm

—

rarely have they more perfectly illustrated the
machines of agriculture—and of certain classes of
machines never has the trial been so careful or so
clearly indicative of high merit. Steam ploughing
is at leDgth admitted by every one to be prac-
tically accomplished. The reaper and the mower
by horse -power are now everywhere being intro-
duced, and the skill and ingenuity of machinists
are everywhere doing more cheaply and more
perfectly, and more rapidly, that which has
hitherto been done tediously and painfully bv
horse or hand. The proof of all this given at the
Leeds Meeting has interested both townsmen and
agriculturists, and immense crowds of spectators
have been daily present, both at the trials of
machines, and latterly in the yards where thev are
exhibited. J

The weather on the whole has been favourable
to the meeting. With the exception of rain last
Monday, a showery Thursday, and a wet day now
and then during the trial week, it has been for

l tJ?
108

* P*1* what sPectators anc* exhibitors have
liked^oooi

t dry, and breezy.
Leeds is too large a place to be excited into such

enthusiasm as Gloucester, Exeter, or even Canter-

that so advantageous a market as the Show-yard
of the Society affords must ultimately secure

attendance of salesmen and exhibitors, let the

drawbacks be what they may ; and Leeds has, we
believe, contrasted favourably with recent meetings

of the Society as to the quantity of business done

by manufacturers and exhibitors of live stock.

Besides the attractions presented by the

National Society, the Yorkshire Agricultural Asso-

ciations have offered prizes which have drawn

together a very attractive exhibition. There has

nol; indeed been much competition for these prizes

in the show-yard, but in the Music Hall in Albion

Street a very interesting collection of plans of

cottages and farm-buildings has been exhibited,

in competition for exceedingly liberal prizes.

The awards for cottages will probably be

generally acquiesced in; but we very much
mistake if those for farm-buildings, and

especially that of the leading prize, be not

generally condemned. "We refer to the subject

here, although it is more fully alluded to

in another page, in the hope that a full discussion

of this subject in our columns may tend to the

determination of what ought to be the guiding

principles in the designing of buildings for the

farm.

tion of workshops which it is. Nevertheless the

thousands of a town population have kindly

welcomed thousands of country folks, and hive

been taught the magnitude and importance of

agricultural affairs so as they had never previously

kuown them. And the Society will benefit by a

larger revenue than has hitherto been received at

the* show-yard doors, notwithstanding the privi-

lege of free admission to its members, now for the

first time granted. The following has been the

attendance on the four first days of the week.

On Monday, 2027 visitors paid £505 19

On Tuesday, 1,0,250 „ „ 1281 5

On Wednesday, 18,823 „ ,, 2352 17 6

On Thursday, 74,000 „ „ 3700

So far, therefore, as known when we go to press,

the Leeds Meeting compares favourably with those

of Warwick and of Chester, which stand highest

on the list of the Society's annual experience.

The show-yard of the Agricultural Society is

certainly an admirable ware room. It is difficult

to imagine any market-place to which an agri-

cultural machinist would be better pleased to bring

his goods. Nowhere is there such a thoroughfare

of customers—much mixed up no doubt with mere

idle sightseers and "excursionists"—yet amongst

the multitude which slowly pass by each stand are

men from every English county and probably

every European country who use or need such

tools as are there exhibited. And they are all

now wide awake to the need of economising

labour, and to the importance of cheapening

production by the aid of machinery. One
would think that the makers of such machinery

would gladly submit to almost any draw-

back and meet any difficulty rather than lose

the opportunities which such a gathering affords.

And yet some of our leading manufacturers have de-

clined being present. Messrs. Ransome, of Ipswich

;

Messrs. Garrett, of Saxmundham ; Mr. Samuel-
son, of Banbury, all first-class manufacturers, do

not exhibit their machines, notwithstanding such

an opportunity of selling them. Of course no one can

be expected to attend unless it be worth his while

;

and considering the expenditure—many hundred
pounds a year—which is thus incurred, these firms

do not think it worth their while, notwithstanding

the four following sources of remuneration which
these meetings, according to the lately published
letter of Messrs. Ransomes & Sues on the subject,

open to them. They say :

—

The remuneration which a manufacturer receives

from exhibiting at the annual shows arises in the follow-

ing manner :

—

1. By direct sales in the show-yards.

2. By subsequent sales in the district of which the

show is the centre, and arising from the inhabitants

of the district becoming acquainted with his

machines, of which they were previously unin-

formed.

3. By sales of implements in Great Britain and
foreign countries, in consequence of their having

received the Society's prizes.

4. By the value which the public place on the prizes

awarded by the Society, as an evidence of cha-

racter on the part of the manufacturer, or guaran-

tee of the excellence of Ins productions.

On the first three heads the trade books of any one
who has been an exhibitor for a number of years afford

him full evidence, and we are of opinion that the

advantages obtained under them do not outweigh the
disadvantages attending the present imperfect manner
of conducting the trials to which all exhibitors at the
Annual Meetings of the R. A. S. E. are nevertheless

compelled to submit, under penalty of exclusion from
the show-yard.

It is to the fourth head that we have hitherto been
accustomed to look for a return of our expenses and
exertions, and it is our present belief, founded on consi-

deration of the Society's Reports in its own Journal —on
articles in the English press—in foreign agricultural
journals—and acquaintance with the views of a large

circle of practical agriculturists, that the awards of the

Society are no longer looked upon as a solid guarantee

of excellence to the extent which they formerly were;

and that the agricultural public consider the inte-

rest which an established manufacturer has in the

maintenance of his reputation, effectually forbids his

sending out any articles which will not properly per-

form their work, and offers a far better guarantee to , - - * . , - , .
rtrt
_ norf

the purchaser, that he will obtain money's worth, than chinists of the day may set to work m concert

any honorary distinction founded on the present system or in rivalry as they please: there is ample

room for all ; and more than all will accomplish

for many years to come. Of course a great propor-

tion of the arable land of the country is mixed up

Unquestionably the leading feature of the

Leeds Show has been the thorough examination

given to the subject of steam ploughing by the

three most competent judges appointed by the

Society. For a fortnight have they been submit-

ting the existing machinery to every test by which

merit was to be determined, and the details of

their award will be found in another page. It

has been given almost wholly in favour of Fow-
ler's apparatus as now constructed, and we can-

not doubt the soundness of their decision. The

advantage of steam as the cultivating power lies

in its especial adaptation to the tillage of stiff

clay soils, and the superiority of Fowler's system

was more than ever apparent in the clay land trials

to which it was subjected.

It is in the distinction thus given to a new im-
plement that the responsibility of the Society's

judges chiefly lies. The award of merit in a com-
petition of old implements, such as sowing machines
for instance, which while old are also oostl v, will pro-

bably not affect their sale at all. Messrs. Hornsby's
implements, Messrs. Garrett's implements,

Mr. Smttit's implements, have each their respec-

tive countries, and they do not, cannot indeed,

encroach on one another. A man who has used a

drilling machine for 20 or 30 yeara properly

believes that he wants no guidance from an agri-

cultural society in the purchase of a new one

;

and accordingly makers of sowing machines do not

attach much importance to the prizes by which
the Society chooses to distinguish one or more
among its rivals. It is when such distinctions

affect new apparatus that they are most influential.

There is an enormous hitherto untouched field

before the makers of steam plough apparatus for

instance, and the persistent award of judges, after

patient examination into the rival methods, in

favour of Fowler's apparatus cannot but be of

the utmost importance.

Recent agricultural statistics declare the "Wheat
lands of this i-land to excaed 4,000,000 acres, the

Barley land to approach 3,000,000 acres, the Oat
crop to exceed 2,000,000 acres, the Potato crop to

exceed 700,000 acres, the Turnip crop each year to

approach 3,000,000 acres, and other crops to exceed
700,000 acres, while 900,000 or more are in bare
fallow. At least two-thirds of all this—nearly

15,000,000 acres—can be cheaper ploughed and
worked by steam than it can by horses. Here are

10,000,000 acres to be cultivated in the year,

15,000,000 to 20,000,000 acres of ploughing to be
done—2,000,000 days' work for a 12-horse-power

engine. But there are not more than 120 days in

the year on which it is generally convenient to set

the engine ploughing—and we therefore want
i,000 steam-engines to do the work. Mr. Fowler,

Messrs. Howard, Clayton & SaurrLEwoRTEr,

and Tuxford, and all the agricultural ma-

of trials.

We state the case as it is put by Messrs. Ran-
somes, and our readers will find their statement

given fully in our advertising columns. It is of

course the interest and desire of the Agricultural

Society that the trials to which they subject the

> implements submitted for their examination be as
•Jury displayed on similar occasions—and no arches careful and complete as possible ; and we believe

with pasture land in small portions which must be

worked by horse-power—unless by steam for hire

;

and there are vast tracts of plough land in

the hands of those who have not capital for

the operation of steam ploughing, but that a
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large and increasing remainder will be ultimately
cultivated by the steam plough and steam cultivator

we
^
cannot doubt. If three-tenths of the

agricultural horse-power of England may be
displaced by steam (and this will leave a remainder
amply sufficient for the cultivation of small farms
and for the work of carriage and other lighter

operations on large farms), then 240,000 horses have
to be displaced, and their work will be easily accom-
plished by less than three-quarters that quantity
of horse-power in steam, thus bringing out the
quantity of engines needed as 15,000 of 12-horse-
power, at which it was estimated before.

phate of lime, mutual decomposition of the last two

salts took place in a few hours. The sulphate of am-

monia renders the phosphate of lime somewhat soluble,

and thus promotes its decomposition by the oxalate of

ammonia.
The action of guano is therefore two-fold ; depend-

ing, in the first place, on its soluble nitrogen compounds

;

and in the second, on its soluble phosphates. In this

last respect its effect is similar to that of a superphos-

phate,

"The foregoing decomposition in guano depends

evidently to a greater or less extent on the weather.

Continued moderate moist weather promotes the con-

version of the insoluble phosphoric acid into a soluble

It is not however only for this country that our form
>
whilsfc heavy falls of ram retard xi

>
b? washing

steam-plough makers will be at work. Every I

out tbe °*»late of ammonia. Hence from this depen-

monthly mail brings our machine-makers some
hundreds of orders from Australia—the export

• trade in agricultural machinery to Germany and
France is a greatly increasing trade—our leading
manufacturers have agents in Paris, Vienna, and
other leading continental cities— JRussian pro- I

prietors losing the labour of their serfs are seeking

dence on time and moisture, we arc not always certain

of this transformation taking place in this manure in

the soil.

" I have discovered a very simple method of render-

ing the action of guano constant in connection with the
conversion of the phosphoric acid into a soluble form.
It consists in moistening it a day or two before its

application with a little water, to which a small quan-
*• 4 £• •!/»•* • 1 1 T Til A » •

i

animals between 1 and 2 vea™ «,* -~^
taken-the first by Mr. Taylor of wt n^to

Irion." nv RfK Tfc-i?J _\°I VV^alJev li?ithwwa "Orion/' by 6th Duke of YlTe
*»^

Jonas Webb's "Englishman" ™h« '^3*3
Trevelyan, Bart., of NorthuWrlald^ *
best herds in Yorkshire are vJii

d
' **

class.—Sir C. Tempest of BrouehtnnS
6?^

Stackhouse, Settle, Mr. Ambler nf S *
Fawkes, of Otley, also exhibits 4 »„

fla%
them "Doctor Faustus," who handl -^
touch as if of Duchess blood. Th

* ^ *^
show condition as Mr. Fawkes con? T ^

*fc

condition according to the mischief t?**

independence of them—the great international ga- tity of oil of vitriol has been added, so as to render it
iU»«.«^» £— 4m* i,L -I * - * __ i_ TTT1 T 1 i a* i_" . «_1 • .3 TT 1 n • * t •

thering is to take place next year. "Who can doubt
that the work of providing steam cultivating
apparatus for all who in this country and else-
where are about to cultivate their land by steam
will be almost an impossibility during the next
few years ?

^

There is no one who has had a harder or more
uphill fight than Mr. Fowled for the attainment
of the success which is now about to reward him.
He has throughout contended for a system adapted
to better than the average circumstances of English
farming—to large fields, systematic agriculture,
and the great scale generally ; and thus he has had
not only to convince the farmer of the merit of
his apparatus, but of the economy and profit of a
higher style of agriculture altogether than is

generally prevalent. His methods are at length
proved applicable also to more limited operations
and confined positions ; but it is still in the open
country and on the great scale that his plans are
most effective. Confident in their ultimate success,
he has seized on every possible improvement of
which they were capable ; and at enormous cost of

distinctly acid. Under these circumstances decomposi-
tion takes place rapidly, and is completed in a few
hours. The whole of the phosphoric acid, corresponding
to the quantity of oxalic acid present, is separated from
the lime, and rendered soluble by union with ammonia

;

and the oxalic acid disappears entirely as an insoluble
oxalate of lime.

"I am very anxious that agriculturists may be in-

duced to make comparative experiments with guano
alone, and after being moistened with dilute sulphuric
acid. * I am, my dear Blytb,

" Yours very truly,

" Justus von Liebig."
"Dr. Blyth, Queen'? College, Cork."

Thirty-seven bull calves are shown -rS
the 1st prize is given to Mr. HoaJ° ?Z 3 *
Bedford, and the second to Mr, ZI ¥
There are several entries in thk'andnH

°^^
Colonel Towneley 's herd, but the a7ma J

^ 1

coming, and the show no doubt logw wf^M A

these illustrations of the Towa^^^. •**»_

past years done it so much credit in *v >
^'

the Society.
fflll*S«4

It is however in the female classes, we tlunV a
Short-horns are 'this year most effecti^T'^^m — *- m

i
mm f

Bates* blood carries everything
before it u

does in some of its tribes in first-class animalsm
bulls ; for both Lord Feversham,

s 1st prize oM I
Mr. Taylor's 1st young 'bull are of one of Mr k
families. It is however the Duchess tribe as eihft
Captain Gunter of Wetherby, which has here e&
reasserted that distinctive superiority whieh£i
been claimed for it. There is a magnificent da;
cows over 3 years old, including Captain 6*
" Duchess 77," Mr. Ambler's "Wood Base," Mr.a
" Queen Mab," Lady Pigot's " Empress of Hiob
and " 2nd Duchess of Gloucester "—all wellborn

Duchess 77 was first shown as a cab? in 1838

:

Wetherby show and not noticed by the Judees,

i

yearling at Warwick, where she took tbe 3d pra-

Guiidry's " Faith" being 1st, and a Douglas k&
GEEAT MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGKI- She was 2nd at the Durham show, Lady F-gofsk~ Rose being first. She was first at the lac

4 1st it S*

CULTURAL SOCIETY AT LEEDS.
In order to compress within a limited space as full a

report as possible of those points of immediate interest
which have attracted notice during the past week, we
are forced to postpone until our next Number a detailed
account of the implement yard with its multifarious
contents. It must suffice to say that on entering the

, WJfc
yard of nearly 30 acres by the Aire, there is on the one

money, labonr, resolution, patience, thought, lie
band a magnificent display of machinery in motion, and

has at length achieved pre-eminence. on tlie other several sheds, of which the loading features
,

are the stands of Messrs. Lawson and Gibbs with their

It is announced that Professor Wat Tins
adinlrable collections of plants and seeds ; while before

at WeJbeck Street
affording the same guarantee for°the ~a7curacy"of
analysis as heretofore, will secure the earliest
report upon samples entrusted to Messrs. "Way &
Evajts for examination.

associated himself in partnership with Mr T M ^l" a succession of P?1*11*1 bedding from end to end
Eyaxs, who has been many years in his laboratory' iLlr" V"' *** r "" °f the

.
"* the fara,y«^

,f, W^TWfr Rf««f This RTi^Pm^t ^ll {
eedn

f-
h0llse and granary, as well as a multitude- for^ms arrangement, whilst domestic use, ranged in several hundred stands by as

many exhibitors. Nearly 6000 articles are thus
exhibited, of which the catalogue is a more bulky
volume than ever.

Beyond the implement sheds lies the cattle yard, and
to this we shall first *,ake our readers. Thereafter we
gire a short account of the two competing steam
cultivating apparatus. To this will bo added a further

f

report of implement trials: and lastly there will be an
account of the cottage and fann-taildiiig Diana compet
ing, m a most interesting exhibition, for the Yorkshire
Society's prizes. The whole gathering has been broughthu-U '' " "

' 3250/ -

same year. In 1860 she was placed

M essrs. Jolly, of Warlaby, and Johngon, of

being judges. She wae second at Caatakrr

Ambler's Wood Rose being placed abofe te V

judges—Messrs. Parkinson, of Leyfield, and Atkai

of Hexham. She was placed first and tookltef

Bishop Auckland, Messrs. Hubbard d Pfflr

Rain of Guildford, being judges. Shew

clas* at Pontefract, Mr. Booth's Queen ot

'

being second, and " Wood Rose," iff Cutetif*

queror, not being noticed by the/adg^s. Sfc|*

at Ulverstone, Messrs. Douglas, of ^**
Thompson, of Anlaby, being judges, m
rer/'iv^il the r<nn aa t.liA hpafc female ill "^
the cup aa the best animal in the yard. SM™

"h time

victorious at the North Lancashire show Jfc

uie cup n» tne oesx ammai in ww r' .

rat at Alnwick, and for the seventh tune.

BARON LIEBIG ON THE ACTION OF
PERUVIAN GUANO.

[For the following interesting extract of a letter from BaronI^ebig we are indebted to Dr. Blyth, Que^'s^olle^

(irr. .
"Munich, June 14, 1861.

TT. 1
4.?

ere 1S a very Prevalent opinion amonff airri-
culturis s that guano produces a greater effect than an
artificial mixture containing the same quantity of bone
phosphate (3 Ca O, P0

5) and of nitrogen in the form
of salts of ammonia. I have myself observed in ex-
perimenting on a piece of meadow land, that those
portions on which guano was strewed became very soon
conspicuous by darker green Grass, whilst an artificial
mixture, as above stated, appeared to exert scarcelyany aetion. J

taIS"
8 bithert° """Plained rapidity of action is dueto tbe presence of oxalic acid in 1'emvian guano.

obtXaJ/T " ^"f1^ wit" water, a solution is

a^ andWr* "*""'8^ 2 *** eent of Ph^P"oricS™ 6 t0 8 Per cent, of oxalate of ammonii. If

imss be left standing for some davs (just the state in

with water from time to time a portion of the mois-teued mass, that the amount of phosphoric acid hi
^Sffl '£

.

tb8t of «¥* -id diminished! Th^

Mr. Clark, of Long Sutton, and Mr.^
Swin n, being judges. So exti^n^rj

i
succesa is almost unparalleled.

_

Butsli*
^^^

She

nding first iu her class this year ag»a»
J

She is now 3i years old, has had a
»piW

£
6 or 7 months gone in calf again.

*>f

a^Navad
gOM hair, enormous width ot loin au -^
arched ribs, L^ood prominent bosofflj « ^
neck and shoulders. She is getting*/^'

^

the rump, which makOB her look rawer

-
- remarkably

_

good lcyWiigJ^is a

prizes, viz 2500/. by the Society, and the remainder thoby the local committee. Thus 520/. has been offered for cfflimplements, 750/. for horses, 750/. for cattle, and about fM Z ,-fi Qn<i vi^our-pr^-
the same for.sheep and pigs-wl,i,e woo,, cheese, flax,

| S5STSK2 SKSSf^J
-hort-hom Wood Rose, again by nerj=

> ^
placed bemre her at Canterbury, anu

.„ . V1 ""tcy au« pigs—wiine wool, Cll
and cottage plans, &c, take up the remainder.

^^ -~» iuiujj uajs, me quantity of solublephospnoric acid daily increasing in proportion toX

£*T ThP '2l
° *

CT!8P°ndiD^ am<mnt of Phosphoric^'
a,f -1

dea ^mediately occurs that from the Ion-

tf amin! /^ the Ph08Phate of l™ ^d
g

Z^ZhJ^T 1̂ each oth€r int0 oxalafceana phosphate of ammonia.

phosohatiV l

?eDt
-

al 80lut
j
0n 0t" r)^teof ammonia,

Wot/ \T 1S 2 ?«»mpo»ed, or at least onW
oS^&; T' ?"st

> theref°re, be in guano someotner substance which is the rn~»™ «e S~- :~ ±i~-

decompost

The Cattle Ya-rvs, which were opened early in the
afternoon of Monday, were never at anv previous
meeting of the English Agricultural g y filled with
more perfect illustrations of the best breeds of the
In stock of the farm. In particular the Short-horn
classes are a wonderfully fine bhow.

SHORTHORNS.
No fewer than 38 nimals comp <1 for the prizes

offered for bulls under 6 and more than 2 yours
old, and hey included the prize-takers of i 1Vprevious shows among others, « Malachite," shownby Mr. Peel of Clitheroe, and « Lord John Russell,"who has taken five 1st prizes at provincial ghows,and 1S a long and straight 3-year-old roan bullshown by Lord Kinnaird, of Perthshire. Both of
these are commended by the judges, as is a Ifchtroan bull "Prince Frederick," also a prize-taker
elsewhere shown by Sir C. R. Tempest, Bart. The
1st pn/e bull is "Skyrocket," by 5th Duke of Oxford,
shown by Lord Feversham. He is a 4 year and 8oxa ate months oM roan bull of very massive propitious, with

>* lime d p hind quarters and great width. Mr. Langston,
V.l of Sarsden, takes the aecond prize with " Royal
Turk, a rich roan 3 years and 2 months old, possessed
of good quality and great width ov the loin and rib.
Mr. D.rkenson, of W.gan, takes the 3d prize with a
red and white 2*-year-old bull, " |)nke of Holland/'

peatedly competed with her birtin w- $
The second cow in this class is W

gk:

has long stood in the very first cW»

extraorclinarily good in her fore-quartei

everywhere e. We understand, ho**
?j

test against tbe award has been^maoe

tballhe is not in calf. U****JZ**le is not in can. »«v - _ aCo»'

nze with tbe 2,1 Duchess of Ota**£ y,

Mr. Jonas Webb, and d«o««W ^^
^*ale, which stood second in the

last

T

Ctunter again shows the twin

IC| WIJ1VI1 OVUUU ^VlvyMv. -^
m

' year-
rt iA, *? year?

79 (white), whoae_career is *™°^fat pK
They are, inof Duchess 77. *«? -7 -

mchess b7 rj
four remarkable calves whujD^

}^
at Lord
years.

Ze for 350 gninew) P^M

pisr^*-5=f« ?•irj^WiVteas- ^ St
5s

generations 13 or x-*, m"3 *1*— „»iiti^s, o1 ^J
addition to the other good quali

t^^
tribe. Her two twin daughters ^ ^^
yearling at Ulverstone, Mg ^ ia W
Canterburv (78, the roan, r>e!?%-#fta^
They competed in the

2-ye^WcuU
ttt

fi: ^
at Bishcp Auckland, when 7/ wa

pamfti^l

,
« Clarionet. $

* little sulphate of am^"? * 110,
.

In fact
'
0n addln& Stanhope, M.P

oxalate of^olT^^^Sit^" °f^
. . M

. - .beaten by Mr. Douglas'

'as is Mr. Banks) (roan) was then put J ^^ JSjecfl?* JLi
roan 79

The yoimger cla^s of bulls are represented by 40
At Alnwick, and again at the j.

beillg3
^

ing, 79 was highly commendea,
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'*tek>3
orth 1-WM^hire 79 ww second, 78 being shown.

l^Jfczhem . the white, has thus bad precedence of her

eU^brter in four cases, and rice vend in three. In the

5f g^hesent caae the roan is placed first and the white is

4r*f &y h.jluv commended, the second prize being awdUd
^oMr. Booth's 'Soldier's Bride." Mr. Robinson, of

itton Pastures, takea the third prize with u Claret,"

and two very well matched roan heilers by Buckingham,

exhibit* y Mr. .Stratton of Broad Hinton, are com-

mended.
* Aiv dan

.**

of yearling heifers includes 34 very beau-

:ul apt aena of the breed, and here again Captain

er takea first prize with Duchess 83, a dark roan

beifer with aplendid loin and quality, and great and

equal width along the back. She is a daughter of

Duchess 73, a red and white cow, and one of the best

Dti-ueaaea in existen "Gracilis,"' shown by Mr.

Lascelles, takea the second prize, and Catalpa," by

Mr. i'eel, the third. Mr. Marjoribanks, Mr. Holland,

iptain Uunter f Duchess 83, are cominemlt.il. Lad

Btoti is also commended for \ ictoria 33d, a Booth's

bred fag Mr. Ellison, of Lough Glynn, and r.

Ruck, of Castle Hill, Cricklud. . whose herd we r d

to the other day in this paper, is mmended for

'•Graceful 17," a light roan 1 year and 4 months old

]n : •. In the ci.i» of heifer oahres Mr. Marjoribanks

es the first prize with " Rose of liushey," and Mr.
Atlierton, of Speke, the second prize with "Lad
Harrington 6th." Colonel Towneley has a number of en-

ies, but makes no appearance.

Hie judges of Shorthorns were Mr. Thompson, of

Anlaby, Mr. Maynard, and Mr. Ladd. The following

are their awards i

—

SHORTHORNS.
Class I. Bulls Calved on or before the 1st July, 1S59, and not

.xceeding 6 yean old (38 entries).— 1st prize, 30/., Lord
reroham, of Duncombe Park, Helmsley, Yorkshir

"Skyrocket," 4 years 8 mouths 5 days, aire 6th Duke of
tford; 2d f 15L, J. II. Langston, M.P., of Sarsden J louse,

" Royal Tur h roan, 3 years 2 months, sire Heart of Oak
;

3d, 5/., J. Dickinson, of Balcony Farm House, Upholland,
Wigan, " Duke of Holland," red and white, 2 years tt months,
sire Pope's Eye. Highly Commended : J. B. Stanhope, M.P.,

; Revesby Abbey, Boston, " George the First ;" Jonas Webb,
B.1 im, rl of Hardwicke ; J. H. LangBton, M.P.,

" Lord of the Harem ; " William Hall, of Butterwiek, Ganton,
** Young Idle Boy." Commended : ir C. R. Tempest, Bart.,

liroughton HalL ' Prince Frederick ;" Lord Kinnaird, K.T.,

Rossie Priory, Perthshire, " I^ord John Russell ;
" Jonathan

Peel, Rnowliusre Manor, Malachite ; " John Armstrong, of
Palterton, Chesterfield, " Bolingbroke ; Henry Ambler, of
\n it ison Hall, "Great Eastern ;

M Fxiward Holland, of
Dumbleton Hall, oka of Cambridge."

lass II lived since the 1st of July, 1859, and more
than ljreer old i entries).— 1st, 25L, John Taylor, of Moreton
HalL Wballey, Lancasbir- . "Orion'' roan, 1 year 4 months,
aire Sti -ce of Oxford ; 2d, 15*., Joaus Webb, of Babrabam,
** Bnglishman," roan, 1 year 9 months, sire Sir Charles ; 3d,

**ir W. C. Trevelyan, Bart., of Wallington, Newcastle-upon-
T: G; Prince," dark roan, 1 year 5 months, sire
Prince Talk Highly Commended : Sir C. R. Tempest.
Bart , William Wright, iggleethome Hall,
near Hull. Lord of Windsor ;" Jonathan Peel, of Knowlmere
Manor, "S-iltsa: Thomas Barnes, of Westland Moynaltv,
County Meath, "Friar Tuck;" F. H. Fawkes, of Y iley
HalL "Do- r riu8tus;"The Duke of Montrose, " Viator
Royal." Commended: J. Charlesworth, of Headfield, Lews-
bury, • General Murat."

Class HI. Bull Calves above 6 and not exceeding 12 months
i (37 entries).—1st, IOC, C. Howard, of Biddenham, Beo A,

"Lord .uley >enoer,
,,

white, 9 months, sire Hayman

;

i, 5L, Henry Ambler, *' Windsor Augustus," roan, 8 months,
sire Windsor. Highly" Oemmended: William Carr, of Stack-
house, Settle, '• I) n Windsor;" Edward Bowly, of Sid Hngton
House, Cirenceeter, "Duke of Normandy. Commended:
Jonathan Peel, Yorkshire, " Mortseo ;" 8ir Anthony de Roths-
child. Bart, of Aston Clinton, Tring, "Sheriff; Lord Fever-Tring,

iomiliiBomilius;" F. H. *awkes, of

g
or in Calf, above 3 years old

1st, 20/., Captain Gunter, of The Grange,

sham, of Duncombe Park,
Farnley Hal * Guerilla."

Class IV. Cows in Milk
5 entries).

Wetherby, Yorkshire, " Docbese 77th," dark roan, 3 yean
7 months, sire Duke of Oxford : 2d, 10L, Richard Booth, of
Warlaby, Northallerton, " Queen Mab,"roan, 5 years 8 months,
^ire Crown Prinee ; 3d, 5L, Lady Pigot, of Branches Park,
Newmarket, chess of GloucesUi red, 4 years

months, aire Cheltenham, Highly C mmended : Henry
Ambler, "Wood Rose;" Richard Booth,
Wariaby, Northallerton, Yorkshire, "Queen of the Vale

ed: Henry Ambler "Necklace the Hon. Col.
M.P Grand Duehess . Lady Figot, of Branches

of Hindostan."
T. Heifers in Milk or in Calf, not exceeding S yean old
Its)-—1st, 151, Captain Gunter. f the Grange,

Duchess 78th," twin sister to Dogbees 79th. dark roan,
11 months, sire oth Duke of O rd ; 2d, lOi., Ric

Booth, of wsrlaby, N-rthallerton, "The Idler*! Bridr
white, 2 yean months, aire Windsor; 3d, 6*,, Joseph

i neon, of Clifton Pastures, Newport Pa*. 11, "Claret,"
roan, C years;i month, sire British Prince. Highly Commended :

Attain Gunter, of The Grange, Wetherby, Yorkshire,
Duchess 7»th " twin sister to D ess 78th. Commended :

|r Charles R. Tempest, Bart., "Harmless;" Hon. and Rev.
Henrr HoelBL, of Berrington, Shrewsbury, " T --*- '" Lady

Magdalen Jeflery Bnlmer, of DarUngton and Aislaby Granire (4 entries).—1st, 15'., Philip Turner, of Leen, " Rub\
arm, DarUngton, " Princess Royal Sd ; Richard Stratton. of ,; months, sire Felix ;

i, 10/., John Nay lor, '" Rose,"
"Lady Hinda;" Richard Stratton,
KAthleen."

'sfSSten, Bristol,
Stapieton, Bristol, «

• T?*Jr
t?,tn* H 7 8).~lst, m., Captain

<»:nter, of The Grange, Wetherby, Yorkshire "Duchess 83d "

dark roan. 1 year S months sire Archduke ; 2d, 10 The Hon GLdwin Lascelles, Moor Hill, Harewood, "Gracilis," roan
1 year 8 months, sire Archduke 2d

; . d., Jonathan Peel o'f
Knowlmer, Manor, -Catalpa," red, 1 year 1 month, sire
v-Uasco. Hiehly Commended: Jr.nn. P«>1 " r.ra^r.o »•

of Clifton Pastures, "Fashion ." Commended: wart Mar-

'

joribanks, "Blushing Bride ;" Jonathan Peel, whit harles

Howard, of Biddenham, Bedford, "Lady Salome Spencer."

Hereford Cattle.—Of bulls oader 6 years five are

sbown, and of these ?»ir. Rett of Pembridge shows the

1st and 2d prize animals. They are both well made

beasts not handling so kindly as their brethren in

the Short-horn «lass, but full of meat in the right places,

and of large wth for their age. The 2d prize

animal is a v< long largo animal, somewhat, coarser

than the other and one year older- In yearling bulls

six animals are shown/ the 1st prize going to an

iceedinglv neat and well made dark coloured young

bull, exhibited by Mr. Hill, of Golding Hall, Shrewsbury,

The 2d prize is taken by Mr. Wright, of Oswestry,

with a bull within a few days of two , remark-

ably good over the loin, and with well sprung ribs.

The class of bull calves contains five specimens, all of

them 10 months old, and of extraordinary t >

age. The 1st ri/e goes to Mr. Hill, of Shi <ry ;

thi 2d to Mr. Wii *, of 1 minster.

Eight II rd cows :ir rhown, worm m witi

c; es by tl - side. Mr. v ay tor's let prize cow is a

very lar 1 short-h <

ld h< <trnordinnril;

deep in the twist, and good in loin and think, handling

as kindlv as a good Short-horn.

Only 3 heifers are shown in Class 5, three prizes are

awarded to them. They are very good specimens of the

breed, varying a good deal in colour and condition.

The 1st prize beifer shown by Mr. Turner is too fat for

a breeding animal. Six yearling heilers and 3 heifer

calves are exhibited. The* list of prizes is given below.

The judges were Messrs. J. I >uckham, E. L. Franklin,

ud S. liloxside.

Devoxs.—But a short show of these small but

exquisitely symmetrical animals appears at Leeds, as

indeed might have been expected, owing to the distance

from their county. 7 old bulls, 5 yearling bulls,

5 bull calves, 2 cows, 3 heifers, 10 yearling heifers, and

2 heifer calves make up the show. The heifers exhibited

by Mr. Pope of Great Toller, the whole class of yearling

heifers, the cows and bulls of B.R.H. the Prince Consort,

Mr. Turner, Mr. Bodley, and Mr. Hole, are beautiful

specimens of a beautiful breed.

There is but a meagre exhibition of cattle other than

those of the three great leading breeds. A couple of

Sussex cattle, 3 or 4 of the little Breton, 4 good speci-

mens of the red Not folk polled dairy breed ; 4 Short-

horn cows, competing for the local prizes otlered for

Dairy Cattle, and a single specimen of the polled black

Angus breed, make up the whole. This Angus bull has

a rare rib, sirloin, and round of beef, great width of

bosom, and remarkable finen. S3 of bone. " Young Pan-
mure" was referred to in an account of Mr. Bowes'
farm given in last year's Agricultural Gazette by our
correspondent, Mr. Bowick.
The officiating Judges were Messrs. Coleman, Smith,

and Tretbewy.
The following was the award in the Hereford and

Devon and other classes :

—

HEREFORPS.
Class I. Bulls calved on or before the 1st of July, 1 and not

exceeding 6 years old (5 entries).—1st, 301., Thomas Rea, of
Westonbury, Pembridge, 2 years S months, Hre Sir Benjamin ;

2d, 151., Thomas Rea, of \ ibury, " Silvius," 3 years 8

months 2 weeks, fire Sir Benjamin ; 3d, 5/., George Bray, of

Haven Dilwyn, Leomin&ter, "Haven," 5 years and nearly 4

months, sire Twyford. Highly Commended : William Perry,

of St. < >swald, Cholstrey, 2 years 9 months. Commended : W.
C. Morris, k, Ledbury, " Admiration."
Class II. Bulls calved since the 1st of July, 1> :•. and more

than 1 year old (6 entries).—1st, Richard II li. Gol g
Hall, Shrewsbury, " Milton," 1 year 10 months, sire Chanti-
cleer; 2d. IK., i Wright, of naif Hall, Oswestry, ** Hal-
ston, 1 year 11 months, sire Magnet 2d ; 3d, 61., William Perry,

of St Oswald, "Lord Wellington," 1 year 11 months, sire

>v>ble B mmended hn rfaylor, of Leighton Hall,
Welshpool, "Royal*
Class III. Bull Calves above 6 and not exceeding 12

months entries).—1st, lOi, Richard Hill, ('

Hall Pitchford," 10 months, f Chanticleer Fohn
Williams, f St. Mary's, King id, Leominster, "Lincoln,"
10 months, sire Van Tromp. Commended : H.R. II. the Prince
Consort, *• Ajax." 10 mor i weeks, sire Maximus.

Class IV. Cows in milk or in calf, above 8 years old
(8 entries).—1st, 201., Johr tylor, of Leigh urn Ball, " Laura M

4 years 11 months, sire Ivester 10*., Philip Turner, of
Leen, Pembridge, Leort <ter, " mtess," 3 years 11 months,
•ire Silurian ; 3d, 51, Robert Leyshon, of Bridgend, "Island-
ress, b years 9 mouths, sire Prince Albert. Highly Commen-
ded : Execr. f the late Lord Berwick, " Agnes," 3 years
9 months, sire Attingham. Commended: John Williams,
Kingsland, " High-lass 2d," 4 years 8 months ; late Lord Ber-
wick, of Cronkhill, Shrewsbury, Salop, "Beauty."

Class V. H - in milk or_in calf, not exceeding 3 years old
2 years
years

B old

Jonn. Peel, "Graceful.
Commended: - ewart Marjoribanks, of Bnsbey Grove.
"Joyful »ptain Gunter. "Duchess 82d ;' Francis W thes!
oiRavensden li , Bedford, "Miss Garibaldi " Edward
??^Si; ^d

vy S
1^ B

J*%
ch?^rk

" ewmarkot, Suffolk,

n^^oS^mF* ' ^ H,u
'
CrickUde

'

Class VII. Heifer Calves above 6 and under 12 months old
(~> entries).—-1st, 10i., Stewart Marjoribanks, Herts, "Rose ofBush - red, 11 months.sire Great Mogul; 2d, r,i Thomas
Athert/u^ of Chapel House, Speke Garston, Liverpool," Lady Barrington 6th. " red, 10 months, sire 2d Dukeaf
Cambridge. Highly -mmeuded : William Carr of Stack-
house "Windsor's Queen;" Robert Tennant, of
Bar t Lodgs, Leeds, " Torksldre Rose f Joseph Robinson,

11 months, sire Tom of Lincoln ; 3d, 51., Robeit Leyshon, of
Island Farm, " Welsh Lass," 2 years 10 months, sire Spot.

Class VI. Yearling Heifers (6 entries).— l.-t., 15i., William
Perry, of St. Oswald, " Beauty," 1 year 11 months, sire Noble
Boy; 2d, 10i., John Naylor, " Plum," 1 year 11 mon- .

sir

Grenadier; 3d, 5/., James Marsh ad. Oi Ei ketone, Cirences-

ter, " Theora," 1 year months, sire Scbastopol. Commended

:

H. R.H. the Prince Consort, " Dido."
Class VII. Heifer Calves, above 6 and under 12 months old

(4 en tries).—1st, 10i., Executors of the late Lord Berwici

Adela," 6 months, sire Severn; 2d, hi., John Williams,

St. Mary's, Kingsland, "Duchess, 10 months, sire \ an

Tromp Commended : Philip Turner, of Leen, " Jessamine.

DEVONS. , , _.n
Class I. Bulls calved on or before the 1st of July, 1859, and

not exceeding 6 years old (9 entries).—l«t, 30L. John Bodley,

of Stockiey Pomeroy, Crediton, "Perfection," 3 years 1 montt

sire Napoleon 1st ; 2d, 15/., ( rge Turner, of Barton, ' Prince

Frederick," red, 3 years 9 months, sire Australian ; 3d, bi

H.R. Highness the Prince Consoit, "The Colonel, 3 years

9 months, sire Zouave. Commended : John liaise, of Pul

worth- irm, Molland, " Prince."
Class II. Bulls calved since the 1st of July, 1859, and more

year oia (0 — 25 Witter fMflB&v of
- we-v 'urt, I' i

ioge*atcr, " Viscount," 1 year 7 months, sire
Sir Peregrine; 2d, 15/., James Meraon, of Brmsworthy,
" Young Salisbury.'* 1 year 6 months, aire Napoleon; S4, 41
George Turner, of Barton, sire Prince Fr rick. Commended
J. C. Hahse, of Pulworthy, " Louis Napoleon."

Class 111. Bull Calves, about 6 and not exceeding 12 montba
old entries).—1st, 10i., Walter Farthing, of Stowey Coon,
Bridgwater, sire Sir Peregrine; 2d, bL, H.R. 11. the Prinee

Consort, "Crown Prince," 7 months, sire Nap.-leon. Highly

Commended : Wm. Hole, of Hannaford, " Pioneer." Class

Commended.
m

Class IV. Cows in ^lilk or in Calf, abo 3 years old

(4 entries).—1st. 20L, H.R.H. the Prince Consort, "riex,"

5 years 1 month, sire Baronet : 2d, 10/, George Turner, of

Barton, " Piccolomini." years 5 months, sire Duke of Devon.

Class V. Heifers in Milk or in Calf, not exceeding 3 years old

(3 entries).— 1st, 15/., Edward Pope, of Great Toller, Maiden

Newton, "Rosebud," 2 years 7 months, sire Napoleen2d;

d 10/., Jas. Hole, of Knowle House, Dunster, Somerset, 2 years

7 months, sire Napoleon ; 3d, 5i., Edward Pope, of Great

Toller, " Fancy 4tl 2 rears 7 months, sire Napoleon 2d.

Class VI. Yearling Heifers (10 entries).— 1st, 15L, Walti

Farthing, of Mowey Court, 1 year 6 months, sire Leopold;

2d, 10/., James Meraon, of Brinsworthy, " Favourite, 1 year

Id months, sire Prince of Wales; 3d, ft, Jamss Merson, of

Brinsworthy, " Favourite." 1 year 10 months, size Prince of

Wales. Highly Commended: Geo Turner, ol n, "Can-
t Belie;" James Hole, of Knowle House. Dunster.

Class VII. Ilatftji I'll' ii hi ii r f nnd under li' mouths a

entries).—let, 10' . .7 ivey, n, Sov

Moltnn, " Pi iiu-ess Alice," months, sire Duke «>1 Flitton ; 2d,

:./., George Turner, of Barton, "Songstress." Commended:
Wm. Hole, of Hannaford, "lais."

SUSSEX CATTLE.
Class I. No entry.

Class II. Bulls Calved since the 1st of July, ISO', and more
than 1 year old (1 entry).— 10/., John and Alfred Heasman, of

Angmering, Arundel, "Viscount," 1 year 3 months, sire

Marquis.
Class III. No entry.

Class IV. Heifers in Milk or in Calf, not exceeding 3 years

old(l entry).—10J., John and Alfred Heasman, "Maid ofHam,"
years 6 months, sire Marquis.
Class V. No entry.

OTHER ESTABLISHED BREEDS,
Not including the Short-horn, Hereford, Devon, or Sussex Breed-

Class I. Bulls Calved on or before the 1st of July. 1859, and
not exceeling 6 years old (4 entries).—10/., Alexander Bowie,

of Mains of Kelley, Arbroath. Forfarshire, fc Young Panmure,'
Polled Angue. Commended: Samuel Camficld Baker, of

Chelsea.
Class IV. Heifers in Milk or In Calf, not exceeding 3 years

old (0 entries).—101., Lord Sondes, of Elmham HalL Thetford,

Norfolk, " Daisy," 2 years 3 months, Norfolk or Suffolk Polled.

m mended: Lord Sondes, of Thetford; Samuel Camfield

Baker, of Chelsea.
Class V. Yearling Heifers (2 entries).—5?., Lord Sondes, of

Thetford, " Rosebud," Norfolk or Suffolk Polled.

DAIRY CATTLE.
Prizbb ofperfd by the Leeds Local Committee.

Cows, for Dairy Purposes, in-Calf or iu-Milk.

1st, 10/., John R. Middleborough, of South Mil ford, near
Milford Junction, Yorkshire, "Red Rose," 10 years 4 months,
Shorthorn, in-calf: 2d, 5/., Henry Ambler, of Watkinson Hail,

HOUSES.
To say that the show of horses at Leeds on the

whole was good, is merely to repeat that the universal

expectation was realised. Yorkshire, indeed, is so

famed for its horses that we were less surprised at the

general excellence that prevailed than we were to find

that several classes were badly filled and others weakl;

supported. It might he that distant competitors'

unwilling to enter the list against breeders of such

celebrity as those of Yorkshire, or otherwise that local

breeders were frightened by their own shadows or that

of their neighbours. Thus it was that amongst the

agricultural horses two classes had only one entry, and
one class, though tempted by three prizes, was not
deemed sufficiently meritorious to receive one. Limit-

ing our observation to the heavy horses, we find,

with pleasure, that the deficiencies of some classes were
greatly redeemed by others. Two of the best classes

we consider were the 2-year-old agricultural fillies, and
that for pairs of working mares or geldings. The
latter, which contained no bad animals, showed what
very capital horses are worked in the neighbourhood.
To commence, however, with the 1st class, we find

27 entries, out of which there were a few that for the
benefit of society should be deprived of the power of
perpetrating further injury, but the remainder were
for the most part very superior animals. This class,

thongh on the whole much better than at Canterbury,
was inferior to both Warwick and Chester. The 1st

and 2d prizes were given toSuffoiks, Mr. Jonas Webb's
Rising Star, and Mr. Crisp's Marquis, both very
capital horses of very equal merit. These horses
competed at Romford a few weeks since at

the Essex show, when the respective positions

were the reverse of the present. Since then, however, a
onsiderable improvement has been efiected on the
Rising Star, whose carcase cannot now be ob ted to as

too light; showing superior action and capital feet he
was enabled to steal a march over the Marquis, a
splendid horse with greater symmetry and quality, but
whose feet appeared to have been injured by shoeing or

other ca- s. Roth horses are very free from the

defects which often prevail amongst the Suflblks.

Many bystanders thought, not without reason, that the

first prizeshouldhave been given to No. 475, the winner of

the third, a large and splendid sj> men of the middling

counties breed—an active horse, though massi ve enough

to have competed successfully in the dray-horse class

at Warwick, where he gained the first prize. In some

f the midland counties an agricultural horse is a dray-

horse, and if sufficiently active there is no reason why-

he should not be. This certainly was a magnificent

animal, but it was the existence ot a fault rather than a

want of sufficient merit which weighed against him, and

pulled him down to a third rate position. We take
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his opportunity ol cautioning O^stanueia uot to make
hasty criticism on the decision of the judges; for whilst

they have a good opportunity of discerning merits, they
have not the same opportunity as the judges of dis-

covering defects that may weigh against them. In this

class, Mr. Reed's English Glory, a good and powerful

hay Northamptonshire horse, was highly commended
and reserved as next to the prize animals, as it well de-

served ; whilst Mr. Snowden's hay Leicestershire horse

(479), and Mr. Biddle's nice chesnut horse, received

commendations. There were several Lancashire hlack

iNo. 514, a very tine Day lilly got by the Chelms-

ford prize horse Britain, a hrown Clydesdale of

much promise, strong with good action, beating

however with some difficulty a splendid Suffolk

belonging to Mr. John Ward, Colonel Pennant's

filly by Matchless, the Salisbury prize horse, was more

easily beaten with the beautiful mare which was beaten

at Chelmsford by Britain, but which was second to the

bay Nonpareil in the prize for All England at Chester.

Mr. Ward's (519) second prize filly wjis a beautiful

chesnut, worth more than 100/., with good back, loins,

i

—To return, however, 11UIQ cu
.. ^

prize in the dray-horse class was * "^ »«L
massive grey horse belon™* f ft m* b

.
v Xi2b

castle-upon-Tvne, and oSe.^^lt
about the legs, and weighing J,\ ^ ^J^(

ton, was yet remarkably active and !u
nmTln

1st prize, which would but for
htu

°%#e t

given to Mr. Demmant'a Emp* **» bX^
bay horse, large, compact, and now-rf i

3"
' * *'

a pony. The 2d prize was given fnxr'^tfc
bred near Bmtol but V^^MjT -
Though his progenitors were U,L ^ W
modestly termed in the Cata

W

ne «
^ be *

very fine active horse, however Tj, oj ^
to No. 522, a very promising thl prize H
Lancashire; and No. 526, tWri^^V
to the hocks, was commended.

m 9^te^

The 2-year-old drays, Ciasi
2,W ml iL

petitors, and from drawback
and u-

7-^^
prizes were not awarded. °f Bern

The dray-horses, Class 2, had onl
n

as we have before remarked
, for\^^Zother reasons gained no prize.

»fe.;.^

In the next Class 3 for dray mares with fori,
ily two were entered, but were considered oT

FIG. 1. fowxee's moving anchok, illusteating the mode in which the guidance of the
OUTEE WHEELS OE DISCS IS EFFECTED. (See page 683.)

horses, good active animals, but somewhat deficient in

the middle.

In the class of agricultural 2-year-old stallions we
must confess that we were somewhat disappointed. It

was not so well filled or so high in merit as the Chester
or Warwick shows. This is often a very interesting
class, but it is one which depends very much on the
surrounding district, as owners are unwilling to risk
the dangers of a long journey for a young entire horse.
It is interesting because it affords a striking oppor-
tunity for watching the development of great excel-
lencies and their after history in the older classes, as
well as the proofs of the perpetuation of the good
qualities of the prize winners of the latter class. The
prize winners in this class were Mr. Butler (498) with
his fine bay colt Young Lincoln, occupying the first
position, and Mr. Mills' dark chesnut—both these were
from Lincolnshire, whilst the third prize was taken
by Mr. Holland, M.P., who breeds a capital sort
of bay cart-horse. A chesnut Suffolk belonging to
Mr. Wilson, No. 491, was highly commended, and well
deserved it; and a promising iron grey (488), from
Berkshire, the property of Mr. R. Belcher, as well as a
Tery fine colt belonging to Mr. John Demmant, received

quarters, and legs, and, if she does not grow too much
is likely to produce winners hereafter. The third prize
filly was a dark grey filly ; Colonel Pennant's was also

a very promising animal. Mr. S. Wotton's chesnut
Suffolk by the " Rarey " horse Hero (511), was highly
commended ; and Mr. John Clayden's vevy nice Suffolk
filty> by the prize winner in the first class, received a
commendation.

We now pass on to the dray-horse class, which
gen eral'iy contains some noble animals, and was not
wanting this year. This class affords a great encourage-
ment to the heavy horses, as it enables them to win a

merit to receive the two prizes awarded \Q
-

Mr. Fullard's bay mare Peterborough • and
a mare from Cumberland but bred in Derbysk
The dray 2-year-old fillies in Class 4 had i

entries, both of fair merit and therefore
t

prizes. ^
The next four classes were for Special Priza*

by the Local Committee, hut in Class 9, for *
dray horses, a poor compliment was paid tot

mittee, for there was only one entry, a pair ofi
geldings from Manchester, possessing a fairm
merit, and receiving the prize, bat not m
hundreds which traverse the London prc

' The next, however, was a capital class, viz., Pi

J

Agricultural purposes, Class 10. There were 13 l

ami all were good. The 1st prize animals wa
and che~nut, a splendid pair, not exactly

although by the same horse, but stepping well k
and strong, symmetrical, and active. Tbeybelor

Messrs. W. Moxon & Son, of Pont efract, and wen ir

Yorkshire. The 2d prize went to 546, iTr.
.':

Norton, for a capital brown pair which, tiiocgb *

*
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Garside, of Leeds, for his black mare filly, which

ed the prize, but tbere was no reservation or coin-

tion in this class.

hTIu concluding our remarks on the agricultural horses,

*Me think that Yorkshire could have done better in

''.-. psnv of the classes, an observation which the excellence
'

of tiie class of pairs of agricultural animals strongly

jopporta, for this class was principally composed of

IWorkah ire horses.

We must postpone our remarks on t light horses

]
Atkinson, J. H. Wood, and W. C. Spooner. Their

awards were as follows :
—
HORSES.

Thorough-bred Stud Horses (having served mares during the

season 1861), which, in the opinion of the Judges, are beat

calculated to improve and perpetuate the breed of the

sound and stout thorough-bred horse for general stud pur-

poses—19 entries.

1st, 1001., John Wyatt, of Nut bourne. Emaworth, Hants,
" Nutbourne," chesnut ; 2d. 251 , Tom Hussey, of Stud Farm,
Skirmett, Henley-on-Thames—sire The Baron. Highly Com-
mende 1 : Thomas Groves, of Park House, Spoflforth, Wetherby,

10?, A. Hauxwell, of Prospect House, Thirak;Sd,
, not

awarded.
Cl:isa III. Brood Mares, with Foal at foot or in Foal for

breeding Hackneys (9 entries) —1st, 151., Job A ltn f
Mount Tabor, Halifax, "Sylla;" 2d. 101., Richard Cook, of
Huggate, Pocklington ; 3d, 5.'., W. B. Wainman, of Cirrhead.
Cross Hills, " Kate."

PRIZES OFFERED BY THE LEEDS LOCAL COMMITTEE.
Class I. Blood Hunters, Mares, or Geldings, 5 years old, two

cresses (5 entries).—1st, 20'.. Walter Holdforth, of Burley,
Leeds, " Burgundy ;

" 2d, 101., George Holmes, of Toll Gavel,

Beverley. Highly Commended : John Batty, of Bishop Monk-

T

k

FIG. 3.—HOWARD'S 8-HORSE ENGINE AND WTNDLAS3, SHOWING METHOD OF CULTIVATION OX HIS (see page G83)

till next week, merely observing here that it was on the
,

whole a splendid show altogether, although we cer-

tainly expected to see a much larger number of Cleve-

land horses as well as mares. Some splendid horses

were exhibited in the thorough bred classes as well as tl

hunting classes, and the novelty of having a large space

of ground railed off, ronnd or within which every class

of horses in their turn promenaded, added greatly to the

attractions of the show and the interest of this

particular branch. The large number of people who
collected round the spacious ring devoted to the

purpose every afternoon, expressed their pleasure

" Lord Fauconberg;" John Johnstone, of Broadholm, Lockerby,
Dumfriesshire. " Fazok-tto." Commeuded: Thomas Humphrey
Pedley, of Stubbing Court, Ch ertield, M Drumour."

CLEVELAND HORSES.
Class I. Stallions of any acre (8 entries).—20?., Henry

UiHcatson. of the Angel Hotel, Wetherby, " Golden Hero."
Claee II. Mares three years old and upwards (3 entries).

—KM., John Smith, of Long Newton, Darlington, "Wonder-

ton, Ripon. Commended : Sir George Strickland, Bart.,
Boynton. Class Commended- ^^^^^^^^^^^^

Class II. Blood Hunters, Mares, or Geldings, 4 years old»
2 crosses, (14 entries).— l*t, 15/.. J. W. Pease, of Woodlands.
Darlington, "Adam Bede;" 2d, 51., Richard Botterill, Garton,
Driffield, "The Emerald Isle." Highly Commended: S.
Musgrave, of Market Weighton, " Xeck-or-Nothing.
Class III. Hunting Mares or Geldings, 8 years old (4 entries).

—1st, «., Thos. C. and John B. Booth, of Killcrby, Catterick,
" Bachelor."

Class IV Coaching Stallions (3 entries).—1st, 10Z., James
Harker, of South Cliff, Hotham, Brougb, " Rainbow."
Class V. No entry.

Class VI. Coaching Brood Mare, with a Foal, or stinted

- 1

'S s '
. ~ *» \ "uM'^r^z

EFVEBSIKG PLOTTGH.

m well as exercised their criticism, and afforded the best I

possible proof of the success of this innovation.
We omit our critique of the thorough-bred class until

next week. It will be teen that the leading prize is

taken by « Nutbourne."

The Judges of thorough-bred horses were the Hon.
Col. Cotton, Mr. F. Weatherby, Captain White, and
T—

' Tredei?ar. The Judges of light horses were
*• ('. Xainby, H. Timmal. and E, S. Waters; and
Fudges of agricultural horses were Messrs. J.

fa] Lass." Highly Commended: George Holmes, of Toll

Gavel, Beverley, "Polly."
Class III. No entry.

OTHER HORSES.
Class I. Stallions suitable for getting Hunters (1* entries).—

1st, 25*., Joseph Webster, of Allerston, Pickering, Yorfc,

Canute;" 2d, 1W., J. & C. Moffat, of Kirklington Park

Kirklington, "A British Statesman :
" 3d, 5/., Thos. Groves, of

Park House, Spofforth, Wetherby, " The Hadji."

Class II. Broad Mares, with Foal at foot or in Foal, for

breeding Hunters (8 entries).—1st, 15/ , William BousfieW of

Gardener"* Arms, Pilling, Fleetwood -on-Wyre, "Molly; 2d,

(2 entries).—1st, SL. Capt. Gun tor, of The Grange, Wetherby,

Yorkshire, ** The Flving Deer."

Class Vl'l. Roadster Stallions (12 entries).—1st, 10Z., William

Jackson, of St. Peters, Wiggen Hall, near Lynn Norfolk,

••Quicksilver:" 2d, W., William Johnson, of Billmghay, Slea-

ford, "Merry-legs."

Class VIII. Roadster Mares or Geldings, any age, under

15J hands (19 entries).—101., John Wilson, of Roundhay,

near Leeds, "Jack."
Class IX. to XII. inserted below.

Class XIII- Gelding Ponies, under 14 hands (11 entries).—

1st, 51., C. Matthews, of Great Driffield, " Azote." Highly
Commended: W. Ingham, of Annie?, Leeds, " Perfect;*'
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George Holmes, of Toil Gavel, Beverley, " Charley." Com-
mended: R. Johnson, of Bridge Street, Gainsborough,

"Wonder."
Class XIV, Mare Ponies, under 14 hands (3 entries).— 5?.,

James Abbey, of Crimple, Knaresborough, "Lucy."
Class XV. Mares or Gelding Ponies, under 12 hands

(5 entries).- 51., J. Witham, of Gledhow, Leeds, "Little

"Wonder." Commended: J. G. Taylor, Shipley, "Jessy;"

J. G. Taylor, "Bessy."
Prize offkred by Lord Londesborough, 201., for Hunting

Colts, 3 years old (15 entries).—S. Musgrave, of Market
Weighton, "Overplus." Highlv Commended : RichardThomas,

of the Crwys Farm, Cardiff, " Master Stewart,''

AGRICULTURAL HORSES GENERALLY.
Class I. Stallions for Agricultural Purposes, foaled on or

before the 1st January, 1859(28 entries).—1st, 25£., Jonas Webb,
of Babraham, Cambridge, "Rising Star;" 2d, 15*., Thomas
Crisn, of Butley Abbey,Wickham, Market, Suffolk, "Marquis;"
3d, 51, Benjamin Taylor, of Peterborough, "England's Glory."

Highly Commended : Matthew Reed, ofBeamish Burn, Ohester-

le-Street, "England's GJory." Commended: Herman Biddell,

of Playford, "Colonel;" John Snowdon, ofStonesby, Waltham,
"Ploughboy."
Class II. Stallions for Agricultural Purposes, foaled in the

year 1859(18 entries).—1st, -201., Edwin Butler, of Balderton,
Newark, "Young Lincoln;" 2d, 101., Thos. Mills, of Harmston,
"Samson;" 3d, 51, Edward Holland, of Dwnbleton Hall.

Highly Commended ; W. Wilson, of Baylham Hall, Ipswich.

Commended : Richard Belcher, of Stanford, Faringdon ; John
Hemmant, of Thomey, Cambridgeshire.

Class III. Mares and Foals for Asrricultural Purposes (9

entries).—1st, 20/., E. Sumpter, of Billinghay Dales, Billing- ;

hay, Lincoln, "Trip;" 2d, 101., "William Proude, of Kirk Ham-
merton, Green Hammerton ; 3d, 51., H.R.H. the Prince Con-
sort, "Young Sally." Highly Commended : J. G. Attwater, of

Hallingwood Farm, Cheltenham. "Frolic." Commended: E.

C. Sutherland-Walker, of Crow Nest, near Halifax, " Bess."

Class IV. Two-year-oM Fillies for Agricultural Purposes (12

entries) —1st, 15L, H.R.H. the Prince Consort, " Mary ;" 2d,

101., John Ward, of East Mersea, Colchester; 3d, 5Z., the Hon.
Colonel Pennant, M.P., of Penrhyn Castle, "Sally." Highly
Commended: S. Wolton, of Newbourn Hall, Woodbridge.
Commended : J. Clayden, of Littlebury, Saffron Waldon,
" Bonny."

DRAY HORSES.
Class I. Stallions foaled on or before the 1st of January, 1859

(9 entries).—1st, 251., Robert Gibson, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
"Young Blythe," grey, 10 years, bred by Wm. Beatie, of
Easton, Cumberland, sire Blythe; 2d, 101., William King, of
Witleigh Inn, Tiverton, Devon, " Invincible," brown, 9 years
1 month, bred by J. Hutson, of East Brent, near Bristol, sire

Invincible, dam unknown, sire of dam unknown ; 3d, 51.,

James Ashcroft, of Wavertree, near Liverpool, " Champion of
England." Commended: John Manning, of Orlingbury, near
Wellingborough.

Class II. Stallions foaled in the year 1859 (3 entries).—No
prize awarded.

Class III. Mares with Foal at feet (2 entries).—1st, 20?.,

Thomas Fullard, of Thorney, near Peterborough, " Star ;" 2d,
10L, Joseph Roberta, of Marlborough, Egremont, Cumber-
land, " Blossom."

Class IV. Fillies foaled in the year 1859 (2 entries).—1st, 151.,

John Kay Farnworth, of Alderley Edge, Chorley, " Lincoln
Jewel;" 2d, 10/., John Gay Attwater, Cheltenham, "Blos-
som.

PRIZES OFFERED BY THE LEEDS LOCAL COMMITTEE.
Class IX. Pairs of Dray Horses, Mares or Geldings, or Mare

and Gelding (1 entry).—101., William Carver, of Manchester.

Sanday of Holme" Pierrepont ; 3d, 51, William Sanday

Hta5y Commended : Lieut. -Colonel Inge. Commended .

Thomas Edward Pawlect, of Beeston.

Class II. Rams of any other Age (21 entries) -1st. 20L,

William Sanday, of Holme Pierrepont ; 2d, 10L,
J*.

1"*™
Sanday ; 3d, 5^ William Sanday. Highly Commended .John

Bovton, of Barton House, Malton. Commended: JohnBorton,

John Borton. Class Commended.
Class III. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same Flock

(9 entries).-lst, 101., William Sanday; 2d, 10/., Lieut.-Co..

Inge ; 3d, 5/., George Turner, of Barton, Exeter.

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
Class I. Shearling Rams (24 entries)L-lst, 201., William

Rigden, of Hove, Brighton ; 2d, 101., William Rigden ,
3d, ol.,

John and Alfred Heasam, of Angmering, Arundel.

Class II. Rams of any other Age (13 entries).—1st, WL,

William Rigden; 2d, \0L, William Rigden; 3d, »l., ^ora

WalfflBffbam, of Merton Hall, Thetford. Highly Commended .

Lord Walsingham. Commended : Lord Walsmgham ;
Lord

Walsingham.
,

— .

Cla III. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same Flock

(S entries) —let, 20Z., The Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood;

2d, 10Z., Lord Walsingham ; 3d, 51, Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill

House, Highworth, Wilts. Highly Commended : J. and A.

Heasman, of Angmering, Arundel. Commended : J. and A.

Heosman.
SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.

Class I. Shearling Rams (56 entries).—1st, 151, Thomas
Horton, fof Harnage Grange, Shrewsbury ; 2d. 101., J. & E.

Crane, of Shxawardine, Shrewsbury ; 3d, 51., Anne Baker, of

Grendon, Atherstone. Commended : J. & E. Crane.
Class II. Rams of any other age than Shearling (42 entries).

—1st, 151., Edward Holland, of Dumbledon Hall, Evesham ;

2d, 101., Thomas Horton, of Harnage Grange ; 3d, 51., Thomas
Horley, jun./'ofThe Fosse, Leamington. Highly Commended :

Wm. Orme Foster, of Kinver Hill Farm, Stourbridge. Com-
mended : Thomas Horton, of Harnage Grange ; Wm. O. Foster,

of Kinver Hill Farm.
Class III. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same Flock (17

entries).—1st, 15Z., W. O. Foster, of Kinver Hill Farm, Stour-

bridge ; 2d. 10/., J. & E. Crane, of Shrawardlne, Shrewsbury ;

3d, 5/., John Evans, of Uffington, Shrewsbury. Highly Com-
mended : J. & E. Crane, of Shrawardine. Commended

:

J. & E. Crane ; J. Coxon, of Freeford, Lichfield ; the Earl of

Dartmouth.
LONG-WOOLLED SITFEP.

Not qualified to compete as Leicesters.

Class I. Shearling Rams (35 entries).—1st, 201., Robert Game,
of Aldsworth, Northleach ; 2d, 101., William Lane, of Broad-
field Farm, Northleach ; 3d, 51., James Walker, of Northleach.
Highly Commended : E. Handy, of Sierford, Cheltenham.
Commended : William Lane ; Robert Game ; Robert Game.

Class II. Rams of any other age (18 entries).—1st, 201.,

William Lane, of Broadfield Farm, Northleach ; 21, 10L, John
King Tombs, of Langford, Lechlade ; 3d, 51. , Robert Game.
Highly Commended : William Lane. Commended : Edward
Handy.

Class III. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes, of the same Flock
(8 entries).—1st, 20£, George Fletcher, of Shipton Sollar

Cheltenham; 2d, 10Z., William Lane; 3d, 5/, William Lane.
Highly Commended : George Fletcher, of Shipton Sollars.

Commended : William Lane.

SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Not qualified to compete as Southdowns or Shropshire Sheep.
Class I. Shearling Rams (45 entries).—1st, 20J., William

Humfrey, of Oak Ash, Chaddleworth, Wantage; 2d, lOi.,

Stephen King, of Old Hayward Farm, Hungerford ; 3d, 5?.,

I

Messrs. J. S. Turner, R p^V^^
officiate as judges, givin- the pri^^ ***

Class I. Boars of a Large Breed nf
1st, 10Z., John Bullock, of Brick i

Samuel Woodhouse, of Norley Hallmended : John Dyson, of the Adpivo,- ^ —«* H
Class II. Boars of a Small White Bri5 H^H.R.H. the Prince Consort ; 2d a W (l7enSL:

Highly Commended: John
' Harris' ^ WenH«?

Stockport.
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> Jun., fB&B '
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Wherstead Hall, Ipswich. Highly Co* -> * X«
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^MT
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23^,
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entries).—1st, 10/., W. B. Wain^J* ? an7 cafe

1, 5/., W. J. Sadler, of BenthanT^ ^^ J '

shire. Highly Commended : %
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1st, 10/., W. B. Waiuman, of CwrWi- m TT^oitrJs
of 6, Foundry Street, Halifax,t«Wrt A^* W
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f™*
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Agricultural Purposes (9 entries).—1st. 10/., Wm. Moxon 4! ?7ai

fe
of 8o»th_leis;h, Witney; John Bryan. Commended:

Sons, of Pontefract, "Farmer;" 2d, 51., Joseph Norton, of
] n/L?

1
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11 ;J°*n ^^J J
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B!7ai

i;
Norton thorpe Hall, Huddersfield, "Lyon." Highly Com-
mended : John Thos. Pearson, of Parkside, Headingley. Com-
mended : Joseph Norton, of Nortonthorpe Hall ; Duke of New-
castle.

Class XL Geldings three years old, for Agricultural Pur-
poses (1 en<ry).—51., William Bradley, Bawtry, Lincolnshire,
"Royal."
Class XII. Mares three years old, for Agricultural Purposes

(4 entries).—51., Robert Garside, of No. 3, Elmwood Place.
Leeds, "Beauty."

SHEEP.
Fuller notes of the sheep classes must be postponed

until next week. For the present we must be con-
tented with remarking on the general superiority of
the long-woolled classes, and the extraordinarily
large and effective show of Shropshires. The
breeders of the Shropshire sheep certainly adopt
the only way to make their merits known

:

every opportunity of publicity is seized with
energy • and no classes at our animal shows are more
fully represented. Of Leicesters, there are 34 shearling
rams, 21 older rams, and 9 pens of shearling ewes;
and Mr. Sanday, who is as usual successful, Col.
Inge, Messrs. Barton and Turner, are the leading exhi-
bitors. Of Southdowns, 24 shearling rams, 13 older
rams, and 8 pens of shearling ewes are shown.
Jonas Webb's sheep are missed. Mr. Rigden fills bis
place with remarkably good and successful sheep; and
Lords W alsingbam and Radnor, and Messrs. "

of Arundel, are among the prize-takers.
Of Shropshire sheep no fewer than 56 shearling rams,

23 older rams, and 17 pens of shearling ewes are
exhibited; Messrs. Horton and Holland, M.P., taking
the leading prizes. Cotswolds are well represented

;
35 shearling and 18 older rams, and eight pens of
shearling ewe?, competing for the prize. Hampshire
and Oxfordshire Downs are shown in large numbers,

Class IL Rams of any other age (22 entries).—1st, 20?.,
William Humfrey, of Oak Ash ; 2d, 10?., Stephen King ; 3d,
51., William Humfrey. Highly Commended: John Bryan,
of Southleigh ; George Henry Barnett, of Glympton Park,
Woodstock ; William Browne Canning, of Chisledon, Swindon.
Commended : William Browne Canning, of Chisledon ; Joseph
Druce, of Ensham, Oxfordshire; John Bryan, of Southleigh.

Class III. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes (10 entries).—1st, 20/.,
William Humfrey, of Oak Ash ; 2d, 10?., Stephen King, of Old
Hayward Farm ; 3d, 5?., John Washbournc Brown, of Uffcott,
Swindon. Highly Commended : W. B. Canning of Chisledon.

PRIZES OFFJEI > BY THE LEEDS LOCAL COMMITTEE.
LONG WOOLLED SHEEP.

NlTTHF.R LEICESTERS NOR COTSWOLDS.

Class I. Shearling Rams (2 entries).—10?., John Lynn, of
Church Farm, Stroxton, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

Class II. Rams of any other age.—10?., Joseph Simpson, of
Spofforth Park, Wetherby.

Class III. No entry.

MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
Class I. No entry.
Class II. Pens of 5 Cheviot arcs ofthe same flock (2 entries).

—51., the Hon. Colonel Tennant, M.P.
Class III. Blackfaced Rams of any ago (2 entries).— 51., N.

Barker, of Bransdale, Kirby Moorside.
Class IV. Pen* of 5 Black fa 1 Ewes of the lame flock

(I entry).—5?., Samuel Newall, of Eastby, Skipton.
Class V. Lonk Rams with dark or mottled faces (1 entry)

—51., Jonathan Peel of Knowlmere Manor, Clitheroe.
Class VI. Pens of 5 Lonk Ewes, with dark or mottled faces,

of the same flock (2 entries).—51., Jonathan Pe of Knowl-
mere Manor. Highly Commended : David Lambert, of Silsden,Ughl
JPRIZE OFFERED BY LORD LOXD«»OROUGH.
Pens of 5 Leicester Ewes of the same flock, not beta?

shearlings (3 entrie«)._l(M.
t Wm. Lovel, of S3 on Grange,

j
2"?. d

-
Hierbly Commended : George Walmesley.of Racbton)

SirG. O. Wombwell. Class genwfcjvJ^J^
Class VII. Breeding Sows of iSSffiSil

-1st. 10?., William Hatton, of aSS5£?S
Thomas Crisp, of Butley Abbey. HighlyVi^Y

Class VIII. Breeding Sows of a Breed not tf
preceding Classes 00 entries).-1st, iw. j09e^
Nortonthorpe Hall, Huddersfield

; 2d, \i

P
£Wainman, ef Carrhead. Highly CommendedW

of Fox Inn, Leeds.
' MOt

Class IX. Pens of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of a La»k
any colour, of the same litter, above 4 and underSi
(2 entries).—1st, 10/., the Rev. Henry G. Bai
2d, 5f., Henry S. M'Clintock, of Randalstown, Antra

Class X. Pens of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of Small

of the same litter, above 4 and under 8 months i
—1st, 101., Lord Wenlock, of Escrick, Yorkshire; k
Wenlock. Highly commended : H.R.H. Prince Cot

Class XL Pens of 3 Breediag Sow Pigs of 8e

Breed of the same litter, above 4 and under S oobbs
1st, 101. , Samuel Wolton, of Kesgrave, Woodbridgt

Class XII. Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs of a

eligible for the preceding classes, of the same ir

4 and under 8 months old (3 entries)!—1st, ML, J

hill, of Heckmondwike, Leeds.

We add here the awards of prizes for a smaH|

cheese, butter, wool, and Flax ; none of whic: * *

or indeed, considering their limited scale, posse
»t«

great interest :

—

"® '

CHEESE. JP *
Class I. Cheese, one or more, not leas than 28 Hi * ftur

nor less than 6 months old (4 entriesj.-lst, 51, T.

•f tU, Briggate, Leeds ; 2d, 3J., T. D. Appleby. •

Class II Six Cream Cheeses (1 entry).- 1st, 1,
w u

of Manston Lodge, Whitkirk, near Leeds. »"
BUTTER. ***"

Class I. Best, one or more, Rolls orPatsofButter.sjpolk

20 lbs. (4 entries).—1st, 5*., Mary Abbey, ofCranpM*. 1Iieet

Yorkshire. ._ n t

Class II. Best, one or more, Rolls or Pats

than 5 lbs. (2 entries).-1st, 31., William Bradlf** P>™
Carrhead, Crosshills, Yorkshire.

J?«
WOOL.-LONG-W00LLBI d

™
No. 1, Class I. Six Fleeces deep staple and ^iai

Hogs not exceeding 9 lbs. (4 entnesH^«aponn
Harroby, of Dish forth, Thirsk, prk btfj-gupoii

Leicester ; 2d, f> . < hristopber Barroby, ot J«^ A
Yorkshire, long-woolled Leicester.

fltMjtfii-

No. 2, Class I. Six Fleeces deep stop^TJEm,
Kwes not exceeding 6 lbs. (2 entnes).-!'^ l*£*r

n<

& J. B. Booth .f Killerby, ^"^IS^
2d, 5:

, Christopher Barroby, of BaWe«Dy,i

long-woolled Leicester.
>. 3, Class II. No entry.

, fttv
A\jri*sJ! fi

1 1

No. 4! Class I r. Six Fleeces deep^X«JtJ

B
'^ty

-Class III. Six Hog Fleeces
Mn^;fpo

Thomas Horton, of Harnage Grange, 2d, *• fJ»L
Grondon. Atherstone. .. .-trfes).-* fe

*

No. 6. Class I II . Six Ewe F^&%iin!»fur
Waliingham; 2d, 5/., Lord Sondes.

Walsingham.
SHORT-WOOLLED.

No. 7, Class IV. Six
*%*ffi£«**.Thomas Horton, of Harnage Grange, ww

6t, Edw»rd Holland. mMtMM n entries)'

No. 8, Class IV. Six Ewe Fteges (*
»

Walsingham ; 2d, 51, Lord Sonass.

FLAX- j exhiK

Cbs. I. Gr«m Flax, English growij,* ^ J

grower only,^ pulled ftom fleldj^
of
L-

]}

ti

alack

4C0IH

matt
1

. t

lope,
|i th

bne d

hen
bver

(2 entries),__ l^T. James Manning

borough, Lincolnshire^ V^S^Sbi A| "
!

once grown in England, wyi JriMW r ^
Id, 61. , Lord Kuuiaird^of^^eek to ^otn

PIGS.

Leeds has always been distinguished by its exhibition
of pigs. On the present occasion, however, of course
it is no mere local show. Two rows of shedding, extend-

grown on alluvial clay, 8
9J

n
tl n0 >Ward. jFW 2 bu*hels par acre ;

J*».^ ***
das. II. <H~.r«^Sflr/io acrfM» w

grower
( i acre

niyT pulled from «s}to ^ «J^
-»at, XJM., James *»**%m soU

borough, Lincolnshire grown -^ k

once grown in England, ^wnjr^

acre ; 2d, 81.. and 8d.it,^^%^ and
^

Class III. Green flax, fcn*M£tf 20.^. -

.
a : ran

__ almos

i hiexP

fields
'

the former taking the prizes, and Messrs. Humfrey and ing half the length of the show, include 125 lots, many
King, breeders of them, for the most part dividing the of them Pens containing sows and their litters and
awards. 45 shearling and 22 older rams, and 10 pens others lots of three. The white and the black, the
ot ewes are shown; our notes of them and other
classes will he given next week.
The Judges of Sheep were—in Leicester VIessrs. K

Stone, Luke Borman, T. Twitchell; in Southdowns,
Messrs. Peter Purves, H. Overman, II. Fookes ; in
«»ropshires. Messrs. Charles Randell, G. Curetou,
E.

_ ; m Long-wools, Meesm Hugh Aylmer, W.

large and the small, the Yorkshire, Suffolk, Berk-
shire, Essex, and other breeds are illustrated. The

^s are most of them exceedingly well filled.
Prizes going to all quarters of the island, and many of
them retained in the neighbourhood of Leeds, as will
be seen by the list below. The 1 prize in Class I

to a remarkably long straight white pig, of
Bartholomew, Henry Bateman ; in Short-wools, Messrs. !

enormous growth for its age, which is under one year,
J. Kawlence, J. S. Homer, Edward Little, and the and not so excessively fat as some of ti others in its
following was their award :— class.

Mr. Sexton's black pigs, Mr. Sadler's Berkshire, aLEICESTER SHEEP.

W^J'tw^ R
\ms gentries).—1st, 20?., Lieut. -Colonel remarkably large and fine" class of small white breedinginge, of Thorpe Coastanune, Tamwortk; 2d, 10t, William sows, are among the features of the exhibition.

grower only, pulled from J
n««- HeDler.

(4 entrie«).~lst, 15/., ^^ijlfali ^' Pf^ Opl

Calne, Wiltshire, K^wn fro» JrManninft fi

. r

2 bushels per acre ;
2d 10

^j£?on warp gj^
Gainsboro', Lincolnshire S ŝhels per^
sown 29th March, IS; 1

;
- -ownonf1,,^

Wells, of Booth- Ferry House, go
^

^

r

Class IV. Prepared ™**
d handled

ily ; retted, scutched, »
fcb & Aru

entries). -1st, ^* Va Patring^', ^' \M\
Patrington Flax Works, Patfl

| 3d, (>>> ^
Robert Cha-a. of Bye, g gro«m

2 bushels por acre. .
n(j bsnd-flgjSs ;&£

Class V. Rotted, switched, an
k WelDJ^S*

SHOWoF noas.^em»
8tn^^^

live stock exhibited at Leeds w

Beachell, of .Bawclifl

House. Gainsboro'.
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»how of dog*and int

d a yard near the central railway station. Nearly
tal specimen* of all tbe leading breeds, from the

bloodhound to the tiny toy terrier
—

'included

rs. beagles, greyhounds, bloodhounds, pointers, of

ere was a very large display indeed ; setters,

y numerous, retrievers, spaniels, mastiffs, New-
lands, bullJogs, sheepdogs, all kinds of terriers,

1 gr lounds, pugs, and toy terriers. No fox-

ion i - had been entered, otherwise the show was
exceedingly complete. The judges were Lord Neville,

l^gr W. ooke, Hart., Captain Harrison, Captain

^Kencer, and other gentl m - -1 *

^He mo
MflUt. red i

; popular entertainments

great deal of interest.

J*
THE STEAM PLOUGH AT LEEDS,

1 hose who read our last week's account of the trial

t steam ploughs will not be surprised that the award
the Soci 's judges baa given tbe 100/. prize offered
r tbe most economical a] m of steam-power to

e cultivation of the soil to Mr. Fowler, for his 12-h
wer no, moving anchor lough; and of

Hbe 100/. offered for the most economical application of

Wm ordinary threshing engine of the farm to steam
ultivation, 75/. to Mr. Fowler and 25/. to Mr. Howard.
sides these a silver medal is given to Mr. Hayes for

(lever windlass for the same purpose ; and the same
to Mr. Roby for his combined engine and windlass.

It very soon became plain that Fowler and Howard
•ere the only two competitors on the ground between
whom any real rivalry lay, and the rapidity, depth, and
thoroughness of the work accomplished by the !

former, when compared with the power which
the dynamometer showed to be put forth by him,
left no doubt as to where the award of superiority
mist lie. In the former case, as our readers know, an
engine moves along one headland and an anchorage
noves along the opposite headland, while between the
two and looped around a horizontal sheave or drum on !

each a wire rope stretches. The ploughing apparatus
is a link in this rope, and tbe engine is worked
'.ternately, so that this link is drawn to and fro between
he headlands. The plough is a frame balanced on tl

kxles of a pair of large wheels, and carrying three or
four ploughs at either end facing one another. On

ng the further end of the field the working end
is lifted, and the other being depressed cornea into
operation on the return journey. Tbe two ends of the
raught rope, carried respectively round the anchor

pulley and round the clip drum under the engine,
leet on the plough frame and are respectively wound !

n two small drums and tightened, so that a few rope
porters in the length of the furrow carry most of it off
the ground. This tightening or slackening has!
hitherto been done by band, and a good deal of

J
Hay has been the consequence. Now it is done b\
mneeting the two drums together, so that the pull

'

upon the foremost drum tends to wind up the other.
A certain fixed fraction of the draught thus always

goes to keep the rope tight, and a great many most
maical consequences follow. There is (1) economy

, of time, for the delay of winding up or letting out
slack was of serious consequence. (2) There is the
economy of the rope itself, for it is now lifted off the soil
and but little wear in conseqnenoe ensues; and many

es probably could now be ploughed before the rope
should lose its coat of paint. (3) There is the economy
of power, for a drag of the rope on the ground not onl

mote away the rope itself, but it exhausted the pov
jf the engine. Wire rope of the size used »r a
•furrow plough takes more than 1 cwt. per 100 yards

d: it along. (*) There is an economy iii the
natter of breakages and repairs, for if the plough
hould be brought up upon a landfaet rock inetea
>f the brunt coming simply on the draught

!

pe, which would either snap or pull the framework
'

plough to pieces, it is through the pull of the !

drum upon the other immediately spread all over
e field wherever the^rope goes; and being distributed
cr every bearing which the rope affects, it is more

kely to be borne uninjured; and lastly (5), there is

economy as regards the general efficiency of the—gir tor it is precisely this constant and *

uniform
witness of the rope around the sheave beneath the
agme, which enahles the ingenious clip groove to do«U woik in holding the rope without slipping. The

»*rrangemer. - adopted by Mr. Fowler is indeed now
aost entirely automatic And instead of a largember of hands, the ploughman (whoso mere weight

» 1 fleet* that connection of the two drumsgti the pi >• _h frame to which we have been alluding)he engineer, a boy to attend the anchor, and a
iple of porter lads to shift the bearings of the

T*J\ fi
pWi comes up, are all that are

5Ztt * • ^ °f
.
the "PParatus. The

too, i« now no longer bound to move only in a

Biding the disc wheels enables the a » r lad to guidealong a tortuous headland, and the . Re may mo
*

*f itself along a similar one opposite to it, and the 4 f-Ktmg 8kck gear on the plough will lefc ;ut
***»

fjop* corresponding to the varying length of tetween the two. The moving anchor is aba
fcow (1) in page 680. "

I

*di^r°
f th

^ ?°* "*«"<*» of Mr. Fowler's recentjf.ptatm of the engine is in the owe of the ordinary

8-borse-power threshing engine, which is represented portable engine. Howard is distinguished a* a sood
in figure 2 on page 680. It is stationed at a corner of apparatus attacked to the ordinary farm engine noon
the field and there made to actuate a clip-drum li^ht descriptions of soil, and as such it will be a mS
on a frame work, which abuts upon and is tied to

that of the engine; and around this clip drum the rope

passes and is taken to two moving anchorages at either

end of the plough furrow. The rope thus surrounds a

triangle, and the anchor movement being put in gear

whenever necessary, both anchors move along the

headlands while the plough goes to and fro between
them. Tbe diminishing length of rope as the furrow
approaches the point where the engine and the clip

drum stand is of course taken up by the self-acting slack

gear on the plough; and nothing can be more quiet,

business-like, and satisfactory than the process.

We have also given drawings of the engine and
windlass used by Mr. Howard ; the rope winds and un-

winds on the t i drums alternately, and the rope which
goes from tinm round the four sides of the unploughed a good

popular machine. The compactness of the whole
renders it, together with its beautiful workmanship, an
object of great admiration.

Sowing Machines.— On Tuesday morning, at 9
o'clock, the judges, Messrs. Huskisson, Thompson, and
Druee, commenced their labours. Some 40 or 50 drill

and manure distributors were to be put through their
performances.

The first class of drills tried were the corn drills and
drills for general purposes—each in turn was inspected.

The judges noted price, dimensions, mechanical arrange-
ment, before the preliminary canter was made up and
down the length of the held. Those machines which
showed merit sufficient to entitle them to pass to a

examination were then tested with grain. After

I
»art of the field draws the cultivator or the plough to

and fro between the two headlands which ar< he aid

working it. The anchor* are shifted bodily

at cither mil of the plough furrow, so as to suit the new
position which on every return of the tillage implement
the furrow occupies. That windlass which is out of
gear rests on its inner rim on a block of wood which
is a self-acting drag upon it, so that the rope
from it is paid out reluctantly, and the other
windlass then in gear has thus not only to pull the
plough home but also to unwind its reluctant neigh-
bour. There is, however, an advantage in this, inas-
much as the rope is thus kept tight and so lifted off the
ground from porter to porter. In addition to a to-and-

r A _ ^M A —

-

— — ^m ^_ _

. .Mult house, of Grantham; Teasdale, of Burnston;
James Coulta*,jun.,of(.r.nithara; Priests Woolnough,

at either end. Figure 3, page 081, shows the mode of of Kingston-on-Thames : It. J. Reeves, of Bratton :

......I.:..,. :* tu. ....-u„ i.:r».-j » in.. i ti i *_ «-* rt -. » ,-. « .-. ~ ** %

both cast and west, each coming into work alternately
as it is drawn to and fro along an east and west
furrow) Mr. Howard has now in use a very ingenious
frame of ploughs resting on wheels at either end. Two
or three ploughs below and two or three above are slung
upon a horizontal axle between these wheels. Fig. 4,

p. 681, represents a two-furrow plough. The axle
itself I* lifted at the end of the furrow, and one half
turn being given to it the upper ploughs descend and
come into work on the return journey. The ploughman
has easy control over the position of this axle, and
can lift or depress it as he choose* while it is at work. He
can also easily guide tbe wheels and so regulate the
breadth of the land which his ploughs are taking at a
line. The main difficulty in the perfect operation - f the

ploughs depends on the wheels which support it at
so far apart. If the ground were level this would
not be a difficulty, but whenever not a perfect level,
then the plough may be almost lifted out of work at
one time while it sinks deeply into the soil at another.
Accordingly in the award of the judges the fitness of
the implement for level land is especially alluded to.

In Fowler's plough, which [is supported on a single
pair of wheels immediately before the ploughs, this
difficulty is h Uy felt at alL

H-lmea
Drayton ; and Coultas & Son, of Grantham, were called
out, and these were gradually weeded. Directions were
given to prepare each drill for the deposition of 8 pecks
of Wheat an acre. To find out how far performance
tallied with profession, bag* were tied upon the cups on
the down journey; the contents of these bags was
measured on the headland into a pint mug, and the
pint mug into a peck measure. The length of the
journey betas; known and multiplied by the width of
the drill, the part of an acre sowed was ascertained to a
fraction, and the rest of the sum easily arrived at.

fro grubber (every tooth in which is forked, facing With respect to the trial of their capacity as depositors.

'OW

TRIALS OF FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
Steam Ploughs.—We have a few more incidents

to relate about the trials of steam -cultivators and
ploughs upon the heavy land. The Clover lea, in ridge
and rurrow, upon which they were placed, formed a
thorough, and yet a very uusatis iry testing ground.
One end of the field was a heavy cluv, while the other
was a light soil. nvler could scarcely i ry three
furrov r the heavy part, but could with ease have
taken five o the light Poa Ler set down in the fir
field with the llMiorse-power < ine and large tackle
ploughing 2 acres, 3 roods, 21 pen s, and scarifying

acres, 2 roods, 11) porches in about 9 hours 16 minutes,
with consul ble effort, Howard with doable Iin
10-hors ngine was obliged to abandon the plough
after doing I rood, 33 perches, and scarified the r in-
ing 5 acres, 2 roods, 29 perches of the plot, '. shin

i about 15 minutes after Fowler. Fowler and Howar
started then upon a 3-acre piece, the former with an
8-horse.power single cylinder engine, the latter with
10-horse- power. Fowler scarified 2 acres, 3 roods,
.perches, and ploughed 1 rood, 51 perches, 7 inches
deep carrying 2 furrows, with a pressure of 50 lbs.

;

and Howard scarified the whole piece with 10-horse
power engine at 40 lbs. of steam pressure to a less
depth. Fowler and Howard then cross scarified, the
one 3 acres, 2 roods, 29 perches on the near side of the
trees and the other 1 acre, 2 roods, 36 perches;
iowler doing his m 5 hours 45 minutes, with 5 cwt.
of coals; and Howard in 1 hour 45 minutes, with
198 lbs.

Subsequently a whole field of 12 acres 14 perches
was assigned to Fowler, of which he ploughed tl

whole, excepting 8 roods, in 12 hours, with 18 cwt. of
coal. Ho rd similarly was set to 10 acres and 16
perches, which we believe he finished with cultivator in

10 hours 25 minutes. As we liave no correct data as to
time or coals, however, we will not undertake to speak
positively on this head. It ssetts however that the
judges, after testing the two systems with the utmost
care and discretion, have awarded the whole prize t

rowler in the 1st class, and the 1st in the second; «

giving particular attention to the wording of their
awards, they desire to mark Fowler's as the best appii-

MZ tL^SSSnZ 1?
thG ftW?r ' ^

^f
1 !«~<™ '!»„«* me neam 01 the ho,

they were fitted to discharge 40 bushels of artificial
manure. There was nothing particularly new about
these machines. Coultas, jun., of Grantham, had intro-
duced a very convenient arrangement by which he could
diminish or increase the accommodation afforded to
seed or manure, and by the addition of iron arms,
patent axles, and iron sides, in place of wooden ones,
the gtrength of his machine was much increased.
Holmes's also seemed a very workmanlike implement,
with no pretension to an excellence it did not possess.
It looked as though it was built by men who could
work a drill as well as put one together. They have
introduced a level upon the box-lid by which the atten-
dant can see at a glance when his box deviates from the
true line in an undulating country. Almost all better
drills possessed hill-side movements.

After these drills those of a general character
for small occupations were introduced, varying from
1/7. to 2ol. Coultas, jun., Hensman, and Holmes &
Sons, certainly showed the most perfect machines, and
of the whole of them we preferred Hensman's for its
lightness, simplicity, and adaptability. The trial was
long and closely contested. The rain put an end to it
on Thursday night, but it was again resumed on
Friday, and followed by that of drills for Turnips and
other roots on the ridge and flat; on the flat
and ridge separately. The trial was conducted with
great impartiality by the judges, and the result
brought out the best implement, Holmes & Sons and
K. & J. Reeves standing 1st and 2d in the 1st class,

>ultas and Priest & Woolnough 1st and 2d in the
-' 1, and Gower & Sons 1st in the 3d. These drills are
all simple and effective. When these awards were
decided, the small seed drills followed suit, of which
Coultas, jun., decidedly showed the best, with a double
acting machine, the Rye-grass being distributed in
front and the Clover seed behind, to avoid an objection
made to drilling the two mixed, for it is found in
practw* that tl Clover seed sinks to the bottom of
•be bag, and that the cups deal principally with the
Rye-grass.

The MAVTrn DiSTRTBrTOKS next were trotted out for
inspection. Chambers's performed bv no means well at
the beginning with th* soot, but when the ashes were
applied it deposited with great evenness, though as a
wjiflje n was far from maintaining its known character
1 he real merit of the invention, however, will place it
above such accidental failures, and the judges very
properly awarded the 1st prize to it. Holmes & Sons
stood 2d.

Home HoES.-For this trial two fields were providedm sight of Kirkstall Abbey. For the trial of
the general purpose hoes, Isaac Spight, Hunt &
Pickering, Pi t & Woolnou-h, arid Holmes
& Sons were the chief competitors, and certainly
made excellent work. Judging by beauty of mechanical
arrangement: we certainly decided in favonr of ?ht's
hoe. The Judges doubtless, however, are correct in

ing the 1st prize to Priest ft IVoolnough, which
trough the Couch bed in which the Turnip* were

i in a very workmanlike manner. Tn tl ingle
irse-hoe trial there were about 21 competitors, which

wore speedily thinned by the flepartnn ie yard of
all complicated contrivances for expanding by screws,

• which weaken the parts, and proceed on the false

nrinciple of recognising and 1 itising bad drilling.

The Busby Implement Company, Page & Co. of
Bedford, and Messrs. Howard of Bedford, had a sharp
struggle for the place of honour, which the Busby
Company gained, Page coming 2nd. Page's hre
possesses excellent qualities. The beam of the hoe
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either side, while another joint near the connection in

the beam itself, gives equal freedom up and down. The
sliding bar for the shares are each arranged, and the

whole is beautifully gat up. Messrs. Howard also

showed excellent workmanship and mechanical merit,

and would have done better had it been well set. Their

force at that time however were busy with the rakes

and haymakers, and the little hoe had to fare as it could.

Major Munn, a Kentish gentleman, exhibited a combined
implement as general purpose hoe, ridge hoe, Turnip
thinner, and " Nigger " extirpator, which had special

merits of its own, but did not seem to impress the judge
very much.
A new implement was tried on the Friday, which

is so suggestive that we must say a few words about
it. We mean Samson's and Jewel's combined paring
and breaking cultivator, from Jersey. It first worked
as a parer upon a piece of Rye stubble, taking a width
of 2 feet, and cutting to a depth of 2, 3, 4, to 6 inches,

breaking each furrow to pieces, and leaving the vege-
tation upon the surface, with 4 horses. We went to look
at the implement in the mews where it resided during
the Smithfield Show-week at Christmas, and were then
so much struck with its promise of utility that we were
glad to see it at Leeds, where it created an undeniable
sensation, and set many steam men a-thinking. A
square iron frame containing 5 ploughs is set in

diagonally upon a carriage between 4 wheels, the two
in front being for steerage. Behind each plough breast
double forks are made to revolve at a very rapid rate,

so as to catch the furrow pared, and destroy its coherence
in the most summary manner, the forks gaining their
motion in the same way as the knife of the grass
mower. The implement is intended to represent a
system of culture. The land is first pared by it to any
moderate depth, and then broken up deeply by another
arrangement, and thoroughly prepared in two opera-
tions for a seed bed without the assistance of the
common plough. Upon our lighter descriptions of soil

it will be found a very valuable acquisition. A silver

medal has been awarded to the inventor.

MowingMachetes.—The trialofthemowing machines
was long and interesting; on Wednesday afternoon there
was a preliminary trial. There were tested three Ameri-
can mowers of Mr. Cranston, of King William Street,
London ; four of Messrs. Burgess & Key, of Newgate
Street, London; two of Mr. Samuelson, of Banbury,
and other machines exhibited by Mr. Brigham &
Bickerton, Mr. Hellard, Mr. Prentice, Mr. Wray, Mr.
Bamlett, Mr. Mackay, Messrs. Pickslay & Sims, Mr.
Nicholson, Mr. Kearsley, and Mr. Cuthbert of Bedale.
This matriculative examination only left Messrs. Cran-
ston, Burgess & Key, and Samuelson, to compete on
Thursday. They were set to cut 3 roods of a good crop
of Grass, wet and unfavourable for the operation at the
bottom, growing upon rather rough ground. Cranston
& Samuelson completed their plots in about equal time,
that is 48 minutes, while Burgess, more leisurely,'
occupied about an hour. All the machines cut beauti-
fully, though all occasionally stopped to have their
knives freed from clogging Grass. Burgess and Key
had set their cutters too near the ground, and so met
with more stoppages than need have been the case.
Their machine has the merit of being so wide in frame
that the travelling wheels run clear of the swathe
instead of pressing it down, and if of stronger
build, and perhaps heavier draft for the team than
some of the other machines, is incomparable for
durability and excellence of working parts. Owing to
some mistake this firm competed with a machine built
expressly to encounter the heaviest description of Grass
crops, and consequently of one of more than ordinary
weight, so that when the draft was tried, the result
was much against it. Cranston's American machine is

of lighter draught than any, well made, but apparently
on a principle too slight to stand the brunt of prolonged
work in English bulky hay crops. Samuelson's
mower made excellent work, but ran too much
on the last-mown swathe; and while the method
of providing for the free play of the cutter-
bar is very ingenious, we doubt if the details of con-
struction are as mechanically perfect and durable as
they might be. We shall next week give a further
report ot this trial. We regret that any mistake should
have arisen during this contest. The award makes
Burgess appear second to Cranston, chiefly, we under-
stand, on the score of draft. By mistake the merit of
the former was made to depend on the performance of
their worst machine; for at a recent trial in Holland
the machine with which Burgess should have competed'
and that of Cranston, are both put at an equal draft-
Burgess's cutting bar being a tew inches longer than
Cranston's.

Haymakers.—r
As to the haymakers, no question

could exist as to the superiority ofMessrs. Howard's, an
implement into which they have introduced the excentric I

movement by which they have so much improved
their cultivating windlass. The first operation
threw the Grass to a much greater height than Nichol-
son s machine, which was the only rival of importance
and distributed it with greater evenness, and in the
operation of tedding it displayed very great superiority
over the other haymakers, lifting with circumspect and
gentle movement the hay for the free circulation of
tne air. His, indeed, is almost a more valuable move-
ment than the first, and is one which the makers of hay
ior tne London market and growers of Clover will view
with considerable satisfaction. In all points this is a

very clever and beautiful contrivance,and is only equalled

in workmanship by the unrivalled horse-rake^ manufac-

tured by this firm, which, after a very patient trial,

received the whole of the prizes in its class.

AWARD OF THE JUDGES OF IMPLEMENTS.
STEAM CULTIVATION.

501. to John Fowler, jun., of 28, Comhill, London, for

12-horse power steam cultivating apparatus and plough, suit-

able for ploughing land of all descriptions.

50*. to John Fowler, jun., for ditto, suitable for scarifying,

grubbing, and breaking up land of all descriptions.
~

50*. to John Fowler, jua., for steam cultivating apparatus

and plough, with 8-horse power portable steam-engine (worked

at 10-horse power), suitable for ploughing land of all descnp-

251. to John Fowler, jun., for ditto, suitable for scarifying,

grubbing, or breaking up land of all descriptions.

25?. to James and Frederick Howard, of Britannia Iron

Works, Bedford, for windlass, which may be attached to any
ordinary portable steam-engine, and used for working steam

ploughs or cultivators ; and also for a set of ploughs and a cul-

tivator, which may be used on mixed and light soils having a

Silver Medal to Edward Hayes, of Stony Stratford, Bucks,
for patent self-acting windlass, which may be attached to any
ordinary portable steam-engine, and used for steam cultiva-

tion.
Silver Medal to Robey <fc Co., of Lincoln, for 12-horse power

portable double-cylinder steam-engine, with Chandler and
Oliver's patent drum ploughing windlass, suitable for steam
cultivation.

GRASS MOWERS.
Mr. W. M. Cranston, London, 8*., for prize grassmowing

machine, patented by Walter A. Wood, of Hoosick Falls, New
York.

Messrs. Burgess & KeyJLondon, 71., for mowing machine, in-

vented by Mr. Wm. Burgess.
The North of England Implement Company, York, 51., for

patent mowing machine, with folding and flexible knife,
invented by Mr. Ball, Ohio, U.S., improved and manufactured
by Mr. Samuelson.

SOWING MACHINES.
101. (first prize) to James Coultas, jun., of Grantham, for

corn and general purpose drill.

31. (second prize) to James Coultas & Son, of Grantham, for
ditto.

21. (third prize) to R. J. Reeves, of Bralton, Wilts, for ditto.
101- (first prize) to James Coultas, jun., for drill for corn only.
51. (second prize) to Holmes & Sons, of Norwich, for ditto.
51. to J. Coultas, general purposes drill and steerage for

small occupations.
51. to W. Hensman & Son, of Leighton Buzzard, for corn and

root drill and steerage for ditto.

101. (first prize) to Holmes & .Sons, Norwich, for drill for
Turnips and roots.

51. (second prize) to R. & J. Reeves, for ditto.

01. (first prize) to J. Coultas, jun., for ditto (on flat only).
U. (second prize) to Priest & Woolnough, for ditto.
51. to A. W. Gower & Son, of Market Drayton, for ditto (on

ridge only).

71. (1st prize) to R. and J. Reeves for water drill.

31. (2d prize) to W. Watkinson, of Louth, Lincolnshire, for
ditto.

71. (1st prize) to J. Coultas, jun., for drill for small seeds.
3/. (2d prize) to Holmes <te Sons, for ditto.
71. (1st prize) to W. Hensraan &. Son. for drill pressor.
31. (2d prize) to G. W. Robinson, of Barton-on-Humber. for

ditto.

71. (1st prize) to Thomas Chambers, jun., for manure dis-
tributor.

31. (2d prize) to Holmes & Son, for ditto.
6L (1st prize) to Trustees of William Crosskill, of Beverlev

for ditto for liquid manure. Jr

41. (2d prize) to Isaac James, of Cheltenham, for ditto.

HORSE HOES.
71. (1st prize) to Priest <fe Woolnough, of Kingston-on-Thames

for horse-hoe for general purposes.
'

51. (2d prize) to Hunt & Pickering, of Goulding-works.
Leicester, for ditto.

'

ditto
(3d PriZ6) t0 l8aa° Speight? of Bri^' Lincolnshire, for

51. (1st prize) to Carson <fc Toone, of Warminster, for sinele
horse-hoe for ridge and flat.

3/. (2d prize) to the Busby Implement Company, ditto.
21 (3d prize) to Edward Page & Co., of Bedford, for ditto.
51. to John Eaton, of Thrapston. for horse-hoe for thinning

Turnips. ft

CARRIAGES.
71. to Thomas Milford «fe Son, for pair-horse waggon
3/. to the Trustees of William Crosskill, ditto.
71 to the Trustees of William Crosskill, other waggons.
31. to Thomas Milford. ditto.
01. to Trustees of William Crosskill, for single-horse carts.
21. to Mr. Thomas Milford, for ditto.
21. to the Busby Implement Company, for ditto.
01 to the Trustees of William Crosskill, for two-horse carts.
21. to Mr. John Spencer, for ditto.
21. to Mr. John Barker, for ditto.
51 to Trustees of William Crosskill, for harvest cart.
31. to Messrs. Pickering <fe Houlgate, for market-cart on

springs.

21. to Trustees of William Crosskill, for cheap market- cart on
springs.

(2).-30 Cottages or a 8imilar n_ „
going up out of the scullery p^» but

(3).-18 Cottages in which the enWlereby avoiding making « ,J-_* entran

with-

thereby avoiding making a nasR«„«r ^nce is r>la,w
the best plan of a cottagf wFtCfnf the*££
that there is in generaf a diffi ufc^^t?
plan well. ^ ^ ^rranjri"

(4).—22 Plans in which the stair,., .

living room and the scullery • a vT
6 * Placed

cottage with two bedrooms, but ru*7 g00(* con

(5).-28 Cottages with the eiit2r one*S
the stairs in front of the part recess^ £ ***•
form of cottage have been before n^\ P1***
(6).-15 Plans in which the sta£ ^-°ut-

between the scullery and the pantrv-
6

"* pIac^
arrangement with the last. v.' an al^

(7).—11 Cottages with a recess in ft™
"

the living room and scullery,
like ri

n,itile
8tjk

ought to be as good an arrangement®* md
have never yet seen or been able to rf

M tbe °%3
without some serious defect in it

a Pto»am2
(8).-18 Cottages with a kitchen

anrf *.

.

one bedroom on the ground floor, n 7,
ar

» orfcfofc

at the plans that this kind of
'**!

^
^° «eo alk

different mode of construction /him h?!^^ «a •
and kitchen on_the groundfloor

and£W

'

fce^*i"~ -"
" " '"fc2^>SSt?

the whole 320 (that by Mr. (W j V^**iml
which probably is the beat aiffiJu* f> *W
cottage of this kind.

*** * **w»i 1

(9).—10 Cottages in which the parlour * w v
back and the stairs facing the enfi ^only fitted for situations near towns whereCZ
flOX-9 Plans in which it fa. attempted toZ$

w

11

plan of the other kind of cottage to thia kind
P

Aof them will clearly enough show the imooBsihilih?
(11£.-?6 «*» *<* coming within £Jtf fitare chiefly slight variations ofthe three first ckJ?

of which is any advantage gained, that I can mT
useless additional expense is incurred.

(12).—21 Cottages with only an entrance at the to-
of them in a recess at the back, and thereforeresi'
in construction, and very nearly as good.

^^
(13).—8 Plans with one or more bedrooms on\km
(14).—S Pairs of Cottages in which the spacebE

plan is distributed between the two, differently

the ground plan. Much advantage may be giinic

the committee who awarded the prizes did not
1

these of sufficient merit to receive the prize off

form. Two or three of the beat of these weress

prizes in Class 1 and 2.

fl5).

—

Plans of one story cottages.

(16).—35 Plans only adapted for single cottas

equally adapted for one of a pair are placed within:

This classification greatly assists the exw
the immense number of plans that are exhib

The prize cottage by Messrs. Richard*!

:

Darlington, is one of Class 4, in which t

placed between the kitchen and the lira*:

provides a side porch, pantry, and cellar;

13 feet by 11 feet 6 inches, and a kitchen]

7 V feet on the ground floor, and 3bedrar

11 J feet by 10j feet, 11J feet by 7J fat*

room and scullery respectively, andjone**

4 inches over doorway, &c. Tbe elevate

effective, and cottage-like. The cost it

A pair has been erected for the inpf^'

opposite the show-yard of the Sootf- »?
double cottage costing under 180/., I

I
of Stamford, for which a prize o( 25U*

also simple and convenient, and «W n
accommodation. ,* :.

Besides this prize cottage, N^U**;.
sent by Mr. Blackmore, of Boflw}*

'

mended. Nos. 1 & 2 in Class 8,
sen reW

Mr. Cross, of Harrow, and Mr. W*
borough, were also spoken well of- J

Farm BtJiLDiNGS.-Twentyse;en^5
pete for the prize of 50*. offered for tteW
buildings for a farm of 500 acres, and n*-

the prize offered for the best plan tojw
rfj]
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TheSuccessful architects are ^.^L;
in the former case, and Messrs. Hww^ f

EXHIBITION OF PLANS OF COTTAGES AND FARM
BUILDINGS.

Among the most interesting sights afforded to the
agriculturist at Leeds during the past week has been

and P. D. Tuckett of London m the w

admirers of the decision in theft**t

Mr. Watson's farmery consists ot »i ^
buildings with granary on upper nou

,

by barn and engine house, which e.

straw nous*?

the other

on either side of this straw^J^d
either

'

line of pranary, &C ar,a
,

B

J.
^

there extends the stable and w

the intervening spaces are dry*
. /

roof covering some 15 fcet
;

m wioW
^

way and cribs on either side of t !.,

on one side, and as a siru« "7.T

extends some 70 or 80 feeto^f^
are lines of feeding boxes. Of eqn»U

with this, at right angles fof^j

M
T

T

the collection of plans and models brought together in
**y ™d aribs on either «c ^competition for prizes offered by the Yorkshire A <rrion"
the Jard-

Tnert !? nf mildin?
exteA

tural Society. The prizes offered bv the ^il^ closed by five lines ofJuiWJ d *tnral Society The prizes offered by the Society*'and
the awards of the Society's judges, are stated as
follows :

—
*v

2,
~ir

or fcbe best plan of a Double Cottage, containing not lessS £?* P
e*™r ^ each

; the cost riot to exceK* thl
^2 ' It ivT/l

Ze
P
la

i

n
'
Mf"S Ri?hardson & Ross, Darlington.

h^TwJif •
P K°

f^ D°Uble Cotta*e'
containing two orthree bedroom* m each

; the cost not to exceed 1801. the pair,

JtrfiXf ^5 £ plan
i°

f a wD£e Cott»*» J th* cost n.t to ex-

4.-For the best plan of a pairof Cottages, of irregular design
;the cost not to exceed 210 .. lot For the second best do., 51.

Insufficient merit. No prize awarded.

In the Catalogue Mr. Strickland classifies the plans as
follows :

—

(
lk~Z

3
l
Cottages on the plan, or nearly no, of the prize plan

published by the Royal Agricultural Society, in the year 1849.

ti a?
a
?
has the advan.tage of being within four walls, and

the disadvantage of making passages of both tbe living rooms.
A tew plans with a recess at the back are placed with the plana
in this claes, because they are in all others exactly similar.

main granary line, ^^^^ncefr^^
vening yards, at a roadway d^tan

^
îth*

*
cart shed, implement *°^

llei
*i

house, under a line of roof p*'*
t0

The distribution of parts «e» p>

incoherent ; the connection w^
.

$

use is dependent on eacu

slightest; access to each is ^
the system of open yards, now g

is here sanctioned. .. ^fare *
$

Wo do not «f^?£,„ the rf*j
and shall be glad to *"n ^ ,u ^
it was made. Half tlte W* W
half the cows in the1

byre hare ^.
their respective ends ot tne Qftf i*

.

straw has to be car ^
through many doorways an

the straw house to tne
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ring:

i.?

no etsy wmy of loading at the gTanary. The
nter has the whole body of buildings between him

d the saw bench, the threshing machine is perched

the moat awkward corner of the threshing floor, and

e waggons have to draw up in an angle of theoutsule

in order to be unloaded. The engine and

iler are separated by a long interval, the poultry

house is up in an upper chamber, and we presume geese,

turkeys, ducks, &c. f
have to climb two pair of stairs

;

the hay loft is 100 feet long, and there is only one door

way to it. There is no shed or corered floor for

irt'ifieia) manures. The lean-to roof at the ends of the

yards have no support whatever shown in the plan ;

and the sections and elevations and the plans do not

correspond. The judges who awarded the 30/. prize to

o crude snd ill designed and in many particulars absurd a

plan ought to speak in their own defence.

The system of covered farmeries^is well illustrated in

the plan designed by Messrs. Isaacs & Hicks of Bath,

. which the &/. prize is awarded. A square of 80 by
1 20 feet is covered by a roof in five ridges, abutting on

a two-storied building at one end, in which are barns

and grans r\. The spar thus covered is allotted for

! cart-sheds, implement house, piggeries, Ac., around its

outside, where it is open to the air; and within it is

allotted to stable and byres for horses and cows, and

H yards for cattle, I calves, and sheep, chaff room,

Turnip house, mixing house, together and convenient

to the feeding houses. The estimate for the building

is 960/.. corresponding to 41. 16*. 6d. an, acre or a

probable rise of rent of 6*. or 7*. an acre, which is more

than most tenants would be likely to give for a mere

improvement to country accommodation.

No. 2 in this clan, by Mr. Chancellor, of Chelmsford,

is in some respects a simpler plan than that which takes

the prize. It, too, is on the covered-yard principle,

and in its perioral principle resembles those erected on

Mr. Garth's property near Twyford.

No. 18 in this class and 26 in the former class are by

Mr. Wilkinson, of Oxford, and are both greatly superior

to the prize plan—a covered yard between lines of stable

id of cattle boxes receives the soiled litter for both.

They abut upon a higher set of buildings, including

waggon house with granary over head, and Turnip

stores and chaff house, &c, with threshing floor and

ifcraw house over head. The whole is compact and
tet. rfnmodious.

it We were sorry to see so few spectators of what is

op- ertainly one of the most instructive items in the week's

d entertainment ; but indeed the plans need to be studied

instead of merely inspected, and we understand that the

Yorkshire Agricultural Society will very soon issue in

a separate pamphlet a descriptive account of the exhi-

bition, accompanied by woodcuts of the chief plans of

cottages and buildings. ^^^m
Those who wish to obtain this pamphlet should

send in |their names to J. Hannam, Esq., rotary to

the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, Kirk Deighton,

Wetherby.

*

-

Several other particulars of interest in our report

must be postponed until next week ; among them an

account of Professor Wilson's lecture on steam culti-

vation, and a report of the public dinner to members of

the Society and their friends in the magnificent

Victoria Hall.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the Wrek rodin* July '.-

: observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,
Koalftford, WalUogford.

Tektehat- k* or Ai». T( mpem-
ture of
•UlBMtlUln. Wind £

Saturday
mda

Thursday

12
13
11

:-

:*

M
73.0

:ijo

fl
c >w the

-
1

Surface.
;

Dm.
S3" ' -

* •2.3 10 S.F
fju 64.6 0.13

s&o |
st- 1 ..

ag ; 17-5 O.iH XT.
• W.

1 SS.5 ' 64 7

1 1

64.5 ..
i
svw

10

29
29.71
29.60

The readings are taken at • a.w. on the day* named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 houra. The
Thprmometera are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge if

I

I

Notices to Correspondents.
F0CLTTIY.— it is more curious to note the various changes in a
market than people are disposed to imagine. Some time
•toce we had occasion to remark that a period of unusual
dearnesfl and positive dearth corresponded exactly with a
time when the weather rendered hatching and rearing im-
possible, sad now when we have to note a general falling off
in all prices, save one, we see that the supply of the potutry
market, small and insignificant as it may appear to some, is
governed hy the same laws and calculations, and ruled bv
the same causes ss more important ones. It would seem
there is a limit to the value of fowls, or rather that there is a
certain price which ought to satisfy the breeder or fattener
of a fowl. Thus, the calculation seems to have been, and it
is a good one, that if a fowl will make 6t. at three months
old and only 7*. at five, it is better to sell at three. Hence
while Urge Ibwls maintain a large price, the smaller ones

difficult of sale.

ach.—1. d. i.d.
Large Fowls 4 6 to 5
Middling ditto 3 „ 3 6
Chickens 1 9 ... 2
£«£* 5 n 6 6
*****

I 5 „ 2 6

*£«) 1 4 „ 1 5
^iMditto 8 ,, 9

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

pia

\ MOXG the mai
jLJL at LEEDS this i

gathering ?
n We beg t

Ui> to the year 184S we were regular Exhibitors at the Royal Agricultural Society's Meetings, at which time wehad received

from the Society a First Prize in every class in which we competed, and also Two Honorary Gold Medals, an honour awarded

to no other Maker since the origin of the Society. We re-commenced exhibiting in 1852, and since that time have received

from the Society the following Prizes and Medals :

—

For Ploughs, Eight First Prizes, Two Silver Medals, and
Three Second Prizes.

For Scarifiers, Two First Prizes.

For Field Rollers, One First Prize,

lor Horse Rakes, One First Prize,

For Horse Threshing Machines, Two First Prizes.

For Steam Threshing Machines, One First Prize.

For 8team Engines, Two First Prizes, and Two Second Prizes.

For Steam Boilers, One First Prize.

For Grinding and Crushing Mills, One First Prize, and Two
Silver Medals.

For Bruising Mills, One First Prize.

For Patent Root Cutters, One Firwt Prize,

or Chaff Cutters, One First Prize.

^^^^^^^* Making a Total of

Twenty-two First Prizes | Four Silver Medals
Six Second Prizes.

Three Third Prizes
One Fourth Prize

And also

Eitfht High Commendations
Eleven Commeudations

Now in order to effect this it appears to us essential—

1. That the Trials of each class of Implements should be o

much longer duration, and couducted at that season o

the year when the Implements uuder trial would be

used in the practical operations of the Farm.

2. That Implements intended for use on various soils or

crops should be tried thoroughly on each soil or crop for

which they are intended, and under conditions approach-

ing as nearly as practicable to those of every-day use.

3. That the Prize Sheet should be expressed in terms which
will definitely express the object which the Society

wishes to encourage, and should be accompanied by a
Statement of the Instructions which will be given to the

judges, as to the standard which the Society cot is i.iers

perfect work, and the basis which Is to govern their

decisions.

4. That there should never be less than three judges to every
class of Implements, two of whom should be chosen for

Agricultural, and one for Mechanical knowledge ; and
that two of the three at least should not have served a*
judges of the class for which they are then acting within
the previous three years.

5. That a more ample Mechanical Staff should be provided
by Ithe Society, and that only properlv qualified

Mechanics, responsible to the Society, should be allowed
to attend on the judges, register the dynamometric
results, or take any official part in the Trials.

6. That the Awards of Prizes should be accompanied by a
report, explanatory of the trials and of the reasons
which have governed the decision of the judges; and
that this should be given to the Exhibitor simultaneously
with the prize card—thus enabling the public who visit

the show yard to form their own judgment of the
Awards.

We know that trials on such a basis as this would be costly
in time and money to the Society aud to the Exhibitors ; b;rt

the results would be really valuable, and by taking only one
class of Implements annually, (e. g. Ploughs one year.
Scarifiers and Cultivators another year, and so on,) Trials of
well-established Implements would not become of so frequent
recurrence ; more time would be given for real improvement

;

and the incessant rage for novelty, damaging alike to the
farmer and to the manufacturer, would at any rate not be
stimulated by the Society.

We do not think it on*- proper function as competitors to
draw up or suggest the details by which the results are to be
arrived at. This would be more thoroughly arrived at if the
Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England WMild
appoint an ex traordinary C< MOD mission—not of necc*s .tgr

chosen from its own members exclusively—and entrust to
them the duty of drawing up a statement of the results which
ought to be required by an Agriculturist from any class *f

E

Which is certainly no mean araouut of success, and indicates

a position more difficult to attain than that of aprizeholder
in any one class or section of machinery.

It will be evident that such a position cannot be attained by
any firm without the exercise of considerable enterprise and
expense, and without great personal exertion on the part of its

heads and chief officers, to whom the question therefore arises,
" Is this exertion and outlay adequately remunerated?" The
remuneration which a manufacturer receives from exhibiting
at the Annual Shows arises in the following manner :—

1. By direct Sales in the Show Yards.

2. By subsequent Sales in the district of which the 8how is

the centre, and arising from the inhabitants of the dis-

trict becoming acquainted with his Machines, of which
they were previously uninformed.

8. By Sales of Implements in Great Britain and Foreign
Countries, in consequence of their having received the
Society's Prizes.

4. By the value which the public place on the Prizes awarded
by the Society, as an evidence of char r on the part of
the Manufacturer, or guarantee of the excellence of his
productions.

On the first three heads the trade books of any ono who has
been an exhibitor for a number of years afford him full evi-

dence, and we are of opinion that the advantages obtained
under them do not outweigh the disadvantages attending the
present imperfect manner of conducting the Trials to which
all Exhibitors at the Annual Meetings of the R.A.8.E. are
nevertheless compelled to submit, under penalty of exclusion
from the Show Yard.
It is to the fourth head that we have hitherto been accus-

tomed to look for a return of our expenses and exertions, and ; Implements at present invented.—a statement of the require*
it is our present belief, founded on consideration of the Society's

I

ments at present unsupplied bv the Agricultural engineer, and
to which his invention should be directed; and a plan for
thoroughly carrying out the Trials which should be necessary
to test the merits or demerits of Inventions submitted to
compete for the Prizes offered.

Such a Commission might be formed without much difficulty
and if it thoroughly examined the subject, could put the ques-
tion of Implement Trials, for some years to come, on a footing
satisfactory to all, whether Agriculturists or Manufacturers,
which would, in our opinion, tend to restore that confidence ia
the Society's decisions which they have at present lost.

In the prosit of the Great Exhibition of 1862—in the
management of the Agricultural Department of which the
Royal Agricultural Society will probably take a leading part-
that Society stands as it were on trial, as a national body
professing to represent the Agriculturists of Great Britain--
who will expect from (he members of the Society such a
performance of their representative duties as will raise the
Society to its proper posit!' >n in the eyes of Great Britain and
the world ; the present is therefore a peculiarly fitting time
for the appointment of such a Commission, in a broad and
liberal spirit, worthy of the position which British Agriculture
has attained.

Until these matters are settled, and arrangements made for
irrying them into practice, the Society wotild obviate the

causes which prevent us from exhibiting under the present
import system of Trial, by rescinding the rule which raak
competition for their Prizes compulsory on all exhibitors; i

lieu thereof providing that those who declined to compete
should restrict their Exhibition to Implements which they
could exhibit in actual work, and which they should be bound
to keep ready to put to work for the inspection of any one
who wished, during the whole time that the Show Yard wa
open to the public.

Such a course would entail no trouble on the Societv; it
would provide for the extension of the most interesting part of
the Annual Shows, viz., the Moving Machinery, and gives the
buyer every opportunity of forming his judgment soundly;
whilst it would protect the Manufacturer from being compelled
to submit his productions to a system of Trial, which, by
common consent, is imperfect and unsound.

We have a hearty interest in the prosperity of the Royal
Agricultural Society, and we trust that the foregoing expla-
nation of our position will vindicate us from the imputation of
any hostility to the Society, or any unworthy motives in the
course we have taken.

We can but be proud of the position fof our country amount
the Agriculturists of the world ; the higher that position risea>

the greater will become national and individual prosperity

;

and we are firmly convinced that the more thoroughly the
great National Society scrutinizes the objects contemplated in

Its Charter, and uncompromisingly works for their develop-

ment, the greater will be the respect with which it is looked

upon by all nations ; that the more thoroughly business-like it

renders the Mechanical Department of the Annual Meetings,

the higher will Great Britain stand as the Implement Market

of the world ; and we doubt not that a continuance of tlie

enterpru^and energy which have placed our Firm in the

position W now occupies, will secure for us a fair share of

success in the future, however severe any trials may be in,

which we are competitors*

Society
Reports in its own Journal.—on articles in the English Press,

—

in Foreign Agricultural Journals,—and acquaintance with the
views of a large circle of practical Agriculturists, that the
Awards of the Society are no longer looked upon as a solid
guarantee of excellence to the extent which they formerly
were; and that the Agricultural public consider the interest
which an established Manufacturer has in the maintenance of
his reputation, effectually forbids his sending out any articles
which will not properly perform their work, and offers a far
better guarantee to the purchaser, that he will obtain money's
worth, than any honorary distinction founded on the present
system of trials.

It will also be evident, that exactly in proportion to the high
poeitiou which any Manufacturer has attained, will the strin-
gency of this prohibition against making inferior articles
extend ; and also, that in the same propo* n i<- it a matter of
the greatest importance to him, that any public competition to
which he may submit his manufactures should be conducted
on a basis clearly defined at the outset,—at a suitable season,—
with proper mechanical and personal staff to carry out the
trial, and well-informed men to act as judges.

tfo one who has regularly attended the Meetings of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England during the last seven
years can have failed to observe, that the difficulties of
t\ ughly conducting the Trials have annually increased, and
that, ns these difficulties have not been met by an equivalent
exertion on thft part of the Executive of the Society to over-
come them, the results have annually become less satisfactory
to the public and t» the Exhibitors.
Under this feeling, we saw that it was necessary for us, as

Manufacturers, either to seek for a more severe and thorough
system of Trial, the results of which should in-pire confidence
at home and abroad, or to abstain from taking part in a com-
petition which was costly, and attended with great derange-
ment to our general trade, and which, whatever was the issue,
did not affect our standing ^ ith the public, in a degree propor-
tionate to the expense and labour which it necessitated.
We therefore sought, by letter to the Council, by personal

interviews with the Implement Committee, and by conversa-
tions with various Members of the Council, to arrive at a
satisfactory interpretation of the Prize Sheet for the Canter-
bury Meeting, and the basis on which the Trials there would
be conducted ; but failing to obtain this, we resigned whatever
advantage might have arisen from exhibiting at that Meeting.
Subsequently to that Meeting, the Council placed three -

its members engaged as Agricultural Engineers on the
Implement Committee ; and at the request of these gentlemen,
we sent them a paper of suggestions for rendering the Trials

more severe and satisfactory.
By the time that it was necessary to make the entry for

Leeds, we could not learn that the arrangements made for that

Meeting materially differed from those of previous years, and
we felt that we must either again abstain from exhibiting, or

appear to the world to have factiously, and without just reason,

stayed away from Canterbury.
Iu such a position, there was, of courre, no choice, and we

were therefore unrepresented at the Leeds Ifsetts o.

Here, probably, if any one has read so far, he would ask the
questions :

u What do you want ? " " What will satisfv you ?
w

To these inquiries we say. That no arrangements will satisfy

us unless they succeed in convincing the Agricultural public

at home and abroad, that they may rely upon the decisions of

the Society as practically correct.

Yours respectfully,

Ipswich, July 20
RANSOMES ua> SIMS-.
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in connection with the Horticultural Society, for the benefit of

the Leeds Innrmarv on Monday, the 15th inst., when the

Judges awarded to Mr. Thos. Green, of Leeds, 31. for the best

Horse Machine ; 21. for the best Double-handed Machine ; and

11. for the best Single-banded ditto, being the whole of the

prizes awarded. Although all the Mowing Machine Makers

were invited to attend, the only competitors were Mr. Samuel-

son and Mr. Green.
For particulars apply to Mr. Thos. Green, Smith field Iron

Works : and at the Dep6t, 2, Victoria Street, Holborn Hill, E.C.

Green's Patent Noiseless, Double Action, Self-Sharpen-

ing, Self-Cleaning, Grass Cutting, Collecting, and

Boiling Machines for 1861.

THESE are the only Ma-
chines working at the

Crystal Palace, Regent's Park
Gardens, and hundreds of places

where others have been put
aside. Can also be seen at the
Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Kensington, W.
They have proved to be the best

and have carried oiFevery prize that
has been given in ail cases of Com-
petition. The sale hasnow reached
above 200. weekly. Above S000
have been sold within the last

four years.

The above machines are the

most simple and easy to work,
and less liable to get out of order than any otner uawn
Mowers extant.

Illustrated Price Lists may be had of Thomas Green,
Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds ; or W. Green, 2, Victoria Street,

bottom of Holborn Hill, London, E.C.

Orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied
by a reference or remittance.

GRASS MOWING MACHINE.
First Prize, Royal Agricultural Society.

On June 27 and 28, at the Great Exhibition of Agricultural

Machinery, held near Rotterdam, Messrs. Burgess & Key's
celebrated Grass Mower, after two days* severe competition

with Wood's and the best known Machines, was awarded
the FIRST PRIZE.
Orders should be given immediately to secure delivery this

season.

JTTLOK Ain> SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, fox

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,

&c. Price 255. 6d. each.

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

Fa^d G. ROSHER, Cement, Crick, and Iile

• Merchants, beg to invite attention to then- varied

<^nMr nf Ornamental Garden Border-edging Tiles in lerra

CoUa, Ttr°o-MeTal^'ware, and Red ware 1^Z£^g£
tages over Box or Grass-edging in tha ,

the? aW n° harbour

fo* stugs, Ac., take up less room, and once laid, require no

further attention. _., . r p , pro.

Thev niav be had of various patterns at F. & G. K- s rre

mises
\°

rd's Wharf, Upper Ground Street Blackfnars, S ;
and

K Sand Road Whirf'near the Canal Bridge, London N.K

N B Sketches of patterns sent by post on application

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and

Balconies in stock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-

\J tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c, as cheap and

durable as Stone, inbl ue, red, and buff colours, and capable

of forming a variety of designs.

Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. Grooved lerro-

metallic and other Stable Paving Brieks of great durability,

Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c.

To be obtained of P. & G. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

By Her

Majesty's ^JjSS^Fctojlli % ^j

Tjl DENCH, 152, King's R0a7^JJJ. Inventor, Patentee, and Sol 7-u
**

PATENT GALVANISED IRON GREEV.JiP^
Those Patent Houses are mai^S^OTfiThese ratenc nouses are niauufactw Iif<>

excellent strong jilass, for Is. 3d. per fZ een
"ft

to any amount can be given of their sunwJ^1** *
for use and durability.

8uPen°nty
0Tlt

Several Second-hand ones for Sale a K.
jing required for building where W*being

Nursery.

|West of England,IHiSdT^ii;

J O H 1ST SONS,

IRON YARD
AND

GARDEN PUMPS
3 feet 6 inches under spout

J* ft 3* inch
43«. 53*. 60s. each.

J. Tylok and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of

the ground.
PUMPS ofJ.Tyxor & Sons'

manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street, London, E.C.

Paxton Works, Sheffield, Established 17S8.

WARNER and
Crescent, Cripplegate, E.C.

WARNERS' PATENT VIBRATING STANDARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS for Farms,

Cottages, Stable Yards, &c, where the Well

does not exceed -25 feet in depth; fitted

with Warner's Patent Metal Bucket and
Valve, which cannot clog in action. These

Pumps can be made right-handed, left-

handed, or with handle opposite the nose by
removing four screws only.

Diameter. Height. £ *• d.

2\ in. short lft. 7 in. /Fittedfor lead, \ 110
84 „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha
3" „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ 4 or cast iron

3i„ditto3„6„ flanged pipe

4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ ( as required.

2£ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

^ ., long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

The short-barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space for the supply of Coppers and .Sin

in Wash-houses, with soft water from un-

No. 35. derground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, aud
PlantHouses ; theymay be fixed,when desired, under the stage.

1 10
-2 4
2 9

2 18

Horticultural Builder and Hot-Wateb^
'ACTurer. Establishments Heated on tho n\S

SYSTEM. Plans and Estimates on application *
Bridewell Street, Bristol.

JOSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO..

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of TOCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

A ST -I RON GARDES ORUlp

No. 579}.

TTTARNK RS' SWING
VV GARDEN BARROW

("holding about 35 gallons) is
intended for all large establish-
ments where much watering
is done by the Watering Pot.
By its use the Gardener will
sato much time and labour,
particularly where the Tank,
ond, or Pump is at a distance

from the Garden.

Price £2 10*.

No. 554*.

WAR N E US' GAL-
VANIZED TRONTUB

GARDEN ENGINE, with
Registered Spreader, is

strongly recommended for
durability and low price, viz. :

—

10 gallcns, iron..£: Jtfi

16 „ do... 3 15
24 „ do... 6
14 „ oak.. 10
24 M do. .. ii IS

Larger sizes y be had
cither Wood or Iron.

•

»

* »

**

'

BRASS SYRINGES, from <K to 21*.

^ May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in Town or

COOKE'S warranted PRIZE ?ountry' at the abov0 Prices, or of the Patentees and Man
facturers,

OAYNOR a*td

k^
u?RuNTNG and Luui/uivr ajjuyao, ouiaouKO, cc. j _ _

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.
the three Kingdoms. ggg- Engravings sent on application.

ST. PANCRAS

TAZZA
Size.

22 inches diameter by 14 inches high

30 inches . „ by 22 inches „
42 inches „ by 25 inches ,. --^

The above may also be had wk& row-

PRICES of TAZZA and PEDESTAL

Size. I
22 in.hes diameter by 28 inches high •• '

j

> inches „ by 43 inches „
42 inches „ by 46 inches „ " '^

J. Jones has much pleasure in stating^

entirely new Stock of Cast-iron garden
JJTJ

prising Vases of various patterns, «»***
fl*

and of both Plain and Ornamental IW*.
Tables, &c; he therefore requestsi

that wip- ^
such Castings will favour him with a™
Show Rooms, where the above may

°t ^Ttheir

*

use, aud he has no doubt they will prove w ^
Orders to the amount of «. and up*v< te

any Raiiw Station in England ro^„

m ide payable to John JoNF^oroagQ, o. • ^

A>'D

IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.

PA T E NT S P A I) B S --
HAT, MANURE, 4>'D DIG«I^

fliUfc

THE PBOPRIKTOB3 OF THE ST. PANCEA!
" 'WKB
SILVER MEDAL of th« ROYAT, AAnrorrr ti

GATES,
which, by their peenhar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in oruiuarv use

lusts per post on application. Gates from 30s. to 500?.

The Hurdles can he seen in process ofManufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND WROTJGHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
These Patent Mangers and Stable fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the
. Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, a™ ado, -d by t e

ll t"Z? °f**. and
'
Profe8Sor SP°°"er of that Inftitution states that they shou dX ns, . alf who

= the health and comfort of their horses. They can bo had plain, galvanised, or enamelled?
*

a^ereSTgSL^&SfiJZS^ °' "^ ***** "*' " "* *«

ADDRESS—THE
ST. PANCRAS IR05" WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LOHDOIT, X.W.,

Opposite

jrado from one solid v** ° 4

' oUt I

rivetting. Warranted to ^ ^d*
ordinarl ones, and to work «hal P

f(

8. * J. reeeiTed the S, ^ W
Royal Society's Show at torttrvj ^
Medals and Prizes at every otne

have be«n shown. tronnfiietur0
*

Invented, Patenter!, and »ua«

Etna Works, Sheffield. '
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Border Idging Tiles.

FAKD G. KOSHER, Ckii*nt, Brick, and Tiut

• Xneeim, beg to invHe attention to their varied

fltock of Ornamental Garden Border-edging Tilea in Terra

Cotta, Terro-MetaRic ware, and Bed ware. They present advan-

Box or Grass-edging in that they afford no harbour

•hags, Ac. take up leaa room, aud once laid, require no

further attention

.

Tbey may be had of various patterns at F. A G. R.'s Pre-

mises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, 8. ; and

KJagaland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London, N.E.

N.B. Sketches of patterns sent by post on application.

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and

Balconies m stock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVIMG TILES for Conserva-

tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, Ac., as cheap and

durable as Stone, inol e, red, and buff colours, and capable

of forming a variety of designs.

Also WHITE GLAZED TiLaW, for lining WsJls of Baths,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, Ac. Grooved Terro-

—t«11tr and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durabil

Clinkers, Bed and White Wan-Copings, Glased Drain Pipes, &

To be obtained of F. k G. Rosiicr. at their Prem ises asabove.

Gntta Percna Tnbssjg for Watering Gardens.

niHK GUTTA PK HA COMPi V hare the
te acknowledge the receipt oi the I wlsjg

Ifr. J. Parrak. '• « Mirw.irr.

Ken . of Huidrrmm Ova**, mar H>dL
'

I have had 400 feet of your Gutta i' i ha Tubing, in

lengths of 100 foot each, with union joint, m use for the Inst

11 months tor ssarlea these gardens, and 1 find it to answer
better than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure ot

the water is very coiiaiderable, but this baa not the slightest

eflbct on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
valuable invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to

water our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-

half the labour required."

Manufactured by the Gutta Pshoha Coxpaky, Patentees,

18, Wharf Road, City Boad, Loudon, B.C., said sold by their

Wholesale Dealers so teem and count ry.

Jfar Wsstaiag Gardens, Lawns. &c.

TTANCOCt^S VULCAN1SK1) 1NDIA*U3BEK
in 60 feet lengths, an 1

• iny size for

Itto Cisterns or Water Mains.

rates rait Foot.

s
Card.

AMTJEL X. McGERROW,
L llomCTJLTURAL BCILDER, \

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool. \
Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry through*. \t

Great Britain and Ireland.

HOT-v\ATER APPARATUS FITTED in every
description of Hothouses, Man ns, Churches, Chapels,

&c, on the most approved principle, by J. Meredith, Vine
Cottage, Garston, near Liverpool.

N.B. First-class references may be had on application.

\ K I N s, 2, } "~i •]
;ie7 CSmImo, S.W.—

• HOT HOI . complete from 1*. Ad. per foot;

HOTWATMB APPARATUS for same, with 2-inch pipes, 9d.

TANNLU NETTING at Ridxtced Pbicm. -

HO square yards, 10*. ; 500 yards. 24*. ; loon yards 47a,
8C1UM CANVAS lor WALL I G R ^SHADES and TULIP COV1 •

"vuoc
COVERS.

ADDRESS IK FCIX,
Edoinoton, Marquee, Flag, and

, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London, 8. E.
Men*.

JLJL UBINl
Union -j cants se

Slight
Medium
tout .

.

Por Mains

^inch|§

•

5d.
M.
lOd.

r. 2d.

J inch

•d.
9d
1

U. 3d.

7d.

10d.

It,

U5i

Passss or Brass Fittikos.

Branch, 12 in. long, with Stop-
cock, Rose, and Jet, 4*. each.

Spring Spreader 3*. each.
Union Joint, J inch, L. each.

JAMES LTNE HANCOCK. MajruFAcrrrasm,
Vuloatrised Indie-Rubber Works, Qeewell Mews, and

8. OoaweU Road, London, E.C.

N.B. Illustrated Price Lasts on lication.

G- L A B S

3
4

6

7
8
9

M

M

99

H

99

P R E 8 E R V E
Without Uds.

4jtf.

6
8

10

• •

• •

JARS,
With Lids.

0*. (%d. each.
9

per foot; 3-inch ditto, 1*.; 4-inch ditto, Is. 3d,; Dips and
other castings, 21s. per cwt.

TUBULAR BOILERS, from 3L

Gl KELNHOL'SES, made of good Yellow Deal, at 8d.
T per foot ; if Glased and Painted, If, per foot.

PIT LIGHTS painted complete, 8rf. ; a quantity ready made.
Also Greenhouses, Lean-to, M feet long and 12 feet ins.

wile, price 34* lo., 22 . . by 11 do., 2SL A span roof, 16 feet

vide and 27 t Mug ;/.

Apply to J • in Smi rn, Stm Pv *d. Hammersmith. W

Greenhouses. Orchard Hoases, and Conservatories.

II I KsssOt- Hssfcirsiiliiral Works, Trisssjrle.

I . N 1 > «b4w mn ftubsU
roado GreeubouMM. I aaed, ruui <r fixinft. *2 feet hy IS Caet,

50/. ; lo«t by ISsset, IM feet by 1 -*t, 15/. Orchard
Houses 10 per cent, chcafier. A large assortment kept.
Estimates given for ll< ating, or any branch in iron or wood.

j "TSjs^nsaar ^sr^p«i^f—^~if^ Es^ssa1 *~ "^ " * wj^"^™~m~w* ^ ~ -—^^—

—

sm^t-~ibssm^—* t i f^sr^^r-^wai—v —st—es—*~sr—sp—i—r^^r^^~~^^ ^bmm-^1- w* "e— ^mj__

Horticultural Works and Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufactory,

Kenssl Green, Harrow Road, London, W.
JOHN TAYLOR anb SON beg to call the attention
*1 of the nobility and gentry bo the very superior manner in
which they Er all kinds of vatories. Vineries, Green-
houses, A'c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design an urahilitv of roaterials and workmanship.

Their VI III.AUNG APPARATUS f' the Fronts and
Roofs ol Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches.
Chapel Schools, Em ice Hall?. Public Buildings, &c., heated

1th Hot- Water Apparatus ins most economical and efficient
manner.

J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of
the nobility and reentry by whom theyare^sMeasseely engaged.

TANNED NKTITNG for Fruit Trees, at reduced
prices ; 200 square yards, 10*. ; 500 yards, £44. Bcreea

Canvas foi Wall Fruits ; Tulip Covers, Sun Shades, and
Awnings ; Rick Cloths, with Poles and lto-jes complete

;

uees, Tents, and Plasm, for sale or hire.

JLdcunoton & Co., 17, Snrithficld Bars, London, E C.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for pi rvina
Beed Beds, Fruits. Strawberries, from Frost, Blight*

Birds, Ac, and as a Fence for Fowls, &c. 1 yard wide, l^d.
;

2 yards, 3d. ; 8 yards, 4*d. ; and 4 yards, 6<f. per yard, in any

quaotity, may be h*d at Chas. Weight's, 876, Strand, W.C.

Greenhouse and Flower-pot Sticks Varnished :—l foot, 3d.

;

1*. U. ; 2, bd. ; 2*, Id. ; 3, lOd. ; 4, 1*. 6d. per dor.on. Dahlia

Sticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet, U. &d. ; 4, '2s. 3d. ; 5, 3*.

;

6, 3». Gd. An alUvwsjBsm to Nurserymen.

Important to Gardeners, &c.

SUVl I OK 9 W GARDKN NEITIN lo be
n pieces of sjmw esse (cheap), on application to

Mr. A . ,. Esk Terraet. V

• • 1

1

1
2

4

1

1

1
2
'2

11

2
4

I
2
8

in proportion.

BEE OLAB8B8.

#»

>»

»

n
it

it

4 ins. diameter

^ if ffJ

• * ts

0s.6Vi.each

11-

9 ins. diameter
10 „
11 „
12 „

»»

It. 8d. each
2
2 6
t

ft

feomdoo, E.C.

1 4 4 Ifot made above 12 inches.

PnrusBBlst Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,

SMALL PL1 i RE STKAME , fitted for Lakes
or Hirers, aud every des» -f Experimental and

other Engineering- work. Charges moderate.
SJSmiih, Jo4, High H olborn, London. W.C.

CAI - OlvKi' \L ANTI- CORROSION
1XT is now used extensively for all kinds of Out-door

Work. tJSdh as Ibom, Wot Stoke, Bjoxx, Compo, Csscsmt,
<tc, and has boon proved, alter a practical test of 70 years, to
surpass am J 'aint.

For fuller particulars, see No. 2fi of the Gardener*' Chronicle,

\4S* ly to Wai.tsb ('arsjost & Bom (Successors to the
Inventors), o, fc Winchester Street (near the iioyal Ex-
change), Ix>ndon, EC

No Agents throughout the United Kingdom.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL & SMITH'S PATENT ULACK VARNISH
r preser^a«lrou Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

an ib^ tint ..n ail t-door work, and
is lully two-t s cheaper. It m beaj I by Unary
labourer, requires no mixing or tl ling, and is used cold. It
is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
the ^ f many hundreds of the 1 ility and gentry, from
whom the most fl ing testimonials have been received,
which Hill & Smith will forward on application.
Bold in casV -f about 30 gallons each, at 1«. 6d. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or 1*. Sd. per gallon paid to any station in
the kingd'.m.
A iy to Hii.i * Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dudley, from whom onl r can be obtained.

s

GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOM LS MILLI GT0N,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Wasps.—The Warps are Coming.

HAT THORN'S HEXA )N and CHISWICK
GAKIiKN NETS are guaranteed t> protect all kinds of

Pruit from Wasps, Flies, 1 Ia, Ac. These .V-w are used and
recommended by the principal Gardeners.

For testimonials, patterns, and pttoej, please direct to Mr.
Havthorn, Nottingham.

_

ri TttMTsr&c.—A quantity of Government Bell Tents
L and Marquees, suitable for Rifle Companies, Cricket

Clubs, &c. ; also Bick and Hay Cloths, Ropes. Ac Prices on
application to John Morison. 25, Norton Folgate, N.E.

Important to Grape Growers.

ARTS FUMIGATOB and MILDEW ANNI-
3 HILATOR (Invented an 1 Invented by Edwauu art,

.R.H.S., Queen s Graperies, Brighton), for destruction and
prevention of Mildew in Grapes. Vin and Plants, without

Injury to the Kruit or Folisgo.— Vide Gardener*' Chronicle,

April IS, page 361.

Sold wh-lssalohy John Warner & Sons, 8. Cresoent, Crip-

plegate, E.C. ; Retail of any Ironmonger, or Nurseryman and
Seedsman, 25i. each. The material is sold in packets (with

full directions for use) at l*. 84. each, and wholesale by Mr.
W. I) Sat aim; Chemist, 65, Edward Street, Brighten; Messrs.

Barclay A Sows, 90, Farringdon Street, London, EC.
Prospectuses, with TeHtimonials, to be obtained of tho

I tee, Brighton.

TRIAL of LAWN MOWERS.—On the 5th instt

a Public Trial of Lawn Mowing Machines (in com on

with the Floral, Horticultural, and Entomological Exhibition,

held on the 16th, 17th, and l*th inst... in the Innrmn ardens,

Leeds), took place in tho Leeds Royal Park. The only com-
petitors were Mr. Samuelson and Mr. Green, the latter of whom
obtained the Three Prizes oflered, viz. :— '6l. for Horse Lawn
Mowing Machine: 22, for Double-handed Mowing Machine;
and \l. for Single-handed Mowing Machine. The Judges were
Mr. Carr, Gardener to John < per, E*q.# Gledhow ; and Mr.
Ellis. Gardener to E. HudBon, Esq., Roundhay.
H.B. All the 31owiug Machine Alakeia were invited for

c n.

j Lists mftv be obtaii. .lication toTHof rken,
Leeds; or fi Green, at the Depot, 2, Victoria Street,

Holborn HBl

Pazton Works, Sheffield, Established 1738.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AXD
ORCHARD-HOUSE

In. by In.

90 ~ 11
|

Supplied to Mr. Riven and many others.

SMALL SQUARES.

16 os.

13

14 (Super
Is J

100 feet, 1 a«. 6d,

21 os.

18s.

23s.

by In.

4

6

5*

In.

6

9
9*

by
• *

• «

Per 1 00 feet.

Common
11*. 6d.

Super.
12«. 6d.

SsVYNOR akd COUK K> warranted PRIZE
PRUstlNG snd BUDDING KNIVES, SCTSfcOaS, Ac.

Sold by all respectable urserymeu and Seed Merchant* in
the t <rse Kingdoms,

JTYLOR axd W
• 1 >T IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,
Ac. Price 25*. 07. each.

IRON YARD

SQUARES ik 100 AMD 200 FEET BOXES.

10

11
IS

by baches.
.. 8

I

• *

9
114

15
IS
IT

11
}?,

14

11
11
U
11

by Inches
.. 1,

9
.. 10

... 10j

12

15
It
17
11

12
12
12
12
BJ

12

Inches by Inches.
13 .. 10
IS* .. 10±
14 .. 10
144 .. IQfr

Inches by inches.
15 .. 10
12 .. 11
124 .. 114
13 .. 11

Inches by inches.
13* .. 114 •)

H 11

16
17
20

10
22

13
13

u
13
11

14

24
20
22
24
20
22

4ths.
3ds.

2ds.

lsts.

P. 100 feet.

12«. 6d.

144. 3d.
18s.

lis. M
It

If

If
15
16
16

J4

ff

1«)

17

18

4ths.

3ds.
Is.

lsts.

13j. W
16j.

19*. Sd.

* •

16

Jf less qmaatity tfc^ 100 fc^ ^^^ % makimte char^ made for package.

__a»h is^ « a
GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES OT ON LIST

^&:&£*%:i:g£ |
«^-J*«.2|d. f ai^dl.dL per foot.-s-

.
s

,
sew per foot.

| „ Ids, 3Arf., 4cf.. and 4W. ner foot.

HAT x PUMPS
3 feet 6 inches under snoot

24 3 inch
43». r, 3t, 60*. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any i ng below the level of
the jrronud.

P U M PS soars'
mar. toM; <» t/> } .,!..- .line I

of a, ii

the Unit

3. Tvlor ti

sv
Mb>u-
L •,

PNUTNE WRITE LE*D
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
UHaE«D-oiL PUTTY

HARTLEY'S IMPROVE. PATENT ROUGH PLATE,

2Fot accountable for breakage.

* «

32*. 04. per cwt

8 o ;;

LINSF.BD OIL
ILBD „

T! -E

it. 7d. per gall.

9 6

BLACK, GRIWN, and ail other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, Ac

MUSGK.AVJ > PATFNT 8TAHLE I TI
anh HARMLWB 5B BO

MUSGRAVrT^ V NT 11 »W HOHtt 1 .'OS

These inv as are confidently reoosBmendsd . •> the
icas prtssesningnnm* - is advantage."- be met with

in anything hitherto oiadc fur 1 1 1 o aatne purpeaes.

Mosoravk BROTusas have jnst received irom the Council of
the Royal A+r< ioultnral 8<«iety of England, at t ,Ate Leeds
meeting, a Hil»«r Medal I two Award* of HtfMy w
mended, being the only distinction eonlerred on auy extsKor
inthisclaeB.

Pell perticulart and price* will be gent on app'icatisn toMuwbavs BROTnnw, Ann Street Iron Works. Beiiit
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JOSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers op

PRUNING and BUDDING

YES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

Prices Eeduced.

HJ, MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, and neatest Roofing in use ; also Spouting at lO^d. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

c AST-IRON GARDEN ORNAMENTS.

»•

Price.
£1 5 each.

2 5
3 15

99

99

99

99

TAZZA.
Size.

22 inches diameter by 14 inches high
30 inches „ by 22 inches
42 inches „ by 25 inches ,.

The above may also be had with Pedestal.

PRICES of TAZZA and PEDESTAL.
Size. Price.

22 inches diameter by 28 inches high .. . . £1 15 each.
30 inches „ by 43 inches „ # . ..33
42inches f9 by 46 inches „ .. .. 4 15

J. Jones has much pleasure in stating that he has now an
entirely new Stock of Cast-iron Garden Ornaments, com-
prising Vases of various patterns, Garden Seats of all sizes,

and of both Plain and Ornamental Designs, Flower Stands,
Tables, <fec; he therefore requests that all parties in want of
such Castings will favour him with a visit to his extensive
Show Rooms, where the above may be seen fitted ready for

use, and he has no doubt they will prove to their satisfaction.

Orders to the amount of 51. and upwards Carriage Paid to
any Railway Station in England. Post-office Orders to be
made payable to John Jones, Borough, S.E.

Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Chelsea, S.W.

BECK'S PATENT

HOT WATER VALVE.

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron mam
posts, and pronged Standards, 1*. 2$d- per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any Kinaoi

i*on fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 5%d. f l^d.,

and 9^d. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d.
t

5d., and
Id. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, <fcc.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 2s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, <fec. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

AMAKD, BISHOP, and BARNAKDS,
Norwich.

FURTHER REDUCTION in the PRICE of WIRE
NETTING.—April, 1861.

Barnard, Bishop, and Barnards beg to inform their
friends and the publie that they have made a further reduction
in the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and also that all
their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, and durability.

Japanned

Horizontal Valve. Angle Valve.
2" 18*. M. ;

8" 25,. ;
4" 30*. 2" 17*. ; 3" 23». ;

4" 28*.

JAMES GRAY, Sole Agent, begs to call attention
to this most simple and perfect Valve ever invented. It is

perfectly water tight, and is never liable to get out of order, or
to get fixed by standing.
To Architects. Engineers, Gardeners, <fc Others.—Beck's

Patent Valve has been submitted to several of the most scientific
men of the day, and has invariably met with unqualified
approvaL A liberal Discount to the Trade.
Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries, and every des-

cription of Hothouse erected on the most improved principles,
and of best materials, at the lowest possible price consistent
with good workmanship.
Heating by Hot Water in all its branches. Boiler3 of every

approved description, Tubular, Saddle, Conical, Ac.
James Gray, Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Paulton's

Square, King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.

« •

Gauge.
2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide.. No. 19
2-inch
2-inch
2-inch

lH&ch
1 8-Inch

l|-inch
ll-inch

G*ilv;inised. Iron,
per yard, per yard.

99

99

9t

99

99

9t

99

99

If

99

99

M
99

99

99

9$

if • #

M
99

99

99

18

17
16
19
18
17
16

• *

• •

• •

A{d.
5

H
8
42
6

7
9

*

• •

• «

3 |d,

4

s

4

4|

5i
7

All the above kinds can be made any width (under feet)
at proportionate prices.
Strong Galvanised PoultryNetting, 7$rf. peryard, 3 feet wide.

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheaaantries, lid per
yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an
inch to 6 inches.

w •i^ni a MAUa FKESERVER.-The frequent

Hav R^fpfT°
ned throu

8£. the spontaneous combust on of

*~%*H? 7\Ac" f
eDder this «nfeffinff Preserver of the

ft^im¥rtaa€e
J every A^'cultnri8t It is so simple inits construction and use that it cannot be injured bv the

When first it is suspected that the rick is too much heated achimney should be made in the part of the rick whereTit is

i^LT^' and ]T or deterioration even in colour willinfallibly be prevented, and the destructive practice of rattYn*away a large part of the rick rendered ne^dlesT A dreiiaf

ffrh J Zv qmCkl7
v
made by borin* with the Chine as lowm the nek as may be required, adding each length as is foundnecessary It is easier to work the haodle backwaroi andforwards than continually round the same wav

ditm«S Jf
bon

l
e i!

L
mind that the l08S occasioned by stacksoctroyed by overheating cannot be recovered from any Fire

im^orteS*l^T Bnd *««?** » offers is so certain andtaiponant, as to recommend Mia nnc»

~

j~- ~< i± *-
tanner. Price in

for more tSTt»" """ "ciKuuournooa or the Manufacturer
oX,^ ° *?"? mth "nfaihn* success,

able-to"jot? iE£S? "t* * Post-°ffice Order for 21. fc>, pay-

executed on re^e^ Ironmo^r, Chipping Ongar, will be

^pTffv^vp^^k^01?^^ GALVANISED WIREROPE * ENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies
Five wires, 8 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feetRh

°"e
n
wrought iron straining post and straining screws

to each 100 yards of Fencing, 10d. per yard
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, 1*. per yard.
illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every variety of WireFencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on 'application.

i^T^; • , «
c
?
n* and Nettin8 delivered Carriage Free at allthe pnncipal Railway Stations ^

OKADFOttiyS PATENT WASHING MACHInkX-> - Mv W. Af delivery as usual-A month's trial
before payment—a severe ordeal for
a domestic machine, but which I
have now the greater confidence and
pleasure in submitting to intending
purchasers.

"

*

J

New Improvements in Bradford's
Washing Machinery.

It is with pleasure that I give pub-
licity to the improvements and addi-
tions made in my Washing Machine!
during the last few months.

hAfnrA «,a „„w„ r
M7 oriPnal Machine has now been

hw?HmJ{ }°a Z*. 7TTH
Z .

durin^ which
' time and experience

™J»£?£Td ltt and \hi,
t P

rovin? ita excellence, have also

3S?h 7TrafI
l
t8

',
b0
w
thin construction and mechanical

*™Lt™JJ?]
llt 18

'

the UbouS.^ working is reduced to thesmallest possible minimum, while the efficiency is increased,and a compactness and convenience of detail in th« *rranra-

Saton^" 1 ^^^ t^^S^ »* «« Slim? JS3SS.
itofTr,9 °Ver f^ ndice

'
an 'l genres the congratula!

mdeh^hTnl y 0n^u CU8toln5" ^o whom I am so muchindebted) do not possess the same advantages
Most obediently, * «p T?r, AnFnnn

Works, Queen Street, Salford, Manchester.

OHAW'S TIFFANY mSHAm*O Sold in Pieces V ^ G. b
No. 1, 20 yard? long, by 38 inches wide Per

P»«e j!
No. 2, do., do., the same material, mannfw •
Patent Mineral Solution to prevent i Sl

86^ with'a
No. 3 (double strength), 18 yards long bvTi

r
°u
Un? I

No. 4 (treble strength), 18 yards long bv«Q«?hes w»4"-

Sold by all respectable Seedsmen sS £che8 ***«
'

"

marked "Shaw's Tiffany," Manchester Zl,* everr^
sent free by post.

r
' SamPles aud'q*

John Shaw & Co., 29, Oxford Streof u
o h n war Ninri^^

ald^^Cett^
is made of Q$££* Aefr
'to corrode, andJ L N

r
°^ Dot«

at pleasureontbeife or^41
fold togetherSa„t

eleg8of
"biti

ease by cme^W*«nW2
Stand andlff^PJ"**

4

Brass Union
for ta(

«

Planished Copper .

Stand and Pump, vnih plain"
Tail P.pe, for tying en Sue-
tion Pipe

2-inch Patent Rubber and Can'-
vas Flexible Suction Pipe
on wires, either 10, 12, or 15No/42. foot * * * * per foot ('

No. 579J.
Y\7'ARNP]RS, SWING
VV GARDEN BARROW

(holding about 35 gallons) is

intended for all large establish-
ments where much watering
is done by the Watering Pot.
By its use the Gardener will
save much time and labour,
particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump is at a distance
from the Garden,

Price £2 10*.

No. 554J.

WARNEKS'
VANIZED niC

GARDEN EXGIXE, r

Registered SpreadK

*

strongly recommended :

durabilityand lowprice,*-

10 gallons, iron.,.

16 „ do... Jl

24 „ do...

14 „ oak..

24 „
#

do. ..

Larger sizes mtyii-

either Wood or In

BRASS SYRINGES, from 9i. to B

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumbe^* I

Country, at the above prices, or of the Patentee*

»

m
facturere,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate.1^'

eSF Engravings sent on appljcatifli

Le Sommier Elastiqae Portatif.

HEAL and SON have patented a methodow

a Sprin* Mattress portable. The great °&J<»»

usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cum^r

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF uibJJ^i

separate parts, and when joined together has autne^

thebest Spring Mattress. Asithasnostuffingor^jj

hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which t&e w
> -\

Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, are mucu

of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :—
3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long

3 feet 6 in.

4 feet

4 feet 6 in.

5 feet

5 feet 6 in. ,, *.
'

' . u«-*irec«*

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIFJjWwJJJ
the advantages of elasticity, durability,

cleanliness, r

and cheapness. ._ .^.j. £5edW

99
• •

#•

i •

3

#*

•

* «

I «

• •

An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads.IW™
Room Furnitiire sent free by post on aPP II(TBoad, ^lriiituru Hunt ncu uj ^v«w . .

Heal A Son, 196, TottenhamOouri m
Bdrton has ONE LARGE SHOW

>f Bathi

largest, ^-- ^ „rices P"^
ciusivcly to t.he'dlsplay"of Baths and Toilet* w*-^

of each is at once the largest, newest, *• _.^ Dtfl^|
submitted to the

gATHS and _Tbl_LETTE
a
WARE.

oM ^
ciusi

of e;

suhtu..™. ^, v— , , —
with those that have tended

vnrtaxtie ° UV,'W
most distinguished in this country, ror g^
Pillar 8howers, 3L to 51. \

Nursery.^'-J^tmeot <P.

to 32.. ; Hip. 14,. to Bit. 6A ^n?and Camp Sb<#
nace. Hot and Cold Plunge, Vapour, ana ^ ^ #
Toilette Ware in great variety, troui

•t three. RFDSTf

THE BEST SHOW op IBO«
b̂ T0^7

the KINGDOM is WILLIAM a-
exclu^

FOUR LARGE ROOMS dewtod W ?th^
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Children 8

Fddly J>

Bedding and Bed Hangings. £or
£;£d with *J5

from if,.; Patent Iron *">«^(&f^U
and patent sacking from Hi. 6d.

,
an ^date**

handsome Ornamental Iron and nn >

variety, from 21. 13,. 6U to 201. ffVER* 1' „

YITILLIAM S. MMOV*
c
%o^«W NISHIVO IRONMOXGEf ^ains «pj^

had srratis. and free by^post.^k J Sterlxo^fS
Illustrations of his

lectro

Di-»h Cove.^, — _,,
Chimnevnioces. Kitchen Rang

ons of his niimiww "-. Bribi» u^nliers V
Plate, Nickel Silver.

«id» ^^ffl
rer* Hot Water D^fJps,^c

' 1^
pieces, KitchenMS ry

;,^J ^

3»,Roora8. at w, Oxford

and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5,
anu

Newman Mews, London.

Perry
pltf»
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Nov ready, price Bs. 6cf., Icing Third Edition, considerably enlarged,

RURAL CHEMISTRY:
AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE SCIENCE IN ITS RELATION TO AGRICULTURE

BY EDWARD SOLLY, F.R.S. F.L.S. F.G.S. «*«

BOMOftABY MUCBIK OF TH* ROYAL AgEICULTUBAL SoCIKTT OF EKOLAKD, PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY TO THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LOKDOVJ LECTURER OH CHEMISTRY VK

Honourable East India Company's Military Seminary at Addiscombx, &c. &c.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.
•In accordance with nnmermn snrr^estions, very considerable additions have been made to this little book, in prepariug it for a new edition; several important practical matters, not treated

0f In anv former editions, having been introduced. Brief descriptions of the more important of the domestic arts, such as Wine and Vinegar Making, Brewing, the Manufacture of Spirits.

Baking, 'Cheve-making, Cookery, *cM have been added, together with some account of the Scientific Principles involved in those arts. Numerous recent analyses of agricultural crops have
likewise been given, and the whole has been cartfully revised and corrected."
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matter

Putrid fermentation
Putrid urine
Putty powder
Pyrites
Pyi s, copper
P> rolign is acid
Pyroiiguitas

rox) lie spirit

artz [pounds-
rnary com

Quicklime
Quicksilver
Ram water
Raisins
Rape 6eed

>e vine
Red cabbage
Red lead

[on Organic substances! U se of gas works
in soils

Organic transforma-
tions

organised matter

I
Rennet
Resins
Respiration [tion
Results of com!

xalate of lime i n Results of putrefsc-
alicacid [plants Rhubarb [tion

Metallic alloys

Metallic oxides
lo

sulphu- Metallic salts

Fermentation
Fertility
Fibre, woodf
Fibrin, animal
Fibrin, vegetable
Finings
Fir-ashes
Fire
Fire-damp
Fish refuse
! xedoil
Fixing ammonia
Flame
Flax

P»yj Flesh
Flint

Metals
Milk
Millet
Mmmra
Mixture
Mixture of soilsInflammable air

Inorganic matter in Molasses
plants.

| MordaunU
Inorganic manures, Mortar
Inulin
Iodides
Iodine
Iodine in set, water
Iron

by chl'v. changes produced
rine (jhir Combining weights

j Flooring maltBWhing by sul- Combining numbers Flour
*"*Kte

|
Combustion

| Flour, damaged

Irrigation
Isinglass

Ivory
Jusirss
Kelp
Kidneys
Kiln-drying
Kirschwaaser
Lactic acid

Latent heat
Lead

Mosaic gold
Mould
M ouldering
Mouldiness
Mucilage
Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime
Muriate of magnesia
Muriate of soda
Muriates
Muriatic acid
Murk
Muscle
Muscovado sugar
Must
Mustard

calls

tide, carbonic
ide of copper
ideof iron

Oxide oi lead
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of mercury
oxide of silver
Oxide of tin

Oxides, metallic
Oxygen
Paint, white
Palm juice
Papf-r bleached by

I Paring [chlorine
Parmesan rhsess
Pan»nip
I'aate

Pearlash
Peas
Peat ashes

. Pectine
Per-oxides
Perry
Persalts
Petre

tre, salt
Pewter
Phosphates
Phosphoric acid
Phosphoric acid
plants

Phosphoric
bone

Phosphoric
Phosphorus
Pickling cabbage
Pine-apples
Pipes, bursting of
Pitch

I.' ice

Kipening of fruit
Itiver mud
Piver water
Road drift

Pock suit
Pocket
Kocks, disintegra-

tion of
Roman vitriol

Roots
Potation of cropt
Ruby
Rum
Rushes, Dntch
Rust of iron
Rye
Rye straw
Sacchakikk matter
Safety-lamp
Sago
Sainfoin

Sal-ammoniac
Saline compounds
Saline draughts
Saline manures
Salt

Salt and lime

acid

Silicate of magnesia
Silicate of potash
Silicate of soda
Silicates

icacld
Silicon
silk dyeing w
Btln r

Silver, chloride of
Silver, nitrate of
Silver, oxide of

r, salts of
Silver, sulphuret of
Size
Size, resin
Skimmed milk
Skin
Slag
Slaking of lime
Smells, foul
Smoke
Straw ashes
Straw of barley
Straw of buckwheat
Straw of lentils

Straw of maize
raw of- jus

Straw of rye
rraw of Vetch

Straw of wheat
Strong manures

ib-salts

Subsoil
Subsoil ploughing
Substratum
Suffocation froml
Sugar [charcoal
Sugar, barley

igar candy
gar, formation of

Sugar of lead
Sugar of milk
Sugar, refining
Sugar refiners' waste
Sulphates
Sulphur
Sulphur in plants
Sulphuret of iron
Sulphuret of lead

ilj'buretof tsilver

'ilphurets
smelting

>ap

"ap-boiling
ip, decomposition
p, soft [ol

oap, transparent
Soap, yellow
Soapmakera' ash
Soda
Soda, carbonate of
Soda in rocks
Soda in plants

>da in soils

Soda, muriate of
Soda, nitrate of
Soda, silicate of
Soda, sulphate of
8odium
Sodium, chloride of
Soft water
Soil

Soils, analysis of
Soils, colour of

com poai tion of
8oils, exhaustion nj

> ils, formation of
Soils, mixture of
Soils, nature of
Solder
Soot

Sorrel
Soup
Specific gravity
Spices
Spirit proof
Spirit, pyroxylic
Spirit of salt
Spirit of wine
Sponge
Spring water

Salt, bay
Salt, common

in Salt in sea water
Salt, rock

in! Salt, spirit of
[water Salt, sea [water1

acid in Salt, solution of, in Springs
Saltpetre Stall feeding
Salts Starch
Sand [Steam

I Sapphire Stearic acid
j
Sawdust JStearine

Plants, composition Schiedam [or Still

Plants, death of j Sea-fowl, excrements] Stilton cheese
Plants, decay of 8ea-water Sulphuret of tia
Plants decompose] Sea-weed Sulphuretted hy-
carbonicactd (Seed drogen

Plants, effect of, on Seed, formation of Sulphuric acid

air

Plants, elements of

Plants, food of

Plants, growth of

Plaster of Paris

Plaster stone

Plough, subsoil

Plums
Polenta
Pond mud
Poppy seed
Porter
Potash

Tar
Tarnish on silver

Tartar
Tartaric acid
Tartrates
Teeth
Ternary compounde
TestS, vegetable
Thermometer
Thunderbolt
Tiles

Tin
Tin, oxide of
Tin plate
Tin, sulphuret
Toast
Toasted cheese
Tobacco
Toddy
Treacle
Tropical countries
Tubers
Turf-ashes
Turmeric
Turnips
Turpentine
Turpentine, oil of
Urate of ammonia.
Urea
Uric acid
Urine
Use of leaves
Use of plants
Usquebaugh
Vapour condensed
by cold

Vapour in the air
Vegetable alkalies
Vegetable manure
Vegetable, boiling ot

Velm
Vermillion
Vetch
Vinegar
Vinegar distilled
Vinous fermentation-
Vitriol, blue
Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of
Vitriol, white
Volatile, alkali
Volatile oil

Wat.nuts
Wash, distillers'

Water
Water, action on lead
Water, air in
Water, composition
of

Water, freezing of
Water, hard
Water, impurities ir\.

Water, mineral
Water necessary ty

plants
Water, New River
Water, phosphor!**

acid in
Water, pure
Water, rain
Water, sea
Water ft

Water, spring
Water, Thames
Water, well
Wax
Weed-ash
Weeds
Weeds, burning of
Weeds, putrefaction-
Weeds, spread of [,,i

Wh^at grain
Wheat straw
Wheat starch
Whey
W h iskey
Whitelead
White of egg
Wine
Wine, brandy
Wine, domestic
Wine, fiermentatioB o\
Wine, fining of
Wine, pricked
Wine, ripening of
Wine, vinegar
Wood ashes
Wood spirit

Woody fibre

Wool
Wool dyeing
Wool, mill refuse
Wool rags
Wool soap

%

Seeds, germination Sulphurous acid
Seeds, steeping (of Sulphurous acldj Wort
Seidlitr powders checks fermentation) Wort, foxiness of
Selection by roots of Sunflower XTc.orDi.xs
Semolina [plants Sunflower seed Ykast
Shell sand Super-salts [lime' Yeast as manure

lis Super - phosphate ofj Yeast, artificial
Super -tartrate of Yeast, bad
Swedes [potash Yeast, dry
Tabashekb Zing
Tannin Zinc, chloride of
Tanning Zinc, oxide of
Tapioca,

[ Zinc, sulphate of

Silex
lica

iica in plants

Silica in soil, use Of
I icate of alumina

Silicate of li

Published by J. Matthews, at the Office of the Gardener* Chronicle, 41, Wellington Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C. ; and may be had by order ofarjy Bookseller.
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Calceolaria Seed, ex. ex.

STEPHEN BROWN (late Bass & Brown) con-

tinues to supply Seed from the same first-rate^ private

Grower as for years past, and -which has annually given the

most unqualified satisfaction. The flowers are splendid in

colour, richly spotted, of excellent form, large, and of great

variety. Packets, 2s. each ; small packets, 1*.

CALCEOLARIA NANA GRANDIFLORA PRiECOX—Very
fine continental variety, exceedingly dwarf, novel and beau-

tiful, with a profusion of bright flowers of great variety.

Packets, 2s. each.

Primula Fimbriate.

FIMBRIATA KERMESINA SPLENDENS.—A velvet-like

crimson, ex. fine, surpasses all others by its brilliant and
bright colours, 2s. 6d. per packet.

FIMBRIATED.—Mixed rose and white, fine, Is. per pkt.

FIMBRIATA STRIATA.—Snperb new white, striped with
red, very beautiful, Is. per packet.

Also, separately named or mixed, very Choice Seeds of

Geranium, Hollyhock, Carnation, Picotee, &c. ; also Choice
Mixed Pansy, Cineraria, Petunia, Polyanthus, Verbena, and
other Choice Florist Flowers.

SEED CATALOGUES on application.

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower and Importer, Sudbury,
Suffolk.

Cabbage Seed

CATTELL'S DWARF BARNES and CATTELL'S
DWARF RELIANCE may be had as usu<u\ free by post

for 12 penny stamps per packet, the former containing one

ounce, and the latter half an ounce. May be sown as early as

the middle of July, and will not run to seed the following

Spring.

These two are the earliest and best Cabbages in cultivation.

See remarks by P. A. W. in Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2,

1861, page 99.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

"DAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAVVTREE,
JL\ Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes, Ac, of best quality at Market Prices.

B.
Dutch and other Bulbs.

S. WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his CATALOGUE of the above is now

ready, and will he forwarded post free on application. Early
orders are solicited, as their successful cultivation depends in a
great measure on early planting.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads,
Holloway, N.

Geraniums, Herbaceous
*

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Varie*at-f£?*» (

TD S. WILLIAMS bees to inform v

^

JO. patrons that a PRICED and bSUL'
8 fri<*4.LOGUE of the above, to wZ^^PTlY

i, «src. (winch include the best
anegated

I

season,) is now published, and will h«T ew
plantx

application.
oe lor

*arded

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and H"
way, London. N. a

potf

New Phalaenopsis with Varie

^yRoadj.J

11CW "*««««f«« wun variegated v.v

BS. WILLIAMS has great rL ^
• for the first time strong Plants of p?

re
ifl °^

leriana, which have just arrived in the fin '^fe
tion . This beaut i ful species is quite dirtiS? ^o&fe a*
cultivation; the leaves are similar in for??r° ^*lZ
those of P. grandiflora; ground colourA* W *»**
giilar bands of white over the whole am!**^ **&b

^en"aVThl7i^4_
upwards of 100 flowers, a portion of^ *

* in* *"»

coloured; size, about two-thirds of^ f p
produced in great profusion from

stroma tmmwu
of which may be seen at the S«

flowers, a portion oHhtt^-—

;

Price can be had on appttc^ ^C8>
-

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey fcafe HcJ
,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

GRAND SHOW OF DAHLIAS AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS
WEDNESDAY

5

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. EriES.

' Exhibitors of cut flowers to provide their own stands,

exhibited in separate stands of the following dimensions :

—

Length.
48 Dahlias, 2 stands . . . . . . .

.

4 ft. each.
24 Dahlias, 1 stand 4 „ each.
12 Dahlias; 1 stand 2 „ each.
48 Roses, 2 stauds 4 „ each.
24 Hoses, 1 stand 4 „ each.
24 Hollyhocks, 1 stand 4 „ each.
24 Asters, 1 stand 2 ,, each.

Entries in each class to be

Breadth.
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

ft.

9f

99

H
ft

9t

6 in.

6 „
6 „
6 „
6 „
6 ,.

6 „

32 -T

bOOTJ
•sag

Ciass.
1. 48 Dahlia Blooms.
2. 24 Dahlia Blooms
3. 18 Dahlia Blooms
4. 24 Dahlia Blooms

V •Distinct.
Distinct. *..

Fancies, distinct
Distinct

m m

* •

(Nurserymen)]
(Nurserymen)]
(Nurserymen)\

(Amateurs) I

1st
Prize.

£ *.

8
5
4
6

2d
Prize.

£ «.

6
3
3
4

3d

,

& *.

4
2
2
3

Class.
5. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Distinct
6. 6 Dahlia Blooms. Distinct
7. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Fancies, distinct .

.

8. 48 Cut Roses. 3 trusses, distinct
9. 24 Cut Roses. 3 trusses, distinct

10. 24 Cut Roses. Distinct. Single blooms.
11. 12 Roses, in pots, not more than two of one kind
12. 12 Hollyhocks, in spikes. Distinct .

.

13. 12 Hollyhocks, single flowers. Distinct
14. 24 German Asters. " Quilled," distinct
15. 24 French Asters. "Tasselled." distinct
16. 24 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Di net ..

17. 12 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinc.

(Amateurs)
(Amateurs)
(Amateurs

(Nurserymen
(Amaieui

(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)

(Amateurs)
18. 12 Pots of Gladiolus. Distinct. Not more

than 3 in each pot (Open)
19. 24 Phloxes, single trusses. Distinct .

.

(Op<
20. 12 Phloxes, in pots. Distinct . . .

.

(0,»
21. 2 1 Verbenas, 5 trusses of each. Distinct .. (Opi
22. Miscellaneous. For Flowers not specified .. (Ope

1st

Prize.

£
4
2

3

4

4
2

2

2

2

s.

(»

2 10
1 10

S
2

3

1 10

1 10

2d

Prize.

£ I
3

1 10

2

3

3

1

4

•2

1

1

1

1 10

1

1

2

1

1

Priz

1 9

1

2 )

I if
01

Oil

or

i«

GRAND FRUIT AND CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, NOVEMBKLi G and 7, 1861.

• FRUIT.
A dish of Grapes to consist of 3 hunches ; of Apples

like, 6 fruits of each ; and of Plums, 9 fruits.

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. Eyles.

Pears, Oranges, Lemons, and such

Class.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

%£?£°? ?IIT^ (Fruiterers only)
(Private Growers)Collection of Fruit

Pine Apples, collection of. 3 distinct kinds _
Pine Apple. Single fruit, any variety-
Grapes White Muscat. Basket of, not less than 10 lbs! 'weight
Grapes, White Muscat. Single dish .. ..

G. Grapes, White. Any other variety, single dish .

.

H. Grapes, Black Hamburgh. Basket of, not less than 10 lbs
weight

I. Grapes, Black Hamburgh Single dish

•K o2S «T^9nt
k
hal or

,

Dutch »»**burgh/ Single dish ".
'.

IK. Grapes Black. Any other variety, single dish .
L. Pears, dessert, collection of, 1 dish of each
M. Pears, dessert, collection of ti dishes, rinct kinds "
N. Pears, dessert, collection of 3 dishas. dUtinct kinds

"*

Pears, dessert. Single dish, any variety
Pears, kitchen. Uvedale's St. Germain. Single'dish"!
Pears, kitchen. Catillac. Single dish

g

Pears, kitchen. Single dish, any variety
Pears. Heaviest 5 fruits, dessert

T. Pears, Stewed, jar of .. .. '

O.
P.

Q.
R

u.
V.

w.
X.
Y.
Z.

AA.
BB.
CC.
DD.

JZtZP
16™ are

J£
b0 PrePared without sugar, spice, orany colouring matter, and to be shown in white glass jarsLadies are particularly invited to cause jars of fruit to besent for examination.

Apples, dessert, collection of, 1 dish of each
Apples, deeeert, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds

*"

App es, dessert, collection of 3 di*hes, distinct kinds
"

"

Apples, dessert. Single dish, any variety ^^ "
Appjes, kitchen, collection of 1 dish of eachApp es. kitchen, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds

*

"

Apples, kitchen, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds'.*.
Apples, kitchen. Single dish
Apples, kitchen. Heaviest 5 fruits

EE.
FF.
OQ.
HH.

flterrf^,*^
7 ^mf : ^S"«h»n*ccount is given in the

oW?f? ?rff? f°r 1860
' p'
m' TE—!t °^t beofceerved that this process is quite different from thatemployed in preparing Norf. Beefings

Ranges, Lemons, <fcc., collection of I dish of each

(ESSO* k!
pUnts

.'

in P018 or b0Xe6
>
beariag fruit

iJfanges, best specimen of Tangerines, in pet
fruit, any variety .. .. V

1st

Prize.

& *

2

1

10

Priie

110

019

'

o :

n. Plums. Single dish, any variety
IT. Strawberries. Single dish

Currants. Single dish ,.

Raspberries. ngle dish --I ° ia

Note.—Fruit specified in the above Classes will be excluded from MS^

Miscellaneous . .. 60s., 50s. t
^'^

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. ^
fchlbitors of Cut Flowers to provide their own stands, of the foUowing di*.

For 24 Blooms, 1 et and 4 feet long, 1 foot 6 inches oroau.

For 12 „ 2
For6 .. .. 1 »»

»*

f

He%ht of standi inches behind, 4 inches »?.
fro
n
n
r

fc

nvranii^
Preference w be given to plants trained in the bush-like or pj _

Class.
1. C Plants.

6 Plants. Distinct varieties,

Distinct varieties, on single stcn

(Nurterymen)

on single stems
'

(Amateurs)
8 Plants. Distinct varieties, on single stems

(Amateurs)

Note.—Pots not to exceed 11 inches in diameter
fn Claeees 1, 2, and 3.

€ Plants, Pompons. Distinct vari on single

stems (Nurserymen)
6 PI*nts, Pompons. Distinct varieties, on single

stems (Amateur
6 StaiktffctMSfarysanthem urns or Pompons . . (Open)

Note.—Pots not to exceed 8 inches in diameter
in ClaMO, 5, and 6.

6 Now varieties of the current year
Single cimen, single stern, either Chrysanthemum

or Pompon (Open)

94 Cut blooms. Distinct.. .. (Nur 'men)

24 Cut bloom*. Distinct (AmtUeurs)
12 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)

Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)
* Cut blooms. Distinct. Anemone flowered (Open)

Best group of cut biooou .

.

m . . (Open)

2

1

1 io

15

15

1 o

15

1 o

2
X

1

oi*>
io

1 o

oic

o

1

•'
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Hew Seed saved from
JDOBSON n-d - NTS' -uperior Collection

• ready, in sealed packets.
CALCEOLARIA, hybridised, ex. ex.. It. &J., 2s. &?.,

Mitt
CINERARIA, from onlv tie very beet, lr, 3c 6d. t anPRIMULA, finest fringed. 1* *. C I 5s.

PANSIT. from the beat known kinds, 1*. and 2l
STOCK. Intermediate. Scarlet, 6e\

Poet Free on receipt of Stamps for the amount.
W. N'urserv Islewnrth, W.

«d

New Seeds for Present Sowing at Reduced Prices,

Carriage Free.

SCTTON axd SONS can nov apply the under-
mentioned for immediate sowing:—

Early x Weeks Ti. p , Italian
Pomeranian White Globe ditto
Imperial Green Globe bo

Iineolnenire Red Globe ditto
Smart's Mousetai! ditto
Grey Stone ditto

trabeari Cow Cabbage
Sutton's Imperial Earliest Gar

Permanent Meadow Grasses
Fine Lawn Grasses

ifolium incarnatum
Mustard and Itapo

at'

tto
krly Lon
Pino Waloheren d>

aaatierial <

Enfield Market at. I

ria. Primula,
U. per packet.

PRK.'ED LI the above r

had on application aldreasod
Sottox A Boss, Royal Berkshire Seed Eatablishmoi it. I ieading.

Flower

may bo

Zht 0arlretttr0
9

Chronicle
SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1861.

The summer pruning of Vinos is a question
just now largely occupying the attention of our
Correspondents, if we may judge from the commu-
nications which reach us, and of which the follow-
ing is an example :

—

lt I cultivate my Nines on the spur system, and
plant many Vines in one house, so that it is

desirable, in order to obtain as much light and air
as possible, to cut away all superfluous shoots.
Flanting my Vines in the centre, and against
back walls of Vineries, I fruit from 1 foot above
ground upwards. Xow may I cut away shoots
that have no bunch on them, and how near the

I

main stem lay I cut away ch iy all later ils

on the spurs between the bunch and main stem ?
]

I shall not require one third of the top
jhoot aain permanently, mav I cut or

stop this at ea^^Mhe extent required ? and may
|

I cut, close in,^ any ] Is on such leading
shoots^ : As I tin leners are not generally '

acquainted with the pur system, now so much
liked, your kindly flPkering these questions, and
S'ving physiological reasons for your opinion, will

i of great service to many gardeners. A Sub-
teribcr."

The information sought by our Correspondent
involves many considerations of importance,

rat

prominently placed buds, for the pent-up vital
»rce of the plant. While on the other hand, if

perfectly organised buds are present in abundance,
these latent buds are rarely if ever stimulated into
growth.

The Vine, it will then be seen, bears fruit only
on young shoots of the current year's growth ; aid
these shoots may proceed from any part of the
stem, whether old or young, wherever buds either
prominent or latent exist. Under favourable
circumstances every one of these young shoots may
become fruit-bearing, whilst if the circumstances
connected with their growth are unfavourable,
ley may all produce leaves only and no fruit.

The most favourable circumstances under which
Vines can be placed, with the view to the pro-
duction of fruit, are those in which the plants
have secured to them a full and regular supply of
sap, and in which at the same time the leaves are
most thoroughly and favourably exposed to * he

|

action of light and r, so that this sap miy be
properly elaborated for the sustentation of the
whole plant, roots and top. There is in the
growth of plants a reciprocity of action between
the roots and the leaves, which, in artificial
cultivation, is too frequently overlooked. "Without
sap elaborated by the healthy action of the leaves
the roots cannot long continue to be formed ; and
without healthy roots the leaves cannot be pro-
duced beyond the small extent of development
which may be derived from the store of sap pre-
viously existing in the stem and branches, which
store, when growth commences, is soon exhausted.
Bo long, therefore, as the r. iprocal action
between roots and leaves is duly maintained, so
long will the plant, whether it be a Vine or a
plant of any other kind, continue in health and
vigour, all other conditions being favourable ; but
if this reciprocity is not maintained the vigour of
the plant must decline.

<ow it is by pruning that we can direct an
increased supply of sap to particular parts,
for by cutting away a considerable portion
of a shoot, leaving only a few buds to receive
the whole of the sap that would otherwise have
been distributed amongst many, those few become
stimulated to produce larger and more vigorous
shoots and leaves and buds for future bearing
than would have been the case if many more had
shared the same amount of supplv. By pruning,
moreover, the amount of foliage may be so
regulated, that the whole may be properly and duly
exposed to lteht. In the case of Vines it is from
enlarged and vigorous shoots, leaves, and buds.
all 1 g n *««•*

can
this

an aDunaauce oi ion a
, as much indeed a*

be grown wit t overcrowding. To bear
amount of foliage there must,' consis ently with
the above-named condition, be an aggregate
length of shoots produced ; but these °may be
either few and long, exemplifying what is called

j

the long-rod system of pruning, or they may be
comparatively numerous and short, which is the
characteristic of the spur system of pruning.
Good crops and fine fruit may be obtained by
following either system ; but as a rule, the largest
bunches and berries are obtained from the long
rods. The reason of this is, that more leaves can
be grown on a bag shoot than on a short one, and
other conditions being equal the long shoot conse-
quently becomes thicker towards the base; from
this, when cut back at the winter pruning, a
stronger bearing -hoot is developed than would be
the case from a smaller rod, and being stronger
th is ii cms! e (

-

<" lb rm

i

ng a In rgs r bunch t ban
coul<1 obtained from smaller wood. As great a
weight of fruit may, however, be obtained by the
spur-system as by the other, for the bunches
though smaller may be more numerous.

These general remarks will have afforded a
general reply to the inquiries of our Correspondent

;

but we may add a few more particular remarks on
each of the questions propounded :-— 1. It is
to be understood, that none of the shoots are
superfluous provided they have space to expose
their foliage duly to the light; but if there is not
sufficient space to effect this, thev must be stopped
in their growth so that the leaves may not crowd
or overshadow each other. 2. Although shoots
may have no bunches on them, they must not be
cut away, so long as they have space to grow.
3. The laterals between the bunch and main-
stem should be cut off above their first joint;
they might have been pinched off entirely at an
early stage of their development. 4. The leading
shoot should be permitted to grow as far as space
will permit, but the laterals should be removed
from it, ex( t one just below the point at which it
is found that it will he necessary to stop the leader
itself; afterwards, this remaining lateral is to be
pinched back to one joint.

The 1 rs of the Civil War or America
are already felt iu the progress or rather paralysis
of science. With t! exception of the Crimean
episode, it is so long since any great or prolonged
war has taken place between civilised people, that

tb* **.nu ~e "u • j- • '
—•'"' /7""7 Z~"> few now living can recollect what effect the inter-

lx:tdtrbefi
ir p

hTrj:
that large aasl* ^j&*» ** .«p»«

habit and mode of bearing whie is characteristic
of the Vine is one of the most prominent. In most
of our cultivated fruits, such as the Apple, the
rear, and the stone fruits, such as the Cherry,
Peach, and Plum, the crop is either borne directly
on the branches developed in the preceding year
from buds formed in the axils of the leaves, or
else it is produced on the short stunted-looking
branches of older growth, wl h are called spurs.
In both cases a d inct kind of bud known as a
" fruit-bud " is organised during the summer's
growth, and becomes recognisable as such as soon
as or even before that growth is matured. Jtj
follows that in all this class of fruits there can
be no crop produced unless the conditions of

1

the preceding yeir have been sue
secure the formation uffic it abundance,

of the " fruit-buds " to which allusion has been
made.
The habit of the Vine is altogether different

from this. It bears its clusters on the young
shoots of the current year's growth, and not
directly on the branches of the preceding season,

hese bearing or productive she s may be

fbJ iT *?? ^ P"1 of the stem
>
either from

the old or the young wood. By the system of
c ose spur- uning, as it is call

, the stem of an
old Vine mav be to pruned that nothing would
remain but a knobby and apparently bu 89 rod,
and yet from such a bare pol . 1 hitherto latent
or dormant I be found to Pat forth, often

Ji much vigour, and every shoot thus produced

oriS« i *V
he

.,

lt
f
°^t

1, had their
origin in the axils of lea borne around
xue ba-es of young shoots which existed
pernaps roany years previously; an 1 although
covered by successive layers of alburnum, such
buds retain the power of bursting into active
growth, when stimulated to do so by a sufficientlv
strong flow of &ap, and espe illy when ier i nomore ready outlet provided iu the form of

clusters and large berries are obtained.

But in endeavouring to secure these advantages
of pruning, it is possible to err by carrying the
process too far. Intent on exposing the leaf-
surface to the light, the extent of that surface may
he so much reduced as injuriously to affect the
general vigour of the plant. The shoots may be
so excessively thinned and shortened that the
leaves which they can possibly bear may not
present a surface area equal to one-fourth of that
of the glass under which they are grown, and the

intercourse. The Crimean campaign was wholly
exceptional

; insted of operating as a stoppage
apon ^acquisition of scientific knowledge, it

u-u
to ^ aad sPecim6as from the seat of war

which were formerly rare became common from
mutual intercommunication between the bel-
ligerent nations. The war in America would seem
in this respect to promise less happy results.
The following hi s dated in May, received
not long ago from one of the most eminent
naturalists in the Northern United States,

"I
general buil Hug up, so to speak, of theirgrowth ; wpfVthe fi t̂

^^ ™"
ntVw^rk^Bnf*e~h^ war broke out jL l my Wphrase the maturation and ripening of their wood, ings were mad., and although the text ha,which would be effected if foliage to the extent of been in print for several weeks all the men I

ilrT^T*
thr

f

ee- ûrth
r5u

°.f th* ar*a exposed to
I

engaged have becom draftsmen in another senselight had been retained This of course applies to
,

from that in which I engaged them. I was aWestabh.lied Vines in which a vigorous root action' preparing s v. ral papers! printing
; U"he ex-

\ _. , .
citement of the la-t three weeks hi* niuottl^

not
J
K
Un

? J
1™ lGft t0 £ ?

atUral gr°Wth
>
and ^rybody, and there ^m\^^^X^^LUb^ted

_.
l
°-_

any aCCldent
ff
artM oheck, we are accustoms to the novel2^£tR^

consequence of; his would be that the Vines could places this in a somewhat" graphicli-htaccomplish little more than one-fourth of the hoped ere this to be able to send i

would present in each succeeding year a more
extended leaf-surface ; at least it would do so for
very many years. It would be well if Vines trained
under glass could be permitted to do the same
but instead of this, the space being limited, they
soon fill out that which is allotted to them, and no
scope is left for an annual increase of foliage. Con-

|
and no

at war with those who were recently our best
friends.. In rising of the people o£ the North is
one of the gr thi you coul imagine.
Never was a nati prepared for war as the

ites three week . Now,
erybol} rill?

• all business is suspended,
~.-. i. he will get mo: for the

sequently, the amount of leaf surface must become
stationary, sooner or later, according to the size of

the structure, and the rapidity of growth in the

Vines. These should nevertheless be encouraged
to till the house with foliage as soon as possible,

their annual increase being progressive ; and
never even when they have reached their limits

build they bear a less amount of leaf-surface than
in the pr vious year. This rule, if attended to, _ n . .. . .— ™„ tmmmmv

would do much towards preventing failures of the things are not of much interest to you wTho live so
crop, and towards silencing the complaints we far away, but w<? feel here as if our whole future
constantly hear about badly-made borders. usefulu was c i pro raised by the Southern

It may safely be affirmed that the first aim in
[
movemeut>, and since they on their part are equally

Vine-culture should be that of growing every year
j
determined, I fear a very bloody war is before us/'

next year, so tl is ailitary in-
struct! I t r, that the great energy
put fort a f the N -rth, and our greatly more
abundant n of and men, as well as
the will .ness of every one to make any sacrifices,

will i a r> to this scheme of breaking up
the country for tl purpose of satisfying the
ambition a few ers thrown out of power by
a change of administra n. I fear that these
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MYCOLOGY.—No. LV.
relation to the phenomena of the distribution of heat—

and in its effect in producing variations in the atmos-

pheric pressure ; these may be called the indirect
Agabicus personatus, Fr.—This well-known species UMi!V F»WWM1«W , „

t

belongs to the fourth subgenus of Agaricus (Tricho- means through which electricity is rendered suo-

loma), so named from 0pi& a hair, and A«^a, a veil, a servient to the wants of nature since it is turougu,

name it must be confessed formed on the old principle an& depending upon other meteorological processes

of contraries, scarcely a species showing any trace of a tnafc the above-mentioned phenomena are experienced.

e;

veil. It professedly, however, imports nothing more,

than that where a veil is present it consists simply of

a little pubescence not matted together into a mem-
brane. The sub-genus is a large one, and contains many

important species. The essential character depends on

the want of a closely woven veil ; on the central some-

what fleshy stem, which is not furnished with a distinct

bark as in Collybia ; and above all in the gills being

sinuated behind, and not truly decurrent. The sub-genus

is distinguished from Amanita and Lepiota by the stem

not being distinct from the part which bears the gills,

from Armillaria in the absence of a woven veil, and

from Collybia in the stem not being cartilaginous

externally. Some species of Pleurotus differ merely in

their excentric stems and growth from decayed wood,

though such a habitat is not unknown in Tricholoma,

<\s for example in the beautiful yellow gilled^.. rutilans,

which is so conspicuous on Pine stumps from its red

velvety head. This however seems in Sweden to grow

upon the ground in Pine woods. Not a single poisonous

species is known to exist in the sub-genus, and many of

•them are excellent articles of food. In no division can

xperiments be made with greater safety.

In his most recent work on Agarics, Fries divides

Tricholoma into seven sections.

1. Pileus viscid in wet weather, often streaked or

• granulated, but very rarely floccose

or torn into* scales. Stem fleshy,

generally solid, never quite naked.

We have several species belonging

to this section, such as the meal-

scented brown A. albobrunneus.

2. Pileus dry, the cuticle break-

ing up into threads or cottony

tufts. Stem between fleshy and
fibrous, never quite naked. Some
of the commonest Agarics of our

Fir-woods, as A. terreus, are repre-

sentatives.

3. Cuticle rigid, never viscid,

commonly breaking up into little

grains or smooth scales. Substance
in general hard and brittle. Ag.
cartilagineus is an example.

4. Cuticle none
;
pileus quite dry,

at first more or less silky, then
s-nooth, neither floccose nor scaly.

'The beaufcifui but strong scented
A. sulphureus, which is not rare in

our woods, is an example. Experiments with this
species are not likely to be made, as its peculiar
scent, like that of gas tar, is sure to excite disgust.

5. Pileus very fleshy, often spotted as if drops of
water had rested upon it, or minutely cracked when
dry. Almost all the species are of early growth, and
several, as A. gambosus, No. XXIII., are well-known
articles of food.

6. Pileus at first compact, then spongy, obtuse, even,
smooth, moist but not viscid. To this section belongs
the subject of our present illustration.

7. Pileus thin, more or less umbonate, when moist
having a watery aspect (hygrophanous), when dry
becoming pallid. A. grammopodius, which like A.per-
sonatus occurs in pastures, is our best native example.
A. personatus is known at once by its livid smooth

thick obtuse pileus, perfectly free from any trace of an
umbo, which has a sleek appearance whenmoist, and by
its fibrillose bluish stem, from whence it has received
the common name of Blewits, under which it is

frequently sold in Covent Garden Market. It is

extremely common in rich moist pastures, where it
grows either solitary or in large rings. It forms an
acceptable dish, when gathered in dry weather. As
it absorbs moisture so rapidly it is not worth attention
in very wet weather. When gathered on a dry morning
in well exposed pastures, it is an excellent 8pec :

if
well broiled and seasoned with Chives and other sweet
herbs, though it has a peculiar flavour, which, like that
of Olives or Laver, is not acceptable to every palate.

It is curious that this species, though one of the few
exposed for sale in London, does not make its appear-
ance in continental markets. Indeed it seems little
known on the Continent, and does not appear in the
works of Vittadini and Roqaes. Its principal use in
London is for ketchup, but it is too watery in general
for that purpose; and when dry, the little which it
affords is not of good quality. The only species with
which it 13 likely to be confounded, if the white spores
and blue stems are properly considered, is A. nudus
and its varieties. That species, however, has the
pileus and gills more or less tinted with violet, and is
one of our most beautiful Agarics, while this has a far
more modest exterior. It derives its specific name of
personatus or masked, from its having formerly been
confounded with the very different Cortinarius violaceu*.M. J. B,

Directly, its influence, both on the entire animal and

vegetable world, is not less powerful and important

than its indirect action, in stimulating the nerves and

promoting the circulation of the organic juices. Whilst

the indirect influence of electricity is only occasional,

and at some seasons greater than at others, in different

parts of the earth so widely differing in amount J
its

direct influence, on the other hand, is ever at work,

pervading every particle of matter. There is scarcely

any function of nature the performance of which does

not give birth to this unseen but powerful agent The

mighty ocean is a fruitful source of electricity ; the tiny

inland rivulet also supplies it3 quota—the rank and

tangled forests of America, as well as the meanest leaf

that springs in the cottage garden.

large scale, as in a storm, that it e
•-

indirect influence, causing those viol*

6

?
8 it8

P*
falls with which every one is familiar ^i
lightning, as it "darts through \h 7!*
has the power of disengaging SOme

* *jo*
moist air which is brought with h

^
to the earth, proving highly conduciveV^
of vegetable life. But it i8 not o 1 ^
occurrence of storms that

electricif.tr il ^
ployed in the work
When not a cloud obscures thu J •

?**&

not the lightest air disturbes a singlf r**
1^

sphere is always in a state of elecL. *
^* K

greater or less degree. The much vexed •
^ k

its primary source is still a contest «
qVtm k

it is evolved, as has been 2» *»
by the evaporation of impure

liquifo •

or ,
{ **

decompositions taking place on the Barf

ea*

ground ; to the unequal
distribution ofhH

°f *
various atmospheric strata

; or ^her
-,!

*
suggested, its existence is due to the noi& (/SF*
is difficult to determine satisfactorily \J? JHl

Electricity is ol two kinds, negative and positive, it has its origin in more than one oU^^^JL^J
the positive kind being that most usually present;

during a storm both kinds are always, or nearly always,

exhibited, and usually change from the one to the

other with great rapidity. We have frequently

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY.
Electricity has a twofold sphere of action, indirectly^T1! tUe precipitations of aqueous vapour, andwith it certain ammoniac*! or acid ma* r-in its evident

i I Agabicus peesonatus, Fr. From an original— sketch.

observed during the passage of clouds highly charged
with electricity that, as the first odge of the cloud
reached the zenith the previous positive electricity,
as shown by instruments for the purpose, has changed
to negative, remained so during its passage, and again
has become positive on the cloud leaving the zenith
of the place. According to Peltier, slate grey
clouds have resinous or negative electricity, and
white, rose and orange-coloured clouds have the
vitreous or positive kind. It is during the time of
electric storms and tempests that the existence and
mighty power of this invisible agent is most forcibly
brought before us ; we there trace it in all its terrible
grandeur and energy. When such an explosion takes
place it is owing to a larger amount of electricity being
in one place than is usual, and the equilibrium must
be restored by its dissipation or dispersion over a
wider field of space ; it is then we see the vivid light-
ning flash dart either from cloud to cloud, or from
a cloud to the earth, accompanied by thunder—the
concussion caused by the rapid passage of the electric
matter through the air.

Lightning 8eem3 to be of three kinds : the zigzag
form, sometimes called forked; that without any definite
form, which is by far the most common in these
latitudes, illuminating a great portion of the heavens
in its passage

; and lightning in the form of globes of
fire. The time of duration of the two former
kinds is scarcely appreciable, probably less than
the thousandth part of a second; the latter kind
is much slower in its passage, as its appearance som«
times lasts for two or three seconds, or even more. It
is when the phenomena of electricity take place on a

might perhaps be more difficult to say where
than where it is generated.

In fine and calm weather the electricity

atmosphere is invariably of the positive kini
tension is the strongest in the evening

; durinr

tension is usually very strong, and sometime*

£

from positive to negative. It is a pretty 8ure*w
run of bad weather when the electrometer ^
the presence of the negative kind; during falls^
the kind alternates repeatedly, during hail peri

negative electricity » *
The amount of electric:-

all other meteorologioi ji

mena, ha3 its periods i

.

maxima and minima a \

the longer epochs as t

from season to season

diurnal range may be a
follows :—

At sunrise the atmapbi:

tricity is weak ; it confer

increase as the sun riss r

the horizon, and the npm

collected in the lowerf
of the atmosphere. Ife

crease of the electa B
with the age of tk

tinues, in summt

7 o'clock ; in the

autumn till abo'

morning; an* *

months till 10 c

Generally, the *«:
rapidly decreases

*•*

its maximum, dV
2 o'clock in the afternoon it is usua^

tronger than at sunrise. The minimum^

iner, between 5 and 6 p.m., and ^ ****

The minimum lasts longer than the m^
the sun declines it begins again to ^T^
at the moment of the sun's reaching m ^
on increasing during twilight, and rejw»

maximum at some one or two hours aw

this period the lower strata of tw » ^
loaded with vapours, as m we ;*;^
and night dews fall. From this time ^

decreases aeain rapidly

During fine weather Ue'positive elec^<
in winter than in summer, ana

between these two periods. nMfabV
Thunder storms occur most^frequen j

the months of June, July, Aug** ^
October, or generally speaking during

autumn. In England winter storms^
in more southern Europe tney ^

place, and that too with considerably
_ y

P
Electric storms are of a far moref^.

equatorial regions than with us, ^
supposed, from the great rap dity^^
tion goes on, and also fromW

^

i ,

tion of those parts ; as we appro-*
» of JJparts ; as we »rt- --
d f jr.#

are of still more rare occurrence ^

till they entirely disappear witmn

latitude. C.

NEVV GARDENW^
40. ASPLEMCM OBTUSILOBOM, JU°

6r»

D^rf, tufted, itotot^'rt^
ovately lance-shapcd. pinnate

,
P ^ h .r^

ahaped aetfmenta, the 1<*&° 0B the^^
emaller entire ; eori few '"''^ed, Wf" i

mentfl ; stipea and rachu, comF lute*riT- /
as well aa tne veins "P*" ** 9

"; receDtly^V
This very dietiuct Fe«^^

to this country along with
g .*Jg|

plants by Sir Darnel Ooopw. » ^ 9
ft*

lativo Assembly, Sg^'lSXi" ^fS*^
Mr. Veitch, of the BojJ

I

B**^ «* tj ,:

is a native of the New HookerW
8hort time since by SirVV. J-

Ir C fir

gathered in the island^J^Z little
<u

f*
plant proves to be a very p»g^
firm dark green smooth slunmb
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8 to 5 inches high, and elegantly divided in a pinuato-

pinnatifid way, into narrowish wedge-shaped lobes,

of which the lower are usually separated at the
end into about three bluntish teeth, while the others
are evenly bifid, and the smaller ones undivided.

The fronds are narrow, tapering from the base
upwards, and the pinnae are short, more or less

obliquely ovate in outline. Very few sori appear to be
produced, and these solitary on the margin of the
segments, opening outwards, as in the Darea group to

which the species belongs. The plants are furnished
with scattered stellate almost hair-like scales on the

rachis and veins. The fronds form a thick dwarf tuft,

out of which grow numerous stolones forming at inter

als little black buds, from which plants are developed.
It will therefore become ft very elegant dwarf greenhouse
basket Fern.

47. Todea slterba, Cotenso, Tasm. Journ. Xat.
Sc. ii. 188. Leptopteris superba, Presl.

Frood* verr aborUrtjrik«d. )*ellucid-membranaceous Ian coo*
•At*, much attenuated at the baae, bitiinnate; ptnxue In r
OMOQf acuoainato. the lower deflexed ; pinnule* piutiattfid
with numerous crowded narrow «• or forlcod scfrments ;

rachidos cl-thcd with brown setie ; *or\ oligooarpous, consist*
in<j of spore- osasi thinly scattered along the veins.

This beautiful Fern, which is one of the loveliest of

its race, was exhibited before the Floral Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society a short time since, by
Mr. Veitch, of Chelsea, and was awarded, as it richly

merited, a first-class certificate of merit. The fronds
have the Hytnenophyllum-like texture of the now com-
mon species known as T. pellucida but more correctly
named T. hymenophylloides ; it is, however, very dis-

tinct in its general aspect from that also beautiful plant
The differences consist mainly in the outline of
the fronds, which in T. superba are strictly lance-
shaped, tapering very much towards the base,
ftnd shortly instead of elongately stalked ; and in the
direction of the segments, which in T. hymenophylloides
spread out flat iu one plane, but in T. superba are
much more crowded, and turned upwards, bristling
over the whole surface of the frond. It is further dis-

mguished by its stout stipes and main rachis. and by
the copious bristly or hair-like scales which clothe the
underside of the main and partial rachides. The fronds
are from.'. 2 to 4 feet long in the mature plant Mr.
Colenso describes the older ones as spreading outwards,
while the younger ones, generally three in number,
circinate ftnd of a lighter green, rise in the most
graceful suberect manner from the centre. This quite
accords with the habit of Mr. Veitch* plant, in which,
though yet small,;the fronds spread out in a gracefully
arching manner. These Todeas are closely related to
the Osmunda, and like it form thick rootstocks, which
sometimes acquire a trunk-like character. Todea
superba is a native of New Zealand, and consequently
a greenhouse species. T. Jf.

POISONOUS PLANTS OF THE VITI OR FIJI
ISLANDS.

BY BERTHOLD SEEMANN, PH.D., F.L.8.

Vegetable poisons are extracted by certain natives
who make a profound secret of their art, and it would
require an intimacy of years before any reliable in-
formation on this point could be elicited. I was ready
to make presents of hatchets, knives, and other valued
articles to get some insight into their toxology, but
Mr. Pritchard, H.H.M. Consul, begged me to abstain ;

the natives would take alarm at my inquiry, and if

perchance any great man should be taken ill or die
during my visit, it would at once be said that I, avail-

ing myself of the knowledge acquired, had administered
a fatal dose—a most undesirable thing in the present
state of political transition. The Fijians have both
slow and acute poisons, and when a man is gradually
sinking (often, no doubt, from a very different cause)
it is readily believed that " he has a dose." He will
then seek the advice of some skilful native physician,
if possible one at Bau, the capital, to administer the
necessary antidotes ftnd restore him to health. How-
ever, very often there is no time to interpose between
the fatal dose ftnd its consequences, the effect being
almost instantaneous. When, in October 1860, I
revisited Cakaudrove, a poisoner had just been
strangled by order of the ruling chief, he having been
detected in putting a certain drug in a cigarette which
proved fatal to the smoker. The poisoner, on finding
^naaelf condemned to die, not only pleaded guilty tomis crime, but also confessed to having been instru-
mental in bringing about the death of no less than 300
individuals, all victims to his infamous art

There being no chance of gaming any direct infor-
mation about the more subtle poisons from the lips of
tne natives themselves, an examination of all plants

narcotic properties would supply the defi-
<—»»* nit were not for an anomaly, as yet insufficiently
explained, that certain species, shunned as poisonous
in one country are eaten with impunity in another.
There are Mushrooms which iu England are
absolutely noxious, on the Continent wholesome
food. In Fiji the leaves of the Boro yalola

i^ <?Q
,aimm oleraceum, Dun.), a spiny species

closely allied to Solanum nigrum, Linn., and those of
toe Boro dma (Solanum anthropophagorum, Seem.), asweu as the fruit of the latter and that of the Boro»ou or Sousou (Solanum repandum, Forst.), are eaten,
the latter in soups with Yam. I was in some measure

prepared tor this, having seen quantities of the first-

named species, as well as the Black Nightshade itself,

(Solanum nigrum, L.) exposed for sale in the markets

of Port Louis, Mauritius, and learnt, on inquiry, that

they were common pot-herbs, eaten both by the white

and coloured population, as intimated by Bojer in his

Hortus Mauritianus. A species of Strychnos is met with

in Viti Levu, but I have not been able to learn whether

the natives are aware of its containing strychnine. A
kind of Upas tree (Antiaris sp.), commonly termed
" Mavu m Toga" probably because it has been

introduced from the Tonga Islands, was formerly

planted about heathen temples, and is even now to be

found in towns and villages. It is a middle sized tree,

with a thick crown of dark foliage, oblong glossy

leaves, and a fleshy fruit of the size of an Apricot,

covered with a velvety skin of a most beautiful

crimson colour. A gum exuding from the stem and

branches is used for arrows. The exact nature of its

poisonous qualities has not yet been ascertained. That
they are not equal to those ascribed to the true Upas
tree of Java (Antiaris toxicaria, Leschen.) is proved by
the manner in which the natives handle it ; but it is

impossible to say whether one of the reasons for its

cultivation near temples, and its probable introduction

from Tongn, may not be found in its yielding a poison,

of which the heathen priests may have occasionally

made use.

Among the trees most dreaded by the natives on
account of their noxious qualities, the Kau Karo,

literally Itch-wood, occupies a prominent place, and
eems to act somewhat like Rhus venenata, or Seme-
carpus Anacardium. Mr. Pritchard and myself first

heard of its existence during our visit to the southern
shoreB of Vitu Levu in July, 1860, and we were fortu-

nate enough to obtain specimens of the tree on the

banks of the river, proving it to be the Oncocarpus
Vitiensis, A. Gray, an Anacardiaceous plant. The tree,

when fully developed, is about 60 feet high, having
large oblong leaves, and a very curious corky fruit,

somewhat resembling the seed of a Walnut. On
handling the specimens a drop of the juice fell on the

hand of one of our party, and instantly produced a

pain equal to that caused by contact with a red hot
poker. Mr. C. A. Egerstrom, a Swedish gentleman
residing on the island of Xaigani, had been still more
unfortunate in his accidental contact with the Kau Karo,
and on visiting his hospitable roof on the 2d of July,

1860, he was just recovering from the effects of
the accident. Having desired a native carpenter
to procure him a spar suitable for a flag staff,

one was brought of Kau Karo, about 42 feet

long and 22 inches in girth at the foot, having a white
wood, and a green bark, not unlike that of the Vau dina
(Paritium tiliaceum, Juss.). Ignorant of the poisonous
qualities of the tree, Mr. Egerstrom himself peeled off
the bark, and found the sap beneath it was plentiful.
" In the evening,"—I quote Mr. Egeretriim's own words,
in a letter to the British Consul,—" I was troubled with
considerable itching about my legs and every part of
my body which had come in contact with the spar,
especially about the abdomen and lower parts, having
sat across the tree when barking it. All the parts
affected became red and inflamed, breaking out in in-

numerable pustules, which emitted a yellowish matter
with a nauseous smell. The itching was exceedingly
painful and irritating, and my arras having been bare
when operating upon the tree, also became inflamed
and broke out as already described. The neighbouring
natives who came to watch my proceedings, now
warned me, too late, not to touch the tree, as it was a
poisonous one, and advised my keeping quiet and not
to touch or scratch the parts "inflamed. This advice,
however, I could not follow, the irritation for several
days being excessive. I employed no remedy, but
bathed daily, as usual, in fresh water, although advised
to the contrary, and did not get rid of the injurious
effect of the Itchwood for nearly two months."

Another tree, the contact with which is avoided by
the Fijians, is the Sinu gaga (Excoecaria Agallocha,
Linn.), or Poison-Sinu, called so in contradistinction to
the Sinu damu (Leucosmia Burnettiana, Bth.=Daisdi-
sperma, Forst. ?), and the Sinu mataiavi (Wikstrcemia
indica, C. A. Meyer), both of which, like the Sinu
gaga, are littoral plants. The Sinu gaga is found in
Mangrove swamps, or on dry ground, or just above
high-water mark. It is 60 feet high, has a glossy
foliage, oblong leaves, and minute green flowers
arranged in spikes. It is difficult to exterminate, for
unless the stumps are taken up, innumerable young
shoots spring up the moment the main stem is felled.
When the tree is wounded an abundance of white
milky juice flows, which causes a burning effect on
coming in contact with the skin. Some natives, how-
ever, can handle this poisonous juice with perfect

impunity (era sinu dranu), analogous to what I

witnessed in the Manzanillo or Manchineel tree of

tropical America, the sap of which caused me the

greatest agony after it had accidentally entered my
eyes, and never raised even as much as a blister on
being allowed to dry on the hands of a travelling com-
panion. The smoke of the burning wood affects the

eyes with intolerable pain, exactly as does that of the
Manchineel tree, of which I gave an instance in the

Narrative of the Voyage of H.MS. Herald, vol. i.,

p. 141,—one of our boat's crew becoming blinded for

several days after lighting a fire with Manchineel wood.
None but those who have been sufferers from the

effects of these poisons can form any adequate con-
ception of the aconies endured and courage dis-
played by a Fijian, who voluntarily submits
hini6elf to be cured of leprosy by the smoke
of Sinu gaga wood. The Rev. \V. Moore, of Rewa,
was well acquainted with a young man of the name of

Wiliami Lawaleou, who underwent the process of

being smoked. Mr. Moore gave me the full particulars

of this remarkable case when being his guest in 1860,

and he has also published a full account of it in The
Wesleyan Missionary Notices," Sidney, 1859, p. 157,

which I may be allowed to paraphrase here. After

stating that he kuew Wiliami as a fine healthy young
fellow, Mr. Moore was surprised to find him one day

much altered by the effects of leprosy. Some time

after he again met him full of health, and on inquiry

learnt the treatment adopted to bring about this change.

Taken to a small empty house, the leper is stripped of

every particle of clothing, his body rubbed all over

with green leaves, and then buried in them. A small

fire is then kindled, and a few pieces of the Sinu gaga

laid on it. As soon as the thick black smoke begins to

ascend the leper is bound hand and foot, a ropo
fantened to his heels, by means of which he is drawn
up over the fire, so that his head is some 15 inches from
the ground, in the midst of the poisonous smoke. The
door is then closed, and his friends retire a little dis-

tance, whilst the poor sufferer is left to cry and shout
and plead from the midst of the suffocating

steam ; but he is often allowed to remain for hours,

ard finally faints away. When he is thought
sufficiently smoked, the fire is removed, the
slime Bcraped from the body, and deep gashes cut in

the skin until the blood flows freely. The leper is now
taken down and laid on his mats to await the result

—

in some cases death—in many life and health. Wiliami
had undergone this fearful process. He had taken
some of the youths of the place, and on the way to

the smoking bouse told them his pitiable condition,

his shame as an outcast, and his willingness to suffer

anything to obtain a cure, and much would depend on
their firmness. They were not to be moved by his

groans and crieR, and for the love they bore him he
begged them to do the operation well, and threatened
to punish them if they performed it only half. Imagine
the scene ! They proceed to the lonely house.
Wiliami's companions, as much afraid of overdoing as

underdoing their sad task, leave the poor leper drawn
up by his heels in the midst of a thick black smoke

;

they retire to some distance, and presently are horri-

fied by his piteous cries and groans. Some weep, some
run home, others rush into the smoking-house to take
him down, but, with Spartan-like endurance, he com-
mands them not to terminate his suffering until the
process is complete. At last they release him. He
is faint and exhausted. The operation has been
successful, Wiliami is no longer a leper, but again
walks God's earth a healthy man.
The Nettles, —those mosquitoes of the vegetable

kingdom, irritating but never killing as they do,

—

are collectively termed " Salato," a name also
including those animals familiarly known as Sea-
nettles. There are two kinds. The Salato ni coro is

an annual weed (Fleurya spicata, Gaud. var. interrupts,
Wedd), which abounds about towns and villages

(hence the specific appellation of "ni coro"), and
although the virulence of its sting is not to be com-
pared to that of our European Nettles, the natives so
carefully avoid all contact with it, and ran away
in such fright when I gathered specimens for the
herbarium, that one is tempted to fancy their skins
more keenly affected by it than ours. Still greater is
their dread of an Urticaceous tree (Laportea sp.),

40 and 50 feet high, which they simply term " Salato
*

(Nettle), and which, when touching the Bkin, pro-
duces a burning pain, similar to that ascribed
to the sap of Malawaci (Trophis anthropophagorum,
Seem.). Milne (Hook. Journ. and Kew Gard. Misc. ix.

p. 110), states that its sting is felt for months.
"I am suffering at this moment,'' the writer con-
tinues, "from an accident which occurred a month
ago. There is no eruption, but it is most painful
when exposed to the influence of water."
The materials employed by the natives for poisoning,

or rather stupifying fish, a custom as prevalent all
over Polynesia as it is amongst the Indians of America,
are the square fruit of the Vutu rakaraka (Barringtonia
speciosa, Linn.), and the stem and leaves of the Duva
gaga (Tephrosia piscatoria, Pens.), both plants growing
in abundance on the sea-beach, just above high-water
mark. As soon as these materials—pounded to render
them more efficacious—are thrown into the water or
drawn through it by means of a line or creeper to

which they have been attached, the fish turn on their

backs, and appear on the surface. They are probably
Ftupified, and are thus easily taken, but they soon recover

their lost activity, and are believed not to die from

the effects of the treatment they have received.

Home Correspondence.
Pih/jyne suavi*.—This it the name under which ar

pretty little climbing plant is cultivated in almost every

garden on the continent. I do not find the name in

any book I have, nor have I ever seen the plant in this

country. 1 tried to bring it home with me from Prussia

a few years ago, but I found so many objects of interest

on the journey that I was longer on the way than I
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had anticipated, and unfortun: iy plant died. I

think it has recently been introduced "by Mr. Thompson,
seedsman, of Ipswich. It is universally employed in

Germany and Belgium for hiding the hare stems of

Standard Hoses, and making little festoons between
them, or for any similar purpose. As it is a

very neat and pretty plant, not inclined to

become a rampant grower, it is particularly

adapted for this purpose, and it has become so great a

favourite there that it is found in every garden.

So common is it that, as is often the case with
things with which we are most familiar, its history

seems to have been lost, for no one could tell me its

native country. Most likely it is from the Cape of

Good Hope. I should think it is a cucurbitaceous plant;
its flowers are very small and inconspicuous, of a
creamy white colour, but almost hidden among
dense foliage. If I can trust my memory I never saw
any but male flowers upon the plant, at any rate I am
sure it never produced seed. The leaves are harsh to
the touch, five-lobed, and not more than 1 inch or 1£ inch
in diameter. The treatment Pilogyne requires is as
simple as could well be desired. In autumn a few
cuttings are struck and kept in store pots in a warm
greenhouse through the winter. In the spring they
are potted off; if there be not a sufficient number, a
stock can soon be obtained, for they strike as readily as

Verbenas; they are hardened off with the bedding plants,

and as soon as the weather permits, planted wherever
they may be required. They need but little further
attention ; a string being placed where the festoon is

required the plants attach themselves to it, and very
soon produce a wreath of verdure. This plant has yet
another good quality to recommend it; in the evening,
or after a shower of rain, it emits a very pleasant
faint musk-like perfume. If the time should
ever come when it is thought advisable to extend the
cultivation of 'what our neighbours call Blatt-Pflanzen
(foliage plants) beyond the limits of our stoves and
conservatories, if we ever carry out extensively the
idea of arranging plants in beds in the open air merely
for the effect to be produced by their leaves, instead of

for the colour of their flowers—should we, in fact, seek
beauty of form as well as beauty of colour—then
Pilogyne suavis must not be forgotten. I am afraid,

however, that under the present circumstances this
pretty little plant would be looked upon as nothing
better than a mere weed by many in this country.
0. W. C., Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
The Winter of 1S60-1 and its Effects.—1 have per-

haps had more than the generality of loss to deplore
from the effects of the la severe winter, in which the
thermometer fell to 10° below zero. All my common
and Portugal Laurels were killed down to the ground,
btft are springing up again from the roots; Sweet Bay
trees, Phillyrens, Alaternnses destroyed, and common
Privet and Furze killed down to the ground. The only
Pine trees which survive without injury are sylvestris,
Laricio, Pallasiaua, Jeffrey i, austriaca, Douglasi, and
Nordraanni. Fine plants of Benthamiana, 7 feet
high; insignis, 30 feet; and Sabiniana, 46 feet Mgto,
have been completely killed ; the latter was the finest
specimen I ever saw, and girthed 5 feet 6 inches at
2 feet above the ground. This loss is irreparable.
Many of these plants did not exhibit fatal symptoms
until February had commenced. I find the Wellino-.
tonias have been much injured j but they are fast
recovering themselves. Cephalotaxus Fortuni mas and
pedunculata killed, Fortuni femina much injured
evergreen Oaks scarcely surviving, and the common
British Oaks are very much damaged. Oswald Mosley,
RoUeston Rail, Burton -on- Trent Abbotsbury,
Vorset.-PLAXTS Killed:— Coron ilia glauca, Man-
devilla snaveolens, Carex olicrocarpa, Eucalyptus
gbbosa Araucaria gracilis, Coprosma rotundi-
tolia, Olea amencana, Quercus rugosa and lanceolata,
Pycnoptens Sieboldi, Quadria heterophvlla. PlantsMuch Ixjubed :-Escallonia pterocladon, Eucalyptus
resinifern, Laurus glauca or acrgregata, Lonicera
japomca, Coromlla valentina, Pittosporum Tobira
Goprosma undulata, Rosa siuica , Rubus rotundi folios!
raoralea glandulosa, Brugmausia sauguinea. PljuttsbAFE :-Laurus Borbonia, Viburnum rngosum andjapomcum; Edwards chrysopbylla, flexifolia, and
nacrocarpa; Maytenus chilensis, POmmi lifomicus,
Citharexvlon, Euonymus citrifolius and fimbriate
Hagianthus Dammeri, Woodwardia radi s, Irig
reticulata. Plants Untouched :-Pinus longifolia,
tenmfoha, and fihfolia; Quercus reticulata, conferti-
foha, sclerophylla, inverse glabra, agrifolia, incana,
and virens; sfcyrax officinale, Laurus japonica and
canadensis; Olea excelsa, Hex cas.sine and Dahoon
ma^el anica and nircata Drimys Winter!, Tasmannia
aromatica, Ilhciuin religiosum, Asplenium lucidum and
arepanum. I.

Effects of the Winter on Oaks and Honied-There
can, I think, be very little donht that the -ased Oaks
mentioned by
winter's

one who is travelling by the Gre^ Northern' R^fl

^

y

h?Lsfi ?T "f? ***** mHXiy in this condition ifhe will look out of the window. :\fr. L ird a fort-

Srn.n^P^?^
11^ ^ J°ur columns instances of the
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C H
°,
Ward

; aod af" Howsbam (where, as I2 3s
.

of a11 aS^ « great number have been

wbti; tV"
8°me ?** T believ^ W*e kfflea by thewinter. The same 1 been the case more or less all

over the country. Besides this, I have observed, between

Malton and Scarborough, in the valley, many Ash

trees similarly injured. At this place and elsewhere I

find the common field Maple, Acer campestre, thus

injured; the Walnut in several places in this neigh-

bourhood : a number of fine trees of the White Willow,

m

lor ic is mosc tantalising to be obi' <v?

*

to being supplied by rain-water from J? .

to *>'

bourhood noted for the excellence
of
•),**'

seeing it on all sides when leaving my sm ]]

***?

wp! l.ftinlcprs in the nei<rhbonrhnna ~:1. PiTb i

Salix alba, near Driffield ; old trees of the black Italian

Poplar in the same neighbourhood ; and one or two

Beech trees at Howsham. In all these cases the injury

extends very far beyond last year's wood, and in the

case of the Beech, Maple, and Ash has probably

depended on the individual not being in perfect health

;

but this does not apply to the Oak, Walnut, White

Willow, and Holly, which certainly are not proof

against a winter like the last. The common Broom
and Gorse, also, are almost universally killed to the

ground. Several trees and shrubs, especially Conifers,

which in ordinary seasons may be injured when the

above trees would not suffer in the least, are none the

worse for last winter's frost. The Picea Webbiana and
Taxodium sempervirens are instances of this. From all

this we may learn that we must not conclude that any ^ „ i" vFu»«i8WT«
little known tree or shrub is ill suited for cultivation in ' be received by exhibitors with satis^ttm
England because it was injured by last winter. C. W. T , *--—--- »-»«.«

Strickland, Rildenley, Yorkshire.

Chitty's variety of Campanula rotundifolia alba.—
At the exhibition of the Royal Botanic Society, July 3,

a certificate was awarded to Mr. Chitty, florist, of Stam-
ford Hill, for six plants of a seedling variety of Cam-
panula rotundifolia. There was scarcely anything
more beautiful in the exhibition ; the plants were of
great size, and formed symmetrical pyramids loaded
from head to foot with snow-white bells, producing an

excellent water from wells,
-

and a beautif
1

wivac8
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rounded with excellent water, ""xhe
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™ Probable

\ «*M etc
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good J

well-sinkers in the neighbourhood dven
ment to try to obtain water, as thejl^T^
attempted many times during the &st in

*
out success, but they have always

stent)*} ^ **&

ing this sort of ironstone stratum nndtu
D ffll**-

with water above it. Aqua. '
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Judges at Regent's Park.—%v \ v
ft
i« .

that I think Mr. Marnock's proposal
(8

W

?^3
ti k - w * ,

ithsat^rM
1 have been an exhibitor at every show but cne,i?
the last two seasons, I have received no intimatv^
election of the kind mentioned. May I aakwk? '

form of election is; if it is periodical, if the ink
elected singly, and by whom they are nomine
am pleased to have this opportunity of achoiit
Mr. Marnock's uniform courtesy in the ' admink(»
of an office which is not at all" times an agreoikt
W. Young, Or. to R. Barclay, Esq., WestS&h
Highgate.

Potato Disease. — Unmistakable cases of An
disease have again broken out in this locality sms
week, where all appeared luxuriant and healthy. £
unhappily the evil is manifest in many rich andh
planted plots, in all its usual virulence. I know tf

i

better alternative to prevent its contagion m,
from one plot to another than our old recourse

cut off the tops close to the ground, Weeding fc

it were from the roots to avert contamination:

tubers. Tims they may be safely left in the gar

ripen or harden till wanted for use, andthegnwi:

be cropped between the rows with Cabbages, Tr.

&c. The stumps of the Potatoes will serve as kit

where to take them up without disturbing thito

crops^ of Greens,. &c, and no material loss mt
sustained, as must inevitably happen in the »'dmm

such a precautionary measure. A. Hardy, %k
Essex.

Disa grandiflora and Effects of the Witit'k

have done ample justice to this plant and it*

Mr. Leach, and lure gladdened my heai^
raging those who* grow something ^s*rJ
German Asters, and Scarlet Geraniums, w* I

despise these, but I do like gardeners ikMJT

something also. I have escaped laat**.;

derlully. \ even Benthamia fagifeiJjF

seriously, thonyh a standard bush 6 fWjff;

grows among Laurosl as. The only deat!

re—Lama ue, among Noisette-, a very
J

»**

years old, a Standard j and P iflora a^J
a south wall ; and a Chinese Ilex, I forget «rWf

I liave however lost Fortune's Camellia-floffe^

Peach. Th.« other two varieties hare escapejr

think the cold wet summer of last year was
t^

of death rather than the mere cold of last^
believe it is mv 500 feet above the sea tiat»,

more tender plants. Down at TunMgejj
grandiflora, 30 years old, was killed. /• -*•»

**

Sevenoaks.

Potatoes.

effect remarkable for chastity in these days of -eneral
neglect of old-fashioned herbaceous favourites. I
measured one of them, and its dimensions were as
follows :—height, 2 feet 6 inches ; circumference, 3 fe<
b inches. > far they were examples of what good
culture can effect with very simple materials. But the
point ot special interest is the distinctness of this
seedling variety, which I ble of -min

vTdLw L-°
riSmal

\

and the flowe™ are indi-vidually twice as large, so that it was not snr-pr sing many of the prdeuers should have supposed ita distmct species There is no departure from the fvpe
in the structure of the flowers, except in the matter of
size a greater rotundity of the bell, and a more snowy
whiteness These however are qualities of such import

Kn n L
appea" ? ?

e ^J'ustt0 the raiser thathe should have a word of praise. The variety ocenrredma batch of seedlings raised in 1857, since whichdate

probably the mode of cure I propose m
/M

tried by othc I am anxious again
m _ *^ T 1 .

•The Potato disease must con-

create a deep interest in all classes, and aP<M
- - - - - - ---> mayfly

inea oy otners, l am anxious n ? ^,.
to

notice. The plan is simply as follows :--het w r^

required for the ensuing season remain in ^
giving them an addi nal covering of eari.

them from ordinary frosts; and at the tn

^d JT
after having properly prepared your gro

the cd. ke up the Potatoes, and luumt

those that ar. .ound; every suspicions r^j

th early earthing n^
rounding surface of the „

kept shaded or moist from the^ber. ed. This, wi,» v.» v -
, a]

allowing the surrounding surface ot tin

" * fim the
cutwhich must be considerably ^

flower buds appear, is all ™*
.

'

except, perhaps, an occasional noe
•

fe
, ^

the surface. I think so much depen
. ^

exposure of the soil to the influence or

1

tort

frost Mr. Gadd of Willersley observes. Any fl iffoil is given to hardy herbaceoris travelling by the Great Northern Railway what a field do thev offer fnr 11

tne winter unaftectert oy iru»u ».-
Bff^i

would deetrov all the unsound rot- #&
best promise ofauuncontaminateci st-

fe]

„.« **-. :_ • .*vx««rf io-norancewe continue in profound '^^ZVonTseh'^M
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it has continued constant, showing not the least ten-dpncyo revert to its old form. Bidding plants occupy
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he Present day that it
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disturbances? Thomas Ingle. M.D.. Emsvcorth, Hants.
[Plants have not a nervous system that m know of.]

Belfs Composition for destroying Mildew.—I have
received so much benefit from the composition I 1.

mention, that for the good of others sirailarlv eircum-
tinned, I sand yon a notice of it. I had three Peach

in full bearing, and till then in apparent health,
1

' last summer in every shoot by mildew. It

all the frui I rrse. This year it has
again appeared, if possible with mere virulence. 1

ed syringing, watering the roots, Ac, but without
any benefit, when I happened to see Mr. John Bell

composition for destroying mildew advertised. I sent

far two bottles and applied it twice as directed ; ami,

to my surprise. 1 f. lias totally erad the peat
to all appearance. I used so small a quantity that n

with the carriage of some 300 miles add. d it cost me
next to nothing. I have so often been tormented by
mildew belor ithout knowing ho- stay its r

that I send this .•* . er amu ir gai s ma
by' Mi .'11 es at N'orv !i. My trees

it of 4 ; of course in houses the < »n

mutt be even tor- Icatioj*. W. I> .

/' Oslamere
Soctory.

(nation of nca rosea.—Following the sugges-
tion made bj Mr. Darwin at page 662, a week or two
ago, I thought that I would try he troj il kinds . i

Vines could 1*» induced to produ • d, which is nev<

the case under i ion if left to tli« selves. I in

pregnated •were, and in the course id* ;i fi days
had the satWartioii seeing that th tils in seven
catetwere*- Hing well. Tb< t double folUcles
now in several i ancesmore than an inch long; in one
which I opened the seeds appeared to be perl. ut
they are not ripe. Th- plant upon which I tried
the experiment was the wh red var of Vines
rosea. I need lien from the same plant as I
wished alto to see i! this variety would re] ducc itself

by teed, or if it will n ,lour of the
pedes. I meetly passed a hair down the tube of one
flower after another as an ins< _ht insert its pro-
boscis in its sea- for n ir. C. Hr

. C, Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Ridge Cncumlers. -W. hr. ai _;c of Cucum rs
**- have ed awav in a similar manne hose of

more accessible form than the cumbersome folio con-

taining a year's numbers of the Times or London
Meviet . Dr. Wvnter seems to have got up his subjects

carefully and accurately, and he writes both pleasantly

and clearly, placing even statistics before us in an

attractive and readable form. He moreover possesses

the art of condensing his materials into a small compass,

and frequently, on concluding one of his short articles,

we are surprised by tin mount of information we have
,

gained from it. Indeed, except that the volume is receipt:

bulky, and therefore somewhat heavy, it would make
a charming travelling companion, being precisely the

sort of book to be taken up for a short period, and to

be laid down without losing the thread of the narrative.

There is, in fact, none to lose. Some of the sketches

are evidently the results of holiday excursions, and the

h;> ex- eta of all these flowers in the per iners'
shops, but they are nothing hut skilful combinations of
other scents." lie further su ests that every Udy
might be her own perfumer, and gives us from Mr.
Pi ease's book a receipt ior obtaining scent from Helio-
trope, or any other sweet-scented flower. Now that our
ardens are in full beauty and perfume, some of our

fair readers may like to try the experiment for them-
selves, and we therefore give them the benefit of the

. obtain

lib. of fine lard, melt it and strain it, through a close

hair sieve, allowing the liquid fat as it falls from the

sieve to drop into cold spring water; this operation

granulates and washes the blood and membrane from it.

In order to start with a perfectly inodorous grease, the
k aaa * m e% e f

of whose life is spent in London. That this is the

with our author we cann o\ doubt, not only from the

that

(*cor 74)," Theci a be gives . the
eituation and appearance of uits is the
tame at our-, but 1 not think the soil is i

for «c we have are planted hi a mixture of
loam, wcll-n na ore, leaf mould, and silver sand—

Lakes, North Wales, and the Tyielj are dwelt upon process may be repeated three or four times, using a

with tin athusiafltic enjoyment of one, the best part pinch of salt and a pinch of alum in each water; it is

then to be washed five or six times in plain water

;

finally, remelt the fat, and cast it into a pan, to free it

from adhering v r. N it the clarified fat into a

glue-pot, and pi a it in such a j ition near the tire of

the greenhouse, <>r elsewhere, that will keep it warm
enough bo be liquid ; into the fat throw as many flowers

as you can, and there let them remain for twenty-four
hours. At this time strain the fat from the spent

flowers, and add fresh ones; repeat this operation for a
week; we expect, at the last straining, the fat will

have become very highly perfumed, and when cold may
be justly termed pomade a la Jieliotrope. To turn
this pomade into an extract fit for the handkerchief,

all that has to be done is to cut the perfumed fat into

small pieces, drop it into a wide-mouthed battle, and
cover it with highly rectified spirit , in which it must
remain for a week. When strained oil the process will

be completed."
These short extracts will serve to show the varied

character of Dr. Wy liter's book, and the amount of
information to be obtained from it. As might be
expected, some of the articles are inferior to the rest,

but en the whole we have been greatly pleased with the
dome, and take our leave of its author with the

feeling that we have been conversing- with a man of
intelligence and observation.

in this book, mora than half relate to London, or to

things which, if not entirely belonging to the

metropolis, yet originate and have their head-quarters

here.

In the many contrivances daily invented for the more
rapid transmission of thought, whether in the shape of

letters or messages, he is peculiarly au fail, and the

machinery of the Post Office and that of the Electric

Telegraph are described with a graphic pen. The net-

work of wires which, high over head, crosses and
recrosses the metropolis in all directions, is familiar to

the eye of every Londoner ; and most educated persons

understand more or less accurately the method by
which it is worked. We doubt, however, if many are

acquainted with a contrivance recently introduced into

the City, and which our author has happily designated
"the suction post," by means of which not only the

aasaaaV • * a 4

paper
transmitted with all but the celerity of the telegraph.
To those who have never heard of the Pneumatic
Desp h Company, the following account of their

ode of proceeding will he interesting :

—

'* Five metal tubes, of from 2 to 3 inches in diameter,
are seen trained against the wall, and coming to an
abrupt termination oppoei the seat of the attendant
who ministers to them. In connection with their butt

-. . -r —-. ends other smaller pipes are soldered on at right angles;
aeci he same comnost has ham n«P,l r™ rs,™™!,,™, these 1 1 down to an air pump below, worked by a '

Iesw,n
1 eta. 1 he disease appears to

*° ftt antsa- .lar,just«' re the surface,
as the roo

• ***/ ** coneelal to know

ing, as in a ral large establUhin. Is within a few
miles of each < r, syu os the s;. as 1 describ.
la the most dettru jrm ha t off not only
ridge Cncumbera bn 1 Mi under
glass, wher 8 -

ec| for
their well doing, and u rdeners distinguished
for growing good

,
nit. The disease

I

• disease it is)
in som* cases »ows itself in on the leaf, whi,
it speed. and res alio the plants; at
other times the stems, gc ally the s d est and most
bealshy, falld n as if sea" !. I hive seen one light or counter; the cvhnd is opened at one end, and therem" cxst An: irworl mil . we fin h."
I bare had ridge Cm d>ere shar the same fate m Dr. Wynter indulges in man? speculations on thisncn maiden loam -<a meU at on a rotten leaf heap, plan; >eein time when h tiers from theiTfisyearab e m,ddb il the showed di ict post-oi i will all be "sue d" to St. Martin

V

~1* "•
ft

r 1 '
!

ns, which were in and, when sorted, expelled by the samegreat vigour, and r close at ,n as to heat, air, method to the trious railway U dni ; and since he

T^J^T^l i i

7
* V V

,P
J
1,ree * kB thov 4ates that an experimental tube has been laid downS'tV1 ™ !

'
' fr; off an ed I Charing Cross to the General Post I )ffice , it isanotner bed.

1 , succesv » gro . o:i eac le of far from imi bable that this speculation may eventually

: small steam-engine. There is another air pump and

j

engine, of course, at the other end of the pipe, and thus
uc i is lied to and fro through its whole
length. VVliikt we me looking at t! t pipe we
hear a whistle: thU i* to V . noti.v that a despatch

f

- B ^ •».. ^ «»« ^n.^ w hrt oo
is about to be put into the tube at Mincing Lane, two- ' from 2 feet to %\ feet in height, they form nice subjects
tlnrds of a mile distant. It will be necessary therefore for almost any kind of decoration, where medium-

sized well bloomed plants are required. Among dark

Garden Memoranda.
Mhssrs. Eraser's Ni misery, Lea Bridge Road,

Ksbex.—To lovers of Fuchsias a visit to this nursery
at present will form a real treat ; for hundreds of these
plants are now in blossom, and among them are some
of the best kinds in cultivation. A considerable portion
of the show house has been devoted to them, and being
ni< make an and pleasing
d Ol r houses are also occupied with them,
and bei £ ii ,:i pots, and varying as they do

to exhaust the air between the end we are watching
and that point. A littl rap-door —the mouth of the
apparatus -is instantly shut, a cock is turned, the
air-pump below begins to suck, and in a few seconds
you hear a soft thud against the end of the tube, tin
little door is opened, and a cylinder of gutta-percha
incased in flam . about 4 i in lies long, which fits the
tube, but loosely, is immed

the plants referred to, under less :rable circum-
stances, ha

, ha , m
cut from flv. , all * g fr0m o\ to 3£ lbs. The

<T^P y^T mlth* !*h •one of the
finest ihoote died en fruit was settini
There are eu; s at present quite free from
disease and in fine health, growing in cold turf pita with

other preparer a than a le old Mushroom dung
added to the soil in which Potatoes were wn. Two

*#'; ! ie Melons out f the same pit*,
had iw pr.para a except levelling t soil after
early ret, ^e mme gef|gon J bad fim
2

*** »* boat what-

« anTh^H
!

, 7? i°

Ut &»* rained
finishcd^Lm^? ** heflyy ™n* of

' Member

Bhuharb attacked siftZ l^ 1 h
'\\'*

f>\'it uld be

er< I. He even goes further, and proplies its
as a Parcels' D« cry Company:—*' rae time

towards the end of the century, we may perchance

Bottle

me

'oodoridge.

':

Our
&cbirtu§

(Robert
Bees. By A. Wynt \f.D.

Hardwicke.)

JS this »»e^«t quaint title, Dr. Wvnter hasl^^ nltr *>£??* J*** oi ^ous not,

*Sef^ES \t7^
XT $* lt ^ ri^«ta. I There are scores of no«r* in our «rdens that

nSriff .^
n
!!

,

H
a
!L

b
J

t

-
°f
, ?*ht interest

- - ^e I yield

the coal merchant ordering a waggon -load of coals to
be shot into the pipe for delivery a dozen miles distant
And this new power, like the trunk of the elephant, is
capable oi being employed on the most trivial as well as
upon the weightiest matters."

Perhaps the paper entitled "Britannia's Smelling
le" would prove most attractive to gardeners,

sin, contains an account of the method by which
different flowers are made to yield up their s< ts for
the benefit of the perfumer. The cultivation of flowers
for this purpose is carried on to an enormous extent i

the south France; the weight of blooms from which
the odour is there extracted, being reckoned by thou-
sands of pounds. Highly pur' fat is used ior the
purpose of absorbing the s cut, which it thee tsantferred
to the perfumer, who then re-extracts it from the fat by
the aid of spirits of wine, for which it has a still

stronger affinity. Quoting Mr. Septimus Piesse's book
on the art of perfumery, Dr. Wynter shows us bow few
re the kinds of flowers which are cultivated for their

scent alone, and says :—" Why should we not grow
flowers for their odours as well as for their colours

»rts, the most conspicuous were Kettleri, salmon, with
la; Sir Colin Campbell, a fine double variety;

Great I tern, a free growing large flowered sort very
suitable for rafters or pillars; and Crinoline, a variety
with wide spn • corolla, very different in form from
kinds usually cultivated. Among light kinds the

y ejee
1 upon the most remarkable were Dr. Livingstone, which hadi.»s..~L..H^M l l whii top and pinkish lilac corolla, new*

and distinct in appearance; Sliver Swan, a droop-
ing fn flowering sort; Schilleri, a fine kind;
England i Gl , a highly fid variety ; and Princess
Ah a small neat sort, free-flowering and distinct in
laracter from any of the preceding. Among kinds
h white corollas 'vas one larger and more double

than Princess of Pr« , which is also a good kind, and
when well grown n tractive.

Oi ble IV tun
, and the better varieties of scarlet

and salmon-coloured Geraniums, there was a fine
disj y; and we noti.

! a large stock of Gardenia
radicans major and Boronia serrulata, the last extremely

m
this

induced to blossom profusely m a small" state? Of Stocks
out of doors a charming assortment is now in bloom

id consisting as they do, of all the best kinds'
thedispl; ich they make is We also

which

little pains. For

,.,--,, - truly grand. „„ m
" c

.

ed :l d5« variety of the showy Dianth
icimatu md a thriving collection ofHollyhocks, wm*

are scarce this y
ate i>: r its fine collection of which

t nursery has lonj n famous, are now out of
doors, with t exception of Azaleas, which are still
under gl; . the latter were many excellent
specimens well set ' h bloom buds, an he same may
e said of Camellias, some of which flowered Well

against a back wall even during 1 sunless summer of
last year. In the stove Ixoras a present one mass of
loom ; even very small plants are dowering freely,

are also Allamandas and Dipladeuias, all of which
together make a fine display.

Among glass- structures lately erected here are two
large orchard houses for the growth of fruit trees in
pota generally ; but at present they are chiefly occupied
with Peaches and Nectarines*, which are in excellent coav
dition. Extensive ranges of houses have also been put

ung
"*"

watte paper basket. and\>resented taTtT^'iT"
1

•

™e
I

, " 8t,mce
'
™erV* HehotroP*> the ^l"*?" valley,

j

Fraser have a large collection, to which great attention.F«F«r oawe^ana presented to the public in a | Honeysuckle, Myrtle. Clove Pink, and Wallflower. We/ is paid; hi winter the Vine houses are filled with.
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Princesse

Virginal,

Verdier.

mall fen and other tender Roses in pot?, and they
also answer for propagating houses.
Out of doors, in addition to an extensive collection

of ordinary nursery stock, Roses are largely grown,
and though so near London they bloom freely and are
very convenient for inspection. The following is a list

of a few of the best new kinds, classified according
to colour :

—

Hybrid Perpetual: White or Blush.-
ImpeViale Clotilde, Mademoiselle Bonnaire,
Empress Eugenie, Mademoiselle Eugenie
Rose.—Madame Furtado,ComtesseCecile deChabrillant,
Parmentier, Madame Boll, Victor Verdier, Anna de
Diesbach, Marquess de Paris, Belle de Bourg-la-reine,
Robert de Brie, Madame Eugene Verdier. Dark
Rose. — Vainqueur de Solferino, Madame Charles
Crapelet, Alexandre Breton, Rosine Parron, Eugenie
Lebrun, Triomphe d'Alencon. Brilliant Red. —
Admiral Nelson, General Washington, Madame Pierson.
Crimson Scarlet.—Le Senateur Vaisse, Gloire de Sante-
nay, Eugene Appert, Louis XIV. Dark Crimson.

—

LeonceMoise, Madame Melanie, Madame Pauline Vil lot,

Abd-ol-Kader, Prairie de Terre Noir, Due Decazes,
iomphe d*Amiens, Princesse Mathilde, Francois Arago

Triomphe de Lyon.
In addition to the above, Madame Levainville is

also a very distinct kind ; colour salmon, shaded with
cerise.
1 Among Tea-scented sorts, the following were con-
spicuous, viz.:—Due de Magenta, flesh-coloured;
Madame Sertot, white; La Boule d'Or, yellow; and
Madame Blacket, rose.

Phloxes are also largely grown here; the best
speared to be M. Comte Vigier, bright rose, crimson

centre > Madame Aubin, bright rosy crimson ; Docteur
Lacr°ix» crimson purple, bright red centre ; M. Forgeot,
purplish lilac; Prince Troubetskoy, rosy lilac, crimson

centre; Louis Lierval, rich rosy crimson; Apollon,

brilliant dark purplish crimson ; Alexandrine Bellet de

Varennes, peach colour with red centre; Victor Hugo,
purplish crimson with dark centre ; Madame Marceaux,
shaded white with purple centre; Madame de Brobeque,

white, shaded and striped with lilac; Souvenir d'un
Ami, rich purple; Madame de Wendel, white with
large purple centre ; and Boule de Neige ; the last is

the finest white.

The little flower-garden at the entrance is at present
gay with the more effective sorts of bedding plants

;

and altogether this nursery will now amply repay a visit.

by good liquid manure. Successions of Brugmansias,

Clerodendrons, Euphorbias, Poinsettias, &c, should

Miscellaneous.
The Waves of Ocean.—Thus, according to the joint

testimony of the mo9t eminent nautical authorities, the
raves in the open sea never attain the mountain-height
ascribed to them by the exuberant fancy of poets and
exaggeration-loving travellers. But when the tempest
surge beats against steep crags or rocky coasts it rises
to a much more considerable height. The lighthouse
of Bell Rock, though 112 feet high, is literally huried
in foam and spray to the very top during "ground-
swells, even when there is no wind. On the 20th
November, 1827, the spray rose to the height of 117
feet above the foundation or low-water mark, which,
deducting 11 feet for the tide that day, leaves 106
feet for the height of the wave. The strength of
that remarkable edifice may be estimated from the
fact, that the power of such a giant billow is
equivalent to a pressure of 3 tons per square foot.
Speaking of the force of waves on coasts, Dr.
Lyell mentions the transportation of a block of stone
90 feet from its bed, which was 8 feet 2 inches by 7 feet,
and 5 feet 1 inch in its dimensions ; and of another
still larger one, up an acclivity, to a distance of 150 feet.
Mr. Stephenson also tells us that a block of gneiss at
Skerryvore, containing 504 cubic feet, and upwards of
4Q tons in weight, was carried by the waves 5 feet from
the place where it lay. Such are the elementarv powers
which man has to encounter in the erection of his
harbours, his breakwaters, and his lighthouses, and over
winch his arohitpof«».ai «.i,:ii i»: °

_ , .

oierouenarons, j^upuurums, luiuociumB, u^.., ou™«
receive a last shift in order that they may produce a rich

display in the conservatory. Climbers on ornamental

trellises should be occasionally cut back with the view

of having a succession late in the season when flowers

become scarce. A batch of such things as Thunbergias,

Ipomceas, Jasmines, Stephanotis, Passifloras, &c, should

be got up ornamental trellises without delay ; Clematis

bicolor and C. azurea grandiflora force well in early

spring; rest them behind a shady wall in June and

July, and they will flower again in October and

November. These latter plants although perfectly

hardy are well adapted for conservatory trellises. Keep
late-growing Orchids at the warmest end of the house.

Give air liberally in the early part of the day.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinebies.—Plants growing in dung pits must be

freely supplied with air to prevent their getting drawn,
and they should also be kept near the glass and not
allowed to stand too closely together, for strong robust
plants need hardly be expected unless this is attended
to, and weakly drawn ones seldom or never yield fine

fruit. Give careful attention to such as are swelling

;

afford them plenty of warmth and moisture, and as

much manure water at the root as the soil will bear.

Remove useless suckers and gills as soon as they are

perceived, which, if left, only rob the fruit and weaken
the sucker which it may be necessary to leave on the

plant for keeping up the stock. Do not allow young
stock in free growth in the succession pits to stand too

closely together, nor to sustain any check through
neglect in watering, or the want of pot room. Plants
growing in beds of soil must also be carefully attended
to with water, keeping the soil in a nice moist state.

Where rapid growth is required keep as warm and
moist as can be done without drawing the foliage, and
give plenty of strong clear manure water at the root,

and the plants will make rapid progress for the next two
months.
Vineries.—See that Vines from which the fruit has

just been cut are free from insects, giving the foliage an
occasional washing with the engine if red spider is at
all troublesome ; and use every precaution to keep the
leaves in health as long as possible. Prevent the growth
of laterals, which only shade and injure the principal
foliage. Late Grapes colouring should be assisted
with slight fires during wet cloudy weather, especially
Muscats, which, after this season, where they are not
already all but ripe, will require gentle fires, unless the
weather should prove bright and sunny.
Peaches.—The principal points to be attended to now

are keeping the foliage free from insects, tying in
growing shoots, keeping the borders in a proper state
as regards moisture, and giving a sufficiency of air.
Where the crop is nearly ripe cease watering, and
expose every fruit to the sun's rays by removing any
leaves that may happen to cover it. If this is not done,
the shaded fruit will be deficient in colour.
Melons and Cucumbers.—If the weather is bright

dew the plants overhead once or twice a week, observing
always to use a finely perforated rose for the purpose,
as a heavy stream breaks down the leaves, which often
do not return to their proper position. For the same
reason, when the plants require water at the roots,
it is best not to use a rose, but to introduce the spout
of the watering pot between the leaves. Sow seeds of
CuthiU's Black Spine or some other free bearing
Cucumber for fruiting in fire-heated pits.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
In some neighbourhoods black fly has been trouble-

some to Dahlias, Asters, &c. Where such is the case
tobacco-water and soap-suds may be used with advan-
tage. The strength of the mixture should be tested by
dipping some of the shoots worst affected into it and
using it sufficiently strong to kill the insects, but not so
much so as to injure the leaves. It should be appliedm the evening when there is a prospect of a dry night,
using a fine syringe or finely rosed watering-pot, and
giving enough to moisten the whole of the foliaee.

be found that the shoots

into growth, it will be advisable as 8oo
~""

,* 5M
gathered to open a trench at a n^ 88^^

of the tree, cutting £??* 4*
This will be of the greatest service in ch ?*«*
and will probably do more towards

sec
• ?fl*

than anything else that could be adoD LT1D?ripe *
should be gathered before they are -

£arJ/^
which their juiciness will be increased^ ^
berry plantations intended to stand f

^et ^
trimmed as soon as convenient,

cnJ[.

Dext
*e*

clearing away the runners so as to a ff f
°^

plenty of room. Attend to providing n i« T
tile Jen

Endive, &c, for winter salads;
also

1° [

^

a good bed of Parsley provided ingo^/r^i
where it can be readily protected

in K?&9

COTTAGERS' GA%A
-

As observed in former CaleiufcWj kj'

«

from Potatoes or otherwise be fAW^^flW
crops of some kind. Amongst thew ! ^u ^
the old Green Kale and Cottage^1^w ***

Ulm Savoy is also very useful/proVi^\\f^
sufficiently early and on well manured

ground.
*

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHlSffICK NUULOnJ
For the Weekending Joly 25, 1861, *» oWienred at the HorticulualJ

Tbjhuatvh.'
Barombtsb.

July.

2-2

Friday 19

Safur. 20
Sunday 21

Mon.
Tue». ::<

Wed. U
Thur». 23

Average..

July

a*

u
12

o
14

15

Hi

17

29 6SS
29.h6S

29.749
29.74:*

29J37

29.684

89.724

Min.

29.640
29.648
29.fiS 2
29..">h;

29.561

29.616

Of"the AirT

Max.

74

77
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7«

71

69

n

7^3

Min.

57
52

52

45

51

56

68

53.4

Mean

6S.5
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625

595

62i

62.5

63.0

Of theEarth

'foot 2 ten,

deep. den..

*i

6v.S

a
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M

n
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M

m

i«

19—Densely ovprca«f ; drizzly; oyercast; boisterous itbk— 20—Overcast ; very fine; low clouds; fine; rain at mik— 21— Rain; oveTast; very fine throughout— 22—Cloudy and fine ; slight r»in ; overcast at night.— 23— Ratber boisterous; slight shower; very fine.— 24— Overcast; showers; rain at nijfht.— 25—Boisterous with slight rain ; overcast and boijisw

cloud- ; ruin.

Mean temperature of the week J deg. above the aren^e.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICl

During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending iu(*i!

July and
August.

Sunday 2*..
Hon. 29..

Tuea. 30..
Wed. 91..
Thurs. I..
Friday 1
Satur. 3

- U V

55*

76
75.5

7»-3

74.9

75.9

75.6

7 4.8

* o.

b 5 *5>
52.4

50.9
51 .3

51.0
51.3

5:

1 1

J

64.2

63 2
63.0

88,0
i.6

f>4.0

63.0

No. of
Tears in

which it

Rained.

18

14

17
13

17
IS

18

Gresteit

Quantity

of Rain.

1.39 in.

1.31

0.88

0.66

123
1.03

0.50

7-

3'

<

4 3!

. I
.-

in-
3 4

ThehljrhtMt temperature during the above period occur

ISM, anil 2d, I8J6—tfaerra. 92 de*.; and the lowest our

therm. 3J tit*.
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Notices to Correspondent*
Dowa Dahlias: E A M. There is nothing uk

cases, which are analogous to twin Cucumber

^

and tbo like. .

•

Funoi: CL Your Grass is infected with a cm*-

Hypocrea typhna M J B.
Grapes: Janper Standstill will oblige us bj «ffll

acc.Mint of the way In which he obtains two cwpi

on the same Vine. His information is veryjjwg

incomplete, and we should be glad to have tM""i

the public at once.— M. It is impossible for

«JJ|
has happened. The berries look as if they hM*jTO

in a morning and then immediately ^P^r.^ &i
They are In a bid state, the cause of whicn^

ascertained on the spot. , -.i\

Insects : J B. Your Tear leaves are infeste-i w ^
)arva> of the black Sawfly (Selandria W],

them

winch hi* architectural skill achieves so many glorious
triumphs. Bunn

?
the most violent gales the bottom of Go over beda

denthnf"SS& eFent a^l°:S' t0 be ****»& to a defect that may be" i^&rmm^C\^tf\\mldepth of 300, 350, or even 500 feet, and Sir Henrv de Where the stock U jrrowinir vieorouaW «*!*£
the water is very evidently discoloured by the action of
the waves on the mud and sand of the bottom. But in
the deep caves of ocean all is tranquil, all is still, and
the most dreadful hurricanes that rage over the surface
leave those mysterious recesses undisturbed.—Dr. Hart-
tmg s Sea and its Living Wonders.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Consbbyatory, «fec.-—It is now time to provide and

encourage an assortment of flowers adapted for blooming
late in autumn and early winter. Camellias, if forced
into wood, will be tolerably forward. They should be
kept out of doors in a good place on cool flags or cool
aahes to prevent worms from deranging the drainage.
Chrysanthemums should now or very soon receive their
last shift if possible

—
'

-*-*-*-
"-- purpose with plentv of charcoal. This is the best

it will be necessary to inspect the beds frequently
removing decayed flowers, and cutting back such of the
shoots as may incline to encroach upon the edVino- of
the beds Keep herbaceous plants neatly tied up, and
cut off the flower stems of any that are becoming
unsightly. Take advantage of leisure hours to putm cuttings ofcho.ee things. Keep gravel walks smooth
and neat by weeding, sweeping, and rolling.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
It may still be advisable to go over such trees as are

oyer luxuriant and stop about half the shoots, bezinnintr
of course with the strongest

; for a general stopping at
this tune would probably be of little farther Service
than to induce the production of a mass of useless
spray whereas stopping the stronger shoots or those
which incline to grossness will divert the sap into the
weaker ones, which will be strengthened, while tho buds
on the shoots that have been stopped will become full
and plump without starting into growth. The only
effectual method, however, of curing a gross habit of
cry* \ irf h nil. ^ *m ± W «m * ft 4-1*a ^—» — ^ * mm

leaves with powdered lime and syrmge

Names of Plants: Daimall,,. Lysimachw q^
Spiraea tonientosa. Ledum latifolium, l* U$M
flower.- S H. I, Poterium polygamum

j

-,

garis; 3. White Campanula rotundifoiw
,

- ^
nemorosa we believe.— Terra. Agrmionia^ r

g

Galium verum.-/ B. Aristolochia wbioM"^
p tttum we believe, but the specimen »

BAB. 1. Salix pentandra; % Lycoppduw»^
WK. 1, Probably a fragment of Selagine a *

.

in Irnctification. Such specimens are quite
-

—Cavanenii*. It is not possible to nam£

w

bits of the scaly Conifers. Yours n»y w «

or a Juniper ; and it may be Jum^F" 3

^.
Lambert lana, or any one of a dozen omb^^
of fruit has it ; and from what countrj'a*»^

Potatoes : J A'. There is no good reasoa w
stops mildew. You had better earth "J>

een

as you can, bv taking soil dee r'-v ,
'

hed gysten»-

or from the paths il you adopt the h»z>- ^ rt

Ska Coast Trees in Hants: C M
f-

/
a tree,

Evergreen Oak, AflaothuS 8l™dul0
?rLzt», &

Pinaster will perfectly resist ^^^ "
u8 comK

invaluable shelter, within which nuB1
Wedon<£2

and herbaceous plants will thrive- flrf

vases of Maltese stone wiU stand our wui

bylC

tiou in"water,7or,^say. as much as six ^.^'etfiljj

remains of pulp are then picked on ,^0^
whole is bleached with chloride of hme

the fumes of sulphur.} «
A\\ jjie&& ^f

Vine Borders : Young Garden*, oj.
our nf-

border comparatively drv if you jr» J ^

porous „^anared
Skeleton Leaves : M E H. These are ^ej*^

hang for some time. Wooden s«-« ^ ^
t anything that will throw oflwei

,

. But loSk sharp after n P K^fin* *JJ»

». ti»*.urrrLT^t^^tsa
;test

" ' """ :

"
-

short
pose

Woodlic

seasons is

OOMJOS: W C. Mr. UtithiM state- ---
fc

bfls^rf
to be the beet cure for these^ It » tbe^?
applied carefully round the aides, v*

cou^'
r j

wall. You must also, as a ™*"*£m^
toads out of the pit before using toe

f ^
Misc. : Tvro shillings will be &"*"£££ *ffi
ChronirU of December 1. W^^droi* ^125
187, PiccadUly.-C M F. Bh«^^»4T
thrive if planted in a wide b^M^^er. **

of Fir-trees, which are ^otjl^^^y.
Rose will do out
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A W E S S MANURES.
Tb« Manure* manufactured by J. B. Lawk? for the

nt hmod of 1861. are now ready for delivery at his

Lctorie*. at the following prices :

—

LAWES> PATENT TURNIP MANURE, axd BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6

LAWE8*S 8UPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONK or MINERAL PHOSPHATF ..5 5

LAVES* BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through

»U appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

[prices rarying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

«f Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Rennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E. C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNAMI, LACK, a>d CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
NCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must
bsTsry gratifying to tow, and are the best j r»of of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your oooesutratsd suparpboapbat.
"

D- tailed analyses, with < n» of the 1st* and present
lata to the Royal Agricultural Society. with Testimonials,cr

rirtss, *c . may be had on application to Burnard, I.vck,

* Co . Li tton Road ,
i youth.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Establish kd 1840.)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVKD BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CON' KNTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRJ I NO.
MANGOLD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely

from Bones.
Tie tondon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
BODA, SULPHATE or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fenchurch Street, E.C. ?DW - Parser, Secretary.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1353.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Cljcroy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales akd in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
Che whole outlay and ex j>enses in ail cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Plsnting, for any beneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

X. Tarm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
firming purposes.

8. Jetties or Landing place3 on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection « ( Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation ot title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

For further information, and for forms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard. Westminster. S.W

Land Drainage.
Vt^ORKS OF DRAINAGE ot any extent are
T \ EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, of aunual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given t

Reversioner s or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the potpOW

.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,
at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURG I- and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
l'rizcholders for tb/* best Agricultural Machinery

R« AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,
with Burgess* ErrM Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42*. 10*.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :—

fnm Mr. John Richards, Bailiff t Dr. N. Carne, Dimland
CattU, Glamorgan..

" I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.
Burgess L Keys Reaper m my master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate
During the above menUoned period the Machine has not cut
less than 1,000> ocres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first bad with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of hi*
tenant. Mr D. 1 nomas, of Lianiwst, and is in ex cellent order
M'CORMICK'o REAPER for Manual Delivery Pric«™«£
ALLEN S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prise

liven by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30/^COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Horse Machine.

The last Mschine is fitted with a Sickle Edjre Knife for
Boaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing!^

-. J?*— Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

JOHN F WLER. JrN., 28. OoraMD. London, E.C.— I Society at any ot its annual meetings has been at
O Full particulars of FOWLERS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
can be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post tree.

_Q 1 AAA upon the WOOLS 1 ( >N SYSTEM against

JU \AjVJ\J any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

Woolstou, Bletchley Stat u
.

JAMES and FREDk. HOWARD, Britannia Iron

Works Bedford, Manufacturers of

CHAMPION PLOUGHS I HORSE RAKES
STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL- HORSE HoES
TIVATORS SCARIFIERS

HARROWS I And other Implements.

Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

Wind Power.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southward, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now

increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent Wind Engines

for Pumping, Grind.ng. Chaffeutting, Pulping. &c.

Pro-peotussa and all information may be obtained by

enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine In full work

may be inspected on the premises daily.

Agricultura

J > 1 C H A
I\ Lei ston Works, Suff.Ik.

persevere in givingtheir most earnest attention to the m ir*c«

t are of their well-known 1- .him Machinery, having had 4<» years

practical ex perience of the requirements of the English tanner,

aided by every appliance that can be made use of, for

rendering it thoroughly practical, simple in construction

efficient in use, and moderate in cost ; and it is with the fullest

confidence in being able to give entire satisfaction that

R. G. & 8on earnestly solicit the combined patronage of their

numerous friends and agriculturists generally.

The Rec r Leeds Meeting.—A lull detailed statement of

the cause of R. G. & Son being absent from the above meeting

will be sent postage free to nny address on application.
*
#
* Reference is permitted to parties using R. G. & Son s

improved Machinery in most parts of Great Britain.

Estimates, Plans, Drawings, and Catalogues sent postage

free to any address.

Richard Garrett & Son, Manufacturers and Inventors of

first-class Agricultural Machinery. T.Hston Work*. Sufff.1V-

CRYSTAL PALACE. — SUMMER SHOW of
POULTRY, PHEASANTS. ORNAMENTAL WATER

FoV.'L, PIGEONS, and RABBITS, AUGUST 26,27, 28, and

29. Entries close on Saturday next, July 27.

Apply to Mr. W. Houghton, Secretary to the Show.

Implements of Established Reputation.

HI) OAKKBTT and SON,

Eixt &grtntltttrai (Samite*
SATURDAY, JULY21 t 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
July 29

_
"
Great Meeting of the Highland Society

at Perth.

Moin.»T,
T
w
T
Fr
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,

ion oat. July m \

UBSDAY, — 30 I
,

'ki.nrsday, — 31 >
rrday, auk. 1 i

ridat, — 7J

_ It Royal Agricultural Society of Irelaud

_ 9 ( at Belfast.

The Leeds Show has thrown nearly

the coffers of the Agricultural

following are the exact returns of
10,000/. into

Society. The
attendance on the five days ; and it must be

lemembered that they do not include the attend-

ance of members whose privilege of free access to

the yards does not appear to have been a very

costly grant on the part of the Council, the

attendance on those days on which we made
inquiry not having exceeded 300 or 400

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
liursday

Friday

2,027 visitors, paid atfM 15
10,250 „ 1281 5

18,82:* „ 2351 17

73,824 „ 3691 4

40,308 .. 2018 8»>

6

145,292

Table,

shows

Total

The following

BelVs Messeny< r,

admission, with the entries of live stock and
implements at each show :

—

£9850 9 6

which we extract from
the amount received for

Year. Locality.

1839 Oxford
1840 Oimbridge
1841 Liverpool
1842 Bristol ..

1843
j

Derby ..

1844 i Southampton
1845 Shrewsbury
1846 Newcastle
1^47 Northampton
1848 York
1S49 Norwich
1850 Exeter ..

1851 Windsor
1852 Lewes ..

1 >53 Gloucester
1854 Lincoln .

.

1 555 Carlisle .

.

1556 Chelmsford
1857 Salisbury
1858 (Chester ..

* *

m

» •

* •

59

1860
1861

Warwick
Canterbury
Leeds

• •

• t

Money
I
iid for

Admissions.

(£1235
3416
4106
4202
1969
2432
1682
2168
2473
2514
2360
2493
3397
1184

'J734

3378
3260

3447
6187
5459
2689
985

Entries of

Live Stock.

•J49

352
319
010
730
716
627
775
680
866
799
769

1226
828
931
939
1076
900
146J
1444
1601

891
1

Entries of
Implements

23

86
312
-s 56
505

99
93
110
142
146
145
418

It

130
lit

.1

197

856

In explanation of this Table it should be stated

that the years 1840, 1841, and 1842 include the

receipts lor dinner. The years 1841, 1842, and

1843 show the number of implements exhibited

and not the number of implement exhibitors.

ETo contributions by the locality was made until

1S44, when Southampton offered 1000/.

Thus the largest sum ever received by the

Leeds.

The reports from several of the Southern
Counties in another page must be read with the

remembrance that since they were written we have

had a week or more of, for the most part, very wet,

ungenial weather, which has been greatly against

the healthy ripening of our earlier grain crops, and

has besides done great injury to the Potato crop,

of which very poor accounts are coming in. The

disease has made an early appearance and seems

unusually energetic.

On Tuesday evening in the House of

Commons Lord J. Russell, in reference to a

question notice of which appeared on the business-

paper, stated that the British Government had

received no information to the effect that the

Peruvian Government intended to open the guano

trade. On the contrary, the information received

was that the late contract having been cancelled,

the Peruvian Government intended tj propose for

tenders lor a new contract. What the British

Government had done was to ask the Peruvian

Government not in selling the guano to ask beyond

a certain price, and to make that price equal to all

nations, so that no favour would be shown to any

one.

Major Parker said that while we had imported

last year about 30,000,000/. sterling worth of corn

the importation of this valuable fertiliser had

greatly fallen off. The House had been reminded

by a petition presented by the grand jury of

Leitrim that the Peruvian Congress had endea-

voured to do away with the monopoly by which

the English farmer was charged 21. 5s. per ton

more than his American rival. If this resolution

of the Peruvian Congress should be carried out the

English farmer would be saved 500,000/, a-year.

The trade in Peruvian guano was now in a most

unsatisfactory state, and he trusted that the

Government would energetically urge upon the

Government of Peru to make some reduction in

the present enormous export charge levied on

guano.

The crops of Mangel Wurzel in the South of

England are said to be affected with blight. A
crushed leaf, very difficult to decipher, has been

sentus as affected with " the blight" from the

neighbourhood of Southampton ; aud wretched as

its condition is, enough remains to show that the

plants are smothered with aphis, for which unfor-

tunately there is no certain cure, except such as

would involve a greater expense than the worth of

the plants. It is said also that some grub is

injuring the roots in certain districts, and there

are other more general complaints, which, how-
ever, we have not been able to realise.

It is very probable indeed from the peculiar

condition of the weather, that such succulent

plants should suffer from the imperfect formation

f cellular tissue accompanied by a deticiency of

the green granular matter in a portion of the cells,

to which the healthy green tint of plants is due,

for we have seen several instances of this disease,

and thiuk it very probable that some cases of

blight are due to it. Indeed, in the specimen

before us, we fancy that we see indicitions of such

a condition. Mangel Wurzel is subject to two

other affections which are more or less injurious,

the one due to a small rustlike parasitic Fungus
which covers the leaves with its dusty pustules,

and the other arising from the contamination of

old tap-roots which were left in the soil the previous

year. This, however, occurs only where the

plant is grown year after year on the 6ame ground,

and is in consequence far more common in Sugar
Beet than in the peculiar varieties cultivated in

this country.

Accounts have also appeared in agricultural

journals thatWheat is affected with rust and mildew
to a great extent. This may be true enough of rust

as regards white Wheat, but it is too early to have

much mildew at present. We have seen rust more

prevalent in white Wheats, especially in the

variety called Russian White, which has red

smooth chaff, than we ever remember it. It is

however, confined to particular spots, and whil

in one field not a single leaf is free, insomuch

that a person walking through the Wheat is com-

pletely painted with the spores, of a fine rust red ;

an adjoining field, separated only by a hedge, has

not a rusty leaf. So long, however, as the rust

is confined to the leaf, it is we believe perfectly

harmless. The grain swells in spite of it, and the

only etfeel is that the flag dies a little earlier,

which is not undesirable when it is too luxuriant.

If, however, it gets to any extent upon the chaff,

much more if it attacks tne seed itself as is some-

r

e
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enemyClUY,

Now, with respect to the Wheat looking so

promising, this is not unusual where the land
wnrlrc tca>1I artA io in a nftmnarnti'volv Grenilll

times the case, it is very mischievous. At present higher," we do not wonder that even the "Wheat
there need be no alarm about mildew, at least in should be overtopped ano! smothered by its gigantic
such districts as we have examined, where we see
not the slightest trace of it.

There is indeed a notion that rust is merely a
form of mildew, and this may be true, but if so it

is a harmless form. The true rust which botanists
know under the name of Trichobctsis Rubigo vera,
if a form of mildew, preserves its own characters
to the end, and merely presents a second form of
fruit, a circumstance which is exceedingly common
amongst the lower .Fungi. It may exist in
company with mildew, but it also more frequently
is developed, without a trace of mildew inter-
mixed. As far then as its immediate effects upon
the plant go, it may be treated as a distinct
parasite, though advanced botanists may look upon
it as offering a case of what they call dualism,
which may be easily understood on a comparison
with such plants as Marigold and Orach (Atriplex),
which produce seeds of two distinct forms. Its

"be really a second form of mildew, it is capable of
propagating that pest.

The case is quite different with Trichobas-is
linearis, which is in fact merely the young state of
the mildew. "When once that supposed species
makes its appearance, it is quite certain that there
will be mildew to a greater or less extent. While
the spores of the one remain unaltered though in-
termixed with the true bipartite spores of the
mildew, the other exhibits every intermediate state
of form and colour.

We gave last year a figure of some compound
Barley analogous to mummy Wheat. The produce
of the grains when sown is the common Chevalier
Barley, two ears only being branched, and those
to a far less extent than the parent ears. M. J, B

Since the publication of the paper on the
Buttercup at page 583, we have received the
following communication relating to Ranunculus
arvensis—the Corn Buttercup.
This letter so graphically pourtrays the per-

plexity experienced by the advent of a weed, that
its study will be found to be highly instructive as
Illustrating some curious points in the natural
history of weed growth. We shall therefore give
it in full, and afterwards make a few comments
thereon. It is from Mr. J. Rrx, jun., of Lulsley
Court, near Worcester :

—

(

"Since taking to farm an estate in Worcestershire,
in the valley of the River Teme, I have met with
a weed that has puzzled my brain and that of many
others that I have shown it to. It happens to stow in
only one field in any part of this county by all inquiries
that I have made, and that happens to be a" field
on my farm, and it also happens that this field willgrow nothing else. The field is 11 acres, 5* of which
are on the limestone formation, and the rest on the red^ I

011
'/! I*

1S nat
!
ln% * very good working piece,

smothered with tins weed. I at first thought it

them thSTr 1

Bu
J
terc,,

1
P' bat find

> «* comparingthem that the leaf and seed h quite differentThe field was of Wheat, which crop belonged tothe outgoing tenant, but off the 11 acres 1 am sorry

*W.
My ^% rW

,

ped thG benefifc (°n account ofthis weed) of only 9 pecks of Wheat, and the strawof course was good for nothing but to be bm-nt I^. t

wi
hnd b* PWhing, and let it ™\howinter, and then sowed it with Vetches, which promised

ana it was a case of ' woe to poor VetrliP* ' iff™. \,
•

works well, and is in a comparatively genial cli-

mate ; but the highly successful growth of the Corn

Buttercup, the " Hunger-weed ,r
of the farmer, is

an evidence that the land is of a poor cold stiff

nature, such as the Buttercup delights in, and so,

while it could get on well, even in early spring the

"Wheat would be falling off from sheer want, as

the little nutriment in the soil would be taken
possession of by the hardier interloper.

In all probability its introduction was due to the
"Vetches, as its seed is not at all unfrequent in
samples of Vetch seed, though less so than that of
the Agrostemma Githago (Corn Cockle), which as it

is aslarge as the Vetch and somewhat approaching it

in colour, too often passes muster without challenge,
indeed to such an extent, that the other day we esti-

emprise to lose no good
small breeds are valuable

ProP«ty ~for

en

Let us recur to the Southdown
tries only

;
who are the men mil'-

^

witf

*aW thesePrincipally the Duke of Kichmond t
Sir Thos. Lennard, amongst the nohiln

d
**aj

Mr. Heasman, and Mr. Waters
y,and3kK

Some may ask, Not L?*S& 3
)«as Webb; andther.^^?!

breeders

'J Positive Ir ca

though we are far from assigning °^ (

it; but as he had the good sen^J P°sitive ca*
breed at the right time, and riseM^M
fortune, perhaps it may be that f.

fo lia**

900 sbeen'ir/ °°^k

standiHo?

sanze

Pokt

«HiT«offV#w ™ — -a T £r-~LllsIT •/•! ( luueeu to sucn an extent, tnat the otner day we esti-

i£ ™1it 1J^t md* e\}e "J.^ ",li *
j

^ated as much as one-tilth of Corn CockleL a sam-
be reallv a second iorm of mildew, it is eanahlfi of tA<* «p v^4-«i a i._^_ -^ ^ - ** i m •pie of Vetch seed as we took it out of the sack. This

plant is indeed mischievous; but the Buttercup,
on the other hand, is highly deleterious, so that
it is well that the cattle refuse to eat it. Perhaps
one or both of the following reasons may account
for our Correspondent not having got rid of his
%< beautiful enemy."

t. It ripens individual flowers successively, so
that even while the plant is fresh and green and
in the full vigour of flowering, from one to two or
three flowers may have ripened; and as they
produce on an average as many as six seeds each,
even if killed then a good provision may have been
supplied for its increase; but besides this several
plants will of necessity have been ovt rlooked and
so have been left to mature and sow the whole of
their seed.

2. When threshing the first crop of Wheat, what
became of the filth, and among it the seeds of the
Buttercup ? Was it burnt ? We have no doubt if
a searching inquiry conld be instituted it somehow
or other got to the manure heap, with which it was
again spread over the soil.

However, it is pleasing to know that good farm-
ing will soon get this pest under, and the readiest
means thereto are—draining, liberal manuring,
never allowing the weed to seed on the ground,
and care to avoid sowing the objectionable seed
either m the seed for the crop or in the application

hla
the farm^ard or from the manure

These remarks may be considered as a practical
appendix to the recent paper on the Buttercup,
and tends to show what an interesting inmiirv the
commonest weed may lead to.

teaches him to abandon a
dangerous.

be urged as u sigiiuicaiiL iact ij ; Z**B,"M
and we are not about to disco*,'(, ?fra7 (fi^
to remind men who saw both Shi v***'*
as to the difference in size, cri\% ^ ?

e •*&&»
owners may have a fancy whichtwLV^u ^%'

and it would be well to let the br\TvT4^
stock which is necessary toW»

*

THE
Titeke are causes at work to which are owing crretttand important changes in the sheep classes This

i ascocK wincn is necessary totem^l ,

be at some future time of more vabTte ft

*
than it is at present, while the generalZa *

popular demand for more wool and mutton
Shropshire classes there were nearly 100 entn
"iff pens of ewes in the singular, from the flocb
Larls of Aylcsford and Dartmouth, Mr Hunk
Bowen, Mr. Horton, Mr. Crane, Mr ]S
Foster, Mrs. Baker, Mr. Holland, and Mi. (W
aged Ram class was particularly good, 'jfofc
sheep, second in this class and first in the*
class, aro grand specimens of the .breed; nfan

thrown out, neck and rump fully developedSt
the class were a little thin in the thighs. Iwee three commendations, and one high on
tion, and throe prizes awarded in the class

com in: f 16 pens, is a fact which span :'.

Mr. Cran preat roomy animals, maintain:'

character in head and frame to a remarkable^

was a pleasure to look upon, and Mr.Fafc
five showed very superior Weeding.
There were 60 entries in the class derofc

woolled Sheep not qua li fieri to compete aim
in other words of Cotswolds, with the excepfe

Merinos
I I one or two s oiineus of aLinir

with the Leicester hlood. Ten oat of tlam
entries were made by Mr. Beale Brown,

fine sheep they are scarcely up to the l

possihly he is sacrificing this year to m
intends making a push for the Regent's^*

Mr. Gillett, Mr. Hardy, Mr. Fletcher, W
Lane, 3Ir. Game, and Mr. Ruck an
The class is not under titled patronagft*

m the lis md probaMy because t;

class are t revolutionary. The Shearlic: -

bigger than wq « r saw it. There were*

. and the public was evidently iwy**

pri I by the j nd proportions and ba^.

The two little Merinos looked quite <*£

in the nniglibourhood of these lordly*^

skulked in one corner of their pens, holding '^

heads sulkily.

The due of Short-woolled not qnalift«>:

Southdowns or Shropehire Sheep, P««f
an uneven face. Oxford and west coantrjW

I

rhino* wn a tt«.« -ui j. , y ,
UHMe>

- *"'« «» oouumowrm or Miropslnre wm

naXed fL3y
r
^8 e f LrH 5UHl m M h* «n uneven face. Oxford and west „—,

IZtZnf ihl Tg a
rrf
eW obs

.

ervatlons ^ a slight n.ixrdupwithCheviotsandimprovedHa^

Zttnn T
UPP

,

ly
*

T,e "7 » fcr more wool and "^ the re we- 16 entries, ofthe second^,
mutton. The people require to be fed, and to be fedby home produce; they require raw material of a cert:,
class for manufacture and a great deal more of it
Jt becomes the question therefore with sheep-breeders
whether they will rigidly hold by their old orthodoxv,

fLTi VE t,,at0,d faith become heterodox torhe sake of the common weal. We perceived at Leedsthat public favour which has so long clustered n -itthe woolly beauty of the Soothdown is deserting thatanimal, and dwtr hnt no- fi,n «„,„-.t„ „r . •
K

,

first there were 45 entries, of the secouu-*,-

2. md of the fourth 9. The difficidtythw

have expo: need in dealing with a lot

^J
tioned iu size and BO different in cbaraS
been very great, and purely the Gnwf"

sufficiently numerous, and are sufficiently c-^-

to merit a class to themselves 0̂T,.^

the pnn*

Dnks i f ^ ngh, Mr. Brian, Mr.

Harnett. Mr. Gaskell, Mr. Charles Ho

animal o«,i ja-iL«iZi7" 17 """ "• UBW=r*''«g' wiai phrey, .Mr. J h Drucc, are the p
n̂ r,

22-^^1^^??. ?* ?«* <>f OP!
-

«n.l a„:o, tt c BU» Xl«J*J[inutrnnarro „^, .1. :S"n— -••«= v,. uimnon nnd auionpst tnc competitors. i»«'"" "
,,

Too ^dT nTP "'" '!avei^ mosand!
g« I * Sheep *ml«y. Mr. Cn «

En"iaDd C-KA'W"? 8t
V

v ' nifested h - K*.T*n Mr. Wiley, Mr. Po«'ett,

to wLTc],'Merin?Bhee^ivlf
rtai"

ia bell.g con Mr. &» «^j
arc nowSS -V V ","''"

;
' »•

: '" »' &>«*, I l.U ut.-Colonel Inge, •*'

woo„ed ssr^av, 'rg
"

i

r; ^ r

%

e

;

Mr
- ssfisa poor show of Southdowns as tnL^i

4 ] tlnr,K In d, Mr. nday socins in tm>

sheep were not also represented we einnot- i npar .cnlar as their home is contiguous To L=
^

Mr. Ca.rd is perfectly right in 6\r£tZn ut
attention to the tact. Shlep Lst b^eoCg ^t fl£of agricultural enterprise, and the breeder « ill LVi
on to raise small mutton and fineTo l \,

"° ^mutton and long lustrous wool fa m
"' e"

f'
at

fashion that doe. not ,„m .t „u v.uL "n™^ ».v a

parts on this side of the o V^ HdH,great many have named it -& Devff^Cmte' and IW hoed ,t.. great many times but to no effect itstill comes the thicker. I have sent ,on a
"
ffln„ r^J £

thL t
Weed

,
^" a»y grows about 8 inche lieLrthan the one 1 have «ent anrl m«- fi„u

'"^"KS nigner

beantif.il «n„J„ ' T y field now llas » mostoeanntul yellow appearance. It vou would please be «okind as let me know the name of my leaulUul^ZI should esteem it tor ever a favour."
7 J ""*

Ibis case well illustrates the rapidity with which

2S7v; J .
Ul11 tako P^session of the land if theS^ta^ fo ' ^ »d ^ » besideslaViots

-— .V.UUM ciiieep were gpod, w^x w'
uumber, hut they do not require an) lul c

a . ., „ * . wn-P breed* '.

Tnshion that does not seem at all likely toX. %
light wools can he grown iu other coinW , ^
colonies with ff^tBcmty^^^^^,
heavier wool cannot; it becomes our dutl the„

TOPPlied from flbrn ft r1 a«l -!tiS/* m°r° chfaPb'

showed one of special size, jw l "";

n
.
c^^

better breeding were with Mi'- ^
Woodhouse's. In the class or B^,
white breed, Lord Wenlock fairh

'^ ^^
Hii ieM he Prince Consort, ^\^i
thre. line sow pigs of the *«?'

];lV
}#three edmir sow pigs — aw aw

him. The at Windsor Uleotbtr^
other d

at Leeds they if

to nntn l»^ i— • »
ailu u ls 0€«aes cunoua Te W00J

»
w,Ch w,1,cn wc ran be mnm ^«^i^

-chate^^^ ^e Pla^ «J«w. from th Nf^ f-? «!>«* -d cultivate a "c etuaEge tor the "small root" sent bv our
reduction of which our climate $riTes im «IZL a

weed generally grows about 8 inches '^7 1 ^uA *"? to cro
?
8 a^ increase the

,aU^l>eatii,| -u. uric »u *^^—- — ^
# ^u

whole claw of bn eding sow* of *, ^
deaerved necial commendation. 'j^
w«-11 with the black breed. Thafror».

old piers of various breeds

The Anniversary of the **ft3i i»^
July (this day). Nothing could exc ^,
the present promise of the crop ;

ww
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late jean it hat proved, and disappointing to the hopes

of the poor, is once more put down in greater breadth

than ever. The haulm is everywhere very luxuriant

;

and early (garden) sorts, already abundant in the marke!

give token of considerable excellence in the crop. But

all depends upon its keeping dry— all depends upon St.

within, who, whilst we write, has enlisted the aid of

he comet and continues to give tej- nony of his watery

approach on the 15th in intermittent but copious

showers, which, however, are travelling about electri-

cally, and if plentiful, very partial. Still, until a con-

firmed settlement occurs in the weather, the Potato

crop in danger; and a friend who has prudently

filed all the precautionary suggestions in this v ear's

Agricultural Gt tie, has thrust them into our hand
for the purpose of renewing a ution to some of those

measures as exceedingly valuabl aid likely to prove

very efficacious in case of i 1, although we dare say

hat in repeating the substance of them most readers

will readily recognise them as having already 1 n

printed by as in extento.— e first of these n in < dies

for the Potato disease, in order ot* da , is t f M
miles. Of "Brv' irly in >ruar\

He states that in all P s affect, the

there is to be found a degree of moisture in < -ess of

that appertaining to sound Potatoes i b r«- the

disease is visible to the naked eye. This g uall

increasing, the disease appears, and the character of

the plant becomes changed—complete rottenness

succeeding comparative soundness soin.iimcs in the

course of a single day—oftener in a sing ir. Then
follows the story of the Rus- n professor (Ttollman, of

St. Petersburg), who accidentally overheated or rather

overdried some hundredfolds (seed Potatoes) sent him,

from having placed them on the back of a stove and
forgo* n them till the planting season. Shrivelled as

they were when planted, they flourished to such a

degree that, although every other Potato in the country
was more or less affected by disease, they were entirely

free from the disorder. Tnig put the professor upon the

plan of store-drying his seed 1 *—some of them till

nearly charred—but they grew, and although in 1855 the

disease wasgeneral,not one of t lie professor's Potatoes wer
affected. 'Hie experiment is said to have been n d in

1856 with the same results. In 1857 upward of 3 acre

planted with kiln-dried Potatoes, produced 1(100 bushels,

and not a diseased Potato among them. Professor

Bollman then in 1858 erected a drying-house with
hasted floors, and the landed proprietors arourd have
imitated him by similar erections on their different

estates within tl last two years. Mr. Wiles also

notices that by constantly raising new varieties of
Potato from seed, the ravages of the disease would
teem for a time capable of being evaded, as in the case
ot the Fluke Kidney, which, forks first two years after
its introduction and general cultivation, wa e from

although last year Fluk would aj to have
e an incident to it as regents and Fortyfolds ; but

the kiln-drying process he evidently thinks infallible.

The next recommendation, it may be remembered, was
contained in a letter read before the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, February 20th, from Mr. Leonard Short,

gardener to John Mildford, Esq., Coaver, Exeter. He
stated that when he found the leaves of his Potatoes
diseased, he immediately covered them entirely with
earth, leaving the roots high and dry, the ridges being
not less than 30 inches apart. The consequence he says
is that every tuber remains perfectly sound without
spot or blemish. This be suspects may arise from the
exclusion cf atmospheric influence as well as moisture.
Whilst digging as healthy Potatoes as ever grew, he
has found that some sown a few feet distant, but not
earthed up, were decayed and useless. This treatment
he asserts to be equally applicable to all kinds of soil

and Potato—and to fields as well as gardens. In

Norfolk in the third week of March, 1816, he planted
two acres of Potatoes in a stiff clay soil 30 inches apar
and 10 inches to the furrow. The Potatoes, when well
up, were hand-hoed an I pi clean till the beginning
of June, then earthed up with a doable breasted
plough; and in the middle of July a tingle furrow was
taken from betw n the rows by " Howard's patent
plough,*' laying the farrow slices on the tops. As
test, some of each variety were left unearthed. On
taking up the crop in October every tuber of those
covered in the way described was found quite sound and
healthy, whilst half of those unearthed-up w« re diseased
and useless. Those who hesitate to adopt this
aseahod implicitly, may at all events try the experi-
ment on a scale of greater or less magnitude; we only
hope that -he season may be dry enough to enab'e
us • escape the disease. F dly we have the more
popular inquisitions of mC. of Hornsey," published in
March, and wb we have reason to 1 any in
onr neighbourhood have adopted on our recommenda-
tion. He assumes to be satisfa >rily demonstrated
by microscopical examinations, that the disease is due
to the deposition by the at >sphere of a minute Fungus
"which, taking up its habits'

, first upon the leaf
and haulm of the Potato plant, propagates with
astonishing rapidity, and ultimately find- way \

the tubers and completely destr 3 tl n." He experi-
mented for a counteractive, set his Potatoes in double
rows instead of sin: . the two rows occupying a foot
in width, with a foot of vacant space ( e each row.
They were planted on the level and hoed up at the
usual time. Now comes the important step ; when the
haulm had reached its full growth, about the 1st of

July, he turned it over right and left towards the bottoms ni I no manure, a rotation of Maize with Cane
The

to the roots, to run off upon the vacant space. He
planted Regents and Flukes : one portion of the

When
the Maize is in tassel, Cow Peas are dropped between
the rows, and when the lordly stalk, of which I

Regents on the old system and a larger portion on the
j

measured many 12 and even 15 feet in height—bearing
new—the Flukes entirely on the new. The land was a '

'
' " --•»-— -

heavy clay, as bad as can possibly be for Potato growing.

On the new system, however, the B ents proved a

good crop; on the old plan a complete lailure. Of the

Flukes (an excellent crop) not one in a hundred were

bad, although his neighbours for miles around lost their

crops without exception. Others have tried the plan

three and sometimes four ears—is topped to admit the
ripening sun, the Pea vine twines itself around the

trunk, with a profusion of leaf and tendril that supplies

the planter with the most desirable fodder for his

mules in "rolling time," whieh is their season of trial.

Besides this, the corn blades are culled and cured.

These are the best meals of the Southern racehorse, and

and proved its efficacy. A gentleman planted a lot of constitute nutritious hay without dust. The Cow Pea

Potatoes, and being lumbered with a lot of plants, for is said to strengthen the system of the earth for the

which be had not room, allowed them to be thrown . digestion of a new crop ojf Sugar cane. A sufficient

down on part of the Potato bed. On afterwards

removing these and digging the P s, he found to

his surprise that those on which the planks had lain

in excellent condition, whilst those exposed in the

.] % manner wer. iseased. By turning down the

drashe h ves that the Fungus is wa>hed oil" the

plant—not downwards tubers, hut into the naked
soil, where it perishes for want of nutrition. It will

be sufficiently easy for most farmers to give these

several methods a trial and let us know what they

think of them; but sonic perhaps may, "laying this

and that together," arrive opportunely at some means
of saving our Potato crop, from what has now been

said. W. IF. Fyfe, Charminster, near Dorchesterf Dorset.

MISSISSIPPI BELOW NATCHEZ.
A row of a quarter of an hour brought us to the

ivee on the other side. I ascended the bank, and
directly in front of me, across the road, appeared a

carriage gateway and wickets of wood painted white

in a line of park palings of the same material, which
extended up and down the road as far as the eye could

follow, and guarded widespread fields of Maize and
Sugar-cane. An avenue of trees with branches close

set, drooping and overarching a walk paved with red
brick, led to the house, the porch of which was just

visible at the extremity of the lawn, with clustering

(lowers, Ivoae, .Tesenininc, and Creepers clinging to the
liars supporting the verandah. The proprietor, who
id espied my approach, issued forth with a section of

sable tttendants in his rear, and pave me a hearty
welcome. The house was larger and better than the

stdences even of the richest planters, though it was
in need of some little repair, and had been built

rhaps 50 years ago, but it had belonged to a wealthy
family who lived in the good old Irish fashion, and who
built well, ate well, drank well, and—finally, paid very

quantity of the cane of Lai easou is reserved from the

mill and laid in pits, where the ends of the 6talk are

carefully closed with earth until spring. After the

grouud has b 1 ploughed into ridges these canes are

laid in the endless tumuli, and not long after their

interment a fresh sprout sprinjs at ch joint of these

interminable flutes.

As we ride through the waggon roads, of which
there are not less than 30 miles in this Confederation

of lour plantations, held together by the purse and the
life of our host, the unwavering exactitude of the rows
of Cane, which run without deviation at right angles

with the river down to the cane-brake, two miles of£

proves that the negro would be a formidable rival in a
ploughing match. The Cane has been " laid by n—
that is, it requires no more labour—and will soon
" lap," or close up, though the rows are 7 feet apart.

It feathers like a Palm top; a stalk which was cut

measured 6 feet, although from the ridges it was but
waist high. On dissecting it near the root we fiud five

nascent joints not a \ of an inch apart. Tn a few weeks
more these will shoot up like a spyglass pulled out to

its focus.

There are four lordly Sugar-houses, as the grinding

mills and boiling and cry illising buildings are called,

and near each is to be found the negro village, or
" quarter," of that section of the plantation. A wide
avenue, generally lined with trees, runs through these

hamlets, which consist of 20 or 30 white cottages,

single storied and divided into four rooms. They are

whitewashed, and at no great distance might be
mistaken for New England villages, with a town-hall

which often serves in the latter for a " meeting-house/'

with, occasionally, a row of sfr s on the ground floor.

The people, or " hands," are in the held, and the
only inhabitants of the settlements are scores ot
" picaninnies," who seem a jolly congregation, under
the care of crones, who here, as in an Indian village,

ell The view from the Belvedere was one of the act M nuMej of tU riain* ;enan. u. - ined am

k-«JM

most striking of its kind in the world. If an En<?li

agriculturist could sec 0000 acres of the finest 1 I in

one field, unbroken by hedge or boundary, and covered
with the most magnificent crcps of taaselling Indian
Corn and sprouting Sugar-cane, as level as a billiard-

vble, he would sorely doubt his senses. But here i-

literally such a sight. Six thousand acres, better tilled

than the finest patch in all the Lothians, green as

Meath pastures, which can be cultivated for 100 years

to come without requiring manure, of depth practically

unlimited, and yielding an average profit on what is I "g^ kboitt" exemplified in a field we at length
sold off it of at least 20/. an acre at the old prices.and reach> where some 30 mcn and women wcre giv ing

their births to the limits of a social Procrustean bed.
The increa of property on the estate is about 5 per
cent, per annum by the birth of children.

We ride an hour before coming upon any w hands "

at work in the fields. There is an air of fertile de-
solation that prevails in no other cultivated land.

The regularity of the cane, its gardenlike freedom
from Grass or weeds, and the ad unguem finish and
evenness of the furrows, would seem the work of
nocturnal fairies, did we not realise the system ot

usual yield of Sugar. Rising up in the midst of the
verdure are the white lines of the negro cottages and
the plantation offices and Sugar-houses, which look like

large public edifices in the distance. And who is the
lord of all this fair domain ? The proprietor of Houmas
and ( >range-grove is a man, a self-made one, who has

lined his apogee on the bright side of half a century,
after 25 years of successful business.

with the hoe the la6t polish to the earth around the
cane, which would not be molested again until gathered
for the autumnal banquet of the rolling-mills.

Small drains and lai r ditches occur at almost every
step. All these flow into a canal, some 15 feet wide,
which runs between the plantation and the uncleared
forest, and carries off the water to a " bayou " still

more remote. There are 20 miles of deep ditching

_. , . , - . - . . ,- . .. - . ,- -< before the plantation, exclusive of the canal, and as thigmight have imagined myself in the magic garden of
ig the Qont^t work of « Irish navvi)

•

the
.

h wiftCherry and Fair Star, so incessant and multifarious were which our hogt aUuded to this h u
•

Dl
*
utation

When my es
,4 uncurtained the early morning" T

the carols of the birds, which were the only happy
1

]
I saw in my southern tour, notwith-

standing the assurances of the many ingenuous and
tndid gentlemen who attempted to prove to me that

the palm of terrestial felicity must be awarded to their
negroes. As I stepped through my window upon the
verandah a sharp chirp called my attention to a
mocking-bird perched upon a Rose bush beneath, whom
my presence seemed to annoy to such a degree that 1

retreated behind my curtain, whence I observed her
flight to a nest cunningly hid in a creeping Rose trail*

around a neighbouring column of the hou where she
imparted a breakfast of spiders and grasshoppers to her
gaping and clamorous ofTsnrinE:. While I was admiring

heavy item in plantation

expenses was expressive. The work is too severe for

African thews, and experience has shown it a bad
economy to oveitask the slave. The Sugar-planter lives

in apprehension of four enemies. These are the river

when rising, drought, too much or unseasonable rain,

and frost. The last calls into play all his energies, and
tasks his utmost composure, lu Louisiana the Cane
never ripens as it does in Cuba, and they begin to
grind as early in October as the amount of juices will

permit. The question of u crop is one of or late

frost. With two months' option tl !y, in u fair

season, upon a hogehead of 1200 pounds to the a

and if they can ran their mills until January the

increase is more t a j
rtioo&te, each « its latter

days in the earth adding saccharine virtue to the cane.

The Special Correspondent of the Time*.

the motherly grace of this melodious flycatcher a servant

brought coffee, and announced that the horses were

ready an •: that I might have a three hours' ride bef

break r. At Houmas Us jours se svirenf €% te

restembfent, and an epitome of the first will serve as

a type for all, with the exception of such variations in

the kitchen and cellar produce as the ingenuity and .,.-., , -.
t , T i

• ti n A^n^*
Inustless hospitality of my host were never tired of English Agricultural urnal, 1, the uWht

1 y l * of ploughs. The question " mg vertut Wheel m

THE IMPI MKNT8 OF THE FAKM.

(1.) The r qh.— Probably the most interesting and

elaborately-discussed toj in the first volume the

framing.

If I resetted the absence of our English agricul-

ploughs.

ploughs was then a first-class ultural controversy,

t when I beheld the 6000 acres of cane and 1600 !
and the chargj f pre lice on one side and on the other

of Maize unfolded from the Belvedere the day previous, was probably true ot h, until the experiments of Mr

I longed for his presence still more when I saw those Handley and of Mr. I use v had shown that the ui

idences of luxuriant fertility attained without the preference in Scotland, and the ocasmna prefer,

aid of phosphates or guano/ The rich Miesissipii England, could only "here and there be jui
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and that, as a general rule, the addition of the wheel
enabled better work at a less expense of draught.
What has been the subsequent history of this question ?

It has, at length, been taken almost entirely out of the
region of dispute, and a single fact may be regarded as
conclusive of it. Probably no plough-makers of the
present day have a larger or more widely-scattered
body of customers than the Messrs. Howard of Bedford.
They inform me that during the last six years 30,000
ploughs have left their works, and of these "not more
than 25 out of every 1000 have been swing-ploughs !

"

Other first-class makers, both of a longer and more
recent reputation, Messrs. Ransome and Messrs. Hornsby,
would, I believe, relate a similar experience. Of course,
the almost unanimous voice of those who purchase
ploughs must at length be taken as a better test of
quality and value than any single or repeated ploughing-
match, however carefully superintended, can be ; and I
believe the leading manufacturers of the plough,
reflecting the experience of their customers, will now
give an almost unanimous verdict in favour of the
wheel.

^
(2.) The Value of the Cultivator or Grubber as a

tillage implement was gradually realised during the
early years of the English Agricultural Society's career.
BiddeU's scarifier was described in the first volume of
the Journal. The Uley cultivator soon afterwards
attained distinction at the annual exhibitions.
" Cat's-claw" and other "drags," in their turn,
achieved a reputation ; and Bentall's " broadshare" and
Coleman's scarifier are now probably in the foremost
rank. Finlayson's grubber, and modifications of it,

adapted to pair-horse cultivation, preceded all these;
but this is nearly the subsequent history of the imple-
ment. There is not, among the lessons of recent agri-
cultural experience, one of more general utility, hardly
one of greater importance, than the serviceable-
ness of the cultivator as a tillage implement.
Though, however, it is admirably illustrated on
thousands of farms, and well represented in the annual
show-yards of our leading societies, it has hitherto
received no adequate illustration in the pages of their
Journals and Transactions. It is to be attributed to
the extension of land-drainage, that an implement
which stirs the soil is gaining ground over one which
turns it over. Stirring implements cannot be used
when land is wet. The soil may be turned with im-
punity, and even with advantage, when stirring it
would only knead and injure it. But on all drained
clay soils it is becoming more and more the practice to
plough only before winter, and to depend on the culti-
vator and harrow for obtaining tilth in spring. This
prevailing practice is, of course, leading to an increased
manufacture of this class of implements. If we had
before us the accounts of all the agricultural implement
makers of the country for the past few years, thev
mould most likely tell us that in nothing has there
been a more marked agricultural progress than in the
extended use of the cultivator, scarifier, and grubber
as a substitute partly for the plough, and partiv for the
neavy drag-harrow. ;

In order to ascertain the increased use of different
classes of agricultural machines, in illustration of the
lessons of recent agricultural experience, I lately made
inquiries on this and other points of most of our
implement-makers. Unfortunately, many (one of the
lading rnakers of cultivators and broadshares amon*them) did not think with me, that the figures obtained
in this way would be trustworthy illustrations of mv

trampled about with great waste. The economy

effected by this simple machine has been stated to us,

by an authority which would at once be admitted as

very high, to be no less than one-third of the whole

produce." *

The chaff-cutter, again, had long been well known to

agriculturists ; and, as named by Mr. Pusey, its use had

that year been the subject of discussion before the

Harleston Farmers' Club. The use of both of these

machines has, however, latterly enormously extended.

Chaff-cutters are turned out annually in thousands by

single firms ; and a single maker supplies to order nearly

5000 Turnip-cutters a year. Cake-breakers and corn-

crushers—implements of the same class—rarely used

when Mr. Pusey wrote, are even more rapidly coming
into general employment. The following are the

number of cake-breakers made during the last five

annum

tjoi,, ^.uf, ovij, aim o£,& respectively, iiie winter oi

1859-60, to which this last large number related, was
indeed a great stimulant to the manufacture and the
use of the whole of this class of machines. Scarcity of
food enforced every possible method of economising it;

and no other is so efficient as the mixture of palatable
and nutritious food with that which, though nutritious,
is not particularly palatable. Chaff-cutters cut up
poor hay and straw ; and Turnip-cutters and root-
pulpers, and corn-crushers, and cake-breakers reduce
roots and corn and cake to a condition in which they
can be mixed with this chaff, and eo induce cattle to
consume it.

Another manufacturer of oilcake-breakers, who had
made 50 or 60 annually (only 49 in 1859), had orders
for 107 in 1860; and his manufacture of corn-crushers
has exceeded 400 annually during the past six years.
A third gives the following as his manufacture of
chaff-cutters for the four past years—200, 420, 550,
760; while his corn-crushers during the same four
years have been 40, 90, 110, and 130. And, as showing
the increase of demand in a particular locality, I add
the figures of a Shropshire manufacturer, whose name
appears but rarely in the show-yards of our leading
societies. During the past few years he has made of
chaff-cutters annually, 16, 18, 22, 28, 90, 135, respec-
tively. These items, then, are evidence enough of the
increasing use of this class of implements.
The economical use of much food that has hitherto

been wasted, which we owe to the increased employment
of Turnip-cutters and chaff-cutters, &c, has latterly
rapidly extended since the invention of the root-pulper,
an instrument of which the manufacture dates only
from about four years ago, but which has come most
rapidly into use.

The Turnip or the Mangel Wurzel is by this machine
reduced much more nearly to a pulp than it can be by
any Turmp-cutter— not even excepting Moody's of
Warminster, to which, however, very satisfactory testi-mony is given in the sequel- and thus a more thorough
mixture of dry chaff of straw or hay with the juices ofthe root Can be effected ; and so an agreeable taste is
substituted for that which, in the case of inferior hay-
is unpalatable, and makes it less valuable as food than
its composition indicates. The use of the pulper shared
with that of all other machines of this class an enor-
mous extension during the winter of 1859 and '60
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with the of which some of them maybe unacquainted, buildings. There are no barns, nor sheds
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cattle; provision is made for tying by the neckwith the oseoi wnicn some ui iuc.u i.. a>. *~ »....«.^*. —
Mr. John C. Morion, o» Recent Agricultural Experience

in the Bath and West of England Society's Journal.

Mr.
HUNGARIAN AGRICULTURE.

The Rural Ecokomy of Lowbb HunoabY.-

Dunn latelv read a paper on thii subject before the

Winfrith Farmers* Club, fully reported for the Borstt

Count u Chronicle, which is always full of useful agri-

cultural information. We take the following extrac

from its columns:

—

Lower Hungary is a Yast plain, said to comprise an

area of 35,000 square miles, through which flow the

liven Danube, Theis, Drave, and Maros, all of which

•re savigabU to considerable extent for craft of light

draught of water. These rivers afford meant for

can i on much of the internal commerce of the

ouiltrv, and form the outlete for the exportation of its

agricultural produce. There are aeTeral railroads con

-

lieetai kr tl re important district! with Vienna, the

fares on which are moderate; and as the leading roads

L» kej>t in irond order .overnment, and tolerably

well made, th on the whole, not much iplain

of in the waj I
«' •m.nienec for the transit of goods or

for personal travelling. <• nerally the soil is easy of

tillage, and only moderately cohesive, really good brick

«arth being difficult to find. The climate is marked by

extreme 1 in winter, and very great heat in summer.

The rapidity of growth during the summer is almost

equal to that within the tropics. The whole tribe of

Cereals flourish, and some of the Legumes, Indian

Corn and the Vine coming to great perfection ; fruit of

-all sorts is abundant and of excellent quality. The

Melon, Hemp, and Flax all succeed, and form consider-

able articles of production among the small holders of

land, especially the Germans. Tobacco is also grown

to some extent* with good success. The Turnip in any of

its varieties cannot be cultivated with the same success

our climate admits, but Mangel does very well. It is

not a healthy country, being particularly trying to a

native of this country.

Titan are no fences, and, being hut scantily wooded,

much of the mtrv fiom the style of allotment for

cultivation, presents" the appearance of avast I- i ling-

ton Field. Tbe price of land of the best value for asri-

-culttiral use does not much exceed 10/. per a . interior

quality selling at even half of that sum. Rents are

high in proportion to the price, ranging from 12*. to

20t. per acre for good arable land, and from 6*. to 12*.

tor pasture. The great staple crops are Wheat, Barley,

Oats. Kye, Vetches, Indian Corn, and Rape, for its seed.

The use of artificial fodder crops is not very great ; a

few patches of Lucerne may be met with in a day's

ride, but Vetches form the principal crop cultivated for

fodder. Hay made from natural Grass is both abundant
and of good quality. The extent of some farms held in

occupation by proprietors is very great, 2000 or

3000 acres of arable land is not thought anything

extraordinary.

The fertility of much of *he plain of Lower Hungary
is so great that the combined effects of slovenly farming,

frequent cropping, and scanty manuring, have failed as

yet to produce sterility or to diminish in any appreciable

amount the quantity or quality of the pro luce; and

when the uppermost few inches have become less produc-

tive than heretofore, a year's rest and a little deeper an 1

baiter cultivation reinvigorates it to a surprising extent.

There is no well understood rotation of cropping

followed. Wheat is very commonly taken after Vetches

and Indian Corn ; Rape for feed requir ther a
summer fallow or to succeed some ameliorating crop, as

Vetches made into hay; Barley, Oat« nd Rye come in

as stop gaps anywhere, Land for Wheat is ploughed

once, the seed ordinarily ploughed in, a turn with a

bush harrow being all the dres« given. Barl Oats,

or R . may be sown as is the Wheat, though some
people prefer sowing these on the top and bush-harrow-

ing them in. The drill has not come into much use.

Wide intervals will not do at all for cereals in that
climate, the quantity of weeds which come up choking
the crop* of corn ; hoeing is not possible of accomplish-

ment in the time it is neceamry to be done, and we all

know that even Garratt's hoe is useless if the weeds be
a few days too old. The climate precludes winter feed-

ing, and, as in many instances, the tenantry will live

10 miles from their farms, everything is carried off the
land annually, with but very little manure being
t& iied. The following ar. ndered fair crops—
Via, Wheat from 16 to 20 bushels per acre; Barlev, 20
to 30 ye, 16 and upwards ; Oats. 25

; Rape, 20 to 40

;

and Ind.an Corn, 25. The price of Wheat last season
may be set down at about 30*. per quarter; Rannat
\\ heat, 3o*. ; Barley, 20*. ; Oats, 14*. ; Rye, 24*.

;

Indian Corn, 16*.; and Rape, \Os. Potatoes are
not extensively cultivated. The quality is, how-
ever, moderately good, and I am inclined to think
from the price at which they sold, 12*. per sack'
Potatoes would prove remunerative if well attended I

and planted on the best land. Hungary has not manv
farmerus but the buddings of tl e are of the mos't
* antial kind. The great proportion of the houses
of the peasantry are built with earth, rammed into a

of neat cattle and horses. Warm stables are also made
for the sheep to lie in at night, and ample accommo-

dation is provided for pigs. A spacious granary of

three stories at least is always built on the most con-

venient site, which, with the whitewashed walls of the

other buildings conspire to give a very imposing appear-

ance to a farm from a distance, more especially as

crowding together is avoided, and the ground plan

covers a large area. The dwelling-houses oi the landed

gentry are commodious, some of them even elegant

edifices, in which their owners live in great comfort for

the most part, and now and then in a style of refined

I r loose] reaping machine and the hay-maker too may be se-

i all apes | work, » 1 a good number of horsepower thresh imrpow
machines were made last year by an EnglisK
firm established in Vienna, English ploughs are
there in sufficient number to test their value.

Last year beef sold in Vienna at 4\d., at Arad 3d., and
in the villages at about 2{d. per lb. ; veal was worth
about 3ti. anywhere, and pork about ±d. ; mult on
varied from 2d. to 3d. The trade is free in dairy

produce and poultry : butter sold at Sd. per lb., cheese

at nearly as much, ese 2*. each, fowls 1*. a pair,

ducks 1*. 2d. a pair, and eggs 3d. per dozen.

I have already said that about one-half the land

is under some kind of culture; and therefore it is that

luxury. The peasantry congregate in villages and Hungary is quite as much pastoral as agricultural
;
and

hamlets in miserable looking hovels of one story, and besides the quantity of cattle annually bred within

earthen floors ; the agricultural labourers, who are

engaged by the year, are too often compelled to herd

together in a style revolting to humanity, and preju-

dicial to health, and everything else by which man is

distinguished from an animal.

The hours of work all the year round are just so

rig as the sun is up, with an interval for dinner,

from one hour in winter to two in summer. A
first-class baili fl' is paid equal to 00/. per annum, with
fuel, ami he is allowed the luxury of a room to himself

and family, and perhaps a kitchen attached thereto; a

master smith, or wheelwright, about 50/., with like

additions to a bailiff j journeymen smiths and wheel-

w rights equal to 10*. or 12*. per week ; bricklayers, 2s.

per day in winter, and 3*. in summer; machinists, 14*.

to 18*. per week ; under baili lis, equal to 30/. per

annum, lodging and fuel; day labourers, lJd. to \0d per

day in winter to 1*. 3d. in summer ; in harvest 1*. 8</.

per day maj he given. Yearly ploughmen, shepherds,

&.c, are paid in one or other of the following methods
—viz , equal to 10/. in i !i, 5 qrs. Wheat, 127 lbs.

bacon, 63 lbs. salt, with such lodging as has been des-

cribed ; the value of the whole being equal to 200
florins, besides the lodging and fuel. By the other
method they receive the before-named allowance of

Wheat, bacon, and salt, 21. Ss. in money, have a cow-

kept, and permission to graze on the farm two or three

pigs, to which is added a slice of land on which to grow
Indian corn ; this latter mode is much hotter liked by

itself, vast numbers are brought from Transylvania

both for work and to fatten. The Barley, Indian corn,

and Rye, are used chiefly in distillation. The irley is

made into malt, which is ground, and mixed with

Indian corn and Rye meal, 10,000 lbs. of which mixture

ought to give 250 gallons at least of raw spirit, the

mu -il age Iroui which affords enough food to fatten

simultaneously 250 oxen of about 45 score eej6h, provided

to this ; i little hay be added to prevent scouring. Thii
is a very OOnveni lilt scale on which to conduct distillation.

The sheep are mostly Merinos. In winter they are fed
on straw, in summer driven to the scantiest pastures

the farm affords, under the protection of men and dogs

;

by night they are brought to a house or fold. When
full mouthed a brace of wethers may be worth 20*.

I sold a lot of old ewes for less than 10*. a pair, after

making them tolerably fat, and the purchaser only
made one farthing a pound on his meat over the price

he paid. In the matter of shearing and washing some
commendation is due; there is no hurry or scramble to

get the washing over halt-done, and, if one washing
does not make the wool clean, a second is given. The
wool is weighed from each sheep as shorn, and imme-
diately put into sheets. The shearers are mostly
women, hut they acquire only a very minimum amount
of skill in handling the shears. Nevertheless this is the
only thing connected with sheep management it would
be worthy to retain were there any idea to take root of
effecting improvements in this branch of rural economy.

the men than the other; it gives a greater quantity of The quantity of wool is about 2lb. per head for an aver-
food, and is productive of better results in regard to

temperance and health. Very much work is done by
task or job. When hay is made a contract is entered
into, which provides for cutting the Grass, turning it,

raking the hay together, and patting it up into cocks
of about half-a-ton each—the whole costing about 2*.

pel acre, and halfa-pint of spirits. Barley is mown
and gathered into cocks of similar size, and the
ground raked for about 2s. 6d. per acre, and an allow-
ance of spirits or wine. Inde< d, all contracts require
to have a portion of drink included in the payment.
Wheat or Rye and Oats are cut, tied and stitched, and
the ground raked at 4?., 1 peck Wheat, lj lb. bacon,
\\ lb. salts, and 1 pint diluted spirits per acre. Tares
for seed cost as much as Wheat. Flat hoeing Indian
Corn or Mangel costs from 1*. 8d. to 2s. per acre, and
the talismanic halfpint of schnaps. Setting out Mangel
costs double the flat hoeing. Wheat may be cut for a
fifteenth part, and a crop of Rape may be cut and
threshed, cleaned roughly, and carted home for the
fairteenth part or so; and in like manner Corn is

threshed by contract at a fouit nth part. The way
1 this last named operation is performed' is by treading
out the grain from the straw by horses' feet, and the
winnowing is done by throwing the chaff and grain into
tin r of a windy day, by which rude means thousands
r quarters are annually prepared for market. I have

bad as many as 100 horses all at work treading my
employer's Wheat out at ie time, and as each thre
horses require two men, they formed, I assure you, a
fine troop. The way the work is done is this— first a
space some 50 feet diameter is pared with shovels, then
the surface is beaten and trodden quite hard ; water
being thrown over it if dry to enable the floor to harden
into a pr r degree of smoothness; the floor being
prepared, it is covered with sheaves or loose corn, as the

ise may be, to about two feet in depth, six or eight
horses are then tied together by the heads, and
a stiing long enough to reach the centre attached
to one of the outsiders, by which a man holds while
he drives the animals at a sharp trot over the
grain; after the top is sufficiently trodden a turning
is given, which brings into requisition the services of

age of all ages, in a flock of say 3000, and for this

annual return and some 10*. per bead at last for the
carcass, many thousands of sheep are maintained until

full-mouthed before disposal, and few of the ewes are
ever killed until they lose their front teeth. It is quite
common to find ewes put to breed at 10 years old and
upwards. From this one would think that a large
annual accumulation in numbers would result, but as
the deaths during summer and spring are generally
great in number, especially among lambs and tegs,
the increase is not so rapid after all. No one ex-
pects to have more than two-thirds the number of tegs,
to the ewes from which they came alive, when a year
old; and I have known 1700 ewes not produce more
than 1200 lambs alive in the month of May. Foot-rot
is very prevalent, and apoplexy will sometimes deci-
mate a flock in the hot season. Dipping is not prac-
tised, nor is there any general system of dressing
adopted to secure immunity from skin diseases or get
rid of parasites, yet these pests do not cause so much
mischief as might be supposed from tbe crowded and
unhealthy state in which the miserable looking creatures
are compelled to lie in the sheep houses. It may per-
haps excite your surprise that sheep farming should be
continued at all under circumstances by which so small
a return is made.

< '.it tie rearing and fattening are attended with much
better remunerative results. The breed is by no means
a bad one. The oxen are most excellent workers, hardy,
and pot- considerable aptitude to fatten. They are
of a dirty white colour, have long spreading horns, and,
in pomt of quality and bone, are not very dissimilar to
the Sussex breed. The cows are not very good milkers

;

but this is immaterial where dairy husbandry is at zero,
and wheie the cow is only kept as a wet nurse to the
calf, and where the heat of the climate almost prohibits
the making of butter of decent quality. Milk is, indeed,
an article of some importance to the small farmers in
the immediate vicinity of cities; but, bevond the
nearest retail trade, or for supplying a household, the
cow has little to do with making op the profits of
farming after the calf is weaned. There is nothing very
remark e about the way in which the cattle are

\

une; as the wall advances the frame is removed, and 8 the. and a wooden pTtch-fork, comprise the entire
it it be kept quite dry and lightly plastered, a wall

!

collection of a farm managed according to established
made like this Will last any man's lifetime. It costs practice. Improvement has. however, begun. There
aoout 9$. for labour, besides the fuel to make 1000 are a good number of portable Steam engines and
DncJu. Ides are used for roofing many of the new ' threshing machines at work in different districts; the

the other men; the process is repeated until the whole treated daring their growth. In winter thev live on
raw and grain are separated, when the straw is car- "

... ...
ried to a stack and the floor refilled. At night the
chaff and grain are thrown into a heap in the centr
which m be made to receive the produce of a week's
treading befi any winnowing takes place. All thi

time the people sleep in their waggons, and the horses

feed on the fl *>r if no Grass be near good for anything.

A few of the more advanced use a simple blower to

clean, but the great bulk is threshed and cleaned

described without other machinery than a shovel and
horse's hoof. The catalogue of implements is generally

meagre in the extreme—a light waggon, which costs

some 60 florins, a plough, and bush-harrow, with a

straw and what hay can be allowed, and in summer are
allowed such pasturage as is to be found in the locality.

When an ox is four or five years old, he may be worth
71. or HI. ; a good cow and calf about 5/. or 61. ; and
young cattle downwards in proportion to ape. The oxen
weigh, when decently fat, some 40 or 50 score, and may
be worth from 10/. to 15/. to the grazier. The fattening

and rcarin arc not carried on simultaneously by the
ger dity of breeders; certain districts are devoted to

one or other of these branches. There is plenty of land

on which an ox can be fattened per acre during the
summer months; this leaves a handsome profit to the
owner, and from this urcc arises much of what wealth
there is among the agricultural class. It requires about
six or seven months to fatten an ox on the refuse from
a distillery, and is only successful after the constitution

has become habituated to the nature of the food.

Oxen are the principal motive power in agriculture,1

*
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and a very good as well as economical power they are;
four of them, as 1ms already been remarked, are driven
in a plough by one man, who contrives to get through
a very fair day's work. They are driven in yokes,
with a pole, to which the plough is attached, coming
between them; as wood is cheap this is the least

expensive method of harnessing, and four teams, or
16 oxen, are commonly set apart to 200 acres arable
land. Pigs are reared and fed in great numbers. The
sort is a good one, not very unlike the celebrated
variety of Lord Radnor in colour and description of
hair; they weigh, when fat, 15, 18, or 20 score. In
summer they are depastured in flocks like sheep, for
which they are frequently mistaken at a distance by
the uninitiated traveller. I have seen as many as
200 breeding sows kept on one farm, and the pro'duce
from which does not suffice for supplying this descrip-
tion of stock. I do not know if it be the climate or the
method of management, or both combined, which affects
the quality of the meat made both in Hungary and the
American Continent, but this I am certain of, that
but little of the Hungarian beef would make second
quality price in our best markets. This and the ex-
pense of transit must of necessity forbid any competition
being carried on in beef; mutton is out of the question
altogether—who ever heard of a real ripe fat Merino ?

Pigs offer a much more likely chance of success, the pork
is of very tolerable quality, and where the curing process
l

«JlT
T]J ^ected

' P°fbly Da<*n and ham might be ___, UiOCftae; n -mm Iacc a stram> ana its result
sent here with profit. In Hungary the greater portion a thickening of one or both of the flexor tendons of
of the bacon is melted into lard and used as dripping the forelegs. There are generally premonitory symn-

and as the dpwiand for fhia ia fnmo ^Kn.a.ll.U 1 i. i*. i . ", J

development of the shoulder WmuC «iu. *co

proper amount of muscle, and nothing superfluous.

Thus Nutbourne had, as he deserved, the first prize.

About the second, the 25?., we are by no means so

satisfied. It was won by Sir John Barleycorn (owned
by Mr. Tom Hussey), got by the Baron, and was
12 years old—old enough to have had opportunities of

establishing the fact as to being the sire of stout and
sound thorough-bred horse. He was a fine horse, but
not so well furnished, we thought, as some others in the

Show. He appeared to have been recently fired in one
of the forelegs. We should have thought that he had
outlived all necessity for this severe treatment, seeing

that he was dedicated to the future. He had to com-
pete with Claret, and Fazoletto, and Comet, and
Codrington, the latter an amazingly powerful as well as

handsome horse, and the former as well as Comet and
many others standing forward in the foremost rank as
second-rate horses. The very first-rate horses, the
stoutest of the stout and the sires of stout winners,
were of course at home in their boxes, refusing to
listen to the voice of the charmer, charm he never so
wisely. The tune of 1001. was not high enough for
the winners of thousands. Some of the horses Imown
were doubtless disbarred at the Royal, and it is to be
hoped for sufficient reasons, having liberty, however, to
practise in the provinces as much as they pleased.
A break-down, as it is termed by racing"men, is not a

hereditary disease ; it is in fact a strain, and its result

blade with its taking the second

?^e
i_pajt!?ulJrIy a re!»arkably ?n

PitaI"^
•ies

colt, winning the prize, beating V-^ icommended horse, and two otW ^IteWw «
uer

gooda^

s
5*

the

three classes had not been left enr g8iitk

j

in the provinces for stud purposes' ^atS
'numbers of thorough-bred w <>eds a

tie
ft<*

I

sowing the seeds of mischief fa
at
^el

fci/oafc

i- :\ a
^" »""™eu a» uripping cne forelegs. There are generally premonitory symp-

cooking vegetables, and as the demand for this is
;

toms, such as a slight enlargement, heat, and tenderness,
ensive, there is no great surplus left for exportation.

!
the result of training or trials, and then if he were

; pig breeding might be prosecuted to an enormously talcpn nnf. nf train.'™ *t*a +.nn t x -j—^.j a. u

for

exte

But pig breeding might be prosecuted to an enormously
increased extent, did it once appear such would prove
remunerative. At present the British agriculturist has
no cause for alarm by competition in any kind of stock
from this quarter.

THE SHOW OF LIGHT HORSES AT LEEDS.
We observed in our last week's report that the show

of light horses at Leeds was with some exceptions as
good as could have been expected. The 750J. which
the liberal assistance of Yorkshire had enabled the
Royal Agricultural Society to afford in the way of
prizes for the breeders of horses ; and of which the
lighter breeds came in, as they deserved, for the larger
share, succeeded iu attracting a noble display of animals,
about 150 in number, such as is rarely witnessed
and as this country alone could exhibit.
To begin with the thorough-bred Special Class, for

which 100Z. was offered: this was deemed of sufficient
importance to require the attendance of no less
than four special judges; noble lords and colonels
in the army having condescended to accept the
office. It is well in the first place to consider
the peculiar wording of the conditions

for a coaching mare, got the prize ir?CW
Roadster stallions, Class 7, Lad 2 a?

6
"

J
-ood class. The first prize weuH^l
uicksilver, a red roan, bred in Linonln v

'

active compact horse, but with aSt*should be. Action no doubt dfi£?J
whilst want o soundness prevented Znhorses m this class from reaching theeoiMLan old name belonging to a rare trottinVhJlthe second pnze-the owner being Mr. M^*

probably be successful, but the trainer never runs out less' The Rouktorl! *
a
^dwi*

theeolt and therefore does not know when he is first enTr*^
lame and thus the trials continue and the end is a Jack of the Me^s hZ m\break down; the sinew is double in size, and though'™—" — -»

" y~P. Dre
!
a\ JIr

« Wi-

the lameness may disappear and the swelling subside to
a great extent, the horse in ninety-nine cases
in a hundred can never race again, We have
however loitered too long with the thorough-bred s, andm conclusion we must acknowledge that the exhibition
was very attractive, although the question may still be
unsolved— Cut bono ?

We next come to the Cleveland horses—Class 1 being
stallions of any age, and Class 2 mares three years old
and upwards. We were very much surprised to find
that in the first there were only eight entries ; three in
the second, and none in the third class. Where
are they gone? Have they been crossed and crossed
and nearly crossed out. Granted, that the most realis-
ing horse for the London market is the produce of the
Cleveland mare by the thorough-bred horse; how can
this be secured unless the pure Cleveland breed be keptup? The prize in this class was given to Mr. Henry
Rickatson for Golden Hero, a strong useful horse, buthv Tin moaner on ~««~,1 T . 'imrW u •—«*u> a ouivug useriu norse. but

which this prize was to be awarded. It runs as ZZS*"?? P"? "S Tny we have tem
- he ™s

follows .—« Thorough-bred stud horses, &c., wWch ?„ wlT7 °f the breed specified and well adapted to get
the opinion ofthejudgesare best calculated to improve wS ,J"wl1T.

"^ *? heBVy •«*«"•« &n
and perpetuate the breed ofthe sound and stout thorough! Several hoTst nhU^l >.?", With

""J"***"*bred horses for general stud purposes." It is evident Cleveland
eihlblted ln thl8 class werc hJ «"» meatu

oeording to the wording of the conditions, that the
object ot the Conned was not to give the prize simply
to the animal best calculated for getting hunters, or itwould have been so stated in simple terms. It was not

Mr. Cockshott's Young Melbourne and Mr. Holmes's
titan were both good horses.
In the Cleveland mare Class the prize was taken by

w h^LSr^JrV b^ ^ear-old. mare!the best horse for half-bred mares, but for thorough
l

with. Z'lIX^^^ ,

a bay 6-year.old mare,
bred mares-the horse best calculated for perpetKr > m« „. \

"le symmetry, all of which was bv no
the stout and annml ti, li-j

«i ptrpecuating means owing to Cleveland blood.the stout and sound thorongb-bred, or racehorse.' h!might be the grandsire of hunters but not the sire.The Jockey Club ought to be much obliged to theEoyal Agricultural Society for the encouragement thusgiven to racing, and should next year return th*

SIT' by
fr?s an

-
efiual amonnt •» mS*SPohtan Show. Stoutness in racing phraseology means

,s

e
ttn /

f

f
r mai1 ' tainin* *P*e*^ • long distance suchas two to four miles, carrying a good racing weight.

'"Sr h
'y

r
a
t
P
u
r0per °UtWard <™form£tion,

g
bu

fnter^t "' ? 2" 8trUCture aad fanctions of theinternal organs which no eye can detect or insoectiondiscover. In or<W tl>ov«f™„ a~i ^ . • ,
"ispeccion

,Ja (
pr

l!-
3 Te

.
offered for ClaSS * 8tallio^ suit-

able for getting hunters, which was a good and well-

« nl/i^
}

'*V
ng tWeWe entries

- The prize was
gained by Canute, a monstrous fine chesnut horse ; and
ip
„"tlsb S'a'e9nla

P'
a b,ay 4-year old, belonging to

Messrs Moffatt^ gamed the 2d prize, whilst °the 3d

tki n t i5
Harkaway- Kleott, with two crosses ofthe Defence blood, was a favourite of many bystanders.

entrl, ZiT™ f°r ^eed!n^ bnnters h^ ^ven
entries the 1st prize going to Mr. Bousfield for hisfine old mare Molly

; Mr. Maxwell gaining the 2d pr>

SI t all the
1
"

ZL™re

tl
' -
y ^ Sa"dra^ U '" ™«<W JZ .^

ar
/S '" th

,
,9.olass were more than half-

Maxwell, and Mr. -
Bickers had aK' £1

animals in this class. '

We now come to the ponies, Class 13 bar
geldings under 14 hands: Mr. MatlW J,.

the prize, and was a very clever animal. Mr.Bw
Charley, as well as Mr. Ingham's Perk«
highly commended. Mr. Johnson's roan far
commendation. These werc very good animi

Mr. Abbey's Lucy was the prize wims i

mare class, whilst in the class under 12 ki
Witham's Little Wonder, a capital ponj.att
prize, and Mr. Taylor's piebald Bessie, urn
tion. With her companion of the same cotaU
a capital fancy pair for harness purposes.

The last Class we have to notice is tkftr
3-year old colts, the prize being given byb>
borough. It was a capital class, with 15**
finest colt we thought was a grey, Luctoli*
to Mr. John Watson — a promising vatt^

horse, but unfortunately having been work

he has thrown out a thoroughpin. T&ep*
fairly earned by Mr. Musgrave's Overpi,

^

chesnut colt, very handsome and with muchs^

M>. Thomas's Master Stewart, a bay, wet**

his high commendation, and the Class jfcj*

d* I commendation.
In concluding our report we must obsff*

although in very many instances Yorkshire

have done better, yet considering the number

and the number of animals exhibited (near1
:

•

great qualities of many of them and the verp
f *

mediocrity, it was on the whole a noble Show.

The fact that all the horses exhibited have toe

a veterinary examination, and thus manywittfj

hereditary diseases are condemned altogetw-

others with minor defects often lose seveaK
onsequence withput being disqualified,

*
enough to deprecate that hasty criticism

that

often displayed. Public animals and public «•

subjects for criticism;butitismostunfairto?

otemporary, tl

-hen a certai;

have been

>ther judges i

a Lincolnshire and tno

55
shire farmer, neither of whom had the sug

ouujwui for criticism; oucitisraostuiu^u --. *

last w k by a cotemporary, that the SaftolK»»

' win prizes when a certain gentleman
t\.. ___•/ . , . .i_i?L:„.. a of tW 9 -

__er judges iu w»«; bes

^
alluded to—on«« a Lincolnshire and the owj

"... |#i iaco WUCU « UCl taiu p^—
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here were two other judges at I^J^be correct it was essential th\t tl,V- r^T," l0uld thafc all the

the history and peT^reeTtltiffi^S^ i^JT '^'^^ ™»^ **XZthem Presuming this was the case they verfpronerlv «~ ,
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conqueror in the following year of"the winner of th!
years of age belonging to Mr. Job Aspinall ™7 ,?»
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others, g folks competed well, and wj^tf
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1 4 acres of strong loam astne under our manag
At tins time it was under a crop of mixed seeds, the

regions crop having bean Barley. It was broken up

an ISoO from permanent pasture, having been down for

<many Years, but was never of much value lor grazing;

a few store sheep during the summer was all it ever

mould keep. Mowing the seed crop tor bay early it

kept a few sheep till the 10th of October, when it 'was

asongaed up and sown with Wheat, which was a light

crop 84 qrs. per acre. About the middle of November
1866 the field was ploughed up for the winter ; in doing

this we wed the common plough drawn by U lorses,

turning a furrow 6 inches deep by 9 indies wide, Grey's

subsoil pknagh following the common plough and

•sirring toe subsoil to the depth of 12 i una

asMiTin^ the whole of the toil to the depth of IS inches.

It remained in this state till the spring of 1967, when
it was again ploughed, scuffled, and em: d, having

been very full of Twitch. The weather being favoora

we got it tolerab clean by t l(Kh of July, when it

was drilled with common Green p Turnips

; at the same time 4 r.vt. of Ij&wes'snperpkospl.

applied with Chsarifer's liquid manure drill.

Turnip* c*mr up well and were a .- •>! crop. We
began seesaw them off on the 20th of < or,

and (hnsberi them on the 8th of Ueoembc i

sheep leeaived i ll>. oilcake each per diem while

eating them oft It
a
sras pkmghed no during the wint.

and drilled with Wheat on tbeflftth of January 1^

at which time it was sown do* r permanent pastu

with the following mixture :—Aiithoxanlhum odoratum,

<B«set soensed Vernal Grass), 2 lbs,; C\-uosurus enstatus
Crest*' Isagstail), 2 lbs.; Dactylis -lomerata (Rough
Cocksfoot), 5 lbs. nca duriuscula (lined I escu.

% lbs.. >tuca elatior (Tall Meadow Y :ne), 2 lbs.;

featuca pratensis (Meadow Fescue), 2 lbs. ; Lolium
italicum (Italian Rye-grass) 8 lbs.; Lolium perenne
(Common Rye-grass), 10 lbs.; Poa trivialis (Re ii-

Stalked Meadow Grass), 4 lb*.; Cicl ium Intyb
(Wild ~"

' "
1L " '~' c

'
'

'

Cloven

2 lbs. i folium nepens (White < . 5 lbs. The
seeds were supplied by the Messrs. Sutton of Reading
they omt 3k». per sere. I believe each sort was true

and" of very good natality, as we have un time
time been "able to gather the whole of the dim
varieties sow growing in tie sstnre. R. a sowing
the seed the land wee well rolled in ord<-r, as far as
pnssibli > ptevent them from sinking too deep in tl

anil ; they were then sown by the common seed box. in

order to* mmosss tin? seed with the greatest possibsi
regularit wo bsd them sown twice r, on< length-
ways an 1 once across, a pair of light harrows followed
by the roller finished the operation. harv. the
Wheat was hand-r. and tie bble b ,, \\

. greatly sheltered and protected '

g
the winter. Having grown ra

we had the whole field folded with feed in£ . wh

'

received a liberal allowance of oilcake; it was st .1

th. il and k< 280 till the 27l h of May, from
which date it was laid till the 17th June, win it was
stocked with 8 cows and 15 Bheep, which it kept 1 the
1st of July, when the sheep were taken out and t

heifers and seven two-year-old steers in, which it

kept till o 12th of August. F bis ra till the
10th of November the stock was five heifers and 50 sheep,

ft was then laid till the 15th of May, 18G0, wh< it was
stocked with 14 two-year-old steers and 17 sh

the 1st of Jane, at whir e the Grass was gr
rapid'y. We then had all the sheep taken ind ]

yearling steers put in, making in all 29 head, which it

kept till the 8th of August, when 12 st. ers v m
away, leaving 17, which remained till th< h of
October, it beiog then laid till the 10th of May 1S01,

ben it was stocked witli 14 two-year- I s'

d 34 lambs, which it has kept till tl sent
date, Jul and is now a good pas is ?omr
food grazing land not far distant , bat this fie! ich

earlier, and I think will soon make a good feeding
pasture. O. Murray.

TTst Crops.— sdsmnrr.—Th crops in Hamn-
shir is in all others, have improved bey 1 th

t the most mi so uniformly favour-
able has been the weather si e the middle of May. A
more genial June was never experienced, a plentiful

supply of moisture at the commencement, then a fine

interval of sunshine for the hay, and when tl greater
part of that was carted in good order, a return warm

Hence on everv side we f-ee the land

anfortunate interval had a serious effect on the Wheat
then shooting into ear. On examination many em pi \

capsules will be found, from which the forward growth
seems completely free. But for this drawback the

Wheat cr< in this locality would, according to present

appearaik c*. have been a full average ou the average

sown, but this is short about one-tenth of the usnal

quantity. Cutting will commence gi-nerally about the

] of August. Barley and Oats bid fair for a good
avi rage crop, but these also vary much, some being

very luxuriant, while other fields are thin and pate!

Bean- bad in this county, but Peas very good.

Altogether the prospects are cheering, and fortunate it

is t hat they are so, for notwithstanding all that steam
and hii^li farming can do, the seasons are yet omnipotent

for od or for evil, and the long continuation of un-

favourable isous both for corn and stock, now ic

18 m< hs' duration, has had the effect oi raining

many a farmer's pocket to the very b- >m. We are

beginning to want sun to " finish off" the Wheat; if

the weather mainiae dull as now another week, the

f the Wl b may not be of tl first order.

Pin T 'trymam, hmter.
' Vojm t» ICnsf Kvnt.—T time hat now irrive

when one can (in this district) apeak with eenftdew
the coming harvest. Our eommon Teas are most of
in cut .

i will be an average crop, blue Peas are

good, and all the more delicate varieties are very
thin in eon nee of the wet last autumn; few were
harvested in condition fit for seed. Oats are a good
crop ; many of them have already fallen before the

the sample will be heavy. Wheat and Barley
harvest will be general the first a k in August; t

Id will be large, and if we bn\ fine weather for the

harvest the quality will be good. Beans are generally

very inferior, short of straw, and but very few s and
ttiose not well filled. Sainfoin and Clo\ , which ore

much grown here, were fair cro] and where made
into hay generally well secured. Grass hov is later, and

they already hold than to double tl

corresponding increase el rent, u v
A D U r

acreage with a
»» and labour

wh these is a planL it is unkind and does not grow
11. xV very Urge breadth of Potatoes is planted;

the disease is showing itself on the haulm and we have
some of the tubers alTeeted in pirdens, those in the
fit- 1 appear unaffected as yet. Our labourers are well
employed; wages for the last year have been 14«. per
week for all able agricultural labounrs, and appear-
ances seem to indicate that there is likely to a

scarcity of hands in the coming harvest. Stmt Kent,
July 24.

Specimens of Grasses.—As there appears to be no
a of 'the superior feeding and milk-produciusr

p »ar.

with others, I think it would be an excellent ; if
Prof. Buclnnan, or some other p 311 of authori 11

such matters \ dd prepar spe oens at the pres-
ume, and otter them for sab 1 trrr u the medium of
the agricultural press. I am qu certain the great
majority of farmers, and many seedsmen, are ignorant

the names of Gsasses, and that one kind substi-
tuted »ther without any consideration of

nee. 1 s
1 d d th fore like to put tl,

rraer in the Jposition to say " that is not the.
ram I ordered. These specimens mi«ht be pti

tip in coll. ions of 25, 50, or 100 species, and
could be sol iere trifle bcy< he exp* \ •

age. I should like to see n the kind
inev< r chool and village library in the cewntry, each
s) properly mounted with i1 mi ; poj
name; also a tab! ig the chemical I Jin^ d
.ilk- ng qualities, and likewise the kind

soil for which it is the most suitable,

arrangement a man might select
most suitable for his purpose, and
antra care in aeed sowing we might

re* of really valuable kinds instead of (as is the
case at the present time)mixtures,two-thirdsofwhich are
weedsof the most worthless description. It is a notorious

t that the Grass land farming is a diegrace to the
country, and with some few worthy exceptions it must
be admitted it has not kept pace in improvement with
arable arming, but if the same facilities were offered,
and the Grass farmer bad the means of procuring really
true and genuine seed*, we no doubt should soon see
some improvement in Grass farming. At present a tenant,

AX bW-, .4K * -,. r
-
r

if^not prohibited by the covenants' of his lease, is afraid

-
!™^J^^frT^ T'T' ^CT

; ™$
:

break up a p*"* of old **> becaoae he " afr^*^
" "'

*

" "
l»e may never see the field in the same profitable f-

ocitticg*
ROYAL AORICULTl UAL OF ENGLAND.

Leeds: Gekekax Meeting. — This was held a^
the Town II ill on Friday, th Bar! of Pewu in the
chair. The thanks ol le Society were given to the
Mayor and Corporation of Leeds for the reception
accorded to the Society; also to the Railway upanies
for the satisfactory arrangements which they have
made in connection with the Show; also to the Local

Committee for the excellent manner in which tin had
carried out the local arraug lents. Mr. Be.ile Browne
suggested in reference to future railway arrangements
that the offer of the tympanies to convey stock free

was virtually useless, because, in that case,! wei

sent in goods' trucks, which were shunted so frequently

that there u as great risk of injuring the animals, and
in a previous ;> of his best animals, sen! by a
good*' train, had hail its shoulder dislocated. 1J

suggested that the railway compsin should afford
• better facilities, such as were offered by the

Great Western Railway, who allowed the exhibitor
to travel third class with his cattle and pay half tare,

instead of c- rpelliug the exhibitor to pay for a special

train. One gentleman had had to pay 20/. for the
conveyance of his horses from Suflolk to the present
exhibition.

On the vote of thanks to the Local Committee, Mr.
Fisher Ilobbs said that on no former occasion had the
Society received such services as they had from the
local committee of Leeds. All their wishes and desires
had been fulfilled; and he might specially mention
that the arrangements which t local committee had
made for supplying provender for the cattle in the
showyard had given £reat satisfaction to the exhibitors.
The council would look back (or many years to come
upon the handsome manner in which the town ol Leeds
had received the Society, and the extraordinary
accomodation and ath >n which had 1 1 bestowed
upon the oi Is. Mr. Hobbs have testimony to the
invaluable services of Mr. Kddi 1, mentioning that the
proposed sites for the Show which were in the first

instance shown the inspection committee were such as
they could not have recommended to the council, but
n the 8> nd day of the commit 1 visit, Mr. EddisOB,

after consult ralde tion, was • ,bled to offer the
present beautiful site. Mr. Ilobbs likewise spoke in
terms of the highest praise of the orderly and respectful
behaviour of the thousands who had visited the show-
yard on Thursday. Mr. B. Gibba, the honorary director
of the showyard, supported the resolution in terms very

ry both to Mr. i,< on and the cominkteeu
The resolution irr with lation.
On the usual inquiry being made if any member had

any observation to mak- VIr. Beale Browne made some
remarks upon the evils sing from the over-feeding of
cattle and the braving of 1 iucIi wool on sheep. lie
suggested thai all sh 1 brought to the Society's Show
should be fairly shorn a fortnight before they were
xhibited. and that all cattle and sh tould be fed

upon purely v table food, the exh irs and their
st mts being ready if necessary to make an affidavit
that they would not let the an in ^ ha
dne . if,

artificial and

Under suca
the Grasses
by a 1 ic

soon obtain

ther root crops, with scarcely n fa o to be found.
All the com crops also, the majori h presente
so unpromising an appearance up to Old Ifay-l)
have been resoseitated as if by ma? ic. Many of the
v l-eaten, stunted, thin seed*, w , were* aim
giveu up as lost, have grown into fair p»
even the thinnest en may wi a little more such
weather, prove more productive than much larger bull
•of tbe beaten and ered produce of 1S<>0. ']

forward Wheat whe: well planted is decidedly good,
the blooming time was all that could desire
the ears are mam bested, and promise to be well
nlle but that portion of the crop which came Int
dsesom after the 80th of June, is by no means so well•StOn that day. the one on whi* the comet first
imaaiad, tbe temperature underwent a sudden chanire-

>

again ; but if he was certain of getting prime seeds be
would then not be afraid to break up an old pastu?
and give it a good fallowing and clean iag, as he won 1

,

know that the feeding quality would be much improved.
For my own part, and 1 judge from observ on and
experieni in many different parts of the count . I

feel 1 there is scarcely an acre f Grass land,

the produce of which could not be doub! and in mar:

cases be increased tenfold. The tim.« will come, nv
imp, when less than 3 to 5 acre* of land will be con-

d necessary for the keep of a cow throughout th

season ; indeed there is no reason why under a prop*

m of management 1 acre of g i Grass should not

>e sufficient, and as rents increase, and they will

iti*^. »-»-* -- j ,, ... ,. ,

..e^, f
increase, it will be. A more extensive em of cult

If ^ITC tH"*,rou8™d ™X6 > w,th a 9],Sht frost or two vation must be followed, and dairv and g 4 far rs
at night, and so continued until the 8th of July. This will find it cheaper to double the produce of the land

ave corn, cake, or
c ' d very strongly upon the evils of
1 -feeding, stating that animals which

were so fed would deceive the most experience judges.
to illn ion he mentioned that he bought a large,

ugly two-year old fiUv which his servant" a rwards
id so outrageously that it obtained tbe first prize at
Sw^ 1 va cester. Hew Id give the

boms t any man who could find an uglier animal in
Gloucestershire.

Mr. Woolf(Glou tershire),thou-ht that the reserved
fund of the Society was too lar , and suggested that
10,000/. should be the limit. Many ntlemen whom
he had solicited t be subscribers had mentioned this
as a reason for their declining to do so.
The Hon. Col. Hood, Chairman of the Finance

Commit:
,
said that the ai unt of the reserved fund

was not too large, considering the liabilities of the
bociety.

Mr. Eddison reminded Mr. Woolf that the Socaety
lost 2000Z. by th xhibition at Canterbury last year.

Mr. W. B. Denison thought that the Society ought
to make some arrangement for bearing more of the
ex j&es attending its annual s! -, throw
less b Ien upon the load committee. He t\

instanc the expense of
j jj

for the trial of steam cul: ators should
the Soc y.

Mr. Hobl reference to the remarks m
If, said rve fund of \. h

amoni 1 to a it 1 1,000/., was b
er the liabilities at; u] 1

was really not a tlthy one, and ho I tl b e
another year expired the I if i

be inci
1 H *,000 vr. \ v >te of

lan 1 the Karl of Pow;s f services is Pr t

during the year was then most c \ t

and; ingsofthein termiuat

The Annual Din >rwrrtaok plftoe in
themagnifice.tTow under the Presidency < rl
Powis. Six hundred persons were present, including
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the Due d'Aumale, the Due de Chartres, the Mayor of
Leeds, Lords Walsingham, Feversham, Tredegar, Gal-
way, and many other distinguished guests. Among
the speeches of the evening may be named those of
Mr. Denison, Lord Walsingham, and Mr. M. Milnes.

Mr. W. B. Denison said—They had now got to the third day
of the show, and he heard on all hands that the meeting
was considered to be one of the most successful which had
ever been held. In two respects, he could say, without fear
of contradiction, that it was more successful than any of its

predecessors ; in the first place, the amount offered in Drizes
considerably exceeded that before given, the total* sum
reaching nearly 3200?. In the second place, the entries
of stock were nearly 200 more than at any previous
meeting of the Society. (Cheers). There was one
other point on which they as Yorkshiremen might
congratulate themselves, namely, that the majority of prizes
had been carried off by Yorkshire breeders. The Society,
as many of them were aware, was established 23 years ago, for
the special purpose of improving the condition of the farmer
and the cultivation of the soil, by means of collecting informa-
tion, and by holding yearly meetings at different places where
different classes could come together to compare notes, and to
see stock which in other parts of the country was pre-eminent
for its excellence. Within his own short experience he had
seen immense improvement, especially in Short-horns, and it

was a source of great satisfaction to find that rhe first prize was
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"e "°rd
"if kT^? fc

,° i
h
®i,

r ow» c
?
unty.- « was an

, xor wnicn our leaamg ,armers are providing tnemselves with
««2L u

happ
i
ly now a11 but obao

}
ete i(£*> "£t the interests of 8team machmes, scarcely looking for any further advantage^ult^andcommereewere^ rom them. After the Clover h^s and spring corn stubbllong ago discovered that, so far from being antaconistic. thev aM n«.annm /i •«« wk«„«. „„™4.„. *v««. tu-Vu..! ....uu..

the Wheat crop driven to late sowing by unfavourable weather,

or sown with the ground in an improper state, or else both

late, and with an imperfect seed bed, resulting in a defective

plant, late tillering in spring, and mildew and deficient yield

at harvest. On retentive soils, where a week's work often

hangs on the vicissitude of a shower, half the produce is some-

times forfeited by the farmer having to plod on with his

slow teams through an unfavourable seed time. With a

steam representative many of these drawbacks would

entirely disappear, and all of them be lessened, and the

work be completed more efficiently and in half the time of

the present system. In getting in spring coin between the

catching showers of February, March, and April, how much
would the average yield be raised, and the success of the crop

be secured, by a machine that could reduce weeks into days,

and begin its work before a horse would be allowed to put his

foot upon the soil. What a proportion of our root crop is

backwardcr and inferior in bulk to the rest, for want of

having been able to get in all at that golden moment when
the best portions were sown. One of the boasts of drainage

was that it rendered the farmer independent of the seasons,

but it remained for the steam cultivator to complete his

independence by giving him the power to choose his own time
for his necessary tillage operations. Again, on light soils, and
where the climate gives an early harvest, advanced farming
claims more than one crop a year—it is simply want of power
to carry out the processes of preparation quickly enough that
limits the spread of so desirable and so profitable a system.
Then the rapidly increasing practice of autumnal cultivation,
for which our leading farmers are providing themselves with
^A

,- _^ 1_ * 111* /» i* j 1 % I

latter was one of tueir primarv^^^
far had they been instrumentall° Jects

- L
They had established through^^^gi
stations, from which they got ;„? tlle eo^
required. That informationt^^members by means of their reports. ?n^W

»

they had obtained a considerableT m '^
t

ledge regarding the state of the f

atQomit
of

,

country in a variety of places of a rZ^^r
to farmers and others. They had

"""

by means of these agencies,
thatw 'ucies, that <T •

0r *»
coldest months of the year the tea ^ ^:
the northern parts of Scotland -?

erature
of*

long ago discovered that, so far from being antagonistic, they
were identical. It was easy to be understood that the increased
produce which it was the object of this Society to promote,
would be of little value if it were not for the increased
consumption of the large towns. He believed that the visit
of the Royal Society to Leeds would do an immense deal of
good, and would encourage their manufacturers and machine
makers to pay more attention than they had hitherto done to
the manufacture of articles connected with agriculture. They
had the satisfaction of seeing, in connection with this branch
of the subject, that their worthy Mayor, in conjunction with
Mr. Fowler, had carried off the first prize for steam cultivators.
He hoped that such a fact would stimulate them to further
efforts, and would encourage his worship to apply his great
practical skill and engineering ability to the discovery of other
appliances equally valuable.
Lord Walsingham said, it had been asked why it was that

the Royal Agricultural Society of England should hqld its
country meeting in a great manufacturing town like Leeds ?

But such persons seemed to forget that Leeds was, very much
more than appeared to the ordinary observer, connected with
agricultural industry. What was the ancient and great staple
trade of the town ? The manufacture of cloth. And were not
all farmers engaged in wool growing deeply interested in that
manufacture? For himself he knew that the prosperity of his
own district was greatly dependent upon Leeds and Bradford,
and he thought therefore that they had only paid a fitting com-
pliment to these important manufacturing towns by holding
their meeting here this year. There was this additional reason
why they should come to Leeds—that it had become of late
years the seat of the manufacture of one of the most interest-
ing applications of steam power to cultivation. They had
already heard that Fowler's steam-ploughing apparatus was
manufactured by their Chief Magistrate, and in the skill which
had been applied Leeds had contributed very much to the
Buccess of those experiments which they had witnessed within
the last week or 10 days.

Mr. M. Milnes, M.P., said he gave the toast of " Agriculture.
Manufactures, and Commerce." He knew nothing in England
wftfch should dissever town and country; and this, he
believed, was the principle on which the Royal Agricultural
bociety was founded. This was the true historical principleHow was it that the mighty steppes of Russia, glowing with
the most magnificent cereal produce, had nevertheless been
unable to give progress and power to that great empire?
Was it not because their attention was confined exclusively
to those processes? Was it not that, without manufactures
they could do nothing? It was this-the two great interests"
of agriculture and commerce, united with an intelligence
radiating from a thousand quarters-which had enabled the
Royal Agricultural Society to meet in the great town of Leeds
and which made them feel as if everyone of them was ac
partner m the destiny of England. He knew how feebl v anv
one voice could do justice to so great a subject. They wouldhave done better to have represented the toast symbolicallv-

fL xr
e d *" fnend Mr

- H"*table, the great agriculturist,
the Mayor, as a great manufacturer, and some Marshall or
brott, as the representative of their commercial community,
standing together in a monster group, and which would have
represented the toast far better than he was able to do. A fter
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SSLf^U walkin* m Pleasure and delight, all clwSes ofsociety, utterly unconscious of any difference of Drin,uT"\n [only knowing one great interest-the inter***. X ft™?2S* ?™

are prepared for Wheat sowing, there are the Wheat stubbles
to be fallowed for the green crops, usually a tedious and costly
aftair ; with winter and spring ploughings, scarifyings,
draggings, rolling, and harrowings, before a satisfactory tilth
is obtained and all the Couch and other weeds got rid of,

while on many strong clays a whole year's fallow is required,
before the necessary conditions can be secured. But an
autumn day's dry tillage, when the root weeds are young and
weak, and the temperature of the earth and atmosphere high,
is of far more value than a week's work after the cold and
rains of winter, and with the cultivator in its various forms we
can pulverise the soil with the efficiency of the old Roman
plough, and leave it either open or ridged up to the mellowing
action of the sti'l powerful sun. We may fairly expect by
autumnal cultivation to save two ploughings in the fallowing,
the land is kept more clean, and at a lower cost ; moisture is
retained in the Turnip land by avoiding tillage during the
drying wind> of the spring ; and on clay soils a root crop is

obtained upon part of the otherwise bare fallow. Yet only
under the most favourable circumstances, and in but few
localities, can this advanced and desirable system be carried
out successfully, owing to our limited power and the pressure
of other operations. So that steam tillage endows us, as it
were, with a new faculty, cleansing and preparing our land at
a reduced cost, fertilising it by autumnal exposure to the sun
and air, forwarding t he preparation for our spring seeding, and
placing within our reach profitable crops, which hitherto have
been comparatively unattainable. This is no imaginary picture

;

it may be seen as the result of a four years' practice at
Woolston, where a strong and cold clay farm of the most
pauperising character under the old system, has been converted
into a soil, "deep, rich, absorbent, and friable as a garden."
The ruinous dead fallow is abolished, yet the farm is a pattern
of cleanly culture, and without purchasing artificial manures,
very heavy crops of roots and grain are grown with a produce
and a regularity quite unknown before. This change has been
effected by the new system of steam cultivation, which has
produced a regular increase of at least 8 bushels per acre,
while the entire cost of preparing the land for seed has

v?\(OJ
l

th * *****&> orjhe four years) only 11*. per acre.
Mr. Mechi tolls us that he has found a like increase on hisheavy Essex clays, due to the employment of Fowler's steamplough, and in some ight soils in Suffolk the effects wereequally satisfactory. The superior power of steam to horses intime in force, and in cost, all and each of deep Important tothe farmer would be more recognised, were we to give a littlemore consideration to the cost of horse power than ia usually
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to the win that had fallen, it had been^JP
posed that extensive drainage had a con£fencem lessening the amount ia localities,
plan had been adopted. From facts hoihad fallen under the observation of t'

it had not appeared that that war
Another important point to which attentioik

directed was the subject of the atmosphe
that they might be able to predict the nater
coming weather. That they would yet b« t
that with tolerable certainty, he fully belieyed

could be no doubt that the difficulty of wk
what kind of weather was coming to them*
very great, unless they were in a position to It-

itwas in places at a distance, and in the an*
districts. He had seen, near the mouth o

great floods coming down at a time when the.

rain, and when there had been none for some*
viously. Now, if he had been in possess!

knowledge of the state of the weather and wnb
localities from which these floods had corner

have been able to predict what was to betm
the locality he had mentioned. It was the mi
the world at large, i | If they did not taim
going on at a distance, it would be impookiki

to predict what kind of weather was in s: x
home. Mr. Home proceeded to speak of thefitfJi

and its influence in modifying the temp«te

British isluuds, and then passed on to vs

J

present pn»

the same state that the science of a*r

olden times; but that the time was

clearer notion would prevail in the on

i t had done in the other.

LECTURE ON STEAM CULTIVATION RY
PROFESSOR WILSON.

On Tuesday evening the Mayor of Leeds gave a
Conversazione m the Victoria Hall, and received a
large and distmgmshed party of guests, most of whom
had been attending the Agricultural Meeting. And inthe course of the evening Professor Wilson, under the
auspices of the Leeds Philosophical Literary Society
gave a lecture on Steam Cultivation, in the Crown
Court, m the presence of a large number of the Mayor's
guests. We have not room for even a resume of his
remarks. He alluded to the ancient history of the
plough and the modern history of steam cultivation.
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u
Paf^e re,afce8 t0 the importance of anvmethod wh.ch shall enable the mcr to choose theproper season for his operations .—

SEe or the ^Sr« wEJ"1^ th
2
8heeP have done ^ir

Professor Wilson then referred to the kind of
examination which the subject now requires:
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merits of the implements umo.I, and important results havebeen obtained as to their relative drafts in the same Boil
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o ascert*in the comparative resistance
of different soils, and then calculate the cost of draft per acrein each. This would give at once a clear notion of the impor-tant part that steam is likely to olay in our field operations.
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HrcHLAND : Tie Perth Show.—M^
yearly meeting of this Society the Sec-.

>llowing comparative list of entries fc

1852:-
1861.

Cattle 343

Horses U9
Sheep 587

Swine 65

Poultry 318

Dairy produce
Implements

Total .. .. 2282

The implements, though put down at only

likely to turn out nearly 1000. TheyJ*,

ground in the neighbourhood of the siio^\

trial of implements, and all the I** 1.^
had been made, and every assistance ana

had been given by the local authoritie^
The Kelso ^oic.-This show was prop

place next year,
_
but in consequf6 ^

i*

»
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mwrnauonai iixtiiDinon a mu»w-»- ^
district to get the show posfcPOD7Vrhibi'
bable that the Great International.& *

piMuo next year, uun iu w— i ^
International Exhibition a movement wa^

The idea ot

the show till 1863 was very seriously » : -

sidered, an.l a meeting was held «
£ ^

motors of the show, at which «
f

resolved, « That in the opinion or
t

reat International Exhibition wh£ .

in London in 1862 would .^fg^r
Highland and Agricultural Society s 2

> ^
mtanAaA f^ Ko hM at KelsO in tnau^

ScomsH Meteorological. - At the half-yearly^ ^fcwK of
*J»»

Society, Mr. Gibson read the
report of the Council. Mr. Milne Holme stated the

intended to be held at KeL_
is expedient to postpone the latter

1863; and the meeting, therefore, l?^*
the directors of the Highland and.ho ^ V
to make arrangements for P08^- ^^
Kelso from 1 862 till the year 1»? • ^ **

wereouite unanimous in concurring
. ^were quite unanimous in con^ ^teM

sentation, the more especially as 1
ub ;c ct. '.,

district itself. With reference to to ^t*

mention that the idea had been » . pp
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meteorological unuie, oo
far as they affected the temperature and climate of the
country. The second was to turn these facte as far «t
possible into some practical use. The third object was

could be represented there. w»
d th«J* >

believed, at work on the fatter, ^
thought, no doubt as to their£%&&*

trx a:
~> T t

f -^•«^. xue x,nira oojecc was tnougnt, no doubt as w ^r.fnrto disseminate throughout the country whatever sanction of the English Society^
meteorological information they could obtain. The Society proposed to do.;
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Arthur Young*t Farmer's Calendar; describing the

Business necessary to be Performed on Various

Kinds of Farms during every Month in the Year.

Twenty-firet Edition, re-written and extended. Parts
' L to V. By John Chalmers Morton. With Nume-

rous Illustration*. London : Routledge, Warne, &
: Routledge, 2, Farringdon Street. 1861.

The purpose of the new edition is thus described in

the prospectus :

—

First published 90 years ago, this celebrated work

reached its tenth edition in 1814, and its twentieth in

1SS6, having been then edited by John Middleton,

^j, the author of the 'Survey of Middlesex,' pub-

lished by the Board of Agriculture.

^."During the quarter of a century which has since

elapsed, agriculture has benefited by scientific research,

by mechanical ingenuity, by extended resources, and

by increasing skill, vastly more than during any similar

period in our history. Fertility has been increased by

the operation of new pro cesses, and of new imple-

^ent> importat i and the manufacture of

new manures: by the cultivation of new plants; and

by the maintenance of a larger stock of improved

animals. National Societies have stimulated and

directed improvements, by publishing both fuluros

titBOOMMJ and we have DOW, firOtD :u'ru.-ultun-ts

•Xd from scientific men, almndanr. record* ami satis-

factory explanations of every branch and kind of agri-

cultural experience.

Since 1836, agricultural chemistry, by which farm

processes and results are explained, 1 grown up, and

risen indeed to the rank of a science. Agricultural

mechanics have almost entirely altered the machinery

by which these processes are effected ; and an agri-

cultural literature, describing, justifying, urging all

those changes, has, during this period, been created."

The aim of the new edition is by confining the work

Bin the original edition to the practical details of farm

business, to provide a systematic work on agriculture

at one-sixth the cost of the Cyclopedias and Books of

the Farm, in which every department of theory and

practice is treated in detail

One-half the work has now appeared. Besides an

enumeration of the things each month which need to

be don< there is given every month a more full and
complete discussion of one or more important agricul-

tural subjects to which the attention of the farmer is

during the successive seasons of the year directed.

Part I. ilinonnsos land drainage and manure-making,

the more particular operat ns of the month.

In like manner the February section treats of the rela-

tions of landlord and tenant, and the erection of farm-

buildings ; the March division treats of seeds ami of

artificial manures ; in April crop rotations, steam cuki-

m. ass seeds and sowing, are described, besides

the regular and detailed monthly calendar ; May treats

of breaking-up Grass lands, payment of labour, Turnip

culture, «xc.

The work is illustrated by numerous wood engrav-

ings. Although nominally Arthur Young's Calendar,

originally intended to be a mere extension of that

work, and still carried out upon its model, yet there is

littlo of Arthur Youngs writing in its pages. The
former edition was found almost entirely unsuited to

the year 1861, and whatever the dishonesty—the

unintentional dishonesty —of the title, an almost entire

displacement of the contents of the work was found

unavoidable. Mr. Morton has often availed himself of

the assistance of contributors to the Agricultural

Gazette, and in particular has benefited by a collation

of the numerous calendars of operations which have

appeared in our past volumes.

We give the following extracts :

—

(1.) Composts and Manure Heaps.—The growth of

plants involves the building up of a great variety of

materials ; and manure, which is the food of plants,

helps the natural supply of almost all the ingredients

thus required. Of some there may be unlimited abund-

ance in the air, and of others the soil contains enough
;

and yet even of these an artificial addition tends to the

ncrease of fertility : while of others the natural store

is so limited, that on the attention of the farmer to this

important part of his business depends from year to

year the crops he may expect. The manures he adds
contain many of the necessary ingredients, and they
are so far composts. It is necessary that these in-

gredients be thus combined and mixed, not only
because the greater the variety present the greater also
will be the power of the mixture to meet those *
of a rapidly growing plant which arise out of ai

perfect natural supply in the soil where it is growing—not only because in such a mixture one ingredient
often detaches others from combinations in which they
are lying dormant, and so makes them useful that the
total fertilising effect of the mixture is greater than the
sum of the fertilising powers of the separate ingre-
dients would have led you to expect—but also because
that chemical action in which the growth of plants

requires for its continuance that the atoms
which are thus built up within the growing structure
should be successively presented in a nascent, i. e. just
detached condition. On analysing any product of a
plant after the completion of its growth, various
elementary substances are found—carbon, hydrogen,

im-

nitrogen, oxygen, chlorine, phosphorus, and certain

metals. None of these substances would be useful as

manure applied alone. But substances containing

them are sucked in by the leaves and roots of plants :

and being decomposed within the plant by the varyin

play of chemical affinity under the influence of light

and heat and life, these substances yield up their in-

gredients in that just-detached or nascent state when
lemical affinity exercises the greatest power; and by

it accordingly they are at once rebuilt as the habit of

the plant directs. Carbon thus enters the plant as

carbonic acid gas, being absorbed from the air by its

leaves, and (washed into the ground by rain) sucked in

by its roots. Oxygen and hydrogen enter it combined

as water and in various other ways—nitrogen in

ammonia, nitric acid, &c.—chlorine in common salt,

which contains it combined with the metal sodium

—

phosphorus in phosphoric acid, as contained in various

soluble phosphates. Any soluble substance which,

contains any of these ingredients, combined or mixed,

is a manure from which plants can feed themselves

and grow.

Lnd they are contained in farm-yard dung—in

all vegetable and animal substances — in many
mineral substances, as marl, lime, clay, and
various mineral salts—in many wasted sul .stances.

as the sewage of the town, and the refuse products of

many of the manufactures—in many imported sub-

stances, guano, bonedust, nitre, &c. Many of these

ingredients are now used in tho manufacture of

artificial manures, in which they are rendered more
soluble, and mixed in proportions more adapted to tho

presumed requirements of different crops. Of these I

tail speak in March, when your purchases of them
should be made. To clays, marls, and lime, reference

will be made in the autumn, when they are more
generally applied. It is the management of tho dung
heap which will occupy our attention now.

"After the life has gone which holds the ingredients

of a living plant together in the forms its several pro-

ducts there presented, their former and natural

chemical affinities, which have been held in abeyance

by it, again come into play. And these products thus

tend to resume the former combinations out of which

they arose. This process is hastened by the presence

of heat and moisture. In any moistened heap of vege-

table matters accordingly, the work of decomposition

goes on with rapidity ; and the oxygen which had been
given out to the air during the growth of the plant is

re absorbed, to enable the resumption of the old con-

dition of things. If therefore the heap be moved
occasionally, so as to let the oxygen of the air have free

access to it, the process is quickened, and the rotting

goes on rapidly. The old affinities coming into play,

the old combinations ensue ; and so the carbon and
the hydrogen reunite with oxygen, forming carbonic

1 and watery vapour, both of which fly oft' into the
air from which they originally came, the nitrogen
resumes the form of ammonia and also escapes, and
the minerals are detached from their fixed positions

in the vegetable, and are liable to be washed away.
" This is, in fact, the process which goes on in a

dung heap. The straw and other vegetable matters

are there mixed with the dung of animals which,

generally containing more of the nitrogenous ingre-

dients of plants, is more liable to this re-arrangement

of its elements, and thus acts the part of a ferment
;

and the whole accordingly rots rapidly in contact with

the air, and thus great waste ensues. The skilful

management of the dung heap succeeds in checking the

waste, and saving the volatile and soluble substances

which, if unrestrained, escape.\It thus secures for the

soil, and! the next crop upon it, materials whichwould
otherwise be wasted.

9*

(2.) Farm Building* : Descriptions of the Kirflington

Farmery.—" The other illustrations of Mr. Wilkinson's

covered yards are taken from Northbrook Farm, Kirt-

lington, near Oxford, the property of Sir G. Dashwood,
Bart. On this farm there was already a considerable

quantity of shedding and other buildings, available

for many of the purposes of the farm ; and Captain

Dashwood, in whose hands the farm has for several

years been, wisely resolved to retain it all until a few
years' experience should have fully determined the
requirements of the land under its altered manage-
ment ; and accordingly it is only that part of a farmery
required for the accommodation of the working and
the feeding cattle that is new. The principle of

covered yards, as here carried out, is thus perhaps
more strikingly illustrated than where the attention of
the spectator is drawn away by lofty barns, elaborate

machinery, or any other more striking department of

a complete set of farm buildings. There is no better

established truth in the theory of agriculture than

that which makes all growth, whether of the animal

or plant, to be an actual building up of the matter

within reach of either available for its nutrition. It

is this growth which is the whole business of the

rmer; audit therefore tends greatly to his success it

the process be carried out without waste, i. e?., if the

food of animals be burned (for that is the proper

word), as little as need be in their lungs ;
and if all

the manure, which is the food of plants, be carried

direct from the feeding-house where it is made to the

soil with which it is to be incorporated. To this end

animals should be fed in warm and sheltered

places, and dung should be made under < ST. The

are the two points for which special provision is made ly

covered yards for feeding stock. And at N orthbrook, __
at the Royal farm, the system is well carried out. A
central yard, 30 feet by 90, somewhat excavated below
the ground on either side of it, has a row of tabling
for the farm horses on one side of it, and of piggeriea>
and cow-stalls, and cattle-boxes on the other side of it,

along its whole length. The stable contains stalls for
14 horses, and the soiled litter from them is thrown,

into the covered yard on one side of it ; while the

dang from the piggeries and the cows and cattle is in

like manner thrown into the central covered yard upon
its other side. The dung from all sorts of cattle,

whether in store or fattening condition, and however
fed, is thus mingled together, and supplies a quantity

of fertilising matter of uniform quality made as well

as it can be. It is trodden under toot and mixed with

the litter, and the excrement, of a large number of

heavy fatting oxen in the central yard—and suffering

no injury whatever by the washing of rain, is in the

best possible condition for fertilising the land. At tho

i Ltd of the stalls and piggeries on one side of the

covered yard is the steaming-housc, where cut straw of

Oats, and Beans, and hay chaff, mixed with broken

Rapecake, are steamed, and afterwards given along

with cut roots to the live stock ; and easy access is also

given to cattle in open yards on tho southern side of

the buildings, provided with shedding which is part of
the rooting of the general quadrangle. Light is pro-

ided from the roof ; and the openings at either end
are manageable by louvre boards and windows, so aa

to regulate the ventilation. The roof of the central

yard is also higher than the rest, and ventilation and
light are given through the side walls/'

Calendar of Operations.
JULY.

Berkshire.—The high temperature of this month hasgreatljr

contributed to improve our corn crops. Though stormy it has
been everything the farmer could wish, with the exception of
the 8th inst. ; we had then violent thunderstorm accom-
panied with torrents of rain. Oa some land where the Barley
was heavy, it has done mischief by laying and twisting the ears
just commencing to fill. The Wheat never looked better, strong
in the straw, a g<><*i colour, and heavy in the head, having this

season tillered well ; bids fair for an abundant crop. Oats
where grown in this district look extremely forward and good.
Beans and PtM remarkably good; Peas are ready for the
sieklo. and will fall in a few days. Hay crop : both Meadow
and Clover never mowe 1 v better swath, and in most places
have been made well. Mangel Wurzel generally is light or
ickward and patchy, with many failures. Swedes are in all

this district looking excellent ; if hands can be got to hoe and
single out, promise to be a bountiful yield. If we have from
now six or seven weeks good harvest weather, we shall till oai
rickyards and granaries with the fruits of the season, that
will amply repay the energetic farmer for all his toil and anxiety.
Wheat promises to bo a good average ; Barley an excellent
average ; Oats, fair and good ; Potatoes looking well, at
present free from blight ; Beans fair, and on some lands never
better ; Peas very good. Harvest will commence about the
first or second week in August. Thomcu ForuJiam, SixeUmar*
HiU i , A> ry

t Berks, July 20.

Cambridgeshire : I$U of Ely.— Since our last report wae
wri ti we have had an " abundance of rain." Showers hav»
been partial, but heavy, and frequently accompanied by
thunder and lightning, and in one or two instances by hail,

which has occasioned considerable loss where uninsured. We
would strongly urge all our neighbours to insure forthwith.
For the first time since the breaking up of the frost in
January have we a favourable repot t of the Wheat crop to
present. Hitherto we have had to complain of thinness of
plant, and sickliness of appearance, which threatened to
afford only a very slender produce ; but during the last month
the copious showers and favourable temperature have wrought
marvellous changes; and we never remember to have seen .

so poor and unpromising a crop when breaking into the ear,
so hopeful and promising when fully out in the ear.
The ear is thick and large, and appears filling well*
and up to the present the Wheat has presented a beautiful
bright hue, indicative of good quality and freedom from blight
and mildew, and should these appearances continue we shall
doubtless have a better crop, both as regards quantity and
quality, than we have had for the last three or four years ; at
least on those lands where there is a sufficiency of plant. The
Oat crop, where uninjured by the wireworm, is good, and
promises a full average yield. Beans remain healthy, and
where well planted will probably produce an average crop.
Peas are exceedingly well podded, and will shortly be fit to cut.
The early sown Poland Oats with the present kigh tempera-
ture are ripening very fast, and will probably many of them
\ e ready for the sickle by the end of the coming week. We
scarcely expect to cut Wheat before s-rne time in the first
week of August. Our attention has lately been directed
to the increase of wireworms, and the fearful losses sus-
t dned by our farmers in consequence. Tbis is doubtless
very much owing to the foolish short-sighted policy pur-
sued by farmers themselves, who, because they find the rooks-
and small birds on the farm do slight injury occasion-
ally, have adopted the unwise practice of seeking to destroy by
poisoned corn these supposed foes but truly best friends of
theirs. This practice of destroying these wholesale consumers
of wireworms, because they occasionally eat a little corn also,
cannot be too strongly condemned ; and if farmers consult
their own interests, they will only banish when needs be, and
encourage when advantageous to do so, but never destroy.
Mangels grow fast, and are likely to be a heavy crop where
there is a full plant. Grass keeping is plentiful.

—

Fen
Mtpovttv.
Dorsetshire: Corfe Catfte.—Whe t, under average; Barley,

average; Oats, over average; V . good; Potatoes, taken,

with blight everywhere a few days ago, before that very luxu-
riant in growth ; Turnips and Mangels excellent ; hay, an
average. W. J. Vo%%.

Hampshire; Southampton, July 16.—The Wheat, although

very thin an i unpromising during the winter and spring

months, has wonderfully improved, and may now be considered

likely to yield an average crop. The Barley will probably

exceed an average. Oats may also be considered a full

average. Peas unusually good, Beans a total failure, and
ploughed tip for the most part, and sown to roots, Ac. The
hay, both field and meadow, a bare average produce and badly

got up, scarcely any without damage more or less. Mangels
are a thin plant, but promising, except in some instances.

where the crop has been destroyed by a species of blight and
mildew. Swedes and Turnips of all varieties, and both early

1 late sowing, are a fine regular plant, and very growings
Although we have known seasons as kindly for their growth.
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yet we can never before recollect a total absence of all the

enemies to the plant. Potatoes are nourishing greatly, and at

©resent are more promising than any season since 1845, the

first year of the blight ; some of the early varieties are. how-

ever, tainted with the disease to some extent, snowing that

further on in the season we may expect to see them attacked

more or loss with blight. Joseph Blwukll.
Sussex: Folkir.gton, Willinpdeii.—In this neighbourhood the

"Wheat is progressing as favourably as can be desired, baft the

acreage is less than usual and in many places too thin to

produce an average crop. Oats, Barley, and Peas are very

promising. Beans generally bad. Mangel very indifferent.

Turnips good. The disease has made its appearance very

generally amongst the Potatoes the last few days. H. Scott

Hayward, July 16. ,

West Dorset: July 24.—During the months of June ancl

July showers have been so frequent and severe, that although

the Wheat crop generally is not heavy, th-se pieces which are

the exception have been considerably "laid." The "standing

corn, however, presents a healthy appearance, and a promise

of "full ears." Barley looks well, but Oats are "thin.' Of

Beans and Peas the account is favourable. Mangels are now
recovering from the effects of a dry May; Swedes and Turnips

are promising, but all root crops unusually weedy. The hay

harvest is not yet completed, and in consequence of the dry

spring, very scanty; a considerable quantity of hay was "put
together " in fine condition during the very commencement of

July, otherwise the weather has been most trying, and those

who waited for "better times" entertained but a delusive

hope. Pastures are full of Grass. Flax is now beiug "pulled

;

the crop is not so good, nor does it command so >d a price a

it has realised during several past years, this may be attributed

chiefly to the dullness of trade in the manufacturing towns of

the immediate neighbourhood. Potatoes, which until the

third weak of July were all that could be desired, are now
more easily detected by the nose than by the " eye," and com-

plaints of the •• disease
'

* veTy general. It is likely that harvest

will commence about the third week in August. May the

weather be more favourable then than it is at the time I am
writing. W. P.
Wiltshire: Avebury.—The present appearance of tho crov

is much more favourable than at the corresponding time of

last year. The Wheat I consider of a full average crop ; Barley

also ; Oats, some very good and some very bad, on the whole

there may be an average taking the breadth ; Beans looking

"well; Peas good. The weather has been rather unfavourable

for the progress of hay-making, Swedes and Turnips never

caore promising. Geo. Brown, Juhjlo.

New Editions of

Wesbit's Mensuration and Land
ffjf^f' on

New and Improved Edition, augmented by a TieUise on

Levelling, in 12ino, price 6*. bouud,

A TUEATISE on PRACTICAL MENSURATION,
J\, in Ten Parts; containing—

The most approved Methods Ifajgrtto^ Haystacks,

Pon.is, Mill-dams, Embank-
ments, Qoamos, Coal-heaps,

and Clay-heaps.

Conic Sections and their Solids.

The most useful Problems in

Gauging according to tho

New Imperi .1 Measures.

Plane Trigonometry, with its

application to the Mensura-

tion of Heights <fo Distances.

Trigonometrical Surveys.

A Dictionary of the Terms
used in Architecture.

of drawing Geometrical

Figures.
Meusur.i- ;<>n of Superficies.

Land-Surveying.
Mensuration of Solids.

The use of the Carpenters

Rule.
Timber Measure, in which is

shown the Method of Measur-

ing and Valuing Standing
Timber.

Artificers' Works, illustrated

by the Dimensions and Con-

tents of a House.

.»»

as

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
Per the Week endhw? July 25 : observed hr Mr. J. B. Speurini

Mouisford, Wallingrford.

ig,

By A. Nesbit. New Edition, enlarged, and greatly improved

To which is added, a Treatise on Levelling. The whole illus-

trated by nearly Seven Hundred Practical Examples and nearly

Three Hundred Woodcuts.

KEY to NESIUT'S PRACTICAL MENSURATION

:

containing Solutions to all Questions which are not answered
in that work ; with Reference to the Problems, Rules, and
Notes, by which the Solutions arc obtained. New Edition,

corrected and greatly improved. 12mo., price 58. bound.

By the same Author, New Edition, 8vo., with Plates, Wood-
cuts, and Field-Book, price 12*.

TREATISE on PRACTICAL LAND-SURVEYING.
Corrected and improved, with the addition of Plane Trigono-
metry, including the use of the Theodolite, and Railway Sur-
veying, Railway Engineering, Levelling, Planning, Laying
out Curves, &c.

London: Longman, G-rren\ Longman. & Roberts.

Boucher's School Mensuration.
Third Edition, in 12mo, with 71 Figures, price 35. cloth,

MENSURATION, PLANE and SOLID, for the
use of Schools and Colleges, Civil, Military, and Naval,

Tbcpehathke op Aib.
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Instmetion : Comprising a

Series of Arithmetical Illus-

trations of the most important

practical truths established by

_ Geometry ; with clear and

familiar Explanations, a

variety of novel Diagi
and upwards of 1500 fully-

constructed Examples (with
the Answers. ) Form 1 i Com-
panion to Euclid; also an Intr
duction to Land-Survey in

Trigonometry, an.I Conic
Sections.
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Notices to Correspondents, ™
Barn Gallon of Milk: 31J. It is 17 pints; ami in a
known to us. the price at the railway station ( Is. 6d.

Ssbr : A. says :—" Can you inform me what is tic usual allow-
ance of beer to hay-makers on a gentleman's place near Lon-
don ? I have just made off two meadows o! icres each, id
my gardener charges me 11. 13s. on one, and 11. Ids. 6d. on the
other for beer, tie states to me that a terrain allowan
pints is customary while mowing, a different number whe
'making,' and a different number when carting. I iiav
for many years been dissatisfied with this item, and at la
have thought of applying to you to set me right, and shall
feel much obliged if you will do so." ['1 he charge is pr<
posterous. We don't know what is usual near London, but
in the country a gallon per acre to mowers, and a gallon a
day to men and a couple of quarts apiece to women i>
making and carting is ample allowance.

|

Books: EMS. Lindley's " School Botany" for a beginner.
There is no book on the management of a small farm of a
few acres, with fruit, kitchen, and flower gardens.

Cultivation of Heath Soils: G L. You will find papers on
it distributed through our agricultural journals, but no boo
specially on the subject

Harvest Beer : Cor. The charge is excessive. In good weather,
all your expense of haymaking—including mowing and
putting together in rick, but not including horse-labour—
ought not to be more than 10*. an acre.

Poultry.—Our quotations will vary little from last week.
The trade gets worse, but the supply is very moderate.
Everything still tells us of scarcity, and there are not wanting
oomplamte that fowls do badly. In many places, they h;wre
not bean healthy all the year ; in others they appear to 'blight
and d»e, and the yards that are well stocked with healthy
inhabitants are the exceptions. The chickens do not gcenough sun if any of our readers have failed in rearinc
then- usual numbers, either for stock or the table, we advuw
raetn to try some sittings in August. We did g »t year
with success. They supplied us with good tender poultTy
through the wmter and left hardy stock l«r«ls besides
seasons are now so altered that vomber is her so
dreary nor so trying spite of its damp as March, with its
bitter easterly winds.

Bach.

—

s. d.
Large Fowls 4
Middling ditto 3
Chickens . . . . . . .

.

2
Green Geese 5
Ducklings 2
Rabbits i
Wild ditto o
Pigeons

**
n

: Armiger. Wo fear that we can afford you little clue
to the cause of mortality amongst your pigs, as you <_,
that they were comfortably housed, and neither too high nor
too low m condition. It probably h,*d reference to tho food
-the animals had subsisted on. We should reestnmend am
oily laxation a few days previous to pigging, such as Linseed
Oil- fV U *

K

"WniD-powxR
:
J P. Mr. Peili's address, and other particulars.

Tirill be frond in our advertising <
'- rains.

•aaATA : In the report ofthe horses at the Leeds show in hut
Xurnber, pege<W0, first coltimn, line 3"., and third -lunn

BythcTlev. J. Sidney Bouchtsr, M.A., St. John's College,

Cambridge, Principal of the Holly Dank School, Birkenhead.

London : Lon

-

man, G r . L> .- & Bo rts

Rev. J. E Bid-die's Two ture Historic*.
I. The Tenth Edition, in fop. 3»o, j trice 4.--.

A MANUAL of SC::i
: ! JII>TOR\r

;

in Qg Notices of Bib' ntinui and rapby,
Oriental Manners and C >ms, Histo traHels and i n-
temporary ents, the Structure and Import of the Jewish
Ritual, and a Survey of tlu Nature I Dosign of tho Dispen-
sations. With Questions. By the Bev. J. E. Kiddle, Jl.

Author of a " Latin-English Dictionary," &$.

"A very vah. le work."—
j

"A School-! k of extra-
ordinary value." — Chi an
Witnmt.
••Theauthnrha* rendered an

Pa-i w \ esaential servic tothi udyof
I Sacred History.''—J i JSulL

If. The Fifth Edition, in fcp. 8vo, price 2-. 6d ,

01 LI I of SCRIPTURE HISTORY; b -iug th
Authors' Abridgement of the Manual, I Jcml Pup .

°

London : L *, Gt x, ! tlA!i, h -j.

Contanso ail's Practical Franch Dictionary.
A New Edition, in 1 vol., post Svo, price 1<K &i, bound,
"EW nrACTICAL DTCTlONArrr or nrE

I'' FT A r LVNGUAQES. 1W T.f.ot
CoNTANSKvn, Professor of the Fremtu L.mguago In the
India Military College. AddUcomhe ; Autuor of a 1

imar, a French Head - Hook, and a Guide to French
Translation. The Fourth Edition.
This Dictionary, which has

been specially compiled from
the best and most recent
au Uies for tho use of

Journal of Education.
"No other Beripture His-

tory, that we kno sf, is

)o 1 and com] "

for the Schoolmaster.

N

Knglish persons studying1

French, is now in use the
Royal Indian Military College,
Addiacombe ; the Royal Alili-

ry Academy, Woolwich
;

•*al Mditary College,
Sandhurst ; Kiug's Coileg||
London; TTarrow School ; Ch-
nham Colle : Marlborongb
•lle^e ; and Chri- npltal,
.) Ion. The Fourth E^iition,

with Corrections, id now ready.
London: L . Oree.v. I. isian-, & Rose-
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French Reading-Books by the Author of "AmyHerbert.
Just .Iished, in »vvn ice 3s. fid cloth,

CONT ! FACILKS; a lection from Modern
French Writers, f< i- the use of Children.

COKTF.NT.i :

—

LTpargno de TAllumeur do La Piece do Cent Sows.
Pen,

Le Voyage de la Vie.

vmboise.
T «"eigo.
Premier Jonr do College.
Les Or ns do Hu (im- _ „

tien ; ou Fanohet ,rd. : i \, Li a QuU^-ze _
Also, New E lition, in cr a Svi .*

EXTRAITS CHOISIS des ntZt Lodeme
Advanced French Reading-Book

; comprising Pieces of'con-

Faciles
'? *" iatended to succeed in use

. "OoScs
London: Lokoman, Greek. I>wG\fA?f, & Roberts.

Miohel-Anga BuosMarotti ; on
le Petit Artiste.

Barti tui F. t .an MurilloJ
Petit Faiseur de

•tflfei-s*.

boaniselle de Lajolais.

or

BennBsstt*' read " Hem fit
Hue 8, for

fS?
11

?n
%s5l5! **** Mftnd more •a*i|y Oatonel Pennaurmy by 3Ssiehlew, the Saliebury prize borse with the be™r * "^s oeaten at Chelmsford bv Brita in, b»:

saeosKl ttr*anpa«cii at Chester for the AllBngls^d prize.

"

Biddle's Latin Dictionaries and LexiconNew and cheaper Edition, in square 12mo. price 10» &d hmmri
rjlHE YOUNG SCHOLAR'S LATIN-E SHJ- and EXGLI8H-LATLY DICTIONARY Bv Urn n
J. E. BflttDLE. II. A. of St. Edmund Hall. VcwE lition

flewntclv-'
Th0 T^TIN' ENTGLISn D[ v rT

X
*te»a^ei>lTh.ENGId<Hl.AriNDl^r[OXARv J£|J;

Uso, in Ono Volume, Svo, price «>i« rw
RIDD1 IMPLE-M LATIN.»NGLI8II Tv Kfl

L I N I>1CTK VRV. Xew and choapar £ li*iHT^

Also, Now and chear^r Edition, m 4to. price M* fid doth
hi

" '
I: ' LATI Wff

,fo icdonth- ;rma:. IlD

Professor Lindley's Iiitrnrii1fl
47^"

in Two Vols. 8vo, with Six <w„ TU toW
Wood Engravings S^ i^T?NTUODUCT1 oV T>By Professor Ltndt.ey. Ph.. D V p o B Cy

Id.

It has been the Author's wish to hri
. introduced down, as nearly »« ,

in University College, London/^c
tions and numerous additions.

f*7s
which it is found at the present day r !

We
- to J

so very considerable a quantity of r,« °%«oli*
what relates to Vegetable AnatomVS ^ «S
present Edition may be considered S?
work.

London : Longman, GREE N
-

t

-^~~~
Or^rTlo^^B

Just puhlished, price 3«, m
th

'

rTlHE ORCHAli!) HOUSE.
B . J

JL Also by the same Author, th
Miniature Fruit Garden." '

l

London: Longman & Co., or free

8awbrid«eJS'mfi««tb

School Histories by the AflSf^TT^

A FIRST HISTORY oiCto^fcfij
of Troy, B.C. 1184, to the

HO. New Edition. Fcp. Svo, fc.

THE CHILD'S FIRST ffl^
the Foundation of Rome, b.c. ;:,:], totv.

under Titus, a n. 70. Eighth I ,>n .
j'^ a

London : I.oxgm \x. Grbri, Losgmax and

Approved School Books by the B& jui

A New E lition, in 12mo, price 3, 'u j

T7LEMENTARY LATIN Gll\

Head
HUSE of SCHOOLS. By the Rev . E H Kb2

JNI aster of Shrew.-? bury School.

Also by the Rev. Dr. K sedy, 5Jw P«ViKBNNBDY'S TIROCINIUM: or, Fi J^

PAL.E
into L n Pit. l progresivelv

CURRICULUM STILI LATIN';, a Course -

F:\ictice iu the Style of the b >
Pi.^se Aa^i

KK^XEDVSELEMT^NTT.SoFGREEKGR.umr
PAL.V. - I'RA MUSARUM : Matt-rials forTraaW
Verse

London : Lonqm/ ^m
CUuwcal School-Books, by C. D, Yo^uT

A New Edition, In One Volume, post
4'

AN E.- ILISH REKK LEXtC a
all tho Greek Wi s u I by Writers &

By C. D. Vonok V. fit* 3

In prepjirinjr the secon li-

tion for the pveu. tiio author
went over the wh< >lo w ry

carefully, correcting errors

wherever he b r covered f and

* L LA m, t

h^vebeennade

it depn
"inal

exceptfro

wor-.is

m Am

them himself, "r hid theai
pointed out by the kindness of

others. Gonaii ^ble additions

A NEW LATIN (i HJ<.

nrCTloNAKV of LAT BPIT
LATIN ORADUS ...ra DI

EPITHETS, 12«.

Lorn! »n : :om

Arithmei 1 and Mathematical
By th- Kitf v..T. W. Colbsso,

) Fellow i
Toon's Colleg

*.' Sew DJ, oorrected »ndJtP
r -

ARITHMETIC r SCHOOL
Decimal Coi B

W. C' -*o. I) I) .
oof

John's O s$o, C igc. ltono, 4*. 6i.-^

Also by Bwnoi> Colenso, Rev

TEXT-I ioi SJTABr ABlTffiff1

or with Ans wkrs. 2*. 3J. ; or in '>
1 ». *!

1. xtL M. 4. EMtnp^
2. fix* .les Part I. Simple .^SfiSl

Arihmetic, Ad. 5. A**™*
3.-mmm9lm. P.Kt VL Com- jj*»

pound Arithmetic '

I

ELEMENTS of AU ISA, One \ »\
P2mo, Part I. *

hwo, PAW BA

EX IMPLE9 iv ALGETY V. P
E LTD ami) P T 36»»^.4'
Tti-s abrwe PR'

)

. with K ;«- £:* ^
TRIGONOMETftT. Part I. 3*. 6d

. ^ /

Part II. 2.'. U I
KW,

London
:
L J^l^^^Sg

New and Imp;ovjd Editions of Mr- «?•

Gaograpaical Sc^oo ^
o, u Six colouredW9'^

»f

ft

»»

h p. 8v

\ VNTT

Or la ) pART [. -j; irope, price^:
2 Part, s Pa rt 1 1.- A sia, Afru vmen

6d. cloth-

of nations,
or
^

'AK'.LItt

"The h -nvto tl

merifq of Mr. W. Kinrhe-

Manua f Gooffr y "

plied by the it of t

num which h

h-^en called for within a recent

fmmd. Tho tMdfng K«J
whkeh its Author h*fi s

t 1 -

^arnoita and social oraflUfc' * ^
W. flES'S ^ jftfi

lal ^

the £**"-
"i,r

commerce,J"^

iond. 2d Edition.

w
' "

n
-
" 4« rtonnd

l London : Lovgman', ( Longman, i R©

HKS'J
GRVPm atbeaaaiei^'

WILLIAM Hlf Jfp'rii
GE APIIY.MAi TR0' ^

•

^

»

I a rapV«

s>n: L
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STRAWHEHRY (Cclvebwell's) [
flUTHILL'S sorts of STRAWBERRIES will be

k class Certificate of Merit by the Fruit V^ sent out Aucrust 20. Strong fine Hants for next year's
SANSPAKEIL

wm awarded a first

Committee of the London Horticultural Society. Dr. Hogg,

the secretary, spoaka of it thus :—" A long tapering fruit with

an uneven surface ; the colour is of a dark blackish red, and

the flesh is extraordinarily firm, solid, and red throughout, and

rerj richly flavoured- It forces well, and on account of its

bearing carriage well is adapted for forcing early and for market,"

JlEttT May having purchased the stock of the above fine

Strawberry, will be prepared to send it out the first week
fa Septeoiber. Fine strong runners, at 6*. per dozen, or 40*.

per 100. Also extra runners laid into pots at 8s. per dozen.

Price to the Trade on application to Hbhbt Mat, the Hope
Hurseries, near Bedale, York*.

SPLENDID NEW STRAWBERRY "ECLIPSE"
(R«ete).—Mr. Willis Reeve, of Apton Hall, Rochford,

Sssex, begs to intimate that he has appointed Messrs. Veitch

* 8o», of the Royal Exotic Nurseries. Chelsea and Exeter, bis

ante agents for the distribution of the above new and really

fine Seedling Strawberry.
It Is an early variety, coming in at the same time as Keens'

Seedling, and is a roost abundant bearer. 1 1 forces remarkably
well, producing large and handsome fn i rich tine

which is a character rarely met with in any her
Strawberry. In form it is large, conical, Incllnin to a

«nck*emmb a, of *"bes*rttfu)'y uniform light crimson colour.

with firm andjuicv flesh.

It w*a exhibited before the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society on May ft 1S00, when it was highly
poken of, and requested to be ahown again It was accord

-

h'lv * ••ennd time submitted to the Committee on the 14th

of May last, and was then awarded a FiasT Class Certificate
far its superior merit. It has also received prizes at the

Crystal Palace and Romford Exhibitions, and has been highly
approved of by the most competent judges.
Strong plants will bo ready for delivery on and after the

1st of September next at the under-mcnti"ne<l prices:—
Per dozen 12a | Per hundred £4 Or. 0<i.

Prices to the Trade on application, and a list of those who
have ordered and will be able to supply plants of it, will

in a future Advertisement.

bearing. Earlv Black Prince, 5t. per 100; selected,

Early Princess Royal of England, 7.«. 6d. ; selected, 10*. Late

Prince of Wales, 7*. M. ; selected, 10*. Early and Late

Vines, Vines, Viae*.

WILLIAM CUTBCJSH, Jm, Both* Numrks,
Herts, bega to invite an inspection of his fine Stock of

Fruiting and other Vines in Pots, rrmrfsttng of all the best
varieties in cultivation. The following are remarkably strong

Highland Mar\ . 15c per 100. Early and Late Richard II.. or
, an(1 gne| f^m 8 to 12 feet in length, vie, Muscat Hamburgh,

Veitch &8ok, in the full belief that the above Straw
berry is a deckled acquisition and improvement on all other
varieties, have become the agents for its distribution.

It has been grown out of doors in the gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society during the past season, and has proved
one of the most prolific and richest flavoured varieties in the
Collection. The Fruit Committee highly recommend it as a
valuable variety for a general cr< p as well as one of the best
forcing Strawberries.
They are having a Coloured Plate prepared which will be

distributed to the Trade who order 60 Plants and upwards.
Orders for the above will be executed strictly in the rotation

in which they are received.

Boyal Exotic K urscriee, Chelsea and Exeter. —Aug. 3.

Strawberry Plants.

/CHARLES TURNER ran supply the following at
The new varieties (raised in 1869

ore. by Mr. Ingram), have been
hly recommended :

—

(Ingram).—This valuable new
late Strawberry was submitted to the Fruit Committee of
the Horticultural Society of London and obtained a First
Class Certificate. It was figured in the " Florist " of September
last, where a full descripti. -n will be f< -mid The fruit ia of the
first size, of a e deep colour, and highly polished. The flesh
1s very solid, juicy, rich, and highly flavoured ; and as it ripens

bate in the season, it is a very desirable variety. It is an
salient bearer, and the Plants are of strong healthy growth.

JO*, per 100.

%• Coloured Plates may be had on receipt of eight postage

Improved Black Prince, 15#. per 100. The above are the

earliest, latest, longest, and best bearers in the world. They
have been in bearing 61 days this year. Cuthill's Five

Pamphlets can be had of Hamilton & Adams, or of the author,

James Ccthul. F.R.H 8 , Camberwell, London, 8.

New Strawberries, 1861.

STEWARD and NEILSON have now ready to send

out good plants of the following:—
BRITISH SOVEREIGN.—Fruit extra large, equal to any

in flavour, and good bearer. 2s. 6d. per plaut.

LORD MURRAY.—Fruit first size, fine flavour, brilliant

scarlet, and great bearer. 2s. per plant.
GA1UISALDI.—Fruit very large. Melon flavour, colour fine

mulberry, and good bearer. 2*. per plant.
GREAT EA8TERN.—Fruit first size, fine musky flavour

and good bearer. 2*.

Pattoffict* Orders payable New Brighton.
Nursery. Lkcard, Cheshire.

Newton Seedling Strawberry.

TC. PAD MAN, IWniiR™, T.i(!< r, has gr.-at

• ideasuro In iut Lucing this* first Strawberry, raised
by the Rev. J. W. Cballooer, Nowton Kymo, T.uicaster, sup-
posed to be a cross from the Iilack Prince and Eleanor. It is a
largo fruit of a rich deep scarlet colour, of a very superior
tlavour, very hardy, and one of the most productive Straw-
berries in cultivation, o nues fruiting until late In the
season, the flesh is remarkably firm, consequently carries and
keeps better than any other variety, and as it forces well is

peculiarly adapted for noblemen, Ac, who have Fruit for-

warded to them, and to Market Gardeners to force for the
early markets. A Certificate of Merit was awarded to it at the
meeting of the North of England Royal Horticultural and
Floral Society at Leeds, July 10, 17, 6 18, as well as at minor
shows.
Runners are now ready, price 10*. per 100, extra strong do.,

16s. per 100.
J. C. Padman, P on Spa, Tadcaster ; also of Godwin &

Fadmav, Broadneld Nursery, Sheffield.

Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh, Bowood J

Lidy Down's Seedling, Trentham Black, Duckland's Street-

water, Black Hamburgh, Ac. List and Prices on application.

Also to his Stock of Specimen and Half-specimen New Holland
Plants, Indian Azaleas, Stove Plants, <fcc

W. C. Jun. would also especially call the attention of Mush-
room Growers to his very superior Mushroom Spawn, for

which he has the highest testimonials from the most eminent

Gardeners in the Uuited Kingdom, and which ho can with

the greatest confidence recommend. References on application.

GRAPE VINES from EYES.—Strong healthy

Plants of the undermentioned kinds may be obtained,

and by being now planted a year will be gained. They are

exposed to greenhouse temp ture, and c*n therefore be

rely transmitted to any distance.

IFroiitignan, White
Muscu vvca'a

R. 1

Rarharosaa, ) k
du Cantal

Lady Di'wnea'g Seedling
Ch-.vsselas M usque*

Prince, Black
Sweet Water, old

„ large white
„ Grove End

Tokay, White
„ Charlesworth

Tripoli, Welbeck
Trentham, Black

Hamburgh
»»

»»

*•

N
»»

»»

»•

Wilmot'l
Hill Hill

V ia
Golden (Busby's

Stockwood)
Champion
Muscat

Muscat of Alexandria
Cannon Hail
Bowood
Barnes*s

Frontxgnan, Grizzly
Black

9*

• •

XL Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery, London, W.

Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

HUGH LOW and CO. have now ready for dis-

tribution a CATALOGUE for present MMon of their

Collection of PLANTS, TRfflB, SHRUBS, &c. It extends to _ .

87 pages, and contains priced Lists of Stove aud Greenhouse gardener** friend and the pentlemans bonne bovck*. Jt is lm-

Plants, Orel Ferns nd Lyropods. Azaleas, Camellias, possible to grow the Vine without produ< c fruit, and owing

"VTEW GRAPE, INGRAM'S HARDY PROLIFIC
jl\ MUSCAT.—This is the most fertile and the best setter of

all Grapes. The bunches are from 12 inches to 14 inches in

length, having black oval berries, with the peculiar vinous
flavour of the Hamburgh, yet more piquant, and combined
with a slightspico ofMuscat, so as to tone down the acid without
satiating the palate. The flavour is new, and has been pro-
nounced by one of the first judges of this country to be the
finest flavoured of all Grapes. The fruit is such, that the more
it is eaten the more it is liked. In this Grape we have the

tt

TRt

in strong plants.

I Royal Gardens, Fr
lahlv te«ted and are hM"RK late pin

RIFLEMAN' (Isoa**). — This fine Strawberry is highly
recommended for its large size, excellent quality, and the
beauty of its Fruit It commences to ripen with the British
Queen (which it much resembles both in colour and flavour),
and continues; a long time in bearing, producing large fruit till

the last of the season. The Plants are of healthy habit,
Tag growth, and remarkable for the heavy crop of large

Fruit produced. It is also an excellent kind for pot culture.
30*. per 100.

d.

6

Ericas, raniums of all kinds. Fuchsias. Verbenas, Petunias,
Chrysanthemums, Phloxes, Conifers, Hardy Shrubs, Fruit
Trees, and numerous other articles.

New Seed saved from

JDORFOX and SONS' Superior Collections, now
• ready, in sealed packets.

CALCEOLARIA, hybridised, ex. ex., 1*. Gd., 2t. 6cL, 3*. 6d.,

and 5*.

CINI'.RARIA, from only the very best, 1*., It. 6rf., and 5*.

PRIMULA, finest fringed, 1*., It. 6d., and 5*.

PANSEY. from the best known kinds, 1». and 2#.

STOCK, Intermediate, Scarlet, 64.
Post Free on receipt of Stamps for the amount.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

R<
»- IS.-—Grand National Eose show, Royal Horti-

i cultural Society's Garden, Kensington Gore, July 10.
The FIRST PRIZE for 48 varieties was awarded to Johs

Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near TT- rd.

AJ . ,
Per 100.

Admiral Dundas (lfyattX Urge and heavy cropper
Adair (ElphinstoneX large and handsome, not s heavy
cropper .. .. ,. 3

Black Prince (CutuillX early, small, but good cropper . . S
Bicton Pine (Barne«), white, novel, medium flavour . . 3
British Queen (MyattX ^D0 flavour, requires high cultiva-

tion 5
Carolina superba (KitleyX fiue flavnnr 5
Crimson Queen (Jfyatt), very large, great cropper, and

fine late variety 7
Comte de Paris, fruit large and handsome, a useful kind 3
Empress Eugenie (KnivettX vary large, early, and good

flavour, forces well . . . . 10
Eton Pine (KnightX a late kind, very useful . . .

.

8
Wia (Hirer* ), excellent cropper 3

(MysttX good flavour; syn. Omar Pachm ..3
_er (MyattX very late, large, and s good bearer . . 3

Wubert Pine (Myatt), extra fine flavourand heavy cropper,
and continues a long time in bearing . . .

.

5
General HsTelock (TileyX earfy, targe \ 5
Hautbois (Myatt). the best of its class 3
Highland Mary (Cuthill) 3
Keens' Seedling (early) 3
JJonsoeh (Robertson), small, abundant bearer .

.

'. 3ObCAR.—This valuable variety has maintained the high
opinion expressed of its merits the last two seasons,
h*J^obt*ii»edKrst Prices at the Crystal Palace, RoyalVstsnse, PometeglcaL and Fruit Committee of the Hor-
23rE2!™5* T™*} Ur^ handsome and firm, of

^bJSr^u^- *? *? a
?

p,r- oneof
Prinee Arthur qngram), good flavour, of medium size, 'a"J"*™** *~™. and continues to fruit for a wn-

sidersble time ; s moat valuable variety for forcing in
pots, and for preserving in r

frSt, earl

W*te* (lngt*m)
'
fine 1U™r

»
»°d Wsome

PHnoessTlL Hand, sariv and'handsonss !
' *' Z«

Joneses Royal of En#and(Cuthiii) ..
" " ,2

rince of Wales (Cuthill) . . .. J J
Menard II (Cuthill) J 5
toprise (MyattX Urge

JgrHarryjUnderhUlX lar^e, t first-rate in some situations

¥S2Z&JilopeX gre*t ^PI*1-- -***"1 <*— in flavor
•5?

D
6?fui <?***>• remarkably heavy cropper, good

^S2-»f the North (****«>»). &•.S abuldani

6

6
6

6
6

6
6
6

9

6

6
6

M. Common
TLB. Charles Lawson
H.P. Alexandrine Bachmeteff

Anna Alexieff

,, de Diesbach
Auguste Mie
Com tease Cecile de Cha-

brillant

Duchesse d'Orlcans
Duchess of Norfolk
Geant des BaUflles
General Jacqueminot

„ Simpson
„ Washington

Leon des Combats
Leslie
I^>rrl Raglan
1 lamme de St. Louis
Louis Chaix
Ixiuis XIV.
Madame BoO

B"nnaire
Charles Crapclet
de Cambaceres
Hector Jaoquin

»»

H
»»

ti

tt

i»

• »

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

n
tr

t*

• • »»

U.P. Madame Knorr
Madame Vigneron
Ifaria Portemer
Monsieur Joigneaux
Mrs. Rivers
Prairie de Terre Noir
Prince I^on

Impcriale
Princcsse Mathilde
Reino des Vioiettes
Reine Mathilda
Mnateiir Vai^e
>phie Coqucrel

Souvenir de Montceaux
de la Reine dfAn

r) rre
Trlomphc de 1 B3Bp(Miti

, f Victor Verdicr
B. Acidalie

Iyoui«e Odirr
Sir Joseph Paxton

",, Souvenir de Ia Malmaison
T. Oloire de Diion

Madame Falcot

99

tt

99

99

f»

>»

s»

99

>r

f$

99

»?

to its ripening in a much lower temperature than the Black
Hamburgh, it is the very best sort for a greenhouse or Curate's
Vinery, and in ordinary summers it, no doubt, will ripen against
a wall in the open air. The footstalk of the berry is so stiff

and strong that it cannot shank off. For those countries
where the Vine is cultivated in large quantities in the open air

and where they have now only coarse and tasteless kinds, this

will be the greatest acquisition. It has been exhibited before
the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee, and
obtained a First Class Certificate ; the fruit shown being cut
from a Vine struck from a single eye that was only 14 months
old from the time of putting in the eye till cutting the Grapes*
The fruit this year will be ripe from the middle of May to the
end of June, when intending purchasers are invited to call and
judge for themselves. Plants are now ready, at 21j« aud 42*.

each: and a few extra strong at 63s. each.

Jno. Stakdish, Royal Nursery, Bag9hot.

AYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,
Cotton Seed Cakes, &c, of best quality at Market Prices.

UTTON'S Choice Stocks of
TURNIP SKED3, the NEW C HOP

at REDUCED PRICES.

99

D

f •

»>

t»

5

8

5
3
2

5

6
6

6
6

The above, together with all the leading new and old varie-
ties, -e supplied in the autumn; DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES of which will be forwarded Post-free on application.

Bsriy Orders aro respectfully solioitad.

OSES.— Grand Rose Show, Crystal Palace,
t July «, 1861.

The. FIRST PRIZE for 48 varieties was awarded to John
Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

BUTTON & SONS,

Skkd Growers, Beading,

are now harvesting their Turnip Seeds,

and the crops being good, prices will be
much lower than last season.

PRICED LISTS Gratis, Post Free.

Hew Seeds for Present Sowing at Reduced Prices,

Carriage Free.

SCTTON AND SONS can now supply the under-
mentioned for immediate sowing :

—

R

cropperV The leading kinds may be had in small "ji>ta if desired atsmall additional charge. ^ ai

Tht Boyal Nurseries, Slough,

8 6

H. B. Paul Ricaut
P.M. Madame Edouard Ory
D.P. Julie de Kruduer

, t Manoury
H.P. Alexandrine Bachmeteff

Alphonse Karr
Anna Alexieff
Arthur de Sansal
Baronne Halle 7.

Provost
Cardinal Patrizsl
Caroline dc Sansal
Comtssse Cecile

Chabrillant
Duchess of Norfolk
Ev^que de N'itnes

Francois Arago
G^aotdes B-itailles

Gen- Jacqueminot
f# Simpson

Jules Margottin
L'Enfautdu MontCarmel
Lion des Combats
Lcelia

Lord Raglan

19

If

»>

99

l»

99

M

M

99

99

91

99

de

99

H.P. Louis Chaix
Madame de Cambac^r&s

de Manoel
Hector Jacquin
Vidot

Mademoiselle Alice Leroy
, ,

Th€ t feee Appert
Maria Portemer
Xattrarin Regnier
Mrs. Rivers
Pauline Lansezcur
Prince Leon
Rcine de Danemark
Souvenir de la R6inc

d'Angleterre

9f de Leveson G<iwer

Triomphe de rExpositi<m

B Virginal

B. Aeidalie
Louise Odier

„ Souchet
T. Gioire de Dijon

„ I a Sylphide

„ Narci88e
Vicomtesse Decaxes

Early Six Weeks Turnip
Pomeranian White Globe ditto
Imperial Green Globe ditto
Linsolnshire Red Globe ditto
Smart's Mousetaii ditto
Grey Stone ditto
Drumhead Cow Cabbage
Sutton's Imperial Earliest Gar-
den Cabbage

I Wheeler's imperial ditto

sowing

Italian Rye-prass
Permanent Meadow Grasses
Fine Lawn Grasses
Trifolium inearnatum
Mustard and Rape
Brown Cos Lettuce
Hardy Hammersmith ditto
Early London Cauliflower
Pine Walcheren ditto
Onion, of *orts
Early I a Carrot

5*

99

99

99

M
1»

99

Enfield Market aud others

Calceolaria, Cineraria, Primula, and other choice Flower
Seeds I«. per packet,

PRICED LISTS of the above new or fresh Seeds may be
had on application addressed

Sutton A Sox Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading

o

The above, together with all the leading new and old
varieties, can be supplied in the autumn; DESCRIPTIVE

»| CATALOGUES of which will be forwarded post free on
I application.

I
Early orders are respectfully solicited.

€fit (Sarirctterjer Cfmmtcle.
SATURDAY, AUGUSTS, 1861.

By the time that these remarks issue from the

press crowds will be swarming on the road from
England to Paris; foi that must be the main,

artery of travel now that Macdoxaxding is trium-
phant on the Rhine, and nobody cares to expose
himself to its application by German officials.

Let us then invite some of the many horticulturists
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passing southwards to give us some account ot

what they see in Paris, as it appears to English

eyes. There is plenty to look at in their own line,

much to study, and doubtless something to learn.

More especially will it be interesting to know the

truth of certain statements that have reached us

from time to time for the last few years.

We are assured that nothing here is equal to

the beauty of the simple arrangements of colour

observable" in the public gardens of Paris ;
and

that of the Tuileries is more especially held up as

an example. French flower gardens are asserted

to be as superior to English in tasteful grouping as

a Paris shop window is to one in London. By all

means let us profit by our clever neighbours.

^

"Wonders are said- to have been worked in the

once ugly Bois de Boulogne. A chain of lakes

has been obtained from the water of the Seine,

and marvellous cascades have learned to tumble

over gigantic precipices, so that the whole place

looks like the Tiver St. Lawrence and the Falls of

Niagara. There too is a wonderful avenue near

Baron Rothschild's country-house formed of

trees unknown to Parisian gossips, but called by

an unlearned friend Arbres aux Haricots. "What

are they ? Nothing we are assured, can be com-

oTbuT^t once proceed to the extraordina.y SCIENTIFIC CULTURE OF THE

pared to the new Jardin d'acclimatation, and its

" vast hothouses," its fine collection of half-hardy

trees, its birds, its beasts, and its graceful walks.

¥e are curious to learn the effect it produces on

those who are familiar with our Zoological and

Horticultural Gardens (that at Chiswick we mean)

and our Regent's Park.

Our ancient friend, the Jardin des Plantes1
should

also be visited, and compared with our own

Botanic Gardens. Has that also enjoyed the

advantage of Imperial smiles ? and how do it and

the Jardin d>acclimatation bear to be compared

with each other? Having ourselves known it

since the year 1817, we regard it as a venerable

scientific object ; and trust that it is not forgotten

in the new magnificence of the noble French

metropolis.

Then there are the old trees about the Place de

la Concorde, and in the Champs Elysees. Are
they as thriving as M. Robert reported them to

be, and has the scoring and scraping their bark
done them so much good ? and are they at all stag-

headed ? and does our villainous Scolytus prey
upon them ? We should also like to know what
the unguent is with which the wounds in those

. trees are dressed, and whether it has the mira-
culous properties ascribed to it.

Nor must the reports made a year or two since

about trees 50 feet high having been successfully

transplanted when in full leaf be forgotten. "What
has become of those trees, and if alive how do they
look? "What, moreover, is the effect of the
Ailanthus where used in the Boulevards ? and
what sort of tree looks best in those long roads ?

As the trees are all young, or at least the most of
them, we may possibly obtain hints useful in our
own metropolis ; unless indeed the dry warm soil

of Paris produces an effect which cannot be ob-
tained near London.
The large trees just alluded to are said to have

been formed in some Nursery at or near Yincennes.
Such a nursery would be worth a visit, for the
purpose of seeing how specimens 50 feet high are
prepared for removal in full leaf without
perishing. For ourselves, we cannot refrain from
doubting whether the skill shown by the Paris
gardeners is really so much greater than our own
clever men exhibit. If it is we desire to profit by
their example

; if it is not we shall be glad to have
a false impression removed, and some of the
amateurs now about to visit the gay capital are
perfectly capable of forming a correct judgment,
as well as certain to pronounce an honest one.

that

Every day's experience shows more forcibly
what an important part Fungi bear in the produc-
tion of disease. Neither the gardener nor
agriculturist, who do not recognise this truth, can
be considered as occupying a high position in their
respective professions, and it is on this account in
connection with the practical bearings of the sub-
ject that we so often have occasion to advert to it.

It will at once be allowed that any verv striking
instance of the effects of these vegetables on the
human frame has a tendency to promote faith in
tb*?r powers on the lower organised productions
which are the objects of cultivation, ar.d to
dimmish confidence in the notion which is so pre-
valent that Fungi are incapable of producing
disease, but are on tho contrary the effects of
disease already established. The utter wrongness

cVumn^d wtV^ *
b€en eXp°Sed in ^l^pm id, loot, may

' =* we 8haU not *ow go over the old
I
character. M. J. B.

groun

case before us. _ A A .

A short tme since a pamphlet was forwarded to

us from Bombay by Dr. Cakter, Profewor

Anatomy and Physiology in the Grant Medical

College, together with illustrative specimens pre-

served in spirits, relative to an extraordinary

disease which has prevailed in several parts ot

India, and which is known there under the name

of the Fungus disease. Two distinct forms ot it

occur, but our observations will be directed prin-

cipally to the more striking of the two. The part

which is affected is the foot, extending as far as the

lower part of the legbone where it joins the ancle.

In the first instance the foot swells, especially at

the instep, and presents very much the same

appearance as when it is affected with scrofula.

After a time the surface is studded with the

orifices of ulcers, from which a blood-stained

matter containing a greater or less quantity^ of

pus is given out, and the disease gradually in-

creases to such an extent that the constitution

is undermined or exhausted, and the only rerat-dy

is amputation quite above the affected part.

Partial amputation is utterly useless, or only

of temporary benefit, as, it* every portion of

the diseased part is not lemoved, the affection is

sure to rec:ir. Ou close examination the ulcers

are found to lead to variously sized cavities in the

bones, which are honeycombed in every direction,

the apertures presenting all dimensions, from that

of a Pea to a Walnut. The apertures or cells are

filled with dense black matter, tough on the out-

side, and so closely resembling Truffles th it a

casual inspection of the specimens preserved in

spirits apart from any information as to their

origin would at once induce one to refer them to

tribe of Fungi. The fungous masses when
divided present a radiated structure, and are com-
posed of necklace-like threads, or closely com-

pacted cells, like those of a Sclerotium .• but

towards the margin there are always some
fine threads, resembling those of an Oidium

%

the terminal joints of which fall off and germinate
exactly after tho fashiou of yeast globules.

Towards the centre of the mass there are often

delicate gelatinous threads attenuated at one end,
or externally covered with minute granules of a
slimy appearance. No attempt has hitherto been
made to propagate the Fungus apart from the
matrix, and we can therefore say nothing as to its

real nature, though we feel convinced that it is a
mere condition of some common mould, and
perhaps from its dark colour is a form of some
Cladosporium or Poh/actis. Its powers of absorb-
ing the bone and making for itself a cavity remind
one of the effect of some Lichens on hard rocks, if

we may compare small things with large, for th
ship-worm does not more surely and thoroughly
penetrate the solid Oak than this Fur is

does the hard bony structures in which it is

located. Amongst Fungi which occupy a place in
the very substance of vegetable structures, we
may call attention to the sclerotioid bodies which
am formed within the pith or stems of plants,
as the rose-coloured Sclerotium which occurs in
Rushes, and which Mr. (Turret has proved to be a
dormant condition of a Peziza, or the large black
form which occurs in (he stems of Sunflowers or
other large herbaceous plants, the perfect state of
which is not yet known. Or if we look to more
solid parts of vegetables or woody trunks, we may

ill attention to the enormous leatlu ry sheets
known under the name of JEglostroma, which
penetrate the firmest timber whether in Us natural
place of growth, or after it is fabricated.

The other form of disease in outward characters
resembles the first very closely, but the red matter
which oozes from the apertures of the foot, calling
to remembrance the poet's description of the
diseased foot of Philoctetes, is filled with bodies '

winch are multiplied by quaternate cell division,
which like the well-known Sarcina remind one of
Algre rather than Fungi. In one case there were
dark subglobose bodn-s surrounded by a border of
those curious anomalous crystals which are so
frequently formed by different salts when influ-
enced by morbid organic matter, the bodies
themselves consisting of granular masses, reraind-
ln? one of some of the minute Al^je figured by
Jutzing in his genus Microhaloa.
We are not aware that any case' has been seen in

our hospitals, though the Guinea-worm disease
contracted in India, which has been so well illus-
trated by Dr. Carter, is not infrequent. It is

possible, however, that the rare case of perforating
ulcer of the foot, producing destruction of the
bme, mentioned in the "'Union MSdicaie/'
April 16, 1861, may be of a somewhat similar
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the hermaphrodites bear

throw out numerous strong runners.

For the purpose of the high-priced Strawberry

grower, the better kinds of hermaphrodites may and

do answer admirably well, seeing that their object is to

obtain only a few very large-sized berries on each

plant ; but place these plants in an open field, deprh

thein of their finelv prepared mould, and their hand-

glasses, their artificial impregnation, and the un-

remitting care and watchfulness of their human

attendants, and the truth would soon become apparent

:

they would be dead failures. In a word, for a general

crop they are quite unsuitable.

About the year 1809, the celebrated horticulturist,

Keen, from amongst his seedlings, picked out all those

which bid borne a heavy crop of fruit, and planted

them in a bed by themselves, quite apart from those

that had proved sterile, or had borne but lightly.

Sprint? came, and with it his pet seedlings put forth a

profusion of bloom, but his surprise was intense when

he saw that there was no swelling whatever for fruit,

intelligent mind prompted a critical examination

of the flowet*, and then he discovered that the pistils,

or female organ*, were perfect, but that there were no

stamens, or male organs; consequently, that his

famous fruit-bearers wne pistillates, or pure females.

Having thus stumbled upon a very important discovery,

his next step was to examine his other seedlings, and,

finding that they possessed male organs in perfection,

he plucked a number of their flowers, placed them iu

phials of water, and suspended these in different direc-

tions immediately over his bed of pistillates. His ex-

periment was eminently successful ; the pistillates

began immediately to swell for fruit, and every blossom

produced its berry.

These celebra'ed plants were known under the name

of " Keens* seedling," but it is doubtful if they are in

existence at this day, the variety so called now being

a very favourite hermaphrodite, and not a pistillate.

The reason for this is not difficult of explanation.

Fine bearing pistillate plants are carefully removed

from all others, and planted by themselves, perhaps,

in some gentleman's garden, being regarded as a great

treasure ; the next season, abundance of blossom, but

no fruit This first miscarriage may be attributed to

late frosts, slugs, kc ; so another season is awaited,

but the same result disgusts both master nnd gardener,

and the poor unmated females are declared worthless,

and are cast on the dunghcap. In this manner profuse

bearers are thrown away, and the partial bearing

hermaphrodite takes their place, and gives rise to the

universal complaint, " How badly my Strawberries do
bear ! I had a fine Bhow of bloom, very fine, but

somehow or other I have had scarcely any fruit. It

is provoking 1" Yes, so it is—very provoking, indeed

;

and, knowing and feeling this, we are now endea-

vouring to diffuse a little information on the subject,

hoping that our readers will circulate this information,

as well as take advantage of it in their own practice.

After Keen, a Mons. Duchesne arrived at a similar

knowledge of the sexual differences in the Strawberry

plant ; but as far as the practice in England is and hag

been concerned, it really seems as if the discovery

made and published by Keen had been entirely lost

sight of. We have conversed with some of our largest

and most eminent .nurserymen and seedsmen, and
have even ventured in our innocence to speak on the

subject of staminates, pistillates, and hermaphrodites

to the fruitsellers in Covent Garden Market and in the

City ; but the blank looks of some, and the honest

confession of others that they really did not know
anything about the matter, would lead us to the con-

viction, that, if these sexual differences are known and
recognised at all in England, it must be by very few

indeed. It may be that some of the Strawberry

growers possess this knowledge ; but, if so, they keep

it remarkably secret, perhaps that they may reap the

greater (supposed) advantage from its exclusive prac-

tice, although we can scarcely imagine this. We were
ourselves as ignorant on this subject as the English

public at large, until we visited the town of Cincinnati,

in the United States, and had the matter clearly

explained to us by our highly esteemed friend Robert
Buchanan, the celebrated wine grower of Cincinnati

—

a gentleman who, together with Nicholas Longworth,
has done so much real good for his country. In Mr.
Buchanan's instructive little brochure on " Grape
Culture" is included some very interesting letters,

statements, and reports upon the culture of the Straw-
berry plant ; and, as these afford most valuable infor-
mation, we shall briefly allude to them.

It appears that a plain, uneducated market gardener
of the name of Abergust, removed some 46 years ago
from Philadelphia to Cincinnati, and went largely into
the cultivaion of the Strawberry, in which he mar-
vellously surpassed all his neighbours by means of a
secret method of managing the culture, and which
method he had most successfully practised at Phila-
delphia, So well did he keep his secret, that for very
many years it was not even guessed at; and he
supplied nine-tenths of all the Strawberries consumed
in Cincinnati, making thereby a very handsome com-
petency. To give Mr. Longworth's own words,
41 While I could, from one-fourth of an acre, scarcely
raise one bushel of Strawberries, he (Abergust) would
raise 40 bushels. His fruit was much larger than any
Other brought to market, and commanded from

5 cents (1«.) to 37fc cento (Is. 6d.) per quart. 11

secret he kept to himself, and my attention was fir

led to the subject by a casual remark of his son's to

me one day in my garden—that I must get very little

fruit, as my plants were all males. I then in sti-

gated the matter, and soon discovered that there were

what he called male and female plant6—a fact I com-

municated to our market gardeners. The result was

that Strawberries rapidly increased in our market,

until as fine" as Mr. Abergust's were sold at from

3 cents (ljd.) to 10 cents (5d.) per quart"

There can be little doubt that his gardener, Aber-

gust, obtained his knowledge, either directly or in-

directly, from Mr. Keen, who had promulgated the in-

formation he had acquired, some short time previously.

Through Mr. Longworth, Keen's discovery and Aber-

gust's secret was thoroughly ventilated in the United

States, and is now universally know in that part of

America, where Strawberry growing is carried on to an

extent little dreamed of in this country. One indi-

vidual grower (Mr. Culbertson, of Cincinnati) sends to

market sometimes 4000 to 5000 quarts a day, employ-

ing 60 persons to pick them. Numerous cases ar

known of '00 quarts per acre being obtained iu one

season ; and it is held as an indubitable fact, that, by

cultivating hermaphrodites (as we do in England)

instead of pistillates, only from one-tenth to one-third

of a crop can bo obtained.

By far the largest and most delicious Strawberries

in tho world, to our knowledge, are those of Chili ; and

we thiuk plants and seeds from that country might

advantageously be brought and domesticated here.

Certainly the finest Strawberry plant we have ever

seen is that of Mr. John Robertson, of Paisley, which

is known under the name of " The Wizard of the

North " (that is, supposing the authorised coloured

drawing of the plant, in full bearing, to be a true and

faithful representation). Sundry apparently respect-

able and trustworthy persons testify by letter to

having seen it, with 78 fine large fruit at one time

upon a single plant.

Having obtained a good pistillate, one would be apt

to suppose that we had the utmost we could reason-

ably hope for ; but in this we should err very greatly

indeed; for Mr. Charles Peabody, of Columbus, in

Georgia, has clearly demonstrated that it is possible to

obtain a succession of fruit from the same plants for

many months in the year, instead of only one bearing.

This most indefatigable gentleman has in truth

reduced the culture of the Strawberry to a perfect

science. His is no small garden cultivation, but com-
prises many large fields, embracing a very considerable

acreage, and justified by more than 15 years' constant

observation and experience. His plan deserves all pos-

sible attention and respect. He selects some good
pistillate of an ever-bearing variety ; and, to impreg-
nate this, he also chooses a good, ever-bearing herma-
phrodite, planting seven rows of pistillates, then one
row of hermaphrodites and so on throughout the field.

For many years the varieties he employed were the

Hovey's Seedling pistillates, and the Early Scarlet her-

maphrodites, both flowering regularly together, and
both being ever-bearing. Recently he has widely dis-

seminated a seedling of his own, and named after him-
self.

It is believed that all these valuable seedlings have
been originally obtained by judicious crosses with the

hardy, ever-bearing, or monthly, wild Strawberry, such

as the monthly ^Alpine, or others of a similar type.

Certain it is, that not only Mr. Peabody, but numerous
other persons throughout the States, obtain by simple

field culture a continuous bearing of fruit, from early

spring until the winter's frost sets in—a thing alto-

gether unknown in this country, although quite as

practicable here as there.

Mr. Peabody, in his statement, given in the " United
States Agricultural Report," says :

—

k It is now well known throughout the Southern
States that for many years I have cultivated the Straw-

berry extensively, and have had from my beds a

constant succession of fruit six months, and frequently

10 months, in the year. While I am now writing

(Dec. 24) one of my beds (of an acre) is loaded with
ripe fruit, specimens of which I have sent to New
Orleans, Montgomery, Charleston, New York, &c. This
bed has scarcely produced a runner the past season,

the causes of which will be found in my method of

culture. I prefer a sandy soil—that is, a sandy loam
with a good admixture of vegetable matter in which
the plants stand 8 to 10 inches apart. In the fall of
the year I go over the field with sharp hoes, cutting

up all runners, and leaving them on the ground to

decay. Somewhat later, I cover the whole field with

partially decomposed leaves from the woods or swamps;

the rains of winter beat down these leaves; the fruit-

germ finds its way through them, and the first mild

weather of spring ^the blossoms appear. If I desired

to obtain an abundance of leaves and strong runners

all over my beds, I should employ animal manure

;

but as I want fruit, and no runners, I never use animal

manure of any kind—nothing but leaf-mould, and an

occasional sprinkling of wood-ashes. The leaf-mould

keeps the ground cool and moist, and the fruit clean
;

and does not stimulate the roots to make runners.

Whatever runners are made, cut off close ;
keep the

and, I have t reason to believe, as much longer
this system of culture is continued. Strawberries
cultivated are remarkable for their lusciousnesa and
rich aroma. A very continual watering, whilst bearing,

is desirable—as the crop is wonderfully increased,

both in quantity aud quality, thereby.]'

Such is Mr. Peabody 'a mode of raising this delicious

fruit ; aud although we have not the fine climate of

Georgia, and may not expect fruit in an open field in

December, yet we certainly can adopt the course of

treatment that he so clearly points out to us. Our
course, then is to plant the best ever-bearing pistillate,

and hermaphrodite impregnator ; to use no manure

but leaf-mould, or other suitable decayed vegetable

matter, with an occasional sprinkling of wood-ashes;

to keep all runners off; and to water very frequently

during the time of fruiting.

The best descriptions of Strawberry for planting,

generally, in Kngland would be, in our opinion,

"Hovey's Seedling," the "Early Scarlet," "Long-

worth's Prolific, " M'Avoy's Superior," and the " Extra

I ted" (all American varieties, the Prolific, Superior,

and Extra Rod being seedlings from Hove . edling

by one of our best English hermaphrodit ,
if we

could obtain them- in this country ; but unfortuuately

there are none to bo had, unless imported from tho

United States. The English varieties appear to be all

hermaphrodites, from the seed of which famous pistil-

lates may be obtained by any who will take the trouble

to attempt it.

Those particularly celebrated at this moment are

the Oscar (of Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries,

Slough), the Wizard of the North (of Mr. J. Robert-

son, Linside Nursery, Paisley), the Empress Eugenie

(of Mr. Myatt, of Depttord), and two or three well-

known varieties. The Oscar is a particularly fine,

well-flavoured, firm, and large-sized Strawberry ; and

said to be a cross between the British Queen and

Keens' Seedling. The Wizard is said to be between

the Elton Pine and Keens' Seedling, producing a large

handsome berry and an abuudant crop. The Empress
Eugenie has been remarkably large this season, of a

dark blood-red colour, very juicy, rather soft, and with

a very strong perfume, somewhat similar to the Musk
Melon. We believe this is also called the " Crimson

Queen."
We cannot ourselves feel any confidence in an

alleged cross between one hermaphrodite and another,

unless we are perfectly certain that the pollen of the

one was applied to the bud of the other, previous to

its opening ; for almost simultaneously the pollen of

its own stamens is matured, and the least motion

causes it to fall upon the pistils, which they enclose,

and self-impregnation ensues at once. If, however,

the pollen from one .kind be applied to the bud of

the other, just before it opens, the subtle influence

descends to the pistils, and impregnation is effected,

surely and certainly, before the flower has yet opened,

or its own stamens have had time to burst and shed
their pollen. This is the opinion of Mr. Peabody,
verified by some 20 years' experience, and we fully

adopt his views upon this point. As a matter of

course, pistillates being pure females, cannot impreg-

nate themselves ; their artificial impregnation is there-

fore perfectly easy, and the cross resulting is beyond
doubt.

In conclusion we may remark, that (more or less)

all hermaphrodite Strawberry plants appear to become
more and more imperfect as they get older, until, in

some cases, they will not bear a Bingle perfect berry

;

and we believe that even the very best hermaphrodite
(however perfect it may appear when young), will, in

a few years, exhibit this inherent tendency to infertility.

From Simmonds's Technologist.

[What say our great Strawberry growers to these

speculations and statements drawn from the other side

the Atlantic ?]

Home Correspondence.
Thunderstorms.—In an article signed " C." on elec-

tricity in your last (see p. 696), he concludes by saying,

"As we approach nearer north they (storms) are of

still more rare occurrence and of feeble nature till they
entirely disappear, within some 50° of north latitude."

Now what latitude does he mean ? Every schcol-boy

knows that London is in latitude 52° or 38° from the
pole, and 50° ircm the pole would be about the north of

Spain. It may be a misprint, but turn it how you will

it is an incorrect expression. Now with regard to the
fact. I have often seen it stated that thunderstorms
are "unknown within the Arctic circle;" but it is an
error. I have spent three summers in the extreme

north of Norway, in lat. 70* to 71°, and many and
severe were the thunderstorms I have experienced when
camped out on the rivers of Finmark, or as it is

commonly called "Lapland," which is the most

northern district of the globe inhabited by any one

except Esquimaux, and in the same latitude as

" Boothia Felix," near where the relics of poor Franklin

were recently discovered. " Investigator" Carlton Club.

Cucumber Disease.—AMow me to indorse the state-

ment of your Woodbridge Correspondent (see p. 699)

respecting the disease in Cucumbers and Melons. We
have had it here little or much since last July, but so

ground clear of Grass and weeds, and manure with v.rulent has . been tins season that «e have faded to

leafmould. Beds thus formed and cultivated will, to produce a Melon of more than ordinary quality.as the

I my certain knowledge, continue productive for 12 yearg, 1
foliage has been nearly consumed before we could npen

:S
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the crop. I was in hopes that we should have lost the

disease as the winter set in, but it stuck to us right

through our winter Cucumbers, and appeared in a more
aggravated form this season. It is not, as your Corres-

pondent states, confined to Cucumbers and Melons, as

here all the family of Cucumis has been badly attacked;
a large batch of ornamental Gourds is entirely killed by
it. Khubarb and French Beans alike share its ravages.

That there is nothing in the treatment of them to

produce this I feel certain, as they have at all times
been attended with the greatest care, and the young
plants have been entirely killed before leaving the seed
pot, so much so that I have had to get plants from a

distance. The pits here are first-class structures for

Melon growing, and are well heated by hot water. I

may add that I have tried to arrest it by using Gishurst,

sulphur, soda, lime-water, &c, but without any good
effect. I find that a damp atmosphere only aggravates
the evil ; the moisture of a dung-pit rapidly decomposes
the damaged tissue. A gentleman has just written to

me to say that a friend has used the following with
good success, viz. : 2 gallons of coal tar, 7 lbs. of
soda, to 7 gallons of soft water, applied over the foliage

by means of a syringe or water pot. Suffolk has long
been famous for Cucumber growing, and many of the
best sorts have originated in this country, among which
may be named Ipswich Standard and Volunteer ; a
superb brace of the latter was shown at the May show
at Colchester by Mr. Hall, but Cucumbers and Melons
have been but poorly represented at our shows this

season. J. Sheppard, Gr.9 TVoolverstone Park, near
Ipswich.

Cupressv.s Lawsoniana.—The perfect hardiness of

this plant is established beyond doubt, and its rich and
elegant habit will always ensure it a place in the first

collections; but I am anxious to know if it is usual for

small plants of this species to produce cones ? I have
a number of little plants growing in the open grounds,
where they have been exposed without the least pro-
tection during the past severe winter. They are
healthy and growing freely, are about 18 inches to

2 feet high, and covered with cones of a light slate

colour. As I have not observed a similar precocity
among plants of this species during my travels, I shall

feel obliged if some of your correspondents will kindly
say whether or not it is likely the seeds wtfl ripen.
W. Barron, Sketty.

Shanking of Grapes.—What is the reason that my
Muscats of Alexandria shank? The roots are inside,

and the borders are made on flags ; the soil is about
2 feet deep, and consists of nothing but chopped turf,
lime rubbish, and a few half-inch bones, with an
occasional top-dressing of manure. "We have Black
Hamburgh and Trentham B\acks in the same house

;

the last two are doing remarkably well, while some of
the Muscats are going quite black, and what I call
shrivelled at the ends; they are just beginning to bloom.
I hare been examining the border this afternoon, and I
find that it is rather dry ; but I have purposely withheld
moisture on account of the other Grapes colouring. Do
you think that this is the cause of the evil? The
Vines were planted last April twelvemonth, and are now
each carrying four fair-sized bunches. Do you think
that too many, or do you think that it is the partial
dryness at the root which has caused the shanking ?A Young Gardener, Fairfield, Manchester.
Judges at Regent's Park (see p. 698).—It may be

agreeable to Mr. Young and otherg to know thafc the
last election of Judges for Regent's Park took place onMay 4, 1860, at the Bay Tree, St. Swithin's Lane, near
the Bank The exhibitors (140) were invited by
circular. Mr. Young had not then become an exhibitor
at Regent's Park. Robert Marnock.

Pilogyne suavis {see p. 697).—I have cultivated this
pretty little plant for several years; for neatness and
compactness of growth nothing can excel it, and for
covering stems of Standard Roses or for little festoons
it is invaluably The scent too is delicious ; in short it

%rV» /™
W

Jl

lch
*
no Sardener ehould be without.

rr.n.i'., Vheltenham.

Before touchmg the marrow of my object, i> to speak,allow me to say that our worthy Sqaire proposed havin-a flower show in the vi lage. To make everything c™without runmng any risk of libel, you must understand"thatour Squire livesm alarge whit* house at the east end,and has by far the best garden for miles round. He
superintends all himself and claims a right to all bvWows which might come in the way of his so-called
gardener, consequently the lion's share of the prizemoney would be his. Judge for yourself. His manHugh, to whom the name of gardener does not exactly

rifcjlf » i 7 •

PrT'

W,"ch W"s another Pro<>f «»tvile self had got m. However, the thing went on, theE m(
TirM ?l

e
.

d
'
the day Was apposed, and

£wJf?{roott
!

at tIle Aneel was o^poi" f°; the

t«L! !?'
W"ere Sny 0ne mieht Set "hat they

wanted m the course of the day. The little back
parlour was also seenred for the transaction of businpgs
or I should say, for the convenience of a few worthirs

w^Ttfhfafm T0D
»

sight
-
"***°* how m«tte™

ISm». bJ-L t i I™"* a ttTm8 a"e"»on to allpubl c-house shows I sent in a protest against it whichwas looked upon as spite, because the landlord and our

to two oftb
30 Vel7Trl* connected. This gave riseto two or three meetings in the little back parlourwhen it was considered the safest plan to makeme one

of the

would
three judges, especially as Hugh said, " there

be no chance of mistakes on that day." The

tidings of such an event went like wildfire. When

the day came there was such a to do. What with vans,

covered carts, and large baskets one could scarcely get

into the yard. Hugh said it was no use for folks com-

ing fronT a distance—I could see he was in the " gall

of bitterness," ready to say anything to anybody who

would listen to him. After the plants, &c, had all

been set in their proper places, and all the exhibitors

turned out by Mr. Park, master of the ceremony, we,

the honoured three, were admitted. Our instructions

were in the form of a schedule drawn up by the Squire

himself, who knew best how to suit his own purpose;

judge for yourself. As for the plants, as a whole, they

were not to be laughed at. There were three collec-

tions of twelves. The first and second were so very

much like what I saw at poor old Chiswick 22 years

ago that it would be superfluous to say one word about

them; and so might the third be passed over, only

they came from the white house at the east end. In

the middle stood two large plants of Stephanotis flori-

bunda and Allamanda neriifolia, then Hoya carnosa and
Cissus discolor, then again on each side of these stood

Euphorbia splendens, Begonia argyrostigma, Cuphea
strigillosa, Crowea saligna, Aphelexis humilis, Statice

puberula, and on the two ends Gloxinias; all more or

less one-sided, and none of them over-burdened with
flower. Hugh's Roses, cut on the previous evening by
the young ladies and placed in the boxes, were put
into the stove all night to open a few more buds ; but
inadvertently they had been given no water. " What
a pity ! who would have thought it ? " The buds were
not opened, and all the full expanded blooms had
become a mass of loose petals. So far Hugh was right.

There could be no mistake here. Next came his Ver-
benas, all very good, beautifully dressed up in perforated
paper frills. First they were, had the number of trusses

specified not been exceeded ; but through that they
were disqualified, which was a very unfortunate affair

for some people. After having done our duty, large
cards which had been printed for the purpose were laid

down in front of the various objects considered worthy
of them. All being ready and the hour for opening
arrived, Hugh in the capacity of aide-de-camp was
among the first to enter. Nor was it long before his
worship made his appearance, asking to see the judges.
" How is this, gentlemen, you have only given me a
third prize ? " was the first salute. " Why," said I,

rather sharply, "because they are inferior to the plants
to which a second is awarded." " I don't see that ; my
plants were brought out of the houses this morning,
and to be considered inferior to these which may have
bsen hawked about at shows for this last month—why,
the thing is ridiculous." « Come along," said I ; "you
shall iudge for yourself. Now, what do you consider
the best plant in your collection ? " After a little hesi-
tation he pointed to Stephanotis. Then said I, "I will
match it with this Heath (E. Hartnelli). Turn them
round

; which is the best ?" « Well," said he, -
I can.

not say." "Very well, that's a tie; now again, what's
your next ? » « But you do not mean to say that col-
lections of plants are judged individually ? " "To be
sure they are. When two collections appear equally
balanced, and yet a difference must be made, the judges,
if judges they are, will commence with the two best
plants in each collection, weighing them, as it wer
one against the other, giving and taking points as the
case may be (ties go for nothing), then the next two
and so on to the last, when the points are summed up'
and the plants which have gained the highest numb
are said to be first." « Eh, so particular as all that."
Yes, and every jndge ought to be aide to give a

satisfactory reason why he gave this or that prize. For
instance, you have lost the second prize to-day by three
points, or three ties and two against seven, as a iudjre
would say." "Well, just let's see what you have givS.
the other things Oh, dear," said he, when he came to
his Roses. « What has Hugh been about ?" « Hucrh
had nothing to do with them except bring them here-
he brought them - A ' - '

ladies put

r*
r
-" l* iU1 *

"aiu Iie
' aria i suppose

not give them a prize ? - « Certainly not; "thereareno two ways of judging here, no splitting of h a
1™

andthen grappling tor the thicket side, as the yJTmwthave done the other day at the great show intdo"
men rum they have given you nothing for vourbeautiful Verbenas, for all the trouble von \LT I
with them " "Allow me to sav tSWJrf theshow, in this case, have not been prrninlLi,-Sk
sequently they are disqualified."

"^^^This example is not without its parallel ZT
self-seeking is present and those in «2f'Jto^l*

M
their power to secure decisions in th^tvZ 'allflower shows must drop to pieces, as many have donefrom the same cause. An Old Showman

graceful pendulous growth,
above are varieties of Ulmus
eastern part of Hertfordshire

8
and *u

northern parts of Essex are tU e w*tfc
,,

*l
fordshire these Elms are cTf1 ^S !
Elms, sometimes narrow-leaved

\V \ Hertf*2 B
nearly all bear seed most oiT/i .

.^nu .. ?
varieties without end exist in the tTl

ntl
*> » i *

Early in June the seed is blown^T^HlC
-

country, and one is inclined to irw face
<H

district would become an Elm forest 'n^^ *%
for a few years. I mention the t ?

m^2
species (Ulmus glabra), to vary from

n<* *

«

introduce the golden-leaved sort and ^ mer?!

probable origin, which is
undoabt^f ^ °*

Vv ithin a short distance of the atT y fro* *
but nearer to the Burnt Mill

station ^ ^ 4
hedgerow near the house by the sid p

M<^ i
some Elm trees growing, a rowrofflJ!

r

e !'oa^ •
one which for many years has been Miu^^^i
Elm." Like its neighbours it uJry* "Goldei

feet in height, and like them it^Tf»\\v"*
WG?

vigour, but its leaves instead ofW^* *
richest golden yellow, so that it toC *J
monstrous Laburnum in full bloom, one oft
beautiful and remarkable trees ever seen I haw
the tree for 30 years, and for a long time I 2?my neighbours' admiration of it, for Ithoa-
it grew on a dry bank, its leaves turned pre*
yellow in a dry summer. I was, I fear, too \my own conceit," for it gains its rich goldenC
itt foliage is in full vigour. This season it ufe
than ever. I last saw it about the end of Junejl
fully testify to its singular and beautiful app»
It is a pleasant walk from Burnt Mill Station to ft
Parndon Rectory. The tree stands by the rad^

and I hope some of your tree-loving readers fit
a pilgrimage to it. T. K.

Water and Deep Wells.—" Aqua "
will c t

by boring the chalk, but will probably have to;

great depth, and he can, by bricking the weBie

through the sand, keep out the iron-stained

«

Only well sinkers of his neighbourhood can vi
depth he will have to go. J>. If your Conefita

will give the exact locality of his house an anstflj

be given to his question. " The soil is grarel aid

just off the chalk" is too indefinite a descripta I

I have turned my attention to this subject, IMk

happy to give him any information in mypoiaiA

by direct communication or through yoa»W
Clutlerbuck, Long Wittenham, Abingdon,

gocittitti*

ROTAl HOTITTOTJXTTJBJX : July 29.-1$?**

Meeting).—The following Fellows were A»**

occasion, viz. :

—

Mrs. Angell, J. Arm!ta#e, Esq. ; Lord Avelflj,^

Harlow, Cnpt. W. Barron, Mrs. Thos. Bazley, ygg
''

Bennett, Esq. ; T. T. Bernard, Esq., M.P.; » JJEff
Esq., MA . ; LordCamovs, Mrs. Fitzroy CampbelV-j*{

Esq ; J. A. Chowne, Esq. ; G. Cockle, ©q-. *V*
Cooper. Lord Cranstoun, Viscount Curzon, JLJ - y.

Ibq. ; T. DeBille, Esq ; C. Derby, ^-C^fy
G. Drummond, Eaq. ; Biflrht Hon. Sir 0- DunJ* W
de, E«q.; dipt. W. C. Elwes, B. Errmgton,

mterbury, P. W. Flower, Esq.; Misst.-..

the Rev. Charloa Ibbotson, F. U. J oareu, ^ .
-^t

Kinnoull, C. M. Lampoon, Esq. ;.F. P. & *f^*
RodewaW.g;

vinnouu, u. n.. L*arapson, &sq. ,
*. * — —^ g^guti

Capt. W. H. M lyneux, R.N. ; Miss M^vijEffr

BKMP. ; H. E. Surtees,' Esq.; the Hoi

• Mr. Cbariea

6 w uu witn mem except bring them here-
b them out of the stove where the youne
them last night, and forgot to give themMm! said he, "and I suppose vou could

Talbot, J. T. Taylor, Esq
Thompson, Esq. ; the Viseo
Esq. ; and C. Webber, Esq.

Gardeners' and Amateos' Hobti .

Hobart Town : April 2Uk.-n* f*%*
fruiU, flowers, vegetables, &c took

J? ,w

c

Hall, commencing at 2 o'clock. 1W »^^
especially Apples, Pears, Grapes,W^t^f
by members of the Society, exceeded •" *#
tions, in sif variety, and quality.
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~
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of the
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peiauious Kim Nelson. .Tnhn«nn ,« Seedling, ^ul l
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are w remarkable that the late t j 'l>2 ^ *T
" London of the United States," when on JtSr f

'

was n,neh struck with their AJm^",T1 gZ(Plmns americaua) planted in the town, »J ^11. 1
of MMsachnsetts. w hich are all »JSTV*"1." 1 W»

rnished collections m »-•-
hibi^

number of choice pbnts, »''
.

;
„#

s of ne>v fraits called ««pf^->

the society's sDver medal for a very <
ftf

fruits, which was particularly
aam

\ IcWniie<* -

beauty. Among the Apples *<x*
, ^
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-
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g
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plate of Royal Pearmains. Mr. W. Thomas obtained

fat prizes for a dish of Lamb Abbey Pearmains, Golden

Iuwciti (very large); 2d prizes for New Rock Pippins,

Stunner Pippins, and Gooseberry Pippins; in Plums,

Mr. Thomas also gained a 1st prize for Cox's fine late

reck (very large) and a 3d prize for a fine sample ofdried

Plums. Mr. R. Hackbouse, as nsual, was a large contribu-

tor and carried off several prizes:—for Alexanders, 2d

prize; French Crabs, 2nd prize. We also noticed a

sk of very large and heavy Apples (King Pepin) to

which, however, no prize was awarded. TUe same con

ributed an extraordinarily fine sample of Nouvelle

Merveille Pears weighing from 12 to 11 om ces each,

of the soit than have been seen for years, and

which was deservedly awarded a 1st prise. Mr. J.

Osborneexhibited liedfordddre Foundlings which gained

1st prize, Rhode Island Greening, 2d prize, Pomme
de Neige Pears, 2d prize, Hamburgh 1 houee (J rapes

(very fine). 1st prise. The same contributor also

gained several other prizes. In Appl Mr. .1. Oato

obtained 2d prizes for Alfristons end Stone Pippins.

Mr. Hayward for Americans, a large kind, and Hlue

Pcarmafn*, 2d prix**, :u jit s for C * Pendu

PlaU, and Scarlet Pear-mains. To Mr. Chuti rfon ene

awarded a 2d prize for St Pippins, ami 1st prize

for a good sample of dried Plums. A 1st prize was

gained by Mr Hayward for White (1 tad Grapes

grown in "the open air. In the Amateur Class a collec-

tion of Apples sent by W. Giblin, Esq., obtained a 1st

prise, and a dish of Scarlet Pearmains a 2d prize. A
8d prise was awarded to the same gentleman for

Cornish GillinWer sample. Mr. J. Dickinson gained

the Society's medal for an excellent collection of

Apples, and for Ribstone Pippins he obtained a 2d

prise. In the Amateur Class likewise we observed

several prizes awarded to Mr. J. C. Hall, who obtained

s 1st prize for a very large Blenheim I » range, another

1st pnze for French Crabs, a 3d prize for Claygat

Pearmains, and several others. A second prize was

gained by Mr. W. Culf for Stone Pippins. The exhibi-

tion of fruit was well sustained, and it was remarked
by several practical men that there was not in the

history of this colony any thing like the collection

brought together on this occasion. We might notice

that among the choice samples sent from the Royal
Society's Garden were Pomme de Neige, Beachamwi 11,

Claygate Pearmain, Court Pendu Plat, Cockle Pippins,

Golden Harvey, Aromatic Russets, Ac. A \ i lei

of a large Pear grown at Rookwood, Three Hut Poi

cast from a plaster of Paris model by Mrs. bookman,
attracted considerable observation. There was also a
wax model of a collection of fruit by the same lady,
enclosed in a glass case, sent for exhibition only. In
addition to the plants sent from the Society's Garden,
there was a good show of floral contributions, several of
which obtained prises. A coll ion of cut Dahlias sent

by Mr. Chatterton gained a 2d prize, and for cut

flowers, Mr. W. Smith was also awarded a 2d prize.

The vegetable part of the exhibition was attractive. A
2d prize was given to Sir H. E. F. Young for a good
collection of vegetables, and a 1st prize to Mr. J.

Hayward for another collection in which some monster
Carrots and Parsnips were conspicuous. Among some
very large Pumpkins exhibited was one sent by W.
Archer, Esq., weighing 02 lbs., fer which a 1st prize

was awarded. Mr. Chatterton trained a 2d rtrize tor a

was sent by Mr. W. Vince of Sandy Bay, for exhibition

only. The Judges, Messrs. Begg, Abbott, T. Giblin,

and Dehl, were necessarily occupied till a late hour in

examining the contributions, owing to the great number
and variety to be judged. As announced, Hewlin's
band was in attendance and played during the after-

noon. Among the visitors wcr His Excellency Sir H.
Young, Lady Young, Mr. Justice Smith, and a lar^e

number of ladies. A deputation of the Exhibition

Commissioners examined the varieties of fruit in the

afternoon with a view, we presume, to the objects of

the Exhibition. A plate containing specimens of

Gansel's late Bergamot Pear (new), and Triomphe de
Jodoigne, grown by J. Carson, E«q., of Victoria, was
shown by Mr. E. Lipscombe, who received them from
Mr. Carson, who has taken considerable interest in the
collection of fruits for the Victoria Exhibition. The
Exhibition was opened again in the evening, the hall

being brilliantly lighted with gas. In consequence of
the general desire expressed by many visitors, including
Hia Excellency the Governor, the Exhibition will be
continued this day, a deputation from the Committee
having obtained the sanction of his worship the Mayor
for that purpose. Hobart Toum Mercury.

a work of scientit nee. Observe how he deals

with a scrap of natural history :

—

u The willow grouse is a most beautiful bird, of about

the same sise as the red grouse of Scotland. During

the winter months the plumage is of a pure white,

but in summer the head and breast are of a reddish

hazel-brown, while the wings are partly white, and the

rest of the body is interspersed with white feathers

When disturbed it utters a hoarse croaking, similar to,

though much more frog like than, the call of the red

grouse. The mountains, about the limit of the birch

tree, an altitude just at this part of about 2600 feet,

are the resort of this bird, and it is eeldom found much

below the limit of the Fir tree.

* The ptarmigan, on the other hand, frequents

those parts of the mountains which are above the

limit of all shrubs, whence it is called Fj -ryp<

mountain-grouse (Lagopus alpinus), while the \\ illow

grouse is called SXwrype, woodgrouse (Lagopus sub-

alpinus). The food of the latter bird i found to be

Whortleberries, &&i aud the young leaves of the

Mountain Willow. It appears to bo more plentiful

than the ptarmigan, an' from it* frequenting lov

regions, is more easily obtained. In winter the natives

shoot them with rifles, as they lio half-buried in the

There canimt be the least doubt of the N\ iUow-now.

ilottccg of &00&&
In WUd Life on the Fjcld* of Norway (Longmans),

Mr. Wyndham relates what he saw and did during a
visit to the snow-clad mountains of Norway. In
offering his pages to the public the author indulged a
hope that they would afford a more intimate acquaint-
ance with the rural life of the peasantry than is to be
found in other English works on that country. We
think he has fully succeeded. We think more. His
style is so agreeable, his descriptions so graphic, and
hia power of observing correctly so considerable that
he has not only produced an entertaining volume,
but one that claims a permanent place in the library as

grouse and ptarmigan being distinct birds, ror tneir

plumage and habits arc so entirely different; but

whether the red an I Willow grouse be ideutical seems

still scarcely decided. Short thick bill, stouter tarsi,

white wings, and difference of eggs are the chief

points of distinction. For my part, although all the

old birds which came under my notice had only

partially white wings, I should incline to the opinion

of the species being distinct. It might be worth

while, in those parts of Scotland where the red-grou

have suffered much from the disease, to give the

Willow-grouse a trial, as it affords very good sport.*

Let our lovers of grouse shooting bear in mind these

words. The justice of the remark can be ascertained

without the aid of the Acclimatation Society.

The traveller in Norway must be no laggard ; the

country inde< 1 might be recommended to volunteers

in search of training for next campaign :—
" Nothing is more striking than the feeling, con-

stantly impressed upon one while travelling over the

fjelds of Norway, of the necessity of always pushing

onwards lest the quarters for the night should not be

reached before dark. Soon therefore the packs were

replaced on the ponies, and our caravan once more

continued its course. The coldest and most dreary

part of tho fjeld seemed now to have been reached,

for the patches of snow were of greater extent and

much more frequent than they had hitherto been, and

sometimes we even crossed large streams over bridges

of snow.
" It was about an hour after our fresh start that the

scene of most unrivalled beauty and savage grandeur

burst upon us. Solitude and silence reigned supreme :

the latter broken only by the roar of a mountain
torrent, foaming and tossing as it rushed headlong

down from its icy birth-place, at one time leaping over

masses of ice, at another losing itself to sight as it

plunged beneath a wide mass of snow—only emerging

to renew its angry and turbulent course.

" Immediately before us, still partially covered with

the winter's ice, and bounded on the southern side by
frowning cliffs of snow, the milky waters of a glacier-

fed tarn reposed in calm stillness. Beyond this, again,

the huge Smorstab Breeen (glacier), stretching far and
wide in either direction, rose abruptly almost out of

tho waters of the lake. Then sloping upwards it

reached at last the dark rocks, jutting up from out of

the ice, and forming a row of huge fantastic peaks
which towered to the height of at least 7000 English

feet above the sea. On our right lay a line of mighty
rocks, covered with extensive fields of ice dipping

almost into the lake, while to the left the undulating

tract of moss-clad rocks extended far and wide.
" Such a scene we would willingly have gazed upon

at our leisure, but again we were forced to hurry on si

the nearest habitation was yet distant. Onwards,
therefore, and still onwards, we toiled over rocks and
tracts of snow. Some of these were of considerable

depth, not less than 20 feet; but as they were all

apparently drifts they gave but little idea of what the
uniform depth of snow might have been. Our
caravan of four men, three ponies, a foal which followed
its dam, and Shot, presented a most picturesque
appearance as it wended its way in single file over the

snow. The old man with the umbrella, though he
spoke but little, was very energetic on the march, and
boldly pushed forward as pilot whenever it was doubted

whether the snow were perfectly safe."

How provisions are to be had in this wild kingdom,

and what they cost may be learned from the following

scrap :
—"So having nothing to press us we sat down to a

quiet breakfast of trout, and afterwards held a con-

sultation as to the means of obtaining a fresh supply

of bread, coffee, sugar, and candles.
" A village called Bjolstad, in Hedal, about five-am

thirty English miles to the north-east, was the nearest

place from which these articles could be procured.

| First we applied to the old fisherman at the hu but

he making a most unreasonable demand, his services

!

were at once refused. But by good luck there hap-

pened by chance to be a man here from this very

village of Bjolatad, and having apparently no occupa-

>n he readily consented to undertake the expedition.

Having told him that we should pro e the paek-

ponv, we required of him to Btate his own price. One
dollar {it. 6rf) was the reply, and with this offer we
immediately closed ;

it being very reasonable, con-

sidering that the whole distance there aud back was no

less than 70 miles, which could not be accomplished

under three days."

In conclusion Mr. "Wyndham gives his readers

ample and minute advice as to how they should equip

themselves and what they should do, thus rendering

his volume indispensable to a Norwegian traveller.

Let us further add that it is abundantly illustrated

with chromoliths of scenery, woodcuts, aud maps.

TJie Revelation : wifJi a short, plain, continuous expo-

sition. By S. Smith, Vicar of Lois Weedon. 8vo,

Kidgway. Pp. 109.

In this volume our great agriculturist appears int

now character. The si le is laid aside
;
Wheat and

Man • in their storehouse? : the round frock is

e*< I for tho cassock, and wo are now presented

with a specimen of the spiritual husbandry of Lots

WYe Inn. Tl». athor'fl field is no longer the glebe of

the vicar.»:r<\ but the Book of Ih-velation, to tho study

of which Mr. Smith has for many years applied his

learned leisure. His purpose is to make plain that

lioh is beyond ordinary comprehension, and to show

that so Ear as time baa run events have been consistent

with the revelations to tho Saint in Patmos. It is not

for us to criticise such a work ; our duty terminates in

mentioning its appearance, and giving an example of

the manner in which the Reverend author has executed

his difficult task. "We Fclect a fe* sentences in

Chapter III., corresponding to verses 6, &c, of

Chapter VIII. of the original :—
"And the seven angels prepared themselves to

sound; and the judgments which followed at the

blast of the four first trumpets, were the irruptions,

one after another, of vast destructive barbarian armies

from the north, upon the western empire of Rome.

"2. And the first sounded. And there burst in

upon the Empire the Gothic hordes : and their symbol

was—hail and fire mingled with blood. And they

were cast upon the earth, and tho third part of the

earth was burnt up, and the third part of the trees was

burnt up, and all green Grass was burnt up.

"8. And the second angel sounded. And the

symbols of destruction which followed represented

the Vandal?, and their ravages by Bea, and on the sea-

coast of the empire. As it were a great mountain

burning with fire was cast into the sea, and the third

part of the sea became blood, and the third part of the

creatures that were in the sea, which had life, died

;

and the third part of the ships was destroyed.
" 4. And the third angel sounded. And there fell

from heaven a great star, burning as it were a lamp ;

and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon
the fountains of waters ; and the name of the star is •

called Wormwood. It was the fiery leader of the

Huns, who came burning and destroying along the

course of the great rivers, westward. And the third

part of the waters became wormwoed, and many men
died of the waters, because they were made bitter."

Our readers will see from this in what manner the

obscure passages in the original are elucidated by
interweaving in the text what our learned friend con-

ceives to be their full meaning.

Messrs. Longmans have published in a thin 8vo

volume a reprint of a popular treatise on Comets by
Arago, translated by Admiral Smyth and Professor

Grant. Such names are the best guarantee of the

fidelity of the work. The editors notice the great

comet of the present year, in the following words :

—

" One of the most splendid comets of modern times.

It appeared suddenly in the northern sky on the

evening of June 30, 1 861. The head was considerably

brighter than a star of the first magnitude. The tail,

ven when viewed in the strong twilight, measured 70*

in length. The elements have been computed by Mr.

Hind. The distance of the comet from the earth on
the evening of the 30th June amounted to about

1 3 millions of miles. It is now receding from both

the sun and the earth. The elements inserted above

must of course be regarded as only a first approxima-

tion to the true orbit. The comet has exhibited

physical changes similar to those which characterised

the great comet of 1 3. It will probably continue

visible for some time. It is not identical with the great

comet of 1556, or any other recorded comet."

Thf Technologist (Kent & Co. >. vol 1, is a useful

collection of reports and essays upon the application of

science to arts and manufactures. The practical

erience of Mr. Simmonds has rendered him an

excellent editor, and hia work, which appears in

monthly parts, will be found a convenient guide to those

interested in commercial products. The fir^t volume,

now just completed, contains articles on drugs, paper,

textile materials, manures, perfumes, spices, quicksilver,

ivory, silkworms, and a great variety of other matters,

among which is a paper on the Strawberry by Mr.

Leonard Wray, which we reproduce in another column

for the sake of those who adopt the unisexual ideas of

Mr. Longworth on which Mr. Wray s paper is founded.

A fifteenth edition of Black's Picturesque Tourist in

Scotland (A. Black & Co., Edinburgh) shows conclu-
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sively how uiucti such a work is wanted. It now forms
a stout volume of 635 pages, with a capital set of
indexes, many maps, and plans of towns, and a pro
fusion of views engraved on steel or wood. Most of
the latter are charming specimens of art. In the
present edition is embodied much information com-
municated by tourists who, having used the work,
appreciate its excellences and desire to remove the little

defects of former editions.

Garden Memoranda.
Dalkeith Park, the Seat of his Geace the

Duke of Btjccletjch:.—A good many new houses have
recently been erected here, chiefly for the growth of
fruit, in which, as well as in plants, a decided improve-
ment is observable. Muscat Grapes are very fine,

one of the largest bunches weighing about 5 lbs. One
large Vinery recently got up measures 110 feet in

length, and contains a fine crop. This house is

intended to supply Grapes after Christmas. The sorts
consist of two- thirds Lady Downe's Seedling and one-
third West's St. Peter's. Early Peaches, which are
over, have been a heavy crop. There is here a Peach
wall 210 feet long and 11 feet high, protected with glass

;

the trees are young, healthy, and producing a moderate
crop, the glass having been recently put up. When this
Louse, however (for so it must be called), gets into full

bearing, it will produce a large supply of Peaches and
•Nectarines. There is an Apricot wall the same length,
also covered with glass. In Pineries were some very
fine fruit, weighing from 7 lbs. to 8 lbs. ; the plants are
18 months old, and grown in 12-inch pots, a wonderful
improvement on the system generally adopted 18 or 20
years ago.

In the greenhouse department Geraniums had been
very fine, but they were almost over. Fuchsias,
Balsams, &c, were in beautiful condition. A house
has been recently fitted up for Heaths, of which
Mr. Thomson has a fine lot of large plants and a great
many young ones coining on. The winter and spring
flowering varieties are largely grown, as the family is

generally at Dalkeith about that season, and flowers
are then in demand.

In stoves is a well-grown collection of Caladiums,
Begonias, and other plants; some of the new Achi-
menes were in full flower and most be intifol. Victoria
Regia had three blooms on it, but unfortunately they
were not sufficiently developed for minute inspection.
The first bloom opened on the 2d of July, and Mr.
Thomson stated that there had been one bloom every
second day since.

In the bedding-out department only 10 or 12 distinct
colours are employed. Lobelia speciosa is a great
favourite, and comes true from seed, which is always,

carelully to watering, giving weak liquid manure to all

plants in free growth that are likely to be benefited by

it. Such stove plants as may have been removed

to this house while in bloom should be placed in

heat again as soon as their beauty is over, in order

to permit the young wood to get ripened.

Plants that require repotting should be kept in doors

after shifting until the roots get hold of the fresh soil.

Attend well to young stock, which will now be growing

freely ; keep the shoots nicely regulated, and shaped as

may be necessary, to secure well-formed specimens, and

use every care to afford these a moist atmosphere,

sprinkling them overhead early on the afternoons of

bright days, and reducing the air. Spare room, if any,

may be occupied with Fuchsias and soft-wooded plants.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineeies.—Continue to give air liberally to young

stock in order to secure strong stocky growth. The plants
should not, however, be exposed to draughts, for these
would not serve the end in view ; a moderate circulation
should however be secured at night, giving no more
during the day than may be necessary to prevent the
temperature getting too high. This, with careful
attention to the state of the roots, keeping the bottom
heat regular, the soil in a nice healthy state as to mois-
ture, and giving a liberal supply of inanura water to
such as are well rooted, will be found much more con-
ducive to growth than exposing the plants too freely,
which would probably check and throw them into fruit
prematurely. Use every means to afford plants swelling
their fruit a thoroughly moist atmosphere, sprinkling
passages, &c, frequently, and shutting up early, giving
a gentleflewing with the syringe, and saturating the
atmosphere by sprinkling every available surface; also
give plenty of clear strong manure water at the root
until the fruit begins to change colour, when the soil

should be kept rather dry, which will improve the
flavour.

Vineries.—Maintain a moist growing heat in late
houses; give a little fire-heat, especially to late Muscats.
If mildew make its appearance dust sulphur on the
fruit and leaves, and keep the house a little warmer
than usual; it may be easily washed off again with the
syringe after the mildew has disappeared, or try Bell's
Composition mentioned last week. Keep the houses
containing ripe Grapes well aired, and free from mois-
ture. Cut out all decayed or unhealthy berries.
Remove the sashes as soon as the crop is cleared, if the
wood is ripe and the leaves beginning to decay. Vines
in pots should be watered often with strong liquid
manure ; those intended for fruiting next season should
be stopped as soon as they are the desired length ; cut
out the lateral shoots when the wood begins to ripen.
Attend to former directions as to thinning the fruit iu
houses intended to furnish a late supply, and see that
the bunches are severely thinned, and also that the crop
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July 26— Boisterous ; thunder, lifchtnin^ and hearr rim; ic— 27- line ; low heavy clouds and showers, withkwc©

— 58—Fine throughout ; cold at night— 29— Fine; very fin* 1

; warm at ni^ht— 30— Boisterous ; some low dusky clouds; iligltfljivK— 31—Fine throughout ; rain at niicht.

Aug. 1— Fine; very fin*', cold at night.

Mean temperature or the week 3J deg. below the nop.

RECORD OF THB WEATHER AT CHISWICI
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Centaurea ragusina, are the principal plants gr^wn.
One single specimen of Centaurea was planted in the
centre of wcli of the Lobelia plots, and produced a soft
and pleasing contrast with the Lobelia and Lady
Victoria Scott Verbena. The latter is a seedling raited
bj Mr. Thomson from Miss Trotter, but has a greatadvantage over its parent in being a far freer growm*
variety and of a finer colour. It was a complete
sheet of blossom and seemed to stand the rain well; and
keeps good till the end of the season-oot of 40,000
plants bedded out, 6000 are Lady Victoria Scott. J. A,

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
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every possible attention to the roots, keeping the border
in a healthy state as to moisture. Give abundance of
air where the fruit is colouring.
Chbrbihs.—Remove the trees to a shady situation

aid keep them syrin d and watered; the pots should
be plunged, or the plants taken out and planted in a
northern aspect.

Peaches and Nectarines.—As soon as the crop is
gathered the trees should bo looked over, and all age-
less shoots, such as are not required for next season
should be cut away. Well wash the trees, and water*
the borders if very dry. If the wood is well ripened,
and the weather is warm, the sashes may be removed.
Expose crops ripening as much as possible to sun and
admit plenty of air, to give colour and flavour to the
rriut. Late houses, where the fruit is swelling, should
have an increased day temperature, with plenty of
moisture. Thin and tie in the shoots in the last house.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Trimming, staking, and pegging down must be well

followed up where neatness and order are observed.
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LA WES' S MANURES
The Manure* murafvrtnred by J. B. Laws for tl

prtMt setmi of 1861 are now ready for delivery at li

Factories, at the followingr prices :— _...
LAWHHPB P NT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE

SUPERPH' HATE OF LIME £o
LAWWS SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from

BURST BONE on MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5

LAWMTB BARLEY, GR. . and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or throug

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, I

prices mrjing according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guan* direct from Messrs. Gibbs ;
Mtrai

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address Johh Benset Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, Londc

Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

5

1MUNARD, LACK, and CO.'S OONCEN I RATED
> 8UPERPHOSPHA1 OF LIVE; guaranteed to contain

Pbosphcn id soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tnba*

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCE KvTED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

o/ tSwManurea Dr. Voelcker aay§ :—" These results must
l»very gratifying to you, and are the beat proof of the very

high sgrkulturaT and commercial value wl.ieh characterises

but uu ii ustmad sops-
Detailed analTses, with « of the late and present

Chemists to the IL.yal Agricultural 8o« y. v. *tira

Pru-es, A« . may bo had on aj.| licatiin to Bi rnard,

A Co.. Button Road. Plymouth.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established 1840.)

Are now prepared to sen 1 out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of beat quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, akd BONE MANURE ron
PASTURES.

CO IM RATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN* avh ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DR ING.
MANG«»LD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely

-from Bones.

The London Manure Company al«o supply PERUVIAN
Gl'AJfOl i rect from Messrs. A. Gibbs k Sons), NITRATE of
80DA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

lift, Fenchurch 8treet» EC. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

E N R Y J. MORTON AKD C O.,

2, Basinghall Bull lings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern

xtor Cottage TL uses, Ac, to contain 50 gallon*. 26*. ; 80 gallons,

31*. each ; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping
he water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sixes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, S0#.

and 31*. W. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from 10<t per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35*. Od. each.

ParkeV Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KKY,9.ri. wsratc .. E.C., Tendon,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FTRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
eeveral others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the 8ociety
at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Burgers A Key, 95, Newgate Street, EC,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
Full particulars sent on application.

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS and KKY, 95, Newgraf 3treet, E.C.
Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

'Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with BuBOEse & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42?. 10*.
Testimonial*.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials In favour
of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :—

from Mr. Josh Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carhe, Dimland
Cattle, Glamorgan.

" I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.
Burgess & Key's Reaper in my master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate.
DTiring the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
iees than 1,000 seres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first bad with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his
tenant,Mr. D. Thomas, of Llamwst, and is in excellent order."

MCCORMICK'S REAPER for nual Delivery. Price 251.

ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize
given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price SOL

COMBINED REAPER a>d MOWER-Two-Horse Machine.
Price 3iL

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for
Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

'Station.

Agricultural Implements of Established Repnl_ „RICHARD BARRETT and SON
I,ei«ton Works. Suffolk,

aersevere in Riving their most earnest attention to the manufac-
ture of their well-known Farm Machinery, having had 4<> irs'
practical experience of the requirements of the English Farmer
aided by every appliance that can be made use of for
rendering it thoroughly practical, simple in construction
efficient in use, and moderate in cost ; and it is with the fullest
eonfidence in beintr able to give entire satisfaction that
R. G. £ So* earnestly solicit the combined patronage of their
numerous friends and agriculturists gen illy

The Recent Leeds Meeting: —a full detailed statement of
the cause of R. G. t Son being absent from the above meeting
will be sent postage free to ;.ny address on applicationV Reference is permitted to parties Using R. G. & Son's
Improved Ma- hinery in most parts of Great Britain.

Estimates, Plans, Drawings, and Catalogues sent postaee
free any address. 6

RiCHARi rp.ett t Son, Manufacturers and Inventors of
-it-da*. Agricultural Machinery, Leiston Works. Suffolk.

Prize Liquid Mannre Distributor.

TAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MAMUKhuwim.
rj BUTORor WATER-CART, Wjuwatod not to^chokc up<nr

w ise get out of order. 1 1
is^n*]%^« \* l^n

Crops, or Pasture Land, or for Watering btrects ,
has been

awarded NINE FI1 'RIZ1
, . ..,.,, . thm

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be oJ'taincd of the

Patentee, Isaac James, i « n Works i heltenham.

N.B.- Improved LIQUID M PUMPS* cither fixed

or portable. _
JTYLOK and SONS'

• PATENT IRON PUMP
with revendblo handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot Houses,

&c. Price 2b». 6 /. each.

IRON YARD
AND

GARDEN PUMPS
3 feet 6 inches under spout

2\ 3 3$ inch
43*. 53*. 60*. each.

J. Tyi.ou and BOHB mrmu-
cture PUMPS for DEEP

W 1 I LS which do not require

any fixing below the level of

the ground.

rUMPSofJ.Tvlor ft Sons
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Ttlor &, 80N8, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane.
Newgate Street. London, E.C.

P ATE NT SPADES and SHOVELS,
HAY, MANURE, and DIGGING FORKS,

Made from one solid piece of cast-steel, without welding or
rivetth Warranted to wear out t least three of the
ordinary ones, and to work sharp and bright to the last.

8. &. J. received the Special Prize for these articles at the
Royal Society's Show at Canterbury last year, and First Class
Medals and Prizes at every other Exhibition at which they
have been shown.

Invented, Patented, and Manufactured by Spkar <fc Jackson
Etna Works. Sheffield.

JOHN POWLBR,Jun., 28. ComVill. Lndon. I .—
Pull particulars of FOWLEH PaTI \M PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the aV>ve a
^Catalogues containing Prices and Testim at post free.

V-1 AAA "Pon the WOOLS ION SYSTEM u^fait
<U^ 1 w V r\J any other system of Steam Cult ion.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Shitu,
Wo, .lston, Bletcfaley Station.

Wind Power.

TR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Soathwtrk, S.E

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent Wind Engines

for Pumping, Grinding. Chaffcutting, Pulping, &c.

Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by
enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may bo inspected on the premises daily.

Steam Threshing.

FOR SALE, a Portable Combined THRESHING
and WINNOWING MACHINE (without Engine), by

Barrett. Exall, and And re wee.

The above is nearly new, and well adapted either for a Port-

able Machine or Bain F are. Thrushes clean, and will take

in long st 1 n u .. . a
Apply to CHAHUC8 Pascall. Engineer. nth Norwood. S.

WRIGHT'S STACK PRESERVER.-The freqnent
loss occasioned through the spontaneous combustion of

Hay, Barley, Ac, render this unfailing Preserver of the
greatest importance to every Agriculturist. It is so simple in
its construction and use that it cannot be injured by V.
commonest labourer, and if used before ignition, is infallible
in its results.

When first it is suspected that the rick is too much heated, a
chimney should be made in the part of the rick where it is
most needed, and loss or deterioration even ia colour will
infallibly be prevented, and the destructive practice of cutting
away a large part of the rick rendered needless. A circular
aperture ia quickly made by boring with the machine as low
in the rick as may be required, adding each length as is found
necessary. It is easier to work the handle backwards and
forwards than continually round the same way.

It should be borne in mind that the loss occasioned by stacks
destroyed by overheating cannot be recovered from any Fire
Office.

The price is so low and the seenrity it offers is so certain and
important, as to recommend the possession of it to every
farmer. Price in Case, with Lock and Joints, 21. 5s.

It has been used in the neighbourhood of the Mauu facturer
for more than 40 yenrs with unfailing success.
Orders accompanied with a Post-office Order for 21. 5*., pay-

able to Jobn* Wright, Ironmonger, Chipping Ongar, will be
executed on receipt.

a«

T

Farm Buildings.

LOANS may be o^ tain«d under the General Land
hr: linage iprnvemcnt Cor 's Act for the full

noun! quired by the Own » of settled 1 tatea. Incumbents,

_ , u .

., B< m. - 1 iorporate, tc., for the erection ol Farm Mouses,

Farm Buildings, and Labourers1 Ootta id> -nod i»y their

own Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners,

The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any
term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 81 years.

No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or lfortgagi no legal exjKsnses are incurred.

The Company furnish designs of every d ription, and
undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

tl execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to Wiii.iam Clifford, the

iry, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament

•tre'-t, London. S.W^

rilHE LAaNDS IMPKOVtiMKXr COMPANY.—
1 Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old PaUUM Y.ird, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, TBI Cleroy, Estate Aokxts, Surveyors, &c.
in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg Icavo to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 18 f

>9, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Companv now advance money, unlimited in

amount for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery f«-r Drainage or Irrigation*

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.

8. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purp ^.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public oi general works of drainage or other improvements,
lay borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved-
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

» the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S. W.

MANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

PatroTii—The Right Hon. the Earl of Derby. K.G. ; and
Lord Eoerton of Tatton.

Presidentfor the Year—Francis D. P. Astley, Esq.

The ANNUAL -HOW of HORNED CATTLE, HORSES,
SHEEP, PIGS, POULTRY. DOGS, CHEESE, BUTTER,
EEHS, ROOTS, FRUIT, IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY, and
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES will take place at Ashton-
under-Lyne on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September
11 and i*.

Premiums amounting to upwards of llOOi (including consider-
able Special Prizes) will be competed for on this occasion.

Entries Close on August 14.

Prize Lists and Forms of Entry may be had by applying to
Messrs. W. Marshall and S. H. Hyde, Honorary Secretaries
to the Local Committee, Ashton-under-Lyne; Mr. W. G. Moork,
Agent, 2a, Half-Moon Street, St. Ann f

s Square, Manchester;
or from T. B. Ryder, Secretary.

2, Elliot Street, Clayton Square, Liverpool.—August 3.

£lie Agricultural <Sa*ette*
SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Tri»D*i,
W
T
F

(IIIDAT, Auk. fi)

FiPMiintT, — 7'GpniTal
hi as dat, — Ml Societ
HiD4r, — yj

Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society of IreiauJ at Belfast.

A large portion of our present impression is

enpied with reports of the present appeirance of

the crops in various parts of the country. We
shall probably on this day fortnight give our usual

annual tabular report from some hundreds of

correspondents in all our English counties and

most of the Scottish, Welsh, and Irish counties,

when the character of the harvest will have been

more deoidedly declared. Hut in the meantime

the opinion already formed of it in the chief corn

growing districts is worth knowing, and we make
no apology, therefore, for filling so many columns
with these reports. They are upon the whole
favourable ; the weather has latterly been wetter
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ughing (whatever that may mean), and for
essay on the relative advantages of fixed and
veabie steam-engines, and " single and double "

than in most districts has been desired, but no harm
has yet been done, and the sunshine of the last few
days has been of immense service to the country.
Both grain and green crops have benefited, and
though the evils of an imperfect plant in the case
both of Wheat and Mangel Wurzel cannot be
remedied, yet in all probability the ultimate yield
per acre will be greater than was at one time
expected.

_
The principal misfortune of the year,

so far as is yet known, is the general prevalence
and virulence of the Potato disease.

The list of subjects on which the Journal Com-
mittee of the Eoyal Agricultural Society seek for
information has just been published. So meagre
a programme has never befoie been issued. Fifty

'

pounds for another county report—this time of
Staffordshire ; twenty pounds apiece for an essay
on trenching, subsoil ploughing or "double
ploughing " (whatever that may mean), and for
an essay ^^ * ,w* ~*i-»*«—* ~j *• -* *-» —..-% *

moveabl
threshing machines (whatever they mav be), and
10Z. apiece for " Improvements in Haymaking,"
and lor " miscellaneous "(?) complete the list of
offers and directions; and " further suggestions
are invited from members of Council and of the
Society."

The whole affair is a confession of inability
and failure. Compare it with the lists issued
by Mr. Pusey 10 or 15 years ago, when a sum
varying from 200/. to 400/. was annually offered
for essays on 15 or 20 subjects, and hardly ever
failed to call forth information for which the prizes
were awarded. The contrast is complete. A few
petty subjects are now named for discussion : very
paltry prizes are offered for competition ; and we
repeatedly hear it announced that none of the
essays in this and the other class deserve
publication.

The " suggestion" we have to offer is that a
more liberal scale of premiums be adopted, and
that the topics to which attention is directed
be selected more for their accordance with current
agricultural progress and interest. Reaping
by machinery—ploughing and cultivation by
steam power—the influence of the premium system

2L5" ^TSt
;
C
l
as

? Ceding stock—the relative
merits of certain breeds of sheep—the historv and
performances of particular families in the Short-horn breed of cattle-on all of these and manyother topics there is an immense deal of indefinite
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artlCUl^ estimate

> impression, and in-
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or on "doubli and
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1Dg machlnes^ and -haymaking"
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s^ttai
PrdS wiIlbe^eQ fe the bestauu most detailed account of steam mHivatiorj

t,
its expenses and results,

CUltl"

1U,000 acres.

2. Fifty pounds will be

over not less than

S"l„r essa3 done by machinery and bv

Sd TXtf .
certaln^L

« ^equate reward be

of one man ,n one thousand who mayread it We

gedutely influential on farm practice over large

variable. Mangels, Swedes, and Turnips are a go od plat

and promise well. The hay making has been an expensive

aff iir, but where it has not been too much human it will

come out a very useful article. John Adnams. Al&bourne,

Hungerford, July 20 —I send you my opinion of the present

crops. Wheat, a fair average, although the ears are defective

by red gum ; reaping general, August 5. Barley, average,

symptoms of premature ripeness. Oats, average. Beans,
blighted. Peas, very large crop. Vetches, well podded.
Mangels, a poor crop. Swedes and Turnips, unusually
good. Hay, Sainfoin, a failure. Clover, <fec., average.
Meadow (dry), average. Meadow (watered), heavy. Very
little of the above made well, and but little spoilt. Thomas
Chandler.

Cambridgeshire: Chatteris, July 30.—Wheat: generally a thin
plant, but greatly improved since breaking into the ear.
Where a full crop very much laid by the heavy and oft-

repeated storms, but still ripening bright and kind in most
instances. Standing crops are short in the straw, have a
thick good ear, and are kind and promise to bo of good
quality. There is scarcely plant enough upon the ground to
yield an average produce of grain, unless it prove an almost
unprecedented season for quantity. Wheats on the early
lands will be fit to reap about the beginning of next week
should the weather continue dry and favourable. Oats,
generally a ffood crop, but in some instances injured by
wireworm; Poiands now being cut; not long in straw, but
good in quality. Beans, various; some too thin a plant,
others much too thick. Where too thick not so well podded
but where modera ely planted full of corn. Slightly injured
y y '

e „
Pe '

ls
»
a food cr°P- The early varieties now being

cut; full of pods and promising to yield well. Potatoes:
plenty of top to them, but unmistakeable signs of disease
and, we fear, in a virulent form. Mangels g ring on well •

plant thm in many instances. Coleseed, very much injuredby storms at the time of sowing ; many acres re-sown.Hay crop of seeds very heavy and mostly well secured.
Meadow-land hay an average crop and all in. Grass-keepinjr
superabundant

; especially Clover eddishes. Barlev verv
little grown. The few fields about are a full crop, and laida good deal. A. S. R.

y'

Cheshire
: : Tarvin, JuJy 30—The Wheat crops present anunusually varied aspect according to the time of sowing

the quality of the soil and its state of cultivation ; much
of the ear y sown autumnal Wheat promises to be a j?oodcrop but the late sown is generally very, thin on the groundand full of weed ; the same remarks will also apply to thespring sown that sown about the end of January andbeginning of February being decidedly better than the late,which was affected by the dry weather. The crops however

Sail fff
7uf

PCawf and
.
stand wel1

! * is thereforeprobable that although thm on the ground, the yield will begood according to the bulk and will not prove much belowan average. Barley is promising but laid a good deal on thebest soils, we may however calculate upon a lair average •

and the same will apply to Oats excepting on the vervTtiff

Ute hav ™°S

hV
he CrCP

S,Mt Pr0v̂ ™y defective.' The
«S*h 7

u
™P u

ave ^ceeded our expectations, but theweather having been showery, much of it is discoloured andof course injured to a certain extent ; pastures where iu xroodheart are full of Grass. The Mange! crop is a verjMmpeffTctone generally, partly owing to the very dry weather afterplanting but chiefly to the* want of good sLd which th£
dom°
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lS t0 obtain goodie*!ana put it in whilst there was moisture in the lind are
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Derbyshire: fdridgthay, Wirkworth
i yi/v 5) i! ! *.

state of thecrops SSL dlttrtotZn^Z'^^T^ /
h
?

K^n^.y^^n^^^
Grass seeds appear to have ^oTrf wellI I

th ° UyQ™
very few exception, are defK hi rin^l

th
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Cr°pS W

-

ith

two or three exceptions a deeded failure ^ rnlT
^ th

much to straw, cannot ripen for win nf.™
™n

}
ngrery

Turnips: thes?"roPs are ffing g^TralVfwVn^™C0 "

not heard of the usual ^^TLbS^tK^li^tt 1 h?lV0

sown Turnips got a favourable .faS? i«/Ppef.
rai

!

C0
;

Fav17
aoil, form a coVer-on th^ «i^«iS?' a I»rt»cularly in dry
Those that ^ereU^r.LTZ'mS, "J"" ^nron^

iatureandthe want of iJL«i
nng

L
frwn QXOtm of

rain having fallen ZmLtaLn*r£!u
e y™e*thtr for clo«ning,

The Pou5 crop £ Tnlul\\l Zw ° *** 9ix l w~k"
display of bloaeom,ChA veHrrV.T\ UU » rich
npeness at which the diJJaS? so Ln7, M at lh ,ta&° of
hay crop ia above an averaS but it hZ V± 7 preVaUs T"
and injured by the weather' ami iVw^ «»«« bleached
the present state of the wo^w ,

JOtJ^ 8?eured. Pr

although much rain has falW^'Ic5
trodden like last year. We sh m v* ***** ~
Oats either the end of thbVe \^ff^Z^corn is (as we term it) scrawled and^^ofiJSin cutting, but not much beaten a?

twisH can?
Stiles Rich.

^lQn down
close to ?*Kilkknnv: New Ross, July 30 —Th

suffered much in the early sprinir f~ cr
°I» in fu

arc suffering now quite as^Sffe ^drj^>
Present appearances are r^Wheat f?

the ^c2£?*
Barley, average. Oats, poor and hLhm; *<**?* *
but the blight is deve/ping^^. gg^wet. Mangels a missed crop. Turn,I y fast o»S?J*
sun. Hay light and greatl/damS^ «*???

Lincolnshire: Feterborouah. t»u*£' 5«w»bV,: ^

straw is strong and the ear fine : ^IaTy m appeamS1

quite an average crop. We had £&* *££%}
rain last week, so that the feuf^m

fi iea^lj'
are yet out of danger from blight T(

d°m coiS1

the wet. Barley will, we think, i «?
r
^*^Sj5ft

ripening gradually with a full 4r£*?** cmS
more than an average. BeansW ;^ Wd &r ^ '^
not affected by the fly will be a fair mn

P7d
> «b»2

ieooardv from the catchincr w«,*i,.. tl "eas?-
toin

week in August. J. W. 1)Z* P^^tta""sJuly 31.-Our Wheat crop is not far5LS —
decided opinion upon, so much deSS^3
during the next fortnight ; t^^SS^week has commenced more favourably htl*!

7**
of a district the term "fen" doe7nol\f^express the character of the soil it is anK S
locality. We have clay, silty, andVeaKf *

called fen. The Wheat'crop £ aTth^t^Si
soils was so much damaged by frost duiSJJS&although it has recjvered more than wm expS

?? w
n
ifi f

W1" n
Ut

-

Mp aJe7 light cr°P" OnSfi
it will if well ripened, be a good average cTlpresent appearance, of good quality. Oate a fcf£crop, and will be ready to cut about the 12th rfSBeans, not many grown, only moderate. " PotoSmuch diseased. Mangels generally not well d|»
extra breadth sown, and with hot weather mari,'average quantity. Coleseed suffering from wetssdLward

;
nay a full crop, but very much damairei Uii>*Norfolk : Denver, July 27.-The crops up to the last*.

have been looking very promising, but now tberaii
anything but favourable ; heavy thunderstorms Inn*
them down very much, and if we do not getM
weather to ripen the corn, I am afraid the milder*
likely to make its appearance, and of course it wiUu
bad effect upon the Barley and Oats, <fcc. Peu,^k
we have, are promising; and as to Beans we have n*.
any, the seed being so defective they have most ofthezis

ploughed up and put in with Oats, &c. Wheat fcfc

and Oats, if not injured by weather between i

s

harvest, will be a fair average crop. Peas good. k$
(various) want dry warm weather. Una*

very promising; a beautiful plant, but nowm tpi

warm weather. Hay a fine crop, but wry little ptw-

and a great deal out in the field at present. Rteesis

been looking well op to this, but are now bepnifj*'

symptoms of the old disease. We shall noi sse*

harvest in general before the middle of nest sit*
the oather nets in warm and dry. ADyiDfjj*
tion in my power I shall be happy to givee^jj
Ttio*. Bmwn. North Wat/ham, July 27.-4**a

and I may add in the county generally, af*^
raising. Wheats not so bulky in appean****
seasons ; indeed they are short in straw, WjJJJj
larger aud seem pretty well filled. The qnwfJJ
superior to that of last year. The tempeet** .

knocked a few fields down during the part**' jL
corn was too forward to take anv serious WJJJ
whole, I may ven hire to say the Wheat cropwjg
average, and, with a fine harvest, probably a JJJJ
it. Barley and Oats on light soils www V^JL
long drought, but on all good soils they P^ff™^
for yield and quality. Hay generally a light JftJJ
well secured—indeed, a portion of it mwtM**
injured. The root cr is various. -MM^Jf?T-i*
planted; many hundreds of acres ploughed up

with Turnips ; where the plant is good it m»"

growth. Swedes came up in two growths ^anop^

very uneven appearance. Where sown eary-f^.

at once vegetated, the crop cannot be "N^JjJTl
where the seed laid long on the ground, tnec^.

not deficient in plant, cannot be an a™™^
short, and not well planted; this crop Dyjw

miaing. Harvest will commence here awu. i
August Should the present showery weatner

may bo a few days later. W. Cubitt. ^
North Wilts : 6VtW<m. July Sl.-The ^«*?V
neighbourhood are promising, nearly au aj^J-c
deficiencv in the ear from the midtfe or reu

»

#,

earliest port
weather we shall

Beans are a bulki

•xtent

bulky

iTKi^ENT APPEAR

he present state of the wether itbV^TUred
- P™

the harvest will become generalVt S?^Cu!t to ^ when
before the 20th August, and it m**h?

W ^ ,fke,y to **
On account of the moSt a?rn^nh2e i

c
?nsidcra^y Inter.

Wheat was in blossom, it fa^doubtfnl J,"!?* *** Utn* the
yield to proportion to the present appe^n^ %6 Cr°? ^

XaKS^^ t- or three
and they agree with me that thereis™^^bbo,1

1.
rhood.

to the crops. I should say of Wheat anX?^ here a*
likely to have a full average ; this is not *„ nl*7 we appo**"
what there is are lookingLceedlngly *T^ ^"ntry.'but
has been trying, but a good deal is well cr^

e
«
ay harvcst

Turnips
: the former nTa nwt-wto j£ U

£ .
Man*el ftnd

better than was expected. Forward iw' °^h much
than of late years, Sut the disease is Com!TT

m
J
lc£ hetter

greeting. A. Bartidd.
^^ w complained of as pro-

average." Poutoes have looked weH P^j

ie last week or 10 days, hut are »wJZk>*i
m haulm. RooU in general are ^JSZ »US
aether being very "tormy and hinaer^^^

..j .:>,:. bai oeMMed the hoetog f "
;!; rv,

rj. *
ne weather is now wanted for •Y^,t

^th«jA,

JJRuti^vd; Bmpinghi
is rather thin on theio >tojin.l

f
it has much m £

.
0avSa>Vheat was*$^?$

to fill op' the crop, and the yield will prow J ^below ^he average. Barley :
There

>

art^^••em to be ripening prematurely, but ^f.
the crop u good, and is expected to be

^ j^
good crop. Beans and Peas Pf°J^r fatta^^

ease h«i again made its "Pf^Sstfe^
Turnips are good, but Swedes and

Mangw»

the ground. IF. Fancourt. ^ Wneat^JJ;
SojfERSETsuTRE : Wincanton, July 3U. -he &M*fr
thin on the ground, but looking weu. &3tnMj *
Particularly good. (No Beans grown in ^ fa
Wursel a ^ood plant. Swedes and Turnp^ «
greatly in want of sun for hoeing..

r? *&*&*
rapidly getting worse, with so m™a ^>

HejmU^temperature, yr? men Ea*tm?n

t

SrrrFDLK : Framttnffham, July
lookino' full r%F lnv-nrianee frf

Our i(tC^'^-SuiyKa

spots,

yat nea
A thin plant m manv hU^m?! of bli^ht ^^^^Pt «
7 an avTr^e^Sf^8^lU ^ a^eat drawback,

wiU exceed an^^J1111?^ ex Pected. Barley and
•«ije. feae are good. Beam are

„. A. Barfidd. r--
Gr.oroE.MTRRSIIIRB : XHdmarton, Jidv 31 ^t„i -

about six or seven milea in this neiAtWh!S5 ft C,>Cuit °f
^nds, beinff the edge of the CoSVoM nm* 7 tho ^bt
Wheat and 5at« wiHbe about a fai ^avt,

" Ia,

»
I

,
think the

overaverage; Peasand Beansvariable-ro^\f.
Bar oy rat

.

her
not good generally; Swedes and Turnip ~^

fln^el9
t
P^chy

Ejwing. but not clean. Hay a fa?r^L^
8ri,,ar

J
)UlIlfc and

mfoin and Clover rather light, butTreaT^ the
,
who,

1
e '

the Enghab, made badly. OnS^^ffi^fr

ace rroru —
t vw"r°p\

iot bulky-
Har^

f(jr^^
begun here about the 14th

x^%hestha^K^*
here and there Peas or Talaveraj"" ^ „oW« now Peas at market. *•*$"& *****JS*i+From the extreme wetness of thej- ^ suffl^flj
could be accomplished, and n^^y of 2J5VC
extra money. Partly from to™^"^ ^S^S
and partly from the too ««<*

^ t itn« ^-^zi
badly ; many were seeded a second sprttfjjjdj

thin to give hopes of a crop, ^fce^'
has suited the Wheats, and the crop a l<»»^

Barley*
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France,.
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were looking ill early, but have much improTo
wo" hare had broken weather ; they show a good ear*

and will be a fair crop generally ; on favoured spots they are

splendid. Beans very good and free from filth (lice or

oUght). Clovers and Greases good crops, and generally well

secured, although weather has been ticklish* Second math
Clorera very good and plenty of Grass feed. Mangels gene-

rally backward and mended b Turnips. Geo. Edward*.
: July 26.—The bad seed time we had last autumn
much delayed the sowi g of the Wheat cropland ou

:he~heavy land lessened the breadth usually From
loss of punt a considerable extent of Wheat was in the spring
ploughed up, and many fields or parts of fields left were
iery thinly planned. Where the plant la good there will

be a good crop, though considerably laid by the late wet
weather. On the whole the Wheat crop in this district

must be under an average. The Barley and Oats very good

;

Beans a failure from the blight; Peas very goo 1. Some
pieces of Mangel Wurzel are very good, but owing to the
bad quality of the seed the crop is uot generally good.

Swedes and Turnips never promised better. The Potatoes

have been looking remarkably well, but the disease has
made its appearance. I first noticed it on the 21st of tl

month. Harvest will be pretty general about the 2d or 3d
of August Wut Sussex.

Warwickshire: JfticoC* Strat'ord-on-At+n, July .7—1 hear
hat although much or the autumn sown Wheat is too thin

to be a full crop, yet that it is greatly improved, and that t

ears are large. of the land lost its plant that I

cannot tl < \t will be an average cph> In my own case

all, exoent what was drilled after the frost. I estimate to be
one-third deficient. The oootinucd rain is very unfavourable
to the ripening of such crops, and they aire* u

darker colour than indicates a healthy condition. The
Barley is fsr more promising, and 3 a what I am told,

should supj>oee it will yield a full average produce; the

early sown i* already showing the colour of harvest* and is

generally a full crop. The Beans are a good deal attacked

oy blight, which appears to interfere with the growth of the

straw more than the
i

inability of a crop of e rn, for they

Sromlse to yield better than for many seasons past. I hear
ae Peas are well podded, and a good crop of straw also-

some are already cut. The hay, which was a very heavy
swath, is almost entirely spoiled, few persons having been
fortunate enough to save any without its having had rain

on it The pastures are very luxuriant, Clover abounding
where in common seasons it is almost unknown. Swedes
are most vigorous, and promise to be as good as can bo wished,
but Mangels are very disappointing; the seed in many
instances was defective, and of course produced a bod plant,

and where bv goo me a full one was obtained the crop
is unpromising; it is universally injured by the maggot in

the leaf, and the plants so attacked cease to grow ; the bulbs
of mine are no larger than they were three weeks ago. I

fancy that it would be much benefited by dry weather, and
hope it is not yet too late in the season for it to become a
better croj> than presentappearances indicate. J C. Adkin*.
Stondexgh Abbey Farm, Kaulworth, July 27.—Wheat looking
well, save cases of thin plant, and others of lodging ; bold ear,

avenge promise ; wants sunshine. Bariey full average crop,

stands np well, ms colour fast. Oats good on light soils,

many eases of thin plant, well eared. Beans very good,
plenty of straw, fairly podded. Peas fair, but very foul
Hay average bulk, more than half damaged ; one-eighth yet
to mow; old hay scarce. Clover: abundant crops, much
damaged, aftermath pro inislng. Mangels: one-third of the
crops good, the rest bad. Swedes never better. Potatoes
very fine ; disease in garden. Carrots very good. 71 Boroiclc.

BerkHMil, July SO.—Wheat on gyod land well farmed will
be above average crop, of very good quality ; on cold land
badly managed it is very thin on the ground, and will be
under average crop. Barley. Oats, Beans, and Peas aro all a

K>d crop where good seed was sown The roots are all

king remarkably well, Hay a very good crop, but much
damaged. W. Aitchiwn.

Whtkr Roes : July 27. — A more genial or better growing
season the farmer could scarcely desire ; indeed so fine bee
the weather been throughout that there has been little room
for an approach to grumbling. Latterly we have had a good
deal of rain, which has retarded somewhat the hay harvest,
but the Wheat api>cars to have got safely through the
blooming season, and till now the crops have stood better
than we anticipated. Fortunately, immediately after the
heavy rains we have had, a smart breeze got up, which
speedily set the prostrated crops a-waving again, and wc
now expect that, with the exception of a few fields, the
thorough maturing of the grain will not be prevented. Both
autumn-sown and spring Wheat are abundantly htrawed,
vet generally not over heavy, and as it is now well advanced
m filling, and with ordinary weather will come early to the
sickle, we expect a plentiful yi of grain of greatly better
quality than that of last year. Barley is beyond an average
in bulk:, and the Quality of the grain in many fields is In
danger of being deteriorated should the season continue
wet as it now is. Oats, delighting as they do in
abundance of wet, are thriving apace, and are to be a
superior croj Nearly everywhere they are good ; in soil

early or late, ill or well cultivated. The hay is rather under
an average crop in weight per acre, although from the abun-
dance of pasture a greatly larger breadth has been cut than
usuaL From the severity of the winter, or some other
cause, the Clover has been greatly thinner than usual.
Pastures have been so flourishing that the difficulty has
been in keeping them down, and to accomplish this store
cattle rose to an exorbitant price. From the heavy fails of
rain the later sown Turnips have come slowly to the hoe,
and now the singling is scarcely completed. The earlier
sowings are well advanced, and the drills in many fields are
well closed over. Potatoes are generally looking well, but
already rumours of disease are heard.

West Sossex : July 29.—We are now at the beginning of harvest,
with weather anything but encouraging. During all this
month it has been very unsettled, and the barometer has
been lower on the average than any month during the year

;and though no great quantity of rain has fallen, yet it has
"•* *°

•*£f
n°y *<* changeable that hay-making has been a*«y troublesome operation, and some has been made innKMTpoor order towards the latter part of the time. The

Clr>P ~ baqi ******* li*bt, the spring having been so
ickward

; but Grass for cattle, though coming late.
.. P»t\ftU for the past two months. Mangels

generally grow slowly and wfil probably be as light a crop
as last vear bat Swedes and Turnips are better than usual

;

l
lSZ^^l7 Y*"^^*™* and if PeM Are ** off soon

agoodpartofthel-MidwiltbeTurniped. The Potato disease
has ootne again, and rather severely ; it has been a heavy
blow to many, as we were expecting a good crop, the

odd «nd

appearance
digging an

hftvm* been better than usual Some nn
and •ellingr off an tot a* poawole, fearing that

what may be gained in size may be lost by the
rot, and as a consequence the price has comedown low, 90* per ton. Reap* ng harvest we shallwe it general in the bejrmning of next week, and there is
already some Barley and Wheat cut, aud many will barinth» week if the wtather look anything like settled. The
-M!i

e
!f«

cn>p ** better tban la8t year
'
the ear * heavier, butsaint is not so perfect as we could wish, there being many

oqpited corns on it, and being thin in many places ou theground we must not look for an average crop. Barley is

generally good, and rather more forward than usual compare i

with Wheat. Oats are also a good crop. Peas, which are
nearly all cut but few carried, are a 1 good crop. Beans
are a good deal blighted, but will not be 60 deficient as was
at one time feared, perhaps a fifth or aixth below an average.
There is not much old corn standing unrhreshed, and most of

second prizes; 108 bronze medals for third prizes; and
as extra prizes, 12 silver and 7 gold medals ; the money
prizes being divided as follows :—125{. to the Short-
horns, 125/. to the polled, 967, to the Ayrshire, 93/. to
the Highland. Horses, 212/.; ponies, 181.; blank-

it will find its way to market before the new come in. |» _j e i1Aim kaj . phpv'inr M7 • 1 otnaato* k/i i^"^
Though the market is not over supplied yetsales aro dull, no ,

"<** «••&
"f; *

U
^
ev

.

10\»» ?
Q l«*te^ **• J long-

one buying but to sup p! ieir daiij wants. All kinds of woolled other than Leicester, 54/.; South-down 541. j

lean stock are plentiful and a dull sale though dear. Work
is now well done up, and all are waiting to begin harvest.

G. S.

Wiltshire: Avebnry, July 26.—From the continuation of rain

we are not looking quite so well. Wheat has been very much
blown about, which will earns more thin corn by its being
crippled at the root. Still, should it go on from this tin

well, I think it will be a good average. Some of the Oats are

very bad, and some good ; the same with Barley, still on the

whole there may be an average. Beans are showing blight.

Peas good. Continual rains are much against everything—
bad for the hay at present, much against cleaning Swedes
and Turnips; gnat changes may take place now before the

sickle. Potatoes at present looking well. George Brounu

Home Correspondence.
Cost of Haymaking.— I was much surprised on

reading your last impression. In Notices to Corres-

pondents, headed " Harvest liter," you say the whole
•ense of making liny, not including horse labour,

ought not to bt mors than 10*. per acre. I think your
statement may lead sonic astray. I give you my expe-

rience of some years. Having 400 acres to secure, and
trying all I know, I can never get it done much und
30*. per acre, with the aid of hay-making machines ami
horse rakes (but not mowing machines, having tri<

four, I cannot get one to do the work well). If the
above is not a misprint, myself, with many others,

would be very glad to be put into the secret of getting

hay for 10*. per acre, even in line weather. I have this

year let 150 acres at 25s. per acre, and found horses,

carters, and machines, and it did not pay the con-

tractors. Charles Panter. [Ten shillings an acre is

the cost at which we have often let the cutting and
making of large quantities of hay in Gloucestershire,

barring only the employment of the farm teams in

carrying it. No doubt in the answer to our corre-

spondent the locality ought to have been stated.

Probably you make two loads an acre where we
made one, and your men and hands require 3*. 6d.
to "4*. a day where ours were satisfied with 2s.to2s.Qd.
It is certainly the fact that 10*. an acre was the price

paid, under circumstances where 2*. 3d. to 2*. Od. an
acre, with a gallon of beer, was the price per acre for

mowing.—In one instance within our knowledge when
a Gloucestershire tenant left a farm, including 400
acres of Grass land, all the haymaking was let for 8*.

to 10*. 6d. per acre.]

^octettes.
Highland and AGmcui/ruEAii : Perth.— Before

proceeding to notice in detail the matters worthy of
note connected with this meeting of the Highland
Society—which parenthetically we may say promises in

accordance with the gradual growth which has always
distinguished its meetings to be the best yet held—we
must crave the reader's permission to say a word in

connection with a point in the management of the
Society which reflects but little credit on its managers.
We refer purposely and pointedly to the treatment
which the members of the Press meet with in the
matter of admission to the showyard in advance of

the members and general public. It is the expression
of a simple truth, when we say that it would be difficult

for the leading agricultural societies to over-estimate
the value of the services which the Press has
performed for them, in making known their
proceedings and commenting upon their results. And
in view of the value of such services, the existence of
which can as little be ignored as their importance to
the cause of agriculture can be under- estimated, it

does seem hard that in place of the members of the
Press having all those facilities which would at once
lighten their labours and economise their time, red
tape rules, as puerile as they are absurd, meet them
on every side, keeping back their admission to the
scene of their labours to the utmost verge of their time,
and rendering these labours all the more arduous when
admission comes. The interests of the public demand
that we should protest against the absurdity of a rule
which rigidly excludes the members of the Press
from the showyard before the crush and con-
fusion of the public admission comes to hinder
them in the making of their records in that quiet-
ness which they are fully and fairly entitled to. We
know—none better—the expense and trouble which the
Press go to, to obtain information for the benefit of their
readers, and they have a right on this, if on no higher
ground, to have all the facilities thrown in their way to

obtain this, which the Society can afford.

The Society's officers would be rather surprised if,

some show time, the Press should refuse to report its

proceedings at all. We do not write on an unimportant
point—it concern readers as well as reporters. We are

not aware that the Royal Agricultural Society of

England has suffered in its interests by the courtesy

which a few days a^o its Council showed to the Press

;

• AL- TT!._L1. .1 ct . . . i_._i .f 1_!_1

swine, 517. In the poultry classes, 33 silver and 33
bronze medals. In dairy produce, 56J. is given for

first and second prizes, with 7 bronze medals for third.

In the implement department 196Z. is distributed in
first, and 78 bronze medals as second prizes.

A glance at the leading features of the implement
department may now be taken. As our readers are

aware, the whole of the implements are divided into

classes or sections, according to their use in the field or

the steading; these sections amounting in number to

73. Whatever may be said against this system in a
commercial point of view, as throwing obstacles in the

way of the exhibitors driving—as the term goes—

a

capital trade, there can be no doubt that it is philoso-

phically correct, and throws every facility in the way
of the patient observer. Certainly to this arrangement
the memhers of the press are at all events greatly

indebted, for it enables them to make their comparative
observations with remarkable facility and certainty.

The number of entries is very satisfactory, and the
names of the well-known exhibitors show the business
interest which our leading men take in the Society's

shows. In ploughs of all sorts there are 65 entries;

in cultivators 20; rollers, 17; harrows, 21; swing or
whippletrces, 17; sowing machines of all classes, 51;
manure distributors, solid, 2; liquid, 2; and 7 entries

of machines for pulverising guano. For horse-hoes

there are 19 entries, 1 machine for singling Turnips,

and 3 for raising Potatoes. In fanners and winnowing
machines 12, w hing machines 16, straw cutters 19,
Turnip cutters 17, root washers 2, Linseed and oil-cake

breakers 18, 3 in steaming apparatus, in churns 16, and
2 in cheese presses, carts 19, together with a number of
other entries of gates, hurdles, &c, which our space
does not permit us to notice here.

The English makers are represented by the well-

known firms of E. II. Bentall, of Heybridge, Maldon,
Essex; Clayton, Shuttleworth & Co., of Lincoln; the
trustees of *W. Crosskill, of Beverley ; Messrs. Garrett
& Son. of Saxmundhara, Suffolk ; Richard Hornsby &
Sons, Grantham ; J. and F. Howard, of Bedford; Francis
Morton & Co., of Liverpool; E. Page & Co., of Bed-
ford ; Pickslcy, Sims & Co., of Leigh, near Manchester ;
Robert & John Reeves, of Bratton, Westbury,
Wilts ; Richmond & Chandler, of Salford, Manchester%
Williamson Brothers, Kendal.

Taking these in the order above given, we notice that
Mr. Bentall enters specimens of his harrows, straw-
cutters, Turnip-cutters, Ttirnip-pulpers, Linseed-
bruisers, oil-cake breakers, grain-grinders. Messrs.
Clayton & Shuttleworth enter specimens of their 8-
horse portable engine and portable double blast thresh-
ing machine. The trustrees of W. Crosskill enter
specimens of their Norwegian harrows, land rollers,

[uid manure distributing machines, winnowing
machines, root washers, grain bruisers or grinders, one-
horse carts, harvest carts, light spring carts, wheel-
barrows, and bone mills. Messrs. Garrett & Son enter
specimens of their portable steam engines, threshing
machines, corn drill, horse hoe and broadcast manure
distributor. Messrs. Hornsby & Sons enter specimens
of their ploughs and washing machines. Messrs. J. 4
F. Howard enter their steam cultivating apparatus
(to he tried on Thursday, in a field near Perth),
ploughs, wheel and swing, harrows, and their horse
rake and haymaking machines which took the
prizes at Leeds this year. Messrs. Morton & Co.
enter specimens of their fencing, gates, netting,
&c, and a model of a cottage of galvanised
corrugated iron, and of a farm - yard roof 100 feet
square. Messrs. Page enter specimens of their ploughs^
harrows, swing trees, horse-hoe, straw cutter, oilcake-
bruiser, brick, tile, and pipe-making machine, and
horse-rakes. Messrs. Picksley, Sims, & Co. enter
specimens of straw-cutters, Turnip-cutters, Turnip-
pulpers, Linseed-bruisers, grain-grinders, portable steam
engine, reaping machine. Messrs. Reeves & Son enter
specimens of their drill sowing machine for grain,
Turnip and manure drill, manure distributor, and a>

machine for cutting and destroying Thistles. Messrs.
Richmond & Chandler enter specimens of their well-
known chaff-cutters, sowing machine for Grass seeds,
guano pulveriser, Turnip-cutter, steaming apparatus,
root washers, Linseed-bruisers, oilcake breaker, gnfin*
grinder, horse gear, and portable steam engine and
boiler. Messrs. Williamson Brothers enter specimens
of their portable steam engines, threshing machines,
turbines, corn brusher, Turnip sowing machine, oil-

cake mills, and fanners for dressing grain, &c.

The work in the implement department, so far as
the public was concerned, commenced with the plough
trials at South Muirton, some two miles from Perth, on?

the Dunkeld Road. The land chosen was excellently

adapted for the purpose of the trials, calculated to show
well off the work done by the ploughs. This work was
upon the whole well done ; it was certainly howeveris the Highland Society more important or of higher

dignity than the Royal, that it cannot show the like; I distinguished by many inequalities, and ou some infe

or are its laws like those of the Medes and Persian laws nor work could be detected with no great research. The
which cannot be altered? Let us now give such a report

as our materials will allow.
In stock there is the sum of 9S3Z. given for first and I

work of Messrs. Hornsby, Mr. Allan, of Culthill, Dun
keld, and Mr. Martin, ot New Scone, was undoubtedly
the best on the field ; although considerable differences
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of opinion certainly existed as to which hsul the tairest

right to be considered the best. The judges gave the

palm of merit to Mr. Allan's plough, the light draught
of which created some surprise. It is no new thing to J

say that this decision did not please all parties.

The implement yard, thrown open to the members
and public on Wednesday morning, presented in its

several departments but little novelty. The display

tvas comparatively small, and presented a marked con-

trast to the fullness and suggestiveness of the miles of

shedding at Leeds. Time—for the post with its inex-

orahle promptitude waits for no man—admits of our
giving but a meagre notice of what novelties there were.

In the broadcast sowing machine section a modification

of the ingenious apparatus displayed at the Smithfield

Club Show was exhibited by J. Moyes, Pulwearie Mill,

Kirkcaldy. As our readers may remember, for the

apparatus was described in our columns, it consists of a

tin receptacle attached to a canvass baz going round
the neck of the labourer; at the front part of the
receptacle a small vane is made to revolve by means of

simple bevil gearing. As the grain passes through the

its centrifugal action, covering a space 30
The improvement in the apparatus ex-

the adoption of a sliding shutter, which
grain in while the canvass bag is being

apertures of this revolving vane, it is scattered
abroad by
feet wide,
hibited is

keeps the
filled.

In the section Sowing-machine for Turnips, James
Arres, Woodside, of Culloden, Inverness, exhibited a

machine somewhat remarkable for the daring simplicity

of its arrangements. The seed is placed in two inverted
white glass bottles, the bottom parts being cut off and
covered with lids, by removing which the bottles can
be filled with seed. Graduated scales are attached to

the exteriors of the bottles. The seed is delivered from
the necks of the bottles to the regulating cross barrels,

"which are fitted on to the through axle of the machine.
It appears that one of these machines has been in use
for the last ll years without accident, which speaks
well at all events for the strength of the glass bottles,

if not for the carefulness of the attendants.

In the Turnip-sowing machine of James Robertson,
Coupar Angus, an ingenious scraper is adapted. This
is of the same curve as the curve of the roller, but
placed a little below its axle. The curved scraper is

attached at each end to two side bars, which are jointed
to the axle of the main rollers; these side bars are
carried back and support at their extremity the usual
small rollers for finishing off.

We almost exhaust the novelties of the implement

Fai.Ders.— 1st. J. Richardson, Brunton Place, Carlisle ;
'2d, J.

Richardson. , _ , T „
Fanners for Grass Seeds —1st, J. Richardson ; 2d, J. Spence,

Cr.n'gkcllv, Bruntisland.
'

Weighing-machine for Grain.—1st, Hernot & Co., Glasgow,

2d, A. & W. Smith <fe Co.. Glasgow.

Straw-cntttr for Hand. -1st, Picksley, Sims. & Co, Lieigto,

near Manchester ; 2d, Richmond <fc Chandler, Balford.

Straw-cutrer fer power.— 1st, Richmond & Chandler; 2d,

E. Page & Co., Bedford.
Turnip-cutter for Cattle.—1st, E. H. Bentall, Maldon, Essex;

2d. J. Wingate, Alloa.

Turnip-cuttev for Sheep.—E. H. Bentall.

Turnip-cutter for Sheep, attachable to a Cart.—1st, T.

SherrifT, Dunbar ; 2d, J. Kirkwood, Tranent.

Machine for Pulping Turnips.—1st, Picksley, Sims, & Co. ;

2d, E. H. Bentall.
Root- washer.—1st, W. Crosskill, Beverley; 2d, Richmond &

Chandler.
Linseed-bruiser.—1st, E. H. Bentall; 2d, Richmond <fe

Chandler
Oilcake-bruiser.— 1st, Richmond <fc Chandler; 2d, E. H.

Bentall.
Grain Grinder or Bruiser.—1st, Picksley, Sims, & Co. ; 2d,

Richmond <fc Chandler.
Steaming Apparatus.—1st, A. & W. Smith ; 2d, Smith & Co.,

Glasgow.
Feeding Troughs for Byres.—1st, John Robson, Glasgow

;

2d. R Brown, Paisley.
Feeding Troughs for Sheep.—1st, W: Kirkwood, Portobello ;

2d, John Robson.
Sheep Foddur Rack. — 1st, "W. Kirkwood ; 2d, James

Kirkwood.
Chum by Hand.—1st, Robert Tinkler, Penrith; 2d, P.

M'Lellan, Abernethy.
Churn by Power.—1st, R. Tinklei ; 2d, James Eastwood,

Blackburn.
Cheese Press.—1st, Smith & Co., Glasgow ; 2d, A. & W.

Smith.
Dairy Utensils. — Philip Hunter, 64, Nicolson Street,

Edinburgh.
One-horse Cart.—1st, A. Scrimgeour, Methven ; 2d, Robert

Young, Auchterarder.
Harvest-Cart.—1st, J. & W. AndersoD, Dunbar; 2d, J. Wil-

liamson, Campiebridge. Thornhill.
Light Spring-Cart.—W. Crosskill.
Farm Harness.—Hay Downie, Corstorphine, Edinburgh.
Stack-pillars with Framework.— 1st, W. D. Young & Co.

;

2d. Perry & Son, Glasgow.
Field-gate of Iron. -1st, W. D. Young & Co. ; 2d, T. Wight,

Perth.
Field-gate not entirely of Iron.—Thomas Gorrie, Perth.
Iron Hurdles.— 1st, W. D. Young & Co. ; 2d, Thomas Wight.
Iron Netting for Sheep-fen2Q.—Thomas Wight.

At a meeting of General Committee nnd Judges, Mr.
Hall Maxwell made a comparative statement of the
entries at the Pertb Show in 1852 ami 1861. In 1861
tbere were 338 cattle against 313; horses, 155 against
135. In sheep, however, there was a decrease, and
there were in 1861, 616, against 662 in 1852. In
swine there was an increase, 79 against 50. In poultry,
390 against 186. In- dairy produce there was a d< -

crease in 1861, there being only 91 against 133. In

2d. 1', I). Campbell; 3d. A. Poilok^!^°n£SCow of any age.-lst, D. M'Lare»%?*. ^

Heifer calved after Jan. 1 lsfin^rr-^^"-
Stewart ; 3d, G. Dunlop. ' °-^lsWTs£w>

,

Bull calved before Jan"?* ww' , Lbane
;
3d. Neil Mackellar, KilmarMnlH ^quis^

Bull calved after Jan. 1,1S?S~\^
2d. John M'Laren, Blair- Athole'- in, D> c*npbdi rf .

Bull calved after Jan. 1, 1850^J ft
1* of Ha£

3d. Marquis of Breadalbane. ~"
en

»
Callander

; 2d i

Heifer calved after Jan. 1 185c .

'"u»-i-.\

Campbell; 3d, Marquis of BreadaTba^ '
A

- p°Hok •

Heifer calved after Jan. 1 1859;
bane ; 2d, D. M'Laren ; 3d, Miqnis'of g^Jnisoffc

HORSES
FOR AGRICULTURAL

pit,

Stallion Foaled before Jan. 1 io,» *
Lochend, Kilbimie ; 2d, J. Barr pl'r

Ist
» ^fc r

Kincardine.
r
' £rsk̂ e; 3^.

Knt ire Colt Foaled after Jan 7 Toe , ^H
Peter Crawford. Strathblane;
Entire Colt Foaled after Jarj

'fjgW KiWc
Renfrew; 2d, James M. RusseJf R^Zlat n""
Gree, Beith. '

aaa%ton

yard when we notice a sowing machine for Mangels, of implements tbere was a large increase as compared
Charles Hay 1 reelands, Ratho. In this the seed is with 1852, there Win* in 1861 850, against 335 in the
deposited in bunches or lumps, dibble fashion. The former year. Mr. Hall Maxwell also said that aftertube through which the seed passes from the hopper is
furnished with a concentric circular plate provided on
its upper surface with a series of projections ; the tube
is made to revolve, and as the projections revolve they
take out the seed from the hopper, which drops down
the interior of the tube. In place of passing
directly to the ground, it is led off by a
lateral sloping tube to the interior of a chamber
provided with a series of apertures placed round its
outer periphery. This chamber is fixed to the inte-
rior side of a hollow rotatory disc, which presses
into the soil, forming a furrow in which the seed falls
as it drops at intervals from the revolving chamber.
Opposite the disc another is placed, which carries on
its central axis a small mitre wheel, gearing with the
mitre on the end of the revolving vertical tube or seed
shale.

We may possibly return to a minuter and fuller
description of the contents of the implement yard-
meanwhile we annex the prize list :—

Uh.Zih™/1^ [V **??•"?? P<»POM«—1st. J- D. Allan,

*H™b# S
G
ons!^tha^thgOW

- *** Co—

^

^MS&S^' Son","
Gra7 * C°- **»«*»*

*?*&?*£ fW tW° *"•*-«. J
" »*»«* Tranent

;

W C^sikm"
g Land -roll«-l«t. R- Wight, LonViddry ; M,

arns,

Drill Sowing-machine.—1st, T. Sherriff ; 2d, T. Bherriff

STtSSSS
e Grass S€eds-Kem^u^"^icboi-son

Sowing-machine for Turnips.— 1st, R. & J Reeves BrattnnWestbnry; 2d, R. Law, Shettleston, Glas^w
' '

M^ellan'
m&Chine *" MsxD8*L-C. Hay, Ratho; 2d, Peter

flowing-machine for Carrots.—T. Sherriff

J A w
e
"J°«w

SowiD
f:
m^hine for Beana-lst, T. Sherriff; 2d,J. & W. Anderson, Dunbar. ' *

One-row Sowing Machine for Beans.—J. & W Anderson

W^i^^ * "- beeves; 2d,

P^lca
TiBXdhilie ~1St

' °' FiDky8°^ Arbroath
«
2d

'
E'

Stirling
°r
J'T\/Z Field

« ^SW--!* ChrisUe & Sod,
AI *J

2d
',
A

' Meldrum, Seafield, St. Andrew's.

oSksSS^"1 Pi
1~L

to
Z "S»

w«»«e.-l«t. J. Robson. 47,Vook Street, Glasgow; 2d, R.Brown, Fenruslie Paislev

oJmSidr^^ FiCld^^^chj^^tg^ Mill,

Tools for Cutting open Draini in Hill Pastures.-Michael

the Dumfries Show pleuro-pneumonia bad broken out
among certain stock which had been exhibited there,
and a correspondence had taken place upon the subject.
Several intending exhibitors to the Perth Show had
declined sending their stock forward if that of certain
other exhibitors was allowed to come into the yard.
He was sorry that ai.y stock was to be withdrawn on
such grounds. The stock objected to was that of Mr.
Collie, near Elgin, and that of Lord Stratlmllau. Lord
Strathallan had then deponed to his cattle having 1 n
free of disease for eight months, and Mr. Collie that his
was free of it for four months.

Professor Dick said that pleuro-pneumonia might b
communicated otherwise than bv int. ion, and thought
there was no risk in admitting to the Show Mr. Collie's
stock.

The Duke of Athole said he was an exhibitor, and
he was not under the slightest alarm in admitting Mr.
Collie's stock, which he moved should b<- admitted.
The motion, after some further discussion, was agreed

to, and it was ultimately agreed that no stock should
be withdrawn after having been once in the yard.
The following is the Award of Prizes :

—

CATTLE.
Short-horn.

BuHcalred before Jan. 1. 1800 —1st, A. rrulck*hank Sittv-
ton ; 2d, S. Campbell. Kinneilar, Aberdeen; 3d, G II hHome, of Argatv, Donne.

Bull after J«n. 1, 1850-1 J. Vnderson, Bridge ofAllan
;
2d Duke of Montrose ; 3 I, Willi vn Mai r, Tarves

Huntin^tower:
11111 ***** °' *?' "' >

"' *• * Turnbull,

8d%T Ainriie,^"
1^ * ^^ War,aby

•
M

- *' Booth;
Heifer calved after Jan. 1, 1859.—1st, R Booth • M a ««^A Mitchell Alloa : 3d, James Douglas, Ath$£ZtJ$

A
' ***

Heifer calved after Jan. 1, 18G0.-lst, J. Douglas'- <M TDouglas ; 3d, J. Douglas. K
»

*a
» J -

Bull calved before Jan. 1, 1859.—1st T T ™n c; •

2d. A. Paterson, Blackhillock, Keith
; 3d A jVLflZTT'

Bull calved after Jan. 1, 1859.-Stt*?.t^ftj^rlfcBlairgowrie; 3d, Trustees of Bobert Scott ' ' '
Leslie

'

M J/

Entire Colt Foaled after J^\ ima
Kilbarchan; 2d, J. Scott, Kitk^ Z^Tt '

Midcalder.
Wl™«, 3d, V.

Mare (with Foal at foot) FoaWlVw ,

A. Naismyth. G ran ton
; 2d, R. MurS SS^M

J. Watson, 21, Bath Street,, Glasgow '
Cwa
^§PMare in Foal, foaled before °Jan 1 i«q -, .

Balquhanran. East Kilpatrick; 2d, D'aobif2sB
3d, D. Logan, Renfrew. ^

"

WD€ItSl

Filly Foaled after Jan. 1, 1S5S.—1st W P
Riddell, Duntocher; 3d, J. Kerr.

h f *

Filly Foaled after Jan. l, 1859.—1st, Andre. 1

Cardross; 2d, R. Findlay, Glasgow; 3d, John Barr rV
Filly Foaled after Jan. 1, 1360.-lst S|

Matthew Scott, Kilmalcolm ; 3d, James Eason, Inchs*

"

PONIES.

Pony Mare not over 14 nor under 12 hands -k >

Leslie, Thorn, Blairgowrie ; 2d, A. Home, Blate
John Chapman, Abernethy.

'
:

SHEEP.
BLACKFACED.

Best Tup not more than Four Shear.-1st, i (Jet

•chgilphead ; 2d, Alexander Campbell; 3d, Emik
Watson, Biggar.
Shearling Tup.—1st, John Maclaren, BlairA:

Thomas Murray, Penicuik; 3d, James Craig. New Or
Pen of Five Ewes, not more than FourShen-Hi

M'Laren ; 2d, John M'Laren; 3d, Thomas Mray.
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes.— 1st, Allan Po'I

Drife, Sanquhar ; 3d, John & Joseph M'Laren, Kimar

CHEVIOT.

Tup not more than Four Shear.—1st, James Bryd«,i»

law, Langholm ; 2d, Thomas C. Borthwick, Hopsij,'*

holm ; 3 i, Thomas Brydon, Moffat.

Shearling Tup.—1st. Thomas Brydon; 2d, Iks*
wick ; 3-1, .James Brydon.
Pen of Five Ewes not more than Four Shear -It

^J
Brydon ; 2d, Thome* Borthwick; 3d, John CarratteI*

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes —1st, JamsljM

Thomas Borthwick ; 3d, William G. Hunter, ttsto

LEICESTER.

Tup not more than Four Shear.—1st, JohnW**'

2d. Thomas Simson, Lauder; 3d, Peter R

Shearling Tup —1st, James Beattie; *W^
Kelso; :M, James Beattie. w.iil
Five Ewes not more than Four Shear.

-'-

David Wallace ; 3d. H. A. Rannie. *m1k'
Five Shearlin \ Ewes.— 1st, George Simson;^

3d, Thomas Simson.

LOXO-WOOI-LKD OTHER THAN' LElCG
?Jj|jB

Tup not more than Pour Shear. -1st, Thef

and March ; 2d, John Gibson, Woolmet, Da-

Kiunaird ._., ,_jto

Shearling Tup.-lst, The Earl of Wemyss anav-

John Gibson; 3d, Lord Kiunaird. .
r^p

Five Ewes not more than Four Shcar.-iy

2d, Lord Kiunaird ; 3d, R. Scot Skirving.^
Five Si rling Ewes.—1st, Lord " '

Skirving ; 3d, John Gibson.

Kiunaird,

Tup not more

SOUTHDOWN. ,&
__, than Four Sbear.-lst.theDukeo^

2d, R. Scot Skirving ; 3d, R. Scot Sku-ving- *
:

Shearling Tup.-lst, the Duke of W**'
Skirving. ,

t
^0

Five Ewes not more than Four Shear. i*»

2d, R. 8cot Skirving: 3d, R. Scot Skir«n* .*

Five Shearling Ewes or Giromera;.r"J»/
2d, R Scot SkirVing ; 3d, R. Scot Skirvmg.

SWINE. ^A
Boar. Large Breed.-lst. W. B W^nman

hills ; 2d, John Laing. Kinross; ^^T.i%
Boar, Small Breed^t W B.Wa^
8ow, Large Breed.-1st, W. B. waw«»-

Carswell. Barrhead. „ _- .„-»an # 2d,^
Sow, Small Br€ed.-lst,W.B.Wamman,-a.

Eight
3{onths

$'
3d. Th as Findlay.
Three Pigs not exceeding

Wainman. . _., , . vnnths 0W,^|^
Three Pigs not exceeding Eight MontM ^ ^r

1st. GeorS Mangles Gi vendale Bgo > p
Cross Arthurlie, Barrhead ;

3d, ban

Jack.

jW^sS^ *• Farm-ls^ J- ». AHan, Dunkeld

;

Cofhe?
Heifet

*
CalVCd after JaD

' * 1S60'~Ut
>
J

'
UaUe

'
3d

'
J -

AYRSHIRE.
Bull calved before Jan. 1, 1 S"»D.—1st Robert xrtrnnn T„r«

loch, Bisbopbriggs ; 2d, Dure ofAthol**1* M Kean
'
Lum'

^s^oE^R was'*
I
*§££^fflaK^ ^of Strathmore^lWew,

Cow in Calf ofany age —1st, J. Wilson, Roslin • 2d G Dunlon
Stewarton ; 3d. J. Stewart.

'
*
za' u "

^uni0P»
Beifer calved after Jan. 1, 1859.—1st Earl nf ^f^tK^^^ . 0,1

J. Frew, Kilsyth; 3d, J. Stewart, Dunk£
Strathmor0

'
"d'

MisceUaneous. ^
The LuJce of Bedford and ®"*fjjVj

four years ago, when steam g»
B

ft>£
begun to attract public attent^. ^ „*£

the estate of the Duke of Bed°r ^jr
enough to purchase for his own ass ^.
annaFatus which he has successfully ^,
farm, consisting" of'poor and st^^fK
he has succeeded in growing ^^df r«(.^

whose name as ft Pj°
ne
Jfnd ^ rjj

own throughout Engta"*^ tb*

tfm« \*

fins #®W
and roots. The late Duke oi ^
interest in the experiment, ai

f _ fhi

witnessed the results,

tenant,

well known
a handsome silver tea-service,

- «
inscription:

—

f
Stevio^ " tSjj5

" Presented to Mr. William ?*% t \0&$*fa
in testimony of his ^^^XmoiJ^W
estate who showed the pract<i ffill^'

farm by steam power, by ws *»**



as**

»aue.

ue! CI,

, W. j,

rr.k
* i

U

CttK

Jit

Qlft

*4

"

^

9
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8
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Bedford, who by this pmnt carried out the uiteunpn oi L

ill HISS Frmnci*. seveuth Duke of Bedford, K.u.

The presenta' n took place at Bedford, in the

presence of a number of his Grace's tenants, and was

Accompanied by the following letter :
—

** Belgrave Square, July 24.

"Sir.-I have pleasure in carrying oat the Into >n of rny

frtber I c r.gratulate you on The success which has attended

your spinted exertions' I ho»>e that success will eooM,
J,d tb,lt you may be amply remunerated for your outlay el

eat.itaL and have good health and long life ojoy u.c iruits

of your enterprising Ubonr. It will be gr ing to me to

Wrn hereafter that these anticipati- >ns are realised.

'-Yours faithfully,

« Mr. William Pike, Stevington.
'

'
Bedford.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.

Fridjir
hJstunJ-ty W ..

W JeWrUj SI ..

Thunday 1 ..

rest of Air.

5
31 I

txmt* !n«*r"

Tfmp*»n»
tore of

Soil i ! Lata.

below the
Surface.

Wind

I><

•

44 5

54

51.5

.I
41.1

M.2
S0.3
«V5
«•

Si 2

i

S3.5

Inv
1 II

<»3

• *

0'02

0.15

W,

\\

B W.
w.
s.w.

r».4o
•.-• si

SS.S4
29.83

W. 29.90

1 hr readiam arc takra at 9 » *. <>n the «Ut«
• lima recordrd relate, thrieAm, '

•re placed 4 feet from th

ground.

named, and the Maxima and
the pr.-cedlnjf 24 hours. The
c ffround, i ii • Rain-traage it

Notices to Correspondents.
Grass: / / The Gram is the Avena nave- .s—Yellow Oat

Grass Your notes on the change in the meadow resulting

from cultivation are very interesting, and wo shall hope to

remark further upon the subject at some future time. The

little book on Meadow and Pasture Grasses by Professor

Buckman of Cirencester will perhaps be the best for your

purpose. Sowerby is pubh ng Engraving of Grasses,

which are well done, and therefore somewhat costly.

Importation or Agricultural Produce, Live Stock, Ac.,

for the Six Months ended June 30, 1861 : R. :—
T

I. Articles Free or Duty.

• •

P •> »»

Oxen, bulls, and cows
Calves
icep and lambs t

.vine and hogs ..

Bark, tanners' or dyers' use .

.

Bones (whether burnt or not, or as ani-

mal charcoal) tons

n»* cwts.

Guano tons

II. mp cwts.

il seed cakes tons

Potatoes cwts
Bacon and hams
Beef, salt

Pork, salt

B er

Cheese . •

No.
.. cwts.

»»

••

Kg?*
Lard

Importations.

1860 isei

Wool • • .. lbs.

II. Articles Surject to

17,198
7965

76. 4 1

5

2.4

164,607

24,508
459.99S

67,4

123.275
48,660
76,142

191,5.

178.656
11

321.404

165, "15

93, 1 fi

141. SOI

|«5,2T7,617

Dctv.

22,045

6, 1ST

46,674
4,309

114,906

?<*.>

865,77
89,255

188,948
68,018
136,418

£26,970
84,564
75,053

33

226, «65
110,o«5.l2O

204,018

57,094,430

GutH Perch! Tubing for Watering Gardens.

THE 4it llA V LCHA COMPANY h the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the foil ing

Tetimoninl from Mr. J. Farrah, Gr. U> Bobwell Middletok

J alland, Esq . of Hold*™** How, ucar HoU

«I have had 400 leet of 3
"> ir * l rc,,a Tubing m

len, 100 feet each, with union j«4n£ *•»•»*• less

12 £ bs for watering the^ garden-; and I fin ******
bettor than anything I b er yet tried. T, »e

t

u^u™ °;

the water is v-ry considerable, but this has n..t t be slight e>t

effect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to bea mo,

tl«abl« invention for Gardeners, Inasmuch as it enables us t ..

water our gardens in about one hall the time, and with one-

bX( the liil»ur reqnired." _ .

Manufactured by the Gutta Perch a
^
Company

.

^ntees
18. Wharf Road, City Road, Loiuion, K.C.. and sold by their

Wholesale 1 I
]
B_ln_^ _

wn_andc< »
i
iitry.

-THKIGI DOMO."— L
>atroui>ed by her Mnjesty the

_T Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for 8yon House,

hisGrace the Duke of k> shire for Chiswick Ga.dens, Pro

fess rTin.l.- v for the Horticultural 8 S»r .h«eph Pax ton

STthe tU Palace, Royal Z jicaj Society, late Mrs,

Lawrence o"f Kil.ng Dark, and - Ooliler, I
.
of I) u-tford.

PROTBCTION from mm COLD WINDSI A MO [TOFBOTl
••FRIGI DOMO," s Canvas made ol patent pn lr

X "".
Hta!

all horti .mT-nd floric raTi '"«

niu and Flowsrs f-om the log rayI W tho8un,!n»n.

Wind, from attacks «•! insects, and li«>m DOOrnlng frosts. lO De

had in any ulred lengths.

Two yards wide .- • 1». 6U per yard run.

Four va.ds wide .. .. 9a. per yani.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. <W. per yard run.

Also M FriK'i Domo" NeUiug, 8 yards .vide. 1«. 1*1 per yard run.

Eiisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7

Trinity Lane. Cannon St., City, DC. and ot all Nurserymen

and edsmen throughout the Kingdom.
n

"It ie mucb cheaper than mats as a covering.

FOR SALE, on very advantageous terms, 7 HOT
IHH S

(
GREENHOUSES, and CONSERVATORIES'

of all sizes and shapes.
,

Apply for further particulars to E. Dench, Kings Road,

Chelsea, 8. W.

qrs.

1860
1,394,432

1, 032,8 12

832.180
97,929

197.675

IndianCorn.orMaise,, I 742,125

Wheatmeal&Flourcwt 1,429.588

Indian Corn-meal ,. I 2,132

Wheat
Barley
Oats
Peas

»»

Importations.

1861
3.664,529
91 22
896,4

199.545
256,531

1,847,224
3,677.461

3,099

Entered for Home
Consumption.

1860
1,394.432
1,032,81 -.

832,18"
97.929
197,675
742,125

1,4

2,132

1 8*1

3,664,529
913,322
896,4
199 545
256,531

1,347.224

3,677,461

3,099

I avd Aoesct : R L Rennif. We do not know any such hookas

you imagine. Professor Low's work on " Lauded Property "

comes nearest the thing.

M IBRIOATTON: Ignornmua asks Mr. Blackburn if there

are any objections to the use of cold spring water? what
height is it requisite the tanks should be shore the land to

be irrigated, in order to distribute the liquid by pressure?

and what have been the results on Peat Moss meadows and

dry upland pastures? Can the system be properly carried

out in paved cattle sheds, Ac, without incurring the expense
of placing the cattle. 4tc, on boards?

Mr. 8hea"Inoton*b "Modern Ststem or Farriery": D P
Davie*. We have not read the work and therefore are unable

to give any opinion upon it. W C S.

Poultry : London is out of town. The men who drive the

vans from the South-Eastern, Brighton, Eastern Counties,

and Great Northern Railways, no longer wake some of her
Majesty's lieges, and frighten others as they gallop to the

market at LeadenhalL The porters are no longer waiting

their arrival ; the salesmen and their assistants look almost
with contempt—certainly with indifference—on the packages

they reach their stalls, and the buyers saunter about like
tn who have nothing to do. The season is over ; there is

no one in town, ar. he weather makes speculation in
a certain and speedy loss. But all this is

expected ; it always was so. and always will be
in August. If su < a state of trade occurred in June.
November, or March, eveTy one would notice it, and all

would be asking why and how it happened, but now it is a
natural state of things, and coming after a period of much
excitement and scarcity, it is accepted as such by senders,
buyers, and salesmen.

Larae Fowls Each
Middling ditto

C*h . • s e • . M

3«. 6d
2 6

9

4s. Od.

1
5
2

1

'I

• »

3
2

5
3

1

6
Ducklings , 2 6 „ 3
Pigeons , 8 „ 9
Rabbits „ 1 3 ,, 1 4
Wild ditto „ 8 „ 9

Wf.antno Calves : Ich Di-4 would much oblige us by his
address. A reader of his account of rearing calves won d
like to know how old the cows are when he begins weaning,
viz. in October ; if he purchases them with calves by their
aide or not ; if he lets them dry the following April or May
preparatory for fattening ; and what would be the average
value of those calves when fit to turn out to Grass ?

TaUL of LAWN MOWF.I >n the 15th hut
a Public Trial nf Lawn Mowing M lOS (m r , ioctioo.

with the Floral, Horticultural, and togta* xti «>n,

, | on the 16th. i 7th. an t ISth iust.,in the luaminrv - .n%
'

l.eed8) (
took place in the Leeis Royal P .rk l oiyooea-

pe'itors were Mr.Samuelsoii and Mr Green, the latter of whomi

..i.t-tined the Three Prizes offered, vis.:—Si for ID.raeLawu
M..wing Machine; 21. for Double-handed Mowing Machine;
in 1 \l. for Single-handed Mowing Machine The Judges wero
Mr. Oarr, Gardener to John Cooper, R*q , Gledhow ; and Mr.

Ellis. Gardener to E. Hudson, Esq., of R.*undhay.

N.B. All the Mowing Machine Makeis were invited for

comi»etition.

Priced Lists may bo obtained on application to Tnos Greek,

Leeds; or from W.Green, at the D.pdt, 2, Victoria Street,

Holborn Hill, E C.
,

Important to Gardeners, <fcc.

SUPERIOR NEW GARDEN NE1TING, to be

had in pieces of any rize (cheap), on application to

Mr. A.. 23, Esk Terrace, Whitby.

r PANNED NETTING ior Fruit Trees, at reduced

X prices; 2u0 square yards, 10*. ; 500 yards, '24". 8creen

Canvas foi Wall Fruits ; Tulip Covers, .Sun Shades, and

Awnings; Dick Cloths, with Doles and lto->es complete;

Marqui-es, Tents, and Flags, for sale or hire.

Eikunoton&Co., 17. Smithiicld Bars, London, E.C.

11ANNED GARDEN NETTTnO for preserving

Seed Bods, Fruits. Strawberries, from Frost, Blight*

Bird*. Ac., and as a Fence t<>r Fowls, Ac. 1 yani wide. ljd. ;

vards. 8tt ; 3 yards, 4*d, ; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard, in any
quantity, may be h»d atCiiAS. Wriout'r, 878, Strand, W.C.

Greenhouse and Flower-pot Sticks Varnished :— 1 foot, 3d. ;

H, 4L ; 2, bd. ; 24, 7d. ; 3, 10d. ; 4, 1*. <V. j>er dozen. DahUa
Sticks Varnished, per d< ./.en :—3 feet, 1#. 6rf. ; 4, "2a. 3d. ; 5, 3i. ;

6, S*. 6d. An allowance to Nurserymen.

For Watering Gardens, Lawns, &c,

HANCOCK'S VULCANIS1.1) INDIA-RUBBER
TUBl NG is made in 60 feet lengths, and of any size for

Union-joints to attach it to Cisterns or Water Mains.

Price per Foot.

Size.

G LA>S fob OREHXHO US E&
BHEET GLASS, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.

ft

11 by o,

10,

n,
12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

Boxes included.

12 by 9, 13 by 0,

12

13

14 „
18,,
16
19
16

19

M
M
1 1

13 „
14 „
16
19

17
20
17

20

ft

M
M
f »

ft

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

»»

»»

14

15

16,,
20 „
18
81

18
21

t 9

tt

ft

10.

11,

12,

12

13
13
14
14

14 by
18

16
17

M

tt

10
11

12

Srds.

} 14t. Oi.

4ths.

12j.6d.

• •

•

16t. Oi. 13*.6d.

per 100 feet

• •

English Glass of the above sizes, 18*. per 100 feet.

SMALL BHEET SQUARES, in 100 fikt Boxes.

6 by 4 64 by 44 7 by 5 74 by 6*
j n# 6(

-

8 .. 6»» 84 m 6| 9

ve 12 6

20 in. by 13 in.

in. by 14 In.

20 in by 15 in. J

21 oz.
£1 1*.

1 3
1 9

7 94 „ 74 f

10 „ 8 10J „ 84

Boxes 2«. each, returnable at full price.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in. looz.
Common .. .. .. 18#. 6i. ..

Sup >r do 16
Glass .. .. 18 ..

The above prices include the Boxee.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Plate and Polished

Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints

of various colours ground ready for use.

Mdk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description of

Glass for Horticultural purposes.

James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,

London, EC.

Slight .

Medium .

Stout
For Mains

4 inch

bd.

8d.

lui.

la. U.

| inch

84.
9a.

lid.

1 1. 3d.

J inch

7d.

lOd.

U

Price or Brass FrrnNOs.

Branch, 12 in. long, with Stop*
cock, Rose, and Jet, 4*. each.

Spring Spreader8*. each.

Union Joint, 4 inch, la. each.la. 5d.

JAMES LYNE HANCOCK. Manufacturer,
Vulcanisad India Rubber Works, Goswell Mews, and

8. Goswell Road, London, E.C.

N.B. Illustrated Price Lists on application.

GREENING'S PATENT GAME FENCING.—
Tealimonialfrom Wm. Ingram, Esq., Gardener to hit

Grace the Duke of Rutlano.
11

1 find it extremely convenient, elegant in appearance, and
perfectly efficient as a rabbit fence. I shall certainly employ
it in preference to the usual Wire Netting whenever I require

anything of the kind."
New Illustr d Catalogue of all kinds of Iron and Wire

Fences, Iron Gates, <tc , now ready and post free, on applica-

tion to Greening & Co.
Victoria Iron and Wire Works, 81, Oxford Street, Manchester.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1750.

Fig. A PRESERVE JARS. Fig. B,

Fig. C.

Fig G.

Figs. E. Fig. F.

Fig. H. Fur. D. Fig. I.

Fig. A.

HAND GLASSES.

12 inches
14

16
18
80
24

•»

»»

?»

»»

»»

• •

6#. 0d. each
7
8
9
10
12

B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

2 inches . . 0#. 3$d. each 6 inches

C.

MILK PANS.
0*. Sd. each

.

FhrE.
PRESERVE JARS.

If open top 1*. extra.

4 »•

6 »•

in

12 M
i •

1 Ft

20 -

•

e -

H tf 10 e»

8 tf 14 tf • *

1 4 H IS t» • *

1 9 »9 tt • •

3 6 • » tt tf w w

19 1 99 • •

7 --^ 9ft • • • »

1

1

2
3

8

4

9
r>

8

6
r,

it

»»

4

5
«
7
8

in

Without Lids.
3 inches 0#. 4jrf.

6
S

n io
1

1 4

1 8
2

t*

»»

»»

tt

tt

M

With Lids.
0*. 6±tf. em.
9 9

11
1 2
1 4

1 8
2 2

2 8

"i
M
• 9

t»

9%>

"I

Fig. D.
HTACF H GLAf

Common . . 3*. Od. per dozen,

Improved.. 3 6 „
CROCUS GLASSES.

Common . . 2a. Od. per dozen.

Improved 2 6 „

Fhr. P.

HYACINTH DISnES.

6 Inches 1#. Od. each.

'It "

fii.9?
6

-
CUCUMBER TURFS.
Id. per running inch.

Fig I.

ROLLING PINS.

l^d. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.

Winches .. 8i.6d. each-

16 „ * ° .»

lv ..4 6

Pijt H.
FISH GL »RES.

With Feet. Without Feet.
8 inches !«.»/.

• » tt

10
12
14

16

tt

tf

tf

2
8
4

5

I

8

3*. 6d. each.
4
4

6
9

6
6

tt

r»

99

Intermediate Size? in proportion.

Crystal Glass Shades, Ebony and Gilt Stan 'a, Gas and Lamp QUstes, Chimneys and G lobes, &c

For JFindow and Orchard House Glass see Advertisement of July 30.
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HORTICULTURAL

BUILDER

TO

HER MAJESTY

AND

HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER
TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HEE MAJESTY EOYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
A2TO

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

HENRY ORMSON, Hoktjcultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,
STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON S.W.

mt t
*

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION.

(
* I

I SI

10
90

m
so

of

a

r

c
A
31

]

V

<

1

1

OmSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAP:sts allowed to ho «,*w ,.
M A U JJ U llilXt

SECTION.

BOILERPractical Tests allowed to be the best ever ,'nvonfo 7 r tt t,
1UJ)U iiAJl iJUlLJbil -

T,

—

v-j*««w mctue ui cement and rop
JIIbb CAN act, hence the great advantage and tm,„ ft tj .i » Z ^ -^uni/jr ui Luis 1'ATENT. *** VJiJiayj a jtumjihj tuc^o *
These Boilers are made of various sizes so as to «nif fL a a ~ . .us sizes so as to suit the Amateur, or for heating the Largest FrfaM- » — ~
Hnrtimhurnl IfcAft^ ~* *,...._.. * *** Establ"*~9 an the Cne-Boiler System.

of every Description Manufactured

PLANS
Lowest Prices and best

Materia

STANLEY
App
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7 oi G R E K N HOI'S ES,
ENGLISH GLASS. .

foot, in fSaas/s averaging 40 by SO, packed

at JL 3*. per Case.

FOflMN SHEET GLASS,
quality, 800 f 1/. 19*.W. ; Superior, 2L lit. ft

6*. ; Superior. 4f. U.

ihABQ FOR ORCHARD HOUSES.

[
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

SO to. by 15 in. \ }*<*\
SO in. by IS in. [Common ian"
SOin. by 14 in. (Superior do lo

jj
••

SO in by 15 in. j English Gmm .. IS

GLASS cut to any given sixes not on the List.

Mm.-4th*, IK, 2c/., and 2M. per foot

Srda, 2*d., *&L, and 3d. per foot

*l o*.-4tha, 2fd ., 3d. , and 3 id. per foot

i „ 3rds,3i*, 4*, and 4*d. per foot

XL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxes.

6Jby4* 7 by 5 7* by 51
| 1Jf g(i

I

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

21 oa.

£1 1*.

1 3

1 9

«by4
8.. 6

v3 WJ '»

3 : 3
7

8

J. JONES,
)N MERCHANT AND HOT-WAT
APPARATUS MAXIFACTURER,

6, BANKSIDE, LONDON, S.E.

Cat*.SAMUEL N. M c G E R R
Gexeral Hortictltujlal Bcuxaa,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry
Great Britain and Ireland.

o w.

JVOK1NS, 2, York Place, Chelsea, S.W.—
• HOTHOUSES fixed, complete, from 1*. 4d. per foot:

HOTWATER APPARATUS for same, with 2-inch pipes, WL
per foot ; 3-inch ditto, 1«. ; 4-inch ditto, U. 2d. ; Dvpa and

(other castings, 21*. per cwt
TUBULAR BOILERS, from Si.

10

Boxes it. each, returnable at ful

London A roots for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Linseed •
1, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints

of various colours ground ready for use. . .. . ..

M :k Fans, Propagating Olasaes, end every dsnanpUon of

Ossaa for HoiUwnswl purp oses.

J««es PmLurs * Co., 180, Buhopagats Btwst Wlknont,

B.C .

riiANNKIi NElTINOfor Fruit Trim, at mUu-ei

A. prices ; 100 square yards, 10#. ; 600 yards, U: Scnsen

Canvas fot Wall VruiU ; Tulip Covers, Sun Shades, and

Awnings ; Rick Cloths, with Poles and Ropes complete

;

Marquees, Tents, and Flags, for sale or hire.

Epoi*oto* A Co.. 17, Smithfield Bars, London, EC.

Important to Gardeners, &c.

SUPERIOR NEW GARDEN NETTING, to be

had in nieces of any >ire (cheap), on application to

Mr. A., 28, Esk Terrace. Whitby.
.

For Watering Gardens, Lawns, &c,

HANCOCK'S VCLCAXISKO INDIA-RUBBER
TUBING is made in 60 feet lengths, and of any size for

Union-joints to attach it to Cisterns or Water Mains.

Price per Foot.

JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-WATER
APPARATUS for Heating GREENHOUSES.

Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates on application.

J JON" I supplies or erects <

APPAl for Heating

Illustrated Catalogues and Bet

Slight

inen

M.
84.

Stoat ..1 lOd.

For Mains

inch Price or Brass Fitttros.

7d. Branch, 1 2 in. long, with Stop-
lOd. cook, Rosev and Jet, 4«. each.

ring Spreader 3>. each,

la 5d- | Union Joint, i inch. It, each.

JAMES LYUE HANCOCK, JIartteactuber!

Vulcanised India-Rubber Works, Goswell Mews, and
8. Goswell Road. London, E.C.

H.B. Illustrated Price Lists on application.

JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-\A
APPARATUS for Heating VINERIES.

Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates on application.

JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-WATER
APPARATUS for Heating FORCING H0US8S.

Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates on application.

T
JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-WATER

• APPARATUS for Heating CUCUMBER or MELON
PITS with Pipes for Top or Bottom Heat.

Ill »- • Catalogues and Estimates on application.

GMH1N ATKNT FLOWER and FRUIT
IRS, with which a Lady can gather a Flower

J JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-WATER
APPARATUS for Heating ORCHARD HOUSES.

J JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-WATER
• APPARATUS for WarmingCOACH HOUSES, HARNESS

ROOMS, Ac.

6
o

from the back shelves of s Greenhouse or the centre of a Flower

bed without any difficulty or chance of injuring the plant. It

cuts the flower or gathers the fruit, and holds it (until released

by the hand) so gently as not to disturb the bloom of^the

ripest Peach.
""

a ,

To Fruit Growers they are particularly useful, as small

branches, bunches of Grapes, Vine shoots, fruit, Ac., rosy be

cut at any height from the ground without climbing. Prices

18*., 20*.. ttt., and 24« each.

Patentees: A. Omelet A Co., Crosby Hall Chambers
Btehopsgate, E.C. ; and sold by Mr. Kernak, Florist, Great

Russell Street, Covent Garden, W.C ; and at the American
Stove Warehouse, 155. Cheapeide, E.C.

SHAW'S TIFFANY fob SHADING, Ac-
Sold in Pieces. Per piece.—*, d.

No. 1, 20 yard* long, by 38 Inches wide 5

No. 2, do., do., the same material, roannf ired with a
Patent Mineral Solution to prevent it from rotting . . S

3 (doubln strength), 18 yards long by 39 hes wide. . 7

No. 4 (treble strength). 18 yards long by 39 inches wide . .
<»

Sold by all respectable Seedsmen. See ' t every piece is

marked : * Shaw's Tiffany,'* Manchester. Samples and Circulars

sent free by post.

Joh haw 4c Co 9, Oxford Street. Manchester.

"Ti u ' { [>t >.^"—Patronised by her Majesty the
P Queen te Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

bis Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis -stdens, Pro-

fessor Lindiey for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
r the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of DartforcL

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS k MORNING FRO>7
"FRIGI DOM< * Canvas made of patent ved Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. . . 1*. 6d\ per yard run.
1 r yards wide . . . . 3*. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, Ss. 6d. per yard run.
Also '* Frigi Domo" Netting, 1 yards wide. Is. 4d. per yard run.
Elkha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7
aity Leaf, Cannon 8a., City, E.G.. and ot all Nurserymen

and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.
'* I • much cheaper than mats as a covering.'*

Gutta Percaa Tubing for Watering Gardens,mm: (UTTA P ICHA COMPANY have the
_1_ pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the followiug

Totiummia l from Mr. J. Farrah, 6'r. Boswe MmDLEnrr
Jallato, Esq , e/ HoldsmtA* ffotue, near J

"I hare had 400 feet of your Gutta Percfaa Tubing, in
lengths of 100 feet each, with anion joint, in use for the last
12 months for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer
better than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of
the water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest
effect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
alnabl* invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
water our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-
half the labour required.''

Manufactured by the Gctta Percha Cojcpast Patentees
18, Wharf Road, City Road, London, B.C., and sold by tht
Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

J JONES supyuiefro* erects complete HOT-WATER
• APPARATUS for Warming HALLS, BILLIARD

ROOMS, &c

J JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-WATER
• APPARATUS for Warming the whole of HOUSES, to

suit the requirements of the Cottage or the Mansion.

J JONES supplies or erects complete HOT-WATER
• APPARATUS for Warming CHURCHES, CUAPLLS,

and every description of PUBLIC BUILDING.

J JONES has the lar^st Stock of HOT-WATER
PIPES and CONNECTIONS.

J JONES has the largest Stoek of BOILERS of the
most approved construction.

J JONES has a large Stock of CAST-IRON
• GARDEN ORNAMENTS, CHAIRS, SEATS, , ABLES,

GARDEN ROLLERS, VA.^ES, &c.

T JONES fits up CONSERVATORIES with IRON
rl • STAGES, STANDS, COLUMNS, VASES, FOUNTAINS,
fce.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS PITTED in every
description of Hothouses, Mansions, Churches, Chepela,

tt, on the most approved principle, by J. Meredith, Vine
Cottage. Garston. near Liverpool.

N.B. First-class references may be had on application.

I Horticultural Works and Hot-Water Apparatus

Manufactory,
Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN* TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the rery superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, 6c., combining every improvement with elegance of

design and durability of materials and workmauship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

RoofH of 1 louses has given the highest satisfaction. Chun hes.

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Hells, Public Buildinga, Ac., heated

with n«'t -Water Apparatus ins roost economical and efficient

*cr.

J. T. A Bon have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

Greenhouses, Orchard Houses, &c.

n FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works, Triangle,

• Hackney, N.E. Established 20 years. Substantially

made Greenhouses, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 feet by 13 feet,

5<M. ; 21 feet by 13 feet, 284. ; 124 feet by 10 feet, 15/. Orchard

Houses 10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortment kept.

Estimates given for Heating, < .r any branch in iron or wood.

CONSERVATORY* FOR SALE.—A handsome first-

rate Span Roof, with Cant Ends, Conservatory, 47 feet

long 18 feet wide, quite new.
To be seen at H. Frkkmah's, Triangl

e

. Hackney, N.E.

FOR SALE, on very advantageous terms, 7 HOT-
HOUSES, GREENHOUSES, and CONSERVATORIES*

of all siaes and shapes.
. ^ _

Apply for further particulars to E. Dknce, Kings Road,

Chelsea, S.W.

OkTICULTURAL TOOLS, LAWN MOWERS,
&c., delivered Carriage Free, Also Chaff-cutters at 50*.

each, Churns 25». Price Lists post free.

Bononss A Kev, Manufacturers, »6, Newgate Street,

London, E.C.

England, Ireland, and

VSKTNNKK (late Partner with J. Weeks & Co.),
• Horticultural Buildkr and Hot-Water Apparatus

Manufacturer. Establishments Heated on the ONE-BOILER
SYSTEM. Plans and Estimates on application.

Bridewell Street, Bristol.

Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Chelsea, S.W.

BECK'S PATENT

HOT WATER VALVE.

J JONES sends EXPERIENCED MEN to all parts
e of the country to tike particulars of work required to be

done when desired, before giving an Estimate for the work.

T
JONES will be happy to forward PRIf 9 and

• ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES for any description

CASTING delivered to Wharf or Rail in London, or to any
Railway Station in England.

T.TON F
• ESTIMA

APPARATUS.
every description

J. JONES, Hot-Water Apparatus MAjfurAcrCRxa,

6, Bankside, London, S.E.

Horizontal Valve. Angi r Valve.
«" 18*. (M. : 3" 25*. ;

4" 30». 2" !7#. ; 3" 23f. j
4" 28#.

JAMES GRAY, Sola Agent, begs to call attention
to this most simple and perfect Valve ever invented. It is

perfectly water tight, and is never liable to get out of order, or
to get fixed by st ling.

To Architects. Ksgisekr-s. G ardexf.ls, L Othf.rs.—Beck's
Patent Valve has been submitted to several of the most scientific
men of the day, and has invariably met with unqualified
approval. A liberal Discount to the Trade.
COBSEKTATORXSS, Greenhouses, Viseries, and every des-

cription of Hothouse erected on the most improved principles,
and of best materials, at the lowest possible price consistent
with good workmanship.
Heating by Hot Water in all its branches. Boilers of every

approved description, Tubular, Saddle. Conical, da?.

Jaxes Grav, Horti enrol Works, Danvers Street, Paulton's
Square, King'-- 1 Chelsea. S.W.

MUSGRAVE- PATENT STABLE. FITTINGS
Aim HARMLESS LOOSK BOXBS.

MUSGRAVE'S PATENT IRON COW-HOUSE FITTINGS,
Ann IRON PEGGBBDsV

These inventions are con-
fidently recommended as ;

>s-

sessing numerous advantages

not to be found in anything
therto made.
Ac the late Meeting of the

Boyal Agricultural Society at

Leeds. IUwgravb Brothers
eeived a Silver Medal, and tw

Awards of "Highly Commended," being the only Prizes con

ferred on anv epe -r in this class.

Full particulars will be sent on application to the Inventors

and Makers, Musorave Brothers, Ann Street Iron Work*.

Belfast!
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Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

HUGH LOW A5TD CO. have now ready for dis-

tribution a CATALOGUE for the present season of their

Collection of PLANTS, TREES, SHRUBS, Ac. It extends to

87 pages, and contains priced Lists of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Orchids, Ferns and Lycopods, Azaleas, Camellias,

Ericas, Geraniums of all kinds, Fuchsias. Verbenas, Petunias,

Chrysanthemums, Phloxes, Conifers, Hardy Shrubs, Fruit

Trees, and numerous other articles.

To the Seed Trade.

THOMAS AYRES, Wholesale and Retail Seeds-
max and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds, has to dispose of

a large quantity of TURNIP SEED, in large or small quanti-

ties. The stock includes Skirving's Liverpool Swede, Ayres'
Improved Liverpool Swede, Purple Top Swede, Marshall's Im-
proved Purple Top Swede, Green Top Yellow Swede, Round
Green, Green Globe, White Globe, Red Globe, Red Tankard,
Green Tankard, Dale's Hybrid, and a few other varieties.

Price on application.

K.B. A few Cwt. of ONION and PARSNIP SEED to dispose of.

WANTED, for the ORCHARD HOUSE, several

sorts of PLUMS, PEARS, PEACHES, APRICOTS,
FIGS, Ac, in Pots. Parties having a surplus, may forward
description of sorts, prices of each, and place where they may
be seen, to J. B., Messrs. Redgate A Co., 13, George Street,

3Iansion House, E.C.

New Phalaenopsis with Variegated Foliage.

BS. WILLIAMS has great pleasure in offering

• for the first time strong Plants of Phalsenopsis Schil-

leriana, which have just arrived in the finest possible condi-

tion. This beautiful species is quite distinct from all others in

cultivation ; the leaves are similar in form and equal in size to

those of P. grandiflora ;
ground colour dark green, with irre-

gular bands of white over the whole surface. Flowers flesh-

coloured ; size, about two-thirds of those of P. amabilis, aud

produced in great profusion from strong branching stems, one

of which may be seen at the Nursery, which has borne

upwards of 100 flowers, a portion of which are still attached.

Price can be had on application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Holloway.

Geraniums, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Orchids,

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and

• patrons that a PRICED aud DESCRIPTITE CATA-
LOGUE of the above, to which are added supple-

mental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,

Fruit Trees, Ac. (which include the best new plants of the

season,) is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London. N.

Vines Eyes.

THOMAS RIVERS respectfully calk .u ,

his collection of VINES from P!™ ««« .

atfcent

which

capable of bearing next season from 10 to 1 °b°
fe

J*

fc m kotf

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be rJ? • **•
hich will be sent post free on application.

1U a fevr kji
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, near the Hari— *now Stati

Vines, Vines, Vines.

WILLIAM CUTBUSH, Jun., Barn* x^
Herts, begs to invite an inspection «f u- - urser*

Fruiting and other Vines in Pots, consign
18

f
flne Stock*

varieties in cultivation. The following a™ l?g °[ al1 **»• h«
and fine, from 8 to 12 feet in length viz Zemark*b\y stn*
Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburg nScatiIira^
Lady Down's Seedling. Trentham Black- R,T°°d ****

water, Black Hamburgh, Ac. List and Prii
and '

s S**
Also to his Stock of Specimen and Half-sr*S

S °° aPP , 'catMB

Plants, Indian Azaleas, Stove Plants, Ac.
ew floiIa*

W. C Jun. would also especially call fh« „** ,.

room Growers to his very superior Mn«h, 2
n 0f Xfust

which ho has the highest testimouiala Vi-^ J>m 8P»*n. fe

Gardeners in the United Kingdom, and Sv.KT8temine8t

the greatest confidence recommeodRefpro^^ can ^'4
• wcrences on application

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

GRAND SHOW OF DAHLIAS AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1861.

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. Eyles.

' Exhibitors ot cub flowers to provide their own stands,

exhibited in separate stands of the following dimensions :—
Entries in each class to be

48 D ahlias, 2 stands
24!Dahlias, 1 stand
12 Dahlias, 1 stand
4S Roses, 2 stands
24 Roses, 1 stand
24 Hollyhocks, 1 s tand
24 Asters, 1 stand

» '

»

•

Length.
4 ft. each.
4 „ each.
2 „|each.
4 „ each.
4 „ each.
4 „ each.
2 „ each.

Breadth.
1 ft. 6 in

Class.
1 48 Dahlia Blooms.
2 24 Dahlia Blooms
3 18 Dahlia Blooms
4 24 Dahlia Bloom s

Distinct.
Distinct. >..
Fancies, distinct
Distinct

(Nurterynien\
(Nurserymen)
(Nurserymen)
(Amateurs)\

Class.
5. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)
6. 6 Dahlia Blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)
7. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Fancies, distinct .

.

(Amateurs)
8. 48 Cut Roses. 3 trusses, distinct .

.

(Nurserymen)
9. 24 Cut Roses. 3 trusses, distinct .

.

(Amateurs)
10. 24 Cut Roses. Distinct. Single blooms. (Open)
11. 12 Roses, in pots, not more than two of one kind (Open)
12. 12 Hollyhocks, in spikes. Distinct ..

13. 12 Hollyhocks, single flowers. Distinct
14. 24 German Asters. " Quilled," distinct
15. 24 French Asters. " Tasselled," distinct
16. 24 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinct .

.

17. 12 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinc- ..
,

18. 12 Pots of Gladiolus. Distinct. Not more
than 3 in each pot

19. 24 Phloxes, single trusses. Distinct
20. 12 Phloxes, in pots. Distinct
21. 24 Verbenas, 5 trusses of each. Distinct
22. Miscellaneous, For Flowers not snecifi*

(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)

(Amateurs)

(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Opt*)

1st 2d 3d
Prize. Prize. Prize.

£ s. £ s. £ s.

4 3 2

2 1 10 1

3 2 1

4 3 2

4 3 2

2 1 10

5 4 3

8 2 1

2 1 15

2 1 15

2 1 15

2 10 1 10 1

1 10 1 010

3
2
3
1 10
1 10

<tt

Oil

Oli>

GEAND FKUIT AND CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 and 7, 1861.

FKUIT.
A dish of Grapes to consist of 3 bunches ; of Apples, Pears,

like. 6 fruits of each : and of Plums, q fruits

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. Eyles,

Oranges, Lemons, and such

Class.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

H.

I.

J.

IK-

W.
X.
Y.
Z.

AA.
J3B.

CC.
DD.

Collection of Fruit .. .. .. .. (Fruiterers only)
Collection of Fruit (Private Growers)
Pine Apples, collection of. 3 distinct kinds
Pine Apple. Single fruit, any variety
Grapes. White Muscat. Basket of, not less than 10 lbs." weight

F. Grapes, White Muscat. Single dish
G. Grapes, White. Any other variety, single"dish."

.'

Grapes, Black Hamburgh. Basket of, not less than 10 lbs.

Grapes, Black Hamburgh single dish ".'.

Grapes, Frankenthal or Dutch Hamburgh. Single dish \ \Urapes, Black. Any other varietv, single dish .

.

L. Pears, dessert, collection of. 1 di&h of eachM. Pears, dessert, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds **
N. Pears, dessert, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds
U. Pears, dessert. Siugle dish, any variety
P. Pears, kitchen. Uvedale's St. Germain. Single' dish".

"

Q. Pears, kitchen. CatUlac. Single dish ^"** "*"•"••

B. Pears, kitchen. Single dish, any variety ".".
[\

S. Pears. Heaviest 5 fruits, dessert ..
T. Pears, Stewed, jar of

Note.—These are to be prepared without sugar, spice, or
any colouring matter, and to be shown in white glass jars
Ladies are particularly invited to cause jars of fruit to be
sent for examination.

V. Apples, dessert, collection of, 1 dish of each
v. Apples, dessert, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds

Apples, dessert, collection of3 dishes, distinct kinds
Apples, dessert. Single dish, any variety
Apples, kitchen, collection of 1 dish of each
Apples, kitchen, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds.

.

Apples, kitchen, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds.

.

Apples, kitchen. Single dish
Apples, kitchen. Heaviest 5 fruits

1st
Prize.

£ s.

4
6
4
2 10
4
2 10
2 10

Pommes Tapes ; that is to say, Apples dried in the same way
as Normandy Pippins ; of which an account is given in the!
Gardeners ChronicU for 1860, p. 932. Note.—It must be
observed that this process is quite different from that
employed in preparing Norfolk Beefings

Oranges, Lemons, <fcc, collection of 1 dish of each

nn <

Uran&es- . 4 Plants, in pots or boxes, bearing fruit
Cry. uranges, best specimen of Tangerines, in pot .

.

HH. Melons. Single fruit, any variety . . ... *

EE.
FF.

3
8
3
1 10
I

2d
Prize.

£ 8.

3
4
3
2
3
2
2

3
2
2
2

3
2
1

15
15
15
15
15

1 10

4 3
3 2
1 10 1

1 15
4 8
3 2
1 10 1

1 15
1 15

2

2
2

1

15

3d
Prize.

£ s.

3
2
1

2
1
1

2
1
1
1

2
1

10
10
10
10
10
10

1

2
1
10
10

2
1

10
10
10

1

1
1
10

10

II. Plums. Single dish, any variety
JJ. Strawberries. Single dish .

.

KK. Currants. Single dish .. .

LL. Raspberries. Single dish

1st 2d

Prize. Prize.

£ 8. £ *

2 110

1 W
10 7

10 7
I

Prise-

I'-
ll

0*
If

MM.

Note.—Fruit specified in the above Classes will be excluded from MJT.

Miscellaneous
## _ 60j#f 50j., 40*., SO*, **»

**

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Exhibitors of Cut Flowers to provide their own stands, of the following dimensions:

For 24 Blooms, 1 stand 4 feet long, 1 foot 6 inches broad.
For 12 -. ,. 2 .

For 6 « - 1 .. .. „
Height of stand, 6 inches behind, 4 inches in front.

Preference wili be given to plants trained in the bush-like or p

CLA8S.
1. 6 Plants. Distinct varieties, on

1st

Prize.

2. 6 Plants. Distinct varieties,

3. 3 Plants. Distinct varieties,

on

on

Note.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

single stems
(Nurserymen)

single stems
(Amateurs)

single stems
(Amateurs)

inCWst£23** "^

*

diameter

6

Sterns
Pompons

- Distinct varieties, on single

6 Plants, Pompons. *

District varieties^^TSg
6 Standard Chrysanthemums'or Pompons

{^0%\
NoTE.—Pots not to exceed 8 inches in diameter

in Classes 4, 5, and 6.

6 New varieties of the current year . I 2
»mgle specimen, single stem, either Chrysanthemum

or Pompon .

.

tn*~. \

21 Cut btT
S

- KSSS - ;: >"W
1 ?C» SmS

' S"?-
UC

5 (Amateurs)

OCuthor
8,

£"Snc
S

(Amateurs)

6 PntSM r^V.
nC

£ ' •. ' ' ' '
(Awteurs)

b Cut blooms. Distinct. Anemone flowered (Open)
i*est group of cut Dlooms . . . . _ . . \0pen)

*.

4

6

2 10

4 2
1 o

6
4

4
2

2
1

1

2
3
1 10

15
15

2

1 o

15

1

2
1

10
10

1

10

10

15

1
10

o I
•

10

1

010
1*

1

{
*
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Boses in Pots,—The best New and Old.

BENJAMIN R. CANT has a splendid stock of

be*Jthy Plants in pots (most of them on their own roots),

of all the Leading Sorta, both New and Old. If planted now a

reason will be gained.

A LIST of Sorts with Prices (which are moderate) will be
furnished on application.

B. R. C. will be prepared with a good supply of Standard

and Dwarf Rosea for autumn planting, early orders for which

are solicited.

St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

E\V ROSE.—MADAME STANDISH is the
hardiest of all Rose9 ; those which stood out of doors

during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a

bud, whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. The
growth is very rapid ; the foliage magnificent; colour, a clear

pale pink ; petals smooth, round, and finely imbricated ; the

form cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,

in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Plants now ready,

20#. 6d. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for

Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Miellez, of Lille.

John Standish, The Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

r>OSES.—Grand National Rose Show, Royal Horti-

1 cultural Soci s Garden, Kensington Gore, July 10.

The FIRST PRIZE for 48 varieties was awarded to John
Craxoton. King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

If. Common
II. B. Charles Lawson
H. P. Alexandrine Bachmoteff

Anna Alexieff

n de Diesbach
Augusta Mie
Comtesse Cecile de Cha-

brillant
Duchesse d'Orleans
Duchess of Norfolk
Gcant des Batailles

General Jacqueminot
Simpson

y9
Washington

L£on des Combats
Laelia

Lord Raglan
L'Oriflamme de St. Louis
Louis Chaix
Louis XIV.
Madame Boll

Bonnaire
Charles Crapclet
de Cambac6r£s
Hector Jacquin

99

n

yf

99

99

M
99

99

99

II. P. Madame Knorr
Madame Vi^ncron
Maria Portemer
Monsieur Joigneaux
Mrs. Rivers
Prairie de Terre Noir
Prince L6on

, f Imperiale
Princesse Mathilde
Reine des Violettes
Reine Mathilde
S£nateur Vaisse
ophie Coquerel

Souvenir de Montceaux
de la Reine d'An-

gleteire
Triomphe de TExposition
Victor Verdier

13. Acidalie
Louise Odier
Sir Joseph Paxton
Souvenir de la Malmaison

T. Gloire de Dijon
Madame Falcot
Narcisse

99

99

99

M
M
99

M
99

»>

99

99

99

It

9*

99

9*

99

99

H.B. PaulRicaut
P.M. Madame Edouard Ory
D.P. Julie deKruduer
„ Manoury

H.P. Alexandrine Bachmeteff
Alphonse Karr
Anna Alexieff
Arthur de Sansal
Baronne Hallez

Provost
Cardinal Patrizzi
Caroline de Sansal
Comtesse Cecile

Chabrillant
Duchess of Norfolk

r Evfique de Nimes
Francois Arago
G6ant des Batailles
Gen. Jacqueminot
M Simpson

Jules Margottin
L'Enfautdu MontCarmel
L6on des Combats
Laelia

Raglan

19

99

»l

99

9»

19

99

99

de

99

99

99

19

19

19

9*

19

99

M
99

99

99

99

99

1»

99

99

99

9}

The above, together with all the leading new and old varie-

ties, can be supplied in the autumn; DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES of which will be forwarded Post-free on application.

Early Orders are respectfully solicited.

ROSES.— Grand Rose Show, Crystal Palace,
July 6, 1861.

The FIRST PRIZE for 4S varieties was awarded to John
Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

H.P. Louis Chaix
Madame de Cambac^rbs

de Manoel
Hector Jacquin

„ Vidot
Mademoiselle Alice Leroy

„ Th&fcse Appert
Maria Portemer
Mathurin Regnier
Mrs. Rivers
Pauline Lansezeur
Prince Leon
Reine de Danemark
Souvenir de la Reine

d*Angleterre
„ de Leveson Gower

Triomphe de TExposition
Virginal

B. Acidalie

„ Louise Odier
,, Souchet

T. Gloire de Dijon
La Sylphide

, , Xarcisse

,, Vicomtesse Decazes
The above, together with all the leading new and old

o^Te^an ** 8«PPlied in the autumn; DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUES of which will be forwarded post free on
application.

r
Early orders are respectfully solicited.

TVTEW GRAPE, INGRAM'S HARDY PROLIFIC
J^% MUSCAT.—This is the most fertile and the best setter of
all Grapes. The bunches are from 12 inches to 14 inches in
length, having black oval berries, with the peculiar vinous

v£
Ur °^ *^e Hamburgh, yet more piquant, and combined

with a slight spice ofMuscat, so as to tone down the acid without
satiating the palate. The flavour is new, and has been pro-
nounced by one of the first judges of this country to be the
finest flavoured of all Grapes. The fruit is such, that the more
it is eaten the more it is liked. In this Grape we have the
if^dtnefs friend and the gentleman's bonne boiiche. It is im-
possible to £row the Vine without producing fruit, and owing
to its ripening in a much lower temperature than the Black«am burgh, it is the very best sort for a greenhouse or Curate's
v mery, and in ordinary summers it, no doubt, will ripen against
a wall m the open air. The footstalk of the berry is so stiff

S?JLXn$- **' lt ^^ot shank off. For those countries
!5 »iil\{?e *? titivated ** ^rge quantities in the open air

5£ be 31 2Z!?J* no^.°^y coarse and tasteless kinds, this

S? R<$£ "S^i^? 1

?
1?^ £ h¥ **«* «*H>Ited before

obtak3* fT^S tU
^
al Society's Fruit Committee, and

each
: and a few extra strong at 6Zs. each

Jyo. Staxdish, RoyaJNuraery', Bagshot

GRASS SEEDS POR.PERMANENT PASTURE,GRASa >LEDS for LAWNS
And all other Seeds of the same excellent nnnHK, mv v v
rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated

qUabtj whlch has

We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistpnt witfc *****£»* good and pure, at the same time delivS tWcSJEfS.^e by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash
CMna8e '

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps
J. C. Wheeled & So*, Swd Growers, Gloucesterehire

S

New Seeds for Present Sowing at Reduced Prices,

Carriage Free.

ITTON and SONS can now supply the under-
mentioned for immediate sowing :•

Early Six Weeks Turnip
Pomeranian White Globe ditto
Imperial Green Globe ditto
Lincolnshire Red Globe ditto
Smart's Mousetail ditto
Grey Stone ditto
Drumhead Cow Cabbage
Sutton's Imperial Earliest Gar-
den Cabbage

Wheeler's Imperial ditto
Enfield Market and others

Italian Rye-grass
Permanent Meadow Grasses
Fine Lawn Grasses
Tri folium incarnatum
Mustard and Rape
Brown Cos Lettuce
Hardy Hammersmith ditto

Early London Cauliflower

Fine Walcheren ditto

Onion, of sorts

Early Horn Carrot
Calceolaria, Cineraria, Primula, and other choice Flower

Seeds, 1*. per packet.
PRICED LISTS of the above new or fresh Seeds may be

had on application addressed
Sutton <fc Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading

To Architects and Landscape Gardeners.

THE RUGBY BURIAL BOARD hereby give

Notice that rthey are prepared to receive PLANS and
SPECIFICATIONS with TENDERS.

1st. For laying-out and Planting the proposed New Burial

Ground at Rugby, containing? acres 3 roods 2 j>erches.

2<L For the Erection of two Chapels, Entrance Lodge, Dead
House, and Fencing.
A Plan of the Ground may be seen, and Instructions as to

the requirements of the Board may be obtained, at the Office of

the Board.
The Plans and Specifications may be either for laying-out and

Planting the Ground, or for the above Buildings and Fencing,
or may combine both, but the Board reserve the right to select

either the Plan for Laying-out the Ground, or the Plan for

the Erection of the Buildings, or the Plan combining both
at their discretion.

Plans and Specifications witlTseparate Tenders are requested
to be sent in to the Office of the Board, Chapel Street, Rugby,
on or before the 31st day of August next.
By Order of the Board, E. G. Wratislaw, Clerk.

Plant Stolen.

A plant of CALADIUM VEITCHI bavin* been
Stolen from the ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA,

Messrs. Veitch & Sox hereby offer a reward of
FIFTY POUNDS

to any person who will give such information as shall lead to

the detection and conviction of the THIEF ; also

FIFTY POUNDS
to any person who will give such information as shall lead to

the detection and conviction of the RECEIVER of the STOLEN
PLANT.
The entire Stock of this Plant should be with Messrs.

Veitch & Son at Exeter and Chelsea, as it is one of
their own introduction, and they have never parted
with a single plant of it. It is so distinct a plant that it

is easily known from all the Caladiums, and Messrs. Veitch
& Son would solicit information from any one whomay chance
to see a plant of it in any other person's possession.

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.—August 10.

€ftt (Bar&enerjer Cftrontcle.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tit.«t»»t Anv i.f Royal Horticultural (Floral and Fruitivibdat, Aug. l»

t Committees) at S. Kensington, Noon

A shobt time since we received from a Corres-

pondent signing himself Jasper Standstill, samples

of ripe and very young Grapes taken from the

same "Vine. The writer stated that he had sent an
example of two crops of Grapes growing on the

same Yine ; the ripe crop consisting of 13 bunches,

the berries averaging from 2 to 3 inches in circum-
ference, and beautifully black ; the green crop

consisting of 12 bunches just ready for thinning.

He also enclosed a leaf to show the vigour and
healthiness of the plant. Mr. Standstill also

proposed to explain at a future time the means
used to produce these crops, and to show that we
often put ourselves to a great deal of unnecessary
trouble in such matters. "Besides," he added,
11 the novelty of the thing, if it can be repeated (and
I see no reason to doubt it, as the wood
is ripening well), it would be very convenient

to those whose space is limited for planting
to have a successional crop on the same
Vine, and this not on laterals, but on the regular

bearing wood." Since the ripe Grapes sent us
were of the finest possible colour and quality, the
young ones in the highest health, and the leaf

superb and a foot in diameter, we expressed a
desire to have further particulars concerning the
experiment,

Mr. Standstill then informed us that about
six years ago the place where his Vines now grow
" was covered with a few Spruce Firs, struggling

hard for existence in a bleak situation. "We were

then about putting it into shape for a framing

ground for Cucumber pits, &c, to be heated by

hot water. In order to do this we had to lower

the whole of it about 3 feet to correspond with the

adjoining ground for a kitchen garden. Some of

your readers may be ready to say, What a fine

opportunity for collecting the top spit of turf to

form the future Vine borders! Such, however,

was not the case, for we considered it only fit to

send away to bottom the roads and cow-yards, and

many a load was thus got rid of. Before we had

got to the desired depth we came in contact with

the mixture I have sent for your examination, and

which (though in its present state it appears loose

enough) could scarcely be penetrated with a pickaxe.
Insomeplaces the rock prevailed, in others the sand

;

and again, certain mixtures of what appeared to be
oyster shellsreduced to something like white soap—
the latter in layers of about 6 inches. Amongst
the rocky portion (and often embedded in it so hard
as to require a mallet and chisel to dislodge it)

were found various petrified shells, &c. "We have
some large specimens of them here built in the

walls or lying loosely about. I am persuaded that,

if such soil could be obtained and the conditions

here attending it complied with, there would need
no more preparation for a Vine than a Gooseberry

bush. I shall be much surprised if chemistry

finds much in it to feed the Vine, and I hope it will

not, for I have long been of opinion that the

mechanical condition of the soil is of far more
consequence than the chemical. How deep these

materials go I cannot say, but we find the sand at.

the bottom of the wells, causing the water after

heavy and long continued rains to have the appear-

ance of thin gruel, although we have no chalk
nearer than 3 or 4 miles."

Along with this came a bag of yellowish-

calcareous soil, and a good many fossil shells and
ammonites, among which were fragments of Phola-
domya and Ostrea with indeterminable univalves of

the oolitic formation. Other circumstances led

us to infer that the Vinery must he on high ground.
In confirmation of this guess we received the fol-

lowing additional information.

"You are quite right in presuming that the garden is

on the top of some hill or cliff. It is however but a

small hill, something like a huge mole hill. It may be
about half a mile from side to side, situated in the Vale
of White Horse, about half way between Swindon and
the far-famed White Horse Hill, and is exposed to

every wind that blows. Although its dimensions are

small, the materials of which it is composed are various;

the soil in general exceedingly good, fit for almost any-
thing but American and such like plants. About eight

years ago it was determined to make a new garden
here. The spot selected for the kitchen garden con-
sisted for the most part of stone, lying near the surface,

which was quarried out for building and roadmaking,
and replaced with fresh soil; consequently we have about
an acre of first-rate garden ground. On tne north-

west side is the frame ground, part of which is solid

rock, so hard that we had great difficulty in cutting
out the stoke hole for the houses and pits. Within a
few yards of this you find a bed of sand of unknown
depth, and again within about the same distance is the
composition of which I sent you a sample. On this spot
was built a span-roofed pit, facing1 north and south, by
Mr. Lewis of Stamford Hill, the floor of which is abonf
3 feet below the ground level. One end of this pi<

was intended to grow a few stove plants in, and the

other for such as required les9 heat. In t he stove end
was built a brick tank to hold water, the hot water pipes

for bottom -heat in a chamber passing through it, so that

when kept filled there was a constant vapour rising, so

beneficial to growth, but (as we are in the habit of

saying) so detrimental to Grapes when near ripening.

This you have proof has not been the case in the present

instance. From the description given of the situation,

you will easily perceive that no artificial drainage is

necessary. Although the pit s are underground so much,
and no gutters to the wall plates, we have no need of

drains, with the exception of one to carry off the water
when washing the floor. The Vine bearing the two
crops is planted on the north side, and receives all the
water that runs off the house, only that the stem
where it enters the brickwork is protected by about a
solid foot of turf placed firmly over it. This, in my
opinion, is the the chief place to protect, and is of more
importance than covering the border. To this protec-

tion, and the impossibility of water lying anywhere in

the neighbourhood of the roots, I attribute our success.

Yesterday we had a very heavy thunderstorm, but in

an hour after you could scarcely have discovered that
any rain had fallen, the soil at an inch deep being
perfectly dry. On the 26th of August, 1857, the Vine
was planted with an idea of obtaining a few early

Grapes. My employer smilingly asked, "Do you think
to grow Grapes in such a place as that ?

M He was here
from London this evening, and walking into the pits

his first remark was, " Why, what a crop of Grapes you
have got here !

" (alluding to the late crop, the early-

one being partly gone and the remainder going to-

morrow, except one bunch which will be left as a

matter of curiosity). For the first two years the Vine

was confined to the stove compartment, but exhibiting:

signs of extraordinary growth, I made a hole through

the glass partition in the angle over the door and -let it

grow. Lust year it made a* shoot so strong that I

ventured to leave about 14 feet of it to fruit, making

26 feet well cropped, and I believe it would have done

mat as well if it had been left longer. As there seems no

bounds for the roots, so it appears there is no necessity

to circumscribe the space for the top. We have other

Vines doing well in a prepared border, but I imagine

this one would beat any of them under the same treat-

ment. I was first led to think of planting it in

such materials, from having noticed the Vin 8

round the cottages by the wayside, all of which «
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exhibited signs of health.

the neighbourhood of London and seen mildew in its

worst forms, 1 was surprised that no trace of it was to

be found here ; and I have never seen but one instance

of it, and that was about 9 or 10 miles off. I thought

therefore that either the pure air or soil must have

something to do with it ; this, however, I leave for

wiser heads to settle, but it is a fact that I have

planted several Vines in various places and they do

quite as well as those planted in prepared borders.

Meanwhile I believe the two great things to be attended

to, are deep extensive drainage and materials that will

never run together ; and then, I think, we may con-

crete or otherwise cover our borders, for I never re-

collect our soil being damper than what I send you,

as the water passes off without penetrating beyond a

few inches, and the rain from the roof sinks along the

foundation. If therefore, it is necessary for Vines to

have a great quantity of water, the one in question

has a long way to travel for it."

Now remains the question, a rather important
one, whether Mr. Standstill's double crop of

good Grapes, and beautiful foliage, is owing to

some peculiarity in the chemical condition of the

soil, or to its mechanical state, loose, dry, warm,

Having lived some years in
j
He was thejauthor of a Flora Napolitana in five

volumes folio, and of many other works on bota-

nical and horticultural subjects; and was well

known to English visitors for the courtesy with

which he uniformly received those who took an

interest in his favourite science.

MYCOLOGY.—No. LVL
A#AEicr/S geoteoptjs, Bull.—Fries remarks that

there are three natural groups of white-spored Agarics,

of which the first includes Amanita, Lepiota, and a

portion of Armillaria, in which the part which bears

the gills (Hymenophorura) is quite distinct from the

stem; the second another portion of Armillaria,

together with Tricholoma, Clitocybe, and Pleurotus, in

which the Hyraenophorum is continuous with the

fleshy stem when present, and the third Collybia,

Mycena, and Omphalia, in which the stem is equally
^

continuous, but has externally a cartilaginous coat. 4. Pileus cup-shaped, thin, hygrophanous "ftm
We now arrive at the second subgenus, Clitocyhe, of the first adnate, then decurrent. To this b ' *

us at

second group, which is equally abundant in species with A. cyathiformis, which is so common m our fill

adnato-decurrent. Not shining when wet or h—

^

colour as the moisture is absorbed flivprni
11^8

A. nebularis, No. VI., an excellent species" bel^"
this section, as does also the greenish woodl*^

3 *

odorus, which is so remarkable for its ao-rppoi J
^

like that of Aniseed. To this also belongs j 1 J?
**«

curious form of which is figured in Gardeners ni
9'*

1861, p. 312.
r* thro^ck

}

2. Pileus thin at the margin, subumbonat* • m
unequally decurrent, so that on one side H
decurrent, on the other frequently adnate In +i

are

individual. We have no well known species l^Q

group. * ^ ot tha

3. Pileus at length funnel-shaped. \ h h* ,

nous. Gills very decurrent. To this sectlnn f?
pha*

the subject of our present notice, with several fespecies, and amongst them A. giganteus, which
£**

vast rings, the individuals in which are «nm*V-
m

foot in diameter. Most of the speciesTetlmes a

articles of food when young and free from hSs. g°°d

Tricholoma, and like that contains several esculent

Agarics. Most of the species grow upon the ground,

amongst leaves in woods or amongst Grass in pastures,T_ auiuugau leaves in huuub ui auiuugsv xjjtaoa u& ^aatuico,
and penetrable to an unknown depth. Upon and

-m eitUer situation species occur which may be
this point we took the liberty of con-
suiting one of the most eminent prac-
tical horticulturists of England, who
is acquainted with the geology of

the country where the Grapes are
grown. His reply is as follows :

—

"Bourton," whence Mr. Jasper
Standstill writes, " is a village in
the Vale of White Horse, but I know
nothing of it except by passing
through it. Judging from the loca-
lity the place described will be either
on the upper green sand or coral rag
formations ; from the writer's descrip -

tion of it most probably the former.
The fertility of the soil is no doubt
owing to the presence of either the
phosphates or carbonates of lime,
&c, or to both combined, as they are
frequently found in both of the above
strata, arising from the decomposi-
tion of extinct Crustacea and testacea
which existed at the time the sands

.
and limestones were formed, and
which appear in some places to have
been swept into hollows and destroyed
in immense quantities. The writer
has evidently come upon one of these
deposits, which has enriched the soil
with fertilising matter yery congenial
to the Vine.
" An examination of the soil seDt

will show whether it is green sand
or calcareous (oolitic). If the former
it may resemble the phosphate de-
posits found near Farnham in the
same strata, which however are partly
iormed from coprolites.

" From a well dug in the coral
r
?
g {

(

??
ce obtained a similar mass

c-t shells (principally bivalves, as
tne writer states his are) and de-
composed matter resembling a soapy
white clay. This was spread oyer a

'

meadow, and the effect was almost
magical exceeding anything I ever
saw with guano. On "obtaining an
analysis of it it was found to contain
a large per-centage of phosphates
and carbonates, and a small one of

to the well being in the centre of I™wn I could not excavate to set

well. I tried a shaft in the nearest
Held I could get to it, but this parti-
cular deposit did not extend so far."

*t is therefore probable that the
success of the Vine growing at Bour-
ton is to he ascribed in part to the

autumn, together with several woodland and meado?

5. Pileus flattened or depressed, hygrophanous. Gilh
adnate, sometimes with a decurrent tooth. To tto

group belongs A. fragrans, which u
easily recognised by its anise-like scent

resembling that of A. odorus.
A. geotropus is a striking species, and

often occurs in large quantities, forming

rings about the roots of trees. The pileus

is at first convex, but soon becomes
flattened and at length depressed, but

generally retaining its well-marked
central boss. When examined with the

lens, if young, it is minutely tomentose,

so as frequently to retain the impression

of the fingers when touched, though to

the naked eye it appears smooth. The

colour is usually of a rich cream white,

though occasionally without any pink

shade. The stem is straight attenuated

upwards, and more or less fibrillose. The

gills are crowded, and run a consider-

able way down the stem.

A form of this with a far less de»

pressed pileus, A. subinvolutus of Batscb,

occurs principally near Fir trees, which

is excellent when cooked, and almost

equal to A. nebularis. The species is

sometimes difficult to distinguish from

A. giganteus and infundibuliform, but

as they are wholesome no dangerous

mistake can occur in this direction.

No ordinary observer cou\& coufouud

with it such milky Agarics asagrw'va

form, but are of doubtful reputation.

A. exsuccus, with its distant brittle gills

and dead white more or less tomentose

pileus, ought certainly not to be con-

founded. M. J. B.

XEW JAPANESE PLANTS.

There was on this occasion produced

a very interesting and valuable coUec-

tion of plants, sent from Japan by #•

R. Fortune. These were exhibited by

Mr. Standish, F.R.H.S., to whose care

they had been confided; and thong*

only a few days removed from on fori

ship, they were in the most perk

health. With reference to the hard-

ness of these plants, Mr. Standish statea

that the Sciadopitvs verticillata,
^

the Retinosporas, fhujopsis dolabw*

and the different forms of Osuiant^

were natives of the hills near leajjj

and consequently would be remark^)

hardy ; as a proof of which be ^
tioned that Mr. Barron had the id

jopsis standing in the open gr0UD ,..

winter, without the slightest inj^^e-
frost, though the serious amount w

struction amongst evergreen sbmW,
trees, caused by the past winter- a»

,

Derby and Nottingham, and^
almost everywhere iu the midland co

ties, is well known. This coUectj®

SSi'^M^JtS 9 ab
M
Ufc

\
m

*
*E0TE0PrS

'

C°Pled ^ PermiSSi°n fr°m Greville'
S GOT*g»ie Flora |^«,W^icn Mr. Jasper s emnlover will n^flno *— eaten with gaf#fc and whjch

.

f
n S™ **i*

alrea(Jy exhibite/at the nu n the 5»

excellent food.
J prepared attord

i A - , ,
employer will perhaps cause

some analytical chemist to report, and in part
to its mechanical state, assisted however by a
good deal of horticultural skill.
The history of the double crop still remains to

be told, and upon that we hope soon to receive a
lull practical description.

Pn™™«™ £°m P1£
S ann0UI1Ce TflE DECEASE ofProfessor Michael Tesobe, on the 19th of July,

in the 81st year of his age, after having held the
diction of the Botanic Garden in that city, ofWAioa he was also the founder, for half a century.

The subgenus derives its name from two Greek
words, k\itos, a declivity, and levfin, a head-intended we
suppose, to express the inversion of the pileus which
occurs in many species. The essential distinction fromIncholoma however depends upon the mode of arriM»
ment of the gills, which are not sinuated behind but"
either abruptly adnate or much attenuated andrunning down the stems. From Omphalia fchev differm the nature of the stem, which is fleshy and nocar dagmous. They are often difficult of determination
as the characters are not striking. Fries distributethem in five sections as follows

:

1. Pileus convex, then plane, obtuse, with the gills

of June, and the more important of them had on tb»

occasion received awards. These latter, which w»

now necessarily passed over as having been aire* ;

judged by the Society, consisted of the follow*-

namely :

—

.

Retinospora oltusa.—k fine evergreen tree of

Arbor-vita) race, forming, according to SieboW*

straight bole 60 to 80 feet high. Of tin*
»JJ tc

little busby specimen was shown. It had flat ^m
f

il

[ts
dark green spray, which from the small size o

scale-like foliage had a good deal of general resemhii"

to some of the smaller circinate species of Sel^ d
s There were both green-leaved and variegat*W»

f
forms, the latter being blotched with white ; f»

ft

these the green-leaved or typical form had receir
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Silver Banksian Medal, and the variegated-leaved form

(R. obtusa variegata) a Certificate of Merit.

Retinospora /copodhides.—-Under this provisional

name was included, on June 5, in the miscellaneous

rently a plant of spreading growth, with the branches

terete and leafy all round: distinguishable, therefore,

from the Retinospora and Thujopsis, already mentioned,

by a feature analogous to the difference which exists

between the true species of Lycopodium and those now
referred to Selaginella. The leaves of this plant are

small obtuse green scales, which produce a kind of

papillate appearance on the branches.

Retinospora argentea.—Another provisional name
for a plant with densely glaucous or silvery spray,

which colour was especially marked on the lower

surface. The plant was not enough developed to show

its true character.

Sciadopitys verticillata.—One of the finest Conifers

of Japan, or, after the Deodar, of all Asia. Mr.

Standish exhibited two nice bushy young plants in

perfect health, a foot high, showing the aspect

presented by the long linear blunt ended foliage, and

also its peculiar whorled arrangement. Some of the

older leaves on these young specimens measured 3 inches

in length. This had received a Silver Knightian Medal

at the exhibition on June 5th.

Thujopsis dolabrata variegata.—This was a fine

variegated variety of Thujopsis dolabrata, apparently

of a lax and spreading habit, the branches flattened

and glaucous beneath, very much resembling those of

some of the free- growing kinds of Selagiuella. This

variety differed from the ordinary form in having its

twigs freely blotched with white, producing a pretty

and well-marked variegation. It had obtained a Silver

Banksian Medal at the great exhibition already

alluded to.

Podoearpus variegatus.—A dense growing little

bushy shrub, thickly clothed with short broad ovate

shining leaves, variously striped with white. It was
a neat looking plant, and had received a Certificate of

Merit on June 5th.

Podoearpus microphallus variegatus.—This had the

leaves linear-lanceolate, and sparingly striped.

Taurus longifolia.—A provisional name for a long

linear-leaved shrub or tree, which, if hardy, will prove

a very handsome plant. The plant was, however,
quite small.

Bambusa variegata.—A pretty tufted striped-leaved

Grass, apparently dwarf, and perhaps useful in formal

gardens. This had already received a Certificate of

Merit.

A ucuba japonica.—Of this species, which is familiar

in English gardens in the variegated state, there was
included in this fine collection the original or green-
leaved state, both male and female plants ; the latter

bore orange-coloured oblong-ovate berries, about the
size of the pomes ofthe large-fruited species ofCrataegus.
It had on a previous occasion obtained a Certificate of
Merit.

JZurya sp.—This was distinguished as a "broad-
leaved Eurya;" it has moderate-sized elegantly-
acuminated Camellia -like foliage, broadly margined,
and more or less blotched inwards with white, and the
young foliage comes out stained with a fiery-orange-
colour, which gives the plant a bright, extremely
interesting, and showy character. It received a First-

class Certificate.

Baphis flabellata variegata.—Of this well-known
elegant dwarf Palm, the present form had. the leaves
striped more or less with white.

Gardenia radicans fol. variegatus.—A beautiful little

green-house shrub, with long narrow leaves edged with
white, and bearing the well-known fragrant flowers of
this species. The plant had been previously exhibited

before the Committee by Messrs. Veitch & Son (see

p. 240).

Daphne variegata, with the leaves narrowly edged
with white. It was distinct from the plants already in

cultivation, but was not sufficiently developed.

Elaagnus japonicus variegatus had the leaves neatly
edged with cream-colour.

Then viridis variegata.—The Tea plant, with varie-
gated leaves.

Buxus obaordata variegata.—A very pretty little

variegated Box tree, with remarkably short obtuse,
sometimes retuse or obcordate, leaves, of about half an
inch m diameter.
E yiymus rariegatus.—Something like E. japonicus,

nut with smaller leaves, having a broad central yellowish
blotch.

IUiciumrarieynfnm—A neat-looking plant, probablv
refernble to I an urn. It had grey-marbled leaves,
slightly edged with white, and was commended as a
pretty variegated shrub.

Osmanthus aouifolius variegatus nanus.—k nice-
looking Oleaceons shrub, with neat flat Hoily-like sharply-
toothed or sinuately-spinose leaves, margined and
marbled with creamy-white. The leaves were small,
and the p ant of dwarf twiggy growth. It was
awarded a First-class Certificate. There was in the
collection an Osmanthus aquifolius variegatus of larger
growth, and with larger and broader leaves, scarcely
less effective; and al*o, the typical green-leaved form of
the species. Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural
society, June 11, 1861.

NOTES ON THE PLANTS OF PERU.—No. I.

The writer (who was attached to the last Cinchona

expedition)* proposes to give an account of his voyage

to South America for the Cinchona Succirubra, or

" Red Bark " of commerce ; of the propagation of that

species in the forest, on the western slopes of Chim-

borazo; of its removal from thence to Guayaquil; and

of the system of treatment pursued during the voyage

from South America, via Southampton to India. It

may be stated that of the 600 " Red Bark " plants

shipped in Wardian cases at the port of Guayaquil in

South America, nearly 500 reached India in a state of

perfect health.

I left Southampton on April 17, I860, in the Royal

Mail Steam Packet Company's steam-ship Atrato, my
instructions being to proceed direct to Guayaquil, and,

on arrival there, to communicate with Mr. Spruce and

follow his instructions. Mr. Spruce, an eminent

botanist, who has explored the banks of the Amazon
and several of its larger tributaries, and afterwards

crossing the Cordilleras via Jarapota, reached Hambato,

was employed to make collections of seeds, and to get

if possible/a collection of young plants together by the

time I should reach Ecuador. During the outward

voyage, nothing of any particular interest was observed

until the steamer reached Colon on the Isthmus of

Darien, where for the first time I looked on a tropical

vegetation. Viewed from Colon the appearance of the

isthmus is that of a low lying marshy country, thickly

studded with mound-like hills, or rather cairn-like

mounds ; for in general they are not more than 50 or

60 feet in height, and are in many places strewn with
large boulders. The whole country as far as the eye

can reach—mound and plain alike—is covered by an
intensely green, impenetrable forest. Around Colon I

observed many fine specimens of Cocos Nucifera,

(now said to be dying out in some of the West India

Islands), which presented a most vigorous and healthy

appearance. On the way across the Isthmus the aspect of

the vegetation is altogether grand and imposing. The
trees of the forest, lofty though they be, are literally

covered with climbers and Bromelias. The great bulk
of the climbers seemed to consist of Passifloras and
Ipomceas. In several places here and there I observed

open glades, from perhaps 3 to 4 acres in extent, covered

by what seemed to be a species of Diplazium, inter-

mixed with a few young seedling Palms. From
the general system pursued in the cultivation

of Ferns in England, I had always been
given to understand that in order to culti-

vate those plants successfully a certain amount of

shade during the sunny days of-summer was absolutely

necessary ; but here they were growing most luxu-
riantly under the rays of a tropical sun, without any
shade whatever. On reaching the town of Panama, on
the western coast of South America, I found several

clumps of Plantains (Musa sapientum), growing near
the village, some of them showing fine bunches of fruit.

The leaves of the Plantains are here much torn and
broken, even before they become fully developed ; but

this is owing to their being planted in open places,

where a very gentle breeze of wind would produce the

results just mentioned. I subsequently observed on
ascending the gloomy banks of the Guayaquil River,

where there are many large plantations of M. sapientum,

that the leaves in most instances remain perfect on the

plants until their period of decay. Around the town of

Panama the natural vegetation is less luxuriant than

that on the eastern side of the isthmus, owing perhaps

to the shallowness of the soil and rocky character of the

surrounding country. On some of the ridgy hills near

the town I observed several species of Cacti, and many
of the people have hedges of the more robust-growing

species planted around their gardens; they form an
effectual" protection against the ravages of swine, &c.

I noticed also a species of Momordica, growing plenti-

fully on stony ground around the town.

I left Panama by steamer on the afternoon of the 9th of

May, and reached Guayaquil late on the evening of the

13th. After leaving Panama, as we sailed along the

coast, I could see the white chalk-like hills of New
Grenada and the mist slowly rising from off their

summits. A great many of the rugged hills which are

seen along this coast are almost entirely bare masses of

rock without the least signs of vegetation. On ap-

proaching the Gulf of Guayaquil the land gradually

becomes more flat, and on entering the Guayaquil

River the large tracts of country seen on each side

seem almost on a level with the sea. The country is

covered far and wide with something green ; but in

appearance greatly inferior to the gigantic vegetation

seen on the eastern side of the Isthmus of Darien. On
passing up the Guayaquil River, I saw large masses

of Pontedera crassipes and Pistia Stratiotes,

growing together and forming little islands which

floated up and down with the flow and ebb of the tide.

On arrival at Guayaquil I was informed by Mr Mocatta,

her Majesty's Vice-Consul for Kcuador, that Mr. Spruce,

who was still sick at Hambato, had written to nun that

on my arrival at Guavaquil I was to remain there until

he should be able to communicate with me. Having

therefore much spare time on hand, I used to make

little excursions every morning to a low ridge ot roefcy

cairn-like hills which stretch away to the north of

Guayaquil, hoping to find there, growing in a natural

state, some of the tropical vegetation with which I had

from annuals to wide spreading trees. Many Tree
Acacias continue in flower all the year round, and their

long black pods intermixed with green foliage and
yellow flowers give them a very interesting appearance.

On the hills near Guayaquil I did not find on
examination the vegetation so interesting as I had
anticipated. However, I found an abundance of semi-

arborescent Acacias, Ipomoeas, Bignonias, Convolvulus,

Passifloras (some of which bore very handsome flowers),

and the Castor Oil plant (Ricinus communis). One day,

on descending to the base of a rocky cliff, on one of

those low hills, I found the ground for some distance

in front of the cliff covered with that most beautiful

climber Ipomcea Learii in full bloom. This
^
was

certainly the finest floral display made by any single

plant I had yet seen ; for not only was the ground for

some distance from the base of the cliff studded with

its large blue flowers, but the adjacent shrubby and
herbaceous vegetation was ornamented and festooned

in like manner. The base of this rock afterwards

became my most frequent place of resort, and I sub-

sequently detected, growing on the face of the cliff, an
Adiantum, a Pitcairuia, and a very singular looking

species of Begonia, with small crisped ovate leaves and
small lilac-coloured flowers.

From this period I henceforth ceased to wonder that

the unnatural treatment to which some plants are

subjected in hothouses in England failed to destroy

them ; for here the shallow debris of rock, on which
those plants were growing, was as dry and as devoid of

moisture as if it had been newly taken out of a burning

furnace. The Adiantum had not, I could see, lived a

great while on this dry precipice ; but the Begonia had
(judging from its length of knotty twisted rhizome-like

stem) struggled on for several years. It had long been

my earnest desire to see some species of Orchids

growing in a natural state, but after much searching

among the old Lichen-covered trees which are scat-

tered over those hills, I failed to detect a single

plant. I had seen, however, in the verandahs of several

houses in the town of Guayaquil some fine healthy

looking plants of Oncidium Papilio, and so I set myself

sedulously to inquire from whence the plants were
brought. But after much time I could only learn that

the plants were found in (el monte) the wood ; and, as

the country, whichever way one might look, was covered

by a vast expansive forest, the information derived was
of little value.

Subsequently, however, on ascending the Guayaquil
River, I had many opportunities afforded me for noting
the peculiar circumstances under which this beautiful

tribe of plants seemed to flourish ; but this must form
the subject of another paper. Robert Cross.

I * Not 3Ir. Markhaui's.

Home Correspondence.
Parisian Horticulture.—You are right in stating

that a visit to Paris will produce something interesting

as well as instructive ; there is plenty there to look at,

much to study, and something to learn. This I can

confirm from experience. I was in Paris about two months

ago to see what I could respecting landscape gardening

and horticulture as practised in France. The first

thing I met with new to me, and also an
improvement on our style of managing London
streets, was the way in which the trees were

planted and attended to. Leaving the railway station

I visited the Boulevard de Sebastopol, which is almost a

new street, lined with trees. Here, to prevent people

from walking close to the latter, a circular iron trellis,

about 5 feet in diameter, was put up in two parts,

which were let into the pavement, so that the public

could walk over them. Such a plan permits of the

trellis being quickly taken up, the tree watered or

manured, or fresh trees planted if the first did not

succeed. This street reminded me of Oxford Terrace

on the one side, and Cambridge Terrace on the other,

in London, the latter being planted with common
shrubs and enclosed by iron fences. Ask our friends to

compare the Boulevards with this style of street-planting

when they return from Paris. Could not our New
Exhibition Road be improved by planting trees, like

the Boulevard de Sebastopol ? Plane trees would do

for London ; they look best of any thing in Paris. J.N.
Shanking of Grapes.—A " Young Gardener " asks.

What makes his Muscat of Alexandria Grapes shank ?

Let me advise him to study his Vine, not in the con-

tracted view in which it is so frequently presented to

us under finsrer and thumb pinching, and the mistaken

but well-meant eulogy, How very neat they look ! the

consequence of a thousand ties; but at a most in-

teresting plant that would certainly do well m his

border if treated with the addition of a fair supply of

well used brains. With all due repect to his former in-

structors, let him be convinced that he has yet himself to

teach; and to strengthen this conviction I would inform

him that there is not a gardener in the world who from

his statement could tell him why his Muscats shanked.

Having for some years acted upon the advice which 1

now give, I can now show a Muscat house that will be

ripe in a fortnight where there is not a single berry

shanked, and where some of the bunches are 13 inches

long from the top shoulder to the bottom of the
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"bunch; moreover, the absence of thanking in the long

bunches is a proof that in the treatment (which is in

many points original) I have removed them a respect-

able distance from the evil complained of. Should your
Correspondent, or any one else/expresa a desire to know
the particulars of my management, I will be most
happy to communicate it to them either privately or

through the medium of your columns. W. Porter,
Quinta Gardens, near Buabon. [We shall be happy to

be the means of publishing your practice.]

Saponaria calabrica.— From the French Horti-

cultural Journal of 1860, I copied the notice of a new
bedding flower called Saponaria calabrica, and procured
some of the seed from Paris. From this we have raised

plants enough to fill two round beds, 4 feet in diameter,

a standard Rose occupying the centre. The effect is

beautiful, and it attracts much attention, no one having
seen the flower before, though it may be known to you.

Its colour is deep rose, the size of the flower that of
Forgefc-me-Nofc. It masses well together, and is said

to flower till the month of October; at a distance the
effect is much like bright Heather, viewed nearer it is

of a more delicate shade. The directions were to sow
it in April or May. G. and H.t Marlow, Bucks. [Sapo-
naria calabrica is certainly very pretty, but anything
rather than a novelty.1

stante and Wonderful (very similar in all respects to

Sir Walter Scott), and you have four of the best novel-

ties that I have tried. I should not, however, think

that Eugenie (raised by Knevitt) is the same as the

Crimson Queen. This latter and the Frogmore Pines,

are the only one3 that I think of trying next year.

I find that new Strawberries, whether British or foreign,

are generally not better than those we have already,

At any rate the new ones are not sufficiently distinct.

We do not except for amateur amusement heaps of

sorts. Tho-se that we want in England are good aver-

age croppers, hardy plants that run early and quickly

establish themselves, and are successional and good

flavoured. In our fickle climate, Strawberries that

come in before there is any power of sun,- or during the

heavy rains in the second week of July, are flavourless,

and more or less acid. We want some one to raise a

good August Strawberry, as it is usually a hot sunny

month. No doubt Mr. Rivers's ridge glasses would be

very valuable aids to the ripening of very early Straw-

berries or very late. I perfectly agree with what Mr.
Wray has said with regard to stewing Strawberries
under glass, like Orchids, and also with what
he has advanced about coddling up Straw-
berries in winter. If ground is properly pre-

pared by trenching (it is astonishing how deep the
roots of Strawberries will descend) and runners are

I Sl:

Vincas.-l*m surprised at "C.W.C.'s" assertion
™* f strawberries will descend) and runners are

in your Number for July 27, that " Tropical Vincas
plaiued in the first or second week in July, they will

never produce seed under cultivation if left to them- ^ the
f

severest winter without protection, and will

selves," for I find both the white and pink kinds seed
most profusely ; in proof of this I enclose a small spray
with seed pods on it. They sow themselves in the
neighbouring pots, but the produce has never been
different from the parent plants. F. A. P.

Judges at Begenfs Park.—Like the other Judges at
the last exhibition in the Royal Botanic Gardens, I was
disposed to pass by as unworthy of notice the scrap
published at p. 649 of your Taper; but finding that the
subject is still harped upon in your columns, and
knowing that the reiteration of complaints sometimes
makes them appear well founded, as might be the case
in this instance if the unsupported assertions of "A

"Visitor" are not contradicted, I am induced to ask that
person if he will oblige the Judges by making some
specific charge against them. If he can point out one
instance of the "glaring mis-judgment'' he talks
about, I will venture to say that the judges concerned
will be able to justify their decision. /. B. Whiting,
one of the Judges of Fruit.

Clubbing.—The reason of my troubling you with this
communication is to obtain all the information I can
respecting that disease known by the name of club in
plants, and as Mr. Westwood is a contributor to \ our
periodical, and one of the most distinguished ento^
raologists of the day, I have great faith that he may
be able to suggest a radical remedy. Tin's pest
I have Lad /or upwards of four years, and although

i.
'•! •

UOt
«.

S° bad as ifc was some time a£0,
yet it is sufficiently bad to make ifc very desirable to
get rid of it. Numbers of opinions have been given as
to what is a panacea, yet without any avail. A gardener
of a friend of mine told me that if I would take equal
parts of lamp-black and soot, and mix it with water
and dip the ro t8 in ifc before pllintin fchafc wouM be
specific. Ihis I have tried, both bv mixing it with
urine and water, yet without the slightest benefit
In a seed catalogue for this year, under the
head Cabbage, lime is recommended to be dustedW L £ - f™ .PIant

!
nS- ™- I »ave tried, and

have no hesitation in saymg that it makes the disease
ten times worse, so much so that the plants were so
diseased that they were obliged to be removed, and

?nH °™ZH*
my ^tU

?n CabbaSes» lot. An article
in the Cottage Gardener » for 1857, by Mr. Robson
recommends soot and charcoal, or dusting with lime

r^Li 1™?
m
T-

exPerience w unless. He also

wXT> *
tr
TlUn%' and this if I c«™* »«cceed

to f£ n
1

-JF
U
? .

be/esorted t0
- Another contributor

necullft'n^r ST* ^^ SayS thafc the dUease hpeculiar to poor soils. Now, this is just the reverse ofmy experience, for what has fallen under niv own ob™mvl^ !?
PrVUl

V° rfch* a"d£ proofot this my neighbour, who is also troubled with it, finds

richest soil m the garden) were worse affected than an

v

others Another contributor to the « Cottage Gardened
suggests the use of hydro-sulphate of lime (or gaslhne)
which contains a small quantity of sulphur, and whichhe says would be noxious to the larva. This I ,mveTot
tiied, being thoroughly tired of the name of lime Iam sure from the experiments I have tried that all
alkalis more or Jess increase the disease. I have triedpotass soda, and lime, mixed both with water and
urine (which contains a small portion ot ammonia), but

i all cases the club was decidedly worse. Instead of
it arising from the poorness of the soil, I attribute it toover-manuring, and in consequence of that impressionhave not applied any for four years. Xow if Mr. West-

Z?*°
r

l^
°ther CrCSp0ndent C0"UI recommend a

pest l should be extreme +Wi,ft.i mi
Tomkyns.

extremely thankful. Thomas

crop well over the first year. Plants thus firmly put
in, so that the ground cannot pitch from the plant,

will crop here well for at least four years. It is best
then to change the plants. With regard to Americans

;

from a correspondent in the United States I learn,

that whether it be Roses or Strawberries, they like
" quantity," and think more of that than of form and
quality. Myatt's Surprise will of course fill pottles
quicker than mo3t sorts. I have discarded it chiefly
because my garden sloping from the sun I could not
colour or ripen it. I measured one some years ago
with the inches marked on tape, and found it to be
6£ inches in circumference. It is a good cropper,
brings its whole crop up to a great size, and succeeds
well for four years. In sunny gardens I have seen ifc

quite a fine scarlet, still I should not think it was
Myatt's masterpiece. My object, however, is not to
run down any man's productions, but to recommend
such as do well here. And I may observe that Straw-
berries which will not do well in one garden may be
very good in others. As regards the few American
sorts that I have tried, Triumph and Le Baron are the
two best. Hovey's Seedling I did not like, and the
American Scarlet is too small. If the Americans
want hardy plants and great croppers then the
following will please them, viz., Sir C. Napier, Ne
Plus Ultra, Sir Harry, May Queen, earliest of all
Rushtonienses (my seedling, 2nd rate), Marquise de
Latour Maubourg, Captain Cook, Salter's Jucunda
(late), Excellente, Wizard, and Alice Maude. If hardy
plants, good croppers, and good flavour are required,
tlien^ Rivers's Eliza, Oscar, Wonderful, Empress
Eugenie, La Constante, and Trollop's Victoria are the
ones that I should recommend. Eleanor is the finest
late Strawberry, bufc E0fc so hardy as Jucunda. The
British Queen is still at the head of all Strawberries
and where she likes the soil she will crop as heavy as
Myatt's Surprise. The more she is exposed to all four
winds, and the less she is coddled, the healthier and the
more robust she is. I should have thought that the
maiden soil of America would have placed her at the
head of market Strawberries in America, Of Hautbois
I recommend Belle Bordelaise; of white Strawberries,
the Beeton Pine. As Mr. Wray will have nothing to
do with Belgravia, it is useless recommending Filbert
Pine Carolina Superba, Scarlet Pine, Pineapple, and
such like. As far as my memory carries me, my corres-
pondent in America recommepded to me McAvov's
bupenor, Peabody's Seedling, Haarlem Orange, and also
Wilson s Albany. This last he said was the best for rich
or poor. He mentioned one or two others, but Ihave forgotten them : Marjlandica, I believe, was one.

mas, which is very hardy, large, and handsome, vizS tT-v7 °f ^3fc*t butm 1 hav* g*en i

'

£ < L lU not add to the ab°ve. Nothing couM
wha M, \*\°T

A *?
W quicker OT robuster I

C

°likewhat Mr Peabody has said about cultivation but inour gardens, abounding in Espaliers, I do not findhorse and pig manure, decayed till it is black as brfdecake, bad for mine. Wood ashes are good as conLl)hL
potash, which is the grand constituent rf^Stawte^but they must be put on with caution, or they wiU burnthe surface roots. They are, moreover, great retainersof moisture, too much so in cold

ecamers

mers. There is one other
quite agree with Mr. Wray
ture of this noble fruit in
W. F. Badclyffe, Bushton,
me to say in reference to

_
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of Strawberry culture in this country ?

»

yes ; and without so much trouble as nr t
• "7

in America seem to give themselves abouf <;.• •

CQ*
Pistillates, audiHermaphrodites. We have lTnat*
a field or garden with our best sorts, and •

!au{

crop of excellent Strawberries, such as will
1^ ?et '

compared with any in the world. Practice at d
t0 **

sense are all that is required for their prod r^
of-doors, but science does assist us in prod

" °n °^
Strawberries. I generally have ripe Str^K^/01'^

months out of the 12. A friend of ^ ^ *
the other day from near Dublin savs • m Wru

for Strawberry fruit alone this season \r f**'^
100Z. One orchard house produced fml d*

* 0a

Frederick William in pots 13*., about U each t*
this something like scientific culture ? W]

t

m
great growers about London and Edinburgh ? T th*

some of the American sorts to the ftoval p« 1- ;
seilt

Society for trial along with many ofh rf 4° n^
report of the same would doubtless now be nf , **?
following is a list of American Strawberri!. ,

e

me, viz :-Brighton Pine, Monroe*. ScTrleflv *
Scarlet, Jenny Lind, Champion, BostonPW 'wP?
Albany, Scott's Seedling, Marylandica, Ro W p
body's Seedling, Haarlem Orange, Psyche V
McAvoy's Superior, Pivas Minston's Seedlino (Ww'
Favourite, Hovey's Seedling, Le Baron, Hudson^ %!
Calypso, Triomphe, Fillmore, Imperial Scarlet uJl

let

Chili, of four varieties. William J. Nicholson hd
cliff

e

t near Yarm, Yorkshire, Aug. 6.

Thunderstorms.—In your last Number a correspon-

dent points out an obvious error occurring in a note
upon electricity (see p. 696), where it is stated that
thunderstorms are unknown within 50

9
of north

latitude. The error was made in the copy furnished to

the printer, in which 50° was substituted for 70° in the

original MS. ; and unfortunately it escaped subsequent

detection. With regard to the extreme rarity of

thunderstorms in places far north, Kaemtz observes

(see Walker's translation, page 361), " Thus during t

sojourn of six years in Greenland, latitude 70°, Giseeke

heard thunder but once; and all travellers agree on

this point." It would therefore seem that tbe°storms

experienced by " Investigator " were quite exceptional

to the general rule. C.

a
id

.
»vet sum-

thmg in w ilich j
-the disgraceful cul-
i-ngland "generally."
Blandford. Allow
mr. Leonard Wray's

$ortettt0e

Botanical op Edinbfbgh : July ll.-Prof. Balfair.

V.P., in the chair. The Chairman stated that in a

recent letter received from Mr. A. G. Afore, of Bern-

bridge, the death of Mr. Albert John Hambrougb, of

Steephill, near Ventnor, Isle of "Wight, is recorded.

Mr. Hambrongh was a distinguished natanM m

M

part of England, and was always ready to assist bota-

nists who visited the island. He made important

additions to the flora of the island, and his name is

noticed frequently in Mr. W. A. Broomfield's "Flora

Vectensis." Mr. More says :—" His death is a sad loss

to natural history in this island. In him I nave lost a

most kind and valued friend, the only fellow botanist

in the island." The following communications were

read:—I. "Notice of a BotanicalTrip to Ben Lawns

and Schihallion in September, 1860; by W. Keddie,

Esq., Lecturer on Natural Science, Glasgow.

Professor Balfour having taken up his autumn resi-

dence at Aberfeldy last year, the writer gladly accepted

an invitation from his old friend and teacher tojoia

him in a, quiet botanical ramble to Ben Lawers and

Schihallion. At Aberfeldy they were joined by M
who was commissioned from the Botanic Garden, Efa*

burgh, to collect Ferns. We devoted the 4th and o»&

of September to the exploration of Ben Lawers; aw

after strolling through the grounds and ipd®*
Taymouth Castle on the 6th, visited Schihallion on^
7th. With the aid of the morning coach from Aber-

feldy, we were at the foot of Ben Lawers at a scal-

able hour, and having engaged our lodging
at

comfortable inn situated on Loch Tay, at a *P°

convenient for commencing the ascent, we at on

buckled on our vasculums, and began our JW^J
Ben Lawers is known to be one of our loftiest

tfot •=,

mountains, being 4015 feet high, and effltfj*^
mica-slate, mingled with chlorite slate, and ef^
remarkably contorted forms where the surfaces

«
exposed m the upper precipices. The ^ff%below show beds of limestone inter-stratmfJ%
the schist. The mountain is equally celebrated *£
alpme plants and the extensive and varied

vie

obtained from its summit. Dr. Macculloch f['(palm to Ben Lawers, after having ascended
aujr

every principal mountain in Scotland;
enough, he mentions that on the bill he mf

l

missionaries from the Edinburgh garden, with hage

boxes slung over their shoulders, who seemed to bej*

perfect ecstasy of happiness." The laps®. ^^40 or 50 years had on the present occasion ^fL]x
neither the bulk of the boxes, the gaiety of

'

tg
bearers, nor the prospects with which they mad ^ .

way directly over the shoulder of the hill to the
^;on,

n w"v,j ^ cuuurse wnac

overlooking Lochna Ghat, the field of their oren» i

i . ^ ., • The Allowing were among the pla
j»|- .

lected thil da.y:-Drabalncana, Cerastium alpi'lV

for the day.

the

ait

Cherlena sedoides, Silene acaulis, Sagina sub

Rubus saxatilis, K. Chamamorus, Sibhaldia P^^S,
Epilobium alpinum, E. alsinifolium, Coruus f>^
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Jlieraciuni alpinum, Saussurea alpina, Erigeron alninus,

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi, Polystichum Lonchitis, and

I\>lypodium alpestre. Various cliffs and crevices were

examined for Cystopteris montana, not a vestige of

which could be detected in its old haunts, but Woodsia

hyperborea was found in considerable quantity on the

precipitous face of the corrie, which was ascended by

Bell with the fearlessness of a cragsman. The ascent to

the summit was reserved for the succeeding day.

The corrie occupies a secluded recess in the north-

eastern declivity, where the view is closed in on the

south by a ridge of the mountain, and only some
glimpses of the distant heights of Strathtay are

revealed. The snow of the previous winter still lay in

thick wreaths among the crevices of the rocks. The
lofty cliffs overhanging the corrie were cast into shade

by the mists drifting down the ravines from the upper
ridges, unvisited by the sunshine which, in the valley

bulow, was diffusing cheerfulness and warmth over the

green strath and the yellow corn fields. The weathered
micaceous rocks, twisted into a thousand fantastic

lorms, and grouped in fanciful combinations, imparted
additional wildness to the scene. Next day we started

betimes, and took a straight course for the summit of

ths hill, which was reached after a stiff climb without

our meeting with many plants which we bad not picked

the day before. With the exception, perhaps, of Ben
Lomond, the view from the top of Ben Lawers is not

equalled by that of any other mountain in the

Highlands, and the day was favourable for enjoying

it. Although the lake below appeared without a
ripple on its surface, the mountain top was swept by
a strong breeze, which rendered it difficult to main-
tain one's footing on the more exposed ridges. The
snn shone brightly, and the mountain and vale were
disclosed in the clear atmosphere as far as the eye
could reach. The fertile banks of the loch lay extended
below, from the rich woods of Killin to where the
sylvan beauties of Taymouth mingle in the view with
the remoter hills and plantations of Tayside. Ben
More is the most prominent mountain to the westward,
beyond which rise the peaks of Ben Lomond and the
other hills overlooking Loch Lomond. Schihallion is

recognised by its graceful outline and isolated position
on the north ; and far beyond, in the same direction,
may be descried the rounded summit of Ben Cruachan,
and the conical peaks of the hills overlooking Glencoe
and Loch Etive. The eye could take in on the north-
east the outlines of the snow-capped summits of the
mountains surrounding the sources of the Dee; and
southwards were discernible the ranges of Strathmore
and Strathearn, the Sidlaws and the Ochils. We pro-
ceeded to explore the disrupted rocks in the cavity to
the south-west of the summit, the part exposed to the
prevailing winds, aud where the storms of ages have
worn the ridge into the appearance of a volcanic crater.
The moist rocks on this unpromising height have lone-
been known as a station for Saxifraga cernua, one of
the rarest of British plants. We were fortunate in
obtaining a few -specimens, which, as is usually the case,
were in an immature state, but readily identified by
.their bulbiferous stem and well-marked leaves. Saxi-
fraga rivularis we did not observe, although it has been
*ound on the mountain. Draba rupestris occurs also
sparingly in the crevices of these exposed rocks. Thalic-
trum alpinum, and some of the more common alpines,
are comparatively plentiful. Following the course
ol the bare inhospitable ridge to the northward, we
again sought the productive cliffs of the corrie, and
examined the side opposite to that which occupied
our attention on the previous daw Here, in the
channels of the rills and the crevices of the dripping
rocks, were found quantities of Myosotis alpestris,
which, although not absolutely amongst the rarest,
was by far the most beautiful of our alpine treasures.
The first sight of this lovely Myosotis, with its bright
azure flowers glistening in the spray, would have
been an ample reward for more than the toil of twice
ascending lien Lawers; and its frequent recurrence on
the moist cliffs—sometimes within reach, sometimes
("aPpily for our too eager acquisitiveness) beyond it
--was a source ofever new delight. Haunting the same
humid rocks were Saxifraga nivalis and S. stellaris.
Un tne 6th the party examined the grounds of Tay-
mouth, under the guidance of Mr. Murray, the head
gardener. On the 7th they visited Schihallion, without
any dennite idea of its botanical character, but with a
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stellaris, Corn us suecica, Vaccinium myrtillus, Pyrola

secunda, Empetrum nigrum, Salix arbutifolia, Listera

cordata, Tofieldia palustris, Carex rigida, Festuca ovina,

var. vivipara, and Lycopodium Selago ; a specimen of

Polvstichum Lonchitis was gathered having 130 fronds.

At* the summit the rocks were crusted over with

Lecidea geographies, and amongst other Lichens,

Cetraria islandica, Scyophophorus bellidiflorus, and

Cladonia rangiferina were not unfrequent. Among
the Mosses — Pogonatum alpinum, Dicranum fus-

cescens, Andrsea rupestris, Hypnum denticulatum,

Trichostomum lanuginosum, and Fissidensosmundoides."

II. " On some of the Stages of Development in the

Female Flower of Dammara australis." By Dr.

Dickson. The author gave the results of a partial

investigation which he had been able to make of the

development cf the female flower of this New Zealand

Conifer, a plant of which had produced cones in one of

the hothouses in the Royal Botanic Garden here. The

author believed that his observations were confirmatory

of Bullion's views as to the bicarpellary nature of the

Coniferous flower (ovule of Robert Brown).
^
He also

showed that the so-called squama? fructiferse in Dam-
mara must be considered as the leaves of the cone-

shoot, corresponding to the " scales " in the cone of

Araucaria; but dinering essentially from the squama?

fructifera? in our common Conifera? (Pinus, Abies, &c),

which are structures axillary to the leaves of the cone-

shoots. IN. " On the Homologies of the Floral Organs

of the Phanerogamous and higher Cryptogamous
Plants." By Dr. Lowe. IV. " Notice of Localities in

Scotland for some Rare Plants." By Prof. Balfour.

V. " List of Plants growing in the Bangalore Garden,

Mysore." With remarks by Dr. Cleghorn. Mr. W.
Lowe sent leaves of the common Oak, assuming a

remarkably large size. The following note accompanied
them :

—" I send a couple of leaves of the common
Quercus Robur, which were given to me by W. Stepp-

ings, Esq., of Setch, near Lynn. One of them measures

9 inches in its transverse diameter, and though some-

what larger than the generality of the leaves, yet the

entire foliage of the tree is something very remarkable.

No doubt this is owing to the effects of the late severe

frost, which, by diminishing the number of buds, has

caused an increase in the nutrition of those that remain.

I do not remember to have seen anything so fine as the

branches which were sent to me." Various monstrosities

of Roses have been sent to the Botanic Garden this

summer. At St. Colm, Mr. Parker reported that
almost all the Roses were proliferous, producing
numerous flower buds from the receptacles, and all

surrounded by a common calyx. From Broomhall
Park, Sheffield, Mr. Allan sent similar specimens. In
some of them the calyx was developed in the form of
large leaves, like the ordinary ones of the Rose.

»p™»,wMta agliea, Rubu9 cb m̂o^VHipnuri
rum
ris

fcyimoides, var.
f S.
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Twenty-four Views of the Vegetation of the Coasts and
Islands of the Pacific, with Explanatory Descrip-
tions. By F. H. Von Kittlitz. Translated from the
German and Edited by Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.,

F.L.S. Longmans. Small 4to. 1861.
Although the original of this remarkable work was
published in Germany several years ago—we believe

in 1847 or 8—it has hitherto remained almost un-
known to the English reader. And yet, if ever a book
deserved to be in the hands of all lovers of art and
admirers of the aspects of wild nature, it was surely
this ; for the author, a most accomplished draughtsman,
and an enthusiastic traveller, enjoyed opportunities of
sketching exotic scenery such, as few with his great
talent have possessed. It is said indeed that similar
views by Ferdinand Bauer are to be found in the
library of one of our public offices, but they have
never seer the light; and those of Kittlitz stand
foremost among representations of Vegetable Phy-
siognomy.
When the expedition to the Pacific under the

command of Capt., since Admiral, Liitke was organised,
the Russian Government took care that a naturalist and
artist should accompany it. The former was Dr.
Mertens, the latter our author, who gives the follow-
ing account of the manner in which he executed the
commission entrusted to him :

—

" On the departure of the Russian corvette ' Senja-
win,' in 1826, the botanists of St. Petersburg suggested
that, as opportunity offered, as many portraits and
characteristic sketches of the vegetation as possible
should be taken. Although unacquainted with botany,

I was deeply interested in carrying out this suggestion,

and in my mind's eye conceived a series of pictures,

from which the following may have borrowed its form.

Still want of time, generally experienced by the

naturalists of exploring expeditions, would probably

have prevented me from carrying my resolution into

effect, if the nature of my occupation had not essen-

tially tended to -favour it Sporting and collecting

.zoological objects constantly brought the features of

the vegetation before my eyes. Setting out withthe deter-

mination to construct a view, I generally succeeded in

accomplishing it during the short time that we used to

remain at anchor in each place, provided I had col-

lected the necessary materials. These consisted—1, in a

sketch ofany comprehensivelandscape in which generally

several, according to the principal peculiarities of the

soil, were joined ; 2, in a sufficient number of portraits

of the larger plants, occupying the respective soils, and
which, unless already embodied in the general sketch,

might unhesitatingly be introduced. A rough draft of

the whole was generally made directly after leaving the
country to which it referred, when the survey of

nothing save sky and water did not interfere with the

vivid recollections of impressions just received. A few

possible mistakes were guarded against by the presence

of Dr. Mertens, my dear friend and travelling com-

panion, who generally knew well the plants illustrated,

had collected them himself, and had preserved what

he had seen fresh in his memory. Thus these « views/

even when originating, were under the control of a

wholesome criticism. It was long the favourite idea

of my friend to write to them explanatory letterpress ;

and if his unexpected death had not prevented the

carrying out of his plan, the whole would have been

an interesting work, whereas now the plates may

rather suffer from want of fuller explanations than

here given."

Lutke's expedition having looked at the Coast of

Chili, thence stood away across the Pacific, and visited

the Philippines, the Carolines, and the Marianne or

Ladrone islands, afterwards examining the coast of the

Russian possessions in Kamtchakta, Unalaschka and
Sitka. In all these places sketches of the vegetation

were made such as no art short of that of the photo-

grapher of scenery could usually execute, and we owe

the eminent publishers our thanks for having placed

the work before us in an English dress. The translator

is Dr. Seemann, himself a distinguished naturalist,

personally acquainted with the scenery depicted by

Von Kittlitz ; which has enabled him not only to pro-

duce a faithful translation but to amend or explain

many obscure, or inexact passages in the original.

The work consists of 24 views, of which 1 is on the

arid coast of Chili ; 2 are in the impenetrable forests

and mountains of Sitka, a Russian settlement just to

the North of our own British Columbia ; 1 in Una-

laschka, the dreary treeless Queen of the Aleutian

Archipelago ; 6 in the Carolines, whose splendid tropical

vegetation offers a marvellous contrast with the tamer

scenery of the north ; then follow 6 scenes in the

Ladrone islands, if possible more interesting than those

of the Carolines ; next in order follow 6 views in cold

and comfortless Kamtchatka, that eastern corner of the

old world, where the vegetation is that of swamps, and

grassy plains, open forests of Birch and Poplar and
Pine woods, the gloomy abode of bears unterrified by
the nightly crash of falling trees ; finally the eye is

relieved by the light and graceful scenery of the

Philippines.

Well may Dr. Seemann exclaim—
" Are all the virgin forests destined to perish by the"

axe before one master hand will attempt to preserve
their grandeur on canvas for the instruction of
posterity ? Are our descendants to possess nothing
save the bare descriptions of the gigantic trees of
Western America 1 When every vestige of them shall

have disappeared, will it bo believed that in our days
there existed vegetable monsters whose age was not
calculated by hundreds but by thousands of years^
whose summits overtopped those of our highest*^

cathedrals, and rivalled the pinnacles of the great •

pyramids ? Are we to have nothing save miserable

daubs of the dazzling autumnal changes of colour •

undergone by the flora of Canada and the United •

States ? Is the majestic grandeur of a coral reef under
the bright skies of the South Sea no theme of inspira-

tion 1 Are the beauties of a coral bed, reflected through
the crystal waters of the ocean, with all the manifold
form, colour, vegetable and animal life, a veritable

"sea-scape" out of the region of the land-BC&pe
painter ? There is every reason to suppose that art

itself would be as greatly benefited as science is by
their votaries extending the sphere of their studies.

In order to seize upon the features peculiar to a
country, one must be able to compare them with those
of others. To appreciate at one glance the character-

istic beauties of England or Europe, one must have*
seen more than England^or Europe ; and artists would
be able to improve even upon their present style of
shady lanes, &c, if they had spent a few nights in the
desert, made several excursions in a virgin forest, or
seen the mighty working of the icy masses in the
arctic and antarctic circles."

Surely not. If young artists can put on the" red
shirt of Garibaldi, and leave for the rude discomforts of
camp life the happy easy homes of England, there is

no reason why their superfluous energy should not be»
directed to scenes like those that occupied the pencil

of von Kittlitz.

" When," observes Dr. Seemann, u every branch of
science, enlarging itshorizon, is seized with a laudable
desire to take a comprehensive grasp of the matter
appertaining to its respective department; when no
historian who values his repute, now writes the history

of a country without ascertaining its bearing and
relationship to that of the whole earth ; when no
geologist dares to advance conclusions without knowing
what his brethren have brought forth ; when no
zoologist can publish the fauna, no botanist the floraj

of a district without examining the surrounding
regions; when philologists no longer attempt expla-

nations without having examined the whole range of
human speech, artists have, in contradistinction to this

general tendency towards universality, remained
essentially * local.' The, fact that North America may

•.-
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now be reached within a week, at leas expense than
Italy, and the antipodes in forty days, seems to be
quite lost upon them, and the treasures there to be

with many persons in the same predicament, he cut off

the leaves close to the ground in order to prevent the

cmujot tucio w w
|

disease from spreading to the potatoes. Afterwards he

found are doomed to be hidden until laid bare by the
j

scattered some slaked lime, in a warm state, over the

wand of some future artistic magician." row, and he fonnd that it formed a kind of cement over

The plates of the edition before us, having been
|

the stalks which had been cut, and prevented the sap

somewhat reduced from the original, are reproduced in from exuding. It is believed this stopped the progress

photography, and we think it will be conceded that a -* AU ~ J: A:—'— *lxa ™m fllA iv^f/^a «;<>«

more successful operation of the kind has rarely been
carried out If they have not the rough vigour of the
originals they have certainly exchanged it for nothing
less than an exquisite miniature finish.

Long as this notice has become we cannot dismiss
von Kittlitz's charming volume without an example of
his mode of description. "We select one of the shortest

:

that of a swampy forest on Ualan, one of the Caroline
islands :

—

" Immediately adjoining the Mangroves is a descrip-

tion of forest peculiar to the tropics. The adjacent
ground, just above high-water mark, becomes in-

undated in consequence of the high tide forcing back

found to be quite sound, and kept well, but in order to

test the efficacy of the cure, he has treated another row

in the same way, and has merely cut the haulm from a

third row, leaving"!* fourth in a natural state of growth.

The result of this experiment will prove interesting, and

we trust it will turn out satisfactorily.

—

Bridgwater

Times, Aug. 7.

Calendar of Operati
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
., »-. -. -- ,,° . , .° ~, / Conservatory, &C.—Plvnts intended to supply a
the water aboufc to be dischnrged by rivers and rivulets, ifloraj display under glass during autumn and winter
a o„.i *!„,<, ™.^~n- ~uumerged, of course, never raust now be looked to. Let the stock of Begonias
beco wm w 9 oo
roots of the trees occupying it. In Ualan, these swampy
forests have a twofold character. Where the under-
wood consists of the ^recping Hibiscus populneus, they
are almost impenetrable ; where this is wanting, there
is, under the huge bower formed by the crown of large
trees, a wider prospect. The underwood is composed
of numorous stems, the crowns of which have not
been able to attain the height of the larger trees, and
have therefore remained undeveloped. The greater

have another shift if not already in pots sufficiently

large. Keep the plants thin that their foliage may be
kept from injury. Crowea saligna and Plumbago capensis
are both valuable autumn-blooming plants, and the
latter is almost indispensable for cut flowers. Attend
to Chrysanthemums, water freely with liquid manure;
good specimens should be aimed at rather than a few
lino blooms. The earliest winter flowering Heaths
and Epacrises should now or soon be placed under
cover, as it will forward their blooming; give air,

^1"£*££%* *°
ft™**±?l^: h.°w<^ *•*•

.
The potting of Hvafintlfs, N^r

the fine drooping bunches of flowers were often seen on
the ground. The stems are decorated with epiphytical
Ferns, amongst them most prominent Asplenium
.Nidus, at a greater or lesser elevation, and imparting a
striking character to the landscape. No less elegant
ornaments are the isolated Preycinetias, which in Ualan
are mostly growing epiphytically, and replace by their
long growth the great Orchids of the West Indies.
They are shown quite in the foreground of the
picture. On the left is a large Cordia, of which,
however, only the stem, surrounded by the
smaller ones of Barringtonia acutangula. The
principal figures are several gigantic Fig-trees, as
they are often met with in these forests. Those here
illustrated may be assumed as having established, above
the heads of other trees, a connection with each other
by means of their branches, as is common in these

late struck cuttings are bad to keep throuehth
through having an insufficient amount of ronf

^nte r

matured wood. Let Scarlet and other C^*
struck in the open ground be taken up anfT

aniUlai

immediately they have made roots ,- they will
P°-tt<*

close frame for a week or two, when thev i^^ 1

placed on a dry bottom in a southern exposure J^u,**
them for the winter. For the same purpose V k^Q

Petunias, &c, struck in pans and intended to ho?
81

*

in them through the winter, should be pkc d
•

Pt

similar situation, at the same time stonnino- ti
*? a

of the shoots. It should in fact be a point t

P?° fcl

them as hardy as possible by fully exposing them *•?

they are placed in their winter quarters. lr
UntJ

for winter and spring flowering may yet

1

^
UOnette

Phloxes and other herbaceous plants will iJL hJ
8?*11,

a toTerably good show. * ™ now be m^g
HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GAB0EN'

Commence layering Strawberry runners in small ~*
for forcing ; pot for early work as soon as thev ari w »
rooted ; place the plants m a situation fully expoid 7
air and light ; set the pots on coal ashes tnW/f
worms from entering them. Tho following are w*
the best kinds for forcing:—Keen's Seedling anSJ*
Queen for early work, and Ingram's Prince Arthur S*^
C. Napier, and Oscar for later crops. Gather Pears ud
Apples as they ripen; water late crops of Celery if^
weather should become dry ; plant Broccoli and otW
winter Greens, and the principal sowing of CabW
for spring use must soon be made. Sow also Brown
Cos and Hardy Hammersmith Lettuce, and plant out
sorts formerly sown in a warm situation; afewTurnipi
may also be put in, and a little Early Horn Carrot!
Cut Herbs if not already done, and dry them for winter
use.

]

August.
*C3

some places. Am
i!ie>gotable kingdom"asjdisplayed in the tropics, they
occupy the first place, and the botanist pauses before
them, as the geologist does before some rocks, in order
to decipher the hieroglyphics of their formation. The
most striking peculiarities of these trees are their
aerial roots, which, springing from the bark, grow
downwards, often from a considerable height, but as
soon as they strike the ground they enter it and form
a new stem. They also have, in a prominent degree,
a tendency of growing together as soon as their
different parts touch each other, as is the case in other
plants, especially some, creepers, which causes that
extremely fantastic shape generally observed in these
trees. The present species differs from other kinds of
Banyan with which we became acquainted, not only in
its astonishing height (our illustration shows only the
lower parts of the Btems), but especially by its droopin"
aerial roots appearing in bundles of tender, originally
disconnected fibres, which gradually grow together, and,
after reaching the ground, increase in thickness, by
which the new stem soon loses, more or less, all traces of
ite originally having been disconnected. The height ofthe
whole is so considerable that the crowns reach above
that of other trees, and here and there form as it
were a forest above a forest, often visible for some dis-

—, „„ i„«.n„«,n plenty OI moisture in tne
atmosphere, and give air freely on fine davs, but not so
as to cause drying currents to pass through amon°>
grovvmg plants. °

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PnrEBrES.—A rather dry state of the soil about the

roots and also of the atmosphere is essential during the
ripening of the fruit where high flavour is an object,
therefore be careful not to over-water plants on which
the fruit is approaching maturity, and it will be advis-
able to use slight fires during the present dull rainv
weather, so as to allow of giving sufficient air to prevent
a stagnant state of the atmosphere, for fruit of first-
rate quality cannot be expected from plants growing in
a sodden soil or a damp unhealthy atmosphere.
Endeavour to afford growing stock a steady bottom-
heat of about 70°, and keep it well supplied with
manure-water at the root, but avoid getting the soil
too wet As fire-heat will soon be necessary to a
considerably larger extent than has been the caseduring summer, care must be exercised to secure a
properly moist state of the atmosphere, keeping the
evaporating pans or troughs regularly supplied with
water, and moistening the floors, &c, frequently, as anysudden change from a moist to a dry state of the atmo-
sphere would be most injurious to growing stock, andalso to plants swelling their fruit. Be

Friday 2, 25
Satur. 3( 26
Sunday 4,

1

27
Mon. 5 28
Tues. 6 •
Wed. 7J l

Thurs. 8

Average..

Barometer.

Max.

29785
29.934
30.02S

29.9*6
30.043
29.999
29./31

29.921

Temperature.

"O'ftEeAK

29.627
29735
29.974
29.856
29.912

29766
29.663

29.790

cissus, &c, for forcing, must soon occupy attention;
about equal portions of good fibrous loam and decayed
leaf-mould with silver sand will be the best soil for Fo^he^ek^^^
them if for forcing, but well-decomposed cow-dung

'~

must be substituted for the leaf-mould when the bulbs
are intended for late flowering. After potting place
them on a dry bottom and cover the pots 2 to 3 inches
deep with old tan or ashes, preserving them at the same
time as much as possible from heavy rains ; under this
treatment they will fill their pots with roots, and will
be in readiness for forcing when wanted. Ixoras, which
have bloomed, and which it may be desirable to increase
in size as fast as possible, should be cut back, re-potted
if necessary, thoroughly cleaned, tied out, and placed in
the warmest end of the house. These, if properly
attended to, will make a fine growth before winter.
Attend to re-potting all young growing stock, as may

Max. Mis.

82 51

67 55
79 47
80 41
78 43
"6 55
68 53

757 49.3 62.5 f 63.2

Auj?. 2—Cloudy and She; very dry air; fine; lightning.at night ; liigfc

rain.
— 3—Cloudy; boisterous; densely overcast.— 4—Overcast ; fine throughout.— 5—Cloudy and fine ; very fine ; dry air, fine; cold at aisrht.— 6—Fine ; very fine throughout.
"~ l~£ine '

,
Yery fine

;

overcast
;
rain at night— 8—Densely overcast ; rain ; densely overcast; fine.

Mean temperature of the week $ deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CU13WICI
D uring the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, enis* Aqju IM.

August.

Sunday 11..
Mon. 12..
Tues. 13..
Wed. 14..
Thurs. 15..
friday 16..

4< ir v

7-5.6

74.8

73.9
72.1

727
73.4

Satur. 17..; 76.2

£ 6 s
oi S v

51.8

50.9
50.4

50.9
50.0

51.7

507

637
62.3

62.1

61.5
61.3,

62.6

63.4

No. of
Tears in
which it

Rained.

17
13
16
14

14
15
19

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.78 in.

0.47
1.14

0.79
0.61

0.58

1.13

1

3

1

z
a

1

a

o

i.W\,i
*

412

1

i

4

I

3

1

I

5l»

?!
4 U
5 1

•:

l

4

S

t
ii
I 4

i«^«ni^8t ,

t
«^

per
l

aturedurin
>f the above period occurred on then*.

183oand lnth, 1812—therm. 92 deg.; and the lowest on the 13th, 1S3»-

tuerm. 32 deg. ^

r7t>7;^™
rotator standing below soon loses sight

^so to plants swelling their fruit/ Be » sparing
SLSXl ^ Pattfi

-°f th* -

reG
' ** 0nly notices a«ci- w lt> b

,

owever
> ™ circumstances will allow anddentally the connexion existing amongst trees which at

Bbut UP ™* °* the afternoons of bright days Wherefirst.view would seem to be perfectly disconnected. « *>£ is grown in dung-pits care mult heAll the young saplings growing about here exercised after this season not to get the plants weaklvthrough keeping them too close and warm.Siand bearing leaves were those of the Barringtonia acutan
giila, which does not disdain to assume an epiphytical
character on these large masses of wood. The often-
mentioned Ferns here abound. Tho bark of this
colossal tree is very soft, and of a brownish-yellow
colour, whilst the young roots, as long as they are not
metamorphosed, are more of a rusty brown. There is
also a strong spinj reed, which at first sight was

Mi

-—-»« -«p«.,K mem too close and warm, givinc a irfreely on every favourable opportunity, and* ufficfentcommand ofwarmth should be secured from theW
^SVL glv,Dg a llfctIe " afc *ht -d « --
orIrSrT

rPe
'

Ct^ Gra
?
eS andremove all decayedor unhealthy berries; keep the house well aired and

growing
thought to be a Pandanus, but which belonged to the,**^ in the Ute house ; » mildew app^d.^t
C/peraceaB. It grows hero gregariously, but isolated
in the higher parts of the island, especially ou rivulets
in forests.

Miscellaneous.
C«refor the Potato Diseaie.Sov, that this disease

i^T.Vn PTa'Cnt in some Parts of this country,
it w,U, donbtlesi, be useful to many of our readers to

S h„. .."v °f.
t^«e0lnp,aint -

Mr
' Superintendent

£fhauta JZ J f-^l"'
S°me r0WS of ^totoes, in^,^m 0f

v°?f f
°.f wl»cU h« recently discovered signs<* ••aease. Adeptmg a mode which has found favour

sulphur over both fruit and shoots, it mT/afterwarfbe washed ofT without injury ; but perhans «T« S
preventive of this pest is U'and S? ^ula Jmaintained from the t.me the fruit is set till it bc-insto ripen. Encourage the growth of Vines in poUbvfrequent watering, with liquid manure; stop them msoon a, they have attained the desired length ,ndTentout all lateral shoots as the wood ripens. When thecrop ,a cleared from early Vinenes, the wood ripe and

remoVXlSr * *"* «» —
• -f he

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.PMnn^f^,, „f i, ,, .
«««x»i£iO. fire heat given them at this season, t . har battyPropagation of all the more important bedding-out Misc

;
: G W' Th« volumes *re yearly; they**J^S$>plants m'JSt soon be pushed on as tiuicklv a«« ™J*HlL and manv subscribers omit the Hern for tbis reason, J

r oo ^uicKiy as possible
; | see that the paging enables you to adopt either pl*»-

Notices to Correspondents.
Coral Tree: J P. The plant you have sent is Erythno

laurifolia. It will flower if you give it a good rest in autB"

in the hot sun ; and then in February set it going

smart bottom heat and moist atmosphere. _*-«*Emigration : Vancouver. You shall have an answer nextwKt

Enquiries in a sure quarter have to be made.
Fruit Trees : E S. You state that your wall facing the e*

quite exposed—south to the sea—north no protection.,i

would be desirable to know in what part of the country SJ»
locality is. Presuming it is in the south, Fears will sg»
with proper shelter ; but this ought to be the first coiuw*?

tion. Each end should be flanked with a high wall P^jJ*
ing afc least 12 feet, for immediate shelter, until_a»£
effectual one can be obtained from trees. The Pinus *P*JJ
should be employed, as it is well adapted for resisting

sea breeze. You may plant the following kinds oiJ^jJ
which we have seen grown to good perfection 'el7°^w
sea, but sheltered from the breeze, on the south co??^
Beurru de Capiaumont, Marie Louise, Louise Pff"^*
Jersey), Knight's Monarch, Passe Colmar, Glou J**^"*

Thompson's, and "Winter Nelis. (I .

Insects : Sir W T. Your moth from the Dates came 6^^
so completely spoiled by its journey that it was not w>
nisable. W. J

^«jirrJudges in the Rkgent's Park : W T We nave po^f^r
complaint, and Mr. Marnock's answer. We c»nnot *"
the matter further on your side. TheNames of Plants: J Smith. It ia Nycterinia taP*$Lfrr.
night scented Stock is Mathiola trietis. - ^ .^^SE

;

1, Polygonum divaricatum ; 2, Menziesia pdifol* VjP-
? • ,/

jy*1 'nachia vulgaris ; 4, Colutea arboresceDS.--
1, Mentha sativa ; 2, Clinopodium vulgare ; 3. B^Sijf
gula

; 4, Staehys sylvatica.—FA J>. Santohna \?^fi
panssus.-D. Nepeta nuda. We fear it is too toll an^
gray for bedding purposes. Some Nepetas are ** u"

and handsomer. . Antftffc

Transplanting : R H. We repeat it "In the whole w*?^
and September Evergreens may be removed." We a<** ^
are best removed ;

" doubtless for this simple reawjjgjy
tf

the earth is then warm and the plants root 1^**^ ^th
properly treated. But of course they must be remo^dr?
care ; ifthe roots are made bare and allowed to become ^
Evergreens will not remove well at any season—uD^i for

are very small. And yet American plants thrown
>

a
ênfll

two or three days in a hot dry place in Au«««™L
missed the moving ; but that risk had better not W r

ap
Vin es : OHE. Fire beat should only be given nowto

a^
damp, and thus prevent it from rotting the Or»P^ h#vy
outside border should also be covered to throw w^^^
rains. Pines that arc not fruiting should have
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V \V E S ' S MANURES.!
{j The Manures manufactured by J B. Lawe for f

*^
t «*» of 1861 are now ready for delxvery at

at the following prices :— „__.._
UWVS PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and bone

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME •• •• _ •• £6

LAWMT8 SUPERPHOSPHATE OP L lME
,_c

ra0M
_ -

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through

Hi appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

nice* varying according to cost of carriage.

"Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; N itrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address Joh.x Beockt Lawks, 1, Adelaide riace London

Bridge, K. C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURXARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tnbasic

P
CO TRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

o/lttaMlaanures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These rtsulla must

be very gra to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural sad commercial value which characterises

yotsreoo. rated »uperphosphate.w •

Detailed analyses, with op >ns of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultxiral 8<x y. with Testimonials,

Prices, Ac . may be had on application to Uur~aiu>, Lack,

ACo..8utton Road, Plymouth.

Investment of Savings and Capital. I much injured in this way almost every year daring

mIir pavs.t.m.v vTivr T \\1) SOCIETY SHARE the last 14 or 10 years.

T™JX2SS5J Ain E
_>A-iL.!:r ^L^tL.l The insect is described in vol. viii., p. 412, of

the Agricultural Society's 3ournal, where, how-

ever, the injury it is capable of inflicting is very

much under- estimated.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established 1840,)

Arc now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTUREDm
M \NU 1; l> :

SUPERPHOSPHATE of JJ ME, of best quality.

1>I LVED 130NES, and BONE MANURE for

J_ DEPARTMENT. 5 per cent, per annum. Deposit Depart-

ment 4 per cent, ditto. The Interest Warrants issued half-

yearly, and Withdrawals at fixed periods, according to the

amounts, large or small. No partnership liability, and the

taking of land is entirely optional. Prospectuses sent free

of charge. Charles LEWIS Grukeisen, Secretary.

Offices : -">3, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Land Drainage.

WORKS of DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate. „„ :_„
Repayment maybe made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants. . _ ^
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no ^gal expenses are lncurreo^

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to oxecute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and chfl|e the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William CLIFFORD, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

NDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—

CON TRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for TOP DRESSING.
31ANGOLD MANURE.

They would call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
DONBS, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely

'from Bones.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs _ Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

118, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

JAMI- and FRED*. HO' \KD, Britannia Iron
Works. Bedford, Manufacturers of

CHAMPION PLOUGHS I HORS1 IAKES
8TEAM PLOUGHS or CUL- HORSE HOES
TIVATORS SCARIFIERS

HARROWS I And other Implements.
Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

JOHN FOWLER, JrxM 28, Comhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWL LRS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

4?1 / \f\f\ upon the WOOLSTON SYSTEM against~ 1 UUU any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,
ooUton , Rletchley Bta \ .

rrniE
1 Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in Enoland and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received v
the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years. .

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads lor agricultural or

farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or likes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and tho Company being

Wind Power.

J["

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, S.E.,
' • begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now

increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent Wind Engines
for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping, &c. •*
Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by

enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected on the premises daily.

TEXTS, , —A quantity of Government Bell Tents
and Marquees, suitable for Rifle Companies, Cricket

Clubs, _c. ; also Rick and. Hay Cloths, Ropes. &c Prices on
application to John Morison, *25, Norton Folgate, N.E.^ — ___________ m —i- r*~

^~"^^

Agricultural Implements of Established Reputation.

RICHARD GARRETT and SON,
Leiston Works, Suffolk,

persevere in giving their most earnest attention to the manufac-
ture of their well-known Farm Machinery, having had 40 years'

practical experience of the requirements ofthe English Farmer,
sided by every appliance that can be made use of, for

rendering it thoroughly practical, simple in construction,

efficient in use, and moderate in cost ; and it is with the fullest

confidence in being able to give entire sat tction that
R. G. &, Son earnestly solicit the combined patronage of their

numerous friends and agriculturists generally.
The Recent Leeds Meeting.—A i ull • detailed statement of

the cause of R. G. _. Son being absent from the above meeting
will be sent postage free to any address on application.
*** Reference is permitted to parties using R. G. & Soar's

improved Machinery in most parts of Great Britain.
Estimates, Plans, Drawings, and Catalogues sent postage

free to any address.
Ri \rd Garrett <fc Son, Manufacturers and Inventors of

first-class Agricultural Machinery, Leiston Works, Suffolk.

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGE __n> KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
Priy-ehnlders for the best Agricultural Machinery

Mr. Bailey Denton's Advertisements in another

column deserve to be borne in mind. It is a good

thing for agriculturists generally and for agri-

cultural labourers in particular, that well-paid

places are open for well-conducted young men

with scholarship enough to read instructions or to

keep accounts. It would have a most beneficial

influence on the whole class of farm labourers to

let them know, what is the case, that numbers ol

good places are open to young men of good

character accustomed to field work and able to

read and write, where they may at once earn

3s. a day, with the certainty, if they are possessed

of resolution and intelligence and a sufficiency of

the imperative mood, of rising to well-paid posts

of superintendence and trust.

The question will very soon arise—not :
In

whose case may the steam-drawn plough be ex-

pected to be profitable ?—but: Where may it not

be at once adopted with certainty of success ?

Let us take the case of a light land farm upon

the chalk—wholly arable, and only 400 acres in

extent—already so skilfully and economically

managed that 13 horses suffice for its cultivation,

notwithstanding that there is a great deal of haul-

age during the year, both of produce and manure,

and notwithstanding that only one-seventh part of

the land is each year in Clover and Grass. A
13-horse farm, and a light land farm as well, is,

one would think, hardly the place for the steam

plough. Nevertheless, two years' experience

of the steam plough on such a farm has

amply satisfied the occupier—a tenant farmer—
that his enterprise has been successful —that on

the lightest soil there is a creat advantage in being
No investigation of title is required, and tno uompany Deing o . -

f
, QDawm * for nnlti-

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans ! able to make the full U36 Ol gDOQ seasons tor CU1U

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the '' 3 -- -*-s«*- ±- -1 ^ 1 ° *--*»„_ h__»i

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
for further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W.

FREE STUDENTSHIP in the EDINBURGH
NEW VETERINARY COLLEGE, Authorised under

Royal Sign Manual. WINTER SESSION, 18t>l-o2.—Gentlemen
desirous of commencing a Course of Study to qualify as

Veterinary Surgeons are informed that all who enter on tho 6th

November, IS02, and who have not attended a Veterinary

College before, will be admitted to compete for a Freb
Studentshit at the close of the Winter Session. The conditions

of the competition, and any farther particulars, may be learned

from Professor John Gamgee, New Veterinary College,

Edinburgh.

ANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL" AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

Patrons—The Right Hon. the Earl of Derby, K.G. ; and
Lord Eoerton of Tatton.

President for the Year—Francis D. P. Astley, Esq.

The ANNUAL SHOW of HORNED CATTLE, HORSES,
SHEEP, PIGS, POULTRY, DOGS, CHEESE, BUTTER,
SEEDS, ROOTS, FRUIT, IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY, and
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES will take place at Ashton-

under-Lync on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September

11 and 12.

Premiums amounting toupwards of 1100Z (including consider-

able Special Prizes) will be competed for on this occasion.

Entries Close on August 14.
, . .

Pride Lists and Forms of Entry may be had by applying to

Messrs. W. Marshall and S. H. Hyde, Honorary Secretaries

to the Local Committee, Ashton-under-Lyne; Mr. W. G. Mo- .re.

Agent, 2a, Half-Moon Street, St. Ann's Square, Manchester;

or from T. B. Ryder, Secretary.

2, Elliot Street, Clayton Square, Liverpool.—August 10.

Eftt agricultural ©ajette
SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Thuksdat, Aujt. 15 ) MeetinR of the Cleveland Ajpri. Society

Fbidat, — 16 J at Yarm.

with BuBCzas «t Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42 1 10*.
Testimoxtals.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour
-of their Machines have bean received, amongst them the
following:—

From Mr. Jo** Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. C_j_nb, IHmland
Cattle, Olamorgan.

beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.
ess & Key^s Reaper in my master's Home Farm, and
accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate.

During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut_n 1,000
>
acres of all kinds of crops, with the same two

I as first bad with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his

Unant.Mr. D. Thomas, of Llamwst,and is in excellent order "
M'CORM ICK'S REAPER for Manual Deliverv Prir«™5
ALLEN 3 GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

««*en by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price 30£
COMBINED REAPER asd MOWER-Two-Horie Machine

STice 35Z.

vation, and in ability to plough 12 inches deep,

even though chalk and flint be every now and

then thrown upwards to the surface. And he now
declares that on entering a farm, even though no

larger than 400 acres, and those light soil, he would
as a first investment spend 700/. or 800/. on a
steam plough.
The case of " Little Woodcote Farm " deserves

examination, for there is much of great agricul-

tural interest in its history, apart from its successful

cultivation by steam power, which is the point

by which it is principally distinguished.

It lies—a tract of open country and light cal-

careous soil of various depth—upon the chalk,

about a mile from the Carshalton Station on the

London and Epsom Railway. Mr. Arnot, who

is in the fifth year of his lease of it, brought to its

cultivation four years ago the habits, experience,

and prejudices of a Forfarshire farmer; and

though in several things the county of Surrey and

its circumstances have since modified his opinions,

yet he finds essentially that the style of farming

adopted in the North answers perfectly in the

South. He came a stranger to the locality and

Drought much that was new and strange along with

him ; nevertheless his plans have been carried out

without any question or difficulty on the part of

his labourers. As an instance we may mention

that his horses have been all along worked in.

pairs, going out at 6 a.m., coming in for their

mii-day meal at 11, going out at 1 p.m., and

coming home at 6. So radical a change as this of

the system of the neighbourhood, where the farm

teams go out at 7 a.m. and come in at 3 p.m.

or thereabouts, stopping half an hour in the

field to bait, has been adopted, of course to the

great economy of his management, without any
difficulty put" in his way by his labourers. The
cottages upon the farm are rented with it. 12*.

a week all the year round and a cottage are the

wages paid to ploughmen and other constant

labourers on the farm ; and the ownership of their

cottages gives of course the tenant all the power

he needs in the direction of his men.

A^ain, the rotation adopted is for the most part

Scotch—no less than one-seventh of the land is in

Potatoes, which as a principal farm crop is new to

the district. Only one-seventh is in Clover ;
this is

followed by Wheat ; the Wheat stubblelis deeply

„„h; __torl nnd in the following spring the land is

The last Machine is fitted with
Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knifi

hes* Prices include P__kii_r an
:»wi_g

include Packing and Delirery at any Railway I f .

ul*w'CB
-

. t^l,^ , -* «__iway
nlstorv f the Mangel crop

Complaint is in many quarters made of the

destruction of the Mangel crop by a grub which

eats out the inner substance of the leaf. Mr.

Moore, of Coleshill, Berkshire, informs us that his

crop of 20 acres will thus, in all probability, be

wholly destroyed. The attack commenced when

the plant was about a montli old, and now every

plant seems yielding to the destructive enemy.

The specimens sent for our inspection are nan

eaten up by a short yellowish grub, five or six ol

which are to be seen in every leaf. They are the

maggots of a fly named Anthomyia beta, ana are
, -—"v-z<> , . a

following sp

oneif a genus It .mall Hies not unlike ti«—on cuKjated and mthe£ _._,J
house fly m appearance,

^
h
.f

e
.SThe roots of To o 50 acres being in Mangels and the remainder

number of the grubs which attack tne roois 01
geventh, 10 or 15 acres, being in Turnips.

Turnips and^Cabbages, « I tbe tab".£_*to rfJ-J^fj, followed by
'

0at « d these by
" VelaTesfen crops Barley, "ibe stubble is again thoroughly cleaued
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and deeply tilled for Potatoes, which are followed by 1 experience of it, though owing to its somewhat

Wheat, with which Clover and Grassseedsaresowii. late arrival in 1859, and the wet season ot lbbu,

• The stvle of cultivation, too, is Scotch; a 10 I he cannot yet he said to have done a lull year s

and even'12-inch furrow in the case of ail stubble ! work. His apparatus, rope, and engine cost 7UW

ploughing for fallow crops is not a Surrey practice

The ridge system of culture for Mangel and Turnips

—the horse culture of the Potato crop—all this is

more Scottish than English.

The organisation of farm labour is Scotch, and

turns out perfectly adaptable to English labourers.

The horse labour has been already referred to. How
economical the management of hand labour is plain

from the fact that on a farm of 400 acres, of which

two-sevenths are in fallow crop, and only one-

seventh in Clover, the sum paid in wages has

varied from only 460/. to 480/. a-year.

The reaping of the grain crops is almost wholly

done by Bfxgess & Key's reaping machine.

In 1857, 170 acres were thus reaped and tied and

It is all of the old fashioned make, and he is now

about to add the improvements which have since

been effected in it ; so that on this ground also he

may expect his experience of its usefulness and

economy to improve. He works a three-furrow

plough, and bv the substitution of a subsoiler for

one of his ploughs, he is able either to plough all

one way, or to stir and at the same time throw

two furrow slices together ridgewise.

The farm is in 14 fields, averaging there-

fore about 27 acres each ; but some of the

fields are much above the average size, and lie near

together, so that in one case 120 acres can be

ploughed without any other thau the self-worked

shifting of the engine and tackle. The ploughing

stooked for 3S/. 19s. Id., or 4s. 5d. per acre. Injof the farm is almost wholly done by steam.

1858, 179 acres were reaped for 401. 1 7s., or 4s. 6d. Clovers are turned over 6 inches deep for Wheat;

[AtTGrsT io, isgL

half of this, with interest of~capitaPwill
to 50/., two-thirds only of which should L -
against the ploughwork—and 150/ wILt

ost. nf JL.
"

.

a *»appear to be the annual cost of plou»hi
acres, or 7s. 6 d. an acre. In fact, he miehtv *
claim that this sum should be still furthe 2**
by all the profit of his hire elsewhere JL? u

hardly be put at less than 20s . a dav .3 7
on 40 days per annum will amount to 4n/- -e ; so that the net cost to him of his m,!-'

*

not been more than 110/. a ye«r
"
^Jj»

more
has

acre over his ploughing.

"What did it use to

year, or os.

cost him when h*-*. i

13 horses on his farm ? He now works Jl
h*

His horses get 2£ bushels of Oats, and 2i fa
of hay weekly each, during seven months

:

30 weeks at 11?. amount to

22 weeks on Clover, <fcc, at 5t.

per acre. In 1859, 183 acres were reaped for

41/. 2s. 8c7., or 4s. 5d. per acre. In the difficult

harvest of 1860, 208 acres were reaped for

52/. 17s. Sd., or 5s. \d. per acre.

Of course every one knows that the mere cost of

an operation is no criterion of its economy—that,

in particular, cheap and careless harvest work is

often dear enough in the end—that tying and
stooking a good crop will alone often cost os, an
acre—and that slow and costly hand-reaping care-

fully performed may be cheaper in the end than
hasty and ill-done harvest work by machinery.
Nevertheless it is well worth knowing that by the
aid of Burgess & Key's reaper the cutting and
tying of crops of average bulk is in this instance
done to the satisfaction of an energetic farmer
for 4s. 6d. to 5s. an acre. This sum includes
wages and repairs, but no charge for horses.

|

How satisfactorily and rapidly the work has
proceeded is plain from the fact that the driver
of the machine is paid for his work at the
rate of only 2\d. per acre, the average perform-
ance during the season, extraordinary as it may
seem, having actually been 20 acres daily, cut by
two pairs of horses, which are changed" for one
another during the day.
The manuring of the farm is to a great extent

in accordance with Scottish rather than English
management. One-half more than the rent is

paid annually for guano, superphosphate, nitre,
Bones, and farmyard dung. These are applied
to Potatoes, Mangel TFurzel, and grain crops, while
the home manure is applied to green crops and
to Clover, so that, as Mr. Caisd once said in one
of his farm reports, " It is the custom to manure
for every crop upon this farm."
We doubt not that on hundreds of Surrey farms

rent is paid as easily and farm capital proves as
profitable as where the management is on Mr
Abnot's, or the Forfarshire plan. The enumera-

Wheat stubble is ploughed 10 or 12 inches deep

for Mangels and for Turnips ; these are either fed

or pulled, and the land is ploughed shallow, 5 or

The annual food per horse costs £22 *,
The annual charge for depreciation ~fmi
blacksmith, saddler and implements is aUeasTH'
per horse, and for interest of capital in horse Ja

the Mangels

fcon of the several features of his system as beino-
of Scottish origin is not intended for the dispa-
ragement of English agriculture in general or that
of feurrey m particular. It is only for illustrating
the fact that management may be successfully
transplanted, and that if the main circumstances
on which its success depends be present, such varia-
tions of soil and even of climate as in our island
corn-growing land exhibits may be disregarded to
a greater extent than is generally supposed.

Mr. Aexot has ample supply of manure at his
command

; he has the best market in the world
for Potatoes and for Mangel Wurzels close bymm

;
he has ample supply of labourers when they

are needed—and he has gone into deep culture
and fallow cultivation of green crops, though thev
are both to a great extent new to the district, with
well-founded confidence in their result?.

As regards many of the details of his manage-
ment, we doubt not he must ultimately fall in with
English practice. He wiil probably ultimately
manure his Clover for Wheat—he will ultimately
more systematically hoe his corn crops, and not
depend for the cleanness of the land, as heretofore,
80 entirely on the thoroughness of the fallowing
given to the land during the growth of his green
crops, and he may ultimately approach more nearly
English practice in the management of his live
stock. On the other hand we have not
the remotest idea that he will ever give up his
Scottish management of horse and manual labour,
or his depth of cultivation, or lastly his steam-
plcughirg, by which he is mainly distinguish* d
ircm his neighbours. let us now turn to his
experience on this point.

Mr. Akkot has had Fowler's 10-horse-power

bamit of1

n

^9
nd^lo^ hi

- s aPParat "s since the

inches deep, for Oats ; the Oat stubble is ploughed
shallow and cleaned for Barley ; the Barley stubble

is ploughed 12 or 14 inches deep for Potatoes ; and
the Potato land is ploughed shallow for "Wheat.
Besides this an extra ploughing is sometimes
needed by a foul Barley stubble for Potatoes

;

and both the Potato land and
are ribbed for receiving the manure in
autumn if possible. This is then covered
up by the horse-plough, whose work is con-
fined to this and to the cultivation of one or two
small and inconveniently shaped fields. The work
done each year by the steam plough on this 400
acre farm has thus been 393 acres in 1859-60,.
and 389 acres in 1860-61. It has been done at the
rate of 6 or 7 acres a day for ordinary ploughing,
and 3 acres a day (1 acre per furrow) when at the
12 and 14 inch deep work. It may average on the
whole 5 acres a day, including all stoppages and
removals, and has thus taken close upon 80 days
for its accomplishment. Besides this, however,
150 acres have been ploughed during the time for
neighbours, at a charge, including everything, of
12s. an acre. The engine is also used for threshing
purposes, and 220 acres at home, and 250 acres
elsewhere, are thus threshed out for hire.

F The cost of repairs has been uncommonly small
—including a new cogwheel, repacking cylinders,
and a thorough overhaul and cleaning of the
whole apparatus at the end of two years—besides
the replacement of shares and sharpening of coulters
for the plough, and the gradual wearing of the rope
porters. In all it has not nearly reached 10/. a
year, at which, nevertheless, we put it.

The tear and wear of rope is reported as follows:
A new 400-yard rope, lately bought, costing
opt., has made the stock stronger and better
tnan it was at the beginning. This charge may
therefore be put against more than 2 years'
work, and is equal to about 15/. a year.
The weekly cost of labour when at work is as

follows .-—engineer, 18*.; ploughman, 14s. ; anchor
lad, 9s.

; two porter lads, 6s. each ; horse and
water-cart, about 24s. weekly—in all, 3/. 17s.
weekly, or as nearly as possible 12s. a day. 'The
cost lor oil is Is. a day, and for fuel at 9 or" 10 cwt.
a day it may be put at 10 shillings daily. The
charge for depreciation at 10 per cent, is
year, and for interest of capital 35/. a year,
whole annual cost may thus be estimated :—

Labour, 80 days . . .

.

/? , R
Fuel and oil, SO days

" '11
Repairs and rope .. %*
Depreciation and interest of capital *

[ *<>5

a implements at least 21. more. This makes th

? annual cost of each horse 29/. The wa^n-nM .-*
wages paid in

cash and cottage, to ploughmen is at least 32/.U
pair, or whole cut

16/. per horse, and the

is thus equal to 45/. per horse per annum-

which over 7 horses amounts to 3151, p^
annum—one-half more than the expenditure

even on the highest estimate, upon the engine

which has displaced them, and nearly doubk

what Mr. Arnot has actually incurred vhea

he deducts his profits on its hire.

"We give the experience of this small light land

farm in full detail— because if Mr. Arkot hu
found steam-power answer for its cultivation,

though employing the old and smaller form of the-

apparatus, there cannot be a doubt of the improved

and full-sized engine and machinery being a pro-

fitable substitute for horses on three-fourths of toe

arable land of this country.

Let us add, as greatly strengthening the whole

case, that Little Woodcote is in no sense a "crack"

or " model" farm. It is in the occupation of a

rent-paying tenant, who is only gradually getting

it into condition, and who most reluctantly permits

the publicity we have given to his experience.

70/. a

The

(T

£222

and 70 or 80 acres

Total

But 500 acres of threshin

^tToTan
f
3
tea? Vl0"8hi*S for hire/equal iTall

to at least 40 days' work per annum, are also done

hi JS TFt
An(
Lthe Pr°fits 0f this work ^ould

be deducted irom this sum before Mr. AeWs
Z lTTr °L

hh investme
L
nt ^n be accurately

described At any rate the whole of the suracharged for interest and depreciation of capitalought not to be put against the plou-hinp- Thesum of 222/., at which if there had bCfo other
use lor engine and apparatus, his cost must have
been estimated, is equal to 11*. 0d. per acre over
the work accomplished, much of which however
was 12 inches deep. But if the proper share Tthe
interest and depreciation of capital be charged

2Z I

8

T'
k el8

-n
he
? f°r hire

>
th* ~rt

g
ofsteam ploughing will not exceed 190/., or 10s Gdan acre. But it is probable that Mr' A™

would, contend that the ^engine is not 30/.wo™

STEAM CULTIVATM.
Sarsden, near Chipping Nomm-What a mistake

is made by the gentlemen in charge o? tiie T*dn&

Agricultural Society's Journal in continuing to ask for

heavy and necessarily desultory and incoherent county

reports ! They cannot be otherwise than a meremedley

of unconnected particulars. There is not a county

which has a uniform geology to give it that unity o

character proper for the subject of an agncultow

essay—hardly one with climate of sufficient uuiformty

to ensure a common colouring of the kind which tut

would give to its agriculture. And there are inaaen*

almost as powerful as those of climate and geology,w
varying degrees of which tell even more ^iimf*

the agriculture of a district, none of which are uniK™

over any large extent together. So that, take a*

county, and you have hill and valley, rotf

sand and clay, lease and tenancy at will, *

and poverty of both owner and occupier, energj.

listlessness, each telling its own tale, and re
.

nd
.

ena

|}eDl

result so piebald and such patchwork that it is en

the name of the county must be the mere coven

parcel of fragments. n^
An agricultural essay is most perfect when _
sses a single point; process, or result in farm expe

^
—it is still definite and instructive when itrel

^ eve8

man's experience either on a farm or an esta
-L^.

though he has had to deal witli a variety ot c

rf

stances—but it is little more than an inven

w

^
details if it professes to describe a district w^y^
unity or coherence is political or geography
for instance is Gloucestershire farming or

"'

cusses

Stafford

Be Las thus Lad two lull years' than when he purchased it two years ago; and one

farming ? There is nothing which can be sode§4

—or rather the designation applies to bait ft

(
different things, each of which may be P*.°P* 0Q
separate discussion, but which have nothing » c01

^
but the name of the county to justify their being «»

up together. ^
Probably the best sort of report which could Wj

for of the same class with these county f
sc F

wtes,

would be one relating the history of parti^lar *
y
.

which though they may be under the influence o ^
ing soil and varying climate will yet each o

display the influence of uniform and persistent w ^
ment. Let the Agricultural Society, for i"^^ of

mission a report on the history and present con ^
the Duke of Bedford's property around *

Nothing would be likely to do more for the ^V^p
ment of land improvement and of right rem

^ tbe

amongst the owners, occupiers, and labourers

soil than such a history as that.
.

.
ands

of

There are many other properties in tlie ^j
intelligent and enterprising owners whose bistorj

^ ^
be equally instructive. Such, for instance,
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J^ate to which this paper mainly relates. Burin?

STptrt 13 years 60,000?. have been spent by .Mr.

Langfton, M.P., upon his property at Sarsden, on

farm buildings, land drainage, and other improve-

ment!, under the superintendence of Mr. Andrew?,

his agent. Eight entirely new sets of farm

booses, barns, sheds, yards, &c, have been erected,

besides several new farm houses with certain portions

of the outbuildings new. In other cases the dwelling

houses have been enlarged as well as many outbuildings

rebuilt ; and there are also instances where the farm

buildings have been greatly improved, though the

dwelling house hitherto has not been altered.

Permanent steam-power with shaftings and pulleys

for threshing, chaff cutting, crushing and grinding corn

have been erected on many of the farms ; and on others

permanent shafting and pulleys for performing same

work with locomotive steam power, &c.

The history in detail of all this expenditure would

be most instructive, and it would be seen how liberality

and energy on the part of the landlord tends to the

prosperity and energy of the tenantry, and thus to the

welfare of the labourer. ^m
Tne Lodge and Mount farms under Mr. Savidge's

management would in themselves be an admirable sub-

ject for description in any agricultural journal. Their

history and the results of their management succinctly

related would have in their way the same sort of educa-

tional in Huence on readers as isultimately given by means

ofthem to the young men whom Mr. Savidge receives as

pupils in his house. Good farm buildings and machinery;

well managed labour; newly completed permanent

improvements in the way of enlarged fields,
;

good

roads and drainage ; the steam plough ; a good mixture

of arable and pasture land, extending in all over

1050 acres, of which 760 are arable ; a first-class herd

of Short-horns : all these furnish material enough for

most instructive examination and discussion.

I confine myself for the most part at present to

Mr. Savidge's experience of the steam plough. He
farms 760 acres of arable land and nearly 300 acres of

pasture. The land is chiefly on beds of the oolitic

formation, and varies in character from a very stiff

calcareous clay to an open brashy soil upon limestone.

On the heavy land the 10-horse locomotive engine

which worked a 3-furrow plough with difficulty when
first employed, has already so lightened the texture of

the land by deep and thorough culture, that 4- furrow
work is now as easy to it as 3-furrow work used to be.

The land is cultivated on a five-field course : l,Turnips

;

2, Oats, the latter part of the sheep fold being sown
with spring Wheat, of which Mr. Savidge annually

sows a large extent, and some in 1860 put in so late as

even the 2 1th of May came to maturity. After the

Oats and the spring Wheat comes (3) Barley, which is

thus secured of goodquaUty,\>e\ng less liable to luxuriant

growth ; (4) Clover and (5) Wheat follow in succession.

Of these crops Oats and Wheat are put in on a single

furrow, Barley follows a scarifying and ploughing of the
Oat-stubble, and the Turnip break, which includes some
Vetches sown on the Wheat stubble and afterwards
broken up for late Turnips, receives two or three
plonghings. There is thus on a farm of 760 acres
arable ample work for a steam plough, and Mr. Langston
is about to replace his original 10-horse engine and
three-furrow plough by one of Mr. Fowler's 12 horse
power engines and four-furrow ploughs with all the
latest improvements, and transfer the 10 horse-power
plough, with the first improvements added, to two
other farms also in his cultivation.
When I walked over the farm early in the month

of May nothing could look better than the promise
of the grain crops, or the preparation for the
Mangel YVurzel and root crops. A 40-acre piece of
Oats was as fine a sight of its kind as could anywhere
be seen ; and the spring Wheat where latest sown was
just coming through. The Barley, too, was exceed-
ingly promising. The Wheat looked vigorous and of
good colour, and the Clover, partly already fed off,

was as strong and full a plant as could be desired.

Mr. Savidge had then had two years and two months'
xperience of a three-furrow plough worked by

Fowler's 10-horse engine. During that time, which
included a great deal of unseasonable weather,
683 acres had been ploughed from 6 to 12 inches deep,
and 451 acres had been scarified. The ploughing was on
the average at the rate of 5 acres a dav, including all
removals and stoppage ; and the scarifying was at the
rate of 12 to 11 acres a-day. The scarifying was done
by an implement of Mr. Savidge's invention and manu-
facture. It is in fact a conversion of the three-furrow
balance plough into a grubber or scarifier. The whole
daily cost in wages is 10... 6U ; and as 683 acres of
ploughing have taken 135 days to do, and 451 acres
scarifying have taken about 35 days to do, there have
been wagee paid on 170 days, einal tn RQ7 K* ;„ .«
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has been in all 860?. This includes a new drum put

under the engine, a new plough, and the manufacture

of a scarifier. The sum chargeable for depreciation

per annum at 10 per cent, which, as all along stated in

these papers, is an enormous overcharge, thus amounts

to 86/., or for two years and two months no less than

176/. 6s. Sd., and for interest of capital, at 5 per cent.,

it is 88/. 3s. 4d. The following then are the items

chargeable against the work done:

—

Wapes, 170 days £S9
Coals and oil, ditto 93

Rope and repairs (2 years and 2 months) . . 70

Depreciation ditto ditto .. 176

Interest of capital ditto ditto . . 83

£516 15

This amounts to about 9*. an acre over the

1130 acres accomplished. I retain the charge of 10 per

cent, for annual depreciation of value, as it ha8

been brought to bear in all my previous esti-

mates, but it is plain that it is an excessive charge,

and that it bears with excessive effect in a case like

this, where the sum has to be divided over a com-

paratively small number of days during the year. For

it is obvious that where only from 70 to 80 days' work

per annum is done by the steam plough, this large item

will very materially increase the cost per acre of the

ploughing and scarifying. The more work that can be

done within the year the cheaper will it be.

In the meantime Mr. Savidge, though his steam

plough work has not upon the whole been so very cheap,

has by the use of it displaced upon the farm a much
more costly apparatus by which that work had been

previously accomplished, and with much less efficiency.

He has been able to do without 16 bullocks and 10

horses since his steam plough was bought; the latter

were many of them hardly average farm horses, some

being old carriage horses and the like ; but on the other

hand a smaller number than is now in use would

suffice; and Mr. Savidge estimates the actual displace-

ment by his 10-horse engine on the farm at four 4-ox

teams and three 3-horse teams. The former, it is

plain, cost n good deal of money, because the wages of

a man and boy were paid for each team during at least

six months in the year, and a man was needed to look

after the whole during the remainder of the year. And
the wages alone would amount to at least 120/. in

12 months. The cost of three 3-horse teams too in

that time cannot be put at less upon the whole than

300/. The food of the oxen ought to be charged,

because it would have maintained an additional flock of

at least 160 sheep worth 200/. a year. And if the

expenditure on those heads be added together for two
years and two months, it will enormously exceed the
cost incurred by the steam-ploughing apparatus. And
it is only fair to add that the calculations of cost incurred

by the altered management were made before the
present improvements in Mr. Fowler's steam plough, &c,
were completed, and that, consequently, from this time

the expenses per acre will be considerably lessened.

Besides this,

days, equal to 89/. 5*. in all.

170 days' consumption of <y>al has cost
And the consumption of oil lias been

Making together

• •

• • * •

£S4 10
8 10

- £93
The wear of rope, according to experience hitherto

uuring 2 years and 2 months c

every other your for a
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-«»-»«• »6 ^ experience Hithertodunng 2 years and 2 months of the old apparatus isbeheved to be at the rate of 30/. every other year for
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certain portion, and 25/. every three years for the restin all about 21/. a-year, or for the period 52/. The costof repairs has been about 18/. during the time.
The cost of the apparatus, including new implements,

CROPS IN
NORTHERN" GERMANY AND SCOTLAND.
Having left Germany on the 21st ult. I forward

a sketch of the crops and condition of that country, and
also of our home harvest prospects.

The vernal commencement of this season was in-

auspicious in northern Germany. A very mild March
stimulated an early spring growth, the Larch trees

obtained their beautiful fringe-dress of living green,

quickly to change to the death-shade of brown, and
the early sown Oat reared its delicate braird to the

light, more than the one half to be killed by a relapse

of winter during April—a continued northern blast,

icy spiracles, frost, hail, and snow in the lap of spring.

From the middle of May, onward throughout June and
the greater part of July, the season has been warm and
genial, with timely thunder showers as the moisture of

the soil, left by winter, became evaporated, stimulating

to high fertility the dry siliceous soils of low Germany
(the sand banks of a former ocean), and yielding

one of the finest crops they have ever produced. When
I left, the Rye harvest (a good crop) was commencing,
that of the excellent Barley and Wheat would soon
follow, to be succeeded by the luxuriant flowery Buck-
wheat and heavy, though in some places thin, crop of

Oats. Here Nature has been abundantly propitious

in all that relates to man's subsistence, excepting in

one product of material importance—the Potato,

which two weeks ago never gave higher promise. At
the time I left this crop had, in every field more or

less, been stricken with blight, the peculiar putrid

odour strongly felt, and the leaves in many place

sloughing off, leaving the stems standing bare, the rich

lilac and white starry blossoms with orange centre,

and the once verdant leaves nowall uniformly blackened.

The rot in the dry siliceous soils of Germany

does not usually extend to the tubers, which ripen

though they do not swell, and the root and some-

times the bared stem remain sound, the latter

acquiring small new leaves. It is fortunate that

the other crops promise all to be good. The deficit

in the Potatoes will hence be the less felt. This

or a similar blight in some seasons affects other

vegetables—the tall Fern, Horse jChesnut. Teucnum,

the field Grey Pea, and it is said the Vine under

the name of o'idium. The disposing cause seems

to be an excess of water in the juices of the plant, heat,

and much loose electricity. The last is found to
pervade dead organic matter, causing speedy corruption
in flesh, rapidly throwing milk, beer, wine, dough, into
the acetous change, and no doubt also interferes with
the vital attractions of the living, inducing putrid dis-

ease. It loosens the vis vitce as it were, cooks the sub-

stance of the larger organism into digestible food to

the numerous animalcular destroyers which pervade

and feed upon superior life. To strengthen the vitality

of the Potato tuber I have in Germany many years ago
exposed my seed Potatoes in early autumn for several

weeks on a dry airy knoll one layer thick. This

at the same time dries and greens the tuber, renders

it proof against a slight frost, and hastens and
strengthens the vegetation when planted in spring,

and may render the plant less disposed to blight.

Previous to the commencement of the blight this

season in Germany we had for fully three weeks

thunder showers daily and frequently sheet lightning

at night, and to this moisture, loose electricity, and
warmth as disposing causes the blight is no doubt

owing. The warmer portion of England has also

under like circumstances been seriously affected, while

the'northeru and cooler portion of England and Scot-

land has not as yet been touched, or only slightly, in

the damp rich gardens. These latter countries havo
had thunder showers enough, and the absence of tho

blight must be attributed to the greater coolness, and
that the plant has not yet reached the period of growth
most susceptible of blight.

In the central counties of Scotland the crops gene-

rally, including Potatoes, Turnips, hay and pastures,

will reach a full average,that is under fair coming circum-

stances. The Wheat is a little under average in

acreage, but the other cereals are proportionally ex-

tended. The rain has been rather in excess for the

later-sown Turnips, and has retarded the cleaning and
growth in damp bottomed land, but the earlier sown
are in luxuriant growth. Yesterday and to-day we
have had in the Carse of Gowrie a heavy western gale

with showers, and the crops are a good deal laid,

tossed, and shaken about, and to experience much
damage should moist weather continue. But with
August, good weather generally sets in after a moist
July.

^

Grain in the exporting countries of the continent,

especially in the direction of the Black Sea and Egypt,
and also in North America, seems in abundance,—
plenty of the old crop remaining, and an excellent new
crop coming to hand. This old and new abundance
must lower prices in Britain and France, both of which
may require a foreign supply of Wheat But as no
other country, with the exception perhaps of Belgium,
will be short of self-supply, the British and the com-
paratively small requirements of France and Belgium
will not nearly consume the surplus of other lands.
Paying a little attention to the weather in Holstein

during the three first weeks of July, it being our hay-
harvest time, I could not but admire the regularity of
the atmospheric phenomena. After a fine morning,
generally about mid-day or mid afternoon, a number of
centres of round cumuli clouds would collect in the
wide horizon, each to be the parent of a thunder
shower. After a little while each of these would
increase largely, and stretching downward would
embrace the ground with a dense cover, electric explo-
sions would then take place, and rain often in large

drops would fall, and sometimes hail, the large rain
drops probably hail melted in its descent. These
thunder clouds generally moved northward or east-

ward, the district immediately under them as they
marched onward partaking of the shower. Imme-
diately preceding the shower a gust of wind of only a
minute or a few minutes' duration occurs, and when the
shower is past the bright sun returns. The formation
of these cumulus-cloud-nests in the atmosphere appears
electric. I regret I had not a small balloon or kite
to send up into the accumulating cloud, with a
metallic conductor down to the ground, or a few
cannon to batter the cloud with shot, or a large mortar
to throw strongly detonating shells to explode in the
bosom of the wig like mass of vapour. Some of these
might have either a cloud-dispelling or a rain-producing
effect, and I recommend the experiment to be carried
out by some of our scientific corps of volunteer
artillery, as affording at the same time an excellent
exercise practice. It is probable that man will yet
attain a greater mastery over the elements, extending
to the regulation of rain and cloud. It is said that a
heavy cannonade lulls the wind and produces rain, tho
latter perhaps by the vibration-shock collapsing tho
hollow mist vesicles which go to form cloud, as ife

would a soap-bubble. Volcanic detonation is said

also to prjduce rain-fall. We have never heard
whether the almost net-work of wires extended above

London in any way affects the formation of

the dense London fog, or the rainfall, or the electric

state of the London atmosphere. The difference as to

ozone in the cities and the country and the defect of

oxygen in large cities presents an interesting field of

inquiry. In our Scots towns of only a few thousand

inhabitants we find that the heat-requiring fruits, such

as the Jargonelle Pear, attain a larger size, even on

standards, and ripen earlier than in the country.

London from its vast extension may be expected to

afford some interesting results regarding the atmo-

spheric influence of cities. I intended to have said

something of the character and condition of the
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German people, to have pointed out the strange infatua-

tion of our government to court those who ere long

may become our enemies, and to neglect our natural

friends in northern Germany, and of the disposition of

Our press to follow the same wayward course. I may
in a future letter make these statements good. Patrick

Matthew, Gourdie Hill, Errol, July 31.

PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS.
Aberdeenshire: July 30.—The months of May, June, and
July have been exceedingly favourable for vegetation, and in

consequence every description of crop looks well, and pro-

mises to be a full average, in many cases much above that.

The grain crops are luxuriant, and are perhaps a week or two
earlier than last year, while Turnips and Potatoes are well
forward, and as yet without any symptoms of disease. The
hay crop is in a somewhat critical state, in consequence of
the continued rains, and much of it is yet exposed in the
fields ; the yield is abundant. Pasture Grass was never seen
so plentiful, and hitherto there has been a want of cattle to

cat it down. The growth, however, is now somewhat
checked. Since the middle ot July we have had rains almost
daily, and repeated thunder storms, and portions of the
grain crops have been lodged ; but up to this time they have
mostly regained their footing, and should the month of
August turn out dry, they will ripen well. It is too early to
calculate as to the probable time of harvest, every thing will
depend on the weather of the coming month, but we hope by
the kindness of Providence that reaping will have com-
menced by the 1st of September. The foregoing report
applies chiefly to the north-west and upper districts of this
county. James Macdonald.

Berwickshire: Bdington Mains, Chirnside, Ayton, July 31.—
Upon all the dry friable soils of this district, where in good
condition, the crops look very well indeed. There is much
less than the usual average of Wheat, but what there is looks
well. Barley and Oats, in the circumstances specified, are
also very good. There are few Beans growing this year, and
what there are, are a poor crop. Turnips brairded freelyj and
were this year all but exempt from the attacks of the fly. In
general this crop looks well, but I regret to say that upon a
closer examination the " finger and toe " disease is found to be
prevalent. Potatoes look very well, and as yet are free from
disease. The taint has however been observed in gardens
since the 2.5th inst. Pasturage is everywhere unusually
abundant, but much of it has got so overgrown that it has
Buffered much in quality. The weather latterly has been
most unfavourable for hay-making, and much of that crop is
still afield in a very unsatisfactory state. On all the strong
soils in the lower parts of the Merse the crops are much
inferior to what I have described above. In numerous cases
neither Barley nor Turnip seed germinated owing to the un-
kindly state of the soil, and such pieces now present a very
ragged and discouraging appearance. There will probably be
abegmning of harvest work about the 20th August. John
TV 1 1 JfV It,

Buckinghamshire : Brwhcell, Stoney Stratford, Aug. 1.—The
appearance of the crops now is thus :—Wheat : a light crop
of straw

; ears good ; but the general belief is a yield below
5
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Some few Pieces wiU be ready to cut ™ 10 days
but Wheat, reaping will not be general uutil the 19th August'
parley : Generally a promising crop, an average one. Somefew pieces will soon be ready. I think of cutting a small
Piece of 5 acres on Monday, the 5th. Oats : Generally short
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Oats, Peas, and Beans, are an average crop. The quahty of

all corn promises to be fine. Turnips very good Potatoes

very fine, but partially diseased. Mangel Wurzel fair crops.

Some parties have commenced reaping Wheat. Root. Bean.

Ken-t: Winaham, Aug. 2 -I began to cut my Wheat last

Wednesday, the 31st ult., but the general day hereabouts

will be next Mondav ; only a few have commenced cutting

Wheat. Peas are cut, and a fair breadth of Oats and Barley

is cut. Although there are a few thin Wheats, they die

remarkably healthy, as yellow as gold. Wheats will be above

an average and of good quality ; the same by Barley, Oats

and Peas. Beans have suffered by the black louse. It will be

a short harvest if fine weather ; and as we are three weeks

earlier than last year, and we have plenty of hands, and all

the corn standing, we must expect a low price of produce.

In another 10 days I shall be able to speak more correctly as

to produce. Robert Matron.
Lincolnshire : Ludford, Market Rasen, Aug. 3.—The crops in

this neighbourhood must be light. The Wheats are thin, but

generally upstanding. The Barleys will very many of them
besides being thin be of two growths. The Oats are thin.

All the corn is filling very well. The thinness of the corn is

attributable in some measure to the bad quality of the seed

last year. Potatoes have commenced going as bad as ever.

The Turnips are tolerably well planted, but have not grown
much lately. The last week has been more favourable
weather, consequently the harvest prospects are looking
more cheerful, for until the last few days we have had an
immense quantity of rain, I should say as much as last year,
only the weather has not been so cold with it. The seeds and
Grass crops are nearly all harvested, but not so well as could
be wished. William Wingate.

Mid Lothian : Bonnington, RatJio, Aug. 5.—The crops are
slowly ripening. Dull, grey, showery weather retards
harvest. It will not be general before the 24th. Whdat is

rather under average, not greatly so. Barley full average,
and Oats a fair crop. Beans unequal. Potatoes the same,
with far less promise than last year ; and Turnips improving
and promising. Hay a fair rather full crop. Pasture good.

Norfolk: Crown Bank, Wymondham, July SI.—The crops are
wanting a continuance of the present favourable weather to
bring them to maturity. Farmers, who are generally styled
grumblers, are delermined this year to get rid of this epithet,
and acknowledge that although their crops are not altogether
what they could wish them to be, they are looking upon the

j

whole much more promising than last year, and some of the
Wheats bid fair to be very prolific ; the ear is of good length
and size, the plant or straw very even in length, of,fair average
height, and fair in bulk. Barleys are much better than last
year, and promise an average yield of a fair medium quality.
A large breadth of Oats, about an average crop. Peas very
prolific, a good length of straw and plenty of fair sized pods.
Beans not above three-quarters of a crop, with few pods, the
Beans planted very uneven owing to the ordinary seed
deposited, many of which never came up ; and the few which
did have been attacked with lice, consequently, but a poor
crop. These remarks are general, but to particularise : there
are a few fields planted with good seed and extra quantity

;these are promising well and escaped the vermin. There are
also a lew fields of Wheat, which owing to the state of the
land, the time of sowing and the seed, are thin in plant and
partially mildewed, and although large ears cannot be a
prolific crop. Oats and Barley are thin in places and far
from a good crop, but these are exceptions. The hay
harvest has been a tedious one, the Clovers pretty fair, the
Trefoil layers very thin, owing to their being so forward last
harvest when the Barley was cut, which weakened them
so much that they could not withstand the past winter's
frosts, few fields carted in prime order. Meadows much thesame condition, some about until this week, and some just
cut. Mangel Wurzel plant worst known for years, but I think
the thin plant will not be all loss, as they promise to be of
extraordinary size ; many were transplanted, many Cabbages
also were put in vacant places, and with white Turnips
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North Lancashire : Hollcer, Aug. 3.-Grain crops of all de-scriptions are short in the straw, but good in the ear
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Home Correspondence
TJie Cultivation of TrifoliumincarnakmJLf r

Rye-grass on Corn Stubble for early Sm i
Immediately the corn is carried drag the stX,!^

there are some complaints of the disease in those erown In
Geo.^rt^y. ^ *" ""** * '** haS been^ ^es

heavy harrows, sow the seed and rolUfter,aA^
is all the cultivation necessary. Another «^
is to sow while the corn is being^cat ifl^
neither harrowing nor rolling is necessary Tk?JTJ
August or first week in September is thekaHw!
to ensure a good plant, though it is usual to sow'
but in such case the crop, which is generally «a J
pretty sure to be lost during the winter. Thei remib
apply equally to Trifolium incarnatura and Italian hi
grass sown separately, or to a mixture of them b£The quantity of seed sown per acre should be

»

follows :—For a crop of Trifolium incarnatum • a Sii*
of seed per acre will ensure a full plant; or b."
Trifolium incarnatum, and i bushel Italian Eve-p*
For a crop of Italian Rye-grass: c.3 bushels of seed

will ensure a full plant ; or d. 2 bushels ItalianU
grass and 12 lbs. Trifolium incarnatum. Any of i
above quantities of seed will produce a heavy crop rf

highly nutritious green food in the following %*
June. The advantage of sowing some Italian

fy»
grass with the Trifolium is that it protects the Clow
from the effects of severe frosts. The small qmn.
tity of Italian Rye-grass (b) is sufficient for that pnr-
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succession crops of Rye-grass may be cut during the

summer. The Trifolium incarnatum produces one

heavy cutting only. A dressing of Peraran mm,
2 cwt. per acre, at the time of sowinc is useful, bm
no means necessary. The new late Sowerin^ varietidr

of Trifolium are cultivated in exactly tue samemvm
as the common ; they are useful if a late cutting 11

desire I, but the seed is higher in price than the common,

owing to the failure of the crop on the coutinc

Sutton Sf Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed EstabMmat,

Reading.
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,1 the tm outermost should be set so tfl to work within

***£B or i inches of the plants : and in the case of Turnip-

***»- Mature the deepest and most erhcient stirring ought to

% i3|j given as soon as the young plants can be discerned
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he sentiments of the farmers respecting a circular to

fr G. C. Lewis, suggesting the expediency of

eft anploving the police to obtain returns of acreage of

jHlciippibg, Mr. Webster, of Peak irk, observed at a

> sjBaeetinff of the Board of Guardians at Peterborough,

jHfeld July 20,
4< that though the subject of Agricultural

£
f* atistics was not exactly one to come before the Board,

l i£*
TCt M tne Guardians were nearly all farmers, and the

op«i jaestion was a public one, he thought they would not

•By* be doing much wrong in noticing it. The magistrates

£2 had been asked to obtain a return of the number ©f

.ijjj teres under different sorts of cropping, to get which

11*, I the Government had taken much trouble. In some
? <*fc I places it had been sanctioned, in others not. As one of

tie farmers of this neighbourhood, he should be sorry

to stand in the way of procuring information thought

desirable by the country, as if any obstacle was offered

it would appear as though farmers had something

behind the scenes which they were afraid of being

made known. " Now he did not think there was any-

ling they need be afraid of, and if the constabulary or

other persons were employed to go over the farms they

would, he believed, not 'find much out. For his own
part, if an inspector was appointed to go over his farm

once a year, he should make no objection. Mr. W.
I then gave notice that he would bring the subject

I before the board on the following week, and at a

meeting held July 27th, be proposed that the board

approve of the Government plan, for obtaining

rtatistical returns through the agency of the police,

savin.;: " that he thought it very desirable the country

should know what land was under cultivation

and what crops were grown, when they saw
how three or four frosty nights or a con-

tinuance of wet weather affected the markets, both
at home and on the continent, and he thought it would
then be not difficult to get an approximation to an
average,. The motion was seconded by Mr. Hetley, of

Orton. Mr. Pank of Oxney, proposed an amendment
that the question be considered that day six months, as

he thought it would be of no advantage to the farmers,

bnt would throw them into the hands of the freetraders.

Mr. Wright of Helpstone seconded the amendment.
On a show of hands nine were held up for the amend-
ment, and 12 for the original proposition, which was
declared carried. The Rev. W. Strong, a magistrate,

then said that now the question was decided, he might
venture to speak. The object of the magestrates in

placing the plan before the public was to ascertain the
feelings of the farmers on the subject ; the success or
failure of the measure depended upon them, and as a
majority of the board was favourable, he hoped that
those who were at present unfavourable to the system
would see that they had nothing to fear.

The Steam Plough and Reaping Machine.—I have
read with much attention and interest your recent
articles on steam cultivation and the reaping machine,
&c, and the more I read the more I see and feel that
the time has arrived when all degrees of prejudice and
difference of opinion must yield before the superiority
of the steam plough and the reaping machine over the
common plough and sickle. I have long and ardently
wished to see corn cut by machinery, and am confidently
expecting the time when a perfect implement will be
produced for the benefit of the farmer and the people.
But for the present I must say with others, " Which
one am I to have ? " We want one that will cut all

I sorts of white straw crops, whether they are laid or
standing, light or heavy; it may be in a beautiful level
field of Wheat free from weeds, or in another field not
overdone with straw or corn, with a considerable
quantity of rubbish, across ridge land and water
furrow, &c ; and finally to self-deliver the corn, either
in swathe or sheaf, as desired. Can any of your numerous
readers or correspondents kindly inform me where
such a machine is to be found, or which is

generally considered to be the best at present?
Une great obstacle to their success appears to be the
pace at which the horses are obliged to walk, being
tatigmng to the animal, and what a farm horse is

unused to
; perhaps this might be remedied by steam or

oy some alteration in the gear, &c. Manufacturers may
torget or perhaps may not be aware that farm horses
"Tve b«.one pace, and that a very slow one. i have
Often loosed to make myself certain whether thevmoved or not, while the express train has whirled past
at the rate of 40 miles an hour. So much for the
difference in the main object, which is « power

;

» thereu no unit to the power of steam, you have only to
properly apply ,t This power, being so immensely
superior to that of horses, must ultimately be employed
*o till the land : and then wk* oi^„i,i :*.
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Hood, Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P.; Mr. Ray- were the Royal Irish Agricultural Society only to ente
mond Barker, Mr. $arnett, Mr. Charles Cautrell, Mr. a little more into the spirit of modern agricultural pro
Druce, Mr. Frere, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fishei gress, and to infuse into its proceedings a little fresh

Hobbs, Mr. Holland, M.P.; Mr. Hamond, Mr. Hudson, ness and vigour, and to address itself more to the

Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Pope, Mr. Rigden, Mr. Shuttle-

worth, Mr. Smith, Mr. Western, Professor Wilson

30 New Members were elected.

Mr. Charles Randell, of Chadbury, Evesham, was

elected a Member of Council in the room of the Right

Hon. the Earl of Romney, resigned.

Finances.—The Hon. Colonel Hood, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the report, from which

it appeared that the Secretary's receipts during

the past month had been duly examined and found

correct. The balance at the banker's on the 31st July

was 1985?. 10s. Sd. t
since which the sum of

10,567?. 10*. 7d. had been received from the Society's

bankers at Leeds. Cheques were drawn for the prizes

and other expenses connected with the meeting, and it

was recommended that 3000?. be invested in the New
3 per Cents. This sum includes 350?. received on

account of Life Compositions. The prize awarded to

Mr. Thomas Groves, of Park House, Spofforth,

Wetherby, York, was withheld in consequence of his

not having complied with the rule of the Society set

forth in the Prize Sheet, viz., that exhibitors of stallions

which have been allowed to leave the Show-yard for

the night will be required to have them brought back

to the yard every morning during the whole period

that the Exhibition lasts. The report was adopted.

Wool.—The report of the Committee appointed to

carry out the resolution of the Council constituting the

Society as exhibitors of wool at the International

Exhibition of 1862 was received. Sufficient space in

the building at South Kensington had been granted by
her Majesty's Commissioners, and it was determined
that a full and complete collection of fleeces should be

sympathies and wants of the tenant-farmers of Ireland,

we could augur for it a still wider measure of support
and success.

Short-horns.—It is impossible that we could in this

week's impression give a full critical review of all the

points of interest in the exhibition. Our despatch-is

forwarded ere some of the prizes are awarded. We will,

therefore, give the prize lists as best we can here-

after, and offer a few passing remarks on the Short-

horns.

i
In Section I., Bulls calved on or after Jan. 1, 1859, it

will be seen that Lord Kinnaird won 1st prize with

Lord John Russell ; the second place being awarded to

Volunteer, the property of Lord Bangor. Volunteer is

a little deficient behind the shoulder ; handles well,

though covered with short hair. Lord John gives a
fair elastic touch ; and has a better developed flank than

his competitor.

In the next section we were not much prepossessed

in favour of either of the prize animals. Henry the
Eighth out of Hopewell has a mellow hide, is a robust

two-year old bull, but his legs are rather long. The 2d
prize animal in this section, Priam, got by Musician, is

a spotted animal. His touch is not so mellow, nor so

silky.

In Section III., Bulls calved on or after 1st January,
1860, Lord Talbot De Malahide gained 1st prize with
Victor Emmanuel, which is a very showy animal, nice

and pleasing to look at, but there his merits chiefly

end. He is light on the breast. We were glad to see a

successful Irish breeder, Viscount Monck, once more in

that place of distinction to which his judgment and
spirit as a breeder of Short-horns entitle him. Adam

made, comprising all the breeds of Long-wool, Inter- Bede, with which his lordship wins his laurels on this

mediate, and Short- wool; that two fleeces of each breed occasion, is a nice animal, possessing good points, in-

should be exhibited if practicable, and that breeders

and merchants throughout the country should be

requested to send specimen fleeces to the Society for

the purpose of exhibition. A grant of 100?. was
requested from the Council to enable the Committee
to carry out this measure. The report was adopted.

Members in Aeeeae.—It was resolved that in print-

ing in the forthcoming Journal the list of members, the

names of those whose subscription remained unpaid to

the 31st December, 1859, should be omitted.

The consideration of the motion that the fleeces shorn

from off the sheep shown for theSociety's Prizes be exhi-

bited with each pen of sheep, and of the proposed amend-
ment—That inspectors of sheep be appointed to

examine the animals on their admission into the Show-
yard, with instructions to reject all sheep that have not
been fairly and entirely close shorn—was postponed till I followed by Mr. Eastwood, who we believe is agent to
the monthly meeting of the Council in December, the

j
the gallant ColoneL Mr. Eastwood entered three cows.

eluding a full flank, but a little harsh in touch. On the
whole this was a good Section. There are some
exceedingly promising animals, such as Young Edwin,
exhibited by Mr. Patteson of Dundalk, and whose pliable

skin indicates health, vigour, and usefulness. Edwin,
though out of Booth's Bridesman, commanded no
attention from judicial eyes at Belfast.

Of the Bull Calf class little need be said. No "eye
for Short-horns " will dispute the award, though the
second prize calf is an animal of promising sweetness.
The Full-grown Cow class justly excited no small

amount of attention. Already one of the Royal Irish

Cups has crossed the Channel, and forms a monument of
honourable rivalry among the prized plate at Towneley
Hall. And on this occasion the example of the re-
nowned breeder of Royal Butterflies is creditably

and then why should it

0t

I*

employed to draw a reaping machine, being a powercast never tires and an expense easily calculated ? W. S.

^octettes*
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF EXGL\\n

Mokthly Council: Wednesday, AunUigust 7.Hr^ L0Ml CMloner, Trustee,' in the" Chair, theHon. W. G. Cavendish, M.P. j Colonel the Hon A. N.

motion for postponement having been carried by a

majority of 10 votes to 3.

The Secretary reported that a Deputation consisting

of Viscount Strathallan, the Right Hon. R. Nisbet

Hamilton, Sir Thomas Gladstone, and Mr. G. W. Hope,
M.P., from the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland, accompanied by the Earl of Powis, late Presi-

dent, and Mr. H. Hall Dare, Secretary of the Royal

Agricultural Society of England, waited upon the Secre-

tary of State for Foreign Affairs on the 5th July, to re-

present to his Lordship the high price of guano obtained

from the Peruvian Government under the contract

which existed with Messrs. Anthony Gibbs <fc Sons, and

to solicit his assistance in obtaining for the Agricultural

interest a reduction of the heavy export dues charged

on that article, as well as accurate information throng

the consular agents of the available extent of this

manure.
The Council having then granted the usual vacation

to the Secretary and cleiks, adjourned over the autumn
recess to Wednesdays the 6th November.

The Royal Agricultural Show at Belfast,—
The energy and intelligence of the northern province

of Ireland have been called into requisition at this year's

meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of

Ireland. It is needless to institute comparisons which
affect provincialism, and which would only lead to no
useful result. We have followed Royal shows in their

itinerant progress through the various provinces of

Irelaud. We have watched their influence, and more
especially the enthusiasm and public spirit which they

have excited. We have seen more excitement among
the warm Southerns, and more of the glowing rapture of

the Celt in the West ; but on no occasion have we seen

that the showr was made a more useful means of instruc-

tion than at this Royal meeting. We cannot speak

with precision, though safe in saying; we have seen a
j

exhibited at this meeting; the cause is not ex-

larger attendance than at Belfast; but at no previous
|

plained. It may console those who have held back to

show have we witnessed the prevalence of so large a ; tind that though their presence would have been

number of men earnestly bent upon gaining informa- acceptable, yet a respectable exhibition can be held

tion. And this, after all, might have been expected by with *ut them. -
those who are conversant with the circumstances of. l.npements. - The implement department of the

Irish agriculture. In the North there is a race of Exhibition was on the whole satisfactory The entries

industrious tenant farmers, whose prosperity has grown were numerous. Many of the leading English Irish

with the growth of industrial spirit and industrial and >)tcli manufacturers exhibited some o their best

enterprise in that province. ,
constructed implements and machines. There was in

For our own part we cannot say the success of the short quantity and qua ity. The most interesting

show has at all exceeded our expectations. On the feature in connection with tins department was the

whole, perhaps, our hopes have not been realised. The trial of mowmg and reaping machines, of ploughs

meeting has, however, been successful and useful ; and harrows, &c, which took place en Tuesday at the Kncx

the famous Rosette of Royal Irish renown, and Emma
and Faith, the former bred] by Colonel Towneley, the
latter by Mr. Grundy. Rosette did not put in an
appearance; but among such associates as Mr. Christie's

Queen Beauty the Second, Faith won 1st and Emma
2d rank. If we mistake not, Mr. Eastwood's success at
the Royal Irish meeting is now crowned with the per-

manent posses6ion of the Challenge Cup, for which he
has so honourably contested.

Section 6 scarcely calls for any special remark, Mr.
Christie's Queen Mab 2d being decidedly the queen of
the class.

In Section 7—Heifers in milk or calf, and calved in
1859—Captain Ball carried away 1st and 2d honours.
Few will deny him the merit of deserving it. We
cannot help admiring the peculiar style in which Mr.
Ball shows his animals. Models of symmetry and good
breeding, they attract the eye without prize cards or
Royal ribbons. Rochester and Nightingale are old
favourites. The former is a sweet animal. The Nightin-
gale, a beautiful white, does not handle so well.

In the next Section, Captain Ball gains still higher
laurels. His Pride of Adare not only obtains 1st prize,

but effectually assists her two placid and stylish asso-
ciates, Flirtation and Peahen 11th, in winning the
Waterford Cup, value 1007. We must own, however,
that the Pride won her position at Belfast by a neck
and neck competition. }Ir. Crosbie's Florentine, which
stands second, is a fine animal, well-shaped, not quite
equal, it is true, in quality to the Pride, but of more
substance. If Florentine's eyes peered out a little

brighter from their orbs the contest would, we appre-
hend, be still closer. As it was, one of the most suc-
cessful of Irish Short-horn breeders declared for the
Kerry dame.

In conch n. we have only to remark, that we have
heard some of the best stock in Ireland was not
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Station, on the County Down Railway. The mowing
machines commenced operation on a Held of Clover, a
rather light crop. All appeared to do the work in an
admirable manner; but those that attracted the
greatest amount of notice were Wood's, Burgess &
Key's, and Samuelson's. A few local manufacturers also

competed, but were entirely thrown in the shade by these

Leviathan exhibitors. The trial of this class of

machines would in every way have been more complete,
and .satisfied the larger number of spectators, had it

taken place in a piece of old meadow ground. The
haymaking machines were then set to ted out the
Grass, which was operated on by the mowing machines.
Smith Brothers' new patent hay-maker deserves parti-

cular notice. Tins machine is entirely on a new prin-

ciple ; all the tines are placed on barrels consecutively
in pairs, so that it separates the Grass much better,

draught much less, and is never liable to clog.

Simultaneous with the working of the mowing and
hay-making machines was the ploughing. This was
carried out on a piece of old lea well suited for the pur-
pose. Gray's ploughs, of Uddingston, seemed to take the
lead in making cleaner work and packing the furrow
slices in a superior manner; but he was ably followed up
by his powerful Irish rival in this department, Gray of
Belfast, in turning the furrow over at a better angle.
If our Belfast friend would adopt the improved con-
struction of the English mouldboarJ, we have no doubt
but that it would make a material improvement in the
working of his ploughs.

The principal reaping machines were Burgpss &
Key's, Cuthbert's, Samuelson's, and Wood's. The trial

was performed on an Oat crop, pretty heavy, and some-
what lodged. The visitors seemed to be prepossessed
with the working of Cuthbert's machine, which on the
whole did its work well. The others failed to a certain
extent when cutting with the incline of the crop. It
was remarked, however, by some present that the latter
machine would not have proved so successful if its

working had been in the hands of an inexperienced
person. The proprietor, in this case, as in all others,
we believe, managed the implement himself.

The Five-course J propose on all lands that -will grow Sainfoin.

CAirorsT
io,m

Turnips
"SVhe.it

Barley
Sainfoin
Sainfoin

Wheat
MangelWurzel
Wheat
Barley or Oats
Clover

Wheat
Swedes
Wheat
Barley
Seeds

Wheat
Turnips
Wheat or Oats
Sainfoin
Wheat

Dr. Shorthouse had written to Mr. Bass the other

day, at Mr. Wood's request, for information as to his

rotation of crops, knowing that he had been making
some observations about the growing of Barley after

Turnips, and the inferior quality of Barley thus pro-

duced. The following was Mr. Bass's reply :

—

" I bepr to state that the prevailing rotation on the Barley
soils in Staffordshire places Barley after Turnips, but we never
get really fine quality by that course. My own rotation is

—

Turnips, Barley, or Wheat, Clover, Wheat, followed by Barley
or Oats, We get very little fine Barley from the midland
counties. Berkshire, Wiltshire, Suffolk, Norfolk, in the order
I have placed them, furnish us the kindest, and brightest, and
boldest Barley. My present buyers inform me that the best
samples are for the most part after Wheat, and that early sow-
ing—February, for example—is of the utmost importance in
securing fine quality. I need hardly say that the quantity is

not so great after a second white crop as after Turnips, but I

think there is no doubt there would be a larger quantity of
marketable malting Barley by the course I have indicated."

5d. to 5%d. per lb. : suchC^^ii~E'~ lat
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templation by Government the former
here

•a

»*

tected. 3. Plenty of water. L 7wuler7 <*%£

*

Confidential Papers communicated to " The Syrian
Improvement Committee." (Printed for private dis-

tribution.)

Having received permission to refer in these columns
to this pamphlet, notwithstanding its private and con-
fidential endorsement, we give its contents such pub-

for export. 5. The French and Austrian^ T*"*
call there regularly. 6. Very h* hv\aU *<**
cannot as yet state of my own hSkft^JWhitty specifies many other districtsA *
his purpose, and he says, "besides thesis k
other ways in which much money milZ' i* *
made by individual capitalists, viz h ***

private estates about Damascus. As the 1
^ ^urc^

exist, no Frank can possess land in n* ^r
prtt*

empire
;
but it can be done, and is done thus bVt5ing into partnership with a native subiect

'

v*
perties are at present in the marW K*r ii.

' Bucll
|*

no one there has .'any moneyT&r^ 11

instance, one property adjoining the town Jr\
' " •

consisting of 1000 acres of the bertSd b tt
1^

abundantly watered by the Pharpar, was JS?
**

weeks ago for 600Z. ; another similar «£*,*>
the same extent, called Zebdini, belonging

to if yT
Honasli, who was executed at Damascus\ \*Tu,j
this is eight hours from Damascus, and L if Li :

offered 580?.; and there are hundreds of simiJ^^

uucuum cuuurseuieut, we give its contents SUCU puD-
j wnnld hft wpII that anm'* nf *U^^^ ^ *0nne^ &

licity as may call the attention of capitals and others Tfter and before the ^1^rpe
J" b,U*»

to what appears to be literally a field capable of most SJ? Jfi IL „l?Jfirf .

be
.

efft*H W,
profitable cultivation. Mr. Edward Whitty, on whose

It is not likely that Mr. R WMttywiil obtainfa
acquamted with the resident authorities both British ^^^^^{^^j^^ » E*
and Turkish. He is, moreover, a practical agricul- ?°™?"w\-„ «!!?„! n"^ifJ^W I***
turist, and his opinion as well as his statements of fact

to what appears to be literally a field capable of most Drivatelv will the «mv«mm«^f" JTa
v"ww

» leara

profitable cultivation. Mr Edward Whitty, on whose ^^S^bf^StlKlT^ ***
personal knowledge most of its statements are made, T* t ™f i«Ui_ «,„?»,_ w J™.^1

?:.

Farmers ' Clubs.
Croydon.—The Norfolk Rotation.—At a late meet-

ing of the Club Mr. Wood read a paoer on this subject,
from which we make the following extracts. Mr. Wood
advocated the five year course of Turnips, Wheat,
Barley, seeds, and Wheat.

I believe this course to be a good one in all respects, and the
part taken m the discussion of the subject brought forward by
Mr. James Thomas, then of Lidlington Park, Woburn, Bedford,and now of Dibden Manor, Southampton, at the London
i? armers Club, is quite in accordance with my opinions on this

c «!?* n
*he

.
w?°rfc for Dorsetshire, published in the Journal

of the Royal Agricultural Society, we find it stated that the
five-course system is becoming general ; and in the report for
Lancashire we are told that Barley after Wheat is the bestmanagement. With such antecedents there would be no doubtabout the success of the Clover crop, and after a luxuriant crop

% C
fwr a

b
n ^"f

°f
f*/' °f

the taeafc. Mr. Paine, of Beds?says that all land is not fitted for Turnips; but where it is ifthey commenced one course of five years Mangel Wurzel and
mSSSSt ?

ours
?
™th Tt™Ps> we should not experience much

J?, ?" ^tmg a good Turnip crop. He says however thatwe cannot get two crops of Wheat in five years without in-curnng the cost of 2 or 3 cwt. of guano per acre in one o f tlioTeyears. Mr. Owen Wallis, of Northampton, thmkT the five?course system a good one for sandy soils ; that itg^ves greateropportunities for clearing or eradicating any Couch-rows that

^iTSFE 2SJ
iD^he WhG

,

at C-Pfbefore the B^rfey wL
after Turn?m 'ffi^ FE^i^ m-°re Barle^ than if sown
S«S fiS™ V

llT With a hberal dressing for the Turnip crop

S?/ft f
l
5
e S^P^Pon the Turnips, a Barley crop wasToheavy as to destroy the seeds, or so to weaken them as to

SJnSf
th
T-

bu
i°

f little value for th« first yea? Mr Pite ofHants, said m the part of the country where he resided the

Sm?T?«S?!r
m
^
d ^ own ***** had told him that it

toSaf3/my
?l
an f ED

f
Und *° be bound d0™ irrevocably

merelvZlZ'J^.^S^P^by hi^riendwassimple,bein|

Ota da^r

^

Z?£l
hl* B*r

lZy l
r°P after Wheat, and half afte?

ilTJ « a
S.™e3

' ^0W the best malting Barley >rrew afterWheat and if he was bound to the four course, he could not do

cr^ns of Wh^M?"?
With Mr-.^~^ we cannot grow two

S^wt of^lla n.r?,
yeai*

3 Wlth
?
ut inc«™^ the cost of 2 or

w« •5
uaT

i?
per acro m one of those yeais, for if we take

S^r£mderahon l
,

hat on a farm of 350 awe" of which P^b™!So^^cSSS.
be W°0d

« P?f^ a"d buillf"glTeSg
SrtSS o Y-5 IS^faon

J
We W

o
0ulc

i
have but 60 acres of roots

"anut,°wnen
a
th
d
e TurntTarl^Td^Z^ 8°

(,

With
,

1K t

quite go^ enough for [heWW T^K
hG

gT
ound

.
wo^d be

namely, Turnips Wheat, Barley, seeds, and Wheat will hfveno such effect. On the contrary, it will afford faciHtieTfor-them«re complete eradication of rubbish, and in he end w 1return a muca greater profit.
e ena wm

I will now give yoa the results, or' rather the par-
ticulars of the calculations into which I have entered,
for the purpose of showing that in addition to its other
advantages the five-course is the best in a pecuniary
point of view, and will then leave you to discuss its
merits or dements.

are therefore entitled to consideration. The following
are his observations on "the eligible nature of Syria
for agricultural purposes :"

—

" Leave will be granted by the Porte to select land
anywhere, and in what quantities the English may
wish.

"This land will naturally require large capital to
work it profitably ; this capital is to be supplied by
Englishmen.

"All mines, minerals, &c, on this land will be secured
to the Company during their term of occupation, on
the same terms as railway companies now existing
there have got them.

" The land to be held under lease as may hereafter be
agreed upon, or as I proposed to H. E. Fuad Pasha, in
a way similar to that ofland companies in Ireland pur-
chased under the Encumbered Estates Court.

" The Porte will guarantee to the Company'six per
cent, interest on all capital invested; when this'six per
cent is realised, the Company are to pay the Govern-
ment, out of the net profit, rent for the land, namely
the deeme, or tenth of the produce.

«/'Jf
the profits of the ComPany exceed 10 per cent.,

the Government are to get two per cent, in addition
to the rent of the land, but no more afterwards, even
though the profits reach 50 per cent.

" On the expiration of the term of occupation the
Company are still to have a claim on the Government
who are bound to repay them a certain portion of the
originally invested capital, such portion to be estimated
by arithmetical calculation, allowance to be made for
use and occupation.

" The Porte to give protection to the Company for
life and property, but consular protection or inter-
ierence not to be claimed by them.

" The Company to get the land for any description
of agriculture they may wish. In my opinion general
agriculture, such as that carried on in England and
Ireland, would pay immensely.*

''Most part of Syria is admirably suited for Cotton

:

to the growth of this, if such be their object, theCompany could at first confine itself in a ereat

mprtn^ .f
ntl

H-
th

!-
nativeS had learned th* V^per

d? to th«rn«S
ltrVat

:°
D

'
aDd

-

the dotage it wouldbe to themselves to grow it ; the Company could

^J"* the
?selves *<>, in my opinion?^ moreS^Lr^?^ ? °1 ??"»™l agriculture-o ce^SS

investment in Syria. It is in English agriculture nfethan that of Syria that we hope to find English capital
increasingly invested. Nevertheless we gladly offer ife
"Whitty the publication of his proposals in ourcolumm
and we think it probable that the eligibility of the d>
tricts which he namesfor the cultivation of the Cottcn
plant will in the present excited state of the Cottcn
market secure for his proposals the attention tocj
deserve. '

S^f^J?^.^ 50tt0D > .«?•V* desideratum m

following describes

Turnips
Barley
Clover
Wheat

A 1

Turnips
Wheat
Barley
Clover
Wheat

Resent Four-course Rotation for 20 Tears.
Mangel i Swedes
Barley or Oats I Barley
•^eeds Clover
Wheat Wheat

Turnips
Barley or Oats
Seeds
Wheat

ve-course apvting unlh our present Four course.

Mangel
Barley
Clover
Wheat

Mangel Wurzel
Wheat
Barley or Oats
Seeds
Wheat

Swedes
Wheat
Barley
Clover
Wheat

Turnips
Wheat
Barley or Oats
Seeds
Wheat

which he wishes to organise
one of his proposed tracts :-

" West of Hums and north of Trinoli fmm tfco
mountain ridge to the sea, is a .plenfflSn^teSiby a thousand streams from Lebanon

; itSrSShe whole coast from Tripoli on the southffiShe north, varying from one to six miles in breadthalmost every part of it would nrodiir* rJi™ lu

'

other parted corn and other ToTt^e^ttans* support. There is here in Trin lT â m
"

Iharbour, where the produce of the land ^nl^hi
embarked for England. In the »hin «f v n
south of Esdraelonfabout 500,000 IbtTed ofcoZ
.s grown annually; tbisi* sold at prices larykg from

An Account of the late extraordinary Durham 0t,

with Remarks on the great advantages to be derivi

loth by the Breeder and the Public, from tie

encouragement of such a Breed. To which u added

a List of the Places where he was Exhibited, from
May, 1801, till February, 1807, during which Him
he travelled upwards of 3000 miles. By John Day.

Published for the Author. 1807.

The Smithfield Club have not been fcW m iWvt

belief that the value of a breed of live stock is bat

illustrated by an exhibition of them in their fattened

state. Probably no single thing has done so much in

a short time to convince the public generally of the

value of the Short-horned breed as Mr. Day's travelling

show of the fat ox bred by Mr. Charles Calling, for

which, with his travelling carriage, he paid the sum of

2501. on the 4th of May, sixty years ago.

The pamphlet in which the history of this animil s

recorded is now rarely to be met with. We to*

lately had the pleasure of looking at a copy belonging

to Mr. Dixon, of Caistor, who in his own person nmfr

the Short-horn breeders of the present date with ttaj

of Colling's time ; and we have been struck to**™

the enthusiasm of the writer and the remarkably p»

English which he writes. If Mr. Day were himself the

author of these pages, he was one of the most wcot

plished showmen who ever travelled the coontr

Hear him express his admiration of the animal,&
describe his purchase of it :— ,^

" It seldom happens, when a man of even oraWJ

capacity eagerly dedicates his whole life to W
particular pursuit, especially under every advanttg"

daily practice and constant observation, that ne

not a tolerable confidence in his own sagacity- *

was, in some degree, my case. Mr. Colling was

questionably an intelligent respectable breeder,
an

^
very competent judge of cattle, and Mr. Buuoe

rf
dealer of considerable experience ; but though w»
them entertained a very high opinion of the

supen

make and beauty of the Durham Ox, j£f £J
admiration of that exquisite symmetry andfc^*"

rfnot only distinguished this animal from aUo^J
his species, but which so exactly accorded JJ

'

own ideas of a living model completelyP«^
the consideration which chiefly enhanced his v*^
my estimation. Indeed, thousands of*?
observers have since talked m raptures of^ ^

i

weight, and the colours PwhUelhe beat judg«

equally struck with throw minute and happy ^equally struck with those minute »"" *r
i

;;tv
portions of shape, which at once constitute beaufcJ

substance.
. ^d

xi 'l?
ine dfly8 had scarcely elapsed, before it

Wffi.
that I had no reason to complain of my P"

rcU
r^sfor

on the 14th of May I had an offer of 5o0
T
*T

foilow-

the Ox, which I refused. On the 13th of Jua®
gth f

ing, I had a second offer of 1000/. ; and, on to
t

-

s
July, a third offer of double the last sum ; f> ^j,
little more than two months, I could have Jiw

more than my purchase money."^
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Mr. Day proceeds to describe the breed of his ox,

in 1 declares that he resembles nearest the * Short-

horned or Dutch breed."
*

] even from this kind he is easily distinguish-

able, by marks very obvious to common attention.

The eves are much more prominent than in those of

the Dutch breed—the head itself much smaller, and so

tapering to the muzzle, as to approach almost to the

likeness of a deer—the tail is more light and fine—the

akin and hair, all over, much softer, and the feel in-

comparably more kind and mellow."

He adds that ever since he can remember his breed

was denominated the Ancient J lolderness.

* Tradition has it that they were originally natives

of Brittany, and introduced into this country in very

remote times. One thing, however, is certain, that they

were well known at 1 lolderncss, in Yorkshire (from

whence the breed derives its name) long before any of

the Dutch breed were brought over to England."

I: seems plain that either Mr. Day is misapplying

Mines, or that in the hands of others since his time

they have come to be differently applied. The
1 Kirham Ox " of Mr. Charles Colling's breeding was

of t't lily as is now known under the general

denomination -lort-horn ; and, descended from
< ig*s her 1. he differed from others nominally of

the aanie breed just as animals of Bates's or Booth's

blood J:Ser in quality from the general run of Short-

horns. We extract further remarks on the breed to

which this animal belonged, begging the reader to bear

in mind that the Holderness breed, which Mr. Day here

praises at the expense of the so-called " Short-horned

Dutch " breed, can be no other than the originals of

the present breed known as Short-horns.

" It is said of the large- kind of the Shorfc-horned

Dutch breed (to which the Durham Ox has already

been compared) that they eat more food, and feed

slower, than almost any other breed. Here they differ

greatly from the Ancient Holderness, for the latter are

remarkably moderate eaters, and as quick feeders as

the small Highlanders themselves ; two advantages

the most essentially conducive to the profit of the

breeder. I can with truth affirm, that I have known
Oxen, both of the Dutch and other breeds, of the same
age at which I bought the Durham Ox, that consumed
more food than he, though scarcely more than half his

size and weight ; and even then, far from being suf-

ficiently fattened for the butcher. Indeed, I do not
know any breed that holds out so many inducements
to the breeder as the Ancient Holderness; for, in

addition to what has just been observed, they are

exceedingly active and hardy, and will thrive on any
kind of land where middling-sized cattle are usually

depastured. When I bought the Durham Ox of Mr.
Bullmer at five years of age (as already noticed) he was
about 27 cwt.—that is, 216 stone, 14 lbs. to the stone ;

or 378 stone, 8 lbs. to the stone ; and in the very best
condition for the slaughter. This circumstance alone
must convince the unprejudiced breeder, that no other
description of cattle holds out such a prospect of gain
as the breed in question.

* Moderate eating and quick feeding, however, are
not the only excellences of the Ancient Holderness.
It is an observation, which the experienced and
intelligent breeder cannot fail to make, with respect
to all cattle destined for human sustenance, that the
truer and finer the form of the animal, the better will
be the quality, and the greater the quantity of meat
when fattened. This was remarkably so in the
instance before us. The Durham Ox not only fatted
well on the prime parts, commonly called the fatting
points—such as the hips, rumps, ribs, flank, twist,
shoulder, &c. &c—but spread his fat so generally, that
he might be said to have little or no offal at all. Every
part of the carcase cut up excellently ; and, therefore,
such an animal is as profitable to the butcher as to the
breeder. There was no part could be called a coarse
piece

; and when it is considered that the difference
between what is called the best and worst parts of
beef is reckoned not less than 100 per cent., of what
incalculable advantage must it be to the breeder to
attend to the propagation of an animal to whom
nothing coarse is to be found, and who produces so
small a proportion of meat that can even be called
inferior to the best"

Having said thus much on the shape and form of
the breed to which the Durham ox belonged, and on
the quality of the beef, Mr. Day concludes :—

" That if that animal which fattens the quickest,
and produces the greatest quantity of the best
meat, with the least offal, be a valuable description

?t£Z£$-
thia wm be found t0— *>**

The history of the Short-horns during the present
Century proves that Mr. Day's conclusion has been
almost univeraally adopted, carried out, and realised.

force having been defined on the tirst institution of that

force, this Court would not recommend the imposition

of further duties upon that body. The inquiries sug-
gested by the Secretary of State would, in the opinion

of the Court, place the police force in an inquisitorial

position, the unpopularity of which would much impair

their usefulness." The Somersetshire magistrates de-

ferred the consideration of the matter till the ensuing

Session. At Gloucester it was resolved to render the
Government every assistance in the collection of the

proposed statistics. In Essex, Surrey, Suffolk, and
Norfolk, the scheme has been coldly received; in fact, in

some quarters an objection was manifested to agricnl*

tural statistics altogether, and most decidedly to the

project propounded by the Home Office.

Red versus White Wheats.— It is generally admitted

that the red varieties of Wheat are much less liable to

sprout in a season like the past than the white sorts

;

but my experience, extending over a period of thirty-

four years, enables me to say, that where the soil and
climate is favourable, and the land in a good state of

cultivation, the white Wheats pay best, and during the
above-named period have not sprouted in the harvest-

field oftener than once in seven years; and I hold this

to be an important fact in the consideration of the
subject, and I have thus never been deterred from
sowing the best varieties of white Wheat upon farms
where the soil and climate were favourable. Again
with regard to white Oats, the earliest sorts have the
advantage in a wet season, being fit for the sickle

fourteen days sooner than the ordinary black kinds—

a

matter of immense importance, when we find that all

wet seasons are productive of late harvests, and the
advantages of early cutting whilst the days are longest

are obvious ; and the same remark applies to the Wheat
crop to a certain extent, as most of the white sorts are

the earliest to ripen. Mr. Blundell, in the Bath and
West of England Agricultural Journal.
Remedies for the Potato Disease.—I have now to

mention a circumstance, which I think is worthy of
note, as showing how uncertain are the remedies pre-
scribed for mitigating the Potato disease. On the acre
in question I planted the Potatoes precisely in the
manner recommended by Dr. Lang in his pamphlet
entitled "The Potato Disease, its Causes and Remedies."
The main features of his plan, which I followed out, are
these. The Potatoes to be planted in drills 24 inches
apart; the sets to be inserted 4 inches deep, and
15 inches apart. Lime and salt in certain proportions
to be used as manure. And as one of the most effectual

preservatives against disease, the plan alluded to
especially advises repeatedly earthing the Potatoes up
with fine earth. Now for the results in my own case.
The crop, as I have already mentioned, was very much
diseased, probably one-third of the whole crop. The
plants were carefully earthed up time after time, some
of the drills three times, and a few by way of experiment,
four times. And it is a positive fact, especially noticed
by the labourers who dug up the whole crop, that the
drills which were four times earthed up were less pro-
ductive than those which had been earthed up onlv
three times. And as regards the lime, I tried lime and
salt on some of the drills, and dung on others. Where
the lime was, the Potatoes were a trifle less diseased,

and less in number ; where the dung was applied, they
were rather more diseased, but certainly more in

number, so that the produce of sound Potatoes was
about equal. And this was all the profit I realised from
a plan which is said (that of earthing up repeatedly) to

be * the only effectual preventive to the ravages of the
disease." Rev. J. Vincent, Jacobstow, jExbourne, in

tlie Rath and West of England Agricultural Journal.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the Week ending Autnwt 8 : observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, Wallingford.

Miscellaneous.

f
^cultural Statists.-The

y
communication which

has been addressed by Sir G.C. Lewis, Home Secretary
?*' chairmen of various quarter sessions throughout
the kingdom, relative to the collection of agricultural
rtatistics by•means of the county constabulary was
considered at the Quarter Sessions for Wilts ^Lf
and Gloucester, last week. la the for.r ^Tty thefollow ng motion by the Rev. Prebendary Fane w

'

carried nnanimnualv. "That Hip <w;„. J «." Z

Tekteraturb or Air. Tempera-
ture of 1

1

J • 1 J 6

1

3j| Sci-e s
* Soil 1 foot Rain. Wind g
9 below the —

<< ~Cfi
xn

3 c Surface. S

Doj?a. Doifg. DegB. Dogs Degs. Ins.
Friday 2 .. 61.0 7.!.0 50 o 63.5 64.0 • « SF. 29.6 \

Saturday 3 .. 82.0 75.0 62.' 65.2 63.4 20 S.W. 29 65
Sunday 4 .. 69.0

! 65.0 54 5 60.7 62.6 0.01 S.W. 29.8G
Monday 5 .. 810 r.?.o 50.0 63.5 63.'.

« * S.W. 29.79
Tuesday 6 .. 84.0 74.0 49.5 64.2 64.4 • * w. 29.93
Wednesday 4 • . 82.0 72.0 47.0 62.0 64.0 • * S.W. 29.89
Thursday 8 .. 81.0 74.0 57.5 67.5 64.2 0.06 S.W. 29.58

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Ram-gauge is
7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Address : Mr. O. Singer's address has been mislaid. Will he
be good enough to forward it.

Poultry.—The market is still going on as it was, and there

will be little alteration for some time. The house is cl« sed,

every one is out of town, the tenders are at harvest. Small

supply and small demand are the order of the day at

Leadenhall.

Large Fowls Each 3*. 6d. to 4s. Od.

Middling ditto .. .. „ 3 6 „ 3

Chickens „ 1 6 „ 1 9

Geese „ 5 » o 6

Ducklings „ 2 6 ,• 3

Pigeons „ 7 „ 8

Rabbits 1 3 „ 1 4

Wild ditto 7 „ 8
Roshicr's PxvrNO Tiles. We have seen specimens or tne so-

called "Grooved Terro-metallic Stable Paving Brack, which

appear to us perfectly to unite indestructibility with the

form adapted for a good flooring for the stable.

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

Fand G. EOSHER, Cement, Brick, and Ttlb
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of Ornamental Garden Border-edging Tiles in Terra
Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They present advan
tages over Box or Grass-edging in that they atTord no harbour
for slugs, &c., take up less room, and once laid, require no-
further attention.

The
mises.
Kingsland _ , „_, , „.„.
N.B. Sketches of patterns sent by post on application.

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and
Balconies in stock.

ORSTAMEXTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-
tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c, as cheap and

durable as Stone, in b , red, and buff colours, and capable
of forming" a variety of designs.
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. Grooved Terro-
metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,

Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c.
To be obtained of F. & G. Kosher, at their Premises as above.

Prices Reduced.

HJ. MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur*
able, and neatest Roofing in use ; also Spouting at 10^d. per yard*

I RE STRAN I ) CABLE FENCING

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2%d. per yard.
This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 5%d. 9 7£d.».

and 9£<£. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 4c/. 9
bd. f and

7d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS*
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, Ac.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9.t. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, Ac. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to
an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

BARNARD, BISHOP, akb BARNARDS,
Norwich.

FURTHER REDUCTION in thk PRICE of WIRE
NETTING.—April, 1861.

Barnard, Bishop, and Barnards beg to inform their
friends and the public that they have made a further reduction
in the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and also that all
their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, and durability.

Japanned

2-inch mesh,24 inches wide

.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch
U-inch
11-inch
l|-inch
ll-inch

99

Jf

»l

9t

•9

»

99

H
99

M
99

• .

•

Gauge.
No. 19

18
17
16
19
18
17
16

Galvanised. Iron,
per yard, per yard.

99

H

99

• •

* *

« •

• .

4 id.
5

8

4|
6
7
9

• •

3id.
4
5
64
4
42
54
7

All the above kinds can be made any width (under 6 feet)
at proportionate prices.

Strong Galvanised PoultryNetting, 7£<£. peryard, 3 feet wide;
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, lid. per
yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an.
inch to 6 inches.

Reduced Price of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRff
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screws

to each 100 yards of Fencinp, 10d. per yard.

The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, 1#. per yard.

Illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every variety of

Fencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on application.

^- Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free at all

the principal Railway Station*
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TRIAL op LAWN MOWERS.—On the 15th inst.

a Public Trial of Lawn Mowing Machines (in connection
with the Floral, Horticultural, and Entomological Exhibition,
held on the 16th, 17th, and 18th inst., in the Infirmary Gardens,
I.eeds) t took place in the Leeds Royal Park. The only com-
petitors were Mr. Samuelson and Mr. Green, the latter ofwhom
obtained the Three Prizes offered, viz. :—Zl. for Horse Lawn
Mowing Machine ; 21. for Double-handed Mowing Machine

;

and XL for Single-handed Mowing Machine. The Judges were
Mr. Carr, Gardener to John Cooper, Esq., Gledhow ; and Mr.
Ellis, Gardener to E. Hudson, Esq., of Roundhay.

N.B. All the Mowing Machine Makers were invited for

competition.

Priced Lists may be obtained on application to Thos. Green-,

Leeds; or from W. Green, at the Depdt, 2, Victoria Street,

Holborn Hill, E.C.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL & SMITH'S PATEXT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and

is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary

labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at

the seats of man v hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from

whom the mo3t 'flattering testimonials have been received,

which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at If. 6d. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or Is. 8d. per gallon paid to any station in

the kingdom.

I tfo Hill <fc Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dud ey, rom whom only it can be obtained.

[August
10. i^

PARSON'S ORIGINAL ANnT^T^KJ PAINT is now used extensively for all lrih°
BR '

Work, such as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick o
of °

&c, and has been proved, after a practicalw/ ' C^S?
surpass any other Paint.
Fo

Page

year*, ..

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON", B.C.

Fig. A.

Established 1750.

PRESERVE JARS. Fig. B.

Fig. C.
Figs. J

Fig G. Pig a Fig. H.

Fig. F.

For fuller particulars, see No. 25 of the ft,**-. .

age 572, or apply to Walter Carson & Sows ** <***
Inventors), 9, Great Winchester Street fn^ii y^880*^
change), London, E.C.

Gt (near the Royaj gNo Agents throughout the United Kingd

O. PATENT flgr*

shin
rev
Ssib,e ***&?Shallow Wells, HoM?L?** ^ice 25g;6r^

IROX~YARD
ANTD

J- Tvlor and Sosra n*.

5g?» P?MPS fo? SS>V ELLS which do notw2
^y fixing below the 28the ground. m*i
PUMPS of J.TnfliAfa.

manufacture
to te *£tS

of Plumbers £$IT*
the United&£&** *

J. Tylor 4 8o» y,,,
facturers, WarwiJ X"Newgate Street,io,t£

TOCDKU
QREENING'S PATENT GAME

Fig. A.

HAND GLASSES.

32 inches . 6*. Od. each
14
16
IS
90
24

»»

it

tr

7
8
9

10
12

9t

99

99

If open top 1*. extra.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

Os.Sid. each.
3k

I

Fig:. I.

2 inches
4

Fig. C.

MILK PANS.

f> inches . . 0$. 6<£. each

M
99

*»

9S

r»

• • 1

1

3
5

7

S
4
9
6

Fig. D.
HYACINTH GLASSES.

Common . . 3*. Od. per dozen

Improved.. 3 6 „
CROCUS GLASSES.

Common . . 2s. Od. per dozen.

Improved.. 2 6 „

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

»>

»t

»»

it

it

it

• »

1

1

2
3
3
4
5

9
9
3

9
6
6

»»

»»

it

ii

a
ii

• »

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

FiffE.
PRESERVE JARS.

Without Lids. With Lids.
3 inches 0s. 4±d. 0s. 6±d. ea

ii

it

»»

it

it

it

»»

6

3
10

1

1

1

2

9
11

2

4
8

1

1

1

2
2

4
8
2
8

>»

»»

>>

it

Fig. F.
HYACINTH DISHES,

inches . . is. Orf. each...16
..2 6

Fig. G.
CUCUMBER TUBES.
Id. per running inch.

ii

»»

ii

it

Fig. I.

ROLLING PINS.
l^d. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.

1 4 inches . . 3*. 6d. each
16 „ .. 4
18 .. -.4 6

99

> •

Intermediate Sizes hi proportion.
99

10
12
14

16

Fig. H.
FISH GLOBES.

With Feet. Without Feet
S inches 1 *. 9d. 3s. 6c/. each

it

•»

it

it

2 3
3

4
5

4 6
"

6 6
,

9

Shades, Ebony and Gilb Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys and GU
For Window and Orchard House Glass see Advertisement of July 30.

Testimonialfrom Wm. Ingram, Esq., Gardener to hit

Grace the Doke of Rutland.

'1} fi
P
d !* extremely convenient, elegant in appearance, and

perfectly efficient as a rabbit fence. I shall certainly emptor
it in preference to the usual Wire Setting whenever I reafo
anything of the kind."

New Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Iron and Fira
Fences Iron Gates, &c , now readv and post free, on applica-
tion to Greening & Co.

"

Victoria Iron and "Wire "Works. SI. Oxford Street. Winchester.

BEIXG

EOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLIONON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY '

SIR JOSEPH PAXT0K MPCOMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS KT^rrTmp . ,t^

{c
**+*t*is

20
31

;52
63

173

105

The Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows

:

12 ft. Lights 14ft.Liohts IGft.Lishts
£21

8 ft. Lights
7 in length £12
3 in length 16

11 in length

7 in length
3 in length

11 in length
7 in length
3 in length

11 in length

20
25
30
3i
39

10
18
12

6
12
6

43 19
48 17

6

6

6

10 ft. Lights
£16

2
18
15
10
15

21
26
32
38
43
49
55
60

11
10
12

6
6

6

6

26
33
40
47
53
60
67
73

10
7
5
2
7
5
2
10

6

6
6

6

£28
37
46
55
61
74
83
92
101

10
12
14
16
18

2

5
10

£34
45
57
68
80
92
103
115
12G

5
16
7
18
10

11
2

13

O

O

The

Ft.

20
31
41
52
63
73
81.

95
105

Prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with Water-troughs, Door-S

Tn « - -r . ,
complete, are as follows:—^. 8ft. Lights 10ft. Lights 12 ft. Lights

i and
Eads

The 14
If only one end is required a corresponding deduction will he made.

The above prices do not include package, railway

7 in length £2 i

3 in length 33
11 in length

7 in length
3 in length

11 in length
7 in length
3 in length

11 in length

41
51
60
69
78
87
97

16
5

12
5
12
18
15

£32
42
53
65
77
87
99

111
121

5

17
10

10
3

5

£42
53
66
80
94
106
120
134
147

»3

15
10
5

15
10
5

14 ft. Lights

£57
75 4
93 8

111 12

129 16

148
166 « °

184 10

203

l6ftX'

11* l*
°

137 1°

161

184

20/

230

253

- 9

6

and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less dimensions.

freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

Illustrated Circulars with Lists of Prices and Cards to view houses in operation in hk* »»• 1 1 i M i r t i . , , v * f„
o * uttdt tra™n.*r . „ rr ^ * T T

neigubournood of London can be had on application to

SAMLBL HBREMAN, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.
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NEW IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING
GREAT IMPROVEMENT WITH REDUCED PRICE.

MTIANNED NEITING for Fruit Trees, at reducedX prices ; 200 square yards, 10«. ; 500 yards, 24s Screen
Canvas for Wall Fruits; Tulip Covers/ Buu Shadesf^S

t Awnings ; Rick Cloths, with Poles and Hopes comnlete •

Marquees, Tents, and Flags, for sale or hire. ^ •

Er»GrNTOTON& Co., 17, Smithfield Bars , London, E.G.

TTreekikg's patent game FESciSa^:

PRICES per Lineal Yaed, 24 inches high:

Size of

2\ inch
inch

If inch

1 J inch

Mostly used for

Hares, Dogi, Poultrv ...

rarae or Poultry Netting
1 Rabbita, Hares, &.

Smallest Rabbits

Light.

Japan-
ned.

3rf.

hd.

Galvan
ized.

Medium.

6d.

Japan-
ned.

33A
4 '.

4ld.
5*d.

Galvan
ized.

54.

5rf.

6rf.

7A

Strong.

Japan-
ned.

V,d.

5tf.

5\d.

Id.

Galvan-
ized.

ChL

e\d.

7d.

9d.

Extra Strong.

Japan-
ned.

5*4.

Id.

9d.

Galvan-
ized.

7d.

Sd.

94.

lid.

QuanUtiaf Of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in

England ; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland and Ireland.

J. B. BROWN <fc CO., 18, CANX0X STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

Testimonialfrom Wm. Txoram, Esq., Gardener to his

Grace the Duke of Rutland.
•' I find it extremely convenient, elegant in appearance, and

perfectly efficient as a rabbit fence. I Bhall certainly employ
it in preference to the usual Wire Netting whenever I require
anything of the kind."
New Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Iron and "Wire

Fences, Iron Gates, &c, now ready and post free, on applica-
tion to Greening «fc Co.
Victoria Iron and Wire Works, SI, Oxford Street, Manchester

WEEKS'S UPRIGHT
TUBULAR BOILER

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
HAS BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER

WEEKS'S No. 1. BOILERS are heating upwards of

WEEKS'S No. 2. B< >I LERS
WEEKS'S No. 3. BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 4. BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 5. BOILERS

99

9t

99

»

S9

"WEEKS'S No. 6. BOILERS
$9

99

»

99

200 feet of Pipe.

300
600
1500
4000

V

12,000

The above statistics being accounts of hundreds of apparatus disseminated throughout Etjbope in practical operation, J. WEEKS
& Company publish them with the pleasing satisfaction that all who may honour them with their esteemed commands must effect

enormous savings both in fuel and labour by the adoption of their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM".

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manupacturers,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

*£* Illustrated Catalogues, Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application.

hot:houses for the million,
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIE JOSEPH PAXTON, M.R
COMBINING SIMPnrt^K^CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY.

BEING CAPABLE OF FULFILLING IN THE MOST>ERFECT^MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF HORTICULTURE.

•In.
20 7
31 3
41 11

52 7
63 3
73 11
84 7
95 3

105 11

The Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows :—

l

8
^;

L
i?
ht* ^.Lights 12ft. Lights 14ft.Lights 16ft.Lights

' £12 £16 O O -P91 a a -poo in n x-o. f nin length £12
in length 16 10
in length 20 18
in length 25 12 6
in length 30 6
in length 34 12 6
in length 39 6
in length 43 19
in length 48 17

£16
21 2 6
26 18 6
32 15
38 10
43 15
49 11 6
55 10
60 12 6

£21
26 10 O
33 7 6
40 5
47 2 6
53 7 6
60 5

67 2 6

28 10 £34 5
37 12 45 16
46 14
55 16

t 18
74

J 2
92 5

57 7
68 IS
80 10
92
103 11
115 2 O

101 10 126 13

The

Ft.

20
31
41
52
63
73
84
95
105

Prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with Water-troughs, Doors, and Ends
complete, are as follows :

—

In. 8 ft. Lights 10 ft. Lights 12 ft. Lights 14 ft;. Lights 16ft.Lights

7 in length £24 O £32 £42 O £67 O £68 12 O
3 in length 33 42 5 53 O 75 4 91 14 O

11 in length 41 16 53 17 66 15 O 93 8 O lit 16
C*7

7 in length 51 5 65 10 80 10 111 12 137 10

3 in length 60 12 77 94 5 129 16 161 O

11 in length 69 6 87 10 106 15 148 184

7 in length 78 12 99 3 120 10 166 4 207 2

3 ki length 87 18 111 134 5 184 10 230 4

11 in length 97 15 121 5 147 203 253 6

and 16 feet lights are made stronger • than those of less dimensions.

73 10 O v ^„ xo v ,
xvw

If only one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made. The 14

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

Illustrated Circulars with Lists of Prices and Cards to view houses in operation in the neighbourhood of London can be had on application to

SAMUEL HEREMAN, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.
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August is the best Month in the Year to Sow to

insure Success.

DORSONS* SUPERB HYBRIDISED CALCEO-
LABIA.—Tho variety obtained from a packet of this

Seed is acknowledged to be far superior to any other ever
offered before.

New Seed in sealed packets, 1*. 6d., 2s. Oi., 3*. 6d., and 5s.

eich, now ready.
For Testimonials and List of Agents, see Gardeners' Chronicle

of July 13, 1861.

J. Dobson <fe Sons. Seedsmen, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth,W.

WHEElTKtrs ORANGE GLOB 13 MANGEL,
WFTRELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE,
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,

And all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has
rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated.
We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

being good and pure, at the same time deliver them carriage

free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.

J. C. Wheeler <fc Son, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWlflJ
~" ~" —--

PETER LAWSON & SON,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
LONDON AND EDINBURGH,

CAN now supply New Seed of TRIFOLIUM IBCATtVimn
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, DWARF ESSEX RAPE, &c., of finf ,,,

l

They are also prepared to supply all the NATURAL GRASSES e\th
" * y'

or in mixtures, for laying down Permanent Pastures, La » pj?!". 8e P

Cemeteries, &c, orders for which will be carefully and promptly attended In

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

SHOW OF DAHLIAS AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS,
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1861.

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. Etles.

' Exhibitors ofC'lt Flowers to provide their own stands,
exhibited in separate stands of the following dimensions :—

Entries in each class to be

48 Dahlia, 2 stands "fffekch.
1 1 Dahlias, 1 stand 4 eaon
12 Dahlias, 1 stand .. .. .

*"
* ''

each
48 Roses, 2 stands ..

"
\

" ^h
24 Roses, 1 stand . . . . .7

* \» f??£
24 Hollyhocks, 1 stand 1 4 etch
24 Asters, 1 stand ". |

»
tlch.

Breadth.
1 ft. 6 in.

Class.
1. 48 Dahlia Blooms.
2. 24 Dahlia Blooms
3. 18 Dahlia Blooms
4. 24 Dahlia Blooms

Distinct. .

.

Distinct. .

.

Fancies, distinct
Distinct .. • •

(Nurserimien)
(Nurserymen)
(Nurserymen)
(Amateurs)

Class.
5. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Distinct.
6. 6 Dahlia Blooms. Distinct.
7. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Fancies, distinct
8. 48 Cut Roses. 3 trusses, distinct
9. 24 Cut Roses. 3 trusses, distinct

10. 24 Cut Roses. Distinct. Single blooms.

(Amateurs)
(Amateurs)
(Amateurs)

(Nurserymen)
(Amateurs)

(Open)— - — -— f— — — — — -^- *^——»-» \-r f * \j w v r

11. 12 Roses, in pots, not more than two of one kind (Open)
12. 12 Hollyhocks, in spikes. Distinct ..

13. 12 Hollyhocks, single flowers. Distinct
14. 24 German Asters. " Quilled," distinct
15. 24 French Asters. " Tasselled," distinct
16. 24 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinct .

.

17. 12 Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinct
18. 12 Pots of Gladiolus. Distinct. Not more

than 3 in each pot
19. 24 Phloxes, single trusses. Distinct
20. 12 Phloxes, in pots. Distinct
21. 24 Verbenas, 5 trusses of each. Distinct
22. Miscellaneous. For Flowers not specified

(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)

(Amateurs)

(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)
(Open)\

1st
Prize.

£
4
2
3
4
4
2

5

s.

3
2
2

2
2 10
1 10

3
2
3
1 10

1 1 10

2d
Prize,

3d i 4th
pnze. I Priac

FRUIT AND CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW
WEDNESDAY

FRUIT.
A d

i^L °I i?*?*
8
,
*°

P
onsi8t of 3 tranches ; of Apples, Pears,like, 6 fruits of each ; and of Plums, 9 frits.

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. Etle s,

Oranges, Lemons, and such

Class.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

O.
P.

SttoflS (Fruiterers onl*
Pine Apple,, collection of. 3 isUnctHni ^T^"^
£?? ^Pgl?-., S 'nsJle frai'. any rariety ..

g^^£5» f^to^notlessthanlOlb, .eight

H a™***' ^"f- An>" other ^"ety. single'dish

^h^.^ Hamb^^ Basket off noUess than'lO lbs!

I. Grapes, Black Hamburgh Single dish *.'.

K o2£2 S"***^ or Dukch Hamburgh. Single dishK. grapes. Black. Any other variety, single dishL. Pears, dessert, coUection of, 1 disfof «£hM. Pears, dessert, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinda "

*

-' p™ 1 F**^ flection of 3 dishes', diSwt finds *
' "

Pears, dessert. Single dish, any variety
. Pears kitchen. Uvedale's St. Germain. Single'dish** '

Q. Pears, kitchen. Catillac. Single dish .

g -
"R Pears, kitchen. Single dish, a5y variety .

'

S. Pears. Heaviest 5 fruits, dessert ... '

T. Pears, Stewed, jar of
J

^SSrF16? ** *° "" Prepared without sugar, spice, oTany colounng matter, and to be shown in white glaWjars
'

U. Apples, dessert, collection of, 1 dish of each

W aES £" a?"U ^S^011 0f 6 dishes
» distinct kinds ."

X aSS ' a **% ^J
ec"on of 3 dishes, distinct kinds '

fPP es . d?ssert. Single dish, any variety .App es, kitchen, collection of 1 dish of eachApp es. kitchen, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds
"

*

C.U Apples, kitchen. Heaviest 5 fruits."
*

otaenSf tw ^ f°r 1860
' P' 932

- ^te.- '
oDservea that this process is quite different.

1st

Prize.

£ s.

4
6
4
2 10
4
2 10
2 10

4
2 10
2 10
2 10
4
5
1 10

X.
Y.
Z.

AA.
BB.

* ft

•

It must be
from that

1
1

1

1

1
2

3
3

1 10
1

2d
Prize.

ft

£ s.

3
4
3
2
3
2
2

3
2
2
2
3
2
1

15
15
15
15
15

1 10

4 3
3 2
1 10 1
1 15
4 3
3 2
1 10 1
1 15
1 15

2
2
2

1

15

3d
Prize.

3
2
1

2
1

1

2
1

1
1
2
1

10
10
10
10
10
10

1

2

1

10
10

2
1

10
10
10

1

1

1
10
10

II. Plums. Single dish, any variety
r.T. Strawberries. Single dish .

.

Currants. Single dish
Raspberries. Single dish

J
KK.
LL.

MM.
Note.—Fruit specified in the above Classes will be excluded from MM.

Miscellaneous
60s., 505., 40«., 30»., 20*., I9*

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Exhibitors of Cut Flowers to provide their own stands, of the following dimensions

:

For 24 Blooms, 1 stand 4 feet long, 1 foot 6 inches broad.

£or
J
2 » 2

For 6 „ „ 1
Height of stand, 6 inches behind, 4 inches in front! . ,_„,Preference will be given to plants trained m the bush-like or pyramidal form-

»»

»»

Class.
1. 6 Plants. Distinct varieties, on

2. 6 Plants. Distinct varieties, on

3. 3 Plants. Distinct varieties, on

Note.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

P.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

single stems
(Nurserymen)
single stems

(Amateurs)
single stems

(Amateurs)
Pots not to exceed 11 inches in diameter

in Classes 1, 2, and 3.

6 Plants, Pompons. Distinct varieties, on single
stems .. •• . •• •• (Nurserymen)

o Plants, Pompons. Distinct varieties, on single
stems •• .,

•* •' «•• (Amateurs)
o Standard Chrysanthemums or Pompons . . (Open)

Note.—Pots not to exceed 8 inches in diameter
in Classes 4, 5, and 6.

6 New varieties of the current year
Single specimen, single stem, either Chrysanthemum

or Pompon (Open)
24 Cut bloom 8. Distinct . . .

.

(Nurserymen)
24 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)
12 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)
6 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs)
b Cut blooms. Distinct. Anemone flowered (Open)

Best group of cut blooms . . .. M .. (Open)

1st
Prize.

4

6

2 10

2

4

2

1

2

1

4

6
4

1 &

2

4
2

1

2

1

1 »

2 1

1 15

2 1

3 2

1 10 1

15 10

15 10

2 ' 1

10

10
15

1

10

r

7

10

oft
oi'-

{
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Dutch and other

BS. WILLIAMS bes^ to inform his friends and
• patron* that his CATALOGUE of the above is now

ready, and will he forwarded post free on application. Early
Cretan are solicited, as their successful cultivation depends in a

great measure on early planting.

Paradise Nursery, oeven Sisters and Hornsey Road
HoUoway. N.

New Phaiaenopsis with Variegated Foliage.

BS. WILLIAMS has great pleasure in offering

• for the first time strong Plants of Phaiaenopsis Schil-

leriana, which hare just arrived in the finest p< ble condi-

tion. This beautiful species is quite distinct from all others in

cultivation ; the leaves are similar in form and equal in size to

those of P. grandiflora; ground colour dark green, with irre-

gular bands of white over the whole surface. Flowers flesh-

coloured; size, about two-thirds of those of P. amabilis, and
produced in great profusion lrom strong branching stems, one
of which may be seen at the Nursery, which has borne
upwards of ICO flowers, % portion of which are still attached.

Price can be had on application.

Pandit Nursery, Seven - ers and H< rnsey Ro Holloway.

Geraniums, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Orchids,

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS boars to inform his friends and
• patrons that a PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUK of the above, to which are added supple-
mental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Manly
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,
Fruit Trees, Ac. (which include the best new plants of the
season,) is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-
way, London. N\

To Exhibitors.—New Calceolaria Seed.

JDOBSOX AXD SONS' splendid Hybridised
• Calceolarias invariably carry off tho first prizes wherever

exhibited. They are unequalled for quality, form, variety, and
habit. Sealed packets 1*. 6d., 2*. &d, f 3#. 6d., and 5s.

The Trade supplied on reasonable terms.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth. W.

Roses in Pots.—The best New and Old.

BENJAMIN R. CANT has a splendid stock of
healthy Plants in pots (most of them on their own root?),

of all the Leadiner .Sorts, both New and Old. If planted now a
season will be gained.
A LIST of Sorts with Prices (which are moderate) will be

furnished on application.
B. R. C. will be prepared with a good supply of Standard

and Dwarf Roees for autumn planting, early orders for which
are solicited.

St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

1 1 \V R( )SE.—MADAME STAN DISH is the
hardiest of all Roses ; those which stood out of doors

during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a
bud, whilst most others were destroyed by thousands. The
growth is very rapid ; the foliage magnificent ; colour, a clear
pole pink; petals smooth, round, and finely imbricited ; the
form cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,
in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Plants now ready,
10*. 6rf. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for

Mra. Standish, which was sent out by Miellez, of Lille.
i

Jons Stan-pish. The Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

BOSES.—Grand National Rose Show, Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Garden, Kensington Gore, July 10.

The FIRST PRIZE for 48 varieties was awarded to John
Craiwtov, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

M. Common
H.B. Charles Lawson
II. P. Alexandrine BachmetefF

Anna Alexieff

„ de Diesbach
Augnste Mie
Comtesse Cecile de Cha-

brillant

Dnchesse d'Orleans
Duchess of Norfolk
Geant des Batailles
G£n£ral Jacqueminot

,, Simpson
,, Washington

L&m des Combats
L»lia
Lord Raglan
L'Oriflamme de St. Louis
Louis Chaix
Louis XIV.
Madame Boll

,, Bonnaire
„ Charles Crapelet

de Cambac£r£s
Hector Jacquin

99

99

99

if

n

• 9

»9

99

99

99

M
ft »»

9$

ft

M
•9

99

M

»F

H.P. Madame Knorr
Madame Vigneron
Maria Portemer
Monsieur Joigneaux
Mrs. Rivers
Prairie de Torre Noir
Prince L<Son

,, Imperiale
Princesse Mathilde
Reino des Violettes
Reine Mathilde
S^nateur Vaisse
Sophie Coquerel
Souvenir de Montceatix

de la Reine d'An-
gletei re

Triomphe de TExposition
,. Victor Verdier
B. Acidalie

Louise Odier
Sir Joseph Paxton
Souvenir de la Malmaison

T. Gloire de Dijon
Madame Falcot
Narcisse

The above, together with all the leading new and old varic-
es, can be supplied in the autumn; DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUES of which will be forwarded Post-free on application.

Early Orders are respectfully solicited.

OSES.— Grand Rose "Show, Crystal Palace,
_. m July 6, 1861.
The FIRST TRIZE for 43 varieties was awarded to John

^Rakstov, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

p 5 5"? Rica^t H.P. Louis Chaix

D P jSt31
c/d

3?
IMd °ry » Madame de Cambac^rfes

H- *£££"*" - •• £J" .

H.P. Alexancfrine Bachmeteff I !!
" y^T JaC<*mn

»»

»t

»•

»»

Alpbonse Kan-
Anna Alexieff
Arthur de 8ansal
Baronne Halle/.

., PreVort
Cardinal Patriari
Caroline de Sanaal
Comtease Cecile dc

Cbabrillant
Duchess of N'orfolk
Ev£que de Nioies
Francois Arago
Geant des Batailles
Gen. Jacqueminot
„ Simpson

Jules Margortin
L'Bnfantdn MontCarmel
Leon des Combats
Uelia
Lord Raglan

The above, together wit!

VI

M

99

»»

99

•>9

• t

99

99 Mademoiselle Alice Leroy

r _ Th^ifeseAppert
Maria Portemer
Mathurin Reguier
Mrs. Rivers
Pauline Lansezeur
Prince Leon
Reine de Dancmark
Souvenir de la Reine

d'Angleterre
m de Leveson Gower

Triomphe de l'Exposition

8 Virginal
• Acidalie

»» Louise Odier
» Souchet

T. Gloire de Dijon
J.aSylphide
^•arcisse

Vicomtess
the leading new and old

99

M

>»

»»

M

The above, together with all the leadinT ^ ,„

Early

BANBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
(Opkk Prtzes).—The 15th ANNUAL EXHIBITION of this

Society is fixed for TUESDAY, Aucrust 27, when in addition to

the usual number of Prizes to be competed for by Members, the
following are offered, open to all England, on payment of an
Entrance Fee of 2s. 6d. :

—

For the best 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, either in
Flower or Ornamental, of at least four different genera, but not
Fuchsias or Annuals, first prize, SI. ; second, 21.

For the best 24 Dahlias, 24 varieties, first prize, Zl. ; second, 21.

For the best 18 Hollyhocks, 2 blooms of each, first prize, 31. ;

second, 22.

For the best 12 varieties of Verbenas (o trusses in a bunch),
first prize, It. 10*. ; second, 1/.

For the best Collection of Fruit, grown by the exhibitor,
first prize, 21. ; second, IL
Tho Judges may withhold any prize if the production ex-

hibited is not considered worthy.
Intended Exhibitors must give notice to the Secretary on or

before Friday, August 23.

The Society will, if requested, convey the productions from
and to the Railways.
The Bands of the Coldstream Guards and the 3d Oxfordshire

Kifle Volunteers wil' play during the day.
E. J. Hartley, Acting Secretary.

_.
r
>T, Hi Banbury.

DrmiAM FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL
I AHIBITION, MUSICAL PROMENADE. DANCE.

and GALA.—Tho Committee of the Durham Floral and
Horticultural Society have great pleasure in announcing that
their ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FLOWERS, FRUITS, and
VEGETABLES, will be held in their spacious tent, which will
be erected, by the kind permission of W. L. Wharton, Esq., in
the New Park, North Road, on WEDNESDAY, August 28.

Liberal Money Prizes are offered to General Exhibitors by
the Society; besides Vases, &c, as Prizes to Ladies for Wax
and Paper Flowers, aud Hand and Table Bouquets of Natural
Flowers.
Exhibitors from a distance will receive their Prize Money at

tho close of the Exhibition, and those residing in or near
Durham will be paid the evening following.

All Specimens for Competition must be placed upon the
Tables at 10 o'Clock in tho morning, and the Tent cleared for
the Judges at 11 o'clock. The Show will finally close at
half-past 6 o'clock, and the Grounds will be cleared at dusk.
To prevent disappointment, Exhibitors requiring Trucks for

tho Conveyance of Plants by Rail, should inform the Secretary
at least a Week previous to the Show. The Committee will pay
tho Carriage for Plants by Railway.
The Committee have engaged Mr. A. Clinton's celebrated

Model Military Band, which will perform a choice selection of
Music during the afternoon ; and in the evening will play for
Dancing, to commence at 4 o'Clock.
The North-Eastern Railway Company will afford visitors the

usual facilities, for which see their Bills.

Admission to the Grounds : ]«. each from 1 to 4 o'Clock ; and
from 4 o'Clock, M. each. Children half price during the whole
of the day.
Exhibitors living in Durham or tho vicinity must pay their

Subscriptions previous to the day of show.
Tickets may be had of Mr. Procter, Stationer, Market Place,

Durham, and at the Park Gates.

UGBY HORTICULTURAL and COTTAGE
GARDENERS' SOCIETY.

Pretvlent—The Earl of Denbigh.
The Annual Exhibition of FLOWERS, FRUITS, and VEGE-

TABLES, open to all England, will be held at Rugby on
FRIDAY, August 30, when upwards of 400 Prizes will be
awarded.
The open class for CUT FLOWERS consists of 24 Prizes, from

5*. to 41., in addition to Prizes for STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, FRUIT and VEGETABLES.
The Band of the 4th Warwickshire Volunteers will perform

during the Exhibition.
For schedules and particulai-s apply to

John S. Savage,
Rugby, Aug. 17. Hon. Secretary, Rugby.

LEICESTER and LEICESTERSHIRE FLORAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

President—The Right Hon. Earl Howe
The AUTUMN SHOW of the above Society will be held on

the Leicester Race-course on WEDNESDAY, September 4. In
addition to a large number of Prizes, a Silver Cup and two
other Prizes will be offered for the best Collection of Fruit
(grown by the Exhibitor), open to all England.

Further particulars may be had by applying to the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. Wm. Penn Cox, Market Place, Leicester.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLOKICULTURAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The EIGHTH ANNUAL GRAND AUTUMN SHOW will
be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September 18 and
19. at the Roval Pavilion. Prizes to the amount of 3502. are
offered for PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT FLOWERS, <fec.

The RAILWAY CUP, value 10f., is offered for the best group
of three stands of Fruit and Flowers for the Decoration of the
Dinner Table. Beautiful arrangement will be the test in this

\

Exhibition. Ladies are invited to compete. The prizes will be
awarded by a jury of Ladies.
Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to the Secre-

tary, 96, St. James's Street, or of E. Spary (General Superinten-
dent of the Exhibition), Queen's Graperies, Brighton.
By the kind permission of Colonel Perceval, the celebrated

Band of Coldstream Guards will attend each day, conducted by
Mr. Godfrey, sen.

By Order of tbe Committee,
Brighton. August 17. Edward Carpenter, Secretary.

W"ORKSOP FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The AUTUMN SHOW of this Society will

be held on THURSDAY, the 5th of September. In addition to
the usual Prize List, the following Extra Prizes open to all

growers will be offered for competition.
For the best Collection of Fruit, to consist of 8 Dishes, 6

distinct varieties. 1st Prize, 51. 5s. ; 2d Prize, 3J. 3*. ; 3d Prize,

U. 10s. Entrance 3*. 6d.
For the best 3 Vines in Pots, 1st Prize, 21. 2s. ; 2d Prize, 1Z. Is.

;

3d Prize, 10a. 6c*. Entrance 2s. fid.

For the best 6 Bunches of Grapes, 3 Black and 3 White,

1st Prize, It. It. ; 2d Prize, 15s. ; 3d Prize, 10s. Entrance 2s.

For the best Queen Pine Apple, 1st Prize, If. 10s. ;
2d Prize,

15s. ; 3d Prize, 7*. W. Eutrance 2s.
.

For the best Pine of any other variety, 1st Prize, U
2d Prize, 10s. bd.

; Prize, 5s. Entrance Is. 6ti.

Entrance for the whole of the above Prizes, 3s.

N.B. A Dish of Fruit to consist of, Grapes 3 bunches
Peaches 6, Nectarines 6, Pears 12, Apples 12, Plums 9, Pine 1,

Melon 1, Strawberries 30, Cherries 50. _

For the best 12 Dissimilar Blooms of Dahlias. 1st Prize, U. U.

;

2d Prize, 10s. $d. ; 3d Prize, 5s. Entrance Is. 6''.

For the best 12 Single Blooms of Hollyhocks, distinct

varieties, 1st Prize, ll.ls.; 2d Prize, 10s. 6iZ. ; 3d Prize, 5s.

Entrance Is. C'.

Geor'sr Baxter, Honorary Secretary.

tf=E= Worksop is situate in North Notts, in the centre of the

Dukeries, on the direct Line of tbe Great Northern, with the

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway.

GRAND FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL FETF
OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.

To be held on THURSDAY, September 26, on the Northamp-
ton Race-course, in connection with the Annual Show of the
Northamptonshire Agricultural Society.

Prizes to the amount of 200f. will be offered for Plants.
Fruits, Cut Flowers, &c, including three Silver Cups, as
follows :

—

Class 1, Thirty-six Dahlia Blooms, distinct, a Silver Cup
value 61. ; 2d prize, 21. lCs.

For best Collection of Fruit, Silver Cup, value 5L ; 2d prize.
21 in*.

12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, fine foliage, without reference
to bloom, and not more than three plants of one genus, a Silver
Cup, value 5/. ; 2d prize, 22. 10s.

Schedule of Prizes and further particulars may be had on
application at Dorman's Library, Northampton.

New Seeds for Present Sowing at Reduced Prices,

Carriage Free.

SCTTON and SON'S can now supply the under-
mentioned for immediate sowing :

—

Early Six Weeks Turnip
Pomeranian White Globe ditto
Imperial Green Globe ditto
Lincolnshire Red Globe ditto
Smart's Mousetail ditto
Grey Stone ditto
Drumhead Cow Cabbage
Sutton's Imperial Earliest Gar-
den Cabbage

Wheeler's Imperial ditto
Enfield Market and others

Italian Rye-grass
Permanent Meadow Grasses
Fine Lawn Grasses
Tri folium lncarnatum *^^
Mustard and Rape
Brown Cos Lettuce
Hardy Hammersmith ditto
Early London Cauliflower
Fine Walcheren ditto
Onion, of sorts
Early Horn Carrot

Calceolaria, Cineraria, Primula, and other choice Flower
Seeds, Is. per packet.
PRICED LISTS of the above new or fresh Seeds may be

had on application addressed
Sottqn & So.vs, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Tkifolium lncarnatum:
(present price) 5d. to 6d. per lb.

VILMORIN'S NEW TRIFOLIUMS,
with " Practical Hints on its successful
Cultivation," showing how 2 to 3 tons per
acre of the most nutritious hay may be
secured ; the advantages of sowing it

where broad Clover is thin, and its
superiority to Tares as green food.

Page & Toooood having secured a
large breadth from the most carefv
growere in this district, where bettor crops
are produced than in any part of England,
offer it at the above low rate for cash

;

price to the Trade per post.

Italian Rye-grass, 5s. per bushel.
New Turnip Seed, Sd. per lb.

New Rape Seed, \d. per lb. | New Mustard Seed. Ad. per lb.

WINTER VETCHES and WINTER OATS as soon as
harvested.
PERMANENT PASTURE and LAWN GRASSES as sown at

Osborne for the last 7 years.
CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA. Is. per packet, saved

from one of the finest collections in Europe.
Seeds for exportation to all parts of the world.
Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 1861.

When mother Eve first awakening from sleep,
after having reposed, as Milton tells us, " under a
shade, on flowers," and hand in hand with her
" sole partner " found it a delightful task
" To prune these growing plants, and tend these flowers,"

she did hut foretaste the similar experiences of
Eden, which have since then been a never-failing
delight to the fair daughters of her race. We
need no other argument to show cause why flowers-
should everywhere be welcomed within the home
circle, and why window gardening should be per-
mitted to become a domestic institution.

And such, in truth, it has become. We speak
not now of the dwellers in the pleasant country,
where one has but to pass the threshold to tread
the velvet turf amidst flowers of all hues, but we
refer to the dwellers in towns and cities, immured
within the prison walls of their houses, and either
doomed to perpetual imprisonment there, or com-
pelled by circumstances to renounce for a con-
siderable portion of the year the enjoyments of a
country life. Let the eye but glance along the
lines upon lines of human abodes wherein these
prisoners dwell, and the many attempts at window-
gardening which meet its gaze will bear evidence
of a wide-spread love of flowers, bearing, we may
believe, something of the impress of that to which
the poet alludes as existing in Eden in the days
of innocence.

But window gardening in situations such as we
have referred to is, in truth, a pursuit of gardening
under difficulties. There are the smoke and the

bad air ; there are the wants of light and of space ;

and there is the expense. No doubt these are real

hindrances, and great hindrance.*, too, but they

are not insurmountable. The grosser impurities

occasioned by the smoke may be shut out by means
of glass, or removed by loving haudiwork, and
the air deprived of these is not so bad after all

but that plants will live and grow in it as well as

human beings. Light may be obtained sufficient

for the purpose ; and if the space is limited that
surely can only be a reason for limiting the number
and size of the plants which are cultivated, not
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for excluding them altogether. And as to expense,

that canker worm of many a pleasure, we are

assured, in a very useful little book* devoted to

this subject, which has recently been published,

that it is after all, under judicious management,
a mere trifle. The writer alluded to argues thus

:

" The cost may, at first sight, appear a serious

consideration, but it is so only in the case of those

who will do nothing cheaply ; and knowing as

I do, by my own experience, what a display of

flowering plants may be kept up throughout the

year for * sum within 12/., I cannot believe that

many persons who really care for flowers will on

this account be withheld from having them.

Indeed, I fully believe that 2/., well laid out,

would suffice to produce a far more beautiful and
tasteful effect than is accomplished for a sum more
than 10 times larger hy the gardener who contracts

to furnish relays of flowering plants for the stands

of London residents. To those who are fond of

flowers, moreover, it is vexatious, just when they

have begun to watch some plant with interest, and

to observe its growth, to hear that the man has

"been to change the plants, and to find that they

have lost it!

"Written as this book obviously is for well-to-do

lovers of flowers, the estimate of from 21. to 12/.

per annum for a continuous supply of flowering

plants will not raise a serious obstacle to the

extension of window gardening amongst the class

to whom it is addressed.

And then as to the time required for the requi-

site attention to these pet plants, we find the

necessary duties summed up with a tone of expe-
rienced assurance thus :

—" Opening a window,
giving a supply of water, and sometimes devoting
an hour or two to potting and re-potting, or to

planting cuttings and sowing seeds, is generally

all the attention which house-plants demand

;

indeed, one half-hour daily, well employed, would
amply suffice for all such gardening duties."

These difficulties being all overcome, there would
still remain the necessity for some practical know-
ledge of plant management, in order to enable any
lady to become her own in-door or window flower-
gardener, which is the problem for solution. This
practical information appears to be very well
supplied in the book to which reference has been
made. Indeed this is its very object. The
management of seeds and cuttings, the operations
of potting and watering, and the various wants of
the plants during the several seasons of the year,
each come in for their share of comment, "from
which we select a few scraps of advice.
The beginner is strongly advised to adopt a few

good old-fashioned plants—well-known and ap-
proved shrubs and flowers, and he is reminded
that when these are flourishing it will be time
enough to seek after newer subjects ; for "a
prudent gardener, so far from despising old plants,
acknowledges that it is only bv their known good
qualities that they have held "their own so long

into small pots full of light good soil. Nothing helps
J

error about Poa, I believe that others

to keep old or established plants in health more the same in the case of Carrots,

than washing ; and throughout the summer season

this can hardly be done too often. To prolong the

hlooming time every fading flower should be

instantly cut off. To keep Azalea flowers from

falling a single drop of strong gum-water is to be

dropped underneath the flower where it sinks into

the calyx. " German Ivy," called Ipomcea hede-

rao folia, but by which we suspect Senecio mika-

nioides, sometimes called Delairea odorata, and

Breonia pahnata, is meant, is strongly recom-

mended for the purpose of forming a leafy screen

in a plant case. So the writer gossips on, and the

reader will read on in pleasant companionship.

There is as much interest in the preservation as

the production of flowers, and hence the M hot-

water cure " for cut 11 wers comes in for mention.
When cut flowers have faded after having been
placed in a bouquet, or perhaps worn for a whole
evening in a head-dress, they may be revived in
the morning by cutting half an inch from the

lower end of the stem, and putting this end
instantly into boiling water. The thickest tex-
tured flowers amend most readily. Flowers that
have lain the whole night on a table, after having
been worn for hours, have been renovated next
morning in this way by a cupfull of hot water.
Carnations, Azalens, Roses and Geraniums may be
thus treated, and have been known to keep fresh

afterwards, almost as long as if they had been
newly gathered. For keeping flowers in water,
firmly-powdered charcoal in which the stalks can
be stuck, placed at the bottom of the vase, is a
wonderful preservative, rendering the water free

from obnoxious impurities. "What lady has not
experienced the unpleasantness and inconvenience
attendant on preserving flowers in water, especially
in summer, when no such preservative has been
employed.
We shall shortly recur to this subject of window-

gardening, *

Thar
aVed°ne

for four years past I have placed myself
*° ^

7l

same conditions as were described bv M V
lD

and nothing has come to pass.* \YiU
L
n°m'i

remain field Carrots still. I cannot bnf- h r
arr°to

when M. ViMiOBnr saw them ohan^T^
yellow, and purple, such changes mu s

&
t h\v??*'

brought about by accidental crossing t
a

must have conveyed the pollen of cultivated p
ec*s

to the wild ones, and thus intermedial JL^ot8

have been obtained.
*e Cond^ons

• c May I add that I have no confidenc '

discovery of a Broccoli on the cliffs of p
6 1U ^e

I am perfectly acquainted with the wild C hh^^'
our French coast, and I cannot brin*. t ??

°^

believe it the parent of our cultivated
*

However we shall learn in time for 1 1
ri

J
ces «

lu&»
f°r S6Veral^^ ^ experime^ on the

Such is our learned friend's view of fl

curious subject. As to a Broccoli wild in (W7we can easily conceive such a stranger toZf
xwithout tracing his pedigree up to the ancient55ofBrassica oleracea, whose lineage may still berZ

tor may it not have been a poor runaway

S

Penzance, where acres of Broccoli are cultivated fo
the London market ? As to wild plants tha<- hi
"broken » in the hands of one obJrv?,!Sfi
obstinately unchanged in those of another it S
very possible that that which is probably'in all
cases a matter of mere accident, may only occurnow and then to some fortunate experimentalistWe know for certain that Coe's Golden DropFlum was a seedling from a Green Gage

; yet howmany seedlings have been raised without soon
another piece of good fortune. We believe it

would puzzle even a Be Moega* to calculate such
chances.

against all new comers." Seed pots, and cutting
pots too, should be sunk in moist sand, being
packed in it up to their rims. This saves watering,
with all its attendant ills. Cuttings may be of
two kinds

; woody pieces, which strike root, though
slowly, even without heat, and almost without
care

;
and young green shoots, which must be kept

moist and warm. The former may be treat d by
an American method, which is to lay them amongst
slightly damped moss, or to drop them lightly into
a wide-mouthed bottle, having a piese of damp
sponge at bottom, and covered with muslin over the
top; m either case a callus is soon formed, and

nW 1 ^VS?*, r°0t Teadily as s*on m
planted. With the latter, which requir I

>

different treatment, the grand secret is never to let
them flag. For Verbenas, Calceolarias, Pansies,
Heliotropes, and Chrysanthemums, shallow pans
are suitable; indeed common saucers answer
perfectly. Ihey are to be planted into silver sand
an inch deep or less, and water enough is to be
poured in to make a thin sheet of it above the

Ti?
; thAu f ]

f
aves are t0 be cut off

>
and the

stalks of he little inch-long tops of the young
shoots stuck well down into the sand. They are
better for some sort of shade and heat, if it be
only the warmth of a chimney-piece ; or they may
be put over a basin of hot water refilled twice a
day, with a glass for shade, or with a rolled up
cover of tissue paper, in the absence of any proper
propagating case. Before the water in which they

TW?Tn
^firl^

Up th«y*iU *>e almost all o"fthem beautiful little rooted plants, ready to be put

In the beginning of last year (Gard. Chron.,
p. 4) we drew attention to some extraordinary
results said to have been obtained by Prof. Buck-
man in his cultivation of Grasses. He believed
that he had proved that in the course of culti-
vation Poa aquatica and Glyceria fluita?is

y
two

widely different species, lost their distinctions and
became identical ; that the same thing happened
between the Fescues called loliacea and pratensis ;
and that the wild Parsnip had become ennobled
under his hands in the same way as the wild
Carrot was formerly under the management of the
elder ViLMORrN.
M. Decaisne, the able professor of Agriculture in

the experimental department of the Garden of
Plants in Paris, one of the most acute of livin°-
Botanists, and an extremely cautious experi-
mentalist, being engaged in the same line of
enquiry, and having become desirous of seeing
some of the living results of Professor Bt/ckman's
experiments, that gentleman readily acceJed to a
request that he would furnish them ; and in the
spring a small parcel was forwarded to Paris. (It is
necessary to remark that although it passed through
our hands we were prevented by other occupations
from examining it). We have now before us a
report on the subject from M. Decatsne himself.

'

1 was very much obliged to you for the speci-
mens of Glyceria {Poa) aquatica which you were
good eioiri to send over from Mr. BucmiAN.
lnanks to this authentic information the value

I e experiments mentioned last year in the

STSaTi ?
h
7
mcle

T
beSin3 to aPPear. Towards

Swn t 1

l

?n7W l mySGlf had collected andsown seeds of Glyceria Jluitans and G. ,PectabUis(Poa aquatica) At this moment G. fluitans sown
in dry ground is in full flower, without havin-
lost any one ot its characters in the smallest
particular. Each plant forms a close tuft, from
which arise many flowering branches, which spread
over the ground just as they do in water We
-VR f

re

^/
e

'

ln
*h

;

s

;
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nstance
>
u ° transmutation.

As to GL spectabihs it is not as yet in flowpr

The bitter cups, said to be made of Quassia
wood, which are now so commonly sold by chemists
to produce a tonic draught, are, so far as we hare
seen, for the most part made of very indifferent

materials, the outer portion being not only mere
sap, which must contain a small quantity com-
paratively of the bitter principle, but sap in a

state of incipient decay and often highly impreg-
nated, with Fungus spawn. We were not sur-

prised, therefore, to receive this morning from a

Correspondent, several specimens of awypettj
exotic Fungus, which had grown from the wood
of a specimen in which water had been allowed to

stand tor some days. We have seen the Fungus
before on wood in hothouses, and either the same
or a very closely allied species is not uncommon
in collections of Fungi from the warmer parts of

the New World. It is a pretty species of Stilbim

with a grey stem and a flesh-coloured head in-

clining more or less to orange. This among many
other instances is a proof that if wood impregnated

with the spawn of Fungi were sent home, and

placed under proper conditions in our hothouses

or conservatories; we might introduce many

objects of interest or ornament. We recommend
the subject, which is not without its value, to

intelligent collectors. M. J. B.

Plants,

«£^

^

rSS^: r^srz
&acca,Su>tt,

LARGE ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
Cultivators of trees in pots in orchard houses are,

I apprehend, but yet in their infancy as regards M
knowledge of what may, can, and will be done ;

for tw

system from the first seems to have been considered

as adapted for small gardens and small means rattier

than for those who require large quantities of fruity

tul -grown trees in large houses. I partook of tB»

feeling tc a great extent, and much enjoyed cultivfW
my pretty bash trees in 13-inch pots/capable of **£
ng troui three to four dozen of fruit each. It was «#
last November that being much struck with the n»Wj
appearance of some Peach, Nectarine, and W*
tiees, from 8 to 10 years old, that had been gro^
from six to eight years in 13-inch pots in mjfg.
span-roofed orchard house, 14 feet wide and *if
nign-I asked myself the question " Why should

cramp the growth of these trees, now I have a ho"

24 feet wide and 12 feet high?" I replied to tb

self-questioning by promptly procuring some IS-***

pots re-potting all my largest trees, and placing the*

on the border (not raised) in the centre of myW
house.

I must confess that I felt some misgivings # *°

their well doing, for the lower part of each bail m
earth and roots was so solid, and at the lower part tn»

roots were so large and so compactly coiled, that

found it impossible to loosen them so as to admit **»

compost among them. Visions of strangulation (J

according to Mr. Barron's theory a coiled root cam*

convey a proper supply of sap to any tree) *r0UD'

structed.
~ k

* WttS wn- me, and I looked forward to the growth of this season

Mr. BVCKXAX haa foil™ *^ _ WI* m
.

uch «?*«**
. ceB

Tiie trees blossomed freelv, and in most lnsta**''

but its creeping rhizomes, thick yellowish Sreenshoots, and broad leaves with rough sheaths leave
no doubt as to its identity with its type Mv
experiment shows therefore that Glyceria fl'uitansana u-I. spectabilis remain unchanged.

11 The curious circumstance attending the
account of transmutation related hy Mr. Buckman
is that it rests upon a palpable mistake. The two
specimens he was so good as to send me in neither
case belong to the genus Glyceria, but are in both
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let a fine crop of fruit, and have made the most
vigorous and healthy growth I ever witnessed.

Some of their stems are as large as one's

wrist, and in a Bhort time they will rival

in thickness the arm of a moderate sized man ; they
have made shoots from 3 to 5 feet in length ; are

now as they stand in their pots 7 feet high, and in the

course of a year or two they will fill all the central part

of the house, and then being Buflfered to bear large

quantities of fruit their growth will in a great measure
be arrested. There is nothing, I dare say, new in this,

but with many orchard-house cultivators, and with all

the opponents of the system, it seems to be a fixed idea

that when trees are cultivated in pots small quantities

only of fruit must be expected. I have now pyramidal
Plums and Pears, 1 years old, placed in these large

18-inch pots, and can see that they are capable of bear-

ing large quantities of fruit. Large trees of Cherrie-

with their shoots pinched in, form beautiful and produc-
tive pyramidal trees, and ripen their fruit in great
perfection. In Bhort, I seem, although comparatively
an old orchard-house cultivator, to have only been
hitherto a schoolboy in practice, and have only just
reached the brink of mature knowledge as to what
may be done with large glass structures.

In [repotting my large trees I did not take all the
earth from the roots, but merely loosened the upper
part of the ball, which was full of young roots, taking
away a portion of it and allowing the lower part of the
ball to remain nearly in its solid state, removing the
large pieces of crocks which were firmly imbedded in
the mass. I was almost tempted to shake every
particle of earth from the solid lump, and reduce the
large coiled roots with the knife, but I feared to lose
my chance of a crop of fruit this season, and so I acted
contrary to what I suppose would have been good
gardening practice, and I shall for the future continue to
be a sort of garden outlaw in repotting large fruit

trees. The compost I used was two-thirds stiff

yellowish loam and one-third rotten manure, with
some sand, the compost firmly rammed in round the
ball of roots and earth.

Peach and Nectarine trees in orchard-houses have
not felt the effects of the cold wet summer of last year
equal to trees on walls, but they have suffered to a
certain extent, for among my trees are several which
blossomed in great perfection and set an abundance of
fruit, which, instead of swelling and increasing in size
as usual, nearly all dropped off. This misadventure
for the most part is confined to the late Peaches ; the
early sorts, such as Acton Scott, Early York, and some
other early kinds standing side by side with the trees
that] have failed, are full of fruit. Some trees planted
out, and which, would keep on growing till last
Christmas, blossomed finely, but shed all their fruit,
reminding us of that great truism in fruit culture, "No
ripe shoots, no ripe fruit;" more plainly, the shoots
and buds of a fruit tree must be well ripened the pre-
ceding season to bear a crop of healthy fruit.

^
How nearly I had forgotten a most important feature

in the cultivation of large trees in large pots. If the
surface of the earth in the pot is covered with rotten
manure and refuse shoddy—called* I think « stercus,"
equal parts, 3 to 4 inches in depth, the trouble
in watering is much lessened, the compost keeps down
evaporation most effectually, so that even in hot
weather the trees will do with water only twice a week,
but then each time will require 4 or 5 gallons. Alpha.

gardens,

only in

Hellenic

an improvement upon the original, which, of course,

any skilful artist could easily have worked out.

The fir-t notice of this Fir was obtained in 1856 by
Mr. Schmidt, Curator of the Royal Gardens at Athens,

who received cones from Arcadia which he thought

different from those of the common Grecian Apollo Fir

(Abies Apollinis, Link.). He forwarded some of the

seed to Mr. Haage at Erfurt, in whose catalogue

they were mentioned as Pinus Peloponnesiaca, a

name since changed by Heldreich for that of Abies

Reginae Amalia?, in compliment to the Queen of

Greece, who is indefatigable in causing parks,

and plantations to be established, not

her capital, but in all parts of the

kingdom. Schmidt had never seen the

tree, nor was he aware of its peculiarities until

Messrs. Balsamaki and Origoni, Inspectors of the

Royal Forests, reached Khrysovitsi, a village 1£ league

from Tripolitza, in Central Arcadia, where about

1500 feet above the sea, a whole forest was en-

ountered, extending from Khrysovitsi in a north-
w 'erly direction towards Alonistena and Magou-
liana, covering Mount llhoudia and the adjacent valleys,

and thus having an extent of about 3 leagues
long and 1 to 1J league broad. One of the reasons
why a forest of such dimensions remained unknown
is said to be owing to the circumstance that the
very locality it occupies was, until recently, a nest
of notorious robbers, and carefully avoided, not
only by isolated botanical travellers, but also the
great French expedition during the years 1828, '29, '30.

One of the spots in the forest is to this day known as

Tsaltu elato (Tsaltu's Pine), Tsaltu having been a bold
robber chief, the Fra Diavolo of the district.

It appears that the country people are in the habit
of cutting down the Pine for various economic purposes,
when the stump immediately throws out several new
stems. This is not the case with the Abies Apollinis,

THE NEW ARCADIAN FIR (Abies Reginje

Amalia, Heldr.).

£ BERTHOLD fSKMKAXm, PH.D., F.L.S.

Is 1859 it was reported that in the mountains of
Arcadia a forest three leagues long had been discovered,
entirely composed of a Fir, which when cut down, say
a foot or two above ground, would invariably throw out
from the old stump a number of symmetrically formed
stems—not branches—and even if undisturbed, itsmam stems would frequently put forth from the old
wood branches and secondary steins. The Greek
botanists insisted that no other Fir displayed this
striding peculiarity to such an extent, and that the
*ir was an altogether new species. This an
anonymous writer in Germany, who had never

Question rt/^'i
WaS incUned t0 cal1 int0WW e

uy
because be thought that Greece

me that a forest of such extent, composed of a Conifer

every reason to be proud of Mm?, a-
ureece

>
wll° ""a

inclined to allow theTr ach evenl f

T

*>*?* not

•pirited polemic took place octCJ AthL %$***>*
the result of which «««*?£, and MlI"ich«

amongst Greek botanists was thou^htToir ^T'^
as the materials for framing

^S 8nPciL 7^' f"
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for this new Fir were insufficie?? the
P
Grti r

**"'
ment dispatched two expeditions to Arcad Ih^Tofwh,ch returned in June last, brin.ine n, ,

*
', '
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a fact according to Mr. Bayer well known to the
country people, who on that account terra Abies
Reginse Amalia? "Hemeron claton " (i.e. tame Pine), in
contradistinction to the Pinus Apollinis, which they
call "Agrion e*laton" (wild Pine). When left undisturbed
and when growing in favourable localities, Abies
Ileginae Amalia? attains 55 feet in height and 2 to 3
feet in diameter. In trees that have been cut down the
new stems attain 18 to 20 feet in height and l\ foot in
diameter. They are of very unequal size, some
assuming greater dimensions at the expense of the
others. There are usually 3 or 4 stems on old stumps
originating around its summit. We are still without
a good technical description of Miis Abies, but

that have been ascribed to them. They are very like
our London trees ; some are good, some bad. As for
the curative processes ascribed to M. Robert, I have
not been fortunate enough to discover their effects. If
the Elm trees die in our Parks so they do here, and I
think to as great an extent, considering how much
younger they are than those in Hyde Park. Many of

the trees, Horse Cliesnuts and others, are stag-headed,

and therefore on the road to ruin i.i the Tuileries Garden
and Champs Elysees; some have nothing left them to do
except to die outright. In the Avenue de Marigny
indeed, which as you know is the most fashionable bit of

street in Paris, with the Imperial Palace on one side,

and houses of " high society " on the other, the trees

are in woeful plight. Many are miserable old Elms,

which have been I suppose under the doctor's hands,

for they have been scored from top to bottom, and the

wounds are now healing or healed; but I do not see

that they have gained much by the operation. In
some places the "scores" or incisions are closed, in others

the lips are still far asunder. What strikes me as most
remarkable is that the bark of these old trees does not
sound hollow, nor do I see any of the circular holes in

it by which the presence of the Elm-bark beetle

(Scolytus) is indicated. All the wounds caused by
scoring or slitting the bark have been covered by some
kind of plaister, which smells and looks very like a pre-

paration of coal tar. Be it what it miy it is certainly a
capital preparation. The French seem to cut bark to the
quick ; to smear the live wound and the naked wood if

there be any, having first scraped away all loose or
decaying pieces, and new wood and bark form rapidly
beneath it. More next week. V., Hue Castiglione.

American Strawberries.—Mr. Wray's article, I must
confess, gives one a strange idea of American "science"
as regards Strawberry growing. Theorists generally
assert that in order to have Strawberries from certain
kinds it is indispensable to plant males or hermaphro-
dites in the immediate neighbourhood of females, which
otherwise would remain sterile. Having devoted for

12 years all my time to the culture of this valuable
fruit, I have often tried the experiment in order to see
whether the theorists are right or wrong, and I have
come to the conclusion that there is no more necessity
for adopting their system than there is to put a cock in
a poultry yard in order to make the hens lay eggs.
Several times I had planted the old true Chili (female)
and some of the American pistillate varieties under
glass, carefully excluding air, and never one single
bloom failed to perfect its fruit. I of course do not
mean to pretend that seeds from such fruit would ger-
minate. In my opinion there should not exist the least
doubt on the subject; on the contrary, Strawberry
growers should carefully destroy male (staminate)
plants, if they have such in their grounds, as it is to
these we must attribute the discredit into which the
valuable old Hautbois has fallen, in consequence of
people believing they would be obliged to grow the
two sexes conjointly in order to secure a crop. The
male Hautbois being sterile, and. in consequence a
tremendous runner, soon overpowers the female, and
the bed becomes barren or nearly so. As regards
Scarlet American Strawberries, none can be compared
as to beauty or richness of flavour with our good
English, French, or Belgian seedlings; but there are
some, especially females or pistillates, that come in very
early and yield enormous crops ; they are on this
account valuable as market fruit, whilst others—*
staminates, or imperfect hermaphrodites — such
as Haarlem Orange," McAvoy's Superior, &c., &c,
are utterly worthless, being nearly barren. In con-
clusion I beg to mention that La Constante—
according to Mr. De Jonghe a cross between Msatt's
Prolific and Wilruot's Prince Arthur—is decidedly of
unquestionable merit, and I hope will soon find its way
into every garden, and dispel the prejudice many
English growers have against Continental Strawberries.
I have observed this sort in 20 different soils and situa-
tions, and never found it in fault. Ferdinand Gloede,
Les Sablons, Moret-sur-Loing, France, August 13.

Double Crop of Grapes.—" Jasper Standstill M
does

not say whether his double crops occur every year, or
whether it is only during the present exceptional season
that they have been produced. I send you some young
shoots of a Black Hamburgh (the first crop of which

much smaller and shorter cones, scarcely ever
measuring more than 5 to 6 inches. Moreover Dr.
Landerer assures me in a letter just received that the
last expedition has brought home a complete set of

specimens, both towering and fruiting, and that all

doubt as to Abies Reginae Amali® being a new and
distinct species can now be answered in the affirmative

The plant is to be had in several German nurseries;

J

cne young shoots of the laterals which already support
a bunch of fall-grown Grapes. Only ordinary and very
simple treatment has been bestowed on this Vine, so that
the production of*a second crop of bl< >:n must be owing-

to the season. Whether the conditions of such a season
can be artificially reproduced or whether the tree can
sustain a double crop annually are questions for your
consideration. I send also part of one of several bunches
of Sweetwater Grapes. About three weeks ago some of

it is said to be planted on the continent on a large
the berries tUmed dirty purple, became mouldy at the

scale, and it may prove valuable for polei

Home Correspondence*
Paris Gardens and Parks.— I intend to go the tour

of Paris, in the hope of answering some at least of

the inquiries you make, and begin with the trees in the

public places there. Don't believe all that ignorant

travellers report, or self-complacent gardeners. 1

base of the stem, and fell off; the stem itself shrivelling

up. Sulphur was used, which cheeked the mould, but

the stems of the whole bunches are now shrivelling, and
the berries drying up. To what is this owing?
[Probably to unripeness somewhere in the system.] The
other bunches on the same tree are in o I health and
beginning to ripen. I. O, Wesiwood, Henley House,
Oxford, August 12. From what has been said re-

spectiug double crops of Grapes, I am induced to for-

trees have none of the merit and little of the faults ! ward you a shoot bearing not only two crops but
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making an effort to furnish a third, in the shape of a

very small bunch, each being produced on a fresh break,

and that proceeding from the first eye beyond the

bunch last formed. These shoots, or rather continuous

shoot, I suppose can hardly be termed laterals, being in

one instance the eye which would have remained

dormant till next year had not the lateral been cut back.

I also forward you another shoot from a similar eye,

showing two bunches beyond a large hunch which I

have not cut. It seems to me that fruit may be

produced from those eyes at any time by cut-

ting off all laterals. My Vine is a large old

one, planted without any prepared border in

the natural loam in which evergreens and other shrubs

succeed better than in any artificial compost. I may
remark that bunches showed in abundance on second

growths all over the Vine, but they have not been

allowed to remain. My first crop, as you see, being:

late, there would be little chance of a second crop

doing any good where plants are stored in a green-

house temperature during winter. W. Young, Gardener

to M. Barclay, Esq., West-Hill House, Highgate.

Transplanting Box.—Do you include Box edgings in

the note you give about transplanting evergreens at

page 738? Box, tfeiccastle-on-Tyne. [We have 110

experience with Box-edging planted in August.]^

Bees.—Could any of your readers oblige me with any

suggestions for defending my apiary from the attacks

of wasps, which this season are unusually numerous. I

have searched the locality well for nests, but I suspect

that these are in corners of private gardens in the

neighbourhood, to which I have not access. I have

trapped a great many, but the greatest destruction,

amounting to some hundreds of bees daily, appears to

me to arise from the wasps meeting the returning bees

in the air, and engaging them in single conflict.

Geo. F. Barrett, Colney Hatch. N.f August 12.

Emigration, Vancouver.—Will you be so kind as

to inform a gardener who is thinking of emigrating

to Vancouver's Island, if you believe it will answer his

purpose to send over in the autumn a good collection of
the best kinds of fruit-trees from this country, such as

Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries. Mr. Pemberton
speaks of the Grape as an article of considerable profit.

Are we to understand that it is cultivated there in open
vineyards, and that it ripens its fruit for making good
wine? if so, I think the Apricot and Peach would
"ripen in the open garden as dwarfs, and it might
answer to take out some of our best hardy Grape
Vines, Peaches, and Apricots. Having a few hundred
pounds, do you not think it would be better to send
out a portable wooden house from th's country, as

they can be had cheap here, and from the high price of
labour there houses must he very expensive. I find
that all kinds of goods can be sent oufe by sailing
vessels round Cape Horn at from 50*. to 60s. per ton
measurement. I expect that a good collection of
kitchen garden seeds will be wanted, and the
seeds of fruit-trees may be useful, but of flower
seeds I have great doubts, as I expect
the colony is too young for anything but
what is really useful. Vancouver, July 6. [Since
the climate of Vancouver is very like that of the
drus, and best parts of England, you can judge for
yourself what will do there. As to Grapes they must
have glass, as with us; walls against which the hardy
sorts may be trained are scarce ; and you can hope
nothing from Vineyards. The Grapes mentioned by
Mr. Pemberton must come up from California, and no
doubt realise a large profit upon their sale. Peaches do
not succeed as open standards ; Apricots probably would

.

On no account take out a wooden house. You may
build one for yourselffor 401. ; there being lumber—that
is, timberprepared for building—in abundance, and cheap.
Good vegetables and good fruit are in great demand

;

md the richer settlers will buy European flowers.
By all means take a wife with you. Town lots, best
suited for market gardening, are dear—say 407. or 50Z.
an acre. Country lots at a distance from Victoria,
capital land, may be bought from the Colonial Govern-
ment tor 4*. 2d. an acre, payable by instalments in three
years: but they must be bond fide occupied, or the
grant becomes void. Don't take out cutting tools such
as axes, as they are cheap in Victoria, of excellent
quality. We should take out seeds of common English
trees, Sycamore, Laurel, Beech, Chesnuts, both sorts,
Holly, Whitethorn, Furze, Ivy—and the best English
tnuts. You will find Ward's cases, with live plants, verv
expensive to send round Cape Horn. As this is a
matter of much importance to you, we will see you
personally, if you send your address.]
Judges at Regent's Park {see p. 736).—I have no

wish to bandy words with Mr. Whiting, but as he pro-
mises ajustification I will just mention an instance or two
of the "glaring misjudgment" alluded to. In Fuchsias
-Mr. xoungs were first in merit and Mr. Harper's
about third or fourth. In Pelargoniums Messrs. Dob-
son s were superior to those which were placed before
them, and Mr. Parmenter's were inferior to Mr. Shrimp-
tons A misunderstanding, rectified late in the day,
caused the fruit to be included in the list of misjudc-
ments. I suppose that is the reason why Mr. Whitim*
has volunteered to answer my letter. I imagine that,^e exhibitors will await the judges' justification with

be sBrlo^T
*
A
J**»\ Mr. Whiting surely cannot

4n »X V*\*f ^ hl8
.

tanCe9 of " S^ng misjudg-**** at the last show in Regent's Park. Does L

think that there were none present capable ot forming

a correct opinion but judges in office. Incredulous.

Censors.—As an old shopman and Chiswick ana

;

Regent's Park judge of some eighteen years' expen-

ence, I may perhaps be permitted to state that I think,

,

as a rule, as good men are got together for censors at

our great exhibitions as the country can produce ;
but

,

somehow or other I have never seen the best men put

ill the places where they would be most useful. Per-

'

haps a clever forcing and flower-gardener is put to

judge miscellaneous collections, Heaths and Orchids,

not knowing many of the plants he has to adjudicate

upon, and being quite inexperienced in their particular

and individual treatment; thus in Heaths a persoluta, per-

spicua, ventricosa, Bergiana or propendens, being large,

fresh, and showy, may be considered superior to smaller

plants of Massoni, Sprengeli, tortuliflora, obbata, or

aristata major, though one good plant of either of these

hasinoreculturalmeritthanavan-loadofthefree-growing

varieties. Again, an expert plantsman is set to judge

florists' flowers, while perhaps a professed florist is

occupying the same post among the fruit. I have

many" times, both in town and country, positively

refused to be placed in such an anomalous position.

and if others would do likewise, there wonld be less

occasion for complaint among exhibitors. I would also

suggest to managers that if they would consult one or

two of the most experienced growers, they would

render them invaluable service in the management of

their prizes,—but it is useless to have good men if they

are put to work they are unacquainted with. P. A. IV.

Rainfall, July 1861 .—
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Remarks :—
little Bridy.—1.20 in. of rain fell on 26th.
Barnstaple.—Much thunder with heavy rain on 27th.
Camden Town.—Thunder 1.40 p.m. on 7th : thunderstorms

on 12th, 26th, and 27th.
Oundle.—The rains of this month have been very heavy, ex-

ceeding thrse of July, i860, by 4.64 in. ; 1.20 in. fell on the 6th.
Derby.—Average (14 years) 3.02 in.
Manchester.—Br. Dalton's average (47 years) 3.71 in.
North Shiekls.—Frequent showers, especially at night.
-D''^fries.—Showery month; violent gale with rain on the

30th. Fruit-trees much damaged ; .70 in. of rain on 17th.
Aookton.—Temperature below the average.
Satulinek.—Average (20 years) 2.54 in.

(?. J. Symons, Camden Road Villas, N. W.
From Death to Life.—I send with this part of a

branch cut from a subevergreen Oak called the Fulham
Uak. ibis tree, like all the species and varieties of
evergreen Oaks seemed in April to be dead from the
effects of the severe frost last winter. Deep cuts were
made in various parts of the branch, part of which I
send you, even down to the heart, but no living tissue
could be discovered; all seemed brown and utterly
dead; the chips even, taken from the cuts, burnt
freely, like sear wood. The shoots from this
branch, above and below where it was severed
from the trunk, all burnt freely like faggot wood.
The tree was condemned as being quite dead • it was
not however rooted up, for in 1838, after that severe
winter, and again last year, 1860, I had seen some
marvellous resuscitations of apparently dead trees,
particularly of tree3 of Quercus Ilex and its numerous
varieties, and so the tree was spared. As soon as the
warm weather visited us, early in June last, I observed
the principal branches and shoots, those even not larger
than one's finger, to be studded with minute buds •

these by the beginning of July were leaves and shoots
in almost a vigorous state of growth, and the tree is
now full of life, except the very small twigs, which have
not passed from the dead to the living world. Cases ofthe f

kind 1 have described are doubtless plemituL tii

for at Hyde Hall, the seat of the Earl of Rod^* *
some trees of the common Evergreen Oak (0°' ***

Ilex), a century old, which were apparently dead to?
3

heart in April, now alive and lull of green W
shoots ; but they are not the less curious, and

**^
words from an experienced physiologist like von
on the interesting phenomenon of the circulat I

the sap in dead wood would gratify many readers.T »
Potatoes.—My Potatoes are in as bad a state m t

'

remember to have seen them. My Turnips (a mos? « i

6Ver

crop) are rapidly rotting, and many are filled with ilS?1 '1

AffflneiTO matter. The Lettuces in vari™, a . t.
u/\semi-fl u

i kit.

*n, and

, mass of a greenish aphis-looking insect near thTsin-fr^T
soil, whilst lower down there are numbers of little imL
worms. The Cabbages, Savoys, and others of the Bw«

i ,

what the gardener terms blind ; the leaves are curhHI

^' 3r

thickened, but free from insect. The Beans ThS.W
spoiled by black fly ; and the Peas are all more or less hlfSK
or mildewed. Many of the Plum and Cherry trP5
destroyed, and those on the walls as well have beea riw2
by fly-grey green, and black-besides mealy bug and S
spider, in spite of the syringe and various specific insect kill
I never witnessed anything more lamentable and dishJrh
ing, and well may the question be asked—How comes ahthki
and what can be done to remedy these evils ? The fears I
pressed, I well remember, in the earlier Numbers of S?"
Gardeners' Chronicle, that the vast amount of electricitv eene
rated by the frictional action of our locomotives and ottar
steam machinery let loose into our atmosphere, might untor*
disturb those delicate balances and combinations so eseir

to animal and vegetable life, and I predicted epidemical visita-

tion in both kingdoms as a probable consequence, if the air

j
we breathed (through which all the vital fuuetions are gu».

tained) was even infinitesimally changed in its constituent pro-

perties or proportions ; and although my fancies were pooh-

poohed at by the learned expounders of electrical laws, I still

continue to regard them with some favour; and many years

since, when I first witnessed the experiments at the Poly-

technic with Armstrong's hydro-electric machine, and saw the

enormous electric force that was generated by a single

Euff of steam through the metallic tubing collected °in

irge Leyden jars and exploded through masses of iron

and other solid bodies with a report of a cannon,

I could not forbear pondering on the amount which must ba

continually, night and day, thrown off on land and sea into the

atmosphere, and asking myself the question—What becomes

of all this developed mighty power, this primum mobile of the

universe? I suspect oaone—supposed to be oxygen acted upon

by electricity, and now so readily detected in the atmosphere-

to be in some way one result of this largely developed electric

force. But what effect on the animal and vegetable functiom

may arise from the atmosphere being more or less charged with

ozone I am not aware of any endeavour having been made to

ascertain. That at various times epidemical visitations on man

and beast and the vegetable tribes have occurred, and of some-

what similar characters to those now existing, is probable, as

causes may have operated to induce a somewhat similar electric

state of the atmosphere ; but I do not believe any parallel of

persistency can be produced from any reliable records ; and

despite all our care matters appear to be proceeding from j*d

to worse, and are now assuming so serious an sapect th&t

Government interference or rather aid should be gained to

carry out the most searching inquiry into the causes producing

such disastrous results. The Vine disease « m epitome, wa
sulphur is said to be a specific ; if so, how does it o?6^* •

,,

the valuable tabulated report of last year in the Gardeners

Chronicle, the Potato crop iu Scotland showed a very rem vi-

able immunity from disease, and I think for some seasons pre-

viously the Scotch crop was less affected than our8
1

». .

DU
J

'

t
not know whether any inquiry was made regarding this iui

much as regards the various aspects, whether on a »ou^r™;

eastern, or western slope, what mountains were in wenj
bouring districts, and what winds these sheltered tne cyui

from ? as a negative electricity is said to prevail Qunug,

-

and N.E. winds, and a positive from the opposite qwrw •

Soils, manures, different modes of sowing and Vjf
1**. V

have availed little to arrest the plagues. Chemistr an
,.

microscope can unravel little respecting causes and * ^
it is possible (and why not?) to subject the vdrlf

3

t3 con
.

productions to atmospheres under different elect

J ft^
ditions, and especially those plants which have nu

the greatest susceptibility, we might be led into a
.g

knowledge of this mysterious and universal ageni

operation on vital action brought about by its
»nuent ^

atmosphere. I have jotted down some of the thougnw

years have held possession of my mind. Thomas w>
worth.

&otim of isoofc*
The Oxonian in Iceland : by the Rev. F. M*tc&-

M.A. Longman & Co. .

In spite of the stormy sea to be crossed'^re j.

comforts and the bad accommodation to be enco

Iceland presents attractions to those ^^
wanderers who would quit the beaten track ot ^
travel, and seek excitement and novelty jn

^dya
unfrequented region they can find. Aud/^ia an

ruder and wilder spot cannot well be found JfJ its

equal distance of England. But he who »
{i

.

shores, and still more he who would p«nel
of his

interior, must be inured to fatigue,
careless ^ j

sleeping quarters, and able to make a meal ^
ever may be set before him ; and with these q * v

tions, and a well filled purse, he may hope succ^
to explore Iceland. As with most primitive

q{ %

hospitality is the rule, and the traveller is ^
fc
^

supper and some sort of bed, provided only w?
t ^

not overtake him far from human habitati^.
since this is but too frequently the case, his t

. ite

equipment must include a tent, and eveI
7, hittiS

for camping out. He must further provide ^ ^
with waterproof garments and covering9

^^
common with other mountainous countries, i

i^ires

is so rainy as to be a serious drawback to the
p^^#

of travelling, not only as exposing tent an y^
to a frequent deluge, but also from the |*p ^-o*8

"'

which the bridgeless rivers become
.

8
^
oUe° fb# r

in fording which,man and horse are in dang

swept awav. . .

fl f r
&*'

The author of the present volume claim
i iu

self the honour of having penetrated rur
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Iceland than any traveller since Henderson in 1815 ;

and he seems to be a gentleman possessing considerable

powers of observation, with a knowledge of natural

history and geology, well versed in Icelandic history

and traditions, capable of conversing with the natives

in their own language, and encountering in a cheerful

spirit the various discomforts to which he was

subjected. With these accomplishments, he ought to

have succeeded in producing an interesting book; but

we are compelled to state that this is not the case.

Owing to the disjointed and incoherent style in which

it* is written, it is a laborious achievement to wade

through his pages ; and the perpetual change from

the past to the present tense, often in the same

sentence, is both bewildering and irritating, while the

attempts at wit and smart writing often raise a smile,

but it is at the author's expense : we cannot consider

it witty to speak of the " spokey backfins " of whales,

—

" the rocks having got to loggerheads,"'

—

" sack-packed

females,"—" the cavem-mouthed boy,"—" a slantiu-

dicular waterfall," &c.

It is difficult to extract a passage on any one subject,

from the way in which several are mixed together
;

conveying tho idea that the author has simply copied

the contents of his note-book, without any arrange-

ment of the facts recorded. Perhaps the following is

a fair specimen of his style. " The flat shores of the

Krutafiord, along which I ride next day, are strewn

with large pieces of onyx and chalcedony in great

quantities. I call at the Sysselman's, Johannes, on
the road. While coffee is preparing, we drink a bottle

of port to the dregs. The fact is that Icelandic travel

is very destructive of the tissues, and alcohol is not

only not injurious, but necessary to the system.

Fortified with these refections, and cigars, we start in

company in the best possible humour, defying the bitter

north wind and clammy fog. At Kolbeiusa abides the

pilot of the Krutafiord, Gislason, who is away
catching sharks. His daughter, Gudrun, does the

honours. The constant fish diet requires an antidote,

which Nature has provided ready to hand. Scurvy-

grass (Skarfakal) grows thickly upon the sides of the
|

turf-covered houses. On the shore beyond is a piece

of rock some 50 feet high, washed by the surge. It is

composed of short basaltic pillars lying horizontally.

In the bare lava-sand, on the shores of the Skalholtvik,

I first see that beautiful lemon-coloured flower, the

Papaver nudicaule, in full bloom. I meet with speci-

mens of it all along the north-west {coast, but always
on bare sand or shingle. This year's seeds are not
nearly ripe, but last year's seed-vessels are still hanging

to the plants full of seed, and I gather some to take to

England. They have encountered a winter's snow, but
this probably has an antiseptic power ; as an old
traveller in Iceland, Mohr, in his natural history of
the country, states that he found the last year's Crow-
berries quite fresh and good after a winter's im-
mersion.'*

The best chapter in the book is the last, wherein
minute directions are given for the benefit of any one
intending to visit Iceland. Had the whole volume
been written as carefully and clearly as this chapter,
the task of reading and reviewing would have been far

more agreeable. It is a great pity that Mr. Metcalfe
should have put his book together in such a careless
manner, since there is much of real interest in it ; and
many slight notices scattered through it show that
his materials are ample, and only need to be
presented in a more readable form. He has
collected many Icelandic traditions and superstitions
both peculiar to the country, and also variations of

those current among other nations. He has also

recorded many observations on birds and other animals,
of which we recommend the following to Mr. Darwin's
notice :

—

"At the mouth of Skarfadal we pass another lake,

divided by a narrow bank of shingle from the sea,

which is said to abound with fresh-water cod. Their
piscine forefathers were no doubt as fond of salt water
as cod-fish are generally, but their descendants finding
themselves in a lake, which gradually became less and
less salt, made a virtue of necessity, and acquiesced in
the novel order of things."

Botanical notices are few, and chiefly consist in the
naming of the plants observed in the course of the
journey. The following facts however deserve to be
recorded :

—

a.v
IU l

u
e fe

F
r*n»*

,

« cottage I see bunches of Mille-

™™V?8UIS
iR *?

dry
'
from which the natives

prepare a tea, said to be good for purifying the blood.Dried and powdered, it is sprinkled on wounds."
-The morasses are deep, but fortunately they are

grgras, or Horbladka (Menyanthes trifoliata), the power
of which, to prevent the horse and rider from sinking

r'ff
W ^f,r Ul

:
^erever you spy the Bog

£i ?* v'
beWa

l
e

''
but

;
wh
u
erever the thickly matted

felt of the Menyanthes is to be seen, you may advance
boldly. The water beneath may ooze through the
Grass, and the matting may bend under your weight
for several square feet around

; but if the horse is
clever and can step lightly—and Icelandic horseswhen they like can step very lightly indeed-its tena-
city is proof against his hoofs.

2 In the church I see drying a quantity of Dryas
ctopetala, called Rmpnalyng, from its being the chief

food of the ptarmigan in winter. The natives prepare

a tea from it, which is good for the jaundice."

" It is difficult to reconcile the accounts in the Sagas

of grain-crops raised in Iceland, with the actual expe-

rience of later times. In the experiment here tried, a

quarter of a barrel of seed-corn only yielded half a

barrel of produce. Eggert Olafson goes so far as to

assert that there is no proof of ripe hard grain ever

having been harvested in Iceland. Even in Faro the

scanty grain-crop has to be dried artificially. It is

possible, however, that the climate has become colder

from the accumulation of snow and ice, which has

certainly encroached in many parts of the country,

especially in the south.'*

Boutledge's Illustrated Natural History for July is

occupied by Pigeons, the Dodo, Curassows, Pheasants,

Turkeys, Peacocks, and Barn-yard Fowls. The wood

engravings are beautiful. The account of the wild

peacock is probably new to many readers :

—

" The peacock is an Asiatic bird, the ordinary species

being found chiefly in India, and the Javanese peacock

in the country frcm which it derives its name. In some

parts of India the peacock is extremely common,

flocking together in bands of 30 or 40 in number,

covering the trees with their splendid plumage, and

filling the air with their horridly dissonant voices.

Captain Williamson, in his 'Oriental Field Sports/

mentions that he has seen at least 1200 or 1500 peacocks

within sight of the spot where he stood.

" They abound chiefly in close-wooded forests, parti-

cularly where there is an extent of long Grass for them
to range in. They are very thirsty birds, and will only

remain where they can have access to water. Rhur
plantations are their favourite shelter, being close above

so as to keep off the solar rays, and open at the bottom

sufficiently to admit a free passage for the air. If there

be trees near such spots, the peacocks may be seen

mounting into them every evening towards dark to

roost; and in which they generally continue till the sun

rises, when they descend to feed, and pass the midday in

the heavy coverts.
•• They are very jealous of all quadrupeds, especially

of dogs ; no doubt from finding the jackal, and probably

the tiger, to be such inveterate enemies. When
peacocks are discovered in a tree, situated on a plain, if

a dog be loose or hunt near it, the bird will rarely

remove from it, though it will probably show extreme
uneasiness.

" Though pea-fowls invariably roost in trees, yet they
make their nests on the ground, and ordinarily on a

bank raised above the common level, where in some
sufficient bush they collect leaves, small sticks, &c, and
sit very close. I have on several occasions seen them in

their nests, but as I refrained from disturbing them
they did not offer to move, though they could not fail to

know that they were discovered. They usually sit on

about a dozen or 15 eggs. They are generally hatched

about the beginning of November, and from January

to the end of March, when the corn is standing, are

remarkably juicy and tender. When the dry season

comes on, they feed on the seeds of weeds and insects,

and their flesh becomes dry and muscular—very dif-

ferent from what it is under more favourable conditions.

" Peacock shooting, although an exciting sport, is a

dangerous one, the tiger feeling himself suited by the

Rhur and other vegetation in which the peacock

delights, so that an inexperienced sportsman may sud-

denly find himself face to face with a tiger, and run a

strong chance of being himself the object of pursuit.

Old hunters, however, who know the habits of the

peacock, find that bird extremely useful in denoting the

presence of tigers. When the peacock finds itself in

close proximity to a tiger, or even a wild cat, it raises

the sound of alarm, which is aloud hoaise cry, answered

by those within hearing. The bird then utters a series

of sharp quick grating notes, and gets much higher

into the trees, so as to be altogether out of reach of the

tiger's claws.
" In character, the peacock is as variable as other

creatures, some individuals being mild and good-tem-
pered, while others are morose and jealous inthe extreme.

One of these birds, living in the north of Ireland, was
a curious mixture of cruelty and fun. He had four

wives, but he killed them all successively by pecking
them to death, for what cause nobody could find out.

Even its own children shared the same fate, until its

owner put the pea-fowl eggs under a sitting hen, and
forced her to hatch the eggs and tend the young far out

of his sight.
" His great amusement was to frighten the chickens.

There were two iron troughs in which the food for

the chickens was placed daily, and to which they always

resorted as soon as their food was poured into their

troughs. No sooner had they all assembled than the

peacock would erect his train, rattle his quills together

with that peculiar rustling soind that is so charac-

teristic of these birds, and march slowly towards the

chickens. The poor little birds would slowly back

away from the trough as the peacock advanced, not

liking to lose sight of their food, and not daring to

remain in defiance of their persecutor. By degrees he

got them all into a corner, crouching together and

trembling, when he would overshadow them with his

train, place the ends of the feathers against the wall so

as to cover them completely, rattle the quills heartily so

as to frighten them extremely, and then would walk oft

looking quite exultant at the trick he had just played.

He did not care for eating their food, but left the trough
untouched."

We have before us the following new guides to
tourists :

—

Black's Guide to Sussex, and Black's Guide
to Kent (pp. 474), each with a map and illustrations.

These volumes form part of a general guide to the

South Eastern Counties of England, and will prove
very convenient companions to tourists. The maps,

the great want of travellers, are most especially clear

as well as full.—There is also an eleventh edition of

Black's Picturesque Guide to the English Lakes, with a

geological sketch by Phillips. It is accompanied by
very clever outline sketches of scenery by Flintoft,

plenty of maps, some illustrations, and very useful

information for travellers.—Mr. Murray has also added

to his famous handbooks one for Travellers in North

Wales: it has a capital loose travelling map, and

gives a copious account of everything worth attention

in the district, whether geological, ecclesiological,

historical, or topographical. There are occasional scraps

of natural history, but they want extension ; as for

example in the case of Snowdon, whose interesting

flora demands something more than a barren, and not

quite accurate, list of names ; had the localities of the

rare plants on the mountain been given, as they easily

might be, the interest of the chapter to pedestrians

would have been greatly enhanced.

DANGSTEIN.
This—the delightful residence of Reginald Henry

Nevill, Esq. — occupies a conspicuous position in the

north-western corner of the county of Sussex, on the

northern side of the main road leading from Midhurst

to the important market town of Petersfield, in Hamp-
shire, each of the places just named being distant

something more than 5 miles. The mansion forms an
interesting feature in the surrounding landscape; its

beautiful cornices and parapets, together with its

glittering dome, peering high over the trees in which it

is embosomed. The principal approach is circuitous

and steep. Starting at right angles from the main
road immediately in front of the mansion, it is some-
thing more than a mile in length, reaching the entrance

at the northern side through a handsome avenue of

thriving Deodars some 20 feet in height.

There is also another approach from the Hampshire
side through narrow and intricate lanes, but this it is

expected will after a time be altered, and then improved
approaches will doubtless be made both from Midhurst
on the eastern, and Petersfield on the western side.

The mansion itself is a beautiful specimen of the
classic style of Grecian architecture, erected for the
late Capt. Lyon in the year 1836-7 by Knowles; it is in
three divisions; the middle or main portion is

approached by a flight of steps leading to a majestic

portico in the centre, over which is a pediment and
entablature supported by columns carried up to the roof.

The eastern division, containing the offices, has
recently been considerably extended in a sunken
area. On the western side is a conservatory,

surmounted by a glass dome, and supported by
a Grass terrace, in front of which is a pretty

geometric flower garden 115 feet square; beyond
is a Pinetum entered between a pair of noble-

spedmens of Cupressua torulosa, some 30 feet in

height. Among the Conifers here are good examples
of Oryptomeria Lobbii, Abies Smithiana, Douglasii,

and Brunoniana, and Pinus insignis. A. Brunoniana is

10 feet in height, and covers with its spreading
branches an area of 30 feet in circumference. The
southern 6ide is bordered by an avenue of Araucaria
imbricata, and the northern by an American garden,
into whose clumps is introduced an admixture of
flowering plants all growing vigorously on the light

sandy soil of this elevated situation, and appearing to
have suffered little from the severity of last winter.
The south front is in the same beautiful style

as that of the opposite side, and rests upon a wide
spreading lawn, which of late years has been opened
up and blended with another demesne, recently
acquired, from which an exquisite view is obtained.
On the receding foreground are dotted about many
beautiful trees, amongst which cattle range at will,

giving animation to the scene. Beyond is a succession
of low hills, the rounded tops of some of which are
covered with coppice and hard wood, with a mixture of
Scotch and other Firs, whose sombre character produces
a striking contrast in early May with the young foliage

of the other trees. The whole of the beautiful land-

scape is screened from sea breezes by the distant South
Downs, and some of which are covered with trees

and undergrowth to a considerable height, whlen ill

are remarkable for the fine herbage with which they

are clothed. On the western front Hampshire spreads

out its fertile fields, and in the foreground, somewhat

to the left on the summit of a depressed hill, is

situated the pretty village of Reigate, its cheerful

looking cottages contrasting finely with its grey

church tower; another hill whose summit is clothed

with Furze and Heather may also be seen in

the distance, and the richly wooded and highly cultivated

country beyond is studded with mansions, substantial

homesteads, and comfortable-looking cottages. Peters-

field with its pleasing lake likewise comes effectively

into view, and the whole is backed by an amphitheatre

of hills some 300 feet in height, the steep sides of

which are covered with hanging woods which terminate
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at Norehill and Selborne on the extreme ri^lit—the

latter a lovely spot famous as being the residence of

that distinguished naturalist Gilbert White; the

former a detached hill rising up in the midst of the

plain and sending forth two streams into two different

seas—the one, a 1 ranch of the Wey, passes into the

Thames and thence into the German Ocean at the

Nore; the other, an arm of the Aran, water* the lovely

scenes I have just attempted to describe, and falls into

the English Channel on the southern coast.

Dangstein, as will therefore be seen, is remarkable for

theheautyofits situation and the exhilarating atmosphere

by which it is encompassed ; moreover, since it came into

the possession of Mr. and Lady Dorothy Nevill, it has

been distinguished not only lor its beautiful gardens and

admirable collection of rich and rare exotics, of which

both Mr. Nevill and her ladyship are passionately

fond, but also for the extensive improvements which are

constantly being made in the general appearance of the

place. To the southern front of the mansion are to be

added a terrace and panel garden, the former 310 feefc in

length encircled with balustrade fences, statuary, vases,

&.C., and the new sunken offices at the eastern side will no
doubt be screened by an architectural wall, instead of as

at pre-ent by a Laurel hedge The conservatory is

approached from the western terrace by a flight of steps

under a portico, the pediment and entablature of which __ —
? _ wmrm ^.w^ ^u.^c,

are supported by Doric columns ; in the centre is a and taking him down to the boat, during which time
raised stone bed, from which the pillars spring Mr. Beale was employed in keeping the beak of the
that support the dome.

,m '*- 1 —t-i-t. i «-
»
n^ * ,__ «.__* , , ,. ,

effort to escape. Mr. Beale endeavoured to stop it by

pressing on one of its legs with his foot ; but although

he used considerable force for that purpose, its

strength was so great that it several times liberated its

member, in spite of all the efforts he could employ on

the wet and slippery rocks. He then laid hold of one

of the tentacles with his hand, and held it firmly, so

that it appeared as if the limb would be torn asunder

by the united efforts of himself and the creature. He
then gave it a powerful jerk, wishing to disentangle it

from the rocks to which it clung so forcibly by its

suckers. This effort it effectually resisted ; but, the

moment after, the apparently enraged animal lifted its

head, with its large projecting eyes, and, loosing its

hold of the rocks, suddenly sprang upon Mr. Beale's

arm (which he had previously bared to the shoulder

for the purpose of thrusting it into holes in the rocks

after shells), and clung to it by means of its suckers

with great power, endeavouring to get its beak, which
could now be seen between the roots of its arms, in a
position to bite. A sensation of horrcr pervaded his

whole frame, when he found that this monstrous
animal had fixed itself so firmly on his arm. He
describes its cold, slimy grasp as extremely sickening

;

and he loudly called to the captain, who was similarly
engaged at some distance, to come and release him of
his disgusting assailant. The captain quickly came,
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have an increased day temperature, with iTleT"^
moisture. Thin and tie in the shoots in the last h

°*

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES ^
Where cuttings of Verbenas and such like thin

wanted in quantity, they should be inserted ntv?*
thickly in deep pans or shallow pots in which ft
can be wintered, as they will be got established J*
in this way than would be the case if thev
to be potted off before winter, and we have freqne tf* I

T

found cuttings managed in this way to winter full •

{This house, which was planted

by the writer of this paper some 20 years ago, is now
about to undergo some important alterations, and to be
refilled with plants remarkable for the beauty of their

foliage.

The approach to the gardens is from the eastern end
of the southern front, crossing a drive and entering by
a portcullis gateway; on the right is a ravine whose
mgged and irregular sides are clothed with many
interesting plants, amongst which I noticed a standard
Mistletoe and an excellent example of Pampas Grass

;

on the opposite side, facing the entrance to the kitchen
garden, are also scattered on the Grass several choice

specimens of trees and shrubs. Proceeding onwards, a

small border on the left comes into view, and on the
opposite side a new panel kitchen garden, which is just

being formed out ofa neglected ravine; it is 420 feet long,

266 wide, and the depth of panel is 11 feet; when
finished it will be divided by walks of a suitable width
into 12 rectangular plots ; the sides of the panel slope
at about an angle of 45°. On the banks already
finished early vegetables and Strawberries are found to
grow vigorously ; the northern side is bounded by a
Laurel hedge and double embanked Grass terrace, on
which the main range of houses is situated ; it is

420 feet long and 23 feet wide. D.
(To be continued.)

Octopus away from his hand, soon released him by
destroying his tormentor with the boat-knife, when he
disengaged it by portions at a time. This Cephalopod
measured across its expanded arms about 4 feet, while
its body was not bigger than a man's fist. Gosse's
Romance of Natural Ristory.

Miscellaneous*
Gardening in St. Giles's.—A Movement in the Might

Direction.—One of the last of these efforts has been
made by the Rev. E. Bayley in the encouragement of
horticulture in St. Giles's! This by many will be
looked upon as a forlorn or Quixotic endeavour ; but
the results, so far as the experiments have been carried
out, have been very encouraging. The show has
brought out plants grown in windows in some of the
most miserable parts of St. Giles's; and the arrange-
ments made placed those in the worst conditions on a
comparative equality with each other; and although
many of the flowers showed the blackened appearance
which might be expected in such localities, the exhibi-
tion had an interest to gardeners and others. It
brought out the ingenuity of the young aspirants to
horticultural honours. One produced a young Chesnat
tree; another an Oak ; a third a Walnut tree ; anotheran Orange toe-all from their several nuts, pips, orS ^°71Ze9

n
are 0iTered for thinSs ™fc in bloom,and therefore nothing was excluded. Builder.

Soio a Crdtle.fsh (Octopus) can oe*«r«.-Thoee

coasts will read^y allow that there is something morethan usually repulsive in their appearance. °
Their

flabby, corpse-like fleshiness, now lax and soft, now
plumping up, their changes of colour, the livid hue
that comes and goes so strangely, the long lithe arms
with their cold adhesive powers, their uncouth agility
their cunning adroitness and intelligence, and

thfrf7.5
he
„

]
°?,
k °f their *hastly ^en eyes make

fW *
deC
M

e
?7 I ™™?'' * does not need thatthey should be sufficiently colossal in dimensions tothrow their arms over a ship's hull and drag her under

water as oriental tales pretend, and as old-fashioned
naturalists believed, to induce us to give them a wide
berth. It would not be pleasant to be entwined in theembrace of those arms ; and we can sympathise; withMr. Beale, who has described his feeling during anencounter which he had with a beastie of this Sort,

"Im"1

?
*slands

-
He ™*s much astonished atseeing at his feet a most extraordinary-looking animalcrawlmsr towards tv, enf ~l£^l ;. , -\

w*x
«.
dm™a>

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—Where valuable stove plants

have to be kept here in bloom they will require careful
management to prevent their being injured by damp,
and they must not be over-watered at the root, as stove
plants are soon injured in a low temperature if kept too
wet underground. Give air freely on bright days, but
if the house contains many stove plants it will be
advisable to shut up rather "early in the afternoon, so
as to retain a little warmth for the night, and in the
event of wet cloudy weather continuing it will pro-
bably be found necessary in old-fashioned badly glazed
houses to use a very little fire heat to preserve the
blossoms of tender things; and this should be seen to
before handsome specimens get disfigured or ruined for
the season, for these in bloom are not over plen-
tiful about most places, and are therefore worth
caring for. Keep everything in this house as
clean and neat as possible, removing decayed flowers
and leaves, &c, immediately they are perceived
and examine pot specimens frequently, particularly
such as may not occupy the most suitable places, turn-
ing them partly round in order to expose all their sides
equally to light and air.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries—As has been before stated, a rather dry

condition of the soil about the roots and also of the at-
mosphere is essential during the ripening of the fruit
where high flavour is an object, therefore be careful not
to over-water plants on which the fruit is approaching
maturity, and it Will be advisable to use slight fires oS
dull days, so as to allow of giving sufficient air to prevent
a stagnant state of the atmosphere, for fruit of first-
rate quality cannot be expected from plants growing in
a sodden soil or a damp unhealthy atmosphere. Enclea-

TUr
.o^o

d
1 ?

r0winff 8tock 8teadv bottom-heat of
about 8d° and keep it well supplied with manure-water
at the root, but avoid getting the soil too wet. As fire-
heat will soon be necessary to a considerably larger ex-tent than has been the case, care must be exercised tosecure a properly moist state of the atmosphere! keen n

"

the evaporating pans or troughs regularly supplied withwater, and moistening the floors, &c, frequently a.anvsodden Change from a moist to a dry atari o \S 11
J

sphere would be most injurious^also to plants swelling their frait.*Be *1 spariiV offire-heat, however, as circumstances will allow, and shutup early on the afternoons of bright days so as toWband the sun's influence as muclfas pofsi
i We. Whereyoung sock is grown in dung-pits, care must be exer!cised after this season not to get the plants well vtbrongh keeping too close and warm, giving air free von every favourable opportunity, and sufficient con?mand of warmth should be secured from the lining Toallow of giving a little air at night and on cloudy faysCHEEBIES—Remove the trees to a shady situationand keep tbem syringed and watered , the pots shouldbe plunged, or the plants taken out and planted in anorthern aspect.
v u m a

Peaches and Nectarines.—As soon as the crop is

f^_ !r
ed

.
thet

^
eesshould ?» looked over, and all use!

well as stronger plants ; and except"piantsintended T
furnish cuttings in spring it is very immaterial how small
bedding plants are before winter, provided thev
well rooted without having been got up in a cIobp
warm atmosphere to render them sappy and tend^
Many, through anxiety to secure large plants, keen
bedding-out stock close and moist until late
autumn, and frequently in frames on dung beds when*
size is soon obtained ; but plants treated in this wat
are necessarily so soft and tender that it is alm^t
impossible to keep them during winter without senong
loss. Therefore avoid keeping such things tooeini
after this season, and if they are placed in bottom.
heat give air whenever it can be done so as to preven*"
weakly growth.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look frequently over varieties of Pears ripening

and gather those that are fit; for if allowed to

2

after they are ripe, birds are sure to find them and

will attack the fruit before it is fit for gathering, eo

that the crop will probably be spoiled unless it can be

netted up. Where Currants are covered with mata—
which by the bye are very inferior to close nets for this

purpose and much more expensive—the trees should be

uncovered occasionally on fine dry days so as to expose tbe

fruit thoroughly to the air in order to prevent its being

injured by damp, &c. Trim and dress Strawberry

plantations, and be careful to injure the leaves of the

plants as little as possible, and avoid deep digging be-

tween the rows, which is of no further use than to

injure the roots, as the Strawberry rather prefers a

somewhat firm soil.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Follow up cleanly cultivation, and stir the toil

among all growing crops. Employ leisure time in

collecting materials for manure ; remember that all

decaying vegetable refuse is valuable in this respect,

especially after having been well watered with the con-

tents of the cesspool.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NS1B 10SD0&
r the Week ending Aug . 15, 1361, a» observed at the hwpcultunl Gtrim

Tbmpkbatdji. 1

August.
H

3

Baromstbb.

Friday 9 3
Satur. ]« 4
Sunday 1

1|
Mon. 121

Tues. 13
Wed. H
Thurs. 15

Average.

.

Aug.

o
6

'/'

8
9

Max.

29S89
30.0J6
29.%5
29.SS9
29.983
30.032

».77l

29.939

Min.

29.880

29.979
29.8%
29J00
29.822

29.818

29./64

Of the Air.

Max. I

29.837

71
81
82
89
82

79

77

80.1

Mia. Mean

57
56
54
61

44
69
55

55.1

64.0

68.5

»;s.o

75.0
..0

69.0

66.0

1 footl* teet\ V*
deep. 1

deep. \ \

64

65

67.6 66;*'j6ji

9— Densely overcast; cloudy; overcast; alight rain.

10—Very fine throughout.
11—Very fine; densely overcaa atnight.
12- Very fine; very hot and dry ; tine.
13—Cloudy ; very fine throughout.
14—Very tine; dry air; very fine.
15—Cloudy.

Mean temperature of the week 5 deg. above the average-

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
:he last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending August-*!^'During the

August.

Sunday 18..
Mon. 19..

Tues. 20..
Wed. 21..
Thurs. 22..
Friday 23..
Satur. 21..

No. of
Tears in
which it

Rained.

13

17
15
13
13
18

16

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.38 in.

0.42

0.45

0.62

0.67
0.95

0.24

"Prevailing

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the

U2-therm.92deg.; and the lowest on the 21st, 1850-therm.^- <w

Musk

crawling towards the surf; w'hich*it had 7nl'^W Zl' 'T i^f"'^ m *™ "0t re<luired for' n«t season

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: P. We are unacquainted with J. Wood's "Elements

the Weather." It has not been sent for review.
ljffl

-
Insects : W L. Your Pear trees are infested with theW

larvae of the Sawfly, Selandria .ffithiops. They may WJJtf.
jith powdered lime or by being syringed with lim«

>J£.Ihe usual laws of insect life account for their sp**"**

T Z<*L uy
have once becorae acclimatized. W.

L
.
nriSe0nLean-to Houses: J C. The best aspect for a lean-to house °»

bir Joseph Paxton's principle, is south or south-west.
usk Dunmoio. There are not two varietie8 of the com*
Musk (Mimulus moschatus), one which [blossoms, aoa

nowerless, but more strongly scented. „ GlaU-

Names of Plants: T. Swain. 1, Medicago arboreal -,^*
emm lutcum

; 3, Calamagrostis Epigseos.—Taffy. }> ?*~.\
sylvatica; 2, Achillea Ptarmica; 3, Juncus ^fonius^'
Polygonum lapathifolium.—W W F. The red Heath »«"£
a chance variety

; you will find it in the nurseries where

lections of hardy Heaths are kept —/ MM. Medicago
>

in
.

texta.-<? R N. I, Linaria vulgaris : 2, Pulicaria
dyse»tenw»j

3 Betoniea officinalis ; 4, Eupatorium canuabmuni;
\lttlu -. l, Scrophularia verna ; 2, Sagina procumbens ,

Lapsana communis ; 4, Prenanthes muralis.— Una. ^ ^
sorrj to say that the specimen sent is quite insuftcici

enable us to answer your inquiry. It must be in "V ^
Perhaps you will repeat the question with better mateiia^
A Subscriber. Terribly bad specimens. 1, Sedum ™u

folium
; 2. some Rudbeckia : 3, Potentilla fruticosa ;

4.

opulifolia. (,

Fungi : Cadland. It is Polyporus squamosus, 6gured at K g
of our last year's volume. The Elm tree or slab on w"

ditioa
grows is rotten.— JVC. Your Fungus is a PJ?

u/**!f ^jct*4
of Rcestelia cancellata. You must pick off autne»»
leaves as soon as possible and burn them. M./ J>-

t
-

g0lL la-

Water-Rats. If a Subscriber will put phosphoric rat-p *^

their holes, they will soon disappear

1

1
To

I
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A W K S 8 M A N U
The Manure manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

of 1861 are now ready for delivery at nia

6

m. at the following prices :

—

^«^„— PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BO>E
r SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME . . . . . .

£6

lAlfFS-S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from

r BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5 5

UW^ BARLEY, GKA^ and MANGEL MANURES 8

The* Manures can be obtained of Mb. Lawes. or through

^^li appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

fcat varying according to cost of carriage.

( ^Genuine Perurian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; N itrate

f ySoda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John ewxet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

fridge, E. C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

i , ,AIU), LACK, and co/s concentrated
]) KRP1 -I'll ATE or LIME; guaranteed to contain

fbotphcric Add soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

I rbosphaie of Lime.
,

J
TRAIED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

Of^these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results mustV Terr grailfying to you, and are the best proof of the

Mfh agricultural ana commercial value which characterise*

titrn'edsuperphof
I Detailed analyses, with •{•inions of the late and present

Chemists to the yal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

.'rices, Ac. may be had on application to Hi iunakd, Lack,

, Button Road, Plymouth. __
THIS LONDON MANURE COMPANY.

1 (Establish f.d 1S40,)

it now prepared to send out the followingMANUFACTURED" * ^ M UP :-
SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quality.

1>; i A'ED BONES, and BONE MANURE roR

P rURES.
Qi HATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE roR CORN" anp ROOTS.
L'OKN MANURE roR TOP DR1 ING.

I MANGOLD MANURE
I Theywould call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
I B0VB9, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

[ soluble and insoluble phosphate to bo obtained entirely

[ from Bones.

Tht London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
WO (direst from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of

SODA, SULPHATE or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

il«. Fsnchurch Street, i Edw. Purser, Secretary.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

•mount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole ou and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
I Clearing, Reclame ion, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

1 Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

L farming purposes.
3. Jottiet- Lauding places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers < ^ as.

1. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title Is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
»nd execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
t Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.

tilt agricultural ©ajette.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tr**DAT. An? 7 ) Meeting of the Keut Act!. iety
Wednesday, — 28 J atDartford.

The Wheat crop of 1861 will certainly prove to
yield below the average produce. This is a very
serious conclusion to arrive at—but it is not
possible for any reader of the reports we have
received, which are epitomised in other pages, to
*^ ^ **» Par authorities, from four to six in
every English county, are the most likely men in
their respective localities to form an accurate
estimate ot prospects. All over the best districts
of the island the present time is late enough to
luitify the formation of a confident opinion ; and
a glance at the names will show that we have here
the opinions of the best qualified men known to
hnglish agriculture. Take Norfolk, Suffolk, Berk-
shire, Tthamptonshire, Yorkshire, the Lothians
-any first-class county—you will find among our
^respondents the names of men well known as the
•est ot our English agricultural authorities ; and

^^— -^- " ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ _*«^^^^^a" ^

remeay the past most disastrous season which

English agriculturists have known.

Spring corn however is generally good. Barley

and Oats, especially the latter, may be expected to

yield unusuallv well. Beans are blighted, and

they are also thinly planted, owing to the use of

inferior seed. Peas" are generally very good.

Potatoes are almost universally attacked with

the disease ; which is this vear unusually early m
its appearance, and threatens to be unusually

mischievous in its effect.

Hay has been in all late districts " got with

much difficulty ; and a fair crop is damaged to the

extent of at least one-half.

Turnips and other green crops are generally very

promising ; but Mangel Wurzels and Carrots are

not half planted, owing to failure ot the seed.

On the whole we have on all Turnip and Barley

soils the probability of a good season—while the

prospects of Wheat and Beau growers, and of clay

land farmers generally, are unfavourable.

We add the figures which give the classification

of the reports, and for the purpose of comparing

1861 with previous years (18o0 having been an

unusually bad harvest, and the previous three

years being unusually good harvests) we add the

figures for the Wheat crops of those years

respectively

:

Reports of Crops, 1861. &c.

11 no accurate account of what it has cost" him in
any one year for haymaking, but he states what
he " considers it has cost per acre annually." He

Crops.
Under

average.
Average.

Over
average.

Total.

13
8
46*

93

50
92
120
46

74
101
20

i

1
__———

-

137
201
1S6
140

Barley „
Oats „
Beans „
Peas „

114
29
28
71
IS

76
94
80
44
37

14
75

102
29
61

204
198
210
144
111

* This column ot the returns of 1SJ9 included reports from

the less important Wheat districts.

We learn with satisfaction that after con-

siderable doubt thrown upon the probability of

next year's annual meeting of the English Agri-

cultural Society being held in the immediate

neighbourhood of London, space has at length

been granted for it in the Battersea Park, where a

plot of 30 acres, to be drained and otherwise

fitted for the show, is to be allotted for the purpose.

It is also proposed to hold the meeting earlier in

the season, so that it shall coincide more perfectly

as to time with the advent of that multitude ex-

pected next year as students and spectators of the

wonders of the International Exhibition.

Some weeks ago a Correspondent of this Paper

complained that among the costs of making
10 acres of hay near London, his bailiff had

charged 3/. 8s. 6d. worth of beer. Our reply was,

that the charge was preposterous—that a gallon

of beer per acre during mowing, and as much during

making, was a most liberal allowance ; while in

good weather the whole cost of mowing and

making and ricking, exclusive of horse labour,

ought not to exceed 10*. per acre. On this Mr.

Charles Panter, another Correspondent, ex-

presses his surprise :—Having 400 acres to secure,

and trying all he knows, he can never get it done

much under 30s. an acre, with the aid of hay-

making machines and horse rakes but not

mowing machines, for having tried four he cannot

get one to do the work well. He has this year let

1 50 acres for 25s. an acre, and has found horses,

carters, and machines, and it did not pay the con-

tractors.

Now in answer to this we have only to repeat

that 10s. per acre is the cost at which we have
often let the cutting and making of large quanti-

ties of hay in Gloucestershire, barring only the

employment of the farm teams in carrying it ; but

that the cost no doubt varies both with the crop and

the wage of the locality. Where 2s. daily with beer

is a satisfactory wage, and 1 ton per acre a satis-

factory crop, haymaking must cost less than

where 3s. with beer and a couple of loads per acre

are the wage and crop respectively "^ "~f

always mows from 100 to 120 acres a year, and

generally lets his Grass " to mow and make, at 8s.

an acre, with a horse and hay-tedder to go over it

once." Without this machine he must give 9s. at

least, and he considers it costs him 2s. an acre for

beer and cider in addition to this, and then 2s.

more for his men to stack it away, making with

the machine 12s. an acre, and without it

13s. an acre. This does not include thatch,

"for which probably Is. an acre more must be

charged." We know this farm perfectly, and

know its tenant to be one of the best dairy farmers

of the district.

(2) The agent for the Earl of Ducie in the same

neighbourhood has been giving " 10s. an acre this

year for mowing and making hay (no beer being

allowed)." The crop was about an average. This

dres not include the use of the the farm teams, or

of the men with those teams in helping to carry it,

out it includes everything else except thatch, and

an it thus tallies exactly with the answer given to our

Correspondent.

(3) By far the most explicit piece of information

on this subject remains however to be given. Mr.

Harrison of Frocester Court, who occupies one of

the best dairy farms in Gloucestershire, extending

over about 500 acres of the rich calcareous loam

stretching from the oolitic hills into the vale of

Gloucester, has been kind enough to give us the

following particulars of his experience during the

last 10 years in the cost of haymaking.
In 1851 the whole cost in manual labour, i.e.,

mowing, making, carrying, ricking, thatching, over

123 acres, was 7s. 6d. per acre. In 1852 the cost

over exactly the same extent was 8s. Sd. per acre,

In 1856 the whole cost of mowing and makin;

(including some acres of Clover), " thatching and

all," was 8s. an acre over 145 acres. In 1857 the

whole cost over 154 acres was 61/., or about 8*.

an acre.

In 3859 the mowing machine was used in

addition to the hay-tedder and horse-rake, and the

whole cost of manual labour in mowing, making,
carrying, ricking, and thatching 170 acres, was
only 6s. an acre. The quantity of beer and cider

consumed is about 2 gallons per acre during

the whole process—but ot" course it and every
other item of the cost varies immensely with
the weather. When that is difficult the pro-

cess is correspondingly tedious and expensive.

But the figures given state accurately the whole

cost incurred in the years which have been named.

The following particulars of crops and labour may
be added. The weight of hay per acre on this

farm is put at from 20 to 30 cwt. per acre. The
same men all the year round are employed, and

extra hands (excepting a few women) are rarely

engaged at haymaking time. The men have the

same wages as at other periods of the year, viz.,

from lis. to 12s. a week. Cider is given to them in

addition during the harvest work. From 8s. to 10s.

an acre is the ordinary rate of the neighbourhood for

contracts to mow and make hay ; but the plan is

not generally approved of. If the weather be fine

it can be made for less, and if not the persons

engaged to make it for you are rarely a sufficiently

large party to make the most of the favourable

iutervals, and the hay is spoiled. Let us add that

in the case of two of the seasons whose details have

been sent to us, the labour of making 145 and
154 acres lasted between mowing and thatching

from June 14 till August 1, and from June 5 till

August 7, respectively. The cost of mowing has

been generally 2s. 6d. per acre with 9d. extra for

beer and cider.

These figures do, we think, entirely justify the

answer given to our Correspondent, which Mr.
Panter thought to have been a misprint—and
even taking differences in wages, crop, and other

circumstances into account, are sufficiently dif-

ferent from those given by him as the result of his

own experience, to make further inquiry into the

subject worth his while.

Nevertheless

grain and all stiff clay soils, of a merely average
yield. Now, autumn sown grain and stiff clav
oils are Wheat and Wheat soils respectively

; and

t«t^ *u ii-- m i_ , > — it appears to us that our Correspondent might be
upon the wnole it will be found that the opinions the better for knowing what the experience of

ll!?
a

i

are
i.

against
.
the Probability not only of a Gloucestershire dairy farmers still is on this

nrst-claw harvest, but as regards all autumn sown ! head ; and though no one need go out of

Middlesex to learn how to make good hay, it

certainly appears to us that he might very well

Q„ ft
,.

t .4 .„ , . ,, •«. take a journey which should teach him how to
accordingly it will be seen that on the wr/ole the cheapen it.
returns ot opinion as to the Wheat crop are un-

|
The following is the information we have since

avourable. Not, of course, so unfavourable as received from three Gloucestershire farmers :

-
"lose of last year, but still, so far as the Wheat (1) The first occupies a dairy farm of two or
trop u concerned, promising nothing whatever to three hundred acres in the vale of Berkeley. He has

IS so

BUKSLKDON, NEAR SOUTHAMPTON

AlB. Blfxdell's.management of Lis small

entirely the result of his own judgment and experience

that it"would require his own able pen to do justice to

s details ; a very imperfect sketch is all that can be

attempt.- 1 here. The natural advantages are its

southern aspect, mild climate, and generally good soil,

•specially the upper part, where the sandy soil is

naturally drained by its height above the subjacent

clav an indication that there must be much useful land

in this often sterile formation.

The old buildings isolated at fche top or clustered

round the dwelling-house at the foot of the hill have no
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utward attraction, and consist for the most part of

thatched barns, ordinary stables, sheds, yards, &c,
without any attempt at modern improvement; yet we
find them well adapted to the system which is carried

out. A lofty straw-thatched barn may be made one
of the healthiest though perhaps not most convenient
buildings for box-feeding at ail seasons: equable in tem-
perature, airy and well ventilated at all times. The neat
cattle are either reared from the stock on the farm, or

bought by careful selection from other breeders. If

steers they do not leave the boxes until finally disposed

of at an early maturity to be slaughtered, being fatted

without a check ; the milch cows are allowed a run by
day on the pasture in summer. The condition of the
cattle thus kept speaks in favour of the system. The
details of all successful feeding must always be more or

less a matter of daily judgment and discretion. The
cattle receive no hay ; straw, chiefly white Canada Oat
straw, sliced roots, Mangel, the ordinary Turnip

—

no
Swedes are grown—cake meal are the staple of the
winter food. The dung which is allowed to accumulate
to a certain extent, is disposed of in the ordinary way.
The sheep stock are a flock of horned ewes, for rearing

and fattening early lambs. The ewes, not Dorset, as

usually seen in the neighbourhood, are from Bridge-
water of a very superior quality ; they are bought
yearly in summer in lamb by a West Country Down
sheep. Such as are bred by Mr. W. Humfrey.'of Oak
Ash, are preferred, as imparting that kindly character
to the lamb which commands the best price in the
market. We may remark that the type of
these Bridgewater ewes warrants the supposition
that from such ewes the best Hampshire or West
Country Downs may have derived a portion of
their blood. Their size and that of their lambs is

quite exceptional, the latter, it is said, attaining the
weight of an ordinary full-grown sheep. The farm is

cleared of the whole flock, which are fatted off as soon
as possible. The flock is penned on the land in a
moveable fold, without any protection, though the
lambs sometimes fall as early as November. They are
allowed, as is usual, a forward run closely followed by
the ewes. Both are fed with Turnips, Mangels, cake,
hay, Peas, &c, the lambs receiving the best of Dutch
Clover hay cut before it flowers, Carrots passed twice
through the gardener's cutter to cut them into dice.
The Turnips, except those sown on the stubbles, are
pitted as the Mangels in the fields or at home.
The tillage is deep ; as the high condition of the

soil stimulates the growth of weeds, they are collectedm the root crops after the hoe, and placed in heaps till
opportunity offers to remove them from the land. The

These are cut rather '

op
rr

require to late-sown Wheat. — .

green generally followed by stubble Turnips, the crc

of two lands being shocked on one, the plough workin^

before the Oats are carried. These Turnips are usually

fed on the ground; if as often is the case they

stand ;late in the spring, and are fed by the lambs

when in flower, the stalks are cut off and the bulbs

passed through the cutter, dusted with American cake

meal, and consumed by the stock, who eat them readily

when so prepared. As a general rule all the roots are

dusted with cake meal. Sometimes the Oat stubble is

seeded with Trifolium incarnatum in the autumn; this,

as the stubble Turnip, is followed by Mangel or

Carrots, which are hand-thinned and given to the stock.

The Swede is not here deemed so profitable as the afore-

named roots. One-fifth Grass, followed sometimes by

roots the same year, makes way for Wheat, and with
the Potato ground gives two-fifths for the Wheat
crop.

It should be noticed that the stalls of the stables
are coated with a layer of loam from 4 to 6 inches
thick, the surface sloping towards the manger; the
bedding rests on this, which when saturated is removed
as manure. This at the same time prevents ammoniacal
exhalations, and leads to economy in manure, and to all

appearance neither produces inconvenience to the horse
or wastes the litter. These details, which might be
further extended, are here given as illustrations of
economy combined with high farming, which as in this
requires no great outlay in buildings, where such can-
not be had, but the simple adaptation of such as are
found on any ordinary farm. J. C. C.

duced at the various milkines wTnr^
also the amount of butter-— the uvera -

AYRSHIRE COWS.
[At the late meeting of the Ayrshire Agricultural Society, the

following results were obtained at the milking competition.]

Seven cows were entered for this competition. The
competing cows were brought to the Star Hotel on the
evening of Thursday last, to undergo the preparatory
milking. Each owner was allowed to remove his cow
and feed it as he pleased, it being arranged that they
were to be brought to the Star Hotel on the mornings
and evenings of Friday and Saturday to be milked.
The Judges appointed by the Association were Mr.
John Struthers, Slaphouse, and Mr. A. B. Telfer, Ayr,
attended by Mr. Smith, Prestwick. The milk from
each cow was collected separately, and each milking, as
shown by the annexed tabular statement, weighed;
and the churning of the produce of each cow took place
on Monday afternoon.
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--; •»« -"^ The fir8t Prize of 5Z. has been gained by the cow

rotation is of the most elastic character, fitted as it No. 6, belonging to Mr. Wallace, Kirklandholm. Theshould be in all good farming to the requirements of
the soil rather than that the soil should he treated
with reference to the rigid maintenance of a regulated
course, especially on small farms. We nevertheless give
a rotation as far as our memoranda made on the spot
will permit. Taking the farm of 100 acres it is thus
divided into five portions r-Two-fiftlis Wheat, one-
fifth Potatoes, one white Oats, one Grass followed by
roots. ]S Barley is grown, as from the high farming
Oats are considered the safest crop. To grow these
crops 60 out of 100 acres are manured every year. To
follow out the rotation take the one-fifth in Potatoes •

«h£fc -

h 1S
!
carifiod and *™&ed in addition towhich sompt.mes 4 cwt. of guano per acre is applied tothe open furrow m which the Potatoes are planted

™%i
T plough; with the last hoeing Turnip

P
Seed issown These d to be stacked before thePotatoes are dm? the tops are given to the stock!Wheat follows seeded with Clover, which is often cut

whitTo^ °K- f
Ven hay

I"
thG aufcumn

'
0ne-fifthwhite Oats, which are preferred if occasion should

yield of milk at the four milkings was 114 lbs. 2 oz.,
averaging 28 lbs. 8 oz. 5 drs. The second cow belonged

,

to Mr. Reid, Clune. Her yield at the four milk- I

ings was 109 lbs. 6 oz, averaging 27 lbs. 5 oz. 5 dr*
The cow second in yield of milk gained the prize of U
for the largest produce in butter, being 3 lbs 6 1- oz •

while the cow that gave the largest quantity of milk
only gave in butter 1 lb. 9J oz. There is a very marked
difference here, and it is somewhat remarkable that the
cow that gained the largest quantity of milk is the
lowest of all the competing cows in the yield of butter
The following is a list of the awards :

—

I. For the Ayrshire Cow yielding the greatest weight of milkat four successive milkings, U. Robert Wallace, KirklandhX
St. Q jivox

;
for the do. do. yielding the second greatest2ofimlkatsaid milkings, 31., Wm. Reid, Clune, St. Qfdvox

fJz £v
the Ayrshire Cow yielding milk at said milkingfrom which the greatest value of butter is made, «., contri-buted by William Patrick, Esq., of Roughwood, Wm Reid •

lor the do. do. yielding milk, as above, from which the 4£md
greatest value of butter is made, BL, James Hendrie, BeLtonT

The following table shows the quantities of milk pro-

The following is the kind of food used darin?

competition :

—

..jjs-
No. 1.—One bushel draff, Mangel, Bean-meal, oaw

gel juice with Oatmeal.
No. 3.—Mangel boiled and Bean-meal. .. ^
Nos. 4 & 5.-Cut Grass with 2 lbs. Bean-meal, n°-

1 lb. bran, and £ lb. oil-cake. , «flnirei!ii«W«f

Nos. 6 & 7.—Grass during the day, and 5
!
a^ffl9

J^
morniDg, with 3 lbs. of Oatmeal, and 3 lbs. ol i*w

No. 7 refused to eat the meal.

COUNTY. WHEAT. BARLEY.

THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS
FROM THE REPORTS (AUG. 1 0) OF OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.

OATS. BEANS. PEAS.

SCOTLAND
POTATOES,

INVERNESS. Under average

MORAY
ELGIN .

Full average

Looks well

HAY. MANGEL
WURZEL.

* - •

ABERDEEN

PERTH ....

Over average
Over average

FORFAR .

.

Over average
Much over
average
Good I Full

Average I Good
Under average ;'Average; ex-
thin on clays I cept on clays
About average

j
Under average

Good

STIRLING ..

FIFE

MID L O
THIAN

A verage
Under average

Not average

Near average

Average

8ound and aver-

Average
Average

Average

Over average

Over average

Over average
Superior

Very good
Good

| Fair
About average Average, ex

cept on clays

• • • •

. . . •

Average

Over average
Over average

Good average

Unequal

Not average
Under average

Average, ex
cept on clays

Average

-Nob average

Not average
Average
Average

average
Not average

Under average Under average

Average Rather

Average

Average

Average
Average
Average

Not near aver-
age

Much under
average

over Greatly under

Full average

Average
Average
Average

average
Bhort

Under average

Not average
Unequal

Under average

i

* f t •

Not average
* • * *

• •

Average
; dis

eased
Abundant

;

diseased
Good

Very much
diseased
Fine

Promising
Nearly average

Perhaps aver

Disease
Everywhere

affected
Many 6elds

bad
Good

Average

Fine, except
faults of
sprouting
Not average

Not average
Very unequal
Various : dis-
easein gardens

Light crop

Excellent ; in
jured

Average
Very heavy

Very large
Abundant

Almost aver-
age

Damaged

Average
Average

Good

Under average

Average

Average

Average

Average
Full average
Average

• .

• • • *

HARVEST
GENERAL.

Various

Good

Average

* * *

• * *

• ft ft

• * • *

Good
Average

Good

Average
Average

Promising

Generally
average

Rather over
average

Promising

Average; but
late

Over average
Promising
Promising

Sept 1

Sept. 7

End of Aug.
Sept. 1

Sept. 10

Sept. 15

End Aug.

Sept. lb

Sept. 1.

Later

Aug. 24

End Aug.

Beginning
Sept.

Aug. 20

Sept 1

Aug. 21

Aug. 23

Sept. 1

%ti

A. Si*P
s0D'

BCaa '

Willie

j gamuts

j. **##]
J. Lain?. *^ 1

Earn *&
p Grata10'

*"*

w Smith ?SS.'

H .
Bell,^

A. B**K?

St.
*

J.
Morton

drew a #&?
j. Pilf^VbV

pherstofte
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COUNTY. WHEAT. BARLEY. OATS. BEANS. PEAS. POTATOES. \
HAY. MANGEL

WURZEL.
TURNIPS,

&c.

SCOTLAND.
MID-

LOTHIAN

UNARK . .

.

AYR

Promising to be
average

1 4th short of
average

Not average

Well headed,
but tbin : want

of BUU
Not average

Under average

Fair average

l-4th more
than average
Average

Average

Full average

Full average

Average

G©od

.

PEEBLES

HADDING-
TON

BERWICK ..

DUMFRIB8

Full average
on light soils

Over average

Light crop

Average

Much under
average
Rather
inferior

- - - Generally good Average

Under average

Promising
well

Bare average

Good

Full average , Full averageStrong and
full average
Injured" by fly ; Large breadth; Over average

Average

Faii-

undcr average
Good

Not average

IIGTON

It

)

I

*

*
lC

*

ENGLAND.
NORTHUM-
BERLAND

CUMBER-
LAND

Not average

Under average

Under averago

Under average

Not average

Autumn sown
average ;

spring sown
light and bad
On light soils

average
Good

Not average
Below average

Not average

Fair

Average

Averago

Average

Good

Averago
Good

Full averago

Average

Average

Over average

Full average

Average

Small breadth;
average

Very p<>or

* m *

Disease
appearing
vor average,

but taking
disease

Promising

Average

Average

Average

Promising

Over average | Over average

Average

Various

HARVEST
GENERAL.

NAME AND
ADDRESS.

One-third
under average
Light ; not
secured

Scarcely
average

Large breadth; Over average
not average

Generally bad

Scarcely
average
Good

m - - *

* •

I •

On light soils On light soils,

full average ;* average ; on
on strong land strong land]

Under average

Average

Poor

Average

Very various

average
On heavy soils Not average

bad
Over average

DURHAM

under average
Average

Full average
Under average

Thin
Pretty good

Over average
Over average

Average
Average

Fair

Averago Good
YORKSHIRE Full 1-tid under Early sown

average I good ; late

half a crop
Rather thin, but i Over average
generally good
Not average Fair ; near ave-

rage
Thin and
iuiured

\Scarcely average
»

WESTMORE-
LAND

L A X C A-
SHIRE

CHESHIRE,.

DERBY-
SHIRE

Average

Full average,
though rather

thin
Below an
average

Not average

Under average

A verage
Hardly average

Nearly average

Two-thirds of
crop

Well fed, but
short

Not average

Thin, under
av erage

Under average

- - - •

NOTTS

Injured '

Very thin

Full average

Over average

Good crop
where sown

early
Not average

Full average

Average
Average

Full average

Average

Well fed, but
short

Average

Full crop

under average
Average

Not average

Over average
Average

Not average
Thin
Fair

Good
Full average

Very good

Middling

Injured

Good

Average

Very good

Good
generally

Good

Under average

Average
Over average

Full average

Under average

Well fed, but
short

Quality good

About average

Average

Not average

* •

Not average

Fair

Average

Average

Good ; but
much diseased

Average
Good ; but
diseased

Promising

;

but diseased
Getting dis-

eased
Over average
early diseased
Luxuriant ;

diseased in
gardens

Promising

Good ; but
diseased
Dangerous

Full crop ; all

got
Average

Heavy ; but
spoiling

Good; but
rotting
Average

Not average

Over average

Failure

>• •

Average

Not average

• •

m « ft •

Over average

Very moderate

• • • •

« * •

Average

Good
Very inferior i

• ..

Not average

Average

Average

Goodand clean

Very bad

Fair

Under average

w w » »

Not good

• ft* *

Over average

Under average

Over average
Diseased
Average

Good ; diseased

Over average

Promising
Very good, but

showing
disease
Good

Pretty good

Good

Under average

• • •

Good ; disease
showing
Very

promising
Luxuriant

Tolerably good' Great deal of
disease

Heavy; and
all got

Over average

Clover hay
light ;

meadow hay
very good
Not average

Not average

Not average
Light

Not average
Average

Good; not well
got

Average
Good average

;

mostly well
got

Ayerage ; not
well got
Good

Average

Partly
damaged
Average

Good

Partial failure

Luxuriant

Average

Good; Finger
and Toe

Not average
Promising

Good

Average

Average

Promising

Very pro-
mising
Good

Over average

Sept. 1

Aug. 22

Aug. 25

Sept. 10

Sept. 1

Sept. 1

End of Aug.

Aug. 19

Aug. 2G

Aug. 20
Middle Sept.

Middle Sept.

End of Aug.

Aug. 23

Aug. 19

J.Hislop, Midcalder

> near Dalkeith

D. Gairdner, Hamilton

J. Mackenzie, Wishaw

H. W. Ralston, Lagg

W. McJannet, Irvine

J. Lyle, Innerleithen

P. Shirreff, Hadding-
ton

J. Wilson • Chirnside

J. Logan, Stitch ell

J. Little, Laiugholm

Auz. 20

A. H. M'Clean, Stran-
raer

D. M'Cullosh, Audi-
ness

G. Hope, Drem

J. Grey, Dilston

* •

• • #

• • t •

Indifferent

Complete
failure

Over average

Various

Hardly
average

Fair

ft •

• • • •

• *

* ff

» • • Over average i Full average

Under average

Quite average,
except on clays

Very thin

Average
Not average
Below average

L IN C O L N - Short of average
HIRE I Much under

average
Much uuder

average
Average
Average

Not average

Plant thin ; ear
crood

Doubtful

Average

Average Over average

RUTLAND .

LEICESTER

STAFFORD-
SHIRE

Rather under
average

Not average

Fair average

Not average

Average
Averago

Very middling

Average
Good

Average

Over average
Average

Fair; not
heavy

Average

Over average

SHROP-
SHIRE

Winter-sown
thin and mil-
dewed : under

average
Not average

Under average

Under average

Average

Full average

Average

Averago

Fair

Good

Thin

Average
Good
Fair

Good
Full average

Under average

Average
Average
Good

Good crop

Various

Full average

Average

Full average

Under
average
Very thin

Average

Average
Not average
About average

Average

Good ; but
diseased
Promising
hitherto

j
Over average
Very well

Partly
diseased

Good ;
partly

diseased
Good, but
diseased

As yet healthy

Good, but
diseased
Promising

Average

Becoming
diseased

• . * •

Good crop

Light

Under average

Under average
Generally

light

About average

Under
average

Light ; not
well got
Average

Various

One-third
under average
Over average

;

badly got
Over average ;

hurt

Very bad

Failure

Various

Half a crop

Good

Over average

Below average

Over average
Various

Not average
Average

Generallygood

Late crop
Very good

;

l-4th over ave-
rage

Very good

Very good

Good

Excellent

Promising

Very
promising

Aug. 19 j J. Laing, Coldstream

Beginning of J t Wilson, Morpeth
Sept.

Favourable

Improving

Defective

Under averago

Very thin 'All gone in the Good,but Jour- Thin and late

Not average

Average
* * *

* * • •

Various

Very good

Over average
Average
Moderate

Pretty good

• < *

Average

Over average

•

Average

Average

Average

Seldom worse Thin but well
podded

Fair crop

Average

Not average

Generally thin

ft ft ft

• - • •

Average

Good

Under average

• » *

Very bad

About average

Good

top
Very

indiflerent

Very bad
Diseased

Very much
diseased
Diseased
Very bad

Fair but much
diseased
Good

Diseased
Badly diseased

Badly diseased

Worse than
ever

Much diseased

Good, but dis-

eased
Disease rapid

Much diseased

Good, but dis-

eased
Badly oisevscd

fifths spoiled
Most spoiled

Damaged
Not well got
Badly got

Good
Very good

;

well got
Average

Heavy
Good

Full crop ;

I>oor quality
Heavy crop

;

ill got
Fair ; mode-
rately got
Damaged

Average, but
hurt

Full crop ; ill

got

Average ; ill

got
Light, and ill

Sfot

Much

Bad

Not average
• ft »

Not full crop

Fair

Various

* * *

ratchy

• • • •

Not good

Very
promising

Good

Over average
Good

Good

Good

Various

Average

Quality good

Under average

Average

Average]

Good

Good

Sickly
Good
Fair

;

promising
Good
Good

Over average

Good
Good

Very poor

Good

Very good

Good

Very good

First-rate

Fair

Indifferent

Promising

Very good

Very g »od

Aug. 12

End of Aug.

End of Aug.
Sept. 1

Aug. 20
End of Aug.
End of Aug.

Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Aug. 21

Aug. 20

End of Aug.

Aug. 19

Aug. 24

Aug. 20

Aug. 20

Aug. 14

Sept. 10

SeDt. 1
Aug. 20

» Aug. IS

Aug. 20

Aug. 15

End of Aug.

Aug. 19

Aug. 12

Sept. 10

Aug. 20

Aug. 14

Aug. 22

Aug. 12
Aug. 12
Aug. 15

Aug. 1G
Aug. 20

Aug. 20

Aug. 20
Aug. 19
Aug. lti

Aug. 20

Aug. 25

Aug. 19

Aug. 20

Aug. 20

Dods, Hexham

T. Wilssn. Ullswater
J. Rigg, Wigton
T. Gibbons, Lougtown

, Penrithw —

R. B. Dixon, Durham

G. Bell, Durham
J.Outhwaite, Catterick

Brady Nicholson, near
Leeds

T. Taylor, Darrington

J. Hannani, Wetherby

H. J. Turner, Rich-
mond

H. Briggs, Wakefield

J. Clarke, near Hull

P. Stevenson,

W. Key, Casterton

J. Robinson, Warcop
R. Bell, St. Helen's

G. W. Fowler, Liver-
pool

F. Tveining, Wigan

George Drewry, Holker

R. Robinson, Garstang

W. Palin, Tarvin

W. B. Burnham, Wirrai

B. Swaffield, Harting-
ton

J. Parkin, Idridgehay

, Holme Pierre-
pont

J. Buckley, Lough-
borough

C. Walton, Newark
, Notts.

W. Chowler, South
M irkham

F. Sowerby, Aylesby
, Caistor

End Aug.

End Aug.

Aug. 16

W. Dudding, Wrag-by

roft Sharpley, Louth
. Darby, Sleaford

J. Aitken, Deeping
St. Nicholas

J. Clarke, Long Sutton

W. Wingate, Market
Rasen

W. Fancourt, Emping-
ham

J. Spencer, Knossing-
ton

, Penkridge

E. Davies, Much
Wenlock

R. Shirley, Mearslow

S. Bowen, Ludlow

* Mr. Wilson's report refers to the light soils of his neighbourhood. Ou the clay lands of the county th- crops are very inferior.
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APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS—[Continued).

COUNTY. WHEAT. BARLEY. OATS.

ENGLAND.
HEREFORD-
SHIRE.

Not average Full crop

Very goodMuch under
average

Fair crop; rather Over average
blighted

Under average

Good

Good Good

POTATOES. HAY.

WORCES-
TERSHIRE.

Not average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Good

Very good

MANGEL
WURZEL

TURNIPS,
<fcc.

Good, but dis- Average; good
eased deal injured

Much diseased Light ; ill got

Average

Average Not average

WAUWTCK-
8HIBE.

Not average
Very thin and

i unier average.
Blighting and
under average.

3fuch improved, Full crop and

Good
Average

Good

Good
Average

Average

but too tain for
a crop
Average

Average

very fine

Not average

Full average

Not average

Blighted
Not average

Good buc
blighted

Generallygood

Average

Not average

Good
Good

Average

Good

Diseased

Over average

Diseased
slightly

Good, some
diseased
Diseased

Fair, but much
diseased

Good, but
4-5ths spoiled

Not avenge

Average ; ill

got
Light ; hurt

Various
Light and half

spoiled
111 got

Not good

Failure

HARVEST
GENERAL

NORTHAMP-
TON

HUNTING-
DON

CAMBRIDGE-
SHIRE

Not average
Full average

Not average
Much below

average
Rather under Generally over
average; early
sown defective
Thin and good
ear, not ripen-

ing well
Much under

average
Average

average

Good

NORFOLK • *

Average

Average

Not average Over average
Materially less
than usual

Average

Good ; average

Good

Fair

Average
Full average

Very good;
over average

Good

Over average Average

Good

Blighted
Good

Very good

;

over average

Irreerular

Over average

Average
Fair ; hurt

Various ; on
the whole over

average
Good

Very much
blighted

Great prod ace; [Capital crop ;

much diseased ill got

Indifferent

Indifferent

Very Aug. 14
promising
Good Aug. 12

Good Aug. 6

Over average Aug. 15

Over average Aug. n
Good

Good
Good

SUFFOLK

Generally good,
but where thin

mildewed
Not average

;

some blight
Good here, but
under average

around
Fair average

Hardly average

Good
Average

Fair average

Fair crop

Not average
Average

AverageOn light soils,

average
On clays, l-3d I Under average
under average

Average

Rather under
average
Average

Full average
Generally

good

Various

;

average
Good crop

Good

Very good

Good

Good

Average

Good

Average

Average I Over average
Under average! Full average

Average

Bad in the
district

3-4ths of a
crop
• » •

Average

Good

Good

Full crop

Average

Good

Much diseased

Good but dis-

I

eased
' Diseased
Good, but
diseased

More diseased
than in any
previous year

All going

Much diseased

Fine; much
diseased

Over average
Good, but
showing
disease

Very badly
diseased
Diseased

Great crop,
2-3ds damaged
Deficient ; ill

got
Damaged

Fair crop ; va-
riously got
Very little;

well got

Badly, but
improving

* • *

• -

BEDFORD

BUCKS

Fair crop

Average

Average

Not average

;

some blight
Under average

Generally good

Not average
Not average

Good; butmuch
tinder average
On light soils
fair ; on clays
very thin
Rather thin

G£PJJ.£E?:[i.5thunderaver.

Average

Various

Not average

Blighted

Not average Not average

Very good Various

Not average / Not average I Average

TERSHIRB

OXFORD

Average

Good

Average

Good

Average
Average
Very good

Average and
good

Fair

Average

Over average
Average

Full average

Over average

Over average
Full average

Average

Average

Average

Good

Average
Average
Light]

Very good

Good

Average

Good

Promising

Average

Blighted

Over average
Various

Generally
good

Average

Excellent

Average

Good

Good

Average

Worse than
ever

Very diseased
Diseased

Rapidly
diseased

Light; ill got

Very light

;

ill got
Light

Not average
Haifa crop

ill got

Good

Various

Middling

Various
Good

Very indif-

ferent

Inferior

• • • *

Half a crop

Good; partly
hurt

Very diseased

Not average

Good ; ill got

Light crop
Average

l-3d spoiled

Not average

Not good

-
.

• •

Light; well
got

Moderate
;

,
well got

Much diseased Good; ill-got

Much diseased

111 ; diseased

Average Much diseased

Good

age

About average
Average

Hardly average

Rather under
average

About average
Barely average

Not average ^^
Sht tntu^v

1!™1™p »
and Good̂ andhght soils^; thm

j
over average

|
good quality

-ys

Good

Average; but
blighted

Injured

l-4th under
average

Average (Under average
Over average Below average

Average Good, some-
I

what blighted
Over average Under average

Good
* •

Average
Average

Good

Various
Good

BERKS
J
Various : about

average
Barely average

Good

Good
Good

Heavy ; but
hurt

Fair

Full average

Excellent
Over average

Over average

Average

Full average
Over average

Good
Over average

Good; but
diseased

Badly diseased
Diseased
Generally
diseased

Good ; but
diseased

Disease ex-
tending

Full crop
;

badly diseased

111 got

Not average

;

ill got
Average

:

ill got
Good

Under average
Not average

Light; ill got

Under aver-
age ; very ill

got
Light, and ill

got
Bare average;
half spoiled

Not so much
grown

Very good but
thin
Fair

Failure

Not good

Bad

Bad

HERTS

About average
Fair average

Average

Short, good
Full average

Average
Over average

Generally-
very good
Good

Average

Over average
Uncertain

Thin, but well Average,
covered partlyblighted
Good Average

Good averag.

Average
Good

Full average
Average

Various
Blighted

Not average Much blighted

Average
Average

Average

Good
Good

Full average
Over average

Never better

Variable

Good

Over average
Excellent

Very good Very fine

Excellent

ESSEX

Thm, but ripen- Good quantity
irig kindly and quality

Below average Over average

Thin, and under
average

Full average

Full crop

Full average

Under average
Very bad

Generally Blighted
good

Over average
)
Over average

Fair average Damaged

ttood average ; Look very fine
vanotis

0ood » Good

Over average

Average
Never finer

Fair

Average

Not average
Various

Good

1^ » w »

Good

Full averagef
Over average

Good

Over average

Good

Very good

Hurt Light ; ill got
Average

; 1 3d under
blighted average

Much diseased About average

Good ; but
diseased
Diseased
Very badly
diseased

Much diseased
Great crop,

much
d iseaaed

Very much
blighted
Good, but
diseased

Much blighted

Blighted
Worse than

ever
Much

diseased
Diseased
Much

diseased
Good, going
Diseased

Good

Injured by
grub

Look well

Failure

Bad

Improving

Very good

Very pro-
mising
Good

Various
Good

Good plant

;

much diseased

Various

Over average

Very good

Very good
Full plant

;

hurt by
drought

Bare average

Not improving

Full average

Good

Pretty good
Deficient

Improving

Done well

Well

Generally
good

Not good

Good

Good

Very good

Very good
Good

Very promis-
ing

Falling off

ood

Fair

Aug. 6

Aug. 14
Aug. 19

Aug. 15

Aug. 17

Aug. 15

Aug. 8

Aug. 17
End of Aug.

.Middle ofAu°\

Middle ofAug.

Aug. 15

Aug. 12

Aug. 8.

Aug. 8

W
- Price,

E...

Ross ^*%

. Monm outh<*
d

- Mathews, t
more ^ **

**• Smith, Di^xM

J- R Randall, E^ l"J
- Bawling^ fj

H
- Hudson, p^

J-C.Adkini<jJ
on-Avoa

Owen^(^
Grange

^- Shaw, Fir Coha

Aug. 10

Aug. 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 12

p- Love, Nortlm^

R- Beart, Gufc.

Chester

P. Purves, Bratti

JonasWebb, Babob

•ME

Aug.
An

12

14

Aug. 10

J»hn Hudson, Ctfit

acre

fl*.H. Taylor, Wynwrf

ham
T. Brown, Dintaa

Market

H. B., Bougham

G. Edwards, Fno-

lingham

DEV<

DORS

C. Wilton, Wickhm

Market

Aug. 8 IT. Crisp, ButleyAbbey

Aug. 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 15

Aug. 10

Aug. 12

Aug. 16
Aug. 19

Aug. 17

Aug. 12

Aug. 12

. Edwards, \Tood-

\)ndge

L. 0. Wtotsraam,

Saxmnndham
_

W. Lavender, Bidden-

ham
W. Pike, Stevin^ton VAI

CX I

W. G. Duncan, Br* VO
well

,
CA B

E Evans, Worn TH

Good
Over average

General plant Aug. 14

Aug. 10
Aug. 7

*

Abundant,
Dut diseased

Bad

Capital, but
Roing

Over average Partly diseased

Under average

Fair ; ill got
Good quan-
tity, poor qua-

JN ot average
Average,

ill got

Moderate,prood
aftermath
Good

;

Wot average

Average
Short and

ill got
Fair

Fair
Average

Light
Avenge

:

t
ill got

Light, and
ill Rot

Not aver

TTRi

DON

Not average

Failure
Not half a

crop

Thin and
unhealthy

Good

Over average
Excellent

Good
Full plant

Not going on
well
Good

Aug. 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 1-'

Aug. 5

Aug. 10

• • * *

ft *

Deficient

Light and
patchy

Aug. 6

Aug. 12

About average' Aug. 12 j

Satisfactory
Good

A. Fraser, Claydoo r£jg

W. Smith, WoofcJ

G. B. G. Belpa,»
j

F. Buckingham, to
j DER

mouth

. ,»—. AST'

W . H. Little, AMP"

miles rounds

E. Buck. Castled

q Edmonfc
*

Leach
(n.*atf

j. Cobbam, M"*"'

S. Ricb, Dif&fr
j. f. P*"**

comb

M. Savidge.
&**>*»

ASS

IT,

JCOS

lei:

LOU

Very good

Good

Not so ba<i as
last year
Blighted

Fair, ill got

Average,
well g«.t

Not average

Thin

Thin

Bad

Half a crop

• .

.

• < «

.

Thin

Middling

Good

Gxxl
Good

Good plant
Very good

Very good

Very good

Promising

Good

Averag-
Not good

Good

Aug. 8

Aug. 10

Aug. 8

Aug. 2
Aug. 1

Aug. 10

Aug. 13

Aug. 10

Aug. 7

RO

J. <>«*<»"
"

S>M .
plum**,

ft*

more .T -^ I w f

T#
Chandler, I

CAJ
bourne .^jf I

T Fordbanv
>flW^ I GA1

j. William* fZ :.-

Jfst. Albany
'

™
j.B Law*,^
ptedn Redbo"1

'

WE
G.Webb,^

X J. Mecbi.V*
Aug. 5 S. »*0D '

W-tb ,fll

Aug. 12

Aug. 5 I

Aug. 8

Aug. 7

W.
Barfield,

D^

A. m*iy. *gfr*
q. Wilkin" '

a* cc;
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APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS—{Continued).

Rl
STY

*** tjfSLAND.

P*
# • •

WHEAT. BARLEY.

-Im

NTS

Btai

ta

ntis ..-.*'

HERSET

M zvos

ml WRSET ..

im

!*y

1- ^CORNWALL

Average

Under average

Under average

Under average,

being thin of
plant

Average ; hurt
by wind
Average

Thin, but good
average

Barely average

Under

Under average
Average

Average

About average;
but short
acreage

Barely average

Average

Average

Over average

Under average

Good

Thin; under
average
Deficient

Thin ; under
average

Not average
Under average

Under average
Thin but well-

filled

Bad
Under average

Rather under
average

Thin, weak, and
belcw average

Thin

Under average

Average

OATS

Full average

Good

Over average

[Generally
average

Over average

Average

Fair

Over average
Good

Over average

Full average

Good

Over average

Average

Average

Average

Good

Over average

Full average

Over average

Exceedingly
good

Average

Average

Over average
Good

Over average

Average

Good

Fair

Over average

BEAN'S.

Blighted

Much blighted

Very deficient

3-4ths of
average

Not yielding

~ good
.

Very bad

Much under
average
Ra her
blighted
Very bad
Blighted

Very good i Over average

Average

About average

Thin

Over average Over average

Good

Inferior

Average
About average

Average
Good

Avei ago
Average

Over average

Full average

Good

Not average

Good

Middling

Average

Various

Good

Under average

:

I

ft

ALES.
CI E R N AR-

»N'

CAERM AR-
THEN

IEELAND.

fas

t

»

DERRY

ANTRIM

TTROXE....

DOWN-

ARMAGH
« •

I

*

FERMA-
NAGH
V02UGHAR

LEITRIM....

Not full crop

Good ; thin

Under average

Tolerably good

Good

Under average

Not average

2-3ds of average

Barely average

Not good

Not good

Not average

Not average

Inferior

Full average
Average

Various
Various

Average
Very fine

Over average

Very unequal

Good

Full average Over average

• •

m • » »

* - -

Fair

Average

Light

Very good

Average

Good

Over average

Light

Average

* -

• • •

Light

• • • •

Good

Full average

Very good

Pull average

Good

Over average

Full average

Not average

Bad

• • • •

UTH

ROSCOM-
MON

Scarce and Late ; average
late

Under average Good

Excellent

Over average

Sound, but
light

Not average
• • • •

Average

Full average

Good

Good

Average

Average

Very good

CAVAN

¥E9T-
MEATH

CARLOW

.

OALWAY.
CLAREcu

"nPrERARY

i WEXFORD

i2*i KILKENNY
KERRY ...

0* CC RK

i

...

Not average
Halt* crop

Dad

Fair

Half average
Middling
Good

Much under
average
Bad

Not average

Not
promising

Light

Not average

Fair
Not average
Not average

Good

Good

A verags
Middling

Average

Good
Average

Good

Average

Above average

Not average

Over average
Over average
Excellent

Very fine

Very well

Short

Average

Good
Light

Not average

Good
Over average

Light

Average
Good

Very good

Good

Good
Not average

Sfcort

PEAS.

Average

POTATOES. HAY. MANGEL
WURZEL.

Light

Average

Average

Over average

Over average

Average

Good

Very good
Good

Over average

Over average

Good

Good

Over average

Very good

Symptoms of
disease

Full crop ;

blighted
Gtod, but
blighted

Half rotten

Average

Over average

Light

TURNIPS,
&c.

HARVEST
GENERAL

NAME AND
ADDRESS.

Under average

Various

Much diseased

Average ; ill 2-3ds of a crop
got

Good

Good

Better than for Short crop

Good

Over average

Good
Good

Good
Good

# • 4

Light

• • •

Average

Tolerably good

carce and
late

• • • •

• • • • • • •

• • • •

- - >

• •

- • -

• • • »

* • *

• • ••

years
Much diseased

Blighted

Diseased
Good ; diseased

Badly diseased

Luxuriant

;

but diseased

Large crop ;

£ diseased
Sadly diseased

Good ; but
going

Worse than
ever

Good, but dis-

ease showing
Partly dis-

eased
Never worse

Blighting

Good ; but
diseased
Diseased

Much diseased

Bad
Goodbut going

Average, fairly

got
Average

Medium
Not average

Average

;

damaged
Not average

Good; ill got

Bad

Thin

Deficient plant

Improving

Diseased
Much diseased

Good crop ;

going
Fine,but going

Much diseased

Good, but
diseased

Much diseased

Average; ill

got
Rather light

and ill got
Nearly spoiled

Indifferent

Much hurt

Various

Light

Average
Short

Light; ill got
Light; ill got

111 got
Good ;

damaged
Underaverage;

ill got
Late ; light

;

ill got
111 got ,

Light

Deficient

Partlydiseased

Very good, but
going
Bad

Very fine, ru-
mours of
disease

Good ; blight
commencing
Leaves spotted

Good

Good, but dis-

eased
Greatly dis-

eased
Slightly dis-

eased
Blight appear-

ing
Good ;

going

Diseased

Blighted

Luxuriant,
but diseased
Under average
Bare average
Luxuriant,
but going

Very good, but
diseased
Fine, but
blighted
Diseased

Over average

Stalksblighted
Diseased
Rotting

Blighted
Diseased

Diseased

Blighted
Various

Very good

Under average

Good; going
Average

Injured

Light

Half average

Bad

Tolerable

Over average

Light

Good

Light crop

Good average

Average ; ill

vol
Good

Nob average

Light

Weighty

Sadly deficient

Average
Average
Excellent

Various

Much injured

Average

Much under
average
Qofd
Injured
Bad

Good
Average

Light j

f-tbs average
Good
Short

Average

Good ; ill got

Much under
average
ot average

- « -

Partial
Bad

• «

• • • •

• - *

Various

Bad

• * - *

Bad

Bad

Failure

Poor

• • •

• • m *

• * *

Lost

* • »

Failed

* *

Good

Good

Late

Late ;
good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Average

Good
Good

Never better

Very
promising

Good

Fair promise

Promising

Generally
good

Rather over
average
Good

Good

Good

Good

Good
Promising

Good
Good

Inferior
Late, but good

Very fine

Luxuriant

Good

Good

Various

Aug. 7

Aug. 7

Aug. 6

Aug. 6

Aug. 1

Aug. 14

Aug. 5

Aug. 6

Aug. 19

Aug. 5

Aug. 9

Aug. 5

Aug. C

Aug. 14

Aug. 13

Aug. 15

Middle of Aug.

Sept. 6

Aug, 20

Aug. 13

Aug. 13

Middle ofAug.

Aug. 15

Aug. 12
Aug. 10

Aug. 15
Aug. 15

Aug. 12

Aug. 20

Aug. 15

Aug. 7

Aug. 13

C. Webster, Uxbridge

T. Hewitt, Cranford

, Carshalton

W. Willis, West Mole-
sey

W. Manser, Ramsgate

Mark Sandford, Dover

R. Matson, Wingham

fl. S. Hayward, Fol-
kington

J. Brotherston,
Robertsbridge

H. E. Sadler, Chichester
H. Raynbird, Basing-
stoke

J. Blundell, South-
ampton

J. T. Twynam, Win-
chester

, Chalk Hill, near
Swindon

J. Stratton, Manning-
ford, Bruce

G. Brown, Avebury

J. W. Eastment, Win-
canton

, Brendon Hills

C. P. Collyns, Dul-
verton

R. Damen, Dorchester

G. Langdon, Barn-
staple

P. Cowan, Tawstock

W.J. Voss, Corfe Castle
J. Furmedge, Bea-
minstcr

W. J. Pope, Bridport
G. Turner, Barton

, Totness

• • .

»

Fine

Not good

Average

Very fine

Promising
.

Good

Very good

Luxuriant

Good

Good

Very good

Average

Pretty good

Good

Excellent

Over average
Very good
Very fine

Promising

Good

Good

Good

Promising
Average
Various

Good
Average

Very good

Not average
Good

Very good

Good

Good
Over average

Good

End of Aug.

Mid. of Aug.

Aug. 19 "

Middle ofSept.

Sept. 1

Aug. 25

Aug. 20

Aug. 17

Sept. 1

End Aug.

Sept. 8

End Sept.

Sept. 1

Sept 15

Sept. 1

Mid Sept.
Mid Sept.
Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Mid Sept.

Sept. 1

Aug. 25
j

Middle ofSept,
Aug. 20
Aug. 20

Aug. ?4

Aug. 26
j

Middle ofAug.

Aug. 15
Sepf. I

Sept. 8 '

Aug. 20
I

Fnd of Aug
Middle ofAug.

End of Aug.

S.Cornish, Kingsbridge

R.W. Clark, Plymouth.

J. Benson, Tavistock

|

J. D. Simmons, KilU-
gnnoon

J. Wills, Launceston

. Michell, Truro

J. Williams, Bodafor

J. Burnell, Llanelly

J. Muscott,Jum, Lang
harne

, Garvagh

C. Pollock, Magherafelt

J. Burmiston, Ban-
derstown

W. Paterson, Newtown
Stewart

J. Andrews, Comber

W. M'Cleery, Porta-
ferry

W. Boyd, Armagh

R. B. Hardy, Cowley
Hill

A. Mair, Brookboro'

,

Rev. T. Middlemiss,
Castleblaney

J. Lindsay, Manor Ha-
milton

W. M'Culloch, Dun-
dalk

J. Kelly, Booklodge
D. Boyd, Springfield
G. Hildebrand, West-
port

T. Chambers, Bailie-
boro'

J. H. Nesbitt, Capt.,
Beltmbet

W. Newburn, Mul-
lingar

J. De Renzy, Clonegal

G. Lnmb, Monntbellew
W. Digan, Killaloe
E. Bennett, New-
market-on -Fergus

W. Ryali, Cashel
R. D. Bolton Maaey,
Ballywire

G. Glascott, P. P.,
Camolin

P. Grace, Freshford
J. Creagh, Tarbert
J. O. Sullivan, P. P.
and V. G., Kenmare

P. H. Twinam, Kan-
turk

D. Clanchy, Charlevilla
J. Byron, Shan-

ballymore
3. PiddeU, KUdoirey
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Home Correspondence.
Highland and Agricultural Society*s Meeting at

Perth.—In your report of the above meeting we are

mentioned as exhibitors of ploughs. Will you allow us

to state that we declined to compete for any of the
Society's prizes, or perhaps our names would have
appeared as usual on the prize list. James and Frederick
Howard.

Our Last Wheat Crop.—The corn calculation for the
harvest year (August to August) being now ended, it

appears by it that the money value of the "Wheat crop
of 1860, in England and Wales, is less by 11,400,000/.,
than was the average money value of the crops of
1855-6-7-8, and 9, and the diminished value to the
growers of crop I860, as compared with the average of
the five preceding years, is to the extent of 60.?. per
acre. Corn Rent Registry, P. Coican, Tavistock, Devon,
August 10.

Somersetshire.—"The present appearance of the
crops," JVlid-Somerset, August 6, is—Wheat, average
crop ,• straw, spotted in places ; Oats, above
average; out-mowing general; Peas look well, many
cut ; Beans, average ; Potatoes, disease virulent on
heavy clay, worse than last year ; Swedes and Turnip9
good ; Mangels vary ; early liny made very well, much of
the late hay spoiled ; Apples, not the fourth of a crop
in this part of Somersetshire ; 5Z. a ton, price of good
old hay in this part of Somersetshire ; harvest will be
general next week. H. L„ Keinton, Somersetshire.

The Potato Disease.— Last week (July 31st) I in-
spected with a friend upwards of 100 allotment gardens
for the purpose of determining prizes for cultivation
and produce for a horticultural society in this neigh-
bourhood. The Potato disease had then shown itself,

somewhat later than last year, but threatening as fatal
a result, and since then it has been daily and rapidly
spreading, and in field cultivation coming under my
notice it appears equally destructive. In tho midst of
this blight and upon the same character of soil. I have
a field of five acres, cultivated upon the system of
which I gave a detailed account in the Agricidtural
Gazette of last year, to which your readers may refer.
Up to this day my field appears in full vigour of
growth, and promises a good crop, and if this fine
sunny weather continues, 1 think I may hope to have-
not an entire freedom from this great calamitv, but a
great proportion of sound Potatoes. I have abandoned
the old varieties, Shaw's, Regents, &c, and have replaced
them with seed from Scotland, Ireland, and Lancashire.
My friend Mr. Skirving sent me a sort called
Wellington's from them last year. I had 90 bushels of
sound to only three unsound. From the rest of my
crop last year I had two-thirds good My men are
instructed to look out for any spots which appear in
Potatoes as well as in other plants, and if the yield and
quality of these tubers appear promising, fchev are set
apart for future planting. I have two acres which
have been thus selected. Improved varieties of Wheat
and other grain owe their origin to careful observation

S8
\,

Menry mxon> forward's Hall, Witham.
The Management of Sleep.- 1 have read the article

on sheep myour Paper of July 29. I have long wished
to have a flock of cross-bred sheep, but have been
deterred by fear of not succeeding. This is a Down
country (large Westdowns, not Southdowns). I have
been very successful in breeding lambs from both
Cotswold and Leicester rams; but these 1 have alwavs
sold fat. My farm is more suited to a breeding flock,havmg good rough pasture for the ewe flock, and I am
determined to keep one. The point is-what shall it be ?
Q) a Down flock; (2) cross-bred ditto to breed from the
cross and so m time establish a flock ; if so, should it be

rnr^fJ
°r

t°
S*?Id ramS ?

<3> t0 cross with either.Cotswold or Leicester and fatten the whole produce,buying in each year ewes to replace the old ones nolonger fit to breed from, as they do in Norfolk and
other^parts of_ England ? One drawback to the first" s

Leicester shearling ram, of as pure blood and in some four firsts, and one second, all wirT~f^
oarpd Yorkshire cu hia

[ArGrSI ,-

points as meritorious as Holmpierrepoint ever produced.

This animal stood second at Leeds, and was hired for

seventy guineas by the spirited breeder of Xavan. He
is entered in the catalogue as having been bred by the

exhibitor, but that is a mistake, as he was bred by Mr.

Sandy. He wins for Mr. Thunder on this occasion

the first prize and the Cork Challenge Cup, value 50Z.,

as the best shearling ram in the long-woolled classes.

Kven Mr. Owen's zealous and intelligent shepherd,

whose zeal for the success of his masters sheep equals

that of the master himself, saw nothing wrong in being

placed second (as he was) to such a well-ribbed, well-

set, and well bred shearling, Mr. Marris, of Lincoln-

shire, who exhibited several animals in this section,

could not rise higher than a high commendation, Mr.
Owen, of Blesinton, having taken second and third

prizes.

eared Yorkshires.

The section in which Mr. \Va;nm
the aged sow class (VIII.) in wS? **
Mr. Glynn with a very fine BerkS

t

"*
Young Sows, Mr. Wainman's fiiS^.

In

Bird, pigged February I860, is nerfw'f
Ze

-

a
,

We must congratulate x\Ir. WainiJn "^
his skill and enterprise. He has 2- °Q^
valuable joints, and diminished the h^****
.Most of the visitors to pen 486 eniovS

nl*^
the diminutive snout and head cLl !**
lucky occupant. Mr. Bkkiston, of Bri?

**
proud of his second prize in such rp1<J
the Young Boar class, Lord Clel ?*
Cumberland boar played a capital secondV >
man's First Fiddle, whose progeny^ 1*?**
quality as the Lucky Bird. ^ are of the

fc

And in Section VI., Aged Bo.rs thMlocation CommissmtiPra' « n„„i • ..
»

V

TS

Captain " m
of pure Windsor descent, and reflects n«
the Windsor blood.

Cts *"&*»

ClKENCESTER COLLEGE : TlIB T^
Dinner oe th*

: Royal Ageicultubai^L,,,
ook place at the Scarborough

Hotel, S*
16th of July last. There was a lameZ2V
members, who are all either old or Dw*2-i
the Institution at Cirencester, and the mrik.
also favoured with the presence of E. hZ?
2-

' ^ ^k
x
ndIy Preside<*J Messrs. E. I

Burn. P. M'Lao-nn «P P»«,^u *. .

H-&Bfo

W ™f*
tro?»cine <*ch year fresh sheep I may getfoot-rot or other disease. No. 2 is the best, if withordinary care and judgment I can succeed. I daresay you can advise me ofyour own knowledge as to this -

it not you can gain the information for me. Assuming
yon advise me against this No. 2, what do you say to

f
os. 1 and 3 in regard to each other. If you advise in

favour of No. 2, can I get 150 half-bred ewes, at a
market price, at any fairs? Correspondent. [We
should be glad if this inquiry should lead to a dis-
cussion of the important suhject to which it refers.]

Royal Agricultural Society's Show at Bel-
PAST.--[We add to our remarks on the Cattle Classes
given last week the following report of the Sheep andowme exhibited.]

TteStep Classes.—It struck ns as not a little re-
markable that the sheep classes at this Great National
J^hibit.on seemed to possess so little interest to the
intelligent tenant farmers of Ulster. Our old friend,

cornel? I leph
t
rd

'
Wh0m y°u cannot more highly

Tnfcl Sin> a mi™te inspection of theU

In the Aged Earn Class Mr. Owen's two-shear
Leicester was placed, and a splendid first he made. -—-««»o v,apta » ^
The fickle fortune of our shows has been singularly second to Mr. WainmanV' Brought

11

w^'^'N
illustrated in the case of this animal. A royal medallist of pure Windsor despot. ™a JLj°? ^Gh
at the Dublin meeting, he was sent to the Cork local show
last week, not without hopes of success. The presiding
genius there did not think him worthy of any notice.

The Belfast judges have shown more judgment; for this
is perhaps as good an Irish bred Leicester as there is in

Ireland. His chest is capacious and his back is broad
and even. Mr. Marris got second prize in this section,

and Mr. Owen third. In the section devoted to pens of
five shearling ewes Mr. Marris was first, Mr. Owen
second.

In next section, pens of five grown ewes, Mr. Owen
first ; second, Lord Bangor; commended, Sir F. Hey-
gate, Bart. In section " pens of five ewe lambs," C. P.
Leslie, M.P., was first. Of the long-woolled sheep not
qualified as Leicesters there were some good Cotswolds
and Lincolns. Mr. Carroll, of Nenagh, exhibited the
best sheep in this section. Mr. Page, a sheep dealer,
and who is industriously driving a trade with Irish
flock owners, showed a few good Lincolns. In the
Southdowns Mr. Scott Skirving, of Drem, N.B., had it

all his own way, having carried off all the prizes in the
four sections into which the class was divided, amount-
ing to 32Z. Why is it that all Ireland exhibited
made only five entries for the eight prizes in these four
sections ?

Among the short-woolled sheep not qualified as
Southdowns we were glad to notice very excellent
Shropshires. Mr. Broughton's shearling Shropshire
ram, which won the first prize in his section, and the
Cork Cup, value 50Z., as the best shearling of all the
short-wools, is a fine specimen of this now established
breed. With the exception of this valuable prize the
bigger half of the prizes went to Mr. C. W. Hamilton,
of Dun boyne, who has laboured with great success to
introduce this breed to the notice of Irish sheep farmers
In the aged ram class he got first and second prizes!
and his pen of five shearling ewes was first, Mr
Broughton's coming in second.

The Pigs at Belfast formed the best collection which

Sf • r6
™-

n
.

at any meetin
« of the R°7aI I"'*

Society. This, too, was the department of the exhibi-
tion which seemed to attract the largest attendance.
As you went round and round again to study the poinls
of some animal you were generally jostled in this sec-
tion Among the Shorthorns you had ample room, andm the sheep you had the ground all to yourself. And
certainly, the pig fancier could in the pens at Belfast
cultivate his taste and improve his judgment. The
class was divided into two great classes, large and
small, which is quite right, so far as it goes. But why
not go a step farther ? why not separate the breeds ?
everybody knows that the Berkshire, the Yorkshire, &c,
have well marked characteristics—that each, too, is
best adapted to a given set of circumstances. Now,
surely that being so, it is impossible fairly and justly
to decide in a general way between a good Berkshire
and a good Yorkshire.

Let us apply these remarks to the 1st section, Young
Boars Mr Becker, of Waterford, won 1st prize with a
capital Berkshire; Mr. Wainman, of Yorkshire, gaining
2nd place with a splendid Yorkshire pig. We have
some experience of these two breeds ; and with the
result of that experience before our mind we are at a
loss to comprehend on which principle the judges
proceeded. We have no doubt they have acted to the
best of theirjudgment and according to their instruction
but even supposing that one of them used, as was
stated m the show yard, an opera glass, still the
principle of the adjudication remains fallacious.

In Section II., Boars between 18 and 36 months, the
1st and 2nd prize pigs are Berkshire. The former
belongs to Mr Glenn of Londonderry, the latter to
Lord Clermont. Both are good boars. The 1st is
30 months old

; the other 19, and is a symmetrical
beast, whose every limb is well set.

In Section III Young Sows, Lord Clermont also

Burn P. M'Lagan of Pumpherstone, and7£
Cricklade. Several speeches were made JL
proposed, principally in reference to the Catwere very pleased to learn from the Hon fe»*
report that the Society is flourishing, and &
increasing list of members proves that theofatffc
the Society, viz., the enabling members to meekSJt
annually and renew their friendly feelinea. as«£
compose and discuss their varied experiae
thoroughly appreciated. It was announced fk
meeting of 1862 would be held at the Crystal ftoa

Miscellaneous.
Wells : The Relations of Machinery to the

-—Last week John Berriman was indicted for

a malicious libel.—It appeared that the prlwier

W

been in the police force of this county, but had let:

Since that time he had been a labourer and undr

keeper. On the 22d of June, some time in the o$k
a placard was affixed to the church-door offatk;

near Bristol. That placard was in the handwr.

!
the prisoner, and some paper wastal^ti^^*
house which exactly fitted and corresponded with

'

half-sheet of paper upon which the libel was
^'

A farmer in the neighbourhood stated that he

mowing machine, and he believed that the threat

»

tained in the placard was that it was intended t

fire to his property. The following was the M--

Caution.—» In consequence of so muck Haehinaj^
into the agriculture districts, it is well knovra "Jgmany honest Families of common Necesseries; the «*
Machine, for instance, was brought to work well,«»
two Mens labour through the winter on every Farm*J
acres. Now, as winter aproaches. so many-ma *
wanted; what am I to do? I have work'd torPJ
summer. Oh, the Waywarden will give you *«*"
roads

; you can earn a shilling a day cracking 8W
Jj3,a man can do if he choose to work all weathers jjrjj

his Constitution, if not there is an order for them a
house. That has nassed off ouiat (for why); y fl

intkSf*

stands 1st with a Berkshire; Mr. Yonng of Ballymena,
2nd, with another of the same race, and of rare .vidth

?
nd quality along the back; Mr. Wainman hein~

points of hU Tw^"7 " """""; '"spwwuii oi cue Dest highly commended for his Yorkshire v t A i
°

Thunder tJo^Jh^ "** ** ? hl
*^ m00d

'
Mr

' In Section IV" Grown Cs Lord
?*** Cover1^ ,

pains tor^bibit at onr rf«f •

Par
f
d

,

neifchep m0ney nor Place w*h a very handsome CnmbtL^^, 7" w
worthy of the 8^^J^ •>??l^S

?
f «¥*l> a capital second" Berkshire1^^<W^)!!?^

behind now I shall be able to make it up~^^.
Reaping and Mowing, for I must work IS h

.

our!
?Jif

to get myself out of dept. But now this piea* ^known as the Mowin Machine is brought to wo*.

time to think how we are going to live wmte
f^<t*

But whoever have it to work on their farm J
031^^

all know if a Farmer have his premises DurD
(
Ljg»»

Cattle its all insured ; I must write to the °"»*g
amount of damage, the money is forthcoming,$^0
as much claimed as the property destroyed. JM JJj„*
companies are not too strong ; if there is a {P|Lg(A
they must give way. * ' So do not depend all on*»^

Mr. Prideaux contended that even A°*
'

consider this placard to be in the hand*""*.

prisoner, still it was not a libel, for a ^"JV
to express his sentiments and feelings*'*-.^
if he did not do so in terms calculated » »

'

mischief. There was no proof that ^fZ
posted up the libel ; and with regard »

,

found in the prisoner's house, some persofl wj
f

borrowed the half-sheet of the prisoner---

Judge, in summing up, said this was a ca
%i

the particular attention of the jury. ^L
described to be a seditious libel, but a »"*

.

with three intents—first, to incite the Q«<*
^ %

to meet and break the peace, and to set nr

tiiml mar»hinpa and nfV.A» nrnnflrtv of P*

sheep

«nu01 share'ftf VwJ"**"?'
seemett disappointed at*™* snare of appreciation accorded to his noble

apital second Berkshire belong t^Mf^^ J
Waterford. In the small breedE?J m w ?CC

'

carried off the lion's shareJ^S^Z^

about; secondly, to incite to riot and

thirdly, to incite the Queen's subjects ^
property of such farmers and inhabitants .^
a mowing machine, and to induce the ha

. •

to commit the crime of arson. ^^
rh-i un-

satisfied that the defendantpublished this no-

were not satisfied that the defendant pubhjn^
then there would be an end ofthe case,and

tn ^
the defendant. If they found he did pitf>" ^ *

then they must consider whether or n ^
malicious libel. Generally speaking, tue .^
Of a written instrument was matter tor

t.'i
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"^
l«i, hot not §0 in a case of this description. The

^fc had provided that the jory were to determine

„ ^Kkether it was a liM or not. The first question there-
'

would ba whether the defeodaat had published

piper. Then came the question whether this was

fibel or not. He was bound to declare his opinion,

Ht that was "not to rule them. They were to decid

C themselves. It seemed to him that whether tin

EL a libel or not would depend upon the intent with

ifcieh it was written. It was open to any person to

a question of public import, and if he did so in

111

port,

[TmHn and temperate' manner it was no libel. In his

Lpinion, if the defendant published this paper with

CStr of the intents he had mentioned, it was a libel

—

The jury
' nd the prisoner Guilty, but recommended

him to mere on the ground of his good character.—

The learned Judsre then pro led to pass sentence. The

prisoner was not even an agricultural labourer, and

Serefore had n i that poor, use to ur^e. It

was Umi ea moat i I a. and he must sentence

m t© si x months' imprison
n^p Drainage Act.— Let me congratulate npri-

cnltuni! I id oil havii lined "An Act to Amend

Uil Liw relating to the Drainage of Land." It is a

neasare that will tak its rank with the Gener

Enclosure Aci and the Tithe Commutation Act In the

Cnefit it will afford the landed interest specially, and

fee country generally. The Act, as might be expected

from its character, ontains some practical defects,

which will command amendment when its working

powers arc tried, and those defects are made apparent

to landowners as well as to engineers; as it rods,

liowever, it contains many enlarged and most valuable

provisions for outfall drainage. We do not obtain this

n before it is due. We have only to examine the

MPititv and character of the corn now coming to the

ackle to appreciate how much the produce of this

country depends upon deep under-drainage and deep

niltivttion. The crops throughout are remarkably

well headed, but it will be found that the length and

weight of the ears are in proportion to the depth of

stirred soil ; and to retain unaltered the old laws

relating to the present shallow, tortuous, obstructed

outfall channels, while the efforts of individuals are

rected to increasim: the depth of under-drainage, and

to secure by steam cultivation and other appliances the

deepening of productive soil, was a strange incon-

nstency. The new Act will allow landowners under

proper restrictions to deepen and straighten existing

watercourses and enlarge the outfalls, so as to meet the

growing requirements of the day; it provides for the

moval of mill obstructions; it will facilitate the

fcrmation of districts for drainage without special

legislation; and it will empower private owners to

procure outfall* through lands belonging to other

owner «. Every agriculturist will recognise the value

of these powers. If the committee appointed by the

Hanover Square meeting in December last has done its

duty in placing before the Government the require-

ments of the country, I am sure the landed interest

will acknowledge that the Government and the Legis-
lature have responded to the call with a determination
to give them a practical and sound measure. J. Bailey
Denton, in the Times, Stevenage, Herts, August 8.

Girdicood's Edinburgh Wool Sales : August 8.—At
this sale the attendance of buyers was larger than
usual, and from the favourable turn in trade,

stimulated by the lowering of the rate of discount, and
the prospect of a good harvest, prices for white wools
took a considerable start over even the wool fairs of last

week, and an advance on all white Cheviot and half-

bred wools of 3*. to 5*. was obtained. Laid wools have
not as vet met with so much inquiry, but now that
white wools have rallied so much, laid Cheviots will

•peedily participate in the advance. Prices for them
were, however, good for what were sold. The following
may be quoted as the prices of fair to good wools

—

Half-bred hogs, 36*. to 40*. 6d. ; ewes, 32*. to 35*.

;

cross hogs, 32*. to 35*. ; Cheviot hogs, 32*. to 37*. 6d . j

ewes, 31*. to 34*. 6d. ; black-faced white, unwashed,
14*. to 16*. 6U, washed, 16*. 6d. to 22*. ; laid Cheviot,
l&f. to 22*. unwashed, and 20*. to 25*. 6d. for washed
wools, 26*. Sd. being refused for hogs which are held
for a higher figure.

tubers ar* apparently sound. Others however are black and
•eri-'U-ly infected as usual with disease Turnips and Mangels

are doinc well where a plant is secured. All my experimented

crops. Wheat, Bar . Oats, Peas, and Beans, and also seeds of

various kinds on the Lois Weedon principle, and on my •'Im-

proved pim of it bv the Plough." instead of by the spade, are full

average crops, and are satisfactorv, exceeding my sanguine

expectations. They are all secured, except the Wheat, and

are about to be thi :ed. and the same moiety of land is

replanted with Turnips and Mangels, which are in a flourishing

condition. Mangels, Swedes, and Potatoes sown and planted

:n double rows on the centre of the 71 1. 4in. stetches only,

fullv answer what thev were intended to do on the plan, with

no weeds to interfere, or to be maintained. Aftermaths of Grass

and Clover are extremely short, and fruit crops are generally

failure. Labourers are plentiful, but not cheap. A. Hardy

MoUon, Suez. Avgu*tV2th.—Up to the 5th inst. I flattered

m It" (as did many more) that the Wheat crop and others of

this year would be up to the mark ; save what had befallen it

by bJing brushed out by the winds, and this unfortunately was

the forwardest and best, and 1 reported accordingly. Many
other attentive observers and reporters were of the same

opinion at that date. Since then, however, sudden heat and
blighting winds have prevailed, and it is painful to know that

the Wheat cr nd others have undergone a sad change by
bt j b! . or mildewed ; and this not particularly where
it was i I, thin and v. ; so let it not be falsely

attributi o this circumstance only, though this may bo at

ult and aggrav • the case. The evil is on all the winter

and spring sown crops wbich had mado a grand effort by
tillering in summer to produce late ears, as if to make up
or repair the losses sustained by the slugs, and misplants

from unrip i.ed seed of 18«0, and other contingencies of the last

wet and deplorable season. Now (August 1
-J th) all crops late

and early appear to be ready to be cut at onetime, and have
certainly too hastily approached to an apparently ripened

condition, being ready a fortnight sooner than they could rea-

sonably have been expected to have perfected their growth.

On the whole I now lear that there will be a sad deficiency

in bulk, though it may not be in quality, being much drier

than last year's produce, and therefore more useful. But it is

now absolutely certain that only some few early cereals will

mo up to or exceed an average crop, if all do not come below
it ; though certain fields very early sown with tho best of

over year seed may be superfine, such have been harvested
fore the blight took place, and are safe. Our climate of late

years seems to have undergone a change, and of so doubtful
a character, that to secure successful issues of many crops, tho
only remedy is to sow earlier than usual. I hope and trust

it is not the case as I have described it in other districts

where more rain has fallen during summer than in Essex :

but 1 fear it is universal. A. Hardy, Mnldon.

STATE OP THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For tho Wcokcndinp Anfnxt 15 i observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, Wallingford,

Temperatcrb or Am. I

• *

Friday 9
Saturday 10
Sunday* 11

Monday 1'2

Tuesday 13

Wednesday 1 i

Thursday 15

*A

Detrs. Dpjjs. Dpks. Desrs
74.0
80.0
88.0
KG0
91.0
&5.0
82.0

72.0
76.0

78.0
78.0
85.0
75.0

71.0

57. '•

57.0

58 5

60.0
68.5
4!)."»

61 .:.

65.2

67.6
70.7
71.0

73.2
61.7
69.7

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot

below tl

Surface.

Dep^.
64.o

64.0
65.7
66.8

67.8
67 2
66.6

Bain. Wind

a

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima nnd
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Calendar of Operations.
AUGUST.

-„.. %
j**ij*: Am* 5<A.—Harvest is general. Wheat, a

•t!7 K**1 "^P* "W «P to the mark where it was sown early
Witt prims seed. Of my Piper's or Improved Smoothy variety

w£ia£^ fl2!f
1i,,

i
K!Ud with ^ diMM0 «ven on a law

breadth. nalfetU'a Pedigree Nursery kind also proves with mc
constant and pare in rtock, and with no defects, though it was
unavoidably not sown till the spring. The late Autumn-sown*
Wheats generally are not so good, especially where last year's
tamatured seed have heen need ; this planted badly and

^many stinkhigbbck powdery ean.or grains. The spring-

wen that it is so, but it ought to be borne in mind that this isWjt an exception which takes place but seldom only in cool

SSulT
8u

v

mTnCrS like *S Pre9CTlt ^M ^d Oats are good
;the latter however, as well at some of the early imCut Wheats

SneSS?^ X b
T*r? <?* b

?
th0^ bd^oi» winded

•JP*?*"*. on the 3rd inst, it is reported on some farms to an«™}t of two sacks per acre ; but two or three bushels isw™nly very common. It must be admitted too, that much
brDJ,ed

,

bv%
COw " 8

t
rio,ls

J7,
inJlired °y being battered anduroisoa by the late gales which have so unusually nrevaileHBeans an* Peas will be a full crop, and especially the latter

mZSSm™* S
6 WCU 8p°ken °f

'
but tbe hat *** fortnightappears to have been conducive to their ripeniag, and «hf>n>*ey are not crowded, are dying off with a yellow hue, and the

Notices to Correspondents.
Address : Ich Dien has given us his address, which we shall be

happy to hand to our correspondent.

American Horse Powkr : R H H. would be very glad to know
the experience cf any person who has used one of these

Machines, particularly of 1-horse power. Hartas, of

Pickering, Yorkshire, used to make them, and many of these

machines are used in London stables for cutting chaff, Ac.

They are especially useful when the space at disposal is

limited and valuable.

Brittany Cow: / Williams. Messrs. Baker, the Theasantry,

Chelsea, are dealers in these, but inquiry in your own
neighbourhood will probably discover some one who has got

such a cow and is already tired of her.

Emigration' : S P S. We are unable to answer 'your question.

You had better acquire experience on the spot before invest-

ing your capital ; and we should recommend avoiding any
partnership except one made there after experience both of

the work and of one another under it.

Foot Rot: Constant Reader. Sulphate of lime powdered, 1 os. ;

8ulphate of zinc powdered, 1 oz. ; Creosote, 1 scruple

;

Stockholm Tar, 4 ozs. ; Lard, 4 ozs. ; to be made into an
ointment and applied occasionally to the feet of the sheep
and between the claws. WC S.

Pastures: R H H. The usual practice with regard to the
droppings on the pastures is to knock them abroad when
they have arrived at a certain degree of consistency. We
believe that an old man and donkey cart might be usefully

employed constantly during summer in collecting them and
forming a heap, wherever there is extent [and herd enough
to give him work.

Poultry.—We have had an exceptional state of things as
regards the supply of goods to our market all this year, but
the present quantity sent is so much below the average that
we can hardly attribute it all to the competition of harvest,

but fancy positive scarcity must have to do with it. There
have also been strange diseases among fowls in many parts of

England. They have appeared to be blighted, and have

what is technically termed "gone wrong" without visible

cause. Prices have been, if anything, a shade better than

last week. Grouse have begun their season, and as it seems

the Notth and South are never to flourish at the same time,

so after many years of complaint from Scotland that grouse

were fast becoming extinct, and numerous guesses as to the

reason why English moors were exempt from the scourge,

we this year have the tables reversed. England has none--

Scotland has plenty. We can hardly give any quotation ot

them this week ; let it suffice to say, young birds on tne

12th and 13th were scarcer than was ever known, and con-

sequently dearer, as much as 12*. and 13s. being given.
j

Large Fowls Bach 4#. Qd. to 4*. 6d.

Middling ditto .. .. „ 2 6 „ 3

Chickens „ 2 „ -
J

Geese 5 2
"

o S
Ducks „ »
Pigeons „ 7 „ 8

Rabbits , 1 * .» J J
wild ditto „ »T.» •__• ..__

To Prevent Hanoi : Constant Reader. Keep the sheep clean

and dry and in good condition, and avoid infection. &. w.b.

THE FEEDING SEASON.—Horn ami Cattle Food
35s. per cwt. : Pig Food, 16«. ; Dog Biscuit, 16a ; Cora"

pressed Beef Greaves, 12s. and 16s. ; Indian Corn Meal, 14«. »

Rice Meal for Pigs, 7s. 6d. and 9s. 6d. ; Rice for Chickens, 10 •

and 13s. An allowance per Ton. Remittance with Order wil*

insure immediate delivery.

W. Jopp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill, Eastcheap, E.C

No more Mildew.

JOHN BELL'S COMPOSITION for destroying
Mildew on Vines, Peach and Nectarine Trees, &c, made

and sold only by John Bell, in bottles. Is. 6d., 2s. 6d„ and 5«.

each, at his Seed Warehouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street,

Norwich. A Is. 6cf. bottle is sufficient to make 12 gallons.

Agents Wanted.

EAL'S PATENT APHIS
PASTILS.

The following is one of upwards of

70 Testimonials received by J. Neai>
from gentlemen personally uuknowi*
to him.

"Half a packet, at the cost of a
shilling, effectually smokes a house
50 feet long by 10 feet wide, which
requires tho use of half a pound of
Tobacco, or 1 lb. of Tobacco Paper.
The Aphis is effectually destroyed,
and plants with the tenderest foliage

remain uninjured.

" William Paul, F.R.H.S.,
" Cheshunt Nurseries."

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price Is. and 2s. per packet

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Neal, Birmingham.

Ins.
O.U w. 29.78

• * N.W.
• * W. 29.87
• * 8.W. 29.66

9 • W. 29.75
• * W. 29.90
• » I.W. > H

KEATING'S PERSIAN INSECT DESTROYING
POWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants, are effectually

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with which they are
infested, by the above Powder, which is quite harmless to

animal life. The Farmer, the Gardener, or the Sportsman,
will therefore find it invaluable. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,

Moths in Furs, and every other species of Insect are also

instantly destroyed.
Sold in Packets, Is., 2s. 6d., and 4s. 6<Z. each, or post free for

14, or treble size for 36 postage stamps, by Thomas Keating,
Chemist, 70, St. Paul's Churchyard, London. E.C.

Important to Grape Growers.

SPARY'S FUMIGATOR and MILDEW ANNI-
HILATOR (Invented and Patented by Edward Spary,

F.R.H.S., Queen's Graperies, Brighton), for destruction and
prevention of Mildew in Grapes, Vines, and Plants, without
injury to tbe Fruit or Foliage.— Vide Gardeners' Clironicle,

April 13, page 351.

Sold wholesale by John Warner & Sons, 8. Crescent, Crip-
tlegate, E.C. ; Retail of any Ironmonger, or Nurseryman and
leedsman, 25*. each. The material is sold in packets (with

full directions for use) at 1*. 3d. each, and wholesale by Mr.
W. D. Savage. Chemist, 65, Edward Street, Brighton ; Messrs.
Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

Prospectuses, with Testimonials, to be obtained of the
Patentee. Brighton.

ENKY J. MORTON aitjd CO.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern
for Cottage Houses, drc. , to contain 50 gallons, 26a. ; SO gallons,

31*. each ; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

Galvanised Iron Pnmps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 30*..

and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35*. Od. each.

Agricultural Implements of Established Reputation.

RICHARD GARRETT and SON,
Leiston Works, Suffolk,

persevere in giving their most earnest attention to the manufac-
ture of their well-known Farm Machinery, having had 40 years*
practical experience of the requirements ofthe English Farmer^
aided by every appliance that can be made use of, for-

rendering it thoroughly practical, simple in construction,
efficient in use, and moderate in cost ; and it is with the fullest

confidence in being able to give entire satisfaction that
R. G. & Son earnestly solicit the combined patronage of their
numerous friends and agriculturists generally.

The Recent Leeds Meeting.—A full detailed statement of
the cause of R. G. & Son being absent from the above meeting
will be sent postage free to any address on application.

*»* Reference is permitted to parties using R. G. & Son's
improved Machinery in most parts of Great Britain.

Estimates, Plans, Drawings, and Catalogues sent postage
free to any address.
Richard Garrett & Son, Manufacturers and Inventors of

first-class Agricultural Machinery, Leiston Works, Sufiolk.

Reaping and Mowing Machines.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Burgess & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 4-21. 10*.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them th*

fallowing :—

Prom Mr. John Richards, Bailiff to Dt: N. Carnk, Dimland
Caxtle, Glamorgan.

**
I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.

Bunress & Key's Reaper in my master's Home Farm, and

also accompanied it when lent to tenynta on the estate

During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut

less than 1,000 seres of all kinds of crops, with the same two

knives m first bad with the Machine. Dr. N. Came having

riven up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his

&nant> V. Thomas, of Llanrwst. and is in excellent order.'*

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25t

AL1 EN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price SOL

COMBINED REAPER ANn MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.

^ThV^last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for

Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.

Tnese Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

Station
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JOHN FOWLER. Jim., 28, Cornhill, London, E.G.—
Full particulars of FOWL ERS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonial-? sent post free .

-PI Odd uPon the WOOLSTON SYSTEM against
<^S JL\J\JVj any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,
Woolston, Bletchley Station.

For Watering Gardens, Lawns, &c.

HANCOCK'S VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER
TUBING is made in 60 feet lengths, and of any size for

Union-joints to attach it to Cisterns or Water Mains.

Price per Foot.

Size. £ inch | inch

"Slight .. 5d. 6d.

Medium . . 8d. 9d.

Stout .. lOd. lid.

For Mains lis. 2d.\ls. 3d.

3 inch

Id.
10d.

Is.

Is. 5d.

Price of Brass Fittings.

Branch, 12 in. long, with Stop-
cock, Rose, and Jet, 45. each.

Spring Spreader 3*. each.
Union Joint, £ inch, Is. each.

JAMES LYNE HANCOCK, Manufacturer,
Vulcanised India-Rubber Works, Gostvell Mews,

8, Goswell Road, London, E.C.
N.B. Illustrated Price Lists on application.

and

/^ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI - CORROSION
\^> PAINT is now used extensively for all kinds of Out-door

Work, such as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,

<fcc, and has been proved, after a practical test of 70 years, to

surpass any other Paint.

For fuller particulars, see No. 25 oi the Gardeners Chronicle,

Page 572 or apply to Walter Carson «fc Sons (Successors to the

Inventors), 9, Great Winchester Street (near the Royal Ex-

change), London, E.C.
,

No Agents throughou t the United Kingdom.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL & SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellei t substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and

is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary

labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at

the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from

whom the mo3t flattering testimonials have been received,

which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is. 6d. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or Is. S</. per gallon paid to any station in

the kingdom.
Apply to Hill <fc Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dud.'ev, from whom only it can be obtained.

G
st ir, m

LASS

11 by 9,

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

12

13

14

IS

16

19
16

19

99

9 9

99

99

99

99

FOR 6REE\ii rTT"SHEET GLASS, Stock Sizes 5
ft

° l

Boxes included. '
6 0a -

12 by 9, 13 by 9,
13 „ 10, -

14 „ 11,

15 „ 12,

19 „ 12,
IT,, 13,
20 „ 13,

17 „ 14,
20 „ 14,

14,, 10,
15 „ 11,
16 „ 12,
20 „ 12
18,, 13
21 ,, 13
18 „ 14
21 „ 14

English Glass of the above sizes, lss
'

per loo

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in loo v*. „
6 by 4 6* by 4£ 7 by 5 °° S* **
8 84 6: 9

10" 8
9* "

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at ful& ^ *
price.

THOMAS
HORTICULTURE

MILLINGTON
GLASS WARE

20 in. by 12 in.
)

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in by 15 in. )

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOlTSr-
As supplied by us to Mr. Riven.

Common .

.

Superior do.
English Glass

.J

16 ox.

13s. 67.

16

u

•

• *

87, BISIIOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1750,

Fig. A. PRESERVE JARS Fig. B.

Fig. C. Figs. E.

Fig G. Fig D.

™ ,
18

The above prices include the Boxes
Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Pw

Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Glai ^
London Agents for Hartley's Improved ft*,!,. D • I
Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, CanS pS?*?

of various colours ground ready for use. ^ Pti

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and everv font., I
Glass for Horticultural purposes. yao?wi

James Phillips & Co., ISO, Biskopsgate 8te !*_ ILondon, E.C. ^'w
ATENT SPADES anTThouT

HAY, MANURE, and DIGGING FOBfc.
P

Fia:. F.

Fur. D.

Fig. A.

HAND GLASSES.

12 inches . . 6*. Od. each
14
16
is
20
24

»»

,»

j,

7
8
9
10
12

99

99

Fig. B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.
2 inches

If open top la. extra.

4
6
10
12
16
18
20

99

»»

99

9i

• •

0s. 3JA each.
5£

• •

1
1
3
5
7

8
4
9
6

»»

»»

»»

6 inches
10
14
18
20
22

I

26

Fig. C.

MILK PANS.

0s. 6d\ each• •

99

99

W
1* •

1

1

2
3
3
4
5

9
9
3

9
6
6

Fig. D.
HYACINTH GLASSES. . ^

Common . . 3s. 0d. per dozen, I 6 inches
Improved.. 3 6

,

n

CROCUS GLASSES.

99

99

99

9J

4
5
6

7
S
9

10

Fig E.
PRESERVE JARS.

Without Lids. With Lids.
3 inches 0*. 4\d. 0s. 6^d. ea,

»»

,,

»,

»,

>>

6

8
10

1

1 4
1 8

7 9
12

Common . . 2s. Od. per dozen.
/

Improved.. 2 6 „ *

Fie. F.
HYACINTH DISHES.

Is. Od. each.
1 6
2 6

Fig. G.

9

11
1 2
1 4
1 8
2 2
2 8

99

99

99

99

99

9P

99 • •

99

99

CUCUMBER TUBE8.
Id. per running inch

Fig. I.

ROLLING PINS.
l&d. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.
14 inches .. 3s.

6

d. each*
16 , f ..4
13 - --4 6

Fig. H.
FISH GLOBES.

With Feet. Without Feet
8 inches Is. OJ.

10 „ 2 S
12 ., 3
14 „ 4 *
16 ,, 5

3s. 6d. each
4
4

6
9

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.
Crystal GL.s Shade^Ebony and Gilt Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys and Globes &cgg» For Window and Orchard Rouse Glass see Advertisement of July 30.

'

6
6

99

9

SHANKS' NEW PATENT

Made from one solid piece of cast-steel, without wMfo|:4
nvetting. Warranted to wear out at least tkree of m
ordinary ones, and to work sharp and bright to the last

|

S. & J. received the Special Prize for these article?

Royal Society's Show at Canterbury last year, and First C*

Medals and Prizes at every other Exhibition at wnidt *
have been shown.

Invented, Patented, and Manufactured by S?eab 4 Jac«

Etna Works, Sheffield.

LAWN M0WIN ROLLINGAND DELIVERING MACHINE FOR 1861WITH SILENT MOTION IF SPECIALLY DESIRED.

COLLECTS

HORSE MACHINE. POXY Hacminp — — —w=e —

^

THE SHANKS' NEW PATENT MACHIX K vou ] 1 Mows the Grass Wet or Drv on T ^™^^ °LJ>^ *f**- at half the expense. These celebrated Mnchlnes ha est ,hed thei i
'.

** "* °r °tlierwise> in a m«cli neater manner than the *»

and also in India, Australia, America, and other countr
^

' *
^mt 'Ailon not °"b' ^ every part of the United Kingdom, but througW'

No. 1.

JS
T
o. 2.-

So. 3.-

>To. 4.-

SHAWKS , NEW PATENT HOUSE MACHINE.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c, and Directions.

Width of Cutter.

-48-inch Machine ... £28 0)
-42-inch Machine ... 26 O [ Brazen by a Morse.

—36-inch Machine ... 22 OJ
-30-inch Machine ... 19 Drawn by a Horse or strong Pony

,

Boots for Horses' Feet, 24*. per set.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINES, FOR PUSHING

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8,

No. 9.

No. 10.

-24-inch Machine...
•22-inch Machine...

19-inch Machine...

. £8 17

. 8 7

. 7 12

—8- VI XU

6 j Emity W0Tked by Tico Men

6 Easily worked by a Man and Soy.

HANKS' PATENT PONT AND DONKEY EACHI*1

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Direction
Width of Cutter.

5

•30-inch Machine . »-,- ->~ m ^.W
28-inch Machine

£
!^ \* Wdm** §*

25-inch Machine ... ;.'; [[[ $ ™ V ])r<mkl'**
Boots for Pony, 21*. ; Donkey, 16*. per set.

TOGETHER i

*

^ „ ,
.No. ia-12.i,,cl, Machine !? I

T1„V »• "fI"
in

8.
APParatuS if attacn«» to the H„nd Machines, 20,. extra. '"

The Pnees, w.th a stnall charge for packing, indude de.ivery at most of the Raihvay Stations in Engld

OS

6 Easily vxfl
*'

BROWN
SOLE AGENTS FOR LONDON

:
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Geraniums, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Orchids,

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

BS WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and

• patrons that a PRICED aud DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of the aboro, to which are added supple-

mental Lists of Fuchsia*, 8tove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Want*. F«rna» Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,

Fruit Trees, Ac (which include the best new plants of the

easonjis now published, and will be forwarded post free on

application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Holloway.

CAMELLIAS, well set with Flower Bads, 18*. per

doz. ; AZALEAS, do., IS*., 21*., 24*. per doz., and some
rerr large, 80* per doz. ; ORANGE TREES, 21*. per doz.

The largest collection of British and Foreign FERNS in the

ade. All kinds of Greenhouse and Stove Plants. Gold

Fish, 4f., 5*.. 6>, 7a 6U, aud 9*. per doz., 21 per 100, 182. per

1000; Land Tortoises 1*. each, 10*. per doz. Salamanders,

Green Li/~irds, and Chameleons.

R. Green, lM. Kingsland Rd., 55 doors from Shoreditch Church.

New Pansies, 1861-62.

DICKSON'S and CO. will be prepared to offer, on
asd after 1st October, the following New Pansies, which

they cam with confidence recommend as first-class Show
wers:—

INVINCIBLE—White, with medium belt, and top petals of

rich deep purple, blotches large, dense, and well displayed,

of ?re 'instance, and fine form, 5$.

L OG1 1. VI i:—A dark self, free of shading round the cy<

this is decidedly one of the finest show flowers in this class

and cannot fail to give satisfaction, 5$.

MRS. HOPKINS— White, with broad belt, and top petals of

fine purple, blotch dense and large, a first rate flower. 5*.

TUB BRIDE—Pure white, with narrow belt, and top petals

of bluish purple ; a distinct and. fine show flower, 5*.

VESTA—A beautiful primrose self, with fine large dark blotch,

fine form aud great substance ; quite distinct from any
flower in the class of light selfs, 5*.

VICTORIA—White, with medium belt, and top petals of
very dark 'purple . blotches large and dense

;
quite distinct

from any in this class, 5«.

The usual Discount to the Trade.
1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.—August 1861.

New Fuchsias, Petunias, and Verbenas of this Season.

HENRY WALTON, Edge End, Mai-den, near
Burnley, begs to offer nice young plants of FUCHSIAS of

the following varieties Purchasers' selection, free by post, 12*.

per dozen; H. W.'s selection 9*. per dozen :—Alarm, Always-
ready, Ambassador, Annie, Bianca, Black Prince, Clara, Colleen
Bawn, Comte de Hainaut, Com to de Preston, Coronal. Figaro,

Forget not, General Borremans, Goliath, Ring ot Purples,
Lord Elcho, Mammoth, Madame Corntlissen, Masterpiece,
Pioneer, President, Perseverance, Prince Leopold, Raphael,
Rifleman, Robin Hood, Star of the Night. 8triata. Solferino
(Lemoine's). Triomphe Coruelissen, Venetia, Victor Emmanuel,
and White Lady.
PETUNIAS, double and single, both English and Continental

varieties. 9*. per dozen.
VERBENAS, English, Continental and American varieties,

6*. per dozen.
Orders to the amount of 5*. and upwards free by post. The

Trade liberally dealt with.
Caladium Belle vmei, nice plants, 7*. 6d. to 10*. 6<L

Wighti, „ 10*. 6<L
Chantini, ,, 3*. 6'/.

Ncumanii, „ S*. 6<L to 5*.

Verschatlelti. „ 3*. 6d.

Brongniarti, „ Jm 3*. 6d. to 5*.

CyanophyUum ruagnificum, 5*. to 7*. 6d.
Bougainville* pectabiiis. 3*. 6d. to 5*.

,, Westeana, 3*. 6d. to 5*.

Begonias, select varieties, 12*. to 18*. per dozen.
Post-offico Orders payable at Nelson, in Marsden, Lancashire.

T

91
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New Seeds for Present Sowing at

Reduced Prices, Carriage Free.

SUITON and SONS can now
supply the under-mentioned for im-

mediate sowing:

—

NEW TR1FOLIUM INCARNATUM.
Early Six Weeks Turnip
Drumhead Cow Cabbage
Sutton's Imperial Cabbage
Enfield Market aud others

Italian Rye-grass
Permanent Meadow Grasses

Fine Lawn Grasses
Mustard and Rape
Early London Cauliflower

Fine Walcheren ditto

Onion, of sorts I
Early Horn Carrot

Calceolaria, Cineraria, Primula, and other choice Flowe.

Seeds, 1*. per packet. - , « j v.
PRICED LISTS of the above new or fresh Seeds may be

had on application addressed ,„,,,.. t t> a- -
Sotton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

RU'OLIUAl INCARNATUM
(present price) 5d. to 6d. per lb.

VILMORIX S NEW TRIFOLIUMS,
with " Practical Hints on its successful

Cultivation," showing how 2 to 3 tons per

acre of ths most nutritious hay may be

secured ; the advantages of sowing it

where broad Clover is thin, and its

superiority to Tares as green food.

Page & Toooood having secured a

large bread fh from the most, careful

growers in this district, where better crops

are produced than in any part of England,

offer it at the above low rate for cash

;

price to the Trade per post.

Italian Rye-grass. 5*. per busheL
New Turnip Seed, 8d. per lb.

New Rape Seed, id. per lb. | New Mustard Seed, id. per lb.

"WINTER VETCHES and WINTER OATS as soon as

harvested.
PEH VNENT PASTURE and LAWN GRASSES as sown at

Osborne for the last 7 years.

CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA, If. per packet, saved

from one of the finest collections in Europe.

Seeds for exportation to all parts of the world.

Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

HEELER'S ORANGti GLOBK MANGEL,
WHEELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE,
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,

And all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has
rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated.

We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

being good and pure, at the same time deliver them carriage

free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.

J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,
Cotton Seed Cakes. &c., of best quality at Market Prices.

New Turnip Seeds from Selected & Transplanted Bulbs.

JAMES FAIKHEAD and SON, Lewisham, Kent,
S.E., have secured in fine condition some large parcels of

the above— of warranted Stocks, which they can offer

advantageously.

NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

PETER LAWSON SON,

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

LONDON AND EDINBURGH,

CAN now supply New Seed of TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM,
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, DWARF ESSEX RAPE, &c, of fine quality.

They are also prepared to supply all the NATURAL GRASSES, either separate

or in mixtures, for laying down Permanent Pastures, Lawns, Public Parks,

Cemeteries, &c, orders for which will be carefully and promptly attended to.

Dutch Flower Roots.

JAMES VEITCH, Jtjn., Royal Exotic Nubsehy
Chelsea, S.W., begs to announce th.it he has received his

annual supply of Bulbous Roots from Holland, and is pleased
to say that they are particularly fine and in excellent
ooNriTioN. CATALOGUES are now ready and will be for-

warded on application.

J. V., Jun., desires to impress upon those who patronise
him the great advantage of giving him their orders early,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great

measure upon their b binq planted early in the spring.

THE SPARKENHOE FARMERS' CLUB.—
OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.

Entries for Fruit and Flowers close on September 4.

The next Annual Meeting of this Club will be held at

Market Bosworfeh, on WEDNESDAY, September 11, when
nearly 6001. will be given in Prizes—nearly 100 Premiums
beiug offered for Fruits, Plants, and Flowers, including the

following:

—

& *• &
For the best collection of Fruits . . . . 5

Second best ditto 2

For the best collection of Dahlias. . . . 5

Second best ditto . . 2

For the best collection of Roses . . . . 2
Second best ditto . . . . . . . . 1

For the best Group of Paper Flowers . . 2

Second best ditto . . . . . . . . 1

Prize Lists, rules, and certificates may be had free of expense
at my office, and all entries must be returned to me properly
filled up on or before Wednesday, Septembers

Entries will be conveyed at moderate rates from the Oxford
Station ou the Leicester and Burton line, and Omnibuses will

run at a cheap fare on the day of the show, tickets for which
must be obtained two days before the Show day from Mr.
Pettifor, Stag and Pheasant, Leicester.

Asuby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester, Thomas Davenport,
August 24. Secretary

5

2
5
2
2
1

2
1

T>U(iliY

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

NEW BULB CATALOGUE.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON SON
RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE THEIR

GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE for 1861,

In which Is
an extensive
room, Green-

BENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION,

fiSbS^ 5Si2 Si ,

5
eJeipective »dstation, treatment, &c, of the various tribes, including

house, ^tb^^T^CoZ^l^d^^'^ ^ Plants for Wintcr and Barly SPrin» Forcing, in Drawin.

W*nt°eY^ h^ P,T ? ed hi«hly favourable in maturing the growth of Flower Bulba, which
*» vuapiay oi Dioom in their respective seasons. *

Amateur
THE BULB GUIDE.

desirable «pecie?Md\Iri^^ economical guide for making selections, pointing out as it doe* the most
this knowledge in Bulbs, fail fromTot^v^ 3!

th their d<*cript.ve features and their culture. Many gardeners, '<* ™jtpf
•o much from Plant Culture, •^oS^^l«fi

th
»

e
uP

roper 8easoTl of reat
'
sitnat1on

« and other points of management that differ
mil, vuiturc, ana consequently this most beautiful tribe is often, lost or otherwise defectively treated.

Price U. 6d. Post free in exchange for 18 stamps.
A Copy of the Bulb Guide will be included with all orders amounting to-42*. and upwards.

*M&we.
Sg°d* aref0rtCarded Free °f Carriage throughout the Kingdom, on the conditions named in the

WELLINGTON ROAD, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

HORTICULTURAL and COTTAGE
GARDENERS' SOCIETY.

Pre nt—The Earl of Denbigh.
The Annual Exhibition of FLOWERS, FRUITS, and VEGE-

TABLES, open to all England, will be held at Rugby on.

FRIDAY, August 30, when upwards of 400 Prizes will be
awarded.
The open class for CUT FLOWERS consists of 24 Prizes, from

5*. to 41 ., in addition to Prizes for STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, FRUIT and VEGETABLES.
The Band of the 4th Warwickshire Volunteers will perform

during the Exhibition.
For schedules and particulars apply to

John S. Savage,
Rugby, Aug. 24. Hon. Secretary, Rugby.

EICESTKR and LEICESTERSHIRE FLORAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

President—The Right Hon. Earl Howe
The AUTUMN SHOW of the above Society will be held on

the Leicester Race-course on WEDNESDAY. September 4. In
addition to a large number of Prizes, a Silver Cup and two
other Prizes will be offered for the best Collection of Fruit
(grown by the Exhibitor), open to all England.

Further particulars may be had by applying to the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. Wm. Penn Cox, Market Place, Leicester.

R1GH.TON and SUSSEX FLO IUCULTURAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The EIGHTH ANNUAL GRAND AUTUMN SHOW will
be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September 18 and
19. at the Roval Pavilion. Prizes to the amount of 3501. are
offered for PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT FLOWERS, <fec.

The RAILWAY CUP, value I0f., is offered for the best group
of three stands of Fruit and Flowers for the Decoration of the
Dinner Table. Beautiful arrangement will be the test in this
Exhibition. Ladies are invited to compete. The prizes will be,

awarded by a jury of Ladies.

Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to the Secre-
tary, 96, St. James's Street, or of E. Spart (General Superinten-
dent of the Exhibition), Queen's Graperies, Brighton.
By the kind permission of Colonel Perceval, the celebrated

Band of Coldstream Guards will attend each day, conducted by
Mr. Godfrey, sen.

By Order of the Committee,
Brighton. August 24. Edward Carpenter, Secretary.

GRAND FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL FETE.
OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.

To be held on THURSDAY, September 20, on the Northamp-
ton Race-course, in connection with the Annual Show of the
Northamptonshire Agricultural Society.

Prizes to the amount of 200f. will be offered for Plants,
Fruits, Cut Flowers, &c., including three Silver Cups, as
follows :

—

Class 1, Thirty-six Dahlia Blooms, distinct, a Silver Cup,
value 51. ; 2d prize. 21. 1C«.

For best Collection of Fruit, Silver Cup, value 51. ; 2d pri*e,
21. 10*.

12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, fine foliage, without reference
to bloom, and not more than three plants of one genus, a Silver
Cup, value 5/. ; 2d prize, 21. 10s.

Schedule of Prizes and further particulars may be had on
application at Dorman's Library, Northampton.

€ht <&Ktitstwx& Cfcoiticlt*
SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1861.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WXEK.
— - .„_ ».fBoy»l Horticultural (Floral Com.Tcksvay. Au*. Z\ Vnitte*) at S. Kenwn^ton .... Noon

Never before has this Journal been so con-

tinually applied to for advice as to the cause of

dying limbs of trees and failing crops, and the

remedy for such a state of things. In the spring

the Peach and Nectarine trees refused to push on

open walls ; and in houses, although they flowered,

.not a fruit would stone. Apricots were not much,

better. Figs were worse than either. Then, when
growth did commence, wood was weak and watery

;

spindling shoots died back ; myriads of insects

seized upon the struggling foliage j Pium trees
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looked like tiebi Beans devoured by the fly ;
even

the hardy Black Currant curled its leaves, while

its berries shrunk into insignificance. Now that

some of this mischief has been repaired by time

and fine weather, and vitality is again asserting

its supremacy, the cry continues to be raised, and

Vines which have stood pretty well are becoming

blotched and spotted and miserable ; of which we
have a notable example before us from new well

built and as we understand well managed
Vineries (of A Reader) ; or they are breaking into

secondary shoots, with second or even third crops

of debilitated flowers.

That all this mischief is to be laid at the

door of the summer—we beg pardon, of the

suramerless—season of 1860 there cannot be a

doubt. Its consequences are shown in so many
different ways, the symptoms of injury are so mul-
tifarious, that it may seem paradoxical to refer

them all to the same common cause. But it must
not be forgotten that peculiar structure and
diverse constitutions, and dissimilar circumstances

will necessari y cause the result of a fatal season to

manifest itself in an almost infinite variety of ways.

"VVe Bhould be much mistaken if we supposed

tbat fruit trees only bear witness to what has

happened. Let us take a tour round a garden, and
what do we see? The common Musk (Mimulus
moschatus) leaves are turning black on the suckers

that survived the winter. Tree Roses have pushed,
and died, and their withered remains hang shabbily

on the other living branches. The small flowered

American Horsechesnut (Pavia parvifiora) has
yellow half-dead shoots among its otherwise

healthy foliage ; and the pretty tufts of flowers

are thin and few. Kcelrenteria has endeavoured to

elaborate a few branches, but the brown hand
of Death has reached them. The Common Honey-
suckle, which started so fair in April, is still en-
cumbered by shrivelled shoots which the gardener
has forgotten to remove. Many American Thorns
still bear witness to a struggling vitality, having
perished here and there for want of support. As
for Common Laurels they seem to have been

preventive? Preventive there was none, aud

nothing can be more unjust than to charge to the

unskilfulness of gardmers what has been the

will of Provid-nce. The misfortune is one that

must be borne with patience. And patience

must of itself remedy the disaster if God so wills

it. So far as human means extend, the early

removal of all that obstructs the free circulation

of air and admission of sunlight, a total abstinence

from late pruning, and, when trees are under

glass, as in Orchard Houses, the exclusion ot

damp, and the use of dry fire heat at the end of

the season, offer the best security for the re-esta-

blishment of healthy vegetation.

in the agony of death ; and although life is

now passing vigorously through their larger
limbs, small side twigs are perishing daily,
even branches are suddenly stricken with death,
and their whole system " is so enfeebled that
it is only with difficulty and by very slow degrees
that they can relieve themselves of their useless
leaves. The Oregon Mahonias are in a similar
condition, though not so sick ; and as for Tree
Pseonies they are reduced to the last stage of
debility, as is now shown by their wiry shoots and
shrivelling dingy foliage. Of all this the early
spring gave warning ; even Crocuses, the hardiest
of flowers, blossomed ill; Hyacinths rotted, and
the young shoots of Asparagus died back when
but a few inches long. The charming Ostrich
Fern (Struthiopteris), usually so stout and strong,
although at first it proudly vindicated its reputa-
tion for hardihood, in a few short weeks became
sear and broken down. And it will be found
that the hybrid Gladioli are dying back in manv
places. J

How then was it that all this mischief was pro-
auced ? The answer is obvious. It is an axiom
in Vegetable Physiology that no plants can remain
in health whose wood is not ripened; and the
term wood is not confined in its application to
wnat in common parlance bears that name, but
extends to the whole perennial system of a plant.
lnus the corm of a Crocus, or the fleshy bulb of a
hyacinth, or the succulent fangs of an Asparagus
are as much the wood of those plants, as timber is

*W« ?— iS for the term ripening, its
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0f al1 ^e V^nnml structure, theremoval of all superfluous sap, the complete

conversion of soluble into insoluble secretions, as
of gum into starch, and so on, and by this last
means the provision of abundant natural food in
the interior of a plant for the organs it is to form
in a succeeding season. Given this and a plant is
healthy; remove any one condition and its
debility is inevitable.

Some persons wonder that
ripened wood should not be
when growth recommences. WM,

When it is not, the circumstance seems owing
*> the presence of a small and insufficient quantitv
of natural food, which, for a time more or less
snort, is able to nourish new shoots. Just as an Elm
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What now is the remedy?

In order to cultivate and keep up a supply of

flowers in rooms and windows, some means beyond

the mere will or wish to do so, and the necessary

knowledge, are required ; and to this question the

second division of Maling's book already referred

to (see p. 754) is devoted.

Among the first requisites are space and fittings

—either a small conservatory, or such oontrivauces

as a glass case, or iiower-stand occupying a window
recess, a balcony more or less covered, a hanging
garden, or a window-sill. Another requisite is a

heated or forcing case for keeping up a supply of

flowers for the conservatory or flow<r-stand at

certain seasons. The heat required is however very
simple and readily obtainable, and at little cost.

The forcir.g case which is described aud strongly

recommended for general adoption on account of

the success which has attended its use, is 3 feet

long, 18 inches wide, and the same in height, and
its cost, including the heating apparatus, was not
more than two guineas. The "bnler"—a zinc

hot-water case, which fits into the bottom, and
in spring, when artificial heat is mo3t needed, is

filled night and morning with boiling water

—

gives a heat varying from 55° to 75°, and would
readily yield 90°, especially when the silver sand
in which the pots are to be kept plunged, is pro-
perly moistened. The end, sides, and top of this

case are each formed of one large pane of
glass, the top and one side being separately
framed, so as to take iu and out, in order to give
greater facility both for cleaning and arranging
the plants within. Small brass buttons fix the
glazed panels in their place, and a hook attached
to the upper part catches the side, and retains it
when desirable in such' a position as to leave it

1 or 2 inches open. " I very seldom have mine
entirely closed, except at night, and when con-
taining plants in blossom the entire front panel is
often kept out all day." This is the secret of
success.

For a stand, to be placed in the centre of a con-
servatory or in a window recess, basket work lined
with zinc and coloured to suit the house or room
in which it is to stand, is most strongly recom-
mended ; or instead of this a wooden one in the
form of a tray 5 or 6 inches deep, rustic in pattern
and varnished for conservatory use, or made of
china tiles when intended for the drawing room.
In these, which are to have a solid stand°to rest
upon, the pots are to be plunged, the bottom being
silver^ sand and the packing cleansed Moss.
Hanging baskets are preferred to be of wicker-
work painted, as being lighter and not liable to
rust like iron^ will. For balconies and windows
the boxes, which are always necessary there, may
be made of earthenware, tiles, or wood. A very
pretty arrangement in such a situation is made by
covering the front and ends of a box with Minton's

and thus they become nat
received amongst us. To know
introduced long ago, is to me the — ~" **

Plant^
recommendations, as it is only by swsetV *
beauty that it first becomes common o^^
wards maintains its ground. Mv rcL/j*^*

colour both of leaf and hi™Jl 0n* **regards and blossom.

ated
foil

not much liking for plants of vari7«-"^ — *
for indoor u«e. On a small scale I f

patchy : it gives so much the impression of rf*
that are dying off.

.

P^
"For groups of colour meant to be effect

would recommend every one to study for • 7f
time some ot the painter's rules as to the arra
ment of colours. Patchy flower-stands

areS
as bad as patchy paintings, a bad arrangement
colour quite spoils what would otherwise

bi
very pretty group, and even when at last theJ
may instinctively lead one right, it ^ *

:

vexatious to have brought on together a mi

m
*hok

the effect of un-
immediately seen
Sometimes it is.

What was the

., - ._ , . « purpose cortainh
tne least handsome.

It is of little use to expend all the care and
trouble, to say nothing of cost involved in these
preparations, on plants ill adapted for the tiny
greenhouses and plant cases, or even to grow nice
specimens of appropriate kinds unless they are
afterwards suitably arranged to produce a pleasing
effect. The author (or authoress, for surely there
is evidence of a lady's hand in some of the
allusions which follow), gives some verv pointed
instructions on these matters, a portion'of which
we may venture to quote :

—

" I may as well mention two rules by which I
am guided in seeking to increase my stock of
available plants. The first being, that grand-
named plants, whioh have no common name, unless
very newly come out, are generally a delusion and
a snare to the inexperienced, as any well-known
flower that is worthy of such special culture very
soon acquires some familiar name. Those plants
even which retain their learned titles 'soon gain
if they are really pretty household names as wejl,

plants the colours of whose flowers kill one anofll
utterly or produce a scattered or poor effect J?
really' surprising how the addition of even
magnificeut flower will sometimes mate a

stand look shabby and unfilled.

" I will give one instance : Lately I sanfW
stand holding about 18 pots enclosed by a "W
case. It was arranged with 7 or 8 good ltd
Myrtles, Begonias, and Geraniums, some Liieirf

the Yalley, and some Ferns and Moss. I tto4

there were three—it may have been only two-

splendid pure white Hyacinths, two or three briA

pale pink ones (very common but very pretty a

pot of exquisite rose and white Yan Thol Tulips,

i

few Snowdrops, and many pale blue Sci lias taj

pure white Crocuses as an undergrowth. Hn

effect certainly was most lovely ; but just as Im
admiring it, a remarkably fine dark blue Hyacinth

was added to the plants already there, with apot

also of equally fiae blue Crocuses; and wheal

looked at it again I was perfectly astonished it

the change. The whole looked pcor and unsatis-

factory. One had a sensation of wishing it to be

filled up into a mass of flowers; there warn
blending of colours, everything seemed dislocated,

and the whole was spoiled. Of course the ob-

noxious flowers were very soon removed; butlcor-

fess I needed no further lesson on the inexpediency

of a combination of purple and pink flowers. The

cold pale blue of the Scillas (Newophik colour

that is) made everything still fresher and[more

clear ; but purple was simply overwhelm^ mud.

" The principles applicable to colours toteT

as well as in painting, may very well be a^M to

the arrangement of flowers. The abundant green,

of course, is a very softening element ;
still there

are combinations to be avoided, even withits aid.

For example : mixtures—always cloudy-of three

or four different shades of one colour, anotM

juxta-position of one colour with another contain-

ing one of its principal component parts, or ofw
of which the separate parts would combine. i»

fact of scarlet containing yellow, and cnnw»

containing blue, illustrates both my Pr?PfT?
Purple containing red will not do with pint, *fl»

with scarlet it is altogether bad. t

" Scarlet, crimson, and pink, should alwaft

think, be mixed, each and alone, with white, £
with scarlet creepers of pale primrose, ana

rose-colour, those of pale blue, like the ' oir
me-not or Scillas, would often VToUflrZ
pretty, when the other colours had a g

L

rea
;JTrf

derance of red. All the white shouldJ
exactlv the same shade. The perfectly

clear F

tint of one colour may suit, notwithstanding,!

£

fectly with that of another as pure into

Jj^own colour does not in the least enter,

so simple is always most artistic

" Pink, and pale cold blue—as in

H

the Hy«J^ *** iV
J

****** LSU11? uuiu uiuv *•- - 3„i

Norma, and Scillas, or the pink ^eram^
blue Nemophila, or the pale common Cnm ^
full blown nearly, with the olimW^y
Passion-flower, are the contrasts that ** ^
lovely. White and crimson, scarlet and

dar

^oC
gsl

or grey Heliotrope colour and crimson are ^
the number; and when many colours ^
used, by means of the grey Heliotrope, °r

breaking

or green, a division may always be ma jr
ec

(V th«

up (almost imperceptibly, except by
J*

^r
vani

»

whole into groups of perfect separate

together, like a succession of beautiW

chords." r eftf"

In this way, and by the aid of pla^ Q^ fr

green foliage, though the fbwer-stana ^
piled up with red, the effect may be so soiteu

^
that the mass may be neither heavy ?

0lA^
and though a few sprigs of pallid pin*

frr*

should be the onlv materials to arrange, ^only
colour is concerned, they may be so

placed
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appear neither p->or nor thin ; the scarlet 111 the one

case rendering the cool dark green a refreshment

to the eve, and the starry white in the other

relieving the monotonv of the verdure. There

should dways, in every situation, whether it be in

a small conservators-, a glass case, a flower-stand,

a hanging garden, or even a window-sill—the

latter being kept brighter and fresher because o»

its small extenf, be a prepondeiance of bright

fresh-looking evergreens. The chief secret lies in

having good distinct and well selected colours

ahowing amidst this <rreen groundwork.

A gla>s case of 3 feet long, half as much in

•width, and 2 feet high, should have something like

the following evergreen or background plants :—

Two or three Myrtles, of which one now seldom

sees half em h ; one or two Geraniums for their

folios : a Btrgoniaj small -leaved Ivy trailing

long the top ; a Maiienhair Fern ; a Pteris

longi'olia or s« rrulata, which are amongst the best

and m > t ea ily grown of Ferns for cases ; a couple

of Selagin.llas, u'enticulata and apoda, or some

euoh prettily creeping Moss-like plants. Ihis gives

10 or 11 permanent occupants, and the case, which

will hold about 18 5 or 6-inch pots, or a larger

number of 4-inch ones, is to be filled up with a

removable and frequently varied selection of

flowering subjects, of which about a dozen and a

half will be required for each month.
"We may perhaps hereafter find space to offer a

few comments on the plants which have been found

.euitable for this particular branch of gardening;

in the meanwhile we can assure our fair readers

that they will find a variety cf hints in this book

-on " Indoor Plants" which, if they are apt scholars,

will teach them " how to grow them." *

We observe that "the finest collection of

Orange trees known to exist" is announced for

tale by auction on the 16th September, at Bois de

Flines, near Tournay. They are described as

consisting of 30 pairs of very strong plants, re-

markable for their beauty and extraordinary

vigour, their stems heing 18 to 20 inches in

•diameter, and the heads from 2 to 2} yards

through. Apply for further information to Mr.

Vkrschaffelt, nurseryman, 43, Hue de la

Cavernc, Ghent.

from his companion Dr. Haast, the geologist to the
.

party, and in more detail latterly from his old and

attached friend and fellow botanist, C. Knight, Esq.,

F L &, of Auckland. The accident occurred through

Ml i i.prudent attempt to cross the swollen Rangitata

river on foot, at a ford where the stream is divided by

an island. Dr. S. appears to have crossed with his

horse to the island, hut the animal having there

esca

bran

ped from him, he proceeded on foot into the second

„.„uch, when the current proving too strong he was

carried down and drowned, and the body discovered

some time afterwards lying on a spit of sand. Mr.

Knight thus writes :

—

* -«,»i« Auckland, May 6, 1861.

"My dear Dr. Hooker,—Mine is a sad duty to-day.

Our old and dear friend Dr. Sinclair was drowned on

the 26th of March, when attempting to cross the

river Rangitata in the Middle Island. He had accom-

panied Mr. Haast (a countryman and friend of Dr.

HocbtteUer) to explore the sources of that river, and

had completed the exploration of the western branch

up to the base of Mount Cook. He had collected new

plants, none of which have been sent up here, but I

understand that Mr. Haast will send a set to your

address. I had accompanied our friend as far south as

N.lson, and never knew him so cheery and companion-

able. He made arrangements there with Mr. Haast

to explore together the country round the base of

Mount Cook and to ascend that mountain together;

and lie entertained great hopes of adding to your know-

ledge of the botany of our Southern Alps. I went

further south to Dunedin, where I stayed a month, and

on returning just missed seeing Dr. Sinclair, as he was

starting from Christchurch for Mount Cook. His niece

has lately received a letter, written a few days before

his death, in which he describes the glaciers of the

Southern Alps, and the risk the party was exposed to

from the rupture of a field of ice.

" I may, however, add in explanation of the length of

time that elapsed before the body was found, that Mr.

Haast, on the return of Stringer to the camp, pro-

ceeded with every possible speed down the river, which

he found much swollen. On arriving at the spot where

Dr. Sinclair had crossed over to the island, he found JJPf -

Iteddo
mums.
bloom,
eyes of

NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF JAPAN No. VII.
(&« page 576.)

There is a place named Ah-sax-saw on the eastern

side of Yeddo, which is renowned for its large

Buddhist Temples, its Tea houses, and its gardens.

The gardens were reported to contain an extraordinary

collection of Chrysanthemums, and I was therefore in

duty bound to pay them a visit. M. L'Abbe Gerard, of

the French Legation, who had visited the place on a

former occasion, was good enough to accompany me.

A sharp ride of an hour-andahalf brought us to

Ah-sax-saw. Its massive temple was seen looming at

the further end of a broad avenue. An ornamental

arch or gateway was thrown across the avenue, which

had a very good effect, a huge belfry stood on one

side, and a number of large trees, such as Pines and

Salisburia adiantifolia, surrounded the temple. Each

side of the avenue was lined with shops and stalls open

in front like a bazaar, in which all sorts of Japanese

things were exposed for sale. Toys of all kinds,

looking-glasses, pipes and gimcracks of a like nature

predominated. Had it been covered over with glass

it would have been a good representation of Lowther

Arcade, or some place of that kind at home. Crowds
of people followed us as we entered the avenue who
had ^evidently seen little of Europeans before, but

although somewhat noisy they treated us with the

most perfect civility and respect. On our arrival at

the head of the avenue we found ourselves in front of

the huge temple, and ascended its massive steps. Its

wids doors stood open ; candles were burning on the

altars, and priests were engaged in their demotions.

It was the old story over again—unmeaning sounds,

beating of drums, tinkling of bells, &c, which I had

so often heard when a guest in the Buddhst Temples
of China.

The Temple has numerous Tea-houses attached to it

for the accommodation of visitors and devotees.

Adjoining thetn are many pretty gardens with fish

ponds, ornamental bridges, artificial rockwork, and
avenues of Plum and Cherry trees, which seem the

favourite ones at all the Tea houses and temples of

THE LATE Dr. ANDREW SINCLAIR,
M.D., F.L.S.

IvTinxiOEyeT!: has tely been received from New
"Zealand of the death by drowning of this estimable

man and ardent botanical collector, during an exploring

expedition undertaken at his own cost, and chiefly for

botanical purposes, to the glacier-bound mountains of
the Middle Island.

Dr. Sinclair has long been favourably known in

botanical circles, from the collections he formed when
-surgeon of the surveying: expedition of H.M.S. Sulphnr
on the Pacific coasts of North and South America, under
the command first of Captain Beechey, and afterwards
of Sir Edward Belcher, which collections arc published
partly in the supplement to Hooker & Arnott's account
•of the Botany of Beechey's voyage, and partly in Ben-
tham's Botany of the Sulphur's voyage. Of Dr. Sin-

clair's naval career little else is known to us. He en-

tered the service somewhere about the year 1824, and
*wai promoted to surgeon's rank in 1829, but it was not
till the aforesaid voyage in 1834 that he appears to

have devoted his leisure to natural history. In 1842 he
-was employed as surgeon of a convict ship, and visited

several Australian ports, collecting diligently every
where. From Australia he went to New Zealand,
for the purpose of spending some weeks with the

Antarctic expedition, in which his friend Dr. Hooker
^as then doing the duty of naturalist. During a second
voyage in the same capacity to Australia, he met with
Captain (now Admiral) Fitzroy, who was on his way to
New Zealand as Governor, and who took Dr. Sinclair on
with him as his private secretary.

Not long after his arrival Dr. Sinclair succeeded to
the post of Colonial Secretary, which he held thereafter
daring the governments of Captain Fitzroy, Sir George
<jrey

,
and Colonel Brown. During all which period his

aettght was m botany, and in its furtherance he spent
all hia spare time.

r

. ?? lh* «*ahKshment of parliamentary government
in New Zealand Dr. Sinclair visited England, and soon
aRer received a pension from the colony. But being
till bent on the exploration of his favourite island, and
being especially des.ron, to collect materials from the
if iddle and Southern Ulands, for a supplement to Dr.
Hooker^ Flora, he returned

in 1859. After several
months ojonrnm Auckland and in Nelson, from
whence he visited the mountains of that province, he

t-» I"1
!? > '? Canfc€

Tbary. »nd made arrangements
with Mr haast, for visiting Mount Cook, and perhap.
crowing the glacier-bound central range to the west
coast, an arduous journey for a man of his age, but one
of the most interesting, geographically, geologically, and
botanically, that could be undertaken in the New Zea-

the river too deep and rapid to be forded. He at once

set up a lofty pole with a letter fixed to it, stating

what had happened. He then searched lower down
the stream, looking out anxiously for the body of his

lost companion, if by chance it had been left on one ol

the spitaof the river. Very soon the banks became im-

practicable, and he was compelled to strike inland, and

was at length stopped by a swampy creek (late in the

evening) where he had to camp. Soon after he saw an
alarm fire some distance off on the opposite side of the

river. The next morning he started by daylight, and

This place is most famed in the vicinity of

for the variety and beauty of its Chrysanthe-

At the time of our visit they were in full

and most certainly would have delighted the

our Salters, Brooms, and Birds had they found
themselves so far away from Hammersmith, the

Temple, or Stoke Newington. I procured some extra-

ordinary varieties, most peculiar in form and in

colouring, and quite distinct from any of the kinds at

present known in Europe. One had petals like long
thick hairs, of a red colour, but tipped with yellow,

looking like the fringe of a shawl or curtain ; another

when he again reached the river it was still impossible ! had broad white petals striped with red like a Car-

for persons on foot to cross it. At about 10 a.m. he nation or Camellia, while others were remarkable for

was overtaken by a party of three horsemen. They their great size and brilliant colouring. If I can suc-

stated that the stray horse had arrived at the station ceed in introducing these varieties into Europe they

about dusk, and that they had immediately lighted a may create as great a change amongst Chrysanthemums

large fire for the guidance of the dismounted horseman, as my old protege* the modest " Chusan Daisy " did

whom they feared had met with an accident. That in when she became the parent of the present race of

the morning they took up the track of the horse,

crossed the ford, and found Mr. Haast's note, but they

had seen no signs of Dr. Sinclair. The party being now
all mounted crossed the river about 3 miles below the

place where the accident occurred, and at sunset found

the body about 300 yards below the ford which Dr.

Sinclair had endeavoured to cross. The body was lying

on a spit of land, the head resting upon the right arm
and the left arm extended down the body. The face

was much bruised. The body was lying nearly dry. I

do not myself think it probable that life was not

entirely extinct when it was stranded ; 300 yards was a

long distance to be in the water, and the bruises on the

face show that the head had been frequently brought in

contact with the stones of the bed of the river. The
body was borne to a neighbouring spot, where he him-

self had admired with Mr. Haast the extreme beauty

of the scenery around. His name and untimely end

will be long remembered in the district whei e he had so

well laboured to extend our knowledge of its resources

and its natural history/'

Dr. Sinclair was a man remarkable for shrewdness of

character, ardent love of knowledge, fondness of com-
municating it, and as an assiduous collector of plants

and animals. He made no pretensions to a knowledge
of scientific subjects, though he read largely and often

observed well ; he loved them for their own sakes, and

pursued them for no other purpose than the benefit of

science, generally presenting his zoological collections f o

the British Museum and his botanical to Sir W. Hooker.

Of ancient and modern history and belles lettree he was

extremely fond, and having during his many years

service in the Royal Navy visited numerous parts of

the globe, and especially the classical shores of Italy,

Greece, and Asia Minor, his stores of information

were both varied and great. He further had a keen

relish for society, love of music and art, and was a most

amiable man ami engaging companion m the bush or

at sea, and to old or young in the drawing-room or

school-room. Dr. Sinclair never married, but many will

mo-.irn his loss, as that of a most judicious, disinterested,

Pompones.
The Japanese gardener understands the art of Chry-

santhemum culture rather better than we do, and pro-

duces blooms of wonderful size. This is done by
great care, good soil, and by allowing only one or two
blooms to be perfected at the end of a shoot.

The Tea plant was common in these gardens, and
was frequently used as an edging for the walks. In
this position it was kept clipped, and had a pretty and
novel appearance. In other places in this district I

observed it cultivated rather extensively for the sake
of its leaves. There is also in the gardens of Ah-sax-
saw a collection of living birds and other animals for

the amusement of visitors who may happen to be fond
of this branch of natural history. I observed green
pigeons, speckled crows, a fine large eagle, gold and
silver pheasants, Mandarin ducks, rabbits, and squirrels

amongst the collection. Altogether, there are many
things here calculated to amuse and instruct the good
people of Yeddo. when they come out for a holiday,

.

and when the Plum and Cherry trees are in blossom,
these gardens must be very enjoyable. It. F.

lost only 5 per cent, of Rosea on the Manet ti, whilst upon

the Briar 1 am sorry to state that my loss was 1 5 per

cent. This fact is, I conceive, greatly in favour of the

Manetti as a hardy stock, superior in one of its most

prominent as one of the^/^^HEJ ^mstTce '°?hat my case » far from being

stasias ss25SS5 1E£S«Sr - *- - msk^smtxisxsi

THE MANETTI AND THE BRIAR.
I As a great deal has been written both for and
against the use of the Manetti stock for Roses, I

venture to offer a few remarks ou the subject from
personal experience.

I have grown Roses on the Briar and Manetti for

gome years, and until last severe winter I found little

difference in either stock, for each had its good proper-

ties; but the results of our last severe winter have

compelled me to give an unconditional preference to

the Manetti. .

My reason for preferring this stock to the Briar is

this. In spite of the intense cold of last winter I
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12 below zero, viz., Adelaide Fontaine, Alex. Bachme-
teff, Alphonse Karr, Auguste Mie, Acidalie, Baronne
Prevoat, Baron Hallez, Cardinal Patrizzi, Caroline de
Sansal, Colonel Rougernont, Comte de Nanteuil,

Comtosse Cecile de Cuabrillant, Comte de Montego,
Dr. Leprestre, Duchess of Orleans, Duchess of Norfolk,

Duchess of Sutherland, Dr. Marx, Dr. Berthat, Du
Petit Thouars, Eveque de Nime3, Geant des Batailles,

Gen. Jacqueminot, Henri Lecoq, Jules Margottin,

Justine, La Fontaine, La Reine, La Ville de St. Denis,
L'Enfant deMontCarmel, Lion des Combats, Lselia, Lord
Palmerston, Lord Raglan, Louise Peyronny, Madame
Cambaceres, Madame Domage, Madame Knoll,

Madame Place, Madame Vidot, Mademoiselle The-
rese Appert, Marie Portemer, Mathurin Regnier,
Monsieur de Montigny, Monsieur Ravel, Mrs. Rivers,

Madame Laffy, Madame Lamoriciere, Madame Desiree
Geraud, Mrs. Elliott, Paul Dupuy, Prince Leon, Pauline
Lansezeur, Prince Albert, Proserpine, Paul Joseph,
Queen Victoria, Rebecca, Reine de la Cite*, Reine
Mathilde, Reveil, Souvenir de l'Angleterre, Sou-
venir de Leveson Gower, Souvenir de la Malmaison,
Souchefc, Triomphe de Lyon, Triomphe de Paris,
Triomphe des Beaux Arts, George Peabody,
"William Griffiths, Sir Joseph Paxton, Louise
Odier, Madame Phelip, Monsieur Jard, Gloire de
Dijon. These Roses have not only survived the
"winter's blast (although cut down by the frost within
an inch of the junction), but have grown more
vigorously, are much cleaner in foliage, and have
bloomed better than in previous years; whilst the
Briar Roses that have survived have done but mode-
rately, with the exception of Madame Cambaccrc3.
This Rose has grown well and bloomed profusely.
The only Rose on the Manetti that has not done so

well is Adelaide Fontaine. I have two plants of ifc,

and what is remarkable they are like twins in form and
feature, but still I will not say that this variety will not
do capitally on the Mauetti. I will, however, give it
another situation, and try it another year ; on the other
hand I have some magnificent bushes of La Ville de
St. Denis, Angleterre, Auguste Mie, Monsieur Ravel,
Jules, Mathurin Regnier, Ge'ant, Prevost, Paxton
Madame Vulot, Cambaceres, Leveson Gower, Pey-
ronny Jard, Lecoq, Hallez, Sutherland, Caroline de
bansal, Portemer, Lord Raglan, and some others-
even dwarfs, such as Paul Joseph, Dupuy, Dr. Le-
prestre, Thouars, Souchet, and Prince Leon, are sur-
prisingly fine. I think I have shown good and sub-
stantial reason for speaking well of the Manetti, and
strongly recommend my brother amateurs to growmore of it than they have hitherto done. I havemade it a rule that whatever Roses I had on the Briar
to have the same on the Manetti, consequently I have
kept sorts that I otherwise would have lost, and which
*re now blooming splendidly.
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Mauetti has is;its inclination to throwup suckers; a little
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for, that, come from where they may, while many of

the newly planted trees are very handsome and ex-

tremely well grown, others are beyond description ugly.

Of the former there is a striking example in the case

of a line of Plane trees on one of the Quais, forming a

marvellous contrast with wretched old Lime trees next

the Rue de Rivoli ; of the latter you may And a rather

extraordinary specimen on the left of the Vincenues

road. The weather is too hoi to write more just now,

Paris ,

have visited Paris very often for the express purpose of

ascertaining what could be seen in the form of garden-

ing*, and my first impression was that a good deal

might be learnt, but on closer inspection on a recent

visit, I came to the conclusion that English gardening
was much superior to Parisian both as regards flowers

and tree management. I cannot speak of fruit, as 1

have seen few private gardens, it being difficult to get
access to them ; an order from the regissear or pro-
prietaire is indispensable. Such, however, as Baron
Rothschild's, near the Bois de Boulogne, is an exception.
Ifc is quite true that such things as Caladiums, Begonias,
Cannas, Musas, and stove plants of that description
may be seen grouped in and around the Champs Elyse'es,

but to an English eye they look more like weeds,
planted as they are in beds covered with stable litter ;

this is put on for the purpose of keeping the beds
moist, and not only these but all other beds that
contain anything in the shape of flowers are covered
with this litter, and in many instances dry straw is

more prominent than flowers. This practice seems to
be general in France, as I noticed Orange tubs and beds
at Versailles treated in the same way, the only
difference being that the dung was more decom-
posed. Its appearance is however offensive to
ladies of taste, as my lady employer begged me
when I came here to try and discontinue its use,
and this year the roots of Caladiums, Cannas, &c.,'

are enjoying it out of sight in beds of loam. I am
of the same opinion as your Correspondent "J. N."
respecting the young trees in the Boulevard de Sebas-
topol ; I should like to see all the other roads planted
in the same way, more particularly those that have
dead and dying trees towering above a lot of young
ones. The former, I believe, are those that were planted
in summer, and that have never survived the trans-
planting, although this and last year have been so
favourable to newly planted trees . Their roots appear to
me too deep. Whether the fault is in planting or in the
making up of the walks afterwards I cannot Ray • the
fact, however, of the trunk being of an uniform size
from the surface of the walk upwards induces me
to believe that numbers of them are buried
at least a metre. The healthiest trees and most thriving
are Horse Chemuts, especially those at the Tuilern swhich are better than anywhere else; but they are too
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thf̂ 2?^:7Ha^ar *** an advertisement forthe sale of an article to cut flowers and collect fruit ina late number of your Paper, I send you a sketc of oneshown me by a friend, similar to those used in Germanyfor collectmg Apple,, Pears, and other large ffcfcHftZ

IrZV TVh contrivance, and can easily be made bvany handy man. a is an oval or round piece of wood

sufficiently showy and promenadish HT^^
with such a difficulty I have tried this

"^

W*t 1 v

foliage plants in front of a symmetricJi! ?
ribV

of evergreens. The effect is so good Si^ Ifc

exchange it for the showiest arrantJ^ 1
.
Wo

«Ufc»

preclude the possibility of such a thin* X?**3
consists of Perilla Nankinensis for th iT*^
18 inches wide

; Antennaria margaritac ^
fashioned silvery leaved herbaceous nW'?-1**
purple Orache and Perilla mixed, and k1^tipping, 12 inches; variegated Arabia fif^^
Perilla far preferable to either used aione^
is dense and rich, and the portwine colour of'tWi?when the sun shines takes the funereal K

*^»

Perilla completely. I find that the Oral^
sown late to hold on well to the end of the seas r^my batch this season in March, and nowTt'
difficult to keep the plants from seedim? **A Jl

_
little use to strike for succession .ft

%
begun to flower. P«rilloa e»««+ r ...

ar£tr

are of very for succession
after

Penllas root from cutting
or eight days, and make capital plants f£Jl*
the season if wanted. Shirley Ilibberd, StohM
Bees.-Won\d any of your Corresponded khAVfurnish me with some information respectiazS

beehives. I propose taking mine, which «2
strong, with Messrs. George Neighbour 4^J
gator, No. 12—the one used by means of bellowsmm\
the prepared Fungus Messrs. Neighbour & Soium
mend; but as I never took them in this waybefc!
am in great fear of killing them by over-fumiak
and should be so much obliged if any one wc
me about how many puffs of Fungus into each hive*
be sufficient to stupify without killing the bees, li
Japan Lilies.—Tn the conservatory of a gently

residing in Heaton Norris are 12 specimens of Lin
lancifolium, exhibiting 152 beautiful well-grown flow.

buds in a very forward state. Two of the plants it
of the great height of 6 feet 6 inches, each kw
22 flowers from 11 branches. The other spent*
which average 5 feet 6 inches, show a fraction more tha

10 flowers each. The bulbs were furnished from the

stock of Messrs. Carter & Co., of High Holborn. /

Lomax, Stockport.
Manure to Conifers.—In the case of Trees tl

were injured by frost, is it advisable to excite their

roots with manure or not ? I speak especially of Pin

and Cypress. F. C. [Don't manure Conifers on fflj

account whatever.^
Tempora Mutantur.— Tn the year 1509, the W of

Henry VIII., Queen Catharine of Arwgon could no-

procure a salad in the kingdom, till Henry sent to the

Netherlands for a person who understood the aetkod

of raising the necessary ingredient?. J. B.

Judges at Regent's Park {see p. Ta6).-1 tm 'm N>

degree responsible for the alleged mi^gaaUt
Fuchsias and Geraniums at the late Royal Botanic

Society's exhibition, therefore I shall leave that part of

the subject to be dealt with by tfee parties concernt

As regards fruit, however, I will just ask "A Visitor

to explain why he made a public charge again* tbe

Judges which he now acknowledges there wn»
foundation for. If be can give no better reasonm
the one put forth at p. 756, many will be <' incrednM

as to that having been the real motive for I"?"*

upon us, because the rectification of the "f^S
standing" (which was not the fault of the JuW£
have been well known to him at the time he wroM»

attack. For my part I can only look upon »»

unworthy attempt to hold the J^g& 1lP K
ridicule; whether such a course is calculated to>»£
exhibitors or exhibitions time will determine.

«
from my intention to claim a monopoly ot

ledge for "Judges in office," who arc no

--J
infallible than exhibitors or visitors; wt

claim for them the right to be treats

common courtesy and fairness. J\&^%$jmf
Now that "A Visitor,
request, has come down

vtaif nP « • t, ^ uuujes are tor

into which are inserted a nrnnher of rounded Deo-s h
efficiently apart to admit of the branch of thefre.'(beanng the frnit) being passed throngh. You the.gently pull the pole c, and the fruit remainsTn th?
reservoir. The other article is expensive, a, also canbe used for collecting flowers, but this con trivTce ivery easily obtained and for gathering fruit ft. m alieight appears to be multum in pano Bam
Wicklow. '

'

Foliage Masses.—To secure a good summer show offlowers under the deep shade of large trees is no easy

can vouch might be otherwLe sn tab le (ea V^*i P "ntS tha
' r° come to th« P°" * *'• ««* : in the ?5iI S omerwiae suitable (e.g. terns, &c.,) Me not
\ a3aerts that M % , Fuchsias were first *

«^ia*

general misjudgment to the indication °} fjj*
cases, I feel it incumbent upon me as one of W^m
of florist flowers at the exhibition referred

tow

to his charges in so far as affects uiyeelf-PJ"**
fe
^e

observations, however, by the remark that the ib^
naturally drawn from his letters is that ^^JjI*up as superior to the whole of the Judges eng**^
that occasion, and that he feels himself capable ° -^

their collected work in about the same, or it
**Lrf.

less time than that taken by them all, n^""^
;ng the crowded period of the day daring

,

I}

the exhibition is open to the public, and * lt*^
advantages of pursuing his operations in q» ^
Does this self-appointed censor, though bl^k t#
such transcendent powers of discrimination,

c .^
he would be able to perform the duties of tne ^ I

and award the prizes more justly than those ^£J^«
of?—if so, and he can persuade the electors t°

rf
th it opinion, it would be economy on the par ^.
Society to supersede those practical but uaei ^

j

viduals who have recently proved their ^V^mY
substitute him in their place. With »U^% }&
tion, I am afraid, however, that

<4A Visitor- ^ i

ment in this case is superficial ; surely, na
\,mts,

h*

the trouble to thoroughly examine the PV^ofr
would not have committed himself so Ca ^ h*

focome to the poii t a*, once: in the in*-6 *

rerti*
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merit, ami Mr. Harper's about third or rourtn. i ins i

denv. If yoar Correspondent mistakes size for quality,

No.* 4, which was Mr. Youngs collection, may have had

claims to precedence. Plants being of good size

merely add to the general effect, and ire useless without

more sterling qualities ; if large plants do not approach

the standard by which florists' flowers aro judged so

nearly as smaller plants do, a visitor will always find

the former low down in the prize list. In fact, at the

Jane show, and also at one of the shows last year, the

jinaller plants took then prize. Toresume, Mr. Harper's

plants, though notsolarge Mr.Young's, were very effec-

tive, an I they were well contrasted as rt a irds varieties.

Mr. Yonng had the whole of the back branches brought

forward to make a front, and this was not very neatly

done, to say the least of it. Mr. Harper's on the

contrary were as good behind as in front, in fact they

were lymm au! Of Mr. Young's collection of six

iants,two had seen a deal of service; one plant was an

lot* and s ild have been left at home under the

care of a nurse. In Letters C I) the pi were as

follows : Not, 1, 8 As to the i eUt merits

of the f . there were n two opinions

amongst the censors. In 1 rs C E " A Visitor " has

fallen into the samo error that he fell into in that of

C C, bnt with more apparent reason. Xos. 3 and 6

at first give I judge* some little trouble, for

looking at them in trout as a whole, No. 6 told

upon the e\ bnl then the judges examined the plants

closely and* found Mr. Parmenter's infinitely superior to

Mr. irimpton's ; those of the former were young and

healthy, full of bloom and buds, and the individual

flowers were tolerably perfect. While on Mr.

Shrimpton's pLmts there re more blooms, they wore

inferior in quality; in fact, there were scarcely any

perfect flowers upon his plants; they were stale and
much past their best; the backs were naked and the

foliage was sickly. I have now given some of the

more prominent reasons which influenced my judgment
in the cases complained of; the awards were conscien-

tiously and im partially made, and I trust that the

explanations I have given will prove satisfactory. The
office of Judge is an onerous one, and the person

filling it is always liable to be assailed; each

thinks his productions better than those of his compe-
titors, and the consequence is he is greatly disappointed.

Such a one often attributes partiality to the Judges,
and in this he is backed by others. I would here
men! i that I know but tin of the exhibitors of
florist flowers, viz., M rs. Turner, I) >bson, and Fraser.

In conclusion, I think that it would be s.itisf tory to
the judges and only fair towards them if " A Visitor

"

were to throw off his an nymous name and proclaim
who he is. I also think that it would have been as

well if he ha I contented himself with making his

charge an A not have endeavoured to make political

capital out of the suggestion that the censors were
incapable of forming a correct judgment because they
had dined; they had not dined, however, and if they

j

had, 1 I would have had no eilect upon their judg-
ment. A. Parsons, Danesbury, Weltoyn, Herts.

•Uingtonia.—l send a few sprigs of Wellingtonia

grudged to preserve it. Custom House Quay, Ireland.

[The caulking is needless if the pitch can be intro-

duced properly. Our Paris Correspondent speaks of

some preparation of coal tar used instead of pitch.

But whatever you do be sure to pare or scrape away all

decaved wood till you reach the quick.]

Potmto Disease.—The following is the process I fol-

lowed last autumn with my Potatoes, and the result

therefrom. They were very bad, not more than one

part in fonr being fit for food. I took them up in

September and divided them into three sorts ; viz., the

few that were good I put by themselves ; the bad I

made two sorts -the small and really rotten I threw

into the bogsty, the rest of them I put into an out-

house and sprinkled some unslacked lime all over them,

letting them lay unprotected till February ;
the lime

protected them from frost. I then planted what had

anj signs of life in them, which consisted of about

three sacks. The sorts planted were the pink-eyed

Fortvfold and red Ashleaf. I am now raising them

Aug. 1), and am happy to inform you that 1 have not

found one d ased among them, and have tal I up

several rods ; in fact they are the best crop I have had

for years, and if there was one sound Potato planted it

wai by accident. My ridge Cucumbers are sharing the

same fate as those of some of your correspondents;

they are dying off daily. I have had about 30 fine

plants with fruit from 4 to 6 inches long now lyinar

dead on the ground, which a few days back were in the

most luxuriant health. James Woods, Harwich, Essex.

We cannot afford room for further extracts. Mr.*
Shepherd is of opinion that " the time has now arrived
when we ought to substitute the word * astronomy'-
for that of \ meteorology.' It is quite clear that all

the changes to which the earth's climates are

subject are due entirely to astronomical phenomena."

In illustration of his theory he furnishes a chart of the

Constellations showing the period of Jupiter's revolu-

tion round the sun and the principal stars in each con-

ion. As evidence of its truth he has prepared

some elaborate and very interesting tables of the

Climate of England from 1656 to 1861. And as a test

of its truth he predicts of 1861 as follows.—

Spring.— Cold, severe frost and snow to end of

February.
gtilnawiv—Fine April, and fine growing summer.

Autumn.— Fine autumn, good crops.

Winter.—^UU to Decern ber%

The work appeared about a month ago; time alone

will reveal its value, for like all such subjects it depends

entireh upon {'acts. If it is really the planet Jupiter

that d< rmines the nature of the seasons, if multiplied

observations ^how this to be so, then all reasoning is

supei ihious. Mr. Shepherd however has an explanation,

for the nature of which the reader will turn to his

p'ges, as also for his views upon the question of sewage,

with which his profession naturally leads him to deal.

Upon that matter we have only to remark that as

usual with civil engineers the difficulty of collecting

and applying sewage is far too much overlooked.

mtitt$

mis
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j ._ , owlV4 „ few SpngS Ot fvciiiugbuiira
about 5 years old, growing on a fairly dry bank of
marly soil. Some are seared at one point of the stem,
and all beyond that point is dying, others are seared
and dead at the points of the spri ; the former n
chief running mostly at the upper, the latter at
lower part of the plant ; and in every case, as far s

ean see, on the growth of last year. Am I right in
attributing the evil, which is very disfiguring, to the
severe frosts of last winter ? I can detect no insect
such as affect Pinus. J. J. R., Jlehlon. [This tree
is so subject to the partial loss of its twigs that we
suppose the present case to be merely an exaggeration
of a constitutional peculiarity, intensified by a wet bad
summer in Cornwall. Some remarks on the subject
are offered in a leading article.]

Tree Wounds.—My only Mulberry tree, which forks
into two large branches at the height of 6 feet, was
split by one of the late spring gales at the junction
down to within a foot of the ground. I had it braced
together about 10 feet above the fork by an iron chain,
*ad just below by a band of iron. But the fissure could

j

not be got to close, and remains about 2 inches open.
A large piece of lead has been laid over the too to keep
leaves and wet from falling down, but I find that an
accumulatioT. is going on sideways. The bracing does
not keep the half-severed branch* from moving. Will
ine friction increase the rupture? Will the dust, &c.

do t an"*7^6 trec in9ide? If B0
>
what am I to

with^S?"^v Y°U had bettCr fil1 the crevice

It Lto ™r >

he woand i8 **ifce dry> and secure
it better. The chain cannot be firmly fixed. An
Tl

a
fi

d ^H t0gCthpr ™«ld be\ettcr]-~
tj'

rL e
° * ^r^"? °ilk

>
ha™S many large

bv iSTn '

h
fJf

at€,y l0st
°.
ne ^ theft branches, whicli

tW tW -*
8 ,eft

,

ai

!

eXCen8
\
VC hole

'
b? wbich ifc appears

that there is much decay and many fissures in the stem.
has been recommended to pour hot pitch into these

operations
neither of these

good

In a thin 4to volume on The Climate of England, by

Mr. George Shepherd, C.E. (Longmans), the author

after a Iverting to our universal ignorance of the

cause of variations in the seasons announces that

it has "now pleased Almighty God that he

should be the humble means in His hands, if not

entirely to solve this great question, at least to dis-

over the key to the solution of the problem, which

has remained, for want of an observer, upwards of

6000 years a mysterious secret. It opens up a vast

field of investigation ; another curtain is now with-

drawn, and as we gaze on the panorama bef3re us,

wonder upon wonder bursts on our astonished vision.

The storms which sweep with terrific violence over

land and sea, the deluges of rain whicli bring their

terrors, and threaten almost our very existence, the

famines which desolate the plains of India, and carry

oil thousands of our fellow subjects by all the horrors

of starvation, are all spread out as it were on a map
before us, if our past observations had been taken suf-

ficiently accurate for our guidance. I feel," he adds,

"overwhelmed at the magnitude of this discovery,

and at the new duties which now devolve on each one

of us if we are to protect the wealth and homes of

England. But let the task be boldly met, and we shall

find for every thorn in our path a sweet-scented,

blooming Rose, and for every briar a Myrtle-tree, to

make our duties and labours pleasant. For if the

humble philosopher's labours are severe in investigating

nature's great laws, how stupendous the reward !

The discovery thus made is stated to be, that the

planet Jupiter, not excepting Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,

or the smaller planets, and those great wanderers the

Comets, as they revolve in their respective orbits

round the sun, control, both directly and indirectly

the meteorology of our climate. " I think it is

so conclusive that there remains not a shadow

of doubt as to the great fact." The fine

weather we almost always enjoy is we are

assured when Jupiter is in the constellations Gemini

and Cancer, a phamomenon which Mr. Shepherd con-

siders to be entirely due to the "sweet influences of
Pleiades and the bands of Orion." There are however
" perturbations," but they are entirely due to"Cometic

influences." " From 1801 to 1804, we have good years,

fine seasons with abundant crops. In each of these

years a small comet is discovered in the heavens. (See

Mr. Hind's History of Comets) But instead of 1801

and 1805 being wet and cold years, as is the case in the

succeeding cycles, only 1805 is a very wet, cold year

with late and deficient crops,— altogether a disastrous

year ; the years 1806, 1807, and 1808, we have three

very fine years. But in 1807 a fine comet is visible in

the heavens, and we enjoyed a bountiful harvest; 1808
also a fine bountiful year, but with heat so intense that

men and cattle died in various parts of the kingdom ;

while the year 1809 is the reverse of all this, a cold,

wet year, with late deficient crop?, and as disastrous as

1805. It appears clear that the comet of 1807 caused

the perturbation in 1804, changing that year from wet

to dry, and also the ' intense heat in 1808/ During

the years 1810 and 1811, we have again very
^
tme

fruitful years with bountiful harvests. In 1811. a

splendid comet is visible in the heavens ; \8econd hn
.

e

comet is also visible the same year. Although both

comets were large, yet, beyond producing bountihii

vears with fine seasons, there is no perturbation in the

cycle, excepting in 1804 before described. In ibu.

the cycle again commences with a most dreadiul year

;

it is described as a dry, cold, late spring, a treacherous

summer, with a wet autumn, very deficient crops, ai a
(

cold winter. Notwithstanding this disastrous change

in the climate, a comet was visible that year m the

heavens, which without doubt produced a corresponding

drought in other latitudes."

i

DANGSTEIKT.
(Continuedfrom p. 758.)

On the western end is a noble house in three

divisions, covering a space 80 feet long and 50

feet wide, the centre or main portion being 30

feet in height ; in front were tastefully arranged

beds gay with flowering plants. Entering this

principal feature of the range from the western

end, the first compartment contains many fine

Specimen plants, among which were the following, viz.

Chloranthus inconspicuus, 3 feet 6 inches in diameter

ad as much in height, coming freely into flower; this

is said to be used by the Chinese for scenting tens. I also

noticed Euphorbia splendens, 6 feet high and as much
wide, loaded with flowers; Heliconia bicolor and

Braziliensis, the former finely in flower, its scarlet and

white bracts producing a dazzling effect; Franciscea

latifolia, sweet as Primroses jlxora javanica, a beautiful

specimen, 3 feet 9 inches by 3 feet 3 inches, coming

finely into flower; Hexacentris mysoriensis, 3 feet

6 inches in height, and as much in width ; Centradenia

floribnnda and rosea, bo'.b fine specimens— the former

4 feet by 3 feet 6 inches, the latter 3 feet 6 inches

every way. Amongst these Begonias and other fine-

foliaged plants were arranged with good effect. Some
noble specimens of Stanhopeas and other Orchids were

nended from the roof. Among creepers on the

ratters, somewhat carelessly trained, were Momordica

tlsamina and Thunbergia latifolia.
^

The^ central

ntion has a noble appearance, and is especially rich

in fine foliaged plants, among which a handsome

Cyathea had a stem 8 feet in height, from which were
produced fronds 10 feet in length; supporting it were

Maranta zebrina, 4 feet by 10 feet ; Elais guineensis, with

leaves 9 feet in length ; Maximiliana regia, with leaves

10 feet in length ; Cycas revoluta, 8 feet through, and

making a fine growth of new leaves; Corypha austral is,

with leaves 10 feet in length; a fine specimen of Wax
Palm, with foliage 9 feet in length. Sabal Blackburnia

and Livingstonia Borbonica, both tine specimens, had an
1 'cut eflTe2t. Intermixed with other Palms were

also Fiona Leopoldi and elastica, both in beautiful con-

dition, t former 12 feet in height—the latter reaching

the roof and rooting freely from the stem. The deadly

Upas Tree was likewise here 20 feet in height, and Musa
Sapienta, which had reached the roof, was producing

largo clusters of fruit. Associated with these were also

good specimens of Jatrophas, Screw Pinss, Bamboos,

Cinnamon trees, and others of great interest.

On the front shelf were, moreover, many fine plants,

amongst which I noticed Argand Oil tree, Dion edule,

Ilex Paraguensis, Chusan Palm, &c. The rafters were
tastefully covered with Passionflowers, amongst which

baskets of Stanhopeas and other Orchids were sus-

pended, altogether producing an excellent effect. A
recess in the northern side is devoted principally to

Orchids and Ferns; in the centre is a raised bed and
water tank, round which are arranged many beautiful

and rare specimens, conspicuous amongst which were

Pitcher plants, the New Zealand Todea pellucida,

Miltonia spectabilia, 8 feet in circumference; also

Brassias, Oncids, Dendrobes, Cuttle* as, and Cymbi-

diums, together with large specimens of Stanhopeas

and Acinetas in baskets suspended from the roof. In

the western end is a closely glazed case 13 feet long

and 2 feet wide, devoted to the culture of Anmctochili,

of which there were some 320 plants, all in the best

possible health, producing foliage of the most exqui-

sitely beautiful description Thw case "«***•
bott'.m of perforated zinc, into which each pot is fitted

to about half its depth, allowing a slight bottom-heat

to ascend from the heating apparatus; the whole is

painted white, and has a clean and neat appearance.

Among Ferns under green bell glasses on benches at

the north and eastern ends were Trichomanes

reniforme, muscoides, spicatum, rigidum, and anceps,
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all particularly interesting kinds; also nice plants of
Hymenopnyllum hirtelluro, abrnptura, and polyanthum.
Ine third compartment is devoted to the cultivation of
fane fohaged plants, of which there are here many
beautiful specimens, and among them Dracama Draco,
a portion of the original plant from the Marquess de
Souzal's garden in the island of Teneriffe, presented to
Lady Dorothy Nevill by Mr. Skinner. The rafters
were skilfully covered with climbing plants from
a nongsfc which hung down specimen Orchids in baskets.

Further eastward on the terrace is situated the
greenhouse, a span-roofed erection 52 feet long, 32 feet
wide, and 16 feet 6 inches in- height. The back and
front are 7 feet 6 inches in height, the former opaque,
and furnished inside with a raised bank of earth faced
with sandstone, on which the pots are placed. There
are also shelves at the front and ends of the house ; one
a > the entranceend contained acollection ofBritish Ferns;
theother wasgay with Geraniums, Calceolarias, Cinerarias,
Fuchsias, Roses, &c, and amongst them were several
cagefuls of British birds. The central portion con-
tewed large plants of Witsenia corymbosa, Indian Rho-
dodendrons, Camellias, Oranges, Loquats, Tea trees,
two large specimens of Camphor tree, and others ; in an
upright glaze! case on the back wall, where water is con-
stantly trickling from a perforated pipe, was likewise a
fine plant of the Killarney Fern; also specimens of
Hytnenophyllum tunbridgense and Wilsoni, all in fine
health and very beautiful. Passionflowers, Lapageria
rosea, and other climbers were trained on the rafters,
and on the northern side suspended baskets of flowering
plants had a good effect.

On the eastern end is the Fernery, a span-roofed
erection 52 feet long and 26 feet wide. It has a reser-
rouMn the centre, and is laid out in raised beds of earth
laced with rugged sandstone, between which tortuous
paths are introduced with good effect; the back wall,
supporting pillars, and eastern end have also similar
rustic decorations, which are well clothed with Lycopods.
Among Ferns suspended from the centre of the roof
over the water tank was a beautiful Goniophlebium
subaunculatum, the fronds of which were 15 feet in
length, drooping gracefully to the water. A noble
example of VVoodwardia radicans, also suspended, was
an object of much interest. Drynaria coronans and
morbillosa were placed on Oak blocks; and scattered
about elsewhere, were Davallia aculeata and
divancata Balantium Culcita, Gymnogramma tartars,
Lastreas of different kinds, Cyathea aculeata, Dicksonia
antarctica, Marattia cicutsefolia, Angiopteris evecta, andmany other fine specimens. A large and beautiful

t *K a ?eP^roleP13 aavallioides suspended from the

^fj.
five f™ds 6 feet in length ; Alsophilas werethrowing up vigorous fronds ; Cibotium Barometz and

The open space of ground behind the houses already
adverted to contains two pits each 36 feet long by 12
feet 6 inches wide, in which are some good examples of

Heaths and other hard-wooded plants. Another space
is left for similar ranges, and on other plots on which
Cranberries are growing and fruiting freely, it has been de-

termined toerect three houses for the cultivationofOrchids
80 feet long, and 18 feet In width. Beyond these ranges
of glass under the shade of lofty trees is a hardy Fernery,
filled chiefly with British and North American species
planted amongst irregular masses of roots and sand-
stone rock, with ample walking room between, and
although the situation is dry, many of the plants are
becoming well established and effective. To the right
are thriving specimens Of rare Conifers. D.

(To be continued.J

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEnT^5
Potatoes on wet soils should ho f i

^
the haulm is at all decayed to J.* UP^
rotting. Take advantaged dr/d!^ th*£
earthed up first thoroughly S0{\aT^ «K;manure water ; also annlv an\oL

g the *W
troublesome. On heav^iffi^ S* "

to surround the plants with Lnd ^ 5"^!
prevent their rotting off in winSf^iAj^J
to do if surrounded with soil that mu the

?«*.
Where anything of this kind ifnL°

d9 *
advisable to defer earthing up till lat€ ft?

* **
frequent soilings of this sort would £ * **i
some. A^so pull up early Onions where 2**them thoroughly dried. Thin ™,^ 5e nK*t

^

Calendar of Operations
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

Stir

crops

the surface of the" serif deedvTy and*
to admit air to the roots, and keen? **keep donJJ IRecently planted Strawberries will h ?u*l*

occasional applications of manure water #*
ground manured and d.i<? or franni.^r* °*fc

-j-f-^™, V4 manure water
_ -BraxiiMJiix x. ground manured and dug or trenched f™ * *

Conservatory, &c.— Hyacinths and other Dutch whenever time can be spared for that kinS r *
Those for pari v fnrrintr ahnnM oatt . ^™™. '

mtt °» Wfck.bulbs are now arriving. Those for early forcing should
be procured and potted, and even, as we have before
stated, where that is not intended there will be a better
chance of getting good bulbs early than late when all
the best shall have been selected and bought up. Small
Orange trees in pots for forcing for winter decoration
should now be fully exposed in order to get their wood
well ripened. The Mandarin being a free grower with
a dwarf bushy habit and small foliage, and a most abun-
dant bloomer, is probably the best for this purpose; but
any of the varieties flower profusely provided the wood
is thoroughly ripened in autumn. These and Daphnes
should be grown largely wherever sweet scented flowers
are m demand in winter. Take care also to have plenty of
Salvia splendens, which is an exceedingly gay plant and
very useful for mixing among Chrysanthemums in the
show house.

TI- 1 u- ,.
C0TTAGERS' GARDEN.

High cultivation amongst all green ™»* •»

repay any extra labour ft maf^*"*
even fork>r.g amongst growing CrL "S

«

roots are not injured, is .fighly £offiEg*a sort of fallow for successive crops KeiXT!?
and let order and neatness beAS^S*

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHTSwrrv m*.

August.

i

v

3

Baiombtir

Max.

«™ST.?TBf^J^M examples of their respee-

CyatLea ffieduflaris had U^es u&t fa lenl h fud

Xt'l

f

l0"°aS »sse»>W»ge of rare and beautifulplants made up. Here and there the rugged sand-™ ?
rn"ati0ns of «* house wereiparfagfy

dmm was creepmg over the roof. On the front shelf

w£HwT! C1"'
»

of lizard,, which, viewed as they ?™°»Pnere, keeping the soil about their roots inawere here amongst grac.ful foliag-e, had a flno effect
healthy state as to moisture. Some disl keTn o^l

glass doois which open into Ladv iw^w., xt.„.:,,F been kept drv for * r.ma ua-i *__""/? .
lia

Ye

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEEiES.-Any of the stock in pots which may

appear to require repotting should be examined and
shifted at once, if that is found necessary, in order that
the roots may get hold of the fresh soil before short
days and long nights set in, when it will not be safe
to encourage growth. And any necessary re-arrange-
ment oj plants growing in the open bed should also be
effected as soon as possible, as with a little care this can
be done at present with very little risk of checking the
plants, so as to throw them into fruit, and there U also
plenty of time to get them well established afterremoval before the dormant season. Encourage plantsexpected to show f,uit next January to SS^gSE
growth, for these should be sufficiently advanced bythcm.ddle or end of October to allow of keeping them rTtl erceo! and dry through November and December, so as tocieck and thoroughly ripen their growth, as unlesTthlt
thenl* ° th

fe
.

WlU \e consi^^le risk about^ettingthem to show fruit at that season. Plants which hi"!been prepared for fruiting, and which it is desired [oget up at once, should be encouraged with a moist warm£33*2**** 80il ^ut their root?:™
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C0RD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISITICIDuring the last 35 years, for the ensuing Meek, endinK Aurujt 31, Ol

1 frerailiBrWMT
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Sunday 25..
Mon. 26..
Tues. 27..
»ed. 23..
Thurs. 29..
Friday 30..
Satur. 31..
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71^
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~ , - i3,v*c,i: » pair of nooic roidir e-glass doora which open into Lady Dorothy Nevill?museum, a room 14 feet square fitted up witlfcabine ,m winch are contained a botanical library and nu nerousspecimens of woods, tropical fruits, &e., ioi h dried andpreserved, together with other objects of botlicaland histoncal inferest. The walls too are aSdwith draw,np.and photographs of interesting subi^ts
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lWe is also V^ed the book forZ n\ mt
f7£ lon» a"^ beg.nning with that ofthe B«hop of Wmchester, and continued on thro,Lhmany pages consisting of autographs of all grades fromthe h.ghest peer to the humblest lover ofenrdenTn"
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a ^-e to *"S"^ ™* -Kuo.a t until the fru.t is perceptible ; but this is amistake, causing loss of time as well as injur ng theplants as unless root action is encouraged Santacannot be expected to start freely. If arS treatment must be resorted to in order to get the plants

er anl or "'rm
63'-^ t?»\ t"f » ™ method socertain or so little injurious to the plants as keeningthem cool and dry for a month, exposing them to a!
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ordln& th<m a moist warm temperatureand a brisk bottom heat, giving sufficient water at theroot to property moisten the soil. Take off and pot orPlant out suckers at short intervals, as they can beobtained of sufficient strength, for having a r?2„hrsuccession of plants is the most likely way to secure Iregular supply of fruit.
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efficacious now than l.t'er in the season
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FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
In addition to cuttings, have a reserve ..^t nr-t

plants in pots, which issafepracticeXreaU-°^g
ofbedding material is required,Sere befefficonvenience for growing and pwpiJft'Sthese will famish a We auantitv „f „ »f

spr,n
S-

March, which will form^M^J^^Z '!ext

out time as cutting pnt in noV InthpV* tw<"»g-
things as Agerat„ms,

P
Heliotro

n

p;,tlt™?^
it is useless wintering young stock, as these grow »freely in heat, and are so easily pronaffato, fl» . »
cuttings that a few good sized oldVa'ntfwblch reoidrebut little room or attention in winter will fw t

very large ouantity by tanrtngH»?tt^"SSS^;vhere there are not plants to furnish sprin
™
„7Z

Z

mpr

notices to Corresponaenw. ^^
Books: W R. There is no cheap work with plates of On**
house fruits, nor can there be. Rivera on the Utcwi

House, Pearson on the same, and Hogg's Fruit »wiij

authorities.— Geo. M. Sanddrs on the Vine foraYW-J—
Hoare on the Vine for the open air. We cannot an**

private enquiries.
, , -ftrtu

Cuba Bast : s If. This material consists of the layers ot w
liber of Paritium datum, a Malvaceous tree. m -

m to
FonEST Trees : Swindon. We quite agree y»h JJ^j*
opinion that hardy timber trees never looked beWJTL $
year; but cannot acquiesce in the belief

{^"Jilag.thank a cioiel winter for their improvement, we ^
of their restoration to vigour was the rain°nastp^^
filled the great subterranean reservoir and thus °^0
roots once more within the reach of the moisture »

they stood in such urgent need. naml $*
Gardening in St. Giles's: C S T. seeing a P}"JJJ^
headed in our columns of August 17, copied iroo^
paper. alluding to some flower show which naa

.

w» ^
ihe encouragement of the growers of plan" ^
•windows, asks if any of our correspondent cani^
with information as to where a more detailed acwu*

attempt can be obtained ? , _nn t «x»*
Grapes: Jasper Stand.Hill. We would recoramenayo^ ^
them at the Royal Horticultural S
held at South Kensington on the lOt

Names or Plants : H T. 1, 3, not in
paniculata

; 4, Staphylea pinuata.—1

dulatum ; 2, Alstromeria psittacina
nica ; 4, Orobus vermis, but why flo

tyledon orbiculata, of the natural order (;n
^"'!J5f I*

1. Arundo Phragmites ; 2, Holcus lanatus.—J»g^i
1, Soltdago virgaurea: 2, Thalictrura minus; ^JzLf^
officinale

; 4, Chenopodium Botrys. We go ™TTcrfr
No. 4.-tf 0. l, Blcchnum Spicant var. stnctumj",, c /.

ptens bulbifera; 3, Menispermum canadense. ^ |
1 and 2, Forms of Gymnogramma chrysophjiia »

.
• I

gramma Calomeianos. . ._- &#* I
Picotees: Rutland. The flowers are allJW*%tot**
flower m their centre. This causes the fi™[?°Xl effect*

1

The mischief is caused by exuberant growth, iw

soil too rich and perhaps too damp.
Potato Blight : Amelia. Next week. ,

tbe
inftf^

Tree Transplanters: EUeanach. You will find Pa^^
ti»n, and much more, in Barron's BritishJ^^very useful book. There is no reason ™htr!L*W**!l
not be roofed in the manner you propose.

J

c « ^ji*
the 6rst Crystal Palace was covered in. But tae

be very good or it will leak. . nn„ worth 1*

Vancouver : 0. P. The goo<l farm labourer is now

a-day or 35J. a year and board.
, , ,w the ad*££Vine Miijjew: Ignoramus. If you will but ^ lo*

, na^
often given, or adopt the pract now "H^hi'ir, V^Z,
dust the mildewed places with flowers of wlpw '^IH
certainly kill the Oidium,-unless tbe remedy «

loner rffiferrArl TV,« ~ nm^him is iinKDO"""ie a-nlnat the risk of being sliort of *fnl* Lf ^fi"
^° J°ng deferred - The causo'ofOidiumia unknown-

jj
-out time. Ro^es mnv be nrZ I 5 i

at plank" WoRK : Danh»- w° are obliged to differ f'om you. ^^J
ose the Lh%!S tlr°.Wted V cuttings; own showing the gardener has^j^S^f

"vo* iuictoc. ic is to De nopea lu" v 7"Tn p^r^
knows nothing of gardening, has not ^ *

influence your own better judgment.
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JOHN' FOWLER. Jrv.. 28. Cornhill, London, E.C.—
Full particulars of FOWL KR'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

O-l r\C\C\ l,P°n the WOOLSTON SYSTEM against

JC L\J\J\J any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

Woolstou, BletcLley Station.

JAMES ind FREDk. HOWARD, Britannia Iron
Works Bedford, Manufacturers of

CHAMPION PLOUGHS
STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL-
TIVATORS*

HARROWS

HORSE RAKES
HORSE HOES
SCARIFIERS
And other Implements.

Catalogues with full particulars sent free on application.

Wind Power.

JR. PEILL, 17. New Park Street, Southward, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent Wind Engines

for Pumping, Grind ng, Chaffcutting, Pulping. Ac.

Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by
enclosing oue postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work

j be Inspected on the premises daily.
^

Beiping Machines.

BURGESS akd KEY, 5, Newgate Street, EC.
I'rircholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

jutufact u red.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Blrocss & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 43*. 10*.

TE8TIMoNIA!.h.

A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their M ichines have been received, amongst them the

following :—
From Mr. John Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carne, Dimland

Cattle, Glamorgan.
" I beg to certify that I have for five years worked Messrs.

Burgess & Key's Reaper in ray master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estate.

During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
less than 1.000 seres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first had with the Machine. Dr. N. C.une having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his

tenant Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst.an-l is in excellent order."

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 251.

COMBINED REAPER and MOWER—Two Horse Machine.
Price S5J.

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle E<lge Knife for

Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
Tnese Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

Station

For Watering Gardens, Lawns, &c.

HANCOCK'S VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER
TUBING is made in 60 feet lengths, and of any size for

Union-joints to attach it to Cisterns or Water Mains.

Prick per Foot.

Size.

81ight
Medium
Stout
For Mains

t ft

.inch 1 1 inch I] inch

bd. td.

Sd. Q,i.

lOd. 114.

U. 2d. 1*. Sd.

7d.

lOd.

1«.

U. id.

Price of Brass Fittings.

Branch, 12 in. long, with Stop
cock. Rose, and Jet, 4*. each

Spring Spreader 3s. each.
Union Joint, J inch, 1*. each.

JAMES LYNE HANCOCK. Manufacturer,
Vulcanised India- Rubber Works, Goswell Mews,

8. Goswell Road, London. E.C.
N.B. Illustrated Price Lists on application.

Gntta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.

THE OUTTA PEKCHA COMPANY have the
pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Tutimonial from Mr. J. Farrah, Gr. to Boswbll Middleton
Jalland, Esq , of Holderness Bouse, near Hull.

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in
lengths of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last
12 months for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer
better than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of
the water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest
effect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
aluablfl invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
water our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-
half the labour required."
Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company Patentees,

!?L^
h*?f Road

'
City Roaa

» London, E.C., and sold by their
Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

"TT^RIGI DO.MO/'—Patronised by her Majesty the
-*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

bis Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gaidens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Eiling Park, and — Collier, Esq., of D-irtford.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS _ MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
*U horticultural snd floricu'tural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To bead in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. . . It. 6d. per yard run.
Four raids wide . . . . 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also ' Frigi Domo Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. 4d. per yard run
Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,Tnni*yLane. CaMROn St -» City, E.C.. and of ail Nurserymen
Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

uch cheaper_thanjTiat8 as a covering."

C»_nS_l_ °"IG1NAL ANTE- CORROSION

Oil Paint no lon^r~NecessarT
sirrru'fi p.t.?vt ,™8

?.
r7-HILL k SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISHfor preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone Tht v ?U an excellent substitute foroU pauTon all ™?-dJ?

v*™»5
a fully two-thirds cheaper. It^&£l^™™fr and
labourer, requires no mixing or thiJnini

P
ffi. u.?3^m

*W
I*

•
used in the grounds at Windsor Castle KetoJSi? ithe seaU of many hundreds of the nob Utv^nd ^Int ' "J*

ak

*hom the most flattering testimonials have bean V7'<?
**2i ?

ILL
i
SxrrH wiU £nwd on »i'pii««on

WCMved'

Bold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at U. 6i nor m.11™ of

& ffisar7-*
UM

-

pergallo° ** * «7»s&£
Arpiv to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Wart- •*»»«Dud'ey, from whom only it can be obtained. ^ near

G REEXIXG'5 PATENT GAME FENCING.
J

Testimonialfrom Wm. Ingram, Esq., Gardener to his

Grace the Dcki: of Rutland.
"I find it extremely convenient, elegant in appearance, and

perfectly efficient as a rabbit fence. I shall certainly employ

it in preference to the usual Wire Netting whenever I require

anything of the kind."
New Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Iron and Wire

Fences, Iron Gates, Ac , now ready and post free, on applica-

tion toGREKNINO & Co.
Victoria Iron and Wire Works. 81. Oxford Street, Manchester

.

Prices Reduced.

HJ, MORTON and CO., ( Jalvanised Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, and neatest Roofing in use; also Spouting at 10£d. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neatest fence in use. will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. Ifyl. per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 5jd., 7J(i.,

and 9£d. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 4'/., bd., and
Id. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANI8ED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS A CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, Ac.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9.s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, &c. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J, Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds. \

AIINARD, BISHOP, akd BARNAfiDS,
Norwich.

FURTHER REDUCTION in the PRICE of WIRE
NETTING.—April* 1861.

B

Barnard, Bishop, and Barnards beg to Inform their
friends and the public that they have made a further reduction
in the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and also that all

their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, and durability.

Japanned

• •

Gauge.
2-inch mesh

l
24 inches wide . . No. 19

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch
1^-inch
12-inch
1| -inch
Ig-inch

99

99

99

99

99

H
99

IV

•»

M
VI

99

IV

If

II

l»

V

• •

* •

»»

»»

»»

N
M
i»

)t

Galvanised. Iron.
per yard, per yard.

3i<*.

4
5

•i
4

41
5i
7

19 • • 4 id.
18 • * 5
17 • 9 «t
16 m # 8
19 • • 41
13 w m 6
17 • • 7
16 • • 9

• .

All the above kinds can be made any width (under 6 feet)
at proportionate prices.
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 7\d. per yard. 3 feet wide.

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, lid. per
yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an
inch to 6 inches.

Reduced Price of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

Five wires, 8 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post aud straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, 1*. per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every variety of Wire

Fencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on application.

£T Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free at all

the principal Railway Stations.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY,
(Established 1840.)

Are now prepared to send out the following "MA2?TJRE3'—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE f/F LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES/Vok PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE /or CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO/ NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE or
AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.

116. Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNAR1), LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ;

guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid sc/iuble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Phospi.ate of Lim t.

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the pre ceding. /
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These rtsulLs must

be very grat i fvtng to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concen'/iafed superphosphate."
Detailed Analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists Xh the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices^&r niay bo had on application to Burnard, Lack,

& Co~7sutton Road. Plymouth.

LA VV E S ' S M A N U B E S .

i The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 1801 are now ready for delivery at his

Factories, at the following prices :— *

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6

LAWFS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through
his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Besnet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

nPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
I Incorporated by Special Act or Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 vears.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
8. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.
4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and cLarga
the same with the expenses on the lands improved. 1^wp

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being
of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. 8. W.

Land Drainage.

WORKS of DRAINAGE of any extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, nolegal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to Williah Clifford, the Secretary,
at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

ijlREK STUDENTSHIP in the EDINBURGH
1 NEW VETERINARY COLLEGE, Authorised under

Royal Sign Manual. WINTER SESSION, 1861-62.—Gentlemen
desirous of commencing a Course of Study to qualify aa
Veterinary Surgeons are informed that all who enter on the 6th
November, 1861, and who have not attended a Veterinary
College before, will be admitted to compete for a Free
Studentship at the close of the Winter Session. The conditions
of the competition, and any farther particulars, may be learned
from Professor Jons Gamgee, New Veterinary College^
Edinburgh,

®ht ^grtcuitural <Sa?*tte*
SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Tcmdat. Aa*. 271 Meeting of th« Kent A*rL Society

Wi^MDiT, — 23 j »t Dart ford.

It is one of the most difficult things in the

world to apply the "rule of three" in matters

agricultural. A farm bears a certain relation in

point of extent—say as one thousand is to owe—to
the plot set apart as its garden ; but the produce

of the farm is not therefore one thousand times

the produce of the garden. The xule requires that

the things compared be of the same M denomi-

nation," and this the garden and Che farm cannot

be said to be : each may be described as to their

acreage, by the use of the same terms, but the
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fertility

in the

acres in the two oa9es respectively cannot be said

to be of the same name or denomination.
They differ in the depth and thoroughness
of their tillage, in the artificial

of their soil, and above all m u.c

quantity of superintendence and care which they

receive. These differences are real and interfere

with the realization of estimates formed in dis-

regard of them. The last named is the most
important of them all in every case where life

either animal or vegetable is concerned. Our
Correspondent Mr. Br/BCHAM has often pointed out

how large schemes of cultivation in which steam-
power is to displace the hand-worked spade and
the horse-drawn plough, may fail of all they
promise owing to the quantity of superintendence

m detail which every living tiling requires, and
which operations on thegrcatscale cmnot give them.

of "Wheat per acre over 10 square yards in a'garden
(

Comraencin

plot cannot anticipate next year a similar produce :—— -— '

vidual oversight and care" has

per acre over 10,000 times tnat extent—yet n, use

the breeder of good Short-horns, he has for so

many years followed up the treatment of the

produce until of the last year's growth he can say

that it has inherited its productiveness through a

number of annuil generations, each of which has

in succession exhibited this valuable quality in an

increasing degree, then like the Short-horn

breeder he may confidently believe that under
, m , oceu

ordinary treatment the next generation of the
J

of ears the plant derived from it has Vi M?
series will certainly exhibit the character of

j

the value and history of particular
its predecessors. Carelessness will ultimately '

" ftrtrt™q"1 nr^t.-— :« a*, zi ean

destroy its character ; ordinary care will barely

retain it ; special carefulness will improve it.

A well bred Short-horn heifer has yielded 8 cwt.

j
of beef at 22 months old. No one can reason from
this fact to the conclusion that ordinary feeding

size ot the original ears.

What a careful register he has nre«^ j
his doings-how intensely the inflincTrfS^

plot, where the'position of everv sp*/*!!*
1*1*.

And all his attempts to bring steam cultivation to a I this fact to the conclusion that ordinary feeding
successful issue have been based on the importance will bring about corresponding results over a herd
of preserving this detailed care and superintendence of one or two hundred animals; but from the
so necessary to complete success. The need of history of that and other heifers of good pedigree,Mm —

recorded. We have in this plan an exaef
of the successive rows A, B, C, &o. •

andJ
successive plants A 1, A 2, A 3, &Cl iy
following is a summary of some of these roir

*

so necessary to complete success. The need ui

them is certainly greater in the case of animals
than in the case of plants ; a cottager will make a
single cow or a single brood of chickens profitable,

while a Company for the supply of London with
milk or poultry would be sure to fail. This
individual care and superintendence is, however,
needed in the case of plants as well as animals

;

and everybody knows that the gardener will do
more than the farmer in the production of speci-
mens. It is well to bear in mind that owing to
this unavoidable difference in the conditions of the
two cases, a certain distrust is justifiable of
all agricultural inferences from horticultural
experience.

Let us, however, exactly understand within
what limits this distrust is to be allowed. And
to this end we may reason again from the analogies
of animal life. There is a work called Coates's
Herd Book, of which 12 volumes, containing
records of perhaps 20,000 animals, have appeared,
A single entry of the parentage of each of these
cattle, occupying perhaps half-a-dozen lines, in
one or other of these volumes, indicates the mere

he may make sure, by breeding from similar stock,

of animals which shall be capable of a similar
return.

And, just so, on a square yard of garden ground
Wheat has been grown at some hardly credible
rate per acre. No one would expect under ordi-
nary agricultural circumstances to reap a corres-
ponding return on the Wheat fields of a farm

;

ut from the history of that and other plots of
Wheat having a good pedigree (if there be such a
thing in such a case), he may make sure, by the
use of such grain as seed, of a crop which shall
show a strong tendency to exhibit the character
for productiveness which it has inherited.
Sow, the purpose of this long preamble is

to introduce the announcement that there is

such a thing as a " Pedigree Wheat." Probably all

good sorts originating in single selected ears have
more or less a pedigree—a certain proportion of the
produce has each year been rejected as inferior,
and from the remainder only, the grain has been
derived which is ultimately offered in the seed
market. We have however lately made the

And then
" rule of

follows

three,"
founded on ftt

it appears tk

a calculation

, from which
the produce is equal to l,001,88(Teaii m
acre, and tint 560,000 grains of Whett t
thereabouts filling a bushel it only need, n
average of do grains of Wheat per ear to pradoei

100 bushels per acre, whereas the average urate

of grains on two of the poorer plants were

grains per ear.

A calculation of thig kind, however, is of lit

agricultural value ; but the thing which it rf

immense agricultural value is that a " ped^T«e'
t

Wheat will hand down the character of its aneestrj

—and if through a number of generations good

qualities have been exhibited, those qualities will

be certainly handed down, and the produce will

make an effort to develop them, even in uafar<*r-

able circumstances. Perhaps the extreme detail

iacttnat special attention has been bestowed on \

acquaintance, firstin the advertising columns of our
each. It has been bred with an object in view, !

agricultural papers and latterly iu the fields where

h tk lrf Srf ,r >????' ,
What

> then
>

the crop was being cut, of a true "pedigree" Wheat.
rfor! f^P ° • ,

indmd*al oversight and The enormous ear represented in an advertisement ot Mr - Halt.
care

.
these animals are worth more than animals which looks like an object in the microscope is the progress of hi. _

t
_ ., - a

hnnt Vnf
and

J\ea \
th>».huh have been bred

;

fairly drawn portrait of an ear which we have in our j
from the following letter with *» we tow

mhu any special individual aim or suDer- I hand as we write. Th« !~~* -«* ^ *—. been favoured from him since ourVisiU^Um,

r —• * *-*w VW4AVW # A V& llUti/i^ VUV v*»v- *——

Hallett's superintendence during the

of his experiment will best^ be gitiend

mtendenoe, by from 50 to 500 per cent., and even
more. Turn these same animals adrift, give them
no more than general superintendence, and in the
course of a very few years they will lose their
valuable properties.

It is no mere whim or fashion, no mere acci-
dental or market value that makes them worth so

SWnT ^8ess
j
011

.

of a Pedigree is a real and
intrinsic merit. It is the fact that animals on

shown in the figure has been broken off-it was
gathered early and before being fully ripe, in order-
that it might be sketched, and it has somewhat
shrunk, not however more than a quarter of an
inch in length, and correspondingly in width. The
sets are generally of five grains each, four at
either end, and there are 16 sets on each side of
the rachis Tt is probably the most extraordinary
ear of Wheat that was ever grown. We have

utjeu iavourea irom mm since our vw»» «*> "» "~i
where we were not fortunate enough to meet toffl.

«r^«k *l- i V ue iacc inac animals on cai U1 vvneac tnat was ever ffrown. We hiw™^1SCare haS Ken exercised for recessive however, a box before us contain^ maul eirs of

wTtT- FT* th
! P°Wer of transmitting ^ sets on either side, and containfn^ from 90 towith certainty the good qualities thev have in? 114 grains in each. And havin^ been over Mrherited

; and this is TJow^To^ev^y^Ct
o^tH/no

116 C?Ule
.

brfd
/r

-
A «ood ilLtraS

Th»nFZ
er
r

1S qu
,°
ed from a recent nuniber ofthe Oxford Journal in a foot-note.*

JNow although a man who has grown 10 quarters
* n

herd ^SS>li
a
a JStni Sf-S^^ilTJ

10

^ 2™™******
Mr. Thomas B vxi of M ^ Dnchcss was bought by
descende-l a tribe ofSh^ h^aTlngt°n

'

r,
From her ha^

are believed to potWall^^ as Duchesses, which
extraordinary deS^ S tL f ,

lm* u
ments of the breed io

remarkably LfVSd ailken
P
tnn^

aar
r^y

^
re P *9688^ of a

ludicatioas
7
of vi?our_of m£ ^ ab

f

ll
.

adAnt hair and other
equal width ofE wel?^fcX

m^ctnc;tl form~^at and
Wth of JorVeri o ln

f\and prominenco flQd
Leeds, and Siey wS. aWt ta

SSf
WOr

f
exhibi^d at

Duchess 77, a three w-U^ «
uniformly successful.

the first prize in Iff C°W
\
which lxas ^rri^ off

shown, wa
P
s firs

Q
thh Tt? 1?*%!™ *}Q haa ***

class of cows thkf ha.
7

I u)
Q

,
the most remarkable

DThessesTs^nd 79rt^cnK^11 €Ver ?»' together,

white yearling- heifer Ltthtr^2rh ¥?* a
?
d the otUer a

pure-bred Duchesses Wviffh?. J' ?-
d !t 1S not on]y in the

but wherever a cross of th?
extraordinary merit appears,

IwCSrS ^.iSS-*!^. ***»«• co»t -non his

U4 grains in each. _
Haxlett's garden and Wheat fields,"' at The
Manor House, Brighton, we can vouch for
the extraordinary character of the plants which
occupied the garden plot (about the 14th

ft'ui °a

a
? ,

a°re) where the seed ha(l been
dibbled a foot apart in every way, at the rate of
4j pints per acrc-and of the crops on two adjacent
fields, the one dibbled at the rate of 1 P4k ner
acre, and the other drilled in the ordinary way at
the rate of 6 pecks per acre.
The interesting point in Mr. Haxlett's Wheathowever is not the extraordinary character of

*^li
Tl ^ecin^-this «ight beVe resul of anaccideuti.1 oonourrenoe offortunate circumstxnees-

it xs the fact that this character has been inherTtelIt is now the fourth year since Mr. Hallftt com!menced the careful cultivation of the Wheat pSat

44
1 now send you in a case with lid (fotod

with a screw, over which is my seal), some of ny

very finest ears, among them the original ««

which the engraving was taken. I must asfc pi

to bear in mind, however, that my draw

made early in July, and while accurately«"
as to the number of sets and length, is not accwj

as to the details of the chaff-glumes, as is m

drawing (unfinished) which I made ye^WJ
what I consider my best ear, in fact toe i»

ever saw. This drawing is a fac-simile ovw

ear, up one side of which are 63 grains »

15 'sets,' the bottom one containing

4

gw*.

next 5 grain-, and the two next sets 6
i

gttffl

'

It is this latter characteristic which I »£
endeavouring to develope, as this, c

with number of sets, will givejar greater pwj

than mere length. The ear Z 87, l0
-.-^i

contains 123 grains, while A 17, the onfl^

the engraving, contains but 113, so tar ^
be sure of, but it was gathered so early i

difficult to say exactly if there wiffA^
been two or three more. I send yoa,

,

« J.

fellow ear (see the other A 17), to show w
^

would have been if allowed to be matar^

other lon^ ear, however, exceeds 108 or' f
.other long ear, however, ex

n
4< A 5 (114 grains) is of the

Z 87, and like it in general character

15 in number and closer together.^ t ^ ^ r

t

hich w-. w
rawia

s Si
start —; .

the origin1
'

this**

which is reflected
^
in now so many'iffe^h^. th

.

breed
f
r ' I am afraid to sPnrl •

act'-

breeding, which obtains amon^t fp4«rioiS?im?|
t,lr

K
X™^

strongest sire is the father of the herd o IX t tu**?^entire disregard of Drevio.isnatn,«l JS.7Jt29k ".to tho almost
back, and a v«^ wel'l-m^ «IS7 "T"* ^ Coat upon his

.
st^"gest sire is the father"ofTho"herd"nrT

a
!

lim^ w here the
coat, but it is erftoM? t +

carcase of mtitton within that entire disregard of previous nahi, * r?*
fl°ck-to the almost

the chara^o^X'or^a^f^^^^J^T 1°^ '
'^»^S^

generations hack have exhihiLi , f
If 8l

r
c and dam for

!
herda and flocka wh^ th«tr h*** iJ^T r!

ufc ^lve.a to Particular

character, theiT that^h?.»<££
d C°nl^nCy and uniformity of

oflfepring, which SThil ~ °t
er X

f
Certaln to ^-appear in their

power oftransmitting^^ tu7 wiH POS9esa^Ul greater

other tri^s dScerfd-°^ly
..
m *>. Duchess bloo!

have as tha result

with the stool from that "one of ^f^beH
whole.

but in

resolution, patience,

herds and flocks where they have been \ouJ2 particular
of one man their uniformity of ch^cter ?r^

^e control

The thing is as true in flocks of sheetsTtisTn hJEkTJ yt^and Mr.Jo.vAs Webb's flock of Sowhdo™ wh7^h l°* ?*

I

been scattered by the auctioneer to all Tand. ^n **% Jl
?Jperpetuate and extend the influence m7 7? nojoubt

skill and character just as widely as thosl^offe^88
are felt on both sides of the Atlantic at tS^pr^elt day/^

best.-" Will the grains from the sets *
f j

six produce more sets of six than tne

shail try this. .mark,^M While upon this point, let *« *rbr sof

having found an ear this year 7^ upner^
means had in coming into ear lost its ^^
I noticed that the result of the sap °

W|S P
ear being concentrated npon halt ox
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ears,,

o: tie

I

en h

sit or

HBI

we

wed

IDE

thfi

SI

1

is the only
far from it.

this was developed to an extraordinary degree

with very full ' sixes,' and an attempted seventh

in a set. This suggests to me to try next year the

cutting off, say in March, from a * stool,' every

stem but one, concentrating upon one ear the

root power,' so to speak, of 20 or 30 !

11 If the result be what I anticipate, although it

would not be legitimate to show this as a specimen

of my Wheat, it would be perfectly legitimate to

show the pr«»geiiy resulting from such a concen-

tration of vital power in the parent. What do

you think of this ?

11 It has been the great leading idea of my life*

hat tl rting with an accidentally large ear is

a very different thing from starting with a similar

ear the result of descent, or pedigree. Take the

case of two heifers identical in every respect but

pedigree—the one what she is by accident, the

other by design; the one worth * 300/. the ether

257. *m the I ner you may get any imaginable

kind of progeny, from the latter only a good

kind ; in other words, you have fixity of type.

And the good qualities g'iin the force, as it were,

of impe i, by continual accumulation.
" If a farmer wants a good Cabbage, Mangel,

or Turnip, his instinct leads him to select a good
parent—the same with regard to animals, horses,

cattle, or do^s—but the moment he approaches the

cereals he no longer adopts the principle which he
knows in other cases to be right.

11 Is the trouble it would be the cause of this P

Let us see. From one grain planted in September,
18-39, I shall this year, September 1861, drill

40 acres. A whole ear in 1859 would have planted

80 times as much. Now all farmers should be

continually trying this ns a matter of business,

employing any kind of Wheat they think likely

to suit their purpose.
M I do not say that my Wheat

Wheat that can be thus improved,
All Wheat may be improved, though not to the
same extent.

" I merely say thnt I can offer them the only
Wheat at this present moment in existence which
has been so ' bred ' for years successively, and
that if they prefer to pay me for the trouble I take
rather than do it themselves, they can with
one bushel, costing less per acre for seed than
common Wheat, grow enough in one year to

stock ir farm, .* i may by purchasing a bushel
annually replenish their stock with a generation
mor idvanced.

" I sen i you one of the sections of my ground
planted with 4^ pints per acre—1,001,880 ears
per acre. You saw the 6 peck crop below the
house—9£ yards counted gave 1802ears, or 934,120
per acre. I dare not give expression to my real
convictions as to what may be grown. These are
not the opinions of the enthusiast, but the result
of 12 years' devotion to this subject. Difficulties
1 know may be raised, but they are imaginary
rather than real, and I may conscientiously say
that I do not know of any which ought for a
moment seriously to be weighed in the balance
against the advantage of such a rational system
of growing Wheat as the one I am determined to
promulgate, whereby alone can any practical and
universal increase of our crops be effected.

"If planted early in September 1 peck will resist
wireworm more succ fully than 8 pecks in
November. The plants are in fact as inacoessible
in March and April to the ravages of wireworm as
s>re*ordinary crops in June and July.

1 But rational seeding requires also that it be
done at a rational time—it is as wrong to employ
2 gallons per acre in November and December, as
2 bushels per acre in August or September.
"I have never yet had a positive failure with

this seeding. I do not however consider my
lO-aere field thus planted as a success, but I shall

kSfn^ F
Unt

4fV,
acres ^ 40 Pecks the first

Halt of next month."
Let ns add that we give this detailed account

ot Mr. H ali/tit s success, because it is an illus-

<l
°? °lu if

neral iT-'dh ' An7 of our readers
gifted with the requisite patience, perseverance
and powers of observation, may realise it in his own
experience. The produce of our crops is the result
of mere average and annual treatment; the pro-
duce of our live stock is the result of a Ion-
continued effort on the part of our best breeders

2ti7^?J V0W\that ?™? to this effort ourcatUe and sheep have individually and on theaverage increased immensely in weight and
profitableness. Let the same effort be made on
oeftait of our cereal and other grains, and weaouot not Mr. Hallett's expectation of a similar
improvement there will be fully realised.

Mr.
gs.,

Mr.
U.

SHEEP SALES, 1861.

Cotswolds .—Mr. Robert Lane, of the Cottage

Farm, near Northleach.—They were admitted to be

the best lot of rams ever offered on the hills, and the

noted character of Mr. Lane's Hock brought, as usual,

a very large company, including gentlemen from all

parts of the kingdom. Bets were made previously to

the sale that the average would reach 20/., but no one

for a moment ever imagined that the 30 Cotswold

rams would reach the unprecedented sum of 317. 10$. Sd.,

yet such was the fact. The highest price rea'ised was

120 guineas! this was for Lot 13, which was knocked

down to Mr. G. Fletcher, of Shipton ; the next highest

was 102 guineas! for Lot 6, knocked down to Mr. W.
Lane, of Broad field. The other principal lots were

knocked down as follows:—Lot 1, 80 gs., to Mr.

Tombs ; 3, 46 gs., to Mr. Walters j 4, 86 gs., to

Gillett, of Fawler ; 5, 81 gs., to Mr. Raight; 7, 45

to Mr. Fletcher, of Shipton Ollift'e; 8, 26 gs., to

Wigmore, of Hereford ,- 12, 71 gs., to Mr. Walters;

8., to Mr. Howell ; 15, 54 gs., to Mr. Cother ; 16, 32

gu as, to Mr. Lord, of Stanton Ilarcourt; 17, 37 ljs.,

to Mr. Craddock, of 1 rington; 19, 41 gs., to Mr.

Handy, oi Suitor I; 20, 50 gs., to Mr. (Jarne, of Kil-

kenny; and 21, 22 gs., to Mr. Fowler. The remaining

lots went from 19 gs. to 8 gs., and the total amount of

the sale was 1254/. 5s.

Mr. Mumford Sexton, of Whcrslcad, Suffolk,

has let 80 Cotswold rams and sold 40 more, including

ram lambs, two-shears, and shearlings. The lots let

ranged from 62. 6s. to 267. os. each, and those sold from

51. 15s. 6(7. to 291. 8s. each, every lot being disposed of.

Mr. William Colliers (Middle Aston).— Hie 30th

annual sale of Cotswold rams from this flock included

4 shearlings and a two-shear sheep to be let, and 55

headings. The four shearling sheep made 21 guineas,

17 guineas, 11 guineas, and 10 guineas each. The sal.'

of the shearlings followed, and reali I higher prices

than usual, several of tliem making 20 guineas, 1$
guineas, 14^ guineas, 12.^ guineas, and 10 guineas each.

The average of the whole sale was 9Z. 18s. 2\d., being

nearly 1/. a head more than last year, a fact which
fully bears out the opinion expressed before the sal

that the sheep surpassed any that Mr. Cother had
previously submitted to public competition.

Lkicesters :

—

Mr. Sandaifs, Holme Pierrepont.—
We append a few of the higher prices in each class:

—

Shearlings : By B. G„ dam by No. 1, 30 guineas; Mr.
Gould, Xewhall. By B. G., dam by M. U., 33 guineas

;

Mr. Kendall. By B. G., dam by Y. II., 37 guineas;
Mr. Abraham. By L. X., dam by G., 71 guineas; Mr.
Thunder. By G. N., dam by C. S., 65 guineas; Mr.
Hall, Scarborough. Two shears : By W. X., dam by
No. 3, 32 guineas; Mr. Wedge. By G. N., dam b

A. Y., 40 guinea-;; Mr. Hall, Scarborough. By W. X
dam by G., 50 guinea- ; Mr. Torr, Aylesbury, Manor.
By W. X., dam by M. U., 48 gnin -?; Mr. Turner,

Barton, Exeter. Three-shears: By G. N., dam by

D. Y., 30 guineas; Mr. Watkins. By G. N., dam by

W., 40 guineas ; Mr. Dickson. By G. N., dam by A. Y.

45 guineas; Mr. Meade, Kinsale, Cork. By G. N.,

dam by W., 70 guineas; Mr. Torr. Four-shears: By
C. S., dam by W., 17 guineas ; Mr. Somerville.

Mr. Aylmer, A obey Farm, Westacre, near Norwich.—
100 ram lambs, 80 one-shear rams, and 40 two-shear

rams were offered. The first made an average of

41. Ids. 4d. each, the maximum being 8/.; the second

averaged 8/. 17*. 6d. e ich, the top figure being 30/.

;

and the third realized 6/. 17*. each, the highest pric

being 21/.

Trinity Farm, Cambr ie.—Mr. W. Bennett's annual
sheep sale. Of 60 rams 2 i were sold, uch realised

from 6/. to 13/., averaging SL
Shropshire : Edward Holland, Esq., M.P., at

Cullabine Farm, Dumbleton, near Evesham. — The
sheep had not been housed, and the ewes and theaves
offered were in a fair store state, not having been pam-
pered with artificial food. " Patentee 2d," the Leeds
prize aged ram, upon which we especially remarked in

our report of that meeting, was, at the wish of mam
breeders, included in the catalogue; but his stock being
of a very promising character, Mr. Holland wished to

use him another season, and wisely placed the reserve
of 105/. upon him, upon which sum there was no
advance. Ten aged rams and 20 shearlings were sold,

realising an average of 15/. 16*. 0\d. each. The ewes
were then offered, and as a lot must be regarded as

quite first-class, 200 averaging 21. 17s. Ad. each.

Colonel Pennant, who has tested the suitability of the

breed for the North Wales district, purchased 25 of the

best theaves at an average of t guineas each.

Mr. C. R. Keeling, Yew Tree Farm, PenJcridge.—T\w

rams comprised 26 shearlings, and six a gedsheep, and were

brought forward in good working condition. The avera

obtained for the whole number was 11/. 15*. each. The

Marquis of Anglesea became the proprietor of the

highest-priced sheep at 29 guineas; the Earl of Shrews-

bury and Talbot and the Earl of Lichfield being also

purchasers, whilst others found owners in Tipperary,

Lancashire, and other distant localities. One hundred

ewes were sold, realising 21. lis. 8d. per head, parsing

into the hands of the Marquis of Anglesea, Messrs.

Bradburne, Biewster, Dean, Holland, Jackson, Landor,

Peake, Pullen, and others.

Mr. Sampson Byrd, Leese Farm, near Stafford.—

Twenty-three shearling and two three-shear rams, sold

at an average of 18/. 1*. Id. per head. This flock has

produced many remarkable show sheep, of which
" Patentee," the Canterbury winner, and «« Patentee
2nd," the Leeds prize aged ram, may be more especially
noticed. Nearly all the shearlings were of the
" Patentee " blood ; and no doubt to that fact the high
average obtained may in a great measure be attributed.

The first shearling was let to Mr. Locker at 11 guineas,

and was a very long, useful sheep, with fine qui.lity of

wool, and was, we thought, very cheap. No. 2 was also

let, at 22 guineas, Mr. S. Wright being the purchaser.

E. Holland, Esq., M.P., was again a customer for the

"Patentee" blood, and bought No. 3, a wide-sprun

shearling, with a capital fat back and good mottlet

features. No. 4 was secured by Mr. Preece, and we
congratulate that gentleman on obtaining possession of

one of the largest and at the same time truest made
shearlings we have seen this season. No. 7 was indeed

a plum, and after a brisk competition was secured by

Messrs. Crane at 42 guineas. The only point we
thought might be improved was his neck; had this

been good, this animal might fairly have been named
"Perfection." Messrs. Horley, Marsh, Birch, Thorn-
ton, and Willonghby Wood were all purchasers of
" Patentee" shearlings, at prices ranging from 17 to

33 guineas. The two three-shears were on low legs,

and displayed great size, with heavy kernels and
briskets ; Messrs. Keeling and Nichols were the pur-
chasers, at 22 and 20 guineas respectively.

Mr. T. Horley, Fosse Farm, near Leamington.—
Every sheep had been barely shorn, and with the
exception of those shown at the Royal Agricultural

Show at Leeds, were fed entirely on the land, never
having been housed. The first lot subjected to com-
petition was (to hire) the Black Prince, which, after a

spirited competition was knocked down to Mr.
Winterton, Wooley Villa, Hinckley, fetching 52 guineas
being the highest price realised. Lot 3, a two-shear
which won a third prize this year at Leeds, fell to Mr.
Crossland, Burbidge, near Hinckley, for the low
sum of 21 guineas, in consequence of Mr. Horley
reserving him till the 20th of September. Four
others were put up to hire, fetching severally 35, 20,
11, and 18 guineas, making a total of 157 guineas,

averaging 27/. 3*. 2d. each. The sheep for sale were
now otfered , the highest making 25 guineas, the lowest
7 guineas, averaging very nearly 15 guineas each.
Twelve lots of theaves were then put up, which also>

realised excellent prices. The average of the 30 rams
off. red for competition to hire and sell was a little over
17 guineas each.

Colonel Dyott and Mr. Coxon, Freeford, Lichfield.—
Mr. Preece, of Shrewsbury, sold and let 43 rams, ot

the usual high character which these flocks have at-
tained, at an average of nearly 12 guineas each. The
highest price obtained was 53 guineas, for " Patent,'*
a son of the renowned " Patei ..»," which became the
property of Messrs. Thacker an I May, of Elford. The
prices of the remaining lots ranged from 28 to 7 gu'neas.
About 100 theaves were offered, which realised about
50.?. per head.

Mr. R. H. Masfen, Pendeford, near Wolverhampton*
—The sheep had all been fairly shorn, and were shown
in that condition which cannot fail to be satisfactory to
purchasers, that is, they were not unnaturally forced by
over-feeding; and although this way of bringing out
his rams may prevent Mr. Masfen's average reaching
what is obtained by other breeders, yet he has the
satisfaction of seeing the same customers from year to
year, and also of being free from the complaints which
those who adopt a higher degree of feeding must ever
endure. The highest price obtained for a shearling was
31 guineas ; and this animal, of the true Shropshire
type, with a very level top, fine masculine head on a
good neck, and with the quality of a Southdown, fell

) Mr. Canning, of Sherborne, near Warwick, after a
sharp competition with J. Taylor, Esq. Mr. Coxon
bought a remarkably heavy-fleshed three-shear ram at
2 guineas. The total number disposed of was 30, ot

which six were let ; tbe average for the whole being
12/. 10*. lid. The sale of the ewes followed, the
12 pens making from 50s. to 100*. per head, the average
being 3/. 3*. 6d. for 60 Bheep ; Messrs. Bradburne>
Gristie, Horley, Jackson, and Sidney being the prin-
cipal purchasers.

The Annual Sale of Shropshire Sheep at the Flash,
near Shrewsbury.—Out of the 200 rams offered 180 were
either sold or let. Jonathan Scarth, Esq., selected 60 of
the best bred ewes, and a remarkably fine ram, for the
foundation of a flock by a friend of big in Yorkshire.
Mr. J. H. Bradburn e, of Pipe Place, Lichfield, par-
chased Messrs. Crane's prize ewes at 9^ guineas each.
Mr. Hutton secured one of Mr. Horton's pri*e rams at

a high figure. Mr. H. J. Sheldon, of Brailes House.

be< ie the purchaser (for Lord Willoughby de Broke>

of Mr. A. H. Minor's magnificent 50-guinea ram, and
Viscount Hill purchased his be9t yearling at 25 guineas.

But the highest price obtained durinr the day was by
Mr. Maddox, of Harley, who obtained for a splendid

short-legsjed grandson of Mr. Adney's " Patentee,

"

85 guineas, the purchaser being Mr. Randall, one of the

judges at the Royal Agricultural Society's meeting at

Leeds. We give the prices at which the sheep sold,,

ranging from the highest to the lowest:—Messrs.

Crane's rams (35), from 9 guineas to 30 guineas; Rev,

C. P. Peter's rams (8), 10 guineas to 34 guineas ; Mr.
H. Smith's rams (25), 10 guineas each; Mr. John
Evans's rams (20), 11 guineas each ; Mr. Stumer's rams

(6), from 7 guineas each ; Mr. Maddox's (of Harley)
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rams (LU), from 7 guiii«M to 60 guineas; Mr. C»mi tuge's

(17),
Jet

guineas each : Lord Wenlock's r.tms

rams
\ ' o — — o »

(10), 9 guineas eacli; Mr. Metre's n.m<
mid sold at 9 guineas each j Lord Wenlock's rams (17),

from 6 guineas to 10 guineas each; Mr. H. J. Sheldon's

Tarns (16), let and sold from 6 guineas to 21 guineas;

Mr. Lander's rams (9), 7 guineas to 13 guineas each

;

Mr. Thornton's rams (5), 8 guineas each ; Mr. Horton's

rams (17), sold and let at sums ranging to 70 guineas

-each ; Mr. A. H. Minor's rams (6), from 15 guineas to

50 guineas; Messrs. Crane's ewes (80), from 3 guineas

to 94 guineas each; Mr. H. Smith's ewes (40), soma
ranging to 5£ guineas each; Mr. Evans's rams (60),

sums ranging to 5 guineas each; Messrs. Claridge and
-others, from 2J to 3 guineas.

West Country Downs: Mr. Rawlence, of Bul-

a

18J- guineas, and others were let at 16 guineas,

13 guineas, 14 guineas, .11 guineas, 10 guineas, &c.

"The Jambs sold realised good prices; a pair of lambs
were sold at 32 guineas, Mr. Galpin being the pur-
chaser; other pairs fetched 19 guineas, 17 guineas,

15 guineas, 14V guineas, 13 guineas, and other good
prices. Two rams were let for the season at 21 guineas

each. The average of the sale was 71. 2s. 10ld. each.

Oxpohdshire Downs: Ram Sales at Oxford.—
Messrs. Franklin & Gale sold in the Cattle Market 35
Oxfordshire Down ram lambs, from the Gatehampton
flock ; 34 were sold at prices varying from 41. 5*. to

17/. 10*. A very splendid lamb, bought by Mr. J. T.

•Gale, of Orplands, Essex, fetched 17/. 10s. ; another,
bought by Mr. Joseph Franklin, of Ewelrae, 11/. 10*.;
and one bought by Mr. W. Chillingworth, of Cuddesdon,
10/. 10*. ; the average was 61.

T Hampshire Downs: Ratfin Farm, Amesbury, Mr.
Olding.—One ram was let (for one month only) for

30 guineas, another for 27 guineas, and so on respec-
tively (for the same short period) at 171 guineas,

12£ guineas, 11 guineas, 10 guineas, &c. ; a two-teeth
ram also letting (for 18 days' use only) for 20£ guineas.
Pairs of lambs sold respectively for 26 guineas,
204 guineas, 17 guineas, 16 guineas, 154 guineas,
15 guineas, 134 guineas, 124 guineas, 11 guineas,
10 guineas, 9 guineas, 8 guineas, and a few pairs of very
young lambs at even lower prices; single ram lambs
*lso sold at full prices.

lour cur..ers; one ot these wlu-e.s receiving motion, by

means of very simple bevel gearing, from the main

driving wheel. The chain of course is made to traverse

continually round the platform, though hidden in the

groove. A pin is fixed to one link of the chain, and

connected to the foremost end of a long rake- bar, the

other end of which can slide through an eye in

swivel-pin at the back of the machine; and as the

runs round the rake is thus caused to sweep inter-

mittently across the platform, pushing the corn to one

side and then drawing it off behind the platform.

From the manner in which this rake worked on Wed-
nesday it seemed to be better adapted to a light than a

heavy crop. The contrivance however is very ingenious,

although, owing to some accidental circumstance, it

failed to work well.

The next class treated to the preliminary canter

was that which won laurels at Canterbury, though it

will scarcely do so well here, since the Society sees that

it committed something like an error last year in giving

51
2*. last =

'uiaWrf

The foregoing return oflhTaiS^r^^.
lished, as in previous years, in anticin • ***•
General Abstracts, now in course of prc .

n *V
ing the acreage under each crop and t?

raiion
' ,fe ;

live stock, by counties and provinces t]^
trust, be ready for the press early in the !. ^
month. 1 do not apprehend that any diff

****
portance will be found between the acrea^l "**

as here giver, and as it will appear in
°« f*

detailed tables in course of compilat' *
Donnelly, Regis'rar-General,AgriculturTa'^T^
tion Statistics Office, 5, Henrietta Street T*
August 10.

c
' ^

TRIAL OF REAPING MACHINES AT LEEDS.
Aug. 22.—I have unfortunately little to tell with

respect to the trial of Reaping Machines at Garforth near

~- S — -J — O"- r>

to the public a bit of advice the public possessed too

much good sense to receive. However, a prize is offered

for reapers with manual delivery, and therefore they
will now occupy their proper place, and not again come
into competition with self-deliveringma-hir.es; before
which throughout the country it is impossible they can
stand a chance.

In this class Burgess & Key brought out their
original M'Cormick with side hand deliver)', price 25/.,

which made capital work, and seemed surprisingly light
behind the two horses—cut 5 feet. Messrs. Beckwith
& Son, ofNorth Lees, Ripon ; Cuthbert & Co., of Bedale

;

Sawney, of Beverley ; and Coates, of Middleham,
took into action various modifications of the Hussey
principle. Messrs. Brigham & Bickerton of Berwick-
upon-Tweed competed witn their Aullman machine,
with double-hinged knife-bar, which adapts itself to all

qualities of ground, and tilting platform. The machine
worked by Messrs. Picksley & Sims of Manchester bat
a tipping platform, and a contrivance by which the
knife is thrown instantly out of gear, and that by
Spencer of Doncaster has Wray's method of giving
motion to the cutter bar, and Dray's tipping platform,
and Cranston's is such as I have already described it.

Of these, each making a bout or two, Cuthbert's left

the cleanest bottom, best sheaf, and fewest ears.
Picksley & Sims and Spencer's followed, the prices
of these machines being respectively 23/. 10s.,

25/., and 22/. Some were deficient in dividing
irons, and left a very ragged edge, and the standing
corn much shattered, so that the" straws thrown down
were sure to have their ears cut off too short to be

very, little if anything like actual contest had occurred.
The trial commenced upon the Wednesday, according to
agreement, but Wednesday was spent in singling those
machines that were to go for final trial, and after
Burgess and Key and Crosskill had cut an acre or so
against time to-day (Thursday), the rain came down in
such a manner as to render the abandonment; of the
neld a matter of necessity.

Operation on Wednesday were commenced upon a 30-
acre field of Wheat, a fine 36-bushel crop, bright stiff

^traw,allstandm8:andpresentingamo8tfavourableoppor-
tunity for one and all competitors. Crosskill's Trustees'
•machine walked in first, followed by its three propell-
ing horses, and cut a broad headland round the entire
piece, and then set it out in 1 and 2 acre plots. This
<tone, some 20 machines ranged themselves upon theheadland and prepared for work. Of the self-delivering

muTr^rT^ aud Afessrs
-
Prentice

> Cranston!Hilkrd, CrosskiJl's Trustees, Burgess & Key, were
exhibitors

;
ot combined Grass-mowers and Corn-

reapers Messrs Cranston and Burgess & Kev were

SSL Si wfu °5 ?achines with manual ^livery
Messrs. Beckwith & Son, Cranston, Burgess & Key,

Coa^PW* 1

C°;'
Q .

Sawne
y» BH*ham & bickerton

Th fi V . -

G
?
& SimS

'
and SPencer>

were exhibitors.

«f lW^ ? i/
aS
Txt With the ^bined machines^f Burgess & Key of Newgate Street, London, andWM Cranston, King William Street, London Bridge.J™" M U ?»Wion of the exhibitors' Allen^s

post leaving on Thursday 1 gathered. When the preliminary trial ot the class was
finished, late on Wednesday afternoon, the self-delivery
machines were brought to the scratch, Crossk ill's
Trustees' improved Bell taking the lead. It is no
mistake to call this an improved machine. I have
deemed it almost hopeless, for every attempt to improve
seemed to render it more cumbersome and unmanage-
able. It has long been said that Burgess & Key°is
without a rival; but they will find something much
like a rival in this new start given to the Beverly
reaper. In the first place it makes a cut of 8 feet
3 inches, with three horses; in the second it weighs 5 cwt
lighter than it did ; in the third it is reduced in price to
37/., and has a less draught. These are all substantial
advantages, and such as the admirers of this machine
will be glad to know of. The limitation of power was
always a great drawback to its use, because in heavy
crops two horses were sufficient to propel it ; but three
now carry it before them with considerable comfort at
a fair pace. The pitch of the platform is reduced, and
the endless India-rubber bands which move round it
are fitted with fingers to carry off the corn which falls
upon them. The delivery is now effected on either side
at pleasure, and a very simple contrivance is added for
giving the swathe as it leaves the platform the requi-
site turn. The cutter bar is elevated and depressed by
means of little wheels in front of and beneath the plat-
form. The whole in fact is simplified, enlarged, and
bghtened, and were it not for irregularities of the land

-Grass mower and aHusIeT'nwa^^ .

ib SOme difficulty, would cut its way
and delivered either a^dV^
WwWU ^?

me » » ™*?* UP°» «** wh
y
eelT-tw

i
—=

rS^f* ? ™FP\"™: fTPm oneof wb»ch motion

0Cfttft&
The Isle of Man.—At the late few],

exhibition of this Society the entries of
much more numerous, of horses considerabl?U^
sheep much larger, of pigs more successful th«

*

of the previous occasions on which this SocietVuS
its annual meeting. There were 103 head JUS
exclusive of extra stock, of which 50, or mrlvJci
wore pure bred Short-horns, the KM»
Ayrshires, Galloways, and cross-breeds; 96 farm h»2and roadsters of various ages; 79 sheep, priudS
the Leicester, Lincoln, Cotswold, Shropshire Down.J
mountain breeds; and 16 pigs, classified as bd£Z
to the large or small breed. In the conditioTIw
as the number of the animals exhibited a marked k
provement upon last year's show was also mk
and the south-side farmers were better represented
this than last year— the result, perhaps, of them
central situation in which the exhibition wm U
One-half of the cattle exhibited this yearwereoftk
Short-horn breed, and were undeniably superior tg

those shown last year at Ramsey.
Take for instance the roan bull, " Marquis of Ion,

1

the property of Mr. E. C. Far rant, of Lezayre, wUck

has won this year (as well as last) the first prize

Class 1. In symmetry almost perfection ; bickW
as a board; quarters and loins exceedingly good; a
ribs, shoulders, and breast not perhaps to be eiofc

The bulls belonging to Mr. Cadman and Mr. J. I

Clu« a< were likewise greatly admired, and receirad tl

second and third prizes in this class. The aniai

nearest approaching the winner, however, in poin

symmetry and breed was Mr. E. GeU's boll "Seood

Grand Turk," which has twice borne away the fiat

prize, and last year obtained the second.

. The horses were remarkable for symmetry, eolonr, l

and good action. The first prize was awarded to 1

splendid animal, " Black Prince/' belonging to )Ir.

C. C. Kissack, of Middle, aged 2 years and 2 months.

The Sheep presented no pwticato feature of *x«\-

lence, and were thought to beinfenoTtote%\\ovrrioa

tars. Whatever was wanting in the quality

7 *

former year

and Mr. W
mce that*

:„ j„ • j 3 .1 . . . » •*"*" u"c ui wuicq motionu denvei, and a third behind which acta like a castor

Z IT'"?,
treel

I "I
*°* direction

-
T,,e ™<"ion of

I nw 7 -

r
?-
nd 0tiT P"tfc°»»" «* too well known

to.need
[

descr.pt.on. Cranston'* machine is also known,

Li J-
"°„,ce one llnP0rt»°t imriwement in theintroduction of a ratchet motion for throwing tl ein,fe ont of gear when the machine is heing bfeked.Tins wu

_
drawn by two horses, and carriedUro men•one for the mannal delivery of the grain to one side

„tf> ^u
1^ the

,

rfPuted cut » * feet 6 inches— and they worked fairly. It may be said

nnt^r.
b0th rf6Ct Gras3 mo«'««. butnot perfect mowers of Corn ; but if people will have

audi, m^
med

f,
mBC,,ir the

y are 8uch - "M »«"
each uTiZ ,

* *%*' 8B 'e at *> l0W a Price as 35
''

A could h* ?ni?
n ",en *£ int0 comPetition, if suchjc could be called, a combined machine with self-fe*:, Tbe P»in - this fa,ls upon

'*.\ti
Us (11*«L lD

? v ^°°Ve or 8lot extending all round

Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Statistics, Ireland, 1861. - Return,showing, in Statute Acres, the Extent under Flax h

Z ' 1? I*
60 *** 1861

» ^mpiled from Returnsobtained by the Constabulary.

of the sheep, however, was amply compensated by the

improvement in the appearance of the Pigsexhibitol

They were more numerous than last year, and among*

them were some of the primest specimens we m
ever seen, and there was not a merely ordinary ocen

the whole collection. The samples of butter were ij

numerous, and of such uniform excellence that

judges, with all their experience, had consiJerw

difficulty in deciding between the respectiw
«J»

tors. Indeed, two samples of the fresh

shown by Mr. P. Killey, Marown, an

Castleward—were "so similar
fc
in excelle-

judges called in the assistance of au ^PJJS^
could not decide ; they therefore recoramendefl*" ,

first and second prizes should be added togj

divided between the two exhibitors. The U|»r

for fresh butter was awarded to Mr. Lumsden
,

i®*r

and the fourth to Major Bacon, ^"^fr
improved implements connected with the * '^
partments of agriculture were also exblb,t*L^
ing M'Cormict's reaping machine, and a WJ^
well contrived reaping machine up«i aD ^
principle, manufactured and exhibited by •

Kelly of Kirk Michael. Several specimens r

and roots were shown, the most remarkable
i j> ^

Poland Oats of this year's crop, of fxtra0l
ff

a"

ixV

Provinces.

Extent of Land under
Flax.

Total of Ulster ..

Total of Munster .

Total of Leinster..

Total ofConnaught

Difference between
1860 and 1861.

Increase. Decrease.

Acres.

19,612

Barley, grown by Major Bacon, at St^*T^
were also shown a few prolific ears ot ^T^ise
grown by Mr. Windsor, which excited g«*^

•lum xrxr. xargners itose ^uuuw
.f^^ietT ^'

proof of the steady progress made by the ^ .^
its establishment, we would refer to the ™itf
of the number of entries in the various^w--

- Society ^

ment ; and some very large Potatoes

from Mr. Fargher's Rose Mount

different exhibitions held
commencement :

—

by the

I860.

Acres.
1 28, 695

in each

Total Acreage under Flax in Ireland
Increase in 1861

Extent of Flax gr>wn in Ireland
following years :— «

1854. 1855. 1S56. 1S57. 1858. 1859 I860
Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres An™i «,»««,
151.403 97,075 108,311 97 72! 91,640 lf£?82 its.MS hTsOO

1861.
Acres.
147,806

1 9, 271

of the

1861.

A cres.

Cattle
Horses
Sheep
Pigs
Poultry
Butter
Cheese
Manx Graia
Turnips
Implements
Extra Stock

• *

• •

• ¥

V I

• •

* *

1S58
54
44
85
17
17
28
7

12
13
11

SI

• •

• •

• •

Total • •

1859

110
63
54
16
18

13
8

47
41

375

t •

• •

• •

IS*
94

83

54

9

18

5

9

3i

I

343

• •

• •

#•

269 w .

At the dinner held in the afternoon^j^ ba*
Excel

At the dinner held in the atternou. .,
-

the Lieutenant-Governor said that hav 5



1861.

1?*

iri

!

ArorsT 24 1861.

J
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of stock, he felt highly pleased with what he had seen,

tnd he had looked upon it, too, with the eye of a fanner,

for to his cost he might say that he had been a farmer

for about 27 years, though perhaps rather an ex-

perimental one. Especially had he been surprised when

ting the exhibition that day to see such a display of

horned cattle In the Isle of Man, though he was

previously aware that the Isle of Man was celebrated

for good* beef. With a natural feeling of allowable

pride, however, in the county from wli.ch lie came, he

thought they could beat them in sheep. He had not

that day seen amongst those exhibited a Hampshire

Down, the breed for which the county from which he

came was so justly celebrated, although there certainly

was on the field a beautiful r.en of sheep exhibited by

the Lord Bishop,— and which he believed had taken a

prise. He was also very glad, too, to see that the

Society was not limited to any particular part of the

Island, but supported by gentlemen from all parts,

which must always be the case if they wished to make

it a successful Society. He was glad, too, to see that a large

number of the pr * went this year to the north of the

Island ; this would stimulate the re ents in the south

and centre of the Island, and then next year they might

hope to have still gi ter competition. Iti the course

of the observations which he had made since his arrival

on the Island, he had remarked that they fanned

extremely well, especially as regarded root farming.

During the few days on which he had recently visited

England, he had traversed a large district of country,

and in no place had he seen such fine Swedish Turnips

sshehad seen near Castletown, especially on the farm of

his valued friend Mr. Uawne. Greatly ahridgedfrom the

Manx Sun.

' I uit; KuitfOlNO SfcAdON.—Mora* an U*ui* roou,

X 355. per cwt I Pig Food, 1 ; Dog Biscuit. 15s, ; Com-
pressed Beef Greaves, 12*. and !6s I

Indian Cnrn Med, 14, ,

Bice Meal for Pigs, 7*. 6rf. and 9.*. W. I
Rice for Chickens, 10s.

and 1 3?. An allow nice per Ton. Remittance with Order wil I

insure immediate delivery.

W. Jcpp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St. Marr-nt-HiM. Eastcheap, E C.

No more Mildew.

JOHN BEUAS COMPOSITION for destroying

Miidew on Vines, Peach and Nectarine Trees, <fcc, mada
and sold onlv by John Bell, in bottles, it. 6d., 2s. b (., and 5s.

each, at his* Sec i Warehouse, 10 and 11, Exchange Street,

Norwich. A U. (kf. b ittte is sufficient to make 12 gallons.

Agents Wanted.

APHIS

MO .TON'S IMPROVED REAPING MACHINE,
guaranteed to work satisfactorily. A few in stock: for

ii. me llato delivery. Price 15/.

J. 8. Brown & Co., 18, Cannon Street, City, L -> d<v>, E.C.

GLASS fob GREEN HOUSE S.
SHEET GLASS, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.

EAL'S PATENT
PASTILS.N

The following is one of upwards of

70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally unknown
to him.

"Half B packet, at the cost of a

shilling, effectually smokes a house

50 feet long by 10 feet wide, which

requires the use of half a pound of

Toba ; or lib. of Tobacco Paper.

The Aphis is effectually destroyed,

and plants with the tenderest foliage

remain uninjured.
" William Paul, F.R.H.S.,

11 Cheshunt Nurseries."
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10,
11,

12,
12
13
13
14
14

14 by 9
15 „ 10
16 „ 11
17 .. 12

3rds.

14*. W.
4tha.

124.6d

»»

16*. Od. 13*.6<f,

per 100 feet.

English Glass of the above sizes, 18*. per 100 feet.

9* „ 74 i

Si

11*. 6<5.

12 6

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price Is. and 2*. per packet

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Nfal, Birmingham.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
the Week ending Auffmt 22 : observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, Wallingford.

G

TznTZ%krv9t or Ai*.

FridAT
Saturday
Bandar
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday 'i\ .

Thursday 22 .

16 .

17 .

.

19 .

20 .

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot Rain,
below the
Surface.

Wind

Degi
7M.0

>.0

810
77

76.0
83.0

:

!

Dr
74.0
:>.o

72.0

73
70
•8.0

71.0

Decs.
to.i
45.0

510
53.

48.0

44.0
47.0

Degs
6-5.7

60.5

61.0
6.

S<

62.0

65.0
61.6

647
640
S3."
62.6

In*.
08

0.03

W. 20.73

29.87
8.W. 2!».88

0.06

w.
w.

N.W.
8.W.

29
29

Hf.06

The n ng9 are taken at 9 kM. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, M the p in* 24 hours. The
Therniom. s are placed 4 feet from the ground. The llain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cocoa-nut Fibre Netting : C U L. asks for the experience of

ny of our readers ou this as compared with ordinary netting
[Next week}

Drainaof. : G By all meins carry your drains in the d irection
of the inclination, otherwise, because water will not run up
hill, one Bile only of your drains will work. In your clay
by no means allow the distance from drain to drain to exceed
25 feet. You must scarcely expect to do your work, 4 feet
deep, at less than 41. 10*. per acre, considering the price of
your pipes, and the stony subsoil. If you employ li inch
pipes for the first length of each drain, using 2-inch pipes
when the accumulation of water shows it to be necessary, the
outlay will be somewhat reduced. The article Drainage in
" Morton's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture " will afiord much
valuable information.

Mangel Wurzel : R W R. says: "A crop of Mangel Wurzel,
some Yellow Globe, and some Long Red, which up to the
present time have been looking extremely healthy and
growing well, have been suddenly attacked in the leaves in
the manner of the enclosed specimens. I can detect no
Insect upon them. I do not mean that all the leaves are
gone as bad, but there is scarcely a plant that has not some
leaves affected." [If you look further you will find the grub to
which we alluded the other day. Your specimens contained
some.]—O. Murray, Overstone, reports the Mangel crop in
this neighbourhood has suffered greatly from the attack of
Anthomyia betre, as mentioned in our last impression ; the
sggs are deposited on the under side of the leaf, and as soon
as they are hatched eat their way through the cuticle and
wed on the fleshy part, giving the leaf a scalded or blistered
appearance, by which its important functions in the process
of growth are greatly retarded or completely destroyed. We
think in a few 'days the maggots will disappear, and the
plants recover, as the injury is mostly confined to the outer
leaves, though it is now too late to expect a productive crop.

Northamptonshire : Overstone, Aug. 15. Wheat is reported here
»« under average ; Barley good average ; Oats average

;

Beans and Peas variable, but with fine weather will be an
a
£
era

f
°- Began- harvest Aug. 12. Potatoes unusually

abundant
; nearly the whole of the tubers diseased. Hay

rw01*1 ght and tne g^ter part secured in inferior condition.
roi ltry —Poultry offers so little variation at present, the
aemand and supply are alike so small, that we hail the grouse
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U
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ISHUHST COMPOUND, for preventing and

destroying Red Spider, Mealy Bug, Mildew, Thr.ps,
* ° Scale, Green and Brown

Fly, American Blight, Ants,

&c, and Bed Bugs, contains

no deleterious ingredient,

is recommended in Gar-
deners' Chronicle, Cottagt

Gardener, Field, Mr. Rivers'

Orchard Howe, 9th edition,

and Dr. Hogu's Gardener*
}'<(>;• Book for 18C1.

Full directions for use and
particulars of the experience

of many great Gardening
authorities are enclosed with
the boxes of Gishurst. These
arc supplied retail through
any Nurseryman and Seeds-

man at 1*., 3s., and 10a. 6d.

each, wholesale, by Price's

Patent Candle Co., Limited.
If the smell be disliked,

make the solution 48 hours
Red Spider Maqntfif.d. before use.KEATING'S PERSIAN INSECT DESTROYING
POWDER—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants, are effectually

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with which they are
infested, by the above Powder, which is quite harmless to
animal life. The Farmer, the Girdener, or the Sportsman,
will therefore find it invaluable. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,
Moths in Furs, and every other species of Insect are also

instantly destroyed.
Sold in Packets, 1*., Is. 6d., and 4s. 6d. each, or post free for

14, or treble size for 36 postage stamps, by Thomas Keating,
Chemist, 79, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E.C.

Important to Grape Growers.

SPARY'S FUMIGATOR and MILDEW ANNI-
HILATOR (Invented and Patented by Edward Spary.

F.R.H.S., Queen s Graperies, Brighton), for destruction and
prevention of Mildew in Grapes, Vines, and Plants, without
injury to the Fruit or Foliage.— Vide Gardeners' Chronicle,

April 13, page 351.

Sold wholesale by John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Crip-

plegate, E.C. ; Retail of any Ironmonger, or Nurseryman and
Seedsman, 25*. each. The material is sold in packets (with
full directions for use) at 1*. 37. each, and wholesale by Mr.
W. D. Savage, Chemist, 65, Edward Street, Brighton ; Messrs.
Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

Prospectuses, with Testimonials, to be obtained of the
Patentee, Brighton.

HORTICULTURAL TOOLS, LAWN MOWERS,
<fcc, delivered Carriage Free. Also Chaff-cutters at 50a.

each, Churns 25$. Price Lists post free.

Burgess & Key, Manufacturers, 95, Newgate Street,
London, E.C.

171OR SALE, on very advantageous terms, 7 HOT-
J HOUSES, GREENHOUSES, and CONSERVATORIES,

of all sizes and shapes.
Apply for further particulars to E. Dench, King's Road,

Chelsea, S.W.

GREENHOUSES fob SALE at the following extra
low Prices, viz. :—Span-roof, 16 feet 6 inches by 27 feet,

45/. ; Lean-to, 12 feet 6 inches by 24 feet, 34/. ; ditto, 11 feet

by 22 feet, 2SZ. Roof Lights to cover space, 37 feet by
12 feet 6 inches, well adapted for a Glass Wall, 25J. The above
are warranted of good materials.
Greenhouses made to order at Sd. per foot ; if glazed and

painted, 1*.

glazed, 4^?.
Pit Lights, painted complete, 8<Z. ; if uu-

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

FAND G. ROSHER, Cement, Brick, and Tile
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of Ornamental Garden Border-edging Tiles in Terra

Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They present advan-

tages over Box or Grass-edging in that they alVord no harbour

for slugs, Ac., take up less room, and once laid, require no

further attention. *.*•»*«
They may be had of various patterns at F. <fe G. R. s I re-

mises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Black friars, S^ ;
and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London N.E.

N.B. Sketches of patterns sent by post on apphca-ion.

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for \V mdows ana

Balconies in stock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-

tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. Ac., as cheap and

durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable

of forming a variety of designs. • _ . .....
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Bath?,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, Ac. Grooved Terro-

metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,

Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, Ac.

To be obtained of F. A G. Rosh er, at their Premises as above.

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in by 15 in.

• •

• •

21 oz.
£1 1».

1 3
1 9

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxes.

6 by 4 6*by4* 7 by 5 74 by 5*

8 „ 6 8£ „ 6§ 9 „ 7 9* „
10 „ 8 10J„

Boxes 2.i. each, returnable at full price.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in.
"J

16oz.
Common .. •• .. ISs.Qd.

Superior do. •• ..16
English Glass .. ..18

The above prices include the Boxes.
Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Plate and Polished

Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson*s Paints, Paints
of various colours ground ready for use.

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description of
Glass for Horticultural purposes.

James Phillips A Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,.

London, E C

^AST-IRON GARDEN ORNAMENTo

TAZZA.
SlZR.

I

22 inches diameter by 14 inches high
30 inches .. by 22 inches

• •

tt

Trtcb."

£1 5 each.

5

15
tt

tt

tt

tt

„ m „ • • ..2
42 inches M by 25 inches ,, . . . . 3

The above may also be had with Pedestal.

PRICES of TAZZA. and PEDESTAL.
Size. Price;

22 inches diameter by 28 inches high .. .. £1 15 each.
30 inches

%f by 43 inches H .. . 3 3
42 inches , , by 40 inches „ # . . . 4 15

J. Jomes has much pleasure in stating that he has now an
entirely new Stock of Cast-Iron Garden Ornaments, com-
prising Vases of various patterns, Garden Seats of all sizes,

and of both Plain and Ornamental Designs, Flower Stands,
Tables, &c; he therefore requests that all parties in want of
such Castings will favour him with a visit to his expensive
fchow Rooms, where the above may be seen fitted ready for
use, and he has no doubt they will prove to their satisfaction.
Orders to the amount of 51. and upwards Carriage Paid to

any Railway Station in England. Post-office Orders to be-
made payable to John Jones, Borough, S.E.

O li N WAKNER and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &c,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNERS' PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not
exceeding 25 feet iu depth.
Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £ *. d+
2iin.shortlft.7in. / Fitted forlead, \ 1 1

2| „ long 3 „ 3 „ 1 gutta percha 1 10

j

3 „ ditto 3 „
3£„ ditto 3 „
4 ,, ditto 3 ,,

6 tt

6„
4 0*

9 0-

18

No. 35.

4 or cast iron 1

2

I flanged pipe 2

.. 6„ ( as required. )2
2£ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, ready for fixing ... .2 00
2J „ long ditto ditto ditto2 14
This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons*

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left
hand, or opposite, the nose, as desired.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely
to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure onthe stand, the legs ofwhich
,fold together, and it may be carried
with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £, s. d.
Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe 2 15 0.

If fitted with Barrel of
Planished Copper ..340

Stand and Pump, with plain
Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-
tion Pipe

2-inch India Rubber and Can-
vas Flexible Suction Pipe,
on wires, in either 10, 12, or
15 feet lengths . . per foot 2 5
Xo. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,

without stand, but with strong
No. 42. wrought-iron straps, for fixing to-

water cart or plank, price 21. bs.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Gar-
den Engines, As.

J. W. is. Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on
application.

Thc above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber
in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C^

2 9
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JTYLOR and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Housee>
<fcc. Price 25*. 6,1. each.

IRON YARD
AND

GARDEN PUMrS
3 feet 6 inches under spout

2* S '3* inch
43#. 53*. 60*. each.

J. Ttlor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of
the ground.
PUMPS ofJ.Tylor & Sons'

manufacture to bo obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor «fc Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
N cwgate Street, London, E.C.

" HPENTS, &c—A quantity of Government Bell Tents

JL and Marquees, suitable for Rifle Companies, Cricket

Clubs, &c. ; also Rick and Hay Clotbs, Ropes
r

<fcc Prices on
application to John M orison, 25, Norton Folgate, N.E.

to

JOSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY. -

GREEN'S PAT,,, ^AVVN M ^VT proved to be the best, and ha^J^^S Wthat has been given in ail cases of co^T'? off «*»!?
noiseless m working, self-sharpening s^ 1^* iS.**construction, and easier to work afd les ,'u

Q^H. 4J?

N.B. Old Machin̂ sjgpajred and made
good

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, (fee.

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

S ^iVinHeces^^^T^,
No. 1, 20 yard? long, by 38 inches wide er P1*^
No. 2, do., do., the same material minnf-'* " /i.
Patent Mineral Solution to prevent it ?im

,*d,
*k'i '

No. 3 (double strength), 18 yardsW&i ?l
tin*

No 4 (treble strength), 'l 8 yards longVyVg
i Ji?"

**'
Sold by all respectable SeedsmeS Seo tfr **marked "Shaw's Tiffany," Manchester Sam^f

eTe*l*
sent free by post.

**' SamPie8 andc2j
John Shaw & Co., 29, Oxfordgy M . ^
Paxtoa WorSTsSSSdTESSn^

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OP THE ST. PANCRA.3 IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

WERE AWARDED THE
SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON" HURDLES and GATES,

which, bj their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.
Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 500/.

The Hurdles can he seen in timnpss nf HTn.mifnoiii.'o n+ f7, TzrAM z. a

AYN*OK and OUCJK K's.^PRCNINGand^
>le Nurserymen and Seed M^J

m

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of theK v f' • n n°

Ciety °f„
E"?land *nd the R°ya* Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by theKoyal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used bv all whovalue the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, cr enamelled

*

fcA«;

^

bhow
^°5rJ »

devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and looseboxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.
e

ADDRESS—THE'MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

Opposite Old St. Pancra.9 Church.

thet^ jtariKSr™ «««ymen and

I

W w ,
Important to Gardeners.E beg respectfully to inform you fsupplying: Nurserymen and Seed v T WBBM

article superior in qualitv to im"n,- Merchants »j& fc

able to offer, in PRUN I:vG BUDdWS^"^KNIVES, VINE and PRUN^vS q??^S? GRtfS
SHEARS, &c, owing to their brinS ?*0BS'

GAJ"»
entirely new process,* which rendeM^fT? 1 "*
not liable to* break and also ^vestL^ **£
keenness which we can warrant tWn

edge a "%
east double the time they would Und^thJ T*F*tempering, thus facilitating the work and J* "jSt*usually lost by having corwtintiw^ av,ng to**
sharpening, coLeqnei 5y makfaMi moZX* *

sSlt,?"--* a? -sua.

dntt or Z„.f -i.

I

?
mo

^
ea a11 inflammation arising from cold,

d. «7 E
c
??

stltutl0,
!
al causes.-SoId in bottles. 2i M ad

Wiliiim slrS n-;
P!
S£f Churchyard, E.C; Hooper, SJ

SsnhThS n * St7, E - (
?- and a11 Chmkt3

-
Of whom a?

nlntSiS^'
D\WARNERS LOTION, a certain cure fyttanZ

™£« nf-ii
ega

'
bl^s

«.
and ^alds, and bites o( insects, ad in

cases ofinflammation ia invaluable. In bottles, Is. lid. uikti.

BEIXG

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIE JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.
COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPJSTFSq ptppt t t7at^t, ...-^ o, roMHMH0 . THE M0OTSK£22P£S£E2K-.i

Tbe Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows :F
J-

1n
-

,
8 ft. Lights

20 7m length £12
31 3 in length 16 10
41 11 in length
52 7 in length
63 3 in length
73 11 in length
84 7 in length
95 3 in length

105 11 in length

20 18
25 12
30 6
34 12
39 6
43 19
48 17

6

6

6

10 ft. Lights
£16
21 2 6
26 18 6
32 15
38 10
43 15
49 11 6
55 10
60 12 6

12 ft. Lights
£21
26 10
33 7 6
40 5
47 2 6
53 7 6
60 5

267 6

li only one end is

73 10

14ft.Lights

£28 10
37 12
46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83 2
92 5

101 10

16ft.Lights

£34 5
45 16
57 7
68 18
80 10
92

103 11
115 2
126 13

The

Ft.

20
31
41
52
63
73
8i
95

105

Prices of the Span-roofed^ Houses, with Water-troughs, Doors, ^

£57 #*
14

required a corresponding deduction will be made. The 14
The above prices do not include package, railway

In-

7 in length £24
3 in length 33

11 m length 41 16
7 in length 51 5
3 in length 60 12
11m length 69 5
7 ;n length 78 12
3 in length 87 18

11 hi length 97 15

q a t • , ,
complete, are as follows:—

8 ft. Lights 10ft.Lights 12 ft. Lights
£32 ~£42
42 5 53
53 17 66 15
65 10 80 10
77 94 5
87 10 106 15
99 3 120 10

111 134 5
121 5 147

£57
75 4
93 8

111 12

129 16

148
166 4

184 10

203

161

184

207

230

253
6

I

J

and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less dimensions,

freight, heating apparatus, or erection.~
«* •"' "^""'"g uppaiubus, or erection.

Illustrated Circulars with List* of Prices and Cards to view houses in operationT^ TT~: ,

SAMUEL HEREMAN 77!?.F^t^^?^« L°nd°n can be Lad on^^ *
MALL
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hot;houses foe the million,
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR JOSEPH TAXTON, M.P.

COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY.

BEING CAPABLE OF FULFILLING IN THE HOST PERFECT MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF HORTICULTURE

i

The Trices of Lean-to Houses complete are

Ft. In.

20 7
31 3

41 11

52 7

63
73 11

84 7
95 3

105 11

8 ft. Lights

in length £12
in lenpth 16 10
in length 20 18
in length 26 12 6
in length 30 6
in length 34 12 6
in length 39 6
in length 43 19

in length 48 17 6

lOft.Lights

£16
21 2 6

26 18 6
32 15
38 10
43 15
49 11 6
55 10
60 12 6

12 ft. Lights
£21
26 10
33 7

40 5

47 2
53 7
60
67

5

2

6

6
6

6
73 10

follows :

—

lift. Lights
£28 10
37 12

46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83 2
92 5
101 10

lOft.Lights

£34 5
45 16
57 7

68 18
80 10
92
103 11
115 2
12G 13

The Prices of the Span-roofed Houses, w
complete, are as

Lights 10 It. Lights
£32
42 5

Ft.

20
31
41
52

63
7.\

81-

95
105

In.

7 in

3 in

11 in

7 in

3 in

11 in

7 in

3 in

11 in

8 ft.

length £24
leu h 33
length

length

length

length

length

ith Water-troughs, Doors, and Euds

follows :

—

12 It. Lights 14ft.I -hts lOft.LigMs

£57 £68 12

91 14

ngth
length

41

51
60
69
78
87
97

16
5

12
5

12
18
15

53 17
65 10
77
87 10
99 3

111
121 5

£42
53
66 15
80 10
94 5
106 15
120 10
134 5
147

75 4
93 8 114 16

111 12 137 10
129 16 161
118 184
166 4 207 2
184 10 230 4
203 253 6

If only one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made. The 14 and 16 feet light* are made stronger than those ofless dimensions.

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

Illustrated Circulars with Lists of Prices and Cards to view houses in operation in the neighbourhood of London can be had on application to

SAMUEL HEREMAN, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

r

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
HASJ BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

VEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER. WEEKS'S No. 1. BOILERS are heating upwards of 200 feet of Pipe

WEEKS'S No. 2. BOILERS 99 99 300

WI KS'SKo.3. BOILERS 99 M 600 j*

WEEKS'S No. 4. BOILERS 99 1500 f»

Wl S No. 5. BOILEI:

WEEKS'S No. 6. BOILERS

99 99

M J»

XX)

12,000

*•

.*»

The above statistics being accounts of hundreds of apparatus disseminated throughout Eueope in practical operation, J. Weeks

& Company publish them with the pleasing satisfaction that all who may honour them with their esteemed commands must effect

enormous savings both in fuel and labour by the adoption of their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,

Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers

KING'S ROAD, CIIELSEA, S.W.

*** Illustrated Catalogues, Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application.
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Strawberry Plants.

CUTHILL'S FIVE SORTS now sending out.

They lasted 61 days this year. See former advertise-
ments or write for a List.

STRAWBRRRY and MUSHROOM PAMPHLETS, _c.

Best MUSHROOM SPAWN.
James Cuthill, Camberwell, London, S.

Strawberry Plants and Catalogue.

WJ. NICHOLSON can now supply well-rooted
• laid runners of nearly every known variety, from

the oldest down to all the splendid new sorts of the present
time. A CATALOGUE of more than 200 sorts sent by applying
to the Grower,
William James Nicholson, Egglescliffe. Yarm, Yorkshire.

TKAWBKRRIES.—Admiral Dundas, British Queen
Myaf's Eliza, Sir C. Napier, and Oscar, 3*. 6d. ; Black

Prince, Elton Pine. Eleanor, Keens' Seedlingr. May Queen,
Prince of Wales, Princess Alice Maud, and Wizard of the
North, 2s. 6d. per 100.

Double White NARCISSUS, 20s. ; Double Yellow do. and
Double DAFFODILS, 15s. per 1000. Purple Martagon and
Orange LILIES, 10*. per 100.

George Cornwell, Seedsman, <fcc Barnet, Herts, N.

ANSPAKKIL STRAWBERRY (Culverwell's)
was awarded a first class Certificate of 3ferit by the Fruit

Committee of the London Horticultural Society. Dr. Hogg,
the Secretary, speaks of it thus :

—" A long tapering fruit with
an uneven surface ; the colour is of a dark blackish red, and
the flesh is extraordinarily firm, solid, and red throughout, and
very richly flavoured. It forces well, and on account of its

bearingcarriage well is adapted for forcing early andfor market."
Henry May having purchased the stock of the above fine

Strawberry, will be prepared to send it out the first week
in September. Fine strong runners, at 6s. per dozen, or 40*.

per 100. Also extra runners laid into pots at 8*. per d«zen.

Price to the Trade on application to Henry May, the Hope
Nurseries, near Bedalo, Yorks.

Vines from. Eyes.

THOMAS RIVERS respectfully calls attention tc

his collection of VINES from Eyes in Pots. The largest

in the kingdom, nine houses, each from 60 to 70 feet in length,

being devoted to their culture. The plants are of various

descriptions, from dwarf bushes in iruit and rods for planting

in Vineries and ground or Curates' Vineries, to fine rods 8 to

10 feet in length, capable of bearing next season from 10 to

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be

sent post free on anplication.

Nurseries, Sawbririgeworth, near the Harlow Station.

Chrysanthemums

LOGUE
mental
Plants

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Now ready for sending
out, fine strong healthy Plants of all the newest and most

approved varieties in cultivation. The plants are such as will

give every satisfaction to all purchasers ; including the fol-

lowing well known varieties :—
GENERALHAVELOCK.—The finestearly Strawberrygrown.

To a grower for market this Strawberry is invaluable. It comes in
before any other known early variety. The berry is of good
form, large size, a splendid cropper, first-rate for early forcing,
and not to be surpassed for preserving, being ofa beautiful red
colour throughout. It is the hardiest known variety grown,
having stood the severity of last winter without failing in a
plant, or the slightest injury to its early fruiting. Price 53.

per 100 ; extra strong for pots, 7s. 6d. per 100.

RIVAL QUEEN.—The finest flavoured of any variety, 45.

per 100.

SIR C. NAPIER.—Universally pronounced to be the No. 1
Strawberry, 5$ per 100.
FROGMORE LATE PINE (Ingram). RIFLEMAN (Ingram),

see Advertisement. 30s. per 100.

ECLIPSE (Reeve).—New, see Advertisement. 12s. per
dozen, or4L per 100.

per 100.—?. d.
Oscar (Turner) . . 5
Prince Arthur ..76
Magnum Bornim . . 4
Carolina Superba . . 4
Victoria .. .. 8 f

Bfcton Pino .

.

. . 4 C

British Qneen . . 4
Omar Pacha .. 4
Keens' Seedling . . 3
Sir Harry .. ms 3
3fyatt's Surprise . . 3

per 100.—«. cf.

Cremont's Perpetual ..4
Admiral Dundas .. 4
Prince of Wales ..36
Eleanor .. ## 3 6
Prolific 3 6

• #

* •

3
8
4
3
3

3

Myatt's Eliza
Black Prince

I Filbert Pine
6 . Elton Pine
6

j

Fertilised Hautboy
6 ' Wizard of the North

and all other varieties worthy of cultivation, at equally reason-
able prices.

HOLLYHOCK SEED.—Saved from the finest and best
flowers. 1*. per pkt.

The true OLD BATH COS LETTUCE SEED.-The best
ever cultivated. Is. per pkt.
GRIFFIN'S ALMA LETTUCE.-Stands the winter well, and

requires no tieing. la. per pkt.

m_^E?ARIA TExtra fine q |iality. ls- P^ pkt. POLYAN-
S??t

S
t u per pkt> ANTIRRHINUM, 1*. per pkt. SWEETWILLIAM Is. per pkt. DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, 6d

Strong Vines from Eyes.

TAMES DICKSON and SONS have now ready for

immediate planting, very strong Vines from Eyes in pots,

with rods from 5 to 9 feet long, of all the leading v -rieties.

Also a large stock for fruiting in pots, with well ripened

short jointed wood, with rods from 10 to 14 feet and very

stout, of all the leading varieties.

An inspection of the above is invited, the stock consisting of

nearly 2000 of such as cannot fail to give the greatest satisfac-

tion. The Trade liberally dealt with.

The " Newton " Nurseries (close to the Railway Station),

Chester.—Aug. 31.

Vines Vines Vines,

WILLIAM CUTBIJSH, Jmft.9 Barnet Nurseries,
Herts, begs to invite an inspection of his fine Stock of

Fruiting and other Vines in Pots, consisting of all the best
varieties in cultivation. The following are remarkably strong
and fine, from 8 to 12 feet in length, viz., Muscat Hamburgh,
Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh, Bowood Muscat,
Lady Down's Seedling, Trentham Black, Buckland's Sweet-
water, Black Hamburgh, &c. List and Prices on application.

Also to his Stock of Specimen and Half-specimen New Holland
Plants, Indian Azaleas, Stove Plants, &c.

|

W. C. Jun. would also especially call the attention of Mush-
room Growers to his very superior Mushroom Spawn, for
which he has the highest testimonials from the most eminent
Gardeners in the United Kingdom, and which he can with
the greatest confidence recommend. References on application .

ATEW GRAPE, INGRAM'S HARDY PROLIFIC
J_\ MUSCAT.—This is the most fertile and the best setter of
all Grapes. The bunches are from 12 inches to 14 inches in
length, having black oval berries, with the peculiar vinous
flavour of the Hamburgh, yet more piquant, and combined
with a slight spice of Muscat, so as to tone down the acid without
satiating the palate. The flavour is new, and has been pro-
nounced by one of the first judges of this country to be the
finest flavoured of all Grapes. The fruit is such, that the more
it is eaten the more it is liked. In this Grape we have the
gardener's friend and the gentleman's bonne bouche. It is im-
possible to grow the Vine without producing fruit, and owing
to its ripening in a much lower temperature than the Black
Hamburgh, it is the very best sort for a greenhouse or Curate's
Vinery, and in ordinary summers it, no doubt, will ripen against
a wall in the open air. The footstalk of the berry is so stiff

and strong that it cannot shank off. For those countries
where the Vine is cultivated in large quantities in the open air
and where they have now only coarse and tasteless kinds, this
will be the greatest acquisition. It has been exhibited before
the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee, and
obtained a First Class Certificate ; the fruit shown being cut
from a Vine struck from a single eye that was only 14 months
old from the time of putting in the eye till cutting the Grapes.
The fruit this year will be ripe from the middle of May to the
end of June, when intending purchasers are invited to call and
judge for themselves. Plants are now ready, at 21s. and 42*.
each : and a few extra strong at 63s. each.

Jn'Q. Staxdish-, Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

To the Trade.
NEPHRODIUM MOLLE CORYMBIFERUM

EATHYRIUM FILIX F(EM. CORYMBIFERUM.
DWIN COOLING having a lar^e stock of the
above, with other elegant and distinct Ferns, offers them

to the Trade on liberal terms. Prices on application.
Edwin Cooling, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

Caution to the Public^

ISAAC DAVIES begs to inform the Public that a
Traveller of a London Nursery has obtained Drawings of

ysanmemums, naray Variegated PW* cawi
»

BS. WILLIAMS be-s to inform his ft?\*
c -

• patrons that a PRICED and DESCRTPtt^3 «*!
UE of the above, to which are I*}\* Q^
1 Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhoui 8BWe.
l Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Vart„L

ai
i'

i H»*i»

Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new i

P:

season,) is now published, and will be forward-?
nts of tk

application.
warded

P<»t free^J

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Road tr

New Phalsenopsis withTVarie^a^eTFoiH^

BS. WILLIAMS has great pleasure in f* .

• for the first time strong Plants of Phal*nn •

eriana, which have just arrived in the finest' r^iTl38c'*
;~« TK,-a Vio-Aiififnl ononiaa 4o ««(«_ _!___ . TV P°8Slble fin**eon*.tion. This beautiful species is quite distinct from ill «T"
cultivation ; the leaves are similar in form and eonai

•
a* a

those of P. grandiflora ; ground colour dark green ^J'
gular bands of white over the whole surface? PlL rr:"gnlar bands ot wnite over the whole surface pi

coloured; size, about two- thirds of those of P amTfcr
8'*'

produced in great profusion from strong brancbintr 1p "*

of which may be seen at the Nursery, which h_
B

_!!
,

upwards of 100 flowers, a portion of which are snn^f. 7*
Price can be had on application "***

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads Hnliw,

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.
: '

JAMES GAR A WAY m Cn
t/ have just received from the

v*

MOST CELEBRATFD DUTCH QROWERS
their

First Importation:
Of the above and other Bulbs

And are supplying the same. 'or
BEST QUALITY, AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRTfT*CATALOGUES with full particulars on appEa

James Garaway <fe Co..
Durdham Down Nurseries

Bristol.

his RHODODENDRON PRECOX from him under the
specious pretext of soliciting orders for his plants; but in

er nkt. CALCEOLARIA, extra g'ood.Ts. per nta^TIT FY?4 i

P
i ?\^h:ca he substitutes a Rhododendron from his em-

JARLY MARROW CABBAGE h^rove^^ To put purchasers
flavoured in cultivation. 2s. per oz ?T

n their guard he Polishes the following names, being all the
The Strawbernes are sent package free and the Seeds ~ er£,

?
l
?
n

-
tbat have>uJ?ht plants from him

postage free.

Remittances are expected to accompany all Orders in Cashor penny postage stamps. '

Ch^Yard
T
Balh.

N»™" and *•*»«. ™. Abbey

SPLENDID NEW STRAWBERRY "ECLIPSE"
(REEVE).-Mr. Willis Reeve, of Apton Hall, Rochford,

Etwex, begs to intimate that he has appointed Messrs. Veitch* »on, of the Royal Exotic Nurseries. Chelsea and Exeter, his

n°ne
e
fflaUng't^f^**"" °f **^™™d ****

It is an early variety, coming in at the same time as Keena'

well ^no-
19 a

i

m°8t Ah
Xl

d™} bearer
-
U fOTCes remarkaSy

7« __,? ~£°

u

g
-
laTJ?e

.
and ?andao™ fruit with a rich Pine

Win. Skirving and Thos. Davies _ Co.. Liverpool ; Waterer &
Sr° Sv Th

°c
s

-
Jackson & S<™> G. Jackraan <fc Son, andW

.
i Ietcher, Surrey

; John Hally, Blackheath ; Messrs. Ballan-
tyne _ Son, Dalkeith.

Larkfield Nursery, Wavertree, near Liverpool.

GERANIUM

lignt crimson colour.
cock'scomb shape, of a beautifully unitorr
with firm and juicy flesh.

It was exhibited before the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society on May 8. 1860, when it was hfchlvspoken of

r
and requested to be shown again. It was accord-

ingly a second time submitted to the Committee on the 14thofMay last, and was then awarded a First Class Certificate
for its superior merit It has also received prizes at theCrystal Palace and Romford Exhibitions, and has been highlyapproved of by the most competent judges.

JL^L phmt
? 75 **

I
eady 2br delireiy after the 1st ofSeptember next at the under-mentioned prices •—

Per dozen .. Us.
| Per hundred £4 0s. Od

W?^ a*
T?d0

.,iVPP5f
ation

'
and a li8fc of those whohave ordered and will be able to supply plants of it willappear next week. '

VARIEGATED and SCARLET
CUTTINGS.

Bijou, the finest variegated out, 3a. Od. perdoz., 20*. 0_. per100
Flower of the Day .. -.2 „ 15Tom Thumb (true) .. ..16 10
Named Scarlets of the finest

sorts 2 15
3i£?Ji™' 6£ p̂ r doz

- ; lar^e 8tock do. "l8*. per doz.
rAiNaikS, all the choicest show flowers, 6s. per doz.

All orders to be accompanied by a remittance.

H^chTN
WK ( ^ CLarle8 Fiacb)

'
Bounds Green

> CobHJy

f>

Roses.

JO FIN KEYNES, Nurseryman, Salisbnry, bento
offer to Amateurs for the Autumn the finest Plants both

Dwarfs and Standards, in the kingdom. '

CATALOGUES on application. Early orders solicited aatt*
stock is very limited.

'

Salisbury, Aug:. 31.

Eoses in Fots
9

On their own Roots, now ready for sexding out

Wi\f . WOOD and SON refer with pleasure to

their immense Stock of the above, " the largest in tae

Kingdom."
If the plants are planted out now a season will be gained.

Prices on application.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW ROSE.—MADAME 8TANDISH is the

hardiest of all Roses ; those which stood out of doors

during the whole of the late severe winter not having lost a

bud, whilst most others were destroyed by tlunmnds. The

growth is very rapid ; the foliage magnificent; colour, a clear

pale pink; petals smooth, raund, and finely imbricited; the

form cannot be excelled, and it is a thorough Perpetual, being,

in fact, one of the finest Roses ever offered. Planfa now readr,

10s. 6d. each. Madame Standish must not be mistaken for

Mrs. Standish, which was sent out by Miellez, of Lille.

John Standish, The Royal Nursery, BuphnL

ROSES.—Grand National Rose Show.lM Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, KensingtoTvGote,3^^.
The FIRST PRIZE for 48 varieties was awatdai to ao»

Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

M. Common
TLB. Charles Lawson
H.P. Alexandrine BachmetefF

Anna Alexieff

, t de Diesbach
Auguste Mie
Comtesse Cecile de Cha-

brillant

Duchesse d 'Orleans
Duchess of Norfolk
Gcant des Bataillcs
G6n6ral Jacqueminot

M Simpson
„ Washington

L^on des Combats
Lailia
Lord Raglan
I/Oriflamme de St. Louis
Louis Chaix
Louis XIV.
Madame Boll

Bonnaire
Charles Crapelet
de Cambaccr^s
Hector Jacquin

if

ty

M

ft

»#

99

99

99

99

»f

>•

99

99

99

99 91

H. P. Madame Knorr

Madame Vigneron

Maria Portemer

Monsieur Joigneaut

3rrs. Rivers

Prairie deTerre>oxr

Prince L6on
Impenale

Princesse Mathilde

Reine des Violettes

Reine Mathilde

Scnateur Vaisse

KSEfa
gleteire

Triomphedel'ExposiW

Victor Verdier

B. Acidalie

Louise Odier

Sir Joseph ^^J-,
Souvenir de la Mala**'

91

99

99

9f

»l

t»

09

If

l»

If

99

91

$f

9%

T. Gloire de Dijon

Madame Falcot

«ew Fuchsias, Petunias, and VerbenasTTENRY WALTON, iEdge End,
:J_JL Burnlev. b^cr« fcn ^^^'•"'^"yonnenlants

,.
Karcisse

{^
The above, together with all the leading new «] CATi

.

ties, can be supplied in the autumn; DESOKirii ^
LOGUES of which will be forwarded Post-free on app

Early Orders are respectfnll^ohc]!!,^-^^

OSES.— Grand Rose Show, CrystalR

bPrrt L a I
EI
5S* S°N

'-

1

S.
the fu!

l
belief that the above Straw-berry » a decided acquisition and improvement on all other

varieties, have become the agents for its distribution.
It has been grown out of doors in the gardens of the Royal

Se o'f'th^^
1 Sret

?. fl

durin/ the past season, and has pro/edone of the most prolific and richest flavoured varieties in the

Suabbv\riTt
h
v
e
fo
FrUifc Committee ^"7 recommend it as a

I^ISSSSL* general^ M wel1 M one of fche ***
They are having a Coloured Plate prepared, which will be

Q^tr^eZnde T,
h
e
0rder 50 M*nts and^ipwards

m°wtchKre^iv^i*^^""^ ta ?he «***»
Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea and Exeter.-Aug. 31.

the followingvarieties "iteiBSSSaSBS; fi^by^St^
per dozen ; H. W.'s selection 9s. per dozen r-Alari^waysl
ready, Ambassador, Annie, Bianca. Black Prince, Clara ColleenBawn Comtede Hainaut. Comte de Preston, Coronal F?garoForget not, General Borremans, Goliath, Kin*? of PurnWLord Elcho, Mammoth, Madame Cornelissenf MasterpLce'Pioneer, President. Perseverance, Prince Leopold FUnS'
Rifleman, Robin Hood, Star of the Night, Striata sSfJSSn

inlTh^e
SLTdy0mpbe ConieliS8en

' ^AtS^SSI^
PETUNIAS, doubleand single, both English and Continental

vaneties, 9,«r. per dozen.
*"o«k»i

^VERBENAS, English, Continental and American varieties,

Orders to the amount of 5s. and upwards free bv nrwf t^a
Trade liberally dealt with.

oy post. I he

Caladium Belleymei, nice plants, 7s. 6d. to 10* fir/

Wighti, „ jo.,, u.
Chantini, „ U. 6rf.

Neumanii, „ 3*. M. to 5*.
Verschaffolti. „ Zs. >'• I.

. Brojigniarti, ,, 3s. 6d. to 5s.
CyanophyJlurn magnificum, 5s. to 7*. 6d.
Bougainvillea spec' abilis, 3s. 6d. to 5s.

„ Westeana, 3.*. 6d. to 5*.
Begonias, select varieties, 12*. to 18*. per dozen

I
Post-office Orders payable at Nelson, in Marsdeii, Lancashire.

- ^ July 6. 1861. ,^ to J<0
The FIRST PRIZE for 48 varieties was svrartteo

Cranston, Kiugr's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

H. B. Paul Ricaut H-P. Louis Chart ^
P.M. Madame Edouard Ory .. Madame de oawj

D.P. Julie de Krudner
, , Manoury

H.P. Alexandrine Bachmeteff
Alphonse Karr

H

r*

»>

»»

*•

H
»»

»1

»»

>»

»»

If

f »

»»

>>

ft

t$

»»

It

>»

II

• I

Anna Alexieff
Arthur de Sansal
Baronne Hallez

,, Provost
Cardinal Patrizzi
Caroline de Sansal
Comtesse Cecile de

Chabrillant
Duchess of Norfolk
EvequedeNlmes
Francois Arago
Oeant des Batailles
Gen. J;i -queminot

,. Simpson
Jules Marsottin
L'Enfantsn MontCarmel
Leon des Combats
La:lia

Lord Raglan

Hector#«
Vidot

T(*tf

M«thunn Beg""

R"ne»erV
Souvenir *

ngtowJ
r

TriomphedelB^P
Virginal

fe. Acidahe
Louise Odier

" Souchet

T Gloire de TH*
..

TaSylphide

»9

19

91

19

99

99

»•

99

99

9»

9»

99

91

N*rcis«e cS

Vicointesse
Vec^ ^

The above, together with all the loading " ?c#&
varieties, can be supplied in the aatumn

,

%
ft-ee

CATALOGUES of which will bo forwarder I

application. !•,*•*_*_

Early ordera are wtqpwtfaHj
solicitea.
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I

Gladiolus.

PAUL AND SON'S fine collection o
is now iu full bloom.

Address Paul & Son, "Old" Nurseries

Hollyhocks.

PAUL AND SON'S fine collection of this noble Flower
is now in full bloom.

The Nurseries are reached in one hour by fast trains from

Biahoptgate to Cheshunt Station (one mile from the Nursery),

learing London at 9.30 a.m., 12 45, 2.30, 3.30, 5.10 p.m.

Old Cheshunt Nurseries, Herts.

Hoses.

PAUL AND SON'S splendid collection is now in

full condition for planting out, as Dwarfs on own roots or

worked low on the Manetti. Also a fine selection of Standards

r Autumn planting. A fine stock of Strong Vines from eyes

of all the best varieties for fruiting in pots or planting out.
• ldress Paul & Sox, "Old "Sh i ri es, Cheshunt. Herts.

GRASS S E !•: I) S.— 10 ewt. Crested Dogstail, or
" Cynosures cristatus . quarters imported Italian Rye-
5 quarters Cocksfoot, Ac. The advertiser respectfully

the above at a low rate in large or small quantities.

Samples forwarded on application to

rosKTH Ma eedaman. 1 >. WcMin^tmi - -eet. Strand, W.C.

Mushroom Spawn.

JOSEPH MAY 1) in!'inn his customers he has
some of the best quality this season. Directions sent for

growing them on the most simple plan.

Collections of DUTCH and other FLOWER ROOTS for

greinbouse or outdoor culture, from 10*., 15*., 20s.
t
and

upwards.
15, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Killtrack Mushroom Spawn.

m/ M. CUTSUSH and SI >X are now able to supply

Dutch Flower Boots.

»»

S

w thoabovoat 7*. thl. per bushel.

N.B. None is genuine unless a pamphlet with our signature
attached is enclosed in each packet.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

25,000 Ranunculuses.

CAREY TYSO, Florist, &c, Wallingford, Berks,
having housed in excellent condition his unrivalled col-

lection of Ranunculuses, offers them in assortments of
60 superior kinds, one root each . . ..£100
25 Do. Do. Do 10
lOOFineMixed 8*., 15*.. and 1

He also oflers a great bargain to the Trade, a splendid
mixture, at 40*. per 1000.

AN VIONI - HYACINTI TULIPS, IRISES, NARCISSUS,
JONQUILS, CROCUSES. &a, for Autumn planting. CATA-
LOGUES gratis for one labeL

Hew Catalogue for 1861.

AMHROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman,
Gheii^ Belgium), has now ready his NEW GENERAL

CATALOGUE of PLANTS, containing a quantity of new and
rare Plants.

Camellias and Indian Azaleas with Flower Buds.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs respectfully to state that he is now ready to supply

fine Camellias and Indian Azaleas of the choicest varieties,

well set with flower-buds. The price and size will be sent on
application.

New Catalogue of Plants.

A VAN Gl RT has the pleasure of announcing that
• his New General Catalogue of Plants, with a splendid

Design of the Brtablishment, is just published, and will be
sent to correspondents on application to Mr. A. V. G. Ghent
or to Mr. R. Silb^rrad, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, E.c!

A. Van Geert, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.

JAMES VEITCH, Jun., Royal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea, S.W., begs to announce that he has received his

annual supply of Bulbous Roots from Holland, and is pleased

to say that they are particularly fine and in excellent
coxr ition. CATALOGUES are now ready and will be for-

warded on application.

J. V.Jun., desires to impress upon those who patronise

him the great advantage of giving him their orders early,

as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great

measure upon their bring planted early in the skason.

Choice Flower Seeds.

ROBERT PARKER bc^s to offer the following
New and Genuine Seeds, all of which are recommended

with the greatest confidence :

—

CaLCFOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed, perpkt, 2*. 6rf.

CINERARIA, finest mixed .. .. „ 2 6
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA „ S

, f ROSEA „ 2
Exotic Nurser looting, Surrey, S.

New Seeds for Present Sowing at

Reduced Prices, Carriage Free.

UTTON and SONS can now
supply the under-mentioned for im-

mediate sowing :

—

NEW TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM.
Early Six Weeks Turnip
Dnimhead Cow Cabbage
Sutton's Imperial Cabbage
Enfield Market and others
Italian Rye-grass
Permanent Meadow Grasses
Fine Lawn Grasses
Mustard and Rape
Early London Cauliflower
Fine Walcheren ditto

|
Early Horn Carrot

Calceolaria, Cineraria, Primula, and other choice Flower
Seeds. 1*. per packet.
PRICED LISTS of the above new or fresh Seeds may be

bad on application addressed
Sutton <fc Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading

1R1ITOLIUM [KCARNATUM
(present price) 5<£. to 6<1. per lb.

VILMORINS NEW TRIFOLIUMS,
~

with "Practical Hints on its successful

Cultivation," showing how 2 to 3 tons per
acre of the most nutritious hay may be
secured ; the advantages of sowing it

where broad Clover is thin, and its

superiority to Tares as green food.

Pa & Toooood having secured a
large breadth from the most careful

growers in this district, where better crops
are produced than in any part of England,
offer it at the above low rate for cash;
price to the Trade per post.

Italian Rye-grass. 5*. per bushel.
New Turnip Seed, 8d. per lb.

New Rape Seed, d. per lb. | New Mustard Seed, 4d. per lb.

WINTER VETCHES and WINTER OATS as soon as
tiitvested
PERMANENT PASTURE and LAWN GRASSES as sown at

Osborne for the last 7 years.

CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA, Is. per packet, saved
from one of the finest collections in Europe.

Seeds for exportation to all parts of the world.

Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

99

I*

Onion, of sorts

T

NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

PETER LAWSON SON,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

LONDON AND EDINBURGH,

CAN now supply New Seed of TRIFOLIUM IXCARNATUM,
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, DWARF ESSEX RAPE, &c. of fine quality.

They are also prepared to supply all the NATURAL GRASSES, either separate

or in mixtures, for laying down Permanent Pastures, Lawns, Public Parks,

Cemeteries, &c. f orders tor which will be carefully and promptly attended to.

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

NEW BULB CATALOGUE.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON SON
RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE THEIE

GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE for 1861,
SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION,

Collection of fiSllllSSS S«iS ™/£VCSpective Notation, treatment, Ac. of the various tribes, including an extensive

houi, iXsirs?; ^^iJ^z^rootcd Phmt3 for winter "* Eariy *&** ForciD*' i,x »™™e-r°°m '
Green-

presen
st with last
prospectof

respect]

in maturin^ the growth of Flower Bulbs, which

THE BULB GUIDE.
^^Wm^^^elStin^^ !

U5,Cfal and «*»*«nic*1 ^ide ** makin? selections, pointing out as it doe* the most

T^noVlSre^ rJ
th their **cript,?e feat«re8 and their culture

1

.
Many gardeners, for want of

to muchIron?P 4t CuRure anZnnL?
"m**h *

!
P™Per season of rest, situation, and other points ot management that cLffer

o mucn trom riant Culture, and consequently this most beautiful tribe is often lost or otherwise defectively treated.

Price 1a. 64, post free in exchange for 18 stamps.
A CoIT of the Bulb Guide will be included with all orders amounting to iZ. and upwards.

^ll^Cata^u
''^^

*

art

?

f°™arded Free °f Carria3e throu9hout the Kingdom, on the conditions named in the

WELLINGTON ROAD, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W;

pARTER'S FIRST-CLASS SEEDS of\J CALCEOLARIA, 2*. 64. per packet
,, new blotched, 2*. 6ct. per packet

CINERARIA, 2j». 6d ]>er packet
PRIMULA, mixed fringed, Is. per packet

dark carmine fringed, 2s. 6d. per packet
pure white fringed, 2s. 6<Z. per packet

James Carter & Co., 237 & 23S, High Holborn, London, W.C.

KOBERT LE1TCH begs respectfully to inform hi*
friends and the public generally that he has purchased

tke whole of the STOCK in TRADK of the late Mr. William
Bogie, of the Kimmeter Green Nurseries ; and he trusts, by
assiduity and attention, to merit a continuance of the patron-
age 8<> liberally bestowed on his predecessor.

Having a large Stock of FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNA-
MENTAL, TREES, ho can offer them to the Trade on advan-
tageous terms.

_ kimmeter Green Nurseries, Annan, Dumfriesshire.—Aug. 31.

HEREFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The SECOND EXHIBITION of this Societv for the pre-

sent season will be held on the Castle Green, SEPTEMBER 12
(instead of the 5th, as previously announced), when special

prices will be awarded* for STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, DAHLIAS, COLLECTION of FRUIT, «fcc.

Plants, &c, intended for competition must be on the Green
by 12 o'Clock. The Exhibition will close at 6 p.m.

J. Edwards, Esq. F.H.S , Censor.
For Schedules, Ac, apply to W. Smith. Florist. Ac., Here ft >rd

.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLO
K
".CULTURAL

and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Tho EIGHTH ANNUAL GRAND AUTUMN SHOW will

be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September 18 and
19. at the Royal Pavilion. Prizes to the amount of 3501. aru
offered for PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT FLOWERS, &c.
The RAILWAY CUP, value 10f., is offered for the best grouj

of three stands of Fruit and Flowers for the Decoration of the
Dinner Table. Beautiful arrangement will be the test in this
Exhibition. Ladies are invited to compete. The prizes will be
awarded by a jury of Ladies.

Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to the Secre-
tary, Do, St James's Street, or of E. Spary (General Superinten-
dent of the Exhibition), Queen's Graperies, Brighton.
By the kind permission of Colonel Perceval, the celebrated

Band of Coldstream Guards will attend each day, conducted by
Mr. Godfrey, sen.;

By Order ofthe Committee,
Brighton. August 31. Edward Carpenter . Secretary.

GRAND FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL FETE,
OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.

To be held on THURSDAY, September 20, on the Northamp-
ton Race-course, in connection with the Annual Show of the
Northamptonshire Agricultural Society.

Prizes to the amount of 2001. will be offered for Plants,
Fruits, Cut Flowers, &c, including three Silver Cups, as
follows :

—

Class 1, Thirty-six Dahlia Blooms, distinct, a Silver Cup,
value 51 ; 2d prize. 21. lCs.

For best Collection of Fruit, Silver Cup, value 5Z. ; 2d prize,
7L 10s.

12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, fine foliage, without reference
to bloom, and not more than three plants of one genus, a Silver
Cup, value 5/. ; 2d prize, 21 10s.

Schedule of Prizes and further particulars may be had on
application at Dorman's Library, Northampton.

&fte (BartretterjaT <£Jtromcte
SATURDAY, AUGUST 31. 1861.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
dsemat, Sept. 4 1 Crystal Palace Dahlia and Fruit

TlIURbDAR, — I llOW.

It is to be feared that this year's experience will

be unfavourable to Orchard Houses. It is certain

that in many places the trees are barren of fruity

and in no better condition than such as are out
of doors. Nevertheless we are assured that when
" proper care " has been taken there is no falling

off in productiveness. What then is the reason
that A. has plenty and to spare, while B. looks at
his sterile trees in despair? and what is meant by
11 proper care P

w

Upon the last subject Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell,

has undertaken to enlighten the public* in a
useful pamphlet, and we are glad to see that Mr.
Rivers is joined at last by so practical a man. He
endorses the opinion long ago expressed in our
columns that the old fashioned gardeners who set

their faces against these buildings committed a
great mistake, as some have found to their cost.

Upon this point his observations are such as our
horticultural friends will do well to bear in mind.

" Now let me say a word to those gardeners who,
having learnt their business, are afraid to com-
mence a culture they do not understand, or who
really do not believe in the orchard-house. What-
ever you may do or say, they will be built.

Gentlemen will not be satisfied to be without lruir,

when their neighbours have plenty; or to have

two or three kinds only, instead of a variety of

sorts, lasting over a long period, and varying in

appearance and quality. You will rind it

pleasanter, in cold spring weather, to be under

glass, than nailing trees- against a wall. For four

or tive months the orchard- house is no trouble.

If walls already exist, they will be very convenient

for choice Pears, and you will have a chance, by

the same means, of furnishing Kibstone Pippin

Apples, White Calvile, &c, fit to be eaten. In

advertisements we shall soon see, * Wanted, a

Gardener familiar with Orchard-house Culture.'

These structures, being without fire heat, are suck

* Aftto HinUon the Construction and Management of Orchv

ffowet. (Virtue, lr.)
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agreeable places to walk in during cold east winds,

and afford so much comfort to the aged and
infirm, that they will be built, and young gar-

deners will do wisely to learn how to manage
them."

It is perfectly clear that those who wish to

ensure a crop of such fruit as Peaches and Necta-

rines and Apricots must cease to believe in walls,

except in very favourable situations. Mr. Rivers
long since showed that for 140/. it was possible to

cover 2400 square feet, roughly indeed, but

serviceably, and Mr. Pearsonnow states that he has
u built a house covering 2700 feet square,

on 18 inches of brick work above the surface ; the

walks are paved with black and buff quarries, the

bricks laid in Portland cement, and the whole

finished in a style fit for any garden, at a cost of

230/., or about Is. 8d. a squara foot of ground .vucu wi« puuu «uu,^u *,j x,~v-«.v «.i.*« v~, v—
covered." Of this house he gives a photograph I tinued to pu&b, gained water as fast as they lost it,

settle again. The value of these manures, it

employed separately, is in the order I have placed

them."
.

The losses sustained this year in Orchard

Houses are we think susceptible of a simple

explanation, which itself shows that much has

still to be learned from experience. There can be

no ooubt that the reason why Peaches, &o. in

orchard houses either did not blossom, or blos-

soming were unable to stone their fruit, was

the unripened wood. Continual rain last year

kept the air constantly damp, and absence of sun

increased the mischief. The temperature was

extremely low for the autumn
;
plants, instead of

halting "in the career of growth, drying and

hardening their tissues, organising flower-buds

and laying up food on which those buds could feed

when the period allotted by Nature arrived, con-

neglected."—Good advice, no doubT but
believe it to have anything to do with th^ **
failures. All the pollen in nature thn« i W»

by the practised hand of Dean Heebeh?i?P**
would have been unable to secure a cro * *$
Undoubtedly blossoms, when there w° *

were

beyond remedy.
diffi, lUlty

stoi|

*

We see by a printed notice sent rW j.
post frorn France that M. Victor C

I

" Soma's"

"

which shows that it much resembles

described at p. 692 of the Gardeners' Chronicle

for 1859. Like us he points out the advantage

if not necessity of taking care that the dimensions

are ample enough to secure the interior against

too low a night temperature at the blossoming

season.
" An Orchard-house should not be less than 20,

nor more than 30 feet in width. No lire being

used to keep out frost, a wide house, containing a
large body of air, will cool more slowly than a
narrow one; and plants blooming in a 20 foot

house would be safe from frost, when those in one
14 feet wide might be in danger. If a house be

more than 30 feet, it must have a ridge and
furrow roof, which, though necessary when large

spaces have to be covered, is more expensive and
much heavier in appearance. To grow fruit of

fine flavour, light is the great requisite ; and that

the sun should shine equally as possible on both
sides, it is desirable that your house be span-roofed,
if possible, having one end towards the south.

I have no hesitation in saying, the span-roof is

the best form for either the growth of Yines
or plants. Yines, in a lean-to house of any

_- _ .,, j j ^— _ — — — ^ ~- ~- -,

provided no store of future food, and generated

abortions instead of flowers. To this one conse-

quence only was possible ; and that we have wit-

nessed in the failure of the crop of fruit. Where
houses were crowded, in consequence of the trees

being planted out, or where extraordinary means
were not taken to secure full sunlight, such as it

was, and to provide as free a circulation as was
obtainable, the mischief has been greatest. "Where
long experience pointed out a remedy for the

defects of the season, the failure has been com-
paratively small. This is the case at Sawbridge-
worth, where Mr. Rivers has had a tolerable crop

of Peaches, notwithstanding adverse influences, as

the astrologers would say. To this we ourselves

bear witness, having received specimens of a
capital new seedling Peach, better in flavour

than the Early Ann, ten days earlier, and, as

we learn from Mr. Rivers, very much hardier,

the trees in the open ground having survived,

when all others were killed. "We would suggest
that this should be called "Rivers' Earliest."

It is not the smallest merit of the Orchard House
that it thus enables seedlings to be brought
forward rapidly, and their fruit to be well

Vine Memw.
_
The first thing is to^gjper rectiv clean in winter, and then to d f

rods with milk of lime, salt, and su£*
potassium. The second is to pinch off th 1

of the second growth, and all the youno- J
wood, following up the operation by afsonin?
off the other young leaves that follow • kS?
dark green fully formed leaves to doCT
foliage. It is positively asserted that t^Zl
the Mildew Fungus only attacking youii, iT*
fectly formed leaves. But, we are tempHu£
if the Fungus is thus removed, what be«J3
the colour and flavour of the Grapes thati**;
Or are the full-grown leaves alone sufficient Iti
exigencies of the Yine ?

height, require a ladder to prune or gather the I ripened so as "to show the true quality, even
fruit, and there is always a tendency to produce

j
without the aid of a wall. Out of a multitude of

the finest foliage and fruit on the upper pa' t of
the rods ; whilstby being trained aoross a span roof,
the sap is checked, the growth rendered more
equal, and both Tines and fruit are more within
reach. Plants, in a lean-to house, invariab/y draw
towards the light; whilst in a span-roofed house,
they have the advantage of light on all sides."

That we have arrived at a knowledge of the best
way to manage an Orchard House we are far from
asserting. On the contrary it is probable that we
have as yet but a few glimpses of what will be
hereafter fundamental rules. Take for example
the mere growth of the trees in pots ; how is that
best managed? and for how many years will
potted trees last? Upon this last point Mr.
Peaesow says:—" I have seen trees which have
never been re-potted, but only top-dressed for
uine years, and which are as healthy as ever. My
beliefis, that the average life of Orchard-house trees
will be greater than those trained on open walls,
subject as these latter are to so many injurious
influences. The Orange has long been cultivated
in pots and tubs, and trees are in existence, in
perfect health, hundreds of years old, as all know
who have visited Versailles. As an experiment,
and to show what might be done with a Peach
tree, I had a small plant of Royal George Peach
potted in what is called a two quart pot : it was
not allowed to root through the bottom, and it was
well fed by manure water; 13 Peaches were
ripened, and these were amongst the best fruit in
the house.

^
Early m the autumn, before it shed

its leaves, it was taken up, all the earth shaken
from its roots, and placed again in the same p-jt,
and it has now seven fine Peaches on it. The plant
has only three small shoots, is about 18 inches in
height, and is in better health than last year."
As to their management it is already evident, as

i » u
YEBS loDg a2° Pointed out, that plenty of

skilfully prepared manure water, applied at the
right time, is one of the most indispensible
elements of success. Mr. Pearson's advice is as
follows :—

";
Whtn the fruit is the size of "Walnuts

—say the middleof June—give them manure- water
once a week—not drainings from a manure yard, or
guano water, but made in the following manner :—
Take a mixture of sheep, horse, aud cow manure, in
equal parts, or any of them, if you cannot get all
three, and put it into a trough or old tub ; then
cover it with scalding water, to kill all insects and
their eggs

; afterwards add water, and let it settle,

fresh «tt
sT™ata*t B*w. When you addfreshwater, stir it up from the bottom, and let it

seedlings coming forward at Sawbridgeworth,
many another of Stirling value will doubtless soon
present itself in a state to be satisfactorily judged.
Of one of these, called the Early Albert, there is

no doubt of the excellence.

We gather from Mr. Pearson's remarks that
he is inclined to ascribe failures in Orchard Houses
to the blossoms not being set by insects.

" Most persons know that the farina or pollen of
the stamens must come in contact with the pistil,
if perfeot fruit is to be produced. To this end
Providence has placed honey in the nectaries of
flowers, as an attraction to bees and other insects,
which, in buzzing about, distribute the pollen. A
moment's consideration of this subject will explain
the cause of many failures. Of course the farina
cannot fly, if not in a dry state. A damp atmo-
sphere, therefore, tends to prevent the setting of
fruit. It will be an advantage to have your plants
in bloom, when there is a chance of the weather
being warm enough to allow of ventilation, and
the assistance of bees, to fertilise the flowers. The.
span-roofed house affording the means of ventila-
tion near the ground on both sides, the whole
length of the house is much superior to the ugly
glazed sheds, called lean-to houses, generally
built. If Orchard-house trees are in good he 1th,
and the weather be warm when they are in bloom,
and bees in abundance, they will probably set
three times the fruit they can bring to perfection;
but as it is better to leave nothing undone to ensure
success, we always fertilise the flowers by touchingthem with a camel hair pencil, in the midd.e
of a warm sunny day. It takes but a very short
time to go over every plant in a large house. It

CUCUMBER DISEASE.
The disease in Cucumbers about which your Com-

spondents are complainiug is no doubt ^CWowbl
-

upon which Mr. Berkeley and myself wrote rather e

sively some five or six years ago. At that time ifr. K
considered the disease constitutional, but I, onthe

contrary—upwards of 25 varieties, collected from

various parts of the United Kingdom, and some frm
the contiuent, being all diseased—attributed it to loot

causes, such as unsuitable soil and bad leaf-mould in

particular. Subsequent experience has led me to modify

that opinion, and though I am not prepared to assign

the disease to any definite cause, I think I am sufficiently

experienced to advise as to the mitigation of its

virulence, and the production of a good supply of fruit

I know no disease more capricious in its visitations or

inexplicable in its attacks. Sometimes a whole house

or a whole plant may be affected, or again, only a

single leaf, or a few leaves, upon a single plant; while

many times after dressing a house of plants and

thinning out the fruit, leaving ;ast sufficient fori fort-

night's or three weeks' supply, I have fouu& mtuia 4$

hours three-fourths of the fruit withered as\U&cVu»&

been burnt by a hot iron. Again, to-night or

to-morrow morning you pass through a house of

plants and admire the splendid *nd dew-bespangled

foliage, and think—" Well, for once I am all right, the

disease will not touch these plants
;" but vain hope.

the morning is gleamy, the sun at times shining oi.

intensely. At uoon you look again, some of the plat

are flagging, the edges of leaves which a few
JJJ

previously were set with pearls are immistaa

searei, and by night are as completely coilapseow

dried up as if a red-hot coke had been under eacftj

the preceding six or eight hours. Oh, how is w-

that confounded foreman has given too much air,m
this cold " north-easter " has dried up the leaveM*

we will remedy this to-morrow. To-morrow <£»

and the house is kept like a vapou
r
»

and scarcely a breath of air passes fchr0I*V
but still the plants flag! How can b.

Plants generally only flag in a dry atrn^PJ

but here it appears impossible to P«**L t
flagging. Yes, as Mr. Sheppard (see V-

ili)
fr

marked, "coddling is of no use
;
" you must go o

^
opposite tack if you think to check or ^P^
virulence of the disease ; nursing or coddling w ^
and if you wish to get your plants into a Hf
you must make them as hardy as possible. J^v^

Coming*
j .«*«„ u.Ktn.v; VUOU1 «0 IJCHVAJ ww r 1-

this by gradually lowering the temperature y .

to 55° or 60°, and to effect this admit all the ut^
you can, so long as it is warmed before it "^

is the opinion of many besides Dr. Darwin, that
not only is the pollen of some varieties of a snecies

contact with With a

stronger than others, but that when applied to a
different plant or variety, it is more efficacious. In
using a perfectly dry camel hair pencil, it will be
found that though the farina of each bloommay be distributed, but little can be
carried away by the brush. Let us, then,
take a lesson from Nature. Pull off a
bloom and open it lengthwise, and it will be
found sticky with honey in the inside

; insert the
brush, and it will then, when afterwards used be
S3on covered with pollen and you will thus cross
variety with variety. If the petals soon begin to
drop and leave the base of the flowers attached t
the tree, you have been successful, and may hope

l°L* tTT^-
1

-

haVe ^V.^ explicit, because
aware that this is a matter of importance, and often

,

the foliage. """ -
f $, »•

temperature, and a free admission 01^
may be found difficult, especially if* ^
is shallow, to maintain sufficient

botto^
Should such be the case, cover tne

^ ^
three or four inches thick with Moss, or

^ ^
is difficult to procure, substitute dry Beeca^
leaves. This will prevent the escape of nea^^
induce the roots to come to the surface. , ^
delight in Moss and old Mushroom dung; ^^
two substances alone, properly supplied wit ^ ^;

water, will produce fruit as good as can be a-^ f

a week or two's cooler treatment, the Pj
ffc

BSSOme a more vigorous character, and io*t
e«j ^fl

the poor attenuated things they were, tltt ^^
become strong and robust, and the points o ^
shoots as thick as your forefinger. A PlaDl j ftsflP

has some strength to repel disease, * ^ $&
you may occasionally lose a leaf or two „.

fru't, yet as a whole plants slowly &">*?,, cod^e

more certain to produce a supply tlian
red to w

things too generally seen. 1 am not prej> ^^
disease

ted;
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under the most systematic management it will some-

times present "itself, and frequently when least

expected ; but with common care its virulence may be

so far modi tied as to render its visitations compara-

tively harmless.

In the spring of this year I sowed six varieties,

grown in six different counties. For a time while

both its skin and flesh are white, they soon become
green by exposure ; and the continued presence of

light renders them as green as stems above ground.

It is said that pigs have been killed by giving them
Potatoes greened to this extent. Such of course could

not be sold for human food. For this purpose Potatoes

exposed to light must be housed or otherwise shaded

they were in pots, and even after they were before the green tinge is apparent, at least to the naked

planted out in separate compartments in the

fruiting Pine-house, they looked very well, but one

bright day when they were about a yard high, they

flagged, and some of tbo leaves became dried up. For

a fortnight or so this fi ging continued, sometimes to

such an excess as to render it imperative to envelope

the whole plant in a shading of tiffany during tho

hottest part of the day, but as the plants gained

eye. Bat under the impression that the tubers keep

better after having well basked in the sun,

many cultivators are in the habit of turning them
up, and spreading them out on the surface of the

ground in bright sunny weather. This has the effect

of greatly deteriorating their quality. Notwithstand-

ing disease, really good Potatoes can be found ; but

even slightly diseased ones, with the infected portions

strength, and they gained much from the roots being cut away, are infinitely better than quantities of others

allowed admission into tho Pine-bed, the disease nearly

left them, and now we rarely see a diseased leaf.

Some Melons in the same house, of a variety I knew to

be diseased , were grown to a goo in 9-inch pots,

and as the disease did not show itself I resolved to

which, though they have a goodly appearance, have

been greened. Instead of being white and floury when
cooked they are yellow and have a disagree-

able acrid taste, wl h can scarcely be disguised,

or if it should, there i3 no proof that the

counteracted. At all events it would certainly be
very desirable that such means should be adopted as

would preventthat principlebeinggenerated,'or in other
words the tubers should be kept as much as possible in

the dark instead of exposing them to light. The advan-

tage of exposure as regards better keeping is doubtful,

whereas the deterioration it occasions in the quality of

the tubers as an article of food is certain. I have thus
endeavoured to draw attention to the subject, and it is

the duty of every one who is aware of the deleterious

effects of light on the Potato to explain it to those who
aro not ; for a knowledge of it if acted upon would
prove beneficial to both rich and poor.

||

keep them in tho pots, allowing tho roots to pass deleterious effects of tho acrid principle aro

through into the compart nta prepared for them,
and they have progressed most satisfactorily, scarcely

s leaf being spotted. One plant, however, was planted

out, and t re the disease showed itself at once.

Thus it would appear that a moderate healthy growth
as compared with great luxuriance is subversive of the
disease in Melons, a fact worth attention.

Now as regards Cucumbers for winter work, if the
plants are not already in rough leaf not a day should
be lost in sowing the seed ; it is of the utmost impor-
tance that the plants should be grown as vigorously
and slowly as possible. As explained more than

|

20 years ago, the whole secret of a good supply of fruit

through the winter depends upon a proper accumula-
tion of sap in the autumn ; and indeed, if you have not
health and strength and fruit-producing qualities in the
plant before the end of October, you must not expect
to get them afterwards. Having got these qualities

use them wisely ; take but two or three fruit from a
plant at the same time, and avoid everything like

coddling. A good syringing and a vapour bath for the
plants for an hour or two may be all very well for the
plants after Christmas, when the light is increasing

;

but the same treatment in November and December
would be positive madness, and only calculated to
produce a good crop of mildew. A comparatively
very cool well ventilated atmosphere is suitable for
Cucumbers during the dull winter months. The
syringe may be almost laid aside, but the walls, path,
and bed must be sprinkled occasionally when the
weather is bright. With this treatment the disease
need not cause much trouble, and when you have got
a good establishe 1 plant keep it as long as you can,
even to two or three seasons ; but if your plants are
diseased and you take the first and all the fruit you
can get, you will most assuredly very quickly pay the
penalty of your indiscretion. W. P. A.

Home Correspondence*
Transmutation of Species.—The article in a late

number of your paper, on the different results

obtained by M. Decaisne and Prof. Buckman in

their experiments on Poa (Glyceria) fluitans and
P. aquatica, gives a strong instance of the hasty con-
clusions to which the most eminent naturalists are
liable to come when their first experiments appear to
support preconceived theories. Your assertion that

ing intermediates, excepting hybrids of temp, .rary dura
tion. To the former class belong the changes from the
wild to the garden Ctrrot, from the wild to the garden
Parsnip, from the wild Cabb i to the Broccoli. On
the other hand the change from Poa fluitans to Poa
aquatica is a transmutation analogous to that from
Trifolium repens to T. hybridum, which was amongst
those which Prof. Buckman announced as having
effected at the Association meeting at Cheltenham in

1S58. Long observation of wild and half-wild Carrots.
Parsnips, Beetroots, &c, wild and half wild as well as
cultivated, has convinced me that the cultivated races

will under certain circumstances degenerate into the
wild form, and therefore even if M. Decaisne should for

the next 10 years in the P.iris Garden fail in producing a
red succulent-rooted (

"a not from the slender yellow-rooted
wild one, that would not convince me that Vilmorin
was mistaken in believing that he did succeed by the
fifth generation. On the other hand, a close observa-

tion of Poa fluitans in a variety of situations, in water,

in mud. or almost dry, in open ditches and in d jc

woods and in various countries (made with a view to
investigating the various species fabricated out of it)

has never shown me the slightest tendency towards the
P. aquatica; and it would require the very strongest
evidence of impossibility of mistake or error, from the
gathering of the parent seed to the flowering of the
seedling, to convince me of the transmutation of the
one into the other. O. B.
Paris Public Gardens.—I don't think the arrange-

ments here for decorating: the public gardens with
flowers would excite the admiration of your Nesfields
and Paxtons and other great authorities in England.
There is nothing like the grand blaze of colour and
magnificence of effect that may be seen in such
places as Clifden and Trentham or South Kensington.
Smaller results satisfy the Parisian taste. They should
he described as very pretty—not more. Common
ilowers are arranged with skill, undoubtedly, and
where care is taken to preserve the indispensible
trimness of a parterre the effect is agreeable enough.
Where trimness is neglected, as in the Jardin
d ,
acclimatation, the flower beds look like ordinary

village compositions. In the garden of the Tuileries
for instance, the only bits that struck me much
were noble vises filled with scarlet Geraniums and
white Petunias intermingled. The effect was admir-

te stars sparkled on the scarlet and green
and reminded me of our own wild Pinks

OF LIGHTOX THE DELETERIOUS EFFECT
ON POTATOES.

The influence of light on vegetation is now regarded
as a matter of the utmost importance, and although
the precise mode of action may not be always under-
stood, yet powerful effects of it are everywhere per-
ceptible. In its absence leaves become blanched that
would otherwise be green. Roots that are white under-
ground become green when exposed. Turnips, white
beneath, are g**een or perhaps red above, and many

. . . , . „ , , ,

gleaming from the ruins of an ancient castle. You
manner in which he has of late years treated the may judge for yourself what the effect must be of
question of species shows that his truly scientific mind the follow ing arrangement in a long bed about 4 feet
is ever m search after truth, although it may prove to be wide. I note it down as it is in Ihe Tuileries gardenopposed to his former opinions. On the question, however. In the first place the middle line of the bed is planted
ot the origin of cultivated plants, 1 believe that his and m the following order:-!, a Tree Rose, 2. a Dahlia
Prof. Buckman s theories are in direct opposition to each 3. an Altluea frutex, I. a Hollyhock, 5. a free Rose and'
other. M. Decaisne has maintained, in argument with my- so on, the same order of sue-cession being preserved
self, that the majority of our cultivated species which These standards an- about 4 feet apart. The ground is
are not now found in a wild state were created specially closely covered with the following succession of colours •

for the use of man at the same time as or after the
,
1. scarlet, 2. crim i, 3. yellow, 4. red, 5. violet, 6. white •

creation of man, whilst Prof. Buckman's belief is
|

and then s< arlet . in the same order. The scarlet is
in their ready derivation from wild species often

sugar, starch, oils, and even in certain kinds of plants
deadly poisons. In some plants, too, the secretions
due to the action of light are in certain portions harm-
less and nutritious, whilst in other parts of the same
plant, through the same agency, highly deleterious
principles are formed. The Potato offers an example.
Everybody knows that itstubers contain wholesome food,
•ad it is also generally known that the stems, and
especially the apples or seed vessels, are deleterious.
But the treatment to which the Potato is sometimes
subjected s calculated to develope the poisonous
quality in the tubers themselves, a change which can

attf6 duriDg e*P°sure to light. The poison

tS exist fn
g
/
eenTU °-f * }*ioe* i3 "A1** Solanine.

the noxious and einlyexSdfiringWe r™"
1*1*'

in its concentrated form, ™ the S'™ ^7
ground and kept in the dark arpfl^

gD
,

UD
,

der"

when cooked, if the variety * fc^ whit
,«

and quite free from acrid We whfch U g°°^
he characteristics of Solanine, and' J** ££*£

oi its presence.

apparently very different, in support of which he
has given me numerous instances as having come
under his own observation. And both these ob-
servers appear to me to have been led into a confir-

mation of their theories by experiments instituted more
for the purpose of proving a fact than of investigating
an open question. We all know how many errors
ene.-(logical experiments on plants are liable to, requir-

ing frequent attention during their whole duration,
which may extend from one season of growth to several
years. Provision must be made against spurious fer-
tilisation, substitution of seeds, misplacement of labels,
mistaking of plants springing from seeds air ly in the
soil for those of the seed sown, the perishing of the
seedlings raised and the substitution ofothers selfsprung
from other plants of the same garden, &c— all

accidents which I have known to occur frequently
in botanical and experimental gardens not subject to
the extreme care exemplified by Messrs. Decaisne
and Naudin. That some such accidents have occa-
sionally happened in the numerous and otherwise
important experiments of Prof. Buckman I have every
reason to believe, from various circumstances of extra-
neous evidence ; and it is perhaps to some accidental

furnished by Scarlet Geraniums, the crimson by some
Fuchsia like globosa, the yellow by Calceolaria, the red
by red Geraniums, the violet by Ageratum, and the
white by Pyrethrum. These plants form either circles

or lozenges round the standards, and are prevented
from running together by narrow crossbands of
Mignonette and Heliotrope, alternately. Some external
flower beds are set in broad frames of Ivy pegged
down carefully and perpetually trimmed by band; of
this the effect is good. Here and there are introduced
plants of Canna; which do not produce so pleasing
a variety as I expected. Some of them indeed, with
dirty red flowers, are the reverse of handsome. An
attempt has also been made in the Bois de Boulogne to
introduce Cannas as a kind of edging to clumps of dwarf
Musas; but the leaves of these last are torn to
tatters by wind and look hopelessly shabby ; a defect
for which no vigour on the part of the Cannas can
make amends. Thus you see I am by no means in
extasies at the public flower gardens here, which owe
much of their grand effect to the superb vases, statuary
and architectural embellishments among which they
are placed. F., Hue Ca.stiglione.

Town Gardening.—dt is with much pleasure I

g says it is

IrTrW \ r -,
Pf?v PV° BOn

!

e
.

acciaent}l1 observe that this subject is again urged upon theerror that must be ascribed the transmission to M. attention of persons whose lot in life i/cast in tow, .
Decaisne of two specimens of Poa sudetica for those of In a short article I wrote about this time last year "f
t\ naituns and P. aquatica. On the other hand, M.

,
tried to represent the l.-veof flowers on the Continent

Decaisne s experiments are as it were in proof of a but though my remarks were followed by the very
negative, which can never lead to a certain conclusion,

;
liberal offer (on the part of some unknown friend) of

and can only be admitted as strong evidence 100 Roses as a beginni , no town or village took the
matter into consideration, rt is certainlv most desirable

,t the Potato tuber™
iDdiCati0D

, to cultivate a t r flow imong the working

\
classes, and I am compelled to acknewle e tl f hare
o! I a much gre r d on th rt of thos

members of the humbler c' dent abroad to grow
such fl '8 t ir limited means can obtain than is

manif d by our e try men ami Women. There

are however ex< ttons, and here the <redit in the

when carried on through a number of generations

(years even in the < e of annuals) under every varietv

of condition (soil, climate, treatment, &c.) which
can be imagined. In both cases experiment on

cultivated plants should be compared with the most
authentic and varied observations on wild ones; ar.d

i
when the two lead to different conclusions there are

increased grounds for repeating the experiment again

and -.in, with every precaution that can be devised,
j

first instance i-
<'

tin lord, clergyman, or some
The question* alluded to by Rff. D C aisne belong to two

j

other influential person conne d with the locality, i

cli ?8—changes of the ordinary state "fa S| 8 into a hope ere long we may be able to furnish to your Paper,
""

'

* - .... *•_._ i ».. which has already aorie BO much for horticulture, a
weekly or monthly report of the improving taste d»s-

bion from one species into another species, which in a
|

played in window irdening. I quite agree with your
remarks about the removal of plants when suppli by
a nurseryman. I cannot see the charm of hirin**

a sort of stem ' for it is furnished x'th vf
]" realitv different race, analogs to those which observation leads

under favourable circumstances, push int Y
hich

' ^^^y^ei-keinawiiastatc; andtrangmu-

"gUj^ce^ ,
I fc is therefore wild state we Hud to be constantly and totally distinct

jr usceptiwe ot the influence of light, for although under all circumstances, without any tendency to produc-
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plants unless indeed as mere ornament, and surely

artificial flowers would answer that purpose. 1 have

long been a resident in this city, and never was I

without my plants ; but I have a small greenhouse to

and as I am generally away 10

my attention chiefly to grow-

winter, and I remark that

This I

supply my rooms,

summer I devote

plants foring
atthlis season they do better than in summer,

ibute to the exclusion of air, impregnatedattribute to the exclusion of air, impregnated as it is

by smoke and other offensive matters, which retard the

health and growth of flowers. I find a small house

quite necessary also, and by keeping up a growing heat

I have a very fair supply of plants and flowers all

through the season. As you remark, cleanliness is the

great desideratum ; and I find this can best be main-

tained by the use of a syringe. I am now about to

prepare for the winter, and shall at once put down

some Hyacinths, Crocuses, and Tulips, which I hope to

have in blossom about Christmas. Later in the season

I will put down Hyacinths for a more advanced period.

I am sure the little book to which you refer is very

useful, but I cannot agree with the writer respecting

the hot-water system. I must say that I think a cold

bath would be more likely to revive the drooping

"bouquet than boiling water. jE. A. M. t
Dublin.

Bed Spider.—The whole of the foliage of two Haw-
thornden Apples of 20 or 30 years' growth has been

destroyed in the manner ot the enclosed by red .spider,

which appears to me now to have taken refuge in the

folds of the bud, there to lie wait for next year's crop

of leaves, in the mean time destroying many of the

buds, as you will see has occurred in this shoot. Is

there any remedy ? Is it possible to wash the whole

of the shoots in the winter with any preparation fatal

to the Acarus ? By analogy of its congener in the

human body a preparation of sulphur might be expected

to succeed, but how is it to be applied ? For several

years I have observed the buds of the trees cankering

away, and their fruitbearing, which had been abundant,

greatly falling off. Two or three years ago, indeed, I

had a good crop, but scarcely one free from maggot,

which I imagine could only be got rid of by destroying

the larvae in the turf beneath the tree during the

winter. Your advice on both points will oblige Bus in

TTrbe. [As soon as the leaves have fallen wash your

tress with sulphur and whitewash. At the same time

sweep up all the fallen leaves and burn them. Repeat

the lime and sulphur in April, before the buds open.

As to the maggot, we should pare away 3 or 4 inches of

the top soil beneath the trees, and burn with the leaves.]

Manetti Rose — Manuring Conifers. — Will you
oblige me by describing the Manetti atook for Roses,

or give the more common name of the plant, if it has
one ? As regards manure for Conifers, you say, " don't

manure them on any account whatever." During
many years I have with good effect put the grass,

prumngs of trees, &c, in cleaning plantations, over the

roots of Conifers. By this means the roots are protected

from severe frost, and the decay of these substances
greatly assists the growth of the plants. J. P. M.
[Yes; but "these substances" are not manure in the
proper meaning of the word. You will find all about
the Manetti stock in our volume for 1 857, p. 469. It

has no other name.]
Cocoa Nut Fibre.—I have had no experience of this as

had grave doubts as to the value of this stone, and

could have said but little in its favour, except as to its

fineness of texture and Carrara sort of colour, for it

exuded a white efflorescence for several weeks together,

owing to some decomposition (perhaps) of the alkaline

flux with which the particles of silex are run together.

Since that ceased it has remained unaffected by the

damp of the soil in which the Ferns are planted, the

grain of the stone has resisted smoke and dust, and I

believe if a new vase of the same pattern were placed

beside it, there would be some difficulty in determining

from the state of the material only any difference

between the new and the old. But the proper test

for such a material is full exposure to the weather,

and having had some experience with artificial

stones of various makers for fountains and other

similar purposes, I would give the preference to

this over all others to endure wear and tear and

remain unchangeable. My forecourt is furnished with

a jardinet, of which I furnish a sketch. I have had

similar constructions in other materials and have noted

these obvious differences : that Ransome's stone main-

tains its newness of character better than any, and has

none of the appearance of a composition. Portland

cement is largely used in what is generally

known as a substitute for stone, and hence the

deadness of colour in those materials. Ransome's stone

has a l&fe and sparkle about it ; it is as nearly snow-

white, perhaps, as any good unpolished marble. In

other materials there is a large proportion of black

mixed with the white, which results in the production

of a very bad grey—the colour of linen badly washed
and dried in the midst of London smoke. The last two
winters have been very trying to materials of this kind.

I had a considerable number of Hogg's edging tiles in use,

without the necessity for an unsightly moui"""
thing gained in the display of graceful suW '

cially with such architectural accessorips no ^%

*

which have weathered all storms well for seven years,
till the last winter, when the frost catching them

a netting, but I think its rope superior to any other sort, !

when soaking wet shivered them into chips. The same
as it is almost indestructible, and does not shrink or

expand when the weather changes as Hemp does. I
have used it this year for supporting Peas instead of
sticks, audi find it to answer very well. I have employed
it as a permanent clothes line, being constantly out in

all weathers, for about five or six years, and afterwards
turned into box cord. I have had it some seven or eight
years, and it would now stand a strain that no new
clothes line would ; it is the same size as aa ordinary
clothes line. S. G.
Bees.—la reply to « L. A. G." (see p. 774), I would

say apply the fumigator, avoiding heat therefrom;
keep the ear close to the hive, the noise will be great at
first, but will gradually subside ; and when it has done
so, take off the hive and expose the bees to the air. P,

thing takes place with the stone goods got up by
country masons, which consist generally of common
plaster faced with Portland : the expansion is not
equable, and the two materials part for ever; Minerva
and Apollo shed their skins without compensating by
the display of symmetrical skeletons. Now, though
Ransome's stone absorbs waterJargely, as may be proved
by testing its specific gravity under various circum-
stances, frost appears to have no effect upon it ; and my
jardinet has about it a sufficient amount of small
work in the four horns to be powdered to dust by a
hard frost, if frost were capable of touching the material
at all. But every scroll is as perfect now as when
first fitted, and the whole affair can be made as bright

-o . . T , .. , -. „. , , . . *Pd snowy and new in appearance in half an hour" as
Potatoes -I^have tried the effect oi laying down the if it had but just been laid down. The confervoids which

Tlla ~
9

8„h' ;?
n
« fr

fi
lunVip a

AP
art0f' m? Potatoes.

|

coat stony surfaces with a green stain take to it asThe result is that those I served so are perfectly free
j
readily as any other hard substance, and the simplestfrom disease, while those I did not operate on are more

|
mode of removing them I find is to wash the fabric

than halt rotten. They were planted in a stiff loam on
j
with a strong brine, first cleansing away the dust from

a clay bottom, with no manure, early in April, and
j

the scroll-work by means of a stiff brush. My gardener
taken up Aug. 23. The crop was good, with very few
Chats in it; many were of large size, some weighing
more than three quarters of a pound. The variety is

called " Foreign Sliaws." S. G.
Ransome's Patent Stone.—Inquiries are frequently

made as to the imperishability and general usefulness

used to wash it with Portland, about a handful of Port-
land to a pail of water, and I believe this is a common
practice. It is certainly a bad practice; brine is the
best regenerator. As to the artistic merits of
the works produced in this material there can be no
doubt they far surpass in appropriateness and excellence

oi the Patent Siliceous Stone manufactured by Messrs. of design anything of the kind hitherto produced and
Rausome of Ipswich. On the subject of its alleged

;

I can imagine no finer feature on a terrace than aset
"imperishability" I can offer no opinion, nor perhaps of stone flower boxes and a central jardinet, to be kept
will any mortal man venture to do so. Rut as to its

suitability for garden decoration I can offer the testi-

mony of five years' experience in its behalf, and as the
season for alterations ami improvements is approaching
a few remarks may be useful. One of the most prized of
my in door decorations is a vase of Ransome's stone fitted
with a glass lantern for Ferns, which occupies one of the
windows of the drawing room; and irrespective of its
massive proportions and graceful outlines, it has always
been

i furnished all the year round with the very best stock
the gardener can command for them. I furnish my
stone bed about half a dozen times in the course of the
year, and grow successions for the purpose in pots. As
here represented, it is furnished with potted Conifers
for winter; those are removed for Hyacinths and

of

selection

soon to

in this material. Shirley Hibberd, Stole Neri****
Double Crops of Grapes on ihe same Fi!!!!*

9**

your Correspondents are, like myself, so full"'""'
that they cannot give sufficient heed to the {1°°^
read, and therefore let them slip. I wjn • .-''fcr

to set them right. At the 15th line from U ;

of the 2d column of your impression of th* tao * I
it reads thus:—"For the first two years the*
confined to the stove compartment, but exhibit'

of extraordinary growth, „I made a hole thro^
glass partition in the angle over the door "and ul
grow." This and what follows shows that th

•

first year that a late crop has been attempted I**

here I would take the opportunity of replying
to'

*

own remarks in the last three lines of the'samePw
The whole history has, I think, been told, astoobJ
ing the early crop in the stove end, and the late a^
the cooler compartment, by simply allowing

the r
to occupy both places, keeping the cool one m cool J!
was safe t) do so without injury to greenhouse aba
I was not, however, prepared for a diihreoee of flb
months in the ripening of the fruit, but *,&

*

the case, and there was no more sign of the «n
being in circulation after the shoot xm^'ic
hole in the glass partition than if ifc had feWj
to a separate Vine, till the warm weatheriiZI

set it in motion. I can hardly suppose tta K
Young's remarks have awy reference to mje*,ii

he states that his fruit is produced on fresh breaks ifto

stopping the shoots, whereas in the beginning of tbt

paper referred to above I have distinctly said (21

from top) " and this not on laterals but on the renk

bearing wood." It i

very common thing f«

Vines to break into ffoit a

being stopped, and I h*
often seen the fruit

produced become as link

as possible, although t:

forced crop was deficier.

colour, from which circae

stance a very good Ie*s 3

may be learnt as to

treatment required what

colouring. We should

ever try to prevent si

breaks as much as possible,

and ifc is the only thiag I

have been afraid of n

regard to the ford

o^ the Yioe in qootron

and to ^mut this I \\we

let the ta*\s iwK

about, lest the exciteme

eoincr on at the late e

Should cause the W
ripened wood to breakage

before winter, inwbicu c*

theVinewiUsuffcrta^-

of rest. Jasper Stand,

Vines at North Elstrick Ifaff.-Itookanopporj-

t week of looking over the Vineries at

Elswick Hall, near Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the tw

of Henry M ilvain, Esq. There are two houses, u

by a partition and extending SO feet from enow
^

the height is 14 feet, and width about^T^.
construction of the Vine border is

somewhat »£j
from the ordinary method. Inside the n<

4 or 5 feet from the front lights, a wall a»

high runs from end to end ; the border is ^
within this space, and is consequently elev. -^

the level of the area; the border WrJMJi
chiefly of rotted turves and cow-dungrnix^^
rubbish, is also raised above the level o

(say 3 feet next the house), and dips co

towards the south. There was no expense ^ ^

excavating, or concreting; the surface soi
^

removed, a drain cut along the front, f'u
, \

for the border deposited in tne
?, (fti

mentioned. And now for the result. ^
15th of May, 183S, 33 Vines one

which are Black Hamburghs, and tne

Muscats, Frontignans, &c, were plantco
.

r

outside and inside ; those outside were P'
a *0

shallow, and introduced beneath the wall P'^*
rests upon brick pillars about 5 feet apart ^
part of the stem is exposed to the frost. ^^
planted outside have excelled those in

J

ld

^ ^fter

autumn the Vines reached the tops ot tn ^
16 feet) and half way down the back wall-

yi
V

.

cut back, and in 1859 the wood pushed aa^
some of the canes measuring 3 inches in c

bflflC
fc* i

In 1860 the rods were magnificent, a
r

n
r?.

a
prPSent?£|

each weighing 4£ lbs., were obtained, IW l.

1861, there have been 350 bnnchefl, **%£ r

each, but mauv are 3 and 4 and 5 lbs in * * of

the 38 Vines have produced 700 lbs. of
™J

^

rate quality in respect of flavour, size, u
er8oi

am informed that the gardener, Mr. 3i<
'

,flt
:it.

his 83d year, and that to his good wm g^u.

the excellent construction of the
i

vn

above results are attributable. ^' ^jj.'_^

Judges at Regenfj Park(*ee p-
/"*)•

last

IT*

plants above the level , illu

remark on the fallibility of judges ^JftU
illustration in the ehspe of Mr. Parson*

ft
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Young 9
* Fuchsias five had no tie, except such us were

1 1 tii.man to prevent the branches from breaking down

under their load of bloom. Size was nob their only

merit ; they were well contrasted as to colour, and then-

quality was faultless. I have reason to know that Mr.

Young's desire was to issue a challenge for rejudgment,

if the judges had not by their delay in replying put

such a course out of the question. Mr. Par is'

remarks might have been applied with some truth

to a collec n of Fuchsias shown on the occa-

sion, but not to Mr. Young's. T. M. M.
I would recommend Mr. Waiting to direct his chagrin

inst those who caused the u misunderstanding,** II

the judges choose to stake their reputations on Mr.

Parsons' justification, I can have no objection. 1 simply

repeat my statement, and leave it, with the "justifica-

tion," In the hands of the floriculturists who were pre-

sent at ti show. I will add. however, for the in-

formation ot those who were not there, that in one of

the prize colle* >us of Fuel is there were three plant

i one pot, and that in Mr. Harper's coll tion there «ra

about a quarter of a rode of thread. I could give Mr.

Parson* a few more such fac's if it were necessary, but

competent men who saw the plants will want no more
ridence to enable them to award tlte palm for "super-

ficial knowledge and observation." < >t course, owing to

the lim'ted number of judges, an election even cannot

.3 a real te^t of the exhibitors' opinions. I do not

desire the office of judge, I am not an exhibitor, and

mine is only the Englishman's creed—"A lair field

and no favour." A Visitor. 1 should not have
troubled you again on this subject were it

not for the statement put forth by Mr. Parsons

as a "justification." Mr. P. says that my plants were
tied to a face; that I emphatically deny. Five out of

six of my plants were tied only to a single stick, and no
attempt to " face" them would have added to their

beauty or effect. That none of my plants required a

nurse I think the judges themselves will admit; or

why was my collection placed second ? I claim for my
plants quality, size, and profusion of bloom over any
other collection shown. Mr. Harper's only merit was
freshness. His collection contained a variety discarded
even when I was setring my apprenticeship. My
plants were examined by six of our 1 ting florists

(whose names I am not at liberty to mention), and bv
them they were pronounced to be decidedly first. Mr.
Parsons' case seems like that of a man in despair. I

ask no favour and will accept no compromise.
W. Young. [Here we must stop this discussion.]

this cannot be over-estimated, not only to those engaged

in those pursuits of commerce, to which the following

tables more particularly refer, but I think it will prove

very valuable also to those engaged in agricultural

pursuits or commerce connected therewith, either

directly or indirectly, and that they may derive

valuable information from the perusal of the figures,

as bearing on the probabilities of the coming crops ot

Clover and Wheat especially, as well as Barley, &c.

;

of this persons engaged in those pursuits will be best

able to judge ; but to the Hop-grower, factor, merchant,

or brewer, reliable information, grounded on facts

deduced from science, must be of so much consequence

that I think it needs no apology for sending forth this

to the public to judge for themselves as to it« intrinsic

merit, especially when we bear in mind that the annual

average amount of money laid out by brewers in the

purchase of Hops is upwards of two millions."

The general result of Mr. Giles's investigation

amounts to this :—"That when the thermometer stands

at a tin heat at given months in the year, that a

very 1 crop is certain without an exception." He
does not however profess "to state that in every

it nice where one year has been nearly anal >gOUS I

another in the number of inches of rain falling from the

Is! October to the 1st October (for the wet ofevery autumn

has n mo«t important bearing on the coming crop, and

the Tables of Heat the same), that the quantity of Hops
but in

" The larva? grow rapidly, and do not attain their
full colouring till the last moult, in which stage I to

ef them are highly beautiful. Several lame, which
have a black head when young, have the hea<l of a pale

green when they attain the last moult."

The species are often named after the plants on
which thev feed.

Trade Lists Received.—Catalogue of Hyacinths

and other Bulbous Roots imported and grown by B. S.

Williams, Paradise Nursery, Holloway.— General

Catalogue of Stove, Greenhouse, and Ornamental

Fotiaged Plants, &c. t
cultivated and offered for sale by

A. Laixg, East Riding Nurseries, Beverley, York-

si, ir0 .—Catalogue ot Hyacinths and other Bulbous

Roots, imported and sold' by R. Pabkee, Exotic Nur-

sery, Tooting, Surrey.

grown has been tht same, without an exception, but in
vVOJl in

45 vears such an exception is very rare. What is more °e* ;JgT oii
.

DAXGSTEIN.
(Concluded from p. 770.)

A K1KG8 of Orchard booses is situated some distance

south of and in front of the western portion of the

plant house-. The first is constructed on Rivera's

original plan, and is i)l feet long and 12 teet 6 inches

in width, with a sunken walk in the centre, and flap

hoards in front and at the top and bottom of the

boarded back for the purposes of ventilation ; it is filled

with strong bushy little trees, which at one time had

&0tittit&
Royal Horticultural : Aug. 27.

—

(Floral Com-
')•—A considerable number of interesting plant

and flowers was produced. Mr. W. Chater, Saffron
Wald received Fi class Certificates for Hollyhocks
Countess Russell and Ne plus ultra, the former a peach-
blossom, the latter a light rosy purple; and the same
award was made to Messrs. Downie, Laird, and Laing
for another variety called Lady Dacres, with pale
salmon-coloured flowers ; Invincible, a salmon rose, and
Lady King, deep crimson, from Mr. W. Chater, were
commended. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son showed
amongst other variegated Pelargoniums, two beautiful
varieties of the tricolor section, or those marked with
a red zone or belt ; they were named Sunset and Mrs.
Pollock, and both received first-class certificates. A
Commendation was given to a pink flowered silver-
edged sort called Delicatum from the same growers. Ot
Dahlias the following were Commended :—Maria Carter,
a white heavily rose tipped flower; Imperial, a fin

amaranth
; Fair Maid ot Rath, a delicate purple- tipped

white: all from Mr. Keynes; and Charlotte Dorling,
a bright light purple-tipped sort from Mr. Turner.
Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton, showed a pretty
new Anncctochilus called Bulleni, just received
from Borneo; it ha I bronzy green leaves, marked with
three distinct coppery stripes, and was awarded a First-
class Certificate; as was a pretty creeping Fern from
the same source, sent under the name of Arthrobotrya
articulata, but probably an undescribed species of
Polybotrya. Another First-class Certificate was granted
to Pentstemon Lobbianus, a pretty hardy sub-shrubby
species of neat Myrtle-like habit, with remarkably short
gaping yellow flowers, shown by Messrs. Low. Pollia
purpurea, a neat purple-leaved stove herb, from Messrs.Um and Mr. Bull, received a Commendation, as being

VZa 5 r
for 8mal1 llo,18*s

>
in *hich it might be

employed for grouping with leaves of other colours.

years sucn an exception is very run-. » imu ia uior

uncertain than life or certain than death ? Neverthe-

less, by taking the average duration of human life, a

i tain deduction or inference can he arrived at by life

insurance offices, by means of statistical information,

to make their profit a certainty, and so with other

offices of like character. But you will ask, if the

character of heat and rain is of such importance, bow
are we to know this he/ore it takes place? Our
answer is this: From the first hour of the first drop of

rain falling in September, October, November, and

December being in excv~<, or otherwise, is cither

favourable or adverse to the coming crop; if an excess,

you may consider, without a dry spring to compensate,

the crop would be short, so that in January some im-

portant information is obtained? if we have a wet fall

and wet spring, and the latter should be cold, the odds

are two to one against our growing an average crop, so

that in the spring you would again know what to do;

hut in May, June, July, and August, from the first ol

these to the last valuable information is given; but
nature frequently compensates us (though giving us a

wet autumn) by the amount of rain falling in spring

and summer being much below the average, and
a high temperature and heavy fall of rain in July
or August, as for example in the year 1859."

The volume is full of calculations and tabular state-

ments, in support of the author's views, for which we
must refer the reader to the 123 pages occupied by the

subject.

Mr. Bowley, the skilful Manager of the Crystal

Palace, in a pamphlet called " The Exhibition of 1862

:

How are the Working Classes throughout the

Kingdom to Get to It?" raises a very important

question. His object is to show that, let the

attractions of the Exhibition be what they may,

it will be physically impossible to convey the multitude

thither in the absence of an immediate construction of

more railway accommodation. He calculates that 12

millions of people will visit the Exhibition if they can

tret there, which, as matters stand, would be so difficult

s to amount to an impossibility. He urges the neces-

Apricots, and
Peaches and
a short crop;

during winter.

pots but are now turned out. Plums,

Figs were heavily laden with fruit.

Nectarines, here as elsewhere, are

the trees had retained their foliage

consequently the wood did not ripen,

and the bio? us, being imperfect, dropped off without

setting. Vines were trained up the roof at 5 feet

apart from each other; they were producing fine

bunches of fruit, which usually ripens well in this house.

The next, a tropical Orchard-house, is spanned

roof, 40 feet long, 24 feet wide, and 10 feet 6 inches

in height. In the centre and round the sides are beds

which are sunk some distance under the level of the

floor, and two hot-water pipes are introduced

under each. The roof was slightly covered

with Passiondowere, on which there was an excellent

crop. This house was filled with excellent trees, many
of them heavily laden with fruit; amongst other things

were several Mandarin Oranges, 5 feet in diameter,

just out of flower and well set with fruit; Guavas
(P. Cattleyanum) producing an excellent crop; nice

plants of the Akee-tree, Madagascar Plum, Warnpee
tree, Mangosteen, Manna tree, Lucuma obovatum and
deliciosum, Star Apple, Sugar cane, and Allspice trees.

Rose Apples, 5 feet in height and as much through,

were well set with fruit, and there were likewise good
specimens oi Coffee tree nicely in flower. The Kan Apple
from Kaffiriand, a singular plant, was also conspicuous,

as were likewise Alphonso Mango, 6 feet high and as

much through,severalplantsofAniseed in fruit,Nutmegs,
and vigorous plants of Musa Cavendishi. Suspended

over a cistern of water at the western end of the house

were some noble specimens of Platycerium grande,

stemmaria, alcicorne, and others. Attached to this

house is a propagating pit 11 feet 6 inches square,

whose heated beds were full of cuttings in different

stages of growth.

The m-xt range is some distance to the south of the

Orchard hoi * ; it consists of a stove 102 feet long and
15 feet 6 Indies wide, span-roofed and in four divisions,

having a walk the entire length of the centre and beds

on either side. Entering trom the western end the
first compartment is filled with plants growing into

i&ottces of &ooit0*
The Brewer's Meteorological and Statistical Guide

•n,K
g,^n8),8

,

arr
\-

by
.
Mr0ll,8

'
a H°P Merchant

in the Borough the object of which is thus explained
by himself. After pointing out the extraordinary
fluctuation in the prices of Hops, varying as they do
trom 3J. to 2ol. per cwt. according to the

ing the way in which weather may be expected to
influence so uncertain a crop, the author proceeds
thus :-« The trade has bad notables or statistics to
enable a sound judgment to be formed, the registered
oeat and wet has never been so classified as to give anv
determinate and reliable information of importance-
therefore I humbly think the value of such a work as

sity of an immediate consideration and commencement specn, ns, amongst v Inch feolanum atropurpureum was

ofthejunctionofonemileandaqnnrterbetwecntheeiid » *""- example. The southern side of the second

of Cromwell Road and the West End junction railway. '
^m has a hot- water tank running its whole length

nkments are required. It ,n w"*ch Nelumbiums, Lymnochans, Pontadena, and
Nymph«, &c, are grown. In a square corner apart

from the main tank, in which tepid water is constantly

running, were 5 fine plants of the Madagascar Lattice-

plant, the delicate skeleton leaves of which had a
singular appearance. Along with these were also Side-

saddle plants; and the left-band bed was filled with
Mosses, Ferns, and other fine-foliaged plants, con-
spicuous among which were Gleicbenia necistophylla

and Alocasia metallica, a noble plant, whose bronzy-
looking foliage contrasted strikingly with the many
exquisite forms of fine plants with which it was
associated.

A third division contained a fine collection of
Caladiums and Begonias, beautiful specimens, ancf

Stephanotis floribunda trained gracefully on the opaque

portions of the roof added variety and fragrance to this

interesting' compartment.
The fourth division contained examples of Ferns>

amongst which the New Zealand Cyathea dealbata

and the gold ttd silvery powdered-leaved kinds were

conspicuous. In a glazed case kept for the propagation

of Aneectochili were many fine plants of that charming

class, little inferior in size or beauty to the admirable

masses with which the great case in the principal range

of fa ses is filled. Gloxinias, Achimenes, and Ca-

ladiums are also grown here in large quantities. A
shelf immediately under the ridge of the roof, during its

entire length, was filled with Strawberries, which were

when 1 saw ihem just ripe— an admirable crop of fine

fruit. Returning by the descending main walk the

walled-in portion of the garden is reached by an

entrance on the eastern side. Against a west wall

No cuttings, no heavy embankments are required

would run nearly on the level. Four lines of railway,

perhaps with a loop or circle at the Cromwell Road end,

so as to avoid shunting or drawing back the carriages,

would suffice. Temporary wooden sheds or stations are

all that would be at present needed. If this is managed
economically it must give a handsome return for outlay.

Were this done, all difficulty would disappear."

A sixth volume of Mr. Stainton's elaborate Natural
History of the little moths called Tineina (Van Voorst)

is before us, containing admirable figures and most-

careful descriptions of 24> species of genus Depressaria,

or Flat-body, so called from their abdomen, being flat,

or depressed:

—

" Habit of Larva.—The majority of the larvae of

this genus feed on the leaves of plants, and turn down
the a^ge of the leaf so as to form a sort of tubular habi-

tation; from this, if disturbed, they retreat with great!

rapidity, and the extraordinary muscular power and

activity of the leaf-feeding larvae of this genus is some-

thing inconceivable by those who have not witnessed

it. As the egg is very frequently deposited in spring,

the larvae are found in the summer months, and the

i •

4 -<. , —» -~ ™ season," and perfect insects are developed at the end of summer or
the importance of some authentic information concern- in autumn. There is only a single brood in the year.

M Some larvae feed in the beads of umbelliferous plants,

either constructing slender silken tubes among the

stalks of the umbel or drawing the parts of the umbel

together, and so distorting the growth of the plant

A few of those which feed in the interior of the umbels

are of a more sluggish habit than the rest of the

genus.
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on Lne ietC ut me eubruiice is a Fig-koose or cawe

37 feet long and 5 feet 6 inches wick', consisting of a

perpendicular skeleton frame, on the bottom or sill of

which the lights rest, and on the top of the wall ; they

are moved from the top by means of a pulley, and can

be brought up to the perpendicular frame so as at once
to expose the whole to the full influence of the atmo-
sphere when required. The trees were in excellent

condition, and producing good crops. On the southern
aspect of the north wall is a range of glass structures

in four divisions, 114 feet long and 13 feet wide. The
first is devoted to the growth of Orchids, and contains

many noble examples of that fine tribe in ad-

mirable condition. In front is a wide shelf, and
a raised earth bed faced with rugged sandstone,

amongst which Lycopods and Ferns are ananged
with much taste, occupied the central portion

of the house, and formed a suitable place for setting
large specimens on. Here were several fine plants of

Veitch's variety of Vanda suavis, from 3 feet 6 inches

to 4 feet 6 inches in height, and having from four to

six.

on each spike ; also other Vandas, equally line ; two
charming plants of Sarcopodium Lobbii, 2 teet 6 inches

through ; Cattleya lobata, 2 feet 6 inches in diameter
;

Dendrobium Daihousie&num, finely in flower ; Ccelogyne
cristata, 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, and producing some
30 spikes of flower ; various fine plants of Saccolabium,
the rare Cypripedium caudatum roseum; Lselia pur-
purata, Cymbidium eburneum, and various Aerides and
Oncids. On the back wall was Vanilla, whose shoots
ran more than 30 feet in length, producing both
flower and fruit. Combretum purpureum and Hoyas
were trained sparingly on the rafters. The second
house in the range is a Vinery, and contains a fair crop
of good sized bunches nearly ripe. High tan beds
formerly occupied the centre of this and other houses, but
of late years chey have been lowered nearly to the floor;

against the back wall are Figs in the shape of large
trees removed from the open garden and now laden with
fruit ; in front is a wide shelf on which was a plentiful

supply of French Beans, and above was another shelf on
•which were Strawberries; a third shelf of similar
character occupied the upper part of the back wall and
was laden with the same description of fruit ; on the
floor were Roses and other plants. The third house is

also a Vinery in which was a good crop of Grapes ; it is

fitted up with shelves the same as the last and produces
crops ot similar character ; on the floor are Fig trees in
pots. The fourth house, also a Vinery, has a stage for
Geraniums in the centre, and on shelves are Straw-

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Coxsertatoet, &c. — The time has now arrived

when plants intended to supply a floral display under

glass during autumn and winter must have attention.

Let Begonias have another shift if not already in pots

sufficiently large. Keep the plants thin that their

foliage may be kept from injury. Crowea saligna and

Plumbago capensis are both valuable autumn-blooming
plants, and the latter furnishes large supplies of cut

flowers. Attend to Chrysanthemums, water freely with

liquid manure; good specimens should be aimed at

rather than a few fine blooms. The earliest winter flower-

ing Heaths and Upacrises must soon be placed under
glass, as it will forward their blooming; Hyacinths and
Narcissus, for forcing, must soon occupy attention;
about equal portions of good soft loam and decayed
leaf-mould with silver sand will be the best soil for

them if for forcing, but well-decomposed cow-dung

the operation.
i

D^drU
!_
shl'U^ «** trees, as a

f̂a*

of course, should not be transplanted until n?
E

shed their leaves. The roots may, however n
*

be cut round preparatory to removal. ' 0r

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEV
The earliest Apples and Pears should be J «they ripen. Early fruit more particularly i« r 7*

for being gathered a few days before \\ J ebeM

tree, as in the latter case it usually
t,irns

on tL

flower BDike* on a plant, and from 10 to 15 blossoms
| musfc be substituted for the leaf-soil when the bulbs are

early part

and all winter Greens.

intended for late flowering. After potting place them
on a dry bottom and cover the pots 2 or 3 inches deep
with old tan or ashes preserving them at the same
time as much as possible from heavy rains; under this

treatment they will fill their pots with roots, and will

be in readiness for forcing when wanted. Van Thol
Tulips for forcing may be potted early next month.
Place them on coal ashes, and cover them as recom-
mended for Hyacinths, and early in November remove
them into heat; the principal bulk need not be potted
until late in October, and a last batch of Tournesol or
Rex Rubrorum towards the end of November.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Comparatively dry conditions both as to

soil and atmosphere should be observed during the
ripening of the fruit, therefore be careful not to over-
water plants on which the fruit is approaching maturity,
and it will be advisable to use slight fires during rainy
weather, should that occur, so as to allow of givin°-
sufficient air to prevent a stagnant state of the atmo-
sphere, for fruit of first-rate quality cannot be
expected from plants growing in a sodden soil or a
damp unhealthy atmosphere. Endeavour to afford
growing stock a steady bottom-heat of about 85°,
and keep it well supplied with manure-water at
the root, but avoid getting the soil too wet.
As fire-heat will soon be necessary to a con-

™«»^uxo xxx wuc wuure, ruu uu wieivea are straw-
^erably larger extent than has been the case

berries, as in the other houses. On the same wall is a
durmS the summer, care must be exercised to secure a

Peach-house, 28 feet long and 13 feet wide, with a ProPerlv
.

inoist state of the atmosphere, keeping the

directly. Protect finer kinds of fPU ft f
"^

Peaches and Nectarines should likewise h°
m Wli^

a day or so before they are quite rine^r*
up Celery as it advances in growth- ni i

Cabbage sown last month for Coleworts/ R
ut <*

and hardy Cabbage Lettuces should be sown f^P*
use, and prepare a rich piece of ground in a 1355
situation, and plant out those sown last moirl u
season is not too severe they will be useful Hi

'

l

part of the winter. Finish planting *
Sow Chervil, AroerW*

and Parsley in a sheltered situation. Sow Earl ff
Carrot to remain in the ground for winter use r
herbs, if not already clone, and keep the hoeuJf
among all growing crops. Potatoes, whichareS3
to a considerable extent in some places, should betAup as soon as ripe ; infected ones should be eairfi?
separated from the others and used first. The adm
be stored in small quantities where they can be J?
veniently inspected to see how they are keeping.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAB LOXDOX
For the Week ending Aug. 29, 1861,as observed at the Horticultural fo^

August.

Friday 23
Satur. 24
Sunday
Mon. 26
Toes. 27
"Wed. 28
Thurs. 2<J

Average .

r.

U
a*

17
18
19

20
21

'i

23

Barometer.
1'EMPEKATt'BE

Of the Air."

Max. Min.

3O.04R

30.139

30.153
30.169

30.22.5

30.0*n

29.963

30.032

.052

30.070
30.153

'.141

29.824

29.800

Max.

79

72
75

80
87
83

78

30.110 30.010 79.1

Min.

48
46
52

42
44
45
50

I

Mean

Ofthe Earth

63.5

t.O

63 5
61.0

6.5.5

64.0

64.0

46.7 62.9

1 foot

leep.

63

64

621

63}

64

541

9$

2 feet

ileep.

60J XI
61 W. I M
60!

60J V. • ft

61 V,

61

m

.-

63.7 ' 60.8

Aug.

fixed roof and upright glass front; the trees are trainee!
on the back null, and on an arched trellis in front, and
have produced an excellent crop, although they had
suffered considerably Jast season from an overdese of
glycerine wash.
On tbe eastern aspect of the western wall is a Peach

case, 60 feet long by 14 feet 6 inches wide, and of the
same construction as the other case mentioned above •

by means of this an excellent crop has been secured.
The walls, which are of stone, are tolerably well

covered with healthy fruit trees. Plums in particular
are an excellent crop ; the natural soil however
is too light for stone fruits. Peaches in particular are
short-hved in such a medium. Within the walls the
garden is formed into rectangular plots by walks of a
suitable width composed of sandstone, which is at once
firm, dry, and elastic to the feet, and has the additional
merit of being easily kept in order. Bordering
the walks are dwarf trees, chiefly circular espaliers
consisting principally of Pears and Apples tolerably well
iurnished with fruit. Early vegetables in such a soil
and situation are all that can be desired. West of this
garden is the Melon ground, consisting of several ranges
of rames on dung beds; in front of these is a herb
and reserve garden for half hardy plants; here is also

l}^\ a
Q

i

m
-
Wblch man* gardening operations areconducted during weather unfavourable for out-doorwork, and in a portion of it Mushrooms are grownduring summer. There is also an excellent Mushroomhouse ni the range of sheds behind the forcing house?,

T^v8

V

Vml
n
b
t

l

8

'^ Pr?d-->8 ^cellent crops. '
It may be well here to observe that the sheds, and,

in short, every portion of the garden, displayed the
greatest order and neatness, reflecting much credit on
Mr. Vair the gardener, by whose well-directed
energies these gardens Lave not only been steadily
improved, but a large and choice collection of plants
have been grown into admirable specimens, many ofthem of unsurpassed beauty. Leaving these delightful
grounds by the carriage drive in the Deodar avenue,
there is on the ri^ht near the termination of a sinuous
ravme an elegant cottage and school-house. These are
situated on a platform of Grass on which a pretty
flower garden and shrubbery have been formed ; and
are backed by a Heath-clad hill which contrasts
strikingly with the rich scenery of the neighbourhood.
Here six orphan children find the comforts of a homeand from 50 to 60 others are daily educated.

mntV • ^T e
?
d of the school-house is a tablet

containing the following inscription :

—

evaporating pans or troughs regularly supplied with
water, and moistening the floors, &c, frequently, as anv
sudden change from a moist to a dry state of the atmo-
sphere would be most injurious to growing stock, and
also to plants swelling their fruit. Be as sparine of
fire-heat, however, as circumstances will allow, and
during the present bright weather shut up early in the
aiternoon. Where young stock is grown in dung-pits
care must be exercised after this season not to get the
plants weakly through keeping them too close and
warm; give air freely on every favourable opportunity,
and sufficient command of warmth should be secured
from the linings to allow of giving a little air at night
and on warm cloudy days.
Vinery.—Inspect ripe Grapes frequently, and remove

all decayed or unhealthy berries ; keep the house well
aired and free from moisture. Maintain a moist grow-
ing temperature in the late house ; if mildew appears
dust sulphur over both fruit and shoots ; it may after-
wards be washed off without injury; but perhaps the
best preventive of this pest is heat and moisture
regularlv maintained from the time the fruit is set till
it begins to ripen. Encourage the growth of Vines in
pots; stop them as soon as they have attained the
desired length, and cut out all lateral shoots as the
wood ripens. When the crop is cleared from established
Vines, the wood ripe, and the leaves beginning to decay
the sashes may be removed altogether.

23—Hazy; fine; some low white clouds; very fine.

24—Fine ; cloudy ; very fine.
- 25—Heavy dew; tine ; "cloudy; densely overcast.
- 26-Fine ; very line ; litjht clouds ; fine; cool atniirhf,
• 27—Very tine ; hot and dry, with bright sun; Yery 'fine.

- 28—Slight haze ; very fine ; hot, dry, and cloudless.
29—<j\ ercast . wry fine throughout

Mean temperature of the week 2$ deg, aboYe the average.

HEC0RD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
irin? the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Sept 7.

Sept.

Sunday
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Friday
Satur'.

1.
o

3..
4..

5..
6..

7..

9 -*j .

70.2

70.3

70J
1.2

60.1

G8 4) 5
£ ^ z

47 .

17.1

17.!'

Hi

.3

41
17..".

do,
SB
*

01

No. of
Years in
which it

ltained.

Greatest

Prevailing

Quan

58.8

•K8
59 1

58-1

>7-5

1

18

13
15

15
15

17

ofKain.

i in.

0-58

0.30

0.

J.

-WU\\ F
> * *

3 81 7 - 5 5

110
Ii 1

the 1st,The highest tempera
i daring« bore pSodpccmreJonthH

1813-thprm. Ho deg. : and the lowest on tl l
Sk-ttann. Sd*

A.D. 1S53.

ERECTED BY
DOROTHY NEVILL.

OFFERING FOR MAN'
PSALMS cxvr v to

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
I ropagation of all the more important bedding plantsshould now be pushed on as quickly as possible; latestruck cuttings as has often been remarked, .ire badto keep through the winter through having an in .

sufficient amount of roots and ill-ripened wood Let
Scarlet and other Geraniums struck in the open ground
be taken up and potted immediately they have made
roots

; they will require a close frame for a week or
two, when they should be placed on a dry bottom in
a southern exposure to harden them for the winter
For the same purpose Verbenas, Petunias, &c, struckm pans and intended to be kept in them through
the winter, should be placed in a similar situation
at the same time stopping the points of the shoots!
It should m fact be a point to keep them as hardv as
possible by fully exposing- them, until the/ are
placed in their winter quarters. Mignonette for
winter and spring flowering may Jet be sown.
Phoxes w.ll still be making a tolerably good shosv,and should have care bestowed on them Let the
borders be cleaned and neatly raked over, filling upvacant places with spare Chrysanthemus, 8pr ing st

*
ac£Pannes or spring flowering bulbs. All evergreens in

unsuitable situations should now be moved *

as soon as
possible; where transplantation is intended 'the middle
of next month is perhaps the best time of the year for

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : E H. We will inquire. _ - »«,-,
Florists' Flowers: T H G. We disapprove of all"appbaM"

used for dressing Dahlias and other florists' flowers.

believe tweezers are chiefly used.
4

. ^

Insects: S U. Your caterpillar is that of the elephan.M»

moth. It is not a rare species, generally feeding oa w
Ladies Bed-atraw.—^ Y. Your two wasps appear to oc«j

varieties, rather more or less marked with yeuow, i/

common wasp. You must narrow the mouth oi JT^
so as to prevent the entrance of the wasps, wnicn ^
larger than the bees require a larger entrance, in

.

f

you mention of killing them with fumes of wr£J3l
well known. We had not previously heard oi winew

used as a remedy for bees' stings. W. . .

k
Mushrooms: Becken.ham. They must have been au»t

very unusual manner by some of the insects ""/"*, ->
them. They always contain maggots when ow «» w

duced in the open field. As to Elemi F'SVkV/Ltdo*
the best quality of Turkey Figs. You cannot byanjrg

bility dry English grown Figs so as to keop-mue* j

them in sugar.
vCaB*'

es of Fruits : Kelly. 1, White Costin ; -2,
Keswick.

3, Unknown—too unripe
Names of Plants : D T.

Vitis Idasa; : Hypericum «»»«- — - Dm.
IftL

*--:

nitida.—8 W. We believe it is Impatoens Boy'*^^
small and bad a specimen cannot be accurately Q.^^
in the large and difficult genus to which it

""JJJg,
Domden. Your handsome Indian Grass is Enantu* ^—A J. 1, Erysimum cheiranthoides ; it has this\r*^ 9
up in many places where Erysimum Peron^p^
what was called so by the seedsman, was sown. - ^
stegia virginica.—T F T. 1, Origanum vulgare, rU0
dysenterica

; 3, Stellaria holostea. -FA fv^*^
officinalis.—Mrs. R. Spargelerbsen is Lotusi

tetrag ^^
Jlilchbohne is a name we are unacquainted witu. ^,
belongs to one of the Tarieties of Haricot beurBc^
sort of Mange-tout.—/ S. The Cherry rii"*

cerasifera. ,. o1inUt
tb»

doubt aW» m
rcharfHoa*!

no heating apparatus you had better uunail the
loieg

the wall with lime and sulphur, and then shut ig^
sj
m

Peach Trees : Blandford A H. There is no

24 hours. Trellis will do no good in your case

is easily subdued ifattacked in time, but if ftllo
*J5L|ei .

numerous is a formidable enemy. There is no o^?^ * 9
Thk International Exhibition of 1862: A"\jL

tto&»Z
foundation for the statement that it is in cont^. to **

form an approach direct from the Reusing'.' 11 ^ 6f»

great conservatory of the Horticultural Soc
J

e ^ cofl"^
mutual arrangement with that body, to mft'2LnS soi

charge at this point for entrance to the gara .tW^»
Exhibition. To be of any great use, even £I0

,^parfc .

ile
be first necessary to make a road through ^jH; me&*°*

Trees is Pots: An Amateur. Next week. ^ J „,

we refer you to a leading article in another com gp»

Vines: J P. Instead of checking the Vin*
>

by u
object.

now cut their roots carefully, which wiU secure j
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PITW .A upon the W0U1> ION SYSTEM ag

JblUUU anY other mtem of
>

Steam Culti^tion.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. b

ilston, Bjetchley Statiou

r A MES and FREDERICK HOWARD,
.J BRi <«U IROK Works, Bedford

.
M«u

'^J«"m!!?

Steam ci hvators. steam pi '^champion
PLOUGH ARROWS, HORSE RAK1 HA\ MAkERb.

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application.

Wind Power.

JR PRILL, 17, New Park Street, Sonthwark, S.E.,

• betrs to inform intending purchasers that he has now

taalaSfacilities for Manufs ring the Patent Wind Engine.

far Pumping. Grind.ng. Cbaffcutting, Pulping. Ac.

Prospectuses and all information d be obtaine

enclosing one postage lUmp, and a Wind Engine in full

mav be inspected on the premise* daily.

KEN BY J. MORION and CO.,
2, BasinghaU Buildings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern

IbrC tgel sea.*. contain W 2* ° &!£™:
SIm Wh; and 140 g*/, .. and fltUd with tap, keeptnf

the water perfet sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all atsaa.

Galvanised Iron Pumps

tor Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 8 inches diameter, 30*.

and 32*. M. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows

tor Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron. Hit*. Od. en

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURG1 3 axd KEY, 95, Newgate ., E.C., London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on h I from which

their Customers may select what they may require. mmMmm
ANT 1

1

"SPATi T AMERICAN HURN.-The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded burn in Competition with

several others at the Che r Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Bode; ; it has obtain the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Burgess & Kf.t, 95, Newgate , EC.,

strongly recommend it as th per! Churn now in use.

Full particulars sent on applic n

Reaping Machines.

BURGES AHD KEY, 95, Newjrate Street, E.C.

Priz rs for the best Agricultural Machinery

BOYAL AGRIC0LT0BAL SOClETrS PRIZE REAPER,
with Burgess & Key's 8crcw Delivery Platform. Price 42L 10«.

3TTMONIALS.

A great number of h lynatl ringT lira i favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the

'•Howim? :

—

From Mr. John Richards, T f to Dr. X. Carne, Diinla*

Corile, Glanxorgan.
" I beg to certify that 1 have for five years worked Messrs.

Burgess & Kc\ Reaper in my master's Home Farm, and

also accompanied it when lent to tenants ou the estate.

Di ae above mentioned period the Machine has not cut

ess than 1,(WO oc f al of crops, with the same two
knrvwt m ftrf hi liine. Dr rno having

- machine is now In the h !s of his

tenant Mr D Thomas, of Llamwst, and is in excellent order."

>1 >RT RE A PER for Manual Delivery. Price 25L

MB1NSD REAPER and MOWER—Two-Horao Machine.
Price 35?.

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for

Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knifo for Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

Station

Are now prepared to send out the foWowme
CORN" MANURE for AUTUMN* SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN". omcTiiTP^

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. EpW. POBSM. Secretary.,

B
_

LTRNARD, LACK, and CO.'S COXCENTRA'lED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tnba^c

P
CO

l

NCENT
f

R
L
ATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

th
o/ttS?Manures Dr. Voolcker saysB^M«J»£L™J*

be very gratifving to you, and are the best proof of the very

h?gh

a

Krkultural and commercial, value which characterise

your concentrate! superphosphate." ««»«,„*
Detailed analvses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the"! al Agricultural; ^j"***?*"*
Pi &c. may be ha. application to Birnard, Lack,

& Co., 8utton Road, P lymouth.

A W E 8 * S M A N U E B 8 .

The mires n factored by J. B. 1 * tor the

P v nt season of lIR are now ready for del ry at his

Factories, at the tol ig pri »•—,_,__ _ -n/wi?
LAWES-8 PA N'T TURNIP MANURE, and BONE

SUPERPHO HATE OF LIME .. .. . •
*G o

LA>\ SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LTMB from

RUI r BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5 5

LAWES^HARLI GRASS, AND MANGEL M iUAVB 8

Th Manures can be obtained of Mu. LaweS or through

his appointed Agents, in all pal of the United Kingdom, at

prices varving according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Pen i Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs
;
Mtrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.
T „,„

Address John t Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place London

Bridge C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Du nlin.

ANCHKSTEtt and LIVERPOOL AGKICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY. w^««««

h? rEi kki>s,hoots, fruit vege-

TABLI , IMP MENTS, ^HINERY.fca.
will take place at Ashton-under-Lyne on ^LDNEsDAl and

TJIL DAY, September 11 and 12.

Premiumsamonnting to upwards of 1100Z (including consider-

able al Pi d be awarded on this occasion.

Entries of Stock, Ac, closed on the 19th ult.

The Show Y 11 be open t the Public by Tickets sold on

the spot »g One Gentl in and a Lady, or 1wo Ladies

on Wednesday, r 11, from 10 to 6, at I. each, and

on Thursd ty, Sept 12, from 8 to 4 (when the Show will finally

The PUBLIC DINNER will take place on the First Day of

the Show d the Ashton Town Hall, at 4.30 p.m. F D. P.

Astli-y, Esq., will preside. Tickets, 8a - each, may be had

from m in the Show Yard; or meantime, from

them at Bcllcvue, Manchester. „
'

T. B. Ryder, Secretary.

2, Elliot Street, Liverpool.—August 81.

M

SATURDAY, AUGUST 31, 1861.

*A'A\

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

Fand G. BOSHER, Cement, Brick:, and Tile
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of Ornamental rden Border-edging Tiles in Terra
Cotta, Terro- Metallic war md Red ware. They present advan-
tages over Box or Grass-edging in that they afford no harbour
for slugs, fea, take up less room, and once laid, require no
further attention.
They mav be had of various patterns at F. b G. R.'s Pre-

mises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Mackfriars, S. ; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London. N
N.B. Sketches of patterns sent by post on appli on.

Garden Yates and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and
Balconies in stock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-

tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, «fcc, as cheap and
durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable

of forming a varietv of desitrns.

Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-rlnges, &c. Gro I Terro.

metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,

Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

MEETINGS roil THE FOLLOWING AY

w*dkbm>x-< »pt. 4—North Lauashfrs, at Chm
aoMDiT, — 6—Cheshire A^ii. Soc. at Chest*

patient and prolonged examination of the machines

at work took place under the best possible circum-

stances as to weather on Sir W. Miles's

property at Leijrh Court, near Bristol* Burgess

& Key then received the prize of 30/. for M'Coe-

mick's reaper, to which they had then attached,

their well-known screw delivery platform, making

it thus a perfect self-delivering: machine. And the

prize of 20/. was given to Forbush & Co. for

Husset's reaper, to which they had attached

a radiating roller platform, enabling it also

to act as a self-delivering machiue. Drat

was on this occasion highly commended for

Hussey's reaper, delivering by hand the cut corn,

in bundles in the wake of the machine.

In 1856 the Chelmsford trials were under-

taken by adjournment on Mr. Fisher Hobbs

farm at Koxted Lodge, near Colchester, under very

favourable circumstances, both as to weather and

as to crops. Crosskill's Bell then received the

first prize of 20/. ; Bum & Kkv's M'Cormick

received 15/., and Drat & Co.'s Hussey received

an equal prize of 15/. .

m

In 1857 the trials at Salisbury resulted in

the prize of 10/. being given to Burgess & Key's

M'Cormick, which had then attached to it for

the first time an apparatus for dividing the stand-

ing corn from the swathe that was being cut,

which greatly facilitated its operations. To

Crosskill's Bell, 6/. was awarded, and to Lord

Kinnaird's form of M'Cormick's reaper, 4/. was

awarded. There was a trial of mowing

machines for the first time, when Clayton's
" Eagle" mowing and reaping machine received

15/., 'and Dray's mowing machine received 6L

There were no trials of reaping machines at

Chester or at Warwick. At Canterbury, however,

the prizes of the local committee were competed

for by Burgess & Key, McCormick, Cuthbert's

Hussev, and Dray's Hussey ; and we give the

report'of the julges as being the last authoritative

award in any way connected with the annual

meetings of the English Agricultural Society :

—

" The implements were set to work In a piece of Wheat—an
average crop for the season—which was laid at places in two

or three directions by a roller, and they were afterwards taken

to a light piece of Barley in which there was a strong plant of

" During a short preliminary trial Dray's machine nipped off

some of the Wheat ears, and left them in s i.all lumpB, about

two rods apart ; this defect was caused by a screen on the plat-

form in front of the man who delivered the cut corn, and as it

uld not be remedied in the held, the judges required Mr.
Dray to retire from the contest. -

"The other two reapers cut the Wheat remar«»ly weU
except where badly laid , in this respect they w considered

to be equal in merit; furrows and bottom rubbish appeared

to offer no impediment to the progress of the machines.
" The judges were unanimously of opinion that, in doing a

certain quan tit v of work in a given time. Burgess & Key's

machine" bad the udvmtnqo in tha-proportion of 10 to « .and

that the delivery of the crop, when cut, was better ©flfected by

their machine in the proportion of C to 4. -

" That in lightness of draught Cuthbert s machine had the

advantage in t.he proportion of 14 to 9, and that in the cost of

cuttingand binding up the corn, Cuthbert's machine had the

advantage in the proportion of 6 to * -

" That in simplicity of arrangement, in the strength and

durability of the working parts of the machine, Cuthbert's

appeared to have the advantage in the proportion of 6 to 4.

"That in compactness, handiness in transit and manage-

ment, and in price, Cuthbert's machine had the advantage in

the proportion of 4 to 2

"The judges were placed in some difficulty en account of

petiug machines being provided with a self-

in

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY'.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Laxdowxers, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

eh England and Wales and ln Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment B 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
* rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation,

t. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

*. Jetties or landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The ere n of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other B lings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

vement of and additions to Farm houses and other
biildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

The history of reaping machine competitions for

the awards of the Prizes offered by the Royal

Agricultural Society of En-land is curiously

various and self contradictory.

In 18.31 the late Mr. Puset praised the per-

formance of M'Coe^ick's reaper, then without a

self-delivering apparatus, characterising it as

especially fit for cutting Barley and Oats when not
• {; J 4 *~ lw» UntnA iritn «ViPnf • TPPommendino- one of the competing macmnes u«ag pnmuw wihi »»i-
intended to be bound into sneai ,

recommencing ^ 8ide-dehvery, by which the .p when cut, was laid in

HUSSEY'S, however, as better adapted for cutting
a cnntiml0US swathe ; the other machine being adapted for the

laid corn or crops on steep ridges. M'Cormick's delivery ef^^Jj^J- labour »t the aide at intervals,

reaper received a Council Medal at the Exhibition in

.?jhe judge's" considered that, la heavy crops of corn, the

in 1851 HUSSE 3 reaper did not receive one, self-acting delivery would give Mews. Bui ss & Key's ma-

fU^KMf PrwKT nPtino- chiefly* on information chine a considerable advantage
>

over Cuthmrtb, and that the
though Mr. ITSEY, acting cnieny on 1" lu

r
£™^1"u

exccss in draught in Messrs. Bvroess & krv's machine may,

of its merits supplied to him by Mr. M. D. inOiir-
: to some extent, be attributed to the power requisite to keep

POV declared that it deserved one. the self-delivering apparatus in operation, but they have some
SO:*, aeeiareu miu, iu ucaci.cuv

^^^^^ doubt whether the weight of the larger machine would not be
In 1852, at the Lewes trials, Messrs. Garrett ?^^f <^»j "ii^aatofe on ratentivo aoiii ixa wot «»«ons.

received the Society's silver medal for HUSSEY S
j

•• The judges were of opinion that, with crops of an average

reaper, and CbomkUl received a commendation {^^^^B^^ht^^^r'S^
for BELL'S reaper, which then appeared in l^nglana

|
by manual labour, without further exertion than is usual in

for the first time, called out from its long seclusion
" ' "

in the Carse of Gowrie by the success of its

offspring the American machines. In the report

of that year Hussey's machine was described as

cheap and handy, and good where there is no

Clover among the corn to hinder its being at once

tied in sheaf. M'Cormick's is described as useful

and efficient, and if well manufactured not liable

to be stopped. Bell's mode of delivery was spoken

of as being the best, and securing for it its com-

mendation. . , j

In 1853, at Gloucester, the trial, conducted under

extremely unfavourable circumstances as to weatner,

resulted in the award of 20/. to Bell s reap*

while M'Cormick's reaper, now made by Buegi

& Key, received a high commendation, anlDRAY-a

Hussey was simply commended.
Hu«sev

Iu the following year, at Lincoln, Deai * hussey

received the Society's prize of 20/., and Ceosskill

was commended for Bell's reaper.

The trials of the Carlisle meeting were adjourned

the extra hard work of harvest operations ; and that for light

crops, or where the corn is laid or scrawled, Cuthbert's

maehine is preferable to Burgess & Key's.
*' The prize of 10J. was unanimously awarded to Mr. Cuth-

bert's machine, and Messrs. Burgess & Keys machine was

highly commended."

Excluding this last trial as not strictly of the

same rank with the others, we have the iollowing

list of awards to the rival reapers :

Number or

Machine

" MCCORMICK,
as mado by Bur'

a ass & Key
•*BELL,"asmade

by Crosski i.i.

"Hussey," as

mado by Dbay

1st Prizes.

High
1 Prises. (Commen-

dation.

Commen-

tiU

Th
a
e^£'^1^:^*^ *««•. reapers as made byCm^i,P<™

have given the
The trials just held at Leeds w

first prize to Crossktu/s Bell's reaper, and the

second to Burgess & Key's M'Cormick, while
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& Sims, &c, are a class by themselves. Adding
this and last year's awards to the above table, we
have an almost perfect uniformity in the number
of first prizes, second prizes, and commendations
given to the different classes of reaping machines
in use. And Mr. Patkick Shieeeff's judgment,
formed last year, may be pronounced correct—that
every man, if he has acquired the art of working
it well, may pronounce his own machine the best.
His further assertion, that Bell's reaper is so
cumbrous and unwieldy that it must now he pro-
nounced out of date, has indeed been disproved by
the recent award at Leeds ; but then our Corres*-
pondent's report of the trial there shows that the
improvements lately made upon it have been
directed especially to the removal of that cumbrous-
ness and weight which have hitherto permitted
its rivals to surpass it.

32. 8 per cent. ; find more especially on a harvest which pro-

duced 4500 francs it was necessary to calculate a loss of 2700

francs, which, could it have hecn avoided, would have realised

raoor.

"In Germany, according to Latreille, la nonnc (Phalama
monacha) has destroyed whole forests. [Latreille, Histoire dts

Insec'esj. In 1810 the b's'richus had so invaded the forests of

Tannebuch, in the department of the Roer, that an order was
issued to cut down and burn the forest—trees, branches, roots,

and brushwood. [Baudrillart, Dictionnairc des Fords, V. Insectes.

Gadirler, Police des Chasses, page 172 and following ]
" In East Prussia, contrary to all forest rules, three years ago

24 millions of cubic feet of forest were ordered to be felled,

because the trees were perishing from the attacks of insects.

[Dr. Gloger, Berlin, loco citato, page 322. M. Tschudi's Bex
Insectes et dot Oiseavx, pages 14 and 15, quotes analogous facts

no less remarkable]
" Our Admirals will give you much better information than

31,1*
had also declared war against the emr- -^
respect his favourite fruit, theCherrv K.

,'
,
v'

could notpretendtb resist the ConquerorTfy - tL <
J *

emigrated; but after two years nnt ™,i- Au *lria

Cherries, but scarcely anySr sort tf'fr^i1**
ate them all up ; and the great King-. viVVnJ

Mhe *

«*N
N

of battle, was happy to sign peace at'tW*
°D *

with the reconciliated snarrna.* . rtfo^rV of

has

least oLe halu

«%
p. 19] Moreover, M. Florent Provost l.T^ aIre^mg to circumstances, insects form at least n» ?Hi^Bmuch larger proportion-the food of th*

h:

clusively with insects that this bird fp^«
Sparrow

- I

behold a remarkable instance -—At p !••

ll8 youne£
theless, the fragments of our own food J *he*> *
aliment for the sparrow, two of thoShPS*?8^
their nest on a terrace of the Rue Vivicnne th i***

!St w^^Wfcockroaches thrown out of the np«t «.

menage had
numbered 1400. Thus one litUe"»iX^!

r
l^ol

!
ectt -

we can respecting tie termites which, principally at La cockroaches to feed one single brood |"A
f estrr

Jt
Rochelle and Pochefort, destroy the timber in our naval dock- to the reporter by M. Florent Pre'vost ^^^Jt
yards, and even the registers of the archives. Chatel, Vtdite et Rehabilitation du >r„.v ' n(**m

«« tt,~...«. „.jj»..„i,u i.i it s~ ;_: i» » a. • il . m. .. "" fioiveau ( lr.~~.

A PLEA FOR SMALL BIRDS.

* These four petitions (says the Moniteur) deserve the highest
attention from the Senate.
"They are not inspired (says the report), as might bo

supposed at a first glance, by a Platonic sentimentality in
favour of a class of living creatures doomed to a destruction
which does not legitimatize for man the supreme law of his

length
;
the cockchafer five millimetres ; the pvratis 20 milli-

metres. As regards the eggs, they 'are almost Imperceptible.]
And even were he to annihilate them by millions tbev would

and sensible men ask from you a more 'efficlenTprotection for
birds than is actually allowed by the law, they do not do so outof love for the birds : it is solely in the interests of acrriculture * "•« TWfl"«^M««««r'J.

'•
"'• -"w""°"$ " £««««*> sw«m. j

very seriously endangered, that thev affirm that menSt »5 „™ •
Provide°tial mission of b)rds for a long time was

to be allowed to continue o. destroy^he only auxTiarie?wh?rii «?Z^ ' P
f

oetlc
,

al
,

ex^^^tion
;
now, thanks to the labours

can efficaciously. stop the propagation of iTseXt^ naturahsts. and especially of M Florent P.eVost.
cultivation.

upturn or insects, the Daue cf all assistant naturalist at our Museum of Natural History, it ranks

• vT
8
u-

p
L
etltl0n?„S've riso to many questions of fact and

right
>
which

i

we will rapidly examine. As regards the first,m default of all personal competency, we have consulted, in

£ ar
+? ^.^ P 0U

T Powerand the time we could devoteto it, the highest authorities in natural history and agricul-

SSLf "' there
[°r

e
»
,
in tnei ^ name, so to say, that wesubmit to you certain facts for affirming which we had not

rW ZY G ^ahfiCat
J
0n

i?-
?"**«. let us say, en passant.

tppoc^ ^mE
0rt

u
nC

f °f the riqht °f l*tition *™m so fullyrecognized by all classes, as admitted by the Senate, that ourrnostiToportant questions have been everywhere most favourably received. [The reporter owes special thanks to M. Geoff ovBaint-Huaire, and to his worthy colleague M. Florent Prevost J
"Paragraph 1.—Tire Importance of Birds to

Agriculture.

phlaotnbus, so fatal to the Olive a naturaleggs. In recent ymn to *top the
nmnnb

However considerable these ravages are* it is surprising II. Dupont, in the Transactions of the »a,?'/°^ ^Vn,
In. StMihi /*• Arrfimntnfirn J* ».-L Ifl™*1 «* B&

_m
|

winiflfl uice or cue eartn. the domiciles of man, andperhaps like him T y
n >'

;"i*r

|

II. In fact, against such enemies man is powerless. His bv excess of civilisation. ' naa ktn
j
gemus may enable him to follow the course of the planets, to

(corneiHr,)

age8 cog|

and ii.j

8. 1^

persecutes as birds of evil omen. a'JcuiS
them

;
for, ten times better than the hest cataTSlSthreatening the larder like them, the Wi£ orShtftl^miUed war .^aiu

l
fc rat* «i1 mice, sod rSstacked corn or grain ,n barns, and destroy fa thefcK

tb«ei

[Gloger, i

on a prr

ghtinonewB.

ii d'-zen forthand at that price the more skilful catchers earned 22 soli*k
1 hey invaded the barns in .Mich numbers that moretfanS
were killed in a small barn which had been cleared out toll
cleansed.]

..^_?
oint

.

in
2. .

ou*
.
t
.
lie ravages committed by these

vesaaisa

had caoA

numerous—which render us gratuitous servS »
first of all, the night birds ot prey m bS^*
others

|
Baron Dumast. Extrait du iktUndXT**

mutation de Nancy, 1857, pp. 10 and 111 which «
by mi'lions they would

re-appear by milliards. From above, from below, from right
to left, they come in legions innumerable, without relapse. In
this invincible army which advances to the conquest of the la-
bour of roan, each member has its month, its day, its season, its
tree, its plant ; each knows its own battle-ground, and never
mistakes its post. _

''At the beginning of the world man would have succumbed ,

of fi^d-mice^ roolcs. and dormice, whlch'witliout

as one of the best demonstrated truths of science.

mi^J \ f8
'f

tati ce and facilities given him by the ad- nibblers in the fields and plantations, Buffon glm.mstrators of the Crown lands and forests, and after a ' of how they multiply ; in three weeks l.e ]sries ot soudi2s perseveringly followed for nearly 40 years, more than 2000 in a plantation of

!^!?deSt ™d lTSad inv̂ tigat^r has succeeded in a^er- sHrnkk, tome *f£,^MV^^iEj ISStajK
le'm o

g
f ih?\T* f

Y'
We

?-
k by

n
eek

'
tl,e {lliraent^y sys-

,

servations made by the English naturalist White, aWiem
i

of the birds of our clime. By a careful examination '-**'— u *---»-. - - -J -

of the remnants of food found in their stomachs he has been
able to define, for each species, not only in what proportion
they feed upon insects, but ^hat particular insects they seek
out and destroy and consequently what vegetables they pro-
tect against their enemies J y

in a triple
The stomachs thus examined are preserved

form
; they form the commencement of a new collection

Tn nddUlo"tSt TSt ««*«*»« ** the mitseum!

white barn-owls destroy daily at least 150 little nibbl

Where is the cat that could give snch a result ? [T^hodl

p. 23. Memoire de M. Chatel de Pire. Lettrede M. LeroyGiw*
au Journal du Loire'. ] Let us add that it is these birds aloor

that can give chase to moths and night insects, maur of which

are most destructive. [Tschudi, p. 23.]

" Finally, Gentlemen {Senators, but incontestable in SI

first rank for the service they render us, cometlie birds :

live on insects only (les oiteaux purmmtinstctiiomftaFiince
there are 09 species, of which HoDlyareu otftt m

"Munyof these studies "not vef mad* „nM«„ i

creepers, woodpeckers, fern-owls, the vanuus epeejl

than once been brought? forward by MQZaffnv&nF&F^ *™"°™. but especially the cfaarmto* ^^, oUU^
tiiii htm »«:

—

j ii.. ,

oy m ureomoy .Nunt-Hilaire. al these »r« i*jm,.*i«a~«: i i- A a*\<™\eA imdw We«wtt-

In one single
naturalist counted 2000
ravages of the no line an

one
000

^
evost publicly, he has placed at th

for the Protection of Animal.., page m|)|" °f the^^
€Z5S£~ °ak has •• 2-ff^.i-** and the

.'.'Se
f.'.
m is in

.

fes'«' ^ the destructi

di.no*,. of your reporter*uZ3S^&g£££>£t
P-Timent stands so much in need.We cannot think of

Th t>^T
"«H-w"j' i-ue aestructive scoh/Ut*

leagues ex-
j

which the remains" were foun^r^Skoniach, a^^J
e

|

no less than 5452, giving to each d.iy for eMbbiidtt.

of 648 insects destroyed: Another statement give
j
»m^

results to the hedtra sn,,™. ami nmonff the insec^r^

aphus.

, sees its wood

ofa5£XK " maDy l0Ca"t;tS Can &°*y SSi the ravages

"no
nt

e hedge sparrow, and among 1

troyed figure precisely our most ].,randable cnemi

weevil, the pyralis, the cockroach, and a host of otnen.

_
'« You will easdv understand, gentlemen, the miscu:ue: W

.^.,,.v ....s „, iji.tpjireciaoie services. »» k«" . .;n.4»«i
badly re rded, because their value is not W^* PrfS" Allow me, then, to quote an example winch M.r.

gives respecting the marten. Ten of those birds wen *«
no cannot think of submitting these interesting doou ^T™ th

*°,
15th °f A ^ril and tbe ^ °f *T TheirScts

tha7in
m
,l!»

e C

""f"5
n
^
t,lcFe ""artablo researches it results

vZl\ Thpr, JE^ aild are V& a11 da3' birds (ote^S

" In this cren

0, Paris, 1860 ; Gloger,

I ^:.y:C^X
_
dli^ J4

.'
Gloger, p. 302.] and especial full

00

selves on the grain.

StoS b
4.uiS £^a.«ffkJ5i b«^«t crow, uhV,,;

plumage.

Class IT.—In the second class

crow species
[Gloger^ pp. ats

, L ,
'y understand, gentlemen, •""

h(irf Iby these insects if you call to mind that the cockrnun ^from ru to 100 eggs at a time, winch soon are tramior,

white worms, which for two or three years Jive
w ^

upon the r ots of our most valuable ve£e,ablcJLt <*»*»*

produces from 70 to 90 eggs, which, laid in w m»»
)

• ^
corn, become larva) that eat them all up. 1

fflH
j

wee-il destroys a whole ear of corn. The p?/ra^ '^ .^ tit

to 130 eggs in as many shoots of Vine. Thus »"»»
shoot pines and dies. From 100 to 130 Grapes arc

troyed by one pyrale before their formation.
o{

ijg*

•'And now, if you will compare the two w™ _ ^
which I havejust submitted toyV admitting tbat°"rW
destroyed in one day by a singW bird there beon^ ^
of those noxious creatures: for example, *i s t

10 pyralis (and this is below the mark)-that *™j.0+
average, 3200 grains of corn, and 1150 Grapes (graw»

which in one day this little bird will have saved3^^
" Give as large a margin as you choose to an> ^

<es which might have stopped the ravagesf^W*-causes

tha/Vrd'V^a^^/^r^r^

which ffi ,«t not
e

be
r

q„o
a

ted
Je
tooha8

-

[ily
PrOT iUCC1UpIete "°'a

the -o™i^nWtt™n
m
t^:rt

?''>e
b
2»«««m attest

Mmt rf« Sciences of A ugust 9, 1S57
J

J«*n fc s (ito,000i.;. opinion.
' ls 8eem 4 » lustily the

the worst
out as au

~..««w« ....ivu niigni nave etoppea tne ru>»r- *n&vet
~

reduce as much as you choose that of the bird,
»o^remains enough to justify the profound sayir-g 1'^

Graft-' ?\
e bird Cfln ^e without man

;

but »»»

live without the bird.'
And, in fact, who but the little bird coul^^^B

*M&
*%

the

ueequentiy, there was a loss in oil of
DM petUio^oT 8?irh

.?
U«££n* aPForthnary pu.i^h^or.t of hasiy meaSu«t *ift!tol5rC^

[Gloger, p. 323.]""
°"w SCtWf7e

"III. Doubtless, grateful man has placed tt^grg
auxiliaries, these fiiends and faithml allies,

«J° deStr
protection; he, doubtless, has endeavoured to ..

hostile species which wage war against them,--^. j^totj

that seizes them on the wing, the snake that ghne ^^
r.est to eat the young brood, and often the wot"

young ones. No, as if once more to justify the «**
M

' Mais trouve bon qu'avcc franchise,

" ' En mouiant. au moins je te dise,

" ' Que le symbole des ingrats.
,,. nrnme:41

' Ce n'est point le serpent, e'est l^^^jf*
Yes man who, by a strange blindness, sbo^8

CI
>f*

most terrible enemy of these gentle and nse" ^
More cruel than the kite and hawk, who Km ^t

pi

destroys them for the simple love of destruction-
f(

,r
poOj

not murder. .us enough ; it is, moreover, P'"
ese

J

,

eM| Wj25me ; it is by all sorts of contrivances, such as ^&r
traps, Ac, that these charming and indispeneaow
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are persecuted by man, to whom they were given by a wise

Gentlemen. I will spare vou ft description of these barbarous

>wnt-: ^t what I mu-t point out to you is the disastrous

mmoe'r of useful birds which are doom*! to

ibroughout th« whole of France, especially in the Eastern and

Western departments. ... . _ *. i j
n \s soon as the return of spnng brings back to our lands

•from the shores of the Mediterranean those faithful allies

which our winters had forced to emigrate, such is the reception

the* receive In the vicinity of Marseilles and Toulon, and of

Ither towns and villages of the coast, all the eminences are

wovided with implements for catching these birds ;
and, on

LLl I rtlamnj of a man worthy of belief who has specially

Itodied the subject (M. 8aceX during the few months this

cham lasts 100 to 200 beccaficaa fall dailv to each chax*eur.

[Utter i >acc quoted by M. G. tSaint-Hilaire, Accumulation

tt Dom&ticatioH. J
•• The petition of the Toulon Committee therefore exaggerates

nothing when it affirms that these birds are destroyed by

myriads on their passage, to the great detriment of our Central

and N • thern Departments, where they arrive in such small

numbers as not t fil their Pro .tid mission.

"In the Kastem Departments, esp illy in Old Lorraine,

analogous facts are demonstrated, as shown in the petition of

the Acclirtiatatl-»n Society ofNancy. | Baron Puma Extract

from the BmU I
$**** <CAcclinurtat ion da sVerd-eaf,

Annexed U> one of the ns- »ns 1

•'And „ n this '
I cherT,' as it is styled by the

Toulou< ee? Is the right <-f man to feed on anim all to
-.1 * & urely it is not on such a plea that the destruc-

tion of these little creature* could be justified, each of which

!*«©., .a iuou: iL Are those humming birds of tho Old

World, which are little more than a tuft of feathers, to be

placed' in the category of food? >*o, not food, but rather a

larae glutton v.

««^ t was calculated, even at the lowest estimation.

Low* in my sacks of corn, barrels of wine and oil are repre-

sente<1 by a dtah of these victims, it would be found that

I.uculius in his full gkwy never gave so costly a repast ; and to

ud an example of such luxury we should have to advert to

Cleopa r.i's j • '..

"Moreover, tats miserable excuso of satisfied sensuality

cannot n be invoked by these cknt*m.r$, who, by way Of

showing their skill, will fire at a swallow, perhaps carrying

od to nor voung brood. To these men. cruel from tbou^ht-

nness, we may be allowed to observe that, by ">00

ixjsects during the day, that swallow had ren-lored a greater

service to humanity "than if 10 chagstw* had returned home
-with fttU b.i„'«.

"Is it not, also, from sheer ignorance that the peasant nails

against his barn >r the owl, the fern owl, and other birds by
which his unhappy skill has deprive i his fields and granaries

f their natural protectors? Why docs he not rather nail up
his cat ?

'"' And as if it was not enough that man should carry on this

war of extermination, Iwhold the very children in youthful

•cari-'fulness— 'that age without pity,' H La Fontaine styles it

—devoted to bird-nesting. Egga <>r birds, all the same to them.

They break the first an ire the others to death.

\nd th ire -its of these young monk- id of whip-
ping them and sending them back to school, placidly tolerate

: acts of cruelty. Pareuts and children are probably igno-

rant of that uoble paaaage of Scripture :
—

"• If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the way in any
tree, or the "ml, whether they be young ones or eggs,

nd the dam sitting upon the young, or upon the eggs, thou

bait not take the dam with the young ; but thou shall in any
wis* let the darn go and take the young to the. : that it may
>»j well with t and that thou mayeat prolong thy days.'

<uteroutt chap. xxii.. verses Band T. -e of Translator.
Brno n the French is i; ct. It says:—
Thou * take either the dam or tJic z.oung ont*.' Deu-

•v >m v j**;Au taking the young ones.)
"In default of krapw«p Boripturo they ought, at least, to

know their own interests.

"Tho amount of mischief done in this respect is incalculable.
MB0 children have brought home 100 egars in one day.

[According to an approximate calculation, If, Gosselin esti-
mates the number of birds' eggs destroyed anuually in France

-at 80,00' o to 100.000,000. It is by thousands of milliards that
must be counted the insects which the birds produced by those
/gs would have destroyed.—(Note.

—

Manuscrite Communiques
P'/r M. G. Saint Hilairc.]

" How have these defenceless species been able to survive
lis ri rmined warfare? That is one of those mysteries
ich cau only be explained by the wonderful goodness of

< >od. who incest ly redeems the faults of his favourite
restore—man.
"Let us look the matter in the face. The evil is great, and

if we do not take care it will be beyond a remedy.
"Some species have already abandoned us. The 6tork no

longer b< < ne on our cottage roofs ; the smaller species
are rapidly diminishing; insects are increasing in proportion,

» the great detriment of agriculture. Prompt and energetic
remedies are required. What aw those remedies? Let us
resume them in a few words."

The Report then reviews the actnal existing lawg on
"La Change" in France, and* proposes n reform with H

iew to the protection of those birds which are of

rvice to the agricultur . The Report concludes as

illows:—
"It cannot be denied tint tho reforms proposed by the

petitioner* will clash with many prejudices, with man
established customs in different parts of the country. Would
it not be well to try persuasion before having recourse to
coercion?

* The petitioners request that tho Ministers of Agriculture
an

'a
°^ t*UD'ic instruction shall concert together to give simple

structions to schoolmasters, which would afford
useful occupation in. their classes. Already many ecclesiastics

*.kJ?!&
0t ers

-

the Carina! Archbishop of Bordeaux, have

S™ Q
-T;

at
*I
e in tbis moral M wel1 "» agricultural in-

aeeondS 5« tST
U
l
Tcry

,

ITson to hoPe that thev wi" be•ecOTKled
. ns good work by our respected countrv curate-

mitS^r^SH t^Tfi^ ldeTTl ^ GenUetnen. tho Com-
i V££ KTSS ? ?*» l0Ur

,

pet ,ns in q^tion be Uid

Wo?£
Mu»*»ter of Agriculture, Commerce, and Public

[Tl enate decided that the petitions should be
presented as requested.]

[V We borrow this from the Times, with some
gut corrections. Many others appear to be called

for, but as we have not the original French report we
are constrained to take the translation mainly as we
fiud it.]

J

THE HEAPING MACHINE AT LEEDS.
Tits second trial of draught on last Friday raormoff

f< red less difference between Crosskdl Trustc
waclnne and Burgee & Key's. It was made by MrAmos with the utmost care, and is one of the*mo*t

satisfactory Lasts thai has war been employed. All

parties concerned seamed perfectly satisfied. The
result shows, that although the cut of CroaekiU'i is

2 feet 7 inches greater than Burgess's! yet that the

draught is greater by 8 stones in the latter than it is u
the former. Taking the time ot the experiment, the

ground traversed, the width of cut, and the average

registered draught, we arrive at a very clear view of

the money value of the difference between these reapers,

or of the advantage of one above the other. If Burgess

& Key reap 50 acres of Wheat for a certain sum of

money, CrosskilTs Trustees can reap 78 acres for the

same sum.
This conclusion is arrived at by merely taking the

power expended as registered by the dynamometer.

There may or may not be other advantages which

nmterbalanee these on the side of Burgess and Key.

For instance one man more is required by the Beverley

machine than by its rival; there is considerable difficulty

in turning it, and time is lost in each such operation at

the rate of 30 seconds an end. It is hard to work on

unlevel land or across furrows, and would under such

ircu instances be very likely to spring in its points and

give wiv in a very short time. These and some other

considerations may seriously diminish the advantages

already noted, while they may be increased also, on the

other hand, by reckoning points of superiority which

are not indicated by the dynamometer. Thus it is no

slight matter that the machine is quite independent of

mow men upon entering a field ; that the crop can be

cut from the wind or to the wind, and that when
cut the field lies in just one-third the number of swathes

for the gatherers than it does by the use of a machine

cutting only 5 feet 8 inches, which is Burgess and Key's

width. These are the conflicting elements upon which

a decision is to be made, and a judge must needs be a

clever person to weigh a balance nicely between them.

It will be a matter of surprise to many doubtless to

see CrosskiU's Bell's reaper thus reviving. Everybody

considered it doomed. Its epitaph had been composed

years ago. It never actually ceased to exist, but it

always kept growing worse and worse, the reports of it

were less and les3 favourable, and every public exhi-

bition showed it to be the victim of some fresh malady
added to its former complication of disorders. A change
of doctors seems to have given it a new lease of lit*

still care must be exerc I that hope be not raised too

undnly, we scarcely know yet bow it will work. In its

present form it has cut but few acres, and although the

judges were in our opinion perfectly correct in placing

it on the prize list above Burgens and Key's, the

public will not in haste abandon a machine whose repu-
tation is so firmly established for one as yet untried.

We hope the economy shown by the dynamometer in

power expended may be fully confirmed in other respects,

and we see no reason why this may not be th« ise.

The five manual delivery machines picked out for

final trial were Beckworth & Sons, of North Lee*, I Upon,

price 19Z. ; Win. Sawney, of Beverley, price 221. ;

Meesrs. Picksley & Sims, of Leigh, near Manchester,

price 25£. ; and two of Messrs. Cuthbert's, of Newton-
le-Willows, price 221. and 23£. 10*., all save one founded

upon the Hussey principle. Cuthbert's has of late

years taken the prize in this class whenever it has come
into competition, and last year it even took the prize

from the self- deli very class in the estimation of the

judges of the Kentish committee. At Garforth it

worked admirably with two horses, one man and one
boy driving and one man raking off; but in comparison

with Picksley & Sims the horses and men were a good deal

strained, and were going at a pace that c >uld not be kept
up all i . So very perceptible was this that thejudges
directed Mr. Amos to test the power required to work

• two, and it was found that Picksley & Sims' to cut

10 inches more than Cuthbert *.y_ Co.'s, exerted a power
xpresscd by the dynamometer as 4 stones less than

Cuthbert's. The draught of the one was 14 stones and
the cut 5 feet 3 inches, while of the other the draught
was 18 stones and the cut 4$ feet 3 iifchcs. To the eye
this reading and the fact were singularly coincident

—

the horses upon Picksley & Sims' reaper looked as

though they had nothing to do, and it was proved that

there really was very little occasion to employ two
horses at all. Besides this the drop platform very much
eased the labour of the rake-man. The vibration of
the cutter-bar being very rapid—about 6 t6 every foot

advance—the horses were allowed to walk at an easy

pace. The presence of a little wheel just beneath the
base of the shaft in a line with the knives, aids

materially to protect them against unevenness of the
land. Both machines were made well, and did

their work well; but there was just
^
this

difference detected by the dynamometer, which if the

sum were reduced to 'units ot* power would display an

astonishing comparison between the two. And yet a

few weeks ago these two machines were put through a

similar trial, and Cuthbert's stood 1st and Picks s 2,1

!

This feet shows with what care judges should exercise

the power entrusted to them by the public. The Kent

Local Committee recommends Cuthbert's reaper with

mauual delivery to the country in preference toBurgess

& Kev's self

towards per

of judges pi

with the same means of coming to a truer conclusion

before them as Were within the reach of the gentlemen I

who have just awarded the prizes at Leeds, The:

judgment of one set of men umy be reversed by another

in the matter of the form and ehai r of a bull
because it is a matter of taste, but in such a case as
this last there can be no excuse. The implement maker
and the implement buyer are both misled and dis-
appointed. Where the Prize system is maintained by
efficient judges it is an admirable institution, but
when the judges are inefficient the results are very
detrimental to all parties concerned.

We are glad that no award was made to the combined
Corn reapers and Grass mowers. Their work in the
Wheat was slovenly and unsatisfactory in the extreme;
and if people will buy them they will at all events not
do so on the authority of the Royal Agricultural

Society. 3.

PROGRESS OF IRISH AGRICULTURE.
The following is the speech of his Excellency the

Lord Lieutenant at the late meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society of Ireland at Belfast :

—

" If this were the time and the occasion—which happily
it is not— for n mere party speech, or a sort of political survey

passing even tM, I mi^ht possibly light upon one or t«vo con-
siderations and incidents conn- d v. i Ireland Which might
no! m to be alt tlier of so comfortable and r< airing: »
character; but, gentlemen, tandlngh as tho guest of tna
Hoyal Agricultural Society—as a visitor to the splendid show
of the year lN'-l, in tho town of Belfast— I feel, I thankfully
feel, that T ana placed on a higher level, and command a far
wilier field of a noblo horizon—from this vantage ground.
Thus—I say it with all the experience of rny twelfth year of
direct connection with the government of Ireland—I say it

ith the reservation that some elements of future uneasiness
and disturbance may not even now be wanting, yet in my
judgment Ireland has never exhibited such an exemption from
general crime, from political agitation, or from physical distress
and privation as that which she now enjoys. And I need not
say, that osc aro considerations which far outweigh all others
in the Batis'acti >u they impart ; and with the full consciousness
how small any personal contribution might be to those
mighty blessings, it is enough for happiness and for gratitude
to have been allowed to witness them. But I can almost fancy
that some one might here interpose and say, ' Talk to us of
prosperity, when the returns of last year undoubtedly show a
falling off in some kinds of agricultural produce, especially,
perhaps, in the yield of Wheat, aud when the census of the last
decade, or interval of 10 years, shows a decrease of nearly a
miili"n souls.' Now, with respect to this decrease of tho
population, there can bo no doubt that the famine and pesti-
lence which worked such fearful havoc upon the immediately
preceding decade left its mark also upon that which has suc-
ceeded it ; but there is no question that tho continuous flow of
emigr >n is the chief cause of tho great reduction which has
ensn, d in tho number of tho

j
pie. If tho number of emi-

grants from Ireland itself, exclusive of those who have left
other pons of the United Kingdom, is allowed for, there would
have been In tho hist decade, from 1S51 to 1861, an increase in
Ireland close upon 40,000. Tho decrease has been least
observable in tho province of Ulster, which seems mainly,
I imagine, to bo attributable to that mixed agricultural and
manufacturing industry which there prevails. I need not tell
you that 00 such dc< n-ase at all has taken place in the town of
Belfast. With respeet to tho place in which we arc now
assembled, 1 shall give only tho dates of three successive
periods, which sufficiently tell their own story. The popula-
tion of Belfast 100 years ago, in 1700, amounted to &G00 souls;
in 1S31, 30 years ago, it amounted to 4 . ; and in the year
1S61, in which I now address you, it amounts to 110,200 souls.
Nor has wealth been left behind population. I 'find in the
valuation for local assessment tho fixed capital in building and
other rat- le property in Belfast was, a quarter of a century
ago (in J ). 115,000/. ; in 1861 it has risen to 305,000/.
History bears record to the efforts of successive vice-
roys, from the Earl of Stafford to the Earl of Clarendon, to
advance the linen manufactures of the north of Ireland. Pro-
bably the moisture of the climate (may I admit ho much ?) is
more favourable to the production of Flax than of other cereal
growths. I need not remind you in Belfa-t how much that
place owes to her Murlands and Mulhollands, and many more.
It may be sufficient to mention that in tho last year there
were exported from Belfast 65,000.000 or upwards yards oflinen,
dued at bout 2,000,000/. sterling, and, at the same time,

yarns and threads to the amount of 3,000,000 lbs. weight,
valued at 704,0001. The improvements which have been
effected in the noble harbour of this town have amounted
within twenty years to half a million of monev, and this
without any aid from public grants: and within the same
comparative hort period the tonnage of vessels and tho
harbour receipts have been much moro than doubled. Kow.
it may be info* red how material a contribution this liberal and
splendid community. ether with its group of connected and

eclated I i. musl ve made to the consumption of agri-
cultural produce. But I have already stated to you, gentlemen
the amount of decrease which has occurred on the whole popu-
lation of Ireland in tho last ten years. Now, with respect to
the productiveness of th ; country within the same period, tho
land under cultivation—cither under tillage or in meadowing
and pasture—in 1841 was 13,000,000 of acres ; in 1851—1 sup-
press the slight addition that tho odd hundreds would make-
it was above 14,000,000 ;

in 1861 it is above 15.000,000 of acres.
The live stock, which forms so interesting an item in tho exhil
bition of the Royal Agricultural Societv, was valued in 1841 at
21.000.000*.

;
in 1851, at 27,000,000?.; in 1S61, at 33,000.0001. ;and this independently of the improvement of quality in tho

animals, which I believe is by every one admitted to ba very
great, amounting, perhaps, to 25 per cent. Along with
this great increase of productiveness there has been a
very striking diminution ot the small holdings and
of tho wretched cabins of the peasantry. fifo«r,°gen tie-
men, these figures which I have pushed in rapid re.-rew
:rely show that with largely increased production and a

largely increased producing- area, there has been a considerable
diminution of population. >\v, taking these two together, we
m look npon tho re t as beimr occasioned by I er
labour, better directed, with a larger appl »n of capital.

Th j social and the necessary consequence of this is. that tho
working classes must obtain better wages; they are bet; fed,

betterclothed, better lodged, tiny cm get better education for

their children, and most gratifying it is to mo to find that in

Ulster, or, I believe, to speak with more strict accuracy, in the
two count >f Down and Armagh, on<vsixth of the population

in ice in the primary acho* 1<—either those under the
nal Ed ication Board or under the Church E tion

Society—which is an average equal to that of Prussia, where
the attendanc f the children is compelled by law. I referred

before to the diminution of physical suffering. Now, what is

the case with respect to the direct expenditure for the relief of

the pom- all over Ireland? The fund from which it is drawn has,

there is U . largdy increased. The value of property

rated to the relief of tho poor in 1851 was 11,614,000?.

In i it had increased nearly a million— it wa*
),00OJ. Now, with this larger amount of funds for

is purpose of drawing upon, I fiud that the total expen-
diture of the medical as well as ordinary poor law relief
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in IS 51 amounted to 1,150,0001.
558,000/., being less than half what
lastly, with respect to crime, to
appears that those specially reported
amounted to 10,639; in 1860 they had
lords and gentlemen, it seems to mw, ««..
summary of which Ireland may be justly proud. Not
lently proud. I would advise her to be grateful for the past,
and alert and emulous for the future. Tnere are many here,
some of whom will follow me to-night, who can speak with far
greater knowledge and authority of the characteristic features

[

of the show which we have witnessed in the show-yard for
these two days. They will be able to tell you of any short-
Comings—if shortcomings there are—and of those excellencies mat an wis is oavou uu ruuw wvuo , muo, *u» m «oi«, «<«—

•

which I feel no doubt in my own mind are great and ing labour into food. A good thing for young store cattle is

striking. If the condition and prosperity of agriculture molasses liquefied in warm water, and sprinkled over the heap ;

in Ireland suggest any prominent point of advice, in my ""

judgment it would be, I would say to you, to take care
of your green crops, of your provision of winter food for
cattle, so that you may be supplied with a greater quantity
of manure than is — j:-*-.-*- _.u.-„u .-„ —

on tne mixture, anu js.ccl» ixiu-_;ii ujuio ucanuj i,u<»u v»^ »~~v~ ~ . ... , tt , , -,, . rr-" UUrt *' pron^L
and straw separately. There is no doubt but by the system of

j

and judiciously fed bullocks will leave
fll,

preparing food for cattle many of the most valuable ingredients per ton for roots consumed «1,:a •
me

10».

are greatly economized ; on the other hand, the cost of attend-

ance is nearly, if not auite, double what it is on the old system

of feeding on roots and fodder alternately. But I am satisfied

that all this is saved on roots alone ; thus, as it were, convert-

opinion of many members present. We ha ihow roots may be profitably consume/'!S
bullocks if we could manage to raise them B1S "

they will eat it with avidity."

I shall only give you one more of these communica-

l may be supplied with a greater quantity
j

tions. In writing to Mr. M'Culloch, he sends me his

now possessed in many districts, which is an i published experiments (embracing 63 cattle and 21 lets),

i?f
is
Ef

nsab
It

8rro
^
undwork o^jnc'-f.^ed tillage; and I think it fed on aivx iijarv f00d in conjunction with roots, atmay be worthy of some consideration whether planting might T ,, . % , , , c

J
, m,

'

not be resorted to with advantage in some of the more hilly i

-Logan Main, and conducted for two seasons. They are

and exposed districts of this country for the shelter of cattle, the most comprehensive and complete that have yet

been laid before the public. As they are already

exposed districts of this country ,„« «„~ ««,.««. . .«««»»,
However I feel most thankful that the genius of Ireland is

becoming every day more and more awake to the manifold
and multifarious refinements and claims of her agriculture ;

and most pleasing, indeed, in one point of view, though
painful to excess in another, is the contrast which is presented
by such a sight as the show-yard now open in Belfast with the
scenes which, are being enacted among that great people which
has so many common ties and common interests with us

before the public, I shall only read you Mr. M'CulIoch's
conclusions

:

" The two facts of greatest practical value brought out by
these experiments are the superiority of cooked over uncooked
food as an auxiliary to roots. By merely boiling the same
quantity of Bean-meal (4 lbs.), instead of giving it raw, an

but in this we have to contend against th
8DC^

seasons in regard to rain and temnentn J*
-^

,

have found the effect during that ^/V*
bered season-1860. On our farm we ^ ^
some 40 to 50 acres of Swede and Man^l fV*
to the homestead for consumption.

Last
^

were some 15 tons an acre short of the
^

With the same number of stock on hand »?'*
to 600 tons of roots short, our brains were a l

1^
as to how we should get over the winter
we adopted the mixiner system, a*A aJI
advantage therefrom. The dry food

onrMB^^mA^-: Z TT

—

o — quantity ui Deau-meai {* ius.;, instead or giving it raw, a

5Sf> -n^SfwA '

f.
entleD

?
e
J?*

^e s
S
an *n a

J
ea

' equal result is produced by 71 cwt. of Mangels aS by 84 cwt

,

i^rrSSS ™ a v / °Peratlons of il,8y and extended and with Swedes the cooking of the auxiliary Bean-meal makes
SSSJ^«St f

8pre
? °/G °UT

r ^
aze ~.tn

f
representative a saYmg over the raw meal of 27 cwt Swe(Jeg to fc thspecimens of every form of peaceful agriculture— the sleek

herds and fleecy flocks, the iron implements and lustrous
damasks ; there, gentlemen, we read of nothing but masked
batteries and the angry glare of bayonets, and the fierce charge
and the panic rout. May the time soon come which will enable
us and other friendly well wishers— as I am sure in our hearts
we all are of that great country—will enable us and others to
interpose our friendly mediation, if (which would be far
better) they do not themselves compose their sad and guilty
quarrels. But however that may be, I trust that we. at least,
with humble and hopeful hearts, may long preserve the
inestimable blessings we enjoy, and strive to transmit them
bright and undimraed to the coming generations."

His Excellency resumed his seat amid loud and
reiterated applause.

SUBSTITUTE FOR ROOTS AND HAY.
When I undertook to write on this subject, I was

aware that my own experience alone was not suffi-

cient data for guidance. I therefore made some
inquiries among my agricultural friends, in different
districts where I was aware that different systems of
feeding were adopted, and before alluding to any
systems that have been conducted under my own
superintendence, I shall first give you the benefit of
these iunuvries; I shall next take the results of my
own experience; and then conclude with what, in my
estimation, are the most economical substances to be
used m conjunction with a limited supply of roots and
toy, for keeping store cattle in growing condition, andm fattening or preparing grazing cattle for the butcher,
i he most elaborate of these replies is from Mr. Coleman
Woburn, vvhich I regret time will not permit me to
give in full The system of using prepared food has
long been adopted for feeding cattle at the "Park
±arm. Mr. Coleman writes thus :—
.
" To

2r ^nesti
.

on
.

J am q^te unable to answer, as, under all

™?™ts8
'

Bnt rr8*1010 -J what fa the bes" subs?!

{le ;Vrts
-
?ut I suppose your friends want to find outhow to keep cattle, both for store and feeding purposes witout so great a consumption of artificial food" hSUhfa Tearbeen employed to make up for the bad qualitv andSsupply of roots and hay oflast season. ThlTartfcle which^ I

tftofc?£„?W f
de mUC]

\
m °re USe 0f than at P^sent i^straw1™, but

.

few farmers know the real value fand were morecare taken m the harvesting and preparing of it for Tur clttleit would play a much more important ptrt in theTonomfcfeeding of stock than it does at the present moment Any
hfl?X 0(st

!
aw

1

1 consider to be of little value when giVenW r^f
°r n

?
enPl

!
tate

;

ifc mil8t ^ "I* a"d mixed up^hhhay roots, meal, &c, to make it palatable, and when so"Seatedgoes a long way to supply the deficiency so much compTaTned
SLJ£v

8Ca
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n
'
V
!
Z

-' \ Sh0rt root an^ bad hay crop'' £^UnSS^w of
,Prertf food, Mr. Coleman writes :-I will now detail, for the benefit of your friends thp nl»A tZS

th^T'^ W
.
hi

?
h X

v
think fa one tLrenabrerme to

r
keenone .third more stock than on the dry or Norfolk system

2£rT*w£ i

1 US6 fa
, *?»*' Sd tnen boiled -the

in WeP ^fateSs ^Tnnn ?^
Ut

i 5ches in thicknS,!

for 24 hours, in which time fermentation takw place anwith three parts of straw and one of inferior hav libwS
|ni

m?]

V
haIf a busheI of roots P^ head per dTem I h,vehad SO head of store cattle all winter^, that have kenT'in gnodcondition, thriven, and done well. With fatting aat tie the

FlTTZfl
hay

£ gna
S
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'
and 1 gene™Uy commence,*$?

OuantTtv I tZ^f6
'
aDd Z™*1™1* »creai to 8 lbs., which

Z% it haul fnL
t041}S

- °f
BarIey

'
Lenfi,s

'
or oihef-eorn

^1' ioa
S d0J™ and makes a m«ch better mucilacreL pon 120 acres of roots, 100 of upland hay, SO of S£

SQ
7rJ ™™-!&JJ***™ 250 h?ad_ ^ cattle all State?!

value of the cooked food in another light, it appears that an ox
fed on Turnips alone consumed daily 150 lbs. Swedes, while
one with 4 lbs. raw Bean-meal consumed daily 130 lbs. Swedes,
and another with 4 lbs. Bean-meal cooked consumed daily
100 lbs. Swedes, the 4 lbs. raw Bean-meal being an equivalent
to 20 lbs. of Turnips; whilst by merely cooking it, it became
equal to 50 lbs. Turnips. So simple a process must recommend
itself, by the above surprising and satisfactory results, to
every feeder of live stock."

Having thus given you the experience of others in

different districts, I shall now explain to you the system
we adopt in feeding cattle in our own establishment;
and before doing so, allow me to bring under your
notice some experiments we have conducted, in order to
find the most economical food in conjunction with roots
and hay. These experiments have recently been given
to the public in the Highland Society's Journal, there-
fore I shall only state the results: Six bullocks that
were bred upon the farm were equally divided into
single boxes. They were supplied with cut roots, the
first month Swedes, the second Swedes and Mangels
mixed, latterly Mangels; in addition they had 6lbs.
rough or low meadow hay cut into chaff, and 5 lbs. oil-

cake, or value to that amount. They were divided into
three lots of two each: Lot 1 had 5 lbs. oil-cake each
bullock, Lot 2 Barley and Wheat-meal to the same value,
and Lot 3 bruised Linseed. The oil-cake cost 10Z. 10s

'

Barley and Wheat-meal 8Z. 15s,, and the bruised Linseed
131. per ton. The experiment lasted four months, or
112 days; each bullock was weighed before putting up
and every successive month. Jt was found that the
increase at the end was as follows:

Lot 1. Oil-cake gained live weight 637 lbs.
Lot 2. Wheat and Barley meal do. 667 lbs.
Lot 3. Bruised Linseed do. 718 lbs!

It is thus shown that Linseed gave most weight for
value consumed, and oil-cake the least. As already
stated, the experiment was continued for 112 days • we
therefore, find that each bullock during the time con-
sumed 5 cwt. oil-cake, or value to that amount, 6 cwt
hay chaff, and 90 cwt. of roots. It is found that the
average increase was 337 lbs. each live weight, which is
equal to 16 stones (14 lbs.) dead. The feeding statis-
tics will stand as follows :—

chaff, and mixed with a limited qaanti^rfl
artificial food, principally Linseed » rf1'*-

damped chaff; for our dairy coml^,
meal, mixed in the damp chaff. In ^Jft

5 cwt. oil cake at 101. 10s
6 cwt. low meadow hay, at fiO*. per ton
16 weeks' attendance at 1*. 6d. per week

16 stones of beef gained at 8*. per stone

£2 1 2*. 6d.

18
8

was all mixture; and I can now witli'i*
recommend it to the members of' this (Jk
our beasts did equally well with oneWu
roots, and we had no symptoms of that&£
scouring which is sure to follow injudiciooslSt
neat roots. I shall now state what I have fojku
the most economical artificial food in conjunc
a limited quantity of roots and hay. For
fatting I would use bruised Linseed and Bean-mSi
equal proportion, mixed with damp chaff; fear fins'day—hay chaff and corn morning and mid-d-ir V
chaff and roots intervening. If hay is limited,

straw chaff in the roots. When roots are short, k
store beasts 1 would recommend 1 lb. Linseed, mid
in damp chaff, and 2 to 3 lbs. Cotton cake. For dm
cows I would recommend 1 lb. Linseed, and 2 to I\hmBean-meal— if cooked, all the better. In this brad
I would strongly recommend liberality, as it is "fnil
the mouth the cream comes." I have refrained fon I

any detail on steaming or pulping, as yet n
have not adopted that system in onr establish^;

I have read to you the communication kindly sent

by those parties by whom it is practised..

and on well-arranged establishments I hare no doubt

it is satisfactory. However, the mixing system maybe

adopted by all who use Gardner's cutter and one cbtf-

cutting machine. One ssim I cannot too etn

bring under your notice : it is fhafc teW Vj ^lt.

M'Culloch :—
" I adopted the system one season in fattening so™i<£

'

score beasts, and I never had animals do better. It ntj »
adopted by every oue that has a copper. To.eiery qnarU

water when boiling put 1 lb. of Bean meal, well stirred. J ae

fire is then withdrawn, and the jelly can be mixed with a;

quantity of Linseed meal, &c., or chaff meant to be use*

given to the animals while warm, they will eat it witn

Any other artificial food may be used in conjunction wttaw

Bean meal, but that should be the standard for cooKing.

According to Mr. M'Culloch's experiments,
4

JW
Bean-meal, when cooked, became equal (^JTJ
with a fair quantity) to 50 lbs. roots. Is^ 11^
with you to decide which can be raised the cheap*

shall only just advert to the artificial food we noffw

in the market. Oil-cake (like guano in the
>

manroj

3
6

18
8

6

ana win be, the standard, most espeuu»7,"-*•,

things. Kape-cake is no favourite of mine, un»J

conjunction with more palatable food. H*!"^
with relish. Cotton seed cake I can bigbly recu»-

for store beasts or sheep ; but it is infers w
k

£2 9 6
Thus leaving ns 49s. 6d. for 90 cwt. of roots consumed,
or Us. per ton. I have been rather prolix in describing
this experiment, because it is the opinion of several
present that bullocks never pay for food consumed.
rsow, let us see how our northern friends manage their
roots, and how they feed. Mr. M'Combie, Lillyfonrwr.tes me from Aberdeen in answer to my inquiries •_
for them m London this season has been a •->/ i hZn g

t

T ,C6

exceed 4 lbs. oil-Cake and 2 lbs. bruised Oats a be£ 'ntrT"they have what Turnips they can consmnc and n? ? ?
Hy

'

ad libitum. 121 per acVe is my avew^nrofi? in K%*tT*W
Aberdeen yellow and Swedish Turnmf I «omeHit! %°n

less-often more; but the above is my
P
average

^

*al,8e

tening. In some of my experiments in
^

tteyL
stood very low; but in using it for store»

»ttM

they did remarkably well upon it, and anj
i

fond of it. It beino; but recently introda«M
^

to Mr. Lawes concerning its chemical prope

' • " The decorticated
u^

kindly wrote me as follows :

seed cake has not yet receiv_ a ^
rmers it deserves. For certain purposes ^

fthe attention^

m
de

Now wherein lies this great difference between Hip
feeding statistics of this cannie Aberdeenian and MrAlderman Mechi, mho has so strongly expressed his
opinion of the unprofitableness of feting 8JC , c|

valuable, and store beasts will do betternpO"

»pon the same weight of Linseed cake. 1W
' * nv othersub^*^

bright yejorjj:

1 appear oily,^ ^
any acid taste." There a«
I can only recommend those
Purpose. ^ q#

There are many moreso^ if

end those I have found to w

I" conclude with an allusion to ^/^defli*
tion of manure, where our friend t[ie

Ann fr\'. v,i ujniiuic, wuere our •*•——
don*'

buried his 200/. value of beautiful roots, » n" ^t*

consumption^ straw I could not Se kept m„ch S^e than

htohei
8«CbC

r ff
S t0 fe

?Hng 8tuffs
'
Lin8eed cake ***** tSehighest place. Cotton seed cake is much used in this neigh-bourhood. I prefer it when things are at Gra* or recevvh -krge qnantities of root 3. Most of the meal 1'fmd answe rl

M S" !
1^ -ith Linseed meal than when^ Sone"

years^ a vl
n
nfrt ?

e
•J 1

fo"<™ *~" My practice for the taat six

r£fi2« U Vhe P" 1^' and mSx with "tw, chaff,

fond of it an/ if

-

1 ferment
1f
d
1
tbe mixture. Cattle are verv

'

I

kip in partite SPTTboleTO?c '

1

but ft k 8° difficult to'

to think there may be another difference. To my know-
ledge onr northern friend ig a shrewd iud-e of lean
stock; he only selects Those likely to'pav for food
consumed. I have no means of knowing how the
alderman selects the animals he means to fat- but
Jtldgmg from the specimens I observed when I had the
pnv.lep of looking over his farm, they were not the
beet adapted for converting foo«l into beef to supply the
million. Therefore, 1

f

am inclined to think it uas not
the food which made the diflerence; it was the beasts
winch consumed it. I have no doubt it is often
tfee selection of our lean stock which makes the

[ere""
~ J

to enter

In th* <

*

must refer
m

on the value of manure made from di

into which time will not permit me
"nly draw your attention to one item. .

lfl

ment recorded to you, as conducted afco
}

ir
f n

it was shown that Barley and Wheat-meal, a- ^n
price, produced more beef than «!-•}*• "^ ^
referring to Mr. Lawes' tables it wlII

.,

w «
mnnure produced from a ton of the said

valued at 31*., while that produced frorD .° ^v^
down at 92*., thus giving 61*. more v&[aL on i^
from oil-cake, when the beef realised was

n^^r
. .

•

So much for facts and figures for our iutur b

Mr. Home before the Rye Farmers' CM.
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Home Correspondence.

5 Marwmeut of Sheep.—Your " Correspondent " has

Sanded on a most important subject. He puts forth

J three question*. As lie is in a Down country he is

tf -«hlblv well informed as to the breeds of W est-downs,

Aether* such as hred by Mr. V*^* ^'"™1

Tftrong dash of Southdown blood (Jonas TV ebb Mr.

gin*, c so to speak, coarser animal bred by Mr. I .

Budd of Hatch Warren, and other well known

Hampshire and Wiltshire breeders. T.i is is to a certain

extent a eeographical and geological question—why

otherwise are cross bred flocks seldom found in Down

countries, or why do they prevail m the vales north of

the dial e, and south of the Lei ;ter and Cotswold

distri It* this be so, it answ s his question in

favour c snd he must trust to judfrment and

are i avoid foot-rot and d . As to x\o. 2, it is

notoriously * icult to pet 150 really trood half-bred

« wes, to say i hing of the difference ot type pervading

such a floe' in a cross 1 di ict, d

hare now a small >ck of vet *1 d
«
wes

whose !ambs « ill all be fatted. So r. that could 1

Nfttcted would i;ive to their proonee such an identity

ol type as to «• mimend it as a flock frcm which her.

fter t> bi 1. The selection of the ram must be

rely a matter of jndgi it, I must, hav

r, tlce to the cross to which they ire put,

t l >t being generally to counteract the prepon-

J character in the ewe. The thorough cross

breeder would advise a cross-bred ram, oth would

take the Cotswold or the Westdown. Leice*tera are

notn .
-

.. It lie wishes to give the question a fair

trial he will breed his own cross. Take known Instances.

To a flock of Sussex Down ewes put a half-bred Cots-

wold and We-tdown ram, if more carcase is wanted, use

a ram from a large Westdown ewe by a half-brc

Cotswold and Westdown ; the prodi faili to realis

the anticipations of the breeder and tends to the

mongrel. Again, begin with the Southdown owe

snd Cotswold ram slightly cross 1 with Leicester,

and continue this breed when so crossed ; the

first cross is the best, and the produce will tend to

deterioration. Again, begin with the West wn

ewe and Cotswold ram, and you have a noble animal

in fleece and carcase; breed on, and with all your

judgment and knowledge of selection, you will Hud it

vei lifficult to maintain any definite type, and prevent

the natural tendency of all animals to revert to the

distinctive features of one or the other of the original

stock. No. 3 would probably be the best money

speculation, because the first cross would give you just

the animal that in fleece and carcase would bring the

best price if " the whole produce were fatted," and the

process repeated and kept up by contiuually replacing

the draft ewe*. The effect of this on the stock of

beep needs no comment. A full discussion of this

subject much to be desired. /. C. C.

Agricultural Statistics.—I see by a late Number of
your Paper that the Government is desirous to ascertain

the agricultural statistics of England, on the same plan

as that so long, and, as is represented, so successfully

practised in Ireland. I see also that many of the

English farmers object to this species of inquisition.

At first the people of Ireland generally speaking had
a similar objection, but from a very different cause.

However the Irish, with scarcely an exception, gave up
all opposition, and rendered every reasonable assistance

to the police in collecting the statistics, and notwith-

standing that and the much vaunted correctness of the

Irish statistics, there never yet was a greater fallacy,

especially as regards the value of farm stock, though
the most simple and most readily ascertained. In fact

the statistics as published by the Irish Registrar-General,

afford no correct guide either to the Irish farmer, Irish

landlord, provision merchant, or the legislature, nor

service to ai one in the world except a few leading

politicians and political writers, especially at your
side of the Channel; and if some of the recom-

mendations which accompanied them and to which
they gave rise were acted opon, it would in

the first instance effect the ruin of all classes

dependent at all on agriculture in Ireland, whilst the

effect on England both at home and abroad would be
dreadful to contemplate. If asked—can I prove these

things? I say "Yes, before any properly constituted

tribunal in the United Kingdom." From the foregoing
some of your readers may suspect me to be oppose*1 fyi

the collection of agricultural stat ics. That "bus pi
would be quite unfounded, as I can readily prove by
many acts of my own, one of which was the drawing up
and passing a series of resolutions at the Enniscorthv
board of guar ns not long since, and without a
dissentient highly approving of such collection, and
reporting upon, provided such be correctly and fairly
ione, as ours certainly is not. A copy of tlies*
resolutions was sent to our Registrar-General, too la;
to be acted upon this year it is true, but to signify to
him the necessity ot" his observing more circum-
spection in future. If asked—can such be ascer-
tained with any degree of accuracv ? I answer
**?<*, and with tfe greatest ease/' " provided the
•Registrar-General will go rightly about it, and with
very little additional cost over that which is now

cion

generally, but for the Irish farmers and Irish

landlords more especially, being the classes who stand

most in need of it. I could give you main examples

to prove all I state, and much more than I have even

hinted at, but I fear now to do so. I should be but

provoking a discussion such as some might think

unsuited to your paj -. And without even running

such risk I can say a good deal more that the English

farmers should know before they lend themselves to the

collection of agricultural statistics, if to be done as

ours were done—up to this time at least. Edward
Carroll, P. L. G., Enniscorlhy Union, Cranmore House,

Newtownbury.
"More Beef, <$•<?."—The Indian striped or riband

Grass which is cultivated in gardens would answer

admirably for hay. In rich grounds the plants are

fr nently four feet high. What a burden of hay would

a field so cropped produce! Cattle are exceedingly

fond of it, the st Is easily saved, that a person might

soon have enough for a rood, and from that save again

and again for as many acres as he choi It is

iat the en it be too large to be made
n the field where it grew, hub if so, it would bo worth

while to carry part ii another field. (Liquid Guano
and Pigeon's dung, if distributed with "Liquid Maim;
Distributors," improve moist meadows very much by

extirpating bad kinds of Grasses bringing white Clover

in its s: md augmenting the crops.) ./. R.

The Game Question.— Sir Bourclder Talk Wrey, Bart,

has made over the whole of the game on his North
Devon property in the parishes of Tawstock, Tawton,

Justow, and Braunton to the occupying tenants. Each
ut will have the game on his own farm, by the

payment of a small sum for such farm per acre per

annum.
Tarred, Canvas has been found advantageous to

cover ricks of bay and corn temporarily before thatch-

ing. What is there to prevent currying this system

still further in rainy seasons by covering stooks of corn,

and cocks of hay or corn, when in the fields, with pieci

of tarred canvas, say a yard square, pegged to the

ground by a tag and cord at each corner before

stacking? George W'alcott.

Tlie Cow Par p.— Will you have the goodness to

inform me the name and nature of the enclosed plant.

Is it wild Parsnip? It grows in great abundance in

meadows in the Black Forest, and is cut either for hay
or green fodder. 1 was informed by a Scotch lady I

met there that it grows also in great abundance in

woods and wild places near her place in Fifeshire, and is

there called Cowkeep. Essex. [Your lordship's plant

is the Cow Parsnip (Heracleum Sphondylium).
Hooker says hogs are fond of this plant, and it is said

to be wholesome and nourishing for cattle in general.

We have experimented upon it as cattle food, but
mnot recommend it. When it is in quantity in th

pastures it is objectionable as taking up so much of

the place of what might be better.]

quite uselessly and, as many impart! illy minded and
best informed men believe, mischievously expen-

Tliis done, a mass of the most valuableded.
infor-_ -.^ uuul, a. uj,«» vi kuc uiw« ViUlTiDie lllTOr-

matum could be had for the benefit of all classes

JD0Ct£ttC&
CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY SHOW.

WHSM this sheet is in our reader's hands, the lower

part of this splendid building will no longer resound

to the crowing of cocks. The implements will no
longer be out of doors (by the way, as chey stood on the

flower slope, we could not help thinking that even they

wanted rain), and all will be as it was. It may be that

some of our readers will be curious to know where the

show was held, after the destruction of its old locality.

Well, it was where it ought to be ; it was among the

agricultural implements. The connection between the

two should not be forgotten. Too often poultry is like

the doctor ; appreciated when wanted, snubbed when
not in request. We are very desirous to see our agri-

cultural friends take it up. It has been almost an
annoyance to know, that while people have been
called maniacs for their love of poultry ; while it has

been matter of remark that every one kept it ; the
supply in the markets has fallen off. ^We have
thought the question sufficiently important to justify

enquiry, and we have been told by those who know,
that the falling off of poultry is just in proportion to the
increase in the size of the farms. Small farmer
raise a great deal of poultry and sell it all

the year round ; large ones care little for it, except as

an article of food. " Esto perpetua,
7

' say we, aud may
they always eat poultry, because that will be our
security that the 70Z. or 80/. per year, or the 1001. or
150/. are not an object. Sooner or later the question

will be seen aright, it must make way ; the enormous

sums of money sent abroad for poultry and eggs will

be partly kept at home, and many a straitened house-

hold may improve its circumstances by the help of

poultry, or a poor town invalid be grateful for the new

laid egg brought withiu his or her means. Then the

prat :ai utility of these gatherings will be seen
;
then

it will be known, the object to be attained was not

only a bird of cheerful plumage and harmonious

contour, but this was to be an open book in which

poultry information could be found. Whatever the

requirements might be, whether - :s or fowls, the in

formation could be had. An intended poultry keeper

can ascertain with the help of his catalogue the birds

that thrive best in certain counties aud on certain

soils. Not the least important lesson to bo learned, is,

that the ridiculous plan of keeping cross bred t«> vis, or

fowls of no breed at all, is exploded ; all white here

not only true but high bred birds of their respective
asses. In the days when accurate statistics can be

had, people ^ ill be astonished at the millions that have
left England for poultry. This will be the day of
triumph of poultry shows, and of the nobility, pro-
fessional men, and others who have dene that for a
pastime in the teeth of every disadvantage, which
others neglected, although it seemed part of their

calling.

Before treating of the most remarkable birds in the
several classes, we must mention it has been an un-
favourable year for chickens. This will account for

the absence of some names that are generally to be met
with,

Spanish were highly meritorious in their several

classes. We were very sorry to see in some instances

undoubted proof of trimming, and we think we could

see the penalty paid by such pens. Messrs. Rodbard,
Martin. Fowler, and Wright showed excellent chickens.

Dorkings were as usual a show in themselves. The
Hon. W. W. Vernon deserved his success. His pen
was un illy good, but it was very close work
itween the o: :e and the highly commended

birds. "We must refer our renders to the prize list for

them, merely asserting they were very meritorious.
We can Bay as much for the pullets. The single cocks
were admirably chosen. Captain Hornby took the
first prize, and his '.bird was claimed; Mr. Lcwry was
second, and Lady Julia Cornwallis third. We
are glad still to roporb favourably of the White
Dorkings. They keep up their size, and Mr.
Lugwood aud the Rev. F. G. llodson deserve mention.
The Cochin Chinas, Buff and Cinnamon, were very far

above the average, and the old " Kings of the Castle
"

had to give up before Mr. Kellaway. Miss Musgrove's
Partridge Cochin pen was among the best we have
ever seen. Cocks of this breed must have black
breasts. With the exception of the prize pens, we did
not think highly of the White Cochins ; Mr. William
Dawson's were very beautiful. Miss Musgrove and
Mr. Kellaway were again successful for Single Cocks.
Brahma Poutra chickens were very beautiful ; Lady
Louisa Thynne and Mr. Fowler deserved their prizes.

Mrs. Fergusson Blair showed an excellent Brahma
Cock, which deservedly took a first prize. The game
classes were very good, and ministered as usual to the
triumph of Messrs. Vernon, Horton, and Archer. Mr.
Fletcher took four prizes in these classes. The Pen-
cilled Hambro's were all good, but the Golden was
unquestionably one of the best classes we ever saw

;

Messrs. Munn and Martin deserve notice. Mr. Oxley
overcame all competitors for Single Cocks. The
Golden Spangled were not so good as the Silver ; the
latter were very strong, and Lady Julia CornwalhVs
hen was an excellent one. The Black Poland with white
tops were admirable ; the Golden very poor. The Silver
left nothing to desire, Mr. G. C. Adkins took the prizes
for this and the next class. The Malays are always
good at the Crystal Palace, and they were so now. The
distinct breeds showed badly. The Bantam classes

afforded an unbroken triumph to Mr. Harvey Dutton
Bay ley, except in the White colour. The Rev. P. W.
Story showed some beautiful birds.

Ducks were very good ; airs. Seamans took both
prizes with pens weighing 21f and 21| lbs. Mrs. Fer-
gusson Blair sent from Scotland and gained the prize
for Rouen Ducks. The Black ducks were beautiful.

Mr. Manfreed's prize Goslings weighed respectively

46J and 38$ lbs. Mrs. Blair again was first in Grey
Geese, 48£ ; White, Mrs. Seamans, weighed 48 lbs.

There was a large show of good Turkey poults,
weighing from 8 to 10 lbs. each.

The judges were Messrs. Hewitt and Baily.

NoRTa-TJMBEBLAin) : August 8.—The annual exhi-
b : ti'»n o( stock and agricultural implements under the
auspices of this important society, took place this day
at Newcastle; it being (according to the rules of the
Society) five years since the town was last honoured
with a similar visit. Few agricultural associations
have been more efficiently or satisfactorily worked, as
all who have been acquainted with its history will bear
witness, than the Northumberland Agricultural Society.
The show was held in the Bull Park, on the edge of

ttie Town Moor. The exhibition, as a whole, was of
very superior character ; though in some classes the
entries were deficient in number. The latter remark
is especially applicable to the entries of Short-horn
stock. They were an uncomm y good class in point
of quality; but the entries were few. The fact seems
to be, that many competitors are dissuaded from enter-

ing when it becomes generally known that two or

thrae fine animals are likely to compete, against which
is no chance whatever of sn< «s. This appears

to have been the case in the pres<eat show; and it was

suggested by several persons on the ground that,

without some stem of handicapping, it was hopeless

to expect better numerical entries. These great

competitors, remarl an observer at our elbow, keep

,eir heifers drinking new milk, and in evrry way

overfeed them ; and so produce an unfair species of

competition, against which animals subjected to ordinary

eding cannot stand any chance. In the Short- horn

hulls there w e five entries. The first prize was-

rried off by Mr. William Lambert's "Master Annan-

dale;" M- - Browell's "Co&ur de Lion" coming

second; mid Mr. Thomas Hunt's "Havelock" third*
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This result reverses the decision at the Durham County
Show at Darlington ; where " Cceur de Lion " carried

off first prize. The prize bull here, "Master Annan-
dale," was generally thought, on the show-ground
yesterday, to he the premier animal of the two ; and
the judges' decision, so far as we heard, was generally

approved. " Master Annandale," it will be remembered,
won the Highland Society's first prize, last year, at

Dumfries ; the second prize at the Northumberland
Society's meeting last year at Alnwick ; and the first

prize at the Tyneside Agricultural Society's meeting
last year. In the yearling bulls, the premium priz"

was won by Sir Walter C. Trevelyan's "Gipsy Prince,

•which also won the first prize at Darlington. As
respects the other two prizes, there was a very hard
tie between Mr. John Angus's " Raspberry," and Mr.
John Atkinson's "Fertility;" the latter carrying the
honour after a hard contest. In bull calves, Sir

jVIatthew White Ridley's entry carried off the first

prize; and Mr. Thomas Jolly's entry the second prize.

In Short-horned cows, Mr. Richard Booth's "Queen
Mab" was the winner; his "Queen of the Vale"
carrying off the second prize. Sir M. W. Ridley also

showed two excellent cows in this class, which were
commended. The heifers were of extra pood quality

;

Mr. Booth's " Soldier's Bride" carrying off the honours;
and Mr. Jeffrey Bulmer's " Princess Royal " the second
prize. In the yearling heifers the awards of the
judges excited some criticism; Mr. Thomas Jolly's
" Roseneath," although receiving only the high com-
mendation of the judges, being, in the opinion of many,
superior to both the prize animals. For the premium
given by Sir M. W. Ridley, for heifer calves, there
were two entries—one by himself, and another by Mr.
Thomas TrotWr, Bywell, light roan, calved April 16,
1861, by Orpheus (15,030) dam Queen of the Tyne,
by Abraham Parker, (9856), gd Emma, by Sir Harry
(10,201). The judges had the greatest possible
difficulty in deciding upon the merits of these two
entries; although there must have been a wide
difference in the feeding of the two animals. Mr.

3l,lte

trials at hurdles, it was awarded to^rTvrT"
" Verdant Green." Swine were about 1

B
' B*%

both m numbers and merit. A co.^7 "^4
of agricultural implements, includ t1

rab!eC
machines, were exhibited by the N

g
*k

0rne **
Implement Company; ami Messrs P °h-

°f *3
Spencer, & Co., Hexham -the \tr

m>^
attracting special attention. Two ne p ^
show, introduced this year, were vJ„

atar
&flfi

entry of 22 being made for a prize fo^
**"****

12 for a premium for the best sample ofW ^
Mr. Grey, of Dilston, proposed ths "f 1

evening -" Success to the Tynesidp T* «*
'

Society." * eside
Agric^

He said :—-A society of that kind linn™
nil the objects which were included h, n!"' ?idn<*«fc P

v

agriculture; but it did embrace, or n~riV
mpa»*

9,1

hedge-cutting matches of this Society ; when as much
emulation is to be seen amongst the labourers as we
have seen to-day amongst the exhibitors in our

show ground. I have often watched the honest pride

and satisfaction of some of these competitors, the zeal

of the fresh competitors, and the eagerness of those who
had successfully competed before, to prevent their

honours being wrested from them. Then, as you know,

there is the show of entire horses earlier in the year.

In fact, one may soy generally that the shows and

operations of this Society are channels by which the

experience, practical knowledge, and inventions of

every individual, though living in the remotest

district, may be made available for the pur-

poses, uses, and advantages of all. It is through

these and similar societies that the lecturer, the ex-

perimental chemist, and the mechanic, each bear their

share and quota of information to the common stock of
knowledge bearing on the culture of the soil. We
must remember the valuable treatises which are circu-
lated through the medium of such societies; the
admirable discussions and practical lectures in our
farmers' clubs and kindred societies; and we must
remember that it is by such means that the founders
and supporters of such societies have invested agri-
culture with combined action— a most important feature
where large forces are enjoyed. llLn is always S3JSM£Z^°£Z£*}Z3&strength ; and it is by these great channels of comma- risk than in their own ; it would therefore^T atB"*u
nication that benefits are conferred upon English and

****"* *" lw °Vo «—-—1— A - "- • •

foreign agriculturists. Not that we are likely to gain
much from foreign farmers; but still French ingenuity,
and American invention, and English perseverance are
all brought into a harmonious course of action, and
each benefits one by the other. I am reminded that
the year 1862 will be a great epoch in English social
history. England is about to summon the nations of
the world to exhibit their arts and industry. The
Royal Agricultural Society has wisely determined to
hold its annual meeting in London in that year; and I
hope and believe that the English farmers will be there
in large numbers to prove to those nations that not

which he held to be of the greatest pos"i£ emb
**Ubranch of agriculture which was foSud SV^^SJ

to the interests of this country and mos?™?£°?*2
engaged in It That was the pfoductioTofW*»2happened that things were l,. ,

'^ _?
f wtcherJl^happened that things were very much oh** T***knew farming. At that time it C the f^P^IWheat as the criterion of value Thot r

h,0n
to

'

away however. It turned out now too tint IS* Wdescription of agricultural produce was tl atl^^
live stock on their farms: There weTe^n^^^*
world in which the climate was much SS^T^*produce of Wheat and grain than thS!™rB**tb

mockm

Trotter's animal was five months younger than Sir only in the loom and the furnace are they prepared to
Matthew White Ridley's. On the whole, the Short- hold their proud pre-eminence as the greatest producing
horn show, though not large, was of premier quality.

Passing on to the Sheep, we have to report here also
that the entry was small ; but there was some first-class

stuff on the ground. The fact is, that our Northumbrian
farmers do not consider the south country sheep at all

well adapted for the Cheviot ranges of their native
county ; and do not like to bring the white heads of the
north to compete with the biue heads of the south.
It will be seen from the prize list that the first, second,
and third prizes in Leicester sheep were all carried
away into Yorkshire. Tor shearling rams, the prizes
all went to Kelso. In Cheviot sheep, the honours all
remained in the Cheviot district.
The Horses in all classes were both numerous and

excellent. The blood horses excited special admira-

country m the world. I hope the English farmer, and
the Northumbrian farmer too, will be present to show
that though the foreigner may have sunnier climes and
more favoured and fertile soils, we in England have
made chemistry to supplement the defects of our climate,
and that there is no soil which we cannot, by skilful
mechanical appliances, render productive and useful.
Though we may borrow ingenuity and invention from
the foreigner, he has much to learn from Anglo-
baxon industry and indomitable energy. Amid all the
improvements, which are very great, in the culture of
the soil ,n the breeding of stock, and in the manufac-
ture of implements 1 trust the agriculturists ofEngland will never incur the reproach that they arethinking more of the animal than the man. I trusttheV WI llPVPr noni. +k« 1~>— <.„*:— n _. . .

' aVtion In fact, the show was pronounced by eveVy they will neZ £cu7the ZnK th,tT'
*^

one to be very satisfactory; but we heard much the soil and improving the"ffi
dissatisfaction expressed with the decision of the the welfare of^S
Tude-es. esDeciallv in hrnnrl n.aroe u i_. . . . .

afe«tuicurai Jaoouier.
^
Although itjudges, especially in brood mares.

The Pigs were a splendid lot ; but here, again, most
of the honours went into Yorkshire. The following
comparative statements of entries at several of the
Society's shows, since the Hexham Show eight years
ago, will be read with interest :—

Hexham.
1S53. 1858.

Bulls
Cows and Heifers \\ \\
Leicester Sheep ..
Cheviot Sheep .. .. \\ 29 pensHo

.

r8es
74 ..

Swine 24

20
27
70 pens

244

22
40
44 pens
34 pens
142
28

320

we m

would be unjust to imply such a reflection in the face of
the numbers of cottages and schools which are arising
hi almost every village around us, I do think that in
the whole range of agricultural operations, here yetremains the widest scope for improvement. Theimprovement of cottages goes further than appears onthe surface. Sanitary arrangements and considerations
enter very largely into moral results ; and if we wish
to endear our agricultural labourers to the soil, wemust give them comfortable dwellings. If we do not

iust not complain if they carry their labour to*more favoured scenes. The history of every country
will show that the agricultural population are the bone

IhtST
° f

.

eVer* nation
' * torn no wish to disparage

the skill or circumstances of our artisans; but they are
necessarily more unsettled than the agricultural classes.

IVnJ *i

G a
^
r,cu

\
t

1

ural daMM you must look for the

?^ $7™* **** *** '*

and y°u ^t, therefore,render their condition as comfortable as their circum-stances wil permit. I take a great and deep interest

L
D Ul

i
8 8ubJ Gct ; and 5t is o™ to Which a noble exampleThere was a fallin* off in the number of entries in ?" been ** ^ *iany large manufactured, in the

Morpeth. Alnwick. Newcastle.
1859
56
71

Short-horned Cattle .

.

Sheep (pens)
Horses jig
Swine .. . . ># -\±

Implements .. ** 130

3S9

1860.
61
93
110
29

190

483

1361.
38
68

130
31
176

443

_„„,! „n %_. , , * , ,.
•—f»i/iruicjJl8 Lilt!m ant of which has gradually become more discernible

as the use of machinery has come into use on an exten-
sive scale 10 farming operations. Kearly all the
principal manufacturers of agricultural implements
were represented by some article useful in farming
economy. fo

Tn
ThG^wPT °f the Socie^ was held in theTown Hall

; the Hon. Henry George Liddell M P
Islington Park in the chair. Th! Chairman Rave

QJ^ I?
t the recent annnal meetincr of thisSociety there was a somewhat diminished °en?ry ofShort-horns; but the animals shown w r, ! 1 1

merit. Two bulls, successful at otZr shLa
g

this Society, and to those who maintain and „te'its
- '»* ^gmficent animal, belon.i

operations ,f I measured its value and usefulness onlyS lt

**l
h >titiong of rivalry in stock and implements.

dl'cW^" n g
!

fc

.V
lat t,,e S°det^ hBB other offices to

va h! « ^ r *!t ™l ^fW^-lr not the most
!"^Tof It8 faction, is to Le found in its awnrds

important as those which may be awarded either to

wXw^hWS °f
,
laDd

:

'°
,t€» ^-e I observedwitfi delight the interest excited by the ploughing and

them~tobeVak^^
which they were sble to excel. N cou^Sfeexcel us in grazing; he spoke not of EuS !uT*
included the sister countries of Scotland d &Rithere was no country in the world where root owSSgrown or where the feeding of cattle or Z*S?*ducted to such good purposed in ours Itt W±*
all occasions a most pleasant sight to the Sffi!see upon the breezy fields, a lot of cattle iSSSKwithout any trouble to him, feeding themSon <2&which had been brought up to their very mou^required comparatively little expenditure, andE didfifor themselves which the agriculturist, could not dTfoftljf

JLmV^a 1
}^-

8e,e(
l
tei the best description of^kScould be had, their next object was to make thelandul

htable and as productive for the feeding of that "stock 1possible. There were yet many pastures in that countrywiwere capable of great improvement, by draining and todressing
;
and that was an object to which the attend

farmers should be particularly directed. It wu very dean*and well worth while, to try to make the land produce tk Ikind of Grass which was the most nutritious kind /or floebfr |graze upon, and which would not only make it come eartjint
root ui spring, but cause it to preserve its nutritious qualiti*
late in autumn. By draining, they were well aware that tit

could extend the growth of their root crops to a much greater

extent than they had done of late ; and it was in that way tk
they could excel all other countries, and bring to market 1

greater quantity of beef and mutton than they could prodoa
anywhere el<e. But it was not there that they were to stop.

Farming had of late years assumed a scientific character which »

it had not possessed 50 or 30 vears ago. Tuey w<

the knowledge of chemistry and the application of science.

able to discover what were the qmlities required in the manure
for the production of certain cropa, and *hatwre rapneA to '

be applied to certain soils to mate up aiw tetouq «ttc\i

might exist in them. A great stride bad been made to that

respect of late years ; and instead of the predictions of rum U
all farmers and farming operations, which were common

during the time of protection, they knew that the land had

increased in value and in demand, that labourers are obtainij

much better wages th-in they did before, and that, m rao,

everything had been going forward instead of backward, u

had been predicted. They found, under those circumstanctt

that the farmers themselves were much more intelligent, nj
|

he hoped better paid too. He ought to say so<uethiogawj

the different descriptions of food they gave to their catue,w
to which it was due that at that time they were able to p
duce double the quantity of beef and mutton they couw.w
in former years. Some people he had met with were

;

hkwj

to laugh at the idea of cooking food for animals,
but htuw*

that that was not an idea which ought to be derided. 1-

could hardly expect that animals would go,?^ wim onw
food so well as they would do if their diet^ ""S^
thought a general benefit arose from changing the oe^j
of food ; and even those things that were calledjwnujwg

not good actually, but a preparation of food^omew^
contributes to the welfare of the animal-to the P"n^
blood, and its general condition of health. »W" ^
valuable to the general improvement of the

"^J^g
people were inclined to ridicule things which were w..
with a great many advertisements; and ".pe

Ĥtion,:.

food for cattle stuck up before them in a railwayjjtw«*
^

the representation of a very miserable horse betore^^
food, and a very flourishing one after doing so iu ^.

tainly something ridiculous in the idea; but be **,,,
to say that there was anything ridiculous m:

tnej ^
use of 8uch applications. How was it that

^
e'

theirB*
used sugar and cream to their tea, and mustamw r

Something ought Bure.y to be given to anamjU
pose of assisting it in its digestion of fa^/r

7

TaSj*
'*

stead of laugl g at those things, they ought to ex
f9

them, try them, and make experiments w»n
,

,g>f*
himself, he believed that Thorley's food, if mixeojjy**
food, would be extremely valuable, (1^^*52
dition to their animals. ^ He had deviated vw?J>l
what he intended going into, but these things ^a*
for consideration ; and as they improved in kn

hich could^^
fir-

Browell & Co.7 which gi^tt»'fa?3E t ^T'
at the recent Dttph8m^n^Shaw^&^^
"Gipsy Prince," a yearling iTull%Stw"cTrevelyan, Bart., which gained thp ««? « • • t*
class at Darlington, and the third at thP1P7! ^ '?
taral Society'sWv at Leeds/ n*^*£^i
an average m number and q„a litv. The show w^sgreat m horses-dranght, hunters, and harness hor^el-numbering altogether about 60. For t4 hunters aspecial pnze of 10* was otfered; and, aftera series of

progressed m science, they would be
that there were a great many things which co

u

contributory to the improvement of their stock- ^rf#
other things which contributed to the improven ^ »

^i«

culture, but which were not brought to the te*
jyg

hke that. He need only refer to the improve* ^ *

rnents They did not in that Society, b^^ts ; **!
funds for the purpose, <rire premiums ior ifP^. vet«e*»
did not regret it altogether, because he had ^^pleo*"**
very satisfactory results arise from the trial ot "' ^bi*r
public societies. A great number of implement of ^ tfJJ
together, and they might in some measure1

j

"

a
»f

it
*a»*J5

facture, and of the stuff they were made off;
J , trial^^S

matter of accident, for no one could make such » ^ geJJ
had to a proper decision in so superficial a wj»'

t pjjf
attended in former years many exhibitions m

*J;7ftCtcrfjf£
the country, and he had never know*very sot»' gbt

that it was needfi itrod

tural affairs to lighten' tbe~expense of ban
u:'ct>^c»

manual work. He knew something on the fJgajd^i
attention to an institution^bjicftj^ pro^p«*»» viiMii ttueuciun 10 an losiitun"*' r,\^~ then Y

*'

throw some h'ght upon the subject. Mr. "JL -fere *
to read several letters which he had received i«
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far as he was able, and was quire

Mociation for the purpose of cultivating laud almost, If not

tirelv by steam. One of the letters wa om the promoters

the company, eliciting his support ; and another was from

mil Grey, stating that at his request he had examined the

Ens of the company, "
* ~ u ' 4

^n^uine of* •«—

^ks^pect:ng"the~adaptarion of machinery to cultivation,

fcj^Bwffave the toast which ho had proposed, coupling with it the

^^Eme of Mr. 8tepaenson, the Secretary. Sticcastle Courant.

vuiue of their success. He thought that company offered a™—.-«« for the experiment being tried. Alter a few re-

Otfat

I/ffrim//tfra/ 5W*»<« opp/fed i» Practice. (Gronmbridge.)

I Mr. Wallace Fyfe, the author of this work, lias

itely protested against the title of a work recently

published bv M. *. Uoutledge (« Panning made Easy ;

or Agricultural Science reduced to Practice ") as i en-

tiafly a plagiarism of the title he had himself adopted.

We call Attention to the resemblance of the titles, in

order that, whether it be accidental or intentional, it

may not mislead. Mr. Wallace Fyfe is well known as

an a cultural writer, and his little work on Agncul-

turaf nee is ako well known as a useful contri-

1 >n to agricultural literature.

s-i .

bad

in&f
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Miscellaneous.

place tlurin- tne last eigim "»y» *» "*"r.
v"" —^ I

from the Tees to the Thames. I think the \\ heat

crop over the whole kingdom is below an average ; but

this grain is entirely different in its character from

what it was last year. Then, from the want of sunshine,

the grains were long, coarse, and thick-skinned; now

ich corn is plump, thin-skinned, and full of fine flour.

As I write I have before me a sample of Red Wheat,

crown on the strong clay in Cleveland, and stacked on

the2tth inst., which is as plump and fine in the skin as

Rice: it is dry enough to grind now, and I have not a

donht but it weighs 68 lbs. or 61 lbs. per bushel, while

the same Wheat from the same soil last year did not

ireigh more than 58 lbs. to 60 lbs., and was not

fit to grind alone before Christmas. I examined bolder

samples in Cheshire, Warwickshire, and other Southern

unities, but not one of them was more promising

for flour than the Yorkshire sample above described.

On the whole, and in few words, I am persuaded that

the Wheat crop, though under average in quantity, is

of higher quality than usual, and will immediately be

available for general use. Barley is about an average

crop, and will be a ranch better sample than it was last

year. Oats are scarcely an average in bulk, but will be

iO average, I think, in yield, and the sample will be

exceedingly fair. Beans, on suitable land, are a fair

crop md well podded. Swede Turnips in the north, on
well -cultivated farms, are a splendid crop; in the

uth they are later sown, and do not look so well.

Potatoes nre a full crop, and with a few partial excep-
tions the general field crop has not yet suffered from
disease. //. J. Turnery Land Agent, Richmond.—
Times, Aug. 30.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended August 29 ; observed bv Mr. J. B. Soearinir,

Moulsford, Wallinffford.

Texpeb&tcbe of Aia. Tempera-
u

ture- of
.ill foot Rain. Wind e

£
n

a
j

•
•

Sag
---7.

below the
surface.

* s

• ^ a a
Dejrs DejfS. Do:- Dejr Den. In-

day 23 .. 70 69.0 •3.0 62 0.05 w. 29.93
•" " -.Ttlav -4 .. 82.0 73.0 51.0 64.2 62.6 * a W. 30.00
Sundar 25 .. 71.0 G7 49 59.2 81.8 • N.W. 30.07
MttdftV 26 .. 920 73.0 64.0 68.2 62.3 a - N W. 30.06

day .. 92.0 76.0 47 65.5 63.0 « a N.W. 30.1

»

v-edneadaj•28 .. 98.0 81.0 51.0 7' 64.i • » 8. 9.95
Thursday 29 .. 92.0 77.0 51.0 67.7 61.0 * * N.W. 29.77

J
ObEPH HAYWOOD

AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

• •

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

JTYLOR and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,
&c. Pric* : .«. 6'/. each.

»r

IRON YARD
AVD

GARDEN PUMPS
3 feet 6 inches under spout

2J 3 3A inch
43*. 53«. 60*. each.

J. Tvlor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require

any fixing below the level of

the ground.

PUMPS ofJ.Tvlor k Sons'
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of

the United Kingdom.

J. Tvlor <fe Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street, London, E.C.

ii2J „ long 3

3 „ ditto 3 „
3£„ ditto 3 ,,

4 .. ditto 3 „i»

1

10
4
9
13

G
II by 9,

LASS for GREENHOUSES.
8HEET GLASS, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.

Boxes included.
12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9

15 „ 10
16 .. 11

12 „ 10, 13 „
13 ,, 11, 14 „

12, 15 „
18,i 12, 19 „
16 „ 13, 17 „
19 „ 13, 20 „
16 „ 14, 17 „
19 „ 14, 20 „

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

14 „
15 „
16 „
20
18
21
18
21

ft

it

10,

11,

12,

12
13
13

14
14

::!

3rds. 4ths.

14*. Od. I2s.6d

• *

17 „ 12

• * 16*. Od. 13*. 6d.

per 100 feet

English Glass of the above sizes, 18s. per 100 feet.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxes.
6 by 4

8„ 6
6* by 4&
8£ „ 6|

74 by 5A

94 „ 74
11*. 6a

12 6

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in by 15 in.

• *

21 oz.

£1 It.

1 3
1 9

7 by 5

9 7
10 V, 8 10J „ 84

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in. \ 16 oz.

Common .. .. .. 13*. 6d.

Superior do 16
English Glass .. ..18

The above prices include the Boxes.

^Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Plato and Polished

Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Roujrh Plate.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints

of various colours ground ready for use.

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description of

Glass for Horticultural purposes.
James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,

London, E.C.

FRIG I DOMO."—Patronised by her Mnjeety the
Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon house

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick G.udenR, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST.
"FRIG I DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be

had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. .. 1*. 6<Z. per yard run.

Four yards wide . . . . 8*. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also " Frigi Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. 4d. per yard run
Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C. and ot all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering.

HN WARNER and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &c,
S, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNERS' PATENT CAST-IRON-
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not

exceeding 25 feet iu depth.
Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £ *• d.

24 in. short lft. 7 in. I Fitted forlead, \ 1

8 „ gutta percha 1

6 „ . or cast iron • 2

6 ,, flanged pipe I 2

6 „ as required. / 2

24 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing .... 2 00

2\ „ long ditto ditto ditto 2 14 0-

This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-

tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

No. 35. hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasureonthe stand, the legs ofwhich
jfold together, and it may be carried

»vith case by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ *. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe

If fitted with Barrel of
Planished Copper

Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-
tion Pipe

2-inch India Rubber and Can-
vas Flexible Suction Pipe,
on wires,, in either 10, 12, or
1 5 feet lengths . . per foot

No. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,
without stand, but with strong

-* ' 42. wrought-iron straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 21. 5*.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Gar-

den Engines, &i.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on
application.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumbe
in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warner <fc Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London. E.C

215 a

3 4(V

2 9

2 5

"*^f^'ags are takon at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Ma\i,na and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thormomrters are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is
• feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Crops n? Hertfordshire.—The report of the Wheat crop from
Rotbamsted was "about average." It was mis-read above
average, and then it was printed "over average."
•othalt in Sheep: J D. Paris plaister powdered, 1 oz ; sul-
phate of zinc, powdered, 1 oz. ; creosote, 1 scruple ; Stock-

-2
m
jf

r
*
4 oz

; lard
-
4 oz- to^ made into an ointment andppued occasionally to the feet of the sheep and between the

LxWAnii^ P^^P^n was published a week or two ago.

^twh^'ahStf Your
r
b«*P^te to reside with aland

Jhe n^i2^ in
farme

t

r for
f J6" or two

'
atld *° acquiretne necewary skill and knowledge : you will thus hav« o«

opportunity of proving your abm^ i/whatever bSsine?,Smay ultimately charge you with, and so gmiually Squire aconnectmn which m *y lead to an appointment
AC^mre a

> ames or Plants: Robert TurnbvV. The snecimpn R«*nt I. m.
Cariine Thistle (Carlina vulgaris), a plM^m^^taSTmore especially on calcareous soils It i« v«Xr« «T?i ?

'

height b„, even the !e,st™dXuS3£* *
J^SSffSftJKT been CTOI>pod b' the A:

••i.TRY. -There is really n<- trade except for ctouso tt,*"ipply of them is small, and prices are maintained tn 2?
e

* once. It is difficult to make any quotations f™ ™mSa* there is no regular trade.
nuouiuons for poultry,

Large Fowls Each 3*. 07. to <t< «,?Addling ditto J* „ ?$*•&
:: :: ::

- f J •*
? swud ditto .. . ;;

" si "
I «"»~- .. - :: ;; 2 ? :; X I

THOMAS MILLTNGT0N,
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1750.

Fig. a.

Fig. C,

PRESERVE JARS. Fig. B.

Figs. E.

Fie: G. Fig D. Fig. H.

Fig. F.

Fig. I.

Fig. A
HAND GLA

12 inches
14
16
18
20

t

ft

ft

•

• •

6*. 0d. each
7
S
9
10
12

»>

»>

«»

»»

If open top 1*. extra.

Fig. B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

2 inches

Fig. C.

MILK PANS.

4
6
10
12

16
13
20

»•

n
»»

>•

»»

»•

Q».Z\d. each.

5T

* *

1

1

3
5

7

8
4

6

M
99

99

t»

It

M

6 inches
10
14
18
•20

22
24

26

99

99

9f

M
99

Qs. €<L each
1

1 9
2 9
3
3 9
4 6
ft fi

99

Iff

99

99

• •

FT.

PRESERVE JARS.
Without Lids. With Lid/?.

S inches Qs. 4±d. 0*. 6£d. em,

99

ff t

99

»•

I »

6
S

10
1

1 4
1 8
2

* 9
II

1 2
I

8
2
8

1

1

2

•»

»»

»»

»•

Fie-. D.
HYACINTH GLASSES.

Common . . 3*. Od. per dozen,

Improved.. 3 6 „
CROCUS GLASSES.

Common . . 2s. Od. per dozen.

Improved.. 2 6 ,,

Ficr. F.

HYACINTH DISHES.
r, inches .. 1*. 0d. each.

9 »• •• I 5 n
M .. ..2 6

Ksr. O
CUCUMBER TUBE
Id. per running- inch.

>?

Fig. I.

ROLLING PINS.

l^d. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.

14 inches .. S*.6d. each.

16 „ •• *
"J

18 -.4 6
•ff

• »

•9

99

Fig H.
FISH GLOBES.

With Feet. Without Feet

8 inches 1«.9^.

10
12

14
16

2

9
4

5

3

3*. 6d. each
4
4

6
6

6

ff»

ffff

M
99

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.

Crystal Glass Shades, Ebony and Gilt Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys and Globes, &c.

For Window and Orchard House Glass see Advertisement of July 30.
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CARSON'S

ORIGINAL ANTI-COBROSION PAINT,

THE BRITISH GOVERNMEOT,
THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT,
THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT,

PATRONISED BY

H.R.H. THE PRINCE CONSORT,

MOST of the NOBILITY and GENTRY,

TnE DOCK COMPANIES,

RAILWAY and CANAL COMPANY
THE PRINCIPAL COLLIERIES

'

MILL-OWNERS, IRON MASTfilis ^

The Anti- Corrosion Paint; is now used extensively for all hinds of

.*,. *** ** ^^M^^^^^ OUT-DOOR WORK,

and has "been proved, after a practical test of 70 years, to surpass any other Paint'. It is applicable to Wooden Hou3E3, Faum and other OtJT-Burr

Fencing-, Gates, &c; also Ieon Roofing, and every description of Iron Wore:, while for
' ^

PUBLIC EDIFICES, MANSIONS, VILLA RESIDENCES,

and every kind of Brick, Stone, Compo, &c, it is unrivalled, presenting the appearance of fine cut stone, and will positively become harder than the same if

after it is laid on. It is undoubtedly the only Paint that will stand on

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c,

and is in consequence largely used by the Nobility and Gentry, also many eminent Horticulturists, for such purposes,

The Anti-Corrosion is Lower in Price, and lasts twice as long as the Best White Lead; at the same time is economical in application, as

ANY PERSON CAN LAY IT ON.

It is a powder, requiring neither grinding nor tinting, and will keep any length of time, and sold in the following

COLOURS.
t • •

* • •

* * •

• • *

White Stone

Lisrht ditto

Drab or Portland ditto . .

.

xiat,h ditto

Light and Dark Oak
Bright Red

» «

• *•

• * •

« 1

? • %

• • •

• * ft ft * ft 34s. per cwt.

«•• •* ft * •

ft • • •« « , i r OmO« ?>

ft * t • * #

t * • * # # a 4

51

99

t - •

* # «

• * *

* - •
ft * •

• * *

Five cwt. delivered Carriage Free to any Station in England and Wales,

ft * 4

ft * *

• •

ft t I

ft ft ft

• *ft

?*•

f * i

Dark ditto (or Brick Colour) ...

Lead Colour
Light and Dark Chocolate
Black ...

Bright Green
Deep Green "

Blue (for Carts and Waggons)...

d by Water to any Poet throughout the United Kingdom.

->26s, per cwt

***

«• »

• •

f * •

f • *

TESTIMONIALS.
Andrew Robertson, Indigo, Tarland, Aberdeenshire, Commissioner to H.R.H. Ti

" The Paint gave every satisfaction. ft

"In 1841 Mr w„tt.^^{n^^T "» ExCel 'e"Cy Bar0n Bb™ow
> *«•»*» Amha,,ador, to the Mm** Connl General in London.

m^W^r^^k^tf^Z 2Sft5S*£S5*5,*i< the l-P^ «>*** of Wte with 10 c^ks of Dry Taint. Those colour*, .fter a trial of II** »" *\the most satisfactory results. They were used for paintiug Gun Carriages.

From the Rev. T. B. "Wright, Broughton Rectory, Brijg,
Lincolnshire.

The Paint gives great satisfaction. Among other things, I
used it in painting the lights of a Greenhouse, the wood of
which, from exposure to the sun, had become in places much
cracked. The Paint filled up the cracks, and remains, appar-
ently, as hard as stone, effectually keeping out the wet ; it has
also been most useful in keeping the panes of glass in their
place, and preventing them being shaken out, by the puttv
falling out.

J

From J. T. Brooks, Esq., Flitwick Manor, Ampthill, per Mr.
C. P. Wynter.

• F1
®. ^aint answeTS tae purpose very well for which it wasintended

; that is, as an impenetrable barrier to rain for Meand Cucumber frames ; and I have not the least doubt of itsdurability for years to come.

From the Rev. Thomas Potlpotts, rorthmeedden, Truro,
Cornwall, (Mr. G. Austin, Gardener). i

*3°U7iS .
Cert^S7 th

£
best Painfc I &ave ever used for the

roofs of Hot and Greenhouses. Previous to using it we coul
get no kind of white lead to stand the attraction of the heat in.summer, from the glass, which yours does perfectly.

From the Rev. R. F. Mermdith, Sewcombe Rectory, Yeovil.

My gardener, after 25 irs experience, states it to be themost lasting Paint he has ever met with, for out-door work,and quite superior to White Lead for the outside of hothouses!

From Sir Edwyn Scudamore Stanhope, Bart., Holme Lacy,
Hereford.

I have been in the habit of using your Anti-Corrosion Paint
tor out-door work for upwards often years, and have found itstand remarkably well, both on wood and Iron ; and if vou

othatof other"
10117 °f^ Service

»
you are at Ubertr to add it

Fro.a Messrs. R, R, Whitehead & Co., Royal George Mills,
near MancJiester.

H^nZrr\
hm]

l^ TU fully anfwer our expectation?

P-rint^SwS2i
y""Ab

/
,,Xt

'
y°arS 3U «ome of your^r^tT *""**> aQd ftad l* *>* » "Ml good,

From Thoatas Raxt, Esq. , Chedeston Park, Halesworth.

Tour Paint was used on the house and all the outbuildings
22 years ago, and I have great pleasure in stating, the dura-
bility of it far surpasses any other Paint I have ever seen used
Subsequently Mr. R. says-Allow me to express to you mv

entire satisfaction m using your excellent Paint. I can show

From Thomas H. Tuckett, Esq., SuWMr to th, *~----- rRoad Trusts, Cane, %%*, ^}eZ£,%!**?"
The use for which I require it is to r»fnt Toil «,* t i_

found it to answer renSkably weU° andMveT i ,Iv
Ve

else since it was recommended to me som^l^ nothing

friend Mr. Burn, of Cuttle Hill House
3 *

a°° by m^

From the Rev. W. C. ftuu^jgptf* Recto^ Wangford,

It will be some satisfaction to Mr C to t«nw m—a
the wood-work. Dow about to be rep- inted ^i ^ \°T °f

+rv»«v,^i „;—~ ioi« /n n _, lc
f ntea, has not beenthis

^ery sound. - '
| ^^^^ gj^" '^> wuen xt was coated with the

From Joh* Cridland, Esq., East HoaMy, $w»

I have now used your Anti-Corrosion P^^Xf
!? a

"

10, or I think 12 years, and am convicteed W*
superior to any other Paint, Particularly for outdoor

farm juirposes
7

I can safely say, it.^f^iSl
f repairs, as also expense, bj using it on tne wtwu

Barns, Ice.

Froyn William Scot, Esq., of Craigm.uk, Moniai*'^
The painter, a good professional ma°».?^,

a

p^
Anti-Oorrosiou Paint is excellent ^r all the Purp^.

.

in your advertisement; and I may add,,tnaci ^^»
which 1 have usod for plaster walls inside, nav«

a blemish for these five or six years.

From G. HOLLAOT ACKERS, Esq., ^«JS2W
Cheshire (Mr. C. W. Mounsdok, Heaau ^

What was uaed upwards of ten years since,

every expectation.

Front John- Candy, Esq., Baliol Park, Frior
f\\& *t

June2lst, 1 r in the yefs ^ jfr**]
considerable quautitios of your Anti-Ourrosiuu j

which stands good now, <fcc

From the Rev. J. g as**, Aldbourne>^%
About IS years ago I painted a small Gj:l"*ry

of the
<^-

Corrosi'.n Paint, which resisted the ette^*
t

though in a very exposed situation, ti A tM ®^ thl* 3

repaint it ; I will tnerei
I think it right to repaint
send, <tc.

0*
From Bbkbi Ambler, Esq., JTatkinto^ ^#

No better out-door Paint than Messrs. >»»

need be used, bavin- used it for upwards
oi

The Original Anti.Corrosion Paint is only to be obtained of

WALTER CARSOX & SONS,
SUCCESSORS TO THE TXTENTOBS,

9, GREAT WINCHESTER STREET, OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C

NO AGENTS.
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Dutch Flower Boots.

JAMES VEITCH, Jm, Royal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea, S.W., begs to announce that he has received his

annual supply of Bulbous Roots from Holland, and is pleased

to lay thai they are particularly fine and in excellent
coniition. CATALOGUES are now ready and will be for-

warded on application.

J. V., Jun. f desires to impress upon those who patronise

kim the great advantage of giving him their orders early,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great
measure upon their being planted early in the season.

RATX BIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Ajidover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.
Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton 8eed Cakes, fcc, of best quality at Market Prices,

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM
(present price) M. to 6d. per lb.

VILMORIX'S NEW TRIFOLIUMS,
with "Practical Hints on its successful
Cultivation," showing how 2 to 3 tons per
acre of the most nutritious hay may be
secured ; the advantages of sowing it

where broad Clover is thin, and its

superiority to Tares as green food.

Page & Toooood having secured a
large breadth from the most careful
growers in this district, where better crops
are produced than in any part of England,
offer it at the above low rate for cash

;

price to the Trade per post.

Italian Rye-grass, 5*. per bushel.
New Turnip Seed, Sd. per lb.

New R-tpe Seed, id. per lb. | New Mustard Seed, 4d. per lb.

WINTER VETCHES and WINTER OATS as soon as
too-rested.

PERMANENT PASTURE and LAWN GRASSES as sown at
Osborne for the last 7 years.
CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA, 1*. per packet, saved

ftom one of the finest collections in Europe.
Seeds for exportation to all parts of the world.
Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

New Seeds for Present Sowing at
Reduced Prices, Carriage Free,

SUTTON and SONS can now
supply the under-mentioned for im-

mediate sowing :

—

NEW TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM.
Drumhead Cow Cabbage
Sutton's Imperial Cabbage
Enfield Market and others
Italian Rye-grass
Permanent Meadow Grasses
Fine Lawn Grasses
Mustard and Rape
Early London Cauliflower
Fine Walcheren ditto

Onion, of sorts |
Early Horn Carrot

Calceolaria, Cineraria, Primula, and other choice Flower
Seeds, 1$. per packet.
PRICED LISTS of the above new or fresh Seeds may be

had on application addressed
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuisdat. Sept. 10 f ^r*1 Horticultural (Fruit Committee)

1
I at S. Kensington Noon

Wedxmdat — nJ Ro7al Horticultural (Grand DahliaT> 1;
I Show) at S. Kensington 1 p.m.

The last show but one of the present year takes
place on Wednesday next, in the Consertatobt
op the Royal Horticultural Society, and now

jthat the building is cleared of scaffold poles we are
able to give our readers a correct view of the
interior of what is certainly one of the most grace-
ful edifices of the kind that have yet been
constructed. It is not intended for a hothouse, but
for a hibernatory or winter garden, in which the
temperature will be so regulated as never to be
oppressive, or unsafe to enjoy in even the worst of
cold weather ; and we venture to predict that when
hlled with beautiful plants it will become the
favourite resort of invalids as well as of mere
lovers of flowers. ^We have on a former occasion stated that the
design of the building is one of the happiest
examples of the artistic skill of Capt. Fowke, R.E.
It is entirely constructed of glass and iron, and
has been erected by Mr. Kelk at the northern
extremity of the new garden at South Kensing-
ton is 240 feet in length and 59 feet in width,
exclusive of corridor and[gallery, which together*
measure 23 feet in width. The extreme height
is <0 feet. The height from the floor to the top of

Sf,
lr

4

on
*°lT

na Ihl
i
h 8UpP°rt the roof, ison feet ; that from the floor to the gallery 22 feetThe span of the arched roof, which is a perfect

semicircle, is 44 feet ; the columns are 15 feet

The accompanying view (see p. 81 1 ) of the interior
snows more particularly the north side of the build-
ing, where there is an arcade and two noble flights of
stairs leading to the gallery, whence through adoorway the visitor passes to the top of the upper

external arcades of the garden itself. The view
from these stairs is extremely pretty. The arcade

which carries the galleries forms an effective

feature, very cleverly treated ; it is constructed

with twisted terra cotta columns about 8 feet in

height, cap and base, connected by ornamental

red brick circular arches, lighted up with a row
of white diamond-shaped spots.

On the outside of the conservatory is a neat

verandah, about 18 feet in height and 15 feet in

width, passing along the front and ends. Its roof

is carried on light iron columns rising from behind
handsome vases of flowers that decorate at intervals

a pretty open balustraded balcony. Here there isin all

weathers a dry and agreeable walk, from which the

surrounding garden with its manifold beauties can
be inspected with comfort.
The general colour of the outside of the building

is pale green, a tint that harmonises well with
surrounding objects

; purple stripes have however
been introduced into the columns of the verandah
and other conspicuous parts, which give them
a more striking appearance than that of the rest of

the ironwork. Blinds broadly striped brown and
white are stretched across the whole of the roof

inside, and'looked at from without through the
glass have by no means a disagreeable aspect.

The gallery already mentioned is to be decorated
with flawers, in which it is intended that those of

early spring shall be first admitted. Others will

follow as spring advances.

Heating has been executed by Mr. Weeks, and
is effected by means of hot water in 4-inch iron

pipes sunk in the floor, and covered with hand-
some iron gratings. These pipes are attached to

two of Weeks' s largest ^tubular boilers, which are
found to work perfectly, and to raise the tempera-
ture to any height required. Another smaller
sized boiler feeds a series of pipes that warm the
galleries. It may be worthy of remark that by
means of stop-cocks such command is obtained
over the different portions of the heating apparatus,
that failure can hardly occur under any circum-
stances, inasmuch as any one of the boilers can be
made to do the work of both should such an
arrangement become necessary.
A lantern ventilator runs the whole length of

the roof ; further ventilation is secured at three
different elevations at the sides of the building by
means of sashes hinged at top and moving out-
wards, in addition to which are several horizontal

underground channels communicating with the
pipes in their beds at one end, and with the outer
air at the other. By these means a suitable tem-
perature oan be maintained even during the
warmest weather, a point of much importance in a
house of this description and size.

The interior of the building will be occupied
permanently by fine plants in pots and tubs, such
as Orange trees, Camellias, Acacias, &c. ; but at

present, with the exception of the vases which
terminate the galleries, and a small recess on the
north, which are filled with Palms, the interior is

nearly empty.
We observe that the Council of the Society

invite the assistance of those who possess plants
which have grown too large for the houses in
which they are at present placed, and we should
think the Garden is likely to have many contri-
butions of the kind. The expense of conveyin
them to Chiswick will of course be paid shoul
offers of specimen plants be accepted ; and as such
specimens are seldom saleable their possessors will
have an opportunity of assisting in the embellish-
ment of a great public garden without cost to
themselves.

was certainly not the fleeting evanescent object it hag
now become. The loss of this permauent or perennial
character is a misfortune, for it cannot be denied that

the blossoms of the herbaceous race are much finer,

and the plants altogether more gay and ornamental in

character than those of the shrubby series. The latter

group alone presents anything like persistence at the
present time, and indeed affords the only varieties

admitting of definite extension and perpetuation.

These characteristics have rendered the shrubby
Calceolarias favourites with flower lovers, and they
have their uses, as, for example, in flower-gardens and
for bedding purposes; but allthe attempts that have been
made to impart to them the higher decorative features

incidental to increased size and enriched and varied

colouring have failed ; and latterly so uncertain and
capricious has been their behaviour even in the flower-

garden, that this perennial shrubby race is in danger
of sharing the fate which has already fallen upon the

now fleeting herbaceous varieties.

No doubt the annual character which the herbaceous
Calceolaria has assumed is in great measure attribut-

able to the introduction of C. pendula, a short-lived

species, remarkable in its day for robustness of
character, for profusion of flowers, and for the pretty
spotting of its brightly-coloured lip ; and partly also

to the intermixture of this kind with the bright-

flowered but "mifly" and delicate C. corymbosa.
These had, indeed, a certain charm in their day, and
drew many admirers after them; they were petted
and became the nursery mothers of a brilliant progeny,
and who could turn contemptuously from bevies of
such pretty, pouting, pursing lips? but the penalty
had to be paid, and it has been paid. The perennial
character of the plant has been obliterated ; the pursing
lips greet us once and are gone. The herbaceous
Calceolaria^ has for all practical purposes become an
annual.

Some of our readers doubtless remember C. arach-

noidea and C. purpurea, species of a truly perennial
duration cultivated some quarter of a century ago, but
which are probably now lost. Here were the materials
which should have been employed to give the character
of permanence to the improving race of herbaceous
varieties. Even now they are worth seeking out for
such a purpose ; but pro ! ably there exists in our
gardens a species but recently introduced, which may
serve the same end, and at least will be capable of
imparting a new feature of delight, that of fragrance,
to the brilliant Slipperwort family. At a recent
meeting of the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, Messrs. Veitch produced a Chilian
species of this genus, which may give hope to
hybridisers, and we trust may do something to
bring the Calceolaria back to to its former position in
public esteem. The little species to which allusion
has been made, and which, on account of its sweetness,
it is proposed to call C. suavis, though itself almost too
small and chaste to create a sensation among tho
flaunting varieties with which we are familiar—this

pretty little species, which was unfortunately nearly
out of flower when exhibited, has evidently very much
the habit of the old C. arachnoidea, and its leaves are
covered like it with white cobwebby hairs. If expe-
rience should prove it to be of perennial habit, not a
day should be lost in bringing its influence to bear
upon the herbaceous varieties of the florist, in order
to give them something of the same permauence of cha»
racter. Its sweetness is an entirely novel feature, which
we may expect to find very soon infused into the finer
cultivated forms. Then with its perennial habit rein-
stated, and its flowers " improved " to the coinpletest
degree of enbonpoint, of colours rich and varied, and
odoriferous withal, who shall say that the Calceolaria
will not again occupy a high place in public esteem ?

In days of yore the Calceolaria held as an orna-
mental pot plant a much higher position in public
estimation than it does at the present time. Looking
back along the vista of the past it is not indeed diffi-

cult to understand how this has come about, seeing

that the most showy section of the family, the herba-

ceous class, has been suffered to become little more
than a set of annual varieties, which however beautiful

cannot be perpetuated, and hence have no hold on the

good opinion and affections of lovers of flowers. They
want, moreover, the compensating quality of nxedueSB

of character when raised from seeds, which is an essen-

tial to popularity in subjects having so short a duration.

Indeed instead of fixity of character the race to which

allusion is now made is remarkable for its variability,

almost endless variations being .comprised within the

produce of a minute pinch of seed.
t

I

It was not so formerly as regards duration. The

varieties grown in the days of one's boyhood, though

wanting in the size and colouring of those seen

in the present day, were of a decidedly perennial

character, and hence could be perpetuated- A favourite

variety of Slipperwort might then be regarded as a

permanent plant to be increased and distributed, and

We may take this opportunity of reminding the
raisers of Seedling flowers, that at the grand exhibi-
tion of Dahlias to be held at South Kensington during
the ensuing week, an opportunity will be afforded for
the production of Seedlings of this fine autumnal
flower ; and that the examination of subjects of this
nature, including such other novelties as may be
brought forward, has been deputed to a sub-committee
of the Floral Committee, who will be empowered to
award certificates to deservingnovelties. We also notice
that on account of the close proximity of its ordinary-

meeting day to the public exhibition the Committee
has announced that the ordinary meeting will not take

place, but that any objects coming within its province

will instead be received fresh on the morning of the

11th inst, subject to the regulations for the manage-

ment of the exhibition.

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES AND ORCHARD
HOUSES.

I have read with interest your leader on Orchard-

house culture, and am induced to think it may not be

out of place to give you some account of the sorts of

Peaches and Nectarines that after blooming abundantly

dropped their blossoms without setting their fruit,

and also a list of such sorts which have borne and are

bearing abundantly. This will I think amply support

your statement as to the cause of many trees failing

to bear in Orchard houses, owing to their shoots

not being jipened last year. I must mention that
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nearly all the trees referred to are in pots and standing

side by side in one house.
Sorts of Peaches that have failed to give fruit this

season

—

Crawford's Late
Late Admirable
Walburton Admirable

Desse Tardive
Heath Clingstone
Old Newington
SalwayGregory's Late

BarringtOQ

Sorts of Peaches that have borne and are bearing a

full crop :

Abec
Early York
Early Savoy
Early Grosse Mignonne
Bed Nutmeg
Gro?se Mignonne
Crawford's Early

Violette Hativo

Noblesse

Early Anne
Acton Scott

Cooledge's Favourite

Royal Charlotte

These are all early ripening sorts, and reasoning
a priori, the fact supports your opinion that the shoots
must be -well ripened to produce fruit. The late

Peaches, as a rule, make their growth later than the
early kinds, and did not last season ripen their shoots.

My Nectarine trees, with, the exception of the Eornan
and Early Newington, two Clingstone, and rather late

sorts, are crowded with, fruit.

Manure Water.—In the later editions of the
" Orchard House " I have very faintly recommended
this stimulant, so dangerous in unskilful hands, and
like dram drinking often giving disease and death
rather than health and vigour. Flock-masters who
can get a supply of sheep's manure cannot err in

using it to make liquid manure, but how few culti-

vators can get a supply of that substance. Doctors
should differ about little matters —proper conclusions
are often arrived at from such variations of opinion,
and so I differ from my friend Pearson, and say that
unless you have an experienced gardener and can have
access to that mild yet efficient stimulant sheep's
manure, give no liquid manure. It must be some five

or six years since I have used any, and my trees are

M^~ » — . _ — - —

standing on dry soils the cultivator may hesitate

before carrying it out.

Orchard Bouses should be all Glass and Wood or

Iron.—I am at this moment building a house 100 feet

by 24, all glas3 roof, sides, and ends, and no bricks (how

I hate them—ugly, heavy, clumsy things), and no

boards. The roof of course is of glass, in pieces 20

inches wide ; the sides are of longitudinal bars, grooved

to let in glass, with a glazed shutter 2 feet in width.

The sides are supported by light Oak pillars (I should

have preferred iron), the roof by light iron pillars

inside. It is a leading idea with me that large orchard

houses should be as light and fairy-like in their

structure as possible. No bricks, no stone, no cement
should be used in building them ; all should be glass.

There can be no architectural beauty in a structure of

glass. The first Crystal Palace was a stack of glass,

the present is the same ; so that the builder ought to

give to all such structures a lightness of construction
sui generis^ and so please the world by a combination
of extreme lightness with much strength.

Planting out Trees in Orchard Houses.—This is as
yet a " vexed question." The cultivation of untrained
trees under glass is new, and it requires at best from
four to six years to know if tree3 can be planted out as

permanent trees in the borders of a large orchard
house with a good chance of success, and without fear

of their growing too rampantly. Trees in 18-inch or
20-inch pots grow so well and bear so abundantly that
it is questionable if we should not " leave well alone,"
but in gardening this will never do, nor in farming.
Friend "Sigma" planted out standard Peach trees
in his 30-feet wide house three or four years since.

They were planted in the central border and grew
most luxuriantly. In 1859 they bore a large crop of
fine fruit; but this season they have failed, for his
gardener last year would persist in deluging the border
with water, and with the same consistency gave them
no fire heat, so that the trees grew like Willows, and are

^
making their egress when thTsun^jbln^?^
this more accurately, as we cannot see air i I :pended at each end a piece of Cotton wiria

**
the weather is cloudy and still, they h ^
dicularly and motionless, but as soon as th*^

***

out, they are carried out by the heated ai>
^^

honzontal. From a thermometer placed \ l
Ui

of the house, and about 18 inches from tl

*

roof, shaded from the sun, I find the tern
on the average, 6 degrees higher above tl
the thermometer below being 5 fe

ITj1

ground. This increase of heat 1 y
be lost, and I intend to train a vine or two XL?
the houses just under the ridge board. ^

I have said much more than I tho*
ought) to have done on the subject Jtt
houses, but it seemed to me that slight

'

ceptions should be noticed and the i2*.
constant observation given to the world JSl
system may continue to work well, hot til
Sawbridgeworth. '

'
*

i

more vigorous and productive than ever. This is
]

this year as bare of fruit as a Willow. The trees were not
owing, I think, to my giving two or three dressings of ! planted' judiciously, but in a strange confused manner,
strong surface manure during the summer, which by

j

In a house 24 feet up to 30 feet wide, in which it is
the frequent waterings the trees receive is carried intended to plant out Peach and Nectarine trees and
down to .the roots so gradually as to be thoroughly to suffer them to grow to their full extent without
digested. Ground shoddy, now called "stercus,"mixed root-pruning or checking them in any other way than

Tv «Te T
°t

tQ
n
maimr

?f .

and balf a P°und of Suan° summer pinching to a certain extent—not so much as
(the Phospho Peruvian is the best) to a peck of the potted trees-some attention should be paid to their
compost, forms a surface dressing inodorous and ex-
cellent. With this compost my trees are more vigo-
rous and flourishing than I ever saw them, and I have
Peaches on the trees at this moment measuring
9 inches in circumference. ^^^I^W
Pavements for Orchard Houses.—In this matter I

differ also from Mr. Pearson. Pavements of brick,
stone, or slate absorb much mixture, and give it out
very slowly, so that in walking in your orchard
house in early spring or in autumn, such pavements
feel cold and uncomfortable, and are probably dangerous

j

to delicate constitutions. In my opinion there is !

nothing equal to gravel.

arrangement. In a house of the former dimensions
the central border will be about 7 feet wide, in the
latter 10 feet wide, in neither can* more than one row
of permanent trees be planted. These should be in
the centre of the border (standards with 5 feet stems),
and 5 feet apart, removing at the end of five years
every alternate tree, leaving those remaining to form
large bearing trees, 10 feet apart, and shading all the
central part of the house. During their growth potted
trees may be cultivated to a great extent, and half-
standard trees be planted in the side borders. To be
able to walk under the shade of one's standard Peach- .-- «

.^ ^T£-tfs
!aara-sisr ffj==S

Fumigation.—In spring when the aphis family is on
the move—and what a pest they were last spring
and when the blossom buds are just bursting,
fumigation is the best of all modes to destroy aphid!!
I employed last spring the tobacco paper prepared by
Messrs. Griffiths & Avis of Coventry, having heard
from a friend that it was " medicated " and highly
destructive to aphis life. I have never found anything

replanted every year ; they soon, like the eels, become
used to it and do very well.

The Future of Orchard Houses.—1 have a firm
belief that our culture of fruits has up to the present
clay been a mere scratching on the surface. England
will one day be more abundantly and more cheaply
supplied with choice fruits than any nation on the face
of the earth. Glass and iron and timber are all cheap,
but very little skill is required to manage fruit treesof the kind equal to it, for used most hVmn Hfi,T

•

ZTo i "V * *™e b*iu is required to manage fruit trees

Cherry house full of^ *£* ™ arfcificial ««* * used; a sharp
to the young leaves, but no Tleaf v^s toTchedZl <ffiS^ * ?W* **"**»» ™J1 <***
every aphid destroyed, so I have ceased tTthmk of ™i^ ^v* ^"T use

.
d to fche old routine of

employing a brush, and anv J £fInrL 1?°^°/ ^^ Such men when the time comes will beES3S beSt^d wit^h so^SJ^ wTo'e^°™*T *?«^K
Distributing the Pollen.-^. Pea^on^method of Zlt k ^°mm°!!

M Cucumbers'*' I am j** on the
doing this is most efficient, J^dfcSiJ, « ?'l £ \hoa8e 10° feefc ^ 24

'
**th enouSh«m—M« ™^^„ .,:_ '

a™ woma torra a very means of heating to resist severe frost in winter • this

We wTth T*
t0 **• 0ran

i
e ^ove, planting the wholenou&e with Tangerine and St. Michael's Oransre t-eeasolely to bear fruit

; such houses will soon be commonwhen once the initiative is given.
v-uuxtuoa

My Autumnal Top Dressing.-.This must not be

Home Correspondence,
The Arbre aux Haricots : Parisian AtmmA^

it is now possible to say something about ti»tJ2
here for Avenues, and for the roads called fafoT
In the first place as to Ailantlms, whiAWVn
praised so much,—believe me it is undeserving i&ml
character. Some of the trees, indeed, are til tl
graceful, but their leaves are small, many are baric

their seed-vessels, and here and there you meetSi
case of sudden death. No wonder. The dry al

a

1

hard pavement kill them, as well as Horse Cheofi

and Lime trees. Ailanthus is a fine tree in kri

England, but is out of place where the air is k
Nothing suits the Paris Boulevards so well as Spat

Planes, Platanus acerifolia, the hot summers and

soil in winter are what they want. Some newly-p

rows of this tree are most beautiful—not a deadly

:

a sickly specimen, nor a ragged bough, but all as freshn

green and vigorous as if called into existence by comma! I

of the Emperor. How strange then is it that thefe*

Oriental Planes seen here and there should be »

j

healthy; yet that i3 the case, as may be found on

Boulevard des Italiens (I think, or else the Bonne S#
velle.) Locust trees (Robinia Pseudacacia) do well,wi

are excessively handsome j so I do not understand *

there is so few of them. What do you suppose is tk

Arbre aux Haricots, that I mentioned lately as a «t

introduction ? It is neither more nor less tban ourm
friend Pawlovnia. An honest cabby told me tm *

has gained its name because it tears Haricot WW
without the pod! but that m i^l '* *»^ °\

Palm Tree. Here then we have a capital mmjte^

what Pawlovnia is worth ; for a few plants may bem
on the Boulevards, and there is a very Ion? avenue oi_

alongside Baron de Rothschild's fine chateau m w
Boisde Boulogne. You cannot inagine wjttangnw

ugly. Its fat ungraceful branches form _a>wmm

head, covered with broad leaves of the dirtiest:jw*

green. It does not give more shade than >

doubt if it grows faster after a few years, and tnea

violet fragrant flowers that it ^M8.?" 8p

"^Ji:
me a very poor compensation for a liuieou

< .

;

the summer long. Nor is its look 1*^%
requires a great deal of labour to tewi

tolerable. A man must be employed to desujj

weak spray that appears at intervals during^
ing season, on the boughs beneath the^can i.

and which would render it intolerable,
wjj^

have no Pawlovnia* in our London FarKS. -,

tiolione.
Tf :

s $**
A Plea for Small Orchard Souses.--

J
» #

»il f™ \r„ !?;„««« n„A M,. Person to w* » tw

feet wid "

/

agreeable mode of spending an hour or two in a brightsunny morning of April ; for hybridising nothing Ian

that has but little spare time of a morning ; it is an
agreeable pastime, but not at all necessary, which fact _may relieve the minds of some cultivators. When my confounded""wTh %L*1T*"^ '1** muat nofc be
host of trees are in bloom, and when the day is sunny S I all uF^i ?\ *?mmer 8urface
and bright, I walk among them and give each tree^ mvnni'w;L ^^.^ined to believe that I owe
sharp rap with a stout stick. I had not a bee in mv n?a ZZ^^ T*

m the^ CuIfcure of *"* <**"
house last spring and yet I have a fine crop of fruit

* hav/nl ^ M & Pr°per choice of the above. I
Raatina Am,7„j, «/»«/. .Z A °P 0t lruit

" have alwavs ^d the same comnosfc. wWK ;-™

well for Mr. Rivers and Mr. Pearson

large houses, 100 feet long and 24 teei

seem to forget the original idea, which
>

wa

poor garden amateur a chance ol coiw &^
and Nectarines in gardens where walls aw .1*
at once seized upon it, and owe a deeP u

;" fa*
to my small span-roofed orchard now*, &0
This kind of house is so much more

:Hf

Mooting through the Pots not always necessary.—-The
house in which the greater portion of my bearing
Peach trees are cultivated happens to stand on a heavv
clay soil. Last year I found the borders, although
drained, much too damp. I therefore raised many ofmy trees by placing under each pot two brjeks parallel
to each other, and 4 or 5 inches apart, thus making
tne drainage very free. I eoon saw my trees change
from a 8bght fange of yellow to dark green, and I knew
that all was right This season I had the back row of
trees m my 14 feet orchard house nearly all placed on
bricks, and many in the front row. I have given

fw£ £
ne Ttra 8Urface dre*sing this season, and IKJe
l
havVequired a little more water, but this

0^^^?^ 8°. freel* can*yiDS wit^ it the spirit

«-> niacins t-K^ JS» l ,
hls mode of culture,^ttCt?^ -nd giving anextr^& BOme trouble w saved

; but in houses

«n«.«r£
y
T a "Te C°mp08fc

'
which « simpleenough Towards midsummer I pr0cure hor^e-droppmgs from the roads

(0Ur gravel is calcareous),
and place them in a round heap, hollow in the centre
the hollow is filled with night soil diluted and as
soon as it has soaked in it is filled again and again, the
heap is then left undisturbed till the middle or end of
October, and is then mixed with some tenacious loam,
equal parts ; the luxuriance given to trees by this com-
post is something marvellous.

Roof Openings.-Mthovgh. Mr. Pearson found these
necessary in his Cucumber house on account of red
spider-wnich by the way, can always be kept away by
the proper app.ication of sulphur^for orchard houses
of the width of 30 feet and under they are perfectly
unnecessary. They break the agreeable continuity of
a large spanned roof, and are, I repeat, useless. I
have an opening under each gable of my 24 feet wide
nouse of about a foot deep unglazed; it is quite
amusing to watch the two currents of heated air

than the large structures mentioned "^"ujiflf*
-

that I fully believe any ingenious man ftI?V*^
rafters at the steam-sawing mills ""tf 7ufr«J
40 feet long for 20Z. ; but then he in««*

carpenter, glazier, and painter, or nearly -

{^
Pearson's caution about frost doing m 1*

j & it

houses, once within the last seven I**
1 * <*

near losing ray crop, as an April tr0r
wgg \

severe; but one pan of charcoal, w" vj
c

ia ?

10 p.m., saved all but some Apricots, w ^ ^ ff

the door at the end facing north-east^ ^jcej
large houses lately built very much, for yrf*
a new phase of orchard house culture is *

and that large umbrageous trees of rea ^0*
cots will in the course of a tevy^Zw-vjZ
glass. I observe that Mr. Pearsonip« ^ of^
a slight prog with his lance./lj; »
to houses is understood by the cu It,v

ivat
ioii*\

most invaluable structures ; for the cu ^ y*r
.

early Grapes in pot* or otherwise, for'W* ^ c

and some other crops, no form ot bmw" h. *

with them. For orchard houses, unlejL
are limited in their wishes o^J Ĵ^;T n --

* This house is ventilated by a \feej
J^u^^ e

for
tb^g*

" this bouse is ventnaiea oy » *
""Snort

18 inches from the ground, and, the ««"

ventilation is perfect.
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to "nice," as wife says, as span-roofed houses. Good and
fine fruit may however be grown in them ; the finest

Peaches I ever saw grown on trees in pots were grown,
I think, in 1854 at Black Rock, near Dublin, the
feat of Thomas Bewley, Esq., and they were grown in

two lean-to " glass-roofed sheds," their sides and fronts

and backs half-inch boards covered with asphalte felt.

Mr. B. has lately, I believe, built an orchard house
60 feet wide, but I question if he has grown better
Peaches than be grew in the very humble structures
he first built. I prefer span-roofs for orchard houses,
but I do not despise the humble lean-to. Most of us

remember the advent of the thin pamphlet called
the "Orchard House," early in 1852, the proceeds
of which were dedicated by Mr. Rivers to the repairs
of his parish church—a good beginning, and which has
gone through nine editions, " enlarged and improved "
a success unprecedented, 1 believe, in garden literature.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GA RDEN, SOUTH KENSINGTON.—INTERIOR OF CONSERVATORY LOOKING EASTWARD.

.

^red b«t tl.T^ten?Z^jZ^J^' I^ for such v,Soronfl heallh "* Productiveness I

Vith Mr nfvlrl f 8°Und «°""»<»-wi»c calculation.

' '«w of hia .2 llM "/Ver ,ailed
'
and from a «*ntew of hu trees, ronny f which haTe bwn d

cannot

productiveness I never
before saw in Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees. One
more plea for small houses: the trees in them an
near to the glass, and their fruit ripens from a week
to ten days earlier than in large houses. Persica.

Projecting Glass Copings,—Twenty years ago I

planted a border with Peaches and Nectarines. For
many years they did well—12 at least ; after that time
they began to deteriorate, the leaves always curling
in spring and suffering much from aphis, and gradually
they have dwindled away, the tips dyinpr, then a branch,
then a limb, and the last winter has with one exception
killed the remnant. Some few Years ago I placed over
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two trees a glass erection, projecting 1 foot at the top

and 1 vard at the bottom of the light, which was 2 feet

from the surface of the soil ; one of these has apparently

recovered. Two years ago I put over the others a

projecting glass coping extending 2 feet 6 inches from

the wall. These have all died, but where an Apricct

had been planted in the room of a Peach, that has done

well. I have an inclination to replant the border after

adding to it decayed turf, but I should like to know

whether the glass coping I have mentioned is of any

real use, or whether to be useful it should descend

nearly to the border, and if so at what angle, or whether

it would do to be perpendicular. The wall faces south,

but is exposed to the east wind. Henry. [The coping

was rightly placed and cannot have done harm. The

trees died from some very different cause.]

Cure for Mildew and Aphides.—My experience will

not enable me to pronounce with the degree of certainty

that nostrums are usually advertised, but I am disposed

to think so favourably of the effects of the following as

a late winter dressing ior Vines and fruit trees on walls

and dwarr standards as a protection against mildew

aud insect pests, that should you deem it in any way
worthy more general notice you will perhaps allow it a

place in your columns. The material is prepared as

follows:—Mix well in coarse powder one part of nitre

or saltpetre, two parts of sulphur, and two parts of

fresh slaked lime quite dry. When mixed throw it

into a fire-proof pipkin or common crucible at a red

heat, so that it may be thoroughly deflagrated. After

cooling let the mass be reduced to a finish powder.

Now, allowing the above quantities to be in pounds,

one gallon of boiling water is to be poured by degrees

Oft the powder, and the mixture is to be kept and

stirred occasionally until cold, when some pure

blue clay is to be incorporated in quantity sufficient to

bring the whole into the consistency of paint, with

which the trees are to be carefully dressed when the

buds are just beginning to swell, of course carrying the

brush from below upwards. For Vines half a pound of

this sulphuretted compound, added to one gallon of

boiling water and stirred up till cool, may be used,

clear of the sediment, over the leaves with a fine rose

syringe, occasionally, according to the season, shutting

up the lights for two or three hours ; when, if the sul-

phuretted vapour remains too strong in the house, the

lights may be opened for free ventilation. I believe if

due attention is given to the preparation and to its

application, it will be found very efficacious, and I shall

be happy to hear it proves so in the hands of those who
know how to employ it properly. I may add a useful

recipe for aphis on Peach. Plum, Cherry, and other fruit

trees on walls :—1 lb. refuse Barbadoes Aloes, coarsely

powdered ; 4 lbs. best soft soap, boiled gently in a

gallon of water, stirring frequently for two hours. This

to be added to 5 gallons of hot water, in which several
riandsful of braised Bay leaves have been infused for an
hour; and when poured off from the sediment may be
occasionally applied with a light syringe, whilst the
young leaves are expanding ; the mixture when dry on
the foliage leaves a film which the aphis will avoid.
Let the under surface of the leaves be syringed as well
as the upper. T. J.

Vines Poisoned by Carrion.—As my Grape Vines are
poisoned by too much animal matter having been put into
the border, I should be obliged if you could inform me,
whether if they were taken up and replanted in maiden
lcam the poison would die out of them the first year, so
that I might expect a crop the second season without
tfce foliage scorching or the fruit shanking, I am
supposing that the Vines grow well the first year after
replanting; they have been planted four years, and
are 4 or 5 inches in circumference. If the poison does
not die out the first year, then 1 should purpose plant-
ing new Vines. What say your Correspondents?
T. T. M.
Manuring Conifers.—Having observed in a late

Number a warning to a Correspondent, " Don't manure
Conifers on any account whatever," I beg to inform
you that, two years ago, finding a large Deodar which
bad been moved the previous year, and a P. Webbiana
which had shown a large number of cones, looking
weak, I mulched them both with a good barrow full of
stable-dung. So far from doing them any injury, it

appears to have been of great benefit, as their growth
and foliage have much improved. J. Phillpotts. [Then
we must conclude that to withhold manure is a preju-
dice. Perhaps those who have Conifers at command
will try the experiment and report.]

Cuckoo.—In reply to the question in your Number,
dated July 13, with reference to keeping a cuckoo over
winter, I beg to state that I have kept cuckoos from
the nest till the following March, when I lost them by
an accident. I have also kept the Night Jar the same
length of time. William Mayner, Surgeon.
Spiraas.—WiW you oblige me with the name of the

Spiraea I enclose. I have crown it for several years as
a companion to Humea elegans, and its creamy
white blossoms form an agreeable contrast with the
bronze colour of the Humea; the leaves also give the
plant a noble appearance on terrace bank. /. H,
Smith, Mummanby Hall, York. [Spiraea barbata—the
Indian form of our wild S. Aruncus.]

Variegated Aloe.—A very fine specimen of this plant
is now in bloom in the Gardens of the Bristol Zoological
Society, a Tiffany house, 40 feet high, with a glass roof,
having been erected for its reception there. The plantm question is the property of Robert Leonard, Esq.,

of Clifton, in whose family it has been for nearly

60 years, and it can be traced back for more than

20 years prior to the time of its coming into the family

of its present owner, so that this gigantic exotic must

be now nearly if not quite a century old, at which

nge the common Aloe is said to bloom in this country.

The plant in the Clifton Gardens, with its mast-like

stem, and enormous tufts of yellow blossoms, is a

magnificent object, and will well repay a visit, the more

so as it seems doubtful if this species of the Aloe has

ever before bloomed in England ; and it may be a very

long period before another opportunity of witnessing

such a sight may occur. H. C.

Cyanophyllum magnificum.—A plant of this in my
stove crumples at the end of the leaves, otherwise it

appears in good health. My gardener (a good one) has

written to one of the best gardeners in England, who

reports the same of his own plants and those of his

neighbours. What is the cause, and what is the

remedy? Cavanensis. [We have no experience. Will

some good plant-grower advise our Correspondent ?]

gotittitg.
Crystal Palace Hobticfltttral Exhibition.—

A Dahlia and Fruit Show was held here on Wednesday

and Thursday last ; but although the day was

favourable it was very thinly attended. As regards

fruit the display was good, more especially of Grapes,

which were in some instances excellent, and there was

an abundance of Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and Asters, the

last, both French and German, large and fine.

Of Miscellaneous collections of Fruit the best came

from Mr. Henderson, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland,

at Trentham, who sent remarkably fine bunches of

Black Hamburgh, Muscat, and Lady Downes' Seedling

Grapes, aMontserrat PineApple/TrenthamHybrid Melon,

Violette Hative Nectarines, and Royal George Peaches.

From Mr. Tillyard, gr. to J. Kelk, Esq., came a second

collection, in which were some particularly large and

well ripened Muscat Grapes, the berries possessing that

beautiful golden tinge which is the chief distinguishing

characteristic of this variety when in perfection; a

Prickly Cayenne Pine Apple, a Melon, some Peaches

and Nectarines, Morello Cherries, and Magnum Bonum
Plums. Messrs. Dawson, Page, Young and Kaile also

showed good collections, in which were Muscat and

Black Hamburgh Grapes, Plums, Peaches and Nec-

tarines, Pino Apples, Apricots, and Melons.

Pine Apples were scarce ; the best Queen was stated

to weigh 5£ lbs., and came from Mr. Page, gr. to W.
Leaf, Esq. Mr. Dalrymple, gr. to C. H. Leigh, Esq.,

and Mr. Young, gr. to C. Bailey, Esq., also had good
fruit of this variety. Mr. Bull, Nurseryman, King's

Road, likewise contributed one or two Queens. From
Mr. Young came a well ripened Black Jamaica, and
we noticed one or two Prickly Cayennes.

Grapes, as has already been stated, were good. In

the class of boxe3 of 12 lbs., first prizes were awarded

both to Mr. Harrison of Weybridge, and to Mr.

Meredith of Garston, near Liverpool ; in both instances

the variety shown was Black Hamburgh, large, black,

and beautifully covered with bloom. From Mr.

Solomon, Peckham Rye, came well ripened Muscats

;

and Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq. ; Mr. Young, gr.

to W. H. Stone, Esq.; and Mr. Dwerrihouse, gr. to

Viscount Eversley, sent excellent Black Hamburgh.

The best two dishes Black Hamburgh came from Mr.

Meredith, and Mr. Simmonds, gr. to J. Smith, Esq.,

Dorking. The first prize for two dishes of Muscats was

won by Mr. Frost, who furnished beautiful fruit of that

variety, a3 did also Mr. Meredith and Mr. Reid, gr. to

T. N. Farquhar, Esq., Sydenham. The largest Grapes

of any kind came lrom Mr. Dwerrihouse, who con-

tributed a noble bunch of Black Hamburgh, and Mr.

Meredith also had a fine bunch of the same variety.

The last weighed 5 lbs. 2 oz., but it was a double bunch,

both issuing from one eye.

The prizes offered for Muscat Hamburgh were carried

off by Mr. Henderson, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland

;

and Mr. Smith, gr. to Lord Tenterden. Both showed
good fruit, but Mr. Henderson's bunches especially were

excellent—large, well-ripened, and finely coloured.

Of Peaches and Nectarines the best came from Mr.
Henderson, of Trentham ; and Messrs. Goldsmith, Kaile,

Tillyard, Packman, and Holder, also showed good fruit.

The sorts consisted of Barrington, Chancellor, and Royal

George Peaches, and Violette Hative, Pitmaston Orange
and Elruge Nectarines. We also noticed large and
beautifully ripened fruit of the Salway Peach, a good

late variety, to which a prize was awarded.

For Green-fleshed Melons a 1st prize was awarded to

Mr. Bailey, and a 2d to Mr. Pottle, for his variety.

Dr. Cooper, of Slough, and Mr. Blair, Bank Grove,

near Kingston, had the best red-fleshed kinds, both of

which appeared to be Turner's Gem.
Brown Turkey Figs, large and fine, were contributed

by Mr. Spivev, gr. to J. A. Houblon, Esq., Hallingbury.

Cherries consisted wholly of Morellos, of which beau-

tiful dishes were furnished by Mr. Betteridge, Milton

Hall, Steventon ; Mr. Dawson, gr. to Earl Cowper, and

Mr. Snow, gr., Wrest Park, Beds.

Of Plums, Mr. Snow and Mr. Whiting showed good

dishes of Greengage, Jefferson, Kirks', and Washington.

Other varieties consisted of Goliath, Ponds' Seedling,

Magnum Bonum, and Coe's Golden Drop.

The best Dessert Apples were contributed by Mr.

Mortimore, gr. to Miss Browne, Carshalton. The

varieties were Ribston, Red Quarrenden, Braddick'a
Nonpareil, Golden and Claygate Pearmain, and Kerry
Pippin. Mr. Newton, gr. to G. Grahame, Esq., Enfield

Chase, who was second, sent beautiful fruit of the last

named variety, much larger and finer than those in the

first collection; also Downton Pippin, Devonshire

Quarrenden, Ribston, and King of the Pippins. From
Mr. Turnbull, gr. to Lady Lambert, came Kerry

Pippin, Nonpareil, Fearn's Pippin, King of the Pippins,

and Ribston.

Kitchen Apples were numerous. The best came

from Mr. Heather, gr. to R. Pulsford, Esq., Kingston

;

and Mr. Mortimore, Mr. Newton, and Mr. Frost, also

showed in this class. Among the sorts exhibited were

Bedfordshire Foundling, Wellington, Golden Noble,

Gloria Mundi, Flower of Kent, Alfriston, Kentish Fill-

basket, Five-crowned Pippin, and Yorkshire Greening.

Of Pears, Mr. Harrison, Oatlands, Weybridge, sent,

as he always does, magnificent fruit of Marie Louise,

Gansel's Bergamot, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Hacon's

Incomparable, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Passe

Colmar. Mr. Holder and Mr. Hutcheson also showed

good fruit of Beurre* d'Amanlis, B. Ranee, Louise Bonne,

and Williams' Bon Chretien. Jargonelles were also

produced by Mr. Harrison and others. The largest

Pears shown consisted of a dish of Duchesse d'Angou-

leme, from Mr. Harrison. These were very fine fruit.

The best flavoured Pears were Beurre d'Amanlis and

Jargonelle.

The Judges highly commended a collection of Grapes

in pots, Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums shown by Sir

Joseph Paxton, from one of his "houses for the

million." These were in every way excellent fruit.

Of Dahlias there was a fine display, and the blooms

generally were in excellent condition. In the class of

48 varieties, Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, was first, and

Mr. Kimberley, of Coventry, second ; in that of 24
blooms, Mr. Keynes was also first, and Mr. Turner

of Slough second. Among the varieties were Lilac

Queen, Pluto, Mr. Stocken, Sir George Douglas, Chair-

man, Earl of Shaftesbury, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, Lord
Palmerston, Jenny Austin, Golden Drop, Miss Pressley,

Pioneer, Mrs. Pigott, Lord Taunton, Bravo, Sidney

Herbert, Triomphe de Pecq, Heroine, Lady Popham,
Mrs. Waters, Dinorah, Mr. Keynes, Duke of Rox-
burgh, Rosebud, William Dodds, Pandora, Mrs. Vyse,

Mrs. Critchett, and Tippy Bob. Mr. Legge, Mr,
Walker, Mr. Allen, and Mr. Catteli also showed in

these classes.

In Fancies, Mr. Keynes was first, Mr. Kimberley
second, and Mr. Turner third. Among varieties shown
by these exhibitors were Harlequin, Lady Paxton,
Queen Mab, Countess of Bective, Mary Lander, Gari-

baldi, Leopard, Flirt, and many other well-known kinds,

all in excellent condition, both as regards freshness,

size, and beauty.
In the Amateurs' Class Mr. Dodds, of Salisbury; the

Rev. C. Fellows, of Norwich ; Mr. Perry, Mr. Charlton,

and Mr. Woodward, all furnished good stands, in which
there were, in addition to the sorts named above,

Criterion, Norfolk Hero, Clara Novello, Madge Wild-
fire, Mrs. Dodds, Hugh Miller, Donald Beaton, Joy,

Lady Elcho, Village Gem, George Brown, G. Elliott,

and Silver Queen.
Fancy Dahlias in the Amateurs' Class were con-

tributed by Mr. Perry, Mr. Dodds, the Rev. C. Fellows,

and Mr. Corp. Among the sorts were Harlequin,

Enchantress, Inimitable, Queen Mab, Countess of
Bective, Lady Paxton, Pauline, Enchanter, Flirt,

Leopard, C. Perry, Carnation, Oliver Twist, Zebra,

Pluto, Imperatriee Eugenie, Confidence, Mrs. Jones,

and Blondin. i

Several Seedling Dahlias were shown, among which
the best were perhaps Pope's Lord Derby, rich bright

maroon and very perfect in form ; Black Prince, a very
dark variety from Mr. Keynes, and Minnie Dodds,
shown by Mr. Dodds, of Salisbury; others consisted of

Honeycomb, a white and red kind, from Mr. Kimberley

;

Countess of Portsmouth, Illustrious, Sir J. Outram,
and Reliance, from Mr. Rawlings ; Blondin, Alderman
and Lady Elcho from Mr. Dodds ; and Charlotte Dorling,

Captain Harvey, and others from Mr. Turner.
Verbenas were shown by Messrs. Perry, Minchin, and

Patey. The first were chiefly seedlings; those from
Mr. Patey, though very fine, had evidently been injured

by travelling.

From Mr. Standish came a beautiful exhibition of
Gladioli, well varied in colour and highly interesting.

These received as they deserved a large share of atten-

tion. Messrs. Youell sent examples of Brenchleyensis,

but they were by no means so fine as we have seen

them from that firm on former occasions.

Of Hollyhocks some fine spikes were shown by-

Messrs. Downie, Laird, and Laing, Mr. Wm. Chater,

and Mr. Bragg. The first sent Hon. Mrs. Cochrane,

Beauty, Rosy Gem, John Pow, Lady Dacres, Purple

Prince, Flora McDonald, William Deans, W. Blackwood,

David Flowlis, Golden Fleece, and Lord Loughborough.

Mr. Chater had Hermione, Admiration, Joshua Clarke,

Monarch, Excelsior, Mignonette, La Dame Blanche,

Amaranthus Surpasse, Mrs. Chater, Jaune, Lady King,

and Lady Braybrook. Of Seedlings, the best were

Prince Imperial (Bircham), a very fine shining mul-

berry ;
Queen Victoria (Chater), rose ; George Keith,

crimson; and Stansted Rival (Downie, &c.) reddish

salmon.
m

Of Cut Roses, boxfuls were furnished by Messrs.

Laing, Keynes, and Turner, but they unmistakably
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showed the ill effects of the late dry weather.
The best among them were Senateur Vaise and
Louis XIV., very fine new^ kinds, in whose praise too
much can hardly be said; Celine Forestier, a yellow-

sort, was also good, and we likewise noticed a few
blooms of Cloth of Gold. In the Amateurs' Class

Mr. Hollingsworth showed handsome blooms of
Vicomtesse Decazes, Nephetos, Madame Bravy, and
Madame Willermoz.
Among Miscellaneous subjects were Calceolarias and

other cut flowers, various Gourds, a very fine group of
Tritoma Uvaria from Mr. Cufcbush, and a collection of
fruit trees in pots. The last was shown by Messrs.
Lane, of Great Berkhampstead.

other, that, in the course of a few weeks, they form a

natural support for the group. The bulbs may, or may
not, be covered with Moss.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing iceek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Consekvatoby, &c.—Whatever watering may *,*,

necessary here should be done early in the day so as to

allow of getting the superfluous moisture dried up

before night, and later in the season if cold dull cloudy

be

7
> Hi

0otict8 of &00&&
The Vicar of Cottingham near Hull has published a

"history of the place, which is probably not much
known for anything but its cheeses. Out of some
antiquarian research, local traditions, and personal
knowledge, the author has produced a very readable
pamphlet, in which the natural history of the locality is

not neglected. We must however beg to assure the
learned Vicar that Professor Lindley did not found the
Natural System of Botany as he supposes, and that
Dahl the Swede did not introduce the cultivation of the
Dahlia. There are other little matters too which require
revision. The following bit of experience may be useful
to some of our readers :

—"About three years after the
Church had been completely restored, there appeared,
in the form of Fungi springing up in different parts of
the Church, the unmistakeable tokens of the dry rot.
Sufficient provision had not been made for currents of
fresh air beneath the floor. Very rapid was the pro-
gress of this secret and insidious foe. In a short time
the nature of the wood was completely gone; seat after
seat began to decay : and it was not unusual to see a living
Fungus, as white and as large as a common plate, dis-
playing its unwelcome face, ifl the courts of the Lord's
bouse. But special friends are raised up for special
occasions. By the untiring energy and noble generosity
of the late John Cowie Williamson, Esq., one of the
churchwardens, this sad calamity was completely
mastered. Nothing but the floor was destroyed ; and
all the carved work of the sanctuarv was preserved.
By the free use of corrosive sublimate, and making
ample provisions for currents of air to pass under the
floor, the.terrible invader has been completely banished."
The work is published by Leng of Hull, and contains a
view of Cottmgham Church, and a brass of Nicholas

lolo
°nce a rector of the Place> who died in the

On Food. (Hardwicke, 8vo). Under this title Dr.
Lankester gives the world in a nen- form (he six
Lectures on Food noticed at p. 102 of oar volume for
18o9, and six others which had been prepared for

%Zeri'' w SS ?l
her8

'
at the Sonth Kensington

Museum, but winch the authorities of the Museum did

tht iTn °Kr
6 d

-

elrre5 !t **"* " C0»si<Iered desirable
that mv pubhc instructions at the Museum should bediscontinued." We cannot but regret to see the
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,
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,
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imPUrit^f L°nd°" «ter

VJ Ifl. wT'y J"* «Mwp matter is unworthvof science We fear too that the statements contained

™ vfo

lectur
!%wiU.

not ^m bear criticism. Whatcan be meant for instance, by the assertion that "In

a^HS-S r
SeedS °f "wrf Palms are fiIled *i«"

dm^- ,f
U
\t

c?™^»g mostly of water. This fluid isdrunk by the inhabitants of the countries in which theyffrow:" unless if. ha fiiof «n „„~j i_

.

ut
v»

days should occur it will be advisable to use a little fire-

heat with air during the day so as to secure a mode-
rately dry state of the atmosphere before night. Use
fire-heat very sparingly, however, and only when it may
be necessary to prevent injury from damp, or to pre-

vent the temperature falling below 40°, or where
things are brought from warmer houses it will hardly
be safe to allow the night temperature to average
below 45°; but in houses containing a mixed collection

planted thick, and the plants^^^^
wintered m as large a state as the acemL ?**
permit. Booted Verbenas, &c, *JFg*^l
to, keeping them perfectly clear f

att*
exposing them freely to air on everv ft.***"

1 ***
tunity, so as to prevent anything hl/eS*>
season, and keep the plants hard in 5 •V 1

' ^i
will be much less liable to fog off ur,a *>*i
two's confinement in winter than 7 i

1*
kept in a growing soft state until overti ? *

and should have a gentle bottom-heat u
roots, but do not keep the atmosphere

close
^

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHPM a*.
**

Look frequently over Pears and lit»
gather those that are fit for storing w£f!!*« |

are closely netted up the trees should h?^ '

occasionally on fine dry days, so as to exnl?? 1

1

thoroughly to air, in order to prevent iniirfLi? .

T™„ „ , ™ „ ._ „_w___ T
[
im

;
and

f?% Strawberry
plantations; *?J

of plants there is more danger to be apprehended from f^ ^t °l

y da
J\when th « Rroand «\"J£

a high night temperature than from keeping it some- ?'
der

' *? *?
ke up

,

and
?J°

re roots
> stacking tkJS '

what lower than may be suitable for some of the !™ COol
_^^here th5v.

wiU be convS!*
inmates. Azaleas which have ceased growing and
which have set well for bloom, should now be kept as
cool and hardy as possible. Butch Bulbs must be
purchased and treated as recommended last week.
and Chrysanthemums for early flowering well attended
to with water, and otherwise encouraged to make good
growth.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants swelling their fruit must be

assisted with a warm moist atmosphere, for it is diffi-

cult to get Pines to swell properly after this season,
unless the atmosphere can be kept warm and moist.
Therefore use sufficient fire-heat to secure a night
temperature of at least from 65° to 70°, and 75° bv

wueu wan&eu ior use. unions must bft2* ^*
state, or they will not keep. "^aiAy

August,
and Sept.

Cfl

day,allowing it to rise considerably with sunshine, and
admit a little fresh air during the day when the weather
is mild, using sufficient fire-heat to allow of doing this
without lowering the temperature; and if there is the
means of admitting fresh air so as to bring it into con-
tact with the pipes on its entrance into the house, a little
may be admitted with advantage in all states of the
weather, and in the case of houses which have to be
kept warm in winter there should always be some con-
trivance for admitting fresh air under or against the
heating apparatus so that it may get warmed before
coming into contact with the plants, and with proper
arrangements a moderate supply may be admitted con-
stantly without requiring any extra amount of fuel to
keep up the temperature. Also endeavour to secure a
steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and endeavour to keep
the soil about the roots in a properly moist state, giving
dear, rather strong, manure-water when necessary;
but it the atmosphere is kept properlv moist the soil will
not require much water for some time. It is verY
difficult however to get Queen Pines to swell properlv
after this season, and any plants of this variety showingnow should, unless in cases where ripe Pines of anv
size or quality will be valuable early next spring, be
kept cool and dry as soon as they have done flowering,
until the middle or end of January, and then be afforded
a brisk moist temperature; and treated in this way we
have often found them to swell off exceedingly well and
where ripe Pines in winter are in demand Cayennes,
Slack Jamaica, and Montserrats should be grown to
furnish the supply from November to April, for those
not only swell better in winter than Queens, and the

Friday 30 24
Satur. 31 25
Sunday 1 26
Mon. 2
Tues. 3
Wed. 4
Tliurs. 5

Barometer

Max.
J

Min

iswick main*
fed at the Hanf-fcs

Tehperajd«b

Average

"Aug.

27

28

30.170

30.327
30.061

29.77)

29.931

30.006

30.120
30.079
29.898

».846

'.736

'.860

2!»>25

30.171 ' 29.909 61.7 64.2 I llj

Sept.

jO_-V erv fine ; heavy dew ; cloudy; cold at ni?ht
31—Slight haze

; fine
;
very fine throughout ; cold at nisht

1—Heavy dew; very fine throughout
2—Very tin-; quite cloudless ; dry air, and bright

overcast.— 3—Cloudy, with brisk wind ; tine ; rain at night.— 4—Overcast ; densely clouded; fine; oTercast.— 5—Lightly overcast and fine; very fine throuifhont;
overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 7 deg, below the average.;

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
Dnring the last 35 years, for the ensums "Week, endin? Sept U,

PrevaDinilfafc
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Sunday K .

Mon. 9..
Tues. lo..
Wed. H..
Thurs. 12..
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45.6
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O.Wzn. |3 7

1.09 - « -

1.27 \-\i
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0.49 / ./
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m ' it 4

ridav 13.,
Satur. 14... __ m „

._, -_" temp,,atu: irinTtheaboTep;
;'^^S:1858-thenn. 86 deg.: and the lowert on the Uthandiah,

!»-•*
28 deg.

grow ;

» unless it be that all seeds wh™™,^. f f "'^ 8We" better in wintcr i

consist of little except Ztog Ind wate
"

SThlt I sXnZ*" °- ^'A™T ?'S°^ Y'M° to be hard
they may be sucked, altlinno.1, l„LTif. tkt and inferior ,n quality. Fruit approaching maturityS"8

?
orn

-

a
Wllat too can have led our learned

CZtnJr " flgUle£ CaneUa alba a9 that of theCinnamon tree, or a most barbarous and really imaginarydrawing „ a representation of the Coffee tree" or ascarcely less vile woodcut as a portrait of Le
that the Brompton authorities decided upon discon-

thT-lv Td l"fat\V*P-° the o^nion that

demanS
What PuM,C mterest i«perativdy

(of Covent Garden) Catalog of Dntcb and Cap?Bu?b"Jtet reccved we find the following „seful advicerespectmg the culture of Hyacinths in water —« Sobandsome are the glasses now used for Hyacinths, that
this ]8 undoubtedly, a most elegant and interestingway of growing them ; dark coloured ones are to bS

Placed \
aS
.K

t,,e

T'l
'

mst™ t[^y »hun the light.Place the bulb on the top, and fill the glass with pureram or soft water, so as almost to touch its base. The

fcS

tl°
U,d

v
en

,-
epIaC

!
d

.

in
'. Meetly dark, cool,but not damp s.tu: t.on, and, in the course of three orfour weeks, the bulbs will have become sufficiently

rooted, and may be removed to the light. In all casw
a flower-st md or table close to the window is the most
desirable p.sit ion; nevertheless, the Hyacinth mav he
pownsmceafnllyonthe mantel-piece, or on the centre
table of tie room, provided there be sufficient light.

„h . ' 1% aether very interesting modi of

clr^'F,^ ?JA
} ihh

-
either CT^tal or por-

must also be kept warm, but the atmosphere should
be kept rather dry, admitting fresh air freelv on every
tavourable opportunity.

"

"VnnmiES.—Use gentle fires when the weather isdamp m houses where the fruit is ripe, but only iust
sufficient to keep the atmosphere dry. Use brisk fires
in houses where the fruit is not yet ripe, giving air
treely, and be careful to guard the foliage from insects,
particularly where the fruit has to be kept for any

|

length of time after it is ripe.
**

Peache*.-As the trees will now be freely exposedto air day and night, very little attention wSl berequired here for the present. The foliage Thouldhowever, be kept clear of red spider, by an occasSwashing with the engine where necessar/, so ^to oreserve it m health until it has performed its functfoiland decays naturally.
Junctions

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
It will soon be time to think of housing tender

plants from which cuttings are to be taken next spring
or which are to be used again next season. Variegated

plants have to be wintered in situations which are not
very ratable for them they should be taken up before
they are at all injured, as they will be much more
liable to damp and die back m winter if the wood is at
all touched by frost. Unle«s where there is a sufficient
stock of these they should not be cut back, as is usually
done with the old Scarlets, but should be kept over the
winter just as they are lifted from the beds, and cut back
early m spring after starting them into growth, when the
cuttings will root very freely in heat, and in the case of
Flower of the Day, or other free growers, will make useful
sized plants by turning out time, and even the strongest
growers ot these do not cover a bed vprv nn;»yuT «^t«^

Books: BII. inquires for some published work givmg««J"
for entrance lodges, gardeners' cottages, ftc., w u

publisher, and the prSe. Can any Correspondent^-
a really good book of the kind? -A Corres^ntoafflp»J

that he las twice applied to Virtue & Co^^%Orchard Houses, published by them
• ^ S

^en0f*
uncivil conduct, unless some explanation <»n wgi

cause of a refusal to supply what the advertwmeMJ^
be procured of this firm. We have wp'^ST^
letter to Mr. Pearson (Chilwell, nearN^W ZfS

.

EvEHOREEsrs: a P. On no account xrbatever cut > ^
greens down before the end of March or teginmK^
A saw will be a proper instrument, but tne « m
be smoothed afterwards by a knife or some ow»

instrument.
, . mxia V

Garden Memoranda : R T. You surely do notJJJ^^
we allow gardeners to describe their own p»

praise themsel vnn ^ m\M
irevent&

i to spen

iedDjJ
enftna

«

inndenng its escape into the aw
to which it is fatal. We cannot
upon a further attempt. W f ./..

t
ve ears

Insects: Sir WOT. We believe the, nut. ^orD^
wild rabbits to be a new species of Dermag* ^&
leichus. The specimens were too shnv eueu

^^#
examination. Pleaae to send a few in spm*"

wood, Oxford University Museum. W.
ej

JUTE.—This is the fibre of an Indian plant na^^

^

capsularis. You will find a full account ol « ^frd**
of the Technologist just published, ltwoniy
work. ihti&^'ZN eb of Plav LL .Col Gm Acer Negundc>^
Maple.-/ ft, Chester. The seed from ISew Zea«J
say is used there for tea, belongs to someJJfffhJJ
cannot say to what species. It will beagw^^g,
this country -/ c W. We are sorry to say^to name small specimens of young Conifers, ^ ^ij
or fruit; 1 and 2 seem to be Junipers, <&**
Cephalotaxus drupacea; and 4 ^tPjz.jLl* vcannot be certain.— Q. Bignoniagrandiflora. ^itsvj
mantima, Nepeta micrantha, Agrostemtns ^^
Hpinea Arancus.-/ Q W. A purple variety »

and Pteris longifolia.
. rtppk. t &.

Orchids : C D. We will see and reply next
west

,

f
^w

Plants in Pots: An Amateur may shift ins" jbeyej^
but he had better wait till the leaves are on. ^ p i

have been unskilfully managed to have tne»
.

state described. Put one Vine to each ratter. ^m
Ptrethrum: J D. The white flowering P'f^J re in tj*£r
our Paris correspondent, V., is seen everywj ^m

v
It is as far as we recollect the Pyre

^
b™

1
LV> B,0

*

theraum) grandiflomm. We fear it wouia ^
leaf in this climate. . nn the &£&* i

Rose-showino : S. Freeman. All depends on *
fc
w b^, |

schedule. Roses cut from pot-plan** ousrn* - *"«V**^Buuvuuie. itoses cut from pot-piauts ou»"
, fcytWJjl

as cut Roses, unless it is expressly perocl'"^*^ JTJI
Strawberries: L D. Cuthill's Black P»nce, ^ ps*

British Queen, Sir Harry, Oscar, *W««2t **/Rifleman may possibly answer your puroose. ^ #w^
Misc.: G R. We cannot pretend to say, ****£:frtifiV

9̂

foreign growers of Roses and Gladiolus, wb
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THK LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(JtoTABlUBED 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANURES :—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIMB.
DIBBOLVED BONES roR PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and erery other Manure ofralue.

110. Feachurch Street. E.C. Enw. Porser, Secretary-

J Authorised

BURNART), LACK, and CO/S CONCENTR.VIED
.SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CON RATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says t—" These results must

be very grnufyiag to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, Ac may be had on application to Burnakd, Lack,
*Co.,8otton BossL Plymouth.

.

L AWES' S MANURES-
The Mflftren manufactured by J. B. Lawas for the

present season of 1801 are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at t ho l .wing prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, akd BONE

8UPERPHOSPHA1 OF LIME £0 6
LAWKTB 80PBRPHO8PHATB OF LIME from

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5
LAWES'S BARLEY, GRABS, and MANC EL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mn. Lawks, or through
his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bevjtet Lawkb, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; aud LifTey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

SHAW'S TIFFANY fob SHADING, Ac-
Sold in Pieces. Per piece.—.*, d.

N . 1, 20 yards long, by 38 inches wide 5
No. 2, do., do., the same material, manufactured with a
Patent Mineral Solution to prevent it from rotting . .

No. 3 (double strength), 18 yards long by 39 inches wide. . 7
Xo. 4 (treble strength). 18 yards long by 39 inches wide . . 9
Sold by all respectable Seedsmen. See that every piece is

marked " Shaw's Tiffany," Manchester. Samples and Circulars
sent free by poet.

Jons Shaw «fc Co., 29, Oxford Stroet, Manchester.

Reaping Machines.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.
Prizeholders for the best Agricultural Machinery

Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER,

with Buroesb & Key's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 422. 10a.

Testimonials.
A great number of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following :

—

From Mr. John Richards, Bailiff to Dr. N. Carne, Dimland
Castle, Glamorgan.

**
I beg to certify that I have for rue years worked Messrs.

Burgee* <fe Key's Reaper in ray master's Home Farm, and
also accompanied it when lent to tenants on the estab
During the above mentioned period the Machine has not cut
less than 1,000 ocres of all kinds of crops, with the same two
knives as first had with the Machine. Dr. N. Carne having
given up farming, the machine is now in the hands of his
tenant Mr. D. Thomas, of Llanrwst, and is in excellent order."
M'OORMICK > REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25*.
COMBINED RBAWiR and MOWER—Two-Horse Machine.

Price 35?. —

—

The last Machine is fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for
Reaping, and the plain Allen's Knifo for Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

Station

WEST of ENGLAND and SOUTH WALES
LAND DRAINAGE and INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in 1844.
Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1848.

DRAINAGE OUTFALLS.
This Company is possessed of the most simple, expeditious,

and inexpensive powers for taking Outfall Drains through the
Lands of adjoining Proprietors—the cost of exercising such
powers has not exceeded 51. in any case.
Draining, Inclosing, Irrigating, Warping. Road Making, and

all kind of Land Improvements executed on Entailed, Mort-
gaged, or other Properties ; the whole cost can be a charge on
the Lands permanently, or it might be made redeemable at
any fixed time in one or more sums, or by half yearly instal-

ments over any term of years, at the option of Proprietors.
Bidwill & Brodie, Secretaries.

Offices—

E

xeter, and 30, Pa ient Street, London, 8. W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY".—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all oases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pat, Bnrfnm or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

S. Farm Beads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming rmrpoees.

^
$. Jetties or Leading pfcees on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lake*.

4. The erect i ej Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, a?
other Bmldings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm koflses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners seeeseed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners,

for further information, and for forms of application apply
o the Honourable William Napier, Jlanaging Director

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W. ^ g director,

Royal Sign Manual. WINTERS 'N. 1861-6*2.—Gentlemen
desirous of commencing a Course of Study to qualify as
Veterinary Surgeons are informed that all who enter on the 6th
November, 1861, and who have not attended a Veterinary

College before, will be admitted to compete for a Free
Studentship at the close of the Winter Session. The conditions

of tbe competition, and any farther particulars, may be learned

from Professor John Gamgee, New Veterinary College,

Edinburgh.

RACKLEY AGRICULTURAL and HORTICUL-
1 TURAL SOCIETY.

President for 1&61.—J. L. Stratton, Esq., Sundeston House.

Vice President—Hon. P. Barrinoi-on, Westbury Manor.

The ANNUAL MEETING of this Society for PLOUGHING
MATCH ^how of ROOTS, FLOWERS, FRUIT, and
VEGETABLES, will bo held at Brackley, on TUESDAY,
September 17, 1361.

Prizes are offered for the best specimens of Flowers, Fruit,

and Vegetables in the Open, Gardeners', Amateurs', and
Cottagers' Classes.

The celebrated Band of tho Coldstream Guards will attend.

Schedules of Prizes will be forwarded upon application to

R. J. Russel, Honorary s.-cretary. Brackley.

MANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

The FOURTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW or HORNED
CATTLE, HORJSKS, SHEEP, PIGS, POULTRY. SPORTING
DOG3, CIIEK PI" ITER, SEEDS, HOOTS, FRUIT, VEGE-
TABLES, FLOWERS, IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY. <fcc,

will take place at Ashton-under-Lyn» on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, September 11 and 12.

Premiums amounting to upwards of 11001 (including consider-

able Special Prizes) will be awarded on this occasion.

Entries of Stock, &c, closed on the 10th ult.

The Yard will be open to the Public by Tickets iold on
the spot, admitting One Gentleman and a Lady, orTwo Ladies,

on Wednesday, September 11. from 10 to 6, at 2#. Qd. each, and
on Thursday, Sept. 12, from S to 4 (when the Show will finally

Close), at Is.

Tho PUIJLIC DINNER will t iko place on the First Day of

the Show, in the Ashton Town Han, at 4.30 p.m. F. D. P.

Vstlev, Esq., will preside. Tickets, 3c • each, may be had
from Messrs. Jkvnisov, In the Show Yard ; or meantime, from
them at Bellevue, Manchester.

T. B. Ryder, Secretary.

2, Elliot Street, Liverpool.—Sept. 7.

Wixt &grtcttltttral (Baiette*
SATURDAY, SEPTE3IBER 7, 1861.

ETTNOS 1 OR THE TWO FOLLOW INC WEEKS.
W r.DResdat, Sept. 11-

WEDWE8DA.T, — 11

TlirR'DAV, — Pi
Si'smv, — 15
MOXHAY, 1ft

Tommy, — K
WlDSIBDAT, — 18
thvk8day, v>

Wkdmesdat,

Thursdav,
Frida

— 18

— 18—

-Sparkrn
) Manchester and Liverpool So r at
f Ashton undi ynt\

j-Baft Flanders ;it Ghent.

J Great B*l« of the late l/>rd Berwick's
V Hereford*, &c., at Cronkhill, j:

) Shrewsbury.
I Warwickshire Society at Str.it ford-on-
J Avon. ...

. Sta) A^ri. Society at Wolvcr-
l hampton.

We could last year call attention to the first

Part of the Agricultural Society's Journal for i860

on the 8th day of September. "This year no notice

has been possible of the corresponding Part for

1861 until the 7th of the month. The publication

was, however, we believe, actually accomplished

(in accordance with a recent bye-law of the

Society) before the end of August ; and it would

have appeared before had the Editor been supplied

with the reports of the Judges of Implements at

Leeds. These have not been forthcoming, and
accordingly we shall have to wait till February,

1862, for an official account of the steam cultiva-

tors and steam ploughs and other implements
tried at the annual meeting in July last.

It is certainly not impossible to prepare such re-

ports within amonth ofthe eventto be reported. The
columns of the daily newspapers and of the weekly
agricultural journals prove how rapidly andwell such
reports can be at once prepared and published. The
work of trying and examining the implements shown
at Leeds was distributed in four divisions among a

dozen judges ; and it is unpardonable that the

grounds of the decisions which they made are not

yet in the hands of the Society. It may be that

the gentlemen employed cannot give up their time
in harvest, although public spirited enough to

devote a week or two early in July to the work of

adjudging the premiums of the Society. If so, an

j
official reporter should be appointed to receive the

|

notes taken during the process of adjudication,
'

and put them in form for immediate publication.

And any how the Editor ought to have prepared a

personal report of the reaping and steam cultivation

done, to meet a default of this kind, and so pre-

vent its recurrence in the future. "We are bound

to add that the report of the cattle show,

which has been prepared in time for_the

current Number, is exceedingly meagre. With

the exception of the Hereford and Devon

cattle, and the Shropshire sheep, and some classes

of the Horses, which are described with more

minuteness, the account given is inferior in inte-

rest and utility to those which appeared in the

dailv and weekly papers immediately after the,

meeting. What service for instance is done by the
three lines which are all the long-woolled herds of
sheep receive :

—" This class now commonly signi-
fies Cotswolds and Lincolns ; of the former there
was a splendid show, but the Lincolns were not
even represented." Mr. Fishek Hobbs, it should
be added, makes some useful remarks on the
nursery department of the cattle show, to which
reference will hereafter be made.
Under this head, too, we have to remark that

the published prize lists do not name the cattle

which receive the awards, although by a resolu-

tion of the Council this was directed to be done.

What the difficulty may be which has hindered it

we do not know ; it is plain that without the names
a record of this kind is almost useless.

Let us now turn to the other contents of the

volume. It opens with a prize Essay on Stock

Breeding, by Professor HENfir Tanner. There is

then a useful paper, also a prize Essar, by Messrs.

EA7VBXBD of Basingstoke, on the Adulteration of

Seeds, in which Professor Buckmann's investi-

gations into the subject, published in the Agricul-
tural Gazette, are largely quoted. Then follows-

the most important article of the series—" On the
Composition of Cheese," by Dr.VoELCKER, contain-

ing an immense mass of research, well arranged so>

as to exhibit clearly the lessons it conveys. The
importance of keeping the milk sweet and clean—
the need of observing a uniformity of temperature
at which to add the rennet—the importance
of patience in the separation of the whey—the
advantage of scalding the curd when still

lying broken in the midst of the whey—the
necessity of a slow and gradual breaking of

the curd—the importance of sweet rennet of
the proper strength, are all discussed. A great

many facts, too, are brought to bear upon the un-
certainty which exists in cheese-making. The
variety in the quality of milk, and in the compo-
sition of whey, curd, and cheese, are also illustrated

by them ; and the utility of various dairy imple-
ments is discussed. The theory of the formation
of curd is yet unformed, and no explanation yet
devised seems capable of meeting ail the facts of
the case. Dr. Voelcker also gives an interesting

aocount of prolonged experiments in manures for

Swedes. The Farming of Yorkshire is described

by Mr. Wright, and that of Nottinghamshire by
Mr. Parkinson. Mr. Bowick and Major
McClintock give detailed and instructive reports
of their experience in the rearing of calves. Messrs*
Lawes and Gilbert give most useful reports of ex-
periments in the feeding of cattle and sheep ; and
a good essay on Farm Capital by the late

Charles Wratislaw is followed by a long note
of comment from the Editor, to which reference

is made elsewhere.

Mr. Herbert makes his annual report of the

consumption of meat in the metropolis, and Mr.
Glaisher gives his periodical account of the
weather of the year.

There is thus the usual variety of topics in the
pages of the present Number.

he department of cattle breeding and feeding
occupies indeed more than its usual share of
attention ; short papers on the adulteration of
seeds and on the growth of Swedes being the only
reference to plant cultivation ; and the subject of
soil culture, if we except the Editorial note, being
almost entirely omitted. This division of interest

over the agricultural field does not correspond to
that felt out of doors j ust now. Steam cultivation;

and land drainage have this year occupied more
attention than they have ever done before, and a
report of progress under these heads ought to have
been given. It was no doubt expected that the
former subject would have been discussed in the
report of the Judges at Leeds ; and the public will
share in the disappointment of the Editor, that
the report in question was not forthcoming in time
for publication.

Not only has rust been extremely prevalent
this year amongst Wheat, but at this moment, in

some districts, the Grass in meadows and amongst
the Clover is affected to such an extent that the

labourers walking through the field or engaged in

mowing are thickiy powdered with the spores.

Though rust may be innocent enough in the

Wheat crop, the case is very different with Grass,

where the plant and not the seeds is the source

from whence the farmer's profit is to arise. Grass

cannot be rusty without suffering both in weight

and quality, even though it should not be decidedly

deleterious.

We have been consulted however as to this

latter point, but unfortunately we have no data

upon which to found any decisive opinion. Few
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analyses of Fungi have ever teen made, and none Christ's Hoamtal, and tbe remainoer oy airXe from
as far as we know of the rust of Grasses and Corn London banker. The ^^*%^^$2

Ti. • 11 i £ l *v„4. ^4-^«i- en-fPar« 1657, which is the residence of tne tenant, is now oem
crops. It is a. well known fact that stock suffers ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^dlorda
when Grass is infested with Ergot. ^m

.f
ure

£re directing most liberally the permanent improve-
labour arises often from its presence, and it Has

menfc of ^ propertiVj the tenant, Mr. Roberts, is

been suggested to us that pastures cannot be good
carrying ou^ wi ti1 equal energy improvements in the

for cattle where the leaves of Grass are extensively cultivation of it. As soon as he was assured of

covered with parasitic Fungi. As however there
! n \3 tenancy under the new ownership he purchased

are wholesome as well as unwholesome Fungi, and
j

Fowler's apparatus, ordering the engine of greatest

power then sent out with it, and it has accordingly been

at work since October 1860. It was a bad season last

autumn for prosecuting steam cultivation, and the

engine only arrived in October, but up till harvest

time this year Mr. Roberts had already ploughed

440 acres ; * and since, as well as during harvest, he has

already ploughed 8 or 9 inches deep 50 acres of

stubble. The best month in the year yet remains for

him before his first year finishes, and if weather favours

remainder by Mr. Gosling, a making 354?. on this account. Add 2** for annual charge of implements wV* 1*
these horses, and we have about 35/,

°r

^ V
add, making in all the sum of about' ^n/* *

horses ; or about 373?. for 8 horses. *a 2 '
for

saved by dispensing with them.
aa the ^H

there are no decisive examples to show that evil

has arisen from the presence of rust, we can only

at present remain in a state of philosophic doubt,

waiting till some one shall analyse the Fungus,

and make experiments on its properties. As the

plant is so small this may at first sight seem almost

impossible, but rust is often so prevalent that there

would be little difficulty in collecting a sufficient mm Derore m8 nT& . y€ar nm8Des? anu u weauliei. iavuulo
quantity both for analysis and experiment by him he may add other 12q to 150 acres to his year's

sweeping meadows or corn crops where it abounds performance. The amount done during 12 months
•~'iL " l*M' *" -">*-» *»»- -—*- —M I

wi]1 then hftve beeu from 600 t0 640 acres> And thiQf

considering that a great portion of the land is ex-

tremely heavy, that it is the old unimproved 12-horse

power apparatus that ha3 been used, and above all,

that the autumn of last year was almost lost by the
wetness of the weather, is very satisfactory work.

Let us now find ^c
by the use of the steam plough in theln^

01"*

work actually done during the twelve months as"
^

only a moderate performance during them
1

?'
September, will prove at least 600 acres of pi y

*

And nothing can be more perfect than the th^
disintegrat

recei\

rate of

with a coarse cloth, to which the spores would

adhere abundantly. "When collected, the substance

should be submitted to a first-rate chemist, with

an especial charge to compare the result with the

known analyses of wholesome and deleterious

Fungi. The question is of consequence in more

than one direction, and especially with reference

to the nature of the oily matter which might
be collected from rust when distilled.*

"While on the subject of wholesome and unwhole-
some Fungi, it may be mentioned that three

Zouaves were reported as dying a few days since

in the military hospitals of Versailles from eating

Mushrooms. The particular species is not stated
A 1*1 i * i * 1 1 ^ f~\ 1

ring. This work has been accomplished*

?

___. ;>f 5, 6, 7, and 8 acres a day, including all stonU
and removals. When I saw it last Monday it yJ!

the point of finishing 42 acres at the end of its eS?
day ; but then it was extremely deep and heavriJf
and the 3-furrow plough only was in operation""t

the case of lighter work, when the 4-furrow pW
be used, 8 acres a day can be as easily d£*
5 can be when 3 furrows only are worked at J!
If six acres a day be put as an average perform
it must be held to include all ordinary stonm*
and the time during which the plough Atfjff
at work in the past 12 months, including Jut iw.

.vuv^ v» «u« inmav,!!) »^j oauMinvwxj t, Vxh.. ungenial weather, then comes out about 100 dm
The Berden Hall Farm includes about 750 acres, of j The daily cost of wages is for engineer, &.; t^J

man, 2s. 6d. ; anchor man, Is. &d. ; two porterlii

each ; water cart and boy, 4s. The daily costinoileitai

1*. id., and the daily cost of coals, so muchastiwt

which 60 or 70 are permanent pasture. Some
300 acres of it at either end of the estate are extremely
heavy land, receiving a thorough bare fallow once

,

—. **., «— v~~ , ~. «*,«.«, „w muumBucK
every six years as the only possible way (so they say) to

j

being daily burned, is 15s. The total daily c«U
successful cultivation ; 200 acres is a loamy soil of

j

wages and materials is thus 28s. 6d, and the aomal

good quality over a white chalky clay, and the
'^ 1AA J " i1 * in7 **

remainder is a light soil. 300 acres accordingly are

cultivated according^ the following rotation :— (1) Bare
fallow,, (2) Wheat, (3) Clover or trefoil, (4) Wheat, ;(5)but the bad symptoms did not arise till 18 hours i
muv^^/ n ucai, yof ww»w w uvuu, y*j »tuc»u,

,w
after they had been eaten, when constant vomiting, Beans orjPeas, (6) Wheat ; and 400 acres or thereabouts

violent pains in the stomach, a small pulse, cold ' are cultivated on the 4-course rotation, (1) Turnips and
-» -*--•- * * - • - other root crops, (2) Barley, (3) seeds, (4) Wheat. But

the rotations are not very strictly adhered to. Oats
are sometimes taken after Wheat ; Trefoil is over a
considerable extent of the heavy land taken after

Wheat to receive a bastard fallow after being fed
off with sheep or mown for hay ; and in some

|

the shorter links and the headland rope will probably

Cases. ftS thin rpnr tlm nnmirifir r\f Kara lnr.4- fii.n ^ nn «^, . +1, « lAnn AC\\ ,. „...!.-, »,-,»,« ,,-1,^1, nlnn.i

skin, and pinched face were apparent; in fact,

almost every symptom of cholera except extreme
purging. All three died in 24 hours. The crisis

which preceded death was characterised by con-
vulsions so strong as to necessitate the use of the
strait waistcoat. On post mortem examination,

j
cases

congestion of the stomach and of the upper part of
the intestinal canal was found.f

It would be well if cases of sudden disease,

passing rapidly through its several stages and, *-r—o —«»*«» *«* •«»M»UV0 vWVS uv « unuum
ending in death, should arise amongst stock in \

anv Beans at all; it includes 240 acres of Wheat,
pastures where rust abounds, to bear the instance

j

^° acres of Barley» 80 acres ofOats, and a large extent
just mentioned in mind. The peculiar symptoms of bare fallow.

should be noted and reported, and a caretul post
'

How large the quantity of labour the work of culti-

mortem examination made bv some skilful
l \at!°n invol

Yes may be gathered from the following

immation and
stat

.

e
£?

ent of
,
l
.

h
f
mere ploughings, and scarifyings or

charge over 100 days is thus 142Z. 10*.

The cost of repairs has been hardly anything.

One thorough overhaul of engine cost £
6 plough breasts broken

j

40 ploug hshares j

iDj'ury to rope porters, &c., say 5

In all £15

The cost of rope is ascertained with greater diffi-

culty. The quantity supplied originally was one long

steel rope of 400 yards ; shorter links of steel rope =

400 yards ; headland ropes = 300 yards. Of these,

as this year, the quantity of bare
fallow is increased at the expense of the
Beans; and in place of Turnips a considerable
breadth of Mangel Wurzel is grown. The cultivation
and cropping this year for instance does not include

veterinary surgeon. ^«i»x,o ^^iuxuuvwu ana .™ bbinjr
convulsions of extreme severity may, however
sometimes arise from very simple causes, where
there is at first sight good ground for attributing
the cause to some deleterious matter, taken either
accidentally or hy design. Last May, within two
or three days of each other, three line beasts in
our neighbourhood were seized with inflammation
and strong convulsions, living but a few hours
after the seizure. The stomach in every case was
highly congested, the food forming dry plates
almost as destitute of moisture as oilcake. The
intestines, especially above, were in a high state of
inflammation, and the convulsions almost in-
credible. A few particles of common blue paint
were found in

at first thought ..

induced constipation. It was however
gested that the stock had access to a
piece of ground which had been laid down the
previous summer for Grass, in which there were
numerous tussocks of coarse dry Bent from the

= 250
= 100
= 50

Acres

Wheat in any case, whether it be seed furrow after

°

Ug
* '

a fallow, or after seeds or Beans, receives 1 ploughing
Barley receives 1 ploughing ..
Beans aftur Wheat, 1 ploughing '..
A fYu fallow receives a 4-horse ploughing' out ofstubble— a 3-horse ploughing (turning back) in
spring)—a 3-horse cross-ploughing—a 2-horse plough-
ing (turning back), and a horse ploughing into ltnds,
in succession

; besides as many harrowings and roll-
ings as the weather points out to be necessary- in

Turnips receive one 4-horse ploughing in autumn, two
scufflmgs m spring ; one 3-horse ploughing and
another scuffline- afterward*

= 250

= 500

sug-

last five years ; the long 400 yards rope, which alone

passes round the engine pulleys, and has all the wear

and tear which in the old-fashioned arrangement it

receives, is perhaps nearly half worn. Mr. Eoberts is

about to get another 400 yards length for heavy work,

and will use the half-worn rope for lighter wori for

perhaps two years longer, when the new rope will take

its place, and thereafter if the wear continues at the

past rate, a new. long rope would hare to be bought

every two years, and new short ropes every five years.

If therefore

the half of a long rope •• "'

and the fifth of the other rope ..

£30
be charged, we shall have ..

to put down for the year's expenditure in rope. Let

it be remembered that the new arrangemenHbyw
the slack rope is kept off the ground), and the new cup

drum, will together effect an immense saving upon uw

past wear and tear, so that this item forifota« y«™

will no doubt be much diminished. It is bowewf my

object to state only actual experience, and 6w. *

therefore charged for the past year on account 01 wp

Add for interest of capital 5 per cent, on -80W., or* *

and 10 percent, for depreciation or maintenance
lotva

>

or 80/. ; and we have a total expenditure ; ^- •

Let it be remembered that this charge ot 1" P^
t

is undoubtedly an excessive charge, and is 0,
)j^

down because it has been adopted in all tne P

instances of this series. From this amount m ^
we have to deduct the sum of 50j.,

w
f

heretofore on this farm been Pw , o
ctt irfll

power engine will be perfectly eftcie:ni ^
much more so than those engines whicn ^
hired hitherto. There thus remains a sum ot - •

Qf

as the nnnual expenditure on steam-power 1 p ^
373/. hitherto incurred by horse-power. ^ ^
257/. amongBt the 000 acres of ploughing

acconiP ^
and we have a charge per acre of very Aiw

There are thus no less than 1150 acres of ploughing

t , £
r lts equivalent needing to be done per acre, besides

the stomach, and it was !

harrowings, rollings, and carringe of manure and crop •

that the lead might have J
nd a Sreafc portion of this ploughing, all the first
furrow out of corn stubble, has been done with four
horses in a team. No wonder that Mr. Roberts sought
cheaper and more efficient means of cultivation than
horse-power afforded him.

~~ ~ — *
—

- "TT -n
w

axlA whicu *»
The cultivation and general work of Berden Hall ^Wn'ftfT1 . i*

* g fTe'cau^fthe
12*»

fince was gained, though at a great sacrifice.
j

they are managed in team, of six, a man ' andbuch cases warn us to be cautious in our infe- I

boY managing each six in the stable. When thev
rences. Ihe question, however, of our Corre- are wor^d in teara^ of four, then two sixes are n o *..
spondent as to the effects of rust will not, we hope,

arran
Sf
d m three teams, and an extra man and boy are ^ *' AT PT acre*

, , r : f mort*^
be carelessly laid aside but followed out to some I ™*tl ^^^™^,*"» th- two me/and ftf^?V^^
positive conclusions. It shows moreover the great
importance to the farmer of having some accurate
notions as rn th* natn™ ««^ «2

BU1".C dlt"Idie
1
wont may oe considered as accomplished bv 3-horvp i ,

iU1 ° catlUiate lfle great advantage wmu«*!
with It e *?d PWPWties of the teams-and the wages thus of four men and four w!" *****1»™<x& by the substitution of —r^parasites with which the objects ot his care are may be charged per annum. This at 13* Z thl I

f°r horses - ^ « impossible to doubt that ^^ fer
.

horse keepers, and lis. for other men, and 11* for the
a
5?.
vantaSe i3 to be in the future reaped by ^ ^

boys, over 52 weeks, is 166/. Ss.

The food of the horses is during about 10 months of
the year 2 bushels of Oats, one sixth of a bushel of
Beans, aud 2 trusses of hay, making apiece equal xo
nearly 10*. a week over at least 40 weeks ; while during
the remaining 10 or 12 they receive half th« m,,nr;^ 7~* —

: -\ - -?-©«r TTT h 1

. .— .„ v ,0. —--.- , -« -...«nWel

a week. This amounts per annum to 24/ IO5 or
over 12 horses to 294/. To this we add for farrier
harness maker, blacksmith, depreciation of value
and interest of capital, 5/. a horse, or 60/. in all

infested. M. J. B.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
Berden Hall, near Bishop Stortford.—This

estate has passed within the last few years into new
hands. Formerly the property of Mr. Calvert, the
London brewer, who had during his ownership sup-
plied it with capital farm buildings, it has lately been
purchased, the creater nart of i*. h* «,*» „ 1«.*™ ~e

tilising~and cleaning influence of such ^f^e
thorough work as his clay land and com stuD * ^
now for the firsc time receiving. And when t^
drum is substituted for the present cumbrous * ^
ment of pullies underneath the engine, and v ^
DJf. ^^nn .1 1, «- :_ -1. i ..1- haf.ifuteu iy* j

•There is little doubt that oily matter would come over, as'«ry spore contains several .lobules of nil nf crr.»Ja~Z: JZ

British Medical * This includes 50 acres three times, and 70 acres twicegone over with the plough.
wres twice

time and wear and tear of rope, all these

will be achieved at a great diminution of cost. .^
Berden Hall Farm is interesting in other ways p

^
its steam cultivation. Several hundred acr

^e
«it

have been drained from 30 inches to 3 iee
Jh

-

8
#&•

1 perch interval, and Mr. Roberts prefers ^w0r

paratively shallow draining to deeper work. EigW
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100 acres of woodland have been grubbed and added (charged with taring manufactured a chain harrow in more complete change than in all that relates to th

to the arable land of the farm. A flock of 300 large- 1 July last for Mr. Thomas Snell, of Dolton, the same application of experiment to the elucidation of arricul-

being an infringement of both plaintiff's patents.

e

framed well-bred Hampshire Down sheep are kept, and

their produce are sold as fat lambs during the spring

and early summer months. A dairy of 20 capital cows

is kept, so as to yield butter all the year round. A
large stock of improved Essex pigs is kept All the

best implementsare in use—drills, horse-hoes, grubbers,

manure - distributors, reaping machine, threshing

machine, chaffcuttera, root pulpers, <fcc. The farm

buildings are well arranged and exceedingly complete.

The farm house is one of the finest old mansions of its

class in the country. Most of the cottages of the

labourers both there and in the villages between it and

the Bishop Stortford station are exceedingly good, and

new five and six-roomed cottages are in the course of

erection by the landlords, the Governors of Christ's

Hospital, at the cost of 400J. per pair ! That the

interests of the labourers are observed both by
landlord and by tenant is plain from the fact that

under the existing energetic management not only is

the cottage accommodation improving, but the quantity

of wages paid per annum is increasing, notwithstand-

ing the last addition in the shape of the Bteam plough

to the machinery of the farm.

I ought to add that the farm is about 25 fields, of

which one is 114 acres in extent, another 92, three

of 50, and five between 20 and 40. There is thus a

considerable extent of large open fields already well

fitted for the operation of the steam plough—though a

good many'fields of smaller size, under 10 acres, yet

remain and need to be thrown together before the

whole farm is prepared for the economical adoption of

steam culture.

Cambridge v. James Snell.—Mr. Bencraft said in this

and the next case an important question arose, though

it was one upon which no manner of doubt could exist.

The defendant was a respectable yeoman, living in

Merton, and this action was brought against him for an

infringement of plaintiff's patents by "using" the

spurious implement made by Down. On reference to

the patent, which he produced, it would be seen that

her Majesty had granted to the plaintiff her special

licence " that he, and no others (but such as he at any

time might agree with) should and might make, ' use/

exercise, and vend, within this kingdom his said inven-

tion." It was, therefore, unquestionable, that whoever

should use a piratical copy of plaintiff's invention was

liable to him in an action for damages. Plaintiff con-

ceived that as long as persons could be found to buy an

article, mechanics would be found to construct it, but

that if the illegal using could be stopped he should have

no occasion to complain of people making. Under these

circumstances he had fully determined to bring actions

against all agriculturists found using these harrows,

and in all future cases he should press for heavy damages.

LIABILITY FOR THE USE OF A PIRATED
INVENTION.

ToRRrs-OTOx: Before John Tyrrell, Esq., Judge, August 7.

CAMBRIDGE'S PATENT CHAIN HABBOWS.
Cambridge v. Down.—Mr. L. Bencraft said the plain-

tiff was the well-known agricultural implement maker
of St. Phillip's Iron Works, Bristol, and the defendant

was a wheelwright living at Merton, in this county.

The action was brought to recover damages from
defendant for the infringement of a patent, which
secured to the plaintiff the right to manufacture an
implement well known in husbandry—the self-expand-

ing chain harrow. Chain harrows had been used for

many years, but they were, before the date of plaintiff's

improvements, mere masses of chain welded together

and expanded by an iron or wooden bar. In April,

1857, plaintiff conceived and obtained a patent for his

first improvement—it had reference to the expanding
bar. The old bar gave the harrow such rigidity,

laterally, as effectually to prevent it from adapting
itself to the unevenness of the land ; to remedy this

defect, plaintiff invented a bar composed of several links
coupled together breadthways of the harrow by joints.
The harrow was thus kept expanded to its full width,
but, at the same time, was allowetT to-yietd to any
inequality or unevenness of the surface of the land.
Another improvement was effected by the same patent.
The links composing the harrow were so arranged that
one row should not follow the preceding one, but should
work between the lines formed by the preceding row of
links. By this plan the ground was cut finer, and more
effectually pulverised, than by the old construction. In
March, 1859, the plaintiff obtained a patent for further
improvement on the old implement, by making the
harrow in detachable parts by means of hooks. The
usefulness of both inventions was indisputable—prizes,

medals, and certificates of merit, had been awarded to

plaintiff for it by the Bath and West of England, and
other agricultural societies ; but the best proof of their

merit was the fact that plaintiff had this year turned
out not less than 1500 sets from his manufactory. In

1858, he exhibited at the Bath and West of England's
Show, at Barnstaple, and from that period he found
that throughout this and the adjoining county, copies of
his invention had been pirated by country blacksmiths,
in great numbers. The law was perfectly clear : who-
ever, directly or indirectly, used the invention was
guilty of an infringement ; and if any person employed
means only colourably different to produce the same
result as the patent, he was as liable in law as if he made
an exact copy. Neither could any one, legally, construct
what might actually be an improvement of the patent.
Flaintiff having expended a considerable sum in obtain-
ing his patent, had resolved to spare no trouble or
expense in detecting and punishing parties who chose
to set his right* at defiance. He had accordingly des-
patched a person through this part of the country to
make detections and the result had been the present
case', and three others for hearing to-day. Plaintiff had
no vindictive feeling m the matter, but he gave notice,
that after publicity and warning had been given in
these cases, he should, ,n all future cases, press for sub-
stantial damages.-W itnesses then proved that in the
month of April last defendant had made and sold to
Mr. James Snell, of Grange Farm, Merton, a chain
harrow, which contained the principle of plaintiff's first
patent—the flexible expanding bar.—Defendant, in
answer to the case, said he was quite unaware that he
had infringed any patent, or that there was any such
patent in existence.

Cambridge v. Beard.—This case was similar to the
last

i the defendant being a smith at Dolton, and being

ture. The time is not long gone by when to call a man
an experimental farmer was the reverse of complimen-
tary ; while at the present moment, those who engage
most actively in the prosecution of agricultural experi-

1 ments are the very men whose opinions on purely prac-

I
tical points are most highly valued. It is not difficult

to trace the cause of this change. The old experi-

menters were really blind guides, because they had no
definite principles to direct them. They tried experi-

I

ments at random, and used this or that substance, not
because there was any good reason to suppose thai

it was capable of giving results, but merely on

the chance of something of interest or importance

turning up. The change of opinion which has taken

place in regard to the value of experiments is mainly

due to the fact that agriculture has taken on a scientific

form ; it has imported into it knowledge derived from

other sources, and whether he be acquainted with

science or not, every one engaging in agricultural

pursuits ought to know that he is handling a scientific

art, and the more clearly and distinctly this change
and its inevitable consequences are recognised, and the

more quickly the practical farmer accommodates himself

Cambridge v. Thomas Snell.—This case was precisely
j

to it, the more rapid will be the future progress of

similar to the last, the action being brought to recover
j
agriculture.

damages from defendant, a respectable yeoman in

Dolton, for using the chain harrow made by the

defendant in the second case heard. In both cases

Mr. Dennis Kingdon represented the defendants.

He said they did not deny using the implement in

question. That they were not aware it was illegal to

do so, and as soon as they found it was they ceased to

use it.—Mr. Bencraft, in reply, said he had no doubt
this was the case, and that farmers laboured under
the mistake of supposing that if they ordered a harrow
slightly different from the patent they might use it with
impunity. It was, however, as they would find, qsite

impossible that they could, directly or indirectly, avail

themselves of the principle of the invention, without
legal liability. He repeated that these actions against
the farmers using the harrow had been brought as a

public notice and warning, and he was resolved in all

future cases to press for heavy damages.—His Honour
said:—No doubt the makers had substantially infringed

the patent ; and it was equally an offence to use a chain
harrow which was an infringement. As plaintiff did
not press for full damages, he should give judgment for

11. in each case; costs to be paid on the sum claimed,
and if defendants objected to this his judgment would
go against each defendant for 52. Abridgedfrom North
JDevon Journal.

LARGE WHEAT EARS.
Wheat being of so much importance and the ear

the most prominent feature of the plant, no excuse
need be offered for noticing some large ears in my
possession.

The grains of Wheat are commonly arranged in two
opposite and parallel rows on the ear or rachis, and
attached by means of the chaff to joints or notches,
the apex of the ear also having one or more grains
adhering to it. In ordinary crops Wheat ears have from
10 to 19 fertile notches and from two to four grains on
the notch. This season I have found many ears of
different varieties with 25 and 27 fertile notches, having
from four to seven grains on a notch. I have also
culled several ears of a bearded unnamed seedling with
eight and nine grains on some of the notches. The
history of these extraordinary ears is not a little

remirkill ) 1eM "

„ .. r rxrt , , . . .,
ensure uniformity of soil and treatment of every part of theMy nursery collection of Wheats was put into the field. No one who has not had practical experience of the

ground on the 31st January, and unfortunately on soil thing can have any idea of how difficult it is to find even 3 or
infested by wireworms, and their extensive devastations

4 aj™. of 8oil ?f absolutely uniform character or composition,

led mo to conclude that in. some places the crop
j
X&Z*&SS&£%g*&%?£&£%£&

was lost. Accordingly a portion of the ground was varies. The only mode commonly adopted is to make the ex-
reseeded with Barley and covered by means of the P*™©11^ in duplicate

; but this, though a precaution which
common

4
harrow. With the advance of the season a Ssi^^T^^f^^w f

other
,
reas

?
l

us ta *ot all that U
«~^;^ «riiru««*. ~i~~± • j j •

a~um"? ** requisite, lhe fact is, that to get really good results, theportion of \V heat plants revived and grew vigorously, spaces on which experiments are to be made should be fixed the
producing the ears in question. The soil had pro- l

year before, and the same crop being grown in the same manner
1 «*-»•« • 1 rs r% „ ... .... * _ IM'O. *V»/» nni:» C. ^1 r1 1.1 Hi.' . .1 • . ...

My object on the present occasion is to discuss some of these
matters, and more especially to consider the mode in which
experiments ought to be conducted, and the precautions which
ought to be taken if they are to be successful and trustworthy.
The truth is, a great part of the experiments we make bear to

the science they are meant to extend, somewhat the same rela-

tion that the scaffolding does to the building—it is void in con-
structing, and is destined to disappear when the edifice is com-
plete. In agriculture we are now just laying the foundations,
m some parts only preparing the ground, and beyond a doubt
many of the experiments now made are destined to disappear,
and be replaced by others, but they are not on that account the
less necessary, nor is the merit of those who make them the
less. The object of all agricultural experiments is essential and
economical aid. It is that of increasing by artificial

means the productive capacity of the soil. But this result
may be arrived at either directly by the study of a particular
case, or indirectly by establishing general principles. The
former method is limited in its application, the latter more
extended and capable of being applied under a variety of
circumstances, and has consequently a higher value. What-
ever method the agricultural experimenter may resolve to
adopt, there are a variety of matters to which it is necessary
for him to attend if he wishes his results to be valuable, and
these I shall endeavour to set before you as clearly as possible.
In the first place, then, it is of paramount importance that we
should have a definite object in view. He should set out by
carefully considering the nature of the facts he wishes to
establish, and examining the literature of agriculture in order
to ascertain whether similar experiments have been made
before. If he finds any previous results they should be care-
fully studied, and shouldj they show any discrepancies the
cause ought to be inquired into, and in those which he is
about to make, he should endeavour so far as practicable to
arrange the conditions so as to eliminate their source. Having-
settled all these points, it is of the utmost importance that the
experimenter should not undertake too much. He shouTd
bear in mind that the most important part of his experi-
ments, and that which more perhaps than any other requires
his personal superintendence, vir., the weighing or the
crop, must take place at harvest time, when he himself and
his men are all most busily occupied, and when it is difficult
to find hands to do what is absolutely required. What
can be done at spring-time is not so easily accomplished
in autumn, and the risk is that the weighings are
slurred over, and the experiments become valueless, or, which
is worse, misleading. The most common error is to undertake
too much.

The next point is to fix the field in which the expe-
riments are to be made, and, in doing this, there is.

very great scope for care and attention.
It is not advisable that the land should have been in hign

cultivation, nor should it have received any large and un-
usual manuring, because in a great number of cases the effect
of it not being fully exhausted, it may interfere to a greater or
less extent with the results. Care should also be taken to

oyer the entire field, the quantities produced on each of these
plots should be separately weighed, and thus the limits of the
natural variation determined. Strictly speaking this should
bo done for more than one year, because different seasons
produce different effects. Thus, for example, during a dry
season the crop over a whole field may be quite uniform,
but during a moist year, from one part of the field lying
lower, or oa a more retentive aubsoU than the other a differ-
ence may be developed. It is scarcely to be expected that

%vnt « * »„.
experimenters in general should be in a condition to do allr ««. « u yoi.unpa «* "•" v* w"~

T"*Y"
«•««*«

T"
uv

I"' thu, and to provide so long beforehand for the experimentsample space and nourishment no plant can be largely they are about to make, but something should undoubtedly
developed. Whoever wishes to ensure large ears of he done. He should at all events select a portion of a field

Wheat must seed thinly.
h? kn<?wr5 10 yield a tolerabl* ««*» crop, which has a soil

Varro, one of the old Roman writers'on agriculture,

duced Potatoes in 1860 with a small allowance of
manure, and no top-dressing had been applied to the
Wheat or to the mixed Wheat and Barley crop of the
present year. There is certainly nothing peculiar to
the varieties of Wheat or to the management of the
soil to account for these fine ears, and their size is

mainly due to the wireworm having thinned out the
plants. It is perhaps a law of the farm that without

recommended that the largest Wheat ears should be

selected for seed, but hitherto all my attempts have

failed to change the characteristics of any well-defined

variety. As an illustration it may be mentioned that

I sowed in spring last the seeds of two stalks with two

ears on each stalk, but the produce had but one ear on

the stalk. Patrick Shirref, Haddington, Sept. 2.

(ixv Mji'wa w .yiciu a vuieratuy uniionw crop, wa
of uniform texture, renting throughout on the same kind of
subsoil, and should avoid one of the general productive capa*

a

EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE.
During the late agricultural meeting at Pertb,

lecture on this subject was delivered by Dr.

Anderson, Professor of Chemistry in the Uni-

versity of Glasgow. He said: -There is no point

in regard to which opinions have undergone a

bilities of which he is fgnorant. He should* bear in mind*
however, that mere ocular inspection of a crop is a very
fallacious guide as to its uniformity ; indeed, every practical
rmer knows how easily he is thus misled, and that it con-

stantly happens that crops which are estimated as nearly the
same, differ very widely when brought to the test of weight,
and the reason is that the eye judges by the general appear-
ance of the crop, and not by the portion of it which is valu-
able. Thus, for example, the luxuriant growth of the leaves
of the Turnip does not always prove that there is a propor-
tionate development of bulb, although it may very often do sou

The size of the plots on which the experiments are to

be made is also a matter involving many important
considerations.

It is usually maintained that the larger they are the better*
and there is no question about the advantage of making experi-
ments on a considerable scale, but I have no hesitation ia
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stating that this may be carried too far. It is obvious thatwhen the plots are of a considerable size, the risk of errors
arising from inequality in the characters of the soil is to a
certain extent diminished, but this again is counterbalanced
by the consideration that we proportionately reduce the
number of experiments made, because there are many persons
Wnfl micrnr. Ho ir\^lir»r»^ tr\ A n wv **.*.,* ami „««- ~~ a . • /i

E^BER 7

sa^.l
E*-ff*± £T3L«j£rE»s5? mto^.^s^^temexperiments, who would grudge the extra space, trouble, and

expense which would be entailed, if each plot were to be of
that size. The fact is, that the size of the spaces may be very
moderate, provided the experimenter is careful, and the soil
nas been proved to be of uniform quality, and thus preliminary
experiments extending over a year or two, made with the

3 cwt. guauo, another with the same quantity of manure and unfavourably cironm^ano^A k. i .
-——

-

w'tsr- f?*? **"• should be "««• "»*<»* *"* ITZ7T

Z

c
T*:™c

.

e± hy bei"g <«but with 6 and 8 cwt. of guano per acre, and also others in
which 10 tons of farmyard mauure used alone are contrasted
with the effect of 3 and 4 cwt. of guano alone. The whole of
the experiments being then discussed and compared, we

m

acted as a substitute for the dung on that crop, and then if
the subsequent crops were also weighed, we should see how
much the permanence of the one exceeded that of the other.
The permanence of the action of different manures is a matter
affording large scope for enquiry, and on which our present
information is very scanty. It is well known that someexpress intention of estabHshin,, this point™/ fu the lon^ manures'!hav? no^St effect, bute=th ir whole

6

Supposmg the size of plots to have been determined, the land th™ late Mr. P™y Y
fn which a

7
v£? «™X»"TtV °f

^e^e^ymcasnred^on^and marked with large, distinct,
|
of that salt pr53 a vV^markabTe^cre^'in P

the°c op"and permanent pins fixed in the corner of each plot, enough
being measured to give two spaces for each measure, and two
without any application for comparison.

This being accomplished, the manures are to be
prepared for application.

For this purpose the quantity to be used ought to be turned
out of the bags upon a clean stone or wooden floor, carefully
mixed with spades, breaking down any lumps and the whole
passed through a sieve. A sample should then be taken for
analysis, by lifting a handful from each of four or six parts of
the heap, which should immediately be put in a dry bottle.
It is very desirable, also, that the soil should be analysed and
examined as to its physical properties, but I hesitate to advise

v..,;., i^j i i ,7. « J * v4"^ tt»"^«iuorta3iu tuu crop.Again let us look at the facts connected with the use of super-phosphates, which as one of the most important of all manures,requires especial study The ground upon which the use ofthe manure was founded was, that by rendering the phos-phates soluble they become more accessible to the plant It
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here I would invite the attention ofZrlf^Mas equally suited to their practice) In t
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oU is still very imperfect, so much so, indeed, that it is often contains^bouTfcw^
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to determine the amount and distribution of the rainfall.
When the crop has reached maturity, the time at which it
should be harvested and weighed is a point of very great
importance, and gives scope for much exercise of judgment
and attention on the part of the experimenter. The usual
practice, as is well known, is to collect the produce of each
plot on the same day ; but this is a most fallacious plan, and I
haven *—•* *
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appear still to be several inaccuracies, which might no

doubt be set right by reference to the original French

document. Shou!d not coekehaferbegenerally substituted

for cockroach ; and is it not an entire mistake to include

moles among granivorous animals? Are they not solely

insectivorous, and thus, when allowed to live, beneficial

to our crops ? as I have been told by an extensive corn-

farmer in Scotland that he considers them, except occa-

sionally, when in the pursuit of insects they burrow

under and throw out of the ground a drill of Turnips.

A bird most useful to farmers does not appear in the

list of his friends; perhaps it may not be so common in

France as in this country, bnt the common black-headed

gull destroys in spring myriads of slugs, moths, and

other noxious insects, following the plough, or skimming

over the meadows in pursuit of them. The curious

mistake occurs in one column of ranking the bat among
birds. An illustrated edition of the memoir, adapt « -d to

our • limate, would be a valuable boon to our agricul-

turiaU and farmers. W. C. Trevelyan, WaMngtc
[Cockroach is no doubt a mistake for cockchafer.]

Bateman ; 2d, Henry Williams, both in the employ of Earl

Ducie ; 3d, George Keen, In the employ of Mr. Harris, of Cam.
Commended: Worthy Hayes, io the employ of Mr. James
Thomas.

octettes,

DFBHAM : The following notes of the recent meeting

of this Society at Darlington are taken from th

columns of a contemporary :

—

The Shorthorn classes produced a few good animals.

20J. for the best bull (any age) went to Messrs. firowell,

Apperby, and Throckrington, near Newcastle-on-Tyne,

for Cmur-de-Lion, four years old, a bull of more size

than symmetry; and the second prize to Mr. H.
Ambler's Great Eastern, two years seven months,

"commended" at Leeds, where his conqueror here was

too late in his entry. " Best bull under two years old,"

Sir Walter Trevelyan, Bart., of Walkington, Gipsy

Prince, one year six months old, also bred by Mr.
Ambler. This was the third prize bull at Leeds, while

Mr. H. Ambler himself won the second prize with

White Gamester, of the same age ; and also the prize

for the best bull calf with a nine months son of

Windsor—the very clever straight-backed roan that

was also second best at Leeds; and Captain Gunter

was second with roan President. The 101. for the

best cow in milk or in calf, we need hardly

say, Captain Gunter won with the Leeds first

prize cow Duchess 77th, and was second in same
lass with Duchess 78th; also the winner in the
" under 3-years old n class at the Royal Show.
Here she was just two days over the three years. Her
lovely and well-known white twin-sister stood next her,

and shared the admiration of all. Lady Pigot's

Empress of Hmdosfcan and Mr. Booth's Lady Grace
and Queon of the Vale, and Mr. Ambler's Woodrose
were also in this class. In the next, for 2-year old

heifers, Mr. Booth's most perfect white Soldier's Bride
was an easy winner, and was also decorated with the
laurel >f the day—the 100-guinea piece of plate, for

"the best~-9heTt-horried breeding animal inthe yard,"
to be won three years in succession

property of the winner. Capter Gunter won it last

year with Duchess 77th, and has now to resign it to
Mr. Booth. Mr. Jeffry Bulmer, of Aislaby Grange,
was second with Princess Royal Second ; carried off the
Tenant Farmers' 25-guinea cup, as best in the yard
under the same rules; and Mr. Bulmer having also

won it last year, has but to repeat his success in '62 to

hold it for ever and aye. Captain Gunter's white
Duchess was the best yearling heifer, and Lady Pigot's

The Lade Elfrida the second ; the latter of great size

and very fat, but somewhat patchy and coarse about
the throat. Her ladyship also won with Princess

Edward the prize for the '* best heifer calf."

Mr. Simpson, of Spofforth Park, Tadcaster, and Mr.
Wiley, divided the " Leicester and long-woolled sheep
prizes." Mr. Beale Browne exhibited three tine Cots-

wold rams from Gloucestershire, which were regarded
by many persons as superior to the Leicesters in wool,

size, and early maturity.

BebkexeyA>T>THOByBUR!\—The ploughing matches
were held on Wednesday last at the Earl Ducie's
Example Farm, a situation singularly adapted to the
purpose. The land appropriated to the occasion was an
extensive piece of Clover ley on a strong loamy soil.

In consequence of the dry weather we have lately
p«rie»ced, the land, especially the surface, was hard,

if our ploughs were entered for the Champion's prize,
including tessrs. Hornsby's of Grantham, and Messrs.
Howards of Be >rd. The Silver Cup for farmers' sons
had five entries, and the class for ploughmen ten
An excellent implement, Snowdon's paring plough,

was exhibited at work on an adjoining piece of
ground and elicited, as was justly due to it, universal
approval. It is capable of skimming the surface
lightly or penetrating to the depth of 4 or 5 inches,
thus forming cuttings convenient either for gatheriiiK
offorhuming. °

A novel exhibition also took place on some adjacent
land of three milking cows attached to a plough
However much the owner of them may rejoice in the
mnatural proceeding, he is not likely to obtain
converts to the system.

The following are the awards of the Judges :—

R^Cka
?J>ion

'

9
t

Prize
; »

pen t0^ny coraPetitor8, 5*., GeorgeBrown, in the employ of Messrs. Hornsby, of Grantham - the

M, -*., Thomas Chandler. The Ploaghmen'a prize, i»eter

'

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England. Vol. XXII., Part 1.

The Editor of the English Agricultural Society's

Journal received his appointment because he had been

a University man. He had had certain opportunities

of agricultural experience, and that was in his favour

;

but lie had received a University education, and that

ensured both his fitness for the office and his election

to it.

It was desirable that Mr. Frere should be able to

discuss the merits, faults, and wants of English agricul-

ture, and thus be ready to point out the way, whenever
useful progress seemed likely to be made; but it was
essential that he should do ail this in a good and pure

example of the English tongue.—" Oar Journal," so his

apologist and advocate dec! d, " is read in all countries

—its pages must illustrate not only our agriculture but
our language—and we must maintain that high literary

standard which Mr. Puseyhas given it." The inference

was unavoidable. Twenty or thirty candidates for the

vacant chair appeared, many of them known as agri-

culturists, and even as agricultural writers; only one,

however, had received a University education, and Mr.
Frere, unknown either as agriculturist or as writer

upon agriculture, was therefore appointed.

Far be it from us to disparage a University education:

its training is doubtless the best possible preparation

for every kind of special education which success in life

requires. We must confess, however, that it somewhat
staggers faith in the power or merit of a Cambridge
University education for the purpose indicated, to find

that it is not in the agricultural but in the literary

style of the Journal, so far as that is due to its Editor,
that its most obvious shortcomings have occurred.
Take the Number just issued as an example. We do

not now refer to contributions by other writers, but to

those from the Editor's own pen.

Mr. Frere has not contributed many pages to this

Number of the Journal. Indeed the only lengthened
article from his pen is an appendix to the late Mr.
Wratislaw's essay on Farm Capital, including a com-
ment upon certain faults usually prevalent in valuations
between an outgoing tenant and his successor. In this
critique he declares (1), that in spite of " the aspira-
tions and lively anticipations" of agricultural writers,
the acts of cultivation valued to an incoming tenant
are still in general a costly and most cumbrous series;

and (2), that custom or the mere choice of the outgoing
tenant decides in an arbitrary and most expensive way
what the works of tillage to be performed shall be.

Under the first head he contrasts the opinion that a
single deep ploughing before winter ought, if followed

by the cultivator and harrow, to suffice for the year's

tillage of even fallow crops, with the fact that valua-
tioTT§^geiieralry~irrclude a long series of ploughings as
well as of harrowings and scarifyings all through the
early spring as well as autumn months. Under the
second head he writes as follows :

—

" It may be affirmed that a custom which empowers the out-
going tenant to perform acts of tillage otherwise than as
directed by the landlord or bis delegate, and to charge at a rate
which leaves a profit, is a part of tenant-right which has
hardly a redeeming feature, and acts prejudicially on the recog-
nition of other allowances which may more justly claim to be
made for mutual benefit; although its abolition must be
attended with this limitation—that the tenant must be
empowered to proceed accoi ling to the custom of the country,
if not otherwise instructed in due time.
"Where allowances are made for manures purchased, or rich

feeding stuffa consumed in preceding years, the allowance,
even if somewhat in excess ot the benefit realised, or liable to

:, tends to keep the soil at that artificial pitch of fertility,
which is found to give the best economical results and from
which it is never depressed without far greater subsequent 1

to the man on whom the restorative process devolves, than
immediate gain to him who perhaps feels that he is only
extracting what he himself had deposited.

" The object of maintaining land constantly in a clean state
by tillage is probably ot equal importance with the preceding,
but the machinery at present in use to secure this end is at best
very imperfect, and, under the form heie considered, has uo
influence in checking that supinenftss to which the with-
drawal of the stimulus of self-interest naturally leads, but is
merely a clumsy stopgap to prevent an utter standstill."

When a writer is communicating valuable infor-
mation, the reader pardons the obscurity of the
language. Its meaning may be worth extracting, and
he will labour to discover it. But if it be an argu-
ment and not a mere history or relation that is

addressed to him his attitude is entirely different. He
is then defendant ; and it cannot be expected that he
will share in the labour of his own conviction.

If the argument does not reach him in spite of him-

self, or at least without his help, it must be considered

useless. What then, it may be asked, is the use of

such an argument as is "attempted m the pas-

sage we have quoted ? The affirmation in the n of

these involved and tedious sentences cannot be admitted.

The distinction between the rule as to manures and

that about tillage operations implied in the second

sentence is one which cannot be justified. The third

sentence is utterly unintelligible; and what the

readers of the Journal were to have always had before
them.
Not only, however, are the ideas imperfectly repre-

sented, but we believe that for the most part they are
rriculturally mistaken. So far as we understand the

writer, he expresses his dislike of a liberal interpreta-

tion of what is now called tenant right. He states the
aim and object of his criticism thus:

—

" These remarks are intended rather to call attention

to sound principles than to suggest special courses of

action. In some neighbourhoods very great practical

difficulties may exist in the way of their being carried

out, but at least, if the principles be recogn :sed as

sound, adverse customs will not be allowed to spread if

they exist, or to be introduced if they have not yet

got hold. England always deals very tenderly with
vested interests, and is wise and far-sighted in so

doing. In the matter before us the only vested rights

at all in conflict with the public good are those of
tenants in possession."

This is plain enough. It is the demand on behalf of

the outgoing tenant that is disliked. Mr. Frere would
refuse at the end of a tenancy the liberal valuation of
all the acts of husbandry which are required by good
and energetic management, and substitute for it a
system of rules by the landlord and his deputy. The
cultivation of the last year, or rather of " several years
preceding the termination of a tenancy " is we presume
to be specified in the lease ; the tenant is to enter with-
out payment into the labours of his predecessor, and he
is to leave similar work behind him for the unbought
benefit of his successor. This is, at any rate, the ten-

dency of the arrangement which is preferred. The pre-

sent system is described as a " usage based on a con-
cession f and a liberal tenant right is pointed at by
Mr. Frere as the "growth to excess" of a usage of
this kind.

This is indeed departing from the rules and maxims
of the great man wliose chair he fills. Mr. Pusey, too,

had discussed the relations of the takers and holders of
farms. The great object of his political life was to
obtain a legal recognition of what is now called a mere
concession. His hopes of any general agricultural
progress hinged almost entirely on this recognition,
whether by law or usage, of an outgoing tenant's pro-
perty in the soil. He recognised, for example, the
immense importance for agricultural progress, of the
difference between "ground straw and water with a
little horse dung," which is "farm manure" in the
absence of a liberal tenant right, and " good bullock
dung," even though coupled with a bill for per centages
on feeding stuffs, which will be left upon the farm
where the rules of a liberal tenant right prevail.
The two are considered as of nearly equal value by Mr.
Frere. Another case is, however, named between
them—where the incoming tenant finds "a somewhat
better manure than the first," to be taken at a

luation. And the three are characterised in the
following remarkable specimen of English slipshod :

—

" The alternatives are none of them very satisfactory

:

the second being probably the least so, as most matter
of guess-work ; the first perhaps least riskful to the
individual, if the land has a good staple, so as to bear
for a while the forcing of artificials ; the latter deci-
dedly for the public weal as maintaining the fertility of
the soil, and therefore to be adopted, if it can be done
with proper security for the interests of both parties
concerned."

The second, the first, and the " latter" of these " alter-
natives " may be none of them satisfactory, bat one or
other of them is unavoidable; and that which pays the
outgoing tenant as well for his last year's labour as for
any other, while it tends to maintain fertility at a
constant mark, is surely to be preferred.

Reference is made elsewhere to the other contents of
the current Number of the Journal. Many ofthem are
most interesting and valuable. But we feel the want
of reference to points of current agricultural interest.
There is nothing in it about steam cultivation, nothing
about reaping machinery, nothing about the sheep-rot,
nothing about land-drainage and outfalls—all of them
ading agricultural subjects which have raised the

curiosity and hope, or have occupied the attention and
excited the anxieties of the farmer during the past year.
We believe, however, that a reader accustomed to
commonly good English on the one side and to the
ordinary professional standard of our agricultural
periodicals on the other, will be struck not more with
these faults of its agricultural editorship than with*
those of a purely literary character to which we bav<^

adverted.

Miscellaneous.

machinery can be, which is described in it as "a clumsy

stopgap to prevent an utter standstill," we are at a

loss to imagine. The rest of the paper is similarly

written, and the whole is fat enough away from that

pure and lucid style of English composition which the

The Steam Plough.—I cannot conclude this notice of

the steam engine without observing the changes it is

destined to effect in the cultivation of the soil. It is

bnt a short time since it was thought inapplicable to

grieultural purposes from its great weight and
expense. But more recent experience has proved this

to be a mistake, and already in most districts we find

that it has been pressed into the service of the farmer.

The small locomotive, mounted on a frame with four

wheels, travels from village to village with its attendant

the threshing machine, performing the operations of

threshing, winnowing, and cleaning at less than one
half the oat by the old and tedious process of hand
labour. Its application to ploughing and tillage on a
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large scale is, in my opinion, still in its infancy ; and I

doubt not that many members of this Association will

live to see the steam plough in operation over the whole
length and breadth of the land. Much has to be done
betore this important change can be successfully ac-

complished; but with the aid of tbe agriculturist

preparing the land so as to meet the requirements of

steam machinery, we may evidently look forward to a
new era in the cultivation of the soil. Mr. Fairbairn,
President of the British Association at Manchester,
Sept. 4.

Agricultural Produce of Ireland for 1860.—The
acreage under tillage is shown in the following table :

—

[Septet -

- M

JOHN FOWLER, J™., 28, CornoU^O Full particulars of FOWLER'S patpS^

Ift

O Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT sit?^. t
can be obtained by applying at the above addr Pl%

Calendar of Operations.
SEPTEMBER.

Berwickshire Meese Farm, Sept. 2. — During the past

month our rainfall amounts to 2.4 inches spread over 20 days.

Generally the weather has been showery, with a high tempe-
. ^^XVw auy otner system of Stpnm tiT*"* i

rature and a good deal of wind. About the 20th , wheni
harvest ~ ~

ice f tus and particul *™?f"**>L
became general, there was a sprinkling ofOats shaken andmany I w ^n, Bletchley Station/

"* appIr to fc. w .

heads were knocked off tne ripe Barley ; but beyond that there _ —1 ± . _ " ^

Manui^

L% n J2?«l8 8ent

^t/lUUU any otner svstem nf Steam C^ii** ***

Crops.
Extent cultivated in

1S59

• -

Wheat
Oats
Bariey
Bere and Rye
Potatoes .

.

Turnips
Mangel Wurzel
Cabbage .

.

Flax
Hay

• •

Acres.
464,175

1,932,662
177.S94

|

13,798
1,200,347
322,137
26,906
31,680
136,232

1,437,111

1S60

Increase or Decrease
in 1860.

Increase. (Decrease.

Hay£S

>f grain. From a fourth to a third ' I
,J3,1V i 4«»""fjr oi GovernmentR^

Ic^rnd plenty ready to be carried pf. "£Sa^t f% £ifle Compat5>
ter, however, has fallen much these au*» ** ^A™S™1^ C

i°
th8

' RoPes.CT**
the sky are by no means assuring,

application to John Morisqn, 2o.
j^rtonj^>^»« I

Acres.
466,415

1,966.304
1S1,099
12,734

1,172,079
318,540
31,986
22,785
128,595

1,594,518

Acres.
2210

3205

50S0

157,407

Acres.

16,'35S

464
28,268
3597

SS95
7687

Total Increase 102,663

The fluctuations in the yield per acre of these crops in
1859 and 1860 were as under :

—

Crops.

Wheat in brls. of 20 stones
Oats „ 14
Barley „ 16
Bere „ 16
Rye „ 20 „
Potatoes „ 20 „ 1

Turnips in tons
Mangel Wurzel in tons
Cabbage in tons .

.

Fiax in stones of 14 lbs.

>>

»»

»»

Produce per
acre.

1859
]
1860

5.3 4.6
6.6 7.2
7.0 7.5

7.5 7.1

4.8 4.7

Increase or Decrease
in 1860.

Increase.

2S.9

10.7
11.4

10.4

25.3

.6

.5

Decrease.

.7

18.7
8.3

9.1

8.3

29.6

2.0
4.3

.4

.4

.1

10.2

2.4

2.3

2.1

Hay in tons .

.

.. ..( 1.6

The acreable yield of the principal crops in 1859 and
IggO^by provinces, is shown in the following table :—

Estimate Average Yield per Statute Acre.

Provinces
m m

spring Wheat, and—an luiuauw w^ "•"" uo~xaw "^"V/ l ZJ Britannia iron works, Bedford ir"*
VT

Oats have turned out bulky ; Barley quite the reverse. Much
. STEAM CULTIVATORS, STEAM Pr nfrn?^^

Wheat is thin on the ground and small of head; but being PL0UGHS, HARROWS, HORSE R \

K

vii * ,

$< CH
mostly spring sown, lateness is as bad a fault as it need have. iWvaj«J, & HAY»
We are afraid the ravages of the fly will become apparent in Catalogues, with full particularsLsentfrPA on ,.

the measure. If this fine ".winning " weather continues, we
; rTluMTS Ar A mianritv nf r>~
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may expect fine quality of grain. From a fourth to a third
! T^aft^'f SSublefiS. p?ernra<*Ufc

sort may bo now in stack, and nlentv ready to be carried ^_ an£ !^u?&,/2t%J*" ^e Comn^rl1*
straightway. The baromet
two days, and the signs of the sky are by „.

The supply of Irish reapers has been limited, and wages little
prize Liquid Manure BistHwTbelow a guinea a week and victuals. Turnips still give good ^ **lc ""tnoutor.

promise, but Potatoes are all going, the haulm at least

;

though unbroken dry weather might largely save the
tubers. Pastures were overgrown at midsummer, and are
now correspondingly dead ; but the stubbles are uncommonly
well planted with Clover, and live stock will rejoice on the
removal of t:.e stooks. In the meantime, forward cattle must
be kept up with cake or Tares. Reaping machines are in very
general use where crops are moderate ; and popular favour
seems to support manual delivery. If that class of machines
be from their light draught to prevail, a side delivery of the
sheaf will be found more generally useful than the usual back
delivery. /. 5.

Wester Ross, Sept. 2.—After the harvest has been well nigh
completed in the south of England amidst glorious weather,
aud after not a little of the new crop has reached the market
in first-rate condition, a commencement has been made in
cutting in the far north in circumstances greatly different, and
causing not a little anxiety. From the beginning of August
until the last week of the month we had not one dry day
throughout; aud now, although the weather is somewhat
improved, it is far from being settled. Last week we had a
few good days, and a large breadth was cut, but on Saturday
rain fell nearly the whole day, and towards the evening in
torrents. To-day we have been at work again, but have been
much interfered with by heavy showers. We hope that as
harvest has now reached us good weather is also on its way
north, and that yet we will be able to report that the whole
crop has been safely ingathered. As yet no part of it
has reached the stackyard in this quarter. With the ex-
ception of crops over-heavy and early laid, the grain
appears well filled, and with fine weather will be of good
quality. The bulk will not be beyond an average, a great
part of it proving thinner on the ground than was anticipated.
The earlier sown Turnips look well, and promise a full crop ;

the later sowings having been too long water-logged must fall
far short of an average. The disease is performing its work
amongst the Potatoes in a most effectual manner. Every-
where the stems are already blackened, or are undergoing that
process, and the more advanced tubers are sadly perishing.
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STATE OF THE WEATHER-BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended September 5 ; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing

Moulsford, Wnllingford. s '

I AMES'S l'ATJKNT LIQUID MANURE MSIH.O BTJTORor WATER-CART, warranted not to dubW
otherwise get out of order. It is thoroughly adaptedfaM
Crops, or Pasture Land, or for Watering Streeta* taw
awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES. '

m
Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obtained of <k

Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli Waggon Works, Cheltenham.

N.B.—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either nad
or portable.

JTYL0K and SON
• PATENT IRO.V PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Hon*

&c. Price 25*. U. each.
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The readin-s are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima indMinima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding & hoursT 552
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I
he ^'lowing is the estimated produce of the principalcrops grown m 1859 and I860, and the increased

decrease in the latter year :—

Crops.

Estimated Produce. Increase or Decrease
in 1860.

1859

Wheat .

.

Oats
Barley

.

.

Bere
Rye .:

Potatoes ..

Turnips .

.

Mangel Wurzel
Cabbage .

.

Flax
Hay

• •

Quarters.
1,463,475
8,170,856
694,004
18,111
27,792

Tons.
4,329,523
3,462,071
307,946
329,997
21,577

2,321,779

1860

Quarters.
1,271,588
8,841,924

750,23
14.113
27,896

Tons.
2,741,380
2,627,978
290,241
188.711
23,760

3,206,402

Decrease.

Quarters.
196.SS7

8,908

Tons.
1,588,143

834,093
17,705

141,286

Mr. Otirdwood's Edinburgh Wool Sales : June 26.
At this Bale the attendance of buyers was very large
and at the rates ruling at the English Wool Fairs they
were inclined to operate to a limited expense These
prices are about 2d. per lb. under what was obtained
tor a fewloU at the

:

previous sale, at which operations
were on the most hunted scale, indicating extreme
caution on the part of purchasers. Trade is still dulland consumption limited; but with lower prices of
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Notices to Correspondents.

°S£Sf5fflSU
ff£i App,y to WiIdey & Co- Ho,Iand

Experiments in Artificial Manures : Jppleton House. AllMr. Lawes a experiments are reported in past volumes of the
English Agricultural Society's Journal.

Finger and Tok; : A Constant Header. The remedy is lime and
liberal cultivation. If you put a dressing of lime on the
Grass and Clover preceding Wheat and Oats, and then adressing of dung on the stubble for a succeeding crop ofTurnips, it is possible that they will be free from finder and
toe. Your manure, 7 cwt. Rape du 6 cwt. lime from erasworks. 6 cwt of lime, and 1 cwt. of salt per acre seems
designed on the right plan for treating the disease.

Mustard: An Old Subscriber. Sheen will eat it if folded on.They should be folded when the blossom is forming but not

?S? of
AX f

?
the ^f^y of Z*?™* t0 be Riven at once to

100 sheep, that can only be stated by one who has seen thecrop. wmm

Poultry.-The immutable law of the season shows itself inthe market as in everything else. The approach of autumnW nr
fc^ S t0 8Te

-.°
f shorte™S days and dimin shedheat of weather, marks its approach with us by the Quotationof such things as are only saleable at give/ times" Threeweeks since we added grouse to our weeklv list • ™ ™T?

.

the middle of August fnow we speak of £^717111 toSeptember. In a short time we shall «fpeak ofn^^faand they will be the last. We shall not have to LSk n?^improv t ment in trade till after October^or^JRf^Sany increase in the value of poultry as unXSS «
sent fowls, ducks, and the inhabitants f?f,l13^some ti.Tie to come. The effect of game bein? S^SHA ?
lessen the demand for poultry.

mg m season is to

Large Fowls Each 3*. Cul. to

J. Ttlor and So.vg mann-

facture PUMPS (or DEE?

WELLS which do not reqain

taj fixing below the level o(

the ground.

manufacture to Y» oUwmA

of Plumbers iu all parU ot

thfl United Kingdom.

j Tylor & Boss, Manu-

facturers, Warwick Lm*

Newgate Street.Lo^^ 1-^-

O H N W A R N b"b a*d SONS,

Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engdtekrs, Braziem, fit,

8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, b.U

WARNER'S PATENT?
CAM*

PUMP, for raising Water from ^eU3 »
exceeding 25 feet in depth.

Diameter ^ t i,

of Barrel. Height. . . , lt

2i in short lft.7l». I™SS«^\\m
2J „ long 3 „ 3 „
3 .. ditto 3 „ 6 „

ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „4

gotta percha [l

»

^

2 9*

2 IS*

or cast iron

flanged pipe

21 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pip»
f

attached, ready for fixing^ l0
2J„long ditto ditto
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w
4S0^

This Primp is fitted with J.^ ^
Patent Vibrating Standard Impro^ i

vrti^i««. on,, Mptal Bucket, and or^ l
volving Cai», Metal Backe :. :«gM^«
tion Valve/ By means of the Revol s

tf

the handle can be shifted to then?

No. 35. hand, or opposite the nose, as

MASflS
WAItNER'S IMPROVED WQV™

or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP-
<j

This Pump »^w^S(l ?llT
Warner's Patent Bucket w

i

and cannot clog in action. * •

is made of Galvanised iron. ^
to corrode, and ran be

>

rawedo.

at pleasure onthe stand, the iep^
fold together, and it may W *

with ease by one man. , ^ ti i
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If fitted with Barrel

Planished Copper • • .£
Stand and Pump,.^^W
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Sheep v. Rabbits : H W C. You will find all aw ^ itive power of consumption in an exnerim^ \
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Mr. Lright in Morton's Cyclopsedi^AnG^z! doscribed b^

Tail Pipe, for tying on
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2-inch India Rubber and ta»

vas Flexible Suction JJFJ
on wires, in either 10, l-

„ 2 »

15 feet lengths .. T>
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the^
No. 43 is a similar Pump^ #*

without stand, but ^^ »

wrought-ii-on straps, v*

water cart or plank, price 21. 5s. . - fpr k^
Every description of Machinery for Raising ware

, ^ Qg

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, Ac. ; also *"p

den Engines, Ac. , * ^st fr«*
*

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded p«

application.
ntrpr oT W**

The above may be obtained of any Ironm
<^f
"

faCturer3»

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Man
^ £0

John Warner & Sons, 3, Crescent, Cripplegate,
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
GRAND SHOW or DAHLIAS and other CUT

FLOWERS, on Wednesday, 8©pt 1L

Awards of the Judges.

Clam 1.—48 DAHLIA BLOOMS, distinct (Nurserymen).
1*1 Priae, Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury, 81.

Jd do , Mr. John Harrison, Darlington, 6L

Id do, Mr H. May, near Bodale, Yorkshire, 41.

4th do., Mr. Charles Kimberley. Stoke, near Coventry, 21.

Class 2.—24 DAHLIA BLOOMS, distinct (Nurserymen).
1st Prixe, Mr. J. Keynes, Salisbury, 5/.

%i do., Mr. H. Legge, Edmonton, SI.

Sd do., Mr. H. May, near Bedale, Yorkshire, 2/.

4th do., Mr. J. Harrison, Darlington, It

Extra do.. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Forest Hill, S.E.,10*.

Cla» 3.—18 DAHLIA BLOOMS. FANCIES, distinct
(Nurserymen).

lit Prise, Mr. J. Keynes, Salisbury. Al.

2d do., Mr. H. Legge. Edmonton, Bf.

Sd do., Mr. Charles Kimberley, Stoke, near Coventry, 21.

4th do., Messrs. Downie, Laird, &. Laing Forest Hill, S.E., U.

Class 4.—24 DAHLIA BLOOM-, distinct (Amateurs).
1** Prize, Rev Fell She >ham Rectory, Noru kh, 61.

3d da, Mr. Win «bury. 4/.

3d do., Mr • ims. J. Castle . near Birming

4th do., Mr W. P. Barnard. Darita
J fa do, Mr I, SelUbury. V.

Class 5—12 DAHLIA BLOOMS, distinct (Amateurs).
1st i . Mr w p. Bsrnsrd. Darlington, 41.

2d do., Rev. Chaa. Fullowes, Miottiaham lttctoiy, Norwich, 3/.

Sddo , Mr. W. Dodds, Salisbury. 21.

4th d Mr. Chas. J Perry, Castle Bromwich, near P.irming-

ham. 1/.

Extra «i" . Mr. Thos. Charlton, Kibworth, near Ilarboro',

Leicestershire, 10f.

CLA38 6.—6 DAHLIA BLOOMS, distinct (Amateurs).

1st Prize, Mr. John Pope, Smith Street, Chelsea, XL
2d do., Iter. C. F wes, Shottisliam Rectory, Norwich, 11. 10«

8dd" . Mr. W. P. Barnard, Darlington, \l.

4th do., Mr. H. Glasscock, Rye Street, Bishop's Stoitford, 10«.

ClassT.—12DAHLIA BLOOM8, PANCIES, distinct<A mat curs).

1st Prize, Itcv. C. Fellowes, iham Rectory, Norwich, BL
2d do., Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, near Birmingham, 21.

3d do., Mr. W hodds, Salisbury. \l.

4th do., Mr. W. Corp, Milford, Salisbury, 15#.

Class 8.-48 CUT Ii< 'SES, •*; trusses, distinct (Nurserymen).

1st Prize, Mr. J. Mitchell, Pilt Down Nurseries, Marestield, 4L

Class 9.-24 CUT ROSES, 3 trusses, distinct (A mat. urs).

1st Prize, Rev. W. F. Radclyffe. Rushton Rectory. Blandiord,
Dorset, 4L

2d do., Mr. J. Hollingsworth, Maidstone, 3L

Id do., Dr. Cooper, Slough s, 2/.

Claps 10.—24 « T ROSES, distinct single blooms (Open).

1st Prize. Mr. John Keynes, Nurseryman, Salisbury, :

2d do., Mr R. Laing, Twickenham Nursen B.W., U.

3d do., Messrs.W. Cutbush & Son. Highgate Nurseries, N., 10#.

Class 11.—12 ROSES in pots, onl of one kind, (Open).
No Competition.

CLAW 12—12 HOLLYHOCKS, in Spikes, distinct, (Open).

1st Pri/.e, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Edinburgh and
London,

2d do., Mr. W. Chater, Saffron Waldcn, Essex, 2/.

Class 13.—12 HOLLYHOCKS, Single Flowers, distinct (Open).

1st Pris«. Mr. 1 iry May, Hope Nur&eries, Bedalc, York-
sb L

2d < nv. chin k Sort, Tlook N rton, Oxon, 11.

3d do., Messrs. D .wnie, Laird. & Laing, Forest Hill. S.E., 15.?.

4th do., Mr. W. Chater, Nurseries, Saffron Walden, 7*. 6d,

Class 14.—24 OBRMAH ASTERS, " 01111106,'* distinct (Open).
1st Prize. Mr. R. H. Betteridge, Steventon, Berks. 21.

2d do., Mr. Thos Westbrook, Abingdon, Berks, K
3d do., Mr. W. Molyneux, Nuneham Park, Oxford, 15g.

4th do, Messrs. W. Minchfn & Son, Hook Norton, Oxon. 10*.

Class 15.—24 FRENCH ASTERS, « :

Tasselled, " distinct (Open).
1st Prize, Mr. Chas. Sandford, Walthamstow, 21.

2d do., Mr. R. H Betteridge, Steventon, Berks, 11.

\ do., Mr W. sandford, Woodford. Essex, 15c.

4th do., Mr. R. PenwilL Gr. to J. Browning, Esq., Leyton, 10s.

Class 16.—24 GLADIOLUS, Cut Spikes, distinct (Open).
1st Prize, Mr. John Standi.>h, Royal Nurseries, Bagshot, 21. 10«.

2d do., Messrs. G. Paul & Son, Old Cheshunt Nurseries,
Herts, U 10.«.

Sddo., Messrs. W. Minchin & Sons. Hook Norton. Oxon, If.

Class 1*.—12 GLADIOLUS, Cut Spikes, distinct (Amateurs).
No Competition.

Class IS.—12 POTS of GLADIOLUS, distinct, 3 in each pot
(Open).

1st Prize, Mr. John Cattell. Nurseryman, westerham, 3/.

Class 19.— 24 PHLOXES, Single Trusses, distinct (Open).
1st Prize. Mr. J. h, Royal Nurseries. Bagshot, 21.

- ldo., Mr. J. Cattell, Nurseryman, Westerham, It.

: ldo., Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries. N.,15*.

Class 20.-12 PHLOXES in Pots, distinct (Open).
l«t Prize, Mr. John Cattell. W erham, SI.

2d dr Mr. John Standish, I. yal Nurseries, Bagshot, 21

Class 2L~24 VERBENAS. 5 Trusses of each, distinct (Open).
1st Prize, Mr. C J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, near Birmingham,

11. 10*.

1 do., W. Minchin & Son, Hook Norton, Oxon, II.

3d do, Dr. Cooper, Slough, Bucks, 10*.

Class 22 -MISCELLANEOUS. For Flowers not specified
(Oj on).

•1st Prize, Mr. J. Mitchell, Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfield,

Mr C. Turner. Royal irseries, Slough, 11

/• \c
t

itc5* Son
-
Ro-VjU Kxotic Nursery, Chelsea, 15s.I^tra do. Mr. M 1 r Edmonton, 10s.

do., Mrs. Conway. Old Brorm -. Nurseries, S.W 10*
•1st do., Mr. Or to the Dowager Duchess of North-umb- Twickenham, S.W.. viQf
•1st do., Mr. J. ™g*«*^yal

. Bagshot, V. 10*.
2d do., Messrs. w. cattmsh 6 8on, Hitrhcrate Nurserin<j v it

Prize, J. V hASon, '

™^ur.enes.N., 11.

Do., Mt- J. A Lee urservmen, Hammersmith <>1 in*
Do., Mr. W. Bull, King's Road, Che t, S.W? 2™ '

Do., Mr. R G 1 sinning. Turnbam Green, W* 21D°" 1
rteT2i.

H
'
Une *' 8on

'
XnrserTmen, Great Berkhamp-

Total amount of Prizes Awarded, VM. 2s. Gd.
JUDGES.

Mr. Thomas Moore, Physic Garden. Chel«ea S WMr Charles Edmonds, Chfs»ick House, W.
Mr. William Barnes, Camberwell, S.
Mr. W Holmes, Hacknev, N.E.
Mr. J. Cook, N rting Hill, W.
Mr. Joshua Robinson, Colnhrook, Bucks.

I

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLOKKTLTtRAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The EIGHTH ANNUAL GRAND AUTUMN SHOW will

be held on WEDN DAY and THURSDAY, September IS and
19. at the Roval Pavilion. Prizes to the amount of 350L are

offered for PLANTS. FRUITS, CUT FLOWERS, tc.

The RAILWAY CUP, value 10L, is offered for the best group
of three stands of Fruit and Flowers for the Decoration of the

Dinner Table. Beautiful arrangement will be the test in this

E xhibition. Ladies are invited to compete. The prizes will be
awarded by a jury of Ladies.
Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to the Secre-

tary, 9t>, St. James's Street, or of E. Spary (General Superinten-

dent of the Exhibition). Queen's Graperies, Brighton.

By the kiud permission of Colonel Perceval the celebrated

Band of Coldstream Guards will attend each day, conducted by
Mr. Godfrey, sen.

Conveyance of Plants, &c.
Through the liberality of the Directors of the South Coast

Railway, the Committee have the pleasure to announce to

Exhibitors— t I Plants, &c., for Exhibition will be conveyed
to Bri, on from all Stations and back whence they came
ree of Charge.
The Plants, . . from London must be delivered at Brick-

layers' Arms Station, Willow Walk, Bermondsey, not later

iao s p.m. on the day preceding the >w, to be deliver,

the Exhibitors early on the following morning at the
>n BtatJon.

Where Plants are loaded in the owners' vans and carriages,

will be required; of wl \\ n e should be given t

the Superintend* nt at London Bridge or Prh .yeiV Arms, i

least 24 hours 1 re, to pit A disappointmen!
No van for transit on a carriage-truck must be loaded moro

than 9 feet from the ground.
Vans will bo in readiness at the Brighton Station on tho

morning of tl show, to convey Plants, Ac., to the Pavilion,

N.B.— Exhibitors accompanying from London Bridge or

Victoria must have them booked previous to their departure
for Brighton. By Order of the Committee,

Brighton 14. Edward Carpenter, Secretary.

K1FOLIUM INCARNATOM
(present price) 5d. to GJ. per lb.

VILMORIN s NEWTRIFOLIUMS.
with "Practical Hints on its successful

Cultivation," showing how 2 to 3 tons per
acre of the most nutritious hay may be
secured; the advantages of sowing it

where broad Clover is thin, and its

superiority to Tares as green food.

Page A ToOOOOD having secured a
large breadth from the most careful
growers in this district, where better crops
are produced than in any part of England,
offer it at the above low rate for cash

;

price to the Trade per post.

Italian Rye-grass. St. per bushel.
New Turnip Seed, Sd. per lb.

New Rape Seed, 4-/. per lb. | New Mustard Seed, 4d. per lb.

WINTER VETCHES and WINTER OATS as soon as
harvested.
PERMANENT PASTURE and LAWN GRASSES as sown at

Osborne for the last 7 vears.
CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA. U. per packet, saved

from one of the finest collections in Europe.
Seeds for exportation to all parts of the world.
Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

Dutch. Flower Roots.

JAMES VEITCH, Jtjn., Royal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea, S.W., begs to announce that he has received his

annual supply of Bulbous Roots from Holland, and is pleased
to say that they are partict:larly fine and in excellent
condition. CATALOGUES are now ready and will be for-

warded on application.

J. V., Jun., desires to impress upon those who patronise
him the great advantage of giving him their orders early,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great
measure upon their bei.v; planted early in the skason.

Eiit <5artretm#' <£ftrotttcle»
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1861.

A smart Easterly wind and a fierce September
sun welcomed the visitors last Wednesday to the
Garden of the I loyal Horticultural Society at South
Kensington, where, as the advertisements had
announced, there was to be a grand Show of
Dahlias and other autumnal flowers. The meeting
was a happy one, marred by neither accident nor
the frowns of Jupiter Pluvitjs ; all was dry,
trim and agreeable ; the flowers put on their
sweetest smiles ; the air was filled with music ; the
pay uniforms of the military bands, those of the
Royal Artillery and lloyal Engineers, glittered in

the sun, and would of themselves have lighted up
the ground, even in the absence of the brilliant

dresses of all which remains of the fashionable
world in the month of September.
The Show was held in the still empty Conser-

vatory, which was once more the centre of floral

attraction. There were long lines of ail sorts of

autumn flowers, hardy and tender, and of "new "

plants from the neighbouring nurseries. Tree

frogs jumped about in a glass case to the admira-

tion of the young, and fruit from an Apple tree

grafted on a Pear tree excite.l the speculation of

the old. Some fine trees from the Duke of

"Wellington, who had presented them to the

Society, served to show what the appearance of the

Conservatory would be when filled with plants of

ample size.

In the outer world the lawn was delicionsly

green, Mr. Nesfield's polychrome beds looked

like Persian carpets, the hammer and chisel

were withdrawn trom the architect ural work>
and all would have been silent but ior the many
tongued crowd, and the clang and clash and long
drawn harmony of the military musicians. Near
the entrance two noble bronze figures of Victory
a recent acquisition, seemed with extended wings
about to leap from their pedestals and join the
throng ; and had the water works been far enough
advanced to play the whole scene would have been
perfect. That however is a pleasure still to come.
Of the details of the show a full report appears in
another column. Our own remarks must be very
brief.

The finest thing beyond all comparison was a
superb specimen of the glorious Lapageria rosea,

from the garden of Her Grace the Duchess
Dowager of Noktht;mherlani>. It covered S^
square feet on a flat trellis, and bore 3G gorgeous

crimson bells. To have thus succeeded in reducing

so refractory a plant to perfect obedience reflects

very great credit upon Mr. Uzzell the Duchess's
gardener.

There were also some of the new Caladiums, of

which we cannot say much. C. Baraquinii is for

instance nothing more than a bad bicolor ; but
then Caladium Bdleymii is a real gem, perfectly

distinct, and most effective among green-leaved
plants. "What can be more elegant than its large

halberd-shaped thin green leaves, bordered and
powdered with silver ?

As a curiosity nothing could be more striking

than a plant growing on a board, exhibited by
Mr. Williams, from Manila. The Times com-
pares it to tree frogs in single file ; we should
rather describe it as a line of green tortoises glued
to the ground. In all probability it is some
species of the curious genus Dischidia.

We were disappointed in the Gladiolus depart
ment. Doubtless the specimens, looked at in
dividually, were very handsome, but they want
colour, and owing to their bad foliage will never
answer well for garden decoration unless planted
in masses. But no massing would make the new
kinds equal to the glorious Brenchleyensis.
Far better suited to produce breadth of rich

colour are the many fine varieties of Phlox, which
are evidently feeling the effect of being taken
under the protection of the florists. And we
venture to predict that in a few years they and
the exquisitely beautiful China Asters will have
driven the lumpish Dahlia out of the field. We
do not mean that Dahlias will disappear ; there
will always be some admirers of the plant, who
may even prefer it to the many tinted Aster ; just as
some people like Onions, and some like Peaches.
All we mean is that our Horticultural Societies

will cease to invite visitors to their Dahlia shows,
but will promise the public in their stead a grand
display of Asters and Phloxes.

Wherever it is desired that success should be
realized in the flowering of Spring Bulbs, it is a
mutter of present urgency that a supply of sound,
perfect, and thoroughly ripened bulbs should be
secured. This is to be done now, while they are just
fi ily imported, and before they have had time to
become deteriorated by long continued exposure to the
atmosphere, or to become exhausted by premature

wth. The kinds of bulbs which are most extensively
iltivated for purposes of spring decoration, such as the

Hyacinth, the Narcissus, and tho Tulip, with which the
corm-forming Crocus may be associated, are naturally
of a I t, fleshy consistence, with a thin loosely adherent

in, which does not very perfectly prevent the
evaporation of their juices, and hence the importance
not only of avoiding all unnecessary exposure to the
air, but also of speedily placing the bulbs beyond reach
of harm, from this source at least, if a vigorous bloom
is sought to be obtained.

Since the bulb, in plants of this nature, is the
storehouse of food provided for nutritive purposes
during at least all the earlier stages of development,
up to the production of the flowers, it is obvious that
the shrivelling process which must go on if the bulbs
are not protected, is nothing more nor less than a
direct injury to the vegetative organs of the plant, and
can only r ilt in a lai lVhing developement and a
deteriorated bloom. On the other hand, bf judicious

rly selec n and planting, and after such a s« on as

>e past, which must have matured the bulbs

thoroughly, a rich and vigorous blom may be

anticipated.

There arc one or two points both as to the selection

and management ofthe Hvacinth, the most important

the bulbous group, to which it may be useful to

direct the attention of amateur cultivators. The first

point is as to the class of varieties to ba grovn. No
doubt there is a pr< nt feeling, under the

influence of which preference is given to

double over single flowers generally, and under

is influence the inexperienced cultivator might
be led to prefer the double before the single
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Hyacinths. Without denying the beauty of some of

the double kinds, it may nevertheless be asserted in

general terms that the single varieties are the prefer-

able ones for ordinary decorative purposes. They are

more vigorous in constitution than the double-flowered

sorts, often of brighter hues, and generally, they produce

more compact and massive flower-spikes, so that of the

two groups they are really the more ornamental in the

majority of instances, whilst for culture in glasses they

are decidedly and at all times preferable.

Another point of some importance where effect only

is the object in view, is to make a good selection of a

few distinct and decided colours rather than to multiply

shades and varieties, which after all the trouble that

may be taken with them will not yield half so satis-

factory a result as the fewer decided colours. Especially

is it unnecessary for mere decorative purposes to have

recourse to high-priced varieties, the value of which in

many cases is merely nominal, and dependent rather

upon a limited supply, than upon their intrinsic merit.

There are of course among these, as among other

flowers, new and also improve^ varieties to be met with ;

indeed there has been of late years a marked advance

in the quality of new kinds of Hyacinth, so that those

who seek for novelty will here find a fair share of

encouragement to obtain them ; but the point we
would particularly impress on our inexperienced readers

is this, that such varieties, novel and high-priced as

they may be, will afford them no advantage, looking at

the matter as a mere question of ornamental display.

The interest to be elicited from the cultivation of

novelties such as these, will be dependent on other

sources.

Well, then, single-flowered varieties of low or

moderate price being determined on, we may mention,

as a guide to the inexperienced, a few of the sorts we
should ourselves select on account of their merit from
the point of view in which we are considering them.
And, first, among the whites : there are Grand Vidette,

Grand Vainqueur, and Queen Victoria, all forming
noble spikes, with bells as pure as the snow-drift;

besides Madame Van der Hoop and Mont Blanc, equally

fine but higher priced. Tubiflora and Elfrida are
magnificent blush varieties, remarkable for the boldness
of their flower-spikes and the size of their flower-bells,

both ranking amongst the best of this colour. L'Unique
is a pretty pucv purple sort, rather novel, but yet
reasonable as to cost. Of blues, there are Baron van
Tuyll, rich deep indigo; Orondatus, clear porcelain
blue; and Grand Lilas, delicate light azure, all fine
cheap sorts, the latter being one of those with very
large bells. We must not overlook Argus, one of the
most charming varieties in existence, bearing flowers
which have a bright cobalt tube, a deep clear indigo
limb, and a conspicuous white throat; this sort is,

however, rather more costly than some of those already
named. Prince Albert, which is one of the cheapest, is
also one of the best of the very dark or black purples.
Among- the reds, Norma, a waxy pink, and Robert
Steiger, a bright crimson, are telling sorts ; and Sultan's
Favourite, a pale rose \\ ith deeper stripes, and Belle
Quirine, a bright crimson rose, are also very effective-
none of them being high priced, like Florence Nightin-
gale and Solfaterre, which latter are nevertheless as high

had of plain colours or ornamented, and should be

accompanied by the wire supports for the flower spikes,

now commonly provided. The bulbs should be firm,

clear, and evenly formed, not over large (the different

sorts vary considerably in size) and perfectly sound.

The glasses should be nearly filled with soft water—

just so that when the bulb is placed in its position it

may all but touch the surface of the water. After

planting they should be set away in a close dark place

where the temperature is moderate and equable, and

the atmosphere at least not parching; noplace is better

than an ordinary cellar. They may remain in this position

for a month or six weeks until roots have become

freely developed, and then may be removed to a

cool room, and gradually inured to bear exposure to the

full light. The glasses are to be kept filled up with

water as it wastes ; and the water is not to be used at

a temperature below that of the room, and need not be

changed unless it becomes offensive, which is seldom

the case. A cool room, where they can be fully exposed

to light, is the best place for them after the leaves are

put forth ; but in cold weather they must be removed
from the window at night or they will be liable to

sustain an injurious check if the temperature falls very
low. A portion may be accelerated by being kept in a

warm living room after they begin to grow.
When cultivated in bowls or vases, the vessel may be

filled either with clean damped Moss or moistened sand,

the former being pressed moderately firm. In either

case the bulbs should be placed so as to leave about one=

third of their upper surface exposed. Like those in

glasses they should be set in a dark dampish place to

root, before being exposed to light or stimulated by
heat. The colours too should be tastefuliy grouped,
and the varieties selected with reference to their vigour,

so that the tallest may occupy the centre of the group.
By another plan it has been recommended to place

the bulbs in a flat dish of porcelain, glass, or other
material, in which about half an inch of water is first

put. Under such conditions the roots are sure to

spread horizontally and to clasp each other so as to
m

form a mutual support. Shallow vessels of ordinary generally beneficial to them, for the foliage throuSi
pottery ware might be planted in this way, and after-

xU '

wards set into ornamental dishes, the coarser material
being hidden by a covering of moss.

After all, however, there is no mode of culture within
doors which is so thoroughly satisfactory as pot-culture,
and we conclude this notice with the following very
judicious summary of this method of cultivation from
the Bulb Catalogue of Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross,
who has been a successful exhibitor, and herein explains
the ground of his success :

—

" Hyacinths in pots may be potted from September
to Christmas, in order to secure a succession of bloom.
October is perhaps the best time for potting the mass.
Fill the pots with a compost of turfy loam with a plenti-
ful admixture of sand and well decayed manure. Five
and 6-inch pots are the sizes ordinarily used ; but I
prefer a deeper pot with more upright sizes, and would
recommend such when it can be procured. In potting,
one-third of the bulb should be left above the surface
of the soil, and the pots should be placed on the level
ground, out of doors, having previously taken precau-
tions to prevent the ingress of worms through the holes

others, and disappearance of Mosses H • ^
the barks of the survivors, and on the***

10
*' ^

testify to the increased drought of the 1
^"^ k

theless, when it is considered that wew* ^
indifferent specimens of all such nlan* **»
thrive, and that the following list is J <V8 *%
all that have been killed or cut down to th

°*
:

is evident that the locality is a most favourl?^
a botanical collection in the most essential ^
mate that could well be selected. "Within aT^*^
yards, on the opposite (clayey) side of th?!?*
the destruction has been ten times otpT **
Kew :

and whole groups of plants such mt5VCommon Laurels, Hollies, Rhododendrons A
^

&c, which have been materially injured 'nv^
the neighbourhood of London or elsewhe
lutely unscathed at Kew; and of commonF**^
the Lauras nobilis and Phillyrea alone W^
their leaves, and these are already replaced. ^ I
With regard to the third list, that of pl^ |

have wholly escaped, it might have been32
extended, had it been intended to contain?^ *

of all the plants which have been killed orW?where—it contains only the most importantSt
otherwise remarkable (for novelty, &c.) ofS?*
shall be glad to answer any questions m^j^J
or to supply any deficiencies that may be*X*
any of your correspondents. ™

In the Botanic Garden proper, our lossesUl
even less proportionally than in the PleasuS?
but then many of the trees and shrubs iK
planted out in the Pleasure-ground are againsttoS
walls in the Garden. In the hardy herbaceouImS ;

very little has been lost; but on the other bain
rarely put tender plants into those beds, or sucbafc
not very constantly prove hardy, for notbL 1

1

unsightly to visitors and disappointing to tin* i
search of plants, as great gaps in the beds wherek
species sought should be found.

In the great Palm House the cold was manifafy

felt by many of the plants, and has I think prom

the ensuing summer has been quite superb.

I. PLANTS KILLED BY THE FROST.

Cistus, all except 2 species
mentioned below

Thea viridis

Euonymus japonicus
Ceanothus rigidus

„ papillosum
„ dentatus

Ulex nana
,, striota

Cerasus ilicifolia

Photinia serrulata
Stranvaesia glaucescens
Eugenia apiculata
Pernettya angustifoHa
Erica arborea

australis

codonodes
Ilex Cassine

Dahoon
Perado
cornuta

>t

i>

n

>»

ii

>»

^1LMU^^^^ «? PO^ Cover the*poU ^stripes, the latter a brilliant fiery red. The yellows are
of less importance. Among the double-flowered sorts,
Duke of Wellington, pale rose ; Milton, deep red ; La
Tour d'Auvergne and Prince of Waterloo, white; and
Bloksberg and Laurens Koster, blue, are fine, and
every way desirable for general cultivation.

Those who have a taste fur the newer and choicer
varieties should not fail to grow the following sorts:—
Argus, already mentioned; Lina, the brightest and
deepest of all the crimsons; Snowball, a pure white

Solanum crispnm

Fabiana imbricata

Quercus nivea

Pinus Hartwegii

insignia several

radiate „

patula

sinensis

Cupressos sempenirew,

small

funebris, several

thurifen

Uhdeant, serenl

Govenim nanj

Bcnthamii

Mexican specie

Jtmiperas tetragon*

M flaccida

Abies Brunoniana and j«*

ensis, doubtful

Platania acerifoti* yoaig

plants only

9t

ft

M

6 inches of cinder ashes, coarse sand, or any porous
material, leaving them so covered for at least a month,
tnen removing them at intervals as required to a cold
frame or forcing house. As the leaves expand, place
the pots close to the glass; give plenty of air and
water, and protect from frost/'

EFFECTS OF THE FROST IN THE ROYAL
GARDENS, KEW.

going are remarkable for their superior quality and
Deauty,

Latterly there has appeared a somewhat distinct-
looking class of single Hyacinths, remarkable for the
size of their flower bells, which are nearly twice

lished, that I have held back the following list (drawn
up in May last) for several weeks, lest any of the
plants therein mentioned should, during the summer
heat, show signs of previous injury. Such, however,
has not been the case, and I therefore send it, pre-

late as th^ of Uroraimr Vini tV*
miung that it refers entirely to the Pleasure-groundlarge as those ot the ordinary kinds. These have a under Mr. Williamson's charge, and bv whom the listsnoble appearance when flowered from strong bulbs, ' are drawn out

J
and when cultivated^ as to develope fully their natn- The soil throughout the Pleasure-ground, as else-
rally sturdy habit. We have mentioned some of these
among the varieties already alluded to, but with the
view of directing especial attention to the group, we
may here specify some of the more prominent of the
varieties, namely, Elfrida, Tubiflora, Couronne de Celle,
and Grand Lilas.

where in the Kew district, is very light and sandy,
consisting for the most part of alternate beds of sand
and gravel; the vegetation consequently burns very
much during the summer, and the demand for leaf-
mould and better soil by the plants is insatiable. In
point of number of species and varieties the collection

1 here are few brighter and more beautiful spring in these grounds is very large indeed ; the aim beimrpowers than the Hyacinth, whether srown in forcing to render it a complete arboretum or illustration of ail
™ »f --^ —• —— » m w - * *- **-. m V *> V1MCL
nouses for the decoration of the conservatory and
drawing-room, or placed in glasses of water, or in
bowls or vases of Moss, and treated throughout as
household plants, or grouped in the beds of the flower
garden. Few flowers, indeed, prove so brilliant and
pleasing as these in the latter situation, to which we
niay more specially refer hereafter.

the trees and shrubs that will bear the open air in that
locality. Owing to the nature of the soil and climate,
however, there are whole groups of plants that do not
at all succeed; as, for instance, the majority of Spruce
Firs, Larches, Ash, Elders, Clematis, many Piceaa (Web-
biana,pectinata,&c), very many kinds of Roses, and such

„ imcrocarpa
Fontanesia phillyreoides
Jasminura Reevesii

IL PLANTS KILLED TO THE GBOUKD OKLI

Colletia horrida
„ cruciata

Spiraea pubescens
Escallonia, all the sp.
Hydrangea quercifolia

TIL THE FOLLOWING HAT
Cunninghamia sinensis
Picea bracteata
Pinutj australis
Pseudo-Larix Kaempferi
Biota meldensis
Cryptomeria japonica

M . , nana
,, Lobbii

Cupressus Lawsoniana
Nutkaensis
M'Xabiana
Knightiana
raacrocarpa

Fltz-Koya patagonioa
Liltocedrus chilertsis

Retinospora cricoides
Thuia grigantea
ephal .kus Fortuni

I

,, drupacea
Pacryrliurn Franklinii
Saxegotbsea cunspicua
Pseonias, Fortune's var.
Illiuium floridiinum

, , religiosum
Tasmania aiomatica
Mahonia japonica

„ intermedia
,, Uealn

Berberis Wallichiana
,, concinna

Cistus ladaniferus

,, laurifolius

Acer villo8iim

/. D. Hooker,

*t

>»

Picris formosa

Myrsine retusa

Griselinia littoralis

Arundinaria fctato

Gynerium argenteum

E PROVED QCTT1S HiJW.

Hypericum oblong^

Limonia trifoliata

Skimmia japonica

laureola

Camellias,^a*M
Colletia serotiM*

Piptanthus nepJa*

Spiff* ^ at£^Bupleurum fruticosu-

Weigelia ro^ea

amawiB

Senecio Cineraria

Azalea amffina

Arbutus M^Xb*
Rhododendron

gia^

It

ft

ft

99

'\
19

cili't<>%rf
Blan-ifa?^

Falconefl

niveutn^

Wallid*

arborea*

P?*^r*ni*»

Buxus, sp. CW»
5^

Queens glaW

Chamserops
fortu"

Paris

„-. «loor culture.
rirst as to glasses. Tbose known as Tye's Hyacinth

Sp^an^e toft
t0

!5
PrefCrred

'
0n ^count rtbeirappearance, to those of the older form. They may be

permanently lowered, withdrawing a large supply of
moisture from the roots of the trees ; a vast number
of trees have been cut down in the course of the
laying out the grounds ; and the consequent death of

Home Correspondence. -,

The Jardin #AcclimotaUon. ' ^j$
through the Arc de Triomphe into the IK*

byg liJJ*

your attention is arrested in an » ifterno°
^ ^e

gP

carriages collected before what are ey« dtn J
-*

of some place of public resort. Step
ot some place ot public resort.

, •

fa a*)fS
i«ft

lodge, pay a franc, and you are ushered in
_ ^^W

kept plantation, with a great *">
f!£ |y **

hand, some greenhouses on the rig
» '^ $ &*

walks among spaces enclosed by wir
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V ain these enclosures are specimei of birds and
animals as in the Zoological Gardens, London. This

is what in somewhat pompous language is here called

the Garden of Acclimatation, in which all sorts of trees

are to become hardy, and all sorts of birds, beasts,

insects, and creeping things are to be inured to the

climate of Paris— the grand conception of some brilliant

visionary. Not having seen the Journal de fa Societe,

if there be o: or its programme, I don't know the
limits assigned to this great idea, nor have I

succeeded in learning anything of it more definite

than what I have stated. You must therefore

be contented with hearing what I saw, so tar as experi-

ments in acclimating plants are concerned. Be it

known, then, to all men that the Society recognises

the necessity of learning experimentally whether Pinus
Sabiniana is hardy, and if Magnolia grandiflora will live

out in wint. r. Von English will stare at this when
you remember that the Pinus is among the hardiest of
all rees, and now good M. i ursault used to grow
t lagnolia a quarter of a itury ago in his garden
in IMris. > (her object of cperin t is the Hun-
garian Wli Linden ( Tilia alba), of which a wretched
gouty individual, grafted h ilf standard high, is perish-
ng under t! hands of some acclimatizing executioner.

1 mention these as examples of the childish \ in

which horticultural experiments (!) are conducted here.

The whole affair is in that respect absurd. To be sure
there are specimens of A raucaria Bidwilli and excelsa
in tubs; but I could not make out how keeping
them in such a manner was likely to solve any
problem in the art of acclimatizing. In like
manner I was equally perplexed to discov.
how it is proposed to acclimatise other species by
growing them in a great conservatory or stove, I am
not sure which, with a beck winding through the middle
of some handsome "specimen" plants, as our fellow
countrymen call them. But of this enough; it is not
worth dwelling on such a subject. The situation is

admirable : airy, dry, nicely wooded, and the very place
for well conducted trials ; and all must regret that the
Garden of Plants, with its staff of highly educated,
experienced officers and most able professors, should be
doomed to inaction on the skirts of the wine market
and dirty Rue Copeau, instead of being transferred to
the beautiful Bois de Boulogne, now the resort of the
best classes, who will neither drive nor walk to the
miserable pi; where all the treasures of Paris in
Natural History are literally stowed away. One re-
deeming feat ui' a this Jardin <TAcclimatation must not
however be forgotten. It has a capital Maqnanerie or
gallery of Silkworms, a very pretty building in which the
worms of the Ailantlms, the Ricinus and the White
Mulberry have been diligently employed all the summer

i exhibiting them es lo \ public, hard at work on
he leaves t i p liar. When I saw them last the
leaves of Ailanthns were alive with young worms, and
•ome great green fellows were nearly full grown. This
was by far the most interesting object in the Garden.
The prettiest is a tiny cottage made of Cane-work, and
fitted up with charming Cane furniture, of which you
cannot boast the like in England. I have close by me
{Hue d* la Paix, No. 25) a shop-full of such articles
which I recommend everybody who can afford a
guinea apiece for garden chairs to go and see.
V.

y Hue Castiglione.

Orchids, Fertilization of.— I have been endeavourin
daring several years to make out the many contrivance's
by which British Orchids are fertilised through in et
agency. I am very anxious to examine a few exotic
forms. Several centlemen Imw VJmiiu ^nf mn an««;_

division of Arethusea\ which includes the Limodoridese,
vanillidea-, &c. If any one would have the kindness

j>
send me a few flowers and buds of at.y member of

aa
^rou^f PaclkCd in a sraaU tm canister, by post,

addressed as below, he would confer a very great favour
on me. Would you have the kindness to inform me, if
m your power, whether the late Professor Morren has
published anything (and where) on the fertilisation of
Orchids by insect agency ? Charles Darwin, Down,
Bromley, Kent. [We are unable to answer this
question, and must refer it to others. After searching
through Morren's multitude* of pamphlets, we find

n5-
°n 0rchitls except an academical dissertation

on Orchis latifolia, and some remarks on the cause of the
movements in the lip of Megaclinium.]

o^TZ?"9 .
C
A
onV*r*—1 was struck by the caution

£JSJ£
aV° manurm& Conifers, as I can well re-member se ride of 1 t, in Norfolk, Cromer-wards, two plantations of Spruce and Larch, on? oneach side the road, well fe I in, and with Wdpainted opposite e r, with words as near af

recollect as follows :-« These are planted in well

™Th™rL*
r°a

?S T
d^ The 0t̂ r h

'
l on it-1These were planted in unnmnured ground » date thetame a. onthe other board The manured' trtfs wer

health* appearance than those unmanured. It is

fZL
i]

T
n
i° y™8 **°> an

?
tbe ****** me, yet exist

ears

I liarly beautiful, and its branches far more stout than
the other two; which, however, are very handsome.
Hence I infer that manuring many of the Conifers

may be safely and advantageously practised. Thomas
Ingle, M.D., Emsworth, Hants. In Septem-
ber, some eight or nine years ago, I had
nearly the whole of my stock of Coniferous plants re-

moved and heavily manured with half-rotten horse and
cow dung. At the end of the same week the question

was asked through your Paper whether or not the
application of manure would injure an Araucaria. The
reply was, " Yes, it is poison to the whole race." I

thought if that is correct I have certainly committed a

serious blunder, but I patiently waited and watched the
result. Nothing could be more satisfactory than the
growth and appearance of the plants the follow in

season. Since then I have invariably applied manure
whenever I removed plants of the kind in my own
nursery, and a iyi with the same satisfactoiy results.

lierelore I have always recommended the applica n
of manure win iver necessary, or an opportunit.
occurred r using it. As an illustration of what I have
stated, I bee: to say that about twelve months ago I

sold a handsome specimen of 1 ea Nordmmniana to a
*ly in this neighbourhood, who always superintends

and directs the transplantation of trees, &c., herself.
A compost of manure and soil was prepared for
this plant, including three barrow loads of the former.
Nothing can cx< 1 the healthful appearance of this
tree just now; it has made sixteen inches of leader

lis season. John Grier, . I mhleside, Windermere.
Would your Correspondent "J. Philpotts" inform me
whether the " good barrow full of stable-dung " which
he applied to his "Deodar and Picea Webbiana " was
fresh from the stable or rotten ? because I am of ripened well grown trees, and perfectly clean foliage,

without assistai fcut I have proved by experiment
that it is unsafe to trust to others. The partially
ripened state of the wood and almost total absence of
bees, of course tend much to aggravate the con-
sequences of neglect this season, but I have the most
positive proof that manual fertilisation alone made the
difference between a crop and a failure in several
instances. There are four houses in this immediate
neighbourhood which were all furnished from our
nurseries with plants which had all been cultivated

together. Two of these houses are under the care of
good gardeners, and they are entire failures in point of

fruit this season. These men acknowledged that they
did not think it necessary to follow the advice they had
received. The third house, erected by the same
builder, and of the same size as the others, 60 x 20, is

managed by a man who was a labourer a few years ago.

Feeling in want of information he came over several

times in the spring to have a talk with our foreman.

His house has 1 n full of very fine fruit, and his

master says he has had to give much of it to his

friends. The fourth case is still more striking; after

nearly all our best plants were sold, and what were left,

were nearly in bloom, we had to till an orchard house
just built near Uurton on Trent. Of course most
of the trees were interior to those supplied in the
former cases. With the exception of being most
tastefully painted and paved, this house was exactly
built as the others, and by the same person. Being
near the dwelling, and a new source of pleasure, the
lady of the establishment took it into her own hands,
and managed it entirely, and did not think it unneces-
sary to follow directions. Most of the plants fruited ;

some were full, and I will venture to say, for well

opinion that a mulching of any kind would be beneficial,

inasmuch as it would keep the roots uniformly moist,
nd also prevent the ground from cooling by evapora-

tion. Conifers forming a prominent feature in the
grounds under my care, I am anxious to possess correct
data respecting them. Crostonian.

Calceolarias (see p. 809).—-I hail with pleasure the
hint thrown out respecting the merits of the two
kinds of Calceolarias, viz., shrubby or perpetual, ami
the herbaceous or annual kinds. Some live or six years
ago I was induced to commence growing Calceolarias,
as I saw clearly that the herbaceous kinds must ir

out. I therefore selected some of the most healthy of
the shrubby kinds to commence on, more particularly
angustifolia, and a variety called Kayii, having proved
them both to be healthy parents, and the result of my
first batch was General Havelock, Emperor, &c. My
object always has been to get decided fixed character
and colour. I have now by me two plants of the same
seedlings that I raised in 1857, and they measure
when in perfection last season 4 feet through, and I am
in hopes of saving them for next season. I quite agree
with your Correspondent respecting the duration of the
Calceolaria. I well remember seeing handsome shrubby
kinds shown at Chiswick 30 years ago, and they made
a beautiful display, and why should they not now, as
any one can have my strain of shrubby kinds in bloom
from May to October. My sorts are equally valuable
for the border or flower garden, which makes them
doubly useful. I have them now beautifully spotted
and blotched, equally as rich in colour as the herbaceous
kinds. James Burley, Linrpsfield, Surrey.

Vines in Pots.—I exhibited on Thursday last three
Grape Vines in pots at Worksop exhibition; they were
admitted to be very superior to any at the show, and
averaged 13 bunches each. To my surprise on enter-
ing the tent, after the judges had made their awards,
I found a card containing these words placed on my
Vines—" Disqualified—grown in open border." N v
I have scores of witnesses who could prove that they
were grown in pots, and that they had never been
plunged, although t y had partly rooted from the

she might challenge the country. In our own house we
had not more than six or seven trees without fruit

bough it had been crowded by sale trees the previous
season) ; many bore from 30 to 50 Peaches of the finest

quality, some few of which remain. From the 1st of
August till the present date few have seen our house
without tasting the fruit, and if you were to see the
number of stones reserved for sowing and the seedlings
of the two last years yon would be more than ever

nvinced that Kivers' orchard houses are a great fact.

( hie thing is certain—what has been done for years
without a failure and at so little cost, others will be
quired to do. I could not help laughing when a

nobleman's gardener came and offered 9*. a dozen for
my Peaches only a few days ago. His Grapes are amongst
the finest in England, but he has no Peaches this
season nor any worth having la9t; and as the best walls
are all occupied with Peach and Apricot trees, they are
iually without line Pears. When paying a visit last

season to Mr. Ingram, at I>< Ivoir Castle, and seeing the
magnificent specimens of Pears grown on the walls, I
could not help thinking how foolish it was to cover a
south wall with glass for Peaches instead of building an
orchard-house and planting the wall with Pears.
J. ir\ Pearson, Chilwell.

Peas.—It may be important to many of your readers
to know that Veitch's Perfection Pea will withstand
drought and mildew better than most, perhaps any
Pea, in cultivation. When other Peas can scarcely be
kept alive with copious waterings it continues to produce
abundan of tender Peas of excellent flavour. So con-
vinced am I of its excellency that in future I will sow
only it and Daniel O'Rourke, the latter for early
gathering. IV. Craw, Westhury.

Roses.—Will any of your readers give their experi-
ences as to the two plagues which are now afflicting the
Rose trees—mildew and thrips ? The Roses have made
excellent growth with me this vear, and the show of buds
for theautumnalbloomof Hybrid Perpetuals is most pro-
mising, but mildew attacks the new shoots, gets round
the flower stalks and destroys the flowers. The Roses
that escape this fate open for a day or two, and then go

bottom or crock hole into some old tan on which they olf as though they had been scorched, and are found to
stood. These Vines were taken to Worksop and back
in an open van, remained there all night in a crowded

be infested with myriads of thrips. Does the same cause
produce the two plagues, and are they to be attributed

tent, the exhibition not having closed until 11 o'clock, to the long drought we have had lure? And what is
tid they are now at this moment fresh and good and

still fit to be exhibited again. I had a large trellis

made to fix the Vines on in order that they might
travel safely, and had also a large forked iron placed
into the pots to steady them. This caused me in order
to balance the Vines to drop them into larger pots ; I
then filled the cavity with Moss and water to keep
them from drying, knowing that they had to remain
until the second day. I believe that I have stated all

particulars in full. The schedule states only these

words— "For the best three Vines in pots." Mine
were decidedly the best. Can they withhold the priz

from me on "the grounds stated in their card above

alluded to ?—I feel that they cannot. Had the Vines

been plunged and rooted all over tbe top of the pot

they might have objected, but as the Vines were fairly

grown in pots, as per schedule, and so exhibited, I

believe that I can claim the prize, can I not? Edward
Bennett, Osh on Half, Worksop. ehtU. [Undoubtedly.]

the best remedy? I have dusted with flowers of
sulphur all the mildewed parts of the trees, and in some
cases have arrested the progress of the disease, but one
d I of Hybrid Perpetuals—the Geiut, Lord Raglan,
Cardinal Patrizzi,and General Jacqueminot—seemscom-
pletely overpowered by the mildew. The thrips are a
most grievous and provoking enemy. Vesterday I had
a beautiful show of blooms just opening: on Madame
Laffay, Madame Vidot, and L/Enfant de Mont Carmel ;

this morning they are all destroyed. I shall be glad
of any suggestions whether as to cause or remedy.
The mildew does not seem to be due so any peculiarity

of situs My garden lies high, has pure air I

the plants out in the open are as much affected as those
which are under the shrubbery trees, and many kine

are not touched at all, while the next tree is ct red

ith mildew. China Hoses arc freest, and then the

climbers, but Gloire de Dijon is slightly affected and
is been kept in good condition only by our constant

•etter At §J!^i^ mYP'end"1 °ld^our'ite«ctwr. At nrst it made ver low progress • but forthe last two or or three years, when it may be supposedthe roots had reached the dead carcase, the growth hasbecome most vigorous, the colour of the foliage pecu-

believing it to be a matter of necessity in many cases, I

feel jealous of anything being said which has a tendency

that he caused Vinca rosea to seed at the K

Gardens, Kew, by imitating the action of an insect in

to Umon the idea of ifs importance. I am aware that inser r «».V*$°f>» <J*»j« ^."i?,^'
«ome kind, will, when well ripened, set their blooms ' common Penw.nkle. By nnphcatwn it maj be pre-
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sumed that V. rosea had not pre :ijusly seeded at Kew.

But another writer, " F. A. P." (p. 736), states that Ins

Vincasseed profusely. Mr. Horwood, gardener to G.

H. Turnhull, Esq., of this place, has just been so kind as

to bring me a small plant of Vinca rosea with nine

flowers fertilised by the insertion of a horse-hair, and it

now bears nine fine pods. Mr. Horwood says he has

grown many plants for the last eight or nine years,

and never before saw a pod. What can be the cause of

the difference in the results obtained on the one hand

by " P. A. P.", and on the other by the writer from

Kew and Mr. Horwood ? Will " F. A. P." have the

kindness to state, if he sees this notice, whether his

plants were in a greenhouse with the windows left

open, so that the moths could get access at night?

Charles Darxin,Doicn, Bromley, Kent.

Societies*
Royal Horticultural

Fellows.)—The following new Members were ejected on

this occasion :

—

G. A. Ashby, W. Banting, E. Baring, J. Bulraer, Esqs. ; Earl

of Carnarvon, Rev. George Case, Mrs. C. Christie, A. Cox, J.

Disraeli, G Farsdon, Esqrs. ; Mr. Favier, Mr. G. Frost, Mr. G.

Gandell
t
M>ss Emily Hawkins, Major Jones, B. King, Esq ; W.

L. Merry, Esq. ; Right Hon. J. Moncrieff, G. Nelthropp, Esq.
;

Mrs. H. Norton, G. Paine, Esq. ; Major Phibbs, P. Rolt, Esq. ;

Lieut. -Colonel Salkeld, W. Sterickel, Esq. ; Sir G. Grant

Suttie, Bart. ; Mr. C. F. Taylor, W. Thomas, Esq. : Mrs. Thorn-

ton, Hon. Mrs. D. Ward, Colonel Wigram, and H. C. Wise, Esq.

Sept 11 : (Dahlia Shojc).—A great exhibition of

Dahlias and other cut flowers took place in the

Society's New Garden at South Kensington, on Wed-
nesday last, and, notwithstanding the late dry

weather and the destructive attacks of thrips, which

have been more than usually prevalent this season, we
never before remember to have seen a finer display

of this favourite flower than that which graced

the benches of the conservatory, to which the

exhibition was confined. Nor were Asters much
behind them in point of beauty ; indeed the

size of some of the reflexed French kinds was

quite a matter of astonishment to all who had

not been made acquainted with the rapid improve-

ment which has taken place in this flower of late ; the

quilled kinds, too, were unrivalled for fine form and
compactness ; and we noticed some small Pompone and
other varieties which, when more extensively grown,
cannot fail to be favourites. Of Hollyhocks, Gladioli,

Phloxes, and Roses there were likewise beautiful col-

lections, and the side shelves were filled with plants in

pots, which being tastefully arranged, and presenting
great variety both of foliage and flower, gave additional
interest to the exhibition, which was in every respect
perfectly successful.

In the Nurserymen's Class of 48 Dahlias the best
collection was furnished by Mr. Keynes of Salisbury,

who sent magnificent blooms of Disraeli, Cherub, Col.

"Wyndham, Joy, Warrior, Golden Drop, Lord Pal-
merston, Mauve, Lilac Queen, Sir George Douglas,
Kimberley's Queen, John Keynes, Earl of Shaftesbury,
Lord Cardigan, Umpire, Sidney Herbert, Mrs. Church,
Mr. Critchett, Hugh Miller, King of Sweden, Lollypop,
Mrs. Dodds, George Elliott, Pioneer, Eoberfc Bruce,
Marquess of Beaumont, Mr. Boshel!, Mrs. Trotter,
Leopard, Oscar (a fine new reddish scarlet variety),
Rosebud, Lady Douglas Pennant, Seedling Goldfinder,
Imperial (a new mulberry-coloured sort), Rosa, Pandora,
Chairman, Commander, Triomphe de Pccq, Jenny
Austin, Lady Franklin, Andrew Dodds (a promising
new dark purple kind), Goldfinder, Mrs. Bailhache, Juno,
Perfection, and Mrs. Waters. The next collection in
point of merit came from Mr. Harrison, of Darlington,
who had, in addition to the varieties named in Mr.
Keynes' stand, good examples of Heroine, Beauty of
Slough, a very fine bloom of Fanny Keynes, Mrs.
Wheeler, Incomparable, Duke of Roxburgh, Lady
Bolton, Beauty of Helperton, Princess of Prussia,
Bellona, Grandmaster, Midnight,Village Gem, Bell, John
Harrison, Alice, John Dory, Ruby Queen, Mrs. Legge,
Annie, Cornpacta, Mary Ann, Mrs. Pigott, Empress,
Madge Wildfire, Lady Popham, Sir C. Campbell,
Neville, Keynes, and Admiral Dundas. Other collec-
tions were contributed by Mr. Henry May, Bedale,
Yorkshire; Mr. Kimberley, Stoke, near Coventry ; and
Mr. Legge, of Edmonton. In these stands we observed
fine blooms of Pre-eminent, Criterion, Touchstone, Mrs.
Wyatfc, Conqueror, Peri, Lord Clyde, Brentford Hero,
Mentor, Dinorah, Mr. Sfcocken, Regulator, Salvator
Rosa, Miss Caroline, George Brown, Deutche, Monarch,
Mrs. Keynes, Duke of Wellington, King, Eclipse, Lady
Taunton, Lady Paxton, Rifleman, Lord Eversley,
Yellow Beauty, Harbinger, Splendid, Duchess of Kent,
Delicata, Strafford's Gem, and Flower of the Day.

In the chss of 24* blooms (Nurserymen), Mr. Keynes
again won the first prize with an excellent stand, which
however did not contain anything different from
varieties already mentioned. Messrs. Legge, May,
Harrison, Downie, Laird & Laing, and Cattell also all
showed in this class, and received prizes in the order in
which their names stand. Of blooms from those exhi-
bitors not already mentioned we observed Miss Watts,
a good white kind; Norfolk Hero, Sir F. Bathurst,
Magnificent, Marchioness of Abercorn, and Miss Vyse.

In the Amateurs' class of 24 blooms, the best came

Novello. From Mr. Dodds, of Salisbury, who was

placed second, came Emperor, Annie Rosa, and Jurs.

Dodds ; and Mr. Perry, Mr. Barnard, and others had

beautiful examples of Model, Comet, Etorua, Primrose,

Perfection, Miss Pressley, Standard Bearer, Miss

Burdett Coutts, Enchantress, Beeswing, Lord Bathurst,

Duchess of Northumberland, Brentford Hero, Master-

piece, Amazon, and Yellow Beauty.

In stands of 12 blooms (Amateurs), Mr. Barnard,

of Darlington, had the best collection, in whicii

were admirable specimens of Chancellor, Lilac

Queen, Chairman, Earl Shaftesbury, John Dory, Lady

Popham, Jenny Austin, Duke of Roxburgh, Mrs. Uail-

hache, Mrs. Pigott, and Triomphe de Pecq. lhe

Rev. C. Fellows was placed second, and there was a

fine stand from Mr. Charlton, of Harborough, who

probably would have gained the first prize in this class,

had not two of his flowers, viz., Golden Drop and

Triomphe de Pecq, been faulty in the centre ;
other-

o * n rTPi 4- -.wise for size and quality they were unsurpassed.
kept. V.—{Election oj

, Me3srQ Docldg ami Perry a iso showed well in this class.

Conway of Brompfcon, and a fine colWf
filling a circular table in the centre of Z ?>>
came from the Society's Garden at Chisel *

Gladioli were shown in We rmnn«£ ,

have not been good this yea?; ZT^'

^

Stands of six blooms (Amateurs) were numerous and

fine; among the varieties however we did not see any-

thing different from what has already been reported on.

The best were contributed by Mr. Pope, of Smitb Street,

Chelsea, and the second best by the Rev. C. Fellows, of

Shottishain, near Norwich.

In the class of Fancy Dahlias, 18 blooms (Nursery-

men), Mr. Keynes was first with beautiful examples of

Harlequin, Pluto, Splendid, Queen Mab, Souter Johnny,

Miss Jones, Starlight, Zebra, Conqueror, Baron Alderson,

Garibaldi, Pauline, Imperatrice Eugenie, Lady Paxton,

Leopard, Confidence, Mary Lander, and Mark Antony.

The next stand in point of merit came from Mr. Legge of

Edmonton, who had in addition to the kinds just named,

Invincible, Princess Charlotte, Charles Perry, Unique,

Cleopatra, Favourite, and Topsy. Mr. Kimberley, who
was third, sent Elegans, Triomphe de Robeaux, Pretty

Polly, Lady Paxton, Honeycomb, Madame Sherrington,

Miss Herbert, Leonard, Beauty of High Cross,_ Flirt,

and Fairy Queen. From Messrs. Downie, Laird, &
Laing, who contributed a 4th stand, came Norah

Crena, Mrs. Charles Kean, Salamander, Ethel, Jessie,

Win. Corp, and Strafford's Gem, the last a dark rose,

prettily tipped with yellow. In other collections to

wbicb no awards were made, we noticed good blooms

of Fairy Queen, Emperor de Maroc, Rev. Joshua Dix,

Oliver Twist, and Summertide.
In the class of 12 Fancy Dahlias (Amateurs) there

were some nice stands, the best of which came from

the Rev. C. Fellows, wbo contributed Harlequin,
Elizabeth, Conqueror, Oliver Twist, Lady Paxton,
Madame Alboni, Queen Mab, Flirt, Baron Alderson,

Etbel, Pauline, and Summertide. In other collections,

which were furnished by Messrs. Perry, Dodds, Corp,
and others, were examples of Comus, Carnation,

Blondin, Charles Perry, Butterfly, Countess of Bective,
Wonderful, and Favourite, all in excellent condition,

well selected as to colour, fresh and beautiful.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson showed a nice stand of
Pompone varieties.

Of Hollyhocks, magnificent spikes were shown by
Messrs Downie, Laird, and Laing, whose sorts were
Golden Fleece, Stansted Rival, Mrs. F. McKenzie,
William Deans, Empress Eugenie, Dr. Canny, Excelsior,

Monarch, David Fowlis, William Blackwood, Mem-
non, Rosy Gem, and Lady Dacres. Mr. Chater
also showed good spike3 of Princess, Lady King, Mont
Blanc, Mrs. Chater, Grandis, Excelsior, Regina (a bril-

liant carmine coloured seedling), Mary Ann, Senator,
and Queen Victoria. Of single blooms Mr. Henry May
showed a stand remarkable for their great size and
beauty; some of them could not measure less than
5 inches in diameter, and although they had travelled
all the way from Yorkshire they maintained their
freshness well throughout the day. Their names were
Mr?. Cochrane, crimson; Walden Masterpiece, fawn;
Memnon, crimson ; Empress Eugenie, fawn and white

;

Perfection, lilac; Lizzy Robarts, white; Ossian, crimson;
Yellow Defiance ; Mrs. Wardrop, crimson ; Regina,
pink ; Lord Loughborough, crimson; and Lord Taunton,
Mulberry. Messrs. Minchin also had good blooms,
conspicuous ; among which were Havelock, bright red

;

Jaune, yellow ; and Cyntbie, pink.
Asters, wbicb were present in large numbers, were

deservedly objects of great attraction. They consisted
of what are called quilled German and tasselled French
kinds; of the latter there are two classes, the incurved
and reflexed, but we do not think they look well when
mixed together in the same stand. These were of all
shades of colour, nnd many of them were most beautifully
striped. The quilled varieties from Mr. Betteridge, of
Steventon, to whom the first prize was awarded, were
in every way excellent, and showed what can be done
with this flower under skilful treatment, and the stand
of large kinds from Mr. Sandford, Walthamstow, were
equally remarkable for beauty and fine growth. Nor
must we overlook a collection sent all the way from
Erfurt by Mr. F. W. Wendell, |nurseryman there.
In this what were called Crown Asters were
particularly handsome. They had large white centres
broadly bordered with purple and crimson. Some
small growing Ranunculus flowered and Pompone
sorts were also greatly admired, and notwithstanding
the distance they had travelled they were in good con-

was last season The best came fU MrWBagshot, in whose collection the follS,
ndlshof

most remarkable, viz. :_Miss InZTf "' '

with yellow throat and crimson feather V^L? !*
Legge, clear white, with crimson lip ^y gj**Graham, pure white with bright crLo?f f

*
striking; Bridesmaid, large pure whifcP . \f £ "
white, with singular dark lip; Gold L " *'
bright yellow; Juliet, lemon ^thpfnk St^T*?
Emilie Seymour, salmon pink, / eS^1'

Mrs. Menzies, pink, beautifully mnSJfhJ'
Mrs. Hole, creamy bhsh, cJaZT'tZfoZT"1
beautiful; Col. Hood, scarlet feathereTw th tfms'

n

J. W. Lane, scarlet with white stripes

,

™ZZ

Z

and crimson feather—a fine bold flower
; Mr. Nuffield

reddish violet with crimson feathers; 'A.d\iUe> (W"
red shot with lake, throat yellow; Donald Beaton
pink striped nnd blotched with maroon on all tie
petals ; Mr. Itucker, scarlet with white throat and
crimson feather— a very large flower; Mowbray Morris
fine scarlet, shaded white throat and deep crimson'

feather ; Prime Minister, scarlet with violet throat

•

Towardi, deep salmon, a fine bold flower ; and Madame
Vilmorin, deep rosy purple with crimson feather.

From Messrs. Paul & Son also came some fine spikes -

and Mr. Cattell, of Westerham, contributed a collect!

in pots.

Phloxes, which were exhibited in the shape of cat

spikes, and in pots, were really beautiful; the best

came from Mr. Standish, in whose stand were f»

examples of Madame Lierval, brilliant crimson; X.

Forest, equally good in colour, but smaller ; V

Amazili, pink with crimson eye; M. Moisson, white

with pink eye ; George Washington, crimson ; John

Standish, white with pink eye; Madame Marsean,

white with large bright rosy eye ; and Madame Vilmorin,

a large flesh-coloured sort, flushed with rose. Mc-

Cattell and Cutbush also showed some handsomevarie-

the most striking among which were Triomphe

Twickle, pink striped with white; Dr. Josset

Madame Rougier, the last white with pink eye.

Of Verbenas the best stand was contributed by

Mr. Perry, of Castle Brorawich, near Birmin^h

The sorts were chiefly seedlings unnamed, all larg-<

handsome. Messrs. Minchin and Dr. Cooper of

Slough also showed some fine varieties, the best ot'

which were Mrs. Moore and GaribaW/ among rk

sorts with white eye ; Great Eastern, pink with yellow

eye; Fairest of the FaiT, white with ^ink eye; and,

among Scarlets, Firefly and Geant des ^A\\\e*.

Cut Roses were shown by Messrs. Mitchell, heyn*.

Laing, and Cutbush, and very pretty they were; W
still not so fine as they ought to have been. Mrffcf

has made sad havoc among many of them, anfl

™J
to the weather being so dry little growth has bm

made, and consequently few and comparatively p£
blooms. Mr. Mitchell's were best; but hi

i

an m

stands were fair flowers of most of the leading^
From our occasional correspondent, the Kev.

.

clyffe, of Blandford, came a good collection, wmca

placed first among amateurs and was greawy » •

Among new kinds, Senateur Vaise and Lous a .

gems which must long hold a first place ammgij

and we noticed some good examples or w
and Gen. Jacqueminot, which seemed to nave

drought well. and foroel •

Miscellaneous subjects were numerous, anu^
prominent feature of the exhibition. J " g*
them must be mentioned the fine Lapagen

v

Mr. Uzzell, gr. to the Duchess Dowager 01
* ^ ^

berland, alluded to in another column. ^
expanded flowers on it and multitudes om«wm^
which occupied every flower stalk. 1 ' j^pprf

a pot in which it had always been kept,
' ^

mixed with a very little silver sand. £» ^^
loam had been used, but plenty of dra

K'er. 1**

growing and flowering a good supply o
ffff?£

together with a cool greenhouse tempei^^W
only agents employed to bring about tne % ^
which it was the good fortune of those "

t0

the show to witness, and which do ET^.Tjjtfc!*

Uzzell's skilful management. Next m P "^**
was a fine collection of miscellaneous plant5 ^
Veitch, in which were some fine examples ^ %x€t

looking Caladium Veitehi, Alocasia
metallic* ^

gated kind; various feathered Amarantn.^
"id others ofdwarfer growth and more

oro n^m
ivoa €rr\rr\ Tanon • also SQfflG * . . *i

glossum grande and other plants, eitn
^e55r

4.«^-

the beauty of their leaves or flowers. -

o€ofl*P*'£

Mr. Bull also showed collections of mS^viiB**J-.
in which were various Palms, Ferns, Cak^fj
gated Yuccas, Theophrastas, Cyanopftyw"

pj^J
amono- whiph Mia mrwt striking; W«8 tne

nnA tfc»
]among which the most striking was " * ^d

leaved C. Belleymei, Alocasia met!
!

lll

^; ti.
1**

reddish brown-leaved Coleus ^ er3^a

c,]^^Sm
was shown by Mr. Bull. From J»r. a

Turnham Green, came an interestinq: e^
ifc HJ

Conifers in pots, including
J»

en b
{

jrieantea, and other favourite sort,. ^^ v.

shown in good condition by Messrs.
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and others, and there were long bench tuls of Orchard-

boose trees in fruit from Messrs. Lane & Son, of Great

Berkhampstead. From Mr. Macintosh, of Hammer-

snith, were two finely grown plants of Veronica me'-

ensis and Anderson i.

Of Fruit a small basketful of Mill Hill Hamburgh
apes from Mr. Drummond, Beechwood, Tunbridge

Wells, attracted much attention on account of the

great size and beauty of the berries which were finely

covered with bloom. Of the bunches individually little

eoald be seen ; but the berries were in every way
erf Two good Queen Pine Apples were shown by

Mr. Kray, and Mr. Conolly of Hazelwood Castle, Tad-

cai , exhibited examples of Ribston Pippin Apples

from a graft inserted in the centre of a trained Jar-

gonelle Pear Tree. This has survived three year

during the two la >f which it has borne Apples of the
usual size and tUvour. Of Sal way Peach, a i >d

ellow- fleshed late variety, we noticed sonic line fruit

fro Mr. Tuner, of Mough.
Vai is thermometers end other garden implement!

shown by Mr. i of Hatton < len, and
some handsome Majolica raj- 1 other device! in

<"!iina were contributed b\ Missrs. Philips, of Bond
Street.

The subjects which fell within the province of the

Floral Committee, and were adjudicated upon by a sob-

umittee of that body, formed an interesting feature

the exhibition. ()t New Plants M re, veitcfa .

on had some nice young vigorous seedling examples of
the very elegant .! ipan< evergreen Conifer, Retino-
;>ora pisifcra, which obtained a first-class award.
Messrs. Veiteh also showed young seedling plants of
the equally beautiful R.obtusa, which species hadalready
received the highest reward given by the Society.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson A Son had a very pretty little

trailing Sedum from Japan, one of I hold's introduc-
tions, and named by him S. earneum variegatum; it is

of branching habit, with reddish terete fleshy stems,
and linear leaves in whorls of three, broadly margined
with cream colour; the flowers, which were not how-
ever produced on the plants exhibited, are yellow; it

will probably be a neat plant for rockwork or for small
hanging baskets, and received commendation on thet
grounds. A fine-looking Gesnera called rcfulgens, not
in bloom, but with handsome velvety mottled leaves,
something like an enlarged form of cinnaharina, shown
by Mr. Bull, obtained a similar award. Along with
the latter was a plant hardly showing its character of
the powdery Gymnogramma trifoliate, with long erect
ronds and narrow pinnae like Willow leases. Mr.
tandish had a singular-looking creeping plant with

dull brown and gr i bell-shaped flowers, which was
C Campanu: inulata ; and Mr. B. S.
Williams again his "unknown plant from
^T l ' ided to in another column, Phalaenopsis

illerians, and a little blush-coloured I onopsis.

sions for flower gardens. They will probably be useiul

i amateurs, who can profit by their merits and avoid

their defects. Nos. 10, 11, and 19 are the best. As

for No. 20, it would look well, but would sorely perplex

an ordinary workman to lay it out.

Tbade Lists Received.—Stephen Bbown's (of

Budbury) Catalogue of Dutch and Cape Bulhs and

I lower' Koots.—William Pcll's (of King's Road,

Chelsea) Retail Catalogue of New and Rare Plants.

J

Sell

i•Aumiu-u vy air. rope, was pronounced the flower of
the year; its blossoms were large and full, of good
outline, and of a bright rosy-crimson or crimson
purple. The variety had been commended late last
season, and now obtained a first-class certificate,
as also did a variety called Model, shown by Mr.
C. J. Perry ; this latter was a medium-sized
flower, of good form, and of an orange buff colour.
The following obtained commendations, namely :

Goldfinder and Black Prince from Mr. Keynes, the
former a chrome-yellow slightly red-tipped at" the back
of the florets, the latter a useful dark shaded flower of
average size; Mrs. Bush, from Mr. Turner, a bright
rose of average properties, rewarded for its pleasing
colour; Reliance and Countess of Portsmouth, from Mr.
G. Rawlings, the first a useful riped blush, the second
a creamy white tipped with rosy purple; Delicata, from
Mr. C. J. Perry, a rosy fawn colour, likely to prove a
useful variety; and an unnamed orange red seecling
from Mr. Henshaw. Various other seedlings were
shown by Mr. Turner, Mr. Harrison. Mr. Dodds, Mr.
Perry, Mr. Rawlings, Mr. Kevnes, Res. C. Roe, Mr.
Pope, Mr. Cooling, and Mr. Vincent.
Some very fine Hollyhocks were shown, and First-

class Certificates were given to Mr. W. Chater for Lady
king, a fine crimson scailet ; and Invincible, a delicate
.union-colour. Prince Imperial, a highly coloured dark
laret from Mr. Bircham, was commended.

Notices of asoofeg*

The 14th Number of Weddell's beautiful Chloris
A J4SS A * JV \~K A -***** *• SB A-SBfc.

# __ A\ %Andina
i

I
drawings are as usual exquisite specimens of pictorial
botany.

In a pamphlet called Diagnoses Plantarum Orienta-
hum, Fensl has described a few species collected in
Asm Minor by Tchihatcheff. The notes upon the old
Alyssum alpestre occupy seven pages. Sobolewskia
stylosa of Boissier is elevated to the rank of a genus
called Physaliuium. Unfortunately there is no Index
to the contents of the pamphlet, in place of which we
hare four closely printed columns of Errata in 69 pages.

Messrs. Major »i Son of Leeds (Longmans) have
published in the form of a thin 4to called the Ladu
AssUtamt. twenty uncoloured desiens of various dimou.

Garden Memoranda.
Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.—Seldom has this

great garden presented so many attractions at one

time as it does at present. Out-door bedding plants

are now at their best ; the few ill-effects of the last

severe winter, alluded to in another column, have

become imperceptible ; deciduous trees have not

vet put on the "sear and yellow leaf;" and

the finely kept lawns owing to the recent ca-

ll heavy rains, are beautifully
|

and soft and

ic to the tr N >r are subjects under glass less

devoid of interest. The content! of the water houses

are th. admiration of everybody, more especially th

Royal Water Lily (Victoria Regie), which has already

produced a great many flowers, and others in different

si i are prep iring to succeed them. This may be seen

in the old aquarium, where a vigorous plant has com-

pli f filled the tank allotted to it with leaves

of great size, some of them measuring as much

as 5 feet 6 inches in diameter. It is planted in loam,

mixed to the extent of nearly one-half with well rotted

stable and cowdung and a little silver-sand. Nepenthes,

Marantaeeous plants and others remarkable for the

beauty of their leaves occupy the side shelves of this

housed and form a handsome framework which sets off

the water plants to excellent advantage. The large

aquarium near the great Palm House also exhibits a

rich and striking vegetation. Among climbing plan'

on the roof at" the entrance is a fine looking whit

veined, heart-shaped-leaved Ariltolochia (A. leuco-

nei i), which deserves attention on account of the

beauty of its foliage; on rafters were Momordica

Charantia, and Snake Gourds wifli tempting long

scarlet fruit, and upright pillars round the water

were covered with Cissus discolor, which being

united at bottom, hung in festoons all round the tank,

and had a fine effect. Among Ferns, Sugar Cane and

other plants in pots set in the water, was a handsome
white blotched-leaved vaiiety of Alocasia macrorhi/.a,

which cannot fail to become a favourite among
variegated stove plants where large and strik-

ing foliage is the object sought for. Victoria llegia

has commenced flowering in the centre tank ; small side

basins are filled with Nelumbiums and other slender

growing aquatics, and altogether this house is at present

unusually ornamental.

In the great Palm Stove some alterations in arrange-

ment are being effected, one of the most important of

which is an attempt to form, by means of Passion flowers

and other evergreen climbers, a Gothic arch over the

pathways. Plants on shelves, too, instead of being in

pots oii a gravel-sprinkled surface edged with green

Lycopod, as heretofore, are to be planted out in

boxes, so as to present a dense rich mass

of luxuriant vegetation ; and a portion of shell, on

which the experiment has been tried, speaks well

for its success, the plants being in the best of health,

fresh and beautiful in appearance. The magnificent

Palms, too, for which this house is remarkable, look

unusually healthy and vigorous. Caryoia urens, a

noble plant 60 feet cr more in height, is both in

flower and fiuit; noble examples of Sabal urn-

braculifera and aforthia elegans are also fruit-

ing, as are likewise several Muses. Last season

one of the latter produced a bunch of fruit weigh-

ing 56 lbs., and several of the pips weighed 8 oz.

The glorious Musa Ensete, mentioned at p. 1105 of our

volume for last year as having fruited, is dead,

but in its place we found a vigorous young plant of the

same variety, which in 18 months has grown nearly as

many feet. Its ample leaves are beau' i fully green, clean

and handsome ; in a short time, therefore, this promis-

ing specimen may be expected to even more than rival

in beauty and luxuriance its far-famed predecessor.

The Palms planted out some time ago in sunken
beds near the centre of the building have
evidently now become fully established and are succeed-

ing admirably. Climbers on the roof, which is being

painted, are being re-arranged, and when finished will

have a neat and tidy appearance. Amongst them we

noticed a good specimen of Mandevilla suaveolens pro-

ducing a profusion of fragrant white (lowers. While

speaking of climbing plants, Lapageria rosea, which is

in flower here, should also be enumerated, u hen in

blossom few plants are more handsome, and it

is easily grown provided the soil is good fibry peat,

deep, porous, and well drained. Under such conditions

too much water can hardly be given it when growing

and iu flower; but in winter it should be kept a good

deal drier, so as to give it a s on of rest. I bus

treated it is found to flower freely every year.

In a cool house filled with hardy plants of unusually

interesting character was Pilogyne suavis, the pretty

sweet-smelling climbing plant mentioned by our Cor-

respondent w C. \V. C." at p. 6 lJ7. Though perfectly

hardy, supports in greenbouses covered with it « slender

items and bright green leaves have a neat and pleading

espect.

In a warm stove behind the old Museum were
thriving specimens of Stevensonia grandifoUa, a com-
paratively new Palm from the Seychelles Islands,

and one which, when better known, will be a favourite,

its rich orange ribs and bright green plaited leaves

forming an agreeable contrast with one another.

Associated with it were many interesting plants, such

as the Bread fruit (Artocarpus incise). Clove-tree

(Caryojihyllus aromaticus), Lace-bark (Lagettalintearia),

and the epiphytal Vanilla aromatica.

Orchids, whose bad condition has long been a subject

of complaint, arc, we are glad to record, improving.

Most of them have made good growth, and all of them

are emitting clean and vigorous roots. They may

therefore soon be expected to be on an equally satisfac-

tory footing with plants in other departments of this

establishment. -_*., j
The house devoted to the cultivation of Aroidci and

Bromeliacea is as usual filled with plants in most

excellent health; of the former class those most note-

worthy at presenf are, Philodendron grandifolium

;

anthurium cordifoliuni, A. tcaule, A. coriaceum,

Monstera deliciosa, and of the latter we may mention

Bilbergie Moreliana, 1*. rosea, Vriesia speciosa, Pit-

lirnia Olfersii, P. fulgens, and P. Funkiana.

Of Cinchonas, about which so much has of late

been written, there are here many hundreds of one

supposed to be inieranthn, and as many of succirubra,

ready for transmission to India. They have been raised

from seeds sent to Kew by Mr. Spruce and Mr. Pntchett.

The last-named kind looks extremely healthy, and

grows as freely as a Willow; but the others seem

more tender, and are not in quite such good condition*

All are, however, very satisfactory. The seeds were

sown in pans this spring in heat; they germinated

freely, and the plants are now in 3-inch pots, which for

most of them will very soon be too small. Such plants

when hardened a little may be expected to travel well,

and there Ctn be little doubt that they will reach

their intended destination in safety. Singular to relate,

one plant of succirubra, although so\ui along with

the others, is now about 2 feet ID height, with leaves

8 inches in length, and nearly as much in width, while

its companions arc not more than 3 incites in height.

Its stem is proportionally thick, but very full of pith.

This unusual amount of vigour is however quite an

exception, for the others are very uniform both in

height and size of leaf.

Among novelties were some promising young Palms

from the Mauritius, Phyllogathis rotundifolia, a

Javanese Melastomad, with handsome obovate deeply

nerved leaves and an extremely handsome variegated

variety of Dainmura onentalis with white and green

strip, d foliage. This was lately imported from Japan,

and is grafted on Podocarj us elongate, on which it

seems to su< edj it must certainly be regarded as a

great acquisition. Dammara orientalis itself is fruiting

in the great Palm stove.

The principal Fern house is being repainted and

otherwise repaired; the magnificent collection of these

plants, for which Kew is justly famous, is therefore for

he present accommodated in other houses. In the Cactus

house little alteration was observable since our last visit.

The introduction of Lycopodium denticulatum along,

the side shelf is, however, a wonderful improvement;

and if it were also planted along the edge of the bed on-

the other side of the path, the improvement would be

still greater. The lively green thus furnished is re-

freshing and pleasing to the eye. Arundo conspicua, a

new importation from New Zealand, resembling the

Pampas Grass, but not so robust, was in flower in the

border ; and on the rafter was lloya carnosa in full

tlower, though the sashes have been down for two

months, and the house kept cool.

Greenhouses, while their ordinary inmates are out of

doors, are kept gay with Fuchsia-, of which we noticed

! a fine collection, tree Ferns, Daturas, and various half-

hardy flowering plants. Than these bouses nothing

could be better; the ordinary free blooming things,

being tastefully intermixed with plants remarkable .for

the beauty of their leaves, had a varied and interesting

appearance, well deserving careful attention from all,

who have the opportunity of inspecting them.

To deciduous flowering trees and shrubs considerable

additions have of late been made in the shape of Spiral
Guelder Hoses, Philadelphia coronarius, White
Broom, Cydonia japonica, Azaleas, Ribes san-

guinenm, Almonds, and double-flowering Peaches,

The when in bloom will contrast well with, and serve

o enliven the evergreen shrubs with which they are

associated. Tritoma Tvaria, which for years has

flowered freely here, is this season scarcely worth look-

ing at; the plan'. Dg unprotected got sadly cut up

last winter at Kew as well as in other places.

The flower be.ls, as has already been remarked, are

excellent, both as regards selection of plants and contrast

of colour; one bed having Purple King Verbena in the

centre, with a band ofTom Thumb Nasturtium round it,

and ,-edwith Cerastiumtomentosum.had a fine appear-

ance, as had also toother composed of Punch Geranium

edged with variegated Mint. Other pretty masses con-

sisted of Flower of the Day Geranium with Brilliant

round it, and outside of all Purple King Verbena.

Purple Zclinda Dahlia edged with yellow Calceolaria

also looked well, as did circular beds of Cannas sur-

rounded with van ed Mint, The last are however
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susceptible of improvement. Lord jKaglun Veruena
edged with the grey leaved Stachys lanata made an
attractive mas?, and near the great Palm House were
four excellent beds, each consisting of blue Ageratum
in the centre, surrounded with bands of Punch Gera-
nium and Cerastium. Purple King Verbena in the
centre, with Brilliant Geranium and Flower of the Day
round it, likewise made even showy beds. For dark
colour in the way of leaves, Purple Orache has been
tried; but it is not so good as Perilla nankinensis. The
beds immediately in front of the great Palm House are
very full of flower, and round the lake the vases, which
are filled with Tom Thumb Geranium, have a striking
and brilliant effect.

In the pleasure grounds, which are separated from

entered ine gruunus, ana visitors on Week (lays are in

proportion. Last year the total number was 425,314.
AVe may add, that a drinking fountain has been

erected at the end of a wall near the old museum,
and that a long riband bed near the same place is an
object of considerable attraction. This last is cut off

from the rest of tl e garden by a border of Ivy.

Miscellaneous.
Variegated Oak.—A common Oak tree growing

near Mawley, the seat of Sir Edward Blount, containing
upward of 30 feet of timber, was struck on the 26th
June, 1838, by lightning, during a severe thunderstorm
which passed over that part of the country. The tree
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4 acres in extent is in course of formation.
slopes round it have been finished for some time, and
are planted with Kilmarnock and other Weeping
Willows; but the centre is as yet dry and shapeless.
When completed and filled with water it will add a
delightful feature to these grounds. It is to be fur-
nished with ornamental water fow]

t for which an island
or two in the centre will form suitable retreats. Pipes of
large size communicating with the Thames are to supply
water. Near this lake is a pretty little dell approached
through miniature Spruces and surrounded by orna-
mental rootworks, in whose crevices lurk many inte-
resting plants intermixed with Rhododendrons, Vincas,
Ferns, Foxgloves, Verbascums, Berberries, Heaths and
Willows. Rockworks covered with Ivy and hardy
Ferns also occupy other portions of this extensive tract
of Arboretum, which is likewise rendered varied and
interesting in character by means of clumps of shrubs
systematically arranged. Among the latter were
groups of Rhododendrons, in which the large leaved
Sikkhn argenteum had stood the severity of last winter
unhurt. R. Falconeri, another large leaved kind, was
also uninjured, as were likewise R. campanulatum and
ciliatum. It must, however, be observed that these
have a very dry bed and are canopied by large forest trees.

^
The new winter garden or conservatory is progress-

ing rapidly; the brickwork of the main body of the
building is in a forward state, and the octagons con-
necting the centre with the wings are finished and
ready for the reception of plants, which are at present
out-of-doors. The wings are, however, not yet com-
menced; some time must therefore necessarily elapse
before the whole is finished. The site selected for this
building is the west side of the great avenue leading to
the pagoda. It is to stand on a broad earthen terrace
about 4 feet in height, ascended by flights of steps.
The central portion of the house is 212 feet 6 inches in
length, and 137 feet 6 inches in width. Each of the
two wings is to measure 112 feet 6 inches long-, and
62 feet 6 niches wide; and the Uvo intermediate or
connecting octagons are 50 feet in diameter. The total
length of the building is said to he 582 feet. It will
present an ornamental continuous facade, having wide
glazed openings and stuccoed pillars on a stone plinth
2 feet high. J he centre roof is to be 60 feet in height
and constructed of wrought iron framed arched prin-
cipals, sprmgmg at 36 feet 6 inches above the floor
from cast iron standards, 3 feet wide, which
are bolted down to granite blocks bedded in
brickwork and cement. The standards are joined
together at the springing of the principals, and at
this level is to be constructed a gallery from which,
like that in the great Palm-house, an extensive view
of the interior of the building can be obtained. A
portion of each standard will be continued 8 feet above
the gallery floor, to support an upper roof whose rafters
are of wrought iron 52 feet in length, with accommoJa-
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- The wings are

tD be 3/ feet 9 inches high in the centre, the roofsformed by wrought-iron arched ribs springing from
cast-iron columns, which are to serve as rain-water
pipes, as in the central part ; cast-iron spandrils are to
support rafters on which the lights traverse. TheWhole ot the vertical sashes are to be linn* on centresand by mean of these and moveable to^igUsit sbelieved that ample ventilation will be secured. As

2K? ? t * 18 ^ be
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tinted *«*» like that of the
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Va^¥fertile octagons contain

r^^V^^fr.V
1S t0 Consi9t of 4-inch iron

pipes attached to eight boilers—tubular round the lire
with conical screw tops, and well set in brickwork

;iron gratings on the terrace outside supply light and

variegated, and has continued ever since to produce
variegated leaves, and otherwise to maintain quite a
healthy appearance. Scottish Fanner.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSKftTATOBT, &c.—Many of our summer favou-

rites will now be on the eve of departure here, if not
already gone, and their place must be studiously sup-
plied with plants peculiar to the autumn months. Brug-
mansias and Clerodendrons make an admirable display
at this period, and some large specimens should be
grown late every season for this purpose. They do
admirably through the summer in any common Vinery
or Peach-house, provided they are duly supplied with
water, and kept free from insects. Let all Orange
trees, Camellias, or other large specimens still out of
doors

^
be brought under cover before danger from

frost is to be apprehended. Amongst Climbers,
Stephanotis and Lapageria, grown on ornamental
trellises, show themselves peculiarly eligible to be intro-
duced here on the decay of other flowers. Jasminnms,
especially J. sambac, are also valuable thus treated.
As regards Orchids several of the Dendrobi urns, Aerides,
Saccolabiums, Vandas, ftc., will still make considerable
growth, but_CatUeya3 should not be encouraged to grow
after this time, if good blooms are required; young
specimens may, however, be kept growing still, for the
sake of size. Stanhopeas should now have a diminished
supply of water, as well as decreased temperature; those
still growing may be watered freely. Francisceas are
very ornamental plants, and well adapted for those who
have only one house. F. Hopeana, although an old
kind, is still very useful, and moreover very fragrant
The young rambling shoots should be constantly
•stopped; tins will induce them toxbloom freelv and
keep the plants in a bushy state. Stout yonmr
Mignonette plants, potted immediately, and treated
like cuttings for a week or more, will flower nicely inNovember and December, when every little matter of
this kind will be acceptable. Cyclamen Atkinsi is a
nice little thing grown in pots, for those of limited
room

;
indeed, the whole family of the Cyclamens is

particularly ornamental, and easy of cultivation. Linumtngynum is a pretty winter flower, and one or two
should grace every collection. As before observed
continue daily to house anything likely to suffer by theautumn frosts.

J

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
1 iNERrKS.—Those grown in dung pits should now

receive a free circulation of air, and a very moderate
supply of water, in order to harden them for the
winter. Shut up a very considerable amount of solarl^1* r

frnit
'

letti»£ the thermometer
.»nk to 70° at night. In all these matters it is of vast

the flesh dry and spongy.
the trees at different times, a„T #0*2
rmnvnnph Tnnrnnrv or*H o!a«a ±i •

expected to save many seeds; those w? J
*"*

gardens may, however, do much in this w **

the climbers also produce seeds, such IX' S
Maurandyas, Lophospermums, &c Ph\-

0p*S
for very early work should soon' he n? grfH
Borders or beds deficient in the Snowd? ^ <
or the Narcissus, should have some iutr^

^^
main planting, however, may be reserved

I
/^ *

part of November. A few of ^1$^*
Hyacinths may also be planted, covering th

**
inches in depth, and surrounding the bulb v

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDBJ^Look over early Pears, and watch their H •

the generality of the early kinds requir "ffi*
*

before they are ripe; for if allowed to WifWr
the trees, tfie flavour will be greatly deteriaS?*""""

^ is a good plaSj
;, and gather tie,;?

approach maturity, and store them in aw/ml ?
earliest dessert Apples are best gathered fror
as they may be required for use. JudmrjJ£*
ances, wasps are likely to be very troublWE'
the present month;
to destroy them, as

Late Peaches should
water at the root,

sionally till the fruit

tion of the leaves that cover the fruitTtiiU
may have full exposure to sun and light. ' As ao»a
any Peach trees are clear of the crop, go over theaai
clear away all dead leaves and useless shoots ; ifterroa

wash them with the garden engine. Protect late Pirn
with hexagon netting or tiffany, to preserve the to
from flies and wasps. Cut out old canes, and tieupta

bearing shoots of double bearing Raspberries. K»
tying autumn Lettuce, and sow a raised bed in awn
situation with Radishes; these will come in thr;

November, and even up to Christinas, with a shgk

covering occasionally.

therefore, use e £
well as every othe^
have a good sota» i

and wash the trees**
is ripening. Remove »j«.
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vineries.—Vines intended for very early forcingmay now be pruned, stopping all their wounds imme-
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V Many letters have arrived too*Sw'
unable to find room this week. We particular
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in the case of Robt. Foster, Lak&
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aff (** P- 432), a stick of Douglas Fir,

159 feet in height, and the finest ever imported, con-
tinues

i

to be the admiration of everybody, and near it
has been made recently a pleasant excavation,
whose Grassy sides are planted with Peonies, Cistuses,
Hibiscus, fet. John's Worts, Ceanothuses, and other
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l? °/ illteres fcing character. The centre is

uvsuujr tue nies Dy poisoned paper buh*«- -- jflav^
Or you may boil Nux vomica in waterand sugar,

the poisoned syrup to their attention. . little^2Names of Plants : Windtrmere. We believe tw ^W
thornless Hose now in ereafc luxuriance anw*

the

STRAWBEBBiES.--Th«ie n»»y yet V^tSfor late^,n

f I f

Clear
f

a
.

way f weeds ™* runners from those
potted last month, and water occasionally with liauidmanure. Keep the pots in an open situation
Melons -Late Melons will not require much water

after this time. Keep up a good heat if there is any
ronvenience to do so, that plenty of air may be given

I

through the day, otherwise make the best of ann-heat

Wilsoni.—A B. Potamogeton crispum.
fri}Dl

w

Pelvcii Wall: T II. You may haug tlŜ JL«te^Z
coping in the early season when the blo^o

Jt^

j

but remove it as soon as frosts are gone
, JJJ^eryliw

a curtain

lum Stocks : S B. The Dam as noir stock is "^SrW^S
thing as the common Damson. We doubt

j

w
fe»&££i \

working the Muscle you can grow on it « * QQaiffl^

over. No such worldlier ran m'vft the Muscle

A ; Ti rl / *»»«"»i,iiig cnaracter. The centre is Z?I7*?
""w ""•'! -—«™« ««*« me oest of sun-heat,

fitted with berberis and Clematis; of the latter Hender- i

C»CUI"hers bearing in frames should have the liningsMm. vitalhn. on. l«ni^:„ rtn • ±\ renewed wlion flip hpnt. r\at>K nna . *.u? . .P«o^ vitalba, and lanuginosa are in flower ZZ^^JZA*2~\ « ™* «top the
beeir atatMl it will K.— that these

8,
!??

t
?.

so
.^
hat the^ do nofc B^Mtied together. Water

in appear-
W
!^

ilcl" ,d ^"J on
.

C(
;
a week

^ and cover the frames
gardens are annuaUy being greatly improved in appear-

SLt It .

mteresfc/elt in them by the public is

zz&x ^wrt num
f

bers %* fiock to them -uuay tne 18th ult. no fewer than 13,780 persons

with mats when the nights are cold.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Every attention should be paid at this period to

:very nne day or your Diosau«~ - ^
Plum Stocks: S B. The Damas noir stock is n^2JJerW.*2
thing as the common Damson. We <

working the Muscle you can grow
over. No such working can give the »"^-"

-

tf
a,

of the Pear Plum Stock. . aflpS ? S** *
Rawbbrries: W H. What are black.**^tfltf»S5
beetles in England are black, and their moa ,_n jv
different as their form. No answer
knowledge of what the insects are of

Tni: AtrrtntR Growth of Treks: C ^> ~4~tre# "*jri*
having arisen whether Oaks and other ton ^be^,
forth their Midsummer shoots, or not, tnis j ^ce » ^
universal opinion being that they have no^

g w^
curious point in regard to vegetation, ue - W^t
Correspondents what their obflcrvation ^^ v»

regard to it. Whether the usual course u

has not beea checked ?
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THE LONDON HA URE COMPANY
(Established 1840.) mwvm

Are now prepared to send out the following MAN URES :—
CORN MANURE FOR AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
1»I >LVED BONES fob PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE fob CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and every other Manure ofvalue.

116. Fcnchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

URXARD, LACK, akd C< >.'S >NCEN rRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ;

guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric A soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Or these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :— " These results must

be very gratifying to vou, and are the best proof of the very

high agricult 1 and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the'Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Price*, I be had on application to Bcknard, Lack,
A C n R"iad, 1 outh.

A W E 8 ' 8 MANURE
The Manurei manufactured by J. B. Lawks for the

present season of IS are now ready for delivery at hit
Fact- >rioa, at the following j es :

—

LAWB8 PATENT T MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LI £6

LAW I- SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME fbom
BURNT BONE ob MI RAEPIIOSPI ES ..5 5

LAWESS BARLEY, GRAsS, and MANCKL MANURES 8

1 Mju aires cm be obtained of Mr. Lawn, or through
his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of can .;.

Gen a Peruvian Guan» dii from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Benxet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Building len Quay, Dublin.

TO BVERY OWNER of a HOBSE.—Hiohit
Important.—An extraordinary discovery connected with

the n inagement of horses has been made by the Advertiser.

It applies equally to every class of horae, and while it exercis*

the most marked influence on the condition, health, and
.ppearance c ie animal, considerably enhances his value and
mattriilly diminishes the cost of keep. Ttiis remar. >le

revelation was made on looking over the private memoranda
a gentleman recently deceased, and nearly related to the
Advertiser- He was one of the most extensive owners and
breeders of horses in the kingdom, and his stud was the pride
and envy of the county In which he resided. Nut being
specially interested in withholding this invaluable recipe from
the world, the possessor offers to impart it for the benefit of
others. And desiring only to be repaid for the trouble and
ex]>ense incurred, without aiming at profit, will forward a copy
on receipt of 5>. in postage stamps, addrt d to Mr. George
Saxford, Ivy Lodge, Hornsey, Idlesex, X.

Ol (AAA upon the \V< N >LS 1 < >X SYSTEM against
ow I\J\J\J any other system of Steam Cultivation.

Pot ] -rice of a u-atus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,
W i, Hlet Station.

J A M E S and ] tEDEItlCK H O W A R 1),

Lritahvia Iron ;K8, Bi »rd. Manufacturers ol
STEAM M PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
-] '>rM>, HARROWS. HORSK HARKS, A: HAYMAKERS.

C*j »gues, with full particula r ent free on application.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C, London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers mav select«what they may require.
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST

PRIZK was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society
at every Meetii ince 1S50.

Messrs. Burgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, EC,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
Fall particulars sent on application

\ITEST op ENGLAND anb SOUTH WALE
y LAND DRAINAGE and INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in" 1S44.

Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S4S.

DRAINAGE OUTFALLS
This Company is possessed of the most simple, expedition

and inexpensive powers for taking Outfall Drams through the

Lands of adjoining Proprietors—the cost of exercising such

powers has not exceeded ','. in any case.

Draining, Inclos % Irri r, Warping, 1 Taking, and

all kind of Land Improvements executed on Entailed, Mort-

gaged, or other Properties ; the whole cost can ho a charge on

the Lands permanently, or it might be made redeemable at

any fixed time in one or more sums, or by halt
.

instal-

ments over any term of years, at the option of Proprietors.

Bidwill & Brodie, Secretaries.

Offices—Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT >MPAN1'.—
Incorporated by Bp il Act of Parliament in 1S5S.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landov rs, the Clkuc.y, Estate Ac ,
Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scoti d.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill 1850, has received the s tion of )
Legis-

lature. The Coi my now advance 1 y, unlimited l

amount, for tl lowing v ^ of fricultural Improvement,

the whole outl enees in ail cases being liquidated by

a rent ch '• years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation I Warping, HHbnnking, Inclosing,

Clcai :, R '"• Planting, for any be

i

i pur-

pose, Engines Machinery for Drains or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads lor agrieultural or

farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required lor Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farmhouses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in r< of any

public or general works of drainage or other Improvement
ay borrow t r proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly linancial character do not interfere with the
}

and execution of the Works, which arc controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For furt information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honoui e William Napob, Managing Director,

Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S. W.

BRACKLEY. AGRICULTURAL and HOfiilCUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

/ for 1S6L—J. L. Stratton, [., Sundeston House.
; t President.—Hon. P. Barrj ion, V, bury Manor.

The ANNUAL MELTING of this 8 >ety for PLOUGHING
MATCH . Show of BOOTS, FLOWERS, FRUIT, ar.

rABLES, will bo held at Brackley, on TUESDAY,
ptcmbcr 17, 1861.

Frizes are offered for the best specimens of Flowers, Fruit,

and Vegetables in the open, Gardeners', Amateurs', and
Cottagers' Classes.

The celebrated Hand of the Coldstream Guards will attend.

Schedules of Prizes will be forwarded upon application to

R. J. Ru88EL, Honorary Seer . y. Brackley. _

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 18GL—
The ANNUAL SHOW OV FAT CATTLE, SHI.EP, and

PIGS, will take place on DECEMBER 10, 11, i-, and 16,

the Baz tar, King Street, Portman Square. The last day for

Certificates of both Stock and Implements to be returned to

the Hon. Secretary Is Friday, November 1.

The following Forms of Certificates are now rea , and in-

tending Exhibitors in applying for them need only quote the

letters and state how many of each they require.

Cattle. «3P.

Form A—Ox or Steer Form D—Pen of 3 Wethers

"T7UUGI IX ).MO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
Jj Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gat dens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS t MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cola, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .* . . If. 6d. per yard run.
I r yards wide . . . . 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. iid. per yard run.

Also '* Frigi Domo" Netting, S yards wide, 1*. id. per yard run.
Ei.isha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C. and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."C> N ' S ORIGINAL ANTI - CORROSION
PAINT is w used extensively for all kinds of Out-door

Work, such as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
«c., and Has been proved, after a practical test of 70 years to
surpass any other Paint.

*

^ ForXl
i
lleT P**1

,

1^1*™. *«* No. 35 of the Gardener*' Clironicle
Page 802, orapply to Walter Carson & Sons (Successors to the
Inventors J, 9, Oreat Winchester Street (near the Roval Ex-
change), London, E.C. *

No Agents throughout the United Kingdom

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL & SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VAUNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellei. t substitute/or oil paint on all out-door work and
is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It
is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, fromwhom the most flattering testimonials have been received
which Hill £ Smith will forward on application.

'

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1*. 6i, per gallon at
the Manufactory, or 1*. 8d. per gallon paid to any station' in
the kingdom.
Anply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works near

Dudley, from whom only it can be obtained.

H—Cow or Heifer
C—Beast in Extra Stock

Pigs.

Form F—Pen of 3 Pigs.

G—One Pig in Extra Stock.

Prize Sheets with Rules and Regulations and Forms of

Certificates as above may be obtained of

15. T. Brahdrbth Gibbs, Hon. Sec,

Corner of Half-Men Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B. All communications on the Club's Business should have

the words " Smith field Club" outvie, to distinguish them
from private letters.

K\\t Slgricttltural 45a^tte
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
~

J,!
I-EaSt Flandprs at Ghont.day, —

M HT,
•IHT, —

Wednesday, —
Turn r, —
"Wednesday, —
WuiimiT, —
Thursday,
Fridat,

i Great Sale of the late Lord l'.crwiVk

l*\ II .rtls, &c, at CronkhiU, near
19) 8hn iv.

a J Warwickshire Society nt Stratford-on

-

**1 Avon.
"~

}J) Staffordshire Agri. Society at Woirer-
^ .„,? hampton.

and line sample ol the new Wheat will go a great
way towards redeeming the character of the crop.—— Now that so many illustrations are arising:

of the care which is being taken in the selection and
breeding of sorts of Wheat, it may be interesting to

some of our readers to be tol A that a few gallons of

three different Wheats which took prizes at the

last agricultural exhibition in Melbourne have

been placed at our disposal by Messrs. J. Wilson
& Sox, of New Bond Street, to whom they had

been consigned. If any of our readers wish for

half a pint of this grain for experimental purposes,

and will send a sample bag with an address upon it

to our office, and instructions as to the route it is to

take, we shall be happy to forward it as directed.

A question has been lately put to us by an

agriculturist of some consideration, and in the

present year a large Wheat grower, the answer to

which may be of some interest to farmers in

general. His complaint is that a considerable

portion of his Wheat is blind, that is mere straw

without any trace of an ear, or if the rudiments of

an ear are present there are but slight remains of

chaff if any, or occasionally at the very base of the

spike there is a solitary perfect grain. Happily,

in the present instance, we have had an oppor-

tunity of examining the crop, which is not

always possible when questions are proposed, and
the explanation is easy enough.

Had the Wheat really proved blind, the case

would not have been entirely without parallel.

Every one knows that plants of the Cabbage tribe,

from some unknown cause, are frequently abortive

in our fields and gardens, from the development

of the axis being suddenly stopped, and that in.

such cases there is often no tendency to push the

lateral buds so as to remedy the first defect. Such
a condition sometimes, though we believe very

rarely, takes place in Wheat. In Barley we have
seen it more frequently, though never to any
serious extent. The case however before us does

not come within the same category.
^

There

were indeed plenty of the so-called blind ears,

but it was clear that in every case there

had been a fracture at the base of a pre-

existent ear, so that the supposed blindness

was apparent and not real. An examination of

those plants in which the skeleton of the ear, or as

botanists call it the rachis, only remained, or some
slight traces ot husk, at once revealed the origin of
the earless stalks. The Wheat when young had
been extensively infested with smut. The dusty

seeds, together with the thin filmy bags, the

remains of the husk, which contained them had
been blown away, and except where one or two

e—One Sheep la Extra grains had escaped the infection, there was nothing
stock i like chaff. These skeleton ears were often ex-

tremely brittle, and the strong winds which have
been so prevalent this summer had broken manv
of them off, so as make superficial observers think

that no ear had ever been developed.
11 Line upon line, and precept upon precept, here

a little and there a little" is no less necessary to

the general mass of our agriculturists than it is

in the grand business of life. Though so much
is said continually of the common diseases with

which corn is infested, there are few farmers com
paratively who distinguish between rust and
mildew, or between smut and bunt, and they suffer

in consequence by paying high prices for highly

vaunted remedies which cannot possibly avail them.

The seeds of the smut are blown far and wide
over the country, almost as soon as the infected

ear bursts through the sheath, and even supposing

that any chemical preparation would destroy the

small portion of smut which might still adhere to

the Wheat after being threshed, a portion which
in most instances would be almost infinitely

small, though in a crop so infested as that before

us there might possibly be enough adhering to the

rachis to cause future mischief, there would still

be so much already in the fields that no previous

Several of our columns are this week filled

with a report of the past harvest from various

parts of the country. It will be seen that our

previous reports of the crops are fairly borne out. „

There has been over the larger part of the island a precautions could avail.

fine harvest month since the" former date. In the

north and west the weather has been wet and

difficult for harvest work. Even in the south and

midland England, however, the Wheat is almost

everywhere described as below an average—more

emphatically so indeed than it was formerly re-

ported. But there can be no doubt that while the

crop is described as under average—a sack, a quarter,

one-fourth, 10 bushels, and even one-halt m one

place under average—vet the bushels which have

been harvested are heavier and contain much

better flour and much more of it than they did last

Smut however is seldom of much consequence in

the Wheat crop, and we believe that it is princi-

pally in the spring sown Wheats that it has been

prevalent. The quick growing Wheats, and

indeed white Wheats in general, are peculiarly

subject to the attacks of Fungi.

We noticed a few weeks back the extraordinary

prevalence of rust in some districts. The crops in

which it appeared showed a strong tendency to

become mildewed, and doubtless, but for the late

happy change in the weather, the produce would

have been greatly affected. One especial crop,
lour and much mowjoi "^^^ Effecting however, which was once almost as yellow from

year. The quality of the crop is a ww a ec g ,

T ^ in which mildew

£ mthVt!7^itC^^t I

was rapidly making its appearance, has now been
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secured, and it is clear that the rust has not in
the slightest degree affected the seed, which is as
fine and plump as can well be imagined. A
farmer who can distinguish rust from mildew, will
never be afraid for his crop, so long as rust alone
prevails. When mildew on the contrary has once
attacked the corn, every day of moist warm Weather
is abstracting a marked proportion from the
nutritive matter of his grain, and feeding the
mildew at its expenee. 31. J. B.

consequently be very various. We have seen one

sampl

The estimated yields of this crop «i»o ..«- m.ug ,v...x.o»,«.

From the little we have threshed ourselves and from tlie

information we have derived from fen farmers in this

jonsequently be very van- us. we nave seen one

ample weighing only 571 lbs. per bushel, and another

veighing 66$ lbs. ; so great is the range of quality,

rhe estimated vields of this crop are not being realised.

digeased; *

THE HARVEST OF 1861.

Ayrshire: Lagg by Ayr, Sept. 10th. — My
opinion of the crops in this county is much the same
as that formerly given, and I subjoin a short notice for
each of the crops usually grown in this neighbourhood.H heat, considerable under average; Oats, full average
will not generally be heavy; Beans, average; Barley!
gooa average; Turnips, fair, want dry weather much;
I otatoes, almost all gone, worse than for many years ;Mangold, above an average. I consider the Wheat
crops generally about one-fourth under average this
year, and the sample in many places will be inferior,
owing to the extreme prevalence of wet weather, and
want of sun. A. W. Ralston.

or narvesting it. And taking tne entire wneat crop in

this immediate locality, we cannot now place the

yield at more than two-thirds of an average crop, but
the quality we conceive will be quite an average.

Oats : reports as to the yield of this crop
are somewhat various and conflicting. In some
instances the produce is very light, in others perhaps
up to an average. We should, if called upon with our
present information to estimate this crop, place it at

about 2 quarters per acre below last year. The quality
is fine, and nearly all the samples we have seen are
very heavy. These are the only two corn crops that
we are able at present to speak of with any certainty
as to their yield. As to the other crops we have no
information which will enable us to alter our previous
report of them. All the corn in this district is secured,
and in the finest possible condition. The continued
drought has seriously affected our green crops, and
indeed all vegetation. Mangels require rain or the

WIU ft™ rt V"J^ Potion is stacked vown judgment, as well as what I can learn t
**

observers, there is no doubt the following T^
probable yield of crops in this neighbour}!? J**

are partially but not very senouslv
Coleman. J

Lancashire : Sept 10.—The weather t
ten days has been stormy and wet inA

tlj? *
deluge ot rain fell, and it is difficult to

°U^
may be sustained, for though the oxe*****

Whil i
corn is cut a very small portion is stacked

**? * *
own linlomPTit;. n« wpII oa url* At t _ .

Ui *n

probable yield or crops in this neighbourhood wCone-third deficient m corn and straw but v
^

Barley under average. Oats very variou^I
not having ripened off evenly will not be
Beans not largely grown, but good. Potatop"^
but not so badly as was supposed: the ow** JF*
Mangels diseased in the leaf and do not

° ^
heavy crop. Swedes, where not diseased wifu*

1

and toes, look very healthy. The stackyard J?*
be well filled. Francis Ttvining, Barbold Ran
Lincolnshire : Long Sutton, Sept. 9—TL

pleasure in answering your note. It is J*^
L' ..'

:•:;

Y" v—i«~««- v t «i«j,gUW rtuuuiswse me every nas tne yiem been truly satisfactory or nth*where apparent. Potatoes are less injured by disease the expectation of the growers; weight heantlthan was expected. The dry weather of August fullv come i,n tn o^ntaA n'aM. t>J\^ «

Cambridgeshire: Babraham, Sept 7.—We have |

bulbs will be° small. Coleseeds are'a patchy broken
tiireslied but a very little Wheat, and that is not put up crop, and symptoms of maggot and disease are every-
or nmsned dressing, therefore we can give you no idea as wherp nnnarpnf.. Pntnfnoa *«.* in« ;«;„•.«,! k~ a:—«!L
totheyield. Thequality of our Wheat and the neighbour-
nood is very good. We have not threshed any Barlev
yet, nor do I know any one who has a sufficient quan-
tity to infer what the yield may be. The opinion of
nearly every one who has threshed Wheat is that the
yield is below an average, and in many cases great com-
plaints are mr.de. S. J. Webb.
Cornwall: Tregoose, Truro, Sept. 7.—Divine Provi-

dence having favoured us with splendid weather for
Iiarvest we have secured our Wheat in prime condition :

and although I adhere to my former expressed opinion,
that we have not an average crop, I think the yield will
be quite equal to expectation. Our Barley and Oats
are very good, and will no doubt yield very satisfac-
torily. 31. Michell

Devonshire TaicstocJc Manor, Barnstaple, Sept 10.—rhe character of the corn crops for 1861 as givenby the growers themselves, may be comprised in oneWorn on «i rhor mAM ,l * a i ii% -.*..

means, m the absence of agricultural
statistic

fair and reliable approximation to the truth or <W
be attained. The harvest in this distri^l?
completed, only a few scattered plots rJ;f
field Threshing has been pretty^speak with tolerable accuracy as to the ri \S
has so far proved good in quality, but in no insT
has the yield been truly satisfactory, or atbJJT

than was expected. The dry weather of" August
appeared to stay its ravages, and the haulm, more than
the tubers, is affected. Alfred S. Huston, Aylesbury
House.

Forfarshire : Ferryden Farm. Montrose, Sept. 7.—
Wheat is not anything like a good average in bulk,
but generally the quality is good : ear so bushy that I
anticipate a better return than the quantity would at
first lead me to expect. It has not yet been tested.
Barley, a fair average crop, will be mostly of good
quality. Oats a heavy crop; grain plump and fine.
Potatoes, with exceptional fields, gave promise of a good
yield some weeks ago. Now they are universally smitten
with disease. Late planted fields will be, I think,
almost a failure, as they had reached no size, and
disease entirely checks enlargement of the tubers.
Upon the whole I estimate the loss all round at half
the crop. Turnips still promise a fine crop, notwith-

ful y come up to expected yields; Barley fine indb
but yield deficient ; Beans very various in qmlV»i
yield ; Peas fair quality, and yield good- Mupk
growing up nicely; Turnips improving/ c3
favourable; Potatoes have less rapidly decayed tfe

fine season. John Clarice.

Mid Lothian: Bonnington, Ratio, Sept. 9.-Wkei
scarcely an average. Barley, ditto. Oats averigt

Beans fair, late. Turnips good, promising Potatoes

have been checked in growth prematurely by '.lie

disease, and to all appearance will not yield more thn

a half of the amount of sound Potatoes as did let

year's crop. Wheat nearly all secured; half of the

Barley and Oats still in the fields. Weather unsettled

;

rain every day. James Melrin.
Morayshire, Sept 9.— Since I reported last on the

state of the crops in this quarter, we have had anotL

word, and that word7a~-«Mn<l» ZS^Ia^ 7 T! ^™i3 crT/T T .

pruuT/ ime C™P'
notw,t»- month of wet weather. Harvest became general

they 'will prove There are n7 a! ht
* "^1 ftj 2 threaenings of finger and toe. Beans during the last week of August, and a considerable pff

fields of Barley and Oats whereit' exce
f
tlonal

:

f™*T S£™ than usual
>
many of them bad from frosted tion was cut down during the last three days of that

nounced good/bmfas e rn\e £ev areTEZS2 £?' gItto^v TT ^ VH » r v !
month

> which •» comparatively dry, and here and^£^^*^ ^ opm^°o?^ £SSS. £* ^ -fft 2 there a few stacks wereU k W« *•

unusually^^^^^-^— 1™r^^^
the grain com mi
germinated irrogulariy o«if^ tn Z T ^V'*' f? Z"~. ™T' Ie,v

.f,
"" >

Potatoes very much diseased.

then prevail * Se^ndZ]fd%SJSS%£H ILZ^l^!*: W-- •" bethen preyed; „ secJud brai
°
d-^^

two r cks iUeTd of t • «
e Cr°P is "tested,

itself to 125X ou r'rTcl yard:
P
TlZ°\f™?'

1"*
Wheat, as officially reported V^ ~V 7 **}'*

England, if daly registered L d> ^^ in

finished harvest in ,nl 1 !• f
"16 montL» a,tcr »

pared vvith the „ SH partlcular c0«ntv, and com-

come to i m„„j nn i
r

. . "J t,1,s standard or

afforded by the few weet'Z "T ?\* S'em,er data

over, but so ZTb they J u ^r^^^ Passe(1

freeter than ZLl"t&{&*&£$T,?£*>**heretl Hi* ww y '
^ i,eri it must be remem-

Cll!ow^ ê

csC^-thw under an avera
"

c -

in S5cptember-5 w!3S* l8t W°ek
f ?^ Q™-

As regards the above falling off for lftfil m„
1449

,™ay be made; it is this: o.d^Whe^ ifahva^ on^
veth'e 's"^ e

e

on
th

,"
e T,V; th,

'

S ~' '"-

r'L '
e
J
13

:i
,t

:

t'e .°^ 0n ,,and
' "'<* of course little to

under average, unless very favourable weather ensues •

Mangel \\ urzel, a very poor crop. The weather of
;

late has been very much against all kinds of crop, and

M-blean
U ''"VeSt °Perations- ^ • B.

Gr.orCE3TEnSHiRB
: Royal Agricultural Collrae

CUrenceser, Sept. 9,-Onr harvest was finished Septr'and we have cause for great thankfulness on account ofthe splendid weather whtch has characterised the

together 200 acres ct corn in unusually good condit,o„.
150 acres were cut by Burgess & Key's reaper, whichagam worked remarkably well, especially on Wbeaeutfng about 32 acres a day, leaving avery even clean stubble. With the Barlev crop
it was less successful, as much of it wasU00d dea' lai "l «nd scrawl, ,1, and the softer

2SS£f SS.*« P^ent. sueh elose c«ttinff as is

7t UU»^UW lilt IV*"**

the cutting has been limited to a few dry hoars which

occurred occasionally ; so harvest operations are almos:

at a stand, although the crops generally are quite ripe.

J

At present there is little appearance oUrj **&** \
somefields Wheat and Barlev are considerably

lodged,^

an undergrowth is beginning to appear; apart from this

the straw has still a bright and healthy appearance, and

the Wheats thouirh perhaps the least abundant,,tf\m
expected to yield at least an avera2e. The

,

Potato,
fidi

have of late undergone a sad change-the bhgb
t
wl

fallen very severelv, and the tubers BK»«jtW
The loss will be heavy, as the breadth this^season

unusually great. Earlv sown Turnips in dry smU

on with great vigour, but on the whole the^
retarded the general crop very much, ana «

certain it will be much under an average. JoMwr

Norfolk: Crown Bank, Wymondham, &P- L
/..._

iultnjx*
the time of my last report our farmers

ting quantity as well as quality; but tl

threshing has disappointed many of them im"» ^
to 1 quarter r.er nrre. or where 4 quarw

1 quarter per acre, or
the nu**

too soon to judge of 0D Qfi/ f V' "T^' U is
A -ti SS straw prevents such close cutting as is bnt

le^j« -Son
8^tarts Sift^^d

! 22*-j-^4 S
expected about 3 or 31 quarters is found neare

i

of straw*

but I think while the 'ear was rather de

not been sufficient allowance maae

S-ws&a Sussst if s
e s^ i,ye ir« rf̂ ««^-T*<^s*

mown, an
b
d if it U to ff tiS/t tJE^22 ^f. ^rou"d - J ttink tlle^"^^^^S

stro

very

even manner in whicb the'swa'thels Kid'* WSffc"!
V<!rj

; i","

8
.

1 ' 6
!'

an<
' J tllink tliat the ,hr,ner^ i

.f^>:

o°f tosf
1^01'

\
hC wSi^" tle^ton fi^^J^J^-Slf-ttV

we shall W,llv »
commcnce« threshing' that

vv 63 lbs- F*

eral tif

of the Wheat Vm" thin"~."7v"*" l""uuce- -Mucli

evceni th, ^ Whe fl t /l
" 1"""18 the Previous estima'^

,JS.f/l
at on th« Wraee will be rather more

S££T^£pected
-

BarIe>- and 0at«o- «
East Lothias.- BaMhrfon, Sept. n.-k crreatdeal of gram havmg lately been threshed out by" ig,

Stowi Wh!'t '

ma
,

te th
1 ""P* of «* wn^ntv a

^.M v,
eat

'
much nmler a" average- Ilarlev

and a kiw i!™*; ? J otatoes, under an average,

-LU i:s^;.f the crop tainted
;
T«--p.

»

their best Wheats lirst. Beans fcie ot nrsl
"i*J j,t:

also Oats, Peas, and Barley, save some or ^
which is rather pie-bald hut still very heavy i

The farmers having threshed but little atp

their crop of spring corn, it is
impossible to

the yield, but I think it will be an average *

years. W. IZ. Taylor. ^ 9-

NoETHAMPTONsiriRE
: Overdone ^ran3e'X-Lt

1 beg to inform you that the Wheat crop or ^^
fourth

some cases 5 to 10 bushels of soot addition."T^om aser<es of experiments we have the most satisfact'rvvesnlts; and to mention one instance the •.,,, li f
- K

1* cwt, of nitrate of soda end 3 cw^of 4it't !! °
f

increase of 14 bushels of Wheat pert^e o^- "co "e"sponding plot unmamired. Barlev is short i„ \L ?
-ith a yielding head , the quality

8

^not m ,t r"though useful, and will probably Dro«h,I > I
average crop, 'oats are an

P
average

( sam Sne R Zmore or less blighted, and the ie
'

,VI U I,

uon. neany » •— ^^
Barley, 0^%>

»e» Wallis. . ^Jfr

Northampton Fens : Peterborough,
Sep- ^ i

Friday last, Sept. 6, we finished our harves ^
month of the finest weather possible, and

,
r tb^*

day or two it will all be well secured *»£ on
&

Generally speaking the crops stood tin"
. ^

ground, consequently the work was soon ^
there being plenty 'of hands the cost ??! t ft*
usual. Wheat was cut and tied in this Vf** ^$0?

the

ipt

oarttf*

*** So bulky !s Z* atone K£S*°t^ J^=?£« ££ fV ^tl 'eThole^^
cApeciea. 1 otatoes per acre being obtained. Upon the wnoie
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*

Moni

^t of ^
From *

*il! li|
d. ^
and 5^**

I

noty

-w;

the produce of Wheat as leas than an aver:... . Barley

LUC BllWrt tjiuiuiifcj. vy«xwa X4«»c ^uu «y wnvi »n»n

expected, and will on good lands prove a full crop

of good quality. Beans are light. Peas good.

up into a little room, except Oats, which are good.

Other corn I think will not yield well. John Clark.

also, are tine and aimnaanr. ueans mttu. i "www
are paitially diseased, but have to some extent

recovered from the prevailing complaint. Turnips and

Coleseed have done" well lately, hut of Mangels there

are but few good pieces, the cases be'niii frequent where

it has been deemed necessary to plough them up, and

consequently we look forward to a deficiency of winter

keep. Straw will be scarce; there will be hardly

any tail corn for the stock as last year ; and we there-

fore anticipate that hay and cake will be much in

request. J. W.
North Lancashire: Holker,Sept. 9.—I see no reason

to alter the opinion I gave you in my last letter respect-

ing the grain crops in this neighbourhood. A good

deal is still out in the lields. We have had a very wet

harvest, though very little injury has been done so far.

We had 74 inches of rain in August. The Turnips are

suffering a good deal for want Of dry weather. In man\

places the land is so wet that we cannot get into them

to do any good. V 'atoes are more diseased than they

have I r many years. Geo. Drury.

XCRT II LmOOLW Bi 1 1 1 : K : Ay leshy, Sep t. 10. —
Xearly the whole ot the Wheat and Barley are secured

in this pari of the country in excellent condition ;

quality very good : but I am" sorry to say the yield will

be very deficient, to what extent we hardly can tell as

vet, the threshing being very partial. We have like-

wise a short acreage. F. Sowerby.

Northumberland: Sept. i).—The harvest in this

valley is just about finished ; should this week prove

favourable all the low lands will be cleared. On some

farms the crop is all secured. Very little has yet been

threshed, but what has been has yielded well and is of

beautiful quality. Wheat and Barley have both cut up

light, and even though the yield will be good, I do not

think that either will reach an average crop. The fine

quality will however in my opinion go far to make op

for the short quantity. Oats have cut up better than

was
and
Thos. P. Bods.
Oxfordshire : Sarsden, Sept. 10.—The whole of

the white corn in this district is now carted and the

ricks secured, and never do we remember a finer

harvest. The little Wheat threshed in this part is well

spoken of, quality fine and a good yield to the straw.

Barley a great crop, quality rather rough and yellow,

yet it must malt well, having become ripe before it was

cut. Oats a full crop, and the straw will be equal to

aome of the hay ; it is a great saving of labour in har-

vesting this crop when all is tied up, and we yearly see

less mown and carted loose. Peas and Beans a full

crop. fuity very fine. MaifJiew Savidge.

Shropshire: Jlunsloto, Church Stretton, Sept. 9.

—

In reply to your favour of the 5th inst. respecting the

crops in my immediate neighbourhood, I beg to inform

you that we have had some beautiful weather until the

end of last week, then shower}', and on Sunday a good
deal of rain fell—just what we wanted for the Tur-
nips, Grass, &c. Another week of good weather will

about complete the harvest just round here; but of

•course there will be some to do after then in the late

counties. The Wheat has cut up very light, a third

less straw than last year ; but from what I can learn

from parties who have threshed it is of good quality;

though on the whole very much under average in

quantity. Barley a full average. Peas and Oats an
average crop. Swedes and Turnips very good, and

f
rowing well. Mangels tolerably good but thin, owii:

think in a great measure to Dad seed. Grass keep
rather plentiful just now. Richard Shirley.

Wiltshire : Overton' n, Sept. 9.—I am not able to

say much more respecting the crops of corn now than

before harvest, not having threshed. Some state the

yield not to be as good as they expected, and some
persons say they are quite as much a* they thought

them to be. I do not expect they will be quite an

average in this neighbourhood, but the quality is very

fine and dry, being principally carted in the fine week
before last • there is nothing more out but late Oats and
Bean=. T. R. Redman.
Yorkshire i Garforth, Leeds, Sept. 9.—I led home

to the threshing machine one day and dressed up from
that day's threshing 60 quarters Wheat, cut with the
reaping machine out of the field next the steam trial

round. I only dressed out 12 bushels of tail out of
•0 quarters, and sold the bulk mixed Wheat for 60*.
per quarter 16 days ago. I do not know what quantity
of land the corn i threshed from. The Wheat crop
is e in this neighbourhood, and carried in splendid
condition. I think it will not be so deficient in our
locality as was once expected. It goes into les* room,
the great weight of the sheaves in some way accounting
tor that. The first sown Barleys are good, the later
sown uneven and light. Turnips in this locality
excellent, Potatoes touched with the disease. Lambs
unhealthy. B. Sichohon. Bessie, near !l, Sept.
1th.—The Wheat crop is short of an average crop, upon
low land 6 bushels per acre, and upon high good land
from 2 to 3, with quality rather variable but generally
good, and well harvested, one-third better per quarter
of Wheat than the Yorkshire Wheat last' year. Oats a
Kood crop; Barley tolerably good where sown scon;
Beans bad; Potatoes better than expected; Turnips
good; Mangels very bad. The white corn has bulked

1

to

MANAGEMENT OF LABOURERS.
As so much of the capital required in farming depends

upon the cost and economical application of manual

abour, and more attention has been paid of late years

o the comfort and condition of the agricultural

labourer, I think that a short account of the mode in

which I deal with my men will not only be interesting

to those who are desirous of promoting their social

improvement—a matter in which I am myself much

interested, but will not be out of place in this Essay

considered in a commercial light only.

When I entered on my present form, seven years

ago, I found everything had been allowed to go out of

repair— even the rick-pillars were broken down and

the ricka built upon their ruins or upon the ground ;

and hardly in any place did I find two unbroken rails

standi gather in the rickyard-fence. The labourers

w • dissatisfied, only partially employed, and even

sent home at 8 or 12 o'clock in the day if the weather

turned out unfavourable after they had come to work

in the morning, thus being allowed to make only part

wages however willing they might be to work. The

landlord of course had the rick- pillars rebuilt and the

fences repaired, and I set to work to put the labourer

upon a different footing. I tool

opportunity of quietly watching

previously been employed on the

and selected those who appeared most likely to answer

my purpose. The wages paid at that time to the best

men, when a whole week's work was done, were lis.

gati

upon their returning me the extra U. that I had paid
them. But I said they might depend upon one thing,
that I would let all the hay rot on the ground before I
allowed my men to master me. One men be
grumbling : I said, " Here is your money till to-dav

,

take your clothes and go off the premises instantly."

There was no more trouble ; the others all returned to

their work, and from that day till this I have never
heard one word about beer.

We soon got to understand each other better, but I

never offered to pay them for overtime, putting them
on their honour, as it were, and giving a moderate
quantity of beer as an acknowledgment, when the

work was kept on after eight o'clock at night, and
telling them that we should not disagree at Michaelmas.

At Michaelmas I gave to each man who had behaved

well, whether he continued with me or whether I

replaced him by another, half a ton of the best coals,

which is worth here from 9s. to 10.?. delivered. At
Michaelmas also no man to whom I made the offer

hesitated to accept my oiler of 13.?. a week for the next

twelve months, and with the exception of what had
occurred during the first summer I have never had a

dispute with my men, and once only have I had to

punish a man for refusing to work.

I still continue giving at Michaelmas to every man
who has been with me the preceding six months at

least, and behaved well, coals, a waterproof cape,
hicli he selects as most

boys a proportionate

My labourers and I now work together
upon the most cordial terms; I never have a man offer

to leave me. I have the pick of the village, although

I let them clearly understand that I can make no more

rk to put the labourer . , , . tn , nt « *,
, r

l
i _ ,.. . least, and behaved well, coals,

>k for some days the a ' . «u»— t-u:L~ „.i.; i

., , , M „ f m , , flannel, or some other thing whicl
the labourers who had » .. T ,

. ° ,

r ,, . , use ul to him; 1 also give the
i farm, at their work, ,. at i i „ it,,.,,. _ ' allowance. My labourers and I

per week from Miduwlinns to Lady-day, «nd 11,.to ^ ncighbourS; and „m no
12,. per week with a dailv allowu^of 1 qn otto J } ]aW ^ «• ^ time thev
per man per day, from Lady-day to Michaelmas. There

was an extra allowance in harvest-time of 1 quart of

£ 8. d.

beer and 1 gallon of ale per man per day, although in

practice the allowance was unlimited when carting was

going on.

I calculated that the one quart of beer per day
from Lady-day to ItiohaeLm c I d. per gallon

was Qd per week, or for the whole period

The e \ quart of beer per day at 6d. per gallon,

and the gallon of ale at l». per illon, for the
six weeks during which the hay and corn

bar nd covering in the ricks u a ally last,

was . .

19 6

2 C

Waking a total cost for beer per man of . . £3

In consequence of the constant disputes about the

beer, and the discontent which I had seen ensue at

did', rent places when a petition for more beer had been

refused, I determined not to give any beer, but a money
allowance instead. This I thought would not only put

an end to a constant source of annoyance, but would
enable me to ascertain the exact cost of every act of

husbandry. I therefore informed the men one Saturday

night that I intended to give no beer. At this they

were disposed to murmur, but I set that to rights by

informing them that during a great part of the time

they really did not want the beer, and that they would

find coffee better for them, although they could not do

without beer in harvest time or when they worked

extra hours; and by asking them whether the beer

they received was worth 21, 12s., or 1*. a week for the

year, to each of them. They admitted that it was not,

and I then offered to hire them from that time, Lady-

day, till the following Michaelmas at 13.?. per week

without beer, they being bound to serve me, and I to

find them work, wet or dry, and to give them so much
of the harvest work by the piece as they could do well,

j

They accepted this oiler having only the alternative

of leaving. Of course it was not necessary for me to

show them that I was a clear gainer by the transaction,

the extra It. a week, or 26s. for the time, being much
less than the cost of the usual allowance of beer. But

I considered that I was doing them no injury, inasmuch

as I was to find them regular work for the whole time,

whether immediately profitable to myself or not.

This being an entirely new mode of proceeding in

this part of the country, I anticipated some little

they
perfectly understand that I am willing to pay in such a
manner, as to enable them to make the most of their

strength and skill. I consider for my own part
that, taking the average wages usually paid here

to the best man for the twelve months at 11.9. 6d.

per week without beer, adding It. per week or
2L 12s. per annum for beer (although the calcula-

tion above made shows that the beer actually costs

more), and also 6d, per week or 2Gs. per annum
for extra beer, making in the whole 13?. a week, and
setting it all against the overtime, for which I do not
pay, my labour does not actually cost me more than
other people pay for theirs. And if a man is able out
of his lis. (kI. a week to clothe and maintain himself
and his family, and pay his rent also, then I consider
that the extra Is. 6d. a week, which is spent entirely

on food as I arrange it, ought to give me a man
physically more fit to do his work. And in practice I
find this to be the case. I have not oniy the gratifica-
tion of being told by the vicar that my men, both
married and single, are amongst the most respectable
and well conducted in the village, but I have been
repeatedly told by the neighbouring farmers: "I can't

think what you do with your men. As soon as my
back is turned I have little work done, but come by
your farm when I will, your men are always at work."
A labourer who feels himself well used will soon repay
his master 2d. a day, or Is. a week, by working with a
will and not idling.

I should not be doing justice to the men themselves
if I closed this part of my Essay without stating that,
independently of a good day's work being given for a
good day's pay, there is such a good feeling amongst
them, that several times in the course of a year, when
it has been a very wet day, 1 have found them not come
to work, preferring to forfeit their wages rather than
ask me for work when they knew that there was none
of a nature immediately profitable to me to be done.
And this they have done notwithstanding that they are
well aware that I am bound to pay them, wet or fine,

if they come, and that I always contrive to have some
jobs which can be done under cover at such times.
I also pointed out to them the best way of buying
their beer.

Each man now buys for his own consumption
difficulty in carrying it out. The men, however, seemed one 18-gallon cask of ale at Is. a gallon, and another
very pleased with their full pay, and everything went 18-gallon cask of beer at 6d. per gallon, direct from
on very smoothly until haymaking began, when a few

men began complaining that they could not work

without beer. Bottles were very ostentatiously filled with

water at the ponds, and their contents drunk, as a hint

to me.
I took no notice of this except by a good-

humoured joke, advising them to get their wives or

sweethearts to make them a good lot of tea or coffee to

bring with them the next day, as they would find that

better than the water. Thee hints not being sufficient

to soften my hard heart, more open murmuring was

tried, and the men began to work carelessly, coming off

the ricft to 20 to the ponds or pumps to drink after

unloading one load, and before they would commence

another. They also exhibited other signs of mutiny.

This of course could not be allowed, and after calling

the men together, I told them I was not going to stand

any such nonsense; I had kept my part of the bargain

and they must keep theirs. They had had their money,

and if they chose to spend it W other ways than in

buying beer, it was no concern of mine. But I would

have the work done, and I expected them out of their

wages to buy such a quantity of beer as would .liable

them to work properly. Finally, I ended by offering

the brewer, instead of purchasing it at double that
price in small quantities at the public house. This
again gives them to spend in extra beer or anything
else they like, 25s. per annum, being the difference
between the actual cost of the beer they buy, and the
21. 12v. I allow for it. The first year I guarant d
payment to the brewer, but ever since that time they
have easily obtained credit. But I fancy they have
seldom availed themselves of that facility since I
showed them that by paying cash they could get 5 per
cent, discount upon it. During the late very untoward

son I secured all my hay (more than .'30 acres) in

fii rite condition during the few fine days we had,

without using a tedding machine, and carried and

acked my corn (nearly 100 acres) in quite as good

order as my neighbours. To effect this, notwithstand-

ing that I often kept on carrying until 10 or 11 o'clock

night, one 18-gallon cask of 1*. ale and two or three

of s mp, were all the extra supplies and expenses

r quired.

1 consider that by not idling about my men save

me in the course of the year much more than the

value of the coals, &c, which I give at Michaelmas,

although that is a gratuity entirely within my own

to release any of them who wished it from their bargain I discretion, and no part of the bargain which I make
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The late Charles Wratislaw, of JLugby, rights sometimes assume, and some apprehension of

I of the Agricultural Society. that strong English leaning of which we have just
~ *-"*'- '

' ' " " observed the favourable side, to sanction the growth

JIBEB
14

with them.
in the^ Journal of the Agricultural Society.
[We add the following note by Mr. Frere

:

—

-

, --

(

The author met the Editc at Leeds by agreement

;

even to excess of any usage based on concession,
discussed with him the pages relating to the heavy P. H. Frere."— Is this the man to whom judges
land farm j made an appointment for the next day to and essay writers are to submit reports and
ronnv+ **«>..*.. Al. - i .1 _1i -A? 1 «• il__

teeming thousands
population. All meet together on P

~ ""uu «
for one object and some for another Tf ^i*
as well as enlarged ideas result fromn^

00**2

report upon the suggested alterations, and continue the
revision ; but in the interval he was seized by an illness

which terminated fatally in three or four days. An
acquaintance thus brief had, however, sufficed to* inspire
a lively interest and proportionate regret for the sudden
death of one whose business like habits, acuteness, and
zeal gave promise of valuable service to the cause of
agriculture.]

Home Correspondence.
The Journal of the English Agricultural Society.—

By the bye-laws of the Royal Agricultural Society it is

provided that "an Editor shall be appointed of literary
and scientific ability at a salary of 500£. per annum/'
and it is further provided (see No. 115 of the resolu-
tions in the Number of the Journal just issued) that the
said Editor " shall be instructed to correct any inaccu-
racies of style " in the judges* reports. We were told
when Mr. Frere was appointed that if we had not got
an Editor of great agricultural knowledge (which
some of us were foolish enough to imagine an
essential qualification for the post), at least we had
got a man of great literary attainments, who would
take care that, whatever might become of its agri-
culture, the Society's Journal should be a well of
English pure and undented for foreign agriculturists
to refresh their knowledge of the English language at.

Notwithstanding this flourish of trumpets, when the
oracle at length spoke in the first Number of the

essays to have their "inaccuracies of style" removed,
and who is " to convert perhaps a slight advantage in

merit into substantial superiority." Surely Mr. Hos-
kyns, Mr. Thompson, and Mr. Acland must feel greatly

delighted with their work and their protege. This is

not however the general reeling of the members of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, who are begin-

ning to look round to see if there be no cure within
reach, and if it be not possible to send Mr. Frere to

some more congenial literary employment where his

talents will be more appreciated. An indignant Member
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Cattle Feeding.—Mr. Grey of Dilston is reported to
have said at the Tyneside Agricultural Society's meet-
ing : * There was no country in the world where root
crops could be grown or where the feeding of cattle or .'

sheep could be conducted to such good purpose as ours."
1 conclude " feeding " means fattening, but what is the
experience of 99 farmers out of 100 upon this subject ?
Three years ago I examined the books of the occupier of
the largest arable farm in England ; it was his opinion,
and it appeared from his accounts, he lost at that time
3/. per head upon each of his fat bullocks. To-day I
happened, before reading Mr. Grey's speech, to ask a
neighbour who keeps the best stock of any of the
farmers in my district, whether feeding paid. His reply
was he lost hi. per head upon each animal. If other
counties do worse than this, no wonder that the agri-
cultural community is poor ! I do not say that rearing
or keeping for a certain time horned cattle is usually
unprofitable, but I do not remember meeting any land

backward character. "een of t
*

Among the best conducted of thosp •

are to some extent local in their uat
eties^

hesitation in regarding the SparkenJeV* **•
as one of the foremost. Their annual ml v**\
comes off with great-nay increasing***
success which is not the result of chanc ^
tion of favourable circumstances, but wl m,*

8^
out and ensured by the combined efforts of i

^

and more influential members A nfi lv
°°^

the grounds of Sir A B. C. Dixie atfefe
on Wednesday, formed no exception to m7l?***>
It was unmistakably a better meeting th-**

Journal published under his care, whatever might be the —M , w—w„«w* .„t™,u* auj uum-
" literary" merit of the utterances, they certainly lord or tenant who admitted that he received in money
maintained .the character of oracles ancient or modern

|
the sum he had expended in feeding cattle upon roots

in being wholly unintelligible. This was very fairly
shown up at the time in the Agricultural Gazette.
Fairly, I say, for when in selecting an editor for
an Agricultural Society, Agriculture is put aside to
make room for "literary " attainments, we are entitled
to expect the latter to be the creme de la cr&ne. How-
ever, it might have been said, perhaps, that Mr. Frere
had not got accustomed to his elevation, and was
suffering from nervous distraction of mind in conse-

grain, or oil-cake, notwithstanding the high price we
have for some years been paying the butchers for beef.
Inquisitor,

gotittits
Manchester asd Liverpool.—The 14th annual

meeting of the united societies took place on Wednesday
quence J but this must now have quite abated," anTyet ?

nd Thursday th^ ;yeek at Ashton-under-Lyne. A very
we find the Editor who is « to correct the inaccuracies

j ^T i° Stfcle

„
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\
d horfs

*
a g°od show of dogs,

predecessors. Talk of the advantage* ^

place where the steanfwhistirharnewf^

'

where, in fact, it is said not to be verrfo??*'
will soon find its way We have, howeft^.

the
C

da
m Very gC ^ t0 the lea^^

Steam cultivation of course attractedm ^and much anxiety was evinced as to which ,25
50Z. prize would find its way to. Of theS
only four were doing duty on the ground Mr s2
with his double plough had been disqnalitled forfitoo late m reaching the ground, or some such re2Messrs Hands and Harris of Stoneleigh, who3Fowler s tackle, were unable to put in anippS
and another plot was also vacant. The work therZ
lay between two exhibitors. Mr. Terrell who U
both Smith's tackle (manufactured by Messrs. Hoiart
and Messrs. Howard's new implement; and another

gentleman who worked the tackle of Mr. BWafljf
them fully described in these columns ere now. Tk
judges had no great difficulty in endorsing the opim
of the public, which was undoubtedly in favour ofI

Howard's own cultivator. The horse ploughing ifc
had a full share of interested visitors; and the im-

portance of the match may be estimated from the fact

that the three great plough-making firms-Mem
insomes, Howard, and Hornsby—were each repre-

of style " in the judges' r«porte "writinK such a
'
and

-

a c
^
ns

1

iderable collection of agricultural implements wnted by their crack ploughmen, Powell, Pareer,

jumble as would have disgraced any schoolboy and
recei

X
ed

,.
tn8 awards of the Society's judges, and the Br°wn ; the fortunes of the day fairly falling to

would have secured his "being plucked at any exaraina- i

exaininatl0n anc
[_
admiration of many thousands of last named makers. Hancock's palverisingpk

tion. His style may very properly be termed the
""" ~

confused and unintelligible, if we are to characterise it

from his notes on poor Mr. Wrntislaw's paper on Farm
Capita], or from his note upon his notes, for this freak
is oneot our Editor's peculiarities of "style " also That
I am not jesting every member of the R. A. S. E. mav
satisfy himself by examining the Journal for himself-

many „ m
spectators. Upwards of 10,000 visited the yard on
the first day, and at the dinner held on that day the
Chairman, F. D. Astley, Esq., was able to contrast that
number with 2322 who visited the shotv yard of the
^society on both the days of their first annual show in

Anions

to the

i
also worked in another field, and its performances wen

greatly admired by many of tie visitors.

In the Show-ground matters wore a nto& animated

appearance. A thoroughly good collection ol mato
and implements—some of them in motion-were ex-

hibited by several firms. Hunt & Pickering, of L

Amhw AfH vr
SU

l
C

i .i ^
xblbltors of stock, Mr. cester, carried off the palm in this direction, and v.

Amb er of Halifax took the first prize in all the classes deservedly so. 1 heir Canterbury prize universal io-

wl'l
e™mP\es he**}d Mr. Frere say his say. In his ^Fs^wTT'ii™? "T

l

\^
b pnze m ali tlle classes !

aeservertiy so. Their Canterbury prize universalw
note on his notes; at the beginning of his notes he says: ; ^

bhort-horn bulls; Lady P.got took the prize for mill, the Leeds prize horse-hoe, and a large number u
There are considerations which point strongly to the 'w C°W.°r ^

ei
I
er ln mill

f 1

0r in calf> and also for the other articles, made a verv effective display. Haywot
inexpediency of pressing forward publication until not
only the work of adjudication, a task which cannot beshunned but also that of revision by editor and author
conjointly, has been deliberately performed. Under any
circumstances, the essays of unsuccessful competitors
returned upon the award being announced, will oftenget a priority in publication.- It will rest with authorand editor bv subsequent painstaking to convert

superiority. But concert, time, and a stock in

Sf "5 es
Jentl

?
1 t0 reconcile theee aims and

Oh*Z1

* %*a %T& f°r pUnctual P»Wication/'Oh ! for the dud. nf fWJ^ . xxn„ »
a(1

judication p n
* Unsuccessful competitors » for what ?awards?" "Priority of puhUcation" of what?

What

Slf £ PftV a 8bghfc advanta^e ^ merit ? » andwhat, oh what! is « a stock in hand *
which is essentialto reconcile these aims and ends with the en ds for

noteb. Under most circumstances when the

nfni
Pa

!iT
two-year-old heifers. Mr. Atherton,

of Chapel House, Garston, near Liverpool, was exceedingly
successful m a number of classes open to tenant farmers
taking the prizes for the best bull calf; the best cow
tor dairy purposes; the best lot of 4 dairy cows ; the
best pair of 2-year-old heifers; the best pair of 1-year-
old heifers, and the best lot of calves.
A very large show of horses was exhibited, and the

prizes went to Mr. Heaton, of Middleton, for the best
agricultural stallion ; to Mr. Robinson, of Grove Inn
near Manchester, for the best draught stallion; to
Messrs. Hargreaves and Craven ofManchester, for the beststahon adapted for road purposes, and to Mr. Fanshaw
of 1 reston tor the best thorough-bred stallion. The
Larl of Derby received the Society's Medal for the best
stallion kept by a landowner for the benefit of his

Ashby & Co.,' Ball, and others, were also deserving of

j

attention.

The show of cattle was assuredly not the stamp-

feature of the meeting. In the Short-horn classes t^er

was a decided want of character, and they could Hit

been well weeded out to have the number ole:-

The best aged bull, and also the best in the yonDf

class, the former being the sire of the latter-woe ab-

sent from Derbyshire by Sir John Crewe, or tw

Abbey. But good entries were also made bj*-

Uradburne and Lord Howe—and there our comn»£

f;«« -,..„*. __ i -vt „„a„ij„ since the wtion must end. Never, probably

tenantry.

of Bakewell, has a larger or better show beenm
,

among the Long-horns. If this meeting is to w

M any criterion, the breed must be said to be »

llff

up." But then it was right in the centre of^JJ
|

"itadel, and we should ]

it Market Bosworth, if a
ue dmnpr whn m™ *k-! aZuw""* *Z"

vu MJ ^cuKers at tne ww» were both fairly representeu—

horn Citadel, and we should have lookedjor

cesafnl dim«ti«U«- V"-'": ;
w l»^«' sue- entry at Market Bosworth, if anywher(

honours

exact moment for every spot in the farm, whilst some
weeds there are which, while dormant, are tortured invam, and when enlivened by the progress of spring- donot much regard the mere combing of the cultivator
or the scratching of the harrow. For such foes exter-
mination is no doubt the proper remedy, but, like certain
tribes of men whose extinction has been decreed by high
authorities, the race is stubborn, and if scotched reap-
pears whenever it gets an opening. '

Nevertheless as

receipts iron, stock on the one hand and decreased out-ay from economical cultivation on the other, it is of the
Highest importance that every man should do his

first day. I

The judges of cattle were Mr. Unthank of Von

UM
; ?%£ ?»">« Great ^imsby;and CWilmofc, of Buxton. The judges of imnlp^rn^

Mr. Garforth, of Dukinfieid fron Work Mr T

T

liowley, of Chesterfield; and Mr. Teasdal/ JVi
head. The exhibition of impleBen^^fe
largely to by Messrs. Richmond & ChanSw „f
Saltbrd; Me^r, Smith & Ashby, of Sttmford" Me'ssr/
Crosskill, of Beverley; and Messrs. Roby, f Lincoln &c!

for the end of this most lucid rushlight thrown on

ot established, which on the whole might conduce to
agricultural wealth and so benefit the public this i

SSfiL*
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°.UIlt 0f the risks they mvotve the

pcrtect knowlt d S e, the e ggerated form h these

Fanners'
PAEKENHOE, Sept. 11.

Clubs.
"All workutmost to approach, as nearly as possible, tcfthe theo y maket^Tack f^duflTov-^o 1" ^ ?

nd no &*

feel the better for «* day out," Aether f -om th" fieldthe factory, the mine, or the workshop ? And"thefarming world does its full share, everyone mn.V I hl\?
to affotd such holidays to thege^*^^^
to the members of its own fraternity ThL? * i

meetings of provincial societiesAv'en' •StaStS9-it and energy, as most of them are, briStoJe?£

of which we shall probably hear

the winter meetings. Among the fat

Mr. Faulkner, who obtained the first pnz«

a tough customer for other comers, if she ni

to Bingley Hall or Baker Street. Milk <*>*

nothing remarkable. And the same *"*®** ^e

merit need only be slightly modified resp*^ ,

long-woolled sheep. The classification
is ,

best which might be chosen. Among «"°^
there were some good entries, which * ^
now enumerate ; Mr. Horley's fairly shorn -- -^

old Shropshire ram carrying all before
J""' m

in truth he looked better in his level fra" .^
which 11 lbs. of wool had been cut at l"B

't*
season, than those entries—and we regret • /,*»
they were the majority—which had r

f^vet^
an amount of clipping and singeing as must

a

days to execute. » ,.
ey
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m

Pigs were not a numerous, thong* ^j tkt

m point of quality a very good entry. ^jjt

horses, both saddle and draft, were such as

be seen in so noted a county as Leicester, .^^n?
Fruit, flowers, roots, cereals, shepherd s o^

gay attire, and a verv excellent dinner—

^

e ^w*
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can do no more than enumerate. And we close with

the expression of a hope that many of our provincial

society s ui.iv be led to emulate the public spirit which

evidently animates the minds of our Sparkenhoe

riends.

Fbamlikghah : Sept. — Management of Farm
Morses.— It had been hoped that X. Barthropp, Esq.,

of Cretingbaui, would be present to introduce the sub-

ject, and to give the Club the benefit of his valuable

xperience. Unfortunately Mr. Barthropp was unable

to attend, and the meeting was thrown upon its own
resources.

«i Mr. D. Smith read portions of the paper on farm

horses in Morton's Cyclopaedia of Agriculture. The
article gave a mass of detailed practical advice on the

breeding, rearing, and management of farm horses, advis-

ing great care and attention to certain points in selec-

tion for breeding, and enforcing the necessity of good

pasturage. Oats were stated to be an indispensable

food, and Beans were recommended with certain limita-

tions. Turnips and Beet were good, but the value of

Carrots had been overrated. Cooked food was recom-
mended. Horses that were regularly worked ought to

be but very sparingly turned to Grass. The net ex-

pense of the keep of a farm horse was estimated at

20/. 5*. per annum, but if the value of the horse, with

farriery, harness, &c., were included, the figure would

be 25 f. 5*. Those were the figures which had been

given by a gentlemen of great experience, and wei

spoken of as being a low estimate.

The Chairman, Mr. Piebsox, expressed his opinion

with regard to the management of farm horses, that

farms should feed themselves. He believed that it was
more profitable to breed their colts than to buy their horses.

Inbreeding he was very anxious that his foals should be

born as early in April as possible—it was much better

then, for many reasons, than at a later period. They
were then enabled to bring their mares into work at

seed time. He thought the mare should rest with the
foal longer than they were generally allowed to do.

He never spared his mares less than 4 or 5 months. If

he could get them to work again in the middle or latter

end of September he was satisfied, and if they were in

good strength then he felt he had done what was right.

He was of opinion that in this district, having no
marshes or anything cf that kind to put their horses

upon, they could in no case bring up their young stock

much better than in the yard. There was one objec-

tion, however, to that, which was the heat of the
manure and the softness of the ground ; which caused
the feet of the colts to grow badly and out of shape.

The remedy he had adopted for that was this : he had
ordered the colts to be an hour every day out upon the
hard road. He had a roadway near his farmyard,

which was a good hard stone road, and the men who
attended to the pigs and the poultry took an opportunity
every day to open the yard gates, and the colts were
allowed to run and play for an hour upon the road. In
consequence of doing that, he had no difficulty with
their feet; but if he confined them in the yard, he
found their feet got out of shape and form, and it was
a difficult thing in after years to get them right. He
had kept his colts so till they were three years old. He
could turn them out into the meadow only in the hot
season of the year, and then he saw they stood half the
day in the shade of the trees; which was proved by
the way in which the ground was trodden under the
trees. But to turn them out on to the hard road for a
short time every day was a nice freedom and exercise
for them. He confessed, however, he preferred yarding
them in the night, especially as there was no oppor-
tunity of running them upon the marshes. He thought
they could not bring up a colt under 30/. He did not
think there was a farmer in that room who would say,

considering the loss of time of the mare, and all the
expenses of bringing up a colt to three years old, that
it could be done under 30/. They would tell him then
that they could go into the market and buy a horse
for 30/; but to rear the colt themselves w as like putting
money in a savings bank—the outlay was of such a kind
that it was little felt ; the food they consumed off the
farm would not in all probability have been turned
to so good account in any other way, much of the
labour that was expended upon them was labour
that would, to a certain extent, have been wasted, and
altogether, although it was perfectly fair to say that
the colt had cost 30/. to rear, the farmer would not be
30/. lower in cash for having reared it. He therefore
recommended the home breeding of the colts. He would
advise the farmer to take care to have a good thorough-
bred mare ; for a good mare cost no more to keep than
another

; and a good>tallion was also not less necessary
He should be sorry to find any serious fault with our
stallions, but he regretted to say, from some unhappy
cause, they had not been quite so good of late, they had
been brought up with less bone than formerly. He
strongly advised the fanner breeding colts to go to the
best market with respect to the breed and condition,
and rear his stock from the very best progeny. One of
the questions he would ask the club was whether the
mare should be taken for breeding at 3, 4, or 5 yean
old. He did not recommend breeding from' the oldest
mares, but from the young, strong, healthy ones, and he
would ask the members of the Club their opinion as to
the best age.

Mr. Cracknell—I should say four years old.
The Chaibmax continued, repeating that he never if

he- ill help it turned the colts out into the meadows;
it was cheaper and better to keep them feeding in the

yard. He was inclined to think that some Tares and
Beet, and some Clover of the first or second crops mown,
and thrown into the yard, were prefeiable to turning

the colts into the meadows. With r. ird to corn, he ga\

a bushel in a week ; in the warmer weather a larger

supply of Oats, and the proportion of Beans he increased

at' Wheat seed time. If they did not look well, he

added a peck of Beans. He considered Beetroots or

Swedes excellent food, but he always made it a rule to

cut them. Formerly they used just to cut down the centre

of the root, but by that plan the teeth of the colt were

often hurt, and it was much better to cut them smaller.

He generally trussed his hay, for when he allowed it

to be taken from the stack he must say he found it

wasted rather fast. He gave a truss ami a half of hay

in a week, but his men complained that that was too

little. There was another point he would allude to.

He knew it was customary to litter down the stable

for the sake of making manure. He never did that.

When that was done there was an escape of ammonia
which he was confident was injurious to the colt. He
knew many would say he was wrong in this particular,

but he believed he prevented noxious vapours by the
course he took, and further, he fan< I he did not need
to litter his stables. Another practice with him was
always to grind his Oats, and he believed he saved

money by it. He sent his Beans and Oats to be ground
together, and he gave of that what was equal to a

bushel before grinding. Now, he should like to hear

the opinion of his brother members upon some of these

points.

Mr. W. Jeaffbeson said he had been much interested

in what he heard, but for the most part it went directly

against his own experience. His horses never did so

well as on the meadow. He thought a good piece of pas-

ture was an excellent thing for a horse. Then, again,

he did not agree that Oats were a very profitable food

for them ; he gave the preference to Beans, for it was
not so much the difference between the farinaceous and
albuminous constituents, but the Beans contained a

principle which Oats did not—they contained an
element highly conducive to the growth of animal
substance. Some remarks had occurred in the article

read by the hon. secretary, advising care with regard to

temper in the selection of stallions. Now, how was a

person to judge of the temper ? They all knew they
must not rely upon the character given of them by the
owners, for according to them the horses were all per-

fection. They must have some rule forjudging of the
temper, and for his part he would tell them candidly
that he was a phrenologist, and he looked at the heads
of the horses. If the horse had a very broad forehead,
and ears were set much apart, the animal would be
obstinate, and if the ears were very near each other,
the horse was timid, and indirectly vicious, but if the
ears were moderately separated, they got a character
giving rise to firmness in moderation.

The Chairman.—You would say a narrow forehead, and ears
close together, would be bad signs.

Mr. Jeaffreson.—The ears clustered together betoken a
timid horse, and a timid horse is a dangerous animal. But if

you get the ears far apart, and the forehead contracted, you
may also be certain that is not a good horse.

The Hon. Secretary.—I have a mare you could run a
wheelbarrow between her ears, and she is a most vicious brute.
Mr. Jeaffreson.—But she is not timid?
The Hon. Secretary.—No.
Mr. Kent thought the mare might be put to work the last

week in July, or the first week in August. Otherwise he found
the colt had been kept in a state of dependence too long and
could not shift for itself in the winter. He generally put the
mares to work at harvest.
Mr. Ashford did not think the marcs needed rest so long

as had been stated. He put them to work a little in three or
four weeks.
The Chairman said he would put 5t to the meeting, whether

August or September was the better time for taking the foal
away from the marc.
A majority of the meeting declared in favour of August.
A decided opinion was expressed 1 several members that

the horses were frequently injured by the stuff that was put
upon them to make their coats look well; but it appeared
there was not so much of that done now as formerly.
Mr. Ashford said, he wished the Royal Agricultural Society

would offer a prize to machine makers for a good available
machine by which the farmer could grind his own corn, and
cut his own chaff ; for by sending the corn to be ground there
was so much lost by way of toll.

The Honorary Secretary.—Is not Turner's crushing ma-
chine sufficient?

Mr. Gray said no system but the one stone over the other
would do. He ground his Beans as fine as he could that way,
and made his chaff with it.

Mr. Ashford made some remarks in favour of fine grinding,
saying, that four pecks of meal ground fine were equal to five
pecks ground coarse.
Mr. Cracknf.ll said he had a little mill of Ransomes, by

which he could grind a bushel of Oats in 10 minutes.
Some difference of opinion appearing as to whether it were

better to grind the Beans or to crush them, the vote was
taken, when the majority declared themselves in favour of
fine grinding. A decided opinion was also expressed in favour

of cutting the stover in preference to giving it whole.

Thb Chairman, in conclusion, said he hoped each of them
had learned something in the course of the discussion, upon a

subject which very much concerned them all. But they were

all anxious for the introduction, as mt as possible, of steam
power, feeling that if a horse costs 2bl. per Year machinery
would be a decided saving.—Abrilged from, £a*t Suffolk Mer-

cury,

Farm Memoranda.
New Pabk Fabm, Hants, lies to the left of the

high road leading from JBrockenhurst to Lvndhurst.

The dwelling house which stands in its centre was at

one time occupied by the deputy-surveyor of the forest.

The land, which was in bad condition and brought little

turn to the Crown, has been lot tor some years past >

Mr. Dickinson, whose name is associated bf agricul-
turists with the introduction of a superior and very
productive species of Italian Rye-grass. The farm con-
sists of 270 acres, of which 100 are in permanent
vlrass, the remainder nnder the plough. Since Mr.
Dickinson's occupation the whole has been thoroughly

drained 4 feet, at intervals suited to the requirements

of the soil, which varies ; mainly due to the presence or

absence of beds of gravel, resting on the argillaceous

sand which forms the subsoil.

To begin with a slight description of the newly
erected farm buildings, which are the 1 to the

management, as the growth of R\ ss is the staple

in the cultivation of the farm. First, two sheds for

horned cattle about 100 feet in length, separated by
a roofed space, which is divided between a cart and
railway for the conveyance of the food by small waggons.

This is served to the cattle from the outside, through

sliding doors in front of the mangers. In one

of the sheds appropriated to the beasts permanently
tied up, the manger is divided for corn, cake, or roots,

id hay and straw. To prevent the waste of fodder the

latter division is fitted with an iron grating attached to

1 he transverse side of the manger by a hinge. Through
the bars of this the hay or straw is drawn ; as the bulk
of the fodder diminishes the pressure is maintained by
the hinge allowing the grating to fall. The drainage

of this and all the other feeding sheds, stables, &c, is

conducted to a manure tank of which we shall speak
hereafter. Behind the beasts is a space sufficient to

allow the introduction of a cart which every morning
removes the manure and part of the soiled litter, which
is immediately conveyed to and spread upon the land.

Having remained on the land some time, when dry this

litter is collected by a horse-rake, is stacked, and re-

turned as litter to the sheds. Mr. Dickinson states

that the cattle will often prefer the straw so treated to

untainted hay or straw. The second shed is devoted to

milch cows or beasts who after their feeding may return

to the pastures. The contrivance by which these are

temporarily stalled is worth notice. Upright bars are

fastened by hinges to a sill, and travelling easily through
an elongated mortice in the lintil above fall either way,
and allow room for the animal's head to find its place

with ease on entering the shed ; cords attached to the
head of the bars pass through sheaves on the lintil to a
pulley above, the fall of the cord is drawn from the
outside and is easily secured. This has only to be cast

off to free the animal's head ; the attendant can per-

form either operation without entering the shed ; as

may be seen from the following representation.

A slight description of the machinery in operation
will serve to indicate the food the cattle received, the
quantities and time of feeding being necessarily a
matter of judgment. The fatting beasts are not
allowed the tree use of water.
By the side of the cattle sheds is a sheep house,

divided by a longitudinal passage fitted with a railway
between the pens for the conveyance of the food. The
pens, which are ten in number, accommodate 160 fat-

ting sheep on sparred boards. Fast feeding is the
object, though more experience is required to determine
how far this is accomplished by this system. J ne-
ness, one of the great drawbacks to tl well-doing of
sheep, ba9 been here, as elsewhere, alleviated. The
leading object is the collection of the manure, which is

conveyed by drains and pipes to the tank. The pens are

washed down every other day. It is stated that on on

occasion the sheep were seized with giddiness, caused

by the return of the vapours through the pipe which
conveys the manure to the tank, though the tank is at

a isiderable distance. The evil wpb at on corrected

by bending down the mouth o( the pipe below the

level of the liquid, a hint to those who in a like case

may neglect this precaution.

The building in which the food is prepared consists

of two stories, and is about 180 feet in length. The
machinery, of which the shafts extend throughout the

building, is driven by an 8-borse moveable engine by
Tnxtord. To notice a few of the arrangements of the

building ; first, next to the sheep and bullock house an
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liarity in his seedlings of Primula sinensis. Some
had three leaves in a ring, others two ; most had
the leaves standing one over the other as usual.

These were divided into three sets, and when they

flowered the first lot were all double, the second

semi-double, the third single.

This curious observation, if confirmed by others,

would seem to show that that tendency to alter the

usual arrangement of organs, which results in the

production of double flowers, is an inherent con-

stitutional peculiarity pervading the system from
the very first, and not a mere local disarrange-

ment, as it may have seemed at first sight to be.

A writer in the Revue Horticole reports

that, thinking Tobacco smoke too expensive a

remedy for the green fly on his Peach trees, he had
had recourse to that of rosin, which he found
answer just as well, at a far smaller cost.

In the same periodical M. Carri^re
speaks of a ha.rdy Bamboo named Bambusa
viridiglaucescens, which seems to he a plant of

much promise. Prom the figure that is given of

it we judge it to have a very graceful drooping

habit, producing numerous laterals covered with
foliage, and having an appearance quite unlike

that of B. Metake, which has now so fully esta-

blished its claims to hardiness in this country. It

is said to grow 4 yards high and more, with deep
dull green canes, and fine broad taper-pointed

leaves of a shining green colour on the upper side,

but covered with a rich bloom beneath. The
native country is unknown, but is believed to be
the north of China. M. Carriere considers it by
far the finest Bamboo yet known.

Two new and remarkable Cucurbits have
also been made known in the Revue by M. Nattdin.
The first is Thladiantha dubia, a species from
China, introduced by the Acclimatation Society,

as hardy as our Bryony, as fast a, grower, and
like it clinging to anything in its way. Its leaves

are heart-shaped, narrow, pointed and velvety;
its flowers, which appear in profusion in July,
August, and September, resemble elegant Cam-
panulas of the brightest yellow. As an ornamental
plant this may be compared to the Convolvulus,
with which it will go well as an ornament of walls,

wines growing in the low plains, which is the case

with most French wines.

"Nothing is grander or more beautiful than

our mountains crowned either with shady woods,

or with Vines of exuberant vegetation. Where

you see a mountain, there you will find our Vine-

yards. The superb Badacsony mountains form a

high semi-circle around the majestic Lake of

Balaton, covering a surface of 125 English square

miles. The arid mountains of Mines or Vildgos

overlook proudly the rich plains of the Banat, the

holy Kanaan of Hungary. The mountain called

Tokaj rises in another large plain like a loftv

pyramid ; it has the form of Vesuvius, and indeed,

its existing but silent crater, and its volcanic

formation show evidently that it was once a fire

spreading mountain. The cultivation of such a

soil is very difficult and expensive, the produce

obtained but little, but then the latent fire of this

volcanic mountain is what we call Tokaj wine."

This Tokay gave rise to the ancient proverb

neque vinum nisi Hungaricum (no wine for me
unless Hungarian).

11 Tokaj, it should be known, is not the name of

a vineyard, but of a town at the confluence of the

Tisza and the Bodrog, at the foot of an extinct

pyramidical volcano left standing, as a landmark
of chaos, on the border of a vast plain, and
seemingly turning away the waters of heaven

to satisfy the eternal thirst of its fireless

crater. All that is produced on the southern

flank of this mountain and of the neighbouring

mountains of volcanic origin also, and similarly

exposed to the ocean of heat and light that floats

over the country before them, is called Tokaj

wine. What has been said therefore, as an
Austrian puff, about Tokaj wine being produced
only in very small quantities on a patch of land

belonging to the King of Hungary and two or three

princes, is evidently a mere fable. The vineyards
of Tokaj, called by the Hungarians Hegyalja, are

more than 5 geographical miles in length, and
cover upwards of 60,000 English acres, producing
on an average about 100,000 ako (1,250,000
Imperial gallons) of ordinary wine ; 30,000 ako
(375,000 gallons) of superior or fair wine, and
4,000 ako (50,000 gallons) of superfine wine."

abl«*

freedom from this pest, Hungary"^
supply the deficiency of the French and
Vineyards when oidium was at its worst' l

countries. " Thus we were called uponf
11^

up the great deficiency caused by the oidi
•**

the other countries of Europe, not e^
1**

France, which in 1854 produced only infoS
hectolitres instead of from 35 to 45 oonm *
the other years."

^w^j
Surely these authentic statements

are U
suggestive, and should be regarded bv fl!f

growers as the cardinal points of cultiwt
which it should be everybody's aim to apnJS

1

nearly as circumstances render
possible r

ourselves we should like to see the proda*/*
vinery in which a good strong heat is ma^
day and night, from the time when th«L?

should k\&

wWw\°f x\V^eCt Win
f8

.
f

ia k^ever, Nevertheless few can truly boast of having tastedP^t^h^ majority,"^ the autho?, «are

sands of flowers especially recommend it.
»—£ 1

1Q
-
th

.
e sam

.
e ca*e as the countryman who was asked

SitT^l7vT7JZ°Tvf R
Beside

?
,' whether he had erer eaten pheasan --'Notwinch it is strictly a perennial like Bryony and preeiseiy)

. said h?) < but my brother when in the
army often saw his officers eating some.' The land

requires no more care. Some people have had a
notion that the tubers might be eaten, and M.
Naudin reports that in fact they are quickly
cooked, when they become tender and mealy. But
unluckily they are much too bitter for "kitchen
use, and are better suited to an apothecary's shop.

The second novelty among Cucurbits is Cyclan-
thera explodens, a plant from New Grenada.
This is an annual with an irregular uneven
prickly surface, which never changes colour, and
is only known to be ripe when the gourdlets
(*. v. v.) explode like a little bombshell, casting
the seed in the face of the imprudent spectator who
goes too near them. This is a grand recommenda-
tion to a sly amateur who has a mind, to astonish
his friends. Although from the tropics this plant
is so hardy that it comes up self-sown in the
climate of Paris, a circumstance doubtless owing
to its being a native of the lofty mountains of its
native country. At this moment, says M. Natjdin
(March 31), seedlings are coming up all over the
border, although the seeds must have had to hear a
temperature of 3° to 14° (Fahr.)

A pamphlet* has lately heen published by M.
de Szemere, a Hungarian gentleman, upon the
Wines of Hungary, in which we find some
matter extremely interesting to our own Grape-
growers. The excellence of Hungarian wines is

well, though not widely, known ; that excellence
is due not to peculiar skill in wine-making, but to
the extraordinary excellence of the Grapes of the
country; what secures that excellence we learn
from the pamphlet before us.
" The Hungarian wines," writes M. de Szemere,

" are, generally, stronger than the French or the
Rhine wines. The reason of this may be sought
in the kind of Grape, in the properties of the soil,
in the peculiar climate of the country, and finally,
I think, in the fact, that in Hungary the Vine-
yards are commonly situated upon elevated hills,
I dare even call them mountains. The Hungarians ., ,

knowing the Latin old proverb : < Bacchus colics
™e sunbeams are never intercepted. In these

amat; (Bacchus loves the hills), have followed the
places tIie Vine dl8ease w wholly unknown ; it has

advice
; they even now laugh at and despise the

neyer appeared m Hungary, as we long ago stated.7^^~Z~-—— — It is in reality the child of ammoniacal manure,™*u & Co., i6, Mark Lane, and 3i, Pali Man, of damp, and suffocation. In consequence of its

is dug over three times ; the Vines are planted
half a yard apart, and from three to five buds are
left on each stock. The Vine is allowed to grow
to the height of 3 or 4 feet ; it is supported with
stakes as in France. The country has a plant of
its own, and at most four or five varieties, among
which the most important is the formint or
furmint, corresponding (I think) to our pinot ; its
produce is small but of excellent quality. From
the author's silence on the subject, I suppose the
soil is never manured.

" The vintage in Hungary is later than any-
where else in Europe, as it generally takes place
between the 28th October and the 20th November

;

when the weather is already cold, when snow
even has fallen, in short at toe very last moment,
iust before the frost sets in, and at the risk of
losing all ; for these primitive wine growers would
rather lose all than not have the best; their
maxim is that if Summer ripens tfee Grapes, ' it is
the cold of Autumn that perfects the wine.'
Summer, you must know, is hot at Tokaj, hotter
certainly than at Beaune. On the 15th August
the Grapes are ripe and we in France should
gather them

; but the superior Tokaj wiue does
not, like ours, come from the must ; it cannot be
the marvel it is, unless the Grapes that produce it
have dried, not spread out on straw, but on the
Vine itself, not with the stem twisted, as it has
been supposed, but having the full flow of sap
without getting stained, blighted or mouldy by the
alternate white frosts of night and the bright sun-
beams of Autumn. If the Autumn proves damp
the crop is lost. But in that country the Autumns
are nearly always dry."

Observe now the great points in these state-
ments. Tokay, the finest wine in the world, is
produced under three conditions. 1. The soil is

poor, and volcanic ; 2. It is never manured ; 3. It
comes from Grapes ripened on the sides of moun-
tains where the air is dry, in constant motion, and

begin to swell up to their complete matumr
from which all side sashes should ull

removed.
We also advise the lovers of generoo,^

contrasted with the small and spuriow tndiB»
coming into consumption, to read ifr. SzexeST
pamphlet attentively, and perhaps iy^^
become acquainted with the mysteries of fe
fraudulent part of the wine trade, which willnot

a little astonish them; for one example we aui
contrive to find room.

" The marvellous discoveries which are daily nude in

chymical science are continually and skilfully applied

not only to improve but to adulterate the wines, h
this manner do the Germans sweeten their wines- h f

this manner they saturate them with sulphur, with tb

view to neutralise their natural propensity to \mm
acid, not only in casks, but even in bottles ; in tius

manner they give them the artificial but to the m-

noisseurs disgusting flavour of Muscat. This tradeof

spurious wines is carried on in France to a still greater

scale. All is Calse in the wines: the colour, the strengtk,

flavour, the age, even the name under which they is

sold. There are wines which do not contain a drop irf.

grape juice. Even science is impotent to distinguish

the true from the false, so complete is the imitation

You may every day see advertised in the French

newspapers the " Se*ve de Medoc," of which a snail

flacon, "costing 3 francs, is declared sufficient to gin

flavour to 600 litres. Paris and Cette are the principil

seats of this fraudulent adulteration. It is practiirf

in both places on the most colossal scale. CeriMv

half of the Parisian population drink, wtler the aae

of wine, a mixture in which there is not & drop tf

Grape juice. The police ate wid&Vto ^wnk «*

adulteration, but the laws puaish it wit^U^
—every week do the newspapers publish jndgne»

against wine merchants and grocers, in execution «

which their wines, 20, 30, 80 hogsheads at once ire

poured into gutters. But this dishonest arU now

»

perfect, that even clever chymists can with eWwg

distinguish the true wine from the false. So* wm

case in a very recent trial. The chymist,tff^J
all the ingredients of which the wine w« «g»
observed that if one of them were.*^W
would have been unable to distinguish a

^
natural wine. The prosecuted wine »^»^
was present, listened attentively to ™j

,

report, and at last asked him which ™f
e™ ^ &

The chymist very imprudently told it

accused immediately answered: '1 a

obliged, sir, and I don't regret now ^r^Ji*
of wine which will be destroyed, because

him, .

am verfj"^

certain of my business/

"

exhibit

We have already alluded to the PH^tf ^
the other day at South Kensington, ^^
promise that this noble herbaceous plan

. ^
an object of exhibition, capable of [l°™%m#*
our flower shows, and of assisting to imp

^^^J
like variety to these autumnal flora

i « ^f
mainly furnished by the formal and lum

Q

F

f
phlox*'

highly coloured Dahlia. The exhibition ^
growing plants cultivated in pots oeino ***
feature, we are desirous of inviting ^ofl^v
remarks upon those produced on the.ou ^re^ 1

to, as their appearance suggested, win ^tots-

fresh in the memory both of exhibitors
;

an^ ^0
We cannot suppose that either ot ^ #

presented for competition on the u i »

t0^
spectable in their aspect, were at all eq .

g^
Phlox is capable of being made under ^ t*

I culture. Their defects, as it aPPearf
t0 be=°<%

that while one collection was allo*e,Vr the %.
tall, and was to this extent uMI

*i"ythe **£
had been so manipulated as to have [

-

sfic
of

minal flower-heads which are a <* arl*
ten ^%

family of plants, and consequently P'
e
^ffecti*

w

but a few weak laterals, which were

display. vnerieO
ce

.?t*i

Now, in turning to account the exp
e^

gained in the actual condition of tne P
hftbit

of*

we must not lose sight of the natural ^\,*

herbaceous Phloxes, which is to P[p^
hfld •*» l^i

stems, each terminated by a large brat ^
finer sorts more or less compact y *'*J&tof

{

flowers. The great beauty of the plantc°
ntedn>

of colour, variedin each individual
kinu, y
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cone-formed heads of flowers. This feature cannot be

dispensed with in the Phlox, without greatly detract-

ing from its beauty. Destroy it and the inflorescence

becomes meagre and broken up into little sprays; such

as indeed it was in etve • «1 of the plants shown on the

occasion referred to. Plants thus managed are not

effective even though the varieties may be amongst the

finest which are grown. It is equally to be borne in

mind on the other hand, that for exhibition purposes

the stems must be dwarfed. Health and vigour and

profusion of bloom can readily be secured by liberal

cultivation, but in addition to these we must have

dwarfness, and we must have the terminal paniculate

inflorescence, and not mere laterals. The problem for

cultivators to solve, is how these results are to be

combined. That the combination mav be secure! does

not appear to admit of reasonable doubt.
|

Reverting then for a moment to the plants as they

appeared at the show on the 11th, it seems to us

perfectly clear that the collection No. 1, in which the

terns had been fallowed to grow unchecked to their

natural height, was defective in this particular, not-

withstanding its profuse display of flowers. We say

nothing here as to the varieties exhibited in the several

groups, as our object at this point is to invite attention
especially to the treatment of the plants and not

to the varieties. The best mode of treatment being
ascertained, of course it will be as applicable

to the finer sorts as to the older and inferior ones.

No. 1, as we believe, received too little manipulation

;

Nos. 2 and 3 were, in our opinion, defective from having
received too much ; they had been topped at too late a

stage of their growth, and at too great a distance from
the root, and in this way, while the terminal inflo-

rescence was altogether lost, the lateral growth had
not had time or strength to replace it in an effective

way. It is between these extremes that the happy
medium is to be sought for, and although a little experi-

mental practice may be requisite to fix the exact data,

it will probably not be far wrong if the stems are
topped when about six inches high, because the shoots
then produced will have more of the character of the
main or principal stem, and will produce the desired
"terminal mass of flowers. Whether or not at this

stage a sufficient number of "breaks" can be
secured to form a well-furnished plant, experience
most determine ; at any rate we can hardly suppose the
result will be less satisfactory than that of topping the
stems when from a foot to a foot and * half in height,
and leaving nothing but weak lateral shoots to furnish
the specimen. We notice in some of the sorts a
disposition to throw up shorter blooming shoots, as a
kind of second growth from the roots, and perhaps this

peculiarity it not accidental may lead to a mode of

treatment applicable to such varieties, namely to cut
away the main stems nearly to the base, early in the
mummer, trusting to a second weaker and consequently
less elongated growth for the formation of the specimen.
We have been led to form so high an opinion of the
capabilities of the plant, that we shall be glad to see
the question of treatment discussed in our columns.

Whatever plan may nltimately be found best in
regard to the details of cultivation, the inferior varieties
ought to be altogether discarded, at least for the
purposes of pot culture and exhibition, now that there
exist so many fine varieties of sterling merit. Some of
these are really exquisite in the masses of rich colouring
they present. What tor example can be more beautiful
than the bright rosy crimson panicles of Lievallii, a
dwarf habited variety and the brightest and richest
coloured of all the sorts yet produced. Again, among
deep rosy purples, or those unnamed tints between
purple and crimson, Madame Lierval and Dr. Boisduval,
the latter dwarf in habit, are remarkable for richness of
effect, whilst a brighter and lighter shade of this class

of colours is well represented in the glorious panicles
of Mr. Rollisson and Souvenir d'un Ami, in Alphonse
Robin, which is a very showy variety with a deep
crimson eye, and in Le Gamin de Paris, which has a
telling maroon eye. There are besides fine rose-coloured
sorts in which the eye or centre is very conspicuously
marked, among which Mr. Punch, a light rose or

perfect form, a free bloomer and having a bright
crimson eye, is perhaps the best ; and President Payen,
a deeper rose with an evident but less distinctly marked
«je, is scarcely inferior to it. Triomphe de Twickel is

a fine rose and white striped sort, very pleasing
in it* marking as well as showy in character, while
Madame Vilmorin is a light pinkish rose; Rosea alba
w a clear rosy-lilac, with a distinct white centre ; and
Boule de Neige is a good white of dwarfish habit : last,
but not least, there is a whole bevy of fair ones, which
are charmingly delicate in complexion, and have soft-

Zt r
an

5.,
Tn0it exP^ive eyes. Among these, the

most fastidious could but admire such a one as Mrs.
Standish, whose white flowers have a rosy-crimson eve •

or Madame Fontaine, whose eye is of a purplish-rosy
hue: or Madame Marceau and Madame Moisson, both
blushing whites with an eye of rosy-purple. Now
all these are varieties of fine quality, distinct in
character, choice in colour, and in every wav desirable •

and such a collection would afford capital materials for
an essay on the pot-cultivation of Phloxes.

It will be found that the kinds we "have here in-
dicated, and indeed all the finer sorts now in cultivation,
belong to the group which has sprung from Phlox
decussata, sturdy, vigorous-habited sorts, with broad
lohage, and blooming late in summer onward till the

autumn. Another race originated from P. suu'ruticosa Briar Rose seriously wounded seldom recovers. They
and P. pyraraidalis, and generally known a* summer- are more endangered than Manetti Roses, and are to

flowering Phloxes, are not generally cultivable, at least be defended with more difficulty. They are vulnerable

in a satisfactory way, in the neighbourhood of London, in the wood (when not ripe), at the point of union (the

though, as many of the fine Scotch varieties belong to ! chief seat of damage this winter), in the rind and in the

this group, we suppose the more northerly latitude of roots. It was the winter suddenly following 16 months

Scotland is more congenial to them.

POMOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AMONG THE
ANCIENTS.

Previous to the Christian era, and probably up to

the fall of the Roman empire, the knowledge of Pomo-

logy was very limited. Nevertheless, on referring to

Columella, Pliny, and Varro, it will be found that there

were known about 50 kinds of fruit suitable for such

tables as those of Lucullus, Sylla, Pompey, and

Augustus, The above authors have mentioned 20

sorts, of which they did not even give the distinctive

characters. It will be seen that they took little

or no account of the fruit trees of which Ar-

menia and Pontus afforded them fine examples.

With the fall of the Empire and the bar-

barism of the middle ages, it may be said that

fine gardens and fruit culture had disappeared. We
,

know the zeal of Charlemagne, and at a later date the

lively interest of Charles VI., for establishing fine

gardens near their palaces. That of the son of Pepin

at Frankfort was betwixt the court and the garden,

cohortile circumdatus. Hence is derived the word

courtil, used in Joinville instead of garden. But

notwithstanding the intercourse of this king with Italy,

and even with Persia, be does not appear to have

known many fruits, for scarcely any are mentioned in

the ordinary daily bills of fare for his table. His

barbarous successors appear to have inherited

still less of his knowledge and desire of natural

history than his warlike virtues. We must pass

over the time of the Crusades and go on

to that of the Valois to find a revival of

the taste for fine regal domains. Who has not

heard of the immense gardens of the Rue St. Paul,

where the rarest fruits and animals were objects on

which Charles VL bestowed especial care. For all

this, we still find that they were only those fruits

which had been brought at great expense from Italy
;

they were still the same kinds, or more correctly

speaking, the same names, literally taken from
Columella, served to distinguish them. The same
thing will be found in Olivier de Serres, who speaks

of the varieties of Pears called Dollabellianes, Pom-
peianes, Crassanes, and Tarentines, just as the elder

Cato or the head of the gardens of Mecamus would
have done.
With La Quintinie we find what great progress fruit-

tree culture and vegetable physiology had made. The
changes which had taken place in pomology and in

nomenclature show that the language had also

changed. Without any alteration, either in form or

nature, the handsome 'kinds of fruits which'adorned

the triumphs of Pompey and Trajan had acquired new
names ; they became Bons-Chretiens, Bergamottes,

Doyennes, Blanquettes.1 We are not, however, certain,

notwithstanding the increasing number of fruits men-
tioned in the catalogues of that time (about 60 in

Olivier de Serres, and nearly double that number in

La Quintinie) whether new varieties had been obtained

by sowing the seeds or by importation from distant

countries. Unquestionably many of them, or we may
say nearly all, have been changed and improved by a

better mode of culture ; but in reality they are the

same fruits under new names taken from all the

dialects of France. For more than a century our
ancestors continued the error of multiplying names.

Much however is due to the Chartreuse, who followed

La Quintinie, in purging the catalogues as well as in

the intelligent culture which they adopted in their

nurseries and orchards. Du Hamel du Monceau ren-

dered great service to the cultivators of fruit trees by
the descriptions of fruits, including more than a

hundred varieties of Pears, of which, though he gives

excellent figures, he does not state the origin.

The work of penetrating into that almost inextri-

cable chaos, the nomenclature of fruits, has been
reserved to our age to perform/ favoured as it is by
numerous and ready means of communication. Col-

lecting all the fruit catalogues, and the common names
in France alone, it may without exaggeration be stated

that there are 1000 or 1200 Pears of all kinds that are

said to be worthy of cultivation. Extract from a
Review of M. Be Liron cPAirole's work on Fears.

By M. Pigeaux.

bloomless.

budded on
recommend
viz , La^lia.

MANETTI ROSES AND ROSES ON THE BRIAR.

I hate read Mr. Milne's article (see p. 773) on this

subject, and I can confirm it in almost all particulars.

The Manetti Roses have far exceeded the Briar Roses

in endurance, in revival, and in the abundance and

fineness of the blooms. The summer Bnar Rosea

wintered well and have bloomed nobly. The Briars

budded on the 3d and 10th of July, I860 have also

done very well. I only saved 67 out of 207 of them.

Forty made wood close after budding (nearly all have

done so this year) and wintered well and have bloomed

well, and the same may be said of the 2
1
dormant

buds. The chief mischief here has been among the

" established" H. Fs. I lost 67 of these, and many

that will not die will never be of service again, A

of rain and sunless weather, with the sap rising, that

destroyed bo many. I lost none, however, among
Briar or Manetti Roses that dropped their flowers. I

did all that I could do to save my fine and well-

selected stock, by bandaging the ground plants and
stuffing hay and straw into the heads of standards close

upon the point of union (the vulnerable place), the

object being to keep off heavy dews which give the

frost power. Before, however, this was done the snow

thawed and subsided on the point of union and refroze,

and this damaged the trees. The Manetti Roses were

covered over the point of union by earth, and as far as

the snow covered them they were 6afe. Those trees

that ripened their wood, whether on Briars or on

Manetti, were perfectly intact, while other trees of the

same kind cut much for shows died by their sides,

r the weather broke I commenced upon the rising

of the sap to cut back from eye to eye, till I came close

upon the first union, sealing the ends of both stocks

with Robinson's glue, and also with a cerate made of

bees' wax, oil, soap, and cobblers' wax. This is

essential to the hard cutting of Manetti Roses in dry

easterly winds. By so doing I saved a good many
standards, which are as good and better than they ever

were before. I lost some Manetti Roses also, and some
were very sick, chiefly from deep planting ; but some
of the most hopeless of these recovered, and have

bloomed well, as for instance the Duchesse d'Orleana

and Paul's Victoria, now 6 feet 4 inches high, but
All the Peronnys died but one home-
Manetti. In place of this Rose I would
its type, and a hardier and fuller Rose,

Let me here, lest I forget it, advise those

who buy Briar Roses to cut them the first spring as

hard as they can, and Manetti Roses as light as they

can. They will not then throw up suckers. Manetti

Roses should not be cut till full growth sets in, and
Briar Roses should not be cut till the eyes freehen.

If you cut hard fresh planted Briar Roses at the fall,

the chances are you will kill them. With regard to

covering Rose trees or plants, there is no doubt that if

such another abnormal winter sets in, we must at once
cover fresh budded Roses, and Roses on all stocks.

As regards Roses old on their own roots, nothing but
boiling water will kill. No root is so hard as a Rose

'

root. If the plants are young of course you must
protect them, and especially if their wood is not ripe.

I now revert to the Roses on Manetti recommended
by Mr. Milne. His first 50 Roses I sent him as a
present from Mr. Gill's nursery at Blandford, and these
I see figuring in his article. They are also good here.

Some of them have never done well on Manetti

here, such as Rougemont, Eveque de Nimes. Others

I only know on Briars, viz., M. Lacconiere, M. Phelip,

Therese Appert, Mons. Ravel, Du Petit Thouars,
Rebecca, H. Lecocq. Montijo, Reine Mathilde, I know
not 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, are good ; 1, 6, 8 are bad growers.

Paul Joseph and Proserpine do grandly on their own
roots. Rougemont does respectably on Briars. All

the other Manetti Roses I endorse. La Fontaine I

have now proved, and commend it on Manetti in every

respect. Dr. Berthet and Mons. Jard do well on
Manetti, but do not always open freely. Georges
Dupont is very good and better than either. All my
Portemers are on Briars, but Mr. May of Blandford has

a noble bush of it. Adelaide Fontaine is a fine Rose
in the way of Peronny, but a hard opener. It should
be placed against a south wall. One only of my six

plants on Manetti died, the others though apparently
dead recovered and are nice plants.

Manetti Roses will in due time supersede all but
home budded Briars (I except summer Rose Briars),

and Roses on their own roots. The great enemy of
the Manetti stock has been the propagator. He buds
it too high, and hence, as it must be covered over the
point of union 2 inches, the roots being 10 inches
below the surface, in long continued rains the stock
rots unless it strikes higher up, or at the point of

union. Bury a Briar Rose as you are instructed to

bury the Manetti Rose, and you will get weak wood
and bad flowers, then weak wood and no flowers, and
then death. Bud the stock 4 inches above the radius

of roots, and Manetti will yet astonish the world. It

is the hardiest stock in the world, and suitable to all

lands that have free drainage.

I owe chiefly to it this year four first prizes, and
one fourth prize, having competed five times.

v
In a

day or two I shall be at Reading, and time will show
whether my Manetti Roses can be depended upon.

Lest my friend Mr. Milne should burn his fingers

with the new Roses, I recommend him in public, as I

have done in private, to buy those Roses which are

good ; and, as far as I have tried Roses of late impor-

tation, they are the best, and worthy of a place in every

garden, namely, Eugene Appert, Gloire de Santenay,

Belle de Bourg la Reine. M. Louise Carique, M. Furtado,

Triomphe d'Amiens. M. Charles Crapelet, Senateur

Vaisse, M. Melanie, Parmentier, L'Elegante, Victor

Verdier (stiffer and smoother in petal than Julea

Margottin, but not so free a bloomer; the sepals

are the same), and M. Bonnaire. Alexandrine do
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Belfroy is a supply for Cynthia, but I have not proved
its habit, which is as essential as the flower itself.

W. F. Radcliffe, Rushton Rectory, Aug. 26.

Home Correspondence.
New Race of Nectarines.—I send one fruit of my

new hybrid Nectarine between the Stanwick and
Violette Hative, and I am vain enough to think it a
great triumph. The Stanwick is the male parent, the
Violette Hative the female. It is most interesting even
physiologically to note the influence of a few grains of
pollen. It is earlier by a month than the former, and

favourable I hope to have a continuance of flower

until late in autumn. Have any of your other

Correspondents been equally successful ? K. J. Oldroyd,

Nurseryman, Shrewsbury.

Diseased Beech Trees.—On a common in this neigh-

bourhood stand two very large and ornamental Beeches,

which had previously appeared in good health, but

about five years ago they exhibited symptoms of decay.

They put out very few leaves, and the bark came off in

large pieces. This year and last they had no leaves at

all, and they are now quite dead. Another Beech
standing a few hundred yards from them, but not so

large, appears to be failing in a similar manner. The
bark is becoming spongy and rotten, and in two or three

[Septembbe
21, mj

later by a fortnight than the latter, ripening freely in ~». «. *o -,

—

n—-i-g opugi;
«Uuiuv^u, «.*« *.* „,.« VA —-—

a common orchard house, which the Stanwick will not. places moisture is oozing out. It is supposed by some
The male lias given the long sickle-like leaves some of that the injury they have sustained is occasioned by an
its oval shape, and all its fine and peculiar flavour.
The female has given it precocity, a non-cracking ten-
dency, and the valuable quality of not dropping off
in stoning, great productiveness and small flowers. The
little tree, only three years old, in a 9-inch pot boreW fruit. When allowed to develope itself it will, I
think, be one-third or one-fourth larger. Thos. Rivers.
[The fruit was of the highest quality, much like a
Stanwick in appearance. We must congratulate our
skilful friend in having broken into our old race of
Nectarines, and of having founded a new one.]

South Kensington Garden.—For the last six months
I have been looking forward to this autumn, anxious to
see the effect produced by flowers skilfully arranged in
those beautifully-designed flower-beds which I admired
so much in the spring. I hope I shall not be pro-
nounced a " wretch " for not being enchanted with the
arrangement of the colours, or for hoping that whoever
planned them has seen the effect produced. Do you
not think it a mistake to put bands of orange Nastur-
tiums next to brick red paths ? no doubt the orange
Nasturtiums and purple Verbenas by themselves are
very pretty, but then they want relief, surrounded as
they are by red paths. The impression left on my
mind was that there was a blaze of colour, but a great
want of harmony. A little further on I came to some
dingy beds, I forget the centre colour, but it was
some sombre flower edged with grey; there again,
the path next it being grey spoilt the effect.
I must say I came away disappointed, having imagined
i much more beautiful effect produced than I found.
There is another thing I should very much like to ask,
if I may be allowed, and that is, in these days of ira'
provement, can no way be found of exhibiting cut
flowers for exhibition purposes, prettier than beheading
them and sticking them on a flat surface, all in a row
like so many buttons, and looking to my eye very uglv
instead of very pretty ? Some were certainly stuck into
gmger beer bottles—I do not know if that was intended
for a pleasing variety. Ferhaps the growers only care
to produce beautiful specimens, which 'no doubt they
gucceed in doing, but then those who do not grow them
but set them up to be admired as a "grand show *
might I should have thought find some way of making
fchem look less stiff and formal. Everything exhibited at
fcbeRoyal Horticultural Gardens is, Isuppose,pIacedthere
to add to the beauty of the place, and not to disfigure it.
I wonder it any one thought the table of thermometers
£c, an ornament to the conservatory. It miVht have
been made to look well, I am sure, but as it was thev

Iseemed to have been shot out of a wheel-barrow on tothe table, and there left all in a muddle. Grateful aswe are to the growers of the plants, to whom we give
full credit for the skill they show in producing 8*Jhlovely flowers for our gardens, we should be still more

'

obl.ged to them if they would make their notes either
before or after the time they invite us to come andadmire their productions, for I really assure yon, Mr.
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insect. Can you suggest any plan for arresting the

progress of the disease which seems to have commenced
in this third tree ? The two first are past recovery.
An Original Subscriber, Tunbridge Wells. [We can
hardly doubt that the roots are attacked by dry-rot.]

Orchard-house Trees.—After reading your leader on
this subject, it struck me that j

rou might like to have
the enclosed photographs of Nectarine trees, one with
65 the other with 59 fruit, the first small from over
crop, the last well filled out. Most of my trees shared
the general fate of a very short crop, but the two above
may serve as a fact for any theory being formed as to
the causes of deficiency. Perhaps I may add, as some

gentleman present told me that if^ucW?
Bennett's were not disquali fied, he 1??^
another year young Vines with 20 buncU **«
grown precisely m the same manner t\

0n ^
fore no distinct line to draw to prevpnf

1

? *%
showing of Grapes in pots, except disanaSJ -^
those entirely so grown, which can be paa;C

nga,,
k

by the judges without poking in MossS>
as a man's finger. I have no doubt tw ^
fruit judges at the Worksop show will LT^
in a clearer light in your columns than T I

"^
and justify their award of disqualification J***
[Our remark was founded on the supposition^?^
Bennett's statement was exact] ll_^ *•

awarded the prizes at the Worksop Horticnl1^
the judges were called upon by Mr. BennrfM**
himself and the committee to hear hi

*!*

respecting the qualification of his pot y- '*$**

prize to which Mr. B. .thought himself entiL S
(the judges and the committee) were unam*!,

1

opinion that the said Vines had not rece <vT •

support within the pots in which they werPMiS
consequently they could not be termed «™nr*J
but as the committee was anxious JV'V
was right, their Secretary proposed tktZ
should be fairlv laid before the Editor offcfcl?
Chronicle, and his opinion taken thewaTSL
proposition (which we all thought a fair ori?
Bennett refused to accede : hence my astonisW*
seeing his letter in your last week's Paper, mto\
am sorry that I cannot endorse his version of the m.He states that his Vines had not been plunged kU
partly rooted from the bottom. Now, when I art
(which without the least hesitation I do) that that
were more roots outside pot No. 1 than inside, ni,

upon removing a small portion of Moss, it was &
covered that the cavity between the two p*

was not filled wia

Moss and water (u

stated), but w
roots coiled nwai

the pot, and wind

when partly un-

coiled and protrud-

ing from tan top of

pot No. 2 readied

from the stage upon

which they tew

placed down to mi

half way acroa the

table below,Jo it

a loss to know whit

is meant by beag

"partlr room

throffl.' florae

("Bennett's moile d

reasoning when he

,ayS) « Had they

been rootedfromth«

top of the pet instead of thebottom

wlJ might justly have objected,

when we find, not a solitary ro^

but a mass of roots extend^

several feet from the pot. J«J

it is of little consequence *W
they are from the bottom^

top of the pot.
Wewerejarf

that the outside pot mj »»
other purpose, bemg mM*
tight, than to hold watofcg

conceal the many roots it o*J
and without which theVm ^
not have held up then vigwr"

the few hours they ^
exhibition. I saw th se^
Vines in pots at South.K^
on the 5th and 6th o Jg»
astonished all of us "^m
It was not necessary^^Lf
stand in vessels of water.^ ^

Masters, the scientific grower of those whicn ^
second prize, told me that although it was

J^time of fruiting in the same pots, they had n^
through. I call that « showing Vines in potj ^

in
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„^VJ ^^-Having seen the Tines in potsexh,!„ted by Mr. Bennett at the Worksop fr„it slfowand read his account of their management in oiTrcolumns of last week, I for one must dLent from yourdictum that he is entitled to the prize. I p?n™ \Zlprize, gwen for Vines in pots should be for plantswholly grown in them, and not for those that IlthoZhto pots are rooted through into tan or borders A lie
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(7:t at tl10 Worksop ho!v

w.^fu,at .
a a??"!*^ Mr- Bennett's Vines could

service to other exhibitors of - Vines !* otl»

*a*e, Grove Ball, Setford, Potts. [«? ^'l
letters to the same effect. This pots «r

:. <$0
ease in quite a new light ; and we witlidr»w

we formed upon his ex parte statement.]
3

Jr,

Squirrels—In one of his interesting?°±M
Waterton writes, " If squirrels injure the»w~ ^
Spruce Firs, which they are known to freque ' a»
indeed must be the damage, and quick W ^ 4
by old Dame Nature, for the trees bear no ^.
aggression." I wish I could say the same «t,&
but you will be able to judge what the agg

jj
{lt
M

been, from the collection of bark which }°u ^(0

possibly

,

and^^^?^J^ SS tStSfiS ^^ 8ingleiree
'"

a8ma11^^H«S*a
prove 'some aquatic variety of the Grape to judge. A

w ! tree, a small Larch aDout l* «*-
irc^

ference. Hundreds of trees have been tnu ^ ^ierence. Hundreds of trees have nee» - ^
a mixed plantation of Larch, Scotch, ana i
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the Larches only hare been attacked, lu most instm

the tree* are barked quite round, ana consequently

killed. Mr. Bell says the squirrel " lives upon the bark

ofyoung trees, leaf buds, and tender shoots." Now taking

Mr. Waterton's view of the matter I might iorgi\

the depredators for' the damage, as far as it went, to

supply them with food; but really this wanton mi>

chief, of which I send you the proof, is, as we say

emphatically in the West, " beyond." And yet, to tell

the truth, I have rather piqued myself on being a

staunch Watertonian, and my orders to my gamtke- r

have been to spare the squirrels. My agent on the

other hand proposes to offer him Zd. apiece for them.

Will Mr. Waterton decide between us ? R. [This no'

was forwarded to our much esteemed friend Mr. Water-

ton, who being absent on the Continent Las only just

been able to favour us with the following reply :

—

"I scarcely know what remarks to make on the lamen-

tation of your Correspondent who signs himself « 11/ I

was very wishful in the ' Essays ' to place in a \ ir

point of w whatever might be of service to the

reader. Hence I gave him an account of the habits

and economy of squirrels jost as I mm. i illy observed

them in my own walled domain; anl up to this

very time I have observed nothing in the squirrels

to cause me to alter my opinion of them.

If I may judge by the evidence which you have sent

me, 1 must conclude that squirrels wholes.de de-

stroyers of bark. Not having been myself on the place

of depredation I am at a loss to draw any safe con-

clusion why squin • Is should be so wicked in one part

of the country and so innocent in another. I never

pay much attention to the assertions of gamekeepers.

All our Fauna which does not come under the head of

what is called game has little chance of justice at the

hands of these merciless butchers. Were it not for im-

park wall we should not have a heron, hawk, crov.

magpie, or jay left alive la this part of the country.

Keepers have denounced tbem, and squires sign their

death warrant. I am quite puzzled with the account

which yon have sent me. Charles JFatertonJ]

Thrip% and Mildew.—In answer to " Coventry "

(see p. 831), I beg to say that the best and the cheapest

way to keep down thrips and mildew is to employ a

little girl at 6d. a day to catch and kill the former, and
rub off the spo. of the latter as soon as it makes its

appearance. I have had but few thrips (aphides, I

suppose he means) this year, and I attribute it partly

to the severe winter, and mainly to my having had
the aphides killed by hand for the last three years.

Syringing with water is also very destructive to them,
as the eggs are washed off, and the young helpless

broods pitching on the ground are starved. Last year

my trees were covered with mildew, but this year, with

the exc >t Hoe uuder walls, I have seen but
little of it. tiring in summer is conducive
to it, by producing quick growth in the leaves, which,
being soft and su it, enable the spores to root more
easily. Mildew chiefly, but not solely, affects the
leaflets at the top of the branches. The reason why
China Roses, and such as Solfaterre and Triomphe de
Bonnes, are not affected by mildew is, their leaves are
glazed and hard. Whatever is conducive to the growth
ofMushrooms is also conducive to the growth of mildew.
1 have dressed less this summer with horse-dung than
usual, as it is particularly productive of mildew. M
dressing for Hoses intended for show has been refuse
strong beer mixed with liquid manure, and six times
the quantity of pump water. When -I have added
Peruvian guano I have added 12 times the quantity of
water. This mixture has produced fine blooms, and
enabled me in seven exhibitions to take eight first

prizes and one fourth prize. W. J. Radcliffe, Hushton,
Sept. 16. The means I have used to get rid

of these pests are as follows : — Stir well about
are planted,

of manure

» • . v

the surface of the soil where the Roses
then give them a thorough soaking
water; afterwards use either the syringe or garden
engine—we use the lat r with water well applied

!

underneath the foliage, two or three times a week ; by
j

this method a vigorous and healthy growth will be pro-

moted, and the ii s destroyed. With mildew there
is no reme when it once get.* ahead, except cutting off

the worst of the shoots, but if on its first appearance a
good dredging ofsnlphur is applied, and with occasional

watering and syringing it may be kept down and a
healthy and vigorous growth successfully maintained.
W. JfunU.

r, iparous.— Since I forwarded for your
tlon in Apiil last leaves of Begonia Rex, showing

how young plants may be produced upon the leaves
while they remain on the plants, and without the aid of
a particle of soil, I have found tint others of the
almost stemless ass to which Rex belongs are quit
as ready as the King to become v -arous ; and in r ler

it I may be rightly understood I enclose some speci-
mens in different stages of growth, growing fre- fi om
the base of the leaves and pushing shoots even str nger
than could be expo 1 from plants of the same age in
soil. No. 1, Begonia argentea, shows the first staoe,
with more than a dozen shoots all ready to pusii
forth; 2. a Rex, the second; 3. B. Marshalli,
the third ; and No. 4^ the most forward of
them, sho*s c'eirly that these highly interesting
objects, under proper cultivation, are in tli

strictest sense of the word viviparous. And my opinion
is that they are so in their natural habitat. Those of
your readers who are cultivators will, I have no doubt

be well able from this description to imagine wli.it a

singular effect is produced by a young progei rising

out of the leaves that are still attached to the plan'

But should there be any who cannot without seeing

these specimens or a wood engraving to represent then

they may, if they wish, in a very short time under nd

where, when, and how, these plants are produced, \

starting with nice young plants and growing lai _

leaves similar to No. 5, B. Queen Victoria, whose

dimensions are as follows :—Stalk, 22 inches long;

length of leaf, 2 feet 5 inches ; breadth, 1 foot 8 inch

and 7 feet round the edge. I may add that these ha

been grown amongst and under the shade of exc

Ferns, with which they seem to be quite at home.

James Moon, Menfield, Canterbury. [The leaves \i

us were magnificent specimens of growth. Won Id

Mr. Moon oblige us by saying how he contrives to avoid

the u spot" which has ruined so many fine plants.]

Cyanophyllum magnifict<<n.—l attribute the curling

f the leaves of this to superfluous moisture at the root.

My r too for this conclusion is that, having had a

plan won hs since in a milar state as you

respondent's, 1 was induced to examine the st • of the

root and found the soil very wet, and to this 1 attri-

buted tho origin of the mischief. This plant v, in an

8-inch pot. My remedy was to break awaj a portion

of tho soil and repot in a 10-inch pot with good drain-

age in a mixture of fibry loam and peat in equal parts,

with a little admixture of silver sand ; this plant now

has entirely recovered. I may- mention that I have

two others that are and have been quite perfect From

the experience which I have had in the growing of

Cyanophyllum! I have decided that to insure i s a

well drained soil, composed of peat and loam in equal

parts, with a little silver sand and a moist warm atmo-

sphere, are indispensable. I may add that last year 1

exhibited at the June Show of the Royal Botanic

Society, a plant of Cyanophyllum 6 feet high, with

leaves perfect from bottom to top, the longest which

was 34 inches (including petiole) long, and 18 inch.

broad. This plant was planted out into a border of a

warm stove, but it never prospered. William Lakeman,
rdener to James Campbell, Esq., Grove Rouse,

Rendon.

notty Hedge*.— Having cut some largo Ilolly h <? in

September of last year, wo at one time in spring, and t lie

irly part <>f summer, had great doubts from the sevt /of
lepast winter whether they would r ver or not, as although

nothing was taken off the top jet the aides were much cut i)

in consequence of being very wide, aud a great deal of deal
wood was cleared away, which had been produced we supposed
from the want of air. No permanent damage has been don
however, as all the plants are alive, aud have thrown out
shoots ; but while the greater proportion have them from the
bottom to the top, some only have them at the top. It has
occurred to rue that it might be advisable to puncture the bare
stems slightly with the point of a knife, so as to make the sap
escape and be the means of forming a shoot. Will you please

to inform me if the proposed method will be likely to answer,

and at what season should it be done ; but if not what other

peration8hould be tried? A. C. D. [Your plan is quite origin

but not in the least likely to answer. Cut the main stems

further back next March, not sooner, and all will go right.
I

Cottiwham.—In your Number of the 7th inst., you are kind
enough to notice "The History of Cottingham." I venture t

make a remark or two upon your observations. C Ingham,
near Hull, in the East Riding of Yorkshire, must not be con-

founded with Cotherstone, in the West Riding, and only a short

distance from Barnard Castle. The latter has obtained almost a

rid-wide reputation for its excellent cheeses ; but the former
has nothing to do, and never had, with such productions. You
have almost made the blood of our numerous gar«leuers and
agriculturists to curdle by transforming them into cheese-

makers and cheese-mongers. If you will favour us with a visit

at our next Floral and Agricultural ow at Cottingham, I am
sure after the profusion of herbs, and fruit, and flowers which
OO behold among us, you will never chronicle against us such

mistake as appears in your last. Your crit sm u A the

natural system not being founded by Professor I/ndlcy
deserves consideration. Perhaps "made i

r in England
would be more strictly true. It was not intended that f

the first inventor of this system. Before the Professor is men-
tioned, you observe the natural system is paid to ''be now
generally adopted on the continent, and year by year becoming
nre and more appreciated in England." I don't happen t

have his book by me just now, but I am pretty certain that I

have seen in Dr. Trench's "Study of Words," that the Dahlia
was t cultivated by Dahl, the Swede. Th<-> Dean of West-
minster is so skilful a philoloffiat, that we country writers, when
fotiied behind his authority, feel as secure as a Roman arm
within their trenches. It is just possible that the ** Hi >f

tttintfham
n may shortly have to appear in a second edition.

If so, as criticism is the royal road to accuracy, the writer will

be most thankful for the freest remarkb and suggestions either
of yourself, or any of your correspondents. He w- uld b*
especially thankful for any information respecting the Apple
tree that bears fruit without apparent blossoms, mentioned
page 9*2 in the note. So also, tiny remarks upon " the new water
weed," would be carefully coutidered. C. Q.< Cottingh

Viea et Scpt 11. [The Dahlia was named afcer Andreas Dahl, a
little known Swedish Botanist, who never saw a Dahlia. The
followi ig is the account of the flowerless Apple above referre

to:—"An intelligent parishioner last spring was speaking of
the scarcity of blossoms. The trite remark was made to him,
' re may be blossom without fruit; but there cann o

fruit without blossom. 9 To this he replied, ' There is no rok
however general, without its exception. In the garden of m
brother-in-law, Mr. Walker, near Bawtry, there is an Appi

tree which bears fruit without exhibiting any blossom what-

I ever. Tho tree came originally from Cottingham; and whe
the Apples are produced, they are invariably stitute ol

pippins/ Tho Rev. G II. Woodhouse, Rector of Finninglcy,

assures me that this st ge narration is an un -hteo! fact.

Ait in this manner be accounts for the singular phenomenon :

—
* I suppose the ease to be this-the petals of the flower never

pandatall; but th« stamen and anthers are there, and do

their office without auy expanded flower/ This su *ition, 1

doubt * correct, though tt does not account for the

absence of seeds in the Apples that are borne/'— Douh-

is what has been called bv different authors Maius d a, 1

apetala, and Pyrus dioica, and of which f o ace 5 given

in Linnams' Aiuauitates Academics, ii. ndcr the name
of Pyrw* pomifera ab^ue JlorihM ; a work wo hare not at

hand. We never saw the plant]

octettes*

Entomological: August :> — J. W. TVm- s, Esq.,
President, in the chair. Mr. Bowring exbib l a box.

of extremely interesting CoWoptera recently received
from Penaug. Mr. Samuel Stevens exhibited a splendid

i ries of BuprestidflB from Adelaide, oompriaiig neatly

60 distinct species. Dr. MacLuchhm, on behali Ar.
we, exhibited the larvte ot two British b i of

Eupitl ia and two of C drcna. The President
.hibited various rare British ii »ttg, including an

apparently new Spilonota, Scrsptia fusca abdera
1-fasciat a, Mvrmedonia coleoptrata, a rare Hemipterous

insect, of which the two sexes had been referred to

different genera, also Micnmhysa psclaphoidefl» taken

by Dr. Power m ants' nests. Bare species of the genus
Leucania wire exhibited by Mr. Scainton and Dr.

Kmu , and a remarkable variety of Polyommatua
alexia by Mr. Faraday. Professor Westwood exhibited

aena of the larvee of (Kstrus hominis, forwarded to

In* in by Count Osten Sttcken, Russian Mini ir at

W n. which had been obtained by Dr. Leconte
from 11 uidnras. Those larva* were found differ from
other known hirvsa of (EitridflB. Mr. Smith I \l>ited a
spcinu'ii of i\ splendid ^ It Indian ipeeies of Cossida,

which had lived 116 days without food in this country,

during which period the golden hue had become slightly

tarni>hed. Mr. F. Bond exhibited a new British

cies of Gelechia. A letter was read from Lord
Dunsanoy, accompanying specimens of the larva) of a
large species of Geometridse, which had swarmed to so

great a degree in Ireland that they had completely

foliated an Ash plantation half a mile in extent. Dr.
Knaggs exhibited line series of Nonagrla Houdii and
Acidalca stngillata reared from the larva state.

Singatobe Horticultural. — The first exhi-

bition of this promising Society took place on the

27th July. The tent containing the plants was well

rilled, and was gaily decorated with bouquets of cut

flowers from the Society's Garden and from exhibitors.

Among Uie contributions of the litter were several

very tastefully arranged vases, containing Orchids and
other rare and showy varieties of flowering plants.

There was a good display of plants in pots, a number of

which were sent by natives. The Dahlias and Chrysan-
themums were in full flower and very healthy. The
vegetables exhibited were good, and consisted of Cab-
bages. Lettuce, Endive, Celery, Capsicums, Cucumbers,
and Pumpkins. Two collections of English Green Peas
were on the table and were quite equal to home
grown. A pot of fine Parsley also testified to what can
be done in the way of growing English vegetables in

;
the tropics.

£lotict$ of 33oo6j8f.

The English Cyclopaedia of Mr. Charles Knight is

just completed in four divisions, each division being
perfect in itself, and sold as a separate work. The
Cyclo; lia of Geography," in four volumes, embraces

the physical features of every country, the statistics

of its departments, and its cities and marts of

commerce; as well as recording its history to the
most recent period. The " Cyclopaedia of Biography,"
in volumes, may fairly he stated to be the most
>mplete Biographical Dictionary extant,—universal in

its range, full without being verbose, scrupulously

accurate in its dates. It includes notices of living

persons of contemporary celebrity, and of others
recently deceased. The six volumes contain as much
m aa forty octavo volumes, such as those of the
" Biographie Universelle." The "Cyclopaedia of Natural
History," in four volumes, is edited by Dr. E. Lankester,
who, in the revision of the articles of the " Penny
Cyclopaedia,*1 has had the co-operation of several dis-

ti aished friends. The Division of The English
Cyclopaedia now brought out in eight volumes, and
which completes the entire work, is "The Cyclopaedia

of Ar and Sciences," which alone includes sixty con-
tributors in the original " Penny Cyclopaedia/' while
thirty-six new Contributors aud Revisers have assisted

in the production of the present eight volumes.

It is not too much to say that this is one of the most
useful works of the kind which have yet been
published.^

In a Prodromus Systematis Cycadearum, Prof. Miquel
describes « genera of the order, with tho species re-

ferable to each. In a second part there is a critical

ital ue of tho Fossil cies.

Garden Memoranda*
Wot/ver H Park, nbar Jrswicn. the Seat

of Jons D ss, EsQ.—This lovely place is situated

on tl hanks of the river Orwell, and ils finely wooded

and pictm pic park, descending to the water's edge,

Ids greatly to the attractions of the pretty sail from

[ptwich to Harwich. A new and handsome entrance

has jn been made i r the veil known Preston tower,

from which the views of the river and the opposite

shore are exceedingly striking. The park itself

undulates in a most imposing manner, and the spotted

fallow deer are celebrated for their beauty. On the

left of the drive is a walk about half a mile long with

frequent pretty openings to the water, and on each side

of it is a most 'flourishing hardy Fernery carefully kept,
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and the Ferns and other plants in it are in excellent
condition. The house, a handsome square building
with two extensive wings, stands on an eminence, and
the park, full of line old Oaks, descends to the Orwell, a

noble expanse of water at high tide. One of the wings
/has been converted into a handsome conservatory, 70
'feet in length by about 20 or more in height. It is

i furnished with Orange trees, very large Camellias, and
abundance of fine creepers and other plants. The

' Oranges and Camellias are grown in extremely hand-
some vases, five feet in diameter, of artificial stone, and
the quantity of flower buds on the latter, as well as their

• very healthy appearance, prove how wellj they are

managed by Mr. Shepherd the head gardener. The
t interior of this conservatory has an excellent effect, but
before its windows, and indeed of those of the entire

house fronting the same way, there is one of the
most exquisite possible combinations of park, river, and
flower garden. The last is in Nesfield's happiest style,

and excellent taste has been displayed in bringing it into

perfect harmony with all else around it. This exquisite

garden is in the centre of a panel of about two acres,

surrounded by a curved stone balustrade. There are

two rectangular sides, entered by handsome gates of
blue and gold, blending well with the colours of the
numerous beds of flowers and vases filled with
Geraniums, growing and blooming most luxuriantly. In

the centre is a basin with gold and silver fish, out of

which rises a statue of Diana. The glare of the
numerous colours in the variously shaped beds, round
which are walks in different coloured gravels, is much
relieved by other beds of dwarf Portugal Laurels neatly

clipped, and by Araucarias and Pinuses totally un-
injured by the last winter's frost. A more fairy-like

scene than this lovely garden in combination with the
park, the water, and the obelisk on the hill before it, is

not often to be enjoyed, and all is kept/ in the most
complete order. The kitchen garden is at some
distance from the house, and consists of about eight

acres in several walled compartments, including
nurseries. The entrance 5s through a pretty Rosery
surrounding the gardener's house, the opposite
wall is concealed by a fine mass of Rhododen-
drons, and before the gates are two bushy
^old-striped Yews grafted on Irish Yews, having
a very nice effect. This leads to the first compart-
ment of about two acres, the walls of which are
well covered with fruit trees, but with the exception of
Plums bearing but little fruit, as is the case almost

• everywhere this season. Here the vegetables are
grown, but they are shut out from view with great

• taste by a long Grass walk, on each side of which is a
ribbon border of Lobelias, the Flower of the Day, Tom
Thumbs, and dwarf Dahlias backed by a trellis for
pillar Roses and Climbers. This renders theappearance
that ofa dower garden, and it has a most exemplary air
of neatness. The crops appeared excellent, and the
Onions enormous, especially the New Giant, some of
which were 15 or 16 inches round. In the next compart-
ment are too newly planted Vineries, bearing well, and
the Vines making good wood. In the one on the right
of this is a plant house, for feeding the great conserva-
tory, in which there are some noble Fuchsias and
other things in a flourishing condition. Not far from
this house there is a double range of pits heated by hot-
water, and near them a plant stove in three
divisions well filled with numerous exotics. But
the great attraction of this house is a noble plant
of Bougainvillaea splendens in the best health and full
of bloom. We counted upwards of 20 blossoms out,
and many buds not expanded. Ifc is grown in a
32-inch pot, and its success does much credit to Mr.
Shepherd, who has managed it with great skill. Near
it is a plant of Bougainvillaea speciosa promising well.
Adjacent to this house on the north side is a new
exotic Fernery, which will supply a very ornamental
object about to be attached to the great conservatory.
.
I here are also some Orchids growing amongst the Ferns.
Many of the terns are very fine specimens, and thsre is
a large globe basket of mixed Ferns and variegated
plants intended for suspension in the great conservatory,
which has a novel and pleasing effect. In another slip

™,T?PPE!
Slt

£ irectl0n there is a Vinel^ ^th a fine
crop of Black Hamburghs and Muscats, with Peach-
nouse, * ig-house, and a house for winter stowage. This

LTffl
19 v?y Prettil? ^id out with flower beds

ior cut flowers, and sets off the glass to great- advantage,

T"
d,u^ USe

{
ul for bouquet*. The order prevailing

in ail pnese gardens could not be surpassed, and though
there is not any great collection of rare and expensive
plants, it would be difficult to find a series of gardens
more admirably managed both for the beautiful and the
iiserul, doing great credit to the taste of the owner,
the genius of Mr. Nesfield, and the skill of the intelli-
gent gardener under whose care they are kept in their
present admirable condition.

the greenhouse, where they will open their blossoms

and be useful for early decoration ; also Daphnes and

many other plants, provided their flower buds are

prominent. Aim at keeping the atmosphere of this

house rather dry, using just enough fire-heat on damp
cold nights to allow of giving sufficient air to keep the

atmosphere in motion, so as to prevent damp being

injurious. Twiners on the roof of stoves should now be

more than ever kept within bounds, cutting back all

shoots that have done flowering, and tying the others

so as to obstruct light as little as possible. Place

specimens ripening their wood in the coolest part of

the house, and water sparingly at the root. Achimenes,

Gloxinias, and Gesneras that are properly ripened off

may be stored away in any dry place where they will

be secure from frost, but take care to place them where
they will be free from damp, and they should not be

exposed to a lower temperature than about 45° or 50°

;

many valuable plants of this kind have been lost through
storing them in dry sheds, &c. Hard-wooded shrubs,

such as Ixoras, that have not made their wood after

flowering, should be encouraged with a warm moist
temperature, syringing them lightly overhead, and
shutting up the house early in the afternoon. Get any
growing plants that require more pot room shifted as

soon as convenient, in order to get them well rooted
into the fresh soil before winter.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants now showing fruit will require

some attention. Let them be kept rather warm and
dry until after blooming, when they will not be so
readily injured by a damp or low temperature. Those
who grow Pines in pots should gather all those showing
fruit together, so as to be able to treat them more
judiciously than can be done when they are scattered
throughout the whole stock. Plants that nave been kept
cool and dry for some time past, in order to prepare them
for fruiting, should now be placed in a brisk heat, taking
care to thoroughly moisten the soil about their roots, so
as to get the fruit fairly set and safe before November.
Continue to afford young growing stock a warm moist
temperature, with plenty of manure water at the root;
but use fire heat sparingly, and avoid drawing the
plants by a high night temperature. With proper
management and convenience, 70° will be quite safe if

the weather proves favourable. Successful growers in
times gone by recommended a low temperature and
dry atmosphere, in order to prevent growth after this
season, and under their circumstances this was the most
judicious practice, but tan beds and dung linings have
given place to hot-water tanks and pipes, and small
squares of glass, with wide black laps and heavy sup-
ports, have been replaced by roofs which hardly inter-
cept a ray of light, and to adopt the practice of former
days would only be a waste of means. It is hardly too
much to say that with modern facilities we ought to
produce two crops of fruit in the time that was neces-
sary to produce one under the old style of houses and
heating, but this cannot be done by those who are
afraid to keep their plants growing after the decline of
the season. Growers, however, who have still to con-
tend with the disadvantages of dung pits, will do well
to regulate the temperature so as to avoid weakly
growth, and this must also be attended to under any
circumstances.

small space. Where things of^hVkfa?^
kept in cold frames or pits, the plant* c^ ,,

aveH„.^„ ^ w.« **,w„vo «x pi uo, me piants shrmuT * m
singly, as they would be very liable to damn * *** i
every care, if placed thickly together in

' dei
f

Pans, ***where it may be impossible to giVe
together. Let us, however, protest again*? !? **
of wintering bedding stock in such

thp "~W*
This practice is generally adopted froS"^.**
notion of economy; but if a fair calculatS f

"^
required to attend to plants wintered in tr ^^
be made, and all the losses, &c, taken into

^^
would be found to greatly overbalance th« *^
of putting up a proper heating aLT**
furnishing a few bushels of coke or 5Ti

*
Where alterations are projected or in h

?*^
should be proceeded with in the most

**

manner.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARnrv
Gather fruit and store it as it ripens. Tak ^

of the present comparatively drv state ofth^
to get Celery earthed up. On heavy

soils [t^
times necessary to surround the plants with

"
!T"

Stir the surface -' l^ "^

sifted ashes to prevent their rotting off, wwJtJ
apt to do if surrounded with soil that hoi*
water. Thin young crops of Turnips, sJa'P
before they become weakly and drawn thronSv
too closely together. Stir the surface oft£»2
among growing crops to admit air to the tooTS
keep down weeds. Potatoes may be taken mlm
as the tops are dead; but the late sorUhadkfc
remain in the ground for a time, to get well ripari.
The dry warm weather of late has been very favoraE
and no doubt will be the means of arresting the

»

gress of the disease. Cut Box edging, and make
1

4

clean and neat. Get spare ground manured and dn*«
trenched for another crop, whenever time can be sped
for that kind of work..

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CXISWICK NEAE L0XD0S,

fa or theWeek ending Sept. 19, 1861 , as observed at the Horticulturaltab
Temperature

Sept.

CO

Friday 13
Satur. 14
Sunday 15
Mon. 16
Tues. 17
Wed. 18
Thurs. 19 O
Average .

9
10
11

12
13
It

BAROMrrr.
Of the Air* iOfthe Earthy

Max.

30.049
29.710
29.721

29.995
30.110

30.173
30.152

Min.

29.98?-

29.776
29.649
29.697
29.870
30.087
30.078
29.950

29.872

Max.

66
64
65
60
66

71
72

Min. Mean

41

46

3.5

34

41

I foot 2 feet

deep, deep

56.5

52.5

555
48.0

50.5

52.5

56.5

66.2 49.0 53.1

61

60

59

60

58*

H
60

59.5

59 &w. a

Jf.W. M
Tf.\M
s.w.: a

ft] .:.

Sept. 13—Densely overcast ; rain, cloud* ; rather boisterous.— 14—Clear and windy ; rain ; very fine at night.— 15—Light clouds and fine ; showery.— 16—Fine ; low dusky clouds ; fine- ^^— 17-siijrht haze ; cloudy and fine ; densely overcast; aAdtttlpt

— 18—Fojjgy ; Tery fine throughout ; nearly timing at aip^-

— 19—Slight haze ; very fine
;
partial! voFerca.«t;*fe*f«*

Mean temperature of the week 31 deg, below ihttnngt-

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CJaftlCK ^
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing^'eeW, BtaiWM*^

i prevailingVefc

Sept.

Vineries.—Take advantage of the present dry
weather to get the wood of young Vines well ripened-
use moderate fires, with a free circulation of air, and
where the object is to ripen the wood keep the atmo-
sphere as dry as possible. Late Grapes not yet ripe
should also be assisted with fire heat and a free circula-
tion of air, in order to forward the ripenintr. Keep
ripe fruit cool with plenty of air, to prevent injury
from damp, and cut out any decaying berries directly
they are perceived. Keep the outside borders covered
with asphalte shutters or other material that will throw
off wet. Houses in which the wood is thoroughly
ripe can hardly be kept too cool, and the ven-
tilators of these should be left open night and day
in dry weather. This will prevent the continuance of
growth, and is the best means of getting the Vines into
a dormant state ready for pruning. The border of the
early house should also be covered with something to
protect it from wet; for although under ordinary cir-
cumstances there would be no immediate necessity for
this, it will be better done now perhaps than later.

Sunday 22 .

Mon. 23..
Tues. 24 .

.

Wed. 25..
Thurs. 2«..
Friday 27..
Bator. 28..

67.0

66.4

65.8

65.7

65.2

65.1

64.6

= C

<~

46.0

46.5

45.2

44 2
44.9
44.4

44.4

56.5

56.4

555
548
MM)
55.2

54.3

No. of

Years in

which it

Rained.

17

M
15
16

18

21

18

Greatest

Quantity

of Rain.

1

6

I

I

5

2 !
•

2 1 6 1

3

6

21 4

4

2 611 41

\ 8 \"

• 4 J

ihTabo^ileriod^g-iJ;The highest temperature during the above Pf"%.^ 18jj
25th, 1832-thcrm. 82 deg. : and the lowest on the *tn, «"

26 deg.

Notices to Correspondents
Bedding Plants : Brentwood. The Sage-like plant^yo ^
Hyde Park is Variegated Balm, which, wfteaw^
cropped in, makes a g^d edging. The VgJJjSJS
Robinson's Defiance, a strong growing Dn

J

u*ni,
the ftfm

for large masses, such as are" to be found on '^
of Hyde Park between Cumberland and A^u _

Books : Messrs. Virtue & Co. state that »"wW 1*

side

MooK.a: .messrs. virtue cto. suite """" "
K .Ji h«* ^

are on the title page of Pearson on Orcnara x ^
had not received any copies of the_wor*J"r ^
business must think this strange management

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Coksbbtatort, &c—Be prepared with specimen

plaots in flower to supply the places of such as may be
going out of bloom. If early Camellias are wanted let
some of the most forward be placed in a rather close
house, to induce them to open their buds, giving them

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Tender plants in borders must be taken up when

there is the slightest appearance of frost. As lias been
often recommended, give careful attention to young
stock, and recollect that sturdy, well-rooted plants are
much easier to winter than large plants with lone-
jointed soft wood. Late-rooted cuttings may still be
potted off; but unless they are very thick in the
cutting pots we would prefer wintering them in these
to shitting, for they occupy much less space in the
cutting pots, and having more space for their
roots, they are frequently more healthy and re-
quire les3 attention in winter than those that are
potted singly. Square pans 12 inches wide and
5 inches deep are very suitable for winter-
ing cuttings of Verbenas, [Lobelias, and other 'plants
which can be kept in a small state. One of tbese
will bold some 20 good plants, and with care, to
prevent their being injured by damp, they will winter

uiuiit iiuiiJt. tun retXpB?'

Bread: A Subscriber. We are unable to answeryo ^^
nor indeed has it any relation to either GaraeDi^

or Natural History. ., oa._pf- nfprep-**

Fly Paper : J C L. We do not possess the secrey^^
Moure paper. But we conceive that a"J

j ^ % <t&
steeped in weak sugar and water, P5'^'

awer tlieparr
1*

White Hellebore, would anawen^
where it can be kept just mo* _,

,

teeped
infusion of fresh
if laid in a plate where it can be kept just u.— ^#
Veratria would answer the same P^ff'^* ng&*
str<n- infusion of Colchicum roots.

J™
5

infusion should be prepared with cold ^»; er'

nWJ
IBeB

rf Z
Insects: Sir T S P. Tour moth is a pale sp*^.fluB I

Acronycta Psi, orcommon dagger-moth.-^' ^ey J
for the rabbits' ears infested with A*™*^**

\
evidently distinct from the Ixodes C-punctotua*

|
ears of the fox. W. „ _* «. « spe^J

jMalacca Cane: Wmton. The plant so cftiiea ,*»

Calamus, a genus of Palms. We believe tnai

pass under that name. .. . _ nf theB^.J
Names of Plants : R D. We know nothing m

f

.,.^&f

for the greenhouse plant it is no doubt ^'^H**
Myrtus, which, as it is not in flower, is an * ^ttfj,

—A C. Epidendrum fuscatum.—* {•*At.
x
\^M'jZ

J E Frewer. Swainsona Greyana, a beauw

i

g^PJ

Deal is from Pinus sylvestris. Pine tt?™
LiIflC

is
«***

White Deal from Abies excels*.— K if- *"
k w

We will endeavour to give answers next ww
G^% jgj

Oaks: II A. All the anomalous processes.
?

l

f'^uCed bfJT
wangles, and your Hop Fungus, are all

£
ep

genu9 D*f5iSpangles, ana your nup rau™,«- ""the'trenUS *"r,rfl
Hymenopterous flies of or allied to tne » an* Sf
We regret to say they are becoming ^ fW£
abundant every year, to the ruin of uai

* fcha
ttf*

•-as5ffi^rta^ric,i^aii-^^i«i^-4tfsifti|

thus increase is unknown; but this
J

8 r withit» . fit

of last winter could have had nothing to ao
{oTfae^ ^

The Water .Weed : A Beginner is mucti w ^ i^

troublesome plant is a native of Canaaa,
.^vercudj^r

introduced with timber, and not
;

by any ^f^^.
man ; and it has been repeatedly described A^
works under its proper name of Anacu ,^W

Misc. : W 8, Think. We do not appear to nave, recs

B

L

1
To

(
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THE LONDON" MANURE COMPANY
fEin-AMJMKD 1840.) -,. VTT««a .

Aw now prepared to sand out the following MANURES :-

OORN^MANCRE foe AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE or L,M E-

DI880LVED BONES fob PASTLRES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.

tSS^S^SoTfSSm^ 80DA. SULPHATE or

^E&»^^^ Secrctary,_

=DUR: Hl>, LACK, akd CQ/S CONCENTRATED
_D SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME; guaranteed tc

phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of

Phosphate of Lime. _ _ , ,

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in

^ofth^ee^snures Dr. Voelcker says :-" These rem..-
he very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

WgWrKturaf snd cSmmercisl^ralue which characters

•enr concentrated superphosphate.'*

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, Ac, msy be had on application to Rurxard, Lack,

<fc Co. , Sutton Road. P •

AWE 8'S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. I /as for the

present season of 1961 are now ready for delivery at bis

Fuctortea. st the following prices :— « rt«-
i^Wmn PATENT TriflP MANURE, axd BONE

8UPERIH— I HATE OF LIME ••_" • £* •

LAWW8 SUPERPII I'HATE OF LIME from

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

IJkWIW BARLEY. OKASS. aw MAN- L MANURES 8

Thsse Mantires can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

•his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

nrtoes varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address Jornc Benxet Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, K.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 185S.

% Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.

To Laxdownfrr, the Clout, Estate Aoknts, Surveyors, Ac.

ur Esoi hid and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company a

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

-the whole outlay and expenses In all cases being Uquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years.

1 Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation

1 Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.

S, Jetties or Landing plaoes on the sea coast or on the banlcs

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, L*,bourers
, Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act or

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

«»blic or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

Mo tev**tt|r*tinn or title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which 4re controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

«to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

8. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W. ___
OHN FOWLKK. J UN., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C.—
Full particulars of FOWLERS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

.can be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

JAMES and FREDERICK HOWARD,
Britannia Iron Works, Bedford, Manufacturers of

8TEA.M CULTIVATORS. STEAM PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
PLOUGHS, HARROWS, HORSE RAKES, & HAYMAKERS.

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application.

C ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI -CORROSION
PAINT is now used extensively for all kinds of Out-door

Work, such as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
£c, and has been proved, after a practical test of 70 years, to

surpass any other Paint.
For fuller particulars, see No. 35 of the Gardtneri ChrontcU,

Page 802, or apply to Walter Carson &. Sons (Successors to the

Inventors), 9, Great Winchester Street (near the Royal Ex-
change), London, E.C.

No Agent* throughout tbs United Kingdom

OiTPaint no longer Necessary.

HILL & SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

i* an exceller.t substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and
U fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It

Is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most flattering testimonials have been received,
which Hill fc Smith will forward on application.

Bold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1*. 6d. per gallon, at
the Manufactory, or U. Sd. per gallon paid to any station in
the kingdom.
Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dud'ey, from whom only it can be obtained.

oiaaa upon the WOOLS ION SYSTEM again*

3J1UUU any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

Woolston, Bletchley Station.

Prices Reduced.

HJ. MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, and neatest Roofing in use ; also Spouting at 10 iJ. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

fformed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

SSSl and neatest fence in use. will resist the largest cattle

ana wUl not bond or get out of form by trespassing upon or

ovVr Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main

nosts and nroneed Standards, from U. per yard.
P
TOl.tonc72?far cheaper than posts and rails or any kind of

iron fencing; and pcasesses four times.the
^
strength <rf solui

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles oi

this Fencing supplied. .

OALVANI-Kh CAME AND ^OUl TRY NETTING
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch meah. Ad., •§«.,

and <>3«L per yard.

Galvanised, 24 ins. wide.

Sinch mesh. 2J./., 3i<L, and

bid. per yard. The Netting

Bade any width, and with

openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS <t C1LURS
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROS: TAKES, Ac.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from ?i. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizos, for the use of Private It-uses, Mansions, Railway

Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines. Villages, Ac Works from

10 to 500 ligh estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Hknry J. Morton A Co. 2. Basinghall Building*. Leeds.

JTYLOK a*d SON8'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,

Ac Trice 25*. 6-/. each.

I7IREE STUDENTSHIP in the EDINBURGH
* NEW VETERINARY COLLEGE, Authorised under

Royal Sign Manual. W I STEP, h ION, 1861-02—Gentlemen
desii of commencing a Course of Study to qualify as

Yet rinary Surgeons are informed that all who enter on the 6th

November, 1861, and who have not attended a Veterinary

College before, will be admitted to upete for a Faax

Stuiu NTSHir at the close of the Winter Session. The conditions

of the competition, and any farther particulars, may be learned

from Professor John Gamoek, New Veterinary College,

Edinburgh^ _,

TTlOiHLAND and AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY-
JML AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The Society's AGRICULTURAL DIPLOMA will be con-

ferred on Candidates who shall have passed the Examination,

and fulfilled the other conditions required by the Royal Charter

anE^n^i^
C

ar;
W
held annually towards the close of the

Winter Session of the Edinburgh University.

Detailed information may be had by applying to Mr. Hall

Maxwell, No. 6, Albyn Place. Edinburgh.

IGHLANI) and AGRICULTURAL SOUIKLY.
E1J1N BURGH VETERINARY COLLEGE.

The Committee of the Highland and Agricultural t**»ct_«f

Scotland api .ited to superintend the \ etennary College,

hereby intfmate that SSIOS 1861-62 will COMMENCE on

WEDN DAY, November 6 9 at 4 p.m.

m__ ri^.iM* if siturlv nmhr.-iros the follow! llff CIaMN:—
1. Zoaltrici", Veterinary Medieino,

and Burgtry. . . . • •

2. / totny—comprising Veterjnar;.

Descriptive Anatomy, and I'hy-

•iology .

.

• •

8. Practical Anatomy, and Anatomi-

cal Demonstrations
4. Chemistry, Theoretical and Des-

criptive, from commencement of

Session till end of January
5. Veterinary Materia Medlca and

Pharmacy, from beginning of

February till end of Session

6. Physiology and Histology, Physio-

logical and Patholop 1 .

.

7. Practical Tharmacy and Clinical

Instruction

Professor Dick.

Mr. Stranoewavs, V.8.

Mr. Stkangeways, V.8.

Dr. A. Dalzell.

IRON YARD

GARDEN PUMPS
8 feet 6 inches under spout

2* 8 8J inch

48*. bU. 60$. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require

any fixing belov/ the level of

the ground.
PUMPS ofJ.Tylor & Sons'

manufacture to be obtain-

of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor & Son'?, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street. London, E.C.

J

"TT'RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
{or the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION ran* the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST(voir.! nnun n • /*.>»-__ ^,-j- _» _. 4 • .-» ."

"wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It in adapted for
all horticultural and floricuttural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching ray* of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yarda wide .. .. It. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 8*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide. 2s. 6J. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Domo" Netting, 2 yards wide, U. 4d. per yard run.
Busha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, EX.. and of all Nurserymen-~" Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.
" It is much cheaper than mats as a coverlng.n

OHN WARNER and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &c,

8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, £.0.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not

exceeding '2b feet in depth.
j

Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £ » d.

2 i in. short lft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, \ 110
2i „ long 3 „ 3 „ gntta percha 1 10

3 „ ditto 3 ,, 6 „ J or cast iron V2 4

3A ,. ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe 2 9

4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ ( as required. J 2 18

2i „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2J„long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-

tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

No. 35. hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
"Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The Barrel

is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure onthe stand, the legs ofwhich
fold together, and it may be carried
with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £. ». d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction

Pipe 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of

Planished Copper .. 3

Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pipe, for tying on Sue-

tion Pipe • • • • • •
2

2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible Suction Pipe,

on wires, in either 10, 12 or

15 feet lengths .. per foot

No 43 is a similar Pump to the above

without stand, but with item
42« wrought-iron straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 11. 5«. . ___ . _„„_.
Every description if Machinery for Raising * ater. by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, Ac. ; also Fire and Gar-

den Engines. Ac.

J. W. _ Sons Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on

application.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8. Crescent, Cripplegate, London, fc.L.

Dr. A. Dalzell.

Dr. P Younc
Prof. Dick, assisted by
Mr. Worth ington, V.S,

PsTDStnal Fee for Attendance on all the Classes, 16/. 16*.
v

Jn. Hall Maxwell, Secretary.

T
_
HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY

SHOW, 1861. __V, r
The THIRTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

ROOTS will beheld in Bingley Hall on MONDA i ,
TUBSDAx,

WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 6th of

December next, when Prires, Cups, or other articles of Silver

Plate and Gold and Silver Medals to the amount of 1450£.

will he awarded. __ m ._«__ a
Prize Lists aad Certificates of Entry may be obtained on

application. The Entries close on November 1.
lv John B. Lythall. Secretary.

Offices, 14. Temple 8treet. Birmingham, Sept. 21.

SMITHF1ELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1861.—

The ANNUAL SHOW ok FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS, will take place on DECEMBER 10, 11, 12, and 13, at

the Bazaar, King Street, Portman Square. The last day for

Certificates of both Stock and Implements to be returned to

the Hon. Secretary Is Friday, November 1.

The following Forms of Certificates are now ready, ana in-

tending Exhibitors in applying for them need only quote the

letters and state how many of each they require.

Cattle. Siisao*.

Form A—Ox or Steer Form D—Pen of 3 Wethers

B—Cow or Heifer E—One Sheep m Extra

C—Beast in Extra Stock Stock

Pir.s.

Form F—Pen of 3 Pigs.

G—One Pig in Extra Stock.

In addition to the Prizes usually offered, separate Classes

have been established for the following Breeds ofSheep :—
Kentish or Romney Shropshire

Marsh Mountain

Prize Sheets with Rules and Regnlvtiona and Forms of

Certificates as above may be obtained of

B. T. Brandreth Gib js, Hon. Sec,

Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N B. All communications on the Club's Business should have

the words "Smithfield Club" outside, to distinguish them
from private letters.

Oir agucultitral (Baiette
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING "WEEK.

WF.P>7.«T)AT,Sei»t MiNorthiunptonrtire Agri. Society at

Thvbhut, — 2*5 f Northampton.
_ _- 1 Glouci-Htcnhire Agri. Society at Circn
Thumdat, - 26 { CC!|ter<

-

4

9

2 5

No.

TnE Agricultural Benevolent Institution appeal

to the agricultural community throughout the

United Kingdom tor an enlarged and universal

support. The following is their case :—

-

At the first election of pensioners, in May last,

three married pensioners were elected, at 407. per

annum each ; nine male pensioners, at 26/. per

annum each ; and five widow pensioners, at 201.

per annum each. Thus twenty individuals have

become annuitants, while cases of the most

distressing and deserving nature presented them-

selves, which from want of funds to increase the

number of annuities the Council was unable to

provide for.

The want which this Institution sprr.ng up to

supply has hitherto been comparatively unknown,

and manv more cases of unmitigated distress and

long suffering than were previously thought

to exist have been brought to light. More

money is therefore wanted, and a more general

interest in the well-being of the Institution

is desired. Those who subscribe are entreated

to induce their neighbours to become subscribers,

and every contributor is asked thus to constitute

himself "an houorary local secretary. At the
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late annual festival the Chairman, the Right
|

want. And by this same slight trouble and expense you
Hon. 1>ENJA]UIN' DlSRAELI declared ll There will nrpvpnf. manv hari smells and mru»Ti ainJrnMA.*'
2«. -»^_1_ • ,1 '-.._
is no class in the country which has such faci-
lities for obtaining their objects as the farmers of
the United Kingdom. They have no need of any
expensive system of advertising ; they have no
necessity for any great staff of paid officials:

everywhere there is a farmer, and wherever there
is a farmer this Society ought to have an agent."

If they would indeed accept and undertake the
office thus marked out for them, it is impossible to
doubt that an enormous accession both to the reputa-
tion and the efficiency of the Institution must follow.
In every locality there would be subscribers adding
to the ability of the Society, and a resident agency,
ensuring not only the discovery of distress, but
the genuineness of those cases which are selected
for relief. Any farmer of 20 years' standing and
60 years of age, or the widow of such a man if

of improvement which has been^T
the most striking of the m,nB .

b
. ? °H

!MBEE
21,^

U • •»* V« 4 IHVi U y l/lllO Oil 11JV UllgUV VI ULil/lV^ CfcilVi W rt Y*

will prevent many bad smells and much sickness." the most striking of the manv^n^^ 0n" V^
And after giving full instructions he con- \

"in which that work lias consitflTri?
1111 op£

eludes :- ° ° i^e Grass lands. These as well I
1?6

*^ft
" Let me only add one thing. My heart's desire

|

have been drained 4 feet deep Jai„**i
and prayer for my fellow-countrymen is, the manured, receiving a dressing of o ^ ^
salvation of their souls. But, next to that, my *\st>

2 *wt '

f
of

lf

suPerPhosphate, f'f «k
i •

i.
anu 1 cwt. of salt per nor* ««j ,

wt
« of ».most earnest hope is to see a real improvement m

to n^ worth of gQ
P ***,mi haviDg ^

T* if. I n°T K
tl°n

. ?f- ^ ?
f +1

ab
;

mrl
f"u ^f

35
.

63
-

j

harrowed and brushed in"^'WThankful shall I be if this little tract shall give ' —
•

* •" - • - u whfirfl»- *
any help towards that improvement."

The sale of the late Lord Berwick's magni-
ficent herd of Herefords commenced on Tuesday
the 17th, at Cronkhill, on which day the breeding
cows and heifers were disposed of, together with

—^-—*^\* All

The ant-hills which were spreadme ant-nnis wnich were spread nu
wcr ^

Grass lands, especially in the park, W^*4
carted into heaps and made into auS^t
lime. Drainage and manuring nepw j

C0In
PQt

have been most efficient, and^sTSW
are iik.eiv to turn out snmo ^e au. « J «<Wn^
The immediate effect of the fUt

*

tions carried out upon them is
^^^ •mi

wwo auu licncis wcie ui&pusta ui, tv^euier wiui tions carried out upon them ;s i^5 *
the calves which were not weaned. There was a permanent by sheep feeding The «?* "^

GO years of age, or the widow of such a manlflIF&Z^T^T f 8f**
men fr0m

rf Parts f
azed

T
b7 a

,
la
f?

e ^^OOO-of^T^
55 years old, or the healthy orphan children of ,^n5 ]?«d and Ireland and the competition was

,

heavy Lincolnshire sheep, which are J*?*
farmers of 10 years ' standing, arefelizMe for such ZJ7 ^11 ^ ° the^ imPf^ lots

-
T
ately ***** G™*> recei™g * to U*E*

»i:.i -. xi.. t/ .-. ,. °£ \ fa
,

c XUI foULU Ihe weather was as fins aa nnnM Ka wiqUo^ fm. Linseed cake, with a^asq +~ ««u ^T" "I*

y j ~- «—v ^x/^^bujr ui^/uau uuuuioa Ul
farmers of 10 years' standing, are eligible for such
relief as the Institution can afford ; and every sub-
scriber of 10s. 6d. has a vote in the election of
candidates for this relief.

The amount of money at present belong-
ing to the Institution consists of 4000Z. in the
funds, and 118/. at the banker's, in the names of
the trustees. A copy of the Annual Report may
he obtained on application to the Secretary,
Charles Shaw, Esq., at the Offices of the
Institution, No. 55, Charing Cross, S.W. Let us
hope that the present appeal may result in a lar°-e
accession to the means at the disposal of the
Institution.

,- -6^ lb
,*«

Linseed cake, with access to salt 0% J ***
over th« r>nsr.nrA aoiO-it i« +i .' a

V*Wia(fcrfover the pasture early in the spring at l*!??
per acre on the average, of L,J' [

m^h

We have received from the "Wirral Agricultural
Improvement Society a copy of their plans for
larm buildings, intended for a mixed farm of 400
acres, but considered adapted for enlargement or
contraction according to circumstances. With itMr. VV. B. BrjRNHAM,the Secretary of the Society,
has been good enough to furnish the following
particulars :— °

j ~£ %-v^. -v* .ujl«,wj v»» i/u^/ liivou HUUU( LdllU IK.

The weather was as fine as could be wished for.
The first day's sale included 134 lots of cows,

heifers, and calves, which were sold for 2824 i*. _ a~> ^ ™urs*m&iM.
guineas. Among them were " Silver," a 12-year- *

•

Bea
?°, m

,

ore
Zapid &owth apw*toT?

old cow and her calf, for 65 guineas, hought by f

Ll
f

nSfd
,

cake
T

*ho
7

Cotton seed cake^ \JS
Mr.EiSMERE, of Beirington;

&
« Ada " a 5-year *±1^ V°?

Q ^ the est^tQ^
:uin

C

e°a

W
h
anV T 'h^ ^tfo/oB S^KS"5S^^guineas by the Eev. Mr. Kitson", of Huntley, The most interesting ™fn7- 2™"^

Gloucester; -AdjV an 8-months' calf, bought proceLT^T^
lor H.R.H. the Fringe Consoet for 57 guineas; rigid rule of up and down drwf9f fl 1?and several others over 50/. apiece. depth and interval, withouTregaXthl£fiUu Wednesday tnere was a more numerous !

the surface or the habits of movement wluchlScompany than on the previous day, and a very l long imposed on the surface water falling on r
keen competition took place for several of the i

la^? acreage had been drained in this unreason
lots, especially the bull " Retribution " (No. 200), • ^ldir

.

on
,
^ul^ which, however fitted to the unifonaitrj~A: - 1 " ln ""

-

J the rainfalloverthelandthustreated,wasentifel7TSi

and "Marquess" (No. 201, 42 guineas), was pur
chased ^ ln^ ««««—»- i.~ t»t- tj

y%«,- »?

it was

distrib*

months calf), were purchased by Mr. Duckham,
Editor of the « Herd Book." In all 43 heifers

" The late Mr. Yeeelst, an architect of Liver- S heif
f,

c^es sold for 975 guineas: and 34
ool, was a member of the * Wirral Agricultural f t ^f

b"U Calves realised 12^4 guineas, or

for 100 guineas W^rfiimTof Stir^ I

Which that
/
ain"water immediately assumed mit

understood for Australia "Eva"
lrl1^- uneven surface on which it fell. Accordingly He

_..-_.. x *.« .HrF~ial.. ^.
va

- ^°- drams had over a considerable extent of the tyridged land acted inefficiently, and a portion has si»
been re-drained.

152, 52 guineas), "Alberta" (No. 166, 53 guineas)!
and "Garibaldi" (No. 221, 66 guineas-an 8

"Provement Society.' The subject 'of ' farm

K!X *
W

-
S
.
SeVtr

,
al

,

timeS Under 4i«o™sion

Si k
6 &'0C,

r
ety, a^d the Present P^M were thejoint labours of practical farmerswithMr. Verelstwho also wrote a yoJnmmons essij to acoofflpanjand exp/a,n every parheular, which had he livedie would hayepublished. Some of the details of

SphS f
are

!
,nPerfecf >

b«f for general oonve-

would, we believe, work pretty well."
The plan thus referred to is in the nsnal formof a trident, of which the central limb includes™double row of cattle stalls, and the two sides arePiggeries and open sheds on the one hand andhome stable, horse boxes, &c. on the other. Thespace between these three parallel rows of bu IdinSare open yards for cattle and pigs. The cross building connecting all and facin| the nor h n sid oftnese vards is. m th* ™;^i,. *# za t. .
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liie effect of this mending of the original *«*»
been immediate ; as would the original drainage ha*

been had it included similar attention to the speck

circumstances of the case. This seems to be alinr?

necessary in order to a perfectly economical result ;

but it is especially necessary in the case of piston

land,
^
where artificial treatment of the seal and

subsoil is barely possible. But on arable hoi afr.

though these lateral slacis may be levelled ud
ditches may be filled up, and the mhwil pfoogfc^

nearij m-

We have the melancholy intelligence toannounce of the death of Mr. Jons Glfnwo £who has been long well-known in the agriculturalworld as a successful agricultural engineer, and anable agricultural writer. Mr. Giedwood was, 15 or20 years ago, in the occupation of a large /arm i
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then he has aoted ™ agent overlarge estates m Wales and elsewhere and UttllZ , .-

he has employed, prohablv the UrJ^i t i
?% anfl its ^mediate return to the slower

assistants and laboured u'ndtr t if "r ^ °i
!t should be ultimately certain increase ofe*I.tj,

any one man in the dr„ n,^ i
•

dlrtctlon rf tillage operations gradually gave effect to Us

_
yone _man,_ in the drainage and improvement nf ! drains placed at intervals too wide to be uemedaM!

at least 18 inches of soil and subsoil to a -v—,
—

form consistence — Jet here too a good deal of

supplemental work has been directed by Mr. Campbell,

who prefers the achievement of immediate suocw

its immediate return to the slower, even thotgi

any one man in the drainage and improvement ofestates in all parts of the oountrv A man of
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chaff-oouse, &c: on one side
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several of^Td
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Zl> \ tlie agricultural meetings held durin-September in the Midland Counties. He was last
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STEAK CULTIVATION.
Buscorr, near FAimmon

efficient.

The work of estate improvement has in M*®*
Buscott Park been carried on under most untorOT

circumstances as to weather. The wettest seaw

the century might be the best for indicating tww

of drainage or for testing its success, but it w*

very worst for the great quantity of haulage «w*

during not only drainage but the erectaon »

buildings and road making, all of which have.ow
#

ducted with great activity and energy m sp^ »

culty. Without going into detail we W?"^
the gigantic nature of the works carried on^n
t/ie gigantic nature ot tne wonss uu*«<-

.Igrennf
ordinary amount of energy, vigour, and Pe ^j c

as well as enormous outlay which they mus

a privat gentleman—mention that within ^
over 20

o

bablyas good"if£5SSV«°kVX lof^
*

of energetic Ian i imnrovempnr Th«V fi. V, 7 120 acres U1 WttaLO ullvo ut;eu 6*-^T"" WtedJi*
estate inning. ..K^
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:

A'^ Buacptt Park into cultivation, a large tilery has been en

^

nf farm K„n,i;««o rt™ ;« flip, course ot ereti* "«i

There is here pro-

estate includes about 4500
part pasture, but over

ion that witmn^
over 2000^acres have been drained and jan-

^

ibout three miles of roads have free

of waste have been grubbed up an
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B^rkah.re agnoulture was considered a

03ttaee,and can be purchased for distrib°tira7f SAWi"*^^ ° f the purcha9e b9 c°^
Messrs. Bradbury & Evaxs for 6S . per 100 I fnWh.lfw °r ^ ched
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ss and rui". and though

States in„fo» j_-i T ~'P5rl.w« lt; onlyhalfamde from the public road itwas in the winter
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Sete of farm buildings are in the course of^considerablo extent of them entirely new, the others partially so, °P«^
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readers thi.s

:

of 1000 acres of Grass land have been

treated as described; mile3 of hedgerows u ^
grubbed ; over 100 new gates and posts nav*^r
down ; thousands of timber trees have been i ^ i

converted into all sorts of scantlings ;
a ^

|- ' - - - - m iies lo-

season nearly macce ole Almost the whole of it is atiff olay sou upon that bed of the oolitic series known
as the Oxford clay; and where arable the land hash.therto been let at a very low rent, which in iSundnuned and neglected condition could with difficultyhave been pa.d Smce its purchase by Robert

2Sffi&d^T^Ste
<•., i u L.. i'j . " ueen made—many

of wire, 6 feet high and nearly 3 —
erected ; the mansion has had some a ^
various alterations and repairs ;

the sta&ies
^ ^

renewed at a considerable cost; and *\ ^
another little item in the shape of 1S00 acre* ^

j

all to set a-going aod care for. And to 8fl« ^ ^«**. u\j bc\j u-guiiig iiuu euro ivi- **—— . (on ^
labour and outlay have not been in vain,

mCntifl* I

return is both speedy and liberal, we W
t

fK«f ««« «p *k« ^^^^ ^r o ,n ««-i,c. formerly 16

us ada the opening and *™
\ ^ aramca-roaas have been made-many

Mk. MorLE addr.seshis ^l^^^^
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a considerableextent of Grass land has been brought imnTff T
and the remainder has been ^^tVSZi'Sdrainage, manunug, and sheep feeding

mprovea Dy

The employment of the steam-ploueh unon thatrtion of thft nrntwhv r»^nn A :± ., * l upon tnat

per year, and ou^hferabout 147 Per ac
^^ l«j{

manure, fences, &c, was spent, could na
fcof ?J

to a substantial and good tenant at a .^40-
Of the 4500 acres, as has ureaa£ ^faa year. tyuy acres, »» ""~

,

1800 acres are in Mr. Campbell's hands;
,

«--
gix ju^

excepting woods—4 00 acres—is IeV^ hind,^ w
On a portion of the arable land in *' ^W

merly let at a very small rent, were last
)
e

d 4p
prize Swedes of the district. It ^aS

e
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jeep, t*enm-plough«d in April 9 inches deep, steam-

-O^fied twice, receiving harrowiugs and rollings until

m fine tilth, when it was ridged up at 26 inch

intervals, and manured with 15 bushels of bouedust,

1 cwt of superphosphate, 1 cwt. of guano, and 1 cwt.

of salt per acre. On this field, however, the effect

of imperfect drainage was visible enough, and the

ridges near the drains grew much better roots than

the ridges in the space near the drains.

Fowler's 12-horse-power engine and steam plough has

been at work upon this farm since March, 1860; and, con-

sidering the exceedingly heavy work it had to do, thn

arable land being recently drained and the soil above

the drains not being sufficiently consolidated to

sustain the weight of the plough crossing, many

removals and other difficulties had to be encountered.

and this was done notwitl anding an exceedingly

unfavourable season. It has accomplished a fair amount

per annum. Taking the numbers on the plan of the

estate, I learned that between March 1860 and March

1861 No. 246 ($0 acres) had been ploughed once S incl

deep; No. I (21 acres) had been ploughed more th

9 inches deep, and scanned across the Wo.

(20 acres) had been ploughed 6 inches deep ; So. 161

(48 acren) had been ploughed and cross-ploughed

8 inches deep ; No. 140 |
»0 acres) had been ploughed

9 inches, and twice scarified by steam ; No. 156

(12 acres) had been twice ploughed 9 inches;

No. 270 (22 acres) had been twico scarified. This was

before the harvest of 1860, and includes as much
as 231 acres of ploughing and 145 acres of scarifying

during what in ordinary circumstances is one half the

season. But after harvest, 1860, and until the com-

pletion of the year in March, 1861, only 14 acres had

been scarified and 12 acres ploughed, making the

whole year's work but 243 acres of ploughing and

159 acres of scarifying. Had the weather of the

autumn of 1 860 been at all suitable, the spring and

summer work of that year would have been doubled,

and the annual cost of apparatus divided over such an

extent would have made a much better show on

behalf of steam cultivation than as the seasons were it

did. The daily cost of labour and materials is

described as follows :—Engineer, 3*.
;
ploughman, 3*.

;

two porter lads, 8*. id. ; anchor man, 1#. 10V. ; water-

cart and boy, 3*. lOd. ; oil, 1*. ; coals, 12 to 15 cwt—
say 13*. daily. The total expenditure is thus 29*.

The average performance on tho heavy stiff clay

land 9 inches deep is 4 acres ; and the cost per acre

for labour and materials only is thus rather more
than 7*. per acre. The work accomplished is well

worth 20.?. to 24.<?. an acre by horse-labour, and

it is not possible that the cost of maintenance of

apparatus and interest of capital should, when divided

over a reasonable extent of work per annum, at all

approach the great difference between the two sums.

plough. On Buscott, where the ploughing is deeper

and the work very much more difficult, the cost is

nearly double, but yet in relation to what it would cost

by horse-power, the advautage is, as it must always be,

on the side of the heavier laud and the more difficult

work.

Perhaps Buscott Park Farm near Faringdon, and the

Fawley Court Farm near Henley, are, so far a* the

arable land is concerned, as great an agricultural

contrast as can be. The one a light dry shallow steep

soil upon chalk, the other the heaviest clay soil on the

atiffest clay subsoil, useless in wet weather, except it be
well drained. In the former case the cost of materials

and wages has been about 7*. or 7s. Qd. an acre, and
the following table gives the similar cost in detail of

the cultivation of certain fields during the past summer
on the latter farm, of which Mr. Burniston, to whose
management refer- nee was made at page 511, has been
good enough to keep a record for me.
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The average cost of ploughing, probably 6 inches
deep, has thus been lens than 4*. an acre here, i.e., in
respect of wages and materials, leaving out the main-
tenance and coat of apparatus.

This is with a 10-horse engine and a three-furrow

THE HARVEST OF 1861.

Bedfordshire : Biddenham, Sept. 12.—From my
own experience in threshings and of others in this

neighbourhood who have done so, I must return the

Wheat crop below an average; the Barley an average;

Oats and Beans the same ; the Potatoes better than

could have been expected ; the Turnip crop very bad

;

and the Wurzel not good. Therefore, with dried up

pastures winter food must he scarce. William

Lavender.
Berkshire : Clapton, near Hunaerford, Sept. 14.—

I consider Wheat will be rather under an average, but

the aualitv generally very line, weighing from

12 st. 2 lbs. to 13 st. -J. lbs. the sack. A great many

pieces < Wheat were v<rv thin on the ground, which

took off the yield. B«rl ver an aver the qnalitj

very variable. Oats a full aver e, and good quality.

Means « lent in quality, generally thin in plant.

but must yield i 1 ( ut Ml av« ge). lVas never

better. IVws. Otoen.

East Kiht : Sept. 14—The harvest in this district

has been finished about three weeks. The weather could

not have been finer for the ingathering of the crops, and

the yield will with but few exceptions prove satisfactory,

though it is generally remarked by farmers that the

corn is packed closer than was expected ; the rick yards

do not make that showy appearance they sometimes

have done. Steam engines and threshing machines

have been busily employed for the last five weeks, and

the bushel, the best of nil tests, confirms that the crop

is good. Probably more Wheat of this year's growth

has gone into consumption than was ever before known

at so early a period, and a great deal has been sold at

our local markets to go direct to France for seed. It

would have been impossible to have threshed the same

quantity without the aid of steam, and we must calcu-

late that the probability is that our population will have

mainly to depend on this year's crop for 13 months'

food, and though the yield per acre will here b%a good

average, the acreage is less than usual, consequently

the probability is that prices will range good

throughout the year. The Wheat of this year's growth

is almost without exception in excellent condition, of

fine quality, weighing from 62 to 66 lbs. per bushel.

Barley has not been so freely threshed as Wheat ; the

very warm weather has prevented maltsters from com-
mencing, though desirous of doing so, as the stock of

old malt on hand is in most instances very small ; what
has been threshed proves of excellent quality, dry,

bright, and heavy, weighing from 54 to 57 lbs. per

bushel, and the crop will prove a full average. Oats

will vield well ; those that have been sold at market

are very bright and heavy—47 lbs. per bushel is net an

uncommon weight this year. Beans are a very defi-

cient crop jrenerally; all sorts are much smaller than

usual; they suffered so much from drought and "dolphin"

that many will not much more than pay the expense of

harvesting, threshing, Ac. Common hog Peas yield

well, are of excellent quality, dry, heavy, and above an

average crop. Potatoes are less diseased here than for

many ye past; the quantity planted is more than

usual.* In consequence of the long drought the tubers

in many places are small; they are selling about 4?.

per sack cheaper than at this time last year,

but probably paying the grower suite as well.

All our green crops are iuffering much for the want of

rain ; our pastures are dry and brown, with scarcely

any face, but our sheep live and do well notwithstand-

ing the apparent want of food ; but horned cattle are

in many instances suffering for the want of Grass and
water. Mangel Wurzel in most places will not produce

more than half the weight per acre that it has in other

years. Swedes are generally a good plant, but very

small, and are in many places seriously injured by
aphides (locally termed dolphin); they are usually first

seen on a single plant or in a small space, which daily

extends ; their ravages are such, if not speedily checked,

will very seriously tell on our winter keep, which from

present appearances must be scarce. Many farmers'

horses and stock are already without green food, and
consuming fast the provender that in other years is

untouched till the middle of October; the effect of th

will be seriously felt here next spring. Common Turnips

are by no means good, and we have but very little Cole

(Rape), scarcely any rowen (aftermath) or autumn keep

of any kind to look forward to. Our Hops will finish

off much better than was atone time anticipated; they

are generally of fine quality. We have a few favoured

grounds, but in most instances the weight is not what

has been necently expected, and the duty has receded

accordingly.

Hf.r HiDSHiBE: Baysham Court, Moss, 5 .12.

Harvest is now nearly over, and with very few

exceptions the bulk of Wheat straw is one-third less

than the av of years; and as without straw there

can be no corn, it is quite obvious there will be a great

deficiency. It has been a magnificent season, one of

the fittest Corn harvests ever known, and tho quality of

our Wheats is therefore very superior; but I hear from

I that the yield is certainly not

at variance with the anticipations of many who have
in bygone \> irs found the yield from a light crop of

straw proportionately larger than from a heavy one.

Yet the reverse is readily accounted for, and arises from
the general blight with which the crops throughout the

count v were attacked during the wet which prevailed

in July. The Peas, Oats, and Barley are good crops,

but the Beans hardly equal our expectations. The

ravages of the disease in our Potatoes appear to have

stopped with the change of weather. Hops, which

were a short time very unpromising, will prove a good

crop on many grounds. T. Duckham,

EXPERIMENTS ON POTATOES.

The subject of the Potato disease has lately occu-

pied the attention of numerous experimenters, and

among others I have been led to make a few experi-

ments, tho results of which may not be uninteresting

to some of your readers.

The ground selected for the experiments was a

heavy clay soil, which had been well dressed in autumn

with uiiiyard dung, the previous crop having, been

Ian eels.

Tho Potatoes were those known here as the Fluke

Kidneys, and were planted on the 2d of April ; the

ground being divided into plots of 4 yards square.^

Plot No. 1 was planted with whole Potatoes which

had been previously kept in a moderately warm place

for three weeks before planting, at tho end of which

time they were found to have made sprouts about an

inch long.

Plot 2. Potatoes cut into halves and dried for three

hours at about 212 Fahr. (temperature of boiling

water), until they become quite tough.

Plot 3 were Potatoes in their natural state.

Plot 4. Potatoes sown with artificial guano applied

at the rate of 5 cwt per acre.

Plot 5. These were planted in the ordinary manner

without manure.
The whole of the Potatoes in No. 1 were up and

looking very well on the 5th May, but were cut down
by frost on the 13 th inst They soon recovered, and

wen hoed up in ridges on the 4th June, after which

they made very rapid growth.

In all the other plots the Potatoes were not up
until 4th June, consequently they were uninjured by

frost.

In Plot No. 3, the Potatoes when in full bloom were
laid fiat on the ground and some close hurdles thrown

on them. The Potatoes in Plot No. 4 were sprinkled

with flour sulphur at the first appearance of disease,

and the Potatoes in No. 5 were cut down to within

6 inches of the top of the ridge and then earthed up,

as soon as the disease had unmistakeably shown itself

all over the crop. ^^^^*^M*m
All the plants showed the disease more or less, an

were taken up and weighed on the 31st of August, ti

produce of each plot being as follows :

—

Plotl.

Plot 2.

Partially dried, for \

3 weeks. )

Plot 3.

Dried at 212° Fah.

for 3 hours. }

Produce of
Sound Roots.

Remarks

Laid and covered")

with hurdles. )

riot 4. ! Manured with arti- ]

ficial guano at

the rate of 5 cwt.

per acre, and
a ft o rwa r d s

j

sprinkled with
sulphur. J

riot 5.
| Cut down and)

earthed up. /

/Very large roots.
-( but a good
( many diseased.

Not so many
diseased as in
No. 1.

SVery
small roots

but less dis-

eased than any.

Crop generally
good but much
diseased.

(Very small roots,
and miserable
crop generally.

In looking at the above results it will be seen that

the Potatoes which were kept dry and in a warm place

gave by far the most satisfactory results, although the

crop was not free from disease. 2nd, That those dried

at 212° Fahr. were not benefited by the extra amount
of heat ; and 3rd, that both laying and cutting the

stalks on the appearance of the disease gives very

inferior crops, without preventing disease. The com-

,

position of the artificial guano used in the above
experiments, and sold at 107. 10*. per ton, was as

follows :

—

Water 4.70
Organic matter . . . . • • - • -9

Phosphates of Lime and Magnesia . . .

.

25. 74

Carbonate of Lime . . . . • • ! 1 -JM*

Sulphat me 10.^

Alt ilts 9-J*
Sand 6-W

100.00

those who have threshed that the y
beyond an average in proportion to the straw This is

Yielding Ammonia
"»™

The above was analysed by Dr. Anderson, of the

University of Glasgow. E. T. Kenwkgton, F.C.S.,

F.ILA.S.

Home Correspondence.
Samvehon's Self-acting Reaping Machine.—lb is

probably fcnown to but tew if to any of your readers

that Mr. Samuekoa has, within the last few weeks,

patented a new reaping machine with self-acting
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t indelivery in sheaves. 1 had an opportunity wnu&u ...

Oxfordshire this week of seeing it in operation, and I

shall be much mistaken if it fails to take a very high
rank amongst its fellows. It was working at Shutford,
near Banbury, in a crop of spring Wheat very unequal
in weight and bulk, full of Couch and other weeds, and
on one side of the field inclined at a considerable angle
from the machine. It had been raining all day, so that
the reaper was not started till near sunset. It went

'

four times round an oblong 7-acre field, cutting rather
more than one acre and a quarter in the hour, without
a stop of any kind, a man following: and watching but
never having occasion to touch it. It picked up the
crop equally well when it was inclined from as when it

leaned towards the machine, and there was no great
difference between the length of the stubble in the
one case and the other; no clogging occurred
either in the cutting or in the separation of the cut
from the standing corn, the delivery (self-acting) was in
compact sheaves, laid square and ready for binding,
without any straggling, except in those parts of the
field where the crop was extremely poor; there the
sheaves were not so well laid, but this was quite the
exception. Two horses of moderate power, and in good
working condition, drew it at a slow pace, and with
ease. Having, as you know, used one of Cuthbert's
light machines through two harvests, I am able to

puuiie teaciier ior tne occasion to visit ami lecture tor

the instruction of agriculturists, or some day Our food
will fall short. W. Washington Evans, 12, Bernard
Street, Primrose Hill. [Self-interest is the best public

teacher, and Mr. Evans should consult the gardener
before he urges on the farmer his theory cf * rest/]

C8*****^ 111*

Farm Memoranda.
^
Hatch Warben Fabm, near Basingstoke, con-

sists of about 800 acres all under the plough. It

presents for the most part a gently undulating surface,

generally uniform in soil, a drift of loamy gravel resting
upon the chalk, the surface of which in some places is

brought up by the plough. Thin as the surface soil may
be, the chalk is never known to burn. The home
buildings are sufficient as in the ordinary farms here-
abouts for the accommodation of the horses, young short-
horned stock, pigs of the Berkshire breed, which run
the yards, or are fatted and so supply a considerable
quantity of manure. The sheep stock number 600 ewes
and 240 ewe tegs. It is to maintain this flock and its

- .a- M d % t ^ 1 x 1 i A .a- J_

MiscellaneouT
The -Royal Agricultural Society \ ,Hie success which has attended ri

'•

•

eed*^L.
out a parallel in the history of tU #

ath
^Jrk!

seen from the following compa^ JgJR JJ

Place. Year.

Oxford .

.

Cambridge
Liverpool
Bristol .

.

Derby .

.

Southampton
Shrewsbury-
Newcastle
Northampton
York .

.

Norwich.
Exeter .

.

Windsor

produce that all the operations of the farm are directed. Gloucester
It is rather dangerous to venture to describe a rotation

LincolQ ••

where the only rule is the judgment of the cultivator,

_, ^ ™ „„«, w b» fc this is really the great distinguishing feature of
compare the draught of the two, and 1 have no hesita- J™ farming

; the ordinary operations of tillage differ
tion in stating that of Samuelson's "self-actor" as cer- \

ll

1

ttle on any Kg*1* soil > but the cropping of the Hamp-M*w ~* *— «.— ~ ^ ., shire sheep farm seems to have no exact parallel. Take

• *

• •

tion in stating that of Samuelson's " self-actor " as cer-
)

tainly not greater than Cuthbert's. I should have
liked to see the machine in a variety of crops, but the
harvest being nearly ended, that was impossible. Mr.
Samuelson informed me, however, that it has worked
on the farms of Mr. Butler, of Croud Hill; of Mr.
Askew, of Mr. Edwards, and of your occasional corre-
spondent Mr. Pa?e, all near Banbury, on crops of
VVheat and Barley, varying from 5 to 7 qrs. per acre.
Mr. Page, I understood, found but one fault with it, viz.,
that in a 6 quarter crop of Barley the sheaves were too
large. Mr. Samuelson is remedying this in the
machines which he is building for the next harvest.
1 will now attempt to describe the construction : Take
a 5 feet Hussey reaper, but with the cutting apparatus
behind the driving-wheel, the platform a quadrant,
with a fence about 1 foot deep surrounding the quarter
circle-then immediately behind the driving-wheel and
in a line with the cutters place an . upright shaft ;connect this shaft by means of gearing with the
driving-wheel, so that it shall revolve once only for
about every three revolutions of the wheel. Then on
this shaft mount four arms or flyers so as to be carried
round with it, but attached to it by universal joints,and at liberty to rise and fall. A pulley attached to™ar

n
m *ravelHnS *P°* * surface of a peculiar

fff™ thYeat f the revolution at a sufficient eieva-twn to be clear of all obstacles at the side. The arms

£3? tote* cu^ ^f' K
fiFSfc ***&* th* Qncufc co™

«ffli f f
cufcterVnd when severed bearing it from

hors^nnTh
S
'°
M

*?
leaVG a track of 5 *»t for th™horses on their next round. It is certainly an «

un-^anny" looking tool with its thin straggling arms!but their movement is always in one direction andcontinuous-and the whole works so silently that when
?hnn^^

p0§lfce Side.°f the field I ™re than oncethought there was a halt, but on looking up I sawits

S?™*1t:]yM *» air
- *^Z LdThalike most reapers it is of American parentage but

tJ^T, V'tchef—Some years since I was travelling

Lane atl-Vfi^ ^^n50 *
1"-.^ Vetche" at M«*

*V™f t A a qn 0n lIiq«'ry I found they wereEgyptian Lenfls I do not know the difference and

the same we.ght of oil-cake ? which, otaerre. to oSTth^

the breadth of Sainfoin as a starting point, which may
occupy the eighth part of the whole farm, and is down
from two to four years on the average, though the
lesser period is considered the best farming. This when
broken up is rafter-ploughed at the end or beginning
of the year, a system which has superseded the over-
la.k°nous method of breast ploughing, which it would be
difficult now to prevail on the labourers to undertake,
lasker's best plough, which [keeps well in its work,
performs this operation in a satisfactory manner; the
surface so treated is ploughed across, dragged' the
Couch and other Grass collected and stifle-burned at the
cost of about 13*. per acre. This is preferred to
ploughmg and pressing for Oats; as with the assistance
ot the rooks it better rids the ground of that pest in the
growth of Sainfoin, the wire-worm. Turnips follow
with or without superphosphate or bones ; the applica-
tion of farmyard dung must be taken for granted, when
required. Then comes Wheat, and Clover is sown with the
Wheat, which is followed by Barley or Oats; the power of
ploughing the Clover lea at pleasure secures a good seed
bed for the Barley, which comes well in this rotation.
Next Swede or Turnip, drilled on the flat with super-
phosphate or bones, and horse-hoed, a practice not very

1WW q 23ft
C°meSRa

-
Pf

or 80me Sreen crop, Wheat or

followed by Turnips the same season followed hi ImZcorn
: the second part backward Tares followed2 rZ

by Turnin,fm*T h the *Uittm*' *d md foL^Aby lurnips followed by summer corn : thuscrivintr in the

r^/°corr tT°
8ea?°n8 0t"^een ^ befie thesumrner corn. There is scarcely any variation towhich this system is not subject, J ,™ine 2ectreforence to the maintenance' and weliwig^"The

Though this system of sheep farming is artificial ithas so far a nomadic character that not only is the laircontinually changed but the dead or standing fold sshifted every year to the immediate vicinity of th^

Zft f00d
*
H^ t0° the Clover «nd o her hay isstacked a corn rick is so placed that it may furm'sstraw for the construction of the fold, and^he pro-tection necessary in the lambing season which beginsabout Christmas

; temporary lodging is provided £ n.

Sir«ssattft;2&A
up or applied at once to the soil and tLV™. i

tnrown

from wind and driv\ZvZ • th^ ^ ^ * Protecti°n
can avail themselves^T^^?£?» they

run. At from 10 to 12 weeks old thf e i I ? forward

wether lambs are with thlir S^hm ufvld/f^^
being drawn^off. 7m^r$Zn7 XhS?.

6 *«" tT^^ and becwn* the^ o esnettllZ""
decorticated Cotton seed ZLiZh^h},}ly

,
the

,

The^ receive in addition to hay and Turn-
ttenfcl

J
on -

can get.] " <a*e M
-
the cheaPesfc fo°d Jou quantity of cake and Beans, in rt eI

,Pp a due—- •- • "

-
' - Mangel is giveu as the SwedesWTL l-/™ ; "

erreat caution. a« it i« thtmvht * 1 1S S,Ven with

Carlisle

Chelmsford
Salisbury
Chester .

.

Warwick
Canterbury
Leeds .

.

* *

1839
1840
1841
1842
1S43
1844
1845
1846
1S47
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1S54
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1S61

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothino-
£1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1260

500
1500
1500
1500
1400
1200
1500
1800

1500
1509
1500

£2394

3416

4106

4202

3390

4939

3662

2168

2473

2664

2404

2576

3397

1183

2734

3378

3264

m
11

5461

2689

9915

1 *

represent the number of implemK^
not the nnmher of exhibitors, and thS
receipts previous to 1816 include dinn^f
of n™ 3 ^'-"y/ratifying if w£~*j
of persons paying for admission, the toW *Z
w Ew *• -fv

afc

?
he9ter 61-77^ Md a »«*

55,677, divided as under :—

First day, at 5#.

Second do. , 2s. 6d.

Third ditto, 2t. 6d.
Fourth ditto, 1*.

Fifth ditto, 1*.

Total

Leeds.
Visitors.

2,027 Ditto, at 2*. U. 1,251

10 °87 f
Ditt0

»
ditto 4-'

-, \nn l£itt0»at5*. 3,180

18.823 Ditto, at 2*. M. 24,790

73.824 Ditto, at 1*. 27,728

40,368 -. 1

Chester. Wabo

m
3,»

55,577
^5,329 n,m ......

It will thus be seen that the number of visitors at Lnl
on the fourth day alone conaiderablv exceeded the tot

number either at Chester or Warwick. The net

regulation entitling members to free admission die
into operation for the first time at the present meeti*

Moreover it has previously been the practice to opm

the implement yard on the Monday at 2t. &£, ud to

continue the admission to that par) of the show ii

2s. 6d. on the second day, bat to ojbbAVa «Ato 1*^

after the award of the Judges at 5*. IU*W*i
therefore, to compare either the 5*. or 2s. 6A diy» tj

the first, second, and third days at Chester and Warn*.

without adding the three day* together, when tie

result would stand as follows .—Leeds, 31,137 ;
Cbeite

34,048 ; Warwick, 30,131. But the Leeds nunte

must be increased by the members, who have nc

before been admitted free, and, adding the repew

entries of members attending the Leeds meeting durj

these three days, it would not be averyexaggaw

estimate to raise it to that at Chester. The amotfj

money taken at Leeds was 9915Z. !"• g
6033*. 16s. at Chester, and 5061*. 18». 6U itW«
and the following statement of daily receipti*"*

places will complete the statistical returns <

»

subject :

—

Leeds.

First day
,

Second day
Third day

.

Fourth day
Fifth day

,

Total

£ *. d.

. . 506 15

..1285 17 6

..2352 17 6

..3691 4

..2018 8

• t

• »

Chester.

£ s. d.

.. U6 7

..1398 7

. . 3092 15

..1386 6

6

6

* •

£9855 2 0.. £6033 16

addition 5000 implemen

:%

!

and 7855«J

• •

t *

• *

i •

thfDaWic^7h
AS there

l
S
Z ^eat 5nteresfc taken bythe public in the cause of blight in Potatoes will vi

o?K'eJatio^ a

a
r
-°
W,

,

ght
'
*he bli«ht in H°PS

-
and«

««. k j
g

\%
t,0n

',
arises 'ram overworking the land on«ne hand, thus depleting it; and on the other hand

UnTlSt^,,
1
'
II

th '"""'oi-om. mannres. The

like the hi,™? Zf to ?eS
?
m0re than * does. Land,

lants win „nt .^ ^°ire8 Teat
'
food a"J »ti™«:

orthe hi™ K^PP
'y the Want thereof

- when land

the,'become J^ "re °™:Mm,xl'it'*i or OTer-worked,

•affer. s we re„„;£^!l by aw
'

whe» *«>ken it

v.rtvniu^ut*8, soia at is. eacu, "*""., in m.»,
gross receipts by 642*. 15*., making them m
—Midland Counties Herald. ' ^-J:

Holme Pierrepont Farm.-[We P^.°^V-
a fuller account of this ram sale, whicb *u ^
at the time in our columns.] T^^t****
to be disposed of, viz., 28 sbearlmgs, u ^
14 three-shears, five four-shears, and one

¥

With the exception of one three-*»r, ^

four and five-shears, the whole *ere r^
biddings being spirited, and although w» ^ * I

was under an average, the general res t^
satisfactory than on any previous occasion. ^ i

sheep were altogether let for *^6f * ^ere^
average of 25*. 4*. each. Last year there ^ $

42 of which were disposed of, afc
a

. Weria,
jJ

;

1,037*. 1ft?., and although this average ft w^^ »

be observed this year 17 more lots foun
a ^ ^

the present occasion 28 shearlings
^jiW*

guineas, varying from 71 to 10 guine88'

a ie^K
of Kingston Lodge, Navan,took the[*^

nL^,*
aheep at 71 guineas, and Mr. J. Hall, or ?{$&>&

but a very imperfect"sketch"^3^'^" " ^4^ P"'2e 8h^ at^^5^rS^fi I
farming which reflects the greatest 1^-, ff

P
m!f ^V° fc 65 S?uineaS' a ma^' fice

theW^

'

industry, iudgment and skill with »k- v
fe

.

dlt °n the The 17 two-shears made 379 guineas, then
g ^

out. j/&a WhlCh ifc is carried being taken by Mr. Thunder at 50 g^fj^*
' Leeds prize aged sheep (two-shear) wi»

great caution, as it is thought sometimes1^"^
condition ofthe lamhs at a critical timT f fhV tl*
In May the selected ram lambs are remofed

he,r
,?

ro,
f
t
,

h -

the wether lambs are disposed of
?
«HfcliT^"P

that purpose. One hundred lambs at abonTl*
d
m""

old sold from this flock with ordinarv ?p I
™ "

estimated to average 12 stone: later in thf"5
"ft*

older ewes are drafted and dispose, of anflT".. U
replenished by the shearlings, which wt -

(wk
ewe lambs tcL the stock for theZ^Z "^^
hut a vprr \mn0rfaM aL-of/»K «<• . 6 j ear.
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to Mr. U. luraer, of* ii*rum, at -iS guinea*, »"d t'*e

first (thrtre-«hear) to Mr. W. Torr at I guinea*. Mr.

Dixon, of Braudesburton, obtained a thr. -bear at 40
guineas, and Mr. Meade, of Ballymart V, Kinsale, one a

45 guineas. G. Mann, E«q., ot Seawby Hall, took a

two-shear and a three-shear, both very superior, and
well adapted to maintain the high character of his

flock. Mr. Langdale, of Leakonfield Park, obtained a

beautiful shearling at 40 guineas, and Mr. Abrahams,

of Barnetby, one at 37 guineas. Colonel Inge, of

Thorpe Constantiue, who bad the best shearliug prize

at Leeds, took two sheep; and John Yorke, Esq., of

Thrapatone, Northamptonshire, the great supporter for

30 years of the JJarfbrd fl^ck, this year tor the first

time came for the Holme Pierrepont blood. James
Hall, En*]., of Scmrbro', took the same number of sheep
as last year—six—for which he gave 206 guineas.

—

Donccuter Oozetie.

Calendar of Operations.
SEPTEMBER.

Wert Spssxx : Sept. 1 f.—We h»T« got over harvest, and had
the Utter part of it all that could be wished for. Perhaj* a
little Wheat wu carted too soon at the beginnin; ,

but the

weather has been ao dry since that it will come out well, and

wo nhall have the condition very good and the quality generally

fair, but the quantity ia said not to be ao good as was ex-

pected, much of it being ao thin on the land, and perhaps we
shall not be far out in putting it from 4 to 8 bu&hels below
average, besides that which was ploughed up in the t ug,

which will make the crop quite 8 bushels short of avcnige.

Barley is a good crop, and has been put together rather too

dry, which will make it brittle for malting ; there is

perhaps less inferior than usual. Oats are also a

good crop. Peas are better than usual. Beans are

not np to the mark, but have been got in well. Swedes and
Turnips still do well, though very dry, and Mangels will be a
fiur crop. Potatoes have failed to a very great extent, but they
have not been so bad where the seed was got from a distance.

A great many were got into the neighbourhood from Scotland,

and some were planted and very fevr of them are bad And
this no doubt will induce many to get their seed from a distance
another year, but especially from some quarter where they
have not been so diseased thi* year. The land being so hard
and dry very little is yet done in preparing for Wheat sowing,
but many nave been occupied in clearing the stubbles by
paring and burning, which will be reducing spring work. The
pastures are now ven bare, and as a consequence lean stock is

a doll sale, and good fat beef and mutton is very scarce, and
must be for some time, as it ia impossible to make them out
without roots, and they are hardly ready to begin upon. S.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week Uu. ended Seotember 19 : observed by Mr. J. B. 8pearlnfr,

Movkford, Wmllingfurd.

Tempi* ATVSK or Aib.

*

Friday
Saturday
KwmUy
Monday

Wtdaeaday
Thursday

Deaa.
13 .. SOD
14 .. «0
IS .. SSjO

IS .. 030
17 .. 74.0

18 .. mo
It .. fas

•0.0 I SSjO

•M 450
i-i

•3 41.4
•4.0 36.5

•9J) 35.0

Tempera-
ture of

Roil 1 foot Rain,
below the
(surface.

Wind

i

Deg*. Inn.
59© 0.04 8.W. 29.8S
58.7 0.06 *.W. 29.60

7 0.09 B.W. 29.60
57.2 0.06 N.W.I 29.80
+7.2

• » N.W.,
57.0 • • V.W. 30.0.5

57 j0 • N.W. 30.02

s readiass are taken at 9 ajc on the day* named, and the Maxima andMinima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
rhprmompt«s are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-trance ii
7 feet from the ground. ^^ fS

Notices to Correspondents.
American- Hor^e-powee.—If "R. h. H." will write to the

Rev. W. B. Hurnard, be will be glad to give birn his experi-
ence respecting the American horse-power, as he has just put
one up for a 330 acre farm to do all cutting, crushing, and
root grating. Mr. H. ordered his machine of Messrs. Hughes
4 March, of Loughborough, Leicestershire, considering their
plan the best, and it has succeeded particularly well on trial,
ah hough it is not yet been required forregular work. It is for
one or two horses, but Mr. H. finds one large horse sufficient
for doing any two things at once. Gwney's Manor, Hingham,
For/oik.

Measuring Cattle : C W. You take the girth behind the
ahoulder ; and the length from the front of the shoulder to
the insertion of the tail, and there is a formula by the use
of which these items give you the weight in stones and lbs.
of the animal measured. Mr. Tree's sliding gauge, made to
•nit this formula (Charlotte 8treet, Blsckfriars Road, 8.),
will give you the reault at sight.

Peat Machine : Will any of our readers inform us of a really
efficient machine for the preparation and compression of
peat for fuel purposes ? The peat bog for which it is required
cannot be, owing to local conditions, drained to any extent,
and the peat must consequently be dug up in a very wet
state.

*ltE2T'~70ur w'eekIy returns just now will be tedious as a
thrice told tale There is little variety. Short supply, and

*\J* to
«5

ot
»
we think

« «° S°°<i » Partridge year as

Morl^tw £me y°Ung Urd8
>"^weU- and there are notjnore of them than are wanted. Grouse remain as thev

r.iTV- ti
weeK* pr«ce<ling Michaelmas hardly afford n

{££«- •
J « :: 1

1

2«ck» "

fridge. ,

°

;; I Igrouse 2 S «
Rabbits "

l * " , S

Pigeons 7 n r

pST fTT711* **&*$» been placed in 'the hands ofProt J. Buckman, who will correspond with you,

Genuine Tobacco Paper for Fumigating.

HAl'l LBBY (Fminsui to Messrs 1 very 4 tat,
• Dorking. Burn v) takes this opportunity of informing

his I'.itrons and the Public that he has now a good supply of

the above on hand. In packets of 4 lbs. each, at 1*. id. per lb.

A liberal discount allowed to the Trade.

SHEET IRON POTS for FUMIGATING, 3«. 6d. each.

N.B.—All Orders to be accompanied with a Post Office Order
payable to Hsarsv Appleby. Dorking. Surrey.

A New Discovery.
Important to the Gentry, Nurbf.kvmen, Hop Growers,

Gardeners, and Others.

BUNDY'S LIQUID BLHilir I IMPOSITION is

the most effectual article yet invented for the destruc-

tion of Blight and all Insect Life upon Trees and Plants with-

out injuring the Plant, as proved by Mr. Turner, Royal Nur-
series, Slough, and other Nurserymen. It is also equally

valuable as s Winter Dressing for Trees, and very effective for

clsan.-ing Hops.
Pn.e is. per gallon, to be had in any quantity of William

Lambert, Manufacturer, Garden Pottery, Slough, Bucks.
Testimonial.

M The Ro\ al Nurseries, Slough, July 22, 1861.
11
S —Your »mp i for destroying Green* and Black

Fly. and every Insect t ijurea plants id trees, I find very

eflwstive {Cherries were cleared a ne dressing, ao
also were the 1 is; but for these and similar succulent
p: t should be diluted with water. I can strongly rernru-

n 1 it as aafe and effectual, andean bo used without trouble."
" fours truly. < n milks Turner."

JN
EAL'S PATKNT

PASTILS.
aphis

MINTOS AJTD CO. have UKMOVED from Albion
Place. Black friars, to 50. Conduit Street, Regent St i sat W

ENCAUSTH and other PAVEMKSTS. KMtrHKNWARB
and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

Manufactory: Stoke-upon-Trent.— »t. 21.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers mav select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
severalothers at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Bdrgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.

Full particulars sent on application

OfcEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Maxifacturers OF

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

The following is one of upwards of

70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally uuknown
to him.

" I beg to bear my testimony to the

ralos of Nc-al's Pastils, and their effi-

icy in destroying, most effectually,

the Green Fly without any trouble,

and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared witli the use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

"James Sanders,

''Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny.'*

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price 1*. and It. per packet.

M tsrnif.e i Nphides. Patentee . J. N eal, Birmingham.

GI8HUBST COMI'OL'M), Pip preventing *nd
destroying Red Spider, Mealy Bug, Mildew, Thrips,

Scale, Green and Drown
Fly, American Blight. Ants,
Ac, and Bed Bugs, contains
no deleterious ingredient,

is recommended in Oar-
dentre' Chronicle, Cottagt
Gardener, Field, Mr. Rivers'
Orchard Houtt, 9th edition,
and Dr. Hogg's Gardener?
Ytar Book for 1861.

Full directions for use and
particulars of the experience
of many great Gardening
authorities are enclosed with
the boxes of Gishurst. These
aro supplied retail through
any Nurseryman and Seeds-
man at la. St., and 10*. 6d.

each, wholesale, by Price's
Patent Candle Co., Limited.

If the smell be disliked,

make the solution 48 hours
before use.Red Sptder Magnified.

Gntta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.

THE GUTTA PEKCHA COMPANY have the
pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Testimonial from Mr. J. Farrah, Gr. to Boswell Middletov
Jalland, Esq., of HolderneM Hoxue, near Hull.

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in

lengths of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last

1 2 months for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer
better than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of

the water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest

effect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
raluabl« invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
water our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-
half the labour required."

Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company, Patentees,
18, Wharf Road, City Road, London, E.C., and sold by their

Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

Paxton Works, Sheffield, Established 1738.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works. Sheffield.

Horticultural Works and Hot-Water Apparatus

Manufactory,
Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN TAYLOK and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

bouses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, Ac
,
heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manuer.
J. T. & 8on have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged,

M. LOBJOIT'S PATENT h OT-WATER
• BOILERS are acknowledged by all who have them in

nse to be the most
poworful Boilers
now known, and aro
tho most economi-
cal requiring less
fuel and attention
than any other.
They aro made of
various sixes, suit-
able for heating tho
smallest Green-
house to the largest
Conservatory,
Churches, and
Buildings of all de-
scription s.

Testimonials for-
warded on applica-

tion to Thos. M. Lobjoit, Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,
General Smith, Ac, Turnham Green, W., and at Acton.
Middlesex. W.

*

MUSGKAVE'S PATENT SLOW COMBUSTION
8TOVE.—This Stove is the nearest approach to Warm-

ing by Hot Water, and an efficient aid in
Ventilation.

It will burn in Churches from Saturday
till 8unday evening, without attention,
during the hours of worship. In Halls will
burn day and night for weeks, with little

ire. Capable of warming a large Apart-
ment for S| hours, at a cost of 3d. ; and
deserving of special attention, because of
its safety, healthfulness, durability, and
extreme simplicity.

It is also made for Small Conservatories,
with a vapour chamber, which maintains a moist atmosphere
for 12 hours with once 611ing.

Particulars and prices poet free on application to Musorave
Brothers, Ann Street Iron Works, Belfast.

Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Chelsea, S.WJ

BECK'S PATENT

HOT WATER VALVE.

SAYNOR AND COOKE'fc »varrantea PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS. Ac.

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
the three Kingdoms.

Important to Gardeners.

WE be% respectfully to inform you that we are now
supplying Nurserymen and 8eed Merchants with an

article superior in quality to anything we have hitherto been
able to oSer, in PRUNING, BUDDING, snd GRAFTING
KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, GARDEN-
SHEARS, Ac, owing to their being tempered under an
entirely new process, which renders the blade tough and
not liable to break, and also gives the edge * Jasting

keenness which we can warrant them to retain for at

least double the time they would under the old method of
tempering, thus facilitating the work and saving the time
usually lost by having constantly to renew the edge by
sharpening, consequently making them more durable in wear
and better adapted for all kinds of work, every blade beinf
guaranteed of the same temper.
Caution. None are genuine except marked Savsor, or

Satnor, Maker. Other marks would cause the purchaser
disappointment.

Horizontal Valve. a gi.k Valve.
2" 18*. 6d. ;

3" 25*. ; 4" 30#. 2" 17#. ; 8" tU ;
4" 28*.

JAMES GRAY, Sole Agent, begs to call attention
to this most simple and perfect Valve ever invented. It is

perfectly water tight, and is never liable to get out of order, or
to get fixed by standing.
To ARcniTFxrrs. Engineers, Gardeners, A Othfrs.—Beck's

Patent Valve has been submitted to several of the most scientific

men of the day, and has Invariably met with unqualified
approval. A liberal Discount to the Trade.
Conservatories, Green houses, Viveries, and every des-

cription of IloTBorsK erected on the most improved principles,

ana of best materials, at the lowest possible price consistent
with good workmanship.
Heating by Hot Watt r in all its branches. Boilers of every

approved description, Tubular, Idle, Conical, Ac
James Gray, Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Paulton'i

Square, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
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ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON" WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

TOBE AWAEDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IROX HURDLES and GATES,

which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30s. to 500Z.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR YARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.

These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the

Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description ol Stable Furniture, and lull-sized stalls and loose

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

Opposite Old St. Panceas Church.

G LASS

U by 9, 12 by 9,

12 „ 10, 13 „ 10,

13 „ 11, 14 „ 11,

H „ 12, 15 „ 12,

18 „ 12, 19 „ 12,

16 „ 13, 17 „ 13,

19 „ 13, 20 „ 13,

16 „ 14, 17 „ 14,

19 „ 14, 20 „ 14,

5 FOR G R P P v ,7^^»

15
16
20
18
21

»
H
,,

>,

> »

14 by 9 . 3rdi,

15

16
*> 10

!7 „ 12

:'Kh£
13 by 9,
14 .. 10,

11,

12,

12
13

„ 13
18 » H ..

. 21 „ H ;

English Glass of the above siz

'

eSj is,'."^
SMALL SHEET SQUARES, W m , *

6 by 4 6Aby4± 7*5
*

• «

•

•

• •

••

• •

••

N

8 84 ,, 6|
I" 7
10 .. 8

r

fe«i

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at fliflSt* '»*
GLASS FOR ORCHARD

H0U3B,
As supplied by us to Mr. m~*

20 in. by 12 in.}
*"*

20 in. by 13 in. f Common ..
™<*

20 in. by 14 in.
(
Superior do.

20 in by 15 in. J English Glass
IS 9The above prices include the ill * * » t

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, patent pi?
Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured

I
G^***.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved^-.
Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, (Wip-

of various colours ground ready for use.
r,ufe>M«B

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and ever* ^-^
Glass for Horticultural nurnoses. : ^V* ipurposes.

L
ALT i?"

ILLIP8 & <*>., ISO, Bishopsgate Str*London, E.C. Ato

WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER.

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
HAS BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

WEEKS'S NTo. 1. BOILERS are heating upwards of

WEEKS'S No. 2. BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 3. BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 4. BOILEKS
WEEKS'S No. 5. BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 6. BOILERS

99

99

99

99

99

99

79

99

99

200 feet of Pipe.

300
600
1500
4000

12,000

»
99

99

99

99

& Company
enormous sa

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufactures,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

41 •*

# Illustrated Catalogues, Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application

BEING

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR JOSEPH PAXT0N, M.P.
COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY
.BLE OF FULFILLING IN THE HOST PERFECT MANNEB ALL THE REOTTIREMEVix nu urn;

The Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows

:

*VIn. 8 ft. Lights
20 7 in length £12 £16
31 3 in length
41 II in length
52 7 in length
63 3 in length
73 11 in length
84 7 in length
95 3 in length
105 11 in length

lOft.Lights 12 ft. Lights

16 10
20 18
25 12 6
30 6
34 12 6
39 6
43 19
48 17 6

21 2
26 18
32 15
38 10
43 15
49 11
55 10
60 12

6
6

6

6

£21
26
33
40
47
53
60
67
73

10
7
5
2
7
5
2
10

6

6
6

6

14 ft. Lights
£28 10
37 12
46 14
55 16
6i 18
74
83 2
92 5
101 10

IGft.Lights

£34 5

45 16
57 7
68 18

The Prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with Water-troughs, I>oor5>
an
dft>

80
92

103
115
126

10

11
2
13

Ft. In.

20 7 in length £24
3 in length 33
11 in length

7 in length

3 in length
11 in length

7 in length

3 in length

complete, are as follows :

—

8 ft. Lights 10 ft. Lights 1 2 ft. Lights

31
41
52
63
73
84
95

If only one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made.

41
51
60
69
78
87
97

16
6

12
5

12
18
15

£32
42 5
53 17
65 10
77
87 10
99 3

111
121 5

£42
53
66
80
94
106
120
134
147

15
10
5

15
10
5

14ft.Ifcfcte

£57
75 4

93 8

I11 *
129 16

148
166 4

184 10

203

12

105 11 in length

The 14 and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less dlmeIlsi°rlS•

I6ft#i

lU 16
•

i:

161

*

I

6

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

Illustrated Circulars with Lists of Prices and Cards to view houses in operation in the neighbourhood of London can be had on application to

SAMUEL HEREMAN, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.
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Fruit Trees.

"T|7M. PAUL (Successor to the la! A. Paul),

\ \ Chebhtnt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Fruiting Vines.

TX7M. PAUL -accessor to the late A. Paul),

\ V Chekhubt Ndrseribs, Waltham Cross, London, X.

Koses.

"\T7JC PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),

\ V Cherhcxt Nirseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hyacinths.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),

Cheshcxt Nurseries. Waltham Cross, Loudon, N.

Hollyhocks.

"\TTM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),

V V Cheshunt Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London. X.

Geraniams, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Orchids,

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Variegated Plants, &c.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and

• patrons that a PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOOU "f tho abors, to which are added supple-

mental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenh j, and 11

Plants, Ferns, Orna atal e and Variegated 1

Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the

mi ii j
1- now published, and will be forwarded post free on

application.
Paradise Nursery, Seren Sisters ani Hornsev Roids. TtolMwfly.

New Phalaenopsis with Variegated Foliage.

BS. WILLIAMS has gi t pleasure la oHerin

• for the first time strong Plants of Phalrenopsis Schil-

leriana. which have just arrived in the finest possible condi-

tion. This beautiful species is quite distinct from all others in

cultivation ; the leaves are similar in form and equal In size to

those of P. irranditlora ;
ground colour • green, with irre-

gular bands of white over the whole surface. Flowers flesh-

coloured ; size, about two-thirds of those of P. amabilis, and
reduced' In great profusion from strong branching stems, one

f which may he seen at the Nursery, whi I borne

upwards of 100 flowers, a portion of which are still attached.

Price can be had on application.

Paradise Nursery, Sc usey Roads, Tlo'loway.

CARTER'S FIRST-CLASS SEEDS of
CALCEOLARIA, 2*. 6d. per packet.

new blotched, 2*. Cd. per packet.

CINERARIA, 2*. M per packet.

PRIMULA, mixed fringed, Is. per packet.

„ dark carmine fringed, 2«. 6d. per packet.

,, pure white fringed, St. 6>'. per packet.

James Carter & Co., -'33, High Holborn, London, W.C.

have been pronounced to be real acquisitions. In some
measure this paucity of first-class flowers may be tfa

result of the uncongenial season, which, in consequence

of the extreme heat and dryness which have prevailed

during the greater part of the blooming season of this

flower, has doubtless affected the development of

seedlings as well as of established varieties. Whatever

the cause, the fact remains that very few indeed of the

novelties have taken high honours.

Undoubtedly the flower of the year, in the south, at

least, is Pope's Lord Derby, a variety which was first

exhibited late last season, and then gained commenda-
tion. During the present year it has been shown very

fine; the " blooms"—flower-heads or capitules as one

ought to say, have been large without coarseness, con-

the new dress to which we alluded at p. 435, and it is

announced that in future, it is intended to comprise
only such subjects as from the beauty of their appear-
ance and the easiness of their culture deserve the
appellation of popular garden flowers. The subjects

are to be restricted to what are known as "florists*

flowers ;" the drawings are to be coutided to Mr.
Andrews ; and the descriptions and editing to the

Rev. H. H. Dombrain, who is introduced as the well-

known D. of the floral world. As regards the plates,

the most important part of the work, suffice it to say

that the change is from Fetch to Andrews, and that the

new illustrations are according to the well known manner
of the latter, evincing as compared with the former issues

a certain extra amount of finish in the colouring. The

Eht (Bartirettcrjer Chronicle.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28. 1861.

A raw method of raising Mushrooms has been

invented by Monsieur Labourdette, which
promises great results, and is suggestive as to the

possibility of raising artificially some other useful

species of Fungi which at present defy the culti-

vator. M. LABOUiiDETi > has laid his method,
together with specimens, before the Academy of

Sciences at Paris, employs the spores of the Mush-
room, which are treated with nitrate of potash, or

in other words with common saltpetre, in such
quantities as may not destroy the vegetative

powers of the spores. A solution containing l-30th
part of saltpetre is injurious to vegetables, but it

is possible that Cryptogams may be less susceptible

of mischief from the salt. The soil is composed of

sulphate of lime, and the spores when properly

treated are covered with it to the depth of about
l-6th of an inch. The Mushrooms produced are

of extraordinary size. We shall hope to give

details on some future occasion. Jf. J. 1>.

Once upon a time there was a famous London
Yuctioneer unrivalled for his power of description.

His imagination was something more than lively,

and his announcements something less than true.

It seemed as if the wizard ftfiCHAXL Scott had
lent him a goblin page to dazzle his eyes and sur-

round with "glamour" all he proceeded to sell. To
him a lawn seemed a park, a tumble down house a

spacious mansion, a cockloft a noble granary ; a

pigstye, with stabling for a donkey and cart,

formed spacious outbuildings, and half a dozen
cankered Apple trees a noble and highly produc-
tive Orchard. It appears from a letter in another
column that the spirit of the deceased Englishman
now inhabits Belgium, and that announcements
in this country of sales in that fertile land are
drawn up under similar preternatural influences.
Trees, very beautiful in the eyes of a Belgian
auctioneer, prove when the glamour is removed to
be scrubby, scraggy bushes, tit only for the fire, so
that those who are incautious enough to forget
the real meaning of such tradesmen's descrip-
tions have th ir voyage and expenses for their
consolation.

Another time we English shall know better
how to value Belgian auction advertisements.

siderably above the average in size, deep and symme- 1 subjects figuredJn the Number before us (17)«*s

trical, with even well-arranged florets, and a centre **

pretty well up to the mark as regards fulness. The

colour is one of those dark purplish shades which are

not easily named, something of a bright rosy purple.

altogether it is a very fine novelty. Mr. Perry's

fodel is another of the leading flowers of the year.

This is of medium lize, very compactly and prettily

formed, the centre well filled nnd the colour an orange

buff; it is likely to bo a useful exhibition flower.

Another of the first rank varieties will be Turner's
Mrs. Hash, a lovely flower as to colour, of average size,

and with all the properties of a first-class Dahlia ; the

colour is a bright rose, wo might almost say a deep
peach-blossom. These are the cream of the season, as

far as our observations have gone.

Several varieties of useful character occupying a

second rank, have, however, been produced. Of these

one of the most pleasing, and if we mistake not one of

the best in quality, is Perry's Delicata, a variety in

which the flowers are of a rosy fawn colour, compact,

symmetrical, and well developed. Torxer's Cygnet i

another which has always kept in pleasing character,

though it is perhaps rather small ; it is regularly and
neatly built, of a deep flesh colour, whitish toward

the centre. Others of Mr. Turner's flowers which
fall in this category, arc :—Una, 'a blush-white

tipped with rosy-purple, the contour of the flower

satisfactory, but scarcely so the eye, which is rather

sunken ; and Charlotte Dorling, a white, heavily tipped

and shaded with bright light purple, very pleasing

from its fine colouring. Another, called Bob Ridley,

from the same source, a maroon-crimson, rather rough
and flat, has somehow or other passed muster, but is

hardly to our fancy. Early in the season we noticed

Mr. Dodds's Minnie Dodds, a shadedVosy lilac, showing
whitish towards tho base of the florets ; it was pretty
fair in outline and form, but nevertheless wanting in

the eye and centre. Handforth Hero, from Mr.
Henshaw, was shown, passable in form, but not very
telling in colour, being a pale orange red wanting in
brightness. Of Mr. Keynes's productions we rather
prefer Goldfinder, a large yellow slightly tipped with
red at the back of the florets, albeit it has a tendency !

be to give it a little more semblance of solidity,

to coarseness. Black Prince is also likely to be a and this is a feature which is hardly likely to

useful flower, one of the dark shaded class, and of
j
escape the notice of its originator. We do not mean

average size! Maria Carter again is very pleasing from at all that it should be made to approach the clumsy
its bright colour, which is its strongest recommenda- ugliness of many of the desigus with which it was put
tion, the size, form, and general properties being about in competition, but that without altering its general

he average ; the colour of this is white, heavily appearance or character, it should have given to it just

tipped with deep crimson. Maid of Bath, a white with a little more strength, or, at least, the appearance of
purple tip, and Imperial, a full size deep amaranth strength and solidity in the stem. A dish of fruit it

or ruby purple, among Mr. Keynes's varieties have .
must be recollected is a weighty affair, and necessitates

further been produced in a tolerably good state in the this idea of firmness, strength, and stability in any
course of the season. Another called L'Etoile, white contrivance for placing it on the table, more especially

striped with purple, is decidedly coarse, but for all that ; when, as in this case, the contrivance has some con-

Rhododendron Climax, a fine hardy scarlet-crimson

hybrid Catawbiense raised by Mr. Standish ; Smith's

Lycurgus Auricula, described as of Scotch origin, and one

of the finest of the green-edged varieties, the truss very

curiously drawn however; a lovely creamy-buff Tea

Rose from Mr. Cant, which, long cultivated under a

name which proves to be false, aud supposed to be all

but lost, is now re-introduced to the notice of Rose-

growcra as it well deserves to be, but under the

affected foreign name of L'EnfantTrouve.as ifwe had not
already enough pretty Roses with ugly outlandish names.
Why not, since it had to be baptised, have christened

this in the vernacular] Lastly we have the double-

flowered Petunia called Iuimitabilis flore-pleuo, the

best picture in the present issue, and a good repre-

sentation of a handsome decorative plant, albeit one
which in this rapid age has been already surpassed by
newer varieties.

We are glad to observe that Mr. Dilke's idea

of submitting the grouping of fruit and flowers for the

dinner table to competition at our flower shows, where
the designs form a very interesting and novel feature,

is spreading through the country. We have noticed

in the schedules of several provincial and rural shows,
a class in which prizes have been offered for the best

designs of this nature, and though in the instances we
have seen but little has come ot the iuvitation, yet it

has at least brought the qi tion before the minds of
many persons, both exhibitors and spectators, who
might otherwise have had no inducement to think at

all on the subject, and hence cannot fail of working
good in the end. Our illustrations at p. 647 of the
design of Mr. Marsh, which gained the prize Mr.
Dilke offered, will afford abundant material for

studious reflection, and will be something like a stan-

dard of comparison to those who may'have seen unsatis-

factory designs and combinations exhibited. No doubt
even this may bo improved on, but it is at any
rate of tho right stamp. Tho more one thinks of
this design, the more one finds satisfaction in it

generally. While admitting this, however, wo cannot
but point out that a very obvious i -rovement would

its colour and marking will make it a useful decora-

tive sort Rawlings's Reliance, a striped blush, may
siderable elevation.

This idea of grouping tho elegant or useful objects
be regarded as a useful fancy; and the Countess of brought together to make up a modern horticultural
Portsmouth of the same grower, a creamy white tipped

rosy purple, has l pronounced ft very pro-

mising flower. The fo :oing have all obtained Com-
mendations from the ^Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society.

exhibition need by no means be confined to the example
of tastefully arranging a dessert. It might very advan-
tageously be brought to bear upon the arrangement of
flowering plants in ornamental stands for the decora-
tion of the drawing-room or the parlour window.

There are one or two other specially pretty varietio There is ample scope for improvement in the contri-
which we must mention. Thus, tho Paragon of Mr. vances employed to receive the half-dozen or so of
Perry, a golden yellow edged with rosy scarlet, i choice/yea, of common flowers, which suffice to give

an air of elegance and grace to an in-door aoartmentremarkably attractive in colour, and Sir. Cook's Mary
Ann, which made its appearance at one of the South
Kensington meetings, though small, is the most
brilliant crimson scarlet we remember to have seen,

aud must be a very ornamental variety for the garden,
if, as we understand, it is of good habit.

Beware of Daddy-long-legs. We have observed
within the last few days swarms of these insects,

collected, for the purpose of pairing, on the iron

rulings surrounding a London (irass

grace to an in-door apartment
otherwise cheerless anduninviting ; and much advantage
too would result to the many from familiarising them
with the most tasteful and appropriate appliances from
time to time devised for this and kindred objects.
What if prizes were to be offered for the most useful,
appropriate, and elegant stand for holding say a dozen
of flowering plants of the ordinary market size ! At
the very least, if nothing new and superior in design

enclosure.
\
were to bo tho result, the various forms now in use

Wherever a similar" occurrence may be observed it j
and available wouid be brought together the best

would be worth while to employ children to collect would become evident, od geueraily known and

and destroy the insects without delay, before they adopted, and the exhibition itself could hardly fail to

bave time to deposit their eggs about the roots of the be suggestive of improvements which would become

Grass. The grubs of these Tipula? are amongst the manifest if the same class of articles were to bo invited

Now that the Dahlia season has come nearly to an
end, we may look around to see what have been the
acquirements of the present srason in the shape of new
flowers. A considerable number of seedlings have
been brought under review at the various metropolitan
meetings and exhibitions, but of that number very few

BMMt destructive enemies of a green-sward turf, and no

opportunity should be lo3t to prevent them from

attacking it. A few years since the turf of some of the

London parks was destroyed in a wholesale way by

these destructive creature*, to whose increase an

development the recent hot dry weather has probably

been favourable. Certainly wo never remember to

have seen them so abundant in any ison or locality

as in the present, in the situation to which we have

above referred.

The Floral Magazine has at length assumed

in succeeding years.

If then the eye is to be trained in the setting up of

a dessert, and if this training is to be given by means
of the lessons to be learned in a competitive display

;

or i£ in fact, there is any good or useful object to be

attained in ihe gr icatiou of the visual organs, and
through them of some of the more refined feelings of

our nature by the combination of the beautiful with

e useful when, after all, the palate has chiefly to be
satisfied as in the case of a dessert, how much more
would the principle apply to the grouping of flower B
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for decorative purposes, where everything depends
upon a just appreciation of those principles of true art

of which the masses of even refined society have but a
superficial experience. A public competition in the
arrangement of a few simple and definite materials in

the shape of flowers, such as Covent Garden would
afford, would thus become, in the truest sense, a school
of high art in which the beautiful would be taught to

new or rare. So also forced flowers and fruits,

although prized under certain circumstances,

would never meet with anything like that

remunerative sale which has been the main

cause of the great progress the art has made in

Britain. There are a few individuals who may
take the same pride that we do in the beauty of

their collections, but the great majority of those

[Septembeh
28, am

the observant eye. The matter is well deserving the ™eir collections, Due tne great majority 01 uiost

attention of those who have the organisation of <?reat who take interest m their chateaux and gardens.attention of those who have the organisation of great
public exhibitions, as it would not only be working out
unostentatiously a real public benefit by educating and
refining taste in what is thoroughly a home question,
but would add a feature of no common interest to
their programme.'
Much of the value in a general point of view of any

such competitive display would, however, depend on
the circumscription and the come-at-able-ness of the
materials employed. The competitors should only be
permitted to use such common flowers as are readily
purchasable in the markets. Tl
as far as possible, consist of the

.

fuU -
artistic arrangement over a promiscuous one would be
made clearly and unmistakably

THE
LATE EXHIBITION OF THE IMPERIAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF PARIS.
The principle of encouraging and promoting the

advancement of various branches of Art and Manu-
factures by periodical competitive exhibitions had
long been recognised in France, but, until within
the last few years, it had scarcely been acted
upon in regard to horticulture. The great success
of our own exhibitions of flowers and fruits, the
steady and rapid progress they evinced since their
first establishment in 1832, the great stimulus
they gave to individual enterprise in the intro-
duction or creation of new forms of useful or
ornamental plants, and in the improvement of old
ones, could not, indeed, fail of being duly appre-
ciated by our neighbours, and, previous to 1855,
attempts had already been made by a few
individuals to get up Horticultural Societies
and exhibitions in Paris, but without high
patronage the results were too small to attract
any general notice. By that time, however,
the improvement and embellishment of the capital
had beguu to assume great importance in the eyes
of Government, who saw also how useful the art of
horticulture might be as one ol the means of pro-
moting tbia object On the occasion, therefore, of
the great Industrial Exhibition of 1855, which
was preparing in imitation of the London one of
1851, it was determined to take that opportunity
of holding a corresponding one of Horticultural
produce, which it was hoped might prove the basis

would be perfectly horrified at the sums expended

in England on flower gardens, stoves, or forcing

houses, by country gentlemen whose incomes were
equal to or smaller than their own. It is no
wonder then that the display of flowers at the

Exhibitions of the Central Society at Paris should

have improved but little, or even, judging from
that which is now taking place, should in some
respects have retrograded. The Society has indeed

The several groups should, been labouring under some difficulties. It has no

he same kind of materials, garden, which can alone set off floral exhibitions
"

to advantage, and it has hitherto had no tolerable

locality for any display. I am told that the
spring show this year was miserable. It was
held early with a view to Camellias, for which
several prizes were offered, b^t probably from fear

of injury from the insufficiency of the exhibition
rooms, only 12 Camellias were sent to it. The
Society is now better provided. It is established
on the ground floor of a large hotel in the Fau-
bourg St. Germain, with an interior court-yard of

considerable size, which has been glazed over.
The flowers might be shown to advantage in this

and another smaller yard, and in the broad well-
lighted passage leading to them, whilst the fruits

and vegetables are laid out on tables in the rooms,
the whole exhibition occupying an area of about
1300 square metres (of rather more than an
English yard each). Still an indoor exhibition to

be visited by large numbers of people is very un-
favourable and even injurious to the specimens,
independently of the limited space appended.
The large glazed cour, handsome as it is, would be
nearly filled by the Azaleas alone of one of our
spring shows, and if, as they hope, these Parisian
exhibitions are to acquire any extension, they will
be obliged to transfer them to the Palais
d'Industrie, and to limit those held in their own
rooms to special classes, when it is hoped they may
be more tastefully arranged than at the present
Exhibition.

sickly. In winter theflowers~a^esa7d7^
duced without leaves. I shall however k

****

leave Paris visit M. Laurent's establishm f
fore

I

I am told he forces them on a verv W '
w^

(To be continued.) * ^ %^. h

PHLOXES IN POTS
Having grown the collection No. 1

'

ei;;i.t a

Royal Horticultural Society's Garden on^m!**
and referred to by you in a recent Numh A
Paper, I have sent the following account 'V **
ment they received. Doubtless it can \1 ;!:

etn*
but it mav enable ot.W« «,u.uoon

1 ue impro^

Phloxes in pots another season to produce d ^J^
than I have done with as fine heads of bio

^
principal points to be observed in Phlor p»u

0ni
.
^

opinion are dwarfaess, fine foliage, and lareS*
flowers ;

the individual blossoms should not 1

overlooked, as excellence of shape and decided %&».

mrJl

P^H

The main objects of this September Exhibition
were the fruits, and in them it is a successful one ;but also, from the large space occupied in the
programme by Plantes d'Agr6ment, we might
have expected a considerable display of flowers
and especially I had hoped we might have learned

of an advance in the art corresponding to what something from the " Bouquets mont^rCWures
had been witnessed in Britain. The two Horti- de bal,et Garnitures de table en fleurs naturelles "
cultural Societies, which were dragging on a
lingering existence, were consolidated into a single
one, which was placed under imperial patronage.A considerable number ofnewmembers and " Ladies
Patronesses " were induced to join it ; a piece
of ground opposite the main entrance of the
Palais d Industrie was temporarilv allotted to if •

, . . , ., . . ,
temporarily allotted to it

:

and the exhibition which it there maintained for
several months, although far below our own in the
beauty and variety of floral specimens, was never-
theless very creditable as a first attempt, and was
especially remarkable for the taste displayed in
laying out the ground, and in the arrangement of
the objects exhibited.
The " Soci&e Impe'riale et Centrale ^Horticul-

ture, being now firmly established and fairlv
supported, has done much towards the promotion
of the art m France Several societies, with
periodical exhibitions, have been called into exist-
ence in departmental towns, either after the
example of or m connection with the central one
which has usually sent delegates to attend their
principal shows; and official reports, both of these
shows and of the results of horticultural experi-
ments in various parts of France, have been pub-
lished in its monthly journal. By these means,
and by the prizes awarded at the ordinary meetings
of the Central Society, held usually twice in each
month, considerable encouragement has been given
more especially to the improvement of hardy fruits
and vegetables or to the introduction of new ones.
In flowers however much less progress has been
made

; ornamental horticulture does not in France
meet with that general support and encouragement
on the part of the wealthy classes which is
bestowed on it in our country, and where attention
is given to it it takes a different direction. It is
genial effect and not individual beauty of speci-mens that they aim at.

r
'

'

for which prizes were offered, and in the arrange-
ment of which Parisians are known to show so
much elegant taste. But of the two last there is
absolutely nothing, and the few bouquets exhibited
are round heavy masses of ill-arranged flowers
such as are sold by the roadside in the outskirts
of London, without any of the graceful lightness I
had so often seen in the bouquets of French
saloons. I missed also many other articles for
which prizes were offered. Chrysanthemums,
indeed, could not have been expected for some
weeks to come, but there are no Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Balsams, or Achimenes, and the greenhouse and
hothouse plants are generally miserably poor.
I here is, however, a good set of variegated
Begonias in great vigour of foliage, and amongst
the miscellaneous variegated-leaved plants a
young specimen labelled Sphasrosteraa marmora-tum from Borneo looked very promising ; also avery rich coloured Coieus Verschaffeiti. The
fnJ,°

Xf ^ ^°-d; a
!
8° « few China Asters, andsome fine varieties of Dianthus sinensis (Hedde-wign laciniata, &e.) ; a considerable number of

Lantanas had a prettier effect than I should have
expected; and there are Dahlias, cut Eoses,
Crladioli, Petunias, &c, and several annuals
amongst which well-fljwered pots of Nemesia
compact* were pr.tty. But of the whole
flower-show, the only really interesting object
was a fine mass of M Laurent's blanched
Lilacs —unfortunately placed m a comer in a plain

M
n
f i .Vt* ™/*% l

\ **
hat known as Mas de

Marly, but the individual flowers are larger and
not so close in the bunch, which has an elegant
pyramidal form. They are of the purest white aud
in this respect superior to the naturally while
Lilac, and although they have now been four davs

are equally important.

This being the first year in which * nm
offered for Phloxes in pots at a metropolitan
tion, I was unable to select wholly dwarf«2
kinds

;
I had no reliable information as toft5?

heights the various varieties attained wwIS?
in selecting my plants I was guided rm)ZZ
descriptions in the catalogues than anythingi *
the same time endeavouring to get as mucS5
colour as possible. About the first week in Anal
picked out all the young plants in 60-pota I Said
find, with three, four, five, or more shoots, andvMthem at once into No. 1 6 pots (9-inch omftk
compost I used was 3 parts turfy loam, 1 part *&
decomposed manure, and a little river sand to keep it

porous ; the pots were well drained, and a little hitf.

rotten manure was placed over the crocks to prera*

the soil from running into the drainage. The pote

were then placed in an airy open situation, where thw
remained until exhibited. They were not plunged at

any time, as I dislike plunging anything that is re-

quired for exhibition, for when lifted from the plunging

material the lower leaves usually drop off in a short

time.

In July I found some difficulty in having 12 pofeio

flower at the same time, as some would be in bloom in

a fortnight, and others, such as Triomphe de Twickle,

Princess Alice, &c, were not showing symptoms of I

truss. To obviate this I cut down all the most

forward to within 2 or 3 inches of the surface of the

soil, thinking that they would break vigorously, and

throw up some fine shoots and spikes to come in witk

the later kinds. In this I was disappointed, as not one

of them did any good at all ; several of them died, and

I lost about 1 2 pots by this treatment. Thm neit in

earliness I stopped from 1 foot to \$ uto kmto

surface of the soil, most of these broke wettan^

duced nice heads of bloom on the lateral branches, bat

not equal to those not stopped ; some of each were

exhibited in the collection, and the difference waa very

obvious. The late kinds were not stopped at all, ana

produced magnificent heads of bloom. Several ot we

plants exhibited were almost past their best
:

w
weather being very hot forced the blooms out w

quickly that I could not retard them, WW
no cool shady situation suitable. I Place*,^J
of the most forward close under a norm w ,

and found that it nearly spoilt tlum; ««[ »
to have a decided antipathy to close quarters, adob

month before the exhibition weak manu
?,^ fiuj

liberally supplied ; the pots being <*mPlet^2
with roots requiring additional support, P«™P*

and the rich soil assisted in making some ot tne
i
p

^

taller than they would otherwise have been
,

«'

conclude that stimulants should be cautiously s^f^^

especially in the earlier stages of growth, i
.

naturally likes high feeding, but in pot culture

be done judiciously. , . ^ ^n
They should never suffer from drought,'

w

time the plants get dry you lose some otw ^
leaves, a great loss, as you cannot replace tne

^^^
consequence you have bare 6tems. a he ^
spikes were of course carefully stakeoVas ^
has great power over them when the bl0°

M]1^

however, I think, be grown in pots, as t

between Nos. 1, 2, and 3 was that No.

„. . . gathered they retain their freshness and delicate
It is very seldom that a odour as perfectly as when I saw them on Saturday.

ii ikw, "j *' can obtain a hteh price I

The foliage is rather too pale, bat does not look * 775* ~~™** *u bu« ^b u. vFT-
^ vb&X it is new aud rare, still less because if U 7^ — capabilities of the Phlox you have forf? l&gDecause it IS

j
* See Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 1060,^1. iseo.

| believe that your remarks will assist m brings

their culture that any amateur could not
f

undertake ; and as there are now «> many
^

kinds of dwarf habit, the tall unsighty w
need not be grown for pot culture, ^^rcn*

1 had^

grown entirely in pots, and Ko*. 2 and c
»

• ^
lifted from the ground and potted some U* »

viously. The flowers in 2 and 3 were bright^ ^
of No. 1, the latter having no protection:

«n ^
bees tore and scratched the flowers, g,v,n

| irV
pl#

appearance. A tiffany house or some hQh
\ tQ^ »

where insects could be kept from them is net-

produce them in good order. nen abo*

Stopping, as is proposed at page S^»
oa gofl»e

six inches high, is what I had intended to c Z^;
next year, but you will only got lateral heads ^^
your plants will be dwarfer, but at the expe r^H
terminal head, which I think the principal or

the lateral spikes look poor by their 61<*e* Aqcq^.
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fine flower into general cult;ration, as already ladies

and gentlemen in • s neighbourhood, from reading the

article at page 848, hare begun to order plants and to

look out a prominent situation for their culture next

season. I feel confident that the hybridiser may
annually make a great advance by a little attention to

the habi: of the plant and shape of the individual

flowers, so that in a few years beds of Phloxes will be
is[common as Verbenas.'

The varieties of P. decussata as you observe should
alone be grown. P. iflruticosa and its varieties are

nearly all too early for exhibition purposes, and they do
not remain in flower one half the pei 1 that the

varieties of P. decussata usually do ; some of my plants

have been in loom more than 1 weeks, and they are

not shabby yet I would caution growers to protect

the young plants from spring frosts, as mine were
seriously damaged by it when a few b ics high, and
they show t effects of it even now, the stems a few
inches from the sc having a swollen appearance, and
the outside bark a ro i scabby or cankcry aspe* 1

lost one kind e y from this cause, the frost burst-

the sap vessels so that the shoots rotted off.

William I/eale, at Mr. John Cattells, IVesterham, Kent.

HIKGATEI) ASH-LEAVED MAPLE.
Bomb five or six years ago M. Carricre made known

through the " Revue Horticole " thalt M. Bonnmy of
Toulouse had sent out a new plant remarkable for its

beautifully variegated foliage, and that it was a variety

of the Negundo Maple (Acer Negundo, or Negundo
fraxinifohuin).

This Negundo, or Ash-leaved Maple, is well known
as a handsome tree of rapid growth. Its branches,
which are of a fine green in the young shoots, acquire
a pleating Ash-gray nue as it gets older. The leaves

imparipinnate (pinnate with an odd one), con-

g of 5 or 7 oblong leaflets, of a bright green, and
produced later than the flowers, which hang in

clusters of red and green. The keys seldom ripen ;

they are small, and borne on long pedicels. The
species grows abundantly in many parts of North
America, but chiefly in Pennsylvania, Carolina, and
the Alleghany mountains, where it is called lk>x

Elder.

The history of the subject of this article is as
follows:—

I

1853, • grand horticultural exhibi-

tion was held at Toulouse, and MM. liarillet and
Maaton were invited from Paris to assist in awarding
the prises, the principal of which was a gold medal
given by the Empress. After the judges had com-
pleted their labours, the two Paris judges were walk-

ing in the gardes talking over the merits of the

reap* i one of them spied on a
teg* in an obscure corner a young tree, as they
supposed, languishing in a pot filled with sand, and
which had escaped the attention of the judges. It

turned out to be a young shoot, cut, it is true, from a
vigorous tree, but burnt up by the southern sun,
withered and neglected ; still it retained a fine appear-
ance, its foliage being beautifully variegated with
white, green, and rose-colour. The tree itself was
noon discovered, and most of the judges were struck
with equal admiration at so charming a tree, which
nevertheless had existed st Toulouse for a long time. It

was a chance sport in the nursery of M. Fromant up-
wards of 15 years ago. It is very handsome, with a round
head, covered with foliage beautifully variegated as above
described ; and the wood is streaked with yellow.
It was propagated, and the young plants were sold at

half-a-franc each. After seeing the tree the judges
were unanimous in awarding to M. I'romant the large

gold medal, although it appears they bad previously

intended it for a collection of plants from another

exhibitor. After this the variety was rapidly propa-

gated, and the plants rose in price from almost nothing
to If. each. It is now extensively employed, as it deserves

to be, in ornamental gardening. A fine plantation of

it forms one of the principal ornaments of the western

slope of the Bois de Boulogne, near the Kiosk of the

Empress.
Although the absence of green colouring matter in

portions of the leaves of this and other variegated

plants must be considered as a kind of disease,

yet the Variegated Ash-leaved Maple is, not-

nstanding, very vigorous, and at the same time
remarkably constant in its variegations. Budded on
the common Nejrundo it pushes rigorously. JExtrac
from the Bmme Horticole, July, 1861.

Home Correspondence.
Plant Sales.—Yon will remember a short

time ago a circular was issued by M. Jean Verschaflelt,
of Ghent, stating that a public tale of the ftneat collec-
ion of Orange trees known, consisting . 30 couple

remaikable for their beauty and their ( xtraordinary
growth, would take place in Bois de Klines, near
Tourney, on Monday the 16th of September, i, in com-
pany with many others, leR Toornay on the morning
of the 16th of -eptember for the Bois de Flines, with

view of purchasing some of thoie so led " beau-
ml" Orange trees. On rrivmg at the Chateau and

mspecting the trees in question, I was disgusted at
finding that we had been completely hoaxed—that
here was not a good Orange tree in the collection, and
that many were such as no person would accept as a
gift ifhe had to pay for transport, even to Tournay. Th»

tub* v v very large and the trees very had. Moieover,
the auctioneer before commencing the sale stated that

unless all the trees were sold there would be no sale.

All the trees did not sell, consequently the sale was
stopped, and the company returned much anno nd

protesting against such proceedings, Let me strongly

advise the people of England to have a proper under-

lying before they attend another sale of •'beautiful"

trees in Belgium. I was informed that it was a common
thing at such times to stop the sale and declare it null

unless all were sold. Jean de Paris.

Manure for Conifers.—I fancy that the numerous
letters you have n 1 on this subject will already

have sati ! you that the notion that manure was
injurious to tlase plants, has been the result of

prejudice. My ex ent was not original, the

practice having been frequently adopted by a friend,

who, having witnessed its successful application, recom-

mended it tome. In answer to "CWstonian" I beg
to state that the dung was from tho stable, previously

irown into a c< I pigi yard (a practice which 1

hsve found most effectual, improving the manure in a

high degree) ; it wasW una the r* mulching the
surface, not dug in, which would probably damage the

surface roots. While on this subject allow me to

observe that manure may also be used with excellent

effect on Rhododendrons. I have tried this with great

success, improving both the growth and foliage in a

surprising manner. This may not bo needed in really

good peat soil, but where there is a difficulty in

obtaining this, or where the plants are starved by the

roots of neighbouring trees (especially Ash) it will he
found very useful. V. T. Phillpolfs, Porthgtcidden,

Cornwall.

Rainfall, August 1861 ;—
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a small piece of cotton wadding on purpose to ask your
opinion as to the propria y of recommending its more
general application. 1 have used it this ar in its

present imperfect state for covering individually all

the reaches on the walls here, and I find that it "com-
pletely protects the fruit from the attacks of wasps
and flies. I also fiud that it admits sufficient Air and
light to colour the fruit ; and I believe that it im-

proves the flavour of late fruit by maintaining a little

warmth when cold n ts set in, and in some degree
keeping an unity of temperature with the roots. 1 do
not know at what pr this material could be pro-

duced, but 1 suppose that it would he cheap, taking

up less time to make than nets, and being more effectual

than any net I have tried. The smooth side is put

next the fruit. John Reid, Orion Ball, Peterhro.

[This is a very thin description of cotton wadding, and
we should think, judging from its appearance, that it

would answer the purposely perfectly, if it can he kept

dry, and is not too dear.]

Autumn hoots (see p. 850).—The Oaks and other
rest trees in North War* hire ha not put out

any autumnal or second shoots, and their ibsence

has baen remarked by ral persons. The only
instance i" second shoots I have seen is au Evergreen
Oak, which was nearly killed by the last severe winter,

ad which has put forth a lew by no means strong
shoots on the south side of the tree. Mary, llyton-on-

Dunsmore.
Ch&rophyllum hulhosum.—This plant is again an-

nounced by Vilmorin, Andrieux k Co. as a substitute

for the Potato, with many encomiums. Can any of
your res rs give the results of trials with it in
England ? O.

j
We understand it is regarded by French

gourmands as "a most delicious vegetable." Now is

about the time for sowing the seed. Messrs. Vil-

morin give the following directions for growing it.

Sow in September or October in rows or broadcast,
as Carrots, taking care to roll the ground afterwards.

|
It prefers a good damp well manured - oil, and not the
light land of the Carrot. The crop ought to be ripe in
July.]
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Little Bruly.—Neither thunder nor lightning during the
month.
Derby.—Average (14 years) 2.S4 inches.
Manchater.—\ I >alton's average (47 years) B 46 inches.

Dumfru*. —Average (1 years) 4. 258 inches. 1 *t to 2 1 st exces-
sive rain ; 3d, thunderstorm and deluge of rain ; fine from J

to 28th. Barley cut on 1st ; Oats on 6th ; Potatoes much dis-

eased. Woi pt hay harvest ever known. Swallows preparing
for flight, 29th.
Nookton.—Wet throughout, with high winds from W.4 8W.
Sandwich.—Average (20 Mars) 2 95 inches; the greatest re-

corded (till the present) hew* 4.88 inches last year.

Kirkwall.—8.16 inches, more than ever recorded, 1.90 on 3d-
Oban.—11. 16 inches (believed to be the greatest on record.)

A Loch in the neighbourhood, 23 miles long, has been 8 ft. I in.

above its usual level.

O. J. Symons, Camden Road Villas.

American Blight.—Do you think that the severe

frost of last winter has had anything to do with

destroying American blight ? I had it very bad on

some Apple trees; in fact they were almost covered

with it. I tried Gishurst Compound and oth

remedies, but without any great am- of success.

Tii is summer there is scarcely any to und, and I

cannot account for its absence unless it be that the frost

of last winter destroyed it; none of the trees except

one had any dressing last year. Probably some of \ our

C< esponden nay have been equally fortun . C. II.

[We have not.]

Squirrels.—These appear to be very ca us in

,eir habits. T never discovered any injury to m
antations until this year, when, all at once, we found

about 200 Larches injured, besides a great many

Spruces and choice P : n<>«. Tin;, barked them

about six feet from the top, killing the leader. We
killed about 100 squirrels, ami pulled down a great

many draus. J. W. L., High Elms, Famborough, Ken

New Fruit Protecting Material.—I beg to enclose

Conservatory moved Wliole.—It may interest
some of your readers to know that a conservatory of
large dimensions may be moved entire with a little

care. Our conservatory, built last year, is on the new
principle of glazing npou light rafters 16 inches apart,
and consequently the whole thing becomes a fixture
and cannot be taken to pieces without the risk of
breaking a great quantity of glass. Having to mov
it 66 feet in consequence of a railway company
requiring the land on which it stood, we resolved to
move the whole structure entire, as far as wood and
lass w concerned. This was accomplished sue

fully in the space of oi bv means ot two common
jaeks acting horizontally against the ends of tb mullc*
of timber on which the house was placed. The con-
servatory is 75 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 17 feet
high, and span-roofed. Eight I !ks of timber were
placed at certain distances a >ss the house, and were
kept from spreading by braces or ties of quartering
strutted diagonally. Near the end of each baulk strong
legs were placed on each side, through which an
axle was run, and thus 16 iron wheels running on 8-inch
planks carried the structure safely to its destination.
The gusaiest apparent difficulty was that in moving
the house sideways one end had to be brought forward
6*4 feet. This was easily accomplished by working one
of thejacks a little taster than the other. Besides saving
at least two-thirds of the expense that we should have
incurred in|pulling the house to pieces, we shall save the

i months that it would have taken to rebuild it, and
our Orange trees will no doubt be sat el v loci d in their
inter quarters within a fortnight. The only casualty

was one square of glass broken. This was caused by the
[deluge of rain that fell on Tuesday night, sinking

•rably the newly-made ground on which the
planks were placed. J. Sf C. Lee, Vineyard Nursery,
Hammersmith, Sept. 26.

Orchard House Building.—As the builder of Mr.
Pearson's orchard-houst s, w ill you allow me to answer
some of the remarks of Mr. Kivers in your Paper of last
week. Some six or seven years ago Mr. Pearson
requested me to go to Sawbridgeworth to see the
houses there, as he intended to build some himself.
Though impressed with many things 1 saw, the talent
displayed in building was not amongst the number; in
tact I was a little cl ppointed at being sent so far to
see houses er ed in so rough a m Mr. TJivers
may be an authority in plant growi it I deny Lis

right to claim to be an authority in building. What
does he mean by saying that a house paved with
quarries is damp and dang us? It e house were
paved with halt burnt h ;uld b<- damp, hut with
tafTordshire quarries, hard as flint, or ftfinton t *

grouted w cement, the thing - impossible,

r. Hi vers tn is greatly to dislike pave-

ments. He says no hi ,s should be used in an
hard 1 u>\ adds **How 1 bats them." How, I

would ask, can th or four courses of brickwork

above the surf f tin rround on which to lay a

plate of wood be heavy in u earance? Mr. Pearson
; me th Mr. Rh is never seen his new houses.

I will venture to say be will find them quite as light

in appearance, and a good deal more worthy of being

called houses than a has built. Those who have

teen the photograph of the last new house at ChUwell
will perhaps, like myself, inquire what is meant by
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"roof openings break the agreeable continuity of a

large span roof." I know that Mr. Pearson is not alone

in thinking them, if not necessary, at least very advan-
tageous. All the gardeners I have met with require

them to be put in, and as they neither take from
the effect nor add materially to the cost of the house
why should they not be provided ? Mr. Rivers gives a

list of kinds of Peaches which have failed with him
this season; the trees at Chilwell were loaded with fine

fruit. I saw this morning Salway full, and Walburton
Admirable last week was magnificent. Mr. Pearson
attributes his superior success to artificial fertilisation,

and giving less air in cold weather, and says Mr. Rivers
goes about threshing his trees with a stout stick and
starves them in east winds—they may therefore well not
fruit. But I have no doubt if Mr. R. would find in his

heart to build good houses that would last, instead of
placing his poor plants in a wooden shed built on Oak
posts, they would in gratitude for his kindness never
disappoint him again. Robert Foster* Beeston, near
Nottingham.
Araucaria Rulei.—We have the honour of forward-

ing by the Great Britain steamer from this port

gathered during the Burdekin expedition accord fully

with others from Moreton Bay, Rockhampton, and the

Hastings River. It remains as yet unascertained

whether more than one Araucaria belongs to the East

Australian flora. Mr. Fitzalan offers on this Pine the

following notes : ' Very abundant from Percy's Islands

upwards. On Percy Islands it differs but little from

the Moreton Bay Pine, except in the invariable regu-

larity of its branches, these being in regular tiers

opposite ; the Moreton Bay Pine is seldom so ; as we

go further north this regularity increases and the

foliage becomes more glaucous, until at Port Molle and

on Whitsunday Island the tree assumes the habit of the

New Caledonian species, the tree being conical, the

tiers of branches perfectly regular and having a slight

droop at their tips. We cut a spar of it on Magnetical
Island to make a topmast, and the wood was hard and
close-grained, paler than that ofthe Morton Bay Pine, and

I*
placed over its roots it wintered well T

^
replanted it where it will get sun earli

^ *
against another south wall. In the sor'^ t

^
pot it and try it in that way, as, by confi^

**
it may run less to wood and mo™ f ft a

lu
& lt,

»ft

friend Mr. May, of the National Prol°^ *
Blandford, flowered it in a pot in his

B

about three years ago, and told me that it w
COnserT,

to

but I have forgotten to ask him furth
** *

"

Probably, little bushy plants in 8-incli doN
the garden on the ground where the sun ^

the greatest power, would be the lilrT
8 *

erab4

to succeed with it out of doors. It is a \ ? *
linian, and doubtless requires more sun th

^
had for the last two years. My one tree ofl£

fa?

14 trees of Triomphe de Rennes, and 28 f!!^ I
Gloire de Dijon, are always in bloom,

and «Tif
*

Roses. Triomphe de Rennes I consider to feS,
would not swim. It produces a white resin abundantly/ for quality of all yellow Roses, except vor*
A . Rulei.—A new species of the magnificent genus Smithii and the Cloth of Gold "

first-rate '

P

^*
Araucaria has very lately been discovered by Mr. Will, accomplishments, Gloire de Dijon is the Ap?^
Duncan, botanical collector to John Rule, Esq., of I more good points even than Geant d* n
Melbourne, having been found covering the summit of Celine Forestier is a strong growing w^lkS

directed to you in care of a friend to Liverpool, a |
a lofty volcano on an island near New Caledonia. It nice yellow Rose with hardy constitutional

email latprnl
V'A^i

ntfaNat

Ufetbtt

upon, mi
which, fen

never hity

me for^
trebles,"

jr

both at Ei.

bitions
(7) be-

ginning tie

13th of Jm
and ending

September11;

and more,

they are hung

with noble

flowers now,

mi mil con-

tinue so till

winter sets in.

A hard and

early one we

shall hare, is

the robins be-

gan their plaintive notes

this year in August. Beij-

ing on their sngurfI krt

pat m mr F* to®
'

ato

the tanei,^^^
my strong Mrfi ^*

lines like Potatoes. As soon

aa I apprehend zeros ap.

proach everything wdl fe

tied up with straw ^.F.
{

Blandford. . ,

The Rose fan**
tffct».-It bas been sb*

tbat in many ?artt «

America the Robiniahi^

never produces po^
:;;

flower falling away **£

ovary soon after exp**

This has led to a^
ofitsbeingabybrid^

Pseudacacia andJ^
some other species ,!£

small lateral

shoot, having
for its termi-

nal point the
remains of a
fruiting cone,

along with a
few seeds of

the celebrated

new species

of Araucaria

named Rulei,

a brief des-

cription of
which, toge-

ther with a

specimen, was
sent to Sir W.
Hooker by Dr.
Mueller, of
theMelbourne
Botanical Gar-
dens, la9t No-
vember. Of
this some ac-

count has al-

ready appeared in your
columns. When Dr. Mueller
made his i'eport he was un-
able to determine whether
the plant was a true Arau-
caria or a sub-genns allied to

that noble tribe of Conifer®.

We are now anxious to solve

this question by sending you
the above for your deter-

mination. Mr. Duncan, our
collector, the original dis-

coverer of A. Rulei, has just

forwarded to us a few thou-
sand plants of it in excellent

condition, being all he could
collect of one year old

seedlings. In his former
expedition every plant failed

to grow, chiefly because
they were too old to move,
and at that season there
were no year old seedlings.
Mr. Duncan speaks of this
new acquisition as follows :— " Although the nearest
approach in appearance to A. Rulei is A. imbricata, the
latter is not for one moment to be compared with the
grandeur of the former, being without exception the
grandest and most beautiful tree at present existing on
the lace of the whole earth. Only imagine." he adds,

on
A

:™?1 growing to the height of about 50 feet and
30 feet in diameter, with six times the number of
branches of A. imbricata, but of amore rigid and tubular
form, forking in all directions at equidistances in the
most symmetrical arrangement, feathered down to the
ground, and the whole covered with the fine glistening
imbricated very dark green foliage, shining in the sun
as so many polished mirrors, and the tree itself growing
on the very summit of an extinct volcano, in debris as

either viscosa or hispida have ripeneu ^
country ; and if not, whether attempt . ,

been made to fertilise either with its °** ^(jr
with that of other species. Perhaps some " j $ir*m i/unb ui otner species. XW**T% ..jj^tenw "

respondents may be good enough to a
J /for

fb*

this point. My friend M. Decaisne, or i an i ^
information I ask), informs »e thalJ'?£&&
nurserymen regard viscosa as a form °

. fft*
and believe that it has been raised from se* ^ W
acacia, as hispida has been so supposed w

^ ^
may be designated in honour of the gentleman through general in EngW ? °J DH^*« Jrwhose arrangements the discovery was accomplished,

\ Thrips in?Dahtia, -In the old kitchen gift, |

Araucana Rulei-It attains, according to Mr. Duncan this place 1 1*vt could £>« ^/Wa less gigantic height than any of its congeners. In I summer.* --- — ? 8^- ™«ch ^

that the whole group of trees is confined onlv to the
limited radius of half-a-mile. The latitude ~is on a
parallel with that of A. Bidwillii, but situate on double
the elevation of the habitat of that tree." We
have no doubt that you will justify us in
stating that this species is out of the categorv
of all ordinary plants, and will ultimately deserve
its name of "Grand Plant" by universal consent.

tu €tS
Adamson

> Collins Street, West Melbourne,
May 29, 1861. [The following account of two Arau-
carias, one of which is this plant, is given by Dr.
Mueller m his report on Lieut, i" tzaians expedition :—

\^ra
c^l

nningKami
' - Found on Cumberland

BbSta™ *£""* •£«"»«* to the vicinity of theHaving, mw. Tne braacbes immii{w f
.

t

although acute yet not pungent leaves, which are not
striolated, and from J-J inch long. The closely and
multifariously imbricated leaves distinguish it at
once from A. Bidwillii/' [We regret to say that
the specimen referred to by Messrs. Smith & Adamson
was not in the parcel manifest of the " Great Britain "
and has never reached us. We, however, are able to
publish a woodcut of the plant, from drawings for
which we are indebted to Dr. Mueller. 1, a branch
with the core of the cone from which the scales have
dropped; 2, the same with the lower scales forced
down; 3, the base of a cone; 4-5 scales of do. ; 6,
piece of core, showing the scars left by the fallen scales.!

Isabella Gray and other Yellow Roses.—I have had
a nice plant of Isabella Gray for three years and have
never had the sign of a flower-bud With three tiles

autumn. The thrips generally
*f

aC*

st ;

a

yellow and light coloured varieties the
tfeea \-

the effects of their ravages were the 8^^J
them. The fruit of the Peaches aru i ^^
the walls was likewise covered with tiiei" ^^m
and the walls being very old and fall

.

or i ^r
have been the means of harbouring tlie • ^ ijp

kitchen garden lately made here
flf (KJ

no thrips on Dahlias or flowers £ ^'£
this summer, although the weather i

)gr t<,

0»

September has been hot and dry and s

d^
near London. The best remedy I^ was **'!.

ing thrips from attacking VM»*%^ »$
some tobacco dust over the buds wr* •ir[bi $ !

l

^
This dust or snuff was made from th^ ^tf
of home-STown tobacco and dusted
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evening or morning when the dew is on. If put on ' deep crimson ; grandiflora,^gold.with ^crimson^centrej

when the flowers were much opened it rendered them

unsightly for showing. The midribs of the tobacco

leaves most be thoroughly dried on a stove or flue, and

afterwards bruised or pressed into a very fine powder.

which will be found more pungent and strong than

most kinds of foreign snuff. After a dose of this is

and Burridgii, the finest of all the tall kinds, brilliant

golden yellow with large centre of rich maroon crimson.

The dwarf sorts were also remarkably beautiful. Than
Mesembryauthemum tricolor and album nothing could

be handsomer; of the?.' we noticed large beds, which,

when the sun shone on them, were most effective. Of

given the thrips may be seen jumping and scampering Linum grandiflorum (rubrum) there was a quarter at

off the flowers in multitudes, and the flowers remain

deserted whils le dust remains on. W. T ry.

Aphides.—Last year in September legions of aphides

attacked the h ripened watery shoots and leaves of

Peaches and N I on the walls here, and de-

stroyed the last chance of the wood ripening well. Was
this generally the case in other gardens? I find that

when aj * tribes are unusually abundant on fruit

-ees in the open air one year it stops their productive-

ness the next—at least the Peach trees on the walls here
|

have tliis year been quite free from them. W. T.

octcticg*

^^OTiL HoHTTcrT.Triui. : Ftnrnl Committee, Sept 24.

—On 1 « occasion Mr. F. R. Kinghom exhibited a

plant of tl very curious Amgozanthus MnugU'sii, which
is remarkable for the bright green and red of its

urious velvety l! >w. It was nicely bloomed, and
was awarded :i d Certificate for its rarity. Mr.

Salter, of Hammersmith, sent several interesting

variegated plants, the 1 it of which was a neatly

marked form of Vaccinium Vitis-Ida?a, having th

leaves edged and mottled with white. This received

commendation. With it was a pretty vari- ted rock
Alyssum, called procurrens; also Pelargonium tetra-

ffontim, Weigela rosea nana, Mentha heterophylla, and
Fuchsia corymbi flora, all in a variegated state, and
tome seedling Antirrhinums. Mr. G.Macintosh, of Ham-
mersmith, sent a deeply-coloured seedling LophospeT-
mum called grandiflorum coccincum,the flowers ofwhich
were spotted ami streaked w ith white. A bedding Dahlia
ofgood habit, with dull claret loured flowers, came from
Messrs. Chater A I o., Braintree. A First-class Certifi-

least half an acre in extent, and thus seen en masse

nothing could be more dazzling, its masses of rich

crimson blossoms being most abundant. No difficulty

is experienced here in getting it to grow ; the seeds

receive no artificial preparation previous to sowing,

which takes place in the open ground, and every one

of them vegetates. Tom Thumb Clarkia also made a

good bed, rich in colour, dwarf and compact. Among
(1 rf (Knotheras, macrocarpa still stood in the first

rank, and among tall kinds (£. Lamarckii occupies a

similar posi n; it blooms the first year most profuseh

from June to October; individually the blossoms are of

large size, averaging 4 inches in diameter. On one plant

alone of this variety we counted no fewer than 23

timers, all open at one time. Saponaria calabrica, a

plantation 1 acres in extent, was in full bloom, and

literally covered the ground with a dense carpet of rich

rosy flowers. The finest sight, however, of all was
the magnificent masses of Tropasoluin Tom Thumb,
" scarlet," of which alone there was about an acre as

red as a soldier's coat, and equally brilliant ; next came
one-third of an acre of "dark crimson," a line kind of

Tropa'olum, rich and beautiful in colour ; also " Beauty,"

a yellow variety streaked and blotched with scarlet.

Then came "Crystal Palace Gem," a new bright sulphur

Tropaeolum, blotched with maroon; the habit of these

is excellent, and the leaves much smaller than those of

common Nasturtium, over which they have the advan-

ta2e of throwing their blossoms well upabove the foliage.

Legg striking perhaps, but not less interesting, was

Convolvulus tricolor splendens, a great improvement

especially in point of colour, on the purplish blue Con-

volvulus minor. Of Tropaeolum Lobbianum "Lillie

Schmidt," a trailing variety resembling the Crystal

I'alace Scarlet, there was a fine mass profusely in

broad fleshy glaucous leaves wereobovate and apiculate,

and of a pnrpurascent lute; it was not in flower. A
oiilar award was made to a fine pinnated Fern call

Cyrtomium caryotideum, sent from t lie Society's

?arden. J. Day, Ksq., of Tottenham, sent a handsome
;nlia with blush sepals and petals and n purple lip. A

very handsome double Fuchsia called Universal, from
Mr. G. Smith, of Hornsey Road, remarkable for its

globosa-like aspect, was Commended. Finally, from
Mr. Turner, of Slough, was a beautiful light rose-

loured Dahlia called Airs. Bush, which had received
Com m on a former occasion, and was now
thought to merit a first-class award.

cate was given to a fine species of Echeveria from Mr- ,

,

_ - , ,- ..

a, gr. to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq, in which the
! ^

loon
l'

* or conservatory er greenhouse decoration, or
- for festooning over the sides of vases or hanging

baskets, nothing could be more useful than this plant.

In the single Chrysanthemum Hurridgeanum we have

also a perfect gem ; its large white blossoms, orna-

mented with concentric rings of various colours, are

extremely handsome, and should secure it a place in

every garden ; the blooms also keep long in perfection

placed in water in a cut state. Eschscholtzia tenuifolia,

a charming miniature variety, with erect rush-like

foliage, seemed admirably adapted for edgings; its

colour is clear sulphur yellow and its height not more
than 4 inches. Leptosiphon aureus is another admirable
edging plant, covered as it is for many weeks in suc-

cession with small stellate golden blossoms. Associated

with these was a large bed of Lobelia tormosa, an

upright growing variety with rich purplish blue blos-

soms, somewhat resembling those of L. speciosa but

larger. Contiguous to this was a bed of Tropaeolum

"Brilliant," a fine trailing variety with showy
scarlet blossoms and dark green lewes, very distinct

from those of other kinds. Passing large breadths

of the showy Delphinium formosum and other

varieties Gilia achilleaefolia alba next attracted atten-

tion ; it has large heads of pure white bloom, and
is a very pretty addition to our hardy annuals.

Among Lupines hybridus insignia, purplish rose; L.

venustus, mazarine blue; L. tricolor elegant, purple,

white and violet; and L. Dunnetti superbus, red, blue,

and yellow, arc all about the same height, viz. 2 feet,

Notices of &ook$.
Teide Catalog tes Deceived.—Vilmorin k Co.,

Paris, Catalogue of Flower Seeds that may be sown in

September.

—

Id. Catalogue of Bulbs and Strawberrv
Plaets. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, Catalogue of
Hothouse and Hardy Plants; Supplement to No. 87,
containing all the new things. Among the latter is a
very beautiful striped Cyperus, called C. alternifolius

albo-variegatus, and a most prodigious Lilac called Dr.
Lindley. We shall have something to say about these
on an early occasion. Ambr. Verschaffelt, Ghent,
Catalogue for the Autumn of 1861, and Spring and
iminer of 1862. Barr & Sugden's (of 12, Kin-

Street, Covent Garden) Autumnal Catalogue of Choice
Dutch and Cape Bulbs.

a good while edging. Erysimum or Baibarea variegata,
with golden striped foliage, likewise makes a useful
ornamental edging and riband plant. Near Mr.Dnnm tt'g

residence were some fine beds of mixed Sweet William,
Indian Pinks, and the variety of Dianthus called Dun-
netti, the darkest coloured Sweet William known; also

Alyssum saxatile compactum, a fine early blooming
hardy perennial, which will form a good companion to

the early white Arabia alpina and the pink Saponaria

ocymoides. Among Nigellas or Love in a Mist, as they

are some times called, was one pure white and another

dark purple, both comparatively new kinds.

At St. Osyth, which is 13 miles from Dedham, were
10 large beds of the new Stock-fiowered Larkspur, in

distinct colours, which made an effective display, all of

them being very double, resembling in that respect, as

well as in the size and beauty of their spikes, Brompton
Stocks. Dwarf Rocket Larkspurs were also very pretty,

as were likewise the branching and other sorts.

Antirrhinums are grown here in quantity, and among
them were at 1< 20 or 30 distinct varieties—some
charmingly aiwt ted, and others beautifully striped. To
the raising of Pansiea attention is also directed, and
there were likewise immense breadths of Virginian
Stock. Of Dunnett's selected dwarf crimson Candytuft,

a very handsome sort, there were at least 2 acres, also

large beds of Lobelia speciosa, the fine blue variety so

universally employed for bedding purposes. In addition

to the above was a bed of Rhodanthe Manglesi, beauti-

fully in bloom, and about an acre of the dwarf spotted

Tom Thumb Nasturtium, golden yellow in colour, richly

spotted with chocolate. Dianthus Heddewig'u, a large

bed of extra double Indian Pinks, a collection of eight

varieties of Marvel of Peru, and a fine piece of

mixed Phlox Drummondi in every shade of

colour, were very attractive. We likewise noticed here
a bed of Leptosiphon hybridus, a charming dwarf
annual with a habit like that ol L. aureus, but with
colours more varied and beautiful; also a small bed of

double Zinnia producing a tine display of flowers,

some of which were remarkably handsome and as double

as those of a miniature Dahlia, a description of plant
now coming into fashion.

As has been already stated large breadths of the
finer varieties of v etahhs separated the different kinds
of flowers from one another, and among these a few
are worthy of notice, First may be named, Manchester
lied, Ivery's Nonsuch, and Turner's Incomparable Celery ;

the last occupied about 4 acres, and is an excellent solid

white variety, now generally grown, more especially for

early crops. Not less than an acre was filled with
Australian Cress, a good salad plant, and Witch's Per-
fection Pea was also largely cultivated. This, as was
remarked last week, endures drought better than
most kinds. Of Oxheart Cabbage, an excellent
sort, there were about 4 acres, and we also
noticed a large quarter of Carter's Early Cabbage, a
small, compact, and useful kind, which does not readily

run to seed. Of Mammoth Late White Broccoli we ob-
served about 2 acres, and of Lettuces there were some
large and improved New Cos sorts, «vhich when better

known may become favourites. Of Beets Messrs.

Carter have also an excellent medium-sized blood-red

kind. Other vegetables are also grown exten-

sively for seed, but these are among the most im-
portant. We may add that the utmost care appeared
to be taken to keep everything true to name, and that
neatness, order, and skilful management were every-
where observable.

Garden Memoranda.
Messed Caster & Co.'s Annual Grounds, Ded-

ajtd St. Ostto, Essex.— me account of what

blossoms 3 inches in diameter, was very conspicuous, as

was also the double variety of Clarkia pulchella, a new
and desirable plant for ornamental purposes of all kind

we saw on a recent visit to these interesting ?eed-pro- ! the flowers being very double and the colour a rich

Miscellaneous.
Tlie Army Worms.—Considerable uneasiness is felt

and have long and beautiful spikes of bloom. Among throughout the Northern States and Canada on account
..at ices plants of S. texana, a useful pink kind,

~mA% * ~~ lf

measured from 1 to 2 feet in diameter. A large bed of

Convolvulus tricolor monstrosus, with rich deep purplish

of the rava_- s of an insect known as the army worm.
It was nearly, if not quite, unknown till last year, when
it made its appearance in some districts of the Union.
This year it has spread to Canada, and caused serious

injury to the growing crop. I do not know who gave
it its name, but if it does more harm than the real

army which is eating into the vitals of the country it

the production and selection of flcwer and vegetable
seeds on these grounds, showed us many of our most
striking and favourite annuals, both old and new, not
grown in small patches but by the acre ; and seen in
maaees of that extent, the different colours, arranged as
they were in parallel beds, separated by broad belts of
vegetables were most effective. First came beds ofvery fine double tocks in separate colours; then a
collection of Mangolds, which exhibited ample evidence
of the improvement effected in this description of
flower by means of years of careful selection ; the dwarf
and yellow miniature French varieties were very double
and so compact in growth that they made excellent
beds

;
African kinds were also beautiful, and nearly as

large and double as ordinary sized Dahlias. Attention
next directed to some charming beds of Senecio,

Among Malvaceous plants one of the most showy was (whose comprehensive work on the insects injurious to
the Red Lavatera, a well-known and showy annual, vegetation in the United States deserves to be more
Petunias were remarkably showy, and among them were i extensively known than it is in this country), the real
one or two fac-similes of Mrs. Ferguson, the beau
tiful purple striped white sort lately figured in the
Florist. Other kinds were crimson, purple, rose,

violet striped and white—all the best in their respective

classes, and there was also a useful assortment of

mixed varieties. Lobelia gracilis erecta, an extremely

neat and pretty kind well suited for edging, pots or

vases, was in fine condition; Nemesia versicolor, corn-

array worms are green, doubly spotted with black on
the back, and sprinkled with black dots. They are
especially injurious to the Cotton fields in the southern
states, being only found as far as the Cotton plant is

cultivated, and consequently never occurring in New
England. Although belonging to the Noctuida?, the
caterpillars crook their backs in crawling along, like the
looper caterpiUars ((Jeometridse), in consequence of the

pacta, one of the most charming annuals in cultivation,
|

small size of the first and second pairs of prolegs. The

formed compact little bushes about 1 foot high, pro- "

~"> — *—*-l '- «-- "n,W the name of Nortn.

fusely covered with variously coloured blossoms.

Some very large beds of Paxmy Poppies in twelve

distinct colours were very showy; their blotaoms

being large and brilliant in colour, produced a striking

effect. A fine piece of purplish blue Convolvulus minor

was likewise most beautiful, as was also a bed of Ever-

lastings, consisting of Helichrysum compositum, maxi-

mum, macranthum nanum, bracteatum album, Acro-

clinium roseum and album. Associated with these was

,ia
:>

among which the most striking was one of bril'
liant Magenta colour, literally one mass of bloom

;

others were bright crimson rose, purple, copper, and
white, and the profusion of flowers which each of them
produced made them very effective, especially when
viewed from a distance. Near these was a magnificent
display of the various kinds of Coreopsis the ffloiL.uu,«iB -«,.fcW« W w.u«» h - .--.--
•iriking among which were C. nigra speciosa, rich i wort, on account of its silvery foliage, bids fair to make in a cold frame, and give air

;
and in November and

a mass of starry Scabious, the blooms of which form an

admirable addition to winter bouquets. Venus's Navel-

moth was described by Say, under the name of XNOctua

Xylina. It seems very probable, however, from the

description given of the caterpillars now under notice,

that they are not identical with the real army worm,

and that that name has been misapplied to some other

polyphagous species of Noctnidae. J. O. Westwood.]

The Afoerine Lettuce.—This Lettuce, the origin of

which is unknown to me, appears not to be so much
cultivated as it deserves, although it may be highly

recommended for growing in frames. The following is

the mode in which I ciiltivate it . I sow in the beginning

of September, prick out in the end of the same month
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December I have Lettuces very well hearted, requirin

no other care than covering the sashes in severe frost.

I can also have Lettuce in January by pricking out in

the middle of October. For wintering under bell-

glasses, like the Laitue Gotte, it must be sown from the

15th to the 20th of October, and pricked out when it

has made two leaves. This Lettuce is not so liable to

injury from frost as the Laitue Gotte. After winter I

plant it under bell-glasses, but not on beds, merely
using vegetable mould. I place four plants under a

bell -glass. When they begin to heart air must be given,

and the bell-glasses should even be taken off if it does

not freeze sharply. If the Algerine Lettuce is sown in

January under glass in a cold frame and pricked out in

a southern aspect as soon as the weather is favourable,

good Lettuces may be had fit for use from the beginning

to the middle of May. The good qualities of this

Lettuce are so well appreciated by those who know it

that they prefer it to the Laitue Gotte, and substitute

it for that sort.

against damp by using gentle fires with a little top air

on wet days. Let pot"specimens in bloom be frequently

re-arranged, so as to make the most of these, for the

finest specimens become too familiar to be interesting

when allowed to remain too long in one place. Be

careful not to over-water things brought from the stove,

and also to use the water in a tepid state ; as watering

young wood from being much injured thev

sn

more easily wintered. are mri

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEvAs formerly recommended, look over fruit -

out of doors frequently, and gather it as If L
temail»%

Also examine that stored in the fruit ro
**

will occasionally be found a few decayirw
M ***

tender plants with cold water after this season injures weeks after housing, and these should be%g
the young roots, shortens the duration of the blossoms, soon as perceived. Keep the fruit room cooi

em

°J

e<
? *

and often ruins the plant. Use weak manure-water for in order to allow of the escape of mnu. ^and often ruins the plant. Use weak manure-water for

Salvia splendens, so as to preserve the plants in a

vigorous state, and keep them blooming as long as

possible. Give attention to securing a plentiful succes-

sion of things for maintaining the gaiety of the house

during winter.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—As has been frequently mentioned plants

swelling their fruit should be assisted with a brisk tem-
perature, say from 65° to 75° at night, regulating this

I consider it an excellent variety, but according to the state of the external temperature,
it is too small for summer, and accordingly I donot

J keeD jn2. the house rather close on sunny days and
grow it at that season. Dubois in Journ. de la Soc. Imp

Bees.—The lovers of bees and the amateurs of honey

and its production who visit Paris will find an in-

I
keeping
aliowins: the thermometer to rise to 80° or 85° before

giving air freely. Also endeavour to proportion the
I moisture to the temperature, for a high dry tem-

teresting agricultural exhibition in the Luxembourg perature is not favourable to the swelling of the fruit,
gardens. Some curious details are given of the mode *

of management. It is found that, for the production of

the whitest honey, the bees must be carried to places

where wild plants are numerous; hives are purchased

inSologne, for instance, and conveyed into the Gatenais,

wliere Sainfoin is very abundant. Towards July,

when the flowers are gone, the workers are driven

out of their homes by means of the smoke of

the maroute, a kind of Camomile, Anthemis cotula.

The honey, which is then very white and granular,

is collected, and the bees are allowed to re-enter

the hives, which are carried off to the forest of

Orleans or Fontainebleau, where the insects form new
combs. Sometimes, instead of driving them off, they
are put to sleep by the aid of chloroform, or by burning
tow containing saltpetre ; this is placed in a fumigator,

and the vapour directed by bellows through a tube into

the hive. When the operation commences they make
a loud humming, and when this ceases they are all

motionless at the bottom of the hive, where they remain
in this state about half an hour. This operation has
been repeated experimentally as many as twenty times
a day on the same bees, without any apparent injury.
Tbe profit made by such a mode of treatment is said to
be 46 per cent, on the capital employed, and the
average yield is given at more than 50 lbs. of honey
and three-quarters of a pound of wax per hive. This
is- only produced, however, by the system of cal es ;

that is, false hives placed over those which are nearly
Med, a hole being made in the top of the latter, so that
the bees, instead of emigrating, construct a second
comb. Daily Telegraph.
The Margaret Strawberry (Fraise Marguerite (Le-

breton)^ The fruit of this is very large, from £ oz. to
li oz. in weight, of the form of an elongated cone,
shining red, colouring well even to the point. Seeds
small, numerous, set almost on the surface. Flesh
bright orange near the outside, white at the centre,
solid, juicy, sugary, perfumed; core none or soft!
Scapes vigorous, with hairs spreading horizontally.T~ long; leaflets oblong-obovate, widely andLeaves

and there is no chance of getting well swelled heavy
fruit without plenty of warmth and moisture. Main-
tain a steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and use

every care to keep the soil in a healthy state as to

moisture. When watering is necessary, use clear

manure-water, and give sufficient to moisten the whole
of the soil, and avoid frequent dribblings, for when this

system of watering is practised it is nearly impossible to

keep the under soil, where the principal roots should be,

in a healthy state. Use the syringe very sparingly, and
only to dew the plants, as heavy syringing after this

season is apt to keep the surface soil so moist as to
render it difficult to judge as to when water should be
given. Any young plants growing in pots which may
require re-potting should be seen to at once so as to

allow of getting them established in their fresh pots,

while they can be kept moderately warm. See that the
balls are in a proper state as to moisture before repot-
ting, as neglect of this is a frequent cause of young
stock fruiting prematurely. Keep moist and rather
warm for a time after shifting, so as to encourage the
formation of fresh roots.

Vineeies.—Should wet weather continue we would
again advise covering the borders of the early house
with dry stable litter, Fern, or whatever can be obtained
most conveniently that will answer the purpose of
keeping the border dry. Nothing answers better for
this purpose than clean straw, provided the border has
a proper slope from the front of the house; in that case
it is easily thatched so as to throw off* the wet entirely.
But the straw is too valuable in most parts of the
country to be used for this purpose, and wooden shutters
or tarpauling would be found cheaper in the end. It
will also be advisable to cover the borders of houses in
which it is intended to keep ripe Grapes for any length
of time, so as to prevent the soil getting saturated
about the roots. Look over ripe Grapes frequently,
particularly in damp weather, cutting out any tainted
berries immediately they arc perceived, and keep the
atmosphere as dry as possible, using gentle fires when
necessary with a free circulation of air ; but a warm

in order to allow of the escape of moistnr
'*

off by the fruit, which is considerable
f0P
^

weeks at first. Where it is intended
to

**

fresh plantations of fruit trees this season the
"^

should be prepared at the earliest convenience
6

T8*

fresh soil to be used for planting should be th^J^
exposed to the action of the weather so as to h^fy
a mellow state when wanted for use. If no* \
done clean and dress Strawberry plantations Si
away all useless runners, giving a good drJn??
manure when necessary, but be careful to selects
which is thoroughly decayed, and which can beJ*
without the necessity of digging deep or iajaj?
roots. The principal crop of Celery should nowjAj
rather closely earthed up, using quick he &ff
freely to destroy slugs.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Follow up cleanly cultivation, and stir the sou smon^

all growing crops. Employ leisure timeincoS
materials for manure ; remember that all deS
vegetable refuse is valuable in this respect, ejprt
after having been well watered with the coatenliof

the cesspool.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHTSWICK NEAR L0SD05,

FortheWeek ending Sopt. 26, 1861, as observed at the Horticultural Carta.

r

u tJ A T* J*l \

Tbmi-k RI

Sept.
JUKOkflES,

01

M

ae Air. lOfthel*^

Max. Min. Min. Mean

50.5

1 foot 2 feet

-leep. deep.)

Friday 16 29.798 29.781 67 34 601 56 SWJ*
Satur. 21 17 29.778 29.510 63 46 54.5 1

59' w. u
mday22 IS 29.51

1

29.424 64 50 570 SB 57 8.W. a
Mon. 23 19 29.386 29.310 67 43 55.0 59 57

Tim i!j .1) 29. 121 29.29 66 35 80.5 59 SI S*
Wed, 25 21 9 1.190 61 39 59.0 K 5 :J»
Thurs. 28 1-1 29.792 29 568 63 32 47.5

52.1

57

B2.6

*,
\.uAverage . 29.561 J9.-WO 64.4 39.8 i ;

Sept. 20— Densely overcast ; cloudy and flue ; cold at night

21—Blight tog; overcast; fine; rain.

22— Densely clouded ; rain ; heavy showers; rather tatonHfc

23— Litrht flying eloxul> ; tine; windy.
24—Fine ; heavy showers ; boisterous with hearyrato atngit;

cold.
25—Rain ; showery, fine ; rain at ni^hi
26—Cloudy ; tine ; clear and cold at ni?ht

Mean temperature of the week 3± deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK

During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending

*£2l* ' CrTraf^t

'

of ifcun. \f

regularly crenated, bright green above ash irrev P
ece8Sary Wlt? a tree circulation of air ; but a warm

beneath. Plants vigorous, hardy, and productive This I

temPerafcure
c
lS yearly ** injurious as damp, therefore

variety, which is early and forces well, was raised from w n° m
°J
e ™;heat tl

}
m may be absolutely necessary.

Sir Harry, fertilised with some sort unknown, at
"" ——*-« _«-.._

Chalons-sur-Marne, by M. Lebreton, and fruited for the
firat time in 1859. Compared with other sorts, accord-
iagto the Comte de Lambertye, the Margaret Straw-
berry ripens at the same time as the Marquise de
lAioor-Maubourg [a variety better known in England
under the name of Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury]

;Mm point of quality the Margaret has all the excel-
fciit properties of the Princesse Royale (Pelvilain)
£4fcout its fault, viz., that of having a hard core.
CAM*** de Lombertyein Journ. de la Soc. Imp. Abridged.
Mgacutihs.—lt k the nature of some sort* t.n W*

H< Sd *

5 =.

Sept ? c =
and Oct. i&

4/ ^ O
ag

Sunday 29 . 65.0 44.8 54.9
Mon. 30.. 64.3 43.6

les. 1.. 63. 1 »-. 11
Wed. 2.. 61 J 540
Than. 3.. 44.1
Friday 4.. 63.9 43.8 53.0
Satur. 5.. 62.9 11 2

Rained.

3 *

1

111

Th«- highest temperature during tl >>ove P^tf 2f'Wtte*
4th. 1859-thcrm. n> deg.: and the lowest on the -d, «»-*—

27 deg.

Let no pot plants requiring watering remain in houses
where the Grapes are ripe and expected to hauff for anv
length of time.

S

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Unless where alterations are in hand the principal

work in this department for the present will be mow-
ing and clearing up; and if anything like neatness is to
be maintained, sweeping up of leaves will soon require
daily attention; also see to getting gravel walks
thoroughly cleared of weeds and Moss; roll them fre-
quently when wet, to keep the surface hard and smooth.

^4_ ii i t ,t ,
some SOTts to have Continue to afford young stock in pits and frampa th*SKy T £

U,b3
' n°

tUe
f
S
Z
n the contrary »»™ m09t ««w attention, Snd endeavour to getTweltfcw. as constantly Sin.U, and what is more the/e .mall I

rooted and strong without keenW „Z.Z j£fl„™ l"t_lt t. ., „-
~ " :

—~ "~-« « iuwc meat! *in<UL
Iwttt* are of the fiaest varieties. The size of a bulb has
aottimg to do with the fineness of the bloom, which is
most commonly inversely as the size of the bulb. Til-
monk's Catalogue.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Consebtatoef, &c. — Summer flowering twiners,

which usually become unsightly about this season,should
be cut back rather freely, as also any others that will
bear this treatment. Shade can now well be dispensed
with ; therefore not a spray that can be spared should
be left to obstruct the light. Acacias, and other winter-
flowering plants having been subjected to a period of
comparatively dry treatment, to ensure their blooming
profusely, should now be pretty liberally supplied
with water at the root, in order to get them into
flower during the dull season, when they will be much
more esteemed than in sprincr, when flowers are plenti-

£L Manure water, if it can be used, should be given
frequently to Chrysanthemums. < I We air freely on favour-«£le opportunities, avoiding cold draughts a*rainst plantsthat have been bronght from a warm^ou^andgS

keeping so close or warm as
to render it soft and liable to fog off on the first
approach of winterly weather, as Efl the case with
stock got up in heat late in autumn and then stored
away m cold pits for the winter. Therefore admit air
freely to all plants that are sufficiently rooted to
bear it without flagging. Newly potted-off things
should, however, be placed on a gentle bottom heat
which will impart a little warmth to the soil and*
encourage the formation of roots, but sufficient air
should be given to prevent anything like weakly growth.
Cuttings of Calceolarias, Scarlet Geraniums, &c, may
still be put in where the stock is deficient. Scarlet
Oeraniums will root almost anywhere, but Calceolarias
are not quite so accommodating, as cuttings taken from
plants in the open ground are rery liable to damp off
in heat ; these will be found to do very well, however
in a close pit or frame where there is the* means of
applying a little warmth when necessary to dispel damp.
See to securing as many cuttings as possible of any
scarce plants which it may be desirable to increase while
there is a fair chance of rooting them, and also be pre-
pared to protect Scarlet Geraniums and other things
which it may be intended to take up and winter for we
may expect frost any time after this season, and if such
things can be protected so as to prevent the foliage and

Notices to Correspondents.
Dianthus ITr ddbwioii '. An SxhibUor will find

^tigtrestrf
appeal to custom. The plant ia not an «J™' we think*
as such. If it is the custom to regard it as cw ^
cannot be rejected as such, any more wmb *~s

which is in reality an undershrub. rnmmoti Co**

Insects: Q R S. The grubs are those of tbe
.

L
turnin, np*

chafer. The only plan for their destniction *s turn ^ -
turf and picking out the grubs, now full grow.

p^
soon descend lower into the earth to becomeP^^ji
strong gas tar water would annoy them,

J
°™

b-encflP
would kill them. The perfect insect should nave

and killed in the summer. W. , _ ,Kn . % RyfflC
Names of Fruits: F K . 2, Keswick Coduu, '

Thebarns

Anon. The Grape is the Mill Hill Hamburg^ ^ tf ^
are very large and of excellent QUftI,ty'

n i v prevent s»»

coloured as they ought to be. You can °™yv
]gfî

.
defect in future by growing more leaves or

The Pear is the Passe Colmar.|| i„h,m.-r f *!
Names of Plants; T. Solanum lanceolatum.

y ^.f

» are they from t-Carter i<J. J^Ure.-^
.- noramus. Irapatiens N?"

ha veryefjf
mtaurium.-ff. Silenc Traga<*ntb», / ,

aa fine thing.

ErythneaCJentaurium.— G. Silenc i raB"wT,"nB«l'ndra.^
- .m

very rare, very ugly.—K if. Phytolacca,

ico» ^ #*
The little stalked egg-like bodies on the Hop

»

BOl *;
eggs of the insect Hemerobius-/ *v *

Beam 1*^
folms.—O jr., Coggeshall i'yrus Ana-tne ^ ^^
II M. Some Cassia ; perhaps C. l»*ig»ta, not wot

care. ^st fe "t
Transplanting: N Welts. All evergreens n°J

e

30 difl^
tember ; but those which you mention are ^^
transplant at any time that you will pro

traa^JJ
pointed. Prune Pyracanthas in Marcn, ^ t^j

Violets when you like. When you b»ye a *^$*r
alone ; they will take better care of tnem

can take.can tane.
1 n<r leWZd

Vines in Pots.—We have received another J^^gi^J
this matter from Mr!"Bennett,' who ^jfj^to pert*

that h.s Vines were honestlv and truly fF°w" n
e*P°5a proof of it he says that since they k**®

h ftillf *™M
have "never flagged for one single day, '° Gently°^5
to the sun." The conflict of aasertions »*«^ ^e x&>^
we have no means of reconciling, and tnere .^ ;

»^
let the discussion be carried further in .oar

riv3tW-

^

now become personal and can only be sett
aapP°*

may, however, add that we see no r?^ ^,vantag«- aWfc
Mr. Bennett intended to take any «n{iUrJS in &#%Zi

VoccAS : C E F. Your Yucca, which ^erea ^^& 4
and which, after its flower stem had been c

bav

three shoots from the centre, ought nos ^j^iK*^
them removed. They will form a nice &usm ^
may in time produce flowers! .

lta
. v for &**

Erratum.—In p 850, "Thripe in lwnuwt

syrittgtd.
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To Farmers.

SEED WHEAT.—Giant lied ^Vheat, at 10*.
bushel. Delivered on the Great Northern or

—
Counties Railways.

Address, Wh.i.um Cooper, Fen Drayton. St. Ives.

Seed Wheat from the Chalk.
Selected Samples of all the Best Varieties Supplied bt

MESSRS. RAYK15IKD, CALDECOTT, &. BAW-
TREE, Seed Growers and Merchants.

Address: Basingstoke and Andover; or S9, Seed Market,
Mark Lane, London, E C.

AYNBIUD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market. Mark Lane, London, E C.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, seut post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,
Cotton Seed Cakes. Ac., of best quality at Market

•-3
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GENUINE ITALIAN RYE-QRASS, produced from
the second cut of Foreign Italian, thoroughly cleaned, and

Weighing from 17 lbs. to SI lbs. per b\ishcl, can be supplied to

the Trade direct from the wer, and purchasers may either

take delivery uow, oi ir c nee n o M h 1, 1S62.

r Mn i pies and prices apply to Simon A. Daintree, of Fen-
li I. by St. Ive*, li

MINTON akd CO. hare REMOVED from Albion
Place. Bla. iars, to 50. Conduit Street, Regent Street,W.

ENCAUSTIC and other PAVRMBNTS, Ll'HKNWARH
and PLAIN TIL11S. Designs and Kst i mates pre\>ared.

Manufactory : S e-upon-Trent.—Sept. 28. _

THE IUUMINCIHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
snow, i86i.

The THIRTEENTH GP T ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

ROOTS will be held in Bingley Hall on MONDAY, Tf ESDAY.
WEDXESDA1 I THURSDAY-, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th of
December next, when Prizes, Cups, or other articles of Silver

Hate and Gold and Silver Medals to the amount of 1450/-

will be awarded.
Prize Lists awd Certificates of Entry may be obtained on

application. The Entries closo on November 1.

John B. Lvtiialt., Secretary,
Offices, 14. Temple Street, Birmingham, Sept. 28. ^^
SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1861.—

The ANNUAL SHOW ,.i FAT CATTL! SHEEP, and
PIGS, will take place on DECEMBER 10, 11, 12, and 18, at
the Bazaar, King Street, Portman Square. The last day for

ficates of both Stock and Implements to be returned to
the Hon. Secretary i* Friday, November 1.

The following Forma of Certificates are now ready, and in-
tending Exhibitors in applying for them need only quote the
letters and state how many of each they require.

Cattle. Sheet.
Form A—Ox or Steer Form D—Pen of 3 Wethers

B—Cow or Heifer E—One Sheep in Extra
C—Beast in Extra Stock. Stock

Pros.
Form F—Pen of 3 Pigs.

G—One Tig in Extra Stock.

In addition to the Ti s usually offered, separate Clasaei
have been established for the following Breeds of Sheep :

—

Kentish or Romney Shropshire
Marsh Mountain

j Shi j with Rules and Regulations and Forms oC
Certificates as above may be obtained of M

I! I RANDRETH GlBBS, Hon. Sec.,
Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

N.B. All communications on the Club's Business should have
the words "Smithfield Club" outsido, to distinguish them
from private letters.

Efit &srtctt!tttra! ©alette*
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1861,

MEETTN'O FOR THE FOLLOWINi: WEEK.
JfctiDAT, October 4—Bedford Agricultural Society.

9

Every year is marked by its distinctive features,

and leaves on the pathway of Time impressions
peculiarly its own. In no respect is this more
strikingly manifested than by those endemical
diseases whose ravages are experienced both
amongst the human and the brute creation.

At one time maladies of the digestive organs are
particularly manifested, and assume the form of
an epidemic ; at others febrile or typhoid complaints
prevail, or the respiratory organs are the seats of
severe and destructive derangements. Or, under
the influence of atmospheric causes, diseases are

engendered from the presence of entozoa. Such
are the rot, bane, or cothe as it is locally termed,
which destroyed its thousands of sheep during the
last two years, and the less fatal though troublesome

Eest which has latterly prevailed so much amongst
imbs—the hoose as we may justly term it,

which though long and well known amongst
calves, is, if not a new disease amongst lambs, at

any rate by no means common.
Although the post mortem examination of its

victims sufficiently attests its character by the

presence of an immense number of small worms in the

windpipe and bronchial tubes of the lungs, we can-

notTronderat thegradnal pining away which denotes

or the fatal result which so often follows - this

affection if allowed to go on unchecked. Not

only h the body deprived of its nourishment by

these innumerable para ?s, but the proper changes

of the blood are retarded or prevented from being

accomplished in the lungs. The disease then is

similar in its character to the gapes in chickens,

and the hoose in calves, and as in them should be

t reated by adopting means for the destruction of

the entozoa, whose presence may perhaps be
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indirectly ascribed to the wet seasons which
j

the Carlisle meeting. These four will probably

prevailed up to the present summer, and the fetch among the highest prices of next lnursaay.

unwholesome provender thereby produced. In The bulls used of late years, with the exception o

chickens we know these thread-like worms can be the Second Duke of Bolton (12/39), a son ot

removed mechanically by means of a feather or Grand Duke (10284), and Vatican (12260), winner

line wire inserted into the windpipe, twisted of the Royal Society's first prize at Lincoln, have

round so that the worms adhere to the wire. This been for several years from the famed Warlaby

however is impossible in quadrupeds, from the herd, such as Harbinger (1029 i), Ihe Corsair

length of the air tubes, the angle formed at the (15378), Hi-hthorn (13028), General Havelock

hack of the mouth, and the special manner in (16110). The young stock are principally by bir

which it is guarded from external injury both James (16980) and the cows and heifers are in call

by its structure and sensibilitv. There is a to him. The sale will no doubt rank among the

prevalent notion that it is essential in calves most important of the year

to administer any medicine that may be given

by means of the nostrils, with the idea that

it enters the windpipe and then destroys the

worms; and it is thought that it is useless to treat

lambs, because the nostrils are too small to afford

a channel for the conveyance of the remedy.
Such was the reply made to the writer a short time
since by a farmer, on being asked why he ailowed

so many lambs to die without trying any of the
remedies often successfully employed with calves.

A. similar idea prevails in some remote and ignorant

districts as to this being a more effective method of

administering medicine to a horse. This is not
only a very foolish and absurd notion, but a very
dangerous practice, and has caused the death ofmany
horses ; and the reason why it is not always or

generally fatal is, because the liquid does not
really pass where it is ignorantly supposed to go,

that is down the windpipe, but in fact into the
pharynx or food bag and passes by the oesophagus
to the stomach, in the same course as if the
medicine were administered by the mouth. Thus
Nature kindly protects the animal from the evil

which many blockheads in their ignorance
endeavour to produce. Should, however, the
animal breathe during the passage of the liquid,

the valve of the windpipe being raised, a portion
may enter the air passage and produce dangerous
and fatal inflammation. Indeed, this effect is

sometimes produced in administering medicine by
the mouth, and care should always be taken that
the moment the animal coughs, which of coarse is

an act of expiration, the head should be released
and lowered so that any intruding substance should
"be instantly ejected. Having pointed out and

Clover, now dry and somewhat;
2 lbs. each per day of Rape-cake Ti

H *
much water as they like to drink
consume food enough to fattpn \i
rapidly. When folded near a W **; *

help themselves to running water a'J^a

THE LATE JOHN GIRDWOOD.
It was last week onr melancholy duty to record the

death of Mr. John Girdwood, a gentleman who has

long occupied such a prominent position in the agri-

cultural world, that we feel bound to record his death
by something more than a passing remark. We there-

fore subjoin a short memoir of his most active and
useful career.

Educated at the High School and University of
Edinburgh, he at an early age evinced a decided taste

for philosophical pursuits and scientific research, and
when only 18 years of age became associated with
Dr. D. B. Eeid, Mr. Scott Russell, and other gentlemen
distinguished in science, in organising and carrying
to a most successful issue, an Exposition of Arts and
Manufactures, which we believe was the first exhibition

of the kind that ever took place in this country. It

was held at Edinburgh in 1839. Immediately after

this Mr. Girdwood's health becoming delicate from
overstudy, he was advised by his physicians to travel

abroad ; and proceeded on a lengthened continental
tour, carefully observing as he went along, and bringing
home with him many objects of natural curiosity,

and a most interesting collection of insects, illustrat-

ing the entomology of the various countries through
which he had passed. On his return it was necessary
that he should embrace some pursuit favourable to his
delicate constitution, he therefore embarked in agricul-

ture, becoming both practically and scientifically one
of the most prominent and useful members of the
Highland and Agricultural Society, and contributing
many valuable papers to this Journal and others, both
in this country and America. At the same time, being
a proficient in chemistry, he formed an intimate friend-
ship with the late lamented Professor Johnston ; and
gave that gentleman his assistance in establishing the

p themselves to running uater n
cake than when they have the wit? •

0I*S
sheep emptied over half a pail, savl

,

,,**>
draught when tho weather was lw* . I

about,5 pints a-day. We have s^X'S
here tor seven weeks. J "**»*

I invariably give to all rny^mh
cake as they choose to eat, however ahma:
roots or green food may be. It pays

7"^
^a
I

and not to do this is a great pecuniae &*•
when fed on green Rape they will eat h

'

dantly. My cattle are now under cor?!?
1

steamed chaff, Rape-cake, malt com^T? 1

mixed together in strict accordance mthL
tions named by Mr. Horsfall in the ht]

would rather astonish those who farm on ki
ciple, but by pulping, steaming, and artificaf!

are almost independent of roots and m
although, of course, I advocate an abimdan

both. In addition to the hot steamed mea 1^
bullocks a few pulled Swedes with tops. fc f
thrown with their tops, &c., into Bentall's nki
fall, when thus pulped, into cut straw ciafl>itktt

they are mixed, and it is only justice to Mr.Bri
say that for pulping roots, Cabbages, or any greak

no more perfect implement could be produced, nfe

simple, and durable; of course it is worked bfft

power.
Now for the benefits of waste steam. After tliea

has passed through the cylinder it encircles a c!g>i

tank which is self-filled with cold water; tbew

steam keeps this water at a boiling point, and the*

hey draws off some 24 pails of it as he mixes hii

cake, malt-comb, and bran. Layer by layer thee&
are put into the great coppers, and a pail of hot »<

at a time thrown over each layer, so that, in f«t

mass is moistened by the hot water and not bj

steam of the engine; the latter passes round out

the coppers and keeps them hot. Thisisamotesa

plan than applying the steam through a closedm
I must again maintain the great importance ofcoawa

ing nearly all your Bean, Pea, and grain straw, inrt»

of wasting it in sopping up the rain in open yank

I have availed myself of this fine weather to W»

manv hundred loads of clay ashes or tacMfljt
JJ
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condemned this ignorant supposition, we have to
laboratory in connection with the above Society, which

remark that any medicine given to destroy worms \
", now abl7 Prided over by Professor Anderson, of WTOTtt ™ru8 mu UK iillclcu _ _ .

in the air nasam™ ™f« hv hrin* n»»«nrW infn th* !

^las^w and has done such good service to agriculture,
| j$ incW deen These dry ashe? will absorb jD »

system. In the case of worms in the windpipe'1^*1"' m , T".^'?m
two objects should be sought for-one to des roy ! Sol?vofPn fftn/ n ° the^^u ^ral

the enemy, and the other ^strengthen and support h^e^t^
the sjstem which is being subjected to such debili-

,
became agent for several proprietors io that district

eb >1?„
a
a
nd e*hflust

;

ng
,
?fluences. In the case of the great improvements on whose estates Sea wto« tochickens some speak oi the good effect, of tobacco his practical and business talents. Ho was also JSpototedsmolie introduced so as to almost produce suffbea- !

one of her Majesty's Inspectors under the Drainage Act
tion, albeit the creatures sometimes die of the ai, <l >n that capacity was enabled to give most excellent
remedy. In calves a cure has been effected by
administering lime water, and probably it would
be equally effectual for lambs. The dose for a
lamb would be about two ounces daily, and about
two drachms of salt should be given at another
portion of the day. This treatment should be followed
for some days. Better still is the plan of adminis-
tering oil of turpentine, which being taken into
thestomach is soon absorbed throughout the system.
The dose for a lamb is two drachms, which should
be given with an ounce of linseed oil, a scruple of
ginger and Rye drops of oil of caraways, mized up
with two or three tablespoonfuls of linseed gruel.
This dese may be repeated if required several times,
with intervals of some days. The lambs should
be allowed half a pound of linseed cake per diem,
and should be otherwise carefully tended and
liberally fed. By such a course of treatment many
valuable animals may be saved. IF. C. S.

advice to proprietors seeking to improve their estates,
being from the first an earnest advocate of the present
system of deep drainage and other liberal improve-
ments. His great intelligence and practical soundness
bringing him an extensive business, he resigned his
agencies, and established head-quarters in London,
where in conjunction with his brother and partner,
who had for many years been associated with him, he
has carried on a most extensive practice in the general
improvement of landed property, the firm employing
throughout England and Wales an immense staff of
assistants and workmen.

Besides numerous papers," written for agricultural
and scientific journals, Mr. Girdwood was one of the
contributors to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and the
writer of the article " Drainage" in Morton's Cyclopedia
of Agriculture. He will however be longest remem-
bers i by the many works of improvement effected
under him. Of these we shall mention only one—
the home farm buildings at Patahall, for the Earl ofDartmouth—one of the finest sets of farm buildings in
England. Handsome in design, and perfect in arranee-
mprit. fair OnrrTrmr* rv** ±U- L— -^ *> t % _ fe

my great object being to T"*nZ,lt\m>*&
12 bullock

sparred Hi

for each bullock will De amp,"
n„ r(J

&-

clay ashes, which will make splendid^^
crops. I pay 7d. per load, or cubic_ jri,^#

\rtf

to paint o:~

.ay Id. per loaa, or -^ J

k wthatd
and burning the clay into ashes.

.

*ekw>J

our newly burned red bricks will absorb aeary

of water, and this ought to teach u

cement, onr labourers' brick cottage <-— -^m

those numerous diseases that follow upon
.tw vfj.

of a damp unwholesome room.for Uje '|\
j

attracted by the warmer internal atrao.p ^

I think that I shall this year Be-
•

j

** h«v to my bullocks and
*^z

I know they will W^^^j
Bf its market value, but l *

xA
manure, and it will enable me to * ^

m . . farm,
toed will dispose by auction of the herd of Short-
horns belonging to Mr. Sanday, of Holme
Pierrepont, near .Nottingham. The herd includes
52 cows, heifers, and heifer calves, and 14 bulls
and bull calves. There are no fewer than 12
separate families, of which the most numerous are
those descended from "Garland," a cow bouo-ht at
Sir C. Knightley's sale ;

" Lavender," bought at
Sir C. Tempest's sale; "Ladv Augusta," de-
scended from the herd of Messrs. Watson; and
"Water Nymph." But besides these, which
include 46 head, there are several, such as
"Crusty," "Annie Laurie," &c, related to
families which distinguished the Panton herd sold
last year; and others, such as "Faith," "Fairy,"
"Fathom." <* Faithful," descended from the cele-

tbat
tht

bear evidence of great practical skill and ability. He
is cut off in the prime of manhood and intellect onr1

outaw " wu,lu Iolir ™IUC3 ~
ntwflrP tbtf

lB
!

the only consol^tiou left to an extensive Se of
«• Very'ew farmers are ^^

amtanceand friends i. the fact that ^m^l^^,^. 1^^^^^

manure, and it will enauu* w •: ^ ^n
larger quantity of Rape-cake,

.

m^veWill^

which do pay. How strange it i» tbat ^^
dnce our own food (when wexmg ftc

,

u"
dentoB#

profit), and are thereby rendered so ciep*

nations to our national injury- M fital>lj*£

Our meat and manure m,P* " ^W^
on most farms hy the process I a*v*

e largely

^

corn crops would, as a conseqnence, y^\&
It is estimated that in open yards eacu ^

bedding^
^

'
r
nder covered yards 20 lbs. ot stra*^^

sidered sufficient. It should never

straw is worth four times as

40 lbs. of straw daily for "edd'tV
nprbefd^

ashes, nnder cover, I "shall save & 1U '

much tot
'id

acquain

been one of successful labour and of eminent useful
ness to society.

STOCK-FEEDING AT TIPTREE.
A GRiciJLTTJEE has yet many lessons to learn, so we

may as well communicate to each other the results of
our practical experience. I will, therefore, detail my
present mode of stock feeding1

.

On my farm of 170 acres I have only 5 acres of per-
manent pasture, some Italian Ryegrass and 13 acres
second growth of Red Clover, the first cut both of that
and the Grass having been made into hay. I harvested
as usual about 90 acres of Wheat, Beans, Oats, and

make capital stock feed ; we use all cu^^m
As the modern nroeess throws muci

^ ^^ntoflt

cutters and cake-breakers, let nie p
^

mo*]!*2i

plement makers the necessity for % sb^fji

and bearing to these machines. J™ T

J° So^^ii
have good solid bearings at each e

•

fl0SUpp^
them frequently outside the frame, an

^
^$

one end. Powerful steam soon make
^
^r

implements; farmers must expect ?^.Ik
lor stronger implements. J* J- ^ec '

hrated coW "Fame,"" bredTbv Mr. B Booth Vhose 1

Bar
]
e^ »"d 10 acres of White Clover for seed. I have

daughter " Fanchette » was Lgh7 by Mr ^^^^TT' Rnd
****ST>

56 Shorfc-hora
Sa*dax of Mr. Sai^bees of Nunwich Sill at nl ^ C°WS

' ^ c*]v€\™d 10° ^ttening sheep.A.x.^a ui x^unwicn nail, at The sheep are folded on the second growth of Red

Home Correspondene* pi

irres^/

Pipers selected thickset red W heat ^
nor less than that variety commonly

t» ^ pp
or " Smoothy's Improved " as the i»
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1
designate it. The reason wbv the ears are so much i "Because the trammels or clauses of my leases are so clear that he would not do so uuleas the Hgriculturist

wer now than when Mr. Piper introduced it, is

«Ti fceeanee it has since been broogh* «ck again as it were

U its original habit or growth by superior cultivation,

jnd more rational seeding. In short it was "Smoothy's

Improved " (if it really was an improvement) by the

.le Mr. Piper himself, viz., it was made to grow less

in ear, and shorter in straw, by the selection of a root

which promiscuously grew by a freak of nature, and

which had produced some remarkably short straw >, and

mall proline ears, in a thick and poorly cropped field

of the " Smoothy n
variety. By improved cultivation

however, after a few years it went buck to its original

size, or in other words it did not prove constant, hence

piper's diminutive size eared Wheat (as was acknow-

ledged by Mr. Piper himself before his decease), soon

became extinct. Notwithstanding that, it still exists

contrived and worded so as to prevent my growing had a certain permanency of tenure. Now, bow such a
other than such and such crops, and only on a certain

four-course system, which admits of no improvement,

though ever so necessarily or wisely contrived, or is of

any encouragement for the go-ahead farmer to exercise

his own judgment freely, be it ever so sound and

perfect. A. Hardy, Maldon, Essex, Sept. 3, 1861.

Stove Drying Potatoes.—I now give you my expe-

rience on stove drying some Potatoes tor seed before

planting. I had the contents of 12 bags placed upon

Hues, the diseased ones manifested themselves very

quickly, emitting a very disagreeable odour. They were

looked over daily for a fortnight; the bad ones being

removed reduced the quantity to 10 bags. These

being strongly spurted were carefully removed and

permanency was to be given except by lease he could
not discover. Therefore he should be happy to see a
system of long leases come into greater prevalence than
they had yet seen in this country. Not that he thought
such a system would lead to tenants being longer on
estates; for he believed that there were many estates

in this country on which there were no leases, and on
which the tenants and landlords went on together for

—

he was going to say—hundreds of years. On these estates

the tenants felt as secure and felt as much confidence in

their landlord and as great a security that no unfair

advantage would ever be taken of them, and that they

would retain their land, as if they had leases. He was

not, therefore, suggesting that the system of leases

would increase the confidence between landlord andplanted. Thev were soon up in perfect rows—not a

its original form and habit, and proves to be one of single blank. "They went on well till about the 1st of tenant; but, speaking rather in a political sense, when

the most ihort strewed, prolific, small round berried, A gust, when a little disease appeared in the foliage, he said it was desirable that the capitalist should invest

and weight kind of red When now in cultivation, but the haulm was not effected. I considered the money in the cultivation of land, he hoped that the

About 1 '-em ago I received direct from Mr. Piper crop safe, as they had nearly attained their /nil growth.

hisdiminutivethicVlysetted Wheat tosowon some I have had the <p taken up, and the produ is

towing, and at an unusual early season of the year,

namelv September. The result was, that on Mr. Piper's

vi.*it to me the next summer, purposely to view it, he

declared it not to be his (Piper's) Wheat at all, but

Smoothy's. which he acknowledged to me, as strictly

confidential, was the parent stock from which he raised

his own. We grew this year (1861) nearly 20 acres

of it, a full sverage crop, so healthy as to defy any

person to distinguish a black ear amongst it. The late

Mr. Piper of Karl's Colne, in Essex, was a miller, and

though an eccentric man and living So humble circum-

stances, was a person of honest intentions and of no

mean attainments and respectability, gained by dint of

rich lend, with a flew of improving it by more rational 100 bags, 80 of which are large and fit for the table,

and 20 are part for seed, the small ones and the few

diseased. The old sorts, the blue and white Farmer-,

had the most diseased ones, the Flukes very few and

time might come when leases would be more prevalent

than they were at present. If the landlord gave a

lease, he, on his side, would expect an assurance that

the terms of the written agreement would be observed;
and consequently he must have his conditions as well as

the tenant ; but what he desired to see was that the

Spencer's seedling none. This l»st in my opinion sur- tenant farmers of this country might have leases which

passes the Fluke in quality and is a better cropper.
[
would enable any of them to go to a capitalist and say,

yy * ~ r r ti - **—„ tit* f» «..! .wiu^i/\ee I €• Ua wva *~v*~*t 4 K * a 4\\ **iv% 4s\*r* Ol *r**\fi**a «*i ) v/mi Imof 4**\
Geo. K. Perry, Wolverhampton. I have got this farm for 21 years, will you trust to

Samuehoris Improved Reaper was tried here last
J

my intelligence, honesty, and skill as an agriculturist

Friday week on 5 acres of spring sown corn ; it did its and lend me money to cultivate my land?

work admirably notwithstanding a very unfavourable that such a thing as that was practicable,

day. It is drawn by two horses, and by a simple piece

of mechanism deposits the grain in sheaves ready for

binding, and out of the way of the horses in the next

round, thereby not requiring a staff of binders in im

" He believed

ng as tnat was practicable, that it would
be for the advantage of the community at large; and
for that reason he should be glad to see it in operation.

He was desirous of for a moment adverting to the
position of the labourer. Between that class of the

experimenting and observing the growth of corn, and
,
mediate attendance. The 5 acres were cut in less than agricultural community and the farmers he was happy

his name I shall always revere, having learned from

him some very useful lessons. His hobby, it is well

known, was to grow a full crop of Wheat successfully

I
ndvaiitageously, by sowing it rationally and

separately as near as he could do, at about one bushel

per acre on the same ground for successive years with-

out redigging or reploughing after it had once been

perfectly subsoiled and comminuted ; and that without

reducing it to barrenness or sterility. His piece of

land of several acres was, I admit, favourably situated

by a stream or river abutting upon his mill-dam, and

the soil was no doubt of superior alluvial quality and

depth ; but it was disadvantageously situated in another

respect, being surrounded by an immense number of

large timber trees. I always entertained a fond hope

four hours. I am certain that this machine will be to say that there was, in very many instances which had
found a great boon to farmers, an opinion which was come under his own observation, the best feeling. The
shared by many practical agriculturists who were upon
the ground, and who all pronounced it to be infinitely

superior to anything of the kind they had ever seen.

Charles Dat/ns, Longnor, Salop.

S-octrttcjff.

Buckingham: Relation of Landlord and Tenant.—
At the late meeting of this Society, Sir H. Verney,

Bart., said :—He regarded meetings like the present as

valuable, inasmuch as they afforded an opportunity for

mutual interchange of opinion on agricultural subjects

that to carry Mr. Piper's principle out advantageously
j

between men who had spent their lives in practical

was quite practicable, and to etlect it, we should have agriculture, and those who, without the same active

y but to make * good beginning, viz., to drain 4
f deep, and trench one yard below the surface,

although it remains an open question with me, if the

former operation would then be absolutely necessary,

except on certain dropsical soils, for be it observed Mr.
Piper's under stratum had very much to do with water,

and be it/ remembered also, that the surplus top-

water, which is often drained off some soils, and
considered as superfluous in winter, is as often really

wanted on such dry soils, and could be well dispensed

with to advantage in summer had it been retained there.

Thus, keeping the subsoil still below, and the upper
soil at top (two essential points), and giving free course

for the percolation of rain water through the

thoroughly comminuted soil, in nine cases out of ten

our object would in my humble opinion be attained. The
addition, however, on retentive soils, of about 80 bushels

of soot or other artificial manure would be needed;

and on light or stony lands of as many loads of clay or

rich loam, the first year as a beginning, and about 40

farmer's wife was often found to be the best and most
tender friend of the labourer's family. Landlords were
at present showing themselves to be much interested in

the condition of the labourer, and he believed that the
duty of the proprietor in this respect was of a very im-
portant character. A landlord ought always to bear

in mind that every man on his estate should have a good
house to live in. Unless the labourer had a good cottage,

in which his family could live decently, it could not be
expected that they would be brought up morally ; and
criminality and vice were expensive to society at large.

If they put it on the low ground of pecuniary interest,

nothing was more economical than steady living, and
nothing more expensive than vice and criminality.

A few vears aero emigration was supposed toyears ago
experience, had perhaps devoted considerable attention be the great panacea for distress among the
to agriculture as a science and considered it in its social working classes; but, though he had helped some
and political aspects. It had been well said that that

roan was a benefactor to his country who caused two
blades of Grass to grow where only one had grown
before. It was his conviction that a landlord could not

labourers to emigrate, he had always been opposed
to emigration as a system. He had always thought
that the best thing we could do was to make our land
produce all it could, and, instead of sending our

do better for himself and for the country at large than labourers abroad, to maintain them at home. He
endeavour to make the land produce as much as pos

sible. It was invariably found that in districts where

produce most abounded the wages of the working

agriculturist were highest 'and the farmer himself was
best off. When the labourer was well employed he
lived in a better house than when he was badly off.

In fact, well-employed labourers refused to live in

poor uncomfortable cottages such as those in which
agricultural labourers lived formerly. This showed
that their moral condition was improved, and such

a result must be beneficial to landlords. It was, how-
ever, to be remembered that for the promotion of agri-

culture capital was necessary. It was necessary in any

believed he had shadowed out a plan by which suffi-

cient capital could be secured for the cultivation of the
land so as to enable all those in any way engaged in
agriculture to [live comfortably by that occupation.
Speaking of himself and his brother landlords, he had
to remark that they were wonderfully deficient in
knowing their business. He confessed that he was
astonished when he considered that while in all other
professions a man went through a severe course of
study, none whatever was geuerally considered neces-
sary for that of a landed proprietor. A doctor, a
lawyer, a sailor, or a soldier worked hard to fit himself
for his calling, but it was supposed that every landlord
was born fit to discharge the duties of his position.
That he believed to be a great mistake. He was not
brought up as a landlord. In his youth he had other

, „. „ . t .. . , . , . ,, , , , .- pursuits, but he sincerely desired that those who came
•upporting the land. But allow me to- observe, and to culturists in making the land produce as much w

, after him should learn the management of land. No
repeat, that ill. success too often follows, if sowing possible. On its doing this the well-being of thejvhole I good steward would object to seeing a great landlord
earU. uniformly, singly, and moreover rationally, and community depended, for if the land produced sufficient

j thoroughly conversant with everything that belonged
on clean land, say at about 1 bushel of seed per acre, is for its population the money of the country remained at to the management of the land.

&

not strictly adhered to. I have tried Mr. Piper's plan : home ; but if there was a scarcity of food that money
repeatedly on a small scale on common land in the went abroad to purchase corn. He believed, therefore,

that investments made for agricultural purposes would
be found to be the safest and most successful; but on
this question of investments for such a purpose a very
important consideration arose. He knew that there
were many landlords between whom and their tenants
an entire confidence prevailed. There were landlords

and tenants between whom there was as much mutual
faith and confidence as it was possible for men
to entertain; but the sjsteni which he wished to

see prevalent in this country — that of capitalists

bushels of soot every year afterwards. Mr. Piper other line of business or pursuit ; why not in that of

always used soot, scuffling it in directly at end of agriculture ? He, for one, hoped to live to see the day

harvest after burning the stubble and weeds and when they should have the capitalists of the country

scattering the ashes, which went a long way in self coming forward and go hand in hand with the agri

fields, with even much more success than our late

friend, myself, and others have done in the garden,
being there too much plagued and defeated by the
sparrows and the rankness of the straw, and it is only
want of capital to begin operations with, and the
restr leases of my farms, requiring me to grow
only one white straw crop in success i (an item which
ought, I consider, to be erased and expunged from the
leaees of every good farmer who is seeking lmprove-
nent in agriculture), that prevent my carrying out the
principle on a la; r scale. I am no bigot, nor was
our friend Mr. Piper; we both scorned the idea of
Lung what o' rs could not ; but he adhered, as I do
now, to the doctrine, that what can be accomplished
by one can be done by others, similar means being
devised to effect it: and if it pays on a small scale,
why will not farmers who have greater means and
facilities for carrying it out than myself, follow
the same steps, on larger breadths, till they are
convinced of the usefulness or fallacy of the project ?
The or. uiswer that I could ever get to this question
v sause we will not trouble ourselves with ir,"

«nd u Why don yon do it yourself on a large scale ?
"

To the latter interrogation I would simply reply,

1 Clubs.
Wokingham : On Rewards to Labourers.—hi the

annual meeting of this Society, Mr. Walter, M.P. who
presided, said :—The object of agricultural associations
is to promote success in agriculture—good husbandry.
If people would only keep this in view, there could be no
two opinions as to the beneficial effects of these associa-

tions ; but sometimes it happens that after an association

is well set on its legs, instead of its being regarded as a
means, it comes to be looked on as an end in itself, and

putting money into land to make it productive as surely as that happens, so surely the ends of the

-required something more. Of course the capitalist association are mixed up with all sorts of considerations

onnia not It* o™J^,i ** inmh his monev in which have no connection with its true objects. This
could not be expected to invest his money
the cultivation of land unless those who culti-

vated it were men of intelligence, rectitude, and

principle, and that, in addition to these moral qualities,

they had a certain tenure in the land. He knew that

this was a point on which there would be a difference of

opinion, and if anv gentleman thought there was a

fallacy in what he stattd he should be glad to hear him

but he did hold that there was nothing

association is a special means to an end, and not an end

itself, and unless it tends really to encourage good

husbandry it has no business to show its face before the

public. That is a plain fact, stated broadly, which I

think few people will venture to contradict. The
foundation of good husbandry is plonghinsr. I suppose

the first agricultural prizes took the form of prizes for

good ploughing, and nothing can be more honourable

and more worthy of an Englishman than to gain one of
expose it; __
which onld be of greater benefit to all classes of the _

community than that the capitalist should be induced <ese prizes in a public open ploughing match. A great

to invest his money in the cultivation of land. It was
|

majority of the prizes which I had to distribute to-day
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were for skilful ploughing. I have tried my hand at the
plough myself, and though I am afraid I made but a
sorry figure at it, yet I know how difficult it is, and
what skill it requires to drive a straight furrow. I

concur, therefore, altogether in the prizes for ploughing,
which form the main and the most commendable
feature of this association. There are other prizes, also,

of a similar though subordinate character. Particular
counties, you know, have credit for superior skill in one
or other of the branches of agriculture. This county,
next to Middlesex, claims the superiority in mowing ; 'it

also turns out remarkably well shaped ricks. A rick is

a thing which stands before the world for everybody to
judge of, and if men like to compete in rick-making I
see no reason why they should not do so, just as much
as in rifle shooting, racing, or any other sport. Then
you have also prizes for good thatching, which comes
pretty much under the same category. You have also
prizes for an operation of husbandry of the most delicate
and conscientious character, which is not onlv a most
meritorious thing in itself, but is a fair subject for
competition. The successful rearing of the greatest
number ^of Jambs is a matter of fact which can be made
the subject of competition without a man losing his
self-respect or without any inquiries into private
character or anything of that kind. But then come a
class of prizes which are of a totally different character—the prizes of farm servants for length of service and
so on, and which I don't consider as legitimate subjects
of competition in husbandry any more than that people
should give rewards to domestic servants for fidelity
and long service. There are qualities which, however

steady

breeding. Cattle and sheVnLT **'

tflfTA on thft aama n^i,^. *

and a well-kept cottage and tidy garden are as good I variety of winter provender is

-~zrr****-

tests of good conduct, love of home, and other domestic where good haugh or holm land°^
Ver'

a5
qualities as you could well have. I should propose to ^n +^a •*«•#•«»* ~i exigfe, mm3

substitute rewards for labourers who have kept their

cottages in a tidy and proper manner, in lieu of

rewards for conduct, of which an association at large

can be no judge, and in which in the care of my own
farm labourers I would not allow the association to

interfere. With respect to the prizes for Turnips, I

look upon them merely as expedients, as valuable as far

as they serve the purpose for which they are intended.

It does not follow because they succeed once or twice

lists,

0U8

th,

r«v ue reared

grass closer and distribute thri*
**

"Upon the slopes and undni„r

„ j __ w , r § M Biteg of
lount^-

*'

that therefore they are to be retained. I don't look The soil generally in these slopes ^^*5
upon success in competing for this prize as a decisive on trap alone, or on sandstone al

Uni
kfer

proof of good farming. A man m**y gain this prize, and limestone containing projecting ^V^^

from the foot of the seconda™T °f*
plains, are found the sites of ln*T*»- «rai:r

*u t

Turnips and, aocordingly, we theretL

proof of good farming, a man m^y gain
yet be a farmer whom I or any other landlord would Such formations ar* ^^3 eifliQea«i

not accept for a tenant. There appears in the present
day to be a tendency to give prizes for almost every-
thing—to run prize mad, in fact. I had an invitation
the other day from a great sheep farming district to
subscribe to a sheep fair. They sent me a paper with a
list of the prizes to be given, whicb,fafter going through
all the prizes of the ordinary kind, winds up with a
prize of a silver cup to be given to the purchaser of the
greatest number of sheen at the fair. I am very
ignorant of these matters', but this is the first time
in my life that I ever heard of a man having a prize for
buying that which he wants to buy for his own pur-
pose. As well might a brewer offer a prize to the man
who drank the greatest number of cups of ale, or the
chymist to the man who bought the greatest number

Ikrerli

fee a
coltun

*»dii

The
jpect

epend round to my wav of thinking and T hn™ w«™. ™on* »nA «„«,».«««. «—i- JJ ll 7 . .
n
?
u
? ".*»

On the plains, townsYnTvillagt^Lmargins of rivers which are maff
sea or to an estuary. The soil

j,

gravel both travelled materials, ?i^-. , j
diluvial clay The farming hereVfifi*1"
immediate demands from these towSIZ^^and hence arises the suburbial famine iK£

.

« Where the plain extends to^«£;e

(river or wide estuary, the soil is oZll
deposit of strong alluvial clay, upon which3^the carse farming. *
"Such are the physical causes whidi!** ororid

practiaediA be se<

It i

trectic

will remove the obiections to wh oh T h*vo rafOWnH Tnmmo^2 ,™„ i ., rV'.™^
dim ^,„,„ w

*TL*™ k
!
nd ™d

.

Sentie>
some » *w»i Some

j

As cautious clergymVn "so7netVmes'conclud7by invokin"are so fidgetty that no servant could live with them.
You have no guarantee, and you can have no possibility
of a guarantee, of the real value of a character given
in that way. It would be no satisfaction to me to
receive such a prize. I might be conscious that I did
not deserve it, or I might feel that I deserved it a
great deal more. Indeed, I have been told, by persons
who have the best means of knowing, that great dis-
satisfaction and discontent is produced among men who
do not get prizes and" feel that they ought. I don't
wonder at it. I think it is very natural that such a
state of things should be produced by your attempting
to do that which is entirely beyond your particular
province. There are classes of prizes with which I can
have, personally, nothing to do. I would not permit

a Divine blessing on their discourse so far as it has no°t
been inconsistent with the Holv Word, so I will now
conclude by drinking "Success to the Wokingham
Agricultural Association," so far as it tends to promote
agriculture, and is consistent with the rules of common
sense and propriety.

eontei

par

and d
hottM

Turnips where none were raised before, br^
thorough drainage. Suburbial farms must

«

their peculiar characteristics until the demand*
from the towns for the peculiar products wlinj

consume. As
^
long as milk, and butter, and e

are wanted, dairy farming must be pursued Tki v
material change that can be effected in the gas ,:
farming of the country is the transference rfi

At
.

l

,common farming at a distance from towns to that tfj.

tl

mixed husbandry. This change would inyotof ?
e
JJ*

breeding and rearing of live stock upon the fc J

,

inatfln/i ^f *u«:« v.: t j -i u^. «u <Hd n<
iftOtfW* Of !$OOlt0*

,
. a

- o r- ~ - r - -

London
Blackwood, Edinburgh and

j

pastoral districts, when there would fee no punA*

rv-, . .
in the low country ? But purchasers wovld be An ...

, __ UUM u^u.1, Im/o *l
comPanIon vol

T
um

^
to the work by the by increasing the culture of Turnips in the ne#oc

™*
that the characters of my servants should te atThe • ZlSu 3 °1 1™k

Ir?Plem
?
nt*- A thousand

(

hood of towns beyond the town dem^az" ^mmwnfM« M u*—-i .^ " lu ce ai
.
in

.

e woodcuts and about 30 nlatea ,W>r^f;™ ~e n.— I ;«- --^emoncarsefamsb/n^^^mp^^
jvhich classes of $m^ k^ p^L<
Such a change x#fc ^\**i withd
^« f«- oil tKfl fiast stock from themm f. f,

A servant 1S not entitled to any particular credit for
staying with a good master, it is a mere matter of good
sense on Ins part. We saw to-day an old man come
forward who had served 30 years with a lady whom we
all know and esteem. There was no credit to him for

world if he could ever have been induced to leave sokind and good a mistress. The same remark is true of

shire
; Barron Graham, Esq., Morphie, Kincardine-

shire
; Lord Radnor's, at Coleshill, Berkshire ; and

others. The remaining specimens are, we presume
designed by the authors for the circumstances of

±*£*±«J»- *-.- -anti andTd'o
d

Zl StXttto^fatSt STXr^see any reason why agricultural labourers should be
considered as persons inferior in capacity to domestic
servants. It has been urged as an excuse-for iTever
heard anything Lie a reason for the practice-thatsome farmers are too poor to reward their labourers asthey deserve. My plan for meeting that difficulty isvery s.mple. It a farmer is too poor, who is the right
person to step n in that case ? The landlord. I hiveno hesitation m saymg to any poor tenant of mine, "Ifyou have got a servant who has served you faithfully,and .f you think he deserves some recognition of hismerits, some good turn done to him-and vou are not

Zfr^l ^ d° ^r1,™ t,ie ri^t persCto doTtand I sha 1 be happy to do it." Cert.iinlv if I am nono one else is. The landlord may do it graceful"!'

^ant of vf/^^v ™ a
,?** "** Awards fe

them being bred upon the farm. The "Carse"

lZT8,
°U^ °r

her ha
f'

is
,

adaPted to rich alluvial
lands. It implies a flat clay, rich soil capable of
raising all sorts of grain, and is therefore eminently
suited to arable culture, and for the same reasonunsuited to pasture Grasses and live stock." The

rtuZ u °l-
f
f
rmiDg

'
incllldiDg tbe suburban, here

called suburbs are sufficiently indicated by their

h-L i t ? DOiqmte c9ui«w» i° the classification

tZ / °P
l
ed

,-

The <

?
rSe farmiDg> for in«tance, is ashere described, as much a peculiarity of climate as of

soil. There are large tracts of the richest grazinggrounds under the same circumstances of soil which
characterise the flat alluvial districts on the Forth and

b a"*
6 Car8e aDd '" carse " farming

be by purchasing live stocK msreau i» »-~7J km. ;

and such a change would be a retrograde one SB • Ch ,, yv

farmer." , __ wl'itc

The authors then go on to discuss the PW laid C

tion of the farmstead and farmhouse, and ttej

»

for wf

" Having thus pointed out the best positiww- ,n
steading to occupy on a farm, ?

nI.f'^ ""• «

shall be to lay down the generalP»f^*2 ^™
guide the construction of steadings for every"* atw v

"^SiS^A. most bulkyarfcle^ \
; * ** j.:i_ ..„„ w oil the 8tocfe,-M* ii

Kilmi

Willi*

•evera

^^Zl^^?^^^*" *Swtt^_.?^>^ of Eng,iah
mraseir. it is said, too, that these prizes are lookedupon as rewards of merit-as a kind of public
testimonial of good conduct, like the riband of theBath to the soldier. But there is no analogy between
the cases.^ The soldier does not receive his rewardfrom an independent association of private persons;
no true soldier would receive such a prize ; he receives
his prize from his master, his mistress-the Queen-
that is the fountain from which bis honour is drawn.

£ hen people who ought to know better draw an analogy
between the soldier who gets his riband and the farm
labourer who recedes his prize, it falls to the ground
altogether. I make these remarks with the sincere
desire that we may be enabled to co-operate together,
and that vou may be induced to consider some of vou;
rules and to see whether you cannot substitute others
'^.w\ * K

'
Wdl really have *,IC eff«ct vou feire,

SSted onT* iSPV tL
1 °«wtto" whi< h 1 ^e

shmild ij?ak J*/' « 0rrw hM «««»erted that prizes

*m*L£,
ffe

T?
d/"r^ en^uragement of good cottage

«»raeniDff. That wa ^a™ f«;« «..i • ^ ?. .... e

and in great and daily use by al th
.
e

.

s^rl
though heavy and unwieldy, to be *s^J
apartment by manual labour, it f^,-^
be placed centrically, and at the ^ff^^0 Uuk

the stock. Bearing the relations o
!

th«^ °»

upon which the construction of steaauj
? ^

based ; and as the centre is the f^i
circumference, it is also obvious that «* J^
tacle for the straw should occupy tw t

^j

the steading. There can be no excepi
. ^

for every variety of fanning where si

^
Every apartment occupied by st

o

cr
d ^

circle the straw-barn. Different <**fcfld+
stock require different quantities ana ^

fwme
«rop (

id;

other'

wag a

Imple

Steet
with I

nearest the straw-barn; and in au "^uM
be carried short distances, and not

itf**"

to the straw hn^. tliftt machine snoui-^^^to me straw barn ; that macui^ "\"
plies

erected nearest to it. The stackyard :

su^
direct to the threshing-machine,

ana ^
contiguous to it ; and as the com ^p
threshed most easily and quickly in

t_^
follows that the stackyard thwduDf^

. ^

slight

aooii

Ittur

«i

named :— w «-~w, B 8tyie8 thus

t^^e^ffi^ 2L
dlTify b

fi

CarriGd ^ort dTslmces, and not a^
the following : Sheep .Z*^^'^^ ^^[^nt than&*^g**
tare from the mountarn tops to the plains. Hence hehighest mountain pastures are occupied solely by sheenand there, in consequence,^^

J

farms Ŵ
8Qsheep only are to be found. Hiffh *h Z t

much subjected to wind and rSn £dZj£7 ****

that the tops of mountains f-,ceTffer?nt d" tion^one face affording comparative shelter and warmth
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im!n?P°81tV8

f

COnfr°nfcin? the **"* bSS ofthe element—such farms wou <1 h* „„«*. *
the most hardy breeds of sh^ep ^ ""^ GVCn for

« Since sheep can occupy the whole range of moan-

SiKTllSta^ Another important ^^-^p^: W
L.J7 "

...J?1!J^L^, 8!?^? and catUe can be tion of the steading, follows from the*^ : ^^
sun is an important source of warm ^jirf , to

Oi
istai

straw-barn should be in a sfcratehJj ^ jj

follows that as the straw-barn shouia^ ^cili

^r ^

tm tl

h

of the steading, and as the tb*eslun| ^^
venes between it and the sfe"*J*

'f
the -^

should be placed on the <>ufcsldL.ds tbe^ The
An.iiW ;m nA.kni ^^w»iiarr. as regit ^j^ ,

^d'^r^on^S-JjfT^™^^^0^^ F
A cottage*»* to „^ wWe^ ^*«t|t»J-

, Jjf^^J^ g«« accommodation in stead? allowedX sun to ^nter. and the «»>
limited, and where obstruction

amount
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?
r'

ab - ag the length of the central straw-barn _

^^i^Jjj. and in settling this point, the straw-barn,
3 5t**^X»hiL4 machine, and fetackyard will, as a consc-

T^ce, be in a line north and south. This being the

^^CT lDe building required to accommodate the
1 ^ Sfc^hiDg machine, and its accompanying corn barn,

mure k Jg always two^toreyed, a convenient position for
'
3pf^^ "granaries will be to place them east and west,

there they will form a good Bcreen from the north
>ns offcJjJ^ H er6f then, we have fixed a principle in the

"J?^ jptftruction of steadings which is indisputable, namely,

•hdgjfj m the straw-barn should occupy the centre: that

nn^^BSi threshing machine should be nearest to it and in a

fee wi
**** «ahi
"W ftr

I fct north and south. And as all steadings for arable

(iture have straw-barn, threshing machine, and stack

-

»£ K, it follows that this principle is applicable to all

iwdings erected for that purpose."

**t-."". The economy of labour and the need of a good
e%Jppcct are the two considerations which have always

Wb led intelligent farm architects; it is however a

^•aietake to suppose that straw in the heaviest article

^•^MSarried about from dav to day in farmsteads.

• t The food of a beast is heavier than its litter, and the

i

stackyard

bl

iicili

place of the straw

Jjrrangement of a
tn-mnm */vrotl\nr irwra

;fae cattle for whose shelter the farming especially is

ich. htm provided are grouped. And this guiding rule it will

practodHe teen is observed in the plans published in this

re GBtv volume. . . am

theextad lt * not onJy tho Provi8i°n of a famery, but tb
.

e

igua* taction of cottages and farm houses also, that is

for h » contemplated in the work before us. Plans and

eredbr* particulars of construction are given in great fulness

e, brm and detail, and the whole is a very complete store-

must wg house of guidance and information

.

demands —
tfewifc

r
.
vA : Miscellaneous.

tJtl Mr - Oirdwood's Woof Safes : Edinburgh, Sept. 18.—

5l At this sale the attendance of buyers was numerous,

f
n

f
?/Jand the competition for Cheviot and half-bred wools

•

h.
i Tei7 spirited. The choice in these kinds, however, was

m
I oferior to that of former sales, and prices consequently

jL^Jdid not range so high; but taking quality and con-

~,. Htion into consideration thov were about equal to last™ mtfi prices, and almost all, excepting a few lots

5/kfS ^raited above market value, were cleared out. In

J!!u!b
wnite tnd laid Hi*hland a ,ftrse qnantitv waa wld at

auI about last s-llc
'

8 nAm» a few Ptfceta f *itchii'? vory w?*"

-*Z1 *&***• In laid Cheviots, of which there was the
*"^

tin est display ever offered for public sale, the com-

large portion of these were
, , nest display ever

\
j^^p^^tUm was dull, a

*hdrawn, prices Ol

tle P,a7
,
the fcrmera. What

hinge fc
last... .ale's rates. The following may be quoted as the

• *2 rricea of fair to ^ood wools :
~~Half-bred h°&> 36s - to

^°y- '£*.; ewes, 32*. to 31*. 6U; cross hogs, 31*. to 33*.;
one foil Chcv i t hogs, 32*. to 36*. ; ewes, 30*. to 34*. ; black-faced

white unwashed, 14s. to 17*. ; washed, 16*. 6d. to 23*.

;

proper!» laid cheviot, 18*. to 21*., unwashed ; and 20*. to 27*.
tkey|» for washed wools.
itionwri ^ew Self raking Reaping Machine.— Mr. Samuel-
i endasw #on ^

Qf fijmbQry^ Oxfordshire, having applied to the
ffhicli** Committee of the Westmeath Farmers' Club for a
sryfltf tield upon which his new self raking reaping machine

mipht be tried, the machine was forwarded to

Mullingar on Wednesday, and set to work on the farm
of Mr. James Duffv, farmer, Galmoylestown, near

Kilmaglasb, who offered his field for the purpose.

William Levinge, Esq., J. P., President of the Club, and

several of the committee and other members of the

ub, were present. Owing to the novel construction

of the machine, which has only just been tried in

En-land, there was a considerable attendance of tenant

fanners and others from the surrounding districts. The
crop operated upon was a piece of black Oats, partially

the land being hilly and light, and very stony,

otherwise fairly tilled. At 2 o'clock the machine, which

was attended "by Mr. Thomas Cornes, from the Dublin

Implement depot, commenced by cutting a breadth of

5 feet round the entire crop, a breadth having been cut

with the hook the day before, outside that space again,

W as to give room for the machine to work. After a

slight mishap, owing to an injury to the machine on its

ifltP-l
transit from England, all went on right, and it

\j0, eoou became evident that
^ *~ !— — ° '

tss one in every respect. As tne crop was
^ZM S niuch laid in places, it was found advisable to cut one

JjJJ*
*e °f *t only, against the lie of the corn, the machine

\i^
^turning idle, and no ng could exceed the evenn

3 stti'
r jerfed i with which the sheaves were cut and laid.

.!&* 1' self-rakers, of which there were two working
*JL t. \tm\j with two winged boards for delivering the

"2V lTes
i
present* in going, the appearance of a smill

\l^* locomotive windmill, an. I the sheaves being laid equi-
^j^jjff *tant and e il in siz\ with the butt-ends evener

^J^T than they could be laid by reaping (no stray heads left

^ >n the track), the whole work mm finished at once,
.^jf with an extraordinarily neat and finished appearance.

a^1 T*he machine is easily drawn by a pair of stout cart
*?%$* *• wm* and ail thai ndow labour entailed on the

M '* wor^m»n by those machines, when a man is employed
v^jftte

to rake a heavy crop, is, by this machine, completely
b*W> done away with, whilst the sheaves are delivered with a

e

it

constant precision which no manual labour could secure, I

yet every turn of the wrist necessary to deliver the
j

sheaf correctly seems to have been accurately copied in

the construction of this wonderful machine. Thi in

be no doubt that this is by far the most perfect reaping

machine as yet invented. The quantity of work

executed would vary according to the weight and

position of the crop, from one- half to one and a-half

statute acre per hour. The Committee of the Club

agreed upon the following :

—

•' Report of the Committee or the Westmeath Farmers' Clcb

ox Mr. Samuelson's Helf-rakiso Reaping Machine.

'• We, the undersigned, have rmicb pleasure in bearing testi-

mony to the very efficient working of the new self-raking

reaping machine sent over from Banbury by the maker Mr.

Samuelson, for our inspection and trial. We find it light for a

pair of good farm horses, and that it is capable of cutting and

raking into even and compact sheaves (one man only being

required with it to ride one of the horses) all kinds of corn

crops at an average rat f one statute acre per hour. But we
recommend that in all cases where the crop is laid or even

mrtially so, the machine should l>0 worked against the lie Ol

rn only. We consider that the chief advantages which

•is mac ii po n over any other hitherto 1 ight out is

that it dose away wit tho very groat labour required In

ittvmr hcavv crops by the machines when the r»ig is per

formed by hand, whilst all those turns of the wrist which

require so much skill in order to lay the shsaves correctly

having bsen copi In constructing thia macuino, the

work can be performed by it with a constant precision

unattainable by manual labour. Wo are of opinion that this

is by far the most perfect reaping machine as yet introduced

into Ireland; but we consider that it would be an adyautago if

it could be made to mow meadows also. We desire, in conclu-

sion, to express our gratitude to Mr. Samuelson for his kind-

ness in sending this machine, at his own expense, from Oxford-

shire, to bo tried by this Club, as well as for the honour con-

ferred, and wish him every success in his very praiseworthy

efforts to improve the agricultural machinery of the United

Kingdom. We are also much indebted to Mr. Thomas Cornea,

of the Dublin Implement Depot, for his attention on the occa-

sion ; and to Mr. James Duffy, of Oalmoylestown, for his kind

courtesy and readiness in giving the use of his field to the Com-
mittee —• (Signed on behalf of the Committee of the Club)

William Levinge, President : William Taylor, V.P . : Patrick

Barden, V.P. ; James Sherridan : William Flood. KUmagUuh
Farm, Mullingar, Sept. 18, 1861."—Irish Agricultural Review.

Flag of Truce.

Kbw "P White Azalea ivdica.

FA?M> A. SMITH have much pleasure in offering

• ie above splendid novelty, which is justly celebrated

as the best double variety extant. It has obtained unpre-

cedented testimonials of nu v and the general admission of

all who have seen it to be the " rmest" yet produced for its

large 'double flowers, purity of colour, abundance of bloom,

and neat compact habit of growth.
Plants will be sent out in June, 1862. Full description and

price will be published early in spring.

Dulwich. Surrey, S.

NEW GLOXINIAS.—These are oliored as a collec-

tion of unrivalled forms and colours, and which have

attracted much attention and obtained Prizes at several of the

London Shows. Plants in October next.

For des.vi; >ns, see GENERAL LlsT, which maybe had
on application.

F. & A. Smith. Dulwich, Surrey, S.

New Cinerarias.

Fato A. SMITH beg to call attention to their

• Splendid Collection of New Cinerarias, which they

particularly commend for their superiority of colour, form,

and habit. Those will be sent out m October next, according

to priority of rs.

>>r description see GENERAL ST.ob
Dulwich, Surrey, 8.

bio on application.

STATE OF TIIK WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended BsftSMber 96 ; olwervrd by Mr. J. B. K

Moubford, WBlllajrford.

TwriinTur. or Ai».

a* BE

Friday 20
itui-day 21

Sunday 22
Monday 23
Twrnday 24
Wednesday 25
Thursday M

v -

* *

I
s

IVj». 1>p«. ]

83.0 70.0

MjO
•8.0 «2.ii

«n .-inn

70.0 K.o
72.0
72.0 69.0

>ejre
4S.5
41.0
465
62.0
44.0
43.0
43.0

?»•

66.0
657
56.0

560
64.2

Tempera-
ture of
.ill foot Rain Wind

below the
SurthCS.

I H'JTS.

57,<i

67.0
66.4

56 8

56 J*

66.0

66.8

Int.
0.06

• *

0.26
0.24

0.06
0.09

8.W.
8.
B.W.

t9.64
29.40

B.W. 29.26
B.W.
B.
N.W.

2S.33
29.18

29.60

The reading are taken at 9 km. on the days namnd, and the Maxima and
Minimn recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 houra. Th-

Thermometera are placed 4 feet from the ground. The llain-gauge is

7 foot from the ground.

Notices to Correspondent*.
Alderney Cow: Old Subscriber. An old Alderney cow is a

wonderful animal to est. If she is in full milk give her all

that she will take, with plenty of water. She may consume
4 lbs. of oilcake and 80 lbs. of a chaff made of 20 lbs. of hay
and 10 lbs. of good straw cut up together—<laily.

Brassica : Brassica. The Swede seed which you used has been
mixed with Rape.

DrtwoCorv: An Inquirer asks if any machine or apparatus

has been contrived for drying hay or cut corn, when the

weather is too wet to allow of its being dried in the usual

manner by the sun and wind.
Fatting Cows: A B. They will cat as many Swedes trp to

1 cwt. daily apiece as you choose to give them, along

with probably 16 to 20 lbs. of hay. You had better give them
some ton seed cake, or steamed Rape cake mixed up
with the hay cut into chaff. And if yon pulped your ro

and mixed it all tog, r, gradually increased tho Rape cake
fro 2 lbs. daily apiece, tip to 6 lbs. or 8 lbs. towards spring,

you would n the best result. But so far as money is

concerned, yon will do better to sell your cows and your
food for them, and leave others to manage the feeding

process.
Koul Rabi : C E F. It will stand the winter very well. About
one in six in a field near us were killed by last Christmas
frost.

Potatoes ok Cut : A Correspondent savs any person interested

in the growth of Potatoes may now see a fine crop, nearly
free from disease, by taking a return ticket from Paddington
to Hanwell station, fare 1#. 6d. They can now inspect them,
and be convinced of the beneficial results of Laying the tops
down and soiling them over wi;h the plough.

Poultry.—Michaelmas has brought little stir among either

senders or buyers at Leaden hall. There is a slight improve-
ment in trade, which, joiued to cooler weather, has made the
trade healthier, and given it a little appearance of mending,
which is not without value. Geese are, as a rule, at Michael-
mas valued according to weight. If of good quality, they
are more or less valuable as they are larger or smaller. They
were to be bought at all prices from 5*. to 9t. each :

—

Large Fowls Each 3*. 8 4#. 0<f.

Smaller ditto .. .. 2 6 „ 3

Chickens 1 9 „ 2

Ducks „ 2 „ 2 6

Grouse .. „ 2 „ 2 6

Partridges 1 6 „
J

9

Rabbits 1 4 „ 1 5

Wild ditto „ 8 „ J
Pigeons „ 7 ., ° 8

Sample or Wheat: A Cirrupoxdent says-" You l lly *ner

to those who send a sample bag to send a small sample or

Wheat, &c." We did nothing of ti kind *• «««"» \°
send out what bad been sent to ;s in any addre$-ed sample

bags wlu.h miuht reach us. And most of the large numi*

of bags sent to us have bean so directed. In other caseswa

have had Ters of j nent—addresses without bags—bags

without addresses, Ac, Ac., &c. If ai/of those who.,

thsss samples had simply done what they were asked to do,

they would have saved themselves disappointmer nd us

much trouble. Will a Corresp -ndent from East Sutton be

good enough to forward his address upon a label.

New Pelargoniums.

FAifD A. SMITH arc about to send out the
• undermentioned Early and Late New Pelargoniums :—

SNOWDROP (Smith) —Pure whito with small purplo blotch

and feather, of good form, close and compact habit of plant,

and a most abundant bloomer. This variety obtained a Cer-

tificate of Commeudation from tho Floral Committee of ths

Royal Horticultural Society, April 0, 1861, as an early forcing

variety, and as such it has proved superior to all known sorts,

being equally early with Alba multiflora and superior in

every other respect This addition to our forcing Pelar-

goniums will prove indispensable to those who desire a first-

class white decorative plant in January or February. Plants

in autumn. 7*. 0d. and 10*. 6d. each.

GENERAL HAVELOCK.—Upper petals dark crimson edged
with rose, lower petals bright rose with large pure white
centre, fine form, free bloomer, and dwarf habit ; a distinct

and fine exhibition variety. 7t. Crf. and 10*. 6d.

If R. FORSTKIi—Upper petals dark crimson shaded off with
bright carmine and edged with rose, lower petals rich lake,

with large pure white centre, very fine form, free bloomer
and dwarf habit ; a good exhibition variety. 7*. 6rf. and
10f. M.

RAJAH.—Upper petals crimson blotch with wide rose edge,

lower petals light rose with crimson spots, fine form, free

bloomer, and dwarf habit. 7s. Od. and 10s. Gd.

Du 1wich, 8urrey, 8.

Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

HUGH \A)W and CO. have to offer well-esta-

blished Plants of the undernamed, for all or any of
which they will be pleased to receive orders

:

Arthrobotrya articulata,

a very pretty creeping
Fern from B< >rneo, was
awarded a First-class
Certificate by Royal
Horticultural Society
on August 27^^^..

Alocasi* metallica

Caladium argyrites
1*. 6d. to

argyrospilum
Belleymei St. td. to 7
bicolor picturatum 1

,, splendcns 1
Brongniarti . . 2
Chantini, Is. 6rf. to 3
Houlleti or alba
punctatissima 2s. to 3

Neumani 1*. to 2

poscile, true 3«. &/. to 7

»»

»»

M.

15

42

2
2

§»

»»

tricolor

Schoelleri

Wigbti

Campylobotrya
pbylla ..

»»

• •

• 4

1

h

U. 6d. to

pyro-

d.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6
G

6

6

Campyiobotrys rcgalis t.

3«. 6d. to 5

Cyanophyllumassamicum 5

n magnificum, 3*. 6<2.,

bt. to 7
.. 5„ speciosum .

.

Pentsteraon Lobbianus,
an erect habited species,
producing large brifi-ht

yellow flowers in great
profusion, was awarded
a First-class Certificate

by Royal Horticultural
Society on August 27.

.

Pentstemon specta-
biLifl, a fine species,

producing spikes of
flowers 2 feet in
length. This and the
preceding were sent
from California by our
collector Mr. William
Lobb 5
Pteris tricolor . . Is. to 2
Hphierostema marmo-

rata .. .. .. 21

d.

6

6

r>

KVRE ORCHIDS.
Amongst recent importations are the following 6pccies.

Prices, which are reasonable, can be had on application :

—

»»

Aerides crispum
Lindleyanum
Lobbi ; a large quantity

of this rare and beau-
tiful species

maculosum
rtrbrum
suavissimum

,, Warneri
Calanthe vestita

»» »»

Coelogyne Lowi
„ pandurata

Dendrobium Farmeri
formosum giganteum

;

this produced flowers
during June 5£ inches
in diameter

»»

Dendrobium chrysotoxwn
99 tortile

„ Dalhousianum

Limatodes rosea

PhaUenopsis grandiflora, the
Bornean variety, very
superior in every re-
spect to the Java
variety com monly
found in collections

„ amabilis

iccolabium Blumei major,
var. Dayi ; flowers un-
usually large and pro-
fusely spotted

curvifoliutu

violaceum
**

»•

New and Beautiful Anaectochili.

HUGH LOW AND CO. have much pie re in
offering to admirers of this !y ge the

Tindermei t speoies recently received direct neo.
The only one yet exl Bullcni) was awarded a First class

Certificate by the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society at the meeting on Aug. 27.

H. L. & Co. feel persuaded the species now offered will be as

»uch admired as any of those previously Introd

»ined descriptions are taken from plant* recently imported;

when fully deve! > 1 the plants are much finer in character,

ai dl are of extremely free growth.

Av HI1 3 BULLENI— A fine species, a^tal ar a

heigl f fi to 9 inches, with leaves 2 to es in length ;

ground our bronzy green, m irked h the entire

hree broad difc coppery red, var>iwKr at

times to tr^d^n, stripes. Priee »>3#.

A -CTOCH I LUS N KVILLI: A N A .—A ely species. Leaves

marked with orange blotches OO h dark velvety gr hi

some of the specimens the r> p s a beiuiiful white,

i a the wa irit icea. Price 68i.

A\ vHP i RUCKEI I
Loaves broadly ovate;

groundcolour bronzy green, with nix r >w« of distinct spots

running t»>e entire ! th of the leave-. Price 6i$.

Plants will be ready for delivery the first week in October.

Clapton Nursery, L n ion, N.E.
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STRAWBERRIES.—Early Black Prince, 5*. per 100 ;

selected, 7s. 6d. ; Princess Royal of England, 7s. W. per 100

;

selected, 10s. ; Prince of Wales, 7s. 6d. per 100; selected, 10s.;
Highland Mary and Richard 2d, each per 100, 15*.; Newton
Seedling, late, large and fine, 15s. per 100. The above were in
bearing 61 days this year.

Cuthill's five PAMPHLETS ; Hamilton or the Author.
Best MUSHROOM SPAWN, <fcc.

James Cuthill, F.R.H.S., Caraberwell, London, S.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS by the 100 or 1000.—
Admiral Dundap, Elton Pine, Eleanor, Keen's Seedling,

and British Queen, by the 100; Black Prince, Mny Queen,

LONDON MANURE COMPANY TAMES and FREDimTt—
\ If Britannia Iron Works nV C K ISTEAM CULTIVATORS, STEav

6?^ fePLOUGHS, HARROWS, HoISfV^B?
Catalogues, with full iSSSSi^ 4 H

THE
(Established IS 40,)

Are row prepared to send out the following MANURES:—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.
116. Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw. Purser, Secretary. __

BURNAR1), LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME

;
guaranteed to contain

AbVfl xraii^o Pii,rn nn ,. «;. n v; • d • 7,f w,i «,Va -*-' BUPEKPHOSPHATItt of L< l ft! Hi; guaranteed to contain

Wizard of the North
' P

'
' Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

rw^ui^urv&t i ir-M— •».^timiw « .— « ^ __ _*_ Phosphate of Lime.Phosphate of Lime,
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

Double White and Yellow NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS, Purple
Martagon and Orange LILIES.

George Corxwell, Seedsman, fcc. Barnet, N.

Strawberry Plants.
TA\rT?<2 ttttt i?v i,n„» +« „„ - zii.ii l l

ni&h agricultural and. commercialJAMhS klTLEI begs to announce that the plants
, y(

*
u. COnCe„trated superphosphate.

fJ of his unequalled Strawberry, Carolina Superba, arc now ' •» • ' •

remarkably fiue, and which he can supply at 5s. per 100.
Also extra strong plants of Goliath, British Queen. Elton
Pine, Keen's Seedling, Sir C. Napier, Eleanor, Ducde Itfalakoff,
La Chalanaise, Gelineau, Madame E. Vilmorin, and Princess
Alice Maud, at 3s. 6d. ver 100.
The following varieties may be had in pots, at 1/. per 100,

which would ensure a crop of fruit next season, viz., Carolina
superba, Goliath, Sir C. Napier, Keen's Seedling, Trollop's
Victoria, and Princess Alice Maud.

.

' ^^ Lyncnmbe Vale Nursery, Bath.

L

Vines for Fruiting in Pot3.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen*. 237, 238, Hi<?h Holborn, London, W.C., and

Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, Sydenham, have much
pleasure in offering strong short-jointed well ripened Vines

,
- - . . _

for Pot Culture, of all the most esteemed varieties, capable of Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrn
bearing six to eight bunches each. °f Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
For list of names and prices see AUTUMN BULB CATA- *-*—

*

•"' *****- /W1 * '--*

LOGUE, post free on application.

PAMPAS GRASS.

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, <fcc, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

A WE 8 ' 8 M A N U K E 8 .

The Manures manufactured by J, B. Lawes for the
present season of 18(31 are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME £6 6

LATVES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME from
BUR>TT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ...5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MAN UftES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

Parkes' Steel
3 an:
e WJ

brated Tools, have aiwavs * iarg

BURGESS and irpv^
being Wholesale and ReSt^ «

*vo always a la^tL^ '

'
may select what the?? 0nWkANTHONY'S PATENT AMERIP&^*W?PRIZE was again awarded tc. thiS% C^iseveralothers at the Chester Meeting ^ in <Ww

Society; it has obtained the SS%°fth*Q&
at every Meeting since 1850

n*e Riven hi"

J. C. & Co. have a splendid Stock of the above highly
ornamental Grass, well established in Pots, from 5s. per dozen.
Extra strong, is. to 1*. 6d. each.

Vines Vines Vines

WILLIAM CUT1517SH, Jra., Barnet Nurseries,
Herts, begs to invite an inspection of his fine Stock of

Fruiting and other Vines in Pots, consisting of all the best
varieties in cultivation. The following are remarkably strong
and fine, from 8 to 12 feet in length, viz., Muscat Hamburgh)
Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh, Bowood Muscat
Lady Down's Seedling, Trentham Black, Buckland's Sweet-
water, Black Hamburgh, &c. List and Prices on application.
Also to his Stock of Specimen and Half-specimen New Holland
Plants, Indian Azaleas, Stove Plants, <fec.

W. C. Jun. would also especially call the attention of Mush-
room Growers to his very superior MUSHROOM SPAWN, for
which he has the highest testimonials from the most eminent
Gardeners in the United Kingdom, and which he can with
the greatest confidence recommend. References on appli cation.

New Azaleas.

Eand A. SMITH will send out in October next :-
o-. °SA£B£? BEATJTY.-The best rose pink yet known,

PRINCESS ALICE.—The best single white, 10.-? to 15sPRINCE OF ORANGE.-The Seat and* brightest orange
scar7ei, 21s. to 31g. 6d.

b

Fuller descriptions, with CATALOGUE, may bo had onapplication. J

.
Dulwich, Surrey, S.

American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS
PASTILS.

The following is one of upwards of
70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally unknown
to him.

" I beg to bear my testimony to the
value of Neal's Pastils, and their effi-

cacy in destroying, most effectually,

the Green Fly without any (trouble,
and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared with the use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

"James Sanders,
'* Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny."

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price Is. and Is. per packet

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Neal, ]

Horticultural Agent and Val

MR. A. CHANDLER (of the late Firm of
Chandler <fc Sons;, 2S, Priory Road, Wandsworth

Road. S., begs to offer his services as above. Sales of Plants
and Nursery Stock arranged and Catalogues prepared.

PATENT LAWN MOWERS hav
be the best, and have carried off every prize

NEW and CHOICE SHOW, FANCY, and TtFRENCH GERANIUMS, in Strong Plants, are now ready *w I™? • •, ,
at305.perdoz.,™.:-(Foster's)BertranlBijou Garibaldi R,Sv i

bas }*** gl
.

ven m
,

ail cases of com Pe«tion. They are
JJonheur, Perdita; (Hoyles) .Beauty o ^Readmg James

^

d

J

I
' X^ I

°^eless in working, self-sharpening, self-cleaning, simple in
Lurline Mrs. Benyon, Murillo, Norma, Rosa Bonheur Bertie'

]

col
?
8t^ctlon

'
a»d

w
«jwr to work and less liable to get out of

Thirza, Volunteer; (Beck's) Modesty. Mulberrv the Gem of °^^n n
.
ny ?^er Lawn Moweni extant.

^S^'^ c°
f Qu'^ity'

Tran«cendent; (Turner'.) LadyTaunton, King of Spots, Queen of Spots.
y

Ar^fATe^ and n
?
osfc

S?
oico French varietics are-Adanson,

Arthir m?
Eadynil?n *

Korian. Garibaldi, Le Negre. Madame
nl^ ?S°

qU
f'
Madame Curcicr, Madame Picouliue, Madame

rSSn; n
gen

n' ,
M
?rJ?laire

'
3Iirabeau, Moise MonsieurGuidon, Oscar Octavie Malet, Princess Clotikle. Sal vator I ! ,

T^le-maque Tamberlik, Vicomteaae de Jkilevne, SIS^R^m^ (Tur
S
er

'

B)
'

: ArabePa Goddard. Delight

Cham ^on
Madame Sainton-Dolby, Matter Harry, The

«Wo8-'
h
«
aS aI?° a first 'rate Collection of older kinds of the

5W.WW1^' an
,f i>

rice moderate
; with Variegated and*ancy SeirJet kinds ; all the novelties out.

Illustrated Price Lists may bo had of Thomas Greek, Smith-
field Iron Works, Leeds ; or 2, Victoria Street, nolborn Hill,
London, E.C.

N.B. Old Machines repaired and made as good as new.

Messrs. Burgess & Key o»» w
strongly recommend it as the mnS*Jr&a
Full particulars sent on application

CCt
"

XI 2 Basinghall Buildings rl lf>

Galvanised Iron Wate«L
for Cottage Houses, &c, to contain sol*?**
Sis. each ; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fr*;|
the water perfectly sweet and clean •-

t;

Cisterns of aU sizes.
u

» ^WrwJ

Galvanised Iron hm
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use \Z.and 32*. 6d. each

; Tail Pipe for sameltfi

*

Galvanised Iron Swin? Wate w"*
1

for Garden or Farm use, containing about JL
forme^nron^sf.U^

ET. ARCHE!
• by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke

for Syon House, his Grace the Duke ofjSwick Gardens, Professor Lindlev for tCn
Sir Joseph Paxton for the fflS^
Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealing Paru7
PROTECTION from the COLD WIXDS A vopv"FRIGI DOMO » a Canvas madeTpSLand Wool, a perfect non-conductor of HeatandfflLwherever it is applied, a fixed temperature It S*
all horticultural and floricuitural purpo^ •>

»

Fruits and Flowers from the acorehin/nw of tti»
wind, from attacks of insects, and from mormb*
had in any required longths.

Two yards wide .. .. k 6cf.pernr;-
Four yards wide .. .. 3*. per miAn lmproved make, 3 yards wide, 2«. U,m vri-

Also w Frigi Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide, lm'ygjr.
Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Uaoita

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and of all
>'

and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mat* as a coming.'

CARSON'S ORIGINAL AXll-COKfl
PAINT is now used extensively for all kinds of -

Work, such as Iron, Wood, Stose, Brick, Cojipo, Ct

&c, and has been proved, after a practical test of 7i) jf.

8urpass any other Paint.
For fuller particulars, see No. 35 of the Gardt*(rf&*

Page 802, or apply to Walter Carsox tSassfSaeemm

Inventors), 9, Great Winchester Street {near the I:
.

-

change), London, E.C.
No Agents throughout the United Kingdom

Oil Paiflt no longer fxeswj.

HILL & SMITE'S PAM< *UCa*

fornreserving Iron Work,Wo^otte-^J
is an excellent substitute for oil paint

onf^Jg
is fully two-third« cheaper. It may be^M^Jff
labourer, requires no mixing or thmM^» «*JJ
is used in the grounds at Windsor

.^W'aB
the seats of many hundreds of the^"JJ
whom the most flattering testimony

^ea m
which Hill A Smith wiU forward on appWj.

Sold in casks of about SOg^£>^V$5&
the Manufactory, or Is. Sd. per gaUoa pail to n*

the kingdom. „ . . „ rr.\\ Tron Worti

Apply
8
to Hill & Smith, Bnerley

'

HuUr.a

Dudley, from whom only it can be obtauiea.

THOMAS MILLINGT0N
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, B.C.

Established 1750.

plant", 3s. 6cf.

?£5 Snrsery, Hornscy Road, Islh m, T
,n , X.

TI7HEBLER'S ORANGE GLOBK MAXYV ^^.^^ELER'S IMPERIAL .SWEDE
'

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE
4 a n « GRASS ".LAWNS

'

,«S ,

aI1
,
otber^ctd» of the same excellent quality which hasrendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated

wmen nas

We offer our See at the lowest price con* - ;,being good and pure, at the same ti

.

m ' ' i

free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, di imt for <

Our Book ofFARM SEEDS sent free for mP <*.

J. C. Wheeler <fe Soy, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

OEED WHEATS.-New~Mr Improved Variedk^ from the Chiltern Hills.

IlgBURGHFTBLD EARLY WHITE (Se^Uunm^ "'

Wheat of superior quality, remarkable for early matu-
rity, and length and stoutness of Straw. Ear, and
IJerry, raised by the advertiser from a single erain Tfl nESSEX ROUGH CHAFF (Improved), one of^the bes't
white Wheats, straw stiff and short .. -r. oBRO^CK^raMAL RED (New), the best of Ike

iJEN TALL SRIVETT (improved;, coarse, but very pro-
ductive •• ## ## p#

^ fc n
All the above warranted true to their kinds, CUUiCand in

H^r^f^K? !

tl0n
» y

,

he Gr2J"".tMr. R. C. 31. Young, Flint
ttail, Hambleden, Henley-on-Thames.

rmvT^^Te ^?^^d with order
'
Xew Mck» included inprices quoted.jwr tehvery to Henle^

,.

HE
nl?b7?r

SI
,

LVE5 SANl>
' ^ p< r *+ °r »* **

MaUM^l\ dellver
^. to a°y ^"don Wharf or Raiiwav.

2d HimrSh^p' ? °? hire G ' f eflch (* hold a ^)- Kentiahand Hampshire Peats, Loam, and Leaf Mould.
John ItosAHD. Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

PR ERVE JARS.

Fig.

Fisr G.

Fig. A.

HAND GLASSES.

Fips. I

12 inches

16

18
20

2i

6s. 0d. each

Ficr. H.

99

9f

ft

*y • •

7
8

19
12

Fig. B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

each.

»»

»»

»»

If open top Is. extra.

S inches
4
6

10
12
16

18
20

»»

»»

ft

»»

>«

»»

Os.3

Fig. D.

HYACINTH GLASSES.
Common .. 3s. Qd. per dozen,
Improved.. 3 6 „

1

1

3
5

7

o

8
4
9
6

r

ft

6 inches
lf>

14
18
20
22

26

Fig. C.

MILK PANS.

05. 6d. each

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

1

1

2
3
3
4
5

PRES, I
Without U». >

S inches ^1
5

6

7

CROCUS GLASSES.
Common . . 2ft Od. per dozen.
Improved .26 „

Fl8r
-
F -

.
HYACINTH DISHES.

6 inches
. . 1,. q,i. each.

I
„ ..16

12 .. 2 6!» *
t9

Fig. 1.

ROLLING PINS.
l^d. per running inch

FBI .«

Opal Ditto.
,

14 inches .. 3«.6rf. each

16 „ .. 4 ,»

is ,, .. 4 6 m

With ft

8 inches U;

10

12

14

10

t*

tt

F»

2

3

4

5

Fig. G.
CUCUMBER TUBE8.
Id. per running inch.

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.
Crystal Glass Shades, Ebony and Gilfc Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys

For Window and Orchard House Glass see Advertisement ofW

o
f

•

and GloW.
ic

I

I
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NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING

PETER LAWSON & SON,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,
LONDON AND EDINBURGH,

CAN now supply New Seed of TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM,
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, DWARF ESSEX RAPE, Ac. of fine quality.

They are also prepared to supply all the NATURAL GRASSES, either separate
or in mixtures, for laying down Permanent Pastures, Lawus, Public Parks,
jmeteries, &c, orders lor which will be carefully and promptly attended to.

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Bulb*.—Choice Assorted Collections.

STEPHEN BROWN (lute iUflS & Brown) offers
the following, embracing a great variety. For particulars
CATALOG

I

No. 1. For potting or forcing £3
2. Fori ng or forcing 2
3. For totting or forcing

For out-door pi* ^
5. For out-door planting
fl. For out-door planting

No.
No.
No.
No.

Bo-
No.
o.

7. Far out-door planting
8. The No. 1 and 4 together

1

8

1

6
10
is

. 3 15

1

1

13

9. The No. 2 and 5 together for
No. 10. The No. 3 and 6 together for
No. 11. The No. 3 and 7 together for

The Collections free of packago charges, and goods 20*. and
upwards free to London and all parts of the two Norwich
Lines. Remittances required from unknown correspondents.
CATALOGUES, Cultural and Descriptive, free on application.
The DUTCH BULBS have this year arrived very fine and

sound.
Seed and Nurserv Establishment sudhnrv Riifinllr

Hyacinths and other Bulbs.
\X7\M". CUTBUSH and SONS' first importation of
.7 \ HYACINTHS, TULIPS, tc, has just been received
direct from Haarlem. They are unusually fine. Early Orders
are respectfully solicited.
All the First Prizes have been awarded our Collections

wherever exhibited during the last seven years.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Cheap Dutch and other BulbT
HENRY BROWN begs to call attention to his

Priced DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE (post free on
application). The quality cannot be surpassed, snd the prices
will on comparison be found very moderate. Collections from
10*. 6d. upwards delivered, carriage free, to any principal steam
port or railway station in England, Ireland, or Scotland.
FLUK E and other POTATOES off the Lancashire Moss and

Band. Price on application.
Seed Warehouse, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.JAMES G A R A W A V and
have just received from the

MOST CELEBRATKD DUTCH GROWERS
their

FIRST IMPORTATION
K)f the above and other Bulbs,
And are supplying the same, of

"T Q'-AI.ITY, AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdale

Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

takeu First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and every other show at which they have been
exhibited during the last two years.

RTIODOl N'DRONS for forcing; K ALM 1 AS for forcing ;

and a magnificent stock of .ill the finest kinds of K len-

drons in the world. ( < >N 1 1 I iw and Hardy BVERORI ^S
by the 100 or 1000. RO> s and a General Nursery Stock well
worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nnmjrymcu.

Hyacinths ! Hyacinths !

!

WM. CUTRUSH and SON have the pleasure of
announcing that the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society have accepted their offer of awarding prizes of Two
Guineas and One Guinea to private growers, for the best and
second best collection of 12 Hyacinths, distinct varieties, grown
in pots, at their Spring Exhibition of 1S62.

Wm. C. <fc Son remind intending competitors that October is

the best month for potting Hyacinths.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

AR T E rVS FI RST-CLAS S~S E E DsTof
CALCEOLARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.

,, new blotched, 2s. 6d. per packet
CINERARIA, 2*. 6d. per packet.
PRIMULA, mixed fringed, 1*. per packet.

c

dark carmiuo fringed, 2*. 6d. per packet,
pure white fringed, 2s. 6d. per packet.

?o., 2:;7 & 23S, High nolborn. London. W.

c o.

CATALOGUES with full particulars on application.
James Garaway &, Co.,

Durdham Down Nurseries,
Bristol.

Orchard House Fruit Trees.

•T£?
rES I)ICKS0N and SONS, Hanover Street,

TJ Edinburgh, have received instructions to sell about Fifty

rPRT^'Tr
6

*
~nsis

t
ing of PEACHES, NECTARINES, and

dition
WG iQ potB' and ^ fine fruitin2 con*

Any farther information will be given, and a sample may be*m at their Warehouse. 32, Hanover Street.

Y
Catalogue.

OUELL and CO.'S GENERAL and DESCRIP-
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

ready, and will be sent free on application.
It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants. Conifer

Otonios, Gk ii, as well as all the newest introductions in
oofl-wooded Plants.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.YTo Planters of Conifers.
OI'ELL AND CO. can supply 50 species of RARE
a.vd HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for 5?., package

included, and carriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester, New-
gstle-on-Tyne, Hull, London, Peterborough, or to any Rail wav
Ration within 1M mil*, of the Nursery.

A LIST of the above can be had on application.
Royal rsery. Great A mout

J
Azalea indica (Half Specimens).

IVERY and son most respectfully invite their

rh«* J
ntrons t0 an in-'Pcction of their unrivalled collection ofjoe above, which contains all the newest and best varieties •

hiSS*
6 a n

!

ce coUection of Standards. The Plants are clean,
aeaithy, and well set with bud.

Dorking Nursery.—Oct. 5.

Winter Blooming Plants!
*

f77,gS °Jo^r
£
very «xtensive Stock of CAMELI I\SAZALBAS, ERICAS p \r OVTlftrw i.„ m 8 »

ssaras y^S3^--*^

a

, _, 2f p Nursery, London, N.E .

Superb HolryhocksT"
~

KiOHTtEX Thousand Plant rs^nv.,,,-,™ „

I
TBI best IX CrLT\vAT.oi '

WCLUDIK0

) B. BIRCH A'-, in off. w the above W. *I. observe that considerable advantage woulH Q
g *°

purchasers by receiving their pknts in^tTZ • "f"!?
l<
i"pring. By shifting into larger pot™ and Si." J l

?
8tead of

«• Protected from the '^^J^C'.SoJ^^S,^become extra strong for spring planting when 1 P
,

*"!
ttronyeruoom will fc obtaTnedfri^n more^ a&eart"r *»*

CAT
H
A
ij
OG
K
UES

o
forward<il u^u «B^«t&Hedenham Rotery, Bungay, Suftolk

A
4ft

2TIte (Batt)rettet«S
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JLf the name of De Baby were not so well known
both in this country and the Continent, as that of
a painstaking judicious observer far less given to
theory or to merely transcendental views than the
greater part of his compatriots, the pamphlet*
which he has lately written on the Potato
disease would have quietly died in the birth,

if the author escaped ridicule for approaching
again a subject which could scarcely end in
anything after all his labour better than the
production of a " ridiculus mus." The brochure,
however, contains a great deal that will repay
more than a cursory perusal. He has not
only passed in review, without a particle of preju-
dice, all that he has met with at all worthy of
notice, but he has instituted a careful series of
experiments, which place the particular view of
the subject which he embraces in the most ckar
and convincing light. He has moreover added
greatly to our knowledge of the peculiar parasite
which uniformly precedes, and as he, in common
with most authorities at the present day, believes
is the immediate cause of the malady, and espe-
cially as regards its mode of reproduction and the
limits within which its reproductive organs
germinate.

It is not our intention to go again over the
ground which has been so often traversed in this
Journal. All attentive readers of our pages are
acquainted with the external characters and habit
of the parasite as described by its earlier observers,
and we have already given some account in the
Agricultural Gazette of this year, at page 486, of
the curious discovery of Db Baby relative to a third
mode of propagation by means of zoospores, and
that apparently the most frequent. The spores

themselves under certain circumstances are
undoubtedly capable of germination, but more
frequently, when well supplied with water, instead

of germinating they show at once signs of impor-
tant changes in the granular matter which fills

their cavity, which ends in the production of a

number of reproductive bodies closely resembling

* Die gegenwiirtig herrschende Kartoffelkrankheit, ihre
Ursache, und ihre VerhUtung. Von Dr. A. df. Baby, Pro-
fessor der Botanik zu Freiburg. Leipzig, 8vo, pp. 7.5, 1 tab.
lith. 1861. On the Cause and Treatment of the Potato
Disease, a Popular Essay, by Dr. A. de Bary.

many of the more minute lniusoria, and movin >*

about for a time with the utmost activity by
means of two long lash-like appendages, one of which
appears to be the organ of motion, and the other
to act as a rudder for its regulation and direction.

In consequence of this mode of increase, and of
the extreme rapidity with which the zoospores run
through their course from germination to the
production of perfect spores, the quantity of bodies
capable of propagating the disease which may
arise in the course of one season from a single*

diseased plant is almost incredible. Passing over
the stem, from which the perfect parasite more
seldom makes its appearance, it is calculated that
one square line of the under surface of the leaves
is capable of producing 3270 spores, and as each of
these yields at least six zoospores (the number
being sometimes as high as 16), we have 19,620
reproductive bodies from that small space. The
quantity therefore yielded by a single plant is

enormous, and as the mycelium from the zoospores
is capable of penetrating the cellular tissue in
12 hours, and when once it is established there
and bursts through the breathing orifices or
stomates of the leaves, it perfects its fruit in
from 10 to 18 hours, and since the zoospores are
perfected and ready to germinate in 24 hours from
their being placed iu water, it is scarcely possible
to calculate the myriads of plants that may spread
from a single centre. As continued moisture is

absolutely necessary for the germination of the
spores and the production of the zoospores, it will at
once be understood how rapidly the disease is

propagated in wet weather, especially it if be
warm, and what a check to the disease a season
like the present autumn must be. It will also be
apparent under what circumstance the zoospores
will have readiest access to the tubers, and that
those which are nearest the surface have a less
chance of escaping than those which penetrate
deeper into the soil.

That the brown spots so characteristic of the
disease are a consequence of the action of the-
spores or zoospores has been proved by direct
experiment by Dr. He Baby. By placing a quan-
tity of spores in a drop of water on the leaves,
stems, and tubers under a bell glass so air-tight
below that evaporation cannot very readily take
place, he has produced the brown spots, and has
traced their progress from the first penetration of
the spawn of the Fungus from without, when the
discoloured specks are quite microscopic. ^^^mHe has moreover shown that neither the spores
nor sporaugia can resist many weeks of continued
drought ; and inasmuch as the spores so rapidly
produce zoospores when exposed to sufficient
moisture, it is clear that the disease cannot be
propagated from year to year by means of either.
As regards another form of fruit which has been
observed, though very rarely, amongst the creeping
threads of the spawn, too little is known to speak
with any probability, much less with certainty, of
its powers of endurance.

As, however, it is a wdl known fact that Fungi
may appear under very different forms, and that
there are two Fungi, especially Fusiporium
Solani, which form the white nodules on the
decaying tubers, whic'i are almost as constant
attendants on the Potato murrain as the well known,
parasite of tl leaves, it became necessary to
follow out their growth, to see whether in any
case the Fungus of the leaves or the brown spots
could be produced from the white moulds of the
tubers. Every experiment, however, under what-*
ever form it was made and however varied,
produced only like from like, and De Baby was
obliged to give up the notion as visionary. It
appeared clear therefore that the disease was
transferred from year to year by means of the
tubers, which when impregnated with the mycelium,
and not in too advanced a state of decomposition,
always yield on experiment the true Fungus of
the Potato murrain. The conclusion from
the whole matter is clearly this, that it is
quite useless to attempt to destroy by any
external remedies, a parasite which so com-
pletely undermines the tissue of the plant, as
in the case of the Vine mildew, where the threads of
the parasite creep over the surface. Early plant-
ing, removal of the haulm when diseased, drying
of the tubers and other remedies which have b^en
recommended, must be considered rather as pallia-

tives than preventives. De Bary however
suggests one mode which may in all probability

prove useful in careful intelligent hands. A plot

of ground of sufficient size only for the production
of the seed tubers which may be requisite,

and as distant as may be ia the farm
from the general Potato crop, is to be
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selected, and that perfectly well drained and

as much adapted as possible for the growth of

healthy tubers. This is to be planted with tubers

which show no outward trace of disease. The

crop is then to be watched carefully, and the

moment a diseased leaf appears, it is to be

removed and destroyed, the cultivator himself

undertaking the task, and going carefully

over ' the plot, which must of course be of

manageable dimensions, two or three times a

day. The stems are also to be watched, and, if

necessarv, they as well as . the leaves must be

removed" The zoospores under such circumstances,

unless brought from a distance, cannot be washed

down to the tubers, and a very few only will be

diseased. A repetition of the process would

in all probability banish the malady in great

measure from the farm. It is obvious, however,

that the cultivator must have a distinct know-

ledge of his enemy before he sets to work, and not

mistake merely withered or curled leaves for the

ravages of the mould.

"We may speak highly from our own experience

of the benefit of deep digging before the Potatoes

are planted, though they themselves should not be

sunk too far in the soil, and of a second hilling up

to cover effectually the more superficial tubers.

Those which are deep seated are seldom diseased

except in very unpropitious years.

"We may add a peculiar circumstance which has

occurred to De Bart in the course of his experi-

ments. On dividing sound Potatoes, for

the sake of observing the difference which takes

place in those parts which have been left in their

original condition and those to which he applied

the zoospores, he found that after a time a new
cuticle, consisting of several layers of table

-

shaped cells, was produced en the cut surface.

This is precisely what takes place in the disease

called scab, as will be found in a memoir on the

subject in the third volume of the Journal of the

Horticultural Society of London. M. J. B.

Is there any limit to the sportiveness of Ferns ?

Truly, if the forms of our own native species are to

suggest a reply, we Bhould say that, if it is anywhere
to be found, the boundary line which defines the limit
of a Bpecies and includes its varieties lies beyond the
horizon of our view. Let us look at some of the
strange phases under which the common Lady Fern
appears. The feathery, plumy, familiar state which we
are in the habit of regarding as her normal condition
gives but little idea of her appearance when* she puts
on one or other of her masks. Sometimes the change
is far in excess of the normal condition. Thus, in the
variety called plumosum, together with ample develop-
ment as to size, and the most elaborate development
as to division, the parts become so much attenuated
that the feathery character attributable to the species
generally is increased in a most remarkable manner,
and the most charming plumes imaginable are formed;
the fronds in this case, while they measure 3 or 4
feet in height and a foot in breadth, being thrice
divided into distinct parts, and the last of these
very much narrowed, elongated, and deeply toothed.
This is one extreme. Take now the opposite one,
in which moreover perfect symmetry occurs. It is
met with in the variety called FrizeWa, which was
found a few years since in Ireland by Mrs. Frizell,
after whom it has been named, and has during the
present season appeared occasionally at the metro-
politan exhibitions. Here the fronds reach from a
foot to a foot and a half in length, but are not more
than about an inch in breadth, are once divided only
instead of thrice, and have the pinna? symmetrically
reduced to fan-shaped more or less deeply lobed bodies,
projecting scarcely half an inch from the main rib. It
w almost impossible for a " species " to show greater
differences than these two forms present

; yet both are
capable of conterminous propagation and indefinite
extension by means of their spores.

"Without referring to the now numerous and well
marked variations of the crested or tasseled type which
this species presents, or to the many permanent mon-
strosities of other forms -permanent, at least, in the
sense of being reproducible to any extent from the
spores, or to the many varieties, well marked and
distinct, which bear more or less of the normal character,
we may just mention one other very marked form
which has been found in North Wales, and proves
to be fixed in character. This variety has been called
Fieldia? by Mr. Moore, after Miss Field, by whom it
was found, and presents the remarkable peculiarity of
a cruciate development. Here the greater proportion
of the pinna?, usually all except two or three at the
lower part of the frond, are forked at their base, the
pinnre thus forming instead of one wing or branch two
pmnaB-like parts only shorter than usual, one of them
being obliquely directed backwards and the other
forwards; so that the pinna* being set on opposite
each other, we have the parts in fours, more or less
regularly disposed crosswise, and placed at short
intervals along the rachis. The appearance resulting

from this arrangement is very curious and remarkably

different from the normal character.

Verging then, closely on the one hand towards that

state of subdivision which is called supradecompound,

or cut up into a multitude of minute parts—and on

the other occurring simply pinnated—the fronds in the

one case three or four times divided, and in the other

only once ; and yielding besides a host of intermediate

gradations and all sorts of fantastic and grotesque

monstrosities, there is scarcely remaining another

phase under which the Lady Fern can masquerade,

unless indeed she puts on the simple garb of the

Hart's-tongue Fern, in which we should not be at all

surprised one day to find her.

The appearance of the double parti-coloured

Petunia, called inimitabilis flore-pleno, at some of the

earlier flower shows and meetings of the present year,

was a surprise to many an habitue of these flowery

gatherings. It came upon the scene so suddenly.

And it came in a form so perfect that one really could

scarcely imagine how it could be improved upon. In

habit so Junlike the sprawling lanky things Petunias

generally are, in form of flower so full and complete,

in marking so picturesque, it seemed at one bound to

have sprung into life a perfect thing. Whence came
it ? Like many other productions of bizarre and fancy

character, it appears to have found its way here from

the land of the Gaul, some time {during the preced-

ing summer, and to have been then but little seen and

noticed. Its merits however could not long be hidden,

and! so, whenlearly in the year, some one "brought

out " a specimen of its well-behaved progeny, and gave

it an opportunity of showing its lively parti-coloured

face—Mr. Veitch happened to be the lucky man who
thus presented it—the world of flower-lovers was
delighted with it, and it was everywhere welcomed.

The present year has given us several varieties of

similar character, some of which, almost as soon as our

protege of last spring, have become generally known,

compete with it, and not without good credentials, for

the post of honour. Our older friend, inimitabilis

flore-pleno, is no doubt very beautiful and highly orna-

mental with its rich rosy-purple white blotched

flowers, but in form and fulness it is even now already

surpassed by a new claimant called Marie Rendatler,

and both in quality and size it is entirely eclipsed by
another fair one named Eliza Mathieu. The first of

these corresponds generally with inimitabilis flore-pleno

in the size of its flowers ; but it is somewhat more
regular in form, and more closely filled in the centre,

as well as rather lighter coloured, the markings being

of a deep rosy-lilac instead of a rosy-purple. The
latter, Eliza MathieuJ is considerably larger, of more
regular and even outline, as well filled out in the crown
or centre, and not very different in colour, being of a
light violet-rose, freely blotched or bordered with
white. These are probably the two best varieties in
cultivation. There is however another, which as far as
our observations have gone, though hardly equal to
either of the foregoing in its general features and
qualities, is yet perhaps even superior to them in regard
to form; we allude to Madame Lanzezeur. The
flowers in this variety are more regular in form than
those ofany of the others ; but they are rather deficient
in size and fulness, and are perhaps not so finely
marked as to colouring, though in their best state, the
purplish-crimson flowers freely blotched and bordered
with white, and remarkable for symmetry, are really
very telling. Another of the same class, which should
be freely grown for the sake of its distinctness, is that
called inimitabilis superba; this is more delicate in
colour, being of a mauve lilac, marked like the rest
with white in a varying manner.
As pot plants for the ornamentation of greenhouses

and conservatories during the summer months we have
had recently no such valuable additions to our collec-
tions as the best of these double parti-coloured
Petunias ; and we can hardly imagine a more telling
group at an exhibition of flowers than a well-cultivated
set of half-a-dozen of the best of them, grown to a
moderate size, and profusely bloomed. Such a group
might be had any time between spring and early
autumn.

We have lately witnessed the gay appearance
presented by a cross-bred Pink, called Diantht
hybridus Mui/riFLORus, which was growing in the
nursery of Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, at St.
John s Wood This variety, which we believe to be
worthy of this special notice, is, we have been in-
formed, of continental origin ; and there can be no
doubt that one of its parents has been the Carnation
or Clove, some of whose fragrance it has retained.
The form of the leaves is exactly that of the plants
just mentioned, but without the well-known glaucous
hue, the colour being a deep green. When planted in
lines in an open border, as we saw it, this mule or
hybrid Pink proved itself to be well adapted for flower
garden purposes. It had evidently a remarkably
robust constitution, which some other hybrids of
similar character do not possess, and we have re-
marked at different periods of the year that this free
healthy growth is constant to it. The variety is alto-
gether one which wo think, if known, would be a
favourite in the flower garden.

In the instance above referred to, each of the plants
formed a dense compact tuft of dark green herbage,
attaining a general height of about 6 inches from the
ground, and out of this, grew up from each to the

height of a foot some half dozWoIsl^C^
ing stems, bearing a profusion of^! ^^
sweet-scented flowers, of varying ^f* >%dtheir degree of development.

Besid
accordi*B

constitution and well-marked Derl-V^
hybrid Pink has the very desiX^^
perpetual bloomer, continuing in flower ^ 0f *?
from June to November. This nro

We
^fc

succession of flowering stems seemf? .

5^
probability that some form of the fi

Ul(Wi
of Perpetual or Tree Carnations mav^^*
its parents. y We be*,*.

Though scarcely perhaps adantM * ,

styles of geometrical gardening, w» £«.?%
this plant as a very useful one wherP?i

ot bl*2
artistic style than that just referred1 ' **5
well as for the mixed flower border ir^Ht
nrnffir nhianf. tcVipti m»A*m% •« . ^Il*

Mi

pretty object when grown in pots and v
flower early in spring for indoor ded?*
times, but especially in early spring the?

1

welcome materials for bouquets.
It appears from the following^

has been made in the daily paoersTr**
threatened with a cider famine norfSL * * *
the Apples, although the cro ?W^S*
because;they are likely to be applied o £i*able purpose, so far as the grower are eiSfm making a household bevera™ n „

™*
Manchester calico dyers&&*£*
that Apple-juice supply a desideratum C2m making fast colours for their printed c?J2numbers of them have been into Devonsffi
lower parts of Somersetshire buying up allS*U
they can get, and giving sneh/jffi Jlthe dearest years hitherto known has not been*
It is stated that one farmer in Deyoi**
has a large orchard, for the produce of whid knever before received more than 250/.. hag fl*.
sold the crop to a Manchester man for 360i l£
can be no doubt, says the same authority, U *
discovery will create quite a revolution in tie Ant
trade

; and we may add that it will give an impSi
the cultivation of this valuable hardy fruit

THE
[

LATE EXHIBITION OF THE IMPERIAL

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Of PARK.

(Continuedfrom p. 866.)

The fruits "in season," which constituted bv

far the best part of the Exhibition, were dispkjeS

in several rooms, some of them scareeij snffcientlj

well lighted. They were mostly in white plate^

arranged in rows on deal tables—one lar^e tabieic

the centre of each room, and ofyrsnwiik

walls ; the Pears and Apples geneji^v six of one

variety in a plate. There w^^^f^
decoration to set them off, nor even foliagemw
plates ; but from the great extent of the coMoffl,

the neatness, symmetry, and regularity of ft

arrangements showing off to advantage fbe
de-

ference in the varieties, the general effect otw

fruit room was rich. The Apples, «*«*£
by the judges here, would not have attracted^

notice in our shows ; but the Pears appe&reo*

me far to outshine ours in the number ot t»
brought to a very large size and well ana i*go£

ripened. As this fruit, different from inrojj

is generally found, in a given variety, o*r

in flavour with increased bulk
!

.size ui
a P

object aimed at by the growers of the bew»

Some among M. Cossonet's were pwjjj

admired, especially a plate of J*F£

Esperen, of a size more than foj*^

that variety attains under ordinary treaty

Duohesse d'Angouleme, his Beurres, an

were also fine. Many collections were v .

sive, in all of which Pears constituted uwg^

The cew--_

to

portion, including many specimens

than what we see at our shows. ih
[ w ^-

of the largest room was entirely^Jy*
varieties fromM. Dupuy-Jamm, ot wm ,

Pears, 53 Apples, and the remainder^.

Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, and.Qt*V*>*

O V»*r* and 68 AppfcVJ

arge. ^
Nectarines, and Plums, I saw nothing 1^*
Deseine had 149 Pears and
had collections nearlv as lar^*.
TIT. _J* * — ^4-Vii

11&
Among Grapes, three ' hunches ^Lj*'
Thomson, of Dalkeith Gardens, w

fi

admiration, and certainly, in the bes ^
lections, those of the two Charmeuy ^ j,

i

the Muscats of Alexandria couu ^p
moment he brought into conipar19

d,
f

Dalkeith ones; on the other _£
boxes of Chasselas dore" had a neh

ire
#

which it would be a hopeless attempt
gua ;

*

ia England without the FontainjW^ ^m
among the 55 varieties exhibited tne ^yr

which, although not large, were r

g
The finest bunches of Purple wai** ^
Frankenthals, had not near the d* ^ ^

Black Hamburgh often attains w«n ^ y*

Apples there is much improvemen
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although they are still far from receiving the

encouragement they do with us, and the high
price of fuel will always be a great obstacle to

their general cultivation for the Parisian market.

Of those exhibited the best were two sets of

Envilles of six each, weighing I was told about

5 lbs. to 6 lbs., well-grown specimens, but still

with too much crown. Among fancy fruits I

observed a large dish of the favourite French
Dessert Apple, the Pomme d'Api, in which each
one was marked with a letter, a crest, or other

device, produced by placing a piece of paper or

doth of the requirea shape on the side next to the

sun, causing a corresponding spot to remain un-
coloured—two splendid Gourds, one very nearly a
yard in diameter and said to weigh 200 lbs. ; two
heads or cones of Dion edule, and a box of Vanilla
pods sent from Otaheite, where the late Mr.
Morren's method of artificial fecundation has been
introduced with much success.

In the general collections of vegetables " in

season" there was nothing superior to our own,
and Peas and some others were quite inferior. A
few southern vegetables—sweet Potatoes (Batatas

edulis), Aubergiues (Solarium Mclongena), Fiment
doux (large red Capsicums of the size of one's list,

without pungency), Abelmoschus, &c, could only
be regarded as cu-
riosities, for they
are as little suited

for general culti-

vation in the
Parisian climate
as with us. Dios-
corea Batatas, of

which some roots

were exhibited, is

said to be gain-
ing ground and
gradually intro-

ducing itself into

French markets.
But what inte-

rested me most in

his department of
the Exhibition

were several lots

of Chaerophyllum
bulbosum (tig. A).
This, whicn, when
first brought into
cultivation five or

[And being thus planted very early, these har- I

sume, be difficult mr htm to enum. rate a single Orange
'dened shoots are found to form stems much fit to eat, while if the strictures of a French writer, a

more healthy, vigorous, and productive, • and !

translation of which appeared in the Gardeners' Chro-

much more capable of resisting the disease than ""^ "? fc^ mon*hB back, arc to be believed, the
xi 5FJZ l:-- u i~:~ j ^Versailles trees are in anything but an enviable or

i those grown from eyes which have lain dormant
' through the winter until the moment of planting,

besides that they may be taken up before the

period when the disease most generally declares

itself to any extent. M. Gauthier says that he

plants in March, and that by the beginning of

; August his Potatoes are ripe. Those he exhi-

bited were round Potatoes, of a large size,

I could not ascertain the name of the varieties,

for all he knew was that he had them under the

names of Elies and Patraque jaune. He had,

1st, two dishes of this year's growth, as pre-

served in the dark for eating ; 2nd, a crate

of tubers of this year's growth, as laid aside

for planting, these had already become very green,

but did not yet show any growth in the eyes ; and

thriving state of luxuriance. The finest examples of
Citrus fruit ever shown before the Horticultural Society

even to the present time were not grown in pots or

tubs, and if Mr. Pearson's father is still living, he can
tell him of a garden not many miles from Chilwcll,

where they were grown for the regular supply of a
gentleman's table nearly half a century ago, and with all

our boasted progress 1 believe there is not a garden in

Kurope at the present time which could show a collec-

tion of trees similarly well cultivated. These trees, a&

I have before stated, were planted out in highly pre-

pared borders, and some were trained as bushes, others

to table trellises, and others fan-shaped, like a Peach
tree, to the back wall ofa lofty conservatory and Orange
house. I have never seen Oranges of eatable quality

grown in po pt the small In rine variety, and
even these do not attain the size and quality they

3rdly, a crate of tubers laid aside last year for ' WOuld attain under a more liberal system of man:*
planting, all very green, apparently in good health,

covered with shouts mostly of about half an
inch. M. Gauthier also insists that when tubers
are large and have to be cut for planting, it

increases very much their vigour and productive-
ness if they are cut in autumn, three or four weeks
after they are taken up, instead of performing the
operation at the time of planting. B.

ORCHARD HOUSES.

ment.
Given a fruit live in good health, it is capable of

bringing a certain quantity of fruit to maturity. Take
this maturing power at say 5 dozen, 5 score, or 500
fruits. If you take double the quantity numerically,

yon will not have any additional weight, while the quality

will be much deteriorated; but reduce the quantity
one-fourth or one-fifth, and the chances arc you will

still have the same weight of fruit, while the quality,

size, colour, and flavour, will be decidedly superior.

This is the secret of fruit-tree management; it is a law
of Nature which cannot be contravened without the
due penalty being paid. You may take a double
quantity of fruit, you may boast of your magnificent
crops of fruit—Peaches and Nectarines hanging like

ropes of Onions. But what are they? why, com-
paratively mere Plums or Damsons in size, and not to
be compared with the rich and luscious fruit which
grace our exhibition tables, and also the desserts of the
leading families in the country. There is no greater
fallacy than that of estimating a crop of fruit numeri-
cally, without at the same time considering its size and
quality; and when I see such crops I look with pity upon
the manager, and regret that Martin's Act for the
Suppression of Cruelty to Animals does not extend to
fruit trees, so that some of our would-be teachers might
be taught by pains and penalties that which they
appear determined not to learn by experience
and inductive reasoning. Few men have the courage
to thin fruit as it ought to be thinned, but if some of

Fig. A.

years ago was
seldom so large as

a Hazelnut, has
now attained the
size and shape of
our little summer
Carrots. It is con-
sidered here as a
great delicacy, al-

though not pro-
ductive enough for

profitable cultivation on a large scale. Each plant
produces a single root like the Carrot, but it re-
quires being sown the previous year at about the
present season, so as to be well established before
winter.

M. Gauthier exhibited specimens in illustration
of a method he has adopted for giving additional
vigour and accelerating the maturity of Potatoes,
so as in a great measure to save them from the
disease. He is said to be successful and his
practice seems plausible. Taking up his Potatoes
the moment they are ripe, he selects for seed good
healthy tubers among the large or at any rate
middle-sized ones ; he puts them into flat square
crates about 28 inches long, 14 inches broad, and
or 6 inches deep, open at the top and between

the bars, and with two thick crossbars underneath,
so that when
packed one
upon the othc
there may be a
free circulation

of air l>etween

ea^h. They are

then exposed
for a month at least to the open air and rain, and^I7h th« ™jf "*n open shed or garret,
or other place where they are protected only from
frost; but not in a dark cellar, and always where

fcSpn? ?K
air ^ aS

/
ree ^ P09Sible *****

this treatment they soon become quite ereen andthe eyes will grow out into stmrt thick greenshoots which must be kept with the %££«<*re from being rubbed off or injured. WHh thisview the roots are never disturbed in the crates and*re carried out in th-m fn ^« ^i^L™tes
'
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,

d

It is an unfortunate circumstance that some of the
finer kinds of fruit trees showed have failed to produce
a crop of fruit in so fine a season as the present, but as

the tact is admitted by Mr. Rivers, and the failing

aiieties arc specified, I suppose there is no gain-
saying it. It. is however singular, that here in North
Wales, at the foot of the sea boundary of the Snow-
donian range of mountains and within a few hundred
yards of the sea, a standard Apricot in a soil anything
but favourable has not only, unprotected, set and stoned,
but at the present time is ripening fruit of fine size and
quality. Now this tree, a young and luxuriant one, has
been left entirely to itself, and though its proximity to
the sea may influence and favour it as to temperature,
Mr. Rivers would say, as he said twelve months
ago, ''mild climates are generally unfavourable
for ripening." Admitting the fact, it still appears
strange that trees in pots, under the management of
such adepts as Mr. Rivers and Sigma, should have ! us "were "to"thin* the" blossom buds'lTeforVthey^rTex!.
lailed, lor with glass to aid them and the power ' DMlM 1M llffllllri iMTTfl ](W Mill til 1)111 II llll ill ll

T '

checking growth at any time by withholding water.
surely the growth might have been sufficiently matured

PJ
crops, and fruit falling at the time of showing. For
many years T have made it a rule to disbud Peaches

as Turnips, require brains for their successful manage- sequence has been the buds left have been much in
ment and to insure rop of fruit. The truth is there creased in strength, and generally far more of them
is no royal road to fruit-tree management, and though it

is easy to write, "common labourers with a few written
directions" will be able to manage them, Mr. Rivers, by
his admitted short-comings and frequent cautions, shows
that he himself is not quite up to the exigencies of the

set than have been necessary for a crop.
With weakly trees, or those recently transplanted,
this thinning is specially necessary, but how
few of them get such treatment ? On the contrary
we hear of a magnificent bloom and not unfrequently

situation. All persons who have studied the art of trees devoid of fruit. Plants of all kinds have two
cultivation, and whose knowledge has a scientific
foundation, know that there are scarcely two varieties
of any given fruit, or i n two trees of the same variety,
which will, under the same treatment as to potting,
water, <fcc., require precisely the same management in
pruning and other particulars of culture, for without
ny very apparent cause one tree may produce a

nieces n of "shoots like basket rods," while the other
may be all spurs and blossom buds such as Mr. Rivers
would delight in. To treat two such trees precisely

separate, and some say distinct functions to perform

;

the first is growth, an addition or increase to the stature
or size of the individual—the second is maturation of the
growth, by which, nndei the influence of light, heat and

r, the s*p and growth and so elaborated and matured
as to render them capable ofproducing flowers, and also
fruit and seed. When you want growth promote it by
rich soil, manure and liquid applications to the root

;

but when you want maturation withhold all stimulants.

habit, and the fruitful one by inducing over luxurianc
Manure water, like strong drink, is a dangerous thing
in the hands of incautious people, and no doubt Mr.
Rivers is quite right in recommending great care in
its use. Many fine specimen plants have been ruined
by its injudicious application.

^
It is now, I think, upwards of a quarter of a century

since Mr. Rivers first promulgated his ideas of fruit-tree
management in the « Gardeners' Magazine." He then
said he should be able to send out trees full of blossom-
buds, and his anticipations have been verified to a much

have borne or are bearing a heavy crop of fruit ; but
alter the blossom buds are formed, then late in the
autumn stimulants may be used to increase the strength
of the buds. These remarks may be some little guide
to those who are anxious to learn and to be able to
decide between fruitful buds or wood, and that which
will only produce gross unfruitful growth, and thi
knowledge once acquired will increase by proper appli-
cation until fr; buds and wood buds become as familiar
to the eye as fruit and flowers. An experienced
cultivator.carries tl in his eye which language, were

greater extent than he, I dare say, ever expected. Still he ever so well disposed, would fail to describe. This is

the subject of planting out in orchard houses need not j

! - '
'-

' —1-»— —u. . _. i
.

i.

.

be a "vexed question " to any but the uninitiated. With
the subject of planting out in orchard houses need not practical experience, knowledge which can only be
i__ . ,, j .... ....

,
i,

, stained by long study and application, and which in

root-pruning, transplanting, proper borders, with the

roots of the trees, if need be, restricted by brick part

tions, the difficulties of over-luxuriance need not cause

any uneasiness with the cultivator. Trees were tamed
and made fruitful before orchard houses were thought

of, and a few common sense rules, known to all intelli-

gent gardeners, will make orchard-house fruit much
more possible and profitable than it has been up to the

present time. Indeed, I have never been able to look

upon the pot system of cultivation as anything more
than toy gardening; for though Mr. Pearson may
point to Orange trees at Versailles and elsewhere as

evidence of the longevity of pot plants, it would, I pre-

fact forms his store-house of professional information.

To return, however, to orchard houses; there can be
no question of the advantage of building them of $. d

size, for, as was explained when glazed promenad. :«

were opposed to glass walls, the larger the volume of

air confined, the greater the resistance to external

changes, and hence a large house may produce a crop

when a small one would be frozen through and through.

The success of trees planted out in such a house need
not be a vexed question, for there are too many
examples of success in the country to need any specific

exemplification. Neither need I enlarge upon the trouble

of plants in pots* Every gardener knows that hs
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bedding plants in spring and Strawberries tor forcing

in summer and autumn, add materially to his labour,

.and it is absurd to think that fruit trees in pots will

require less attention. On the contrary, look to Peach

houses and Vineries, and we know that three or four

good soakings, thorough moistening of the entiie body of

soil, are sufficient for an entire season. Compare this with

the daily attention required by pot plants, and it will

not be difficult to choose between them. Fruit trees

in pots I can only regard as pretty toys for girls and

boys, or table decoration ; but, as I have remarked before,

fruit trees planted out in Orchard houses constitute

fruit-growing in earnest. When I see trees grown
hetter in pots than they are in the open border ; when
I see fruit from pot plants larger than 'it is customary
to grow it on the old plan ; when I see Messrs.

Rivers or Pearson or some of their disciples, or the

whole of them combined, start up and wrest the prizes

for collections of fruit from our Hendersons, and Till-

jrards, and Hills, and many more equally worthy, then
I may reconsider my verdict ; but until then, though

close, and leaves put round almost as high as the tops

of the hand-glasses. Shading is not required from

November till March, during which period the cuttings

are left to themselves ; nevertheless it is well to give

air in favourable weather, and to stir the soil occasion-

ally. By April or May the pots will be filled with

roots, even in the case of the most difficult varieties to

strike. The young plants are now slightly shaded, and

gradually inured more and more to air and sun. When
this has been effected, all that is to be done is to take

off the hand-glasses, remove the cuttings to another

spot, cut off the points of the young shoots, and pinch

off the flower buds, in order that the plants may gain

strength and throw out branches. The pots are then

plunged in a bed in the open air, advantage being

taken of mild weather to repot. In June all those

which have been struck in the same pan are separated,

so as to preserve as far as possible a ball to each,

potted singly and plunged to half the depth of the

pots ; they require to be shaded for a short time, but
they soon begin to grow, and will come into flower in

may do the same with
interesting it is to employ "theVmelVh^
hybridising, and with the man of leis

?*
*

kinds of fruit, but its u,e is exceptioj^£»recommendation in Orchard House, sixth T- **
I never had so large and fine a crop f p 1°

rines, and Apricots as I have had this seasr,? £**

quite willing to admit the sweetness of little fishes

when large ones cannot be caught (though as I contend
and have contended the large ones may be caught, both
with less trouble and cost), I must continue in my
heresy if such it he. W. P. A.

STRIKING CUTTINGS IN AUTUMN-AN EASY
WAY OF PROPAGATING ROSES.

In a communication which appears in the Journal
de la*Societe Imperiale et Cenirale oV Horticulture from
M. Varangot, of Melun (Seine et Marne), the author
gives, in the first place, an account of the *sual mode
of propagating" Roses in France, and then reports in

detail the plan which he himself successfully practises.

It is the custom, says M. Varangot, of those who
propagate Roses to be grown on their own roots to
form the cuttings before the plants make their spring
growth, inserting them either under glass or out of
doors, in a bed dug out to the depth of 8 or 9 inches

• and filled up with prepared soil, leaving only one eye
of the cutting above ground. This mode of proceed-
ing answers very well for Bengals, Teas, Noisettes, and
Bourbons, but it is not so successful in the case of the
Hybrid Perpetuals and other hard-wooded kinds.
Growers of Roses on their own roots generally

make the cuttings whilst the shoots are in leaf, and as
soon as the wood is well ripened, during the time of,
or after flowering, especially in the case of new
_ifc— ,

* _ A* _ Tt\\ « ^

the end of the season. They will then be well esta-

blished plants suitable for sale or for planting out.

This mode of proceeding requires less time and
trouhle, and is less expensive than where artificial heat

is employed. II

Home Correspondence.
Roof Openings to Orchard Mouses.—Any gentleman

about to build a span-roofed orchard house, 20 to 25
feet wide, aud advised by his builder to have roof

openings and pavements, should at once come to the
conclusion that he, the builder, intended to make a bill as

well as a house, aud should wish him good morning.
An orchard house of the above description should be of

glass, wood, and iron only. I say this with great con-

fidence, because I have just nearly completed one 100
feet by 24, which is the highest, strongest, and most
agreeable place of the kind I ever saw. Each side has
glass to the ground, the lower row 32 oz., to keep out
any intrusive toe. I have laid out the interior of this

house different to what I have heretofore recommended,
and whether it is novelty that pleases me I can scarce
say, but it certainly has a most agreeable look. Instead
of a central border, two paths and two side borders, I

have a gravel path in the centre with a border on each
side; in these the trees, half standards and pyramids,
are to be placed, so as to form a pretty avenue ; then

weather it may be used with advantage

'

e

i

tions were some late Peaches, wlifch^
111 ^^

last year, and which stood in a part ofthl !?**
fully exposed to sun and air, and thereto™ *i
their shoots. Mr. Foster, it seems, ^k"

05

six or seven years ago, and regretted comin
*

see such rough buildings. Since then for

slow in the south, I have built some eight J
each one an improvement on its predeJL *
has forgotten what he said when he w»q L '

-

new idea of fixed roofs; he has to a^
climbed upa ladder, and has forgotten theS

8*

My only wish is to see orchard house* iffiiwr
cheaply, and without the introduction

<tf to
.

to add to the expense of building and *,H£
ot culture which for 10 years I have » «2
recommended. There is one improvement ii2
orchard houses which I shall hail with greatA?
viz., portable houses for tenants, which can2 I

S> aa^M^Li *K
e £ 18 made UP *? "^ whicU coincides as l take ifc wifch g<*>d taste, is to

XS&?£J^^**IP* cuttlnSs are covered with
\ make the house like an orchard of Peach treeshell

prove
I or hand-glasses. They are inspected daily; to

j under glass
'vent damping off the glasses are wiped, the air is !

after the trenewed, water is given when necessary, and shading ' be would ho min«a ?anf &. fi • "• ' i"Wi^~"
is afforded from strong sun, but otherwise Jiirht if

' ***7?hA'? 1

e^uiyaI
.

e
,
n
^ *? waIkm

<?
m a paved kitchen

freely admitted
ocnerwise iignt is after the kitchen-maid had soused it down with water.

To save trouble the glass is sometimes white-washed •
j f^th^Wn f *?

att
f
ndant

u
ev

/
la would probably

but this«fce,pA * d»w and occasionalJlo
|
^l^^O^TO^Z^Z^
Quarries, stone, Minton tiles, cement, bricks—in fact,
the whole genus absorb moisture to a great extent and
give it out slowly and constantly; this is a truism that
every tyro in building must know. In reading Mr.
posters letter which you have inserted in p. 867, I
find that he cites my friend Pearson as an authority in
favour of roof openings. I have known Mr. P. from
boyhood, and have never ceased to esteem him ; he is
sound, warm-hearted, and impulsive, and, like all men
with a sanauine temperament, liable to " run a muck »
with an idea. It is 10 years since I built my first
span-roofed 20 feet wide house with a fixed roof without
roof ventilation. So diffident was I at this innovation,
that I supported the roof with Larch poles, antici-
pating having either to pull it down or make

die off. Nevertheless under such circumstances many
of the most easily propagated varieties are struck.

• Others take the cuttings after flowering, and before
-the second flow of sap (which usuallv takes place in
August), choosing the young shoots produced in spring
and strike them, without the aid of bottom-heat, under
cloches or frames in a shady situation on a bed of soil
prepared for the purpose. They make the cuttings in
the same way as in propagating in spring, retaining
eome portions of the leaves, usually the first pair of
leaflets at the base of the leaf-stalk. This mode is
partially successful as regards Bourbons, Noisettes, and
lea Hoses

; but it is unsatisfactory in its results when
applied to Perpetuals, and other hybrids with hard
wood.
In my autumn practice I have not only been sue- i

may be thus preserved which are liable to be killeddown by frost, so that no cuttings could be obtained
from them m spring ; as, for instance, Teas and others
with tender wood, which are often killed to the stockm severe winters. The mode of proceeding which I
have adopted involves but little troubl

without a question from the landlord. MtS i
course of last year brought out a plan in wiia'jju I
blocks of stone fixed in the ground ; these ratiX I
foot each of Kentish rag, and their cost, Ifc
each, not too costly for the tenant to leave to tak
lord, for being partially beneath the surface, theVt
would not be at liberty to remove them, bh
blocks of stone the iron posts were to be fixed, 4

1

holes in them to receive the screws by which the

work for the glass at sides and ends would he i
Owing to some trifling difficulty about price iriat

of the large iron houses in the north, this plan wis k
carried out. A builder like Mr. Foster, living nsrfli

iron districts, would be able to build with Mifcr&i

portable orchard houses with cast iron posts fitted is

blocks of stone, and arrange for their transport orerk

whole empire, thus conferring a great benefit to&
large body of intelligent people who rent how

because it is more convenient to do so than either

:

build or purchase them. Thos. 'Rivers.

M. Morren's Paper on Pollen affected by Instdt-

The work by M. Ch. Morren alluded to by Mr. Darri

come two more gravel paths and" two borders, ' (see p. 831), appeared in 1834 or 1835 m the "H^..

one on each side of the bouse next the trlass culteur Beige/' with figures. It is entitled "On the

Agency of Insects in causing Sterility in flowers b;

the Removal of the Masculine Organs, observed ana*

the Asclepiadese." The insects which were

«

™f
to be the operators in the cases observed l>r#**™
were the common white butterflies, fa ^ to."%
which were found to be attach ^^*^^S
masses of these plants. An abstracts ttajgs

he found in the Transactions of the KnW*
Society of London, v. 1., Proc. xHv. ^ ^ '.'

Westwood, Oxford. ,

.

nninmTwtk i

Lapageria ro,ea.-It is stated in your«ta£
the Duchess Dowager of Norfhnmberiind'

i

g»
showed at the late exhibition at SouthJ^gJ
plant of this beautiful climber in a pot wl6*7

h
J?a

blossoms on it. Allow me to inform yww».

a plant here covering some 170 square t*M

there is at present above 500 flowers. *• •

Chatsworth. -. t m i

The_ Unfloicerivg Apple ^^7^0
turning,^

British" Miaeum, to "the "book and'pP^L*
I find the following words :-" Malus pomW
floribus, descripta in dissertatione

Marnw
.

8

111. Christ. Wolffio. Hac.fterepr^P^^
quae in medium protulere Botanici, ^^
nempe omnibus fructibus necessarium ^

habuisse flores distruentia. Cum auteni ^
accurate ponderamus atque perpenaira , ^
sane, quamvis corolla in plensque acui j

fo™™ ;« a.«aa a^'.a Qnfhpms incorrupt, -i

i^

To walk on brick or stone pavements
trees have been syringed, as they must

id

much for your apposite reference to tne

Academics) " of Linr.ams. Upon

moment full of Hamburgh Vines, reaching up to the
central part of the roof and trained along it; their
state is perfect—not a trace of red spider to be seen, suo stigmata beant, et ea
Since the above period I have built two of the same
dimensions—viz., 70 feet long and 20 feet wide, and

manner to two or three eyes, according to the distance
which these are apart, taking care at the same time to
retain a portion of the principal leaf-stalk and some of
the stalks of the first leaUets. I then put them singly
in small cutting pots or in pans, using plenty of drainage
and filling up with peat, or wiih a compost of sand and
leaf-mould. I plant with a small dibber, pressing the
nod firmly to the base of the cutting. I then water,
and plunge the pots to half their depth on a bed
"loping about 6 inches, aud well exposed to the sun

;then I cover with hand-glasses. In a fortnight or
tnree weeks the cutf
emitted some rootlets.

Have I not therefore experience on my side when I say
that roof openings are useless ? Mr. Foster writes
about "fertilisation." I trust he knows what it means
in a horticultural sense. He should stick to his
adze. I make it a point when my trees are in full
bloom in April, and a cold dry wind is blowing, with a
bright sun, to allow it to blow through the house from
9 a.m. till 4 p.m. The pollen then becomes dry, and We may not "sayVat a tree lias no ~-

with a slight shake a cloud of it arises from a tree in ! none appear to the sight. Many P •

entirC

full bloom. To this free admission of air I impute blossom and fade and cast their po»
v̂l;

-

eeks the cuttings will have callused and which if "coddled" by being in a house
h
shn t

*"*-& wTi^^/* tbU 8
tr°V

hey d° DOt " P >
alm0sfc invariabl^ .

dr°P their blossoms. Just*™***ma. well in the shade, especially if put in near

tamen in fundo floris antheras — -- - ,
tar

ratione
fecuudatar

ii *•« c;fr a-
ma** «

It is very pleasant thoroughly to a
™\rf*'.

bottom. Before the Linnean, or sexw
^^

generally accredited, it seems ^J7hisl*
objected that it could not be true, tor i» ^
some plants bear fruit without any wos* ^ trt

others bear blossoms without Pr°?
uj!log^v

Among the plants that bear fruit witjow
^

the Fig tree and the non - flooring^ ^
were mentioned as instances.

ilx ^ oljtfr

above are the replv of Llni&M ^r^fir
with reference to the malus ponnjen% ^^p
It is substantially the reply given ^^^

vergreens. An old Melon bed U very suitable, as it

imagine a man of orchard-house culture, and also

be attended to for

he
amail pot.
When frost sets

m casu *"«*- ,$# yi-

secret, and thus are fruitful, altbon°
oar s$

cess of propagation was hidden fr01
1
ortIv

a*P^r

parishioner has promised to send me sn
. Jf

w

of the Apples from the tree in <P<**
ssSmfLc

this I shall have great pleasure f^t/Pp
anm . .

A, .„.. „ them to you. Has the "Amcemtates *
tt

At the«nd^f *V?
tn
Z
n^

"f
hair Penci

!'
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description of the "new water weed;" or it you

with the opinion of Mr. Marshall, given in the

History of Cottingham, as to the manner in which this

Pi.r\gai»eiu« new to this country ; Agrypuia put*,

from Skiddaw; and Leptoceras fulvus, from Ruislip,

Middlesex. Mr. Scott exhibited four new British

unwelcome immigrant was introduced into this country. i species of Heraipters. The Rev. F. O. Morris exhibited

C O., Billfield, Hampstead. [We are not aware ot

any English translation of the Amoenitntes. We never

saw Wolffs memoir. Mr. Marshall's is the best autho-

rity on the Anacharis. A good deal was also said about

it in our columns when it was first observed.]

The "Floral Magazine"—I should feel extremely

obliged.by your having the kindness to correct a trifling

inaccuracy in your critique on this work in your last

week's Number. It is not our intention to confine the

illustrations to florists' flowers, as there are many others

(we may instance the figure of Disa grandiflora in the

(>cL No.), which would come under the designation of

popular flowers. Our main object is to avoid such sub-

jects as would be more legitimately included in Curtis's

Botanical Magazine, so admirably conducted by Sir

W. J. H'.oker. The Editor, Deal.
Manure for Conifers.—This is one of the most

interesting questions recently opened for discussion, for

niferou* trees are Wing more and more used every

year for decorative purposes, landscape effects, and the

formation of collections for purposes of Imtanically

illustrating the order to which they belong. I suppose

we may consider it as a point settled, that wherever

manures may be safely used, their use is desirable, as

it adds to the numbers of facilities for quickening

growth, and is a great help In producing large plants

ti comparatively small-sized pots. In the autumn of

1858 I carted into my garden a large quantity of the

scrapings of macadamised roads, and among various

jobs then in hand was the formation of a small bank in

a rather shady place close under a large Robinia. That
bank was made up almost entirely of the road drift,

which consisted of comminuted dung, the debris of

granite, and a small admixture of siliceous matter. I

was not aware till it was too late to alter it that the

macadam drift had been used, and I had a

strong prescience that the trees that were planted

on it would soon perish. They included Cedrus
Deodars, Abies Menzieaii and orientals, Pinus Cembra,
Biota compacts, Juniperus sabina, Taxus adpressa,

and Picea pinsapo. They have prospered most
satisfactorily ; the only mishap occurred last winter

in the death of the main branches on the north

side of the Cedrus, which stands highest and most
exposed on the bank. In lifting a tree of Abies

Menziesii lately to make more room on the bank, I

found its roots had run into the macadam as freely as

in yellow loam, and instead of the stuff having run
into an impervious paste, as I anticipated it would do,

it appeared free and gritty and very well adapted to

the purpose. Shirley Hihberd, Stoke Newington.

Variegated Ash-leaved Maple.—I see you have^ trans-

ferred to yow columns the account given in our
gardening ournalof this plant (see p. 867). Let me
nope that no rash landscape gardener will introduce it

into English scenery. I saw not long since that

identical " fine plantation " mentioned as standing near
the Imperial Kiosk in the Bois de Boulogne, and I give

you my honour I thought it was a lot of linen hanging
out to bleach. Anything more ugly cannot be con-

ceived. Its villainous effect was doubtless the more
striking in a place otherwise so beautiful, but it is in-

conceivable that it can be endurable under any cir-

cumstances whatever, unless in a "collection" of

variegated plants shown in pots in some rural display

of childish curiosities. No wonder that the Toulouse

judges would not look at it; much wonder that the two
Paris judges should have held it up to admiration. To
be snre there is no accounting for taste ; we all recog-

nise the curious fact that in dogs and monkeys, and
even among bipeds, the most frightful specimens arc

sometimes most petted ; and to such strange instances

of depraved fondness we must now add the Variegated

Negundo of Paris. V., Rue Castig Hone.

Vitality in a large Araucaria—A large Araucaria

here was so much injured by the severe winter that it

was stubbed up and pulled down by horses to make
room for other trees to occupy its place. It has been

lying in the sun with the remains of the roots quite

exposed all through July, August, and September, yet

on looking at the root end the other day I see that it

has made three young shoots 3 or 4 inches long. They
have protruded from the strong bark a little below the

surface where it was planted, the earth no doubt pre-

serving the bark from the frost. This tree was a very
fine specimen, 23 feet high, and it girthed 2 feet 3
inches at the base. I had put it aside to make shafts
of rustic baskets from its stem and branches. WilHam
Tillery, Welbeck, Sept. 30.

antenna? greatly ,M .

hibited specimens of the two rare moths Lithosia

caneola and Dianthajcia capsophila, and Dr.

Knaggs a new species of Hadena taken in Ireland.

Mr. Brettingham exhibited a fine series of insects

taken at Dacca, in the East Indies. Mr. Edwin

Shepherd read a further communication from

Lord Dunsany, on the ravages caused by the larva?

of Biston hirtarius upon the Ash and Lime trees

in Dunsany Park. Mr. F. Walker read some notes on

the habits of various inserts, including Chlorops tarsatus,

and several species of parasitic Hymenoptera.

1 He park Mirroundiug tue mansion is very large* and
beautifully wooded. In front of the house, and occupy-
ing the site of an old flower garden, which was in

existence in Mareh last, is now a spacious lawn
a great many well

curious fp -cimcu of Lasiocampa Quercus, having the vrith a great many well arranged flower bed.,

itennte ereatlv diminished in size. Mr. Bond ex- many of winch are of considerable s.ze-the

fLoticc* of aJoofc*
Bj

ntre being occupied by a very large and handsome
fountain, which is admirably proportioned to the

pleasure ground and house. Rows of handsome cast-

iron vases filled with Scarlet Geraniums and other

plants, taz/.as, garden statuary, some superb examples of

Huinea elegans, and a few Irish Yews and Standard

Bays, assist in forming a charming flower garden. On
one side, sloping towards the east, is an extremely fine

Laurel bank 100 yards long and 8 yards wide, the top

running paraMel with the flower garden, being planted

with rows of white, scarlet, and yellow bedding Dahlias^

The beds rise a few inches al ove the Grass, and are

surrounded by a fire-clay edging manufactured by a firm

in Leeds, around which is a 10-inch wide border of

gravel. This arrangement gives the beds the appear-

ance of being lifted from the Grass, and certainly adds

to their beauty. Mr. Taylor, the gardener (»md he and

members of his family have been gardeners here for

nearly a century), informed us that the whole of the

garden had been formed and planted since the beginning

of April, a surprising statement, for the appearance ofthe

place indicated far greater age, so well has everything

succeeded. Some of the most striking beds were planted

thus:—Lee's Geranium Floribundum, resembling a

light-coloured Fancy Geranium, edged with Tom Thumb
Nasturtium. A large mass of Blue Bonnet Verbena,

edged with a double row of Golden Chain Geranium.

Queen of Rose Verbena, with a broad band of variegated

Alyssum. Scarlet Geranium, edged with Silver-leaved >

Cineraria, a telling bed. Purple Senecio, edged with

Lady Coventry Geranium, a pretty variegated Ivy-leaf

variety with pale pink flowers. White Verbena, with

a broad edging of blue Lobelia. Two handsome match
beds of Cerise Unique Geranium, edged with Silver-leaf

Cineraria. A charming bed of Purple King Verbena,,

edged with Goldeu Chain Geranium, the two colours con-

trasting well together ; and Lord Raglan Verbena, edged

with variegated Alyssum. Numerous other beds were

also in full beauty, especially two large match beds of

Calceolaria aurea floribunda, which is the best of all

the bedding varieties for the north. Passing through,

the shrubberies and pleasure grounds, which are very

extensive, and bore marked indications of the ill-effects

of last severe winter, we came to the kitchen garden

and framing grounds, occupying in all about 6 acres,

4 acres being within the garden walls. There are

numerous Vineries, Pineries, and plant houses, in the

whole of which was much to admire, everything being

double Rose named Lord Wellington, and the third a q«»te
:

clean and healthy, and all well cared for. The stock

white eyed deep violet single, the Auricula?* oog, or of *™ Pllints
Jf. J**

extensive, especially of bmooth

A Manual of the Sub-Kingdom Ctelentcrala.

J. R. Greene. 12mo. Longmans, pp. 271.

In a volume forming part of Galbraith & Haugh ton's
manuals, Mr. Greene gives a strictly scientific accountof

those invertebrate creatures, once included under the

name of Zoophytes, but now named Caelenterates.

Hvdrozoons are first taken and then Actinoy.oons. The

morphology and physiology of each are discussed, and

their classification explained; there are very good

woodcuts, and a careful Index, as well as a useful list of

writers on the subject. The work is well done, but is

too technical for extract ; it, however, richly deserves

the study of those who are interested in the curious

analogies between the reproductive apparatus of the

lowest animals and lowest plants.

We have before us a new edition of Consul Schiller**

Catalogue of his vast living collection of Orchids at

Hamburg. In 1S57 it included 1268 species ; it now
boasts of 1380, so that, unlike so many collections of

the kind, it increases, not diminishes with time. Those

who grow these favourite plants should procure the Cata-

logue for their own information ; it gives correctly

not only the native country of each species but all its

modern synonymes, upon the high authority of Prof.

Reichenbach, jun.

Van Houtte, Flore de* Serres, Parts 44 and 45 con-

tain some very interesting matter. There is first a

pretty Lady-like Camellia called Angela Cocchi, varie-

gated with white and red; then a tine yellow annual

Lupin called Menziesii, which however must have a

hotter summer than that of Ghent ; next three Hya-
cinths, one an uncommonly handsome deep violet single,

called Prins Albert von Preussen, the second a fine

eye. Then follow a tuberous Iris-like plant, the Phalo-

callis plumbea, also called Cypella plumbea, and

Tigridia ccelestis, a silver-edged Cobaea scandens, and a

most formidable looking Whitethorn called Crataegus

Oxyacantha, horrida. This last has short stiff black

spines clustering in the axil of every leaf, as if it had

borrowed the defence of a Gleditschia. In a hedge it

would stop every living thing except insects and other

little fry. In addition to these are some better known
plaats, and a report upon the cultivation of Brazil,

which we should translate if it were not too long for

our columns. It is well written and full of information.

The last Number of Henderson's Illustrated Bouquet

leafCayennes, which are grown largely here, alsoMont-
serrats, Black Prince, and a few Queens. Mr. Taylor
was formerly a very successful exhibitor at the London
shows, and judging from the examples we met with in

the various houses, he would have little difficulty in-

taking a leading position again if he entered on the

race. The back walls of the pits were covered with

Dioscorea discolor in luxuriant growth, with large

handsomely marked foliage; Passiflora edulis, full of

fruit; P. quadrangularis, covered with blossoms and
fruit ; also the pretty P. laurifolia, Ipomcea Horsfallijr-

a really fine old climber ; I. rubro-cocrulea, gay indeed

;

and the elegant Passiflora kermesina and Cissns discolor

—all luxuriating in the temperature of a Pine stove.

We also noticed a fine plant of Gardenia amoena in full
(12) contains an excellent figure of the pretty Con-

volvulus mauritanicus, which is a capital subject for a . -

suspended basket in a cool conservatory or balcony ^wer, and a very fine specimen of ftepenthes distilla-

or corridor, and makes a really pretty bed in the flower »", ^lth n
f

irly i°°^ dev
.

el(
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c

.

a Pitchers on it,

oticticg*

the

new

ENTOMOLOGICAL : Sept. 2.—The President in
chair. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited both sexes of a
and very beautiful Goliath beetle, Dicranorhina Layardi,
from Lake N'gamL Also a new species of Paussus
from Rangoon. He also distributed specimens of Triplax
ruasica which he had reared in considerable numbers
from larva? feeding upon a Fungus on Ash trees. Mr.
Stainton exhibited Nonagria Elymi from Stettin ; and
the President a specimen of Orodesma apicina taken
alive in the London Docks, imported in a ship from
Porto Rico. Dr. Knaggs exhibited two specie of

garden, its surface being for a lengthened period

studded daily with a profusion of its grayish neutral

tinted flowers. There is also a fine figure of Epigyoium
leucobotrys, a charming North Indian evergreen shrub,

producing pendent racemes of snow-white berries,

beautifully marked at the tip with a small black ring

and five black dote ; these fruite look like wax, A
group of Lilliputian or Bouquet Dahlias, a new race

about which we shall have something to say ere long.

Erythrina Marie Belanger, a fine variety raised in the

South of France, and remarkable for its dwarf habit,

combined with large dense racemes of flowers. A
group of seedling varieties of Tropseolum of the

bedding-out class. With this part, which concludes the

second volume, a title and index are given.

Trade Lists Received.—Croux, Vallee d'Aulnay
a Sceaux (Seine), Trade List for the Autumn of 1861 and

Spring of 1862. M. Croux offers Spruce Firs, 3 to

4 yards high; Larches, 3 to 5 yards; and Scotch

Pines, 2 yards, deliverable in baskets. Prudente

Besson, Porta Susa, Turin, General Catalogue for the

Autumn of 1861 and Spring of 1862. Oranges and

Lemons of various kinds offered at from 3 to 8 francs

each. Narcisse Gaujard, Nurseryman, Ghent (Fau-

bourg de Bruxelles), General List of Nursery Stock on

the ground lately occupied by M, Papelea.

Garden Memoranda.
Temple Newsum, near Leeds, the seat of H. C.

Meynell Ingram, Esq., is a fine building, which for

a considerable time was the seat of the noble families of

Lennox, Irwine, and Hertford, and the room where the

ill-fated Lord Darnley was born is shown to visitors.

and a fine plant of Cordyline indivisa, a handsome
Yucca-like plant, which, when well grown, is very
effective.

The conservatories were gay with Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Balsams, numerous plants of the beautiful

Celosia aurea pyramidalis, with its handsome golden
plumes ; several varieties of the finer sorts of Scarlet
Geraniums and other plants.

The kitchen garden occupies a sloping piece of ground
at the foot of which are the Vineries and other houses;
On the top is an Orangery 33 yards long heated with
pipes at the back, in which is a row of large and hands
some standard Oranges in full bearing. The rafters

are occupied by Vines, amongst which were some
plants of Lady Downes' Seedling, a fine late good
cropping kind. On walls was a Plum tree well

supplied with fine fruit; Mr. Taylor informed us
that the variety was called St. Cloud, a large

handsome new variety of good quality. Kirke's fine

red Plum was also bearing a good crop ; a patch of Sir

Harry Strawberries, forced in the spring, was ripening

fruit out ofdoors ; Veitch's Perfection Pea was very fine,,

and the crop of Scarlet Runner Beans heavy. Mr.
Taylor always uses two-year old seed for his Scarlet

Runner crop, and with evident success. 2>.

Miscellaneous.
Incombustible Clothe*,—It cannot be too generally

known that any of the soda, or potash, or ammonia
salts have the property of delaying or arresting the

progress of flame. Of course I except the nitre salts,

which promote flame. Dip a cambric handkerchief into

common brine, and dry it, and you shall find the utmost

difficulty in making it burn. But, as some salts answar
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it is prefer-

tungstate of

the purpose very much better than others,

able to stick by these. A solution of the
soda answers very well; but the tungstate of soda

is a rather expensive salt. The salt, then, that I would
recommend, answers perfectly well. It is to be had
everywhere. It is, further, very cheap. This salt is

the sulphate of ammonia ; it abounds in soot. When a

little soot finds its way into the mouth, a peculiar acid

flavour is perceptible. This arises from the contained
sulphate of ammonia. Mix 2 lbs., or so, of soot, with
a gallon of water; stir it up well; allow it to stand
until it settles. The clear supernatant liquor is a
solution of the sulphate of ammonia. Muslins,
linen, paper, curtains, or other inflammable matters,
when dipped into this mixture and dried, will remain
sufficiently uninflammable to secure the wearers from
the hideous risk of being burned alive, I would
recommend its universal adoption. It should be
insisted upon in education : I would have it rendered
compulsory by law, by a special enactment in fine, that
all washerwomen should employ a solution of the
sulphate of ammonia in doing up clothes. Humanity
calls loudly for some efficient intervention. A quantity
of the solution might be prepared at once, by putting
the produce of a chimney-sweeping into one barrel
of water, and drawing it off, when clear, by means of

a syphon, into another empty barrel. But, in the
event of this anticombustible solution getting into
general use*, it will be found generally preferable to buy
the sulphate of ammonia ready made. If the solid salt

be employed, 1 lb. will be found sufficient for 2 gallons
of water, imperial. Women will dress as they choose

;

but, for God's sake—for their sakes—let us avert from
them a horrible death. More persons are probably
burnt alive in England in a single year than in India
were burnt in a generation by suttee. The sulphate of
ammonia is the remedy for English suttee. Henry
M'Cormac, M.D., in the Builder.

Propagating Strawberries.—Whenever I wish to
make a new Strawberry bed, I allow the old bed to run
into a mass. Then, at any time during the autumn or
early spring, I line strips about 7 inches wide and 20
inches apart through the length of it, and cut them
into squares. These squares I take up with a spade,
about 3 inches deep, and set them 18 inches apart in
furrows previously made 2 feet apart in a new bed. As
the roots are not disturbed, they bear a full crop the
first season, and this pays well for the heavy labour of
removing so much earth. I make no account of the
large number of roots required, since they spread so
rapidly as to cover the ground in a single season, even
-when runners are kept back till after fruiting. The
trenches made in the old bed are filled with rich earth
and manure, and the bed is soon covered with plants
again, when other trenches may be made and filled,
thu3 renewing the whole bed bv degrees, as occasion
requires. Hiram W. Bulkeley, Neto York.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CONSEETATOEr, &C—Hyacinths and other Dutch

bulbs, if not already got, should be procured and
potted without delay. Orange trees meant for forcingm winter for the decoration of this house should
also now be attended to. These and Daphnes
are invaluable for winter blooming, and should be

grown

FORCING DEPARTMENT.

Pineeies.—Any of the stock which may appear to

require repotting should be examined and shifted at

once, if this is found necessary, in order that the roots

may get hold of the fresh soil before dull weather sets

in, when it will not be safe to encourage free growth.

And any necessary re-arrangement of plants growing

in the open bed should also be effected as soon as pos-

sible, as with a little care in shading and keeping the

atmosphere moist, this can be carried out at present

with very little risk of checking the plants, so as to

throw them into fruit. Encourage plants expected

to show fruit next January to make vigorous growth,

for these should be sufficiently advanced by the

beginning of next month to allow of keeping them
rather cool and dry, so as to check and thoroughly

ripen their growth, for unless this is attended to

there will be considerable risk about getting them to

show fruit at that season. Plants which have been
prepared for fruiting, and which it is desired to get up
at once, should be encouraged with a moist warm
atmosphere, keeping the soil about their roots in a
healthy state as to moisture. Some have a dread of
applying water at the root in the case of plants that
have been kept dry for a time to check growth, and
withhold it until the fruit is perceptible ; but this is a
mistake, causing loss of time as well as injuring the
plants, as unless root action is encouraged, plants
cannot be expected to start freely. If artificial

treatment must be resorted to in order to get the
plants to fruit at the desired time, there is no method
so certain or so little injurious as keeping them cool and
dry for a month, and then affording them a moist warm
temperature and a brisk bottom-heat, giving sufficient

water at the root to properly moisten the soil. Take
off and pot, or plant out suckers at short intervals as
they can be obtained of sufficient strength, for having
a regular succession of plants is the most likely way to
secure a regular supply of fruit.

Vineeies.— Take advantage of the present dry
weather to give air freely in houses where the ripening
of the wood is the object, and if a little fire-heat is used,
with the air, this will be much more efficacious now than
later. But except in the case of young Vines with a
very gross habit it will hardly be necessary to use fire-

heat while the weather continues dry. Keep the
surface of the border in a free open state, so as to
encourage evaporation, for keeping the roots too wet is

the main cause generally of the wood being backward
in ripening at the proper time.
Figs.—Where any are ripening keep the atmosphere

as dry as can conveniently be done, and also let the
trees be on the side of dryness at the root, but avoid
such a degree of drought as would be likely to injure
the foliage or the bearing wood for next crop. Keep
the shoots thin and neatly tied in, so as to expose them
fairly to light and air, but avoid stopping at this season.
Keep the atmosphere moist where the fruit is swelling
giving the foliage a good washing with the syringe
frequently to prevent red spider, and give plants in pots
or tubs a liberal supply of mtmure water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Cuttings should be carefully looked over to see thatnothing has been omitted, and that a sufficient quantity

of everything is m a promising state for making nice
plants before winter ; it should be borne in mind that
things which are at all difficult to winter rooted after

i*
stored in a dry condit^""!^^
in narrow pits, with a little dry earth 1 ?!herVk
them, or in airy dark sheds. 4^1?^^ «*
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STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICX NEu>

.

For the -Week ending Oct. 3, 1861, as observed at the Ho
**

Sept.
and Oct.

Friday 27
Satur. 28
Sunday29
Mon. 30
lues. 1

Wed. 2
Thurs. 3

Barometer. ^empeiuid£5 te

Max.

Average

Sept.

29.921
29.840
29.894

-.882

29.676
29.987
30.107

r. AT!*, w. . 1 i

29.858
'.76-1

2!).786

29.731
29.562
29.83 1

30.067

1*

29.9i '1 I- 29.800

27— Fojijjv ; fine ; cold at night.
28-Densily overcast; fine; rain at night— 29—Cliuuly; tine; fogjfy. ° *'

n,T *?-l?gisy >
' W nne

J slight fog at nightOct. 1—Fine; very mild: lieaw showers
mgDX-

— 2—Fine
;
exn-rdintrly fine throughout— 3-Fog.y
;
very fine ; mild at night.

Mean temperature of the week 3 deg. above the arera^e.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISTHCK
During the b are, for the ensuing Week, ending Oct u,

*

PrmiliB??a

Oct.

Sunday 6 .

Mon. 7..
Tu -. 8..
Wed. 9..
Thurs. 10..
Friday 11..

itur. 12..

^i
o fee:

61.7
1

60.8

59.7
60.9

61.

1

50.0

~ > —

<1~

i

41.0

44.1

11.5

12 S
48.')

12.6

42."

g a

!.8

53.3
51.2

1-2

52.2

52.0
51.0

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

19
17
18
19
20
18

20

Grea-

Quantitv
of Rain:

0.78 in.

0.58

0.63

0.52

0.68

0.M
1.00

#J"

1

1

1

-

3

6

5

6

I

5h

3

3

2

i

1

i i

'

i

,,
Th '' lature during the above period occurred on &

fat h. 1834—therm. ( 9 deg.: and the lowest on the 11th, MSHkfli
25 deg. '

Notices to Correspondents.

Akigozanthos : DR. A. Manglesii and Rhodanthe were

duced by Captain James Mangles, R.N., and not by Jfr.

Robert Mangles of Sunning Hill. We knowno more.

Apricots: RS. A pricots generally succeed well in Oxfordshn*

probably from being on the chalk formation. But they il»

do so elsewhere, in any good loamy garden soil, provided

their blossoms are not injured by froet; and that tie

roots of the trees are not ellbwed to be chilled from wot of

drainage, where otherwise cold spring water would com

contact with their roots ; nor, on the other hand, should the

latter be allowed to suffer from want of a due suppt

moisture, which is too often neglected to b/fr *
trees have a large aggregate sortee of fcfa**im
seasons are more apt than moat peon\e we atawtto «"»
completely by evaporation the moisture'^fj^£their roots extern!. Mildew then attacks

,

the
««*

renders the tree* too weak and unhealthy » w «"•

8ub9cri?jer.
years planted, have.grown well ; but that to

:

When.m
size of a Gooseberry turns yellow, and Wj^g
common occurrence. When the trees p^J^^
luxuriant but firmer wood than those

f

that .^Suntr;luxuriant but firmer wood than those tto
;j^jBftr;

rally do. the fruit has a better chance ofcom^^^

bear
but we have seen j itsThat'were young ana oi-*T^m

I, their roots beingcon^;^^
r

... rammed, top*

Train from a tingle (tern—on no account allow

we should re vo the trees, root prune J^J&qS
SL?«

C
te* f0rraet

?
sub^^ Wel 022$Suckers ;

»

amo
r w. ^ ,.« oyicuueiia, wmen is useful for mixin^ ~. «

a " ""v wm no* De sufficiently strong to

«.« i

g Ch^fn*bem«ms
' It is a good practice to place !

fupni
f1

h m
,

any stings for spring propagation ; conse-the largest plants of Salvias in a shady situation out of J^nt 7 a larger quantity than would have been necessary
doors for a few weeks in autumn

; plants so treated will
had .""; ci^ngs been put in a month ago, should bebe found to bloom more strongly, and last 1,

™—'^ «... .* ...__ ._ ** > _
OUi« <»

beauty than others run up in a warm house. Look
cft^alljr affcer

a

tlie watering of large specimen hard-

Sd h
P

K
tS m P^ esPeda% Heaths, which are soon

injured by being either over or under- watered. Examine^rt!!!!^^ 1^ «** where they

to bloom more strongly, and last longer in ;

Prov
;

de
.

d - But if there is a reserve stock of strongm ntWc « : , «L
. plants in pots, which is a safe practice where there isa large quantity of bedding stuff required, and proper

convenience for growing them and propagating in
spring these will furnish a large quantity of cuttings
next March which, as has been formerly stated, will1/F 7 Ten ana carelully, and where they ' T c

»
whlcti

'
M nas ^en formerly stated, will

tn!wh"i 'J^^w^ thoroughly, wag to moisten f?
rm **!»% ^od plants by turning out time as cut-the whole of the ball ; also look .Imrp /after mi dew on

Sirtrrfr
1 Heaths

'.

and dust the piant with UKdirectly the enemy is perceived. Get Azaleas tied into*»m as goon as can be done, in order to give them aneat appearance. Also attend to the staking and train-nig ot other things as leisure time can be found. Look
carefully after red spider on Bossiseas, Chorozemae, and
anything else found to be liable to that pest, and see
wiat it is eradicated before the plants get disfigured
ived sp.der is eaaily got rid of by lav ing the affected plant
on its side, and well washing the under sides of the
Ajaves with the engine, applying the water with asmuch torce as the foliage will bear. Repot atrone

wing Pelargoniums; plants that are fairly estab-
ed after repotting can hardly be kept too cool.

Aibo keep Cinerarias as cool and moist as is consistent
with satety, and attend to repotting such as require it.

tings put 10 now. In the case of such things as Agera-
tums, Heliotropes, and dwarf Lobelias, it is useless
wintering young stock, as these grow so freely in heat,
and are so easily propagated from soft cuttings that afew good-sized old plants which require but little room
or attention in winter will furnish a very large quantity
of plants by bedding out time. Attend to the potting
of cuttings sufficiently rooted, and give every after
attention tothese in order to get them well established.
Persevere with leaf-sweeping and other routine work.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pay every attention to getting the wood of Peaches

and Apricots well ripened, by exposure, shortening &c.
Most kinds of Apples may be gathered daring' the
present month. Late Pears should be left on the trees
while the weather continues favourable to their ripening

•*UUn k££LV
If

y mannre u^ Which wil1 wU1 Te1™° ™™ ilttentio" in "nmmer n 'the wav o
•

coal ashes »~i „
y

IZ V°liea ' riace them on fruitful wood, which is the best preventive nf ,.Lw
Hyacinth aM ^ ^JZ^"™**'™ *"*- **» and wil1 8avc the ™"™otiSfe^lS
into heat.

J m November remove them root-pruning. No opportunity should nowIfe^t for
i getting Potatoes that are ripe out of the ground, and

yun may expect abundance or iru™. i u,
e copy

Grapm: An Old Subscriber. The bunches all °™, ^i
are in much the same state. The roots bave u ^
paralysed by the season of 1860. It wJJ

D*
d

Yo^ fi*

• year—we hope. U not r<z hcrtumo.^*^; ^#0
is the Black Hamburgh ; the berries are sna"^
seeds from the blossoms not having been eeu ^
Vine had been kept constantly too moist wnen ^
O J, Winchester. From your description we

the Grape to be the Black Frontignan.il westf*
Insects : K. The insects which infest your re*^^
well-known Psylla (or Chermes) pyn 5

syn»t
fumigate

:

:

gas-tar water and clear water altemateiy, j g&tm

attack the Plum as well as the Pear?-'f fV w^etis^
have sent are Steropus madidus a

species of the carnivorous family

^

r
'\°Ser '

insects

tnc Strawberries for the sake of the smau<*

ed upon them, They ought, therefore, to 1* v

not destroyed. W.
N OF Pi ANTS : „ ^,„.„. . -

leaves.—/ W R. Clav. 1 in:equalis.—— pteris
spinulosa; 2, Cyrtornium falcatum , ^ p , ?0\jt^
4. (vstrea boldi ; 5, Pteris semilata ,

an^jilaje, yar. i.ro'liierum";"2, Platyloma rotun

for-
MR. IviaGrahami. M j -«

Oxalis corntculata : J \C. This grows wuo w
Stirling.

Vines : W S D. The Hungarian facts are s

umit
intelligence to profit by, not directions ll

][ ;
u
witbout gj

In Hungary they want the highest fl^*sfo tbeWJgf
for size. Here size is wanted combined w» ^
quality. It is for gardeners to bit upon

combining these. ' ,w>apeds or
L%^

Misc. : An Irish Subscriber, 1, cannot proem «
. %y*

of Hernandia sonora on this side the West "^cb^
ask for Lepidiutn ruderale at some Botanic. ^
chicum autumnale is one thing, Autunrna

4(
a?p.

namely ( eus nudillorus or else Crocus^sa^^ ^oba* 5

^;

tir :

namely crocus nuamorus or else ^ru" v

7jinc-)co
buoUJ *

^;
Bridgesia spicata to a nurseryman ; 5, «"V ,

a
adiai»' r

not a climber, and is usn illy called ^jl^mdle^IST*

use instruments of the persons who s®1

the nurserymen for Climbers : S. wen&*
lers, ho must consult advertisem^-; tbere»^»

edition of Loudon's Hortus Britannicus1

. J<J
[ich&f%%;

book.—There .' if everybody were to let sup ^i^
of inquiries where would the Editor be

, Qf thyjJ j(t

suggest that one question at a time is ^^^e^ *
that such inquiries as 2, 4, 7, could w
Irish friend himself if he would thmk a"^

1

AN

I

^

Ch
Pi

I
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1S40,)

jj-e now prepared to send out the following MAN L'KES :—
t CORN" MANURE rott AUTUMN" SOWING.

8CPERPHOSPHATE or LIME.
KlSfcOLVED B< S8 for PASTURES.

- SI VTED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE roR CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE or SODA, SULPHATE or
AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.

1 14, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Enw. Purser, Secretary.

BCBNAR1 LACK, and CO/S OONCBN rilATEl)
SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME

;
guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

Pbosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
Jgh agricui and commercial value which characterises
jt or concentrated supcrphosph: rt

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac, may bo had on application to Bubnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road. Plymouth.

LAWKS'S MANURES.
The Manure* manufactured by J. B. I .as for the

present seasc if] are now ready far d cry at his
Fact^rle*, at MPringr prices :—
LAWES PATENT TURNIP MANURE, ant> BONE

BUPBBPIH HATE OF LI Ml- £0
LAV BUi'KRPUOSPHATE OF LIME from

BURNT BONE OB MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5
LAWBStt BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL M \ \ URES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through

till appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriago.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gib 1
- ; Nitrate

f Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Benxet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, D n)>lin.

TUB LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westmin LW.
~0 LA5D0W RS, THE CXJERT.Y, ESTATE AGENTS, SURVEYORS, &C.

DTBbxii d and Wales and r.v Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
ire. The Company now advance mom . unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 23 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any 1> d pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

ft. Jetties or Landing places .on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection rm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

ie aai wit aeU improved.
A -estigfttlon i e la required, and the Coi my being

p a str 7 financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

•> the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S. W.

Pigs. Pigs. Pigs.

900 T0XS ofDAMAGED RICE, suitable for feeding
f*\J\J Pigs, to be sold for Cash at 41. per Ton.
AtW. Jufp & Co.'s Cattle Food Depot, 42, Great Tower

.C.

JOSEPH HAYWOOD
and CO.,

MAM"FACTO"nERS or

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shear?, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield

Prize Liquid Manure Distributor.

HORSE and CATTLE FOOD, 35. per cwt. ; Pig
and Poultry Food, 16*. ,- Bog Biscuit, 15*. ; Compressed

Beef Greaves, 12*. and 16*. ; Rice Meal, 7s. Qd. and 9s. Od. ;

Indian Meal, 14s. : Locust Beans, 10*. 6d. ; Locust Bean MeaL
14*. : Linseed Meal, lfi*. &/. ; Screened Bengal Rice, 14*. ;

Chieken Rice, 10*. Sold for Cash only by
W. J i pp A >., Cattle Food Depot, 42, Great Tower 8 1 rcot» E. C.

AN EXPERIMENT, made by T. Beale Brown*,
Esq.. of Salperton Park, Andoversford, Gloucestershire,

•on FEEDING SHEEP with CONDI Ml . r :—
Salperton Park, Andoversford, Gloucestershire,

Sept 26, 1861.

Dear Sir,—You wished me to try your Condiment, and I

"dered a cask and gave it the seve^t test I should think it

ever had—namely, upon some large old broken-mouthed ewes !

that had been so neglected that we supposed nothing could
bring them round They were eating cake, but seemed almost
too far gone for recovery. No patient ever recovered quicker
with qninine from fever than these animals (30) did upon your
Condiment. It seemed to renovate the whole constitution, so
that when it was gone they continued to improve without it or
the cake, and instead of fattening them I am going to breed
?ain from them. I will gladly show my flock and point out

these eves to any person who may be curious or incredulous.
1 am, dear Sir, yours very truly,

T. Beale Browne.
To Mr. Joseph Thoriev. 77, Newgate Street. London, E.C.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO. '—Patronised
• by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke ofNorthumberland
iyon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis-

wick Gaideoa, Processor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,
Sir Joseph Partem for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological
Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealing Park, &c.
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS k MORNING FROST
-FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and noricnitural purposes, for preserving
FruiU and Flowers from the scorching ray* of the sun, from
wind, irom attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To bo
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide ... ,. 1,. fc£. per yard run.
Four yards wide .

.

3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per vard run

Also » FruTi Domo Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. «. per yard 'run.
Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole mufacturer 7

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, EX., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats, as a covering,*

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-
BUTOR or WATER-CART, v nted not to choke up of

otherwise get out of order. It is thoroughly adapted f>r Drill

Crops, or sturo Land, or for Watering Streets; has been
awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obtained of the
Patentee, Isaac Jami tliWaj n Works, heltonham.

N. B.—Improved LIQUID MANU1 PUMPS, either fixed

or portable.

JTTLOK and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Housos,
Ac. Price 2os. 6d. each.

IRON YARD
AYD

GA1 \ PUMPS
3 feet C inches under spout

2J 3 3* inch
43i. r.:\g. 60*. each.

J. Tvlor and Boss manu-
facture PUMPS for DKEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of
the ground.

PUM PS of J.Tvlor <t Sons'
manu/actore to bo obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tvlor <fc 8ok . Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
N .tc Street. London, B.C.

J° H N WARNER and S O X S,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, «tc,

8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT ( T-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not
exceeding 25 feet in depth.
Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £
2iin.shortlft.7in. / Fitted for lead, \ 1

2$ ,, long 3 „ 3 „
J

gutta percha I 1
3 ,, ditto 3 ,, 6 „ 1 or cast iron

i„ ditto 3 „ 6 „ I flanged pipe 2
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 ,, ( as required. I 8

', „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing .... 2

f|„ long ditto ditto ditto 2 14
This rump is fitted with J. W. i

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and 1 « Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can he shifted to the right or It

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

*. d.

1

10
4
ft

13

No. 35.

wARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MAXUR!
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Vain
and cannot clog in action. The Barrel
is made of Qalvanie n, not ely
to corrode, and ran be raised or lowered
at pleasure onthe stand, thelegs ofwhich
fold together, and it may be carried
with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £, *. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of
Planished Copper . . -.340

Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-

tion Pipe .. ••, ••

2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible Suction Pipe,

on wires, in cither 10, 12, or

15 feet lengths .. per foot

No. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,

without stand, but with strong

wrought-lron straps, for fixing I

water cart or plank, price 2 it. „. . .

Every description of Machinery for Rais ^ >' '*. by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, 4
&c. ; also Fire and Oar-

den Engines, <fcc. , . __, „

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on

application.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,.

John Warner fc 8a«, 8, Crescent, Cripple^ London, E.C

Catalogues, with ft ill particulars, sent free on application.

JOHN FOWLER, Jux., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full part iciilarsof FOWL S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.

C logues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

-Pinnn uP°n ^oWOOLSTON SYSTEM against
&J JL \J\J\J any other system of Steam Cultivation.

1 i .r
i

-i of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,
Woolston, Bletchlcy Station.

6 KEN'S COLLEGE, G A LWA W—
DEPARTMENT of AGRICULTURE.

A Mat ric llation Examination will beheld on OCTOBER IS.

In the Department of Agriculture four Scholarships of the

value of 15/. each are a] >priated ; two to Students of the

first year, and t> Students of the second year. The College

is • red to awardat the same Examination one prize

oi . to ;t student of the first year, and one of lOi. to a Student
of the s< id year.

In addition to tho Scientific Education given in the Lecture
Rooms ofthe Collt them ample > are now possessed

for acti instruc n to Students in Agriculture.

j The Pr will i own Farm, as well as on a
) e i

> he tho nianagemc best
. \.jTr.pl.\-: of land Improvement, and siipcrW n^-'i.ing on
waste, worn <mt bog and mountain land, with specimens of tho
crops raised t.h<

Further ormation i e had on application to the
R r, fi i whom copies of tho Prospectus may bo
obtained. By order of the President,
October 5. W. LurTQN, A.M., Registrar.

FREE STUDENTSHIP in Tin: EDINBURGH
NEW VEi LINART COLLEGE, Authorised under

Royal Sign Manual. WINTERS! ION, 1SG1 Gentlemen
desirous of commencing a Course of Study to qualify as

rinary Surgeons informed that all who enter on the 6th
November, 18 '[, and who have not attended a Veterinary
Col -; before, will bo admitted to compete for a Free
Studentship at the close of the Winter Seasiou. The conditions
of the com i el il ion, and any r ]

uticulars, may bo learned
from Professor John Gamgef, New Veterinary College,

Edinbi h.

MTTHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1861.—
The ANNUAL SHOW FAT CATTLE. SHEEP, ajtd

ri(, will take phce on 1> MBER 10, 11, V2, and 13, at

the Bazaar, King S Portinan .Square. The last day for

Cerl tcs of both Stock and Implements to be returned to

e Hon. Secretary is Friday, Novomber 1.

The following Forms of Certificates arc now ready, and in-
tending Exhibitors in applying for them need only quote the

'.ters and state how many of each they require.

Cattle. Shkcp.
Form A—Ox or Steer Form D—Pen of 3 Wethers

P.—Cow or Heifer E—Oue Sheep in Extra
C—Beast in Extra Stock Stock

Pins.

Form F—Pen of 3 Pigs.

G—Ono Pig in Extra Stock.

Iu addition to the Prizes usually offered, separate Classes
have been established for the following Breeds of Sheep :—

Kentish or Romney Shropshms
Marsh Mountain

Prize Sheets with Roles gulations and Forms 0^
Certificates as above may be obtained of

B. T. Brandrkth Gibbs, Hon. Sec.,
Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W

N.B. All communic a the Club's Business should have
tho words '*

; thfield Club" outside, to distinguish them,
from private letters.

®fte ftgrtcttltttral (Sajette*
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1861,

MEETINGS FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.
Tr*TUY, O or 12—Blandford.
-bsdat, — li—Her dshire Agri. Sex t Hereford,

2 9

2

No. 42.

The cheese manufacture is one of the most
important in the island. Our Potato growing has
een good enough and bad enough of late years to

make and almost mar a nation. But the growth,

of cheese is much more important to us than the
rowth of Potatoes—occupying more acres, and

yielding a return of money's worth, if not so much
per acre, at any rate much larger in the whole.
There are probably 1| million acres of Potatoes

growu each year in the United Kingdom—not half
a million in Great Britain only ; but cheese is almost
the sole produce of probably some millions of acres

in Great Britain. In Somerset and Berks and
"Wilts—in Gloucester, Worcester, Stafford, "War-
wick, Derby, Leicester shires, in much of North
Shropshire, all Cheshire, and some portions of

South Lancashire, in Galloway and the South-
western Scottish counties generally, cheese is the
characteristic or most important produce of the
farm. Over the greater part of the Grass lands of

these counties it is cheese which pays the rent and
is the principal source of the proiit of the farmer.

Cheese is thus, certainly, one of the most important

products of English agriculture.

But it is the character of it as a manufacture

.at makes attention to it both needful and of use.

It is, in some sort, a growth, for it depends on a

skilful cultivation of the Grasats, and on a suc-

:1 cultivation of particular breeds of cattle. In

this respect it claims the same sort of regard as

other branches of agriculture, only greater in pro-

portion to the greater value ot the produce. IJut

is a manufacture and that is what mafcea
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the attention which it claims especially useful.
You are dependent on climate and soil, on the
sensitiveness of vegetable and animal life to both,
and on many a thing which is beyond your
control m the growth of plants and animals,
and that is what makes all attempts at
agricultural instruction generally, uncertain and
unsatisfactory. But once you have the milk—the
maximum quantity and quality derived from the
best cultivation of the land and the best breed of
cattle, or any smaller quantity and inferior qualitv
derived from inferior cultivation and inferior
cattle .-—given once the milk, and it is a question
of mere chemistry and manipulation whether you
make a profit or a loss. Cheddar cheese, Cheshire,
Gloucester, Stilton, Dunlop, and other cheeses are
the result not of Cheddar, Gloucester, Cheshire,
Glass land management, but of Cheddar, Glouces-
ter, Cheshire, &c, dairy management. The best
of all these cheeses might be made everywhere to
the exclusion of all inferior sorts.

It appears to us therefore that the cheese manu-
facture is one which especially deserves the atten-
tion both of societies and of public spirited agri-
cultural improvers, as a subject on which their
efforts are likely to be productive of great good.
The English Agricultural Society, as one of the
former, has at length through Dr. Voelcker, its
able chemical officer, directed its attention to the
subject, and in the current number of its Journal
there appears a most valuable report of in-
vestigations into the theory and practice
of cheese making. And among the latter
let us refer once more to Mr. Chandos Pole,
whose dairy operations at Barton Fields, near
Derby, were described at page 510. This gentle-
man has long urged upon the dairy farmers of his
own and neighbouring counties the importance of
adopting that particular mode of manufacture
which results at Cheddar and elsewhere in the
very best of cheese. He has introduced the practice
of that district on his own farm, and induced
others to adopt it also. And he has taken every
possible opportunity of proving its superiority.

,

Inis of course is mainly to be done bv the price

as only plants are cultivated, agriculture is just a series

of operations—drainage, tillage, and manuring—which
only give effect to the natural influences of rain, and
air, and sun. Well-arranged plantations sheltering

from wintry winds in spring,—deep drains enabling

the descent of the first warm showers, and thus im-

proving the under-ground climate at the season of most
vigorous growth,— tillage, deep and perfect, multiply-
ing that inner surface of the soil which represents at

once the pasturage of the roots and the storeroom of

their food,— all these do but intensify the operation of

Nature's fertilizing agents; and the sowing-machine
and hoe confine their influence to such plants as are
worth cultivation. But so long as the farmer merely
cultivates these plants he wants no shelter for them.
No more buildings are needed on their account than
are needed for the wild plants of waste places. And
even when he gathers in their fruit, which Nature does
not do, excepting shelter for himself, his labourers and
tools, but little help of this kind is required. Barns
are going out of fashion. The crops of Wheat and

*winter. But near a town, *££*!** {]*
object, or or iV

tleman, whe
winter as at

of course, 1

speaking, there will be a sort oFdnni-' ^ fe

tleman, where a supply of milk i«
winter as at any other time the

aS

of course, *
* '

nobler"i

and thatched against the rain ; Carrots and Potatoes
are pitted in the field. In the one case, the threshing-
machine is drawn up beside the rick, and sacks up its
grain ready at once for market; and in the other, the
measure and the market cart carry off the roots imme-
diately for sale. In neither need the produce once be
housed.

It is not for the sake of plants, but for the sake of
animals that we require the elaborate farmeries
described in the volume before us. And the reason is
plain. The air, which is the very feeding-ground and
nurse of plants, is the solvent and destruction of the
animal. It is as necessary, indeed, to animal life as it
is to vegetable, but in a very different way. If growth
in both cases be as the erection of a building, the air is
in the one case the verv material which the builder
uses, while in the other i't is useful chiefly as burning
waste stuff out of his way ; and it is liable at any time
to extend its ravages and destroy both the raw material
he employs and the result of his labour. A living
plant upon the ground, exposed to air, and rain,
and sunshine, increases and produces; a living animal
similarly placed becomes emaciated, dies and dis-
appears. It is but a moderate estimate of the rate of
movement in the air from which we must conclude, that
during its summer life there beat on the surface of every
an novo nwtli aP ,-**.^,-v»-. 1 ~ .. i" * 1. .. „!.?_!_ « • m '

.

general rule, to have theca^&^
tor early Grass, by which means ft

*ar<1

to require considerably less at-fW^
are »

lere will be a sort of riW'
more M

extending from October to JUne fr<0
reason why good calves should mrf

e|*
same law which the Cheshire farm!! i°

0nie

application of dung to the Q^***
the year round," said he; and we L,A'
calves whenever you have them ;"

i , *Ji J,

rearing. If you do not consider tt Si
better to sell them at once atVn •

t0nS
such a one as we met with in faJ!^**!*
where a contract was made bv a a • ^*+
100 bull-calves, at 6*. 9d. per head ftfil

hi
them on the day of their birth. ' $5?***other corn are heaped up in stacks upon the stubble, taking the calf so early from tho ™ ,-*
humane practice ; nor yet that we m3**

gh retailed Cu.r*.*

influence. It is, however, also to be done by com-
peting at the meetings of the provincial societies
tar the prizes which they offer for good cheese.
Ihe supporters of the Cheddar system in his
neighbourhood offered this year to exhibit their
Cheddar cheese at the meeting of the Staffordshire
Agricultural Society which is just over at Wolver-
hampton, provided one of the three jud-es was a
personaccustomed to thatparticular quaiityo/ cheese.
The result is that the leading prizes in this class

received the first prize for thick cheese, and the

ItlWfw the bG8t Cheese in the show-while

madetlp f^T P
f
,ZeS offered went to c^esemade on the Cheddar plan. This is justly thoughta victory for the Cheddar advocates.

7 S

from such veal although retailed bZ^JHgrocers at the low rate of 2d. per lb tw** 1

stance named, an Ayrshire steWi^**
We do not intend collating th"J*whether suckling from theWHSlpail, is most desirable in the eenmhw 1* 11

a pretty full trial both way'^£*
were in favour of the former as most25*
manageable) we have been fi^tfethe latter is the preferable course for tCZ tfor the country at large. In the first ,*X!
by an ample allowance, make quite J^Kdevelopment, it that is the object, as bnE
calf to suck the best cow that ianC w?fcyou have the satisfaction of knowing ewft*
quantity of imlk is consumed, when m fa£allowance from the pail. You can ato thee.
reduce the quality of the rations, by addition orn*
tution of other food, so as to increase the nubi
the stock; and, in a general way, the calf leant a
sooner to shift for itself. It is certainly a mfcr J

occasional convenience to let a pair of calves jwwj
a cow which is intended for a barrener, mi, lb
weaning, then to fatten the nurse. Bat, if done a

\

general practice, it so far retards the ballings of tk

o . -- j ~-« «..ou^«v» vi uciug uuusumeu, tne
plant is fed by all this air. Had so much passed by
every inch of surface presented by the lungs of a sheep
or ol an ox, the animal must have been destroyed; the
tood it ate would have been as completely burnt as ifpossed through a furnace, and the "furnace" walls

to act S^SOX^?^fe-^» -^?-=M2
regu ated by the capacity of its lungs, and the quick, eisof its breathing by the coldness of the air; but itls

moderately well brought up by an average cow; ta

and two in succession, and a single calf to finiafc flf

with.

But, under any circumstances, wecovsderitdesinbl*

to allow the calf to remain with itskm for fail*

mmjshing its destructive effect,"that Uee^oZy of the

connected with it
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Vouatt exnresses himself rtry

truthfully when he says, " It *is a cruel flu* ti

separnte the mother from the young so soon ;
the
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will pine, and will be deprived of that medicine wto

nature designed for her, in that moisture wbcbm
about the calf, and even in the placental; «*
««lr ...:ii i._ ,, . ,. /•.*.:«» «na motion
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, but it is certain that the neglectedcheese department represents an a«ri«SltS3
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FARM BUILDINGb.
AGBlcnrrEE is, for the most part, done out of door-.
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shelter for his
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and Scott Burn, this is the fact which ttToigton? J«

factor.es. Turn over all the plates of plans here boundup and yon will see every apartment labelled cowhone

cattle, cattle. The object is to conduct the feeding-
process in shelter, amidst warmer, dryer air than canbe bad outside. There is less waste in (eeZ
smaller portion of the food is nsed as fuel -the
is less dentnictive.

f, r\Z°t
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,

fa, '"ery'Jaccordingly, is an establishment
for the manufacture of mutton, beef and pork, enablingthe f,e,,ng of bvc stock with lessp^SlCSI
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aUtl '0rS Say tlmt the guidi"f Principle ofsuch erect.,.™ has not till now been made known I
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this however, they are certainly mistaken. Such menas the late Prof. Low, of Edinburgh, the p es™„tborough engineer of Liverpool, and others, haveW
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architects. The AthencBum on, the H^t, ** t?
Buildings.
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otherwise be, by the calf being allowed to>
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visable to allow the calf to suck for » ^^i.
The whole of the milk need not beCOnrV
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THE REARING OP CALVES
A oeeat dt-al has been said by writers on

Ciilves varies, both in individuals and

with the same animal :

—

ait*?
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the
•tor the farmer and his labourers, and 1 .ni^ .u

T ?T ^ ,",
Sa,<1 h7

Plemenu and working cattle. SoW J fiff ggJ— b^^TlJS&^l .

TT--- j v - -»- j" „• rv... tOM*

2nd to 4th week, 5 to 6 Quarts }>er d«y»

4th to 6th week, 6 to 7 quarts ditto

And the quantity need not, durmg___the

This
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weeks (alter which it is weaned), exceed a couple of

gallons per dav. This implies that the calf is fed upon

new milk only, and that no other feeding liquids are

employed. Bat, in addition to the above, the calf will,

awards the fourth week, begin to eat a little green

hay ; and. in a week or two later, some sliced roots, or

ncal, or finely crushed cake, mixed with hay-chaff;

and, if really good, creditable beasts are wanted—such

as will realize 25/. a-head from the butcher when turned

two and a half years old—a little cake or meal in their

early days will be found u desirable investment. In

fact, we doubt not but 1 lb. of cake per day to the call

trill make as much tlesh as triple the quantity of cake

at any period of after life. As regards meal, if that is

given with the chaff, we prefer Oatmeal, or Barley-

meal, or Wheaten flour, but not the meal of Beans or

Peas. Others may see it differently, but we believe

Means to be too heating for any class of young stock.

For roots, the best we know of is the Carrot, grated and
mixed with the chaff, or Bliced thin with a knife and

•siren alone. It is also, of all roots, the one which we
find tbem most fond of, and which they will most
readily take to. As soon as they can eat them freely, an

immediate reduction in the supply of milk may be made.

In most articles it holds good in the end that " the

l>est is the cheapest." So with the rearing of calves

;

the best class of food, or that above referred to, is

t and to give the greatest ultimate satisfaction. But
practically the question often is, how to rear good

calves with comparatively little new milk, a condition

which circumstances often render almost imperative

;

for where dairy produce, in any other form, is the chief

object, the calves stand in a secondary position, and are

treated accordingly. But let us ask whether you
annot rear good stock under such circumstances also ?

We believe that this may be, and often is done. We
manage to turn out from 25 to 30 calves annually

—

such as will pass muster anywhere—and never use at

any one time more than six gallons of new milk daily.

For this purpose, as well as to obtain a regular supply

of milk for other purposes, the calves are allowed to

come at different periods, extending from October to

May, Hence the calf-house previously described has

generally a succession of occupants throughout the
• • i- ,n ; and M DM lot are ready to be removed, ami
placed loose in a small hovel, with yard attached, others

rill their places. We begin with new milk from the

pail, which is continued for a fortnight after leaving

the cow. Then skim-milk— boiled, and allowed to cool

to the natural warmth—is substituted to the extent of

one- third of the allowance. In another week the new
milk is reduced to half, and at the same time, not
before, boiled Linseed is added to the mess * As soon
as they take freely to this food, the new milk may be
replaced with that from the dairy, and the calf is

encouraged to indulge in a few sliced Carrots and the
her dry foods named. Among the multitude of sub-

stitutes for mttk that have at different times been
recommended, we have found nothing better than those
previously referred to.f It is true we have omitted
nay allusion to the " Irish Moss," which calves seem to

relish well, though it does not prove of a fattening
nature. For the lot of calves named, a couple of
hundredweight of this article is found a desirable

addition, and lasts throughout the season.

In rearing calves after this fashion, success greatly
depends on attention to a few minute details. Xot
that a list of rations should be given for different sizes,

ages, &c, but the attention, care, skill, and labour
needed thus to make good calves are far greater than
when either suckling from the cow or feeding with a

liberal supply of new milk from the pail a the system
adopted. For instance, even in the matter of giving

their food, a wide difference will be seen in the appear-

ance of two calves, the one fed by a careful painstaking

hand, the other allowed to gulp down its milk without
time for admixture with the saliva. This is a very

important matter, and one on which success or failure

very frequently depends. The nearer the process of

feeding is approximated to the slow but beneficial act

of sucking, the better. Those calves which are in the

habit of drinking much too fast are generally detected

by a glance at their u paunchy " condition. We have
treated such customers successfully by putting on a

small leather nose-bag at meal times, the bottom being
perforated with a couple of holes, each 3-16ths of an
inch in diameter.

(To be continued.)

me, state it variously. One said his Talavera only pro-

duced six sacks per acre. The grain was a beaut itul

sample, and sold on Thursday last at our market for

66*. per qr. This Wheat when growing showed

numerous blind ears, more than I ever remember to

have seen before. On questioning the bailiff as to the

dressing of the seed, he stated that he used the usual

quantity of vitriol, 1 lb. per sack, dissolved and mixed

with the heap upon the barn floor. The plant showed

a fine tillering, and up to blooming was thought to bid

fair for a splendid erop. Another in this district whose

Wheat I saw bids fair to be unusually fine—supposed

by those who are competent to judge to be equal to a

load to the acre. The land seeded over 30 acres ; when
beat out I will inform you the market yield; this was

spring sown Talavera, There are some few who had

unfortunately blight, so that taking the average of

good and bad yield, it is undoubtedly under

an average in this district. Barley is above an average,

but not of the best malting quality, showing much
white or steeled grain, the yield of many being very

good ; I have heard of 7 quarters to the acre, price 38*.

to 12*. per qr. ( )ats very good—both Tartar and Canada,
the latter a fine sample and promising over average.

Heuns in some places a thin crop, others very good, a

fine sample. Peas very g'>od, promising over an

average. Mangels much improved but patchy. Swedes
and Turnips excellent, not much blighted, and promise

well to head. Carrots looking well and likely to be of

great use, promising to lift well. Potatoes in some
places greatly diseased, while on light sandy lands lift

well, only a few faulty. Among the many lauds grow-
ing Wheat this last season, those promising best as to

yield and sample were sown early in October, while those

planted in November or later either showed blight or

thin and inferior grain. Thomas Fordham, Snelsmore

East, near Newbury.

Harvest Dates.—I annex a decennial statement of

the dates of the cereals on my farm coming into ear,

flowering, and being harvested. The notable fact of

1861 is the extraordinary favourable weather in the

actual harvest, which allowed of its being finished in a

shorter time than we have on the record of any of th

former years.
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Home Correspondence.
Harvest in Berkshire.—Since my last we have had

splendid weather, that all harvest operations have
n finished in first-rate condition. With regard to the

\ield of Wheat, those that have threshed out known to

' Five pound* of Linseed will make about 7 gallons of gruel
•nd suffice for five K>odf**d calces ; considerable allowance
must, bowser, be made f-.r differences of qualitv in the Lin-
!***-, l

?,
at from India not being gelati ts enough, and there-

re boiling bard, instead of " nlng down kindly "

t A gentleman on the borders of Leicestershire, -who has
*>ecn in the habit of rearing largely, economically, and w->ll J

writes us that,'
'
he has tried many substitutes for milk such

as luyua, oilcake gruel, Irish fioss, Oatmeal, to™but has :

come to the conclusion, after considerable experience that I

nothing ta M „,„«, „ milt" A»otber^C rt™
!ue of tUe most successful managers we know of riven it asIns experience, that "the best sabstitute is Linseed and

U
* ground to meal (2 bushels of Linseed to 1 bushel of

I
), Uvdsd to gruel of a moderate thickness, and thennjixed with an equal quantity of skimmed milk."

Charles M. Caldecott, HolbrooJc Grange, Sept. 23.

Buscot Park.—You have referred in your last Paper
to this place as rapidly rising out of the ruins of its

former condition ; the contrast is certainly very great.
The beautifully undulating park of 207 acres was
totally overrun with Thistles, Rushes, and course
Tussac Grass, and most liberally studded with anthills

of ample dimensions. The deer fence, about three
miles in length, had evidently seen the "mist of years,"
and was in such condition as to be in good keeping with
all around it. Passing along from the mansion to the

top of the deer park a prospect met the eye, beautiful

perhaps to the adherents of Nimrod, but to the eye of th

tanner or economist mo^-t saddening. About 120 acres of

good soil overrun with Gorse, brushwood, &c, perfectly

waste, and worse than useless, as adjoining farmers to

their cost know. The arable portion was divided into

fields ridiculously small, and belted with Elms whose

ample size and vigorous growth betokened the

intrinsic value of the soil and subsoil, and though

perhaps they might not be " masters ef all

they surveyed," at least were pretty well masters of

all within the measure of their roots, which with the

broad wide-spreading hedges occupied many a broad

acre of good land, and was evidently years behind the

spirit o! the age. The farmir dso gave unmistakable

indications that the occupants were not disciples of

Yester, or votaries of Jethro Tull—but who can farm
undrained clay ? In close proximity and marked con-
trast to this shone the green and well-tilled hilii of
Coleshill, looking, one might also fancy, as if in scorn
on its less favoured and neglected neighbour. SucU
were a few of the stubborn facts with which Mr.
Campbell bought the property in July, 1859. Now,
on entering the Faringdon end of the estate you
pass a homestead to the left, and near which are the

first visible signs of the extensive drainage works which
have been carried out. Crossing the highway in a large

culvert is the drainage water discharged by one of the

main arteries, an open cut. Into this the under drain-

age of nearly 200 acres empties by two outlets, the

various mains being at great expense carried ahead,

connected together by junction wells, and discharged at

those outlets, which are built up in a neat and artistic

manner, cast iron pipes inserted some little way from

the outer extremity, containing a trap allowing free

egress of the water, and effectually preventing

the ingress of vermin likely to damage the drains.

A little further on the Lechlade Road is the tilery,

erected by Mr. Campbell for the supply of drainage and
building materials. The principal drying sheds are

large and well constructed, and internally lined with
linos to facilitate the operations in frost and damp.
The rolling, pugging, &c. is accomplished by steam, and
the average weekly number of pipes turned out is

about 60,000, with bricks in proportion. Hut hitherto

the supply has fallen far short of the consumption, and
not only neighbouring tileries, but also those at a great

distance, as Evesham, Gloucester, tVc, have been taxed

to enable the extensive works to be carried on uninter-

ruptedly. A little further on, to the left, and you enter

a new road made to the Home Farm, crossing by a bridge

a magnificent sheet of water 22 acres in extent, covered

with wild fowl, and justly considered one of the gems of

the estate. At the lower end of the lake a small

overshot waterwheel has been erected by Mr. Camp-
bell, and to which is attached two pumps to pump
spring water, brought from a distance to the top

of the mansion, an elevation of about 140
feet. Following the new road you come to the
Home Farm, at which is being erected modern
buildings adapted for the economical working of im-

proved barn and other machinery ; there also is a bone
mill at which all the bones used as manure on the estate

are crushed, and also manufactured with super-

phosphate. Upwards of 150 tons were crushed last

season. Passing the Home Farm with a continuation
of the new road, you encounter another of those main
arteries or open cuts, and this, which must have cost a
large item, runs through a large valley, halving it in

two. Right and left of this cut lie about 400 acres
arable land, including 120 acres of Gorse waste afore-

i mentioned. Miles ot hedges have been grubbed here,
and the whole of the Gorse land dug over by msuiual
labour, and the roots extracted and burnt at an average
cost of about 41. per acre. Through this valley, and
winding in the direction of the open cut, passes the
new road made for general farm traffic, but more
especially with one eye to the full development of steam
cultivation. And when we mention that the contract price
of haulage alone, for each yard of road-making stones,
averages 3*., some idea may be formed of the cost of
about 3 miles in length, averaging a width of 13 feet,

and with 4 feet underdrains on each side the road.
From the fact of 4-5ths of the estate being In Grass, it

clear tbat the growth of wool, mutton and beef, must
be the staple articles of produce, yet the great expense
incurred in making this road, and the laying out the
fields in 50 acre pieces, shows tAat the growth of
Wheat is not altogether ignored. And with the plough
engine propelling itself without the aid of a headland
rope, and having the command of the whole 400 acres,
with about 400 yards of rope on each side of the road,
the cost of cultivation must be reduced to a minimum,
while the deep and more efficient tillage, larger and
more certain crops, will eventually pay the proprietor
for his spirited enterprise and large outlay. But, as you
say, the employment of the steam plough upon that
portion of the property retained in hand is but a small
item in the energetic work of improvement which has
been going on. M. L.

I Hints about Steam Engines.~-As a general rule
farmers find themselves under powered as regards
steam. Price being an object, we are all too apt to
believe that such and such a boiler will be large
enough ; experience, however, proves the mistake, rbr
wherever an engine is introduced, some additional
unanticipated demand is usually made upon its powers.
In my case this took place, so I had to contrive
iCCOrdinglv. Assuming that we take care that all the
flues and chimney are perfectly free and clean, the only
remedy is increased draught and ample fire-grate

room. In my case the necessity was great, because I
' desired to burn the dust or screened coal, which is to

he had at half the cost of large coals. I believe that at

i the pit's mouth enormous accumulations of this dust

might be had for a nominal price. We now know that

the river steamers could not get draught enough in their

short funnels to burn the Welsh hard coal, but an
accidental rupture in a boiler under the funnel caused

such so increased draught, that now every steamer has

j

a small jet of steam, brought direct from the boiler in

a small pipe rising vertically in the base of the funnel.

The opening is only about]the one-eighth of an inch, but
we are aware of its power when, passing uuder the
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fridges, it strikes the arch, or the descending funnel.
Supposing that there is steam in the boiler, which is

generally the case with us on lighting our fire, we
turn on the steam, and at once a roaring draught of
air passes through the bars and through the mass of
dust coal, and produces a quick bright fire much like a
blacksmith's forge. In fact, the air being driven out of
the chimney by the steam, we have the pressure of the
atmosphere brought to bear through the fuel, on the
vacuum so produced. By this extra supply of oxygen,
you may make your power increase to any additional
amount that your engine and machinery will safely
carry. This powerful draught renders all sweeping
unnecessary in the vertical shaft, but your horizontal
flues must be well looked after. We always turn a
part or the whole of our exhaust steam into the main
shaffc.^ The steam jet causes more perfect combustion
and diminishes smoke. When the fire burns clear we
turn it off, and only use it as occasion demands.
«/. /. MeehU Sept. 23.

— -' — . » - - ——i- ^
number) and cattlemen, mostly unmarried lads, are heads of cattle (including 26 d

-~

lodged and hnarrlAd nrt thft farm. anH crt>t hpsidpR frnm hull nnrl ar,™*. k t_ .•*.' aair

Foreign

uuuiuci/ uuu LiXLLiuiiieu, uxvayjiy ixxxxxxttx x xeu. xi*u.», axe
lodged and boarded on the farm, and get besides from
51. to 71. per annum. The proprietor of Berkheim
Farm is a private gentleman, who being employed else-

where, has given the farm in lease for nine years, and
only comes out to spend some months during the
summer. The rent of Berkheim Farm, which is

about 200 acres imp. (30 of which are meadows and the
rest arable land), makes 300Z., or 30s. per acre, which
is one of the highest rents in this country, others
varying between 10s. and 25s. per acre, according to
soil and position. About 200/. are paid in kind, whilst
the rest varies according to the fairs or average prices
which a certain fixed quantity of corn may strike at a
neighbouring market town. Tithes, rates, and other
duties, which tenant and landlord pay there half and
half, amount to about 6s. per acre, and are included in
the above sum.
Berkheim Farm does not form a whole area, the most

of its fields being divided and intersected often very
inconveniently by the adjoining fields of the villagers or
peasants. By this bad division of the land, which

bull and some 15 heifer! an&f?*^
Dies, and about. ac\c\ ^... ?

aIyesY r i^t

farm.

The cows, which as usual i« c
stall fed all the year rout? l^f <W
in summer and straw, hay, '<&£

°fl g**5m winter
; they are mostly bred ^ dso*£
n and Dutr.h ,i~;

ea
, Sur3and German and Dutch cows !• .? a Du

good appearance, but possess goodffi*2of these cows gives on thea^«n«X
milk oer vear. wn«* ,•! _

V?^eabom

are mostly sold to the butcher when I****old, and only those are reared wW0Ur 0f
fc'

suDDlvinz the old «f.n,t ^ea ,

w^arenJ

milk per year, which is sold" «» -x

™^i?™b
?
utW Per gallon ^

nf

supplying the old stocV^olt^ *?^
farmers think stall feedbgVl^
and an advantage which they have u5
tries, even before England, and in 80& *and manure is saved by this wayfr>H

IT

w
crops and condition of North Germany, it affords me
much pleasure to give you a sketch of those of South
Germany, especially of the kingdom of Wurtemberg
(or Suabia) a country which, besides Saxony, Mecklen

«»<^^^^ inconveniences result; thus, for
j

upon, this system o>TtaVTeS'
No. 32 of tee Agriculiral Gazette \^Tc^ land 1S no* laid together is ' recommended, at least not;f<£5L vcrnr,R sm<l M^fL ~e w~«. n IT £ ° e obliged to follow the same course of crooning as his stock crmmak* nf oW* ja* ,

yo
.
un««w^

ll

r|

average
aboat

»
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No. 32 of tee Agricultural Ga «/ an^ land is no* laid ***<*« is ,' recommended, at least nTfoTyolTl
crops and condition of North Germany, it affords me ! nckh^ SdTf^!S^T™f C™PP1Dg M his St°Ck °°m^ °f aboufc ^0 klZf^**
much Dleasiira to cri™ ™„ « aw-u J'a ™L.™ ?eigQoours, and if he wants to make an improvement sex. and are kanf. «,««. _eaas

°f
<^ ^

orally m
Britain, ^J^

neighbours, and if he wants to make an
in draining, trenching, &e, he cannot do it if the latter
do not choose to do the same, because there is a
great want of farm roads. Much has been tried^JRftsaSaaL-=» E*S«$&&«districts of the German Confederation.

~The white crops of the southern districts of Ger-
many, especially of Wurtemberg, are now all secured
by this time, with the exception of occasional patches
of Oats. Harvest began in the lower parts of this

* O * W5UAUOU VU.L&
greau drawback, but the most of the land beint?
occupled by the peasantry, who do not wish for its
consolidation, nothing essential has been done
yet m this matter, and very likely we shall have
to wait another 10 or 15 years, until our Chamberscountry towards the latter end of July or the berinnin" Zm? * • °\ ,

Je"\ UUtil our Ambers
- Ud. month

, some early crops,Jh^S SlStSS *" * "^ »»«««» of

whilst spring Wheat, Barley, and especially OatsTfve Swm * f°llow™S —{* «>e front we find the
yielded full crops. Peas and Beans,^ml partially Zf^l}^V *? *« "S^* the f̂ mer's house,
are not quite reaped yet, are plentiful and the lat'er W= % . f

"ckyard; to the left cattle, sheep, and
having got wellW the flow

P
erinV season. w» ^fl! ,

ab
^.'^ ?P

081^ the la^lord« ^u^so, to

facture of meat ; they are rZrS
Spanish sheep, ^ u/. -
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e^,-H,
wool apiece, which varies in ™n r

2,. «W. ^er lb. The whdefloAg^taS Jsummer on the adjoining hilhi ffiw fc

on the arable land, where the vZ ht ^l

tent {themselves with sleep ngZtU&U
when they are turned oft agaf^
tures, accompanied always by

g

T s !DS*his dog. During our often 4y S^
whiofy are ho

.T
ed and fed * *£*?,which of course they cannot grow Terr to if

1^^ Wh
?

f
r
tten th6ir ,heeP with <SfaJJsend them to fore.gn markets, mostly to Pari^.

better pnces are paid than here; the 4mes*
the case with fat bullocks, and thus it is not sai^J t

many pods. Mangel Wurzel, Sugar Beets, Carrots,
and Potatoes, which latter, however, are much diseased
in some districts, are generally promising crops, the are nnW ,",^i~«,«^r"""" /" T 6C

""i""'
auu scacKS iour or nve sows of a good cross of En°U

present warm season with occasional showed "bekg Itfl.^t^r^-T ^ the man pigs, which as I aft^wards hearfWvery favourable to their growth. Indian Corn and "
should be wanted. Thus wp finrl of an infl«»mA«; ,7-__ ., ., ,

Sweet Sorghum (Holcus saccharatus), which latter hasbeen introduced into this country only some years ago,emov a luxuriant. omwt\i 4« +u^ <^z^. _-i_-
J
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nnnif^Y' . 'a !,? "wwimie, oxen stable, piece of beef or mutton. Piffl are brpd nnrlfeaL'poultry house, &c. Almost all corn is housed here as on this farm nnrl anT™> i ?
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red
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and&a»-

-i."^-. . ~- -^.tw** *« LU^ icnu« puuns oi tills
Qistnct, and by means of ample manuring and a
!???" j

1?* thlS 7ear exceeding sometime. 2Cfand J7 of iteaumur in the shade (nearly 100° Fahr )the latter may yield, in two cutting from 35 to 40tons of excellent green fodder per acre. The cultiva-
tion of commercial plants, such as Hops, Tobacco, Oil-
seeds, &c. is carried nn PTtnno.Voi^ ,•„ i.L. * , . '. "

space in the barns should be wanted. Thus we find
there only two stacks, which however distinguish
themselves by their easy form and great practicability.

?:L=lfc °» ? °i VW1* PO-t, round which

* «~» * —- — «**wa »rw*uo uw*iu oicu au viuui
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ffldw-imd can bo farm, at any rate far superior to what may bs
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or mildfw
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r boavy loam
'
wW1s' Beet and other root crops get two furrows

The Hop plant, though attacked partially by blightmildew, is m a general sense better off than whitwe have heard of English reports, and on the averala middling crop, say 4 to 5 cwt„ may be expected^
acre

e
Tobacco, which before the 4ue of

P
the newAmerican duty was grown to some extent here andespecially m Baden, is giving way now more and

beZ ^ CUltiVati0n
t H°P8 He"P> FJa* a°d ottebetter paymg crops. Rape, which is one of theprincipal crops in* this country, yielded hardly anaverage crop, say from 18 to 20 bushels per acre^J™?

'
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With SOme»«*« in the warmed

fertile valley eonsists of a Ktonh^^^Z '

the rest, of about 25 acres, haa a very steong day soilwhich «qun«.always two pairs of horses or stcTrs ?orploughing. The subsoil is mostly similar to the 8ur

by dratin
and

ThT^^ ?*«* ^ b<*° ™™*vy araming. lhe principal crops grown on rhia for™
are, Spelt Wheat (a particular kind^ofWheat whfchhas such a thick chaff that only about the half ofcrop consists of corn, which, however is Jd xV?f
superior in quality to the common kmds ofW^Wheat (mostly Talavera and bearded kinds) BarWOats, Susrar Beets. M«nrr«l vr,^n, m„_^ ,. h 5,

arIey»

average four-fifths of an English acre per day and par

pair. The cultivation of the land is very good on I

farm, at any rate far superior to what may be m
on the adjoining fields of the peasants, who nw-ff

r1 "ain, clean, nor plough their land deep enough.

Beet and other root crops get two furrows, on

deep ploughing, say eight inches, before winter, and

scarifyitigin spring; then the land is harrowed i

cleaned from quick grass, and at last n.

are made with a peculiar kind of ridging pta

which has three double mould boards, and thus nt

3 ridges at the same time, each ridge being"*

15 inches apart from each other; this machine b^

implements are), and cflj

and lower parts^ttis'0^™^ I

^ugar Beets, MangelWn^^SS^'
in quality, but not in quantity, the young Vine^; ha^inS ! q 1 ' ^ and 80me Indian Corn (Maize) and

CirfiliniBrnnnnc ollnm u n— « ? C "^eUHOnea

simple (as all our implements are), auu

merely of an oblong frame on the lower part oU^

three double mould boards are adapted. The vm

which is carted out here or ploughed under
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often under their burden, they scarcely will iSmsh this year the necessary quantity of ciderC thoemail farmer and the labouring class
Having given you thus a rather hurried report ontef

Ifou* Oenn«»y, I A.U proved w
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,A myS t

the
,

aencultural condition of this countrvwhich I can illustrate best in giving you a de*criptUmof some farms I was visiting during this season -The farm I am first going to speak of is calledBerkheim Farm at a distance of about five miles from
Stuttgart, and lies on the foot of the "Solitude"^famous castle which has been built by one of theRegents of Wurtembe^, about 100 yeara Jo The
soil of the farm is rather heavy and consists mostly ofthe diluvium or alluvium of the Keuper (or what is

Teds nf"
EDglan

t

d^TUS and ^>se^ ^rTs with^ A^l^r sand8t0Des and clays, Ac.) Somegood roads lead from the farm to the neighbouring
residence and to some other market towns, but theroads on the farm itself, are, as generally in thisHI? mi9erable

-
There « »» wan/of handsat any t me, one or two surrounding villages sunr.lv.mg amply the ired number
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{ * ^"^S™ 11 <*>!>, ^d that one by afa£low crop such as roots, Beans, or Clover, &c. Of SucarBeets, winch are grown extensively here for a nSfh

(Dinkel or) Spelt 5

(/mnl)Wheat^^r
01"6^ bU8helS at

?" ^ *>er b«^
Barley .. .. * " 35 " - °

40
30
12

H
2.4

Barley
Oats
Beans
Beet Roots
Potatoes
Clover .

.

>9

>>

79

9i

99

99

?>
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99

99

99

??

2.1

1.5

3 8
2
4 6

16 8 per ton.
48

, in 2 cuts /then from
r ,. >• to 4,.,

J
now 3s. to 5 v.

'.per cwt.

Meadow Hay .

.

Vetches ..

NB. All corn is sold now b^Wiht "fmH tiJ
peP ?rt -

Zoll-Verein taken as basis. The^cS priced
CWt

'

?
f the

°°7
U
^ther higher, and a hundred weight of

}wL£ °ereaIs ar
f

at the last market at 11,. 8J. to 12.,.. or about vf WaS Doted
The ordinary dre.-ings are for Sugar Beds ??V

per qHSter -

Corn, 6 tons; Fallow crops, 6 tornffl,cwt • ii l™''
Winter

of farm-yard manure per acre. ' Msadows
» 5 tons

About 800 tons of farm-yard manur«m * a 1

on the farm, but no artificial diC^ffiIObkfa a failure). The above resuHs of^.(™

winch is carted out here or plougiiea unuei «

-

possible, is always brought in before winter. *

as the ridges are made, the Beefc-root seedu^

in by hand on the top of the ridges, and then m*?

in or rolled along the ridges. The sugar BeeH>£
a careful singling out and a repeated toeing °J.

which latter, in a season like the past, had tow

three times at a cost of about 28s. per «»
^

hoeings are done hero by hand and n^t*

work, as piecework in a land where WW***-
requires to be pulled and cleaned from W*
»ig earth, would only give a very inco*

superficial r< it. Horse-hoeing withGan*^.
hoe would, without doubt, reduce the coat *

labour, but in a country where labour is so»
introduction of foreign machinery is *ot &»%#e
fast, and only of late years have some en£^
farmers commenced to use British

macfl

implements, which in most respects
aresupenc

iq Europe. ^f^
Mr. L., the farmer of Berkheim Farm,^

the sugar Beet-root his best paying cTOhnJm^
costs him th *-' -~A flfrflr d€ - ta

expenses for w.«««Mfc wwlu, r - - u „
ofit of ^£^

* lt,e above *»ult8 of the average

years by means of a better managem^'Z%Vo* oer'cent, which (I nm sure of it) could eaTiL be lubledii more artificials were used on this fann.
7 doubled

'

consists

the most labour, and alter
*d

^

>r oversight, labour, rent, and.u* ' ^
mates on the average a clear proBt oi * r

especially in a season like the present,
'

* ^ n

15 tons may be expected per acre.
\
hQ8r a ^ *»

all corn crops, are sown broadcast .^ "
-tgjfc

1,

abore mentioned division of the land P^^fW
from a more extensive use of machines- ^fc
root this is the best paying crop, and tatt?

heftf#
also nearly one-fourth of the area. On tn

e ^^4
I have not to say much. Barley and Oat3

/potato#
>*

treated in the ordinary way; Beans ^Yhor^^
sown or planted in the third furrow, ana
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•tedly and at last ridged up. Clover and

erne, which latter I consider one of the best

cheapest forage plante, are growing first-rate on the

oil of Berkheim and 3 to 4 cuts may be got

hi one mi—ft" from the latter. Harvest began here on

the 38th of July with Barley, and last week every-

aw except the green crops, has been cleared. The

soot of the corn was cut by the sickle, and in day

labour at the above rates ; on another farm which Mr.

L. occupies in Bavaria, all is mown, and from 4s. to 5*.

peid per acre without beer or cider. Only the mowing

ofmeadow land was done here by piece-work ; this

tear at the rate of 1*. 5d. per acre with some bread and

cider, or in money at about 2s. per acre, which is very

cheap. The day and piece-work on Berkheim Farm

amounts to about 200/. a year, of 20*. per acre, which in

comparison to the many hand works done on this farm,

is rather low. Mr. L. takes always some three or four

pupils in his house and family at a fee of from 30/. to

40?. per year, and for learning a good sound farming, as is

the custom in this country, a young man could not find

a better place. In I " radius " of four to five miles

from the above farm, there are two other much larger

fkrma, where all kinds of machinery and new modern

systems of farming are used, but having already

trespassed upon the space of your valuable Paper, I

shall speak of them another time, and I beg your

indulgence for my deficient style and composition.

J. R. [Many thanks.]

great promise of being an abundant crop, until symptoms of

iseaae manifested hemselves: and although the eflect is

evidently in some degree modified by the kind Potatoes

planted, and the nature and qnalit * the soil, yjt the result

will be a source of much disappointment to the grower, and
aJso a loss to the public.

"The Turnip crop tipon the whole was perhaps as good—as
well cleaned and got up, as, from the unfavourable state of (fa

weather during the greater part of the time since the seed was
put into the ground, could be expected. It would scarcely be

necessary at this time of day to remind Turnip growers, if they

will have a good crop, that there are three points, proper atten-

tion to which is indispensable—1st, manure -
I ; '2nd, clean

well ; 3rd, thin well. This applies to every variety of Turnip.

There is yet another suggestion which it may not be out of place

here to make, and that is to have as great a proportion of

Swedes in proportion to the nmon varit s as soil and

circumstances would admit. By this, perhaps, nearly as great

bulk may be had, with a greater weight of crop, and which

would be much more valuable either to consume upon the land

or to draw off for use during winter. These points ought to be

attended to by all Turnip growers, but are indispensable with

those who expect to compete successfully for a pi ize. All the

lots brought under our notice gave ample proof that the first

point had been attended to ; some of them showed that the

second and third points had also not been negU od, but we
would feel that we were wanting in our duty to the office we
had undertaken, as well as to parties exhibiting, if we did n<

aayt e (it might appear invidiou particularise) were

Notices of ISoofcs.
Pra< al Papers for Formers* Clubs; No. 2. On

!conom'<sing the Urine of Towns ; addressed ifo
Worshipful 1he Mavor and Corporation of ttUsw-
ham. By William Wallace Fyf'e, Author ol " Agri-
cultural Science applied in Practice." Pp. 33.
Groombridge.

This is a useful little tract, and it is a good idea of the
author to issue a scries of good agricultural essays
which may be discussed at the monthly meetings of
Farmers' Clubs. The subject of the present one is

certainly of great interest to agriculturists. And all

the authorities are here marshalled and quoted and
placed in a succession of paragraphs on a string of

Mr. Fife's own spinning, by which the main facts of the
question are well presented to the reader. We quote
lrom the Appendix Mr. Austin's report on the sewage
irrigation of land, which has proved so successful near
Edinburgh.

oticttcg*

East Cumberland.—At the late successful annual

meeting of this Society, presided over by P. H.

Howard, Esq., of Corby Castle, who said, as an indica-

tion of the interest taken in this meeting, that the

gross receipts five years ago were 30/., while on this

occasion they had been 116/., Mr. Howard spoke

of the harvest He said : From what I can gather,

though deficient in quantity, it is good in quality.

The season perhaps has been too moist almost for

everything, even tor Turnips, and perhaps the only

consolation we have is that we shall not, I trust, have

to import that large quantity of Dutch hay which two

or three years ago formed so advantageous an item of

the receipts of the railway of which I am one of the

directors. It is always interesting to the farmer and to

the agriculturist to give what may be the future price

of grain. So far as I can see there seems to be no

reason to think that it will be very low. On the con-

tinent, in France, the quantity of the harvest has been

decidedly deficient ; in the United States, we all know

that many hands that were devoted to agriculture

have been directing their energies to military pur-

poses. One wonderful invention has been applied to

the purposes of agriculture, and that is the telegraph.

It is now possible for the corn merchant to ascertain in

a few hours the price of grain at Odessa, and to ascer-

tain if that is such that it will justify him to give an

order. On the show of live stock Mr. Howard said

—

I think in some countries which can boast of a more
genial climate and perhaps a richer soil than our own
the stock is almost confined to the Short-horn, a breed

of which we have seen some excellent specimens

to-day ; but, as Sir Jas. Graham remarked, for poorer

soils and wilder districts the Galloway race of cattle

has, and probably always will have, a certain hold in

the public estimation. As regards sheep I may perhaps

be a little over romantic in deploring the departure

from the field of competition of the mountain sheep

and the Herdwick ; but you have all seen the excellent

specimens of Leicester and I believe crosses with the

Cheviot It would be trespassing on your time to go

through the different descriptions of stock which have

been exhibited. I am sure the pigs were a credit to

Cumberland, and though there may not have been as

many shown as on some occasions I have seen at

Wigton, they do credit to the exhibitors. If the farmer

has severe competition the breeder of horses may con-

gratulate himself that the foreign supply gives him an

excellent market And on the point of horses, I may
*av that the demand in the other countries and among
our neighbours in France is perhaps enhanced by the

fact that the Emperor of the French pays a practical

ribute to the endurance, neetneee, and excellence of

English horses by adding a great number to his stud,

and purchasing a great number of English horses.

The Secretary, Mr. T. James, read the following

report .

—

" The Report of the Jtrooxs of Greek Coops.
" We thought it desirable to delay the inspection to as late a

period ptevkioa to the exhibition as we could, in order to allow
time wr the different crops to be as fully developed as possible.
The entries, although only 7 in number—3 for farms above 150

and 4 for farms under 150 acres—yet they were spread
, considerable extent of country, some of them being at a
distance from others. As to the crop of Potatoes, we

regretted to find the general report of the extent and virulence
of the disease and failure of the crop fully confirmed, and we
need not repeat the observation that baa so frequently been
mads that it would be extremely desirable (if it is possible) to
find something like a substitute for that valuable esculent, and
has to wean In some degree the public habit and taste from
an entire dependence upon so precarious and uncertain a crop

;

for there is too much vesson to fear the prediction made imme-
diately after the first appearance of this mysterious visitation,
hat atime might come when from adverse seasons—wet seasons

like 1838, 89, and 40, an entire failure might ensue. We are
sorrr to say that what we observed in oar survey was calcu-
lated to confirm the fear that such a catastrophe might some
time occur. The land under Potatoes this year is of more than
^•Bal extent and they in the early part of the season cave

Mr. Fergus Graham, WethsrsJ Abbey ; and for the farms under
150 acres to Mr. Arthur Wannop, Geltside."

Farmers' Clubs.
Northamptonshire : At the annual meeting of

this Society last week a ploughing match on a large

scale took place. There were 73 competitors, six of tl

entries being for farmers' eons, and 15 being in U
champion or open class. A mere lad of 15, nam oil

Purser, about live feet high, sent by Messrs. Howard,
beat bis older and more formidable rivals in this case

as he did at Stratford-on-Avon in the preceding week.
The following were the awards of the judges :

—

Champion Class.—By the Society Op en to All England).—
To the ploughman who shall plough in the best manner, with
two horses abreast, without a driver, half an acre of land, not
less than 4$ inches deep, within four hours—61, to F. Purser,
ploughman to Messrs. James and Frederick Howard, Bedford.
A piece of serviceable plate, value 10/., to Messrs. J. and P.
Howard, Bedford, as the owner of the team winning the prize.

Highly commended: Thomas Ihmlett, ploughman to Karl
pencer, Althorp Park. Commended : George Brown, plough-

man to It. llornsby and Sons, Grantham.

"Of the application of sewage by open irrigation the
Craigentinny meadows at Edinburgh certainly form

deficient ra point", wbi! roe were ah. in both the the most striking and successful example,
second and third, while otherahad, in our estimation, to., much m The ^^ of ]nl)d fa quest jon c0n8i8ts in all of about
land lercomrm psfapr rUon to Swedes

no . tch acr0R> tll0 s!otch acre being mflmr more
"After a careful Inspect of the different lots we had t ,

}
. u mi • 3

examine, we award the
1

a the farm* above 1 " acres to than *» acro and a quarter English. They arc irrigated
with the waters of the ' Foul Burn," into which about
half the city of Edinburgh is imperfectly drained.

" Over the ' Old Meadows,' which comprise about
1 80 acres, the sewage is said to have been so applied
for these GO years. This land lies somewhat on a
gentle slope. Tt was partly drained some time ago. I
was informed by the superintendent that these drains
were, in his opinion, rather an injury than a benefit, as
they carried the liquid too rapidly from the land. Mr.
Oliver, however, under whom the drainage was carried
out, believed that he derived great advantage from it,

as it permitted the water to percolate the soil to a
greater depth than it otherwise would have done.
Another informant states, no doubt with much truth,
that if, on the one hand, the sewer water is allowed to
form pools on the land, the crop is destroyed, or the
yield is small in quantity and bad in quality ; but, on
the other hand, in very dry seasons, the exits of the
drains require to be plugged up in order to retain a
sufficient degree of moisture in the land.
"The soil of another portion of the meadows which

was laid out about 30 years ago consists of sea sand,
which, before the irrigation was commenced, was very

The contest between the three ploughmen who nearl barren and wo
b
rfchle88. m^ h , f

« & . jj
represented the Messrs. Howard, Horusby and Sons,

ig irrigatcd by gravifctttion from the Foul Bum> but
another portion, consisting of about 50 acres, lies above

and Ransoraes, was remarkably keen, and each man
exhibited extraordinary skill in ploughing. The work
done was the admiration of the visitors, and no contest

was ever better sustained, or so equally continued.
The palm of victory, however, justly fell to Messrs.

that level, and to this the sewage is raised by a steam
engine of about 8 horse power.

The sewage water is conducted to the Old Meadows
by open channels or ditches, following the levels of theH

Tta*r PWb, ttnufed m ch attention, th.
,

§S5£ \£?2£?$ lands more recently irrigated are

Odd.
,

W erLdfd with attentive and deep* jnte- ^iTt^^st^o^Zct^ "* ~
rested observers of all classes lh« only two steam .<The irrj ,ration goes QD j,^^ except 0D g^

days, all the year round, winter and summer. Two
ploughs exhibited were Mr. Fowler's and Mr. Smith's,

the respective merits of which have been so much
canvassed that it is unnecessary in this place to go into

the question in detail. Mr. Butlin, of Northampton,

was the exhibitor of Smith's, and Mr. Owen Wallis, of

Overstone, was the exhibitor of Fowler's cultivator,

he prize of 30/. was awarded to Mr. O. Wallis. I

At the subsequent dinner Lord Henley, alluding to

the application of capital to the cultivation of the soil,

laid :

—

J

" It must not only be done with liberality, bat with judg-
ment, and the question to be asked was, how capital waa to be
brought to the land ? It could not be done unless the land was
divided into proper divisions, and that was a question into
which the tenant could not enter, for it was the duty of the
landlord so to regulate his farm that capital should come to the
land. Capital would not come except to large farms, and he
should therefore be glad to see -no farms laid out of Ut* than 800
acres. When they cai to small farms, what a miserable
thing it was, one year the occupier perhaps getting 100?., and
the next year probably getting into debt. The noble lord
dwelt upon this subject at considerable length, contending it

was highly desirable, if not absolutely necessary, that small
farms should be swallowed up by the large onca,rand that long
leases wore sbsolutely indispensable for the proper cultivation

of the land and the application of the necessary capital to it.

It is impossible, however, to report the speech, in consequence
of the confusion that prevailed when his lordship persisted In

giving utterance to opinions that were evidently not shared in
by the vast majority of his audience. Lord Henley's remarks
were completely drowned by general cries from all parts of the
room r,f ' Sit down,' ' No, no,' and other cries of a similar im-
port, amidst which his lordship at last sat down."

The good temper of the meeting was partially

restored by the pertinent remarks of Mr. John Beasley,

of Thorpelands, who succeeded his lordship. * To carry
out the suggestions of the noble lord," said Mr. Beasley,

men complete the irrigation of all the lands supplied
by gravitation in about three weeks or a month, and
then work through it again. The operation is con-
ducted night and day, and a weekly return made of
the work done.

*t No other manure is ever applied to the irrigated
lands.

" Each irrigation of the 50 acres of high level land
is completed in about 10 days.

" The quantity of water discharged over the low-
lying lands in the course of the year must be enormous.
I had no opportunity myself of testing the ordinary-
flow of the Foul Burn, as there was incessant rain
during the whole period of my visit ; but it has been
estimated at 220 cubic feet per minute. The superin-
tendent informed me that it is never allowed to run to
waste except in times of excessive floods. There are
not many days in the year in which a greater amount
of rain would fall than during my visit, and the irriga-
tion was then proceeding as usual. If it be only
assumed, however, that the quantity which comes
down in dry weather is applied during nine months of
the year, deducting the Sundays as well, there will, on
the above calculation, be passed over the meadows
annually a depth of water between 6 and 7 feet ; and
yet the superintendent states that the fertility is inva-
riably in proportion to the quantity of sewage employed.

u
* The more water each portion receives the larger is

the crop raised on it, and the higher the price got for
that crop in the market.'

u The higher level lands do not get nearly the same
" would involve an entire revolution of the whole system I quantity, because of the expense of pumping, and the
of farming, and would lead to the destruction of a class results are proportionally less, j

of men whom they should be sorry to miss fro- u their "I could perceive no trace of effluvium from any
farms, their markets, and their annual gatherings. It part of the land under irrigation at the time ; but;

was true that many evils resulted from farms being although it was cold weather, sufficient smell arose

worked with an inadequate amount of capital, and also from the ditches to indicate that in summer time they

that there were many advantages in connection with must become highly offensive. I agree in the conclu-

rse farms; bnt if they were wise they would hesitate sion arrived at by several previous observers, t t the

a long time before they endeavoured to get ri >f the !
solid deposit in these channels has been the cause of

elsji of men to whom reference had been made." Mr. all the complaints that have been made of these works

Jobs Beasley, of Brampton, followed up these remarks of irrigation, and I believe that the evil, under a better

of bis relative by sayinc, that so far from having none system and with greater care, may certainly be obvi-

hut large farms, if they would wish to be a happy and ated. I shall have to allude further to this point in

prosperous people, they must have holdings ol every size another part of my report .,,,.,
—from a rood to a thousand acres. BelVs Messenger. " The solid deposit is at time* cleared out from the
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itches at Edinburgh, and is used with otheT^an^e' any rent. In contrast with the cost of 9, pe*^*»
6 •

and thresh mil' according to Mr. Haitons
on other parts of the farm. reaping

« The laying out of these meadows for irrigation is practice, the cost of the ordinary system ot

said to have cost 61. to 30£. per acre ; the chief portion reaping is thus stated

of the work, that of the old meadows, having cost 15/.

per acre."

Farm Memoranda.
ArSTEAXiAN Farming.—The Farm of Mr. Barton*

n situated on the basaltic plains at the southern base of

the Auzaghe Yowang Hills (commonly called the

Anakies), about halfway between Geelongand Bacchus

Marsh, and distant about 12 miles from the Duck Ponds

station on the Geelong and Melbourne Railway." After

some description of the district, the writer states that

Mr. Barton had been farming very successfully for some

years in that neighbourhood, having previously had
considerable experience as a farmer in the sister colony

of South Australia, but he had no knowledge of farming

till he arrived in Australia. It seems that much of late

has been said in the province of Victoria "about farming

not being a remunerative business/' and the writer

puts "the actual experience of a really practical man *

against the truth of such an opinion. That Mr.
Barton's neighbours have the advantages of a good
soil and situation is evident, for we learn that " the

soil

2
Reaping, per acre '•

• ••
J

Rations and grog
JJ

Carting J,
Thrashing Q ll

Winnowing and bagging ° 5

hand

d.

2

8

Cost per acre £2 3 10

The Gazette also deals with the same subject, and

admits that "farming, as a rule, has not paid in

Victoria," and attributes it to the excessive cost of

labour, and the bad quality of much of that labour.-—

Economist. __*

Miscellaneous.
Disinfection of Seioage.—A very important experi-

ment has lately been brought to a successful result at

St. Thomas's, Exeter. Last year the Board of Health

of that district were indicted for nuisance arising from

their sewage outfall, annoying the servants and

passengers of an adjoining railway, and were about to

expend 1200/. to convey the sewage to a more distant

point and discharge it into the River Exe. When just

. about to incur this heavy expense for so very uusatis-

)il on the ranges and on the slopes m the immediate fact ry an object, the attention of the Board was called
vicinity is of the richest description, and consists of a to tbe sucee8sful use of carbolic acid by Mr. McDougal,
thick black mouW, such as we generally find near the $„ disinfecting the sewage of Carlisle, and after long dis-
site of volcanic eiuptions. The natural grasses are very cnsg

-

10ng thev determined'upon adopting; the same plan.
luxuriant, and support at the rate of about three sheep

to the acre. One gentleman has 3000 acres fenced

in and rendered sheep proof, which supports at the

present moment 3000 sheep. The crops, too, have
turned out excellent, and as much as 40 bushels of.

Wheat and upwards per acre have been attained on the
slopes of the ranges." Mr. Barton's farm, however,

is at some distance from the ranges, and the soil is

"of a brownish stiff clay, hard on the surface, and
here and there a plentiful outcrop of boulders. The
natural grasses, too, are of the poorest kind." His
farm " forms part of a stony plain, and as bleak, barren,

and unpromising a plain as one could well imagine."

Such land is usually considered in the colony as

valueless except for sheep grazing. On such land

then, profitable results have been achieved. The fol-

lowing are the operations of 1859 :—The land having
been previously broken up, it was ploughed and sown,
the corn reaped and threshed, produced from 150 acres

ey aetermiiietrupon adopting the same pit

The result is most satisfactory; 1200/. has not been
expended, but instead of it only 10ld. a day is spent for

carbolic acid ; the sewage is rendered inoffensive, and
may be, and probably will be, employed usefully without

annoying any one, and pollution of the river is avoided.

Calendar of Operations.
OCTOBER.

Berwickshire Merse Farm : Sept. 30. 1861.—During the
month now closing, about 3 inches of rain have fallen on 17

days. The weal/her has been throughout mild, with westerly
winds, and scarce a touch of the customary frosts. On the 23d
the barometer fell very low, but the wind and rain were
nothing to speak of; so that we were in a great degree exempt
from the storm so extensively prevalent on that day. The
great bulk of the white crop was by that time secured, but
there are still to be seen patches of Wheat and Barley in stook.

Beans are getting a fair enough season, but they must be
exposed for some time yet. The quality of grain is generally
fine, but as threshing proceeds, it is apparent that Barley is

decidedly short in quantity. Of Wheat nothing can be yet

of Wheat land 20 bushels to the acre, equal, at 6s. per known from actual trial ; for it is our latest cereal, and little

bushel, to 900?. The rearing and threshing being done
:

J?-
11 b

-

e th"?hed be*or
S ^?tm

5% S
xc2>fc iu^ee

t °T,
v kuv v, 4 p e v. w uuuc thing is certain, everybody finds a deficiency of bulk. Mangels

by machinery, gave Mr. Barton an advantage over are a poor affair. Turnips, on the contrary, are very pro-
those of his brethren who adhere to hand reaping and
threshing, and this really made up all his profit. A

raising, having all along received a sufficient supply of rain.
Bean Stock consequently is in good demand. Draft Ewes
sell readily at the fairs ; and cattle in fresh condition are soon

pair of horses will plough 5 acres a week, which cost picked up; Feeding beasta^ 6afdly He oub yet> and t taeir
for wages 20s., rations 6s., horaeteed 10s., and black- Turnips in the field. Little has been done to the lifting of

smith work 4s. per week. Total for 5 acres, 40s.. or at potatoes, but it is plain that the disease is very bad, and there

the rate of 8s. per acre. In sowing-, two teams of
working bullocks (four bullocks to the team) and one
man, for sowing, managed five acres per day ; allowing
wages and rations as before, and a little for tear and
wear, the expense will be 12s. 2d. for five acres. Then
there is the seed at the rate of 1£ bushel to the acre,
12s. 6d.—for the five acres, 62s. 6d. ; allow also for
contingencies an additional sum, say 5s. M. This
will make the whole five acres, 61., being at the
rate of 1/. 4s. per acre. In harvesting, Mr. Barton
employs one of Mellor's Adelaide stripping machines,
along with one of Hornsby's spike roller win-
nowing machines, and so the reaping, winnowing,
and bagging operations are carried on in the field at
one and the same time. By using these machines he
was able to reap, clean, and' bag his Wheat at the ra
of 7 to 8 acres per day, and at a cost of only Os. per
acre. Mr. Barton estimates that the whole of' the
plant and machinery requisite for farming, say 150 acr
of Wheat, on land similar to his own. may be pur-
chased for 200^.; and he believes that 507. per annan
or 25 per cent., for tear and wear, depreciation of* stock,
&c, would be amply sufficient. On 150 acres, then,'
this would amount to 6s. 8rf. per acre. The Wheat
crop on this farm yielded from 20 bushels and upwards
per acre; and the price obtained, on the farm, w
7s. 3rf. per bushel on the average." Such 'and may
rented at 20s. per acre, and the following is the result

.

is an unusual quantity of small ; the marketable produce mar
not be halt of taut of last year. J. T.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended October 8 ; obsorvrd by Mr. J. R. Spearinsr,

Moulsford, Wallin. d.
*'

Fr v

'J
Sum! iv
Mo).
Ti iV
AN iV

Thursday

27

I

a
3

# •

* •

4 4

ft -

• •

Temperature or Am. Tempera- §
ture of
•ill foot Rnin. Wind

. *

i*4?; w —

9

o . B
"=•"2 B § below the—i •**• +? ~ ~ -* fc_

2
Surfaci 1

I>PJ?8. Df'tfS. Ih'Z* n«'2«. Do?*.
654

Ins.
77.0 62.0 62.7

u S W. 29.79
73.0 i.O 68.5 55.0 0.01 s. '2

6l.o 61.0 00 5 fir,.:. 55.7 1 1 -.o .w. "2

73 61.0 44.0 66.1 56.3 0.04 S.I •72
HJO 73.0 63 68.5 57.0 » * S.I

^m-

*

—

-

2
80.(1 T'i.0 ' SI 63 2 58.0 0.05 S.J 29.73
H8.0

1 43.0 60.0 57.8 • • S.E. 3».i0

ken at a.m. on th< rs nomad, and the Maxima ™<1
;•

in
l reki nvfore, to the preceding it hours. The

I uiumeters are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Ham-gauge U
/ feet from the ground.

Ploughing, per acre
Bowing
eed. at li bushel
Reaping. Ac
Tear and wear, and depreciation of stock
Rent

• •

1

12
9
6

Cost per acre £2 IS 8

150 acres, 20 bushels, at 6?.

Cost of do., at 21. 18*. 8d. per acre • # 9 #

900
435

£465

A British farmer would say " But the farm can't be
all Wheat/' and that some allowance mast be made for

keeping up the fertility of the soil to a given Wheat-
growing power. But perhaps our Victorian farmers
have not yet exhausted the original fertility of the lai d
and at all events we present the account as one which
the editor deemed entitled to the heading of "The farm
that paid the rent and something more." It strikes
us that such land as is described must in Victoria fcc

considered very highly rented at 20*. per acre. W » :

should have supposed such land would scarcely bea

Notices to Correspondents.
Bur 9. Mr. W. C. Spooner's book on the Sheep

(Cradock and Co.) is a >ital work on the management and
diseases of sheep. Of its special fitness to Cape experience
we are no judge.
ltry : The return of warm weather has had the effect of

sing trade. Retailers buy from hand to mouth, and
pm nen ar obliged to effect sp"e< Bale* The demand tor
Ph« >nts was very dull even on the first day. The sale of
the inerally fluctuating and unsatisfactory till the
beginning ot November, or till the weather becomes cold
enough to admit of speculation »nd export. But for the
st i y demand for the foreign, tho Paris market in particular
there would hardly be sufficient demand for the Pheasants
that come to London. The Michaelmas market may be con-
sidered to have been an average one. Geese were heavy at
prices rather low than otherwise on Thursday and Friday
but, as is always the case when Michaelmas day falls on
Saturday or Sunday, the Saturday market has an influence
aud almost invariably causes a slight rise.

'

Large Fowls Kach
Smaller ditto
Chickens
Geese
Ducklings
Pheasants
Grouse
Partridges
Rabbits
Wild ditto

Pigeons
The Champion* Plouohmrn or England : The three plough-
men of the great rival plough makers, Ransomes, Howard,
and Hornsby, have just met at two important matches,
' 4 Open to All England ;

" the latter of which came off i

yesterday at Northampton. A youth, hardly 5 ft. high,
sent by Howard of Bedford, beat his older and formidable I

rivals in both contests. Timet.

r\RCHARD

by

HOUSE

ft

>>

H
tf

9f

M

>>

3#. M. to 4s. Od.
2 6 „ 3
1 6 „ 1 9
5 6 „ 8

I
6 » 2 9

3 6 „ 4
2 6 „ 3

} 8 »' 1 4
1 4 „ 1 5

2 8 » 9
7 .. 8

' Winter wash with Gishurst Cn^ ^ V:

Mr. Rivers, sec -Orchard House '^UH «I?
Mr. Pearson's recommendation in fW/„- ih «liU^
1861. Sold retail by Nurserymen3 ^VJ
3s., and 10*. 6d. each.

J dndS-^SJ
Wholesale by ^K^B^mn^^ S

x
ANe^Disco^eV^^

Important to the Gentry, NursEr/Mev tt \Gardeners, and OtrJT' *»
13UNDY'S LIQUID BLIGH?"SL
JLI the most effectual article vet in^V ,

'

tion of Blight and all Insect Life uponTv
ted

ff

*i\
n»t injuring the Plant, as proved bVlS^*

ies, Slough, and other Nurservmen t^
uable as a Winter Dressing for lw« -J* h tf

cleansing Hops. * irees
- *** vetr-

Price Is. per gallon, to be had inanv m„*
Lambert, Manulacturer, Garden PotterV vn%

Testimonial. * ^ '

out
series

valuable

^°%ij

" Sir,

" The Royal Nurseries Rim,,* .

Your Composition for destmy?*
i plants and ta
ere cleared

nJ,for these and^fo

Fly. and every insect that injures plants 2Li?*L
effective. Our young Cherries were cleared*
also were the Dahlias

; but for these aSII
Plants it should be diluted with water. IJJJ^mend it as safe and effectual, and can be ntiMjfe" Yours truly, TJ*5

x ^ PASID4.

The following
onfirff^

70 Testimonials w2j»
from gentlemennJ
to him.

personally

tt
I beg to bear mr„_

value> of Ncal's Pastik3
cacy in destroying, m
the Green Fly without t.-
and at a nominal expense,£&
pared with the use of lobar

-

Tobacco Paper. 1

"James Sander
'* Nursery Grounds, Abetgn^

Sold by all principal Seeds*

Price 1*. aud 2$. per pick

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Nkal, Birniinghst

MIXTON and CO. have REMOVED fromlOn

Place, Blackfriars, to 50. Conduit Street, RegentStreT

ENCAUSTIC and other PAVEMENTS. EARIAE
and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

Manufactory : Stoke-upon-Trent—Oct. 5.

ENJAMIX ^DGINGTON respectfully infw

the Public that in consequence of the Premas,

:

Charing Cross, being required, he has REMOVED that pstf

bis business to his Old Established Marquee, Tent, B4

Cloth, Sack, and Tarpaulin Manufactory,

2, DUKE STREET, LONDON* BBIPGI

The Stock from Charing Cross will be sold at reduced?**

All orders to be addressed, 2, Duke Street, kafcaW
8.K., having no other Establishment.

/^ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTr-;^^.
KJ PAINT is now used extend to^^^gj
Work, such as Irow, Wood, Sto^e, Bbw*C"»- ^?J
Ac, and has been proved, after a practical test of .Oyon,»

surpass any other Paint. , . , r,.„j,.-i flr*&iC fuller particular,, see No. 35 of the Ga ^^JJ
Page 802, or apply to Walter Carson ft^^JS\
Inventors), 0, Great Winchester Street (near the Koyu

change), London, E.C.
, „ .

t/,j Tr:n«tom
NoAg. roughontth^Urntea^in^

0U Paint no longer Newssary

HILL k SMITH'S PATENT BLACK U^
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or'Swje^^

is an excellent substitute.for oil Pamt. nSdb7anords
is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may ^JPgJJj ied coll :

labourer, requires no mixing or thl°n
\, J' »Iff Gardens,

»=-

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castie, a
fc

&

the seats of many htindreds of the «»Wg "^^
whom the moat nattering testimonials w
which Hill k Smitu wUl forward on appbeat ^
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each,*" •

r^
the Manufactory, or 1*. 8d. per gallon paw

the kingdom.
. , tt:ij Troti Work-8.*

^ Apply to Hill & Smith, Bncrley Hfi W
fi ofllf

*>

Du v, and T6, Cannon Street, E.C, vow

bp oht^irif d.

v t Manuf;

J OHS SHEWEN, Sevenoaks, ^
e»

T
'

DS for H

of all kinds of HOTWATER APPAR^
ouges andC^J

tural Purposes, Public Buildings, D^tluug,8Comc»iP

Q the most improved principles, ana oi e

Tlio Improved Corrugated Sarldle 3w^_ —
"""T^ |jlk

nor-WATER PIPES, at wh^JJ^-
XI KIbowa, Syphons,^P^j^^^f^

Z Boilers^and^BcdlerS, Saddle-Co*

liptic, from 24*. each. Improved Boiwn»
f

»
ml2j-

Wrought and Cast-iron
Elliptic, irora 24*. eacli. impiuv

,

ow
v,K-Psfrorfl i

to use without brickwork, 50*. each. vai>«
E

Beck's Patent Valves. Furnace Doors, t " d ti0D*^
Cisterns, and Builders' Castings of everv

descr v ^ atK"

Mr. Lynch Wiittk's Iron Wharf,
Blackfriars Bridge, London, 8.^ ^ffi

FOR SALE, on very advantageous
t^^>

HOUSES, GREENHOUSES, and LU~

of all sizes and shapes. _, rvFSCa,^
Apply for further particulars to ^- x/r~

Chelsea, S.W.

Horticultural WorkTanTSot-Water
Manufactory. , f ^

Kensal Green, Harrow Boad, Lon
tbe

atte^

TOHN TAYLOR akp SON beg ££^tjSr.O of the nobihty and gentry to the very * vinanj^rf
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatone«.^ eieg^
houses, «fcc, combining every improveme

a09h[P- a #
design aud durability of materials and wow ^ ftcw*
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS /« ^o. ^^

Roofs of Houses has given the high.*** fSjingfJ, *$

W

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, ^"^nomical&^
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most ecouu ^^
manner.

J. T. & Sox have great r -

the nobihty and gentry by whom they are

,s in a uiu~ ^
pleasure

,

In «*"£%*#"*
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Splendid New Strawberry "Eclipse'' (Keeve).

MKSSBBL VKITVH A>T> SON beg to call atten-

_ tion to thi§ really firet-claea Fruit, full particulars of

which will be found in their advertisement* which have

a thin Paper during the month* of August and

lit. per dozen; 80*. per 100. Price to the Trade

application
Cheieeeand Exeter—Oct 12.

STKAWUKKKY PLA.NTS, of Sorts, from 2*. M.
per 100. Double White Sweet-scented NARCISSUS, It. Cd. ;

Double Yellow do., and Double DAFFODILS, 1*. 6tf. per 100;

Purple MARTAGoN. 2*., and Orange LILIES, UJW per doz

Winted. EARLY FORTYFOLD and ASU-LEAVED KIDNB1
POTATO 8EED.

Qmobce Corn-well. Seedsman, tc. t Barnet, Herts, J*.

Strawberry Plants for Forcing.

JKEYNKS has to offer Plants unusually fine of the

• following varieties, viz. :—
Kl KDLIXO,
INGRAM'S PR1NCB of WALES, and
CAROLINA PERBA.

The above are well matured in 8-inch Pots aud invaluable

for early work. Price on ap] ition.

Castle St- Nursery, Salisbury.

New Rose Catalogue for 1861-62.

Woodlands Nursery, Maiu>i ield, near Uckfield,

WM. WOOD and SON have the honour to an-

nounce that their CATALOGUES of ROSES and

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK are now ready for distribution.

It is generallv admitted that the county of Sussex has suffered

less from the effects of last winter's frost than any other county

in England, in consequence of which W. W. & Son have to offer

a remarkably fine stock of Roses and Nursery Stock in general.

Rose Catalogue.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul) res-

pectfully announces that his NEW ROSE CATALOGUE
is now readv for circulation.

Owing to the division of the Cheshunt Miseries in the

Autumn of last vear, the greater part of his Roses were removed,

and as a consequence escaped the devastating effects ot tne

winter's frost. Standards, Half-StandardJ, aud Dwarfs are

like vigorous aud healthy, and he believes that his stocfc oi

Roses this autumn is the largest and finest in the country.

Cheshuut Nurseries, \ tham Cross, London, In.

CARTER'S FlUST-CLASS SEEDS
CALCEOLARIA, ts. 6d, per packet.

, , new blotched, 2«. 6d. per packet.
CINERARIA, 2j. 6d per packet, .

PRIMULA, mixed fringed, 1«. per packet

„ dark carmine fringed, 2s. 6d. per packet.

„ pure white fringed, 2s. 6d. per packet.

James Carter t Co., 1&7 & 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

AT INN IE COME T.

FO IN'i S1UAWHERIM1 or for Orel) !-

house ci re—RRITIMI ' N\ OSCAfl
HAriKR, and KM? SK well csUWIshed

dzed poU in t -fimed Wimbledon l«.am, and not

fail to produee a large crop.
Price per duzon or hundred on api»licati«»n.

Stout llAMUl ill and other VINES for jl u.ting.

Fb R. Kisohorw, Sh iireery, R ic)iM, l <ndj_H.W^_

Strawberry Plants.

JAM ES KITLEV bcfcf to announce that the plants of

his unequalled STRAWBERRY, CAROLINA 8UPLKHA,
are now remarkably fine, and which he can supply at 5<. per 100.

Also extra strong plants of Goliath, British Queen. Elton

Pine, Keen's Seedliug, Sir C Napier, mor, Uucde M alak

La Chalanaiso, Gclineau, Madame E. Yilmorin, and Princess

Alice Maud, at 3«. Qd. per 100.

The following varieties may be had in pots, a^ 1/. per 100,

which would ensure a crop of fruit next season, viz.. Carolina

snperba, Goliath, Sir C. Napier. Keen's Seedling, Trollop's

Victoria, and Princess Alice Maud.
Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Rath.

' ~~
Orchard House Trees.

J and J. FRASER, Lea Hridge Road Nurseries,

• N. F. having a fine stock of—
PEACH«8 I

APPLES
NE'TXRINES pl\i:
APRICOTS I

PLUMS and CHERRIES
in Pots, well set with bloom buds, beg respectfully to offer

them to then e of intending Purchasers.

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.

The Nurseries are easily reached by istern Counties Rail-

way to Lea Br eStati -n.

Vines for Fruiting in Pots.

TAND J. FB 5ER, Lea Bridge Koad Nurseries,

_ e N E., beg to offer strong VINES with well ripened wood

of the best van • t ies.

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.

The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail-

way to Lea Bridge Station.
p

IVES in POTS: also PEACHES, NECTARINES,
and APRICOTS in POTIof the very best sorts, of a

mod size and in excellent fruiting condition, to be disposed of

by a private gentleman who wishes to sell part of his stock

solelv because he has not room for them. The purchaser

might see the whole and select for himself.

Apply by letter only, at first, to Mr. A. W., st Messrs. Saw-

yers, News Agents, No. 1, Castle Court, Birchin Lane, Cornhill,

London , EC. _____________

Vines for Fruiting in Pots.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seed Merchants and

Nurserymen. 237, 238. High Holborn, London, W.C, and
Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, Sydenham, have much
pleasure in offering strong short-jointed well ripened VINE
for 1 Culture, of all the most esteemed varieties, capable of

bearing six to eight bunches each.

For list of l ies and prices see AUTUMN BULB CATA-
LOGUE, post free on application.

PAMPAS GRASS
'

J. C. <fe Co. have a splendid Stock of the above highly

rnamental Grass, well estab ied Pott, from bt. per dozen.

Extra strong, 1*. to 1«. 6d. each.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

"VITILLIAM CUTBUSH, .Try., Barnet Nu Tie

f V H-rts, begs to invite an inspection of h .8 fine Stock of

FRUITING and other YIN I in Pots, consi ig of ill the best

varieties in cultiv .. The following are r u-kably st ig

and fine, from 8 to 12 feet . length, viz. M Hambi h,

Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh, Bowood Muscat,

Lady Down's Seedlin Trentbaro Black. Bucklands Sweet-

water, Black Hamburgh, tc. List and Trices on application.

Also to his Stock of Specimen and Half-specimen New Holland

Plants, Indian Azaleas, ve Plants, Ac.

W C Jun. would also especiallv call the r ntion of Mush-

room Growers to his very superior M 1 IROOM SPAWN, for

which he has the highest testimonials from the most eminent

Hardeners in the United Kingdom, and which he can with

the greatest confidence recommend. References on application.

Seedling Thorn Quicks.

LT. DAVIS begs to offer a very large and fine

• Stock of two and three years at unusually low prices,
which, with samples, may be had on application. Carriage free
to Belfast,

__ Og Gr y, n ;gh, Co. Down, Ireland.

LAURELS,—A large quantity of fine healthy short

-

mted Common LAURELS whicti escaped the severity
of last winter, • 3 and 8 to 4 feet, are offered to extensive
Planters and the Trade.

Terms and CATALOGUES on application to A. Godwin
&Sox ie Nurseries. Ashbourne,

I byshire

Larches, Larches, Larches.

ALEXANDER PONTEY, of the Plymouth Nur-
sery, begs to inform gentlemen intending to plant and

the Trade in general that he can supply 200,000 extra-sized
LARCHES, two and three times transplanted, from 2 to 4 feet
high, suitable for New Plant ms aod filling up Old Planta-
tions; also 100.000 PINUS AU>TRIACA, two and three times
transplanted, from 6 to 9 and 18 inches high: and a large
8toclt of CON I FE RAt and FOR T

.

- T Tp for general plant-
ing, at low prices, delivered Free to any Station on the South
Devon, North Devon, or Cornwall line of rail. Prices on
application.

Plymouth Nursery.—October 12.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.
toWM. KNIGHT respect fully be^s to offer

Amateurs both STANDARDS and DWARFS of the

above, an immense Stock, which ho has no hesitation in saying

e best gn.wn in the kingdom.
IVEPRICFI ATALOGICS free.

Floral Nurserv. Hailsham. Sussex.

Hardy Japanese Plants, New Roses, &c.

JOHN STAN DISH has mat pleasure in submit-

ting the above to the consideration of bis fri Is and the

public in general, far exceeding in interest any that he has

ever had the opportunity of seiding out at any one time.

For a D •i:ilTI\i: LIST of NEW FERNS, HARDY
JAPAN KSK PLANTS, NEW R< >SES, &c.,see Gardener* Chronicle

>r the first Saturday in every month. _, _ _ _

Besides the above J. B. has a fine stock of CON I ROUS
PLANTS, HARDY SHRUBS and TREKS, and a very large

stock of VINES, which he can offer .at reasonable prices,

ATALOGU BS of which will be shortly r< ly for distribution.

The Royal Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

w

w
w
w

Fruit Trees.

Fruiting

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Chesiunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hoses.

Iff. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt N series, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hyacinths.

M. PAUL (Sm *or to the late A. Paul),

heshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hollyhocks.

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Chepimnt Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.

Azalea indica (Half Specimens).

JIVERY and SON most respectfully invite their

• patrons to an inspection of their unrivalled collection of

tho above, which contains all the newest and best varieties

;

likewise a nice collection of Standards. The Plants are clean,

healthy, and well set with bud. ^ jMfl^^a__Mj|
Dorking Nursery.—O 12.

Azaleas, Camellias, &c.

FOR SALE, 20 good bushy Plants from 2 to 6 feet

in height, fit for a Conservatory, consisting of 10 AZALEAS,
4 CAMELLIAS, and 6 others of various sorts, also 20 fine

AMARYLLIS, at a moderate price.

Apply to Mr. A. Chanduk, Horticultural Agent and

Valuer, 28, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, S.

New Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

FAND A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of

. their New GLOXINIAS, CINERARIAS, and PELAR-

8ee Gardener*' > icU of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,
which may be had gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

New Plants of 1861.

HENRY WALTON has now readv for Orders at

greatly re BS, nice plants Of FUCHSIAS,
BTUNIAS, V N'A fee., Of this season.

LIST of VARIETI1 and Prices on applies* n.

Edge En d, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire. m

Catalogue.

YOUELL kVH >AS GKNKRAL and DESCHIP-
TIVi; PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

ready, and will be sent free on application

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifer

Shrubs, Gladioli, as well as all the newest introductions in

Soft-wooded Plants.
Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth^

Wholesale Catalogue.

GEORGE JACK MAN and SON'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861 and SPRING
1862, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and

Raro Conifers, Evergreen, and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,

and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c, can be had

free on application.
Woking Nursery. Surrey.

CHOICE CAMELLIAS and INDIAN AZALEAS.
-The Undersigned is now sending out fine home-grown

CAMELLIAS, of choice named varieties, full of *omtoite,*
30.., 86*., and 42*. per dozen. Good plants without flower

buds, of fine named varieties, 18*. and 24*. per dozen.

INDIAN AZALEAS, fine bushy plants of a^ 20 choice

varieties, full ot flower buds, at 15*., IS*-, and 21r jHir^tM.

Stout young plants, of about 36 choice named varieties, at

6«., 9*., and 12*. per dozen.

J. He imas, Edmonton. London, >

Winter Blooming Plants.
.

HUGH LOW akd CO. respectfully invito inspec-

tion of their verv extensive.Stock of
.
CAMELLI

AZALEAS, ERICAS, EPACIUS, CjTWLS^c^These can

be seen at the Nursery in thousands, and are wen woixn tne

attention of intending purchasers.

Fine OTAHEITE ORANGES in fruit. JASMINUM GRA>-

DIFLORUM full of flower buds.

Clapton Nursery, London, N .E.

B AN KS and
Coloured Plate, 1#. 6<f. per post.

The above FUCHSIAS possess first-class properties, and show
a striking advance on all others which have been sent out since

the white corolla varieties were introduced.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

pH^ROP H VLLUM BULBOSU M.
KJ Figured in Gardenert' Clironick, Oct. 5, 1861.

New Seed, per packet, 6<i. and 1*. each.

The BULB CATALOGUE free, and the BULB GUIDE on

receipt of 18 postage stamps.

E. G. Heni>i.kson At Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Woo d, London, N.W.
t

PHLOX and CYTISUS RACKMOSUS.—A choice

sat of the finest DWARF PHLOX, good
__^_, * _ ^ -. _ _

-^

_-.

^

^p -^^

__

— _ —

—

__

__,

_-. __ m ^— ^^^—

^^^^^-

^^ f

plants in pots, 9*. to 12*. per dozen ; old sorts, 4.«. to 6». pcr

«i..zen ; CVTISUS RACEMOSUS, nice plants with bloom, ("v.

ti .'.*. per <!"/..

John Cran v , Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

To Planters of Conifers.

Y6UELL and CO. can supply 50 species of RARE
and HARDY CONIFERS In good plants for bt., package

included, and carriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester, New-
castle-on-Tyj Hull, London, Peterb- -r.nigh, or to any Railway
Station within 150 miles of tho Nursery.

A LIST of the above can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.
"_""_______^__B^"J

^_____^"-_""™-™__^_P__^^M^_____W"_""___"^""™^"*^""^"™^"™""™""™^p""™w-^"™^"

Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdale
Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODOD! N'DRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, and every other show at which they have been
^hibited during the last two years.

RHODODENl>K< >NS for forcing; KALMIAS for forcing ;

tod a magni nt stock of all tho finest kinds of Rhod rn-

drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hard/ EVERGREENS
l.y tho 100 or 1000. R< >8E8 and a General Nursery Stock well
worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen. *

Hyacinths ! Hyacinths !

!

WM. CU1'BUSH and SON have the pleasure of
announcing that the Council of the Royal Horticultural

ociety have accepted their offer of awarding PRIZES

18f-2.

Wm. C. & Son remind intending competitors that October is

the best month for potting Hyacinths.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Eht <&zvttmtv& Chronicle
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1861.
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Few persons comparatively in this country

aware of the enormous extent to which Fungi
consumed in some parts of the Continent,

our own islands even the most wholesome kinds

are more or less distrusted; and in continental

markets, according to the old principle of pardon-

ing the crows, and proscribing the doves,* the

rules of admission and exclusion are not always

according to exact knowledge. In France, where
the rule of admission is even more exclusive than
l.nglish prejudice, in spite of Government strin-

icy multitudes of Fungi are consumed, as maybe
en from the more modern treat .js of Koqtjes,

C< k, and others; and some, as the species

allied to the true white-gilled St. George's Mush-
i, which abounds in our pastures in May, as

soon as the u ual dry easterly winds give place to

nial rains, are strung on threads and hung up in

the kitchen or store-room like Artichoke bottoms

for winter use.. A few Champignons and Morels

are occasionally so treated in this country, and
some dried Mushrooms are imported, while a
detestable production called Mushroom powder is

sparingly sold by our oilmen. As we get farther

to the East Fungi are in much more frequent use.

They form in their raw state, accompanied by the

coarsest brown bread, a great part of (he suste-

nance of the peasants in autumn, while many
kinds are preserved for wint in vinegar, especially

in Russia. For this purpose they seem to be

gathered without much discrimination, and several

acrid milky species, which would be eaten with

fear and trembling amongst ourselves, are used

with perfect security, the acid having probably

neutralised the destructive properties of the

peculiar poisonous alk ili, on which the deleterious

nature of many Fungi depends.

We have just received from Russia a portion of

a string of Fungi, prepared like the Mouceronof

the French, which consists of small specimens of

lioletus edulis, whose true character is at once

discoverable by the network on the dried stems.

This species is often dried on sieves in Hungary,
'* Hat veniam vie, vcxat ccuaura columbas. Juv. Sat. 2..
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and is much esteemed there. Like the fresh Fungus,

however, it is too slimy -when dressed to be

acceptable to most palates. A few years since

Dr. Badham called attention to this species at

Tunbridge Wells, where it has ever since been

eagerly sought for, but we have partaken of first-

rate young specimens, in which condition alone

they are fit for food, and though dressed under
the immediate direction of our friend, they were

to our taste a complete failure. The appearance

of the Russian specimens is anything but

inviting, and they have a disagreeable smell

closely resembling that of Fenugreek.

appearance in rough places, which suit, them best, talgia. We do not mean to say that the oif.

--should think it would be worth the while of parts of London are comnWW^ ™1*4
'

'*
t thev are so"ds

4 #
by thlwkF 5*^55

quarters of poverty— those masses nf i ^
unhealthy houses, and {the network* It T* *

completely void of

"v *QQ *W
the RoyirHTrtl^tumrSociety to consider whether only^*Y *M

f
W^J^t^ mig&>

they would not form a highly interesting feature I *™ been blown there bv th« ^a * **W
in an Autumn Exhibition. A few prizes judiciously

arranged would bring forth the merits of a much

neglected branch of gardening in this country.

One of the most effective bedding Dahlias we

nartow alleys—in a word, every part wh' l,

need of pure air and of the light of d vZ
forgotten, or rather neglected in this 2? k

stanfc.

and health."

have ever met with is a crimson variety, named Prirce " In Paris the squares" are open to

Partition
tf

7

Arthur, raised by Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, and one
j

London they are locked up, surrounded witU?/*

however, according to our informant, preserved in

Teat quantities for the long fasts of the Greek
'hurch, and are prepared by simply placiug them

in a stove in a saucepan of wat r, when they

become soft, and the Russians make an entire

meal of them.
Be the quality of Boletus edulis however when

dry what it may, it is well for us to take a hint

when offered. Is there no widely distributed

which, though we believe distributed some few years

They are since, is apparently not much known. It has been

^ —j ___ ^Vi wuuuiiuuett with \
railings, and planted with shrubs, which T^**
one from- seeing what

;
is

^
going on iQ theK*^U&

very extensively used during the present year in the
j

payment of a sum which generally amom* "

grounds of the Royal Hospital at Chelsea, and also in sterling, each occupier of the houses whirl?
* *

four sides of the square is entitled +.« « u . °^kBattersea Park, and in both places has been remark-

ably brilliant and attractive. This variety is one of

those possessing a bushy, vigorous, sturdy habit, and
;

person, therefore, to have the
w
power ofwi**

eight, the plants; family into one of those enclosures
heJr^

four sides ot the square is entitled to a ke h

admission is obtained to the garden. /^^

grows about a couple of feet in height

forming dense broad masses of foliage, above which
the very numerous flowers are just elevated on stiff

footstalks that seem to defy all injury from the

weather, and overlay the foliage with a surface of rich

',****

. . ___ ^ _ 7
_ —^ _ — _. _ __ — — _

Fungus which may be similarly treated, for as
,
bright colour. The flower-heads themselves—that is,

regards ourselves the Boletus is in most parts of ^n " a "" "p **k~"•*** *"— — 1 *~~ ~*

England too Tare to make it an object of general

use? The question may be answered in the

affirmative. We have a Fungus which grows
wherever there are open pastures, and often in

such quantities that it would not be difficult to

collect several pecks in the course of the season, a

Fungus far more rich in point of flavour than the

Mushroom, and so delicate that it may be used

where it is requisite that the sauce should not be

coloured; a Fungus moreover which is almost as good
when preserved as when eaten fresh. We mean
the common Champignon, Marasmius oreades,

first place inhabit one of the houses ofwfeu i

is exceedingly high, and then pay 25f. a»Jti!!?
the expense of the garden. It will be SI^1

that this excites emulation, and is an encSli
to the endeavour to become rich. In l2?

the " flowers " of common parlance—are large for bo squares are private property with which the St t 5
dwarf a plant, with something of the Zelinda character no concern. In France, on the contrary the iSl!
about them, but they are elevated just above the of these municipal improvements belongs to theGoS
foliage instead of being half hidden, and they are besides ment, and it is to the city that we are indebtftJfc

much better shaped, while the colour is of a rich crim- their execution. The square of St. JacquesM
son. For large beds, or for a front line in Boucherie alone cost upwards of 2,000 000MV
long shrubbery borders, this variety may be strongly

: T :~ 1 i: *"
'

" "

recommended. It is indeed by no means rich in the

properties of a florist's flower, although it may generally

be found with a large proportion of tolerably perfect

blooms, which are large and double without coarse-

ness ; but it is exceedingly rich in colour, which is its

great recommendation. Those who can afford to dis-

pense with the strict rules which guide the florist in

which cannot easily be confounded with any un- bis estimate of merit, and can admire a plant for its

wholesome species, if the most ordinary discrimi- attractiveness, irrespective of any such u conventional "

'nation be used. Strung on threads or dried on "•

rul
.

es
»
cannofc

^
ut fa™urably regard this variety for the

sieves, and preserved in paper bags in a 'closet °^e
f f°i"f -?ifV mT Anofcher kind of similarlv

Imperial conceptions have yet reached only the <m
mencement of execution; we have already the Bos&
Boulogne, the Bois de Vincennes, and the transfer
Champs-Ely^ees, and we shall soon have pdfc
promenades in other parts. Before long Paris will be

an immense garden. One need only walk in %
middle of the day in the neighbourhood of the square

of the capital to see with what eagerness and delight

the working classes avail themselves of them. To

mention only one example, it is almost impossible to

get into the square of the Arts et Metier? after

%"her.e it cannot get damp, and in consequence

4 o'clock, so great is the crowd of persons assembled

sturdy habit, with bold flower-heads forming a profuse there."

%L
- v u - ., -., . , , ^ , i mass jiist above the foliage, Las been grown along with%- become mouldy or mity, it is one of the most

; the fo
J

regoing under thelame of L'Emancipe ; in this
useful substances in the kitchen, so excellent
indeed that no good cook who is aware of its

qualities would willingly be without it. We are
content to pay a high price for dried Morels and
Truffles, and after all they are not to be compared
with those preserved Champignons, which can be
had for the trouble of gathering. M. «7. B.

"We have to propose a new name for adoption
in the Kitohen Garden. For two successive weeks I

the very pretty flowers are pale yellow tipped with
cherry colour. As single plants to be dotted here
and there about a garden, of which they form in

autumn one of the chief attractions, there are to be
found many somewhat taller kinds of more graceful inauguration of the park at Monceaux all fchegtfei

habit than the foregoing, but the varieties above were opened to the crowd, and no surveillance w*

mentioned, and especially the first, are particularly exercised over the 50,000 persons who thronged the

suited for the special use to which we have referred,
i
walks and alleys. At the end of the day the damy

An objection was formerly made that the estahlafe-

ment of a public garden is an idea very practicable in

London, but not feasible in Paris, where the turbulent

and destructive people would soon break down the

trees and tear up the flowers and shrubs. Experience

has shown how ill-founded was that opinion. Ontto

We have received from Mrs. Carstairs, of amounted to only 45fr. for the turf trampled

_ _„„„„ ,»yw „ OCA
Edinburgh, flowers of a white Tree Carnation, along the edges. This example appears to us fl»

we have drawn attention to a little known root,
I

dea°r
.

lbed f a sport out of a bed of white Cloves, and conclusive. The squares kave, moreovet,to ate*

oaJled by botanists Ch^rophtllxth bflbosfv ; "J\E*JL ^ ? I
^bit *n immense bloomer, for some time open to the public

,

and it his to

(see pp. 867 and 887), uncommonly ffood to eat I
P<1 qm

t* "^ the characfcer it has assumed, found that the greatest decency and good order are

and as easv to *row as a S?n French love™ ° °V^ plant* « * 8tated
'
are 0n]* now com' obwwd

- Thi« « becanw toe people cornp^

of ^ood living ™7nr L ,vW/?/ ?L W?j /• •
<

fencing to throw up flowering stems. The variety it that they are at home, and that thegardeng have be.

inwhthZl^ is proposed to name The Bride. These Tree Carna- formed for them. They feel that by breaking
.

^

SiS S„Si fA t!

\ >l
f
7 ? 1S V6ry llkG a

!
ons are

/
x^mely useful subjects for winter decora- they injure their own property, and they besides^

boiled Spansh Chesmrt without its cnspness or tjon; and that now before us appears to be an acquwi- a respectful gratitude for the hand which has pi*

W,Waa_Q f w* <™w ,« ,*- ™l*_ _u _ _,.,_ tion to the family, as far at least as can be judged from to them." , , tiMcut blooms, which did not reach us in the freshest There is some force in these remarks about maa*

state, and were consequently a little confused. The the public gardens accessible to the masses rxjwm

blossoms are large, bold, and full, and are remark .bio of their contiguity to their dwelling ;
and

.

someuj

for the large stout « pod" or calyx, which looks as if has been done in this way even in slow-movingw«
' " "

cill ''>denising"theP^
there is room for much more to hef*™\Zd
in the present available localities but^ in^ ^

cr
b it could not split. The flowers had the strong delicious by what we may call

odour of the Clove. *

- While our own metropolis may boast of its

hardness—at least such is its quality when plain !

tion to the family, as far at least a3 can be judged fr
boiled; probably it would-be improved by the

""'" L1

cookery employed for Salsafy or Scorzonera. But
then the name ! the hard Latin name ! It is im-
possible to say what it would become amon
market gardeners. "Filly bulb" is the best
shape it is likely to acquire. We, therefore, in
order to avoid orthographical accidents, venture to
recommend that it be called Parsxep Chervil.
It is like a Parsnep, but is in reality a sort of
Chervil

: and such a name may be considered pro-
nounceable enough not to crack any ill-drilled
honest British jaw.
We observe that a quantity of the seed is to be

balloted for on Monday by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, which has bought up for the use of
the members all the good seed that is procurable.We recommend those who succeed in drawing
prizes to sow it immediately in good land, not
light, either broadcast or in lines, but not buried
more tban by passing a roller over the soil.

The daily papers announce that in the French
markets the annual ceremony lately took place of
promenading the King op the Pumpkins, that is
to say the largest Pumpkin offered for sale. It
weighed 242} lbs., and was 10 ft. 4 in. in circum-
ference. A market gardener at Orleans is said to
have been the raiser. We have no record of any-
thing like this in England. The heaviest Gourd
that we remember was one raised by Lord
Rodney's gardener in 1834 ; but it only weighed
212 lbs., and measured only 8 feet round. French
agricultural works, such at least as we have at I

hand, give no weights; but we believe a Gourd
weighing 250 lbs. avoirdupois is mentioned some-
where.

Considering that these fruits can be grown in any
cottage garden, the large quantity of food the really

extensive parks with verdant turf, and ample shade more numerous situations, so
either present or prospective, all situated in its imme-
diate vicinity, and accessible to all, the French metro-
polte has, it would appear, some advantage over us in
respect to its squares and boulevards ; and if we may
credit the statements which have appeared in the
Comtitutionnel, it is there made a special object to
provide these open spaces in situations where the popu-
lation is the most densely crowded. Our French con-
temporary has recently made a comparison between
the manner in which these things are carried out in
France and in England in the following terms :—

The municipal authorities of Paris have established
squares m every place where large masses of people
threatened to render the atmosphere heavy—in all the
quarters too far distant from the Tuileries, Luxem-
bourg, and Bois de Boulogne, for the inhabitants to be
able to reach them easily. In London, on the con-
trary, with some few exceptions, there does not exist a
square worthy of mention except in the rich and airv
quarters. The finest and largest gardens are at the
West End, in Belgravia, and Brompton—that is to sav
at the gate of Hyde Park. With us, trees have been
planted with a hygienic object ; squarea have been
formed more particularly in quarters where the air stood
moat in need of being purified, and for that nnmrtaQ ! j . .

trees of a special kind, and especially absorb^Ue -""r the
.

,aSt tenJeM.

8
.!

been chosen. Fountains also have been erected, which
impart that salutary freshness to the air which is so
neoewary for the workman after he has been cooped
up for the whole day in the heavy atmosphere of the
workshop. In London the principal object thought of
appears to be the health of the trees, and there has
been chosen for them a mild and whole

to

humanising and health-recruiting flower-gara^ ^
very homes of the poorer population. ^

much rather see this feature in
f.

etal

J^ fiDd*
around and within the metropolis,

,

wu» ^
botanic gardens, which should have °*heF^>*
up their legitimate position in order to Dec

or mainly, or even apparently, "&**

The Florist figures one of Mr. wa ^
Gladioli, a charming variety with whiteflo^

with red, and named in compliment to w • ^^
« 8. We notice that the two groups inw ^ *

varieties of this flower are separable ana ^
directed attention some time since, *ie

ierf
lamed. There is a continuation of a cievjn$

Orchard House Culture, and notices of vaw \

tions, besides a variety of gossip on.°
.rdf^t

is announced that this publication has Q^aif

»

hands, and that with the new year its ie»

be remodelled.

, , . . _
, ,

,

—'some climate

goo. varieties product and their Very'ornTm^ui olr&££&»SS?ffIflff*
*

THE TREES OF PAB»< ^
The transformation which Pan 9

^Licuo*3 *

is not less oo**
in *

ber plantations and'' public gardens

i

^
streets and buildings. Watching tue

{Q
p

during the periodical visits I h
/
re J*rre f

capital, I have been enabled to oD»
rf

fbi*

failures as well as successes, from indtt^

we might learn something that ^
l° faft&*

nos-

to rescue our London squares and 1

dingy untidiness which characterises^j^
In my early days, one of the bea
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of the French capital consisted in the trees which

adorned the Champs Elysees, the Tuileries, Lux-
embourg, Jardin des Plantes, and the Boulevards.

My recollections of them 45 years hack are of fine

healthy trees, chhiiy Kims in the Boulevards and
Champs Klysees, Horse Chesnuts and Limes in the

Tuileries, retaining their leaves through the

summer, and suffering comparatively little from
the ill usage to which they are always exposed

in crowded cities. The nrst great blow they

received was the levelling of those of the Boulevard*
for the barricade* of 1830, and although replanted

very soon alter, they are far from showing that

approach to their former beauty which a 30 years'

growth might have led one to expect. Some years

later the larger Elms that remained began to show
signs of rapid decay, the Limes were gradually

observed to turn brown early each summer, and,
as well as the Horse Chesnuts, to lose their leaves

long before the regular period ; and, whatever be
the cause, whether an unu il multiplication of

insects, the suffering from a worn-out icil, or, as

the Parisians gem lly believe, the deterioration

of the atmosphere by the increase of gas and coal

smoke, Parisian trees, with but few exceptions,

are now usually by the middle of September almost

as bare of foliage as in the depth of winter.

Experiments have been tried on a large scale with
a view to remedying the evil, but without success.

Paring off the bark of old worm-eaten Elms, and
swathing their stems, if it had any effect, seems
rather to have hastened their death. Swathing
up the young ones and placing a funnel at the top

for receiving water, by means of which the stems
were kept constantly moist, although it did notmuch
injure healthy trees, certainly did not benefit them

;

and all these processes, from which so much was
expected a lew years since, have now boon aban-
doned. The dearly bought experience of the last

few years has only confirmed what might have
been predicted, that the suci s of trees planted
in cities like Paris or London must depend
in the first place on the selection of healthy indi-
viduals of the species best suited to resist the
deleterious effects of a vitiated atmosphere, and
the injuries to which they are exposed from a
crowded population, and to accommodate them-
selves to a hard, compact, well-trodden soil ; and
secondly, on the care taken in their removal from
their nurseries, in their planting, and in their

subsequent treatment and protection. It is to be
hopea that in the extensive plantations still going
on the authorities may so far profit by the lessons
they have received, that Paris may in some years
be as much embellished by her trees as she already
is by her public gardens.

Of the several trees which have been tried in
the boulevards, quays, and public walks of Paris,
the first in point of merit is undoubtedly the
common Plane. It is of all the most healthy and
rapid in growth, it is one of the earliest
to come into leaf, and now in the end
of September it still retains its rich green foliage in
full vigour. It can easily be trained to a tall

straight trunk, the head always assumes a hand-
some form, and, by the annual casting of its bark,
the stem is not so blackened by soot as are other
trees even in Paris. I have seen it thrive equally
well in the climates of London and Paris and in

those of Koussiilon, Lower Languedoc, and Pro-
vence, in the hard dry compact soils of public
roads and walks, and on the loose deep alluvial

banks of rivers. The improved aspect it has given
to some southern towns, such as Montpeliier and
Perpignan, replacing as it has done the Ailanthus,
Broussonetia, &c, is very striking, and when once
properly planted it requires very little after care.
There are a few young ones indeed on some of the
quays at Paris which look poor and sickly, but
these, when I saw them fresh planted two or three
years ago, were then long slender sticks which had

Yn
den

l
ly k*611 left to° lon« in crowde(i nurseries.AU those that were healthy when planted

show abundant signs of a rapid and vigor-
ous srowth. The species was long known

under the false name of the Occidental Plane, but
has since been shown to be the Platanus acerifolia
of Willdenow. It is eheved to be a native of
the Levant, and there is a tradition, which may be
correct, that it is also a seedling race originally
rung from the fame stock as the P. orientalis.

I he latter tree, the true Eastern Plane, with deeper
cut leaves, is as hardy as the P. acerifolia, and
when grown alone where it can spread fre.lv is
much more picturesquely beautiful, but on account
ol this spreading habit it is not so well suited for
avenues and promenades. I have observed how-
ever, a few trees with the erect habit of p/aceri-

folia, but with a somewhat deeper cut leaf, which
would seem to support the opinion of a common
origin of the two.

Ailanthus glandulosus has been much vaunted
by some French planters, and used to be a great

favourite in the South for avenues and roadsides,

on account of its tall straight stem and compact

head. It is quite hardy, it flourishes in the closest

parts of Paris, and retains its foliage till autumn,

but it is inferior in beauty to the Plane, and comes

out later into leaf. When in flower it diffuses a

powerfully disagreeable sickening scent, and in a

rich soil its numerous suckers are often a nuisance.

The Sycamore, Acer pseudoplatanus, appears to

retains its foliage in Paris as late and as perfectly

as the Plane, and in shape it is equally well suited

for avenues, but it is of much slower growth, and

by the side of that tree its foliage looks dingy and
heavy, for the surface of the Leaves not being so

smooth, it retains more readily the soot of the

atmosphere. ^B^^^
The common Acacia, Robinia pseudaeaoia, has a

light green elegant foliage, still in full vigour in

the end of September, and it does not object to a

hard close soil ; but its stem is seldom straight

and regular enough when old to be suitable for

avenues, and when exposed to wind it proves very
brittle.

The Horse Chesnut has long been much admired
by Parisians, and, judging from the numbers re-

cently planted on the new Boulevards, would still

seem to be in high favour. Nothing can be more
beautiful than an avenue of this erect well-formed
tree when in full flower in spring, and it seems to

grow well in the Pari in soil. The large ones
planted four or five years ago in the Place de la

Bourse have taken well, notwithstanding their

size and the swathing and other tricks played with
them. But when summer droughts come on the

tree loses its leaves, so far as the influence of the
,

vitiated atmosphere and dry hardened soil extends,
j

du
^!?^°£/

n" fc

;

In the Bois de Boulogne the foliage is still healthy
and vigorous, but within the town, in the Tuileries,

Champs Elysees, &c, not a green leaf is to be
seen, excepting on three or four young trees which,
owing probably to the season at which they were
planted, are at this moment in full flower.

The Lime trees of the Tuileries, the Jardin des
Plantes, and the Luxembourg, used to be as orna-
mental there as they still are in so many German
towns, but irom some cause which is not well
explained, their foliage throughout Paris now turns
every year of a rusty brown before the end of July,

and, by September, the trees are nearly as bare as

in winter.

so that whoever retards the formation of leave* rike
a Serious blow against the natural, and -what would be
successful, ripening of the fruit, and does much to
increase the possibility; of the Grapes shanking. For
what 14 shanking but an inability of the Vine to pro-
duce fruit in a perfect state ? and wherever it exist* it

condemus the management—no matter how large the
bunches or the berries may be—for its presence is no
proof that there may not be either large bunches or
berries. Nay, shanking is most frequently found
accompanying size, but when it occurs it shows that

the means to get the berries large do not favour the
ripening process. Now, whoever has cut up into

sections a firm well-ripened Grape must have admired
its beautiful structure, and what a difference there is

between it aud a shanked berry, the latter being
almost filled with water, a proof that the Vine had
failed to fill it with organic matter; the evil must
therefore be sought for elsewhere.

One fruitful source of mischief which I would
especially notice, believing it to be the general one, is,

the < onetan t pi :biug of the laterals, thereby frus-

trating (he plant's chief aim. Who*can play v*ith the
pendulum of a clock without interfering with the
timely movement of the bauds, thereby upsetting its

whole machinery : for if by trifling with, it you cause
it to indicate only one hour, while two have really

passed, then it must fail to tell the true 12 hours by
its movements round the dial. And so it is with the
Vine; it has its times and its seasons to accomplish
different processes of work in, and iu a climate like

ours it has no time to lose, more especially when its

roots are in a rich damp border. Nothing could be
easier than to show the fallacy of placing a Vine in

such a situation, and then going and positively stop-
ping the pleat from making u of its energies. Can it

not be seen at a glance that the Vine under such cir-

cumstances must either overcome the border, or the
border will overcome it ; and how can the former be
when the provision in the soil is made to meet the
heaviest demands possible; while those demands are
confined within half the natural limits by the mistaken
idea that pinching the laterals secures the perfect pro-

But some one may be ready to deny that they do
limit the demand, Beeing that they always have
bunches equal to the capabilities of the Vine.
Now a statement like this by one who limits the

ant's growtli by pinching, is like assuming that an
effect cau be produced without a cause—for such
would be the case if we could get organic deposit
without or ns, that is, fruit without leaves. No; let
all who are troubled with their Grapes shauking turn
their attention to the getting of leaves and roots
(which must be got together), and they will find in a
w •* that their Vinos will yield crops to their

sati ction iu weight, colour, and flavour.

The question—how can these roots and leaves be
got) becomes therefore of the greatest importance,

The Elm is still frequently planted, and therei^SZESS
main a few £oou ones anions the larger trees of how T

*

hey 8tarfc up before ^ both in Dumber and
importance ! Think of the necessity of their being pre-
served through a succession of years, while their

remain a lew good ones among the larger

the Champs Elysees, but, generally speaking, the
old ones are dead or dying in spite of the scraping,

swathing-, and plastering they have undergone,
j
position shuts us out comparatively from making direct

and the younger ones do not look as if they would observation upon their real condition ! Then the
ever attain the beauty of their predecessors, such nature of our climate must be considered; how adverse
as I recollect them after the peace of 1815. They ; are our frequent cold heavy rains, which must be
certainly dislike either the present atmosphere of received by every exposed border. The construction

Paris or the treatment they are subjected to.
ofour borders is therefore of much importance. In

Oaks have been recently tried on some of the
makl»& a new one two objects must ever be before our

natu. \mt without bummm W.if.hpr Ponifo™ «ni.
"
™ind8

»
V1Z

,'
forn

;

at»^ and preservation of roots.
Therefore the gardener should be like a good packer

quays, but without success. Neither Conifers nor
any evergreen trees have been attempted.

In the care b owed on the selection of indi-

vidual trees for planting, in the operation of
planting itself, and in the subsequent treatment

of wine iu bottles.

The question is—not how are they as they leave his
hands, but how will they be at the end of the journey t

Hereafter I will give a description of three borders

on the < itinent

of planted trees, the French appear to be still so far
j

made in accordance with these views. Wm. Porter
behind ourselves that it is useless to enter into Chirk.

particulars. Neither the old practice still frequently
adhered to, of cutting the roots short and cutting
off the heads to counterbalance the loss of roots,

nor the more recent one of swathing the stems, pro-
j

duce any results which might tempt us to introduce
them, aud from the aspect of the trees most
recently planted it would seem that both processes
are now being abandoned in Paris. B.

Home Correspondence.
Marguerite and Vie Marquise de Latour Maubourg

Strawberries.—1st, Marguerite. Three plants were
sent to me by my friend Monsieur Ferdinand Gloede,
of Moret-sur-Loing, France, I think nbout November
last. They were planted with half-inm bones, and
stood the winter perfectly well. The description
given by the Comte <!e Lambertye is correct. 1 dis-
fr ui ted the little pLmfs down to one berry each, as
Cropping mikI then running young plants is rnin to
them ; the berries were very large indeed, quite as big

GRAPE GROWING.
If I may judge by observations made by my neigh-

bours who honour me with their visits, I am certain
j
as thus** of I md I thought the flavour exce

that my ideas as regards Grape growing are not in lent. My friend, noticing an article of mine on tf iw-

harmony with popular practice. Nevertheless, I beg berries in the Florist, wrote and a«ked me why 1

to make my views known, believing that your readers did n"t speak of this variety. My answer araoun i to

are prepared to give the subject due consideration, this, that, although I thought highly of the Straw-

Whoever carefully observes the habit of the Vine t berry, a* I wrald not tell whether it would be a cropper

under glass under favourable circumstances for its full
j
and a 1 plant, and as the rammer wti too wet

development, may have noticed the several distinct and cold for a garden sloping from the rising: sun, Imay
changes which it passes through in one season ; and

the important relationship one change bears to another.

The first is, the production of leaves, which form

with the roots the two important pivots upon which

the whole system turns, and it is remarkable how
completely this first work is done by the Vine

before it commences what constitutes the next

stage of its work, via., the formation of fruit

;

preferred, for the sake Of the public, whose interest I

am brand to look to, no less than that of the raiser, to
wait and it another season. I have now got these
plant* strong, and in a better place, and after
cropping I will give a faithful account of them. With
regard to the form of the berry, mine were wedge-
coned. 2d. The Marquise de Latour Maubourg. This
Strawberry was tried some time back at the gardens at
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Chiswick. The Fruit Committee determined that this,

the Duchesse de Trevise, and Vicomtesse Hericart de

Thury (all three, I believe, were raised by Jam in and

Durand) were the same variety. I see by Mr. Gloede's

Catalogue that he says there is an analogy between

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury and the Marquise, but

that the former is a little earlier (un peu plus hutive).

In describing the Vicomtesse he says she is

« peu fertile." If this be so, I cannot think that she

is the same as the Marquise de Latour Maubourg,

which, as managed here, is one of the finest bearers

that I ever saw. I have only eight plants of it, and luckily

when Mr. Stoveld, of Stedham Hall, Sussex, came to see

my Strawberries I had one plant of it unpicked. I

showed the crop to him, and he was much surprised.

I also showed the plants, now in great vigour and

beautiful new leaf, to "D.* of Deal, when here on

Sept. 10. My servant at the first pick this year took off

the seven plants sufficient select fruit to pile three of the

old willow-pattern dinner plates. The berry is of a fair

size, of a fine scarlet crimson colour, and of pleasant

flavour. The plant is one of the hardiest, healthiest,

and handsomest that I ever saw. The leaves are per-

fectly resistant of frost, and look like the round leaved

Laurustinus. As the summer was unfavourable to

* strict criticism I have not

beyond that of being a

shall have a summer next

do strict justice to plants

public. The best foreign Strawberries that I have yet

tasted are La Heine and La Constante, both raised by

One instance has fallen in my way of the pernicious

effects of strong manure applied to Cedrus Deodara.

Recently in passing through a public garden* I noticed

the dead stems of Cedars which had been planted on

each side of a public promenade, and on inquiry I was

told that the trees had been killed in consequence ot

manure having been mixed in the soil in which they

were planted. Jr. Ingram, Belvoir.

Vine Borders.—1 am erecting a Vinery, and finding

great difference of opinion as to the depth of soil and

bottoming requisite for the successful growth of Vines,

I am desirous to get the benefit of your experience in

the matter. I purpose having the Vines planted inside

the house, having each compartment made up with a

compost of soil and a proportion of lime 3 feet deep,

laid on a bottoming of broken sandstone or concrete

properly drained. The outside border sloping to the

south was proposed to be 18 feet wide, having a depth

of soil and bottoming similar to that inside, but I have

been advised to make it only 12 feet wide, and not to

have a greater depth of soil than 2 feet either inside or

outside of the Vinery. I propose having the foot-

path inside the house of sandstone pavement a

yard wide; but wood spars sunk into a beam of

wood have been recommended as preferable, and to

1861

borders for his Vines will assist in biW —
important arrangement into use wherevSw?. ^m
be allowed.]

ever th* «*^
The Floioerless Apple Tree.—By this d v>

have the pleasure of sending you an Annl *!?*
"Mains pomifera absque floribus" «f t ?

e
foftH

tree is in the garden of Mr. ml Limw<* r-„*w„ .~ --. — ~~ ~. m X . ** iinam ir •

Owston Place, near Bawtry, Yorkshire v
were the whole of its produce this year °*tlP*
these have been sent to me. From theoi I \

finest for you. Any further remarks that to iH*
make about the tree, or its fruit, willbeinf

11

many here. The Gardeners' Chronicle ig weli?^
almost all the gardeners of Cottingham. Q qT'
ham, near Hull. [We were very glad'to V>k7*
of this curious tree. It has the appeal

In-

ordinary Crab Apple, with four cells insteJjv
There are no pips, but their rudiments

renai/r '1
form of minute black specks. It is clear^
been no fertilisation ; the tube ofthe caln,

ai

carpels alone having grown.]
*

'
^"»

What is a Pistil ?—A critic in the "Athene h
pronounces that every tyro should know that m£S
have more than one pistil

; the name designates aTi,
female apparatus. Pwtillum intra o.ntheras com*£
catur, is the definition of Linnseus, who called itssT*

planted inside ; for succession or general crop, outside.

The width of the latter border should be about 15 feet

;

depth 2£ feet, with good bottoming as proposed, but

instead of excavating we should raise the bottom to
De Jonghe of Brussels. W. F. Radclyffe, Rushton.

Rapid Growth of a Wellingtonia.—A tree of this I

Conifer was planted in April, 1856, in the grounds of nearly the general level of the surface of the garden,

C. Whiteman, Esq., The Grove, Epping, and was when and then form a terrace of the above width and depth,

planted about 6 inches his-h, and one year old. It now consisting of good turfy loam, and you may add some

(Sept. 25, 1861) has attained the height of 14£ feet, lime and broken bones, but not a mass of dung, which

and is still growing. The spread of its branches goes to a state of humus, and that saturated becomes of

measures about 10 feet in diameter, and its shape is the nature of a morass, which, of all things, the roots of

most symmetrical and beautiful. The growth of this

tree seems so extraordinary, that I have been induced

to mention it with the hope of hearing from some of

your Correspondents some other case or cases of rapid

growth, where the age of the tree and time of planting

are accurately known. T. R.
Manuring Conifers.—In taking a general glance at

the natural distribution of trees, the Conifers seem by
special adaptation, as well as natural selection, to

belong to positions on hills scantily covered with soil,

or to sandy wastes inimical to other trees; and a

natural disposition thus evinced by a tree for peculiar

circumstances of soil, should not be forgotten when
the tree is taken from its native forest and planted in

a distant country. In the attempt to cultivate new
tribes of plants, it is always the safe way to be guided by
the lessons Nature hereby conveys; with a change of
climate it is possible that certain modifications of
particular soils may be necessary, but it is difficult to

conceive the predilection of Coniferous trees for

manuring, and as a general practice it would be best
avoided. I have had opportunities of planting Conifers
in several counties in England, and having studiously
avoided the use of manures, I have had every reason
to be satisfied with the growth, appearance, and
continued vigour of the trees. If I am not mis-
taken, some of our best Pinetums are situated
on light sandy soil. Dropmore was before its

enclosure a comparatively barren heath. Bny ford-
bury near Hertford was a dry light soil, and the beauty
and vigour of the Pines in these places are hardly to be
surpassed. But although it appears that Nature has
assigned to every geological formation a characteristic
flora, and given to the otherwise barren hill, and
desolate reaches of sand, the beautiful Fir tribe, it

still seems that she has providently given to some
Conifers powers of adaptation to various circumstances,
and trees physiologically identical are yet enabled to
derive support from circumstances of soil widely
dissimilar. As falling within the scope of my own
experience I may cite a few illustrative cases in which
Coniferous tree3 have been stimulated to renewed
growth, or improved by rich soil. I may first mention
an Abies Douglasi which had attained a height of some
20 feet, and seeming to languish a cutting was made
round the tree, and fresh soil put in, and a decided
improvement was subsequently visible in the tree. The
next instance which occurs to me is that of a Cedar
of Lebanon, which was planted by an old friend of
mine 50 years ago on deep rich soil, and this tree is

double the size of some others in the locality, which
were planted on a dry sandy hill upwards of a century
aero. Examples of splendid development in Firs on rich
soil occur to me in the instance of the common Silver.
I by no means bring forward these examples in advocacy
of the employment of rich soils, but merely as examples
of the ability of certain trees to flourish under opposite
circumstances. Rapidity of growth in Conifers may be
desirable in gardens, but a moderate annual develop-
ment, and mature wood, are more important considera-
tions to a forester. A plantation of Larch on the rich
prepared clay soil of this locality would make a more
rapid growth in a few years than a similar plantation
on the poor calcareous soil of the neighbouring hills,
but in 40 years the result would be reversed, stout

.

Vines dislike. The surface of the terrace should be

almost level. It should slope from the wall but very

little, in order that the summer rains may not be

carried off. Prizes are offered for good crops of Grapes

;

one would suppose also for the greatest possible brood

of red spider, when borders are seen with a sloping

surface calculated to run off almost every drop of rain ;

for no more effective means could be adopted to produce

such an effect than that of depriving the roots of the

means of affording a supply of fluid to the foliage.

Your climate is a moist one, we admit, but you have not

more rain than falls in the native countries of the Vine
during the growing season, if so much. With regard to

I

a sandstone pavement inside the house, there is no
,
objection to it. Some of the finest table Grapes in Por-
tugal are grown on Vines having their roots closely

raved over. Whatever you do, take care not to put
timber into your border. R. T.~\

Orchard Houses.—Many leaves on my orchard house
trees die at their extremities, generally about the
beginning of summer. I send a Nectarine leaf from a
warm house where it never froze in spring, and a Plum
and Apricot leaf from an unheated house. In the
tropical department at the Crystal Palace the same
thing takes place both with regard to plants in borders
and to plants carefully potted in appropriate soil. The
gardeners tell me that no one has been able to

find out the cause. Even Sir J. Paxton seems
nonplused. Speaking negatively, it is clear that it is

not from bad soil, nor from drip from the roof, nor
from want of circulation of air. One would naturally

it consists of more parts than one, germina,-t^M
replaced by carpella. We must, however, add,' in fc
the author (Mr. Johnson) that he does not stand alou

misconception." Certainly the author criticised feU*?
nseus, whom the critic appears to misunderstand, era si*
sentence he quotes as decisive against Mr. Johnsont^
botanists. For, in the first place, the paragraph dtdfe
"Phil. Bot." 111., is not Linna3us's definition of the pia>
his statement as to its situation ; in the very confc

which phrase Linnseus moreover asserts the identiaf

which the critic imagines him to repudiate. "Art

singulare est, ubi elongato receptaculo in clavara, PwliUalc

occupant, stamina vero superiorem partem ; adeoqueM
extra stamina," <tc. For uniform use in this sen* e
par. 102, " PistUla differunt quoad numerunv ki
*' Hermaphrodita planta gerit . . . flores omnes stamiaib

pistillisque instructos," &c. Also "Term. Bot." Ordi«ri

feminis seu pint Mis, ut classes a maribus sea staminiba,

desumuntur." For the Linnean definition of PiitiHm, an

the proof that the term germen does not answer to

(but to ovarium), see "Phil. Bot.," 86, iv. 102. Partes tm

pistilli; germen, stylus, stigma), &c. See also the charactra

in " Genera Plantarum " throughout. The Linnean use

believe, uniform and consistent, and may well be fol/owei I

To bear out his view, the critic should haw appen

not to Linnseua but to Tournefort, who appirep-

introduced the word pistilium into botany, and who define

and describes it (Inst. p. 70) as a single body, as

most commonly is—and who named it. accordingly (toe

pist ilium in the flower being likened to the patfc in tbe

mortar), but who nevertheless uses the term in theanm*

consistency, they practically abandoned the word pMjJJ

and fell hi consequence into the inconvenience oi

J-
part for the w Jus- ,

fori ice, djjf^?-
as made up of germen, style, and sfepm. ™*^5
substitute ovnrim.1 for gUea; .^^%fS^
word ovarium or germen. w»W SS^nM*
sen.se, and sometimes for th-whotatato^g^j,,^
essential part, to which 9, an^^Son that Lin:

stood, there is little objection. "^^Tooniefcitir.
ightly corrected theainbigaityorl^ne^ HgwBB
ise of his own term pintidum; that,tnere ht e

• syn0
.use or his own term pwtiaum; *"">:""

jM the tennassyno:

etymological, historical, or practical, ion» b .^ accur

"I now required, j» »
such as i -" - empioying m

classical authority
J?

*' ^ ^ ,

to denote the ^ ^Utipto:—

u

A»u«r Bimnle. single, w •» *

mous with gynccciwai
and convenic \
reconciled with

flower, as a whole, whether simple, sing
helber o*

, to denote each body of the gyww
-

or m^
more, distinguishing the pistiUum m^ < element it

and Carpellum for iwm) for eacu
. -^ Thus n«J

gymecium, whether combined or uncu
.

tj[ j,
i;r,i 3 te:-

of the three terms is superfluous anu
£

pr live Tourneforti ui, and in '"^rWe'are gM-

cation. A. O., C >ge, Maxtachw«> • ldgure t<,tP*

suggest that after syringing, a little damp might that ami 1st the din of war science
j

hf**
f
critical*

remain on the extremities of the leaves, and cause the V nited states
»
an<* ^"S;1

?, Lvueum. T^S
them to perish, but, if so, one would expect to see the
same thing out of doors after rain, which I do not
observe. Is it possible that the trees at some period
want more water at their roots? As Editors are
supposed capable of solving every difficulty and curing
all disorders, I submit the case to you. S. B. [We
should like to hear the opinions of others. We strongly
suspect that our Correspondent has hit upon the cause

;

unless indeed the air is allowed to be too dry when the
leaves are young and tender.]
"^ Or Growingand Heated Borders.—In January last
Isent for your inspection a few bunches of Grapes that
ripened in the previous December, and along with this

We, however, take part with the Athens a „

of the word Pistinum in Philosopba ^xt
^fi

neither in the Athenamm norm pur ^ ^ij
note. It will be found at 2 86, »•£

really no^.T,

adherens pro pollinis reception\; wwen
otherWori

than the definition of Tournefort piw
. inea ^ --

f

the later one of Jussieu, Pi ^.J%i. ?l *
r
&r

centralis et receptacalo f to "i,poi distil °eiD* e
®~

:

attach no importance to the word P^\
ised to *f* t

Linnams in the plural number, wa«
t3

;

he«gl

;

common character of many ,I
l

1

/

ere"
1uhoscFlants(!S&

understood to refer to the pisti s.of all W
_ ^^understood to refer to the P'

sw" v
„; haVe been *-^

and the singular number could notJ bm^
adopted. That he used it loosely in pra

strUct
ureot^

when he applied the term to an Anim^i ^ p&»£^
and his school misunderstood. When 1^^ fronijj^f

•>ad numerum, his meaning roustj ^^ ^e jJE^BJ-

meftBtJEjft?

communication I have forwarded a sample of Grapes wb-ere he expressly declares (§ w?*
JJTbythe

from the same Vines which were pruned earl? in Anril
nura

,
ber bv the styles, if there bo an -

andstarted ir.May, and which were fully colored Lt S^ff^S *££'£%> „_ ^week, although they have not yet wholly attained the female apparatus has three BtJfpnw* ° fl .^mff

flavour of complete ripeness

to make a statement of the
have ripened crops since o o _ ajm ..„, w „. waMM^VM. — - wx_
1859 the crop was quite ripe in April. In 1860 it was In defining a Strawberry. Lm"jl f

constr"^

ripe in February, and in December of the same year J"*"*™
8
. *£ rS

ml7 by *
to had the seeS;r

,, ac *„m« j li - , - have been PistilUx numerosa, etc., xw*^ ^ed Vr.^fiM
another crop was ready for table, and the fourth crop female apparatus been intended to £.fpfctiH-
as stated above is now fully coloured, and in order to definition stands we can only tr^^bat *e ^ *M*ik
convey some idea of the weight I may state that the I

numerous germens. We cannotj.^ ^ bet^be

Vinery is 30 feet in length and that the length of rafter is

15 feet. In this space there are 19 rods which have
an average crop of 20 bunches to a rod, and the average
weight of each bunch will be about 1 lb., some consider-
ably more, and some less. The border is supplied with
bottom heat. D. S. MicTcleham, North Berwick,
Haddingtonshire, N.B. [These were thoroughly good

oogtf ?J5

clean healthy timber would be found on the dry soil, ; specimens of Black Frontignan, Black Hamburgh and
and decrepid mossed halt rotten poles on the clay; and

j
Museat of Alexandria Grapes. They did Mr, Micklehamwho can say that this unhappy result will not attend much credit, and we trust his example of using heatedthe forced and manured trees of some of onr gardens ?

'

-Nottingham.
'

uuuivivuo kv* I********* » ^ —— turn lo

the word Pistil, for which Ojnmcvau .

fc
0Ujr _.

but we must contend that if nsef fTnssieu e^f^J W
meaning given it by Tournefort ana o worjs

»

we think by Linnams himself, **

interpreted]

British Association,
Makcsesteb^^^

!

i

SeclTon" DV*Nori:-Dr. *»*#*»*t
paper " Upon the Influence ex

t

e
.
r

^
u
refe

rred

Functions of Plants." The antho. rei ^
instance to his own experiment v
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P ieal Transect 1836, as proving amongst Mr. Rogers, ner U18. Noble,
,

Esq., Ben

it ion of carbonic acid ami Taplow, the branches loaded with glorious bur.
ther lac' 8 that the decompos
;e consequent disengagement of oxygen by the leaves

was due, not to the caloritic or actinic, but to the

luminous portion of the spectrum. This position,

which has been subsequently confirmed by the re-

searches of Gardner, Draper, and others, (to whom the

establishment of the fact in question has been attri-

buted by a late French writer, M. Guillemin, who does

not appear to have been aware of the antecedent

researches of the author of this paper) seems best

reconcilenble with the idea, that light acts upon plants

as a specific stimulus, rather thin as a chemical agent,

those rays which exert the greatest chemical influence

affecting the functions of plants in the least degree.

This inference was con firmed by an experiment which

the author, in conjunction with Mr. Way, lately made
with the light which the latter |

itlemaii has invented,

by causing a thin stream of mercury to become the

medium < communication bet\s « the poles »f a

voltaic battery. This light, although i edlngly

vivid, and capable of prodm f striking photograph!

effect*, is eniefly oompoeed of rays possessing the

highest refrangibility, and contains but lew derived

from the central portion of the spectrum. It con-

sequently appears to exert no influence upon plants,

not causing any evolution of oxygen from leaves,

'though they were found to give out the same pas

freely under the action of the diffused light of the

tun on a moderately bright day.
No. 2.—Dr. Daubeny exhibited specimens of a Violet

peculiar to the Calamine rocks ofAix la Chapelle. This

Violet is stated by Professor Braun, on the authority of a

local chemist, to contain zinc as one of its constituents;

but without having verified this statement, Dr. Daubeny
was able to testify to the fact of the dependence of the

colour of the petals upon the presence of zinc in the
soil, as when the plant was growing upon the calamine
they were wholly low; when at thejunction of the latter

with the contiguous rock, they were partially blue, ami
when the soil was free of all admixture of zinc, wholl
of the latter colour. The Violet, although designated
by the specific name "ealaminaris " by local botanists,

seems to 1 >nly a variety of V. lutea.

Xo. 3.—Dr. Daubeny brought forward a paper " T'pon
the Functions discharged b\ the Roots ofPlants."—In this

communication the author attempted to show, that just
as the leaves of plants appear to decompose carbonic acid,
and to fulfil certain of their functions by virtue of some
power inherent in them as living agents, so in like
manner the roots must be supposed to exercise a power
of selection over the substances submitted to them,
which does not belong to dead membrane. In the ease
of the lea

, this faculty was inferred to exist, from the
influenc* ted upon them by the luminous and not
by the actinic portion of the sun's rays. In the case of
the roots, he was led to suspect its existence from two
principal considerations:—1st, because abnormal bodies
presented to their absorbing extremities do not appear
to obtain admission into the vegetable tissue, except in
cases where their poisonous influence uoon the part is
sufficiently strong to destroy its vitality, in which case
they pern up by virtue of endosmose and capillaritv,
as they would do through a membrane devoid of vitality.
2d, that when normal substances are exhibited more
profusely than usual, they do not appear to be assimi-
lated in proportion to the quantity taken into the
system, the latter not exceeding in any great
degree that which the plant commonly contain
The former proposition was substantiated by the
experiments he had himself made with arsenic,
strontian, and barytes, none of which bodies when
presented in small doses, appeared to be taken up
by the plant. The latter he conceived to be borne out
by another set of experiments, detailed in the Journal
of the Chemical Society, in which he had watered
plants of the same species with strong solutions, some-
times of salts of potass, fometimes of those of soda,
without in either case influencing their chemical com-
position beyond a certain fixed limit. In the former
instance he believed the abnormal substance to have

Hill,

ies of

the richest oran. coloured tubes. For this, which was

a fine sample of one of the finest of hothouse climbers,

a Special Certificate was awarded. Another special

award was made to a lovely little plant of Bertolonia.

or, as it is sometimes called, Eriocnema marmora'.a,

from Messrs. Veitch & Son; the beautifully variegated

leaves of this plant were exquisitely developed. The

same award was made to Mr. lvery, Dorking, for a very

nice group of hardy Ferns; and to Messrs

E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood, for

a collection of numerous varieties of the beautiful

class of Pompon or Bouquet Dahlias, lilliputiana

in size, and exceedingly ornamental in character. Messrs.

Osborn & Son, Fnlham, produced a plant of the minute

but beautifully marked Lepanthes calodictyon, a S.

American Orchid, and a suitable companion for the

Ana?ctochiles; also a ipecies of Anmctochile from Guaya-

quil with ovate leaves dotted over with angular silvery

spots. Both Messrs. Veitch <t Son, and Mr. Bull, had

plants of the graceful variegated Cyperus alternirblins

ariegatus, which is one of the prettiest <f ornamental

•Haged plants; and Messrs. Veitch had besides aline the diversities oiuu

sample of the v.rv handsomely marked and neat habit ed next to worthless

Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, and pretty pinnated The chief interest

not care to compare the author's opinion of the scenery
with that of bis predecessor. Neither, when following

a Highland tourist, do we wish to be suddenly called

upon to transport ourselves to Italy or Asia, uor to

listen to a disquisition on Holman Hunt's picture of

the Saviour in the Temple. These, and similar

passages, make us wish that the two volumes had been

condensed into one : in that case, we could have praised

without any reservation.

The author bestows unbounded admiration on the

country he has selected ; but, without denying its beauty

to a certain extent, bis own admissions incline us to

doubt whether the tourist, familiar with Scottish

scenery, would be entirely disposed to echo his

raptures. Such a remark as the following is sufficiently

apologetic in its tone to make us suspect that dis-

appointment might follow if we placed too implicit

reliance on the author's admiration. " It is true that

when compared with certain other better-known

districts, the scenery of the Land's End of Scotland

must (in some particulars) take an inferior rank; but

it only fails when put to the test of comparison ;
and

after all this test is but a variable one, dependent upon

the diversities of taste, and for all practical purposes

and distinguishing beauty of the

scenery of Can tire is the constant addition of the sea

to the landscape ; for the narrowness of the Peninsula

causes this to be visible from all parts. Other

attractions, peculiar to itself, belong to Cantire, and

we do not doubt that Cuthbert Bede is right in saying

and decidedly less ornamental than that glorious plant, that " to the historian, the antiquarian the geologist,

but having, according to Mr. Daniels' statement, the
I

the botanist, the artist, the fisherman the sportsman,

prickly slender stemmed Palm, called Calamus australis.

And from Mr. Daniels, gardener to Rev. C. E. Ruck

Keene, of Swyncombe House, osme a second species of

Bougainvillea named glabra, smaller and more slender

than I*. speciosa, and with smooth stems and leaves,

ing, accorumg
very desirable properties of being less difficult to culti-

vate and to bloom, and of being much more hardy. Th
Specimens which were shown had been obtained from a

plant less than a year old, grown during most of the

summer in a greenhouse, and now 5 feet high, well

furnished with branches, each terminated by a panic!

of flowers. All the foregoing, commencing with the

Lepanthes, were awarded First-class Certificates. Of
other subjects there was a Statice Frostii from Mr.

Frost, Dropmore: a large fine-looking tree-like hybrid

between Holfordii and imbricate, with very rich

deep purple flowers, but rather too thinly disposed in the

panicle; some double Zinnias, and a deep rose-coloured

dwarf Lobelia from Messrs. Carter & Co. ; a pretty, but

hardly enough developed Ana ictochile-like plant, called

.Ktheiia javanica ; another dwarfstriped-leaved Orchid,

Spirantbes Lindlevana; and also the fine greenhouse

Palm, Areca sapida, all from Messrs. Veitch ; some
additional variegated Orchids from Messrs. Osborn
& Son ; one of the best of the beautiful dwarf golden

Gymnogrammas, very highly coloured and robust
in habit, together with Khynchc albo-nitens, two

and to the tourist in search of a healthy climate, sea

breezes, and fine landscapes, Cantire will amply repay

a visit."

" Cantire was the original seat of the Scottish

monarchy, and its chief town was the capital of the

Scottish kingdom centuries before Edinburgh existed.

It wsb the first part of Western Scotland where

Christianity took root : for in Cantire St. Columba's

tutor, and then St. Columba himself, preached the

ospel before it had been beard at Iona, or in any

other part of the Western Highlands and islands.

From its nearness to Ireland it was subject to other

invasions than those by the Danes ; and from its being

one of the chief territories of the Lords of the Isles,

and having within its boundaries some of their most

important strongholds, its soil was the scene of per-

petual feuds and chronic wars." All these topics

will be found described at large in the pages of

Glencrcggan: slightly jumbled up together, it is

true ; the author having chosen to hold forth on

the different subjects as they were suggested by the

localities in which he und himself, rather than

Caladiums, and a group of early -flowering Chrysanthe- arrange them in some sort of order, producing in some
- " * ' "

instances a curious alternation between ancient and

modern times, which is a little bewildering.

The chief town in Cantire, and indeed the only one

of note, is Campbelton ; and we give Cuthbert Bedefe

description of it, omittiug, however, that of Maculloch,

which immediately follows :

—

" The town was originally called in Gaelic Ceann

Loch, ' the head of the loch,' and denotes its situation

at the further end of the bay. The harbour widens

after we have passed through its narrow neck ; it is

nearly 2 miles in length, with a depth of water vary-

ing from 5 to 13 fathoms. The largest vessel can

enter it at any state of the tide, and approach close to

the town. A sweep of lofty hills shuts in the harbour,

and the town encircles the further end of the loch in

a crescent-like form. It is a town of very respectable

dimensions, containing its 7000 inhabitants, with its

churches, and its outlying villas bordering the bay, its

quayB and harbours crowded with fishing-boats and
vessels in picturesque confusion. As we neared

Campbelton, whose white houses and villas were

mums, from Mr. W. Bull ; double Fuchsias of no
particular merit, from Mr. Chater and Mr. Wheeler

;

a couple of plants of Kinghorn's Purple Standard

Lobelia, from the raiser, showing it to be a fine habited

and useful border plant; and some well grown plants

from Mr. Smith, llornsey Road, of a Calceolaria

called canadensis (! !) maintaining the character of

dwarfness and profuseness of bloom for which it had
been previously rewarded. Two or three Dahlias were
shown, one of which, a creamy white named Miss
Henshaw, from Mr. Henshsw of Handforth, was
commended.

iflotttcs of asoo&g.
Glfncrerjgan • or a Highland Home in Cantire.

By Cuthbert Bede. Longman A Co.

"Who knows anything about Cantire? Is there one
in a hundred who ever even heard of Cantire ? " Such
is the exclamation of Cuthbert Bede on arriving at his

destination ; and he is not far from the truth in sup-

posing that he has etumbled on a region possessing the reflected in the blue waters of the quiet bay, the
attraction of being, if not an unknown at least an setting sun was sinking over the hills behind the town,
undescribed country. Most of us, we suppose, could and flooding the landscape with a golden splendour,
place our fingers correctly on its place in the map, but It was a beautiful scene, and one that would amply

quantity, by supposing the latter to represent merely

Zhll fT
M ^culatin& through the sap at the periodwnen the plant was cut down and the analysis made

The volumes before us owe their origin and name to

an invitation to a friend's house, of which the author
and his wife availed themselves in the autumn of 1859;
where, finding himself out of the beaten track of
tourists, Cuthbert Bede seems to have endeavoured to

combine profit with pleasure, by giving to the world

been excluded from the vegetable organisation ; but in |

beyond this we must acknowledge the justness of his repay the toil of a far more troublesome journey
the latter he would rather suppose that the normal con- question—Who knows anything about Cantire ?

"" '
* " * " *^nt» after having been received into the system,

"
"

had become eliminated, and hence he would account for
the difference in composition brought about by adding
*m excess of some one constituent beyond the usual

all that he could learn respecting the " Land's End " of
^•^^.HPI-led to the^uThori^Bafon llbig

nf^r^
rat,°n

f -

th
?e VieW8' that Philosopher bavin! —^ -,xerrea irom certain facts originally established by Mr »nd he has °een most conscientious in his examination

A«Zl\ • f *i.

P00t
?i

°f plants exerfc the P°wer of of all available materials, condensing them with judg-
ueiacning from the soil ingredients retained by too close m«nt> **& presenting them to us in a readable and

a*iil / *
sparable from it by the unassisted interesting form ; consequently to those who meditate

action ot water and carbonic acid. The difference a triP *> Cantire, or wish to know anything of the
existing in the chemical composition of plants which Place> we woul<i sav, read Olencreggan. But at the
gTow m the same soil aJso shows, that a certain power same time we must add, that the authors dctermiua-
oi selection must reside somewhere in the vegetable tion to make a book is visible on every page ; and
****** Which each species is enabled to take up the

than that which we had been called upon to
undertake ; and its picture will form a pendant in>

my memory to that of Loch Ranza. They are rival

beauties, but each deserving a crown of excellence.""

"Campbelton possesses tan works, woollen manufac-
tories, a salt manufactory, bleach fields, and rope
walks ; but the chief trade of the place is now whiskey.
There are about 39 large distilleries, paying not iir

ingredients present in different proportions.

tion to make a book is v
finding that the little he really had to tell would

not swell to sufficient dimensions, he has eked out h

descriptions with quotations in prose and verse from

p „ every writer whom he could possibly press into his
KOT1I Hortictltural : (Floral Committee,) Oct. 8. service. From Maculloch whole pages are thus taken,— i nere were some very interesting subjects exhibited with due acknowledgment, it is true ; but why must

on hub occasion, among which we may specially allude we be perpetually called upon to read two (and fre-
*o tome splendid wreaths of Bignonia venusta, from quently more) descriptions of the same place 1 Wi

Scotland. Inasmuch as he is the first to introduce from 100,000/. a year in duty ; and probably there is

this locality to our notice, he is fortunate in his subject; not a vessel that leives this harbour without its stock

of whiskey on board. Glasgow is the principal market
for it. In fact Campbelton has gradually drawn to

itself the supply of Glasgow and other towns of the

<lyde. Its vicinity to the principal Barley landstof

Cantire renders its situation far preferable to that of

lasgow for the manufacture ; and the easy and per-

petual intercourse by steamboats has brought the
maiket to its doors. The manufacture of spirits, and
consequent trade, have influenced the import as well

as the export ; and although Barley and Bear, which is

an inferior kind of Barley, have become the staple pro-

duce of Cantire, they are still insufficient for the supply
of the distilleries."

The graver portions of the book are relieved by
numerous legends and anecdotes, plentifully sprinkled

We do throughout its pages ; some old and well worn, others..
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comparatively fresh. The following probably belongs

to the former class, but to those who have not seen it

before, it will be interesting :
—" And while the naked

foot may be accepted as a national characteristic, we
may remember that it was through a naked foot that

Scotland was saved. If that bare-footed Dane, who,

in the darkness of the night, trod upon the rough

prickles of the Thistle (thenceforth to become the

national emblem), and, yelling with the suddenness of

the pain, aroused the garrison and put them on their

defence ; if he had worn boots, or even one of those

pairs of rough skinned Scottish ' brogues ' that were

constructed with slits at the heel, so that the water

might run out of them, then, who can tell the sequence

of events that may have followed 1 As it is, there

—

to remind us of the great events accruing from the

misplaced confidence of a naked foot—there is the

Thistle for Scotland's badge, with its prickly Dane-and-

enemy-defying motto, Nemo me impune lacessit,

which, being interpreted into good broad Scotch,

means (according to the song)

—

Wha daur meddle wi' me I
"

Cuthbert Bede, though recommending botanists to

weak solution of chloride of lime, by adding about an
j

are most abundantly given out, and more

o

ounce of a strong solution of that substance to a quart

of distilled water ; then soak the skeletons in this solu-

tion for some hours ;
generally three or four will suffice,

but when they are very thick a longer period will be

necessary. After this operation has been performed,

wash the skeletons thoroughly in pure water, and lastly,

dry them by freely exposing th em to light and air.

Pharmaceutics Journal,

*fethe early ^varieties on their becoming % -rr i

late-keeping^^l
frequently over the fruit room, and

These, in fact, ought not to be in the sam
with the more valuable late-kom^ e9*;

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—As has been formerly stated,

summer-flowering twiners, which usually get unsightly

at this season, should be cut back freely, as should also

any others that will submit to that kind of treatment.

In the case of cold pits, the time has now arrived for

getting straw shutters or whatever else it may be in-

tended to use for coverings for them put in readiness for

use without delay. Straw shutters if well made are

expensive in the first instance, but are considered by

visit Cantire, can scarcely be trusted on this subject ; many to be the most efficient of any kind of covering in

for, when passing the Isle of Arran, he pauses in his use; and taking into account the time they last they

description to suggest the possibility of a visitor

paying his expenses by taking home with him a suf-

ficient quantity of the Maiden-hair Fern, which he says
" grows in luxuriant beauty " in " dark Arran's dells."

But alas for the tourist who shall take his advice ! the

Arran in which this pretty Fern abounds is not the

island at the mouth of the Clyde, but one of a similar

name off the west coast of Ireland !

The illustrations, from the author's pencil, are good,

and a great addition to the book ; but why must the

tiny vignettes which commence the chapters be digni-

fied with such high sounding titles ? A couple of

grouse, or the back of an old woman's cap, are hardly

worthy, of being recorded in the index. The book

possesses so many merits that it can afford to have

these small absurdities pointed out ; they do not

are perhaps as cheap as any. Expose the stock in such

pits freely to air on every favourable opportunity,

so as to check growth and get the wood firm. Little

water will be required at the root, but look over the

plants every few days, withholding water until it is

absolutely necessary, and then giving a moderate

soaking. Heaths and other things subject to the

attacks of mildew must be closely watched, and sulphur

applied the moment the enemy is perceived.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The trying period for those who have to

winter their young stock in pits heated by fermenting

materials may be expected soon to arrive, for with short

days and cold nights it is a difficult matter to preserve

Pines in a healthy state, where warmth must be

accompanied by excessive moisture. Keep the linings

any fruit that appears to be unsound, p^6 *

for planting. Where there is room to^
Mushroom house a little Seakale if Wat

i

forced. The roots should be placed on
warm dung, filling up the spaces between
old tan or with the soil and manure mixed
Mushroom bed, giving a good watering

tota
amongst the roots. The bottom heat shU

^

70°, as too much heat is not favourable^

strong growth. Take advantage of wV
making fresh Mushroom beds, and clearijw

I

turning them every day until they arei

to prevent excessive fermentation T
Carefully examine Onion stores, aud rem*

there are any symptoms of decay. Thei

is reported to be very troublesome this t-
best remedy is perhaps picking off the afe

and burning them.

that are spent; also collect and preparei^
forming fresh beds by spreading thenij^
tnrnincr them everv day until thevar. **

Pi

t

STATE OP THE W FATHER AT CHISWICK NEAT.

FortheWeek ending Oct. 10, 1861. as observed at the fforBnjfc

detract; from its real interest nor prevent our com-
sufficUJntl 8trong to mainfcain the temperature at

mending it to thosewho wish to become acquainted
aboufc 65</ wbich

°
will allow of givillg air rather freelv

with the country in question, without wading through

the somewhat ponderous pages of Maculloch in search

of trustworthy information.

Miscellaneous.
Newspaper Science.—" A correspondent furnishes us

with the following :—While residing near Malvern, a

few weeks ago, I was one day admiring a fine Thorn
"bush in the orchard of a farmer, when the proprietor,

seeing my attention attracted, walked up and informed

me that the tree was called 'The Holy Thorn.' He
then proceeded to enumerate its peculiarities, telling

me that it only came into blossom ac 12 o'clock on
every Christmas-eve, and that the flower flourished but
three or four minutes. Moreover, he stated that, were
a branch cut off", instead of any ordinary white sap

flowing from the incision made, the fluid that issued

would be blood-red. Several people, he said, had come
from great distances to see this curious specimen of the
vegetable world." This stuff is served up to its readers
by a learned morning Newspaper !

Horticultural Intellect.— The Baron D. of St.

Quentin bought one day a magnificent Camellia covered
with a thousand flower buds. Some time afterwards,

passing through Picardy, we found the unlucky
Camellia without a flower; it had cast them all, and
the ground was paved with them. The Baron had no
gardener, but having laid down his carriage and not
liking to part with his coachman, he had given him the
charge ot the plant in question. An old family vehicle
was made to answer for a greenhouse, and a rusty
German stove was set to work to keep the place hot,
and to destroy at the same time every particle of mois-
ture in the air. "Ah I

" said the Baron, " the climate
•fcf Picardy does not suit Camellias j you should have told
me so." Van Houtte's I'lore des Serres.

Dissecting J r-es.— Several correspondents having
applied to us for information as to the beat mode o
directing leave*, 4c., we subjoin the following particu-
lars, which a correspondent has kindly forwarded to
us -.—Steep the leaves, seed-vessel" her parts of the
plant icli are required to he dissected, in rain w,it<>r

leave them exposed to its influence until the whole of

the 8)ft or pulpy matters arc decomposed. The period

required tor this operation varies much in different

leaves, &c, ac«*rdiug to their texture; thus, some
require but a few weeks, others as many month?.
When the pulpy parts are completely decomposed, the

n«xt operation consists in their removal fnm the tibro-

vascnlar network with which they were originally con-

nected. This requires much care and patience. There
are two ways of ncromplishing it; one, which consists

in carefully exposing thi to a stream of fresh water,

using at the same time a brush ; and the other by
simply placing them in fresh r, and removing with
care the decomposed portion, in like manner, with a

brush. Some difficulty will be found at first in doing
this without, at the same tin e. breaking the fibr«

vascular network; but a little practice mil soon render
it easy of accomplishment. The adoption successively
oC simply fresh wa nda streou of the fame, applied
by means of a sjrin^e, will be frequently found
desiralle. The pulpy portions having been removed,
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Average . 29.985 1 29.874 72.3 48.0 60.3
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on fine days, and a little must also be given in all

states of the weather, when doing so does not cause

the thermometer to sink under 55°. There should be

no attempt made at inducing growth, but the linings

should be kept rather strong, so as to be prepared

against the setting in of severe weather, and also to

allow of giving sufficient air to prevent excess of

moisture. See that efficient coverings are prepared,

and endeavour to keep the bottom-heat steady at about
75°, and the soil in a rather dry state. This system of

Pine growing is now, however, but little practised, and
it would be economy on the part of those who adopt it to
supersede it at once by means of a hot- water apparatus.

Vineries.—The night temperature to begin forcin

with should range about 50°, raising it to 60
J

by day,
or a little more with the assistance of the sun. Also
endeavour to secure a little warmth for the roots in

the outside border, and if fermenting materials be used
watch these narrowly, and endeavour by timely
additions and frequent turnings to •ecure a regular
gentle warmth of 60° or 66° at a foot below the surface
of the soil. If fermenting materials arc em ployed, there
will be a great saving of labour, &c, by thatching them
with a good coat of something to throw oil" w and
preserve them from the weather.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Chrysanthemums are now everywhere occupying I

attention ; let them be tied out so as to display their I

blossoms to the best advantage. Protecting materials
must soon be got ready for such plants as require
to be covered up in winter; where dry Fern can be
had it answers the purpose perfectly. Choice sor

of Hollyhocks may soon be taken up, potted, and
wintered in a cool house; they will be exceedingly

useful for furnishing cuttings, and these if got in early
|

111 spring will make excellent plants for next season.

Be careful to secure transplanted things against wind,

especially la> plant*, which should never be left until

they are properly staked or otherwise made fast, for

when this is put off it frequently happens that the roots

et injured through the tops being rocked about. Get
I intended to be planted with Dahlias and

Hollyhocks next season dcepiy trenched and ridged up
so as to expose it as much as possible to the weather,

putting in plenty of good rotten manure, especially

where the Hollyhocks are to stand, for these require a

deep rich soil.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The fine weather which we have lately experienced

has been very favourable to the ripening of late fruits.

Continue therefore gathering both Apples and Pears
most varieties of which will now be fit. Nonpareils should

be amongst the last gathered, and the same may be said

of Giou Morceau, Beurre Ranee, and Easter Beurre*

Pears. If Coe's Golden Drop Plums be carefully

gathered, wrapped singly in thin paper, after remaining !

some days in a dry airy room and then packed in

shallow boxes, they will keep a long time, and so will

the blue Imperatrice, and the Ickworth Imperatrice,

tl>e latter being the more preferable Plum of the two.

It cannot be too often repeated that all choice fruit

should be gathered when perfectly dry, and in storing,

; slight rain.
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r
HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY

(E8TABUSBKD 1S40,)
prepared to send out the folk-wing MANURES:—

CORN MANURE for Ad IN SOWING.
PERPUOSPH ATE of HM

DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
NTRA D URATE.

BLOOD MAN I' ft Cot CORN".
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of
HON 1 A, and every other Manure of value.

5. Fenchurch Street, J Edw. Pckser, Secretary.

URNAKD, LACK, and C( 3 CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of L1M3 guaranteed to contain
•hcric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
.ate of Lime.

CON PRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to
preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must
very gratifying to you, and are the be proof of the very

agricultural and commercial value which characterises
concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, v. stimonials,

-ws, fee . may be baa application to J >, Lack,
* Co- , Button Road. Plymouth.

T AWE'S ANURES.
J The Manures manufactured v J. R. I.awes for the

Bescnt season of 1861 are now re:uiy for d >• v his
Factories, at the lowing

] es :

—

LAWB8- i'ATI : I P MANURE, and RONS
TERPI; I'll A fLIME £6 6

AW RPHOSPHATE of LIME from
BURNT i;<»N MINI PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES- BARI -IIAS-S andMJ L MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mb. Lawp.s, • through

is appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
rices varying sec ling to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvi Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs

; Nitrate
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other CI mica! Manures.
American and ikes at market prices.
' iress John Ben.vkt Lw L Adt io Place, London

Bridge, EC. ; and Liffey Buildings. I u Quay, Dublin.

Pig8. Pigs. Pigs.

')i\f\ T0XS of DAMAGED KICK, suitable for
~v* J\J feeding Pigs, to be sold for Cash at 47. per Ton.
At W. Jupp & Co. 's Cattle Food Depot, 42, Great Tower

treet, E.C.

HORSE and CAULK FOOD, 3 per « t.

;

and Poultry Food, 16*. ; Dog Biscuit. 15 j Compreseea
Beef Greaves, 12#. and 16*.; Rice Meal, 7*. 6d. and 9$. 6of.

;

Indian Meal, 14*. : Locust Beans, 10* 6</. ; Locust Dean Meal,
it. ; Linseed Meal, 16*. 6V. ; Screened Bengal i ice, 1U,

;

Chicken Riee, 10* Sold for Cash only by
W. Jrpp &Co. , Cattle Food D 42. GreetTower Street, E.G.

FIVE rHRKE-LIGHT I S for SALE in good
order, and e handsome BERKSIIII. SOW, with

Pig*, the secoii . To save trouble the price of the Sow and
IifTlgs is 8* ; the ligs arc three weeks old.

Apply it Mr. Hrrr. , Bil

M
irchfield Lodge, South Lambeth , S. _

Drainage Season.

R. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the DRAIN-
AGE of ESTATES by Commission or Contract.

o2. .et. Westminster, S.W.

TAMER attd IEDE1:ICK HOWARD,
ft BRtTAKirTA Works, Bedford. nufacturers ofAM CULT I loRs, STEAM PLOUGHS* CHAMPION
PLOUGHS. HARROWS, HORSE RAKES, A HAYMAKERS.

Catalogues, with I particulars, sent free on application.

JOHN FOWLER, .Tun., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

<an be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

P 1 OHOUP0N the WOOL8TONSYSTEM againsto^lv/W any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Surra,
WooUton, Bletchley St on.

Wind Power.

JR. PEILL, 17, K«nr Park Street Sonthwark, S.E.,
• begs to inform intending purchasers that ho baa now

increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent WIND
BNOINK3 for Pumpinff, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping, &e.
Prospectuses an 1 inform^ n may bo obtained by

sing ono postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full wbrk
may be inspecU n the Premises daily,*

t* i imjii^ | i n, i s. t iii ! -
i

isi,,-^^ n_ m ~mm ^^m i_ m\ i^"w - 1 1 _——i __msW

Gutta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.

THE < ITY PERCHA COMPANY have the
pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Taiimonial from Mr. J. vrratt, Gr. tn Bosw Middleton
Jallasd, Esq., nf Boidemen ffoute, near HvlL

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta P ia Tubing, in
lengths of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last
12 months for watering these gardens, i 1 find it to answer
better tban anytbiog I have ever yet tried. The pressure of
the water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest
effect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
valuable invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
water our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-
half the labour required."'

i a
M
«

T
J
ufactUTed b>" ttie GuTTA Percha. Company. Patentees,

?k5i!^T
f S09^ City Ro^L London* E-<-\ and sold by their

male Dealers in Town and Country.

F! J.
ARCHER'S RIM DOMO.»-Patroni^d

Htmf n^I?tt%tlie Q;rn^C Duke ^Northumberland
2.???tJSTfe *?• *?? Huke of Devonshire for Chis-
vrick Gatdeas, I eesor UodWy for the Horl ral icty,

lUS^JS^il^l%^ P
S
lace

'
Roval Z«x»logicii

o<aety, late Mrs. Lawrence of £almg Park, «kc.

PROTECTION' from the COLD WINDS k MORNING FROST
'•FRIOI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepa^Halr

and Wool a perfect non-condt r of Heat and Cold, keeping
wherever it is applwd, a fixed temperature. It is adapted &
all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching^of tho sun? from
wind, from attacks of insects, ana from morning frosts. To behad m any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. .. Is. W. per ymid run.
f ™ir yards wide . . . . 8«. per yard

oved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. M. per yard runDomo " Netting, 2 yards wide, It. 4d. per yard*run.
Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer 7
nnity Lane. Cannon ., City, and of all Nurserymen
id Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. °

" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering. 1*

Parkes* Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 96, Newgate St., E.C, London,
being the T\ le&ilo and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn Id Competition with
severalothers at the CI r Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; it has obtain the First Prize given by the Societv

at every Meeting since 1S50.

Messrs. Bdroess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.C,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.

Full particulars sent on application.

ENRY J. MORTON and CO.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern
for Cottage Houses, Ac, to contain 5' us, 26*. ; 80 gallons,

31*. each ; and HO gallons, 37*., and lit tod v ip, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of ail sizes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter. 30*.

82*. 6d. etc! i ; Tail Pipe for same at from loci, per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
f.>r Garden or F:i use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, :5$.0d. each.

MUSGRAVE'S PATENT STABLE FITTINGS
l HAHMIESS LOOSE BOX . PATENT IRON

COW-HOUSE FITTINGS, and IRON PH Mill .

Theec inventions are recom-
mended 08 possessing numerous
advantages not to be found in

Anything hitherto made. At
the late Meeting of the R
Agricultural Society at I

MUSORAVE RROTHKRSN a

S'u lal, and tw Vwards
of " Highly Cornmended," being

the only Prizes conferred on any competitor in this class.

Particulars sent on application to the Inventors and Makers,
M U80RAYF. Brothbs, Ann Street Iron Works, Belfast.

JTVLOK AND SONS'
• PATENT JRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot- Houses,

&,c. Trice 25*. 6./. each.

THE LANDS IMPROV1 EN T COMPANY*—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in i$5S

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Aoents, Surveyors, &c.

at England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to anuouuee that the Company*a

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. Tho Company now advance money, unlimited ia
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all eases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 2j years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, I ngines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navig o ri a or lakes.

i. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
pul general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same v e expenses on tho lands in 1.

Noinvesi le is required, and tho Company ng
of a st ial eliaractei • not inteif^^Rth the plans*
and o.\ iuon of tho W b, whii h arc controlled only by tho
Government Eiulosure Commissioners.
For further Information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable VYiu.iam Naimku, Managing Director,

. Old Palace Yard, Westmm r. S.W.

HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTKY
SHOW, 186L.

The THIRTEENTH GREAT A.NNTJAL EXHIBITION' of

CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY, and HOOTS
will he hold in Bingley Hall on MONDAY, TUJ>OAY,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th of

December next, when Prizes, Cups, or other articles of Silver

Plate and Gold and Silver Medal* to the amount of 14602.

will be rded.
Prize Lists and Certificates oi Entry may bo obtained on

application. The Entries close on November 1.

John B. Lythall, Secretary.
Offices, li, Temple Street, Birmingham.

T

SMITH FIELD
The ANNUAL

IRON YARD
and

< RDKN PUHPS
8 feet 6 inches under spout

2* 3 Si inch
43*. 5St. 60*. each.

J. Tvlor and Bonh nu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of
the ground.
PUMPS ofJ.Tylor & Sons'

munut uro to be obtain*
of Piumbcrs in all part*
the United Kingdom.

J. Tvlor & S< , Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street. London, E.C.

j H N WA&KSB and SON
Bell and Brass Founders to HER Majesty,

Hydraulic Exgiserrb. Brazikrs, &c. f

8, Crescent, Cripplegatc, London, E.C.

CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1861.—
SHOW of I AT CATTLE, 8HEEP, and

PIGS, will take place on DECEMBER 10, 11, 12, and 13, at
the Bazaar, King Street, Portman Square. The last day for

rtificatesof both Stock and Implements to bo returned to
the II n. Secretary is Friday, November L
Tho foil ng Formo of Certificates aro now ready, and In*
ling Exhibitors In applying for them need only quote the

iters and stato how many ot each they require.

Cattlk. Shkkp.
Form A—Ox or Steer Form D—Pen of 3 Wethers

B—Cow or Heifer E—One Sheep la Extra
C—Beast in Extra Stock Stock

Pi

Form F—Pen of 3 Pigs.

G—Ono Piff in Extra Stock.
In addition to the Prizes usually offered, separate Classes

have been established for the following Breeds of Sheep ;—
Kentish or Romney Shropshire

Qf Marsh .Mountain _^^^^^
Prize Sheets with Rule I Regulations and Forms ot

Certificates as aboi-o may be obtained of
B. T. Brandrkth Gikbs, Hon. Sec,

Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, Londn??, W
N.B. All communications on the Club's Business should have
e words "Smithfield Club" outride, to distinguish them.
om private letters.s,

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Weils not
exceeding 25 feet hi depth.
Diameter
of BarroL Height. £
2iin.8hortlft.7in.

2J „ long 3 „ 3 „
8 „ ditto 3 „ 6 ,,

84 „ ditto 3 „ 6 ,.

4 .. ditto 3 ..

8. ii.

1

10
4
9 I

18

Fitted for lead, \ 1

gutta percha 1

or cast iron r 2
flanged pipe 2

„ —„,~ », ,, . ,, { ah required. 2

2£ ,, short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready lor fi xing 2

2$ .. long ditto djrto 2 14
This Pump is 1 -d with .T. W. &,

Patent Vibrating mdard, Ira >ved Re-
volving Cup, Metal Bucket, and Brass Sue-

€ftt agricultural <5a$ttte»
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12,1861.

MF.r.TINC, FOK MAT WEES.
Tcxsz>A.r, October 15—Herefordshire Apri. Society at Hereford.

No. £

W

Also

"We gave same weeks ago a full report of Hr.
Hallktt's Pedigree Wheat. Our readers will
remember that threa pieces were referred to :—

a

small experimental plot (No. 3, below) where seed
had been dibbled, one to every square foot, at the
rate of 4} pints per acre; another (No. 2) an 8-

tion \ e." By means e devolving Gap acre field dibbled at the rate of 6 pecks per acre;

^%££i££?%2&r Uk ««l • third (No. 1) a 10-acre Seld planted at the
rate of one peck per acre. Now, shortly after our
visit, when the last of No. 1 was being cut, and
all the rest was standing in sheaf in the field, we
received the following statement of measures,
numbers, and weights taken on a portion of Plots
Not. 1 and 2, and on the whole of No. 3.

ARXER'S IMI'ROVKI) LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted vrith

arxer's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot cl .n action. The Barrel
ia made of Galvanised Iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasureonthe stand, the legs ofwhich
d together, and it may be carried

(

with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ t. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong

Brass Union for Suction
Pipe • • - • • • . . 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of
..340

Sheaves.

Total
•I acre

2 9

2 5

Planished Copper
Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pipe, tor tying on Suc-

tion Pipe • ", „ '
2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible .Suction Pipe,

on wires, in either 10, 12, or

15 foot lengths ..per
No 43 is a similar Pump t-. the a

v. JO without stand, but wit
No - 42- wTOUght-iron straps for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 21. 6a „. .

Every description of Machinery for Raising TV ater, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumi &c. ; also Firo and Gar-

den Engines, &z.
J. W sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on

applicati'-n.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or 1 lumber

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,.

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

A.

So. 1. Drilled 6 1

I
pecks per acre.

Nov. 20, 1

I

P.

32

1 INo. 2. rian? 1

peck per acre in
present season.

Oct. 20, 0.

Too late.

No. 3. Planted 10 12

grain in a hole ;

es a measured
toot apart every
way, equal to

4$ pints per acre.

Oct. 4, 1-stJO.

809 | U09
Bagged" or
Swapped.

"

1122
I «80

" Swapped."

Average
weight
of sheaf.

lbs.

1

W- Dg
8:

Irf* 11,22a

780
Nearly
14 10,355

* Reaped leaving a 14 inch stubble.

The produce of No, 1 was then estimated from
the threshing of 40 sheaves at 564 bushels per
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acre, and that of No. 2 was estimated at 64 bushels : subject to them. A dressing of sour buttermilk, well
Tmi* «/»..« brushed into the skin, is called for without delay, or

the usual application of stavesacre, soda, and soft soap,

if the former is ineffectual.

per acre.

The whole crop has since been threshed out,
"With the following" results :

—

No. 1. A 10- acre field—not planted until the
end of October on account of the wet season (1860),
which was fully six weeks too late for the quantity
of seed employed: viz., 10 pecks on the 10 acres
—produced 1861, 57 bushels of "Wheat and 140
trusses (of 36 lbs.) of straw per acre. This example
is, however, by no means recommended for
imitation.

No. 2. An 8- acre field—drilled 20th November,
1860, with 6 pecks per acre

of any other ailment that calfliood is

lave found " Day's Gaseous Fluid" an
In the case

liable to, we have
amply sufficient resource. Since using it we have not

lost a single calf, neither can we refer to a calf having

had any attack of scouring which continued a couple of

hours, nor to one instance of the succeeding meal being

refused, however much may have been the loss of

appetite previously.* Prohatum est.

Castration is generally performed when the calf is

from three to six weeks old

[OcioBj8 „

t,lfJ
P^ecediAs spring advances, the supply J ^

will necessarily be greater, accorai »'
age and ability to masticate. Bnf;,. t,le*'

™™d n A lQ«l" I

* This complaint (diarrhoea) is one of the most troublesome

JeiV i."i— / TrrL
V"" rT ^T*" Proaucea -Lool, with which the calf-breeder has to deal. Again and again

t)4: DUSnels of Wheat and 112 trusses of straw per inquiries are inserted in the agricultural papers asking infor-

acre. Both these fields were occupied by root !

mati
?
a on tht subJ ec£ n

aud tue re
J>

[[es ftl2 » ™ried ** the

«^^—. f j • li * \ • -.£«« J
t .-, queries are uniform. Take a recent case, from the columns

Crops (manured in the usual way) in 1860, and the of Bell's Weekly Messenger, where "An Old Subscriber"
Wheat was put in without any further manure or says—"I have adopted all the means veterinary skill

SDecial Dreoaration whatever Tf is hnwpvor ! fan suggest, but with no good result. Some of my calvesBpetwi preparauon whatever, it is, nowever, hcgin to soour whon nofc moro than u bours oldt aud some
impossible to get the Wheat IU ID proper time after from a week to 10 days. They live wholly on new milk, always
roots. sucking from the cows. My cows havo been living on hay

able or economical to send them o'uVt
p""

in the season. Last year we saw o
"*

the line of the Central and North p "5%
Scotland, lots ot puny, half-starved "Si" "i

the lee- side of the fence, while th
retained a full share of .their wintr!

^
streams running seawards were floods
ing snow. This was in the

earlr
and we cannot profess to W?
with the practice, though probably «*
scarcity offood in the north had

roots.

The Boil is light and
diately upon the chalk,

Wheat is from 32 to

shallow, resting imme-
and the usual crop of
36 bushels ner acre

40 bushels being considered a very good crop.

cut into chaff, mixed with pulped Mangold, at the rate of half
a bushel per cow per day, and 2 lbs. of oilcake
and 2 lbs. of meal. The cows have had no Grass
till this day. I lose about half my calves from this
scouring. Any information will be thankfully received."
One reply recommends the inquirer to " see that the cow be

Mr. HALLETT has, in the beginning of this
wel1 ™ilked before he allows the calf to suck, giving it a table-

r\nfV» rUilla^ »l>A«t 1C\ n«™o „ui, »ivA«*
e
on i

spoonful of castor oil, in new milk taken from a cow that hastmin, arillea about oU acres with about 30 necks. hPPn-/»ai,r^ ™™« *«J.« tu. «««.*. ^m* ;. *^ .i**. *,.« n ,rmonth, drilled about 30 acres with about 30 pecks,
using the small Turnip-cups of the seed barrel of
Garrett's drill : this is now, Sept. 30, well up, and
the plant as thick as could be wished.

His own statement is to the following effect

:

with it. Better far to spend a f*>
ficial food, than to push the xo\\*£*r
fields prematurely. And you willi
giving them only a few hours afidlS*
bringing them in again at night to i-Sl
with a bit of (hay) chaff for the olfeV
messofskim-milkandLinseedgruelfor Jl

If arrangements can be made for ranufi

foundakc

else. What with shelter, food,"and water
-"

calves in a park, such as is usually
foundabSj

man's place, they will do far better there tfcj

alike from the biting blast, the sco^L.

inl

" T tipvpt thnno-hf "NTn 1 o cn^ co V * «rU«+ mmutes." And again :—" If < An Old Subscriber * will give
1 never thought JSo. 1 a success, l. e., what his calves that scour (according to age and strength of the

I Call a success, hut 57 bushels is a Yerv great animal) from one-third to one-half of one of Cupiss's Consti-

crop for any land. I can show you a field of
tution Porse

,

/

nd c? ttIe Balls»
broken sufficiently fine to be

^ J ffiven HI cold p-ruel or wntfir. }i« wil find t.lm mfdininA o

been 'calved some time. The first milk is too rich for the calf.
I formerly lost several calves from the same complaint, but
never one since I adopted this plan." Another says, "Try a
teacupful of rennet for the scour in calves, given just before
they begin to suck, or a strong infusion of bramble leaves. Dry , .

" — ~** v- 1* "*«ncra idoi
the leaves in a cool oven, rub them down and infuse for 15 :

care to recognise. As Mr. Bowie, of Fori

vl]!
11!?!^" *£°d a£ain ;"~

"

I^/f" 0l6
:
^nh

^
ori
}
yJir̂ 'in ^7° noted breeder of polled cattle, remarked vfo

bar
11

e

t

eii

oi
wish

-Mi

at tl

beft

Silv.

11:

prizi

7.

the

com
Dtr

bjil

p.iyj

•f I

notl

»acr

Lei<

tormenting flies; the latter not onl v to £inkB
splash about in the running stream-we aL
is more in these old-fashioned matters tk

As

-^„ ~~j _-,„,. „_^ -* •* w ^ v m^+j

given in cold gruel or water, he will find the medicine a
remedy, and otherwise benefical. It may be repeated,
if necessary. In hot weather it will be necessary to
put the ball into cold water a few minutes, or it will
not break for mixing. " A fourth says:

—

4I
I should reconi-

«W%A«« #1 l.I«. *^ A i x* 1^1. 1-."^ ^1 .*_ \. . 11. J. l • * A

said he, " is the life of them," pointing

time to the burn or brook which ran along

of the field, and in which the calves were sta

swishing their tails, under a broiling sunshine.

calves reared in the manner we have m:

.pari

oft
shir

ueii

the

7 acres now up, the whole of which was one grain
two years ago. One acre of it was in one ear this
day one year ago."

It is plain^ that the whole subject of Wheat
improvement is in the hands of a very observant,
intelligent, and energetic man.

The sale of Mr. Sanday's herd at Holme- symptom of scouring i always give Day's Gaseous Fluid, which acconnted for the illness as exceptional, Uh:
pierrepont, on Thursday of last week, proved as ifAcgfrSl.""Jf ^E^.**110*-.* While the next says, "if should-1—-* *«— *—
«r« «««;^J * J m A .

»»c^, piu>cu, cis
' An Old Subscriber ' will discontinue feeding his cows on the mt«J ,.We anticipated, one Oi the most remarkable of the Mangels, and give his calves one table-spoonful of bruised

nHeU *
Season. We refprrpfl nf t^ S79 Ia ^ »«1 ~f *i.^ grains of Paradise and one tablesnoonful of starch simmm-oH in starvation. Better in Such a case to keep tk

home, nnd graze them on a piece of old turf, n

mend him not to let his calves have more than threo pints of striking, or quarter-ill, is hardly known, i

milk per day for the first four days, and not more than four nn i v i, ari nn n o-xan A«f *f i Kt\ M }„J. * *.

pints until they are a month old. I wean from 30 to 40 every '

°Ul^ h™ one
,
C4*se out °/ 150 calves so tr

year, and never lose one from scouring. If they show the least was attenaed by special circumstaDC^iWni

season. We referred at p. 872 to several of the ?ram8of Paradise and one tablespoon ful of starch simmered in
,

families of whioh iho V»prrl «™ c\ a+aA A~an~~A a
a quart of new milk

- and rcPeat it two or three times if neces- !idinuies 01 wnicn tne hera consisted—descendants sary, I have no doubt the effect will be satisfactory." Another :

filled with taken-in stock as to causeauUi

r.
r< l j t 3 x—V -v,wwv.^.v.«.iXUO >my, x uave uououdc me enect win De satisraccory. ' Another

irom uarland, Lavender, Lady Augusta, Fan- !

gentleman recommends food lather than medicine to be looked
Chette, Foggathorpe, &c.~and we referred to th^ to :-*' I vrould advise to double the quantity of cake and meal ™ ceruuniy many parss (or enclosures wy-

- - Vi
^. 1t/

c ^.^u t\tQe Piven to the cows, and withhold the Mangel; on no occasion them) where an arrangement of the bad c.

LDlUy. lniS naS been should this root he trivpn to rows Mick linrr vnnnrr oaltr-o j:i _j .1 -c-.i. u„ „1„B„ Jl«

year's " seeds/' or something oi the kind. I

are certainly many parks (or enclosures adjc

value of th^ "Fi-nnWto f«^T;T«.
' rruH'tT

wv w"^ given to the cows, and withhold the Mangel; on no occasion them) where an arrangement of the kind <a

™!/V V •
family. This has been should this root be given to cows suckling young calves, readily made • and even if not pretty close at hiproved by the SIX members of that family ,

An 01d dairymaid," also, -who superintends the rearing V ..J' J
e

'.
,

' i-^lSrnr-
averaging no less than 133?. apiece The folWnl ;

of
.

a
J
OTt

.
S0

- V*™*** calve« yearly, seldom losing one of theuf.
f
;\
Ci
}
lty ot

m
ralhva

-
v communic.1t/on pariallym

is tkerpnnrt •

apiece. ±ne lolloping I wishes to give 'An Old Subscriber' advice how to prevent distance of 20 or HO miles. 9 ¥any oftfie wesl,

iU *""" (scour in calves. As soon, then, as the calf is born she recoin- land f '

% *

mends about a pint or a pint and a half of beastintr from „„.,«--
• the dam to be given to it. by means of a small horn out of

Cl0flS *"* *-^ue »
w lue *""' "" r

-
r""I7u

|

which the calf will usually suck it. All the remaining beast- uis<l V reckoning that their own pazingsg/j*
ings which can be milked from the cow should be drawn from the shnpe of milk, butter, or cheese, fir*.
Her, as She Will naflirallv rrfain nnito onAii^l. «,..! . r. . .' * . T»_.i fron s

^

Tribes. «
S Garlands *

Average-58^. ^. 6d.
" 4°

JS Lavenders
g04

a -n, Li±
Average Ut. 13s. id.

'

SFanchettes
g0 o

Average-132Z. 17#. 6d.
10 Augustas „

q

o r ^ Average-38^. 19s. W.
3 Foggathorpes 00
« ««• .

Average— 73?. 10«.
9Waterwitchs .. ..

,, ^., Average—35?. 4s. Sd.

M

S.

4

d Old

6

5

11

10

Average—42?. 17s. 2c?.

50 Cows and heifers

„-.„ Average-5.; ( . Zs.'cd.

Average—44?. 4». 10t?.

317 2

471 9

£2808 15

• 603 12

5472 7
Total sale

Hie total average was 53/. 8s. od. Among the
highest prizes reached were Lot 14, a four-year-
old cow, purchased for 225 guineas hy Mr.Barclay, of Keairil, Fifeshire; Lot 22, a four-
year-old cow, bought by Mr. Pawlett, of Beeston,
tor 16o guineas

; Lot 30, a 2^-year-old heiferbought by Mr. Waldo, of Edenbridge for 180guineas; Lot 46, a nine-months-oldVeife calfbought by Mr. Pawlett for 105 guineas. Theaeare the lour cows, descendants of the cow « Fame
"

to which we referred a fortnight ago as bdnelikely to fetch the highest priceslt the sale.
g

thlnZm
6
- "I" r

nat
/i

raI,y retain quite enou^h -
aud °^a more population nc r at 1 and.' But, fro. i>than sufficient, for the rapport of her offspring. A 8 n as the J„S J ? , J , ,, ? If noli-Y wfckn forWi

tk
caf is strong enough to stand, it should be induced to Hi,ck

" nc! 1™ ,,imI fooIlsh 80rfc °f P KLmd«i
tokinffftiTOtbata8«mallaquantitya8po88iblebelcftinthebaff' ^'estowing more than the smallest f^f"
ww?ld/ub8C

^
lbe

lV
8ho

:
,w trcat thc animals tl10 '-evcrsTof attention or expense upon their stock^V

w at ho docs, v,/., the calves should not be allowed their fill of „« I" « i
'

^pensc upw
gunurier see^Xo

milk till they are at least a week old
; hut should ,Couri g t ko VJK * P^ t,,eJ a,r

-V' ^ *

f", J^ol if»
place about the time named, which is not at all unusnrd even ,ltt,e for them.f Thomas Bowick W «P «

Sout and ^ri"^ 1**^1 roak0
J
th

1

cm inclined to move tural Society's JournalS a"d t0 F
.
eck f°r the teat, and they are, no doubt, oftenlost for the want of a little milk being given to them, if how-ever, the scouring continues, about three lar

; tableepimfuleof Lmseed-oil should be administered, and. if this docs nothave the desired effect, give milk from another cow buibv nomeans use drugs of any kind, as 'An Old Dairymaid 'confers V, -"' —""" ~\ ""•
i vh von eSWthe best remedy is good nursing, and that want of , ^J article on cheese making, in which jou»r

attention to them while so very young is often the craratf »- -»k,: - -**—*'— « f.bft «reat imp*™?

LVERHAi"THK CHEESE SHOW AT W0

In yoixr Journal of the 6th October U

We may be excused adding to the length of this note by givingthe reply which we penned in answer to the same inqiSy^?f
Remedies for the above ailment are often local andempirical

; it U far better to treat it constitutional inshorty remove the cause, and the effect will , Be > Butunfortunately several details are wanting from which to form*fcnt
-
or
^
m*ke a

, Profitable suggestion. Diarrhea incalves may, and often does, arise from very diverse and frequently what may be called trivial causes? these cause*

the public attention to thc great .~- r ,
f

branch of agriculture, and you state tn»

of the Staffordshire Agricultural !
*<**•

Wolverhampton, no mention has oeeu

cheese exhibited there. This omission.w

of the members of the Society and aw>
•

,-.1 ._. 4.1,0 cheese 'V

thetne Midland Counties being excessively

large portion of the visitors, especially
^

g
attention to this

THE REARING OF CALVES.
(Continued/ram p. 803).

iemJ worth-to which the Society's prize was awarded.
JCabe must be taken to have the calf well beddedat least twice daily, Wheat straw, shortened, let*the best litter for the purpose-

point
- '" *-"

• * '

anima
obtain a lodgment

; how often is it the case that the

ot lice on the head or neck, the ton of rh„ .WW- «-
towards the rump

lire" ti?a
8
tX ,°*rCe,y ^ Io°ked for

-
We are Dot

SSmSS o

e *SLi ta"
parasites

,

is

well a, those of a contrary character, are alike

who attended the late 6how, the cbee
;

r^

operation the mUe^nial/^^^^ .- - - ~ -^
ft

- ^
If the former, we should be disposed closely to examine the

8ex ' wbo ordinarily take so promi

Barnes Fo^InT'
8

'

and
,
'° Pf \few 1«OTi~ ™-P«S ng Kcsame For instance—Are the Mangels carefnllv cleanod?Adhenng soils tends to acour thc cows in a moderate deJSi

manufacture.

Astonished at this neglect

Staffordshire Advertiser, in

Journal there was last year so m

on the I

the column

uch^

iroal t<

much more difficult tTcie^a^d^ve^n^Tellnv?^ ?
rcf"8al OI ,ood- ««™ove the afff^JSJ^nd $more soil with them to the feeding tn)uirl^H&^ a"d

,
tie a cloth «™ *« l^dy, which will te

1 tf

it will tend as much as anything, to keep the
«al m good health. No vermin must be allowed to

wnac Kmaot meal is referred to-that of Barlev or RWe should very heartily urge the use of theuSSZ preferenceto the former for nursing cows. I'rwerence

"Again
: Do the calves suck their own mothers? A rm*t fli™

is often committed in putting a vounj? calf to a aLt ti™ 1 1
been some months in milk. This sh^oudd not fiZZ^t*?**
the calf is a fortni?ht old , and even then wi"h mUch c^ut^n°

re

"As to external causes of diarrhoea, a close inJ^Hio?^
dirty, or dump calf-house may be reckoned fhn Lw'The owner would do well to have thn, SSL ° r 11

examined-wash it out, and then try the floor w"^
carefully

level. If the fall is less' than an taSf%&^AX!££

about 3 ozs. of common salt, in a
]

litle
A „nl* tM*^

relaxed

Anrt directions on the bottle. Or
od«i5

And if the bowels still continue relaxecv» ^
too watery, the calf must be dreuchea ^ ni

boltens cut through the middle; and S^w 'ulStS nS
together. Encourage them to eat a '

"' 8
-
trAw

.

8baken -"P« «Q f o iiHi
"*" "-»- «k passage through the raw night •»*» *r-

' pre fer

from a rar-t iwv,™ V, .« "»«^ '2i ? "Hle sweefc ^ecn hay ; owners of well-bred stock will probacy 1

they wiH take1o them '

a 8Uced r00ts « S00n "
I

even 50 Iniles to railroad rttk* ^'"^
Rut ftw i«nm<wi:A »A "««*-^^ -r 11. t The summer grazing (6 n

Watch the ™^n«tfiJ^ ' .
the SC" Urfi:e 8tU1 continues, charged 32,. 6*; one-yearWatch the piemomtory symptoms, viz., feverishness and

|

proportion.

boiled and thickened Wheaten gruel.
J>«

^ps*.

use longer than is needful. It is well t

J» ^J.
to help herself a little. Before »"efcur

5
I

"flt^*j5
calf-house, let th« house be well fluflbed ouj^ ^^
with water containing an punce to tue » of

so*

lime. This will remove any offensive »
of^ L

caution very essential for the well-henJK
fltroBg ^

elusion, be not persuaded to eropwj ^
medicines; and do not rest satisfiea ™> ^on it *^
™ry calf which is in a sound healthy con ^j J%

This resource would be valuable "Jr ^n*11V
- "TB?fl«

ba^ to ^d.

l o<; nines to raiiroaa hskb. * -j—- , two-ye

t The summer grazing (6 months) oj ^ ^tt

•afad 32^. 6rf. ; one-year-old, - 15-

eve

delays before starting1

,
perhapi
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Lee*.'"%<*. par- icuiar subject. .... - .„.
"fcuSiewe, write* to the Editor complaining of it, and it is

ediogXan Kditorial note on this letter that 1 wish to call

rootik^fcor attention.*

^The Editor of the Staffordshire Advertiser excuses

e want of attention to this point on account

the Exhibition taking place so near the time of

,eir publication, and on account of its being

ae of the minor departments of the show. .Now, I

wish to know whether the Cheese Show is one of the

Minor departments'* of the Exhibition of the

Staffordshire Agricultural Society ? The Society offered

at the late show 45/. 17*. and a silver medal for cattle

lapted for Dairy purposes ; 30/. and a

lver Medal to the exhibitors of Cheese, and

12/. to the makers of the same. Total value of

GRASS LAND FARMING IN IRELAND.

With mountain ranges in almost every maritime

county attracting into rain-clouds the moisture

from the great Atlantic—with a central plain kept

humid by bogs occupying one-seventh of the whole

surface, and by innumerable lakes feeding the Shannon

and many fine rivers,—Ireland possesses a climate

more favourable to the growth of Grass and green
.i r : - l,nwacf f»f W hPftt. Wltll
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cropping than for ripening a harvest of ^ heat

only some districts in which the production of bread-

Corn is not in too many harvests a precarious business

while Oats, green forage, roots, and other cattle-food

everywhere flourish, and large tracts also yield the

richest natural pasture-Ireland is not specially formed

to be a granary ; Nature makes it a meadow, a dairy,

;Set
W
oiSed"to"d«rj cows and their produce, , and a stall : and no other country in the world co^

rWStwo Silvered,,, .
The operatio.of tai. F^«- fAWKK

and butter. The annual exports of live-stock to Great

Britain amount to afcont 340,000 oxen-bulls,j ov.s

and calves— 11 0,00 -sheep atui lambs, and .,",000

swine. Within the last 20 years the numbers of

animals in ! nd have so incn <ed that, valued at

a fixed sum per head, the national live-stock is

&

the Society extend 16 miles beyond tue minis <>i vuo

county, thereby including large portions of Cheshire,

Derbyshire. Leicestershire, Shropshire, Warwickshire,

and u-ceatersh're. All these c unties are lai ly in-

terested in the man ufict are of cheese. In Cheshire, Der-

bjihire, and a large portion of Staffordshire, the cheese

pars the r and in fact, from the commencement

of "the cheese-making season to the end of it, there is

nothing thought of but cheese, and everything is

sacrificed to the dairy, rest and comfort included. In

Leicestershire and Warwickshire the dairies are not

generally so large, but they produce a splendid class of
j

cheese, and one that is not to be met with in any other

part of the country, and the manufacture o( it is still

of the greatest importance. In Salop and Worcester-

shire the importance increases or diminishes as the

neighbourhood approaches or recedes from the larger

,• districts. At any agricultural show in

the* Midland counties, one finds the cheese

stands surrounded by the dairy farmers accom-

.anied by their wives and daughters, •
igerly

lustering around the fortunate wessor of a penknife

or cheese borer, in order to taste the prize cheese, and

loudlv proclaiming its goodness or badness, and often

with comments as to its "not being so good as what

we have at home.
,,

I have no hesitation in saying that

there is more excitement in that part of the show than

ill any other, and that its merits will be more widely

discussed. And why ? Because it is the one thought

of the dairy farmer and his wife throughout the year,

and the important means by which he pays his rent,

and is enabled to get a livir. tor himself and his family.

I feel sure that no person acquainted with the

districts in question, will for an instant attempt

> deny the correctness of these statements, and

I do trust that another fear the Editor of a

Jo al holdi h a position as the Staffordshire

Adr <er, will use his endeavours to give us a tho-

roughly od report of the County Society's proceed-

ings in this department.

At a time like the present, when the best method of

«heese making is so much under discussion, and our

markets are flooded with so much inferior chees

English as well as American, we confidently hope that

the press will lend us its aid in helping our judgment,

as to what is the best method of proceeding, by giving

us fall descriptions of the various classes of cheese

brought before the public at agricultural shows, and

publicly recording the success or non-success ot the

competitors. A Dairy Farmer, Oct. 9.

* The following is the letter referred to :

—

Cheldar ChM*e.—l beg the insertion of a few lines in your

Advertiser in reference to the Staffordshire Agricultural Society

Prize Essay on Chcesemaking. I did not anticipate so early

and ao complete a reversal of the award of the adjudic >rs at

Burton in 1860 aa that which has been made at Wolvorhami
ton in 1 861. Not one solitary lot of cheese made according to

the prize essay system gained a prize or was c« I when
compared with that made on the Cheddar system, c\x exhi-

bitors of which gained no less than five prizes and the Society's

Silver Medal With this very satisfactory result I should have

been content to have been silent had you done equal justice in

your report to the exhibitors and makers of cheese with the

exhibitors of prize cattle and implements. The dairy depart-

ment was of paramount importance to the farming interest, and

it is evident the committee of the Society were of the same
opinion, from their anxiety to have it properly represented.

In your reports of preliminary meetings of the committee they

exult that the writer of a popular essay on cheesemaking had
consented to be an exhibitor, and that they had succeeded in

obtaining gentlemen for judges who were in every way quali-

fied for the task, and who would discriminate and appreciate

the various classes of cheese in due proportion to merit. From
v representations, what must be the expectation of your
readers, and especially those interested in cheesemaking ? Is
it not marvellous that the reports of facts should be withheld
or suppressed when a principle of public interest is involved?
I d ; «l expect that your Advertiser of hist week would supply the
omission of the previous one, and bad the secretary been equally
zealous in supplying a full report as he was in obtaining exhi-
bitors for a special object. I should not have troubled you with
my remarks. My object hi not to exult in the triumph of the
system which I support. The advocates of the Cheddar system
have tell confidence that it will ultimately extend itself by
proving its superiority, without the fostering encouragement
of the secretary or the Society.

One essential detail of interest in the Society's show is
entirely omitted in the reports—that of the names of the makers
of the prize cheese, to whom 111. is given by the Society. Full
reports are given not only of the owners of prize cattle, but
also the breeders. Upon what principle can they forbear pub-
lic the names of those individuals who have honourably
gaine ese prizes ?

Goraty Hill, near Crewe, Oct. 2, 1=61. Thomas Ltl
[We insert the above communica' as forwarded by Mr.

Lees. - o far as his strictures on our report arc concerned, the
occurrence of the show so near our time of publication will be
accepted by the majority of our readers as a sufficient explaaac
ion of the brevity with which we were npelled to notice
torn f the minor departments of the exhibition. —Ed. S, A.}

worth 5<» per cent, more money ; but, as the weight

and quality and early maturity of the animals have

also increased, the total pain is far more th:m this.

Everywhere a good description of beast is found in

held and stall; the old Irish "middle-horn" breed,

with size, symmetry, and good milking propertie

and needing only to be refined in bone and oftal, and

made a more kindly feeder, has been most extensively

improved by Short-horn blood, so that excepting in

mountain districts or in some old-fashioned hands,

Short-horns and Short-horn crosses, the best possible

animals for the country, the climate, and the markets,

univ ally prevail. Only as a rarity, now and then.

Most farmers breed from a flock of ewes large

enough to furnish the requisite fatting stock. 50 or 100
ewes being commonly found. 1 tegular ram-breeders
(of the old Irish breed improved by selection, some-

times Leicester crossing being adopted, in other cases

objected to) let shearling rams by private contract, the

best at about 5/. for the season, or sell off at 15/. to

201. a sheep, and many farmers also save a likely lamb

for a tup. The ram is put to the ewes about the

middle of October. The ewes in lambing time have

hay on their pasture, but very few get corn or roots.

Out of 100 ewes, perhaps 60 produce twins ; the lambs

are weaned upon a reserved old pasture, and the wash-

ing and shearing of sheep, dipping of lambs, &c, is

the main labour, beside the daily care, &c, of the

shepherd. The hoggets may be disposed of by some

farmers, but are generally kept and sold fat as

" two-year-olds,"—that is, after the second clip

of wool. These wethers, fattened on Grass alone,

weigh 25 lbs. to US lbs. per quarter on an average,

30 lbs. a quarter being considered an exceedingly

good sheep. The long, fine, lustrous wool, though

oesessing that straight staple and open fleece which

the Lincoln long-wool grazier avoids, gives 7 lbs. to

9 lb?, average weight from a wether—iWee, of course,

less, and hoggets more, except when shorn also as

lambs, a ram sometimes yielding a 15 lbs. fleece. The

price at present is about Is. 84. per lb. Most of

the horned cattle are bought in, though many are

bred, and Bheep are grazed along with fatting heifers

to pick out the finer Grasses.

The graziers live like gentlemen and arc well-to-

do, and there are always plenty of applications for

any vacant holding. English farmers, however, are

very generally preferred by landlords in this country

of prosperous grazing.

Further, upon Irish Grass lands, before coming to

the crowning pastures of Meath, we may add that in

ri; ryss. ???s?%.2--=? sr=rTf w=rtr*s*.r«J-iff
the old Irish ox of the lowlands,—the true "long-

horn," of substantial size, hardy constitution, a prime

quality and flavour of flesh, but of exceedingly slow

ittening propertv, and distinguished for imm< ely

long horns curving outwards, downwards, and return-

ing aeain towards the muzzle, almost enclosing the

animal's face like a picture in a frame At Kallinasloe

October fair last vear were shown about *1

8

head of

horned cattle. In the year 1778, 12,000 beasts were

shown there ; but many great fairs have grown up in

many parts of Ireland since then, leaving IJdhnasloe

still the supreme, but not the sole immense market

where breeders and graziers buy and sell.

Ireland has a fine breed of native long-woolled sheep

adapted to the luxuriant plains, as well as the short-

woolled sorts on the Wicklow and the western
mountains. In the year 1778, 76,000 sheep were

iiown at Ballinasloe fair ; last year, 81 '0. This fair

the statute) of the best land fattens a big cow

;

though poor and bony in May, having been milked,

perhaps, all winter, she will be fat and beautiful beef

in October. As a favourable case, we were told of

16i statute acres which every summer fatten 70 big

wethers, and six heifers graze among them; the

wethers, worth 50.?. in May Mid 65#. in October, will,

with the improvement of the heifers, realise over AL

per acre, from which rent and rates and interest of

capital have to be deducted. Surely, this cannot be

much to boast of by way of profit. In Wcstmeath

the old calculation was that a large bullock required

1 \ Irish acre ; but a much less proportion of land is

so misappropriated now a better character of animal

bites the nutrient herbage, and stocking more
thickly than at present would be practised if cattle

were taken more care of in winter, ad English stor

re. Store cattle turned out of close, unventilated

(lasting five days, during winch the' railway takes over hovels, are found too tender to thrive at Grass during
( i,wuuj,utouoj , ;„„l„r««™r.;£>n nFnnrlv Rnnnfr HR cattle Will that
4000/. for transit of sheep, cattle, horses, and pa -n-

gers) has one great source of its sheep supply m the

county of Galway, and the native sweet Grass clothing

the calcareous plains and hills of Roscommon. From

the inclemencies of early spring, as cattle will that

have been out all winter; but shelter, warmth,

and good food, with due attention to maintaining the

hardiness and health of the animal, are a much-needed

^™lo=X T*Zto2£n. and farther aceossory of the S^*J^*™%2±
northward to Boyle, a length of some 30 miles, a plain

mostly of fine limestone soil, but with some heavy

good Grass is considered to fatten one 70 or 80-stono

ox and one wether to the Irish acre—that is, eight

2dmg
Q
;ndnn;:nage is atract of" permanent bullocks and eight wethers on 1 3 statute acres

;
the

mature comprising anions it very little tillage indeed. Grass, too, being good for a long time, as in parts of

f>ure grazTnT g" general That even nners Wicklow, where it is forward enough to be stocked in

.00 or 3000 acres ivc sometimes to purchase <>its March, and so growing m this genial climate as to con-

fer their riding and draught horses. There thine a most luxuriant sward in autumn, when Engli&li

are some large" properties ; the farms, in the

hands of tenants, including a few Scotch and

Em li settlers, ranging from 50 to 2000 acres, or

even much more, 250 to 500 being more usual sizes.

Grass lands are bare and brown.

About CaBhel, in Tipperary, the best Grass laud

fee one bullock of 60 stone and one large wether

per Irish acre, or eight beasts and eight sheep to 13
even IIIIIUU U1"H C. *.>*r vvy «/v>« wv,.*.,^ —„-». —, K w — - __

Those large Grass farms are commonly devoid of any statute acres. An almost unique instance was told

buildings bey on. 1 the farmer's re lence, nag stable,

and offices, a herd's house, an I perhaps a single shed
us of 23 statute acres of land near Tullow, county

Carlow, on which 21 bullocks were fed all winter
biui uiiiuvb, «i Mi-inn u»;uo< . »•*« j^.—.-^ -

r accommodating a animal. There are farms upon hay, and then grazed till the latter part

upon which whole villages nsed to be clustered, now
desolate of inhabitants, browsed by 6heep and cattle,

and traversed by the shepherd and his dog ; and con

siderable breadths of land have been lately laid down

to Grass. But the chief portion of the district h

of June, these (animals costing nine guineas apiece in

October, and being sold for 17 to 20 guineas each

:

then 11 heifers were grazed in the same piece during

the autumn, with a profit of 61. each, making the total

proceeds about 11 J. per acre. The rent is considered

been old pasture for time immemorial. Tillage is about Zl. per acre. A stripe of such land, of not very

diminishing, Tbruip-growing is not being extended, and

English farmers who come expressly to till and sheep-

farm have sown permanent Grasses for the less

troublesome and more profitable grazing. Rent

great extent, is said to lie in the same neighbourhood,

a deep, rich, naturally-drained soil, which, from the

influence of the limestone beneath, throws up white

Clover in abundance, and. from the moiatnes3 and

varies much—'25*., 30*., and 35*. per statute acre being mild temperature of the atmosphere, supplies a rapid

common, while 40*. is a high rent. Good Grass succession of the most valued Grasses. We expect to
' ° ' • - find the primesl pastures, however, in Meath. But the

inference from districts of superior and profitable

grazing that Grass is everywhere to be encouraged,

and tillage be considered less adapted to Ireland as a

whole, would be very erroneous. We have already

carries for the summer six months three hoggets,

two and a-half ewes and lambs, or two and

a-half fatting wethers per statute acre, which

is nothing very remarkable. We heard of an

unusually fine piece of ^^J^^^hai described uuage m_, ^,- -„_.^ ,—
year-old bullock and one hogget to ^n**

sh visit autricta in which good feedmg Grass land is

is, equivalent to eight bullocks and eight ^gew I
f tbQ ^ cannofc be^

13 statute acres. There are many lands in ™^ .J^\llw ia found to answer extremely well,

which we shall find more like our best Eogbsh pasture thoog ^t ag
^ ^ ^^^

than this. No manure of any kind ^ate^ n
£ * £ fine;fc naturai

6
mCadows, we have found the

dressing or artificial treatment of any do^pUon^
;

oi ^ bc ^ a k
given to the fields beyond weeding^^^°9 %̂ °f animal "produce can be raised from a holding

and fences in repair Part of the land "£7
f mUed arable and old pfetUre, with roots and Clover

hay put in large cocks of about 4 tons.» , • ^ thjm from Qne of and simple
time of snow, given to sheep tnrnedmto the*e heias

^^ ^^ m q{
to eat it

;
but no cake or^T^^^aJ^ mVon! firmatory of this view of the manner in which Ireland
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The lion, gentleman then went into only '^e slovenly , dl
have the agricultural statistics enumerating the in- likely to occur *AAUSm
creased number of animals at 50 per cent, in 20 years,

\
some statistics, tending to show the ™™™^™°£

while the proportion of tillage to Grass has only
I

that would be made to the produce of the country, it

diminished Blightly of late years.

nature of the soil forbids a universal ^ *»*.- « •—j r , — - . - ~ , , , - „nnA
down to Grass, or Smith's, was doing a great deal of good

> Grass has only
i

that would be made to the produce 01 ine couimij, *

Happily the very only another bushel more per acre was grown than a

al or even a very present. The steam plough, whether it was Fowler

i ,_ n «« c«:n,'fl nrno ^r^nr* n crrpM.t. deal of erood in tni

at

s

this

neglect, but the seeds of the weeds suffi *
l

are carried by the wind for miles and atw. ^i
of the intelligent and industrious far™ ***>*««<,

the neglect of his indolent neighbour Tv Wbot
to

I hope the farmers will more seriouslv on« • !
s a»

i hitherto done. Again as to roads n^
great extension of profitable laying down to Grass, or Smith's, was aoing a g«™ u». u. gw*. -~ ~~~ mend ?«' ^^yj «d we aw be^SS^
which would quickly depopulate th! country; and, on direction, but its nsewonld b« co"«^^
all but the fine lands of parts of some counties, tillage scribed unless the landlords would help the farmers

;

,n S^™^
in connection with pasture must be maintained as the putting the land into steam plough order, lney must

, aroad> If you doil
,

t base VQnr YJA^m %
most paying form of husbandry, while at the same

time productive of employment for a people. The Times.

c . .11, aroad - If you don't base your road's «*
sacrifice trees and hedgerows to make the steam plougn but put in large stones at the hntfJ;"* 8"*

gotietitft.

Gloucestershire.—At the late annual meeting of

this Society at Cirencester Mr. E. BowxYsaid :—It was
25 years since he first dined with this Society, and

at that time there was scarcely an acre of land in this

county efficiently drained. Now undrained land was

! availableV and" their recompense would be found in an again, and the carts will cut up a great L5?
ekarged area of land, and an increased rental. Judging l^^i n̂^.XWJ&b^i3
from late and former improvements, the tenant tail ThesQ men deserve every consideration "7^
to pay much less in the form of increased rent than he **™ -«

—

1— — - - •

»**-

gained by the additional profit accruing to him from

them.

Farmers' Clubs.
South Tyne.—The annual exhibition of this flourish-

the exception. At that time Turnips were sown broad- jn^ Society was held on Thursday the 26th ult. in the
"" "

*
~~*

pleasant little town of Halt whistle. The Carlisle Patriot,

after giving a sketch of the district embraced by the

upon them simply as men hired To'do ?*
certain price, or get as much out of tbem *
let them be forgotten aud neglected"*!?

**
fl*

• interest to take care of these mm .\.i *our luioicou i/v wiRuuvimii mese
\ aer.

to cherish their good feelings, and to
uuv. *u.w.. fc«~~ v". * vuv *«j"uotnous lab
eye ; if y«u see that he is fit for betterJHfJi
school and qualified for a higher positilff**;

tpktjg

cast, but now drilled Turnips were the rule, and any

man in a village having an acre of land borrowed a

drill. With regard to threshing, they had formerly

machines threshing 10 or 12 quarters a day ; now, with

steam, he could thresh 36 quarters of mown Wheat,

equal to 50 of reaped. He could go into other details

to show that farmers are as glad to avail themselves of

Society, thus writes of its agricultural features and the

Exhibition :

—

"The agricultural features of this mountain district may be
sketched in a few lines, for with hills, bleak and shelterless.

Heath and Fern-clad, pastures coarse and scanty, tillage limited,

and the land to a considerable extent yet undrained, we have
any improvements to put money in their pockets as the

bufc p00r ground to work upon The ^alleys> though rich and
manufacturers. With regard to the steam plough, that cosy> are narrow, and the climate is, unfortunately, so humid

was working wonders. He saw it at work the other

day at Braydon ; but yet as he turned away from it a

sort of cloud came over him, and he asked if that

hunting country was only to be remembered in the

reminiscences of former years, and if no place would be

left in which to breathe the spirit of our forefathers.

But philosophy came to his assistance, and he thought

all things are possible to an Englishman. Meets like

they had at Braydon were necessary to keep up the

character ofold John Bull. The country gentlemen must
have their sports "and athletic exercises, or they would

not be what their forefathers were.

and uncertain, that it is the exception and not the rule when
the season ripens and brings the grain to proper maturity.

Even in the early haugh-land the weather settles the question

in favour of Grass. Its capabilities are limited almost to dairy-

produce, chiefly butter, and the breeding and rearing of young
cattle and sheep. Its undeveloped resources are dependent
upon the judicious outlay of capital in fencing and planting on
the hills, for division and shelter, and draining and liming to

eradicate coarse plants and renovate and sweeten the herbage.

In fact, we may say, without aspiring to agricultural seership,

that keeping the land in pasture, draining and liming, with
liberal manurings, to recuperate the land for the continual

waste of bone-and-muscle producing elements, are the only
high-roads to improvements, progress, and permanent pros-

perity. There are inexhaustible sources of wealth in rich

the intelligent child of the industrious 1*2^
»ettc

child up till he is a man, and see thatiu
the station to which he has risen by yofflJJt
upon it, the effort is not wasted, for theS^
cated man has teehngs as deep as any of*\5l
direct the attention of proprietors to jrivinii
to this class of men. Make their cottage*
what you can to teach them neatness andmL
houses as well as within. But this requiresnaL-
teaching ; don't force them ; teach them-US
do more by leading than forcing in everyWtoatSS

V%

-hr t? tt„„ .,.„ un .. -j tm,«- ~...~*- «~+ m*—~£A**m butter-beef-and-mutton-producing pastures, but to keep such
Mr. E. Holland, M.P., said :—They must not consider

landg in tilIape dmins th£ resourceyand ig a drawback upon im-
the labourer as an individual who was to be improved m provement. The consequence is that grain crops, under such

one manner alone, or acted on by one impression. Any
change in society affected all its grades, and took place

in the higher grades first. In the case of the labourer

they would find that they could not prevent him from
improving morally as well as physically, while the class

above him was rising and becoming more useful

circumstances, never pay, whilst Turnips are but ameliorating
j

and preparatory crops which cannot be expected to pay. As a
farmer significantly remarked in discussing this matter with
us

—

c A shepherd and his dng can manage Grass land at 2$. an
acre ; but it takes a man and a pair of horses, at an expense of

a pound an acre, to manage tillage land/ Nevertheless wo do
wrong to disparage beforehand the results of the agricultural

effort of the district as evidenced by the show which it is now
members of society. The labourer, as he improved in our duty to describe. That some gentlemen have overcome all

The Journal of Agriculture and the Tram
Highland and Agricultural Society of

No. 74. October, 1861. Blackwood.

The current Number of this periodical contains^

ing and instructive articles on Poultry-Agriak

Chemistry—Novelties in Implements at'Leel-

Agriculture—Salmon—The Quarter's Agricaltr

mary—the Perth Show—Experimental Ari
and Diseases of Sheep fed on Turnips. The ir

Poultry makes us acquainted with French brs

Gallinoculture, as Frenchmen call it, and fm
generally. The forced breeding of fowls for then

is thus described. The birds are best adiptei It

process at the age of seven or eight montta>

" From 50 to 100 are subjected to tbeprocea

time, and it generally commences in Od<k;

apartment where it takes place, a series of b

frames, formed of rough timber, are plac-,

floor—one portion of the covering- fixed,

I uc

3,715

Ed*

we fit

may
while

Franc

lated

increi

ricial

just i

they

Of th

the obstacles we have referred to we had reason to believe from
what we witnessed on the field, whilst a glance at the Cata-
logue convinced us that, with all the drawbacks incident to the
district, the farmers are stimulated by a laudable spirit ot
emulation, developed by the annual action of the mth Tyne
Society, to rival each other in doing- their best. It says much
for the Society, and for the honour its approbation confers,
that in the number of the entries, without exception, we
believe, it is a-head of any agricultural exhibition in either
Northumberland or Cumberlat d. The entries of stock com-
prised 150 head of cattle ; horses, 56; sheep, 105; swine, 14 ;

total, 325. Poultry, 46 ; dogs, 40 ; Turnips, 27 ; butter, 64 ;

total,
"""
502.

position, acquired additional wants. What were once
the luxuries of the higher clas3 of society were now
become the necessaries of a lower class, luxuries having
become positive wants. And so the labouring classes

were improving. They were not growing pale with
thought, but at the same time they were thinking-. It

was absolutely necessary they should have improved
labourers, and the labourers were improving; and why ?

Because the class above had improved, but some of the
old ways connected with the old management between
master and man still existed. One of the most debasing
of these customs, and one which kept the labourers
in a more degraded position than anything else, was
the system ot paying part of his wages in drink.
He knew he was touching on a delicate subject,

but he spoke from experience, for he was in the habit of
giving his men money instead of drink. Ten years ago
he had considerable trouble in introducing the system.
He had steam up, was ready for work, but the men
struck and would not work without drink. He was
firm in the course he had adopted, and fortunately had
assistance, and in the course of two years the labourers
who most resisted the change were the last to wish to
go back to the old custom. He sold men beer or cider,

or bought for them in a better market, and the result
was that at the end of the harvest season they had 11. or
30s. saved which had previously gone in drink. He
was, therefore, enabled to ask a higher rent for his having had considerable experience, and that is, drainage!
cottages, and to improve them in such a manner as to !

Thor°ugh draining I have applied my attention to for many
give greater additional comforts, and impart to the
labourer a higher degree of self respect. The moral

I

Capt. Catjison, R.N., of Stone House, occupied the
chair, and in proposing success to the Society, said :—

" We must not rest satisfied. We must go on, for there Ifl

still a wide margin left for improvement. Let landlords an.

i

tenants, for their interests are i il, let the landlord and
tenant work together; they row in the same boat; and if they
don't pull together they will stand a chance of being wrecked.
We must have more food ; we must grow more food; we roust
produce more manure ; and we shall consequently pocket more
profit. Our Turnip land, as you well know, is limited. It
would be out of the question to pretend to lecture men so
much better acquainted with the management of land than
myself; still I know you will allow me to throw out a sugges-
tion or two. As your Turnip crop is limited, would it not be
advantageous considerably to increase the use of artificial food?

movable—for the purpose of putting in and taof

the fowls. The dimensions of these boxes vbj,

they should never contain more than six birds,*

space should be such as to accommodate each

ablv, without permitting vtto ™<& afawfc.

is admitted iron: without, and ^ Utei

order to I ustoro the fowls gradually to tte«

regimen and seclusion to which they a»&»

jected, for the first eight days they are enc^

place only partially darkened, and fed « iww

thin pas& imposed of meal, withiBiito**!

or a half of bran, aud they are f*^
*'

drink at pleasure. The paste cakes,

«Jj
which they are to be fattened, are

i

corn^,

half of Buckwheat meal, a third of Bark^»
of Oatmeal, the coarse bran being «mw*

day this substance is steeped in mi* m ^r

necessary for two meals. Some a
^

little lanl, particularly when the treatment ij

to a close. Being neither too hardn^j
rolled in small rakes or patons^Q oftbe

*Por
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ine times of feeding

result was immense, and he could get men of a higher
physical stamp ; and ".they might be sure that when
they had made their men more moral, sober, and intelli-

m ^ WWJlWi(
gent, they would not long remain dunces. He was mK that there is too much carelessness^x hi ed in these! 'n

Olive, and of a size adapted to the

-

require ^° u

By that means not only would you feed your stock but your to, and the poultryman or feeder, aid
e ^

land also. Artificial manures are another consideration of great a i ftmn rft L- Pq r i, rPp fow]s at once, ties ine
j

importance
; they are no doubt used extensively ; but is there ? ,

™
K
P'

, f
t,,

^
e

t*\l9m on his knees.
*

not a wide field for the increase of the use of these valuable hJ the ,eefc> and restS tn
t.,\ f tfater

»
l

fertilisers? There is one point which I do feel at home in, makes them swallow a spoonnu ^
' ~ ? ~ ' '

.----.-
(dthough this is (occasionally

di^penseu^

pdton in the beak of each, and f^ij^
wards by the pressure of his two tore, » ^
rubbing his hand along the neck M ^
its destination; this prevents it w

"**fr0
time r.d.iired for this in each case ^

years, and can safely recommend it to all proprietors. Per-
severe in draining deep, not less than 4 feet where it is prac-
cable ; and don't do it by contract. After this follow it up

with heavy liming and you will soon find that instead of an
over-aim wlant crop of rank and useless herbage, you will have
an ample supply of White Clover and rich, nutritious food. This
will pay you well. Talking of Grass lands. I cai t help say-
1T1CT t hat" rVififA ? a f f*r\ mi\r\Y\ nnvolAor.M Ann ««.i i - .i » ' . .

J

sorry with his friend Mr. Bowly, that a favourite fox

covert was being destroyed by the introduction of a
steam plough, bufc it was bound to be done. Those who
had charge of the duty of providing food for the people
had to contend with a population ever increasing, and
an area that was continually decreasing. As land
was withdrawn from cultivation by the railways
and the erection of houses, agriculturists were
obliged to exert themselves to the utmost to make
the production keep pace with the wants of the country.
They were doing their best, with the appliances of
science, to keep up this production, and he believed
that in Gloucestershire they were doinp; more than was
the case with many other counties. but it was to the
steam plough that he chiefly looked for assistance in

of Grass seeds for sowing down. It is repented of afterwardswhen too late, for a man who neglects this important matt
finds in a year or two his Grass crop fails. In venturing
speak of stock, I don't pretend to be a ju Ige, though I can tell
a well-shaped animal when I see it, and I must say that I think
in Short-horns we have advanced considerably

; and with strict
attention to pedigree and selection I have no doubt we shall
advance still further. But I would specially call attention to a
species of stock in which we have gone ahead of most of our
neighbours—the Gall Dway cattle. There is still plenty of room
for improvement there, too. Mr. Clark, the Secretary has
suggested (and I perfectly coincide with him) that there should
be a herd-book kept for Galloways, on the same plan now
adoptedfor Hhort-horns, for ifwe possessed facilities fur securin
the best blood there wou'd soon be a great improvement in th
character of the stock exhibited, and infinitely more competi-
tion. I wish to call your attention to what I think very
material, and what occupies the care of the Scotch farmers
and that is, the eradication and destruction of weeds. If you
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amount had been added to the produce of the country.
Farming was very different to trades or manufactures,
because if a mistake was made, from the slow process
of their operation*, it was so long before it could be
remedied. It was one of the advantages of meetings
such as these, that they rendered mistakes much less

+K;« «r~lv an T «?"™Y
'WRW *UI «»»wujve in wiU to the ri0fcniftns or indeed to many farmers across thethis^work. 1 he steam plough had made such progress Border, you will find as much attention devotedTto to deSruc^

the last three or four years that a very large tion of weeds in the fields as there is here in the gardens;
whilst in this district it is a matter almo«t entirely neglected.
The only way to remedy the evil is for all to unite, and if you
only agree to combine for the purpose of forcing, if necessary,
the destruction of weeds, you will do a great and a good work.
You must not confine yourselves to arable lands, but must be
equally .severe on the pastures and Grass lands. You must
also give directions to your road surveyors to have all obnoxious
weeds in thejfcedges and on the roadside destroyed. It is not

leisure for deglutition in the others. ^

few .1 b only a small number o£ Va^J^T
they are gradually increased t» 1

.

eac
?att#

,

3
dozen or 15. They are dipped in ™*+*
administered, in order that tbey"^^*
swallowed. By this process some torn ^
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> demand. It is calculated that.«»* ffj"

20 litres of meal, others one-^^ tfljj.

must be regularly given in tne\*
.
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indicated must never be altered in i ^[^
curious feature in the process is, tD*
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must never be cleaned, the f "18 **^ £5 <Jue
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i of 8 lb< the cocks 13 lbs., and these w jhts conditions to Becure improvement of a lasting character.

fTsomctime. exceeded." The railway between Heading and Basingstoke, winch"^ method of forced feeding ^ts in cansmg^^^^
^^w"'U^bySU in /rafd'sUte Duke fi^totk this matter in hand. The farm steads

month, farinaceous substances in a liquid sUtc
|^ ^ were either extem5ively repaired, or where

••The filler or funnel, made of white iron, should be
| rcquireci new oneB built.

The homo farm establishment is on a considerable

scale, and is conducted rather with reference to

efficient aire to hold one meal, having a ring below

e rim externally for receiving the efinerer and

amb. and the orifice at the lower extremity cut aslant,

C edges surrounded with a thin coating of india-

Ebber, to prevent injury to the walls of the throat.

K average, *hich by this means is to be introduced,

of Barleymeal* (not bruised Barley) mixed up

juration and after cropping of the Wheat land, occu
pying say one-third of the arable land.

Partly Clover ley .

.

„ Cloau Fallow
Ming-oldM

»•

»>

Vetch*
Beaus
Peas .

« •

Wheat, Beans, Wheat.
Do. Do. Do.
Do. Do. Do.
Do. Oats or Hurley
I )o. Do. Do.
Do. Do. Do.

•d*.

9

*itbout knots in equal parts of milk and water. When
1 is ready, the fowl is seized by the wings near the

lder, the head held forward 1 >en the knees, and

by the left hand, while the right holds the

nnel, opens the beak, introduces the instrument into

16 gul an I the proper quantity of the mixture i

poured in. The ouar y of the latter should be abou

the eighth part of a litre, b iy half that quan

is given during the three first days. This dose must he

given regularly three times in the 24 hours, at intervals

Of eight he The boxes or frames containing the

fowls should be placed in a stable or other temperate

place, protected from currents of air, and they should

Cl ittared with straw, the litter frequently renewed,

and every Impurity removed, unlike the practice

Elowrd with the La Fleche pullets. The duration of

Eiis treatment is from 15 to 20 days; if it fails to be

ncceesful within that time, the subjects should be

withdrawn and otherwise disposed of."

The following are the statistics of French poultry :—
"The whole country rears 30,960,000 hens, yielding

3,71 100,000 eggs, of the value of 148,608,000 fr.

£44,320/.) When to this we add the value of fowls

as od, the number of cocks, pullets, and capons,

we find that the entir produce of poult rv in France

may be valued at 1- H80,000 fr. 315,200/.) But

while this may be regarded as the actual produce of

France at the present time, an immense increase is calcu-

lated upon. By an improved system of feeding, and by

practice than experiments: the acreage in hand has

tried from time to time, as it has been found

expedient to hold more or leas land, with a view to its

permanent improvement.

The fanning of landlords is proverbially a bad com-

mercial speculation, but it enables them to take any

farm iu bend when thoroughly out of condition, with

a view to its restoration ; it gives them an advantage

which will very often more than repay the cost to

which they have been put, or any loss they may for a

time sustain, and this without injuring the tenant

fanners as a class, who may son iines be moved to

narrow feeling of jeal« y, bu whose interests will

never rafter by the practical knowledge of the profits

of (arming learn* 1 by the landlord while he has his

own land in hand.

It is not necessary to describe the farm buildii. in

detail ; they are not of very modern construction, yet

eutly convenient to carry out all the operations

needed for the feeding and management of the stock.

The herd of horned stock number about 100, of which

14 are kept for the dairy, 36 are tied up to be made off

at three years old, followed by two-year yearling and
weaning stock, home bred, or bought in as emu in-

stances may require. The blood from the herd of Mr.

Stratton and others may be easily recognised in the

quality and kindly appearance of the home-bred

animals, whose produce do not suffice to keep up the

numbers I mired. The want of good weaning stock

is much felt throughout the county. The sheds in

The water supply at the home farm and also at the
village, as is generally the case in the London clay dis-

tricts, was deficient and bad in quality. Boring through
the London clay into the chalk was resorted to with
complete success ; a plentiful and pure supply of water

rose from over 100 feet, the point at which the chalk

was touched, to about 20 feet from the surface of the

ground. These wells might obviously be made a guide,

if the same operation was needed in the immediate
neighbourhood. J. C. C.

tlBft

—

eirtc

^ ncreasing the amount" of laying eggs by means of arti- ^ di9cretion of the feeder, and not as in some^ !^"-V h^:1^ cases with questionable result, laid on and filling
%s.i,r»-Ui,00Otr. (34,120,6001.). Eggs are kMm -Lm ..,

r
]t flii , f.,itiU , • t (t ,

..i,,— ,„ „f,™ ft*

Miscellaneous.
English Agriculture in Turkey.—in the valley formed

by one of the two streams which debouch into the

•Men Horn through the larger valley called the Sweet
W.i rs of Rurope, and at a distance of lf> or IS miles

from Constantinople, there are two villages, Pyrgos and
Painahor. The latter these is the mimic of our story,

l'ltnahor is a small village, numbering at most about

50 houses; the inhabitants are Turks, and they have a

little motqae, which had been a Greek church before

the conquest. The houses of the villa rs are mostly

of two stories, the under one of clay and the upper of

wood, and roofed with tiles. Most of them have at

least one cow, and several cultivate, after their own
fashion, a patch of land. The staple commodity of the

village i* charcoal. The burning of charcoal seems to

have been their occupation from time immemorial.
* * * * An English farm lies down in the

hollow. The stream winds along the one side of

the broad mealo.vs, backed by a precipitous

er.
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just named to 885
consumed in Paris to the amount of 3,784*243 lbs.

weight annually; and in many parts of the country

they constitute, along with bacon, the principal food

of the inhal mts. France, as already mentioned,

exports to England, in eggs and poultry, to the value of

,000,000 fr. annually (240,000?.) ; and also largely to

Russia, Spain, and itzerland."

The paper on agricultural chemistry describes certain

vperiments and conclusions of M. Boussingault, and

published by him in a volume entitled "Agronomic,
C tic, ei Physiologic. Besides this paper

he Journal of Agriculture contains a good record of the

acricultnral meetings in England and Scotland, and
port of Professor Anderson's lecture at Perth on

Experimental Agriculture.

. , and wooded range of hills. Looking down the vallev,
which the beasts an are so constructed that they whcro vou ^^ R ]most imapm . yourself at home,
may bo thrown open behind them: they receive oil- there ;8 tne litt]o v ill.iffO, with its mud and wooden

ke, Beans, meal and root* ground (pulped) and houses ; and its minaret o'ertopping the clump of trees
mixed with cut hay and straw ; their water is supplied

ro ,riin(ls vml of th)1 homely spire of a little parish

church. In the evening you might meet a Hi -blander
in tartan kilt returning homeward with his team, and
fancy for a moment that if you had not been trans-

por I to Auld Scotland from Btamboul, Auld v land

id surely been transported hither—when, lo ! at the

next turn you are suddenly confronted by a long string

of camels, driven by a iierce looking fellow armed with

a pair of large pistols and a long dagger. A peasantry

armed to the teeth on all occasions is not a pleasant

symptom ; and the contrast between the loveliness of
the scene and the unloveliness of the character of its

troughs at which the cattle drink at pleasure, often to

the waste, if not interference with the due assimilation

of their food, ill-compensated by the saving of labour

that may be effected,

These are'maoifestly not sheep farms, the root crops
can seldom be consumed upon the land where they
are grown, without injury to the stock and incon-

venience to tho tillage ; a flock of Hampshire Down
ewes are nevertheless kept with the assistance of the
run of part of the park

: but here a hardier race, the i iving inhabitants painful in the extreme. What
Lxmoor, are found more fitted for the pasture afforded that character is will be abundantly evident from a

Memoranda.
Strathfuldsaye.—In the greater portion of the

woodlands to the north, and the corresponding district

from Bishops Waltham to Havant in the south of
Hampshire, the London clay either forms the surface,

or is the subsoil covered with drift or gravel. In either

case it requires thorough draining, as in its natural

state it is either a stiff clay or rotten gravel. When
drained, chalked, and liberally farmed it bears good
rops of Wheat and Beans, is not fitted for carrying

sheep, but will as Grass land when well treated yield

good crops of hay, and afford pasture, though net of

|he best quality, as in no case would it probably fat a

bullock. It is often surcharged with ill conditioned

adgerows, small inclosures, and superabundant timber.

As the Strathfieldsaye property occupies so large

a portion of this tract, a description of the system that

has been successfully pursued there for many years

will sufficiently explain the method of farming suited

to these stubborn soils, on which the house and a con-

siderable number of the farms are placed.

When the late Duke of Wellington received this

property as the token of the nation's gratitude for his

services, it was by all accounts in a miserable state of
ipidation, as to the condition of the land, farm pre-
*es, cottages, and everything that requires outlay on

the part of the landlord. The Duke many years since
-mlied hia practical and systematic mind to the remedy

evils, and the permanent improvement of his
The four-footed game was reduced within

reasonable bound the land was drained to a sufficient
depth and st intervals fitted to the requirements
of the variations of the soil. These operations were
irried out entirely by the landlord with a charge of
per cent to the tenant on the capital so invested,

tlie tiles being supplied at cost price from kilns on the
property : and with

of

&nd£ property: and with a view further to reduce _
*?!&%* Permanent £*&, the haulage was done by stances of season, weather "and condition of the soil

;

n3* *a J
6
? i. i.

^ W*8 'm any caae and perhaps there is no soil that requires the watchful

SyK
" n

. .

by
,

t
f
nant\ lfc *» done under and exoerienced eye to take it in its proper time more

w* ^^ supervision, and under strict regulations as to the
| than the London clay. The rotation, if we can apply

<KP frequency of the drains. Chalking, the
eii$J» advantages of which cannot be over estimated on the

.iji claT wnds or gravels, was either performed by the
;iiflij* audlord or on terms of mutual agreement, and on

by land of a forest character.

The pigs are of a mixed breed, of which the Berk-

|

shire is the staple, the cross as in all such cases being

regulated by the judgment of the breeder rather than

by any denned rule, looking to the Berkshire for

growth and aptness to fatten from the finer sorts,

whether Chinese, Neapolitan, or the innumerable
crosses carrying with them the names of those by whom
hey have been introduced.

The horses, which are for the most part bred on the

estate, are of the useful sort found in this and tho

neighbouring counties ; the young horses being worked
with reference to their improvement rather than the
maximum labour they are capable of performing, the

reason that has been frequently given for working
three horses in a plough, where the work might be
done by two tried and seasoned animals. The thresh-

ing, chaff-cutting, grinding, &c, is performed by a

six-horse movable engine. The implements require
no especial notice. Waggons according to the custom
of the county, and carts, are both u I. As the land
under tillage is partly on the out-cropping Bagshot
beds of sand and gravel, a different system of rotation

and husbandry is required. The London clay now

'

specially under our notice is drained at intervals at
18 feet, 3 feet deep, a depth adopted in the first

instance, and after many years' experience retained
;

the land is ploughed in 9 feet stetches, the drain
usually occupying the alternate furrow, the drill when
used commanding the interval of 9 feet with 9 coulters.

The wheat is hand-hoed in the spring. .Judging from
the appearance of the land under the plough at the
close of an unusually wet season, the mode of draining
and husbandry seems fully to succeed ; probably much
of the kindly character of the tilth is due to the heavy
chalking, 15 tons per acre, which the land has in past

time received. It would be superfluous to try to trace

all the acts of husbandry through the various courses

and rotations; indeed it appears impossible to lay

down any rule in the cultivation of any soil, because so

much depends upon the practical eye and judgment of

those who perform or superintend these operations ;

all mu<t be done with reference to the peculiar circum-

than the London clay.

the term to the course of cropping which is ruled by

the judgment of the cultivator, and not by any fixed

or defined rule, will best show the impossibility of

consideration of the following transactions. An English
speculator, who had grown suddenly rich upon an
hospital contract during the Russian war, had in some
way or other become possessed of a farm at the head of
the Valley of the Sweet Waters. A colony of Scotch
ploughmen and their families, a Scotch manager,
a supply . of implements of Scotch manufacture
such as had never been seen in Turkey before,

seed-* and other requisites, were imported, and with
a trrand flourish of trumpets in the Times, the enterprise

of reforming Turkish agriculture was got fairly under
weL'h. Its subsequent history was one unbroken series

of misfortunes. First of all the little colony located in

the great old farm house—a block of buildings more
like a wooden fortalice surrounded with clay ramparts

n anything else

—

m* stricken down by fever.

They had landed in the midst of the hot \\< . her; heaps
mcleaned sheep skins were stored in the enclosure

;

they were unprovided with proper food and the neces-
s«rv means of comfort; they were a day's journey from
supplies, with no languasre to inquire for what they
wanted, and the consequences were pitiable. Not a
man of them escaped the fever, and though all the
adults ultimately recovered, the manager's whole famil\
was swept away in the course of a week, and this was but
the beginning of misfortunes. They were at first on
friendly termswith their Moslem neighbours; but this did
not last long, and they had to endure all the alarms and
vicissitudes incident to living in a state of siege in an
enemy's country. They and their native servants were
waylaid by night, shot at in open day, some of them
cruelly murdered, and not the least of their trouble
was the constant dread of incendiarism. The knowli :e

that they were well armed, and knew hew to us r

weapons, perhaps kept the would-be fcMIBdiaries from
attempting the main buildings, but tne outlying ones
were fire I and consumed. It would take too much
space to detail the history of this unhappy mod un-
profitable sp llation. We shall only attempt a cursory

<-k >f the principal events. There are two customs

of the country winch require to be understood in order

to hring out the motives for the crimes. All lands arc

public property for -^niaing purp s, unless when under

crop or fenced in. < tie md trespassing are retained

by the owner of the property on which they* are caught,

>r his servant appointed for the purpose, and only

restored on payment of a fine regulated by c« >m also.

The village cattle graze in the meadows on the English

farm, and are looked after by a Kulgarian lierd. The
fari»*ervant whose duty it was to protect the farm

defining the husbandry it requires. We take the pre- ! crops from trespass, was a Mussulman, by name Osman.
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The manager of the farm had been fired at from a

corner of a house in the village, Osman disappeared,

and the Bulgarian servant who took his place was

shot. Complaint was made to the minister of police,

but it was the Ramazan, and nothing could be done

till that was over. The Ramazan lasts a month. The

English ambassador was applied to, and about six

weeks after the committal of the deed a Bey was sent

out to make investigation into the disappearance of

Osman the Mussulman. The other matters were never

inquired into. The story came out during the investi-

gation as follows:—Hadji Mehemet and Omar, the

chief official of the village"and his second, had felt them-

selves aggrieved in the matter of their cattle. They had

resolved to get rid of Osman. They offered a baksheesh

of 500 piastres to the herdsman of the village to put

Osman out of the way. He refused to have anything

to do with the business. They then looked about for

fitter instruments, and found them in the persons of two

loose young fellows, one a Turk and the other a Bosnian.

The matter was agreed upon. * * *
^
Such was the

sad fate of poor Osman, A flood in the river floated the

body some time afterwards, and it was found by some

of the herds, to whom Hadji Mehemet gave a

few piastres, and they buried it. * * * Having

confessed their guilt the criminals were sentenced

to death, and it was officially intimated that

they were to be hung in the village. The execu-

tion never took place. Those who bribed them with

the miserable sum of 125 piastres (about a pound

sterling each) were to have been banished; but it seems

there was a Turkish law in the way, and as they had

property in the village they could not be sent put of it.

And what of the measures taken for the security of the

lives of the farm servants in future ? Why, they were

then well protected. There was a guard of four

cavasses, men and horses, quartered, not on the villagers,

but on the farm. It was a capital thing for the govern-

ment, or whatever official had the doing of it, to get

rid of four hungry followers and their horses. So the

first part of the tragedy is finished, but the last act of

retributive justice is still wanting to give it complete

ness.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have

proved to be the best, and have carried off every prize

that has been given in ail cases of competition. They are

noiseless in working, self-sharpening self-cleaning, simple in

construction, and easier to work and less liable to get out ot

order than any other Lawn Mowers extant. _ otw „ ...

Illustrated Price Lists may be had of Thomas Gr^n, Smith-

field Iron Works, Leeds ; or 2, Victoria Street, Holborn Hill,

London, E.C. . , „_.
N.B. Old Machines repaired and made as good as new,

rriENTS, &C—A: quantity of Government BELL
JL TENTS and MARQUEES, suitable for Rifle Companies,

Cricket Clubs, &c. ; also Kick and Hay Cloths Ropes:
&c. Prices

on application to John M orison, 25. Norton Folgate, ft.*..

OSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan "Works, Sheffield

Paxtou "Works, Sheffield, Established 1738

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c.

I Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in

A few months had only gone by when one of the the three Kingdoms.

Scotch ploughmen was shot dead by a Turk in the

court-yard of the farm. The murderer was never

punished, beyond being detained in prison for a time.

Before three years were out the colonists were all back
in their native land, with a story of their life in Turkey
to tell which they would not be likely to forget in

a hurry. John o' Groat Journal.

STATE OF THE WEATHER—BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended October 10 ; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, WalHnRford.

TrVPEBATUBE OF AlH.

hi
m i

e

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot Rain. I Wind
below the
Surface.

-

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

4
5
6
i

8

10

• 9

Dcgs. DeffS.
81.0 63.0
88.0 70.0
70.0 65.0
560 58.0
78.0 68.0
83.0 72.0
90.0 67.0

46.5
47.5

49
57.5
53.0

53.5

43.0

29.99

29.86
30.02

29.92

.73

29.77

29.80

Important to Gardeners.

WE hep; respectfully to inform you that we are now
supplying Nurserymen and Seed Merchants with an

article superior in quality to anything we have hitherto been
able to offer, in PRUNING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING
KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, GARDEN
SHEARS, Ac., owing to their being temperci under an
entirely new process, which renders the blade tough and
not liable to break, and also gives the edge a lasting
keenness which we can warrant them to retain for at
least double the time they would under the old method of
tempering, thus facilitating the work and saving the time
usually lost by having constantly to renew the edge by
sharpening, consequently making them more durable in wear
and better adapted for all kinds of work, every blade being
guaranteed of the same temper.

Caution-. None are genuine except marked Saynor, or
Saynor, Maker. Other marks would cause the purchaser
disappointment. *

BARNARD, BISHOItVInd BARNARD^
Norwich.

FURTHER REDUCTION in the PRICE of WIRE
NETTING.-April, 1861.

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima andMinima recorded relate, therefore, to th<> p dins 24 hour-. I heThermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is
. feet from the ground. * ^

Notices to Correspondents.
Dibble : Dibble. We know Sigma's dibble very well. It is a

,

very good tool indeed. It used to be advertised as made by
Mr. Powell, near Tunbridge Wells.

Farm Buildings: R Purvis. You mav applv to Mr. Burnhar
Spit it, near Chester. The report of the Yorkshire Agricul-
tural Society on the recent competition in Plans of Buildings
will probably soon be published.

Leaves: T Z. You had better gather them together, and
either use them as litter in cattle yards, or let them alone in
aheap for a year until they rot, when they will be useful in
either garden or farm.

Manure for Wint Beans: J J). The most recent expe-
r'Sif7 this subject is given in Mr. Dove's paper on
feubstitutes for Guano, published in the Highland Society
Transactions. He found guano to exceed all other ferti-

Vi^nJfnf
1

w i
2 2^ per acre applied towardsthe end of May and scuffled in the same day, incr

JhJ«
P
«?

UCe ab°Ut 7
t

bu8hel* Per acre-worth 8,. morethan the manure that was used ; 3 cwt. of super-

£S2!??
a
J *t

Pplied
J
at the

,

8arae timo and at the same cost
increased the produce 6 bushels per acre-worth about 5*

SS£ ? ? man"re
- None of the other manures, sul-phates of soda and potash, Rape-cake, and sulphate ofammonia, raised the crop enough to repay their cost. Ifyou

7ZL £„£? ff
?
an

u
and

.
OTP««Phosphate half and half, and

,1n
P L« ?Qdfa8-

fc a?°u
.;

4 CT fc

:
per acre after the Beans are

SfthSXrT J " Apn1
'
an2 horse -hoe them in, you would

ES5?« « f***™*™; but it depends of course on the

°tim, W? !

•

h y°Ur IaD
?

alread>' i8« We ^uld not reww. ?PP J10? Sua™ before winter. Do it before the
first horse-hoemg in early spring.

P
°aSn";ne unusua«y wa™ weather interferes much withany thing like regular quotations. Buyers are very cautiousand salesmen are obliged to realize. Peasants £f8jwwge Fowls Each 3#> €xL to 4g _ M

Barnard, Bishop, & Barnards beg to inform their
friends and the public that they have made a further reduction
in the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and also that all
their Nettings are now Galvanised after beincr made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, and durability.

Japanned

2-inch mesh ,24 inches wide .

.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch
lg-inch
It-inch
11-inch
lf-inch

i»

>»

»»

7»

> >

*»

tt

»>

>t

»>

f

tt

It

M
'»

tt

»»

»'

Ganrre.
o. J

1

17
16
1

38
IT
16

»»

>»

*t

»»

IT

Galvanised,
per yard.
.- 4 \d. .

.. 6

.. 6|

.. 8
-- 4J
.. 6
.. 7

9

9 m

• *

Iron,

per yard.
3 id.
4
5

6i
4

41
5±
7

All the above kinds can be made any width (under C feet)
at proportionate prices.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, t\d. per yard, 3 feet wide.
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, lid. per
yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an
inch to 6 inches.

Smaller ditto
Chickens
Geese ..

Bucks
Pheasants
Grouse.

.

Partridges
Rabbits
Wild ditto
Pigeons

• •

• .

ff

99

99

n
»*

99

2 »» 2
1 6 n 1 9
6 »» 7 6
2 3 >» 2 6
•J M 2
2

>> 2 6
1 B r> 1 &
1 3

t $
1 4

8 $* 9
8 ir 9

Reduced Price of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
«• E * ENCIN0, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.
Five wires, 8 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, 10d. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope. 1#. per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every variety of Wire

Fencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on application.

«. • 7 lro Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free at all
the principal Railway Stations.

HOT-WATER A
*PA£ATir

I

J- JONES
BEGS TO OPFEE i_

Hot-Water Apparatus
for ^

ording to the following Piano j.,.
'^according one following Plane, jj.

Railway 8tftionT&<

O

SECJI0N

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 1 feet ..

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

50 feet by 15 feet

Price

• •

ft

tt

tt

tt

ty

With CylinderBo!
£8

'

8 10

10

1110
16 10

18 10
I

o

<
-

•SECTION

Size of House. /WithCylinderBoiler. >

16 feet by 8 feet ..Price/ £1110 I £'.

20 feet by 1 feet M
'

!5 feet by 12 feet ..

30 feet by 12 feet ..

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet .

.

CO

i

Size of House.
16 feet by S feet .

.

20 feet by 10 foec .

.

25 feet by 1 2 feet .

.

feet by 1 2 feet .

.

40 feet by 15 feet ..

50 feet by 15 feet .

.

Price

WithCylinderBoUer.

£12 10 °

13 10

i

'a

SECTIOJi

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet .

.

» feet by 10 feet ..

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet ..

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet

Price

tt

»»

»>

»»

WithCylinf^
£1(5

u

17 10

21 10

25
31

S3 10

strong
The above prices include Boiler,

,

s ^ffl

Plate, Soot-doors, Damper, »?^°St q^'j-l
diameter, Elbows. &c. ; all of the^£ ^ £n^
Delivered free to any Railway &»w j^>

Net t Cash.
r

..
.
*~*Acowr

Estimates will be sent for tne

fcher particulars on application to

J. Jones, Hot-Water Apparatus

London, S.E.

work fi**

MaBuf****
i
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Splendid Hew atrawberry - Eclipse" (Beeve).

M»l -v VEITCH and SOX beg to call atten-

tion to this really first-class Fruit, full particulars of

which will be found in their advertisement* which hare
appeared in this Paper during the months of August and
September. 13a per dasen; 00a per 100. Prioe to the Trade

Chelsea and Exeter—Oct 19.

Strawberry Planti for Forcing.

JKKVXKS has to offer Plant* unusually fine of the

• following Tarter!—, viz. :—
KKEN - 8EEDUNG,
INGRAM'S PRINCE of WALES, and
CAROLINA 8UPERBA.

The above are well matured in 8-inch Pots and invaluable

fer early work. Price on application.

Castle Street Nursery, Salisbury.

XjlOKClVi SIKAWBKKKIKS, or for Orchard-

X? bonee culture—BRITISH QUBEN, OSCAR, SIR CHAS.
NAPIER, and KBSK - -EEHL1 . well established in

eised pots in the far-famed Wimbledon loam, as fine Plants

possible, and cannot fail to produce a large crop.

Price per dozen or hundred on application.

St- »ut li A M BURGH and other VIM r j -lanting.

F R K Otoaost, h N'urs , Ri< W.^

?• awberry Plants.

TAMF< KITLEY begs to announce that the plan** of

bia unequalled b AWHERRY, CAROLINA BITERBA,
which he can supply at .'.* per 100, are now remarkably fine.

Also extra strong plants of Goliath, British Queen. Elton

Pine, Keen's Seedling, Sir C Napier, Eleanor, Due de Malakoff,

Ia ChaLuiaise, Gelineau, Madame E. Viimorin, and Princess

Alice Maud, at U. M. per 100.

The following varieties may be bad in pots, at 1/ per 100,

which would ensure a crop of fruit next season, vis., Carolina
superb*, Goliath, Sir C. Napier, Keen's Seedling, Trollop's

Victoria, and Princess Alice Maud.
Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

Vines for Fruiting in Pots.

JAMESCA1MKR and CO., Seed Mebcitavts and
NUBsanvifax. ts7, 288, Fl llolborn, London, WC, and

|

Hyacinths and other Bulbs.

TT^M. CUTBl H and SONS' first importation of
• VV HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c , has just been received

direct from Haarlem. They are unusually fine. Early Orders

are respectfullv solicited.

All the First Prizes have been awarded our Collections

wherever exhibited during the last seven years.

DESCRIPTIVE PHI D CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Cheap Dutch and other Bulbs.

HENRY BKOWN begs to call attention to bis

Priced DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE (post free on

application). The quality cannot be surpassed, and the prices

will on comparison be found very moderate. Collections from

10*. 6U upwards delivered, carriage free, to any principal steam

port or railway station in England, Ireland, or Scotland.

FLUKE and other POTATOES off the Lancashire Moss and

Sand. Price on application.

Seed Warehouse, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

ARTEK'S FIUST.CLASS SEEDS of
CALCEOLARIA, 2*. 6<f. i*?r packet.

,, new blotched, 2f. 6 J. per packet.
CINERARIA, 2*. W per packet.
PRIMULA, mixed fringed, Is. per pa t.

„ dark carmine fringed, 2s. 6d. per packet.
„ pure white fringed, 2«. 6d. per packet.

James Carter & Co., 287 & 238, High Hoiborn, London, W.C.

andli A N K S COMET.

J
Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

AMES G A 11 A W A Y and
have just received from the

MOST CSLEBRATKD DUTCH GROWERS
their

FIRST IMPORTATION
Of the above at ui other Bulbs,

And are supplying the same, of
qrAinv, at the lowest possiiile pricks.
JaiG l ES with full particulars on applicatu

James I away & C .

Durdham Down Nurseries,
Bristol.

C O.

Dutch Flower Roots.

Crystal Palace rsery. Forest Hill, Sydenham, have much
fdeasure in offering strong short-jointed well-ripened VINES
t P>t Culture, of all the most esteemed varieties, capable of

bearing six to eight bunches each.
For list of names and prices see AUTUMN BULB CATA-

LOGUE, post free on application.

PAMPAS GRA88.
J. C. 4 Co. have a splendid Stock of the above highly

ornamental Grass, well established in Pots, from 5*. per dozen.
Extra strong, It. to la (kL each.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

WILLIAM CUTBUSH, Jun., Barnet Nurseries,
Herts, begs to invite an inspection of hia fine 8tock of

FRUITING and other VI N 88 in Pots, consisting of all the best

varieties in cultivation. The following are remarkably strong
and fine, from 8 to 12 feet in length, viz., Muscat Hamburg)
Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh, Bowood Muses
<Lady Down's 8»-dttng. Trentham Black, Buckland's Sweet-
water, Black Hamburgh, £c. List and Prices on application.
Also to his Stock of £ men and Half-specimen New Holland
Plants, Indian Azaleas, Stove Plants, Ac.

W. C- Jan. would also especially call the attention of Mush-
room Growers to his very superior MUSHROOM 8PAWN, for

which he has the highest testimonials from the most eminent
|n the United Kingdom, and which he can with
confidence riiammwd. References on application.

JAMES VEITCH, Jtjn., Koyal Exotic Nt/rbeby,
Chelsea, S.W., begs to announce Unit he has received his

!
annual supply of BULKOUS HOOTS from Holland, and is

pleased to say that they are particularly fink and in

excellent o iTiov. CATALOGUES are now ready and will

be forwarded on application.

J, V, Jun., desires to impress upon those who patronise
him the great advantage of giving him their orders early,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great
measure upon their being, planted early in the skasov.

The best Twelve Hyacinths.

OUTTOVS BEST TWELVE^ HYACINTHS Imported can be

supplied for 12*. ; Second best, 9*. ; very

good, C*.

Also, fine mixed DOUBLE HYA-
CINTHS (aU fresh Imported), 3». per

dozen, or 21*. per 100.

PRICED LISTS of BULBS and SEEDS
may be had post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

Vines for Fruiting in Pots,

J AND J. FRASEB, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
• X E., beg to offer strong VINES with well ripened wood

of the best varieties.

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.
The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail-

way to Lea Bridge 8tation. ^_^^____^____
Orchard House Trees.

and J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,J • N. E., having a fine stock of-

PEACHES I APPLES
NECTARINES | PEARS
APRICOrS I PLUMS and CHERRIES

in Pots, well set with bloom buds, beg respectfully to offer

hem to the notice of intending Purchasers.
A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application,
The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail-

way to Lea Bridge 8tation.

Fruit Trees.

K. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshcnt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Fruiting Vines.

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Patjl),

Cheshukt Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.

Koses.

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
riissmmi Ni!, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hyacinths.

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A- Pat/l),
Cheshukt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hollyhocks.

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cur-HrNT Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.

Catalogue.

YOUELL and CO.'S GENERAL and DESCRIP-
TIY PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

weady, and will be sent free on application.
It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifer*,

Shrubs, Gladioli, as well as all the newest introductions in
Soft-wooded Plants.

Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

w
w
w

Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Nursery and Seed
Establishment.

MARTIN and SONS
respectfullv inform their

friends that their NURSERY
\TALOGUES may be had on

application, containing choice
selections of Apples. Pears, Plums,
Peaches, and Apricots ; Standard
Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and
Deciduous Shrubs, Stove, Green-

use, and Herbaceous Plants,

Ferns, Conifers, and importations of
Dutch Bulbous Flower Roots.
Cottingham Nursery and Seed

Establishment fA.D. 17S8). The
" Park Nursery," Hull.

Hull Seed and Horticultural Tool Establishment, Junction St.

Violets.

r>OBT.SHACKELL has fine healthy strong plants
\i at the following prices :—

Per dozen.—*. d.

Shackeirs Russian Superb 12
Small do. do. 4
Double purple Tree Violet 4
Double purple Spring
blooming . . 4

Per dozen.—*, d.

Double White .

.

. . 4

nble White Tree .. 4
Neapolitan, for forcing . . 4
01<i Russian .. .. 2
Hamper and package included.

Hardy Soar a Khododendrons and other American
Plants.

JOHN WATERER has the pleasure to announce that
bis ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above popular plants, as

exhibitor; the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
* now published and will be forwarded on application. Intend-
ing planters snd amateurs desirous of blending colours are
uvited t -ossess a copy, as faithful descriptions of all theRHODODENDRONS are given.

F e

The Catalogue contains a selection of the best and really
Hardy CONIFERS, with heightsand prices, the whole ofwhich
having been removed theipastspring are U a capital state for
transplanting Also EVERGREENS and ORNAMENTALSHRUBS and TREB8 of the leading kinds.
The American Nursery, Bagsbot, Surrey, near the Sunning-

h Western Railway ; also to be had of Mr.
UrniTi a a*«Mir.RTie*e11Stref*. r"'>v*n>»r5i%-Hnn

Address Robt. Shackell, Florist, Ac., 6, Broad Street, Bath.

New Rose Catalogue fcr 1861-62.
Woodlands Nursery, Marksfield, near Uckfteld, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON have the honour to an-
nounce that their CATALOGUES of ROSES and

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK are now ready for distribution.
It is generally admitted that the county of Sussex has suffered

'

;

less from the effects of last winter's frost than any other county
in England, in consequence of which W. W. & Son have to offer

a remarkably fine stock of Roses and Nursery Stock in general.

Bose Catalogue.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul) res-

pectfully announces that his NEW ROSE CATALOGUE
is now ready for circulation.

Owing to the division of the Cheshunt Nurseries in the
Autumn of last year, the greater part of his Roseswere removed,
and as a consequence escaped tbe devastating effects of the

. winter's frost. Standards, Half-Standard.-, and Dwarfs are

alike vigorous and healthy, and he believes that hH stock of

Roses this autumn is the largest and finest in the country.

Cheshunt Nurseries. tham Cross, London, N.

Hardy Japanese Plants, Hew Eoses, Ac.

JOHN STAND18H has great pleaenrc in submit-

ting the above to the consideration of his friends and the

nnhlio in general, far exceeding in interest any that he baa

had the opportunity of ser fling out at any one time.

ror a DESCRIPTIVE LIST of N 1 FERNS, HARDi
JAPAN! : PLANTS, NEW in )^ES,&c,»ee Gardeners Chronicle

for the first Saturday in everv month. „~%.. ^«.«^r^a
Besides the above J. 8. has a fine stock of CONIFEROUS

PLAN , HARDY SHRUBS and TREES, and a very large

stock of VINES, which he can offer at reasonable prices,

I CATALOGUES of which will be shortly ready for distribution.

The Roval Nurserv. Bagahot, Surrev.

SON

MINNIE
Coloured Plate, 1 *. 0d. per post

#
The above FUCHSIAS possess fin Isjsj properties, and 6how

a striking advance on all others which have been sent out since

the white corolla varieties were introduced.

E. G. Henderson & Sow, Wellington Road Nursery, 8t.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

CHJEROPHYLLUM BULBOSUM.
Figured in Qarderuri Chronicle, Oct. 5, 1861.

New Seel, per packet, 6d. and 1». each.

The BULB CATALOGUE free, and the BULB GUIDE on
receipt of 18 postsge stamps.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood, 1 Ion, N.W. ^_^_________-___________
New^d~B~re Plants.

Ml 5RS. B. a HENDERSON and
rosrn i! I v call attention lowing;—

SEDTTM CARM M VARIEGATUM, introduced by Mr. Von
Sicbold fmni Japun. of whom they have purchased the
entire stock.

P1GYMUM LEUCOBOTRYS, figured in the •• Illustrated

Bouquet.M

TENTA- ROSEA KERMESIN A. very useful a* a winter-
flow i.Tin wr plant for Drawing-room Bonoucts.

PETUNIA BRITISH I .ION, fine hal.it, n.h crimson.
CAMELLIA ETOILE I'OLAlRE, carmine scarlet-striped.

COLEU8 VERSCHAFFELTI, I.right bronze crimson Leaves.

LAPAOERIARO! V newly gathered S Is. Trade supplied.
CLOTH OF GOLD GERANIUM. 1*. 6d. and 2*. 6d.

GOLDEN FLLECE GERANIUM, 1*. Id and Js ad.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (PAMPAS GRASS), 3*. and
8#. rtrf. per dozen. Strong at Is. and 1* ChL

Wellington Road, St. John's \V 1 London, N.W.

New Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

FAND A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of
• their Now GLOX1NIA8, CI RAR1AS, and PELAR-

GONIUMS.
See Gardeners' Chronicle of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,
ich may be had gratis.

Dulwich, SuiToy. S.

New Plants of 1861.

HENRY WALTON has now readv for Orders, at
greatly reduced prices, nice plants of FUCHSIAS,

PETUNIAS. VERBENAS, he., of this season.
LIST of VARI ETIE8 and Prices on application.
Edge End, Marsden. near Burnley, Lancashire.

Wholesale Catalogue.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861 and SPRING

1862, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine Stock of Transplanted V< -rest Trees, Ac., can be had
free on application.

Woking Nursery, i

Superb Double Hollyhocks!
Saffron Wai.pkv Nunssanr.

WILLIAM CHATELS 15th ANNTAL DES-
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is now

ready, and will be] forwarded to any address on receipt of one
postage stamp.
William CnATsm, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Saffron

Walden, Essex.

Can he Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Snnningdale
Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, and every other show at which they have been
exhibited during the last two years.
RHODODENDRONS for forcing; KALM IAS for forcing ;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
drons in tbe world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROS s. sad s General Nursery Stock well
worthy the Inspection ofJatendin^ anters or Nurserymen.

Hyacinths ! Hyacinth! !

!

TTTM. CUTIV II and SON have the pleasure of
V announcing that the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society have accepted their offer of awarding PRIZES of
Two Guineas and One Guinea to private growers, far the BEST
and SECOND BEST COLLECTION of 12 HYACINTHS,
distinct varieties, grown in pots, at their Spring Exhibition of

<\2.

Wm. C. & Son remind intending oompetitors that October is
the best month for petting Hyacinths.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Glie (Bat&etterjT Chronicle
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1861.

If in their arboriculture the authorities of
Paris have more to learn from than to teach us, it is

different with respect to the public gardens with
which they have within the last few years adorned
their city. In former days, when straight avenues
of tall trees covering a bare dusty soil, constituted

the finest promenades of the Parisians, our squares

and parks were the objects of their wonder and
admiration, but now the relative merits of the two
are exactly reversed. Our Commission of Woods
has indeed" within the last two or three y*»arslaid

out considerable sums of money in planting

shrubberies and flower borders in the parks of the

West End, and nothing could be more gay than
some of those in Hyde Park during a portion of the
summer. But turning our glance fr >m the tasteful

gardens of the Champs Elysees still luxuriating in

the full richness of verdure and flowers, like the best
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kept grounds of our country seats, without a weed

or a plant out of place—to the so-called shrubbery

of the Green Park, a confused expanse of shabby

bushes scattered without design, and intermixed

with the remains of broadcast annuals, rank

weeds, bits of paper, and other rubbish, the com-

parison is one we have little reason to be proud of.

A few notes, therefore, made on the subject during

a short stay in Paris in the present month
(September) may not be without interest, and to

these we have added some details obligingly com-

municated to us by Monsieur Barillet-

Deschamps, under whose direction are placed

the public gardens of the city of Paris,

including the Bois de Boulogne, and who,

as "Jardinier Architecte," is also extensively

employed in laying out the private grounds, which
are now gradually coming more into fashion with

wealthy Frenchmen who have country chateaux.

The Tuileries, Louvre, and Luxembourg gardens

are, however, not under his superintendence, the

two former being at the charge of the Civil List,

and the Senat having a management of its own for

the Luxembourg.
In general design, formal gardens, straight

,_, especially at thislime ot year, are the use

made of Cannas, Caladiums, and other large leaved
years

plants, either in distinct round or oval clumps, or

in the tall centres of the flower borders, and the

introduction of some autumnal flowering plants,

under shrubs or perennials, either in raised beds or

borders, or surrounding the clumps of shrubs. In

the Cannas and Caladiums, considerable attention

has been given to the ascertaining which species

or varieties are the best adapted for planting out

as the hardiest, the easiest to cultivate in large

quantities, the handsomest and the least liable

to tear with wind. With this view M. Bauillet

has tried above 80 Cannas, of which he showed us

as many square patches in a long row in the

reserve garden. Of this number he has selected

about a dozen for general cultivation, and intends

to reject the others. Those which have hitherto

been 'found the best suited for clumps are among Scarlet Pelargoniums, to be seen^r*
the larger kinds, C. annfei and C. Warczewiczioides

j

in great profusion, the Gladio\ ^**
with red flowers ; C. liliiflora, rather tender, but the other showy perennials common^*

them in in autumn they are m-P ^s
by cutting round their roots.

Pared for
pc^

In flowering plants there was in *
years ago an attempt to comnetl

arij
I

novelties and rarities, but this \ ^ *
quite given up, as producing liW P * Do,r

cost. Annuals are also general!
being of short duration and more diffi'*

^
neat and free from weeds. Attent ^i

been directed in the public gard
iu *

perennials, which can be readily
^ *°

-w
great numbers, planted out nearj!^

3^!
flowering, and, with a little care l H -

. si
are but little encouraged, as bem»
the landscape style adopted. Ati^*!
plants now in flower the most h»l *%il

flower for a lengthened period. ^Lo
^

as Verbenas, so highly prized by ns J**«

only one with white flowers ; and C. zebrina, with

dark-coloured foliage, far preferable to the more

common C discolor ; C. indica is one of the best

of the middle-sized ones, and C. Warczewiczii

Chrysanthemum frutescens, a verv

summer plant from the length
of

remains in flower, is now (in September]

gone by. Phlox Drummondi,
Tagetes

walks, terraces, steDS, and parterres are gone quite among the smaller ones. A very handsome clump
\

China Asters, and a few others, although J• -
'

" in Lamartixe's garden adjoining La Muette had
j

are exceptionally favourites for beds, butJout of fashion, and in Paris appear to be only

maintained in the Tuileries and Luxembourg;
curved lines, irregular lawns, with round, oval or

irregular clumps, borders, or beds being everywhere
substituted. In some places this irregularity may
have been carried too far, or too much may have
been attempted for the limited space; but, in

general, the designs struck us as remarkably good
for the style adopted. The dressed portion of the

Bois de Boulogne surrounding the lake is the sub-
ject of universal admiration ; the broad lawns
which border the magnificent Avenue de l'lmpera-

"fcrice, broken only by a small number of clumps, selected, but it appeared to us that a ring of

C. annsei in the centre 9 to 10 feet high,

surrounded by C. indica with C. Warczewiczii on

the outside, but in general the clumps of a single

kind, closely planted, with the most vigorous and

tallest plants in the centre, and from 6 to 12

or 15 feet diameter, according to the height of

the variety, appeared to us to have the best effect.

They are also much improved by a ring of some

dense short plant close round the base so as

to hide the roots. Some flowering plant of;

9 inches to a foot in height is generally

add to the grandeur of a scene which, now that it

is assuming a more finished aspect, is unrivalled in

any public open promenade we are acquainted with

;

and, in the Champs Elysees, the arrangement of

the raised clumps and slightly hollowed interven-
ing lawns is such as to give both variety and an
appearance of extent. Some persons object
to the clumps as being too much raised, but
in the Champs ElysSes there was a reason
for it, as it gave the means of shutting out in a
great measure the cafes chantans, without the
appearance of screens planted for the purpose. In
the Pare de Monceaux it may he said that the
rockery, cascade, raised bridge, &c, are overdone
for so small a space ; but the general effect is good,
as here also the design is such as to make it appear
much more extensive than it would have done if
planted in the old way, with straight parallel rows
of trees. In the smaller, more flowery gardens of
St. Clotilde, St. Jacques, the Thermes," and several
others, the curved walks and irregular borders
within a straight-lined enclosure are well man-
aged, although again in some instances rather
overdone.

The shrubs and smaller trees in the clumps of
the dressed gardens do not at all partake of
the desolate look of the Limes and Horse-
Chesnuts in the avenues. Benefited by the good
soil and constant waterings given to the lawns
and flowering plants, they are generally still in
full vigour of leaf, and some in full flower. Thev
are chiefly of the kinds common with us, a few
additional ones perhaps too tender for the English
climate

;
but there is one among the autumn

flowering ones, the Kolreuteria paniculata, whichwe do not recollect having observed in our shrub-
beries, although we are told it never suffers in
Paris in the severest winters. Its large terminal
panicles of yellowish flowers appear in September,
and when healthy, its foliage is elegant.
In the Luxembourg are some very handsome
lamansks now covered with their pink flowers.
The native ingredients necessary to its
welfare, and which it finds in 'the Paris
gypsum, may be easily given to it in
any soil by the addition of a little common salt.
I he variegated ash-leaved Maple, so highly prized
byM. Baeillet, andmuch admired by most persons
does not please us so much. It is too white. A
clump at a distance, or amongst green shrubs, has
rather a singular than a handsome aspect, and,
when seen near, it has more of a sickly look than
almost any variegated-leaved plant. It does not
appear to grow into a tree. The clump in the Bois
de Boulogne, near the kiosk of the Empress, has
made but little progress these last four years, and
the Lichens on the stems betray the constitutional
want ot vigour.

Among the greatest improvements in the Paris
gardens observable within the last two or three

bright flowers round the base took off from the

general effect as a bed of foliage, and when the

Cannas are in flower made their flowers look poor.

A very good result was produced in a clump in

the Luxembourg garden by a close ring of the

common striped Grass kept to the uniform height

of rather less than a foot. The roots of these

Cannas are taken up as soon as the first frost9

attack their leaves, and stored for the winter in a
perfectly dry cellar. Very early in spring they
are started in frames or pits, and divided for

propagation, and planted out in the clumps in
May. There are a very few of the tenderer kinds
which require being kept in vegetation during the
winter, but these are on that account rejeoted from
general cultivation.

A considerable number of Caladiums have been
tried, but there are none to equal the C. escu-
lentum, of which there are several large raised
beds in the Champs Elyse'es, Monceaux, and Bois
de Boulogne. The peltate leaves, of which we
measured several more than a yard in length, and
which M. Baeillet tells us often attain a yard
and a half, hang elegantly from their erect petioles,
so as to wave in the wind without tearing. It is

true that in some of the clumps in the Champs
Elysees they are ragged on the outer side of the
bed, but that is owing to their being too close to
the walk and injured by the passers by ; on
the inner side, next to the lawn, although
equally exposed to the wind, they are quite entire.
C. yiolaceum is also a handsome one ; but the
species with erect leaves are generally inferior
either as showing too much stem, or as very liable
to tear. All Caladiums require being kept in-
doors, and more or less in vegetation during the
winter. ^

Several other green and hothouse plants have
been tried for planting out as foliage-clump..
Inose most successful hitherto have been Wigandia
caracasana, of which there are several large handcaracasana, oi wmen tnere are several large hand- is taken in the original preparation «*

^

some clumps with leaves near 2 feet long and and constant attention is given to^I* foot broad; Musa rosacea, the only Banana watering. The soil is all made, fi*J
fnHTlfl Tinf fn fnor - Finn a ftl«r,*;^« _^J t «. °.

.

m « <x -~« a vcrfe *»_found not to tear ; Ficus elastica, and Latania
borbomca. The red variety of the Castor-oil plant
(Ricmus) planted singly, or better when three
together, in a lawn has a very fine effect, attaining
a height of about 5 feet. The foliage is altogether
deeply coloured, and the flower spike is of a rich
crimson, but the variety is difficult to raise true
from seed, and in this climate it can only be
treated as an annual

; the common green variety is
apt to look weedy. The practice which embellishes
so much the St. Petersburgh gardens during their
short summer, of planting out green and hot-
house flowering trees and shrubs in single speci-
mens, is also beginning to be tried here with
success. They are planted out in May without
their pots, and two or three weeks before taking

always planted out, not sown broadcast,

addition to all these some green and
flowering plants, especially Begonias, I
successfully planted out in beds. M. Baeiu:
tried all the Begonias which he could colt

propagate in sufficient quantities for the pom

The majority are too tender or not shown*
for this mode of culture, but B. fuchsio:

original variety, not the more common mii
which is tender), and B. Prestoniensis, ki

scarlet, but contrasting with each c

habit and foliage, made beautiful ^ i

which several are now in full flows in k

Champs Elysees and Monceaur. A species r=cc

received from Bolivia, to which the prcioi

name of B. boliviana has been given, seems ti>

equally hardy and has a handsome leaf, but Ik

flower (now passed) is said to be inferior, id

»

foliage it is certainly very far from the Cannus:

Caladiums. We are told that Hibiscus wra sines

trained dwarf makes a beautiful bed, bat wei

not see it so treated. Two species of refc

flowered Cassia, now in M hwtr, su*<

great show in the mixed ;lan^s. Boui

been received nnder the naxflft d S. totvW

but they differ from each other in the m
the flowers and in the number of W^

«

apparently belong to distinct species, bat mu

not set their pods, and M.Decab«W«
an opportunity yet of determining

the^tarf.

Among lower plants we observed awjfW
of Vinca rosea with pink flowers ;

the wMero*

is too tender for bedding out. .

For all these plants the P^Jfil
some advantage over ours in the grea^

duration of the summer sun, but the *wp

not very great, and their winter frosts ipg*;

nearly as severe, as early and »»?";. ^
are obliged to take in their plants m U-wj

often early in that month, and cannotg
out till May. Their summer of i860

J^ p

cold, dull, damp, and very badfor
ripen

and last winter committed almost asm^
in the Bois de Boulogne as at kew. r

.

was everywhere quite killed, ana rj,

tender Conifers suffered very mucn. t^
however is an exception; two

trees of 1 5 to 1 8 feet high in theJ ^
partially browned. On the other nana,

microphylla was in several places vej

injured. i. *
.. For the maintenance of these E^jf
a of luxuriance throughout the summ

- is taken in the original preparation oi^#

well as the beds. The lawns were ^° i
sown with Lolium perenne fr

f^J f t jr
pure?

be
perfectly

I
i*

>*-- i%^t
with care, and supposed to

clean; but that does not
j7 L1JVP

month it " gets converted into, » ^ &
tell you, that is to say, it is ""^?Gta
replaced by Festucas and some otn

. W
j

species of which we could not asceru^ jr

not allowed to flower) of whicn v ^
seeds had been lurking amongst_> ^1*

had produced so few plants as to w ^^r
the first year. These few, hower y^
more than the Lolium in the nen » ^ . ,

watering, tiller rapidly, a^j^er ftf
which gradually smothers the ^" n t^
first the lawns so changed were
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ing Reason ; but as it is now iound that the taken on at the time oi planting out in spring

naturally substituted Grasses answer the purpose The city, however, we are told, look closely into

better than the Lolium sown, they are allowed to

remain, the gardeners firmly believing that they

are nothing but the Lolium transmuted. "We saw no
!

signs of the Poa annua, which is the bane of our

London Parks, but which will always be stifled by
perennials when well watered and dressed. In the

flower beds there is none of the broadcast sowing

which has been so untidily done in our St. James's

and Green Parks. Everything is planted out from

the reserve garden ; and in the mixed borders,

herbaceous plants, when out of flower, are periodi-

cally replaced by others in season ; and the whole,

shrubs, lawn?, and flower-beds, are daily and
copiously watered during the dry season by means

their accounts, and have always an eye to economy.

The Civil List, in the management of the Tuileries

and Louvre Gardens, is said to be much more

profuse in its expenditure. B.

flowers grow in a luuuuer impossible to be cut
otherwise than short, therefore any long stalked
flowers that can be cut to diflVnnt lengths are
invaluable. All kinds of Fuchsia or pendent
flowers mix well with others; trailing things

should he also provided ; from a Clematis or similar

plant, it is best to gather a long spray, for these

high,

of moveable hose. An abundant supply of water . age. It was a

and many a troop of hunters has taken

shelter beneath the spreading boughs of its

majestic head. Whenever we have had to speak

of Elms we have thought of this glorious piece of

antiquity, and taken it as an example of what

that sort of tree may remain even at its greatest

grand tree in the youth of the

is generally distributed through underground
pes, with plugs at convenient intervals to attach

the hose.

All this could not be accomplished without, a

reserve garden on a large scale, and, accordingly,

the extensive grounds of La Muette, at Pasty, at

the end of the Avenue de St. Cloud, opposite

the La Muette gate of the Bois de Boulogne,

have been devoted to the purpose. The soil and ex-

posure are good. Several ranges of light and airy

stoves and propagating houses, with facilities for On the 11th inst. a heavy gale from the South
shading and ventilating, are already in use, and tore it up by the roots, and over it went with one
others are now in construction, besides long lines of tremendous crash. Like all Elms it had become
low cool pits aud frames, and there is abundant space decayed internally, and when the force of the
for the preparation of soils and manures and other storm was applied to it, snap went its huge roots,

oldest inhabitant of the parish. Xo cottager re-

membered it, no tradition pointed to it except as
44 the great Elm." It may have been one of those

which gave in days long passed the name of Elm-
ham to the parish, nor did it require any great

stretch of fancy to imagine it coeoval with bold

Uishop Almar, who held the see of Elrahara, for

the parish once gave its name to a Bishop's see,

at the Conquest, although he was a married man.
Alas ! this fine old English Elm has perished.

necessary operations. The houses are heated by
an apparatus for steam and hot air, conveyed
chiefly in pipes of about 2 inches, which M.
Barillet says is much more economical than a hot-

and it became a gigantic wreck. So sudden and
violent was its fall that Mr. Fry. estone, on whose
estate it stood, had scarcely time to escape from
beneath its branches, his ear having providentially

foliage, than in gathering flowers. When leaves

are young and have grown i t, it is useless to take

them, for they will not live in water. What are

wanted are leaves of mature growth, with good
iirm foliage and with tolerably long stalks. The
bright green of some Berberries, Fern leaves,

Fumitory, small trailing plants, shoots of Ivy or

Periwinkle, small Vine leaves, bits of Bamboo, or

Deciduous Cypress, or Ribbon Grass, or any much
ivided leaves, such as Cissus stans, some of the

Ferulae, <frc, in fact any pretty leaves do ex-
tremely well.

In the autumn and winter, when flowers are

scarce, plants bearing red leaves, or bright berries,

suchasPyracantha, Pernettya, Snowberry, Thorns,
&c, may all be niacie useful. The flowers of the

Pampas Grass and Everlastings when carefully

dried make a pretty good substitute for fresh

flowers in winter, and would be much valued by
ladies. Not however dyed flowers, such as are

sold in some shops, winch persons of good taste

look upon with indescribable disfavour. B. B.

water circulation. The boiler, which is found suf- caught the sound of the beginning of the smash
ficient for the whole, is heated by a powerful jet

of gas, generated in an adjoining apparatus, with
a small two- horse-power steam-engine for in-

jecting air. There is also, under a portion of the

garden, an extensive cavern cut in the soft Paris

rock, with massive pillars left at intervals for

the support of the flat roof. This, from its perfect

dryness and equable temperature, is invaluable to

them for the preservation of Canna and other roots,

during the winter. The whole is under the imme-
diate charge of M. Andre, who appeared to us
to be a very intelligent and well informed young
m*n - -

i i .a-— •' —
Adjoining La Muette is the new Artesian well,

wr h has taken about five years in the boring.

After sundry mishaps and difficulties having got

down to some feet below the level of the Grenelle
well, they were, almost discouraged and ready to

give it up, when, on the day before we saw it, there

were some slight signs of water, and on that
morning to their great joy it burst forth from the
top of the tube in a body twice a man's thickness.

Although, like the Grenelle water, it is slightly

sulphurous and therefore scarcely fit for drinking,
it is an immense advantage coming out at that

elevation, as well for the watering of the Muette
and the Bois de Boulogne as for the household pur-

poses in the surrounding district.

The expenditure incurred in the Paris planta-

tions and gardens has been the subject of much
outcry, and has been urged as an invincible

obstacle to the introduction of anything of the

kind in the London Parks. Xo detailed authentic

accounts on the subject are published, although we
are told that a report entering into the u utest

details with perfect accuracy is in existence ; the

data communicated to us by different per-ons are

in some respects contradictory, but from the most
reliable information we have been able to procure

this expenditure appears to have been considerably
exaggerated. The outlay of capital by the city of I

Paris for the purchase and formation of the Bois de *

Boulogne, has been fully repaid by the sale of plots

of building ground on "its outskirts. The expense
of laying out the gardens in the city is considered
as a portion of the general cost of the Paris em-
bellishments, and that also is believed to be nearly
balanced by the increased value of the building
ground let or sr Id. The citv owns an abundant
supply of wa.r. and has onlv the expanse of
laying down the pipes. The plants for stocking
the gardens are all rai 1 at La Muette, the shrub
and trees in their own n letief, so that they have
no heavy contracts for the supplv of stock. The
number of hands erapl yed is TO in the Bois de
Boulogne. 60 at La Muette, and 110 in the various
gardens of the city, including the Champs Ely^es,
the Avenue de rlmpfotrioa, the Pare de Mon-
ceaux, and all the scattered smaller gardens.
Besides that there are a few men in the nurseries
for trees, for Conifers, and for American and other
peat-earth shrubs, and some additional hands are

We mention this not merely for the sake of

recording the fate of a remarkable tree, but as

another warning to those who ride near the great

and dying Elms in Hyde Park. It is not very
long since we described the fall there of a pygmy
compared with that at St. Margaret's, aud pointed

out the dangerous state of all the old Elms, its

neighbours (seep. 602, 1860). It will now be seen

that trees of the kind, even although appearing to

retain their youthful strength, are not at all to be
trusted.

It is probable that when Mr. Wentworth
Dilke offered prizes la9t spring for table decora-
tions composed of fruit and flowers, few expected
to find so many competitors, for though persons of

refined taste set great store on flowers for decora-

tion, still there are many more who have either

no notion how to arrange them, or care little about
them at their table or in their houses.

It is not altogether improbable that one of the

reasons why we so often see flowers unskilfully

arranged is because in the first place the proper

method of gathering them is not understood. It

is not every gardener even that knows how to cut
flowers for decoration, or how to select what is

suitable for the stands in which they are to be set

'

up. Gardeners, if they have not sufficient natural

Some doubts having
the usually accepted

( Viscum album) grows
dent has undertaken to

been lately thrown upon
fact that the Mistletoe

on the Oak, a Correspon-
have the point cleared up

by a direct perzonal appeal to practical botanists

;

and in the interest of scientific truth he has issued

a circular in which he begs to be favoured with
replies to the question, " whether the writer has
ever seen the Mistletoe in such a position ?" If any
of our readers should be able to answer in the
affirmative we would venture to beg them to com-
municate with Wm. Ma i :s hall, Esq., Solicitor,

Ely.

In his last Number of the Flore des Sevres, Mr.
Van IIouiie has made the world acquainted with
a most pRonrGrors Lilac. •According to the
figure the huge and massive bunches are 11 inches
long, of a most brilliant violet purple colour, and
are still more remarkable for the firm texture and
rounded form of the blossoms. It must throw a
florist into extacies when he finds that those " pro-
perties of flowers " in which he so much delights,
are assumed at last by the intractable Lilac.
The name conferred upon this wonder is Dr.

Lindley. It was raised by a M. Darimont, and
is benevolently offered to tho public from this pre-
sent autumn.

Do any of our readers happen to know theup vuruemsu.
j,
u »» .mv« u.it .uiucieni. natural origin of the IVlargoninm which is we believe gene-

taste to guide their selection should be taught by ran v can ei i Rollisson's or the Purple Unique? The
those who have, how to gather flowers fit to send
in to a gentleman's house. Ladies, with whom
the task of arranging them resides, do not
want a great casket of clumsy flowers

cut in bundles, as though they had been gathered
with a reaping sickle ; nor full blown roses eajh
with a so re of buds behind it ; nor yet heads of

Geraniums with two or three blossoms expanded
on a large head of buds, that would have added to

the brilliancy of the garden for a month to come.
It is a grand mistake to think that flowers are
flowers, and that nothing can be wrong if there be
but plenty of them, or that flowers alone w
any green to relieve them are all sufficient.

pie unique
variety to which we refer is one which though of
rather straggling habit has bold "Oak" leaves and
deep purple flowers, and is a great favourite in flower
gardens and for general decorative purposes. We
presume it owes it* origin, as many such varieties no
doubt do, to a sporting branch, fn which, however
mysterious it may seem, the character into which it has
sported became fixed. This opinion has been confirmed
by a very curious sport which we have noticed during
the past summer, and which deserves to be recorded.
Among the plants grown at Chiswick was a group of
Pelargoniums of the diss to which this unique variety

i

. , . o «, a- . a r .

r
.

e ^ belongs, and in this group were plants ot the Purple
but plenty of them, or that flowers alone without Unique, and of another, we believe the old Lilac Unique,

t. The differingonly in having the flowers lilac instead of purple!
flower gathering is that the On a plant of the latter we observed one truss of tiowenvery first rule in

choicest flowers unrelieved by green are infinitely

surpassed by common gay blossoms set oil' with
graceful foliage. Those who look back to Mr.
M Ansa's beautiful group at South Kensington last

summer will remember that the loveliest of his

three stands was composed of little or nothing

more than Lilies of the Valley, Forget-me-not

and Maiden's Hair Forn ; the broad sharj

pointed leaves of the Lily of the Valley standing

upright in the centre, and the grr.coful Adiantnm
hanging over the edges.
One of the chief things to consider in gathering

flowers is to choose pieces where the flowers are

neither in bud nor full blown, but just expanded.

If a spike is tali and tapering, or a showy
flower stnnds on a tall stalk, then each should be

cut as long as the stem will allow without

in winch half the number were of the purple colour to
which reference has been made, and the o fialf were
lilac. An - initiation of the fallen petals and of the
buds showed th. tbi* peculiarity was carried throngh
the whole development of this particular flower trass.

The two colours, though in separate flowers, were not
scattered promiso-iously throughout th" truss, but the
blossoms and buds on the one side were purple, while
th< on the opposite side were lilac. The app'-arance

of this flower bad was vcrv singular. Cases like this,

and the still more common ones of branches sporting

wholly to an alien character, exemplify the wonderfully

plastic nature which pervades the vegetable kingdom.

TABLE DECORATIONS.

i

At the autumn Show of the Bright >n Horticul-
tural Society, three prizes were given for groups

injuring or disfiguring the plant, for as so many suitable for table decoration. The ru^es laid down
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were similar to those adopted by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society when Mr. Dilke's prizes were

awarded in June last. The display was ex-

tremely good and satisfactory, and we should have

noted the fact before, but that we could not get

the names of the competitors till this week.
1st prize, Mr. McKenzie, Bristol Nurseries,

Kemp Town, Brighton.
2d, Messrs. Balchin & Nell, Florists, "Western

Road, Brighton.

3d, the Misses Orme, Broadwater, "Worthing.

The other competitors were

—

Mrs. Warde, Little Horsted Rectory, Uckfield.

Miss F. Sinnick, HaiLsham.
Mr. E. Booty, Western Road, Brighton.

Mrs. E. Holland, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Miss M. Jordan, Lindore "Villa, Brighton.

New Plants.
239. Physueus fimbbillabis.

P. nmbrillaris ; omnibus P. picti nisi sepalis medio glandulosis,

labellique brevioris ventricosi lobo medio fimbriato.

Very touch like P. pictus,for which we at first took it

;

hut the leaves, which are exquisitely veined with silver,

are rather longer; the sepals are somewhat broader,

and have a line of stalked pellucid glands along their

middle outside, and the lip, which is more inflated, is

yellow at the end, where it is also most delicately

fringed. Flowered in the garden of the Horticultural

Society, having been received from Mr. Weir, who
met with it in the forests near Rio Janeiro, where
" it is extremely variable, some plants having the leaves

quite plain." Those at Chiswick are beautifully silver-

veined.

240. WlTHERINGIA POGONANDRA.

This is a new ornamental plant with variegated

foliage, introduced by M. A. Verschaffelt. It was
raised from seeds received from his collector, M.
Ghiesbreght, under the name of Solanum argyraeum.

It belongs to a genus allied to Solanum, like many
species of which it is half-shrubby, and much
branched. Its yellow flowers produce but little effect,

and are even scarcely apparent on account of their

being situated in the axils of the leaves. The plants

which M. Heinemann, its describer, had seen, were not
more than 2 feet high, but as they were all seedlings

and still young, it is probable that it is a species of
rapid and vigorous growth. Judging from its appear-
ance, it is likely to become as large as a moderate-
sized Datura, It produces a very fine effect. Its

handsome leaves, which entirely hide the stem,
are marbled with silvery white, and exhibit that re-

markable metallic lustre which adds so materially to

the beauty of different kinds of Begonias ; the veins of
the leaves of W. pogonandra are of a bright colour, and
contrast well with the dark green ground colour of the
leaves themselves, as does likewise this variegation of
the leaves with the intense red of the petioles and
young shoots. The close down which covers the
leaves, especially towards their edges, renders
their surface velvety.

The culture of this new variegated plant
is very simple. It should be treated exactly like
the Daturas, Uhdea pinnatifida, Solanum quit-
ense, Coemophyllum, and others of a similar
nature. Herbaceous cuttings are taken off and
struck early in spring, potted off when rooted,
and shifted on as often as may be found
necessa ry. In this way stroDg plants may be
had by the month of May ; and these on being
turned out in the middle of a clump or bed in
the lawn grow freely ; but they will also attain a la^g®
size in pots if planted in rich soil and watered with
liquid manure. Those planted out in the open ground
may be taken up before frost sets in, potted, and kept
in a greenhouse or in heated pits during winter. It
is expected that in favourable seasons the Witheringia
pogonandra will ripen its seeds. Extractfrom Heine-
mmn in theHamburger Garten-und-Blumenzeitung, 1861

.

herbarium, like those of the nearly allied genus

Marasmius. Their gills however are not tough, and

they are more decidedly distinct from each other.

In his late work on Swedish Hymenomycetes, Fries

divides the subgenus into four sections, which are

characterised as follows :

—

1. Stem rather stout, hollow or stuffed, furrowed or

streaked with little fibres. A. radicaius, No. XI.,

A. longipes, No. XXVIII., the subject of our present

notice, and A.fusipes mentioned above, are well known

examples.

2. Stem slender, equal, tubular, velvety, fjoccose or

pruinose. A. velutipes. which is so conspicuous for

its bright colours and velvety stem on fallen trunks,

lasting through the winter in spite of severe frost, is a

familiar example. A. tuberosus, No. XVIII., also

belongs to this section.

3. Stem slender, nearly equal, fistulose, smooth except

at the base, naked and even. A. dryophilus, so common
amongst dead Oak leaves in woods, and A. tenacelltts,

which is abundant everywhere on fallen cones of the

Spruce and Scotch Fir, are easily recognised.

4. Gills brownish or cinereous. At present only two

F****b
19, 186

consequence to show the white subsW t —
crust. The cracking is however muoh •

eneaH
the practice which the natives have of T****k
cords between two stones, after which th ^ £i
for two or three days in a muddy place

£«* ^'
become plaint and fit for use. The tlirP 5 ^%'
attached to the edge of the waistband and i

^ ^

a network, beads being from time to tim
• ^«

the threads of the meshes, much after the?^ 1

-

our own beaded hair-nets. The ends of tv
,

0| f

are left free so as to form a broad frino-o j!
e^

morpha is of rare occurrence on
fringe.

Tb«i£morpna is <u rare occurrence on decayed ^
swampy places, and the fringed waistband^

*°°* *

fore much prized, and command a price enn if
6^!

20 fathoms of native cloth. They are pecVr I
*"

by the fishermen on the coast, as they bear ha
^

water well, especially when greased*with (W1*^

A. platyphyllus
,
in the absence of then^*^

is distinguished by its thin broad ohtusea^?^
streaked with prominent but innate fib«

tiajp,!

or less with brown or cinereous; and\\jcj**
white distant gills, which are obliquely tmSS
and only slightly connected with the stem.i'S
the pileus is streaked, though smooth,

utf „
abruptly at the base. M. J. B. I

PRESERVATION OF ICE.

Ample experience has showu the absolute necer

of ventilation for the more perfect preservation of

Experience has elicited three points of the first imi

ance in constructing an ice-house : 1. An unperj

conductor of heat of moderate thickness to gnrroa

the ice. 2. Provision for drawing off the water of i

melted ice. 3. Ventilation. Can we refer ttt

requisites to the operation of a single principle?

When ice melts, it absorbs 140° Fahr. of heat,*

this would tend to preserve the surrounding ice fia

melting, were it not that the warmth of the sum
air, penetrating a mass of ice, Or even the awnjr

summer temperature of the soil, more than compentts

for the cold produced, and the melting continue. IV

heat of liquidity, therefore, although retarding tbt

melting of ice, is insufficient for its preservation

When water passes into the form of vapour, fieAff

vaporised hy heat in the form of steam, or rising at

common temperature as an insensible vapour, it ib»rto

1000° Fahr. of heat from surrounding bodies. In Ik

latter case it passes off with the air, and if the rapplj

of fresh air be constant or continnous, it is easy t»

perceive that the cooling influence of evaporate "3

be very great. That solid ice itself rises in rapOT

below 32° Fahr., may he observed in winter by tk

gradual disappearance of tbin layers of kern tk

pavement or steps in front of a dw^ **^
rapidly does ice or water evanor^fcUi,^ N^
still more readily above 32° in a eon* * kjwg

_ not already saturated with moisture. Udff»

SSSiOffS.SXSSS.JZ

>f evaporation. _«/_« J^

Aoabiots PiiATTrnrratrs, var. eepens. From an original sketch.

ture of 50', carbonic acid

»

be maintained in thelM
under a pre,s-c

| ^JjJJ
square inch, or Mi

,

ttL ^
wnereas, ^«ff*£l
fumes away m thejpe

heat carried off b tder

sufficing to keep th «"^,

acid in its solid condi%^

MYCOLOGY.—No. LVII.
^ AOAEICTTS platyphyllus, Fr., var. repens.—The
sixth subgenus of Agaricus, Collybia, which derives
its name from ko\\v0os, a piece of money, contains
many of our most interesting and best marked species,
though with the exception of the vernal A. esculentus,
bo highly prized in Austria though neglected elsewhere,
and A.fusipes, so conspicuous from its tufted spindle-
shaped stems at the foot of old Oaks, it contains
scarcely a culinary species. The distinguishing character
of the subgenus as compared with the last consists in
the external cartilaginous coat of the stem, and the
gills being sinuated behind, free or only slightly
attached, and not obtusely adnate much less running
down the stem. The second character must be attended
to in one or two doubtful cases, as for example in the
species before us, in which the external coat of the
stem is not strictly cartilaginous, or there will be
danger of their being confounded with Clytocybe.
From Mycena, which agrees as regards the stem, it is
known by its involute margin when young, and from
UmphaUa by its gills not being decurrent.
Many of the species are of a tougher drier naturetnan moat Agarics, and are easily preserved for the

species of this section

—

A. laceratus, which is very rare,
and A. atratus, which occurs not uncommonly onbiirnt
soil, have been discovered in this country.

A. platyphyllus, especially the form with large creep-
ing roots or runners, is one of the most remarkable of
our Agarics. It occurs sometimes on old stumps, send
ing down rootlike processes between the bark and the
wood, but more frequently amongst sticks and fallen
leaves in woods and plantations, amongst which its
runners, which are perfectly distinct from the stem,
extend to a great length in every direction. It is very
probable that these processes are injurious when they
wrap round the roots of neighbouring trees. At least
we are inclined to refer to this species the fungal strings
which have proved so fatal to Rhododendrons in Ireland.
We can see no difference in the two, and we fully
expect that our conjecture will ultimately be confirmed.
These in common with other similar productions

which are either cramped and compressed by growing
beneath the bark, or which are developed more or less
freely and are then cylindrical, are usually referred by
a athors to the genus Rhizomorpha. Agaricus, Polyporus,
Hypoxylon and other genera however supply the sup-
posed genus with species. Tropical forms are sometimes
invested with a shining crust, and a most remarkable
one has lately been forwarded to us by Dr. Seemann which
grows in the Fiji Islands, and of which some' notice
may not be uninteresting, as it is used to form a fringe,
profusely ornamented with beads, to the waistband
which constitutes the only dress of many of the
natives. It forms long cylindrical simple or slightly
branched bodies, from 1 to 2 or 3 feet in length, which
are white inside and externally shining as if lackered.
The cuticle has a tendency to crack transversely, and in

summer
razzas or F«— .„4.w

the water tney

3

ployed in the tropics for cooling theJ
a

^ater tiatf*

act on the same principle ; for trie
. ^

through the pores to the outer surface
i

o
rf ^ f

by its evaporation lowers the temperas

maining water by many degrees. tbicknee

If a piece of ice be wrapped in a sing ^^
flannel, and exposed to a current ot air, ^ a

with moisture, the flannel will ^ifandl^
proving the surface to be below U **V ft**
no water will form. The flanneUllo**

the^ .

.at first forms to enter into its nu m
where it evaporates from an almost en ^w
woollen fibres. Cotton and linen do »v

m^0
purpose as well, because capillary action $
between the fibres with water, and evap

takes place from the moderate surface
i

or ^
Let us apply the principle of f*Qi»»£

house, of which the lump of ice m ««"»
rf
^p

type. Experience has shown the advantag^ ^ p

ing ice with an imperfect conductor o ^
shavings, sawdust, charcoal, and even r $&*
has likewise shown that only a modern ^ ..

these is necessary, just as a single true
{

ice

favourable position, actually keep a « r^a •

Now, if they were used because of tneir ^^^
property, a considerable thickness won ^
in fact, manv feet, and the greater tw

gioce £
more complete the preservation or ^ ue

condition of thickness is proved oy
. ^ the^

necewary, the non-conducting P 1^"^ it
be *

y

of the preservation of ice, if, in^7ln9io» *>
influence whatever. The same cone ^ o

drawn from the depth in earth to
m

w
_Ll^ *$&

temperatures gradually penetrate, wbether
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summer, and jet earth is always considered a very poor him. The finest Louise Bonne pears I have ever seen,

conductor of beat. or at least among the finest, were exhibited before the

All the substances employed around ice are porous, Fruit Committee at Kensington, Sept. 11th, by G. H.

admitting the passage of air through them, or into Wilson of Weybridge Heath, from a tree in a pot

their pores, and these pores present an indefinitely j
which was loaded with its beautiful fruit. The finest

extended surface, A portion of water enters the pores

without choking them, and thus an immense surface is

Northern Spy Apples (an American sort) ever seen,

measuring}! 4 inches in circumfereuce, were shown by

offered for evaporation, which, be it remembered, only
j
the same gentleman at the same place, October Sth,

occurs from a surface. The entrance of dry air into the
|

and a Melon Apple was so large as not to be recog-

moist pores and its exit, charged with the vapour of ;
nised by those who knew the sort well. These were

water, carries off the 1000° Fahr. of latent vapour-heat

;

and by thus cooling the ice, prevents its rapid melting.

Hence the advantage of itilution for preserving ice;

for when the door of an ice-boose is kept closed, the
confined air becomes saturated with moisture, and
cannot escape, evaporation ceases, and the external

warmth, entering by radiation and conduction, is

expended in freely melting the ice, in spite, too, of the
non-conducting coverings and surroundings. Henci
too, the excellent preser ion of i alluded to in your
last number, in a beard ahaaty, which was open ail

around, and therefore admitted air all around ; it was
a lump of Ice from Brobdi^rnag, wrapped in Pine boards
for flannel.

Experience has shown the neeessity or draining off

the water, which will be produced from the inperfec-
tions of the best ice-houses. Immerse our flanneled

from trees in pots, which, like the Pears were
grown in an orchard house till the early part of June,

and then placed out of doors and carefully attended to,

having well prepared liquid manure given to them in

abundance ; with the porous loam of Weybridge Heath
this has proved capital practice.

Bergen's yellow Peaches exhibited at Kensington,

Sept. 11th, measured 9£ inches in circumference, and
Crawford's Early, shown at the same time measured
9 inches in circumference (large " Nutmegs"), but the

they must continue to think old thoughts, and be, like
milestones, very useful, steady, and sturdy, but not
bright or progressive.

I must not conclude this, I fear too long, article with-
out another knock-down blow or two to my opponent's
fixed idea, so as to leave it without even a bit of a leg
to stand on. One most pleasurable advantage of grow-
ing Peach trees in pots is the facility with u ] u the
fruit may be retarded, so that Noblesse, Royal George,
and other fine mid-season Peaches may be had in per-

fection in October, instead of at their usual season,

early in September. This is done by placing the trees

in the open air early in July, and returning them to

the orchard-house early in September, they then ripen

their fruit in October, and the piquancy of flavour in

Peaches thus ripened would delight the most fastidious

gourmet.
Another advantage to be derived from the culture of

potted trees must not be lost sight of. I believe this is

its first appearance in print. The country parson with

largest Peach I have ever seen I gathered this a little too much leisure, or the retired rich middle-aged

autumn (Sept 2 from a tree in a pot—a French
variety called Teissier's Peach : it measured
10,314 inches in circumferenco, and was rich and
melting beyond any late Peach I havo tasted. The
truth is, we do not yet know the capabilities of fruit

trees in pots. When 1 look at my trees, some of them
lump of ice in water, and it will s n melt, because 10 years old, which were repotted last November from
evaporation only takes place from the small surface of
the water ; but put it on slats, so that dry air can pass
around it, and the amount of evaporation from an
endless^ surface keeps the lump almost dry. So, if the
lower tier in an i house be in water, we have only the
cooling effect of netting ice, 140° Fahr.and in addition
evaporation from a surface of water, equal only to the
area of the house, both which are far outweighed by
the penetrating warmth from without. The ice, there-
fore, continues to melt towards the bottom of the
house; but when the water is drained off, a circulation

of air (supposing the house to be ventilated) evaporates
- — — ^a _a_ ^— & —

—

J 1 t * J1

13-inch to 18-inch pots, lam surprised at their develop
ment, and can see a future for them which one or two
years ago I could not have believed. With respect to

trees, standards and half-standards, planted out inlarge

orchard-houses 20 to 30 feet wide and 12 feet high, I

am strongly impressed with the idea that in two or
three years after planting their luxuriant growth would
be arrested by their extraordinary fertility, the dryness
of the soil about their roots for several months in the
year (for in winter only a small quantity of water
should be given to them), and the warmth of the
climate would tend to this, so that in a very few years

man of business, with a superabundance of the same
commodity, may in the warm summer mornings take

off his coat and give his trees daily a soaking of water ;

the i i
would bring on perspiration and its atten-

dant health. He would see his trees promptly show
their gratitude by pricking up their leaves alter being
watered, and if a nice rustling breeze happens to be
blowing through tho house he may, if he has a vivid

fancy, imagine they are whispering " Thank you, thank
you, how nice it is, how good you are !

" T. R.

water from the enormously extended porous surface oi after planting they woulir" assume the appearance of a
the moist shavings, Ac The whole cooling eilect then healthystandard Hawthornden Apple troegrowing in tho
becomes : 1. The very small amount of heat absorbed open air. An Apple tree of this sort, as is well known,
by the melting ice. 2. The large amount removed in aoon becomes a mass of blossom buds, with no over
the continuous escape of moist air. This heat being luxuriance of growth. This I repeat is my impression,
absorbed, rendered latent, is abstracted from the ice and I hope to be able to prove that my calculation is

and its adjacent*, and m lug is greatly protracted.
We should, however, guard against the too free

admission of air. If shavings, <fcc, were put very
loosely into the sides of an ice-house, the free circula-
tion of air would 1st in too much summer heat, and
really present less surface, because less poses. Ou the
other hand, if the sides were built of a non-porous

correct. "W. P. A." facetiously calls potted trees
"toy trees," and so they are, only theyare Brobdignagian
toys, and a tree in an 18-inch pot with a peck of largo

Peaches on it is just such a toy as Glumdalclitch would
have given to Gulliver to play with while nursing him.
I feel quite certain that our friend u W. P. A." had been
looking into Swift just before he penned the article in

substance, evaporation could not take place on them, No. 40, and thus by some obfuscation (I like a queer
and t extern war, j be excluded woulu word) of intellect had ti ight oi riilliver's gigantic
melt the ice fcosly. A porous, absorbent material, nurse, and then of lai trees in pots as "toys"—in
tolerably well parked, offers the most favourable condi- short his ideas were in Brobdignag.
tion for the sides of an ice-house, by offering the When he has the opportunity of leaving his fixed
largest evaporating surface. The top covering cannot, idea, and turns his attention to growing trees in pots
of course, be packed ; the bottom porous layers become
so from the weight of superincumbent ice. If the
house is constructed with stone walls, a layer of porous
material must be put between them and' the ice, and
provision made for the air to pass to the bottom of the
structure. American Gardener's Monthly.

ORCHARD HOUSE FRUIT.
The cultivation of the land, whether it be by farmers

or gardeners, seems almost invariably to bring on an
affection of the mind, which our neighbours delicate.

y

call Tidee fixe; this affection, this fixed idea, we
English in our blunt way call prejudice, and it rages to
a great extent among us gardeners, although it is not soon will be, at least by those who do not wear brain-
confined to us, for it is often very prevalent even among cuffs.

(which I believe he has not yet done, not having had
the opportunity), he may rival hia old friend Mr.
Spivey, of The Gardens, Hallingbury Place, whose
Peach trees in 13-inch pots, which he employs annually
for forcing, are the most admirable objects of culture
ever seen. One wonders how the vast mass of
foliage and fruit can find support in about one
cubic foot of earth, for the pots stand on
bricks, and are not allowed to root into the
border ; such Grossc Mignonne reaches as I saw early
in last July under his care, just on the point of ripen-
ing, gave grand testimony as to what may be done
with Peach trees in pots. For forcing their value is

not nearly understood by tho outside world, but it

men of science. It is a fixed idea with Dr. Gray that
M. Du Chaillu has never killed or even seen a gorilla,

and if he went with him to the Gaboon and saw him
kill one, the chances are that he would turn away and
say " my eyes have deceived me, I am sure he has not
killed one." Tt is a fixed idea with your venerable and
witty correspondent Mr Waterton, that Norway rats house. I did this because I like perfect candour and

n^de^
C

^fth
W
-~ tj^rf^ *»*»*, » i\* openness in all that is done here. Well, what did my

must in time
idea with my old
standard trees are the trees for gardens,~for as he says,

I observe that « W. P. A." twits me with having
failed this season. Wishing to support what had been
stated in your columns as to the almost universal
failure of the crop of fruit this season owing to the
wood not being ripe, I adduced the fact of some of
my late Peaches having failed even in the orchard-

Home Correspondence*
Allamanda violacea.—A plant of this is now flower-

ing here for the first time. As I have not seen any
mention of its having flowered elsewhere in England,
and as its name gives a very incorrect idea of its colour,

perhaps a description of its appearance may be of some
interest. In shape and size the flowers closely resemble
those of A. Schottii. The colour is more lilac than
violet, and is not unlike that of the pink variety of the
common Primrose, but it deepens almost into a brown
in the interior of the flower. It is a handsome flower,

though somewhat wanting in brilliancy of colour, and is

certainly not equal in beauty to A. Schottii; still as it

presents a good contrast to the yellow flowers of the
rest of the genus, and as it seems to possess with them
the advantage of being easily and quickly grown into a
specimen plant, I have no doubt that it will prove a
favourite with plant growers. I think it seems to like

rather more heat thin the other Allamandas. My
plant was grown in a very moist Orchid house during
the summer, and was placed on a tan bed in a Piue pit
in August. Wenttoorik /fuller, Streie Ralegh, Hmfer.
It has bloomed elsewhere in England, as you will see

by referring to our last week's Number, p. 910. Its
correct name is probably not A. violacea, but A.
puberula.l

Oak Apples. — Having extensive plantations of
English ami Turkey Oaks, so intermixed that their
branches interlace, I am anxious to learn why the
English are covered with Oak Apples, whilst the
Turkey Oaks are perfectly free from the least injury

—

is there any chemical difference in the sap ? Old Sub-
scriber, London. [We can only suppose that the gall
insect does not find the Turkey Oak ready to receive its

eggs, although the common Oak is.]

Blackbirds.—Is there any good trap for or means of
poisoning blackbirds and thrushes? No "vermin"
being allowed to live in these parts, we must either

re up gardening, or abate the blackbird nuisance.
When I young they never eat any fruit but
Cherries. Now, unless I net every kind of fruit,

nothing is allowed to ripen. They rejoice in green
Orleans and unripe Greengage Plums, eat up my
Apricots and Pearlies the instant they begin to colour,
and as for Apples and Pears these are not allowed to
attain their full growth before they are all pecked to
pieces. Having finished everything in my garden, not
netted, they arc now busy eating up my Orange
Turnips, and rooting up the Rye my cow hoped to feed

they bear a large quantity of fruit and they want no
pruning ;' and when I point out to him the quantity of
ground they Ehade and make to a certain extent un--"Ah I I

^A^f^l W
"

eU d^loP^with7e^r7to
P
frt;tproduced from.trees in pots. If y0u walked wkh 5mthrough an orchard-house in which w

Krv^m* M,ey aaawe and make to a certain
productive, he shakes his head and says

Gulliver—but this time in Laputa, without his flapper.
I happen to know that " W. P. A." is well up in
gardening, and is by no means an enemy to
progress; he must therefore as promptly as

possible get rid of " 1'idee fixe " as regards
potted trees, for I know no mode of fruit culture more

: interesting and more likely to lead to a full and perfect

|
knowledge of pomology. Tho result of hybridising

them full of P-che. wrfl th^n*!^
6 "^ ¥ °f

i

"** ta kDOWD in thre« or four *"" whereas in
,
the

7 to 8 inches inrdZfc!? ^u

.

E
?
ea8Ur'n? f«"»» olden time 10 years or more were often taken from

LZ.1 ^„ J _?"?n?*erenc? (wh«ch w about the « life's short soan" hofor* a seedlinsi fruit tree could beaverage me of my fruit lnd fine trees not wellthinned and full of small fruit, he would look grave onseeing the 45, and say, " Very good, very good

-

!>
tUlhe came to the five trees, and thLhiWaJwoX're

into a broad snide of gratification, and you would hearhim murmuring good naturedly-- Ah , Nutmegs,>utmegs
;
how can you expect Peaches larger thin.Nutmegs from trees in pots I"

«Juu k.^L m"
1 ^- and

v
like Dr

-
Gray *i«» the

gorilla, he would not beheve his own eyesight even if
70- pUc^ a tree in a pot with large friit on it before

span" before a seedling
made to bear fruit. I do not say it from vanity, but

I feel myself to be the centre of the orchard-house

world, and if I could with propriety publish the

letters I receive expressing the delight experienced by
the writers in practising this mode of culture, they

would form a volume. It is true I hear of some failures,

but for the most part they are owing to sai disant

gardeners, with the fixed idea that the only place for a

Peach tree is against a lumbering ugly brick wall.

Every intelligent young gardener should rid himself

of this idea as quickly as possible. As for the old ones

Vines at North Elswick.—A few weeks agoyou wei
good enough to publish a communication of mine
relating to Vines at this place (see p. 7iY2). That
notice, I am glad to find, has excited some atten n

;

and many gardeners have come from a distance pur-

"

posely to inspect the mode of Vine culture which I

there described. There if, I believe, but one opinion as
) its excellence; and I trust that it will be extensively

followed. I have myself put up a Vinery precisely upon
the same plan; my Vines were planted about the

iddle of June; they are now fine, strong, healthy

canes, reaching the top of the House and half way down
the back wall. There Is a large reservoir sunk below
the house, and supplied from the roof. A forcing pump
is fitted upon the Dd, with a pipe reaching nearly to

the bottom of the reservoir ; by working this the whole
interior may be deluged with water. From the time of

the Vines being planted I have been particular in

maintaining a moist, warm, steaming atmosphere,
giving air up to 1 o'clock, and to this I attribute the
great progress of the Vines. It is only an act of justice

to add, that both Mr. Milvain's and my Vine borders
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were constructed and the Vines supplied and selected

by Mr. Milthorpe, nurseryman, of North Elswick.

M. J., Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Twig-shedding in Oaks.—Under most of the Oak

trees in this neighbourhood, the ground is at the

present time thickly strewed with twigs of Oak of from

one year to five years' growth, having, some leaves, some

leaves and Acorns, and nearly all turgid, healthy-

looking buds. The leaves are for the most part

withered, as one would expect to find them at this

season,

from the
the regular healthy autumnal fall. There has been no

high wind of late to produce this phenomenon, nor am
I aware that in ordinary seasons a high wind breaks off

the spurs of the Oak tree. Certainly there is
^
one

feature in the present shedding of twigs which is as

new to my neighbours as it is to myself. Every twig,

on examination, is found to have separated from the

branch which bore it with a clean scar, as if the two

had been articulated together. At the base of each is

1, as Olie WOUIU CV^tJCO tu uuu mem nv »«""

and on being gently pulled, separate readily

e stalk, leaving a clean scar as if undergoing

many pounds of Grapes were cut for the family off the

Vine which bore the prize bunches, and from how many

trees the prize Peaches were picked, and we shall know

better how to estimate the success of these great men.

It is not so much with many of them what skill will do, as

what wealth will do. They have aw unlimited amount

of money, time and labour at their disposal—what

wonder if by such means they step over the heads ot

their more humble neighbours. Rusttcus.—-Why Mr.

Rivers should wage such war against roof openings,

paved pathways and brickwork, it is difficult to con-

ceive. There is an old adage that " once well done is

twice done," and on that principle alone Mr. Pearson s

houses are free from objection. If extra expense is the

main reason why Mr. R. dislikes roof openings, he must

be frightened at little, for the simplicity of their con-

struction and the small expense at which they can be

inserted is so trifling that no one would charge the

builder with attempting to make M a bill as well as a

house " who wished to introduce them ; and as there are

end ventilators, which Mr. R. seems to think there are

open public garden—say
nacres, v

part of the expense might, I presume K i
a

I

building ground around it. This would
***

open space for the people of Islinaf^ £ P**open space for the people of Islington n- fi
—

Highbury to enjoy a little
recreation ^

should be wide, bordered with flower-b A
• '

and shrubs, and probably a few of the b l^
but no drives. I presume that a fiDp ? v*
be obtained at a very small cost bv

founts

a convex disc like a seal, with a corresponding concavity not, it only amounts to the extra benefit that the

in the branch. A twig of five years old will probably I plants would derive by a more rap id escape lor the

have two or three such concavities at its knots ; and, heated air, and should the wind be strong at either

if it be bent, it will separate into five nieces, the line gable, the roof ventilators would then be doubly useiul,

of each year's growth being defined by'a quasi articu- ! otherwise one end of the house would be considerably

lation. The phenomenon appears to me to bear some hotter than the other. Therefore if good can

analogy to the " fall of the leaf." Can it be that the
\

be done let it be done. There are also tew

twigs thus thrown off were damaged bv the severe
I

people who would prefer gravel to paved path-

frost of last winter, but were retained to perform their
i
ways, and why Mniton's tiles should absorb

functions for a year and then discarded ? I enclose a more water than gravel is a problem difficultJto solve,

portion of a twig for inspection. C. A. Johns, Walford.

mains of the New River Company, and •

water into the New River, or their' filterb

8^ 1

to form upon the whole a beautiful aitoY^*-
suburban promenades. T. S. S. N.

™*

The Trees of Paris.—A recent sojourn of te

enables me to confirm all your CorrespondS71

reference to the trees in the parks, gardens aS • *»
that city. Perhaps if I were to touch up tfoi!**
make it a little more gloomy than he has leftfr

<?*^

little importance compared with a remedyfa*?
1

person having the slightest knowledge ofj^^jH
once detect in the present management tfJ^*1*

Wellingtonias (see p. 908). — Your Correspondent
* T. R." seems anxious to know whether the growth of

his Wellingtonia is extraordinary. The first I planted

here was on April 5, 1856. It was then 10£ inches high ;

it is now 14 feet 6 inches high. The diameter of the

branches is 10 ft. 8 inches; and the girth of the trunk,

at 1 inch from the ground, 3 ft. 2^ inches. The branches

are so close that you cannot see the stem for 10 feet from

the ground. /. Ridgtcay, Fairlawn, Kent. 1 planted^

a Wellingtonia out of a pot in March, 1857. It is 9 feet

high now, October 17, 1861. The stem 4 inches from

the ground is 4^ inches, and the branches about a foot

from the ground are 19 feet 3 inches round. It is a

beautiful specimen, but the frost last year rather hurt

the leader, which is now recovering. Mr. Frost,

gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq., was with my gardener

when we measured it. I understand that there is a

splendid specimen at Fairlawn, about 10 miles from me,
but I have not seen it. /. Hollingioorth, Turkey Mill.

I set a cutting of Wellingtonia in the autumn of

especially when the tiles are grouted in Portland

cement, and for cleanliness the tiles have the advan-

tage, setting aside the improved appearance which a

house has when paved compared with an unpaved one.

The difference is striking in the houses at Chilwell.

Few I think would be so inconsiderate as to use a

house teeming with moisture for a promenade, especially

at that period of the year when syringing would be

requisite in an orchard-house. Therefore the risk of

attacks of bronchitis has rfothing to do with the ques-

tion. Again, as to the use of brickwork on which to

build an orchard house, surely the small extra expense

of a few courses of bricks cannot be a very serious item

in the cost. I differ from Mr. P. in reference to his

mode of disseminating pollen, but I cannot disagree

with the manner in which his houses are constructed,

and where we have such a house as that at Chilwell,

90 feet long, 30 feet wide, well painted, glazed, paved

tions that are being made in the variounfc^^
where new boulevards are being planted. T^J
pernicious of the evils under which the poottaa

,11^
is that which has escaped the notice of "B-Jf

1

out some time ago in the Gardener)' CAriiiJ?
namely, too deep planting. Every one knows thataS
of most trees there is a sudden contraction of tfc

from what it is at the proper ground line to in?

3 feet up the stem of the tree, but in no case that cmy observation could I see this in any recent

tree in Paris. Take, for example, a son*
of trees that have been planted last spring -i
I could judge— on the east Bide of the

near a new tower that has recently been k
and it will enable me to point out what I think

causes of the very evident want of success that ha
all recent attempts of the sort in Paris. Anyt.

acquainted with the proper method of transplant

their heights, which vary from 20 to 30 feet, hcwitt,
that unless the trees are planted greatly too deep, if t

for a year or two require some sort of support to b
perpendicular. Those I refer to have none and iRpfc

upright, notwithstanding that Paris is not ampx
gales of wind. Not satisfied with this evidence of tiia

too deeply planted, I endeavoured with the poim

umbrella to pierce the soft soil round their stems, till lit

reach that peculiar swell in the trunk, which is tkjn

ground line of all trees, but in the case I attempted, i isc

9 inches gave no indication of it, and I conclndeital*

were at least 1 foot too deep in the soil. The nextiia^

observed in their management was, that about HWtfflB

the stem of the tree was left without road metal Jai^i

it, and formed a sort of basin, into which qoantiw«"«

had been regularly poured, and which could beiWtm

service to the trees than putting a man's feetafcwMt

could be to him. The fact is I consider thatism'm
them good, 1 »uriod asdeep as they are, itdidthemptfWg

in so far as that during the hot weather of a Parisvm*

with Minton's tiles, edged round the bed, with earthen-
1 ^ftS, ft^C£"T&"m«

ware edgings, built on five or six courses of brick work it. i also observed, as remarked by yourG»rresp«W

set in Portland cement, all done in a first-rate manner,

1858, which grew so rapidly and made such strong | for about Is. 9d. per foot, there is nothing to condemn
roots, that I planted it out In my garden in the
spring of last year; it is now 4 feet and £ an inch

high, its growth this summer having been 2 feet

3£ inches. It is a beautiful little tree, and so

symmetrical that I do not think that the best judge
could say that it was not a seedlm^. G. T.
My Wellingtonia was planted by Mr. Masters, of the
Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, in January, 1854. Its

height is now 13 J feet. The diameter of its lowest

branches, which are so close to the ground that it is

difficult to get one's little finger under, is 12 feet; its

^greatest girth at the butt is 3 feet 6 inches. I may add
that this is a well proportioned tree, of uniform growth,
and never shows the least symptom of decay in its

branches. J. Moon, Gardener to R. E. T/iomson, Esq.,
Kenfield Mall, near Canterbury. [Ours in heavy clay
measures 12 feet 9 inches in height ; the girth of the
stem at the ground level is 2 feet 8 inches, and at
3 feet up 1 foot 4 inches. This year's leading shoot is

2 feet 3 inches in length. The tree was planted in the
first year of its introduction, and at that time was
only a wee sprig.]

Manuring Conifers.—Your Correspondents seem to
differ very much on this subject. As far as my experience
goes, and I have tried a good many plants, the only
Conifers to which you may safely give manure are
Cryptomerias and Araucarias, and to them, especially in

a liquid state, yon may give as much as yon like ; the
effect is a better colour, especially in winter, a better
growth, and a better ripening of wood. I may add
that last winter did less harm here than in most parts
of England ; nothing was lost except 8 or 10 Standard
Roses, and one plant of Juniperus sinensis. Cnpressus
Uhdeana, Dacrydium Franklini, Benthamia fragifera,

and Azalea indica alba were untouched. J. Ridgway,
Fairlawn, Kent.

Orchard Houses.—" W. P. A." scarcely puts the sub-
ject of Orchard houses in a fair point of view. The
trouble of watering, which occupies my man in a large

Orchard house 20 minutes a day, will hardly be grudged
in return for a good crop of fruit. I have grown 90

but much to admire. J, Gadd, Willersley.

Striking Cuttings ofRoses.—I have been in the habit

for some years of striking Roses in what appears to me
such a much more simple way than is described in your
Paper of the 5th inst., that I send you an account of

the method. At any time of the year when they are to

be procured, I take cuttings of any sorts of Roses I

want to propagate (Moss included), and cut the half

ripened wood into lengths of two eyes. I remove the

bottom leaf, leaving the top one to rest on the surface

of the bed, and nourish the cutting whilst it forms its

roots. The hotbed (a very slight one) in which I plant

the cuttings, is made in the following manner. On the

top of a little dung, just enough to give a slight

bottom-heat, I place 6 inches of earth/moistened to th

consistency of mortar, then cover with 2 inches of

silver sand. I have occasionally struck every cutting

;

but 90 out of 100 is an average result. Rusticus.

Galvanised Nails.—Being engaged in the erection of

a stove and Vinery, I beg to ask you if the use of gal-

vanised nails has been approved of or condemned for

horticultural purposes. So far as I have gone I have

used them, believing that I would to a certain extent

be free from rust, so consequent on the use of common
nails, but I have just been told that wherever damp
can get at the galvanised nails it will very quickly

decompose the zinc coating, and thereby make a

vacuum for wet or damp to remain. Is this so ? D. P.

Pampas Grass.—It may interest some of your readers

in the North to know that there is an example of this

in full flower here at the present time. We had four

good sized plants, all of which suffered much the

that the trees had all the appearance olk^*f*
thick in their nursery beds previous to tharm*
singly in a scorching drafty thoroHgfcAj^^,
almost sufficient to account for tho^A*^.,;.,v
when I saw them three weeks ag°f^"JL avsw
planted trees. And with regard K^^L"*
look so miserable, and are rotting WW ^ k

Tuileries' Gardens, I observed that atJT ^
received a considerable "^rt^ °

t
%Xfl£ I»

levelling the ground, and which is totl3L <* Ptf

cause either in the soil, climate, ox-jotw ^f,
prevent trees from thriving ?* w?V^3j.»tkei»B*
£ark or the Regent's Park. What is yjhjjj^
or a Barron to conduct the operation ofP^^s
of Wiesbaden is not more fo™u^ Ior

JT {*• «
than that of Paris, and, *bwo can ^

,

trees of the PlatMTOl oriental oe ^
rows of them that arc in the*

andtile*J
there is as much traffic over their roo«, ^ ^ c

out of which they may be said to sp^S
h e kend*'

in any part of Pari > it in th«r
«»J^altiply**

they are not too deeply planted. 1 cou ^
splendid rows of Flms, Limes, ana ^V^am, Tbe»

centres of such cities as Rotterdam, * ^ be
J

Antwerp, and Brussels, where *"
gnts, and Jj

Paris about exhausted soil, hard pa/
to

gmott'

apply. I may remark, that m jf^^ alljf

!

these cities can put in a PIe%^._y<m a rece»J

exempt from it. I made it my busmjB
rf^

»

to visit the parks and public game md^
have named, and I have come to>i ^ J

*

both horticulture and arboncu ture,^

^
aj?riculture, they are hall a garden %
The management of the pubhc 8 ,#
including their poor tortured uraug

rf
«r

ridiculous ; yet I am told that^ ^^
of the Luxembourg Palace is a^eUhSy to ha^
who gives lectures on systematic botany^ ,

seems strantre that such a person sew
oraCtifl<^

or the grouping and arrangemeuv

^

^ ^

concerned. In this latter respect^d*po*J
the taste displayed in all the .spi«

t ,«£RWv* wmm*» r~~~, «» «» » ™irZZ ZZ i~r gardens of Par is-not an attempt m
fcure ;Jt

winter before last. They had recovered by the end of
; %r Momdc border-all is one chaotic m'-^M

eems strange that sucn a F'^".:^ in pracmr^

still, as far as any improvement

^

tD

f

e

flowers in g>
*,

The severe

plant?, and
this season

last season, and had thrown up several flower

stems, but owing to the coldness of the weather

none of them opened properly.

frosts of last winter killed one of the

very much injured the others ; but

the three that escaped have to a great extent recovered

;

one of them, as has just been stated, is in flower. They

have not had any protection whatever, being entirely

dozen good 8ized"Peaches,Vectarines, andApncots in a exposed. The subsoil is of a dry gravelly nature, Ij

house 35 x 20. This year I measured some 9 inches which I attribute their standing the last two winters

over 10 yards of the borders, say of tb ^ ^fu
have virtually seen the whole, ^.Jr/foey
jungle to the end, no matter how long^

mi:

Oct. 8 &* >,
-For prizes which were oflerett ^ *

Pear, and Plums, Mr. WhitW*> *\

in circumference. I therefore for one am quite con-

tent to be among the boys who play and partake of

such toys. The great advantage to my mind of pots is

that you can have a reserve of trees and put them in

their places so as to fill yonr house after the fruit is set,

and you see what they are likely to do. As to wresting
the prizes from the hands of men who have acres of

petitor.
showed JP*'f>

.

t

so well as they have. In many places in this neigh-

bourhood they are all killed. Those who are about to

plant should choose dry situations. If they do not

grow quite so fast there they will stand the winter

better. M. Saul, Stourton, York*.

Public Gardens.—Your journal of last week con-

tained some notification of public gardens in or about

Of Pears he show^.
dAmanlis, Brown Beurre, «nu "

Be0,
,«d^>

Ickworth Imperatrice, Coe J^° fcive0*^
all excellent fru!t c

prize was awarded
all excellent fruit of their reip£- d 3 **«£

prize was awarded for the P*£ * £<,
Hums. From Stanstead 1 a£ M#
Thomson showed Grapes fro« jhe ^ *

garden and miles of wall fruit, and who do not hesitate ! Paris, and the absence of such in the suburbs of

to sacrifice any room, time, or quantity of fruit for a London. It has struck me that, as the scheme for a
prize, I should not attempt to do it. I know too

|
Finsbury Park has failed, and the ground for it fast

many of the tricks by vfhich such fruit is obtained to filling up with buildings, whether some small portion
*et any yalue upon the results. Let us know how ' of that which is still left may not be secured for an

whlclTno fe*£5 h^HlS^ G

ft
Bowood Muscat, Muscat ^J^foiift.V
burgh, Royal M^J^, ft
Sweetwater, and Black Hani

the last was by far the best
, -w

Grove End Sweetwater were

*ft*
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alto the Esperione and Golden Hamburgh ; but the restrict I to the illustration of popular flowers

Unseat* clearlT showed that even with the favour- e announcement is "florist's flowers and such
J

. • _ . ... .' • i i m ^:ii _ :*._i.i- t
able summer we hare experienced, artificial heat

is required to hare them in perfection. Examples

of sn unknown Black Grape of no particular

merit were shown by Mr. Whiting:, and Mr.

Thomson, jrr. at Arcberfield, sent a bunch of White
Grape, which was considered promising. The berries

were of a pale amber colour, of pood size, and the

flavour excellent, somewhat resembling that of a

luscat. G. P. Wilson, Esq., sent from Gishurst

I itage, near Wt\ bridge, three very fine specimen
of Northern Spy Apple, measuring 14 inches in

circumference, and weighing altogether 36 oz. They
were from potted trees which had set their fruit in an

orchard house and ripened it out of doors. From Mr.
Newton, Enfield Chase, came excellent specimens of

Kibston Pippin, King of the Pippins, and M argil Apples;

and Mr. Spvncer, of Bowood, sent an extremely inte-

resting collection of Apples horn the Valley of the

Severn—principally cider kinds ; but among them
one or two very fine kitel s. Mr. Ingram,
of the Royal < - irdens, Frogroof*, i red a

flrst-claes certificate for a seedling Pear Denied

Uh Queen, supposed to" hove been obtained

m Marie Louise. The Iruit sent was al>ove the

middle size. Peer shaped, of a warm red colour next the

sun, and possessing a sweet joky melting flesh. This

variety when better known cannot fail to !»«• favourite.

Some unusually good examples of Salway Peach, a

yellow fleshed useful late kind, were shown by Mr.
Thomson, of St anstead Park. Of v ibles," Mr.
Cock, of Chiswick, sent Brussels Sprouts, raised from
Kuglish saved seed ; Mr. Edmonds, Chiswick, had a

Madagascar Turnip ELadi nearly as large as an ordinary

sized Swede—a new kind stated to have been obtained
from Dr. Erasmus Wilson ; and Mr. Turner, of Slough,
sent specimens of the long Kidney Bean-like pods of
Dolichos sinensis, some account of which will be found
at p. 102 of our last year's Volume. Mr. Bailey, of

Nuneham, furnished a report from the Oxfordshire
local committee, which was read and approved of.

will prove suitable for gardening decoration,"—open s

object of cultivation, though as much ss possible is

procured in a w ild state on account of iU superior
quality. Two distinct varieties appear in the garden.

have been from time to time received amongst importa-

tions from the Cape of Good Hope, and till lately with

but little result, because of the practice of giving them

like these " other bulbs " a season of rest ; that he

believes in course of time it will be planted out in

sheltered places in gentlemen's demesnes near streams

or ponds, where it will readily grow during the summer
mouths ; " and that the M labellum " is marked with

rich crimson spotting "—which certainly is not the

case, as the figure testifies. Does not this "well-

known writer" know which is the labellum ? and what

the parts which are spotted with crimson? The

Gardener? Chronicle some time since directed attention

to the very marked success of Mr. Leach and Herr

iiiller in the cultivation of this once intractable

plant The other figures consist of Mimuluo cupreus,

a dwarf hardy bright-coloured plant from Chili ; some

varieties of Pmnt§ or Puusey as it is written, tl

d rawing of which* the lvlitor has some misgiving may
be considered" too perfect;" and lastly one of the

new fashioned salmon-coloured horse-shoe Pelar-

goniums, called 1'rince of Jlesse, which we are told is

a variety of Geranium zonaio ! by which wo suppose

we are to infer that such modern new-fangled notions

as the recognition of a genua called Pelargonium, are

held to be exploded ! It would be preferable not to

attempt to give the scientific nomenclature than thus

to mangle it.

/loricr* of asoofc*.
^ The Berials for October contain some notice-

able subjects, of which the following is a summary :

—

Cttfto'x Botanical Magazine gives figures of Hoya
lacunosa v. pallidiflora, a small truly stove plant,

with small almost colourless flowers ; Mutisia decur-
reiu, a splendid hardy Chilian creeper, flowered during
the past summer by Messrs. Veitch & Son I already
noticed by us as exhibited at one of the South Ken-
sington meeting-* ; the stems of this plant are winged
with the decurrent bases of the simple tcndrilled

ire large and rich clear orange-
eoloured. resembling thoee of a Ga da ; Salvia caca-

-
-' with angulate subbaetate leaves, and

blue flowers, of little use out-doors, if we may judge by
its growth at Chiswick, and still less as a house plant
Gonatanlhus sarmentosus, a Btemless stove herb, pro
ducing stolouea and heavy cordate-ovate leaves 6 to
10 inches long, and yellow subulate_lanceolate spathes
a foot long, and geniculate towards" the base; Impa-
tientflaccida, very much resembling I. platypetala in
its flowers, but having alternate leaves, and probably
not distinct from I. latifolia ; Spiranthes cernua, well
figured from fresh Irish specimens of the plant known
as S. gemmi:era, which after a careful examination Sir
W. Hooker pronounces to be identical with the North
Americau species above named.

Gossip of the Garden, a little publication of which
we have formerly spoken favourably, continues to hold
on its course in a way deserving of commendation.
Amongst a variety of notices and reports intended for

small gardeners, we observe in course of publication

some very prac al hints on Wall-Fruit Culture, by a
practised hand, who makes one remark we must
transcribe :

—

" One of the most eminent fruit culti-

vators of the present day, Mr. Rivers, has recently
published his opiuion that ' our culture of fruits up
to the present day has been a mere scratching on the
surface,' and that England ' will one day be more abun-
dantly and more cheaply supplied than any nation on
the face of the earth.' These remarks are of course
made in allusion to the great facility which orchard
house culture offers for the production of large quan

Garden Memoranda.
The Hub Garden of Mil W. Holland, at

Market Deeping.—All our first-rate druggists, and

very many of our medical practitioners, are aware that

no extracts are to be met with in the trade superior if

equal to those which sire prepared at Market Deeping.

More than 30 years ago the late Mr. Holland turned

his attention to the subject from a conviction that there

was room in it for great improvement, and he very

soon established a reputation both at home and on the

continent, which has b i more than fully kept up by

his son.

From the first it was found quite impossible to get

a supply sufficient for the demand of Belladonna,

Henbane, and Hemlock, which abound in the calcareous

woodland districts which lie on one side only of the

establishment, within a radius ot 20 miles, and it there-

lore became necessary to cultivate these herbs, with

others, on an extrusive scale, and as the business has

drying and its extract. As it is desirable to throw the

work of the laboratory as much over the season of

growth as possible, that there may not be too much
stress upon it at once, two species are cultivated, the

one the common Aconiium Bapellus, which comes early

into flower, the other apparently A.paniculatum,or some
« iy allied species of a taller and more robust growth,

which isnow in perfection. XjJiMiiahlf«M ll ipokSnof in

the old Dublin anil London Pharmacopoeias as the source

of the roots andleaves ofcommerce/and Storck, as reported

in the Flore Fran raise, where the species was at first

confounded with A. tauricum, recommends its use to

the exclusion even of the Common Wolfsbane. It

seems indeed on several accounts to be far more

deserving of cultivation.

Henbane also is grown on a large scale. Two principal

varieties are cultivated, the one of which is annual,

lie ot) biennial. The former however, though so

much quicker In growth is not more remunerative, as

the dried herb fetches only half the price, and the

extract is not so good. A practised eye aad smell at

once detect the differ cnos>

The Squirting Cucumber occupies a large space in

the grounds. The gathering of this at the right

moment requires some judgment, as the elateriura is

contained in the juice which surrounds the seeds. The
fruit if left too long would discharge the liquor when
touched, and it the seeds have not attained their brown
tint, the fecula contained in the fluid is small in

quantity.

Carraway seed was once largely grown, but the

reduction of the duty on the importation has lowered

the price so much that its cultivation in this country is

ry much diminished. Dill is still an object of. culti-

vation.

Poppies for extract, and for their seed vessels. Lettuce,

Dandelion for extract, Stramonium for drying, Thyme
and Lavender tor oil, the latter of which was very

generally destroyed last winter, and many other

officinal plants, are cultivated ; and with these, as useful

r rotation, agricultural seeds, as Turnips, Mangel
Wuizel, &c., are grown on a considerable scale. Herbs
also, especially Parsley, are dried for the market.
Indeed, scarcely anything is oraitled on the preparation

of which for commerce the appliances of the labora-

tory can be brought to bear. Hesides which, numerous
experiments are made at the suggestion of customers,

some of which prove mere works of supererogation. The
whole establishment, which employs a great number of

greatly extended, and now stretches out to the village

, , . of Langton. a mile and a half distant trom Marks*
a house plant :

[)e
.

n|
The Gardens, or rather the Herb Farm, contain a

large distillery, a steam-engine for grinding the herbs,

drying rooms* a Bramah press for packing, apparatus

for the production ot extracts, and in short every

appliance which practical science can suggest as likely

to promote the main object of preparing everything in

the best way } sible. Large quantities of Sarsaparilla,

Sassafras, and other drugs of foreign growth, together

with such seeds as produce essential oils, are employed

in the preparation of extracts and other substances for

the druggist, and a large quantity of Colchicum, of

English growth, is treated in various Hays for the

market. Our business however is rather with the

produce of the garden itself.

The country immediately about Market Deeping is a

plain bordering on the Fens, consisting of rich alluvial

loam, entirely destitute of anything like peat. It is

peculiarly adapted for Wheat, and produces some of the

finest which comes into the neighbouring markets. Its
j

native rength is however by no means trusted in the
cultivation ot herbs which alternates with common agri-

cultural produce, but in addition to all the farm-yard
manure which can be obtained, plentiful doses of
artificial manure according to the exigencies of the
particular crop are constantly administered.

Ninety acres alone of the gardens are devoted to the

daily increased, though supplies of wild plants are ,,. , . ,, , » - * - « ,ji

sought for m various part, of England, as jn Sussex
Jj

alld»» 1S »dinaably conducted, and we have seldom

and Wiltshire, the ground under cultivation m.s been been
,

raore gratihed than in a mornin* spent in its

examination.

It is well known that in such seasons as 1860, it is

extremely difficult to prepare preserves from fruit which
will keep well. The case is just the same with extracts.

Though the water is driven off in the same way as in

other years, and the extract reduced to the same con-

sistence, there is something about the substance which
encourages the growth of mould. This cannot depend,
in the case of extracts, altogether on the quantity of

the peculiar principle which the extract may contain,

as even the strongest are liable to mould if not properly

kept, and it is wed known that the best Patna Opium
is sometimes mouldy. The degree in which these

minute Fungi resist the deleterious effects of some of

the strongest mineral and vegetable poison, a small
quantity of which is fatal to Phaenogams, is most
extraordinary. The whole subject deserves more atten-

tion than it has hitherto received. M. J. B.

The*
as an

tities of choice fruits, with more certainty than can be cultivation of Peppermint, which requires for five weeks
attained by out-door culture in this uncertain
climate. It is certainly a Aery pleasing "vision
*> conjure up, and we can but hope Tor its
•pesdy realisation. Still we cannot but reflect
that fruit* cultivated under glass to any extent must
for many yean remain the luxury of the well-to-do in
the world, and that there are hundreds of thousands
of fruit consumers to whom glass protected fruit
must remain a perfect stranger, and whose supplies
must be drawn from the old eource of the wall trees
and standards of opeu air culture. I would impress
upon the minds of young gardeners, whom it will con-
ccrn more than the generation now passing away, that
they will act wisely to qualify themselves to manage
orchard houses with success, and to remember at the
same tune that the bulk of their fruit for kitchen andcommon purposes must be derived from those old-
lasnioned sources."
The Floral Magazine, which it has been announced,
we have already etated, is to be henceforth

Miscellan* OUSe
Poisoning hg Solatium pseudo-capsicum. -

Solai a pseudo^pMCum fe frequently cultivated „ _
ornamental plant, on account ot the coralline colour of
its fruits Gardeners give it the name of Cerisette,
probably because its berries resemble the Cherry im-
propei ly called - guigne " in our country. This resem-
blance and the common name do not fail to deceive
children, generally very partial to fruits of a red
colour, particularly Cherries, and cases of poisoning
produced by this iruit are often registered. Some year!
since, a ch,ld hve years old died at Moisspc, after havimr
eaten some berries of this species of Solatium. A

n ,. . fcV . , ri ... v
similar case of poisoning occurred last week in a childaccording to the season A wet season like hat of of four years old. Three or four berries were sufficient

1860, as may be supposed, diminishes the yield of oil to cause the most serious symptoms; nausea with drow-
consutoably, but the growth of rust on the eaves m

j

ainess, very severe hypogastric pains, dilatation of the
such a season as the present (I redo Mentha I pupils, <fec Called in by the parents, it was enny for
Puccinia Mentha?) is also to a certain extent injurious, me to explain the state of the invalid, on hearing that

the constant employment ot fuur large stills. The
greater part of the produce is consumed by foreign
trade. The quality of the Peppermint varies greatly

We did not observe in the fields many traces of the

sEcidium which is often so destructive to Mints in

gardens, rendering the steins and roots gouty and

ultimately destroying the plant. The great enemy
seems to be a little woolly Aphis which attacks the

roots, and whose presence is detected by the appearance

of a white cottony substance on the surface of the soil,

which at first sight looks exactly like the spawn of some
Fungus. The attacks of insects and parasitic Fungi

he hud just eaten some Ceris. ttes. I hastened to induce
vomiting whilst waiting the arrival of the physician.
After the invalid had vomited some portion of the
berries mixed with food, poultices were applied to the
legs by the doctor, who, at the same time, administered
a strong infusion of coffee. The unpleasant symptoms
ceased after three hours of the most assiduous atten-
tions. As there is no mention made of the Solanum
seudo-capaicum in materia medica works, I think it

seldom allow the crop to stand more than three years will be useful to point out here its characteristics, and
before it is broken up. thus avoid researches often made with difficulty at the
Atropa belladonna is perhaps the next principal '

time of an accident. It is a shrub of from 60 centi-
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metres to one metre in height, always green, branched,
branches straight, and so disposed as to give the plant
the form of an elongated ovoid; leaves lanceolate,
petiolate; flowers of a dirty white colour, placed
generally in umbels, each of which contains three or
four flowers, sometimes single; berries resembling inW. and colour those of the Physalis alkekengi,
slightly sweet in taste; seeds from three to four
millimetres in length, irregularly oval, hollowed out, or

?i
m
?
St reniform

> slightly wrinkled at the borders,
thicker, and of a deeper yellow at the circumference.
Montane ofMoissac in the Pharmaceutical Journal.

Raising the Chinese Tom from Seed.—Along with
several of my colleagues I received a packet of seeds of
the Chinese Yam (Dioscorea Batatas), sent from Algeria
by M. Hardy, and distributed by the Horticultural
Society of Paris. In the portion which fell to my lot
were 52 seeds, which I sowed in April in pots filled
with light soil and decomposed hotbed manure. The
seeds germinated successively and produced 24 plants,
which I pricked out as they appeared in well-dug
ground, but no manure was applied, for the Yam does

attention to preserve them in beauty as long as possible.

They are very impatient of a close, rather warm atmo-

sphere, and if the house contains plants requiring this

treatment, the Chrysanthemums should as far as prac-

ticable be placed in the coolest part, where air can be

given freely on every favourable opportunity ; for

except they can be rather freely exposed to air their

foliage soon gets attacked and disfigured by mildew,
especially if the plants are bushy and well grown. See
also that they are kept well watered at the root. Use
fire-heat only when absolutely necessary either to pre-

vent the temperature from falling too low or to dry
the atmosphere. If such things as Geraniums, Cine-

rarias, and Calceolarias must be wintered in the same
house with Heaths and other hard-wooded plants, fchey

should be kept as much as possible by themselves, as

they will require a somewhat closer temperature than
hard-wooded plants, but where circumstances admit of
it these should occupy a house or pit by themselves.
Cinerarias and Geraniums intended for late flowering
will do very well in a cold pit if the weather should not
prove unfavourable, but those intended for flowering

covering; also take care~to~^cure a
Endive for winter use. CanlifW. g00<1 «W-
be frequently examined; tft^^
should be taken up and stored till

** f* *
advantage of the present favourable ^5* Umanure wheeled on quarters where it mi
and got all ground trenched and ridcJi ** *"*
gets cleared of summer crops. ^

COTTAGERS' GARDEN
Employ leisure time in collecting

'

w

"OHuS

remember that all such refuse
respect, especially after having be

the contents of the cesspool.

is

lals for

valuable

H
ttl*C *

*Wr ~

STATE OF THE
For theWeek ending

October.

not like it. Although these plants rooted perfectly well
\ early~should b"e placed wherTfire^heatTcrn be taS *Tas

L T7Q1}?l ^hl? 11^ Sl°^- I
losfc 13

,
of them fc0 be abIe t0 Preserve the foliage from damp. Rosesby the mole cricket, with which the garden was

infested; by this my plantation was reduced to 11
for early forcing must soon be pruned and placed where
they will at least be safe from heavy rains. Where_.1o„ fo -xr

"
-J

jt--—----- „— TO ...» VWj nm au icasu ue saie Hum neavy rains, vvnere
plants. My young Yams had larger, rounder leaves, American and other shrubs are used for forcing, these
and were more bushy than is the case of plants raised should be taken up and potted without delay, placing.rom cuttings of the roots and stems ; but notwith- , them in a cold pit until they are wanted for forcing, orstanding this luxurious growth I found that the roots

\
in a turf pit where they can be protected from severe(rnizomes) did not correspond in size with the strength weather by straw mats, shutters, or other covering,

ot the plants, a circumstance which leads me to believe
B

that the Yams raised from seeds require upwards of
three years to arrive at their full size. The principal
object to be kept in view in raising this plant from
Seed is to obtain roots not more than 6 or 8 inches long,
with the same weight as those which are met with at
exhibitions, and which weigh several pounds. It cannot
be expected that this desideratum will be obtained all
at once, but with perseverance there is every reason to
suppose that it will some day be realised. Does not
the Potato afford an encouraging example ? Who on
seeing the small tubercules of the wild Potato
could have supposed that it would have yielded
thousands of varieties, of which the worst would
be superior to the original type? This first
sowing afforded me a tuber which for three years
has remained short and rounded ; another very
long and slender, which has no merit at all ; the others
have the long club-shaped form which is the character-
istic of the Chinese Yam. Nevertheless, I hope to find

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineeies.—The plants expected to show fruit early

next year will be greatly benefited by being kept in a
comparatively dry state for a few weeks previous to
subjecting them to a warm moist temperature. The
atmosphere should be kept dry, also allowing the soil

about the roots to become as dry as can be done with
safety; do not, however, subject the plants to a very
low temperature, but keep this at from 60° to 65° by
means or fire-heat, for although the plants will bear a
considerably lower temperature without any apparent
inJ ury> those not subjected to any unnecessary extremes
will produce the finest fruit; and a short period of
comparatively dry treatment will ripen the growth, and
just as effectually induce a tendency to show fruit as
checking the energies of the plant by an unnaturally
low temperature, and without any of the ill effects of
the latter method. Little dependence can be placed on
the weather after this season, therefore see to plants in
pits with insufficient means of heating being well pro-
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com^ei^clw'. we7e iToTa^l <Z?,™ea D
£ «ny»M»g approaching excess of atmospheric mofetWe

opefto theZZge o too great Lst ^NatZT/no TWS"^ "Y"?' l"
P

''

tS^ h* V'"''"^

so prodigal of her favour! as to vtld at tL fi^
"> better arranged structures; it only tends to

e^y attest a rootcoJbZ^'Z^tul ^Jli' J?^°.te
.?

to°.^ ,

ratc
. ^ ^?^.^ the amount of Dl3EA8ED r,s«A P , i!*^**

Notices to Correspondents.
Avenues : C P. There is not a tree in your list suiUblefir

avenue. They .ue all more or less tender, with theaeeptii
of the Oak, which is not majestic enough for the purpose

Books: M. Loudon's Self Instruction for Young GariMI
Others are much too expensive. Besides which m.
subjects are far more important to gardeners.-toi
Dr. Lindley's 3 hool Botany and Descriptive Botaaj. AE

persons connected with the business of Parser/men tf<

Seedsmen should be acquainted with the nidimentjffto

subject, if they are to rise above the lowest lerel J.

wages we can jnve no reply. J
Ciikstnut Coppice : H w C. We are ^lorm&i tt» «t. «
acre is an outside rent, under youi tircms!untfs>. -

obtaining this ; but we may hope that it will be ob-
tained at no very distant period. Louessein the Journal
de la boaete Imperiale et Centrale d>Horticulture.

Curious Zoological Discoveries.—When, some time
ago, the telegraphic communication between Ca"liari
and Bona, in Algeria, was suddenly interrupted, after
subsisting for the space of two years, measures were
resorted to for the purpose of getting the cable up
again, an operation which only succeeded partially.The portion of the cable recovered having lain in asubmarine valley of the depth of from 6000 feet to
»UUO teet, an excellent opportunity was thus offered for
the study of the zoological species to be found at that
depth. M. Alphonse Edwards, a French naturalist, who

rZif°
n ne T fc at

.

the time
'
has n™ published the

pt^I^ Among the I
~- - ~ — u-^u, u« t on no -fc"<

2™5f J?
od

1

ie8w^*d
^CTed to the cable he mentions

!

acco"at atfcemPt Panting where the soil is not in good ffSL^S^^l^^^J^^^ a™ they were SX^Jrf/^^ ' " **"*
roots of newly planted shrubs (provided they are
judiciously watered in) the sooner they will emit fresh
roots. Mulchmg is, however, requisite to keep out frost,
and earlier m the season to prevent evaporation. As
tree leaves arc always in request either as a fermenting

coUp^ 1
° Tf% ^ SOi1

' ?
he* Sh0uld be «~MS

Vinbeies.—Where early forcing is to be carried out
attend to previous directions as to keeping the atmo-
sphere moist, as there will be some difficulty in getting
Vines to break freely except this is attended to. If
circumstances allow of having a bed of fermenting
manure inside the house, this will be found the best
means of keeping the atmosphere regularly moist, but if
this cannot be used the house must be sprinkled with
the syringe frequently, and the evaporating troughs
kept full. Also see that the roots are anorded a steady
gentle warmth, until the buds are fairly swelled; keen
lh tomperature about 50° by fire-heat at ni-ht, and
6(f by day, letting it rise to 70° on sunny days.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Alterations of grounds and planting of Evergreens

should now be carried on with dispatch, but on no

brought up One of them was the Ostreacochleai^ a kind

at ffiri
W

?r
1S fr

o
e^n

\
Qn0Ush in the Mediterranean

Wn f
P 71 ?°m Z(

\° t0
,
4°° ***, but which had neverbeen found at any depth approaching to that of the

JfZ ^w6 m
K
enti0ned

- ^ ™*> Save fixed itself"

lW c
e when very young : for its lower valve,about six centimetres m breadth, had completely-

assumed the shano nf tlm ™l,i.A, „.._£•__ »« F CUCiJassumed the shape of the cables st^face like a plaster |™y be^^ away in anyplace and"!^ to S?cast. There was also a Pecten opercularis, a sea-shell,
hnt w aa ?a—^- *«" - --- " - -

rot;

one of the valves of which fits like a lid on the other
attached to the cable, and a much rarer one also, the
Pecten teste. To these were added two Gasteropods,
the Monodonta hmbata and the Fusus lamellosus, both
extremely rare, and containing the animal alive within.
Of corals there were 11 specimens belonging to three
different species of the family of Turbinolides, two of
which are new and one fossil—that is, hitherto only
found in ancient geological strata, mixed with other
paheontologicd fragments. Daily Paper.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoysBBTAToax.— In most places Chrysanthemums

will soon be the chief feature of attraction, and
where taeae are largely grown, which they should bewh ver there 18 a demand for flowers late in autumn,
they make a fine display, and are worth every necessary

but if, as is generally the case, they are in demand as acheap mode of furnishing bottom-heat to Pines as wen
as for forcing different kinds of vegetables, some pains
should be taken to keep them dry. For this purpose
they should be stacked up m some back place or behind
the garden walls, where access can be had to them at
all times, and after allowing time for them to settle
put on a coat of thatch to effectually secure them from
rain. By these means they will be found in a state fit
for use for a twelvemonth to come.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pruning and nailing may be proceeded with as soon

as the leaves are off; it is most important to get such
operations done while the weather is favourable? Look
over fruit stores frequently to see that all is keeping
well, and remove any fruit that may show symptoms
of decay, so as to prevent the mischief from spreading •

attend to gathering fruit as directed last week A
good stock of Lettuce fit for use should be put into'cold
frames or turf pits, where they can be protected during
trost by means of straw mats or some other efficient

question ibout (lime Laws we are unable to answer.

3rap£S. Ac All KttKd too late *
examination this week.

Fun«;i: Dixs. Next week. . ^

«

Gladioli : B R, Ton, All nurserymen in a largew»
supply you. We cannot recommend one rather than anm-

Those which Mr. Standi^ showed some wueta
i aj»J

South Kensington were extremely beautiful ^1™J
For a grand e t nothing can excel the now «nn»

G. Brenchieyensis.
. Wo

Glass: DP. We always recommend rough plate

glass is aroch too costly, and not better so far as tne pa-

are concerned. «fniaill
Insects : A isvb*criber. The eggs and young ^{L^j
patches of gelatinous matter on Box trees,

:
are >

species of Phryganea, which thus departs^from
"»«

habits of the Tnchoptcra.-JUaM. We believe
i

the e»

egg-cases from the tax of a cat are those of tD
.

e

JJ* ffldW
cat infested with Puhces?-^. The Pear tree is toe w

food plant of the Psylla Pyri. IV. „ n1/mll(lim Pip

Names of Fr- : J H. 4, Nonsuch; 8, B^^jffl
17, Pigeon ; 23, Wormsley Pippin; 26, ^°\"l,ft>l
19, Marie Louise ; 27, Beurrtf liiince.—/^ \*\Jm* rfl
the Wyken Pippin.—FF J. Not known; P™^
cultivation. It has no merit.|| „ a«,nmBiun.-

of Plants : W C T. Melampyn"* ne
l̂i4; J

«*. 1, Cratwjjfus odoratissima ; 2, Or. tanacfl^p^y

orientaiis; 4, C. punctata.-*? W. Your ^^JL^g^
mula, a New Holland species, common in_grw ^
not a native of Britain; its presence in tae ^y.
must therefore be accidental.—^ D-, ^^Switi;*'
n. ;ed Acrostichum is a seedling f^f^:^&
Ptehs is uuychium japoatoim; the Po1^ uto5^
weak young growth of Paradise, but is ^V1 -^-
turn; Lastreadecunc.s is right; the Ga»nw»WEj
ystopteris U a variety of fragiUs, and Jg^Tj jf

I obtusa.-« W. Polypodium ^V^pfe
Phegopteris

; 2, Polystichum angulare; 4,
sou ^

trea dilatata.—.«f // Vnt nnmbered :
Laswea

r^>

Lastrea decurrens. u „ ui^
Nasturtiums : Hy Barham. Your Nasturtium »^
bright orange scarlet, and of good form. i» ^
ornamental plant would depend entirely o"^^
which of course we cannot judge from cutf^B**are so many gcod sorts now, the Parf

Mt
. rSL goo&fZi

among them, that except it has some decad^^f^
in respect to habit it is not wanted. ^ZfjLdtf a^i
may be a recommendation for a shrubpery ^^ce"
climber, but not lor bedding purposes, lor wu*

of the Lobbianum breed are more suitable. pm
Parisian Gardening; WhUeJcuil. We must at*

your curiosity.
. .

,
nn I^JS?

Royal Horticultural Society: 0vingt
in(\Mf^f

Meeting Room, the graceful Conservatory, a
JtheSi00"55

be the noble waterworks are monuments
oi^ ^w.

of Captain Fowke, R.E. ; so are the ^^S^oortJ
the new International Exhibition ^wWWCffl»r & * v

you will havo a proof that a British omce

Architect as well as a military Engineer. ,.^ bwT^
Vine Borders: T B. The width is ampl^^jjflkofjp

pipes in rubble as you propose you wiU. '

'

ft a
ppc»r,

provided you keep down red spider snow j^

ing carefully to watering. t . . f uis &&*^
Wireworms : J U. The larv® to ^hicA ^^
belongs are not known to injure Vine roo**»

M
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To Farmers.

EED WHEAT.—GIANT RE1 WHEAT
KJ pcrbxishcl. Delivered on the Great Northern c

Counties Railway*.
AddreM, Wii.i.uh Cooper, Fen Drayton. St. lve«.

si

3

Seed Wheat from the Chal
i n Svmi'i.ks Of all Tin: BM fAmi-Tiai BOMUHI R

1V/| >SHS. UAYNmitl), CALD1 »TT, a*d BAW.
XtX TREE, Seed Growebs and MERCHAirrs.

Addraw: 1 ingetoke and Andover ; or 89, Seed Market,

Mark Lane, I^ondon, E C.

rIAYNBlKD, CALDECOTT, and HAVTTREE,
t Seed Mercmvnt nd Growers, Basin^toke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market. Mark Lane, Loudon, E €.„__.____ ,_
Samples and Quotation* of all kinds of AUKICULTUllAL

S nd S i:ED i :0RN*. sent i>ost free on application.

Pen Guano, Lewes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Calces,

Cotton Seed < ao*,&c.,ofbe quality al Market Pneem,

TTlTHEELKirs ORANGE (iLOBH MANGEL,
VV WHF.KLE J IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRAS- i»8 for PERMANENT PASTURE,
i. ilASS SEEDS for LAWNS.

And all other Seeds of the ^ cellent quality which hat

; endere : our Farm Seeds so celebrated.

We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent witbtbeir

boing good and pure, at the same time doliv

free by rail, u aUon ent now
M B sent, free for S stamps.

J C Wh am A Sow. Seed .wers. Mi l itersblre.
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_ NEW VETERINARY COLLEGE, An- risod under

Royal Sign Manual. \\ I EH SE>SK I l8ol-< entjemon

desirous of rommendng a Course oi study to qualify as

tary geons arc informed thai all t i enter on the Oth

N, x , isrtl, and who have not attended a Veterinary

Uego before, will be admitted to comj>ete for a Fmb
8TUDKNTSH io close of tbo Wmt. r Session. The conditions

of the competition, and any farther particulars, i be learned

from ]V.faieor Joan Gamoee, New Veterinary College,

imhui i:.

HE LAN IMPKOVEMENT C0MPANlr.—
LnoorporaUd by Special Act of Parliament in 1858.

2, Old Pal -rd, West mi er, S.W.

To Lawdowm n-, rin ( lerov, Estate a <; Harrs, Surveyors, Ac.

land and Wales and in Scotland.

The Dire. s beg leave to an^ nco tl the Company s

Amendment Bill, 1859, has recch the sam >f the Legis-

ure. i be Company now ; >nce money, unlimited in

amount, for llowing works of Agricultural I in] ^™fn*»
e win !e outlay and exj)enses la all oases being liquidated by

a rent charge vcars.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping. Embanking, Inclosing,

Cloa r, Horlamation. Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, En; rM* aery for dnage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads,

T

sand Riiilroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable ers or lakes.

i. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers1 Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or C Lmission. in respect of any
public or jr d works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation oi title i . L the Company being

of a strict tancial character do not In he jiiaai

and execution of the Works, which are eHHrolled only by the
Government Enclosure Commit tiers.

For further infor I
f-r forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2. Ol d Palace v , Westminster. S.W

THE hlKMIXUHAM OATiLE ami POULTRY
SHOW, 1801.

The THIRTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

CATTLE, .SHEEP, PIGS, I IEBTIC POULTRY, and HooTS
will be held in Blngl on MONDAY, TUESDAY,
v< «DAY. andTHUHSDAY, the 2d, ?.d, 4th, and 5th of

December next, when Prizes, Cups, or other articles of Silver

iate and Gold and Silver Medals to the amount of 145W.
will be awarded.

Prise Lists and Certificates of Entry * be obtained on
application. The tries close on November 1.

.!< B. Lvthall, Secretary.

Offices, 14. Temple Street, Birmingham. -

SMITHPIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1861.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of F VTTLE, SHEEP, and

IGS, will take place on I") MBER 10, 11, and 13, at

the Bazaar, King Street, Portman Square. The last day for

Certincatss of both Stock and Implements to be returned to

the II n. Secretary Is Friday, November 1.

The following Forms of Certificates aro now ready, and in-

tending Exhibitors in applying for t need only quote the
letters and state how many of each they require.

Cattle. Sheep.
Form A—Ox or Steer Form D—ren of 3 Wethers

]i—Cow or Heifer E—One Sheep in Extra
C—Beast in Extra Stock Stock

Pic.b.

Form F—Pen of 3 Pigs.

G—One Pig ii xtra Stock-

In addition to the Prizes usually offered, separate Classes

have been established for the following Breeds of Sheep :—
Kentish or Romney Shropshire
Marsh Mountain

Prize Sheets with Rules and Regulations and Forms of

Certificates as above may be obtained of
B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, Hon. Sec.,

Corner of Half-Moon Street, i illy, London. W.
N.B. All communica' Mub's J -mess should have

the words '*
field Club" outside, to distinguish them

from private letters.

mit agricultural <5a?rtte
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19,1861.

Agricultural wages during the past year hare

not been so high as they were two seasons ago. A
rapid harvest in 1- ' greatly aggravated the

scarcity of hands which had been already created

by the full and well-paid employment offered to

them in so many other departments of industry ;

and probably higher prices were paid for mowing
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and reaping during the harvest season of that year

than were ever known before.

In 1860 a very difficult and tedious harvest time

occurred, so that farmers did not get in their corn

faster than their own " hands " could do it. To
be sure, the short periods during which the weather

was suitable made greater despatch the more
necessary then, but where the reaping machine

was in use this despatch was possible without the

hire of extra hands.
During the past season, again, fine as the

harvest time has been, we have not had that ex-

cessively hot weather which in 1859 ripened all

our corn together. The weather on the whole has

been cool, and this with occasional showers has

ripened corn more gradually ; and we know many
farmers who have got their harvest in this year

also without assistance, beyond that of their own
yearly labourers. Good, therefore, as crops have
been, and favourable as the season has proved to

be, for all kinds of out-door labour, and great as

has been the quantity of field and fallow work
which the difficult season of 1860 left for 1861 to

do, vet there has not been that excessive demand for

agricultural labourers which existed two years

ago. Doubtless, also, there has not been so much
demand from without this year as was then made
on them from other trades and occupations.

At any rate wages have not ruled so high

during the past year, and especially during its

agricultural emergencies, when alone, as a general

rule, wages are the natural result of the relation

between the supply of agricultural labour and the

demand for it. No such picture could be given

this year, therefore, as was given two years ago of

those extraordinary difficulties which set all our

agricultural societies a-thinking where labourers

were to be obtained for the right cultivation of

the land.

The advance of agiicultural wages generally,

i.e. comparing successive periods of at least 10

years each, is nevertheless a fact. And an inte-

resting paper in the recent Number of the

Statistical Society's Journal is worth studying

for the information which it gives both on
the gradual improvement which is thus observ-

able in the condition of agricultural labourers,

and for its account of the extraordinary varia-

tions in their earnings, which now, and each
successive year, have long prevailed in different

counties and even in different neighbouring
localitiep. A difference fo the amount of two or
three shillings in the ordinary weekly wages of an
able-bodied field labourer in adjoining parishes
and even at the two ends of a single parish, of
which instances are given, does certainly illus-

trate mo^t strikingly the listless character of
the man.
Were it not that by the law of settlement, by the

encouragement of all our friendly societies, and by
the general feelingamong masters, he grows up under
the impression that he is and ought to be tied to

the same locality through life, he would certainly
be more alive than he is to the advantages of
moving from districts where population is dense,
where agriculture is the sole employment, and
where wages are low, to those where other
employments compete for his services, and where
accordingly they are better rewarded.
Wages are 50 per cent, higher in the north than

in the south and south-west, and that is a fact

which ought to induce a distribution of the
employed in more even keeping with the wants of

the employers. That it dees not do so is to be
attributed to the dependent listless character
which almost all the influences, political and
social, to which the rural labourer is exposed, tend
to preserve in him, and which is so often confounded
with Christian humility and contentment, and thus
made the subject of misplaced eulogy and praise,

when, more than any other thing, it is the very

bane of English agriculture, and the dead weight
which hinders both social and professional im-
provement.
Any one wishing to learn the principal facts

relating to the condition of English agricultural

labourers should stud}' Pt/bdy's paper on their

earnings in last month's Number of the Statistical

Society's Journal.

heifer of anv breed ; the hotel and innkeepers of
j

five times I planted in the summer, in the mid.1
Ocro

Birmingham' a silver cup, of the same value, for

the best animal in the cattle classes; and the

Society's premiums are 20/. in each case for the

best Hereford, Short-horn, and Devon, and two

gold medals, value 20/. each, for the best ox or

steer, and the best cow or heifer, in the yard ; the

first prizes are still fixed at 10/. A class has

been opened for Scotch cows or heifers, with one

prize of 10/. In the sheep classes three silver

cups, of the value of ten guineas each, are

given bv C. N. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., Arthur
Ryland, Esq., Mayor, and Messrs. Mapplebeck

and Lowe. Two extra prizes are offered by the

Council, of 10/. each, for the best pen of long

and short-woolled sheep, as well as a silver medal

for the best pen of cross-bred sheep. Classes have

been opened for long and short-woolled ewes.

Three silver cups are added to the ordinary

prizes this year in the pig classes. Three special

prizes are given for roots : 10 guineas by Sir Jotin

Ivatcliff, for the best six long Mangel Wurzel,
Globe Mangel Wurzel, Swedes and Carrots ; two
others of 5 guineas each, by Messrs. Proctor &
Ryland, for the best six specimens of Swedes,

and for the best six specimens of Yellow Globe

Mangel Wurzel, from crops of not less than 2

acres. The Poultry Prize Lists have undergone
revision. No silver cups are offered by the Society,

but the prizes are increased in amount, and the

total sum considerablv exceeds that which
been given in any former year.

has

of growing Potatoes and Beans, 40 dozen of Broccoli
and Savoys, and few I think can be finer than thevnow are. On 4 acres of land, 1 cwt. of earth mixed
five times was applied last year to { acre of Swede*,
whilst equal quantities of superphosphate were applj^l
to equal portions of land over 3| acres iu the same
field. The Swedes on this i acre weighed ^ more in
proportion than those in the rest of the field, them-
selves a fair crop. But, more than this, the Barley
grown this year without any additional manure o
that same i acre stood out as far superior to the rest
of the field. The bailiff reckoned it as four to thn*
better. Lastly, by applying it to the plant as the
Chinese do, and by wide and alternate cropping, I

got from the greater part of my own garden three crow
a-year.

Now, I would take advantage of this discovery, and
of the capability of children for garden work, far the
support not only of boarding schools, but of many day
schools.

Mr. Baker, master of the Deaf and Dumb Aeyiun
at Doncaster, is no mean authority on such matte*
And, on the subject of my three letters on ScJ/.

supporting Boarding Schools, he has written in sab-

stance thus :

—

" All Mr. Moule's stat ; stic3 are correct, excepting

those relating to produce, which are, even under

adverse circumstances, too low. I know that the sewage

of the institution, of 140 persons, ,is worth more than

1007. I cannot use it all. Yet from 2 acres of land

I obtain a gross produce of 2001. My expenses are

601 a year."

So that he clears 701. an acre.

Mr. Baker owns, indeed, that the offensiveness of

his manure is perceived in more ways than one. And
here comes in the main point of interest and of value

of my invention. Its adoption will entirely relieve

our school-premises of what is generally an intolerable

nuisance, and there shall be no offensiveness in the )

removal of the sewage, nor in the application of it to

EARTH-SEWAGE, AND DAY-SCHOOLS.
[Read before the Southern Counties Adult Education Society

at their MeetiDg at Dorchester, October 3, 1861, by the Rev.

H. Moulk.1

It was with great regret that I was unable to comply I the ground, nor in its results on the crop. If, then, a

with the invitation given me last year, to read at valuable manure can be thus inoffensively provided

the meeting of this Association at Warminster a

paper on my discovery as to the application of

earth for the inoffensive removal and utilisation

of excrementitious and other offensive substances.

Of the delay of this communication, which was

then disappointing to me, I am now glad ; for

the information and experience which I have since _

gained, both on the value of sewage so saved and on
;
nearly 11. a head, one-fifth of this is not too high an

the produce obtainable even by children, under high
,

estimate for that of these 500 children. We mar

garden cultivation, enable me to bring the subject safely reckon then the value of the manure, if applied

before you in more systematic connection with the

with great advantage to the present condition of our

school-premises, let us attempt to get a proximate idea

of its value.

A combined education scheme for the five parishes

of this borough might reckon on 500 children from two

to 14 years of age. If, then, the sewage of 100 resi-

dents on Mr. Baker's premises may be reckoned a:

Society's direct object. And in doing so, I trust some
help may be afforded to the cause of day schools, at a

time which must be regarded, from any point of view,

as a great crisis in their history. For whatever may be
the modification in store for the New Educational
Code—and some modification there surely must be
—the confidence of the friends of education in

the further extension, if not the stability, of Govern-
ment aid, has received an undoubted shock. Aud I,

for one, feel that in return for 800,000£. a year some-
thing more should be looked for, even as the minimum,
than the decent qualification of children of 11 years
old in reading, writing, and arithmetic.

If then, in addition to some general information on
my discovery, I can show that by its aid the children

even of a day school may raise, from a few acres of

as I propose, at 100Z. a year. And I feel confident,

that the produce raised by it from 8 acres through such

close and careful cultivation as, from the labour of

some of these children, we might well command,

should be equal to 11. a head, or 500/. a year. Deduct

lOOZ.fcfor.two good common gardeners and for other

expenses,' and 4001. would I think cover all Govern-

ment grants and all our expenses.

But how cultivate 8 acres for these children 1 I refer

iu reoly to the data inmy paper on self-supporting board-

ing schools. If one boy under that system can be the

chief instrument in the high cultivation of 3 acres

a year, working seven hours a day, then under similar

supervision and direction, and working 2£ hoursadar.

or 15 hours a week, he may cultivate 1 acre. «bat

then can be more evident than that the labour of -

boys, directed by two able gardeners, shall easily cum-

land, enough to make that school independent of public vate to the highest pitch 8 or 10 acres?

The Midland Counties Association have
issued a very liberal Prize List for their next
December Fat Cattle Show : the prizes offered

amounting in value to not less than 1400/. in the
whole. The Earl of Shrewsbury, this year's Presi-
dent, gives a silver cup, worth 25/., for the best ox
or steer of any breed or age ; the Hon. Colonel
Pennakt, M.P., a similar cup for the best cow or

grants, and, perhaps of charitable subscriptions, and
may thus be commencing a course of industrial train-

ing—and if by it another branch of industry may be
opened—I think I shall help to quiet some anxious
minds, and render no little service to my country.
This I trust I can do.

For the history and full description of my discovery

it is better that I should refer you to my pamphlet,
* National Health and Wealth," 2nd edit., published

at Is. by Messrs. Bradbury & Evans ; and my tract
" Manure for the Million," which may be had for Id.

I may add that both these works have received the
cordial approbation of the Editor of the Agricultural
Gazette, and of many other intelligent and thoroughly
practical men. In the former of theBe pamphlets it

I

will be seen that my discovery is not merely that
• common earth and soils deodorise, nor is it the mere
' capability of soils to retain manure,
properties were known before.

But my discovery is this,—that the deodorising

power of soils, and their capability of the retention of

manure are such, provided the substance to be deodo-

rised be dealt with at once and in detail, and if the

evil be not allowed to fester for months, days, or even
for hours, that a very small quantity of earth is suf-

ficient for the purpose. Further, I have discovered

that, if dried by the sun or by moderate fire-heat,

the earth thus mixed and deodorised retains the full

value of the manure. And still further, that it can

be dried and used again and again for the same
purpose, in creasing each time of course the value of

the manure.
Of the inoffensiveness of that which has been mixed

seven times, you may judge yourselves; for I have
been permitted to place some in the exhibition room.
But the following facts may to some minds be more
satisfactory. With 6 lbs. weight of substance mixed

But, will you get them to work? Paythtmon*

graduated scale, and let them, from the time they begis-

to work, begin also to act as pupil teachers ;
and alio.

100/. a year for this purpose. You will find that tbu~

you may secure the attendance and laboui of a so*

ficient number up to 12 and 14 years of age.

But, how will you dispose of your produce, espe-

cially if you apply this scheme to villages ] In answ«

to this, I must expand a hint given in my tract

" Manure for the Million." We are at present de-

pendent on France and other countries, and still m° :

on adulteration, for preserves. Open a new branch®

industry. Au acre of Red Currants, for in6tan<*

grown as espaliers 4 feet asunder, and well manure*

shall in a year or two produce 50/. a year. Some <*

the pupils of your girls' school may pick this product

and, if necessary, preserve it. The space between ti*

Both these ' rows will afford room for Carrots, Turnips, or Onion*

that may give you a crop worth from 10/. to 30/. I/1

half of your land at least, then, be devoted to the*

common fruits. And I feel confident that my genera*

estimate will prove far lower than it might fairly b*

made.
Let us apply the principle to a single school, a^

observe another advantage that would spring out of
'&

adoption. Let the landowner of an agricultural parish

whom the educational grant will never reach, and

whom, if I am right, it never ought to reach,— let hxn*»

I say, institute such a mode of relieving himself »

expense and of increasing the benefits of education to

the children of his labourer.*. He may by such paJ'

ment as I have mentioned command the labour of 1

boys and girls ; and 4 acres may thus be cultivated D
.

them. Here will be a mode of keeping the boys an

girls longer at school. And, since industrial tr

?fj

nl
?j

will be added to mental improvement, it will

to such purpose that the landlord may well demand
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" ri „nn Mv convictions on this subject have

'? Sned, that could I but get the land and the

m Btrengtbenea, ^ & month the

fi'tSTS tt $° &' -y °™ H
oys' sohoo

\,
"^u M like to speak one word more on this new

1 ^l industrV oPrather of this new application

^wu?
s labour. Suppose, for a moment, that the« 1 ofTee country 'should adopt the plan,

fivTan average of 4 acres each thus cultivated ;

S *S 50/. an acre of garden^
produce should be

2ed--2.000,000?.
a year would be added to the

"Jrice of the country.

C;» it will require the trouble and care of far

££i B
—»rvi Bion." So it will. And " our school

committees must be much more busiuess-like

than they are at present." So they ' must.

And so I think they would be, if, instead

of having every month to go over a set of averages
j

and other dry statements, the end of which may
|

be merely that boys and girls up to 11 years of.

age have learned to read, write, and cypher, we could

come to some direct influence on their manners and

conduct.

And further I am sure that thus, and by means of

the self-supporting boarding schools, a link of the

strongest sympathy and affection may be formed

between the classes to be educated and those who
educate them. Henry Moule.

BREEDS OF SHEEP.
The members of the Partington Tenants' Club have

been requested to publish the results of an experiment
instituted by them in the neighbourhood of Garforth

for the purpose ofascertaining, with an equal quantity of

food, the breed of sheep best adapted to that locality,

and producing the greatest profit. Having brought

the first stage of this experiment to a conclusion, viz., the

summer grazing, they beg to offer the following tabular

statement, and for the convenience of those gentlemen
who visited the trial ground, in the same rotation as the

folding of the sheep, commencing at the moor side of

the field :—

Date of Weights

1361.

Cross from the
Cross from the Cheviot or Banff-
Teeswater with
the Leicester.

shire with the
Leicester.

LINCOLN'S.

Weight of 10 hogs on[Weight of 12 hogs on

June 8.

JutyS
August 3

August 20

October 4

• •

• t

Increase
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Total in-

crease

* •

sts.

106

8
5

3

lb3.

13

11
2

11

June 8 sts.

124

• *

)
IS

Increase
Ditto
Ditto

( Decrease

( 1 st. 10 lbs.

11
4
4

lbs

13

12
7

Weight of 10 hogs on
June 8.

Increase .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Decrease 12 lbs.

sts.

125

3

3

,

lbs-

9

8

9
2

SOUTHDOWNS.

Weight of 10 hogs on
JuneS. sts lbs.

97 10

ital weight on Oct. 4 » 123 stns.

Deduct )

decrease

)

20

1

5

10

18 9

143 stns. 8 lbs.

Deduct \
decrease j"

7 5

12

Increase
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

• ft 4
3

3

Shropshires

Weight of 10 hogs on
June 8. sts. lbs.

101 6

Odd Shebp.

12 Increase
7
2

9

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

8
5
2

3

13
10
13

Weight of 7 hogs on
JuneS. sts. lbs.

09 7

Leicesters.

8

COTSWOLDS,

Weight of 12 hogs on
j
Weight of 10 hogs on

June 8. sts. lbs.

116 3

13 o

6 7

132 stns. 2 lbs. 110 stns. 12 lbs.

•JO 8

Increase
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

* - 4
4

2

4
1

Increase
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

. 8

• i

. 4

4
S

4

June S. sts. lbs.

90 9

Increase . . 8
Ditto .. 4

Decrease 2 lbs.

Increase . . 6

S
6

8

11 10 24

122 stns. 81 stns. 8 lbs.

19
Deduct \ q
decrease

)

8

2

140 stns. 10 lbs.

19

110 stns. 1 lb.

ODD SHEEP, BEING ONE FROM EACH CLASS HAVING HAD NO CAKE, BEING THE DETAIL OF COL. No. 6.

JulyS
August 3

August 30

October 4

Weight on June 8.

sts. lbs.

10 6

• •

Decrease 4 lbs.

Increase
Ditto
Ditto

Weight on June 8.

sts, lbs.

• t i 2
7

7

Deduct >

decrease I

2 2

4

Total increase 1 12

Increase
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

9

1 8
11
2

7

12 sins. 8 lbs.Weight on Oct 4 . . 12 stps. 4 lbs.

Tbe experiment has been made in a 16 acre seed

field, divided into eight compartments of equal value,

with ten hogs in each compartment, except Nos. 2 & 7,

tbe Banffshires and tbe Leicesters, in which there were

12 each, and all turned in on May 23. 3 lbs. of Lin-

seed cake per lot per day was commenced on June 17,

nd increased to 6 lbs. on August 1. The compartment

No. 6 consisted of seven odd sheep, viz., one from each

"breed, and these had no cake^^^
ItiRwmg tVna statevnefil' the members are quite aware

"that it requires consideration, is open to criticism, and

are also reminded by its imperfections that first trials

are rarely satisfactory. In justice to the patrons of the

several breeds, it is only due to say that we were not

able to procure the whole of the sheep in the wool and
in a proportionate condition ; that Nos. 1 & 2, the cross

from the Teeswater and Cheviot, came to fold in good
grazing condition, having been wintered upon the

estate, whilst Nos. 3 & 4, the Lincolns from Thomas
Greetham, Esq., of Stainfield House, and the Southdowns
from George Saville Foljamb, Esq., of Osberton, were
fat and had received every indulgence. No. 5, the

Shropshires, in fair holding condition, but from two
flocks, Messrs. Crane and another, the former taking the

lead. No. 7, the Leicester, from Henry Hill, Esq., of

Stedmere Field (Sir Tatton Sykes'), were in good market
condition, having been bought out of his lot in the

heeds fat market, and No. 8, the Cotswolds, from

Edmund Ruck, Esq., were lean.
With respect to the state of the pasture on October 4,

the Banffshires, No. 2, had so eaten up their pasture on

August 30 that it could not recover ; Nos. 3 & 5, the

Lincolns and Shropshire Downs, have quite bared their

ttound, proving themselves, like the Banffshires, great

consumers ; whilst No. 4, the Southdowns, was so good as

to have been able to have carried three, if not four more
*neep. No. 7, the Leicesters, had eaten quite close, and
fa 8, the Cotswolds, not quite so close.

The sheep are now having a month's run upon Tur-
nip and Rape preparatory to their being again folded

Qpon Turnip and cake, when in this part of the experi-

ment each lot will be charged with the amount it can
fairly consume. Thos. J. Fox, President, Partington,
Oct, 10.
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1 11
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class such crops as Flax, Teazle, Lupins, &c. ? 2. What
is the distinction between pasture and meadow ? I do

not find them defined in the books which I have consulted,

and am informed by an intelligent farmer that pasture

is land which has been laid down to Grass, after having

been ploughed; meadow is land which has been always

in Grass. If this is correct I ought to enter as meadow
a rough piece of ground which has, time out of mind,

been partly overgrown by Furze and short Grass, and is

partly the site of an old pond ; while the fields round

my house, which are nearly of uniform quality, should

figure under different heads, because some of them,

being laid in lands, would appear at some period or

other to have been ploughed. Perhaps you may con-

sider these questions to be such as the nearest land

surveyor might enlighten me on, but I believe

many such will occur to persons in my position,

and I would remark that agriculture differs at

present from all other trades in being largely

carried on by amateurs, who know, many of them, very

little about it, but would be much annoyed by being

called on for returns involving any considerable amount

of trouble. On this account I am glad that no return

of actual produce is demanded, but merely the number

of acres under cultivation. When I kept a bailiff I

once asked him what produce he had obtained from the

different fields, and was told I might as well keep a

clerk. Now that I manage or mismanage for myself,

I believe that I could make a return as to this little

fact, at least as to the different sorts of corn, but

generally not until such a lapse of time as would render

it quite useless for any public purpose. Faunus.

W-
the

Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Statistics.—You have doubtless seen the

circular of the 6th M ay, addressed by Sir George Lewis
to the chairmen of Quarter Sessions, as to the expe-
diency of collecting agricultural statistics by means of
the county constabulary. It has always appeared to
roe that the cry against such returns being made at all

has been partly raised by a few farmers who imagine
that their exhaustive cultivation will be thereby ex-
posed; to such I can only say, that where I have had
reason to suspect such a practice to exist I have never,
as a landlord, found any difficulty in informing myself
ot it. But without discussing the expediency of the
toodc of collection now suggested, there are one or two
Points in the proposed form on which I should be gladw hear your opinion. 1st. Under what head should we

Farmers' Clubs.
Oxford : Steam Cultivation, Oct. 9.— Mr.

Smith, of Woolston, read a paper, reported in

Oxford Journal, from which we make the following

extracts :

—

There are three modes of applying steam power

to cultivation which stand out before all others,

namely, the imitation spade or rotatory digging system,

the ploughing or turn-over system, and that which is

now termed the cultivating or Woolston system. Of
either the first or the second of these you will not expect

that I should sav much, for I should be speakiug of

that of which I have had little or no experience.

1. The Cultivating or Woolston System.—-The main

argument which I use is, that since there are many of

our most pernicious weeds which are not destroyed by

being simply put under ground, but are, perhaps, the

rather increased by being re-planted, I do not think

that such damaging plagues ought to be turned under,

but that they ought, on the contrary, to be kept as

near the surface as possible. The root having been

placed lower beneath the surface, has been with greater

difficulty found and eradicated. If, with regard to all

vegetable roots, burying and killing were the same

thing, the matter would be very different; but we
farmers find for certain that if we ever attempt to bury

a root of Twitch, or of some other of our weeds, they

will, as surely as the spring comes round, again raise

up their heads in judgment against us.

2. To increase the cultivated inches of an island we
must double the depth of its cultivation. My own
attention, as well as that of many others, was directed

to this point. I made an attempt to increase the depth
of the seed-bed, but my attempts were made in a

different way from that of most other people. My aim
was to break into the subsoil and to move it, but to
leave the greater portion near, bat not in the exact
position where it had been for ages, while only small
portions were on each occasion to be brought up to the
surface. By this process I obtained two very important
and valuable results; my drainage was in a remarkable
way improved, and substances were brought to the
surface which, though in their original position and
condition they were entirely unproductive, possessed in

themselves elements of fertility and capacities of

absorbing and releasing fertilising powers from the
atmospheric agencies with which they were acted upon.
I tried to get at this with horses, but I cannot say
that the resulting advantages were equal to the cost

expended. The toil and turmoil was something
enormous ; the horses, the ploughmen, the harness, and
implements, were always at fault. The work was not
done in time ; the treading of the horses partly undid
the very work they were intended to perform. The
waste of their strength, too, in not regularly exerting
their power together, was another source of loss. The
indurated pan beneath our clay soils, which impedes
the efficiency of their drainage, I succeeded in breaking;
and by steam, the consolidation which attended the
passage of our horses would be obviated, and the expe-
dition which it would introduce would enable us to
perform what we had to do at the very time when it

ought to be done; thus we should obtain greater
efficiency in our operations, greater expedition in the
performance of them, and better and more frequent
opportunities in their application.

3. Both efficiency and cost are in favour of steam.
Neither in the question of expense is there any reason
to complain. My own practice on this point, extend-
ing over a period of full four years, gives a result of an
average amount, including the cost for the operations,

where horses have been employed, for preparing a seed-

bed, as 10s. lOd. per acre. I very seldom cross my
land with steam ; in fact, I confine my work to those

different operations which cannot be efficiently per-

formed by horses at all. For I find by experience that

one efficient smashing up of it, if done at a seasonable

time, is almost enough of itself to produce a proper

seed-bed. Besides this, you will find that when land

has been once or twice well cultivated by steam, its

tenacity is considerably diminished, and it requires less

power than it did at the first. However these things

may be, there is the concurrent testimony of every

person who has judiciously tried it, that the cost of

steam cultivation is much less than that of horse culti-

vation ; and in all the heavier processes I am convinced

the latter will be found to be double that of the form' r.

In confirmation of this, let me give you an example or
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"To the ploughman who, with three horses, shall plough in

the best manner half an acre of land, not less than 4£ inches

deep, within four hours."

Contrast ray own quiet work with this. Within the

last month I have been steaming on my own farm. I

had only 53 acres to do, which I completed in 11 days,

including the time from leaving till the return of the

tackle to the homestead. The work was done thoroughly

well, from 8 to 12 inches in depth.

Not to weary you with a long detail of results, I will

instance one field upon my own farm. I select the one

which is the worst and the furthest from home. From
1846 to 1856 it had ten crops in ten successive years,

without a fallow. In the autumn of 1856, the last

under horse cultivation, it was overrun with Twitch,

Thistles, Coltsfoot, and other obnoxious weeds; you
will probably say, and very likely, too. Here I began
steam. The harvest of 1857 produced me 38 bushels

of Beans ; '58, 46 bushels of Barley ; '59, 36 bushels of

Beans; '60 (the wet year), 38 bushels of Wheat. The
whole of these crops cost me, for horse and steam labour,

43«. 2d. per acre, and it has become very clean indeed.

The wet autumn had its effect upon me as well as other

people, and it cost me 22s. per acre in horse and steam
labour to prepare for Turnips. I have, however, on
this cold clay land now, at the autumn of 1861, as clean

as a garden, without Twitch or other weeds, a crop of

the ropes over rough hard clods files them away very

much faster than when over a smooth or soft surface.

You may repeat the cross cultivating when convenient

up to seed time, but be sure you never attempt to

acquires the marvellous property of holding bettT
moisture, and of absorbing more readilv onranir £3
from the atmosphere." * l0°*

8. The occupier ought to remain as unfettered J
plough ; the scuffler going before the drill is far better ; I possible by conditions as to the mode in which he iWl
your 50 acres of Bean stubble must come upnext, and

j

crop his land. The agreements which should mS
be smashed, not too deep, by steam, while the horses are

ploughing the 12| acres of Clover ley. Your Bean

stubble may be crossed with horses, unless time presses,

in which case you may use steam, for expedition is at

this time of more value than the rope, which will not

now suffer so much, from the softer state of the soil.

After this, and when the 25 acres intended for roots

have been manured, the tackle should be shifted to

that- which, while the horses are drilling the 75 acres

of Wheat, should be smashed up, and left to lie till

your horses have done the Wheat seeding, and have
time to attend to it; then let four of them put it up
into ridges for the winter ; and if your horses have
nothing else to do, as you will find to be the case, they
may be employed in subsoiling in the trenches, between
the ridges. It will now be quite ready for planting in

the spring. You will do well, however early in the

spring, to let a careful man walk along every ridge, and
remove every obnoxious weed that is showing its bead.

Your 50 acres for Beans may be manured, and then

smashed up by steam, and ridged, or ploughed in the
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Swedes, estimated, at least, at 18 tons per acre. This ordinary way, just as you please; if your horses have
is steam cultivation. ""

" " "

4. I cannot but think that nothing has stood more
in the way of the spread of steam cultivation, than the

extravagant notions that were three or four years since

prevalent as to the extraordinary advantages which
were expected to result immediately from its intro-

duction. It was anticipated that every operation on
our farms was to be the instant result of this application

of steam power. We had heard of the marvellous

effects that have been produced in our manufactories,

and we began to hope that like results would follow in

our tillage; farms were fitted up with stationary

engines and machinery of a most extensive character

;

the totally different conditions between manufacture

and tillage being entirely put out of the consideration.

The raw material to which we have to apply the power
is spread over the length and breadth of the land;

there is not the possibility of bringing one single yard
of the soil nearer to the place where the moving power
is to be found. We have, therefore, to devise the
means of bringing our moving power and our machinery

nothing else to do, plough it in the ordinary way. In
the spring, after your roots are off, smash up by steam
the 25 acres that were roots. If the weather is dry, I

find ifc answer exceedingly well to sow the Barley before

the steam cultivator is set to work. Steam it up about
four inches deep, and cross cultivate with horses the

same day if you can. You will succeed in obtaining a

nice tilth, a cool seed-bed, and be safe to get a good crop

of Barley. You may work your land and reduce it to

a fine tilth, and then drill it ; but in dry weather you
will not be so certain of your plant. Your other 12£
acres will be in Clover. With these operations, and
good management, your farm will be kept as clean as a

garden, and your six horses will not get any thing like

full employment. Thus you see the advantages to the

heavy land farmer, on the lowest calculation, will be the

saving of the provender for four horses, which is, there-

fore, convertible into beef and mutton; the steam
engine will relieve the horses of the fearfully hard work
of July; the value of this on the constitution and
stamina of the horses it is impossible to estimate ; the

to each individual spot. Even when we reach a single
j
land will be prepared for the 'next root and Bean crop

enclosure, we must have the means of sending our
j before the sharp frosty winter months set in, and the

machine, whatever the nature of the machine may be,
| Barley land in the spring can be worked without a

to visit the original position of the raw material on I chance of its becoming brick-hard, and losing moisture
which we are to operate; no matter how rough, hilly, before the seed bed is completely prepared, and thus
or irregular the surface, our machine must be brought the vegetation of this crop is never checked.
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to the very spot. Now, under these enormous diffi-

culties, I infer that the wonder is not that we have
done so little, but that we have done so much.

5. Draining is the most essential point of all good
farming. The mode and depth must vary according to
the nature of the soil. Within reasonable limits,] it

cannot be well too deep, so that all the rain fall may
pass right through the land, and [not leave a single
water-gutter. This is, if possible, more indispensable
for steam cultivation. For in passing a steam cultiva-

tor over undrained or half drained land in dry weather,
it brings it up in lump-like clods without life or work
in it ; subsequent operations must be considerable to get
a seed bed at all, and whatever is planted on it will, in

the wettest or brick-hardest places, dwindle or perish

;

if in wet weather, or the land in a wet state, the cul-

7. When I arrive at this point, I generally find that
the heavy land farmer will stop me with three such
questions as the following :—As I have no manure, how
am I to get it to prepare my fallows at Michaelmas ?

What are the advantages of putting up the land into
ridges during the winter, and what good is there in

that yellow clay which you advise me to fetch up and mix
with my top soil ? (a) My own practice has been to

have a year's manure at this season of the year. It has
been carted from the yards at convenient seasons, and
deposited close to the spot where it is to be used, ready
immediately after harvest to be put on the fields that
are intended for Beans and roots. Thus I can get it on
quickly when the land is in a good state for carting

over. It may be said that there is a loss in lettin

manure lie so long before putting it upon the land.
tivator cuts through it like mud, and the more we do ! can only say that I have not found it so. But even if

there is, it is nothing in comparison with the advantage
it gives by expediting the autumn culture and preparing

our fallows before Christmas. The difficulty of obtain-

ing the manure at first may be obviated by the use of a
little artificial manure ; and by keeping back a portion

of the farm-yard manure for three or four years, the
whole thing may be readily effected.

(©) The advantage of putting land into ridges for the
winter to act upon it, is immense ; the elements perform

to it the more like a pudding it makes it. A good
seed bed on land in such a state it is impossible to
procure. But, on the other hand, if worked over well-

drained land, either in wet or dry weather, it is safe to

break up in such a nice friable condition that the after-

operations are certain to produce a good seed-bed, and
we well know that a good seed-bed and good planting
are the best things we can do to make certain of a good
crop.

6. Heavy land.—Here is a farm of heavy land, con- the work of tillage for more effectively than any system
taining, say 200 acres of arable land. It has been of machinery can; the soil acquires a flaky snow-like
worked with ten horses; it is clean, well drained, with appearance, thus saving clod-crushing, rolling, and
good and conveniently situated buildings, and well other mere brute force operations. None but those who
made roads over it. The useless hedges have all been I have seen it, or tried it, can conceive the enormous
cleared away. Now this being so, we may suppose the

; advantages obtained by this plan of operation. On my
tenant or occupier to say to me—" I have heard that,

j

lighter lands I have produced in this way 30, 40, 50,

if I should adopt your plan, and get help from the
j
and more than 50 tons of roots to the acre, without the

fiteam engine, I should be able to reduce my horses to ! application of a single grain of artificial manure. On
the number with which I can cart my corn, and with

j
my heavy clays, on land which it was said would

those buildings placed as they are, I shall be able to cart

it with six horses. The farm is divided into four fifty -acre

divisions, my cropping, 75 acres of Wheat, 25 of Barley,

50 acres of Beans, 12fc acres of Clover, 12£ acres of

Vetches, and 25 acres of roots, when I can get them.

Now, show me how steam would affect me." I would
answer : You can easily dispense with your four horses

in the way you propose. We will begin when your
land is in Ml crop. As soon as your Vetches are fed

off smash up <the 124 acres. Do it deep, and steadily,

,the whole of ih* ground will be thoroughly and com-
pletely shaken, and the sun will be shining round the
clods and down into the earth, where he has never
*hQue before. Lei it lay thus exposed for ,sorae «£ays,

not grow roots at all, I have produced 18 tons of

Swedes to the acre, and have used only ten loads of

good farm-yard manure, made without oil-cake.

(c) The " advantage of bringing up the subsoil in

small quantities, and mixing it with the upper soil, I

cannot explain to you better than by telling you that

m November, 1859, I employed Dr. Voelcker to view

and take soils and subsoils from my farm, and to analyse

and report upon them, and here are one or two extracts

:

—" By deep cultivation, exposure to frost in ridges,

avoiding the treading of horses, by exposing the sub-

soil as much as possible to the ameliorating influence of

the atmosphere, without bringing it to the surface, and

bv accumulating the J&ue sq,U as near as possible in the

between landlord and tenant, ought to be as liWi
towards the tenant as possible. It is much tek
wished that they could be reduced to these two—tC
the tenant should pay his rent and keep the land cleat, i-ererBut for the landlord to dictate to his tenant what It \ Seraishall plant upon the land this year or that year, th*

f fistic
i or that season, is worse than child's pW I J traffic,

Practice has taught me that what is right cropping*
one field is not so in another. Here is one instaa*
among many. I have a field which will produce neith*
Beans nor Peas, but will produce heavy crops of ro<$
Wheat, and Oats, as long as I please. The last tot
crops upon it produced, per acre, Wheat, 49 ; Oats,
and Oats, 85 bushels last year ; and now it is asc
as a garden, in first-rate condition, and planted wjA
Swedes, and they are undoubtedly a splendid pl^t
It is grafcifiing to know that the great majority of
landlords are of the sound class, who are proud of 6eein»

a happy thriving tenantry, and the sooner they are &

such the sooner will steam cultivation enable us \

produce 50 per cent, more food for the nation than we
do at the present time.

Mr. Bionold, ofLoughton, said :—Last yearhe took a farm oft
very heavy clay soil, and very much out of condition, and
put upon it 10 horses, which cost him about 40i. each, and the
next summer they were not worth more than half that monev
That fact led him to turn his thoughts to steam cultivation!

although his friends, whom he consulted, advised him to wii"

till it was brought to a more mature state, but he had so fa

pinned his faith to the system that he was determined to try

it, especially after seeing what Mr. Smith, of Woolston, wm
doing. Accordingly he had done so, and be was bound to

say that he was better satisfied every day with the course hi
had taken. Instead of employing 10 horses, he had been able

to dispense with three, and now used only seven. Before

then be was obliged to buy the best horses, but now he had

introduced colts, which answered every purpose. He believed

that steam cultivation would pay its own way, for it enabled

them not only to increase the bulk of their crops, but to gt:

and to keep the land in a far better state of cultivation. He
could do from 5 to 6 acres a day with 7 cwt. of coal, and founc

he could grow good crops without using a bit of artificii

manure. He had cross cultivated with steam, but general^

preferred doing so with horses, for breaking up with stea
made it very much easier for horses ; it made the land Ioowr

and more friable. He did not profess to teach, but having

found tho great advantage of steam, he was very pleased to

bear his testimony to its value. He would, however, impress

upon them this fact—that steam cultivation required good

after management,] and he knew of one instance, where a

farmer broke up his stubble last year with steam, and then >

neglected it that it was now in a disgraceful state, and wo
lead some people to believe that steam cultivation was a
failure.

Mr. Williams, of Northcourt, said there was no question

that steam power was as much cheaper than horse power, as

horse power was cheaper than manual labour, and it was for

them to consider how far they could bring steam to bear,

especially in the cultivation of the soil. He had seen Mr.

Pullen's application of steam, and the last time he saw it be

was cultivating about 12 acres ; it went over it three times, nrs

breaking it up, then crossing it, and the third time going orer

it in the same line as it did at first, and the third time it tore

up the weeds by the roots. He ascertained from Mr. ruliej

that he was enabled to do with 12 horses less ever since tie na

adopted steam cultivation, and that he was obliged to give
:

a

pig feeding, for he had 200 tons of pig manure by him, anflMJ

no use for it, because, since he had employed steam, he
i

coaw

grow as much corn as would stand without manure, *beMj*
before he was obliged to manure to a great extent Jf*™"!

pulverised the soil, but if they could do the same by mee&awa

influence, they brought the virgin soil to the surface, where »

derived everything it required. In dry weather theM«
ant to burn, but if they stirred it up with the steamPW"
cultivator it would not do so, and the land would produce more

than before. Another question was, what could they do wj»

ttieir present steam engines which they used for threawng

pulping, 6c. ? for although one of 5 or 6-horse power woa»

answer their present purpose, it would not do to cultivate t»

soil, and therefore he should be glad if Mr. Smith***
enlighten them on that point. They wanted to avoid the*J

which would attend the exchanging of their present st*»

engines for others, and they did not want anything expens^

He understood from Mr. Pullen that up to last year *

employed an engine of only 7-horse power.
Mr. Smith replied that S-horse power was the best, butt"*

was no reason why 6-horse or even 5 or 4 might not£
employed ; they must be content with less work, use a sntf*

pulley on the engine, and work slower. ^,
Mr. John Price differed from Mr. Smith, who condeuTBf

ploughing by steam, and maintained that it could be do*

with advantage, for he had used one of Fowler's machio*
with which they could plough, cultivate, and dig to gi*

advantage. He would not employ horse-power where he ce»
steam, and he believed that Mr. Smith's tackle would do H&
work better than Fowler's. He was of opinion that stirrt

the land was better than turning it over ; and he believed tfc*

when people saw how very much the land was improved!?
steam cultivation it would be generally adopted. In last ApJ*

he crossed a piece of land belonging to Mr. Walker, it was th*

in a very foul state, buc it has yielded a most luxuriant e

and the texture of the soil was so improved that the mea s**

they would hoe it for 2«. an acre less.

Mr. Smith said he did not recommend ploughing by sfcetf

although he knew it could be done, and had done it him*
Tn 1S56 he began working steam with a turn-over pl°u

^»J:
there was great draught, and it necessitated a large rep

which increased the weight as well as the wear and tear- -

the turn-over work was not so valuable, he left it and adopts

the cultivator, and recommended horses for ploughing.

Mr. Henley, M.P., said he had great pleasure in secon&
the vote of thanks to Mr. Smith, and was glad that he baa^
opportunity of attending this meeting, and hearing P* JLj
interesting and valuable lecture, and the lucid manner in w^
he had pointed out the advantages of steam cultivation.
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SrJ8
Wtt2
food

terin - 3137 unsold. The total is less than the

1860 by 6840, and less than in 1859 by 18,671,

wd u
eikall

^H!L
l

a falling off in the supply of nearly 20 per cent

n vears This seems strange when we considei

L he lands of Connaught are more extensively

|La to sheep-breeding than formerly. Diseas<

Zm\the flocks, occasioned by the prevalence of wel T D0BS0N AND S0]s

2er accounts, in some measure, for the diminution. J m offering the following

rTv™. /humps assisrned are lamb-feeding for the varieties:—

W VIRGO and SON beg to offer a very large
• and fine stock of 2 years BEDDED QUICK, 2 yearsyears

SEEDLING QUICK, EVERGREEN PRIVET, STANDARD
and ESPALIER APPLES, at an unusually low price, which
with samples may be had on application at the Nursery,
Wonersh, near Guildford, Surrey.

First-class New Pelargoniums, &c, now Ready.

DOBSON and SONS have very great pleasure in

very distinct and superior new

Kfa*l

-other causes assig
g

yfa market and for export, which brings a quick

JJof money to the farmer, and the facilities afforded

tku.
JSe railways to send up the sheep to

L^er the market is favourable, which wi

Smithfield

as done to

rhatW Serable extent during the past year. If we had

r, tfas f iStistics which the railways could give relating to

« traffic, we should find a large increase probably,

Jl-d of a diminution, in the business of sheep-breed-

jjbevoiid the Shannon.
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Calendar of Operations
OCTOBER.

kjE or Ely, Oct. 8.—We are now enjoying all the genial

h

heat""The only drawback to the full enjoyment

Aith and sunshine of a second summer. On the 5th inst.

JSermometer in the shade was standing at 72°, nearly at

_ v.««* Th« nnlv drawback to the full eniovment of

NEW SHOW PELARGONIUMS.
Queen of England
Volunteer .

.

Thormanby..
Captivation .

.

Claude i?..

Favonius

31s. 6d.
31 6

*

21
21

21
21

Mr. Sowerby
Lady of the"Lake
Review
Butterfly
Macbeth
Lord Elcho

31s. Od.

21

• •

• •

21
21
15
10 6

For full description see our CATALOGUE, gratis.

NEW SPOTTED PELARGONIUMS.
The Comet . . . . 21s. Od. I Dictator
Rupee .. .. 15 | Telegraph ..

NEW FANCY PELARGONIUMS.
* *

• •

• •

• •

beautiful weather is the want of rain, so sensibly felt by

Jteners who are anxiously awaiting the fruitful showers to

Zm, them to sow their Wheat. We trust rain is not now far

ZZt To-day we have heard thunder, and the clouds have

(•fended teeming showers. May they soon come ! The re-

JJof Michaelmas week reminds us very forcibly that the

tgt time for sowing Wheat on Fen lands has arrived, although

^mpily not a single acre is yet in a fit state to receive the

ad. The long continued drought, with the great heat and

sequent evaporation, have abstracted all the moisture from

m Fen lands, and they are now as dry and hard, and as un-

Uoorable for the reception of seed as in the height of summer.

Mi considerably retards operations and increases the farmer's

xMes. This is more especially the case, as much of our

gAt weak land requires to be sown early to get a strong and
ifanos plant ere the approach of winter, or it is liable to

'

i injury. Ploughing is forward, and on many farms will

_ be completed. The few showers we have had have
carted a very favourable influence upon the Grasses and also

upon the Coleseeds and Mangels. These are now growing
rapidly under the influence of the summer temperature we are

^joying. Coleseed, where a fair plant, has improved greatly,

ad is a much better crop than could have been expected a
month ago, especially upon the cool black lands. We have a
brisk demand for Coleseed just now, for feeding from now till

February, and from 50s. to 70s. per acre are being realised. The
com trade has been dull the last two weeks, but greater firm-

Mi and slightly improved prices have been reported the last

<% or two. The quality of the new Wheat is generally good
sad in fine condition, but the quantity is sadly deficient. We
«ai retain the opinion that it is one-third below an average
aop. Your Fen Reporter.

15s. Od.

10 6

10s. 6d.

10 6

10 6

5s. Co!.

3s. (id.

3 6
2 6

Early orders are necessary to secure complete sets.

For full descriptions of the above see ourNEW CATALOGUE,
gratis and post free. The Trade supplied on liberal terms.

12 SPLENDID GERANIUMS, including packing. Purchaser's
selection, 42s. ; our selection, 36s.

MademoisellesPatti, 21s. Od. Fairy
Hebe .. 15 Venus
Exquisite . .. 15 Painter

NEW CINERARIAS.
Admiration

,

. . 7s. Od. | Luna
NEW PANSIES.

Antagonist . • . . 5s. 0d. Conqueror
Angelina .. 5. Splendens
Attraction . ..5 Amazon

• •

v.-

Amy
Autocrat
Bacchus
Bridesmaid
Bertram
Distinction
Garibaldi
General Garibaldi
General

Fire Queen
Mulberry
Mrs. Benyon
Portia
Perdita
Rosalind
Rosa Bonheur
Ruby
The Lady of Quality
Transcendant

STATE OF THE WEATHEK-BERKSHIRE.
For the week tliat ended October 17 ; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsibrd, Wallingford.

Lord Clyde

12 CHOICE GERANIUMS for 21*., purchaser's selection.

Aurelia
Blink Bonny
Candidate
Eclipse
Etna
Fairest of the Fair
Fire Queen
King of Purples
Leviathan

Lord Clyde
Prince of Wales
Peacock
Rosalie
Rose Celestial

Rose Leaf
Symmetry
Sir Colin Campbell
The Bride

Tehperxtum OT .Vltt.

* = =

3-x

lav 11

fcturilav 11

*ma*j 13
Monday 1

4

twdav 15
Wednesday 16
Thursday 17

.Degs.
.. 87.0

69.0

68.0

82

87.0
94.0

54.0

Sal £
* CO

Does. Dees
65.0

66.0

62.0

68.0

70.0

67.0

54.0

56.5

45.0

520
56.5

45.5

47.5

34.0

I

Dees.
66.2

56.2

58.5

65.7

62.0

640
41.0

Tempera
ture of

Soil 1 foot Rain,
below the
Surface.

Degs.
58.0

58.0
57.0
57.5
58.0
57.5

56.5

Wind

Ins.
0.23

0.08

• *

•

* *

S.W.
8.W.
"S.

s.

s.
N.E.
N.W.

u
o
%
a

pq

29.28
29.75
29.81

29.87
29.97
30.08

30.15

*£&*. .

a
^
cn

,
at 9 A-M- on the days named, and the Maxima and

TW^™t°rded rel
,

ate
' therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The

iSffromt™ "* P
d * feet from the »round -

The ttain-gauge is

Notices to Correspondents.
*em Butter: j S. It is probably caused just now by theu of the leaf. The best remedy is to put a bit of saltpetre

52 l
lze of a nufc *° every quart of cream as soon as itwen off the milk, and then the day before you cheese put

« whole crock to stand in a furnace of boiling water for

JJJ
an hour, stirring it frequently while it is in the hot

'•.m»'P
and afterwards till it is cold.

irS

- Ds: Subscr^ber. We do not know their composition,
Jo are not likely to be told. It is on the preservation of

J*
mystery that our principal condiment manufacturers

JJPend for the preservation of their custom. No doubt the
Jjw w made as good as it can be—our only quarrel with
Jjjsystem is on the ground that it depends on a mystery
*™g maintained, and that the food, good as it may be,

jjttot be worth what they ask for it.

^J
K w Young Cattle : Anxious Reader. It is quite impos-

we to give any useful advice on the subject unless a correct
2*°unt is given of the post mortem appearances of the parts

y^f^ an(i a more detailed account of the symptoms.

SS.Y,"~^e are satisfied that but for the unusually warm
rather and bad trade we should have to report poultry"w than usual at this season of the year. The supply is
*j»U, and the old proverb that if you eat the calf you will
**er have a cow has been well exemplified in the poultry
jarket this year. Fowls and chickens of all sizes were so
Jar in the spring they were killed as fast as they could be
Jttened, and the calculation was a sound one. They made at
wee months old in May, as much as they would have made
*five in July, and so on ; for this reason there has never
fcen any stock in hand, and we think we might venture to

l7 there hardly ever was a time when poultry was as scarce
* England as it is now.

Large Fowls Each
Smaller ditto
Chickens
Geese ..

Ducks
Pheasants
Partridges
grouse..
Hares ..

S?bbits , l

JiH ditto "

VoLtn,
geon8

_ „ _ _

crJH^* FlRE Brigade. A Correspondent wishes to be put in

RrS!i
Umcatlon with the manager of a Volunteer Fire

forSr
m

^ mral dist"ct» either in Worcestershire or Here-
moXSfH °L

w
JJ
ich he has beard

» * the matter had been*<x>ted at the Great Budworth Agricultural Society

CINERARIAS.—Our stock is very large, and comprises all

the leading varieties, which we can supply at very moderate
prices. The plants are now ready for potting into 48-size pots,

and are unusually strong.
For full Lists of these, also PELARGONIUMS, Show,

Spotted, and Fancy; VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PANSIES, &c,
see our GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE LIST, sent post free to
any address.

John Dqbsqn & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

STAFFORD, Nttrseetm \n, Hyde, near Man-
chester, begs to offer

—

GERANIUMS.—Show and Spotted, 30 sorts, of autumn 1860,

good strong clean plants, 30s. per dozen; older, 9s. to 12s.

per dozen.
CINERARIAS of 1860-61, 30 sorts of Turner's and Smith's,

nice clean plants, 12s. per dozen.

s.

Each—5. d. $. d.

Cyauophyllum ma?-
nificum .. 3 6 to 10 6

assamicum 3 6 to 10 6

speciosum .. 5 to 10 6

Caladium Belleymei3 6 to 7 6
Wightii . . 3 6 to
argyrites . . 1 6 to
Cbantinii . . 1 6 to
Houlettii . . 2 6 to

Campylobotrys
smaragdina 5

pyrophylla -.50
regalis - . 3 6 to

91

J»

*t

99

79

7
2
3
3

6
6
6

6

Each—.?, d.

• •

9f

it

1

1

2

99

5

Pteris tricolor
argyrsea .

.

c. albo
lineata .

.

Begonias, Linden's
andVan Houtte's,
24 sorts, small .

.

Do. do., per doz. 18
Cissus porphyro-
phyllus, small . . 2

Pandanusjavanicus
variegatus .. 2

Dieffenbachia macu-
lata ». ..1

6 to
6 to

s.d.
2 6
2 6

2 6 to 3 6

2 6

6

6 to 3 6

pot
f , refulgens . . 7 6 to 10 6

Stafford's GEM DAHLIA, crimson, tipped yellow,
roots, 2*. 6d. ;

ground roots, 5s. each.
This has at eight exhibitions round Manchester taken first

prize for best Fancy, against all other Fancies.
The usual allowance to the Trade on the above*

w

L

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANURES'—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN-

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of
AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.

316, Fenchurch Street, E.C- Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ;

guaranteed to contain
Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :

—" These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

A W E S ' S M A NUKES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 1861 are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME £6 6

LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guane direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; and Liflfey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

Pigs. Pigs. Pigs.

Odd T0NS of DAMAGED RICE, suitable for
&\J \J feeding Pigs, to be sold for Cash at M. per Ton.
At W. Jupp & Co.'s Cattle Food Dep6t, 42, Great Tower

Street, E.C.

HORSE and CATTLE FOOD, 35*. per cwt. ; Pij

and Poultry Food, 165. ; Dog Biscuit, 15s. ; Compresses
Beef Greaves, 125. and 165. ; Rice Meal, 7*. 6d. and 95. 6d. ;

Indian Meal, 145. : Locust Beans, 105. 6rf. ; Locust Bean Meal,
145. ; Linseed Meal, 165. 6c?. ; Screened Bengal Rice, 14$.

;

Chicken Rice, 105. Sold for Cash only by
W. Jupp & Co., Cattle Food Dep6t, 42 t Great Tower Street, E.C.

Genuine Tobacco Paper for Fumigating.

H APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son,
• Dorking, Surrey) takes this opportunity of informing

his patrons and the public that he has now a good supply of
the above on hand. In packets of 4 lbs. each, at Is. 3d. per lb.

A liberal discount allowed to the Trade.
SHEET IRON POTS for FUMIGATING, 3*. 6d. each.
N.B.—All Orders to be accompanied with a Post Office Order

payable to Henry Appleby, Dorking, Surrey.

RCHARD HOUSE
TREES and VINES.—

Winter wash with

G1SHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.

See "Orchard House," ninth

edition ; and see Mr. Pear-

son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept. f

1861.

Sold retail by Nurserymen
and Seedsmen in boxes 15.*

35-, and 105. 6d. each.

Red Spider Magnified.

Wholesale by

Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Limited.

NEEAL'S PATENT
PASTILS.

APHIS

The following is one of upwards of
70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally unknown
to him.

4t
I beg to bear my testimony to the

value of Neal's Pastils, and their effi-

cacy in destroying, most effectually,

the Green Fly without any trouble,
and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared with the use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

" James Sanders,
'* Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny."

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price Is. aud 2s. per packet.

• •

• ft

* *

•

»»

»»

3s. 6d. to
2 6

6

6
3

6
6
4

8

8

1

C
2
2
1

2

2

»>

»»

»>

»»

>»

n
>»

»»

»»

4*. Od.

3
1

6
2

3
1
3
3

1

9
6
6

6

5
9

9

ANTED IMMEDIATELY,
6,000 SPRUCE FIRS, 3 ft. transplanted.
f»,000 LARCH „ 4 ft. ditto.

3,000 SCOTCH „ 2 ft. to 4 ft. ditto.

12,000 3-year old QUICK.
1,000 BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA (bushy plants).

100 STANDARD APPLES. (No orchard, but sorts
and names given).

20 CEDARS OF LEBANON, 4 ft. transplanted.
4 WEEPING ASH.
20 WALNUTS.
20 SCARLET CHESNUTS, good Standard Trees

transplanted.
20 HORSE ditto.

20 SPANISH ditto.
20 ALICANTHUS.
20 STANDARD COPPICE BIRCH.

State lowest price Cash. Delivered free at Railway Station,
Stratford- on-Avon.

Address, Mr. Wards, Clopton House. Stratford-on-Avon.

Gutta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the
pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

r _ _ *ami
Testimonial from Mr. J. Farrah Gr to Boswell Middleton and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

Jalland, Esq., o/ Holderness House, near Hull. wherever it is applied a fixed. temperature. It is adapted fbr

"I have had 400 feet of youT Gutta Percha Tubing, in " --—' * -^ « -a—d «««««*- for nreservmar

lengths of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last

12 months for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer

ified Aphides. Patentee, J. Nsal, Birmingham.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland

for Syon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis-

wick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,

Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological

Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealing Park, Ac

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS £ MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

ything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of

ery considerable, hut this has not the slightest
better than an
the water is very considerable, but this _..

effect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
valuable invention for Gardeners, inasmuoh as it enables us to

all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from

wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be

had in any required lengths.
"

Two yards wide .- . • Is- <5rt. per yard run.

Four yards wide . . - - 3*. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 0d. per yard run.

water our gardens in about one-haif the time, and with one- Also « Fried Domo "Netting, 2 yards wide, la 4d. per yard re*

half the labour required." Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Nljnufacturer, .

.

Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Compact. Patentees, | Trinity Lane, ^nnon St City KC and of all Mirserymen

I Wholesale Dealers in Town and Country.
as a covering.
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ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IROX WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

"WERE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON HURDLES and GATES,

which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 500/.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the
Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to e\rery description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and loose
boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

Opposite Old St. Pancras Church.

J9wV°KINS
'
2

'

J°rk PlaCe
'

Chelsea
' L>niiU S. W., Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Aw^T*1

Manufacturer. Tubular Boilers from 3/.

^^H*
Greenhouses, Orchard Houses, &c

~~~—

~

H FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works Trim*.•Hackney, N.E. Established 20 years Snbst^M if*made GREENHOUSES, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 ft M^
HOUSES 10 per cent cheaper. A large assortment keptEstimates given for Heating, or any branch in iron or wnM

HO^WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices^
JLlDDWR. Svnlinnc Ta« PmOB n„A « 4.1.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, C^^CvhiS^l
Elliptic, from 24*. each. Improved Boilers and Iron 8*5
r««S^01,

J
Jnckwork, 50*. each. Valves from 12s. 6dl2Beck s Patent Valves Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars,

Cisterns, and Builders* Castings of every description in stock*Mr Lynch White's Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Str*
Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.

^
Horticultural Works and Hot-Water Apparatus

Manufactory,

J^ttit J&¥1?$ 5?
reen

' Harrow Road, London, W.OHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attend
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior mann~T

which they ERECT all kinds of CONSERVATOR^?
VINERIES, GREENHOUSES, «kc, combining every imlni
ment with elegance of design and durability of mate
workmanship. "
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Front*
oofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Chn t

Roofs •aft

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, tc. heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical 'and efficient
manner. l

J. T. & Sox have great pleasure in referring to number* of
the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively envied.

WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER.

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S 0NE-B0ILER SYSTEM
HAS BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER

WEEKS'S No. 1 BOILERS are heating upwards of 200
WEEKS'S No. 2 BOILERS „ „ 300
WEEKS'S No. 3 BOILERS ,, „ 600
WEEKS'S No. 4 BOILERS „ „ 1500
WEEKS'S No. 5 BOILERS „ „ 4000
WEEKS'S No. 6 BOILERS « « 12.000>*

99

99

99

99

1

The above statistics being accounts of hundreds of apparatus disseminated throughout Eubope in practical operation, J. Weed
& Company publish them with the pleasing satisfaction that all who may honour them with their esteemed commands must elf*

enormous savings both in fuel and labour by the adoption of their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

V%
Illustrated Catalogues, Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY.
BEING CAPABLE OP FULFILLING IN THE MOST PERFECT MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF HORTICULTURE

lAl-V^V**

The Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows :

Ft. In.

20 7
31 3
41 11

8 ft. Lights

in length £12
in length 16
in length

in length

in length

73 11 in length

in length

in length
105 1 1 in length

52
63

84
95

7

3

7
3

20
25
30

10
18
12
6

34 12
39 6
43 19
48 17

6

6

6

10 ft.

£16
21
26
32
38
43
49
55
60

Lights

2
IS
15
10
15
11
10
12

6
6

6

6

12 ft. Lights

£21
10
7

14ft.Lights 16ft.Lights

£28 10 £34 5

26
33
40
47
53
60
67 2
73 10

5

2
7
5

6

6
6

6

37 12
46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83
92
101

2
5

10

45 16
57 7
68 18
80 10
92
103
115

11

2

126 13

The Prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with Water-troughs, Doors
complete, are as follows:

—

Ft. In. 8 ft. Lights lOft.Lights

, and Etf

OCTO!

20 7 in length £24
31 3 in length 33
41 11 in length 41
52 7 in length 51
63 3 in length

73 11 in length
84 7 in length

95 3 in length

60
69

16
5

12
5

78 12

87 18

£32
42 5
53 17
65 10
77
87 10
99 3

111
121 5

ts 12 ft. Lights 14 ft. Lights

£42 £57
53 75 4
66 15 93 8
80 10 111 12

94 5 129 16

106 15 148

120 10 166 4
134 5 184 10

147 203

16ft.L
:

£68 1-

91 U
114 r ;

137 10
.

161

:

I

If only one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made.

,
105 11 in length 97 15

The 14 and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less dimensions.

184
207
230
253

2

4

6

1

J

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

^^ - - - . - ,_ _ _

Illustrated Circulars with Lists of Prices and Cards to view houses in operation in the neighbourhood of London can be had on application to

SAMUEL HBRBMAN, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.
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^IKSarq and prices post free on application to Musgrave

atUS j^ AnnStreet Iron Works, Belfast.
,

tent*
inner«

mm.
mtaS

U and
arch*,

, totted

efficient

abenof

DRMl

effect

Jrvuv SHEWEN, Sevenoaks, Kent, Manufacturer
0H^,v»/ of HOTWVTER APPARATUS for Horticul-

,°pSSS?M,1?c
°
BIl^s, Dwelling Houses and Offices

•^fSSTSp^ed principles, and of Rogers's Conical and

ttoS^ed Corrugj^Sj^
.t^bIve^atent slow combustion
\| VrOVE-This Stove is the nearest approach to Warm-
XL ai"*

. by Hot water, and an efficient aid m
Ventilation.

It will burn in Churches from Saturday

till Sunday evening, without attention

during the hours of worship. In Halls will

burn day and night for weeks, with little

care. Capable of warming a large Apart-

ment for 24 hours, at a cost of 3d. ; and
deserving of special attention, because of

its safety, healthfulness, durability, and
extreme simplicity.

It is also made for Small Conservatories,

• v vanour chamber, which maintains a moist atmosphere

Jfts'boors with once filling.

Pi*
* *

hiTfTLOBJ'OI'rS PATENT HOT-WATER
I ilLERS are acknowledged by all who have them in
* • " use to be the most

powerful Boilers
now known, and are
the most economi-
cal, requiring less

fuel and attention
than any other.
They are made of
various sizes, suit-

able for heating the
smallest Green-
house to the largest
Conservatory,
Churches, and
Buildings of all de-
scriptions.

Testimonials for-

warded on applica-

tion to Thos. M. Lobjoit, Hot- Water Apparatus Manufacturer,
General Smith, <fcc, Turnham Green, W., and at Acton,
Middlesex. W.

%

Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Chelsea, S.W.

BECK'S PATENT

HOT WATER VALVE.

I

FOR SALE, on very advantageous terms, 7 HOT-
HOUSES, GREENHOUSES, and CONSERVATORIES,

of all sizes and shapes.

Apply for further particulars to E. Dench, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED to PURCHASE, one or more SPAN
ROOF HOUSES, with 10 or 12 feet Lights, glazed with

best Horticultural Glass.

Apply, R. S. Bailey , Builder, Acton, Middlesex, W.

Paxton Works, Sheffield, Established 1738.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, <fcc.

Bold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
the three Kinerdoms.

Important to Gardeners.

WE beg respectfully to inform you that we are now
supplying Nurserymen and See'd Merchants with an

article superior in qualitv to anvthing we have hitherto been
able to offer, in PRUNING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING
KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, GARDEN
SHEARS, &c, owing to their being tempered under an
entirely new process, which renders the blade tough and
not liable to break, and also gives the edge a lasting
keenness which we can warrant them to retain for at
least double the time they would under the old method of
tempering, thus facilitating the work and saving the time
usually lost by having constantly to renew the edge by
sharpening, consequently making them more durable in wear
and better adapted for all kinds of work, every blade being
guaranteed of the same temper.

Caution. None are genuine except marked Saynor, or
Saynor, Maker. Other marks would cause the purchaser
disappointment.

G LASS for GREENHOUSES.
SHEET GLASS, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.

Boxes included.
11 by 9, 12 by 9, 13 by 9,

Angle Valve.
" 17*. : 3" 23*. : 4" 2Ss.

Horizontal Valve.

J
2" IS*. M. ; 3" 255. ;

4" 30*. 2" 17*. ; 3" 23*. ;
4" 28*.

AMES GRAY, Sole Agent, begs to call attention
to this most simple and perfect Valve ever invented. It is

perfectly water tight, and is never liable to get out of order, or
to get fixed by standing.
To Architects Engineers, Gardeners, & Others.—Beck's

Patent Valve has been submitted to several of the most scientific

™!L1\ * r-l
7, ?^?.

has invariably mefc with unqualified
approval. A liberal Discount to the Trade

r*SR
J

r

£r
T0RI£a

'
Greenh<>™es, Vineries, and every des-

2$ «? v^ ;

Hothouse erected on the most improved principles,

S^hlS?
materials, at the lowest possible price consistent

with good workmanship.

«n5^£&
by

??' W*£r ** a11 its inches. Boilers of everv

W, P. f
m

Er
t10

?' Tubular
. Saddle, Conical, .fee.

wl v-^J' £or
i
lcu}toral Works, Danvers Street, Paulton's

square, King s Road, Chelsea. S.W.

12

13
14

18 „
16
19
16

19

ft

M
99

99

5

>»

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

13
14
15
19
17
20
17
20

fP

99

M
M

M

io,

ii,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

14
15
16
20
18
21
18
21

99

99

M

10,

11,

12,
12
13
13
14
14

14 by 9
15
16
17 „

10
11

12

Srds.

; ; ] 14*. orf.

4ths.

12*. 6d.

• 4

• •

* V

• •

36*. Od . 13s.6d.

per 100 feet

6 by 4

English Glass of the above sizes, 18s. per 100 feet

.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxes.

8 99

6£ by 44
84 „ 6|

20 in. by 12 in.
\

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in. by 15 in.

I* I l\* ?! I
"'«

10 m 8 10J „ 8£ 12 6
Boxes 2$. each, returnable at full price.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

16 or.
Common 18*. 6<i.

Superior do 16
English Glass .. .. 18

The above prices include the Boxes. ^>WW&
Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Plate and Polished

Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints
of various colours ground ready for use.

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description of
Glass for Horticultural purposes.

James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,
London, E.C.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1750.

Fig. A. PRESERVE JARS. Fig. B.

Fig. C.

Fig G.

Figs. E.

Fig. A.

HAND GLASSES.

J inches . . 6*. Od. each

Fig. D. Fig. H.

Fig. F.

If open topi*, extra.

Fig. B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.
2 inches .. 0».3W.each.
4 ,. ..0

„ ..0
10 „ .. 1

»» •• 1

»» • • 3
»» •• 5

>> . . 7

Fig. E.
PRESERVE JARS.

Without Lids. With Lids.

3 inches 0«. 4£c£ 0*. 6^d. ea

Fig. D.

HYACINTH GLASSES,
^mon . . 3*. 0d. per dozM.

improved.. 3 6 „^
CROCUS GLASSES.

i2?mcmJ
• • 2*- <><* Per dozen,

^proved.. 2 6,,

•*

Fig. P.
HYACINTH DISHES.

6 inches . . i«. od. each.
9 ,» ..16

12 „ ..2 6

Fig. G.
CUCUMBER *UBE8.
Id. per running inch.

*»

Fig. 1.

ROLLING PINS,
lid. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.
14 inches .. 8«.6d. each.
16 „ ..4
18 .. --4 6

Fig- a.

FISH GLOBES.
With Feet. Without Feet.

8 inches 1 *. W. 3«. 6rf. each.

10

12
14

16
»
it

2
3
4
5

3 4
4

6
9

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.
Crystal Glass Shades^ Ebony and Gilt Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys and Globes, &e

CS- For Window and Orchard House Glass see Advertisement of Sept 2L

o
6
6

99

99

>^

M

MINTON and CO. have REMOVED from Albion
Place. Blackfriars, to 50. Conduit Street, Retreat Stiwt W

ENCAUSTIC and other PAVEMENTS. EAttrHENWARB
and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

Manufactory: Stoke-upon-Trent.—Oct. 19.

Prices Reduced.

HJ. MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

'

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-
able, and neatest Roofing in use; also Spouting at 10id nervard

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,
cheapest, and neatest fence in use. will resist the largest cattle,
and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or
over. Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, from 1*. per yard.
This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid
bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of
this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 4d. f 4Jd.,
and 6|d. per yard.

Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,
3-inch mesh, 2|<f., 3|<*., and
ihl. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, &c.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, &c. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to-

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

TYLOK and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,
&c. Price 25a. 6d. each.

•

IRON YARD
and

GARDEN PUMPS*
3 feet 6 inches under spout

2J 8 . 3J inch
. 43*. 53*. 60s. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not requira
any fixing below the level of
the ground.
PUMPS of J.Tylor & Son*

manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers ia all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street. London, E.C.

HN WARNER and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &c.,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from WellB not
exceeding 25 feet in depth.
Diameter
of BarreL Height. £
2£ in. short 1 ft. 7in. / Fitted for lead, \ 1
24 „ long .. rf

3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „
8±„ ditto 3„ 6„

ditto 3 .. 6

«. d.

1

10
4
9
18

No. 35.

gutta percha 1
or cast iron 2
flanged pipe 2

,, „ as required. 2
2£ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, ready for fixing 2 0"

2£ „ long ditto ditto ditto 2 14
This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left
hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely
to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure onthe stand, the legs ofwhich
rold together, and it may be carried-
*ith ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ s* d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of
Planished Copper ..340

Stand and Pump, with plain
Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-
tion Pipe 2 9

2-inch India Rubber and Can-
vas Flexible 8uction Pipe,
on wires, in either 10, 12, or
15 feet lengths .. per foot 2 5
No. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,

without stand, but with strong
No. 42. wrought-iron straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 21. 5*.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, Ac. ; also Fire and Gar-
den Engines, <fcc.

J. W. & SONS' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on
application.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber
in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C
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£1000

Horticultural Agent and Valuer.

MR. A. CHANDLER (of the late Firm of

Chandler & Sons), 28, Priory Road, Wandsworth
Road. S., befcB to offer his services as above. Sales of Plants
and Nursery Stock arranged and Catalogues prepared.

UPON the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
against any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,
Woolston, Bletchley Station.

JOHN FOWLER, Jttn., 28, Comhill, London, E.C.—
Full particulars of FOWL BR'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.

__ Catalogues containi Prices and Testimonials sent post-free.

JAMES and FEBDEEICK HOWARD,
Britannia Iron Works, Bedford, Manufacturers of

STEAM CI ITIVATORS, STEAM PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
PLOUGHS. IfARROWS, HORSE RAKES, & HAYMAKERS.

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application.

Wind Power.

JR.PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent WIND
ENGINES for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping. <fec.

Pz-ospectuses and all information may be obtained by
enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected on the Premises daily.

OSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

AXBEMAELE STEEET,

October, 1861.

MR. MURRAY'S

LIST OF NEW WORKS

THE GREAT SAHARA. Wanderings South of

the Atlas Mountains. By Rev. H. B. Tristram. Illus-

trations. Post Svo, 15s.

ii.

ICELAND: its VOLCANOES, GEYSERS, and

GLACIERS. Explored in a Summer Excursion. By Comr.

C. S. Forbes, R.N. Illustrations. Post Svo, 14*.

IIL

THE PRIVATE DIARY of the LATE GENERAL
SIR ROBERT WILSON, during his Travels, Personal Ser-
vices, and Public Events, 1812-14. Map. Two Vols. Svo, 26s,

IV.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works. Sheffield.

SHAW'S TIFFANY for SHADING, Ac-
Sold in Pieces. Per piece.—s. d.

No. 1, 20 yards long, by 38 inches wide 5

No. 2, do., do., the same material, manufactured with a

Patent Mineral Solution to prevent it from rotting . . 6

No. 3 (double strength), 18 yards long by 39 inches wide. . 7 6

No. 4 (treble strength), 18 yards long by 39 inches wide . . 9

Sold by all respectable Seedsmen. See that every piece is

marked " Shaw's Tiffany," Manchester. Samples and Circulars

sent free by post.
John Shaw & Co., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

SECRET HISTORY of EVENTS during the French
Invasion of Russia in 1812. By Genl. Sir Robert Wilson.
Second Edition. Plans. Svo, 15*.

v.

ADDRESS at the SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIA-
TION, Dublin, August, 18C1. By Lord Brougham. Revised,
with Notes. Svo, 1*.

VI.

EXPLORATIONS in EQUATORIAL AFRICA, with
Accounts of the SAVAGE TRIBES, and the Chase of the
GORILLA, NEST-BUILDING APE, <fcc. By M. Paul du
Chaillu. Tenth Thousand. Illustrations. Svo, 21*.

VII.

LIFE of the RIGHT HON. WILLIAM PITT, with
Extracts from MSS. Papers. By Earl Stanhope. Portrait.

Vols. 1 and 2. Post 8vo, 21s.

VIII.

HISTORY and HEROES of MEDICINE.
Rutherfurd Russell, M.D. Portraits. 8vo, 15s.

By J.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have
proved to be the best, and have carried off every prize Svo, 9s.

that has been given in ail cases of competition. They are
Useless in working, self-sharpening, self-cleaning, simple in
construction, and easier to work and less liable to get out of
order than any other Lawn Mowers extant.

Illustrated Price Lists may be had of Thomas Green, Smith-
iield Iron Works, Leeds ; or 2, Victoria Street, Holborn Hill,

London, E.C.
N.B. Old Machines repaired and made as good as new.

THE DANGERS and SAFEGUARDS of MODERN
THEOLOGY. By A. C. Tait, D.D., Lord Bishop of London.

x.

SERMONS PREACHED in LINCOLN'S INN
CHAPEL. By W. Thomson, D.D., Lord Bishop Designate of
Gloucester and Bristol. Svo, 10s. Gd.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large 8took on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting ofthe Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Buroess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.C,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
Full particulars sent on application.

\

ASES and BALUSTRADING for GARDENS
executed in AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, which has

been extensively used in Scotland for more than 20 years.
Austin, Seeley. & Co., 371—375, Euston Road (formerly

?7ew Road), Regent's Park, N.W.

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

Find G. ROSHER, Cement, Brick, and Tile
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of Ornamental Garden Border-edging Tiles in Terra
Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They present advan-
tages over Box or Grass-edging in that they afford no harbour
for slugs, frc, take up less room, and once laid, require no
further attention.
They may be had of various patterns at F. & G. R.'s Pre-

mises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. ; and
King8land Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London. N.E.
N.B. Sketches of Patterns sent by post on application.

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and
3alconiesin stock. _.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-
tories. Halls, Corridors, Balconies, Ac, as cheap and

durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable
of forming a variety of designs.
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. Grooved Terro.
metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability

Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c
To be obtained of F. <fe G. Rosher. at their Premises as above. *

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

13 an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and
js fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
bonier, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most flattering testimonials have been received,
which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

-v „ m C!Xs]<A of aDout 30 gallons each, at 1*. 6d. per gallon, at
the Manufactory, or Is. 8<*. per gallon paid to any station in
the kingdom.
Apply toHiu & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

^obtem?d
Cannon Street, E.C, from whom only it can

XI.

SCEPTICISM; a Retrogressive Movemen
Theology and Philosophv. By Lord Lindsay. 8vo, 9s.

in

SUNDAY; its Origin, History, and Present
Obligations : being the BAMPTON LECTURES for 1860. By
James A. Hessey, D.C.L. Second Edition. Svo, 16s.

xni.

SUGGESTIONS on POPULAR EDUCATION. By
Nassau W. Senior. 8vo, 9*.

xrv.

HISTORY of the UNITED NETHERLANDS.
With a detailed Account of the Spanish Armada. By J.

Lothrop Motley. Fourth Thousand. Portraits. Two Vols.

8vo, 30s.

XV.

TWO YEARS' RESIDENCE in JUTLAND, the
DANISH ISLES, and COPENHAGEN. By Horace Marryat.
Illustrations. Two Vols. Post 8vo, 24s.

xvi.

DIARY and CORRESPONDENCE of CHARLES
ABBOTT, LORD COLCHESTER, Speaker of the House of
Commons, 1802-17. Edited by His Son. Portrait. Three Vols.

Svo, 42s.

XVII.

THE DUKE of WELLINGTON'S SUPPLE-
MENTARY DESPATCHES, &c. Edited by His Son. Map.
Vols. 1 to 7. Svo, 20s. each.

xviii.

THE ENGLISH CATHEDRAL of the 19th CEN-
TURY By A. Beresford Hope. Illustrations. 8vo, 125.

XIX.

THE HORSE and his RIDER. By Sir Francis

B. Head Bart. Fourth Thousand. Woodcuts. Po3t 8vo, 5s.

NEW WORKS
TOE

OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER.

T ir. auijnuukCjH REVIEW, No. CCXXXFT
OCTOBER. 8vo, price 6*.

^
[On Wednesday

Contents :

—

I. Lord Macatjlay's History op England, Vol. V.
II. Montalembert's Monks of the West.
III. Lavergne's Agriculture of France.
IV. O'Donoghue's Memoirs of the O'Briens.
V. Cunningham's Church History of Scotland.
VI. The Story of Burnt Njal.
VII. English Jurisprudence.

VIII. Thiers' Revolution of the Hundred Days.
IX. The Works of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
X. Dr. Hessey's Bampton Lectures. fl
XL The Disunion of America.

Note on Education Minute.

n.

NARRATIVE of the CHINA WAR of I860; and
of a Short Residence among the Rebel Forces at Nankin. Br
Colonel Wolseley, 90th Light Infantry. 8vo, with PoriaiL

(/«* ready.

JOHN ROGERS, the Compiler of the Fin*
Authorised English Bible ; the Pioneer of the English Reform-
tion ; and its First Martyr. By Joseph L. Chester. 8m
With Portrait and Illustrations. [Nearly readf,

IV.

FOREST CREATURES. By Chaeles Bom,
Author of ' Chamois Hunting in the Mountains of Bavaria.'

v.

THE ALPS; or Sketches of Life and Nature in the

Mountains. By Baron H. Von Berlepsch. Translated by

the Rev. Leslie Stephen, M.A. Svo, with 17" Illustrations.

[On Thursday next

VI.

THE ROMANCE of a DULL LIFE. By t

Author of ' Morning Clouds ' and ' The Afternoon of Liie.' Poi

Svo, price 9s. 6d. [On TJiursday neO^

VII.

HISTORY, OPINIONS, and LUCUBRATIONS of

ISAAC BICKERSTAFF. From the Tatler, by Steele and

Addison. With Notes and Literary Illustrations by H. R.

Montgomery. Crown 8vo, with Photographs, price 10e. 6d.

| On the 30th insl.

VIII.

LOVE the GREATEST ENCHANTMENT: Thej

Sorceries of Sin : The Devotion of the Cross. Translated from)

Calderon, in the Metre of the Original, by Denis F. MacCartht,

M. R. I.A. Crown 4to. [On the 3WA <r

WILD DAYRELL : a Biography of a Gentlemar

Exile. By John Kemp, Esq., Author of « Shooting and Fjsniaj

in Brittany.' With 2 Illustrations. Post Svo, price 3 «. M.
[On the 8M h*

x.

JERUSALEM : A Sketch of the City and Tempi*

from the Earliest Times to the Siege of Titus. By Thoioj

Liwin, M.A., of Trin. Coll. Oxon. Svo, with 6 niustwuoj

price 10s. [On the 30tA u*>

XI.

SKETCHES of the NATURAL HISTORY of

CEYLON. By Sir J. Emerson Tennent, K.C.S., LL.D-. «•

Post Svo, with Illustrations from Original Drawings. .

[Onbovm*>-

XII.

THE CITY of the SAINTS; and ACBOSS W
ROCKY MOUNTAINS to CALIFORNIA. By RichaWJ;

B.trton, Captain H.M. Indian Army. 8vo, with_numew .

Illustrations. I** ifJ"w
XIII.

ISRAEL in EGYPT : a Poem. By Edwin Ath*|

stone, Author of ' The Fall of Nineveh,' «fcc. Svo. .

[On Novtffw'

THE LETTERS and LIFE of FRANCIS BAC
including his OCCASIONAL WORKS. Collected and EdW
with a Commentary and Notes, by James Spedding. Vol^

and II. Svo. [«*«** *"*

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, LETTERS, and LITER*
REMAINS of Mrs. PIOZZI. Edited by A. Hayward, Q.C.

>J
Edition, thoroughly revised, with copious Additions

J-
Vols, post Svo, with Portrait and Plate. ]/*» f*Br

ANCIENT LAW; its Connection with the Eaely
History of Society, and its Relation to Modern Ideas. By
H. Sumner Maine. 8vo, 12*.

THE PROVINCE of JURISPRUDENCE DETER-
MINED. By the late John Austin. Second Edition. 8voj. 15*.

John Muebat, Albemarle Street, W-

XVI.

SELECTIONS from the CORRESPONDENCE <»

R. E. H. Greyson, Esq. Edited by the Author of

Eclipse of Faith.' Third Edition^rown 8vo. [Juttrmr

XVII.
ft

THE TALE of the GREAT PERSIAN WAR*.
the Rev. George W. Cox, M.A., late ^J" °LJSJ
College, Oxford. Fcap. Svo.

[OnXovm»

London : Longman, Gbeen, Lqwgman. & Bob***
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,^nublished, in fcp. Svo, with Illustrations, price 3*. fcL,

/VORDON-TRAINING of FRUIT TREES,
I l Diagonal Vertical, Spiral and Horizontal, adapted to the

Mj^dHoiise and Open-Air Culture. By the Rev. T. Col-

Rivers, Author of the " Ro so

Amateur's Guide," to the
Author.

-g|J}MBAi.i.

««I like your book very

-nrh • it will do much good,

Si teach people to think

vJhre tney fuuc
'

x * "

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.

In 8vo with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth.

rriHE THEORY and PRACTICE of HOBTICUL-
I TURE 5 or» an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of

i«iin& upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second

Siof the " Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
SSlisdi-ey, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the

tStute Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor

JSrtany in University CoUege, London, &c.

"The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1S40,
*
which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has

2? translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian

JJvLgeg, Being more particularly restricted to principles,

££ver the author at length resolved to render the work more

mZn&LIy interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

KS2! operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,

Knnportjng the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

Sniliarto cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a

SJrmore interesting and popular compendium of the principles

Sd practice, or the science and art, of horticulture. "

—

Builder .

«• This is a' Second Edition of the 'Theory of Horticulture,'

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

Jnoed to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

correspond. The volume contains about four times as much

matter as the first edition . . . Although very large additions

ue made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

JStion have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that

the neatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,

towstication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and

Mils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed

such a form as to make it evident- that the great object of the

author has been, not to produce a work suited to men ofscience,

bat one which every well-informed gardener may understand

and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index

of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given

subject is treated of."—Gardeners' Chronicle.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION to BOTANY.
4
4th Edition,

greatly enlarged; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood En-

gravings. Two vols. 8vo, 24s.

V It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

be has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added

so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that

the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a

new work.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

This day is published, price 1/. 11*. 6d-

THE BOOK of FARM BUILDINGS: their

Arrangement and Construction. By Henry Stephens,
F.R.S.E., Author of the u Book of the Farm," &c. ; and
Robert Scoit Burn, Engineer. In large Octavo, pp. 562.

Illustrated with 28 Engravings on Copper and 1017 Engravings
on Wood. Half-bound.

"Uniform with the above,

THE BOOK of the FARM. By Henry Stephens,
F.R8.E. Two Vols, royal Svo, with Engravings. Price
SI., half-bound.

THE BOOK of FARM IMPLEMENTS and MA-
CHINES. By James Slight and R. Scott Burn. Edited
by Henry Stephens. F.R S.E. Royal Svo, with 875 En-
gravings. Price 21. 2s., half-bound.

THE BOOK of the GARDEN. By Charles
M'Intosh. Two Vols, royal 8vo, with 1055 Engravings.
Price 4L 7s. 6d. half-bound.

THE FORESTER. By James Brown, Wood Manager
to the Earl of Seafield. Third Edition. Royal Svo, with
Engravings. Price 11. 10a., half-bound.

FARM ACCOUNTS: A Practical System of Farm
Book- Keeping, being that recommended in the " Book of
the Farm." By Henry Stephens, F.RS.E. Royal Svo,

Price 2s. 6d. Also, Seven Folio Account Books, con-

structed in accordance with the System. Price 22*.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Diseases of the Chest.
This day, price Is., 8vo, cloth ; free by post, 14 stamps,

pONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, &c.,

y their Curability demonstrated by numerous eminent
British, American, and Continental Authorities. Extracted
from Dr. Maddock's Works.

'Wktn, Marshall <fe Co. ; Bailliere, 219, Regent Street, W.

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE—"My terms of delivery as usual—A month's trial

before payment—a severe ordeal for

a domesric machine, but which I

have now the greater confidence and
pleasure in submitting to intending
purchasers."

New Improvements in Bradford's
Washing Machinery.

It is with pleasure that I give pub-
licity to the improvements and addi-

tions made in my Washing Machines
during thelast few months.
My original Machine has now been

before the public four years, during which time and experience
have fairly tested it, and while proving its excellence, have also

suggested improvements, both in construction and mechanical
detail ; the result is, the labour of working is reduced to the
smallest possible minimum, while the efficiency is increased,

and a compactness and convenience of detail in the arrange-
ments for both Washing, Wringing, and Mangling attained,

that at once wins over prejudice, and secures the congratula-
tion of my customers in a manner to cause me regret that
the Machines of my original customers (to whom I am so much
indebted) do not posseus the same advantages.

Most obediently, T. Bradford.
Thos. Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester

;

and 63, Fleet Street, London, E. C.
Works, Queen Street, Salford, Manchester.

TO BE SOLD or LET, the BOWER NURSERY,
Maidstone, with immediate possession.

Apply to Mr. J. H. Wood, No. 10, Cornhill, London, E.C.,

or at the Nursery.
—

—

— - —

—

.. . -.. —.—-— ... . - - t

To Gardeners and Others.

TO BE LET, owing to death, a SMALL NURSERY
well adapted for a man and his wife (who could Lve on

the place). It has been long established and is excellently

situated. A good living for au industrious practical man.
Price moderate.
For particulars apply to D. T., Nurseryman, Vassall Road,

Brixton, S.

Established 75 Years.

NURSERY TO LET, extending over 4 Acres Clay
and Loam, in consequence of the Proprietor discon-

tinuing the growing of Nursery Stock. The Stock is light, and
more thin three-fourths fit for Sale directly. It fronts the
main thoroughfare of the town of East Retford, and is within

100 yards of the Railway Station.

For further particulars apply to Messrs. Tomltnson & Son,

Auctioneers, East Retford.

Lang Hedge Nursery, Edmonton, N.

MR. A. RICHARDS lias received instructions from
Mr. C. Wo lven to prepare for SALE, the 1th and 5th

of NOVEMBER, a large quantity of superior EVERGREENS
and SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES, &c.

Further particulars will appear next week.
. Tottenham. October 1 9.

The Valuable and Extensive Collection of Established

Orchids,

The Property of G. W. Schiller, Esq., of Hamburgh.

R. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to

Dispose of by Private Contract, the Valuable Collection

of ORCHIDS belonging to G. W. Schiller, Esq., comprising

1380 well grown, and many of them fine Specimen Plants

fit for Exhibiting.

The Plants may be seen at Mr. Schiller's, Hamburgh, but

Catalogues and particulars can be obtained of Mr. J. C. Stevens,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

DUTCH BULBS, consisting of the finest Double aud Single
Hyacinths, Narcissus, Crocus, Tulip3, Ranunculus, Anemones.
Gladiolus, Snowdrops, &c. Also a fine assortment of 300
STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, comprising all the newest
and most approved kinds. Selected AMERICAN PLANTS,
including Ghunt and other Azaleas, Hybrid Rhododendrons,
Kalmias, Andromedas (beautifully set with bloom buds), <fec.

May be viewed the Morning of Sale. Catalogues may be
had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone, N.E.

Stoke Newington.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have re-

ceived instructions from Mr. C. Grimbly to SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, Albion Nursery, Albion Road, Stoke
Newington, on MONDAY, October 21, at 11 o'clock, without
reserve, the ground being required for immediate alterations, a
large portion of the NURSERY STOCK, consisting of several

thousand Ornamental, Fruit and Forest Trees, fine Evergreens
and Deciduous Shrubs ; with an assortment of choice Double
Camellias and Azalea indica, from 6 to 10 feet, beautifully set

with bloom- buds, Evergreens in pots, 500 Strawberry plants

in pots ready for forcing ; a handsome Grey Horse, 8 years old,

a light Spring Cart. <fec.

May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises ; of the principal Seedsmen in London ;

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone,
Essex, N.E.

Brixton.
To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by Messrs. Conolly to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premise*, Bedford Nursery, Acre Lane, Brixton, S., on
WEDNESDAY, October 23, at 11 o'Clock. without reserve, the
NURSERY STOCK, comprising Fine Evergreens and Deciduous
Shrubs, handsome Standard and Dwarf Roses, Selected Fruit

Trees and American Plants, a quantity of Ivies and Clematis in

Pots, &c. ; also Greenhouse Plants, including Choice Azalea

indica, and Double Camellias, beautifully set with bloom buds ;

Ericas, 500 Primula fimbriata. Genista, Cinerarias, Pelargo-

niums, <fcc.

May be viewed three days prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

bad on the Premises ; of"the principal Seedsmen in London ^

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone,

Essex, N.E

M

O*alt* fig Auction

Fruit Trees, Evergreens, Ferns, and other Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,

on SATURDAY, October 26, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

3000 rood Plants of DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, some fine

«necimen Plants of rare FERNS, a quantity of Dwarf,

Standard and Trained FRUIT TREES. Ornamental EVER-
GREENS, and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, &c.

May be viewed on the M orning of Sale and Catalogues had.

5
10
15

5
10

Le Sommier Elastique Portatif.

HEAL and SON have patented a method of making
a Sprin" Mattress portable. The great objection to the

^al Sprintr Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome.
The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three

separate parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of
the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool »>r horse-

hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring
Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, are much below those
of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :

—

8 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long .

.

. . £2
3 feet 6 in. „ „ .... 2
4 feet „ „ .. .. 2
4 feet 6 m. „ „ .... 3

i 5 feet „ „ .. ..3
5 feet 6 in. ,, „ .... 3

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF therefore combines
the advantages of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, portability,
and cheapness.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-

Room Furniture s-snt free by post on application.

Heal * n, 196, Tottenham Court Road, W.

SA U C K. — L E A and PERKINS
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitations of

:eir world-renowned
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should
Ask for LEA A PERRONS' SAUCE,

Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be
"the only good salve-"

*»*Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors,
"oroester

; Messrs. Crosse & Bi.ackwellt London, &c, &c,
*ad by Grocers and Oilmen univovally.

Extensive Sale of Nursery Stock, Brenchley.

To Gentlemen Planting and Nurskrymkn.

MR. W. TOMPSETT has been favoured with

instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. Henry

\usten, to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY and Three

following Days, October the 2Sth, 29th, h, and 31st,

commencing each day at 11 for 12 o'clock, without reserve, on

the Premises, the ENTIRE STOCK on the Nursery Grounds,

Brenchley, containing 12 acres, which have for many years

been successfully carried on bv the late proprietor, consisting

of rare and choice SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, <fcc, comprising

a variety of Cedars, Pinus excelsa, Smithiana ; Juniper,

Aucub'i Japonica, Cnpressua macrocarpa, American, Siberian,

and Chinese Arbor-vitas, Arbutus Taxodium, Althsea frutex,

Yews, Hollies, &c, of various heights, Araucaria imbricata,

Cedrus Deodara, Berberis, Cotoneastcr, Kalmia latifolia,

Em.nymus, Silver Spruce, Scotch and other Fir, handsomely

grown and Seedling Plants of various kinds ; upwards of

800,000 strong Chesnut,,Ash, Larch, Fir, Alder, and Willow

A choice select ion of well-trained FRUIT TREES, consisting

of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plum, Apple, Pear, Cherry,

Figs, Nuts, &e, of the choicest description.

Catalogues may be obtained six days before the Sale by

sending six postage stamps to James Collins, at the Nursery

Grounds ; Mr. W. R. Tompsett, the Hall, Higham, near

Rochester; or to Mr. Tompsett, Auctioneer and valuer,

Brenchley, Kent.
, , , __. A a^n^

Brenchley is 24 miles from the Paddock Wood Station,

South- Eastern Railway. ,

—

To Nurserymen, Florists, Market Gardeners, &c.

R. G. T. CLARKE is favoured with infractions

from Mr. George Bavley, of Percy Cross
i,

»an
i

(in

consequence of the Land being required^fy.PJSS
to SELL by AUCTION, on TU ESDAY, October 23,

,

at^1 2
o Clock

on the Premises, Walham Green, Fnlhara. several Lot* of

young MOSS ROSE STOOLS, of ™penor g-owth
,

a so a

quantity of very fine 3-year old VICTORIA RHUB A.KB, fit

for forcing or other purposes; two pieces of CAPE^BKULtU^
two strong MARKET WAGGONS, DUNG CAKT3, ana several

other useful effects. , „ , , \,-j
May be viewed the Morning of Sale, and Catologuw.had

the Premises; the principal ,'nns in the London Markets,

ofthe Auctioneer, 4, JPomona Jti'-aco, Fulham, S. w

M

on
or

M

PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit
3LIC COMPETITION by AUCTION, at the

Man, Bartholomew Lane, E.C., on THURSDAY, October 24,

at 12 o'Clock, 300 Double CAMELLIAS and 200 AZALEA
INDICA. consisting of all the best varieties, beautifully fur-

nished with bloom buds; 600 strong Bulbs LILIUM LANCI-
FOLIUM; 200 fine STANDARD ROSES; choice HARDY
AMERICAN PLANTS, including Ghent and other Azaleas,

Hybrid Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Andromeda floribunda, <fec.

May be viewed the Morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had
at the Mart ; of the principal Seedsmen in London ; and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex. N.E.

Consignment from Ghent for Absolute Sale.

To Gentlemen, NunsEavMEN, Florists, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed to SELL byAUCTION at the Mart, Bartholomew

Lane, on TUESDAY, October 29, at 12 for 1 o'clock, 400 choice

Double CAMELLIAS, and 300 AZALEA INDICA, beautifully

furnished with bloom buds; 200 hardy named RHODODEN-
DRONS, 200 ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA, 200 strong Bulbs

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 200 DELPHINIUM
FORMOSUM, 100 P^JONIA CHINENSIS; with 200 handsome
STANDARD ROSES of the most approved kinds, including

Hybrids, Perpetuals, Bourbons. Noisettes, and Chinas.

May be viewed the Morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had

at the Mart; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,

Leytonstone. N.E.

To Tulip Growers.

MR. J. WILLMER begs to announce that he is

instructed by H. Goldham, Esq., to SELL by AUCTION,
at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on TUESDAY,
October 22, at 12 o'Clock, 200 Lots of his costly TULIPS, com-

prising most of the gems in cultivation, with many new
varieties.

On view the Morning of Sale. Catalogues are now ready,

and may be bad by post on application to Mr. J. Willmer,

Auctioneer, Sunbury,^iddlesex, S.W

Lower Clapton Nursery.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others.

MR. A. RICHARDS will SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, Lower Clapton Nursery, on WEDNES-

DAY, October 23, at 12 o'Clock, by order of Mr. J. B. Shaw,

who is under notice to quit, the ground being required for

Builning purposes, the whole of the NURSERY STOCK,
composed of about 3000 Plants in Pots, including Azalea

indica. Acacia armata, DeuUia, Geraniums, Hydrangeas,

iMe.natis, Vaiiegated Ivies, Fuchsias, Calceolarias and a

variety of Herbaceous Plants. Shrubs, Variegated and Green

Hollies, Chinese Privets, Arborvitses, Aucubas, Climbing and

Perpetual Roses, and about 70 Lights and Frames, Brick Pits,

Foot Tiles, Counter and Seed Drawers, &c.

May be viewed the day previous and Morning of Sale.

Catalogues had on the Premises and of the Auctioneer,

Tottenham, N. ,^

Nursery Stock. Final Sale. Expiration of Lease.

To the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Florists, Builders,

amd Others.

MR. KIRKE will SELL by AUCTION" on the

Premises, Rose Cottage. Fulham Road, W .
sear the

Queen's Elm. on THURSDAY, October 31 and following day,

at ff o'Clock each day, by order of *r. Shear.™
,

th«.term

having expired, the ground being required for Balding, tbt

viiSrV STOCK coranrising 10,000 Evergreen Privets,

?to4feet 3^r?neYou™rLaurelS;i000 Iri«h Ivies in Pots,

00 Yews' 2 to 3 feet; 2000 Ribea, 2000 Virginian Creepers,

0000 Perstan and other Lilacs, 3000 Euonymus 10,0M Arbor

^.^ Flow Cordons, two 3 feet and one 3 feet 6 inches

'"If;,, he Tiewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

onrg. ftSSKl and a/tb? Office, of Mr. Km**, Auctioneer

19, Brompton Row, Brompton, S.W.
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NEW SEEDS FOE AUTUMN SOWING.

PETER LAWSON& SON,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

LONDON AND EDINBURGH, |

CAN ffiJttJSS M*SSSS5.r^T
CemetoSes, &c .' orders &r Such will bo carefully and promptly attended to.

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

OLLAND and BAYLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of FLORISTS' FLOWERS, FRUITS, I

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

BUTLER & McCULLOCH'S
DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE and AMATEURS

TO WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.

Now Ready, forwarded Free and Post Paid opon application.

t'sssTOA iSJSS^t^i £. sbjss ffisSB.«msi ft
•valuable assistant, either to the Amateur or practical Gardener.

All Orders of 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid.

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for CONSERVATORY.
12 DUC VAN THOL, yellow Single Tulips

12 LA CANDEUR, white Double Tulips

12 REX RUBRORUM, scarlet Double Tulips

12 TOURNESOL, scarlet and yellow Double Tulips

12 YELLOW ROSE, yellow Double Tulips

1 each LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, ROSEUM,
RUBRUM I

Half the above, 11. Is.
]

24 HYACINTHS, in 12 choice sorts

24 POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, in 12 sorts

25 Sweet-scented JONQUILS
150 NEW SEEDLING CROCUS, 20 sorts

12 DUC VAN THOL, red and yellow Single Tulips

12 „ rose Single Tulips

12 „ scarlet Single Tulips

and

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for the FLOWER GARDEN.

36 HYACINTHS, finest mixed
100 Sweet-scented Double WHITE NARCISSUS
200 YELLOW CROCUS
200 PURPLE CROCUS
200 WHITE CROCUS
200 SNOWDROPS
50 Splendid mixed DOUBLE TULIPS
12 REX RUBRORUM, Double Tulips

12 TOURNESOL, Double Tulips

25 Finest mixed DOUBLE ANEMONES
25 Finest mixed SINGLE ANEMONES
50 Finest mixed SPANISH IRIS
50 SCARLET TURBAN RANUNCULUS
24 LILIES, in four fine varieties

6 Mixed CROWN IMPERIALIS
12 GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS

Half the above, 11. Is.

butler asd Mcculloch, seedsmen, covent garden market, w.c.

SUTTON'S
UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS,
FOR BLOOMING DURING THE WINTER AND SPRING

H
containing carefully selected lists of Carnations, PieotS
Pinks, Pansies, Auriculas, Phloxes, Roses, &c. ; also AppW
Lancashire Show Gooseberries, Currants, etc., is now ready
and may be had on application.

Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, Manchester.

ĈAMELLIAS, ERICAS, EPACRTS, ACACIA, JA
MINUM GRANDIFLORUM, OTAHEITE ORANGE

&c, of fine healthy quality. '

VINES, well ripened, strong for planting out, and extn
strong for fruiting in pots, of all the leading varieties.
MUSHROOM SPAWN in fine condition.
Prices upon application ; also prices to the Trade.
James Dickson & Sons, " Newton "

Nurseries, Chester.

To Planters of Conifers.

YOUELL and CO. can supply 50 species of RARE
and HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for 5/., package

included, and carriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Hull, London, Peterborough, or to any Railway
Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.

A LIST of the above can be had on application.

Royal Nursery. Great Yarmouth.
]

Seedling Thorn Quicks.

LT. DAVIS begs to offer a very large and _^
• Stock of two and three years, at unusually low priW

which, with samples, may be had on application. Carriage free

to Belfast.

Ogle's Grove Nursery, Hillsborough, Co. Down, Ireland.

IAURELS.—A large quantity of fine healthy short
J jointed Common LAURELS which escaped the sereritv

of last winter, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet, are offered to extend
Planters and the Trade.

Terms and CATALOGUES on application to A. Gowns
& Son, The Nurseries, Ashbourne, Derbyshire

AURELS—FOR SALE, several Thousands of welt

J grown and thriving LAUREL PLANTS, from 2 to 3 feet

high. Delivered in quantities, not less than 1000, at the

Tisbury Station on the London and South-Western Railway,

at 25.?. per 1000.

N.B. This is the best season of the year for transplanting them.

Apply to Mr. Wm. Jeffery, Old Wardour Castle, Salisbury.

ANDREW G. DALY, Newry, Ireland, offers to the
Trade :—

5,000,000 Two years SEEDLING THORNS.
500,000 Three years transplanted, Four years old, suited for

Railway Fences.
Ql0,000 Upright IRISH YEWS, from 1 to 6 feet high, well

furnished, often removed, grown in a very exposed situation,

finely rooted.
Prices of these and other Nursery Stock may be had on

application. Any amount over 51. will be delivered Jree of

carriage in Liverpool or Glasgow.

Larches, Larches, Larches.

ALEXANDER PONTEY, of the Plymouth Nur-

sery, begs to inform gentlemen intending to plant at

the Trade in general that he can supply 200,000 extra-sized

LARCHES, two and three times transplanted, from 2 to 4 feet

high, suitable for New Plantations and filling up Old Planta-

tions; also 100,000 PINUS AUSTRIACA, two and three times

transplanted, from 6 to 9 and 18 inches high; and a large

Stock of CONlFERiE and FOREST TREES for general plain-

ing, at low prices, delivered Free to any Station on the Sonli

Devon, North Devon, or Cornwall Hue of rail. Prictffli

application.
Plymouth Nursery.—October 19. __

General Nursery Stock.

SPONSFORD begs to announce that his Stock of

• the above is in excellent condition for transplanting,

comprising everything in general demand, especially STA*["

DARD and DWARF ROSES, which have made fine g™™,
and are clean and healthy ; FRUIT and FOREST TREES or

every description; STANDARD MULBERRIES, very fine;

AUCUBAS, from 1 to 5 feet high, bushy ; and all
°i
h
r
c
Ja
Ever

;

green and Deciduous Shrubs and Plants; CAMELLIAS ana

AZALEAS well set with bloom buds.
PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on applica-

tion to
Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey, j^

OR SALE, bv PRIVATE CONTRACT, a fine lot

of YOUNG CONIFERS, consisting of about

357 SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 5 feet high

129 LARCH, 4 to 8 feet do.

266 SCOTCH FIR, 3 to 5 feet do.

156 WEYMOUTH PINE, 3 to 5 feet do.

THESE are every year becoming more popularly cultivated, and the

HYACINTHS, ANEMONES, TULIPS, &c, which we imported last season from

the celebrated Dutch Florists Messrs. de Boom. Veen, Bvvoet, and others, having

been so generally admired, we have imported from the same parties, and still -Vr-

more extensively As many of these sorts are at present unknown to English cultivators, we have coonsidered it advisable

Tmakfup Cohesions of the sorts which, after carelul observation, we have found to be the^^^yj,cf^^^l
the most showy and most certain to thrive well under any ordinary treatment, and for which any good garden soil (not

particularly heavy) will be suitable.

8uTT0H'S COLLECTION OF HARDY FLOWER ROOTS FOR OPEN GROUND.

To. 1. A large and cho.ee eoUeetionef ANEMONES HYACINTHS, CROCUSES, TULIPS, HANUNCULI NAB- * *. rf

CISSI SNOWDROPS, IRISES, GLADIOLI, .fee. .. . • . •

.. 1 1

To. 2. DittcTdftto,^on^ting of aU the same kinds, in reduced quantities ..

;;
..

;; y •-
;; M

6

No. 3. A small and choice ditto

SORTS FOR FLOWER FOTS AND GLASSES.

No. 4. A«* eoUeefon of HYACINTHS, JONQUILS, NARCISSI, EARLY TULIPS, New toge CROCUSES, te
2 ,

No. 5. The same in reduced quantities .. •• 10

No. 6. A small and choice assortment . . .
-

_

• • - »
.

f ^^ be^^ and
N.B. A complete LIST of the above may be had post iree, ana any arucu; y ^

^Th^SSySi^S^SSfto the above choice Collections of Flower Roots will, it is believed, insure a continually

increasing demand. . 7 . , „M„ nl i oftjj

Earls Orders are requested before the more searce kinds are all sold.

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
^onUanin. Descriptive Lists of the best varieties of HY^
Bulbous^oots, Choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS FER^, AM^CA* *£ Jostfree on application,
and other Florists' Flowers, FRUIT TREES, New GARDEN SEEDS, fee., maj be naa g™ a i

A 11 Goods sent Carriage Free.

ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

The above are all well grown, and in fine order for trans-

planting.
Address George Field, Park House. Reigate. Surrey .

—

m

The Planting Season.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON have much pleasure
JJ

offering the following, all healthy and finely grow*

Plants :

—

^^_
CONIFERS,

Uninjured by the frost and in the most robust health.

Araucaria imbricata, from 1 to 2, 3, up to 8 feet.

Cedrus Deodara, very handsome. 2, 3, 4, 5, up to 6 feet.

Cryptomeria japonica, 1, 2, to 3 feet.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 1, 2, 3, to 4 feet.

Pinus insignis, very fine, 1 to 2 feet.

Thuja aurea, fine plants, 1 to 1J foot.

Thujopsis borealis, 1 to 2£ feet.
%

»
a

And all other Conifers equally fine and uninjured by frost.

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL and WEEPING TREES.

American Weeping Willows, extra fine heads, 6 to 10 ft. stems.

Weeping Ash, 8 to 10 feet.

Standard Cotoneasters, 5 feet .

Standard Purple-leaved Sycamores.

FRUIT TREE3.
Standard Apples, with clean stems and fine heads.

Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, particularly fine. .

Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, tm

^Tb. A large quantity of Transplanted SPRUCE FIRS.

CATALOGUES may be had on application.

BOG EARTH.—Some very fine BOG EARTH
admirably adapted for Flowers and American rianw

Also WHITE SAND for Walks and Borders. v c
Apply to Mr. Allsop, 3, Union Court, Old Broad Street. Eg

Moixbtt Etass, of No. 19. Queen's koad Wert, both in the ra^ -

St Pancras.intheCo.of Middles*. Pnnteryt ^Office,^ J the

Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London and Pub
Movent' Garden, *

Office. No. 41. Wellington St.. Pannhof. St. Paul s, Loveut u

the »aid Co.—Sati &day, October 19, 1861.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The FRUIT and CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW at South

Kensington, on WEDNESDAY, November 6, and THURSDAY,
November 7. Open at 1 o'Clock. Tickets, if purchased before
November t5, Half-a-Cbown ; on that day, 3*. 6c?. ; Novem-
ber 7, One Shilling. To be had at the Gardens, and of the
principal Librarians and Musicsellers.
Next Election of Fellows, November 4.

Head Gardeners by Prepayment before November 2 may
obtain Tickets at half-price.

Apply to Mr. George Eyles, Garden-Superintendent.

CRYSTAL PALACE—CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW.—The ANNUAL SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS

j

Mid POMPONES will be held on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, !

November 14 and 15.

The Entries close Thursday, Nov. 7.
Apply to Mr. W. Houghton. Secretary to the Show.

M. PAUL'S NURSERIES open to the Platform,
Waltham Station (Eastern Counties Railway), half an

hour's ride from London. The stock having been recently
removed, is in the finest possible condition for transplanting.
Inspection respectfully invited.

Cheanunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

EBose Nurseries, Hertford.
DWD. P. FRANCIS'S NEW and DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of ROSES, containing all the new varie-

ties in cultivation, is now ready for delivery, and will be for-
warded cratis nn Annlinafisin

P
Roses.

, »
AVD S0N>S sPlendid collection is now in

«™»i/!5H
conditlon for Planting out, as Dwarfs on own roots or

;

worked low on the Manetti. Also a fine selection of Standards
for Autumn planting.

*«^?
ne

r
St^k

.^f Stron& VINES from Eyes of all the best
varieties for fruiting in pots or planting out.

Address Paul <fe Son. "Old » Nurseries, Cheshunt. Herts.

Roses in Pots,

T-r^ii7
HEIR °WN RooTS» NOW READY FOR SENDING OUT.

VVrM. WOOD and SON refer with pleasure to

K" a » lmmen3e Stock of the above, " the largest in the
».uigo.om. If the plants are planted out now a season will
be gained Prices on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Superb Dwarf Roses in Pots,

W Adapted for Forcing or for Exhibition.
M. WOOD and SON be? leave to offer a verv

R
first-rate Collection of TEA, SCENTED and BOURBON

SI
grown in 6-inch pots, fine half specimen Plants, at

<»s. to 36*. per dozen.
Early orders are solicited to insure the best Plants,

_ Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield. near Uckfield, Sussex.

New Rose Catalogue.

JOHN CRANSTON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-" LOGUE of ROSES for the present season is now ready,
Mia will be forwarded on application. All the finest New
ttosea of the season will be found fully and faithfully described.
__ Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

J
Roses.

OHN KEYNE'S NEW CATALOGUE, select and
compressed, con taining all the best varieties in cultivation,

is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.
Salisbury.—October 26.

Roses in Pots on their own Roots.
WHITHAM has a large well-rooted Stock of the

above from 9t. to IS*, per dozen.
CATALOGUES free on application.

Clough Nurseries, Mottram, ne&r Manchester.

Roses. Fruit Trees. &t>.

MES CARTER and
Seed Merchants and Nurserymen,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

CARTER'S New BULB CATALOGUE is now
ready, and will be sent post free on application to

237 and 23S. High Holbom, W.C.

Dutch and Cape Bulbs.

BUTLER and McCULLOCH'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of the above, with ample Cultural Direc-

tions, sent free and post paid upon application.

Covent Garden Market, W.C.

BA R R and S V G D E N'S
CATALOGUE of DUTCH, CAPE BULBS, Ac, with a

Series of Original Articles on their Culture, may be had free

and post paid. See large Advertisement.
12. King Street, Covent Garden, "W.C.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

BOBERT PARKER be^s to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, containing selections of the finest

varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S«

Dutch and other Bulbs.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and
• patrons that his CATALOGUE of the above is now

ready, and will be forwarded post free on application. Early
orders are solicited, as their successful cultivation depends in a
great measure on early planting.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads. Holloway.

Dutch Bulb Catalogue for 1861.

GEOKGE S. DODS begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED CATALOGUE of the above is

now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.
Epsom Nursery, Surrey.

Butch Bulbs.

GEORGE CLARKE will upon application send his
CATALOGUE of the above, which contains a selection of

the best and most serviceable only. The quality never was finer

than in the present season, and prices are extremely moderate.
Nursery, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, near London, S.

New Bulb Catalogue.

SUTTON'S LIST of CHOICE HYACINTHS,
CROCUSES, JONQUILS, TULIPS, and other fresh

imported Bulbs is now ready, and w ill be forwarded gratis and
post free. The prices are lower this season.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

EO. BAKER'S CATALOGUE of AMERICAN
PLANTS and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK is now

ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey^

ZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, EPACRIS, and ERICAS.
—We respectfully invite an inspection of our stock of the

above, which is large, in the finest health, and full of flower buds.
Thomas Jackson A Son, Nursery , Kingston, S.W.

Purchasers of Cinerarias should send for

DOBSON and SONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
all the leading kinds, at reduced prices. Post Free.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

CHARLES NOBLE'S NURSERY
is Ten Minutes' walk from Sunningdale Station, South-

western Railway.

AMPASTGRASS, in Pots, from 20s. to 50*. per 100.
Richard Smith, Nurseryman , Worcester.

s s\

p
y

T

M P A 3 G R A S
Strong, in pots, 25«. and 85». per 100.

James Carter &. Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn,_W.C.

R I T O M A U V A R i" A.
For strong plants of this splendid flower apply to -

James Cartkr «fc Co., 237 and 248. High Holborn, W.C.

TRITOAIA TTVARIA var. GRANDIFLORA.

—

The most beautiful of all. 6»., 9s., 12a., and ISs. per doz.
Barr <fe Sugden, Kinjj Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

J

rpjtfTOMA UVARIA GLAUCA, the handsomestX variety of this showy herbaceous plant. 9*., 12*., and 18$.
per dozen.
Butler & McCullooh, Seedsmen, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

STRAWBERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, STRAW-
BERRIES.—All the best varieties. Prices on application.

George S. Pods, Epsom Nursery, Surrey.

STRONG FRUITING- VINES, 7s. 6d. and 10*. Qd.
LIST gratis and post free.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

Strong Vines from Eyes.

GEORGE S. DODS can supply Strong VINES of all

the leading kinds for immediate Planting. A PRICE
LIST forwarded on application.

Epsom Nursery, Surrey.

Strong Vines from Eyes.

J IVERY and SON beg most respectfully to
• inform their patrons that they have now ready for

planting out, strong Plants of all the best varieties.

A PRICED LIST will be forwarded on application.
Dorking Nursery.—Oct. 26.

Strong Vines in Pots.

JOHN CRANSTON offers strong VINES from Eyes
having well ripened Canes.

A LIST of Sorts with prices sent on application.
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

R U 1 T I N G STRONG VINES,
7s. 6d. and 10*. 6d. each.

Extra extra strong, 15s. each.
Strong Canes for planting, 3*. 6d. and 5s. each.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

PINES.—TO BE SOLD, 90 strong Pine Suckers ;

70 strong Successions, principally Queens ; all perfectly
clean and free from insects.
Apply to Mr. Bundy, Count de Morella's, Wentworth,

Stain es. Station Virginia Water, S. W.R.

F~OR SALE, a Stock oTPINE PLANTS, Fruiting
and Succession, strong plants.

Apply to Mr. Wakefield, Hadlow Road Nursery, Ton-
bridge, Kent.

B

T\7"M. KNIGHT respectfully begs to offer to
f f Amateurs both STANDARDS and DWARFS of the

ibove, an immense Stock, which he has no hesitation in savinsw \>ne of the best grown in the kingdom.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free.— Floral Nursery. Hailsham, Sussex^

/CAMELLIAS.— Handsome Plants full of Flower-\J buds ISs ., 2U, and 24s. per dozen ; AZALEAS, well set,

IWm •'
lIi\ and 21*-,Per dozen; ORANGE TREES full of

rS- u ft to 15*" eacb> Tbe largest Stock in the Trade ofBntiah and Foreign FERNS, 3s. to 12s. per dozen.
, «• bRSEN, 154. Kincmland TlnoH TJ an Ann~* c ot.„

Purchasers of Geraniums should send for

J DOBSON and SONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
• all the leading varieties, Show, Spotted, and Fancy, at

reduced prices, post free to any address.

J. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery. Isleworth, W.

First Class New Prize Geraniums.

J DOBSON and SONS' Superb New Show,
• Fancy and Spotted GERANIUMS are now being sent out.

See Advertisement in this Paper of Saturday, Oct. 19, page
935. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES gratis.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

Catalogue.

YOUELL and CO/S GENERAL and DESCRIP-
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

ready, and will be sent free on application.

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants. Conifers,

Shrubs, Gladioli, as well as all the newest introductions in
Soft-wooded Plants.

^__ ?oval Nursery, Great Yarmou th.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting.

JOHN MOORE and SON having made large pur-

chases in HARDY SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, «fcc, bc« to

invite an early inspection of the same at their

Old Established Nursery, Perry Barr. near Birmingham.___

WELLINGTONS GIGANTEA.—The Under-
signed has to offer a large stock of fine healthy Seedling

Plants, in single pots, of this magnificent hardy evergreen

tree, at 20s. per dozen. Price to the Trade on application.

J. Henchman. Edmonton. London.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all tne EVER-
GREEN FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain, giving size,

price, popular and botanical names, derivations, description,

form, colour, foliage, growth, timber, use m arts, native

country and size there, situation, soil, and other information,

with copious index of all their synonymes. Free by post for

12 postage stamps.

Richard Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester. *

P
New Vegetable.ARSNIP CHERV

See Gardeneri Chronicle of October 5 and 12.
Fresh new Seed, 6<J. and Is. per packet.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

I L.

WANTED, FLUKE POTATOES.—From 20 to 100
Sacks wanted. Large bakers, averaging J lb. each.

Ill-shaped unobjectionable—provided sample large and true.
Cash Terms (exclusive of Sacks) to be enclosed to Mr. John
Prince, Mr. Jones's Railway Coffee House, facing the North
Western Railway Station, Oxford.

Milltrack Mushroom Spawn.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON are now able to supply
the above at 7s. 6d. per bushel.

N.B. None is genuine unless a pamphlet with our aignature
attached is enclosed in each packet.

Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

New Plants of 1861.

HENRY/ WALTON has now ready for Orders, at
greatly reduced prices, nice plants of FUCHSIAS,

PETUNIAS, VERBENAS, 4c., of this season.

LIST of VARIETIES and Prices on application.

Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire.

ARGE DOUBLE SNOWDROPS and YELLOW
CROCUS on offer in quantity. Prices on application^^. _

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE may be had gratiar^o "N"
James Fairhead & Son, Seed Growers anf?

7 Borough Market. London. S. E. v» — ^*r

SUPERB RANUNCULUS.—100 superfpe^
of various sorts and colours, selected with snA-tarej

unsurpassed by any of the neweat named variefeflrenk E*e

for 10*., or 50 for 5s. 6d,

E. P. Dixon, Yorkshire Seed Establishm

T)HLOX and CYT1SUS RACEMOS
t assortment of the finest DWARF
Dlants in pots, 9s. to 12s. per dozen ; old aorta,

dozen. CYTISUS RACEMOSUS, nico plants

to 9s. per doz.

John Cranstv • :es ^*ug's Acre, near Hereford*
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New Rose Catalogue for 1861-62.
Woodlands Nurskry, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

TXTM. WOOD as* SON have the honour to an-
f T nounce that their CATALOGUES of ROSES and
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK are now ready for distribution.

It is generally admitted that the county of Sussex has suffered
less from the effects of last winter's frost than any other county
in England, in consequence of which \V. W. <fe Son have to offer

a remarkably fine stock of Roses and Nursery Stock in general.

Hose Catalogue.

WAl. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul) res-

pectfully announces that his NEW ROSE CATALOGUE
is now ready for circulation.

Owing to the division of the Cheshunt Nurseries in the
Autumn of last year, the greater part of his Roses were removed,
and as a consequence escaped the devastating effects of the
winter's frost. Standards, Half-Standards, and Dwarfs are
alike vigorous and healthy, and he believes that his stock of
Boses this autumn is the largest and finest in the country.

Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hardy Japanese Plants, New Roses, &c.

JOHN STANDISH has great pleasure in submit-
ting the above to the consideration of his friends and the

public in general, far exceeding in interest any that he has
ever had the opportunity of sending out at any one time.
For a DESCRIPTIVE LIST of NEW FERNS, HARDY

JAPANESE PLANTS, NEW ROSES, &c.,see Gardeners' Chronicle
for the first Saturday in every month.

Besides the above J. S. has a fine stock of CONIFEROUS
PLANTS, HARDY SHRUBS and TREES, and a very large
stock of VINES, which he can offer 'at reasonable prices,
CATALOGU ES of which will be shortly ready for distribution.

The Royal Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

New Azalea indica.

JTVERY and SON feel much pleasure in offering
• their two beautiful Seedlings, CARNATION and

TRICOLOR, small plants at 10*. 6d., and larger at 21*. each.
They are fully described in our CATALOGUE, with all other

Novelties of the Season, which will be forwarded post free
upon application.
A fine lot of half Specimens and Standards for Sale.

_
Dorking Nursery, October 26.

New Roses, on Sale 1st November, 1861.

DUCHER, HoRTictTLTEFR, Rue de la Mouche,
No. 4, A la Guillotiere, Lyon, France,

ROBERT FORTUNE.—Hybrid Perpetual ; branches vigorous,
long, straight ; flower very large, full, cup formed, perfect, very
bright red, very sweet smell ; flowers abundantly, One of the
finest varieties hitherto known. Strong plants, prioe 25 francs.
NOTRE-DAME DE FOURVIERE8.—Hybrid Perpetual;

branches very vigorous, long, very few thorns ; flower very
large, full ; colour, tender rose, like satin, well shaped ; very
sweet smell. This variety somewhat resembles the old hybrid
Jeanne d'Arc, but its flower is larger and fuller. Average plants,
price 20 francs.
The above are on dwarf stocks.

NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

PETER LAWSON SON,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,
LONDON AND 'EDINBURGH,

AN now supply New Seed of TRIFOLIUM INCARNATFv
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, DWARF ESSEX RAPE, &c, of fine quality '

They are also prepared to supply all the NATURAL GRASSES, either separate
or in mixtures, for laying down Permanent Pastures, Lawns Public ParkT
Cemeteries, &c, orders ior which will be carefully and promptly attended to.

c

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

BARR & SUGDEN, Seedsmen,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C. (Opposite the Garrick Club).

Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom.

Bare & Sugden'S Emporiumfor imported BUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, and the most elegant and
ornamental style of HYACINTH GLASSES.

The beautiful SCILLA SIBIRICA, for edgings, 12s. 6d. per 100.

PAXTONIAN COLLECTIONS of IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS
OF PRIME QUALITY, SUITABLE FOR THE DECORATION OF THE FLOWER GARDEN.

The Columns G, H, I, J, K, I, show the number of Bulbs sent for the amount named at the top.

—

SON

o

New and Rare Plants.

MESSRS. E. Cx. HENDERSON and
respectfully call attention to the following :

—

8EDUM CARNEUM VARIEGATUM, introduced by Mr. Von
Siebold from Japan, of whom they have purchased the

' entire stock.

EPIGYNICM LEUCOBOTRYS,: figured in the "Illustrated
Bouquet."

PENTAS ROSEA KERMESINA, very useful as a winter-
flowering plant for Drawing-room Bouquets.

PETUNIA BRITISH LION, fine habit, rich crimson.
CAMELLIA ETOILE POLAIRE, carmine scarlet-striped.
COLEUS VERSCIIAFFELTI, bright bronze crimson leaves.
LAPAGERIA ROSEA, newlygathered Seeds. Trade supplied.
CLOTH OF GOLD GERANIUM, 1*. 6d. and 2s. 6d,
GOLDEN FLEECE GERANIUM, 1*. 6d. and 2«. 6d\
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (PAMPAS GRASS), 3a. and

3s. Gd. per dozen. 8trong at Is. and 1*. 6d.
Wellington Road, St. John's Wood. London, N.W.

Ericas, Epacris, and Chrysanthemums.
YOUELL and CO. having a large stock of the above

for winter flowering, beg to offer them at the following
prices :— Per dozen.—s. d.

ERICAS, fine large bushy flowering plants, best
kinds for winter and early spring bloom .

.

15
EPACRIS, do. do. do. do 15
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, the newest and very best
kinds of Large Flowering and Pompone varieties,
bushy plants well set with bloom 9

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.

YOUELL and CO. have now ready for sending out
fine strong well-rooted plants of the above at the follow-

ing prices :—

CARNATIONS, finest first-class varieties by name, 18a. and
24*. per dozen pairs.

PICOTEES, finest first-class varieties, by name, 18*. and 24s.
per dozen pairs.

Ditto, on yellow grounds, 20s. and 30s. per dozen pairs.
Finest mixed BORDER CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, 9a.

per dozen pairs.
True old CLOVE CARNATIONS, 12s. per dozen pairs.
Scarlet ditto ditto 18s. ditto
White ditto ditto 24s. ditto
PERPETUAL FLOWERING or TREE CARNATIONS, 12s.

to 18s per doz.

PINKS.—Our extensive collection of these enable us to offer

the finest first-class varieties by name at 6s. and 9s. per dozen
pairs ; or 40s. per 100 pairs.

Fine mixed for Borders, 4& per dozen pairs; or 30s. per
1 00 pairs.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

Gladiolus Brenchleyensis (True).

YOUELL and CO. beg to announce they are in a
position to offer this season large Flowering Bulbs of the

above magnificent GLADIOLUS, unequalled by any other for its

brilliancy of colour, which is vermilion scarlet, and allowed to
be the best and brightest variety known.
They have much pleasure in submitting the following report

from the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle

:

—
*' Gladiolus Brenchleyexsi. . — We have received from

Messrs. Youell& Co., of Great Yarmouth, some specimens of
this plant, the gorgeous appearance of which cannot be spoken
of in terms of exaggeration. The tall robust habit and intensely
bright scarlet flowers place it at the head of all the hardy
flowers of the autumn."

It was also exhibited by them at the Crystal Palace Show,
and was awarded an Extra Prize. Price 4s. per doz. or 30s.
per 100. Trade price on application.
CATALOGUES of their extensive collection of GLADIOLI

axe now ready.

Boval Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

HYACINTHS, various
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, various
TULIPS
CROCUS
ANEMONES
RANUNCULUS
SNOWDROPS
IRIS, splendid English, mixed
GARDEN NARCISSUS, various .

.

CROWN IMPERIALS, mixed
IXIAS
SCILLA SIBIRICA

G.
I
H- I. J. K.

51. 5s. 32.3s. 21. 2s. 11. Is. 15*. 6d.

100 70
|

50 30 20
50 30 30 20

|
10

300 200 150 100 75

500 300 ' 200 100 300
300 200 100 50 25
300 250 200 100 100
300 200 100 50 50
100 70 50 20 15
100 sa 50 25 20
12 6 6 3
50 30 20
18 12 9 6

L.
10s. 6-J.

15

10

50
100

50

50

10

20

Bare & Stjgden, London Agents for TYE'S REGISTERED HYACINTH GLASSES and DRAWING-
ROOM FLOWER VASES, illustrated below. These Glasses vary in price from 10*. 6d. per dozen to 21s.

per pair. PRICED LIST on application. A large assortment always in stock.

The failures and annoyances too frequently experienced in growing Hyacinths in Glasses may he entirety

avoided by using Tye's Hyacinth Glasses and Supports, and attending to the Cultural Hints in B. & S.'s Catalogue,

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Tbe VICTORIA, EUGENIE, and IMPERIAL Sets of the above form the most unique Drawing-roo©
Ornaments for the Culture of Hyacinths in winter, and for Cut Flowers in summer, ever offered for sale.

BARR & SUGDEN'S COLLECTIONS of IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS
FOR THE DECORATION OF THE CONSERVATORY AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Tfie Columns A, B, C, D, E, F, show the number of Bulbs sent for the amount named at top.

HYACINTHS, splendid varieties, for in-door decoration

,. for out-door decoration

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, for in-door decoration .

.

TULI PS, for in or out-door decoration

JONQUILS, for in-door decoration

IXIAS and SPARAXIS, for out or in-door decoration.

.

CROCUS. for out-door decoration

ANEMONES
RANUNCULUS
SNOWDROPS
GARDEN NARCISSUS
CROWN IMPERIALIS
IRIS, splendid English ..

SCILLA SIBIRICA, for in or out-door decoration

• •

• •

99

19

99

*»

99

BARR and SUGDEN,

A. B. C. D.
51. 5s. 31. 3s. 21. 2s. 11. Is.

60 40 25 20
30 25 15 10
25 18 12 3

200 150 100 40
25 12 12 3
25 20 12 6

400 300 200 100
200 100 75

;
20

200 150 100 50
200 100 100 5 6a
100 80 50 25
6 6 6

25 18 12 «
18 12 9

E.
15s. 6d.

15
6
3

20
3

100
12
25
50
20

F.

10s. 61
12

20

6

100

1

20

10

20

c

F

D (

D (

W

R

C

J.

S'

©

12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C. (Opposite the Garrick Club)
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ty.

epanfc
Parki,

S.W.

\d

I*
Os.64.

15

10

50
100

50

50

10

8>

ore.

)21s.

tirelf

roott

s

F.

s. 61

12

20

00

10

HI

20

T X N I E BANKS and

Coloured Plate, Is. 6d. per post.

COMET.

c

M
V^fr? corolla varieties were introduced.

^^g Henderson <fc Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

j ft
fcvWood, London, N.W.

H^ROPHYLLUM BULBOSUM.
Figured in Gardener*' Chronicle, Oct. 5, 1861.

New Seed, per packet, 6d. and Is. each.

Tbc BULB CATALOGUE
P
free, and the BULB GUIDE on

^*£&*'T&. Wellington Road Nursery, St.

Jnh n'a
Wood. London, N.W.

,

Hew Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

-n and A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of

p\ their New GLOXINIAS, CINERARIAS, and PELAR-

G0^G£dener8' Chronkle of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,

•hirh may be had gratis.
wtuca my

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

Prize Hollyhock Seed.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now sending

out in sealed packets, 12 of the finest varieties of

nnTTYHOCKS, saved from their unrivalled collection,

nrice 5s ; and same sorts, mixed, Is. and 2s. M. Free by post

IT, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,

Forest Hi^London^S. E. —

_

Prize Hollyhocks.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING Lave an immense

Stock of fine healthy Plants of the above, price 18s.,

«4i 30Z and 42s. per dozen. CATALOGUES freeon application

D L & L. were awarded the First Prize for 11 Spikes of

Hollyhocks this season at the Crystal Palace, Royal Horticul-

tural Sr-ciety of London, Brighton and Edinburgh Horticul-

tural Societies Exhibitions.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,

Forest Hill. London, S.E. um

Superb Double Hollyhocks.

Saffron Walden Nursery.

WILLIAM CHATER'S 15th ANNUAL DES-
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of one

P
m?LiAM

m
CHATER, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Saffron

Walden, Essex. ___
Superb Hollyhocks.

Eighteen Thousand Plants of Named Varieties, including

the best in Cultivation.

RB. BIRCHAM in offering the above begs to

• observe that considerable advantage would accrue to

purchasers by receiving their plants in autumn instead of

spring. By shifting into larger pots, and placed where they

are protected from the extremes of wet and cold, the plants will

become extra strong for spring planting, when an earlier and

stronger bloom will be obtained, ripen more seod, &c.

CATALOGUES forwarded upon application.

Hedenham Rosery. Bungay, Suffolk.

Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdale

Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and every other show at which they have been

exhibited during the last two years.
RHODODENDRONS for forcing ; KALMIAS for forcing

;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROSES and a General Nursery Stock well

worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen.

Chrysanthemunis, Chrysanthemums.

J H. BIRD, F.R.H.S., Ntjesebyman, Stoke Newing-
• ton, IT., begs to inform his friends and the public that his

beautiful collection of the above flower is now in bloom, and
also some very beautiful new Seedlings.
N.B. This collection of Chrysanthemums cannot be equalled

at any nursery in England.
To be seen gratis every day between 10 and 4. Sunday excepted.

with us. Forty years ago we saw a great deal of

French avenue planting, especially in the South,

the country of Olivier de Serres. A square

hole was usually dug in the hard soil—say a yard

across, and 18 inches or 2 feet deep. On the flat

bottom of this hole was placed a young tree drawn

up in a nursery, so as to have a straight stem of

6 to 8 feet, with the whole head clean cut off, the

roots so cut in taking up that they seldom ex-

tended to a foot from the trunk, the ragged ones

never pruned, and often much dried up from

exposure to the air for days, or even weeks, after

being taken up. When thus duly trimmed,

according to the saying we often heard, "Q,uand

un jardinier planterait son pere, il lui couperait la

tete et les pieds,"* it was held upright in the

centre of the hole by one man (or woman),

often rammed down on the bottom to make

it stand steadier, whilst another shovelled in

the soil, quite regardless as to whether it was fine

enough to get in amongst the fibres, or how high

it reached up the stem, and, when all was in, it

was well trodden down to make all steady. A
planted tree was treated in short like a large

cutting. This might do very well for "Willows,

Poplars, and others, which readily produce adven-

titious roots, but was the cause of many a failure

when the introduction of variety in plantations

first came into fashion; and, when once planted,

the tree was generally left to itself. If the soil

was tenacious; the hole acted as a water-tight tub

in which the rain that fell became stagnant. If

any better soil were put round the stem, rank weeds

were allowed to exhaust it, and any future pruning

was solely directed to prevent any branches from

being developed except at the top of the stem or

pole. These views have ere this been frequently

pointed out and are avoided by careful planters,

but traditions of them must remain in the routine

practice of ordinary workmen, and none are perhaps

more obstinately adhered to than the deep planting

pointed out by '" W. T.," the neglect of the

roots, and the want of drainage for the stagnant

water which might collect in the holes.

We cannot agree however with " W. T.'s " idea

of bad taste displayed in the public gardens of

PnrJa Thpro «rft no " ribbon-nandled or Mosaic

strictly excluded from our Palace Gardens. Very

relieved by green

and to our eyes

are well planted.

throughout a great

Growth

Rotal

Berkshire

Seed

Establishment.

SUTTON and SONS, are now prepared to execute

orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS. The prices

will be lower and the quality finer than usual owing to the

very favourable h arvest.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

She (Bar&euetsT Chronicle
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1861.

Our Correspondent " W. T.", in remarking on
our observations on the tkees of Paris, states

that the evils of deep planting had escaped our
notice. We were however perfectly aware of the

prevalence of this practice, agreeing with him as

to its pernicious results, and he will find in the

article he refers to that " In the care bestowed on
the selection of individual trees for planting, in

the operation ofplanting itself and in the subse-

quent treatment of planted trees, the French
appear to be still so far behind ourselves that it is

useless to euter into particulars." If we after-

wards specially mentioned the cutting off the
heads and swathing the stems, it was because these
are peculiarly French practices from which uood
results had been expected, but which have
failed. Deep planting is one of the numerous
faults which intelligent French planters depre-
cate as much as we do, but which is still

frequently practised by ignorant workmen, even

Paris. There are no " ribbon-panelled or Mosaic

borders" it is true, but that is a matter of fashion.

More or less of taste may be shown in either of the

two principal styles, the architectural and land-

scape gardening. Forty years back all was archi-

tectural in France and landscape with us. Now
the fashions are being reversed. Terraces, stone

steps, statues and vases, straight walks, formal

basins and fountains, and geometrical parterres

were the characteristics of the finest appendages to

their grand chateaux, or if ever there was an

attempt at a " Jardin Anglais," it was either a

patch of shrubs in a square enclosure with

labyrinth like walks meandering through them,

or perhaps two rows of Horse Chesnuts, with a

meadow between them and a serpentine walk down

the centre. Now, architectural gardens (of which

the beautiful ribbon-panels and Mosaic borders

now the rage in England are a new ingredient),

are quite scouted in France as antiquated, like the

ancien regime. If they again come into fashion,

which is not unlikely, there is little doubt that

their patterns will be fully as tasteful as ours.

Their splendid new gardens are all in the landscape

style, and we certainly cannot admit any want of

taste or any chaotic mixture either in the Champs

Elysees or the Bois de Boulogne.

"With regard to the Luxembourg
like the Senat, representative of the

peerage to which they belong, they

have somewhat of an odour of

about them, but even here the display of

flowers is by no means contemptible, and in the

Tuileries there is, we think, much to adm ire, if

some peculiar circumstances affeetiug them be

taken into consideration. The original design,

oue of the finest specimens of the style of Le

Notre, is we think judiciously kept up, as being

well adapted for the purposes of a public prome-

nade and resort of the bourgeoisie within a large

city at all times of the year. It is now, however,

so tar moditied that the upper portion has for the

last few years been divided off as a private garden

where the young Prince Imperial might take

air and exercise unmolested by public importunity,

for the Tuileries Palace had not a single square

yard of private ground attached to it. lhis

portion may therefore be compared with the

gardens of Buckingham Palace, with this uii-

ference, however, that while the public are allowed

to circulate freely in the Tuileries reserve

when the Court is absent, they are at all times

gardens,

defunct

certainly

senility

few of that public have ever seen these gardens to

compare them, but those who have will certainly

admit that they cannot show the taste and elegance

of the Tuileries reserve. In the latter the broad

terrace, the basins and geometrical parterre of the

original design are preserved, but they are sur-

rounded by green lawns and shrubberies so planted

astokeepoffin a great measure the public gaze, with-

out having the appearance of formal screens, and in

September the whole was as richly green and as

gaily decked out with a profusion of flowers, as

tastefully arranged as to size and colour as any we
have seen in that style. In the next or oentral

portion of the Tuileries the original design is

strictly adhered to in the form and arrangement of

the beds, walks, basins, terraces, &c, but the

whole is very much better kept than it used

to be, the flower beds are

lawns within the parterre,

the flowers in the beds

The object to be attained is,

length of border, to keep up an uninterrupted

succession in as full flower as possible from early

spring till autumn frosts, and this is much more

readily accomplished in mixed borders, provided

the mixture is judiciously made, than by large

masses of single kinds, for the latter, when past

flower, must be replaced in toto
}
leaving the border

for a time flowerless, whereas in a mixed border

the plants next in succession are coming on whilst

those actually iu flower keep up the gay general

effect of the bed. A "confused jungle" would

indeed have had a very bad effect in so formal a

pattern, but of these we have of late years seen no

signs. The arrangement of the plants with a view

to° colour, height, and a gradual succession has

appeared to us to have steadily improved during

the last 10 years, and, if one bed is nearly a

repetition of each corresponding one, that is

a necessary consequence of the pattern. At

the time of our recent visit to Paris the

plants were all removed, the soil was undergoing

a thorough renovation, the drainage was being

improved, the statues and ornaments gone to be

cleaned and repaired, &c, and it is possible that

in replanting them some new plan may be adopted.

Fashion has now in England substituted ribbon for

mixed borders, it may do the same in the Tuileries,

and, if so, we have no doubt that it will be well

done ; yet we can hardly think it will have so good

an effect in that situation, as the maintenance of

those mixed borders which have been so gay for so

many years.

The lower or third portion of the Tuileries is the

well known grove crossed by a broad alley. In

this there is no attempt at horticultural embellish-

ment, yet we doubt much whether Parisians would

willingly forego the dense shade it affords during

the intense heats of June and July. The anxious

wish of the authorities is now to devise some means

of preventing the early decay of its foliage which

we have before alluded to. This may not be so

entirely the effect of the deteriorated atmosphere,

as the Parisians, including the highly intelligent,

experienced, and scientific heads of the Jardin des

Plantes, believe ; yet that the increased consumption

of coal is gradually producing results similar to

those we suffer from in London, is clearly evidenced

by the increased blackness of the tree stems, and

by the rapidity with which the new buildings

assume a dingy hue.

One word more as to " W. T.'s" observation on

the " ridiculous management" of their " poor

tortured Orange trees." The Orange tree, in a

square box, with a round formal head, is an

essential part of the old-fashioned architectural

garden, and the readiness with which a symme-

trical shape can be given to a number of individuals,

the beautiful contrast its rich green foliage affords

with the statues and similar decorations, render it

peculiarly adapted for the embellishment of

terraces and broad walks, inlepen itly of the

delicious scent it exhales (luring a great part of

the vear. It must, however, be housed in winter,

and its branches cannot be allowed their natural

o-rowth, which after ail would produce a compact

round head, not unlike that given to it m tubs,

but on a larger scale ; it is not, therefore, well

suited for M. Barillet's landscape gardens, and

he has not taken it in hand The long celebrated

Orangeries of Versailles, the Imleries, and the

Luxembourg, are thus perhaps considered some-

what in the light of things gone by, and let t much

to old routine management. Those of the Tuile-

ries have also perhaps suffered from bad air, but

at Versailles there are still some magnificent speci-

ii«u me v^ourc is »timmv> »»».»
, mens ; not, it must be admitted, showing the

"* «• if a gardener had to pia^TuTslatheFiie would cut off his
! healthv T jg0UT f the Orange trees of Herren-

head and teet."
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hausen at Hanover for instance, nor most certainly
such as we in England, at least, ought to speak of

with disrespect. B,

It has been stated that of the common well-

known bedding Scarlet Pelargoniums, the varieties

called Tom Thumb, Trentham Scarlet, and Punch, are
undoubtedly the three best forgeneral bedding purposes.
Tom Thumb in the month of July entirely beats the
Trentham Scarlet or Crystal Palace, and the Frogmore,
which are hardly distinguishable ; while in September
they beat him as completely. Punch, if not quite so
robust in constitution, would beat both, and in any
case is the best of all for large beds.

Our Correspondent, the Rev. W. F. Radcltffe,
writing in the Florist, thus sums up his experience
about New Roses :—Gloire de Santhenay and Chabril-
Jan are the two most perfect Roses that have come
out since M. Regnier appeared ; Triomphe d'Amiens
is the most distinct of any ; and for its colour Madame
Bonnaire is the greatest acquisition.

Another Correspondent of the same work, who
signs himself "S. T. C. C," strongly recommends
Ayres' Black Spine Cucumber. He says, " I know of
no variety equal to it for a supply the whole year. It
is one of the finest bearing varieties I know, showing
two or three fruit at every joint, and I generally leave
on all the fruit that shows. I do not want fruit the
enormous length some people like Cucumbers—from
12 to 15 inches answer our purpose far better than
18 inches or 2 feet, especially as we can always cut
from the short growers, and only now and then from
the long ones. This variety cuts up quite back to the
stem, and carries a beautiful bloom, equal in winter to
its appearance in summer."

Some remarkably fine samples of the Salway
Peach from Mr. Thompson, of Stanstead Park, recently
exhibited at South Kensington, show this to be a very-
valuable variety for the dessert, if only for its appear-
ance. They were large and fine, of a rich orange
yellow blotched with crimson, and had a really beau-
tiful appearance. The flavour proved to be good for
late fruit, which is the character in which this Peach
has always promised to be most usefuL

A statement having been made by Mr. "D

"

that the Auricula George Lightbody was weakly in
constitution, deficient in ground colour, and not equal
to Lancashire Hero, we find the raiser Mr. Headly,
who is well known and much respected in the floral
world, makes rejoinder, that there is not an Auricula
in his collection of more robust habit, two plants which
bloomed this season having produced the one 15 the
other 11 pips, and both having perfected seed ; and
that these blooms were as near perfection as possible,

little account; but it has nevertheless some good

qualities of its own, as we hope to show.

This B. glabra is the plant about which Mr. Duncan

wrote in our columns last year ( Gardners' Chronicle,

1860, p. 833). He states that it had been received by

him from South America between two and three years

previously under the name of B. splendens, and describes

it as a plant of slender habit, with small glabrous

leaves, and appearing to flower throughout the whole

year. In illustration of its free flowering habit, Mr.

Duncan mentions having had a plant in a 48-pot, which

plant had bloomed without any particular care. He
also tells us that the mother plant, which had made but

little progress in tfoe first year after it had been re-

ceived, owing to its being in a sickly state, had subse-

quently covered a considerable space of trellis, and
had commenced flowering about 12 months previously to

his writing, continuing up to that time in flower.
u It has been," he writes. " the admiration of every

person who has seen it, and has consequently become
the favourite species here ; and I think there can be no
question it would be the best for growing In hothouses
in England." Another Correspondent, writing from
Holkham (see p. 875, 1860), records having bloomed the
same species during the autumn of last year ; and now
Mr. Daniels, who made us acquainted with the glories

of B. speciosa, has succeeded with this also, as recorded
the other day in our report of the proceedings of the
Royal Horticultural Society's Floral Committee, at whose
meeting some very fine specimens were shown, and
properly rewarded.
We have in the foregoing facts an intimation that the

subject of these remarks will be an autumn or winter
blooming plant, and therefore available at a season
when its more gorgeous relative can hardly be expected
to flower. This :s one of its merits. The experience
of Mr. Duncan indeed points to the possibility of its

blossoming season, once fairly commenced, being nearly
or quite continuous, which if really the case will add
still more to its usefulness. But we learn from Mr.
Daniels another point which tells immensely in its

favour. He says, M
it is much Jess difficult to bloom

and cultivate than B. speciosa." So that with facility

of cultivation, and a distinct season of blooming in its

favour, with a smaller and more neat habit of growth,
this B. glabra may fairly claim a position by the side at
least of that which with our present information we
must admit to be the more brilliant species.

Mr. Daniel? describes the plant in his possession as
being less than a year old, and as having been grown
in a greenhouse, with * nothing more than greenhouse
treatment " through the summer. It is now 5 feet in
height and well furnished with branches, at the point
of every one of which a panicle of flowers has been
borne. " I have not the least doubt," he writes, " that
it will do well in a warm conservatory, being much
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The extreme moisture of^h^tmosphere arm*,
peculiarly suited to their growth, as also to that7%rerns, Lycopodiums and Mosses, of which a tnv.7
variety are found, more particularly on mountain^medium elevation. "* 0l

Manila, the capital of the Philippines, usually form,
the starting point of all travellers, being the port iW
easily reached from China.
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j think it will be mucn sought after when it becomesHeadly cultivates.

The Moniteur Vinicole states that the vintage
throughout France has been favoured by magnificent
weather, and exceeds the expectations which had been
formed respecting it ; the accounts received from the
departments being unanimous in describing the quality
of the wine as very superior, and the quantity greater
than was expected. Thus, at Sancerre, while the
quantity is said to considerably exceed the expectations
formed, the quality may be compared with the best
vintage experienced within the last quarter of a
century. The accounts from Lyons state that the
wine there is excellent in quality ; and those from the
Drdme speak of the vintage as surpassing the hopes of
the growers, the crop being abundant, and the wine
of very superior quality. Similar information has
been received from the He'rault. The ravages of the
Oidium seem therefore to be checked, temporarily at
least, and, let us hope, permanently.

—--Writing of Gladioli, a correspondent of
Gossip of the Garden states that some years' experi-
ence has taught him, that they like manure not only in
a substantial but also in a liquid state. The Editor
quite agrees with his correspondent, having found, he
says, from experience how well they do with it, espe-
cially those grown in pots. It is however recommended
to be used in moderation.
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known."
The plant itself is very distinct in appearance from

B. speciosa, being much more slender in its growth, and
having smaller and narrower leaves, and being also
almost smooth, and quite destitute of the shaggy hairs
found on the other plant, its only clothing being a fine
short down. The inflorescence is less dense, in this
respect more like the Paris plant, the true B. specta-
bilis, to which we referred in the Gardeners* Chro-
nicle of April 20 in the present year. In the
specimens now produced the bracts were both
smaller and more pointed, as well as paler in
colour than in speciosa ; but as Mr. Duncan describes
them as " nearly of the same colour as those of specta-
bilis, but larger," it is probable that the want of size
may be attributable to pot-culture, and the more pallid
colour may be the consequence of their being produced

,

«*^MV„6U „ Cil www«j «« « »«.*» mauvcj v~
under the influence of an autumnal atmosphere, and if so ' the same variety as is found in the vicinity of the

these are defects which are remediable. The colour of lake. The country is flatter and more cultivated. The
the bracts was a soft delicate rosy tinted mauve, some

j
atmosphere is also much drier, and the vegetation con-

shades paler than in speciosa; and the flowers them-

situated on the banks of the river Pasig, whi<communicates with the large lake or Lag^a^d thmountainous districts surrounding it, and forms at once
a direct and easy mode of proceeding into the interiorThe usual means of^travelling is by canoes, which are
constructed sufficiently large to allow persons to slee*
very comfortably. -

But little variety presents itself until arriving at the
lake. Several species of Bamboos overhang the banks
of the river, and the surface of the water is partially
covered with the floating aquatic Pistia Stratiotes.
The Laguna is nearly 20 miles in length, with an

average width of 10 to 12 miles, and is almost entirely
surrounded with mountains of considerable elevation.
The principal of these are Jajahala, Sun Cristobal
Calawang, San Pablo, Maquilin and Mahaihay. The
last named peak attains a height of 7500 feet, clothed
to the summit with rich vegetation.

These are the districts where the beautiful
Phalsenopsis amabilis and rosea were first found
but being of late years so much sought after, these
species are becoming exceedingly rare. Aerides,
Dendrobiums, Phalaenopsis, Saccolabiums, and Van&H.
are the leading genera of Orchidaceae met with in these
localities.

Ferns are plentiful in most ravines, hut more
particularly on ascending Mount Mahaihay. On th'\3

mount at an elevation of 1000 feet, near the village of
the same name, the vegetation is very luxuriant.

Several species of Palms and tree Ferns abound.
Angiopteris evecta is very common ; and the genera
Davallia and Pteris are the most plentiful of the

smaller growing kinds. One hour's walk from the
villagers a beautiful cascade; the Niagara of the
Philippines. A considerable stream rushes over a preci-

pice of 300 to 400 feet, and flows through a narrow
channel into the Laguna. This locality is peculiarly

rich in all kinds of vegetation, but more particularly ia

Ferns and Mosses. Scarcely a day passes without a

shower of rain, and this, combined with the heavy dews
at night, keeps up a continuation of excessive moisture,

and causes everything to grow with great luxuriance,

and the whole country to assume a freshness seldom

seen elsewhere.

The rhizomes of several species of Ferns are eaten by
the natives in the interior. The fronds are carefully

gathered for the manufacture of hats. When nicely

plaited the latter are very pretty, and afford capital

protection from the sun.
The principal Palms met with are Areca, Calamus,

and Livistona. The foliage of all, but more particularly

of the first, is used by the natives for rooting their

houses, canoes, &c. Several layers of these leaves form

a very cool and waterproof covering.
It would be useless my attempting to give any

description of the beautiful and varied scenery of these

districts. One becomes bewildered amongst such

richness. Every spot appears more beautiful than that

seen before. The greatest difficulty the traveller

experiences is to know in what direction to proceed

amongst such vast unexplored fields.

To the northward of Manila are the districts of

San Mateo, Bosoboso, and Antipolo. These localities,

although well worthy of a visit, scarcely contain
*.x.„ :_j._ __ • r j • i.L. • • •!— «f flio

selves, which are nearly as long as the bracts, open of a
delicate primrose and change to buff. *

A VISIT TO THE PHILIPPINES.
Although colonised since 1570, it is only within a

somewhat recent period that much has been known
respecting the immense riches of this Archipelago.

Consisting of nearly 1000 islands, mostly moun-
tainous, yet interspersed with rich plains and vallies,

^ A ^ 3 V _^ ^ ^^ .
•_ ^_ J i • i
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c uujecus aoove aiiuaea to, ana n
is even hinted that it equals the Golden Chain Pelar-
gonium

;
but it may be very useful without doing that,

touched
M dl9a^eeable smell of the leaves when

ANOTHER BOUGAINVILLEA.
Another of the Bougainvilleas may now be

S nlSwlf" ™ g \t
en brouSht under the ^minionot cultivators. We allude to one sometimes known asB. splendens but which proves to be in reality theS °f

*• JPecieea-that magnificent speeiel theS^Lr ,,

l- /hich at Swy"™rab* House
they had km* W^i °f ******* to materials whichey bad long had close at hand, but had turned to
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wealth; there are few unexplored countries more
promising to the scientific world, or which offer greater
advantages to men of commercial enterprise.

Botanlcally but little is known of what these islands

produce. Cuming, Fortune, and Lobb have all visited

them. The former spent some three years here,

gathering together one of the finest collections of
plants, shells, and insects^ ever taken to Europe. The
two latter made but passing visits, and had not there-
fore the opportunity of adding much information to
that previously known.
The Philippines have long been known to contain a

great variety of Orchidacese.^ The few species hitherto
introduced from thence, consisting principally of those
found in the vicinity of Manila, have been looked upon
as the rarest and most beautiful of their class.

sequently less luxuriant.

The natives pay little or no attention to a garden.

The generality of native houses are built on piles from

3 to 4 feet from the ground. This is a most necessary

precaution against the vapour which is continually

arising. Bamboo and leaves of the Areca Palm are the

only materials required. A small plot of ground is

enclosed round the house, which is generally hedged in

with a row of some kind of variegated plant, such as

Croton variegatum, Dracaena terminalis, Graptophyl-

lum pictum, &c. Within the enclosure a few specimens
of the Betel Nut Palm (Areca catechu) ; the Choco-

late (Theobroma Cacao), and Plantain form the only

plantations.

The islands to the south of Luzon are scarcely so well

known as the vicinity of Manila. Mr. Cuming suc-

ceeded, I believe, in getting to Mindanao, calling at

Panay and some of the intermediate islands on the

way. During this trip Vanda Batemanni and many
other fine plants were discovered.

The larger islands are all gradually becoming opened

for the purposes of trade. Spaniards have settled at

all the principal ports, and other Europeans are

increasing every day.

The whole ofthe islands, with scarcely an exception, are

mountainous. There are several volcanoes, which still

continue to emit smoke. The same luxuriant vegeta-

tion exists everywhere, the branches literally hanging

so low that the sea washes them. .

Mindoro is considered the richest island as regards
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there

^ Goldsilver, copper, and lead, are found I
Rollisson's Unique. It is pretty and useful, but not so hand-

!T The inhabitants of this island are only partially ^^iSsgon®^u®^ no doubt originated with the father of

ivilised, and hitherto but little commercial progress

h
^utmarTpioduces the finest Sappan wood, which is

lareely exported from Manila to Europe.

Panav is one of the islands longest under Spanish

nlP and consequently more advanced in civilisation

nd 'trade The island is divided into three provinces,

&. Antigue, Capis, and Iloilo. Spanish officials are

ttached to each province, and every facility is afforded
1 - Large quantities of

the present proprietors of the Tooting Nursery, but whether
from seed or by a sport it is impossible to say. Whatever may

ciently established and routed to be fit to pot off, prepare the.
necessary quantity of pots of the requisite sizes, and drain them
properly, placing over the drainage a little rough turfy loam
mixed with half decayed leaf-mould, and if to be had a little

charred cow-dung. I am no advocate for bone dust over the

for the purpose of commerce.

oUr are sent direct from Panay to Australia. Tobacco

is also very largely grown for the Government cigar

manufactory of Manila.
.

Cehu, Negros, Leyte, and Mindanao are the principal

remaining islands where an extensive trade is carried on.

Cocoa, Coffee, Cotton, Hemp, Indigo, R'.ce, Sugar,

Tobacco, and Wheat form the chief products of these

islands. The communication is kept up amongst the

several ports by means of a very numerous fleet of

coastnVr vessels, varying in size from a small canoe to

schooners of 200 tons burden.

These islands produce a great variety of fruit.

Europeans however consume only a very few, the chief

of which are Mango, Orange, Lime, Pummelo,

Guava, Pomegranate, Pine Apples, Plantains, and

Ckico.' The latter is a small fruit about the size of an

Apple, containing a soft pulpy matter with a strong

flavour of Coffee. The famous Mangosteen does not

exist. The natives consume the fruit of great numbers

of other trees, but scarcely any of which are approved

of by Europeans.

A cloth or muslin of peculiarly fine texture is made

from the fibre of a species of Ananassa. It is usually

made by the women of the southern islands, but more

particularly on the island of Panay. Ladies' dresses,

scarfs, handkerchiefs, &c, are made of this " Pina,"

and realise very high prices.

The timber trees of the Philippines are peculiarly

abundant and fine. Some kinds have been found

well adapted for ship building. Vessels of considerable

size are annually being constructed. One has only to

enter the forests to find timber suitable for every pur-

pose. The trees are generally of a great height, and

remarkable for their straightness. Great care, how-

ever, is necessary in selecting trees for building pur-

poses. The wood of a great number is soft, and of com-

paratively little value. The great rapidity of growth is

probably the cause of this in a great measure.

No one can fail to be pleased with a trip to these

islands, nor avoid being struck with their natural

riches. The climate is doubtless somewhat trying to

Europeans. Erom January to March the temperature

averaged 78° Fahrenheit. From April to June the

average was 80° in the shade.

June, July, and August form the rainy season, and
are consequently to be avoided by persons visiting

these islands. Rain pours down for days and days,

incessantly, and renders every road impassable.

Provided with the customary Spanish passport,

granted to all Europeans, one may travel a very con-

siderable distance into the interior of almost all the
,

-^ or thr^e yearg £rowth
-

if cut with a bud will strike and
islands without the slightest fear of being molested. •, make piants quite as well as the younger growth. The cuttings

No wild animals exist which are at all dangerous. may be put in pots in turfy loam, leaf-mouM, and rough sand,

be its origin no doubt Davyanum was one of its parents, and drainage as used by some as in duU
L

damp>"»<»*. **d *>

from the close identity if not positive sameness of the foliage varieties predisposed to 'spot, all strong stimulating manures
.-am.-m-m* - . , .

J- . r. i. a. *„ i —.u. <~.~ have a tendency to increase the evil

The best soil for soft-wooded plants not requiring peatia
good turfy loam intermixed with rotten horse-dung, a small
quantity of cow-dung, and plenty of gritty sand. Such a
compost, varying the proportions according to the constitution

of the plant, taking care to be on the side of not using

too much manure, will grow Pelargoniums as well as.

they need be grown. Having prepared a compost of

this kind run it through a half inch sieve, taking care to make
the whole pass through ; add an extra handful of sand fot

the first potting, and you are ready to commence operations.

In thinning the cuttings out of the pots, as a general rule it is*

best to have the soil comparatively dry, so that it will fall

freely from the roots without breaking thetn. As the plants

are potted remove them to a close frame or pit, and sprinkle

them ligh*ly. Keep the frame close and shaded if necessary,,

syringing lightly in the afternoon, but allow a free circulation

of air through the night. This is the secret of the production

of dwarf stubby plants : a cool moist atmosphere through the

day, and plenty of air by night. As soon as the plants are

established, and the roots begin to run round the sides of the

pots, increase the air by day until you get the plants

hardy, and the leaves feel firm and crisp. This is

the time to lay the foundation of your future specimens.

Let the plants become rather dry, and then off with the!

heads or " atop " them as it is technically called, leaving four or

six buds to form the plant, but taking off the leader above them.

Keep the plants rather dry at the root until the buds begin to

swell, but sprinkle daily, and increase the supply of moisture at

the root as the shoots begin to elongate. We have now brought

the propagation to a successful issue. In another fortnight the

young plants will be fit to pot, and then we will return to the

subject. P. A. W.

and habit of the plant I strongly suspect it to be a sport from

that variety, and my impressions are intensified by the fact

that it is exceedingly difficult if not impossible to get

Davyanum to set seed; indeed I tried my utmost some
years back but failed. The downy foliage, the style of

truss (though much larger than that of Davyanum),
the colour of the flower and straggling habit, all point

to Davyanum as one of the parents, and cross - bred

perhaps P. concolor, which Sweet describes as a strong

grower, suitable for training to trellis work, was the

other parent. The truss of P. concolor is more like Unique
than any other of the old Geraniums, not excepting Hussy-

anum, Wellsiamim, Broughtonianum, and ignescens. which is,

perhaps, the parent of the whole of this section. Roihsson s

Unique is also a very shy seeding plant, but a strong pot-

bound plant placed under a south wall may sometimes be

induced to produce a seed or two. It is, however, a difficult

matter, and I never succeeded but once, and then only to the

extent of three perfect seeds. These produced plants identical in

appearance to the parent and to each other ; the flowers were

also identical in colour, but the truss being inferior, the plants

were destroyed. This I have frequently regretted, for had
they been tried as breeders and found fruitful, they might
have produced a useful race of plants. The ground, however,
is worth opening up again, and those who have strong root-

bound plants may another season make the experiment,

crossing, if they can, with some of the Oak-leaved species or

varieties ; but it will be useless to attempt to cross with either

the show or fancy kinds.

There are in the trade two varieties of Rollisson's Unique,

one a stronger grower and much superior kind to the other.

There are also two varieties of the Scarlet Unique, one an old

Oak-leaved kind called Defiance, aud the other, though a much
stronger grower, I still suspect to be a sport from Rollisson's,

for in the sporting flowers of both varieties the identity of

eolour of the lilac flowers was complete.
This Scarlet Unique, as far as I could ever ascertain, is of

Continental origin, having come to this country either from
France or Belgium. It is a strong constitutioned, small trussed,

loose growing kind, but does not make such an effective speci-

men as the best variety of Eollisson's Unique, which is really,

in a decorative point of view, a most excellent plant, so good
that perhaps a few hints on its management may not be out

of place.

HOW TO MANAGE THEM.
Few persons succeed thoroughly in striking the more deli-

cate of the Oak-leaved, such as Unique. Moore's Victory,

Q.iercifolium and Q. superbum, or even Lady Mary Fox, and
yet they are not more difficult to strike than the ordinary

varieties so long as the work is set about at the right season,

and the wood is in a thoroughly ripened state. In that con-

dition every leaf-bud and many flowering shoots will make a
plant, but to put in soft succulent cuttings at any season is

just time and space thrown away ; nor is it wise to take
cuttings from plants in the open border, unless the soil is very
poor and the wood is better ripened thau is usually the case.

All the Oak-leaved varieties strike freely from roots ; or rather,

perhaps, I had better say root- cuttings, if properly treated, soon
make plants.

To begin, however, at the beginning, if you wanta'stock of
young plants procure one or two old specimens of each
variety, and place them for a summer month or two in

the full sun, at the same time gradually decreasing the supply
of water until the plants are brought into a state of rest—or at
least have ceased to make active growth. This being attained
take the plants and cut them down, leaving just sufficient

buds at the base to form a few shoots. Put the old stool aside,

and water it cautiously until it begins to make fresh shoots.

In the meantime take the branches, and commencing at the

point of each divide them into cuttings, retaining a leaf bud
and leaf if possible to each, and from 2 to 3 inches of wood
below the bud. Clean the cuttings properly, being careful to re-

move the stipules, especially from ill-ripened cuttings. Wood

being careful to make them firm, and to use water with great

caution, especially until the cuttings show signs of growth.

If propagation is commenced in August, the best time, the

cutting Dots may be placed in a frame facing the north, but

later in "the season a south aspect will be the best, for the

advantage of drying the cuttings should the weather be dull

and damp. If the weather is bright, syringe lightly every

afternoon, and shut down close, but before leaving the garden

for the night tilt the lights a few inches back and front, so as

to allow a free circulation of night air ; or if the night is not

Indeed, the wild boar, deer, and monkey may almost be

said to be the only animals met with. Snakes are

more plentiful and dangerous. Some of them are of an

immense size. The natives are exceedingly afraid of

snakes, and very quick in seeing them.
The inhabitants are invariably most civil and polite,

and with encouragement willing to work for you.

The aborigines (of the negro race, with short woolly ^^^^ occasionally be drawu off with advan.

hair) have been gradually driven into the interior as uie
; ^J'^ may be ieft off the next morning until the cuttiugs

Malays and Europeans have advanced. None of them ; are free from superfluous moisture. Now you must not expect

have ever been civilised bv the Spaniards. They live the Oak-leaved varieties to strike in a few days like some of

\T ft JfJ^-^I I

8!!"/ \„A W ,».<\nm oame in the Scarlets (I have;
known Tom Thumb produce roots within

4S hours) ; they will require several weeks to form roots, and be

sufficiently established to pot off.

In the mean time, and while they are getting established,

Srior to potting singly let us have a look at the old plant. It

as now produced shoots, and is in a fit state to be what is

technically called " shook out," that is the soil is shaken from

the roots, and the latter are so reduced in quantity as to fit

the plant to be placed in a very small pot. If the plant was
much pot bound, some of the roots possibly may be 2 or 3 feet

long, and ranging in thickness from the size of a Cedar pencil

to the fineness of a hair at the point. Now take these roots,

and cut them into lengths of an inch to an inch and a half,

leaving the top of the cuttings or rootlings horizontal, but
sloping the bottom, so as know one end from the other.

Prepare the cutting pots in the usual way, coating them with
sand, and then proceed to put in the rootlings, placiug them
about an inch apart, leaving half an inch above the sand, and

in their mountain haunts, and but seldom come in

contact with the other inhabitants. Although un-

civilised, they never injure a white man, unless

previously provoked or attacked.

The Malays, who may be said at the present time to

form the principal population of the Philippines, are ex-

ceedingly easy people to deal with. The whole of them

have become Roman Catholics. The smallest village

has a priest attached to it.

These people are somewhat averse to hard work.

Their chief hobby is dress, on which they expend large

sums. Gambling and cock-fighting are their principal

amusements. The latter is looked upon as necessary to

every man's life. Enormous sums of money are staked _.

on a' single bird, and the winner of many battles is making the soil firm and neat ;
give sufficient water to settle

often sold for sums equivalent to 401. or 50£.

In travelling I have invariably found these people to

be proud to give a white man a lodging and the best of

everything they possessed. Manila, June 25th.

the soil, aud the work is done.
Root cuttings differ from branch cuttings in the treatment

they require : the latter must have shade to prevent the too

rapid loss of their juices, but the former require light to

organise the sap and enable it to form buds and shoots; there-

fore onlyshade rootlets from the most scorching sun, and to pre-

vent the tissue being dried up. Under a hand-glass orm a small

frame is the best place; give them airb

GRAPES AND OTHER FRUIT
(ULTELY EXAMINED BY THE FRUIT COMMITTEE OF THE H0YAI

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY).

"Early White Malvasia and Burrfiardtrs Amber -

Cluster Grape.—These proved to be synonymous.

When the latter fruited in the Garden daring the past

two seasons, the Early White Malvasia was not in the

collection, and as it could not be identified, it wag sup-

posed to be a distinct sort. After a close comparison

this season there can be no doubt that the two are per-

fectly identical. There is every appearance that Early
Kienzheim will also prove synonymous with Early

White Malvasia.

Smith's Sweetwater.—This is not exactly a Sweet-

water, but a form of Royal Muscadine, to which it bears

a considerable resemblance. It seemed, however, to

differ from Royal Muscadine grown along with it, and

was particularly rich in flavour, while the latter was-

comparatively deficient in that respect.

Stillward's Sweetwater is a true Sweetwater, with a
good-sized cylindrical, well-set bunch, with large

transparent-skinned berries. This was compared with
Chasselas Vibert, which is so like it as not to be known
apart ; the latter, however, is firmer and more crackling:

in the flesh than Stillward's Sweetwater, but decidedly

inferior to it in flavour.

Foster's White Seedling is a fine Grape, with a large-

showy bunch, well set with rather large roundish-ova?

benies, and is quite distinct in character from either

the Royal Muscadine or the Sweetwater. As an early

Grape it ripens with the Royal Muscadine, and is of
first-rate quality.

A White Grape from a Vine presented by Mr.
Whiting, of the Deepdene, and named Syrian, proved

to be very different from that variety, and had more
the appearance of the White Lisbon imported from
Portugal during the winter months. The fruit is large

and white, with a transparent skin, showing the texture

of the flesh below. The flesh is firm and crackling*

watery, and sweet.

Morisca preta.—A small round black Grape, and &
small bunch. The flavour is sweet, but the Grape pos-

sesses no merit.

Muscat St. Laurent and Muscat Ottonel are two -

very small -bunched and small-berried Muscat Grapes.

They have the full Muscat flavour, but the flesh becomes
mealy, and neither of them has any merit besides

earliness. They ripen before either the Royal Musca-
dine or the Sweetwater, and in the opinion of the Com-
mittee are not worthy of cultivation, except as objects

of curiosity. Being so early, might they not ripen out

of doors against a wall as freely as Black Cluster or
the Sweetwater?

I Muscat Hamburgh.—There was a very good bunch
of this variety, and the berries were both well developed

and well coloured. The great fault that has been

found with it as grown in the Garden in pots is, that a
large proportion of the berries are undeveloped. In

this case, however, they were not so, and were of good

size, rich in flavour, and with a very marked Muscat

aroma.
A Seedling Grape Was received from Mr. Thomson,

jrr. to his Grace the Duke of Buccleugh, Dalkeith Palace.

,r a hand-glass or in a small accompanied by the following communication from Mr.

w hourTbuTyou
S

m
P
aTex-

' Thomson :
-« The Vine sent is a seedling raised from the

SPORTING PELARGONIUMS—ROLLISSON'S
UNIQUE, &c.

The facts stated at p. 025, relative to the sporting of "Rollis-

son's Unique, are by no means except
years past several similar examples,
branches but also in the flowers on the
lilac and part crimson ; and five or six years uacK l naa an i

win cause tne cuttings to damp. nwww*"* *
w* IV"7in~pi to and wnen it unme inw ie»i « pwwuj *« "«« «•" *"««

example of the Scarlet Unique—a sport I suspect from Rollis- : so strong as cutting plants, and hence they must^
e a"°™£°

I

t j e crogg oac\ not taken effect, and when the berrie*
otfs-which produced several trusses, in which there were gather; considerable strength before tbey are Pf^ ^'™^

gefc j did not feel certam that it wag fiir removed

. months old when the bunch was cut. Last year the

ine had all the appearance of being a pure Muscat,

id when it broke into leaf this season, it was obvious

both scarlet and lilac flowers. ' carefully attended afterwards. The rootlings

The Lilac Unique was first sent out by Mr. Wm. Ivery, of strengthened if the surface
Peckhim. and originated iu tho shape nt a sporting branch plants receive an occasional
obtained by a gaideuer on Peckham Rye from a plant of Presuming the plants both

from the Mvwcat, and thinned the bunches move than

ouHit to have been, which gives the bunch a h>
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compact appearance than it otherwise would have pre-
sented. The bunch sent is one of two on the same
branch. The Vine—though not stronger in spring
than a straw—has borne six bunches; they are ripe,

while in the same house—which has only had an occa-
sional fire during cold weather—the Golden Hamburgh
will not be ripe for a month, the Black Prince just
beginning to change colour, and both Bowood and
Common Muscats are quite green. Many gardeners
who have tasted the Grape here this month think it

combines the Muscat and Chasselas Musque flavours,

but of this your Committee will be the proper judges."
The bunch sent by Mr. Thomson was 9 inches long,
of a long tapering shape, well set, and not shouldered.
The berries were quite small, round, of a pale greenish
colour, and covered with a thin bloom. The flesh

tender, juicy, rich, and sugary, with a fine piquancy,
and with a distinct trace of the Muscat aroma, but not
so strong as in Chasselas Musque, or the Frontignans.
The Committee were of opinion that the flavour of the
Grape was excellent, but that the berries were too small,
evidently arising from the young and feeble state of the
Vine, and from so small a plant having borne so many
bunches. They recommend Mr. Thomson to exhibit
the fruit again next year, after the plant has attained
more vigour, and has been grown under more advanta-
geous circumstances.

Two bunches of a new White Grape were sent by Mr.
Constantine, gardener to C. Mills, Esq., Hillingdon
Court, with the following communication :—" A
cutting of this Vine was given to me in 1857 by
Mrs. Mills, under the name of Chavoush. It had been
sent from Bithynia, Asia Minor—and was said to be the
best Grape that the Sultan had at his table. It is a
strong grower, and very free beirer, bearing well under
pot culture. It requires about a fortnight longer than
the Black Hamburgh to ripen; but does not require
the heat which the Muscat does to ripen it." The
large bunch exhibited was 9 inches and a half
long, tapering, very well set, and with one large
shoulder. The berries are large long-oval ; the skin is

of a fine light-amber colour, thin, and adhering close to
the flesh, which is rather firm, juicy, rich, and highly
flavoured. The bunch is very showy, and will prove a
valuable addition to our collections of large-bunched
white Grape3. It was unanimously awarded a First-
class Certificate.

A Seedling Peach called Early Victoria was received
from Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, along with
the following communication :—" I send you four
fruit of a seedling Peach, which I have this
moment gathered from the parent tree raised from
a stone of the Early York Peach in 1854. It has
hitherto proved the earliest of all, except the Red
Nutmeg, which it promptly succeeds. This season it

commenced to ripen on the 5th inst., or about a week
earlier than its parent, the Early York, and this has
for four years (namely, from 1858, when it first gave me
fruit, to the present time) been its tendency, with the
exception of 1858, when in common with very young
seedling Peach trees (as I find from experience), it
ripened its fruit very early, and quite 10 days before its
parent. " It has large flowers, serrated leaves, and a habit
robust and vigorous in the extreme, being with the
Early York the only sort that was not killed last winter
in the open quarters where the frost was most severe—
from 4° to 6° below zero. If thought worthy
of a name, I propose the Early Victoria. Enclosed
with the seedling are fruit of Early York Peach,
Petite Mignonne Peach, Early Ann Peach, all growing
in the same house, and alongside of the seedling."
he fruit was about medium -size, pale yellow on the

shaded side, and dark dull maroon on the side next the
Bun. The flavour was most delicious, and the fruit was
highly approved by the Committee as a variety for
orchard house cultivation, but they suspended judg-
ment upon it as an out-door variety, until it had been
grown against a wall in the open air. It was much
superior to the three varieties that accompanied it.

Mr- Rivers also exhibited a seedling Nectarine,
raised from Faircbild's, which proved to be exactly
like its parent, but apparently not so early, as it was
unripe.

Mr. Meyers, of Boston Road, Brentford, exhibited
specimens of Bemposta Apple, a Spanish variety, of
which large quantities are now exposed for sale in the
markets, imported from the Peninsula. (Society's
Proceedings somewhat abridged) [This Apple is from
Portugal. Cuttings were first imported by E. Brande,
£sq., and worked in the Garden of the Horticultural
feociety. It is either the Reinette du Canada, or very

and have new light thrown upon tnem. The object
of this appeal to your contributors is to request their assistance
towards the solution of two questions which, it seems to me,
gardeners and farmers only are competent properly to investi-
gate and decide. These are, can the staple of Cotton be per-
manently altered and improved by superior cultivation of the
plant ; and can the productiveness of the plant be materially
increased by high farming? Of course, reasoning from analogy
and with the figure of that latest agricultural prodigy, Pedigree
Wheat, lying before me, it seems impossible to doubt the
possibility of greatly changing for the better both the produc-
tiveness of the plant and the quality of the staple by judicious
culture ; but still, as I will by and by show, the task is not a
very easy one, nor one to be entered upon now for the first time.
Reports on reports of Parliamentary Committees have for the
last 40 or 50 years been published on the subject of improving,
both in quantity and quality, Indian Cotton, and attempts to
attain this much-desired object, almost without number, have
been made in almost every part of India, but hitherto with
only partial success. About 20 years ago the Court of
Directors of the East India Company, at the suggestion, I
believe, of the Manchester Cotton interest, entered systemati-
cally on the task on a great scale. Their first step was to
engage the services of 10 experienced Mississippi Cotton
planters (the best Cotton being brought from that state), and
send them to India for the purpose of introducing the American
Cotton plant and with it the most perfect form of American
Cotton farming, it being at that time supposed that the inferiority
of the Indian staple was mainly attributable to the imperfect
culture. Their instructions were primarily to introduce the
American Cotton plant, andwith itAmerican Cotton farming into
India (of course expecting that under American culture it would
be as productive asin Mississippi), and next, to try to improve the
indigenous one by their superior husbandry, in the expectation
that its staple might be thereby improved and lengthened, so
as to admit ofits being used as a substitute for " New Orleans"
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perfect working order to double the^ quantitTatThoH- ™r
~

*«ext week I shall briefly compare American and InS SrSagriculture, preparatory to entaring on the consideration n 'J?questions-can the staple of the several varieties h?oH °L
t?e

cultivation, and can productiveness b^ncreaUTby hthf^J*ing ? Robert Wigld, Grazeley Lodge, October 2L
7 S fana "

Vine Growing (see p. 907).—After having read Mr.
Porters article on this subject, I am tempted to ask if

»uia 4* guwu. suppiy 01 exceuem; iresn seed, still turther to »
'J*™*

***•»* »* © A **" uv "^1C^^ rate
ensure success and prevent jarring between them and existing vigour of growth is the result, thus showing
ail t.llOri tins flimprinfan/lanlo tnara onnm'nfn^ in a^A ~<»i.U~ TV »UL.. 1_ ^1 _J_* __ 1 Jl 1 _ .* l * rtauthorities, superintendents were appointed in each of the Pre-
sidencies to correspond for them direct with Government, but
having no control over their agricultural operations. It fell tomy lot to be appointed Superintendent of the Madras
branch of the experiment, with which I continued connected
from 1840 until 1853, when I left India. The first half of our
instructions, that of introducing the American plant, was
easily effected, 13 years of invariable success having proved to
us that it could be perfectly naturalised in India : moreover,
that it could be as easily, and much more profitably cultivated
than the indigenous one : that whatever soils suited the one
were adapted to the other ; that the staple fetched in England
prices very nearly, if not fully, as high as that grown in
America ; and lastly, that after 13 years' cultivation neither
the plant Dor staple had deteriorated, though the seed
had not been changed. The staple, indeed, had been
pronounced by dealers superior to that raised from fresh seed
imported on purpose to test that point. Such was the answer
returned to the main question on Tone essential point, derived

bited in London this year) furnished by Messrs.

Meredith and Harrison at the last fruit show at the

TRADE MEMORANDA.
Who is Georp-ft Wimnla of w..,...; .,,»•«•,

Home Correspondence*
Colion Cultivation in India.—A rather animated controversy
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e"eve tnat Mr. Porter's
metaphorical illustration of its nature is a very harmr
one. Granted, that if the pendulum of a clock winch
is kept m motion by a uniform force for 12 consecutive
hours is stopped for one hour, the indicator will be somuch behind when the 12 hours are expired. But allowme to assure Mr. Porter that there is no analogy betwkt
the interrupted mechanical force just mentioned and
thflt of tlw vegetable kingdom, as may be shown
by placing in juxtaposition two Vines, in pots, of
equal strength. When they have attained the height
of say 15 inches, pmch the top off one and allow the
other to grow unmolested. Although the one is" stopped," vegetable force is not arrested. The soft
parts of the stem already made, continue to lengthen
for a time, and the energies of the roots are directed
more forcibly to the elaboration and completion of the
leaves already upon the stem. So that when elonga-

i, ti ,. , .
° v..v«uo tion again commences, the interior, so to speak, of th«by English spinners. With these objects in view the planters plant has acauired suoh strength and inp«oB^ ™arrived, well provided with American agricultural implements £i ,- '

.

aC(
luirea sucn strength ana increased power

and a good supply of excellent fresh seed. Still further to .

(llgestl0n that a greatly increased rate and
'

" " vigour of growth is the result, thus showing that
although elougation had been checked for a tims,
vegetable force had continued in full activity. The
lateral shoots of a fruitful Vine are under the same
law. What I conceive to be the "popular system "

of
Vine growing, which Mr. Porter calls a "mistaken
idea " in practice, is that of making the first stoppage
one joint above the "show/' Allow me to inform
Mr. Porter that " constant pinching " is the practice
of men who are neither slow of observation, nor dunces
in interpreting lessons laid before them in the book of
Nature. Could Mr. Porter look upon the wonderful
exhibitions of black and white Grapes staged
by Mr. Hill at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Show on the 5th of June ; upon those magnificent

*_«. -r^r:— —— *.— ™ 7~i*—vz
—-•—

«
Golden Hamburghs (which missed the prize in thefrom native, not American or European information, that ni nc, a ±i»*a 4-1 «. i a • • iV .

point being the profitableness of its culture as compared with .

cl^s
.

th
?J

**ey ™*e placed m, owing to not being

native cotton. About four or five years before I left—the <

sufficiently ripe) shown by Mr. Frost at the July show
exact year I cannot now recall, having no notes or memoranda i of Regent's Park, or upon those splendid speci mens
to refer to, but I think it was 1848 or 1849, a most unfavourable f Black Hamrmro-h fthp h^r that- lmvn Wti *rh;season occurred, no rain fell for many weeks after sowing, and ••• - -

fiamourgti (tne Desc mat Have been exni

the native Cotton crops all round Ooiinbatore almost completely
failed; the plants either died altogether, or were injured ___-_ „

&*d
ot"XTa3:

hwTs& Crystal Palace and quietly a.sert that they had been

Uve, and at once, on the advent of rain, began to push vigorously
grown under the disadvantage of "mistaken prac-

and finally matured a crop. Several natives whom I had
induced to cultivate that year, assured me that they had
actually received more from their land that bad year, than
they would have done from an average crop of native Cotton in
a medium one. From this time the "new Cotton " became a
very decided favourite, the quantity offered for sale doubting
every year after till I left, and ths year I did leave I distributed
about 20,000 lbs. of seed among intended growers. Such in
brief is the result of 13 years' cultivation ofAmerican Cotton by
Americans, Europeans and natives in India, under my own
supervision, leaving not the least doubt on my mind
whatever others may think, that the American Cotton
plant can be readily naturalized and profitably culti-
vated in India. While thus engaged in working out
the answer to the then supposed major proposition, the minor,
that of improving the productiveness and staple of the native
plant, was not for a moment overlooked. On the contrary
even more, if possible, care was bestowed on its cultivation
than on the other, but to little purpose. It is true we often
succeeded in raising larger plants and finer crops than our
neighbours, and seed taken from these were, through a suc-
cession of 10 or 12 years, grown on all kinds of soils, but during
all that time the pods nei:her increased in size nor the staple
in length. The relative proportion of wool to seed also
remained nearly the same ; that is, fluctuating between 20 and
22 per cent., but averaging 21. In the American we found
it between 28 and SO, about 29£, as well as I can recollect,
being the average. But though all our attempts in
this direction unhappily failed, I cannot believe the
difficulty insurmountable, and think the design ought
not to be relinquished. English farmers have for
generations been trying to improve their Wheat, with but
indifferent success until Mr. Hallett took it in hand, and,
going the right way to work, has, in the course of about
10 years, succeeded in producing his "Pedigree Wheat," a
variety which if it only proves permanent promises in a few
years to supplant all others in cultivation. Such is a very
brief summary of our 13 years' labours in Ceimbatore. Iu
Darwar, a district somewhat more favourably situated, the suc-
cess, in the case of the exotic, was even greater, and,
fortunately for them still continues, as I hear that upwards of

60,000 bales are expected this year from that quarter. Had the
same encouragement been extended to Coimbatore. at least as

much more might have been obtained from it by this time,

there being upwards of 2 million acres ofground suitable for its

cultivation in that district, and the ryots were most favour-

ably disposed to embark iu the business. With these facts

before me, full details of which are to be found in the several

Cotton and Indian Territories Blue Books published between
1847 and 1853, I read with much surprise and regret, consider-
ing the source whence it came, the following paragraph, which
I quote from a letter from the *' Committee of the Cottou
Supply Association," authenticated by the signature of the
Secretary and published in the Tim** of the 8th inst. «« Before
resigning all hope it may be well to have some further evidence
than is afforded by the results of these experiments. It is pretty
well known that the Government farms did not succeed because
they were not intended to succeed. The Court of Directors did not
want 'interlopers ' in India, and the facts of the case show that
either they had predetermined that these experiments, thrust
upon them by the representatives of the Cotton interest in and

tice ? " It has been my privilege to see many of

the houses of Grapes from which the above and
other prize^ bunches of this year have been cut, and
I can positively assert that such a thing as a

shanked berry was not to be seen, although
both bunch and berry were of the largest size.

Perhaps no man ever grew better Grapes or preserved
them from shanking more successfully than Mr. Fleming.
And by what means was his success attained?—By
constant pinching of the lateral shoots, and almost a

parental feeling and care for the comfort and health

of the roots. His Vine borders having been properly

constructed, observe him about the latter end of

September laying upon them a substantial coat of clean

dry Fern or brake, and upon this wooden shutters, to

carry off the wet that may fall upon them. This cover-

ing not only resists effectually the severest cold, but,

by keeping in the border, to a great extent, the accumu-
lated heat of summer, preserves the roots in a uniformly

warm and dry medium, so that they are enabled to

nourish the fruit long after the leaves have ceased to

perform their functions. Due regard having been paid

to the preserving of a fresh atmosphere, you might step

into this house about Christmas time, and you would
see hanging a splendid crop of Grapes, to all appear-

ance as fresh and plump as they were three months
previous. Surely, such successful cultivation as this

cannot be attained under the practical execution of

" mistaken ideas." The Royal Horticultural Society

now affords Mr. Porter an excellent opportunity of
proving to the world the truth of his assertion.

Z. Stevens, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

Birds.—In answer to "Eileanach's" inquiries concern-
ing blackbirds, I beg to state that if he will get about
a dozen snipe traps, or very small rat traps, he may
either catch or frighten all the birds in his garden in

the course of a week. At the fruit season I can catch

from 20 to 40 per day, but the remainder soon know
th* lay and will not trouble him. I never bait my
traps, but set them between the rows of vegetables and
cover carefully the traps with dead leaves, or anything
that lays near the place; this is the secret. If the

space is too wide to admit the bird to pass by the trap,

put two sticks each side of the trap, so that they cannot

188 without going over it. The traps cost about 8tf.

each. Any ironmonger can supply them. D. R.
Orchard Houses.—Mr. Rivers'simpression about the

fertility of orchard house trees, planted in the border,

^nr,^s^"t,^^Ty^t

5^i^t
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t!V i
arl*at growth

' •*•?! as ray expe
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their employ." On this most extraordinary passage I can only I
of tae last three years goes, a correct one. 1 nave

trust myself to venture one remark, namely, that if the I
observed that those trees which have borne good crop?

8£s
,
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M
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receiving from India little short of half a million bides of
j

beinS veiT compact and full of bloom buds, ^lbis nas

American Cotton, aad with ail the means and appliances in ' been particularly he case with the Stanwick Nectarine,
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which does not crack, gets thoroughly ripe, and many

of the fruit Lave measured this season 9 inches round. I

have from 70 to 80 trees planted out in this house, the

Standards being about 12 feet high ; thereare no luxu-

riant shoots, every tree being loaded with bloom buds.

In addition to the trees in the border I have about

90 others in pots, which are allowed to stand between

the others till the end of May, when they are turned

out of doors and placed iu an old stone quarry, where

the fruit becomes ripe, and almost as soon as those in

the house, the flavour being most exquisite. Many of

the Peaches, Nectarines, Plums and Pears have now

lost all their leaves ; the shoots are perfectly red, and

are set as thick as they can well stand with well deve-

loped bloom buds. In the orchard house a few only

have as yet lost their leaves, owing I suppose to their

not being in pots. I have a great opinion of Rape dust

as manure, the decay is very gradual. I also use shoddy.

I intend mixing a small quantity of refuse sugar next

geason with the above, which I place on the surface

of the earth. The gradual decay affords a sufficient

meal as the plant requires it. The sugar, by its decom-

position, rather increases the carbonic acid which the

water carries down direct to the roots. Since it is the

light and sun which fixes the carbonic acid and prevents

it flowing over and oozing out through the leaves, I

think that eurly in the morning is the best time for

watering. I don't call potted trees "toy trees." I

have grown as many as 7 dozen Nectarines in one pot

;

if 4 dozen be grown, after the plant has become esta-

blished, we may be well satisfied. Scrutator. [As this

is the experience of one of the earliest, most skilful,

and certainly most successful managers of orchard

houses, we are sure it will command the attention it

has a right to claim.] In my remarks at page 928, I

said the houses at Chilwell cost Is. 9d. per foot. I

meant to have said for ground covered, as 30 x 90=
2700 feet, at Is. 9d., 2371. 9s. ; thus leaving the ends

and sides out of the calculation. J. Gadd, Willersley.

What '11 ye have ?—For many years past the nature

of my calling has brought me in contact with almost

every grade of gardener—the Royal down to the jobber

and labourer of all work. Taking a retrospective view

of their condition, placing the well-to-do on the one

hand and the poor and pennyless on the other, one

cannot help feeling that there must be a something
wrong somewhere, and that that something in many
cases is brought about through the answer given to the

plain question—What '11 ye have ? Not that I believe

gardeners ever were, or ever will be, all on an equality

;

yet every sane man has to a certain degree the power
to pave his own way, or in other words to raise or

lower himself in the scale of society. We are apt to

wonder at the mysterious effect of our own conduct.
When the mind becomes too weak to manage its own
affairs, so to speak, fancy is never at a loss to find a sub-
stitute, Fortune is called in, and to this invisible some-
thing every trust is committed, in the vain hope that all

will come right in the end ! There never was a greater
delusion. Take an instance. You do not require to
travel far before you find a man who in youth received
a liberal education, served a regular apprenticeship, and
had the fairest prospect before him, dragging out a
miserable existence in the evening tide of life. He
consoles himself with the idea that he " couldn't help
it," as if reason and instinct were one and the same.
In his own neighbourhood, when he has to pass a
public-house, it may be the " Barley Mow," " The
Prince of Wales," or the " Red Lion," it is 10 to one
if he does not contrive to see some one there he knows,
and 20 to one if the first words spoken are not

—

"What '11 ye have ?" Is it, then, a marvel how such
men do not succeed in getting good situations and
reasonable employers ? Some do succeed for a time, till

their love for society, as it is called, becomes master

—

then down falls the curtain. I have heard oi both master
and men having been taken home together from a horti-

cultural exhibition in such astateof helplessness as more to

resemble the contents of a butcher's cart than anything
else, and thus turning to a curse what might other-
wise have been the greatest benefit, in a practical point
of view. Whatever a man's qualifications are they
reckon nothing so long as he yields to the plain question
What '11 ye have ? Education is nothing without self-

denial; and this virtue is the secret of the success of
those men who have dared difficulties and come out in
bold relief, ornaments to their professions :

—

" Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,

And, departing, leave behind us
Foot-prints on the sands of time.

Foot-prints that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,

A forlorn and shipwreck'd brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again."

The world at present seems all in commotion ; as if a
whirlwind were sweeping from Pole to Pole, and to
gardeners who are now halting at the bar, I would say
with all earnestness, listen— consider the answer to the
question—What '11 ye have? An Old Showman.
How to prevent "Spot" in Begonias.—You were

pleased to add an Editorial note to my letter at p. 851
to the effect that the large viviparous Begonias which
1 forwarded were magnificent specimens of growth, and
at the same time you expressed a wish that I would say
how I avoided the " spot " which has ruined so many
Qne plants. I am happy to Bay that no difficulty exists

*La ,

m
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» Provided the leaves are grown as large
ana solid as those forwarded for your inspection, which

were evidently well able to endure without injury what
would be to others of a thin soft texture a severe

punishment. Symptoms of decay are seldom if ever

seen until the* foliage has reached a great age,

and leaves remain long after they have pro-

duced a plant on their surface and flowered.

In case of accident the leaves may often be sewed

together, provided tbey are not broken quite to the

centre, and by so doing their beauty may be preserved

for many months afterwards. From what I have
stated it will be seen that all that is necessary for the

preservation of the beauty of these charming objects,

or in other words to avoid spot, is the maintenance of a

healthy and vigorous constitution, which I have secured

by adopting the following simple method of cultivating

the almost stemless class. A pot of the following

shape is filled with a mixture of equal parts of peat

and loam, with a third or so of broken bricks about the

size of hen eggs well incorporated with it. A plant

raised from a leaf is inserted in the soil at A, with its

shoots pointing to B, in which direction it will continue

to grow and emit a great number of roots, which
must be encouraged by weekly additions of soil. If

grosvn freely no side shoots will appear, but the

least check will be the means of bringing out

a great number, which must immediately be re-

moved in order that the original shoot alone may
occupy the whole space until fully developed, In all

stages of growth liberal supplies of liquid manure are

given from the cow-yard, and the result will be leaves

of an enormous size, compared with those of ordinary

growth in old-fashioned pots. This is not all, for by

planting at the dot A, the first leaves are, by their own

the " Cordon system," have sb/>rt spurs on all the
leading branches, and these spurs have generally two or
three natural fruit shoots (called by theFrench bouquets)
formed by closely pinching, during the summer, the
successive growths. The first growth was reduced to
three leaves, the second to two, and the third
to one leaf. After the beginning of September
no further pruning was required out of doors,

except, at this time, to cut short back some of the
numerous shoots to ensure a succession, and develop
leaves at each extremity. In watering my orchard-

house, always the most apt to be neglected, I found that

a large central gutter running between two rows of

potted trees, and raised somewhat above the level of the
pots, having at intervals corresponding with the trees

lateral pipes or gutters leading into the pots, was
sufficient to water 60 or 80 trees by merely turning on
the water into the central gutter. This I have about

4 inches in depth, and as many wide, and small

cuts are made of about an inch in depth into

which lead is nailed. The side gutters are move-
able for convenience in shifting the potted trees, and
the central gutter is laid at a dead level. The house is

thus easily watered, while the garden-engine syringes

the trees. The water is contained in a large open tank,

which is itself capable of being filled from the gutter of

the upper orchard-house. T. C. B., Richmond House.
Guernsey.

Rainfall, September, 1861 :
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weight, brought over the side of the pot, which is,

consequently, hid. And as the plant grows towards B,
plenty of room will be found between G and B for soil

to be added, and the wedges E and F must be moved
accordingly to keep the soil level for the reception

of water. Grown in this way the leaves scarcely

touch each other, and each one that is made rises

higher and is much larger than its predecessor. The
sizes to which some leaves may be grown are as

follows. Begonia Marshallii, from 3 to 4 feet round

;

B. Rex from 4 to 5, and B. Queen Victoria from 6 to 7.

As regards the representation, E and F are two wedges
to keep the pot upright or level. The line D shows
how full the pot should be with soil, &c. The dot at A
where the plant is to be inserted. The line A B the

direction in which it is to grow, and G the cavity to

receive the soil, to be added as may be required. The
curved line passing round A B C is the oval 'top

;

the line A B, being the transverse diameter, is 20 inches

long ; C, the conj ngate, 1 foot. /. Moon, Gardener to

R. E. Thomson, Esq., Kenfield Hall, near Canterbury.

[The specimens formerly sent us by Mr. Moon were
wonderful examples of growth and health; some of the

leaves were as firm is a saddle-flap.]

Squirrels.—I am much obliged to Mr. Waterton for

his notice of my communication to you on the Bubject of

the depredations of squirrels. I was not less puzzled

than Mr. Waterton, and for some time could scarcely

bring myself to the belief that squirrels were the real

aggressors. The only way of satisfying Mr. Waterton
more completely will be to send him one of the Larch
poles, or at least the damaged sections of one ; and this,

if he wish it, I will willingly do. I heartily endorse all

he says about gamekeepers. H.
Orchard-house Fruit in the Channel Islands.—Our

Peach season in the Channel Islands has, like that of

England, been a failure, owing to the low temperature

of the preceding autumn. And what has made this

deficiency still more conspicuous is the want of orchard-

houses which at present exists in both islands. These
structures, so admirably calculated to develop the capa-

bilities of the insular climate, are as yet almost un-

known here. Add to this the ridiculously low prices at

which fine Peaches are sold (Id. or 2d. for splendid fruit),

and it is no wonder that the whole crop should have

been so scanty. When, however, some enterprising

dealer shall know how to profit by the supply, and a

few orchard houses spring up, all this will be changed.

Meanwhile my chief object in writing is to state the

periods at which Apricots and Peaches are capable of

being ripened in this favoured climate. In my own
orchard house, a lean-to, 125 feet long, which was

blown down and rebuilt since January, the first full

sized Apricot ripe was gathered on Midsummer
day, and the first Peach on the 9th of July. Since

that period the supply has been constant. As

to size, many Peaches averaged 6 ounces, and one

weighed 8 ounces. On the open wall the crop was

much below the average ; but there is a promise of an

abundance for the ensuing year. My trees, trained on
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Remarks :

—

Oundle —Fog on the 11th, 12th, 19th, and 25th ; thunder on
25th at 4.25 p.m.
lAanelltyh near BolgeUy, North Wales.—-The height of this

gauge shall be given next month ; on 21st the rainfall was
1.02 inch.

Derby.—Average (14 years) 2 24 inches.
Manchester.—Average (47 years) 3.19 inches.
Dumfries.—Average (10 years) 2.8 inches; frost on Grass on

8th and 27th ; Potato disease greatly increased, loss from one-
third to two-thirds, generally one-half.

Nookton.—To 13th (inclusive) 1.13 inch of rain fell; from
20th to 30th, 2.95 inches ; from morning of 23d to 10 a.m. of
24th, 1 65 inch.

Sandwich.—Average (20 years) 2.72 inches. Most of the grain
is now cut, and a considerable portion built.

G. J. Symons, Camden Road Villas.

Rhododendron dahuricum.—In the garden of the
Misses Mercer, Bushy Villa, Teddington, there is now
in full bloom a large plant of Rhododendron dnhuricum.
The gardener, Mr. Martin, who has been there for

many years, told me on the 19th iust. that he had
never seen it in bloom at this season before. In the
gardens at Hampton Court a plant of the ume species

will also be in flower in a few days. J. JD., Hampton
Court, Oct. 21.

Foreign Correspondence.
Sydney : July 15.—I have been employed several

weeks in the collection of specimens of indigenous

woods for transmission with our other products to

your great Exhibition of 1862. It is a troublesome,

though somewhat exciting job; much of the work

being in rough mountain country where the trees are

so lofty and crowded together, their foliage so dense

and so interlaced with ligneous climbers, and the

species so numerous and varying, that we frequently

do not know until afterwards what we are cutting

down, nor how many other trees tied to the particular

one by the " bush ropes " we may have to - throw " to

get at what we want to ascertain.

We rarely find specimens in a state of fructification,

and shall have diflieultv in furnishine the means oi
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absolute identification ; and we frequently can only

vaguely speculate whether or not they have ever been

described. We have trees of all heights up to 200 feet

to deal with, besides not a few most respectable giants,

"whose altitude must reach far into the third hundred
"feet, with which we do not venture to meddle. We are

endeavouring to obtain large photographs ofsome of the

most remarkable, but there are many difficulties to be

surmounted, the want of sufficient light even under

the brightest sunshine being the chief one.

Mr. Moore is absent in the northern districts, where
iie also has a fine field for making a similar collection,

and I have no doubt will procure a very rich one. It

will perhaps surprise you that we sometimes find 30

to 40 distinct species, all attaining the stature of trees,

upon as many acres, and belonging probably to half as

• many different natural orders.

I wish I could make you a present as an appendage
to the new garden at Kensington Gore, of a tract of

• say 50 acres, a sort of rough natural terrace, high up a

mountain side, about 4 or 5 miles from the open sea

which it overlooks. It has been but little defaced by
the hands of man as yet, but its sylvan beauties and

It hasmagnificence are destined soon to pass away
never been my lot in Ceylon or the Brazils to see such

magnificent vegetation. Some of the individuals seem

as if they must have belonged to the primaeval
|
ing that" of Great Britain, and considerably smaller

forest, yet wear the appearance of freshness and vigour
! than that of France or Germany.

not likely soon to pass away except under the

We are next informed that the introduced, cul-

tivated, and naturalised species are treated of apart,

an arrangement to which we do not object ; but when

it is added that this portion " has been framed partly

on the basis of the Linnean system," as a means " of

affording the students and alumni of our colleges

every facility for the identification of plants

and trees,'* we are led to look at the list in question,

when we find the whole arranged accord-

ing to the natural method,! exactly as the indi-

genous plants are; the only difference between the

two being, that we here find given the Linnean class

and order as quasi generic characters, under each

generic name. And occasionally the derivation of

the generic name is appended, whilst the specific cha-

racters are shorter and worse than those in the body

of the work.
. It is painful to proceed, but we have no choice ; the

book professes to contain all the indigenous plants

hitherto discovered in or near the Bombay Presi-

dency ; but while on the one hand no geographical

limits are assigned by the authors, on the other all

Scinde and Guzerat, which we believed to be in

that Presidency, appear to be omitted ; nor can we
believe that the whole Bombay Presidency and its

vicinity possess an indigenous Flora but little exceed-

space in

de Citrou-

Monarque,
and Poire

irregularlj

rude advance of settlers. The Mosses, Orchids,

and huge masses of epiphytical Ferns, with

which they are clothed, but add to their stately gran-

deur. In this 50 acres you should have 60 or 70
species of trees, including two of Palms and three of

arborescent Ferns. You should have a huge wall of

rooks covered with rich masses of climbers to back it

in on one side, two rocky ravines each with its limpid

streams of the purest water opening upon lovely sea

views a thousand feet below upon the other, a climate

where the temperature seems to be always the same,

and can scarcely range above 10° or 12° between the

Throughout the work errors of the gravest descrip-

tion abound. At the beginning of the first page (as

we have already observed), leaflets are described as

leaves ; a little further on the fruit of Clematis is

called a seed, and at the top of the second page the same
blunder occurs under Thalictrum ; and in the two
following species as many more errors occur. Up to

page 7 the descriptions seem to consist of little more
(errors excepted) than translations from Hooker and
Thomson's "Flora Indica" Beyond that page we
have no comparative guide, but we observe that of

the very next plant, Cardamine hirsuta, the flowers are

said to be yellow ! and soon after the siliqua of Cleome
extremes of summer and winter, and where the blasts

;
monophylla i3 described as round instead of cylin-

ofwind are heard but scarcely ever felt. "Master,"

said an aboriginal once to me, " this place is just like

cellar in the Bummer time;" and to mend all, the

most delicious aromatic fragrance always pervading it

(chiefly I think produced by the Doryphora sassafras),

but never in excess. This spot has long been the beau
ideal in my estimation of woodland scenery. The axe
of the small settlers has lately reached its verge, and
will soon annihilate its beauties. Would that it could
be transferred complete to a region where they would
be appreciated and preserved.

There were innumerable such spots in the district of
IUawarra. Many of the more inaccessible still remain.

One wonders how it can pay to clear them, but it

seems to do so, to be converted into rough pasture

for keeping dairy cows. Jf
r
. M,

drical, as is that of Polanisia icosandra, which suc-

ceeds it.

The typographical execution of the work is on a par

with its scientific character; it abounds in mis-

spellings, bad grammar, and errors of the press ; the

names of the described species commence indiscrimi-

nately with a capital letter, whilst in their synonymes,
capitals and small letters are used without method,
and as often wrongly as rightly.

In conclusion, we should recommend the suppression

of this work, as the wisest course left open to its

authors ; for it contains much that will mislead the

amateur or tyro ; whilst, to the Botanist it is valueless.

Motim of JSoofesf.

The Bombay Flora ; or. Short Descriptions of all the

Indigenous Plants hitherto discovered in or near the

Bombay Presidency ; together with a Supplement of
introduced and naturalised Species. By N. A. Dalzell,

M.A., and A. Gibson, F.L.S. Bombay : Education
-Society's Press, Byculla, 1861.

A Flora of any considerable portion of our Indian
possessions, if only tolerably well done, would in the
present state of science be an inestimable boon, both
to working botanists, and to the professors and . • .. - •- , , -., . ,. « , -,

atudenta of the medical colleges of all the Indiau ?
tra,Sht'

fle^ 8U°k at lts in3<*tl0n
>
fawn-coloured

;
eye

presided ; it was, therefore with no small pleasure
ln a larSe ^V™*™' segments of the calyx erect or

Le Jardin Fruitier du Museum, ou Iconographie de
toutes les Especes et Varietes d'Arbres Fruitiers ;

avec leur Description, leur Histoire, leur Synonymie,

Sfc. ; par J. Decaisne. 4to. Paris, Firmin Didot.

Since our last notice of this splendid work (see p. 978,

1860), 12 more Parts in continuation have reached us,

and they still maintain the high character which
has been ascribed to the previous ones. We proceed to

give some extracts, with occasional remarks as to the

suitableness of the varieties for cultivation in this

country.

Poire Gilot.—Fruit large, roundish , Apple-shaped [a

very large Gansel's Bergamot will give a good idea of

the form and general appearance of the fruit]. Stalk

that we looked forward to the appearance of a
* Bombay Flora," which we were given to understand
was in preparation by a very competent author. This
work is now published ; and it is with infinite regret

that we have to record our opinion of it as

in. every way very different from what it ought to

Jbe, and from what the previoms labours of one
of its authors had led us to hope it would be. • In
brief, it is in many respects scarcely above the level of

those botanical productions of the Indian press,

"Griffith's posthumous papers; whilst it wants their

profound scientific value, and their excuse of being

edited from obscure manuscripts by one who was not

a botanist

At the outset the authors express a hope that rt in pre-

senting to the public the accompanying ' Flora ' of

the Bombay Presidency, it will be found to supply a

want much felt by the increasing number of young
botanists, a3 well as others of an inquiring turn of

mind." Will it be credited that this passage refers to

a work in which upwards of 2000 species of tropical

plants are included, but throughout which there is not

a single ordinal, divisional, sectional, nor generic cha-

racter ; nor substitute for these, of any kind what-
soever! The book seems intended to defy and em-
barrass the student ; for no one can use it but
an accomplished botanist ; and such is the nature of
the specific descriptions, that by him it will most
assuredly be ignored, for they are not only inaccurate
but insufficient, and very badly put together. We
used go no further than the second line for proof of
thia, where the leaflets of one of the commonest plantm India, the Naravelia Zeylanica, are called leaves, and
•saiato be surmounted by tendrils »

reclining ; skin somewhat rough, pale yellow or olive

where shaded, brownish red next the sun, dotted and

marbled with fawn-coloured russet, a large patch of

which generally surrounds the insertion of the stalk.

Flesh white, breaking, sweet without astringency, but

not high flavoured. Only fit for kitchen purposes, for

which it may be UBed from the end of autumn and

during the winter.

The tree is a very abundant bearer ; shoots strong,

of an olive brown, hoary at the extremities, sprinkled

with oblong specks ; eyes very prominent ; buds large,

short, dark coloured; leave.* [pubescent] ovate, occa-

sionally sub-cordate at the base, and curved back-

wards ;
petioles tinged with red.

This variety is very much cultivated in the environs

of Noisy-le-Roi (Seine-et-Oise), under the name of

Poire Gille. The fruit is sold in Paris for making

comp6tes of a very agreeable perfume, superior to that

which can be obtained from any other kind of Pear.

[The Poire Gilot or Gilogil, is a very abundant

bearer, and succeeds as a standard in the climate of

London; but it is apt to overbear itself, and in order

to prevent its doing so, the spurs should be thinned

and the branches shortened at the winter pruning, so

as to induce a sprinkling of young shoots all over the

tree. By so doing the balance between the weight of

fruit and amount of foliage will be maintained, and the

tree will continue to bear enormous crops.]

Orange d'Hiver Pear.—Fruit middle-sized, round,

depressed or turbinate. Stalk straight, thickened at

its insertion, which is in a small cavity ; eye in a slight

depression; skin greenish brown, becoming yellow as

the fruit approaches maturity, sprinkled with a few

brown specks near the eye. Flesh firm or half-melting,

sweet, perfumed, more or less musky. Season, FebruT"
to April. Tree pyramidal, and an abundant bearer

7
According to M. Gagnaire, nurseryman at BeroeVap

the Orange d'Hiver grown in his locality is onlr
good for stewing; whilst at Chainpsegret, distant
only about six miles from the former place it is a er*J
table fruit, and as such it is esteemed generally through
out Languedoc. This variety, Prof. Decaisne observe."
is well represented m the Transactions of the Horticul'
tural Society of London, vol. v., p. 139. It is a verr
old variety, for it is mentioned in French works ou
gardening as far back as 1658.
[The Orange d'Hiver grown in the climate of

England is only fit for stewing, but fcr this purpose it
is reckoned very good ; therefore, and as it is also a verr
long keeper, a tree of it might be afforded ».«/« £
large collections.]

Catillac Pear—Syn. Cadillac, Piquigny,
ille, de Tout-Temps. [Bell Pear, Grand*
Groote Mogul, Katzenkopf, Pound Pear,
de Livre of some.] Fruit very large,
round, obtuse at the stalk, flattened at the eye,° which
is large, placed in an evenly-formed shallow depression •

stalk inserted in a small cavity, frequently placed to
one side of the axis of the fruit. [The fruit invariably
projects more on one side of the axis than on the

other.] Skin thick, yellow, tinged with red or brownish
red next the sun, sprinkled with brown dots and
patches of russet. Flesh white, breaking, coarse

astringent. Only fit for kitchen use, for which it i3

'

much employed, as it takes a fine red colour when
stewed. Season, November till April.

Tree very vigorous and productive. Leaves verj

large, roundish on the young shoots, abruptly acuminate,

downy. Flowers very large, petals roundish or obovate.

[The Catillac is well known as one of the most commonly
cultivated stewing Pears. Its pulp when stewed is not

so fine and smooth as that of some others ; nevertheless

its good colour and flavour are greatly in its favour.]

It was mentioned by French authors nearly 200years ago.

Ambrette d'Hiver Pear. — Fruit middle - sized,

roundish. Stalk about an inch in length, thickened at

its insertion ; eye in a shallow depression, with the seg-

ments of the calyx reflexed. Skin roughish, olive-

yellow, speckled with russet. Flesh firm, or half-

melting, juicy, slightly acidulated, but not astringent,

the flavour resembling that of the St. Germain. Season,

December till February.

Tree an abundant bearer ; branches spreading irregu-

larly, not thorny, although both Merlet and La Quin-

tinye, 1675 and 1690, describe them as being very

much so, resembling the wildings seen in the hedges;

but Decaisne remarks that, like all varieties which

have been long propagated by grafting, it has lost

the spines with which it was furnished in the first

instance. [Many of Mr. Knight's Seedling Pears, which

were very thorny at first, are not so now. The Ambrette

d'Hiver is only considered second rate as compared with

many new kinds better suited for the climate of Eng-

land.]

Poire Bergamotte.— Syn. Bergamotte d'Autorane.

Fruit middle-sized, round. Stalk short, inserted in a

shallow depression; eye placed in a confined cavity;

skin smooth and fine, pale green, becoming yellowish

as the fruit approaches maturity, sprinkled with small

dark brown dots. Flesh very melting and juicy, with

a perfume resembling that of the Lilac or Hyacinth.

Season, October, November, or occasionally later. Tree

pyramidal. Leaves oval or elliptic, acuminate, their

edges almost entire.

[This, it must be observed, is decidedly different from

the Autumn Bergamot so commonly cultivated m

England. The author of the " Orchard and Kitchen

Garden," in treating of the Autumn Bergamot says :-

"I have not quoted Duharael, as he has given two

figures of his Bergamotte d'Automne, neither of whicb

appears to correspond with our Autumn Bergamot.

The latter has a rough skin and is more flattened at

the eye and stalk than the sort here described ;
die

leaves also differ in being cordate at the base. IM

Autumn Bergamot of this country had most probably

been obtained from Holland, for it is the same as the

Bergamotte d'Automne, Herfst, of laate Bergamot,

Hollandse Bergamot, Sappige Groentje, Maatjes Peer,

Heere Peer of Knoop, p. 81, tab. 2. His figure,

though rather small and rudely executed, compared

with the exceedingly beautiful drawings in the work

before us, is, nevertheless, so characteristic of our Autumn

Bergamot that there can be no doubt as to its repre-

senting the same. The Bergamotte d'Automne of the

French does not succeed well in this country ; but ^

has been fruited, and it proved very different from the

common Autumn Bergamot, agreeing however with the

French descriptions of that sort.]

A Manual of Chemistry, Descriptive and Theoretical.

By W. Odling, M.B., F.R.S. Part I., pp.
%*>>

Longmans. 9*. .'

This is an elaborate introduction to pure ChemOT*

and may be regarded as an exponent of the ^^...u
the subject now taken by the most eminent kng£

men of science. The author states that it was unue

taken «' more especially at the request of I row

Brodie, who wished to have, for the use of his «•»

Oxford, a chemical text-book arranged m acc0T̂ '.^
with his own method of teaching. It ;.*«^S ^
by the following features, in most of which ^ ffU
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fy^dTto differ from other chemical manuals of similar

!pope:—As a rule, the atomic weights selected for

volatile elements represent single volumes, and those

for volatile compounds double volumes, of their

respective gases or vapours. The great majority of

compound bodies are expressed, as unitary molecules,

by unitary formula?, instead of by additive, or, as they

ure commonly called, rational formula?. Throughout,

the algebraic sign of addition is never used to express

combination. The equivalent notation, by means of

dashes, introduced by the author some years ago, and

now constantly used in the original papers of most

uropean chemists, is here employed for the purposes

of elementary teaching. The arrangement of the book

ig more than ordinarily systematic. The mutual

relations of the elements and of their analogous com-

pounds are largely dwelt upon, as are also the mutual

rations of the various heterologous compounds of the

same element. The properties of classes of bodies,

chlorides, oxides, sulphates, -&c, are described with

greater fulness than is customary in text-books. The
compounds of mineral and organic chemistry are not

considered apart in separate sections. Moreover, the

doctrines of series, types, and substitutions, are applied

indiscriminately to both branches of chemical science.

The technological applications of chemistry are but

very briefly referred to, and the physics of chemistry

only incidentally discussed ; so that a more than usual

proportion of space is devoted to chemistry proper, and

especially to the description of chemical reactions."

Two or at the most three Parts of the present extent

will complete the work, which will doubtless be found

a very important and valuable addition to the

Elementary works used by advanced students.

Walper^s Annales Botanices Systematica.—The first

part ofthe sixth volume has reached us. It continues the

enumeration of " new " plants published from 1851 to

1855, beginning with miscellaneous orders of Endogens.

The succeeding Parts are promised soon, and are to

contain Orchids by Reichenbach junr., Grasses by
Andersson ; Cyperaceaa by the latter stand over for the

present. It is greatly to be regretted that in compiling

rach a work as this the industry of the learned Editor

should be so much more conspicuous than his skill.

Official Guide to the Keio Museums (Smith & Son).

—In this valuable iittle volume (price 6d.) Professor

Oliver gives a very good business-like scientific account

of the riches amassed in the two noble Museums in the

Royal Botanic Garden, Kew. With its aid the visitor

may form an extensive acquaintance with the vegeta-
ble products of the world, and the Botanical student
lay a more solid foundation for sound practical know-
ledge than by studying mere books, however diligent

he may be.

Tbaue Lists Received.—Cavene Pere et fil

Cavene & Son, Bagnols-sur-Ceze (Gard), ,Catabgue
No. 20, September 1861 ; a very extensive list of Nursery
stock, especially of new kinds of Fruit Trees and French
bedding plants. Among Conifers are several names
that are new to us.

Garden Memoranda.
The Priory, Stakmore, Middlesex. — This

charming place, which at one time belonged to the
Marquis ef Abercorn, has now for some years past been
the property of J. Kelk, Esq., the eminent builder.
The house stands near the centre of a finely undulated
and beautifully wooded park ; the latter indeed had
been permitted to get overloaded with timber, and
therefore it was found necessary to cut down many of
the fine trees with which it was so copiously furnished,
in order not only to bring its own natural beauties

more prominently into view but also those of the cir-

cumjacent country, comprising Harrow on the Hill, and
Hampstead Heath ; even in a clear day the Surrey hills

and the Crystal Palace at Sydenham can be distinctly

seen from the elevated covered platform or terrace in

front of the drawing-room windows. From this point

the visitor looks down upon a neat geometrical flower

garden with beds skilfully filled with choice plants,

and cut off from the park by a low terrace wall

surmounted with vases, which are also placed at

regular distances on dwarf terrace walls along the
upper side of a broad straight walk, which passes

more immediately in front of the house. The latter,

with the exception of such portions as have been
altered or newly built by Mr. Kelk, has been delight-
fully mantled with Ivy, which being kept closely
trimmed in has a neat and cheerful appearance. A
large portion, however, of this leafy covering has
lately fallen into decay. Down in a hollow in the
park, not very far from the south front of the house,
and still half hid among trees, is a piece of water
covering an area of some 9 acres ; and now that such
objeets as were thought most striking and interesting
have been brought within sight of the windows and
principal walks, this forms a feature of no mean
importance.

Old walks have also been renewed, and new ones
made, and wherever the drainage was insufficient fresh
drains have been put down. A new conservatory,
125 feet in length, forms a delightful promenade in
connection with the house ; it is tastefully ornamented
inside with plants, among which tree Ferns and six large
Orange trees with clean straight stems and magnificent
heads are conspicuous ; from the roof hang Climbers

in the centre gives the whole a cool and refreshing

appearance.

The forcing ground is walled in, and lies near the

stables on the west side of the house. We found here

a long range of Peach houses and Vineries, in all of

which there have been full crops. Grapes especially

have been excellent ; from one of these houses was cut

the splendid bunch of Muscats which was the admira-

tion of all who visited the last exhibition at the Crystal

Palace where it was shown ; in addition to large size

this bunch possessed that beautiful golden yellow colour

which is the distinguishing characteristic of this fine

variety when in perfection. Nectarines have also been

a fine crop.

In two houses, long, narrow steep ones, Peaches and

Nectarines are trained in front, 14 inches from the

glass, and in other houses in the same range are Vines,

all of which have borne excellent crops.
^
Another

range of five houses, all span-roofed, contained Figs,

Plums, and Grapes. Pine Apples are also grown

extensively, and .
with great success, most of the

Queens weighing from 4 to 5£ lbs. ; the young stock

is also clean and healthy. Melons and Cucumbers are

likewise largely grown, there being two long pits de-

voted to their culture. Among the different sorts were

Beechwood, with large fine fruit ; Strathfieldsaye, Brom-

ham Hall, and Scarlet Gem. One house was filled

with Fuchsias and Balsams, and others contained some

good specimens of stove and greenhouse plants. We
likewise noticed some well-grown Cockscombs. Cherries

on open walls have been a good crop, and so have been

Peaches, Plums, and Pears. The only partial failures

have been Apples, Apricots, and Figs ; the presence of

the latter Mr. Tillyard attributes to having the trees well

wrapped up during tlie winter and keeping the covering

on late in spring, by which all the autumn-formed fruits

are saved. A walk covered for some distance with

Hornbeam in the shape of a Gothic arch, and passing

through masses of Rhododendrons leads from the

forcing ground to the park, on the other side of which,

about a mile from the mansion, lie the kitchen gardens,

old-fashioned walled-in places, but very productive.

Strawberries have been very plentiful, and so have bush

fruits of all kinds, and on a west wall is such a crop of

Plums as is rarely to be seen. The trees are literally

loaded with fruit, which is netted up to keep it from

birds. The sorts consist of Greengages, Coe's Golden

Drop, Coe'& Late Red, Orleans, Imperatrice, &c.
_

On the north-east side of the house is an

old-fashioned flower-garden, oval-shaped, with a broad

gravel walk running its whole length and ending in a

rustic summer house, while another broad walk crosses

it and terminates in an Orangery which has lately been

put in good repair, and furnished with improved means

of ventilation. The more remarkable features of this

garden are its fine Cedars of Lebanon, Hemlock

Spruces, and Rose-covered walks. A raised mound,

covered with Periwinkle and overarched with

strong iron rods for training Roses on, formed a good

back for a series of seats which had been fixed all

round it, the arms of the seats forming pedestals for

setting specimen pot plants on, and the inter-

vals between the seats being filled up with

rustic pieces of wood skilfully and tastefully disposed.

From this resting place views of the whole garden can

be obtained. Over a portion of one of the entrance

walks has been thrown an arch of Lime trees, which

form a shady and cool retreat on a warm sunny day

;

and near this is being formed a tasteful piece of artificial

rockwork, which when finished will form one of the

most important features of this part of the grounds.

The whole place is in first-rate order, as might have

been expected from a gardener of Mr. Tillyard's

reputation-

Miscellaneous.
The Woods employed in the Navy.—At the late

meeting of the British Association, Dr. Crace Calvert,

F.R.S., stated that he had examined different woods

;

and the superiority of foreign woods over English Oak
could not be too strongly expressed. If English Oak
has hitherto stood so high it must have been owing to

our ignorance of the valuable properties of some of those

grown in tropical climates, in which the soluble and
highly decomposable tannin of Oak is replaced in some
instances by resins, and in others by substances similar

to caoutchouc. This is the case with Moulmein Teak,

Santa Maria Mora wood, and Honduras Mahogany,
which gives to them a great advantage over Oak for

iron ship building. Thus he has found that, in the

same time and under similar circumstances, Oak will

attack iron twice and three times as rapidly as the

woods above mentioned. He has also remarked that

cubes of wood left in contact with water for five months

lose respectively the following per centages of their

weight:—Unseasoned Oak, 24; seasoned Oak, 12;

African Teak, 3L
; Mora wood, 4; Honduras Mahogany,

3 ; Santa Maria, 16 ; Greenheart, 5'6 ; Moulmein Teak,

1-7. The facility of mildewing or decaying is as follow :

the unsound gunboats furnished to him by some of her-

Majesty's officials, he found that the chemical composi-

tion of the unsound gunboats was identical with that of
unseasoned summerfelled Oak. Daily Paper.

To Calculate the Age of Trees.—If you will make, ant

incision on the two opposite sides of youi tree, say to the.

depth of 2 inches, and count the number of annular

rings in each; then add the number of rings found in

the two together ; the half of the product will be the:

mean of the number of rings in the trunk. Then

ascertain the diameter of the tree by the common rule.,

deducting the thickness of the bark: multiply half

the remaining diameter by the mean obtained as above ;

the result will be a close approximation to the age of-

the tree. Plug up the two incisions to exclude wet,

and the tree will sustain no injury. Scottish Farmer-

[We print this for the sake of showing how utterly

fallacious is the common mode of calculation here

recommended. Take a case, and try it by what wo

suppose to be the rule here given, A tree is 30 inches,

in diameter within the bark. Its rate of forming rings

per inch was as follows, beginning at the centre :

—

2, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4. 5, 5, 5 f 6, 7. 7, 8, 10, 12, on the north side.

2, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, C, 7, 7, 6, 7, 7, 7, on the south side.

Therefore, assuming that each ring represents one year's

growth, the tree was 86 years old. To find its age by

the above rule add together the number of rings.

in the two last inches north, to the number in Cfip

two last inches south, viz. 10 + 12 = 22.

7+7 = \L
I

According to this 9 rings per inch have been formed c»'

an average; and, if so, 15 (inches) x 9 (average per

ring) = 135 years, the age of the tree by calculation ?

its true age being only 86 ! I]

The Emeu.—In captivity, the Emeu soon accommo-
dates itself to circumstances, and even in England
breeds freely, and seems as much at ease as if H were jb>

its proper climate. It is a most inquisitive bird, in-

specting every novelty with great attention. " I once,
30 '

writes Dr. Bennett, "saw a fine pair of fuli-grow»

specimens in a paddock near Sydney. Stopping to>

observe one which was at a short distance from t)ie«

fence, he immediately came down to have a look at me..

The second bird was some distance off, but, with their-

usual keenness of vision, on perceiving me viewing YAs>

companion, he came stalking down rapidly, and tfeey

both stared at me most attentively, stretching ont

their necks for the sake of making a nearer acquaint-

ance, when, finding no result from our interview,, anu
their curiosity being satisfied, they quietly stalked away.
In the Domain, near the Government House, some tame
Emeus may be seen walking about, and often, near thi

Grand House, marching with measured pace, ua if

keeping guard with the soldiers on duty. One day,
during the levee, when the Domain was crowded With
people to see the arrivals and listen to the band, the
Emeus mingled with the crowd, apparently enjoying

the gay scene around them, when some strangers, Wfec

were afraid of these birds, ran away. On seeing this,

the Emeus, enjoying a chase, pursued, and overtaking

one of the gentlemen, took off his hat, to his greaV
surprise. The above circumstance demonstrates their

fearless nature, and how readily these noble birds might
be domesticated. Dr. Bennett, in Routledge's IUu$~
trated Natural History.

The King of the Forest.—On the coach-ioad from?

Aberystwith to Hereford, within a few yards of Ty-ricket*

Mill, near a little village called Erwood, 8 miles below
Builth, there is an Oak, lately bought for 20£, and
felled by D. Williams, Garth Mill, near Builth, consist-'

ing of an enormous trunk and three monstrous
branches, each having smaller branches as large as
an ordinary tree, and measuring as follows :

—

Solid Ft In.
The trunk 321 5
First branch and its branches 407
Second „ „ 230
Third ,. „ 172 O»»

—Unseasoned Oak, rapid; seasoned Oak, much less;

African Teak and Honduras Mahogany, limited; Mora

wood, Santa Maria, and Moulmein Teak, none. He had

found a great difference between Oak felled in summer

and that felled in winter. The Oak felled in winter

was rich in tannin, while that felled in summer con-

tained little or no tannin, but a large quantity of gallic

Total 1132 5

The trunk, when standing, measured near the ground,
50 feet 9 inches in circumference. It is perfectly sound
in every part, and the quality is first-rate. As will be
seen from the number of solid feet, it is equal to from
10 to 12 of the largest Oaks found now-a-days* From*
the Builder.

Dangerous Food.—Di. Dupuy relates the following
curious case in the Union Medicate de la Oironde *

—

Some time ago he was pressingly summoned to attend a
family of five grown-up persons and two children wha
had all been taken ill; the servant who bronght the
message was himself seized with retching in the doctor's

house. Upon examination it was found that they had
all partaken of a soup made of Pumpkin and Rice, and
of some codfish done with Potatoes, and that soon after

they had all been seized with vomiting, more or less,

according to the quantity of soup they had taken; for

it was soon ascertained that the other dish could not

have been the cause of the accident, since one of the

patients had not partaken of it at all. Moreover, two
gray hounds had smelt at the soup and refused to touch

it ; and the master of the house, who had only taken a
spoonful of it, because he found it bad, had had a milder

attack of sickness than the rest ; there could not thercr

fore be any doubt that the soup was the real culprit.

The Pumpkin was therefore examined and found to be
quite spoilt; and with the aid of a microscope thfc

n graceful festoon*, and a fountain constantly playing 1 acid ; and in examining 'some specimens of mod from Fungus mycelium was found to have penetrated with
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its filaments into all the cells of the parenchyma, so as
to form an inextricable network. Hence the symptoms
alluded to seem chiefly ascribable to this Fungus,
which, like so many others, is known to be poisonous.
Another case is related of a large farm at Bordeaux,
where a strange epidemic had suddenly declared itself

among some valuable breeds of pigs, and had caused
the death of several of them. It was discovered upon
investigation that they had been feeding freely on a
quantity of leaves of the Beetroot plant, which were in
a state of putrefaction. Times.
Bonpland in Paraguay.—The fall of the Emperor

and the re-establishment of the Bourbon dynasty in
France were events most galling to Bonpland, and he
resolved to seek an abode in one of the republican
States of South America. Accordingly he reached
Buenos Ayres in 1817, with a nominal appointment of
Professor of Natural History in that capital. About
the same time, a considerable number of his country-
men, from similar causes, settled themselves in the
Argentine Provinces, at which period the internecine
wars before alluded to were raging furiously. Many of
these Frenchmen became active partisans in these
quarrels, and either by their direct or indirect inter-

pland was satisfied with the treatment he received, is

that he never protested against his captivity, and that

he refused (I believe, for a period of two years) to avail

himself of the liberty given to him; and it is certain

that he then declined the many pressing invitations

from Buenos Ayres, sent to him by the foreign ambas-

sadors and other distinguished persons, who had greatly

interested themselves in his welfare. At length he

made a visit to the River Plate, but remained there

only a very short time, for he soon returned to the

Missions, and finally established himself on his former

estate of S. Anna de la Restauracion, not far from

Candelaria in Corrientes, bordering upon Paraguay,

where he lived, much respected by all, till his death in

1858. Annals of Natural History.

ference, soon came under the ban of the several opposing I
showy character. When the principal collection of

chiefs. When I passed through Buenos Ayres, in 1819,
I saw Bonpland ; he was then under great excitement
in consequence of the execution of two of his com-
panions, who, having been detected in assisting the
military chief Carrera, were accordingly sentenced to
be shot. It was in the same year that Bonpland
established himself near Candelaria, one of the old
Jesuit Missions on the left bank of the Parana, con-
tiguous to Paraguay, where he formed a considerable
establishment, chiefly, as I understood, with a view to

depart whenever he pleased. The best proof that Bon-
1
that the plants should be afforded some~cnano_i__j .L:_i5_j „: t i. *.v~ *— * 4 i ~:~~a i* making fresh roots before the trying winds of AT ?
See to even small plants being secured against wind
for these are often greatly injured by beine bin
about after planting, which a small stake and a f
minutes' work would prevent. Get in a stock of Br*
for budding upon next season. Let the roots be wdi
trimmed, cutting back closely the strono- onp<! . ,
these, if left, will be of little use except & furnish Z
endless supply of suckers. Choice things in th
parterre can no longer be depended on as to displav X
is therefore desirable at this period to look over tl
masses and beds and see if there be any choice *rtielp
of a tender character which it is desirable to secure for
next year ; such may be potted with balls and wintered
in a cold pit.

**

.HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN
If any transplanting or root pruning of fruit trees

has to be done let this be attended to as soon as the
leaves are off, and see that those exposed to wind are
securely staked before leaving them. Also get the
ground prepared for fresh plantations. Take an early
opportunity of pushing forward pruning and nailin/
Give air freely to Lettuce and Cauliflower plants under
glass; indeed, the sashes should merely be used to
throw off rains, for the plants will do all "the better for
being kept hard. A sowing of Peas and Beans on well
sheltered dry ground may soon be made, and do not
spare the seed of the former, for it will be some time
exposed to the depredations of mice. Take advantage
of the first sunny day that may occur with the ground
in a dry state to earth up Celery.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Plants getting past their best

should be replaced at once by something of a more

Chrysanthemums comes into bloom a selection should
be made of the best and most useful sorts, for there are
many worthless varieties in cultivation, and it is better
to grow duplicates of really good kinds than to retain
such as are but indifferent, merely for the sake of
having a long list of names. Give timely attention to
providing a succession of bloom with which to keep
this house gay, and avoid as far as possible the expense
of forcing, which is injurious to most plants. Be
careftil not to let things in bloom suffer for want of

the production of and trade in Yerba, under the special ;

water, giving weak clear manure water to Chrysanthe-
auspices and protection of the Governor-General

j

mums, Salvias, Camellias, &c, and use every means to
Artigas, who, as I have before mentioned, intended

j

preserve the beauty of specimens in bloom as long as
ultimately to carry out his designs against Paraguay.

|

possible. Damp and mildew are the great enemies to

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICX NEAR LONDON,
FortheWeek ending Oct. 24, 1861. asooserved at the Horticultural Garden

In the following year, General Ramirez, who commanded
Artigas's forces, being bought over by the rival Presi-
dents of Buenos Ayres and Santa Fe, revolted against
his chief. Artigas, being hard pressed and deserted by

be guarded against at present in conservatories and
greenhouses, and these must be sharply looked after,

especially in the case of plants that have not ripened
their growth well, and are in a rather soft state. If

Octoher.
go"

3*

Barometer.

Friday 18 O
Satur. 19 )g

his supporters, knowing also that if he fell into his damp is troublesome it must be got rid of by means of
enemies' hands he would be immediately sacrificed,

j

free ventilation on mild days, using a little fire-heat at
resolved to beg an asylum in Paraguay; and he obtained
this permission, in 1820, from Doctor Francia, for
himself and 1000 of his faithful followers, who were
distributed in different parts of the country, and to
whom portions of land were assigned, upon condition
of cultivating them. The Dictator generously gave
his rival a monthly pension, together with a house and
1.. i, ,>r- :.. 4.1.,, *11 ^C n l. /-»- 1 w -n m

the same time, and for mildew a dry airy atmosphere
is the best preventive, but the plants should be
frequently examined, applying sulphur on the first

appearance of the evil. Very little water will be
required here at present, but the plants should be
carefully looked over about twice a week, so as to make
sure that nothing is allowed to feel the want of it. If

Sunday 20
Mon. 21
Tues. 22
Wed. 2:;

Thurs. 24
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17
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lands in the village of Caragaty, 85 leagues N.E. of not already done, get plants tied into proper form with
Assuncion, where he resigned himself to peaceful
agricultural pursuits, and lived in much enjoyment till

the period of his death, 10 years afterwards. In 1821,
Bamirez, being then at peace with the other Argentine
provinces, turned his attention to the invasion of
Paraguay, with which view he collected a cousiderable
body of troops, in order to force that country to adopt
his policy.

^
While these preparations were going

forward, political considerations of greater moment
induced Ramirez to suspend his project: he now
marched his forces to the southward, to wage war
against the Governors of Buenos Ayres and Santa Fe;
and after a severe campaign, he was at last defeated,
taken prisoner, and executed. Francia, thus relieved
of his fears for a while, proceeded to adopt such pre-
cautionary measures as he conceived would place his
country for the future in greater security; and in
these measures Bonpland became deeply concerned.

Oct. 18—Foggy ; fine ; slight frost at night.— 19—Dense fog ; line ; Tory fine ; overcast.— 20—Foggy ; cloudy ; overcast ; fine at night.— 21—Slight fog ; overcast ; showery at night.— 22—Foggy ; very fine ; rain.— 23 -Overcast ; cloudy ; fine ; slight rain.— 24—Densely overcast; cloudy; fine; overcast.
Mean temperature of the week 1 deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 yean, for the ensuing Work, ending Nov. 2,'18«.

Octoher.
and

November.

Tues. 29..
Wed. 30..

Thurs. 31..
Friday 1..
Satur. 2..

the least possible delay, for it is difficult to tie a plant
so that it will not look somewhat stiff and unnatural,
and the sooner all this kind of work is done the better
the specimens will look when in bloom. If Mignonette I Sunday 27 .

to stand the winter has not yet been sown, that opera- '

Mon - na-

tion had better now be deferred till spring, when a
little put in early will bloom nearly as soon as that
sown now, and the difficulty of wintering it will thus
be obviated.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
-Plants in bloom will require very careful
to prevent their being injured by damp,

and the atmosphere must be kept dry, with a rather
brisk temperature, admitting a little fresh air on every
favourable opportunity ; and if there is, as there should
be, a proper ventilating apparatus or the means of
admitting air over the pipes, so that it may get warmed
before coming in contact with the plants, a little should

in bloom should also

8.'
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Pineries.
management

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on lie

28th, 1830, 29th'and 3Oth, 1833, and 31st, 1851—therm. 67 deg.: and the

lowest on the 2d, 1860-therrn. 22 deg.

This celebrated botanist Doctor Francia suspected of . be admitted "constantly. Plants i

&!? EF*^J*~?* 5an**2' *">™& also be near the glass, and where they will catch every ray
It is nearly impossible to get fruit to

tnat he had previously been the friend of General
Artigas. Francia was well informed of all the combi-
nations making: against him ; and his conviction that
Bonpland was implicated in these measures appears to
have been heightened by the formal application which
the latter made to him, about this period, to be allowed until spring
to enter into commercial relations with Itapuan, on the present to get
opposite coast of Paraguay, presenting at the same ! ture of about
time, m earnest of his intentions, a contract he had
formed with an Indian cacique for the purpose in view.
Had Bonpland abstained from meddling « ith politic
questions, it is probable he would never have been di
turbed; but after Ramirez had given up his intended
invasion, Francia availed himself of the opportunity by
sending a force of 400 men across the Parana to Cande-
laria, near the place of Bonphnd's residence, to destroy
that pest, which he considered to be the nucleus whence
hostile demonstrations might at any future period be
formed against his country : he likewise ordered them
to make prisoners of certain persons among whom was
the former companion of Humboldt. These instruc-
tions were implicitly carried into effect, and Bonpland
was conveyed a prisoner to Assuncion. The Dictator
received him with every demonstration of respect and
kindness, explaining the motives which justified him in
the course he had taken, and offered him any place h
might select in the interior, as he had previously done
to Artigas. Bonpland chose to fix himself at Santa
Maria, to the S.E. of Assuncion, where he enjoyed full
liberty, and was subject to no ol p restraint than the

of sunshine.

swell anything like properly at this season, therefore
unless a succession of ripe fruit is indispensable, and
cannot be secured except by driving plants that
bloomed, late these had better be kept rather quiet

Where an attempt must be made at
fruit to swell, a moist warm tempera-
70° at night and 75° by day must

be maintained, allowing it to rise to 80° with the
assistance of sunshine, and the bottom-heat must be
kept regular at about 85°, taking care to keep the soil

in a healthy state as to moisture. But it is difficult

to get the fruit to make much progress at present, and
a little time lost now will be easily overtaken in spring,

when the plants will enjoy a high moist temperature,

and the fruit will increase more in weight in one month
then than in two at present.

Vinebies.—As soon as the early house is closed for

forcing, be careful to secure a thoroughly moist state of

the atmosphere by frequently sprinkling the floors and
every available surface, but as observed previously, a

regular moist state of the atmosphere is most effectually

secured by means of a slight bed of fermenting
materials in the house, which will also afford a little

warmth, and the moisture from this is much more
congenial to vegetation than anything that can be
effected by the most careful use of the syringe or

evaporating pans.

femtSrtriit< 'U
-
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f

1

^
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' 10
3 «* "** the end tftime he received from Francia full liberty to

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The weather is still unusually favourable for

executing alterations ; and where these are in hand they
should be prosecuted with the greatest possible despatch.
Planting, or the removal of large evergreens, cannot be
finished too soon ; for it is of the utmost importance

Notices to Correspondents.
Blui: Dahltas: D R. asks us to state why and what is t

cause we never have a Blue Dahlia or Yellow Salvia? We

confess our inability to explain the inexplicable. But as for

Yellow Salvia, does he not know that it exists ?

Books : R Jonson. It is of no use merely to read books. One

honestly and carefully studied will do more tban a thousand

scrambled over. Study, study, study. So shall you prosper

and not otherwise.

—

PuhtidwSl no longer be puzzled if she

will procure Loudon's Hortus Britannicus, or his Encyclo-

pedia of Plants.
Ground Nuts : T J. These are the tubers of a little Umbel-

liferous plant called Bunium Bulbocastanum, common in dry

pastures. We used in childhood to think them nice: but

now ! we greatly doubt.
Icehouses: C G. We much prefer thatch for covering tbese

buildings. The recommendation to ventilate them is from

North America ; but we are not aware how it is effected, or

that the plan has been tried in this country.
Lupine Roots : C 31. The tubercles are natural to the roots of

this and other Leguminous geuera. They do n* harm. Pro-

bably they are subterranean galls. We regret to say that

your question has been overlooked, and we must apologise
for the delay.

Musnrooms : Kl own. Agaricus oreades and MarasmiuS
oread< re two names for the same plant. You will find it

figured and described in our last year's Volume, p. 190.
Names of Plants: Sigma. It is probably Potaraogeton per-

foliatum.
Orchard Houses : A II. would be obliged by " L. B." stating
what water he uses—whether rain, pond, river, or from a
deep well? Some one would, perhaps, also oblige by inform-
ing him how the supply of water for the Crystal Palace is

obtained? A. H. strongly suspects the water is at the root

of the evil. He was long puzzled about the tips of leaves

dying, but at last found that it arose from using water from
a deep well.

Park Trees : Jas. Hamilton. Your trees ought not to require

f>rotection. Cattle can only damage them by biting t^
ower twigs, or by rubbing against the bark : and yoin

appear to be much too old for this to happen. If you cannot

stop it tie thorns round the stems ; but we should, in the

first instance, watch till the cause of the mischief was dis-

covered. As to breath ! No. No.
Royal Horticultural Soctety : D. The privileges of Guinea

Fellows of the Society, namely practical gardeners, are tbe

same as formerly, and as those of Two-guinea Fellows now
Both they and Corresponding Members have a right to per*

sonal admission at all meetings and to the gardens at au

times when open to the public.
Wellinotonta : D C. There are, doubtless, a great many
English, especially S. English cases of this tree lengthening

2 feet annually. But it cannot be expected to do so so i

north as Stirling, especially in a N. E. exposure. ^ot
.

ni"£^
done here to promote its growth beyond planting it in gooa

land. It evidently likes a stiff soil.
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^HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
T ow preparedt^n^^lo^, MANURES :-

^RVPMANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SlTPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

mSSOUED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE

pF
B
R
L
^IAN GUANO. NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

.£Sn\ IA and every other Manure ofvalue.

116 Fencnurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

iVcRNAHI^LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
h SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ; guaranteed to contain

i^phoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

SfTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

SSeManures Dr. Voclcker says :—"These results must

intot ratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

|Lk[agricultural and commercial value which characterises

S concentrated superphosphate."

'Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

MML&., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,

4 Co.. Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LA W E S ' S M A N U R E S .

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

present season of 1861 are now ready for delivery at his

Victories, at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME £6 6

LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

h» appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

POTTER'S GUANO.—Established Twenty Years.
Agents Wanted.

Factory : 28, Clapham Road Place, S.

Pigs. Pigs. Pigs.

TONS of DAMAGED RICE, suitable for

feeding Pigs, to be sold for Cash at 4£. per Ton.
\t W. Jupp & Co.'s Cattle Food Dep6t, 42, Groat Tower
-eet, E.C.

HORSE and CATTLE FOOD, 35*. per cwt. ; Pig
and Poultry Food, 16s. ; Dog Biscuit, 15s. ; Compressed

Beef Greaves, 12s. and 16s. ; Rice Meal, 7s. 6d. and 9s. 6d. ;

Indian Meal, 14*. : Locust Beans, 10s. 6d. ; Locust Bean Meal,
15*. ; Linseed Meal, 16s. 6d. ; Screened Bengal Rice, 14s.

;

Chicken Rice, 10s. Sold for Cash only by
W. Jupp & Co., Cattle Food Dep6t, 42, GreatTower Street, E.C.

•>oo

oRCHARD HOUSE
TREES and VINES.—

Winter wash with

G1SHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.

See "Orchard House," ninth

edition ; and sec Mr. Pear-

son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept.,

1861.

Sold retail by Nurserymen

and Seedsmen in boxes Is.*

3s. , and 10s. 6d. each.

Red Spider Magnified.

Wholesale by

Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Limited.

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS
PASTILS.

The following is one of upwards of
70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally unknown
to him.

" I beg to bear my testimony to the
value of Neat's Pastils, and their effi-

cacy in destroying, most effectually,

the Green Fly without any trouble,

and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared with the use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

"James Sanders,
*4 Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny."

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price la. and 2s. per packet.

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Neal, Birmingham.

To Farmers.

SEED WHEAT.—GIANT RED WHEAT, at 10*.

per bushel. Delivered on the Great Northern or Eastern

Counties Railways.
Address, William Cooper, Fen Drayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

Seed Wheat from the Chalk.
Selected Samples of all the Best Varieties Supplied by

"I\/TESSRS. RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAW-
1VJL TREE, Seed Growers and Merchants.
Address : Basingstoke and Andover ; or 89, Seed Market,

Mark Lane, London, E C.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes* Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes, Ac., of best quality at Market Prices.

WHEELER'S ORANGE GLOBB MANGEL,
WHEELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE,
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,

And all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has

rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated.

We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

being good and pure, at the same time deliver them carriage

free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

ENUINE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, produced from

the second cut of Foreign Italian, thoroughly cleaned, and
weighing from 17 lbs. to 21 lbs. per bushel, can be supplied to

the Trade direct from the grower, and purchasers may either

take delivery now, or at their convenience up to March 1, 1S62.

For samples and prices apply to Simon A. Dai.ntree, of Fen-

drayton, by St. Ives, Hunts.~
Drainage Season.

MR. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the DRAIN-
AGE of ESTATES by Commission or Contract.

52, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.

Land Drainage.

MR. THOS. SCOTT, Land Agent and Agricul-
tural Engineer, has now completed his arrangements

for the season ; and having a large staff of experienced Foremen
and Assistants is ready to undertake and carry out expe-

ditiously large or small Drainage Works. either by Contract

or on Commission.
__^_i

^OT7\r\7\~UPON the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
ct* JLU\J\J against any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

Woolston, Bletchley Station.

OHN FOWLER, Jun., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

JAMES and FREDERICK HOWARD,
Britannia Iron Works, Bedford, Manufacturers of

STEAM CULTIVATORS, STEAM PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
PLOUGHS, HARROWS, HORSE HAKES, & HAYMAKERS.

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application.

Wind Power.

JR.PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent WIND
ENGINES for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping, <fcc.

Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by

enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected on the Premises daily.

RJ O H N WARNER and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &&,
S, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Wsiter from Wells not

exceeding 25 feet in depth.
Diameter

£ s. d.of Barrel. Height.
2^ in. short lft. 7 in.

2A „ long 3 „ 3 „
3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 ,, -

3i„ ditto 3„ 6„
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6,,

Fittedforlead,
gutta percha)\

1

10
4
9

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1858.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.
in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited m,

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay aud expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing place3 on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of.

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W.

HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
SHOW, 1861.

The THIRTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY, and ROOTS
will be held in Bingley Hall on MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th of

December next, when Prizes, Cups, or other articles of Silver

Plate and Gold and Silver Medals to the amount of 1450?.

will be awarded.
Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry may be obtained on

application. The Entries close on November 1.

John B. Lythall, Secretary.

Offices, 14, Temple Street, Birmingham.

SMITH FIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1861.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS, will take place on DECEMBER 10, 11, 12, and 13, at

the Bazaar, King Street, Portman Square. The last day for

Certificates of both Stock and Implements to be returned to

the Hon. Secretary is Friday, November 1.

The following Forms of Certificates are now ready, and in-

tending Exhibitors in applying for them need only quote the

letters and state how many of each they require.

Cattle. Shkep.

Form A—Ox or Steer Form D—Pen of 3 Wethers
B—Cow or Heifer E—One Sheep in Extra
O-Beast in Extra Stock Stock

Form F—Pen of 3 Pigs.

G—One Pig in Extra Stock.

In addition to the Prizes usually offered, separate Classes

have been established for the following Breeds of Sheep :

—

Kentish or Romney Shropshire
Marsh Mountain

Prize Sheets with Rules and Regulations and Forms of

Certificates as above may be obtained of
B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, Hon. Sec,

Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B. All communications on the Club's Business should have

the words " Sraithfield Club" outside, to distinguish them
from private letters.

RYSTAL PALACE. — WINTER SHOW of

_ POULTRY, PIGEONS. RABBITS, ORNAMENTAL
WATER FOWL, GOLD, SILVER, and other PHEASANTS.—
A SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES for ONE HUNDRED GAME
COCKS, and a SHOW of AGRICULTU RAL ROOTS and other

produce, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and
SATURDAY, December, 11, 12, 13, and 14.

Entries close Saturday, November 9.

All communications to be addressed to Mr. W. Houghton,
Secretary to the Show.
The London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Company

have kindly consented to convey the Poultry, Agricultural

Roots, &c., from any Station on their line free of charge.

c

2 18

No. 35.

or cast iron
flanged pipe

|
2

as required.

24 „ short, with 15 feot of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

21 „ long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

This Pump is fitted with J. W. & So
Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or lefc

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clo ; in action. The Barrel

is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered

STlie &grtcttltttral (B&iettt*
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1861.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.
, r vT _ .(London 6 p.m.
Monday, -Nov. 4} (Mr. 1 V-:iton on Limd l>raLnagc.)

"Wednesday, — 6—Agri. Society of England.. .. Noon

pUPISS'S CONSTITUTION BALLS.—This justly
KJ celebrated Medicine, after 25 years' experience, is proved
to be the best and cheapest for HORSES and NEAT CATTLI
cheaper because required to be given only once a week'
preserving health, vigour, and condition. Their cost too
is saved by the food turning to a better account, for it is an
acknowledged fact Horses will keep up their condition better

'

upon three feeds of Oats daily when a Ball is occasionally given,
than with four feeds without the Balls. Neat Cattle will
also fatten much faster with the occasional use of them, and
arrive at a greater state of perfection than they can be got to
without the Balls. Any one doubting this statement should
try the use of them and prove for himself, for the more they
^reused the better they are appreciated.
The Balls will be found admirable for Coughs, Colds,

strangles, Influenza, Inflammation of the Eyes, Swelled Legs,
and other diseases incident to Horses and Neat Cattle'
*» may be seen by the directions and Testimonials with
«*:h packet.
The Balls are prepared b / Francis Cupisa, Diss, Norfolk

Author of the Prize Essay on the Diseases of the Liver of the
|J

'rae. And may be had of all Patent Medicine Vendors, in

i?^, (J. balls each), 35. Gd. per packet, or 7 Packets for 21s.
*»tn full directions.
Perso

On la9t Thursday, another far-famed herd
of Hereford cattle was distributed by auction.

Mr. W. G. Preece, of Shrewsbury, then sold the

stock of Mr. John Hewer, of Yern Farm, Marden.
Thirty two cows arid heifers fetched about 1000

.. . . .- , , , . . guineas, averaging nearlv 35/. Among them
at pleasure onthe stand, the legs ofwhich " ,. » o "u i •*« * *«u„A *ri
.fold together, and it may be carried

i

Nell Gwynne, a 3-year old heifer, fetched a
A-ith ease by one man. guineas, and the calves of other two—Dinah and
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ s. d.

(jjpsy Lass—viz., a heifer calf of the former, and
a bull calf of the latter, fetched 61 and 90 guineas

respectively. Mr. Walkee, the purchaser of Nell

Gwynne, bought the former ; Mr. Morris, of

j
DJerw, the latter. Fifteen bulls and bull calves

were sold for 810 guineas, or 52 guineas each.

" Abd-el Kader, a 3-year old bull, bought by Mr.

SrARKMAN, realising 136 guineas.

2 15 o

4 o

9

2 5

tonsil?
8 asiaff the Balls may consult tnc Proprietor gratui- in Town or Country, or of

y by en ing a Stamp in a prepaid letter. JolIX Warner & Sons, S,

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong

Brass Union for Suction

Pipe . . - • _ • • ,

If fitted with Barrel of

Planished Copper .. ••

Stand and Pump, with plam

Tail Pipe, for tying on Sue-

lion Pipe •• •• „ •• L

2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible Suction Pipe,

on wires, in either 10, 12 or

15 feot lengths .. perfoot

No. 4 3 is a similar Pump to the abov

~ AO without stand, but with strong
No- 42 - wrought-iron straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 11. 5& „, . , _„„„„
Every description of Machinery for Raising ^ ater, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pomps, &c. ; also Lire and Gar-

den Engines, <fcc.
, , . .

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on

application. ,

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

Although it is unquestionably true that the

general adoption of steam-power in cultivation

will be ensured by the superiority of the work

thus done rather* than by the annual saving

of expense which on large farms will be thus

effected, yet it is well to direct attention to every-

thing calculated to diminish expense or increase

the quantity of work done in proportion to the

fuel and wages spent.
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1. Among the great number of important points

which affect the labour to be accomplished by the
steain engine engaged in cultivation, whether
by Fowler's apparatus or by Howard's,
is the dragging of the draught rope. Where
this is well carried off the ground, there is
not only less draught but there is less wear ; and
we believe that Mr. Fowler's arrangement for
keeping the rope of a given tightness is thus a
most economical thing. During the past summer
we made a number of experiments on draught by
the aid of Bentall's dynamometer at Burderop,
Fawlev Court, Sarsden, and Castle Hill farms—all
described in past pages.
At Burderop, the plough being pulled from the

anchor to the engine, which were 220 yards apart,
the draught of the rope behind the plough was
2i cwt. at starting ; it increased to 3 cwt. in the
middle of the course, i. <?., when 330 yards of rope
were being dragged. This was when carried on
3 porter wheels. When the porters were with-
drawn, the draught immediately became 4i cwt.,
and increased at the end of the" furrow, when 440
yards were thus being dragged upon the ground, to
5J cwt.

At Sarsden again, the anchor and engine being
320 yards apart, and the rope proper for a 10-
horse engine being rather lighter, the draught,

[October 26
s l&j

of I of the draught. Of course there will always
be the increased risk of accident attendant on
excessive speed to forbid it. But these figures

indicate that it is well to avoid sluggishness in

steam culture as it is in horse or manual labour.

3. Now for the effect of depth on draught. We
have four sets of experiments to record on the
four farms already named. We give their results
in the following Table :

—

confess that I am unacquainted with the
Poa sudetica, yet as I never pretended t^^
a new Grass, I at present accept the specifiTdetp

*****

tion, and in doing so must conclude that from «
tivation of the seeds of Foa aquatica at W* « &
English Water Grass, there has been Whf"&

kk

Depth,
inches.

Draught in Cwts.

5J

6
6*
7

H
8

8|
9

9i
10

H3

16

15

{

3

• ft

22

27

a
15
17
# •

17
• •

19
•

23

6
9

6 }

13

* •

14

12

14

16

16
* •

12

16J
• *

244

when 320 yards were dragged behind the plough,'
was 2j cwt., carried on 4 porters. It was 3i cwt.
unearned. At 380
and 4 cwt. draped.

'or»

yards it was 2} cwt. carried

~., At 500 yards it was 2j cwt.
carried, 6 cwt. dragged, and when the plough was
close to |the engine, pulling thus more than 600
yards of rope after it, the draught behind it was
3| cwt. when the rope was fairly carried, and 6£
cwt. when wholly dragged.
At Mr. Rvck's, at Castle Hill Farm, the plough

drawn from anchor to engine, 360 yards apart,
piling 360 yards of rope unearned, was kept
back by a drag of 51 cwt. ; when approaching the
middle of the furrow with 540 yards of rope
behind it, it was carried on porters and the draught

IvL3 * Cwt

;

in the third quarter of the course,
with 630 yards of rope out all dragged, the draught
was 74 cwt., and near the end, with 700 yards out
all carried, the draught was 4| cwt.
In these cases it is plain that an immense savin"-,

equal to nearly the force of a pair of horses fn
some parts of the course, is capable of being effected
by any contrivance which shall effectually convey
the rope off the ground. It is also plain that a
good deal of the economical management of the
steam plough depends on the lads in charge of the
porter wheels being kept diligently to their work
of placing these porter wheels at proper intervals
underneath both the draught and the slack rope.

2. The relation of speed to draught is also a
very interesting matter to any one who wishes
to accomplish his steam ploughing economically.
On this point we ^uote the following figures
ooserved at Burderop.
The four-furrow plough was engaged in

th^\VhughlV
\
8' Jhe distance accomplished

and the time employed in going through it at that
depth were observed several times-the engineer

ptL' m,
fa

J

St aS he Could
>
and "tor each

'

experiment the dynamometer was observed. Thedraught in every case was considerably increased

tiL f

1

S?
rease

°^ 8peed
>
but *othinS in Propor-tion to the quantity of work accomplished. Tocompare for instance, Nos. 4 and 3 in the fol-lowing table-the draught, when going 6J miles

The columns 1, 2, 3, 4 relate to the four farms.
Each column is complete in itself, and does not
admit of comparison with the others, as the soils

are altogether different. In the case of No. 2, a
was the draught when going up hill, a slope of 1

in 10, and b when coming down hill, also a slope
of 1 in 10. The slope was in the case of one
reading (the second at 5^ inches deep) so steep as

1 in 5; and it will be seen how great the differ-

ence in consequence was the draught up hill and
down. It will be also seen that some of the
readings remained the same, though at the greater
depth, as in the case of No. 3, when they were
taken at different parts of the field, and therefore
in varying circumstances as to soil. It will be
also seen that the draught increases faster than
the depth—a double depth takes more than double
force, as was to have been expected when it is

considered that the deeper ploughing stirs soil that
ha3 not been moved before. It is the especial
advantage of steam-power that it is not stopped
even by work which requires a draught of 27 cwt.
to accomplish it.

These figures must be taken as but a small con-
tribution to a complete investigation of the labour
of steam cultivation, which we hope hereafter to
accomplish.

the foreign species of Poa sudetica.
At the time when these experiments were f*described to the Association, my friend Dr V u

exhibited the remainders of the two packets of*
whence my specimens were grown, and if rtfmLlS

1

me, which I think they were, I shall yet h0De^
them. In the mean time I would now revert tn
experiments previously described in reference tc!^
curious subject. I stated in the Report for 18«M fS
I had collected roots of the Poa aquatica and P fl

•>

from a neighbouring canal, and planted them in t»n2my garden plots.
wo *

At the present moment the plot with P immKm
grows about half the size of water example ami?
flowers are altogether smaller ; it does not ripen u
seed, or I should expect some very curious results (rZsowing it. It is true that it has rhizomes as descriK
by M. Decaisne, and perhaps if it had not it wouUgrow its seed better.

Poa fluitans has died with me. -The distinguished
±rench naturalist makes it grow on land as gwir
mingly as in the water, for he says, "Each plant to™
a close tuft, from which arise many flowering branchei
which spread over the ground just as they do°in water
—Gardeners' Chronicle, August 17, 1861.
But perhaps after all, these differences may arise

from treatment. In the Garden of Plants in Paris these
Grapes were probably treated in accordance with their
habits,

#

which is good gardening, and which we have no
doubt is there practised. With me however the process
is reversed, as I usually operate on the assumption that
if I treat a plant differently from its nature and habits,
it may not unreasonably be expected to produce some
strange anomalies on cultivation.

_
I have this year specially to report upon what I con-

sider some curious experiments on the following plants,

the nature of which I can only indicate now, as their

growth is not matured, but I hope to he allowed to

send in the details to the Secretary before winter. They
are as follows :

—

The paper given below, descriptive of
the experimental plots in the Botanical Garden at
the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, was
sent by Professor Btjckman to be read before the
British Association at its late annual meeting
but unfortunately, from some delay of the posfT, it
arrived too late. We now give it just as it was
prepared for readiug before the Botanicil Section
at Manchester.

ON THE EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS IN THE
BOTANICAL GARDEN OF THE ROYAL AGRI-
CULTURAL COLLEGE.

Jlff

r
'
was only 16 cwt.; while, when going

th n n \St
miie P^ h°Ur

'
lt WaS U CWt« Butxnen in the former case nearly 9 times the quantityof work must have been done in a given time.

Draught at various Speeds.

1

2
3
4
5

istance,

yards

154
116
24
50

19

lme,
seconds

240
41
75
16
8

Draught,
cwt.

i

41

11?
16*
11
16
17fc of STo. 5 more slack rope was out, and

wi?L
the

,
drau

e
ht ^creased on that of No. 4, not-

withstanding that the speed was less.
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?'
the following results whenacanfying 5 inches deep, were read :

No.

1
•>

Distance,
yards.

3

4

20

40

£0
40

27
26

27
20

Miles
per hour.

31

1

3

a gmu time, at an increase, «n

15
19£

15
17

been done in
the average,

BY JAMES BTJCKMAN.

My plots, amounting to about 200, have been kept in
full operation during the present season Most of the
common British Grasses, however, have become so
mixed that it is contemplated to renew the plots of
them in another year.

It should, however, be noted that the plots of Poa
aquatica and P. fluitans, which were formerly reported
upon as presenting some curious transformations, are at
the present moment perfectly free from interlopers on
the one hand, whilst on the other, though they always
seed so enormously, the original rows are not interfered
with by a sporadic growth. The whole of the rows of
both plots present the altered Grass without admixture,
thus affording a clear answer to the question of the
change having taken place in only a few individuals (as

has been suggested) by hybridism. The "Section" should
now be told that fresh specimens from the two plots in

question were sent by mcto Professor Lindley,by whom it

seems they were forwarded to M. Decaisne, and no doubt
most of the members of the Section are aware that this

gentleman his pronounced both specimens to be Poa
(not Glyceria) sudetica, upon which he remarks that

—

" This brings down the whole scaffolding with which
his (my) theory was constructed." Seeing, however,
that I had no theory, and if I had built one up it was
time to remove the scaffolding, I cannot quite see the
meaning of the remark. My object in these experi-

ments has been to arrive at simple facts, and I confess
that as yet I have not sufficient materials to warrant
me even in constructing a scaffolding to commence
work from. Now, I would remind you that these
plants have always been described by me as Poas, and
my opinion has ever been that they could not possibly
be referred to the genus Glyceria.

That M. Decaisne can refer them to a known species

Plot A. Daucus maritinia.
B. The Eunobled or Student Parsnip from well shaped roots.

C. A Parsnip of the ugliest possible form had been seeded
and some of the seed sown by the side of Plot B.
D. Swede seed from a malformed root.
E. Turnip from a badly grown sample of seed.
F. Plot of Beta maritima from the wild plants of a greci:

colour as they grow at Bognor.
G. Another plot of seed of Beta maritima from the same

place, of the red form.
H. Wild Cabbage, from the perpendicular cliffs at

Llandudno.
I. JSgilops ovata.

Plot A., Daucus maritima : M. Decaisne tells us that

he has tried to ennoble the Wild Carrot and 1ms not

succeeded. I did the same/as stated in one of my earlier

reports; but I do not therefore conclude that an

esculent Carrot, whether red, orange, yellow, whir

short, or long horned, was the object of Adam'*

gardening labour. M. Decaisne's trials and my own we-

made with the Daucus carota. Now it lias occurred

me that change of air and scene will do more for

D. maritima, and though my seed was sown late I4w

already some nice straight succulent roots intermix^

with many crooked ones, and I would remark tUatltV.

day (Sept. 7) introduced some of my young roots oi

Daucus maritima at table, and can report that W
boiled remarkably tender and were pronounced by onr

party of four to be excellent. If then M. Decaisne wi

try experiments upon a plant almost from a differ*1

element, grown on tertiary beds on the lowest land

England, and make the change of a distance of nearly

200 miles, and a great elevation like our oolite hills* w

cannot help making an impression on the subject of

experiments.
Plots B, C, D, and E have been arranged to sbowhoj

easy it is to grow degenerate plants by choosing &&

from diseased or mat- formed examples. Now wi»

respect to the Swede and Parsnip I may say that befej*

planting them for seed I took the portraits of t*

seeded roots. I cannot now decide upon these cases,*

the crops are not fully grown, but they already estabfi*

the important fact that seed from malformed roofc

not grow more than half the crop of that from go«*

shaped examples.

There is, then, as much breed in a Parsnip as ifl*

pig, and experiments to show the law of advanced

retardation can hardly be other than interesting.

F. and G., Wild Beet.—I confess the at pre*

forked roots look but unpromising, but when I ffl}

the kitchen garden and examine the roots of the whit*

Beet, which is only grown for its leaves, which are o*

vegetable, I ^ee that they are no better. 1
as a garden vegetable, ij>ee mwu bucy mc «*• Mtvvw""

, ^

is only in growing for roots that you get them of ttt

right form, but the whole of these cases
-u-" w

carefully drawn up when this report is complctcu :

which cannot now be done as the crops are just in

growth. r.,j

This remark applies to the next Plot H., "*

Cabbage. Of this I got some seed from a single roo .

growing on the perpendicular cliffs of the Great Orm

Head at Llandudno in North Wales. Now up*™
point a writer in the Gardeners' Chronicle^aee**

m
— —- — ~ «»vTTu op^Ksis,* puiiib n writer lu me 'jrct/u^cA^/a w**r w——

^

is then no more than I should expect, and though 1 1 have supposed that Llandudno was a Cornisa naiu i
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-^HninTeTnatery he constructs a theory upon this

gumption as follows :—
* As to a Broccoli wild m Cornwall, we can easily

_nceive such a stranger to appear without tracing his

2Erree up to the ancient stock of Brassica oleracea,

jSge lineage may still be pure. For may it not have

En» poor runaway from Penzance, where acres of

iJoccoli are cultivated for the London market ?"

Here, however, if a Broccoli seed can travel from

Cornwall through the Menai Straits, and there seed in

to chinks of the mountain limestone of the Great

(J^e's Head, and seed from this grow Broccoli in my

rtrden, the whole matter would be more strange than

Ejthing I ask credence for.

Vow as regards this Cabbage seed from Llandudno,

the simple statement is that I sowed it in a hot bed

latvear (1S60); it came up freely, and some of the

•luits were transplanted to the College garden, and

tiro plots in distant parts of my own private garden.

Row this spring one of these in my garden "turned in"

-i a Broccoli form ; the rest at this moment manifest

no disposition to turn in or seedj they continue

flowing, and it is curious that we must in this case

wait for the third year to know the result. It is also

curious that Broccoli in the kitchen garden of the Royal

Agricultural College intended for the spring crop of this

T«r (1861) has not yet turned in but still continues

rowing, and if the next winter does not destroy it

Jod it turns in large Broccoli, it will be an instance

of this crop taking part of three years for its growth.

.'hat my Llandudno Cabbages will come to I cannot

m, but I shall watch the experiments with great

interest, and should any member of the Association be

disposed to grow the seed which I have saved from my
• poor runaway " Broccoli, I will send some, and shall

be ^lad to know the result of the cultivation.

The next plot (I), ^Egilops ovata, again leaves no

doubt on my mind of the identity of this plant, with

Wheat, as its seed is not only of the same shape but

fully as large as a middling-sized Wheat grain whilst

he alteration in the pales and awns has progressed

towards the Wheat ever since I commenced experimen-

ting with it.

In presenting this abstract to the Association I would
now only remark— in so far as my experiments upon
what has been termed the ennobling of wild plants

are concerned, I had not the slightest notion that I

was combating a theory that cultivated forms were
created specially for the use of man, as in truth I was
not aware that it was so held by a single naturalist. It

is quite true, as stated by a Correspondent of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle, who signs his paper '• G. B.," that I

believe in the ready derivation of cultivated forms from
wild species often apparently very different, and upon
this subject I hope some time to lay before you enough
evidence to support my views. Cirencester, Sept. 1861.

dity of extravagance. But if, with no more aid from

the rich than a temporary loan, which should be a fair

investment, it can be brought about by the working

classes themselves, or rather by the children themselves,

then we shall have in these schools a system which shall

not only be worthy the name of education, but which

for economy shall be so vastly superior to any system

hitherto devised as to be independent both of charitable

subscription and of Government grants.

And this, I assert, can be effected. The well-directed

labour of 100 boys bestowed on a sufficient extent of

land suitable to the purpose, shall, with God's blessing,

raise an income sufficient to repay with interest, in

20 years, the necessary capital to be borrowed ; to pay

rent, rates, and taxes ; to provide food, clothing, and a

savings fund for the children in the way of encourage-

ment, and to furnish good salaries for the best masters,

directors of work, and servants.

Such an assertion will doubtless appear to many per-

fectly visionary. But both it, and what follows in support

of it, rest upon facts and experiments, and on the

opinions of men of the first intelligence and the most

practical knowledge.

A healthy boy, only 10 years old, working 7 hours a

day with a steel fork on a light soil, can dig an acre in

six weeks. If so, then under proper direction he may
cultivate 3 acres, digging them twice in the course of

the year. And a school of 100 boys, averaging from 10

to 17 years of age, and working in companies of 20, with

a director over each company, may thus keep 300 acres

constantly under the fork or spade, and may produce by

wide and alternate cropping, and by the application of

manure to the plant instead of to the ground, certainly

two crops a-year.

From land thus under garden cultivation, a much
larger produce may obviously be expected than from an

ordinary farm, and 201. per acre per annum is the lowest

estimate of gross produce, which, provided there be a

due supply of manure, has been allowed me by men of

great experience; whilst some of them have set their

estimate so much higher than this that I consider myself

quite safe in reckoning the value of gross produce of

300 acres so cultivated at 60001. annually.

Supposing, then, that a farm of 360 acres of improv-

able land should be taken, and that for buildings,

furniture, stock, and implements, the salaries of

officers and the maintenance of these and of the children

for the first year, a capital of 10,0002. should be required.

I set down the expenditure for the year in round

numbers thus :

—

SELF-SUPPORTING BOARDING SCHOOLS FOR
THE SOXS OF THE WORKING CLASSES.

Paper read at the Anniversary Meeting of the Southern Coun-
ties (Hants, Wilts, and Dorset) Adult Education Society, by
the Rev. Henry Moule, Vicar of Fordington.

]

An education for the working classes, which shall be
truly and largely beneficial to them and to their
country, ought to consist not merely in the imparting
of ascertain amount of instruction in secular or even
religious subjects, but in a system of teaching and of
training, which shall be at once intellectual, religious,
and industrial. Such a system cannot exist in our day
schools. Useful as they are to a certain extent, and
high as their standard of intellectual training occa-
onally rises, they altogether fall short of a system of

education. For the very early removal of the children,

» difficulty which no educational rate nor capitation

?rant nor any scheme of compulsory attendance will

ever obviate, renders even the intellectual training

generally afforded very imperfect; whilst, partly from
the children being so small a portion of the day under
the teacher's influence, and so large a portion of it

under counteracting influences, and partly from the
want of opportunity, religious training and industrial

training are altogether impracticable.

In my boarding schools there would be on the con-
trary full scope and opportunity for the most complete
system of intellectual, religious, and industrial training,
and, if adopted even to a very partial extent, these
schools would hold in relation to our primary schools
nmch the same position of influeuce which our Univer-
sities hold in relation to public and private schools for
the upper and middle classes. On the bare hope and
probability of all this, I venture to claim the mast
serious attention on behalf of my scheme for the institu-

tion and maintenance of such schools.

I will first show from whence the funds are to be
derived for the maintenance of these schools. These
will necessarily be large. For in order to induce either
the mechanic or labourer to part with his child, as the
higher classes do, for the greater portion of the year

—

in order to induce him from 12 to 15 years, or from
12 to 17 years of his age, to give up the child's earnings,
you must give to the parent a good ground to expect
such an education as shall improve the child's condition
m life. This will involve the necessity of a highly
qualified, and therefore highly paid, staff of masters;
a«d in the next place you must lodge, feed, and clothe
tha child free of all expense to the parents.
Xow this, if looked for from the pecuniary aid of the

Repayment of principal at 5 per cent £500
Average interest for 20 years at 5 per cent. . . 262 10
Rates and taxes 200

Seeds, implements, &c. . . . . . . . . 150

Food, clothing, washing, and medicine of 100
boys, at 15/. each 1500

Coals and candles .. 75
Payments to boys 300
Books, maps, and stationery 150

Incidental expenses . . . . . . . . . . 165

Salaries (and maintenance of a portion) of mas-
ters, directors of work, and servants

This will leave a surplus of

1200

4502 10
1497 10

£6000

Or take another scheme, somewhat more definite and

in many respects preferable. Some landowner desirous

of breaking up improvable land might set apart for such

purpose 360 acres of fair average quality and in a suit-

able situation ; and he might spend 7000Z. on breaking

up, draining, fencing such a farm, and on the buildings,

which need not exceed, if they need equal, in cost, some

modern farm buildings. Now, on money thus invested,

partly in land and partly in buildings, 5 per cent, would

be a fair return. Then let 60001. be borrowed by the

school- tenants as capital, and the account would stand

thus :

—

Rent £350
60001. to be paid off at 5 per cent, principal and 5 per

cent, interest in 20 years would be nearly 8 per

cent, on the original sum, say 450

Rates and taxes 200

Seeds and manure 150

Books, maps, and stationery 150

Coals and candles 75

Food, clothing, washirg, and medicine for 100 boys . . 1500
Incidental expenses . . . . . . . . . • • . 165
Money payments to boys . . . . 300

Salaries and wages 1230

t

1000J. a-year to the higher instruction of those youths
in the institution, who, having at the age of 17 years
shown by their good conduct, ability, and attain-
ments that they were likely to be qualified for such
offices, might wish to be trained as schoolmasters, cate-

chists, or missionaries.

With this object their hours of work would be re-

duced and their hours of study increased. Either in

the field or in the study, during their hours of work
they would act as pupil teachers, and for this they would
receive a salary.

But now as to the system of education, and as to the
important division of time for this double purpose of

study and of labour. For a course of study to be pur-

sued under such discipline and training as I propose, for

a period lasting from 10 to 15 years of age, or from 12
to 17, 3 hours a-day will be an ample allowance for

regular lessons. To the systematic teaching given during

these hours add the general information which might
be imparted during the hours of field labour and ac-

quired by voluntary reading, and I should confidently

expect that at the age of 17 a lad of fair abilities, who
had passed through such a course, would hold a very
fair place in our middle class examination lists. And
if the masters and directors of work be well chosen (and
without this I own the system cannot work), then no
opportunity could be more complete than that which
such a school would afford for religious and moral train-

ing. At family worship, and during the sacred rest of

the Sabbath, there would be the fullest scope for easy

and cheerful religious instruction ; and at meals, during
the field and farm -work, and even in the play-hours,

evil habits could be restrained and the opportunity con-

tinually afforded for the inculcation of habits of morality,

of obedience, of industry, and of courteous propriety.

The division of the 24 hours of each day might be

generally stated thus :

—

Field and farm work
Lessons in school
Dressing and undressing
Meals and worship
Sleep .. .. .. .. ..

Play

7 hours
3 ,.

i .,

8 „
4 ..

24

Time will not allow of my dwelling on the many
collateral advantages likely to attend the large insti-

tution of such schools. I will only say that the same
principle may safely be adopted with some modification

in establishing schools in which girls might be trained

to be domestic servants, nurses, schoolmistresses, and
still more to be intelligent, industrious, and useful

mothers of families and members of society, and that

if 40 or 50 such establishments for both sexes should be
instituted and properly conducted, we might in a very
few years dispense with our prize schemes, and even
with our immense Government grant for Training-

Colleges.

To the objection which has often been urged against

this scheme on the score of doing so much for the
working classes, I have commonly replied that if in our
Reformatories we provide a comfortable Boarding
School for criminals, we cannot well do less, nor, as I

think, can we safely do less, than afford such help as I

propose to enable those who have not committed crime
to provide themselves with such a school. The Govern-
ment gave (I know not whether it still gives) a subsidy

of 5000/. a-year to the Redhill Reformatory. This
subsidy and the annual subscriptions to that Institution

at one time amounted together to 9000/. If I could
obtain as a loan, to be repaid in the manner I propose,

either two years' subsidy, or a little more than one
year's subsidy and subscription together, or on the
adoption of my second scheme, one year's subsidy and
no subscription, there might soon be a first experiment
made of a system which amongst its many other
collateral advantages might reckon this, that it would
with God's blessing tend to raise greatly among the
working classes the standard of industry, religion, and
intelligence, and thus and in other ways prove a vast
means for the prevention of crime. Henry Motile,

September 27.

Surplus balance
4540
1460

£6000

Now granting for a moment a disappointment as to

this surplus, the margin I have allowed myself is so

wide that even on this reduction of 25 per cent, on my
estimate of produce, yet by reducing a little the large

allowance for maintenance ofboys and salaries ofmasters,

there would still be a surplus which would render the

scheme not only feasible but safe.

My confidence in my estimate, however, has been so

increased by 5 years of delay and consequent reflective

inquiry, that I now propose from this surplus of about

1500/. to make a most important addition to the scheme

of education to be carried out by these funds. For the

first two years, perhaps, this sum should be invested as

a reserve fund. But after that, while still investing

one-third of it for that same purpose, I would apply

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, IRELAND, 1861.

I The following is the report of the Registrar j ust presented
to the Lord Lieutenant.]

As regards the crops, the totals exhibit an increase in

the areas under Oats, Barley, and Beans and Peas; and
a decrease in those under Wheat, Bere, and Rye, re-

sulting in a total diminution in the acreage under cereals

of 15,701 acres. The areas under these crops, and the

changes in their extent between 1860 and 1861, are

given in the following statement :
—

Abstract of Cereal Crops.

Wheat
Oats • • •

Barley
Bere and Rye
Beans and Peas .

.

I860

Acres.
466,415

1,966,304
181,099
12,734
12,832

Total .. 2,639,384

1861 Increase.

Acres.
406, 261

1,992,931
198,878
11,609
14,004

Acres.

2M27
17,779

l',172

2,623,083 j 45.57S J

Acres.
60,154

1,125

• 9

Decrease in Cereal Crops in 1861

61,27.)

15,701 acres.

* Here I omit rent, but I omit also all accouut of 60 acres, In " Green Crops" there was an increase in the acre-

age under Turnips and Cabbage, and a decrease in that

under Potatoes, Mangel, Beet, Carrots, and other green
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crops, resulting in a net diminution in the extent under
this division of 36,974 acres.

The total acreage in 1860 and 1861 under each of

these crops, and the increase or decrease in their extent,

in 1861, were as under :

—

Abstract of Green Crops.

*

• •

Potatoes .

.

Turnips .

.

Mangel Wurzel

)

& Beet-root . . J
Cabbage .

.

Carrots, Pars-

1

nips, and other >

Green Crops . . J

Vetches and Rape

Total >,

Acres.
1,172,079
318,540

32,124

22,785

Acres.
1,133,201

333,829

22,949

29,920

Acres.

Decrease.

* •

15,281)

• -

Acres.

8,8783

9,17 J

7,135 •

21,633 19,548

40,481 31,221

• * 2,085

9,260

1,607,642 J 1,570,668 J 22,424 59.39S

ill

Decrease on Green Crops in 1861 36,974 acres.

The following is a general summary of the variations

in the acreage under Cereals, Green Crops, Meadow,
and Flax :

—

General Summary. Acres.
Decrease in Cereal Crops . . . . 15,701

)

Do. Green Crops . . . . 36,974 > 100,644
Do. Meadow and Clover . . 47,969

)

Increase in Flax 19,-71

Total Decrease in the extent of Land under
Crops in 1861 81,373

The extent under each crop for the last five years

1857 to 1861, is shown in the following Table :
—

Total Extent in Statute Acres, of Cereal and
Green Crops, from 1857 to 1861, inclusive.
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As regards the different descriptions of Live Stock
the following summaries exhibit the changes which
have taken place in their number and value between
1855 and 1861, and between 1860 and 1861 :—
Total Number of Live Stock in Ireland, ln each Year

from 1855 to 1861 inclusive.
'

producing anything different from common Wheat, but numbering above 150 kinds of British Wheat e\ 1 ,T*
this can only be set at rest by examining the produce Rivets and curiosities, in every class the U*S»'
of next year's crop. varieties were found to have the finest qualitv of^1

It was also formerly stated that the extraordinary Patrick Shirreff, Haddington, October 15 1861
^^

size of the ears was attributed to the thinning out of the '

crop by wireworm, and not in any degree to the

management of the soil or to the variety of Wheat. I

regard these fine ears as a beautiful illustration of the

power which Wheats possess of adapting themselves to

the circumstances in which they are placed, and how
necessary ample space is to large vegetable develop-

ment. Had the plants which produced these ears been

crowded amongst others, in all probability the ears

and notches would have presented nothing remarkable

in their appearance. But besides crowded Wheat
plants producing ears with few grains on a notch, many
of the notches on the lower part of the ear

are altogether infertile. In the course of the

past harvest I selected six average sized ears

from a thickly planted Wheat crop on rich

land, and also six ears of average size from a thinly

planted crop on poor soil, and the ifoliowing results were
obtained :

—
Six ears from thick Wheat measured 16 inches.

Fertile notches numbered . . . . . . 71
Infertile notches . . . . 31
Grains 148
Six ears from thin Wheat measured 25 inches.

Fertile notches 117
Infertile notches . . . . . . .

.

5
Grains 326 i

The size and fruitfulness of "Wheat ears depend in a
great degree on the circumstances in which the plants
are placed, and without going into the question of thick
and thin sowing, it may be laid down as a general rule
that when the plants greatly exceed or fall short of
the number necessary for the proper development of the
plants, the productiveness of the crop is lessened.

My failure in altering the character of varieties was
also stated. In illustrating this object it may be
mentioned that a few seeds of the Fern or ApriljWheat,
which is a summer variety, and a few seeds of two of
my new bearded autumnal varieties, were put into the
ground on March 15th, April 15th, and May 15. The
March seeding put forth ears and ripened in the usual
way. In the case of seeding in April the summer
variety eared well,' while only two puny ears came
forth from the autumn Wheats, the remainder being a
tuft of leaves. With the May seeding the summer
Wheat eared with rapidity, while the autumn varieties
contained a cluster of Grass and did not ear until the
following season. The non-earing of autumn varieties
when sown late in spring may be held to be the chief
distinction between spring and autumn Wheats, and I
have witnessed the non-earing alluded to in different
parts of the world, and witnessed the loss of crops by
the one kind of Wheat having been sown instead of the
other. These two Wheats are so distinct in their
natures that I believe human power cannot impart the
earing habit to an autumn variety, and vice versa.
But while advocating the stability of the varieties of
the Wheat plant, I have lately had satisfactory evidence
of more than two kinds arising from the seeds of one
ear. Such a result is to me both new and unexpected,
and while announcing the fact no remark shall be, , „ _ r»vt»*-****» «« -"« *<•"
hazarded without further experience. New varieties

! their duty and render the land fit to grow crops, they

«otittitz.
Annual Inspection of the Stoke Edith Estail
•After the annual field day, during which Jtfr

Matthews, of Edgbaston, inspects the farm on Ladj£
Foley's estate, that he may award the two prizes whid
are each year offered for the best cultivated farm the

party proceeded to the mansion at Stoke Edith, where
they sat down to a sumptuous dinner, served in the

Audit-room. After dinner Lady Emily Foley entered

and took her seat at the head of the table. Her Iadv.

ship was accompanied by her brother, Lord M. W,
Graham, M. P., Colonel Challoner, and other guests. In

the course of the evening Lord W. Gbaham said :-

The great advances which has taken place of late years

in agriculture have necessitated the proprietors of"land
to lay out large sums in various improvements—in

drainage, in farm buildings, in cottages, and in other

respects ; and when that has been done, it is the part

of the tenant to come forward and do his duty, and by

good tillage, good manuring, and good green crops, to

draw forth all the capabilities of the soil, and to obtain
j
of

a beneficial and profitable investment.
Mr. Matthews announced the award of the leadin

prize to Mr. Moore (of Monkbury Court), and the pri

in the second class to Miss Mary Matthews (of the Ott

House farm).

Mr. Moore said:—In many parts of the coratT

there is still a great quantity of wet and undrainri

land, and if the proprietors of this land would bu:
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Years.
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18S

1856
1857

1858
1859
I860
1861

Difference
Numbers
tween 1855

Do. do. be- "j

tween 1SCO and V
1861 J

Number
of

Horses.

556,287
573,408
599,782

611,321
629,075
619,811
613,818

Number
of

Cattle.

Increase.
57,531

Decrease.
5,99:

3,564,400
3,587,858
3,620,954

3,667,304
3,815,598

506,374
3,468,058

Number
of

Sheep.

Number
of

Pigs.

3,602,342
3,694,294

3,452,252

3,494,993
3, ,804

3,542,080
•5,543,919

Decrease.
96,342

D ecrease.

138,316

Decrease.
58,423

Increase.
1,839

1,177,605

918,525
1,255,186

1,409,833
1,265,751

1,271,073
1,097,970

Decrease.
79,629

Decrease.
173, 096

LARGE WHEAT EARS.
HAYING alluded in a communication dated Sept. 2d

last, to some remarkable Wheat ears in my possession,

and haring since removed the grains from the chaff

do most certainly arise from time to time, and are
known as sports which have baffled investigation. The
appearing of a new kind does not however materially
affect the question of the stability of well defined
varieties, because both the old and new remain distinct,
and it is only the addition of another sort without the
old one being altered.

The ear of the Wheat plant is pr2sented in endless
colours, textures, and forms. The chaff is the cradle
and the clothing of the grain. The red and the white,
the thick and the thin, the rough and the smooth, and
the bearded and the bald chaffs may all have admirers.
But this diversity forms no guide whatever to the
quantity and quality of the seeds. The notches on the
ear also differ materially, and there is a popular and
perhaps mistaken dislike to the notches being far apart.
Viewing the process of evaporation, the lodging of the

would have no difficulty in finding tenants who would

do their duty towards their landlords. What tenants

want is security for the money they might invest in the

improvement of their land, and not to be eaten up ty

game and to be victims of short tenures. On the Stoke

Edith estate, I am happy to say that when the tenanbr

have grown good crops they can gather them in, keep

what stock on the farm they think best suited to it, aw

have no fear of their produce being eaten up by gwj1 *-

Colonel Challonee spoke of the admirable conditio"

of the estate of Lady Emily Foley. He said: ">*

last two years have been extremely difficult years*

farmers to clean their lands, and, therefore, in the W
cultivate I districts there is a larger amount of ' Scutch

Grass than in ordinary times; but at Stoke EdiftJ

found a total absence of ' Scutch ' Grass, for the simp

reason that the farms were clean last year, and the*

for

an<

he

no

lb

n

m
n

crop, and the beating or threshing of it by wind, a
j
fore, notwithstanding the unfavourable weather, *

cross set or club-shaped ear is manifestly disadvan- ' " " *
.... .- - j

tageous. Provided the ear has a sufficient" number of
notches, perhaps the wider they are apart the better.

The beard or awn which characterises some varieties
of Wheat has also been the subject of popular and
mistaken dislike, which doubtless arose from the Rivet
Wheats having long been the only cultivated varieties

with beards. But the Rivets are peculiar, having pith

*il

preparatory to sowing for crop 1862, I am now enabled in the straw, a pendulous ear, and flour so coarse as to

to speak with more certainty regarding them.
It was formerly stated that several of the ears had

eight and nine grains on a notch, but on dissecting the
ears 10 grains were found on several notches, and also

provisional chaff scales for two more, early establishing
the possibility of 12 grains growing on one
notch. These ears were like eommon Wheat
ears, and had no resemblance whatever to Egyptian
Wheat, Triticum compositum. The natural arrange-
ment of the grains on the notch did not appear
to differ from the ordinary arrangement, but where
eight, nine, or 10 existed, the grains had been pressed
out of their natural positions, and then assumed some-
thing like the appearance of double teeth in the human
louth, and .me the cluster of grains a circular form.Shexe m ktfe jprobability of the grains fcom those .ears

be chiefly used for dusting purposes. The beards also

often disappear on the crop reaching maturity, in con-
sequence of the pendulous ear swinging and rubbing on
the elastic stalk. With other Wheats the case is

different, the ears being upright and the beards pro-
jecting at an angle, form a strong spring, which is a
considerable .protection against wind, and is also the
meansof admitting air into the sheaf. In several places

during the present season the effect of the beard lessen-

ing injury by wind was witnessed, and last year its

drying property by admitting air made a difference

of 9s. a quarter on the first day of new Wheat being
exposed in the market of this place. While I ain aware
that the chaff" and beards have no relation to the grain,

it may be mentioned as a singular coincidence that on
iming the grain of the present crop of a collection J

tenants have been able to keep them clean this J*
He referred to the meeting of the Royal Agricult^
Society in 1862, saying, " The object of the Sock
to go into districts where the cultivation is bad, **

f

where it is difficult to determine whether the ' Scat*'

Grass or the crop is the most abundant of the t**

If, therefore, the whole county of Hereford is like tk

estate of Lady Emily Foley, I shall certainly, upon tfc

principle which has always guided me, consider twj*

before I vote for the Royal Society visiting Herefon

because I think the farmers of Herefordshire, at Ie**

those on the Stoke Edith estate, do not require such •

visit, and can do better without it." He deseribedtw

method on which a decision between several towns iu g

district is made. " If there are three competing to^n«r

one offering 1000/. and the other two 1800£ eac

we should select the town offering the smaller suna, i

it contained the best accommodation for the wants *

the
#

Society." Col. Challoner then referred to

j£
subject of road making, " Some years ago I found

roads in my neighbourhood in a very bad a^e
\^

all coaches had six horses to pull them, inasmuch »*
^

sand was over the felloes of the wheels. I Pr0P°
se

?fc
the commissioners that they should change the Prl,lC

^
of making and repairing the roads. I saw at once

' t

A

w,

;i

ft
sren

k
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put more material and less labour upon the roads and inconvenient by usurping places that ought to be

Lc necessary. They perhaps said to themselves, occupied by the residents of the parish. These remarks^ts necessary. They per— mm is just come from abroad and knows very

2T about it. We will let him have a mile/ I took

*L* I soon reduced the material by the one half. I

bt the road into a right form, without which the

JjSaterial in the world is of little avail. Unless the
*

form is preserved you can never keep your

Ske or parish roads in a fit state. Form is every

-

it 2- If vou get the road in such form that the

* JJJrons strai^ht alon2 lt you wiU always be liavin£

^Oftds, DUt if you get them so that the water

!* r ran cff the crown direct into the ditches then
1 * **^ thoroughfare may be assured, and the material
**

i *2[ is a matter for secondary consideration.
'*

1* is » matter easily accomplished, for any gentle-

^ '

gjgy give the roadmaker the proper form in

JJ
_;_-* hv describing with a pair of compasses or t'

k
*

n
a]

4
i

were received very quietly by the company, but perhaps
a more careful arrangement in future will better
recommend it to general adoption.— Another subject

was discussed, viz., the necessity of providing better
habitations for the labourers, but as the fact was over-

looked of a deliberate avoidance by landlords for a long

tempers, can we wonder if our dependents lose theirs"?
How many a good servant or labourer has been,
lost for a hasty word on one side or both.. A
master can influence his workmen "for good in many
ways ; by sympathising with his difficulties, by show-
ing an interest in his plans, by a little kindness, and
help in trouble and in sickness, and by allowing him
where possible a fair sized garden or allotment, the

course of years to provide any house accommodation good cultivation of which should be noticed and
for labourers, with a view of maintaining in at least two
villages the system of "close parishes" to escape
incidental poor law charges, sufficient credit was
not perhaps given to those praiseworthy efforts which
have now for some years been at work to remedy the
bad consequences of this selfish and suicidal system.

encouraged. Swearing and drunkenness should be
strictly prohibited, and smoking forbidden in working
hours. Honesty, faithfulness, industry, forethought,
and intelligence always rewarded. To allow these
things their full power for good other helps are wanted,
over which in many cases the master has no control.

T.

a

2aie ly describing with a pair of compasses or two

tofowls the small segment of a large circle, which is

fcformin which the crown of a road should be. In

M form the water that falls upon the crown of the

—j runs down to the sides, but if you have a road

—

Ujch in many instances ycu have—with two deep

nttr tables and a couple of shoulders, the water

t^tit get off the centre of the road." The gallant

finel proceeded to show that this resolved itself into

i question of horse power employed to perform a

certain amount )f work, and to demonstrate that with

nod roads two horses would do more work than three

« bad roads, and he asked his hearers to consider the
;

siring that would be thus effected, allowing for 150

miles of carting during the year.

Mt. Duckham, the Editor of the " Hereford Herd
Book/' alluded to the high state of cultivation in

waich he had found the Stoke Edith estate, remarking

that so great was the change since he had last ridden

orer that part of the country—20 years ago—that two

or three times during the day he found it almost

^possible to realise the conviction that it was the

cue property. A great deal was said about the Mid-
Lothian and Norfolk farming ; and recently in Shrop-
tMre,the Bedfordshire farming was held upas a great
example; but he thought that if that Bedfordshire gen-
tleman were to visit the Stoke Edith estate, he would see

rery much from which he might take a useful lesson.

Colonel Ckailoner had alluded to the contemplated visit

of the Royal Agricultural Society to this district in

1863, and pointed out some of their requirements, and
lie (Mr. D.) would take the liberty ot remarking that
Hereford had the advantage of possessing one of the
finest sites in the kingdom for the show, admirably
adapted for the construction of a siding from the rail-

t [way station, and well supplied with water. As to rail-

t ' way facilities, Hereford was now tolerably well supplied,

y land he had no doubt that by the year 1863 the accommo-
o |

dation would be so extended as to obviate all grounds
a of objection on that head. The Shrewsbury and Here-

ford line was now being converted into a double one,
id it was expected that by Christmas the work would

he completed as far as Ludlow; so that there would be
co difficulty in the extension of a double line to Here-
ford by 1863, and with the other double and single

es, he was induced to hope the railway accommoda-
Nm would be adequate to the requirements. With
(regard to the geogiaphical position of Herefordshire, it
was more central than any other competing county;
»a much nearer than Worcester to South Wales, where

a exeat deal was required to be done for the improve-
•cnt of agriculture.

One good result of the discussion on this occasion was
;
The cottagers' dwellings should as a rule have more

the admission on all sides that it was desirable, useful accommodation, especially as to bed rooms, so as to
and humane to provide commodious houses for labourers, promote decency, propriety, and comfort. A moderate
nay that it was profitable by diminishing the expenses education should be within reach of the cottager's
consequent upon small and crowded dwellings, by children; and if we would do them the greatest
the more healthy and moral condition of the inhabi- possible kindness, let us and our wives take
tants of comfortable cottages, well drained, and having the trouble to instruct a labourer's boy or girl in
a small garden attached. The difficulty of accomplishing the work of a farm-house or yard. The expense would
this good work appeared to be the cost ; tenant farmers

|

be little, say Is. Qd. per week. Teach the boy to milk

E.

r,

i

i

r.

i

could not do it, the Government could not do it, some
landlords could not do it, others would not, and where
the whole parish belonged to one man no opening was
afforded for private enterprise even on so small a scale as

a builder's job. Another matter noticed was the un-
certainty of the farmer's profits and the certainty as com-
pared with other classes of his being assessed to the
income tax, even when clear proof could be adduced of a

serious loss on the year's transactions. The produce ofcorn
for the present year was also mentioned by Mr. Watson,
and the company seemed to concur in his view of there
being a deficient yield of Wheat, and a full average ot

other corn. Altogether the meeting was the best the
Society has had, and a general disposition was evinced

and tend the pony, clean knives, shoes, and help in
the garden ; the girl teach all house work, from
cleaning candlesticks to keeping up the best furniture
and waiting at table, and where practicable teach to
cook and milk. You would thus be rearing a supply
of steady useful servants. You would be finding

employment for your workmen's children, keeping
them from that most demoralising of all employments
—gang work. Thus identifying them with the family of
their master so early in life would surely have a lasting

and beneficial influence on them. By this means a
benefit would accrue to the employer in the long run,
by rearing a supply of useful domestic servants from
which to supply the wants of his establishment.

to use every effort to make that of the next year at Truthfulness, honesty, cleanliness, and attendance at

some place of religious worship should be inculcated
in all employed, and as far as may be enforced both
by precept and example. The following resolutions
closed the discussion :—That the system of gang labour
should be abolished ; that the employing of boys and
girls in the farm house should be recommended and
encouraged; that whenever practicable work should
be done by the task or piece.

least equally successful. J. W., Peterborough.

Wickham Market : On Labour.—A discussion on
this subject at the last meeting of this Club was opened
by reading the following short paper :—Labour is the
allotted state of man—some with the hand, others with
the head—a few with both ; and although the emana-
tions of the brain are more thought of, and stand
h igher in the world's estimation than the works of the
hand, still we must acknowledge that the latter are as

necessary and as conducive to the public good as the
former : indeed, far more so, for whilst admiring the
wondrous discoveries of a Newton, the engineering
genius of a Stephenson, or holding instantaneous com-
munication with those far distant by means of the
electric wire, we should starve and perish in the
midst of all these wonders but for the strong arm and
daily toil of the husbandman to procure us food, and
the busy industry of the artizan to provide us clothing.

I say, therefore, honor and thanks to the honest, hard-
working, labouring man. Labour has its blessings as

well as its penalties. Sweet is the sleep of the labour-
ing man—what class enjoy better or more robust

[
ments " taken from the columns of the Scottish

health 1 whilst how often do we see those who try to
]
Farmer :

shun this universal doom, wasting their days in idle-

ness and sensuality, reaping the bitter fruits in disease
and sickness. I say, therefore, again, honour to honest
industry. The aspect and position of labour has always
varied with the changing habits and manners of the

lUbtctus.
Edinburgh Veterinary Review, October, 1861. T. C.

Jack, 92, Princes Street, Edinburgh.

The current Number contains articles on shoeing, on
a skin disease of the horse, on Tetanus and various
communications on the feet of the horse, on heart
disease, vomiting, &c. Useful reprints of professional
and agricultural reports already published elsewhere,
and leading articles illustrative of the intelligence,

energy and common sense of the Editor. We quote
from its pages the following article on Cattle " Condi-

Farmers' Clubs.
Peteeborotjgh

: Oct. 9.—The annual ploughing

" Without danger of being too dogmatic, we can
assert, on the subject of foods and feeding cattle, that
the value of the richest materials our fertile fields will

yield being known, as it well is, to the intelligent
farmer, there are no means to be suggested of mixing
or medicating which can increase their nutritive valueemployer ; you have it from a remote period when

even the free born Englishman (as he calls himself) ! much. Beyond the farm process of crushing, cutting,
Was little more than a slave to his imperious task boiling, pulping, &c, no admixture of mysterious drugs
master, living in wretched mud hovels on con- or spices can enhance the meat-producing virtues of

^, . c , .
- * ° o:dition of doing so many days' work in the food. When we see a host of material advertised, at a«w«a, B&owot stock, and dinner, took place; there

j

year, and fighting for his liege lord when required
;
cost of thousands annually, which enrich their 'dis-

n2v
Dea

?y .
entries for ploughing, and a larger

{

and in whatever cause ; the least remonstrance being coverers ' and prove heavy sources of profit to numerous
Jiatber of people was attracted to the field of opera-

2J»
than usual; but the work upon the whole was not

w-rate. The show of stock was large, and every
** well filled. Earl Spencer walked over the course

J*
two excellent beasts exhibited in the fat cattle

**; eight bulls were entered, and the 1st prize of 10Z.

!uo7
ar
?
ed to Mr* Robert Wyche, of Crowland; and

silenced by the lash or brand. As society became agents—the price of the article being five or 10 times
enlightened, as religion and law began to curb the higher than that of the best and soundest food grown
barbarous tyranny of the '-'old barons," "the pos- by a British farmer—the advertisements and caterers
sessors of the soil," the rights of labour began to be

:

for orders should be disregarded, and home produce be
recognised, as also the moral, social, and political relied on.

standing of the working man. Hence arose the duty " If material cheaper than all other yet known can
and necessity of training, educating, and improving be produced, and which proves far more fattening than

among the successful names; but the new class
"hunters attracted the most attention, for which

,-re were 9 entries—Mr. Earl of Maborne obtaining
;flst prize of 10J., and the Hon. G. W. FilzwUliam
*Slg;the 2d prize of 51. The display of sheep was good,
rtiich classes as usual Mr. Samuel Vergette figured

Jt In pig3 the chief prizes were taken by Mr.
Jteon for moderate size but very fat, so that the merit
* the male animal for breeding purposes was called^ question.

vt the dinner, which was well attended, the Hon. G.
i'itzwilliam presided.
«ter the usual loyal toasts were disposed of, the Rev.*Blacker and others alluded to the attempt which

***beea made at the close of the last harvest in three
*«, viz., Marholm, Thorney, and Eye, to have a^eral holiday as a harvest supper, preceded bv diivine

!

.w'f
eattue parish church, and participated m as a

T**» gathering by all classes; the only drawback being
C* circumstance of its attracting a large concourse ofrW not connected with the parish, to whom might
^aced any little irregularity that arose, and who'hy* number made the management of the feast onerous

this without destroying the balance of intelligence,

power, and influence possessed by master and man.
One of the great evils of our present system is

that all labourers whether good or bad are paid alike.
It is true the better hand will sometimes earn most at
task work, but as a general rule industry and intelli-

gence go for nothing. In what other class of business
does such a state of things exist? I confers this
difficulty, but what is the remedy? The greatest

asked, and a price beyond that which could be pro-
cured for an undisguised substance, the presumption is,

and indeed it is matter of certainty, that there is not a
corresponding advantage in proportion to outlay.
" It is the mystery of the mixture, and not its un-

equalled richness, that the honest farmer is made to pay
for. A renowned quack in the veterinary line began to

advertise a certain ' British Remedy ' for the cure and
total removal of ringbones, of splints, spavins, and all

stimulus I know to industry and efficiency is task or other deformities regarded as permanent eyesores and
piece-work. This should be the rule, and day-work manifest unsoundness. He had simply changed the

the exception. The latter or do-little system will spoil

the best labourers, and is generally a sign of a carelea

indolent, and perhaps ignorant master, who does not
know the value of work, and is therefore afraid

of exposing himself, or shirks the trouble for

trouble's sake. In task-work the best men should
be put by themselves, or their progress will be
hampered, and their earnings lessened by the ineffi-

cient one. Negligent or imperfect work should never ; the ingredients, but none as to their essential nature,

be passed over, but at the same time that faults should We can go the length of admitting that they contain

be noticed and reproved firmly, there is no occasion a large proportion of flesh aud fat forming elements,

for violence or anger. If we cannot govern our own
i

and we are led to understand that they contain spices,

name for the violent ' black oils ' of the old farriers ; and

the old mixture, under the cloak of a new name, realised

at the rate of a thousand per cent. But the blemishes

which resulted from its application interfered with its

unlimited success. All quack products should have at

least the recommendation of not killing, if they can't

cure.
" In the cattle foods advertised there is mystery as to
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better cultivated. This was what he recommended, and

he believed it was a plan that would soon be generally

adopted on moderate-sized farms."

[October 26, iggj

sweet savory principles—in fact drugs which stimulate

digestion and ensure that the large quantity of nutri-

tive material is thoroughly assimilated. It is this spice

•which many have paid 201. or 307. the half hundred-

weight for, because that quantity would be large in a

ton of any mixture to be used as food. We allow from

10 to 15 pounds for the nutritive material itself, which,

we need scarcely say would realise much profit. Fcenu-

greek at the rate of 10*. a pound !

u It is marvellous how easily many are deceived. Some
of our able agricultural chemists have proved the

absence of any extraordinary, or even fair nutritive

value in the foods; but we wish to point to the

absolute injury of the condiments employed.
"When a young and robust man acquires a dangerous

taste for much cayenne or certain sauces, he cannot
indulge his artificial appetite without becoming dys-

peptic. He must increase the quantity of stimulating

principles in order that the stomach may act. It has

lost that delicate sensibility which once caused an
ample flow of a digesting fluid whenever food was
swallowed. It is the same with animals. If they are

in health, no medicine can be needed, and the simplest

drug may prove a deadly poison.
" Common salt affords us an instance of one of the

simplest medicaments which, even in moderate doses,

may prove injurious. Professor Delafond has shown
this. If cattle are thriving fast on rich food, and the

latter is sprinkled abundantly with salt digestion is in-
x 0>c]o(,k fa the afternoon of Wednesd

=
tl)e 16th &T

creased in activity at once, and a fatal plethora is not n„A a-.^5 * . lv. • 1 * i Ejl J
m,frpnn«mf.lv ttt.Lmlk Th» n™™ti™%mnlnvp,l «m a

,

nd
> ^sisted ^ a strong north wind, raged with a fury

Miscellaneous.
The Harvest in France.—It is now ascertained that

the panic caused by the deficiency in the late Wheat
crop is at least premature if not greatly exaggerated,

and that the present high price is in some measure

caused by the manoeuvres of interested parties.

Taking the most unfavourable view of the question

there can be no want of Wheat felt until May next.

The following is the position of the country:—The
French people consume, on an average, from one

harvest to the other, 80,000,000 hectolitres of Wheat.
Now, the most unfavourable calculations set down the

produce of the late harvest at 60,000,000 hectolitres,

which is sufficient for the consumption of the country
for eight months. There remain 20,000,000 hectolitres

to be supplied by foreign countries, which may, without
difficulty, be imported at an average of 2,000,000
hectolitres a month, and at a cost of 20f. the hectolitre,

exclusive of the carriage. Times.

^
Six Farmsteads Burnt.—Great Gidding is an exten-

sive parish in Huntingdonshire, and lies five miles to
the south of Stilton, on the Great North Road. It was
towards the northern end of the village that a fire broke
out at the rear of some farm buildings about half-past

XT. WHOLESALE LIST of NURSERy"SToS?
1.**!ready. It comprises about- 400,000 Larch ,

10
5K * >»!

frost; 50,000 LAUREL, Portugal, CoiS T****with a most extensive stock of EVERGrppv '
; Uw

MENTAL TREES, FRUIT TREES, te*t*l *nd OfiyJ
was not in any way injured by the late winter am?

e
.

of ***
The Nurseries. nearj^g

r

and «P*wn5

Forest Trees and Shrubs.
West Norfolk Nurseries, DownhaJ ir I

JOHN BROWN has to offer aCut^SJL.O SCOTCH LARCH, and SPRUCE, fromT^ ?"*»
upwards m height. Also an extensive Stork J fe**HARDY EVERGREEN and FLOWERING knl^S****
he confidently recommends. auo«, ifei

PRICE LISTS on application. Addr.s, M aboLAURELS.—A large quantity of^nTh^Tnr-^
jointed Common LAURELS which moLS?!?***

of last winter, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet, are 3EE3* ***
Planters and the Trade.

nered to exte«jj

Go*

unfrequently the result. The aromatics employed can

only produce an artificial activity of the stomach, and
the latter, being accustomed to the stimulus, is soon

unaffected by it, the animal at best being not much the

worse for the useless material, which some would have
us believe increases the nutritive properties of food.

" Not to be too severe, we may repeat Professor

Voelcker's advice—we 'recommend all parties to use
only such articles as they really know the value of, or

what will bear the test of examination ; for while such
preparations as those to which we refer do possess a

certain amount of value, it has not hitherto been at all

equivalent to the cost.'

"

A Lecture on the Rise and Progress of Steam Cultiva-
tion. By C. Clay, Esq., of Walton. W. T. Lamb,
Wakefield.

This pamphlet contains a lecture delivered before the
Wakefield Farmers' Club. It traces the history of
steam-power itself as well as of its application to agri-

that threatened the destruction of the entire village.

As it is, six farmsteads and three cottages have been
totally destroyed, and the flames were scarcely subdued
on Thursday afternoon. As the fire broke out in the
middle of the day plenty of help was easily obtained, and
the live stock, with few exceptions, escaped injury;
but the flames advanced with too great a rapidity to
allow much grain to be saved. Only two fire-engines
reached the spot, and, as there were four or five fires

simultaneously raging m different directions, their aid
was well nigh ineffectual in arresting the progress of
the flames. Many houses have been injured, and as, for
the most part, they are reed-thatched, their escape from
total destruction was a very narrow one. It is more
remarkable still that a farmstead in the very midst of
the fire also escaped burning, owing to the very active
exertions of its owner: but the "flames caught the
stacks and thatch many times. The season of the year
and the plentiful harvest caused the stackyards to be
unusually full, and during Wednesday night they

Larches, Larches, Larches

cultural purposes, and enumerates a great number of m
U ? ^ i* •*?? „

ng W
f
dnesday ™&t they

patents, describing some of them, which have been ,

lazed
,;
W
,

lth a bnShtn
.
ess that made itself apparent at a

granted of late years in connection with steam cul- !S
nff

.
dl8*ance

».
e
.
v«™ in the %»t of a brilliant moon.granted

tivation.

It describes the public trials of steam cultivators at
J W T T * a m — «

During the night the people were busied in removing
their furniture and goods to places |of safety, but the

Chester, Warwick, and Canterbury, and concludes that -
W,nd y

f
erlnS round to another quarter, drove the flames

"The future prospect of steam culture is, in mv fZ™* T t
^
e V1"age sfcreet

- Nevertheless, although
u— vi~ _:„r._ _ ,_ . -.. . ' ..J the greater danger was averted, a line of blackened

ruins, extending for several hundred yards on the west
side of the street, marks out the devastating track of
the fire. The property destroyed belonged to the
Hon. G. Fitzwilliam, Mr. Mills, and others. The
greater part was insured, and, as is commonly the case,
the loss of the uninsured portion falls on those who are
quite unable to bear so heavy a c alaraity. The fire is
supposed to have originated from soma lucifer matches
lighted in sport by children in the rear of the buildings.

my
humble opinion, a 'very bright one. Astounding
progress has been made within the last four years.
Some hundreds of various sets of apparatus have been
set to work, the cost of the machinery is much reduced,
men are daily becoming more familiar with the manage-
ment of such mechanism, the old and deep-rooted anti-
pathy tonew inventions is fast giving way before the
brightening and invigorating influence exercised by
agricultural exhibitions now held in almost every
county annually; in fact, steam cultivation is only
waiting the stimulus of better times to 'take root
downwards and bear fruit upwards.' The amount of
extra produce to be expected by our being able to cul-
tivate the land twice or thrice the depth hitherto
attainable is not to be calculated. Perhaps, in our
grandchildren's days, this country may not only grow
sufficient to provide for her own wants, but may even
become an exporter of home-grown corn. But, not to
expect too much, let us be satisfied if, by means of
steam cultivation, the farmers of England can but
supply our present wants, and make as. a little more
independent of foreign countries for our 'daily bread.'"

In the course of the subsequent discussion, Mr. Clay
said :

—

" With regard to breaking up the subsoil : recently
he had been in Shropshire, and he there saw soil broken
up to the depth of from 10 to 12 inches, which since
Adam was a boy had never been broken up more than
to the depth of 3 or 4 inches, and four horses
could not plough more than that depth. No
rock was found at the depth he was speaking of,

it being a tenacious clay of a very bad descrip-
tion; and he doubted not but that the result of
the operation would be good. As to the expense of
these machines, it was not so great as at first sight
appeared; for when once they got over the great first

cost of the steam engine (which was 400J. to 450J.),
the whole of the rest could bo purchased for say 200/.
to 250/. ,- the latter sum is therefore the real cost of the
ploughing apparatus ; and, as it will displace at least

one-third of the horses used, the whole ot the cost will

be saved in the horses. As to forming companies for
the supply of implements to let out on hire, that was
all very well, and it was to some extent successful in
the neighbourhood he had previously spoken of. But
he thought that to any farmer who could employ a
steam engine at all on his farm, it would be a consider-
able advantage, as well as saving, to invest 200/. in the
ploughing and cultivating apparatus; and, as engines
are now made self-transporting, a large amount of
horse-keep would be entirely saved, and the land much

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
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A LEXANDER PONTEY, of the Plymouth vXX. sery, begs to inform gentlemen intending tJ f
A*

the Trade in general that he can supply 20^00/^*LARCHES, two and three times transplanted W ,
?"***

high, suitable for New Plantations and S, T(?M*
tions; also 100,000 PINUS AUSTRIACA, two a5f ?hl

P£>
transplanted, from 6 to 9 and 18 inches hieh- arS1 i"
Stock of CONIFERS and FOREST TREES for'*SL? ^
ing, at low prices, delivered Free to any Station^Sfe
Devon, North Devon, or Cornwall line of raU^fff

«*»

application. " rn<**«

Plymouth Nursery.—October 26.

General NurseryJStockT
SPONSFORD begs to announce that his Stock tf

• !*e above w m excellent condition for trwimta.comprising everything m general demand, especiaUv STifDARD and DWARF ROSES, which have made fiae ™-
and are clean and healthy ; FRUIT and FOREST TRPra^
every description ; STANDARD MULBERRIES verV ««•AUCUBAS, from 1 to 5 feet high, bushy; andaffothZftJ
green and Deciduous Shrubs and Plants : CAMELTJA*! ZAZALEAS well set with bloom buds

^*^was *
PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on anfo

tion to *^
Loughborough Park Nurseries. Brixton, Surrey. S.

The Planting Season
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near UcKmw Sussex

WM. WOOD and SON" have much ple'asun
offering the following, all healthy and finely arm

Plants:—
CONIFERS,

Uninjured by the frost and iu the most robust health.
Araucaria imbricata, from 1 to 2, 3, up to 8 feet
Cedrus Deodara, very handsome, 2, 3, 4, 5, up to 6 feet.

Cryptomeria japonica, 1, 2, to 3 feet.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 1, 2, 3, to 4 feet.
Pinus insignis, very fine, 1 to 2 feet.
Thuja aurea, fine plants, 1 to 1£ foot.
Thujopsis borealis, 1 to 2£ feet.
And all other Conifers equally fine and uninjured by frost.

8TANDARD ORNAMENTAL and WEEPING TREES.
American Weeping Willows, extra fine heads, 6 to 10 ft. 6tem&
Weeping Ash, 8 to !0 feet
Standard Cotoneasters, 5 feet.
Standard Purple-leaved Sycamores.

OL FRUIT TREES.
Standard Apples, with clean stems and fine heads.
Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, particularly fine.

Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, aa
Apricots.
N.B. A large quantity of Transplanted SPRUCE FIH&

CATALOGUES may be had on application.

ANDROMEDA FORMOSA.—A most bemafel

Plant for the Lawn or Shrubbery, producing imm«*

corymbs of blossom, and evergreen foliage like Arbutus.

Strong bushy Plants, 12?. per dozen, or extra finenWt*

specimens, 2s. 6d. each.
A CATALOGUE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, ex-

tending over 60 acres, may be had on application.
W. H. Rogers, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton-

w Quick cind Trscs
ANTED, 10,000 QUICK, two'years transtf

and 1000 STANDARD TREES, 5 to 7 foet h

sjvlatitw

X.E. 30.00
E 29 82
s i-;

S.E.
29.74

29.62

B.E. 29.61
S.W
s.

29.80
29.86

The r re taken at 9 \.m. on the days named, and the Maxima andMinima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours.
1 hermometer^ are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gau<re is
/ tect from the ground. e

Notices to Correspondents.
Poultry.—We know that many of our readers are much in-

terested in poultry matters. We wish the taste were more
general. There are, however, enough to justify us in re-
minding them that the entries for the Great Birmingham
Poultry Show close on Nov. 1. It is an undeniable fact that
while in many counties poultry keeping as a business is being
given up by agriculturists, the supply of it to the London
market by foreigners is assuming the proportions of a very
large trade. It is not by them thought beneath the atten-
tion of men of capital, station, enterprise, and education.
We hope shortly to be able to publish some facts connected
with this trade. The approach of colder weather, the return
of small families and professional people to town, the influx
of the various birds that mark the seasons of the year, all
tend to enliven if they do not improve trade. There will be
no rise in prices till colder weather sets in.

Smithfikld Club : To Correspondents. We arc reminded just as
we go to press that the first day of November is the latest for
receiving entries for the coming show. Of this we therefore
beg to remind those of our readers who intend exhibiting.

Vetches : Cor. A perfect sample of Vetches has reached us

;

but no note or question relating to it.

Wekvii.s v. Beans: Hardy <k S>n. Your Beans are bored
probably by "Bruchus granarius," the Bean grain beetle.
The female lays her eggs when the Beans are in flower, the
maggots hatch and eat into the grain, generally forming an
oval cell. The maggots are yellowish white, and when
full fci they change to pupae, and the beetle when it
hatches eats its way thraagn the skin of the Bean.

X J.UVU OiA^tTAXiU 1 tVCijLiO, o to I
1CV "

'

equal numbers, cf the following kinds :—Lime, Ash, H.

Ash, Elm, Oak (various), Horse Chesnut, Spanish I

Beech, Maple, Thorn (worked), Ailanthus glandulos*, V*
syringaefolia.

Apply, stating price and particulars,
Sutton, Surrey.

FOR SALE, very cheap, large quantities of SPBl

9 inches to 18 inches, per 1000, 12*. 64-

Porf 0*

1 foot to 2 feet

U foot to 2 feet
2 feet to 3 feet
3 feet to 4 feet,

THORNS
»»

»»

per 100,
per 1000,

»>

17*. 6d. _j^
25»., spring tran?P^

40 s. , bushy plants, nnei^

2')*., fine bushes.
3.?., 2-year seedling^

9*., for railway pW*
14«., do. strong, j^
Its. 6d.. do., very**

oampies on application to Wm. Treseder. Nursed
Cardiff.

_

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants

TO BE SOLD, A BARGAIN, in consequent,
the owner declining to grow for Exhibition, sona«*J

nificent SPECIMENS, suitable for immediate eflfect, *J
competition at the Metropolitan or any great Flower*-
next season, amongst which are 18 splendid ERICAS, &
elegans, retorta major, vestita coccinea, ampullacea, tn£

•fee: 6 extra fine AZALEAS, viz., Prince Albert, W*otu. , o extra niie AJUA.utiA.0, viz., Prince Aiuerw " v

Devonshire, Apollo, Fielder's White, Colcrii, and cannifi3
:
Jy.

SHOW and FANCY GERANIUMS; 18 very fine f

amongst which are Asplenium nidus, Cheilanthus ei^

Davallias, &c. ; and 25 STOVE and GREENHOUSE P^.
including Acrophyllum venosum, Dracophyllums, Tetfft'

Eriostemons, Aphelexis, Polygalas, Corraas, TLeschenu -^

Pleroma elegans, Boronias, Statices, Hoya bell =.,
Bono

^
Ixora, Rhyncho.spermum, Chorozema, Araucaria 0XC

Jhjji*i
The above are fine handsome well grown plants, le*4-"

to the pots, 2 to 4 feet high and 2 to 3 feet through. ,^
Further particulars, with List of Names and ^lvi-i"

can be had of War. B. Jeffries, Arboretum Nurseries, iv*

Suffolk. ,r
Ll

N.B.—W. B. J. has to offer strong flowering Bulbs o. *
^

amazonica, and Primula sinensis flore-pleno, aloa, «^

I at 12*. to 18s. per dozsn ; and Daphne Cneoruro, o*.

1 per dozen.
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12«. to

New Plants of Spring 1861.

HvvrV WALTON is now sending out nice young

Plant* of FUCHSIAS of this season, purchaser's selec-

-

9, per dozen, or two dozen for 15s., securely packed,

*pvfCVI *S of this season 9s. per dozen, free by post.

vFRBEX *S of this season 6s. per dozen, free by post.

rRRVNlUMS. choice varieties, from 6s. to 30*. per dozen.

OJSIES, select, 6s. to ISs. per dozen.

URIAS. select, 6s. to 13*. per dozen.

HLEA INDICA, choice varieties, good plants,

^ScRIPTI^E CATALOGUES on application.

PftgTbffice Orde-s payable at Nelson-in-Marsden. Remit-

Mmor reference from unknown correspondents.

Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire.

7^T\CLASS PELARGONIUMS, CINERARIAS,
h HOLLYHOCKS.
i« Sew PELARGONIUMS (Putchaser's selection). 24s.—

•lo Beauty of Reading, Cherub, Garibaldi, Gem of Roses,

SE' of Spots, Mulberry, Modesty, Mrs. Benyon, Norma,

Sita Roseum, Rosa Bonheur, Satanella, Sir H. Davy, The

f5* of Quality, Thirza, Transcendant.

^choice PELARGONIUMS (Purchaser's selection), 12*.—

faeh sorts as Lord Clyde, Leviathan, Euphemia, Peacock, Rose

flfcetial Symmetry, The Bride, Prince of Wales, Etna, Candi-

Z. King of Purples, Autocrat, Bacchus, Czar, Douglas, Em-

•Adam
vvuov Jt ._. . -rieure,

nSe of Cambridge, Excelsior, Goliab, Lady Pax ton (new),

jjrji&rnock Smith, Mr. Marnock Dobson, Miss Marnock, Mi3s

ftnitb Magenta, Magnificent, Magnet, Othello, Pcrfecta,

Qoeen Victoria, Refulgens, Semi Duplex, Solfermo, Tnuni-

itn's : older sorts, 6*. per dozen.

HFfoest exhibition HOLLYHOCKS in fine plants.

LI^TS of all the above on application to Henry May, The
. irseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

Winter and Spring Flowering Plants.

FAND A. SMITH are now supplying fine plants at

• moderate prices of the following :

—

*Acacias, *Azaleas, Cinerarias, "Camellias, "Chrysanthemums,
Cyclamen, Cytisus, Clianthus, Carnation (Tree), *Echeveria,
*Epacris, *Ericas, Eutaxias, *Gardenias, *Heterocentrum,
*Kennedyas. *Lechenautia, *.Tasminum grandiflirum,
*Monochsetum, Pelargoniums, *Passifloras, *Primula. double
and single; *Solanum, *Oranges, «fec. [Those marked thus *

are either in bud or fruit at the present time.]

I
GENERAL CATALOGUE gratis.

^_^ Dulwich, Surrey, S.

^lag of Truce.
New Double White Azalea indica.

FAND A. SMITH have much pleasure in offering

• the above splendid novelty, which is justly celebrated

as the best double variety extant. It has obtained unpre-
cedented testimonials of merit, and the general admission of

all who have seen it that it is the " finest" yet produced for its

large double flowers, purity of colour, abundance of bloom,
and neat compact habit of growth.
Plants will be sent out in June, 1862. Full description and

price will be published early in spring.

In consequence of an accident, the new varieties Clapham
Beauty, Prince of Orange, and Princess Royal will not be sent
out till further notice.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

Ex Fine New Tulips.

GEO. LIGHTBODY, Falkirk, is authorised by the
raiser, Richard Headly, Esq., to offer strong BULBS

of the following first-class SHOW TULIPS :—Adonis, 3d row
feathered Bybloemen, at 42s. ; Demosthenes, 4th row feathered
Bizarre, 21*. ; Pactolus, 3d row feathered Bizarre, 31*. 6d.

;

Mary Headly, 3d row flamed Rose, 21s.

These varieties are indispensable as pan flowers, all of them
being steady markers. Bulbs of any of these will be sent by
Post on receipt of a Post-office Order for the amount.

N.B. A CATALOGUE of AURICULAS is now ready.

|
Hollyhocks and Cinerarias.

C!
HATER AND CO. will forward to any address the-

' following HOLLYHOCKS, strong plants, in pots, for 12s
hamper included :—Ceres, Eva, Memnon, Black Prince. Lady
Middleton, Royal Standard, Rival Saflranot, Royal Purple,
Miss Ashley, Queen of Buffs, Jenny Lind, Magnus, Fearless',
Triumphant, General Havelock, Saturn.
Also the following CINERARIAS for 20s., or half, 10#. 6i. :—

Commander-in-Chief (Smith's), Hebe (S.), Grandiflora (S.),

Magnet (S.), Magnificent (S.), Perfecta (S.), Perfection (S.£
Miss Smith (S. ), Purple Prince (S). Precursor (S.)

f Refulgent (S. ),

Semiduplex (S.), Speciosa (S.), Surprise (S.), Lady Paxton (S),
Magnum Bonum, Incomparable, Brilliant, Mrs. Dix, Mrs.
Coleman, Slough Rival, Triumphans, Lady Camoys, Lord.
Stamford.
Choice HOLLYHOCK SEED, Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per packet.
Post Office Orders payable at Braintree.
C. & Co.'s LIST of BULBS for the present season is now

ready, and may be had gratis on application.
The Nurseries, Braintree, Esses.

CAMELLIAS, ERICAS, EPACRIS, ACACIA, JAS-
MINUM GRANDIFLORUM, OTAHEITE ORANGES,

<fec, of fine healthy quality.
VINES, well ripened, strong for planting out, and extra

strong for fruiting in pots, of all the leading varieties.
MUSHROOM 8PAWN in fine condition.
Prices upon application ; also prices to the Trade.
James DicKsoy & Sons, "Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

Wholesale Catalogue.

GEORGE JACKMAN akd SON'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861 and SPRING

1862, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine Stock of Transplanted. Forest Trees, &c, can be had
free on application.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER.

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
HAS BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER

»

WEEKS'S No. 1 BOILERS are heating upwards of

WEEKS'S No. 2 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 3 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 4 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 5 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 6 BOILERS

99

99

99

99 99

200 feet of Pipe
300 «
600 99

1500 99

4O00 »>

2,000 99

The above statistics being accounts of hundreds of apparatus disseminated throughout Eubope in practical operation, J. Weeks-
& Company publish them with the pleasing satisfaction that all who may honour them with their esteemed commands must effect

enormous savings both in fuel and labour by the adoption of their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

^^^ t̂t̂ g^^m^ KINO'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W. ^^^^^^ ^^^^^
*
#
* Illustrated Catalogues , Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
OX THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY,

BEING CAPABLE OP FULFILLING IN THE MOST PERFECT MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF HORTICULTURE

»*KWWt .

The Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows

:

.In.

20 7
31 3
41 11
62 7

63 3
T3 11
84 7

% 3
105 1L

8 ft. Lights '

in length £12 6
in length 16 10
in length 20 18
in length 25 12 6
in length 30 6
in length 34 12 6
in length 39 6
in length 43 19
in length 48 17 6

10 ft. Lights
£16
21 2 6
26 18 6
32 15
38 10
43 15
49 11 6
55 10
60 12 6

12 ft. Lights
£21
26 10
33 7
40
47

5

2

6

6
53 7 6
60
67

5

2 6
73 10

14ft, Lights
£28 10
37 12
46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83 2

92 5

101 10

16ft.Lights
£34 5

45 16
57 7
68 18
80 10
92
103 11
115 2
126 13

The

Ft.

20
31
41
52
63
73
84
95
105

Prices of the Span-roofed Honses, with Water-troughs, Doors, and Ends

complete, are as follows :

—

In. 8 ft. Lights lOft.Lights I2ft.Lights

7 in length £24
3 in length 33

11 in length

7 in length

3 in length

11 in length

7 in length

3 in length

41 16

51 5

60 12
69 5

78 12

87 18

97 15

£32
42 5
53 17

65 10
77
87 10
99 3

111
121 5

£42
53
66 15
80 10
94 5
106 15
120 10
134 5
147

14 ft. Lights 16ft.Light?

£57 £68 12
75 4
93 8

111 12
129 16
148
166 4
184 10
203

91 14
114 16
137 10
161

11 in length

If only one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made. The 14 and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less dimensions.

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

K3«strated Circulars with Lists of Prices and Cards to view houses in operation in the neighbourhood of London can be had on application to

SAMUEL HEREMAN, 7, PALL MALL BAST, LONDON, S.W.

184
207
230
253

2
4
6
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HORTICULTURAL

BUILDER

TO
HER MAJESTY,

AND

HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER
TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HEE MAJESTY'S KOYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
AND

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.^̂
HENRY ORMSON, Hortjcultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

STANLEY BKIDGE, KING'S KOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION. SECTION.

ORMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER

the Fiee can act hence the great advantage and security of this Patent.

These Boilers are made of various sizes so as to suit the Amateur, or for heating the Largest Establishments on the Cue-Boiler System.

Horticultural Buildings of every Description Manufactured by Steam-Tower Machinery. Lowest Prices and best Materials.

PLANS. SPECIFICATIONS. AND ESTIMATES FKEE ON APPLICATION.

I

f

r

RSR

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J. JONES
BEGS TO OFFER A COMPLETE

Hot-Water Apparatus for Houses

^cording to the following Plans, delivered Free to any

Railway Station in England.

o

-

1

f,
bog
8 5
2 -a

« °

P.»

!

i

SECTION

Bize of House.

16 feet by 8 feet .. Price
jOfeetbylOfeet .

25 feet by 12 feet .

30 feet by 12 feet ,

40 feet by 15 feet
,

50 feet by 15 feet .

>»

>»

>»

With Cylinder Boiler.

£8
8 10

10
11 10
16 10
18 10

Saddle Boiler,

£8 12 6
9
10 10
12
17
20

•

h

-SECTION

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 10 feet ..

25 feet by 12 feet ..

30 feet by 12 feet .

,

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet ..

iWithCylinder Boiler.
Price! £11 10

12 10
14 10
16 10
22
24 10 &

CO

o

Saddle Boiler.
£12
13
15
17
23
26

9
o

I «

i

SECTION,

o

Size of House
2 feet by 8 feet

,

JO
feet by 10 feet

.

25 eet by 12 feet .

30 feet by 12 feet
,

JO feet by 15 feet
,

«0 feet by 15 feet
,

Price

»»

»

>»

»»

WithCylinder Boiler. I Saddle Boiler
£12 10
13 10
16 10
19 O
24 10
27 O

£13
14
17
W
25 10

4

&

Sh

SECTION

28 10

•a o

« ©~

goo

8a
Size of House

16 feet by 8 feet .

JJ feet by 10 feet .

25 feet by 12 feet
,

30 feet by 12 feet
,

\ feet by 15 feet
,0 feet by 15 feet ,

Price

»»

»»

»>

»»

»»

WithCylinder Boiler. I Saddle Boiler.
£16
17 10
21 10
25
31
33 10

£17
18
22
26
32
35

10
10

pS S*
™ Pnces delude Boiler, strong Furnace-doors, Bars,

'ate soot-doors, Damper, and Supply Cistern-pipes of 4-inchammeter, Elbows, &c. ; all of the best quality.

^encash*
1^ to^ Railway station in England. Terms

ttS?^, wiU ** 8ent for the work fixed complete, or fur-»« Particulars on appUcation to

l^«ii
>5E^'^ot"Water Apparatus Manufacturer. 6. Bankside.

:

H.

JOHN" SHEYVEN, Sevenoaks, Kent, Manufacture
of all kinds of HOTWATER APPARATUS for Horticu.

tural Purposes, Public Buildings, Dwelling Houses, and Offices,

on the most improved principles, and of Rogers's Conical and
the Improved Corrugated Saddle Boiler.

JOHN VOKINS, 2, York Place, Chelsea, London,
S.W., Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus

Manufacturer. Tubular Boilers from 31.

Greenhouses, Orchard Houses, Sec.

FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works, Triangle,
Hackney, N.E. Established 20 years. Substantially

made GREENHOUSES, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 ft. by 13 ft.,

50?. : 21 feet by 13 feet, 281 ; 124 ft. by 10 ft., 15/. ORCHARD
HOUSES 10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortment kept.
Estimates given for Heating, or any branch in iron or wood.

HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 245. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands
to use without brickwork, 50s. each. Valves from 12s. 6d. each.

Beck's Patent Valves. Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply
Cisterns, and Builders' Castings of every description in stock, at
Mr. Lynch White's Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.

West of England, Ireland, and Wales,
INCENT SKINNER
(latePartmrwithJ . Weeks

& Co.), erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, and
HOT-WATER APPAKATUS.

v,

His improved Pipe Boilers, „ riRE
which give such universal ti3»oooc»c£

satisfaction for Warming Churches and Hothouses, will heat
from 100 to 2000 feet of Pipe.
Plans and Estimates on application to V. Skinner, Bridewell

Street, Bristol.

G. MESSENGER, Horticultural
Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

Loughborough.
T

T. G. M.'s Patented DIVISIONLESS HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS are cheaper, more durable, and lighter in

appearance than any other made. The
Ventilation is effected by a simple and
much admired mechanicalarrangement.

SALE THIS DAT.
Fruit Trees, Evergreens, Ferns, and other Plants
/TR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION at

his Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden "W C
on SATURDAY, October 26, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely
3000 good Plants of DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, some fine
specimen Plants of rare FERNS, a quantity of Dwarf
Standard and Trained FRUIT TREES, Ornamental EVER-
GREENS, and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, &c.
May be viewed on the Morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION at
his Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,

on TUESDAY, October 29, at 12 o'Clock precisely, 250 Lots of
very choice POULTRY and PIGEONS, comprising all the
known varieties, from well-known Breeders and Exhibitors.
May be viewed on the Morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Araucaria Seed from Chili.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he
will include in his Sale at his Great Room, 38, King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on FRIDAY, November 1, at
half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, about 10 Bushels of SEED of
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA from Chili.

May be viewed on the day prior and Morning of Sale, and
Catalogues had.

Extensive Sale of Nursery Stock, Brenchley.
To Gentlemen Planting and Nurserymen.

MR. W. TOMPSETT has been favoured with
instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. Henry

Austen, to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY and Three
following Days, October the 28th. 29th, 30th, and 31st,
commencing each day at 11 for 12 o'Clock, without reserve, on
the Premises, the ENTIRE STOCK on the Nursery Grounds,
Brenchley, containing 12 acres, which have for many years
been successfully carried on by the late proprietor, consisting
of rare and choice SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, Ac, comprising
a variety of Cedars, Pinus excelsa, Smithiana ; Juniper,
Aucuba Japonica, Cupressus macrocarpa, American, Siberian,
and Chinese Arbor-vitoe, Arbutus Taxodium, Althaea frutex,
Yews, Hollies, (fee, of various heights, Araucaria imbricata,
Cedrus Deodara, Berberis, Cotoneaster, Kalmia latifolia,

Euonymus, Silver Spruce, Scotch and other Fir, handsomely
grown, and Seedling Plants of various kinds ; upwards of
300,000 strong Chesnut,JAsh, Larch, Fir, Alder, and Willow
Plants.

A choice selection of well-trained FRUIT TREES, consisting
of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plum, Apple, Pear, Cherry,
Figs, Nuts, &c, of the choicest description.
Catalogues may be obtained six days before the Sale by

sending six postage stamps to James Collins, at the Nursery
Grounds; Mr. W. R. Tompsett, the Hall, Higham, near
Rochester; or to Mr. Tompsett, Auctioneer and Valuer,
Brenchley, Kent.
Brenchley is 2£ miles from the Paddock Wood Station,.

South-Eastem Railway.

Nursery Stock. Final Sale. Expiration of Lease.
To the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Florists, Builders,

and Others.

MR, KIRKE will SELL by AUCTION on the
PiPremises, Rose Cottage, Fulham Road, W., near the

Horticultural Works and Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufactory,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they ERECT all kinds of CONSERVATORIES,
VINERIES, GREENHOUSES, «fec, combining every improve-
ment with elegance of design and durability of materials and
workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of nouses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, «fec , heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner.
J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

T. G. M.'s Patented TRIANGULAR
TUBULAR BOILER for Heating
Buildings with Hot Water has been ex- Queen,

g E , OQ THURSDAY , October 31, and following day,
tensively adopted by gentlemen who

, at n Q
. clock each day, by order of Mr. Shearman, the term

are willing to testify to its great i having expired, the ground being required for Building, the
efficiency and economy of fuel. Plans,

|
NURSERY STOCK, comprising 10,000 Evergreen Privets,

Estimates, Testimonials, and every in- I 2 to 4 feet; 3000 fine Young Laurels, 1000 Irish Ivies in Pots^
formation sent free upon application. ! J00

Yews. 8 to 3 feet • 2000 Ribes 2000 Virginian Creepers,
2000 Persian and other Lilacs, 3000 Euonymus, 10,000 Arbor
Vitas, 1 to 3 feet ; Aucuba japonica, Cedrus Deodara, Hollies,
Troe Box, Balsam and other Poplars, <fcc. A Cottage, Green-
houses, Show and Fitting Sheds, a 3-feet Saddle Boiler, with
T piece and Furnace (nearly new); Barrows, 100 Cast of
Garden Pots. Foot Tilas, Bricks, Drain Pipes, Water Pipes,
Boxes, Benches, a quantity of Gold Fish, Horse, Van, Carts,
Harness, Furnaces, Fire Wood, 30 loads of good Potting Mould,
Clinkers, <fcc. Also three Wrought Iron Saddle Boilers, nearly
new, with Flow Connections, two 3 feet and one 3 ft. 6 ins. long.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had.

on the Premises, and at the Offices of Mr. Kirke, Auctioneer
19, Brompton Row, Brompton, S.W.

— I

TO BE SOLD or LET, the BOWER NURSERY,
Maidstone, with immediate possession.

Apply to Mr. J. H. Wood, No. 10, Cornhill, London, E.C.,
or at the Nursery.

Established 75 Years.

NURSERY TO LET, extending over 4 Acres Clay
and Loam, in consequence of the Proprietor discon-

tinuing the growing of Nursery Stock. The Stock is light, and
more thin three-fourths tit lor Sale directly. It fronts the
main thoroughfare of the town of East Retford, and is within
100 yards of the Railway Station.

For further particulars apply to Messrs. Tomlinson & Son,
Auctioneers, East Retford.

£aUs hn Auction.
Consignment from Ghent for Absolute Sale.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Florists, and Oth krs.

MESSRS. PRO I HEROE and MORRIS are in-
structed to SELL by AUCTION at the Mart, Bartholomew

Lane, on TUESDAY, October 29, at 12 for 1 o'Clock, 400 choice
Doable CAMELLIAS, and 300 AZALEA INDICA, beautifully

Langhedge Nursery, Edmonton.—Valuable Nursery
Stock.

MR. A. RICHARDS will SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, Upper Edmonton, on MONDAY and

TUESDAY, November 4 and 5, at 11 o'Clock, by order of
Mr. C. Woolven. who requires the ground for other purposes,
the STOCK of fine EVERGREENS, consisting of large Por-
tugal and Common Laurels, Aucubas, Hollies, Irish and Fan
Yews, Cedrus Deodara, Siberian, China, and Lignum Arbor-
vitte, Phillyreas, Thorns, Flowering Shrubs ; Choice Fruit
Trees, including Standard and Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears,
I'lums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Quinces,
Gooseberries, Currants, <fcc. A collection of Standard and
Dwarf Roses to name, quantity of Hardy Climbers, 1000 fine
Weeping Ash, Forest Trees, Quick, &c.
May be viewed the Saturday previous and Morning of Sale.

Catalogues obtained on the Premises, and of the Auctioneer,
Tottenham, N.

Sale of Quick at Melbourne, Derbyshire.

ly.iESSRS. MOODY and NEWBOLD have re-
-LtJL cuived instructions from Mr. Robinson, of Melbourne,
to SELL by AUCTION, at the Melbourne Arms Inn, on
WEDNESDAY, November G, at 3 o'Clock p.m., from 600,000 to
700,000 2-year old QUICK, suitable for Railway or Enclosure
Planting, in Lots.
The Lots may be viewed on application to Mr. RoBrxsoN, on

the Premises ; or to Mr. G. Earlk, Melbourne Arms Inn,
Melbourne, Derbyshire.

2^"^x?o
d ^lth. y°?5Lbu4s »_2°°_ b lr^y .

nar?e.

d RHODODEN- Donnington Nurseries, Speenhamland, Newbury, Berks.
*" " Extensive Sale of Nursery Stock, comprising 30,000 indard

and Dwarf Roses, Coniferous Plants, Evergreens, Deciduous
and Flowering Shrubs ; about 1000 Dwarf-trained and Standard

Fruit Trees; about 10,000 Laurels, Gooseberry and Currant

Trees ; -20,000 Manetti Stocks, Cucumber Frames and Lights,

Potting Sheds, <tc.

SSRS. ALEXANDER DAVIS and THOMAS
PALMER are favoured with instructions from the

DRONS, 200 ASCLEPLVS TUBEROSA, 200 strong Bulbs
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 200 DELPHINIUM
FORMOSUM, 100 P^lONIA CHINENSIS; with 200 handsome
STANDARD ROSES of the most approved kinds, including
Hybrids, Perpetual*, Bourbons. Noisettes, and Chinas.
May be viewed the Morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had

at the Mart; and of the Auctioneers, Americau Nursery,
Leytonstone, N.E.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen. Florists, and Others.

1%/TESSUS. FROTH KROE and MORRIS will SELL

fM, N
UovS^^^^^^oS^S^t n^K? 1]

^lock in the forenoon of ejjh
ft.***™DUTCH BULKS, e^istina of the finest Double and Single very valuable and choice Collection of Trees and Shrubs of

MS

:men
their

f the
and most approved kinds. Selected AMERICAN ruAwro, aioes. uo . ^CU3« l^v^ *~^ OK-.w — — ~

including Ghent and other Azaleas. Hybrid Rhododendrons, above Stock.
„ .

KalmisAAndromedas ^beautifulto set with bloom buds), <tc.
;

May be viewed on Friday and Saturday prior to the Sal

May «• viewed the Momi £ of It, Catalogues may be from ic till 4 in the afternoon, and Cateh«nes maybe
:

obtaim

had at tke Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
;
one week previous to the Sale, of the Auctioneers, Valuers, and

Leytonstone, N.E. ' E&tate ASellts >
Market Place, Newbury, Berks.
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sPLENDID NEW 99.AWBERRY, "ECLIPSE
(Rkevk).

The present being a favourable time for the removal and
planting of Strawberries, Messrs. Veitch <fe Soiv beg again to

call attention to the above new and really fine variety.

It is an early variety, coming in at the same time as Keens'
Seedling, and is a most abundant bearer. It forces remarkably
well, producing large and handsome fruit with a rich pine
davour, which is a character rarely met with in any other forced

Strawberry. In form it is large, conical, inclining to a cock's -

comb shape, of a beautifully uniform light crimson colour, with
firm and juicy flesh.

It was exhibited before the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society on May 8, ISciO, when it was highly
spoken of, and requested to be shown again. It was accord-
ingly a second time submitted to the Committee on the 14th

ofMay last, and was then awarded a First-Class Certificate
for its superior merit, aud has also received prizes at the

J

Crystal Palace and Romford Exhibitions, and has been highly
approved of by the most competent judges.

It has been grown out of doors in the gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society during the past season, and has proved
one of the most prolific and richest flavoured varieties in the
Collection. The Fruit Committee highly recommend it as a
valuable variety for a general crop as well as one of the best
forcing Strawberries.
Strong Plants are now ready for delivery at the undermen-

tioned prices :—Per dozen, 12*. ; per hundred, 41.

Price to the Trade on application.

Royal Exotic Nurseries, Exeter and Chelsea.—Oct. 26.

E^ORCING~SrUAVVBEiaUES,^r
—

for Orchard-
house Culture.—BRITIS HQUEEN, OSCAR, SIR CHAS.

NAPIER, and KEEN'S SEEDLING, well established in

32-sized pots in the far-famed Wimbledon loam, as fine Plants
as possible, and cannot fail to produce a large crop.

Price per dozen or hundred on application.

Stout HAMBURGH and other VINES for planting.
Francis R. Kinohorn, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs.

WIT. CUTBUSH and SONS' first importation of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c , has just been received

direct from Haarlem. They are unusually fine. Early Orders

are respectfully solicited.

All the First Prizes have been awarded our Collections

wherever exhibited during the last seven years.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES post free.

Highgnt* Nurseries, London, N.

The best Twelve Hyacinths.

SUTTON'S BEST TWELVE
HYACINTHS Imported can be

supplied for 12s. ; Second best, 9s. ; very

good, 6s.

Also, fine mixed DOUBLE HYA-

CINTHS (all fresh imported), 8*. per

dozen, or 21s. per 100.

PRICED LISTS of BULBS and SEEDS

may be had post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

Dutch Flower Boots.

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons and other American
Plants.

JOHN WATEREIt has the pleasure to announce that
bis ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above popular plants, as

exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
is now published, and will be forwarded on application. Intend-
ing planters and amateurs desirous of blending colours are
invited to possess a copy, as faithful descriptions of all the
RHODODENDRONS are given.
The Catalogue contains a selection of the best and really

Hardy CONIFERS, with heightsand prices, the whole ofwhich
having been removed the past spring are iu a capital state for
transplanting. Also EVERGREENS and ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinds.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunning-

dale Station, South Western Railway : also to be had of Mr.
JohnKersas, Seedsman. 4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden.

To Planters of Conifers.

YOUELL and CO. can supply 50 species of RARE
and HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for 5Z., package

included, and carriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Hull, London, Peterborough, or to any Railway
Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.

A LIST of the above can be had on application.
Royal Nursery. Great Yarmouth.

CHOICE CAMELLIAS and INDIAN AZALEAS.
—The Undersigned is now sending out fine home-grown

CAMELLIAS, of choice named varieties, full of flower buds, at
:i0s.

t 36*., and 42s. per dozen. Good plants, without flower
buds, of fine named varieties, 18s. and 24s. per dozen.
INDIAN AZALEAS, fine bushy plants of about 20 choice

varieties, full ot flower buds, at 15*., ISs., and 21s. per dozen.
Stout young plants, of about 36 choice named varieties, at

6s. , 9s. , and 12*. per dozen.
J. Hen'Chmajt, Edmonton, London, N.

Cheap Dntch and other Bulbs]

HENRY BROWN begs to call attention to his
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE (post free on

application). The quality cannot be surpassed, and the prices
will on comparison be found very moderate. Collections from
10*. 6d. upwards delivered, carriage free, to any principal steam
port or railway station in England, Ireland, or Scotland.
FLUKE and other POTATOES off the Lancashire Moss and

Sand. Price on application.

Seed Warehouse, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

m
JAMES VEITCH, Jtrtf., Royal Exotic Nubsery,

Chelsea, S.W., begs to announce that he has received his
annual supply of BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and is

pleased to say that they are particularly fine and in
excellent CONDITION. CATALOGUES are now ready and will
be forwarded on application.

J. V., Jun., desires to impress upon those who patronise
him the great advantage of giving him their orders early,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great
measure upon their being planted early in the srason.

Vines, Vines, Vines.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH, Jun., Barnet v

Herts, begs to invite an inspection of hi. «
A>Dr

*Sitt
FRUITING and other VINES in Pots, conVdiS «?

n
?
Sh*

varieties in cultivation. The following are «£?,?/ S **£
and fine, from 8 to 12 feet in length, viz M,^^ *5
Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh *£!*!***
Lady Down's Seedling, Trentham Black BnoiT

00
?. *«2

water, Black Hamburgh, &c. List and Pri^Sf?* 8"5
Also to his Stock of Specimen and Half-specS *» vW**Z
Flints, Indian Azaleas. Stove Plants, &c

Pean-eu *N*v iJJJ
"W. C. Jun. would also especially call the attonf.v ,room Growers to his very superior MUSHRom? In

of**
which he has the highest testimonials from the m.Gardeners in the United Kingdom, and whicH?'***the greatest confidence recommend. References

!

B
w

.

n *4

Vines for FrnitingmPots" ~~^
T AND J. FJRASER, Lea Bridge Road V,

V • N.E., beg to offer strong VINES with weU rirof the best varieties.
eil nPe»ed w*

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on annhw?^
The Nurseries are easily reached by Extern (•?' «

way to Lea Bridge Station.
m °°^^ B*

Orchard House Trees.

J and J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road N„„
• N. E,. having a fine stock of-

S ** * u"«*
PEACHES
NECTARINES
APRICOTS

APPLES
PEARS

Fuchsia <»Her Majesty."

WILLIAM BULL, F.R.H.S., F.R.B.S., begs to
announce that he has purchased the entire stock of

this, the Queen of white-Sepalled Fuchsias, which in style
is somewhat after the well-known Duchess of Lancaster, but
totally eclipses that variety; its ponderous flowers, which are
produced in great profusion, being individually twice the size
and substance of that favourite kind.
This unprecedented Fuchsia will be sent out next Spring, with

the following magnificent new kinds, which for distinctness
and merit are the best collection ever offered at any one time :

—

Gem of the Season
International

Turban
Descriptions of each will be duly announced.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants. King's Road
Chelsea. London, S.W. %

Bravo
Brightness

Sensation
The Best

Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Nursery and Seed
Establishment.

MARTIN and SONS
respectfully inform their

friends that their NURSERY
CATALOGUES may be bad on
application, containing choice
selections of Apples. Pears. Plums,
Peaches, and Apricots ; Standard
Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and
Deciduous Shrubs, Stove, Green-
house, and Herbaceous Plants.
Ferns, Conifers, and importations of
Dutch Bulbous Flower Roots.
Cottingham Nursery and Seed

Establishment (a.d. 17S8). The
" Park Nursery," Hull.

Hull Seed and Horticultural Tool Establishment, Junction St-

in Pots, well set with bloom buds, beg resnlS E*

them to the notice of intending Purchasers
pectmu

-
v t0 <*r

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.
The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern ftmnfu. r»

,

way to Lea Bridge Station.
Loanaes *&

Fruit Trees! " "

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A P
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London X

Fruiting Vines.

WrM. PAUL (Successor to the late A Vkr
Cheshunt Nurseries, "Waltham Cross, London, K,

'

Eo3es.

W8ff. TAUL (Successor to the late A. Pah)
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N

'

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

WM". PAUL (Successor to the late A. Pah
Cheshunt Nurseries, "Waltham Cross, London, X

Hollyhocks.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul],
Cheshunt Nurskries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Fruit Trees.

BWHITHAM begs to call attention to 1

• superior Stock of APPLES, including upwards of 3000;

Lord Suffield, Ringer, Grenadier, Pott's Seedling Golden
aud the best sorts in cultivation, at 9s. per dozen. Also a very

large stock of Lancashire Show GOOSEBERRIES, 160 ofthe b-

kinds at 4*. per dozen ; common sorts, 2s. per dozen ; RED,
WHITE, and BLACK CURRANTS. 2s. per dozen, 14*. per It

CATALOGUES free on application.

Clough Nurseries, Mottram, near Manchester.

Fruit Trees.AMES GARAWAY axd CO.
call attention to their stock of the above, comprising

APPLE9-. "vDwaTf-.raineJ

CHERRIES ?! Standard, and

J
APRICOTS \ q. , ,

Standard and
NECTARINES f Dwarf- PEARS

PLTJM3 J
Dwarf-

quarter.

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY.—
COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

BUTLER McCULLOCH'S
DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE and AMATEURS' GUIDE

TO WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.
Now Ready, forwarded Free and Post Paid upon application.

TTtHE numerous Species and choice Varieties contained in the above CATALOGUE, combined with the

i tf
8criptive Notes» Plain Cultural Directions, and Hints on the Distribution and Arrangement of Bulbs, render it a

valuable assistant, either to the Amateur or practical Gardener.

All Orders of 2ls. and upwards sent Carnage paid.

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for CONSERVATORY.
12 DUC VAX THOL, yellow Single Tulips
12 LA CAXDEIJR, white Double Tulips

12 REX RUBRORCnr, scarlet Double Tulips
12 TOURXICSOL, scarlet and yellow Double Tulips
12 YELLOW ROSE, yellow Double Tulips

leach, LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, ROSEUM, and
RUBRUM I

Half the above, U. la.l

PEACHES J
trained

All of first-rate quality" and in good condition.

The STANDARD PEARS are unusually fine, and will be

sold at a very low rate to purchasers of quantities.

CATALOGUES and prices free by post.

Prices to the Trade on application.

James Garaway & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bnm_
Orchard-house trees.

THOS. RIVERS has to offer this season a very k.

stock of FRUIT TREES in Pots, including

PEACHES and NECTARINES, Standards, 4 to 5 years o»i

Ditto Half Standards, ditto.
Ditto Dwarf Bushes, 3 years old.

Ditto Pyramids, 2 to 3 years old.

APRICOTS, Dwarf Bushes, 2 to 3 years old.
|

Ditto Pyramids, 2 years old.

FIGS, Bushes, 2 to 3 years old.

All the above have been grown in Orchard-houses, are

blossom buds, and fit for Forcing as well as Orchard-aow

culture.

APPLES on the Paradise Stock, Pyramids and Busies.

CHERRIES, Pyramids.
PEARS, Pyramids and Bushes.
PLUMS, Pyramids and Bushes.

These are all well furnished with blossom buds.

STRAWBERRIES in (5-inch Pots.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD HOUSE TREE3 sent

»

per post on application ; carriage of all packages paid to u
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

Pine Plants and Vines from Eyes.

ROCHFORD, Maeket Gardener, ft

24 HYACINTHS, in 12 choice sorts
24 POLYANTHUS NARCISSU3, in 12 sorts
25 Sweet-scented JONQUILS

150 NEW SEEDLING CROCUS, 20 sorts
12 DUC VAN THOL, red and yellow Single Tulips
** „ rose Single Tulips
12

,» scarlet Single Tulips

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for
36 HYACINTHS, finest mixed

100 Sweet-scented Double WHITE NARCI8SUS
200 YELLOW CROCUS
>0 PURPLE CROCUS
00 WHITE CROCUS

200 8NOWDROPS
JS &Sin1ld mixed DOUBLE TULIPS
12 REX RUBRORUM, Double Tulips

the FLOWER GARDEN.
12 TOURNESOL, Double Tulips
26 Finest mixed DOUBLE ANEMONES
25 Finest mixed SINGLE ANEMONES
50 Finest mixed SPANISH IRIS
50 SCARLET TURBAN RANUNCULUS
24 LILIES, in four fine varieties

6 Mixed CROWN I M PERI A LIS
12 GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS

Half the above, 1/. Is.

butler asd Mcculloch, seedsmen, covent garden market, w.c.

A.TJL • Green, Tottenham, N., has about 200 Succession^
PLANTS to dispose of, principally Queens.

^g
Also a large quantity of finely-rooted and ripened VC*

for planting out.
k

The Pines and Vines are from the celebrated clenn andW*
stock at Oak Hill, East Barnet, and can bo warranted.
Application to the above address will meet prompt attend*.

HANDSOME STANDARD APPLES of best *i«*

straight clean stems.
ti

Fine ESPALIER APPLES, Ditto PEARS, Ditto PL
of best kinds. MOUNTAIN ASH, 6 to 7 feet; BEg*
2 to 3 feet ; SPRUCE FIRS, 1* to 2 feet ; ELMS, CHICHE^
7 to 3 feet ; ELMS, ENGLISH, 6 to 7 feet, all good. SIBERl

ARBOR VI1VE, 5 to 6 feet, fine and bushy; BOX-LEA\g
EVERGREEN PRIVET, 3 feet, fine and bushy; ENg^i
YEWS, 3 to 4 feet; ditto, 4 to 5 feet; IRISH i*""

4 to 5 feet. BOX EDGING of excellent quality. ^j-
Robert F. Darby having a quantity of the above for »"

will be happy to supply prices on application.

Nurseries, Cirencester.—October 26. —
-j

TO BE SOLD, a variety or" GREENHOUSE ^
other PLANTS, the property of a gentleman who » -

moving and has not convenience for them. o^,
Can be seen on application at Rhod's Villa, >e*

Hammeramith. -**

Printed by William B r a d b v r t, of 1% Upper Woburn P' af
e^n

?h'*?K> **

Mvllitt Evahs, of No. 19, Queen's Boad West, both in "*
barf%

St. Pancras. in the Co.of Middlesex, Printers, at their Offle*.
J£" |t tb«

Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, and P"b, »she«J2«iGarde* *
Office. No. 41. Wellington St.. Parish of St- Paul's, Cotent W<x*

the said Co.-SATuaoAT, October 26, 1861.J
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Fruit and Chrysanthemums.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY next, November

6 and 7. Open at 1 o'clock. Band of First Life Guards at
2 o'Clock. Tickets on November 6,J3s. 6d. ; if purchased before
that day. Half-a-Crown ; November 7, One Shilling. At the
Gardens and of the principal Librarians and MusicISellers.
Next Election of Fellows, Monday, Nov. 4.

P YAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.XV ' FLORAL COMMITTEE.
The next Ordinary Meeting will be held on TUESDAY

November 12, at South Kensington. All subjects must be at
the Society's Meeting Room, for entry, by 11 a.m.

Seedlings and New Plants will also be received for exami-
nation by a Sub-committee of this Committee, at the Fruit and
Chrysanthemum Show, on November 6, subject to the
regulations of the Exhibition. They must on this occasion be
entered at the Garden by Half-past Eight a.m.

Thomas Moore, Secretary to the Committee.

Open to all England.

THE STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHE-
MUM SOCIETY.—A Magnificent Collection of PLANTS

aud BLOOMS will be Exhibited on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY, November 12 and 13, at the Assembly Rooms, Hackney
Admission : First Day, Is. ; Second Day, 6d.

•Dr. v * o ., r,, ,
W. T. Home, Hon. Sec.

Rochester Castle, Stoke Ncwington. N.

c
November I4^nd il

* held on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
The Entries close Thursday, Nov. 7.APP'y to Mr W. Houghton, Secretary to the Show.

w u£
UL 'S NURSERIES open to the Platform,

hnur'« La
e

s
i*

tion (Eastern Counties Railway), half an
ntmnLT • • !? L°ndon

- The stock having been recentlyC' M
"J
"w fine»t possible condition for transplanting,inspecaon respectfully invited.

.

Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

E^w^
Rose Nurseries, Hertford.

7^\R FRANCIS'S NEW and DESCRIPTIVE
tiM il u-

L
?.
GUE of ROSES, containing all the new varie-

£™5D/
U ,tlv

.

atl0n
.
is now ready for delivery, and will be for-warded gratis on application.

P
Roses.

AUL and SOX'S splendid collection is now in

i \ ,
condition for planting out, as Dwarfs on own roots or

worked low on the Manetti. Also a fine selection of Standards
i<* Autumn planting.

ES from Eyes of all the best
Ianting out.
N 1 1rseries, Cheshunt. Herts.

Roses in Pots,

» or for Exhibition.

» X j'lJ'IlUUg.
A fine stock of Strong V

varieties for fruiting in pots
-^WresspAUL <fe Son,

Superb Dw.

W Adapted for ForJ^^
M. WOOD and Si * beg leave to offer a very

Rn«r.a
firstrate Collection of -*E A, SCENTED and BOURBON

£ J.

erown in 6-inch pots, fine half specimen Plants, at
«0s. to 36s. per dozen.

rly orders are solicited to insure the best Plants.
__ Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield. near Uckfiekl, Sussex.

J^,,^

New Rose Catalogue.
OHN CRANSTOS DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

™, ^2S
1

'

R
°S?t

for the P«~t iea-on is now readyand will be ftrded on application. All the finest New
^N^H^ir • ?

d fUllyand ^hfullyde^rib^
•
N "rscrics

!
^ing,

8 Acre, near Hereford.^
Boses.

JO * KEYX! XEW CATALOGUE, select and
iV™-T ' T

,,J
-Vi

lTn? *" th
,

e best ™™ties in cultivation
is now r, v, and will l>e forwarded on application.

Salisbury.—Nov. 2."

Roses in Pots on their own Roots.
WHITIIAM has a large well-rooted Stock of tluabove from 9s. to 18*. per dozen

CATALOGUES free on application.
dough Nurseries, Mot tram, ne.tr Manchester.

W Roses, Fruit Trees7&c .U KNIGHT respectfully beg* to offer t<
Amateurs both STANDARDS and DWARFS of the

fc'JT^r?*:** Stock
'
whicb he has *<> hesitation in sa/imw one of the test grown in the kingdom. * r

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free
Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

B

J MES CARTER and
Seed Merchants and Nurserymen,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

c O.,

CARTER'S New BULB CATALOGUE is now
ready, and will be sent post free on application to

237 and 238. High Holborn, W.C.

Dutch and Cape Bulbs.

BUTLER and McCULLOCH'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of the above, with ample Cultural Direc-

tions, sent free and post paid upon application.
Covent Garden Market, W. C.

BA R R and S U G D E N'S
CATALOGUE of DUTCH, CAPE BULBS, &c, with a

Series of Original Articles on their Culture, may be had free
and post paid. See large Advertisement.

fc

12. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C. *

Dutch and other Bulbs.

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED aud DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, containing selections of the finest
varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Exotic Nursery. Tooting, Surrey, S.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

BS. "WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends and
• patrons that his CATALOGUE of the above is now

ready, and will be forwarded post free on application. Early
orders are solicited, as their successful cultivation depends in a
great measure on early planting.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads. Holloway.

New Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

Fand A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of
• their New GLOXINIAS, CINERARIAS, and PELAR-

GONIUMS.
See Gardeners* Chronicle of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,

which may be had gratis.

Dulwich. Surrey. S.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

YOUELL and CO/S New CATALOGUE of
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Rare and Hardy CONIFERS,

SHRUBS, GLADIOLI, &c, is ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

EO. BAKER'S CATALOGUE of AMERICAN
PLANTS and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK is now

ready, and may be had on application.

^^^^^^^ American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Purchasers of

S
Good Seeds, Carriage Free.TON and SONS,

Seed Growers and Merchants,
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

U T

G
Agricultural Seeds.EORGE GIBBS and CO.,

Seedsmen,
26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

P

CHARLES NOBLE'S NURSERY
is Ten Minutes' walk from Sunningdale Station. South-

western Railway.

HOMAS BROWN, late of Paradise Nursery,
Holloway, begs to request his friends to address all future

communications T. Brown, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

AMPAS GRASS, in Pots, from 20?. to 50s. per 100.
Richard Smith, Nurseryman , Worcester.PAMPAS G R A S S.
Strong, in pots, 25s. and 35s. per 100.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.TRITOMA UVARIA.
For strong plants of this splendid flower apply to

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238. High Holborn, W.C.

RITOMA UVARIA var. GRANDIFLORA. —
The most beautiful of all. 6s., 9s., 12s., and 18s. per doz.
Barr & Suoden, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

T
TRITOMA UVARIA GLAUCA, the handsomest

variety of this showy herbaceous plant. 9s., 12s., and 18s.
per dozen.
Butler & McCulloch, Seedsmen, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

ARAUCARIA IMBRlCATA. — Sound Seed, jusfc
imported 10s. per 100.

J. Henchman, Edmonton, London, N.

TRONG FRUITING VINES, 7*. 6d. and 10s. 6d.
LIST gratis and post free.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.
s

J
should send for

DOBSON and SONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
all the leading kinds, at reduced prices. Post Free.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

Purchasers of Geraniums should send for

J DOBSON and SONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
• all the leading varieties, Show, Spotted, and Fancy, at

reduced prices, post free to any address.
J. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery. Isleworth, W.

UPERB RANUNCULUS.—100 superfine English,
of various sorts and colours, selected with great care, and

unsurpassed by any of the newest named varieties, sent free
for 10s., or 50 for 5s. tid.

E. P. Dixon, Yorkshire Seed Establishment, Hull.

To the Trade.

HOLLYHOCKS, First-class competition varieties,
Three to Five Guineas per 100, or 9s. to ISs. per dozen.

Fine strong Plants.
Carstairs' Warrigton Nursery, Edinburgh.

HODODENDRONS. — An immense Stock of
Hybrid and Common RHODODENDRONS, 9 "inches to

3 feet, is offered at a low price, by W. H. Rogers, Red
Lodge Nursery, Southampton'; also a fine collection of
SCARLET and other beautiful varieties, under name.
A CATALOGUE of General NURsKRY STOCK, extending

over 60 acres, may be had on application.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting.

JOHN MOORE and SON having made large pur-
chases in HARDY SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, &c, beg to

invite an early inspection of the same at their
Old Established Nursery, Perry Barr, near Birmingham.

WELLINGTONS GIGANTEA.—The" Uiider~.
signed has to offer a large stock of fine healthy Seedling

Plants, in single pots, of this magnificent hardy evergreen
tree, at 20s. per dozen. Price to the Trade on application.

J Henchman. Edmonton, London.

W VIRGO and SON beg to offer a very larg
• aud fine stock of 2 years BEDDED QUICK, 2 years

SEEDLING OUICK, EVERGREEN PRIVET, STANDARD
and ESPALIER APPLES, at an unusually low price, which
with samples^mny be had on application at

Tbe Nursery, Wonersh. near Guildford. Surrey.

ICHAKD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVER-
GREEN FIR TRIBE suitable for Britain, giving size,

price, popular and botanical names, derivations, description,
form, colour, foliage, growth, timber, use in arts, native
country and size there, situation, soil, and other information,
with copious index of all their synonymes. Free by post for
12 postage stamps.

ftiCHARD Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester.

ANTED, 100,000 good Transplanted LAKCH
Plants, 18 inches high. To be delivered in London

at the Bricklayers Arms Station, S. E. R., free.

Samples to be sent addressed to Mr. Jamhs Bacon, Surrenden
Dering, Pluckley, near Charing, Kent, to be left at Pluckl,
Station, S. E. R.

VINES,

Strong Vines from Eyes.

GEORGE S. DODS can supply Strong VINES of all
the leading kinds for immediate Planting.
A PRICE LIST forwarded on application.

Epsom Nursery, Surrey.

Strong Vines from Eyes.

J IVERY and SON beg most respectfully to
• inform their patrons that they have now ready for

planting out, strong Plants of all the best varieties.
A PRICED LIST will be forwarded on application.

Dorking Nursery.—Nov. 2.

Strong Vines in Pots.

JOHN CRANSTON offers strong VINES from Eyes,
having well ripened Canes.

A LIST of Sorts with prices sent on application.
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

FRUITING STRONG
7s. 6d. and 10s. 6d. each.

Extra extra strong, 15s. each.
Strong Canes for planting, 3s. 6i. and 5s. each.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, St. John'sWood, N,E.

Peach Trees Wanted.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, 6 Extra large PEACH

and 2 NECTARINE TREES. Some that have been
permanently trained threo or four years would be preferred as
they are required for immediately furnishing a Peach-house.

Address, ting size, price, varieties, and full particulars, to
Mr. Jas. Veitch. Jun„ Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

ZALKAS, CAMELLIAS, EPAC1US, and ERICAS.
—We respectfully invite an inspection of our Stock of the

above, which is large, in the finest health, and full of flowerbuds.
Thomas Jackson & Son, Nursery^Kingston, S.W.

WINTER CUCUMBER PLANTS.-Lord Kenyon's
FAVOURITE, and Cuthill's BLACK SPINE. Strong

plants, 2 feet high, in 48-sized pots, healthy, and fit to put out,
Is. 9'i. each, or IS.1

?, per dozen. Cash to accompany all orders.
HrxRv Brown, Bounds Green. Colney Hatch, N.

P
New Vegetable.ARSNIP CHERV

See Gardeners' Chronicle of October 5 and 12.
Fresh new Seed, 6d. and ls.per packet

James Carter A Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

I L.

CEFHALOTUS EOLLICULAR1S, or New Holland
Kitchen Plant, 600 *t arrived in good condition; the

lot for sale at 75s. per 100, or 85s. per sfngle 100.
W. Cpttkr, Natnra '

i' Agent. < \ Sydenham, ST.

Milltrack Mushroom Snawn. 7"

WM. CUTBUSH and SOX are now able to supply
the above at 7s. 6d. per bushel.

N. B. None is genuine unless a pn ihlet with our signature
attached is enclosed in each .-bet.

Highgat rserift*. London. N.

New~Plants of 1861.

HENRY WALTON lias now ready for Orders, at
greatlv reduced prices, nice plants of FUCHSIAS,

PET! [AS. VERBENA Ac, of this season.

LIST of VAI ! I ETIES and Prices on application. -12
Kfige End. Marsden. near RnrnJey, Lancashire.

PHLOX ami CYTRSUS KACEMOSUS.—A choiaerj
assortment of the finest DWARF PHLOX, good—

plants in pots, 9s. to 12s. per dozen ; old sorts, 4s. to 6j. pery
,-a-n. CYTISUS RACEMOSUS, uico plants with bloom, «*«

to 9s. perdoz. 3
J ( ii n Cra nston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford. v

<

i:
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New Bose Catalogue for 1861-62.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have the honour to an-

nounce that their CATALOGUES of ROSES and
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK are now ready for distribution.

It is generally admitted that the county of Sussex has suffered

less from the effects of last winter's frost than any other county

in England, in consequence of which W. W. <fc Hon have to offer

a remarkably fine stock of Rose3 and Nursery Stock in general.

Bose Catalogue.
j

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul) res-

pectfully announces that his NEW ROSE CATALOGUE
is now ready for circulation.

Owing to the division of the Cheshunt Nurseries in the

Autumn of last year, the greater part of his Roses were removed,

and as a consequence escaped the devastating effects of the

winter's frost. Standards, Half-Standards, and Dwarfs are

alike vigorous and healthy, and he believes that his stock of

Roses this autumn is the largest and finest in the country.

Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Lop don, N.

New Roses ou Sale 1st November, 1861,

LIABAUD, Hokticultefb, Montee de la Boucle,

4, ;\ la Croix-R/msse, Lyon, France.
j

SIMON SAINT-JEAN.—Hybrid perpetual ; branches very

vigorous, tall ; foliage abundant, light green, whitish on upper
surfaco ; flowers detached, or by twos or threes, very large,

P«ony-shaped ; colour red purple shading to velvety black,

with white stains in centre. Splendid for bedding or lofty

standards. Price francs.

MADAME CLUMENCE JOIGNEAUX.—Hybrid perpetual

;

branches straight, very vigorous; foliage very abundant and
handsome ; flower cup-shaped, the longest hitherto known ;

colour brilliant red . Very remarkable variety. Price 2 francs.

Mitchell's Unrivalled Collection of Roses.

The largest Stock and the best Plants in England,
justly pronounced both by enolish and for bt growers.

JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informing

his kind patrons that ho has succeeded in obtaining

the FIRST PRIZES at the principal Shows throughout the

season, viz. :

—

July 10.—The Grand National Rose Show, Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, Kensington Gore, 96 varieties,

3 trusses of each, First Prize.

September 11.—Forty eight varieties, 3 trusses of each,

First Prize.
July 3.—The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, London,

50 varieties, 3 trusses of each, First Prize.

July 6.—The Great Rose Show, Crystal Palace, 96 varieties,

1 truss of each. First Prize.

June 19.—Brighton Horticultural Society, 50 varieties, 3

trusses of each, First Prize.

September 18.—Fifty varieties, 3 trusses of each, First Prize.

August 28.—Lewes Horticultural Society, 36 varieties, 3

trusses of each, First Prize.

J. M. respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry he can
supply the best perpetual BLOOMING ROSES in Standards,
Half Standards, and Dwarfs, healthy good rooted plants.

Standards, 30s. per dozen.
Half ditto, from 24s. to 30s. per dozen.
Dwarfs, from ISa., 24s., to 30s. per dozen.
New Varieties of 1861, 42s. per dozen.

Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex.
N.B. These Nurseries are 2 J miles from the Uckfield Station,

On the London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway.

Hollyhock Seed— Sow at once.

PARADISE NURSERY, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

BENJAMIN WILLIAMS
Invites inspection of his large and well-assorted Collections of

EXOTIC ORCHIDS, FERNS AND LYCOPODS, MISCELLANEOUS, STOVE, AND GREEXH0U*R

PLANTS, VARIEGATED AND ORNAMENTAL EOLIAGED PLANTS.

Amongst which are some of the finest Specimens in the Trade.

Also a fine Stock of

ROSES FUCHSIAS, GERANIUMS, HARDY VARIEGATED PLANTS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPlft

PLANTS, CONIFERS, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

Just published, Post Free on application,

NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE FOR 1861-62,

WITH A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF

NEW, BEAUTIFUL, AND RARE PLANTS
OF RECENT INTRODUCTION.

The M FAVOURITE" OMNIBUSES, from the London Bridge Railway Station, by the Bank and Post Office; andfroa

Charing Cross, through the Strand and Holborn, pass the Nursery every 10 minutes.

PARAJ)ISE NURSERY, SEVEN SISTERS AND HORNSEY ROADS, HOLLOWAY, X.

HARDY JAPANESE PLANTS, NEW ROSES, &c.

JOHN STANDISH

will effect quite a revolution in Gardening, as their complete hardiness has in many instances been quite established.

Obtained by that indefatigable and successful collector, Mr. Robert Fortune, they were sent home in such excellent condition

as to excite the wonder of all who saw them at the opening f§te of the Royal Horticultural Society, and were unirersa.

acknowledged to be the most remarkable collection ever imported into England.

The NEW ROSES have been exhibited in the winning stands both at,the Crystal Palace and Royal Horticultural Society,

and the entire stock is in the hands of J". S.

Among3t the NEW FERNS will be found many of great interest and novelty.

PAUL and SON'S unrivalled Collections of the
above are now ready in 12 fine distinct named varieties,

in sealed packets, 5s. ; 6 varieties do., do., 2s. 6d. ; packets of
fine mixed, I.?. ; also fa {large Stock of fine healthy plants (see

CATALOGUE now ready, post free on application,).

Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Saffron Walden Nursery.

WILLIAM CHATER'S 15th ANNUAL DES-
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of one
postage stamp.
William Chater, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Saffron

Walden, Essex.

Superb Hollyhocks.
Eighteen Thousand Plants of Named Varieties, including

the best in cultivation.

KB. BIRCHAM in offering the above begs to
• observe that considerable advantage would accrue to

purchasers by receiving their plants in autumn instead of
spring. By shifting into larger pots, and placed where they
are protected from the extreiiies of wet and cold, the plants will

become extra strong for spring planting, when an earlier and
stronger bloom will be obtained, ripen more seed, &c.

CATALOGUES forwarded upon application.
Hedenham Rosery, Bungay, Suffolk.

Prize Hollyhock Seed.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now sending
out in sealed packets, 12 of the finest varieties of

HOLLYHOCKS, saved from their unrivalled collection,
price 5s. ; and same sorts, mixed, Is. and 2s. 6d. Free by post.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

Prize Hollyhocks.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING have an immense
Stock of fine healthy Plants of the above, price 18*.,

24*. , 30*. , and 42s. per dozen. CATALOGUES free on application.
D., L. & L. were awarded the First Prize for 11 Spikes of

Hollyhocks this season at the Crystal Palace, Royal Horticul-
tural Society of London, Brighton and Edinburgh Horticul-

tural Societies Exhibitions.
17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,

Forest Hill, London, S.E.

FIRST-CLASS PELARGONIUMS, CINERARIAS,
HOLLYHOCKS.

12 New PELARGONIUMS (Purchaser's selection), 24*.—
Argo, Beauty of Reading, Cherub, Garibaldi, Gem of Roses,
King of Spots, Mulberry, Modesty, Mrs. Benyon, Norma,
Perdita, Roseum, Rosa Bonheur, Satanella, Sir H. Davy, The
Lady of Quality, Thirza, Transcendant.

12 choice PELARGONIUMS (Purchaser's selection), 12*.—
Such sorts as Lord Clyde, Leviathan, Euphemia, Peacock, Rose
Celestial, Symmetry, The Bride, Prince of Wales, Etna, Candi-
date, King of Purples, Autocrat, Bacchus, Czar, Douglas, Em-
peror, Mammoth, Mars, The Belle, Sanspareil, Beadsman. <fec.

12 choice CINERARIAS (Purchaser's selection), 12*.—Adam
Bede, Constancy, Commander-in-Chief, Cramoise supeneure,
Duke of Cambridge, Excelsior, Goliab, Lady Paxton (new),
JCr. Marnock Smith, Mr. Marnock Dobson, Miss Marnock, Miss
Smith, Magenta, Magnificent, Magnet, Othello, Perfecta,
Sneen Victoria, Refulgens, Semi Duplex, Solferino, Trium-
phaxis

; older sorts, 6*. per dozen.

t ™S& exhibition HOLLYHOCKS in fine plants.

HonJSSLS1 the ab
2.
ve

, °,
n apphcation to Henry May, ThettopeHuraexwB, max Bedale. Yorkshire.

HARDY JAPANESE PLANTS.
THUJOPSIS DOLABRATA VARIEGATA.—It is impossible

to speak in too high terms of this variegated plant. Those
who know T. dolabrata can form some idea of it when J. S.

states that every shoot is terminated by beautiful silvery

leaves ; its hardiness is established from the fact that it stood

all last winter at Elvaston, when the Common Holly and
Portugal Laurels were killed to the ground. Plants 63*. each
in the spring.

RETINOSPORA OBTUSA.—An evergreen shrub of the Arbor-
vitse race, growing from 60 to 80 feet high, stiffer in its foliage

than anything known, having the character of Cedar of

Lebanon with Cypress leaves. The wood is used by the
Japanese in various ways, shines beautifully without any
polish when worked up. Plants now ready, 21*. each.

RETINOSPORA OBTUSA VARIEGATA.—Same species, with
beautifully white variegation regularly occurring all over the
plant. 31*. 6d. in April.

RETINOSPORA PISIFERA.—A very beautiful slender looking
tree with sharp pinnated leaves. 21*. each.

RETINOSPORA PISIFERA AUREA.—Same species, but
instead of the white variegation the terminal shoots are of a
beautiful golden hue. Nothing can be more exquisite than
this plant. 31*. 6d. in April.

RETINOSPORA PISIFERA VARIEGATA.—The same species

with beautifully white variegated foliage. 31*. 6d. in April.

SCIADOPITYS VERTICILLATA.—This, the Umbrella Pine,

as it is sometimes called, is one of the most remarkable of

I

all the Coniferse, described (by Siebold) as a very singular

shrub or small tree, but in reality growing to the height of

100 to 150 feet, with its whorls arranged in the form of an
extended parasol. As J. S. has several imported plants, the
character of it can be well seen by any of his friends who
may favour him with a visit. Seedling plants in the seed
leaf, 42*. each ; or a few imported plants, about 1 foot high,

10 guineas each.

EURYA LATIFOLIA.—A most exquisitely variegated shrub,

the young shoots being of a brilliant rose colour, changing

to white ; when this becomes large and well established it

will be one of the most beautiful plants known. 31*. 6d.

each in April.
OSMANTHUS VARIEGATUS NANUS.—A dwarf Holly-like

looking plant, perfectly hardy, and from the freeness of its

frowth likely to supersede many of the variegated species of

lex now in our gardens. 31*. 6d. each, in April.

AUCUBA JAPONICA (true).—The shrub hitherto known
under this name is merely a variegated variety of the one

now introduced; it is covered with beautiful red berries

about the size of the common Sorbus. 21*. each.

TAXUS FORTUNIL—An erect-growing species, somewhat

similar in habit to the Irish Yew, but with very long leaves.

Plants in spring. 21*. each in April.

BAMBUSA VARIEGATA.—A very beautiful dwarf growing

plant, perfectly hardy. 21*. each, in April

CAMPANUM03A LANCEOLATA. -From N. China, probably

hardy, but at any rate most useful as a greenhouse creeper.

Peculiar bell-shaped flower, green and black, produced very

freely all over the plant. Plants in Spring, 10*. 6d.

NEW FERNS.
LOMARIA FLUVIATILIS.—A very distinct species from New

Zealand. Fronds nearly 1 foot long. 42*. each.

LOMARIA ELONGATA.—New Zealand. Pinnate leaves, 2 feet

long, stouter than other Lomanas; very striking and

beautiful. 42*. each.

NEW FERNS.
LOMARIA MAGELLANICA.—Perfectly hardy; stood all

last winter, even in Yorkshire. 3*. 6d. to 10s. Qd. each.

CYATHEA DEALBATA.—Nice seedling plants, with fronds

from 15 to 18 inches long, in 32-pots. 7*. 6d. each.

CYATHEA SMITH II.—Seedling plants. From 2 to 5 guineas.

CYATHEA CUNNINGHAMIL—A beautiful tree Fern, of not

very large growth, suitable for small greenhouse. 2 to 5

guineas.
LASTREA ATRATA.—North China, very hardy, dark green

foliage. 10*. 6d. each. ,

WOODWARDIA JAPONICA.—Hardy. From Japan and Nortt

China. 21*. each.

WOODWARDIA ORIENTALE.—Hardy. From North China,

one of the finest of all hardy Ferns. 21*. to 31s. 6d\ each.

TODEA [PELLUCIDA.—A very beautiful tree Fern. 5*. to

10 guineas each. ^^____
CAMELLIA RETICULATA FLORE PLENO.-The largrt

and finest of all Camellias for effect. 31*. 6d. to 3 guinea

each.

NEW ROSES.
COMTE DE FALLOUX, H. P.—A most free blooming variet?

of the Geant race, admirably adapted for a pot Koae oriw

bedding, as it never at any time of the year throws ^»
shoot without a bloom. Colour, bright scarlet enmsoa-

10*. 6c?. each. , „ vt-flmfiiff

REYNOLDS HOLE, H. P.—A very strong and free w«™
variety, throwing its blooms up well and very erect, w

very lively pink, increasing in brilliancy as the AJfjJgJ
age. For effect in gardens unrivalled ; figured in tne

Magazine for November, 1861. 10*. 6d. each.
fte

GREGOIRE BOURDILLON, H. P.-A seedling .rom

Geant, very vigorous habit, larger and brighter ww*

parent ; colour scarlet crimson. 10*. 6d. j-«»f/t0
MARGUERITE APPERT, H. P.—Large blush, shwunj^
white, beautifully cupped shape, vigoroushabit. 10*.

<*J.

ANDRE DESPORTES, H. P.—A seedling from Lora *<*..

very vigorous in habit, large rose-coloured flower,

rably adapted for a pillar Rose. 10*. 6d. each. ^^
JOHN STANDISH. H. P.—Deep violet crimson, veT

Lorous
perfectly imbricated, and blooming in clusters, ^h&

habit, first-rate Rose. 10*. 6d. each. J
Plants of Comte de Falloux now ready. Strong pianw *

the others will be ready the first week of May. .

:

Besides the above J. S. can supply all the New Roses of tPl

and last year, fine strong plants on their own roots, or grail

from 2*. to 3*. 6U each, or by the hundred at a consideiw

reduction.

VINES.
MUSCAT TROVERON.—One of the finest of all the fl

Grapes ; as such it received a First-class Certificate at

July Show of the Royal Botanic Society. As large as a &»
Hamburgh, bunches 15 to 20 inches long, with a} fine:dp

acid and slight Frontignan flavour ; one of the finest wrap

for Exhibition purposes. 10*. 6d. to 31*. 6d. .J
INGRAM'S HARDY PROLIFIC MUSCAT.—This Grape

«J
fully sustained the character given to it byJohn Standisiy

it has obtained the 5L Prize given by Mr. Saunders for wj

finest Seedling Grape of last year; a First-class C«WJ
from the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Soc—
and an extra Prize from the Royal Horticultural <JW^
Show. 21*. to 63*. each.

In addition to the above a fine collection of all the leading kinds either as Fruiting Canes or smaU plants for P^ttaff«*

fine stock of all the leading HYBRID RHODODENDRONS from 12*. to -OfcgJ

i collection of HARDY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and TREES and the finest GLADIOLI in the ^
P^XES of 1860 andL 1861, r^fdbyLi^^ ^^S^M&^

T S hpM to intimate that ho has a fine stock of all the leading a i Dtiiu »mJWM""a«?»!Winn in the «&;
hund^ea;^ne colleeUon of HARDY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS .

and .TREES, and the ,finest GLADIOLI m the^
<-

thepublle to gln^thafeTC^^^^ best possible condition, and will not

JOHN STANDISH, THE ROYAL NURSEEY, BAGSH0T, SURREY.
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ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY.
+

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.
I M »1M i i i I

—

^ m

BUTLER & McCULLOCH'S
DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE and AMATEURS' GUIDE

TO WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.

Now Ready, forwarded Free and Post Paid upon application.

THE numerous Species and choice Varieties contained in the above CATALOGUE, combined with the

Descriptive Notes, Plain Cultural Directions, and Hints on the Distribution and Arrangement of Bulbs, render it a

tluable assistant, either to the Amateur or practical Gardener.

All Orders of 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid.

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for CONSERVATOEY.
24 HYACrSTHS, in 12 choice sorts

24 POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, in 12 sorts

25 Sweet-scented JONQUILS
150 NEW SEEDLING CROCUS, 20 sorts

12 DUC VAN THOL, red and yellow Single Tulips

86 Early Single TULIPS, in 12 choicest sorts

12 LA CANDEUR, white Double Tulips

12 REX RUBRORUM, scarlet Double Tulips

12 TOURNESOL, scarlet and yellow Double Tulips

12 YELLOW ROSE, yellow Double Tulips

1 each, LILIUM LANCIFOLTUM ALBUM, ROSEUM,
RUBRUM I

Half the above, 11. ls.l

and

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for

36 HYACINTHS, finest mixed

100 Sweet-scented Double WHITE NARCISSUS
200 YELLOW CROCUS
200 PURPLE CROCUS
200 WHITE CROCUS
200 SNOWDROPS
50 Splendid mixed DOUBLE TULIPS
12 REX RUBRORUM, Double Tulips

the 'FLOWER GARDEN.
12 TOURNESOL, Double Tulips
25 Finest mixed DOUBLE ANEMONES
25 Finest mixed SINGLE ANEMONES
50 Finest mixed SPANISH IRIS
50 SCARLET TURBAN RANUNCULUS
24 LILIES, in four fine varieties

6 Mixed CROWN IMPERIALS
12 GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS

Half the above, 11. Is.

GLADIOLUS,- SEEDLINGS of RAMOSUS.
50 in 50 Extra Choice Varieties
25 in 25
12 in 12

M
99 • •

21. 0s.

10
12

50 in 50 Choice Varieties
25 in 25
12 in 12

- •

99

• •

11. 4*.

12
6

butler and Mcculloch, seedsmen, covent garden market, w.c.

BARR SUGDEN, Seedsmen,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C. (Opposite the Garrick: Club)

Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom.

Babe & Sugden'S Emporiumfor imported DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, and the most elegant and
ornamental style of HYACINTH GLASSES.

"Babb & Sugden, London Agents for TYE'S REGISTERED HYACINTH GLASSES and DRAWING-
ROOM FLOWER VASES, illtjsteated in last week's Advertisement. These Glasses vary in price from
10*. 6d. per dozen to 21s. per pair, and are the only really artistical shaped and Ornamental Hyacinth Glasses

yet introduced. PRICED LIST on application. A large assortment always in stock.

PAXTONIAN COLLECTIONS of IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS
OF PRIME QUALITY, SUITABLE FOR THE DECORATION OF THE FLOWER GARDEN.

The Columns G, H, I, J, K, L, sJww the number of Bulbs sent for the amount named at the top.

HYACINTHS, various
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, various
TULIPS
CROCUS
ANEMONES
RANUNCULUS
SNOWDROPS
IRIS, splendid English, mixed
GARDEN NARCISSUS, various .

.

CROWN IMPERIALS, mixed
IXIAS ..

SCILLA SIBIRICA ... .. -

G.
51. 5s.

100
50
300
500
300
300
300
100
100
12
60
18

H.
Zl. 35.

70
30
200
300
200
250
200
70
80
«
30
12

L
J

J. K.
22.2*. 11. Is. 15s. Gd.

50 30 20
30 20 10
150 100 75
200 100 100
100 50 25
200 100 100
100 50 50
50 20 15
50 25 20
6 3
20
9 6

L.
10*. 6 d,

15
10
50

100

50
50
10
20

BARR & SUGDEN'S COLLECTIONS of IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS
FOR THE DECORATION OF THE CONSERVATORY AND FLOWER GARDEN.

The Columns A, B, C, D, E, F, show the number of Bulbs sent for the amount named at top.

HYACINTHS, splendid varieties, for in-door decoration

,. for out-door decoration

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, for in-door decoration

TULIPS, for in or out-door decoration

JONQUILS, for in-door decoration *

IXIAS and SPARAXIS, for out or in-door decoration. . . . ^
CROCUS, for out-door decoration ... • »•

ANEMONES „RANUNCULUS .,

SNOWDROPS ;, .. * MGARDEN NARCISSUS „
CROWN IMPERIALS ,

IRIS, splendid English „ \

SCILLA SIBIRICA, for in or out-door decoration
t

Sent Post paid.

A. B. C. D.
51. 5s. 3?. 35. 21. 2s. 11. 1*.

60 40 25 20
SO 25 15 10
25 18 12 3
200 150 100 40
25 12 12 3
25 20 12 6
400 300 200 100
200 100 75 20
200 150 100 50
200 100 100 50
100 80 50 25
6 6 6
25 18 12 6
18 12 9

E.
15a. Gd.

15
6
3
20
3

100
12
25
50
20

6

F.
10«. Gd,

12

20

100
10
20
50
20

6

For Greenhouse or Sitting-room Decoration, TROP^OLUM TRICOLORUM GRANDIFLORUM, scarlet,
yellow, and black, Is., Is. 6d. t and 2s. 6d. per root.

LACHENALIA TRICOLOR, green, yellow, and red flower, and foliage equally ornamental, 4*. per dozen,
or 6d. each. •

BARR & SUGDEN'S BULB CATALOGUE and FLORAL GUIDE
(Third Edition), now ready and sent free by post on application.

BARR and SUGDEN, SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS,

12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.0. (Opposite the Garrick Club).

MINNIE BANKS and COMET,
Coloured Plate, Is. Gd. per post.

The above FUCHSIAS possess first-class properties, and show
a striking advance on all others which have been sent out since
the white corolla varieties were introduced.

E. G. Henderson- & Son, Wellington Pvoad Nursery, St.
John's Wood, London, N.W.

HiE R OPHYLLUM B U LBOSUM.
Figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, Oct. 5, 1861.

New Seed, per packet, Gd. and 1*. each.

The BULB CATALOGUE free, and the BULB GUIDE on
receipt of 18 postage stamps.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

New and Bare Plants.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON
respectfully call attention to the following :—

SEDUM CARNEUM VARIEGATUM, introduced by Mr. Von
Siebold from Japan, of whom they have purchased the
entire stock.

EPIGYNIUM LEUCOBOTRTS, ; figured in the "Illustrated

Bouquet."
PENTAS ROSEA KERMESINA, very useful as a winter-

flowering plant for Drawing-room Bouquets.
PETUNIA BRITISH LION, fine habit, rich crimson.
CAMELLIA ETOILE POLAIRE, carmine scarlet-striped.

COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTI, bright bronze crimson leaves.

LAPAGERIA ROSEA, newly gathered Seeds. Trade supplied.

CLOTH OF GOLD GERANIUM. 1*. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

GOLDEN FLEECE GERANIUM, 1«. Gd. and 2*. G<L

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (PAMPAS GRASS), 3s. and
3«. fid. per dozen. Strong at Is. and Is. Gd.

Wellington Road, St. John's Wood. London, N.W.

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons and other American
Plants.

JOHN WATERER has the pleasure to announce that
his ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above popular plants, at

exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
is now published, and will be forwarded on application. Intend-
ing planters and amateurs desirous of blending colours are

invited to possess a copy, as faithful descriptions of all the
RHODODENDRONS are given.

The Catalogue contains a selection of the best and really

Hardy CONIFERS, with heights and prices, the whole ofwhich
having been removed the past spring are in a capital state for

transplanting. Also EVERGREENS and ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinds.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunning-

dale Station, South Western Railway ; also to be had of Mr.
John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden.

New Azalea indica.

JIVERY and SON feel much pleasure in offering

• their two beautiful Seedlings, CARNATION and
TRICOLOR, small plants at 10s. Gd., and larger at 21s. each.

They are fully described in our CATALOGUE, with all other

Novelties of the Season, which will be forwarded post free

upon application.

A fine lot of half Specimens and Standards for Sale.

Dorking Nursery.—Nov. 2.

CAMELLIAS, ERICAS, EPACRIS, ACACIA, JAS-
MINUM GRANDIFLORUM, OTAHEITE ORANGES,

&,c, of fine healthy quality.

VINES, well ripened, strong for planting out, and extra
strong for fruiting in pots, of all the leading varieties.

MUSHROOM SPAWN in fine condition.
Prices upon application ; also prices to the Trade.
James Dickson & Sons, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

'

Winter and Spring Flowering Plants.

FAND A. SMITH are now supplying fine plants at
• moderate prices of the following :

—

*Acacias, *Azaleas, Cinerarias, *Camellias, *Chrysanthemums,
Cyclamen, Cytisus, Clianthus, Carnation (Tree), *Echeveria,
*Epacris, *Ericas, Eutaxias, *Gardenias, *Heteroceutrum,
*Kennedyas, *Lechenautia, *Jasminum grandiflorum,
*Monochaetum, Pelargoniums, *Passifloras, *Primula. double
and single ; *Solanum, *Oranges, <fcc. | Those marked thus *

are either in bud or fruit at the present time.]
GENERAL CATALOGUE gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

Flag of Truce.
New Double White Azalea indica.

FAND A. SMITH have much pleasure in offering

• the above splendid novelty, which is justly celebrated

as the best double variety extant. It has obtained unpre-
cedented testimonials of merit, and the general admission of
all who have seen it that it is the " finest " yet produced for its

large double flowers, purity of colour, abundance of bloom,
and neat compact habit of growth.
Plants will be sent out in June, 1862. Full description and

price will be published early in spring.

In consequence of an accident, the new varieties Clapham
Beauty, Prince of Orange, and Princess Royal will not be sent
out till further notice.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

Choice Camellias, Indian Azaleas, and Rhododendrons,

with Flower Buds.

AUGUST VAN GEERT, Ntjbsebyman, Ghent,
begs to offer :

—

CAMELLIAS, with numerous flower buds, best varieties, 1 to
1\ foot high, Gl. per 100.

INDIAN AZALEAS.—Small plants, very choice varieties,

31. 10s. per 100.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS.—Named, and choice varieties,

with one and two flower buds, 18*. per doz.
DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM.—Strong plants, 10#. €a\
per 100.

ASCLEPIA3 TUBERQ3A.—Strong roots, 15*. per 100.

DAVID BROWNE, having DISPOSED of the
PLANT DEPARTMENT at his SPROW8TON NUR-

SERY to Mr. R ELPHINSTONE, begs to thank his patrons

and friends for their liberal support, and with confidence
recommends his Successor for their future patronage.

Roderick Elphinstone, having succeeded to the FLORIST
DEPARTMENT lately carried on by Mr. D. Browne, trusts, by
strict and personal attention to business, to merit acontinuance

of that support so liberally bestowed upon hi* predecessor.

R. E. having for upwards of 25 years held most responsible

positions as Head Gardener, begs to offer his services to the

Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy of the Eastern Counties as

Architectural and Landscape Gardener, assuring them that he
has had a great amount of experience in that capacity, as

testined by the numerous testimonials which can be produced.

Plans and Estimates prepared for Laying Out and Planting

Grounds.
CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSE and BEDDLNG PLANTS,

including the newest and best varieties, will be ready shortly

and can be had on application at the
Nursery, Sprowaton, Norwich,
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Fruit Trees.
M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Vattl),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Fruiting Vines.

ML PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Chesiiunt Nurseries, Waltbam Cross, London, N.

Koses.
t

If. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hollyhocks.

M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

>>

Fruit Trees.

BWHITHAM begs to call attention to his

• superior Stock of APPLES, including upwards of 2000;

Lord Suffield, Ringer, Grenadier, Pott's Seedling Golden Spine,

and the best sorts in cultivation, at 9$. per dozen. Also a very
large stock of Lancashire Show GOOSEBERRIES, 160 ofthe best

kinds at 4s. per dozen; common sorts, 2s. per dozen ; RED,
WHITE, and CLACK CURRA.VTS, 2ft. per dozen, lis. per 100.

CATALOGUES free on application.

Clongh Nurseries, Mottram, near Manchester.

Fruit Trees.

JAMES GAIUWAY and C O.
call attention to their stock of the above, comprising

APRICOTS \ ~. . , „. I APPLES ^ Dwarf-trained,

vu^iDiYira I
standard and CHEllRIEa , (standard, and

NECTARINES V Dwarf- PEaR3 > Dwarf.

PEACHES )
tramea

J PLUMS J quarter.

All of first-rate quality and in good condition.

The STANDARD PEARS are unusually fine, and will be

sold at a very low rate to purchasers of quantities.

CATALOGUES an I prices free by post.

Prices to the Trade on application.

James Garaway <fe Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

Orchard-house Trees.

THOS. RIVEKS bus to offer this season a very large

stock of FRUIT TREES in Pots, including
PEACHES and NECTARINES, Standards, 4 to 5 years old.

Ditto Half Standards, ditto.

Ditto Dwarf Bushes, 3 years old.

Ditto Pyramids, 2 to 3 years old.

APRICOTS, Dwarf Bushes, 2 to 3 years old.

Ditto Pyramids, 2 vears old.

FIGS, Bushes, 2 to 3 years old.

All the above have been grown in Orchard-houses, are full of

blossom buds, and fit for Forcing as well as Orchard-house
culture.
APPLES on the Paradise Stock, Pyramids and Bushes.
CHERRIES, Pyramids.
PEARS, Pyramids and Bushes.
PLUMS, Pyramids and Bushes.

These are all well furnished with blossom buds.
STRAWBERRIES in 0-inch Pots.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD HOUSE TREES sent free

per post on application ; carriage of all packages paid to London.
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

Orchard House Trees.

HUGH LOW and CO. have to offer—
APRICOTS

APPLES / NECTARLVES / PEARS
CHERRIES

f
PEACHES f PLUMS

In pots. Wood thoroughly weU ripened and well set with
bloom buds. Prices moderate,

Clapton Nursery. London, N.E.

FOR SALE, very Cheap,large quantities of SPRUCE.
9 inches to 18 inches, per 1000, 12a. Grf.

1 foot to 2 feet . . „ 17*. 6d.

li foot to 2 feet .. „ 25*. , spring transplanted.

2 feet to 3 feet . . „ 40s., bushy plants, fine roots.

3 feet to 4 feet, per 100, 20*., fine bushes.

THORNS .. per 1000, 3*., 2-year seedlings.

9*., for railway planting.

14.?., do. strong.

.. „ .. 17*. 6U, do., very strong.

Samples on application to Wm. Treseder, Nurseryman,
Cardiff.

The Planting Season.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON have much pleasure in

offering the following, all healthy aud finely grown
Plants :—

CONIFERS,
Uninjured by the frost and In the most robust health.

Araucaria imbricata, from 1 to 2, 3, up to 8 feet.

Cedrus Deodara, very handsome, 2, 3, 4, 5, up to 6 feet.

Cryptomeria japonica, 1, 2, to 3 feet.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 1, 2, 3, to 4 feet.

Pinus insignis, very fine, 1 to 2 feet.

Thuja aurea, fine plants, 1 to 1£ foot.

Thujopsis borealis, 1 to 2£ feet.

And all other Conifers equally fine and uninjured by frost.

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL and WEEPING TREES.
American Weeping Willows, extra fine heads, 6 to 10 ft. stems.
Weeping Ash, 8 to 10 feet.

Standard Cotoneasters, 5 feet.

Standard Purple-leaved Sycamores.

FRUIT TREES.
Standard Apples, with clean stems and fine heads.
Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, particularly fine.

Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots.
N.B. A large quantity of Transnlanted SPRUCE FIRS.

CATALOGUES may be had on application.*—^^—^^—^^^ m —m ! —

^

Kingsthorpe Nurseries, near Northampton.

MARSH and PERKINS have great pleasure in
offering the following, which are very fine, well rooted,

and such that cannot fail to give satisfaction :

—

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, &c.
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Orchard House Trees.

T and J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
N.E., having a fine stock of-

PEACHES
NECTARINES
APRICOTS

APPLES
PEARS
PLUMS and CHERRIES

in Pots, well set with bloom buds, beg respectfully to offer
them to the notice of intending Purchasers.
A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.

"The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail-
way to Lea Bridge Station.

Vines for Fruiting in Pots.

Tand J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
„ • N.E., beg to offer strong VINES with well ripened wood
of the best varieties.

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.
The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail-

way to Lea Bridge Station.

Vines Vines Vines

WILLIAM CUTBUSH, Jun., Barnet Nurseries,
Herts, begs to invite an inspection of his fine Stock of

FRUITING and other VINES in Pots, consisting of all the best
varieties in cultivation. The following are remarkably strong
and fine, from 8 to 12 feet in length, viz., Muscat Hamburgh,
Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh, Bowood Muscat,
Lady Down's Seedling. Trentham Black, Buckland's Sweet-
water, Black Hamburgh, <fcc. List and Prices on application.
Also to his Stock of Specimen and Half-specimen New Holland
Plants, Indian Azaleas, Stove Plants, <fcc.

W. C. Jun. would also especially call the attention of Mush-
room Growers to his very superior MUSHROOM SPAWN, for
which he has the highest testimonials from the most eminent
Gardeners in the United Kingdom, and which he can with
the greatest confidence recommend. References on application.

General Nursery Stock.

SPONSFORD begs to announce that his Stock of
• the above is in excellent condition for transplanting,

comprising everything in general demand, especially STAN-
DARD and DWARF ROSES, which have made fine growth
and are clean and healthy ; FRUIT and FOREST TREES of
every description; STANDARD MULBERRIES, verv fine;
AUCUBAS, from 1 to 5 feet high, bushy ; and all other Ever-

^l^™1 Deciduous Shrubs and Plants; CAMELLIAS and
AZALEAS well set with bloom buds.
PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on applica-

tion to *

___Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey, 8.

/CHARLES DALY and SON offer 200,000 four

wrwrtn
?fennted SPRUCE FIR at 10.*. per 1000; two

S2£rtd?t
l

E* 2.
H0R* QUICKS. 2». Per 1000 ; one year trans-

?er"loo- roMMO^iVSSj IRISH YEWS
'
1 to J* feet

-
10*

»mV3,
RO?? ; AUCUBA JAPONICA, 1 foot, 25,.

Coleraine, Ireland—Nov. 2.

Oak, Turkey, 3 to 4 feet

Sycamore, 1^ to 2 feet

Poplar, Lombardy and Italian,

fine standards, 6 to 10 feet

White Thorn or Quick, 2 years
drills, fine

White Thorn or Quick, 2 years
transplanted, fine

White Thorn or Quick, 3 years
transplanted, fine

Arbor-vitas, American, 12 to
18 in.

„ Siberian, 12 to 18 in.

„ „ 18 to 24 in., fine

Berberis dulcis, IS to 24 in.

„ ,, fine bushy plants,
2 to 3 feet:

Box, Green, 12 to 15 in.

Cedar, Red, fine, 2 to 3 feet
Cedrus Deodara, fine, 2 to 3 ft.

„ „ 3to3£ft.
Holly, Common, 12 to 18 in.

Laurel, „ 12 to 18 in.

„ Portugal, 12 to IS in.

Laburnum, 4 to 5 feet
Pinus excelsa, 6 to G in.

Privet, Evergreen, 12 to 18 in.
Yew, English, 12 to 18 in.

„ 2 to 3 feet
Irish, 1^ to 2 feet

3 to 4 feet

5 to feet

Sweet Briar, Syringa,Tamarix germanica,Vinca elegantissima,
Standard American Bird Cherry, Virginian Creeper, Spirsea
aricefolia, argentea, and Douglasi.

FRUIT TREES.
Apples, Standards

| Pears, Dwarf-trained
Plums, Dwarf-trained.

Prices on application to 42, Drapery, Northampton.
N.B.—A reference required from unknown correspondents.

Acacia, 4 to 5 feet

Alder, 2 to 3 feet

5 to feet.

.

fine standards, 6 to 7 feet I

A3b, H t° 2 feet

„ 2 to 3 feet

3 to 4 feet

4 to 5 feet

,, 5 to 6 feet

Beech, 1 to 1£ feet

„ 2 to 3 feet

Chesnut, Spanish, 2 to 3 feet

Elm, Wych or Scotch, 2 to 3 ft.

3 to 4 feet

4 to 5 feet

6 to S feet

Fir, Austrian, 1 to 1£ feet
Scotch, fine, 14 to 2 feet

„ 2 to 3 feet

„ 3 to 4 feet
Spruce, 1 to 1£ foot

„ H to 2 feet

„ white, H to 2 ft.

Larch, 12 to 15 in.

„ 18 to 24 in.

Hornbeam, 2 to 3 feet

,, 3 to 4 feet

Limes, Standards, fine
Oak, English, 1 £ to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

,, 3 to 4 feet

Turkey, 1£ to 2 feet

ii

•
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Quick.

AND F. SHARPE are prepared to offer nf u.
• finest quality.

0f %
Strong 2-years' Transplanted QUICK, 3 feet hie-h
Strong 2-years' Seedling do., 2 feet high, 8S

at very moderate'prices, which may be had, with samni
application. '"Pies, o*

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Hand R. STIRZAKER announce that «^
• WHOLESALE LIST of NURSERY STOCK r

ready. It comprises about 400,000 LARCH, untonovIL
1**

frost; 50,000 LAUREL, Portugal, Common, &c YvJj
with a most extensive stock of EVERGREEN and nDv-*»
MENTAL TREES, FRUIT TREES, &c, the whole of't
was not in any way injured by the late winter and spring f

d

The Nurseries, near Lancaster.
r06t1.

The Newry Nurseries.

GEO. R. DAVIDSON begs to call the attention «r
the public and the Trade generally to his verrprfJ^

stock of FOREST TREES/a very large collection, tiSSSS?
in rows 14 inches apart, from 3 to 5 years old. Tflrno??
QUICKS, 2 million 2-year old in beds, very fine; l S"
2 and 3-year old, transplanted. HARDY ORN'UfpSfJ?
EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS and TREES, &e
Conveyance per Rail or Steam to all parts of the UniLi

Kingdom. ™
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Newry, Ireland

Larches, Larches, Larches.

ALEXANDER PONTEY, of the Plymouth Hn
sery, begs to inform gentlemen intending to plant and

the Trade in general that he can supply 200,000 extra-siS
LARCHES, two and three times transplanted, from 2 to 4ft«
high, suitable for New Plantations and filling upOldPLinhL
tions; also 100,000 PINUS AUSTRIACA, two and three tini
transplanted, from 6 to 9 and 18 inches high; and a krm
Stock of CONIFERS and FOREST TREES for general pSE
ing, at low prices, delivered Free to any Station on the South
Devon, North Devon, or Cornwall liue of rail. Prices oq
application.

Plymouth Nursery.—Nov. 2.
-

i
— —,

*

£)K(\ FINE Double Flowering Pink THORNS.-
&t)\J Such plants as are seldom met with in the Trade
being strong, with compact heads, from 4 to 6 feet.

'

5000 very fine Green HOLLIES (thrice transplanted), from
1 to 2 feet, bushy plants ; all will move with balls of soil

1000 fine Silver-striped HOLLIES, from 15 to 21 inches, bushy
plants

1000 strong Purple LILACS, 2£ to 3 feet

2000 ONTARIO POPLARS.—Stout plants, from 8 to 12 feet

1000 LOMBARDY POPLARS.—Strong, from 7 to 10 feet -

MOUNTAIN ASH.—Strong, from 5 to 8 feet

WYCH or SCOTCH ELMS.—Stout, 5 to 7 feet

WEEPING BIRCH.—Fine and strong, 6 to 9 feet

BEECH, Common.—Strong, 5 to 6 feet

TURKEY OAKS.—Stout. 4 to 5 feet

WHITE CEDARS.—WeU furnished plants, 4 to 5 feet

Prices will be forwarded upon application to Mowbray k
Lowe, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Wolverhampton.

Choice Hardy Coniferee.

AUGUST VAN GEERT, of Ghent, begs to offer tk
undernamed CONIFEROUS PLANTS, at very moderate

prices :-—

THUJA VERVAENEANA, a new beautiful golden-striped

Arbor Vita), fine plants 2 years' grafted, 40s. per doz
|

THUJA AUREA, 6 inches, 42*. per 100.
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 2 years' seedlings. 18s. per doz.

PICEA PINSAPO, 1 year's seedling, 7*. M. per 100.

ABIES MORINDA, 6 inches, 15*. per 100.
PINUS EXCELSA, 3 years' seedlings, 20*. per 100.

PINUS DON PEDRO, fine plants, 3*. 6d1
PINUS VEITCHII, fine plants, 3*. 6rf.

HisNewGENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application

of Messrs. R. Silberrao & Son, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London, E.C. -

FLUKE and other POTATOES, off the Lancashire

Moss and Sand, personally selected.—Having given mj

numerous customers so much satisfaction last season, I hap

made arrangements to supply the same in quantity. iWy

orders are therefore solicited. Price on application.
H. Brown, Seedsman, &o., 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

PETER LAWSON & SON,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
LONDON AND EDINBURGH,

CAN now supply New Seed of TRIFOLIUM IXCARNATU&
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, DWARF ESSEX RAPE, Ac, of fine quality.

Thev are aJso prepared to supply all the NATURAL GRASSES, either separate

'r in mixtures,- for laying down Permanent Pastures, Lawns, Public Parts,

Cemeteries, &c, orders for which will be carefully and promptly attended to.

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
* * t *

NEMOPHILA ATOMARIA OCULATA.
^^^^^^

W. THOMPSON, Seedsman,
TAVERN STREET, IPSWICH,

BEGS respectfully to offer to the Seed Trade a limited Stock of the above inte-

resting novelty, originally raised by Mr. F. K. Burridge, Colchester, of whom the stock «»

%» purchased by W. T. last autumn. It differs from the blue variety of Nemophila atornsr^

(the N. cramboides of some Lists), in having a blackish-purple blotch, with a jagged outline, at the base of eacn looe
.
°

lQe_

corolla, the five blotches forming unitedly a conspicuous eye to the flower, the ground tint of which is a delicate P°"°J*r wen
The plant having been grown with the most scrupulous care this season by W. T., it is confidently oene>eaco

fixed in its character, and is offered with the conviction that it will be found a really desirable addition to tne use cu u

annuals hitherto grown. 1Q<., fiipn edited
A Coloured Figure of this interesting acquisition was published in the " Floral Magazine" for January, 1861, tueu

by Mr. T. Moore, Secretary to the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.
. .^munition

A Coloured Plate may be had for 6 stamps, which will be allowed for to purchasers of Seeds. Prices on appuu«
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i^i EOKGE JACKMAX and SON'S PRICED and
I T DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1S61 and SPRivn
_

Hire Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had
fjree on application.

Woking Nursery. Surrey.

Winter Blooming Plants.

HUGH LOW and CO. respectfully invite inspec-
tion of their very extensive Stock of CAMELLIAS

AZALEA? ERICAS, EPACRIS, CYTISUS, <fcc. These can
be teen at the Nursery in thousands, and are well worth the
Attention of intending purchasers.

Fine ORANGES in fruit. JASMINUM GRAND1FL0RUM
(ill of flower buds.

Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

Nursery Stock.

WOOD and INGRAM'S PRICED and DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, including
- and Transplanted Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees

uu ouiube, Evergreens, Roses, Hardy Climbers and Fruit I

free*, and will be sent free on application. I
Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Planting Season.

WM. UHQUHART and SONS, Dundee, bee; to
announce that their PRICED LIST for this season of

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Border Flowers
Rotes, Ferns, and Auriculas, may now be liad on application.

'

Dundee.—November 2.

TO the TRADE and OTHERS. — Still thousands
on hand of good Plants of PAMPAS GRASS, 205. nerlOO

Double Lilac PRIMROSES, 3s. per dozen.
Double White ditto. 5s. per dozen.
Double White Major ROCKETS, 3*. per dozen. Cheaper by

the 100.

Double Yellow ditto, 4 s. per dozen.
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' Per dozen * Cheaper by the 100.

S?vi
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LA8, 3s
- per dozon

- Cheaper by the 100.
rOLYANTHUS warranted from finest seed, 3*. per dozen.

Cheaper by the 100.
*

Double Purple and Russian VIOLETS, 2s. per dozen.
Cheaper by the 100.

5°««LH0CKS by dozen or hundred, reasonable.
HARDY CLIMBERS, including the best of Honeysuckles,

Ctaatis, and Roses, 6s., 9s., and 12s. per dozen.
Dillistone & Co., Nurseries, Sturmer. Halstead. Essex.

HANDSOME STANDARD APPLES of best kinds,
straight clean stems.

Itaj ESPALIER APPLES, Ditto PEARS, Ditto PLUMS
of best kinds. MOUNTAIN ASH, 6 to 7 feet- KFFCH

) 3 feet
;
SPRUCE FIRS. 1A to 2 feet : ELMS CHTCHRNTFR

ABWrVi?^WEEK 6 10^*^ SIB^ABf

^FR?RPPv'-PD^^
ee
^ ,

fine and bushy; BOX-LEAVED
:l^GR

q
E
f
N/RIVET 3 ^t, fine and bushy; ENGLISH

I5&J %&&&&}&£^^<^ YEWS'

^W^p^s^szxt** above for Sale'

Nurseries, Cirepcester.—November 2.

\T^OURNERED GOOSEBERRY, 2s. 6d. per

mosTDrofiKhl^
18^617 haS aga

;
n p?ved itself ^ be thewi «i ?

Gooseberry grown, for while the frosts of last

«bSS?n^
m08t

.v
bolly destr°yed th* fruit of many sorts•tending near, there ^ a fair crop on thia. It is a larva

about l7SloSS^
f He*a]in8 a»d Transplanted QUICK, and

fncheshih ^'fjTranspLonted HOLLIES, from 12 to 18

are an o^Lit^f 2
V°° LAHCH

'
3 t0 4 feet

-
Th* above

very lowSe^uali^ and "m * offered to buyers at

Applyjo Edmuwd Salsbury, Melbourne, near Derby.

8 DoiT
B
illllrFLANTS» ot" sorts, from 2s. 6d.

;

DwibteY Ln Ute Sweet-scented NARCISSUS, 2s. 6d.
;

SSe VirSL?n
0,

?
nd D?5le DAFFODILS, Is. U. per 100

C0SEMRfiTpS,
.

2,
^ and O™** LILIES

»
ls

-
6'L Pei> dozen -

Warinjtons rnt^ ?£!%£« Crown Bobs. Whitesmith and
wffi ™H?5ANT8 an<* RASPBERRIES.

POTATOES.
F0RTYF0LD and ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY

Q^E^QRywELL, Seedsman, &c, Barnet, Herts, N.
^PLEXDID NEW STRAWBERRY, "ECLIPSE

"

(Rekve).

W Hyacinths and other Bnlbs.

*««** f? V?
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THS
' TULIPS, &c, has just been receiveddirect from Harlem. They are unusually line. Early OrdeSare respectfully solicited

^»y oraers

whereverLhiSSJ^
12^ ha

u
ve

,

been awarded °^ Collections

Spsprtp^Sp^^ the last seven years -DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES post free.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

p H O I C E NAM ED HYACINTHSKJ for Growing in Glasses, Pots, or Moss, or for Exhibition-'
Quality not to be excelled.

,n CTrnt,nn „-?!;» 7a
-
6d -> ^d 10*- per dozen.

50 SUPERB SHOW VARIETIES nanied, carriage and package
free, 35*.

HYACINTHS for BEDDING, colours separate,
. 3*. per dozen : 21*. ner 100

tu?e
E
n
S
f

C
;?
IPTIVE

,
CATAL0Gufes

'
*"h Tre'atises on the Cul-ture of the respective sorts of Bulbs, post free on .application toB. J. Edwards. 222, Strand, London, W.C.

The best Twelve Hyacinths.

BUTTON'S BEST TWELVE
HYACINTHS Imported can be

supplied for 12s. ; Second best, 9s. ; very
good, 6s.

Also, fine mixed DOUBLE HYA-
CINTHS, for Beds and Borders (all fresh

imported), 3s. per dozen, or 21s. per 100.

PRICED LISTS of BULBS andSEEDS
may be had post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

J
Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.

tot? >

SALTE1
*'"?* invites the PUBLIC toVISIT his unrivalled Collection of these beautiful flowerswhich are now in FULL BLOOM. His WINTER GARDENalone contains several thousands of plants, and presents a

«£! 232?suXor any other country' Fre-dS-
TuInplk

il

e!

e

w.
NUrSery

'
**"*** Street

'
near Ha^ersmith

— „*, M*cu au oumungaaie nursery, Sunningdale

C
Station, South-Westem Railway.

HARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

iSSh-f J i7'-and ®ve
1

ry other sbow at which they have beetiexhibited dunng the last two years
RHODODENDRONS for forcing ; KALMIAS for forcing

:

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
h
ro
Sf ?An

the
1^ld^ C0NlFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS

w^6
?£

°-r 1000
;-
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,
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-

ES and a General Nursei7 Stuck wellworthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen^

Glie <5attretter«s
,

eiirdttlcle
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1861.

(^p^ MEETINGS E.U& .'.q^tfUfSUING W£EK.
MosDAr, Nov. 4 [^^ Hortk'ulturnl (Election of

I Fellows) at S. Kensington Vnon
6 ? Royal Horticultural (Grand Fruit
71 »"d Chrj-santhemum Show) at
I South Kensington

. i P vThvbsdav, — 7-Linnean
.

"
J J-

J-

nuhti, noaoubt a fane IhTLiT^uToTu^: Mure.over in this part of the Catalogue we find "KGsorts of Pears some of which bear enormous fruitthat keep in Japan from autumn to the month of
J uly

;
it is to be hoped they are not like Chinese

Fears, as hard as sandstone. We are also informed
that the Acorns of Quercus cuspidata, called Si
are as eatable as Spanish Chesnuts, and have the
same taste.

Conifers.—Here we find mention made of three
Cryptomerias called araucarioides, senilis, and
gracilis, a Juniperus lutea, a Pinus called Gojo-
mats (what a name !), and some new Retinisporas.
Palms include two only, viz. Cycas prolifcra,

which is not a Palm, and Chamatrops excelsa. which
we take to be Fortune's Chusan kind.
Herbaceous Plants.—Those which strike us

as most worth enquiring for are Erianthus japom-
cus, a Grass not unlike the Pampas, Lychnis Senno,
a couple of Primulas: japonica and pyramidalis,
and Trichosanthesjaponica.
Of Yams four are mentioned, with the following

note from I)r Siebold). "These are the sorts
cultivated in Japan. I have examined them, and
can recommend them as excellent substitutes for
the Potato." The Tvoyal Horticultural Society
should look after these immediately.
Of Lilies above a hundred Japanese varieties

are known, the flowers of many of which have
however not yet been seen. All that have been
ascertained seem to be in the Leyden nursery.
Of Orchids a few are mentioned, but until we

ourselves see their flowers we can say nothing
about them. Some names are in a Botanical sense
almost mediaeval. For instance, Epidendrum
momliforme is a Dendrobium, Limodorum ensatum
is a Cymbidium

; there is, however, the singular
Cypnpedium japonicurn, worth the attention of the
curious, and three other Orchids rejoicing in the
names Kauran, INagiran, and Nagoran ; but whether
terrestrial or epiphytal the Catalogue does not say.

In conclusion, a good many Fekns have reached
Europe, but they are not named.

Let us add that no prices are given in this
Catalogue. Those who wish to be purchasers are
requested to write to Messrs. Siebold & Co.
themselves, at Leyden.

Wednesday, —
Thursday, —

The j.

(kekve;.

AnSnS^f l". .
g a f»v<>urable time for the removal and

«D attfr,?-
ktf^erries, Messrs. Veitch & Son beg again to

attention to the above new and really fine variety.
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,y variety» coming in at the same time as Keens'

5Ln£L? •

u a mosfc abundant bearer. It forces remarkably

2a?our^l
UC1

u
ng large aDd handsome fruit with a rich pine

fclShp
1S a cnaracter rarely metwith in any other forced

*mh afc
7" Io form ifc k IarSe -

conical, inclining to a cock's-

fcn.n??
6

.'

of a hcautifulJy uniform light crimson colour, with
• ana juicy flesh.

fiorti?i.
exh

!
bitea before the Fruit Committee of the Royal^cultural Society on May 8. 13.0, when it was highly

few '^ re°xuestefi t0 he shown again. It was accord-

I «Mavw lme SUDraitted to the Committee on the 14th

Ife JJ
tf aud was then awarded a First-Class Certificate

'frttS 51
Perior merit

» and ^as also received prizes at the

kSovJ^f u
a
+u
d Romford Exhibitions, and has been highly

rithl u bythemostcomPetent judges.
* -'cuibSS SKT? °^ ^f d(T8 in the gardena of tbe Royal

f ttoS?SJiJJfi
duni

!F *Z pa3
i 8eason

'
and haa Proved

IlocW SaP
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C
^nd ri.c^t flajoured TarieUea in the

'nee to the Trade on application.
Royal Exotic Nurseries, Exeter and Chelsea —Nov 2
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G

- Glenny. Horticultural Agent, Fulham. S.W
pAMLn.iAS, full of Flower BudsTl^ 21t and

* Church.
151

'
KiDgsland R«d

»
N-» 55 doors from Shore-

The post has just brought us a very remark-
able Catalogue of Plants now cultivated as we
are informed in the Garden of Siebold & Co. of
Leyden. It is called Catalogue Prodrome 'des
Plantes du Japon, introduites en Hollande dans
les annees 1859, 1860, and 1861—or Preliminary
List of Japanese Plants introduced into Holland in
the years 1859-60-61. From the introductory
remarks we learn that Dr. v. Siebold returned to
Japan in the beginning of 1859, since which time
he has been frequently sending home collections
to his sale-nursery in Holland. "We now
possess," says the Catalogue, " more than 300 new
species and varieties, most of which have been
cultivated for centuries in Japan, the ancient
seat {siege) of the Flora of Eastern Asia." We can-
not pretend to explain the meaning of this last
sentence

; suffice it to say that according to the list
before us a very large collection of plants, many
oi which are really new, or said to be so, has been
brought together, and cannot fail to add important
features to European gardens, provided those who
have the charge of their propagation and sale shall
supply their customers with sound healthy
specimens. J

It must not, however, be supposed that all the
plants m the Catalogue are worth cultivating for
ornament

; some are valuable only for their useful
qualities

; others are mere [Botanical curiosities.
Let us endeavour to point out those which
promise best. In doing this we follow the arrange-
ment of the Catalogue itself.
Trees awd Shrubs. — Under this head are

placed indiscriminately about a couple of hundred
names of hardy and greenhouse plants, many of
which are anything rather than new. Such are
titrus japonica, Mahonia japonica, Biospyros
Kaki, Ilhcium anisatum, &c. On the other hand
there are several new varieties of the beautiful
Japanese Acers

; double flowered Peaches, which
may or may not be the same as Fortune's ; several
Aucubas, two Bamboos, a Walnut, Magnolia hypo-
leuca and nymphceoides, Rhododendron Metier-

Much has been said lately about the effect of
high manuring, on Conifers, and as usual there
has been a degree of truth on either side of the
argument. High manuring will undoubtedly pro-
duce vigorous growth in these plants in many
instances for a time, but sooner or later it will be
sure for the most part to end in a vitiated consti-
tution. It is indeed as a general rule effective
only where an immediate or at any rate no distant
result is wanted, and even then an injudicious
administration may be fatal.

It is well known that large doses of guano,
though productive of quantity, are almost sure to
impair the keeping qualities of the crop to which
they are administered. The produce of the
Potato and Turnip field under such treatment may
be immense, but the rapidity of decay makes it
almost worthless where there is not a ready sale
or quick consumption. A most striking case how-
ever has lately come before us, which is on more
than one account highly deserving ot record, and
shall be stated in the words of our Correspondent.

" Within the last three weeks I have cut 34 nice
looking Pines out of a 3-light pit attached to
several others for cultivating Ferns. To my great
mortification these Pines are nearly all black in
the core They were grown in pots, in soil con-
sisting of three parts loam to one part peat with
a little charcoal. The peat is fibry and full of
Fern roots. The plants are all Queens-the heat
supplied by hot-water pipes ; the bottom heat has
been kept at 90° to 95% and the top heat by day
80° to 95°, and by night 65° to 70°. Every atten-
tion has been given to ventilation. Watering and
syringing with water were withheld altogether
when the fruit began to colour. These Pines
when swelling and colouring were the admiration
of all who saw them, but alas! when cut how
great the disappointment !

"

So far there is nothing to account for their
diseased condition. One little point however
remains to be stated, which is undoubtedly the
key to the solution of the difficulty. " They had a
little guano water once a week when the fruit was
swelling." The immediate absorption into the
system of the forcing solution at a time when the

• tissues were already gorged with nutritive matter
I doubtless brought on an unhealthy condition of
the walls of the cells, which ended as soon as the
fruit was ripe in decay, and that at the very part
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of the plant where the raw material was mare

immediately conveyed.

In plants moreover cultivated in pots it is fre-

quently a dangerous matter to supply forcing

Squids. Evaporation is always going on rapidly

from the part of the pot which is exposed, and the

spongy tips of the roots greedily absorb whatever

liquid is supplied. Liquid manure might

even in this case have been possibly comparatively

harmless, had the roots possessed free scope to run

where they please in search of nutriment, for nigh

manuring is not necessarily fatal to Pines, though

in the present instance the time chosen for the

administration of guano was not in our opinion

judicious. One of our most successful rme

growers is in the habit of using large quantities 01

well rotted pig manure, one of the richest ot the

products of the farm-yard, in the cultivation of his

Pines. But then the Pines are at once planted in

the rich soil, and the nutriment is therefore

received by small but constant supplies into their

system. A vigorous growth therefore is insured

from the time of planting, but there is no sudden

access of fermentative matter when the tissues are

least able to resist its action. How far the

general health of a succeeding crop may be affected

by high manuring we are unable to say, but there

can be little or no doubt, if good results are

obtainable in the first instance from the method

stated above, that bad consequences will almost

certainly ensue from the use of liquid manure to

plants pent up in pots at a time when they have

already assimilated sufficient nutritive matter to

supply the swelling fruit, and when nothing more

is requisite than proper heat and moisture to

enable them to work up to the best effect the store

deposited in their cells. M. J. B.

At a recent sitting of the French Academy,

M. Cheveettl produced a magnificent bunch of esctj-

XENT Musheooms from the grounds of Dr. Labordette.

His method of cultivation is thus described :—He first

developes the Mushrooms by sowing spores on a pane of

glass covered with wet sand. Then he selects the most

vigorous individuals from among them, and sows [or

plants] their mycelium in a cellar in a damp soil, con-

sisting of gardener's mould, covered with a layer of

sand and gravel 2 inches thick, and another layer of

rubbish from demolitions, about an inch deep. The

bed thus prepared is watered with a diluted solution of

two grammes [1 gramme = 15.44 grains Troy] of

nitrate of potash per square metre [=1.1960 sq.yard],

and in about six days the Mushrooms grow to an enor-

mous size.— Of the varieties of Gbape which at Chiswick

have this season proved themselves to be of good quality

and desirable for cultivation, is one received some years

since by the Royal Horticultural Society, without name,

from M. BtfBCHABDT. This Grape, from its having

some resemblance in its bunches to the Black Prince,

was named Burchardt's Prince in one of the early

reports of the Fruit Committee, in which it was highly

spoken of. This year the variety has been ripened for

the first time under pot culture, and proves in every

way excellent. The established Vines in the large con-

servatory have produced large and very handsome
bunches, but in that situation, where they receive little

artificial aid, the berries scarcely ripen; it therefore

evidently requires something beyond a greenhouse

temperature. The bunches are long and tapering, well

set with large handsome berries, which are quite black.

The flavour is excellent, resembling that of the Black
Hamburgh combined with something of the briskness

of the Black Prince- It may be considered as an
acquisition.

—— Some of our horticultural writers, and some
at least, we know, who do not often write, regard the

Pelaegontdii as very much to be preferred before the

Verbena for bedding purposes, on the ground that it is

more manageable, and more permanent in character, at

least in the case of small beds, and in small gardens.

The main reason assigned for this preference, i3 that

under the circumstances just indicated, the soil is neces-

sarily kept poor to prevent rampant growth in many
free-growing subjects—indeed, to prevent rampant
growth in any, and thus treated Verbenas become very

80on exhausted. If they can have a large surface over

which to spread, and the soil is tolerably good, so that

the plants can be kept in a free growing state, and the

branches are continually pegged down, so as to assist

them to strike fresh roots, Verbenas succeed well enough
and make a splendid show for a period of about a month,
say during August, but neither before nor after this is

their appearance very satisfactory. Good sorts of

Pelargoniums, with soil adjusted in fertility to their

several constitutions, are undoubtedly more regular
and durable in bloom, but then they are not so dwarf
as Verbenas, neither does the former family afford the
variety of colours to be found in the latter, so that after
all both seem at present necessary elements of flower-
gardening.

It has been remarked that Obchaed Houses
\ been gradually growing in size and importance,
consequently in cost, since they have been before

the oublic. At first they^ere^very small and simpleS consisting of a gJs roof with^tag
and the sides planted with evergreen hedges Then

they grew in size, and the hedges not «f^^
shutting out the cold winds of^ early Bpnng, tonvre

boardini was substituted in their place, ^w, it

appears that houses larger and still larger are
i

adopted

so that they have become in reality ample greenhouses

with simple fixed roofs, ventilated by openings at
i

the

gable ends. As their usefulness becomes still more

evident and established, we cannot expect them to stop

at this point; and thus the question seems to be

rapidly tending towards the erection of crystal fruiteries

or large glass-covered fruit gardens.

The further accounts received from the French

wine districts show a varying result as to the crop

In the cantons of Surgeres and Aigrefeuille, the vintage

has been concluded under most favourable circum-

stances, but the crop is not abundant, having been

nearly destroyed in 11 out of the 23 communes of

which these cantons are composed. The quality oi

both red and white wine is however stated to be

"magnificent." In the Narbonnais the vintage is

not finished. In the district of Chateauneut-du-

Pape it commenced with splendid weather on Sep-

tember 30, and was concluded on October 19, the

Grapes being perfectly ripe and dry and yielding

excellent wine. The Revue de Beaune states that the

vintage in Burgundy has never been favoured by more

delightful weather. The Grapes are generally ripe and

in excellent condition, and the crop will this year be

an unexceptionable one for quality, though the quantity

is deficient. Accounts from Turin, dated a few days

since, state that the vintage is in full tide all oyer

Italy, and turns out a glorious one both as to quantity

and quality. The Grape disease has made its appear-

ance here and there, but it has done but trifling havoc,

and its virulence is everywhere on the wane.

TREE WOUNDS AND MEANS OF HEALING
THEM.

By M. Eugene Forney.

In endeavouring to heal a wound on the stem of a

tree, the first proceeding is to make the wound smooth,

clean, and level with the rest of the stem. Whatever

tends to prevent the bark from closing over the wound
is injurious. When a wound, no matter what its

length may be, does not exceed in breadth one-fourth

of the circumference of the stem, it will, if the tree is

healthy and has not reached its limit of growth, be

healed over as soon as the bark joins together, and
before there is time for the wood to be injured by mois-

ture and heat. If the wound is wider and extends

to a third or more of the circumference, the edges of

the bark take a considerable time before they can join,

and the wood from long exposure begins to decay

forming a hollow which can only be imperfectly

covered by the edges of the bark rolling inwards upon
each other.

Naturally enough it has been considered a desirable

object to heal the wounds of trees, and thus to preserve

the wood which has been laid bare from decay. It is

well known that there is no natural means of hastening

the healing of the wound ; all that can be done is to

remove such causes as are calculated to impede the

natural process. There is no way with which I am
acquainted for preserving the wood from rotting when
the wound is too large . to heal over ; and all means
that may be resorted to for the prevention of decay

will do more harm than good. Let us examine the

effects of some compositions for wounds.

1. Moderate sized wounds made perfectly smooth
with a sharp cutting instrument, Nature herself will

heal over, d Under favourable conditions the new bark

glides over the smooth wood, which gradually becomes

covered. It would not be so if the wound were

irregular, or if it were made with a saw, the teeth of

which would tear and bruise the fibres of the bark and

wood so as to prevent healing.

2. Moderate sized wounds covered with Onguent de

Saint-Fiacre. [This is a grafting clay, consisting of

a mixture of clay and cow-dung.] It is well

known that the drying effects of air and more

especially of the sun's rays are detrimental to the

healing of a wound ; nevertheless, from an experiment

made by me, it appears that the above application is

attended with but little advantage. From a vigorous

Sycamore, with smooth bark, two slips of the latter,

about 2 inches in breadth, were removed, and one of

the wounds was covered with a sufficient thickness of

the above-mentioned grafting clay. The first year the

wound covered with that composition had closed up

7-10ths of an inch, whilst the other wound not so pro-

tected was reduced rather more than 6-10ths. In the

second year the former wound, which was still kept

covered with grafting composition, was again diminished

8-lOths- and the wound left bare had decreased

from 6 to 9-10ths, the mean diminution being nearly

8-lOths. Thus the application of the grafting clay

caused little difference in the healing. Perhaps it

might have produced a better result in an older and

less vigorous tree. •
. .

3. Wounds protected with a coatmg of tar.—Two

branches of an Elm, of equal diameter, were cut back

in 1851. One was tarred, the other was not. The

section was 4 inches in diameter. _The one which

was not tarred was about five years befoi^
healed over completely; whilst the one which *»
tarred was seven years in doing so, and even then2
cicatrice was much less regular. During the first two
years in particular, the untarred wound healed twice*
fast as that tarred ; but afterwards there was very litju

difference in the rate of growth. Coal tar applied tj
wounds must be very deleterious ; the kind used in tfc

experiment was vegetable [such as Stockholm, tar]
; and

I attribute the injurious effect of this to its black

colour, which by absorbing the rays of heat occasion^

an extremely high temperature, so that the sap fa
young tissue] which tends to grow over the tar is to

some extent baked and dried up.

These experiments, incomplete as they are, indue*

me to regard every application that obstructs the

perfect closing over of the bark as more hurtful than

beneficial ;
grafting clay, however, is an exception,

because it cannot hinder the bark from closing- oyer

the wound, but salves, balsams, cements, and plasters,

which soon scale and crack, permitting moisture to

reach the wound, are bad.

I am only acquainted with one case in -which a cotj.

ing of tar proves beneficial* and that is when a tree has

been transplanted, for the wounds do not then heal

over, and the sap evaporates. This evaporation may

be prevented by the use of a composition. I nwer

plant a tree without applying grafting-wax to fee

wounds.
Now, let me ask, does a coating of tar prevent

rotting in wood which is laid bare 1 I am persuaded

that the tar, instead of preventing the decay of wood

which is moist and full of sap has quite a contrary

effect ; being black, it acquires a high temperature

when exposed to the sun ; the sap becomes heated

and ferments, it cannot evaporate, and the wood

decays. I have cut off with a budding knife a piece of

wood from a wound which had been healed over with-

out being covered with tar. The wood beneath the

covering of new tissue was healthy and white beyond

the depth of 3-tenths, or little more than a quarter of

an inch ; [whereas the wood lying underneath i

coating of tar was yellow, and looked as if it had been

burned to the depth of fully three-quarters of an inch,

and in some places this discoloration extended to a

much greater depth.

As regards large wounds on old trees, the vigour of

which has so far declined that they cannot effectually

heal, nature may be assisted by adopting the following

mode of proceeding, which I have only practised in one

instance on an old Lime tree, whose wound (a large

one) I was enabled to completely cover over in three

years. The bark at the edges was raised both at top

and bottom to a good distance, and the ends of young

branches or grafts cut sloping [as is done in nnd

grafting] were inserted beneath the raised bark at tue

upper and lower edges of the wound. The branch*

employed as scions were clean healthy ends oc

branches. They were placed side by side, but not too

close together, and thus formed a sort of grating over

the wound. The upper and lower edges of the wounu

were then coated over with grafting wax, an^J™

whole was covered with grafting clay; theb|^~
grow and unite so as to cover the wound, la tins way

I

time in a fine avenue of trees. Journal

Imperiale et Centrale d*Horticulture.

made by

HOLLYHOCKS.
The receipt of Mr. W. Chater's few**

list of Hollyhocks reminds us that some
i

verj »
new varieties of this effective autumnal flowerJl
made their appearance during the present,

J^J
There has not indeed appeared any very struts

absolute novelty, but varieties have been prcsean*

which improvement of a decided character nas

marked by increased size, and greater «lne«

symmetry of form—qualities which are especial
J
wg

in a bold-habited plant like the Hollyhock. £
remarks refer especially to those new varieties wj

have been exhibited in London, they having «T

under our own observation ; and confining our atteng

to the jurisdiction of the most severe tribunal to

novelties of this nature are brought up for jud:

namely, the Royal Horticultural Society's Floral

mittee, we find that eight First-class Certificates*]

four Commendations have been distributed among**!

varieties which, along with many others, have p*|
under review.

In the very first rank amongst these approved

we should be inclined to place the Stanstead Rival,

of Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing's seedlings;

with it the Countess Russell, Invincible, and Ne

Ultra, raised by Mr. W. Chater. The former of

has the flowers large, and very closely filled

in a symmetrical semi-globular form with c-
(
^m

smooth-edged petals, which do not present any or

hollows or "pockets" seen in all inferior sorts,

3

colour is a clear and very pleasing salinony rose, a
variety named Countess Russell is large and wei ra

portioned in its several parts, the colour being tba^j

deep peach blossom. Ne Plus Ultra is of a <U"

colour, a light rosy purple, or perhaps wesh^^
describe it as a deep rosy lilac, the petals.silvery *-|

edges and the flower well proportioned, xnv

has bold flowers of a delicate salmon colon**

outline, full and even, having perhaps rather
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of

guard petals, but in every way a fine flower. These all

gained First-class Certificates, the last having also pre-

viously won a Commendation when shown in a younger
and less-developed state.

Scarcely inferior in quality to these are four others,

namely, George Keith, a large full light rose-crimson ;

Lady Dacre, a pale flesh-colour, heavily suffused with
ttlmon-pink : both from the collection of Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing1

, and both awarded First-

class Certificates; Joshua Clark, a fine light cherry
crimson, of excellent properties; and Lady King, a
showy, full, deep ruby crimson, yielding a majestic
pike, the two latter being from Mr. W4 Chater's col-

lection, and also rewarded by First-class Certificate,

Lady King having previously won a Commendation.

A grade lower, but still possessing qualities which
render them desirable additions to the varieties

already known, and distinguished from the common
herd of seedlings by the award of a secondary cer-
tificate, two other varieties claim notice. Of these
probably Prince Imperial, from Mr. Bircham, takes
the first place on account of its colour, which is a dark
daret; in this the chief quality is the intensity of
colouring, the flower being a little wanting in smooth-
ness. The other certificated variety above referred to
was Lady H. St. Clair, a fine large blush, produced by
Messrs. Downie, Laird, and Laing.

In the foregoing, then, we have the choicer flowers of
the present season so far as the South is concerned.
They have been selected mainly with a view to their
merits in a florist's point of view, those obtaining the
higher award being in every instance remarkable for
the high qualities of form, fulness, proportion,
substance, size, and closeness of spike. We have
noticed a very few other very pleasing varieties, shown
by Mr. Chater, which though perhaps deficient in
some one or more points, and thus failing to pass the
censorship, have yet other desirable qualities, which
recommend them to notice. Among these were Agenora,
a light purplish rose, something in the way of
Ne plus Ultra,

^
a fine and desirable colour ; Queen

Victoria, a brilliant rosy carmine, a flower which has
appeared to us to possess very fine properties, though
unrewarded; Garibaldi, a light crimson, showv, well
formed, and well proportioned ; and Mrs. Fyson, a dis-
tinct mauve-tinted lilac, remarkable for its colour.

Reverting to the Catalogue of Mr. Chater we find a
few cultural hints to which we may usefully give wider
circulation. To produce fine flowers it is recommended
to cut off lateral shoots, to take off the top of the spike,
ana to thin the buds when they are crowded, the habit
of moat kinds being to produce duplicate buds, of which
the inferior or smaller ones are to be removed as they
appear, so that more space may be given for the deve-
lopment of the remainder. Another important step
to~«xtt<rtne production of fine flowers is to give them
-rood deep (2 feet) well-trenched soil with plenty of
lecomposed manure, such as old Cucumber beds or

night soil intermixed. Then again young vigorous
piantsarerecomniended to be employed every year, as
with Uahlias. In summer these plants like a rather
aamp Subsoil, but in winter wet is vprv inrnrirm* hn
them.

inquires if sulphur is a sure remedy ? A third asts,
what is the best remedy ?

Last year my plants in both gardens suffered much :

they looked as if they had been daubed with a bill-

sticker's brush, and probably to this, no less than to
the severity of the winter, the deaths of some of them
may be attributed. This year, till lately, I have seen but
little of it (white mildew) ; but in the earlier part of
the season the pot Koses in a hot yard suffered much

oil the leaf with the nucleus, indexed on the upper
side of the leaf by a slight discoloration. W. F.
Radclyffe, Rushton Rectory, Oct. 12.

Home Correspondence.
Cotton Cultivation in India (see p. 943).—I last week showed

that the East Indian experimental Cotton farmers had perfectly
succeeded in naturalising the American Cotton plant in India •

e u. a "ii/. ii i'-. « anc* that the Ryots had ascertained that American Cotton wasfrom it. borne half standards, a little in advance of! a less precarious and more profitable article of culture than.
them, suffered still more, while some high standards their indigenous staple. I propose now to consider the

wholly escaped it. I sulphured them all, after wettiug J*J& "£*£^Se'or^SSS^XSSUte
the foliage, but the remedy was not effectual. I cut
the half standards back hard, to see if that would avail,

but, alas ! the next shoots and leaves became as white
as a miller. I again sulphured them, but with no
greater success. In process of time, but after the
wood was tolerably ripe, it broke out fiercely in a line

of Geant des Batailles, and in several plants of Baronne „rt
. . .. . . .. - .. . .„ . . ,. - ...

xj«ii«™ / t> i
•

i li x. mj % i ,i remind the Association that the general testimony of well
ttallez (a Kose subject also to black mildew), but as the qualified observers. American as well as English, goes to prove
Geants had done their duty well and had ripened their that in the details of cultivation the natives of India have little

wood at the base of the plants, I did not trouble my or n°thing to learn from the agriculturists of other quarters of

head about them. Earlier iu the year I kept <W
I &?|^ «ton!'?„^

of Manchester," addressed through their Calcutta agents to
the Governor General of India, the following passage occurs

:

"By thus introducing European* into the country, with
greater intelligence, energy, and enterprise, than that of the
natives, superior methods of agriculture will be adopted, and
greater care will be taken in the preparation of the produce
for the market " To this his Excellency directs his Secretary
to reply:—"The Governor General in council desires to

winter wet is very injurious to

Propagation is to be effected by single eyes in July
ana August, or by cuttings in spring, the cuttings
oeing placed on a slight bottom-heat. The summer

In n ?v
te are besfc wintered in pots, repotting themm uctober into large-sized pots in light rich sandy

earth, and keeping them in a cold well-aired frame or
aouse. - In March or April, they are to be turned into
the open ground, and they will bloom as finely and as
early as if planted in autumn. In dry summer weather
they should be watered with a solution of guano, or other
hquid manure poured carefully round about them, but
not on or too near the stems.
The points of merit insisted on, refer 1st, to the

nature of the individual flowers ; 2d, to their arrange-
ment on the spike ; and 3d, to their colour. As to
the first, perfection consists in the petals being thick or
arm with smooth even edges, the central ones forming
a full compact closely arranged even mass rising to a
naif-globular form with smooth stiff guard petals pro-
truding all round about half an inch from the base ot^ central mass, more or less in proportion to the size

ah ii
whole- M t0 tue second, the flowers

snould be set on regularly, not crowded together
in confused masses, nor hanging loosely so as to leave
£*^. uufurmshed sPaces» but they should be so disposed
that the shape of each may be distinctly seen. A few«oall green leaves between the flowers are a great im-
provement to the appearance of the spike. As to the

roW^ '
f KF

ht
?

fc

: .

stron&est*
*>d most distinct

colours are preferable, but it is held to be desirable to
obtain also a variety of shades. For our own parts, asa general rule we infinitely prefer the distinct whole
coloured soTts there being a strong tendency towards

aZff ?L
6

.

m 'xed
,
ai

;
d vari*gated colours foundamongst the varieties of the Hollyhock.—*

ROSE MILDEW.
I have had several letters sent to me lately on the

3R.°f^adew
'£f Which there aro three kkds tbat

££ .fr
e ^f^H*' S"

10^""1 black
'

1 Presume

me
y
whn 'a^i

t0 th?^ fc
' °De Respondent asksme, who ib the best authority on the subject Another

aphides and this curse by sending my servant's little

girl to kill the one and rub off the other with her
hands, which signally succeeded. On receiving the
queries above, I surveyed the Geants, and remember-
ing that when I farmed, solution of vitriol was a sure
remedy for smutty Wheat seed, I was determined to
renew my Oxford days and treat myself to the follow-
ing syllogism.

Major premise. Vitriol will cure the smut
Fungus.

2. Minor premise. White mildew on Rose plants is

a Fungus.
3. Conclusion. Therefore the vitriol which will

cure the former will also cure the latter.

The mildew had been on some days, and was
rooted into the skin of the leaves, even into
the hard leaves. Under such circumstances
sulphur I am persuaded would have had no chance.
I sent, therefore, to Blandford for 1 lb. of powdered
blue vitriol in 2 ounce packets. I took one packet,
dissolved it in hot water, and added a stable bucket of
cold water to it, and poured it from a watering pot
with a fine spout all over the trees, leaves, and stems.
The recipe signally succeeded, and the Geants are
perfectly cleaned of the mildew, and the leaves are
able to perform their functions of breathing, and, I

suppose, of perspiration. Next year, if permitted, I

shall wash my plants with a weaker solution of this, as
soon as the leaves are able to bear it, as a preventive.
I think that this will also destroy, or greatly baffle
the decorticating aphis, and the nibbling bud worm.
Probably 1 ounce to a

#
bucket, of water would be suf-

ficient. Great caution is of course necessary in using
such a salamander. Experience will apportion the
quantity of vitriol and water. I need hardly say that
it will be better to begin too weak than too strong.
With regard to sulphur caution is also necessaiy,

for, if it is put on too thickly, or allowed to stay on
more than two days in hot sultry weather, where
plants are fully exposed to the scorching of the sun,
without being washed off, the remedy will be as bad as
the disease.

White mildew affects the wood of different Roses
variously. If it is very bad and not stopped, it will
turn the wood of Mesdames Laffay and Knorr, and of
Duchesse de Cambaceres as yellow as a kite's foot ; and
it will turn the wood of Jules Margottin blood red, or
as if it had been stained with red ink. The mischief
arises from strangulation, or garotting. The sap rises,

the pores of the leaves or lungs are stopped up, and
the tree sickens, and will do no more the same year.
If all the leaves are affected it will destroy, if very bad
and not stopped, small delicate pot plants.

I have thought that when trees from oversight, or
wilful neglect, are mildewed all over, and the tissue of
the leaves destroyed, or much damaged, that, as sap
rising, which can find no vent, does the mischief, it

would be a good plan to take them up, and replant
them. This would check the rising sap. Manetti Roses
may be moved at all times of the year.

One thing is certain, that whenever aphides and
mildews of any kind appear, the sooner you set to
work to defeat them, the less will be your loss. Their
powers of and quickness of reproduction are both
wonderful and mysterious. I do not pronouce the
above receipt to be a panacea for any of them, but I
think it worth a cautious trial next year. I recom-
mended it to " Coventry " a few days ago.

One word about orange and also] black mildew. The
latter affects the trees permanently less than either of

the other two. It is probably " Erineum griseum."
It will, however, if the leaves are extensively affected,

stop your Roses for the year. This is called a mildew,
but I confess that I never with my glasses could dis-

cover a " Fungus." The orange mildew is plain

enough. It is like Cayenne Pepper. It is in early

spring, when the leaves are of no great age, visible on
the under side of the leaves, in the form of a nucleus,

fast gummed on to the leaf. In due time it will burst
and spread its spores all over the tree. This will

assuredly stop the bloom for the year, and delicate

sorts will put forth next year leaves as yellow as a
cock canary bird. Remember then the motto of every

improvement can be expected." I would observe here that
in picking and cleaning they are not excelled by Americans z

better picked Cotton could not be than thousands of pounds of
seed Cotton I bought on Government account direct from the
Ryots, and the Churka is superior to the saw gin in everything,
except speed, for separating the Cotton from the seed. The
Association are not quite pleased with this reply, which they
say *' they have read with considerable surprise. They thought
it was universally admitted that the agriculture of Hindostan
was essentially rude and primitive ; that the implements by
which it is conducted arc most inefficient ; that as to the use
of machinery, the proper rotation of crops, the application of
manures, the choice of seed, and, in fact, the entire round of
culture, the natives are deficient, if not in knowledge at least
in practice. This view the committee formed on the testimony
of travellers of repute and of innumerable witnesses now or
formerly resident in India who have spoken or written upon.
the subject " In support of the above thoughtsj " they would
also respectfully submit that as in America 600 lbs. of clean.

Cotton per acre is considered au average crop, while in India
the average crop does not amount to 100 lbs, per acre, they
believe there is full scope for improved culture, and a better
development of the industry of the country ; and that satisfac-
tory evidence of the result of cultivation is seen in the few
thousand bales of a highly improved and excellent class of staple,
already received thence."Mr. Petrie, adverting to thesepassages,
replies to the effect that, when the natives were furnished with
New Orleans seed, they cultivated it after their own fashion
with these rude and primitive implements, and succeeded in
turning out nearly as large crops of quite as good Cotton as
the American planters could do, with all their costly imple-
ments and agricultural skill and science, and at less than half
the cost. He thence, coinciding with the planters themselves,
concedes that if ever India is to become a great Cotton
exporting country, the natives must be the cultivators,
Europeans providing the inducement by simply opening
depots or markets with fair prices, in the several Cotton
growing districts ; establishing in them trained buyers ready to
purchase all good Cotton offered for sale, and preparing it for
transmission to the distant market, wherever that may be.
Europeans he considers can never become Cotton planters in
India; the profits there ac ing from Cot i culture being
insufficient adequately to remunerate him, while those of an
agent or buyer, if carried out on a considerable scale, are
ample. In these opinions he does not stand alone. The
Association, however, not approving of them, somewhat grandi-
loquently answers, "It is an established axiom all the world
over, that there must be good farming if you are to have a
continuance of good crops, and Cotton offers no exception to
the rule." Does Mr. Petrie entertain any doubt as to the
miserably backward state of Indian agriculture? Can he fail

to perceive the cogency of the following queries by the Editor
of the Bengal Hwrkaru? "Does his lordship (the Governor
General) mean to say that the ground scratched with a crooked
stick drawn by Bengalee bullocks, and ignorant of manure and
drainage, is unsusceptible of improvement by the application
of European mechanical skill and European science?" The
Governor General, as I understand the passage, does not say
that Indian Cotton agriculture is unsusceptible of improve-
ment, but simply states a present fact, resting upo \ American
and European testimony, which I apprehend those who can
reason back from results to the means by which they are
accomplished will endorse ; without at the same tii)c denying
that, like our own, Hindoo agriculture is still susceptible of
great improvement. The above extracts seem to embody
two distinct propositions, namely—1st. That owing to his
"rude and primitive " implements and farming, the Hindoo
can only obtain 100 lbs. of clean Cotton per acre, while owing
to his more advanced and scientific farming and app'iances
the American planter is able to realise, as an average crop,
600 lbs. from the same area. 2d. That until Europeans take
the business in hand and bring their superior energy, intelli-
gence, mechanical skill, and science to bear on the Cotton
culture of India, India never can replace America in supplying
Europe with Cotton. If these propositions as they now stand
correctly embody the views of the writers, then I feel con-
strained, as regards the first, at once to dispute the soundness
of both the premises and conclusions. The average crop of
clean Cotton on the best land of the Mississippi State, as 1 was
often told by the planters, does not average 400 lbs. per acre ;
though that quantity was often obtained, the general average
was supposed to range between 300 and 350 pounds, in other
words that average land well cultivated returned about 1000
lbs. of seed Cotton per acre, equal to about 330 lbs. of clean.
The correctness of these statements is confirmed by Dr.
Mallet, who in his elaborate paper read before the Royal

•ciety, June 4, 1361), on the "Chemical and Physical Con-
ditions of the Culture of Cotton," says that in Alabama on
their best Prairie lands, "a bale of400 or 500 lbs to the acre is

sometimes obtained under favourable circumstances, but this
is much above the average for upland Cotton." The same
author furtherremarks:—"Although much virgin soil remains
in the Southern States untouched by the Cotton planter, it

needs but a slight knowledge of the country to discover the
vast extent of 'worn out Cotton fields already existing

even in the most recently settled States, not to predict a time

when the growing demands for the staple must compel," Ac.
This confirms a further statement of our planters, that in

Georgia 600 lbs. of seed Cotton was considered a good crop,

which is about what we obtained off our medium lands in

India, but much below *hat the best produced. The premises,

namely that the American planter is indebted to his superior

husbandry and appliances for his larger crops, being found
wanting, the conclusion that the transfer of his scientific

firming and better implements to India would raise the
Indian crop to the American standard, must of necessity fall to

the ground. But I am able to adduce direct evidence to prove,

that neither American farmiug nor American implements
healthy Rosery, " Vonienti occurrite morbo," and pull raise large crops from exhausted land. The above short
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extract from Dr. Mallet 3 paper shows at once, that American
tannin* is radically bad, otherwise M the vast extent of ' worn

TvuJt J ? fi ®Idsa,ready existing- eren in the roost recently
settled states could hardly yet be found, under even an
approximation to good farming: indeed their Cotton agricul-
ture does not merit the name of farming. But leaving that
out ot the question for the present, our American planters

J"5* &ve years Indian experience, honestly admitted that they
nad nothing to teach the natives of India in the business of
uotton growing, but had learned something from them. Our
system, they remarked, of sowing on the top or raised ridges,
(anghcfc lands), with water furrows between, to keep the
plants dry at bottom, is injurious in this dry climate ; our
turnfurrow ploughs therefore, which do not cultivate the ground

2^n
2, m,

piuuuce green leaves, wuue vu\* juuita nuiu j

of plants originally found as variegated seedlings, andis well adapted for ail^the^'pu
1
* ^^de tffo

most generally retain the variegation. If I had Willow is used in this country g'ip'
GS 0̂r ^'chS

time I could adduce some curious instances of Transplanting large Trees ^-h
plants winch I know have become variegated from nious neighbours the French do n^L^J
being planted in certain localities, but whether owingo V\ - T, — —B
to chemical or sympathetic affinity I cannot say; it ia

an interesting subject, worthy of being taken up by
A% 11 ±1 Y A \ * * * A **.

* * •* «;zr J*

^i^^ more<
i
eepIythanthenativeone

' arenotrecluired »-the others mor« able than T am to do iustice to itonly difference between them being, that the one inverts the r , e
° £ .„ J „a justice to it

surface soil, the other loosens and stirs from below, but the JoAn *«»«*» ' ersailles Ifurstry, Hammersmith.
seed bed is equally good in either case. I shall consider the

" ~ -----
second proposition, which I deem a more important one, next
•week. Robert Wight.

Cucumbers.—Ayres' Black Spine is reported in vour
columns to be a good winter kind. Have any of your
Correspondents had experience of it ?—if so I shall be
glad of any information they will kindly afford me on
tne subject. I grow many Cucumber plants (?) for sale
throughout the year, but I find Lord Kenyon's
Favourite and CuthUI's Black Spine the only two
saleable as winter Cucumbers ; the other sorts, such as
Victory of Bath, Improved Sion House, and others
being early spring kinds. Any communications, either
addressed to me personally or through your columns,
will be much valued; » I believe all Cucumber ECT ?S « r

ltS
""f

8'™ £"**" and rC"

growers feel the want of a rood free *L2Z*S ^^n.wvth flowers for several months in the year.

Your Correspondent " P. A. W." is right in assuming
one of the Scarlet Unique Geraniums to be of Conti-

nental origin. Many years ago (I forget how many)
when travelling in France I saw this Geranium growing
among a lot of seedlings in the nursery of M. Boucliarlat,
at Lyons. I bought it and sent it home, naming it

Scarlet Unique. About the same time Mr. Gaines, of
Battersea, raised or obtained a similar one, but not the
same, and named it Scarlet Unique, neither he nor I
knowing of the existence of the other. There is a fine
plant of my Scarlet Unique in the conserrat, iv at
Camfield Place in this county, the seat of the lion.
Baron Dimsdalc. The pillar against which it is
planted is covered with its massive foliage and re-

in transplanting large trees, I have £ «eto"5
send you a short account of what hn, t

:ndn
««B

this year in that way. We have far JS done^
purpose of transplanting-two

of H "^ie
lifting trees of a large size (say fro" 1^ i
h.gh) and they have" all been^p™^.50^
months of June, July, August, and £2 * J""* *
The following is a list of the m£$&*l
transplanted. Beginning with YewTfi **»"
135 in all, and somo of them m^F mberfd

dimensions, one tree being 8 feet in ll/f-
r%

• Jmi «xt from

growers feel the want of a good free bearing kind,
equal to Lord Kenyon for winter work, and only
differing from that sort in being a Black Spine, with a
good bloom, instead of a White Spine (as that is) and
carrying no bloom whatever. Henry JSroton, Bounds
Green, Colney Hatch.

Vanda coerulea.—A plant in the collection at
Newton Park, Bath, with a single stem 2 feet 7 inchesm height, furnished with healthy leaves from the base
upwards, has four flower spikes now on it with from
16 to 20 flowers on each, all large and perfect, and they
have been in flower four weeks. In the same collection
is also a Peristeria elata, with 10 fine spikes of flowers

;

it has been in bloom two months. I may add that

I know of no plant more beautiful or more suitable for
a pillar in the Conservatory. Wm. Paul, Nurseries,
Waltham Cross, Herts.
Do Sals eat Grapes?—Having repeatedly noticed

the decrease of Grapes from my Vinery, and having
called the attention of my head gardener to it, with

the ground and 35 feet in he^Tf'^
spreading tree brought from , ]££** *»
off is 5 feet 6 inches round at 2iS 3 ***

and the circumference of the bS?£\*f.A large fteud-Acaci. was brought halfi^
between two and three miles, and S h fe
dimensions, viz., girth of bole at t\? ^
height being 41 feet. The number of CeftLebanon transplanted was 40, most of them bebrought from plantations at a distance, and groraga
light sandy sod. The largest girths are 5 feet it Otground, and at 14 feet high 3 feet 7 inches, and height

,

J3
feet. Six of the largest of the Cedars were planted

to screen some buildings, and they had to be drawnevidence of the fact, he fm^^^OkS^ «*^toU™^hZZl^2lZthem dimmish, but supposed I had taken them. On
|

which made the process of planting Zt3w3being assured that such was not the ease he expressed
an opinion that it was the result of theft. Subsequently
he informed me that he had discovered the miscreant
a large rat—which he snys has done all the mischief by
climbing up the stocks and eating the Grapes as they
hang from the roof of the Vinery. The whole storyEchitessplendens very finely coloured has lffirSw ! •; Vk ^ theAmer

?' The wh°,e storv
'

trusses, six on each plant. Ixora odorata too has St l

• ?e
,wTY T

ev,de"ce
¥
«Jduced f appeared to me so

fine trusses of flowed on it, M%£1?££?£a there \3± f f«
™f"" * ftE? indig"ant at what

" • ™ ^"""'•'"Mwere appeared to me an ignorant effort to cover his ownare many other plants in equally fine condition. W
Keele, Oct, 23.

stood that this was a cross obtained by Mr. Rollisson
trom Quercifolium and another Cape variety ; as to its
sportive character I can bear ample testimony, and
mention still stranger instances than that at the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick. There
are to my own knowledge four distinct sports
rrom Rollisson's Unique: 1st, Lilac; 2d, Con-
spicuum, rose crimson; 3d, Coccineum, red; 4th. Eose
d Amour, rose; this last is a sport in the
second degree from Coccineum: All these may now be
considered fixed varieties, although they will occasion-

delinquency. However, he has so pertinaciously reiter-
ated the statement, and has really caught a rat, whichPelargonium Purple Unique.-I have alwav, nnder IT ?™c

.

ement
»
ana •'as really caught a rat, which

Ood that this was a crc^ottoed bt lhSS££ iLff "JSfJft .

tha*J.determined to ask your

ally produce flowers of the original colour, ills ,^ ar I CV'J

opinion on the subject. Will you oblige by informing
me if there is any probabi ity of his statement bein^
true, for I can more willingly submit to the loss of my
Grapes than to barefaced imposture. R. B.

y Manchester.
Paris Gardens : Large Leaves.—I am informed by afriend now m Paris that in the public gardens of that

city there are a great many plants with gigantic leaves,an of the same kind, and growing very luxuriantly. Myfriend omitted to mention the name of these plants Can
you or any of your Correspondents enlighten me^ Ihave an idea that they must be Gunnera scabra.

difficult, but with all these drawbacks they were plants

at the rate of one a day. All have done vd
with the exception of one which had large tap rwh,

that had to be cut to get it on the machine. Soae

large Thorns, 33 in number, were likewise transplanted;

but the Thorn is the most difficult of all trees to shift

when in leaf, and ought never to be attempted exc^

on some special occasion, which was the case herr

The roots are so long and straggling that a good ball c

earth is difficult to get with them, and the onlynf

is to trace and save all the small fibres attheendiflf

the long roots. In a hot dry time the foliage is won

affected, from the pores being so fine, and a copiow

supply of water is wanted to keep the shoots "from

flagging. The greater part of the trees trans-

planted here are, however, likely to do *$j
they have their buds and wood still All of

sap, and have thrown their leaves off well One

of the large*; 'J'Jiorns transplanted girths 5 fa* *£

- ? - - - — --.,......*. ^^jwui. xiiis year
Coccineum has pushed three different colours, red rosP ««.„. „and lilac upon the same truss, and upon other tnisses *Z2 "5"2 "^ VTl °f y0Urs an acc0Qnt ™
are flowers half red and half lilac ; other Ger,n uml\TZ\

tj!™T
agn

I

lfic«nt fo™ which the variety
are also subject to variation,' not oX ^ I

^1=^^^
regards colour and foliage, hut also in habit ofgrowth and dimension of leaves; the diminutive
variety called » Variegated Dandy *

is, singular as itmay appear nothing but a sport from one of the old

the ground, and the circumference rfthe branches is

SO feet. An avenue of 40 Arbor-viufcW^f^M
been transplanted, the trees averaging about 20 feet

the fact. When it was first sent out I planted it in th»open ground; towards the end of the s^ r i percerved
_

by its side a strong shoot of a large green-leavedGeranium
;
supposing it to have been frm/an old roowhich might have been accidentally dug in, I nulled i

K?>t0

,
rayTPriSe J f°Und ifc t0 be a ™J™ from

he ScFS; I
1?™ mn

l?
onin8 this to Mr. Thompson^he told me that 1 was quite correct in my supposition

ft ThTv^
m
\£ £e TJ

-

hl Which ^ had
l

obta necl

™r f
Var 'e

1̂

Dandy is subject to other chanee,very frequently it loses its variegation, but retaiS
iilbputian habit. Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, and man

v

f«nn tt3
-
PTent thG S

,

a™e Plastic tended to varf-ation, both in leaves and flowers Tn iqjqi. • ,

•^santhemum (Queen of ^gVand̂ w^nV^p' &

duced six distinct sports, four in colour blushrose, yellow and white, and two in foliage aU•*f ivh.ch have now become fixed. Having for several
years past been engaged in forming a collection ofhardy variegated plants, both wild and cultivated
experience has made me acquainted with manv'
facts in their h.story, and teaches me that sports

Z„m0re
.wqne

1

nt
,

m h0fc drJ seasons tban »t othertimes; that local sports (variegated branches)
are very liable to run back unless car! is taken in pSpagation, and even then they cannot be considered
constant until the third generation ; that seedli graised from local sports almost invariably return to the

7JSL
yPG

' a
Ith0nt aUJ aPPearan^ of variegation.

of lnrrW6
-,
ye

-

ar Pr0Ve(]ihi3 frora va"ous° kindsof plants
;

but it is very different with varie-atcd
plants, which were originally so fiom seed, the fixturP» inherent and as far as my observations go l never

SS^n 'r^6
-

,

TheSeed3 Wil1 also genSraHycSm"

wi-F
r0
?rDg a ***& P^Portion variegated more orless like the parent. I might mention many whSi Iknow were first found as seedlings. That JJdZted

SlTf P.kn
f !** -S ^ "propagated Sertv

height; of all Evergreens they are the easiest maMg

and the safest to grow, from the fibrous nature of thai

roots. Some red Cedars of the same height in awtw

avenue were shifted at the same time, but they w

altogether as difficult to manage, for without thep»»

care good balls of earth can seldom he got wita b-

and fibres being

»

assumes. It was mentioned that the frond is some-
times a foot wide Permit me to observe, that near thehedgebank of a field of mine in the parish of Stockland
Devon a single pinna of one of this variety measures
10 inches and a half, so that the frond at the widest
part is 1 foot 9 inches. I gave a frond to a lady of the
adjoining parish, Dalwood, who transmitted it, I after-wards learned, to Mr. Moore, and he considered it toapproximate to his Athyrium Fil.-foem. rar. plumosum.
^. J. Edwards, Axminster.

lrZ
el

wit0nia
>

S'~A sPecimen of Wellingtonia in Mr.

Wn f i

a
«-«

r S nUrSerj at Ba?sll°t, planted out in ^ „, eil„ 8 OI nose every M

tlSril, 1° '

"ow
P
measu^es 15feet 6 inches in height; the roots, and overhead in

the girth 6 inches frou.the ground is 2 feet 4 inches ~ J " " - " *

circumference of branches 30 feet; and in every respec

Sant JS- P
if- 1

8Pe<
r

imen
- There is also another

plant of this kind growing in the grounds of James

unless on stiff soils, the roots ana norra -^
few. The other trees transplanted comprised a larger

tree, scarlet Horse Chesnuts, and deciduous LjgJ
The month of June and part of July was very »

.

able for tree shifting, owing to the weather beui?

and there being plenty of moisture, but it nasr !

the reverse in August and September, hot dry

'

*

prevailing in these months. Having an nm.
Mi

supply of water by gravitation in pipes, a nauj

^
hydrants were fixed in places where wanw

,

by means of hose every tree^ could oe > ^ ^
dull days

TTn^~«n v r> ° -,*-, °" giwuuua oi .lames

Katl I
EsC
\ll

eTiny Hl11
'
Ba^hot

- When planted inNovember, 1857 it was 1 foot 6 inches high, it is now

£» tEtssbftfr average growth for each

division or small cut joints of roots a?e

from 10 to 12 feet fong; anTsSJ&SttEt«uu
1
three quarters in circumference; in short thev" re

~

quite equal to two-year-old Vines, and are like y to b ara good crop next season. I may state that one Vine hasthree bunches on three different shoots. One bunch
"

8 inches through and 10 inches long. E DeanGardener to J. MiOam. Esq., Gledkan^eeds.
'

„ Phe Elmhams.—Allow me to correct an error in arecent Number of your .Paper (Oct. 19, p. 925) TheElmham winch was once a bishop's see was not theparish of that name in Suffolk, but North E mlmm avillage near East Dereham in Norfolk. * 7 Star

« ShS «
Eh
fr„}\ 'Y the see ^ DunS

\ Flmh.™
75cl to that place, and afterwards to

.N. Elmham; and that the house at S. Elmham nowoccupy by Mr. Durrant, Sir Shafto Adair's stewardwhose massive stone walls attest its antiquitv is a mrtby of what was once the episcopal palace ]
*' P

evening.
and

Some "of "the large Te« *™ £
were well watered at the roots with fflj?u ^
made from the steepings of sheep and aew ^ ..

it had an excellent effect on their gromu

Coniferous plants have lately been nohcj^
^ -^

columns, perhaps the above hint may
from tr,r

who have sickly specimens of
" Con,/;"

oB bad s<^

planting, or where they are gro^'c

William Tillery, Welbech

Sonets m05.-
Sfdbtjry Cottagebs' Veoet^ -

m t\ie
Corn

This very interesting exhibition tooWJ q^^JJJ
Exchange, Sudbury, Suffolk, onT^;

rpftSSe<l.
I •

and in point of merit has never beei
reffarding

uj

in connection with an association
diston,M •

industrious poor, of which N.C.BanJ Honortf

President, and the Kev. M?*}L'W**£L
Secretary. Early in the morning w

in ft »p,

54 ploughs were seen contending v*
I +hp Cottfg^l

field near the town, and at V.

Vegetable Show was thrown open to ^ gbout ltPj

o'clock the various prizes a?°°?^fie
presence "Jwere

Governed hv 7?;^™^?/ £•* "
» ~r™»™ f»mk:b.j company oy the Kev. &w

= o^ erned by SingaU, or Himalayan Bamloo.-l should be glad ' merits of the case. By

! distributed by the President in ji.^ »

High Sheriff of the County, «*J°f _% and far;

many other gentlemen, and the ciei rj of^
the vicinity, besides a numerous ^^denw J
Each recipient was presented to ^q cxp

laifl*»

company by the Rev. Edwin Sio^',^ given W
-^.—:4-„ ~e 4.u„ T?r the stlui"'
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cottagers through these rewards, not only has their
agricultural skill become much improved, but great
attention has been given to the cultivation of their
gardens and allotments. The Corn Exchange, presented
a most attractive sight. One side was devoted to the
exhibition of roots, and the other to the produce of the
horticulture of the poor. Some of the roots were of
fine size and quality, and looked bright and firm. A
set of roots of Globe Mangel Wurzel shown by Mr. J.
Garrad, weighed upon the average about 14 lbs. each.
Mr. Brown, of the Sudbury Nursery, sent some
Lincolnshire Red Globe Turnips of equal weight with
the Mangel Wurzel, and a lot of Skirving's Swedes
averaged 16 lbs. each. There were others, but our
notice has in view principally the produce of Cottage
Gardens. There was a basket of Esperione Grapes as
they were called, grown in the open air at Shimpling,
of extraordinary beauty, perfectly coloured, and covered
with the finest bloom, looking as if they were the
produce of a Vinery well managed. They won a
handsome wheelbarrow, the gift of the Misses Halifax.
The poor woman who had looked after them was
questioned respecting them, but her answers were
quite satisfactory. The Cos Lettuces were excellent,
just such as are seen in the best gardens, and of great
size. Several baskets containing mixed vegetables and
flowers were rewarded by prizes, and were objects of
great attention. They were arranged prettily, if not
with artistic skill, and their contents did great credit
to their industrious owners. The most defective
portions of the Show were Carrots and Parsnips, which
were by no means equal to those of former years.
The specimens of Savoys were very superior, as were
also the sticks of Celery, which formerly no cottager
thought of trying to grow. Numerous baskets of
Onions were of the very first quality, and tbey were
brought in excellent order, Some Apples also of
superior kinds added neatly to Hie appearance at the
tables, but the nurvcl of the day was the show of
Potatoes. It may be questioned if anything moro
meritorious was ever seen; there were Kidneys Of nearly
twice the common size with tin Ins thin and clear, l

which good pnees w
|y given for seed. Yorfc

Kcgent^Flnlces, Shaw's, Bed Potatoes were as good as
it is

] ible to conceive. Indeed this portion of the
show was perfection and surprised every one. Miugled
with the esculent v. s were some good Dahlias
and other Mowers of which tho cottagers seemed very
N>ttd. The I nt Of the

i
s, and the kind

' rit neighbours, have excit.
n;S dinUict* «vu*4t •MuuUtUm uuioi.^i the humble

gardener* occupying the cottmrcs. It was most
musing to see the glee with which they carried off

spade* forks, and w ring pots given for prizes in
addition to the money rewards ; the moral effects like-
wise are found to be great and valuable. A poor man
with a comfortable cottage and a nice piece of garden,
thus encoumged, stays at home with pleasure, and
many such may be now seen working in the long days,
after the usual hours of labour, at their well tilled plots
ot hod, and nt this time trenching them up by moon-
light. Religions education, a comfortable abode, a piece
of land attached to it not too large, and the pr aspect of
receiving a prize in the presence ot the Brat i ons of
his neighbourhood, works well upon the best feel
the honest poor man. This is visible in the rr

ment of cottage families, in the respectful dem

ment for a similar neglect of far less easily managed to be very valuable ; but the district is very rarely
sources of wealth. Now, fortunately for both countries, visited. The country is rocky and difficult of access
a very different state of things exists ; and we are well

! and the trees confined to impracticable positions, and
content to let bygones be bygones, feeling assured that much threatened by fire, under which circumstances the
* I . i it TV. .T. 1 II 1 1 il- . _ J* 3*. J.l T"* i .• «» • ,-h* • • . _

-«« —JqV«n.w -w*> v&7 ^v ..w, -_w...- HUU *.iv.u VMWM
the "Pagoda tree," at length re-discovered in the East,
will never more languish for want of fencing, watering,
and tilling.

The table of contents of Dr. Cleghorn's book, con-
sisting as it does of reports and letters to the Madras
Government, does not give promise of the work being
very attractive or readable; but a very slight inspec-

tion of these letters agreeably surprises us, for owing to
the variety and importance of the subjects discussed, the

co-operation of an engineer officer is desired, and a
rough survey, with proposed roads, &c, is given.
Of Teak plantations the first three mentioned in the

report seem to have originated in gross blunders.
u Worse localities could scarcely have been chosen,"
and it is naively added that rt the only possible excuse
for so grave a blunder was ignorance!" In another
spot, out '" *™~ ' ..... -

of 7000 trees put into the ground only 2000
me vuuet) aim iiupui liineu ul utesuujecus uiscusaeu, one remain : The only other plantation mentioned is called
excellent arrangement of the matter, the simplicity of I after its originator, the Conolly plantation, on the

remain

gain a clear insight into
j
regarded as an "Hist

rs connected with the
.
effected by artificial inei

l
._

L f ^ —
an "Historical record of what can be

tlie language and accuracy of the descriptions, and the
j
banks of the Neliambur; and this is considered so suc-

fulness without diffuseness with which each topic is
; cessful as to be worthy of a separate report, and to be

treated, we not only at once gi " ' " " ' ' "
' '

" * > . - -
-

many most interesting matters «

physical geography and vegetable products of Southern
India, and the manners and customs of its native
tribes, but are most favourably impressed with Dr.
Cleghorn's powers both as an administrator and
reporter

nns.'

{To be continued.)

all pretension to literary merit. .
— — «~

Such a work as this demands more than a passing Pass "« nursery
; but which is now covered in. His

notice, and we need not therefore apologise to our !

arSest house
> especially, is well worth inspection. It

readers for giving a short resumi of some of its con-
issl»l"-»joofed^90feet in length and 30 feet in width,

tents. The opening 23 pages consist of Dr. Cleghorn's j"
1 1S fillcd Wlth Plants * ewh of which is loaded with,

first report to Government, dated May, 1858; it
!

|J

l001"8 remarkable for their tine colour, size, and
contains 47 heads, under which are discussed various!

,

ut^* *>uPont d3 l'Eurc and Cassandra are numerous
subjects relating to forests generally; and from it we Particularly fine—the former as compact and
glean the following information :—That but 50 years

rouud as a cricket ball, and the latter equally fine in

way
effected; and no
plain* wi the
tl Dense jungle

—

hills the forests

space fora

hills entirely stripped of their woods. Slovenly felling
v

;

iricty which is h
has further been generally practised, the trunks of trees

ttIs0 mt}'1^ some
being hacked over a large surface a yard above the

fit

;

lt.c;it isalargej

variety which is largely grown here for cut blooms. Wq... ..
fi||e gpec ;meng Qf Glucky Jn a forwax.j
ollow Anemone-flowered kind, and one

often <

w

-Major

had just come from the Quarter *sions, where tl

were only four cases for trial. In our Garden
Memoranda we are accustomed to describe th
cultural progress of the day where the means are
largely at hand, and to point out the great skill of oar
**—

* gardeners, but it is equally plcasaut to record the

leak totbidden (or many common purposes, such as
mp fornil . ic. Auction sales have hvm esfcib-
hed for the timber=£d ftT»^«^S J^n^^^Z^^^^^^

Little Harry La !y Hardioge. Novelty, NoLpareiC
and Alfred halter have never hitherto been surpassed

en in those gardens either for size or bcautv, and
being produced in great numbers on a long border
lacing the south where they are seen to excellent
advantage, the effect is admirable, and well worth
at

,

teutl0u
- A row of l*oinpoues too alontr the front in

r^ff^*:eor" ,

r.»,
Ui ^to'^kZisz a, ^v^^^^^Zt t^'wi^ZZm f? 1

'

i

,,ro 0en
f
raI v^roh'**>^ Mutapn..

« wd boon to the .kilful an A\geM occupant, of ""til it WM oreed on the attention of ,,,,"' .'"
V "\ Argentine, .Model, and Madame Foul

'•nL *'\ C"C^y' SS Ul "'
l
Prom

l

Mi, *'• '
{

'
v.l.i.h bare not been wen in perfection for vcar*

nr cured and *
"^ ? " ?* ,? " ""Jf*

,
'.
M ^en 8tat€d

'" f0rmW rcPort9'
A« "on asjcured, and the prospective supply will apparently *

not exceed 1 5 years ! Hereupon a scheme is propound*
for forming a forest that shall be a reserve in per-

adrauce in cottage cultivation, and to show how ^reat Cleghorn's reports ; and he states that it had encrossedacomfort and credit a poor man's humble garden may taro-thirda of his time In the previous jear. Such !oecome olnia.anu its reflex action on itv^tv n» i .^,»« Lapii L>.a /Imtm^Un Ar .u:- ^..i.i . ^_

cred

littU

anWDffst

itUchisl to th< m.

ilolirc^ of Sooft^
Th* Fort* and Gardvu of South In. Br HttffhWeriwm M.l)., FLA, Cotuervator of ForeaU in
Madraa Presidency. London : Allen k Co.

The subject of Dr. Cleghorn's work, though of vast im-
Portanee both in a commercial and political point of

3Ti;. J"i
0t
If*

T9Cen Y ****** *• f»»» attention
Of thcIody,n«oTm,ment; and but for th, strenr
e«rhons ofjoch enhghtcned officer, a. W.llich, Cotton.

it nS^T' * 'ITS ?
U*horn

'
and » fe" others

it m.y TCTT rmauhly be doubted whe- , hU dayany .tops would have been taken to nscuc from otter

2?£2*'Wb*t r Wi" evcnttt»»y P«»ve perhaps the

Tbl wS I-'
°f tH

f
VTUble re*>««*« of India,

throw I«L«!T g,M
",
)umm ,h0B,d not

'
1,owev^

i^ STJiT* an ' 1 * ct ,,wn
» *^ «« 10 yearsKo. are not in a position to blame the Indbm ^/^.7

petn for the Indian n*fj.
he Wainad and UocrmulHeggadi

iportai

the plants hare done blooming they are cut down,
and when they have pushed suckers an inch high or so,
tl ire taken up witli as much soil adhering to their

. -its a* will stick to them, and the plants are placed
toler.ibly close together in a sheltered piece of ground
previously prepared for their reception. During severe
frosta they receive some slight protection, and in this
position they are permitted to remain until the begin-
ninff of March or April, when they are taken up, divided,
nnd r sd where th are intended to flower, foo

attention in M r.
* 1 Sroome's opinion cannot be

1
to the proper division of the plants; to the

Bnskdfal performance of this operation he attributes

miles long by 30 broad, and supply 40,000 Cubic feet of
Teak annaally. As the population is scanty it is pro-
posed to make of these also a resen'e; and as i

occupy eastern slopes, to apply their tiittbi » military
pin p *es at Bangalore, 4c. Moch of it woald be valu-
able for i aval purjx>s s, but the distance from the sea

[the nature of the roads prevent its being so applied. mmmmm ,,c..u,..mu. .„ uus operation he attrihntMRobbery

a

,„ » „ rifc ths s the produSm of small sized sickly flowers tie In iJjpmntim„ oropcan magistrate is urged, a. well b. smctU, should never be replanted w»wZ, bu should

*S2£S f f <?
n,enrBt°r-

4 f .. ^ *" »gMj 'I'vided, and in no etse should more thanThe ,un
;

rest „, Caoara seems on account of its three suckers be put in one place and each should beproximity to the sea and the dimensions of iu Umber, | .et a, free from the other as x>S9mle wTth reS to
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kinds whicli break Jute, however, ami whose suckers

are comparatively small, great care should be taken

;

such sorts should not be disturbed until say the begin-

ning of May.
When the young plants have reached the height of

8 or 10 inches, they should be pegged down, which not

only prevents them from growing too tall and over-

running the other flowers which bloom during the

summer and early autumn, but preserves the foliage

around the lower portion of the flower stem, and saves

a good deal of labour in tying up ; of course, this treat-

ment need not be applied to those plants which are

intended to form back rows, or to bloom against walls

or palings. When, after this, they again reach the height

of 1 foot or 18 inches, commence tying them up to

slender sticks, which can be procured in bundles for the

purpose, and continue doing so until they have reached

their extreme height and show their flower buds.

In the heat of summer, when the plants begin to

flag and the fibres to show themselves on the surface of

the ground, a top-dressing of dung or mould should he

given them, and great attention paid to their watering

;

the plant being of a succulent nature requires a great

quantity of fluid nourishment, which should be given to

it regularly twice a day, in the evening and at early

morning, before the sun has got any great power.

Manure water, without copious doses of which fine

flowers cannot be insured, and which can be made bv
adding water to horse, cow, or sheep dung (about a

pound by guess of the first, and half that quantity of

either of the other two, to a 2-gallon watering-pot),

should be used at least twice a week, but oftener if

•Tl M

Cinerarias lor late blooming must also be kept cool and

airy, and should not be allowed to suffer for want of

pot room. These must not be trusted in cold pits

after this season, for they cannot endure much frost.

Plants intended to flower early should be encouraged

with a gentle heat, keeping them near the glass and

admitting air whenever it can be done.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—If circumstances should render it neces-

sary to subject a portion of the stock intended for

fruiting to a brisk temperature at once to induce it to

start, the most promising plants should be very care-

fully selected, and placed in a small house or pit by

themselves ; and, where anything like a regular supply

of ripe fruit is required, several houses, or separately

heated compartments, should be at command; and
without this convenience no gardener can reasonably be

blamed for having too many ripe at one time and none

at others. It is not by any means desirable to start

more plants into fruit at this early season than may be

absolutely necessary, for they will produce finer fruit

later in the season than can possibly be obtained from
them now ; and where a separate house cannot be com-

manded for those which must be subjected to a high

temperature, we would advise that the plants selected

for fruiting should be placed in the warmest part of the

house at command, filling the rest of the compartment
with young stock. The former should be afforded a

bottom-heat of about 85°, and the latter about 10° or
15° lower; the atmosphere should range from 68° to

75° by fire-heat, allowing it to rise 5° with the assist-

ance of sunshine, keeping the young plants near the

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONTJ0X
Torthe"Week ending Oct . 31 , 1861 . as observed at the Horticultural Gard»

Temperature

October.

to

St

Friday 25

Satur. 26

Sunday 27

Mon. 28

Tues. 29

Wed. 30

Thurs. 31

Barometer.

Max.

Average .

21

i23
24
25
26
27

30.080
30.131

30.075
30.065
30.003

29.920

29.830

Min.

30.040
30.032
30.008
30.032

29.929
29.887
29.508

Of the Air.

Max.

63
62
61

57
56

61

58

Min.

16

35
42

36
40
37
39

Mean

54.5
48.5
51.5

46.5

48.0
49.0

48,5

Ofthe Ea,th ~. a ,

1 foot 2 feet ""*
g

30.014 29.919 I 59.7 39.3 49.5

Oct. 25—Uniformly overcast ; cloudy and fine
;
densely orercast— 26—Cloudv ; nne ; clear and cold at night

— 27—Verv fine throughout ; densely overcast.

— 28-Ove*rcast ; fine hut cold ;
clear at night.

— 29—Overcast ; fine ; dry air ; overcast.
— 30—Fine; clcudy; densely overcast.
— 31—Fine ; dry air ; densely overcast ; rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 3 l-3d deg. above the average.

HECORD OF THE "WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing "Week, ending Nov. 9, I0fl.

ible, until the flower-buds begin to show their
J

glass, and properly supplied with water at the root.

November. Ill C3 CU -
u >. a
4) » Q>

SpP 53*

Sunday 3 . 53.2 36.8

Mon. 4.. 51.3 36.8

Tues. 5.. 53.0 38.6

AVed. 6.. 53.2 388
Thurs. 7.. 52.5 37.9

Friday 8.. 51.0 35.2

Satur. 9 .

.

50.6 34.9

45.0
44.0

458
46.0

45.2
43.1

42.7

No. Of
Years in
which it

Kained.

17
18
16
17
17
16
14

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Wind,.

0.82 in.

0.44
0.62
0.76

1.02

0.58
0.28

2
2
4

2

1

2

3

W

2

4
2

4

6

5

-

10

8

4

2

2

1

3

The highest temperature during the ahove period occurred on
3d and 6th, 1834, and 5th, 1852—therm. 63 deg.: and the lowest on
9th, 1854—therm. 18 de«.

respective colours, when it should be discontinued, and
plain water only be given until the autumnal rains

render even this unnecessary.

Should it be desired to show large flowers in the
borders, the laterals or side shoots, together with all

but one flower bud on each stem, should be thinned
out. In thinning out, if great care be not taken, the
crown buds are apt to snap off ; this operation should
be performed therefore with a very light steady hand,
and with sharp and fine pointed scissors. It is, perhaps,
superfluous to say that the beauty of flower borders is

mainly dependent on the arrangement of the plants in
them, with respect to their habit of growth as regards
their height, and with respect to their harmony of

This temperature will be considerably too high for

young stock, but we have seen this system practised

with [considerable success; and although the young
plants may get somewhat drawn, they will gain

strength as light increases, and the evil will be less than
running the risk of starting at this early period the

greater portion of the plants required for keeping up
the supply throughout the summer.

Vineries. — Where very early forcing is contem-
plated, until the buds are fairly broken the points

of the shoots should be kept nearly on a level with
the lowest part of the Vine ; and if this should not
be found sufficient to induce the buds to start equally
throughout the length of the Vine, the rods should

colour. To these points great attention is paid by Mr. be bent so as to bring the most forward buds to
Broome, and the result is in every way encouraging; a! the lowest level, elevating those that are backward,
finer bank of flowers than his best border is could not
well be found.

In the Middle Temple Mr. Dale has also a fine dis-

play, especially of large kinds on a wall under the pro-
tection of mats. Pompones bedded out are also bril-

liant, as they always are in warm and sunny autumns
like the present, and they serve to show how useful a
plant the Pompone Chrysanthemum is for this kind of
decoration, and how well it is calculated to render our
out-door gardens attractive, even long after the beauty
of their ordinary summer occupants have fled. This
portion, therefore, of the gardens is also well worth
inspection.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conseevatoey, &c.—Next to Camellias, Azaleas are

perhaps the most showy plants that can be had in
bloom early in the season, and where there is a good
stock to select from some of the most forward plants
should be placed in heat soon, moistening them over-
head two or three times a day. Unless, however,
ants can be had which made their growth and set

their buds early, they need hardly be expected to
flower so finely as under more natural circumstances
in spring, and unless the buds are plump there will be
some danger of the plants starting into growth instead
of flowering. Dutch bulbs should be largely culti-
vated where a fine display is required, and where
hardy shrubs are iorced for the decoration of this

house, these should be got ready for the purpose. Do
not forget to introduce into gentle heat at the
proper time a good batch of Roses, choosing
the most promising plants of Teas, Bourbons, and
Hybrid Perpetuals, which are the best kinds for winter
flowering ; a gentle bottom-heat will be of service to
these as also to most other plants subjected to heat in
order to get them into flower early, and a moist state
of the atmosphere must be secured, admitting a little

air freely on every favourable opportunity. In green-
houses damp or insects soon do irreparable injury to
soft-wooded plants at this season, and these must be
attended to if the plants are to be wintered in first-

rate condition. Pelargoniums should be kept rather
cool and dry, giving whatever water may be necessary
on the mornings of fine days, so that the superfluous
moisture may be dried up before the evening, avoiding
the use of fire-heat except when necessary to prevent
the temperature falling below 40°, or to dispel damp
when this cannot safely be done by giving air. Calceo-
larias require very similar treatment, except that they
are very subject to the attacks of thrips, unless afforded

wS^^fhG
-
e

I ^ey
.

must before be narrowly

S? ^U^^T^* itS aPPearaiwe, keeping

-5 « «s£

Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere by frequently
sprinkling the floor and passages, &c. ; and syringe the
Vines lightly at least twice a day until the leaves begin
to appear, when the amount of moisture must be mode-
rated. Give every attention towards securing a gentle
warmth for the roots : turning the litter, and adding
fresh as may be requisite, and keeping all well protected
from the effects of heavy rains and severe weather.
Be satisfied with a moderate night temperature until
the buds begin to push, when it may gradually be raised

to 60° by the time that the leaves fairly begin to open.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Chrysanthemums will now be in perfection in most

places; therefore take every means to preserve their
beauty as long as possible. For some of the very
tenderest kinds of Roses some protection will soon be
necessary. Also get in, as recommended last week, the
stock of Briars for budding upon next year, for unless
these are planted before spring they seldom furnish
strong shoots for early budding. With weather like

the present all new work should be pushed forward with
vigour, and if the soil has been properly prepared by
draining, where necessary, as should always be done
before planting, there will be much fewer failures from
planting now than if the work is delayed until March.
Where, however, the ground to be planted is of a harsh
clayey nature, and in an unkind state at present, it
will undoubtedly be better to defer planting until
spring ; soils of this nature should always be dug or
trenched some considerable time before planting, as
neither draining nor anything but exposure to the
action |of frost will bring them into a fit state for
planting. Roll walks and lawns occasionally,

to keep them firm and smooth. There will be
comparatively little to be done in the flower

garden at present, except sweeping and cleaning,

and any spare time will be well spent in going over the
stock of plants in pits for next season's use* removing
every decaying leaf, and where the surface soil has got
green, removing this and top-dressing with sandy loam.
There is nothing so unfavourable to these plants at this

season as damp, therefore take every opportunity you
can of admitting fresh air.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look over fruit and other stores frequently in order

to see that all is safe and sound. Standard trees which
have been root-pruned must be firmly secured against
injury frjm winds, also get any root-pruning or trans-
planting to be done this season executed as soon as

possible. Endeavour as far as circumstances will permit
to have a good supply of Parsley under safe protection

;

for there is generally a large demand for this, and in the
event of a severe winter like the last it is difficult to
save it by the ordinary protection of hoops and mats.
Lettuces and Cauliflowers in frames should be freely

exposed on all favourable occasions. Be careful also

of any Broccoli that may be fit for use or turn-
ing in.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : W B S. Study Carrifcre's Guide pratique du Jardinier

multiplicateur, a really capital book. Kill the mildew

immediately. The variegated Koniga is only K. maritime

No leaf of Gazania was enclosed.

Drainage of Gardens : Constant Reader. The chalk rubble-

used as draining material in ditches at least 4 feet deep and

6 or 8 inches wide at bottom—filled in at least 12 inches deep,

and covered over with turf or straw before the earth is re-

turned, will be preferable to small pipe tiles, liable as these

would be to choking by the entrance of the roots of garden

shrubs and plants. The ditches or drains must not be

further apart than 7 yards for the efficient drainage of a

" cold tenacious clay."
Grapes : H JM. Your case is under consideration. Nothing

can be done at present, and possibly the condition of your

Muscats has arisen from circumstances beyond your con-

trol. M. J. B.
Heating: X T Z. You cannot carry your pipes 60 feet

through the open without losing some heat; much however

need not be lost if the pipes are laid in a flue deeply covered

with charcoal dust.
Ice Houses : C G. We see no advantage in cementing the

inside. The great point is to have the walls thick enough to

exclude summer heat.
Insects : R O. Your insect is Mormolyce phyllodes. Its rela-

tionship with any of the Brachinides is doubtfuL It haa

been arranged in the Harpalides, near Pristonychus. Hugel s

" Cachmire," Donovan's " Insects of India," and Westwoods
" Cabinet of Oriental Entomology " will help you, <*P^a,'y

the first named.—J K. Your Mushrooms are infested by

myriads of an Acarus new to us, allied to the cheese mite.

"We are afraid t»at any remedies, such as lime water or gas-

tar water, might affect the powers of the spawn. W
Names of Fruits : W R F. 1, Alfriston; 2, WormslejrPipp*>

3, Nonsuch ; 4, not known, of no merit ; 5, Golden Reinette.

—Hereford. 2, Chaumontel ; 3, a fine specimen of Van Mom

L6on le Clerc ; 5, King of the Pippins.—F. Kelly. 1, <™
Reinette; 2, Blenheim Pippin.—T T H. 3, Passe Co/mar.

4, Wyken Pippin; 5, Franklin's Golden Pippin.—T^
F
'Jl

Dumestone's Seedling ; 2, Devonshire Buckland ; %*W
Codlin ; 5, Redstreak.||

Names of Plants : Diss. Your plant is not a Fungus wft »
Alga. It is Oscillatoria Friesii, and is not uncommon ou

damp or shaded lawns. The only probable way °^ P^y\fc
ing its increase is to make the parts of the lawn on ^hic

grows less damp or shady. M. J. B.—H W C. 1, * gT
canescens ; 2, Populus tremula.—M S M. 1, Athyrium nj£

-ftemina; 2, Lastrea Filix-mas; 3, Too imperfect; 4>

^JJJJ
dilatata—perhaps a small form, perhaps the tip ^

a
p^£

frond ; we cannot tell which from the scrap sent.—B- W®*
serotina. . .^

Orchard House : X YZ. Any deciduous plants may ^ef^L
duced in winter, without injuring the fruit trees. But *W
can only be there for shelter. If heat is required by the

then they should be excluded. We should trust for decora-

tion to hardy bulbs.
Paris Gardens : W. T. We do not think it desirable to

«J
tinue this subject at present. A very fair account of *&*
gardening has been given by our Correspondent and yourself

and we do not see that any advantage is 'likely to arise fro*

ungraciously persevering in the criticism of matters whiW
do not affect ourselves any further than has been alreadf

pointed out. Let us add that French Gardeners ha*8

!
difficulties to contend with of which people in this countfj
know nothing.

Peaches : Sussex, When we tasted Rivers' Early Albert tfc

thought it excellent. His seedling from the Stanwick Ne*
tarine was also uncommonly good.

Spanish Questions : W W F. The Aloe in Spain is Agart

americana ; any mucilage it may have could be removed by

very simple means. We know nothing about Swinburne'5

Mimosa. The dwarf Palm is the common Chamserop*
humilis. Eatable Acorns are Sancho Panza's Bellotes, the

produce of Quercus Ballota. Barilla is yielded by any »*
plants, but principally by the Salsolas sativa, Kali, S**
and Tragus. Salicornia is less employed, but it yields tw

Salicor or Soude de Narbonne. All these things are perfectly

well known. Pray do not ask us to write a Commentary Q

Swinburne, whose Natural History is beneath notice.

Subterranean Irrigation : 8 S. Carry the pipes M &
18 inches under ground, and lay them like drain pipes. " **

first is deep enough for kitchen garden crops. All you h*7*

to do further is to place the holes about a yard apart. I"

sewage will soak for that distance. vratA
The Golden Pippin. An Old Subscriber will be much oWOT

for a little information about the "Baal Old Golden RPP*.
This favour is asked after much unsuccessful u^mrXtrJ^8
different attempts to procure the same by grafts, nnc

can fruit be bought ? _ „ -
f t*

Vines: J A. The roots are rotten or rotting. How can it *
otherwise with earth almost sodden with water

Misc : T H. Much obliged for the suggestion, but tnere **

difficulties in the way. . amount
Erratum. The name of the author of the «*^™^Jf!S

of the Philippines, published last week (P- Jw*jjrle to
dentally omitted. #e were indebted: or the article w

Mr, J. G, Veitch.
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it-rHEELEK'S ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL,
\ WHEELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE,
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,

l-i all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has

Bared our Farm Seeds so celebrated.

feoffer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

yargood and pure, at the same time deliver them carriage

-

fSw rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

[
Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.

[ J. C. Wheeler <fe Soy, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

/TENl'INE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, produced from
(jthe second cut of Foreign Italian, thoroughly cleaned, and

tegbing from 17 lbs. to 21 lbs. per bushel, can be supplied to

Crrade direct from the grower, and purchasers may either

Redelivery now, or at their convenience up to March 1, 1862.

for samples and prices apply to Simon A. Daintree, of Fen-

jtyton, by St. Ives, Hunts.*

| TTAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Jl Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

489, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Smples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
USDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

f«ruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

fttfcon Seed Cakes, &c, of best quality at Market Prices.

Seed Wheat from the Chalk.

POTTER'S GUANO.—Established Twenty Year
Agents Wanted.

Factory : 28, Clapham Road Place, 8.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

"The protoxide into the peroxide! Hal a.

beautiful change that !
"—to quote again that

chapter of the " Chronicles."

And such changes are effected by contact with

the air ; mischievous soluble matters are made
insoluble and harmless—useless insoluble matters

are dissolved and rendered useful.

The fallows of the past two months are but the

commencement of a long process tending to

fertility, which now that the soil has been broken

up while dry, will be continued all the winter to

the benefit of the green crops and the grain crops

of next year. "We learn that the prevalence of the

finger and toe disease among the Turnips in some

of the Scottish counties this year, is attributed to

the quantity of wet ploughing done last autumn.

There can be little doubt that to stir the

ground while wet tends as completely to ex-

clude the air, as stirring the land while
Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

-, fOT1(l Q tn infr^dn pp it Rv thf* samp rule
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any dry tends to introduce It.

_
J5y tne same rule,

public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
; therefore, the one operation IS as great a CUeCK to

Lkted SampleTof'all the "Best Varieties Supplied by may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
, fertilitv as the other is a stimulaut and addition

VTESSRS. RAYNMRD, CALDECOTT, ato BAW- ^Tve^l^ ^^ it.
* And it is under circumstances of stunted

Jl TREE, Seed Growers and Merchants.^ _ , , of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans growth due to checked fertility that this and many
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the ° - - --

Government Enclosure Commissioners.

SFED WHEATS.—JNew ana improved varieties. For further information, and for forms of application, apply

from the Chiltern Hills. to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
— ~ -*- * 2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

Address: Basingstoke and Andover; or 89, Seed Market,

lark Lane, London, E C.
•

s. d.
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76

76

EED WHEATS.—New and Improved Varieties

from the Chiltern Hills.

Per Quarter-

Ike BURGHFIELD EARLY WHITE (New), a Lammas
Wheat of superior quality, remarkable for early matu-
rity, and length and stoutness of Straw, Ear, and

' Berry, raised by the advertiser from a single grain .

.

BSEX ROUGH CHAFF (Improved), one of the best

white Wheats, straw stiff and short

BROWICK IMPERIAL RED (New), the best of the
prolific red Wheats, straw medium length, very stiff .

.

TALUS RIVETT (improved), coarse, but very pro-

ductive 66\
All the above warranted true to their kinds, clean, and in

firet-rate condition by the Grower, Mr. R. C. M. Young, Flint

HaU, Hambleden, Henley-on-Thames.
A remittance required with order. New sacks included in

prices quoted, with delivery to Henley Station.

THE SEED TRAD E.—
The Subscribers have for Sale several quarters of PEAS of

the 'following varieties :—Early Emperor, Bellamy's Green,
Marrow, Prizetaker, and Ne Plus Ultra ; also Sutton's
Champion Swede, and a few cwt. of Long Yellow Wurzel Seed,
all the growth of 1861.
Samples and prices on application to Marsh & Perkins,

42, Drapery, Northampton.
N.B. A reference required from unknown correspondents.

Gladiolus. .. .^. .

TO BE SOliD, ti 'Bargain, a first-rate Collection of
about 200 fine flowering Bulbs of the beautiful GANDA-

VEXSIS HYBRIDS in about 100 varieties, containing the
newest and best.

For price, <fcc. , apply to R. Christian, Gardener, Stamford.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS^Nursery, Ghent, Bel-
gium.—The undersigned begs respectfully to announce he

has still for Sale a few hundreds of the following Plants, at the
following moderate prices, viz. :

—

AZALEA INDICA.—Very nice clean plants, first-rate varie-
ties, il per 100.

JASMIXUM GRAXDIFLORUM.-6I. per 100.
LILILM LANCIFOLUM (SPECIOSUM) RUBRUM.—Extra

strong bulbs, 31. per 100.
Ditto, do. do. ALBUM, 21. 10«. per 100.
J. V. has much pleasure in stating that he is still able to

supply the following first-rate New Plants, sent out by him
this autumn :—
CAMELLIA LEOPOLD I., 21s. , 31s. 6d., and 42*. each.
AZALEA INDICA PROFESSEUR LEMAIRE, 8*. each.
BED-FLOWERED ROSE SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAI-

•Ofl, as figured in the lllvMration Horticole (October, 1S61),
to. each.

HETEROTOMA LOBELIOIDES (the new Mexican bird)
«.each.
hi offering the above plants, J. V. begs to solicit early orders

to be directed to
Jiah Verschaffelt, 43, Rue de la Caverne, Gand, Belgique.

A reference required from unknown Correspondents.

THE LONDON MANURE company
* (Established 1840,)
Are now prepared to send out the following MANURES :—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN.

,SgJJVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

vie
0NIA

» and every other Manure of value.
^Jj^Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, antj CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
Jour concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac, may be had on application to Burnard. Lack,
* Ca, Sutton Road, Plymouth.

t^~~
A W E S ' S M A N U R E S .

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the
i Present season of 1861 are now ready for delivery at his
f factories, at the following prices :—

iAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
r SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. m £a «
WJES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LTME from
t *t£

URNT B0NE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5ljAJWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
lttese Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or throughjus appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, atpnees varying according to cost of carriage.

of SrS^6
,
p«rovian Guan® direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitratewaa, bulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.S^11"! other Cakes at market prices.

BHto?n°HK .*

B
T
E
5y

,!r Lawes
« h Adelaide Place, London°«age, E.C.

; and Liffey Buildintra. Eden Ouav. Dnhlin.

RUGBY and DUNCHUKCH CATTLE SHOW,
NOVEMBER 28.

A Prize of 15Z. is open to All England for the best FAT
BEAST of any description, the property of the Exhibitor for

six months prior to the Show.
Entrance 10«., to close on November 12.

Fcr;form of Certificate, Ac, apply to Messrs. W. & E. Harris,
Rugby.
N.B.—Covered Sheds will be provided for the Beasts shown

for the above Prize.

RYSTAL PALACE. — WINTER SHOW of

POULTRY, PIGEONS, RABBITS, ORNAMENTAL
WATER FOWL, GOLD, SILVER, and other PHEASANTS.—
A SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES for ONE HUNDRED GAME
COCKS, and a SHOW of AGRICULTURAL ROOTS and other

produce, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and
SATURDAY, December, 11, 12, 13, and 14.

Entries close Saturday, November 9.

All communications to be addressed to Mr. W. Houghton,
Secretary to the Show.
The London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Company

have kindly consented to convey the Poultry, Agricultural

Roots,|&c, from any Station on their line free of charge.

other vegetable diseases flourish,

"We may hope, therefore, that next year wherever

full advantage has been taken of the opportunity

we have had for efficient autumn cultivation,

Finger and toe will have disappeared. Certainly

there has been but little wet-land ploughing since

the spring. The difficulty under which we suffer

now is, that land is not wet enough, and that our

best seed time for "Wheat is passing by without

the soil being in good order for it.

C There is, we believe, no one in the actual prac-

tice of steam cultivation who has for so long a

time believed in it, and held so firmly to his faith

in it amid all manner of discouragements—no
one moreover who can point to so long a course

of unvarying successful experience in it — as

Mr. "William Smith of "Woolston. And among
enthusiasts and leaders—the class to which lie

undoubtedly belongs — we can hardly name
another who holds so reasonable and so modest
a confidence in the " hobby" which he rides.

For it is not steam cultivation so much
or so exclusively on which he insists as the

keystone of his plan of clay land tillage. Not
steam cultivation so much, for the great im-
provement as he believes which has been effected

in the management of his land was devised and
carried out successfully before he had thought

A pine autumn well used is worth another of yoking the steam engine to his implements :

—

guano island to the country. The operations of nor steam cultivation so exclusively, for he more
the last two months upon our stubbles have been

&He agricultural <&a$ttte.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1861.

MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
,_ ,-,. . I London 6 p.m.
Monday, isov. 4

J (Mr. Bailey Denton on Outfall Drainage.)

Wedsesdat, — G—Agri. Society of England.. .. Noon

as good a guarantee of next year's crop as if the

contents of such an island had been spread upon

their surface. It is no mere alteration of cha-

racter or li quality," by which a thorough fallow

of the land in dry autumn weather fertilises

the soil. It is as much by an actual addition

of particles in the one case as in the other that

tillage* is the equivalent of dung. Guano, super-

phosphate, lime, however, act not only as direct

additions of the food of plants, but also as

reagents in the soil by which useless matters

there, or even mischievous matters there, are con-

verted into food. And so does tillage. The
enormous inner surface of the

_
land— that

by which every particle of the soil is wrapped

about— is multiplied by tillage, and so not

only are the particles which it covers laid more

open to the agency of external influences, but they

do themselves exert a prodigiously increased

activity in their influence upon the air which thus

is made to interpenetrate the whole. That air

contains the substance of plants. Every process

of putrefaction or combustion fills the air with the

substance of once living plants. And it only

needs that by tillage the soil shall be brought

throughout its substance into contact with fresh

surfaces of air to enable it to extract and treasure

up for living vegetables once more the very atoms

which have constituted its fertility before.

Tillage no doubt results in an actual addition of

those very particles to the soil, which m Su*" '

superphosphate, farm-yard dung, .
are caiiea

manure. And it was most appropriate trial xne

chapter on "Fallows" in Mr. Hoskyns charmin

" Chronicles of a Clay Farm" should finish, as tne

best exponent of their influence and effect, witn a

picture of the guano island. „ , ,»„__
But like guano, superphosphate,fW^?™*

tillage also acts, as we have said, by Ending to

the rearrangement in some useful form of particles

already there, but mischievous^or^Ji^ggs^

* The word tillage is used in Yorkshire » J^Wjg ^those
in its ordinary mining, as we use it here, it includes all tnoae

operations which tend to the production ol tutu.

o-
o

I

than any other of the advocates of steam culture

continually insists on the folly of looking to steam
power for doing everything upon a farm. He
believes in steam for locomotion, but he does not

therefore expect the railway train to take every man
to his own house-door. He looks to either horse-

power or "manual" labour to convey the pas-

sengers from the stations here and there at which
steam-power drops them. And so upon the farm
Mr. Smith is satisfied to leave more work to be

done by horses and by hands than the visitor of

the oldest steam-cultivated fields in England
expects to find upon them.

Right or wrong it is the stirring as against

the "turnover" plan—not steam against horses

—which is the characteristic feature of Woolston

management. Accordingly when Mr. Smith visits

farmers' clubs, as he has lately done, to give a

lecture on steam cultivation, his discourse is less

on steam-power than on cultivation ; he has com-

paratively little to say on Fowlee's anchorage

and Howard's windlass— on special engines

as against those for ordinary threshing pur-

poses—it is to the grubber as a fallow imple-

ment and fertiliser of the soil as against

the plough that the interest of his audience i*

directed ; and they leave him with the impression

that it has been no'personal object but a great agri-

cultural principle that has been engaging their

attention. And notwithstanding all the clamour

that has been raised by Mr. Smith whenever he

has thought himself the subject of injustice, that

we are bound to sav is the impression which we

have always received after a visit to his farm.

He has still a larger body of clients than

anT other person interested in steam culture;

but if any one refuses his plans he has

heard without annoyance of their preference

of Mr Fowler's apparatus :-" Let them take

•
f whiph thev like—What care I for money ?
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although five horses have been displaced by it,
j

condition, to meet our future consumption? n*
yet the profit of its adoption at Woolston . is no

|

hended deficiency, however, has not had the «
•
L

,

1'. 5» «. t! - *iA nffl n ; rtnilTr a„A T!Af +bA increasing our importations to any extenf.
doubt indirect. It is the efficiency and not.the £ few ^ ^ «ten

actual cheapness of the cultivation done by it
; fr

* ,, ..
"emet-

on a little farm like that which guides the 1

and the object evidently is the justification either apparatus is employed on only 14 days per annum

of his mere claims as an inventor, or of the and
superiority in the public interest of his plans of

clay land cultivation.

This personal reference to Mr. Smite of

"Woolston is justified both by his own constant
appeals to public opinion and by the personal

injustice from which, as we believe, owing to a
somewhat eccentric pertinacity and combativeness
of character, he has suffered. It is lit too that our
description of the "Woolston Farm should be pre-
faced by this short reference to its cultivator.

Little Woolston Farm, the property of Mr.
"William Smith, lies about four miles on the
Bedford side of the Bletohley Station on the
London and North-Western Kailway. It is about
170 acres in extent, of which upwards of 50 are

rich grazing ground. Of its 112 arable acres 40
are of a stiff clay-.hill-side soil ; and the remainder

stock from the Continent, whatever~~uiiiTU

judgment of visitors with larger farms who are

thinking of following Mr. Smith's example.

Of this the cleanness of the land, the produc-

tiveness of the crops, and the actual work in

operation before us were ample evidence.

The steam-cultivated stubbles previously ma-
nured were being cross scarified by horses who
would otherwise have been idle.

^
It would

then be ridged up in yard-wide ridgelets by

horses, and afterwards subsoil-ploughed in the

intervals by four horses in a row. In this, in

the ploughing of Clover lea for Wheat, in cross

cultivating Bean stubble for Wheat, and in
are a rich loam and level. The farm lies in

|
working the root land for Barley, besides the work

past experience, would run the risk of eruW 3

ing to fatten foreign stock upon any description^?
A few ventures have been made by large agriciiSS I m
but they have nearly all resulted in a heavyW*
may appear somewhat surprising that forcing}
generally will not fatten in this country; but bo?
Some of our best foreign beasts—those

"imported fW
peculiarly liable to disease • ind" J?Holland—are

over, during the three months prior to th

and,

ci

CHt<

m

detached pieces, and in its original condition was
as unlikely ever to be cultivated by steam-power
as any in the country. Even now, when many of

the interior fences have been removed and outer
fences have been straightened, its comparatively
small extent, uneven surface, and mixed arable and l annum,
pasture, mark it out as lit for horse and manual
labour rather than steam cultivation. Formerly
this land was ill cultivated by eight horses. Four
and six-horse ploughs broke up the surface soil,

and hardened the subsoil Hour on which it lay,

burying, as Mr. Smith insists, instead of extirpat-
ing perennial roots of weeds. For these ploughs
grubbers were substituted without any dimi-
nution of the horse-power needed, but with
marked advantage to the cleanness and fer-
tility of the land. And at length (Dec. 1855)
these grubbers were dragged to and fro by
an ordinary 7-horse-power threshing engine, for
which Mr. Fowler, commissioned by Mr. Smith
at the Carlisle meeting that year, had provided
windlass and wire rope. The eight horses were
reduced, to six, and are" now reduced to three.

Seventy acres are cultivated on a six-field
course—Roots, Barley, Clover, Wheat, Beans,
"Wheat. Forty acres, or thereabouts, are cultivated
in four fields, without much regard to rotation.
Thus, of the whole four fields into which this
part of the farm is dividedj in seven years, amount-
ing in all, therefore, to 280 acres of cropping, only
10 acres have been Clover, 80 have been Wheat
50 have been Barley, 20 have been Oats, 80 have
been Beans, 30 have been Turnips and Swedes,
10 acres have been Peas. It is not for lessons on
systematic cultivation that we go to Woolston,
nevertheless this stiff land which we walked over
the other day was clean and in good order. But
little stock is kept upon the farm, and the dung is
little else than rotten straw ; nevertheless deep and
thorough cultivation maintains and augments
fertility, and neither the landlord nor his°tenant
in this case has had any reason hitherto to con-
demn "cross cropping."
As we walked over the stubbles they were beino-

grubbed 9 or 10 inches deep by an S-horse engine
driving a double windlass by strap from its fly wheel.
Ironi one or other side of the double windlass
about 800 or 900 yards of wire rope were being
drawn to and fro on the Barley stubble, already
covered with a dressing of manure, which lyinjr on
the surface acted under the rope as a series of
taction rollers along its whole course. The
land had grown roots the previous year,
lne subsoil plough had penetrated deeply once in
every place the yard-wide intervals betsveen the
rows of Swedes then grown—and now the grubber
crossing this cultivation of the previous year was
jerking through the previously cultivated lines

Jjtijeep tillage and crossing slowly and with greater
difficulty the unmoved subsoil of the rows between
them. jtfo illustration could be apter of the
ultimate effect of deep culture in altering the
texture of the land
its tillage. The land was thus being thrown
about m great clods—« smashed up," as Mr.
bMiTH calls it. The 20-acre field had been
begun at about 4 p.m. on the previous Friday,
and bid fair to be completed before dusk on the
-Luesaay of our visit. About 8 cwt. of coals were
being burned a day, and 13s
"wages daiiv to

of carriage on the farm, there is ample work for

three horses. Steam power is employed, as we
have said, only on 14 days in the year in cultivat-

ing some 70 or 80 acres of stubbles the first time ;

and this is all that Mr. Smith expects of it per

num.

On a farm of 20 horses there would be work for

it on probably 10 times as many days, and the

charge of interest and maintenance of value would
then fall lighter on each acre of work accomplished
by it. The steam-engine must be used at least

100 days per annum to be made economical by the
actual displacement of horse labour. That it will be
often profitable, however, by the superior tillage

are principally fed upon grains and distillers
1

wash *
stock derived from abroad since the commencement!
the year lias not improved either in weight or
dition, but has mostly carried a large quantity of*
ternal fat, aud consequently met with a readrnb'
apparently remunerative prices to the owoers. SaL
remarkably fine-looking beasts have come to band from
Spain, and been disposed of at an average of 21/ r«J
One extraordinary animal, 135 stone in weight, teilW
307. This, we believe, is the highest sum ever obtoW
for a Spanish bullock. This description of stock hot.

ever, is still described by the butchers as weigii**
light as cork ;" hence none but good judges are inclined

to purchase it. There has been an importation of beak
from the northern departments of France. Most of tfc

animals were eleven years old, and had evidently beg

worked for several years, as they were without a partidt

of good or consumable food on their backs. AstoafcJ

raent was expressed here that their owners should hr
endeavoured to find a market for them in this comftv

The stock had the largest barrel we ever saw; and

of the oldest beasts were 5 feet 11$ inches in height. Iff

the French graziers desire to find a profitable markr

pon

too

fcfcfa

ff.h
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tote

Ota
tfptk
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injured by the trampling of draught animals.

That the plough is likely ever to be finally

abandoned on such soils even the practice of Mr.
SiiiTH does not declare—for he uses it in the
preparation of Clover lea for "Wheat. Meanwhile,
it is plain from the Woolston experience that the
'grubber and so-called cultivator are sufficient

< unassisted for cleanly fertilising tillage.

of the ffreater nower even though its annual cost '

London
>
tliey must send us something superior to tfcii

"? f
ealer P°™*> eTw * ?g
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stock, which appeared to have been most injudicioa*
should be greater than that of horses displaced by

; ^ rr

it, we do not doubt. This will be especially the _'

ca=e ou stiff clay land farms, which must be worked I the fattening'of "beasts Tn Norfolk and Scotland has

when dry or not at all, and^ which are generally the effect of keeping down prices to a comparativ

fair level. Those recently realised, even allowing i

the high currencies paid for store animals during tfei

greater portion of 1860, must have proved asonrceofj

profit. Some of the best Scots and crosses have soldi!

5s. 4c7. per 8 lbs., and some prime Herefords and DeflJ

at 5s. per 8 lbs. The cross-breds received from Nor*

and Scotland have come to hand in admirable condit

—a proof, we conceive, that where the system has :

been carried too far, it is an improved naovte o? pv#

tion. The future price of beef will much depend op

the power of the Lincolnshire graziers to furnish Lofc

with a supply. The "season" has opened extrejr

well, with about 1500 bullocks in very prime con

Not a few of them show signs of crossing with

Hereford and Devon breeds, and in all such inrfa**

comparatively high rates have been obtained. Oari

pression is that the Lincolnshire supply, &c„ is sea*

ably large; and that as the weight of stock is mi*
increase rapidly with an abundant pasturage, theqw*

tions have seen their highest range for some time.
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Ox the 5th of October, page 895, we gave
some account of the proceedings of the " East
Cumberland Agricultural Society." The subjoined
letter, addressed to the Chairman by that eminent
agriculturist, the late Sir James Graham, is now
not without a painful interest for the admirers and
friends of a great and good man—one of the
founders, it will be remembered, of the Royal
Agricultural Society.
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The arrivals of sheep ... r
been tolerably good ; but really prime stock baa con-u Netherby, September 16, 1861.

My dear Howabd,
" As you are to preside at the Agricultural -™ *- — ...b..^« «— .- - a*™ Dow*

Meeting at Carlisle on Wednesday next, I am particularly dul1 trade> except for prime and well-maoe-^
sorry that I shall be unable to attend. Every mark of Half-breds, and Leicesters. It is somewhat rem^

tinned to be scarce; hence there has hceii a

difference between the highest and lowest pees, «*

ery
kindness and respect is due to you from me : but neither
ray health nor spirits qualify me lor a public dinner,
and I must request you to make my apologies to the
company assembled, and to assure them that the im-
proved agriculture of East Cumberland is an object in
which at the close of life I take as deep an interest as I
have done from my earliest youth.

* Pray remember me kindly to Mrs. Howabd ; and
believe me always

" Sincerely yours,
" J. R. G. Getaham.

" Philip H. Howard, Esq., Corby Castle."

THE FOOD OF LONDON, 1861.

DtrRTNO- the first six months of the present year the

Metropolitan Cattle Market has been well supplied with

beasts, which, with very few exceptions, were in excel-

lent condition ; indeed, as regards quality, the arrivals

and
r
dimi"nishing the labour' of [

rom Norfolk, SafiFolk, Essex, and Scotland have never

land was thuf beimr thrown
" been «celled many former correspondmg period. Con-

81(jering the inferior condition in which the hay crop

was secured last year, and the moderate growth of

other cattle-food, this is a highly important result. It

shows that our graziers have shown great energy and
skill in the production ot food, even under the most
disadvantageous circumstances; and that, whatever

Gd, are paid in predictions may gain currency to the contrary, prices

engineer, windlass-man, and cannot range above a certain level for any lengthened

&f,
hlU^ tW

° ancho
''

r men
'
and a h°y t0 shift the

oWs daiiv
aTage

T-°
rk MCWnP&*ed * ** ato acres daily. In ordinary work the fuel oiland waares wmild +v..,« I __ , , ,

/uei, on,

acre

So

wages would thus cost probably 4*. 6* an

^^^r»n ,2"£ be
, ?"«* by any

that sheep should not have done as well as

the past season. In consequence, however, ot

mense quautity of rain which fell last year, the tow

has made somewhat severe ravages in some of our

ing districts. During the first four monthsoftW.

large numbers of rotten sheep made their appea^
; the metropolis ; but since then rot appears to

I almost wholly disappeared; still, the sheep «aTe

fattened so rapidly as could be desired, especially

public, who complain loudly of the high prices c

by the butchers. Foot-rot has, no doubt, greatly

fered with the production of mutton, and soin*

must elapse ere the quotations will show much?

tion from those now current. The Dutch sheepy

not reached us in such good condition as in&
previous years ; and have consequently met a slo*

The arrivals from Germany viu Hamburg have con

large, some of them showing signs of a cross wit*

Down breeds. The prices paid, however, haveB

very low, viz. from 12s. to 27s. each. Several tboo^l

have been bought for grazing near London, ^3t
have invariably been sent into the market ao a ' ILr|[
month's run, without gain to the purchasers. TW

in the price of rough fat to 2s. 8d. per 8 lbs. (tb«
•
q*|

tion last year having been 3*. 2id.) has tended to

down the value of live stock, more especially 8»

gigantic monopoly in the tallow trade has nearly b

down; but even this decline, combined with *ke P"-
high value of money, can scarcely reduce general •

tions. The export trade of the country is inapr° •

consequently, additional employment will be too jj
our artizans and others, the great mass of ™a*u™

&
the country ; and the demand for meat is likeij

tinue as extensive as ever, even with an averag >

T
*ild

emp
conf

are
;

app]

Are

4es1

Bra-

tun

period whilst capital can be found to meet the demands
of the consumers of any kind of food. And here we
may remark that much misapprehension has from time
to time prevailed in reference to the number of fat and
store animals in this country. In 1860, owing to the
falling off in the condition of the beasts disposed of, and wo
the unusually high rates demanded by the breeders, it one. At the commencement of the con

f
unll

^|en
was apprehended that our deficiency was such that it prices ruled somewhat high, but have 8inc®

,
ave

i

would be found necessary to import large numbers of
|
tinued to give way, until really prime lam »

Of

Enj

Wheat and a large growth of Potatoes. .

TKo la™!.;™ Goognn has turned out a most pro
.
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jZ^r6Tper S lbs. For the most part the lambs

- strong and healthy, ami they come to the scale ex-

Cnel.v well. The following return shows the total

Wies of stock disposed of in the great Metropolitan

Jket in the first six months of the present and five

-irions years :

—

^•M tfeach kind of Stock Exhibited and Sold during the first
*"*

Six Months of thefollowing Tears:—

1856

115.115

£977

636,030

61-

1S57

112,309
• 2682

1858

111,592
2917

..I 15,344

530,790 ' 5S8,758

S420
18,240

8878
13,096

1859

113,373
2977

668,702

7272
14,869

1860

114,702
2904

662,030

9515
14,201

1861

109,812
3005

604,650

6560
15,952

The foregoing comparison shows that the aggregate

implies of beasts have fallen short of the five previous

jcmods ; but the deficiency in the number has been

pore than compensated by the prime and heavy condi-

tion in which the stock has made its appearance. In

«e first six months of the present year the district and

Jrish and Scotch arrivals have been as under, compared

nth five corresponding periods :

—

District" Bullock Supplies.

1856 1857
|

1858 1859 ' I860 1S61

Jorthern Districts.

.

900 . . | 4000 4 000 4000 4700

fcjtern Districts . . 51,700 60,500 06,890 7460 68,520 64,060

Other parts England 13,850 14,490 14,560 19,020 '21,420 17,700

Sootknd 10,008 8860, S456 10,030 5033 8712

Inland 3400 2700! 4820 2217 1477 256

Foreign 7830 9238 5649 7580 90581 12,422

The above statement exhibits a decrease of about

4000 beasts from the eastern districts, and about the

time filling off in the arrivals from other parts of

England. The receipts from Scotland are about 3500
bead in excess of those of 1860. The show of foreign

itock has considerably exceeded the five previous years.

Ireland figures for a very poor number, viz. only 256
fcad, against 1477 in 1860, 2217 in 1859, 4820 in 1858,

)0 In 1857, and 3400 in 1856. The total importations

of all kinds of stock from Ireland this year have been
on a very moderate scale both as regards number and
quality, and the bnlk of them have been disposed of at

the Liverpool, Manchester, and Birmingham markets.
The average prices of beef and mutton have been as

under :—
Averane Prices of Beef and Mutton.

napa, Wild Rape, and Kaphanus Raphanistrum,

locally obtain the same names as the more common
species, so that in a district where all may occur, the

farmer calls them "Kerlock stuff," and when
either of the plants named abound, as they do

sometimes, in separate localities, they are indifferently

called a " sort of Charlock or Kerlock."

This want of discrimination has arisen from a general

similarity, not only in the structure, but in the colour

of the flowers, as the Mustards and their weed allies

are Cruciferous plants, with more or less conspicuous

yellow flowers. With this amount of likeness, how-

ever, the most casual observer may yet make out a

decided difference by an examination of the siliqua or

seed pod of different species; to aid in which we
append engravings of these parts in the three com-

moner Mustards, of their actual size, which will be

understood by the following woodcut.

The three species will be best understood by a

short description of them, thus :

—

Sinapis arvensis (Fig. 1). Pod more or less spread-

ing, roundish; beak prominent (Fig. 1, a), with a

single seed at its base. Pods and whole plant more or

less rough with short bristles. Seeds the size of those

of a Turnip and much the same in colour.

Sinapis nigra (Fig. 2). Pod nearly upright, ap-

pressed to the stem, small, with a minute beak

(Fig, 2. a), more or less quadrangular in shape. Seeds

small, dark brown.
Sinapis alba (Fig. 3). Pod spreading on long foot-

stalks (pedicels), bulging with seeds ; beak broad and

flat. Whole pod covered with long bristly hairs.

1. The Sinapis arvensis is essentially an agrarian

weed, tracking the arable farmer almost everywhere,

»»

Br.zr:—
Inferior

Middling
Prime

« •

• *

• •

Inferior

Middling
Prime

185d

s. d.

3
3 10
4 8

3
4
5 2

1857

s. d.

3 2

4
5

3 10
5
G

1 1858 1859 1S60 1SG1

s. d. S. d. s. d. s. d.

3 3 2 3 6 3 4
3 10 4 4 6 4 4
4 5 5 6 5

3 2 3 4 3 10 3 8
4 2 4 S 5 2 5
5 2 5 10 G 2 5 10

Although there has been an important decline in
price* iu Uws -as nvpareS with last season, the quota-
ions have, we imagine, been remunerative. In some

quarter?, however, losses may have been sustained,
owing to the unusually high rates which prevailed for
fat and lean stock in the early part of last year.

Great fluctuations have taken plane in the value of
meat both in Newgate and Leadenhall markets, which,
on the whole, have been well though not heavily
supplied. At one period the primest beef sold at
«. &?., and the primest mutton at 5*. per 8 lbs. by the
carcase. The quotations now, however, are com-
paratively moderate.
As the grazing community in this country are deeply

interested in the progress of agriculture abroad, we may
pall attention to some official statistics recently issued

IE reference to the numbers of beasts and sheep in
Holland. From them we learn that in 1860 the total
number of tfie former was 1,213,381, and of the latter
°nly 768,373 head. The supply of beasts here given

?ay be accurate enough, but there is evidently a great
^accuracy in the number of sheep returned. Further,
*e learn that in 1860 over 200,000 sheep were exported,
cmefly to England. If we take the lowest possible
estimate of the supplies required for home consumption,
J
* seems impossible that Holland could spare more than
aioarth of its whole stock for export : for if exports are
.be cobtioued at that rate, on a stock of considerably
^s than a million of sheep, the whole race must die
nt. \\

r
e call attention to these figures with a view to

..
eir VtTification and correction by the proper authori-
es. j/r# Robert Herbert in the Royal Agricultural

Society's Journal.

a

1 2

SEED PODS (SILIQUA) OF SINAPIS.

Fig. 1.—Sinapis arvensis. Fig. 2.—Sinapis nigra. Fig. 3.—Sinapis alba. Natural size.

place, for truly if Charlock be not allowed to seed, it

will soon become all but extinct, a consideration which
acquires all the more iorce when we are told that the
following estimate of seeds has been made from single

plants of the tribe under review :

—

Sinapis arvensis 0000

nigra 8000

alba 3600

Raphanus Raphanistrum . . .

.

6000
' Brassica napa .. .. •• •• 5100

From these figures we need not wonder at such a

large outbreak of Charlock as one occasionally finds, for

a few plants allowed to seed will be enough to stock a

wide space, and it should not be forgotten that as the

Mustard seeds are so very pungent neither bird nor

beast assist in their destruction. But farmers not only

let Charlock seed on their soil, but they sow the seed of

this plant in a variety of ways. We once saw in the

neighbourhood of Caernarvon a drilled patch of what

it appears was meant to be Swedes, but on examination

it proved to be 95 per cent, of Charlock, which had

grown so fast as to be in flower by the time the

Swedes were large enough to regulate. We could only

account for this on the fact that in Wales drilling of

Turnips is a rare practice, and hence the adulterating:

mixtures are not cared to be killed ; but as in England

all Turnips are drilled, Charlock seeds, of which we
believe nearly as much as 30 per cent, will be found

as an average of mixture in Turnip seeds, are carefully

prepared for the purpose of mixing, to which end the

Charlock seeds grown by the farmer are usually saved,

as it finds a ready market at from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per

bushel ; and though we have known one farmer to sell

as much as 30 bushels as one year's produce, this

source of supply of
M Nast" is not sufficient

for the seed market,

but large quantities are

annually imported. Of
rubbish of this sort

seedsmen can always

procure any quantity

duly killed, so that it

can tell no tales, under

the market designation

of 000 seed (for which
see comments in the

Agricultural Gazette).

In country districts

a great deal of Char-

lock seed finds its way
to the local crushing

mills, in which case

after the oil has been
expressed the refuse

enters into the com-
position of Hape-cake,
which sometimes con-

tains so much as to

make it absolutely

poisonous.

2. Sinapis nigra is

found more or less

upon most farms, some-
times however it is the

prevailing Charlock

weed. Some few years

since it was very scarce

on the farm of the

Koyal Agricultural
College, which was always much subject to the
Sinapis arvensis, but it appears to have been sown
in some not over clean foreign Flax seed; from
that crop we have traced its spread in different

ways over the farm, until at the present
moment the S. nigra is even more general than the
S. arvensis. This is a result that we incline to think is

not uncommon, as a weed new to a soil sometimes
flourishes in a most extraordinary way, not only itself

doing all the better for change of air and scene, but
as it were waging a war of extermination among the
native species. This we have particularly observed in
the States where the agrarian weeds that our fore-

fathers took over with their seeds have become as

a. The beak. b. The seed.

and it would seem that no difference of climate in

our own islands, no geological condition, and scarcely

any kind of crop is entirely free from it, though as a

matter of course some situations, soils, and crops, will

present it in greater quantities than others. Un-

cleaned root and Barley crops seem to offer the pest

to the largest extent, so much so, that we once heard

a would-be farmer exclaim " What a pity those

Turnips are gone to seed," when it was one mass of

Charlock. Whilst as regards Barley the fields on a

bright spring morning sometimes present a complete

sheet of yellow. In reference to this subject it may
not be out of place to quote some verses that have

been put in our hands by a Gloucestershire farmer, as

if not highly polished in the matter of measure and I
much the law about the American farm and homestead

!

i

ON CHARLOCK.
By Professor J. Buckman.

There are perhaps no species in the whole list of our
*ild plants to which the term weed would more
emphatically apply than to Sinapis arvensis and its
congeners, for, as we shall presently see, these plants
we not only objectionable as occupying the space and
appropriating the food destined for our crops, but they
*re besides the breeding places of some of the most
destructive among the insect pests of the farm. The
Syuus Sinapis, merged by Bentham into that of
tJrassica, maybe said to offer the following agricul-
tural species :

—

J

Sinapis arvensis, Charlock, Kerlock, Ketlock.
nigra Black Mustard.

n „ alba White Mustard.

P7? ,

tue first is the general Charlock all over
'^giand, but the other two species, as also Brassica

if

)?

rhyme, they contain a large measure of reason, which

is much to the point.

" A Glostershire Zong on the Kerlock.
11 The Kerlock plant is a zite to zee,

As it zhines in the yields like gowld

;

But all yent gowld that glitters free,

I was once by my veather towld.

" Zo Til take a heow and cut un all up,
All out of the Barley ground

;

And arter that I'd like to kneow,
Where a bit of Nast* can be vound.

"But a zays, zays he, it aint no use
For to go to a girt expence

;

For twull come again whatever thee doos,

For a year or two vrom hence.

"But Passon zays as every weed,
Like the Turmits and Whate we seows,

Must all come up vrom a sort o* zeed,
Zo I wunt let un zeed if I kneows.

" But Til take a heow and heow'n all clanc,

All out of the Barley ground

;

Vor if I doant let un zeed tis plane,
Not a bit ov Nast* will be vound."

This digression may not be considered as out of

* Nast is a generic term for weeds. Picking Nast, or burning

Nast, will mean picking of Couch, &c., and burning weeds.

as with ourselves, all these being clear examples of how
farmers have weeds after all because they sow them,
and let them grow and seed.

3. Si ba.—This is so frequently employed as
a crop-piAij t, that probably its introduction here as a
weed will surprise some of our readers ; but it is, doubt-

less, from this source, and from this cause that it has

become to be a weed. Judging from the position in

which our wildest specimens are found, viz., about waste

places and cultivated fields, we are inclined to consider

it scarcely as a true native, but as an introduced plant

;

but be that as it may, we have repeatedly noticed it

on the Wiltshire Downs, occurring in all kinds of crops

as abundantly and as mischievous in its operations as

the common Charlock itself, for which indeed it is

often mistaken, and with which it is usually confounded.

During the past spring we saw two fields on the

Cotteswolds, where it had quite taken possession, to

the almost entire exclusion of the commoner sorts, and

we incline to think that it is making rapid progress as

a weed plant. In these cases, then, it has doubtless

got over the farms from its cultivation as a sheep-feed

;

perhaps aided in its spread by the fashion of throwing
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n eglected garden weeds and seeds of every kind into
the ash-hole, the contents of which is usually carted on
to the farm. In shortly reviewing the natural history
of the three Mustards described we are compelled to

consider them as almost purely agrarian weeds in-

habiting our fields in a greater or less proportion
according as by our agricultural processes they are
encouraged or otherwise. To these plants then, even
more particularly than any others, we may say

—

a. Never sow them in any parcels of seeds.
J. If ant come up never let them seed on the

LAND.

DEEP CULTIVATION BY MANUAL LABOUR.
Fifteen years ago I commenced double forking a

portion of my land, and I have continued the system
every autumn up to this time, from 4 to 6 acres every
year. The depth accomplished by this process is 17 ins.,

and I have invariably had the lower forking or spit
thrown uppermost, inverting the soil. In some cases I
previously have had the land ploughed with a deep
furrow to facilitate the work, but not in all. The price
I give for tin's work is 6d. per rod, and half the cost of
the forks, never allowing a fork to be used that is

worn below 11 inches in the tines. The implement I
use is five-pronged, and when new the tines are 13 ins.

long, manufactured by Parkes and other makers.

I have the work done if possible before Christmas
last year I was stopped by frost ; before the work was
completed. My men earn from 12s. to 16s. per week in
favourable weather.

The result in all cases has been highly satisfactory,
whatever have been the crops. I can best illustrate
this by the history of one field of 5 acres for the last

7 years. In 1854 this field was cropped with Wheat.
In the month of November in that year I commenced
the double forking upon the Wheat stubble ; the work
was finished by five men before Christmas, the land left
in a rough cloddy state.

m, . «, ?J
1855

, .J CosT PER Acre.
This field was planted Double forking . . . . £4

with Hallett's Pedigree Wheat, 1 peck to the acre,

3 acres with Hunter's White Wheat, 1 bushel to the

acre, the drills 10 inches apart. The latter is now up
in full plant (October 16). The former may be all right,

but it looks questionable. It is probable that I shall in

the spring hoe in guano or some other food for the

Wheat; the previous severe course of cropping may
render this necessary. In the summary which follows

I have taken no credit for the Clover crop, the tail

Wheat, the straw, nor for the refuse Potatoes which were
cooked for pigs. These items will abundantly cover

any incidental expenses which I may have omitted. I

see that I have not debited myself for the 6 pecks of

seed Wheat in the crop of 1857 ; nor for the burnt
earth or ashes which were mixed with guano and salt

for the Potato crops, probably amounting to 200 cubic
yards, costing 6d. per yard of 21 bushels. On two
occasions only has farmyard manure been applied, ten
loads each time. Guano and salt and ashes have been
applied on three occasions. I have on a former occasion
detailed my method of planting and cultivating the
Potato, which has been with me successful ; last year
the deficiency from disease was made up by the price.
This year the dry warm weather of August in this
part of the kingdom was highly favourable to this crop

Chaloner's, Mr, O'Farrell's, and otheTnT^
their surrounding parks and large farm

°*
country for foxes, woods, plantations

fl!
S'^«

row timber, keeping the country wVrm ^

Summary of Crops.

5
15 12

with Potatoes.

1856
Swede Turnip Seed.

After Turnip seed
was carried put on
10 loads of muck,
ploughed in for
Bape, fed with
sheep and ploughed
for Wheat.

1857
Wheat, rough chaffed

white.

28 bushels, Sets, at 2s.

Drawing drills and planting
>fanure, guano, and salt .

.

Taking up 416 bushels* at Zd.
Rent 21. ; tithe and rates, 12*.
Hoeing and moulding up .

.

2 16
16

1

1 14
2 12
12

2

8

1855. Potatoes.—371 bushels (56 lbs.)
marketable at 2s £37 2

1856. Turnip seed.—17 bushels at 25s. 21
1857. Wheat.—48 bushels at 6*. 6d.
1858. Clover.
1859. Wheat, red.—44 bushels at

5?. Gd
1S60. Barley.—41 bushels at 5s. .

.

1861. Potatoes.—248 bushels at 2s.

Expenses,
including Rent,
Tithe & Rates.

£ s. d.

13 10 10
7 7
7 16 6

12 2
10 5

24 16

Tenants' profit for 7 years
» „ per annum

121 2
53 12 8

67 9 4

9 12 9

5 8

5 13
13 17 4

£53 12 8

Henry Dixon, Dorward's Mall, Witham, Oct 16.

£13 10 10
* 56 lbs to the bushel.

Planting the Turnips (small
plants)by fork, at Zd. perrod £2

Guano and salt .. ..100
Hoeing twice 10
Cutting and harvesting .. 1 15 o
Rent, tithe, and rates .. 2 12

£7 17

£0One ploughing for Rape
One ditto for Wheat .. ..

Hoeing . . o
Threshing Wheat, 6 qrs.
Harrowing and rolling
10 loads of muck for Rape .

.

Rent, tithe, and rates
Harvesting Wheat

8
8
5

18
5

2
2 12

15

£7 11

1858
Clover put in with the
Wheat, a very full

crop, cut once for
hay, and afterwards
fed. Manured in
autumn with
loads of muck.

10

1859
Wheat, Red. Ploughing once

Seed, 2 bushels
Hoeing and weeding
Harvesting
Threshing
Rent, Ac, as above

• •

•

I860
Barley.—No manure.

£0 8
12
6
15
15

2 12

£5 8

GRASS LAND FARMING IN IRELAND.
Some parts of Meath were always in old Grass;

other lands have been laid down with permanent
seeds ; but at present pasture is not rapidly extend-
ing. Neither is the largest proportion of the Grass
of first-class character. The best feeding lands are
found south of Trim, by Summerhill, to the border
of Kildare county, a belt also stretching east of Kells,
along the old coach road toward Drogheda, while
there is another good tract on the coast near Malahide.
These first-class grazing lands are geologically on the
mountain limestone, but possess a deep strong soil
or clayey Joam, and probably overspread much less
than a fourth of the whole county. Now, an English
farmer expecting to see in these finest lands of Ireland
superb pasture splendidly grazed, like England's best
meadows during the summer months, would be very
much disappointed. He would look for herbage care-
fully cropped to its proper length or shortness for
bullocks or sheep respectively, and eaten close off once
a-year ; he would look for watchful spreading of the
dung dropped by the stock, so as to prevent a tufty,
coarse growth, for spudding of every destructive and
encumbering Thistle, for pulling or mowing of Nettles,
and buncby overtopping Ragwort ; he would look for
the top-dressing of manure, brush harrowed at the very
least, where second-rate Grass was to be mown for hay,
and he would, of course, expect well planted hedges]
neatly and tastefully trimmed, gates kept strong and in
good opening and shutting order, and every pains ob-

though choking it too much during *\
=summer, checking a free current of aif or \r*and insuring a torment of flies for poor Zw>

season. There are great breeders of Shm* u
Chaloner, of Kingsfort, Moynalty • ll I* •* 5
Cabra, Kells; Mr. Barnes, of Weatland v« ^ 3 ^
Booth of Ireland," who shows yon , k l

Ml

a bull as "Dr. M'Hale," cows of BcX 1*
blood, of Bates' « Waterloo " tribe f l

But cattle are chiefly purchased as stores r*
-*

buy at Ballinasloe and other autumnal &• ^*
a fourth of the next summer's sto L-

^ ^^
them thinly (perhaps one bullock to fiveVr ^i
acres) with hay. At the spring- fi,;»

"x

ford, King's County, and Westmeath A"
J

bullocks and heifers ; stock the Grass fnUv
• .

the beginning of May, and from JQIV J. o,f

A
?
riI

cattle keep going off fat from the best land, 4
the majority of bullock pastures, as three x>Z\ Z5* *
be topped up by the stall feeders of othZ. J&* **
Cattle that have not been housed in winter •

preferred to such as have been thus rwf! ?^ IJ

the beast that has been out and exposedtfc ^
responding to every change towards warmer
weather, while the house cattle shiver in every
wind. A beast is considered to improve in vafae^
12 months (winter and summer grazing) 12/ or m
151. on the very best land ; ordinarily 7?.

"

or #?
fair average, allowing for losses and occasional 'famarkets for stores, and latterly the distemper hag hm\
a serious drawback upon the profits of grazing
course, the number of head of stock land win'

<

depends upon many and various circumstances, m
farmers, indeed, being able to say at once wt
average experience may be. But the best caso3
somewhat as follows :—Prime pasture (the excepGtf
not the rule, in Meath) fattens the largest store oiw
Irish acre between May and the latter end of anfon,

or else a couple of * 4^ cwt.," or 36 stone fxafcn

This is at the rate of eight big bullocks or IStm
heifers to 13 statute acres—not at all comparable tl

what some of the finest English grazing lands M
For summer grazing no land in Meath, and e»
sequently nowhere at all in Ireland, can compoi

with the fine fatteniug grounds of Northi3
tonshire, Leicestershire, and of Lincolnshire.

eluding the north marshes along the Humber

the shore down to Boston, and those t«

Wisbeach and Lynn. Grass is permitted to

away rather than eaten close as in England,

waste should be incurred by excessive timp'dn^i

this rainy climate. But Irish differs from Enp
Grass in this—that it is earlier in spring, \e» »
to parch and burn up in a fervid snmmer, ii

more abundant late in autumn, and continuing

good bine through most of the winter. The elk

also favours the winter exposure of stock; and $

Barnes (for instance) leaves his incalvers out 4
winter till within a short time of calving. The

**

and tall hedges greatly add to the winter

of the enclosures; might not the thoroughly-!

fields of the Lincoln marshes, all summer white

sheep and gay with horned cattle, copy a leaf out of\

Meath book, and plant beside their reefy^£*"l
clothe the bare shelterless green plains with Quicks™

timber, only preserving, as they would, more ^^\
and moderation in the case ? ^
The rent of Grass land in Meath is from 30*.W*

and even 60s. per statute acre. Most of the Mfj

props*

£0 8
8
5

1861
Potatoes

One ploughing in autumn .

One ditto in the spring
Harrowing and rolling

Seed, 2 bushels
Hoeing and weeding .

.

Harvesting and threshing . . 15
Rent as above . . .. .. 2 12

10
6

1

£5 14

Double forking
Sets, 24 bushels at 3s.
Drawing drills and planting

at Id.
Hoeing and moulding up .

.

Taking up 266 bushels at Id.
per bushel .

Guano and salt
Rent. Ac.

• •

• *

£4
3 12

16 2

12

12 2
13
2 12

rrn „ .

.

£13 17 4

fw!mil x
W1S C

ieared of the Potatoes last month

rXd ni™j£°!i
gh m°re PI°Perly called

>» harrowed and

served in curbing watercourses, freeing the''surface of
j
are under tease JTm'alT" farmV"were

J
very conn*

low spots from excessive wetness, and generally the laaaoA Wf oa +i,« i«„««« „™:..« 4-*non<>v afc WM
evidences of the high estimation in which every avail-
able rod of the Grass was held by the fortunate
occupiers. But only in rare instances would these
anticipations be gratified. The enclosures vary
from some cosy paddocks to fields of large area ; but
the fences are tolerable only in some localities, generally
consisting of high bushy hedge-rows—thorn half-and-
halfed with Ash and other hedge-row trees, each trunk
making a wide gap, sometimes growing in a ragged
style upon earth and stone banks. Not very much
land stands greatly in need of drainage, but what
really does remains for the most part in a state of
nature. The bullock pasture is long, rough, and tufty;

and the prevalent natural Cocksfoot is intermixed with
Plantain and an abundance of broad-leaved, spreading
succulent weeds. Indeed, as only a small proportion of

the graziers adopt any means of culture, dressing, or

attention whatever, weeds ruin much beautiful herbage

;

and we see field after field of which an English midland
or eastern-counties grazier would be ashamed. The
better managers spread cattle-droppings— cart the

dung over the field from sheltered spots and warm
corners where animals have congregated in winter

—and oilcake is becoming more generally used.

Weeding is done, also, to some extent; though
some graziers think the all- prevalent yellow rag-

wort does no harm, others that it draws up the Grass

;

yet it might be easily subdued, and sheep will eat and
keep it down when young.

The neighbourhood of Kells, with its gentlemen's
residences and domains,— including the Marquis of

Headfort's hall and finely weeded grounds, Mr.

leased, but as the leases expire tenancy - ..

becoming more extended. There is no chance I

stranger getting hold of a grazing farm &ert>,

selling and reletting are both rare occurrences

customary, however, to a very considerable extewjj

single fields by auction or by private bargain *

season—say, from the 1st of April to the 1st of J*"

a grazier often getting a piece over and over agwl
sometimes dealers hire, proving very careless ntf*

One agent this year let a thousand acres in thi*n

meal method. The buildings on a large grass ft**

not extensive, often comprising only the resu

perhaps not that, a herd's house, and a shed ort*

sickly animals. The c* herd " is generally well oft*

paid a sum of money, allowed to graze a certain p
of cows, and so on, and himself hires, lodges, a»

the few hands required.

From this brief notice of the crack grazing c^2
is clear that Grass lands naturally so luxuriayj

only a high style of management, like the berf *JW

practice, to raise them to a wonderful pitch
Jj

j—~j.: „,.,, A™ it- :„ ii.-. "VI— i-i, —.„„:*** shouldductiveness. As it is, the Meath graziers —
sider whether their pastures are not actually at

s
ought to be found in greater number in each ^-tf
herbage be really no less rich and abundant.

field*

Correspondent.

Home Correspondence.
Moreconibe Bay—Jersey Cow Cabbage. A

of the Jersey Cow Cabbage were brought from

last November, and are now growing m a

A fe*jj
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fation at BUwitb, near Grange, Morecombe Bay, with

i Xltlaxanance ; the Cabbages are from 4 to 6 feet

aJLh and fully equal to those seen in Jersey. W ould

^^ advantage be gained by a large growth of these

Lares and would yon advise an extended cultivation

(Ttried ? A Subscriber. [The account our Corres-

^^fcdent gives is the best possible encouragement he

i;iEa have to the extended cultivation of the plant.

it* , jue is, however, no advantage in growing unless they

an be consumed while the crop is good ; for it cannot,

& ** Eke Turnips and Mangel Wurzels and even the Drum-

1 ]U fcad Cabbage, be stored away for use.]

iTj Breeding of Cattle, $c—Can you, or any of your

aiders inform me whether it ever occurs that a cow,

aire, ewe, sow, &c, may be put repeatedly to a par-

ticular male (knoivn to be potent) and yet not conceive;

Vat when taken to another male at once proves fertile.

I have a physiological reason for wishing to know

whether this be the case, and should be grateful for in-

fcroiation. C. D.
Earth Sewage.—Allow me through your columns to

think Mr. T. C. Brown for his public approval of my
«e{fc' nstern. At the same that let me observe, 1st, that in

is experience up to the time he wrote to me, about

i/»irt » twelvemonth since, he seemed not to care, so far as I

nder- an recollect, that the earth used should be sifted or

even dried. Now, both sifting and drying are not only

needful for the ready use of the earth, but they add

partly to its deodorising efficacy. 2d, Mr. Brown

writes, I think, without having seen one of my closets.

If he had seen one I think he would scarcely say that

BY mechanism for throwing the earth could be either

nore simple or so effective as that which I have

idopted. 3d, the repeated use of the same clav or

earth is, of course, intended only where either it is

fifficult to procure earth or to obtain a concentrated

manure. But I must say that to myself it is a great

convenience; first, that one cart-load of earth will

an luffice me with a family of seven persons for a twelve-

ptbj month, and next that when I want to apply manure to

my garden I may do it by handfuls instead of barrow-

loads; and if ever this manure is to become (as surely

it must) an article of commerce, what more important

than this concentration of power through repeated

action ? Henry Moule, Fordington Rectory, Dorchester.

the owners of land, or whether it arose from the

indisposition of the tenants to accept them. (A Voice :

" From the owners of land, my lord."). He held not

that the landlord refused to grant leases, but that the

English tenant was disinclined to accept them. (" No,

no.") Did they mean to say that, as a rule, the owners

of land had refused to grant leases I (A Voice :
" As a

rule certainly, my lord."). If that was the case, then

his argument went for little ; but he was bound to say,

that in the proportion that they found the landlords

refused leases there were more willing to grant them.

He would speak for himself, that if he could get a

tenant who could and would do his duty to the land,

he would only be too happy to grant a lease to him,

which even his death should not make void. (Loud

cheers, and a Voice :
" That's the sort of landlord to

have !") He would remind them that they were not

talking mere popular sentiment there, but that they

were uttering sentiments by which they would, as men,

be bound out of that room, and he maintained that if

English tenants—he did not say Scotchmen—if they

asked for leases it was because they were pressed to

get more out of the land than had been gob before.

Alluding next to the progress of agriculture in Scot-

land, he said they found there permanent steam-

engines at work on farms in tho extreme north that

had been reclaimed from the moor side. He did not

know any farmer in Worcestershire who had got such

an engine. (A Voice :
* I have.") Then it did him

honour, but it was not the common lot of farmers m
that county.

m

l

gotittitg.
Worcestershire.—At the annual meeting of this

Society, under the presidency of the Earl of Dud-

ley, Sir J. Pakington, M.P., said that he had seen

no reason to change the opinion which he had
expressed a year ago in that room, to the effect that

when agricultural skill had been acquired, agricultural

Bcience exer :d, aud capital in proportion to that

bomm Yjtou^M to "bear on the cultivation of the soil,

the tenant was entitled to some better security than a

mere yearly holding. He had recently let a large and
excellent farm to a new tenant, and on going over it

the other day he found that the tenant had started in

a way which gave him the greatest satisfaction. It

was clear to him that his new tenant was a man of

skill—a man of enterprise—and that he possessed, and
was expending capital upon the land. Accordingly he
inquired of his agent whether the new tenant had not
asked for a lease. The reply was that the tenant was
aware that he never wished to part with a tenant with-

out good reasons, and that he was quite willing to

remain a yearly tenant. Now, he would say that the

tenant here made a great mistake. He would not

enter into the question whether he was right or wrong
with regard to the views which he entertained on the

matter ; but it must be remembered that life was un-

certain, that circumstances might change, and that the

tenant ought to think of his own interests and the

interests of his family, and to take some security for

ais investment. He (Sir John Pakington) had another

tenant who had lived with great respect and credit on
bia estates, and who a few years ago had expressed a

Peat dislike to the leasing system. In fact,

&e had shared in that panic—if he might so

speak—which had followed the repeal of the corn

«wb ; but latterly he had expressed a wish to have
* lease of the farm for 2 1 years. He would draw an
inference from these two facts— first, with regard
to the case first cited, that the opinion was gaining

pound that farming to be successful must be made a

science, and that if a man was to live by farming he
must conduct hia business on the same principle as

Other commercial pursuits. The inference which he
would draw from the second case was that we were
growing wise by experience, that to do well in farming

capital must be invested in the land, and that when
once it was thrown into the land the tenant ought to

have some security that he should get it out again.

He believed the solution of the great agricultural

problem was to be found in three conditions. First,

that no man should undertake a farm until he had
fcade himself acquainted with his business ; secondly,
that no man should undertake a farm that was larger
than the capital which he had to expend upon it ; and,
thirdly, that when he threw his skill and capital into
the cultivation of the land, he should take care to Btay
there as long as his interests required.

The Earl of Dudley spoke on the subject of farm
leaaea, which had been mooted by Sir J. Pakington,
and asked whether the refusal of leases had come from

Farmers' Clubs.
Vale of Evesham : Fattening Cattle : Food-pro-

ducing Capabilities of England.—Mr. Henry Hudson
said, the extreme fattening of store animals very much

deteriorated the value of a good deal of the stock of this

country for breeding purposes. What he himself held

was, that store animals ought to be fed with store food,

and fattening animals on fattening food. He would

take one animal, for instance, a hilt. He had seen

some of them shown which were so fat as to be utterly

useless, and had known instances where they had died

from ever-feeding on the road to the place of exhibition.

Others of excellent stock he had seen taken to the

slaughter-house immediately after being shown, because

although such fine animals, they were quite worthless

for any breeding purposes. Therefore, he said, unless

they dispensed with corn feeding, they would never

achieve the amount of good for breeding purposes which

was at first contemplated when these societies were

established. Mr. Hudson then alluded to a restriction

placed on the premium to 1)e given by the Due
d'Aumale for Mangel Wurzel, for which no one was

able to compete unless the land had been in tillage for

a number of years. Why was that restriction ? If

they were forbidden to grow Mangels in superior soil,

he thought they ought not to allow corn to be intro-

duced in the feeding of animals] when they were to be

used for store purposes.

Mr. E. Holland, M.P., thought the fewer restrictions

there were the better with regard to any kind ofanimals.

It would be all very well if they bred animals for the

sake of showing them at their annual exhibition. But

they did not do that—their great object was to benefit

themselves by breeding for profit. His experience was

that whatever the kind of animal was to which they

were paying attention, for the first year they ought to

feed it as well as they could. As farmers they had to

consider the best possible way of producing the amount

of additional food that was required for an additional

and growing population. England was but a small

island, with a rapidly increasing number of inhabitants,

and the extra space required for their habitations

detracted from the food-growing area of the land. The

area thus taken from the food-growing land of England

amounted every year to a large space. Many years ago

it was calculated that the habitations for the increased

population took up an area as large as the whole of

Birmingham. Then, again, the railways occupied

a great deal of the soil, the line between Birming-

ham and London alone covering upwards of 6000

acres in its course. Now, all this land took from the food-

growing area of the country, and they had no means of

making up the deficiency. There were a certain number of

millions of acres under cultivation, and with that space

they had to deal. So that the thing before them was this,

that in consequence of the increase in the population

there was a very great demand for additional food, with

a decreased area for growing it. Then came in the

demand for science, and the expenditure of capital upon

improvement, in order that it might be tried whether,
J

by science and skill, the supply might be made equal to

the demand. That was what had to be done, and he

could only say that through the existence of this and

other societies, and through the facilities afforded by the

railways, and from the increased intelligence of the

agriculturist, much had been done towards a satisfactory

solution of the problem. In the year 1840, when the

Royal Agricultural Society was first established, a paper

was prepared by Mr. Pusey, and if his (the chairman s)

recollection served him right, the amount of land under

cultivation, of some kind or other, in this country, was

in that year 48,000,000 acres ; the value of the Wheat

grown was 21,000,000?. and of Beans, Peas, &c.,

17,000,000*. and of Grass 6,000,000*. He mentioned

these facts to show the immense demand upon the

resources of the farmer to meet the increased supply.
Since 1840 the progress of the country had been
so great, that we might be now said to cram
50 years into every one. With the progress that

has been made there was a greater demand for

what were now the necessaries of life, but which

were formerly, to the poor, almost luxuries. In former

days meat was almost a luxury, and now the con-

sumptionwas very great, for when once acommunity com-

menced eating meat, it never left it off, and consequently

there was a largely increased demand in that respect.

And how was it being met ? Of course the increased

grain crop enabled them to do something in the

matter, but then that was hut an element in the affair.

Then also there was the advantage of having crops off

land which formerly was allowed to lay fallow, and

which took two years to produce one crop of grain.

Under the present system, instead of leaving the land

fallow, a root crop was raised on it, which of course

produced food for much of the additional cattle.

Turning to the treatment of the soil, Mr. Holland

remarked that in that part of the country the great object

was to try and get rid of some of the clay by burning'

the heaviest portion of it. Now if they burned clay

which had gravel under it, they would be doing

their best to ruin the land, because the nature of

burned clay was to allow everything in the shape

of manure to run through it and become lost.

This had been proved very satisfactorily in the course

of some experiments that were made a few years ago.

Professor Way, who made the experiment, had two

large boxes made : one of them was filled with burnt,

and the other with unburnt clay. In these a strong*

solution of salt and water was poured, holes being left

at the lower part of the boxes for the solution, after

percolating through the clay, to escape by. It was found

that that which ran through the unburnt clay came out

almost tasteless, whilst the burnt clay allowed the

solution to come away almost as strongly impregnated

with salt as when it was first poured into it. The advan-

tage of burning clay was, that in doing so a very^ large

portion of the ground was laid open to the action of

the atmosphere, which was of great service, for a large

amount of nitric acid and ammonia came down from the-

sky and strengthened the soil, if the earth was only

open to receive it. And that there was some value in

that, was seen from the fact that every bushel of

Wheat was known to contain six pounds of ammonia*

That was one of the advantages of deep tillage and

of burning the soil upon very heavy land. In
allowing heavy clay lands to be kept open under the

influence of the steam plough, they were able to

work with so much success, that in the end

they would be able to make the whole of the clay lands

an enormous kitchen garden. The result of what they

had been doing in this matter was shown in the fact

that some of the best roots exhibited that day were
grown on the heaviest clays in the Evesham district,

in which, in days gone by, it would have been deemed
madness to attempt to plant a root crop. In speaking"

of the advantages of the steam plough, and the impetus

it gave to agriculture, the speaker observed that it was
an expensive machine, and too dear to be within the

reach of those who ordinarily farmed clay land. In
Gloucestershire the farmers had been given the advan-

tages of the steam plough by means of a company which
was formed, and he was happy to say that so much was
it appreciated, that in the first year the expenses

of the company were nothing like so heavy as was anti-

cipated. There would be this difficulty first of all with

the steam plough, that their fields would be too small

for cultivation properly, so that they would have to be
made larger by displacing hedge-rows and trees, and in

this the landlord must co-operate with and take his

place with the farmer. It would be to the benefit of

the landlord, because the acreage would be larger, and
he would then receive additional rent. In conclusion,

Mr. Holland spoke of the advantages of these societies

to all agricultural men, and said that by their influence

numbers had been brought together, fresh ideas had
been disseminated amongst them, and they had been
enabled to take their stand to a certain extent as suc-

cessful agriculturists, in consequence of having, with a

decreased acreage, provided food for an increased popu*

lation.

General and Descriptive Anatomy of the Domestio
Animals. By John Gamgee, Principal of the New
Veterinary College, and James Law, Professor, &c.

J. C. Jack, Edinburgh.

This is hardly a work for the general agricultural

reader. It is a text book for the student. A work of

this kind has long been wanting as a manual for the

veterinary student ; and at the close of last winter's

session Prefessor Gamgee and his colleague resolved

that before another winter some such guide should be

provided. A M
The profession have, we think, good reason to

^
be

proud of the energy and activity which competition

has called forth at Edinburgh. The present volume is

the fourth or fifth from Professor Gamgee's pen which

has been published during the past few months. The

two Colleges in vigorous and prosperous operation there,

sending forth books and students and proficients in

such numbers, stand in striking contrast to the state of

thinsrs at Dublin, where no veterinary college at all
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exists, and where a meeting for the establishment of one

the other day, otherwise unanimous, was addressed by

tlie oldest veterinary surgeon of the city in opposition

to the project, on the ground that the veterinary pro-

fession was already over stocked and ill paid. The
efforts of those who endeavour to remove the opprobrium
from it of being also ill educated, will no doubt tend to

its being better worth entering. And Professor

Gamgee and other enegetic men of equal intelligence

are doing more for the veterinarian, and through him
for agriculture, than tho?e who oppose the extension of

veterinary education on the score of its being already

an overstocked profession.

The work before us, relating to the animal tissues and
to the skeleton, is extremely fully illustrated, and i* all

that the student needs for that particular branch of his

education to which it relates.

rain

that

Miscellaneous.
GuanoA nalysis.—M. Malaguti, Professor ofChymistry

at Rennes, has sent an interesting communication to

the Academy of Sciences on certain fertilising sub-

stances known under the generic name of guano of

Patagonia. Shag guano, so called from a kind of

cormorant which sailors at Cape Horn call Shags, some-

what resembles the guano of Peru ; it is not very homo-

feneous, being mixed up with feathers, fragments of

one, and a few crystals of carbonate of ammonia. It

has an ammoniacai smell, contains small quantities of

oxalates, nitrates, chlorides, acid phosphates, about a

ihird of its weight of triassic phosphate of lime, and
about half its weight of organic nitrogenised substances.

The quantity of nitrogen, the most important item in

fertilising matter, varies in this guano between 8 and

12 per cent. Lion guano, so called from the kind of

seal called sea lion, found in the cavities of the rocks

on the sea-shore, which those creatures frequent, is a

mixture of the remains cf amphibious animals, and
bones, fur, scales, and balls of a humic or earthy

appearance, containing a large number of small crystals

in the form of needles; also fragments of a yellowish

rock, resembling sulphate of lime, crystals of struvite,

and certain prismatic crystals of a brown colour,

which M. Malaguti has found nowhere described.

The yellowish rock has the structure of an aggre-
gate, far from compact, of small crystals. When
calcined it turns to a brilliant white; its density is

2.174, but is not uniform, the organic matter it con-

tains, amounting to 23 per cent., not being equally

distributed throughout the mass. It contains, more-
over, 57 per cent, of triassic phosphate of lime, 10 per
cent, of acid phosphate of lime, aud the
rest consists of sand, sulphate of lime, and traces of
fluoride of calcium. As for the brown prismatic crystals,

they are not perfectly transparent on account of the
earthy particles they contain. Their true crystalline
fbrm is difficult to ascertain on account of the manner
in which they are grouped, sometimes in the shape of
a cross, at others of a fan, a spheroid covered with
prickles, &c. Their mean density is 2.267 ; they are
partly soluble in water, imparting to it a certain degree
of acidity." They contain 23 per cent, of organic
matter, 51 of triassic phosphate of lime, 22 of acid
phosphate of lime, and traces of silica, fluoride of
calcium and alkalies. Penguin guano does not display
such a heterogeneous composition as the preceding
kinds, yet it contains some feathers, bones of birds,
a multitude of little white globules which pressure
easily reduces to powder, and crystals of stru-
vite. The smell of the mass is somewhat ammo-
niacaL When moistened it becomes acid ; if brought
into contact with acids it produces a slight efferves-
cence ; it contains less than 2 per cent, of acid phosphate
of lime, then certain soluble salts, including nitrates.
then a certain quantity of triassic phosphate of lime,
aluminium, and iron ; but no oxalates, or uric acid. It
contains from 4 to.4*35 per cent, ofnitrogen; all the phos-
phates it contains barelyamount to .35 per cent., and they
are chiefly phosphateofalumina, which renders this guano
more soluble in acids before calcination than after. The
white globules above alluded to are composed of this
phosphate, containing 32 per cent, of phosphoric acid.
The last kind of guano mentioned by our author is that
quarried, so to say, from beds lying under a layer of
sand sometimes three feet deep. When cut out, it is in
the state of a plastic paste, which must be left to dry in
the open air for three months before it is shipped to
Europe. This kind also contains globules of phosphate
of alumina; and though it does not contain crystals of
struvite, it on the other hand has large rectangular
pyramids of ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate. It con-
tains from one to three per cent, of nitrogen, and from

39 per cent, of phosphates, but no remains of

began to rail a -' such torrents that not until

„„»v day week was the remainder in-gathered. Although we

had much rain no permanent injury was done, as the weaker

was cool and breezy. About 180 acres of Wheat, Barley, ana

0»ts were cut in 12 days, and so soon as tbe cutting: was com-

pleted the bands not needed for leading were allowed oil.

Taking no note of tbe wage* of half year servants, all ot wiiom

were engaged In harvest work, the whole outlay f«»r cutting,

binding, stocking, leading, and thatching, was 37/., or a trifle

more than 4*. per acre. The whole hands employed were nine

scythemen, nine women for gathering, nine binders, and

three rakers. The bulk is less than last year, although it may
be about an average, whiUt the quality of the different kinds

of grain is greatly superior to that of last y av. The complaint

of a deficient yield of Wheat is general, and we anticipate a

shortcoming in Barley, also Potatoes have not been so much
diseased for years, and in many, places are scarcely worth lilting.

With the fine weather we now have Turnips are making con-

siderable progress, but must still fall short of an average. We
have now prepared 30 acres of lea for Wheat, which, weather

permitting, will be immediately sown- Never have we seen

the new Grass closer or more promising than this autumn, and

it now affords the stock a good bite.

West Sussex: Oct. 28.- We havo now got into the middle of

Wheat sowing, and havo one of the most favourable seasons

that we have had for many years ; the land could not work
better; perhaps, if there is any difference, it is too light, and
most prefer to have it rather heavy for Wheat sowing. But
this is not our case on henvy lands which will be sure to get

close enough before the winter is over. There is a good deal

already up and looking strong. The seed lias more vigour, in it

than it had last year, and does not require to be so thick. We
have now begun to take up tbe Mangel, which owing to the

fine autumn has turned out a much better crop than we
expected, and the late Turnips are doing well. But there may
be a doubt whether the early Swedes and Turnips may not be

too forward, and may not keep so well, but at present they are

all right. As there is a prospect of plenty of roots, lean sheep
have gone up considerably in price, perhaps from 6s. to 8s. a
head for full mouthed ewes in lamb within two mouths. There
are various reports respecting the yield of the corn corps, but
I think it will be fair in proportion to the straw but not up to

the average per acre, and some say tbe quality is very
indifferent in some places, but what has hitherto appeared in

our market is very good, whether Wheat, Barley, Oats, or Peas,

the last especially so. A good deal has been done in cleaning

the Wheat stubbles, and in many cases it was much wanted,
as the pasr wet season aud thin crop induced the growth of all

kinds of rubbish. G. S.

D
Pigs, Figs, Pigs.

—
AMAGED RICE from U. per Ton at
descriptions of Feeds for Pigs, Poultry ««4 n

!ash by W. Jupp <fe Co., Cattle Food 2^2
6 T..wer Street, E.C. ^"Ufactm

Red Spider Magnified.

PigS, Pigs, Pigs!
CE from U. per Ton ah

W TRP1M
"

j
"^

AKEES and Viv»
Winter wash with *

GISHURST COMPOS
recommended by Mr ft£
See «« Orchard House«2
edition; and see Mr J!S0n '

8
commendation t

Cottage Go, ,„. m *

Sold retail by Xur8er^and Seedsmen fa^
3*-, and 10,. «. each.

Wholesale by

Pkice'3 Patent Cab*, C
Limited.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week that endod October 31 ; olwervod by Mr. J. U. Spearin

Mbulsford, WaUimrfbrd,

NEAL'S PATENT APR*
PASTILS.

*"

Tbe folio™, is one of Hpwwfc *70 Testimonials received by JStSfrom gentlemen personally uuknow
to him. —w«a

" I beg to bear my testimony to tk
value of Seal's Pastils, and their eft.
cacy in destroying, most effectually

the Green Fly without any troalk
and at a nominal expense, when cos.
pared with the use of Tobacco or era
Tobacco Paper.

uJames Sanders,
#< Nursery Grounds, AbergareM?'

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price Is. and 2*. per packet

Temi•EKATOKE OF Air, Tempera- I
ture of

Soil 1 foot Kain. Wind
2

• M £
8 3 *

*

§
71*2 = below the

2
Surface.

Ins.DegS. Deirs. I) firs Doira. Dejjs.

- -

Priday 25 .. 70.0 G3.0 56.5 G1.5 55.5 Ml S.AV. 29.92

Saturday 26 .. 69.0 62.0 50.0
1

57.7 56.5 * • X.E. 30 03
Sunday 27 .. 71.0 :>7.0 I 380 oO.o 56.0 • • B. 29.97

Monday 23 .. 7<;.o 57.0 40.0 63.2 54.0 01 E. 20.98

Tuesday 2fl .. l e.5.0 51.0 ! 34.0 46.0 63.0 0.02 NJB. •-'<>.!«)

Wednesday 30 .. 67.0 51.0 y.'i.o 49 52.0 • • N.E. 29.82

Thursday 31 .. 79.0 55.0 39.0 53.0 51.5 • • S.VV. 2W.70

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore* , to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The llain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Nkal, Birmingham.

16 to

animals, such as bones, feathers, or hair. M. Malaguti
believes it to be Penguin guano modified by the action
of ages.

Calendar of Operations.
OCTOBER.

Wester Ross : Oct 2i._The harvest is now completed in ex-

hi
e
Uf

C
°? J- ?

n
- *
n 1*"°* early aud late

-
on biU anfi dale, and

™Ll i
*str,cts

.

havo farcd best. On this farm we com-

ta£ unhT^K 01"
?
n 30th Member. Had the weather

aTthe cSSS ^ W°rk/0ud^bm to™ P l«ted * 1 7 days,

tdditfonTfe^ ** 4*
*ilv snreadnwVE ™5° interrupted that it was necessa*

Sep -^^ there t2£™ 2T-
to
*£
vV"^* 0n Saturday evening,

H^e D^n carted home in one day, but on themorning of .Monday

Notices to Correspondents.
Farmyarm Manure and Salt; II Msbjb9

*' This year I used
farm-yard dung that had been salted, and my Mangels proved
excellent; but Carrots and Swedes are very inferior. Is the
result from the salt, or must I account for it some other way ?

The manure was well covered. I harrowed in alight dressing
|

of lime previously. [It is probable that the Mangels bene-
fited by the salt. It is not probable that the other crops
were injured by it. Crude and ill-rotted dung is hot good
for Carrots and other roots which are injured by growing
forked.]

Footrot: J P. All that can bo said on its treatment has been
said over and over again in our columns. Mr Spoouer, than
whom there is no better authority, was again quoted last
week. You may consult his book, '• History, Structure, and
Diseases of the Sheep," or his papers in Morton's Cyclopaedia
of Agriculture. The following is the best treatment :

—

M Re-
move sufficient horn to allow any confined matter to escape
and to apply a styptic or caustic to the part, so as to prevent
proud flesh growing, and to stimulate the vascular parts to
secrete healthy horn. A number of medicines have been re-

commended and with success; muriate of antimony applied
with a feather is a very convenient caustic, and so are like-

wise equal parts of hydrochloric acid and tincture of myrrh ;

a strong solution of sulphate of copper is a milder dressing,

and tincture of aloes or friar's balsam is milder still. All

these are useful if applied with discretion, according to the
severity of the case. Another useful anplication, as well as a
preventive, is coal tar, particularly if a little creosote is left in

or added to it, and some powdered plaster of Paris over the
tar will assist its drying effect. A change to a dry pasture or

soil is necessary. Sulphate of lime powdered, 1 oz. ; sulphate

of zinc powdered, 1 oz. ; creosote, 1 scruple ; Stockholm tar,

4 oza. ; lard, 4 ozs. ; to be made into an ointment, and applied

occasionally to the fact of the sheep and between the claws,

first paring the overlapping bora away, and cloning every-

thing away without drawing blood M— is a good recipe.

Kohl Rabi : DidymuB. They need not be pulled and stored.

They are hardy enough tor all ordinary frosts; the severe

frost of 18G0 1 did not destroy one in ten of a crop near us.

They are especially good for sheep, growing entirely our of

the oround, and beincr thus easily and wholly consumed.

They are also good for milch cows, and may bo pulled as they

are wanted, and either steamed or pulped aud mixed with

Poultry : There is so little variation in the quotations of the

market'tbat it is mereiv ft repetition. We therefore offer a

few remarks on the subject of supply. There is a prejudice

against late chickens, and if they are intended for exhibition

we can understand why, but speaking of them as food, they

should be regarded with complacency. The change in the

seasons that has been noted for some time, is not without

its influence on poultry, and November and December are

not half so trying for chickens as March and April. The

lone nio-hts may cause a little trouble ; cold weather may
necessitate some extra food, but the chickens hatched now

will make a return in March. Those who have been careful

to save early pullets may do well with eggs, which will be

dear for some time, and in large towns and their immediate

neighbourhood should make from U. to Ad. each. We were

much struck a short time since, when the wife of a large and

opulent farmer was unable to give a sick child an egg,

although it was the only thing it could fancy. A gentleman

in the neighbourhood who attends to poultry was able to

supply the want. We are glad to find that competent men
are about to take up the question of poultry and eggs. It

deserves attention as part of the food of a country.

o

M1NTON and CO. have REMOVED from Albion

Place. Blackfriars, to 50. Conduit Street, Regent 8taet,W.

ENCAUSTIC and other PAVEMENTS. EARTHE.STARE
and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

Manufactory: Stoke-upon-Treut-r-yor. i.

VASES and LALUSTRADING for 0ABDES
executed in AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, which In

been extensively used in Scotland for more than 20 years.

Austin, Seeley, & Co., 371—375, Euston Road (fonnerh;

New Road). Regent's Park. N.W.
-,

, ,_ _ - —

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

FAtfD G. ROSHER, Cement, Bbick, and Tra

• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied.

Stock of Ornamental GARDEN BORDER-EDGINQ TILES i

Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They preser

advantages over Box or Grass-edging m that t\iey afford^B

harbour for slugs, &c, take up less room, and onta i

require no further attention. _ , -^
They may be had of various patterns at F. ft G. K

q
«^

raises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfru»,8. ;«
Kingaland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London, &.t.

N.B. Sketches of Patterns sent by post on
Jfp5 "tS

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windowsm
Balconies in stock.

_ .
•

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES tor Comrn-

v_x tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, ftc, as cheap*"

durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capa°«

of forming a variety of designs. n , «,«,.

Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining WaUs
,

ofS
Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. Gwjej «™-

metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of gr»t^Sf*
Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Dram nps.

To be obtained of F. & G. Roshf.r. at their Premises asw __

PROTECTION COVERS for
" PIA^TS.- *^.

size of CANVAS TARPAULINS, pd. Jg ^XeA
size of a large Russia mat, 8 feet

Large Waterproof GARDENER
woollen, 5s. ; do., with sleeves,

POLICE CAPES. 18s. to 24s. per dozen. . g^
R. Richardson, White Horse Factory, Bidborough ow*

Judd Street, N. W.; and 99, Euston Road,_London,J^__-

fcV~T. ARCHER'S " FRKU DOMO^-P^
JtLi • by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke °f^^^jTr*
for Syon House, his Grace the ^uke of Devonshire farwj

wick Gardens, Professor Lindley for *"o Horticu ral^
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal if^W

Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of Baling Park, «c

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS £ MORNING
r

*-^i

"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent preparw

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold Wgj

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapt*

all horticultural and floncuitural purposes, for pree^

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raye ot the sun,JJ

wind, from attacks of insects, aud from morning frosts. »

had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .- . . 1*. 65. per yard run.

Four yards wide .. .. 3*. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, '2s. Od. per yard raj

Also " Frun Domo" Netting, 2 yards wide, 1«. id. per yaw™:

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole aud Sole Manufacta**

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and of all Nursery^

and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.
" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.
^

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK JARM*
,

for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This >»^|

is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-doorjror*^

is fully two-thirds cheap

labourer, requires no mil

is used in the grounds at ^^^^^Z^d^SSi^
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility an^nt

r̂ *
whom the mo3t flattering testimonials have been r<~

which Hill & Smith will forward on application. ,
loBf

iiv

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1-*. bd.jerg» j,!

the Manufactory, or Is. 8d. per gallon paid to any sw

th
lp
k
pT/to°

m
HrLL * Smith, Brierley Hill ^^"3

Dudley, and 76, Cannon Street, E.C, from whom omy

' be obtaiued.
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PARADISE NURSERY, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
Chrysanthemums, Chrysanthemums.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS
Invites inspection of his large and well-assorted Collections of

EXOTIC ORCHIDS, FERNS AOT LYCOPODS, MISCELLANEOUS, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, VARIEGATED AND ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS.

Amongst which are some of the finest Specimens in the Trade.

Also a fine Stock of

ROSES FUCHSIAS, GERANIUMS, HARDY VARIEGATED PLANTS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE

PLANTS, CONIFERS, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

Just published, Post Free on application,

NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE FOR 1861-62,

WITH A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF

NEW, BEAUTIFUL, AND RARE PLANTS
OF KBCENT INTRODUCTION.

M

C

The " FAVOURITE " OMNIBUSES, from the London Bridge Railway Station, by the Bank and Post Office
;
and from

ine m.uuu
charing Cros8) through the Strand and Holborn, pass the Nursery every 10 minutes.

PARADISE NURSERY, SEVEN SISTERS AND HORNSEY ROADS, HOLLOWAY, N.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND OTHERS
ENGAGED IN PLANTING.

JOHN WATERER
Bcets to invite the attention of the ahove to the subjoined desirable selections from his

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
The CONIFERS are very handsome symmetrical specimens, and have never been injured by the ruinous

system of Pot Culture.

As we are determined to treat on the most liberal terms, we would respectfully entreat Intending Planters

to pay a visit of inspection. The Nursery is^easily reached by South-Western Railway to Sunning Dale Station,

STANDARD RHODODENDRONS.—Hundreds of handsome
specimens, 3 to 4 feet stems, 11. lis. 6d. to 105*. each. The
Kinds consist of the leading varieties, such as John Waterer,
Blandyanum, Mrs. Jno. Waterer, Lady Eleanor Cathcart, &c.

HALF STANDARD RHODODENDRONS.—Most desirable

plants, 14 to 24 feet stems, 10a. 6d. to 21. 2s. each.

RHODODENDRONS of all the newest and most approved
kinds, such as are annually displayed bv us in the Garden of

the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park ; the colours vary
from bright irle :> crimson rose, pink, and pur lute.
'

\ vW**", *•£*. to *«i. per do2en. In large specimens, z to

fed 5 feet, is. 6d. to 42*. each.

RHODODENDRONS.—An immense Stock of unnamed Seed-
lings, in every way desirable, producing handsome hardy
foliage and flowers of everv intermediate shade of colour,
from bright rose to white, in good plants, 2 to 3 feet, 10L to
12J. 10*. per 100.

*

RHODODENDRON CATAWBIENSE, and HYBRIDS.—These
very useful kinds are cultivated largely, and cannot be too
much recommended. Good strong plants, U to 2 feet, 71. 10*.

to 10/. per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 1 to 1£ foot, at 5U per 100.

AZALEAS.—Pink, yellow, scarlet, white, &c.. for extensive
planting, at a cheap rate. Good plants, 21. 10*. to SL 15*.

per 100.
v '

AZALEAS.—The best selection of Ghent and other varieties,

18*. to 30*. per dozen, or 71. 10*. per 100.

DWARF RHODODENDRONS.—Dense growing varieties, in
about 10 kinds ; some are delightfully scented ; they are very
suitable for edging to clumps of the larger growing kinds, or
for filling winter beds. 12 to 15 inches, 51. per 100.

_„ _ All feom Skhd.
PINUS NORDMANNIANA.—Of this fine species we hold the

largest stock of really handsome specimens in the Trade.
1 to 14 ft., verybushy, 21*. each 1 2 to 3 ft., very bushy, 42*. each
14 to 2 feet do. 31*. 6<L „ I 3 to 4 feet do. 63*. „

4 to 5 feet, very bushy, 105*. each.

PIKUS JEFFERYANA.—The most beautiful of the Cali-

fornian long-leaved Pines.

I
3 to 4 icet, 10*. 6d. each

I
3 to 4 feet, 7*. 6d. each

2 to 3 feet, 5*. each
3 to 4 feet, 7*. „

2 to 3 feet, 7*. 6d. each
PrNDS BENTHAMIANA—

2 to 3 feet, 5*. each

PINUS BEARDSLAYANA-
1 to 1£ feet, 30*. per dozen
1£ to 2 feet, 3*. 6d. each

PrNUS LASIOGARPA, or PARSONIANA—
Small plants, 6 to 9 in., 10*. 6<2.

J
1* to 2 feet, 03*. each

1 to 14 foot, 21*. to 31*. 6d. I 2 to 2£ feet, 84*. „

P1NU3 LAMBERTIANA-
3 to 4 feet, 10*. 6d. each

PINTJS TNSIGNIS—
2 to 3 feet ")s. per dozen
3 4 feet, 42*. per dozen, or 157. per 10O
4 to 5 feet, 63*. per dozen, or 207. per 100
5 to 6 and 7 feet, 7s. 6d. each, 4i. 4*. per dozen

PINUS PINSAPO—
2 to 3 feet, 10*. Cd. to 21*. each
3 to 4 feet, very handsome, ST*. Cd. each

PINUS GRANDIS ) true, about 6 to inches, 5*. each
„ AMABILIS

J
larger. 1 to 1$ foot, 10s. ft*, to 21*. each

I 4 to 5 feet, 21*. each

PINUS PONDEROSA—
1 to 1£ foot, 24*. per dozen, or 77. 10*. per 100

li to 2 ft. , 3s. 6d. each | 2 to 3 & 4 ft., 5*. to 7*.6d. each

„ DOUGLASII—
2 to 3 feet, 30*. per dozen ] 3 to 4 feet, 42*. per dozen

4 to 6 and 8 feet, 5*. to 21*. each.

PINUS MENZIESIA—
3 to 4 feet, 36*. per dozen, or 127. 10*. per 100

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS— ._
14 to 2 It., 3*. 6d. each 1 2 to t . 6*. t» 7*. 6d. IM

THUJA AUREA— ^
11 to 2 feet, 5s. each, 42*. per dozen, or 157. per 100

2 to 24 feet, 7*. 6<7. each, or 84*. per dozen
2\ to 3 feet, 10s. 6c7., and 21*. to 31*. 6c7. each

larger, 42*. to 63*. each
This is a plant of which we are large growers, and would

strongly recommend our larger sizes as being in every
respect most perfect specimens.

THUJA GIGANTEA (all Seedlings)—
2 to 3 feet, 7*. 6d. each I 4 to 5 feet, 31*. 6rf. each

S to 4 ft., 10*. 6rf. to 21*. each j 5 to 7 feet, 63*. to 105*. each

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA—
2 to 3 feet, 5s. each | 3 to 4 feet, 7s. f each

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA VARIEGATA—
small plants, 21*. each | larger, 31*. 6c7. each
A very beautiful gold-striped variety of the preceding

species, raised by us from imported seed.

CHAM^CYPARIS VARIEGATA—
2 to 3 feet, 3s. 6d. each j 3 to 4 feet, Bf. to 7*. 6c7. each

JUNIPERUS HIBERNICA—
3 to 4 feet, 30*. per dozen, or 107. per 100

: 4 to 5 feet, 42s. „ or 157.

5 to 6 feet, 5*. to 7*. 6d. each
6 to 8 feet, perfect columns, 10*. 6d. to 21*. each.

TAXUS HIBERNICA (Irish Yew)—
4 to 5 feet, 42*. per dozen | 5 to 6 feet, 7*. 6c7. each

larger, 10*. 64. to Jls. each.

TAXUS ELEGANTISSIMA—
Silver-striped variety, fine specimens grafted on the leading
shoots of the Irish Yew, 4 to 5 and 6 ft., 10*. 6d. to 21*. each

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA—
3 to 4 feet, 21*. each

]
5 to 6 feet, 63*. each

4 to 5 ft., 31*. 6d. to 42*. each | 6 to 8 and 10 ft., 84*. to 147*. do.

RETINISPORA ERICOIDES—
2 to 3 feet, 3*. 6d. each | 3 to 4 feet, 5*. each

CEDRUS DEODARA—
3 to 4 feet, 42s. per dozen

|
5 to 6 feet, 7*. 6d. to 10*. 6d. each

4 to 5 feet, 5s. each
J
6 to 8 & 10 to 12 ft., 21*. to 63*. „

CEDRUS LIBANI—4 to 5 feet, 42*. per dozen

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA—
15 to 18 inches, 5*. each, 42*. per dozen, or 157. per 100

H to 2 feet. 78. 6r7. each, or 84*. per dozen
2 to 3 ft., 10*. 6<7. to 21*. each |

3 to 4 & 5 ft., 31*. M. to 63*. each

STANDARD BAYS, very handsome—
4 to 5 feet stems, 42s. to 84.'. each

STANDARD LAURUSTINUS.very handsome, 21*. to 42*. each

STANDARD WEEPING HOLLIES, beautifully formed plants

:

6 to 7 ft. stems, 31*. 6d. each | 8 to 10 ft. stems, 42*. to 105*. do.

GOLD and SILVER-STRIPED HOLLIES—
in handsome plants, 2 to 3 and 4 to 5 feet

Fine lot of GREEN HOLLIES, U to 2 and 3 to 4 feet

*>

b sautnul collection 01 tne aoove nower is Mjw IN BLOOM and
also some very beautiful New Seedlings.

*

N.B. This collection of Chrysanthemums cannot be equalled
at any nursery in England.
To be seen gratis every day between 10 and 4. 8unday excepted.

Exhibition of Cnrysanthemums.

JOHN SALTER, F.R.H.S., invites the PUBLIC to
VISIT his unrivalled Collection of these beautiful flowers,

which are now in FULL BLOOM. His WINTER GARDEN
alone contains several thousands of plants, and presents a
coup d"ml unique in this or any other country. Free admission
every day except Sunday.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
Turnpike, W.

INN IE BANKS and COMET.
Coloured Plate, 1*. 6rf. per post.

The above FUCHSIAS possess first-class properties, and show
a striking advance on all others which have been sent out since

the white corolla varieties were introduced.

E. G. Henderson <fe Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

H^ROPHYLLUM BULBOSUM.
Figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, Oct- 5, 1861.

New Seed, per packet, 6d. and Is. each.

The BULB CATALOGUE free, and the BULB GUIDE on
receipt of 18 postage stamps.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.
John's Wood, London, N.W.

New Plants of 1861.

HENRY WALTON has now ready for Orders, at
greatly reduced prices, nice plants of FUCHSIAS,

PETUNIAS, VERBENAS, &c, of this season.
LIST of VARIETIES and Prices on application.
Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire.

Nursery Stock.

WOOD and INGRAM'S PRICED and DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, including

Seedling and Transplanted Forest Tree?, Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs, Evergreens, Roses, Hardy Climbers and Fruit
Trees, and will be sent free on application

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

T30BERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
XI patrons that his PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of the above, containing selections of the finest
varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Exotic Nursery. Tooting, Surrey, S.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH and SONS' first importation of
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, Ac, has just been received

direct from Haarlem. They are unusually fine. Early Orders
are respectfully solicited.

All the First Prizes have been awarded our Collections
wherever exhibited during the last seven years.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

OI CE NAMED HYACINTHS,
Growing in Gl.\ ;, Pots, orili -r fur Exhibition.

Quality not to be oxt
(9*., 7s. &i., and lbs. ner dozen.

50 SUPERB SHOW VARIETIES, named, carriage and package
free, 35s.

HYACINTHS for BEDDING, colours separate,
3*. per dozen ; 21 «. per 100.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with Treatises on the Cul-
ture of the respective s6rts of Bulbs, post free on application to

B. J. Edwards, 222, Strand, London,>W.C.

The best Twelve Hyacinths.

BUTTON'S BEST TWELVE^ HYACINTHS Imported can be

supplied for 12s. ; Second best, 9s. ; very

good, 6*.

Also, fine mixed DOUBLE HYA-
CINTHS, for Beds and Borders (all fresh

imported), 3s. per dozen, or 21*. per 100.

PRICED LLSTS of BULBS and SEEDS
may be bad post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

uaJS^S^^^^^^^ EVERGREENS of all sizes, such as Aucnbas, Bays, Box, Common

be l£d rf MrTfrS^ sJ-SSSSVG^fr^ST^ be*ht PS Prfce °f ConiferS
>
forwarded*~ u»u w mt. o. ivkrnan, oteasman, 4,, Great Russell Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

on application ; or may

THE AMERICAN NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY,
Near Sunning Dale Station, South-Western Raihvar, attd Blacl;water, South-Eastern Railway,

where excellent Conveyances avrjut all Trains.

Can be Seen at Snnningdale Nursery, Sunningdale
Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

ken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, and every other show at which they have been
exhibited during the last two years.
RHODODENDRONS for forcing ; KALMIAS for forcing

;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROSES and a General Nursery Stock well
worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen.

SA TUBDAT, NOVEMBER 9, 1861.

MEETING FOR THE J&&UING WEEK.
Thursday, Nov. H

J.
crystol Palace Chrrsanthemura X*m

To the report in another column upon the £reat

November meeting of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety we have little to add, except unqualified

praise of the exhibitors. The Chrysanthemums
were superb as a,'whole, and suited the fine Conser-

vatory in which they were shown. We must, in-

deed, except some specimens trained and pruned to

imitate trees, for which the plant is quite unsuit-

able ; this, however, was an example of btd taste,

jnot of bad gardening*. Some pyramids were
' cleverly managed ; but the hero of the day was an
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enormous bush of the lilac Christine, exhibited by
Mr. South, Gardener to G. Tyson, Esq., of Upton

;

from top to bottom it was of faultless beauty.

Of the Fruit we shall only say that it did honour
to English skill, especially the Grapes, which for

colour, size, and thoroughly good management were
in general unsurpassable. If the French, under
their brighter sun and warmer soil, could beat

us with Chasselas de Fontainebleau, we might claim

the victory with Muscats and Black Hamburghs.
In other words in Grapes we do with skill alone

what our clever neighbours achieve with climate

and skill combined. "What their climate does for

them was unmistakeably shown by a most remark-
able exhibition of French Apples and Pears.

Under no conceivable circumstances can England
produce such White Calville Apples or lived ale's

St. Germain Pears as appeared in Mr. Lewis
Solomon's collection. They were the amazement
of most visitors, and the admiration of all. It
would, however, have added greatly to the value
of this exhibition if the fruit had been correctly

named, instead of bearing the erroneous names of

fruit stalls in a market. To this we have alluded
more particularly in another place.

In conclusion, we may observe that nothing
could prove more unmistakeably the mighty pro-
gress that gardening is making here, than such an
exhibition as that of Wednesday and Thursday
last ; and we trust that when people from all the
regions of the earth shall next year flock to the
gTand Exhibitions at Kensington, they may find
our English power still more worthily represented.
We add the following from a Correspondent

more learned than ourselves in Chrysanthe-
mums :

—

And first of the novelties then and there
produced, undoubtedly the finest new variety
shown, and this a very decided acquisition to the
class of white flowers, was the Lady H. St. Clair
from Messrs. Downie, Laird, and Laino. This
flower was in every way first class, and is
decidedly the best white Chrysanthemum yet
produced. Three cut blooms were shown, the
finest of which measured about 4 inches in dia-
meter, and 3£ inches in depth, the centre being
very high and full and well incurved ; the colour
white with a very slight mellow creamy tint.
This variety had scarcely come into bloom, only
one of the flowers shown being fully developed, so
that we may expect to see more of it in the course
of the season. Another Rower equally in advance
of the rest of its class was Smith's General Slade
shown by Mr. Salter. This was a flower of the
colour and character of the good old Two-coloured
Incurved, upon which it was, however, a very
decided improvement, the flowers being large and
compactly built up of short incurved florets, which
whenrathermore developed, mustform a closeconvex
surface ; the colourherewas one of those coppery reds
so common among Chrysanthemums, brightened up
by the golden tips brought into view from the
incurved position of the yellow-backed florets.
This is no doubt a first-class variety.

Perhaps, however, the most novel in character
was after all a canvas-striped sport called Striped
Queen, obtained by Messrs. Downie & Co. This,
as we Jearn, is sport No. 2 from a white sport of
the old Queen; and what is very remarkable,
part of the stock grown at Edinburgh is still
white, while another part grown in London is
striped

; two plants in one pot producing flowers
uniformly and constantly flaked with purple on a

k ?]\wlute gr01ind. The stripes are not verv
bold, but they are abundant and unmistakable, so
that here, as far as we know, is an entirely new
character into which this grand autumnalflower
has " broken." It now rests-with the fortunate
possessors to " fix" so desirable a feature.
A flower very similar in style to the grand white

variety from Dowjtie, was 'that named Carissima
Irom Mr Salter. We expect bv-and-by to see
this in first rate condition, but" on the present
occasion the only open bloom on the plant was
Jiardly enough developed. It had, like Lady St.
tlair, which it seems to resemble closely, broad
incurved florets, but the colour is rather of a
sulphury than a creamy white.

awarded First-class Certificates to General Slade

and Lady H. St. Clair, and Commendations to

Carissima, Striped Queen, and Bessie, a decision

from which we should only dissent by giving

Carissima a higher award, which it^ may however

yet obtain on some subsequent occasion.

Of the remainder we can speak less favourably,

The best of them, we think, were the following, all

from Mr. Salter:—Smith's Sparkler, a neat-

looking variety, falling into an intermediate class,

neither large-flowered nor pompon, a compara-

tively small flower therefore, the colour a rich

deep brownish red, relieved by the slightly evident

yellowish backs of the incurved florets ; Salter's

Julie Grisi, a pale lilacy rose, lighter coloured

at the back, with broad, moderately incurved

florets, but not yet assuming a form which is quite

satisfactory ; and Smith's Ion, a very fine medium-
sized white, high, and neatly incurved, but not

full enough. Probably these may yet appear in

better condition. Beside them, Mr. Salter
showed Smith's La Belle Blonde, a large white

with rosy tint at the circumference, but inferior to

Yesta ; Clark's Lord of the Isles, a moderate-sized

yellow, reddish towards the outsides; Dido,

a moderate-sized white with sulphury tips ; Smith's
Dr. Brock, a coarse dull variety, with long incurved

florets, pale purplish red inside, and yellowish out-

side ; Smith's Her Majesty, a blush white ; and
the following Pompons :—Sagitta, blush ; Acis,

straw-colour ; Sienna, pale coppery orange

;

Turban, yellow; and Belle Sauvage, dull red;
none of them having: any striking properties.

Next, as to peculiar older varieties. The most
beautiful flower in the whole exhibition was Jardin
des Plantes, a large well formed half Ranunculus-
like, but slightly incurved yellow, of the richest

and most brilliant golden hue. Another of re-

markable beauty was Wonderful, a rich bright
purple crimson. Another gem, again, was Yesta,
white, with a faint roseate tinge at the circum-
ference, a charmingly delicate flower. And still

another was Novelty, a blush white, round as a
cricket ball. Remarkably fine samples of all these
came from Mr. Bird, and they were freely dis-
persed through the collections of cut flowers.
Amongst the Anemone-flowered varieties we

noticed one, Louis Bonamy, in which the smaller
central florets seem constantly to assume the two-
lipped gaping character mentioned some time since
as characteristic of some large-flowered Japanese
varieties, to which the name of Dragon Chrvsan-
themums was then given. The same feature was
more or less evident in some of the flowers of
Gluck and of Marguerette de York.
A word or two as to the various forms in which

the plants were produced. There was first and
best the roundish or bush-formed specimens.
Then there were the flat-headed or table formed,
some quite flat, some slightly convex, and some
more decidedly convex, like dumpy hillocks ; the
pyramidal or extinguisher formed ; the depressed
cone formed ; and the standard or tree like. All
these were represented by well managed and well
bloomed specimens. It was well for once to see
these various modes of manipulating the plants
brought into juxtaposition, in order to judge of
the effect produced by each, but the comparison
once made the less that is seen of the majority of
them in future the better. The bush-formed
plants were undoubtedly far—very far preferable
to any of the rest. It was the most natural, being

a small double white Cameltta~with7Two~bP
Dracaena terminalis, Erica hiemalis, and ?!*^
argyrsea—these being the larger and more o
spicuous objects. Then there was a Mvrtl I'
small-leaved Begonia Dregei, Adiantum

6
'

t
mosum, and Davallia dissecta, officiating no

greens ; and Pteris tricolor, Begonia Grriflithu

6^"

a dwarfed Gesnera cinnabarina, dwarfs -*

richly coloured foliage. Of flowers there »
one red and three white Chinese Primroses t
Persian Cyclamens, a small Crowea sali»na

'

!J
Epiphyllum truncatum, the latter the

'

u
ineffective object in the case. AH the i°t
vening spaces were filled up with dwarf ^.
Lycopods. The Caladiums were

distribute
towards each end ; the Dracaena was placed abo
the centre, the Myrtle, Camellia and taller Be*on
were in one back corner, forming a tnicket^mh
some of the Cyclamens and Primulas

peeping on?
frombeneath them

;
thedwarf coloured-leaved Dhn}

were placed in front, and the larger Pteris arm**
was set as a match to the Myrtle, leaving i£
corner of the case less crowded and shady thnth
opposite one. The effect of the whole arrangement

6

was very pleasing. The plants of the Wr
growing species were of course small, to suit the
size of the case. The flowery element in this

tasteful group was, it will be seen, very limited but

every flower was telling, except the Epiphyllum

which did not appear to us to look happily placed!

Some time since we took an opportunity of

directing the attention of Colonial Governments to

the importance of having good local Flobas pre-

pared for public information concerning their

Vegetable products. It is now our pleasant duty

to announce that Queensland, K. S. Wales,

S. Australia, Victoria, and %W. Australia, hare

resolved to cause such a work to be produced, and

that it is entrusted to the skilful and experienced

hands of Mr. Bentham.
The publication of this great undertaking will

require, we understand, 6 or 7 volumes 8vo., of

j

about 500 pages each, of which one volume may be

I expected annually.

" ^— V*-V J^»^^N,A U|/li^UU giVVf OU Uk LUC
Chrysanthemum. It was the most effective and
beautiful, as giving an idea of completeness and
freedom from restraint, while at the same time the
flowers were really shown off to advantage, and a
true test was applied to skill in cultivation. Next
to these in effectiveness stood the tree-like plants
—at least such of them as were well-managed, but
we cannot profess any strong admiration for their

moppish heads, even at the best, and they are

execrable at the worst. As for the rest, if societies

continue to offer prizes in such form as to admit
of the plants being tortured into monuments of
misdirected skill, as ugly as they are deficient in

taste, we suppose the growers will reproduce the
/"•j ^ ^ i * * 1 * i • »in the Pompone class a very curious and rather

|
flattened and' extinguisher specimens which were

sinking-looking variety named Bessie was sent so conspi
from the Royal Gardens by Mr. Ingram. It is a
free blooming dwarfish sort, with Ranunculus-
shaped flowers, of which the ground colour is a
coppery red, mottled, and shaded towards the
centre with yellow, and towards the circumference
with rose colour, which variety of tints give to ita singular bizarre appearance.

advi*?
6 i0T\Z°in%> « *iU be seen from ouradvertising columns, the Sub-committee of Censor*

conspicuous by their deformity on the present

occasion ; but we really hope for better things.

We have scarcely left ourselves space to mention
a very nicely arranged plant case, sent for exhi-

bition by Miss Maling, the authoress of a clever

little book on in-door gardening noticed some time
since in our columns. The case was a glazed
parallelogram, measuring about 46 inches by 20,

ON SOME CHARACTERISTICS OP THE
WEATHER OF OCTOBER.

The meteorology of October presents some points at

a most unusual character, and therefore merits some

passing- comment. The operations on the farm daring

the month of October render it very important tfoaUV

weather should be both warm and dry ; the advantage

of a good month for the sowing operations cannot be

over-rated in its effect upon the next season's crops.

The past month has been most remarkably favourable

for all the requirements of the country. In vain the

eye seeks, in the meteorological records of past vears,

for an October similar to the one just passed in point of

high temperatures. Whether we take the 1st day of

the month, the 8th, the 14th, or the 25tb, the mean

temperatures of which days were 11°, 10°, 12°, and 11 •

respectively, they stand out from amongst all other cor-

responding days of past years as something veryrent-

able. The year 1843 is the only one which presents or

with a temperature for the 1st of October i&pW>

like that of the past month; in that year,.lWhe

mean temperature was 63° on the 1st, whilst tins 5^
it was a degree higher ; and these are the only "jf^f*
in which the mean temperature of the 1st ^7v5
was above 60 degrees during the past 50 years !

The^
temperature of the 8th, 14th, and 25th are also alm<*

without precedent. But this was, perhaps, not «*

most remarkable feature in the month, at least it
**»

not the only one ; when we have examples of extraordi-

nary temperatures they are usually isolated cases

;

are compensated for by a number of lower reading^

this has not been the case in the present instance thoij

All the days of October were higher than the »verJr
with the exception of the 28th and 29th only, wM»

were the same as the average. If we take the fi*

fifteen days of the month, which was the warm*
period, and divide the excess equally over them all

will give a mean daily departure from the average,*

excess, of nearly 7°. This is most unusual, in<k*

almost without parallel. The temperature of vegdjj

tion, as shown by a self-registering thermometer pUc*

on the Grass at night, showing the minimum, WBS ~*

in very few instances below 40° during the month. T"*

barometer was very steady, and the readings hig|£

than is the average of the month of October; ^
mean reading for the month was 29.84 inches. As there

was a great deal of sunshine, the thermometer TeSl

y^.
ing the maximum temperature in the direct rays oft*

sun read very high on some days ; on the4tb, it read 1*>»

on the 8th and 15th, 115°; and on the 9th, 13tb>«jT

14th, it was 110°. On five nights in the month»
minimum on the Grass did not descend below 50 •

The highest temperature of the air occurred on tfl

8th, and was 76°. The lowest occurred on the 29tb »?

was 39°. The greatest daily range was on the 8tk ^
day of highest maximum reading, and giving a »

ence between the highest and lowest readings or ^ •
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The lowest reading recorded on the Grass was 31°;

it wis registered during the night of the 29th. The
greatest variation in the height of the mercurial column

daring the month was only 9-lOths of an inch ; the

highest and lowest readings occurred within five days

of each other, the lowest being reached on the 11th,

and the highest by the 16th; at other times the

column was wonderfully steady.

Another feature very favourable to the country was
the extreme dryness of the past month ; the entire fall

of rain for the month did not exceed 1 inch, being more
than 150 per cent, in defect. The two days on which
the most frfl were the 11th and 22d, when 0.4 inch

and 0.2 inch were the respective amounts. Nor was
this fine weather at all partial, nearly the same degree
of warmth, and, with but few exceptions, the same
absence of rain, was enjoyed throughout the country.
The wind was mostly from the S.W., with occasionally

brisk motion ; on the 17th it veered round to the N.
and N.E., causing the lowest mean temperature of the
month ; by the 21st, however, it got back again to its

former quarter, and the temperatures were again very
high. In and about London fog was prevalent on a
great many days in October, sometimes being very
dense and wetting; they mostly cleared off towards the
middle of the day. Although there was a great lack of
rain the atmosphere was by no means devoid of mois-
ture ; the dews were also heavy. C, Greentcich.

1 and in another year a show of agricultural produce, got

up by the different regiments at the camp at Chalons,

would be very interesting ; and the medal obtained by
a regiment at these peaceful gatherings would add to

the honour of the flag to wbich it might be suspended
[The French give the flag a medal or cross as well as

the men.]
" The soldiers, presuming they had an orchard for the

purpose, might also be instructed in the culture and
management of the best kinds of fruit trees, especially

such as are most suitable for general culture as

standards, and which might be planted in the hedge of

the vegetable garden or the small field on the produce of

which the cow and the family live. Such instruction

would add materially to the utility of these agricul-

tural and horticultural gardens, which doubtless will

be established at every garrison town. And how
happy will every soldier be on quitting the service to

carry with him to his family and village one or more
young trees of the kinds which he formerly cultivated."

[The same idea has occurred to Dr. Cleghorn in India,

who has a chapter on the subject in his new work on
the Forests and Gardens of S. India.'] ^^^^

Berlin, and to which M. (J. Kocu has given the name
of S. callosa latifolia. To the same category belongs
another hybrid called S. Megeliana.

A third series of forms has arisen from hybridizinjr
S. Fortunei (callosa of gardens) with S. expansa, Wall.
Two of these hybrids are more especially cultivated",

namely S. expansa rubra and S. expansa hybrida ; the
former is very near to S. eximia, from its inflorescence

being in dense panicles and not in compound umbels.

M. Koch is inclined to believe that it is a hybrid of one
or other of the two latter species with S. latifolia ; and
he entertains a similar opinion with regard to the
origin of S. expansa rubra. In conclusion M. C. Koch
remarks that in the Revue Horticole are published

under new names two Spiraeas which have been long

known ; the one called in that publication S. speciosa,

he states to be S. hypericifolia, the other, named
S. flagelliformis, he adds is neither more nor less than
S. canescens, Don (cuneifolia, Wall.). Journal de la

Soci6U ImpCriale et Centrale dy
Horticulture*

HYBRID SPIILEAS.

By M. C. Koch (Wbchenschrift fur Gssrtnerei und
Pflanzenkunde).

Spir.e:as are now worthy of being ranked among our
most ornamental shrubs ; for unquestionably they have
an excellent effect, whether planted in shrubberies or

in masses, forming of themselves charming groups, in

which by a careful selection of species and varieties an
uninterrupted succession of flowers may be obtained
from early spring till the middle of summer. The
following details may be of assistance in making a
choice.

Spiraea acutifolia, usually called S. sibirica in gardens,
comes first into flower; and it is followed by S. cana,

crenata, hypericifolia ; which are themselves succeeded
by S. oblongifolia, chamaedrifolia (confusa, Meg.), can-
toniensis (Reevesii, Lindl.), ulmifolia, triloba and
thalictroides. After these come the Chinese and
Himalayan species with white and red flowers, as the
S. bella, expansa, vncciniifolia, canescens, &c. ; then the
plants belonging to the same groups as S. salicifolia,

which are succeeded by S. Douglasii, callosa, &c.
Lastly comes the charming S. ariaefolia, which on
account of its larger size should be planted in the centre
of groups, as

r

well as the S. sorbifolia and Lindleyana
with pinnate leaves.

section with \

* ilcu ral experiments,"" that a taste for horti-
culture is essentially useful, both as regard economy
and morality. It is a taste which when once acquired is
never lost—which clings to home, to family, and to
property, which it increases in value, and whilst it
so tens the manners it improves the mind ; in short the
cultivation of this taste has become a necessity at the
P
f
e
f
eD

i
y m con8equence of the continual subdivision

aa f u
aDd increase of population, and I may now

add of the higher wages of the working classes, who
are thus enabled to live better and to consume a
iarger quantity of fruit and vegetables.

Is it not from gardens that all our agricultural plants
cave passed to field culture 3 And as I said, in 1 857,
at a meeting of the committee organised at Valcon-
grain principally for the benefit of small farmers and

Home Correspondence.
Indian Cotton Cultivation (see pp. 946 and 007).—I last week

directed attention to the fact that in America they were not
indebted for their large crops to either the skill of
their farming or the superiority of their agricultural
appliances, but mainly to the excellence of their soils

:

in like manner, that the lighter crops of India were
neither due to the unskilfulness of the grower nor to the
rudeness of his implements, but principally to the poverty and
exhaustion of the soil from long continued cultivation. The
inference I wish to draw from these statements is that the
originators of the Indian Cotton experiments fell into a great,
but at the time, pardonable error in supposing that the large
crops obtained in America resulted not from the excellence of
the soil on which they were grown, but from the very skilful
farming and superior implements used by the planter : while
the lighter crops of India v. ere in like manner attributed to the
Ryot's ignorance of farming and the rudeness and imperfection
of his appliances, in place of to the poverty and exhaustion
of his soil by centuries of cultivation. Subsequent experience
and comparison of results have demonstrated the failacy of both
these deductions by showing that the American planter when
sent to compete on equal terms with the Ryot had no chance ;

the latter turning out by much the more scieutific farmer of
the two, raising on fields side by side, with the planter, as
heavy crops and ol as good staple, at half the cost;
maintaining meanwhile the fertility of his land by judicious
culture and rotation of other crops. The American on the
contrary at once exhausted what little fertility his land
retained by successive cropping, ns if it were fresh prairie land
till then untouched by the plough. This proceeding, coupled
with the remark of Dr. Mallet as to the vast extent of " worn
out " Cotton fields to bo met with all over the Southern States,
but too well proves that the men who grew the great crops of
Mississippi were after all but tillers of the ground, not farmers ;

being unacquainted with the very first principle of .«r,und

farming, that of husbanding to the utmost the fertility of the
land they cultivate ; in place of which they, like reckless spend-

Most Spiraeas have white flowers, but in some they thrifts, lived on their capital as long as it lasted, and when all

are rose-coloured Amon-* such in narHonlar U o gone looked out for fresh fields to be similarly exhausted. Iare rose coloured.
_
Among such in particular is b.

|

*
ave deemed g advUablo before entering on the consideration

THE GARDENS OF THE CAMP AT CHALONS.
It is a new experiment to permit soldiers of the armies

in Europe to cultivate small piecesof ground as gardens;
but this it appears the Emperor of the French is now
trying at the Camp of Chalons. What the results may
be we can only conjecture. In the mean time it may
be interesting to know the opinions of French writers
with regard to the movement, which are highly favour-
able, if we may judge from the following remarks by
M. Victor Chatel (de Vire).

He considers the establishment by the Emperor of
gardens for the soldiers at the Camp of Chalons as a
step of the utmost' importance. As a means of im-
proving the food and health of the troops the measure
has already proved highly satisfactory, whilst it also
affords the men an agreeable and harmless amusement.
But above all the stimulus which will thus be given to
cottage gardening, and consequently to the production
of food, is the point of view in which this innovation
presents the greatest interest.
"I stated in 1850," continues M. Chatel, in an Essay

on the importance of giving elementary instruction in
farming and gardening in the country schools, on the
fouadadon of parish nbrarie^and^formatioa,incon

- ;
callosa, a native of China and Japan, ami which, thon-h i

"fZf?--^'j^SS^JT"^"^'- » « SOiS, Ol gardens lor agricultural
,
lone m herbariums, was only introduced im4v mi-rimy a frtrmmrnces between In n and American Cotton Armin?pMBWRperoariiaBymtM only
few years ago by Mr. Fortune. M. Planchon has
called it S. Fortunei, because he found it differed from
the true S. callosa of Thunberg. At first this shrub
was carefully protected in winter, but it was afterwards
found to be hardy, and that even if all its stems were
killed down, it would push from the root in spring: and
flower very well. This Spiraa is ornamental even
before coming into flower, on account of the greenish -

brown tint of the extremities of the shoots; besides it is
_ .. - _ -, ... .

'
.

uuiauiaias ilKw;ni,i.«»,», .- — ~. uujjo i-ucy practise,
ot peculiar value for hybridizing with other species, j as to its propriety or otherwise I venture no opinion, as I do
rr" " ° '

* * * " " not know it, but hope the writer who impugns its

Cotton larmintr
and farmers in the hope of guarding any of our enterprising
countrymen who may think of engaging in the occupation in
India against the prevalent error of supposing that the
"agriculture of Ilindostan is essentially rude and primitive -

that their implements are most inefficient ; that as to the use of
machinery, the proper rotation of crops, the application of
manure, the choice of seed, and, in fact, the entire
round of culture, the natives are deficient." None of
all this is really the case. They know their climate and
the qualities of their land ; their implements as I shall by
and by show' are not inefficient ; their machinery is simple,
but so far as it goes effective ;

rotation of crops they practise,

Thus S. Sanssouciana, made known about three years
ago by M. C. Koch, was an accidental hybrid between
this species and S. Douglasi, obtained at Sans Souci,
near Potsdam. More recently a similar mule was
raised by Mr. Noble at Bagshot, which was named

. . - . S. Nobleana by Sir "William Hooker. Another
^cultural labourers, and as I again asked at the hybrid between the same species has received the

\°*™a .^iale dyAcclimatation, would not the name of S. pachystachys, and it is perhaps the
introduction, at a small expense, into each parish in
* ranee of a kind of Wheat yielding only 4* bushels
per acre more than the sorts usually grown, save us
from all danger of famine ?-

"An acquaintance with the nature and culture of the
most useful kitchen garden plants will, in future, be
pined by our soldiers in their camps ; and this know-
ledge will certainly exercise a great influence on the
progress of the most useful branches of horticulture
and in improving the diet of our rural population as
well as that of the inhabitants of towns.

" This great measure will doubtless be carried out,
and it is to be hoped that an experimental garden for
the culture of the most useful agricultural and indus-
trial plants will be added to the vegetable garden,l^n regiment might then correspond with the Societe
impenaletfAcclimatation, and assist in bringing newand useful plants into cultivation, and it might also
take part in our exhibitions of agricultural and
horticultural produce.
"A good way of disseminating throughout the rural

districts a knowledge of the culture of new and useful
plants for example the Ailanthus, and at the same
time the management of the silkworm which feeds on
its leaves, would be to practise it before the sons ofour labourers, who are soldiers to-day, and to-morrowwe themselves tillers of the soil. The same observa-
tion is applicable to many useful plants which
either quite unknown in our country districts, 01 _more productive than those at present grown. The

^rtZ°deS
°i

breediDg fi8h mi«ht^ b* <*ownio our soldiers where circumstances are favourable for"iat process being attempted.

^ " An exhibition of horticultural products this season,

handsomest of all. It bears considerable resemblance
to S. Sanssouciana, but its flowers are in compound
umbels, forming a short cone, and not in close panicles
as in that hybrid. At the ends of its branches are from
five to eight shoots, which are almost without leaves,
and each of these terminating in a flower-spike, the
whole constitutes a mass of blossoms 6 or 7 inches
across. The leaves do not appear to differ from those of
S. Sanssouciana. There are, besides, other hybrids of
S. Fortunei, Plane, which have been obtained by cross-
ing with S. expansa, Wall., and S. latifolia, Borkh.
(carpini folia, Willd.), which are also very interesting.
One raised from the latter species by M. Billard, of
Fontenay-aux-Roses, and called S. Billardi, is interrae-

fitness will explains its peculiarities ,'and point out its defects.
In the application of manure they are perhaps not so liberal as
they ought to be, but that they understand its application and
value is well shown in their Tobacco culture, but more on this
point bye and by ; in their choice of seed, I had opportunities
of learning that no English gardener even is more fastidious.
I became acquainted with these things dining the 13 years I
was engaged in growing Cotton among them. I hesitate calling
it farming, and think I am in a position to warn any young
Knglish farmer who may think of testing his knowledge by
competing with them, that he will soon find them much bettor
farmers than we, judging from appearances only, are disposed
to give them credit for, an assertion annually verified by the
large crops they contrive to raise from their impoverished
land, with the humblest means and most stinted outlay. 1
would further add, before quitting the subject, let no English-
man attempt to compete in native products, for he will be sure
to be undersold. The better plan is to take the Ryot into a
snrt of partnership—induce him to grow and buy the produce.
You will find it a more profitable plan than to cultivate for
yourself. If you can teach him a better method of procedure
within his means, I always found him an apt scholar. Our
second proposition is to the eflect, that the writers quoted last
week are of opinion, that without European energy, intelli-

gence, mechanical skill and science, India never can replace
America in supplying Europe with Cotton. To this conclusion,
taken in the sense I believe the words are meant to convey, and

are

or are

Booth of Hamburg has sent out a plant known also as S.
californica, and which is very similar to, if not the
same as S. Billardi. Of the rest of these hybrids
some resemble S. Fortunei, and others S. latifolia.

Amongst the latter is S. Bethlehemensis rubra of
gardens. The Spiraea Bethlehemensis, according to

M. C. Koch, is merely a form of S. latifolia, in which
the toothing of the leaves is sharper; the origin

of the specific name is unknown, but it may probably
be derived from Bethlehem, a town in British America.
The S. Bethlehemensis rubra closely resembles S. lati-

folia, only the flowers are like those of S. Fortunei in

colour, and the under side of the leaves is grayish, as

in that species. The form which approaches the closest

to S. Fortunei or callosa of garden* (not of Thnnberg),
which resembles it most in the colour of the flowers

and mode of inflorescence, is a hybrid which appears to

have arisen accidentally in the Royal Nursery at

concerned, India is quite competent to supply the wants of
Europe, were they even much greater than they are, provided
the consumers, that is, the " Cotton interest," will only establish

and maintain a steady demnml for the article. India can
supply any quantity, and I think I may almost add any quality,

but it must be sought for and bought on her own fields from
vear to year, not stored to wait a chance demand like the

present. Let the demand be steady, and the supply will be

ample, regular and cheap. In place of the high sounding

words, "European energy, intelligence, mechanical skill and
ence," let us substitute European capital m the hands ofjudi-

cious kindly tempered buyers, who know how to practise the

virtue of doing as they would be done by, in their intercourse

with the timid retiring Eyot, and India will give you Cotton

enough, very nearly if not absolutely as good as America
supplies. The Tivies of the 24th October oracularly informs us

that "with Anglo-Saxon skill, enterprise, and money, Indian

soil will yield the desired fruit." I do not very well under-

stand the meaning of this high sounding sentence, but fancy

that it is intended to inform us that if we will only transport

high farming to India, then Indian soils will yield us
abundance of excellent Cotton. If this be its meaning, I think

it may at once be accepted as a truth, but when may we look
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far the fruit ? Energetic, skilful, and scientific farming will

doubtless restore fertility to the most exhausted soils, but it

requires time— several years at least ; whereas the call for

Cotton is immediate and most pressing, and we can't wait for

the slow operations of scientific farming, so must, for the

present, take what we can get, asking no questions. But let

us suppose that European high farming has been introduced,

and wherever tried has done its work of so perfectly restoring

fertility, that each acre, as on the virgin prairie land, produces
its 400 lbs. bale of Cotton ; then a farm of 1000 acres, on a four-

course rotation, gives only 251 bales, requiring 16,000 such

Orchard House world, it i3 hardly to be expected that

a humble individual like myself should contend suc-

cessfully ; but still, as I require no triumph except the

triumph of truth, I must beg of you to bear with me
while I say a few more words anent the subject at

issue. Permit me, therefore, to congratulate Mr.

Rivers upon the great change which has " come o'er

the spirit of his dream," for at page 927 we find it

thus written:—" With respect to trees, standards

reco*.

many first-class farms to grow cotton, but could "easily spare I impressed with the idea [it will become " fixed "] that
two or three thousand commercial travellers to purchase the .

y
th ft planting their luxuriant

raw material produced by probably 16,000,000 growers, and
,

m tw° or uiree years aiwsi pwui
_ g .^Mtl ;nnr.v

afterwards resell part of it to them in the shape ofmanufactured growth would be arrested by their extraordinary

fabrics. This I presume will be found the more feasible mode fertility ; the drvness of the soil about their roots for

of proceeding, and if diligently followed out England need
j ^^j months in the year (for in winter only a small

never again feel tae want of Cotton so long as India remains a c , , Ai \, , ^ • ,__ i.. +1^*,^ ar%A 4-ba
British dependency. Let it not be for I moment supposed quantity of water should be given to them), and the

that I wish to discourage the most assiduous endeavours, by
j
warmth of the climate would tend to this, so that in a

every conceivable means, to improve both the productiveness verv few years after planting they would assume the
of the plant and the quality of the staple. On the contrary I _jL_ ft„Ji nf „ h^Hlfv standard Hawthornden Annie
would suggest, as one means of helping on the inquiry, that appearance ofa Healthy standard nawtnornaen Appie

oar commercial travellers should, as much as possible, be tree growing in the open air. An Apple tree ot tins
tukon from the agricultural classes. Young men qualified by sort, as is well known, soon becomes a mass of
taste, habit, and education, to devote their leisure to

.

tho blossom buds with ro over luxuriance of growth,
culture of a smalliarm and garden, the former to be cultivated '

. . . , T ,
s

according to the most scientific and approved course of This I repeat is my impression, and I hope to

rotation and manuring, the latter being always at hand for be able to prove in a year or two that my
experiments on irrigation, hybridization &c, and for im- calculation is correct." " Bravo, T. R." I knew you

SSS^SSeW^ *» impressible, and I am glad I have persisted in

either in his own fields or in those of his neighbours. Next opposing your pet idea until I have disturbed its fixity,

week I shall consider the implements and style of cultivation
j and squeezed from you an admission which will do more

DBtt

of the two peoples. Robert Wigld. [In the last article on this

subject an error of the press requires to be corrected by striking

out the inverted commas before Does Mr. P. ; and before Does
his Lordship. ]

Bats and Grapes.—"Do rats eat Grapes?" Yes.

I have a beautiful Sweetwater Grape Vine growing at

the stables. It is trained above the doors and windows,

in order to prevent access from below. Before I

renewed these buildings, which were very old, the

Hanoverian rats (always on the road to plunder) found

their way to this Vine. Myself and others frequently

saw them eating the Grapes. I stopped their runs

effectually at the top of the wall to the slates. But
who is clever enough to thwart these thieves when
stomach eggs them on ? Baffled at their usual runs,

these hungTy rovers passed over the roof; and by a

dexterity almost incredible, they descended over the

eaves of the building, and recommenced their devastation.

It was not until I had paved every part of the buildings

that I considered Walton Hall quite secure from fresh

hordes of Hanoverian rats. When the fields are cleared

of corn, an individual rat will at times attempt a settle-

ment, but without success. " Maester, maester," said a
lad to me some months ago, "I've nabbed a Hanoverian/1

" Brave fellow '." said 1, and putting my fingers into
my waistcoat pocket, " Here's sixpence for thee." Chas.
Waterton, Walton JTall, near WaJcffietd, Nov. 4.

towards inculcating a proper system of orchard house
management among your immediate disciples (and I

am aware their name is legion) than anything I may
write for years to come. Most sincerely dc I con-

gratulate you on this admission. Write it up in the
council-room at Chiswick, tell it to the Fruit Com-
mittee at South Kensington, that the great centre

of Orchard House management is no longer pot-bound,

but is about to ramify on the free open soil, and
"in a year or two" show us a grey old age of

mature growth, with buds and blossoms or luscious

fruit. But why wait for your own experiments, my
good friend ? Are there no illustrations of your theory
in the country ? Could not Basing Park, or Stan-
stead, or Chiswick, or Arundel, or Trentham, or Dr.
Newington's, or a thousand other places in the country
afford you the evidence you require ; in fact would not
any well managed Peach-house any day for the last half

century have afforded you the information you are

"impressed" with. But Mr. Rivers was not born a
gardener. He was educated as a nurseryman, and
hence the multiplication of plants rather than the
growth of fruit was his forte. And though we may
admire him as an intelligent man and an acute pomolo-
gist, we cannot, practically speaking, regard him as a
perfect gardener. Mr. Rivers seems annoyed because I

I have never seen rats eat Grapes, but I have caught /have not appreciated his pet idea; and described what
mice in the very act. T. Twelve months ago a

neighbour of mine lost a great quantity of Grapes
through a rat finding its way into his Vinery; it was
caught however in a trap, and his Grapes were left

alone. When rats or mice attack Grapes they climb
up the Vine and eat the berries, leaving the bunch
hanging (in many instances) a mere skeleton. J. M.,
Aigburth, Liverpool. Rats not only eat Grapes, but
Greengage Plums on walls. I one day saw the offender !

realised most fully what I have always contended for,

coming down the stem of the tree with a fruit in his the best fruit was upon a tree planted out. In pots, where

I did not see at Sawbridgeworth, or indeed elsewhere, in
pot fruit tree management. But he must blame the short-
comings of the system and not myself, for if, as was ex-
plained at the time, Mr. Rivers was so unfortunate to his
own nma as to show the best Peaches upon his premises
on a tree planted out, would he not have set me down for
a simpleton if I had gone away without making note,
and " printing it," of such a fact. Mr. Rivers' trees

mouth. A.I.—
very fond of

Rats do eat Grapes, and mice are also

them. Mc D., Tooting. Rats
will eat Grapes, and so will mice. G. E. Cadland,
Southampton. Rats do eat Grapes. I once took
from a rat hole a bunch of Black Hamburgh and a
bunch of Royal Muscadine which they had stolen.
Thos. Brodie, Gardener, StocJceld Park, Yorkshire.

Rats will eat Grapes. Two years ago some rats
located themselves in the furnace house of one of my
Vineries, and partially destroyed 12 to 14 bunches of
Grapes in one night, besides entirely clearing 20 pots of
Strawberry plants, using the leaves, as was discovered
afterwards, to make a nest for their young. John Bell.
[Several other letters to the same effect have reached
us.]

Pans Bedding Plants.—I have no doubt that the
large foliaged plant alluded to by your Correspondent
is Wigandia caracasana, which is now extensively
«sed in the Paris gardens, as are also Ferdinanda
elegans, and many of the larger foliaged varieties of
Carina. The first named plant is very striking, and
although we could not hope to grow it as they do, yet
it might be used advantageously in sheltered positions
in England, I think. D. Deal. The plant your
Correspondent alludes to is doubtless Wigandia cara-
casana, which has been extensively planted, and has
grown well about Paris during this warm season. A. Z.

Transplanting Large Trees (see p. 507).—During the
month of May last 1 gave you a description of the
removal of a large Yew tree here ; your very brief, but
expressive remark, was that you should be glad to hear
of this tree again in the autumn. This had a very
ominous sound, particularly as the weather was so very
Ttnlavourable for such an undertaking. Nevertheless, 'l

have much pleasure in being able to inform vou that

™«If 1S
r
Perfectly healthy., and has made considerable

growth. James Sarland, Bedwell, Nov. 6.
Orchard Houses (seep. 927).-With such an athlete

as Mr. Rivers in the field, who, as Burns would say-
" Has ua thought but how to kill

un i , Twa at a blow,*
«K1 who moreover has proclaimed himself Kin* of the

there was quality the quantity was deficient, and where
there was quantity there was no quality at all, or at the
most only such quality as a gentleman's gardener would
be obliged to consign to the cook or confectioner.
All the world knows that very good Grapes are
grown in pots, but the same audience also knows xuib Bummer we u»u&b w wo ^*ux «*—

-, qWWbos

that much better ones are obtained from plants multitude of those singular phenomena, cases of^^^
in the open soil. The late Mr. S. Stafford, of I S^ B̂Sl^?^ij^^S^^V-«*£

to grow myself or put upon the table of an em«l^
This may be prejudice, at least Mr. R. mav t

j/rJ*
but at any rate it is prejudice on the Au ;

progress, and not of standstill or retrogression
> a?

we are all at times the slaves of D
• $*

and Mr. R. is no exception. It is prejudice onS.
to object to roof openings for ventilation as
mended by Mr. Pearson. Were it not for the
I should like the roofof ahouse forPeaches and Neeta
to take entirely off ; for forced or glass grown speci

1

never attain such entire finish, such complete ner&2?
of growth and colouring as they do whenfo?
exposed daily for several hours to full action of th
and air. Thus exposed Elruge Nectarines become if^
black, whilst Noblesse and some of the pa]e p/"*
attain the colour of the Royal George

; and I can^
understand why he should object to a few a*^
of bricks to form a base for the house to
upon, or to a tiled pathway, if persons l&e to

'm
to the expense of it. The bugbear °t*'' bronchitis "wfcff
he has raised is mere " bosh " (Rivers again) Tk»
fact is whether gravel or tiles are nsed, the
quantity of water will be required by the 'plant*. «!
it is the quantity of impure miasmatic moisture i» ft!
atmosphere which generates bronchitis, and nottheii?
as Mr. Rivers would make it appear, of moistureb2
thrown on Minton or Maw's tiles, instead of^J
Hertfordshire gravel. If Mr. Rivers wants a broMhital
atmosphere, he has only to let Moss, filth, conferva, aW
slime accumulate on the pots and soil, and then on a
sunny day, with a north-east wind and no top ventiiatat

work in it for a few hours, and he will find bron.

chital symptoms are not difficult to originate. Btf

enough, for I am only

" Dropping buckets into empty wells,

A-growing old in getting nothing out"
W. P. A.

Bollisson's Unique Pelargonium.—I quite agree with

"A. P. W." in his praise of this as a decorative plyt.

It is one of the best Conservatory bracket plant* witt

which I am acquainted ; it also makes a fine difpliy

when trained in the form of a pyramid, or a cylinder,

and grown large. Do any of your readers recollect a

variety called Donna Maria ? Some 35 years ago a

Pelargonium was cultivated under that name, which, if

my memory does not deceive me, the Purple Unique

much resembles. J. B. W.
Mistletoe on the Oak.—M. Laisne stated before tie

Botanical Society of France (25th June, 180)

that he had found near Avranches (Manche), an Oak

almost entirely covered with Mistletoe. (Bull Soc.Bof,

v. 349). At a meeting of the same Society (11th
[

May, 1855) M. Cosson stated that be Jwd seen this

J
parasite upon Acer campestre at Thurettes (Loiret), and

upon an Oak in the Forest of Troves (Aube). (2toW. Soc

Bot., 1855). M. Pitra in Botanische Zeitung $&&.$
says:—"The Mistletoe occurs in the vicinity d

Charkov not unfrequently. # * * It grows in this

neighbourhood almost exclusively on the Linden. I

have also met with it upon Willows, Poplars, Aspens,

Birches, Maples, and Oaks." Prof. Zuccarini (Begm-

burg Bot. Zeit., 1833, 149) enumerates various tree*

upon which the Mistletoe grows. The Oak on the

authority of De Candolle, Gaudin, and Schlechtendal

JD. O.

Spontaneous Combustion of Trees (tf-
^teaff

Willows, 2nd S. xii. 235).—With due deference to »
London, and the venerable entomological e^-.

Messrs. Kirby and Spence, I submit the follow wm

the Cambridge Advertiser of 1843 :

—

" This summer the banks of the Cam exhiUt aa_^*

\xr-u i ii.i-j.orv a* . i ,_ ago we observed in one instance, at a point of tliep Jj^
VVillersley, used to boast 30 years ago that he could from Granchestcr, the process rapidly goin on. }\^^i
grow as great a weight of Grapes upon a pot Vine as

"
""

the weight of soil the Vine was growing in ; but at the
same time Mr. Stafford was content to look upon pot
Vines as useful auxiliaries to a supply of fruit, and not
as a plan likely to supersede Nature's way of growing it.

Mr. Rivers speaks of the success of my old friend

and neighbour Mr. Spivey at Hallingbury. I have
heard of it before, and in relation to it I would
remark Mr. Spivey is not a man to keep his best pro-

ductions under a bushel, but shows anything he has fit

to show, and as the pot-Peaches, &c. have not been
among the number, I presume we may safely assume

they were not fit to show. This is the test of real

merit. Let them be staged at South Kensington or the

Regent's Park, and pass that ordeal successfully ; then

those at a distance may have more confidence in

representations. For my own part I have, as an old

showman, heard so much of the fine plants and fruits

left at home by unsuccessful exhibitors, and it is

such a common thing for cultivators to say the best

fruit has been gathered, that I place but little faith in

such statement?. When manyyears ago Mr.Mills showed
his 15£ lbs. Providence Pine in Regent Street, a very

"learned authority in such matters was asked if some-

body somewhere in Wales had not grown a larger

Tine. The reply was curt and characteristic.

I did not see the Pine, and in fruit growing I

make it a rule not to believe what I do not

see.
,, That is my creed. I have seen upon orchard-

house trees planted out fruit as fine as any person need

wish to see or taste, but I have never in pots, either at

Sawbridgeworth or elsewhere, in public exhibitions or

private collections, seen fruit such as I should be proud

astonishing to look upon a fine Willow, in the full 7'8 ^
vegetable health, pouring forth clouds of smoke trora^^

burnt stem, and doomed speedily to expire, " s®, •.&
funeral pile. The tree which we observed ,as' w^:- tf if

prostrate: its very foliage charred, a vegetable *r\&
stripped, shattered, blasted, and half consumed by "ie»

fluid."

In the autumn of 1859 I myself witnessed **

believe was another case ofspontaneous combustion

different kind of tree, the Elm. Flanking one on*

gates leading to the grounds of Manpadt House,
«J

once stood a pair of family trees, two more than CJF

nary Elms. One of these had thrown its pr^T

branch over the road, and this, by taking root ag

formed an arch, under which the highest waggons^

conveniently pass. The other—in the time jf
referring to—had lost its crown, and presented a

«J
of some 10 feet high. That stump, partly ^
mostly consisted of decayed wood, such as is FT

phorescent in the dark, and, once lighted, bum*

tinder. From an unknown cause, after heavy raw*

.-..,« i i\ l _.X»^1« fomiVU
suddenly took fire, and though our whole familyW
to save it, what remained of our favourite of

J£
years, alas! had to be laid even with the soil it

<

w*

its glory, so long o'ershadowed. In my presentinjj

bonrhood, a Beech was also partly consumed ww
^

apparent cause. John H. van Lennep, Zeyst, W'

Double Glazing.—lias any one ever tried tne>*

of double-glazing in plant houses ? I mean i .

glass beneath glass, so as to allow a stratum or ^ y

less air between. 1 could conceive that
^

expense would be saved in fuel almost the sarn ^

.

also that less pipe and a smaller boiler migM ° ^ *
besides this I think that if it answered there wo
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many other advantages to be derived. Possibly as

radiation would be in great measure cut off by the

non-conductor there would be little or no condensation

on the glass, and then no drip, and no evaporation from

the glass, also a moisture atmosphere when required

;

fresh air might also be admitted at night, and a larger

quantity than usual during the day, and probably by

underground ventilation. During very cold weather it

might not be necessary to overheat the pipes and scorch

the air, as is often the case. If used for orchard houses, not

heated artificially, the spring frosts might be prevented

cooling down the inclosed atmosphere and destroying the

young tender foliage; a body of warm air, obtained

during the day, might perhaps be in a great measure

prevented from being cooled down by radiation during

the night j the earth's heat, in addition to that absorbed

during the day, might also materially assist ; undula-

tion would probably in a great measure be suspended,

consequently the earth's heat would not pass off as

rapidly as if the air were cooled by coming in contact

with the outer irlass. I have ordered some "motion-
leas glass cases " to be made, which I intend to try

against some single-glazed ones, and when I have com-
pleted the experiments I will make them known. If

any one else has had any experience in the plan I have
proposed, it would be useful to publish it. The extra

expense for a house 30 feet by 20, with glass at 1 3.5. 6d.

per 100 feet, would not be much more than 51. The
glass might be fixed in grooved slips of wood nailed to

the side of the rafter, the glass being afterwards slipped

in. It would be necessary to well paint the grooved slips

before fixing. I think the cheap glass would do, as

there would be no burning (at least I should think not),

and there would not be much fear of breakage. One
pane might abut against another, for if there were no
frost there would be no chipping, and if the glass

matched well and fitted closely the damp atmosphere
could not rise to the outer glass. These are only very
crude ideas on this subject, practice will prove if they
are worth anything. Scrutator.

Qishurst Compound.— As the season approaches
when people begin to think of winter dressing their
frait trees and Vines, perhaps the following just
received from Mr. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth may be
deemed worthy of notice. I send a box of Gishurst on
the chance of your wishing to experiment on any of
your own trees. George Wilson. " I must tell you
what I heard to-day from a very hard-headed gentle-
man farmer, Anthony Bubb, of Witcombe Court,
Gloucester. He has a wall to which Peach trees are
trained. Well, last autumn they were in a wretched
blighted state ; as a desperate remedy he unnailed them
all last February and gave all but one a thorough
painting with Gishurst compound, 1 lb. to the gallon of
water. His tret but the one commenced l tow
fcppaakfcr %ir-«prtr aT\d are now pictures of Health.
The tree not painted is in a half dead blighted state.
He used the same dressing to his Apple trees ; it killed
the woolly aphis entirely, and has made his trees clear
and vigorous iu their growth. He intends to paint his
wall trees annually and tells all his friends to do the
tame. I shall certainly serve all my young Peach
trees against my walls in the same manner. The
eompound is, I believe, more efficacious than the usual
offensive mixtures of clay, soot, sulphur, &c, and it does
not blacken the shoots on the walls."

Societies*
Royal Hoeticttlttjea.1. (Election

1

of Fellows),
No

y* 4.—The following New Members were elected
on this occasion, viz :

—

WA- S-_Bicknell, Esq.; L. Birnstingl, Esq.; Lieut. -Colonel

£; u - F. Cavendish, H. Cole, Esq. ; T. J. Oroggon, Esq., J.
JMwson, Esq.

; Mrs. F. Drummond, Mrs. G. Elliot, Dowager Lady
ualrymple Elphinstone, The Marchioness of Ely, W. P. Foster,
«q.

: Captain E. Fox, Mrs. Fry, Mrs. Glyn, St. L. Glyn, Esq.

;

Mrs. St. L. Glyn, J. D. Gordon, Esq. ; Mrs. Graham, Hon.
*». C. Grey, J. K. Haworth, Esq. ; E. Haynes, Esq. ; S.
Jierapath, Esq., F.G.S. ; the Rev. J. P. Hig^ins, J. Kindon,
«q. .* The Lady Mary Legge, T. C. Leslie, Esq ; R. Lngwood,
BO.

; M. P. Lozano. Esq. ; S. H. C. Maddock, Esq. J Major-Gen.
Alatthie, H. D. Mertens, Esq. ; J. Parker, Esq. : The Lord W,
niayney, W. Preston, Esq.. E. Ralli, Esq.; Mrs. J. N. Raphael,m. B. Ridge, II. C. Robarte, Esq. ; Dr. Huttledge, T. Scot,i

i ; Miss M. Simpson, J. Sloane, Esq. ; S. Smith. Esq. ; W.
"mith, Esq. ; Mrs. I n Solomon, H. T. Stanton, Fsq. ; Mrs.
"^yne Stephens, J. Stoveld, Esq.; The Earl of Strathmore,
ihe Duchess of Wellington. G. H. Westerman, Esq., G. R. Cox,
*»q.

; Mrs. Gilchrist, and H. B. Millmay, Esq.

B. Hoetictjlttjeal: Nov. 6 and 7.—(Fruit and Chrv-
tanthemuin Show.)—A magnificent exhibition of Fruit
and Chrysanthemums, the latter both cut and in pots,was held on \ dne iv and Thursday hist in the
Conservatory in the Society's New ( den at South
Kensington. On the top of a raised circular table in
the centre of the building stood a noble Orange tree
loaded with ripe fruit, and arranged around it were the
miscellaneous collections of fruit, among which one con-
sisting of foreign produce from Mr. Lewis .loraon, of
tovent Garden, attracted unusual attention, chiefly
on account of the great size of the Apples and
Pears which it contained. Right and left of

wrf/?-,^1
'

t,:lt tablefl riinni »- the whole
length of the building, loaded with fruit, both hardyand tender, such as can only be produced in English
gardens in warm autumns like that which we have just
expenenced Along the front, facing the centre tables,

SJJ6 ChryBanthemums in pots backed tip by noble

2£m« V£ °
L
range trees

'
aml ** kloV thecorridor at the back of the building were the cut

blcoms of Chrysanthemums and the smaller and
Standard specimens of the same in pots, while
on shelves at the ends were fruit and groups
of Japanese and other plants—an arrangement which
gave the utmost satisfaction. Designs for table decora-

tion in white China, by Minton, liberally introduced

among the fruit, also added to the effect, which was
in every respect excellent. H.R.H. the Prince Con-
sort, President of the Society, inspected the show at

9 A.M.

Among* Miscellaneous Collections of fruit by far the

most remarkable was that above alluded to from Mr.

Lewis Solomon. It contained Uvedale's St. Germain
Pears, 12 of which weighed 391bs. and upwards; St.

Germain; Beurre Diel, each 21bs.; Catillac, 2flbs.;

Vicar of Winkfield, and noble fruit of Crassane and
Glou Morceau; Reinette du Canada, White Calville,

Pomme Rose and Pomme d'Api Apples ; Cayenne
Pine Apples, in pots; Melons, magnificent Pome-
granates, each of which measured a foot in circumference;

and some imported Peaches and Grapes, altogether

a wonderful collection, to which a first prize was
justly awarded. It is, however, absolu !y necessary to

correct the names under which some of this fruit was
shown. The Beurre Doiel Pear was Beurre' Diel ; the
Beurre Magnifique was the same ; the Cathillard was
the Catillac ; the Belle Angevine was our well known
Uvedale's St. Germain ; the Bon Ceure was the Poire

de Clion, Cure, or Vicar of Winkfield : and the scarlet

Cuisse Madame quite another sort, namely, the Spanish
lion Chretien. A second group, consisting of both
English and foreign fruit came from Messrs. Webber o c

Covent Garden. It was tastefully set up in China dishes,

some elevated on miniature statuary, and others of a
less conspicuous description. It comprised very good
examples of Uvedale's St. Germain, Catillac, Glon
Morceau, Chaurnontel, Vicar of Winkfield, Easter
Keurre, Marie Louise, and Winter Bon Chretien Pears;
Reinette du Canada, King of the Pippins, and Rose
Apples; one or two Pine Apples, Grapes, Pomegranates,
and Oranges, all excellent of their respective kinds.

For fruit of wholly English growth, the best collection

came from Mr. Henderson, gr. to the Duke of Suther-
land at Trentham. It contained a Black Jamaica
Pine Apple, Lady Downes' Seedling, Black Hamburgh,
Frankenthal, Muscat, and White Tokay Grapes ; very
fine highly coloured King of the Pippins and Blenheim
Orange Apples ; Beurre* Vert, Brown Beurre, Beurre'
Diel, Beurre Clairgeau, Bergamotte d'Esperen, Jersey
Gratioli, and Trout Pears ; Scarlet Gem and other
Melons, one or two Citrons, fruit of Eugenia Ugni,
Plums, and Figs. To these a first [prize was also
awarded. From Mr. Tillyard, gr. to' J. Kelk, Esq.,
who also showed in this class, came various Queen
Pine Appies, all well <;rowqj_j>xcellent Mus , . ;[^amUCkr
•Mier frrapes, A!frlStUff,"" '.Warn *if*

,l,
l']mjlli, B

coloured, while the last was extremely well coloured
but small. Of Muscats, beautiful bunches well ripened*
came from Mr. Tillyard, Mr. Hill, Mr. Meredith, Mr!,
Mead, Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Read-
ing ; and Iff. Tillery, gr. to the Duke of Portland, at
Weibeck, also showed fair specimens of Muscat. Of
Trebbiana Mr. Hill had three magnificent bunches
which collectively weighed Q^lbs. These were from
rods grafted on Black Hamburgh, which is stated to
make a good stock for this, or in fact any Grape.
Beautiful examples of White Tokay came from Mr.
Meredith, and Mr. Tillery. An interesting collection

of Grapes, consisting of Marchioness of Hastings, West's
St. Peter's, Muscats, Muscat Noir d'Angey, Sahibee,
Lady Downes* Seedling, Bidnell's Seedling, Trentham
Black, Barbarossa, Old Tokay, Black Prince, and
Muscat Hamburgh, were shown by Mr. Hill, Keele Hall,

Staffordshire.

Of Pears enormous quantities were exhibited, and
enerally speaking they were in good condition. The
est collection came from Mr. Anderson, gr. to the Earl

of Stair at Oxenford Castle, near Dalkeith, a locmtiby

somewhat bleak and not generally favourable for good
Pear culture. It is true their unripe appearance con-
trasted unfavourably with the warm rich brown aspect
of English grown fruit ; but their size and quality was
excellent. They consisted of Susette de Bavay, Flemish
Beauty, Easter Beurre. Beurre d'Aremberg, Napoleon,
Beurre de Capiaumoi t,Winter Nelis, Doyenne Gris, Poire
Neill, Buchanan's new Spring Beurre, Duchesse d'An-
goulerne large and fine, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre'
Diel, Marie Louise, Marechal de la Cour, Crassane, and
King Edward, Colmar, Beurre' Clairgeau, Marie
Louise, and Glou Morceau. A second collection was
exhibited by Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frog-
more. It contained beautiful frmt of Vicar
of Winkfield, Easter Beurre, Knight's Monarch,
Prince Albert, Fladberg, Marie Louise, Beurre' Diel,
Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Chaumontel, Passe Colmar,
Glou Morceau, Beurre' Ranee, Easter Beurre' and
Moccas. These were large in size and in all other
respects excellent fruit. Mr. Dwerrihouse, gr. to
Viscount Eversley, at Heckfield, who was placed third,
showed good examples of Marie Louise, Winter Nelis,
Beurre* Diel, Josephine de Malines, Great St. Francis,
Delices d'Hardenpont, Easter Beurre, Swan's Egg,
Beurre Ranee, Passe Colmar, Napoleon, St. Michael,
Knifht/a Mnnnmli :mi\ "I'.inlioaaa il'&nnrniilAma M"i.

heim, Downton, Wellington, and Lamb Abbey
Pearmain Apples ; Glou Morceau, Chaumontel, Passe
Colmar, Beurre de Capiaumont, Beurre d'Arem-
berg, and Napoleon Pears; Imperatrice and other
Plums, Hybrid Cashmere and Heckfield Melons, two
dishes of Raspberries, late, but well ripened

;

fruit of Eugenia Ugni, White Dutch Currants, still in a
good state of preservation ; Morello Cherries, and Coe's
Late Red Plums. To these a second prize was awarded.
Another collection was furnished by Mr. Kail, gr. to
Lord Lovelace. It contained good fruit of King of the.
Pippins, Fearn's Pippin, a small Pine Apple, Black
Hamburgh Grapes, Coe's Late Red Plum, a dish of
Raspberries, and another of Medlars. To these a third
prize was awarded.

Of Pine Apples there was a fair display, consisting of

some 30 fruit, all well grown and ripened. The best, a
smooth-leaved Cayenne, weighing 7 lbs. 14 oz., came
from Mr. Floud, gr. to Crawshay Bailey, Esq., Glamor-
ganshire; another well-grown fruit" of the same
variety was furnished by Mr. Ingram, gr. to her
Majesty at Frogmore; and from the same establish-
ment also came a Prickly Cayenne, equally good as that
just alluded to. Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, also contributed
an excellent Prickly Cayenne, but unripe at top. Mr.
Tillyard, gr. to J. Kelk, Esq., showed some .rood Queens,
as did also Mr. Brav, gr. to E. Lousada, Esq., Sidmouth,
Devon. One, a Ripley from the last-named exhibitor,
weighed 5 lbs. 10 oz. Of Jamaicasa few good specimens
were shewn; but the bulk consisted of Queens and
Cayennes.

Grapes were in several respects excellent. The best ....*„w« Ml . „**
three bunches of Frankenthal came from Mr. Hender- 1 Beurre' d'Arembe

Knight's Monarch, and Duchesse d'Angouleme. Mr.
Cox, Redleaf, also showed good fruit in this class, which
was well represented.

For collections of six dishes of Pears the first prize
was awarded to Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at
Frogmore, who furnished the following sorts, viz.,

Beurre Diel, Knight's Monarch, Van Mons Leon le
1 aid Ranee. Mr.
j, Wovm: , u-as second with large and excel-

lent fruit of Duchesse d'Angouleme, Glou Morceau,
Marie Louise, Ne Plus Meurig, Winter Nelis, and
Passe Colmar. A third collection was shown by Mr.
Spivey, gr. to A. Houllon, Esq., Hallingbury, Bishop's
Stortford. It contained Josephine de Malines, Passe
Colmar, Beurre Diel, Glou Morceau, Thompson's, and
Marie Louise.

Mr. Cox showed good Beurre" Clairgeau ; Mr. Park,
Retford, very line specimens of Seckel and Brown
Beurre; Mr. Snow, Wrest Park, Beurre d'Aremberg,
Crassane, Josephine de Malines, Bezi d'Esperen, and
Easter Beurre. Seckel, from a standard smaller than
tho*e mentioned above, was shown in good condition
by Mr. Fowle, Hants. For three dishes of Pears the
first prize was awarded t Mr. Harrison of Weybridge,
who showed, as he always does, superb fruit of Duchesse
d'Angoi ne, Marie Louise, and Glou Morceau. The
next best three dishes were furnished by Mr. Tranter,
of Hemel Hempstead, who showed Beurre Diel, Brown
Beurre and Marie Louise, the last lar and fine. From
Mr. Widdowson came Duchesse d'Angouleme, Passe
Colmar, and Glou Morceau. Beautiful specimens of
Beurre Diel came from Mr. Hope, of West Ham;
Beurre* Clairgeau, small but highly coloured from Mr.
Cox, of Redleaf; and Mr. Mortimore, Carshalton,
showed some well-ripened fruit.

Of Dessert Pears in single dishes the best came from
Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frogmore, who had
beautiful fruit of Glou Morceau; Mr. Tranter was
second with Marie Louise; and Mr. Ralphs, Walton-on-
Thames, third with Beurre Diel; an extra prize was
warded .Mr. Westbrook, Berks, for good examples of

son, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland at Trentham.
These were large both in bunch and berry, and well
coloured. Nearly equally fine were bunches of the
same variety from Mr. Meredith, of Garston, near
Liverpool, who has furnished some of the best Grapes
exhibited this year. Mr. Henderson also showed
Black Hamburgh in excellent condition ; and beautiful

basketfulsof this variety were contribute! by Mr. Kay,
Of Finchley, and Mr. Kill, gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq.,

Keele Hall, Staffordshire. Three bunches of Black

Damascus were shown by Mr. Craik; Black Hamburgh
by Mr. Page, of Streatham; and good examples of the

last named variety from R. Crawshay, q., of

Cyfarthfa Castle, Wales. Of Barbar wd bunches
came from Mr. Drummond, Tunbridge Wells; and of

Grapes grown in an Orchard-honse, Messrs. Lane, of

Berkham psted, showed an interesting collection. They
consisted of Black Hamburgh, Esperione, and West's

St. Peter's. The two first were large, but badly

The best dish of dveriale's Germafns came from
Mr. Snow, gr. Wrest Park, B ; the Sei from
Mr. Park, and a third from Mi rail:.

Of Catillac the best <h was contributed by Mr.
Harrison, Weybridge; the next by Mr. Cunningham,
[jr. to the Bishop of London, and ti third best by Mr.
Barnet.

For single dishes of other varieties a first prize was
awarded to Mr. Snow, for fine specimens of Warden, a

u- d kitchen Pear.

For the heaviest five Pears the first prise was
awarded to Mr. Dwen ihou3e, gr. to Viscount Eversley,

at Heckfield.

For Stewed Pears prepared without sugar, spice, or

colouring matter, e shown in white glass jars, the

first prize was its) I to Miss Ingram, the Royal
Gardens, Frogmore, wit plit fruit of S in's Egg and
Vicar of Winkfield in excellent condition. Mrs.

Powell, Old Windsor, was second, with Chaumontel and
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Beurre* Ranee; and Mrs. Smith, Upper Sydenham,

third, with Chaumontel, uncut. Other exhibitions of

this kind came from Mrs. Newton, Enfield Chase, and

others ; and we also noticed a jar full of baked and dried

Swan's Egg Pear from Miss Ingram.

Exhibitions of Apples were furnished in great abund-

ance and variety, aud for size and beauty some of the

specimens produced on this occasion have never been

surpassed. True some of them were " spotty ;
" but

that was the exception not the rule.

The best collection of Dessert varieties came from

Mr. Newton, gr. to G. F. Graham, Esq., Enfield Chase.

It consisted of Golden Reinette, Cornish Gilliflower, a

fine kind with which Mr. Newton is generally very suc-

cessful ; Fearn's Pippin, high coloured and otherwise in

excellent condition; Margil, Cockle Pippin, Hicks'

Fancy, Beachamwell, Pearson's Plate, and Ribston

Pippin, both small, but well ripened ; medium -sized

specimens of Court of Wick, Old Golden Pippin,

apparently true; Downton, Nonpareil, beaut^S 1

fruit of King of the Pippins, good examples of Franklin »

Golden Pippin, Green, Golden and other Nonpareils,

Russet, and fine Herefordshire Pearmain, De Neige,

Adam's Pearmain, Screveton Golden Pippin, Sam
Young and Cluster Pippin. To these a first prize was

awarded. Mr. Cox of Redleaf was second with a

good collection, in which were beautiful fruit of Fearn's

Pippin, Castle Major, a small flat yellow apple, Court

of Wick, Golden Knob, Col. Vaughan, Brabant

Bellefleur, Court Pendu Plat, General Wolfe,

Golden Winter Pearmain, Franklin's Golden

Pippin, Crackling Pearmain, Ribston, Farleigh

Pippin, Hughes' Golden Pippin, Winter Queening, very

high coloured; Maid of Taunton, Kirks' Golden

Reinette, various Nonpareils, Scarlet Pearmain, Royal

Russet, Lemon Pippin, Downton, Hollow-eyed Pippin,

Christie's Pippin, and others, all good examples of their

respective kinds. From Mr. Mortimore, who was third,

came Ribstons, Prince's Pippins, a high coloured sort

like Hoary Morning, Yellow Ingestre, Franklin's

Golden Pippin, Bull's Golden Reinette, Newtown
Pippin, Claygate Pearmain, good examples ofWormsley
Pippin, Blenheim Orange, and King of the Pippins.

For collections of six dishes or Dessert Apples, the

first prize was awarded to Mr. Ingram, gr. to her

Majesty at' Frogmore. It contained Rosemary Russet,

Small's Golden Pippin, one of the best of its class; Cox's

Orange Pippin, a variety equal to and sometimes better

than the Ribston ; Fearn's Pippin, Old^Nonpareil, and
Court Pendu Plat, altogether an excellent collection,

clean skinned, and high coloured. From Mr. Snow,
who was second, came Silver Aromatic, and Fearn's

Pippin ; Court Pendu Plat, Ribston, and Bull's Golden
Reinette. Mr. Newton, who was placed third, sent

Cornish Gillifiower, Fearn's Pippin, Pearson's Plate,

Ribston, Cockle, and King of the Pippins. The last

named variety was also shown in good condition by Mr.
Betteridge. Mr. Widdowson also showed good
fruit in this class, as did likewise Mr. Cox, whose
varieties though not very large were remark-
able for beauty of colour. Good fruit, more-
over, came from Mr. Cunningham, gr. to the Bishop of

London, and one or two others.

Of three dishes of Dessert Apples the best were fur-

nished by Mr. Ford, gr. to W. E. Hubbard, Esq.,

Horsham, Sussex. Tbey consisted of Ribston, Blen-

heim Orange, and King of the Pippins, all beautiful

and deserving of the first prize which was awarded to

them. From Mr. Rutland, Garnston Castle, Hereford,

who was second, came Fearn's Pippin, Ribston, and
King of the Pippins. Mr. Hall, of Ealing, had a third

prize for Court Pendu Plat, beautiful in colour,

Ribston, and King of the Pippins. Messrs. Snow,
" Young, and others, also showed well in this class.

The best single dish of Dessert Apple was one of

Cox's Orange Pippin from Mr. Ingram, Frogmore, and
the same excellent variety shown by Mr. Simpson,
Stoke Farm, near Windsor; aud Mr. Turner, of Slough,
carried off both second and third prizes in the order in

which the names stand.

Kitchen Apples were numerous, large, and made a
fine display. The best collection came trom Mr. Morti-
more, Carshalton, who had large and fine fruit of Celine,

Golden Noble, Beauty of Wilts, Ribston, Hawthorndens,
and Blenheim Orange, the last somewhat sma 1, as were
also the Golden Nobles. The same collection also con-

tained Hoary Morning, Kirk's Admirable, Wormsley
Pippin, and Dumelow's Seedling, the last small, but

finely ripened. From Mr. Newton, gr. to G. F. Graham,
Esq., who was second, came Holland Pippin, Beauty of

Kent, Brabant Bellefleur, Norfolk Beefing, and Kentish
Fillbasket, all large and fine fruit.

In the class of six dishes of Kitchen Apples, the best

came from Mr. Betteridge, Steventon, Berks ; it con-

tained Alfriston, Kentish Codlin, very tine Minchall

Crab, Cat's Head, small; and very good examples of

Blenheim Orange. Mr. Snow, who was second, sent

Wellington, Blenheim Orange, Cumberlean, a kind a

good deal like the last; Golden Noble, large and
excellent ; Celine, and Bedfordshire Foundling, all

good. Among other varieties shown in this class

were Northern Greening, American Pippin or Gloria

Mundi, Farmers' Glory, Wadlmrst, Cox's Pomona, and
Here de Menage, the lust small but well coloured.

Of three dishes the best came from Mr. Smith, gr.,

Liscard, Cheshire. They were Mere de Menage,
Alfriston, and Beauty of Kent, all good; but espe-
cially the first, which was large and finely coloured.

The best

the sorts

We also

The next best came from Mr. Holder, of Eton and

consisted of Celine, Blenheim, and Alfriston. A third

collection also came from Mr. Rutland.

Of single dishes by far the most striking came from

Mr. Lee, gr. to Viscount Combermere Whitchurch,

Salop. The sort was Mere de Menage, large highly -

coloured handsome iruit. Mr. Young, gr. to R. Barclay,

Esq., Highgate, also showed a good dish of Alfriston.

For the heaviest five fruit, the first prize was

awarded to Mr. Green, gr. to Mrs. Honeywood,

Kelvedon, Essex; the five, which were American Pippm,

weighed together 5 lbs. 5 ozs. ,

Of Pommes Tapees, i.e. Apples dried in the same

way as Normandy Pippins, of which an account was

given in our Vol. for 1860, p. 932, only one dish was

shown, and that came from Mr. Young, gr. to K.

Barclay, Esq., of Highgate. The sort operated on was

Blenheim Orange, which appeared to answer the

purpose well, for the specimens shown were extremely

well done. For these a first prize was awarded

Melons were good considering the season,

came from Mr. Dwerrihouse and Mr. Pryer

;

were Heckfield and Egyptian Green-fleshed,

noticed a good example of Scarlet Gem.
Plums were furnished by Mr. Snow, Mr. Cox, and

others. The sorts were Coe's Late Red, Blue Impera-

trice, and Reine Claude de Bavay. Of these the last

was quite plump and fresh ; and so was Coe's, but the

Imperatrice was a little shrivelled.

A single dish of Keens' seedling Strawberry, large,

fresh, and finely coloured as in the end of June, came

from Mr. Widdowson, Rickmansworth.
Raspberries were shown by Mr. Park and Mr. Kail ;

but though well coloured, they were small and

apparently tasteless.

Of Chrysanthemums, some account, both as regards

new sorts and modes of training, will be found in

another column. The collection of cut blooms from Mr.

Bird, of Stoke Newington, was the admiration of all

who saw them, more especially his blooms of Novelty,

which were large, round as balls, and in all respects

perfect examples of skilful cultivation ; Yellow Queen
of England was wonderfully large, but it wanted the

beauty and richness of colour of Jardin des Plantes,

elsewhere described. Fine bouquets of Chrysanthe-

mums at the back from Mr. Bird's establishment also

served to set off his other flowers to good advantage.

To Mr. Bird a first prize was justly awarded for his

excellent collection. From Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith,
also came a large display both of large flowered sorts

and of Pompones. The best of these will be found

described elsewhere.

Of 24 Cut Blooms (Nurserymen), tbebest came from
Mr. Cattell, Westernam, Kent ; the second best from
Mr. Wilkinson, Sow ; the third from Mr. Forsyth,

Stoke Newington; and the fourth best from Mr.
Merry, Stamford Hill. In these stands were good
blooms of Dupont de l'Eure, Yellow Perfection, Aimee
Ferriere, Arthur Wortley, Jardin des Plantes, Cassy,

Miss Kate, Pandora, Hermione, Marshal Duroc, Vesta,

Rifleman, Cassandra, Alarm, Annie Salter, Goliath,

Yellow and White Formosum, Pio Nono, Ariste'e,

Columbus, Novelty, Arigena, and Queen of England.

24 Cut Blooms (Amateurs) were contributed by Mr.
Hope, West Ham ; Mr. James, Stoke Newington ; Mr.
Couldry, Uxbridge; and Mr. George, Stamford Hill.

In all these stands were large fine-looking blooms, the

names of which differed but little from those just men-
tioned.

12 Cut Blooms (Amateurs) came from Mr. Slade,

Kingsland; Mr. James, Mr. Ward, Tottenham; and
Mr. George. Among these we observed the following

sorts, different from those just mentioned, viz., Mrs.

Holboro', White Globe, General Hardinge, Beauty,

Golconda, Pictorium roseum, Themis, Madame Andre,

Campestroni, Plutus, Trilby, and M. Miellez.

Stands of 6 Cut Blooms were exhibited by Mr.
James, Mr. Couldry, Mr. Hope, and Mr. Ward. In

these were good examples of Cyclops, Lucidum,
Strafford, Polar Star, Duke, and Saccoi Nova.
Among Anemone-flowered sorts were some excellent

blooms of Gluck, Louis Bonamy, Marguerite of York,
Madame Godereau, Marguerite of Anjou, George Sands,
Rose Marguerite, Perle, King of Anemones, and
Triomphe du Nord.
Of plants in pots (Nurserymen) the best came from

Mr. Turner of Slough, and Mr. Forsyth. The former
had Prince Albert, dark red; Mount Etna, Julie

Lagravere, a fine dark new sort; Golden Christine,

Vesta and Hermione, all finely grown and well flowered.

Mr. Forsyth sent Voltaire, Vesta, Defiance, Etna, Golden

Christine and Anne Salter.

Of six plants (amateurs) the best came from Mr.

Ward, Tottenham, in whose group were Pilot, Golden

Christine, Defiance, Alma, Beaute du Nord, and General

Havelock, all extremely well managed plants, compact,

but yet not too much so and well bloomed. Mr.

Harper was second, and Mr. George third. Among
these were fine plants of M. Domage, Prince Albert,

Christine, Anne Salter, and Voltaire.

Of collections of three plants each the best came from

Mr. Ward, who contributed Chevalier Domage,

Christine and Beaute du Nord. Other sets of three

came from Messrs. Harper and George.

Pompones (Nurserymen) were contributed, in excel-

lent condition, by Mr. Turner and^ Mr. Forsyth, prizes

being awarded in the order in which the names stand.

The sorts were Cedo Nolli, M. Pippin, Duruflet, La

Vogue, Mustapha, Bijou ^'Horticulture, ^oToSL
well-known kinds. ^
Of Six Pompones (Amateurs), Mr. Hutt, Hackiw

had by far the best. The sorts were AndromeS'
Golden Cedo Nulli, Duruflet, Salamon, Cedo JfSr
and General Canrobert, all large finely bloomed

plant
Messrs. Weston, Ward, Bolton, and others, also showS
well-grown Pompones, some of the plants bein» bn ?
trained, others flat headed, some pyramidal, and so
standards. For some account of the comparative me
of these different modes of training see another pa*/
Specimen Chrysanthemums came from Mr 2Lk

Upton, Essex ; Mr. Ward, '.Tottenham
; and \r

Turner, of Slough. Of these the first sent an ecT
mous plant of Christine, and the same variety alsn mrl
from Mr. Turner. Mr. Ward had Riquiqi
Among Miscellaneous articles was a Ward's caw

from Miss Maling, noticed elsewhere ; it i8 a panted
one,« provided with a hot-water tank, by the aid of whn
tender plants are easily kept in a room, even durin
winter, the heat being maintained by pouring heated
water every 12 or 24 hours into a shallow tank. Thk
it is stated, is found to be less troublesome and armor.'

ing than lamps and other heating appliances used fog
similar purpose ; various Japanese and other plant*

came from Messrs. Veitch, Lee, and Ivery; two
handsome Celosia aurea from Mr. Turner; some
variegated Kail from Messrs. Downie & Laird-

and several fine specimens of Chinese Yam, some of

them weighing as much as 7 lbs., from Mr. Ivery ot

Dorking. From Mr. Lewis Solomon came a collection

of foreign vegetables, consisting of small Asparagta

called " Sprue," Green Peas, very fine Cardoons, Globe

Artichokes, and beautiful specimens of Purple Auber-

gine. It is also only fair to mention that the handsome

china dishes in which the fruit was set up were gra-

tuitously furnished for the occasion by Mr. Goode, of

South Audley Street.

Entomological : Oct. 7.—J. Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair. Mr. Pascoe exhibited a very interesting

series of Coleoptera lately collected by himself in the

south of France, amongst which were two new ipecia

of blind beetles, Anophthalmus Baymondi, taken in the

caverns of a monastery, and an Anillus taken under

large blocks of stone deeply imbedded in the earth. Mr.

Waring exhibited some rare moths taken in Inverness'

shire during the past summer, and Mr. Miller a remark-

able variety or new species of Ephyra, allied to E.

undularia, reared from the larva state. Prof. Westwood

exhibited a specimen of Myrmecolax Nietneri, a Strep-

sipterous insect from Ceylon, which had been extracted

from the body of a worker ant forwarded to him by

M. Nietner ; also specimens of the larra? oftwo Dipterous

insects of the genera Volucella an^nthomyia, parasitic

in the nests of wasps, also the eggs oi ttie ioxmer mser

deposited on the outside of the nest, which had ben

mistaken for cocoons of some minute insect ; also speci-

mens of the larvae of the moth Ilithyia sociella, with a

mass of its cocoons, parasitic in the
^
nests of Boinbtu

svlvestris, which had been communicated to him by

Mr. S. Stone. He also read descriptions of some new

exotic species of Lucanidaj. Dr. Wallace gave an ac-

count of the contents of an old collection of Lepidopte-

rous insects belonging to Mr. Baker, of Suffolk. Amongst

the butterflies were specimens of Apollo, Podaiiriaa,

Virgaurese, Chryseis, and Acis, of which the loemm

were recorded ; also various rare moths. §°me ot

insects were now struck out of the British
"J**

Dr. Wallace thought it possible they had really been

captured in this country. .c

Mr. Stainton read a paper on the sJ^Q
tu

Laverna Langrella, and Mr. Waterhouse cow***^
^

nomenclature of the species of Coleoptera belong

the genera Homalota, Aploglossa and Ceutorny

Dr. Knaggs exhibited various larva? of Eupituecis

fested by Ichneumonideous parasites.

Notices of 23oo6&
The new Number of theJournal ofthe Linnean^

(Vol. VI., No. 21) is more than usually ^restin^

contains a very valuable description by Dr. Ho0
^

er°L
Vegetation of Clarence Peak, Fernando * ' \j,

materials collected by Mr. Gustav Mann, ana MJ"!

own account of his ascent to the summit of this rentf*

able mountain, 10,700 feet above the sea. We extt*

his graphic narrative of the difficulties he hw *

encounter :

—

^" On the 27th March I ascended to a height of
9JJ

feet : during this ascent I found the fine Cyathea. T*

species seems to form larger groups than other CyatWJ

do, many averaging from 10 to 15 trunks, some of w

rise to a height of 30 feet. The Onychium ? of
*J£

1 sent a specimen in the Wardian case, grows only

an epiphyte on this tree-fern. I also found on

_

ascent the fine Antropbvnm? resembling the r
•

cerium of the tropical part of the island; and

Liliaceae, of which I sent six bulbs ; end the U

W

like Veratrifolia. All the Trichomanes grew bet*

1000 and 5000 feet. At this height I stopped one ^
and ascended on the 28th to a height of 6

9°J
»«,^

on the 29th to 8500 feet; up to which height 1

1

very little difference in the vegetation. From tiiw ?

I was obliged to send a Krooman down to tetcu ^
provisions, which, together with daily rain, oDng ^
to remain here six days. During this time

*-*fi^e

I
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other and other things under an oil cloth when the rain com-

menced at. night, and selecting for myself a dry place

where the rain did not come through the small roof of

Palm -leaves. This, under a temperature of 42° Fahr.

at night, was a trial to my health ; but one must learn

everywhere, and I have learnt a great deal since I came

here. The vegetation here consists mostly of herba-

ceous plants, as Graminea?, Salvia, Rubus, &c. The largest

trees here (50 feet high) are Araliaceae and Composita?.

On the 3d April I reached the top, about 2 o'clock in

the afternoon. Unfortunately a storm of rain and hail

spoilt the enjoyment with which I should otherwise have

seen the whole island spread out before me; but what
was worse than this, I found the entire summit burnt,

and no vegetation except Grass, which was just begin-

ning to sprout. This is done by the Boobees, to drive

the deer to the lower part of the island. I did not

meet with a Boobee above 1000 feet elevation. The top

is formed by tli3 highest side of the largest crater,

which is about 40 feet deep. There is good and deep
soil up to the top, and only on the inside of the largest

crater are a few rocks visible. Lower down there are

more small craters. At this time the temperature
was 54" Fahr., and the minimum at night 39° Fahr.

Shrubs grow to between 400 and 500 feet of the

top, and amongst them 1 found an Erica 8 to 10 feet

high, which gave me much pleasure. I regret very

much that I could not stop some days longer, but I ran

the risk of making myself a cripple for life ; I therefore

commenced my descent on the 4th. Again it was too

late in the season, for wfyich reason very few plants

were in blossom."

Mr. Carruthers describes some new Chinese Oaks,

Mr. Mastere some peculiarities in the germination of

the Mango, Mr. Babington a Carex (ericetorum) new
to Britain, and Colonel Munro, the most learned of

Agrostologists, furnishes a critical examination of the

Grasses in the Herbarium of Linnaeus, a contribution

to systematical botany of the highest importance.

Among the Zoological papers are three on Ants and
other Hymenopterous insects, an account of the foot

apparatus by which insects climb—a very curious sub
ject, treated of by Mr. Tuften West, and other entomo-
logical matters.

;

Le Jardin Fruitier du Museum, ou Iconographie de
toutes les Especes et Varietes d'Arbres Fruiticrs ;

avec ieur Description, leur Ristoire, leur Synonymie,
Sec. ; par J. Decaisne. 4to. Paris, Firmin Didot.

(Continuedfrom p. 048.)

Passe Colmar Fear.—Fruit middle-sized or rather
large, pyriform, broad and flattened at the eye [with
frequently slight longitudinal furrows]. Stalk ofmedium
length and thickness, obliquely inserted; eye rather
large m a. alu$bb depression, segments of the calyx
fcmceolate, erect. Skin smooth, brownish-green, becoming
yellow at maturity, tinged with red next the sun.
Flesh yellowish white, buttery, melting, very sugary,
nch and delicious, with a slight citron perfume.
Season December, January. Tree spreading; shoots
long, clear olive yellow. Leaves oval acuminate ; petals
Jong, slender, pale coloured.

It is remarked by the Belgian pomologists that the
Passe Colmar bears its fruit in clusters of from three to
seven fruits; that its branches do not well support
themselves, many of them taking a horizontal straggling
direction, and are borne down by the weight of the
fruit, thus giving the tree a confused appearance

;

therefore they do not advise the planting of it as a
standard. [On the other hand, when grown on walls in
the climate of England it is often watery and flavour-
less, unless it can be afforded a southerly aspect,
whereas in the same garden it is delicious when grown
*s a standard or espalier. It is therefore desirable on
account of flavour that this excellent variety should be
grown in one or both of these ways. As a standard
the tree can be kept symmetrical and vigorous enough
by skilful pruning; and by judicious thinning of the
fruit it can be prevented from overbearing its strength.
In some seasons, the remark in the continental descrip-
tions that it bears in clusters of from three to seven
fruits is fully borne out in our climate, but in order to
have fruit of fair size with perfection as regards flavour,
three Pears from one corymb of blossoms are quite
enough. We may rest assured that the three are of far
more intrinsic value than the seven would be. Besides,
the three of large size do not distress the tree so
much as the seven comparatively small and worthless.
This assertion we know from experience is correct; but
it requires some explanation. In the seven small
Pears as many cores have to be formed, and the seeds
they contain have to be nourished. This the tree will
make an effort to do, even at the expense of its future
loss of vigour. The formation of core and seeds draws
more on the vital energy of the tree than the formation
of pulpy matter does. Therefore, it is evidenfa certain
weight of pulp with only three cores to support, will be
produced with less weakening effects than would be the
case if seven cores for each corymb were left.l

Poire Double-Fleur.—[Sjn. Double-blossomed,Miller,
Armenie, Noisette,hw.t with this Prof. Decaisne says it
must not be confounded.] Fruit middle-sized, some-
what turbinate. Stalk long, straight ; eye in a shallow
depression, the segments of the calyx spreading, whitish
and cottony. Flesh crisp, juicy, slightly perfumed, but
not musky. Only fit for baking or stewing, by which
processes, Poiteau states, it takes a o-nn^ ««i™. t„

use from February till May or even June. The

flowers are large ; those in the centre of the corymb

are double, consisting of from 10 to 15 petals, the

others are semi-double or single. [It is remarked in

the " Orchard and Kitchen Garden " that this is a

very desirable tree to plant for ornament. Its large

double flowers, which contain 12 or 15 petals, make a

very handsome appearance in the spring. It sometimes

produces variegated leaves ; then the fruit is striped

with green, yellow, and red.]

P. Ajnoselle.—Syn. Bergamotte d'Hollande, Berga-

motte d'Alencon, [Bergamotte de Fougere, Lord

Cheneys]. Fruit large, Bergamotte-shaped ; stalk long,

curved; eye small, deeply sunk; skin olive-green,

bronzed next the sun. Fle«h half-melting, juicy,

tolerably rich, but rather gritty. Season, March till

June. [In England it requires a wall. It is rather a

shy bearer.]

Martin Sec—Fruit small, pyriform ; stalk long,

slender. Skin smooth, brown, reddish brown next the

sun, and sprinkled with gray dots. Flesh breaking,

yellowish, of a peculiar sweet flavour. Season, Novem-

ber till January. It is not fit for dessert ; but is

esteemed as one of the oldest and best varieties for

compotes and drjing, for which purposes large quanti-

ties of it are sold in the Paris markets.

Poire Left vre—Syr,. Beurre de Mortefontaine. Fruit

large, roundish-obovate. Stalk short, thick, especially

at its insertion, and still more so at its junction with

the spur. Eye large, in a shallow depression ; segments

of the calyx long, straight, whitish, cottony, and spread-

ing. Skin fine, of a bronze-olive colour, green near the

stalk, tinged with red next the sun, sprinkled

throughout with large grey specks, which give the

fruit a remarkable appearance. Flesh green next the

outside, melting, sugary, with slight acidity. Season,

end of September and beginning of October ; but when

it arrives at maturity it soon decays, its flesh liquifying

with scarcely any change of colour or other external

indication. It ought to be gathered some days before

it readily parts from the tree. It was raised by M. Le-

fevre, nurseryman at Mortefontaine, near the Chapelle-

en-Serval et d'Ermenonville, departement de l'Oise.

[M. Liron d'Airoles says it first bore in 1804 ; but it is

not much known in England. It is indeed objection-

able on account of its going so rapidly to decay. It

does not become mealy ; but often, before one is aware,

its flesh becomes a liquid, which its skin like a water-

proof bag contains till cut. Very different from the

Glou Morceau, and some other varieties that will decay

on the outside, and still prove sound internally.]

Poire Hamden.— [Syn. Summer Bergamotte, Miller,

Bergamotte d'Angleterre, Longueville, Scotch Ber-

gamot, Fingal's Pears, Ellanrioch (Milan Blanc, Noisette,

general—a list of fruit trees and hardy trees and
shrubs. It includes several new Apricots, Cherries,

Peaches, Pears, &c, and a considerable collection ot

"Vines. We also observe eight new varieties of Pyrus
japonica, varying in price from 1 franc to 6, and a new
Yucca called Parmentieri.

Thebut Professor Decaisne says this is nut correct).

description in the wmk before tia is in wuwi'^an
that in the "Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen

Garden," which description, very correctly translated,

is given by Professor Decaisne, together with that of

Miller. There are finer Pears than Hamden's Bergamot,

ripening at the same period, September; nevertheless

it is very good, if gathered a little before it readily

parts from the tree, and then packed closely in well-dried

hay or straw; moreover the variety is so hardy that

it
"
will succeed where some of the finest kinds

will scarcely grow. Dalbret, Ann. Flore et Pom.,

speaks of it in high terms, as being in France "exceed-

ingly melting and sugary ; it may be said without

exaggeration that it is one of the best Pears, approach-

ing in quality the Brown Beurre*, to which on account

of its hardness it is even to be preferred, as it will

succeed in all soils and aspects." Between Paris and
Ellanrioch in North Britain, where it is said to be the

only kind that will ripen in that locality, there are cer-

tainly many indifferent situations where it might be

cultivated with advantage, especially if gathered and
stored till fit for use as above indicated.

A double number (Parts 8 and 9) of Mr. Howard's
superb Nueva Quinologia has been published with

plates of six species of Cinchona, examples of artistic

skill still more striking if possible than those in former

parts. Mr. Howard's minute and elaborate examina-
tion of the medicinal properties and physical peculiarities

of the species, places this noble work in the first class

of Materia Medica dissertations.

Under the title of a Second Edition of PritzeVs

useful Iconum Botanicarum Index locupletissimus

(1861), a Berlin publishing house has put forth a

volume which differs in no respect whatever from the
edition issued by Pamplin and Williams & Norgate
in 1855, except that the preface and title-page are in

German instead of English—a strange sample of

Prussian commercial honesty.
We also have before us the 4th Part of Grisebach's

Flora of the British West India Islands, commencing
the Grder of Dogbanes (Apocynaceae); and the 1st Part

of a Sistory of British Sessile eyed Crustacea, by Mr.

Bate and Professor Westwood (Van Voorst), the com-

mencement of a new volume ot this eminent publisher's

Natural Histories, illustrated as usual with first-rate

figures and tailpieces. This first Number contains the

history of the Sandhopper (Talitrus Locusta), the

Shorehopper (Orchestia littorea), and several other

shrimplike creatures. We shall refer to this interesting

serial on a future occasion.

Garden Memoranda.
Me. William Paul's Nursery, Waltham Cross.

—After half an houi's ride from London the platform of

the Waltham Station on the Eastern Counties Railway

close to this lately formed nursery is reached. The

entrance walk joins the platform, and runs some 200

yards by the side of the railway. A rustic fence,

erected on the railway side, is covered with climbing

Roses, and a border opposite is planted with Hollyhocks.

After crossing a little bridge the first feature thatattracts

attention is a Grass glade about a quarter of a mile long,

running close to and parallel with the railway. Followinp

this forsome distance, amidfruit trees and evergreens,am

glancing to the left, we discover another glade at ri^ht

angles with the one we are traversing, the two forming

the letter T (
thus H)- The latter glade, which formsa

prominent part of the Nursery, is one third of a mile in

length, extending from the railway to the turn-

pike road, with gravelled walks on each side for use in

wet weather. At the entrance on either side are large

clumps of Ghent Azaleas and Rhododendrons, backed

up by beds of Roses, Evergreens, Hollyhocks, Gladioli,

Bouquet Dahlias, &c, interspersed with fine examples

of choice Conifers, the whole on Grass; next in order

come two banks of miscellaneous evergreens, thrown

together in masses, the guiding principle seeming to

have been to bring out by contrast the different

shapes and tints of foliage. This is materially aided by
the free use of Perilla nankinensis, a plant cheaply

raised, and which might often be introduced with

good effect in the spaces between evergreens in newly

planted borders. Next are lines of beds filled with

Roses and Rhododendrons, alternately backed with

occasional specimens of large evergreens. These are

again succeeded by banks of miscellaneous plants

grouped with a view to contrast as before. Here
the arrangement changes. The same lines of clumps

are preserved, but this time they are filled with

a different class of occupants, principally annuals,

biennials, and perennials, as Zinnias, Asters, Phloxes,

Pentstemons, Antirrhinums, grown for the purpose of

obtaining choice seed.

The Hollyhocks here are not grown from forced cut-

tings, nor grafted, but struck from eyes taken from the

plants growing out of doors in the months of July and
August. These cuttings are placed on an old hot-bed,

where a little bottom heat still exists, and are ready to
**» f^rot off into single pots iu about three weeks. Placed

at first in 60-sized pots, the plants are shifted into

larger sizes from time to time as required.

The different nursery quarters have been laid out
in the form of plots of uniform size, four poles in

width, divided by 3-feet walks. Evergreens and
fruit trees grow here particularly clean and healthy.

Roses, too, are plentiful, and although the greater.part
of these were removed in bud last year their vigour and
firmness of wood is all that could be wished. Mr. Paul
informed us that nearly all the autumnal Roses in Hert-
fordshire, not moved, were killed by the frost last winter,

and pointed out a singular fact with regard to the Tea-
scented and other tender kinds removed in bud. The
principal buds were killed, but small ones existing at
the bases of the main buds pushed with surprising
vigour, and the trees are now large and flourishing,

while all the Tea-scented Roses in the district (Gloire

de Dijon excepted) were destroyed.

The ornamental tree and shrub department is

extensive, especitlly those varieties which flower in
early spring, and whose leaves change to yellow and
scarlet in autumn. Of the latter, Rhus Cotinus, leaves

flame-coloured ; R. typhina, orange ; and Liquidamber,
with foliage in tufts of green, crimson, and yellow, are
the most striking. Some of these are large specimens.

In the fruit department are rows of pyramidal
bearing trees to obtain buds and grafts from. Trained
Peaches and Apricots which were removed are un*
injured, while those not removed were killed or injured
past recovery. The Raspberry Belle de Fontenay ia

still covered with ripe fruit, handsome in appearance,
and good in flavour.

In a vegetable garden were Broccoli, Cabbages, and
winter Greens of various sorts, planted ont with tho
view of testing their qualities and improving the races

by cross breeding. Amongst them was a new Kale
and a superior-looking sort of Brussels Sprouts, bred by
Mr. Pant Three sorts of Beet, afc present growing side

by side, are also worthy of mention, viz., Paul's Superb

Crimson, which when true is excellent in colour; but

there is said to be a spurious kind in circulation.

Nutting's is a good sort, as is also the Pine Apple, the

hitter being excellent for early use. Seakale, both from

seed and roots, was abundant.

When the glass-house department shall have been

completed there will be 20 houses nearly all span-roofed,

each 50 feet long. Sixteen are already built, and are at

present principally occupied with Roses in pots, of all

sorts and sizes ; Hollyhocks, Grape Vines, the latter

short jointed and otherwise in good condition. Of

Azaleas and Camellias there is also a good collection,Trade Lists Received.—Narcisse Gaujard, Ghent, , ,.
Faubourg de Bruxelles, Supplement au Catalogue ' well set with bloom, and one house is filled with Scarlet
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and fine foliaged Geraniums. Around the houses is the
plunging and bulb ground, where a collection of Chry-
santhemums is coming into blcom. Hyacinths are
being potted, and Gladioli, which had apparently borne
some splendid spikes, are being raised and stored for the
winter. Here also is congregated a large stock of seed-

ling Conifers and other hardy trees in pots.

The Roses in pots, whether on their own roots, or the
Dog-rose, or on Manetti, are plunged in the open ground
about June, the pots being covered afterwards with
loose stable-dung, a plan by which comparatively little

water is required.

The soil of this nursery rests on gravel, and is

thoroughly drained. It varies considerably in cha-
racter. The greater part is a tenacious loam, a soil in

which trees succeed well, and ripen their wood early.

heavier soil do well.

Seeds are also considered an important item in this
establishment, and the harvesting of them is attended to
with great care. Among them we noticed fine examples
of Turnips and Mangel; large quantities of seed
Potatoes,, of some 20 selected sorts, and fortunately free
from disease. The latter occupy a house, and are
stored in burnt earth. In the seed warehouse number-
less jars and pans were stowed, containing home-saved
sorts of vegetable and flower seeds.

In addition to the nursery just described Mr. Paul
has another, consisting of peat, suitable for the growth
of American plants, at Broxboume, a station on the
same line of railway, four miles from Waltham. He
also retains one of the old nurseries, which is excellently
stocked with fruit-trees, Hoses, and other ornamental
trees.

subject to the attacks of mildew, and apply sulphur the

moment this pest makes its appearance ; see also^ that

everything is perfectly free from insects. If there is any

prospect of a scarcity ofbloom next May, a portion of the

Achimenes and Gloxinias should be repotted at once and

placed in gentle heat, choosing such as have been the

longest at rest ; and a few Clerodendrons, Allamandas,

a plant or two of Echites splendens and Dipladenia

crassinoda, may also soon be started ; but unless plants

of these are at command with well-ripened wood, and

that have been some time at rest, there will be nothing

gained by attempting to start them into growth for

some time yet, for in most cases it is difficult to

maintain a sufficiently warm temperature to secure

anything like free growth from these unless the plants

have been well prepared for an early start. A gentle

bottom-beat of about 80° or 85° will be of service toPart, however, is a lighter loam, a soil in which Hollies uu^m-i/stii, ux auuuo ov or oo wux uc ox bcivicc iU
and such evergreens as produce stout fibreless roots in a such things in inducing a healthy root action, and if

heavier soil do well. flila «an v,'r. aa*n~*A +i»^».„ «.,:n i,« iuh^ *i;n5,t»u*r n>w\nt

Miscellaneous.
How Men Travel in Canada West.—We began pre-

paring for the trip, first with two hardy Indian ponies,
which are the only horses fit for travel of this kind, a
common Red River cart to carry our clothes, blankets,
and provisions, a few cooking arrangements, four
blankets, two buffalo robes, a gun, carfc-cover, and pro-
visions, which last consisted of 20 lbs. of pemmican,
30 lbs. biscuit, butter, sugar, and tea. These were
packed in small parcels, for convenience in crossing
rivers, as in some cases the rivers were too deep to ford,
and we had to raft the baggage in a kind of rude boati
made by stretching the canvas cart-cover around the
body of the cart, and drawing this over with lines.
Before going on I may here describe the -usual routine
of travel on such trips. It is always a rule to start
early in the morning, and we generally arose at about
5 o clock, and while one caught the horses and saddled
them, the other would have made a fire and cooked the
breakfast, which consisted generally of a nondescript
dish of Mr. Buckingham's (who was appointed cook to
the expedition), made with pemmican, biscuit, and
butter. This, with a kettleful of tea, as hot and strong
as tea and water would make it, was eaten with a relish
known only to those living in the open air and taking
Ortfixrrt nvoi./n.'A 'DMAn 1 v rMnl -.- A.1 • ?active exercise. Breakfast over, things were packed

this can be secured there will be little difficulty about
obtaining free vigorous growth. Let Ixoras and all

other hard-wooded plants that have made sufficient
growth be kept rather dry at the root in order to check
their growth, and induce a tendency to form bloom
buds ; but do not let the soil in the pots get so dry as
to affect the foliage.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries—The supply of ripe fruit from May until

August being usually obtained from plants that start
into fruit without making growth in spring, a fair pro-
portion of the stock should therefore be in a forward
state by or shortly after this season, and any sudden
changes of temperature which might induce too
many of them to show fruit at once should be carefully
avoided. That portion of the stock expected to furnish
the autumn supply of fruit should not be too much
checked at present, indeed these may be kept growing
slowly all the winter, which is perhaps the most certain
method of preventing their fruiting too early in spring.
Where the stock of plants likely to push without mak-
ing farther growth is considered insufficient to meet the
demand until August, the stronger plants of those for
autumn fruiting should be encouraged to make growth
as early as can be done without weakening the foliage,
with the view of preparing them for showing fruit in
April. Examine the soil occasionally about young stock
growing in the open bed, and do not allow it to become
unhealthily dry, for this would probably result in a great
portion of the stock showing fruit prematurely, and it is
also a work of some difficulty properly to moisten the
bed if it is once allowed to get too much dried up. Use
no more fire-heat for the present than will suffice to
maintain the requisite temperature, which, for the
general stock, need not be high for some time yet.

Vineries.—"Where very early forcing is earned on, as
soon as the buds are fairly started the temperature
should be increased to 60° at night and 65° by day
allowing it to rise 10° on bright days. Take every
opportunity of admitting a little fresh air, but recollect
that the foliage will not bear exposure to cold winds,
therefore air should be admitted in contact with the
heating apparatus, and when it may be necessary to
give back air the sashes or ventilators must be opened

soil be unsuitable, remove it to the death of 7\
""""

and 4 feet in width, replacing it with ricl,C12H
old pasture; this ought to be rather firmlv

*
in, and should form the foundation and nri/ -

tr?^
tion of the bed. On this should be lafo

,P

nJ*
dressing of well decayed manure, mixing it a ]u»^
the under soil; and over this, for the°top of th

****

should be laid a layer of soil 6 inches deen fn i
^

the tubers in ;
this latter should be stiffish fib

T**
mixed with well-decayed cow-dung and leaf.so']

^

^rw?,

drills, 6 inches apart and 2 inches deep with'
^lt

hoe, and plant the roots 4 inches apart, with th*
*\^'

downwards, gently pressing them into the J)*?
crown of the tubers should be at least U in«i, . ?

; **

surface of the bed.
* ffl<* underlie

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDES
Do not let Pears get over-ripe before being *ed •

look over the whole stock as often as time i

spared, removing any fruit that exhibit symptom /
decay, and put them aside for immediate use A
the choicer varieties of Pears that do not ripen xn i

in the fruit room should be removed to a wanluJ
room for a few days, which will be found to greatlv

'^
prove them. Keep all fruit as cool and dryw^j^t
frost is excluded from the house, it can scarcely- be tnn
cool where the object is to preserve fruit pW ^sound as long as possible. Get manure wheeled uwm
vacant ground when the weather is suitable and thk
can be done without injuring the walks, and M iff
spare ground turned up, so as to expose it to the action
of the weather. For land that has been long ctoppei
with vegetables a dressing of fresh loam would in many
cases be preferable to manure, and where this is wanti
and can be obtained it should be got to hand, border
that advantage may be taken of frosty days for Ced-
ing it upon the ground. Where fresh soil cannot be

obtained, charred vegetable refuse, such as pruning? of

shrubberies^ edgings of walks, and many things which

i turn up in the course of the season, may be cheaply

made to form an excellent substitute.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LOXDOS,
>rtheWeek ending Nov. 7, 1861. as observed at the Horticultural Garib

*

Temperature

Novem-
ber.

Friday 1

Satur. 2
Sunday 3
Mon. 4
Tues. 5
Wed. ft

Thurs. 7

Average .

CO

S Sa

Barometer

Max. I Min.

28

1

2
3
4
5

1.339

29i445
29.K86
29.964
29.609

29.422

29.601

29.214

29.238
29.671
29.92'.

29.51-3

13

29.364

Max.

51

48
51
52
56
50
56

Of the Air. jOfthe Earth

Hoot 2 feetMin. Mean

d
Wild

29.467 52.0

age and allow the horses to eat for a couole of hours
and cook dinner; then, starting again, travel till near
night, or till we conld find at one place the three
essentials—water, wood, and Grass. These we wonld
find sometimes at 5 or 6 o'clock, or sometimes have to
posh on till 8 or 9 o'clock. When a suitable place was
found the horses were let go, a fire made, and supper
cooked. After supper, wood was cut and a fire built to
last all night. If possible the horses were then brought
in close to the camp and hopped—that is, had their
fore legs tied together to prevent them wandering far •

the cart was then wheeled close to the nrc,° and'
spreading the robes and blankets beneath it, we'rolled
ourselves in them, feet to the fire, and soon fell into a
steep, the soundness of which was in proportion to the
fatigues of the day, the softness of tl -round beneath,
and the miifiioal Tjowpisi nf il<a ^1,^ . • u

ing cold currents blowing into the house. Where the
border cannot be warmed, see that it is well protected
from wet, &c, by a thick covering of dry litter, or
whatever more efficient covering can be recommended.
Look over ripe Grapes often, removing any decaying
berries, and aim at securing a dry atmosphere with the
least possible application of fire-heat.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Dahlias killed down to the ground should be taken

up and placed heels upwards under cover to dry, pre-
paratory to being stored for the winter. Chrysanthe-
mums, which are everywhere flowering finely this
season, must receive careful attention, so as to preserve
their- beauty as long as possible. See that coarse
growing plants which may be encroaching upon their

* - -, -- v^.uuuuv weaker neighbours are reduced so as to occupy their
us a serenade. Annals of the Bot leal Society of ProPer PlaceB- Valuable plants, as variegated Hollies,

2Er
a#

•
Rhododendrons, &c., if not growing as freely as it is

T}* iW» of the Toad.—The most deadly poison desirable that they should do, would be benefited bY aknown to be used by the slaves in Brazil is that of the
1lhppa1 *"«—— ~* —« - - - - -

toad. The skin of this reptile contains glands which
secrete in abundance a milky, glutinous fluid when the
toad is put to pain or irritated. This is scraped off and
dried. It produces incurable obstruction and enlarge-
ment of the liver, and a speedy death. Some beat the
toad with rods to make it secrete the venom; others
place the animal in an earthen vessel over a slow fire.

Pharmaceutical Journal.

Nov- 1—Partially orercast : fine ; densely amerca**; nun.— 2 -Sleet falling thickly in broad iklcos ; cold wind ; oyei
frost v.— 3—line , slight rain ; clear and frostv at nisrht.— 4—Hazy, with slight drizzle : heavy rain.— 5—Densely overcast; very heavy rain: slight frost.— 6—Overcast; show. at night.— 7—Clear and frosty ; tine; sharp fi

Mean temperature of the week 6^ deg. below the average

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 years, for the cn.-uing Week, ending Nov.l^Mft

November.

SundavlO .

Mon. 11..
Tues. 12..

Wed. 13..
Thurs. 14..
Friday 15..
.Satur. 16..

50.6
.'.)

50.7
50.0
48.0

18.5

48.6

ft* A~ - a
Sis

35 1

35.8
34.7

35 8
34.1

:n.8

1.0

« a.
a a
p —

43.0

43.3

:7
!.9

41.0
41.6

40.8

_

No. of
Years in
which it

ltained.

20
14

15
19
18
16
13

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.67 in.

1.02

0.50
o.<;*;

1.24

0.34

034

io
T
,
hc

, ^'r
1 '* l>t temperature during above period «f«?J*SpT

12th, 1841-therm. 03 deg.: and the lowest on the 16th, Wl-^enB-

lo deg.

Notices to Correspondents
right,

Calendar of Operations
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Cossebyatory, &c—Attend carefully to specimen

££F3?3T^
"
f? =iV^=t °?

lES^iTn^=Kt^^rsuie-xxeac ana a coiinnea fitmosnrmrp. Tea Tin ».»» »e«««.,„^ j—:„— c ut- ±i .9

liberal allowance of rotten manure or well-decayed leaf
soil applied as a top-dressm-, covering it with a little
fine soil, and working it into the ground around the
ball towards the extremities of the roots. But Rhodo-
dendrons, and what are generally termed American
plants, bear removal so well that these where not
growing satisfactorily should be taken up, the ground
well prepared by a liberal addition of peat or leaf soil,
and re-planted. Gladioli may now be planted. Choose
a warm thoroughly-drained situation, work the soil
well by deep digging, and add plenty of rotted manure,
elevate the bed or patch a few inches above the general
level, plant the bulbs 5 or 6 inches deep, and 6 inches
apart, surrounding them with 1 inch of sand before
covering with mould; protect during the winter,
against excessive wet and frost, with a thick layer of
sawdust, old tan, dry litter, an old carpet, thatched

hr
5c

e
.

a
i

and * confincd atmosphere. Use no more
artificial warmth, therefore, than is absolutely necessary.
lake advantage of mild days to give air freely to cold
pits, and keep the plants very sparingly supplied with

weai ZZ?ln°°? S° as
T
to prevenfc the Production ofWeak WOOd full Of San. T.nnlr A.Q^„ ft„*l„ ' A1 . _

removed during favourable weather, and the former
coverings entirely cleared off when the plants appear.
Ranunculuses may also now be planted. The situation
of the beds should be cool and somewhat moist • at the
same time, there should be good drainage. The most
suitable soil is a hazelly loam. If, therefore, the natural

'

Chesnut or Chestnut \ JM W asks which spelling w "s*V
both are in use. We conceive that the word comes trom

old French Chesne, Chesne-nut, Nut of the Chesae. ",
the first is right. If we are wrong we shall be happy t0 sw*
corrected.

Gardex Architecture : TV. A. It is by no means ne^jR
that a terrace should be wholly on the same level

;
w*

{

indispensible is that it should be horizontal. NotMjfc

more common than to construct terraces on different «m
connecting them by flights of steps.

Hardy But : J T. We never take up our own, andjjj
flower well for two or three years. After that it b* ^necessary to replace all that are weak and worn oat

would be very Lite in the year to plant them now, ^fnecessary. You ought never to delay beyond the mid"**
October ; and the beginning of the month is better.

Names of Fruits: H R Seymour. 1, Duchesse d'Angooi
2, St. Germain.—C B W, Jhiblin. Not the NorthernV
a very fine specimen oi' the Blenheim Pippin — IFF. h 9?
House Russet

; 3. Ne plus Meuris ; 4, Thompson's : 5,
<**"

montel ; 6, Reinette du Canada.
|]

Names of Plants : WB S. A leaf does not enable us to ia*£
you. — Alfred Bye. The old Amaryllis formosissima, &
seldom seen, which is a pity.

Vancouver : Emigrant. We suppose the best evidence of *|*
grows now in this rising Colony is indicated by the pg
offered at the Exhibition of the Agricultural and HorMJ
tural Society, which was to take place last month. Atwj
show competition is invited in Apples, Pears, Qaffi?
Cherries, Gooseberries, Tomatoes, Cabbages, Carrots,^Jj
Parsneps, Celery, Aubergines, Cauliflowers, Melons, WJ
Melons, and Squashes, rather an inexperienced list we^f
but still an indication of what is going on. A good garae**

there is worth a guinea a day.

Water : SB, in reply to the question which "A. H/'P *^
him (see p. 950), begs to say that his orchard-house tre»^
watered from a rain water tank, so long as the supply IJJ
and during dry weather the tauk is replenished wit\Z^pumped from a well about 40 feet deep, and strongly cfi

J2j.
with sulphate of lime. He adds that this might be D̂ °*j!j

ised by carbonate of soda, but that he has generally aegis **

doing so.
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THE LONDOX MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANURE3 :—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.

|
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

\MMON IA, and every other Manure of value.

U6. Fenchurch Stre Edw. Purser, Secretary.

_

-QlRXARD, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
_L> SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME; guaranteed to contain

phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

ptgaphate of Lime.
* CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

flse preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These resulLs must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
M Co., 8utton Road, Plymouth.

A W E S * S M"~A N U RES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

irescnt season of 1S61 are now ready for delivery at his

factories, at the following prices :—
LAWE^ PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. M . . £0
LAWES'I SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL M AN URES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

bis appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guan© direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

oda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

~~n ITER'S GUANO.—Established Twenty Years.
Agent3 Wanted.

Factory : 28, Clapham Road Place, S.

£1000
For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

Woolston, Bletchley Station.

JOHNFOWLES JrN., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

TAMES and PRE DERICK HOWARD,
l) Britannia Iron Works, Bedford, Manufacturers of

STEAM CULTIVATORS, STEAM PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
PLOUGHS, HARROWS, HORSE RAKES, <fe HAYMAKERS.

Catalogues, with full particu lars, sent free on application.

ALFRED SIBSON, F.C.S., for the last seven years

Assistant Chemist in the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, author of " Agricultural Chemistry," "Everyday
Chemistry," &c, is prepared to make arrangement with an
Agricultural Society or Farmers' Club, for the engagement of

his services as CONSULTING CHEMIST ; or, with two or

more Societies as NON-RESIDENT CHEMIST, to deliver

occasional Lectures, perform Analyses at reduced rates, &c.

—

Address as above.
^_ . _^ _^_^

^

^

^

Drainage Season.

R. BAILEY DENTON undertake* the DRAIN-
AGE of ESTATES by Commission or Contract.

52, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.
M

P

T

Pisrs Piffs Pisrs.

DAMAGED RTCE from 47. per Ton. All other
descriptions of Feeds for Pigs, Poultry, and Cattle sold

for Cash by W. Jupp <fc Co., Cattle Food Manufacturers, 42,

Gre Tower Street, E.C.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
severalothers at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Bcrgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.C,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
Full particulars sent on application.

H*
EN RY J. M O R T O N a~n~d cH,

^__ 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GaivaouEod. Iron Water Cistern mi
Houses, &c. to contain 50 gallons, 26s. ; 80 gallons,

Jli. each; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.
Cisterns of all sizes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 30s.
and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from 10cZ. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35*. Od. each.

Gutta Percha Tabing' for Watering^Gardens.
HE GUTTA PEUCHA COMPANY have the

•A- pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the foliowiug
Tttttmonial from Mr. J. Fabrah, Gr. to Boswell Middleton

Jalland, Esq., of Holderness House, near Hull.
"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in

JWgths of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last
It months for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer
oetter than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of
we water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest
«nect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
araable invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
jater our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-
oajf the labour required."
Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company. Patentees,

JJ.
Wharf Road, City Road, London, E.C, and sold by their

ypo_Iesale_Dealers in Town and Country.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIG I DOMO."—Patronised
• by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland

for Syon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis-

Jick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological

Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of E.iling Park* &c.
rHOTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

*nd Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
'werever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted, forB horticultural and fioricuitural purposes, for preserving
fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
*ind T from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
oad in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. . . Is. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide .. .. 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also " Friei Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. Ad. per yard run.
ELI3HA Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

"It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.
~

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

to an excellent subatitute/or oil paint on all out-door work, andU fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It
wused in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
"*» seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most nattering testimonials have been received
which Hill & Smith will forward on application.
SoM in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1*. Qd. per gallon, at

fJ*
™«ifactory

f or Is. Sd. per gallon paid to any station in
tne kingdom.

n^^7 to
,
HrLL * Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, nea r

b« obtained
"^ Cannou Streefc

'
E 'C -» f™1* whom only *t can

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estatb Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W.

RUGBY and DUNCHURCH CATTLE SHOW,
NOVEMBER 28.

A Prize C 151. is open to All England for the best FAT
fcUUU»oi Hity 'iff"" ;p'vi|^r iw* property r "*» i£yh»i-.i >.-.»• *>.»

six m< lis priori© the Show.
Entrance 10s., to close on November 12.

For form of Certificate, &c, apply to Messrs. W. & E. Harris,
Rugby.
KB.—Covered Sheds will be provided for the Beasts shown

for the above Prize.

Eitt agricultural <Bn}ttte.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1861.

MEETING NEXT WEEK.
„ , , I Thornburv 5 p.m.

Monday, -Nov. II
-J (Major G ford on Fertilisation of Land.)

The Royal Agricultural Society of England

resumed the monthly meetings of its Council on

"Wednesday last, under the chairmanship of its

new President, H.R.H. the Prince Consort.

Last Wednesday's meeting is especially worthy

of record in our columns lor the resolution which

was passed to allow the agricultural papers for

the future to send reporters to the weekly meetings

of the Society. Other resolutions and proceedings

however also possessed great interest. Additional

subjects for essays, on which prizes of 30/., 20/.,

and 10/. are offered, were named and adopted on

the recommendation of the Journal Committee:

the list will be found in another column. An
interesting report from the Chemical Committee

was given in ; and the subjects to which Professor

Voelcker is to direct his attention were named.
An interesting report from the Veterinary Com-
mittee was also read. Proceedings were directed

to be taken with a view to maintain the inter-

national character of next year's meeting ; and
altogether the Presidency of H.R.H. the Prince

Consort was inaugurated by the accomplishment

of a great deal of most useful work.

The tillage and drainage of the soil are very

closely related to each other. So indeed, as we

said last week, are the tillage and manuring of

the soil. And these, not merely as cause and

effect are related—though drainage does enable

tillage, and tillage does alter composition—but as

being operations of the same class and kind. And

thus Mr. Bailey Denton, though engaged in a

lecture upon land drainage last Monday, could

not help referring to the steam plough—as

the great tillage implement of the future
And we had from liim too the striking fact bear-
ing on the composition of a fertile soil, that in a
state of perfect tilth one -quarter of its bulk is air.

Mr. Smith of Lois-"Weedon says that in all clay

soils containing the mineral elements of grain,

perfect tilth dispenses with the need of manuring

;

and there cannot be a doubt that deep and thorough

tillage enables soil to draw immensely on the stores

of vegetable food contained in air and rain.

Messrs. Hardy again say that perfect tilth

dispenses with tho need of drainage, and there can

be but little doubt that deep and thorough tillage

facilitates the operation of whatever drainage may
exist, whether it be natural or artificial.

In both these cases the useful lesson is well

taught, that it is true economy rather to put

the cheap and copious storehouse of Nature's

agencies to its fullest use, than by laborious

and costly artificial means to imitate expensively

their operation.

Such a lesson applies, indeed, beyond the ad-

vantages of tillage to the methods by which tillage

is to be obtained. Among the earliest suggestions

of cultivation by steam power was that of reducinj

by its means the soil to tilth at once. The lam
was to be torn down as the deal is torn down at

the saw-mill : 'though before the machine it may
have been as hard and firm as wood, behind the

tool as it advanced at work it was to lie as light

and fine as sawdust. But it has at length been
found that it is better because cheaper, and more
perfect, too, to leave this last refinement of the

tillage process to the weather, which does it without

cost. The land is now torn—smashed up—or

moved and thrown about by plough or grubber

in great clods and lumps. This is best done in

dry autumn weather, and thus it lies till spring.

Certainly no climate is better adapted for cheap

tillage than the English—the rains and frosts of

winter following a dry September and October

must penetrate and thrust asunder the clung and
hardened masses of the soil. No two particles

bhall remain adhering to each other, if you only

give room and opportunity to the cheapest and most
perfect natural disintegrator in the world. No
rasp, or saw, or mill will reduce the indurated

land to soft and wholesome tilth so perfectly as a
winter's frost. And all that vou need to attain

pftiriaiou i», ri rat to proviae an outlet
the water when it comes—by an efficient

drainage of the subsoil, and then to move the land
while dry and break it up into clods and fragments
no matter how large they be, and leave

them for alternate rain and drought and
frost and thaw to do their utmost.

Given a clay soil once cleared of all perennial

weeds and thoroughly drained, and its cultivation

in the future will be a marvel of cheapness and
efficiency when compared with its cultivation in

the past. For, how many ploughings and harrow-
ings, and rollings, and grubbings, have been
needed hitherto as a preparation for Wheat on
such soils ? And if by any chance an attempt at

growing roots on such a soil was made, what a
business and a series of processes it was ! A team
of horses, such as we have in England for clay land
tillage, will weigh, with men and plough, at least

2 tons, and over every 10 -inch width, from end to

end of every field, this 40 cwt. must tramp or slide

in the effort to lift and loosen (!) each 10-inoh

strip of earth. "What a contrast to the operation

of Fowler's 4-furrow plough resting on two large

wheels, and weighing altogether some 27 cwt.,

drawn once to every 40 inches width, by which
a deeper and more thorough ploughing is effected.

In the former case every operation created the

need of another. The horses and Itie tool together

hardened a floor, below which water could not

penetrate ; or if engaged in harrowiDg or in rolling

they hardened the earth they were attempting to re-

duce to tilth, and so made another operation needed.

Examine any valuation of acts of husbandry

J
to an incoming tenant in a clay land district,

'and if the subject is a new one you will be

astonished at the multitude of operations, the

crossings and re-crossings, the repeated ploughings

and harrowings—e.g., " four times ploughed, thrice

dragged, eight times harrowed, twice rolled —
not uncommon in an attempt to grow Turnips—the

miles and miles of work per acre—the army .of

horses and tools and men engaged—and the weeks

and months of work to which it all amounts.

Talk of Romaine and his " cumbrous" apparatus,

weighing perhaps 14 tons, and traversing a 7 feet

width at once ! We have in an old-fashioned olay-

land fallow as much as 14 tons traversing every foot

in width—we haye a man. and boy and team
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of horses walking at lea^t 60 miles per acre—we
have work in September or October—ia April,
May or June, July, August, and September.

It is possible to simplify this work somewhat

—

we can save both horse-flesh and shoe-leather, and
the temper of the farmer too—grow better crops,
and save his pocket in the process.

Let this clay land be drained and there need be
no fear of drains 4 feet deep not "drawing,'' if

after drainage it be deeply cultivated while the
soil is dry. Let us suppose it once cleaned, then
after harvest cart on what manure or lime or both
it is intended to apply; plough it in by steam
power and leave it rough till spring. When dry
in March or April put the steam cultivator through
it, and it is possible at the same time to harrow it

receive the Royal Assent, which, although not

all we desired, is a great step in the right direction.

It does seem strange, therefore, we repeat, that

the meetings of the County Agricultural Associ-

ations have passed offwith scarcely a notice, so far as

we remember, of an Act which is intended as a

remedy to those evils which aroused so much
eloquent sympathy last year. It is probable that

many of the noble spokesmen slipped away from

St. Stephen's to the Moors before the Drainage Act

had become law, or that others were so pressed

with heat and work in the later mouths of the

sitting as to have neither time nor energy to

examine it, but since the Government thought it

of sufficient importance to gain distinct notice in

the Speech from the Throne, it is rather wonderful
that it has failed to secure the notice of those it is

[Novembib
9, l86j

What we have saioToTtheTtacilities invent "

Act to persons desirous to cut new drains ti,

another owner's property applies in this
^^

as well as to the " straiehtenino- •• ** '

cleansing, or otherwise iniprovino^existina?^^
so that unless the adjoining °owner F^V
senting party the matter is impossible of ad*
ment, and the only hope which exists to 4applicant is in making the owner and

surpris;

tion of o

and maintain them is quite ignored. "We
*"

both dissentients. It is somewhat surDrr^
find in this Act that the joint obligation of

^^
of party ditches or common watercourses

to °d**

effectually by steam power, and it will at once be
ready for any spring sown crop it ia intended to designed to advantage.
grow, whether grain or green crops, Barley, Oats, I For this Act and the good it contains we are
Cabbages, or Mangel Wurzels. indebted to Mr. Bailey Denton and Mr. John
There cannot be a doubt that on clay lands Algernon Clarke, for although carried through

especially which have been laid open in fields of
\

by the Government it would not have been under-
at least 30 acres with straight fences, and then taken this year, had it not been for their strenuous
well drained, the steam plough is destined to
produce a marvellous change in the whole charac-
ter and productiveness of English agriculture.

The gentlemen who either by way of pastime
or duty display themselves to their constituents
when the evenings begin to grow long, and the
russet vies with the green as to which shall predo- _„ r.„.__ „ _ _ H„.WiM ^a liIJ3

minate in the landscape, last year found an easy summary is necessarily condensed, it perhaps may
theme tor their post-prandial eloquence. It is be well to dwell a little upon some portions
somewhat astonishing that nothing this year has respecting which information may be sought. If
been said about the same subject by men who have

|
we cannot touch a little on this point there is

and enlightened advocacy.
At the close of a paper read by Mr. Denton

before the Farmers' Club last Monday evening,
upon the effects which have been and will be pro-
duced on the arterial channels and outfalls of the
kingdom, and which may be read in extenso in
another part of our columns, he makes reference to
the provisions of the Act in question. As his

found it so impossible to be lively except on for-
bidden themes. Last year our country gentlemen
were obliged to condole with the flooded farmer

;

this year they might have carried to their patient
constituents the assurance that they need no
longer fear the consequences of a deluge. The
suggestion is perhaps not too late for some to
benefit by it. From January to July last vear more
ram tell than hadfallen during the whole of the year
1858. Extensive breadths of land had not been sown
with Wheat, much of the seed which had been depo-
sited had failed to germinate in the water-bed of
the saturated clays; the hay crop rotted in the
swathe and was titter for manure than food; the
harvest, at the period when constituents were
condoled with, was a ruinous failure to hundreds

nothing else to do, for Mr. Denton has exhausted
all the arguments which can be advanced in favour
of drainage or the necessity of river reform.
One serious obstruction to sound underdrainage

works was the interposition of a neighbour's land
between the drained land and the desired outfall

;

and it has been urged again and again that where
private property has not been allowed to stand in
the way of public improvement, as is seen in the
construction of railways, as great facilities should
be given for the passage of drainage water as for
the passage of trains, since free circulation in
either case is equally for the good of society.
Now, Part III. of the Act before us is intended

to deal with such an abuse as this, but it does so
in such a manner as to render it verv unlikely+h* nno fnM jj "T .

«"""ifu»
, iu sucn a manner as to render it verv iinlikpl-v
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utswept the lowlands, the health of towns was

jeopardised, and the anti-drainers were glad to
hide their heads from the bitter upbraiding of
those who had been misled by their laissez faire
advice. The reported speeches of last vear were
fall of such calamities. The woes of the* suffering
were to be heard of on all hands.
When there is an abuse to be remedied, the

more thorough the case the more likelihood is there
of a prompt and efficient remedy. A good railway
accident m which a bishop, or two or three railwav
directors, are sacrificed is deemed essential to
the cause of railway reform. In like manner

of a
man.

. , both refuse, the
affair is> speedily settled by an appeal to two
Justices in Petty Sessions, or by arbitration

; and
where the injury said to be sustained can be com-
pensated by money, it is to be so ; and where it
cannot, the improvement desired is to drop.
Should the owner assent and the occupier dissent,
the applicant may as well give up the attempt
to proceed. The expense of legally securing an
" assent " from an owner under disability in cases
where the occupier does not concur, will be very
great indeed, even when no compensation is due.
There will be 1st, the cost of preparing the plan or
map with the details required, and drawing un a

uuu mtuuuim mem 10 i^uiue ignored. \y e
astonished to read that if a part owner of a^S!
deepens it, he does so at his own cost Jn!r
obliged ever more to keep it at his own exnl!
cleansed and fully maintained. part jrr

# Q
/!?

Act, indeed, is full of such absurdities' what
presence gives one the impression that' it v!
hurried through in this form to pievent an on
tion which might have been lata! to a £!
complete measure. "We must regard the Thy
Part, therefore, as an unpleasant appeni/aw with-
out which we could not have obtained Part* r"

and H. '•

While we have long had a General Inc\osii»

Act, under which two-thirds in value can bind tb
remaining one- third to inclose open fields u&
common lands, it did appear strange that no n*
facilities existed to enable landowners to unite i
drain districts, under proper restrictions, eo at %
avoid the heavy costs of special legislation, ft
want of such facilities there has been no sjstea

Some in the same district have been draining ti

one level, and some to another. There hashes

no organisation of the parts to the whole, and *
have begun to drain our fields before we hi*

provided ourselves with proper outfall for oc

waters. Now this difficulty is dealt with in tk

first and second parts of this Act. They enable i

majority of landowners to effect improved dra*

age by means of a common outfall or combinatit

of works, binding the minority to contribute ti

the cost thereof. In this respect the Act resemWa

Lord Carlisle's Bill of 1852, and resemblei r

moreover in the fact that the Inclosure Commis-

sioners are named as the Commissioners k
-

carrying it into effect.

With reference to the formation of a new dni:-

age area, the course of proceeding will be i

follows. A petition shall ie presented toi

Inclosure Commissioners stating the prop

boundaries of the area, by reference to a *$

and signed by the proprietors of one-tenth ptf

of the land within such boundaries. As*;

will require one-tenth in extent of a di*»

to start a measure, so it will require one-third fi>

express dissent before the project, if appwvwby

Inclosure Commissioners, can be rejected.JW

J

Commissioners so petitioned will send an inspect*

I

to survey the area and report, and should all »

If it t beaff Jd doeTno
S

t btt.Tfs— —*-*'*-*.-*^ 3d, the costs

like cleaning the chimney by setting it on fire-
perilous but thorough. So therefore the Hoods of
last year, and the terrific injury done to property,
were by some wise men welcomed as the harbingers

% T21
re

-7
m
; a}

U lS5
l
a Prodigious rainfall of

f^fJSi ^.^ did _ not force Lord Carlisle to
introduce his Drainage Bill, at all events it
enabled him to do so, which measure and its com-
prehensive and compulsory powers would have
proceeded had not the Administration, of which
the noble lord was a member, retired. Would not
the like cause produce like effect ? Certainly.
lae anticipations then formed that out of the
extreme distress of last year deliverance might
arise to the sufferers in the shape of some General
Drainage Act under which the country might be
divided into drainage districts, such districts
including within a single boundary any one main
river with all its feeders, are justified by the fact
teat some such piece of legislation now has effect.
The Farmers' Club spoke out, an arterial drainage
meeting was convened in Hanover Square Rooms
during the omithfield Club week, a Committee was
appointed to wait upon the Home Secretary. TheHome Secretary listened to arguments set forth bv
the Committee m favour of immediate legislation,
and promised that consideration should be given
to the subject during the coming session, and at

of two surveyors viewing the locus in quo, making
an award and annexing a declaration of approval

;

4th, the costs and compensation of the lessee (who
does not assent), which may be determined at his
option by either jury or arbitration; 5th, the cost
of lodging the deed of assent with the Clerk of the
Peace. Everything is against the applicant—his
jeopardy seems fearful, and we advise the enter-
prising landowner to wait until this part of the
Act is so amended as to allow of his estimating
what a simple easement will be likely to cost him
before he ventures to serve a notice, an act which'
as Mr. Denton says, commits him at once to the
proceeding, and to the unknown expenses or
opposing parties, though he has no surety that the
Inclosure Commissioners will allow the cost and
expenses to be charged on the estate to be bene-
fited.

A second difficulty in the way of efficient
drainage was found in the unsatisfactorv state of the
laws relating to ordinaryditches and water-courses
—drains laid under the Public or Private Moneys
Drainage Acts must be 4 feet deep. But when
ditches into which these drains empty are not
more than half that depth, what was to be done ?
If these ditches were the property of another
nothing could be done without his consent. Lord
Lincoln's Outfall Act was intended to enforce the

satisfactory a Commission of Sewers for the ar»
|

will then be issued. Three gentled ypomusa

by her Majesty will form the commission, an

they will, of course, be empowered to levy &®
defray the expenses of improving exi^g^;^.
creating new ones. They will have to deil*w

vested rights in mills, and weirs, and &'** 21
the bugbear of drainage. If the owner obp» l J
right of the Commissioners to carry oa tneir I

will be determined by arbitration; and u«H
decided to be not necessary, or oi a nature u» 1

be compensated for by money, it must not be

The work being necessary, and money W
equitable compensation, the compensation fc

removal or interference with mill dams, &*

determined by the machinery of the Lands

Consolidation Act, and must be paid befofl

commencement of the work. Amongst the**
1

clauses which secure to canal owners and whal^H
their rights is one which, unless liberally.^
preted, will leave many of our surcharged &
quite unrelieved. «!

it is to this effect : " Nothing in this Act*

authorise the Commissioners to interfere wilM

river dock so as to injuriously affect nsfftji

or to interfere with any towing-path, &c, or
fJI

any supply of water to any town, &c, ^
the conseut of the Corporation, &c, in wri^

This is au important feature in the Act. ?DC *

frequent causes of injury are navigable r^ef!3
canals ; and unless this section can be ^°^
construed to allow of impervious culverts ($*
iron or tunnels of brick laid in cement) to be

under them so as not injuriously to aff«^

navigation or the traffic of the tawing natn>
j

abuse will continue. The formation of el*to the subject during the coming cMQ;nn a„A oT ;r^r'

'

J ~" .7. "V7 / ,

eu l0 mJorce zne a0U8e will continue. The formation 01 **^j

the very end of that ^^i^^'Al f^^X^t^ ***?*{ ^ il Was found less draiaaSe districts, dealt within Part II. f
bywgmar session a Drainage Act did detrimental to let the outfall silt up than to use it. it is seen that any persons being proprietors ot *
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an agency which is at the same time to deepen and

improve the cultivation.

The land, 500 acres arable, or thereabouts, was

formerly worked by 16 or 17 horses in 3 and 4-horse

teams. The labour of hauling connected with drainage,

roads, and buildings, and the extra work of cultiva-

tion after breaking up so much woodland, and thus

adding a quarter to the ploughland of the farm, has

required the services of the same force of horses, not-

;

to
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i^SVne-tenth part in acreage of any bog, or i
many cases corresponding to Almshoebury by »biA

ftr^a of land that requires a combined system hundreds of acres have been added to the available

fdrainage, banking, or irrigation may, with the extent of the country, m order to the introduction of

-msent of the Enclosure Commissioners, constitute

nch area ; its affairs being managed by a drainage

fctrd, whose members elected in the district shall

kve-the powers of the Commissioners of Sewers,

object to the Inclosure Commissioners.

But enough has been said to show the

idvantages of the Act. If we have not all we

wanted, we have more than we expected, for

bile private riffhts are allowed to interfere so withstanding the adoption of the steam plough. But
-

!
• - .?• • • x. __j —*t i — I even when all the extra work of improvement is com-

pleted, Mr. Roberts expects to employ at least 14 horses

on his farm of 600 acres, in addition to the 10-horse

engine with its cultivating apparatus. The rotation

adopted on this farm is a five-years' course of crops :

viz., 1, Fallow or Turnips ; 2, Barley ; 3, seeds ; 4,

Wheat ; 5, Oats.

The cost of horse labour by which this cultivation

has been effected, if 120/. per team of 3 horses be a

fair estimate, must have been about 640/. formerly,

and would have been 800/. or one quarter more had

the cultivation of the farm (now one quarter larger)

been still carried on in the same way. If we put

the horse-power for the future at 14 horses, it will cost

about 560/., so that 240/. a year are saved by the use of

the steam-engine.

The following may be taken as justifying the above

estimate of cost. A horse consumes about 2 bushels

of Oats, £ a bushel of Beans, and 2 trusses of hay a week
during 9 months of the year, and probably 5*. worth
weekly of green food during the other 3 months of the

year. This must cost at least 23/. a year. A team of

three will thus cost 70/. worth of food. A man and a

boy to work them will cost nearly 40/. a year in wages.

The farrier and harness maker, and blacksmith, will

together cost at least 71. annually per team. To keep
the hor3e good and meet accident, death, and deprecia-

tion by age, will be at least 10 per cent, upon its value,

or 10/. per team of three, and all these items amount
to 127/., which exceeds the sum at which we have
put it.*

The saving of 240/. does not, however, represent all

that the steam-engine may be held to do for the

economy of labour on the farm. It does the threshing

of about 380 acres of corn land each year—work pro-

bably for 30 or 40 days of one of those travelling

engines and machines, which cannot be had for less

than at least a guinea a day. It also cuts the chaff

required for about 30 cows, steers, and heifers—the
horses and sheep, the latter generally numbering from
500 to 700. It is also intended to be put to
grinding corn, which is at present done out at a
considerable coatifA fe looofc 3O0& t-year nuwt Hicmu
fore be the annual saving by the engine. To
refer, however, to the cost of cultivation only—I find

that the labour of the engine for the past year upon
this farm is very much below the ordinary performance
elsewhere. Slow work, taking only two furrows at a

time, has often alone been possible. Risk of breakage

by ungrubbed roots of trees, land-fast stonedand flinty

subsoils, and especially a soaking season, have here

been exceedingly against the work. So that the extent

ploughed from May 1860 up till the harvest of 1861

was only 350 acres, the depth being stated variously in

different fields at from 7 to 11 inches ; and the extent

accomplished varying from 2 acres a-day in some diffi-

cult cases to 7 acres a-day where the 4-furrow plough
could work without stoppage, as when ploughing
Clover lea for Wheat. The cost is stated thus :

—

Wages.—Engineer, 14*. per week ; anchor-boy, 5$.
;

two porter lads, 5s. each ; ploughman, 14*. ; water-cart

and boy, 24*. : in all, about 11*. a day.

Fuel.—13 or 14 cwt. of coal, costing 15*. a ton upon
the ground, or 10s. a day.

Oil.—1*. a day—a gallon lasting over four or five

dayp.

These items amount to 22s. a day, or probably
at least 5s. per acre. Repairs have included, brasses

for engine, a replaced glass tube upon the boiler, and
large numbers of plough-breasts and plough-shares,
which have been repeatedly broken against the land-

fast flints in the hitherto unmoved subsoil.

The wire rope originally purchased amounted to

750 yards, besides headland rope; latterly an
additional length of 400 yards had been purchased, but
it was not used till after harvest.
~The rope had been broken repeatedly by early mis-
management and accident, and the flinty soil adds
greatly to the wear of it, wherever the eld apparatus

Buch with public interests, and continued so

impregnable, it was well known that if we got

in Act at all this year it must necessarily bean

incomplete one. The decision of Viee-Chancellor

&TUAET, in the case of Ennor v. Barwell, in

which subterranean water rising to the surface

ind then gravitating towards a lower point in

iccordance with the inclination of the ground, and

lot in an accurately defined channel, was declared

to be the property not of the landowner but of the

miller below, whose mill it would reach were it

I not got rid of by drainage, is but recent. Some of

the miller's objections are, however, in a fair way
I to be overruled if the conclusions founded upon

various experiments are correct, for it will be seen

by those who have read Mr. Denton's admirable

historical sketch of what has been done by

drainage, that the tendency of drainage is to

prevent evaporation, and thus add to the force

which turns the water-wheels, the weight of that

which now escapes from the surface to moisten

«ur atmosphere, and accumulate in the billowy

douds.

To the remarks of Professor Buckman on

the Charlock last week we add one other of some
importance, which must not be overlooked in

estimating the mischief done by this weed. The
earlier spring plants of it act as a nidus or nursery

for some of the more destructive insects.

If we examine the young Charlooks in early

spring we shall frequently see their leaves

riddled in small holes as well as notched at

their edges by the attentions of a small beetle

which, if we watch it, we shall see jump much
after the manner of a flea. There are two species,

the Altica nemorum, the yellow striped flea beetle,

and the A. concinna, the black flea beetle, neither

of them much larger than fleasj..they_are the
winV Turnip fly. Now, as it is on the
Charlocks that the earlier broods are reared,

and from which they migrate to the Tu pips,

there is reason to think if these weeds
eradicated something more than mere
destruction would accrue, for to say the le|

should not be encouraging the breeding of
at we now undoubtedly do by the grow]
Charlock.

The North British Agriculturist
week reports as the result of numerous inquiries
that in Scotland as in England the Potato
crop of 1861 has been an unusual failure. Though
later in its appearance, the disease has been at
least as virulent ; and even since the crop has been
stored a great destruction of produce has taken
place, so that there will not remain for consump-
tion above one-third of an ordinary average crop.

Scotland furnishes so large a share of our supplies
that this shortcoming must affect the prices in the
English market.

stable. If however this sum be put against the work
accomplished it makes the ploughing per acre very
costly indeed — much higher than in any other
instance we have described. It is of course right
that a history should relate impartially whatever
instances occur in it—but while describing a case
which accidental circumstances have made unusually
expensive, it is only fair to add that the apparatus used
at Almshoebury is the original imperfect form of it ;

and that the improvements made have since economised
both time and wear to a wonderful extent.

The following letter has since been received from
Mr. Roberts :

—

" Almshoebury, Hitchin, Nov. 7.

" I was sorry not to be at home when you called at Almshoe-
bury for information respecting the working of my steam
plough. But the information you thus obtained seems upon
the whole correct. It ought however to be understood that in
breaking up the fallows my obj act was not so much to get over
a • jrtaiu number of acres per dav as to do the work deep and
well, and beyond what can in the ordinary way be done by
horse power. This object I may safely say has been accom-
plished ; and as some proof of it several of my friends have
offered me 20*. per acre to plough in the same way for them,
though I wasj not able to attend to them. This will in some
measure account for a less quantity being ploughed per day
than in other cases.—E. Roberts."

STEAM CULTIVATION.
^Almshoebury, near Hitchin.—On this farm, the
property of Mr. Roberts, whoso son is also a steam
cultivator at Berdon Hall, near Bishop's Stortford (see
page 816), Fowler's 10-horse-power engine and four-
Wow plough have been at work since May, 1860.
Almshoebury Farm is upwards of 600 acres in extent

;

" lies rather high on the undulating country to the
south-west of Hitchin. The soil is variable, according
to the character of the diluvium with which the chalk
is there overspread ; and it is light or heavy according
as the flinty gravel or red clay subsoil predominates. „_. w vuc WCiir OI lr wnprpver Lue Ulti aL

proved and extended by the removal of fences,
coppice, and coverts to the extent of 140 acres.
Formerly about 500 acres of arable land, there are now
nearly 630 acres under the plough, besides about
30 acres of pasture. It is now in 15 or 16 fields, of
Jjuch one is upwards of 100 acres in extent, and
there *re others of 40 and 60 acres each. Certainly

j?
its original condition no farm seemed less adapted

jor steam cultivation ; and its history is a striking illus-
tration of the kind of influence which the steam plough
jad especially Fowler's apparatus is exerting all over
"* country. Wherever the intention exists to enlist

«tTu ?
ower m estivation—there coverts are being

KniDbed up and fences removed, and useless trees

that the slack gear apparatus by which the rope is kept
always tight is available, the wear by dragging on the
surface of the land is hardly anything, and a very
large item is deducted from the annual expense.

Repairs and rope together can hardly however have
less in the case before us than 501. during the time
when 350 acres were accomplished j and if that took

80 days to do, then to this 50/. there must be added SSI.

for wages, fuel, and oil; besides 68/. our former

Home Correspondence.
Breeds of Sheep : Partington Tenants' Club.—I have

seen in your Agricultural Gazette of the 19th October,

1861, an account given by the members of the Par-
lington Tenants' Club of their experiments in sheep
feeding, and I must confess that I have (for one) been
sadly disappointed, for what earthly use can such an experi-

ment prove to the farmers ofthe country, or indeed to any
one, for we are told that No. 1 and 2 came to fold in good
grazing condition, having been wintered on the estate,

whilst Nos. 3 and 4 were fat and had received every
indulgence ; No. 5 in fair folding condition, and No.^7
were bought out of a lot in the fat market, while No. 8
were lean. Now, Mr. Editor, in the name of all that's

common sense, how can we compare the feeding
capabilities of those various breeds from the absurd way
they were chosen ? Nos. 3 and 4, unless they received
more than every indulgence, must of course progress
less than Nos. 1 and 2 or No. 8. To me it appears that
for such an experiment to be of any value the sheep
should have been purchased, say as lambs, and all

wintered together and on the same food, and then there
would be some value in the feeding experiments through
the summer, and would show which class paid most for
their food, but as it now is, I for one cannot derive any
information from the experiment. A Sheep Farmer.

Wheat, Barley, and Oats. Average Prices, Michael-
mas, 1861.—At the present time there are two subjects
of deep interest which occupy public attention—both
highly important—the simply of Cnrn far- *W^ pr^l
Tliw oupply-oTcotton lorTne mills. Although the pre-
sent average price of Wheat in Europe has not yet
advanced very much, we must not be surprised should
a considerable rise take place. It is considered that
the present monetary pressure in Paris arises, among
other causes, from the demand for gold to pay for pur-
chases of grain in Russia and elsewhere. In whatever
way the present difficulty may be postponed, by tem-
porary measures tending to stop the drain of gold, it

must be evident that to the extent of the purchases
made in foreign countries to supply the deficiency in the
harvest, so much gold or silver must ultimately leave
France, if the exports of the products of her soil or of
her industry cannot be extended, and to a larger extent
should the present condition of America unfortunately
continue. Under these circumstances, the return of
the weekly average prices of Wheat, Barley, and Oats
for the year ending Michaelmas last, which I have
usually presented to your readers, may prove interest-
ing", not only to the agricultural but to other classes of
society. The average prices for 52 weeks ending the
28th of September, 1861, are :—

Wheat . . . . 54*. 9d . per imperial quarter.
Barley . . . . 36*. lOd.
Oats .. .. 34s. Od.

During the last quarter the average prices have been
advancing, but the average price of Wheat in October,
1861, is not so high as it was in October, 1860, caused,
it may be remembered, by the deficient crop of 1680.
During the farmer's year ending Michaelmas, 1861, the
following shows the period of the highest and lowest
prices:

—

Highest prices. s. d.
wheat, 19th of June, 1360 .. ., 61 I
Barley. 23d of November, 1S60 . . ..414
Oats, 2d of August. 1S61 26 10

Lowest prices.
Wheat, 19th of July, 1S61 .. .. 50
Barlev, ->3d of August, 1S61 .. .. 30
Oats, 2Sth of December, 1860 . . . . 21 3

I remain, Sir, your obedient, humble Servant, Charles
M. Willich, Actuary University Life Assurance
Society.— 25, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall, S. W. f Nov. 1.

Poultry.—You lately spoke complainingly of English

farmers having given up rearing poultry as part of

their business, whilst foreigners give increased atten-

tion to it. Are they not giving it up for the same
reason that they gave up growing Grapes? Has not
" free trade " proved that the French can rear poultry

cheaper than we can on account of their climate?

»»

excessive charge for maintenance of value, being 10 per

cent, on 680/., the original cost of engine and apparatus, Another reason is, I think, that few farmers now flin

and 39/. or 51. per cent, interest on capital. All these corn out of barns on to their dung heap to be share
items make up an annual sum of 215/., or nearly the betweeu poultry and sparrowg. I am looking forward

pulled rfnZ T a™/™
re™ovea

'
.

ana useless trees same as the amount we suppose to be saved in the to the promised articles on the subject, and shall be
«* aown. And during the pas* year we know of ^^Tarelaidh^^ 1

™ry glad if you will show how to make poultry pay
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without a barn-yard. The "consumption of rabbits . Straw. A paper on each of these subjects will appear

Seems to be enormous, and the importation very great, in the next Number of the Society's Journal. Since

Would not the breeding of rabbits be more profitable the last meeting of the Council Dr. Voelcker has made
to cottagers than poultry ? A considerable portion of another tour through the dairy districts of Cheshire

the food might be collected from the hedges by chil- and Derbyshire. Another paper on cheese manufac-

dren. Ah Initio. ture will appear in the Journal of next August.

The Committee have requested the Professor to

make some experiments on the two following sub-

jects :

—

1. The different action of superphosphate on light and
heavy, and on calcareous soils.

2. The chemical changes occurring during the process of

the conversion of moorland, heath, and peat, into effec-

tive arable soil, with suggestions for the substances, in-

organic and otherwise, best suitable for application.

The Professor has received through Dr. Daubeny, of

Skmttits
EOYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : Wednesday, Nov. 6.—Present I

H. R. H. The Prince Consort, President, in the chair

;

The Earl of Powis, Lord Berners, Lord Feversham,
Lord Tredegar, Lord Walsingham, The Hon. W. G.
Cavendish, M.P.; The Hon. Col. Hood, Sir E. Hulse,
Bart; Sir Watkin Wynn, Bart., M.P

L ;_
Mr. Acland,

j
Oxford, from Professor Luna, of Madrid, a variety of

Spanish Apatite, the analysis of which shows 80 per

cent, of pure phosphate of lime. The substance is

called Moroxite.

A lecture will be given by Dr. Voelcker in March
next on Milk.

Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Bramston,
M.P. ; Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Challoner, Mr. J. D. Dent,
M.P.; Mr. Druce, Mr. Exall, Mr. Frere, Mr. Bran-
dreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Holland, M.P.;
Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Mr. Jonas, Mr. Lawrence, Mr.
MMward, Mr. Randell, Mr. Rigden, Mr. Thompson,
M.P. ; Mr. Torr, Mr. Turner, Dr. Voelcker, Mr. Owen
Wallis, Mr. Webb, Mr. Wells, Mr. Burch Western,
Mr. Henry Wilson, Professor Wilson.

The following New Members were elected t

—

P. O. Papillon, M.P., Manor House, Lexden, Colchester.
John Robinson, Mark Lane, Leeds.
T. F. Lewis, Newport, Monmouthshire.
W. Graham, Jun., Newport, Monmouthshire.
"William Pride, Lanvihaugel, Chepstow.
The Hon. Greville R. Vernon, Cool House, Dingwall, X.B.
"William Willis, West Moulsey, Surrey.
Bryan G. D. Cooke, Colomendy, Mold.
Balph Pattison Nisbet, Row Wood, Chalfont St. Giles.
Sir W. Yardley, Hadlow Park. Tunbridge.
Edward Waddington, Wakefield.
Andrew Mitchell, Alloa, N.B.
H. Stephens Duggan, Hereford.
Walter Morris. Dewsale Court, Herefordshire.
R. Farthing- Knight, Hereford.
William Ford, Newhouse, Brinsop, Herefordshire.
J. Bearcroft Downing, Holme Lacey, Herefordshire.
William Cook Morris, Whitewick, Herefordshire.
H. Chandos Pole, Barton Fields, Derby.
Professor Buckman, R. A. College, Cirencester.
The Rev. E. Lawson, Longhurst Hall, Morpeth.
Sir Charles Taylor, Bart. , Forest Lodge, Liphook.
E. Clark, Lee, Blackheath.
John Brett, Burton J6yce, Nottingham.
T. Sumner Parker, Oxton, Southwell.
John Brett, Oxton Grange, Southwell.
Richard Fair, Hormsby Grange, Herefordshire.
George Pye, Cublington, Madlcy, Herefordshire.
GeoTga Jenner, Parsonage House, Udimore, Rye.
T. Greenwood Clayton, Wetherby.

The Hon. Colonel Cotton was elected a Member of
Council in the room of the Right Hon. the Earl of
Macclesfield, resigned.

Finances.—-The Hon. Col. Hood, Chairman of the
Cmrmrfttfr\ presetted the V> -port, from which it

appeared that the !Secretary's receipts during the past
three months had been examined by the Committee,
and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., the Society's
accountants, and were found correct. The sum of
3000/. had been added to the Society's funded capital.
The balance in the hands of the bankers on October 31
was 2785/. 19.?. 2d. The balance sheet for the quarter
ending September 30, and the statement of subscrip-
tions and arrears, was laid on the table ; the amount of
arrears now due being 848/.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson, M.P., chairman, pre-
sented the following Supplementary list of Prize3 for
Essays and Reports for 1862, which was adopted.

1. Thirty sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the
Parasites, includingEntozoa,which infest cattleandsheep

2. Twenty sovereigns will be given for the best Essav on
Land Valuing.

The estimates which ought to form the basis of calcula-
tion in fixing the rental of land; the seasons most
favourable for inspection ; the practicability of reducing
lands under different systems of culture to the same
standard of calculation, should be discussed.

. Ten sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the
Management of a Home Farm or Farm attached to the
residence of a landed proprietor. The arrangements in
the dairy and stable, the proper rates of charge for farm
produce or services supplied ; and the advantages and
drawbacks of such a connection are to be discussed.

4. Ten sovereigns will be given for the best Essav on the
Ra es of Grub and Slug on the Wheat plant.
The predisposing causes from weather, or situation, or
cropping, and the best modes of prevention or euro are
to be stated.

The i apeting for these prizes must be sent to tho
Secretary of the Societ b 12, Hanover Square, London,
on or before the 1st of May, 1862.

Contributors of Papers are requested to retain copies of
their communications, as the Society cannot be respon-

,
sible for their return.

Allusion having been made to the non-appearance of
the Reports of the Judges of Steam Ploughs and
Implements at Leeds in the last Number of the Journal,

it was resolved on the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs,
seconded by Mr. Turner, that the Secretary be in-

structed to obtain them at the earliest possible period,

and that they be immediately made public, under the
direction of the Journal Committee.
Ag-bicuxtttral Chemistry.—Mr. Wren Hoskyns

informed the Council that Dr. Voelcker had proceeded
with the experiments and analysis of the new cattle

and sheep feed made from the refuse of the Palm-nut,

referred to in .May last, and there stated to contain 29
per cent, of oil. Since that report the cattle food has
been used at the Royal Agricultural College at Ciren-
cester, and the results have been very satisfactory. A
further report will be made of the comparative value of
this cattle food. The subjects of anal s which the

;

Professor has now in hand are:—1. Exp ments on

tained by the Council without a
notice.

month; s

I
The General Meeting of the Society

take place on Wednesday the 11th December
8 ** * 1

Farmers' Clubs.
Central.— At a meeting of the mfln,i

Club, held at the York Hotel, New B -7" **
Blackfriars, on the evening of Monday "\ ^
Spencer Skelton, the Chairman,

presiding
* *

interesting paper on the effect of under/'
' *

the arterial channels and outfalls of the t«

raui^ -

read by Mr. J. Bailey Denton, of Stere /***'
from which we make the following

extract
^ ^

After some preliminary remarks by the CI
'

the deficiency of the past harvest, Mr. IW **"

The first great impetus given to under-dw-
passing of the Public Moneys' Drainage Act • "P **
supplied the pecuniary means, and established t

,D ^
printf

I

raitJ j

public

Hml*Reporting.—The report on this subject was brought
forward by the Earl of Powis, and on the motion of his

Lordship, seconded by Lord Berners, it was resolved
that the three agricultural papers, viz., the Marie Lane ^ ~, w wiain mm,.-.

-—
Express, Bell's Wee7c!y Messenger, and the Agricultural available source on the security of a first cW n£T~ r

- --.«?- ^ »- ^ inheritance of the improved lands. From infcStnKJ*
by the Inclosure Commissioners, it appears that 3 wfJS?4

charging entailed properties. The ^vac m . —

,

at the disposal of the landed interest havWv* ^ P
for, monied com panics have since stepped nVt ^ *P
private sources the means of continuing the wwl^V ^
ties have been afforded by the Legislature Un(w 'Fi4*
Moneys' Drainage Act, to enable anyland'oZr 2l2?*
ith the terms of the companies, to obtain nwn* «5?*^

Gazette, be each allowed to send a reporter to the
Weekly Councils ; and that one reporter, representing
the London daily papers, be allowed to attend.

Meeting op 1862.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, having
brought forward the motion of which he had given
notice, that the Society's Exhibition for 1862 be held
in the week commencing the 23rd of June; and Mr.
Thompson, M.P., having moved an amendment, it was
resolved that it be referred to the Implement Committee
to consider and report on the question and time of
exhibition of implements to the December Council.

It was resolved that, in order to give the Society's

Metropolitan Exhibition for 1862 an international
character, it is desirable that there be separate Classes,

and that Prizes be offered for Foreign Breeds of Cattle,

Horses, Sheep, and Pigs.

His Royal Highness the President suggested that a
Committee should be formed for the purpose of immedi-
ately communicating with foreign countries with a view
to carrying out this resolution, and the following noble-
men and gentlemen were requested to act on such Com-
mittee. The Earl of Powis, Lord Feversham, the Hon.
Col. Hood, the Hon. W. Cavendish, M.P.,Mr. Brandreth
Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Milward, and Mr. Wells

;

and on the motion of Mr. Acland it was resolved that
it be referred to this Committee to consider and to
prepare a list of Prizes and report to the next Council.—Lord Feversham brought forward a motion that the
Stock shall arrive on Monday and Tuesday, June 23
and 24: that the Judges award the prizes on Wednes-
day. The Show-yard to be open Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, and the following Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday. It was urged that shepherds and others
in charge of stock were, under the present system, kept
away from home for two Sundays, and the motion was
carried by* large majority.

Veterinary.—A report was received from this Com-
mittee that the Stock of Mr. Harvey Jones' tenants in
Montgomeryshire had been attacked by a disease which
had proved fatal in numerous instances, and it was
resolved that the Society's Veterinary Inspector should
proceed to Trewythen and report the result of his in-
vestigation. Professor Simonds had visited the stock,
and found that upwards of 50 animals of various ages
had died in the immediate vicinity within the last few
weeks, and that this number was being almost daily
added to. At the time of the Professor's visit, one of the
tenants had lost eight, one other was attacked while he
was there, and since then a second, both of which had
succumbed to the disease. The Professor was not with-
out hope that the further progress of the disease will be
arrested by the preventive means he had suggested, and
which were being carried out. He considered it

a di' <e centered in the blood. This fluid
had undergone important pathological changes, which
lead to its becoming stagnant in some part or other
of the organism. Different animals were some-
what differently attacked, but essentially 4ke malady
was the same in all. The causes were the character of
the food on which the animals had been living and the
conditional circumstances under which they had been
placed with regard to their general management. The
state of the atmosphere and character of the soil ha 1

also played an important part in the production of tie
malady. It was resolved that the expenses of the
Veterinary professor on this visit be borne by the
Society as coming within Section I. of the Members*
Veterinary privileges, a further report of the cases and
their treatment being furnished by the Professor.

Wool.—Professor Wilson reported that the arrance-
ments for the exhibition by the Society of fleeces of
the different breeds of native sheep and their crosses at
the International Exhibition of 1862 were progn ling

satisfactorily; numerous promises of support having
been already received from eminent breeders and
merchants.

On the motion of Mr. Thompson, M.P., it was
resolved, thatj with the exce; >n ot' tmy payment
recommended in the customary Report of the Finance
Committee, no proposition involving the payment of

inheritance of the improved lands. From infornSL?
by the Inclosure Commissioners, it appears that 3 n *,been actually expended under the Public Moneys
234.800Z. has been spent under the Private Man*™* 5*o*,ovvi. nas Deen spenc unaer tne Private Mone-^
perience has already shown that from the present gatmL ftcompanies being held in check by competition anSff '

selves, and by the terms of the Private Mow* illandowners can command money at a fair rate d 3
rest, without recourse to the national purse. The rah
to the nation, however, in more ways than one hnsS
justified the act of Sir Robert Peel, in granting foe o2money in the first instance. One of the most concC
though not always the most desirable way of testtefc
economy of an outlay in improvements, is the applieS*,-
borrowed capital to that object, with the obligation of rar
ing the capital money so borrowed with interest, in 8Xnumber of years ; for, if an improvement will not car
with it a profit beyond the repayment of the capW m
interest, it cannot be deemed an advantageous one by

»

borrower. The return from draining has not only sbor.
profit sufficient to warrant the obligations of a loan, and"|
satisfy the equitable claims of mortgagees, but it has i

landowners of wealth to apply their own money in M
amounts, as the safest of :nvestments

; fwhile the exini
of the Government, in advancing money repayable by VI
stalments, has induced the insurance offices, with tfe

great command of collective capital, to negotiate, with ad*
tage to themselves, the rent-charges created by the draa?

companies, which would otherwise have long ago atafe
the subscribed capital of those companies. Already t*

different Companies have negotiated advances to landc

amounting to 1,503,4962. for various kinds of agricultural

provement, and one of the largest capitalists in this cost

has recently, by a special Act of Parliament, placed at tie

posal of improving agriculturists a large fund on terms sini

to those which are adopted by the ex/sting drainage <f

panies ; and with these accumulating proofs of the confide

of capitalists m the security affordea by agriculturalit^^^
^ments, it is evident we are not likely to stand still lorW *

money. When quoting the amounts expended and cbarAi
land, it should be observed that a large proportion

5,258,5552. expended has been already repaid, and thatee

addition to the general debt will be partly met by a dedicw

in the instalments annually paid off.

Extent of Land Under-drained.—The quantity of land <:

up to this time under the several Acts, public and private
£means of borrowed capital charged on the inheritance, fflyj*

taken at 910,000 acres, assuming that the average coefbas**-

52. 7s. per acre. From the best information I have beenaov

to collect of the extent permanently drained by to®**:

using their own capital, I believe we may consider >c-

560,000 acres to be the quantity drained by such meansjj

the present time. But after all the lands permtfWW I

drained by one means and another are summed np, m
.

I

not amount to one-fifteenth of the extent yetnmmmJS
drained, which is estimated at above 21,000,000f«*

w
jj

tivated land, and land capable of profitable
cultivation w*

draining. , . •n*
i

Progress and Public Estimation of Undtt r"S tfii»

leading nations of Europe have sent their ec
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country to see what has be done in farm drainage ^
the information gained to found laws for^P^J^.

tbe Growth of Wheat; 2. On the Feeding qualities of money by the Society, if objected to, shall be enter-

improvement at home similar to those which ha;re ^
here. Russia, France, Hanover, Belgium, ana itaiy^
made minute inquiries ; and laws, I believe, ^V^—
mulgated, though, up to this time, but little P^S,^
been actually made in tho work itself.

m

Judge i

eminent American agriculturist, too, visited £ng
.

years back, and having collected the necessary acotm.

lished a full account of all that we have done as ^ rukw

own countrymen. The last three years, all ^^^j^
character, exemplify, in the clearest light, that *^.giW |

to be gained by underdraining are manifold. *n
. iLjgji

dry year—so dry, in fact, that many persons w^° fr^j
vestigated the subject upon which they spoke Rttr

jHfc-

dr ht to the over-drainage of the country ; w^er^4^|
found by those who compared drained with undratf^
that not only was evaporation lessened, but that ^e*5t
of the soil by under-drainage admitted the moiflttn*^

atmosphere into the earth, in a manner so invigo/"

vegetation, that the practice which had been si

as the cause of drought was recognised as its ^- j
In 1800 we had a continued wet year. The e*^[
drainage was, of course, more seusibly felt and na{

?

I

yJ
rally appreciated in this wet year than in the Pw^2i*l
one, and defects and deficiencies in the practice of^2
were made apparent. It was clearly seen and ackn°^JJ
that the drained lands carried much larger and fl*01

^
crops than the undrained, that the corn was ot *

quality—a matter of much consequence in a 3'ear
.JJ^f

corn was indifferent -and that the in-gathering txt tc/^
ing harvest which signalised this year was at least

•*JJ£
earlier. The year 1860, more than any previous y^^JJ^
drainage has been accepted as a sine qud non in D»

cultivation, has served to show the drainer that *1]f^^
not so simple as is often believed—to point out to < ^
vator the treatment required of him to develope ^^m
tions of under- draining arable land—and to dum

°**J#ii*
the gra/.ier the limits to which he may go in the uso

^
tenacious clay j -ures ere that use becomes au aou ' j^f
present year (1361) those farmers who had drained cj»-

^
^i

work upon, have discovered, by the wider b
J*JJ

l

hbo»"
Wheat crop compared with the smaller crops ol Dei

f^d
undrained farms, the advantages they P°^?se<

^atter
&

acknowledged by those who have examined the n»*
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that the actual yield from drained land, when compared

3th undrained land, is considerably in favour of the former,

^rtjculariy in cases where the two processes of draining 1 and
CTcoltivation have gone hand in hand. This superiority is

Sr* to the effect of stirring the soil and the aeration of the

Saoil, as much as to the removal of the surplus water. It will

JTrcmembered that just at the time when the corn was ceas-

wtogrow and swell, and the stage of ripening commenced,

5 dry weather set in. It was from this period that the aera-

So of the soil began to tell. With the heat increasing, the

4- loaded with floating moisture, and with the ammonia
4^tred from all kinds of exhalations, travelled through the

0g to the roots of the ripening corn, and maintained it in

iHroor to the period of complete fructification.

fyfxit*cU* in Hider-Draining.—When thus predicting pro-

gress it becomes me to refer to the deficiencies in the practice

l»d affect of under-draining which have manifested thena-

rs, and which, to a certain extent, have brought discredit

systematic operations. We must not forget that 15 years

mo we knew little or nothing of under draining as a system,

ftedays and gravels were drained upon the same system, ex-

lytthit the distance between the drains was increased, and
Asqnently the depth also. Little regard, however, was paid

to the undulations and irregularities of the surface, and to

tje influence of higher and adjacent lands, so long as the
parallelism adopted would enable the operator to state that

tk« drains were a certain distance apart, and the depth was
toifonnly 4 feet* Experience has since shown, and is con-

tinuing to show, with increasing cer that uniformity

if design can only be properly applied where the surface as

wel! aa the subsoil is even and uniform; that, in fact, irre-

gularity of surface in all cases, whether the soil be "free"

or
" tenacious.'

1 must be considered equally with the varia-

tion of the soil itself ; that whereas you can hardly put too

awmy draina in the stiffest clays, which resist the theory of

dspth governing distance, a very few comparatively will

^office in a wet free soil, if these irregularities of surface and
conditions of subsoil are specially dealt with, and the source

sad action of the underground water ascertained, and properly

provided for. The question of depth is no longer open for dis-

cuMion, though it is not now supported by the false promise

ofcheapness. The only point in the drainage of clay lands in

iwcrve is the number of drains to be applied with a due regard

frtrne economy. A minimum depth of 4 feet is justified on
the simple ground of security, and the requirement of the

6orernment (as guardians of reversionary interests), that all

toinage, the cost of which is charged on the inheritance, shall

bepermanent, and, as far as practicable, out of reach of harm.
We all know in practice that ifa regular inclination is preserved,

there must be places in the course of 4 foot drains which
approach the surface as near as 3 feet and less, and for the

same reason a 3 feet drain will be only 2 feet in places. Now
u we judge of the strength of any structure by the weakest
part, so we must regard the security of under-drainage by its

shallowest places, for the steam-engine is no respecter of

particular spots, and we are not looking very far forward in

anticipating the time when the clay lands of this country
will be penetrated by the steam subsoiler ; and it is by no
XDMna chimerical to state that then we should And 3-feet

under drains, in their shallowest places, as far from permanent
as the abrogated 18-inch drains have been found to be in their
shallowest places by ordinary deep ploughing. Upon this

ground, if there were no sufficient reason in the fact that every
additional inch of vertical depth places 100 tons of active soil

kt the disposal of vegetation, we may congratulate ourselves
that the principle of depth has been maintained in spite of
opposition, though it has brought about an inconsistency in
our laws affecting waterways; which amounts almost to an
absurdity, for while no under-drains can be executed under a
prevailing depth of 4 feet, the common watercourses receiving
the unrfer-dxrt^j^A^M^Avc, lor the most part, ic -

- than
ist session, with its many valna' '

T8, for district drainages, affords little additional facilities
to private owners for the deepening of party ditches and
common watercourses. These reflections will be found to cover
every case of dissatisfaction, where good materials and good
workmanship have been adopted, and where efforts have been
made by the cultivator to facilitate, by deep stirring, the
passage of the rain through the surface of the soil ; by the
grazier to encourage a healthy condition Of herbage, by
abstaining from treading with stock the surface of clay land
pastures in wet seasons ; and by the owner of the land to
prevent the stoppage of the drains and outlets, by the growth

Jii^
6 r00ts in the piPes>

and by the siting UP of the out"

fall ditches. The admission of these causes of dissatisfaction.
However, does not get rid of them. The number of drains
cannot be increased in the stiffer clays without an increase of
outlay by the landlord, and the landlord cannot spend more
money without expecting a higher interest from the tenant.
Xo money is to be saved by reducing the depth for the Govern-
ment, and good policy requires that the depth shall not be less
than 4 feet, and thus the conflict ensues. The only remedy
aat can be suggested is to save as much money as jK>ssible in

the drainage of the free soils by more appropriate treatment,
«nd

I

by a wider consideration of adjacent and higher lauds, and
'h the saving to increase the number of drains in the clays,

Hut we should not forget the fact that when fewer drains are
adopted they are still doing good, and an amount of good
jnore than equivalent to the outlay, though they are tardy in
•"•ir action and require greater help by deep stirring above,
it therefore becomes a simple Dr. and Cr. account how many
grains will earn' the greatest profit. It does not unfi equently
jjappen, indeed^ that although the drainer is often at fault, the
defect i.s rather in the after-treatment of the land than in the

<J2»*ge itself. It is natural, perhaps, with us all to magnify
deficiencies, and pass over the benefits ; but I think if we
*«e to compare the insufficiently drained land with the same
Inscription of land not drained at all, we should often find
le* reason for complaint. A tenant of a noble earl in Kent
recently consulted me as to a claim of compensation upon
tos landlord, for the loss he experienced by a small portion
<Uand not being drained as satisfactorily as the rest, and stated
«tt the diflerence between the land sufficiently drained and
wat imperfectly drained, was 81. an acre in the Wheat crop he
*as then about to cut. It was only on my pointing out to him
the injury he might do himself by drawing his landlord's atten-
tion to the fact that he got a profit of 8/. an acre without any
extra effort on his part from the whole extent of the land, he
admitted to be sufficiently drained, that induced him to withhold
his claim. In another case, where the owner was occupying his
own land, a complaint was made that thewater was standing on
the surface of his drained land. On going to the spot, in the
month of February this year, cattle and hheep were seen in the
fields, arable as well as pasture. The severe frost of the
JBrevious month had left the land in a state most susceptible of
JJapresskra, and the surface wa* therefore stamped with little
hj*ius holding water, and frequently directly over the drains.

-was in a county where the proverb rules that it " rains
^ery day in the week, and twice on Sunday," Could the
«ect be otherwise than it was ?

Eztmt of Wet lands.—Tb* total extent of wet lands drained
orcapahle of improvement by draining in Great Britain is
«*imated at 22,890,000 acres, out of the total area of 56,352,000.

u Si
** land aIreGdy permanently drained will not reach

^million up to the present time, so that there remains un-guied more than 21,000,000 of acres. The remaining2™ f acrea consist, for the most part, of free soil*

Sa^P5^' which absorb a*d iufiltrate to various depths
"sjwia the reach of evaporation from l-10th to £ of the rain

that falls on the surface, the remaining portion of the rainfall

being taken up by vegetation or evaporation, or passing off the
surface without entering it in times of heavy and sudden rain-
falls. The remaining part of the 33£ millions consists of moun-
tainous lands of rock formations, the surface of which having
rapid slopes throw off the rainfall in very large proportions,
viz., from g to 4-5ths of the rainfall. Within the bounds of
these steep lands there are bogs and moors, which catch a
large quantity of the water thrown from the mountain slopes,

and give off by evaporation much more moisture than the rain

that falls directly upon them. The extent of the surcharged
free soils drained or requiring draining is about 12,000,000 out
of 23,000,000 of wet lands, leaving of clays about 11,000,000.

These figures are set forth to draw attention to the magnitude
of the field to which under-drainage is gradually extending
itself, and for which provision must be made sooner or later in

the main arteries and outfalls.

Effects of draining the " Free and Mixed Satis."—The effect of

underdraining on this description of soil (and in truth

on most of the mixed soils), will be readily' understood when
it is observed that no water can run from the under-drains
until the water bed has been raised by descending rains to the

level of the drains, and that as the surface springs rose higher

and higher before draining, so the lowest drains will begin to

run first, and as soon as the water bed of the whole area

drained, forming an inclined plane, has risen by degrees to the
height of every drain, the whole system will be at work, aud
not till then. A portion of the infiltrated water, not an in-

considerable one in some eaae> limed by the space in the
subsoil intermediate between the level of the drains and the
depth to which the water bed may have sunk after the drains
ceased to run in the spring. This space will be found to be
more or less, according to height and aspect, as influencing
gravitation and evaporation, and the extent to which the dis-

integration of the subsoil by drainage may promote capillary

attraction. The quantity discharged by the drains therefore
does not represent the whole of the infiltrated water, which
should be understood to include (1), the water discharged by
the drains; (2), the water which sinks to the springs ; an 1 (3),

the moisture which rises from the subsoil beneath the drams
by attraction into the soil above them, to be dispersed by
evaporation at the surface. In certain cases, where the sur-
charged lands approach the lowest outcrop of the stratum or
bed, the drains partake of the nature of perennial springs, and
continue to discharge the overflow of the subjacent water level.

When free soils are effectively drained, the water in test holes
between the under-draius will generally stand at an approxi-
mate level with the drains, after that level has been regained,
though its height will fluctuate with the rainfall when any
appreciable quantity descends. This being the action of under-
draining the surcharged free soils, the results will be, first, to
render the surface more capable of absorbing the rain that falls

upon it; second, to lower the discharge of the upper surface
springs in a slight degree ; and third, to withdraw from the
power of evaporation all the water which the under-drains
discharge.

Under-draining diminishes Floods.—Upon the first result
there can be no difference of opinion. That the voiding of
water beneath by drainage gives the soil from which the water
is taken an increased capacity for absorption is obvious, and if

all the drained land was deeply cultivated there would be little

or no overflow from the land surface, for the space occupied by
air and water in a well-stirred soil is represented by Dr.
Madden to be l-4th of its depth, while that similarly occupied
in a drained subsoil of a free character may be taken*as l-12th

;

so that supposing the land drained 4 feet deep, and the surface
cultivated 10 inches deep, the clear capacity for the reception
of rain would be 5i inche? vertical depth. Fortunate would be
the owners of land and the inhabitants of our valleys 'if this
condition generally existed, for then we should hear but little
Of H -S. JJut tiic .-._ auLU/a JXflJiM^
and cultivation o f WWHRfTallrorraB this &u\ hings being
general. The slopes of the free soils are most frequently
steeper than those of the claps. The major portion of the free

soils is in pasturage, and the arable land for the most part
maintains a ridge and furrow surface, which, added to natural
hollows, unaffected by cultivation, rnugt interfere with the
complete absorption of which a drained soil is susceptible, and
prevent any sensible reduction of floods. Still, as steam-culti-
vation and deeper ploughing gain ground, a greater proportion
of the rain will be admitted, and though the drain3 will dis-

charge an increased quantity of water per diem during a cer-

tain period of the year, floods will be gradually diminished.
"Free and mixed Soils" discharge by Underdraws from one-

fifth to one-third the Rainfall—It will" be seen from the Hinx-
worth records, that the quantity of water discharged by the
underdrains from the " free " soil was a very large proportion

of the rain which fell during the period of discbarge. The
monthly rainfall and mean discharge per acre from the "free
and mixed soils" at Hinxworth, reduced to an average daily

quantity per acre, were as follows ;

—

Rainfall. Discharge. Rainfall Discharge.
October 1. 200 .221

J
February 1 55 .745

November .. 1.229 .483 I 51arch 503 .262

December .. .Wl -6S0 | April 1.086 .2D3

January .. . 1.702 1.337 | May 547 .138

Effect of Under-draining the "Free and mixed Soils'
9 on the

Arterial Channels and Outfalls.—Thus it may be seen that
after the subterranean supply of the free soils had been
replenished, any considerable fall of rain sensibly aug-
mented the discharge, and that, as the winter passed on,
the discharge from the drains became steadier and greater,
though the moment that vegetation and evaporation became
active, and took their share of the rain that fell on the
surface, the discharge became gradually less. It may be
seen too that the time when the f *new water" from the
free soils will find its way to the outfalls in the largest quan-
tities will be in the months of December, January, and
February. If we apply these deductions to the whole
extent of wet free soils in Great Britain, the figures would
be startling ; but inasmuch as it will take a great many years
to complete the underdrainage of the country, it would
answer no good purpose to do so. I will be content to state,

that supposing every acre of surcharged free soil to be drained,
and the discharge on any particular day when the land is

saturated to the extent of its capability to be the same as the
free soils of Hinxworth showed on the 10th ot January, 1857,

(when there was only an ordinary fall of rain of half-an-inch),
it would require only 80,000 acres to discharge its drainage into

the catchment basement of any particular river to place 1000

acres under 1 inches of water, supposing the river itself to be
full and the land saturated. The foregoing remarks ha*e been
confined to the " free " soils. We now approach the considera-

tion of the discharge from the " clays,* upon which the Hinx-
worth experiments afford some interesting particulars.

Condition of the "Clay Sails" before Draining—Before under-

draining the "clays," the effect of the autumn rains was to

feed their absorbent properties until the soil was completely

saturated to the surface, when the excess would either flow off

by the land-furrows and by the slacks and hollows of the

natural surface, or it would rest upon the ground until it was
dissipated by evaporation.

Effect of J>raining the "Clan Roils*— It has already been
said that the discharge from the free soils will precede that of

the dan by a considerable time ; and in tracing the discharge

of the drains from the clays at Hinxworth, after they had becu

drained, it is seen that they did not begin to discharge at all

till the end of November. By that time the 3i inches of ram

Discharge.

which had fallen in October and November had sufficed to fill
the inner pores of the soil, and some of the more minute
interstitial spaces. The records show that the drains then
began to dribble, though the water had not risen to the height
of the drains.

"Clay Soils " discJiarge rapidly a large Proportion of Heavy
Rainfalls.—Although the water had been gradually rising, the
soil was not filled up to its capability of retention till

January 10th, when complete saturation was arrived at. On
that day, a fall of 0.542 inch, or 12,262 gallons per acre, took

|

place ; and the most remarkable increase in the rate of dis-

charge was the consequence. Prom a flow of 125 gallons per
acre, on the 9th, the outlets discharged 5150 gallons on the 10th.

It is desirable to draw attention to the fact, that it is only
when the clays have absorbed their full quantum that they will
disgorge the rainfall in so largea proportion. The total quantity
of waterdischarged by clay soils annually is small, comparedwith
that discharged by the free soils. The Hinxworth experiments
showed it to be only 59,931 gallons, or about 2J inches per acre
in the whole year. If these 59,931 gallons were regularly dis-

persed over the discharging periods, it would not materially
affect the arterial system of the country. But as so large a

|

proportion of heavier rainfalls maybe discharged when the free

soils will be discharging at least 1000 gallons per acre per diem,
and when the rivers may be pre-occupied by their present
natural supply, and by the waters that pass off the surface
without entering it, the fact adds another feature ofimportance
to the question before us. The monthly rainfall and discharge
per acre from the "Clays" at Hinxworth, reduced to an
average daily quantity, were as follows :

—

Rainfall.
October 1.20O
November 1.299
December .. .. .. ... .901

January 1.702
February 155
March 598
April 1.086
May 547

Effect of draining the Clay Sods on tlu Arterial Channels and
Outfalls.—This will be appreciated when it is stated that the
drainage water of 46,000 acres of clay lands will place 1000
acres of land already saturated under water 10 inches deep

;

and if the effect be tested by reference to the basin of the
Trent and Derwent, and the clays of that basin, which I esti-

mate at 550.000 acres, be assumed to be drained, we should find

;
upon a repetition of the circumstances of the 10th January,
1857, that the one day's extra water thrown into the valleys
from the under-drains of the clays alone would be
2,832,500,000 gallons, which would be sufficient to
cover nearly 13,000 acres with water ten inches deep.
I do not think it necessary to further enlarge upon this great
question. I trust I have stated sufficient to show that,

although the time may come when, under-draining being fol-

lowed by deep cultivation and the levelling ofridge and furrow,
I floods may be diminished, the tendency of extending works of
underdraining is to augment the daily flow of our rivers at that

|

period of the year when the soil is saturated to the extent of
its capability, and that the time is not far distant when the
improvement of the main arteries and outfalls will become a
positive necessity.

u Land Drainage Act, 1861."—I will now add a few
! words descriptive of the powers of the Act of last

session, which was passed for the furtherance of this

important object.

For the first time powers have been obtained to enable the
proprietors of the lower lands to remove mills, dams, weirs, and
other impediments which at present impede the upland waters

.11

.18S
1.026
.311
.107
.206

.110

pensation. Two-thirds in extent of any mjaxed district may
j

oblige the remaining one-third to joiu in the expense of getting
rid cf those obstructions ; and whereit is necessary tostraighten

|

aud deepen old rivers or watercourses, and to make new
cuts, compulsory powers of purchasing land are given.
These are the main provisions of the Act ; and they can

j
be put in force in any distriet constituted under the Act,
by the determination of two justices, or by arbitration,

in the case of removal or interference with obstructions,
and by provisional order of the Inclosure Commissioners in
the case of the compulsory purchase of land, if confirmed by a
sessional Act of Parliament similar to those annually passed to
confirm the inclosure of commons. To possess legal facilities

to re i
ove and alter mill-dams and weirs does not involve the

country in an actual reduction of millpower. On the contrary,
I hope I have shown that the effect of under-draining is to
rescue from the atmosphere a large share of the rainfall, which
will be available to increase rather than diminish the water
supply; and it will be found, when the time arrives for
dealing with obstructed rivers, that in a vast majority of cases
the point aimed at will not be the destruction of the mill, but
the means of discharge into the mill tail, and that many of our
valleys will bo divided into a series of smaller areas, feeding
each other with increased water supply by the very pro-
cess of draining itself.

^
Moreover, past experience would

indicate that those impediments (when their owners
become compliant under the powers of the important Act
just obtained) will be frequently made of use to agriculture,
by affording a ready means of irrigation. The A is

divided into three parts. Part* I. and II. refer to district
drainages requiring combined works, and the extensive
powers referred to are sot forth in 71 clauses, among which are
several provisions of a new and highly practical character. A
comparatively small proportion—one-tenth in extent— of a
district may start the measure ; while it will require one-third
to express dissent before that project, if approved by the In-
closure Commissioners, can be rejected. Part III. refers
simply to outfall works to be carried out by private owners,
such as easements for the passage of drainage-water through
the lands of lower owners, and the deepening and straighten-
ing of water-courses. The means of obtaining these advan-

i
tages, however, are attended with such heavy expense

—

j

greater, in fact, than attended the exercise of the same powers
! as they partially existed belore—that this part ofthe A not
likely to be much used until it is amended. The whole of the
expense of proceeding under Part I II. is to be paid by theap t-

cant for the improved outfall, and any adjoining owner or occu-

pier through whose land it is necessary U • j>ass may support his

objection by costly evidence and by the advocacy of counsel and
solicitors. A simple easement, in the shape ofan under iin

r

ig good to the land it passes through, or the deepening of

an existing ditch, may be opposed before justices and before

jury or arbitrator, in the most costly manner ; f the Act
declares that all " reasonable" expenses must be paid by the

applicant, without determining who is to judge of the what is

reasonable. It is net left to the decision of the justices or the

jury or the umpire to say what shall be paid, as in the case of

distriet drainages. When the owner and occupier (1 e or

early tenant) both refuse, an appeal to justices may quickly

dispose of their opposition. But, where the owner assents and

the lessee dissents, the expense will entirely prevent pro-

ceeding. Daily experience shows that no landowner will

venture upon so simple a matter as a mere easement,

unless he knows beforehand what it will cost; and

under the new Act, with an appeal to justices or arbitra-

tion by an owner, to a jury by a lessee, and to

justices by a yearly tenant, this is not possible ; for

directly an applicant/ serves a Notice he becomes cofti
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mitted to the proceeding, and to the "reasonable"
expenses of opposing parties, though be has no surety that
the Inclosure Commissioners will allow the cost and expenses
to be charged on the estate to be benefited. Again, the joiut
obligations of owners of party ditches or common water-
courses to deepen and maintain them is altogether ignored.
If one owner (A) in a party or common ditch is desirous of
securing a sufficiently deep discharge for the under-drains
he has been required by the Government to dig 4 feet deep,
and seeks to deepen the outfall ditch in which he has
but a part interest, he is required by the new Act not only to
do the necessary work at his own single cost, but to keep it

clear for the use of his neighbours (B. and C) afterwards ; more-
over, either of those neighbours may, if he neglects to do this,

set to work and clear it, and recover the cost of doing so in a
summary way from A, although they may be equally advan-
taged by the deepening. These inconsistencies, which have
crept into the Act, will command amendment. One
great advantage is already gained. The right of land-
owners to discharge injurious waters through the inter-
posing lands of their neighbours to the natural outfalls,
has become generally admitted and legalised. It did indeed
appear contrary to common sense, for which Englishmen have
credit, that, while we were holding up to the world the advan-
tages of drainage, as the foundation of good cultivation, and
while the Government were compelling landowners to adopt i

deep drainage within their estates, we should allow private I

rights to interpose their veto to the obtainmenfc of an appro- I

priate outfall. It has been the subject of some surprise, that I

the agricultural meetings of this autumn have passed by with- '

out any allusion, by our leading men to the Land Drainage Act
of 1861—one of the most important measures ever granted by
the Legislature for the benefit of agriculture, and one which
was considered worthy of mention in the speech from the
Throne. If, by the discussion that will now ensue, we may be
so fortunate as to draw the attention of the country to this
Act, I shall f- el additional pride in having—in association with
several members of this Club—urged upon the Government its
necessity.

During the subsequent discussion, Mr. Alderman
MECHlsaid:—With regardtothe drainage of land in the
county of Essex, he knew that a large number of the
owners and holders had the means of draining the stiff

clay soils, but they unfortunately tvere under the im-
pression that it would never be profitable to drain them.
Mr. Denton had alluded to the improved productions
from the under-drained lands, and he could confirm
that gentleman from experience on his own farm,
which showed that the quality irrespective of the
quantity of crops produced was far superior where the
land had been properly drained as suggested.

drainage was being hurried on, which if not speedily

dealt with it would be impossible to remedy. He must

say he regretted that he had not heard more upon the

subject during the short discussion which had taken

place. In reply to Mr. Howard he begged to state

that the gauging of the drains had been taken by

buckets placed at the mouth, and the quantities ascer-

tained by means of a seconds watch. He was assisted

by several practical gentlemen, who could confirm his

statement as to the results of his experiments. He
then said that an allusion had been made to Essex in

the course of the evening, and he begged to state that

the progress of drainage in that county at the present

time was greater than in any other part of England.

Mr. J. Williams then moved, and Mr. Hobbs
seconded a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Denton for his

able paper, which having been agreed to, the usual

compliment was paid to the Chairman, and the pro-

ceedings were brought to a termination.

The Due de Luynes is said to have inwmi-
md. chieflv in thin Ahfefa* mi..

Ve
.

40iOO(fc

1250 to 3000 acres are tolerably numer^T^e
i!

D
®fj ??™!l °Ji*. ?

f
,
the ^Parfc^ents^ofp?^

raw fjtgujr, uuw uciuuging lO Jt&ron fintK." l'??^
tains 7500 acres, the park alone 1000. ^%
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Utbittos
Edinburgh Review. October, 1861.

In a notice of the Rural Economy of France by M.
Leonce de Lavergne, the " Edinburgh Review " gives
an interesting review of FrenchAgriculture. On a level
with England a century ago, although its progress has
been slow it has latterly become remarkable ; and that
which in our own case is history, we see now in actual
accomplishment amongst our neighbours. The fol-

lowing picture of French circumstances is interesting :

—

"Since 1815, her foreign trade has quintupled,
her manufactures have quadrupled, her agriculture
has doubled its produce, under the influence of those
three great principles of peace, justice, and freedom,
which are the eternal counterpoise to the hateful
effects of war, violence, and despotism. Eighty thou-
sand miles of roads have been opened in the country ;

10,000 miles of railway have been completed or are
now in progress ; canals have been made, rivers
rendered navigable, ports and docks constructed. The
progress of rural economy, especially from 1815 to

^A^^M?^J^7^.^«^> ,
1847

>
tept pace with this great movement, and has not

said :—Asamember ofthe House of Lords he felt the vast
importance of the Land Drainage Act of 1861 which
had been referred to. He had looked over the Act,
and felt that it would materially increase the facilities
for the proper outfall of the drainage. He congratu-
lated them that the measure had passed. With regard
to the subject more particularly under discussion, he

been sensibly thrown back by the unfavourable and
extraordinary courses of the last few years, in spite of
bad seasons, the Potato disease, the Vine disease, the
mortality of the silkworm, and the disturbed state of
the political world. The tenure of land has of course
been modified to a considerable extent by the laws of
succession established in France, but this change is less

them all toloolc ™to the ^.TA^^ ** one-third of

they must look into the drain, and test-hoies, and see^^l^

which land is least divided. The two «^ r|N'
birth and of fortune have, at all times sok 61 '

large possessions in the environs of Paria. i* ^
of revolutions they have succeeded. Mtt? ^
estates have changed hands, without mnoh*

4

1? **

"Since the Revolution of 1848, M ?^
resided almost continually in the old Aupm k^
tery of Val Richer in Normandy, which h
twenty-five years ago, and the adjacent L^
the skilful management of his son-in-law ^T

8
*

of drainage and dairy farming to the w'hde
*

To speak more generally, the revolutions whU
made the most eminent men in France

sfc

"

the contests of the capital and to the seats of

^aD
^eI,

or parliamentary power, have thrown th^
UD^

back on country life, and have powertulW ^ J-
to the beneficial change we remark in the rural
of the whole nation."

We conclude with the reviewer :—
" Whatever may be the opinions we entertain tf(U

political institutions of the second W1K <T!U
ground of material improvements it is ab3urd to <W
that the Emperor has rendered great services toJb2
—services indeed so great, that one of the S»
brought against him by his uncompromisingoppoS
is, that these benefits have caused the nation tofcZ
even that loss of freedom by which they have b«
purchased. However this may be, nothing ism
certain than that the policy which has enriched tb
rural districts and rebuilt the towns of France—wfcai
is doubling her agricultural produce, and has k
than doubled her foreign trade—is irreconcilably

»

posed to the policy of aggression and war. The r
things cannot co-exist. And whilst we exult in.

that contributes to the welfare, industry, and ink

gence of a great nation, our satisfaction is enhanced

the reflection, that in the successful pursuit ofm
pacific and honourable objects, the French nation la-

in reality given pledges to peace, greater than thej n
perhaps themselves aware of ; and that all the

permanent interests of the country would suffer

prolonged hostilities with foreign nations in exaci

portion to the prosperity they have already attaasj

and the yet more brilliant promises of the future."

*

i

A

*

i

that the drains were a foot lower than the porous point
where the water would enter. He was sure that by
doing this a vast amount of land in this country rnio-ht
be drained at a very reasonable and profitable rate.
Mr. Fisher Hobbs expressed his concurrence with

Jfr. Denton in that gentleman's surprise that the Land
Drainage Act should have been allowed to pass in such
a quiet manner, considering the vast amount of good
which it was calculated to confer on a large class of
the community

; and with regard to that measure, he
(Mr. Hobbs) paid a high compliment to the Inclosure
Commissioners and the Committee of the House of
Commons, through whose instrumentality the Bill was !

framed and passed into law. The Act would not only I

benefit the landed proprietors, but the tenant farmers
and the agricultural labourers also eventnally, and the
result would be that their valleys would be more fertile
for the breeding of stock and increasing the produce of
the country.

Mr. James Howabd (of Bedford) said that so far
as the discussion had gone, very little notice had
been taken of the subject of arterial drainage. He
lived m a district where the system of under-drainge
was thoroughly carried out. It was a flat district, and
after the fall of a little rain, the river was full and the
whole neighbourhood must be flooded. Such a state of
things was not only injurious to the outlying districts
but to the health of the inhabitants of the town itselt;
therefore the system of arterial drainage was not only
beneficial to the agricultural districts but to the towns-
people. With regard to the depth of the drainage he
thought that that was )f no good unless the ground was
deeply cultivated. He had proved this in fields of clay
which had not been drained but deeply tilled, and the
crops of Wheat were better than from those fields'
which had been drained.

Mr. Owen Waxlis (of Northampton) then referred
to the great expense which had been incurred in carry-
on some experiments alluded to in the paper, but at the
same time expressed a hope that that expense would
not be allowed to stand in the way of carrying out the
arterial system of drainage. He had a very confident
hope that in a very short time that system of drainage,
combined with steam culture, would be in general use
throughout the country. After some slight conversa-
tion, in which Mr. Howard required some information
as to the mode in which Mr. Denton had arrived at the
result of his experiments,

Mr. Denton replied :—In introducing the subject he
felt that it was a difficult one ; but he also felt that the
sooner it was promulgated and discussed the better it
must be for the country—as a system of things in

S
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500,000 middling proprietors possessing an average of
75 acres

; and the last third by 5,000,000 of small
proprietors possessing an average of 7 acres. This
calculation is obviously merely approximative ; but it
is certain that there are in France 16,000 landowners
paying 401. a-year and upwards in land tax to the state,
and about 37,000 landowners paying from 201. to 40/.
" In the allotment of the soil it seems that since 1789

about 5,000,000 of acres have been added to the pro-
ductive area of the country ; vineyards and orchards
and meadows have considerably increased; woods
have diminished. In tillage cultivation the
have decreased by one half ; the growth of
Barley, and Oats has increased a third; that
and the inferior kinds of grain has diminished. „ „W4 -

meadows have tripled in extent, and the cultivation of
roots, which was hardly known in 1789, now covers
5,000,000 of acres. But the quality of the crops has
risen even more than their extent. The quantity of
Wheat actually grown has nearly doubled ; live stock
has also doubled in number and value ; the silk
crop and the rape oil crop have quintupled. The
production of home-grown sugar has come into exis-
tence, and the growth of wine has also doubled. From
these facts M. de Lavergne concludes that the total
value of the agricultural produce of the empire must
now exceed 200,000,000*. sterling, or at the rate of
about Ql. per head of the population. He also infers
that rents have risen since 1789 iu the proportion of
VZ to 30; farmers' profits in the proportion of 5 to
10 ; outlay m that of 1 to 5 ; taxes on land and
dues have diminished in the proportion of 7 to 5 •

and labourers' wages have doubled."
*

The 200,000,000/., at which the annual value of
French agricultural products is now estimated, is
75,000,000/., or 60 per cent, over the estimated annual
value of the same interest 50 years ago ; and even our
own agriculture, we presume, can hardly exceed so
rapid a movement as that. We quote the following
local pictures and particulars :

—

" Large fortunes have at all times been made by
agriculture in the neighbourhood of Paris, but more
especially in the last half century. Some of the
farmers have their million of francs, many more their
20,000/. or 30,000/. Farming is here an art, employing
large capitals and returning large profits, especially in
that district called France par excellence, because it
formed .part of the original'domain of Hugh Capet.
Large estates are here also less divided. More than
3000 of the rural assessments exceed 1000f., and there
are many landowners having from 2000/. to 4000/.
a-year.

Miscellaneous.
New Agricultural Hall, Islington.—Thehymgit

foundation stone of the New Agricnltnral Hall, s
isiu future to take the place of the Baker Streetir

for the Christmas exhibition of the Smith field U-

i Club, and for meetings and other purposes con*

with the promotion of agricultural improvement, t»

place on Tuesday afternoon. The ceremony wi p»|

formed by Lord Berners, to whom an addressm jW|

sented by Mr. Jonas Webb, on behalf of the pHWjl
of the undertaking. The edifice will be composed el

of brick, iron, and glass. The entire length will be aflf

feet ; breadth, 220 feet ; and superficial area, 110,001

feet. The body of the building will be fitted op for*
exhibition of cattle. A space of 384 feet in Jen^thaiJ

217 feet in width will be covered by an arched roof

£
iron and glass, and will be surrounded by a gulerj*
feet in breadth, supported by iron columns .4 «*

apart. The span of the roof will be no less than iw

feet. Behind the cattle show there wul be a place™
the exhibition of pigs. This division ufflbelW

square, and will have a ridge and furrow roof of**

iron. Ample provision will be made for ligbting

ventilation. The cost is estimated at 25,000k <*c;

of the site. _,
Sparrows.—If, as is stated by a French njWJJ

a sparrow's nest in the city of Paris was vm
contain 700 pairs of the upper wings of cockchaWJ

shall have but little reason to glorify our^
our Sparrow Clubs ; for here is a bird, whom nic*

supposed to have been guilty of unmitigated itf

now shown to be of the greatest service, by thj

inquire narrowly into its nature and habits. **

in spite of what our neighbours have said upon *

ject—in spite of their seeking legal enactments *

serve sparrows and other small birds—we fid**

the county of Wilts a Sparrow Club meets to cdj

its victories in destroying 3491 head of sparro***!

year of 1860-1, and therefore they sing songs, &}
" well satisfied with their entertainment." Wh
gentlemen, if they take a good dinner for the serf

|

they do in killing birds, might, if they werc°nljf

I

wiser, not grudge the small birds an occasion*1

though it were of corn, when it is known that tflj

so many noxious insects. Truly, they want a

education ! We copv the following report of the

of the Club, in the hope that it will one day be

upon as a curiosity :

—

Ashton Keynes Sparrow Club.—On Friday, S°F*5J

1861, about 20 gentlemen sat down to an excelwoj
the Plough Inn, provided by the landlord agd
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connection with the Sparrow Club. Thomas Wheat*
j

presided, and Mr. Henry Ellison, of Church rftT^'-,
the vice-chair. After the cloth was removed, Jtne

Mr. Edward Dowdeswell, read the accounts of twT^ m

proved satisfactory to all members, there being St ' ^
towards defravinc the expenses of the day, ***** CL«

*

7hn Ud nroduced the greatsprizes to the persons
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in the year. The first prize of 10s. was awarded to

5t i Scutta, of Ashton Keynes, who produced 1195 heads;

2* second prise, 5a., to Mr. John Westmacott, of Minety, pro-

2iiiff 1001 heads; the third prize, 2.«. 6d., to Mr. Wni.

Eton, of Ashton, produciug 344. The whole Club during the

hsd produced as many as 3491 heads ; and calculating that

bird shall eat one quart of corn in the year, the quantity

saved to the farmers will be 27 sacks 1 bushel 3 quarts.

» some good songs, well sung, and the company had much
yed themselves, the party broke up, well satisfied with

tertaiQment. Practical Farmers' Chronicle.
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STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE
the week that ended November 7 : observed by Mr. J. B. Spearii

Moulsford, Wallingford.

4

Thfiiitiw of Aia. Tempera- 2
ture of

Rain. Wind |•
* # >U 1 foot

»-i = a below tl S3

S 7 *
o Surface.

1* Dpjtb. Dew Deg». Pegs. Ins.

51 «.<» 47.2 51.0 0.13 W. TOM
wo 48 30.5 42.0 49.5 0.05 N.W. \ ie

57.0 45.0 H 5 39.7 48.0 • W. 29.60

65 u 40 46.5 0.01 ^.W 29

49.0 51 44.5 46.0 o 24 8.W. 29 M
61.0 .0 4S7 47 0.22 s. 1

'

574) mjo 32.0 42.7 4 . 0.02 B.W. 29.33

ftr readinn are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and tho Maxima and
Minium recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Theniiiimet4-ni are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge la

: jm the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
iCPBALTK Floor.—The following is a recipe already published:

—Dig aiflcd gravel, such as is used for topping walks, and use

coal-ams tar ; level the ground perfectly ; mix gravel and tar,

two quarts of the latter to each bushel of the former, till

etcry particle of gravel if saturated with tar. This is best

done on a boarded or stone floor ; spread evenly, about

1 inch thick ; roll till hard with a heavy garden roller. When
dry, add from 2 to 5 inches more, according to the purpose

for which the floor is required. Koll as soon as laid, and fre-

quently, until it is quite solid* Cost, at 6 inches deep, 9d.

per square yard, at the following high prices: gravel, Irf.

per bushel ;
gas tar, 4Jd. per gallon ; labour, Is. 6d. per day.

jbolic Acid : X ¥ Z. It is an extract of coal tar, or rather

of the coal oil or artificial naphtha which is obtained by dis-

tillation from coal tar. It is procured thus : 12 parts of the
coal oil, 2 of hydrate of lime, and 50 of water are mixed and
left. The aqueous solution thus obtained is decomposed by
hydrochloric acid, and the separated oil is purified by

. vious distillation, a third part only being collected. This
is carbolic acid; it has a very penetrating odour and acrid
taste, and destroys the skin (Fownes). It is a powerful dis-

infectant, and is probably one of the most powerful of the
ingredients to which coal tar owes many of its uses ; as for

instance its use in various smearing mixtures employed on
Highland sheep for their preservation from insects.

Pakm Buildings : H D. We may mention as of public interest
that your case and that of mauy others who have merely
general ideas as to the farm buildings about to be erected on
their estates, which they would see carried out in detail by
others—that Mr. Robeit Scott Burn, of Castle Farm, Stock-
port, whose book on Farm Buildings was recently reviewed
in these columns, is engaged just in this way. He receives
rough sketches, works them out in detail, and draws up
specifications and estimates ; and a long past experience
enables him to do this efficiently- ,_

InroRTg : JL iw« fr>\iiMi%fcg utt\ the accounts for the nine
mwWUended September 30, 1860 and 1861, free of duty :—

Quick.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to offer of the
• finest quality.
Strong 2-years' Transplanted QUICK, 3 feet high,

Strong 2-yearsf Seedling do., 2 feet high,

at very moderate prices, which may be had, with samples, on
application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

CHARLES DALY and SON otter 200,000 four

years 1 transplanted SPRUCE FIR at 10*. per 1000 ; two
year's Seedling THORN QUICKS, 2*. per 1000 ; one year trans-

planted ditto, 5*. per 1000; IRISH YEWS, 1 to 1* feet; 10«.

per 100 ; COMMON LAUREL, 1 to 1} feet, 15*. per 1000 ; POR-
TUGAL ditto, 3s. per 100 ; AUCUBA JAPONICA, 1 foot, 25s.

per 100; TREE BOX, 205. per 1000. Terms, Cash only. Prices

of General Nursery Stock free by post.

Coleraine, Ireland—Nov. 9.

The Newry Nurseries.

GEO. R. DAVIDSON begs to call the attention of

the public and the Trade generally to his very extensive

stock of FOREST TREES, a very large collection, transplanted

in rows 14 inches apart, from 3 to 5 years old. THORN
QUICKS, 2 million 2-year old in beds, very fine ; 1 million

2 and 3-year old, transplanted. HARDY ORNAMENTAL
EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS and TREES, <fcc.

Conveyance per Rail or Steam to all parts of the United
Kingdom.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Newry, Ireland.

Choice Hardy Coniferae.

AUGUST VAN GEEKT, of Ghent, begs to offer the
undernamed CONIFEROUS PLANTS, at very moderate

prices :

—

THUJA VERVAENEANA, a new beautiful golden-striped
Arbor Vitoe, fine plants 2 years' grafted, 40s. per doz

THUJA AUREA, 6 inches, 42*. per 100.

PICEA NOUDMANNIAN A, 2 years' seedlings. 18s per doz.

PICEA PINSAPO, 1 year's seedling, 7*. M. per 100.

ABIES MORINDA, 6 iuches, 15*. per 100.

PINUS EXCELSA, 3 years' seedlings, 20*. per 100.

PINUS DON PEDRO, fine plants, 3*. 6d
PINUS VEITCHII. fine plants, 3*. 6d.
HisNewGENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application

of Messrs. R. Silberrad & Son, 5, Harp L^ne, Tower Street,

London, E.G.
^

General Nursery Stock.

SPONSFORD begs to announce that his Stock of
• the above is in excellent condition for transplanting,

comprising everything in general demand, especially STAN-
DARD aud DWARF ROSES, which have made fine growth
and are clean and healthy ; FRUIT and FOREST TREES of
every description; STANDARD MULBERRIES, very fine;
AUUUBAS, irom 1 to 5 feet high, bushy ; and all other Ever-
green and Deciduous Shrubs and Plants; CAMELLIAS and
AZALEAS well set with bloom buds.

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on applica-
tion to

Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey, S.

f*£±

Articles.
1

• #

Oxen, &t\
Calves ....
Sheep and lambs
Swine and hogs
Bones, burnt or not, or as animal

coal

P«Guaio
Hemp .. .. [[
Jme

1 seed cakes.. .. ]]

"
Potatoes

ProTisions :—Bacon and hams .

.

Beef, salt

Pork, salt

Butter

Cheese

Urd
Rice not in the husk

"

^tpetre
Cubic Nitre.. '.'.

Sfcjb—Clover
Flaxseed and Linseed

W»l .. .. ".". ..

*°°U Alpaca, and the Llama tribe
^*« rags, torn up to be used

Mwool
T**t, dried .'.

No.

9?

char-

tons
cwt.
tons
cwt.

•

.

.

.

99

tons
cwt

t*

No.
cwt.

99

qrs.

Quantities Imported

43,460
17,500

186,782
12,482

45,871

1,023,489
93,156

430,165
586,123
72,566

179,561

259,840
234,722

138,461
535,072
318,198

133,874,400

169, 7S4
812,347
228,926
647,145
194,930
864,182
153,115

lbs. 108,021,552

1,697,16099

9t

cwt.

qrs.°^n—Wheat (from Russia)
Iruasia

Denmark .. .. .-.

*Gcklenburg
Hanse Towns
Jrance

m
Turkey andWallachia and Moldavia '/
F«ypt
United SUtes
Other countries

99

*9

5S.66'

rtn

Total
Barley

• •• •» •• * * •*

Peas

J«*ns
i«n Corn, or Maize

*"**tmealand Flour—From Hanse
Towns cwt.

rrancG
United States .. .'.' ..
Wher countries .

.

>>

19

99

ft

T J
T0tAl

••

t?«»n Corn-meal
HoP« ..

»/

»»

684,871

881,157
"-'07,356

136,578
103,059
192,081
186^934
'5.306

580,712
164,079

45,274
17,393

150,172

14,876

48,672
852,707
141,440
498,803
634,067
83,604

220,290
435,697
118,524

106,846
600,741
391,769

164,154,960

282,831

2,122,783
182,720
314,523
149,660
788,180
170,120

107,060,314

1,784,300

11,087,888
66,2i

Taff Vale Eailway.
To Nurserymen and Others.

"VTOTICE.—The DIRECTORS of this COMPANY
-i-N are desirous to receive TENDERS for the supply of
150,000 THORN QUICKS, 3 years old and 2 years trans-
planted, delivered on the Company's Premises at Cardiff
Terminus.
Tenders addressed to the Board of Directors and endorsed

*ME|||der^(a^l hora Quick^^^^jfla^^hi^ifii
before Monday' tho ISth inst.

By Order, George Fisher, General Superintendent.
General Offices : Crockherbtown, Cardiff, Nov. 9.

Kingsthorpe Nurseries, near Northampton.

MARSH and PERKINS have great pleasure in
offering the following, which are very fine, well rooted,

and such that cannot fail to give satisfaction :

—

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

>>

»»

>»

3,182,083
1,560,860

1,798,770
193,526
300, 747

1,410,898

195,372
1,186,597
1,148,602

470,481

3,001,052

60

2,853
lf

*wS
L^ CRZEL: Ablatio- You may give cows

671,651
717,642
166,799
106,339
171,740
173,934
215,5
270,330

1,922,370
794.718

»»

it

»»

h

• •

•»

>»

• •

»»

"
»»

• »

»»

5,211,085

1,165,998

1,482,712
358,684
440,919

2,193,567

187,094
452,941

3/244,150

1,387,953

5,252,144
6,443

40,909

*tock U«^i w Jlv
.
inuw

-
1 ou may give cows or any other

vided JSf^ ?ur?1

J
or

,

any other P-cen food at once, pro
to ht£ ^^ food t*1011* with il in efficient proportion^ hinder the too laxative effect of succulent food alone

Oak, Turkey, 3 to 4 feet
Sycamore, 1J to 2 feet
Poplar, Lombardy and Italian,

tine standards, 6 to 10 feet
White Thorn or Quick, 2 years

drills, fine

White Thorn or Quick, 2 years
transplanted, fine

White Thorn or Quick, 3 years
transplanted, fine

Arbor-vitaj. American, 12 to
18 in.

Siberian, 12 to IS in.

18 to 24 in., fine
Berberis dulcis, 18 to 24 in.

„ M fine bushy plants,
2 to 3 feet

Box, Green, 12 to 15 in.

Cedar, Red, fine, 2 to 3 feet
Cedrus Deodara, fine, 2 to 3 ft.

n ». ii 3 to 3£ ft.

Holly, Common, 12 -to 18 in.

Laurel, ,, 12 to 18 in.

„ Portugal, 12 to 18 in.

Laburnum, 4 to 5 feet
Pinus excelsa, 6 to 9 in.

Privet, Evergreen, 12 to 18 in.
Yew, English, 12 to 18 in.

„ 2 to 3 feet
Irish, 1 \ to 2 feet

„ 3 to 4 feet

„ 5 to 6 feet

Sweet Briar, Syringa,Tamarix germanic*.Vinca elegantissima,
Standard American Bird Cherry, Virginian Creeper, Spiraea
arieefolia, argentea, and Douglaai.

FRUIT TREES.
Apples, Standards * | Pears, Dwarf-trained

Plums, Dwarf-trained.
Prices on application to 42, Drapery, Northampton.

N.B.—A reference required from unknown correspondents.

O the TRADE and OTHERS. — Still thousands
on hand of good Plants of PAMPAS GRASS, 20*. per 100.

Double Lilac PRIMROSES, 3s. per dozen.
Double White ditto, 5*. per dozen.
Double White Major ROCKETS, 3*. per dozen. Cheaper by

the 100.

Double Yellow ditto, As. per dozen.
Double Red HEPATICAS, 4*. per dozen. Cheaper by the 100.

Border AURICULAS, 3*. per dozen. Cheaper by the 100.

POLYANTHUS, warranted from finest seed, 3*. per dozen.
Cheaper by the 100.

Double Purple and Russian VIOLETS, 2*. per dozen.
Cheaper by the 100.
HOLLYHOCKS by dozen or hundred, reasonable.
HARDY CLIMBERS, including the best of Honeysuckles,

Clematis, and Rosea, 6t., 9s., and 12*. per dozen.
Dillistone & Co., Nurseries, Stunner, Halstead, Essex.

Acacia, 4 to 5 feet

Alder, 2 to 3 feet

5 to 6 feet

fine standards, 6 to 7 feet

Ash, H to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

3 to 4 feet

4 to 5 feet

5 to 6 feet

Beech, 1 to 1£ feet

„ 2 to 3 feet

Chesnut, Spanish, 2 to 3 feet

Elm, Wych or Scotch. 2 to 3 ft.

3 to 4 feet

4 to 5 feet

6 to 8 feet

Fir, Austrian, 1 to H feet

Scotch, fine, 1J to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

„ „ 3 to 4 feet

Spruce, 1 to 1£ foot

1 J to 2 feet

„ white, 1$ to 2 ft.

Larch, 12 to 15 in.

„ 18 to 24 in.

Hornbeam, 2 to 3 feet

,, 3 to 4 feet

Limes, Standards, fine

Oak, English, 1£ to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

3 to 4 feet

Turkey, 1* to 2 feet

M
'I

9f

>»

99

GENUINE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, produced from
the second cut of Foreign Italian, thoroughly cleaned, and

weighing from 17 lbs. to 21 lbs. per bushel, can be supped to
the Trade direct from the grower, and purchasers may either
take delivery now, or at their convenience up to March 1 lggo

For samples and prices apply to Simox A. Daintrek, of Pea-
drayton, by St. Ives, Hunts.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes* Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,
Cotton Seed Cakes, Ac., of best quality at Market Prices.

LEAF PEAT of excellent quality delivered at
the. Bricklayers' Arms Station at 6*. per cubic yard, hi

quantities not less than 18 yards.

Geo, Havelock, Abbey Wood, Kent, S. E.

O THE SEED TRAD E.—
The Subscribers have for Sale several quarters of PEAS of

the following varieties :—Early Emperor, Bellamy's Green,
Marrow, Prizetaker, and Ne Plus Ultra ; also Sutton's
Champion Swede, and a lew cwt, ofLong Yellow Wurzel Seed,
all the growth of 1861,
Samples and prices on application to Marsh & Perkins,

42, Drapery, Northampton. • ^

N.B. A reference required from unknown correspondents.

Seed Potatoes,

Hand F. SHARPE are now prppared to take
• orders at very moderate prices for all the leading sorts

of POTATO KS, including Myatt's prolific ASH-LEAVED
KIDNEY, the finest and most prolific in cultivation.

Prices may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbeach.

FLUKE and other POTATOES, off the Lancashire
Moss and Sand, personally selected.—Having given my

numerous customers so much satisfaction last season, I have
made arrangements to supply the same in quantity. Early
orders are therefore solicited. Price on application.

H. Brown, Seedsman, &c. f 4 t Commutation Row, Liverpool.

ROUGH SKIN ROUND POTATO. — We have
pleasure in offering the above ; they are with us nearly

as early as the Ash-leafs, three times the produce, and most
delicious flavour, and they have been with us nearly free from
disease. Sample No. 1 is a fine Potato, fit for Table or Seed.
5». per bushel ; No. 2 is small and fit only for Seed, being
green from exposure to the sun, 3s. 6d. per bushel.

ASH-LEAF KIDNEYS, from our usual fine Stock, 12a.

;

FLUKES, 4*. per bushel.

Strong LARCH, 15*. to 25s. ; strong THORN QUICKS,
8*. to 12*. : strong CRABS for 8tocks, &c, 20*. to 30*.

Joskph Tremble & Son. Nurserymen, Penrith, Cumberland.

To the Trade—Continental Seeds.

GEO. MACINTOSH, Agent for Mr. P. W. Wendel,
begs to announce that CATALOGUES of the above are

now ready, and will be forwarded free on application. Early
orders solicited.

All Communications to be addressed, Nursery, High RoacL
Hammersmith, W.

RCHARD HOUSE

Winter wash with
GISHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.
See "Orchard House," ninth
edition ; and see Mr. Pear-
son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept.,

1861.

Sold retail by Nurserymen
and Seedsmen in boxes 1*.»

3*., and 10*. 6d. each.

Red Spider Magnified.

Wholesale by
Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Limited.

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS
PASTILS.

The following is one of upwards of
70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally unknown
to him.

" I beg to bear my testimony to the
value of Neal's Pastils, and their efts-
cacy in destroying, most effectually,
the Green Fly without any trouble,
and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared with the use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

"James Sanders,
'* Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny^

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.
Price 1*. and 2*. per packet.

Magnified Aphides- Patentee, J. Nkal, Birmingham.

PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES.—These easily-
managed Cases are far the growth and protection of

Exotic Plants in blossom. Without the use of lamps or heating
appliances of any kind, they proved effectual in 'preserving
during the last severe winter some of our most tender Stove
Plants, giving warmth throughout the night, and a moist air

at all times. Price, Two to Four Guineas, in varnished wood,
with self-contained heating apparatus.

Sole Manufacturers, Pickard it Co., Horticultural Builders,

Caledonian Road, King's Cross, N.

REEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS hare
proved to be the best, and have carried off every prize

that has been given in all cases of competition. They are

noiseless in working, self-sharpening, self-cleaning, simple in
construction, and easier to work and less liable to get out of

order than any other Lawn Mowers extant.

Illustrated Price Lists may be had of Thomas Green, Smith-
field Iron Works, Leeds ; or 2, Victoria Street, Holborn Hill,

London, B.C.

N.B. Old Machines repaired and made as good as new.
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EOYAL HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
GRAND FRUIT AND CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,

NOVEMBER 6 and 7, 1861.

BS
*9,U|j

FRUITS.
Class A.—COLLECTION of FRUITS (Fruiterers only).

1st Prize, Mr. L. Solomon, Covent Garden Market, 41.

2d ditto, Messrs. Webber & Co., Covent Garden Market, 31.

Class B.—COLLECTION of FRUITS (Private growers).
1st Prize, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Hall Gardens, Stafford-

shire, 61.

Equal 1st ditto, Mr. G. Tillyard, Gr. to J. Kelk, Esq., The
Priory, Stanmore, 61.

3d ditto, Mr. William Kaile, East Horsley Towers, Ripley,
Surrey, 31.

> Class C—PINE APPLES, Collection of, 3 distinct kinds.
1st Prize, Mr. Thos. Page, Gr. to W. Leaf. Esq., Streatham, 41.

2d ditto, Mr. H. Muggleton, Gr. to W. Cubit, Esq., Andover,
Hants, 31.

3d ditto, Mr. A. Bodger, Gr. to J. Gott, Esq., Armley House,
Leeds, 21.

Class D.—PINE APPLES. Single Fruit, any variety.
1st Prize, Mr. J. Floud, Gr. to R. Fothergill, Esq., Aberdare,

Glamorganshire, 21. 10s.

2d ditto, Mr. Thos. Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor, 21.

3d ditto. Mr. G. Tillyard, Gr. to J. Kelk, Esq., The Priory,
Stanmore, 1L

Class E.—GRAPES, WHITE MUSCAT.
Basket of 10 lbs. weight.

1st Prize, Mr. G. Tillyard, Gr. to J. Kelk, Esq., The Priory,
Stanmore, 41.

2d ditto, Mr. Wm. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hal],
Staffordshire, 31.

3d ditto, Mr. Joseph Meredith, Garston, near Liverpool, 21.

Class F.—GRAPES, WHITE MUSCAT. Single Dish.
1st Prize, Mr. G. Tillyard, Gr. to J. Kelk, Esq., The Priory,

Stanmore, 21. 10s.

2d ditto, Mr. Wm. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall,
Staffordshire, 21.

3d ditto, Mr. Wm. Meads, Minley, Blackwater, Hants, 11.

Glass G.—GRAPES, WHITE. Any other variety,
single Dish.

1st Prize, Mr. Wm. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall,
Staffordshire, 21. 10s.

2d ditto, Mr. J. Meredith, Vine Cottage, Garston, near Liver-
i pool, 2L

3d ditto, Mr. Wm. Tillery, Welbeck, Worksop, Notts, 11.

Class H.—GRAPES, BLACK HAMBRO'.
Basket of 10 lbs. weight.

1st Prize, Mr. P. Kay, Market Gardener, Finchley. 41.

2d ditto, Mr. Wm. Hill,. Gr. to R, Sneyd, Esq, Keele Hall,
Staffordshire, 31.

3d ditto, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Hall Gardens, Stafford-
shire, zf.

Class I.—GRAPES, BLACK HAMBRO'. Single Dish.
1st Prize, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Hall, Stafford-

shire, 21. 10s.

2d ditto, Mr. Peter Kay, Market Gardener, Finchley, 21.

3d ditto, Mr. Wm. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall,
Staffordshire, 11.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class S.—PEARS. Heaviest 5 Fruits, Dessert.

1st Prize, Mr. Geo. Tranter, Gr. to the Hon. G. D. Ryder, West-
brook Park, Hemel Hempstead, 11.

2d ditto, Mr. E. Spivey, Gr. to J. A. Houblon, Esq., Halling-
bury Park, near Bishop Stortford, 15s.

3d ditto, J. C. Dwerrihouse, Gr. to Viscount Eversley, Winch-
field, 10s.

Class T.—PEARS, STEWED, jar of.

1st Prize, Miss Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor, 21.

2d ditto, Mrs. J. Powell, Cedars Cottage, Old Windsor, 11. 10s.
3d ditto, Mrs. Smith, Upper Sydenham, Kent, 11.

Class U.—APPLES, DESSERT. Collection of 1 dish of each.
1st Prize, Mr. J. Newton, Gr. to G. F. Graham, Esq., East

Lodge, Enfield Chase, 41.

2d <litto, Mr. J. Cox, Gr. to Wm. Wells, Esq., Redleaf, Pens-
hurst, Kent, 31.

3d ditto, Mr. J. Mortimer, Gr. to the late Miss Brown,
Carshalton, 2Z.

Class V.—APPLES, DESSERT. Collection of 6 Dishes,
distinct.

1st Prize, Mr. Thos. Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor, 31.

2d ditto, Mr. S. Snow, Gr. to the Countess Cowper, Silsoe,
Beds:, 22.

3d ditto, Mr. J. Newton, Gr. ;to G. F. Graham, Esq.. East
Lodge, Enfield Chase, 11.

Class W.—APPLES, DESSERT. Collection of 3 Dishes,
distinct.

1st Prize, Mr. J. Ford. Gr. to W. E. Hubbard, Esq., St.
Leonard's Lodge, near Horsham, 11. 10s.

2d ditto, Mr. F. Rutland, Garnstone Castle, Hereford, 11.
3d ditto, Mr. Wm. Hall, Gr. to Captain F. Fordhook, Ealin

Common, 10s.

Class MM.-MISCELLANEOns
1st Prize, Mr. W. Hill, Gr. to R. 8nevd. *« I

fordshire, for Collection of Grapes 3/
'

*'
lt -

5th ditto, Mr. Thomas Ingram, Roval aJi
^

small basket of Salway Peaches.
™a<**> *ui4*

CHBYSANTHEBTUIK,
Class 1.—6 PLANTS. Distinct

Varietiesm
1st Prize, Mr. Charles Turner, Slough u

^ urs€r
7«atj

2d ditto, Mr. A. Forsyth, Rectory Road, Stok \

rro
Hackri&yMfo

Class X.-APPLES, DESSERT. Single Dish, any variety, Park74Z. '
""' ~ ~* Martmeau

»
^

1st Prize, Mr. Thos. Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor, 11. 3d ditto, Mr. Ward, Gr. to W. Fowlers Esq2d ditto, Mr. Simpson, Gr. to Lady Molyneux, Stoke Farm, Green, 21. '
^"'

Slough, 15s. 4th ditto, Mr. Charles Bolton, 8, Edwin Terrace Loi

Class 2-6 PLANTS. Distinct VarietW * .

1st Prize, Mr. Ward, Gr. to W. Fe-'~ l**
1****).

Green, 61.

2d ditto,_ Mr. X George, Gr. to J. M^,^ ^
Mr. J. GloVer, Gr. to R. C. Lepage, Esq,, 1^^ ,

Class 3.-3 PLANTS. Distinct Varietiesn-^
1st Prize, Mr. Ward, Gr. to W. Fowlers. R*T*

Green, 21. 10s. * "*b»
2d ditt^^Mr. E. Harper, Gr. to J. F. Bennett,

%,.,

3d ditto Mr J. George, Gr. to J. Nicholson, &l
Hill, 1L v '

Class 4.-6 PLANTS. POMPONS. Distinct t
(Nurserymen). ^1

1st Prize, Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, 41 I

2nd ditto, Mr. A. Forsyth, Rectory Road, Stoke Xewtu-

Class 5.—C Plants, POMPONS, Distinct varieties, (imt^

3d ditto, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, 10s.

Class Y.—APPLES, KITCHEN. Collection of 1 dish of each.
1st Prize, Mr. J. Mortimore, Gr. to the late Miss Brown,

Carshalton, 41.

2d ditto, Mr. J. Newton, Gr. to G. F. Graham, Esq., East
Lodge, Enfield Chase, 31.

3d ditto, Mr. J. Cox, Gr. to W. Wells, Esq., Penshurst, Kent, 21.

Class Z.—APPLES, KITCHEN. Collection of 6 dishes, distinct.
1st Prize, Mr. R. H. Betteridge, Milton Hill, near Steventon,

Berks, 31.

2d ditto, Mr S. Snow, Gr. to the Countess Cowper, Wrest
Park, -dsoe, Beds, 27.

v
3d ditto, Mr. J. Cox, Gr. to W. Wells, Esq., Penshurst, Kent, 1L

Hackney. 11.

Special Prize, Mr. E. Harper, Gr. to J. F. Bennett Ea.
Hill, 10s.

Special Prize, Mr. J. Glover, Gr. to R. C. Lepage, Ekj.,

Class 6.-6 STANDARD PLANTS, Large-flow«*r
Pompons. (Open.)

1st Prize, Mr. A. Forsyth, the Nursery, Rectory R<*t
Newington, 4?.

2d ditto, Mr. G. Smith, Tollington Nursery, ffornse-

,3d ditto, Mr. Thos. Parsons, Gr. to R Attenboroii£h,"l|i
Lawn House, Acton Green, 11.

Class J.—GRAPES, FRANKENTHAL or DUTCH HAMBRO'.
Single Dish.

1st Prize, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Hall Gardens, Stafford-
shire, 2L 10s.

2d ditto, Mr. J. Meredith, Vine Cottage, Garston, near Liver-
pool, 21.

Class K.—GRAPES. BLACK. Any other Variety. Single Dish.
1st Prize, Mr. Thos. Page, Gr. to W. Leaf, Esq. , Streatham, 21. 10s.
2d ditto, Mr. W. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford-

shire. 21.

Class L.—PEARS, DESSERT. Collection of 1 Dish of each.
1st Prize, Mr. A. Anderson, Gr., Oxenford Castle, Dalkeith, 4L
2d ditto, Mr. Thos. Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor, 31.

3d ditto, Mr. J. C. Dwerrihouse, Gr. to Viscount Eversley
Winchfield, 21.

ClassM.—PEARS, DESSERT. Collection of 6 Dishes, distinct.
1st Prize, Mr. Thos. Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor, 31.

2d ditto, Mr. C. F. Harrison, Oatlands Palace Gardens, Wey-
bridge, 21.

J

3d ditto, Mr. E. Spivey, Gr. to J. A. Houblon, Esq., Halling-
bury Park, near Bishops Stortford, 11.

Class N.—PEARS, DESSERT. Collection of 3 Dishes, distinct.
1st Prize, Mr. C. F. Harrison, Oatlands Palace Gardens. Wev-

biidge, 1/. 10s. ' *

2d ditto, Mr. Geo. Tranter, Gr. to the Hon. G. D. Ryder West-
brook, Hemel Hempstead, 11.

3d ditto, Mr. J. WiddowwK, Gr. to C. A. Barnes, Esq., Chorley-
wood, Herts, 10s.

Class O—PEARS, DESSERT. Si«gle Disir, any variety.
1st Prize, Mr. T. Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor, 11.

2d ditto, Mr. G. Tranter, Gr. to the Hon. G. D. Ryder, West-
brook, Hemel Hempstead, 15s.

3d ditto, S. Ralphs, Gr. to R. Sturges, Esq., Mount Felix,
Walton-on-Thames, 10s.

,
ditto, Mr. F. Westbrook, Abingdon, Berks, 7s. 6d.

-

Class P.—PEARS, KITCHEN. Uvedale's Sfc. Germain
Single Dish.

1st Prize, Mr. S. Snow, Gr. to the Countess- Cowper. Wrest
Park, SiLsoe, Beds, 1L

^
2d ditto, Mr. F. W. Park, Gr. to G. H. Vernon, Esq., Retford,

Notts, 15s.

3d ditto, Mr. R. W. Craik, Gr. to F. F. Rufibrd, Esq., Stour-
bridge, 10s.

Class Q.—PEARS, KITCHEN. Catillac. Single Dish.
1st Prize, Mr. C. F. Harrison, Oatlands Palace Gardens, Wey-

bridge, 11.

2d ditto, Mr. D. Cunningham, Gr. to the Bishop of London,
Falham. 15*.

3d ditto, Mr. John Barnett, Decker Hill, Shiffhall, 10s.

ss II.—PEARS, KFiCHEN. Single Dish
ize, Mr. &. Snow. Gr. to the Countess
Park, Silsoe, Beds, 11.

to, Mr. J. Barnett, Decker Hill, ShiffnaiL

Class AA.-APPLES, KITCHEN. Collection of3 dishes, distinct.
1st Prize Mr G Smith, Gr. to H. Littledale, Esq., Liscard

Hall, Cheshire, 11. 10s.
2d ditto, Mr William Holden, gr. to the Rev. W. B.

Marriott, Eton College, 11.
3d ditto, Mr. F. Rutland, Garnstone Castle, Hereford, 10*.

, . ^ :
Clas

? BR-—APPLES, KITCHEN. Singledish.
1st Prize, Mr William Lee, Gr. to F. M. Viscount Comber-

mere, Whitechurch, Salop. 11.
2d ditto. Mr. W. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., West Hill

House, Highgate, 15*.
3d ditto Mr^P Nichols, 19, New Road, Hammersmith, 10s.
Juctra, Mr. William Green, Gr. to Mrs. Honywood, Marks Hall

t . Kelvedon, Essex, 10s.
'

Class CC.-APPLES, KITCHEN. Heaviest 5 fruits,
ist ±Tize Mr. W. Green, Gr. to Mrs. Honywood, Marks Hall

Kelvedon, Essex, 11.

2d ditto Mr W Lee, Gr. to F. M. Viscount Combermere,
TV hitechurcb, Salop, 15s.

3d ditto, Mr. W. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., West Hill
House, Highgate, 10s.

, m . „ .J?
LASS DD.-POMMES TAPEES.

1st Prize, Mr Wm. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., West Hill
House, Highgate, 31.

Class EE.-ORANGE3, LEMONS, &c., Collection of 1 dish

3d Prize, Mr W. Lakeman, Gr. to J. Campbell. Esq., Hcndon,

Nocom^Sci -°*-V^S. bearing Fruit. 4 Plant,

N^8

LpemTon
RANGE3

* **»P«*»«"* Tangerine, in pot.

1st Priae^Mr^L CT Dwerrihouse, Gr. to Viscount Eversley,

2d
^J^ist *****' Gr

' *° G*
PerkinS

'
Esc*-> Seven Oaks,

3d ditto, Mr. J. Barnett, Decker Hill, Shifnall, 10s.

w t> •

CLA^ I
l-"?

LUM
S- ?»&!• dish

'
anr variety.

Beds ^
W' Countess Cowper, Silsoe

^ di

Kent^i'«. lto"
C°*' °r

'

t0 W
'
WdIS

'
Esq

'
PeD8hurs t.

3d ditto, Mr. J Mortimore, Gr. to the late Miss Brown Car-
snaiton, l'.

'

Class JJ.-STRAWBERRIES. Single dish
1st rrize, Mr J Widd.,wson, Gr. toC. A. Barnc *;, Chor-

leywood, Herts, 11. ' "

«j t^ •
Class 7-~~6 New Varieties of the Currwrt,Xv

2d Prize, Mr. A. Forsyth, the Nursery, Rectory
Newington, 11.

Class 8.—SINGLE SPECIMEN, LARGE-FLOWER!

, . „ . , POMPON (open).
1st Prize, Mr. R. South, Gr. to G. D. Tram, Esq,

Essex, 11.

2d ditto, Mr. Ward, Gr. to W. Fowlers, ftq.,

Green, 15s.
3d ditto, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Sl*jk,lk

Class —24 CUT BLOOMS. Distinct (Jfosoyn:.
1st Prize, Mr. John Cattell, Westerham, Kmt,.2L
2d ditto, Mr. Wilkinson, Old Ford. Bow,tt
3d ditto, Mr. A. Forsyth, Rectory Road, Stoked
4th ditto, Mr. E. Merry, Stamford Hill, 19t

Class 10.—24 CUT BLOOMS. Distinct (Amitere

1st Prize, Mr. J. Hope, Gr. to Lady Buxton, Uptoa r»
West Ham, 31.

2d ditto, Mr. R. James, Rochester Castlo, StoiaSwtagtou,

3d ditto, Mr. Thomas Couldrey, Gr. to G. Miller, m->
Grange, Hillingdon, 1/.

4th ditto, Mr. J. George, Gr. to J. Nicholson, Esq. 9

Hill, 15s.

Class 11.—12 CUT BLOOMS. Distinct Ka—
1st Prize, Mr. Slade, 4, Rose Cottage Hulford R*d»

land, 1/. 10s.
2d ditto, Mr. R. James, Rochester Castle, Stoke

>'

3i ditto, Mr. Ward, Gr. to W. Fowlers, Esq.,

Green, 10s.
4th ditto, Mr. J. George, Gr. to J. Nicholson, Esq.,

Hill, 7s.

Class 12.— r, CUT BLOOMS. Distinct (Am***

M 25?' 8t Tk
Jam

n
8

' fester CasUe. Stoked
&»?£ w -n

C
°,uldrey. Gr- to H. G. 31iller,

oa j.i.i
Qr

??8re
T'
Hilhngdon, 10s.

Ith d Ho Mr W HT>nGr-P L^ Buxtou, WflrtB*;

Gie'en 5s. '

°T
' *° W"

Fow1qt
>
**-

Class KK.-CL'RRANTS. Single dbh.
No competition.

Class LL.-RASPBERRIES. Single dish
l3fc wAMH^i£* 6T' to a * Veraon

'
"** Grove

2d ditto, Mr. W. Kaile.. East IlorsleyTowers, Ripley, Surrey, 7s,

CLASS13.-6 CUT BLOOMS. Anemone-flowered.—

J?/n
ze,

i?
r
-T
,ro ĤoPe'

Gr
'
to^7 Buxton. West©

M H JJ? 2r
o ^

UU
'
Milton Road

' Stoke Nercin^

ITh ifiS, m rr.

JS?es
' ?03bester Castle, Stoke >^'

4th ditto, Mr.
J.

Edwards, Gr. to P. A. Taylor, Esq, «*
I House, Notting Hill, 5s.

Class 14.—BEST GROUP OF CUT BLOOMS (Op*

1st Prize, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Siough.*

MISCELLANEOUS.
1st Prize, Mr. J. H. Bird, Stoke Newington,

Chrysanthemums, 11. 10s. .
Iaj*2d ditto, Mr. John Walter, Hammersmith, for

Oiecs*

Chrysanthemums, 11.
2d ditto Miss Maling, Whitehead's Grove, Ch

OJ ,.
wardian case filled with plant?, 1/.

3d ditto, Me s. J. I very & Sou, Dorking,
Ferns, 10*.

Commendation, Mrs. J. Stodftrt alingteo, for m
Dahlias
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RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
£kd Merchawtb and Growers, Basincrstoke, Andover,

aad 80, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, EC.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
fjlEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes. &c, of best quality at Market Prices.

TTTHEELER'S ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL,W WHEELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,
GRASS SEE 3 for PERMANENT PASTURE,

GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS,
And all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has

rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated.

We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

being good and pure, at the same time deliver them carriage

ftee by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

Our Book of FARM SEEDS sent free for 3 stamps.

J. C. Wheeler & r, 8eed Growers, Gloucestershire.

D

GENUINE ITALIAN KYE-GRASS, produced from
the second cut of Foreign Italian, thoroughly cleaned, and

weighing »' 17 lbs. to "Jl lbs. per bushel, can be supplied to

the Trade direct from the grower, and purchasers may cither

take deli? , or at their convenience up t b I, 1862.

Y .lea and prices apply to Simon A. Daintree, of Fen-

u, by SI Ivc-. Hun's. __^_

TO T~rf B SEED TRAD E.—
The Subscribers have for Sale several quarters of PEAS of

the following varieties :—Early Emperor, Bellamy's Green,

Marrow, 1 ataker, and Ne Plus Ultra; also Sutton's

Champion Swede, and a few cwt. of Long Yellow Wurzcl Seed,

all the growth of 1861.

Samples and prices on application to Marsh & Perkins,

42, Drapery, Northampton.
N.B. A reference required from unknown correspondents.

the TRADE and OTHERS. — Still thousands

on hand of good Plants of PAMPAS GRASS, 20*. per 100.

Double Lilac PRIMROSES, 3s. per dozen.

Double White ditto, 5*. per dozen.
Double White Major ROCKETS, 3*. per dozen. Cheaper by

he 100.

Double Yellow ditto, 4*. per dozen.

Double Red HEPATICAS, 4«. per dozen. Cheaper by the 100.

Border AURICULAS, 3$. per dozen. Cheaper by the 100.

POLYANTHUS, warranted from finest seed, 3a. per dozen.

Cheaper by the 100.

Double Purple and Russian VIOLETS, 2s. per dozen.

Cheaper by the 100.

HOLLYHOCKS by dozen or hundred, reasonable.

HARDY CLIMBERS, including the best of Honeysuckles,
Clematis, and Roses, 6s., 9s., and 12«. per dozen.

Dilllstone & Co., Nurseriea, Sturmer, Halstcad. Essex.

""^AINTREE'S EARLIEST" SEEDLING
POTATO.—This Potato, raised by the Advertiser, and

now for the first time offered to the Public after being
thoroughly tested by competent judges, has proved itself to be
a new and distinct variety, and to mature earlier than any
Potato (Ash -leaved Kidney included) yet known ; it is adapted
for 'the earliest and latest planting, is in colour beautifully
wkite, has a very thin skin, and retains its fine cooking quali-

ties until June. See Gardeners' Chronicle of May 25 last.

To effect therefore a thorough distribution, and to enable
growers to test for themselves, a sample bag containing 1 quart
will be forwarded on receipt of an Order enclosing 12 postage

.

U m il H i ii mi rfft nn iljr for sale this season wilf be del
on the Eastern Counties or Great Northern Railways in

quantities of not more than 1 bushel (in the order they are
booked), at 21s. per bushel, or 5s. 6d. per peck, on receipt of an
order enclosing a Post Office Order for the amount, payable at
the Post Office, St. Ives, Hunts, addressed to Mr. Simon A.
Daiktrke, of Fendrayton. St. Ives, Hunts.
Specimens will be exhibited at the Root Show at the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham, and Testimonials will be forwarded on
application.

O/^A FINE Double Flowering Pink THORNS.—
\*.^J Such plants as are seldom met with in the Trade,
being strong, with compact heads, from 4 to 6 feet.
•jOOO very fine Green HOLLIES (thrice transplanted), from

1 to 2 feet, bushy plants ; all will move with balls of soil

1000 fine Silver-striped HOLLIES, from 15 to 24 inches, bushy
plants

1W0 strong Purple LILACS, 21 to 3 feet
«W0 ONTARIO POPLARS.—Stout plants, from 8 to 12 feet
1000 LOMBARDY POPLARS.—Strong, from 7 to 10 feet '

MOUNTAIN ASH.—Strong, from 5 to 8 feet
WYCH or SCOTCH ELMS.—Stout, 5 to 7 feet
WEEPING BIRCH. -Fine and strong. 6 to 9 feet
BEECH, Common.—Strong, 5 to 6 feet
TURKEY OAKS.—Stout, 4 to 5 feet
WHITE CEDARS.—Well furnished plants, 4 to 5 feet
Prices will be forwarded upon application to Mowbray &

Lowe, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Wolverhampton.

COB FILBERTS. — Wl.at yields most Sovereigi

per acre?-CDB FILBERTS, now selling on the market

at 3s. per lb. and opwavda. For Trees apply to Geo. Mace,

Calcot Gardens, near Reading.
Also may be had RED SKIN and WHITE SKIN FIL

BERTS, with other varieties of Cob Nuts.

The Northampton Nurseries.

JOHN PERKINS respectfully calls the attention of

noblemen, gentlemen, and others engaged in Planting to

the following ORNAMENTAL TBEES and SHRUBS &c, all of

which are in the best possible condition for removal. Having

been frequently transplanted, they can be confidently recom-

mended to remove with the most certain success. From 4000

to 5000 Cedrus Deodara, perfect specimens, averaging from 1£

to 8 feet, and all the intermediate sizes ; also a large stock of

Wellingtonea gigantea, from 1 to 4 feet; Thujopsis boreahs,

1 to 8 feet ; Cupressus Lawsoniana, 1 to 3 feet ; Picea Pinsapo,

1 to 4 feet; Picea Nordmanniana, 1 to 4 feet; Araucaria

imbricata, 1 to 4 feet ; Pinus Cembra, 1 to 5 feet ; Thuja aurea,

1 to 3 feet; Cedar of Lebanon. 2 to 6 feet. Also every other

variety of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs worthy of cultivation

may be had.
TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.

Fir, Balm of Gilead, 1 to 2,

2 to 3 feet.

„ Laroh. 1 to 1*, 14 to 2, 2 to

»•

Ash. 2 to 3, 5 to 4 feet.

Beech, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5 ft

Chesnut, Spanish, 1 to 2, 2 to 3,

8 to 4 feet.

Horse, 1 to 2, 2 to 8, 3 to

4 feet.

Elms, grafted English. 2 to 3,

3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6 feet.

„ Cornish, 2 to 4, 6 to 4, 4 to

5, 5 to 6 feet.

Scotch or Wych, 2 ta 3,

3 to 4, 4 to 6, 5 to 6 feet.

Fir, Spruce Norway, 1 to 1J,

lito2, 2 to 3 feet.

„ Scotch, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to

4 feet.

„ Silver, 1 to 2, 2 to 3 feet-

• >

t>

fbet.

Sycamore, 2 to 8, 3 to 4 feet,

Basel, 1£ to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

Maple, Norway, 2 to 3, 3 to 4
feet.

Oaks, English, 1 to 2, 2 to 3,

3 to 4 feet.

,, Turkey, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet.

Poplar, Black, Italian, Lom-
bardy, Ontario, White Abele,

2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6,

6 to 8 feet.

Privets, from 400 to 500,000,

Strong. 1 to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

From 2 to 3 million of Quick or White Thorn.
From 2 to 3 million of Gorse or Furze.

FRUIT TREES.
Standard and Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Pears, Apples, and Cherries. From 15 to 20,000 extra
strong Gooseberries and Currants.

Extra strong SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for Forcing.

Prices of the above upon application to John Perkins, 52,

Market Place, Northampton.
~~

Kingsthorpe Nurseries, near Northampton.

MARSH and PERKINS have great pleasure in

offering the following, which are very fine, well rooted,

and such that cannot fail to give satisfaction :—

FOREST TREES. SHRUBS, <fcc.

if

*»

9t

9%

M

99

7*

99

99

99

>?

99

99

99

99

99

Acacia, 4 to 5 feet

Alder, 2 to 3 feet

5 to 6 feet

fine standards, 6 to 7 feet

Ash, 1j to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

3 to 4 feet

4 to 5 feet I

„ 5 to 6 feet

Beech, 1 to 1£ feet

„ 2 to 3 feet

, Spanish, 2 to £ feet
Elm, Wych or Scotch. 2 to S ft.

„ ,, 3 to 4 feet

4 to 5 feet

6 to 8 feet

Fir, Austrian, 1 to 1£ feet

Scotch, fine, 1£ to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

3 to 4 feet

Spruce, 1 to 1£ foot

1J to 2 feet

„ white, 1£ to 2 ft.

Larch, 12 to 15 in.

„ 18 to 24 in.

Hernbeam, 2 to 3 feet

,, 3 to 4 feet

Limes, Standards, fine

Oak, English, 1£ to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

3 to 4 feet

99

99

99

99

99 99

\\ Turkey, 1£ to 2 feet

Oak, Turkey, 3 to 4 feet

Sycamore, l£ to 2 feet

Poplar, Lombardy and Italian,

tine standards, 6 to 10 feet
White Thorn or Quick, 2 years

drills, fine

White Thorn or Quick, 2 years
transplanted, hue

White Thorn or Quick, 3 years
transplanted, fine

Arbor-vitae, Ainerican, 12 to
18in.

Siberian, 12 to IS in.

„ 18 to 24 in., fine
Berberis dulcis, 18 to 24 in.

„ ,, fine bushy plants,
2 to 3 feet

Box, Green, 12 to 15 in.

Cedar, Red, fine, 2 to 3 feet

Cedrus Deodara, fine, 2 to 3 ft.

„ 3 to H ft.

Holly, Common, 12 to 18 in.

Laurel, M 12 to 18 in.

„ Portugal, 12 to 18 in.

Laburnum, 4 to 5 feet

Pinus excelsa, 6 to 9 in.

Privet, Evergreen, 12 to 18 in.

Yew, English, 12 to 18 in.

„ 2 to 3 feet

Irish, 1 9} to 2 feet

.. 3 to 4 feet

99

99

M
99

y» ?» 5 to 6 feet

Sweet Briar, Syringa,Tamarix germanica,Vinca elegantissima,

Standard American Bird Cherry, Virginian Creeper, Spir»a
ariiefolia, argentea, and Douglasi,

FRUIT TREES.
Applee, Standards

|
Pears, Dwarf-trained

Plums, Dwarf-trained.

Prices on application to 42, Drapery, Northampton.
N.B.—A reference required from unknown correspondents.

PARADISE NURSERY, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

BENJAMIN S. WILLIAMS
Invites inspection of his large and well-assorted Collections of

EXOTIC ORCHIDS, FERNS AND LYCOPODS, MISCELLANEOUS, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, VARIEGATED AND ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS.

Amongst which are some of the finest Specimens in the Trade.

£* Also a fine Stock of

* HOSES, FUCHSIAS, GERANIUMS, HARDY VARIEGATED PLANTS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE
PLANTS. CONIFERS. FRTTTT TRP.P.S SHPnn« *„

Just published, Post Free on application,

NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE FOR 1861-62,
WITH A DKSCRIPTIVE LIST OF

NEW, BEAUTIFUL,' AND RARE PLANTS
OP RECENT INTRODUCTION.

The " FAVOURITE " OMNIBUSES, from the London Bridge Railway Station, by the Bank and Tost Office J
and from

Charing Cross, through the Strand and Hoiboru, pass the Nursery every 10 minutes.

PARADISE NURSERY, SEVEN SISTERS AND HORNSEY ROADS, HOLLOWAY, N

Quick,

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to offer of the
• finest quality.

Strong 2-years' Transplanted QUICK. 3 feet high,

Strong 2-years' Seedling do., 2 feet high,

at very moderate prices, which may be had, with samples, on
application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.
V _ _- __.-__ - - i

1

CHARLES DALY and SON offer 200,000 four

years' transplanted SPRUCE FIR at 10s. per 1000; two
year's Seedling THORN QUICKS, 2s. per 1000 ; one year trans-

planted ditto, 5s. per 1000; IRISH YEWS, 1 to 1* feet, 10«.

•or 100 ; COMMON LAUREL, 1 to l£ feet, 15*. per 1000 ; POR-
TUGAL ditto. 3s. per 100 ; AUCUBA JAPONICA, 1 foot, 25s.

per 100; TREE BOX, 20s. per 1000. Terms, Cash only. Prices

of General Nursery Stock free by post.

Coleraine, Ireland—Nov. 16.

General Nursery Stock.

SPONSPORD begs to announce that his Stock of

• the above is in excellent condition for transplanting:,

comprising everything in general demand, especially STAN-
DARD and DWARF ROSES, which have made fine growth

and are clean and healthy ; FRUIT and FOREST TREES of

everv description; STANDARD MULBERRIES, very fine;

AU< l MAS, Jrom ] to 5 feet high, bushy ; and all other Ever-

gi i and Deciduous Shrubs and Plants ; CAMELLIAS and
AZALEAS well set with bloom buds.

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on applica-

tion to

Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey, S.

Winter Blooming Plants.

HUGH LOW and CO. respectfully invite inspec-

tion of their very extensive Stock of CAMELLIAS,
AZALEAS, ERICAS, KPACRIS, CYTISUS, ftc. These can

be seen at the Nursery in thousands, and are well worth the

attention of intending purchasers.

Fine ORANGES in fruit. JASMINUM GRAND1FLORUM
full of flower buds.

Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

WILLIAM BARRON, Elvaston Castle, can supply
strong and remarkably well rooted Plants as under :—

BERBERIS DARWENL—the most beautiful of the tribe,

fit either for the Flower Garden or Gatue cover. Pheasants

are very fond of the berries, which are produced in profusion.

Strong Plants, 3 years old, 20s. per 100.

Strong Plants, 1 year old, 12s. 6d. per 100.

ABIES DOUGLASI.—A highly ornamental and valuable

timber tre* , the same as the tall flag pole at Kew ; excellent

plants 3 years old. once transplanted, 25s. per 100.

PINUS LARICIO.—A valuable timber tree, IS to 24 inches.

70s. per 1000.

If taken in quantity, a reduction will be made.

Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown correspon-

dents. Post Office Orders payable at Derby.

AMELLIAS, full of Flower Buds, 15?., 18*., 21s.,

24s.. per dozen. AZALEAS, 12s., 15*., and IS*, per dozen.

ORANGE TREES, full of fruit, 2s. 6d. to 15s. each. JLn

immense quantity of British and Foreign FERNS, 8s. to 12s.

per dozen. HYACINTHS, best named sorts, 6s. per dozen ;

mixed do., for pots or borders, 20s. per 100 ; and all other
Bulbs equally cheap.

K. Grekn, 154, Kingsiand Road, N.E., 55 doors from Shore
ditch Church.

IriREHKRICK ADOLFHUS HAAOE, Jtnr., Nue-
' sert and Seedsman, Erfurt, Prussia, has the pleasure to

announce that his new TRADE SEED LIST for 1 . contain-

ing choice selections of all the best Annuals, Perennials, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Tree and Garden Seeds, is now
ready, and will be forwarded free on application—Nov. 10.

London Agents : Messrs. Betham & Blackith, Cox's Quay,
Lower Thames Street, E.C.

ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES and VINES.
Winter wash with

GISHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.

See "Orchard House," ninth

edition ; and see Mr. Pear-

son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept.,

1861.

Sold retail by Nurserymen

and Seedsmen in boxes D^»

8#., and 10s. 6d. each.

Red Spider Magnified.

Wholesale bv

Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Limited.

NEAL'S PATENT
PASTILS.

APHIS

The following is one of upwards of
70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally uuknown
to him.

" I beg to bear my tes* ooy to the
value of NeaTs Pastils, an r effi-

tcy in destroymtf, i t effec Uyr

the Green Ply w: trouble,

and at a nominal expense, when com-
red with the use of Tobacco or even

Tobacco Paper.

"Jamrs? fders,

" Nursery Grounds, Abergwrenny.''

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price 1*. and 2$. per packet.

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Nkal, Birmingham,

mHERMOMETERSby NEGRETTJ and ZAURRA.
I —TRADE NOTICE — As the cold season approaches

hratea a*, vu. KMTiXjr-ivi^. .~.w-~ -~-—— — —

-

ascertaining the greatest cold. These instruments are so -vrcll

known that no comment an their excellaa * necessary.

For particulars address to Negretti and Zambras, Central

Establishment 1, Hattou Garden, E.C.
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MSplendid New Strawberry "Eclipse" (Eeeve).
kSSRS. VEITCH and SON beg to call attention

«,-u k ? , .
rea,1F fir8t-clas8 Fruit, full particulars of whichwin De found m their Advertisements which have appeared intms I'aper during the months ofAugust and September. 12#. per

dozen
; 80«. per 100. Price to the Trade on application.

Chelsea and Exeter.—November 16.

IJASPBERRIE S.—SEEDLING (Cornwall's),
\> PROLIFIC (Carter's). FILLBASKET, AUTUMN-FRUITED, and YELLOW ANTWERP.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, containing selections of the finest
varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Exotic Nursery. Tooting, Surrey, 8.

lift

Hyacinths and other Bulbs.

goosfrfrrtfs WM CUTBUSH A™ S0NS' first importation of
GOOSEBERRIES,

[ \\ HYACINTHS, TULIPS, Ac., has just been received

MINNIE BANKS and
Coloured Plate, U 6 _. peJ^L C °M]

The above FUCHSIAS possess first-class^
a striking advance on all others which hav« iSf"*' "^ti-
the white corolla varieties were introduced 8en;

°ot
E. G. Henderson «fc Son. Wellington R^ _

HiE

fine bushes- rmwn tw» Wh;»MmHi, w„ • 7 i * " HYACINTHS, TULIPS, Ac, has just been received

CURRANT!; 2.° to™. pS L. NARCISSUS 4c
gt dire°l *m

?f*rri
V*> J-y«- -™«_y «- ™S Orders

ftpr» PAn^r^T *<au~a. *.., o 2 tt:.,_ mm are respectfully solicited.

All the First Prizes have been awarded our Collections
Geo. CoRNWEr.L, Seedsman, Ac, Barnet, Herts, N.

M.
Fine Vines from Eyes in Pots.
CUTBUSH, Jun., Barnet Nurseries,

rtaL ^Sn^beg8
,
t0 mvite an inspection of his finebTOCK of FRUITING and <.ther VINES, consisting of all the

best varieties in cultivation. Also to his fine stock of

K?K55?» Half-specimen, and young PlantsofNEWHOLLAND
PLAiNTS, INDIAN AZALEAS, and STOVE PLANTS.

CATALOGUES on application.

wherever exhibited during the last seven years.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Vines for Fruiting in Pots.

J Amy J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
• N.E., beg to offer strong VINES with well ripened wood

of the best varieties.

ACATALOGOE will be forwarded on application.
The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail

way to Lea Bridtre Station.

Orchard House Trees.

J and J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
• N. E., having a fine stock of—
PEACHES * APPLES
NECTARINES PEARS

-
^fMCOTS PLUMS and CHERRIES

in Pots, well set with bloom buds, beg respectfully to offer
them to the notice of intending Purchasers.
A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.
The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail-way to Lea Bridge Station.

Orchard House Trees.

LOW and CO. have to offer—
APRICOTS

APPLES I NECTARINES I PEARS
CHERRIES

I
PEACHES | PLUMS

In pots Wood thoroughly well ripened and well set with
bloom buds. Prices moderate,

___ Clapton Nursery. London, N.E.

The, .best Twelve Hyacinths.

• BUTTON'S BEST TWELVE
^ HYACINTHS Imported can be

supplied for 125. ; Second beat, 9s. ; very

good, 6s.

PRICED LISTS of BULBS and SEEDS
may be had post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

HUGH

Orchard House Trees in Pots.
rpHOMAS JACKSON and SON have a fine Stock
~L of the above, well established in Pots, large and full ofl lower Buds,.many of them having this season borne 40 to 50
fruits ; they consist of

p?S?h£S
S

I

PEARS
I

NECTARINESPEACHES
I GRAPES

| PLUMS
3.?. 6d. to 7s. 6eZ. each.

Nurseries, Kingston, S.W.

T_^_
WalLTrained Fruit Trees.

"

HOMAS JACKSON and SON having a great

inviJ^L.^-13 deJ°tcd to FRUIT TREES, Respectfully

Dwarf a_d Eft ?* .

lb
?r large stock of very superior

b,W fW ^-dard-tramed Trees. Many of them having

W^,2?? S S
??

S(m are 8Pecial,y ^^ed for planting £nouses for fruiting the first year.

.
Nurseries, Kingston, S.W.

W Fruit Trees.
BIL PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.

^_._. Fruiting Vines.
Y\i AT. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
T T Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

W Roses.
M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

W Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.
M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.W Hollyhocks.

J.
PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),

LHE.SHITKT N"TTH__-DT_-a _TnHl»« r% -r _ . i _- '*

B
Fruit Trees.

T.nrA «„«;«ij r>- 7i
' «w, mwuuiug upwards or ZUUU :

_£ri fS k
el

'
RlRger'

grenadier, Pott's Seedling Golden Spine

W»_> w!°** mu?u3t?ati0D
>
at 9s. per dozen. Also a ve™large stock ofLancashire Show GOOSEBERRIES, 160 ofthe best

whttS a S
a
T
r
*n°T^/T^ramon BortB

' 2*- Per dozen
;
RED,WHITE, ^d ^ACK CURRANTS, 2s. per dozen, 14,. per 10o'.LAIALOGUES free on application.

Clough Nurseries, Mottram. near Manchester.

ACOLLECTION or BULBS for CONSERVATORY
or WINDOW and OUT-DOOR DECORATION. Sent to

any address, carriage paid, for 21*. Containing 20 choice named
Hyacinths ; 12 mixed ditto, colours separate ; 4 Polyanthus
Narcissus ; 40 Tulips, various, for pots and border ; 6 Jonquils

;

6 Ixias, yery choice ; 100 Crocus, four colours, separate ; 20
Anemones, mixed ; 50 Ranunculus, mixed ; 50 Snowdrops

;

20 border Narcissus ; 6 English Iris ; 6 Spanish Iris.

Half the above for 10* 6d.
83T The Collection may be modified to suit the taste or

convenience of Purchasers.
B. J. Edwards , 222, Strand, London, W.C.

'" p- ,. , —!— W*

Hollyhock Seed— Sow at once.

PAUL and SON'S unrivalled Collections of the
above are now ready in 12 fine distinct named varieties,

in sealed packets. 5*. ; 6 varieties do., do., 2*. 6d. ; packets of
fine mixed, Is. ; also a large Stock of fine healthy plants (see
CATALOGUE now ready, post free on application).

Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Saffron Waldcn Nursery.

WILLTAM CHATER'S 15th ANNUAL DES-
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of one
postage stamp.
William Chater, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Saffron

Walden, Essex.

Prize Hollyhock Seed.
T\OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now sendingJ-£ out in sealed packets, 12 of the finest varieties of HOLLY-HOCKS, saved from their unrivalled collection, price 5s : andsame sorts, mixed, Is. and 2s. 6d. Free by post.

17, Smith Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

._- —_^_____^__^^__________

Prize Hollyhocks! '
~

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING have an immense
Stock of fine healthy Plants of the above, price 18*., 24*

30^, awd 42*. per dozen. CATALOGUES free on application
'

rr ,r_* ? £'.were avvarded the First Prize for 11 Spikes of
Hollyhocks this season at the Crystal Palace, Royal Horticul-
tural Society of London, Brighton aud Edinburgh Horticul-
tural Societies Exhibitions.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S.

Superb Hollyhocks.
Eighteen Thousand Plants of Named Varieties, includingRthe best in Cultivation.

B. BIRCHAM, in offering the above begs to
• observe that considerable advantage would accrue to

purchasers by receiving their plants in autumn instead of
spring. By shifting into larger pots, and placed where they
are protected from the extremes of wet and cold, the plants will
become extra strong for spring planting, when an earlier and
stranger bloom will be obtained, ripen more seed, &c.

CATALOGUES forwarded upon application -

Hedenham Rosery. Buncav. Suffolk.

CniLKUfiiiLLUM B lTT~S^-^
Figured in Gardeners' ChronitU Oct , .

S C*
New Seed, per packet, 6d. aiid u ,

l
The BULB CATALOGUE free, and the nm6^

receipt of 18 postage stamps. BUJjB GClDj^
E. G. Henderson to Son, Wellington R™,? _

John's Wood, London, N.W. *
a "^ ^wsery,^

New and Rare __ ^^^^
MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON ^

respectfully call attention to the TnUn^ $

SEDUM CARNEUM VARIEGATUM, introd„^ :~
Siebold from Japan, of whom thev h^T b? *&. ?_
entire stock. * me purcha^ £

EPIGYNIUM LEUCOBOTRYS, figured in th. «-
Bouquet."

m the
'IDwtmUd

PENTA8 ROSEA KERMESINA, verv _,rfn,

flowering plant for Drawing-room BouaS?!
W a ^terw

PETUNIA BRITISH LION, fine haWtriSK™CAMELLIA ETOILE POLAIRE, carmine scaru°_COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTI, brightWaS 8"^
LAPAGERIA ROSEA, newly gathered sLdV T«? /e-r*
CLOTH OF GOLD GERANIUM, ls.ldmd^^^GOLDEN FLEECE GERANIUM. 1„ W £d_ mGYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (PAMPAS GRASS La ,per dozen. Strong at Is. and Is. 6d

*k^^ «.
Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London, S.V

To the Trade—Continental Seeds

G begs to announce that CATALOGUES ofthe«h<«__!

__?__J_
wi" be forwarded free on ««-*?S5

Eltm™"" '° * addre8Sed
'
*"-• *®*«

cOX'S ORANGE PIPPIN. — This magniti<_t
variety obtained all the Prizes for Dessert Apples of«Z

rZl
VT Jti ^

he Gr
J

afc Fruit Exhibi«on at Ka_J;Gore on the 6th mst. See report in Gardeners' ChnSkiSaturday last, passim.
•"--»

Very fine strong Trees having well-ripened wood are sumilWat the following prices :-Dwarf Bush, 2s. ; Dwarf-traSi
•is. 6d. ; Pyramids. 2s. 6d. ; Standards, 2s. 64.

Charles Turner, The Royal Nurseries, Slongh.

Large Yellow Dutch Crocus.

TIMOTHY BRIGDEN begs to offer Fine Roots rf

the above in splendid condition at 10s. per 1000; ife

Single DUC VAN THOL TULIPS, 3*. per 100, Imported B__
Address, Railway Arcide, London Bridge, E.C., or 52, _v

WiUiam Street, City, E.C
Post Office Orders payable at the Borough Branch.

——————

^

m_,^*m

—

_w

m

—m—____i—•__________——^^————^———•—_*_______________________________________1

Wholesale Catalogue.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED m
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861 and SPRB

1862, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading Icinds, newt
salected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice »;

Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shra
and a line Stock of Transplanted ForeHt Trees, &c.,«t_b«V
free on application.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

New Azalea indica.

JIVERY and SON feel much pleasure in oftrfa!

• their two beautiful Seedlings, CARNATION' ri
TRICOLOR, small plants at 10s. 6d., and larger at 21/. _*
They are fully described in our CATALOGUE, withalltW

novelties of the Season, which will be forwarded j»* foe

upon application.
A fine lot of half Specimens and Standards for Sale.

Dorking Nursery.—Nov. 16.

Hollyhocks. ..

TT7" BRAGG has now ready for sending out the

•„?y •following NEW HOLLYHOCKS :-&»"•*?• %K!
Wellesley, Mrs. Hull Tyrrell, Mr. Braardwater, and Royal sun-

dard ; also a large stock of the best named varieties m ciuu*-

tion. The Trade can be supplied.

J
APRICOTS

Fruit Trees.AM ES GARAWAY and CO.
,??JJj&

te-tion to tneir stock of the above, comprising
LIC0TS

) Standard and I^ _??,•_ 1 D*-rf-t"Aned,
NECTARINES [ Dwarf- U5E5RIES Istandard, and

PEACHES 1
trained SfASI I

Dwarf_r__tHKS # I PLUMS J quarter.
All of first-rate quality and in good condition.

The STANDARD PEARS are unusually fine, and will be
sold at a very low rate to purchasers of quantities.

CATALOGUES and prices free by post.
Prices to the Trade on application.

James Garaway & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

SAPOMARIA CALABRICA ALBA, Pure V
—This beautiful New Annual is of very dwarf habit, aim

being pure white, contrasts most admirably with the Saponaria
calabrica rosea. It produces blossoms in great profusion, and
remains in flower during the whole summer and late in
autumn. It is invaluable for beds, or as edgings for borders.

Price to the Trade on application to

t
U
°I* T-f8 Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn.

Jjondon, W.C.

Select and Valuable Hardy Nursery Stock!
TXTM. JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorkshire, he~
T V to offer the following at annexed moderate prioes!

Having been exposed during last winter to frost 15° below zero
they must be considered hardy in any part of the country '

100 RHODODENDRON CAMPANULATUM, 1* to 2 ft., £
'

s. d
'fi

W Yellow Picotees. flrt^w
,
BRAGG is now sending out his NEWT^W

• PICOTEES, which are very superior both to^"J
colour to any ever offered before : Admirable. * a

^J
n
j

Garibaldi, Mrs. Hull Tyrrell, Prince Consort, <4ueeu

England. .

to
W. B. begs to intimate he has now ready a large andD»«

Stock of older varieties. The Trade supplied liberally.

Orchard-house Trees.

THOS. RIVERS has to offer this season a very large
stock of FRUIT TREES in Pots, including

PEACHES and NECTARINES, Standards, 4 to 5 years old.
Ditto Half Standards, ditto.
Ditto Dwarf Bushes, 3 years old.
Ditto Pyramids, 2 to 3 years old.

APRICOTS, Dwarf Bushes, 2 to 3 years old.
Ditto Pyramids, 2 vears old.

FIGS, Bushes, 2 to 3 years old-
All the above have been grown in Orchard-houses, are fall of

blossom buds, and fit for ForciMg as well as Orchard-house

nI?fe£8r^ ^e Paradi*e Stock, Pyramids and Bushes.
i/H—'KKILS, Pyramids.
PEARS, Pyramids and Bushes.
PLUMS, Pyramids and Bushes.

STRA
T
wTER

rR?& «*««»™*
person _2S£ff

°f 0RC?ARD HOUSE TREES sent freeP«r post on application ; carnage of all package* paid to London.
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth

.

7
1

10

10

large bushy plants, from seed
100 RHODODENDRONS, in variety, splendid hybrids!

of dwarf compact growth, with 3 to 6 flower buds
each, strong bushy plants, 1£ to 2£ feet

Selected plants, per dozen
100 RHODODENDRON NOBLEANUM, JACKSONU,

and varieties, including scarlet, crimson, blush'
and shaded salmon, strong bushy plants, 1A to
24 feet (per dozen, 11.) 5

100 RHODODENDRON MYRTIFOLIUM,stron_-nlants 5
100 ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, 1 to 2 feet, with

flower buds (per dozen, 11.) .. ..
'

q
100 GHENT AZALEAS, 2 to 2£ feet, with flower buds,

the best vars., including scarlets (per doz. , 11 10s ) 7 10
100 DWARF ROSES, strong fine plants, two of a sort 2 10
100 PYRACANTHA, 1£ to 2 feet, busby plants.

.

1
100 HOLLIES, Transplanted, 1 to U feet (per 1000 51) 15

COMMON LAURELS, Transplanted, per 100o' .'. 5
A large stock of the following, prices on application •—

The best SCOTCH FIR. transplanted over last sprint 2 ft

I
and 2 to 2* feet ; SPRUCE FIR, 2 to U feet, and 2 to 3*

feet';
CURRANTS, GOOSEBERRIES, APPLE, PEAR, and PLUM
TREES.
A reference or remittance is respectfully solicited from un-

known correspondents. The Trade supplied.

Pinks. . -W BRAGG be*s to offer the following r

• varieties:—RIFLEMAN, ROYAL WR^U* 1

LOUISA GUEST, and JESSIE. A large stock of older varus*

Price on application.

Tansies, Pansies, Pansies. ^W BRAGG having a lar_e Stock of hew
• Plants of all the best named varieties in culti«'-

-

begs to offer them by the 100 or 1000.

PANSIES, PANSIES, PANSIES, Bedding variety

—Clevedon Blue. Clevedon Yellow, and Clevedon P^ J-much admired at Clevedon. For the winter garden. ioJJS
quantities. Likewise the new White bedder, King of w^

PRICES and CATALOGUES on application to

Wm. Brago, Star Nursery, Slough.

Hardy Scarlet Khododendrons and other America

Plants.
fJl
>

JOHN WATERER has the pleasure to announce
«J

his ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above popular pWJ*
exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, l^j.

t's
now published, and will be forwarded on application, w ^

ng planters and amateurs desirous of blending colol
2jtl*

invited to possess a copy, as faithful descriptions ot *»

RHODODENDRONS are given.
. Ar<$The Catalogue contains a selection of the best
*°Jwh|jk

Hardy CONIFERS, with heightsand prices, the whole 01 ^
having been removed the past spring are iu a cap*W VjrTAi
transplanting. Also EVERGREENS and ORNA»^
SHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinda. „ntSw
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near-the **£%,

dale Station, South Western Railway; also to be ^^eB-
John Kernan. Seedsman. 4. Great Russell Street,

Coveni u
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Chrysanthemums, Chrysanthemums.

T H. BIRD, F.R.H.S., NrRSERYMAX, Stoke Newing-
• I • ton, N., begs to inform his friends and the public that his

beautiful collection of the above flower is NOW IN BLOOM, and

alao some very beautiful New Seedlings.

>'.B. This collection of Chrysanthemums cannot be equalled

gt'ativ nursery in England. .."«_. *. j
to be seen gratis every day between 10 and 4. Sunday excepted.

Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.

TOHX SALTER, F.R.H.S., invites the PUBLIC to

O VISIT his unrivalled Collection of these beautiful flowers,

which are now in FULL BLOOM. His WINTER GARDEN
alone contains several thousands of plants, and presents a

coup d~anl unique in this or any other country. Free admission

every day except Sunday.
Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith

Turnpike, W.

THE TRADE.—KALMIA. LATIFOLIA for

Potting, from is inches to 2 feet, and bushy, well set with
Flower Buds. Samples sent if required.

Price on application to Jakes Veitch & Son, Nursery,
Exeter.—Nov. 16.

WEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT
COWSLIP.—These beautiful early spring flowers, very

large, and in all varieties of colour, in i I or roots ; alt

FLORIST FLOWERS, POLYANTHUS in roots, and DOUBLE
WHITE PRIMROSE.

Apply Georoe Mace, Calcot Gardens, near Reading.
~~

New Plants of 186L

HENRY WALTON lias now ready for Orders, at

greatlv reduced prices, nice plants of FUCHSIAS,
PETUNIAS, V ERBENA8, Ac., of this season.

LIST of VARIETIES and Prices on application.

Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire.

Nursery Stock.

WOOD akd INGRAM'S PRICED and DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, including

Seedling and Transplanted Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs, Evergreens, Roses, Hardy Climbers and Fruit

Trees, and will be sent free on application.

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

RHODODENDRONS. — An immense Stock of
Hybrid and Common RHODODENDRONS, 9 inches to

3 feet, is offered at a low price, by W. H. Rogers, Red
Lodge Nursery, Southampton'; also a fine collection of

SCARLET and other beautiful varieties, under name.
A CATALOGUE of General NURSERY STOCK, extending

over CO acres, may be had on application.

Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdaie
Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, and every other show at which they have been
exhibited during the last two years.
RHODODENDRON'S for forcing; KALMIAS for forcing

;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROSES and a General Nursery Stock well
worthy t.ho. inar^tA^™ ^f intending Planters or A urseryiuen.

difficult to place one above another in point of

merit."

Rhododendrons. —Nothing particular.

Hoses in Pots.—" I thought," says M. Morel,
" that France was the land of Rose's, and I little

m .

expected to find in London Rose trees whose culti- suddenly both on the bunches in the house, and

vation and exquisite forms surpassed all that I on others during the course of their transmission

had ever imagined. Nevertheless what I saw to London, though perfectly free from mould when

there, exhibited in pots about 18 inches in diame- gathered. "We have little doubt that an accurate

our notice, are the sudden decay of Muscat* and
West's St. Peter's, the appearances presented by
the two, though in the same house, being totally

different. In the latter the Grapes cracked, and
the common white Penicillium was developed very

Wfxt (Buvbttmg Chronicle.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1861.

The various articles lately published in the
Gardeners' Chronicle have served to express the
views of Englishmen upon Parisian Gardening
and tree management. Our readers will now be
£lad to know what Parisians think of us and our
Horticultural doings. This is very completely
shown in a report upon the Spring Exhibition of the
Royal Horticultural Society published in the last
number of the Journal of the Societe imperial* et

mtrak a"Horticulture, of Paris. The writer,
tons. Morel, is a distinguished member of that

Society, and perfectly conversant with the Gar-
dening of his own country.
He commences by stating that until his visit on

this occasion he had not the least idea what our
Exhibitions are like, especially as no French
journal has ever, so far as he knew, given any
report of them. He then notices the various
classes in words to the following effect:

—

Large Collections of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants.—He found most of the plants in these
classes more than a yard (metre) in diameter, and
nigh in proportion. The effect was grand and
charming.

Collections of Variegated Stove and Greenhouse

?i\ V This class was magnificentlv repre-
sented by beautiful strong specimens, every one of
which should in justice be mentioned." He how-
ever only noted down the names of some of them,
and left them with regret, such was their beauty
vigour, and really luxuriant vegetation.

Orchids.—" This brilliant exhibition was above
all praise." M. Moeel was particularly struck
with admiration of the specimens of Lastia pur-
purata, Phalaenopsis grandiflora, Vanda suavis
and Cypripedium barbatnm, the first of which had
more than 40 flowers on 11 stems.

Chinese Azaleas.—It was impossible to weary in
examining these beautiful plants. Extremely
strong specimens were covered with the most
beauteous blossoms. They were all brought to a
pyramidal form above a yard through at the baseand nearly 2 yards high. « I did not notice any
oae in particular, and should have found it verv

ter, were at least a yard through at the base, and

were from a yard aod half to 2 yards high. These

plants were clothed with flowers evenly distributed

all over. In this class I could not but admire the

skill of English gardeners ; their productions were

beyond all praise."

Cactuses in Flower.—This class consisted of

very strong plants of extraordinary size and covered

with very effective flowers.

Cape Heaths.—Plants of very large size, and

pretty well flowered. "The form of several

specimens was unsatisfactory."

Pelargoniums.—There was a great number of

exhibitors, and the class was splendidly repre-

sented. (Among others 9 plants filled 4 yards

square.) They formed one mass (bouquet) of

flowers, among which leaves could scarcely be

perceived. M. Morel was quite dazzled by the

spectacle.

Begonias.—Impossible, to see finer and stronger

specimens ; but there was little novelty among
them.

Tree Ferns.—Fine specimens, well grown and
very strong.

Other Ferns.—These were in no way inferior to

other classes, either in the number of exhibitors or

the strength and beauty of the plants, some of

which were of extraordinary size.

Anactochils , or Variegated Orchids.—Nothing

to be seen through the dew formed inside the

bell-glasses.

New or extremely rare Plants.—A great many
novelties, but generally poor specimens.

Ward's Cases.—M. Morel could not see what
they contained because of the crowd.

Of Cut Roses, he remarks that they were badly
shown, Moss not suiting them.

Fruit was very brilliant in many respects.

Peaches he thought most of, some being equal to

those of Montreuil iu the autumn, especially some
Grosse Mignonnes. Nectarines were equally fine.

Strawberries were really splendid ; especially the

British Queen ; the whole class was beyond praise.

White Grapes were remarkable for the size of the

bunches and berries ; Muscats were, however, too

green. Black Grapes were admirable, especially

the Black Hamhurghs possessed the greatest beauty.

Pot Vines also arrested M. Morel's attention.

Figs and Cherries were not remarkable. Pine
Apples were very well shown. " Upon the whole
the Fruit show proved beyond question the supe-

riority of English forcing gardeners, who have no
such assistance as our climate gives us."

In conclusion, M. Morel expresses his opinion

that those who get up these floral meetings in

Eogland in so brilliant and truly superior a

manner perfectly understand what to do. The
Royal Horticultural Society, he says, "considers
the quality of plants more than their quantity, and
reserves encouragement and reward for those to

whom belongs the merit of bringing plants to the
highest possible state of cultivation. That being
so, it is no wonder that so many amateurs take
part in the exhibitions, for the English know that

tine plants produce amateurs, and that on amateurs
are founded the prosperity and fortune of

gardeners."

search at an earlier period of growth would have

shown traces of the Grape Mildew, though the'

sudden accession of mould was probably due to

some change of temperature or moisture, which it

is useless to conjecture in the absence of exact

information.

As regards the Muscats, the formation of brown
specks ending sooner or later in decay is far from

uucommon, though seldom in such a virulent degree

as in the case before us. We have ourselves

witnessed a similar affection a few days since.

According to the report before us the bunches
were perfectly healthy one day, the next morning
minute brown specks appeared, and in two days
more the berries were rapidly decaying.

Such a condition might take place in a season

like the present without a fault on the part of the

cultivator, but it is more likely to happen where
the roots are badly situated, and the border com-
posed as reported of at least a third of rich

dung, a circumstance very likely some day to im-
pair the healthiness of the plants, and there is

evidently something to mend in our Correspon-

dent's case, as he complains much of want of

colour and shanking in other years, circumstances

which depend principally on the condition of the

roots. Manure is scarcely ever used in the best

French Vineyards, except where brandy is dis-

tilled from the Grapes, as it increases the quantity

at the expense of the quality of the produce,

though in Germany a contrary practice is adopted.

We have one more remark to make respecting the

present season, viz., that- in those cases where we
have had an opportunity of ocular tnspecion,

there has been generally very heavy cropping
where there has been a bad condition of the fruit.

There was so little prospect of other fruit, when
the Grapes were setting, that a more abundant
cr >p than usual has been allowed to remain on the
Vines, a practice which is almost sure to lead to
mischief in some direction. A most intelligent
and scientific cultivator has pointed this out to us
especially, at the same time feeling rather con-
scious himself of having encouraged as heavy a
crop as he safely could, and we do not doubt that
some cases of unexpected mischief have arisen
from this cause as well as from anomalous weather.
M. J. B.

- - _ —

_

___--- — - m

When should the National Rose Show take place ?

The question has been opened by our contemporary, the
Florist, and is well worth discussing if the Exhibition
is to be, as it is hoped, a permanent as well as a national
institution. It is plain, argues Mr. Radclyffe, in the
publication just referred to, that if the Rose Show is to

be really National, as it professes to be, the nation of
Rosarians must give expression to its views respecting
the period at which the annual gathering should be
held. The details of the exhibition itself have, by
consent, been committed to the care of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and under its auspices any
expression of opinion on the question of date, by expe-
rienced growers residing in different parts of the
country and knowing the capabilities of their several dis-

tricts, would be certain to lead to a wise and unbiassed
decision on that point. The weight of evidence might
show that it would be found possible to fix on a day which
would suit all parts of the country equally, or sufficiently

so for all practical purposes. If so, the day thus indi

"We cannot but be flattered at so highly com- I cated would undoubtedly ba the best. On the other
plimentary a report as that of M. Morel, which
we trust will have the effect of securing the
presence of many of his countrymen at the Grand
Meetings in 1S62.

In an exceptional season like the present it is

not surprising that even the best Grape growers
should occasionally be disappointed. We have
seen in excellent condition this year houses

in which the produce is almost uniformly bad,

while on the contrary others do not exhibit that

show of perfectly coloured or sound Grapes by

which they are usually characterised. Excessive

wet till the middle or end of July, and almost

continued drought for 10 weeks afterwards, are

quite sufficient to account for agreeable surprises or

mortifying disappointments. The intelligent gar-

dener will note the peculiar appearances presented

by his crop, and the causes to which they can fairly

be attributed, and will obtain some instructive

hints as regards future treatment. .. _
A ... , , « t , j «. A a

Amongst other matters which have come under try is the most satisfactory that can be adopted
j
and

hand, it might be found that aDy one day must neces-

sarily give an undue advantage either to the earlier or

later districts of the country, and if so the justice of the

case wonld be met by adopting an earlier or later day
in alternate years, so that in the one the growers in the

northern and eastern districts, and in the other those

in the south and west, might be suited.

It has been suggested that, in order to infuse a truly

national spirit into this annual levee of the queen of

flowers, there should be selected each year from the

northern, eastern, southern, western, and midland

counties certain masters of the ceremonies, in the shape

of five nurserymen and five amateurs (to he annually

changed), who should meet not later than January to

settle the time tor the gathering M the ensuing summer

;

or else that the levee day should be permanently fixed

so as to suit the north and east one year,and the south and

west the next. We shall be glad to afford opportunity for

the expression of the views of Rose-growers generally

on the points herein involved. Our own opinion is

that the latter suggestion of fixing permanently, in

general terms of course, a certain period in alternate

vears to suit the earlier and later districts of the coun-
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we conceive the constituency which has most claim to
speak on this point is the body of exhibitors on the last
occasion, conjointly with the officials. There can be no
doubt that any positive declaration of opinion by such a
constituency would have its full weight.
In the remarks to which we have referred, Mr. Rad-

CLYffe intimates that, taking an average of seven
years, the 30th of June would be found to su t the
northern and eastern districts, and the 20th of June the
southern and western. This year the show was held
too late, but a few days indeed before the second
bloom in his district, and in consequence there
was an absence of choice summer Roses. If the
day were to be permanently fixed for all parties,
the 25th of June is suggested as about the time.
All persons worthy the name of Rosarians could

manage to get their Roses ready by that time ; or if
they cannot be got ready to show in June, let us no

tube-like perianths imparting a pleasing variety to the
decorative materials obtainable at that season of the
year. Along with the gay many-coloured Hyacinth,
the Narcissus, the Tulip, the Crocus, and the little

azurean Scillas, the species of Lachenalia are quite
worthy to hold a place. We hope to see them yet
become as fashionable as they are interesting and
beautiful.

ier

or

HORTICULTURE IN AUSTRALIA.
One of the incidental benefits resulting from the

International Exhibition of 1862 is the stimulus that
has been given in the colonies to horticultural progress
and various other matters which can scarcely be
brought forward in the Exhibition building, especially
floricultural and horticultural specimens. Societies
exist in most of the principal colonies, but their

of June, then I naturally ask when are they going to
give us two other series, which as perpetuals they ought

than Victoria for produdng^iu^abujTj
fection a variety of the finest fruits whet?

°6 and
J*

considered as a mere article of luxurv
"

tutiug one of the necessaries of life ^ -
wants of man in that hot climate, or as lit

i

Pte<I ^4
one of the staple articles of commercial *° ****
distant period. But horticulture has to

^QTt

with the long parching drought of the sm^f
1*^ **

to give." Mr. Radclyffe goes on to sav it would be as
easy to provide for a Rose show in July, August, or
September, as in June, if the day was permanently
fixed, so that the trees might be transplanted or pruned
as might be advisable in accordance therewith, but this
could not be done if the time was not fixed till late.
Only fix the clay at the fall, say in November, and
double the number of Roses ever yet produced may be
obtained. When the day named is too early for the
north, the sun must be let in by means of Parkes's
forks, and when too late for the south the trees must
be moved and cut back later. It would be difficult to
fix any day to suit small Roseries, but it is held to be
ridiculous to say that large Roseries could not find
Roses either on the 20th of June, the 25th, or
the 30th. Such is the substance of what our reverend
Correspondent urges on this question, and to us there
teems to be much truth and force in his observations.
That he is one of the trusty knights of Flora's Queen
is evident, for he herakU his discourse with this pro-
clamation :

—"When a riPrmrlJnal nr,™^ ™f ™;n^,.4- ~

to London, they have risen into new life and vigorous
exertion, and valuable future results may be fairly
expected therefrom. We have received the reports
of the Industrial Shows held in Adelaide, Perth,
Sydney, Melbourne, Hobart Town, Natal, New Bruns-
wick, Prince Edward's Island, British Guiana, and
other colonies, and these are most interesting in their
details, both for the progress they indicate and the
large attendance they have attracted.
Our principal colonies have each their botanic

garden, and the Government botanists in Jamaica,
Trinidad, Ceylon, Mauritius, the Cape Colony, Natal,
Melbourne, Hobart Town, Sydney, Brisbane, and other
places, have entered warmly into the subject of pro-
moting the interests of the International Exhibition,
by sending forward whatever in the shape of economic
plants and products may be novel and useful. We

occasionally with fierce "burning winda"*?
1

-

8

?048
' ^

years have had the effect of destroying) * **
fruit on the trees. The reason why

°

c
0p8 <

speaking, but little land is as yet devoted TP**?^
this lucrative and pleasant branch of huh

ctofJ»i

sought in the slow return for the capita] e
^ **

long as the .price of labour and the outlay? ^ *
land continue so unusually high. ^ Ior gard«i

None of the small English fruits, such u fj,

berry, Currant, Raspberry or Strawberrr „ V**"
in Victoria, except in cool valleys oV T** "^
elevations. The Loquat, Quince, PeacH^^Plum grow vigorously and produceW^ ***

beautifully flavoured fruit. The Annie tZ ** *
well. Six of the « custard » varietygvomZ^
of the river Plenty last year weighedm£. ?"S*
blight is very destructive in many orchards^
after they have been established eight omL;2
Pears attain to perfection both in point of£and amount of produce. Some varieti* art*unfrequently found to weigh from 1| lb. earing
Mite. Figs succeed remarkably well, some varied
bearing their two crops in the year freely. TV
leading varieties are green and white Provence ro»and brown Ischia, and Smyrna. It may be eroS
that dried colonial Figs will eventually supersede that Iimported. Although there are some few Orangey [

shal. thus have the indigenous vegetabieweaUh of the" ^SSTtf OrangestStftBritish colonies wp.ll renrpaonfosi +i^ ™~r.A a „«/i i ..
vx

«"5«f»
A»r *»ie nas not intbeno

When a periodical comes out without a
word about Roses, how quickly does the disappointed
reader put it down again." We shall be glad to hear
what other of her champions have to say on this exhi-
bition question.

,~~'1^e
y
e

.

i8 a ^ttle group of greenhouse bulbous
plants, which is worthy of far more extended cultivation
than it receives, we mean that of the Lachenalias—
plants which one now very seldom meets with in ordinary
collections, though they are amongst the most pleasing
or spring flowers and of very easy management.

British colonies well represented — the woods and
fibrous Grasses and perfume plants correctly named.
A representation of the indigenous fruits of the
colonies will be novel if carried out on a comprehen-
sive scale

; and many of the commissions appointed,
where they cannot send the fruit in its natural state,
dried, preserved, or in spirits, intend illustrating them
by coloured photographs, or wax, or plaster models.
There are many tropical and other fruits which have
either never been seen, or are but little known, in this
country. These will be looked upon with some interest
by many; such for instance as the Kei Apple and
Amatangalo Plum of Natal, the Durian, the Jack fruit,
Neesberry, and Custard Apples of the West Indies.A few notes on the horticultural resources of

'Australia may not be out of place, as indicative of thoIn general terms they consist of two cr three lance- 'nZ 17 ^ ?,* °f plaCe'
M indicative of the

iSAstler^ ot ,esse

?
h-i^sS I

KSl future prospects of those rapid*
or spotted like those of some of our common Orchids Tf u nA u* /. , .

to nrhuth in feK^A-. i
_"

l^mon urcmas, it had been a source of complaint that althoughto which in foliage they bear a considerable resemblance.
irom the centre of these leaves grows a simple upright
scape or flower stem, reaching in the more ornamental
species from 6 or 8 inches to a foot or rather more in
ijeignt, and decorated in its upper part by the numerous
dependent cylindrical tube-like flowers forming a narrow
pyramidal inflorescence. One of the commonest, and
certainly a very lively-looking little plant of small
stature is the species called L. luteola, in which the
leaves are spotted, and the flowers, which are
yellow slightly tipped with green, are abundant on the
scape. A 5-inch pot planted with five or six of its
bulbs, each of which yields a flower-spike, has a very
pretty effect. Not very dissimilar to this is the species
called L. tricolor, but it differs in having a narrow rin*
of deep red around the edge of the cylindrical flowers.
h- aurea is another beautiful kind, with the flowers of a
rich orange colour, Of rather more vigorous growth is
h. pendula in which the flowers are of a deepish red,
and tipped with dark green. There are many other
kinds found at the Cape of Good Hope, which is the
fiome of the genus, and a goodly number have been
introduced to our gardens, but for the most part thev
have been suffered to pass away to make room for
novelties of less merit. No doubt they are, many of
them, procurable without much difficulty, and the
collection ot the Royal Horticultural Society may
perhaps do something towards reintroducing them.
Inose we have named may be met with here and there
in cultivation now, and might readilv be increased if
they came into favour.
The ordinary treatment of hardy greenhouse bulbs is

all that these pretty little plants require. They bloom
in spring, after which they should be suffered to mature
and ripen their leaves, and should then be allowed a dry
rest A bou*; August they should be repotted, in light
well-drained earth, planting about three of the stronger
bulbs of the larger growing sorts, or half a dozen of
those of the smaller sorts, in a 5-inch pot; or a single
bulb of the larger ones, and about three of the smaller
ones, m a 3-inch pot, which size is sometimes more con-
venient lor arranging in jardi.ners and in-door flower
stands, We have advantageously used mdy and not
very fibrous peat soil. They may be placed in a cool
frame after potting, and treated as newly potted bulbs
usually are, moderate snj ies only of water being given
until they begin to grow up. In autumn they can be
removed to a greenhouse shelf, where they are best placed

tS'J

*

g
' .i.

Here th<v !ti,,ue to Srow through

earl} *!*, the spikes of brightly.coloured pendent

there was a nominally existent horticultural society in
toydney, it had not for many months promoted horticul-
ture, either by instruction, by invitation to competi-
tion in the offer of prizes to superior merit, or by
popular exhibitions. Despite the want of opportunity
of display, the nurserymen and more artistic gardeners
have by no means relaxed in their efforts, but have
endeavoured to make the horticulture of the colony
more important and interesting than it was. Garden
and orchard production was never excelled, if ever
equalled in New South Wales. For orchard growth
the colony is much indebted to late visitors to England
for select contributions. Mr. T. S Mort an wpII
known in New South Wales flor cu tuml annals ha! I ^nT ,*" VegT*% ,nd «P"***r?

rrm m
embellished his beautiful grounds parterres nnJI <™T , T- {. I ?

yS render the ProsPeots of a crop m

houses with stores of the"rXst Tautoof Eu" pt M^S P
faS"3 ^'rffiS*Mr. T. W. Smart has also evinced his love of hortieul- ' date soZ ?$» ?'a f™ 'v Sl^

by their produce every anticipation of excellence. Mr-W
:.
C -

1

Wentworth has
> t00

> with his characteristic
nationality, been frequently sending out from England
valuable contributions to the horticulture of the colony.

been remunerative in this colony, for they «
largely and cheaply imported from New South frala
The island of Tasmania has long been fam«

throughout Australia for the production of ro*
nificent specimens of nearly all the fruits and

vegetables of Europe, which have been introduce*
there. Thus, in one of the latest Hobart Tom
papers we see mention made of six Pears shown, d

\

the aggregate weight of 15 lbs. 11 oz., of theUvedale
Germain sort, grown by John Walker, Esq.,Wattle E:
Pitt Water. The largest Pear weighed 3 lbs. 5 oz, aid

thus far surpassed the largest Pears grown in France

Apple trees commence bearing at two years old, and

there are some fine old trees in the colony which km
continued to bear ever since they were planted
Col. Patterson in 1812. This fnnt ia Urg^ wort
to Melbourne, where the price is from 12*. to 20s.

»

bushel. Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Cherries, Plna

Apricots, and the smaller fruits bear luxuriant!/

Plums and Gooseberries are exported to Victoria ?

very green, usually from October to Christmas-K'tV

baskets at a time being often sent by a steamer. The

value of green fruit thus shipped averages fa*

70,0007. to 80,O0OZ. per annum. Its export constitutes

a leading branch of the summer trade, tfor is it lively

to decline, in consequence of the extension of orchards

in the other colonies, especially in Victoria and Sonth

Australia, where large tracts of land are being broagbt

under good culture. The extreme changes of t»

season and temperature to which the colonies on tbe

main are subject, and the destructive effects oU M*

wind on all vegetation, and especially on gro^ig^'

is "made in large quantities for the Victoria niarket

' •
l

" jailing

»

It is not unusual to see an advertisement Ci"—

"

10 tons of Raspberries for jam. Mulberries are veff

fine. Almonds, Oranges, Lemons, Pomegrana^ "*

from 26'. each, while in aUp»"
the Dianthus tribe, and others, have been numerous and
brilliant. The Hunter River Agricultural and Hor-
ticultural Association has been holding a show ; wo

walls

*
under glass, which sell
of tlie colony Grapes are grown in the ^m

perceive that Mr. C. Moore, the Dire'cto? of the¥ydneY J^ *5
GVery

,

r
1

eason
' therefore, to look for**

Botanic Gardens, had been lecturing on the apparent

'

and/egetables as constituting one of the <**

capabilities of Clarence and Richmond for grS
| ^C'll ^T^^ *, * . r^nl»nf.a *? mmmm^^Uui n»A .-_x- ,^ »****& 1 he illustrations of the fruit-growing capabilw65

*

the colonies which will be sent to the Exhibition nfl

serve two purposes. In the first place they will sW»

the gardener what a field there is for enterprise- fj

the second place, they will prove how much rf
J

luxuries of the land the colonies have to offer to *
immigrant at a most moderate cost. And lastly,

sjj?

of these may open up new fields of e/porfc e»*

prise. P. L. S.

plants of economic value, and an association has been
formed for developing the economic resources of those
districts.

The Olive has been found to flourish in "Western
Australia more luxuriantly than in any other country
for whereas in Spain, a long celebrated « land of
Olives," the planting of the young tree, and the
ultimate fruiting, are proverbially the work of three
generations ; in Western Australia the trees bear fruit
plentifully with but little attention after six or seven
years' growth. The oil is stated to be of first-rate
quality, and equal to the best Italian. The Zante
Currant or seedless Grape is another promising article

TBI
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| ROSE INFORMATION.
New Hoses for 1862.^No sooner have the

**J
Roses of the season acquitted themselves than ^oS

^JJof export, and well adapted to the soil and climate of look with great expectancy for the new ones of*
the colony. Peaches are permitted to rot on the next year. Monsieur Eugene Verdier has hou^
ground, or are given to the pigs ; and yet dried me with a list of the stars that are to shine in °*

Peaches from the Cape or from America always meet country. There are in his list 66 novelties, * '

a ready market. • ""-

Dr. Muller, the Government botanist, tells us that Bourbons, 5 Teas," and 53 fHybrid Perpetuate

3
country.

summer
Bourbons, 5 Teas, and 53'Hjbrid Perpetuais.

#

-
then is quantity : let us see the d- ription &u
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what I think are the best, supposing the descriptions to

be faithful. I will attach the names of the raisers,

because upon them rests the responsibility. I have

received no private recommendation of any of them,

tnd I shall only mention them with a view to call

intention to them for further enquiry. I do not

propose to speak of any of the medium sized Roses,

but of those which are described as large, full, vigorous,

of good form, and of decided colours. These are the

kinds of Roses that we want for home and exhibition

purposes.

1. Autumnal Moss.—Hortense Vernet (Robert et

Moreau), vigorous, large, full, flat, rosette formed,
white, washed with pale rose.

_•. Bourbons.— Beaute* Seduisante (Touvais), very
rigorous, have, full, good form, erect habit, poppy red.

3. Teas.—All the five seem to be very good. The"tea-
jtallers " will be delighted. The two issues of Gloire

de Dijon are marked with notes of admiration. Belle
Chartrounaise (Lartay), very vigorous, very large, full,

imbricated, good form, vivid red changing to velvety
Poppy crimson, the issue of Gloire de Dijon ! ! Comteese
Oavaroff ( Margottin), very vigorous, large, full, good
form, erect habit, beautiful clear rose, tinted with
vivid rose. Gloire de Bordeaux (Lartay), very vigorous,

very large, imbricated, good form, silvery white, the
reverse of the petals vivid rose, the issue of Gloire de
Dijon ! Mademoiselle Amanda (Lartay), vigorous,

largB, full, cherry red, changing to vivid red, perfectly
spotted with brown (parfois mouchete de brun).
Triomphe de Guillot fils (Guillot fils), very vigorous,

very large, very full, opens well, "blanc fortement
I nuance* de rose chair et ombre* de jaune saumone, tres

I odorante, superbe." Permit me, readers, to observe,
I that the issues of Gloire de Dijon put me in mind of
I the following anecdote. A clergyman, formerly in the

I army, and an undergraduate at Oxford in my time,
went to the Visitation in " white ducks " and * black
neckcloth." The bishop's eye caught these uncanonical
articles, and after the visitation he called the clergy-
man aside and asked him how he came to the visitation
in " white ducks 1 " « Why, my lord," said he, " they
were black, but the washerwoman has washed them
white." « Well," said the bishop, " then how do you
account for black neckcloth ? "—" Why, my lord," said
the clergyman, " it was white, but the washerwoman
washed it black ! " So went the story some years
ago. Now, I think Gloire de Dijon must have
employed the same washerwoman !

*
.

-%&rM
.

Perpetuate.— Madame Charles Wood
(Eugene Verdier fils), very vigorous, very large, very
fcU, with large petals, erect habit, beautiful vivid
dazzling rnd «b qi i », io dark vivid rose, the reverse

/tv il* x

petals wnitisb
> superb; Robert Fortune

(Ducher), vigorous, very large, cupped, erect habit,
very vivid red, very scented, one of the most beautiful
varieties

;
Gloire de Chatillon (Fontaine), vigorous,

large, full, "rouge vif eclaire de violet." This variety
resembles Madame Masson ! ! Notre Dame de Four-
vieres (Ducher), very vigorous, very large, full, good
jorm, pate satin rose, very scented. This variety is

i ii u
h -p

\
j*«mw d'Arc, but fuller. These four I

shall buy and the issues of Gloire de Dijon, in honour
ot tbe white " ducks " and black neckcloth, or ratherm Honour of Lartay's washerwoman. As regards de-
wption, Robert Fortune has the greatest number of
good points.

The following Roses seem to be good:—Madame
uemence Joigneaux (Liabaud), very large, very
porous, full cupped, brilliant vivid red ; Alexandre
Vjimas (Margottin), vigorous, large, full, good form,
«rx velvety crimson, striped with poppy, very dark

;^urpre d r

Orleans (Dauvesse), vigorous, large, full,
good form, velvety purple, scented. These appear
"> be the two best of the dark Roses. There is,

decided in colour as the ones I have noticed.
" Passant " is not a good word, and " strieY' " nuance,"

and * ombre de " may not be good. Let me not con-

clude without saying that our French neighbours

deserve great credit and our thanks for some of the

Roses of the last two years, and that I hope that in

1863 we shall be able to pay them a further compli-

ment. Jr. F. Modeluffe, Bushton it&ct-ory, Oct. 29.

re*

fell

out

; - re

however, a fancy medium-sized dark Rose, Bicolor
^comparable (Touvais), which might suit the afore-
Jjxi Bishop ; Listere, vigorous, medium size, full, good

vrtri
erCCt h2Lhitj centre black
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the extremity of the

P**w pale rose, colour very deep, and the effect very
oTj^nal

! ! However, I propose only to speak of
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of laree 8ize> foil, and of good form.

*ne following seem to read well :—Due de Rohan
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habit, beautiful rose cerise, tres belle ; Maurice Ber-nardm (Granger), very vigorous, large, full, bloomingm corymbs clear vermilion red ; Souvenir du Comte
(Margottin), vigorous, large, full, good form,gee .habit velvety vivid red crimson; Souvenir du
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"See what lots of game I have got
By mtag this Cisalpine shot ! "
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• Home Correspondence.
Cotton Cultivation in Li'iia.—I list week directed attention

to the general character of Hindoo farming', and by comparing
the continued productiveness of Indian soils, atter centuries of
constant cropping, with the vast tracts of Cotton fields in the
Southern American States "worn out" within little more than
50 years, arrived at the conclusion that it is a great mistake to

condemn Indian agriculture as being in a "miserably back-
ward state," and showed by the comparison that whatever may
be the shortcomings of the Ryot as an agriculturist, that he,
rafher than the planter, demonstrates tl ruth of the axiom
"that there must bo £ rming if you are to have a con-
tinu. o of good crops, Cotton offering no exception to the
rule." We have now to consider their implements and mode of
using them. Those the planters brought to India as the essen-
tials of their cultivation were a plough, a small harrow for

covering the seed, and a hoe. Gins and presses for cleaning and
baking have nothing to do with cultivation. The plough was the
usual turn-furrow in use in this country, cutting a furrow of
from 4 to 5 inches deep ; the hoe is also much the same as
ours, but larger and heavier, and made of better material, being
cast steel in place of iron. The harrow was a small triangular
machine, just enough to cover one drill at a time. Whatever
we may think of American farming, viewed in the higher sense
in which I have throughout used that term, their tillage is

unquestionably excellent. With the plough the field is divided
off into narrow lands well raised in the centre, and with a
deepish water furrow on each side, the object being in their
humid climate to keep the roots sufficiently dry. The lands
vary lrom 4 to 6 feet in width, according to probable size of the
plant to be grown on them. If they have a slope—the side of
a hill or a circular rising ground—to cultivate, the ridges are
conducted across the slope or round the rise to prevent the water
running off too fast, the plant requiringa rather moist soil. When
the ploughing is finished and the field ready for sowing, it
certainly has a most finished appearance. In our practice a
native plough, drawn by a single bullock, was run along the
crown of the ridge to form a drill for tbe seed, which when
sown were covered in the usual way. In due course the seeds
germinated and made their appearance in eight or 10 days.
When two or three proper leaves were developed, the hoe came
into use. and the crop was "set out "—that is, superfluous plants
were thinned out and weeds destroyed, just as we do in this
country with our root crops. These operations are repeated as
required until the desired " stand " or plant has been attained.
This done, the plants being now 6 or 8 inches are bedded up,
that is, ridges which had been flattened by hoeing and
treading down, are reuewed by the plough. After this nothing
beyond an occasional touch with the hoe to remove weeds is
required for that crop. The picking or harvesting the crop is
the same in both countries, and is done equally well in
both, the Hindoo having nothing to learn from'the planter.
The Hindoo implement of culture, for they have but one, is

A|^aUA|^lg|BJf|d^jyL 1 must admit* despicable looking
crooked stick," but which, measured by its efficiency .-is an

agricultural tool, not by its appearance placed side by side with
a Ransome or Howard, still less with a Smith's steam cultivator,
is by no means the despicable implement it seems. It is made
of the hardest wood, usually an Acacia, strengthened and
pointed with a bar of iron 18 or 20 inches long and about half
an inch thick, let into the sole. The beam is so set, that by
shortening or lengthening the point of attachment to the
bullocks, they can vary the depth of the furrow from 1 to
8 inches or even more in light land. If we designate our
implement a plough, then the native one is more properly a
cultivator, for the point enters the soil and, as it were, works
from below up, stirring and loosening it to the depth it goes,
bringing all weeds and Couch to the surface, and covering none
by inverting the soil; in one word, it is simplv a one-tined
grubber, and as such an instrument of great power.
This simplest and most ancient of agricultural implements
becomes in the hands of the patient and industrious Ryot,
long accustomed to its use, one of marvellous efficacy in
loosening and pulverising the soil and destroying weeds by
leaving all that it displaces to wither on the surface, burying
none. In his skilful hands it performs the functions of a
plough, a grubber, and even a harrow ! for covering his seed.
The Hindoo practice is, as much as possible, to fallow his
lands after every crop. This he accomplishes by ploughing
after every considerable fall of rain. His crops are usually
harvested during the dry season, when the land is baked as
hard as a brickbat. To plough then is impossible, but should
a thunderstorm or chance fall of rain happen, so as to soften
the soil but a couple of inches deep, it is immediately stirred
to that depth, and these stirrings are repeated as often
as opportunities offer until the proper sowing season.
In this way it is often well pulverized to the
depth of 6 or S inches long before the time for sowing
arrives. Should he be prevented by the want of rain or other
cause thoroughly fallowing in that way, a less perfect one
becomes almost indispensable, which he calls " cooling " the
land, that is, after ploughing as well as he can he lets it
remain in its loosened state exposed to the free action of the
sun and atmospheric influences for a month or longer The
fertilising effect of this "cooling" is so well understood by
the Ryot that he never willingly sows his field without that
preparation. Thus prepared and the proper sowing seas,
having arrived, he takes advantage of the first showers
to give his land a final turn and sows his seed. When
small he covers it by dragging a bush over it, but larger
ones like Cotton arc more frequently covered by running
the plough very lightly through the ground. In due
time the plants make their appearance, and when three or
tour inches high the field gets its last ploughing to thin out
superfluities, and break any caking or hardening of the
surface which exposure to alternate ram and hot sun may
nave caused since sowing, thereby giving the air and dew free
access to the roots of the growing plants. Tins ploughing com-
pletes the agricultural operations, with the exception of some
partial hoeings. In about 6 or 7 months the harvest begins,
and as well as I can recollect, in the case of the native plant, is
nnisbed m about three weeks. The American one continues

™1 *v £*% That done
> nocka of sheeP are "sually turned

into the held, to eat the leaves and green tops, and manure it

for the next crop. It the crop has been badly grown and the
plants small, they are left on the ground when ploughed ; but
if large they are gathered and stacked for fuel in place of, as
they ought, being burned on the ground. The fallowing begiis
with the first rains. Robert Wight, Gravdey Lodge. Nov. 91

Chesnut or Chestnut—One of your Correspondents
inquires whether we should write Chesnut or Chestnut.

of trees are mostly derived from the Saxon and not from
the Norman, and never have, I believe, any of our long-
established words been formed by the combination of a
Norman and a Saxon syllable, as would be that of
ehesne and nut. Besides that, the Oak and the
Chestnut were never confounded in popular language
either as trees or In their fruit, whatever may have been
the case with their timber. The more probable deriva-

tion is a corruption of the German Kastanie and Nuss,
for we find in old German dictionaries (eg., Adelung*s)
that Kastea is an obsolete form of Kastanie. And from
Kasten (pronounced Kesten) and Nuss, with the very
usual substitution in the north of Ch for K, we
have Chesten-nut or Chestnut.
French Ch&taienp, have of course

Castanea, and before that from

All these, like the

come from the Latin

the Greek tcao-rava,

us through the Saxons
Normans. B. May
the French Chataigne,
Old French, Chastaigne;

petal circular3 7r2' uTl-J *Te
l"^ J™ SQ^est that the word maybe derived

S' ZiZrZ'l^l!°me.?
hat distinct

;
from Chesne nut, and that it therefore should he writtenand I h*»w„ •:, , v

*

vumr
»
auu aoraewna™ 1 have omitted the latter because they are not so

|
without the t. This I think very improbable. Our names

but they have reached
and not through the
not Chestnut be from
lather than from Chdne ?

Italian, Castagna ; Latin, Castanea. In this case Chest-
nut, the ordinary spelling, is the more correct of
the two. W. In ltichardson's Dictionary we find
"Chestnut, n. "I Fr., Chastaigne ; It,, Castagna; Sp.,

Chestnut, adj. J Castana ; Lat., Castanea. ' It is,'

says Vossjus, * from Castana, or Castanea, a city of
Tnessaly, where there is great abundance of them :' but
Pliny says, 'the first Chestnuts were known to grow
about Sardis, and from thence were brought, and there-
fore the Greeks call them Sardinian Nuts,' (I. xv., c. 23.)
It is frequently, but not so properly, written Chesnut :

in 'Golden Boke' the tree is called Chestain." I beg
to send the above quotation on the word " Chestnut"

—

and to add that one of our most profound philologists,
the present Dean Trench, in his lecture " On the Study
of Word.*," speaks thra of the work from which it is

extracted :—In most cases Richardson's Dictionary, the
only one from which I can promise you effectual help,
for it is the only English one in which etymology
assumes the dignity or a science, will put you in the
right position forjudging why the word has been sug-
gested to you. H. W. C.

Camp Gardens.—I read with great interest the
article you recently published on the employment of
soldiers at the cam]) of Chalons, and I do not wonder
to find that the systematic instruction of soldiers while
in camp in the useful art of cultivating the land, is

encouraged by the wise ruler of France. It is, or
rather has been rare, but by no means a new thing in
history, to see the typical implements of peace and war
handled with alternate dexterity by men at once
warriors and husbandmen, but whether we regard the
system of training soldiers to habits of profitable in-
dustry, or look upon it in an economic, or moral, or
rational point of view, we shall find the scheme
equally deserving consideration and encouragement.
In camp, although doubtless military duties are suffi-
ciently engrossing, still a soldier's time is not exclu-
sively taken up, and to the idle hours which fall to his
share may be traced many of his follies and his crimes.
If only as a resource for leisure hours the establishment
of garden ground would be a great boon, but I would
go beyond, and advocate an allotment to each regiment
adequate to produce vegetables sunicient for the
requirements of the men while in camp ; and I would
provide opportunities for the development of any special
qualifications which the men might exhibit, and let in-
dividual skill have a chance of displaying itself. With
great physical vigour comes often the desire for action,
and inactivity is abhorrent to the powerful but often
unreflectingmen who seek theirhome in acamp. To such
men there is no greater satisfaction than to be placed
to oppose and overcome obstacles which physical
strength can move. Trenching, telling timber, drain-
ing, digging, are suitable occupations where physical
vigour wants exercise, and aptitude in these works
ensures a man work wherever he may be. If the
dignity which useful labour gives to a man were
explained, and its practice encouraged, many a man
otherwise a scapegrace whose super-abundant energy
would lead to overstep the limit prescribed by discipline,
would be saved from mischief and disgrace/ Regarding
soldiers as men who have undertaken the duties of
military life for a limited period, and who on the
expiration of their term of service will return
to civil life, how important it is fcbfct such men
should carry back into the social community that
skill and knowledge which would enable them to
apply themselves at once to labour in which
they had acquired a proficiency. Such men would
be valuable in our farms and rdens; trained to
habits of order, discipline, and obedience, and with the
skill of garden practice superadd* d, there would be no
lack of applicants for their service 8. At present what
in a discharged soldier do—mind a gate ! or carry a

hod ! Rut the other day I heard of one of the heroes of

the Balaclava charge, applying for a footman's place!

I venture to advocate the establishment of camp
Gardens at Aldershot. What a grand opportunity for

a campaign against the true enemy, unfertile earth,

that exists in the neighbourhood of that camp—mile*

upon miles of land covered with the profitless growth of

Heath and Fern, whicli labour would convert into food-

producing farms. W. Ingram, Behoir.
The Tumboa of West Africa.—In your volume of

this year, p. 7i, extracts are given from a letter

addressed by Dr. Welwitseh, then travelling in West
Tropical Africa, to Sir W. Hooker, containing an
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account of a most wonderful plant, of unknown
affinities, which Dr. W. had discovered, and proposed to
call Tumboa. Of this, or a very closely allied species,

Sir W. Hooker has lately received £ drawing, and
specimens in a very decayed state, from Mr. Baines, an
accomplished artist now travelling in the Dammara
country. The specimens contain ripe seeds, which have
been analysed by Dr. Hooker, who unhesitatingly pro-
nounces Tumboa to be a new genus of Gnetacea?, and
proposes to call this species, if new, T. Bainesii. Ac-
cording to the drawing, T. Bainesii differs from Dr.
Welwitsch's plant in having a shorter stem, hardly
rising above the ground, and four enormous leaves
spreading for 5 or 8 feet along the surface of the earth.
The cones, whose scales are quadrifarious, are arranged
in trichotomous panicles, and each is as large as a

and closely packed bracteal leaves. The white Lily is
.
which there were several dishesTlrndTsnTTi

now and then to be met with, with its floral leaves the famous kitchen Pear, Catillac, on \W*

much increased in number, widely separated from each

other, thus simulating a branch with a number
of white leaves attached to it. These changes

are accompanied by the total absence of the

stamens and pistil. Not to speak of double flowers

we have Wheat-ei# Carnations, green Roses, fnnnel-

like Poppies, erect Gloxinias, five spurred Linarias, but

even if the list were rendered complete it would be but
a scanty one in comparison with what it might be. I

might almost say with what it has been, for one trea-

tise at least exists on the culture of proliferous flowers,

that of Dr. Hill, published in 1759. That such develop-

ments were the subject of cultivation in Dutch gardens
is shown by the fact that representations of them may

«**,

small Spruce cone. An account of this singular plant,
\
be seen in old stained glass windows, the work of Dutch

together with the drawings of Mr. Baines, and dissec-
j
artists. One such instance may be found in one of

tzons by Dr. Hooker, will be laid before the Linnean the oriel windows of the Bodleian Picture Gallery
Society very shortly. J. 2>. II. at Oxford. The fact of more attention having

-double Glazing.—I have had a small hothouse, at one time been paid by cultivators to these develop-
double-glazed, for some year3, and at this time I possess merits may perhaps be cited as an argument that they
a small propagating house about nine feet square, which have been tried and found wanting, an argument which
is covered with double glass, at least it was last winter, ^m»«» »««« .»«««-* c *v- _.i.i.__ _•

•

there was a special class for these varieties
®"?**. h

that, taken in the common sense meanhw ii**
1*

"any variety," the Catillac and St. Gerl • **
ought not to have been excluded from Cl
the 1st prize awarded to a small, hard, stiH^
known variety named Warden, the secnn/

,a^ fi*
first-rate dessert Pear, Beurre Diel

,™
ti^

being awarded. There certainly were bin d
^

mitted in the judging of kitchen Pears in CkTa*
the sooner the question is settled which ar iwH^
kitchen Pears, the better it will be for the n \"

^
according to the decision in Class R. last S° ; **

week, any variety of dessert Pear ni]} fo a!^
equal, if not superior to the well.Jm0wn Can/**

5

Uvedale's St. Germain as kitchen Pears A \r *i
^

the Fruit Committee. JlemAer

and will be again shortly. The mode of fixing the
glass is just as your Correspondent speaks of. However,
he ig mistaken about the drip ; I find this in my house
is increased. On the whole I approve of the plan.
There are some drawbacks which I did not foresee, but
which a little mechanical contrivance might greatly
ameliorate. One was, I found that the dust collected
between the glasses ; another, more serious, I remember
one year, was the weight of snow that collected, and
lay unmelted on the double glass, threatening to break
it in, and obscuring the light. My house was at that
period very low and flat ; the part double-glazed was a
small hothouse and continuous with a greenhouse single
glazed ; and the melting of the snow from the single
glass as fast as it fell, and its accumulation on the
double glass, proved that the heat was well retained by
the double glass, while it was escaping fast at the single

£ocfetfc&
Royal Horticultural : Nov. 12 (f/or/f/ »

mittee).—Though late in the season and anTJ??
day, there was a good display of interestsZTamongst which the Chrysanthemum was of «hb*
spicuous. Of this autumnal ornament of ourwril
there were 15 seedling varieties exhibited by Mr 3?
of Hammersmith, and two or three by Mr. M i

_ —IT
— 7 —~»* ««*«•. *« p«c«« Chelsea. Among those from Mr. Salter were mom*.much of the interest and variety of a garden is fine things, especially General Slade, which hado2sacrificed to nrodnee strife inc oflfop.fa nf mlmir o fl™,f «i„oa „„.„..,} _- i.u_ /»«. ,'

uwllwuw

derives some support from the rather inconspicuous
nature of the few that still remain in old-fashioned
gardens. On the other hand I shall endeavour to show
that the interests of the cultivator, the botanist, and
the public in general may be served by a more extended
culture of some of these unusual forms. At present

sacrificed to produce striking "effects of colour
and form; and these effects are produced, but
it is a case of toujours perdrix. Why not
a little change to break the endless monotony
of Verbenas, Geraniums, and the like ? The materials

glass. I feel assured that the subject is well worthy of
more attention, especially for that part of glazed sur-
faces having a northern aspect ; for it must be remem-
bered that in this climate, especially during winter,
when the double glazing would be the most applicable,
we cannot afford to lose light, and the double glass)
especially with a little dust between them, is some
obstruction to light. W. II. O.

Rose Mildew.— I trust that you will caution your
leaders against the cure for mildew proposed by your
Correspondent in p. 967, November 2. Bine vitriol or
sulphate of copper is one of the most deadly foes to
vegetable growth. Applied to dead wood to kill dry
rot it may be very useful, but I should be sorry to let
it find its way to the roots of my Roses. S. B.
Potashfrom a Sedum.—Can you give me any infor-

mation as to the "potash plant "—a native of the
Punjaub, and said to be a kind of Sedum or Mesembry-
anthemum ? 2. And where I could find a good descrip-
tion of the process of manufacturing Potash from this ?
3. What salts are obtained from it ? W. F. P. VWe
can find no statement confirming the assertion that
potash is thus obtained in the Punjaub. Dr. T.
Thomson, in the valuable work he published in 1852
on the Western Himalaya, says nothing about it; or
if he does we cannot find the place. Royle however
mentions that soda is yielded by species of Mesembry-
anthemum; but that it is not known what plants are
burnt for the purpose of obtaining the soda called
Sujjee Muttee, exported from the shores of the lakes of
Western India.]

Monsters.-*-! venture to call the attention of such of
your readers as may be curious in such matters to the
desirability of paying more attention than is done at
present to the cultivation of monstrosities of different
kinds I aui of course aware that a large proportion
ol cultivated plants are in so far monstrous that they
differ from the ordinary wild condition of the species

for such changes are not far off; I will cite a few
instances that occur to me when writing. Peloria—we
are familiar with this as occurring in the common
Linaria, another instance of it is afforded bv the erect
Gloxinias, and similar changes occur in other plants
year after year, that might surely be turned to account
with advantage. Calceolarias affected with this singular
deviation from their usual form have been figured in
your pages, and if I may judge from the number of
specimens that have come under my own observation
have been more than usually abundant this year;
many of these have been of great beauty. Even more
singular and not less taking in appearance have been
some specimens, wherein two or three conical spurs
have projected from the lower lip of the flower in a very
symmetrical manner. Such spurs are not uncommonm the flowers of the Foxglove. The Rose Plantain
to which I have alluded is by no means the most strik-
ing looking condition that the plant assumes; varieties
with much branched and leafy inflorescence are not
uncommon, but we never see them in gardens; so too some
of our common Grasses when affected with an increased
degree of branching of the inflorescence form really
handsome plants quite worthy a place in the border. Some
weeks ago, in allusion to the Dragon Chrysanthemum
figured in your pages, I drew attention to the frequency
with winch the germs of such developments might be
met with in semi-double flowers; but it is unnecessary
to give further illustration of the aesthetic uses that
would be served by a more general culture of these
&k a a _ 1 / * V J Mi •-

a first-class award on the 6th and was now mew,,
better and more fully developed state; andDuchatf
Wellington, a fine incurved flower of a light rose

«

rosy lilac, with the backs of the florets silvery, a ntiek
which worthily received a First-class Certificate. U
these are of great excellence. Another scarcely infea^

and now produced in a much better state than life

exhibition a few days^ since, was Carissima, also fr*

Mr. Salter, now awarded a First-class Certificate. 7b
flowers as shown on this occasion were sulphury wfe,

faintly tinted with rose, the outermost florets being*
somewhat streaked with rose-colour; the flower heu

were of moderate size, formed of broad incurved fas
sufficiently numerous to form a full close crmi

Sparkler, another of Mr. Salter's flowers, was ..

mended ; this is one of the deep rich Indian reds, g*
at the back of the florets, and the flower heads thoc

small (it is one of an intermediate class between*

large-flowered and Pompons) were very full, compel

and finely incurved. A commendation was give

Madame Heine, a white large-flowered Pompon
santhemum from Mr. Bull, a variety of free flow

habit, with full flower heads of remcrkable pi

Among Mr. Salter's flowers, Lord llanelagh and SyJ}

among the larger sorts were promising but bar

to ihe mark in properties as shown ; the first w
deep fawn or pale coppery red, the latter a am,
white with rosy margins. Citronella, a fine Wgk

yellow but too flat, and Apollo, a coppery red w»
]

yellow backs, deep and incurved but not quite d*&
|

up, were two promising sorts of the intermedin

and among the Pompons we were rather pleased wift

Acis, a neatly-formed flower of the Andromeda eu*.

straw yellow, deeper at the centre, and wifci

J*}'
backed florets. Medora, a loose rose-coloured sort,

rS!?i!2E Th,b°tan^ W0
.

uld be
„
m
?
ch interested with buff" anemone centre developed In a rari

ing degree, seemed likely to be a good^^ I
sort, as it branches freely and blooms abundantly,

me

colour at the same time being attractive. V> al
\

had a few other plants, amongst which was aremar^

able Begonia from Saute Martha, whicb bore ventaw

" elephants' ears," the leaves measuring 2ft «*££.
3 inches. He had also the prettily

varies

Galeobdolon luteum albo-maculatum, in *^
leaves were marked very much as in the Kuellia naw

lata met with not unfrequently a few years suu

m tne results of the cultivation of these aberrant
developments ; he would be the better able to judge of
the value of specific and generic characters ; he would
be better enabled to ascertain what deviations might
be looked on as fleeting, what more permanent ; he could
form a better estimate of the amount of variation ^^^uva
that could be induced in different plants, and whether

|
19 inches,

such modifications could be extended" indefinitely or not.
I need only refer to the numerous interesting cases that
have from time to time been recorded or commented on
in your pages, to show the interest that such malfor-
mations have for the botanist or amateur ; take as one
out of many the Begonia frigida, with hermaphrodite

beautifully

and often to a very considerable extent- ^7 tuT* V •;

begonia tngida, with hermaphrodite
to be consideredJ^^ntoSt&^^l™ ^eatin! SS * ^^^ inf

*T
ior *****- While

In truth these conditions merge so'™SZm into r >c n v ™£?
m

-
att°™ *^ T^ to "?™n°uncement

the other that it is im™»iMe i£d^-SSESJ?S!™ K^S ma
?
e m 7°™ «A"m™ «** an Italian

our plant stoves. Mr. Bull had a -

and grey-green variegated Agave americana

id a large green-leaved Arad, •elegantissima; and

the other that it is impossible to draw any line of demar-
cation between them, and they are no more anomalous
or monstrous than the forms which according to our
present knowledge we consider to be regular and obedient
to law and order. Hence it would be an unnecessary
refinement if I attempted In this place to define
accurately what is meant by a monstrosity, and I hope
to be able to make myself intelligible without encamp-
ing on such very debatable ground. If variations in
size, colour, and minor differences in form be excluded,
and also such cases as those afforded by variegation in
leaves and the various instances of so-called double
flowers, there will remain but few instances of acknow-
ledged malformations that are in general cultivation.
I will mention a few of those more commonly met with,

,
ment, as so many of our cultivated fruits and veJtalTsand which will also serve to nsfmfp mnm «T^o.i„ *.u • .^n:*..;^ „ „* • n„ ~ _. " a

..
vegetauiesand which will also serve to illustrate more clearly

than any clumsily framed explanation would do
the sense in which the terms monstrosity, variety,
&c. are used. Of malformations of the stem there is
the Cockscomb, Celosia cristata, the Sedum cristatum,
both exemplifying the condition called fasciation; the
spirally twisted Rush, &c. The inflorescence is
materially changed, so far as its appearance is con-
cerned, m the old fashioned Hen-and-chicken Daisy, yetmore an ir\ *k« i?^«^ tm„*. • , ., ^ J$ J

botanist had remarked the existence of three
cotyledons in Pinks, whose flowers were in due
time produced double, and this so constantly that
whenever he saw a seedling Pink with three cotyle-
dons he was enabled to pick it out for the sake of ir*

is not uncommon, especially in the Indian Pink" of the
gardens, and I can confidently assert that in this plant
at least double flowers are not alwavs produced
on plants that have originally three" seed leaves
instead of two. The directly practical value
of the culture of monstrosities needs very little com-

owe their utility to a strictly "monstrous" condition of
some one or more of their organs, combined for the most
part with degeneration or suppression of some other
part. Maxwell T. Masters.

^
JR. Horticultural Society's Show.—At the Fruit exhibi-

tion on the 6th inst. the judges must have misunderstood
the plain meaning of the words"any variety/' as set forth
in the Schedule, Class R. Had the wording in Class R.
been the same as in Class G., " any otheb variety,"
there could not have been any mistake in deciding, asneir piace a tutt of enlarged happened, by excluding the Uvedale's St. Germain, of admirable hardy or almost hardy Ferns, to who*

^

soma maculatum, in which the petioles were
.

P
hfl

covered with a glaucous bloom, and edged tfitnj?

on the sheathing portion. From Messrs. Low' 1

of Clapton, was a Dendrobium exhibited onder

name of Lowii; this was from Borneo, and borej
beautiful nankin yellow flowers, marked ou^\A
several bold crimson lines, which lines are fring*\

long red hairs. A rosy lilac sport of the Cedo

Mrs-

Redgrave sent a group of well managed plants ofS*J
pseudo-capsicum, the red berries of which a^J
poisonous render it a pretty plant for table decojjj

Several interesting plants came from Messrs. >*^
Son. Amongst them an Alsopkila from Manu&
tree Fern which seemed to be A. glauca, the *W
dium contaminans of vVallich; Wigaudia cara^
the plant mentioned in our columns as used so^
sivelyinthe Paris gardens; Graptophyllum ve^JI
a caricature plant with the leaves suffused w»*».

the lovely little Stenogasterconcinnum, to which a,»

class Certificate was given; and three admirably F^
plants of Sonerila margaritacea, of the varieties

under the names of splendens, alba, and super ^
finely bloomed small plant of Eucharis amazonx*,

of the best of stove herbaceous plants, and no*
jj^-,

well known, was sent by E. Kosher, Esq., of &• #
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class Certificates rvere assigned. They were Wood-

vardia orientalis recently introduced from Japan by Mr.

fortune, a more slender plant than W. radicans, and

remarkable for bearing little bulbils over the upper

forface of its coriaceous bipinnatifid fronds; and

Lomaria elongata, a fine bold-looking New Zealand

fpeciea, in which both the broad lobed sterile and con-

tracted fertile fronds are remarkable for having the

lobes verv much decurrent down the racliis.

Nor. i2 (Fruit Committee).—Examples of Bowood

Muscat, Tynningham Muscat, a long tapering bunch

—and Muscat Hamburgh Grapes were shown on

us occasion, as were also two or three dishes of

Apples and Pear?, the latter chiefly for the purpose

of ascertaining their correct names. From^ Mr.

William Paul came a collection of vegetables consisting

of Brussels Sprouts, Onions, Vegetable Marrow, an

improved kind of blood red Beet, variegated Kail and a

dwarf compact variety of German Green. The same

collection also contained examples of Chserophyllum

bulbosum, or Parsnep Chervil, the new vegetable, of

which an at nut and illustration was given at p. 887

of our present year's volume.

Nov. G and 7 (Great Exhibition of Fruit and
Chrysantfiemums).— In our report of this meeting

last week we omitted to mention that specimens

of Vine training on the chandelier or Montangon

plan were shown under the arcades at the east end

of the conservatory. These were kindly procured

for the inspection of English cultivators through

the agency of Messrs. Vilmorin of Paris and though

dead and dried up they nevertheless fully answered the

purpose for which they were exhibited. Of this kind

of training some account together with a woodcut

illustration was given in our columns of last jear,

p. 1103. On reference to the page in question it will

be seen that this mode of training the Vine does not

differ from that usually followed in this country in

regard to Gooseberry and Currant bushes, and that

Vines will readily submit to such treatment gardeners

will easily understand. The specimens exhibited had

ihort thick stems, open cup-like centres, and heads

pruned hard in so as to occupy little room, and thus

managed they are stated to bear abundantly. The plan

may therefore be worth a trial inorcbard-houseSjin which

such standard Vines, if they did well, would have a

pretty appearance. Among other miscellaneous matters

was also left unnoticed a collection of 72 different kinds

of woods from Mr.*Rust, gr. to the Rt. Hon. Lawrence
Sulivan, Broom House, Fulham. These were all of

uniform size, polished, nicely fitted together, and framed
and glazed. Under this arrangement the grains of the
different trees were well brought out and contrasted,

and altogether the exhibition was one of considerable

interest. W '"
* '

"*
""

iy '

'
**"" ''

information as where plants come from, and what are

the Latin equivalents of common English names.

The Forests and Gardens of South India. By Hugh
Cleghorn, M.D., F.L.S., Conservator of Forests m the

Madras Presidency. London : Allen & Co.

{Continued from p. 969.)

Next in value to Teak comes the Poow ; a little

known tree which Dr. Cleghorn refers to Calophyllum

angustifolium, Roxb., but which Lieut. Beddome assures

us is a very different and undescribed species of that

genus. This is becoming very scarce, and the spars are

perhaps even more valuable than Teak. Here again

previous waste is the topic most dwelt on
;

as an

instance of which it is mentioned that several valuable

spars of this wood were used in the construction of a

bridge (for which it is not at all suitable), the total

estimate for which was 25Z.

!

Black wood, Dalbergia latifolia, L., has risen much

in price, owing to the Government indents of Madras

and Bombay for 5000 cubic feet each, for gun carriage

The trees were formerly sold at 6s. each, but this

practice is to be in future discontinued.

Sappan wood, Casalpinia Sappan, L., is a valuable

dye-wood, and is extensively cultivated in South

Malabar by the Moplahs, who plant a number of seeds

at the birth of a daughter, and these arriving at

maturity at 15 years of age become her dowry. A
better system of cultivation and cutting is desirable,

and the practice of immersion of the wood in salt

water should be avoided, as it is thereby injured.

Sandal wood, Santalum album, L.—This tree has in

certain districts received much attention, and it has

spontaneously increased to a considerable extent. It

was formerly systematically plundered by bands of

robbers; and so extensively were their depredations

carried on, that 78 men, each with a load of wood on

his back, were once captured in a single night

!

Gutta Percha, Bassia elliptica, L., has been found

at intervals from Coorg to Trevandrum, but its produce

is not favourably spoken of.

Catechu, Acacia Catechu.—The increasing value of

Cutt has led to an universal destruction of this tree,

and the felling of it is consequently now restricted to

certain districts.

Kino, Pterocarpus Marsupium.—This tree is greatly

prized both for its gum and for its timber, which is

extensively used in the manufacture ofcotton gins. The
gum is collected by making V-shaped incisions in the

bark, and is taken to the coast for the Bombay market.

A more economical method of incising is recommended.

Bamboos (species not mentioned).—Those of 60 feet

long and 5 inches diameter are amongst the richest pro-

duce of the provinces of the west coast. They are

j likewise take this opportunity ofjpurchased standingJ at 1Q& and 7s. per 1000. according

collections of fruit that from Mr. ! to size. Millions are annually cut and floated down the

Tillyard was placed equal first—not second, as is stated
in our report at p. 987. It was considered in all

respects equal to the fine collection from Mr. Hender-
son; therefore it deservedly received an equally high
reward.

Crtstax Palace Chrysanthemums.—An'excellent
exhibition of Chrysanthemums took place here on
Thursday and Friday last, and the weather being
favourable it was tolerably well attended. Plants in

pots were plentiful, well grown, and finely flowered

;

they therefore made a good display, as did likewise the
collections of cut blooms, though the latter were not
as a matter of course so effective as the former. The
cut flowers were placed in straight lines on benches in

the centre transept, surrounded by a frame-work of
plants in pots, an arrangement perfectly satisfac-

rivers as rafts, or used as floats to timber. We refer

our readers to the book for an interesting account of

the method of floating them.

Saw Machinery.—Owing to the deteriorating effects

of the humid climate of the forests, there are great

obstacles to the introduction of circular saws ; besides

that from the unhealthy condition of the forests during

a considerable portion of the year they must either be

transported back at great expense or else left unpro-

tected, and exposed to injury from wild elephants !

Charcoal Forges.—The supply of charcoal for iron-

smelting is one of the most difficult to keep up. In

the method now employed the waste is prodigious and

the material bad, the blacksmiths insisting on the use

of one of two woods, both of them unsuited to the

purpose.

Noxious Insects.—On this subject the expediency of

ood

lately been taken by Europeans for railway purposes.

Dep6ts on the western coast are urgently recommended,

where the timber may be classified, and sold by
European pensioners of known integrity. Additional

overseers are required, who should have robust health,

an elementary knowledge of forestry, an acquaintance

with accounts, integrity of character, and a knowledge

of native tongues,—all these qualifications also com-

mand a high market value in other departments of the

public service.

A Depot of Books and Tools is proposed, with a

supply of copies of James Brown's excellent "Forester's

Guide." The Conservator himself instructs his overseers,

and directs his assistants to do the same ; he further

adopts a system of examinations. A "Manual of

Accounts" is recommended for the use of the

employes, and a consumable Herbarium is in process of

formation at the Presidency for their use ; for which a

set of the named "East Indian Herbarium" of Drs.

Hooker and Thomson has been supplied from the Royal

Gardens, Kew.
The last head is that of Expenditure on account of the

department; which amounts to the incredibly small

Mim of 2,800/., including all salaries.

From the preceding commentaries on its first chapter,

some idea may be formed of the nature and contents of

Dr. Cleghorn's book; it is followed by a copy of the

answer from Government, which enters minutely into

its several heads, and in almost every case acts on its

suggestions :—then follow other annual reports, fuller

for the most part than the above, and containing infor-

mation on many additional vegetable products. Other

chapters are devoted to furniture, engraving woods,

experiments on the strength of timbers, hedges, avenues

for towns, forest rules of Sind and Pegu, and public

and soldiers' gardens, &c, and in conclusion we have a

list of botanical and pharmaceutical [inquiries, a copious

Bibliography and good Index. The work is further

supplied with an excellent map of the peninsula,

showing the distribution of Teak, Sandal wood and Sal

;

it also contains some capital illustrative woodcuts, and

some highly characteristic lithographs of scenes in the

mountains and forests.

The result of our perusal of Dr. Cleghorn's book has

certainly in one respect surprised us ; for though we

had always entertained a very high idea of the extent

and richness of the vegetable resources of India, we

were quite unprepared for the evidence Dr. Cleghorn

adduces of their rapid recent development, and of the

apparently exhaustless stores of future wealth that

will accrue to India if these resources are husbanded

with moderate care and attention. It may be suggested

that much of this may be in appearance only, and due

to the ability or enthusiasm of the reporter, and so we
might have supposed had his book been of a different

character, or contained only his own statements and
opinions. But here on the contrary we have no loose

statements, no speculations and assumptions, all is fact,

supported by cash balances, and vouched for by copies

of correspondence with the Government.

In conclusion we most strongly recommend this book

to the attention of the mercantile community of

Madras, as beyond comparison the best that has

appeared on the vegetable products of any part of

India, while in its author the Government possesses a

very able public officer, and a capital reporter, who can

be both brief, explicit, and interesting.

tory as regards effect, while at the same time
; adopting Boucherie's process ot impregnating w

it afforded ample opportunity of critically examin- W1^n p jgon ,* s discussed, to prevent the ravages ei

An elevated grouping the flowers individually.
of pot plants in the centre, together with others of a

similar description at the corners where the nave crosses

the transept, added considerably to the beauty of the

exhibition, which was in all respects an]improvement on
that of former years. Among both plants and cut

blooms were many wonderful examples ofskilful manage-
ment ; but of these and other matters of detail a full

report will be given next week.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Salter's Nursery, Hajimersmith.— The

Chrysanthemums for which this establishment has

always been celebrated are now in full bloom, and
lovers of this useful autumnal flower will do well to

espe- inspect them at once. Although out of doors the

ciallyof a large bee, Xylocopa latipes, which bores into flowers have suffered somewhat from the late stormy

Notices of Books.
A Manual of British and Foreign Plants. By L. H.

Grindon (Pamplin).
We scarcely understand the purpose of this little

volume. The anther states that it is intended to

facilitate the progress of the Botanical student, and to
serve various other useful purposes. How it is to
achieve the first we are unable to discover. As to the
various other purposes, we hope that in so sweeping a

verbal net something may be included of value. For
ourselves we take it to be a Latin and English Cata-
logue of accented names, and to have no particular

merit in that direction. The accentuation is pretty
well done, which is as much as we can say. That the
volume contains the name "of every curious, favourite
and useful flower, fern, tree, and culinary vegetable
ordinarily cultivated in our country," is a great deal
more than we can guarantee, and is a promise that
ought to be withdrawn. In short, beyond neat printing,
good paper, and smart binding, we find little to praise.
The volume may, however, be useful to that class of
amateurs which is satisfied with such a modicum of receiving bribes.

rafters.

Provision for the Wants of the Native Peasants

(Ryots) is ensured by an allowance to each of an
enclosure of 1200 yards, which is strictly preserved,

the Pyot being entitled to wood for his plough, &c.

Coffee.—Owing to the rapidly increasing demand for

coffee, the applications for grants of forest land pour in

upon the revenue authorities. It is recommended that

these applications be liberally responded to, but that

special care be taken to preserve the high-wooded

mountain tops intact, as the best means of insuring the

continued supply of rain. Half the slopes are therefore

recommended to be kept clothed, and the lower half and
all the valleys given up to cultivation. Immense tracts

of virgin forest in the Kundahs district are described as

eminently suited for Coffee, and clearings should be con-

fined to the most productive elevations, viz., 2500 to

4500 feet.

Tea.—A thriving plantation is described near Kunnr,

belonging to M. Mann, Esq., Tfhere 2000 vigorous plants

are under cultivation, raised from seeds brought by Mr.

Fortune from China.

Difficulty of procuring Assistance— The want in

India of a class of persons who know anything of

forestry is deeply felt; of 200 applicants for employ-

ment, but three could be considered as intelligent

foresters. There is equally a want of intelligent con-

tractors, a multitude of rogues being the chiefapplicants

for contracts, and for advances, which they appropriate

!

Of two sub-contractors in North Canara, one had to be

removed for incapacity, and the second suspended for

— _ ^ .,
Extensive contracts have however

weather, those in borders along the sides of the

principal walk, which is about 500 feet long, have a gay
and dressy appearance. Under glass, in what is called

the Winter Garden (a lean-to building some 85 feet long

in the form of a T), the plants are in clumps, sur-

rounded by winding paths neatly edged with Box, an
arrangement which is far more pleasing than unbroken

masses of gaudy colours. With a view to heighten

the effect, fine plants, remarkable for the size and
beauty of their leaves, such as Canna zebrina and
discolor, Caladium esculentum, Wigandia caracasana,

|

Yucca variegata, Centaurea candidissima and gym-
nocarpa. Orange trees, Camellias, and Araucarias,

tve been stationed among the Chrysanthemums at

lints where they have the best appearance. In

the principal bank of large flowers (running the

entire length of the house) are some thousands of

expanded blooms, and the brilliancy and variety of

colours are charming.

Of new varieties for 1862, the following are among

the best, viz., General Slade, Carissima, and Sparkler,

all of which are Smith's seedlings and are noticed in

another column ; Miss Slade (also Smith's), pale sulphur;;

Cherub (Smith), golden amber, incurved; Draco

(Smith), fiers red; Dido (SmUh), sulphur white, incurved,

dwarf, and line in habit; Lord of the Isles (Clark),

incurved rosy orange, very high centre; Saint George

(Clark), golden yellow ; Duchess of Wellington (Salter),

Lord Ranelagh "(Salter), noticed elsewhere at p. 1008

;

Mr. Broome (Salter), large rose and lilac, incurved;

White Christine (Simmons), a sport from Christine,

and valuable as a specimen plant; White Themis, a
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sport from that variety; White Queen of England, also
a sport.

Among new Pompones we noticed Acis (s titer),
Oapella (Salter) dark chesnut; Citronella (Smith),
JUucinda (Salter), rose and lilac; Orange Boven (Salter),
brjght orange. These are in the shape of dwarf
bushy plants covered with well-formed flowers.
Other groups contained all the best varieties in

general cultivation, among which the most conspicuous
were Queen of England, Lady Harding, Radices,
Little Harry, Golden Queen, Prince Conscrt, Alfred
halter, Jardin des Plantes, Pandora, Ariadne, Cassandra,
-Rifleman, Yellow Perfection, General Harding, Novelty,
Leon Leguay, Aimee Ferriere, Golden Hermione,
-Bouquet des Pleurs, Gluck, Progne, Etoile Polaire,
Garibaldi (Clark), Caractacus, Yellow King, Alma,
Nancy de Sermet, Le Prophete, Dr. Rozas, Wonderful,
Christine, Madame Sentir, Calliope, Florence, Aliran-
dum, Andromeda, Airs. Turner, Miss Julia, Diana, Fanny,
Ida, Mrs. Dix, Mr. Astie, Madame Chalonge, and Julie
Lagravere. Of these there were numbers of beautiful
examples, and being neatly arranged they had an excel-
lent effect.

orown especially for
#

winter, have nice light secure perfect drainage
; for a vT -

find rpo-rdar nt.fpntinn as rpcrarda wntprino- wnfpr ia vomitf/irl A : ., *''*!

Miscellaneous.
North American Bee Culture profitable.—I take

the liberty to send you a copy of my account with my
bees for the current season." The profits foot up, as
you will see, to something over 100 per cent, above
every expense. I can make no other stock pay half as
well. I have charged them no ground rents, as they
hang on cleats, and I get a full crop of Grass under
them._ Experience is continually improving my skill
m their management. I have just learned that much
may be gained in amount of honey in boxes by changing
boxes partly filled from industrious swarms to more
idle ones, even without emptying the boxes of the bees,
as I find they do not quarrel. Anotber improvement
is to put empty comb into each box before inserting it in
the chamber. Some strutters finding empty cells will
put a little honey into them, and a beginning beino-
thus made, the process of filling is soon undertaken in

I shall sell a few more swarms, as I find that
to 30 is about the right number for me to

PlNEET.-
this season

;

manner it is

earnest,

from 25
winter.
1359.

June 1.

Dr.
To 29 swarms wintered, worth 7 dols.

each.

To 30 hives for new swarms, 1.60 dols. "45
To 100 honey boxes, ISc jgTo 13 frames on which hives are sus-
pended, 50c 6To labour bestowed, estimated at

*

" 10
Expense of marketing . .

. ""
3

dols.

203 00
00
00

50
00
40

$'285 96

130

By
b*ox™ °5

52°- lbS
'

Cl0VCr h°ney
>

iacludinS
By sales of 4S9 lbs. Buckwheat honey, including

boxes, 14c 6

Seven swarms taken up :
"

d<^_By honey estimated at 3.00 dols. each n 00By seven hives for use again, 1 . 50 dol. . . 20 00

Bv 5^°° b*Dd
.
an* used in fami^ estimated 30By 3o swarms on hand, o. 00 dols. .

.

9?oBy 17 swarms sold after honey season " " innBy first premium at State Fair "
[[

10
{?

»» » Saratoga Co. Fair .".' ".'
i

12

6S 40

50
00
00
00
00
00

flowers,
fe
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situations and regular attention as regards watering.
The forcing-pit must provide at the proper season such
things as Iihododendrons, Azaleas, Persian Lilacs, Sweet
Briars, Moss and other Roses, Sedums, Kalmias,
Daphnes, Anne Boleyn Pinks, Dutch Bulbs, &c. If the
heat is furnished by means of fermenting materials, keep
down accumulating damp and mouldiness by an
almost constant ventilation, increasing the linings
in order to raise the necessary temperature.
Those who are fortunate enough to possess pits warmed
by hot water will of course pursue a somewhat different
course. Look well to pits and frames containing stores
for next summer, and have efficient protecting mate-
rial always in readiness, with which to cover them
whenever the weather is unfavourable. Bedding
plants, however, must have attention, for in all likeli-
hood many things are suffering from damp, and such
plants as appear to suffer most should be removed to
other quarters where a drier temperature is kept.
Iveep store stock well ventilated and the surface soil of
the pots frequently stirred. Dust with sulphur Ver-
benas and similar plants attacked with mildew. Be
particular in keeping the interior of pits containing
plants of the above description as dry as circumstances
will permit.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Water plants in pots as little as possible at
where the general stock is grown in this
a good plan to cover the pots over 2 or

6 inches with the plunging material ; where the bottom-
heat wiU permit that to be done it obviates the necessity
ot watering so frequently.
Vineries.—Use fire-heat sparingly in houses where

ripe, but sufficient must be used if
should became frosty to prevent the
the atmosphere being frozen to the
the house, for if this is allowed to

happen the moisture on thawing is liable to drop
upon the bunches, injuring the bloom and causing
the berries to decay. Admit air on every favourable
opportunity, and examine the bunches often and care-
fully, so as to make sure of removing decay ino- berries
the moment it can be perceived they are affected.
Where forcing is commenced be careful to maintain
a properly moist state of the atmosphere, and this
must be especially attended to in the event of severe
weather, particularly when the buds are bursting The
evaporating troughs must be kept constantly supplied
with water and the paths, bed, &c, should be frequently
syringed If fermenting material is used for warming
the border, this must be well covered with dry litterand turned occasionally, adding some fresh as may be

will be advisable, however, to have some dun- and
leaves thrown

,
up to heat, as there would bo some

fiosfcy weather, and mixing it with the dung or leaves

fc slut. A°* rmmenCed fe™enti»?- HoSses which

Zl\ « ?i u
t0

,

™™nence forcing the beginning of

nhced

T

%sh0"k
\
alS° have s°™ fermenting material.

placed on the borders so as to encourage the roots a
little before the Vines are excited, which will be of great

SEMraS^ the buds t0 push sfcron^ and

water is required during the
Bop*

the fruit is

the weather
moisture of
glass inside

and if the drainage is "defective ^h?^ W*
apt to become sodden by inuiflio£

m * *t
While the bulbs are kept in a fi?8 ***?
water need be given, merely sufficient to t

^^
-Moss, or sand from becoming too dry \vi

P tile*
have made some progress, the crowns win

the «*
their appearance; and as soon as these 1» °°v

**
remove to the greenhouse; or where Vk-°^
convenient, a cold frame or pit will in™ • *
they will also do exceedingly well in ?* peiH'
window. All that is requisite is to alW «T ^
light and air possible on mild days, giv^ }

h

f
n ««*

be necessary, to keep the mould, &c ., in a nT\t"

* **

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARnil
^

Trench, dig, and ridge every spare koh If

'

whenever the weather will permit these o ^
r°l*

be advantageously performed. TbwjgJ??
1

^
be observed in gardens the soil of which j

J

.

euiarlJ *
nature. If frost sets in let the manure J * C,

*tt"
wheeled out for the whole of the sprint er, J*^ b

it in heaps either on the spot where it I

Z

Y^^
as near as possible to it. What is not rel>!^

Q

immediate digging should be piled in small mZfcfT
soiled over to prevent loss from evaporation v
uncover tender vegetables after the breakin/n^
frost until they have become completely tkwj\5
even then do not uncover suddenly; leaveav^t
protection on them for a day or two m order to Z.them gradually to light.

m

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHTSWICK NEAR LOXMv
Fortheweek ending Nov. 14, 1861 . as observed at the Horticultnnlfi^

Novem-
ber.

go"

iif

Baromete

Friday 8
Satur. 9
Sunday 10
Mon. 11

Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Thurs. U
Averago

D
a

9
10

11

12

Max. Min

1.314

29.531
29.321

29.681

29.730

39.887
2!'.280

29.290
t.416

29.102

29.645
29.677
28.912

29.276

Tkmperatore

Of the Air.

Max. Min. Mean

Ofthe Earth w
1 foot 2 feet

29.507 ' 29.317

Nov. 8-Frosty and fogpry , very fine ; rather hazy ; slight frost
" ia~?,°^5' ; y(irYb"*l i tof&y i lightning at night
- lU-noisterous with heavy rain ; heavy showers ; thunder 10

}
1- Clear, with cold wind ; fine ; sharp frost.

h~."-
r-F mth rain

: boisterous, with rain at night.
- lo-i oggy ; sudden fall of barometer ; constant rain throt^*!;

t . ^i
ver7 boisterous, with heavy rain at night.

\r
14"7CIrar !

lowdusuy white clouds; fine: Bhowen.Mean temperature of the week 2 1-oth de-. below the average.

_^RECORD OF THE "WEATHER AT CHISWICX""
"

*
3 y ears, for the ensuing Week, ending Not. 23, ISO.

November.
atf.d

<47.8

1S.0

.ii

19

48.9

17.1

.it? ex
P g a c. No. of 1

*— L* "
u f Z II Yc-ais in |,

Which it ('

1 Rained.

34.5 41.1 17
33.8 40.9 20
3-1.0 41 2 16

I 41.9 13
.6 12.9 21
'.7 41.8 19
1.8 4(1.9 15

Great*
Qwmtitv

Sunday 17 .

Mon. 18..
Tins. 19 # .

Wed. 20..
Thurs. 2L.,
riday *jj..

Satur. 23..

*on
T
v
he
ioJ?

hes^ tempCTatm* during theThorem-riod occurred ob^
-"in, 1844, and 21st, 1833-therm. 5!) deg.: and the lowest on the*
1858—therm. 9 dei;.

Deduct debits *^$576 08
06

Profits
$290 1

2

Miram Bulkeley, Feiv York.
Poisoning Noxious Animals.—

O

n account of thenumerous accidents which have occurredTZrn us 1
arsenic and phosphorus for this purpose, M Sellr SCausse, at the request of the French Government hasbeen pursuing a series of investigations with he o\jecof devising some means of poisoning which should beas efficacious and more safe than those in use Asgeneral pnnc.ples he iavs down these rules :-T*Tht

muiT.L^^ P*^- « Powder; 2. An^cipientmust be used which ls repugnant in taste to man butnot t0> animals; 3. Emetic substances should be a dedso a, m case of the poison being swallowed accidentallyvomiting may be produced, which is not with gnawh^flnimals hke rats and mice ; 4. The substance should fe^o e^flebyCliem
'

lCalan^ si^ 5
' ThecomposT

turn he finally recommended as the b suited as a
destructive agent, consists of tallow 786 -ramme*
tartar emetic 153 grammes, and euphorbium 51

CUT?" ?TJ *W With a ^lncli of ^entu rine(added for facility of detection in case of human

fZT
n
?\oy

thVnid rf 10 grammes of Cotton, aremade into 32 candles, each of which would suffice topoison several rats or mice. Pharmaceutical Journal

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
nrpW

E
fJ

ATY
;
&a~

1

1
/
1 chanS**le weather like the

present, this structure will require very careful manage-ment The best plan is to keep as low and dry a

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
Examine pillar and trellis Roses, and if the weather

is favourable see if the soil wants renewing or the hindschanging-For choice sorts roomy holes should bemade capable or containing three or four barrow-loads
of well prepared soil Turfy loam of good quality is thechief thing; to this add a portion of rich rotten
manure, and, if at hand, a Httle sandy peat or leaf-

wfofi .

Cr
2
cuses ™y be Planted whenever theweather is favourable ; they like a deep, light,

rich sandy soil ; but will thrive in any ordinary sofl or^

?
* oT o ?" Plantin^ the bulbs should be coveredtrom 2 to 3 inches with fine mould; and if an effective

display during the fust season is desired, plant thickly

ZT\J?°Z n
2hic>es apart. For edging bordersand beds, the Crocus is also exceedingly useful ; and,where planted in hues along the margin of walks or in

IZF
S -1' 6> 12

' ?
r more bulbs ™ch

> ™* allowed to

m««
Q ^ «

gr°U^ f°
r Several years .

th« effect of the

Sea wTT WhlCh thCy Pr°duce is ^l tbat can ^deaired. A\ e have seen a very effective display in aflower garden m March, produced by each bed having abroad edging of Crocus, the colours being nicflvarranged and contrasted This may be secured*without

» « f{V e,

i

ther
,

Ul
fT "g °r SUmmei- occupants

;

for the bulbs may be planted close to the outside of the
bed, where they will scarcely be in the way, either indigging or in planting. Unless the bulbs become toonumerous, and the leaves spread over more space than
It may be desirable to have covered with them thev
should not be disturbed, as they bloom more profuselvwhen well established. Care must be exerci ed
however, to protect them from mice as thevare exceedingly partial to Crocuses, especially in winter
J- or blooming m-doors, either in pots or in any of the
various contrivances that are used instead of pots
strong bulbs should be selected, planting them in

Notices to Correspondents.
Ants : S2 Dip rags in spirits of turpentine, and push them

into the holes and runs of the ants. If the nret dose ism
effectual, repeat it.

Books
: South Stafford. For your purpose we strongly n®**

mend Thompson's Gardener's Assistant. . „
OTflDo Rats eat Grapes ? We have received several more letters,

all answering in the affirmative. That point may therefore

be regarded as settled. ^2sames of Plants : S II. Eupatorium glandulosum.-^M^*
Dipsmaserratifolia.—R T. Zaunceston. No doubt a leaf ofA»
palmatum.-C<?. Poterium spinosum, a curious Greesplaj*

(shrub), not hardy.—Emily R. The flat objects from Sag*
are the fruit ofPaliurus aculeatus, a " horrid " thorny bMJ
believed to have been that with which our Sarwur

«Jcrowned.—G D. An interesting variety of Lady Fern, *WJ
appears new. Send a piece with any information y« n*

liave respecting it to Mr. Afoore, Botanic Garden, Cheliea.

Nectarine Trices: An Old Reader. From the description
Jjjgive of your Nectarine, we presume it is either the w»

^ewmgton or the Early Newington, both of vrhich«J

chngstones, and are not perfectly ripe till some**
a in veiled; then their flavour, as you find to be the case**
that of yours, is rich and good ; the flesh, however, nJJ
becomes melting- under 'any circumstances, in tbiscUjJJ

nw, ; , "SS,^?^^/..*^ h?-got into a cold d*?

succession, and keeping the crowns of the bulbs sli<rhtlv

temperature as canVossibly'ibe^miTted'^'L.r^ c^VV™*?*$ ^ "?> P'aCe
,

them^¥
to 45° at nisht allowing if f^ %•;„ r I, ? .f?

m
,

cocI Sltuat'<>°. for tliree or four weeks, to allow of their !

time. la ffi ZZZ^ °Je thJlu^"^^^08 I0°^ be,
'

0re excitin^ "'em into growtb If
of Heliotropes, t£££Z?C.S^^^ ^!^±^^" l!"

1*- the
g
best, if noY

'

fn3
.

1

'

Sr
e

o
a

und S Tl* •
^ harder l^;m f,um £iE weU frfground

,
and draining, or raiaing the tree and replaa«

higher, are the remedies. But it would be advisableW*
whether some of the best melting varieties wUl sue***

2s^i#&r iet iu surLe be neariy i^
R«val Horticoltukal^8ociety : Off. Apply to the Seere**
bouth kensington, W. The practice ii we behere #
continued.

Stephanotis : J D. It is not an unusual thing for this tojj

finiit; on the contrary it frequently does so in fine s«"^
like that which we have just experienced.! .^^Vines : A Svbacriber. If your Vines are iuside your hotter
you cannot avoid starting them. You should draw tbe^JJ
of the house, and wrap them with straw. You can

yj
start them whenever you like to re-introduce tb«n.-^L
\ou have no idea of the size to which this plant »£J
Lieut Lowther saw one in Cashmere with a stem 3 or 4

"**"

circumference at the root. . -^
Vive Wall: Hexperus. Let it be grouted, when dry, f

i*»S
Portland cement. You can blacken that if you pjgJJ ^you will derive very little if any advantage fro^

operation. *
Errata. At p. 9S7, under Pine Apples, for Mr. Floua, g^

C. Bailey, E«q., read gr. to R. Fothergill, Esq. ;
&i

.
vi^i

under Miscellaneous Articles, for Messrs. Downie «£5
SMd-Mr. Cattell ; at p. W8. Class W„ lor Capt. F. to***"

read Capt Tyrrell of Fordliook.
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are dow prepared to send out the following MANURES :—
OBN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
UPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CON' \

TTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

VMMONIA, and every other Manure of value,

lid. Fenclmrch Stree t, E. C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BERNARD, LACK, ahd CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

phosphate of Lime.
CONC TRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Or these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
jgh agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c , may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LAWES'S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the

•resemt season of 1861 are now ready for delivery at his
Fa

,
at the following prices :

—

LAT. PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. ^ ..£66

LAWESS SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or through

bis api>ointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuiii- Peruvian Guana- direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

01 1'KK'-S GUAN u .—EataJ i 1 1 weiity Years.
Agents Wanted.

Factory : 28, Clapham Road Place, S.

Pigs, Pigs, Pigs.

DAMAGED RICE from 41. per Ton. All other
descriptions of Feeds for Pigs, Poultry, and Cattle sold

for Cash by W. Jupp & Co., Cattle Food Manufacturers, 42,
Great Tower Street, E.C.

CUPISS'S CONSTITUTION BALLS.—This justly
celebi d Medicine, after 25 years' experience, is proved

to be the best and cheapest for HORSES and NEAT CATTLE,
eaper because required to be given only once a week,

pmerving health, vigour, and condition. Their cost too
is saved by the food turning to a better account, for it is an
knowledged fact Horses will keep up their condition better

upon three feeds of Oats daily when a Ball is occasionally given,
than with four feeds without the Balls. Neat Cattle will
also f.itteu much faster with the occasional use of them, and
arrive at a greater state of perfection than they can be grot to
without the Balls. Any one doubting this statement should
try the use of them and prove for himself, for the moro they
are used the better they are appreciated.
The Balls will be found admirable for Coughs, Colds,

uenza, Inilammation of the Eyes, Swelled Legs,
and other ui&eases incident to Horses and Neat Cattle,
as may be Been by the directions and Testimonials with
each
The Balls are prepared b / Francis Cupiss, Diss, Norfolk,

Author of the Prize J y on the Diseases of the Liver of the

pISS m ly be had of a11 Patent Medicine Vendors, in

llTr?i *?•
U*U? eachA 35. 6c?. per packet, or 7 Packets for 21s.

with full directions.

te^1BO
i?
8usi

?g .

t,le Bal,s may consult the Prpj

M
Drainage Season.

B. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the DRAIN-
AGE of ESTATES bv Commission or Contract.

52, Parliament Street, Westminster, S W.

P

ALPRED SIBSON, F.C.S., for the last seven years
Assistant Chemist in the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, author of "Agricultural Chemistry," " Everyday
Chemistry," &c is prepared to make arrangement with an
Agricultural Society or Farmers* Club, for the engagement of

his services as CONSULTING CHEMIST; or, with two or
more Societies as NON-RESIDENT CHEMIST, to deliver
occasional Lectures, perform Analyses at reduced rates, &c.

—

Address as above.

KA1XAGE OU I'FALLS. — The most simple,

expeditious, and inexpensive powers for obtaining the

right of making Outfall Drains, Cuttings, &c. f through the

Lands of adjoining Proprietors, are under tbe WEST of

ENGLAND DRAINAGE and INCLOSURE COMPANY'S
ACT, and there is no necessity lor tte proceedings such
as Petitions, Special Act ofParliament, Commis^ijusoi Hewers,
or Drainage Boar< Ac.

Diaining, Inclosing, Irrigating, Warping, Road Making, and
all kind of Land Improve its executed on ^ died,

Mortgaged, or other Properties ; the whole cost can bo aCharg
on the Lands perm: v, or it might be I le redecmat at

any fixed til in one or more sums or by half-yearly instal-

ments over any term of years, at the opt i of Propri rs.
^^* Frkd i uoni K, ry.

Offices—-Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street. London, S W.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT CH)MrA.MV^
Incorp ted by Special Act «f Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.
To Landowners, the Clkbot, Estate Aoents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Iit tion and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads lor agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Lauding places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purpost- tnd the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
j

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

by faith rather than by sight, it is hardly to be
expected that steam ploughing can be rapidly
engaged in. Nevertheless we can alrealy quote
an immense extension of the work in all parts o£
the country. There are in Great Britain already
upwards of 200 steam cultivated farms, and at
least 30,000 acres have this autumn been ploughed
and cultivated by steam power. We have before

us returns from upwards of 100 owners of steam
ploughs and steam cultivating apparatus, in which
about 15,000 acres of cultivation are actually

enumerated as having been accomplished, and we
hope in a week or two to collate these reports

and present them to our readers so as to illustrate

the question of cost again. For this, as we have
said, is almost the only side of the question which
is as yet fully open to us. Meanwhile let us quote

a few of them :

—

(1) As to Fowler's apparatus:—(«.) Mr. Breb-
ner on the Flemish Jtarm under II.R.H. the

sident of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, has already since harvest ploughed
158 acres, 8 to 10 inches deep, iu 394 days,

paying 25/. 13s. 6c7. in wages, 201. Is. Gel. in

coals, and 4Z. 10s. in repairs. All these outgoings

thus amount to rather more than 50/., or about
6s. 6d. per acre. And he adds :

—

11 The greater part of the work done since harvest has been
on tenacious clay land, only admitting of three furrows being
turned at once ; repairs also have been more than usually
expensive, owing to the skifes and shares continally breaking
against the roots of trees that were in the field : the cost of re-
moval from field to field is not included, nor has any charge
been made for wear and tear of machinery. When working on
light land and with/our turnfurrows, 7 acres per day have been
effected."

(&.) Mr. REDjrvx, of Overton, near Swindon*
one of the oldest steam cultivators in the countryi
has ploughed with a 12 -horse-power engine and
3-furrow plough 100 acres of Wheat and 70 acres

of fallow since harvest. It has taken 43 days
(including as many as 11 shifts). The Wheat
land was ploughed 4 or 5 inches deep, and the
fallows 8 or 9 inches. The work has thus beenthe same with the expenses on the lands improved. > . . , _

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being about4 acres a day, at a COSt of 11$. 2d. lor Wages
of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

. and 12s. for C>als and oil, hardly anything for

by enclosing a Stamp-iu a, purpatfl letter:

T
Gutta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.
HE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster, 8. W. ____
NATIONAL EXHIBITION of \)OUS. — The

SECOND GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of SPORT-
ING and other DOGS will be held in extensive Premises in
Tennant Street, Broad Street, near Bingley Hall, Biimir. »,m,

ou MONDAV, TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY, December
3, and 4. the first three days of the Cattle and Poultrv Show.
The PRIVATE VIEW on Monday. December 2. Admission :

Monday, 5*. ; Tuesday and Wednesday, U.
For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies, and of the Cattle and
Poultry Show.

gij JUltMlNGliA U CATTLE and POULTRY
_ —-- siiowrissi.
The THIRTEENTH GREAT ANXi;AT7EXTlTTlTTrrjN~OT

CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY, and ROOTS
will be held in Bin v Hall on MONDAY. TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY', December 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Doors will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.
For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies.

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following
Testimonial from Mr. J. Farrah, Qr. to Boswell Middleton
^ Jallaxd, Esq., ofHoldemess House, near Hull.

I *u
ba

^
e had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in

eugthsof loo feet each, with union joint, in use for the last
l- months for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer
oetter than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of
Mje water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest JITJU g> (M rrft> 1* I**%-* I itt -V* *++ r>«2ect on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most CUlt* 7&QXtOtlZUltU lQm?«lt*«
Taiuablft invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
water our gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-
tan the labour required."
. Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company, Patentees
{8. Wharf Road, City Road, London, E.C, and sold by their
wholesale Dealers in Town and Country.

Patronisod

repairs—or about 6s. an acre in all.

(c.) Mr. Ruck, of Castle Hill, Cricklade, has
accomplished sinoe harvest no less than 332 acres

at an average depth of 7 inches in 42 days, or
nearly 8 acres a day—and at a cost of not more
than 25s. daily for wages and fuel, or about 3s. to
3s. tid. per acre. And he adds :

—
" My set of steam tackle was one of the first made by

Fowl , yet with it I can plough the average soils in good-
zxi fields at 0s. per acre, and the new sets now sent out

having the clip drum and the gear for taking up the slack rope
will reduce the cost to As. per acre."

(d.) Mr. PLUMPER of Peasemore with a 12-horse
engine has ploughed 301 acres and cultivated
S3 acres at an average depth of 7 inches* in 50
days strrccrharvest, having paid 30/. for wages, and
3U. 18s. 9d. for coals aud oil—besides however a

The private view on Monday, Decembers. Admission; large sum for repairs. Excluding repairs this
Monday, 5*. ; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Is. The amounts to about 3s. 6d. an acre for wages and fuel.

*

T? T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."
-—^» by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland
•or Syon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis-
J?ck Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,
*• Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological
£°c»ety, iafce Mrs La^ence of Ealing Park, &c
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST.

FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
*nd Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
*U horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
*nnts and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
aad in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. . . l*. ed. per yard run.
Four yarda wide .. .. 3*. per yarri.

Also Frun Domo Netting, 2 yards wide, 1$. 4d. per yard run.
Elisha Thomas Abcher, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7.

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C. and of aU Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish» an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and

is fully two-thirds cheaj -er. It may be applied by an ordinary
jabourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold It
wufled in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
uie seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry fromwhom the most flattering testimonials have been received

hi "* fc Smith wil1 forward on application
Sold in casks of about 30 gaUons each, at Is. 6rf. per gallon, attbe Manufactory, or U. 84. per gallon paid to any station inwie kingdom.
Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

be obtl'' *d
'
Cannon Street, E.C, from whom only it can

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1861.

It is quite true as a Correspondent puts it, that it

is but a * 4 bald comparison" which we often see insti-

tuted between horse cultivation and steam tillage,

on the score merely of the cost of work, for they are

totally unequal in quality. And again, this mode of

estimating the two processes omits the greatelement
of time. " How shall I estimate the money value

of machinery which would have enabled me this

past spring to have planted my Mangels in tbe

second or third week of April instead of tbe first

week in June, the date wbich tbe wet weather
in autumn and in spring compelled me to

use on my heavy land." Ail this is no doubt
obvious to all reflecting persons ; but it is hardly

possible yet to do more than offer this poor com-
parison of costs, and try to influence a judgment of

the subject by this. The subject is not yet old

enough, except in a very few cases, to enable any

other comparison. When the fertility which is to

be the result of deep and thorough tillage in the

dry shall in instances enough have been actually

achieved, we shall see a rush to the steam-plough

makers far exceeding even the rapid movement

thither which already is. And the advantage,

when proved in instances enough, of a machinery

which shall enable all the tillage work of the year

to be done in the short periods of it when the soil

is in the best condition, will be another great spur

in the same direction.

"While both of these considerations are still held

(e.) Mr. Read, of Elkstone, near Cheltenham,
has .ploughed 67 acres iu ll£ days, from 5 to
8 inches deep, at a cost of (5/. tor wages, and 8/. 12s.

for fuel and oil (repairs nominal). This amounts
to 14/. 12s. in all, or about 4s. an acre. And Mr.
Read adds:

—

"This set of tackle was set to work In the latter part of
Jat ry of the present year, and since that time it has done
nearly 1000 acres, about 700 having been ploughed and about
300 having been dragged by a set of drags manufactured by
the Messrs. Howard, of Bedford. The farm it has been
working upon is one offering the greatest difficulties to the
successful application of steam power to land, inasmuch as
many of the fields are very steep clay banks in which huge
stones frequently occur, and the fences are the most ill con-
trived that can be imagined."

2. Let us now turn to the Woolston ap-
paratus :

—

(a.) On the Royal farm near Osborne, 96 acres

have been cultivated once 6 to 9 inches deep in
20 days, at a cost of 15/. for wages, 7/. 10s. for

fuel, and 1/. for repairs, or about 4s. (id. per acre.

Mr. Toward adds :

—

"The subsoil on the Royal farm is a strong tenacious clay
in many places mixed with gravel. When very dry no imple-
ment will penetrate it. On this farm we have found the
cultivator more serviceable in spring than autumn. There are

very few perennial weeds (no Twitch Gras3). By ploughing up
the stubbles Intel d for the future root crops in the early

part of winter, the land is in excellent condition for the

cultivator in spring. This year we did acres in a moat
satisfactory manner, at less cost and greater depth thau stated

above."

(6.) Among the earliest of Mr. Smith's clients

and customers was Mr. Pullex, of Abingdon.

He has cultivated 123£ acres twice over in 35

days, including all hindrances, for 24/. 10s. in

wages and 14/. in fuel and oil, and 3/. in repairs.

The outgoings amount to 41/. 10s., or about 6s. 9^.

an acre for the double work, half that for the single,

(c.) Mr. Battcock, of St. Ives, has with a

* 100 acres were for Wheat at a depth of 4icuches.
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10-horse engine once cultivated 379 acres since

Aug. 28 in 58 days, about 6\ acres a day, the

wages being 14s. 6d. a day ; the fuel not reported.

(d.) Mr.'Mark Philips, of Stratford -on -Avon,
has once cultivated 158 acres, 6 to 10 inches deep,

in 324 days, including removals, for 22/. Is. 4d.

in wages, 9/. 12s. 2d. in fuel and oil, and lis. in

repairs ; or about 32/. in all, or 4s. an acre.

(e.) Mr. Inskip, of St. Ives, has cultivated 200

acres twice over, 6 to 8 inches deep, in 67 days,

or 3 acres a day for the double cultivation, at

17s. 6d. a day for wages, and 3 cwt. of coal per

acre, and 21. 10s. during the period for repairs

—probably 7s. an acre for the double work.

(d.) Mr. Leney, of Totes Court, Mereworth,
Kent, unable to resist the merits and attractions of

the old Kentish turn rise, has used Smith's engine

and traction apparatus in ploughing the land by
the county tool. He has ploughed 100 acres since

.harvest in 50 days, 10 to 12 inches deep; paying
as wages 9s., and burning 4 cwt. of coal per acre.

And here we have an illustration of the merit of

steam cultivation, on the score especially of quality

of performance. Mr. Leney adds :

—

*' This year I have ploughed my land with a common
Kentish turn rise plough. This may appear a very slow pro-
cess ; but the work is really done in such a manner that far

exceeds any work I have yet seen, and ;ifter two years' ex-
perience I would not abandon it on any account. Last year I

cultivated many acres, and was well pleased."

(3) Again, the following are a few reports of

Howaed's recently issued cultivator, new windlass,

and steam " tackle " generally.

(a.) Mr. Collins, of Castleton, near Cardiff,

has smashed up and cross cultivated 160 acres in

54 days, at a cost of about 1/. a day in wages and
fuel (coal being cheap). This is at the rate of

between 6s. and 7s. an acre for the double work.

Mr. Collins adds :

—

"Howard's steam-cultivating apparatus has been working
daily on my farm (consisting of about 800 acres, half tillage)

commencing the second week in August. Much of my Clover
sward has been converted into clean fallow, and thus I hope to
get rid of that scourge to lea Wheat, the slug, fiom whose
ravages the Wheat in this neighbourhood suffers extensively

;

my Wheat stubbles are au smashed up, and crossed to a depth
varying from 6 to 10 inches, and are now ready to receive the
frosts of the coming winter. As compared with last year the
farm work was never so forward as now. Notwithstanding
that I have turned to feed 12 oxen, which I have regularly
worked for years past, I believe the animal labour will be
further reduced in a few months."

(b.) Mr. Pike, of Stevington, has cultivated
190 acres once, and 60 acres twice, from 6 to
10 inches deep in 40 days, including removes, for
231. 16s. 8d. as wag-es, 4/. 13s. 4d. for beer, 201. in
coal, 50s. for oil, 61. for horse labour, 1/. 6s. lOd.
smith's work, 31. 10s. repairs of engine, and 21. 5s.

for new shares, &c. This very explicit account
results in a total expenditure of about 64/. on
310 acres once cultivated, being about 4s. an acre
for single work—8s. an acre for the double work.

(c.) Mr. Henderson, of Sandwich, has culti-
vated 178 acres once from 5 to 7 inches deep in
27 days, the wages paid being 27/. 12s. 6d., and
the fuel and oil costing 16/. 10s.—44/. in all, or
about 5s. an acre for the single work.

(d.) Mr. T. Howard, of Brigg, has cultivated
135 acres from 4 to 8 inches deep in 22 days ; the
wages, coals, and oil amounting to 28/. 10s., or
about 4s. 6d. an acre, and Mr. Howard says :

" Sixty-five acres of what we have dene with our cultivator
is the most stubborn soil in our parish. It was ploughed last
autumn with Mr. Fowler's 6team plough ; and it could not
under any circumstances have been ploughed with horses this
autumn. I am very well satisfied with the quality and quan-
tity of the work done."

(e.) Lastly, Mr. Turnet, of Sharnbrook, near
Bedford, informs us that he has cultivated 50 acres
twice over, 8 inches deep, in 10 days, with a
10-hcrse engine

;
paying 6/. 5s. for wages, and

7Z. 8.s. for fuel, &c, and 21. fur repairs, or 15/. 13*.
in all, being little more than 3s. an acre for single,
6s. an acre for the double work.

These particulars relate, it will be seen, almost
exclusively to the subject of cost. They are a few
of the large number of reports we have received,
indicative of the fact that, whether by Fowler,
Smith, or Howard, steam cultivation is at length
largely, almost generally, in actual operation. In
the^ absence of particulars as to character of soil,

which is not always described, it is impossible to
use these short histories for the purpose of deter-
mining the relative cost of the several systems

;

and both the relative quality of horse cultivation
and that by any of these steam cultivators, as well
as the more delicate and difficult question of
relative quality of performance among the several
rival machines, must be left for more detailed
investigation, and longer experience to determine.

We have matter for great thankfulness in the
fact that there now does exist for ail who desire to
make use of it, a Public General Drainage Act.

I The landed proprietors of this country, desirous of

improving their estates, the enterprising inhabi-

tants of a district, anxious to provide for the

reception and passage through the soil of the

rains which fall'but to fertilise, are no longer shut

up to special legislation. Had it not been for the

Inclosure Act it is probable that our common and

waste lands would have remained pretty much as

they were, and that agriculture would have con-

tinued circumscribed to the limits which bounded

it at the commencement of the century, while

manufactures would never have arisen to any-

thing approaching their present importance. There

are few districts that would have been hardy

enough to venture upon the unknown terrain of

special legislation. Our men of business, in building

or otherwise planning for the purpose of increasing

their worldly possessions, are in the habit of first sit-

ting down to count the cost. In undertaking a new
work, it is natural for the projector to calculate

the probable expense, and upon this estimate he
determines as to whether he shall invite tenders or

not. The estimate may be merely approximate,

but still it is a basis beyond which he knows he
may allow a tolerable margin. In the case of

drainage projectors who have commenced their

work under a special Act, there was till now no
possible way by which they could tell what the

work would cost them before it was complete.

Disagreements might arise between the applicants

as to the execution of the Act. These disagree-

ments may not have been commenced, but they

were generally fostered by the lawyers interested

in bringing business to their own offices. Sub-
sequent Acts were rendered necessary to amend
previous Acts, and thus the le^al expenses grew to

an enormous aggregate, and threw such a heavy
burden upon the land in many cases that the

proprietors intending to benefit themselves had
better have left the floods to do their worst.

It was thus with the undertaking for " the Im-
provement of the river Nene, and the more
effectual Drainage of certain lands in the counties

of Northampton, Huntingdon, and Cambridge."
The cost of legislation, three Acts having been

necessary to bring this work to its present state,

has been 30,000Z. " This," as Mr. Bailey Denton
says, " upon the 16,000 acres of land proposed to
be benefited, shows nearly 21. per acre expended
upon parliamentary proceedings alone." At the
rate of 51, per acre 6000 acres of the 16,000 might
have been completely underdrained with the
money thus wasted. Such preliminary expenses
under such a measure as the General Inclosure
Act would not have exceeded 2s. per acre.

"We are sorry to find from a letter of one of tho
Commissioners of the Nene Valley Works that
that worshipful body is not like'y to finish better
than it began, and we now mention the matter in
the hope that they may be shamed from injuring
the interests of those they are in honour bound to

protect. The Act of 1852, under which the
improvements of the Bene River were to com-
mence (it would be anomalous to say did com-
mence), has been followed by other Acts, but its

principle remained unchanged. That principle is

expressed in the preamble of the Act of 1852.
" Whereas by reason of defective drainage or
liability to long continued floods, the value of

certain lands adjoining and near to the River
Nene, in the counties of Northampton, Huntingdon,
and Cambridge, is greatly diminished ; and the
health of the inhabitants of the adjacent towns
and districts is prejudicially affected," &c, the
course of the river shall be straightened, its depth
increased, and where impediments exist they shall
be removed with a view to afford improved
facilities for drainage and navigation. In the
Admiralty Report recommending to Parliament
the Bill of 1852, we find, too, the clear enunciation
of the same object, and great stress laid
upon it. "For while the river Nene was in
its worst state, the land drainage had to be
conveyed to the sea by new cuts and outlets, and
it may be safely assumed that the present channel of
the Nene, on acquiring its full depth [particularly
prescribed in the Act], may be again resorted to as
the best outlet for drainage; so that what with an
improved tidal flow and more land drainage,
it may be anticipated that the navigation
from Wisbech to Peterborough may be improved."
It therefore seems passing strange that these
Commissioners instead of cleansing the Nene
should actually propose to place a sluice in its bed
between Peterborough and Wisbech. The promoters
of the work possessed the one object of promoting
the discharge of waters that were checking all

their efforts to increase the produce of their lands,
the county consented to be taxed to procure a

tree and unimpeded waterway!o~the sea, and
does appear surprising that a coarse should t
proposed so entirely nugatory of the object Z
the Act of 1852, or the subsequent one of 185?A sluice in such a river as the Nene, so liahL
to silt up would be but an insigiiificai
part of the inconvenience as a first omu
sequence. It is the secondary consequent
that are most to be feared, since the sectioS
area above the sluice would be diminished, andtj*

:

effect upon the river below and on its outS
would be speedily felt.

The proposition is contained in a report issnei
by the engineer of the Commission, wherein*
appears that the Commissioners, sensible that th*
have made a mess of it, are anxious to get p*
mission from Parliament to close the whole affair

and to shake themselves free, if not of all actwl
liabilities, which are heavy, of any possibility

(

contracting fresh ones. We do not affirm that it

really is so ; and from the tone of that report an
impression is conveyed that those liabilities have
more weight than they should have ; so that the
proposal of a dam across the river calls vetv
vividly to our mind the story of the man who
engaging to protect his friend's child through the

forest, threw that child to the wolves that beset

the sledge in the hope that he might himself escape i

mauling. Should there not be the pledge ofa dam,

the opposition from one side of the river, which

desires a means by which the fresh water may be

held up in summer as a field fence to prevent the

stock from wandering, and to supply 'them with

drink, may be too powerful to allow of the Com-

missioners obtaining this final measure. Then

may be, and appearances would almost lead us to

conclude that there is, such an arrangement, though

it is difficult to believe that the Commissioners

would sacrifice to their own interests the drainage

committed to their care. We do not wonder

that they are anxious to get free from their respon-

sibility, and rid of the difficulties of enforcing the

spirit of the Act so as to please those who wish the

water kept down for drainage, and those who wish

it kept up for navigation, or for the supply offni

water as a field division ; but there is a better and

more honourable way out of the scrape than the

one they seem inclined to listen to, and we ai I

but hope they may find it out. To terminate thai

labours by placing an impediment in the bed

river in the face of this new Act of 1860, w£
inaugurates the freedom of our waterways fi*

such obstructions, must be regarded as a piece oft» <

most egregious folly, not to call it by any wow
|

name. .

Notwithstanding this and other cases of failure
|

there are encouraging cases of success, even tho^a

the works have been designed and execnW under

a special Act. The facts connected~with the Bye

and Derwent drainage scheme, undertaken by tne

Earls Carlisle and Fitzwiliiam, come the most

readily to mind. Two streams which should^**

drained an extensive valley were obstructed J

some locks and six mills of only TO-horse power

collectively, "the chief stoppage being at a poiro

where the united rivers once discharged themsewes

through a ravine which seemed placed for

purpose." The Act obtained in 1852 enabled we

proprietors to buy up these mills. Steam as

motive power took the place of water, the aa

and weirs were destroyed, the waters froni

valley were carried off as they came down,

that stood under water all winter were law /

and the health and productiveness of the en

district is increased to a surprising extent.

If this change could be wrought without W

powers of a general Act, let us now

what can be done with one. B 1S

.^
uniting for the drainage of the entire A*

basins that we require, the works b^

commenced at the very emhouchure of the rij?

and every tiny underdrain cut with a due reltf*

to that lowest point. The ability of a fc

general is seen more in the use he makes o*

victory, than in the mere gaining of & *

Drainage Act is, to a certain extent, a x
'

ic
^.^\t

vested right. Having got it, it now remain *|
seen what we shall do with it. A good and pw
use of this acquisition will certainly enaoi

to obtain more, for as this Act does not sUPy^i
with all the powers we desire, it must be ^pWJJ

beb-

as a stand point from whence to obtain the w.

that is contended for, namely the fulUnd re»

means by which the majority of any district

combine to effect the enfranchisement ot

water ways.

The subject of washes, baths, andsm^
sheep has been occupying the attention
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Galashiels Farraers'Club, as it does that of every

tlock master in the kingdom many times every

rear From the discussion introduced by Mr.

am at the meeting we refer to, it will be seen

that there is yet room for improvement, and we

*ive here a remark of one of the speakers, calling

5* attention, as it does, of both agricultural

iocieties and scientific men to a subject which has

Bot yet adequately received it. Mr. Scott says :—

«< I humbly think this question has been strangely

overlooked. I do not think a more important one

could possibly receive the attention of our national

tocieties. I can hardly think the right materials should

be far to seek. What we want is some sort of vegetable

extract fatal to insect life; and surely, within the wide

boundaries of vegetable poisons, there must be abun-

dance were prooer encouragement given by our socie-

ties to experiment and inquire into the subject, Spirit

of tar and Tobacco liquor are both of them vegetable

extracts. There is something in Tobacco very fatal to

most insects, and were we permitted to cultivate the

plant, I do not know if we would require almost any-

thing else. As it is, with the high duty, and used in

the quantities required, it would be very expensive

indeed; but I just mention these to show that it 19 tar

more than likely that there are abundant other things

that would answer the purpose equally well if we knew

where to find them."

exposure to the rigours of winter they have been so I large extent of Swedes, Mangels, and Potatoes, and

poor in the spring as to be worth le*s money than they there was nothing in™
&*^^£ «»*« when I

were worth in the preceding autumn.

I am fully persuaded that there is more profit arising

from good feeding and nursing stock well, than there is

from keeping them in the open fields the greater part

of the winter, or in wintering them with straw alone

(a most cruel way) in the straw yard. I feed a quantity

walked over it last week to indicate that it had so lately

been in such a miserable plight.

Of what assistance the steam plough and steam cul-

tivator have been in the fallow process is plain on com-

parison of these farms with another portion of the same

estate leased to other hands, where horse power only has
(a most cruet way in uie straw vaiu. x *^u «* H«««^v w— --- -- -- -

- -

of stock with straw, to which is added a small quantity been employed, and where the tenant himself admits

ON WINTERING STOCK.

fThe following instructive paper was last week read to the

Blandford Farmers' Club by Mr. John Ford, jun. of Rushton,

mar Blandford, Dorset—Steward of the Smithfield Club,
j

The subject proposed for discussion has no doubt

claimed the attention of farmers in all parts of the

kingdom, especially at this season of the year. We all

know that the land is cultivated in a very different

way from what it was in the time of our forefathers,

and, I may add, in our time also. It is well known that

there is a much larger quantity of stock of all kinds

kept, especially on arable farms, than was kept in olden

times ; and it is equally acknowledged by all practical

men that it is advantageous to keep as much stock as

we can possibly accommodate. In this immediate

neighbourhood it behoves farmers to adopt the best

of roots and cake. The winter months being the

proper time for threshing Barley especially, and also a

good portion of other crops, we can always afford to

give the stock plenty of straw for food, and for bedding,

to make them comfortable.

You will find that by giving store stock in the straw-

yard 1 bushel of pulped roots (which is inexpensive)

mixed with straw chaff or husks of corn, and 2£ lbs. of

Linseed cake per day, or with 4 lbs. of green German

Rape- cake, the cost would be for cake about 3d. per day,

per head. There are different opinions respecting the

most economical cake. I am inclined to give the

preferem to Linseed cake ; but there is one thing that

we must bear in mind, viz., that if the manure from

the Kape-cake is equal to the manure from the Linseed-

cake, the Rape-cake may possibly be the more econo-

mical cake of the two, as its cost is less.

Chemistry is a science, of which I profess myself to

be somewhat ignorant ; and therefore I will not (know-

ing "that a little learning is a dangerous thing") enter

upon chemical subjects, to which I feel I could not

do justice; but I will advert to a chemical fact, which

others as well as myself may have found out without

the aid of chemical science, viz., that it is highly neces-

sary that we should be very particular as to what stuffs

we purchase for feeding purposes, as there are so many
advertised as being something extraordinary, Thorley's

food for instance. He says no man should be without

it who keeps a horse, cow, sheep, or pig ; I keep all

these animals without the aid of his food.

I was once persuaded to try a cask of it, but I shall

not try another, unless some one can satisfy me of its

good effect. I followed the directions given by the

vendor, but I could not induce my cattle to eat the

food sauced by it.

I have therefore discontinued it ; since that discon-

tinuance I see it is lowered in price 201. per ton. He
ought to be careful to purchase such things only as will

return at least from 6d. to Sd. per lb. for beef and
m * m A * * i \ _and most economical system of wintering their flocks of, iOM14Ata „„ ^„*„ . r

sheep, 'as they are one of the mainstays of farms, mutton. A judicious outlay of money and a proper

especially of very poor farms. application of the food purchased will always well repay

I winter my sheep on Turnip land (in favourable U s. One thing is certain, that an animal starved in

weather) and let them lie as regularly over the land winter will require half a summer to get it into store

as I can, for the benefit of the succeeding Barley : order ; but an animal well wintered is half summered,

or Oat crop, giving them straw with a liberal the converse also being true, viz., that a well

allowance of roots, and hay once a day, until my
\ summered animal is half wintered. This then shows us

ewes begin to lamb. I then give them hay twice a day,
j

the necessity of proper feeding, and also of general good

and roots as before ; but in very bad weather I take management, regularity of feeding being one of its chief

them off the land at night, and put them in some features,

sheltered situation near, knowing that the health of all

animals depends mu»h on nmt.prtinn fmm +u " w+pttt^

ency of the weather. Indeed, by attention to this, we

prevent many diseases and losses.

I believe that lambing well much depends on the

regularity of feeding through the winter. To my ewes

that breed twins I give a small quantity of cake or corn ;

and I find that by so doing my twins are nearly as good

as the single lambs at weaning time.

I am inclined to think, that cake or corn given to

ewes whilst suckling their lambs would amply remu-

nerate us. On many occasions I have remarked how

much food is wasted by ill-bred animals of every kind,

especially by those that have bad constitutions, and by

those also that have an inaptitude to fatten, whilst at the

sametime I have alsoobserved, that awell bi edanimal with

good constitution has been greatly damaged, or totally

ruined for want of proper food and general good man-

The time was when corn growers looked " only " for

f^aTr^cT-pTTJftt from corn, and thought but little about

their stock. That time I trust has altogether passed

away.
As an arable land farmer I look for indirect as well

as for direct profit from my corn. Indeed I rely more

for continued remunerating prices from corn and cake

fed stock than I do from corn alone. I feel, moreover,

also, that the higher I feed my cattle the more corn I

shall be enabled to send to market.

I believe that the Dorsetshire farmers have the

character of rearing and keeping more cattle and sheep

per acre than the farmers of many other countie

One thing is certain, that if an animal will not pay for

good keep it will not pay for bad. I firmly believe

that cake given to cattle judiciously in winter, whether

stores, fattening beasts, or dairy cows, would answer

well. I am also convinced that dairy farmers would
ruineu ror want 01 pruper iw« »«« 6„«»«... fi

~——- ..v-«.. * —— -«~ — —~~ — -., -—

-

aeement. How necessary then, is it, thatthe farmer should find it profitable to give their cows after calving 1 lbs.

?. - . .. 11 \.l- ~~~ ,l n .ln «.-. V.;« -C T: ] 1.-. ~/v» An., ,,,', t-Yt flm!. VxniT until fifiaa
attend to his matters and keep his eye daily on his

Hock, and also upon his shepherd and upon his herds-

men *
a-

Frequently has it occurred to me that we sillier

:rreat injury by neglecting our flocks, even for the

shortest period; a day or two's neglect may require

of Linseed-cake per day with their hay until Grass

time; it would assist in keeping the cows in condition,

whilst it would increase the quantity and quality of

their milk.

The intentional drift of my paper, however in-

efficiently I may have prepared it, is to impress upon

weeks of reparation." Providence or foresight are my hearers, whose interests are identical with my own,

essential to successful sheep rearing, so that I may truly
|
that to keep stock of all kinds as well as we can is real

— -»- -mr- -mw m* *- -^- ^r 'V —**—» — - - — — g— — rJr ^F ^^

say, " Providence (or Prudence) is greater than Fate,"

or, as our shepherds would translate it, " luck,"

It is assuredly most desirable that we should

encourage the rearing and fattening of sheep as much
as we can. Our interests and the public benefit equally

demand it.

I say with emphasis our interests, because a well

managed sheep flock is one of the best investments of

our capital and the basis of cereal success. Thus far

with regard to sheep.

I will now call your attention to cow stock, and as

the same principles apply I shall not occupy your
attention at any great length. With regard to cow
stock it is necessary that they should have a yard and

economy and for our welfare.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
Heith Farms, Mucking, near Stanfoed-le-

Hope—These farms, in the neighbourhood of the Stan-

ford-le-Hope Station, were previously to this year in the

that another year will be required before his farm will

have reached the stage of improvement which Che first

year of steam cultivation has achieved.

Messrs. Blyth & Squier farm largely independently

of this new taking, and what is more to the purpose of

the present sketch they have had long experience of

steam power in agriculture as the owners of several

locomotive engines let out on hire for threshing pur-

poses. And it was, I am told, rather as a field in which

the necessary experience in steam ploughing might be

easily and cheaply acquired, than as an investment of

additional capital in farming that these farms were last

year taken. And I presume that ere long, as the

result of successful experience here, opportunities of

steam ploughing, to be done by contract, will be offered

to the farmers of that neighbourhood.

The Heath Farms, in the occupation of Messrs. Blyth

& Squier, extend over 375 acres, wholly arable, on

either si ie of the heath. They are over the whole

extent extremely light land, and over two-thirds of it a

poor gravelly soil. In the hollows it is deeper, and

approaches in places a good sandy loam, but elsewhere,

and for the most part, it is hungry shallow gravel,

lying on the sandy gravelly detritus which here

deeply covers the London clay. There is no clay near

enough the surface to be used as a dressing of these

poor sands. Chalk is brought a distance of some miles,

but otherwise it is only by sheep-feeding that there is

any chance of rendering these poor light sands capable

of yielding good crops of Wheat. Certainly, if steam

power is to beat horse power as the agent in such light

land cultivation, it will beat it anywhere.

In addition to Fowler's and Howard's cultivating

apparatus, both of which are at work on the farms, the

new management differs from the old in a large use of

artificial manures, and in the provision of feeding yards

and houses in which farm-yard dung is to be largely

manufactured. Two separate farmeries, both of them
extended and improved, will provide barn and granary,

yards for horses and for cattle, and stalls and boxes

where pulped roots, chaffed hay and straw, and ground
cake and corn will be converted into beef.

The rotation adopted will include of green crops as

much as possible of spring and autumn growth. Tri-

folium and Kve-grass, Rye, and V
r
etches sown in early

autumn, yielding food for sheep and cattle in April,

May, and June, followed by Rape and Mustard—Mangel
Wurzel, Turnips, Potatoes—one or other of these crops

liberally manured and consumed on the ground or in

yards will follow or precede Wheat, Barley, Peas or

other grain crops. The double cropping of so large a
portion of the land will give occasion for a great deal of
cultivation, and in fact the work to be done will amount
to a fallow annually of one-half the farm. Mr. Fowler's

10-horse engine and four-furrow apparatus, convertible

at Pleasure into plough or cultivator, has been at work
more or less upon the Heath Farms since they came into

the occupation of Messrs. Blyth & Squier; but last

year was so wet that little could be done with it.

Since March of the present year, however, 672 acres

have been ploughed or cultivated at a cost of 380Z., or
about lis. an acre. This includes wages, coals, tear

and wear of rope, and estimated average expenditure in

repairs and maintenance^of engine. And it is in fact,

the charge which Messrs. Blyth & Squier make against

their farm, as they would against a customer, for the
time and working of their engine and apparatus.

Fowlers 4-furrow apparatus, with the cultivating

breasts, was set to work immediately following the
harvest cart, and in fact often overtook the harvest
cart, so that the engine had to stop until the horse-rake
should clear the ground for it. The work was thus
commenced in the midst of harvest, when the men
worked long harvest days, and received high harvest
wages. It has been energetically prosecuted since, and
up till last week 24 acres had been ploughed, and
255 acres cultivated by Fowler's apparatus ; and 275
acres had been cultivated by Howard's apparatus.

Some of the land has been cultivated by Fowler and
cross cultivated by Fowler, and then again grubbed by
Howard's grabber. This acreage, therefore, refers toacres

of work clone, not in every case to fresh acres of land. The
combined operation of these steam-drawn tools has been

stock it is necessary that they should have a yard and horse-power combined, they have been endeavouring to

a comfortable well strawed shed to lie in, and it is very bring them into cultivation. How much there was to do

essential that the shed should lie open to the south. « • <- •- - - < " ^ *a»Sw» hnrtuw

occupation^ gentleman who, a sportsman rather than equivalent to a fallow. The »to«n bis been ertomely

an agriculturist, suffered them to run to waste and ulti- ^ourable to the work, and some of the land

mately to ruin. Two of them on either side of the

Heath have been taken by Messrs. Blyth & Squier, of

Stanford-le-Hope, since the failure of the former occu-

pant ; and during the past year, by steam-power and

You will find that in good and well littered lodging

places the stock will thrive much faster than they will

may be inferred from the fact that on entering shortly

after Michaelmas last year they found the fallow halt of

the farm had been wholly neglected, while the stubbles ofpuu:es sue slock win turive mutu ia»tei man tuey win sue ianu uau oeen woolly negieuuru, »»«•»»». «..

do even with a greater quantity of food consumed in
j
the other half were as foul as corresponding manage-

discomfort and in undue exposure to the weather. I
bave often seen stock in winter " stuck " up under a
hedge with unhealthy coats, especially in damp situa-

tions, with food apparently plenteous; but owing to

ment for a number of previous seasons could make them,

Since that time they have grubbed up 10 acres or

hedge-rows, they have whole-fallowed a large propor-

tion of the land, they have cleared and cultivated a

walked over last week, though aa foul as it could be

after harvest, was clean—with enough of dead filth

amongst it to show the condition in which it lately lay.

The soil had been deeply stirred, and was in great

lumps which smashed before a kick into perfect tilth.

This was the result of a double operation with Fowler's

cultivator and a single one with Howard's. Of course

the exceptional condition of the land was the cause of

so much work being needed. Where the land is clean,

either a single smashing up with Fowler's cultivator,

which at oue operation moves the whole mass of the

soil down to the depth at which it works, at the same

time breakiug it up without a regular inversion—or a

single ploughing by which it is inverted aa well as
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wholly moved—is all that the land requires to lay it

open to the great natural tiller— frost.

When it is foul of course the operation must be
repeated as often as it is seen that the weeds retain

their living: hold of the earth ; and in this case light-i — —— j —— —— — —a—
land needs more frequent stirring than clays, In the

case of a clayey soil and subsoil, the difference between
the natural condition and that to which a sinp-le plough-
ing brings the land is much greater than that which
is produced in a sandy soil by a similar operation ; and
if the weather be dry a single smashing up of a clay soil

will thus kill a multitude of weeds. But in dry
sands and gravels full of the Couch Grass which
is natural in such fields, it is not enough to turn . ..^r ,„.„„„ „ W1 LlIls uuuaiIV ; unsnui »*v»*- *». ~w. «~
over or smash up the land ; the filth needs to 2.?. per dozenls spoken of. This may tend to check the
be combed out of it and laid upon its surface

|

grubbing of coppice and hedgerows. The wood when
before the drought will kill it. A single operation thrown out, is rent, and shaved with an ordinary draw-
with the mere cultivator or grubber on the stubbles is ing knife, bound in bundles of which we give the
on such sandy soil of little avail; the tines of the lengths and contents below with the names attached to
implement do little more than leave a pathway moved
behind each without displacing the whole body of the
soil. The work needs to be crossed before the whole
mass can be said to be moved. On such land, there-
fore, the superiority ofMr. Fowler's apparatus furnished

the cutting, this is generally performed by the wood-
man of the estate, and charged to the " coppice man "

or purchaser as a separate payment ; the remainder of

the work is under his own management. This begins

with throwing out, or the selection and trimming the
wood for the various purposes, such as hoops, wattled

hurdles, cow racks, sheep cages, and shares or fold

stakes. The first of these needs some little notice. It

is an old established trade, which has received such an

impulse of late in some localities from the facility of

carriage afforded by the railways, as in some cases to

have encroached on the supply of hazel, the material

used in making wattled hurdles, indispensable to the
sheep farming of this country : a rise of from Is. 6d. to
£1 . __ 1 • , — . > 1 1 J I. _

each ; sometimes the hoops are turned in the wood.
Xames. Lengths. No. in Bundle. No. of Withes

with which
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rural population of Scotland is more de.raded^Tmoral than the population in some parts o?<Z Q

**
But it is startling: to find tW if f. « rt±

better, and that the\elativ ^c*Uty o?^?*^ **
populates differs in some districts so iSS Ctyand *S
other Ltds. This point is fully^illustratedTin It/1°? }***

dtl?
rt

,

°f
rt
he R^istrar-General for Scot and ^Th**districts of France give 4 nerppnf nfUfi- !i ' -,

The W
whereas the proportion in Scot?4d is h^k^ m m*&*2
8 per centAhe average be°ng brouJht^ n' °h

UpW**<
districts. This result is by no means finL^Ll ? partic,d*
for some of the rural districts ^fXoli^ ln °Ur ***•

Again I am very far from holding the opinion as wbeen alleged, that better cottages or any mere p'hyr^arrangements will cure all the°evih of the J.fe
obstacles in the wav^fni^^l a

J_
e
.^ound t(

?
level dOWl

»fl

Middling
Long Pipe

with shares and cultivating breasts by which the Short Pi
Kilderkin
Firkin
Long Pink
Short Pink

whole of the earth is moved as well as broken up is

especially apparent. And Messrs. Blyth & Squier
put the single operation of Fowler's cultivator done, ljmil , llul,
by a 10-horse engine at the average rate of 4£ acres •' Short Pink
a day as equal to the double operation of Howard's T"mbril
cultivator done at the rate of 3^ acres daily, with
an 8-horse-power engine. In general, however,

ft

13
12
11

7
6
5
4
3

in.

6

6
6

• *

60
60
60
9 score
12
14
16
20

bound

.

4 withes
4

>>

>»

>>

3
2
2

2
2

99

9$

99

99

99

• •

The labour is paid by the bundle, the throwing out
by the number of bundles of hoops, bavins, and any

Howard s grubber was used to cross Fowler's work, for other things made from the wood thrown out. The
whioh_ t.VlP Innrl llQVinr* lioon nnnn 4 l 1 n,-A„«Ul- romoinilnn io *v,„.l« :_J._ T»' -1. l. 1_ _ • *•which,
moved,
such a
on the

43in

the land having been once thoroughly
an 8 horse engine was sufficient; and in
case the tool got over 6£ acres once daily
average, 275 acres having been accomplished
days. The first ploughing and cultivating

at a depth varying from 8 to 12 inches of 280 acres by
Fowler's apparatus has taken 60 days, during which
49/. 6s. have been paid as wages, equal to 3,?. 6d. per
acre. In addition to this, Is. 6d. an acre is put down
for labour of carting coals and water, which seems
an excessive charge ; 2s. 6d. an acre is put down for
coals and oil, and 3s. 6d. an acre for repairs, maintenance
of apparatus and wear of rope. Thus, in
all, lis. an acre are charged against the
work. The expense of the work by Howard's
apparatns has not been estimated, because the cost of
repairs, though known and very syreat, is believed to

remainder is made up into Kirch broom bavins, ordinary
bavins, the trimmings and shavings into faggots. As
the labour connected with wood work is paid by the
piece, and must be performed in a skilful and careful
manner, it affords employment of a superior and healthy
character during the winter months, and thus exercises
a certain influence for good over those who might lack
employment at the most trying season of the year;
though it in no wise interferes with their return to field
labour in the summer months. It also gives the
proprietors an interest in a part of his property which is

associated with the recreations which help to attract
and attach the gentry of England to residence on their
estates. /. C. C.

Culture of the Potato.—\n the first and sacond week
in April I planted 4 tons of Dunbar Regents on 7 acres
of strong cold land, manured with 4 cwt. of Peruvian

food for horses or cattle on the land when entered.
They have consumed 2 bushels of Oats and 3 trusses of
hay weekly each, costing at least 15s. a week for the
greater part of the year, and the cost of horse cultiva-
tion has thus been excessive. Such deep work as has
been done for lis. an acre by steam must have cost 14s.
or 16s. done by horses. The difference in the quality of
the work by steam-power and by horse-power respec-
tively is less on light land forms like these of Messrs.
Blyth & Squier than on any other—but the advantage

i - , .
w

,«• o > * **•««*•-»««* «~ — — n v.v-tv* iuim, lunimreu wun <± cwc. or ireruvian

Tho^f '%f F\ a(fdent:d ami exceptional, guano per acre, sown by hand in the drills, which wereThe cost of horses which the steam-plough in this 2* feet apart. I covered the seed with a sinWbreastedcase is to displace has on this farm been ascertained wheel plough, drawn by three horses,KSexactly because everything-hay and corn-has been each ridge; when finished the soi was left hi great

fZg l h
r

' I^T
was "ot

T

hi»ff in the shape of clods, it being very wet. The Potatoes^ ng weU upfood for horses or cattle on the 1W «,h™ „^,.Q,i they were hoed twice and well lmnd-weed^d thev
were not soiled up until the haulm was well spread out,
taking the opportunity after rain. The third week in
July I perceived the fatal disease spot; eight boys were
immediately set to turn the haulm on one side by hand
turning it from west to east all one way; the sinole-
breasted wheel- plough with three horses went up the
row towards the south, stirring the soil about three
inches deep, returning towards the north, lifting six
inches of soil into the top of the ridge, covering theof fully using>the season and the weather is as Srell haulm half over! ilttio^h"i

™ d^TS^h fehere as anywhere-and it would have been impossible : the plan, I did not
g
like the loo* of'theby horse-power to have fallowed and cleaned the farm

ni
' " "

"

m a single- year as steam-power has done it. It is
expected hereafter that from 6 to 8 horses will suffice
along w:th the hired use of the steam plough at all
available times, for the cultivation of the farm, which

Potatoes the first day, but the next day I was
delighted to see the haulm turning their heads nicely
up between the rows. One acre was not soiled
up. The Potatoes all looked well until lifting time,
second week in October. The result is, those soiled

^^h^^'^JS^8
°f.

sheeP -nd cattle, each row, with about 4 lbs. diseased; those unsoHed

^thZ^tl^L^ W**ton, well deserve P^ncmg very large Potatoes, 450 lbs. each row, withanother visit and report. 50 0r 60 lbs. of diseased ones to each row. Since they
have been stored away those soiled keep well, with
1 to 2 lbs. diseased to the sack ; those unsoiled keep
badly, and I find from 20 to 30 lbs. each sack
diseased. I consider turning over the haulm and

^JTSSSSSST t™™*»7_> «* Scully the^
formidable of these is" j«mSBKlB?££&£*
defiance to decency and makes it next to im^S?8 ***»

Christianity can have free course in the homes *Ti ****

men. ua ««rti <,

It is no part of my creed that there is anyneces.
antagonism between the interests of servanuT^
masters. ana

On the contrary, I believe that the interests of all A»m~ **the population are identical, and that the permanent SUf?
of selfishness is impossible. Whilst mastersjK?^
unto their servants that which is just and equal thew SZ.
greater blessing to a master than an intelligent' and trm£servant who regards his master's interests as hia own if
classes must benefit by the reform which we advocate

Having thus cleared away some misapprehension,
which exist, allow me to state the principles which fdo hold in regard to the cottages of rural labourers. \-

seems to me, in the first place, that as matters go
this country, the landlords are bound to supply, as part
of the apparatus of a farm, not only a house for
farmer and houses for the cattle, but suitable dwelhW
for all the labourers regularly employed upon the far

This, moreover, must be done irrespective of the idea ofgetting separate rents for these rural cottages. No sepaRd*
calculation is made for the rent of the farmer's house or of the
stables and cowhouses ; and neither should the landlord make
the erection of ploughmen's cottages depend upon his obtain-
ing a separate rent for them. No doubt under an exfetinr
lease the matter may be one of arrangement with the farm
whilst that lease lasts ; but otherwise the rent of the farm
must be held, as Lord Palmerston has said, to cover ail, and
all should be provided by the landlord in the first instance.We hear on every side of the great increase of rents in

Scotland. We seldom open a paper without seeing some
evidence of great agricultural progress, and of rents rising a
40, and 50 per cent. We see an account, for example, of a
estate in Dumfriesshire bought for 1000J. and now let for m
and worth 20.000*. We see an account in the north of ano*
bought for 9000Z. and now let at 40001. a-year, and wo*
115.000J. We see, from a report just published, that 3E
Lothian has increased in value last year by 10,000*., or, it

least. 200,000*. of capital; that West-Lothian has increased t

5000*
, or 100,000*. of capital ; that Perthshire has increased

during the last five years by about 34,000*. a-year, or nearK

1,000,000*. of capital. In these circumstances, ic does no:

seem unreasonable to ask that, whilst, all are making:
progrces, the ploughmen and other labourers, who have been

instrumental, to a considerable extent, in producing;M
wealth, should have their social position elevated.

Again, I hold as another principle th^ai^n^employers

of labour ought to take a deep interest in the social and

moral welfare of those under their control.

A friend of mine lately heard a large farmer in the north

express this sentiment in regard to the immoralities o( his

servants :—" If they do my work, I care not what else they

j

do." This idea I have never heard expressed, and you will an

repudiate it. It embodies a thoroughly false view of duty.

We are responsible, at least, for doing what we canto promote

the welfare of those under our charge, to remove temptation*

out of the way of those who act as our servants, and for givisj

j

our best influence towards elevating them in the social

I

Home Correspondence.

the nont of bmber and the character of the soil, toes formed on the haulm covered over with soifW
Spanish Chesnut. In the chalk district Hazel predomi-
nate*, except in the recent plantations, in which we
find the above-named varieties. In both districts ffreat
care lias evidently been bestowed by the proprietors on
tins portion of their property, generally in their own
occopation. We noticed some very well ordered
Spanish Chesnut coppice in the parish of Hickfield, and
the care taken to fill up the gaps in a Birch wood of
some years' growth by planting Spanish Chesnut of
some size, headed back to the height of the growing
wood. Cutting coppice or plantation wood ranges
trem eight to ten or twelve years in the woodland, and
irwn ten to fourteen in the chalk district, though
extended sometimes in either case to W'er
periods than these. The value is said to read.

i^J'u u
ll

i
J*-™™** of f">m 8*. to Ul. The coppice

^Z2heUhVhe V™P™*™> who dispose of the

^t&tSiSn^^ of the stool
•wseeeuing growth and permanent well-bein<r

«mch on the skill and care bestowed on

East-Lothian : Dr. Begg on the Zothy Sustem.-
The following are extracts from a very interesting
lecture on this subject reported in the North British
Agriculturist

:

—
I do not hold that enlarged farms and improved

agriculture necessarily result in evil to the working
classes. °

This may seem an unnecessary remark ; but vou must h«aware that the contrary is a doctrine held by some and that itreceives some apparent countenance from the fact that the
greatest degradation of the ploughmen is found in some of themost highly cultivated districts. Hut there caim-t to anv
necessary connection Indeed, the opposite result should take

§™£ tw°^eSS 0,
!*

hfc t0 be th
!

univeraa
i
^w, and I cannotdoubt that if a good arrangement were made for ploughmen in

connection with large farms, their position would be much Ibetter-m some pu*8 of this county it is much better-than
that of the poor tenant bodies scant of cash described by

I can imagine nothing finer than for a large farmer to act as

patriarch—like Abraham or Boaz- amongst his people, lonnj?

;

and being loved. The people are most susceptible of kindnef

and attention, and the willing and cheerful service rendered in

return will be found an ample compensation.

Another principle I hold to be most important-

namely, that the family system is the true basis ot

social morality. All experience proves that the Divine

ordinance of marriage is the true remedy for mwy

social evils, and the grand foundation of-social progre*.

Wherever compulsory celibacy is established p**
mischiefs are sure to follow. Now. keeping these

principles in view, what do we complain of in reg.»r(1

!

Scotland ? We complain, in general, that, whilst great

progress has recently been made in many districts, a"

these principles have been violated, and that th»

arrangements in regard to farm labourers have by

means kept pace with other agricultural improved
This has sprung, in some instances, partly from the po^

or non-residence of landlords, but parriy, a'so, from
J*erroneous idea that improved farming does not require tj

same amount of labour* s a number of small farms. On
ground when a number of small farms have been thrown

JJJone, all the old steadings have often been pulled down, "*£;
of being turned-as they might in many instances have been

into cottages. When this mistake was discovered, the prj*

new cottages has been grudged, and men ha»e been hnflm

into bothies. Besidas, out of terror of poor-rates, men &
sometimes extirpated the old population, and done tbejw
thing which will ultimately be a fruitful source of pauPl":.
The old Malthusian bugbear was also very operative ; ***"!#
cried out about over-population in the rural district*

«"

awakened by finding that many of the best of theplonP^
had gone to the colonic*, and that the wages of tb°* "Jremained were rapidly increasing. The evil of whic

jnitr

Neither do I hold, as some have supposed, that the

•——--- ..W- Ktfjiuiy increasing. ma ovu u» - _rtnirTplam—and which is an evil to all classes of the <^®m
i

?"
\t

ay be divided into two heads—first, an insufficient^
of cottages where cottages exist ; and, second, the spre**

the bothy and farm-kitchen systems, with all their evil nsjj
In regard to the insufficient supply of cottages, I am o^f^f
witlr several things in East-Lothian. You have no sa^^r,
as ploughmen living in bothies. All the farmers, more ^
that I have seen have been anxious for the improvement
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_. of their cottages where thai is necessary. A number

JTnew and admirable cottages have been erected in different

Atriets, and you ha here to some extent what is the very

Perfection of the system of ploughmen's accommodation—viz.,

Soy kept for every ploughman. This must be a vast

advantage to the menand their families, and I have no doubt

ultimately to the master only. Still, here as elsewhere, I find

jrt two evils partly prevalent in regard to cottages—viz., a

I
camber of bad ones, and where new ones are erected the

i ^tnt still in some districts of a sufficient number. The main

etil in the old class of cottages is that they have only one

2l*rtrnent. It is impossible that the decencies of life can be
maintained in such circumstances, and hence a multitude of

social evils. I never had my attention called to the mischiefs

of these houses with one apartment— indeed I scarcely ever

mw such houses— till I came to Liberton. Apart from;
decency, if infectious disease gets into the family the case is

j

very sad—when death ensues there are no mm of separating

aedead from the living. You drag the body of a dead horse

from the stable, but 1 have seen the humble family sitting

at meals with one of the only two beds in the h*mse occupied

by a dead body. The natural feelings must be lacerated and
gradually get blunted under a a process. I lately

neased a striking contrast to all this in one of the new
liberton cottages of three apartments. Two persons were ill,

the father and a daughter. They had i ns apiece and yet
ere was a large kite n, in which the ordinary arrangements

of the family could be carried on. The people themselves we
remarking upon the difi ice With great thankfulness. But
a good cottage not only prevents evils, but promotes a great
amount of good. A man proceeds to acquire furniture, and to

have something at stake He is not so ready to flit at every

term, and therefore he takes care to make himself more useful

and agreeable. Farmers will very soon discover that whoever
1ms the beet cottages will get the pick of the market in choosing

servants. Bnt good cottages are no more necessary than

plenty of them. Here another form of the evil is discovered.

Ia some districts a few superior cottages have oeen erected,

but the accommodation of many of the people has been left as

defective as ever. Our talented Chairman (Mr. Hope, Fenton-
b&ros) at the late meeting at Edinburgh, laid down a principle

which, if adopted, would go far to rflfeet the existing evil—viz.,

iiat there ought to be two good cottages for every plough
required upon a farm. If this rule were carried out it would
go far to cure many of our evils in the rural disticts. A great
obstacle has no doubt lately been removed in the way of
cottage building; entailed estates may now be burdened with
a large proportion of the expense of electing them. Let us
hope that large advantage will be taken of this Act. No doubt
due economy should be observed in erecting cottages, and
mischief often arises from the employment of the higher class

of architects instead of intelligent country tradesmen. I have
already referred to the enormous iucrease in the value of land,
but if we examine what has been going on in England we shall
see some admirable examples of enlarged liberality on the part
of landlords. I could mention some excellent samples in
Scotland also, but it may be less invidious to speak of England.
I find that on the Crown lands of England no fewer than a
hundred new cottages have recently been erected. The Duke
of Northumberland has built 210 new cottages, and made 250 old
ones equal to new, at a cost of 38,950£. Earl Spencer has built
S7 new cottages, and repaired 143 others, at an outlay of 15,220*.
But perhaps the most striking instance in England is that of
the late Duke of Bedford, who fcas built 566 new cottages, all
with two, and some with three bed-rooms, at a cost of 62,9801.
besides erecting 30 other buildings in the form of new schools
and teachers' houses.

What I complain of in Scotland is that of late years
a vast proportion of our sympathies has taken an
^elusive direction. The sympathy of the nation has

oeen very largely expended upon paupers and criminals,
and an enormous outlay has been incurred in erecting
niajrufflcpnt j*Us and poor houses. The poor's rates,^ 7

the lasc 20 years, have increased b
ow,00W.

; wherea etwupai aiuas—nme-"TT33 oeen
expended, till recently, in promoting the comfort of
decent working meil> so as to keep them from becoming
paupers and criminals.

The evils which prevail in regard to cottages, however, are
as nothing in comparison of those which prevail in district
iwiere cottages were banished to make way for bothies. We
sometimes hear of a model bothy—and such things no doubt
exist as a rare exception-but the ordinary class of bothies for
pioughmen which I have seen in the midland and northern
counties of Scotland are all alike. A rough outhouse, with
utile or no furniture, except a bed, 'a form, some wood for fire, a
cnest tor meal, and perhaps another for the ploughman's clothes,
ray generally contain from two to six or eight men each,
rase men, when they come in from their work, must light
weir own fires, and make their own everlasting brose. They
nave none of the real comforts of domestic life, and it is no™aer if they feel like a kind of outlaws from society. The
ease comes to be far worse when some of those men, as occa-
sionally happens, are married—their wives and families sorae-
wjttes living at a considerable distance, and only being visited
'wasionally by them. The very mention of such an arrange-
ment is sufficient to condemn it. Now, we are sometimes
coallenged to prove that this is a system productive of
pernicious consequences. We might answer that on the face

wwi ifc funfair, anr* cannot bear good fruit. All the facts
*£^h can be established therefore, in my opinion, go to
<*Memn the idea of lodging ploughmen in bothies, or carrying
a a system of compulsory celibacy ; and I am confident that,* time advances, it will become moie clear that pecuniary

wkierationfl, as well as every principle of Christian and**W economy, require that cottages should be everywhere«ma lor pioughmen and labourers as part of the necessarySSm^' •"* the present botbr *»*» of the

No doubt a difficult question, in which you are
interested, still remains—viz., what are you to do with
extra labouiers, not always required in the work of a
farm, and yet at certain seasons indispensably necessary ?
T am not sure that this difficulty would be very for-
lidable if you had the two good cottages for every

plough for which Mr. Hope stipulates; but I have lately
seen a system which might he introduced in rural
distr of Scotland, and would go far to meet all the
difficulties—I mean the crofting system of Annandale.

Tl.is system is totally different from the rr.erc svstem of

tR?VX;
art fr°m

i

krge^ lQ
I
me Parts of Scotland^that s; m works very well, and the abolition of it has I

w11^£JEr^^fato
?,

e
-

But the Crofts of Annandale
h«I j

u mtr°duced for the very purpose of nieetino- thPgjnand for extra labour. They are, therefore, mb£d wifh tbe
o2fJ^™S

' fi° a8 t0 ** convenient for this purn£ I his
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nt a day witb my friend MrHope* wuh Mr. Charles Stewart, the factor of Mr. Hope

Johnstone—a man 'of great intelligence and experience—with
whom I inspected about a score of the crofters houses, the
whole number being 114. Nothing can exceed the aj rent
comfort of these people. Th.-y have each from three to five 1

acres of land. They get leases of 19 years, but practically, if ;

they behave, they are not removed. They con^st of all kinds
|

of craftsmen, and others. They expend about 401. or 5<K in :

the erection of their houses in addition to the wood and slates

supplied by the proprietor. They give as much for the land as
the farmers do; and, besi ; working up all the odd and
waste places of the estate, they are always at hand to supply
labour to the farmers. I ascertained that none of them owe
a shilling of rent ; that scarcely any of them ever become
burdens upon the poor's fund ; and that they not only give

their children a good education, but are anxious that they
should be taught Latin and the higher branches, that they may
get on in the would. I wa> greatly delighted with these
people, and still more to find that there were many more
ready to advance the 40/. or bdl. as soon as crofts were laid off

or become vacant.

Mr. Smith, factor for Mr. Balfour, of "YYhittinghauie,

said— I will confine myself wholly to my own personal

experience and observation, agreeing as I do with the

sentiment, that facts should always be the main
feature in such discussions as the present; and we all

know well that what may be theoretically correct is not
j

always practicable.

My experience has been a little varied. I resided several
years both in the county of Invern i and In Ross-shire.
Bothies are there, but they do not exist in full force. The
cottage accommodation is abundant—particularly crofters'
cottages. The accommodation of this description for farm
servants is not perhaps what it should be. or what we could
wish to sec it, but then, as we are all glad to know, through-
out the country generally there have been, and still are,

vigorous efforts, made for their improvement. But, however
bad these cottages for the accommodation of farm servants may
be, the cottages of the crofters cannot be said to be any better.
Neither is the crofter himself in his position more comfortable
than the ordinary farm servant, Tbe one gets his house built
for him and has no rent to pay ; the other lxas to build his
house, which—at least in the counties which 1 have mentioned
—he is rarely or never able to finish ; and a hard task it is for
the crofter to make out his rent, while the servant has a
certain engagement at fixed wages, stated hours, and other
comforts provided. If tbe crofter ekes out the small income
from his crop he must look for labour elsewhere ; and we are
led to understand that this labour, on the part of the crofter,
comes in to supply the farmer. But I must observe that the
farmers' necessities were at these precious seasons of the year
—in spring and harvest time—and by taking the crofter for
the purpose of supplying his wants, caused the crofter to
neglect his own croft. I am aware, gentlemen, from what the
crofters themselves have told me over and over again, that
they do not feel their position all they wish, for they have
frequently made the remark—" We often wish we had not
given up our stated labour, because the croft is not of itself
sufficient to support ourselves and families, and yet we always
require to be about it. If anything goes wrong—if we or the
children become unable to do our work—everything comes to
a standstill ; the crop also goes wrong and the season is lost."
I take this to be the state of matters in the district of which I
have spoken, the system of crofts is not to be trusted to for the
supply of extra w©rk required on the farm. It is not for the
benefit of the crofters themselves. 1 -..j it is not for the
benefit of the community in whk-h crofts are anything like
numerous—because in these very districts the poor-rates are
double or treble what they are in nets where crofters are
not known ; and ti , I hope, shows that the crofts themselves
must be poor, and that they are a burden to the community
where there are. Let us, then, get increased cottage accommo-
dation on the farms in the meantime, and while that is getting,

let us have the bothies improved where they at present are.

Mr. Hume, of Lawfield, said:—With all due deference,
he did not entirely agree with the rev. Doctor in

regard to the immoralities of the bothies, because he
had had a little experience, and while he had oppor-
tunities of observing the results, he had not seen them
as had been represented.

After addresses from other speakers, Dr. Beg&
replisd. He said :

—

The facts which have come out in the report of the Registrar
when properly grouned, demonstrate that compulsory
celibacy—no matter whether it be under the bothy or farm-
kitchen system—is productive of those evils which have led to
so many remarks with regard to the state of our country.
Reference has been made to the subject of crofters more than
once. I wish to explain that there are districts in Scotland, I
believe, in which nothing but the crofters' system can exist,
that is to say, a number of poor districts in the Highlands,
scraps of laud under Grass and otherwise, which never can be
cm verted into large farms. Whether the people succeed in
making themselves comfortable or not is one thing, but
whether they could work that land in any other way is a
different- ion. I am confident from what I have learned
from Mr. Smith that crofts in certain districts are just the only-
way of meeting the circumstances of somepmsof the country.
But I do not advocate this system to any great extent, for I am
all for progress—large farms wherever they can be had. I
believe large farms with capital are generally much better
than small farms, and that hinds are far better off than tbe
little paltry crofters, scraping together their rents with great
difficulty, and, in fact, having comparatively a miserable lot.

I am, therefore, no advocate of that kind of crofts where you
can farm better. But I am confident that in some places you
n get nothing else. The crofts I referred to were those

created for the very purpose of supplying the extra labour
which is supplied here and elsewhere by different parties. I
did not absolutely urge the farmers of East Lothian to adopt
the system ; for though I saw the system in Annandale and
admired it, it remains to be seen whether it is applicable
here. In one thing stated I most cordially concur. I do
not believe that mere cottage building or machinery of any
kind will elevate the population ; and however much
ministers may differ, I hold that they are bound to put them-
selves in contact with the people, and labour to the utmost
for the purpose of their elevation.

Galashiels
of Mossilee,

recollect when

Mr. Scott,
to-dav will

He himself had for many years had single men and young
women in the kitchen, and as far as he knew nothing wrong

Farmers' Clubs.
Bathing of Sheep.

said : — Some here
what is now one of the greatest lamb

markets in Scotland was a very different alTair

—

when, at what is now the great Lammas Fair, were to
be seen only a few lots of pally lambs, and those mostly
Cheviots. No better situation for a great market could
easily be found. The place is central and the market
stance first-rate — plenty of 6pace for a hundred
thousand. St. Boswells had long been the principal
market for the top lots of Leicesters and Cheviots, but
by and by things began to change. The Cheviot lambs
began to be supplanted on the low-lying grassy farms
by the cross betwixt the Leicester tup and Cheviot ewe.
It was soon found that the half-bred lambs brought
more money, and as the combing system expanded
the demand increased for the long wool; and then,
to keep this wool at its highest value, the old system
ot ' ^ smearing with tar and butt»j^(then nearly
universal over this district required to be dis-
continued. And this has been more especially the
case since upon man}' farms where, in the first instance,
the first cross was only ventured upon, half-bred ewes
are now kept served with Leicester tups, and the lambs
three-parts-bred. Hence the fine show of lambs now
annually at St. Boswells and Lammas. As the long
wool seems to be in as much demand, if not more than
ever, it has become of all the more importance to have
the wool preserved in fine order, and the sheep kept in
as healthy and thriving a state as possible. Laid wool
being now in but limited demand (being only required
for some particular kinds of goods), the plan of keeping
the wool white has long been introduced all over the
border counties, as in most low districts.had ever been the result. I was (continued Mr. Hume) askedn u^m^aT^'a ««JTI «7*«.\""

w"' 11" *»»**"*•. in the

the other day to attend a wedding—I confess I wish it had ! f^g" 1*"^ nnd some of the most exposed situations of
been my own)—which took place in a family of four daughters Scotland smearing is still kept up as the best protection
and three sons; the sons amiable and the lads an honour to for the sheep in stormy weather, and from scab while
their parents. That family lived in a cottage of two apart- ' of fi, cai«« flwn ^ jmu« «,«„.*. „* *i

' • '

moots. But near them lived a family in the^me position and
Bt

,

he Sa 'Qe h"®! ^ destroy s most of the vermin—
•

' such as cades and lice, it any. Other materials akin to
smearing, but with the view of keeping the wool as

circumstances -the same number of young women and men

—

with whom the case was very different. I attribute this to the
good counsel which the one family had received from their
parents rather than to any other difference. He thought,
with all deference to Dr. Begg, an endeavour should be made
to incalculate sound moral principles, as the best means of
preventing the evil to which reference had so often been made.
To take from a party of lplayers their pack of cards, and
throw them in the fire, might not cause them to leave off that
practice

; or in the same manner, a drunkard, if the whisk

v

were taken from him, could go and get more. But if each
of them were warned against these vices, as calculated to
ruin both their soul and body, it might have the effect of
causing them to desist. It appeared to him that pride had a
good deal to do with the position of many of the female
servants ; and the fact should be impressed upon them that a
straw bonnet with plain trimming, which had been earned by
virtue, was better than a crinoline-hoop and a veil earned at
the expense of virtue.

Mr. DURTE, of
and I are at one
the social condition

Standingstane, said:—Dr. Begg-

about one means of improv
of the agricultural classes—viz

the iucrease of cottage accommodation ; and, as I have
said, I think we are in the fair way of carrying out
this meaus in this county.
But the question comes closer home to Dr. Begg and others

who take a religious view of it,—what is to be done to improve
their moral position ? Xo w, certainly, a good cottage aoestend to
improve their moral position, but it is r all one very small
item in that direction. It has been h.M, for instance, that
bothies are great obstacles to the moral well-being of the
community, while it does not appear, even from the Registrar's
returns referred to by Dr. Begg, that the bothy system h;is

any direct influence whatever on the social evil he referred to.

Aberdeen, which is unfortunately prominent for this evil, hfl

no bothies, and Dun tries, which is nearlveQual to Aberdeen in
that respect, has no bothies; but is, on the contear he very

•tbed from which we draw our miuist' Aberdeenshire
is a large town within its limits, which might swell thes

unpleasant figures in the Regi -r's return; but Sel :ir

which has no bothies, and no large town, stands even wore© in
fchatrespect; so that the bothy system has no influence on
illegitimacy, so far as can be shorn ' these statistics.

white as possible, have been tried, and used rather
extensively, such as a mixture of rou^h turpentine
with grease, oil, &c, but the evil is that with
these arsenic or some other poisonous ingredient
must be applied, else the cades will not be de-
stroyed, and there are none of them but to a
less or more extent deteriorate the wool. These
things are therefore not extensively applied to the
more valuable qualities of wool. Hence the very great
importance of a right bath—one that, while it has at
least no injurious effect on the sheep, will effectually
destroy the cades and lice ; but it is \ « rare that lice
are found on sheep (though I liave known instances of
it where the herbage was of a heating nature), hut that
which will kill the cade will easily destroy tliein. As
for the tick, it must be placed in a different category
altogether, and I may perhaps just as well say a word
or two about it before leaving it. B : and the tick

have little relation to each other. ( ies and lice, if

any, are bred on the sheep; ticks are bred on the
ground. Dipping or bathing does almost nothing to

protect sheep from its annoyance. Cades and lice Jive

among the wool. Ticks do not enter amon^r .e wool

at !1. It only attacks the sheep on the ces bare

of w 1, such as below the chin a iuside of the

spalds, and these places can only be protected by being

rubbed with a mixture of tar and t f a n-oil, or something

of that sort, of the proper consistency, that will not

wily rub off, and this can easily be d me without inter-

fering with the fleece at all. It only exists in Bome
Inn d localities t« any extent. Its won oi vitality

seems to be April, May, and June* coming on. the sheep

sooner or later as the season is genial or otherwise*

When it comes on the sbeep It is gene illy about ths
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size of a pin's head. They eat their way in till they bury

their heads in the skin, and there they will remain

fixed in great numbers for weeks, sucking the very life-

blood of the animal, till they grow and swell out often

to about the size of a large Pea, when at last they fell

off. What becomes of them after I am not naturalist

enough to say. It is well known that there is a tract

of hard land in this district infested with that nasty

insect. Formerly when I had a regular stock through-

out the year on the hill ground, the sheep were much
annoyed with it, and I tried the plan I recommend

with good effect ; but now since so much of the out-

field land has been broken in, and the sheep mostly all

on the arable land in that part of the season, they are

never annoyed with it at all. Cultivation seems to be

fatal to its existence, there being none on the arable

land. It will thus be seen that bathing is of little

avail at all for preventing its attack on the sheep. Not
one of the baths that have come out but pretends to be

effectual for freeing the sheep of ticks, as well as every-

thing else. This is simply ignorance, or quacker}', or

both. When smearing began to be laid aside, pouring

was the next process. The materials most gene-

rally used were spirit of tar, tobacco liquor, and
various other things according to fancy, but then the

evil was again that most of these things affected the

colour of the wool, besides the plan was attended with

some other disadvantages. Though much quicker done

than smearing, it was still a comparatively slow process,

and, by opening up the wool, it exposed the sheep much
more to the winter cold, while, unlike smearing, it

added little or nothing to protect them from its

severity ; and then, by and by, too, when these articles

came to be so extensively made use of, they began to be

often so very much adulterated—just like some sorts of

manure* and other things now-a-days— that many
people gave it up in hopeless disgust, when they found

their labour and expense in vain, and even worse, for

both the sheep and their wool would have been better

let alone. Then came the dipping system. The best

plan certainly, whenever we can discover the proper

thing to dip with. It is much the easiest plan—

a

day or two and it is done. This is an advan-

tage. At first many dipped with arsenic nearly
alone, dissolved by an alkali; and, so far as

I have been able to judge, arsenic, with the
addition of soap, flour of sulphur, &c, is just about
as good as any in use. We had soon a variety of these
coming from all directions, all alike effectual—and all

of them best, alike certified by a long catalogue of
names linked tandem fashion. Startling losses have
occurred with some of them, rather alarming as you
know. Even with arsenic, and other of those mineral
poisons, I think it has been sufficiently shown, from
their extensive use, that with proper precautions there
is really not very much danger. That is not so much the
reason why I repudiate all those mineral poisons as a
bath for sheep. If any one has reason to be pleased with
them it is the manufacturers; for most of them have the
effect of rendering the wool whiter if anything. But
even this is a doubtful matter, for they will not render
it either sounder or softer, but the reverse. But that
is the least of the matter. They injure the whole
system, they dry up and harden the skin, and they
seriously injure the teeth. It is within my know-
ledge where in some instances they were nearly
totally destroyed; and when not totally destroyed
they are in some cases, far oftener than we think of,

loosened, and the sheep hindered from feeding. In
almost all cases it is 10 to 14 days before they recover
into a right thriving condition. That alone is nearly
14 days keep lost. I can only say that I shall be
glad to hear from those who have experience that
these are not facts attendant uniformly on the appli-
cation of these poisons. I would discard every one of
them. A new bath has been sent out this season that
pretends to be free of them. I have tried it at different
strengths, but it is not effectual, besides it stains the
wool. In short, it won't do. I cannot help thinking
that this question is one of the very greatest import-
ance to the farmer, so that while trying to do his sheep
good in one way, he may not be doing them serious
injury in another. It is of importance to the manu-
facturer that nothing should be applied that will in any
way injure the wool, and it cannot be unimportant to
any class that nothingsbould beapplied thathas the effect
of lessening the supply of mutton ; and if through their
means somethinglikeafortnight'ssupplyofkeepis thrown
away over all the stock to which they are applied in
Britain, the matter assumes serious proportions in this
view of it alone. A word, then, regarding this great
want which I humbly think we require yet to have sup-
plied.

The Chairman, Mr. W. PATERSOy, said he had always
found Biggs' dipping composition very good, which had
one good quality, that it did not put back the sheep in
condition. For pouring he preferred a mixture of
turpentine, spirits of tar, and black soap, a mixture
which was locally known as the Holylee composition.
In his experience nothing was better than these two
well known standards.
Mr. J. Hobkirk had always used what was called

here Andrew Douglas's bath, which he believed to be
ingrediently the same as the Holylee bath. In this
there was about a wine glass-full of spirits of tar to each
sheep along with black soap and an infusion of Broom.

urf*

bU™ ™utwe »PpUed there was scarcely an insect*ftt and tew w<mld be seen even in the spring. He

did not think that the opening of the wool in pouring

is so injurious in its effects as Mr. Scott supposes. It

keeps the beast warm in winter and defends it fro™ the

cold, besides preserving the quality of the wool. The

objection to mineral poisons as dips was that it did not

keep out the wet as in the other case. He believed

that if they could be procured, vegetable poisons, such

as the infusion of Broom, would take the place of

minerals for pouring. With the composition he referred

to, a man could manage three score of sheep a day, with

a boy to pour. Upon the whole he did not see any

advantage in dipping over pouring, and would rather

prefer the latter method.

Mr. Scott said he would from his experience con-

demn all mineral baths whatever, and he would just ask

those farmers present to compare the wool of their

sheep that had been thus dipped, with others that had

been otherwise treated. They would observe the wool

falling off and loose, while in the other case it was close,

well matted, and adhering to the sides. Instead of

making a direct motion he would be inclined to recom-

mend that the Club suggest to the Highland Society

the propriety of offering a premium for the best dip or

bath. He had tried all baths and was satisfied with

none. Abridgedfrom Border Advertiser.

Farm Memoranda.
Hampshire on the Chile:.—The farms maybe divided

into several clashes. Those with down land and water

meadow, those with either one or the other, and those

with neither of the two. At one time it was deemed

an essential requisite to a first-rate Hampshire sheep

farm that it should have a down at one end and a water

meadow at the other. Now, the farms that stand first,

are rather those which have neither to reiy upon. The
use made of down or water meadow in a sheep farm are

obvious, both give a facility in maintaining a breeding

flock through the summer months, both are means of

fertilising the arable land by supplying manure through

the sheep-fold, but modern improvements, artificial

manures, the general outlay of capital, and the enter-

prise of the flock-masters have enabled them to dispense

with any such additions to the produce of their arable

farms, and even on these farms to maintain a heavier

stock than where these apparent advantages exist.

Great as have been the improvements in agriculture of

late years, there is perhaps no system which has found

within itself more decided elements of improvement
than the sheep farming of Hampshire, in which, step by
step, the fertility and improved condition of the soil, and
the head of stock on the farm, have by a mutual action

and reaction advanced in sure progression.

With scarcely any exception, the agriculture of the
western limb of the chalk district may be included
under the head of sheep farming. The management
has reference to the largest number of sheep that can
be bred and reared during the year. To do this, by
maintaining a breeding flock, very much forethought,

management, and judgment is required, The growth
of corn is apparently the ultimate object in farming, yet

this is made subservient to the growth of food to be

consumed by the flock at all seasons, no break must be
allowed. In the best managed farms all rules of rota-

tion have been discarded : to tie down a tenant farmer

in this matter would be to cramp his energies, and
cripple his power for real improvement. The great staple

of winter and spring consumption, the Turnip crop,

must be secured ; if the land is low in condition, super-

phospate, guano, bone-dust, or some such addition to

the usual supply of manure must be applied, this is

sometimes followed in the case of the Swede fed off late

by Vetches, followed by Rape or early Turnips : the

land is then considered to be sufficiently "stout" to

carry a crop of Wheat—nursery Wheat if late is found
to answer best on so tilled ground. This prepares the
way for Barley or seeds ; if Clover is sown with the
Wheat it postpones the Oat or Barley crop. It has been
known that Wheat, Barley, and Oats have been followed
by Swedes to which acompetitive prizehave been awarded
though sown without the addition of artificial manure,
an exceptional case, and only to be done on land of
good quality and in first-rate condition, but supplying
a fact which justifies the method of cropping, notwith-
standing the condemnation that might be passed upon
it by the old-fashioned leases of the county.

If the rotation of crops is the key to the farm-
ing of any soil or district, it would be impossible to
supply it here. As the staple of the winter food is

found in the Swede and Turnip assisted by a small
breadth of Mangel, the latter often devoted by prefer-
ence to the pigs, so the staple of the summer food and
hay crop is in Sainfoin, varying from one-sixth of the
whole farm to a much smaller proportion. This, which
is allowed to stand sometimes only two years but gene-
rally much longer, is ploughed up and brought into
cultivation generally by pressing, sowing with Oats,
two fallows with green crops, and then corn; thev
there must be the arrangement by which Rye, Winter
Barley, or Oats, Trefoil mixed with other Grasses, as
Italian Rye, Rape, &c., secure an unbroken succession
of food, and it is in securing these crops that the old
four or five course has been broken through.
The introduction of Peas as an occasional crop also

tends to disturb the regularity of succession; the
practical effect of this is a higher character of farming
and a greater produce in green crops, root crops, and
corn. There are many Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and

other immigrant farmers wU wwc uruugnc Wllfa
their prepossessions in favour of a more rigid adhere
to the four-course system, the ridging the S*?*
Turnip, or Mangel instead of the general cn.S^
drilling on the flat, drilling all corn instead of p^fand sowing broadcast, and the two-horse team and?
horse harvest cart instead of the waggon and tw
horse team. Bo ana thl*
And on some farms the latest adaptations of machineare found. Such is that at Red Rice, between An52and Stockbridge. This property' is div?dt\ £several important farms, one held by an intellWNorfork farmer, who leans to the system whiJT

followed m that county. In some parts there is J
siderable portion of coppice : though manv superWhedge rows nave been removed, their positions areube distinguished by the isolated Oak trees still SL?
ing

;
the public roads which intersect the propertrT*

bounded by well ordered quickset hedges a JZ1
pleasing feature The land of the homeWin onS
of arable and Grass, the latter mostly in the pZX
and naturally of an inferior quality, thou<W, anJr
proved by the care bestowed upon it. The arable /

"rf
is farmed on the four-course system, in the No T\t
style, roots ridged, and the corn all drilled" it-
remarked that Clover is little affected by a ^J
succession. The farm buildings occupy a rectaneul
space 180 feet by 114 feet, inclosing two \m
yards. The liquid manure from the 8tabU
to which there is access without passing into t2
yard, from the fatting stalls for eight bullock? co»
stalls for six cows, and the piggeries, is drained into i

tank, whence it is carted to the land. In the north e*
corner an 8-horse fixed steam engine drives the threshi*
machinery, grinding

^
and saw mills, and pumps the

water from a well which, about 100 feet deep, sank into

the chalk, for distribution throughout the building m.
plies the cottages, of which there are several on i

model plan, and a tank at a higher elevation to suddIt

the mansion. This tank is placed over a brick buildu*

which forms an excellent store for Potatoes or anythiw

requiring protection from frost. This unfailing sup-

of water in a district where water lies so far below die

surface gives a great value to the machinery by whia

it is commanded. The comfort and moral well being i

the labourers in well ordered cottages is here speciV

cared for. J. C. C,

Tlie Farmers Almanac and Calendar for 1862. If

Cuthbert W. Johnson. Ridgway.
The New Farm Almanac and Year Booh of Prop*

for 1862. By John C. Morton. Blackie.

Thorley's Illustrated Farmers9 Almanac for W~
Thorley.

They are all necessarily compilations, packing as close!; I

as possible pictures of the present, histories of the p*£fc

ana uuliclpations of tho fnturo which have been alrea^r
!

_

scattered about in agricultural publications.

last of these divisions, the first and last^*^ **

still give in detail monthjjz^tnlmoranda for

the guidance of operations on the farm. **

the second, this is curtailed to the very smallest

dimensions, in the belief that readers have past numbers

to refer to, and that they have experience-*^" ;

the best guide of all. Room is thus given for a more

than usually full report under the first of the sections

named above, of what has been doing in the agricul-

tural world during the past year. And steam cu.tivv

tion, in particular, has occupied the attention ot

compiler.

As to anticipations, we have those only wmctt are

either invariably found in almanacs—reports of even

in the astronomical world, or if in the ag^ lt

J£
world, which come round with astronomical regular:

the usual fair lists, for example, given m all

almanacs. Agricultural Societies are enumerated

fullv in Johnson's Almanac than either in Mnrtani

Thorley's. In the first too we have that poe^

garnishing and characteristic kindly gossip in

substantial agricultural information and advI
?gj

always in its pages been set. In the third, WJJ*
is attempted in accordance with the profession of tne

page, but the illustrations are entirely
valae

?J
prints of poultry completely unrecognizable,

aw

cattle, horse, sheep, and pigs, perfectly *ortD

"J

,

illustrated headings to the monthly calendar, ^ J
picture of a crowd at Biugley Hall or Baker Street,

|

all the cards of prizes won by cattle fed on l"or

food are gathered together on the wall.
r -#6*

We are glad to find that among predictions tor

none of the Almanacs pretend to foretel the w
tf

The only prediction of any unusual cbaracter
rf

almanac—occupying 13 of his pages—is a F nr0iM
the winner of the Derby, given by a sporting P t
who writes for Mr. Thorley.

Miscellaneous. , j
The Annual Cattle Show of the Smithfie^

Jt »

once again be held at the West-end of Lonj^tt
now 22 years since it was moved from Go81Nrc

Joj ;t *
the Baker Street Bazaar, during which P^^fc
continuously improved. The show this year ^p
entries any of the preceding, and the

. !?:!- of *
the names not only of the well-known exniDiw
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best prize specimens in Devons, Herefords, Shorthorns,

Southdowns, &c, but also those of his Royal Highness

,e Prince Consoit, his Royal Highness the Prince of

Vales, and many noblemen who take a lead in agri-

culture. The days appointed for the admission of the

pnblic are the 10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th December,

and it is confidently expected that the show this year

(the last at the Baker street Bazaar) will fully sustain

iU national reputation.

Steam Cultivation.—There is a story told of a gen-

tlemen who wrote a treatise upon Chinese Metaphysics

br looking out "China" and "Metaphysics" in the

Cyclopaedia, and uniting them together in (what the

chemist would call) a " mechanical combination."

something similar to this would be his task, and his

reward, too, who should venture to enunciate his strug-

[ing thoughts upon the bifold topic of " steam " and

;iirriculture;" who should dare to expose the twin-

embryo, by premature delivery, to the wintry atrao-

iphere of that respectable planet in the solar system

(lyintr somewhere in the embraces of Mars and Venus)

which, if it has one permanent mark or character

stamped upon it in the eyes of heaven, has that of

martyring its pioneers and stoning its prophets.

Hoskyns.

i

Calendar of Operations*
NOVEMBER.

i:; i kshtre Mkrse Farm, Nov. 4.—During the past
m i the rainfall of 16 days amounts to only nino-tenths of

an inch. The weather continued unusually mild until last week,
when we experienced a touch of winter : for this month opened
with a sharp frost followed by a storm of rain and sleet. The
ordinary work of the farm is well advanced, and some few
have ventured to do some broad-sharing with a fair measure of
success. A considerable portion of Wheat seed has been recently
committed to the ground in good order, and if open weather
continued the breadth sown will exceed what we are accus-
tomed to. The Turnip crop cuts up we'll, and a good supply is

now in store. If the storing of Swedes is not far advanced it is

chiefly owing to the continued growth of the bulbs. The
Potato crop affords quite a contrast to this. In some places
the Regents have not yielded a ton and a half to the acre ; and
if bargains had not been made previous to sorting, many would
rather have given tbe tubers, good and bad, to the cattle. Reds
are not nearly so bad, but after the experience of last year the
acreage is limited. In the prospect of a full crop horned cattle
kave been in good demand, and sheep bring extreme prices.
It will depend on the state of trade whether the farmer
is to clear any profit between buying and selling, The tups
being at present among the ewes, they get some extra meat,
but they will find the pastures very fresh after the close of the
Mason. Continued threshing points to Oats as being the only
full crop ; the quality however of the cereals is in general
good. /. r.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
Fot the wetV. that ended November 14 ; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

__^^ Moulsford, Wallingford.

Tbkpiratcre of Air.

CQ

Friday R
* tin-day w

>undav lo
Monday n
Tuesday 12
Wed lay 13
Thursday U

Dors. Detrs
M.0
45.D

43.0
46.0
49.0
44.0

40.0

27. -I

29.5

27 5
33.8

s.O

33.0

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot
below the
Surface.

Rain. Wind

n

Degs,
43.2

43.5
43.5

42.8
40.0
35.5
37.0

Dejrs.
45.5
43.5

43.5
44.0
44.0
41.0

42.5

Ins.

9 ft

0.20

0.12

004
0.03

1.05

29.22

29.34
29.00
29.45

60
29.56

29.21

\n2?™.P ?1

i
en at 9 AM - on the daTS named, and the Maxima and

Thmi? ^corded relate, therefore, to the precedin-r 24 hours. The
- <w i-

"10^1
"

8 arc Placed 4 feet from the ground. The ltain-gauge is
' ieet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
book on Agriculture : Chemicus. J B. Morton's Cyclopedia
01 Agriculture (F31ackie) for a systematic work on agriculture
—or the new edition just about completed of Arthur Young's
*arm Calendar (Routledge), which is much cheaper, may
serve your purpose.

I'ARBouc Acid: Q Fenn. It is the active principle in
**cDoticjair8 disinfectant which will answer your purpose

—

out where it is offered for sale we do not know.
^arob Beans: Young Farmer. They are an article of general

j*le» to be had in any quantity ; and they are a useful cattle
lood. Any one in Mark Lane will get them for you. They
are called Locust Beans, aud cost about six guineas a ton
just now.
Reese.—Can any of our readers inform a Correspondent who
"[quires of the large cheese presented to her Majesty bywme parish in Somersetshire, some few years since: theweigh t of it and its history ?

ai.-^i \ Affricola- w- ^ve to apologise for delay owing tof£K lett«r - Kohl Rabi need not be stored. Mangels

«t£2a «w J5P ^fcored£y this time
-

Kohl Rabi mal be

o£t!£^n,?n7
th ">em-\^ they may also be left standing

?£,! ^-ound '. afd m*y be consumed there by sheep any

Sin
g ™ °r bef°re the 8ea80n when *twiil aproSt

Ll^E
J

ffo
l
,Jw

rf-
Ifc i8

4
bert put whether on field or garden in

-
>mpost with vegetable mould. Lay up lime shellVand old

Si F0UrW» &C "' ^getter in a "eap for a month,
w? 1^ the Wb°le OVer and carfc or wbeel it on to theland either in autumn or spring when the land is dry ; donot bury it deeply Soot may be put broadcast on the land

Or£^y ?5
r?g iii

lef
£

f°r tb
5
Min to waah ^ i". A mossy

£2S«
a
r
8h°Uld b° hftrrowed «»«KWy now and receive I

P°
an

L
/
RY :

I
he/\is S

^
in but a vet7 moderate supply of poultrvand much of that is of inferior quality. Were it nnffnrv£

quantities of different kinds tha\ conTe In Sm S^ himarket and the business transacted in it wouS often be onthe smallest possible scale. We believe public attention S
2ortl?Sf™T* in the

-

right qUarter
'
and ^e C>l we may

iSSStLt " * «reatD
iraProvement - T^o is dull.

7

fc£E
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J1Machi^: R. Machine-threshed Barleyhas tillS>n m
?
ch

\
nJured for maltin^ b"t notour bestSSn

2Li

Ml ha
ImJe8S - Mr. Garrett's machine vZ lately

Wind Power.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Sonthwark, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent WIND
ENGINES for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping, &c.|

Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by
enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected on the Premises daily.

Gr
LASS for GREENHOUSES.

SHEET GLASS, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.

11 by 9,

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

Boxes included.
12 by 9, 13 by 9,

12 „
13 „
14 „
13 „
16 „
19 „
16 „
19 »»

13
14
15
19
17
20
17
20

ft

»t

9$

t$

ft

tJ

9t

M

10,
11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

14
15 „
16
20
18
21
18
21

»»

,,

tt

»

i

,»

»»

10.

11,

12,

12
13
13
14

14

14 by 9
15 „ 10
16 „ 11
17 „ 12

3rds. 4ths.

} 14«. 0d. 12e.6d.

ft m

•

16«. Od. ISs.ed.

per 100 feet.

• •

English Glass of the above sizes, 18s. per 100 feet.

SHALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxes.
6 by 4
8„ 6

64 by 44
84 „ 6|

7 by 5
9 „ 7
10 „ 8

74 by 54
94 „ 74
10*,, 84

:
11*. 6d.

12 6

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in. by 15 in. J

21 oz.

£0 18*.

1 3

1 9

Boxes 2*. each, returnable at full price.

GLASS FOB ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in. 16 oz.

Common IS*. 6<*.

Superior do. •• ..16
English Glass .. .. IS

The above prices include the Boxes.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Plate and Polished
Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints
of various colours ground ready for use.
Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description of

Glass for Horticultural purposes.

Jame3 Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,
London, E.C.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks,

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Burgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.G.,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.

Full particulars sent on application.

PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES.—These easily,

managed Cases are for the growth and protection of

Exotic Plants in blossom. Without the use of lamps or heating
appliances of any kind, they proved effectual in preserving
during the last severe winter some of our most tender Stove
Plants, giving warmth throughout the night, and a moist air

at all times. Price, Two to Four Guineas, in varnished wood,
with self-contained heating apparatus.
Sole Manufacturers, Pickard & Co., Horticultural Builders,

Caledonian Road, King's Cross, N. __^
OSEPH HAYWOOD

AND CO., ^^^

Manufacturers of

j

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kind*

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Gardes

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C

Established 1750,

Fig. A. PRESERVE JARS.

Fig. C.

Fi* G.

Fig. B,

Fig. F.

Fig. D. Fig. H.

Fig. A.

HAND GLASSES.
12 inches 5«. (i<x. each

Fig. B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

7 »» 4 t*

8 M tt

9 tt 10 tt

10 tt 12 tt

12 tt 16
18
20

>t

. extra. tt

t»

w •

• «

1

1

3
5

7

.*

4
9
6

99

tt

9t

tt

It

tt

tt

10 tt

14 »*

18 f>

20 99

22 ?»

24 >»

26 ft

Fig. C.

MILK PANS.

0*. fid. each.

I
°*

2 9
3 3
3 9
4 6
5 6

• *

tt

tt

99

Fig. D.

HYACINTH GLASSES.
Common . . 3#. Od. per dozen,
Improved.. 3 „

CROCUS GLASSES.
Common . . 2s. Od. per dozen.
Improved.. 2 6 „

tt

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Fig. E.
PRESERVE JARS.

Without Lids. With Lids
3 inches 0*. 4£d. 0#. 6±d.

Fie. F.

HYACINTH DISHES.
6 inches . . 1*. Od. each.
9 „ ..16

12 ,, ..2 6

Ficr. G.
CUCUMBER TUBES.

»
»»

>•

it

»»

it

»•

6
8

10
1

1 4
1 8
2

9
11

1 2

1 4
1 8
2 2
2 8

tt

Fig. I.

ROLLING PINS.
l£d. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.
14 inches . . 3s. 6d. each.
16 „ ..4
18 „ ..4 6

tt

M
tt

tt

tt

99

10
12
14

16

Fig. H.
FISH GLOBES.

With Feet. Without Feet.
8 inches U. 9d. 3*. 6d. each.

i»

•»

if

ii

2
3
4

5

3 4
4

6
9

Id. per running inch.

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.

Crystal Glass Shades, Ebony and Gilt Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys and Globes, &c.
t££T For Window and Orchard House Glass see Advertisement of Sept. 21.

6
6
6

1»

99

t*

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

WIEE AWARDED THE
SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON HURDLES and GATES

which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use-
Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 500/.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR YARNELUS ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the
Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and loose

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

Opposite Old St. Pancbas Chttrch.
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1ISTRY
ELEMENTAL INTRODUCTION XU THE STUDY OF_ THE «»*» IN ITS RELATION TO AGRICULTURE

F.L.S. F.G.S. <**
IBY EDWARD SOLLY, F.E.S.

^ ™ TTvrr AWD PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY TO THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON; LECTUBEB ON ChHKISTBY IV
HOITOEAEY MEMBEE OF THE BOYAL AOBICULTUBAL^^ AODISCOMBE, to. &C.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.
.,„wnWo „,»;«.„„ h „ VP hPPn made to this little boo!;, in preparing it for a new edition; several important practical matters, not turn

« In accordance with numerous suggestions very c0™<^ of the domestic arts, such as Wine and Vinegar Making, Brewmg, the Manufactnre of JR
of in any former edition^^^^^^^£^1^;?^ some account o/the Scientific Principles involved in those arts. Numerous recent analyses of agricultural cro^S
Baking, Cheeae;m? *"£',*

**,,. „i,Ai w hp«n «nivfiillv revised and corrected."
'S4 beeT^, '£l t£T wfiito h*Tbeco «refully reriWd aod correct

Abbobptiow off Blood

manare I Blubber

Acetates
Acetic acid

Acetic fermentation
Acids
Acids, organic

Acids, tests for

Action of plants on

the air

Active principles

Adulterated guano
Affinity, chemical
After-damp in mine
Air [ni

Bones
Bran
Brandy
Brass
Bread
Bricks
Brimstone
British gum

CONTENTS OF THE
I Combustion, results] Flowers [on the air Leather

Common salt [of Flowers, their effect Leaven
Composition of ani- Fluorides

inal matter Fluorine

Composition of or- Food of animals
Food, chemical use of

Bromide of magne-
Bromides
Bromine
Brown stout

Buckwheat

game matter
Composition ofl

plants
Composition of soils

fsium < imposition of

Air contains ammo- Buds

Air contains carboniq

acid
Air contains water

Air, inflammable
Air necessary to life

Air, composition of

Air resists compres-

Air, weight of [sion

Alabaster
Albumen
Albumen, vegetable
Alcohol
Ale
Alkali, teat for

Alkali, volatile
Alkalies
Alkalies, vegetable
Alloys
Almonds
Alum *

Alumina
Alumina
ammonia

Burning
Burning lime
Burning of plants

1

Burnt clay
Burnt sugar
Butter
Butter, clarified

Butter, how coloured

Butter, melted
Butter, salt

Butyric acid

Cabbags
Cabbage, red
Calamine
Calcium
Calcium, chloride of

Calomel
Camphor
Candles
Candles, burning of

Cane
absorbs! Cane, sugar

1 Caoutchouc

Alumina in soil, use" Caramel
of [of Carbon

Alumina, phosphatej Carbon in plants

Alumina, silicate of
Alumina, sulphate o

Altinnnu::!
Aluminum, oxide of
Ammonia
Ammonia absorbe

by alumina
Ammonia absorbed

hy charcoal, Ac.

Carbonate of am-
monia

Carbonate of iron
Carbonate of lead
Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of mag-
nesia

Carbonate of potash
Carbonate of soda

Ammonia, carbonate Carbonates decom-

of
Ymmonia, fixing of

Vmroonia in air

Ammonia in rain-)

water
Ammonia, loss of
Ammonia, muriate

Compounds [stones

Contagion
Contagious matter
Cookery
Copper
Copper in plants

Copper, oxide

Copper, pyrites

Copper, salts of

Copper, sulphate of

Copperas
Coprolites
Corn
Corrosive sublimate
Cotton
Couching
Cream
Cream cheese
Cream of tartar

Crops, rotation of

Cubic nitre

Cultivated land
Curd of milk
Currants
Daguerreotype
Dahlia
Death of plants
Decay [lime

Decay, influence oi

Decay, like burning
Decay of humus
Decay of plants
Decay, results of
Decay, under water
Decomposition
Decomposition, in-

duced [rocks
Decomposition of

Decomposition, spon-
taneous

Deliquescence
Dew

Food of plants
Formation of seed
Formation of soils

Foul smells
Freezing, effects of

Freezing of water
Fruit
Fruit, ripening of

Fuel [chlorine

Leaves
Leaves, fall of the

Leaves, office of

Lees o f wine
Legumine
Lemons
Lentils
Lettuce
Light, effects of

Light, influence

plants
Lighting afire
Lignin

on

VOLUME.
Naphtha

I

Nascent state
j

Natural vegetation
Nightsoil [fected

Night i disin-

Niuate of lime
Nitrate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Nitrate of silver

Nitrates
Nitrates in plants

N itre

Nitre beds
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid

Fumigating by
(

Lime
Fumigation by sul-! Lime, action on soil

[phur Lime and saltFungi
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Carbonic acid gas(

necessary to plants Digestion
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decomposition of

Carbonic oxide

Ammonia, phosphate Carburetted hydro-
genAmmonia, salts of

Ammonia, sulphate
Ammonia, urate of

Analysis
Animal heat
Animal manures
Animal principles,]

proximate
Animal substances

Animals, breathing*

Carcases
Carrot
Caseine
Caseine, vegetable
Castor oil

Caustic potash
Cellars, foul air in

Cellulose

Chalk
Chamomile

, of j Changes, chemical

Animals,fattening of Charcoal [ammonia
Anuotta
Apple jelly

Aqua-fortis
Af**
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Arrow root
Arteries
Artichoke, Jerusa
Ashes
Atom
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Azote
Balloons
"Bamboo
Barilla
Barley
Barley-straw
Barley-bugar
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Barometer
Base
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Bay salt

Bean, field

Bean straw
Beans, kidney
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Beechnuts

Charcoal absorbs
Charcoal, burning of

Charcoal, disinfect-

ion powers of
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Cheddar Cheese
Cheese
Cheltenham salts
Cherry-tree gum
Cheshire cheese
Chestnuts

i
Chlorides
Chlorine
Churning
Chyle
Chyme
Cider

I Cinnabar
(Circulation

j Citric acid

Clay

Digestion,
Diseases of plants
Distillation

Ditch scrapings
Double salts

Dough
Drainage water
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Dung
Dutch rushes
Dyeing
Earth
Earth nut
Earths
Earths, alkaline
Earthy matter in tho

Earthy silicates [air

Earthy substances
in plants

Effervescence

j
Egg, white of
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Electricity, influence]

Elements [on plants
nhryo ^^^^^

Epsom salts
Equivalent

Fur from water
Galvakised iron

Game, preserving
Gas
Gas coal
Gas, inflammable
Gas, manufacture of

Gas liquor [of

Gas liquor, strength

Gas tar

Gastric juice

Gelatine
Geneva
Germination
Germination
Gin
Glass
Glauber's salts

Gliadine
Gloucester cheese
Glue
Glue refuse
Gluten
Glycerine
Gold
Gold, chloride of
Gold of Pleasure
Gold, mosaic
Gooseberries
Grain of Wheat
Grains, spent
Grape sugar
Grapes
Grass
Gravity

Greaves
[ment ofl Green manure*
derange- Green vitriol

Growth of plants

Guano
Gum
Gum Arabic
Gum British
Gum, cherry-tree
Gum,.formation of

Gum resins

Gun cotton
Gunpowder
Gutta percha
Gyletun
Gypsum
Hair
H ard water
Hartshorn
Hay
Heat
Hedges, foul

Hemp-seed
Hollands
Honey
I i oofs

Hops
llordein
Horn

* Humates

Potash, binoxalate of

Potash, bitartrate of

Potash, carbonate of

Potash, caustic

Potash in plants

Potash In the soil

Potash, muriate of

Potash, nitrate of

Potash, salts of

Potash, silicate of

Potash, sulphate of

Potashes
Potassium [of

Potassium, chloride

Potato

Nitric acid in manure Potato haulm

Excrement [fowl Humicacid
Excrements of sea-j Humus
Exhaustion of soils Hydrogen
Expansion [damp Hydrogen,
Explosion of fire- retted

[bloodj Faints, distiller's

of the! Fallowing
Farm-yard dung
Fat
Fat of animals
Feathers

carbn-

Lime, biphosphate oi

Lime, burning 1

Lime, carbonate
Lime, caustic

Lime, citrate

Lime, hydrate of

Lime in plants

Lime, muriate of

Lime, nitrate of

Lime, oxalate of

Lime, phosphate of

Lime, silicate of

Lime, slaking
Limestone [sian

Limestone, magne-
Lime, sulphate of

Lime, superphos-
phate of *

Lime, when useful

Lime, when not to b€
Limes, juice of [used

I Linen
Linseed
Liqueurs

i Liquid manure
Liquid ~~

Litharge
Liver
Loss of manure
Lucerne
Lungs ofanimals
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Magnesia [o1

Magnesia, carbonate-

Magnesia in plants
magnesia, muriate u/
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Magnesia, silicate of
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Magnesian lime
Magnesium [of

Magnesium, chloridi

Magnesium, oxide of

Maize
Malic acid
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Manganese
Manganese in plants
Manganese in soils

Manganese, oxide of
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Manures
Maple sugar
Maraschino
Marble
Margarine
Mark of Grapes
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Mashing
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Meat boiling
Meat roasting
Medicines, action of
Mercury

rcury, chlorides
Mercury, oxides of
Mercury, sulphurei

Nitrogen
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Nutrition of plants
Nutrition of animals
Oak ashes
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Oil
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Oil of cloves
Oil, cocoa-nut
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(Ml, drying
Oil, fat
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Oil of turpentine
Oil of vitriol
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Oil, poppy
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Oil seeds
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Potato starch
Potato, sweet
Pottery
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Silicate of potash
Silicate of soda
Silicates
Silicic acid
Silicon
Silk dyeing
Silver
Silver, chloride of
Silver, nitrate of
Silver, oxide of
Silver, salts of
Silver, sulphuret of
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Skimmed milk
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Slag
Slaking of lime
Smells, foul

Smoke
Straw ashes
Straw of barley
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Straw of lentils

Straw of maize
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Organic matter
Organic substances
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Oxide of copper
Oxide of iron
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Oxide of tin
;

Oxides, metallic
Kygen

Paikt, white
Palm juice

Putrefaction
Purrefaction, influ-

ence of lime in

Putrefying animal
matter

Putrid fermentation
Putrid urine
Putty powder
Pyrites

j

Pyrites, copper
Pyrol igneous acid
Pyrolignites
Pyroxylic spirit

Quartz [pounds-

Quaternary com
Quicklime
Quicksilver
Raik water
Raisins
Kape seed
liape vine
Red cabbage
Red lead

j

Refose of gas works
Rennet •

Resins

Results of
"Results of
Rhubarb
Rice
Ripening of fruit

iver mud
River water
Road drift

Rock salt

Rocket
Rocks,

tion of
Roman vitriol

Roots
Rotation of crops

Ruby

combus
putrefac-

tion

disintegra-

Paper bleached by Rum
Paring [chlorine Rushes, Dutch

Clay, burnt
Clay, iron ore
Climate, differences Feeding off

Clover [of Ferment
Coagulation of albu- Fermentation
Coal ashes [men Fertility

Beer, Bavarian
Beet

•
" root sugar

Bi*U metal
Bile
Binary compound
Bi oflim

rtrate of potash

Coal-gas
Coal-tar, naphtha
Cocoa-nut oil

Cognac brandy
Cohesion
Coke

ophony
Col of soils

•lours, changing of
Colours, vegetable
Colza

vn
"

(Combination
: Currant jelly [Combination, [by

Bleaching by chlo^ changes produced
[phur Comb g weights

iching by sul- Combining numbers

Fibre, woody
Fibrin, animal
Fibrin, vegetable
Finings
Fir-ashes
lire

re-damp
Fish refuse

Fixed oil

Fixing ammonia
Flame
Flax "

Flesh
Flint

Blende
I Combusti

Flooring malt
Flour
Flour, damaged

Hydrogen,
Hydro-en,
Ice
Iceland moss
Indian corn

[sheep Indian rubber

with Indigo
Inflammable air

Inorganic matter in

plants.

Inorganic
Iuulin
Iodides
Iod i ne
Iodine in sea water
Iron
Irrigation

lass

Ivory
JUNIPER
Kelp
Kidneys
Kilu-drying
Kirschw;
Lacti« acid

Latent heat
Lee

[ol[of Metallic alloys

lightness Metallic oxides

sulphu- Metallic salts

[retted Metals
Milk
Millet

Minium
Mixture
Mixture of soils

Molasses
Mordaunts

manures' Mortar
3 lie gold
Mould
Mouldering
Mouluiness
£fuoil*ge
luriate of ammonia

Muriate of lime
A. ate of magnesia
Muriate of soda
Muriates
Muriatic acid

Murk
iuscle
Muscovado sugar
Must
Mustard

Parmesan cheese
Parsnip
Paste
Pearlash
Peas
Peat ashes
Pectine
Per-oxides
Perry
Persalts
Petre
Petre, salt

ewter
•sphates

Phosphoric acid
Phosphoric acid
plan ts

i'hosphoric

bone
Phosphoric

horus
ckling cabbage

Pine-apples
Pipes, bursting of

Pitch
Plants, composition

Rust of iron

Rye
Rye straw
Saccharine matter
Safety-lamp
B ago
Sainfoin
Sal-ammoniac
Saline compounds
Saline draughts
Saline manures
Salt
Salt and lime
Salt, bay-

Sal t, common
Salt in sea water
Salt, rock

acid in' Salt, spirit of
[water Salt, sea

acid in Salt, solution

Saltpetre

Salts
Sand
Sapphire
Sawdust
Schiedam

Straw of rye
Straw of vetch
Straw of wheat
Strong manures
Sub-salts
Subsoil
Subsoil ploughin
Substratum
Suffocation

<v

Sugar
from

[charcoal

in

[water
of, in

Sugar, barley
Sugar candy
Sugar, formation of

Sugar of lead
Sugar of milk
Sugar, refining

Sugar refiners' waste
Sulphates
Sulphur
Sulphur in plants
Sulphuret of iron

Sulphuret of lead

Sulphuret of silver

Sulphurets
Smelting
Soap
Soap-boiling
Soap, decomposition
Soap, soft [of]

Soap, transparent

Soap, yellow
Soapmakers' a
Soda
hsoda, carbonate of

Soda in rocks
Soda In plants
Soda in soils

Soda, muriate of

Soda, nitmteof
Soda, silicate of

Soda, sulphate of

Sodium
Sodium, chloride of

Soft water
Soil

Soils, analysis of
Soils, colour of

Soils, composition of

Soils, exhaustion of

Soils, formation of

Soils, mixture of
<ils, nature of

.Ider

Soot
Sorrel
Soup
Specific gravity
Spices
Spirit proof
Spirit, pyroxylic
Spirit of «aic

Spirit of wine
Sponge
Spring water

Tar
Tarnish on iflnr
Tartar
Tartaric add
Tartrates
"Teeth

Ternary conpotafc
Tests, vegeuSto
i nermometer

Thunderbolt
Tiles

Tin
Tin, oxide of

Tin plate

Tin, sulphuret

Toast
Toasted cheese

Tobacco
Toddy
Treacle

Tropical coantriei

Tubers
Turf-ashes

Turmeric
Turnips

\ Turpentine
Turpentine, oil of

T'rate of ammoM
Urea
Uric acid

Urine
Use of leaves

Use of plants

Usquebaugh
"V apous caodeat

by cold

Vapour in the air

Vegetable alkafiet

Vegetable mantm

Vegetable, boilia(

Veins
Vermillion

Vetch
Vinegar
Vinegar distiW

Vinous fermeifc

Vitriol, blue

Vitriol, green

Vitriol, oil of

Vitriol, white

Volatile, ilka"

Volatile oi/

w'AT.xrrs

Wash, distillers

Water .

Water, actionJ***
Water.&&

composuM*

of '

.

"Water, freezing*

Water, hard

Water, to * u

Water, m/new

Water ****! %

plan*

Water,
pbospW*

acid in

Water, pun

ay ater, rain

Water, sea

Water, soft

Water, spring

Water, Tt»B»

Water, weft

Wax
Weed-ash

Weeds a

Weeds, bnri

Weeds, p«£34

fof

Springs
Stall feeding
Starch
Sti;am
Stearic acid
Steariue
Stiil

Plants, death of [of Sea-fowl, excrements; Stii cheese
Plants, decay of Sea-water

uits decompose Sea-weed
carbonic acid Seed

Plants, effect of, on Seed, formation of

ah*

Plants, elements of

Plants, food of
Plants, growth of

of Paria
J', er stone

.subsoil

Plums
Polenta

»nd mud
ipy seed

Porter

Potash

ulphum of tin

Sulphuretted hy-
di n

r
Sulpliiiric acid

eels, germination Sulphurous a^'id

>teeping iof Bulphui s

Wheat gru*

Wheat straw

Wheat starch

Whey
Whiskey
White***
White of egr

Wine,braaJL
Wiuf. d^JJ^i

Wine, fining*

Win,,r

w *s

Wood ash*-

Wood spirit

Woody ®*
^'»'°l

. -*

I
w
Wool rag*

WooiaoaF

acid Wort

Seidiitz powders <
»ntat ^

t by roots of Su ft

Semolina [plant *er seed ^^ i-Z^t \

Shell sand
Shells

ilex

i

\ in plants

S.lica iii soil, use of
icate of alumina

-llicate of lime

L'"'"3 v^t artifi
*

Super - ph<

uper-ta
Swi s [potaaii Y<K»<* *

TAISASliEEB
i Tannia
Tanning

chlori*/
DC,

z

Published by J. Matihiws, at the Office of the rowel' , -il

Tapioc*

Twellipgton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. ; and may be bad by oixler of any Books©
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New Azalea indica.

J IVERY and SOX feel much pleasure in offering

• tbeir two beautiful Seedlings, CARNATION" and
TRICOLOR, small plants at 10s. 6d., and larger at 21*. each.

They are fully described in our CATALOGUE, with all other
Novelties of the Season, which will be forwarded poet free

upon application.

A fine lot of half Specimens and Standards for Sale.

Dorking Nursery.—Nov. 23.

Wholesale Catalogue.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1S61 and SPRING

1862, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
salected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
nd a tine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, Ac, can be had

free on application.

Woking Nursery. Surrey.

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY. • *

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

BUTLER & McCULLOCH'S
DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE and AMATEURS' GUIDE

TO WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.

3
3

3
10
3
3
4

12

6
6

Now Heady, forwanlod Free and Post Paid upon application.

THE numerous Species and Choice Varieties contained in the above CATALOGUE,
Descriptive Notes, Plain Cultural Directions, nd Hints on the Distribution and Arrangement

.duable assistant, either to the Amateur or Practical Gardener.

All Orders of 2ls. and upwards sent Carriage paid.

combined with the
of Bulbs, render it a

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS,
24 HYACINTHS, in 12 choice sorts

24 POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, in 12 sorts
150 NEW SEEDLING CROCUS, 20 sorts
19 DUC VAN THOL. red and yellow Single Tulips
36 Early 81MOLE TULIPS, in 12 choicest sorts
12 LA CANDEUR, white Double Tulios
It REX RUBRORUM, ecarlet Double Tulips

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for
86 HYACINTHS, finest mixed
100 Sweet-scented Double WHITE NARCISSUS
200 YELLOW CROCUS
200 PURPLE CROCUS
200 WHITE CROCUS
200 SNOWDROPS
50 Splendid mixed SINGLE TULIPS
12 REX RUBRORUM, Scarlet Double Tulips
12 TOURNESOL, Scarlet and Yellow Double Tulips

for CONSERVATORY.
12 TOURNESOL, scarlet and yellow Double Tulips

12 YELLOW ROSE, yellow Double Tulips

1 each, LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, ROSEUM,
and RUBRUM

12 IXIAS
12 SPARAXIS

the FLOWER GARDEN.
12 YELLOW ROSE, Yellow Double Tulips
25 Finest mixed DOUBLE ANEMONES
25 Finest mixed SINGLE ANEMONES
50 Fiuest mixed SPANISH IRIS
50 SCARLET TURBAN RANUNCULUS
24 LILIES, in four fine varieties

12 GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS
12 Mixed CHINESE PEONIES

Imported Bulbs.

GODWIN and PADMAN offer fine Bulbs (which
they have imported) at the undermentioned prices to

effect an early clearance :

—

12 HYACINTHS (including Lord Wellington, double
pink), finest varieties of double and single red, ?. d
white and blue 8*. ; 2 doz. 15 6
CROCUSES, blue, white and yellow Dutch, per 100 2

100 .. in S largest varieties

25 TULIPS, Early, in 8 finest varieties

25 ,, double „ „
100 ,, late, finest mixtures
25 ANEMONES, in 8 fine double varieties

100 RANUNCULUS, in 4 varieties
25 GLADIOLI, in 8 varieties

12 „ finest hybrids (in 12 varietios)

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above on application
to Godwin & Padman, Broadfield Nursery, Sheffield ; or
J. C. Padman, Boston Spa, Tadcaster.

Variegated-Leaved Geraniums.

GODWIN and PADMAN, having a free bealthy
Stock of VARIEGATED GERANIUMS, offer as under.

Per doz.

—

s. rf.

Golden Edge . . . . 6
liendersoui .. each 1

Jane .

.

.
.^^^^ 9

Julia .. .. each 1
Mangiest .. .. ..6
Mountain of Light .. 6
Mrs. Lennox . . . . 5
Perfection .. ..6
Reiue d Or .. eacn 2
Silver King . . „ 1
St. Clair .5
The Bridal Wreath, each 1
Variegated Tom Thumb

each 1

Per doz.—5. d.

Alma 6
Argus .. .. each
Bijou
Brilliant
Cloth of Gold . . each
Comtesse de Morello ,,

Countess of Warwick .

.

Culford Beauty . . cash
Dandy 6
Fairy'Nymph .. ..5
Favourite . . each 1
Flower of the Day . . 4
FontaineLlcau

. . each 1

Golden Vase . . each 2

4

1

1

6

6

o

6

The 25 varieties for 20s.

Address Godwin- & Padman, Broadfield Nursery, Shefiield

:

or J. C. Padman, Boston Spa, Tadcaster.

Cheap Plants.
/^<ODWIN and PADMAN respectfully invite
V--I attention to the undermentioned, all of which are in
well established plants.

GLADIOLUS, SEEDLINGS of RAMOSUS.
50 in 50 Extra Choice Varieties
25 in 25
12 in 12

»«

*»

21 0*. I 50 in 50 Choice Varieties10
[

25 in 25
12

I 12 in 12

Mixed, 21*. per 100 ; 3s. per dozen.

Wanted to Purchase, SHALLOTS.

• 9

*1

•

• •

11. 4*.

12

6

butler and Mcculloch, seedsmen, covent garden market, w.o.

c/ IP£

V

Each—s. d.
jEschynanthus Lobbianus 1 6
M pulchra major . . 16

Allamanda neriifolia . . 10
Ardisia crenulata 6i. to 1

,, ,, alba ..10
Aspidistra lurida varie-
gata . . . . Is. to 1 6

Bejjouia semperflorens
Ingrami .. ..10

Begonia argentea guttata

., punctata
blanda
Duchesse de Brabant
grandia
Griffith!

Lord Clyde
Lowi
Marshalli
nebulosa
President van Vandea
Hecke

splendida argentea
The above 12 Begonias

1*. each, or 10*. for
the lot.

Bougainvillea speciosa
(true) 2s. 6d. to 3

Catesbsea spinosa . . 1

Caenopteria fceniculacea 1
Cissus discolor . . B . 1

1
1

99

H
>>

99

99

99

ft

99

99

r>

G

Each—s.

Diptcracanthus affinis. . 2
Draciena ferrea .

.

,, M versicolor..
Epiphyllum truncatum
(with flower buds) ..

Eucharis amazonica
Is. 6d. to 2

Euphorbia Jaoquini-
flora

Frauciscea confertifolia
Gardenia Fortuni
„ florida

Hoya bella
carnosa

M picta .

.

„ variegata ..

Paxtoni
Iraatophyllum miniatum
Rhopala corcovadense..

,, ^kimieri
Rbynchospermum Ja
niinoides

Stephanotisfloribundus
Thunbergia grandiflora
Selaginell t apoda
„ circinale (9s. doz.)

n <»«** (9, „ )
„ formosa
9P Galleotti

Wildenovi ..

6

6

1 6

99

99

> y

99

1 6
1 6
1 6
1

1
1
2 6
2 6
1

i 7 6
7 6
3 6

1 O
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1 6

SEEDSMEN AND FLORISTS,
Opposite the Gaebick Cxtra.

LACHENALTA TRICOLOR (for description, culture, and adaptation, see page 1006 of kit week's Gardeners'^i*ronicie)
t 4*. 6a. per dozen.

ANOMATHECA CRUENTA, a charming flower, 10*. per 100 ; 2s. per dozen.
TROP^OLUM JARATTI, beautiful, 1*., 1*. &*., and 2s. 6d. each.

AZALEA INDICA in variety, well set with flower-buds, 12*.
t* -per dozen.

CAMELLIAS of sorts, in bud, 24*. and 30«. per doz.
Each—t. d.

Orders amounting to 21*. sent Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom.

y^-J*abb * Sitgden, London Agents for TYE'S REGISTERED HTAPTXTW ai accpo j t»t..w~

ffiSL*"™ VASES °™ted in th*B^F^S^JTF-E SS55S
Thl"'< v- f

d
' *?, ]?£ ™' P

e
r,
doz

|
n
l
Ornamented, 1*. each, to 21*. per pair.

Acacia Drummondi
Aphelexis, 4 sorts
Boronia serrulata
Bossuea Hendersoni .

.

Brachysema Acumita . •

Burtonia violacea
Chorozema cordata ele-

gans .

.

M flava..

If varia Chandleri ..

Coleonema rubra
Eugenia Upiii .. &?.-

»nymo8 japonicus va-
riegatus

Farfugium grande, p. doz
Gardoquia Hookeri » ^

2

1
1

1

]

1

1

1

1

1
•1

1

6
1

6

6
6
6

6
6

6

Gnidia laevigata .

Kennedya monophyUa
variegata

Linum trigymim
Monocliastum . Iferum
Oxylobium Pulttnese .

.

Pimeleadecussata.. 1*.-

Polygala Dalraaisiana ..

„ oppositi folia

Swainsonia (Jroyana ..

Tropreolum tricolorum.

.

Vaccinium erythrina ..

Vallota purpurea
Witsenia corvmbosa .

.

Yucca aloifolia variegata
Zieria microphylla

Each—8. d.
1

1

1

1

-1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
8

1

6
6

6

6

O

6
6

offered for Sale.
groups of the above ever

See Woodcuts in Gardeners' Chronicle or Cottage Gardener, September and October.

Paxtonian Collection

nf rt~ q°
" °f t?* *** Dutch lowering Bulbs, &c. for the Ornamentationof the Spring Garden, &c, £2 2s.; Half Collection

40 HYACINTH^ Assorted.
collection,

4 JAPAN' LILIES Assorted
5 GLADIOLI Assorted.
6 LILIUM LONGIFLORUxM

150 TULIPS in Colours
400 CROCUS Assorted,

21s.

100 RANUNCULUS Assorted.
200 8NOWDROPS
100 NARCISSUS Assorted.
50 ANEMONES Assorted.
25 SPANISH IRIS Assorted.
20 IXIAS and SPARAXIS.

90
300
18
4
1

.?°"™1!1' !°r Conse™t01T Decoration, £2 2s.; Half Collection, 21s.

99

99

99

TULIPS in 80 varieties.

japan n??A
N

-

A
?
CI8?U8ta 1S vars-

LONGIKLORUM.

12 SPLENDID ACHIMENES, in 12 varieties.

H » IXIAS.

?2uB?1^ CRUENTA.
I ^

AS5SNALIA TRICOLOR.
8 TROP^OLUM JARATIL

12,

BAKR and SUGDEN, SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS
KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C. (Opposite the Oahrice Club).

PELARGONIUMS of 1861.—Bertram, Butterfly, Columbus,
Count Cavour, Garibaldi, Lurline, Marvellous, Raphael.
Rembrandt. Romulus, Rosa Bonheur (Foster), Rosa Bonheur
(Hoyle), Rosa pulchella, Scintilla, Tbirza, Vesuvius, Volunteer.
30«. per doz., or the 17 varieties for 40*.

PELARGONIUMS. -Arabella Goddard, Carlos, Clara.
Cynthia, Duchess of Wellington, Etna, Euphemia, Flora,
King of Scarlets, Leviathan, Lord Clyde. Lucy, Marie,
Midnight, Miss Foster, Monarch, Mrs. Dennis, Polly, Prince
of Prussii (Story), Prince of Prussia (Hoyle), Queen \ ictoria.
Rose Raglan, Selim, Serena, Triumphant. Star, The Belle,
Topey, Unique, Wonderful. 8s. per do, 60a. per 100.

PELARGONIUMS, FRENCH.—Boule d'i tensia. Eugenie
Duval, Eunice, F;inty, Fredericke Meuneii randefDuchesse,
Stephanie, Guillaume Severj-ns, Julia, L telle Alliance,
Lampetia, Le Negro, Le Tftien, Louise Viellez, Madame
Domage, Mazeppa. Mo. Meneitho, Metis, Minerve, Napoleon
III , Parthenope, Paul et Virginie, 'Peacock, Perrugi! i

Hortense, Roi des Pourpres, Salacia, '.Sisera, 'J \ irginie
Miellez.

CINERARIAS.—Adam Bedo, Duke of Cambridge, Magenta,
Miss Marnock, Queen Victoria, U. each ; the 6 varieties As.

CINERARIAS.—Admiral Dundas, Bellissiraa, Cleopatra, Lady
Jane Peel, Lady Pax ton, I»ren«o, Magnum li.«num, Mid-
shipman, Minnie, Mrs. Coleman, Union, Octivi Othella,
Perfection, Pretty Polly, Purpurea, Queen of Lilacs, Regalia,
Base of England, Sir C. Napier, Viola, 6*. per doz.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS—Large and Pompoue; all the best
varieties, in 60's, 3*. doz.

A few strong, well-ripened, MUSCAT HAMBURGH VINES,
5». and 7$. Orf. each.

The usual discount to the Trade. Cash or reference from
unknown Correspondents must accompany each order.

Address, Godwin & Padman. Broadfield Nursery, Sheffield :

or J. C. Padman, Boston Spa, Tadcaster.
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R (Goniwfir*),A S P 15 E R R I K S.—SERDLTXG ,

PROLIFIC (Carter's). FILLBASKET. AUTUMN-
FRUITED, and YELLOW ANTWERP. GOOSEBERRIES,
fine bushes : Crown Bob, Whitesmith, Warrington :

ana

CURRANTS, 2s. to 3*. per doz. NARCISSUS. &c.

Geo. Cornwell, Seedsman^c^Baruet, Herts, St.

Fine Vines from Eyes in Pots.

WM. CUTBUSH,
:

m Jun., Baraet Nurseries,

. . Barnet, Herts, begs' to invite an inspection of his fine

STOCK of FRUITING and other VINE3, consisting of all the

best varieties in cultivation. Also to his fine stock of

Specimen. Half-specimen, and young PlantsofNEWHOLLAND
PLANTS, INDIAN AZALEAS, and STOVE PLANT&.

CATALOGUES on application.

Cassarean Nurseries, Island of Jersey.

STRONG FRUITING VINES (of best sorts) 2s. 6d.

each, or 25«. per dozen.

PYRAMIDAL FRUITING PEAR TREES (of best sorts),

1*. Sd. each, or 20». per dozen.

EVERGREEN OAKS (in pots), 305., 40*., 50*., 75*., and 100*.

per 100.

CHINESE ARBOR-VIT^ES, (in pots) 30*., 40*., 50*., and /5*.

per 100. .

SILVER STRIPED EUONYMUS, 20.?., 30s., 40*., 50s.
t
and

75* per 100. ,„
ULMUS SAMIENS IS, or UPRIGHT GUERNSEY ELMS,

30*., 60*., and 75*. per 100. ma_mt

A large GENERAL STOCK of FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS
at equally low prices. CATALOGUES on application.

Charles B. Saunders, Nurseryman—Nov. 23.

Vines for Fruiting in Pots.

J AND J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,

• N.E., beg to offer strong VINES with well ripened wood
of the best varieties.

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.

The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail-

way to Lea Bridge Station.

Orchard House Trees.

J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,

N.E., having a fine stock of—

c

MINNIE BANKS and COMET.
Coloured Plate, 1*. Gd. per post.

Theabove FUCHSIAS possess first-class properties, andLshow

a striking advance on all others which have been sent out since

the white corolla varieties were introduced.

E. G. Henderson & Sow, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

HUROPHULUM BULBOSUM.
Figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, Oct. 5, 1S61.

New Seed, per packet, 6d. and Is. each.

The BULB CATALOGUE free, and the BULB GUIDE on

eC
E
eiP0°HSST& Wellington Road Nursery. St.

John's Wood, London, N.W. ___

New and Rare Plants.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDEKSON and SON
respectfully call attention to the following :—

SEDUM CARNEUM VARIEGATUM, introduced by Mr Von

Siebold from Japan, «f whom they have purchased the

entire stock.
, „__, . . ,

EPIGYNIUM LEUCOBOTRYS, figured in the "Illustrated

Bouquet." , . ,

PENTAS ROSEA KERMESINA, very useful as a wmter-
flowering plant for Drawing-room Bouquets.

PETUNIA BRITISH LION, fine habit, rich crimson.

CAMELLIA ETOILE POLAIRE, carmine, scarlet-striped.

COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTI, bright bronze crimson leaves.

LAPAGERIA ROSEA, newly gathered Seeds. Trade supplied.

CLOTH OF GOLD GERANIUM. 1*. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

GOLDEN FLEECE GERANIUM. 1*. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (PAMPAS GRASS), 3s. and 3*. 6c?.

per dozen. Strong at 1*. and 1*. 6c?.

Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

m

J
PEACHES
NECTARINES
APRICOTS

APPLES
PEARS
PLUMS and CHERRIES

in Pots, well set with bloom buds, beg respectfully to offer

them to the notice of intending Purchasers.

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.

The Nurseries are easily reached by Eastern Counties Rail -

way to Lea Bridge Station.

Orchard House Trees.

HUGH LOW and CO. have to offer—
APRICOTS

APPLES 1 NECTARINES | PEARS
CHERRIES

I
PEACHES | PLUMS

In pots. Wood thoroughly well ripened and well set with
bloom buds. Prices moderate,

Clapton Nursery. London, N.E.

Fruit Trees.

T\TM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
YV Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Fruiting Vines.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Chesfiunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Roses.

WAL PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurshries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

"^T7"M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
VV Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

American Plants, &c.

MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may be

had on application. It describes fully all RHODOD ENDRONS
worth crowing, and contains a List of AZALEAS, HARDY
HEATHS, and other American Plants, as well as a summary
of the General Stock ofthe most extensive Nurseries in England.

The Catalogue may also be had at Mr. May's, 1, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Working, Surrey.

To the Trade and Others engaged in Planting.

MESSRS. WOOD and SONS, Old Kent Road, beg
to inform the above that in consequence of a portion of

low prices :-Lombardy Canadian and Black Popta-s EngHsh
|^^J^^i^S^^^^^^i

^^rS&wTSSJSS-T^ms anTX^df™c bJL extra strong for spring planting, when, an £*, .,

Weeping Ash, Standard Pears, Plums and Cherries, a few large

handsome bearing Mulberries, and other Fruit Trees ; Lilacs of

sorts, bushy, 3J to 8 feet ; Evergreen Privet, 2 to 4 feet

;

Guelder Roses, Ribes, Filberts, Euonymus, Viburnums,
Bladder Sena, &c, besides other Nursery Stock.

Dutch and other Bulbs.
ROBERT PARKER beps to inform his friend,^
T™ Tratrons that his pRlCED and DESCRIPTIVP Pit?LOGUE of the above, containing selections of the ft

w

varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will be forWHpost free on application. **"1*
Exoticj^sery^Tooting. Surrey, 8.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs!
^

WM- CUTBUSH AND S0NS> firsfc importation*
., .

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c , has just been S*direct from Haarlem. They are unusually tine. EarlvoH
are respectfully solicited.

* **riyunu.

All the First Prizes have been awarded our Collectiwherever exhibited during the last seven vears
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

COLLECTION or BULBS for CONSERVATOR,
or WINDOW and OUT-DOOR DECORATION. Sentt,any address, carnage paid, for 21*. Containing 20 choice nan*

Hyacinths; 12 mixed ditto, colours separate; 4 PolvaatC
Narcissus

; 40 Tulips, various, for pots and border ; 6 Jonqujk-
6 Ixias, yery choice ; 100 Crocus, four colours, separate • >Anemones, mixed ; 50 Ranunculus, mixed ; 50 SnowiW
20 border Narcissus ; 6 English Iris ; 6 Spanish Iris.

Half the above for 10s Gd.
BST The Collection may be modified to suit the taste »

convenience of Purchasers. *• w
B. J. Edwards. 222, Strand, Lon don, W.C

Hollyhock Seed— Sow at once.

PAUL AND SON'S unrivalled Collections of the
above are now ready in 12 fine distinct named varieties

in sealed packets. 5a. ; 6 varieties do., do., 2*. 6d.
; packets of

fine mixed, 1*. ; also a large Stock of fine healthy plants (see

CATALOGUE now ready, post free on application).

Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. Herts.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Saffron Walden Nursery.

WILLTAM CHATER'S 15th ANNUAL DF
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of one

postage stamp.
William Chater, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Siffrca

Walden, Essex.

Superb Hollyhocks.

Eighteen Thousand Plants of Named Varieties, iscludob

the best in Cultivation.

RB. BIRCHAM, in offering the above begs to

• observe that considerable advantage would accrue to

Wc

o.

Hollyhocks,

PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Orchard House Trees in Pots.

THOMAS JACKSON and SON have a fine Stock
of the above, well established in Pots, large and full of

Flower Buds, many of them having this season borne 40 to 50
fruits ; they consist of
CHERRIES I PEARS | NECTARINES
PEACHES | GRAPES | PLUMS

3-*. 6d. to 7#. 6d. each.
Nurseries, Kingston, S.W.

Wall-Trained Fruit Trees.

THOMAS JACKSON and SON having a great
extent of walls devoted to FRUIT TREES, respectfully

invite an inspection of their large stock of very superior
Dwarf and Standard-trained Trees. Many of them having
borne fruit this season are specially suited for planting in
houses for fruiting the first year.

Nurseries, Kingston, S.W. ^

Fruit Trees.

JAMES GARAWAY and C
call attention to their stock of the above, comprising

APRICOTS > standard and
l APPLES . DWarf-tra

NECTARINES I Dwarf- 1 5s5?S?
IES Istanoard, and

train arl
PEARS C Dwarf-

PEACHES )
wauQea

\ PLUMS J quarter.
All of fir3t-rate quality and in good condition.

The STANDARD PEARS are unusually fine, and will be
Bold at a very low rate to purchasers of quantities.

CATALOGUES ani prices free by post.
Prices to the Trade on application.

James Garawat «fe Co.. Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

M. A. LAKE begs respectfully to invite attention to
a large stock cf well-grown FRUIT TREES of the

choicest kinds, consisting of dwarf-trained Peaches, Necta-
rines, Apricots, Pears, Plums, Cherries, and Apples ; Standard
Pears and Plums, Gooseberries and Currants, an immense
stock of the best varieties. Vines of sorts, Rhubarb Roots, &c,
English and Turkey Oak, Spanish and Horse Chestnut,
Poplars of sorts, Sycamore, Birch, Weeping Ash, Standard
Double Blossom Pinks, and Scarlet Thorns, very fine for imme-
diate effect ; Red Cedars, Arbor-vitaes, English Yews, Common
Laurels, and transplanted Hollies. Prices on application.

The Nursery, Bridgwater.

COX'S ORANGE PIPPIN. — This magnificent
variety obtained all the Prizes for Dessert Apples of " the

best flavour" at the Great Fruit Exhibition at Kensington I

Gore, on the 6th inst. See report in Gardeners' Chronicle of
Saturday last, passim.
Very fine strong Trees having well-ripened wood are supplied
z the following prices :—Dwarf Bush, 2*. ; Dwarf-trained,

3*. 6d. ; Pyramids, 2s. Gd. ; Standards, 2* Gd.
IChakles Turner, The Royal Nurseries, Slougb.

Heriotfield Nursery, Leith Walk, Edinburgh.
Established Upwards of a Century.

THE SUBSCRIBER begs respectfully to intimate
that Messrs. David Reid & Son having retired from the

Nursery Trade in Edinburgh, he has acquired the Lease and
purchased the whole extensive STOCK of FOREST. FRUIT,
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS in the above old-

established Nursery, the business of which will be carried
on by the Subscriber as hitherto.

The Subscriber begs respectfully to thank his friends nnd
patrons for the liberal support he has received since com-
mencing business in^Edinburgh ; and in making this extension
of his Nursery Trade, he respectfully solicits a continuance of
their kind patronage. To clear part of the Ground, the
Subscriber can offer soveral Lots of the following HARDY
ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS PLANTS and SHRUBS, all

recently transplanted and well rooted, including fine specimen
Weeping Elms, 10 to 15 feet in height ; also, fine plants of the
following:—Cedrus »Deodara, Araucaria imbricata, Aucuba
japonica, Portugal and Common Laurels, Variageted Hollies,
Lilacs, Walnuts, Poplars, Arbor-vitse, Pinus Cembra, &c, all of
which will be disposed of at very moderate prices.

Robert T. Mackintosh, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 12,
Melbourne Place, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.
N.B.—Noblemen and Gentlemen in want of Gardeners,

Land-Stewards, and Foresters for the present Term.—The
Subscriber has on his Register the names of a select few whose
character and qualifications may be relied upon.

The Northampton Nurseries.

JOHN PERKINS respectfully calls the attention of
noblemen, gentlemen, and others engaged in Planting to

the following ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS <fcc, all of
which are in the best possible condition for removal. Having
been frequently transplanted, they can be confidently recom-
mended to remove with the most certain success. From 4000
to 5000 Cedrus Deodara, perfect specimens, averaging from li
to 8 feet, and all the intermediate sizes ; also a large stock of
Wellingtonea gigantea, from 1 to 4 feet ; Thujopsis borealis,
1 to 3 feet ; Cupressus Lawsoniana, 1 to 3 feet ; Picea Pinsapo,
1 to 4 feet ; Picea Nordmanniana, I to 4 feet ; Araucaria
imbricata, 1 to 4 feet ; Pinus Cembra, 1 to 5 feet ; Thuja aurea,
1 to 3 feet; Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 6 feet. Also every other-
variety of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs worthy of cultivation
may be had.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
Ash, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet.

Beech, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5 ft.

stronger bloom will be obtained, ripen more seed, <fcc.

CATALOGUES forwarded upon application

Hedenham Rosery, Buncray, Suffolk.

Hardy Japanese Plants, New Eoses, &c.

JOHN STANDISH has great pleasure in snbr

ting the above to the consideration of his friends and tit

public in general, far exceeding in interest any that he hi

ever had the opportunity of sending out at any one time.

For a DESCRIPTIVE LIST of NEW FERNS, HiRUT

JAPANESE PLANTS,NEW ROSBS, &c.,see Gardeners' Chr*i

for the first Saturday in every month.
Besides the above J. S. has a fine stock of CONIFER

PLANTS, HARDY SHRUBS and TREES, and a very*

stock of VINES, which he can offer at reasonable pr»

CATALOGUES of which will be shortly ready for diatritatfr

The Royal Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet Bhododendrons and other American

Plants.

JOHN WATERER has the pleasure to announce that

his ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above popular ptatfj,

»

exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regeafs Park, Wnaoa,

is now published, and will be forwarded on application, mim-

ing planters and amateurs desirous of blending coloors «
invited to possess a copy, as faithful descriptions oi au u»

RHODODENDRONS are given. ,
ft̂

nT
The Catalogue contains a selection of the best «JfJjY

Hardy CONIFERS, with heights and prices, the^"J^
haviug been removed the past spring are in a cap'»

'
_-,

.
t

transplanting. Also EVERGREENS and ORSA*"*

SHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinds. .

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, nearthe <- ^
dale Station, South Western Railway : also to be ^-.^
John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great RusseUStree^

Cgenw;
.

Winter and Spring Flowering ?laats '

.

ta
>

FAND A. SMITH are now supplying fine
plana

• moderate prices of the following :
fl
_ivenmfla

*Acacias, *Azaleas, Cinerarias, *Camellias, "Chrysan"^
Cyclamen, Cytisus, Clianthus, Carnation (Tree;,

trta

*Epacris, *Ericas, Eutaxias, *Gardenias, He
^^;fl rt»

"Kennedyas, »Lechenautia, Vasrainum P"
do(1»

Monochsetum, Pelargoniums, *Passifloras, x
7"

,
. ^

and single; *Solanura, *Oranges, &c. |
Those »««**

are either in bud or fruit at the present time. J

GENERAL CATALOGUE gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

Flag of Truce.
New Double White Azalea wpica.

Fir, Balm of Gilead, 1 to 2
2 to 3 feet.

„ Larch, 1 to 1J, 1± to 2, 2 to
3 feet.

Sycamore, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet.
Hazel, L) to 2, 2 to 3 feet.
Maple, Norway, 2 to 3, 3 to 4

feet.

Oaks, English, 1 to 2, 2 to 3.
3 to 4 feet.

„ Turkey, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet.
Poplar, Black, Italian, Lom-
bardy, Ontario, White Abele.
2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6,
6 to 8 feet.

Privets, from 400 to 500,000,
Strong. 1 to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

From 2 to 3 million of Quick or White Thorn
From 2 to 3 million of Gorse or Furze.

FRUIT TREES.
Standard and Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Pears, Apples, and Cherries. From 15 to 20 000 extra
strong Gooseberries and Currants.

'

Extra strong SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for Forcing.
Prices of the above upon application to John Perkins 52

Market Place, Northampton. * ' '

Chesnut, Spanish, 1 to 2, 2 to 3,

3 to 4 feet.

,. Horse, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to
4 feet.

Elms, grafted English. 2 to 3,

3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6 feet.

„ Cornish, 2 to 4, 3 to 4, 4 to

5, 5 to 6 feet.

„ Scotch or Wych, 2 to 3,

3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6 feet.

Fir, Spruce Norway, 1 to 1£,

1* to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

.„ Scotch, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to
4 feet.

„ Silver, 1 to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

offer&fFAND A. SMITH have much pleasure m tjjj

• the above splendid novelty, which is justly cw

as the best double variety extant. It has ob
.

tal
5mis«o

:

cedented testimonials of merit, and the general aamwj
§

all who have seen it that it is the " finest" yet produce

large double flowers, purity of colour, abundance "

and neat compact habit of growth. „ . ^ntija*
Plants will be sent out in June, 1862. Full desert I

price will be published early in spring. . Ha flap** I

In consequence of an accident, the new vanecre ^^ j
Beauty, Prince of Orange, and Princess Royal wiu ""

out till further notice.

^

Dulwich. Surrey, S. »

WILLIAM BARRON, Elvaston Castle, canJW?

strong and remarkably well rooted Plants ^
BERBERIS DARWENI.—The most beautiful oi ^

fit either for the Flower Garden or Game cover ^^
are very fond of the berries, which are produced m v

Strong Plants, 3 years old, 20*. per 100.

Strong Plants, 1 year old, 12*. 6* per N"- ^
ABIES DOUGLASL—A highly ornamental ano^#

timber tre*, the same as the till flag pole ax * '

plants 3 years old. once transplanted, 25*. per iu"-
2<

focfl*-

PINUS LARICIO.—A valuable timber tree, «
70*. per 1000.

If taken in quantity, a reduction will be made-

corresp
3r

Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown -

dents. Post Office Orders payable at Derby.
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Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.

JOHX SALTER, F.R.H.S , invites the PUBLIC to
VISIT his unrivalled Collection of these beautiful flowers,

which are now in FULL BLOOM. His WINTER GARDEN
alone contains several thousands of plants, and presents a
coup cToril unique in this or any other country. Free admission
every day except Sunday.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
1 ', W.

Can be Seen at Snnningdale Nursery, Sunningdale
Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

takeu First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-
jral Society, and every other show at which they have been

exhibited during the last two years.

RHODODENDRONS for forcing ; KALMIAS for forcing

;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
drons in the world, i N'IFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. Rt).- 3 and a General Nursery Stock well
worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen.

SCOTTISH ARBOklCULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The Annual General Meeting of this Society was held on

the Gth iust., when the following Office 1 era were elected.

Office Bearers for 1S61.
^^^^

President—John J. Chalmers, Esq., of Aid bar.

Vice-Praidentt.
Pro ^or Wilson, University.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Airlie, Cortacby Castle, Forfarshire.
Mr. J. IJalden. Lennoxlove.
Mr. Robert Philip, Ancblunkhart, Keith.
Mr. John Maciaren, Hopetoun.

SeerUary—yiv. John Sadler, Edinburgh.
Trtamrtr—Mi, John Anderson, Nurseries, Perth.

Auditor—Mr. Thomas Methven, Stanwell Nursery, Edinburgh.

Genera! Committee.
3ir. Italiantyne, Jun., Dalkeith.
Mr. Gilchrist, Castlemilk.
Mr. McCorquodale, Scone.
Mr. P. S. Robertson, Nurseryman, Trinity.
Mr. Gardiner, Forester, Eglinton Castle.
Mr. John Lamont, Inverleith Nursery.
Mr. R. Foulis, Fordel, Inverkeithing.
Mr. J. Thomson, Forester, Abernethy.
Mr. J. Tweedie, Forester, Champfleurie.
Mr. D. Campbell, Forester, Wemyss Castle.
Mr. Menzies, Forester (late) Cortachy.
Mr. Lindsay, Forester, W. Shandon, Helensburgh.
Mr. P. Gorrie, Forester, Dalkeith Park.
Mr. M'Gregor, Forester, Dunkeld.
Mr. Maciaren, Forester, Daruhall, Peebles.

I PRIZE ESSAYS for. 1862.
An Award of 5L will be given for each of these deemed worthy

by the Judges.
I. Introduction and Cultivation of the newer Coniferse and

other Forest Trees, with special reference to the Climate
of Great Britain and Ireland.

II. On the Successful Raising of Two Crops of Scotch Fir in
succession on Moorland. The crop reported on to be
not less than two years old.

III. The Best Method of Rearing and Maintaining Live Fences;
with an Account of the Plants best fitted for filling upGaps in old Hedges.

IV. The Results of Mixed and Unmixed Plantation.
V. The Species of Timber Trees suitable to the various Soils,

Elevations, and Exposures, and the effects produced on
the different varieties.

To be lodged with the Secretary on or before Sept. L 1862.

*P

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1861.

The death of the late Prof. Isidore St. Hilaire
brings to our recollection his Society of Ac-cli-
ha-ti-sa-ti-on (what an awful heptasyllable

!),
and the consequences that have or should have
flowed from its institution. This is a subject,
not wholly indifferent to us, for have not we also
a Society with this resounding name ? What then,
let us ask, has been done in Paris in the way of
acclimating either animals or plants ? The
answer to this will probably be a key to the
future reply of our own institution.

It would be so impossible for a stranger to
report satisfactorily upon this subject, that we
should have feared to touch upon it had not Mons.
Carriere, a very competent authority, relieved
us from the difficulty. In his work, Les Hommes
tt les Choses, published four years ago, we tind all
that is required to form a safe judgment upon
-trench acclimating. What, he enquires, is
meant by this word ? Its true signification is

to change or modify the nature {essence) of a
species, so as to enable it to bear the temperature
and influences of a new climate." What evidence
have we that such a result has ever been obtained ?
"I dont require," says M. Carriers, "many cases

;

give me oue, in either the animal or vegetable
kingdom. It is impossible to do so—for
no proof exists. No one can deny that the
bociete zoologique d?acclimatation was a still-
born child, the very name of which announced
Us inutility. Poor acclimating Society ! powerless
to acclimate anything, not even the smallest worm,
cr the lowest insect. What has it done ? except

e a ptodi us noise. Not that I blame it for
»t; it has done all that it was possible to do

™J° W
.
hen

,
{t

•

became aware of its impotenceamong animals it altered its line of march and
leil back upon Vegetation, where it hoped to be

more successful. Vain hope ! It here found
the same obstacles as before

;
plants were

discovered to be just as intractable as animals.
And hence the association, established

with the best intentions for the purpose of
acclimating animals, became reduced to spend its

means in introducing plants. It ought therefore

to have been called the Zoological Society for accli-

mating plants ; but in that case, to say nothing of

so ridiculous a name, it would have avowed itselt

the rival of the societies of horticulture and agri-

culture. Were we to judge of the future by the

past, its career is pretty nearly closed, for the fruit

it has hitherto borne displays unmistakeably its

utter impotence. Did it think to display its

utility by the meeting on the 17th Feb., 1857,
when it gave prizes for the introduction at

second hand of high priced tropical plants,

such as Orchids for instance, and distributed
its medals to gardeners because there was
nobody else to receive them. We confess that
at this meeting on the 17th February the
Zoological Society of Acclimatation resembled
nothing so much as a dying person listening to

prayers for the dead ; it announced its approaching
dissolution by exhibiting the state of debility to

which it had fallen,, without having been able to

bring forth anything ; when it shall have finally

perished it will have left no other trace of its

existence than a senseless name.''
1

These are sharp words and merited ; but they are

not ours. It must however be confessed that the
proceedings of the French Society were unworthy
the men who founded it, and who ought to have
known better. They set out in pursuit of a
Chimcera, and have never been able even to sight
the thing. If the Society has not wholly
perished as Mons. Carriere anticipated, and
still occupies a fine position at the gates of the
Belgravia of Paris, it still remains in the same
state of paralysis, unable to do any one part of
what it undertook to do, for the very simple
reason that there is nothing to be done. A man
may accustom himself to eat horseflesh, because
his stomach is an organ with wonderful powers of
adaptation ; but he will not therefore acclimatize
himf elf in Nova Zembla or the crater of Etna.
We wholly agree with M. Carriere that no

one instance of acclimatation is known ; such
cases as have been referred to by its advocates are
mere blunders if they have any existence what-
ever. The truth is the term is misapplied, and
beings are said to be acclimated when they have
only been introduced. Infusorial plants will grow
in a solution of arsenic or corrosive sublimate

;

but they have the same power when first generated
there as after having existed in such infusions for

years. This power of resisting poisons is not
acquired but inherent. It is frequently said that
the Araucaria was once a greenhouse plant, but
has now become hardy ; the reason for the opinion
being that it formerly was sheltered carefully

at Kew from frost. But there is not a scintilla of

evidence to show that this tree was ever tender

;

gardeners thought so—that was all.

Let us trust that the failure of the Paris
Society to accomplish the purpose it announced
will he taken as a warning here ; and that well-
meaning but ignorant zeal will not waste English
money upon such a scheme. If gentlemen and
ladies choose to subscribe money for the purpose of
introducing foreign plants and animals, they
engage in an intelligible and practicable adven-
ture, but if they try to acclimate them they may
be certain that the issue will be the same in
London as in Paris.

desirable new variety, raised by Air. Rivers, and
exhibited during the past fruiting season. In an
orchard house it commenced to ripen on August 5,
about a week earlier than its parent the Early York'.
The fruit is about medium size, pale yellow where
shaded, dark dull maroon where exposed. The fle^h is

melting and juicy, and the flavour most delicious.'. When
exhibited it proved to be highly meritorious as a varietv
for orchard house culture, being decidedly superior to
the Early York, which is perhaps the best flavoured of
all the very early sorts previously known.

The Early Albert Peacii is another new-
variety, raised by Mr. Rivers. The fruit it bears
are round, of medium size, and coloured of a pale or
creamy tint on the shaded side, and of a lively light
crimson where exposed. The flesh, which is of excellent
flavour and very tender and melting, is quite pale at
the stone, from which it separates freely. This
promises to be a very desirable early Peach.

The Victoria Nectarine, to which we have
already alluded (p. 8,30), deserves to be thus more pro-
minently mentioned. It was raised by Mr. Rivers,
as stated at the page above referred to, from the
Violette H&tive fertilised by the Stanwiclc, and has
all the merits of the latter variety without its defects.
The flowers and leaves are those of the Stanwick, but
the kernel is bitter like Violette Hative, thus proving
it to be a true cross. ' The fruit has all the appearance
of the Stanwick, and retains its peculiar richness of
flavour, but the flesh has a deep stain of red around the
stone as in its mother. The fruit does not crack in the
ripening process, which takes place a fortnight later
than in Violette Hative, and a month earlier
than in Stanwick. The Fruit Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society have given it a First-class
Certificate.

The early ripening of the foliage of the
Parisian Trees is attributed to drought by " G. F.'' a
correspondent of the Florist, who writes moreover
from peisonal observation. The soil in which the trees
grow, from being constantly walked over, becomes
consolidated, so that rain is prevented from penetrating-
to the roots, but runs off by the water channels. This
is very much the same opinion as that we have already
expressed in reference to the causes of the languid
condition of many of the trees to be seen in our own
metropolis, where between paving stones and lnaca.lam-
lsed thoroughfares, the roots are as it were fortified
against the moisture which is a main element of their
nutriment. "G. F." suggests as a remedy the laying
just beneath the surface a series of 2-inch pipes, with
outlets at short intervals, these being connected with
the water mains, and frequently charged iu dry
weather so as to saturate the noil. "We 1 e no doubt
whatever that drought is the greatest of the evils with
which trees so circumstanced have to contend, and this
seems to afford a good remedy. This underground
mode of conveying water would moreover be less
incommodious to pedestrians than that of surface
watering.

VVe learn through the American Medical Times
that Dr. Tobbet has presented his very extensive
herbarium, the fruit of 40 years' assiduous labour,
together with his valuable botanical library, to the
trustees of Columbia College, who have provided accom-
modation for them, together with a residence in the
college for Dr. Torre v. The herbarium is said to
embrace examples of nearly all the collections of the
(lovernment expeditions, from that of 1819 under
Major Long, to the present time; and also to include
abundant illustrations of the Floras of Europe, Asia
South Africa, and Australia, Dr. Torbey does not, it
appears, intend abandoning his botanical pursuits, bnt
hopes under the auspices of the College, to prosecute
them under more favourable circumstances.

Mr. James Lothian, writing in the present
month's Phytologist, mentions a curious instance of
Natural Grafting to be seen at Limecraigs, an ancient
residence of the Argyll family, near Campbelltown in
Argyleshire. The mansion, a square building, is

approached by an avenue of fine old trees, while
surrounding the house, and scattered through the park,

j

are other fine specimens, whose huge trunks and
beautifully formed heads are objects of picturesque

:

beauty. At the end of a small bridge near the house,

stands one—of what kind is not stated—which exhibits

a remarkable instance of the natural union of two
branches. This tree in its early stages had evidently

become forked, that is, it formed two leading to/i

branches. After growing in this manner for a series of

years, one branch appears to have started ahead of its

companion, and the other as if seeing it was to be left

behind, turned inwards and engrafted itself with it^

neighbour. So complete is the union, that no mark or

scar appears to give the least indication how it was
effected. There it stands, forming a complete ellipse

of some two yards long, with the union as perfect

above as at the fork below.

The Early Victoria Peach is a most

FRUIT TREES UNDER GLASS.
I read in No. 41 some observations on orchard-

house culture by a Correspondent whose signature is
" W\ P. A. ;" these were noticed and commented on

In your last Number « W. P. A." with remarkable
ignorance of the etiquette of public correspondence, in-
troduces the name oi Mr. Rivers when noticing the
remarks of M T.K." 1 happen to know the proper name
of " W.P.A.," but while he shelters himself under that
signature, I cannot address him publicly by it, indeed
I^think it would not be good policy, for there is more
freedom in writing (where a gentlemanly tone is not
deviated from) under some nom deplume than under
one's proper name. If " W. P. A.*' had .selected .-my

other three letters for his signature, I should have ht

it sacred to him, and not have lifted the veil.

There is something very entertaining iu watel
;

the effects of time on any new practice in gardening.
It is nearly 30 years since Mr. Rivers introduced the
Manetti Rose stock from Italy iu the shape of one
small rooted cutting sent in a •'bookseller's parcel.'

through Messrs. Longman & Co. For nearly 20 years
after its introduction it was the "best abused' thing
in existence. Nearly all the writing gardeners had
something to say inimical to it It ia now acknow-
ledged by all the principal Rose growers to be u the
staff of Rose culture," ami is now propagated by
minions, not only in Great Britain but in all the United
Sta of America whore gardening is practised. The
.most universal popularity of this stock for Roses ia
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owing to its nature being understood, and the advice

given years ago by Mr. R. to bud it close to the surface

and to ke'<jp the stock below the bud always covered

with ear'ch, being followed.

I mention the history of this remarkable Rose stock

merely to illustrate the tendency in the minds of

English nurserymen and gardeners to doubt the merits

of anything new in culture, but they are not alone in

tiiis, for all European cultivators, except the Russians,

who are quick and imitative, are equally slow.

Orchard houses have been brought into notice

10 years ; they have made and are making rapid pro-

gress in spite of opposition from carping writers, who

only declaim against them without trying their hands

and heads at their simple management.

If such people could only know the pleasure to be

derived from orchard-house culture, opposition as in

the case of the Manetti stock would at once cease, and

even " W. P. A." would handle the pruning knife

rather than the pen.
" Truth is the child of Time." The orchard-house

idea expands every year, and experience is gathered

slowly but soundly. When the culture of fruit in

cbeap bouses was first recommended it was imagined T. K.

tbat the method was only adapted for small gardens

and small gardeners, and was at once gone into by

hundreds of amateurs who saw the simplicity of the

system and the pleasure to be derived from it. What

a change has now taken place ! Large orchard-houses,

health-giving as well as fruit-giving, are rising up over

the whole face of the country, and many a " fair

lady" who can breathe the dry air of an orchard-

house in autumn and spring, not only with impunity

but with pleasure, has reason to be thankful for the

invention.

It is on account of the elastic, healthy feeling

(perhaps apparently) given to the air by dry gravel

paths that makes them more eligible than paved paths

for the exercise of the aged or the delicate invalid,

requiring the climate of Italy. A house 103 or 150

feet long and 24 feet wide, with a broad and well-

kept gravel walk down its centre and an avenue

of Peach trees formed by planting standard trees

10 feet apart on each side of the path, and placing

among them and on the side borders (there are three

paths) trees in pots, is about the most complete method

of laying out a large orchard-house that can be

imagined.

As to trees in pots, they are always of the highest

interest. My trees have very recently been top-

dressed. A look into their roots as they were exposed,

and the taking away the superfluous masses of fibres,

was |a look into the book of Nature most valuable

to a reflective mind. One seemed to unveil the

anatomy of the tree. With what apparent sagacity the

rootlets seem to have made their way above the

surface of the mould in the pot to feed on the surface

manure given to them so abundantly last summer.

And then a tree covered with its blossom-buds, as mine

are at this moment, thus closely seen into, is more
interesting than the gayest parterres, because it leads

the mind to the future, and to reason on the mar-

vellous works of Nature.

I am not surprised that men of science and good and

clever gardeners feel pleasure in the culture of fruit>

trees in pots, for it is only the man with natural refine-

ment (one of '* Nature's gentlemen ") or the educated

that can thus look through nature to its Author.

Nothing can be more perfect than a first-rate English

garden, and when one sees Peacheries, Vineries, and
Pineries, and walls covered with healthy well-trained

trees, one cannot feel surprised at gardeners who pass

their lives in such places thinking that fruit cannot be
grown without such accessories. Still there are many
clever good gardeners, and I have much pleasure in

calling some of them my friends, who, instead of

carping at the attempts of humble amateurs, assist them
with their advice. I know of no class of men more
intelligent and courteous than our first-rate gardeners
—men who often inherit their situations, and pass a
long life with but few of the usual \

" changes and
chances " of life. Such a life has, I fear, been denied to
" W. P. A.," but it should not make him, now he is in

the " sere and yellow leaf," ungracious, or tempt him
to write against a mode of culture which he has never
practised and does not understand.

The originator of the orchard house system, well

aware of the difficulty often experienced by the pro-

prietors of small gardens in growing what are called

choice fruits, such as Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots,

opened up a new path, not then thinking of the
extent to which it would in a few years be carried ; it

is, therefore, most gratifying to him to know that

thousands of educated men now find fruit culture a
never-failing source of intellectual amusement, besides

the great delight of being, a3 far as that description of

culture goes, their own gardeners. I am aware that

this has opened a little door of envy and jealousy (for

is not the management and pruning of wall trees a
great mystery?) but not with good and clever

pots and covered with fine fruit. The Fruit Committee

of the Royal Horticultural Society, of which "W. P. A

has not the honour of being a member, at their meet-

ings in August and September gave testimony to the

exquisite flavour of some Peaches and Nectarines from

trees in pots grown at Sawbridgeworth, and I need not

remind your readers of its value when compared with

the unsupported opinion of «W.P. A.' As to

exhibiting such trees in pots, as he ins«uates Mr.

Spivey would do if he could, nothing but the most

gross ignorance of the culture of potted trees could

prompt " W. P. A." to utter such an opinion No

Peach tree covered with full grown fruit just com-

mencing to ripen (the only period of their growth

when they ought to be exhibited) could be conveyed

a mile without half its fruit falling.

He has shown by the articles he has lately written

that his knowledge of fruit-tree culture under glass is

verv thin and genteel, and he is not likely to have the

opportunity of increasing it. Allow me to paraphrase

the quotation given by " W. P. A." at the end of his

article in No. 45. His remarks on fruit-tree culture

are like " empty buckets " from an empty well.

part of

witfc

DISEASE OF THE VINE AND ITS REMEDY.
By P. Lazaris, of Athens.

Any substance, dried and pulverized, which does not

injure the foliage or fruit of the Vine, cures the disease

of " oidium," with which it is affected. It is because of

the same qualities that pulverized sulphur produces

the same effect, and not as a specific, as is generally

believed. Those who have thus far applied themselves

to research, to discover a remedy for the disease called

"oidium," have wished to find a specific, which

would as surely cause it to disappear as does quinine

break the intermittent fever. Consequently they have

considered that sulphur possessed such specific

properties, but no one discovered that any material

reduced to very fine powder, and which would not

injure the plant or its fruit, would equally well cure

the disease. When it is spread abundantly on the

Grape, where it attaches itself easily, it acts, as I

believe, by its drying the parasitic Fungus, absorbing

its juices, and thus cutting off its nourishment. In

some microscopic observations I have made, I think I

have seen this effect produced just at the point

where the peduncle of the parasitic grains is attached

to the Grape, and possibly, on the grains themselves.

Having observed that those Grapes which lay upon the

earth were not attacked by the disease, I concluded

very naturally that the most efficacious means to cure

it was by powdering the plant with earth.

The following experiments led me to consider my
discovery as an infallible remedy. I powdered my
Vines with European sulphur, save one corner of

my vineyard apart from the rest, which was saved for

experiment. This was divided into two portions ; one

was treated with the sulphurous earth of Kalamaki,

called " antirusty " (antigaleuse), the other simply with

clay, leaving, at the same time, a few Vines in their

natural state, to see if the disease might not cease

spontaneously. In due time, the three portions, treated

with European sulphur, earth of Kalamaki, and with

clay, alike showed the cure desired, while the Vines not

treated at all were entirely destroyed by the disease.

Therefore I concluded that pulverised earth merited

equal confidence with sulphur. As some persons suppose

that sulphur exercises an influence at some considerable

distance, I repeated the experiment the following year

in a part of my vineyard distant from where sulphur

was used, and not forgetting to leave some Vines with-

out any treatment. Three months later, the Vines not

powdered were destroyed, while those treated with

argillaceous earth were saved, convincing ine fully that

such argillaceous earth radically cured the disease. Yet
I resolved to continue the experiments during 1858,

and test the following matters

:

1st. If, in order to save expense and labour, two
powderings would not suffice instead of three ?

2d. What is the best time to make the applications ?

3d. If, having omitted the first application, it would
be possible to effect it by a later application ?

In order to settle these three questions, I performed

fcr the first and second operation, but the third tun.
as the Grapes have then some size, it is desirable^
have them more abundantly powdered, yet it is poasilZ
here too to use the same instrument used for sulphur
4th. The powdering succeeds best when applied afU
sunrise, but while the Grapes are still somewhat nv2
with dew. The following times are the best iortk
application

: a. When the young shoots have scaroZ
attained the length of a span, before the Grape igi
flower, b. As soon as the flower has fallen and t£young Grape entirely set. c. When these are of Z
same size as is thought sufficient in sulphurate
5th. Independently of these, even when performed with
care, it is necessary sometimes to make extra apt*.
cations, as, for example, each time after a heavv tZ
after waiting a day. 6th. The removal of a parTJ
the leaves, as is usual, is advisable, if practised
moderation, otherwise, the Vines deprived of leura
the Grapes may be scorched by the heat of the k»
7th. If from any cause the first regular powderinr h*
been omitted or neglected, it will be necessary

fe
supply it by two others, with an interval between of
eight or ten days. But it is indispensabiy ueeexan
that it be done before the time of the second repute
application. 8th. It is necessary always to perform
the operation with the greatest care. It is well to
have the workman followed by another, who again
carefully examines the Vines • and powders any tbat

may have escaped. If after this disease reappears it

is proof that the operation has not been well done, and

it is necessary to immediately repeat it with all the

care that is bestowed when sulphur is used.

I have also used other substances besides earth,

which, when not injurious to the Vine, will cure the

disease with the same success.

Such is my discovery, which long experience

and the most satisfactory results have proved

infallible. If any one is found who doubts it, onlv

let him try it, apply the remedy according to thi

rules given, beginning before the shoots are the length

of a span, and then if he will have the best resulU,

apply at the times when sulphur is now applied. Ii

this way may the expense of the sulphur be saved, at

I repeat, the results are equally successful. I myself

will use only clay the present year on my vineyard at

Corinth. Report of New York State Agrkdhri

Society.

SEA-SIDE PLANTING.

The difficulty of sea-side planting may be conakW

under two heads. First, the injury the trees sushi

from the salt spray off the sea; and secondly, i<

matter of course, the usually exposed situations ikf

and adjoining the sea coast. As regards the

viz., the salt spray, there is no doubt that this 6

some extent injures certain varieties of trees, bet

.

will be found that the different kinds of Poplars are very

slightly affected by it; the same may be said of

t

varieties of Elms, "Willows, and Alders. These as a

shelter and foreground for the more inland plantation

may be planted with perfect safety up to high-water

mark. I would then recommend the plantation or

forest to be continued in the following order, viz.,EW

of different sorts, Pinus austriaca and maritiina.W
Poplars, Alders, Ash, Spruce Firs, Beech, and L^on

the drier parts, introducing a few CuPress°*?^
carpa, which, by the bye, is a famous thing t# «wr»

sea breezes, and grows rapidly. ^^
The point generally overlooked is the open expw*»

situations, and here is the marrow of the bu 3

Trees to do any good must be planted so^5^
tion the greater the "density required, andinttus

i reus iu uaj any guuu uimu uc pn*uut>v* *~ -.

they almost touch each other, the smaller the P

almost any kind of tree may be planted with

of success. lam constantly hearing gentlemen^

plaining about the climate. « Oh !" say ^'^ ^
of no use planting ; we have tried it over aI^j
again—the climate don't suit. We we so flq»£

&c." " See how many acres we have P

and all to no purpose," &c. ; and such is truly^^
many acres are planted with perhaps a few

trees on the poor cold soil, and yards apart • w
I can picture places of this description wnere

^
tiful mansions have been erected at vast exP^7^j

there they stand cold and isolated in the rnl ^

gardeners.

As to what " "W. P.

bridgeworth, and the
tarines from trees in

A." says about his visit to Saw-
flavour of Peaches and Nec-
pots, I can only think that

instead of one flapper from Laputa he should
send for two; or better, he should have visited Saw-
bridgeworth last August, and have examined those fine
trees 10 years old growing so luxuriantly in 18-inch

the following experiments : I powdered a number of
Vines before flowering, and twice later, at the times ' desert, and the unhappy trees about the gr°

^ f

when sulphur is usually applied. The cure was com- truly pitiable objects to behold; I could al© *
^

t

plete. Fifteen days after I commenced the preceding ;
with my friend " W. P. A." that a bye-law w

experiments, I commenced another series in the same
way. Nine days had not passed before signs of the
disease appeared, when I immediately repeated the
application of pulverized earth, and had the satisfaction

to see the disease arrested. I repeated the experiment
the third and fourth time with the same results.

Another series was powdered at the time of the setting

or formation of the young Grapes, but without success,

although the earth was used abundantly. A fourth lot

was left untouched in the midst of the rest, which was
like the last attacked.

From these experiments I have drawn the following

conclusions : 1st. The earth should be freed from sand
and gravel, dried in the sun a few hours, pulverised

very finely, and then sifted or bolted like sulphur.

2d. That as common clay is easily prepared as above,

and adheres well to the Vines, it is preferable to other

kinds of soil. 3d. That the instruments generally used

to apply the sulphur, will serve for this also, at least

VT1UU "*J XXiCUVt TT . J. . -M.. UXMkU a vj~-

duced for the suppression of such cruelty. .,

Take my lady's young horse from the sta

^
e

^i^
him to the open common ; there let him be ^
fed with the best; hay and Oats. Keep *»» ^
and what can you expect? "Oh !" exclaims

^

"but the idea is ridiculous, to take a J°*
u
°
&'

to an exposed common!—a horse is no
' ^0

I answer " No ; but I could wish your gen«o
^^

would have some feeling for a tree as wel ^$0
But take a fine young Oak—the hardy 0at

^ve it*

rich nursery grounds to an open common, «&£#
best soil and attention, keep it there vj .

f
*»

what will it accomplish 1 Nothing. *°
eXpo£

the majority of plantations where trees
<jft*

situations are planted wide apart—the ^^
wind sweeping off the sea and over a

,

v ^M
for miles is enough to chill if not to *lU^*
trees. Therefore to be successful we **«**

the *|

thickly, and I know of no better nurses «
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out the plantation ; the only thing is to see by timely
attention that the nurses do not injure the permanent
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In the Swansea Bay, now swept by the tide, are

the remains of a vast forest extending over many
hundreds of acres, and here some stools or roots of

gigantic proportions are occasionally to be seen. I

have also met with stools in various other parts along
the coast, so that in former times our Welsh coasts as
well as the more inland parts must have been well clad
with almost more than our proportion of woodlands,
but for the past century, or perhaps say from the
time of Oliver Cromwell in 1646, the total neglect
and constant destruction have almost led to the extir-

pation of the ancient forests of Wales. I mention
these facts in order to show that our forefathers in
times gone by must not only have given great attention
to planting, but the results still to be seen prove their
kno go of general principles ; and it is to be re-

gretted tint in the present age our great land-owners
give so little consideration to this important subject
The hundreds of acres of barren steeps and great com-
mons where in former ages those mighty forests stood,
but where now the mountain sheep can only find a
bare existence, should again be planted and carefully
attended to, and not only will the landlord be repaid,
but his tenants and the country at large will be
benefited by the shelter thus afforded, and henco the
increased fertility and value of land in an agricultural
point of view, while, after a certain number of years,
a constant revenue will be reaped, which will not be
exhausted for ages to come. William Barron, Sketty,
Swansea,

Home Correspondence.
Cotton Cultivation in India.—In my last (sec p. 1007) is a

summary of Eastern and Western Cotton farming, so far
I know it, doubtless very imperfect, but I believe,

bo far as it goes, pretty correct. What I have told of the
American plan 1 learned partly from the practice, partly the
conversation of the planters who were with us, and may
differ somewhat from their home practice, but not much, as it
acjprdswith Dr. Mallet's account. My acquaintance with the
Indian one is derived from personal observation, I dare say
often imperfect and limited, and now written from memory,
when first brought in contact with it my belief of its " miserably
backward state " was about as confirmed as that of the "Com-
mittee of the Cotton Supply Association," until taught my
«ror by finding our " mechanical skill and science " beat
oy the practice of the Ryots. A good deal of subsequent
re

-lS
C
*u

n
'
esPecially since l have become sufficiently acquainted

with the practice of English farming to be able to compare it
With the other two, has satisfied me that the Hindoo svstem,
so or from being so defective and backward as we are told, is
in practice, still ahead of our middle class farming. I had no
idea that their rude and primitive plough acts on precisely thesame principle as the English grubber, or Mr. Smith of Wool-
stons steam cultivator, until I saw these implements at workand could compare their operations with what I had seen the

HHS^iE ^h e
.
ffecfc in brcaking up waste lands preparatory to

using the American one to finish the cultivation. The Biack
cotton soils m some districts of India are infested
with a most intractable kind of Couch, to remove which
¥L «

1?lp nfc
.,
of Proportionate power is required,

i™. PurP°se tho same form of plough is used, only much
^rgerand stronger, drawn by 12 strong bullocks ; by which the
£22^ v

the
.

epth of 15 or 2° inches, is torn up, in great

« „™fkJ7
ma

?.

n force
'
or as Mr- Smith w°uld perhaps call it

J2S ri
Up

' *nd left to dlT and bake in the sun until pul-

n£w« * T
<luicklime' bv raia

»
wnen tn» Couch is easily

picjceu out I almost doubt whether his machine could do the

rr,1tLf
m°rt ^tuaUy. Mr. Smith, who maintains that

rS™I?
St

,

UTin^ u far superior to the " turn-over " slice of the
piougn, m cleansing, pulverising, and fertilising the land, by
to.rSl^fV1

,

gives t0 the ***> is P^bably not aware of the

vw. if
stated, which seem so conclusively to support his

Z*J Dv
,

the persistent fertility which this mode of tillage
wears to have imparted to the old much-enduring soil of India."Uke manner the Rev. 8. Smith, of Lois-Weedon, if he reads
"J«« papers, can scarcely fail to perceive how much his views
u-a? Peccability of indefinitely preserving the fertility of™ oy frequent deep stirring and "free admission of the air,

nil *u
gthened by Indian practical experience. Bv that

™«"»s the Ryots have, for thousands of years, enabled their
**nas to extract from the atmosphere the greater part of th ;
™*nure required to support such incessant copping and still
{*»• such bountiful crops. Chemistry explains the mystery
"TODiolding the principles by which the particles of the air
r**8on act and react on each other when brought in contact
Jvgood tillage. The following very brief summary of these
pnnciples I abridge from the leading article of the Agricul-

2^ S&. for Nov
-

2
-

Tillage hke enano acts by the«nai addition of particles to the soil, and in the

duL^i*8 much ** in tne other fa the equivalent of

mTSL r^^. superphosphate, lime, however, act not only
"Jjkrect additions of the food of plants, but also as re-

mattlLiK
so:1

* h? which useless or sven mischievous

«nSn«^fro,^»COnver^ ^to food
:
so does tillage. The air

^^StiS^^^S^u' ft***
prOCe8S of ^refaction

r,LS?- SJh ^J i
$* Wlth the substance of once livingPlants and it only needs that by tillage the soil shoiildhf

feSS 1

n
t

f
hrDU

^
hout *g subside, into cSJtadT with fresh

£X&?£ ^f SSi?
nCw10ra

'5? Very afcoms which ^con-stituted its-fertility before. Tillage no doubt , in an«e*ai additwn of those very particles to the sail which in

i^^i^fT^^ "1ul '«"":?«* *™0 ™ called tnanurc.

mo^tl
hG^VCe

If/
6
/7 <*£««* J true the farmer trusts

aWr^SH?,^1

^
add?d *?* leM *°, tiUage and consequent

attraction of carbonic acia and ammonia from the atmosphere

23d r.?
d
T
ha£TUld

J? lu
e tho"Shts of an intelligent Ryot!oould ho only be brought there, on seeing a man a bov and

fch^n-T'68
',
y°k" « end. tLdem^nio/lto a

ESHn„7^Pin? alODf? at tbe rate of fcwo rniles an hourabonously turning over a furrow slice some 3 or 4 inches thickfe meanwhile, as if afraid the admission ofSai^tow&r
H

atU
,

m T0V
i
d d° harra-treading the ground ove?

«• not as.* to imagine what his reflections would be, but I dare

bullocks here, I think I could cultivate that field deeper and
better, aud even quicker, though my bullocks, plough and all,
if placed in the opposite scale, would hardlv balance one of
these great horses!" If such were his musings he would be
pretty nearly right, the tilth produced by our best and most
co.-tly mechanical contrivances being seldom either better or
deeper than he can, and generally does, produce with his iron
pointed M crooked stick" and small bullocks. If these papers
are ever read in India, I hope they may have the effect
inducing Europeans, engaged in agricultural pursuits, to
examine with scientific impartiality the mechanical powers
and agricultural qualities of that implement. I may be wrong
in my estimate, but I can't help thinking it is despise
because of its simplicity as compared with our European
implements, though perhaps the better tool of the two.
We have now obtained a convenient standpoint from which to
take a very brief retrospect of the ground over which we have
travelled, before entering on the final and most important
branch of the subject—the improvement, namely, of the pro-
ductiveness of the plant, and the staple for which it is culti-
vated. We have seen that though America yields the largest
crops of the best Cotton, she is certainly not indebted for this
re-eminence to the excellence of her agriculture, as it failed

to maintain its credit when tried in India. Further we
found her agriculture defective, inasmuch as the agri-
culturist, so to speak, In on hi.s capital in place of his
iterest, speedily exh ng the fertility of his land.

The Hindoo we have seen, to carry on the simile, lives
entirely on his interest, but seems to have but an imper-
fect idea of adding to his capital by combining systematic
and liberal manuring with his laborious and careful tillage.
The English agricultural system, so far as the most passing
glance enables us to judge, differs considerably from both, from
the former in minute attention to rotation ; and from the latter
in constantly adding capital—manuring abundantly—but
owing, apparently, to less perfect tillage, draining almost as
fast as it invests, receiving little interest from its banker. The
problem therefore to be solved is how to combine the Hindoo
and English systems in Cotton culture. This question I shall
endeavour to solve in my next letter. Robert Wight. Grauley
Lodge, Nov. 9.

*

Rainfall, October, 1861:—
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Remarks :

—

Camden Town.—Thunderstorm at 2 p.m. on the 11th.
Norwich.—The least of all recorded in October for 25 years

till the present, is that of 1.73 inch in 1S60.
Derby. —Average (14 years) 2.G2 inches.
Manchester.—Average (40 years) 3.75 inches. This has been

the driest October since 1817, when the fall was only .60 inch.
Dumfries.—Fine ; thunderstorm on the 11th.
NooHon.—Generally line.

^
Sandwick.—Average (20 years) 4.85 inches. October usually

is our wettest month, but large as the fall has been this year,
it was exceeded by that of August. The grain has been reaped
and the Potatoes taken up in favourable weather.
G. J. Symons, Camden Road Villas.

Lachenalias.—l see in your columns some mention of
Lnchenalias. Having cultivated them for more than
40 years, I believe I can give your readers some useful
hints.

#

No bulbs afford gayer decoration to a green-
house in the early spring, during which season they
flower without forcing, as a temperature of 45° will
bring them into flower, and any attempt to force
injures them. Lachenalia pendula comes first in season
m January, with its red and green flowers, which last
from a month to six weeks. L. luteola follows, and I..

tricolor is a little later, though between these in season
there is little difference. These all may be depended
upon for blooming freely every year, and increase so
rapidly that in two or three years any body may have
as many as they can want, as each bulb produces two
to four offsets which will flower the next year. Lachenalia
aurea or flava and L. quadricolor aremuch more capricious,
and of the first 1 doubt whether any one ever
got a good stock in Europe; It has moreover a trick of
not growing at all sometimes for two or three years in

succession, though the bulbs remain perfectly healthy.
It is a full golden yellow, almost yolk of egg colour, and
very beautiful when it flowers. " L. quadricolor is lest

uncertain in flowering, bu*; is always a ticklish bulb to
grow, and is not as pretty as either of the three first

named. Its leaves are long and narrow, and its flower

stem tall and slender, and does not bear anytuiiijTlike
so many flowers as the hardier species. LachenaUag
fragrans, orchioides, and violacea are only curiositiee,
and the second, orchioides, difficult to grow. I have
had them all, but only retain fragrans, a small white in-
conspicuous flower like a Squill. Plenty of light, air,
and protection from frost is all they require. L.
pendula seems to like more peat than the other two,
which flourish in sandy loam and leaf-mould, whereas one-
third sandy peatjsuits L. pendula. After they have
flowered continue to water till they begin to die down,
but always give plenty of light J. R., Nov. 18.

Double Glazing. — Having built two span-roofed
houses in America, and having had the management of
them for about 12 months, I am happy to inform your
Correspondent that the extra outlay in double glazing
was more than returned the first year. The winter
was a very severe one, the thermometer being fre-
quently 20°, and sometimes from 27° to 30° below zero.
I usually made up my fires about 10 o'clock at night,
and could leave them safely till 6 o'clock the next
morning, whilst a neighbour of mine, who had a single
glazed lean-to house 50 by 18 feet, and a shed the
entire length at the back, had to be up several times
during the night, and it was with difficulty he kept
the frost from entering his house, whilst my houses
were scarcely ever below 45°. These houses were,
however, only double glazed along the sides and ends.
I believe that double glazing the sides and ends of
span-roofed houses is a great improvement on single
glazing, and the extra expense is a small item compared
with the saving of fuel and labour, but I think double
glazing the roof would obstruct too much light in
winter; nor do I think we need have houses double
glazed to stop the drip. We cannot possibly make a
greater mistake in erecting plant-houses than using
small pipes and small boilers, as the heating surface of
two small pipes would be too small for a house of any
pretensions, and if we had four 4-inch pipes the expense
would be more than If we used two 6-inch pipes (run all
round the house) which would be sufficient for any
ordinary plant house. All the advantage that I know
of to be reaped by double glazing is what I have already
named, viz-, the saving of fuel and labour, and, I may
add, a little anxiety on the part of the gardener, the
last not a small item in the matter. Damp atmospheres
and moisture can easily be regulated by ventilation if
we have plenty of heat at command. W. Y. M.
Large Hornet's Nest.—k specimen of hornet's nest

has been recently taken in this neighbourhood (the
west of Gloucestershire), and being of an unusually
harge size may perhaps interest some of your read
It was hung from the centre beam inside the roof of a
cottage, and being left undisturbed until the hornets
were torpid was taken without difficulty, and with
scarcely any damage to the paper of the nest, excepting
at the top where it was fastened to the beam, and a
small part of the higher comb is consequently laid open.
Tbe nest exceeds 20 inches in depth, and 14 inches in*
breadth, and measures 4 feet in its largest circum-
ference. May I also sug rest to such of your readers as
take an interest in the study of wasps, that the present
is an excellent time to secure specimens of the nests of
the underground kinds without danger or annoyance
from the attacks of the insects. The cold weather will
have rendered them harmless, and if a small portion of
the lower part of the nest is cut away carefully, the
d

;

ying comb with ifai unpleasant inhabitants of many
kinds, may be removed as far as necotary and the
specimen preserved safely. G. O., Chepstow.

Temperature.—Tbe following account of cold in the
week ending Nov. 20, as indicated by a minimum
register thermometer of Murray and Heath, fixed to a
7* 1

} J",
X

i

fcet fr°m the ^round ^ a western aspect at
Lichheld, may perhaps interest some of your readers :—
Nov. 14. Thursday morning 2fld«r.

16. Saturday (Snow) *
*

22
17. Sun-lay

\\
*^ o|

IS. Monday
"" "

ik
19. Tuoeday

m [

"
£

'20. Wednesday .... *

ST
H. t SI. Chad's, Lichfield, Nov. 20." '

" *
Camp Gardens.—We are happy to endorse the re-

commendation of Mr. Ingram, who so ably points out
the advantages which must inevitably arise from the
formation or camp gardens, and we trust that no other
illustration will be necessary to induce military autho-
rities to take early steps towards attaining such
desirable results. It might be remembered that Admiral
Sir Harry Keppel felt the importance of the mbjeefc
when he ordered us to forward a suitable e Mgnment
of vegetable and flower seeds for the Naval Hospital
gardens in the Crii t, the establishment of which by
him in the midst of active warfare must have presented
far greater difficulties than can possibly exist in our
home camps, where gai ns would unquestionably be
"highly appreciated by the men, and be a source of

pleasing recreation to them, in place of far less innocent
amusements always to bo found in such localities.

—

Page
<.f

Toogood, Southampton,

Messenger's Glass-luntses.— I saw an illustrated

advertisement in your Paper the other day from Mr. T.

G. Messea^er, of Lough b< -rough, about his Patented
Divisionless Horticultural Buildings, which he says are
cheaper, more durable, and lighter in appearance than
any other made, and that the ventilation is effected by
a simple and much admired mechanical arrangement,
every word of which may be true. But I would

•
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respectfully ask Mr. Messenger, what part of the

building is patented, and when the patent was sealed ?

If he cannot tell me that, I shall be disposed to think

that it never has been done ; and further, if Nelson's

motto, " Let him that earns the Laurels wear them,"

was acted up to, I am strongly inclined to think that

they would never encircle the brow of Mr. Messenger,

for he can see rive houses built and ventilated exactly

on the same plan without going a dozen miles from

Leicester. John Pannall, Park Lane, Leeds, Nov. 20.

Cucumber Growing.—I wish your Correspondent Mr.

Monro would favour the horticultural world wiSh the

details of his system of growing Cucumbers and

Melons. Mr. M. is well known as a scientific and

practical horticulturist, and Kabley (his residence) is a

place many hear of, but lying far off a railway station

few get to see it. The results he arrives at are extra-

ordinary, and from a glimpse I have caught of his

practice I fancy something original will be found in it.

From the inventor of the Cannon Boiler, and the raiser

of some of our best Cucumbers aud Melons, we have, I

think, good reason to expect this. Wm. Paul, Waltham
Cross, N. _^___«___«

Liknkan : Nov. 7.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in

tbe chair. S. Ainsworth, Esq., was elected a Fellow.

A marble bust of the late Kobert Brown was pre-

sented on the part of 50 subscribers thereto. S. Stevens,

Esq., exhibited a collection of bird skins, made
by Mr. A. B. Wallace in Waigiou and Mysol. A letter

was read from R. B. Cooke, Esq., dated Scarborough,

June 20tb, 1861, and which had arrived on the morning

after the last meeting of the Society, announcing the

discovery of Maianthemum bifolium on the range of

hills opposite Harkness, about 4£ miles from Scar-

borough, where it grows in the woods amongst luxuriant

specimens of Trientalis europaea. The following papers

were read:—1. "On West African Tropical Orchids,"

by Dr. Lindley. The plants which formed the subject

ot this paper were collected by the late Mr. C. Barter,

and by Mr. Gustaf Mann, in the country extending

from Lagos to the Cameroons River, including several

from Fernando Po. The Orchids of the West African

region previously described amounted to 19 only,

whilst the present collections afforded 67, of which 48
were previously undescribed. Comparing these with
other portions of the African Flora, the author remarked
that of those in which a well-marked resemblance was
to be traced, the principal part was found to resemble
Cape species : these being Polystaohya alpina, near
P. Ofctoniana; Pentliea Puinilio, a striking addition to a
small Cape genus ; Angrtecum arcuatura, identical

with the plant from Albany ; and Cymbidium adeno-
glo3sum, which resembles the C. tabulare of Table
Mountain. Others were found to be comparable with
species of Eastern Africa: thus there were Amphorchis
occidentalis, the second species of a genus inhabiting

the Mascaren Islands; Corymbis disticha, identical

with the plant from the same islands ; Calanthe corym-
bosa, very near C. sylvatica of the Mauritius; Habenaria
praealta, undistinguishable from the Bourbon species

;

Bolbophyllum lupulinum, having all the appearance of
the Mascaren B. occultum, although the structure of
the flowers is widely different ; and Notiophrys glandu-
losa, near X. occulta of the same islands. There wa3
traceable besides a generic similarity among manv
species of Bolbophyllum, Polystachya, and Angrsecum
in Eastern and Western Africa, the collections contain-
ing 14 species of the first genus, 9 of the second, and
14 of the third. The most striking geographical fact,

however, was stated to be the presence of the Asiatic

Epipogium nutans at Ambas Bay, a place a little

to the north of the embouchure of the Cameroons River.
There was found to be little resemblance between
the species examined, and those of Abyssinia; no
Satyrium, no Peristylus, no Pterygodium, and the
species of Habenaria quite dissimilar ; while the only
case in which identity of species has been remarked is

each of the two lobes answering to *%*™ nd»«£*
blade being divided by a portion of "^transformed

tissue which stretches from the connective to the

opposite side; the margin < /̂j'^ thwretwa"e^5?!
corresponds with the line of dehiscence He farther

describes the filament a* answering to tbe petiole of a

leaf, and the anther to the blade, while the con-

nective represents the midrib, and, the lobes or cell

of the anther the two symmetrical halves of the

blade the line of dehiscence being normally along the

mar 'in of he transformed leaf. According to another

™wi that of Bischoff, the sutureof the an her does

not correspond to the leaf margin, but pollen ce Is

are developed upon its superior surface within the

margin, two on each side of the median nerve. Pio-

fessor Oliver regarded the evidence afforded by his abnor-

mal Geranium stamens (which showed a transition from

a petaloid lamina slightly thickened at its upper edge

only, to tolerably perfect stamens, through a series

which besides this marginal thickening showed the

gradual development of a pair of oblong more or less

thickened masses of parenchym on each side of the mid-

vein and considerably within the margin), as confirma-

tory of the theory of Bischoff, viz., that the sutural

line of the anther does not coincide morphologically

with the margin of the leaf; and his own view

of the subject he expressed thus: "Examination

of these intermediate forms clearly shows that the

sutures of the anther answer to the lines of junction of

the outer and inner thickened portion of the lamina on

either side of the midrib, and that the septa of " un-

transformed tissue" may be regarded morphologically,

as resulting, in part at least, from the inflected

epidermis of the adjacent anther cells." And again,

"I think it probable that on further examination it may

be found that some anthers originate from the thicken-

ing of the inner or of the outer pair of lobes only of

the staminal leaf-anthers, thus ab orirjine two-celled.

The circumstance that the anterior pollen cells of

anthers are so frequently, perhaps generally, slightly

lower than the posterior ones, and that anthers are

commonly introrse,' conforms entirely to the
#

view

that anther-cells morphologically correspond to thicken-

ings of the parenchym of the metamorphosed leaf, in a

manner essentially the same as we find indicated in the

abnormal Geranium—thickenings not of an anterior

and posterior portion answ ring to upper and lower

layers of leaf parenchym, but of nearly the entire

substance of the lamina at the four distinct

points where they tike place." The^ President made
some extende-d observations on the subject of this paper.

3. " Notes on Coutoubea volubilis of Martins, and some
other Gentianacese of Tropical America," by Dr.

Grisebach. Among Wright's later Cuban plants, Dr.

Grisebach finds a twining herbaceous Gentianaceous

plant, which agrees sufficiently with Martius's Coutoubea

volubilis, but which having a 5-partite calyx, and a

peculiar stigma combined with a singular habit, is

evidently no true Coutoubea, but a new genus to which

he proposes to transfer the name Goeppertia, the

Laurineous genus so called proving to be identical with

Aydendron. A technical character of the genus was given.

Another plant ofWright's from EasternCuba was proposed
as a new genus—Zonanthus, which may be regarded as
" a link between Lisianthus of which it has the anthers,

and Leianthus umbel! atus, which it approaches by its

axillary peduncles, and its somewhat prominent leaf

sheaths." The paper further consisted of criticisms and
corrections of the published statements of Mr. Bentham
and of the writer, on plants of tbe Gentianaceous order.

examples of General Canrobert, Golden anTroTf^^
Nulli, Andromeda, and Miss Julia Salamon.

In the Nurserymen's class Mr. Forsyth '
tnd m

Turner were the chief competitors; amon» £'
varieties were well grown plants of Duruflet H*u*
Salamon, Thais, Golden Cedo Nulli, General CaiiroU?
Bob (a fine dark kind, as is also Brilliant ?$
specimen of which was in Mr. Turner's collection)

Single specimens of Pompones came from
itt, Cook, Ward, and Weston, and cjnsi-Hutt

lsisted

Crystal Palace Chrysanthemum Show.—Of the
leading features of this exhibition some account was
given in our last week's Number. The Company's own
plants, grouped in the form of circles and diamonds
along the middle of the nave, added considerably to the
beauty of the show.

The first collection of six plants (amateurs) came

u. *. «tji i v.: • • *.v a ,t , . . ,
from Mr. Ward, gr. to W. Fowler, Esq., of Tottenham,

that ofEulophia gumeensis, the Saccolabmm abyssm;cum
j who furni8hed admirable specimens of Golden Christine;
Defiance, Pilot, Beaut e* du Nord, Salamon, and General

of Achille Richard. The rest of the paper consisted of
j

technical descriptions and remarks. 2. " Note on the
Structure of the Anther," by Prof. Oliver. The obser-

vations now made were founded on the anthers of a

Havelock. Messrs. George, Pratt and Glover also
showed good plants, amongst which were finely bloomed

. . ,
examples of Alma, Christine, Auguste Mie, Vesta.

Geranium, supposed to be G. pratense, growing m Prof. Jnsigne, Chevalier Domage, Dr. McLean, Sulphureum
Olivers garden. During the past autumn the plant superbum, Mount Etna, and Aregina. Other collections
was observed to bear numerous abnormal flowers, exhi- in this class contained nearly the same varieties as
bitmg the stamens m various degrees of retrogression those just named.
from a tolerably perfect pollen-bearing to a petaloid T .," XT » j- • • >r m

-
c - r

-
& v In the .Nurserymen's division, Mr. Turner and

Mr. Forsyth contributed well grown examples of
Julie Lagravere, Hermione, Madame Camerson, and
others, whose names have often been recorded in oar
columns.

anantherous form. Tiiese imperfect anthers, it was
thought, afforded some interesting suggestions in

reference to the morphology of the staminal leaf. The
author observed that he was not aware that any clear

view had been generally accepted as to the morpho-
logical import of the sutures or lines of dehiscence of
anthers ; at any rate the explanation of anther
structure given in works on morphology appeared
unsatisfactory. He went on to describe the views
commonly held on this subject. Thus, Dr. Asa

Single specimens well flowered and extremely well
grown came from Mr. Harper, gr. to J. F. Bennett,
Esq., of Tulse Hill ; Mr. George, gr. to J. Nicholson,
Esq., of Stamford Hill ; Mr. Turner, Koyal Nursery,
Slough; and Mr. Reid, gr. to J. Hunt, Esq., of

Uiay describes a transverse section of a young anther |

Sydenham. The varieties were Christine, Vesta, Alma,
as showing four places or points at which the an(* Aregiua.

transformation of the parenchym in*o pollen com- Of Pompones in pots the best six plants came from
me these answering to the centre of the four Mr. Hutt, Hackney Fields, who produced nearly the
divisions of the parenchym of a leaf, namely the two ' same varieties as were shown the other day at South
sides of the blade, each with its upper and lower Kensington, and in equal perfection, the blooms bein°-
s i; so that according to this view of the struc- still abundant, fresh, and beautiful. In other groups

anther is primarily and typically four-celled, from Messrs. Ward, Weston, and Glover, were good

admirable examples of Golden Cedo Nulli Ninon ^
old Cedo Nulii.

_

' '*

Various groups of trained pyramidal Pompones t
contributed by Mr. Fiveash, gr. to Mrs. Sillem8T2
Clapham Common; Mr. Harper, Mr. Glover, and

M

Monk. These consisted of nearly the sameplaata
were shown at the Royal Horticultural Sotw
meeting at South Kensington, and had they beei
little less tightly trained they would have looted v
well. As shown they were, in our opinion, some»W
too stiff and formal in appearance.

Among new varieties Mr. Turner had two pr

sorts called Mrs. Turner and Jessie, both of which trfca

better known will doubtless be favourites. L*
St. Clare (Downie, &c), Little Pet, Queen of I;

Nil Desperandum, Lady Russell, Model, and h\

Queen of Anemones, all from Mr. Bird, were nwirfc

Certificates of Merit, as were also Jessie, alluded
ft

above, from Mr. Turner, and Lady St. Clare, of rig

we have previously spoken in favourable terms.

Cut blooms were plentiful and altogether inexnh
condition. Collections of 24 came from Ma*
James, Hope, Tomlin, and George, and of 12 bio*-.

from Messrs. James, Tomlin, Potts, George, Corn'!

and Monk. Among these we did not observe anj^;

different from what appeared at South Kensington

the 6th and 7thinst.

In the Nurserymen's Class tbe best 24 were fur

by Mr. Cattell, Westerham, Kent ; and Men
Wilkinson and Forsyth also showed well in tc

class. Messrs. Potts, Cattell, James, and Willi

son, eacb showed good sets of 6 blooms. An

Purples iu these collections, the best were Wonderfc

fine kind), Alarm, and Progne. Of Lilac shaty

best were Stellaris globosa, Defiance, Alma, l

Aregina. Red : Triompbe du Nord (a large coarse*

but showy), Prince Albert, M. Poggi, General Hardit

C. Columbus, and Picturatum roseum. Mottled

and Red : Dupont de TEure, Quintus Curtiu

Wortley, Cassy, Fabius, Lysia3, and Auguste J*

Yellows : Jardin des Plantes (a fine kind), !r-

Salter, Yellow Perfection, and Formosum. Bklf-

Queen of England, Novelty, Vesta, Cassandra, &
Holborn,' and Pearl. Whites : white sport from \

of England, White Formosum, Luciduui, Goliad

»

White Globe.

Mr. Bird had, as he always lias, magnificent bloo.

of Novelty, which both "for size autf baiafcy

matchless; also large bouquets of Jardin des Pk::.

Hermione, Gluck, Sulphureum superbum, Tn.

Alfred Salter, Admirable, Yellow Perfection, Tn«;

du Nord (immense blooms), old and Golden Car;-

Beauty, Themis, Queen of England, Golden /Ht

two nosegays of Vesta; likewise Progne, i^y'

Marie, Alma, Queen of Yellows, Madame

P

Polaire, Julie Lagravere, Marguerite deWW
yellowAnemone like Gluck), Aimee Ferrlere, \

PEure, Madame Miellez, Annie Salter. M* J

Deschamps, Madame Lebois, Stellaris f
b0!V;

Wonderful. These and others from ttas w
grower excited, as they well deserved, general*

Among Anemone-flowered sorts there w»
-

new. The best groups came from Messrs.

James, and Williams.

Among Miscellaneous articles were
cm**'

pretty models of flower gardens from ^r
-

.

Mr. Lavey, and Mr. Varney,
>

to whom Pr£^
awarded in the order in which the ^Agtfcir
Messrs, Lane again showed examples ol 9

r
?^,fr -

Orchard house, and Messrs. Downie, Laird, a *"=

remarkably large Leeks.

tta»
n&s

pottos of mob** ^*
Le Jardin Fruitier du Museum, ou Icon0

&jjLfart-\

toutes les Espbces et Varietes d'Arbres
&*

avec leur Description, leur Histoire, le*r *

Sfc. ; par /. JDccaisne. 4to. Paris, Firmin

(Continuedfrom p. 0S9.)

ham Seedling, Celestus v • 1a t

that this excellent variety, which was e*hiblLj|lH
mpetinrr of thf TTnrtir»nlhiml Snnietv i» ^ orW

, . *

Poire d' Kacon.—Syn. Hacon's Incompar* ,

3stus ; and Prof. Vec^
'ariety, which w

meeting of the Horticultural Society *» - .^
e t .

17th November, 1830, when it obtainea ^^ ^J

Medal as a prize, has been describtd by » •
,

Q nJ*j

new fruit (Alb. Pomol., vol. 3, p. 79), "nd^ddic .s;-

of Bergamotte d'Heimbourg. Fruit jni ^
roundish or somewhat turbinate, stalk tD1

'

j00 ;

" ch in length, inserted in a slight deprt ^

placed in a regularly-formed si*»
h

.

sion Skin smooth [from a wall, roug>_^ m
standards], yellowish green, sprinkle^ ^.^
brown dots and russet spots. Fww

, g ;;

slightly gritty, but very melting
,
j**>. &n ,

perfumed. Season, Nov. Dec. L
lhe^ bm^

dant bearer, with spreading or penouio» «^ c

hardy, well adapted for standards, **

in

open
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Toeoouilles; but the fruit often proves ot interior

nullity when grown on walls. This variety was raised

by Mr. James Gent Hacon, of Downhara Market, in

Norfolk, about 45 years ago]. •

Poire Louise-Bonne cTAvranctes.Syn. Louise

Bonne (of Jersev), Bonne Louise, Prince Germain

Beurre" on Bonne Louise d'Arandore], Bonne de

Longueval [William the Fourth], also Poire de Jersey,

but this, Prof. Decaisne remarks, must not be con-

founded with the Poire Belle de Jersey, which he states

js the same as the Poire Tonneau. Fruit large, oblong

pyriform, obtuse at the insertion of the stalk, at which

the fruit often projects on one side. Eye open, in a

shallow evenly rounded depression. Skin smooth,

citron yellow where shaded, glossy, washed with red

next the sun, sprinkled with pale brown ocellated dot-.

Flesh white, fine, buttery, very juicy, melting and

rogary. An excellent fruit. Season, October. Tree

vigorous and an abundant bearer, of a pyramidal habit

of growth, the central shoot taking a strong upright

growth, in consequence of which in pyramidal tra'min

re is necessary to stop it, otherwise the sap wool

flow towards it with too great determination, leaving

the B'de branches weak.

The Louise Bonne d'Avranches is very distinct from

the Louise Bonne described by Merlet, and by Duhamel.

The former is larger, ripens earlier, and it is also

brilliantly coloured, whereas the latter is pale.

M. A. M. Laisne", president of the Cercle Horticole

d'Avranches, has had the kindness, says Prof. Decaisne,

to favour me with the following note on the origin of

this fruit :

—

The Louise Bonne d'Avranches originated in a garden

belonging to M. de Longueval, in our town. The

parent tree still exists ; it is nearly 4 feet in circum-

ference at the height of a man, and about 44 feet high.

It is evidently very old. The discoverer of this excellent

Pear was our eminent countryman, l'Abbe Le Berryais,

fellow labourer in the Traite des Arbres Fruitiers of

Duhamel. I have consulted many of the oldest inha-

bitants of the place respecting the circumstances

connected with the discovery. Those who were best

informed on the subject assured me that they had the

following from the mouth of the Abbe* Le Berryais him-

self, who died at this place (Avranches) in 1807. Their

statements very nearly coincided with what I heard

from my father, who, as a neighbour, was well

acquainted with the family of Longueval :

—

M. de Longueval had a nursery of seedling Pears,

amongst which the Abbe" Le Berryais observed one

remarkable for the fine appearance of its wood,
leaves, and flowers. He recommended the owner to

preserve the tree in the hopes of seeing it produce fine

fruit. The Pears were watched, and when they

appeared to be at maturity, Le Berryais, who often

dined with the family, was invited to taste them. The
new Pear was found to be not only handsome but of

or olive-green, sprinkled witli dote, and more or less

covered with russet spots. Flesh melting, very juicy,

sugary, sometimes slightly acidulated, with a peculiar

flavour resembling that of certain Grapes posfessing a

slight Muscat quality. Season, Sept. and beginning of

October. Tree vigorous, and an abundant bearer;

shoots strong, olive green. Leaves oval, of thick

substance, midribs tinged with red. I am in-

debted to the kindness of M. Boncenne, judge

at Fontenay, for the following account of

the origin of this fruit :—" La Poire de Fontenay

was obtained in the second half of the last century on

the small domaine of Bouchereau, belonging to the

Cure Gusteaud, who died in 1828. At this period the

property passed into the hands of M. Leveque, an old

architect. It was covered with Pear trees, which the

cure had raised from see.is. Finding amongst them

one of excellent quality, M. Leveque liberally distri-

buted grafts of it among his friends, under the designa-

tion simply of Poire de Fontenay. It was afterwards

sent out by M. Leroy, of Angers, under the name of

Jalousie de Fontenay-Vendee; and latterly another

nurseryman has given it the name of Belle d'Esquermes.

[Fof this excellent 1 r we think the name of Fon-

tenay-Vendee adopted by Prof. Decaisne is very proper j

and doubtless In the markets it will be shortened to

simply Fontenay. At all events it is better not to

associate it with Jalousie, the name of an old French

Pear of very inferior quality, which ripened about the

same time; but from the "day it was gathered, and

although apparently sound, no one who knew its ten-

dency could look upon it without being jealous of its

internal decay.]

The Botanical Magazine for November contain

figures of the following subjects, namely -.—Stanhopea

Bucephalus, a. fragrant species from Equatorial America,

one of the richest coloured in the genus, being of a rich

tawny orange marked with deep blood-coloured spots,

and remarkable for the bull-horn like processes of the

lip. Vaccinium Imrayi, an evergreen shrub from

Dominica, producing dense corymbs of flowers, which

are "large for the genus, and remarkable for their

uniform yellow-green colour, unusual in this family, as

well as for the thick fleshy-coriaceous texture of their

corollas. Higginsia regalis, the plant commonly called

Campylobotrysregalis, which latter genus Sir W. Hooker,

following Planchon, seems inclined to merge in Higginsia

of Persoon ; the plant now figured has very richly „ „

coloured foliage, and is rather free in habit, the small large with very unequal lips, and the leaves nearly

yellow flowers seated close to the stem in •the axils of ovate; and Duchess of Wellington, described as a rich

the leaves being quite lost amongst the foliage. Cam- dark crimson, bnt figured of a dull purplish-red. Here

pvlobotrys discolor, which quite accords in habit with is a problem in Calceolaria culture :—" It is well known

the more recent C. refulgens, argyroneura, and that the Calceolaria sutlers much from green-fly ; but

mendation of Hoses on their own roots; together with

various reports and brief memoranda. There are also

some regretful remarks on the Gardeners' Mutual
Instruction Societies, which some 15 or 20 years ago
were flourishing in various parts of the country, espe-

cially near London, but m hicb now seem to be numbered
amongst the things that were.

The Floral Magazine illustrates 'the following new
flowers:—A Hybrid Perpetual Hose named Reynolds

Hole, a desirable new rose-coloured variety which has

been exhibited by Mr. Standish at the Rose shows of

the past summer, and which we think promises to

deserve the name it bears : that of a gentleman who has

done much to increase—if that be possible—the popun

larity of the Rose. In this variety, though a Per-

petual, we have as lively and bright a pink as is to be

found in the whole range of summer Roses. Referring

to the new Roses of the year, it is stated that

Madame Furtado, General Washington, Due de

Cazes, Triomphe d'Amiens, and L'Enfant Trouve,

are likely to prove valuable additions to the Rose

garden; the latter, L'Enfant Trouve', which was

figured in a previous Number of the same work,

was however then stated to have been nearly 11

years in cultivation. Two Pinks,' called Dr. Maclean
and Delicata, which look to us just a " wee bit"

flattered, not only in dressing, as is admitted, but also

in size ; however this may be, they make pretty pictures,

and they are moreover exceedingly fine varieties, indis-

pensible to florists, though we presume (according to

the phraseology of the Editor) they would be considered

"mops" by northern growers. Both were exhibited

before the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and Delicata, which was much the "smoother"

of the two, obtained a first-class award. We must,

however, dissent in toto from the Editor's dictum when
he asserts that " notwithstanding the great difference

in appearance between the Pink, Carnation, and Picotee,

most botanists are agreed in regarding them as merely

varieties of the Clove Pink;" by which he moans
Dianthus Caryophyllus. A group of hybrid greenhouse

Geraniums (Pelargoniums) consisting of Mira and Sylph,

two of the late Mr. Beck's flowers, the latter a good

white with deep spot on the upper petals. Two hybrid

shrubby Calceolarias from the stock of Mr. Barley, of

Limpsfield, who has paid considerable attention to this

race. They are: angustifolia superba, apparently a
fine-flowered yellow, but in which the characters of

angustifolia seem to be obliterated, the flowers being

smaragdina, is referred to the genus Higginsia.

Echinacea angustifolia, a herbaceous perennial of the

„w w w . Southern United States, first gathered in Texas, and

cqnisite flavour, and Le~Berryafs said to Madame de now introduced from Iowa, is a Rudbeckia-Iike plant,

Longueval, "There is an excellent Pear, it is a valuable growing 2 to 3 feet high, with linear-lanceolate leaves,

~ - • -- the flower-heads large, having numerous long narrowish

if this is attended to (fumigating so as to keep it down
whenever it appears), and shading during the midday
sun, there are no plants o£ easier culture in the green-

house than these."

acquisition to our fruits, and is worthy of a name.
This Pear is, Madame, like you, good, you are called

Louise, and I will call it Louise-Bonne." (Cette Poire est

bonne comme vous, Madame, vous vous nommez Louise,

je Vappellerai Louise Bonne). Prof. Decaisne says,

I am far from contesting this gracious dedication, yet

I can scarcely comprehend how Le Berryais could

give to this new fruit a name already applied

by Merlet to a much older and very different

Pear, which he himself had described a short time pre-

viously in his works (Le Berryais, Traite des Jardins,

Part I., p. 337, 1789) ; nor how this excellent Pear

could remain unknown for half a century.

[Some 20 years ago the name of Louise Bonne applied

to the sort in question, and likewise to a much older

variety, occasioned some confusion. It was introduced

into this country from Jersey; and to distinguish it

from the older and much inferior sort, it was called the

Louise Bonne (of Jersey). It has, however, so com-

pletely superseded the other variety, that the compli-

mentary name of Louise Bonne, given by Le Berryais,

may be considered sufficient without any affix. Accord-

ing to Liron d'Airoles, it fruited for the first time in

1788 ; and as to its remaining so long unknown, it is

not so much to be wondered at, when we call to mind
_ ft _ I

deep rosy-pink ray florets. The size and colour of these

heads will render it desirable for mixed borders of

herbaceous plants. Phyllagathls rotundifolia is a

sub-shrubby plant of dwarf habit, from the Indian

Archipelago; its flowers, which are small, rose-

coloured, in small crowded terminal heads nestled among

the leaves, are comparatively insignificant, but its

foliage, which is roundish cordate-ovate and ribbed as in

other Melastomaeerc, is strongly plaited and of a rich

Mossy reddish-tinted metallic green above, and of a deep

red beneath, so that the plant is very ornamental for

the stove, and requires mueh less space than many other

fine-leaved plants of the same order.

The Florist has for its illustration a couple of

Verbenas, one of which, called Foxhunter, is said to be

the largest and most brilliant scarlet variety yet

i obtained. It was exhibited at South Kensington on

the 9th of July, and " on that occasion its large size,

and brilliancy and attractiveness of colour secured for

it the award of a First-class Certificate, to which it was

well entitled." The flowers are more than an inch

across, well formed and of firm texture, and of the

richest and brightest scarlet colour; the plant very

robust in habit. Along with this is introduced Smith's

In a Handbook for Southport (Churchill), a

watering place on the Lancashire coast, Dr. McNicoll

gives ample information about the Geology and

Natural History of the district, in addition to the usual

medical information to be expected from a " Physician

to the Southport Seabathing Infirmary." The

,
Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Crustaceans, Arachnids,

Shells, Zoophytes, and plants have all received atten-

tion and are amply catalogued. The volume has

already reached a second edition, an honour which it

deserves.

that the Passe Colmar first bore in 1758, yet it was Fairest of the Fair, a pure white with a small bright
- - •

rosy ring around the eye, and one of the most chaste-

looking sorts in cultivation. Among the literary con-

tents of the present issue we find a well-reasoned

paper on the spur-pruning of fruit trees ; an account of

a successful plan lor blooming the Isabella Gray Rose ;

a notice of the gardens at Corsham Court, near

Chippenham ; more Orchard House culture ; more

relating to Roses and Rose shows; and besides a

lengthened account of forthcoming new French Roses,

of which some 57 are noticed from the establishments

of Verdier, Margottin, Touvais, Jamin, Lartez, Pradel,

Leveque, and Troullard. .

Gossip of the Garden opens with an article on CM
' disappointing » Gladiolus and the ' lumpish Dahlia, a

subject that just now seems to be affording some amuse-

ment-which in this dreary month of November is no

bad thing. We have also further hints on the theory

and practice of wall-fruit culture; an apologetic

only introduced into this country after the peace in

1815 ; and about the same period or soon after the war
were introduced the Glou Morceau and Bcurre' Ranee,

the first fruitings of which in Belgium are recorded to

have occurred respectively in the years 1759 and 1762.
It therefore appears that in former times before Hor-
ticulture received an immense impetus from our Horti-
cultural Society, excellent varieties long existed un-
known, except on the spot where they originated.]

Poire £pine du Mas.—Syn. Belle fipine du Mas.
[This variety is described as being very like the Louise

Bonne d'Avranches; but according to Decaisne, and
likewise M. Bivort, its quality is not first-rate. Season

October and November. It is of French origin.

According to M. H. Dumas, Juge de Paix at Limoges,

the original wilding still exists in the forest of Roche-
chouart, and the variety takes its name from a town
called Le Mas, in the neighbourhood of that forest.]

miaaie-sizeu, ooovate or snort pyrnorm. staiK nesny, Mannas, wmen arc caiieu -jovcij ».« K—, —
very thick and short, inserted somewhat obliquefy. flower heads are about the size of a Ranunculus, ana

Eye small, open, in a shallow depression. Skin green, ' almost if not quite as symmetrical in form
;
a recom-

Garden Memoranda*
Messrs. Parsons & Co's. Nursery, Flushing.—

Taking the boat from Fulton Street Wharf, a few

minutes brings us to Hunter's Point, from whence less

than half an hour's ride carries us to Flushing, a quiet

village, bearing the aspect of retired respectability. Five

minutes' walk found me on the higher ground of the

village, by which the nurseries are situated. I have no

note of the extent of the grounds, but judge they com-

prise about 70 acres. The offices are considerably in

from the entrance, and the approach lined by many fine

specimens of rare shrubs and trees, which in themselves

repaid a visit to Flushing. Near the gateway there is

a very large specimen of an upright Sugar Maple, as

perfectly fastigiate as the Lombardy Poplar, and well

worthy of extensive introduction into landscape scenery.

I had no knowledge before that such a variety of the

Sugar Maple was in existence. A very large Weeping

ophora is verv striking through a marked strength of

beauty which it adds to the usual elegance of" Weeping "

trees. A large Kentucky Coffee (Pinckneya pubens?)

grew near by, reminding me how unfortunate for

planters it was that its great beauty, when of middle

age, was not more generally known. Its stiffness while

young, no doubt, is the cause why it is not better

appreciated. Amongst other good things near, the fol-

lowing were particularly noted : Abies orientals, one

of the best specimens I have ever seen ;
about 12 feet

high. Its reputation as a slow grower is, no doubt,

gratuitous. It certainly was not earned by this

specimen. A tine Pinus monspeliensis, one of the

allied group of Austrian*, and of P. pyrenaica, of the

same group, and one of the most valuable for hardiness

of beauty we have not seen excelled. Pinus niveawas

also very fine, and more nearly approaching the White

Pine in appearance than 1 had before supposed, having
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hitherto seen bat much smaller specimens. Pinus
horizontalis, a fine specimen. This is not a distinct

species, but a spreading form of the Scotch Fir. Picea
Frazeri was by far the best looking specimen I ever
•aw, and evidently suits our latitude much better than
its next brother the Balsam Fir. The Douglas Spruce
is quite hardy here. The finest specimen is about 20
feet high and very beautiful. Some fine specimens of

Picea cephalonica are here—some few losing their

leaders through birds resting their weight on them, and
Mr. Parsons suggests that where there is such risk, the
leader should be protected by a small stick tied as a

air freely on every favourable opportunity. Pelar-

goniums should be kept rather cool and dry,

giving whatever water may be necessary on the

morning of fine days, so that the superfluous mois-

ture may be removed before the evening, avoiding the

use of fire-heat except when necessary to prevent

the temperature falling below 40°, or to dispel damp,
when this cannot safely be done by giving air. Fancy
kinds like the warmth of an intermediate house. Cal-

ceolarias require very similar treatment, except that

they are subject to attacks of thrips unless afforded a

moist atmosphere ; they must, therefore, be narrowly

watched and smoked lightly two or three evenings

difficofc

stifTener while young. Probably the finest Magnolia waocneu ana sinwteu ugumj wu ur hum vvaumga
. Soulangeana in the world is here; the branches sweep successively if this pest makes its appearance, keeping
the ground, and occupy over 800 square feet of surface, the atmosphere moist, and giving air on every favour-
A very large and fine Magnolia raacrophylla stands able opportunity to prevent "the foliage from flagging,
near this, the parent no doubt of many a score through- Cinerarias for late blooming must also be kept cool and
out the Union. The Weeping Beech is oae of the finest airy, and should not be allowed to suffer from want of
I know of. I inquired of Mr. Treumpy, the foreman, pot room. Plants intended to flower early should be
how he succeeded in obtaining so large a stock ofyoung
ones in face of the generally supposed difficulty of
propagating without the aid of two year old wood ?

But he says that with good, healthy and strong one
year old wood he finds no difficulty. All these were
grafted about an inch or so from the ground. I noticed
a great many dwarf trees that had originated on the
establishment, that well deserve the attention of the
proprietors; particularly a Dwarf White Pine and a
Dwarf Hemlock. Such plants are just the thing for
small city gardens, aud peculiar positions in larger ones.
The firm seems to have been fortunate in raising such
new varieties, for I also saw a very curious form of
Norway Spruce, superior, in my opinion, to the foreign
variety monstrosa, as also an erect and compact growing
variety of White Pine. Much might be done for land-
scape gardening by attending to the selection and
separate propagntiori of these marked varieties, which
are often much more distinct in habit and striking
characters than genuine botanical species are, and
produce a decided effect in the laying out a place taste-
fully. The Taxus erecta thrives well here; it is

decidedly hardier than any other variety of the English
Yew, and the only one that has stood out here entirely
uninjured by heat or cold. Of the newer evergreens

encouraged with a gentle heat, keeping them as near
the glass as possible.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.-—If any portion of the stock is intended

for fruiting early, a brisk temperature must be main-
tained to induce it to start ; the most promising plants
should be selected for the purpose and placed in a small
house or pit by themselves ; and, where anything like
a regular supply of ripe fruit is required, several houses,
or separately heated compartments, should be at
command. It is not by any means desirable to start
more plants into fruit at this early season than may
be absolutely necessary, for they will produce finer
fruit later than can possibly be obtained from them
now ; and where a separate house cannot be commanded
for those which must be subjected to a higher tempera-
ture, we would advise that the plants selected for fruiting
should be placed in the warmest part of the house at
command, filling the rest of the house with young
stock. The former should be afforded a bottom-heat of
about 85°, and the latter about 10° or 15° lower; the
atmosphere should range from 68° to 75° by fire heat,
allowing it to rise 5° with the assistance of sunshine,'
keeping the young plants near the glass, and properly

and plants that have proved here quite hardy, but of
suPP,lied **J£ *?*** at Ah ® r

-
0ot * This temperature

out, to have a good supply of ParsW i^IT "

potion, for therl is gently a largfciSS ft?and m the event of a severe winter itTdi^save it by the ordinary protection of hooSi jSLettuces, Cauliflowers, &c, in frames BhoMexposed on all favourable occasions. Prl*chokes with leaves and long dun*. CucumhTevery attention at this time of^ear to k^health; still maintain the temneratni
P ^

advised, and give air every day wTn th w£? ,C

mits. Stop and train tljplant *a they pr^do not allow the leaves to crowd oneSr%?they will soon get yellow; water occasioiallvliquid manure; this should be done wheTthe^..
lu ?/

ep
.
Up a moi8t temperature of from 55* ?Jm the Mushroom house. Collect fresh horldrt^!and put them toarether in a rW n\an* ^ i.Jf^P*

"WEATHER AT CHTSWICK NEAR

Novem-
ber.

Friday 15
Satur. 16
Sunday 17
Mem. 18
Tues. 19
Wed. 20
Thurs. 21

go Bajlombteb.

Hortifiilhtiffl-^

Of the Air.

Max.

Average

13
U
O
16
17
IS

19

29.489
29.582
30.047

30.415
30.495

30.253
29.916

Min.

29.421
29.552
29.837
30.253
30.330
30.040
29.574

30.028 I 29.858

Ofthe Jfcrt,, .

Ifoo

Not. 15—Lightly overcast ; fine ; clear ; sharp frost— 16—Frosty ; clear; overcast; frosty at nisfht— 17—Clear and frosty; fine ; clear; sharp frost— 18-Severe frost; fine ; clear ; frost unusually sevw fc. *.period of the season. * * tn ** »
— 19—Sharp frost

; clear ; bright sunshine
; clear •

slirtt f»*— 20-Fine throughout ; clear at night. '
"*" fm-

— 21—Overcast; densely clouded; boisterous with slid*-.
at m#ht. *"'•

Mean temperature of the week 7J deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
Poring the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Not. », MR

November.

which I saw no very large specimens so as to judge of
the final effect their mature growth would give, I
notice Picea lasiocarpa var. Parsonsiana, which, if it

retain as it grows its present appearance, will be a most
beautiful Pine. Picea Nordmanniana, though not new
now, yet one of the scarcest aud highest in price.
Picea pectinata pendula, or Weeping Silver Fir. Picea
amabilis, P. nobilis, and P. Hudsonica. Amongst other
hardy and very desirable things we noted Torreya r . , . , . - - -

myristica; Picea siUstrica, a eolden variegated American tairlv broken, the points of the shoots should be kept

will be considerably too high for young stock at this
season, but we have seen this system practised with
considerable success; and although the young plants may
get somewhat drawn, they will gain strength as ligh;
increases, and the evil will be less than running the risk
of starting at this early period of the season the greater
portion of the plants that are at command for keepin
up the supply throughout the summer.
Vineries.—In very early houses, until the buds are

Sunday 24 .

Mori. 25..
Tues. 26 .

.

Wed. 27..
Thurs. 28..
Friday 29..
Satur. 30..

c = £
fifrf,
ess
0J > rj

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing*i*

•

r

4

3

1

1

2

4

4

*

.

3

6

5

4

1

3

3

6

6

5

3

6

3

47.2

o.9

46.8

46.6

47.8

47.6
47.8

32.6

33.3

33.3
.118

35.4
31 ..".

35.0

39.9

39.6

400
40.7
41.6
41.0
41.4

11

18
19
16
17
18
19

0.50 in.

0.34

0.70

0.88
1.21

0.56

030

m

3

1

1

1

3

3

17
* * *

..

3

«J?e, hiKnest temperature during the above period occurred in fe
28th, 1828—therm. 60 deg. : and the lowest on the 30th, 18#-tten
14 aes.

Arborvitae ; Juniperus glauca, a very grey and strik ins-
variety of the Ked Cedar; and Thujopsis borealis. In
the deciduous shrub line, Cercis japonica, the new
Japan Judas Tree, has proved very hardy, and very
beautiful in flower. Andromeda arborea, a rare and
beautiful small tree, and an ill used native at that, I
was pleased to see in considerable quantity. Also, a
curious dwarf Snowball, called Viburnum nanum. The
Siberian Arborvitsc seems the hardiest of all, and is sur-
passed by none of the newer kinds in beauty. The
^Rhododendron thrives here in perfection, and has no
cause to join in the universal charge that Americans
neglect their own most beautiful of plants. American
Gardener's Monthly.

Notices to Correspondents.
Altitudes : A. Saul. The Ordnance Maps will probably ifct
you the most trustworthy information respectiwr &you the most trustworthy information respecting _
elevation of the place above the level of the sea. If jet

possess an average of, say, a twelvemonths' obserratiooiof

a good barometer corrected for temperature, &c, we m,
be able to point out how a tolerably close approximalii to

the correct height may be obtained.
J|Barbe de Capucis : A Salad Eater. This, which is frapaflr

Miscellaneous.
Turnip Enamel.— At the Glen Urquhart annual

cattle and faim produce show, Mrs. Endall, of Kil-
michael, exhibited a work-box enamelled with a prepa-
ration, it was alleged, got from Turnip, the polish of
which was equal to that of any papier niuche. Builder.
The Silkworm Disease.—Ihe Council-General of the

Isere, in accordance with a proposal made by the prefect
of that department, has voted a sum of 40,000fr. as a
premium to any person who shall discover an effectual
remedy for the disease wliich has of late proved so fatal
to bilkworms. Qalignani.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weeTe^

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoirsETiVATOBY, &c—Where plants in flower are

required in quantity recourse must now be had to
forcing pits, which should be liberally furnished with
bnlbs and the usual shrubs and other plants employed
for winter decoration. Where there is a good stock of
Azaleas to select from, some of the most forward plants
may soon be placed in heat in order to get them into
bloom early

; moisten them overhead two or three times

nearly on a level with the lowest part of the Vine ; and
if this should not be found sufficient to induce the buds
fn sfnrr omiallu- +hrn„„hm<- f i ~ i n ±i p ix -X. !, I

SJAaa *' ut uAruuix
: a salad Eaitr. Tins, whica is frtpBjto start equally throughout the length of the Vine, the now to be seen in the windows of green-grocers /S.

rod should be bent so as to bring the most forward buds brought from France, is nothing but Chicory grown in U
to the lowest level, elevating those that are backward. ^ dark ^^ a lifctle warmth. That of a cellar is sufi. i.

Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere by frequently
sprinkling the floor and passages, &c. ; and syringe the
Vines lightly at least twice a day until the leaves%egin
to appear, when the amount of moisture must be mode-
rated. Give every attention towards securing a gentle
warmth for the roots ,• turning the litter and adding
fresh as may be requisite, and keeping it well protected
from the effects of heavy rain and severe weather. Be
satisfied with a moderate night temperature until the
buds begin to push, when it may gradually be raised to
60° by the time that the leaves fairly begin to open.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Prune and otherwise

prepare the trees in the early house for forcing, which,
however, except under particular circumstances, should
not be commenced for a few weeks yet ; but let it be
remembered that these fruits will not admit of rapid
forcing in the early stages of the process, therefore fire
heat should be applied with caution, so that the night
temperature does not exceed 50°, otherwise the blos-
soms will be weak and liable to drop; during the day
the temperature may rise to 60°, with plenty of air on
every favourable opportunity. Cover the outside border
with leaves or litter, for the purpose of excluding frost
and heavy rains Tie in the trees in the next house,
and get all ready for starting when required.
Chevies.- Top-dress with fresh loam and dung,and when placed m heat keep a moist atmosphere, witha night temperature of 45° to begin with
STRAv7BEEErES.-Protect the pots from frost and

wet. Do not water except they are very dry.
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

If any of the tenderer kinds of Roses are yet unpro-
tected, some covering material should be applied at
once. There will be comparatively little to do in the
flower garden at present, and any spare time will be
well spent m going over the stock of plants in pits for
next season's use, removing every decaying leaf and

quarto full of exetIM
piates, puDiisiiert in 1712; a translation from the French.

Cape Bulbs: W P L. Probably either of Carter in Holborn, or

cfVan Houtte of Ghent.
Emigration : A Gardener and H. Bonis. You can't do betar.

A ship called the Vicar of Bray sails for Vancouverjeariym
December ; apply to Seymour & Co., 116, Fenchurch Street.

Another ship called the Thames is also loading for Vancouver;

apply to Chas. Oswald, 12, Georgo Yard, Lombard Street

Golden Pippin : An Old Subscriber, we are informed,W»*
of and get the Old Golden Pippin by applying to Hr. J

K
Heale, 19, Cumberland Street, Devon port, near Plymouth.

Heating: R S. There is a small Arnott Store, of wtocaii

flAS/*Hl»Hn« ar\A nUn U«— V ^: ?_ . ^IumJS, pUl nO

The second

ipita\
letter

^hen^t.hey^are proper names. Thus we write^w
2jJ2

really good apparatus has been yet contrived,
or specific names of plants only begin with a capital lewx

len they are proper names. Thus we write Abies krawn

the Fir of Frazer) ; and Primula fimbriata
Mmrose). ,

Heating Melon Pits. R C. For bottom heat a flow
gj

return 3-inch pipe will be sufficient. They may je

among coarse sand or gravel screenings. For topnea^gg
of the same size should be laid about an inch from tne i»»

wall, with a board an inch from them on the opposite oaji

that the pipes can be covered with moss, that man* £gmoist when necessary, and dry, or removed when tne iw*

is ripening.

nJ J « .

Ua,es\£owerer, plants can be had which, —, ——. WWJ uwa™ lear an( ,made their growth and set their buds early in the where the surface soil has eot green, removing thi«. Jnseason they need hardly be expected to flower so finely
I

top dressing with sandv loam. There is nothing so unas under more natural circumstances, and unless the buds i favourable to these plants at this season as damn therp"are plump there will be some danger of the plants !
fore take every favourable opportunity of admittingtartin* into errowth instead of fl,*™™ tL ™f fresh air.

aajnttingstarting into growth instead of flowering. Do not
forget to introduce a good batch of Roses, choosino; the
most promising plants for the purpose. A gentle
bottom heat will be of great service to these, as also to
most other plants subjected to heat, in order to get*em into flower as fully as possible, and a moist state* the atmosphere must be secured, admitting a little

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
See that standard trees which have been recently

moved or root-pruned are firmly secured against winds •

and also get any root-pruning or transplanting re-
maining to be done this season executed as soon as frost
breaks up. Endeavour, as has been previously pointed

Insects: R T. The seeds of the Banisteria are wfesteji"

the larvae of some small species of Weevil. We fear tueijj

are all dead, not from the cold but for want of a fit
»"»""

to undergo their transformation. IV. . .--urfLaurels : Hesperus. We know of no means of desfroymg^
roots except by stubbing them up. If they couldJ*Mjr
m the ground the evil would be that they would oe »w

breed dry rot, which will kill the neiirhbmring P^^w de

^f8 OF Fri ' : u B- h Blenheim Pippin; 3,
««"

jMenage; 4 Hall Door; 5, Pigeon; 6, Hoiiandbury.--^
1, Minchal Crab; 2, Devonshire Buckland.-irf& V
Plus Meuns ; 2, Bellissime d'Hiver (a stewing Pear)**
Duchesse d'Angouleme. „M

Names of Plants : F. The leaf belongs to Cineraria (now>mr
Senecio) maritima. It is a capit'al plant for bearing^

mfluences.-A H, Hereford. It is impossible to name «g
a ftr^wwn. Saxifraga Aizoon. The "nut *

j£called bapucaia, and is the seed of Lecythis ollana.-^
lour giant Boletus luridus is probably B. Satanas, »

"Jjdangerous Fungus, to which the mycologist Lenz neany

a sacrifice. M.J.B. — „
Parisian Gardening. The large leaved plants *bich*»

much admired in the public places in Paris are foi
M
tu
J^part Cannas with very fine foliage, raised by -
*fj|

•

They are all in Van Houtte's Catalogue. The sn^KJ
among then don't answer, on account of their leaves "~°

torn by wind. ^jPeach Wall: S W. A cooing ought to have a gr<x>ve \*
the front and should project enough to prevent crip-

not however very important. . ixtxat fe>

Rabbits: W L. The following is said to be a good ^"T^i
keep them from barking treos. To 1 gallon stale unu ^
1 quart powdered lime, and 1 pint foreign tar; ^Lp**
tar to mix with the above, then add as much ftf.v"

will bring it to the consistency of moderately twt* i

and apply it to your Hollies with a painter's biusn-t
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Ar« dow prepared to send out the following MANURES :—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

[

DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
I

CONCENTRATED URATE.
|

BLOOD MANURE for CORN.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.

1 lg. Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ; guaranteed to contain

phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic

phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :

—

H These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac , may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
« Co. , 8utton Road, Plymouth.

LA W K 8 ' MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawks for the

present season of 1861 are now ready for delivery at his
Factories, st the following prices :

—

LAWWB PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. ^. ..£66

LAV I - SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWKS'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL M A NURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carri \

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate
of Soda, 8ulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Brarmar Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey 1 ings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

P~
(.HEJi'S~GUAXO.—Established Twenty Years-

Agents Wanted.
Factory : 28, Clapham Road Place, S.

D~
RAINAG K OUT KALLS. — The most simple
expeditious, and inexpensive powers for obtaining the

right of making Outfall Drains, Cuttings, Ac, through the
Lands of adjoining Proprietors, arc under the WEST of
ENGLAND DRAINAGE and INCLOSURE COMPANY'S
\CT, and there is no necessity for separate proceedings such
as Petitions, Special Act of Parliament, Comm ons of Sewers,
or Drainage Boards, «fcc.

Draining, Inclosing, Irrigating, Warping, Road Making, and
all kind of Land Improvements executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties ; the whole cost can be a Charge
an the Lands permanently, or it might be made redeemable at
my fixed time in one or more sums or b}' half-yearly instal-
ments over any term of years, at the option of Proprietors.

Frederick Brodie, Secretary.
Offices—Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

Land Drainage.

WORKS of DRAINAGE of anv extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.
Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portioTMi of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a comru: >n thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrontcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

then* own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

it the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
lo Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, «fcc.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
»-fle whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.
L Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

5. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
Public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
Ej>ay borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
A o investigation of title is required, and the Company being

ot a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable Wt
illiam Napier, Managing Director,

2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S.W.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

! an excellent substitute for oil ] it on all out-door work, and
is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It
U used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most nattering testimonials have been received
which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is. 6i. per gallon, at
the Manufactory, or Is. 8i. per gallon paid to any station in
the kingdom.
Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dudley, and 7^ Cannon Street, E.C., from whom only it can
&e obtained.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

H PERKINS having a large stock of TOBACCO
• PAPER, of very superior quality, offers the same at

lOd. per lb., and genuine ROLL PAPER at It.

TOBACCO CLOTHS lOi. per lb., warranted genuine.

H. Perkins, 16, Cambridge Circus, Hackney Road, N.E.

ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES and VINES.
Winter wash with

GISHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.

See "Orchard House," ninth

edition ; and see Mr. Pear-

son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept.,

1361.

Sold retail by Nurserymen

and Seedsmen in boxes ls.»

3a., and 10s. 6d. each.

Wholesale by

Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Red Spider Magnified.

NEAI/S PATENT
PASTILS.

APHIS

The following is one of upwards of
70 Testimonials received by J. Xkal
from gentlemen personally uuknown
to him.
u

I beg to bear my testimony to the
value of NeaTs Pastils, and their effi-

cacy in destroying, most effectually,
the Green Fly without any trouble,
and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared with the use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

"James Sanders,
''Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny."

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price 1*. and 2s. per packet.

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Neal, Birmingham.

ET. ARCHER'S "FKIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke ofNorthumberland

for Syon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis-
wick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological
Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealing Park, <fcc.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. . . Is. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide. 0d. per yard run.

Also " Friiri Domo n Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. 4d. per yard run.
Ei.isha Thomas Arohkr, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, Tt

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

M
It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

O H N WARNER and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &c,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not
exceeding 25 feet in depth.
Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £ *. d.

j

2 i in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

2J „ long 3 „ 3 „
3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „
3£„ ditto 3 „ 6 ,,

4 h ditto 3 „ 6 „

Fitted for lead, \ 1 1

gntta percha
J

1 10
or cast iron 1 2 4
flanged pipe 12 9
as required, j 2 18

2£ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2J „ long ditto ditto ditto 2 14
This Pump is fitted with J. W. <fc Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

No. 35. hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely
to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
atpleasure onthe stand, the legs ofwhich
fold together, and it may be carried
with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ *. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of

Planished Copper .. ..340
Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pii>e, for tying on Suc-

tion Pipe .. •• •* 2 ° °

2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible Suction Pipe,

on wires, in either 10, 11_or

15 feet lengths .. per foot 2 5

No. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,

without stand, but with strong

wrought-iron straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 21. 5s. „. _ ,

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps. &c. ; also Fire and Gar-

den Engines, &c.
J . W. & Sonb* Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on

application.
The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger orPlumber

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers, •

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, t*.L.

JOHN FOWLER, Jtjn., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C.—
Full particulars of FOWL KR'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.
Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

JAMES and FREDERICK HOWARD^
Britannia Iron Works, Bedford, Manufacturers of

STEAM CULTIVATORS, STEAM PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
PLOUGHS. HARROWS, HORSE RAKES, &, HAYMAKERS.

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application.

Agricultural Machinery.

CHAFF-CUTTERS, TURN IP -CUTTERS,
PULPERS, MILLS, PLOUGHS, HARROWS, CART8,

&c., delivered carriage free.

Burgess & Key, Manufacturers, 95, Newgate Street,

London, E.C . Price Lists free per post.

-Plflfin UPON the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
3U J_ \J\J\J against any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

W < ton, Bletchley Station.

The Woolston System.

MR. SMITH will ATTEND at the SMITHFIELD
CATTLE CLUB SHOW from 11.39 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.

each day, at STAND 6i0, whsre Drawings of his new Patent

Combined Machine for Cultivating, Drilling, and Harrowing
Land by Steam Power will be exhibited.

Drainage Season.

R. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the DRAIN-
AGE of ESTATE by Commission or Contract.

52, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.
M
LAND DRAINAGE UNDERTAKEN, or PLANS

SUPPLIED, by Mr. Thomas Scott, 18, Parliament
Street, Westminster, S.W. Mr. S. has now a large Staff

employed, and recommends an early application.

ATIONAL EXHIBITION of DOGS. — The
SECOND GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of SPORT-

ING and other DOGS will be held in extensive Premises in

Tennant Street. Broad Street, near Bingley Hall, Birmingham,
on MONDAY, TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY, December 2,

3, and 4. the first three days of the Cattle and Poultry Show.
The PRIVATE VIEW on Monday, December 2. Admission

:

Monday, 5s. ; Tuesday and Wednesday, 1*.

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements
and Bills of the several Companies, and of the Cattle and
Poultry Show.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
SHOW, 1861.

The THIRTEENTH GI:KAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY, and ROOTS
will be held in Binglev Hall on MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, December 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The PRIVATE VIEW on Monday, December 2. Admission

;

Monday, 5*. ; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Is. The
Doors will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.
For Special Railway Arrangements, 6ee the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies.

&fie &grtcttltttral (Ba^ette*
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1861.

^ MEETINGS FOlt THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.
Monday, Dec. -' •

Ti'bbdat, — 3fExli ion of Fat Stock and Poultry at
Wednesday, — 4f Bin; HaU, Birmingham.
THmsint, — 5 j
Wld.-v w, — 4—Apri. Soriflv of England .. .. Xoon

No. 42.

Nothing is more noteworthy in the short and
recent history of success in steam cultivation than

the way in which it is interspersed with recitals

of failures, losses, and disasters, almost as great as

the successes, profits, and advantages to which
they are a contrast.

We must confess that the two sides of the

picture have not been given with equal minuteness

in these columns. It would be possible to quote

one Correspondent, who says : "Oar engine and
apparatus have been hard and fast in the corner of

the field a wasted month this autumn because of

a broken piece which we have unaccountably been
unable to replace." Another says, " Owing to a
mistaken estimate as to the tenacity of the soil on a

portion of my farm, the engine supplied to me was
of insufficient power, and the plough too weak in

some of its working parts : we have consequently

been working at a low speed, and have had
breakages and hindrances which have told

seriously upon the extent and cost of the work
done." A third says :

—" I have an exact account

kept of the work done each day and the quantity

of coals consumed, but it is so unsatisfactory that

I do not like to refer to it. Since I have been

the unfortunate possessor of one of these imple-

ments it appears to me that I have been trying a

series of experiments for the benefit of the maker.

Before I had the engine I was always in advance

with my work, since then I am always behind. 7 '

This last is certainly a very discouraging

report, which probably can hardly anywhere be

Pa
it may be thought that the dark side of the

picture should be given in as much detail as

the lighter side of it, and that a lull history of

this unfortunate case would be at the least as in-

structive as that of the successful instance which

we have described. Our wply is this :
The history

even of successes, in so far as it influences the

progress of steam culture, is a drag upon that

progress. The immediately past, at any particular

moment in the history of a great change which is
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so entirely to revolutionise our
is always, if not unduly discoura^
and even in its best instances, not so

as the real merits of the affai

for it. 2^ext year's experience will

better than this year's leads us to expect; and

the year which follows must be better still.

It is thus that the history of the " cultivator,"

which is perhaps three years old, has generally

fewer disasters recorded in it than the history of

the plough, which may be said to be little more
than one year old. And above all this, the history

of disaster hitherto is that of inefficient general-

ship or insufficient superintendence. One of the

greatest successes we have recorded is that of the

man who could say that " for the first month of

its use upon his farm he had never left the engine

while the fire was lighted." Another great success

which we have yet to record has been achieved
notwithstanding one of these monthly wastes of

time owing to a breakage which could, not "un-
accountably " sooner be repaired. The tenant here

could say :
" The fact is I take a great interest in

the success of the machine, and give more time to it

than perhaps is good for the rest of my business."

A partnership management, where three or four

farmers unite in the purchase of the apparatus, is

almost sure to fail. A company employing a stall'

of hands, idle except when the apparatus is

actually at work, can hardly expect to succeed.

Inconstant superintendence, without determina-
tion to achieve success, will be sure to meet with
accident and loss. And under one or other of

these classes almost every case of failure and
disaster may be placed. Instead of reproducing
in these columns the history of such cases, and so

giving a wide and lasting influence to that which
the general experience proves to be excep-
tional and accidental, we prefer selecting fair

instances, or if biassed either way, successful

instances of steam plough experience for record
here; assured of this, that the best of the instances

we can choose will fall below the experience of the
next few years in the advantages of steam cultiva-

tion to the clay land farmer.

As a good illustration however, because a
carefully TecoTded one, of the accident and
hindrance unavoidably attending a new apparatus,
or a new form of any apparatus, we may fairly
quote in full the report with which Lord Berners
has been good enough to favour us, of the work
actually accomplished this autumn on his lord-
ship's farm at Keythorpe, between the 30th of
August and the 14th of November, including 76
days; or deducting Sundays, 60 working days.
01 these, 15 J days have been lost by stoppages from
material breakages, and 16 days by removals and
minor breakages. The time actually at work thus
amounted to 34£ working days of 10 hours each.
During that time 74 acres have been ploughed, and
59 acres nave been cultivated from 5 to 6 inches,
6 to 9 inches, and 6 to 10 inches deep, according
to the quality of the soil. The engine employed
is one of 10-horse power made by Clayton &
Shtjttleworth, described as a " capital engine
with plenty of power," and the apparatus is the
smaller machine with which Mr. Fowler won the
prize at Leeds, offered lor the best form of steam
cultivator adapted to the ordinary farm engine.
The wages paid chargeable on the engine during
the time already named, have amounted to
83/. 11*. 10|f7.—this excludes two gallons of beer
daily; it includes two horses employed at '3s. a
day

;
it also includes wages paid to engineers

from Leeds, as referred to below. The coals and
oil consumed by the engine during the time have
cost, at 18s. a ton, VU. 7s. 3d. The whole cost
thus is 96/. 19s. 2d., or about 15s. an acre on the
work accomplished

; while in ordinary experience
one-half that amount is a maximum.
Lord Berners has been good enough to accom-

pany these figures with the following report :—
"The cost of labour is increased by the two Leeds

engineers being retained the whole time, in con-
sequence of the frequency of breakages of various parts
of the windlass, anchors, &c. The charge for them is
II per week, and 14s. board and lodging each. The
men employed the first month were .—

1 to assist Engineman and work windlass, 3*. 2d.
1 Ploughman to clear weeds or stubble from

plough or diggers
1 Anchorman ,

' " ). 2t.2d.
1 Porterman, occasionally required for signals
1 with water-cart
2 Boys at 9rf.

Afterwards

—

2 Boys were substituted for Anchor and Portermen.
The work done by the diggers was excellent, and could
not, in the then hard state of the -round, have been
clone by horsps

; but then the stoppages from breakage

>bing was also very good, layin
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viously subsoiled, on which a pair >w

with ease. Here the breakages were far less, showing

that the strength of the various working parts of the

windlass and anchors lias only to be adjusted to the

work required to render steam cultivation the most

valuable addition to British agriculture."

These figures will reappear among the others

descriptive of other experience, which we hope

shortly to give in a tabular lorm ; meanwhile, as

illustrating the experience of another well known

leading name in the agricultural world, who has had

a longer practice in the work of steam cultivation

than Lord Berners, we quote the following figures

from a statement by Mr. Holland, M.P., ot

Evesham. Since harvest on Mr. Holland's farm,

his 12-horse engine has been at work in all 36

days, which include wet days and removals. He
says : " When we commenced, the ground was

unusually hard and prevented the accomplishment

of much in a day. We have only used three

ploughs. All being heavy clay land, nothing but

steam power could have enabled us to do the

work." During these 36 days, 66 acres have

been ploughed, and 150 acres have been "culti-

vated," i.e. 50 acres have been worked three times

over. The work has been accomplished 10 inches

deep. The wages paid have been 34 1. 8s. 3d.,

or putting the ploughing and cultivating together,

but little more than 3s. an acre. The coals

consumed, at 12s. a ton, 12 to 13 cwt. daily,

have cost, with oil, about 161. 4s., Or Is. 6d> an
acre. The repairs have been— by carpenter,

13s. 6d. ; by blacksmith, 31. 9s. 9c?., or 4/. 3s. 3d.

in all. And this is by no means an extraordinary

success. Many other instances could be quoted

even more remarkable.

phates in Nob. 1, 2, and 3, or the natural ,.All the plants ear a great deal too green an<?
attacked by mildew just before beine'pun£
cleaned on the 12th of October. The numl*
weight of the roots in each plot, with the webto
acre, was as follows

:

O
-

1

2

3
4
5

Manure used.

Bone dust
Coprolites ground to an
impalpable powder

Unmanured
Bone-ash . . . . \[

Superphosphate .. .'.

Dissolved coprolites

Average

Rate
j
Weight

per !of roots
acre, in plot.

Number!
of roots! -^ftfc
in plot. !

P***

From the above statement it will be plainly h^k*
-

the Swedes were most benefited by the manure t£ Cl

contained the largest amount of phosphate of ferendered soluble by means of sulphuric acid, altb*i
*

the total amount of bone earth (insoluble pbosnSi *f
was less in Nos. 5 and 6 than in Nos. 1, 2, and 3mo4
especially in No. 2. The whole of *.h«» ^J?"!*

expenmei
were superintended by myself with every possible qu3
so as to avoid any error. The greatest objection to t

above experiment was the small quantity of erou
experimented on ; therefore next season 1 intend all

ting one-eighth of an acre to each experiment.

conclusion, I may mention that the season was

'

rally fine, not much rain having fallen until after

roots were about two-thirds grown. E. T. Kensiiurim

F.C.S., Agricultural Chemist, Mooltram, 1

Oct. 13.
^

EXPERIMENTS ON MANURES.
A short time ago some experiments were published

in one of the April or May Numbers of the Gardeners*

Chronicle in reference to the beneficial action of

coprolites (ground to an impalpable powder) on Swedes,
in comparison with other manures. The results have,

contrary to the opinions of myself and others, induced
me to try similar experiments on Swedes, the results of
which I now lay before your readers. I quite agree
with Dr. Voelcker in saying that very little good can be
obtained from the result of a single experiment, but
often a great deal of harm ; and with this view of the
case, I intend pursuing the same experiments for several
years to come, as I think it is the duty of every one
who holds a similar position to myself to do all in their
power to connect science with agriculture, and I shall
be very glad to join any person in making agricultural
experiments who is situated in a different part of
England, so as to be able to arrive at more satisfactory
conclusions.

The ground experimented on was lately a very old
and badly drained piece of pasture, to which, after being
well drained, salt was applied at the rate of 25 bushels
per acre. The field was then ploughed and harrowed
in the usual manner, and divided into two parts of 4£
acres each. On the one half Oats were sown, and
on the other Mangels and Swedes drilled in with
superphosphate of lime, leaving the width of one drill
across the field unmanured. Out of this one drill was
divided six plots, side by side, measuring 4 by 3 yards,
each containing eight drills. The plots were manured
and sown on the 13th May, 1861, as follows :

—

Cwt. per per
acre. Ton.

No. 1. Bonedust, at the rate of 2J at £S equal to £1
2. Ground coprolites . . 6
3. Unmanured
4. Ground bono -ash . . 4
5. Superphosphate(E. T.K's) 3
6. Dissolved coprolites .. 8

The soil was in a fine state of division, the weather
dry, and the manures in a finely powdered state, and
well mixed with ground ashes before being drilled
in with the seed. On the 18th inst. the seeds had all
appeared above ground and very regular. On June 3d
the plants in each plot were looking well, but those in
No. 2 were decidedly the most forward, and those in
No. 3 the most backward. Plots 5 and 6 appeared
equal throughout the season, and all were treated in the
ordinary manner. The amount of phosphate of lime
per cent, in the manures used was as follows :—
In No. 1. Bono-dust, 5535 percent, phosphate of lime.

2. Coprolites, from 60 to 61 per cent. do.

4. Bone-ash, 67 per cent. do.
5. Superphosphate, 1

8
-59 soluble, )

and 2-49 insoluble, j
21 '

08 total-

6. Dissolved coprolites, 2175 soluble i

and 10-35 insoluble, J
S2 '

10 fcotaI -

On looking at the above we find that
cwt. lbs

2* of bone dost per acre is equal to 165 of phosphate of lime.
5 of ground coprolites 336
4 of bone ash 300

" '*

3 of superphosphate 70* mostly soluble!
3 ofo\ Ivod coprohtes 77

j

tt

»»

4

5
6 10
6 10

»»

»»

it

1

1

19
19

6
6

t*

»»

and consent loss of time, were too great to render it Thus showing the preponderance'of insoluble phos-

AMERICAN CHEESE.
(The following reports are quoted in the report of the St
York Agricultural Society.]

|

Mr. A. B. Mack, of Westport, Essex Co., H
answers questions put by the Society :

—

The cheese exhibited was made the 15th da-

June last, and weighs now 116 pounds.

I. I warm only a part of the milk, and mix it re

the rest till I bring it up to 85°, adding the

at that temperature.

3. I vary the heat at setting, heating a littiBnoni

cool weather, because it cools off faster.

4. I use calves' rennets, prepared as follows : Sib

very much when taken from the calf, with the curd,:

any, and dried on plates. I put four of these to fc

gallons ot water, some sage, and sufficient salt to to

it sweet, say one quart. After five or six days eat

off and keep in a cool place ; use one pint of thisl^

to 100 pounds curd ; more, if necessary.

5. I cut the curd each way with a long woodaiA

and then break it fine with the hands; let tk«i

settle, and dip off most of the whey.
8. I apply heat by heating whey in a long tin I*

set in boiliug water until it comes up to 100°; *b*

one hour in doing it.

II. I dip out all the whey, and some curd with

into a basket, covered with a Btrainer set in
_

a s*

from which the whey is carried by a spout wtoj

hogpen; stir the curd all together, let it cool ba

putting in the salt.

12. I use Ashton salt, 2( lbs. to 100 lbs. curd; nm

thoroughly with the hands till cool. .^
13. Put to press as soon as cool enongfl; » m

warm the cheese is more likely to be strong.

14. I use two presses ; one the self-presa^ £
other the old-fashioned lever press ; usually aivide

curd, as small cheeses cure quicker. 1

15. The principal causo of the pressng «

adhering to the cheese, is the curd being Put
®

hot ; my remedy is to keep everything sweet an

and great care as to the state of the curd.

16. I give colouring to the cheese by colouring

bandage cloth before using it, and a little otter in

grease.

17. I produce a rind by greasing and rubbing

day, using butter and clean grease, appu*

the hands. , j
19. Hot weather and insufficient scalding and*-

are the causes of swelling. Kemedy, cook an

little more in hot weather.
f

.

Mr. Hiram Mills, of Lewis County, thus repor*

his cheese :

—

-

The three cheeses offered for inspection
were

about the middle of June, from 31 cows and nci»

as I estimated them in my report to the coma111

farms, at 29 cows.
1. My mode of making cheese is as f°lloWS

;7,n*
Milk straiued in a tin vat set within a woo«

with a space of an inch on both sides aaa
h

-
j;

which is filled with cold well water when we wr

milk at night, which water will become as warm

milk by the time we are through milking- ^
This water is then drawn off and the spac

filled with cold water, and in the warmest .

put a cake of ice into the milk at night, us1*

care to have the animal heat all extracted.
J*

1

ft*

to be impossible to make a good article of c
a _^

milk that is changed, and hence the precaud*

to keep it perfectly sweet . fln(isU^
2. This water is drawn off in the morning, «"*,

admitted in its place to briug the miik to tw
»

^1

ture of 85° before applying the rennet. Use
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ail seasons, as I find the milk will be below this

-mperature even in the warmest weather, and I find

At I get the best curd and the best yield at about

xat temperature.
.

^4 I use calves' and hogs rennets mixed. 1 save

rennets by stretching them well on a bow, salted freely,

taking care to have them dry well so as to keep per-

fectly sweet, a T think it a thing impossible to make a

*>d cheese from rennet tainted in the least

Prepare them for use by soaking in water a number

of days and then throwing the skins away, and then

alt freely. Use enough rennet to bring the curd in

about 4 urates sufticiently hard to work, which I

can tell by passing my finger through the curd, and if

Bafficiently hard there will be a little space left in the

cord behind the finger.

5. I use a steel knife with four blades to make the

card fine, as I find I can do this work much quicker

and better than to do it all with the hands. 1 think

this knife far better than the old fashioned tin cutters.

I make my curd very fine ; this causes it to scald more

evenly, and I think it makes better cheese.

6. I dip off a part of the whey before this operation

is completed, as I can work it to better advantage, and

it reouires less heat to scald the curd.

7. I then commence to raise the heat by the addition

of steam into the space under the tub, by means of

one of Braytou's Dairy Steamers, which I consider a

decided improvement over any other steamer that I

have seen, as it is a great saving of wood as well as

labour, as there is no dipping of whey or water back

and forth, and I think it scalds the curd more evenly

than when warm water is used, and the waste steam is

used when not wanted for this purpose to warm water

for washing up the dairy utensils.

8. The space of about an hour is generally taken to

complete this operation, raising the heat by degrees,

and stirring quite a portion of the time, to keep the

ord from adhering together, and to get it evenly

cooked. •...«
9. I aim to bring the heat about the same temper-

ature, viz., 102 deg. at all seasons, using, of course,

more heat to effect this in cold than in warm weather.

ICELAND'S AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS.

In Kildare we found a fine tillage couutry of

Wheat and Barley, Turnips on a large scale, and

Clovers ; the farms often large, and combining

a minor share of pasture with arable ; and the

excellent husbandry there, introduced by Scotch

farmers, is extending under the system of medium-

sized holdings and leases of moderate length.

Waterford presented a tract of wretched small-farm

husbandry, with half-starved Oat-crops and lazy-

bed Potatoes; yet with localities exhibiting great

advance, where good landlords and" considerate

agents are assisting in building and draining, and

generally instructing the tenantry in better modes of

farming. Cork showed us a well-managed profit-

able dairy husbandry, favoured by several circum-

stances,— as the valuable distillery products for

feeding cows and enriching the land manured ; the

of the Irish husbandman's affairs, it is the extraordi-

nary increase in the numbers of live stock. It has bee i

already stated that animals, altogether, are 50 per ctn:.

more numerous than they were 20 years ago ; but

cattle and sheep have multiplied far more quickly

than this. Horses have scarcely increased sicca

1841 ; and pigs, owing to the emigration of

cottage-feeders of bacon and pork, are actually

much fewer; but the number of sheep is 3,53S,000

in 1860, against 2,106,000 iu 1841 ; and the number of

horned cattle is 3,600,000 in 1860, against 1,864,000 in

IS41 ;—that is, sheep have increased more than 50 per

cent., aud cattle about 100 per cent., within 20 years.

Now, this amazing increase of stock has not arisen

from any very great addition to the area of ground in

cultivation—which has reached about 15,400,000 acres

out of the 20,800,000 acres total surface of the island ;

much less haa it been a consequence of a vast swallosr-

4C^»ufc v,v/"« «. r ing up of tillage land by laying down to permanent

native capability of the soil for clothing itself, when Grass, the area under crops having slightly enl fed, as

laid down," with a sward of superior quality
; W9]\ as the proportion under Grass. The enormous

be curd

se to fc.

it tote

lays

this.

Ike.

gtinji

it in

odd*

lining
J}}

teriat

liDge*

lied*

.ndsalt

nd sal-

•e
ports

'

ere 1*
heifer

mutt*

and again, the proximity of a port for shinping

the well-made butter and heavy bacon hogs. Kerry

is fine instances of the rural improvement of

a poor country, particularly in the consolidation of

tesselated little farms (as on the estates of the Marquis

of Lansdowne) ; aud both in Cork and Kerry immense

tracts of upland might be changed by cheap drains, by

liming, &c, into fine sheepwalks. Limerick showed a

lack of better farming oi small occupations; but a

gradually spreading culture of Turnips and Clover,

and many larger farms very well managed,—the cau-e

of backwardness in the husbaudry of diminutive hold

ings being there mainly attributed to the unenterprising

character of the occupiers. In Tipperary were seen

grazing lands of high quality, supporting a well-to-do

class of dairymen and graziers, and much small farin-

iug of light soil by men who have been driven some

steps in the path of progress, owing to the Potato

failure, and who would at once recur to the worst

In Gal way, partly a county of sheep and cattle, we

saw how Mr. Pollok has supplanted the miserable
A A m m 4% a

proporti

increase in the number of sheep and cattle must
have been occasioned by bettor husbandry, more par-

ticularly the greater production of cattle feed crops

and the extension of stall-feeding.

Ireland presents a contrast in her rural condition of

1S60 and of 10 years before. Mr. Caird then found, as

at present, good roads in all directions, but of the rail-

ways which now intersect most counties only one or

two had been opened. An immense number of pro-

perties were waiting for the deliverance of the Encum-
bered Estates Court, which has now sold lands to the

value of 23,000,000/. and established a Parliamentary

title over more than 3.200,000 acres, nearly one-sixth

of the superficies of Ireland. The advance in rents had
been very great, principally from the competition for

land caused by a rapid growth of population, and the

general prevalence of the vicious con-acre Potato

system. This had enabled men without capital to

compete with each other for land, and to earn an easy

system of farming if these tubers would cease to rot. subsistence by an indolent cultivation; but the mur-

fields—now being gradually let in large farms to

men who will continue to practise the best cul-

ture and employ a large amount of labour. In

together-by squeezing it in the hand and the whey runs

11.' The curd and whey are then dipped together

into a strainer over a rack in a sink, care being taken

to stir it sufficiently to keep it from adhering together,

and as soon as the whey is sufficiently drained off,

apply about a teacup of salt to 18 lbs. of curd.

12 Commouly use Salina salt, which should be

thoroughly mixed in, stirring it well until it becomes

cool.

13. Should never be put to press too warm, because

that will cause it to adhere to the cloth, and I think

injures very much the flavour of the cheese.

14. Press with lever or beam press. The lever being

-i a room above, and a large post, 14 inches square,

framed (into this lever or beam, and passing down

; rou-h the floor between two upright planks, which

.v,rms the frame for the press

rain having destroyed the mealy tubers on which
almost the whole social system was based, con-acre

almost disappeared ; tenants deprived of con-acre or

truck labour had no money to pay wages in cash, and
their land became unproductive ; landlords found their

Ul4i^ «~^ — f.-j - — o- - rents vanishing, and rates became an enormous bur-

Mayo the Earl of Lucan has another grand example of j eu# But a more wholesome system of tenancy has now
reclamation, improvement, and augmented production, • been introduced ; cultivators are compelled to rely upon
consequent upon superseding the wretched plot-culture

j
improved tillage of green crops, and in few districts have

of the county by first-class large farming. The small the present series of letters recorded excessively high
farming there exhibits the same sloth, waste, and

j
rentg or ratos. The immense sums expended in "relief

poverty that characterised it generations ago,^ and a
. WOrks,"—some reproductive, others merely providing

people subjecting themselves to privations while pos-
j
temporary employment for a starving population—li

sessing the means of decency and comfort cannot but
; hospitals, infirmaries dispensaries, prisons, and so on,

be slow in their adoption of laborious high farm- had swelled the grand-jury cess in many cases nearly

management. Koscommon ha3 the natural herbage

which constitutes it a great producing centre of sheep

and horned stock; the extensive breeders and graziers

thriving under favour of good markets, low expenses,

little trouble, and very superior breeds of cattle and

sheep—able to withstand the severities of winter treat-

ment to which they are unnecessarily subjected, and
This post being large, presses the follower down ------ ^- . ^ ^

square, and thus pressing the chees
>

true which u ^™ ovemit ,*, beeu effected of late veals
very desirable. Tms beam being 16 fceUon| g^j^^tf Ireland) tUe sheep now coming much
short purchase, is a powerful press. 1 tmnx it impor ^ mftf,iritv • but there is till room for

tant to press the cheese well. Press 24 hours, turn at earlier to maturity^ but tnere is

some advance both in the symmetry and quality of ce38 [s not generally exorbitant,
night and bandage.

th« "animal as well as iu the weight of the fleece.

15. There are other causes for press.ng cloth »•«££•
ĥ fi^e { M W

*
U M some g00,l

adhering to the cheese, one of which is the cloth or the Wertmerthh* g * ^ ^

100 per cent. The poor-rate had progressed in a more
frightful ratio : in some counties the famine had multi-

ied the rate 500 per cent, ih four years. Tenants

were consequently abandoning farms ; landlords were

called upon for the rates, with no rent coming in

;

and this diminution of cultivation was aggravating

the distress by throwing hands out of employment,

still more increasing the poor-rates, and simultane-

ously decreasing the produce of the land out of which

rates can alone be paid. At present the poor-rate

is by no »s a heavy burden ; and the graud-jury

muchthough

hoop follower or pressing board getting sour, which they

are very liable to do ; hence the necessity of scalding

them every day. And I would here remark that I

deem it of great importance to see that everything con-

nected with the dairy is kept perfectly sweet
;
and

to assist in this direction, I give all my cheese fixtures

a coat of paint every year.

16. To give colouring to the cheese, I add annatto
16. Tc.give colouring «^^^^ jt ,; orange western islands are being developed into hiU p-ostures

(prepared in lye) to the
• ^^^^ the 8ai^ f ;

^ 8inall tillage-plots by the timely aid of lm-
colour inside, and on the^^^^

5

mixed witl^ pr0ving landowners, but need the facilities of roil-

bottom of the vessel in which it is prepared, after

a'lowed to cool. _, T . , .,

17. To form a rind impervious to flies, I put a cloth

on the top and bottom of the cheese, at the time I turn

in press, and allow them to remain on the cheese for

six or seven days, then take them off and apply a coat

of grease as warm as I can bear with the hand. In

this wav I get a better rind, at an age of seven

days, than you can get in a month in the more

common way of applying the grease when taken from

the press. And this gives the whey a good chance to

pass oS if there is any left in the cheese, and it is in

a better state to hold the colouring applied.

19. The cause of swelling in cheese is a deficiency

both in scaldiug and salting ; and if the curd is not

well worked, the cheese will have the ^aine tendency.

MemarJcs.—Cheese is made from two milkings, no

addition of cream. 1 always make butter from the

cream taken from the tub in the morning, thinking it

difficult to get the cream again into a state to get its

full value in cheese ; for after it is once separated from

the milk, it will rise again to the surface before the

rennet takes effect sufficiently to turn it to curd

—

nonce a portion of its value passes off in the whey. I

therefore think it more profitable to make it into

butter, except in the warmest weather.

complained of in some counties on the ground that

proprietors lay the tax which the tenants have to

pay. In 1849 the labouring population were in a worse

condition than when Arthur Young described their

cows and pigs, Potato grounds, and household furni-

ture in 1779. In 1849 their mud hovels were worse,

their wages nominally a little more, but taken away
from thetn again in the high pri e charged for con-

acre, and this wa3 their condition before the Potato

failure completed their ruin. Wages were then com-

monly 6d. to lOd. a-day for a man ; but now 1*. and

Is. 2d. or Is. Zd. are the usual rates of payment all the

year round ; and while there may exist a lower scale

.of wages in some few localities, and some extent of

accorded to a thinly peopled territory. Antrim destitution may be found in the winter months, there

and Down are fine tillage counties, growing Bean*, are case3 f g*. or 9*. a-week being paid the year

Wheat, and Flax as well as Oats and Potatoes ;
but,

i through, and very generally the farmers complain of a

in spite of numerous examples, and, indeed, entire ^ f jiana s . Cottages, too, exhibit an improvement,

neighbourhoods of exceedingly good husbandry, an
, though the I ish labourer is still miserably lodged,

inferior description of small farming prevails, little Dane's Reporter.
_ _ M ^fc _k_

_

—

—

—

^H. rJ_ M I _^^rt ^ 1 V

tillage husbandry, on farms not excessively small.

Tyrone and Derry displayed to us the minute farming

of good corn land, unadapted for permanent pasture,

bv an industrious, thrifty population, mainly dependent

upon Flax, Oats, and Potatoes, and prospering and im-

proving under the security of tenure very expensively

obtained by the peculiar Ulster tenant-right. Mountain

districts in Donegal and Connemara and the wild

better than it' existed many years ago. Lastly,

Meath large Grass farms abound, graziers are making

money, and not likely to break up even third-rate

pastures to the plough, and in some localities there

are little cultivators and conacre Potato-growers who

have not yet yielded up their land to the advance m
machinery and skilful farming.

, r

Compared with a few years back, the agriculture ot

Ireland, as a whole, is greatly advanced ;
examples ot

good management have been most extensively mul

tiplied in all districts ; in some localities (indicated m
the above summary) the farming shows universal

improvement—in the adoption of alternate husbandry

and stall-feeding, in draining and building, ana tue

management of manure and of tillage processes
;

while

iu other parts of the country no perceptible progress

has beeu made, saving that a fearful amount ot depopu-

lation has left fewer families to share among taem a

larger stock of floating and moveable wealth. U ene

fact more than another can embody the altered aspect

Home Correspondence.
The Water Meadows of Hampshire.—-If we follow

the rivers to their sources we find their spring

heads profitably cultivated as beds of Water Cresses ;

then supplying water to irrigate the water meadows,

iline in such seasons as 1859, but returning to

their office in 1861. Nearly all the valleys in

which these streams and their tributaries run

are occupied bv water meadows, mostly of ancient

construction, this will account for the somewhat rude

form in which some of them are laid out, probably by

penons ignorant of scientific engineering, who have

trusted to practical knowledge aud to the eye. rims

the surfaces often present great inequalities, and the

water is distributed over the meadows by the most

tortuous courses. They have adjusted the flow of water

with as little labour and expense as possible to the

natural surface of the soil. A perfect system of
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water meadow requires the entire command of the

stream independent of mill dams, which pen back the

water unduly in some places, and necessarily sometimes

interfere with the supply. Immediately above mill-

heads the water is so penned back as to interfere with

the free discharge of the tail water, which is quite as

necessary to the well-being of water-meadows as the

first requisite, the height at which the water is received.

The water usually passes from the main feeder, the river,

where it is dammed by weirs, by subordinate feeders

running either at right angles with or sometimes in the

same direction as the stream. The latter arrangement
may be seen on the Itchen, where the navigable branch
of that river, unlike an ordinary canal, though fitted

with a series of locks, is a permanent carrier to a

portion of the stream. As the water here runs at a
commanding level above the meadows, it is discharged
by hatches in the canal bank into a collateral feeder,

whence it flows into the carriers at right angles with

[Notembeb
23, lag,

and mowing, the settlement of price is h-a tn 7 -*
something I know maybe said forth* • itfa f hSr*

3^to promote neighbourly feeling amonl emnW
Ve'*^

it seems to h« nnm tr> ™„„u „u; "77 *> ®!?P«>yeM.

requires, and the wear and tear of shoes and other clothing ;

nevertheless, the employment of children is the rule rather

than the exception. The Sunday and evening school, however
well conducted, cannot supply the place of the daily instruc-

tion from which they have been so early removed, besides

which, Sunday teaching is often prevented by the work of the

boys extending to a part at least of that day. In proof of the

early removal of children from school, I will read to you a

statement extracted from the tabulated results of the last in- _
spection of schools (1860) in the counties of Oxford, Berks, and I piece-work, it is the "very^se^cToY tin

LQQ man«8Bin5'
Buckingham. Of the 612 parishes, there .are only 68 which

,
labour. None but a thoroughly nractioal

maUf
l^
ementaf

refuse inspection, 49 omitted for special reasons, and 125 with work of others. The sold'ier obeys the striVfis"^!
11^*

no school for inspection :

—

*»--»« ™*«

Present at Average Age
Inspected. Examination, of first-class.

Oxfordshire .. .. 138 8690 10.7

Berkshire .. .. 124 10,634 10.6

Buckinghamshire.. 108 7891 10.5

t~^. v puuunuea, it requires the knowledtm »iH Ybe gained by experience, and the ,,3 blch

*?*£ marks the character of the yeonfe^V^ °
of this district. If this is MnvJ.Z ?*??d ten*ntthis is necessary in the

strictest cornnm^u

g&SSE3 JSkswifeaaP
Total .. 370 27,215 10.6

As this includes both sexes and the residents in towns, the i

0I ya£es which varies with the value of the laboSr*
average age of boys in agricultural districts cannot be set

or "^proportion to his capabilities ; but this should
above 9^-. I observe that the average is put as low as this in Possible, especially with carters, ahenherds *.

parts of Buckingham, probably from the elder girls being em-
the stream. This may also be seen at Houghton below pl°yed in lace making, or straw plaiting. I submit

machinery and all ^h^^J^^***
charge. That fixed scales find favour with 2*TtM

Sfcockbridge, where, as in some other places, a mill-head
runs immediately under the side of the valley, and here
supplies power to a wheel which drives the agricul-
tural machinery of a large farm, an application of water
power which might be made with advantage in other
places. It sometimes so happens that the stream is

so situated with reference to the adjoining land that
there might be a feeder at right angles on one side and
collateral on the other. The great object is the rapid
and even distribution of the water over the surface,
and its rapid removal. The perfection of this arrange-
ment is represented by a series of low pitched roofs,

these facts, which stand on unquestionable evidence, to the !

may be seen in tbe strikes of mech
sericus consideration of the employers of agricultural
labour. Mr. Mein, in a paper read two years ago before
this Club, remarked that " all farms ought to be training
schools for the young agricultural labourer." The very nature
of the work usually assigned to these children is seldom
fitted to carry out this principle. Bird-keeping, or, as it is
sometimes called, "crow- starving," pig-keeping, cow-keeping,
are usually idle enployments ; if performed alone, wearying . i •,. , . . » , - ---«<
and irksome in the extreme; if in company, fulfilling the old

connectea W1&" his moral and social well to_,
saying "one boy is a boy, two boys half a boy ; three boys, no comfort that I will say a few words on the q«v*f&boy at all." Younger children are often tempted to play

|
question, which I think bears on the Z«truant, cr are taken from school to accompany their brothers ' «f lnhnnr

manaa-
to the field; these may seem tri/ial matters, but early habits

'•wur.
never lose their force, and, after all, the boy is the stuff of
which the future labourer is to be made. Sheep are seldom

"x-j w seen m me sinires of mechanics, the ob£j IS*?*seems to be to reduce all to the same standard S*''*ence to the skill of individuals ; this feelhu m i
hoM,*

difficult to break through a custom which in *L * * '

of agricultural labour, is looked on with kt^M
labourers themselves. «™ur oy

The State of the Labourer's Cottage does not at

;

speaking, belong to this subject, but it i8 ^JJ!

The cottages in very many villages are in a misenbkdition, especially those belonging to corporate colli**!!corporate, collegkU*hipped at the end furthest from the feeder against the
j

entrusted to rhe care of very young children alone, and they I

ecclesiastical bodies, when leasedwith "the land- mSHiS
sides of which they abut, as against a wall even with !

areof^little use as shepherds'^ assistants. The same may be with on]7. one sleeping room, and otherwise imfiwlrl?

the ridge,- these roofs have gutters on the ridge and at
the eaves. The water flows down from the feeder
which stands at right angles with the run of the roof,

passes down the gutter on the ridge, from the sides of
which it overflows the roof, is received into the gutter
at the eave called " the drawings," and passes off into
a lower carrier in the same direction as the feeder
whence the water originally came ; or more properly
at right angles with the run of the roof. There is

every modification of this; sometimes a feeder is carried
by a trough over a stream, sometimes it is a wide
spread shallow cutting on which the Grass grows as
well as on the other watered portions of the surface.
If from the great inclination of the ground the water
would pass too rapidly by a carrier with an evenly cut
floor or bottom, small steps or stops are cut to such a
depth and in such numbers as to otfer such resistance to
the passage d: the water as will regulate its (low ; to assist
this operation small pieces of turf are used, and with
the assistance of a dung-fork the tender of the meadows
makes small supplemental dama as circumstances may
require. The meadows are watered at the judgment
and discretion of those who look to them ; no fixed rule
can be laid down ; the watering is carried on in the
winter, when the warmth of the water as well as its
chemical properties benefit the soil. The meadows
below towns necessarily benefit by their position. As
the watering is a matter of judgment, so the produce
of the meadows is at the discretion of the farmer
consumed either for early feed for couples, cut for hay'
or fed again. J. CO. J

Drainage Outfalls.—As a leading article appeared in
your last week's publication advocating powers for
taking outfall drains through the lands of adjoining
proprietors, and as your observations alluded to the
complicated and expensive powers granted in the last
session of Parliament by "The Land Drainage Act,

I presume that you are desirous of laying before
your numerous readers any further information on the
subject, and therefore I trust that you will kindly
insert this letter, and allow me to refer them to an
advertisement appearing in your present Number

said of horses and stable work, and, generally speaking, all
work to which very young children are put would be better no valid excuse. But all cottage property
performed by those older than themselves. This is not so, lithe same character, and one of the reas<L,
believe, in some manufactures. Before leaving the subject, I i

labourer's wages will not allow him to pay such arentmay remark, as I did on a former occasion, that I have not " " "**"" *""*
*"

—-"•---

saidth*,

as a rule; j<
'

heard of any system of industrial training which can practi-
cally take the place of that followed in most of our parishes.

I have been favoured with a statement from which I will
put before you a suggestion on the progress of farm labour

;

13 or 14 years seems to be the age at which a boy should begin

accommodation of families. For this it may be
^-

no valid excuse. But all cottage property as
the same character, and one of the reasons
labourer's wages will not allow him to pay such
be a fair interest on the capital the cottages «'„.„
tenements built as an investment have reference toS ,21
they will bring

;
where, as in this neighbourhood, cotttoai

let at 1*. per week, it » vain to expect that the labourer?!hwell lodged, except in houses built on estates without «SI

'

to the interest on the capital so invested ; therefore ifmM

odd boy: the wages vary with the ages, capabilities, and there is always a corresponding improvement in the oeitemployments of the lads ; after two years' service, or there- nomes
> but there is less excuse for bad cottages. ThisaE

abouts, they rise to under- carters, under-shepherds, and all, in ?ot>
J think, generally urged when cottages "are spokenot t

these days of machinery, may be advanced according to their 1S t0° true ttat land owners and others have allowed this

m

intelligence, skill, and good conduct, as drill men, engine to exist, but it must at the same time be admitted thai
drivers, feeders of the threshing machine, manngers of the wa#es ^ve perpetuated an evil most ruinous to the menial

f

reaping machine, or such situations as will lead them higher social condition of the agricultural labourer.

Beer as Wages.—There is a point to which attatfe

stil with an advance of wages. The great question is, how
shall the services of such useful labourers be best secured to the . „™„ n j • A v j- . \ r „ . .employer? Shall it be as servants hired by the year, or for an

called in the discussion on Mr. luem's paper,*
indefinite period, with a month's notice before leaving, or by belongs to the subject before US. Nay, it asmweekly contract

, ^ the^ of
J
. Management of ^.ftAs to the Old Cttstom of Hiring at Fairs or " Mops." Agricultural Gazette, as an extract from the M.—Ihis subject has been much discussed of late; all seem Wratislaw's Prize Essay on "Farm Capital

1

' in fr
to admit the immoral tendencies of these gatherings. 1{laf- "n™ 1^ ni> 4K» d.— 7 <#_-__m..__ij t'. 1 1

Their advocates take their stand on the right the labourer

fw ^Take
Ki
be

,
b
?sfc

K
mfkefc of M* labour, and they think

that the public fair best secures this object. The objectorsS"?e
n,?

ura eviK w,

hich no contingent good can counter-
balance. They assert that servants so hired seldom renew

1861,"

their engagement at the expiration of the year whereas
servants hired by private agreement generally remain severalyears m the same situation. As to putting down these fairs

oTheT
ge
iVt

h\S^plVem
,

edy °f em *>k
*
ers "*»*? toToto them As to hiring female servants at fairs, it is utterlv

E?4^ble
'w.

d0 DOt
1 T the force of the assertion that

™? ££•? be
?
CP market W the ^bourer. The absence ofany definite character, as one of the grounds of hiring,

em%Ter^^ to objection." Th7ugh ^raT^^give^fteMd,
private contract, without a good character T In^TS * by h

-

aVe
^
eard of a m°dificltion of th& custom. W 1

too notorious to needL comfnent here Fndin?^ 'T, ?ven to the men every morning, during hay time or tan*
aprviP* win, *.i2 f™ .r ^^ 5

ere
-

Endl»S the period of for a certain ouantitv of h^m- d^orJ nn InnUcation at tbe

last number of the Royal Agricultural Journal 1

mean the payment of wages partly in beer.

It appears to me that employers have no n'ghfc to compk
of the drinking habits so common in agricultnral larxroie*

untd they have done their best to check all that may foster

and lead to a vice which is the fertile and acknowled*
source of negligence, pauperism, misery, and crime, acd i
all others most surely endangers the well being of the stock

and property of the farmer. A part, at least, of the renedr

1S m
J°

U
-

r °wn hands
- Beer is given either at stated period*

and during the performance of certain labour; sometiiw

it is given at the goodwill and discretion of fheeBptye"*
an incentive to exertion by the stimulant it supplies; it nay

be given in one or both of these ways ; both, I think, are

Onen to nbiprHnn Tl»rtii™v, ««.«.it- _u « ;« fKA fteld. I

announcing that the West of England Land Draining
Company have the most simple, expeditious and inex-
pensive powers under their Act of Parliament formaking outfall drains, cuttings, &c, through the lands
of adjoining proprietors, and which have been prac-
tically tested in different parts of the country. Fredk
Brodie, Secretary.

Clubs.
Oxtoed : The Management ofAgricultural Labour.

r Key J C Clftteebfck, vicar of Long Witten-
haro, read the following Paper :

Labour has justly been called "the very best capital
when right y used." Its management is chiefly ruled
by the judgment and knowledge of the individual
employer

; though it is greatly influenced by the general
consent and custom of varions districts, as it varies

»• .- T, vtD. froouuo ^wt iruiu tne laDourer uy on« —
the long run ; if so, it is forcing him to sell his Ww**

'

the difference, of 8oiI8. and innnmerable otheT«^: ?<^^^M^^ZASS^S^%TS^

the labourer and his employer- it weakens thVtEZ,*?"?} »n\.does not "™ove the evil. Take the usual v

try to strengthen, and &*^appearslom^^ h^nd^ 7if
8h0^ l6^ ,

0ut certain quantities of beer at certain pen*

advancement of the 'labouredM?v de^cKHnt thf
B0C^ 1 JM I

deem a manifesfc ^J^tice. One man **«?.:
attached to tried service Lon5 Periods SF J^nI*1™ thafc h? can ^t, a second may not require his share,a^
rewards in TOrt^ A^ToZT-i^fLP™?8

,
of service are may aostain entirely, either on principle or from_ AJ

many men drink their
*JJ

-
is a part of then; «g

wWA 8e
n
n™ lengthened service if possible. In the ^se to

Sr; rw^oT-^^^
names and quaUfications of lervllts oT both

*exeT^ ^requirements of the employers, with a view to facilitate enlcT
I ^T^S"*- """t A mend °f ^ine, a tnoroug^ r-r

ments from year to year, or at a month's notice ^ thl^L I ,^
n

* -

Said *? m
,

e a few da^s «nce, » I am nowleavingW&.
might be and this at a small charge sufficient to^c^erS I

2 ** ls
KP

roba^e. I should take another I will net* *«r
penses. The accommodation provided for sSerS r?Z ^X

; ?ore
.
be

!
r; ifc is au evil — ""n rf

boarding in farm-houses is discontinued
' JJEh The X£^ IF"™* kds'" This is ™ ™

habits of the times, is often a subject o difficulty anS vl?£
hl
f Practice- I have given it up, *

often a source of great evil. The barrack lystem daVtZ ™v W° yearS
'
and those the only ,_» -

obtain m this neighbourhood
; in one instance which has feC f

d 'sacement in the field. I will quote Mr. I
under ray own notice it was open to moral obieoti™* SI

8 Pme Esslyrn the Parmino- of Oxfordshire,
imperfect supervision; and I have been toM?5!SS" f*S

slight difficulty, he found that the entire substitute

money for beer worked well, and to the satisfaction of
JJpar^e8.Vand that

' 80 far from the work of the men *
short the remark of his neighbours was, "I can't thu>k«JT
you do with your men ; as soon ae my back is turned I

J|little work done ; come by your farm when I wiU yt>mj
are always at work." A friend of mine, a thoroughlyP»g

to all, and the very ruin

years

Farming of Oxfordshire

Reid's wor

perlflPr

which it would be impossible to specify.
The Ordinary History of the Farm Labourer is verymuch the same It begins, as we know, at a very early

period, fixed rather by the bodily strength than
in years. ° aire

_ —

J^LlTor thi
thCr C

,

raVe f0r *?e emPl°yment of mere children

work£ t'hev mLerLPi°Ky,

er
r
seek

,
them out and give them such

TvZtof^l^hl ™ l
e
\° u°dertake

- Here we are brought»<» to face with a manifest evil ; the too early removal of th es«th^aSK^^1 whi? they^«^^u£S

where the sleeping arrangements otwth*£*mregulated and not placed under proper control.

Wages by the Lay or Piece.—Hiring by the yr ar orotherwise se dom is extended beyond a certain period in
a labourer's life scarcely eyer after marriage, and so hebecomes a weekly servant.

g '

All weekly or rather daily labour divides ifa«ir ,-««« •

taskwork, or dav labour. The difficu es of ioS f-

p,CS °r

are incident to all human affairs. I ^all conduct^iw^*^6

and man was ruled by the hfcheet mnH^ Ten mTwould never come short in quantity n l,^"- ^
work fail in quality. In piece-work there ^houlS be"a good understanding at starting. In some of th«most important and best paid acts of husband^ as rLpfa£

no county ot England is the love of beer among the &&»£
poor so general or so extravagant as in Oxfordshire-
thing out of the common murine on a farm is to be Jew
drop of beer is wanted to make it go off pleasantly. At n»

cart the beer is handed round every two hours. «ome &*T
%

farmers give their «men U per day instead of beer? tW|
good plan, but it shows the inordinate quantity "^
commonly allowed. Most unfortunately the rag «J^when at work is only second to the love of it at the *»£
This miserable infatuation produces wretchedness I

and crime. This does not touch the question, on *m£
fl

J*iR
a strong and growing conviction, as to the necessity or ^
of beer as a beverage. That is a question to be dfP^irf
labourer himself. Not for the labourer, by hB *»*~

paying a part of his wages in beer. j^J

On the subjects on which I have imperfectly to

—the employment of boys at too early an age;

at fairs; hiring by the year, or with a months rt"
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save; uu© super* imuii ui snaug^a, »uu *««.•« »*»

rbkh tbey are lodged ; the regulation of piece and day

fcfcour; pa\iug wages in proportion to the capabilities

«f the labourer ; cottage homes ; and the baneful

practice of paying wages partly in beer—I invite full

tad free discission. I have not ventured to touch on

the use and management of machinery ; it might, I

think, form a good subject for another meeting. One

i the great obstacles to the freer introduction of

mactinery is the prejudice of the labourer, which can

only be removed by the proof that he is a gainer by it.

ThL is acknowledged in threshing by steam. I am not

airare that there is any objection to the steam plough,

hough the reaper is looked on with disfavour. The
working of threshing machines for hire sometimes

fosters irregular habits by offering casual and rather

highly paid employment to those not attached to farms ;

s should be discouraged. The future of British agri-

culture must be greatly influenced by the increased

application of steam in various ways, whether in the

development of the resouitjM of the soil, the invest-

ment of capital, or new and improved inventions. Tin

tin ess i the employer and the well-being of the

labourer, and the happiness of all, must hereafter, as

now, greatly depend on the harmony with which they

work together, and this will always find its best security

in the judicious management of agricultural labour.

The discussion on the subject of the paper was de-

ferred until the next meeting of the Club. Oxford
Journal.

Berkeley and Thornhtjry: Nov. 11.— Major

sfohd contrasted the agricultural views of former

lavs with those of our own. All man's creations were

subject to decay and change. It was not with the land

as it was with them. The soil was no*, as had been

erroneously imagined, susceptible of exhaustion; judi-

ciously managed, and with its outlay handsomely
reimbursed, time and use only enhanced its powers of

productiveness. He adverted to the various manures
applied to the soil, and described their qualities.

He showed how much nature, without the aid

of man, effected for the soil by its agents, the

gun, the rain, the air, the earth-worm itself. He
observed that the natural process of fertilisation

was a slow one. In ancient husbandry long fallows

were thought necessary. Witness the seven years'

ordination of the Jews :
" Six years shalt thou sow thy

field, and six years shalt thou prune thy Vineyard, and
gather in the fruit thereof; but in the seventh year
shall be a Sabbath of rest unto the land, a Sabbath for

the Lord ; thou shalt neither sow thy field nor prune thy
Vineyard." The lecturer then glanced at the system of
the Romans. The ancients, he said, were continually

Aorin.- their failing agriculture. We know that
from every cultivated crop the land sustains a loss;

the ancients failed because their expectations were to get-

eternal supplies of corn and meat without returning to
the land anything in the shape of sustenance and
reparation. Just as to keep up your fire you must not
be sparing of fuel, so to sustain the fertility of the
soil you most be judicious and generous m sup-
plying manure. The sandier and shallower the
soil the hungrier it was, and the more manur-
ing it required. Sixty years ago Turnip growing was
greatly encouraged, and farmers used to believe
they could get large crops without returning its dues
to the land. They were grown wiser now. He dwelt
on the advantages attending deep draining, which were
now well understood, especially in clay lands; without
such draining the heat of day could not reach the
clayey depths. He alluded to the old fashion of ridging
op furrows, by which rain-water, flowing away, carried
away also fertilising qualities. Rain is a valuable ferti-

•er, and should be admitted to the roots of plants,

from the experience of the effects of air and rain, one
sees how useful it is as soon as one crop is off to be
preparing for another. But to secure the full benefit
of sir and rain, deep ploughing is necessary. With
th:s and plenty of manure the farmer need fear no
exhaustion of the soil. In the better sorts of clay, much
of good was locked up which might be drawn out
Dy the means he had suggested. He again reverted to
the good effected by drainage, and dwelt forcibly on
••he evils it prevents. Deep cultivation, he said, secured
moisture in clayey soils. His notes, he said, presented
nothing new to those who had access to the agricultural
literature of the day, but might be beneficial to others.
The benefits of steam cultivation were universally
admitted, and the facilities afforded by the Steam-
ploughing Company, established in the county, were
fully acknowledged. Some arguments ensued as to the
expediency of burning the soil, upon which there was
much diversity of opinion consequent on the tenacity or
adhesiveness of the land the dissentient parties might
happen to cultivate, though one of the speakers
expressed his conviction that he had derived as much
benefit from burning some light sandy land, of which
part of his farm is composed, as he had done from burn-
ing the strongest clay.

teve ; due supervision of strangers, and the manner in other persons—was that they ou^ht to get the show at aid us out of our difficulties. That state of things
Hereford. The subject has been pretty well discussed, vanished with the Corn Laws. It is expected of us as
but there was one point which he had not s a English farmers to act as independent men, using

stage and no favour."

touched upon, viz., that Worcester had been brought every legitimate means in our power to do so, asking
into clan proximity to the ] loyal Society's show.-; by only what every Englishman may fairly claim, a clear

the meetings at Warwick on oneside and Gloucester on
the other, while Hereford, owing to its want ot railway

communication, had been shut out altogether. Again,

he saw by the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal,

there were only 43 subscribers to the Society and two
governors inWorcestershire, while in Herefordshire there

were 96 subscribers and three governors—a fact which
he thought spoke volumes for this county in whatever
light it might be taken. He conceived that any man
who felt for the honour and interest of agriculture

ought to subscribe to the 1'oyal Agricultural Society;

and viewed in that light Herefordshire had more than

double the number of patriotic men than was to be

found in the much larger and more populous county of

Worcester. Again, with regard to breeders of cattli

there was more than double and treble the number in

Herefordshire as compared with Worcestershire; besides

which Herefordshire was a county possessing one ot th

three great breeds of cattle— a breed which it claimed

Pembrokeshire.—At the last meeting of this

Society Mr. Bonar read a paper on " The best method
of laying down Grass lands, or permanent pastures, the

kinds and quantities of seed required." He said :—We
may have a failure in our crop of Oats or Barley, by
grub, or wire-worm, or a poor return of Wheat, as too

many have done this year, or the fly may take our

Turnips, or the disease destroy our Potatoes. To have
any of these crops a failure, would be. of course, a

great loss to the farmer, but still, it is but one year's

loss, another crop next year might redeem his loss.

But, should we, through carelessness in cultivation or

manuring, or what is quite as important, should we err

in the Selection of sound seeds properly suited to our
soils, and thus lose a crop ol Grass, it is not
only one year's loss but a loss for many years to

.. -.«.... , , , , , ,
come. It is then no mean object for us to make

the merit of originating , nlthough now he was happy
, onrselves 1)ettcr acquainted with the most ap-

to say, it was to be found all over the world. Again, in
j

ni mctllod ot lavillg down tMg the largest
a monetary sense Herefordshire was a

^
better customer portion of land we now" occupy, to the best advantage,

to the Royal Society than Worcestershire by something A very respectable farmer in my neighbourhood told

me, when discussing the different systems of farminglike 70/. a-year ; and, as he had already observed, what-
ever view was taken of the subject, he could come to no
other conclusion than that the meeting of 1863 oupht
to be at Hereford. As regarded the district of Boss,

had every reason to be proud
which it was farmed, notwith-
slurs and backbiting of people.

He had the pleasure the other day of riding over
the Stoke Edith Estate, and he could assure them
that a very great pleasure it was. To be on
horseback from 9 o'clock in the morning until 6 in the
evening, and during all that time to see nothing but

he thought they

of the way in

standing all the

and cropping, that the old system was the best that

ever was, or would be. The old system of laying down
Grass lands is to go on with white crop after white
crop in succession until the land is completely ex-
hausted, and then nature is left to provide the crop of
Grass. Now, what is the result ? Is it a crop of

I

luxuriant, healthy, permanent pasture? No, it is only

I

a mass of coarse herbage, with neither nourishment nor
feeding properties in it. It would take a good deal of
time, trouble, and expense to extirpate such a mass, and

«"••»•«*. uuu uuimg a,. ».*„ ume to see notnmg ow
in doing so we make the land so light, that in a drv

good forming, was, he did not hesitate to say, a state of, g?MOn we s]jall nm a glvat rigk j ft lo£ng onp nextm£
There are many of my neighbouring farmers who would,
at this season of the year, be very reluctant to change a
stubble field with me, as they say they have got plenty
of Grass in them for their cattle, while mine would

things which reflected great credit upon the county, and
upon Lady Emily Foley and her tenantry in particular,

for it showed that good feeling and entire confidence
must have subsisted between her ladyship and her
agent and tenantry before such a satisfactory position

could have been attained. Colonel Challouer," a distin-

guished member of the Council of the Agricultural
Society, was also present, and pronounced it to be the
best-farmed estate he had ever seen in his life. Con-
ceiving, therefore, that Herefordshire men had reason
to be proud of their present position, he would exhort
them, in the event of the meeting of the Royal Society
being held in Hereford in 1863. to make an effort, every

starve a goat. Hut this only shows the two different

systems offanning, and I shall leave every one to adopt
the one that pays him best. But my first object is to
clean the land (which I consider the best principle of
farming), and everything I do not sow I consider to be
a weed ; and I think there is no other way of doing
that properly without a fallow or a green crop. We
may, in some seasons, under very favourable circum-
stances, be able to clean our stubble Gelds in some

£™ !° ,
se
"?

,

s7 etIlinS fit t0 *e seen, from his own measure for another wMte crop, and roay cart or born
farm, and not to leave one mar. m a par,., or a district no end of Couch from „ bu{ ;„ such / wet
to exert himself to sustain the honour of the county.

season as
the past we too often find it a failure. I am a great
advocate for deep ploughing, and more especially

for stubble lands before green crops. This I do in

the autumn and the early part of winter, instead

of allowing my stock to make the land into mortar;
and I invariably find that when this is done, and the
surface completely buried, that a great portion of the
weeds disappear before spring, and as I make it a rule
not to grow two white crops in succession, it is seldom
that I have any trouble of cleaning in spring, further
than one ploughing and harrowing. If anything more
is wanted, as the land has been properly stirred to its

depth, I consider the grubber or scarifier to be a more
efficient implement than any other, more especially in a
dry spring, as there is often an error committed in
exposing the soil too much to the elements. The

be out of place to take a retrospective view of them, during the summer in the ordinary way. We must
which may assist in forming some resolution as a reply

j

allow the spring to be too far advanced before ploughi

Ross
: Herefordshire.—At the late annual meeting

JJr. Cadle spoke thus of Hereford for the Agricultural
Meeting of 1863 :—They were all aware that Hereford-
»re was trying to get the meeting of the Royal

^gncoltural Society held in the county town in 1863.
«»s own opinion—and it was one entertained by many

Httngerford : Usefulness of Farmers' Clubs.—At
the last meeting of this Club a paper on this subject
was read by Mr. Chandler, of Al Jbourne, from which
we make the following extracts:

—

A Farmers' Club is not to be mistaken for an Agri-
cultural Society. He thought he might venture to

say that there was scarcely a county in the United
Kingdom without its Agricultural Society. But of
Farmers' Clubs—how few there were, and how weakly
supported ? There must be some cause for this cold-

ness, which it may be well to inquire into, either in the
existing management or in the apathetic indifference of
the agricultural body in general. Having had a
tolerably lengthened experience in ohseiving the
working of two or three of these societies it may not Turnip ^crop will then be put down and kept clean
V« steel «P «vl»A sv 4-^ i-~.1.~ „ i. i.' _• _r »I. J • __ il •. .« .. -m . .

not

to the questions under discussion. The first observe- i as the effect of
w
the atmosphere will go further in pul-

tion he would make was, that such clubs were usually I verising the soil than the Cambridge roller. It
got up without a due consideration of the principles

! is absolutely necessary that we should have our
which should govern them, to render them effective not land converted into a firm mould or seed-bed
only to the wants of the immediate district in which before sowing Grass seeds, and if that cannot be ob-
they are to operate, but also for the wider sphere of j tained after harrowing in the Barley, we ought to roll
usefulness, extending throughout the whole community. I before sowing the Grass seeds, then cover them slightly,
They were too often started by a few over-zealous and | and then roll again. There are many different opinions
enthusiastic men, who enter most warmly on their new as to the best depth of cover at which certain Grasses
hobby for the first season or so, by discussing such

;

and Clover should be sown, but my opinion and experi-
subjects as come under their notice in the regular ence is that the slighter the covering the better. There
routine of farm operations, which scon become " fiat, i* a work published by Lawson, on the cultivated
stale, and unprofitable," and in a short time result in a Grasses, which I would highly recommend to all who are
failure. He would recommend that in the formation of , connected with farming. It not only gives a full

new clubs, and in the revision of the present ones, there description of the various natural and artificial Grasses
should be no rule to prohibit discussing politics in

j

but embraces all that is useful and interesting regard-
reference to agriculture, as he would relj on the good ing their nature and habit, the particular soils for which
taste of the members to prevent acrimonious contro- ! they are adapted, and the peculiar circumstances under
vers}', when taken up by men who look practically which their culture is necessary or desirable. I would

into the different bearings of the case deeply affecting recommend the seed barrow, now in use, for sowing the

their own interest. seed, and more especially the Clover, as by using it we
To the question "Are they of any use?" he not only save a quantity of seed per acre, but distribute

observed that if they were not thev woald be, if the n more equally on the surface than can be done by

t. To suppose that this or that club the hand. But, before taking leave of this part of theproperly carried out
would individually do any great amount of good, was subject, we must not overlook the use of lime. For my
more than its most sanguine suppor' 8 dare expect, own part, 1 consider it to be one oi the first and most

The most deficient element amongst farmers is organi-
[

essential manures applicable at this stage, as it has that

sation, without which all their declamations at the powerful effect of acting upon all inert and irony sub-

market 'tables against various evils supposed or other- stances, which abound in some soils, and which prove

wise, such for instance, as the great increase in the detrimental to healthy vegetation, and it dissolves all

county expenditure, the' imperfect corn returns, &c, A. vegetable matters, and renders them available in the

amount to idle words only* The time is long since past shape of easily assimilated food for plants.—Mr. Bonar
when it was imagined that we must trust to others to proceeded to give tables of the mixture of seeds ret&m-
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mended by Lawson in various circumstances, and to

recommend the purchasing of good seed at fair prices

instead of seeking cheap seed and getting rubbish.

Abridged from the Pembrokeshire Herald.

Reigate : Sparrow Clubs.—The following is an

extract from a paper by Mr. Maetin-

, sen., read before

the Keigite Natural History Club, reported in the

Surrey Standard:—
The Supreme Maker and Governor of all things does

not require the aid of Sparrow Clubs, or any other of

our ingenious devices to diminish the quantity of

sparrows.

Although the sparrows levy a small contribution on

the farmer's grain, yet the far greater portion of their

food is from injurious insects, aud the whole of the food

they give their young is from the tribes of insects. At
the beginning of the world man would have succumbed
in the unequal struggle if God had not given him in

the bird a powerful auxiliary, a faithful ally, who
wonderfully accomplishes the task which man is

incapable oC performing—in fact, against his enemies of

the insect world, man would be powerless without the

bird.

If the sparrows and the rooks make us pay very

moderately for their services, all other birds, the pigeon

excepted, are devourers of insects, and render us

gratuitous services. Among them are nocturnal birds,

as the barn owl, bats, and others, which ignorance

foolishly persecutes. The wood pecker, the various

species of the swallow, the charming songsters of the

fields, the nightingales, black caps, red breasts,

red starts, wagtails, larks, wrens, and other

small birds, render most invaluable service. As
an example of the proceedings of these useful

creatures, 10 swallows were killed, and in their

stomachs were found the remains of 5482 insects,

giving to each bird 543 insects destroyed ; analogous

results attend the hedge sparrows. With respect to

our formidable enemies, the cockchaffer and a host of

others, the cockchaffer deposits from 70 to 100 eggs at

a time, which are soon transformed into white grubs,

which for two or three years live on the roots of our

most valuable vegetables. The weevil produces from
70 to 90 eggs, which, laid in so many grains of corn,

become larvaa that eat them all up.
" Thus the bird can live without man, but man

cannot live without the bird." Common sense and
right-mindedness would come .to the conclusion that
man, grateful for the invaluable services of these
friends and faithful allies, the small birds, would take
them under his special protection; yet man, by a
strange blindness and ignorance, is often the greatest
enemy of these gentle and beautiful creatures, and sis if

it was not enough, that we should, from sheer ignorance,
carry on this war of extermination, parents allow their
boys in their birdnesting sports to rob the nests of the
eggs, and frequently of the young birds, a senseless and
useless sport, as usually pursued, and, without spurious
or sentimental feeling, we may fairly suppose some pain
to the little parents in the bereavement.
We see in domesticated birds the anxious assiduity

with which the hens particularly care for and foster

their young—how much and with what sedulous care
the common ben bird shelters her chickens under her
wings. With a similar instinctive affection we' may
fairly suppose the birds in the hedges feel and cherish
their young, and we ought to feel the cruelty inflicted

on the poor little creatures by the thoughtless and
wilful boy who robs the nest, generally from mere
wantonness, or to very little purpose. Bird nesting
ought not, therefore, to be tolerated, and the clergy,
with the schoolmasters, shoutd be enabled to impart
useful and humane knowledge on these and other subjects
of natural history to their pupils.
That these defenceless little creatures have been

enabled to survive this grievous warfare is one of the
mysteries only to be explained by the wonderful good-
ness of God, who incessantly redeems and corrects the
errors and faults of that fallible creature, Man.

In a recent Number of *' All the Year Round," a
popular periodical, is a facetious version of the French
report on bird destruction in the form of a Congress of
Birds—Sir Robert Redbreast, K.G., i.e. Knight of the
Garden, in the cbair, by acclamation of wings.
The version of the French document is pleasantly

written, and ig agreeable in perusal for the general
reader, as stating the ravages as respects all vegetable
productions by myriads of insects, all endowed with
prodigious fecundity, and living exclusively on valuable
vegetable productions; among them Wheat and other'
corn plants are destroyed at the root by the grub of
the cockchaffer, and by other vermin in the grain by
the weevil.

The cruciferous plants, as the Turnips, by other
infects; others take up their abode in the pod of Beans,
Peas, and Lentils.

At bottom the vital sap is intercepted by under-
ground and burrowing insects. After these, mice and
rats expect their share, so that nearly half a crop may
be lost but for our friends, the small birds.

Those who have travelled through France, even
merely to Paris, must have observed almost all the land
in open fields with few living hedges, and therefore,
affording but little shelter for small birds.

Those who travel at home observe the continual
grubbing of hedgerows, and laying small fields together
to make large ones, to have more land under the

plough ; which, considering that we are large importers

of grain, can hardly be disapproved, although we must

lament the diminut'ion of shelter and protection for our

little and invaluable friends, the birds.

In all probability the French government will have

stringent measures to restrain the wholesale destruction

of small birds. In this country we shall rely on gentle

moral reason and suasion to effect the same objects, and

in the hope of the entire discontinuance of the Sparrow

Clubs, the patrons and promoters of which will be

assured that they are making a great mistake in the

destruction of little creatures who, living partly on

grain, repay the gardener and the farmer tenfold by

feeding much more on those minute animals, many of

them too small to be visible to the human eye without

the aid of the microscope, but visible to those quick

sighted birds, as well as the grubs, caterpillars, and all

other animalcules which prey on and destroy the pro-

ducts of horticulture aud agriculture.

Farm Memoranda.
The Royal Farm: at Osborne, Isle of Wight.—

The Windsor farms have been reported on by Mr.
Spearing in his Essay on Berkshire farming; though
differing in many details they are managed on much
the same principle as those at Alverstone and Barton,

These lie on rather low ground, to the south of Osborne,

on a very tenacious clay soil, as witnessed by the

difficulty with which four stout horses may be seen

dragging one of Howard's ploughs along a furrow on a
Wheat stubble. The buildings, to which a good house

is attached, are of a moderate size, though the stable

room is sufficient for 28 horses in two compartments,
flanked by cartsheds and divided by a hay store and
tool house. The mangers and racks are on one level,

the former being formed with upright bars rising from
the floor to the side of the manger. The angles of the

buildings here are fitted with rounded bricks, an
arrangement which gives a neat appearance, and saves

damage and dissight from broken corners. The doors

are hung on rotating sheaves, by which they are dis-

engaged from too great a bearing on the sill, and slide

with great ease. The ordinary Scotch carts are made
to allow the removal of the bed, so that the wheels

may receive the framework of the East Lothian harvest

cart. The minor arrangements of the buildings

will apply equally to those at Barton, the home
farm of Osborne. The yards are connected

yards. The form

pare

id, an arrangement
little f

sheep. The collection
of

pigs iurm no peculiar
in the establishment, and are either
or Sussex, or a cross between the two n ?
cross in this and other parts of the county tO*yards used in the lambing season for a flock rDown ewes, with sheds with sparred hn^i
sheep may be fed, «» —i~- 0ards <*

by feeders of
ments shows the encouragement »-

tven
highest quarters to the improvement

I*
cultural mechanism. Burgess & Key's rea •

spoken of on dry ground, though on the ch
*

wet the wheels become clogged; thus too «
cultivator, though it works well in the d

•

adapted, as we mentioned in another case to^u
It is quite impossible in so short a space tod
to this establishment. The results here pro,?
in all lands highly farmed, in districts where

ii

ments are, generally speaking, in arrear,
cannotto

Ishow the development of which the soil

under the indispensible conditions of thorough
d,

deep and clean cultivation, the application of
superphosphate, and other artificial manure* in a?
to the farmyard dung made on the

nremiJaL
'

the rotation suited to the varied
requiretnentsof

soil, and the economical application of mecWi
power to economise labour in the operations of

tural science. J. C. Q.

produe^

Miscellaneous.
Flavouring Bay.—Two such seasons as 1860^1

1861 have occasioned an increased breadth of mm
qualities being stored in our midland district

therefore been led to try how to make the moiU
The formula given by me in the Messenger is-

Fenugreek (powdered) uj^
Pimento

[^
Aniseed 4"

Carraways .. 4"

Cumine .. .. j

(Mixed and strewed over the rick in building")

"

I do not offer this as by any means the best tint

be made, but I give it with full confidence, as bed
safe, reliable, and valuable compound for the pvj3

indicated. For a greater outlay you can get a bfl

combination ; and I have still some observations inJ
extending over more than two years, which I think

lead to important results. Still, the preceding sb;

neither be despised nor forgotten. Take ourotat

with the fatting stalls; 35 Galloway polled Scots last year as an illustration : our local rainfall in k
with pigs not bred on the farm were the stock to be
seen. The soil immediately round these buildings is

clay, therefore entailing the inconvenience of a
deficiency of water supply. Ascending the hill

towards Barton, the character of the soil changes to a
sand covered with gravel, which when, as here, thorough
drained to the depth of 4 feet, at distances varying
with the requirement of the soil, gives the advantage
of a lighter surface soil; this is at once visible by the
improved appearance of the crops, especially ofthe young
Clovers, and the way in which it carries a dry flock of
West Country Downs, which appear to be the stock
best fitted for the soil. The maintenance of sheep,
especially a breeding flock, on such land, taken as a
whole, must be a questionable policy.

On passing the lodge at the entrance to Barton Farm,
the well kept carriage drive is bounded on either side by
a hedge of onerowot Quickset, protected most effectually

from sheep and other cattle by a remarkably neatly
made wattled fence, which has nearly seen some of the
Quicksets out of harm's way, and is a great improve-
ment in appearance on the ordinary post and rail.

In the frequent undulations of the soil, the variations
a*re to be seen as the beds of sand or clay come to the
surface : in the hollow near the farm are ponds of water
communicating with each other, and revealing the
springy nature of the land and the necessity for deep
drainage to keep any flowing water well beneath the
surface of the cultivated soil. Though the aspect is not
attractive its appearance gives sufficient evidence that
such a soil under effective drainage and good husbandry
may be brought into such a state as to encourage out-
lay and improvement, sadly needed in many neighbour- treasure which they gladly see increase, «w ^j

,,

"JL-^!?*?.*
?he ample hay-stacks show that a large ing their waste through thoughtlessness or not*-

the best hay-making month, was no less tins

inches, falling in 27 days. It is evident, therefor^&
on a breadth of 200 acres of hay, tbere must h/tka

spoiled lots somewhere^ yet out of a winter'sas*

tion of between 300 and 400 tons, not above**,

at most, could be said to have been wasted, ffeto*

cut any great amount into chaff, nor do wept*

steaming the provender; and I assign the ^
practical fact to the free use of the flavouring nni-

named. "You may ask how it affected the healli'

the stock. I can only reply that our beasts, number

170 head, came out with more than average bloon

spring ; and the cow doctor's bill, from November

t

April inclusive (the hay-consuming seasonjJiM*

run over 3d. per head." Mr. BoicicJc, Farmers
1 $«**

Penny Banks.—The Penny Bank is designee^

first and temporary reserve fund, the ?*;
treasure house of the industrious poor, tkertWt

stone to the savings bank. The penny \m*&*

deposits of smaller amount, and encourages them t>y<

allowance of interest. It is intended to catcU

such regular periodical payments as are m*»

"benefit clubs" in reference to health or clotW

occasional contributions, chance pennies, grjt*•

earnings for over-work; the overplus of any ww> .

might otherwise soon vanish at the ale-noun.

where, in worse than unprofitable results. WP|
facilities for laying up little sums, from a pentf

^

minimum, which might otherwise go astray

withdrawing any amount at the shortest noji

secures a little fund for a fixed purpose again**.

day. It befriends the young by forming a

"J
treasure which they gladly see increase, or by 1

portion of the land is in Grass under the scythe; the
levelling of some of this land to fit it for the operation
of the mowing machine shows the system in progress,
and that no expense is spared to insure permanent
improvement. Not to enter into the details of the
arrangements, all the barn work, cutting food for
the cattle, with a sawing table is performed by
an 8-horse standing steam engine, by Easton and
Amos. We find 22 black polled Galloway Scots,
bought in, feeding in boxes in which the manure
is allowed to accumulate under them till it rises
to the level of the doors, which are 2 feet above
the floor ; a railway which runs throughout the centre
of the buildings is about 3 feet above the floor of the
boxes. The water is laid on, and is allowed to stand
by the beasts ; an arrangement condemned by many
experienced feeders as tending to a waste of food, and
risking injury to the condition of the beast. The pride
of the establishment is a herd of 14 Channel Island
dairy cows more or less bred upon the farm, the animal
no doubt best suited to the locality and very pleasing
to the eye: they occupy an extended compartment
of the ne building Rs that in which the oxen are

ere are other Galloway Scots in the

spending. It befriends the honest and m«»*

labourer by taking care of his spare pence
; "^

servants by protecting their savings and pe*P

The widow and orphan resort to it to withdr*

had been deposited beforehand for their teropo^.

in need. By it the punctual payment or
.

promoted, and the cultivator of allotments is J

meeting his expectant landlord. The grown W
a family, awaiting in uncertainty the exact

leaving home for distant work, have cherisne •

penny bank their little accumulations, and toi

serviceable at the right moment. There are

200 penny banks established chiefly withm w»

years, and nearly all under gratuitous nia^-

Our own penny bank had its origin parti} 1 rj^
shown by other towns (particularly Sout

f ,^^4
partly in the warning which grew out ot a

"
t
«B

abuse in this town of a casual distribution 01^^M
as fire-suppression-money ; when a portion or ^
bestowed upon 330 men, women, and clllk1nV

pro i *

been engaged in rescuing their neighbour* 1

was dissipated in drunkenness and not, * ^ ,,

terminate without manslaughter in our scree^y
ever since our bank ha3 been steadily in p »

j
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jev recently distribnted in the same manner has

i ilepofiited there. Since the 27th December, 185S,

t
convenient room has been devoted to this business in

t situation central, but not in the main thoroughfare,

re have received nearly 300/. from 507 depositors

ja 5S00 deposits. Of this sum, upwards of 160/. has

been lodged, in the names ot our treasurers, at the

ivingrs Bank, and, though we have paid out in with-

rairals more than 130Z., in 357 payments, we have

! never diminished the Saving Bank investments.

•epositors include a few residents in five adjoining

tarishes, and we have received an application to form

branch in one more distant. In every town and

tillage support to these useful establishments may be

-ged upon the parishioners on the plea of economy in

local taxation. For we promote among the working-

rlasses, and all persons occupying a sphere of

endency, the habit of thrift and frugality, and, if we
^n induce the commencement of the habit, and it he

i/!)sved to acquire its legitimate strength, and to yield

its appropriate fruite /.., moral independence and

freedom from want), we benefit not only the depositors,

but every person subject to the payment of poor rates.

Jfr. Cruse, of Warminster,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended N< nber 21 ; observed by Mr. J. B. 8pearing,

Moulsford, WulliiiKford.
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J. JONES
BEGS TO OFFER A COMPLETE

Hot-Water Apparatus for Houses
according to the following Plans, delivered Free to any

Railway Station in England.
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• Snow.

The readings are taken at 9 a.k. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, thrrrfore, to the preceding 84 hours. The
Thermometers art placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge it

7 feet from the ground.

Calendar of Operations.
NOVEMBER.

Isle or Ely, Nov. 12.—We have at length had rain enough
to enable us to [sow our Wheat, although the land even yet
remains in many instances very dry and dusty, and in others
very hard and rough. There is nevertheless sufficient mois-
ture, we conceive, to vegetate the seed except in a few special

Wheat seeding is necessarily late, and should we get
early and severe winter, that sown upon fen lands will be

in great danger of losing its plant. We heard a fen farmer say
the other day, that he had sown 356 acres, and had not a single
acre up. A. mild and genial winter would probably make the
late sown crops better than if they had been put in earlier.

Unquestionably much depends upon the character of the
winter and spring as to the prospects of another harvest.
Threshing is going on at a rapid rate, and the bulk of the
present year's crops will soon have gone into consumption.
The railway authorities have been taxed to the uttermost to
find adequate means of transit for the heavy deliveries of the
last two months. Sacks and trucks could by no possibility
be supplied in sufficient numbers for the removal of the
grain, and farmers have been compelled frequently to hold for
some time after sales have been made before they could deliver
the corn. Stations have been crammed with sacks of grain
piled up until it seemed impossible to hold another. We fear
the spring will have a different report to present. Deliveries
must then be as short as they are heavy now. Prices have
been satisfactory and money needed. Our report of the yield
of the Wheat crop is not more favourable. Experience only
confirms our previously formed opinion, viz., that in the fens
the crop is only about two-thirds of an average one. The
weather has been favourable for taking up and carting off
Mangels, and the most has been made of it. The bulk of this
crop is now up and ttored in capital condition, and the quality
is fine, and the bulbs generally a good size. The cattle and
sheep continue to realize high* prices. Meat also maintains its
alue. The corn trade is firm, and prices tend upwards.
Tour Fen Reporter.

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 10 feet ..

25 feet by 12 feet ..

30 feet by 12 feet .

.

40 feet by 15 feet ..

50 feet by 15 feet •

ice

With Cylinder Boiler. I Saddle Boiler
£8
S 10

10
11 10

16 10
IS 10
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10 10
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Notices to Correspondents.
PouLTRr.—There has been an over supply of all sorts of
poultry during the week, and prices have suffered in conse-
quence :—

Large Fowls Each
Smaller ditto
Chickens
Geese
Ducks / ,,

Pheasants ,,

Partridges ,

Grouse
Hares
Rabbits
Wild ditto
Pigeon* _ _

The Royal Cheise : A Somersetshire Man is good enough thus
to reply to n\vc inquiry last week:—I hasten with much
pleasure, and as a sort of thank-offering for your answers to
my various queries from time to time, to tell you all I know
about the •« Chees9 presented to her Majesty " by the
8omerset folk. The inhabitants of West Pennard, a village
near Glastonbury, Somerset, in order to evidence their
loyalty resolved that a cheese should be made from the milk
of all the covr in the parish, and when ripe should be pre-
sented. In order to carry out this resolution an immense
vat was constructed with th6 Royal arms and many other
rich embellishments carved upon it. On the anniversary of
the Queen's coronation about 50 of the wives and daughters
of the subscribers assembled at the house of Mr. G. Nash,
with one meaVs milk from 737 cows which were kept in the
parish. This amounted to upwards of 20 hogsheads, and
occupied the contributors from morning till night to turn
into curd. When finished it measured 9 feet in circumfer
ence, 3 feet 1 inch in diameter, and 1 foot 10 inches deep. It
*•"»» presented to the Queen at Buckingham Palace, Feb 19
1S41. Teignmouth, Devon, Nov. 19.

Wintering Stock : Mr. J. Ford, jun., wriUs to correct a refer-
ence to Thorley's food in his paper last week on this subjectHe spoke of its having been reduced 201. a ton in price ; heought to have said 10/. a ton.

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

'20 feet by 1 feet .

.

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet ..

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet .

.

-SECTION

WithCylinderBoiler. Saddle Boiler.
Price

t»

»»

»»

»»

»»

£11 10
12 10
14 10
16 10
22
24 10

£12 6
13
15
17
S3

26

CO
#

o

Q>

a

SUCTION.

• •

• #

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet

20 feet by 10 feec

25 feet by 12 feet

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

50 feet by 15 feet

Price

»»

»»

»»

»»

*»

With (Minder Boiler.

£12 10
13 10
16 10
19
24 10
27

t

Saddle Boiler
£13
14
17
20
25 10
28 10

o

'A

SECTION

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet
20 feet by 10 feet
25 feet by 12 feet
30 feet by IS feet
40 feet by 15 feet

50 feet by 15 feet

• «

•

• •

Price

19

M

»»

With CylinderBoiler.
£16
17 10
21 10
25
31
83 10

Saddle Boiler.

£17
18 10
22 10
26
32
35—a —^ -www • *

j ? w AV v
The above prices include Boiler, strong Furnace-doori, Bars,

Plate, Soot-doors, D-imper, and Supply Cistern-pipes of 4-inch

diameter, Elbows, <fec. ; all of the best quality.
Delivered free to any Railway Station in England. Terms :

Nett Cash.
Estimates will be sent for the work fixed complete, or far-

ther particulars on application to

J. Jotter, Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, 6, Bankside,

London, S.B.

pla5s.

i^REEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS hare
\A proved to be the best, and have carried off every prizo
that has been given in all cases of competition. They are
noiseless in working, self-sharpening, self-cleaning, simple in
construction, and easier to work and less liable to get out of
order than any other Lawn Mowers extant.

Illustrated Price Lists may be had of Thomas Greek, Smith-
field Iron Works, Leeds; or 2

f
Victoria Street, Holborn Hill,

London, E.C.
N.B. Old Machines repaired and made as good as new,

OHN SHEWEN, Sevenoaks, Kent, Manufacturer
of all kinds of HOTWATEIt APPARATUS for Horticul-

tural Purposes, Public Buildings, Dwelling Houses, and Offices.

on the most improved principles, and of Rogers's Couical and
the Improved Corrugated Saddle Boiler.

OSEl'H SMITH, Horticultural Buildeu, New
Road, Hammersmith, W., makes of good materia!

LEAN-TO and SPAN-ROOF HOUSES, at 8d. per foot; if

glazed and painted, Is. PIT LIGHTS, painted, complete, 8<i. ;

if OBglazed, 4±d.
THREE ready-mide HOUSES for SALE, viz. :-

24 by 13 feet 6 inches Lean-to £S4
23 by 12 feet „ 32 10
27 by 10 feet r> inches Span 47 10

Also Fifteen f> bv 4 feet LIGHTS, glazed with 15 oz.

16*. each: and Fifteen with 21 or., 17*. <W. each ; Eight 7 feet
<i inches by 4 feet, 10*. «V/., all well pointed.

HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 24*. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stan<\fl

to use without brickwork, 50*. each. Valves from ISt. 6d. eacb.
Beck's Patent Valves. Furnace Doors, Furnace Burs, Supply
Cisterns, and Builders' Castings of every description in stock, at
Mr. Lynch Whiter Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.

VENTILATING STOVES ! SUSPENSION
STOVES !—Approved by thousands of Purchaser*, and

recommended as the two Best, Cheapest, most Healthy and
Economical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,
Shops, Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses
with Prices sent post free.

Deane & Co., Stove Range, Ironmongery and Furnishing
Warehouse, London Bridge. Established ad. 1700.

IUDELL'S PATENT SLOW-UOMHUSTIOX
COTTAGE BOILER for HEATISG CONSERVATORIES.

ENTRANCE HALLS, BATHS, &c, by
the Circulation of Hot Water.

Requires no brickwork setting; will
keep in action from 12 to IS hours with-
out attention, at an expense of about 3d.
per day. Is perfectly safe, requires no
additional building, and may be seen in
operation daily at the

Patentee's Warehouse, 155,Cheapside^
London, E.C.

Price complete from Zl. 10*.
Illustrated Prospectus free, and Esti-

mates prepared for Erecting Hot-Water
Apparatus of any magnitude.

K

West of England, Ireland, and Wales.

VINCENT SKINNER
(late Partnerwith.1. Weeks

& Co.), erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, and
HOT-WATER APPAKATUS.
His improved Pipe Boilers,

which give such universal fiSotioV
satisfaction for Warming- Churches and Hothouses, will heat
from 100 to 2000 feet of Pipe.
Plans and Estimates on application to V. Skixver, Bridewell

Street, Bristol.

Hothouses for the Million.

IMP /v
I W|

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—On the
principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton,

M. P., combining simplicity, cheapness, excellence, and dura-
bility, being capable of fulfilling, m the most perfect manner,
all the requirements of Horticulture. Lean-to Houses, 30 feet
in length, can be had for less than 171. Span Roofs, 30 feet in,

length, for 33£. ; and all other dimensions at equally low prices.
Delivered free to any Railway Station round London.

Illustrated Circulars, with Lists of Prices, can be had on
prepaid application to Samuel Herema.v, 7, Pall Mall Baat,
London.

Patent Horticultural Works, 152, King's Road,

Chelsea, S.W.

EDENCH, Inventor, Patentee, and Sole
• MAJftTFA. RER of HORTICULTURAL BrtLDHTOS with

Wood Framework and Hollow Galvanised Imn Sashes instead

of Wood. Complete at 1». 3d. per foot superficial, and never

require any more painting after first erection.
(

Five hundred reference* can be given. See Gardenen

Chronicle, April 27th, 1861, page 387 ; Edward L. Betts, Esq .

Preston Hall, near Maidstone ; Mr. Thomas Frost has proved

them for both Plant Houses and Vineries for above 11 years.

E. D. has just erected one in the Royal Horticultural Gar-

Also Manufacturer of all kinds of Horticultural Buildings in

Wood and Iron of the ordinary kind, at the lowest price and

best materials.

Heating every description of building by Hot Water or Gas.

Several Second-hand Houses for Sale.
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MUSGRAVE'S PATENT STABLE FITTINGS

and HARMLESS LOOSE BOXES, PATENT IRON
COW-HOUSE FITTINGS, and IRON PIGGERIES.

These inventions are recom-
mended as possessing numerous
advantages not to be found in

anything hitherto made. Ac
the late Meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society at Leeds,

Musgrave Brothers received a

Silver Medal, and two Awards
of "Highly Commended," being

the only Prizes conferred on any competitor in this class.

Particulars sent on application to the Inventors and Makers,

Musgrave Brothers, Ann Street Iron Works, Belfast.

^
VTETTING for SHEEPFOLDS, made of Cocoa Nut

JN Fibr. Price U. per yard COCOA NUT CORD for

THATCHING.-Wildey and Co., Manufacturer of Cocoa Nut

Matting and Mats, Holland Street, Blackfnars Road, Sji.

Paxton Works, Sheffield, Established 1738

*

JTYLOR and SONS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

•with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,

Ac. Price 25s. 6d. each.

IRON YARD
and

GARDEN PUMPS
3 feet 6 inches under spout

2£ 8 3£ inch

43s. 53s. 60s. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require

any fixing below the level of

the ground.

PUMPS of J.Tylor & Sons'

manufacture to be obtained

of Plumbers in all parts of

+.hft United Kingdom.

J. Tylor «fc Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,

Newgate Street, London, E.C.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c.

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in

the three Kingdoms.

w Important to Gardeners.

article superior in quality to anything we have hitherto been
able to offer, in PRUNING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING
KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSOR3, GARDEN
SHEARS, &c. f owing to their being temperel under an
entirely new process, which renders the blade tough and
not liable to break, and also gives the edge a lasting
keenness which we can warrant them to retain for at
least double the time they would under the old method of
tempering, thus facilitating the work and saving the time
usually lost by having constantly to renew the edge by
sharpening, consequently making them more durable in wear
and better adapted for all kinds of work, every blade being
guaranteed of the same temper.

Caution. None are genuine except marked Saynor, or

Saynor, Maker. Other marks would cause the purchaser
disappointment.

j
AKDC()

t>

MAKCFAcrnuag

fining andB^
KNIVES,

SPOBTSMAK^^^.
of POCKET

CUTrim

Dealers in Gambia

Shears, Scissors, ^j^

Glamorgan Works

B rsorwicn.

^FURTHER REDUCTION in the PRICE of tn»
NETTING.—April, 1861.

m*

NEW IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.
GREAT IMPROVEMENT WITH REDUCED PRICE.

PRICES PEB LlKEAIi YAED, 24 INCHES HIGH :

Size of
mesh.

Mostly used for

Light. Medium.

Japan-
ned.

2£ inch

2 inch

If inch

1£ inch

Hares, Dogs, Poultry
Game or Poultry Netting
Small Rabbits, Hares, &c.

Smallest Rabbits

Galvan-
ized.

3d.

hd.

4$d.

6d.

Japan-
ned.

&}d.

4d.

bid.

Galvan
ized.

u.
5d.

6d.

Id.

Strong. Extra Strong.

Japan-
ned.

±\d,

Zd.

$\d.

Id.

Galvan-
ized.

6d.

6%d.

Id.

Vd.

Japan-
ned.

Q\d.

7d.

9d.

Galvan-
ized.

Barnard, Bishop, & Barvards beg to inform-

friends and the public tbat they have made a further redfe

in the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and il
their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made,*.

adds much to their appearance, strength, and dural

/OK
Galvanised. In

^ - per yard, pffrr

2-inch mesh,24 inches wide
2-inch
2-inch
2-inch

lg-inch
11-inch
l|-inch
l|-inch

M
99

99

99

9t

99

r»

99

>»

»»

99

It

99

Gauge.
No. 19

18

99

17
]6
19

18

17
16

• •

• *

4K
5

H
8

41

6

7

9

•

*

• •

•

• •

All the above kinds can be made any width (under?

at proportionate prices.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 7§rf. per yard, 3 feet-

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Peasantries, Ik

yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh fromk

inch to 6 inches.

7d.

Sd.

9d.

lid.

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in
England ; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland and Ireland.

J. B. BROWN <fc CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

Reduoed Price of WIRE FENCING, and GALVi^SED Wj
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the cotaj

Five wires, 8 feet 6 inches hiph, pronged SUatois, *»

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straiianf «»"j

to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOrf. per yard.

The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, 1*. pay1™;
Illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every vaner

Fencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on appliw ^V Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carmgt *» *

the principal Railway Stations.

Btyof»

MR. SAMUELS0N
WILL EXHIBIT HIS

NEW SELF-ACTING REAPING MACHINE, with Side Delivery in Sheaves

AND OTHER IMPLEMENTS,

AT THE

BIRMINGHAM CATTLE SHOW, DECEMBER 2, 3, 4, & 5.

WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER.

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY
WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM

HAS BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER

WEEKS'S No. 1 BOILERS are heating upwards of 200 feet of Pino
WEEKS'S No. 2 BOILERS „ „ 300

orilPe*

[WEEKS'S No. 3 BOILERS „ „ 600
WEEKS'S No. 4 BOILERS „ „ 1500
WEEKS'S No. 6 BOILERS „ „ 4O00
WEEKS'S No. 6 BOILERS .. „ 12000

$9

99

99 99 >!

The above statistics being accounts of hundreds of apparatus disseminated throughout Eitbopr in practical operation, J- '

& Company publish thern with the pleasing satisfaction that all who may honour them with their esteemed command *•

enormous saving* both in fuel and labour by the adoption of their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

WEEKS
Water Manufacturkks

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

*,* Illustrated Catahpues, Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application
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ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

BUTLER & McCULLOCH'S
DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE and AMATEURS' GUIDE

AND G GARDENING.

Now Ready, forwarded Free and Post Paid upon application.

THE numerous Species and Choice Varieties contained in the above CATALOGUE,
Descriptive Notes, Plain Cultural Directions, and Hints on the Distribution and Arrangement

valuable assistant, either to the Amateur or Practical Gardener.

All Orders of 21*. and upwards sent Carriaae paid.

combined with the
of Bulbs, render it a

Imported Bulbs.

GODWIN and PADMAN offer fine Bulbs (which
they have imported) at the undermentioned prices to

effect an early clearance :

—

12 HYACINTHS (including Lord Wellington, double
pink), finest varieties of double and single red, *. d
white and blue .

.

8«. ; 2 doz. 15 6
CROCUSES, blue, white and yellow Dutch, per 100

100 .. in 8 largest varieties

25 TULIPS, Early, in 8 finest varieties

25 „ double „ „
100 „ late, finest mixtures
25 AN EMON ES, in 8 fine double varieties

100 RANUNCULUS, in 4 varieties

25 GLADIOLI, in 8 varieties

12 „ finest hybrids (in 12 varieties)

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above on application

to Godwin & Padman, Broadfield Nursery, Sheffield; or

J. C. Padman, Boston Spa, Tadcaster.

Variegated-Leaved Geraniums.

GODWIN and PADMAN, having a free healthy
Stock ofVARIEGATED GERANIUMS, offer as under.

2

3 6
3 6
8
10
3
3
4
12

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for CONSERVATORY.
24
24
150
]

36
12
12

HYACINTHS, in 12 choice sorts

POL"! \ NTH US NARCISSUS, in 12 sorts

NEW SEEDLING CROCUS, 20 sorts

!>UC VAN THOL. rod and yellow Single Tulips
Early SINGLE TULIPS, in 12 choicest sorts

LA CANDEUR, white Double Tulins

REX RUBRORUM, scarlet Double Tulips

38
100
200
200
200
200
60
1

12

£2 2s. COLLECTION of BULBS, for

HYACINTHS, finest mixed
Sweet-scented Double WHITE NARCISSUS
YELLOW CROCUS
PURPLE CROCUS
WHITE CROCUS
8NOWDROPS*
Splendid mixed SINGLE TULIPS
REX RUBRORUM, Scarlet Double Tulips

TOURNESOL, Scarlet and Yellow Double Tulips I

12 TOURNKSOL, scarlet and yellow Double Tulips

12 YELLOW ROSE, yellow Double Tulips

1 each, LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, ROSEUM,
and RUBRUM

12 IX IAS
12 SPARAXIS

the FLOWER GARDEN.
12 YELLOW ROSE, Yellow Double Tulips

25 Finest mixed DOUBLE ANEMONES
25 Finest mixed SINGLE ANEMONES
50 Finest mixed SPANISH IRIS
50 SCARLET TURBAN RANUNCULUS
24 LILIES, in four fine varieties

12 GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS
12 Mixed CHINESE P2EONIES

GLADIOLUS, SEEDLINGS of RAM0SUS.
SO in 50 Extra Choice Varieties

25 in 25
12 in 12 »»

21. 0s.

10
12

50 in 50 Choice Varieties
25 in 25
12 in 12

t y

•»

u. u. o
12
6

Mixed, 21a. per 100 ; 3s. per dozen.

Wanted to Purchase, SHALLOTS.

butler and Mcculloch, seedsmen, covent garden market, w.c

ovgNYi^p e/V

SEEDSMEN AND FLORISTS,
Opposite the Gaeeick Club.

FLORAL GUIDE and DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOGUE
SENT FREE AND POST PAID ON APPLICATION.

Orders amounting to 21$. sent Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom.
u m m . _ *

Paxtonian Collection " " of Importe d Dutch Flowering Bulbs, &c. for the Ornamentation
oi tne Spring

40 HYACINTHS Assorted.
4 JAPAN LILIES Assorted.
5 GLADIOLI Assorted.
6 LILIUM LONGIFLORUM.

150 TULIPS in Colours
400 CROCUS Assorted.

100 RANUNCULUS Assorted.
200 SNOWDROPS.
100 NARCISSUS Assorted.
50 ANEMONES Assorted.
25 SPANISH IRIS Assorted.
20 IXIAS and SPARAXIS.

Collection "P" for Conservatory Decoration, £2 2s.; Half Collection, 21s.
30 SPLENDID HYACINTHS in 30 varieties.
100 „ TOLIPS in 30 varieties.
18 „ POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS in IS vars.
4 „ JAPAN LILIES, in 4 varieties.
2. „ LILIUM EXCEL8IUM.
« - - LONGIFLORUM.99 ft

12 SPLENDID ACHIMENES, ir

20 „ IXIAS.
20 ,. SPARAXIS.
20 ANOMATHECA CRUENTA.
12 LACHENALIA TRICOLOR.
3 TROP.EOLUM JARATfL,

LACHENALIA TRICOLOR (for description, culture, and adaptation, see Gardeners"
page 1006), 4*. 6d. per dozen.

ANOxMATHECA CRUENTA, a charming flower, 10*. per 100; 2s. per dozen.
TROPjEOLUM JARATTI, beautiful, 1*., 1*. 6d., and 2s. Gd. each.

Chronicle for Nov. 16,

*J° !
n
1J0

splendid named varieties
»0 in 50 splendid named varieties
50 in 50 splendid named varieties

Gladioli, Seedlings of Gandavensis.
£4 4
3 3
2 2

50 in 25 splendid named varieties £1 10
25 in 2o splendid named varieties .. .. 15s. to 1 1
12 in 12 splendid named varieties, 6s., 9s., 12*., 18s., & 1 4

Sro^'L^Sf

°

t?
YAC^TH GLASSES and MAWING.ROOM FLOWER VASES. Bakk &

"W^S^"^^"- "fa»rt*" "* complete, with Bulbs and Supports, 21*. , "Empress" and

A PRICED DES. PTIVE ILLUSTK VTED LIST of throve Glasses sent free on applleation.

BARR and SUGDEN, SEEDSMEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Per doz.

Alma
Argus .. .. each
Bijou
Brilliant ..

Cloth of Gold . . each
Comtesse de Morcllo M
Countess of Warwick . -

Culford Beauty . . each
Dandy
Fairy Nymph
Favourite . . each
Flower of the Day
Fontainebleau . . each
Golden Vase . . each

6
L> 6

9
4
2
1
6
1

6
5
1

4
1

2

Per doz.—5. d.

Golden Edge . . ..60
Hendersoni . . each 1
Jane
Julia .. M . each I

Manplcsi . . . . .

.

6
Mountain <>f Light .. 6
Mrs. Lennox . . .

.

5
Perfection .. •• 6
Reine d Or . . each 2
Siiver King . . „ 1
St. Clair 5
The Bridal Wreath, each 1
Variegated Tom Thumb

each 1

6

The 25 varieties for 20$.

Address Godwin & Padman, Broadfield Nursery, Sheffield
;

or J. C. Padman, Boston Spa, Tadcaster.

Cheap Plants.

GODWIN and PADMAN respectfully invite
attention to the undermentioned, ull of which are in

well established plants.

Each—&>

iEschynanthus Lobbianus 1

.. 1

d.

6

6M pulchra major
Allamanda neriifolia . . 1

Ardisift crenulata tW. to 1

,, N alba ..1
Aspidistra lurida varie-
gata .

.

1 5. to 1 6

Begonia semperflorens
Ingrami .

.

10
Begonia argentea guttata

,, punctata
blanda
Duebesse de Brabant
grandis
Griffithi

Lord Clyde
Lowi
Marshalli
nebulosa
President van Vanden
Hecke

M splendida argentea
The above 13 Begonias

1$. each, or 10*. for
the lot.

Bougainvillca speciosa
(true) 2s. 6d. to 3 6

Gatestxea spinosa . . 1

Ca^nopteris fceniculacea 1
Cissus discolor . . ..10

m

it

9t

if

>t

If

Each—s. d.
Dipteracanthus affinis. . 2 6
Dracaena ferrea . . .,10

,, ,, versicolor.. 1 C
Epiphyllum truncatum

(with flower buds) ..16
Eucharis amazonica

1*. 6d. to 2 6
Euphorbia Jacquini-

flora 16
Franciscea confertifolia 1 6
Gardenia Fortuui ,.16
„ florida .. ..10

Hoya bella . . ..10
carnosa .. ..10

picta . . ..26
.. variegata ..2 6

.. Paxtoni .. ..10
Imatophyllum miniatum 7 6
Ilho; rcovadense. . 7 6

., Skmneri .

.

.. 36
llhyn rxuuni Jaji-
iuinoides

Stephanotis floribundus
Thunbergia gnuidiilora
Sclaginella apoda

circinale (9*. doz.)

( ff 19 )
formosa
Galleotti ..

V-'ildenovi ..

9$

ft

it

ft

»»

ft

'*

ft

i»

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1 6
AZALEA INDICA in variety, well set with flower-buds 12s.

to 30*. per dozen.
'

CAMELLIAS of sorts, in bad, 24?. and 20s. per doz.
Each

—

s. •

Acacia Drummondi .

.

6
Aphelexis, 4 sorts
Boronia serrulata
Bossisea Hendersoni .

.

Bracbysema Acumita .

.

Burtonia violacea
Chorozema cordata ele-

gans ..

M varia Chandleri .

.

Coleonema rubra
Bngenia Ugni .. 6d.«

Euonymus japonicus va-
riegatus 1

Parfugium grande, p. doz. 6
Gardoquia Hookeri . . 1

tt

i

i

i
i

i

2

1

1
1

1

6
6
6

6

e

Each—s. d.
Gnidia Ucvigata . . ..10
Kennedya monophylla

variegata .. .. 16
Linum trigynum ..06
Mnnoc1i»*tum ensifenun 1
Oxylobium Pultene* ..16
Pimeleadecussata.. is.—1 6
Polj'gali Dal mars iana .. 1 6

., oppositi folia ..10
Swainsonia Greyana .. 10
Troj eolum tricolorum..10
Vaccinium erj-thriua .. 10
Vallota purpurea . . l o
Witsenia corymbosa . . 10
Yucca aloi folia variegata 3 6
Zicria microphvlla .. 16

PELARGONIUMS of 1861.—Bertram, Butterfly, Columbus
Count Cavour, Garibaldi, Lurline, Marvellous, Raphael'
Rembrandt. Romulus, Rosa Bonheur (Foster), Rosa Bonhcur
(Hoyle), Rosa pulchella, Scintilla, Thirza, Vesuvius, Volunteer
30*. per doz., or the 17 varieties for 40*.

PELARGONIUMS. - Arabella Goddard, Carlos Clara
Cynthia Duchess of Wellington, Etna. Euphemia, Flora
King of Scarlets, Leviathan, Lord Clyde. Lucy Marie*
Midnight, Miss Foster, Monarch, Mrs. Dennis Polly Prince
of Prussia (Story), Prince of Prussia (Hoyle), Queen Victoria,
Rose Raglan, Selim, Serena, Triumphant. Star, The Belle,
Topsy, Unique, Wonderful. 8s. per doz., 50*. p< 00.

PELARGONIUMS, FRENCH.-Boulc d'Hor . turfnie
Duval, Eunice, Fanty, Frederickc Meunen, G j^Duchesse
Stephanie, Guillaume Severyag, Juiia, Li « Alii e,'
Lampetia, Le Negre, U . Louise J!

i

Domage. Mazeppa. Mo, 31 ith .% Mincrve, .leon
III , Partbenope, Paul et Vir^ina, IV.u .Perm inc
Hortecuse, Roi des Pourp sera, Tethys, Viij
Miellez.

CINERARIAS.—Adam Bede. Duko of Cambridge. Mtgenta,
Miss Marnock, Queen Victoria, 1*. each ; the w 4s.

CINERARIAS.—Admiral Dundas, Bellissima, Cleopatra. jj»uj
Jane Peel, Lady P i, Lorenzo, Magnum 1 am, Mid-
shipman, Minnie, Mrs. Coleman, uion, Oetavie, O
Perfection, Pretty Polly, Purpurea, Queen of Liia Regai'-
Roseof England, Sir C. Napier, Viola, 6*.

j
;c.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS —Largo and Pen.

varieties, in 60's, 3*. doz.

A few strong, well-ripened, Ml
i, and 7a. 6d. each. \

Tlie usual discount to the TradeA
unknown Correspondents must accod

Address, Godwin &, Padman. Bron
or J. C. Padman, Boston Spa, Tadcaete
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T>AUL
Hollyhock Seed— Sow at once.

™*j and SON'S unrivalled Collections of the
__ above are now ready in 12 fine distinct named varieties,
in sealed packets. 5s. ; 6 varieties do., do., 2s. 6d. ;

packets of

s 1® mixed» !»• ; also a large Stock of fine healthy plants (see
CATALOGUE now ready, post free on application).

Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. Herts.

Snperb Double Hollyhocks.
Saffron 1 Walden Nursery.

"TXTILLIAM CHATKR'S 15th ANNUAL DES-
V V CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is no*

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of one
postage stamp.
Willi ak Chater, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Saffron

Walden, Essex.

,
Hardy Scarlet Ehododendrons and other American

Plants.

JOHN WATERER has the pleasure to announce that
his ANNUAL CATALOGUE ofthe above popular plants, as

exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
js now published, and will be forwarded on application. Intend-
ing planters and amateurs desirous of blending colours are
invited to possess a copy, as faithful descriptions of all theRHODODENDRONS are given.
The Catalogue contains a selection of the best and reallyHardy CONIFERS, with heights and prices, the whole of which

having been removed the past spring are iu a capital state for
transplanting. Also EVERGREENS and ORNAMENTALSHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinds.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunning-

dale Station, South Western Railway ; also to be had of Mr.
JohnKernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden.

Winter and Spring Flowering Plants.

FAND A. SMITH are now supplying fine plants at
• moderate prices of the following :—

*Acacias, *Azaleas, Cinerarias, "Camellias, "Chrysanthemums,
Cyclamen, Cytisus, Clianthus, Carnation (Tree), *Echeveria,
^Epacris, *Ericas, Eutaxias, "Gardenias, *Heteroceutrum,
•Kennedyas. *Lechenautia, Masminum grandiflorum,
*Monochsetum, Pelargoniums, *Passifloras, *Primula. double
and single; *Solanutn, "Oranges. &c. | Those marked thus*
are either in bud or fruit at the present time.

J
GENERAL CATALOGUE gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

To Nurserymen.

FOR SALE, the ENTIRE STOCK of Captain
Gotjldney's Seedling Strawberry, EARLY KILBERT

PINE, which obtained a Certificate at the last July Show at

Regent's Park.

Apply to Captain Gouldnet, Buckingham House, Slough,

Bucks.

ot 2 year and 3 year old UEDDliNU yu iur, suitable lor railway
and Enclosure planting, from 5s. to 10s. per thousand. 2 year
Transplanted, from 8*. to 12*. per thousand. 3 year do., from
12*. to 16*. per thousand.

Also several Thousands ofSPRUCE and SCOTCH FIRS, 2 to

3 feet, standing thin, and very bushy. LARCH, 3 to 4 feet.

OAKS, 2 to 3 feet.

Parties wanting the above articles may apply to Mr. S.

Robinson, Shaw House, Melbourne, Derbyshire.

FOR SALE.—Large FOREST TREES, EVER.
GREEN PRIVET, COTONEASTER, and HAMBURGH

Oaks,
have been grown m a ngnt sandy soil at about 5 feet apart,
move with excellent fibrous roots, and most of them are
remarkably fine healthy trees. 2000 Evergreen Privet, 500
Cotoneaster microphylla, very good stuffs ; 76 Hamburgh
Grape Vines raised from eyes, and which have been trained in
a vinery two seasons.

Prices moderate. Apply to Mr. J. Woodward, Monson
Nursery, Warwick Road, Red Hill, Reigate, Surrey, S.

N.B. The Stock offered is within It) minutes walk of the
Reigate Junction Railway.

^EEDLINGS, SEEDLINGS-

** 30, m
Fruit TreesIXpC. PAUL (Successor to "theCheshunt Nurseries, Waltham &J^? A-

I

Sea Kail, Forcing and OtK
Ddon

-

WM. PAUL (Successor
S
to the w'Cheshunt Nurseries, WalthamCW? A- h

Boses.
' Und0^

TTTAI. PAUL (Successor to the 1..* ,¥ V Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross T
K P'"

Ornamental Trees and ShrJv ^ *
TXTM. PAUL (Successor tethf^ .V V Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross f j

Hollyhocks. '

dl

Y\TM. PAUL (Successor to the late a * I? V Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross L^. ^s
Orchard House Trees in potj

1

rjlHOMAS JACKSON and SON b?i .
J- of the above, well established in Pots \lr* **
Flower Buds, many of them having this£**£ «*H tfruits; they consist of Soa ^n* «?!
flHKRRTP.S I dti.tic

Flag of Truce.FNew Double White Azalea indica.
and A. SMITH have much pleasure in offering

• the above splendid novelty, which is justly celebrated
as the best double variety extant. It has obtained unpre-
cedented testimonials of merit, and the general admission of
all who have seen it that it is the " 6nest " yet produced for its
large double flowers, purity of colour, abundance of bloomand neat compact habit of growth.

rJl^-n^11

^ui^uKont
,
m June

'
1862« FuU description andprice will be published early in spring.

ni!^T-qUen(Ve r?
f an acci?ent, tbe new varieties Clapham

^2f<5S2 not?crge
'
"^ PrinCeSS R0yal ** n0t * ™*

_ Dulwich, Surrey, S.

J
New Azalea indica.

.
1^\ AS3>

u
S°N

,
?*eel mnch P^asure in offering

Tribes^ s&asi!^^^^vJThey are fully described in our CATALOGUE with all n?w
.»&£_ Seasou

' whkh wiU FSZz&gfSZ
A fine lot ofhalf Specimens and Standards for Sale.

Dorking Nursery.—Nov. 30.
" "— '

'

" _!

_^, -^ Wholesale Catalogue.

Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trew knd Fnf«f£r

Woking Nursery. Surrey.

Winter Blooming Plants.IfKl **» C
°: »P«*foUy mvite inspec

be seen at the Nursery in tSouSnd . «Si * ' n
Tbese can

attention ofintending^urchaser?' WOrth the

Fine ORANGES in fruit.
^p^onj* ursery,J^ondon, N.E.

-» «-„ American Plants, &e
ll/TESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY'S pata

ASrtTw.r7 *>**** Mr. Mav's. 1,^
Knap Hill Nursery, near Working, Surrey

part of the kingdom, for^h^i'h Shorter "' Free t0^
M .. .

CHOICE RANUNCULUSES1st Assortment, 50 varieties
^uo^. ^

* 2d do. 50 do. " ' * *2
*3d do. 50 do

••••.. 10
3 00 Mixtures .. V. ----- •• , 13 i

DOUBLE ANEMONES,'50 sorts '
&" 15*' and

* « (

Imported Dutch and other RnTR«a *L " * ,° 10 l

CARNATIONS, PICOTBES PINKS\*o Z P^!nt P^^S-

ysnsis—

?

Si&=- «•

—

PRICED CATALOGUES ^,.,

Per 1000, *.

1 year Larch . . . . 1
1 year Scotch Fir
2 year ditto .

.

4 year do. Transplanted
2 year Norway Spruce
3 year ditto
2 & 3 year Transplanted

ditto 8

1
2

20
1

2

6
8
8
5
8
6

10

d.

6

8

6
6

Per 1000, *. d.

1 year Pinus Laricio . . 10
1 year ditto maritima . . 5
2 year ditto ditto . . 8
2 year ditto montana . . 6
1 year Birch . . . . 2
1 year Alder . . . . 2
1 year Beech . . . . 2
1 year Sycamore . . 2
2 year Ash .. ..4
2 year Quick .. ..5
1 year Laurel . . . . 20
8 year Evergreen Privet 30
2 year Laburnum . . 8
2 year Crab Stock . . 5

CHERRIES
PEACHES

PEARS r

GRAPES
3*. Gd. to 7s. 6d. each
urseries, Kingston, S.1

22gf*

Wall-Trained I AUxt xrees —
HPHOMAS JACKSON and SON LJ. extent of walls devoted to FRUIT TRFF?? * P*
XIJlS.

an
-^Pec

\
wu

.

of
.

theirJarge stock ™J«%

6

6

J

2 year White ditto
3 year ditto ditto
3 year Silver Fir
1 year Balm of Gilead .

.

2 year ditto ditto
1 year Pinus austriaca.

.

2 year ditto ditto ..

The Subscriber begs to call the attention of the nobility andgentry to his large Stock of the above Seedlings, &c. Anv
order large or small will be punctually attended to. The Trade
supplied on liberal terras.

Application to be made to Michael Burke, Drumlargan
Nurseries, Summerhill, Co. Meath. s

i^«
re£rence required from unknown correspondents. Post

Office Orders to be made payable at Dublin.

The Northampton Nurseries.
JOHN PERKINS respectfully calls the attention of
rr ?°blemen .

gentlemen, and others engaged in Planting fnthe following ORNAMENTAL TREES an^HRUBS&c all of7Sh
.
aw m

,
the >»* Possible condition for removal HaviiSrbeen frequently transplanted, they can be confidentlv re^onf-

%*2™o°/*miZe Tth the mo^ certain suCces? Fmm^SSoto 5000 Cedrus Deodara, perfect specimens, averaginVf^ni Uto 8 feet, and aU the intermediate sizes ; also a la?SFstock ofWellingtonea gigantea from 1 to 4 feet ; Thujowff borealis

to
3
4
f6

feit •

UKU
NoXSOnia-

na
'
X ? 3 feet

••^ «SSS
LwitSI to?» ;

N
P nuTc

D
e

nS ! to°515?Thi^a"
1 to 3 feet; Cedar of Lebanon 2 to 6 fSt ANo SAT'
maTo^°h

f

ad
0rnamental^ «*^^^"SS^
TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES

I

*—teak1 to2' 2u>3
- - Lr^*- * *•m to

Sycamore, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet.
Hazel, I* to 2, 2 to 3 feet.
Maple, Norway, 2 to 3, 3 to 4

feet.

Oaks, English, 1 to 2, 2 to 3
3 to 4 feet.

°iF
la

I' S,ack
»

Ita,ian
. Lom-

bardy, Ontario, White Abele,
2 to 3,3 to 4,4 to5,5to6
6 to 8 feet.

'

Privets, from 400 to 500,000,
_
Strong. 1 to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

borne fruit this season are specially snitL
houses for fruiting the first year

7 mted

Nurseries. Kingston. S.W.

Fruit Trees,AM ES GARAWAY
A*n

call attention to their stock of the above cfnl- •

APRICOTS %-. .__, _ aPPIfT^
_.._ Standard and ™£*fES ^ Dwarftak.
^ECTARINES[ Dwarf- CHERRIES Istanda^

PEACHES J
trained

plums
All of first-rate quality and in good conditionThe STANDARD PEARS are unusually fine Z^ _sold at a very low rate to purchasers of quLtiS, * fc

t_^ « CATAL0GUES and prices free by post.Jakes Garaway & Co.. DurdhamDown kLZLm

Dwrt

quarts

HUGH
to offer-

Orchard House Trees.
LOW and CO. have

.._,„„ . APRICOTS
AE£^ES NECTARINES

I PFARSCHERRIES
I PEACHES ffifs

- Clapton Nursery. London. N.E.

J
Orchard House Trees.

AND J. PRASE R. Lea Bridge Road .Xnrw,

PEACHES
NECTARINES
APRICOTS

The wTitP •

WlH °6 forward«d on applicaUoa

way to L^bS •%!»!!!?' reached ^ »»*" A—*

APPLBS
PEARS

CHESfl

strong

,. Horse, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to
4 feet.

Elms, grafted English, 2 to 3 t

3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6 feet.

„ Cornish, 2 to 4, 3 to 4, 4 to
5, 5 to 6 feet.

„ Scotch or Wych, 2 t3 3,
3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6 feet.

Fir, Spruce Norway, 1 to H
1£ to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

„ Scotch, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to
4 feet.

„ Silver, 1 to 2, 2 to 3 feet.

From 2 to 3 infflion of3SE or *£& 1!Dara'

««.« ^ j , ^ FRUIT TREES.

strong Gooseberries and Currants ' ° exfcra

Extra strong SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for Forcing

w
BERBERIS DARWPVr n. I?

1
!
3 Kants »» under :-

fit either for the F™GartlnwSL™Utiful °f 4
he tribe

-

Strong Plants, 3 years oW, 20<. per 100

ABIES norm IT' i
y
t
arold

' 12'' « P«1M.

rol pir lo^b
CI° ~A Valaab,e tlmber '"« 18 to 24 inches.

If taken in quantity, a reduction will be made

rpHE SUBSCRIBER b^TrtspectfX^ . f *-L that Messrs. David Heid £ So?wP™ 1^.* '"timate
Nursery Trade in Edinbursl h\^s aco^^

r6
t

t

i
red

T
fro!n thc

purchased the whole extens ve STOCPtTf wIomJP6™9 and
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS ^ (?

EST
i FRUIT

-s^^fs&r^ ->
a
u?

T^-
P^«r_SS^orje^^rec

k
eiSd^nas -d

SCslryTradW^^^^^
their kind patronage. To SJwrf^i continuance of
Subscriber can offe? soveral Lots of the J,

he
.
0rou°d

» the
ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS PLANTS oi^SS. HARDY
recently transplanted and weH rootod incl„3f

d 8HRUBS, all

Weeping Elms, 10 to lfi feet in heS" afsoTn*^ sPecimen
following :-Cedrus .Deodara, Araucarla imh

6
-
p
l
ant8

.
of the

japonica, Portugal and Common Laurel5 v?£
ncata

_, ^uctlba

M&kcix^v/^r/d^^^^
r
Nf -Noblemen and Gentlemen in want Af n _iLand-Stewards, and Foresters fnr hi of hardeners,

Subscriber haTon his Lg^rthl°LmeS ofTS* Fr™-?^character and qualif! cations may be rSS upon?
Wh°Se

J
Vines for Fmiting in Pots.

AND J. FRASER, Lea Bridge Road
• N.E., beg to offe--

h

of the best varieties.
A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.

wav to T Jfr^ ar® easi]y cached by Eaatern Counti* B£-way to Lea gndge Station.

J.
,rT--_ _,_ . ^^a «wsu, x_ssex.

vYvm ?
RAWFORD begs to offer extra *|

feetW -. S^n D8r in Pota
'
earfy ™*»«* from^

KanN.fnp^^ ^i?°t
6d

'
each

-
Als« 3 Lai^ Stock 0f*?

Ta?h 1 1 ^g a11 th0 bert ^^ for Planting out, St«£eaco. a remittance expected from unknowp Correapoag.

WK Kne Vines from Eyes in Pots.
MT. CUTBUSH. Jfn., Barnet Nm**

STOCK ofPR'mSv^ to invite an insP^i011 ^ *,!
best v^h?-

171
-

111̂ ^^^ other VJNES, consistiug of aH^WtZZS S^r ia cultivation. Also to his fine stoi :

PlSnt?'mm P5r
Cimen

' and young PlantsofXE^HOLU-PLANTS, INDIAN AZALEAS, and STOVE PLANTS;
.

CATALOGUES on application. "" .

Sto^StT
8^ **"«*•. Island of Jersey-

TRONG FRUITING VINES (of best sorts)&4
TRFFS

C
rnf°iL

2^- PfV^n. PYRAMIDAL FRUITING^

CHINFS? i ££&???& *°*> «C«0#„ 75..faQd lOOt J«

C&arlies^Saukders, Nurseryman-No«r. 30.

this PanprHiT^ Iu
AaverU8eraente which bare -w

do?en*
P
80. ^?n?e I

??
Ilth8 ofAugustand September,dozen

, 80*. per 100. Price to the Trade on application.

£ll£!«£iand Exeter.—November 30

p m

Gore on rh„ «?h
'he

*^ Pruifc Exhibition at kj-gj

Sa°t

r

,?rd°ay^S^ ^ "^ ta ^ r^^
th? folfotlT

01* Tr
-
ees havin^ ^11-ripened wood arc£jg£ • Pv^ 5 P

o
rices —Dwarf Bush, ft ;

Dwarf-tr*^

' r^«
ra,d% ^ 6rf

" 5 Standards. 2s. 6d.

-^g-J8 Turn br. Th* Rnyal N^i^H^.^gl^gS:

"RHODODENDRONS. -An immense W«*

i» w >:bndand Common RHODODENDRONS, 9 i*»

Lh 1' v °ffored afc a low Price, by W. H. Boj2» 'rf

i^;;t
J

^: T
a
"i otber oeautlful varieties, under name

• ^A ^TALOGUE of General NURSEF" °^* pxt**^
over 60 acres, may be had on application.
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s

Grape Vines from Eyes in Pots.

LUCOMDE. PDJCE, AJfP CO. have now a very fine

healthy stock of strong VINES of all the choicest sorts,

with well-ripened canes G to S feet high, propagated from eyes

tikenfttmi their own experimental Vinery.

LIST- : >ORTS and prices may be had on application to

them. _ «

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

New Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

FAND A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of

• -heir New GLOXINIAS, CINERARIAS, and PELAR-

See Gardener*' Chronicle of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,
which may be had gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

VTTEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT
\ V COWSLIP.—These beautiful early spring flowers, very

larjre, and in all varieties of colour, in seed or roots ; also

FLORIST FLOWERS, POLYANTHUS in roots, and DOUBLE
WHITE PRIMROSE.

Apply George Mace, Calcot Gardens, near Reading.

.mm_ Dutch and other Bnlbs.

ROBERT PARKER beps to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, containing selections of the finest

varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will be forwarded

post free on application.
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

CAMELLIAS rind AZALEAS, well set with flower-

buds, to be Sold Cheap, for want of space. 12*. to 21s. per

dozen ; ORANGE TREES with Fruit, 2.*. M. cich ; ditto ditto,

to 3 feet high, 5*. each ; British and Foreign FERNS, 3s. to

12*. per dozen, and all kinds of Greenhouse and Stove Plants.

R. Grkes. 154, Kingsland Road, N.E., 55 doors from Shore-

ditch Church.

INN IE BANKS and COMET
Coloured Plate, 1*. 6 J. per post.

The above FUCHSIAS possess first-class properties, and show
a striking advance on all others which have been sent out since

the white corolla varieties were introduced.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

CHJEROPHYLLUM BULBOSUM.
Figured in Gardener*' Chronicle, Oct. 5, 1861.

New Seed, per packet, Oi. and 1*. each.

The BULB CATALOGUE free, and the BULB GUIDE on
eceipt of 18 postage stamps.
E. G. Henderson & Son. Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood , London , N.W.

Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdale

Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and every other show at which they have been
exhibited during the last two years.

RHODODENDRONS for forcing; KALMIAS for forcing

;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROSES and a General Nursery Stock well

worthy the inspection of intendiug Planters or Nurserymen. .

|

Marrows, and Beet. Geo. Deames took prizes for I

Purple-top Turnips, weighing 8 pounds each, and .

was also equal to any with his Swedish Turnips.

Mr. LOTTO exhibited fine garden vegetables.

Mr. Henly, of Clover Point Gardens, had solid-

headed Cabbages, and six other varieties, for

which he took the first prize ; also the first for

Parsnips and garden seeds. Thos. Harris's

Aberdeen Turnips, of gigantic proportions, obtained

a prize.

At 7 o'clock, a.m., the judges commenced

their duties, which were completed by 10 o'clock,

and the prizes awarded. Visitors were admitted

on the payment ot one dollar each, from 10 o'clock

until 2, when the gates were opened and the

public were admitted free of charge. An auction

of animals and other produce, which was advertised

for half-past two o'clock, did not take place, owing

to very few persons who had articles on exhibition

desiring to part with them.

The official award was as follows :

EIELD GROWTH.
A. Copland—2d prize for Potatoes.

Dr. Tolmie—1st prizes for Potatoes,

Carrots, and Mangel Wurzel.

John Work—1st prize for Parsnips.

GARDEN PRODUCE.

Parsnips,

for

of

Eht (Bar&etterier Chronicle.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1861.

Governor Douglas, per D. Thomas—1st prize

Pears.

Mr. Lister—1st prize for Cherries.

Mr. Henley—1st prizes for the best variety

Cabbages, do. Parsnips, do. variety of garden seeds.

Mr. Work— 1st prize for the "best 2 Cabbages, do.

for Celery, do. for fresh butter, do. for fresh eggs.

Mr. Wood—1st prize for Melons.

Dr. Tolmie—1st prizes for Squashes, Beets, eggs,

and Cnrrots.

D. Lenevtj—1st prize for Tomatoes.

Mr. Wood, per C. Decheat—1st prize for bouquet

flowers.

Dr. Helmeken— 2d prize for bouquet flowers.

T. J. Skinner—1st prize for geese.

Gov. Douglas—1st prise for ducks.

Mr. Deans—2d do. do.

"We do not ourselves see what some of these

awards had to do with garden produce ; but let

that pass. The conclusion of the meeting seems

to have been as satisfactory as its commencement.
"The day's proceedings closed with a dinner at

Ringo's Hotel, to which about 60 guests sat

down. Dr. Tolmie presided, and the festivities

were kept up until a late hour."
Bravo ! Vancouver.
Very little is known in a meteorological sense of

the Climate of Vancouver. "We have never seen

returns of its temperature : atmospheric, or, which

ia more important, terrestrial. We are ignorant

of the rainfall. Maximum and minimum readings

of the thermometer are unrecorded in this country.

Mr. Pemberton says nothing about them. Fortu-

nately the Horticultural Show supplies their want.

We see that Pumpkins and Tomatoes gain

prizes, and that Indian Corn becomes ripe.

We are assured that Apples are far better than

in California or Oregon. A gardener wants
He knows well enough

was
any

this

The highly important young Colony of Van-
couver, our only naval station in the East Pacific,

to which we have often alluded as one of the best

fields for agricultural and horticultural emigrants,

has just held its first show of produce. Had we
no other evidence of the excellence of its soil and
climate the report of the proceedings on the occa- :

no further information.
%

sion would have afforded it. We gather from The that a climate that ripens Indian Corn is

~ 'better than that of any English or Irish district;

and upon that datum he can securely infer the

capabilities of the land. Grapes will certainly

ripen there ; so will Peaches and Nectarines, and

where these will thrive all other English produce

merely demands skill in order to appear in perfec-

tion. The winter is not severe like that of the

United States, but resembles our own Cornish

season ; and labour is very highly paid, say at the

rate of 16s. to 20*. a day. Active intelligent

young men may therefore draw their own conclu-

sion as to whether emigration to Vancouver is

worth their attention ; especially when they learn

that their wives can earn pretty nearly as much
as themselves.

British Colonist, a newspaper published at Vic-

toria, the capital of Vancouver, the following

particulars concerning the horticultural proceed-

ings ; what relates to agriculture will be found in

the columns of the Agricultural Gazette.

In the vegetable department, says the Editor,

we may boast that such Turnips, Cabbages,

Pumpkius, Potatoes, Onions, &c, cannot be sur-

passed. Were Vancouver Island their native soil

they could not grow larger, nor be of a better

Quality. But what surprised every one was the

display of fruit. No one imagined that such

progress had been made in fruit-growing. There
were varieties of Pears, Apples, Plums, and even

Peaches. The show was a very creditable affair

indeed, for which we are indebted to a tew public-
spirited gentlemen, who, in the face of many
obstacles, organised an Agricultural and Horticul-
tural Society.

The vegetable and fruit stalls, continues the
Editor, groaned beneath the weight of mammoth
Pumpkins, Cabbages, Parsnips, Potatoes, Turnips,
Apples, Pears, &c. Mr. Work displayed a general
assortment of garden and field esculents, amon
which were several Cabbages weighing, leaves an
all, at leas^iO pounds each. The red and white
Shaw Potatoes, by the same gentleman, were equal
to those produced in any part of the world. Some
nice, clean-grown Carrots, Savoy and Ox-head
Cabbages, and Pumpkins, from His Excellency
Governor Douglas's garden, obtained prizes.
Br. Tolmie, of Croverdale Farm, was awarded the
first prize for Pumpkins, Squashes, Vegetable

Ptray received in 1836, and in these cases more
than four fifths of the wine had oozed out, though
the quality of what remained was not impaired.
One case, that of the Madeira, was preciselv
like one on which we have before given a
report, in which the damage was evidentlv
attributable to some Fungus like dry rot with a
white mycelium which had penetrated to the
bottom of the cork, though the bottle was
smothered with the common black Mouse-skin
Byssus (Zasmidium cellare). Some insect had
also burrowed down half way between the cork

and the neck of the bottle, but it did not appear

that the oozing out of the wine had taken place in

that direction.

In the other case the part of the cork above the

bottle was black, showing in its texture traces of

the dark threads of the Mouse-skin, accompanied

by delicate white thread?, to which in all proba-

bility the decay of the cork was due. The part how-
ever within the neck was Tery slender and short,

and some attempt at sealing had been made,
though with very indifferent material. The white
Fungus was certainly not so abundant in this case as

the other, but the peculiar contraction of the

substance of the cork in both when dry
precisely alike, and there can be little if

doubt as to the identity of the cause of evil.

Whatever may be the true explanation of

second case, the mischief arising from the presence

of Fungi in wine-cellars is beyond all doubt, and
cannot be too generally known, as the loss in large

establishments from this cause alone is consider-

able. The remedy we believe is certain if proper

care be taken. At the same time that we
examined the wine is question we had an
opportunity of tasting some Madeira, which was
bottled in 1800, and which was in admirable con-
dition, though the coik was somewhat decomposed,
mainlv we believe because when the wine was

J

bottled, the necks of the bottles were immersed
for about an inch in a carefully prepared mixture
of wax and rosin, which had effectually prevented
the access of mycelium though the whole surface

was covered with spawn. Attention must, how-
ever, be paid to the quality of the mixture, as if

it is too brittle portions will chip off from various
causes, and spawn will be liable to penetrate.

Where these precautions are not taken, and either

sawdust or laths are used in packing wine, mis-
chief is almost sure to arise. Sawdust, except
indeed it is first steeped in a solution of blue vitriol

or some other metallic salt, has long since been
banished from all well-managed cellars, but laths

are still used, and are a fruitful source of mischief.

We have lately had an opportunity of examining
a cellar in which every lath had been destroyed

by dry rot, the threads of its mycelium running
widely from bottle to bottle, and of course finding a

new nidus on the corks. The laths moreover were
covered with other Fungi, Licea fragiformis

(Gard, Chron., 1860, p. 145) amongst others

being more abundant than we ever saw it before.

Laths should indeed be excluded as carefully from
cellars as sawdust, unless previously kyanized. We
would however suggest the adoption of very thick
felt cut into strips as a substitute, which would
probably resist the attacks of Fungi, and last as

long as the wine. No wine however should be
stacked, if it is intended to lie for a considerable

number, of years, without effectual sealing, and if

the wax is sufficiently tough and hard, there will

be little risk either from Fungi or insects,

especially where the corks have been previously

immersed in boiling water. M. J. B,

Our attention has more than once been called

by correspondents to the ravages committed by

Fungi on Wine Corks, inducing decay and ulti-

mately either a great diminution or the entire

destruction for all useful purposes of the liquor

which they were intended to preserve. A most

aggravated instance of this evil has lately been

pointed out to us in one of the most noble esta-

blishments in this country, in which, from the

choice character of the stock, it is difficult to

estimate the real amount of damage. In one

particular instance of sherry bottled in 1840 the

loss has amounted to nearly one-tenth of the stock,

and in other instances has been more considerable.

We had not an opportunitv of examining the

-liar itself, b^t two bo'tles were submitted to us,

me of Madeira bottled in 1848, the other of St.

We have already mentioned such of the Novel
Chrysanthemums of the season as have appeared at the
meetings and exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural

Society. Another collection of seedling flowers ex-

hibited by Mr. Bird at the Crystal Palace show furnish

farther materials for annotation. One of the most dis-

tinct varieties in this group was called l^ndy Russell

;

this was a bold full incurved sort, with broad florets,

the flower-heads bright looking, and distinct in colour,

white, with the backs of the florets flushed with a pal

but bright rosy tint ; being very nicely incurved this

rosy colour was brought well into view. We do no

remember to have previously noticed this feature of

high colouring in the backs of the florets; certainly it is

not the usual condition of the Chrysanthemum, as is

evident from the pallid colour generally brought into

view by the incurving of the florets, as may be seen in

so many of our best sorts, which are really highly

coloured on the face. Another attractive variety was

the Little Pet, to our mind a little gem; it seemed to

be. one of the varieties of intermediate class in respect

to size, hut was evenly globular and compact,

bite tinted with rose, mew hat as in Vesta,

and a charming sample both of colour and

rimit . Queen or Lilacs was another full
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flower of large size, well incurved, and in every way
food, the colour a rosy lilac. These appeared to us to

je the best of the batch, and all of them desirable

novelties. Others were : Nil D3sperandum, a dull light

purplish-tinted red with coppery backs and tips, rather

too dull in colour, incurved but not over full ; Model,

also dull-looking, a light purplish-tinted red, incurved

but rather rough ; Rising Sun, a variety in size and
colour resembling one of Mr. Salter's new ones called

Sparkler, an intermediate-sized Indian red, with golden

backs to the full stiff florets. A grade lower stood

imbricata alba, with heads of medium size, white with

a sulphury centre, and of average quality ; and Globe, a

high good flower Vesta-like in character, but wanting in

distinctness. An Anemone-flowered sort, with a ray of

rose-coloured florets and a disk of golden brown, was
rather promising, but not very striking in character;

it was called Queen of Anemones. This Anemone-
flowered group is not however very effective. We also

noticed Mr. Ingram's Pompon Bessie (mis-named
Jessie) shown by Mr. Turner; it had the rosy-tint of
the border more distinct than when shown at Ken-
sington, and was rather improved in general effect.

The fine white variety Lady H. St. Clair from Messrs.
1)ownte & Co., a white sport from Queen of England,
was again shown in good condition, but hardly so large
as when formerly noticed by us.

Few persons have an adequate idea of the extent
to which the Potato ministers 'to our necessities, and
even to our luxuries ; but some notion may be formed
from a short statement of the annual amount of imports
which we find in a recent number of the Technologist
From this statement it appears that in 1859 we
imported from the Continent 40,185 cwt. of Potato
flour; 593 cwt. of Potato arrowroot; 7832 cwt. of
Potato starch ; 1524 cwt. of semolina (chiefly Potato)

;

and 270 cwt. of Fotato-starch gum; making with
588,910 cwt. of Potatoes imported, an aggregate value
for foreign Potato products of 138,500^., exclusive of
what is produced at home. The imports of Potatoes of
course vary very much according to the condition
of our own crop ; thus in 1855, no less than If million
cwt. ofPotatoes were imported. While on this subject we
may mention that the French mode of cooking Potatoes
affords a most agreeable dish. The tubers after being
peeled are cut into thin slices, and then thrown into a
frying-pan containing an abundance of hot lard. As
soon as they become browned and crisp they are
turned into a colander to drain, then sprinkled' with
salt, and served up as hot as possible.

there is in neither of these plants any of that curious

depauperization which gives rise to so many odd-looking

forms among Ferns, but that on the contrary

they are symmetrically developed, and without any

apparent feature inconsistent with the impression

(which indeed might well beTormed) that they were the

perfect conditions of three totally distinct species.

That they are mere forms of one species, and that

species a plant which affords besides them many other

remarkable variations, there can be no question.

Taking the varieties now before us as the extreme

forms into which while preserving with tolerable con-

stancy its symmetry of development the Lady Fern is

found to vary in our own country, there are many
other forms under which it is found masquerading,

which are scarcely less interesting. Of those we have

already spoken of, it will be seen that Frizelliae and
FieldiaB depart altogether from the normal outline of

the species, their fronds being nearly or quite of a

linear figure. The pinnao of the first are reduced to a
short rounded or flabellate form, and those of the
second are very much abbreviated and separate into
two short divergent equal parts. In plumosum on the
other hand the normal lanceolate outline is retained,
along with a remarkable excess of development both in
respect to size and division.

The typical form of the Lady Fern may be regarded
as that found almost everywhere, in which the fronds
are lance-shaped in outline, and bipinnate or twice
divided, the pinnules or leaflets oblong and deeply cut
at the edge, with the divisions toothed. The lowest
amount of development found amongst these* normal
variations,' if the term may be allowed, is met with in
the varieties marinum and confluens, in which the pin-

parts The spores, ^veve^TaV^o?^^ ^
numberless plants have been raised W^ *
Messrs. Stansfield, the first possessors of t

m
*»

splendid form of this variety has been fx i*
**"

C E Johns, at Honiton. In a specimen&*>*
the frond is 54 inches long, the pinna <V ^ °* *
of the larger pinnules an inch and a hi?f* "*
segments of the pinnules half an inch Ion* <n

^ *
rhrcticum, with its erect growth and narL^ Xa**
comparatively common ; but another called fl^'
which resembles it in several points, has the °*l
peculiarity of a strongly-marked flexuose £?*
raclllS. these, hpino- sn mnr>V» rm™«/I :«j.__i Trachis, these being so much curved indeed as t Jw~

Besides these, the
°^perfectly grotesque.

difnsum and uncum present rather striking f^The first is remarkable for having deeply W?
narrowish pinnules, very irregular in size and*
outline, in consequence of the varying If*
of the toothing, but without sensibly aft'enr^

1*
symmetry of the whole frond. The last fc*

*
elegant form lately found, in which the froi^

which are

New Plants.
241. Dendrobium Lowii.

D. (§ Eudendrobia, nigro-"hirsuta) Lowii : caule erecto ni<rro-
hirsuto, /bins ovato-oblong-is apice obliquis siibtus niero-
pubescentibus, racemis densis raultifloris (floribus aurlis)
petalis oblongris obtusis undulatis dorsali dunld latioribus.'
labello 3-lobo ; lobis lateralibus brevibus linearHanceolatis
mcuryis paulo super basin insertis interraedii louge ummi-
culati hrato subrotundo convexo decurvo barbato : mento

3?d tota"
S

° raali lon&iore»
columnu, semicylindrica

A most attractive species, imported from Borneo by
Messrs. Low, and exhibited by them on the 12th inst.
at a meeting of the Floral Committee of the Horti-
cultural Society. By whom the name has been given
we do not know. Fragments of what seems to be the
same plant occur among Motley's Orchids (No. 201)
gathered at Baugarmaasing. The flowers are admirably
beautiful, produced in dense racemes as many as seven
together, and are fully 2 inches in diameter, of a
charming yellow colour, set off in a striking manner by
six red lines on the lip bearing long crimson fringes.
Ihe stem is upright, about a foot long, covered with
black hairs, which also occur on the under side of the
leaves in the shape of fine down.
The species is evidently an ally of D. formostm, of

^ i ^ the
a
h*hlt

>
Lufc * slenderer, and has an

entirely different flower in structure as well as colour.
Probably it will eventually be stationed next the rare
Bendrobiuyn Infundihulum found in Moulmein byInomas Lobb, the colour of whose flowers is unknown

a. Upper part of small pinna of Athyrium Filix-foemina vplumosum
: 6. Frond of A.~Filix-fcemina v. Frizelli®

'•

c. Frond of A. Filis-fcemina v. Fieldise, Both b and creduced in size.

FERNS AND THEIR EXTRAORDIX VRY
VARIATIO

A few weeks since, we took occasion to allude
to the very sportive character of some of our Ferns

w »JVn
§

S°' in8ta »ced t™> or three remark-
able Bmish/orms of the Lady Fern, respecting which
some enquiries Lave subsequently reached ul The
best reply we can famish will be afforded by the

nules are so far connected together at the base as to
render the fronds scarcely bipinnate (technically pin-
nato-pmnatifid), and the toothing of the leaflets is
shallow and almost simple. From this we advance in
Grantiaj to a form dwarf indeed and simply toothed and
pinnato-pmnatifid still, but with the margins of the
leaflets undulated, so as to produce a prettily crimped
appearance. In another group, consisting of latifolium,
conioides, and Vernoniae, we have forms in which the
pinnules are short, broad, and crowded, and at the sametune deeply cut into narrowish parts, which gires a
frilled character to the divisions of the fronds. The fore-going are comparatively rare ; but at this point in the
series may be introduced the larger common feathery
forms of the species called incisum, in which the
fronds are nearly or quite tripinnate, the linear
lance-shaped pinnules being almost or quite sena-
rated into distinct lobes : and with it mnv beaccompanying figures of the plants then SDeciallv a i -.

lobesJ ,

and with ifc may be
referred to. I„° comparing t^ese sketches of W IIZ^t ^W*™> wbic\is ***** quite tripin-
verj dissimilar forms undoubtedly of one s»eZ Zthh^ ^"f^m md W™«'^- In the

£V l*
b°™ !»*- that

J
tl,ecenL

SC SK^^L^^iS^ **it is to be borne
of the group, which represents VUX3
variety of Lady Fern (Athyrium Filix-fcemina v.™"» " acuminate pinnules are separated into distinct some-

sienaer anu oipinnate, the p
appearing as if formed of a linear central porSoTS
stout distant marginal hook-like teeth, betn-eea2
occur broad open sinuses.

WL

Normally the fronds of the Lady Fern are

having no hairs or other covering except the sctWwhich are rather sparingly borne on the stipes- Wr*
some few varieties which are known, of which toning
may be taken as an example, the whole surface isc3
with glands so thickly as to produce a mealy an

ance. F

Usually too, the fronds of the Lady Fern are mo*
morphous, that is to say either alike symmetrical *

,

alike in the character if not the details of their

gularity, but even in this respect the plant is variai
for two or three varieties are known in which t*

fronds are as distinctly dimorphous as are those

«

Blechnum or Allosorus. One of these is diversifro*

in which
^
a portion of the fronds are like the ncm!

form of incisum, and another portion of them u

depauperately herniated in a very singular manne
hoth however poriferous. Another called Parson*

j

has some of its fronds with the pinnules crowdd
|

oblong toothed and about a quarter of an inch lor

these being sterile, and others with pinnules si

narrow and distant, averaging about one-eighth of t
inch in length, the apical ones becoming confine

into a narrow linear toothed point, these being fertile.

The amount of variation thus indicated is batasnt

portion of what has been observed in our owncc::

in the one species to which these remarks have bos

confined. There are many other varieties of the nam
group, and also a whole group of abnormal depau/w:

and tasseled forms, on which we shall some dariw/

few remarks to offer. There are, besides, others**

e.g., the Hart's-tongue, in which the amount oi\x

tion is even much greater. The Male Fera Mil-

Soft Prickly Shield Fern afford each a long series c

both normal and abnormal variations, many of them o:

striking distinctness from the type forms ; and evec

Blechnum has at length been found to he multiform.

Truly this land of ours, so favoured in many ways, n

be regarded as remarkably and specially favourable to

the production of varieties in the Fern family, for

^
seldom hear of their occurrence in other countries, £

is a remarkable fact too, that so many of them are» I

stant and permanent in character; that is to sa

placed in the cultivator's hands they continue toWJ
|

their peculiar features just as the normal forms ot

a

species develope theirs. There is, moreover, no r*»

apparent why they should not do this in perpeft

Certainly the greater part of them may be multg

ad infinitum by means of their spores. Often,j*
they are known to have sprung from a single «•

parent, which, judging from numerous instan
2,r

which the fact has been observed, would, if sufferec

remain, have gradually spread around itself a colon-

descendants. How long these would have been^

occupying or disseminating themselves over a cons*

able area it is difficult to guess, but there seems a

no obstacle in the way of their eventually dorngsr

many of them, at least—since they possess en«c

vigour of constitution, sufficient, we may belief-

enable them to bear a successful part in the s

for life, which it is now becoming fashionable to re^I

as the prime agent in the perpetuation of 0TPr\\
forms. May not some of our so-called species,p^gamic as well as cryptogamous, have had *&
origin ?

Though such curious varieties are not often be*

in the case of exotic Ferns, yet they sometimes dow-

and it may be that our hearing of them so Ri

rather to be attributed to the less exhaustsone species, neighbourhood of these comw nlnZl i I l.J be a""buted to the less exhausting

-

^ral figure! reared to, the most plum/Z'fcfiS *S it"^ fel!*2» *"* ^*ffl*£ence. As illustr ons, and confining ours-

examples of mnltifid forms, we w n&r^JLi

„T..r»»f »-*. «7. beautifo! and hfcblv fi„ZISTlTo^^^^ specimens of, treated
;.

»««*>« «.,*-:-„ r„. ...,_ « ,,
^"tb respectively ments or teeth, the latter not un frequently curved to-HMr/lfl T- I rt ma-ma* 4 i * !*i m

represent enhre „,c!s <rf Ma. Fr.W« and Miss

w»h\, "Vm
eS

'
F

' " rl ' e: ,re t0 be compared
jvith one of the numerous little fan-shaped parts shown
in

.

fi?nre b or one of the corresponding forked parts in
figure c The diversity M |, Urns becomes evident, is
Uttlo short of marvellous M occurring in one and the•me species, when moreover it U «.m «>mK„,„j *u. t

wards the sori. A very remarkable feature in th
original form of this variety is the constantly imperfe,
condition of the son, which consist of but few sdoic-
cascs and are almost, if not quite, without the charac
tenstic nidusia. ling abnormal condition of the fructi-

fX'^^M '1
n
«
douH a

-

s in
,

ot
\
cr Wel1 known cases

' ^»l-- »«,«,
to be referred to the excessive development of the leafy pt I prolifera

frequently called Polypodium tri *>
ar

.

e
^ a#

mnltifid sta»«- » " "" -*" nnituffl"

the Pacific lsi« ven ua ,u.v. .
, iml b^

mnltifid; the K hrodium molle corynil
ru J ^

1

; specimens of Nepiirodiam nultn ^
I^Ies, given m by Mr. C. P. Chin "_ ^— , the IS hrodium molle corvmlulerun ^

ientiful in cultivation, was we btl£*e *fcl*
inulcifid form met with by the la Mr. l^r

: ^
West African travels; nndlateV w» havereceiv

Indian
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ire all well marked examples of a tusselcd development

rimilar to that which occurs in our British Lastrea

x-inas cr: ta. J/".

DEATH OF MR. BILLTXGTOX, THE WELL
KNOWN ARBORICULTURIST.

The deceased William Billington, of Roy Towers, Beltnullet,

3Uy°» Ireland, the subject of this notice, was born at Hadnal,

a Tillage near .Shrewsbury, on the 27th of July, 1776. His
frtherhaving become reduced in circi stances, the education

of William, the youngest son, was consequently much
aagfected, and at the age of 13 he was sent to Birmingham to

Jearn the trade of buckle-making ; but he disliked town life, and
to use his own expression, "being unable to obtain the sight

of s green field for a whole fortnight he got completely sick of

backie-makintr, and ran home again," a distance of nearly 50
miles. Being now thrown on his own resources, he short
afterwards apprenticed himself to a Mr. J y, gardener to

>rbet. Esq,, the celebrated foxhunter, of Sundorn Castle,
Bear Shrewsbury.

xperiencing the disadvan ; of neglected education, and
being of retiri hab la studious turn of mind, heapplk
mself vigorously to self improvement ; and, to show the

peculiar bent of his min tie first lxx which ho punlcised
• Locke on the Understanding." Although for sever

his path waa beset with almost insurmountable
difficulties, yet by steady application to reading eucb works as
those of M n, Addison I'velyn, Darwin, ami others of that

ad, he acquired a reputa for ability; and on account of

bis good conduct, ho gained a character for integrity amongst
those to whom he was known; and his subsequent career and
success in life adds another remarkable ii nee to those
already on record of the ri> f self taught men.

Dr. Darwin's Phytolo was a favourite work with him, and
from that he obtained his ideas of tho true principles of
vegetable growth, and the functions of the leaves of plants.

During his earlier years he occupied much of his time in
making extracts from various writers, seldom rising later than
3 or 4 o'clock in the morning. lie became successively Head
Gardener to the Earl of Yarborough aud the Earl of Had-
dington, aud his friend Mr. Nicol recommended him' to Lord
Glenbervie, by whom he was appointed in 1810 to superintend
far the Crown, the planting and inclosing of 11,000
acres of the Forest of Dean. Lord Glenbervie had
a high opinion of his ability, and on the completion

M Driver's contract in the Forest of Dean, ap-
pointed him Deputy-Surveyor of Chopwell Woods, in the
oounty of Durham, where he shortly afterwards experienced
great trials and difficulties, owing to his courage in putting a
•top to the malpractices which he found to be going on. In
consequence of his uncompromising stand against mismanage-
ment in the Crown woods, his ability and reputation as an
arboriculturist were disparaged, and ho was charged with
destroying the young plantation under his care. This induced
him to institute an elaborate series of experiments, which so
completely proved the correctness of his practice, that he wrote
in i his well-known Treatise on Plantations, entitled
"Pacts, Hints, and Experiments," «fcc, on raising, pruning,
and training young trees in plantations, for naval and other
purposes. This brought him into notice with many writers on
the subject, and his mode of pruning became styled the
" BiUingtonian system."
Sr Walter Scott, Mr. Cobbet, Mr. Withers, Dr. Thackeray,

and other eminent writers animadverted upon his system, and
bis book was severely criticised by Sir Henry Steuart, but his
experiments and facts were incontrovertible. He, however,
deemed it necessary, on account of the many attacks
on bis work and character, to publish in 1836 a pamphlet in
Qualification of his system.
In 1826 his difficulties with his superiors arrived at a climax;

the Commissioners of the Royal Forests determined to get rid
of him by compulsory superannuation in the prime of life.

Notwithstanding this be constantly for many years solicited
every change of administration for re-appointment. The
Duke of Wellington, who was the only man who ever took
tne trouble to investigate his grievances, commanded
hisi re-instatement in office, his character having been fully
and completely exonerated from all the charges which had
been made against it. But the Duke's tenure of office
proving of very short duration, there was no further call for

wu-
SerV

n^
s of one whom people derisively called "Honestw™"} Blliington." Subsequently his energies were chiefly

devoted to advancing his favourite science of arboriculture.
Ue corresponded on the subject in most of the publications
aevoted to the furtherance of that science, amongst which may
oe enumerated Loudon's Gardiners' Magazine and the Gardeners'
l*«*MeU and Agricultural Gazette. He also published a letter to
Alexander Milne, Esq., one of her Majesty's Commissioners, on
Uow the Royal Forests had been ruined ;

" this was about

Wft
im
f
°f the Parnamentary inquiry into that department.

ror the last eight or nine years be resided with his sons in
tne West of Ireland, whore there is scarcely a tree to be foundm * wide wild district. He was almost constantly occupied
with his favourite art, and at the patriarchal ago of 85 the
"^ng passion remained so strong that on the 16th ultimo,
which was a fine mild day, he was engaged from morning until
Bight attending to the planting of trees and shrubs; but

7}*& i*1 h*8 enthusiasm over-exerted his strength, he aggra-
vated a disease with which he had long been afflicted. On the
morning of the 31st ultimo he departed this life, with his
acuities perfectly unimpaired. In addition to his other
Jierling qualities, it is worthy of remark that he was a sincere
and devoted Christian, exhibiting in his life the practical
jniths of the Christian religion, and frequently reminding his
jJBmy and friends that it was owing to the Divine support and

Rh
OT
i
whicn ho derived from tne constant perusal of his

ttiWe that he was enabled to surmount and overcome all the
aiais and difficulties that had beset his path. From a Corres-
pondent. *

NOTES ON THE PLANTS OF PERU. No. II.
(Continued front p. 735.

)

In my last letter I mentioned that I had looked
about on the cairn-like hills near Guayaquil for
Orchids, without success : but that I had seen them
growing plentifully on the brinks of the Guayaquil
Kiver, during my upward course. I had, however, not
yet left Guayaquil. On the 28th of June I took fever.
On the following day Mr. Mocatta received a letter
from Mr. Spruce, which stated that Dr. Taylor, an
English surgeon who had accompanied Mr. Spruce
from Rio Bamba to the forest, had gone to Ventanas,
where he would await my arrival ; and that I should pro-
ceed thither immediately. The fever left me in a couple
of days, but I was so weak that I had scarcely strength
to crawl to the druggists for medicine. The republic
oi Ecuador was at this time, and had been for 12
J^nths previous to my arrival, in a state of revolution.
Aiie contending parties were those of Guayaquil,

including the towns and villages which are situated

on or near the different branches of the Guayaquil river,

in opposition to the Quito faction, which occupied the
capital and other towns and villages in the Sierra or
hilly country. The Guayaquilians wished, it was
stated, to reform and remodel the Government of the
country, with a view to the establishment of sound
"liberal principles," and the better development of the
various sciences. What important benefits the "liberal

. principles " would ultimately confer on the community
I cannot say, but certainly there was great necessity

for the advancement of at least some of the sciences.

j

As a proof of this I may state that during the

past year, Dr. Jameson, who was then professor

of botany in the University of Quito, had only

|

three pupils.

By the 11th of July I had so far recovered
from the effects of fever that I applied to Mr.
Mocatta for funds to enable me to proceed up the

aquii River, to a place called Ventanas, where
r. Taylor as I have stated was to meet me. Mr.

Mocatta objected to my going up the river until an
action should take place between the contending
forces, which would, he believed, put an end to all dis-

turbances. The troops of the Sierra had by this time
descended into the great Guayaquil ian plain, and taken
possession of Ventanas and several adjacent villages.

Mr. Mocatta was therefore of opinion that it would be
extremely hazardous, under the existing circumstances,
to attempt to reach Ventanas. But I was determined
to stay in Guayaquil no longer. The climate is hot
and very unhealthy. Mr. Mocatta informed me that
the mean annual temperature is 80° Fahr., but I am
inclined to think that it must be a little more.
During my stay there, from May 13th to July 12th, my
thermometer (and it was a good one with polished
tube) never fell below 82° Fahr. It is however but
right to mention that June and July arc considered the
hottest months in the year.

On the 12th of July I embarked my Wardian
cases, 15 in number, on board a small United
States steamer, which was commissioned by General
Franco to carry troops and munitions of war to
Bodejas, a small town on the river bank, about 40
miles above Guayaquil. There were on board his
Excellency General Franco, commander-in-chief of the
troops of Guayaquil, a number of general officers,

and about 200 soldiers.

^
The steamer left Guayaquil about 10 a.m., amid the

dissonant cries of the soldiers and populace, and pro-
ceeded slowly up the river. That large tract of low
lying country which runs along the sea coast from the
southern parts of New Grenada to the rainless deserts
of Peru, although not exactly barren, is in most
instances sparsely covered by a shrubby or herbaceous
vegetation of Leguminous plants. However, on
passing up the river the vegetation gradually improves,
and so continues, until it ultimately swells into a
magnificent evergreen forest. The banks of the river
for about 20 miles above Guayaquil are one mass of
soft mud, on which, however, may be seen assembled
great numbers of hideous-looking alligators. In some
places I have counted as many as 52 of the full-

grown brutes grouped together, and presenting the
appearance of so many logs of wood which had been
left by the ebb tide on the muddy banks of the river.

During this year great numbers of alligators had died
of some disease, and the stench arising from their

carcases—which were lying about here and there in

pools of mud, exposed to the full rays of the sun—was
almost intolerable.

The steamer reached Bodegas about 5 p.m., and I

immediately set about getting my cases transferred to
a house, or rather shed, which had been hastily erected
over a raft in the bed of the river. This place was
v ailed a Fonda or Hotel, but it certainly did not
deserve that title. On entering I was compelled to get
down almost on my knees, and when once inside, I

i
was obliged to move about with the greatest caution

;

for although the logs over which the shed was erected
had been lashed together, yet many of the trunks were
bent and twisted, so that there were several openings
large enough to allow one to drop into the river.

When the revolution broke out in the country,
Bodegas was one of the first places seized
and garrisoned by the Guayaquil party; and as it

was necessary that the soldiers should be placed
under cover, the inhabitants were immediately turned
out of their dwellings, and left to find shelter where
they best could.

,

On the following day after my arrival I examined
the ground for some distance around the town
and found growing in damp places, and in great

profusion, the sensitive plant, Mimosa pudica. I
also noticed species of Oxalis, Cissus, Bignonias,

and plenty of Ipomccas and Solanums. On my return
I saw growing plentifully on the river bank a splendid
species of Mucuna (not in cultivation) with large waxen
yellow coloured flowers. In the afternoon of the same
day I crossed the river and found, growing amidst a

clump of trees, a fine specimen of Artocarpus incisa,

the Bread-fruit of the South Pacific Islands. The tree

in question must have been 50 or 60 feet in height,

and its wide spreading branches and monstrous leaves

made me conclude that I was the Incky finder of some
remarkable unknown tree. I was at the time perfectly

well aware that the Bread-fruit was not indigenous to

any part of America or West India Islands ; and know-

ing the great apathy and indolence of the people I
thought no one would be likely to go to the trouble* of
procuring seeds from any place in the Pacific or West
Indies, to which place it was taken by Capt Bligh.
At first sight I really thought that the leaves were
none other than those of Artocarpus incisa, but
the great difference in the size of the leaf from
those I had seen on plants in cultivation, together

with its great height and wide-spreading branches,

completely dispelled the idea. While I was contem-
plating my new discovery a party of soldiers—who had
been out collecting firewood—came along and halted

under tho tree, in order to rest and refresh themselves.

From one of them I learned that the tree was called

the Arbol de pan, tree of bread, so that it turned out
to be the veritable Bread-fruit after all. Certainly, the
miserable specimens of this tree seen in cultivation

in England, and which are not in general more than
3 or 4 feet in height, with two or three tattered leaves

at top, convey no correct idea of the tree whatever

;

and had it not been for the little thread of information
derived from the soldiers—for then I remembered I

had seen wax models of the fruit in museums in
Kugland—I might have remained ignorant of its

identity for some time longer.

On my return, I found growing amid the desultory
vegetation, Adiantums, Gyinnograins, Lygodiums,
and here and there several plants of Asclepias

Curassavica, growing as a shrub. Around the town are
several clumps of Mango trees, Oranges, and Plan-

tains. But the Mangos of Guayaquil, although famed
along the western coast of South America, would
not find a market in India. The Mangos which I

saw exhibited for sale at several places in India, when on
my way to the Nilgherries, far exceeded, both in size

and flavour, the renowned Daule Mangos, which are
daily brought to Guayaquil for sale and exportation.

Bodegas, like Guayaquil, is exceedingly hot, and
most unhealthy. If there were in such a place an
efficient sanitary committee vested with fall power to

act as they mi^'ht consider necessary, the mortality

might not be half so great as it is. But such a thing
as a sanitary committee is not, as far as I am aware,
ever thought of. In the town ofBodegas, as at Guaya-
quil and Panama, one sees the remains of Plantains,

refuse cf fish, entrails of animals, and all sorts of
filth, around every dwelling ; and these are allowed to
accumulate and to be soaked by tho rains, and dried
to dust by the fierce heat of the sun, without a sentence
ever being breathed by any one as to their injurious

effects on the community in general. Robert Cross.

Home Correspondence
Cotton Cultivation in Ii s.—The conclusions to which our

examination of the Indian Cotton cultivat ng experiments, as
carried on at Coimbatore, lead are few and simple. First we
learn that the American method, however perfect as regards
tillage and agricultural art, is wanting in science, and although,
applicable, at least for some time, to the virgin soils of America,
is altogether ununited to those of uthern India. This
inference seems fully established by a trial continued through
13 years, in the course of which we learned that the Ryots of
India with the simplest of simple means raised as good crops
and of as good Cotton as the American planters could do with
their much more costly and laborious procedure. Secondly, vm
learn that Indian tillage, though executed with the most unas-
suming and primitive of implements, is fir from being so
defective as, judging from the appearance of the tool, we
should at first sight suppose. This is owing to the full effect
being produced not by going once or twice over the ground
as we do, but often five or six times, increasing the depth each
time; and never, as in English practice, consolidating the
subsoil by the pressure of a heavy plough, and the treading of
three or lour large horses employed to drag it, walking leisurely
along the furrow just made. The effect of these repeated
stirrings is to produce a very perfect tilth, allowing the freest
access of the air to every particle of the soil.

Thirdly, we learn that tho Ryot, by following a systematic
course of rotation, combined with slight manuring and his
excellent tillage, has preserved through many centuries the
fertility of his land, while the planter by disregarding that
most, essential practice has, in a few years, exhausted the
exuberant fertility of his—at least so far as Cotton culture is

concerned. We have now to enter on a new branch of the
subject, which, I think, may be most conveniently con-
sidered in endeavouring to answer two questions, namely—Is
it possible within a few years so far to restore fertility to the
•' worn out" Cotton fields of America as to render their renewed
culture profitable? And, secondly -Can the fertility of the
Indian "Cotton soils" be increased by the use of manurial
appliances, aided, perhaps, by modified rotations, more in
accordance with ascertained scientific principles than those
now practised? I limit this question to the properly—ao
called "black Cotton soils," which are peeu Ail
others I know can be so improved. Dr. Mallet remarks,
" As to the extent to which they (the mineral consti-

tuents) are withdrawn from the ". by cultivation, it
! may be remarked generally, that Cotton is by no means
n exhausting crop ;'er nn ' — re-

ferring of course to the small quantity n vet in

India we found it a very e? it v hould

be so, under the circumstances sta Mallet, I an
unable to say. He informs us,

'

' The great mass of the plant-
root, stem, branches, leaves and empl : .

remains on the

field, and is ploughed into the soil, which is enriched by the

rapid decay of the organic matter. Nothing is remowad

••xceptthe fibre and seed, and a large pro[*>rtion, if not the

whole of the latter, is by judi' s planters returned to tho

land ; Cotton seed is In fact almost the only m med
as manure in the Cotton region of America. * # * The Cotton

fibre, which constitutes the saleable r net, and is

absolutely carried off the land, must be looked up >n as a very

light crop ; a bale of 400 or 5C0 lbs. t acre is sometimes

obtained under favourable circumstances, hut this is much

a> ove the average for upland Cotton. The fibre yields 1 or 1J

per cent, of ash, so that at the roost 7i lbs. ol mineral matter

per acre will be removed from the soil annually. According

to Johnston (Lectures on Agricultural Chemi p. 2t0),

a crop of Wheat of 15 bushels to the acre removes from the soil,

in the grain alone, abut 17 05 lbs. of mineral matter; a crop

of Barley of 3S bushels, carries off in the grain. 46'9S lbs. A
crop of Oats of 50 bushels, 58 05 lbs. According to Liebig,
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(Letters on Modern Agriculture), an average crop o I
IVtatoes

removes from each aero about 163 lbs. of mineral matter ;
and

one of Beet about 45S lbs., leaves included." The fact, therefore,

of Cotton removing so small an amount of mineral matter, as

compared with these, is to me an interesting one (for such I

presume we may consider it), as going far to prove that, in

the case of Cotton and possibly all other crops,

the sterility caused by consecutive cropping with the same

plant is not simply attributable to the amount of mineral

matter removed from the soil. In India our crops were

occasionally so luxuriant that the planters assured us they

were quite equal to Mississippi ones, but tbe falling off the

second year was most conspicuous, and the third was scarcely

worth picking. This occurred repeatedly during the first

4 or 5 years of our pupilage under American tuition, and of

course led to the discontinuance of that mode of procedure.

The point which claims attention is, that while Dr. Mallet

on, I presume, theoretical grounds—or because nearly

the whole of the vegetable matter of the crop is returned

to the soil—considers cotton by no means an exhausting crop, he

yet informs us that the vast extent of worn-out Cotton

fields already existing in even the most recently settled Cotton

States is such as "must compel, there and elsewhere, the

attention of the economist to the scientific aspects of the

problem of Cotton cultivation." The discrepancy between
these two passages seems to indicate that, at least in this

instance, theory and practice are at variance; the Cotton
plant as shown by both American and Indian experience being
in truth a very exhausting one when cultivated according to

the American system. But, on the other hand, when managed
according to the Indian one, that is, as one of a rota-

tion, its exhausting tendency appears to be so far

counteracted that it ceases to be more injurious to the
soil than other crops, and has in consequence retained

its place in their agricultural system for centuries ; seemingly
without causing any material deterioration of fertility. After

what I have so repeatedly witnessed when engaged in Cotton
culture, combined with Dr. Mallet's previous statement as to

the vast extent of worn out Cotton fields, I cannot but
hesitate accepting his deduction as to the non-exhausting
character of this crop on the grounds stated. It is on record

that the fertile soils of Virginia bore for a century continued
croppiug with Wheat and Tobacco, without manure, before

they ceased to produce remunerating crops, whereas scarcely

half that time has elapsed since the Southern States of North
America became the great Cotton field of the world, and
already half their extent consists of " worn-out " Cotton fields,

and that, too, notwithstanding 9-10ths or more of each crop is

annually returned to the soil which produced it. Whether
other crops similarly cultivated, and year after year returned
to the soil iu the same proportion, would equally induce
sterility, is more than I can say, or perhaps than is known, or

likely to be known, except experimentally on a small scale
;

but it is a question meriting careful consideration before fully

adopting, as proved, the chemical theory of exhaustion of the
soil. Should the experiment be made, and the result be at all

in accordance with what is known regarding Cotton culture, it

will I think, go far to prove that that theory requires revision,

and that the more or less exploded one of poisonous excretions
may, to some extent at least, be again taken into favour. I lay
stress on these matters now in the hope that Dr. Mallet, should
he chance to see these lines, may be induced to take
them into his consideration when examining "the special
mineral food required by the Cotton plant, and the amount of
this food, both ofwhich remain to be examined by analysis of
the ash, and will form another part ofhis investigation." Of all
our agricultural chemists, fortunately now both numerous and
skilful, he seems by far the most favourably situated to inves-
tigate this interesting question, and if he does so with the
untiring patience and skill he has already bestowed on the soil
per te, we may, I think, expect it will be definitively ascer-
tained on unquestionable evidence that part at least of the
benefits derived from rotation is due, not simply to one set of
plants living on food left by those which preceded them, while
fresh supplies are being generated by agencies at work in the
soil, but is in part attributable to their feeding on the excre-
tions of their predecessors. The excretions of Beans are sup-
posed to nourish tbe Cereal crop which follows them
in rotation, while' those of the Oak are so injurious
that most other freer., planted on the site whence it has been
removed, will not thrive though food suitablo for their nourish-
ment abounds. The excretions of the Poppy, too, are said to
contaminate the ground for many other plants. May not the
Cotton plant in like manner poison the ground for itself, long
before it has exhausted the inorganic constituents on which it
lives, while like Beans actually enriching it for other crops,
which in the course of a few years, by consuming the deposit,
reprepare it for fresh Cotton crops, as happens in the Indian
plan of culture ? May not our Clover and Turnip sickness, the
causes of which are still a mystery, be referable to a similar
origin, differing only in requiring a longer interval and more
varied rotation to effect its removal from the soil- through the
agency of other crops ? A careful analysis and compari-
son of "worn-out" with fresh virgin soils may perhaps
enable so skilful an analyst as Dr. Mallet to throw some
useful light on this obscure but most interesting and im-
portant subject of inquiry, and also enable him to aid the
investigations of our chemists in their hitherto nearly fruitless
endeavours to discover the cause of our Clover and Turnip sick-
ness. Lastly, let us hope that his researches may result in
suggesting such a course of cropping as will not only preserve
fertility in new lands, but restore it, by a speedier process than
tnat followed by unaided nature, to the already "worn out
Cotton fields' of the Southern States of North America.
Kooert Wxght, Grazeley Lodge.
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trees in pots, standing on the shop counter l v^
beautiful fruit. The interest manifested b™

^P<3 Vina Kaa« ^*__ Jtowards these tiny trees has been far
expected, and it was a matter of amusement ™T^:

the ludicrous opinions broached as tn «,„?{***opinions as to the fmif vwax imitations, &c. One market gardener
beli L

the fruit was genuine, but that it was "stnoiJstuck
majority of observers however imagined m,°
were u wired." But the fruit did grow on trees in

fro .ii the ground 9 feet 9 inches. Other rare old trees

still exist here, which are reported to have been planted

about the same time as the Cork tree ; of these I may

mention Juglans nigra, or Black Walnut, and a very

fine old Cercis Siliquastrum, or Judas tree. D. Cunning-

ham, Gardener, Fulham Palace.

Cinchona succirubra.—Early in November, 1860, a

packet of the seed of the Red Bark tree, which had

been collected within sight of the snowy peak of Chim-

borazo by Mr. Spruce aud the gardener, the second part

of whose narrative appears in another page, was received

at the Botanic Gardens Kew. These seeds were

sown at several successive times, but the first of them

were sown on the 9th of that month. They germinated

somewhat irregularly ; the first started in about three

weeks or a month, while others took several weeks ever yet seen was produced in a lean-to-W^
longer. Tiie seedlings as soon as they could be handled to "Weeks' Kb. 33," sometimes figured i

were pricked into shallow pans, the larger ones being —1 * * v ' "~ * -

placed in the middle, the smaller in concentric circles

around them. One of these seedlings, which had from
the very commencement exhibited great vigour in its

growth, and consequently had been placed in the centre

of one of the pans, now began to grow very rapidly. At
the suggestion of the respected Curator the other seed-

lings were taken out of the pan and potted separately.

and fetched a far higher price as it dropped t£
would have done if grown for sale in the^fThe finest and most extensive crop of PeacEr?'
ever yet seen was produced in a lean-to-hon*. •?'

to "Weeks' No. 33," sometimes figuredi*"*
columns. A great number of the fruit meaarJ*
inches in circumference, and the smaller sizaUjc
produced me from 30 to 50 per cent, higher prSJ
I could get for fruit grown in the ordinary way. yS
there is no comparison in point of flavour

•

MU
fruit would not sell half so readily as thatgro^^Jj
glass. I went a few miles last season toseeaifl?
Plums, all the trees were in eight, ten, or twelve?

By these means the giant was not disturbed, but left in
j

pots, and literally loaded with magnificent
fruit I

entire possession of the pan. Its progress was now more
rapid than ever, it had soon outstripped all its contempo-
raries, and by June of the present year it was more
than double the size of any of the others. It was not
drawn up, for it had the same amount of light and air

as the others ; this could also be seen by the thickness

of the stem and the shortness of the internodes. I

measured the plant when it was about 11 months old,

and found its dimensions to be as follows. The stem
was 4 feet high, a few of the lower leaves had dropped off,

but there were still 11 pairs of leaves upon the main
stem, and 5 pairs upon a side shoot ; these leaves were
many of them a foot in length and 9 inches broad.

The stem at first appeared to be soft and spongy, it is

now putting on a more woody character; it is 2\ inches
in circumference near the base. There are several

hundreds of plants which were raised at the same time
as the one above described ; only a few of them are

more than 9 inches high, while the average may be
about 6 inches. We must therefore look upon this

specimen as a very remarkable plant, and a giant of his

race. C. W. C.

Vines.—I have a Vinery filled with Muscats which
were planted in February last ; they have grown very
strongly, and average not less than 2 inches in girth.
By some gardeners I am advised to cut them back to
half-rafter length, while others would have me leave
them full length. Some only would allow one or two
bunches of fruit to the rod next season, while others
recommend me to leave seven or eight bunches. A few
hints therefore on these points would oblige A Constant
Header.

Cucumber Growing.—I was glad to see in your last
impression Mr. William Paul's notice of the success of
Mr. John Monro in the cultivation of Cucumbers and
Melons; and I

never seen such a sight before. One almost

it positive cruelty to take such a crop from poT

The colours too, such as only Plums can exhibit

truly gorgeous, and the flavour better than an<

had before met with. This house was managed Wj
gardener of the most humble pretensions, he lad"

crotchets, he had read little and seen less; buthbi
in regard to fruit houses is excellent. The great**

in pot tree culture seems to be judicious water::

top-dressing. It. T. H.t Weymouth.

octettes*

Linnean : Nov. 21.—G. Bentham, Esq., Pr»k
in the chair. E. Clapton, M.D., was elected a Fefo

Dr. Cobbold made some observations, illustrated

sketches, on the mode of reproduction ol Gjroda

elegans, a parasite on the common Stickleback. I

following papers were read:—1. "On the two:

or Dimorphic condition in the Species of Primnii, l

on their remarkable Sexual Relations f by C. Darr

Esq. When a large number of Primroses and Coin

are gathered, they are found to consist in about e:

numbers of two forms obviously differing in thelar

of their stamens and pistils. Florists who cnltinfet-

Polyanthus and Auricula are well aware of this difar

and call those which display the globular stigwi-

mouth of the corolla tube " pin-eyed," and in*
display the stamens "thrum-eyed." M. D«^
designated these two sets long-styled aud shorvv.:*.

plants. The long-styled plants "have a awfeW
style, with a globular and much rougher tfigm

standing high above the anthers j the stamens a

short, the grains of pollen smaller and oblong in shap

the upper half of the corolla tube is moie expand

hope that what Mr. Paul says may be and the number of seeds produced is smaller. »
the means of inducing Mr. M. to lay before the horti
cultural world a pamphlet describing in detail his prac-
tice in the management of these favourite Cucurbi-
taceous plants. From what I have seen of his produc-
tions as exhibited at the London shows, I think that
no man can be better qualified to instruct his younger
brethren in that particular branch, more especially as
applicable to their culture in the Melon and Cucumber

j

been examined^ no traMUionafgrades had bcejW

house, heated by means of hot water, &c. John Coleman, there was never experienced the slightest
douW«Sffl

Grapes eaten by Polecats.—k.% there has been so *
* " " ' "

A— fn*

short-styled plants have a short style half the lengw

the corolla tube, with a smooth depressed

standing beneath the anthers; the stamen* r

long ; the grains of pollen spherical and larg^

tube of the corolla is of the same T?.|
till close to its upper end; the number of «* P.

duced is larger. Though large numbers of p*

1027, for " draining " read drawing out.

Ancient Corh Tree at the Bishop ofLondon's, Fulham.
-—As it may interest some of your readers who are
curious about the history of old and remarkable trees, I
beg to send you some account of a Quercus suber, or
Cork tree, growing here, and said to have been planted
by Bishop Compton in 1688. Mr. A. W. Blomfield,
son of the Jate Bishop of London, in a work published'
by him four or five years ago, asserts that this same
Cork tree was the first of the sort planted in England.
This appears, however, to be doubtful, inasmuch as
Paxton's " Botanical Dictionary " states that the Cork
tree was first introduced into this country in the year
1581—107 years previous to the planting of our tree at
Fulham. As, however, there may be Cork trees still

in good health in some of the southern counties of
England older than the one here, perhaps some of your
Correspondents will enlighten us as to the ages of tbe
oldest specimens in their respective localities; the
height of the trees and girths at 3 feet from the ground
will also doubtless be read with interest. According to
Sir W. Watson's report to the Royal Society in 1793,
our tree here was then 45 feet high, and its girth at
three feet from the ground 8 feet 4 inches. The same

much written lately in your columns respecting the
destruction of Grapes by rats, I think it may not be
uninteresting to relate a circumstance that occurred to
me some years ago. For some days I had noticed that
my Grapes were eaten from an out-door Vine, as I
supposed by rats. I accordingly set a trap, and next
morning found therein not a rat but a young polecat,
alive. 1 destroyed him and missed no more Grapes from
that time. F.R.C.S.

Chrysanthemum Sports.—la reference to the remarks
at p. 981, respecting fixing sports of Chrysanthemums,
I beg to state that I have a plant of Golden Queen of
England on a Bingle stem, one portion of the flowers
ot which are yellow, and the rest ordinary Queen of
England. The remainder of the stock is all yellow
although the whole of the plants have been treated
alike throughout the season. R. W. C, Stourbridge.

Orchard Souses.—I have watched with interest the
correspondence in your columns respecting orchard
houses and the growth of fruit trees in pots. I find
men of known ability giving very contradictory
opinions as to the utility and value of this mode of fruit
culture. I do not pretend to know so much of the
science and art of gardening generally as those who
figure so frequently in your columns ; but as a fruiterer
I am able to add my matured opinion in favour of all
that has been advanced of late by your correspondent
" T. R." During the last two seasons I have had a
large quantity of fruit from the Channel Islands, and
from orchard houses and other sources in this and
neighbouring counties; and I am led to believe that
only from trees grown in orchard bouses can you make
sure of a crop, and that trees in pots under the same
treatment are not only as fruitful in proportion, but

t~ U how 50 feet S he*ht. anll girtlls at ^'eleT I
£*?%?%&T^^t^l

which form to class any plant, and the two
[

on
j*

never found on the same plant. Many pl^?

marked, and found to retain the same charac^

following year. Collecting from several m
localities, and taking every plant which

gf
eW

,?l

spot, Mr. Darwin gathered 522 umbels, ot tm
were long-styled, and 281 short-styled. The*

presents the same two forms, but amongst the &

fancy kinds the long-styled ones are rare, as w*

less valued by florists ; there is in these a muc&

relative inequality in the length of the

stamens than in the Cowslip. In the two

Primula sinensis the pistil is about twice »

in the one as in the other. There is one rem*

difference in the two firms of this species

that the short-styled plants, if insects he ex

and there be no artificial fertilisation, are q«lte
,

whereas the long-styled produce a moderate qow*

seed; but when properly fertilised, the sn°r
\

as with Cowslips yield more seed than the }ow
Several other Primulas were mentioned, in *

difference of long and short styles had been^o _•

" We thus see," observed Mr. Darwin,
u that^

tence of two forms is very general, if not nD
'

Primula. The simple fact of tbe pollen &****,#
in size and outline, and the stigma in shape an —
nessin two sets of individuals of tbe *m*TL0[
curious, but what does it mean ? " The use or ^
of dimorphism in plants, it was observed, ^ $

been explained. Mr. Darwin's first *&»*%$#&
species were tending towards a dioecious cona ^
the long-styled plants with their rougher m ^
more feminine in nature, and would produce w
and that the short-styled plants witn ^gj
stamens and larger pollen grains were mot

• ^ jp
Various experiments were tried, the

, p{jtbe^
were minutely stated, but the result Shoffeu
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rtvled plants to be mnch the more productive. The result

of various observations and experiments led to the

opinion that insects are absolutely necessary to the

fertilisation of Cowslips, and by inference of other if

not of all Primulas ; but what insects visit the plants

to effect this end the author did not know, although he

had been led to suppose it was effected by moths.

In all the species of Primula the pollen readily adheres

to any object, so that if the proboscis of a dead humble
bee, or thick bristle, or rough needle be pushed down
the corolla, first of one form and then of the other, it

will be found that the pollen from the long stamened
forms will adhere round the base of the proboscis, and
will be left with certainty on the stigma of the long-

styled form, while pollen from the shorter stamens of the
long-styled form will adhere a little above the tip of the
proboscis, and some will generally be left on the stigma
of the other form. This pollen will be carried reciprocally

from one form to the other. In withdrawing the pro-
boscis from the long-styled form with pollen adhering
near the tip there will be a good chance of some beinsr

left on the flower's own stigma, in which case there will

be self fertilisation, but this by no means always occurs.

In the short-styled forms on the other hand, and it is

important to remember this, the insertion of the pro-
boscis between thfl anthers almost invariably carries

down pollen to the flower's own stigma. These observa-
tions led Mr. Darwin to test the potency of the two
pollens with respect to the two stigmas. In each species

four crosses can be tried, namely, the stigma of the long-

styled, by its own-form pollen, and by that of the short
styled, and the stigma of the short-styled by its own-
form pollen and by that of the other form. When the
stigmas are fertilised by their own-form pollen, the
union was said to be " Homomorphic," and when by the
pollen of the dissimilar form " Heteromorphic."
Experiments were tried in this way with the P. sinensis

P. veris, and P. auricula, and it was found that
in each case the heteromorphic was much more
fertile than the homomorphic union. •' We have
here, as far as I know," observed Mr. Darwin,
"a case, new in the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
We see the species of Primula divided into two sets or
bodies which cannot be called distinct sexes, for both
are hermaphrodites, yet they are to a certain extent
sexually distinct, for they require for perfect fertility

reciprocal union. They might perhaps be called sub-
dicccious hermaphrodites. The meaning or use of the
existence in Primula of the two forms in about equal
numbers with this pollen adapted for reciprocal union
is tolerably plain, namely to favour the intercrossing of
distinct individuals. With plants there are innu-
merable contrivances for this end, and no one will
understand the final cause of the structure of many
flowers without attending to this point/' The question
whether the Primrose and Cowslip are distinct species
or varieties has been more disputed and experimented
on than any similar question in respect to any other
plant. But as we now know that the visits of insects
are indispensable to the fertilisation or* these plants,
and that in all probability the heteromorphic pollen of
a Primrose would be prepotent on the stigma of a
Cowslip over the homomorphic pollen of a Cow-
slip, the numerous experiments which have been
made showing that Oxiips appear among the seedlings
of Cowslips cannot be trusted, as the parent plants do
not appear to have been carefully protected from
insects. The simple fact of two individuals of the
»me undoubted species when homomorphically united
being as sterile as are many distinct species when
crossed, will surprise those who look at sterility as a
special endowment to keep created species distinct.

"Whether or not," continued the author, " the dimor-
phic condition of the Primula has any bearing on other
Points in natural history, it is valuable as showing how
Nature strives, if I may so express myself, to favour
the sexual union of distinct individuals of the same
species." Cases of dimorphism like that of the
Primula seem to be far from rare in the vegetable
kingdom, though little observed. Mr. Darwin instanced
those of several American genera and one Indian genus
of Rubiaceous plants, in which some have exserted
stamens and some exserted pistils ; several dimorphic spe-
cies of the North American Plantago ; Rhamnus lanceo-
Jatus as to its female organs, and also the genus Linum ;

so that already wc know of species having distinct dimor-
phic individuals in live well separated natural orders.
With respect to Linum, further ^ experiments were
thought desirable, but the author incidentally
mentioned having several years ago observed in Linum
flavum two forms, with both pistils and stamens
differing in length ; whilst in Linum grandiflorum there
are two forms which present no difference in their male
organs, but have the pistils and stigmatic surface
much larger in one than in the other. The short-
styled form, Mr. Darwin believed to be highly fertile
with its own pollen, while the long-styled was found to
be quite sterile with its own pollen. Several plants
growing remote from short-styled forms had their
stigmas coloured blue with their own pollen, without
yielding a single capsule ; but when a little pollen from
the short-styled plants was put on the stigmas of 12
flowers of the long-styled plants, already blue with
their own pollen, eight fine capsules were obtained.
Mr. Darwin regarded the existence of plants in full
health and capable of bearing seed, on which their own
pollen produced no more effect than the pollen of a plant
°* a different order or than so much inorganic dust, as

one ot the most surprising tacts lie bad ever obseived."

—

2. "Contributions to an Insect Fauna of the Amazon
valley: Lepidoptera—Heliconidae," by H. W. Bates,

Esq. The author, in the course of this paper, particu-

larly alluded to what he called the mimetic analogies or

resemblances found among the Heliconidae. The injects

of this group seem to be objects mimicked by members
of other groups ; thus a number of Bombycide moths
wear to deception the livery of different Heliconideous

species, the mimicking species always inhabiting the

same country as the species mimicked. Again, Leptales

Lysinoe puts on the appearance of one species of

Ithomia where Ithomiae are few, and of three or four

species where they are numerous. "The same species,

however, in a third district is very vacillating in

mimics, not a Heliconian at

species of the equally pro-

Erycinide genus Stalachtis."

mimetic analogies occur in

instances are not, however,

confined to the Lepidoptera, but in both hemispheres are

very numerous in all orders. Perhaps the most striking

of all, and those most familiar to European entomolo-

gists, are those between a group of the moths, and
wasps, bees, and other insects of the most diverse

orders. Mr. Bates stated that in all cases he believed

the analogous forms are found to inhabit the same
countries ; in S. America they are often confined to the

same very limited districts. In very many cases the

objects of imitation are prolific, dominant, and flourish-

ing forms, whilst the imitators are species of great

rarity. Besides being thus the objects of imitation by
various families, the Heliconidse mimic each other
respectively to a great extent. The purpose of

mimetic analogies, the author thought, would be

its colouration, and
all, but one or two
lific and dominant
A similar series of

Tropical Asia. The

Pone de VV uileuiOeig. L 1 lus fear lias been lor many
years so well known in this country that we need not
give the description, which is very correct in the work
before us, except as regards quality. This, Professor
Decaisne does not speak so highly of as we should
of fruit grown in this country, especially on a standard
in a good season. "The fruit," he says, " as variable

in flavour as in form, is rarely of first-rate quality."

Now in the neighbourhood of London, when the tree

and its fruit are well exposed to sun and air, for its very

broad foliage requires plenty of both, there is no Pear
so exceedingly juicy, and the flavour is rich and
refreshing. The original tree, we are informed, was
raised about 1808 by M. Liart, a gardener at Mons,

and was purchased when very young by the Abbe*

Duquesne for 33 francs ; he gave the variety the name
of Napoleon. Prof. Decaisne has doubtless described

the fruit, as regards flavour, truly as he found it ; but
perhaps the tree producing the specimens had been

growing in soil too highly enriched. The Napoleon
Pear is one of those sorts that will not bear to be grown
to a large size in very rich soil without great deteriora-

tion of flavour, or perhaps a dry continental summer
may not suit it.]

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Macintosh's Nursery, King Street, Ham-

mersmith.—Of Solanum capsicastrum Mr. Macintosh
has this year a fine stock of plants, the fruit on which is

now ripe and bright orange scarlet in colour. His plants

appear dwarfer and more prolific than is usual with this

kind of Solanum. His treatment of it has been given

in former Numbers, but a recapitulation if it may not
be out of place here; it is as follows:—If good sized

specimens are wanted in a comparatively short time,
tolerably evident on examination of the facts, but the

i let the young plants be introduced into the warmth of
processes by which they were brought about was a I an intermediate house early in spring, and as soon as

more abstruse question, upon which he offered some
suggestions.

0otiit8 of JSoofes.
(Continuedfrom p. 1029).

Le Jardin Fruitier du Museum , ou Tconographie de
toutes les Fspeces et Varietts d'Arbres Fruitiers :

avec leur Description, leur Histoire, leur Synonymie,

Sfc. ; par J. Decaisne. 4to. Paris, Firmin Didot.

Poire Pomme.—Syn. Beurre* de Rackencheim or
Rackenghem, Beurre" d'Hardenpont, and Delices
d'Hardenpont (of some), Pomoise. Fruit small or
middle-sized, Apple-shaped, being roundish, hollow at

the eye and stalk; the latter is of variable length,
generally short, deeply sunk at its insertion. Eye
likewise deeply sunk in a regularly formed hollow.
Skin rough, greenish yellow, but for the most part
covered with russet brown. Flesh white, melting, very
juicy and sugary, with slight astringency. [This it is

apt to acquire in very dry summers.] Season Oct.,

Nov. It is however inferior to many others which
ripen at the same period. We find an exact description

of this Pear in the Pomologie de la Seine-Inferieure,

under the name of DUices cFHardenpont ; and it is

figured in the same work under that of Beurre'

d'Hardenpont. I have already remarked this double

error in speaking of the Pear Delices d'Angers, which
M. Willermoz has confounded with the P. Pomme,
and which has as synonym the Beurre de Rackencheim.

Poire Oraslin. — Syn. Beurre* Superfin, Beurre"

Dathis, Dathis du Printemps, Laure de Glymes ?

Fruit large, pyriforra, or turbinate, flattened at the

eye. Stalk thick, a little bent, very thick at its junction,

so that the fruit and stalk taper into each other. Eye
open, in a wide depression, the segments of the
calyx erect or slightly reclined. Skin smooth,
of a uniform yellow, or but slightly worked with
red next the sun. Flesh very melting, some-
what granular, with abundance of sugary, some-
what acidulated, perfumed, but not musky juice.

An excellent fruit, which however presents the varia-

tions of flavour which we meet with in the Duchesse
d'Angouleme. Season, middle of October. Tree vigor-

ous ; shoots olive. Leaves large, oval, acuminate, with
the margin almost entire. The original tree is supposed
to be from 80 to 100 years old. It is growing at Mali-
tourne, commune de F14e canton de Chateau-du-Loir
(Sarthe), on an estate belonging to the family of

Graslin, after which it was named in compliment when
tasted by Dr. Bretonneau of Tours some 20 or 25
years ago.

Poire Bretonneau.—Syn. Beurre Bretonneau, Doc-
teur Bretonneau, Calebasse d'Hiver. Fruit large,

obtuse-pyriform, or like a Doyenne\ Stalk very short

thick ; fleshy, bent. Eye in a shallow depression, seg-

ments of the calyx erect or spreading. Skin thick,

rough, ground colour ochre-yellow, speckled with russet,

brownish red next the sun. Flesh yellowish white,

half melting, rather coarse-grained, gritty near the

core, sweet and somewhat perfumed. Season—March,
April, or later. Although contrary to the opinion of

the Congres pomologiqne de Lyon, Prof, Decaisne says

he must class this among stewing Pears.

Poire Napoleon.—-Syn. Bon Cretien Napoleon, Bon
Chretien Dor6, Bon Chretien Bonaparte, Captif de

Sainte Helene, Belle Can aise (of some), Beurre d'Autien,

Charles d'Antriche, Charles X., Gloire de l'Empereur,

Liart, Mabille, Mailiinderin, grosse grime, Medaille,

Melon Napoleon d'Hiver, Napoleon vrai, Sucree Doree

»

they have started freely into growth shift them into

larger sized pots ; at the same time examine the roots,

and if they are found to be cramped, or the soil in bad
condition, partly reduce the size of the ball so as to set

the little rootlets at liberty. When potted place them
again in heat, giving little water for a time; but
syringe overhead occasionally in order to keep the atmos-
phere moist. This should be continued for a week or two
until the roots have fairly taken hold of the fresh soil.

After that water with water of the same temperature
as that of the house in which they are growing. They
will now succeed perfectly well under the kind of treat-

ment usually given to plants in a growing state, paying
attention to stopping all straggling shoots so as to

induce a compact pyramidal habit. The pieces removed
strike freely, and may therefore be employed to increase

the stock. For ordinary purposes 6-inch pots are large
enough for them; but if good-sized specimens are
required they may easily be obtained with little trouble
and of almost any shape that may be desired. About the
end of June they should be placed out of doors in as
hot and sunny a situation as possible, when they will

keep flowering and set fruit better than they would
indoors. In September let them be moved under glass,

where, when covered with brilliant orange-scarlet

berries, they are extremely ornamental. Indeed few
plants can be compared with this for winter decoration,

and what is important the berries are so permanent
that the bushes bearing them retain their vivid colour-

ing for several months at a time. The soil most suitable

for this Solanum is a light fibry loam intermixed with
a little peat and sand. Associated with Capsicastrum
were S. Pseudo-capsicum ; the last has beautiful deep
crimson fruit and darker foliage than the first. The
berries of both are no doubt poisonous, and therefore
must be kept from children. In the form of standards
when laden with fruit both varieties are extremely
pretty.

Among Chrysanthemums now in bloom in

the show house the following are worthy of
especial notice, viz. Solfaterre, a very pretty yellow
Pompone, bearing from 6 to 8 flowers in a cluster on
the end of each shoot, and one of the hardiest Chrysan-
themums in cultivation ; Helene, a lilac sort, also

useful for out-door decoration, as are likewise both
White and Golden Cedo Nulli, two ot the best small
flowered kinds in cultivation, the rich brown eye which
both of them possesses setting off their other
colours to excellent advantage. For indoors Brilliant

is a useful Pompone, superseding Bob, which often
flowers badly. Hendersoni is still one of the best

! early yellow Poiopones; Madame Rousselon is a
good lilac and white; but perhaps one of the best in

this way is Madame Fould, which is full flowered and
finely formed, and altogether one of the most beautifp*

of Pompones. General Canroberfe is a finely former

yellow and a free bloomer, and th \me may be said ©i

bumflet, purplish lilac. Madame Jacquin is a good

white with a yellow eye. Surprise is perhaps too like

Madame Rousseion to be grown along with that kind

in small collections ; but for purposes of decoration on a

larg" <cale it will be found worth attention.

Of large varieties one of the best is undoubtedly

Vesta. For pot} culture this is exceedingly well

adapted. Proline and Aime*e Ferriere are also two

excellent kinds, the former a bright crimson. Among
other sorts were Angnste Mie, Vulcan, a late red,

Sydenham, Plutus, P Xono, Phidias, Ne Plus Ultra,

Madame Clos, Golden Cluster, Mount Etna, Cassy, and

Prince Albert, the lagt a large showy dark red variety.

Veronicas are largely grown here for autumn decora«
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ion. Among the sorts were Anderson
Lindleyana, the last a white kind. Of
beautiful bushes. We also observed a var__ „ ..

of Andersoni, which, independent of blossoms, has a

pretty effect intermixed with ordinary green leaved

plants. Skimmiajnponica was finely covered with hand-

some red fruit, and we also observed a double flowered

Feverfew with blossoms as white as snow and as large as

those of a Pompone Chrysanthemum, to which they

bear considerable resemblance. This will be found a

useful plant for winter decoration under glass and also

for beds out of doors in summer. Chinese Primulas
and winter Heaths, with which the show -house

is furnished, serve to keep up a considerable amount of

gaiety at this time of the year when few things are in

bloom.

Miscellaneous*
The Scotch Thistle.—A Correspondent wishes for

information as to which of the Thistle tribe is the true
Scotch Thistle. This is really a puzzler. If we are to
place an.y reliance on the figures which profusely
ornament many of our old Scotch books, or take as true
representatives of any natural plant those vile

excrescences which the older Scotch architects have
stuck np in every possible shape and form, as finales to
doors and windows, gable heads and door-ways—a taste
which some of the modern professors of the art seem so
very anxious to copy—or if we trust to the taste of
sculptors in stone or engravings in metals, we must
conclude that the species from which one and all of
these Thistles have been taken are either now lost to the
flora of Scotland, or else that the representations are as
great a piece of imaginative caricature as the animal
with one horn that forms one of the supporters of the
Scotch Crown. Many different species have been
dignified with the name of Scotch Thistle. It is

probable, say some authorities, that a common species
such as Carduus lanceolatus is most deserving the
name. Some have fixed on doubtful native species,
such as Silybum M rianum and Onopordon acan-
thium. Neither of these are, however, reconcil-
able with history. S. Marianum is appropriated
by the Roman Catholic Church, who say the white
marking on the foliage is commemorative of milk of
the Virgin Mary. O. acanthium is not only, like the
last, a doubtful original species to Scotland, but like C.
lanceolatus, of much too groat a height. For one
historian says, that after the landing of Queen Scota,
she reviewed her troops, and being fatigued retired,
and on sitting down was pricked by a Thistle, from
which circumstance she adopted it as the arms of her
new country, with the motto, Nemo meimpunclace^sit.
Another says, on the eve of an attack bv the Banes, one
of the enemy having trod on a Thistle, cried out with
pain, which gave intimation to the Scots of their near
presence, and hence the Thistle became dignified as the
arms of the country. With these two exceptions, we
meet with no other reference to a matter of equal im-
portance, in a historical point of view, with that of the
legends in connection with the Coronation Stone, which
all historians have treated on with great minuteness

push into flower, if placed r

tnre, and some of the early-blooming Rhododendrons

require very little forcing to bring them into blossom

at any time after this season ; therefore where there is

a good stock of these, and Ghent and other hardy

Azaleas, well set for bloom, a portion of the plants should

be placed in heat at intervals of about three weeks, and

as thev are very showy and last long in bloom they will

be invaluable. These, together with Camellias, Heaths,

Epacrises, Acacias, Daphnes, Gesneras, Cyclamens,

Cytisuses, Chinese Primulas, Cinerarias, Mignonette,

Tree Violets, and other things which bloom naturally

in winter, will afford a good display. Monochaatum

ensiferum is also an invaluable plant for winter decora-

tion, but it requires a temperature of from 45° to 50°.

If not already done, trim twiners, cutting back freely

such things as Passion-flowers, and reducing the dimen-

sions of all as far as can consistently be done, so as to

admit as much light as possible. Winter blooming
plants in borders, such as Acacias, Luculias, &c, must
be well supplied with water at the roots, but things
which are at rest, especially deciduous plants, and such

as are scarcely hardy in the temperature of this house,

cannot be kept too dry at the root at present. Keep
everything perfectly clean. Remove decaying leaves

daily, and rearrange the plants in bloom frequently.

Maintain a temperature of from 40° to 50°, and
give air on the sheltered side of the house on
every favourable opportunity, but avoid cold currents.

Cold frames afford the best possible accommo-
dation for the culture of all greenhouse plants in

summer, but unless they are furnished with pipes, so

that a little heat can be had to dry the atmosphere
occasionally, and also to exclude frost, they are not fit

quarters for many things in winter, for plants which are

impatient of damp will not bear being covered and shut
up, as, in severe weather, must be done to exclude
frost; and although in mild winters most greenhouse
plants may with care be wintered in cold frames, such
things as iJoronias, Leschenaultias, Gompholobiums,
&c, if not already done should be removed to safer

quarters at once. Water cautiously, keeping all rather

on the dry side, but not to excess. Be prepared with
efficient covering against frost, and give air freely

whenever the weather will permit, especially to hard-
wooded plants, as Heaths, &c, which it may be
necessary to winter here.

1*.

do, would be benefited by a liberal allow^T"
decayed leaf-mould being applied as a to *
covering it with a little fine soil and worit^
the ground around the ball towards the e t

^
the roots. Rose borders should be well d
manure, which should be forked in lightly ^^
inj ure the roots. Keep Grass free from d°

*! *
from trees, well rolled, neat, and trim. \ !*
weather is open give careful attention

to
plants in cold frames, taking advantage

f
favourable opportunity to expose them W
cautiously to air. Anything of which therr
spare supply of plants to propagate from &L
placed in growing quarters at once, taking
keep them near the glass and free from insect^
&c. ; for soft-wooded plants in heat at Z^
very subject to the attacks of insects. Trapm?
attack Crocus beds.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GAKDgr
Any of the more choice varieties of Vm^

not ripen properly should be removed
to

»

dry room for a few days, which will be fou

improve them. Keep all fruit as cool ai

I
sible. If frost is excluded from the how I

I
scarcely be too cool, where the object is to

fruit plump and sound as long as possible, ft

wheeled upon vacant ground when tlia an fe

without injuring the walks, and get all spare e„
turned up as soon as possible, so as to expose it i»

action of frost. For land that has been longer

with vegetables a dressing of fresh loam would ia

cases be preferable to manure, and where this it

and can be obtained, it should, as previously 0,

be got to hand in order that advantage mtTfetfcl

of fro3ty days for wheeling it upon the ground. Ik
fresh soil cannot be obtained, charred veget -4

such as primings of shrubberies, edging? of vikt
many things which turn up in course of the«»|

may be cheaply made to form an excellent s

M

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR IflSM

•the Week ending Nov. 28, 1801 . as observed at the Horticultlrik

Temperature

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The supply of ripe fruit from May until

August being usually obtained from plants that start
without maVing growth in spring, a fair propor-
tion of the stock, as has previously been recommended,
should therefore be in a well matured state by
or shortly after this season, and any sudden changes
of temperature which might induce too many of
them to show fruit at once should be carefully avoided.
That portion of the stock expected to furnish the
autumn supply should not be too much checked at

However, if any reliance may be pYaced on\h?Zuthri l^t* SSfc? S!S
"8y b

f
kcP fc SrowinS sl°^

ties above riven it is nn\i 1 w ^
authon-

,

all the winter, which is perhaps the most certain
t
c aoove given, it is qm.e clear that it must have

; method of preventing their starting too early in spring.
Where the stock of plants likely to fruit without making
further growth is considered insufficient to meet the
demand until August, the stronger plants of those for
autumn fruiting should be encouraged to make growth
as early as can be done without weakening the foliage,
with the view of preparing them for starting in April.
Examine the soil occasionally about young stock grow-
ing in the open bed, and do not allow it to become
unhealthily dry, for this would probably resrlt in a
great portion of the stock showing fruit prematurely,
and it is also a work of some difficulty properly to
moisten the bed if it is once allowed to get too much
dried np. Use no more fire-heat for the present than
will suffice to maintain the requisite temperature,

S^SJ.^^1^'^^r$ soneral Etock ' need not be high for

VINERIES. Attend tO linnSPA intffc cfaffnrl o«/1 oc

Novem-
ber,

Friday 22
Satur. 23
Sunday 21
Mon.
Tues. 2<i

"NVod. 27
Thurs

X

2 £1

B.VItOMETER.

Max.

Averase^

Not .

19

21

l

14

29.510
30.029
29.907
29.669
29.793
29.918

29.777

"

Min.

29,292
29.370
29.868

">77

">1

29.788
29.884

Of the Air.

Max.

19
17

45
51

58
51

S3

Min. Mean

29.618 50.5

.mhe Eanl r
1 foot '2 feet

44-1

22—Rain ; constant hcavv rain throughout.

23-Clear ; sunshine, but cold wind ; frosty at r

» 21—Clt'iir and frosty ; cold dry air; cl< -iKirpn*

-Cloudy ; ovi ; very boisterous, with nvin*F

26—Densely clouded and boisterous ; overcast.

27—Fine throughout ; frosty at night.
28—Yoggy ; hazy cloud- ; fine ; rain at night.

Mean temperature o"f the week 1] dog. below tliearflJJt

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHltWICK

During the la- irs, for the ensuing Week, end :. I-

, , * — - - — — "'wcu have
been a low growing Species like Cnicus ncaule; for,
whether we take into consideration the accident to the
Queen, or the bare-footed Dane, or the configuration of
the flower head itself, it more closely resembles the
representations we find on many of the sculptured
stones than either of the others. Some have supposed

„ «
Carduus acanthoides ; but this, as well

aS
>K.u

tb
f

resfc
'

is less formidably furnished
with those strong spiny scales with which the receptacle
ot kilybum Marianum is so amply provided. This
circumstance, while it agrees better with those
sculptured representations found on the oldest parts of
btirhng Castle, Linlithgow Palace, or Holyrood House,
especially with one on the top of a garden doorway
opposite the new fountain in front of the entrance to

Deccmb.

Sunday 1 .

Mon. 2..
Tups. 3..
Wed. 4

Thurs. 5..
Friday f>..

tur. 7..

fa.
£j= S
- ~t z
. U|

<! -i

•18.4

47.2

46.7
47.1

5.3*

'..6

84.1

i0
34.6

Sfi

36.0

Si

4
'J

40.8
41

41.7
41

4I.fi

41.7

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

17

16

19
16
21
20
19

Grea
Quantity • - -
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Seoly

Europe, than any Thistle in the world. Uncertainwe ar. regarding the species o SitaTS^ IT " f° n ?^ *S* ***** t0 *™h >
the temPe"

or even of its being a native, we are ik^ more so 2 att n "^
.^
e
.
inc

.

rca6ed to 60° at night and 65° by
the En & are repardiuc the species oTlCtWW« y'

a
}
lo m̂S ? \° nse 1(> on bright days. Take every

adopted. No double I^ses exTsted in Mtain at the
' TJ^Pv °f ad,°;ttinS a **** K* air, but recolle/t

period it was introduced into the natTonal escutcheon SSi tl f
ge^ ^ ,\T exPosure to cold ^"S

therefore, it must have been borrowed from theFrench' The? i
'

r *
air

f

8hould
1

be fdmltted in contact with
who even, in their turn, cannot now ^^1^^ ifc ™y be necessary
of Iris their FJeur delis is meant to reprint Not InJJA f "I'm

1" f^8 /* ventil^rs must be ~~. .-
are the Irish agreed as to whether their Srnrn.l ^ P

i i

Ut Y
!F

httLe
>.

and lf Pieces ^netting could be Emigration: w. irood. We must refer you to (0

derived from a series of mSSLTS f£>m Oxalis nlf f^ ^ °penin8
J % W0U,d ^reat1^ a9sist *

acetosella. The ancient Briton a^' the Welsh c^ C^^f ^^l hhwmZ into th* house,

themselves, have adopted the Leek Allium ^1^1 .1 *Je border cannot be warmed, see that it is well

native of Switzerland^',^^W P°rUm
'
a Protected f

?
om wet

>
&c" hJ * thick covering of drv

Notices to Correspondents.

Books: J B. Williams on Orchids is the testers"

present. We should like to see a new eoition,

work upon the subject. , -

n \Ai
Coffee Trees: R P. Rich black old forest wn

.J.

BgLi
situations, not gravelly nor in any way stl

jj*te(down
; grow it in well manured loam ;

remem"*
j

a stove plant. c&
Conduct : R G. Since you ask for our opm 1011

.^ ^;
have been doing, wo must say that your ®*r^'
most reprehensible, and thai you have ^V^-.
leniency tl; at vou do not deserve. I'

•ofd*
1

to say, a determined disobedience to the oj^J*
employ you, is not only disgraceful, but *aW

j-h
prospects, a..me foolish people call it inder^
is a sort of in >endence that is ^ry^L-"
workhouse. Read your Bible, and pray to oe

with that state of life to which it has plowef
Cl*

What comes of insubordination you may
Jfjlp:

has happened to the Federal troops of tb ^
States. There is no difference between n«u» ^

service in this respect. It is ultimate destroy

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conseetatoky, &c—At this season every effort

should be employed to keep up a good display of
bloom here, for this house will now be used much more
than when the weather is favoarable for out-door
exercise; its inmates, if attractive, will therefore now
"5 m

A
Te valued than th^y would be at any other

litter, or whatever more efficient covering can be re^
commended. Look over ripe Grapes often, removing
any decaying berries, and aim at securing a dry atm£
sphere with the least possible application of fire heat
Peaches.—Syringe frequently the trees in the ea'rlv

house, when started and secure a moist atmosphere. Also
see that the inside border is in a moist healthy state,
and if this is not the case, two or three applications of
tepid water should be given.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Valuable plants, as Variegated Hollies, some of the

articles of this week. . $&
Gladiolus psittacinus : J C. It is a very canoos

which you will hear next week. . -,-tgd
Orchard Hoi es: J R.'s letter cannot ^/PfSS**
sends his name and address for our private ioj ^ t

Orcbid Growing : Crypt. The plan of tf??! *^

penod, aud oa that aecouut cer, poss.ble care and not growmg as freelv as it is desirat.e th^^^uld ai^^S^^

well and then resting them by withholding ^jj*
right. Only you^must take care not to °\* ^B
almost bake them as some do. That s^^iiftJt
majority. Remember that Dendrobium sp^* ^^1
Australian plants, lives in a country weT*

occurs at the season when we have winter. ^pg l

Passion Flowers: WCE. If not P- edu -l^ froi^
drangularis ; but we cannot suppose that eitn fe ^
iced. It is only the pulp that is so cmpWJu ^
reason why Sir Joseph Paxton's houses sn«

for Peaches. This
The Sapccaja Nut : T. B. and many others. ^

but a seed. 1 1 is produced by what aref^i**
that is to say the great woody urn-hke seea ^^
in tropical America called by Botwtf*
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1S40,)

^, TTT,„
a re now prepared to send cut the following MANURES :-

CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN. „w «„»m™ e

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.

116. KWhnrch Street. E.C. Epw. Pubber, Secretary. _

=DURNARU, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
_T) SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ;

guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tnbasic

Phosphate of Lime. _ , . . .

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

tn
o7'these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results must

be very jrratifyinff to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the "Royal Agricultural 8ociety, with Testimonials,

Prices, tc, may be had on application to Bubnard, Lack,

& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth. ____

AWES' S MANUR
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawks for the

___it season of 1861 are now ready for delivery at has

r - ies, at the following vrioes:— t^ot
LAW! PAT T TUTOIP MANURE, and BONE

b i'ERPHO.SPHATE of LIMB .. M .
.
£6 6

LAWl > 6UPERP1I . »si'IIATE of LIME from

j RNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

rices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guan« direct from I rS. Gibbs ;
Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bf.knet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E C. ; and Liffey Buildings , Eden Quay, Dublin.

OTTER'S GUANO.— Established Twenty Years.

Agents Wanted.
Factory: 2-:,'ClapIam Road Place, S.

The Woolston System.

MR. SMITH will ATTEND at the SMITHFIELD
CATTLE CLUB snOW from 11.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.

each day, at STAND 640, where Drawings of his new Patent

Combined Machine for Cultivating, Drilling, and Harrowing
Land by Steam Power will be exhibited.

4?1finn UPON
-

the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
3J ±VJ\J\J against any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

Woolston, Bletchley Station.

NATIONAL EXHIBIT! of D 5. — The
SECOND GREAT UAL EXHIBITION of SPORT-

ING and other DOGS will be held in extensive Premises in
Tennant Street, Broad Street, near Binder Bali, Biimingbam,
on MONDAY, Tl DAY. and WEDNKSDAY, December _

3, and 4, the first three days of the Cattle and Poultry Show.
The PRIVATE VI EW on Monday. December 2. Admission :

Monday, 5*. ; Tuesday and Wednesday, 1*.

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements
and Bills of the several Companies, and of the Cattle and
Poultry Show.

JOHN FOWLER, Jun., 28, Cornhill, London, E.G.—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
SHOW, 1861.

n be obtained by applying at tne aoove auuress. i The THIRTEENTH GI VT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free. CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRA. and ROOT~ „ „ ^w , ,» ^ I will be held in Bingley Hall on MONDAY. TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY', and THURSDAY, December 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The PRIVATE VIEW on Monday, December 2. Admission

;

Mondav, 5*. ; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Is. The

Doors will be opened at o'clock each morning.

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Compani s^

L

JAMES and FREDERICK HOWARD,
Britannia Iron Wtorks, Bedford, Manufacturers of

STEAM CULTIVATORS, STEAM PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
PLOUGHS. HARROWS, HORSE RAKES, & HAYMAKERS.

Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application.

Agricultural Machinery.

CHAFF-CUTTERS, TURNIP-CUTTERS,
PULPERS, MILLS, PLOUGHS, HARROWS, CARTS,

&c., delivered carriage free. . „. .

] ofss <fe Kev, Manufactur 95, Newgate btreet,

London, EC. Price Lists free per post.

Prices Reduced.

H.T. MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
lor Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, andneatest Roofing in use ; also Spoutingat lO^d. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

PRIZE CATTLE SHOW of the SMITHFIELD
^ CLUB. —The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PRIZE
CATTLE, SEEDS, ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS, A.c, . >mmeuces

onTUi >AY M ling and closes on FRIDAl Evening, 10th,

11th, 12th. and 13th December.

Bazaar, King Street and Baker Street. Open from daylight

till 1) in t ie oning. Admittance One Shilling. Last year at

the Bazaar.

Efit ^grtctiltttral (Bajette

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEK

M

1

HORSE and CATTLE 1 >D, 35*. per cwt. ; Pic

and Poultry Food, 16*.; Dog Biscuit, 15s. ;
Compressed

Beef Greaves, 12*. and 16*. ; Rice Meal, 7>. 6(7. and 9*. 6rt. ;

Indian Meal, 14s. : Locust Beans, 10*. 6d. ; Locust Bean Meal,

15*. ; Linseed Meal, 16*. 6d\ ; Screened Bengal Rice, 14*.

;

Chicken Rice, 10*. Sold for Cash only by
Jvw &, Co., Cattle For pot, 42, GreatTower Street, EC .

~~
Grains, Carriage Free.

MESSRS. SAMUEL ALLSOPP and SONS, of

Burton-on-Trent, beg to inform Farmers and Keepers of

Stick in general that they have made arrangements with the

various Railway Companies communicating with Burton for

the tree delivery of Grains at different Stations upon those

Railways. The great value of Burton Grains either for Fatten-

ing Cattle or Feeding Milch Cows has long been an established

fact in the neighbourhood of Burton. The butchers give pre-

ference to Beasts fed with Grains, and some farmers have

given up the growth of Turnips and feed their Stock upon

Grains and Chopped Hay exclusively with the most satisfac-

tory results. The usual quantity given is about a bushel a day

for each Ben st. Grains !well trod into tubs or brick cisterns,

and covered over with soil, will keep good for mouths, in iact,

they are improved by being so kept for eight or ten weeks.

lL«wrs. Samuel Allsopp & Sons are prepared to enter into

engagements for the delivery of Grains, by Railway Carriage

Free, during the ensuing season, in quantities of not less than

3 tons or 150 bushels, and they hope that the low price at

which they can be offered will induce many persons to give

them a trial.—Brewery, Burton-on-Trent, Nov. 30.

Drainage Season.

B. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the DRAIN-
AGE of ESTATES by Commission or Contract.

52, Parliament Street, Westminster, 6.W.

L~~
AND DRAINAGE UNDERTAKEN, or PLANS
SUPPLIED, by MTT Thomas Boott, 18, Parliament

Street, Westminster, S.W. Mr. S. has now a large Staff

employed, and recommends an early application.

DRAINAGE OUTFALLS. — The most simple

expeditious, and inexpensive powers for obtaining the

right of making Outfall Drains, Cuttings, &c, through the

Lands of adjoining Proprietors, are under the WEST of

ENGLAND ^DRAINAGE and INCLOSURE COMPANY'S
ACT, and there is no necessity for separate proceedings such

as Petitions, Special Act of Parliament, Commissions of Sewers,

or Drainage Boards, &c. . ,

Draining, Inclosing, Irrigating, Warping, Road Making, and

all kind of Land Improvements executed on Entailed,

Mortgaged, or other Properties ; the whole cost can be a Charge

on the Lands permanently, or it might be made reu ible at

any fixed time in one or more sums or by half-yearly instal-

ments over any term of years, at the option of Proprietors.

Frederick Brodib, Secretary.

Offices—

E

xeter, and 30, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

HE LANDS 1MPROVEM1 I COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Lakdowxers, the Clergy, Estate Aorjtps, Surveyors, <fcc.

ES ENGLAND AND WALES ANT) IN SCOTLAND.
f

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all eases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.

8. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character d<> not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

For further information, and for forms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

/formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main

posts, and pronged Standards, from 1*. per yard.

This fence is tar cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength oi solia

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 4d., 4£rf.,

and 6fd. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 2f&, 32<£., and
;

b±d. per yard. The Netting

made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, fee.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from ?*. per yard.
|

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, tor the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway

Stations, Mills, Collieries. Mines, Villages, «fcc. Works from

10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

HN WARNER a * d SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &c.,

8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not

exceeding 25 feet in depth.

Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £ «• rf «

2J in. short 1 ft. 7 iD. / Fitted for lead, \ 1 1

crutta percha 1 10
1

2 4
2 9

2 18

r, Dec. 21
r, - 3f
SDA.T, — 4 f
A.V , — 5 )

Exhibition of Fat Btock and Poultry at

Bingley Hall, Birmingham.

Mondat, Doc. 2

"\Yl.I)NKM>A.T

HiiRSDAi, "
j" wjrral Farmer*' Club (Mr. Ho; ones oa

Tuesday, — J-J Local Agriculture)

.

Wedkesdat, — 4—Agri. sod Of England .. .. Noon
y L'>ndnn 1 ' hih ..6 p.m.

I (Mr Trethewj on Parochial and Union
Monday. — iK Settlements).

I Smith how roncn to M wrs
V at 8 p.m.)

"VS spay, — 11 / Smithfield Hub Cattle Show, Baker Stre

Tiicb x, — 12?" Bazaar.

Wi'dnespay, — U—Agri. bociety of England .. .. Noon

if

»»

or cast iron
flanged pipe

No. 35.

2.J „ long 3 „
3 „ ditto 3 „
34„ ditto 3„
4 „ ditto 3„ 6,, [ as required.

2i „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, ready for fixing .... 2 00
2&„long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sossf

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-

volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-

tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

wAKNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MA
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with

Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The Barrel

is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered

at pleasure onthe stand,thelegsofwhich
fold together, and it may be carried

with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ *. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong

Brass Union for Suction

If fitted with Barrel of

Planished Copper . . • • 3

Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pipe, for tying on Sue-

tion Pipe • • • • - •
2

2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible Suction Pipe,

on wires, in either 10, 15^ or

15 feet lengths . . per foot

No 43 is a Similar Pump to the above,

without stand, but ™*h krone

™nrht-iron straps, for fixing to

2 15

4

9

2 6

No. 42.

cart
Eve

of

ater cart or plank, price 21. 5s.
w-iter bv mean*

Every description of Machinery for *^n
?J^ ^dCar-

' Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps.. Ac.
,
also * ire ana u

d
l.wTio^'m^^ Catalogue forwarded post free on

^vo^be o^^of^^o^^^or
in Town or Country, or of the .Patentees »u

I John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent. Cripplegate. London, E.C.

It is to be hoped that our readers are not yet

tired of steam cultivation. It really is the

leading subject of the year ; and it would be a

failure of duty on our part if we did not endeavour

to represent it fully in these columns. Accordingly

to-day we have arranged in a tabular form the

experience since harvest time of 67 gentlemen who

have adopted the "Woolston apparatus—of 27 who
have adopted Fowler's apparatus, and of 22 who
have adopted Howard's wiudu * and grubber.

And besides these we have in other columns given

longer reports of Howard's and of Smith's appa-

ratus in particular instances. We have also given

a report of the farm at Hazelbury, in Somersetshire,

where Fowler's plough has been some time at

work. And we propose here to give the experience

of another farm cultivated by Fowler's plough,

where very difficult circumstances have been very

successfully dealt with in Gloucestershire.

As to the tabulated figures, we leave them to be

studied in detail by those^ who shall read them.

Every sort of experience or " luck " will be found

recorded in them. Some of the instances are those

of men who have had no experience up till now,

others are those of men who paid for their ex-

perience two or three years ago ; some are instances,

of course, of personal su] intendence and resolu-

tion, others are cases of deputed or no superin-

tendence, and carelessness. One or two are

instances not only of newness to his work on the

part of the employer, but also of newness to its

work on the part of the machine. And the

differences between novelty and accustomedness,

between care and almost neglect, not to speak of

those amongst clay and rock and sand, have ended

in making these tables a very piebald affair.

In most of the instances recorded au attempt has

been made to calculate the cost of actual out-goings

during the period of the performance per acre

—

these however do not include tear and wear of the

rope or machine nor interest of capital. It is

impossible to represent by words the nature of the

work that has been accomplished, or to compare on

paper the difierent systems adapted except by a

description of the soil, and the depth to which it

has been stirred. This has been given as fully as

H? must be added that many of the returns have

been given in such general terms that we

could not use them ;
nevertheless they, too,

are conclusive in their way, and perhaps

present the truth of the matter in the best

manner after all. Impressed with the quality of

the performance, which is what words cannot

adequately convey, some have kept no record of

the cost, which is the point which words can best
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as the following of both Smith's and Howard's
apparatus :

—

*' I cannot say the quantity of work I have done, or of the
oil or fuel consumed, but I must say the apparatus is giving
good satisfaction. There is nothing out that can at all do
trie work like these cultivators, and I think they must come

[Novestbhk
1861,

first rate implements."

"We turn dow to the case of a steam-cultivated
farm where Fowler's apparatus lias been for
pome time in very successful use ; and we refer to
it here because it is remarkable for the extreme
detail in which a record has been kept of the work,
its progress, and its cost.

At Elkstone, a village on the Cotteswolds, between
Cheltenham and Cirencester, on a farm of upwards
of 1000 acres in the occupation of Mr. J. M. Read,
the 10-horse-power apparatus has been at work
since January, 1860. The land includes 800 acres
under the plough, and lies along the upper part of
one of those vallies of denudation which run into

of 27—ploughing and dragging 38 acres out of a field theless be best seen, and this onrv^~
rr5=5^*^

of 42-22 acres out of a field of 25- ploughing 24 acres chief aspect of the subject—thp nnii-*
68 *»t ft.

and dragging 22 acres out of a field of 26-ploughing
| alto-ether irresnecfivplv nf

™ i!?
Il£ of tbe^?

14^ acres out of a field of 15$—ploughing and dragging
14 acres a second time out of the same field—ploughing
26 acres out of a field of 30—26 acres out of30—plough
;i,«nn,i ).»«»:«. ok ».« ^.t nf ofi .^, 1 .,„i,;,,..ci„«,., 1 ,

into very general use. I have done a deal of work, but cannot 26 acres out of a field of 30—26 acres out of30—plough-
say how much, as I have kept no account of it, but they are

' inland dragging 25 acres out of 26—ploughing Sh acres
SrsWate implements." out of T5i-Nacres out of 62-40 acres out of 45-

altogether irrespectively of its cosWq !!f

l^M
fectly represented in these histories

8t 1!Q
P*

out of 15*—56 -««, ~~ . - w
2dh acres out of 32—36 acres out of 39—again 36 acres

out of another 39—5 acres out of 5^—35 acres out of

39—14^ acres out of 15^—again 35 acres out of 39.

In all, up to Nov. 14, it had ploughed 746£ acres, and
dragged two or three times 125 acres.

Of the dragging a word must be said. The
drags—the heaviest that Messrs. Howard ever
turned out—were worked in the same way as the
plough, and they were intended to go twice to a
place, only the anchor could not be made to go
last enough, so that they really went three times
to a place, and it is a fair estimate of the labour of
the work that the 125 acres three times dragged,

The cost nevertheless is the point „i/

,

can best describe—and let us therefore
one step farther.

Mr. Read formerly employed lfi i,„

30 oxen in working' his land upon ft"? *system (2 years being in Clover). Had[£&adoptedthe^-field system he must han
4ji

%i

„"; "ftiZn ft ij u- u.
lT , ,

run ,nto
• ,

rJC tflat the 125 acres three times dragged,

the valfof fi?n, ^.1
b
l*
blm

l'
"l0D " ^e

.

edge of s '?rred as the7 ™" to the bottom of the furrow

the GreaSnrt /•
th
«?
M
J
l ,8 up0n S

V
08'?*/ be Put down as elual t0 250 ««. "nee

loLv W K
PPf ?°}

t6
'
and

"J?*
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the 9 dayS emPloyed for hire
-
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vellnw oL l -i , ^6
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8land; U ls a n
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acC0Bnt as t0 the coals and oil consumed, and

TfnioTn >7 XPF£'
fyl »'»"«» of the
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the result upon the whole is that the work, equalUpper Oolite which have found their way down to
;
as we have put it to 964 acres ploughed has been2£^J*£A^A»"* - in -omplisheu in 151 -days of lUrfeach or a"commons and wastes, it is a rough hummocky

surface covered with brambles—but when culti-
vated, as here, it yields a stiff blackish soil,
which sticks to everything, and is a perfect " boot-
jack clay. The farm thus lies around the upper
edge of a Cotteswold valley, a free, open, even
brashy level above, a stiff heavy soil upon a
gradually sloping and converging surface lower
down, and at length a lighter brashy soil on the
steep valley side below, where it covers the Bath
stone or Lower Oolite.

vated on the five years' course, the land lying two the record that 192 days 7°o many successive

and \ etches being the principal crops.
Since the drainage of these clays, 3 or 3i feetdeep, and now that the steam plough is empWd

upon them, a much more certain systematic agri-
culture is possible there.
On the lighter soils, again, the 4-field course has

the earlier months have shorter days, we may say
156 days in all, by the consumption of 1711 cwt.
of coal (including what was burned during shift-
ing) costing ls. a cwt. on the ground, and of 22
gallons of oil worth 51.

During this time the plough was shifted 39
times, which took up 138 hours or 14 days. In
calculating wages these 14 days must be added
to the lo6 already named. Many short davs, and
half days in some cases, owing to the need of other
work (and occasionally to accidents) occur, so that
although 170 days of full length (1650 hours in

engine for a longer or shorter time at work. Thus
there is one case of its being at work only two
hoiirs, two cases of three hours, a great many of
8, 9, and 10 hours-only three of U hours. There
,^°r

,

m *he bo<* of only 16 shares brokenduring the time, and there are only three more
ominous announcements in the course of the

also a more valuable produce. The land in respect
of the stony shallow character of the lighter

fa Kton
,n

.

resPeC
?

0f
-

the «reat numb« of land-
fasi stones in the heavier soil and subsoil, is by nomeans especially adapted to the work of the steamplough

; nevertheless the apparatus has been very

EeTu I,?
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aUiUiar

y in the hands of Mr!

the«r*a >l
A1 °ge

,

the
f
"Pon 800 acres, the extent of

tW ^,
knd

'
tbere are 60 or 70 fields, "hich

vervW aVer
\
ge are 8mall

>
^t three or four are

of7o „nf^°e bemg
u
0f 63 acres

>
and *"* others

siderahU f f-^
8?ch> S0 that in Respect con-siderable facihties for steam cultivation exist.U is not, however, so much in the nature of the

circumstances which have affected Mr. Read's
!Sce

-
of »**? ^ture, as in the fact that adetailed account has been kept by him of thesecircumstances and of that experience ever since

fe°WF Ced W°rkin
,

JanUary 1860
>
that makes^lk=tone Farm especially interesting in the history

inwhIchX
1'1"11011

- ,
We baveW^" ™ the book

^S11^ ^e engmeerhas entered, ever since Jan. 26 I

at least 20 horses and 30 bullocks w

Z*<te
16

*
on

?A
onl

?ir
his bullock

^ CCfed off and sold We may claim
h>as saved by tne steam-plough, 4 horsuTT1

bullocks annually. The 4 hordes are S d?
d *

costing, with carter and boy, at least 120/ . *

and for the 30 bullocks we charge 280/ Xf
probable return from the additional stockS?may be kept in their place. This assunJS
the bullocks only retain their value ^the year's labour, which perhaps is putavS
thing rather unfairlv against the?\^
also assumes that the herding or the sUw-
of the flock or herd kept inWpl»
much as is spent on wages in working
bullocks during so many months, and inlZ
them during the rest of the year, which is*Ltamly much more against the stock subs*tuted for them. We therefore estimate Mr Rra£ I
saving and advantage together, by getting rid tfhis teams, at 400/. a year. This Sdvanto"
obtains, together with the immense advantweof
being able to push the work of tillage at suiubk
times, as well as the advantage of a tillage of«l
superior quality, by an annual expenditure mi
cost which we have estimated at about 200/.We have not space at present to domDrethn
refer to the information which Mr. Read's expe-

rience has thus given us on the subject of stm
ploughing. And it must suffice therefore to «.
elude by referring once more to the tables in other

columns, where the merits of Smith's ud
Howard's apparatus, as well as those of Forai's,
are given on a larger scale.

"T— On Monday the Birmingham Cattle and

Poultry Show opens at Bingley Hall-and tk

show of Sporting and other Dogs near the a*
building opens at the same time. The MM
Counties Herald gives the following tail/
entries in this and the three following years.-

fi'«« i.

*«wk. considerable loss oftime was, however experienced atone time, owin*

itUstlT WhlC
i

h ha
,

d to be rePlace<i to»Leeds, so that several weeks were therebv lost at avaluable time of the year.
* &

The wages paid ara for driver, 3*. ; ploughman,
2s. 6d.

; anchor man, U. 6d.; two porter bovs
together, 2s Id. Add for water bo/and horlel

over 1 70^ ^ ^^ f
t0t&1 °f 13*« dail7- This

Cattle
Sbeep
Pigs
Roots
Poultry
Pigeons

Total entries

"The entries of cattle remain nearlv stationary,

«

might be expected from the great demand which to

arisen for young breeding stock of a high class in ill

parts of the United Kingdom, and for exportation. fl»over]70 days amounts to 110/ ml . aa *i |f~!~"* rc
,

lJU,L,;u "-ragaem, ana for cxponaiw. »«

85/. 11, • oil 51 «5 J! v. ol°;
;/dd COals

'
Cntr
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eS
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0f sheeP 8how a considerable increase,^

«TZZl'iASJ- '
and we h?ve 20H. 1,. spent in partly by the addition nf ,!»«„. for «**. but *the work of 960^,V^to ^re 'ZSn

acre. Add costofbreakage duringthisperiod, say 40/.
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Wearof '°Pe. including' the purchase

-intereVon 70V ^ f

oom"«"»«»'»ent, say 40/.

70/ IrZ • ? •
for tv

i° years at 5 Per c^t..

for tT»
"""?ten«ioe of value at 10 per cent

1T»1 T 6 tlm
f

(the ex<*>*ive charge already

Sul of fiiTl^r"5
' °l

UOl-™d ™ h™*
and about r , '

g ab<>Ut 250L Per annum
'

neriod
PtI aCre accomP^hed during the

^^^^^^^'^^^^v^^M^ is

traikble *» threshing pur-been at work, the quantity of each'field ploughed C im „ t "
™t}

} P
L
r°bably 30s - °* ™*°*Zv=?AS"^ left unploughed in each fti^dt^?^^^»*J

so that about o0/. per 'acre musTbfdeducSg^
lllT^'J1^^ ?!• an -re, leavir„Z

and the quantity^eft unpTough^d in eadTtti

let^ ^K
S aDd aC

?
ldeDt8 which ha^ a»sen.Let ns give here an epitome of its contents :—

Between Jan. 26 and Feb. 18, 1860, in 13i davsthe apparatus ploughed and smashed np 63 acres c/n

mmint i?. It 8
,

!t WOrked 12 w,oIe days, con-suming IH cwt of coals and 10 qnarts of oil in plough.

nflVf?
6S
?J'

nd
/.

Dnr!nfithiS time one day was lostinshftmg, and 5 "skifes" (shares) were broken; JMltaof cotton waste were served out.

+n .

n
xr
Marih 9

*
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?
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-
of coal8 "ere burned in shifting

W„ rnv",118'" where the Plough worked
I fo?hire up t.ll March 21, nine whole davs ploughing 37 acres-consuming 4.quarto of oil and breaking 3 sham

an^id %J", ,

Pl0u8b re*Urnea t0 Elk'stone

succeslivelv_l

2

12 T ^tinuously, plouK bing

out ofT'iu
12

.

4 a
o
Cre

' 0ut of a "eld of 14-38 acre!
14—23

annual cost f the ^^^^7^^
1 ess than 200/., ior which he has hithertoaccomphshed about 500 acres of ploughing in theyear at about 8,. per acre.

S
It is worth while noting what Mr. Reau'^detailed ^record enables us to do, how extSvTanous is the rapidity of work and consum

S

of coal according to the quality of the ,7
one instance a field of 40 acres took 126 hours or12i days, and 165 cwt. of coals (more than 4 cwtan acre) to plough it; and in another 35 acTestook only 39 hours, barely f„ur days and»3 cwt. (not 1| cwt. of 'coal per acre^ toplough it. It is on the extremely heavy Yand

°

:±1,1X„
aniAh"efT haA t7at

la

?he

partly by the addition of classes for ewes, but the

ordinary classes will be well filled. The exhibition*

roots will be by far the largest which has ever been hd4

and we expect to see some extraordinary specimens, h

many districts the season has proved unfavourable

»

Mangel Wurzel, but still heavy crops have beenrai*

in other localities, while we have already publish

some great weights of Swedes, and the acreage of tte

root has been extraordinary in well-farmed distrl
fTThe entries of poultry and pigeons, it will be noticed,

exceed those of last year by 315, so that tbecbangej

made in the classification and prize list have V*>™
satisfactory to exhibitors generally.

" The entries of Dogs last year numbered 267; »
year they exceed 500. From the liberal character*

this year's prize list, a large entry mi^ht have**
fairly anticipated, but we do not think that event*
most sanguine member of the Council could bg
expected so great an increase in numbers. In the

&Jdmsion, Sporting Dogs, the classes for Pointer^
betters will be numerically the strongest. The eut^
of Pointers exceed 150; of English Setters, about 40;

the new class for Black and Tan Setters, from 20 to»
and the Irish Setters, upwards of 20. The BctnjJ
will exceed 40 in number; while the classes forfl**'

hounds, Greyhounds, Deer Hounds, dumber«
and otner Spaniels used in field sports, will all be wtf

filled; m fact, it may be safely asserted that th*>«™

be the finest colWt.imi *f a~Zu-~ rw« *>verbrongn
k

-r , wmm9 can jcs win re
last year they were 61 only."

is part of English^
The Agricultural Society and Sbo*

English institution— is part of Eng
wherever Englishmen are found. And .--,
mgly at the very time when our own autumn
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meetingsWl provincial exhibitions were gathering Grass, with stunted hedgerow Oaks, and here and
meetings anu Pruv "".

fnr fhp iusection of live there a field of scrub aud Gorse aud Bramble,
their respective counties for the "V'^ °*

f^ , In itB present condition it is worth from 10/. to

stock and implements and for the discussion o the
,

P^ ^ ^ ^^^ fa nofc against {%;

agricultural topics of the day, we learn irom the ^ *;
& ^ Qf fche goil tQ the chemiat and he

A*** CWoms* that an agricultural society was ^ ^ yQu £ .

g full of the food of planfc8.

celebrating its inauguration after a similar iashion
Whafc the farmer wants is a fcey which shall open this

to far away as Victoria, the capital of Vancouver.
.

iocte^ storehouse and enable him to turn its contents

On the 3d of October a first Agricultural Show
j

to account. Such a key Mr. Parsons is fitting to the

was held at Victoria:—" The first annual exhibi- lock, by drainage and steam ploughing. He has a

7 Jf £ kZZtvhM in the Victoria market staff of 30 men engaged in draining these clay soils

tion of the Society held in the Victoria mantes b «
done tfae

place met with a brilliant success. — *«- -*—- ---;
^ n and ortion of

Hudson's Bay Company exhibited sheep and swine ^* û
h m'

—Mr. Skinner, of Constance Farm, exhibited w ^

yearling ewes and rams of the pure Southdown

breed. Mr. MacKenzie, of Craignower, also had

a number of pure Southdown ewes on exhibition,

which carried off the first prize.—Milch cows

It is an explanation of the comparatively small

quantity of work accomplished on an average daily

—

that this soil on its first tillage by steam power is so

stiff that but two furrows can be worked at a time.

On last Saturday, when I saw the apparatus at work,

(breed not stated) from Mr."TuiTE and Master
, only two of the ploughs in the frame were in use—

George Little u called forth nattering enco- the engine travelling on a road made along the ridge of

A bull of the Sussex breed, exhibited one of the great waves of land in which tho surface

(5) for the purchase of live stock by which to consume
the preen produce of the farm, and by which to provide
the home supply of manure on which its fertility must
depend.

It is plain that the amount which is made up of these

items will vary exceedingly with the circumstances of

the farm—(1) Rent may not be asked for out of capital

at all; the landlord may give twelve months' credit

and ask for it directly (as he necessarily always does

essentially) out of the produce of the land, not out of

the capital which the tenant brings on it.—Rent

moreover, whether long credit be given for it or not,

varies between wide limits according to the quality of

the land. It may be 15s. or 20s. an acre, or it may
be 40s , 60s., and it may vary even from 5s. to 5/. per

acre, according to the fertility of the land and its

neighbourhood to good markets.

(2.) The amount needed for the purchase of farm im-

plements and draught animals necessarily varies with the

quantity of work needing to be done. Stiff clay arable

land cultivated highly needs more costly equipment

in this way than lighter, poorer soils more easily cul-

tivated and laid down probably two years out of every

five in Grass; and both need larger outlay on imple-

ments and power than pasture land. The implements

of arable land will cost from 15s. to 25s. an acre, and the

horse power perhaps frem 15s. to 30s. an acre. This sup-

poses steam power to be hired for threshing purposes,

probably the high estimation in which the Sussex !

fcrim"culUv«ation7*th
&
e iamTwas "being thrown about as If it be provided for steam cultivation, a 12-horse engine

breed is held.—Specimens of Wheat, Barley, Oats, '

rougllly aa possible. It was a piece of very rough foul and apparatus
^
displacing^ 12 or U h

^
s^*^ th<

jJ

r

Peas, Common and Swedish Turnips, Timothy i-^ which in the season of last year had been perfectly
! L

miurns.
by Dr. Tolmie, took the prize. Another of the same ' lies, and able thus to plough the ground on either side

k i niIfUnrnr,rtrnfl)r Totmif " was sold of it, was burning 10 cwt. of coal m the work of
breed, also the property ofD^

over, probably not more than 3 or 4 acres
during the day to an appreciative farmer Irom « >i

two
J
mould.boarda of the ploughing

Oregon for 300 dollars-dirt cheap, judges say * ^ ^^
"Working oxen seem to be m demand, and hence

| ^hig ^ nofching like a specimen of smooth and

seed, &c.
r
formed an interesting part of the Show

And the whole report proves satisfactorily that

not only do Englishmen carry with them their

agricultural tendencies, activities, and tastes

wherever they go, but that on arriving at

Vancouver they find admirable scope for them all

jn the soil and climate of that colony.

It is no part of our duty to urge agricultural

emigration from our shores. We have scope

enough for the labour and the skill of all in fields

at home. But it is clearly right that those who

have made up their minds to go should have all

the information here that can be obtained on the

agricultural advantages and resources to be met

elsewhere. And it is plain, by all that reaches us

from Vancouver, that there is no better field any-

where for farm labourers or active hardy young

agriculturists, whether labourers or employers.

STEAM CULTIVATION.

Hazelburt, near Crewkerne.—Mr. Henry Parsons

who here farms 1400 or 1500 acres of land, about 600

being arable, has had one of Mr. Fowler's steam ploughs

since January 1860. He has a 12-horse-power engine

of the old style, (i.e. without the new clip drum), and a

four-furrow plough, also a new 3-furrow plough with

the new slack gear arrangement attached.

During the time it has been in his hands he has

ploughed with it 741 acres—and this, including all

stoppages and hindrances, has been done in 185 days.

This must be considered as nearly two years' work.

The wages, excluding water cart and horse, amount to

8s. a day, viz., engineer 2s. 6d., ploughman 2s., three or

four porter lads at Is. a day : add for water cart and

horse 6s. a day (which seems more than enough to

charge).

The fuel is charged at 10 cwt. a day, and costs 12.

a ton on the ground. Fuel and wages, water, and oil

together, at 25s. a day, have thus cost 231/. 5s. during

the two years, of 185 working days. To this must be

added 10/. a year for repairs, or 20/. in all. One

new rope, 500 yards, has been purchased at the end of

unmanageable, as indeed a great deal more of the stiff

clay soil of the country last year was. It would pro-

bably have been better had the ploughing given now
been accomplished earlier in the season, when the land

was drier ; but Mr. Parsons had parted with his engine-

driver during some of the best weeks of the autumn

to start another steam-plough elsewhere, and thus

allowed himself to suffer for his good nature.

The autumn work done upon this farm has thus not

been so much as it otherwise would have been. The
following 'is his statement of what has been accom-

plished since harvest. Only 180 acres have been

ploughed and cultivated from 5 to 9 inches deep in

40 days, which include moving the tackle from field to

field. The wages paid have amounted to 16/., and

fuel, water, and oil consumed have cost 34/. The
quarter's bill for repairs has been 3/. 6s. 9d.

Some of the land was remarkably hard and stiff, and
could not have been ploughed by horses. These

figures amount to about 2s., an acre for wages, about

3s. Sd. an acre for fuel, water, and oil, and about Ad. an

acre for repairs. Of course this is marvellously cheap for

such work compared with what it would have cost by
horses. And slow as the work may sometimes be, no
wonder that the tenant should keep the apparatus

going, even though but two furrows can be accom-

plished at a time.

The steam ploughing on this farm, although corn-

implements and somewhat more, must be added to the

capital thus required.

(3.) The amount needed for seed and manure is also

extremely variable. From 10s. to 20s. for Clover and

grain crops, and from 2s. 6c/. to 10s. for root crops,

probably from 10*. to 15s. on the whole arable farm,

will be needed for the former; while for the latter the

sum required varies from nothing up to as much as

another rent, according to the spirit of the farmer and
the proved experience of the locality. There are

many farmers who pay 1/. per acre annually for

artificial manure.

(4). Labour varies from 4s. or 5s. an acre on Grass up
to 50s. per acre on our arable land. In the Handbook
of Farm Labour * the particulars of farms amounting to

7824 acres of arable land, and 1690 acres of pasture, are

given—the wages paid on these farms were 14,323/.

per annum, or deducting 423/. for the pasture, 33s. an
acre for the arable land.

(5.) The capital needed for the purchase of live-stock

and for extra food for them is the last item on the list,

and this obviously will differ with the fertility of the

land, the activity of its cultivator, and the rotation of

crops adopted ; and even in the case of pasture lands
where the natural fertility of the soil is the leading
point, it varies from 2/. or 31. an acre to 12/. or 141.—
the Grass in the former cases fit for little more than a
sheep or two per acre, and the latter feeding annually a

heavy bullock. On plough land the influence of

paratively few acres have been accomplished, will prove !

various rotations comes into play, and the qnan-

not only an advantage but a saving to the tenant, tity of meat made annually per acre has been

Hitherto the land has been managed by 25 or 26 horses shown to vary from 30 lbs. or less up to

worked in 3 and 4-horse teams and 4 or 5 teams ofoxen. ' one cwt. or more. In the former case it is plain

Now it is managed by 16 horses and two teams of that the stock will not need to be more than a sheep to

oxen. Nine or 10 horses and about 12 or 14 oxen
j

every acre or to every 1£ acre; in the latter it may be

have thus been dispensed with. Receiving only !
as much as three sheep or more per acre. But these

1 bushel of Oats and half a bushel of Beans weekly, !
calculations do not proceed upon the more economical

along with hay and hay chaff during 8 or 9 months,

and at Grass during the remainder of the year, I

imagine the cost of horse keep is rather below the

instances at which I have already more than once esti-

mated it, and probably in wages, food, interest, and
extras, it may be fair to charge 100/. for a team of three'

A sum of 300/. is thus saved in horse labour alone.

The 3 teams of oxen dispensed with leave mainte-

nance for additional profitable stock. Twelve oxen

will eat as much as 120 sheep, and the wages of the
two years, costing 52/. 10s., or 26/. 5s. per annum ;

,
,
0Uf,amen and lads em

p

i yed with them during the
interest of capital at 5 per cent, on 780/. is 39/., and r .....
maintenance of value at 10 per cent, (the excessive

charge already adopted in the other instances of this

history) amounts to 78/. These sums are in the whole

537/. 15s., which divided over the work accomplished

amounts to no less than lis. 6d. per acre ; viz., 2#. for

wages ; 4s. Zd. for fuel, water, and oil ; Is. 5d. for rope ;

6Jrf. for repairs ; 6s. 4d. for interest and maintenance

of value, including the new rope.

In explanation of this high cost it must be remem-
bered that this farm is over a great part of it on some
of the stiffe8t clay land in the country. Lying over
several of the upper oolitic beds, it stretches on one

few months when ox labour was available, together

with the profit on a flock of 120 sheep which may be

kept in place of these oxen, can hardly be put at less

than 150/.

A sum of 450/. is thus saved upon the farm by the

expenditure of 200/. per annum in such steam ploughing

as has been accomplished. But there cannot be a

doubt that more work will hereafter be done per

annum. And thus not only will the more ex-

pensive draught animals be dispensed with, but
the additional advantage — immense on such stiff

clay land—of superior tillage be derived.

., e .t rl . , . . .,
,

Besides the steam cultivation to be witnessed here,
glde of it across the free, loamy, brashy soil upon the the farm ig interesting for its dairy of Somersetshire
oolitic rock, and on the other Bide of it over to a yellow cheesej which ig ft principai feature in its management.««-««« ™« «.- Qf, ™ «™„„,™ «-™

Mr. Parsons employs Cockey's apparatus for washing

the milk and the curd during the process of cheese-

making, which is in all essential particulars the same

as that already described in these columns as the plan

used in making Cheddar cheese.

clay bed carrying a dark stiff soil containing water-worn
flints. The free soil is adapted for sheep farming, and
is cultivated on the 4-course system. A flock of

about 400 horned ewes is lambed down each winter

and spring ; and from 1600 to 2000 head of sheep are

summered every year. These and a dairy of about
80 cows, half of them Devons and the other half

cross breds, with one, two, and three year old heifers

and steers about 25 of each, 30 fatting steers, and 20
fatting heifers, are the live stock of the farm. On
the stiff clay land again, no system of farming is

possible ; you farm it as you can. Standing on the
higher part of this clay land end of the farm,
and looking across at the oolitic highlands beyond,
you see lying before you fields of bluish scanty

FARM CAPITAL.

Money is needed by the firmer in the prosecution of

his business—(1) for payment of rent and taxes for the

land he hires
; (2) for the purchase and maintenance

of implements, of draught animals, and of steam power

for the cultivation of the land, and for the conversion

of its produce; (3) for the purchase of seed and

manure; (4) for payment of labour during the year;)

processes of feeding now adopted, in which roots are

pulped or 6teamed, and straw is cut into chaff, and
much purchased food is used, so that the estimate of

capital under this head may vary from 1/. or less per
acre, up to 5/. or more, or when heavy crops of roots

or straw are grown aud double crops of Vetches and
Rape, &c., are taken and consumed upon the ground.
Adding these items together, it will be found that

the capital required on arable land varies from 71. to

15/. per acre. Of these sums a varying portion will be
payable on entering the farm on valuation to the out-

going tenant, who will have spent for his successor certain

amounts under most of these headings.

He may have paid for labour aud for seed and for

manure upon certain portions of the farm, and he may
hand over by valuation certain portions of the imple-

ments and live stock which he has used upon the farm.

Of the remainder a varying portion under most of these

heads will not need to be paid until after harvest,

when means may be provided for the purchase of live

stock, and for the payment of rent by the sale of grain.

In this way the burden of these demands upon the
purse of the farmer is considerably reduced.

Nothing has been said ofworks for the permanent im-

provement of the land, which are properly a landlord's

operation, but which if the tenant be secured tor long

enough in his occupation may be profitably undertaken

by the latter. Almost unlimited scope for the profitable

application of capital to land is thus provided over a

great extent of the island ; and the influence of the

lease in leading thus to the higher cultivation of the

land has been already referred to.

As a last word upon the capital of the farm it may be

well to romind the farmer of his interest in insuring

his capital, however it may be invested, against the

risks of fire, disease, and death, which will be accepted

for him by the various insurance companies on pay-

ment of an annual premium. From the 2lst Edition

(just completed) of Arthur Young's Farm Calendar.

* Longmans.
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STEAM CULTIVATION SINCE HARVEST TIME.

ircular of inquiries asking (1) for the horse power of the engine
; (2) for the nu h

li of the work; (4) for the number of days' during which the engine was tk?
of *<**

SMITH'S CULTIVATOR.

tJ'^hG™an2,
of H

-
R

'
H " the Prince Consort, Barton, Isle of

Wight. Mr. Toward says—The subsoil is a strong tenacious
clay in many places mixed with gravel ; when dry no imple-m
o
n^ Penetrate it Cost one way per acre, 4*. lid

2. The farm of the Duke of Manchester, Kimboltou. The 71under the head of wages are for horse labour. Mr. Hill says

Sf i Z ^P*11
]

8 **» for SQares and anchors, and these, owing tothe hardness of the ground, are heavier than usual. Durinl 17

teZnr rfJ*
Q 35

'
d°uble °r harvest wa*es wa* Pa^ for the

ofk m 3£ one wa^ Per acre
» 10* (°r ? 5s.

)

wY °f
A
farm

?{ the Duke of Sutherland. Mr. Fleminghas been good enough to send a full report, which will be foundelsewhere. Coals cost 8*. a ton. Cost one way 4* Ad ner acre

^ana
L^d

?
athe

f
rt^'Sfarm

*
Tedde-^y- Mr. Motion.XfW

Th^^SiES
8 %£\ COal consumed

V ifc™ 6 to S cwt. a day.Ihey started with a new rope and everything in thoroughorder, and there were no repairs.
°

DvtcMv'pari
1101^^111 at Ch*rlb^y I Mr. Wells (steward),

V« y ™ k
A ?08t one way» ^- 2d. per acre.

wHh.if:?;- ,?
an

:
Pewsey. P»ys 1». 6*. (wages) an acre

Sv. or S116 ClUtlvat°r
'
a»d > an acre with the 3- tine cul-tivator, his men earning their 13s. a week. He pays inaddition engine driver and supply water ; the coals are

P
6?cwt

land ^'h
L
5
De
&>

0f Y^teS C°
J
nrt

'
Mere^orth, Kent, plough,* hisland with Smith's engine and windlass, 2 acres a day naVimrQ*an acre for wages, and burning 4 cwt. of coal per aYre*

* g
8. On a Wiltshire farm 68 acres have been plnwhed * and

«SSdSbie!^ "W Stated
'

RepairS n0? y^kno^, but

fhA ^TV* 5* Ackr°yd'
at Kimbolton-Mr. Milligan puts£ °£™ter «»**? « S*> in addition to wages ; coa s

13s tons. Cost one way, 6s. lid. per acre.
1°' .~T *-.-ferm *» Bedfordshire-The wages are 16*. 10s. a

ovlr, aft?"*
^^ CarriagG aQd beer

- <>«* P" miSil

noVrf l«ffi
aViS

.'
Bickma»h Hall, Alcester. says his engine is

?nce overf3TiLr^
1
'

°e defldent depth
'

Cost Per acre

iJ^^Sf^J? Kington, Broad Chalk, Salisbury-Wagesinclude water cart. Cost per acre once over, 3*.
S

la™!' if
1"' Sld

f°rd '
of Br«ad Chalk, Salisbury-" Very heavy

™""¥v n I*oem
S* 2*' a day, and engineer and winS

the cost per acre once over will have been 3*. id
maU ' and

IT. J. S Crawley, Esq., near Luton—Mr. Tavlor sav* thP«A

if^
e
rJl°W n°thiDg f0r tearand ™» S eng£e a£d ropeAc. ; cost per acre once over, 6s. Id P '

" davSoU^Sfe^G8t A8hby
'

farm
«
Ryde, l8le of Wight-ciay-soii cost once over per acre, 6s.

onceovi^^, 1?/"68 *>*>»* "™ P^ghed. Cost

wfe\fericn^4kr,
,

t<l,
N0^\0rmsby' ^"^ -J« ^ finds

per acre once over 3,
BR 9*' ** Wlth steam- c<»t

o^ptrSe; 4*
U
°M
*"* °' TOpa just wom «*• <*& once

26. Mr. C. Chapman, near Hitchin, Herts-" Stiffciav •» wa<re<,

II' Mv t n
en^tt

'
Daventry-Cost once over per acre 4a 5d

acre, on sS^g day ^^ engmQ l8
* more

»
f^ 1

^ 1 «**< Per

^^WliSS? ^cV^ed^Talrest9

the sm»F^a«ffdt^-" C0,U<i DOt a5mmence -^. *»«

fuef; faut^To^^f^'t-re .?
UmS Partly W<Wd "

acre^ and^ri? ^'
Grafio^ St Neofs, has cultirated "3M

were in harvest time, and wages high."

hA
3^ rK

n 5' C^n fieId
» Buckdbn, Huntingdon-" Would notbe wiOwut one if there was one to be had fofmoney "

0t

,r, Z" '
Patnck Kerr, North Cheam, Surrey —Waro* 9« ow

vaUng it ^SSSfVg: Sr£?E UP ^ lâ d «A cross colti-

i-^JSSSS^^^ Boston-^Cost of working,

3* Mr. Thoma^n, Hanslope, near Stonv 8t»tfi«i-

I.—SMITH'S CULTIVATOR.

No.
1

3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23

24

25
26
27
28
20
30
31
32
33

34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42

43

44
45
46

47

48

49
50
51

52

53
4

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

06

G7

TOTAI.

Engines.

Horse Power.
8

10
8

10
8
8

9

7
8

10

10
9
8

10
10
10
10

8

10
8

8

10
12
8
8
10
8
8
8
8

8

8
8
8
S
S
8
8

8

8
8
19

8

10

10
8
7

10

8
8
10
8
8
8
10
8
8

10
9
8
8

10

10

Acres once
Cultivated. Depth.

No.
96

122(? 244)

54
144
43
104
100*

J
68*

160

173

160
21S
186

119

120
85
178
62
100
60

100

(
10

(163
110
300

60

67
155
52

180
165
84
60
80
304
U16
( 70
334
50
272
176
116
92
267

134

( 57*
(317

102
87

124

186

115

84
111
73

J 150*
1300
100
247
379
158
400
238
400
120
96
56
152
260
446

19 x 3
16 x 2

11*
10 x 2

385

{

122

Inches.
6 to 9

8

8
8 to 12

7
S

10 to 12

S

8

S
6

6 to S

5 & 6

5
10
6
9
8
7

10 & 11

4

6
7 to 8

7 to 10

6 to 8
6 to 7
6 to 7
6 to 9
S to 10
5 to 8

10
7 to 8
4 to 7
8 to 9

4
7 toS

7
4 to 8
5 to 9
6 to 10
7 to S
6 to 9

8

5 to 8

\
6
8

4£ to 9

4 to 14

7 to 12
8

6 to 10

9 toll

6
6

6 to 7
6 to 10
6 to 8
4 to 8

6 to 7
6

4 to 6
8 to 9
6 to S
4 to 8

to 9
6 to 15
12
9
8

4 to 9

8 to 15

Days at Work.

No.
20

35

10
25
11
17
50

29

33

24
42
20

20

18
22£
28

16m
10
13

39*

14

12

11*

25J
12£
12
14
58

{

48
7

44
30
19
16$
44
27
3

54

17
24
22

28*

14*

15
14
16

27(?)

18
35
58
324
67
47

Over 70
1C4
22
19
19

11

9
2
4

50

M

harvest 285^S^ZSS^^J*™*"* -™*

the publication of figures by young beginner* will\Lf i i
6^

iX^rdara^sfei^r "
"•'

4j.. Farm in Worcestershire. Coals about k*«ip « *daily; repairs not much. ^^ aDout ^^ a to»

Wages Paid

I

£
15
38
7
6

20

7

s.

1

10

12

{

45

18 17

24 4
8 5

20
25 18
20

d.

3

2

17 18
15 5
16 16
6 10
17 10
5 10

6 10

34 11

12 1

46 16
(78
12 8

6

• •

6 18

25 5
10 12
9 6
10
45 3

6

6

37 16
20 18

24
"4

25 10
3

14 9
17 8
14 17

(17 14

I 4 5 6

8 10 10

9 9
11 11
14 8

67 10

11 14
24 10
42 1
22 7
58 12
89

14 17
11 16

8

4
6

6
• *

12 7

9 8
3 14 2
1 10

a 8 4
(45
1 9 12 6

18 d

Coals and Oil.

£ s. d.

7 10

17 10

2 14 7

3 ii

10 3

17 8

9
16 16
6 15 6

5
5

8
11

3
4

9

4
10

12
5
?

2

5

15

7

4

8

3

6

4 14

10
fl

6
5

?

3

25 18

22
9

6
6
2

6
7

5
* •

10
10

1
16
?

11 2

{1
8

13
7 5
5 10
6 13

G

6

0?

4

7 10
14

?

9 12 2
?

14 2

5
4 16

* *

* •

5 15
2 12
1 1

2 %

27 17

*

!

• i

16 8

••

• •

310 9

••

• •

jniinaL

• 6

* f

6

17

ft t

•

*'

012

# «

4 15

5

3

o ii" o

2 10

110 6

ff *

• *

?

# •

V t

,"• -

11 11

43 Mr. John Cattle, Lealand,"
alack, at 3* ft*, a ton ; Oil, 3 gallc

49. Mr. Robert Faux, The LodtfL.one way per acre, 2s. 9d.
~~"°"

"

cult°iva
B

ffnn
H

i!

nry
K
Keep' Triton near Bedford-" My autoj

acre. t. 2d. (If
m08t 8atisf̂ tory. Cost one wtf P*

u^L?*'

A

J
?
m
l
B

,
mQ?> CWcheley, Newport P«P«fc?2

'

strong and hard clay till lately in&h backed lands.
Cosi*8

|

way per acre, 6*.6d.
^

l

52. Mr. Baker, near Wansford.—Warn 3*. an acm 5{^ r ?
U
f,n

e
; if that coafc ** 6* then fflS way per acre ml>

4*. fxt. 150 acres ploughed * r*
63. Mr. J. W. Tubb, Meicomb, Banbury-Cost one «*f r

acre, is. 10d.
' m

.

54. Mr. E. Pullen, Sutton Courtney, Abingdon-^11^
no repairs of engine. Cost one way per acre, Zs. id.

55. Mr. P. Battcock, St. Ives .^!l»
56. Mr. Marte Philips, SuiterfieH, Stratfoid-on-AvoBT^

aeonmt 04 oUi land sticky <jUy needing four horses.
»

include removals. Add 45iTfor removal of implements.
<*-

one way per acre, 4s. 4rf. Commenced work on Sep. 20.

rl' Xr P1
^
8

' Inslci P' St - Ivea-Coals "3 cwt perac» ^
»>f>. Mr. T. A. Bromwioh, Coventry—" Done formre.
le wav ner acr« 4* w^

(

1

one way per acre, 4*. 8d.
acre,

*1

8

47. Mr. W B. Battams, Ledlington, Woburn —« t«**«

j

digging wells to save the water carriage. Cost <m7ZZ If^

Alsay, Baldock-Wages 3s. an—
60. Mr. Henry Snaith, Trower, Stony Stratford-S»i^
naea, time included. Cost one way per acre, 3* *»

l( KtCfi
pt

61. Mr. Forbes Robertson, Howden, Yorkshire- * ^ n

acres of avervstronornlavsnil." Cost one wayperf^re.-*
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*2~Mr G. linker. Stony Stratford, says—"The cost of culti-

vation, repairs and all, amounts to 10*. per acre, the ground

b
^3

gM
e

r

rT
T Patterns, Woburn—"Coals 9 cwt. a day."

64.' Mr. Byers, Slapton, Leighton Buzzard—" Heavy gault

& Mr. Thomas Brightman, Stangton, St. Neots.

«6* Mr. P. S. Punnett, Chart Sutton, Staplehurst, Kent—

floil very stiff and tenacious, weald clay. The 19 acres were

Bean stubble—" We made as good work as a year's entire

fallow by horse-power ; it was moved to a depth of 15 inches.

The 11 acres were harrowed.* Wages very high. Coals very

dear. Cost one way per acre, 4*. lid.

67. Mr. Lavender, of Biddenham. See Home Correspon-

dence.

HOWARD'S APPARATUS.

1. The Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim—Cost one way
per acre, 2*. 9d.

J Mr. Howard, Winterton, Brigg—65 acres is the most
stubborn soil in the parish ; cost one way, 4s. 3d.

3. Messrs. Blyth & Squier. Stanford te Hope—Very" light

land ;
generally crossing Fowler's ploughing ; labour 2s. 6d. an

acre, carting 1*. 6d. ; coals, 2s. 6d. per acre.

4. Mr. C. Street, Bedford—Began after harvest on Pea
stubble, then Bean stubble, then did the fallows ;

" perfectly

satisfied."

5. Mr. J. Lancashire, Micheldever—Costoneway per acre, 3*. 3d.

6. Mr. T. Hatfield, near Stamford—" Strong land, very dry
and hard; work very satisfactorily done." Cost one way, 4*. 8d.

7. Mr. W. Holder, Tenbury— " Work well done ; not a fair

trial, men all strange to "the work." Cost one way per
acre, 4s lOd.

8. Mr. W. Bott, Jun., Chelmsford—" Cost will very little

exceed horse power;" much accomplished which could not
have been done by horses.

9. Mr. Bomford, Evesham.
10. Mr. W. Irapey, Broomfield Hill, Chelmsford— " The

apparatus has worked very well, and the land is now in

beautiful condition."
11. Mr. W. Pate, Ely—S-horse power not enough; "now

working 35 horses—hope by steam culture to reduce them one-
third."

12. Mr. E. Turney, Shambrook, Bedford—" very stiff soil."

Cost one way, 3s. Id.

13. Mr. J. W. Pell, Stanion, Manor Farm, Thrapston—" Very
hard and stiff land. Cost one way, 4s. 9d. per acre.

14. Mr. Henry Collins, Castletown, near Cardiff—" the farm
work was never so forward as now, notwithstanding that I

have turned off 12 oxen to feed ;" cost one way per acre, 3s. 4/.

15. Mr. W. W. Gascoigne, Milton, Sittiugbourne, Kent—heavy
soil; coal 8 cwt. a day. The engine is hired at 20$. a day,
including driver and oil. " I have now dismissed the engine,
sold off four horses, and put away the apparatus, hoping for a
dry spring.'' See Home Correspondence.

16. Mr. W. Pike, Stevington—190 acres once cultivated and
60 acres twice cultivated. The 40 days include removals.

HOWARD'S APPARATUS.

EkGWES.

No.
1

2

3
4
5

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20
21

22

Horse Power.
10
8

10
10
8

10
8

10
10
10

8
10
8
8
8

8
10
8

10
10
8

Acres on« i:

Cultivated.

No.
156
135
275
240
130
141
20

274
50

275
70

100
130
320
102

310

Depth.

Inches.
6 to 7
4 to 8

5 to 10
6

5 to 9
6

6 to 7
5 to 8

•

5
8
7

4 to 6

5 to 6

6 to 10

Days at Work.

No.
22
22
43
• -

16
24
4

Wages.

178 3\ to \

449 • •

52 8
400 8
100 6 to 9
364 6

13
10
19

21*

40

27

£
15

21
8
4

d.

8*
73

14 8
18 10
2 8

• -

• *

s if
6 5

15 4
43 10
17

Vi
16
13

27 12

8

Fuel and Oil.

£ *.

6 1

6 15

d.

6

6
14
1

18

S

12
• *

7
in

9

20

8
3

18
9

o

o

9

Repairs.

£ s. d.

10

4 13
27 12

4

6
2 10
16 10

2 12
• *

1 9 4

6 7
60 15

6 3 12
21 10

5

1

2

10
• •

4
6
5

10

* •

• •

5

47. 138. 4d. for beer, 21. 10s. for oil. Under repairs, there are
10«. for repairs of engine used for threshing also. One way

per acre costs 3s. 5d.

17. Mr. Henderson. Sandwich. Cost one way, 45. lid. per acre.
18. Mr. Sargeant, Northampton—182 done since harvest, 267

acres done before harvest.
19. Mr. R. Pullen, Shackerley, Wolverhampton. Cost one

way, Is. Old. (! !)

30. Mr. John L. King, Newmarket, done since harvest;

labour 2s. 6d. an acre for four men and two boys, besides 20s.
a week to engineer ; coals, 8 cwt. per day ; oil, 1 quart.

21. Mr. W. Egerton Hubbard, Horsham—100 acies have
been done by Howard's apparatus, and 136 by Smith's ; repairs
very trifling. Cost one way, 2s. an acre (!).

22. Mr. R. Barton, St. Ives— wages include water carriage ;worked all harvest time, paying high wages ; a very stiff stony
heavy clay ; should prefer a lu-horse engine : cost ose way per
acre, 4*. 9d.

FOWLER'S STEAM PLOUGH.

2

3

4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12

18
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
o..
-*.

23
24

25
26

Steam
Engines. .

Horse Power.
12

10

-*o

10

12
10
12
12
10
12
10
12
10
14
12
12

10

10
12
12
12
10
12
10
10
12
12

Acres.

Ploughed.

No.
158

74

171

318"

332
67

800
104
97
13

134
152
170
80

346
• •

88

110
66

170
)1

76
ISO
25
68

41

Cultivated.

No.

Depth of
Work.

Inches.
8 to 10

Days at Work. Wages Paid. Coals and Oil.

No.
39_

(844
(31.

m -

131.

42

11*
145

• *

31*
41
30
25
* •

33

£
25 13

d.

6

83 11 10

{

• *

73 S
19 14
30 16
5 1"

5

6

9

Repairs.

£
20

*.

7

d.

13 7 3

•

17 9
43 15
16 10

3

6

• *

2S 5

52 12

20 15
8 12

• *

16
14 12
16 10

4
6

£ #. d.

4 10

?

* •

9

• #

• *

29
4
24
36
43
50
124
40
60
40
• •

14

16

34 8 3
24
30
11 9 3
17 12 2
49 6
27

• •

?

* •

• 9

16 4 4 8
26 « m

31 18 9 27
5 9 1 5
20 2 6 3 6
39

• •

10 c a

?

• •

FOWLER'S STEAM PLOUGH.

«i ?-_ ,
Brebner

. at H.R.H. the Prince Consort's farm
( b lemish farm. Windsor)—Most of the work on tenacious clay
soil. Rem wis not included in tear and wear. Cost ofploughing per acre, 6*. Id.

2. Lord Berners' farm at Keythorpe— At work 34 day*
stoppage for breakages, 314 days ; wages, including engineer.
&c. See remarks at page 1032.

3. Mr. Pocock, Mariborough—No account kept of wao-es
or fu

s

4. Mr. G. Pocock, Bourton and Stratton Farms, Shrivenbam
—The work done between February and October. The time
lcludes all removals

; the I'M Us. 6d is water carriage at 3*
a day. The repairs do not include interest or tear and wear
C ploughing per acre. 4s. 4d. !

5. Mr. E. Ruck, Castle Hill, Cricklade—Can plough aver-
se soils at 6*. an acre, Mid the new apparatus will reduce
>st to 4«. Cost of ploughing, 3*. 2d.

. ?• ,

Ml
[- £' M Read

'
Elkst°ne, Cheltenham-(Seo leading

article ) Cost ploughing, 4s. 44. per acre.
^ g

7 Mr. T. Pearce Brown, Burderop, Swindon—This is the
^•hole year's work from April to Nov. 13. Cost U. 17s. tW.r y in doing 5 to 6 acres.

J.
Mr. R. Campbell, Buscott Parte, Lechlade -Stiff clay

•J- i
f^mpton. Benson, Wallingford-The time of 6removal included in these days, 41. 14a. U. should be added

for water cart,
-

' extreme hardness of the land." Cost ploughing

22. Mr. Burneston, for E. Marjoribank
, q Healv—no

stubble ploughing yet done, otherwise engaged. Cost of plough-
ing, 4s. 6d. *- -»

23. Mr. Parsons, Hazelbury, Crewkerne—" Much of it verv
hard and dry and foul." Cost per acre, 4s. 4<f.

24. Messrs. Blyth & Squier, Stanford-le-Hope, Essex—very
light land. Cost per acre, 6*. lid.

25. Mr. Sakmarshe, near York—no serious repairs. Cost
per acre, 6s.

26. Mr.E. Roberts,Jun.,Berden Hall, Bishops Stortford—"The
deep work was on heavy land, coals 15 cwt. a day, engine
been at work threshing.

27. Mr. Dudfield of Spetchley, says—Having so recently re-
ceived the tackle I am not in a position to give further infor-
mation. The ploughing is done in such a superior manner as
to exceed our expectation.

11*. 8d.
11. Mr. E. Roberts, Almshoeburv. Hitchin—See p. 5.

12. Messrs. Neames, Faversham—" Very hard soil ;"4» acres
done in the year.

13. Mr. J. King, Chadshunt Farm, Kinoton, Warwick—See
Home Correspondence.

14. Mr. J. R. Hall, Uxbridge—"Delayed by the total inex-
perience of our men."

la' !f
r' £

tratt°n, of Broad Hinton—Wages 13*. 6rf. a day.
16. Mr. Savidge, Lodge Farm, Sarsden, Ch. Norton—Broken

6 plough heads and 36 shares.
17. Mr. J. Webb and Mr. C. W. Lyon, Uttoxotar—" The

, acres are subsoiled 15 inches deep."
1S - y Yorkshire, "let on hire."
10. Mr E. Holland, MP., Kvesham—"The days include wet

and removals—ground very hard at first**U heavy clay
land." Cost ploughing. 5*. 2d.

20. Mr. T. H. Redman, Overtown, Swindon. Cost of plough-
ing, 5*. lOd.

21.

done for

Home Correspondence.
Steam Cultivation.—I am nowridsringand subsoiling

my land for the next year's roots. The operations and
cost per acre are one steam smashing, 7*. ; one cross

cultivating with horses, 2.?.; one ridging with horses,

4s.; and one subsoiling with horses, 4s. These opera-
tions shatter the land to a depth of from 16 to 18
inches, at a total cost of 17*. per acre. Gentlemen
interested are welcome to see how I thus deeply and
cheaply work my root fallows. I shall be working on
regularly for the next fortnight. William Smith,
Woolston, Bletchley Station, Nov. 22.

Steam Cultivation on the Tojt Farm, Trentham,
(specified at No. 3, in the tabular account of Smith's
steam cultivation).—The quantity of land is in five*
fields, but as three of them adjoin, and they are all

square, the engine and tackle had to be moved only
four times for the above quantity of work. The land
was exceedingly foul, and immediately after it was
broken up by the steam cultivator, the weather being
favourable, active measures were taken with men and
horses to clear the land of Couch and other weeds. As
soon as all the weeds had been got off that could be
until the land was regrubbed, the steam cultivator was
run through the land again to bring what weeds were
left to the surface, and the same process of harrow-
ing, rolling, &c, was gone through as before, and the
land was by these measures got pretty clean. We are
now going over it a third time with the five-tined
cultivator to a depth of from 10 to 12 inches, after
which the land will be left in the best possible
state for being ameliorated by the winter season.
We have not given the cost of the two last opera-
tions upon the land by means of steam cultivation, but
each costs about the same amount ; for although the
ground becomes more easily worked, the cultivators are
made to go deeper every time. The sbifting of the
anchors is objectionable, inasmuch as it takes two
men to attend to them, and the space they occupy
prevents e cultivators being brought to the edges oi
he field. We intend in the course of tli inter to

insert rong Larch or Oak posts in the centre of the
hedge-rows on the sides of every arable field on this
farm, the posts to be from 3 to . feet in the ground and
1 foot out. They will be placed at a distance of 30
feet apar*\ and a movable chain will be provided with
rings at each end large enough to slip easily upon these
posts. In this chain the pulley blocks can readily be
hooked by the ploughman on his arriving at the
end of each bout, thus dispensing with the anchors
and the two men who attend to them, and enabling
us to cultivate more land, and save much
time. I think that this improvement, when
carried out, will effect a saving of about 1*. 6d. per
acre. I quite agree with Mr. Smith in his remark
that the steam cultivator is the proper implement for
breaking up the land, either for exposure to the atmo-
sphere or cleaning it, and also for loosening the subsoil,
as there is no compression of the land as by the plough!
It is our intention when time permits to adapt harrows"
and rollers, &c, to steam DC r, so that when afield
wants cleaning every operation may be performed by it,
and the whole completed at one placing of the engine
and tackle. George Fleming, Trentham, Nov. 8.

Steam Culture at The Lawn, Sittbigbourne.Such
facts as have come under my own observation, in the
interest of agriculture you are quite at liberty to
make use of. I am in the position of a person farming
his own land, and buy only sueh machinery as I believe
will pay me best, 1 have no prejudice in favour of any
machine-maker

; I purchased Messrs. Howard's tackle
because I thought I could decide for the sum of 200/.
whether land could be cultivated or not with advantage

am well
and make
< • To

receive the greatest advantage from ;n-culti
I think H fields should be large and level, and the
soil heavy, all which I have in mine. Of coarse the
cultivation should begin the day after the last sheaf is

horsed, and not cease until the whole farm has been
moved. I cannot, see why, on strong soil, the fertility

of the la- sho.nld not be maintained by this autumn
cultivation as thoroughly as by the constant turning
over and over of the soil, the same amount < f manure
being n I of course in both cases. If it is possible, 1

'

saving on some farms will be 50 per cent, as c red
'?th norsepowfer. On a field of 12 November

(! 0), 4 i horses did not Werage much over half

nacre a y in ploughing 7 inches dee] an grattan)
ir Wheat. By steam cultivation 1 think the same

Mr. 8. M. Plummer, Peasemore, Newburv-"100 acres are JW"*d ]nx

\
c

t

Doen done *> weeks earlier, at 12*. per acre ;

or Wheat 4 iuches deep." Cost of ploughing, 4«. S I the horse labour costs 30s. However, I intend as little
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as possible giving my opinion. I am only a youn

farmer, but such facts as come out in my experience

are quite at the service of any one. William Whitehead

Oascoigne.

Steam Cultivation at Chadshunt Farm, near

Kineton, Wartcick.— In reply to your inquiries re

specting the work clone by the steam plough

purchased of Mr. Fowler at the Warwick Show

by Mr. Righton, of Thornton House, and ™yselt,

allow me to say that since harvest it has ploughed and

smashed up about 170 acres, of which 100 acres have

been stiff tenacious clay. The work in each field has

been done in a manner highly creditable to Fowler s

steam plough, and at a considerably less expense than

either of the former years, which I attribute partly to

the experience the men and boys have had in the

management of the apparatus, but chiefly to the superior

strength and excellence of the 10-horse engine Mr.

Fowler supplied us with in exchange for the 8-horse.

This engine was manufactured by Messrs. Kitson &
Hewifcson, of Leeds, and a better one no firm could

turn out. I cannot speak too highly of this engine.

Mr. Righton and myself are farming nearly 1000 acres

of the true Warwickshire clay, at least the greater part

is such ; still we can, after doing the work upon each

separate farm (which are situated six miles apart), help

some of our neighbours, which is done by charging so

much per acre, viz., 12*. to 18s., according to the

nature of the soils and the size of the fields. It is

almost impossible for me to fill up the form you sent

me, not employing it wholly myself upon the farm I

occupy. I have therefore thought it better to send you a

brief but general statement. J. King.

Steam Cultivation at Biddenham — In answer to

your letter of November 2d, I commenced cultivating

*u that it cannot be classed among those specially

adaoted for steam-cultivation, which will account for

calculations of cost being higher than many otheis
my
I put the items as follows :—

Cost per Day. $. d.

4
Driver .26
Windlass man •

[] 2 6
Ploughman

!! 5
2 Anchor men V "

1 5
2 Porter men 2 6
1 Water cart man .- •• •• ••

••

]] 3
HorRe and water cart

11 10
10 cwt. of coals .. •• •• y • on
5 per cent, interest on 5002. = 1*. 4 id. x 2 .. " i 6
20 per cent. -wear and tear on 500;.

J Q
oil ;; 6
Removes

£2 9 9

description of the fowls and animals corres^*
the drawings, in the cases which I read

^ *l
description of the Spanish fowl and of the Berk^ ^

Spanish Foul a*u ^
fcscrib'dbv'p^***

"There is \Z»
describing the ai^
tban any* SSJ^+I
qualities are weii??8,, i

admitted. Itb£*S
colour, b]ack ««*£
with green. The vLH
and thin, and iQ^comb should extend
the nostril; a
the hen ia a

Spanish Fowl as described by
Thorley.

" Resembles the dunghill
bird in shape, but is charac-
terised by having a small comb,
andadensely tufted crest, which
always differs in colour from
the plumage of the body. A
white fowl always bears a
black crest, and a black a white
crest

!

"

comb." krgt

I consider two porter men a saving mall cases, as

one can do the whole work temporarily if the other 18

required to help either of the anchor men for a short

time, and there will also be one at each end to assist

whenever the snatch block requires moving. A man

at 2*. 6d. for water cart may seem a good deal, but if

the water is near he will be able to attend to the

oiling, and walk round occasionally to see that all is

right at the fixed snatch blocks, &c. The amount for

interest is not, I think, overcharged, as interest goes on,

whether the apparatus is at work or standing still.

The cultivating apparatus will be at work but a small

portion of the year, but the engine may be employed

much more frequently ; for these reasons instead of

charging interest on 500Z. (the cost of engine and

cultivating apparatus) for one day, I have doubled that

amount. Twenty per cent, for wear and tear may seem

too much, but I am a great advocate for

on the 30th of August, and continued without any allowing liberally for this in all ^ehinery; should

intermission for 50 dajs ; during that time I cultivated * come to less, wmnchtde better. The daily charge

385 acres upon my farm, reckoning one acre two

where cultivated twice, my men working by the piece

at an average cost of 2s. 4d. an acre for labour, Is. 6d.

an acre for coals and oil, Gd. an acre for a horse to

carry water, and other horses to remove the apparatus,

and Is. an acre for wear and repairs ; the depth I fix

myself. My staff consists of five men, two porter lads,

and one boy to fetch the water. My engine is a 10-

horse double cylinder by Ruston & Co., of Lincoln.

I consider 4 to 5 inches the proper depth for Wheat,

and from 6 to 8 and 9 inches for Barley, Beans, and

fallow. Any further information you may require, if I

am able I shall be most happy to give you. William

Lavender, Nov. 9.

Steam Cultivation at Barnard's Park, Budgwick,
near Horsham.—In answer to your inquiries respecting

Mr. Howard's Steam Cultivator, I have much pleasure
\

in giving you what information I can, though from

having received the steam cultivator late in the autumn
I regret to be able to give only the results of small

experiments on my father's farms at Lineacre, Long-

hurst Hill, and Collins for Wheat. At Lineacre about

10 acres of heavy land, which had been once ploughed

by the common plough, was scarified once by Mr.

Howard's Steam Cultivator. This operation brought

the weeds to the surface, so as to allow of its being

picked and cleaned. At Longhurst Hill farm about 15

acres after Peas were scarified, and then cross scarified

by Mr. Howard's Steam Cultivator. This ground was
thus rendered a good fallow. At Collins' farm about

9 acres of light land, which have been twice ploughed
with the common plough for Wheat, were scarified and
then cross scarified by Mr. Howard's Steam Cultivator.

This land was then picked and rendered a very good
fallow. As far as I can judge of Mr. Howard's Steam
Cultivator it is one of the most valuable inventions of

modern times, and in answer to your questions I think

that if ground is well and deeply ploughed in winter

(to rot the Grass) the steam cultivator would in the

spring, at small expense, in comparison with the old

system of ploughing, render ground (by twice scarifying)

a good season for Mangel or Turnips. Mr. Howard's
new invention to work the windlass direct from the

engine by means of an iron coupling-joint in the place

of strap-gearing is a very great improvement, for it

enables the cultivator to be easily worked in wet or
windy weather, while under the old plan it was difficult

to prevent the strap from running off. Thomas Lyon
Thurlow.
Steam Cultivation at Mount Farm, Coolcham Dean.—

As Messrs. Howard's apparatus arrived here only in

May last, you will be prepared to receive my remarks

with caution. The only work done on my own farm

before harvest was on naked fallow intended for Wheat.

One field belongs to the plastic clay formation, and I do

not think a stifier piece could be found in the country.

This was thoroughly cleaned and pulverised, and now
lies as well as I could wish to'see it, both as regards the

land and the crop. It was smashed to a depth of 8 or

9 inches, then crossed and left till the end of July,

when it was again smashed to a depth of 8 inches, at

the rate of 7 acres per day. Lastly it was thrown into

4-bout lands by horses, and drilled with Wheat. Since

harvest I cultivated 113 acres of my own stubbles, as

soon as the corn was off; part of this I crossed with a

Bentall drawn by horses, and the rest by a steam-

cultivator. In addition to this work I have smashed
land of all descriptions for neighbouring farmers. The
soil on my own farm varies greatly, part being stiff clay

and other portions the sharpest gravel. The fields vary
in size from 6 to 60 acres, and it is far from being level

for removes must depend greatly on the nature and

size of the farm ; in my own case I have allowed a full

amount, and am confident that 50*. per day will fully

cover all working expenses and all risks. The number

of acres I have cultivated has varied from 3 to 10 per

day, nearly all being heavy autumn work ; the depth

has varied from 5 to 10 inches. The engine I employ

is one by Clayton and Shuttlewoi th, 10 h. p. double

cylinder, which I much prefer to a single cylinder; the

pressure has ranged from 54 to 64 lbs. I have not

attempted any ploughing at present, as I consider

smashing decidedly preferable on the stubbles and for

cleaning the land, nor do I think ploughing by steam

is, as yet, sufficiently advanced. The wear of the rope

is the most important matter, especially on gravelly

land, but a system of anchorage, as simple and portable

as the present without its liability to drag along in soft

ground would remedy this to a great extent. My
reason for preferring Howard's system is that an

ordinary farmer can take the entire management with

the aid of his own men, every part is so simple and so

portable. It is also adapted for fields of any size or

shape, though it is very injudicious to hinder time with

gores and corners which can be worked off more econo-

mically by horses. Much, no doubt, remains to be done

in diminishing the labour required, and improving

many of the details ; but even in its present form I

consider it a tenant farmer's implement of very great

value. We must not expect it the first year of its

operation to work so economically, or manifest such

advantages as in subsequent years, when the pan h :s

been shattered, the subsoil aerated, and the Couch

destroyed. You are at liberty to make any use you

please of this, as my wish is that an invention I believe

to be of great public importance may become general,

and that landlords may be induced to consult their own
interest, and that of their tenants by giving them
every encouragement to adopt it. W Bulstrode. [We
do not think the charges made above for interest and

tear and wear are excessive, but the cost of removes is

too much, and the cost of labour also seems excessive].

Almanack Misrepresentations.— Spanish Fowl and
Berkshire Pigs.—I have before me an almanack which
has, for advertisement and other purposes, been circu-

lated by tens of thousands throughout the country.

In form and colour it closely resembles " Morton's New
Farmers' Almanack/' and many of the particulars,

especially the " Produce Tables," appear to be copied
directly from that most useful publication. Here,
however, the resemblance ceases. " Thorley's Illustrated

Almanack," is the title of the almanack to which I

refer, and its alleged price is fourpence. It was given

to me—and as I had one also given to me last year by a

dealer in " Thorley's Cattle Food," I presume that that

is the mode in which many are disposed of. " Of the
last issue for 1861 upwards of one hundred thousand
have been disposed of" is the triumphant boast of the
proprietor. ** Encouraged by the eminent success

which has attended his former efforts, he has
resolved," he writes, " that neither pains nor expense
should be spared to render the present issue superior in

every respect to its predecessors." How far this object

has been realised I must leave my readers to deter-

mine. As one of these readers I have to state that

the book is unworthy of its title, as far as the word
" Illustrated " is concerned.

^
Its illustrations are bur-

lesques. The backs of the pigs, as drawn in this illus-

trated work, are a series of cre*centic curves. The
drawings of the fowls are so inaccurate that it could not

even be guessed for what the sketches were intended
were it not for the printing underneath. The written

The italics are my own. The Spanish f0w[ u." black crest," no " white crest "—no «•'

tufted

and no " small comb "—but perhaps the largeiUa"
all our domestic fowl. A " white " Spanish

foil ^

be as great a curiosity as a white blackbird /y*
Berkshire pig, the following is stated in fr •

pages of the same illustrated almanac. "QJ?!
dish (! !) with brown or black spots, . . , t ^^
&t\& pendant over the eyes'* page 87. I opine jwS[
Hewer of Sevenhampton, Mr. Sadler of Cab^T
other distinguished breeder of Berkshire pip ^uji
horrified at seeing such a creature in hii puJj
" Reddish, and with long large ears pendent

ove-

eyes," surely belongs rather to the Irish pi« $
last century than to the Berkshire pigs </

,

present day. Mr. Sidney in his recent book

"The Pig" thus describes the Berkshire p».|
" They should be well covered with long hlaJkm
hair, so soft that the problem of making a silk*

out of a sow's ear might be solved with a prize Be-

shire. The white should be confined to four wi&k
a white spot between the eyes, and a few whit*

k

behind the shoulder." At Mr. Sadler's the Aynt

Agricultural Association saw three hundred,®mt
of which was marked in this manner. They hi r
" reddish," or with '[ large ears pendent over the ro'

The above facts prove that a so-called cheap book

1

be very dear, because inaccurate and untrustaorti

but it is as a breeder of Spanish fowls and of Berk

pigs, to refute the misrepresentsSons of "Thorir

Illustrated Almanack " that I now address you. ]

description of the Spanish fowl in that much adrert»

book does not apply to the bird in any period of j|

history; aud that of the Pig could have approiiiaa

to truth only when he ran wild centuries ago in i

forests of Wargrave and Windsor. John Hitclem.

Farmers' Clubs.
Faversham : School Unions.—We place nfr*

heading a passage from a speech by Mr. E. OWE
C.B., at a recent meeting of the Faversham A^rdtal

Association :

—

The national schools of a district of HjarisJraoik

town of Faversham and the suburbs haw bminspe»

by Lord Harris, who, whilst Governor of Madras a

previously of Trinidad, had been a promoter of*

cation. His lordship was accompanied by
^JjJ

Chadwick, who had reported specially on these sbW|

in a paper communicated to the Education^*
1

sioners, and laid before parliament. The case""*

to be one of the most complete voluntary combir

of the educational means of any formed, or yet

in England, as the great bulk, perhaps three-fin^

of the children of each parish of the school agt

about 900 in all, arc brought under one mw»ag«J

there being for all the parishes one common infant
i*"

one national school for elementary instruction

in reading, writing, and arithmetic, wine n,

»

reported, are fairly completed between the w
11th year ; and one commercial or middle cia*

into which the most promising children

national school are drafted, and the children ot

^
class persons receive a commercial educatio

,

their 13th or 14th year, and receive 1

than the common amount of instruction.-
1

book - keeping, drawing, mensuration,

French, and Latin. The whole of these schooisor

are under the direction of one principal* ,

In the evening Lord Harris and Mr. Cm<w*r
most of the gentlemen who had attended the 1

jj
of the district schools in the morning, din(r 1

Faversham Agricultural Association,
wJie

Sondes presided.

Mr. Chadwick, during a WMr— mm
the evening, called to the recollection of tn

the present improvement in the adm»nist _^.

relief of the destitute with the reduction ot iw ^
Now, how was that improvement and x&®JL&i

but by the principle of local administrative w» -M
the substitution for the unpaid, changing. *. pW
almost irresponsible overseers a staff of

f
el

f anion *2;
responsible executive officers, union clerks

T!ie5e°2J
officers, union relievincr officers, and other*

presenflg

when properly directed and aided by olecteu ^ppj

«I*«* "«*$*

proved economy inipv

cept by union?
you get such executive" —— - . „ 5.,„ie r

as to be pronounced to be impost F . .„ *P,

of servic^jVJ

and by a division of educational labour* ^f^f
education of children of the middle classes.

.
oi
r

education of children of the buw« ~—

,

;ndfpendent poor. By this educatioua.
dirfeio*

1
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T*Iuable time is saved by productive industry. Heretofore in

t^chinp in the small separate schools it took seven years to

wh the three "It's: "now by the aggregation of numbers

in lanrw classes those accomplishments are better imparted in

<me half the time; that is to say, that instead of keeping a

Wbourer's child in school \intil the thirteenth year, it is im-

tttoned indelibly on them soon after the tenth, or before the

Seventh rear, when he is required to contribute to the earn-

Sot of the family, and be is left to supplement them by

-n- acquisitions* in the evening school as he advances in

pcrvice. But what is the result of the improved instruction?

|fy tort as an administrator is what I call the service test.

How many acquire and retain respectable service? From

the relieving officer we have the evidence, that where five

were paupers formerly less than one remains chargeable now.

From the schoolmistress we get an account of all her pupils

of the poorer class in service, where they are well spoken of

and others sought. But the benefit of your school union

is extended to other classes. It is a general evil attendant

upon the present system of governmental inspection, being

confined to the elementary instruction, that it tends to pro-

due* a deal level, the instruction necessary for the labourer's

child being as proved of a quality that the shopkeeper

not obtain at all in private adventure schools. Your
combination of the local educational means presents an

example of the attainment of the required gradation of

schools, in which the farmer's son obtains in the middle

class or commercial school a quality of instruction not to be

got in the village or the parish school, and not to be get

in the time or at the price, or in the time at boarding

hools or other schools now available to theni, and you
have shown the agricultural population of each class need
not to be left, as it now is, behind the town population

in education. I offer my congratulations that physical

train . by means of the military drill, is to be com-
prehended in your model. I have not time to advert to the

evidence as to its public importance in a military point cf view,

or to describe the evidence of large employers of labour, show-

(g that if we were a nation of Quakers, if there were assured

and universal peace, the improved drill is well worth while, as

imparting increased efficiency and value to labour for civil

service, four drilled youths being for ordinary labour as efficient

as that of five undnlled youths. They are taught to act in

concert ; to lift together, to pull together, to move together

and in order. The drill imparts by visible act and deed all that

is comprehended in the term discipline : attention, self-

restraiut, patience, prompt obedience, and smart execution of

orders. _^_____^__^__—

Calendar of Operations.
NOVEMBER.

Wester Ross, November 18.—The weather up till the end of

October was unusually favourable for the advancement of out-

door labour, and a great deal of work was accomplished. Our
Wheat, a breadth of about 50 acres after lea, has been laid down
in excellent condition, and a large proportion of our next

fear's green crop Jot has received its winter furrows November
owever, so far as it has gone, has been excessively wet and

boisterous, and now all is covered with snow. Wheat sowing
has been quite impracticable for a fortnight ; indeed the grouna
has been so thoroughly soaked that any field labour in these
days must have been executed in the worst condition. A con-

tinuation of fine weather for some time would be very desirable,

as a considerable breadth of Wheat in this neighbourhood
remains to be sown. With the fine weather last month our
Turnips materially improved, although they still fall short of a
fall crop. The whole stock of sheep and cattle are now upon
them, and are consuming thera at a rate which will very cer-

tainly overtake them all ere we again have abundant Grass.

Turnips have been in great demand for sheep eating, and have
been fetching from M, to 7/. per acre, and never, perhaps, have
we seen a larger number of sheep come from the hills for
wintering than this year. After coming from the hills and
before;going on Turnips, the hoggs generally have a run upon
the^pasture for ten days, or a fortnight upon which they
thrive amazingly. In our later markets store cattle were
scarce, and so very dear that the probability is that in spring
small remuneration may be had, for winter keep. We have now
abundant reason to conclude that the return of our cereal
crops will be greatly deficient, although |the quality is mtich
superior to that of last year. Our wheat weighs from 62 lbs.

to C31bs. pw busheLand fetched from 56s. to 57*. per quarter.
Barley weighs froEuMIbsrto-tKrtba., and fetches frcm 30s. to
32$. per quarter. Our labourers have been fully employed at
high wages, at railway and other works, and where attention
and sobriety have obtained, something has been saved for
coming adversity.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended November 28 ; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, Wallingford.

Ttmpebatc re of Air. Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot

i
1

• a!
• Rain. Wind

gflC — below the b
•

0) Surface. n
» t ^^ « QQ ! £

^hb Deps Dejrs. Deir* Decs. Dogs.
39-3

Ins.
Friday « .. .M).0 51.0 43.0 46.7 02 B W.\ 29.50

twday 23 .. 45.0 33.5 •J 41.0 0.45 W. 29.29
Vanday 24 .. 54.0 45.0 23 5 36.5 40.5 • 1 w. 29.80
Monday 25 .. 630 42.0 22.0 37/2 395 '». .w. 29.77
Taeaday 96 .. 61.0 64.0 45.2 40.0 0.16 8.W. 29.37

dnciday 27 .. 66.0 66.0 35.5 45 7 42.5 0.05 8.W. 29.68
Thursday 28 .. 584) 46.0 29.0 40.5 42.5 m * 8.W. 29.80

The readings are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Red Spider Magnified.

ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES and VINES.
Winter wash with.

GISHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.

See "Orchard House," ninth

edition ; and see Mr. Pear-

son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept.,

1861.

Sold retail by Nurserymen

and Seedsmen in boxes Li.»

3*., and 10*. 6d. each.

Wholesale by

Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Limited.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

H PERKINS having a large stock of TOBACCO
• PAPER, of very superior quality, offers the same at

lOd. per lb., and genuine ROLL PAPER at Is.

TOBACCO CLOTHS lOd. per lb., warranted genuine.
H. Perkins. 16, Cambridge Circus. Hackney Road, N.B.

1NTON and CO. have REMOVED trom ALbiotv

Place, Black friars, to 50. Conduit Street, Regent Street, W.
ENCAUSTIC and other PAVEMENTS. EARrHENWARi

and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

iManufactory: Stoke-upon-Trent.—Nov. 30.

LAS S for GREENHOUSE S.—
SHEET GLASS, 8tock Sizes, 16 oz.

Boxes included.

U by 0, 12 by 9, 13 by 9,

NEAL'S PATENT APHIS
PASTILS.

The following is one of upwards of

70 Testimonials received by J. Nfal
from gentlemen personally uuknown
to him.

" I beg to bear my testimony to the
value of Neal's Pastils, and their effi-

cacy in destroying, most effectually,

the Green Fly without any trouble,

and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared with the use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

"James Sanders,

'•Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny."

12
13
14 „
18
16
10
16

19

f»

»»

tt

it

tt

M
>9

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

H,
14.

M
If

13
14
15 „
19 „
17 „
20
17
20

It

tf

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

IS,

H,
14,

14
15
16
20 „
IS
21
18
21

,,

>»

10.

11.

12,

12
13
13
14
14

14 by
15 „
16 „
17 „

9
10
11
12

Srds.

14i. Od.

4ths.

12s. 6*..

• •

16*. Od. 13*.Mi
per 100 feet.

• *

English Glass of the above sizes, IS*, per 100 feet.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxes.

6 by 4

8„ 6
6i by 4*
84 „ 6|

lis. &f.

12 6

• •

21 o%.

£0 18t.

1 S

1 9

Sold by all principal Seedsmen.

Price Is. and 2*. per packet.

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. Neal, Birmingham,

7 by 5 7* by A} #

9 „ 7 9* „ 74 f

10 „ 8 10* „ 84
Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in. \ 16 or.

20 in. by 13 in. [Common .. .. .. 13*. 6rf. ..

20 in. by 14 in. [ Superior do. •• ..16
20 in. by 15 inJ English Glass .. .. 18

The above prices include the Boxes.
Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Plate and Polished

Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints

of various colours ground ready for use.

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description of

Glass for Horticultural purposes.
Jambs Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,.

London, E.C.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1750.

Fig. A. PRESERVE JARS. Fig.B.

Figs. E.

Fi*. G. Fig D.

Fig. A.

HAND GLASSES.

12 inches
14
16
18
20
24

t*

tt

i

i

• •

6*. 0d. each
7
8
9
10
12

»»

»>

»»

>»

»»

If open top 1*. extra.

Fig. B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

each.2 inches
4
6
10
12
16
IS
20

»»

>»

»•

»»

»»

5J

1

1

8
5

7

8
4
9
6

M
ft

>»

tf

6 inches
10
14
IS
20
22
24
26

t

t

t

• •

• •

0$. 6d. each.
1

1

2
3
3
4
6

tp 4
9 tt 5
9 tt 6
3 9t r
9 tt 8
6 tt 9
6 99 10

Pip. E.
PRESERVE JARS.

Without Lids. With Lide.
3 inches 0*. 4£& 0*. 6£<i

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

ft

6
8

10
1
1 4
1 8
2

9
11

1 2
1 4
1 8
2 2
2 8

Fig. D.

HYACINTH GLASSES.
Common . . 3e. Od. per dozen.
Improved.. 3 6 ,,

CROCUS GLASSES.
Common . . 2s. Od. per dozen.
Improved.. 2 6 „

Ficr. F.

HYACINTH DISHES.
6 inches . . 1*. 0d. each.
9 „ ..16
12 „ ..2 6

Fig. G.
CUCUMBER TUBE3.

•»

»»

»»

»»

»»

>»

»»

ft

tt

Fig. i.

ROLLING PINS.
l±d. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.
14 inches , . 3*. fid. each.
16 „ .. 4
18 .. ..4

Fig. H.
FISH GLOBES.

With Feet. Without Feet.

»»

tt

8 inches la. 9d.

10 „ 2 3
12 ., 3
14 „ 4
16 .. 5

3s. 6d. each,
4
4

9Id. per runniug inch.

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.

Crystal Glass Shades, Ebony and Gilt Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys and Globes, &c.

For Windoio and Orchard House Glass see Advertisement of Sept. 21.

6
6
6

tt

tt

»»

Notices to Correspondents.
Poiboxtso by Yew: Ashley. Our Correspondent has lost a
valuable heifer which had partaken of the leaves of two Yew
trees. The idea that the berry-bearinsr Yew is wholesome
and the other poisonous is mistaken ; both Yews have the
same properties. Mr. Spoonerwill report on the case shortly.

Poultry : Trade has seldom been worse than it is now, and the
supply has been larger than usuaL The number of pheasants
is remarkable; hares are also abundant, and as, when
unusual quantities come into the market an equal number
has been distributed as presents, the demand is thereby
diminished, and the sale becomes very bad. There is always
this g:\me glut of game in November.

Turkeys Each 6*. Oc?. to 7s. Od.
Large Fowls

, t 3 „ 3 6
Middling ditto .. .. „ 2 „ 2 6
Chickens , 1 6 „ 1 9

Pheasants
, t 2 „ 2 6

Partridges „ 1 6
f , 1 9

grou8e • 2 „ 2 3"a
;

r
f» n 2 „ 2 3

5*bbita
, 1 3 „ 1 4

Wild ditto
, 8 „ o 9

w Pigeons „ 8 „ 9

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

WEBE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON HURDLES and GATES,

which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and dnrable as those in ordinary use*

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 500Z.

The Hurdles can he seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VAENELL'S ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.

These Patent Maneera and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the SUver Medal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agncnltnral Society of Ireland, are adopted by the

Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who

value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized tails and loose-

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

Opposite Old St. Pafcbas Chtjech.
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MR. SAMUELSON
WILL EXHIBIT HIS

NEW SELF-ACTING REAPING MACHINE, with Side Delivery

AND OTHER IMPLEMENTS,
Sheavi

AT THE

BIRMINGHAM CATTLE SHOW, DECEMBER 2, 3, 4, & 5

WEEKS'S UPBIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER.

i

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
HAS BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

WEEKS'S No. 1 BOILERS are heating upwards of 200 feet of Pine
WEEKS'S No. 2 BOILERS „ .. 300
WEEKS'S No. 3 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 4 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No, 5 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 6 BOILERS

99

>i

99

600
1500

12,000

99

9)

99

19

* cl^lT B

\ff^
S beIn

! 1

a<
S°

nn*s
°f

hundreds of apparatus disseminated throughout Efjbope in practical operation T t& Company publish them with the pleasing satisfaction that all who may honour them with their esteemed coSienormous savings both m fuel and labour by the adoption of their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.
wnnmaiias n* i

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
LDERS AND HOT-WATER ApPARA'

KING'S KOAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

* Illustrated Catalogues, Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application.

THE FOLLOWING IS THE REASON WHY

OBMSOH'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
AND PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILERS

econoirt

OBMSON'SNo.8 B0UUS ,"
"

TSS?OtMSON'S No. 4 BOILERS
" 3™

QKMSON'S No. 5 BO [LEES
" *

5^
Boilers of larger sizes if required to heat 12,000 or 15,000 feet of Pipe.

the^f^ss^r^^g^^ Machin^ * i" *M«- *•—* *

39

PINERIES PPipff u/M^n pAn UiUM or Lne most c«»ste and elaborate design; u»«.u

and bailt eombWnl aTth P , V ?
R°1NG H°USES

'
GLASS CASES for WALL TREES

' «**!&
disappointment.

S CSt ,mPrOTements>
30 » to answer their intended purposes with*

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majestt,

HEE MAJFSTT8 *o™°£.T .™ APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OFHJU* MAJEST1
S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURE

'

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W

CLARKE'S HEW PATENT CYLINDRICAL, TUBUI^
CAST-IRON BOILER.

^S^^^^^SSS^S^SSftSS^f'Z tf
PiUr°,,age °f Noblemen, Florists,^

an submitted to the DubHe.
rtW •a-iiMKAruB, which for cconomv pffi™v«„.. ,». u;i;h- nndefiect,

i\r?
er
^S06.^ about If inch all round, communicating wiA +t.r^IZ "-v'-^-wouu. xue cylindrical side tormmw —' :nga^iare generally brickwork, hence a frreat ^nm S ug

.- *
upPer or tu°ular part. Those furnace sides in other cogjjl

provided for the top of the Boiler driven th 'hi**?***- ""S^ is obtained J a cast-iron plaVe oomm^ly^^ h

sound, andhas no joints exposed toK too rapidly. Tho metal in the£MtoTi^ ta^ *»*^ ^

s^gsg%oTO^f^ss.^^Jiffuta^ 5^ c"— * **«

°

f -sat*the work of four ordinary fuiiacesf having a Iar™ • holtSir «JrK/ COn8ume* b? the old hot-air flue system- »**£>
highly recommended by Messrs. Thos. Davies & Co Nurserymen W ?

*n^ther con*truction. This Boiler is m«* <**

*£|^ APPARATUS, admirably^room or Greenhouse with the greatest safari,,d: wfchout t h^°SJR! ?
Clrc" ati?* **< ng A iratus as well. It ffi{»

of water, and will heat 300 feet of inchbani^Tw^^V^^ 8me
" Ifc re^uires but little Gas, as it only botf»

"V tk ru v* ou i n m<*y °c liaa at a small cost.

«W i- jiofef awrf Pn«?* *M« Port Free hv mmhAna U *h+ T?.««i<> L~ ru^L o< ^7 c/^/ «^

T. C. CLARKE, Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, Proprietor

(Late J. A. HASWELL).
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JOHN SHEWEN, Sevenoaks, Kent. Manufacturer

of all kinds of HOTWATER APPARATUS for Horticul-

tural Purposes, Public Buildings, Dwelling Houses, and Offices.

on the most improved principles, and of Rogers's Conical and

the Improved Corrugated Saddle Boiler.

R'
Fddell- patent slow-combustion
COTTAGE BOILER for HEATING CONSERVATORIES,

ENTRANCE HALLS, BATHS, &c, by
the Circulation of Hot Water.

Requires no brickwork setting; will

keep in action from 12 to 18 hours with-

out attention, at an expense of about 3d.

per day. Is perfectly safe, requires no

additional building, and may be seen iu

operation daily at the

Patentee's Warehouse, 155, Cheapside,

London, E.C.
Price complete from 3/. 10s.

Illustrated Prospectus free, and Esti-

mates prepared for Erecting Hot-Water
Apparatus of any magnitude.

A
West of England, Ireland, and Wales.

TINCKNT SKINNER
(late PartnertcitiiJ. Weeks

fc Co.), erects CONSERVA-
TOR! i -. HOTHOUSES, and
HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
His improved Pipe Boilers, » r

- IRt
. ^„^ which give such universal It2x>oncsc _

satisfaction for Warming Churches and Hothouses, will heat

from 100 to 2000 feet of Pipe.

Plans and Estimates on application to V. Skinner, Bridewell

Street, Bristol.

Greenhouses, Orchard Houses, &c.

H FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works, Triangle,

• Hackney N.E. Established 20 years. Substantially

made GREENHOUSES, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 (tbgl* Ag
bOl. ; 21 feet bv 13 feet, 88L ; 124 ft. by 10 ft, 15/. ORCHARD
HOUSES 10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortment kept.

Estimates given for Heating, or auy branch in iron or wood.

HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 24s. each. Improved boilers and iron Stands
to use without brickwork, 50*. each. Valves from 1*2$. 6d. each.
Beck's Patent Valves. Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply-
Cisterns, and Builders' Castings of every description in stock, at
Mr. Lynch White's Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

Blackfriars Bridge, London, 8.

JOSEPH SMITH, Hobtictjlttjral Builder, New
Road, Hammersmith, W., makes of good materials

LEAN-TO and SPAN ROOF HOUSES, at 8d. per foot ; if

glazed and painted, Is. PIT LIGHTS, painted, complete, SI ;

if unglazed, 4 id.

THREE ready-made HOUSES for SALE, vis. :—
24 by 12 feet 6 inches Lean to £34
23 by 12 feet „ 32 10

27 by 1 feet 6 inches Span 47 10

Also Fifteen 6 by 4 feet LIGHTS, glazed with 15 oz.

16*. each: and Fifteen with 21 os., 17«. 6d. each; Eight 7 feet

inches by 4 feet, 1°«. 6<L, all well painted.

glass.

WEEKS'S UPRIGHT TUBULAR
BOILER.

SUBJOINED IS THE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
HAS BECOME THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR HEATING BY HOT-WATER

WEEKS'S No. 1 BOILERS are heating upwards of 200 feet of Pipe.

WEEKS'S No. 2 BOILERS „ » 300

WEEKS'S No. 3 BOILERS „ „ 600

WEEKS'S No. 4 BOILERS „ » 1500

WEEKS'S No. 5 BOILERS „ „ 4000

WEEKS'S No. 6 BOILERS „ „ 12,000

»>

»>

>»

The above statistics bring accounts of hundreds of apparatus disseminated throughout Etjbope in practical operation, J. Weeks

l Company publish them with the pleasing satisfaction that all who may honour them
i
with their esteemed commands must effect

enoruious savings both in fuel and labour by the adoption of their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
LDERS AND HOT-WATER ApPARA'

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

*
#
* Illustrated Catalogues, Designs, and Estimates forwarded free on application

n

THE FOLLOWING IS THE REASON WHY

ORMSON'S ONE-BOILER, SYSTEM
AND PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILERS

have become so universally adopted on account oi their superior power, great safety, and economy.

9$

U

ORMSON'S No. 1 BOILERS are heating upwards of 250 feet of Pipe.

ORMSON'S No. 2 BOILERS „ „ 600
ORMSON'S No. 3 BOILERS „ „ 1300
ORMSON'S No. 4 BOILERS „ „ 3000
ORMSON'S No. 5 BOILERS „ „ 5000

Boilers of larger sizes if required to heat 12,000 or 15,000 feet of Pipe.

H. Ormson having a most complete Set of Steam-power Machinery, is in a position to execute orders with

the greatest despatch, and at considerably reduced prices. *

IRON and WOOD CONSERVATORIES of the most chaste and elaborate design; VINERIES,
PINERIES, PEACH HOUSES, FORCING HOUSES, GLASS CASES for WALL TREES, PITS, &c. designed

and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of

PP '

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

I

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty,

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF
HER MAJESTVS ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CLARKE'S NEW PATENT CYLINDRICAL, TUBULAR,
CAST-IRON BOILER.

MR. CLARKE begs most respectfully to solicit the attention and patronage of Noblemen, Florists, Nurserymen,
and others, to his new and invaluable HEATING APPARATUS, which for economy, efficiency, durability, and effect, surpasses

all submitted to the public.

The bottom of this Boiler has tubular fire bars, with a tap to draw off any sediment. The cylindrical side forming the Furnace has

a water space of about If inch all rouud, communicating with the upper or tubular part. Those furnace sides in other constructions

are generally brickwork, hence a great amount of heating surface is obtained ; a cast-iron plate, commonly called * hollow top, is

provided for the top of the Boiler to prevent the heat escaping too rapidly. The metal in these Boilers is hall an xnch thick, perfectly

sound, and has no joints exposed to the action of the fire.

A Boiler of this construction *> feet 6 inches high by 1 foot 6 inches diameter, only contains about 10 gallons of water and will heat

effectual-2000 feet of A -Scb^^0^^ three-foSrths less fuel usually c umed by the old hot-air flue system. It will do, m fact

Sfwor/of four^fai^f^Sta^ l» betting surface than any other construction. This Boiler is much esteemed and

highly recommended by Messrs. Thos. Davies & Co., Nurserymen, Wavertree, Liverpool.
.

«,. a *o beg. toLw the atteotion of the ttttllt, toh* w •%J^$2ggS^%ttttJEte
srr^r^sn&»j^saAtgrasBuss ^, - • on .y *&. *». s-.
of water, and will heat 300 feet of inch bore piping, and may be had at a small cost.

..
mifat

N.B. Churches, Chapels, Greenhouses, and all Public Buildings hootedL «j
ithj jnost reasonable terms, and upon the most scientific

principles. Hot-Water Apparatuses out of order put into nrst-cla*s working condition.

Estimates and Prices sent Post Free hy applying to the Eagle Iron Foundry, 25, Seel Street Liverpool.

T. C. CLARKE, Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, Proprietor

(Late J. A. HASWELL).
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WK. PAUL
CUESirUNT

w
Fruit Trees.

w
w

Sea Kail, Forcing and Other.
M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nursebies, Walthani Cross, London, N.

Eoses.
M. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.
M. PAUL (Successor to the lute A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hollyhocks.

WJ". PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Londen, N.

Orchard House Trees in Pots.

THOMAS JACKSON and SON have a fine Stock
of the above, well established in Pots, large and full of

Flower Buds, many of them having this season borne 40 to 50
fruits ; they consist of
CHERRIES

j PEARS F NECTARINES
PEACHES / GRAPES / PLUMS

3s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. each.
Nurseries, Kingston, S.W.

Wall-Trained Fruit Trees.

THOMAS JACKSON and SOX having a great
extent of walls devoted to FRUIT TREES, respectfully

invite an inspection of their large stock of very superior
Dwarf and Standard -trained Trees. Many of them having
borne fruit this season are specially suited for planting in
houses for fruiting the first year

Nurseries, Kingston, S.W.

Growth

Royal
|

Berkshire

Seed

Establishment.
-^^ ^^^----^_^-— j-b w ^^^^^_fc_E___. 3—f * r^*r ^^^_^"^^ W- ^^ ^"^bum^---"^—_ta

SUTTON and SONS are now prepared to execute
orders for all kinds of SEEDS. The prices will be lower

and the quality finer than usual owing to the very favourable
harvest.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readi

[Decembkh
7,^

**

nig.

The best Show Hyacinths.

SELECTIONOUTTON'S
HYACINTHS, choice sorts, by name,

9s. to 12s. per dozen. Ditto ditto, good,

6s. per dozen.

Also, all other kinds of BULBS, good

and cheap, as see SUTTON'S PRICED
CATALOGUE, now ready, post free.

'
'

Royal Berks Seed Establishment,
Reading*.

j
Frnit TreesAMES G A R A W A Y and C

call attention to their stock of the above, comprising
0.

APRICOTS | standard and
NECTAR INES V Dwarf-

PEACHES J
trained

APPLES \ Dwarf-trained,
CHERRIES {Standard, and
PEARS f Dwarf-
PLUMS J quarter.

All of first-rate quality and in good condition.
The STANDARD PEARS are unusually fine, and will be

sold at a very low rate to purchasers of quantities.
CATALOGUES and prices free by post.

James Garaway «fc Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.^^-^^----------__^__^__^__^__^__^__^__-_-_-_________

J
—————— —

__ ______________^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Orchard Honse Trees.
and J. FRASER, Lea Bridge 1

N.E... having a fine stock of
PEACHES
NECTARINES
APRICOTS

APPLES
PEARS
PLUMS and CHERRIES—

**-* " *****-* UllVA V_/ .!__ ±._1 EV f * I J J

llFSi~^eU 8
^ fc w

l^ blo°m buda
' teg respectfully to offerth|m to the notice of intending Purchasers.A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application.

Vines for

^ _____
Th* " Student" Parsnip.MoS^rT(

l? tf
D S0NS h™ tbe hononr of-Lf-X. offering to the public the Stook of SEED of this delicious& and finely formed Parsnip, which was** ennobled from the wild Parsnip by Pro-

fessor Buckman, F.L.S., Ac, of the
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester,who kindly entrusted to them the Seed
oneina. y produced by himself, from
which the present stock has been raised
by Messrs. Sutton & Sons.
This is exclusively in their possession

;and may be had in Packets of 1*. each
containing 1000 Seeds (post free), direct
from Sutton & Sons, or through the
undermentioned Firms who have ordered
a supply. Additional names will be
published in future Advertisements :—

Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, Leaden-
hall Street, London.

Messrs. Beck, Henderson, <fe Co., Adelphi, London
Noble, Cooper, & Co., Fleet Street, London.
James Carter & Co., High Holborn, London.
Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

Royal Berkshire 8eed Establishment, Reading.

F
Superb Balsams.

and A SMITH are now sending out *• Superior BALSAMS in coll«5.- **
9 Colours, separate .

.

collectl«>ns of

The same, mixed " *
'

«. «,
Half the quantity .. " •• JThe above are in 18 distinct and bright <JL °

••

selected Seed, from the most double v^rietS
°UTB

- of **
DuhricMtarrey.

Dutch and other

l_£
~™_..,_. xxxxvivx^xv uegs to inform hia f

A^ T?£trons that ^ PRICED and DFSOBTw.t
r,e,*iLOGUE of the, above, containing sSfcS^ .

varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and wU, £post free on application. mi[ «*

gxptic Nursery, TootmgjjW-^
Sj

Quick

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to ofi* _,• finest quality, **
I

Strong 2-years' Transplanted QUICK, 3 feet u ,Strong 2-years' Seedling do., 2 feet hfch ^*
at very moderate prices, which may be had, witW.
application. '

"lffl^t
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech

ET O T H T
8,000,000 1 year LARCH, I 1,000,000 2 veisiU
2,000,000 2 year NORWAY 2 000 000 2 fSPRUCE FIR lloo^OOOl

[[ g

99

M
J*

J
ting in Pots.

^? t ^
RiSER '

Lea l5ild*G Road Nurseries,

of the!!: ' ^?ef^ 8tr°ng VINES^ WeU riP«* w.

A CATALOGUE will be forwarded on application

^JlSt^itag reached by Eaatern Couatie8 **-

Grape Vines from Eyes in Pots.

T/h ?^
B
F' ,

PI
,
NCE

'
AND C0

-
W n™ very fineJU healthy stock of strong VINES of all the choicest sorts

SLf "^ canc8 6 to 8 feet hi^h ' Propagated from eyestaken from their own experimental Vinery.
y

tkeni
STS

°f S°RTS and Prfce3 may be had on application to

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

W_r /?T̂
Vines from Eyes~__~P^

M. CUTBUSH, Jun., Burnet Nurseries

e_s_sspsksb5i

T^UCKLEY'S NEW CRIMSON RHUBARB.—It-L9 is very early, rich rose red quite through, fine flavour and
very productive. Market Gardeners and private growers will
find it the very best sort for forcing.

Plants, Is. 6d. each or 16s. per dozen, may be had of MessrsHurst & M'Mullek, 6, Leadenhall StreetfLondon, EC orJohk Buckley, Saltisford, Warwick. '

See opinion of Dr. Lindley in Gardeners' Chronicle.

J
Large Rhnbarb Roots for Forcing.

G. WAITE has for Sale several Thousands of We
RHUbTrI?

3 yearS OM R0°TS °f the ft^wlng sor^s
g
of

MYATT'S LINN-EUS ) _ A
MITCHELL'S ALBERT f

SOs
- Per 10°-

t „ ttt

Such fine lar^e Roofcs are seldom to be had
J. G. Watte, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn. London. W n

]Y|-ONRO'S RABLEY CUCUMBER is the best

hlfiJ o7S Er,
e
mfTteSt J"™' the handsomest andnardiest of all Frame Cucumbers. Average lentrth lfi to ir

-^Jtf^_5___^_^

Seedling Thorn Quicks.LT DAVIS begs to offer Five Millions of --.

• at extremely low prices, which, with Samples",!!had en application. Being grown in light eravX^
are well furnished with healthy roots, and wSiS
or transplanting. -mm*

Ogle's Grove Nursery, Hillsborough, near Belfast

500 000 WICKS, 2 years' seedling,
OKJKJ,\J\J\J 24 inches, and 24 to 30 inches, and :

*

transplanted, 2h to 3 feet.
'

^GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, leading kinds, ft-

EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 2 to 5 feet, 20*. toft »mThe above are all strong and well rootei
For prices and samples apply to J. & W. Cocks,

In urseries, near Spalding.—Dec. 7.

Forest Trees and Conifene.

ALEXANDER PONTEY, df the Plymouth Xo»
_ j-

am
i
S
2S
d Establishment, begs to inform gentleme. _.

tending to Plant and the Trade generally that Ms ffinxr
abounds with several hundred thousand TREES whicbte
been frequently transplanted to insure their growth.
A. P. also offers an immense stock of the finest an-jm

useful CONIFERiE for ornament and shelter, delivered»*
any of the North Devon, South Devon, or Cornish Lineiof

CATALOGUES with prices to be had on applicatioi

Q~E E DL1NGS, SEE DLIXt
kJ

Per 1000, s.

1 year Lai-ch . . . . i
1 year Scotch Fir
2 year ditto ..

4 year do. Transplanted
2 year Norway Spruce

• •

year ditto

1

2
20
1

2

CATALOGUES on apphcation^"
^

! -^

To the Trade and Others.
INOERSOLL'S SUPERIOR NEW TaLL-BRAXCHTKO WRINKLED

._ Marrow Pea.

2 & 3 year Transplanted
ditto .. .. .. 8

2 year White ditto . . 6
3 year ditto ditto . . 8
3 year Silver Fir . . s
1 year Balm of Gilead . . 5
2 year ditto ditto .. 8
1 year Pinus austriaca. . 6
2 year ditto ditto .. 10

d.

6
3

6
6

Per 1041

1 year Pinus Laricio

1 year ditto marititr

2 year ditto dittor

2 year ditto montana

1 year Birch
1 year Alder
1 year Beech
1 year Sycamore

2 year Ash
2 year Quick

1 year Laurel ..

3 year Evergreen Privet 8f I

2 year Laburnum

2 year Crab Stock

1/

««

* *

n

!

1 <

4

5

.. SI

S„^

Csesarean Nurseries, Island of JerseyTROXG FRUITING VINES (of be t 1) 2s 6d
TRFFS Sin £ Pf;d0zer\ PYRAMIDAL FRUITING PEAR
GREFVo^ ?

0rtS
\ \\¥- **<*' or 20*" Perdo^en

; EVER-

per g'gSR^^

-
Charles B. Sa :3, Nurseryman-Dec 7

±T are principally QUEENS, very .troL TeaUhv L^
we principally BLACK HAMBURGH, fit f™p
ripened canes, and their pots full of healthy
be warranted.

wwwiy

ToSn?/- B0CHr0EI>
'
Market G!U^

whole sSck of tirabove superior°PeI In^ ' _?^"l the

^ Price to the Trade on application.

_--_ . . _»v v ^ JOtti UtW fcJUVWi*

The Subscriber begs to call the attention of the nobility a*

gentry to his large 8tock of the above Seedlings, 4c.
_

order large or small will be punctually attended to. The

supplied on liberal terms.
Application to be made to Michael Bcrke, Dramlai?

Nurseries, Summerhill, Co. Meath.A reference required from unknown correspondents. P?

Uffice Orders to be made payable at Dublin.

TTIOR SALE, EIGHT very handsome "dEOD^

** 7 t(
?,
S
,
feet ^^b - also a Pair of ARAUCARIAS,nf

I? *m
w

!
11 formed and robust, 10L the whole ; a deducto-

the Trade.

?v^r
b
lor yJiAURELS - 2 t0 3 feet r 15.?. to 205. per 100.

JiiiNOrLIbil ELM and WALNUT TREES, verv cheap.

Epps' Nursery and Seed Establishment, Maidstone

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW

STANDS
MPine Plants on Sale, by Private Treat-

ESSKS. WALKER /*/ ACK1r£%\ve Hceived mstructi.ns to OFFER far RATF k-, xL-

M

705 to 729.

J

F

V

F

£gg-$s@_£g___s
The Nursery, Bridgwater.

PETER LAWSOX
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

SON
,

EDINBURGH AND LONDON, AND HULL
Exhibit Collections of GRAIN in the Straw, andSEKD, MAN'GEE tTURZEL. SWEDE,*** +*grown in various parts of the Kingdom.

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

S.0®-
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Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.

TOHN -ALTER, F.H.H.S.. invites the PUBLIC to

f I TI^rT his unrivalled Colic i of these beautiful flowers,

which sre now iu FLLL BLOOM.
His W IMER GARDEN alone contains several thousands of

plants, sad presents a coup d'ceU unique in this or any other

iuntry. Free admission every day excei Sunday.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith

yarnpike, W. _

—Hew Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

FA.VD A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of

, their New GLOXINIAS, CINERARIAS, and PELAR-

G
8ee

I
Gardener*' Chronicle of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,

which may be had gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, 8.

CIT EBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT
VV COWSLIP.—These beautiful early spring flowers, very

tare, and in all varieties of colour, iu seed or roots
;
^ also

FinRIST FLOWERS, POLYANTHUS in roots, and 0OUBL1
WHITE PRIM)

Appl * 'Talcot Gar iear Reading,

Hollyhock Seed— Sow at once.

PAUL and SON'S unrivalled Collections of the

jove are now ready in 12 fine distinct named varieties,

in sealed packets. 5$. ; « varieties do., do., 2*. ;
pfidams of

fine mlxedTl*. ; also a large Stock of fine healthy plants (see

ATAIXX 8 now ready, post free on application).

Old Nui i ce, Cheshunt. Herts.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Saffron Warden Nursery.

WILLIAM (HATER'S 15th ANNUAL DES-
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of one

P
Wnvu*M Chater, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Saffron

Walden,

m

Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdale

Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would

remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-

taral Society, and every other show at which they have been

«hibited daring the last two years.

RHODODENDRONS for forcing; KALM I AS for forcing;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-

drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROSES and a General Nursery Stock well

worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen.
~

Wholesale Catalogue.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861 and SPRING

1863, comprising Fruit Trees of all the loading kinds, new and

atlected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and

Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Decidnous Trees and Shrubs,

and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, Ac, can be had

on application

.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

£fte (Bamnersr Chronicle
SATTRDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

1ft f Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral
,u

t Committees) at KcntincUm .. Noon

>

In an excellent work on Fruit Forcing*
which has reached us lately, there occur some
remarks to which it is desirable to draw attention

at this season of the .year. The author, M.
Pfnaert, now a Garden Architect, but formerly

Head Gardener to the Prince de Ligne at the

Chateau de Belceil, makes the following observa-

tions on the roots of plants. "We merely condense

them. " The absorbing power of roots is singu-

larly stimulated by the influence of beat, and
•eases completely when the material in which they

are placed sinks* below freezing. It is only when
they are frozen that the action of roots stops.

Even in the middle of winter, wben trees are leal-

less, and appear as if plunged in utter torpor, they

continue t > take up nutritive matter, the accurau-

moment of forcing them to too high a temperature,

as some gardeners treat the Vine. Buds are con-

strained to push, and tbe buds to expand rapidly
;

but there being no sufficient accumulation of

nutritive juices on which thev can feed, as there

always is in the open air under ordinary circum-

stances, the buds can only give birth to weakly

shoots and imperfect flowers.
" There is another point to which the greater

part of gardeners pay' little attertiop, namely,

the period at which young fibres be§m to form.

In the Peach and other fctone fruits they first

appear immediately after the fall of the leaf at the

end of October. But is it the same with all other

fruit trees? I think not. Nevertheless Dr.

L dley, in his Theory of Horticulture, lays

down the principle that this autumnal production

of young libres is general among all plants (where

does he say so ?), tor which reason he recommends

that in all cases trees be transplanted before winter.

Notwithstanding my respect for this learned

writer, I must say that the rule appears to me far

from absolute. I think that if it is true for

plants that push early, such as the Peach, it is

more than doubtful as regards those which start

later. Thus, confining myself to fruit trees, all

\

Currants (Groscillers), plants that push and flower

early, form their fibres before winter ; but the

Vine, on the contrary, in which I have never

remarked the formation of new fibres before

winter, does not begin to grow before the end of

April or beginning of May."
"lam convinced," adds M. Pvnaeut, " that an

exact observation of this circumstance in the life

of plants would lead to capital results ; it would

explain the differences of opinion so common
among the most experienced gardeners as to some

very important gardening operations, as for

instance as to the best season for transplanting

Conifers. I wish to direct attention to this point.

The result of their observations, if published in

Gardening periodicals, must necessarily produce a

ood effect on cultivation. There could be no

ifficulty in doing this with potted plants. Gar-

deners who have the management of stove and

greenhouse plants are well aware that the best

time for re-potting is when the fibres first show.

It is just the same with all plants."

Although there is not much novelty in the

greater part of these remarks by M. Ptnakrt, they

have the merit of endorsing by a practical hand
some very important truths that are far from being

generally understood. Now that forcing is being

prepared for, it is the more necessary that they

should be called to mind, especially when we
consider the terrible failures in forcing fruits

experienced last winter by all classes of Gardeners.

It is, however, more particularly to the obser-

vations on the formation of young roots, or fibrils,

that we would direct attention, for, although we
doubt whether Dr. Ltndley has said what is

attributed to him, there can be no doubt that it is

a point of Horticulture that will be much illumi-

nated by the results of an intelligent and general

florets of the ray. Thus a Pyrethrum resembles a
Daisy, its heads having 1, scales

; 2, florets of the
disk ; and 3, florets of the ray (commonly called

petals). If you reduce to powder and keep sepa-

rate portions of the stem, or florets of the disk or

florets of the ray, you will find that the first has

the usual smell of the plant, the second a slight

odour of some essential oil, and the third a similar

odour but more penetrating. When these three

powders are applied to insects it is found that

they act very differently, the third being by far

the most energetic. This by way of preface.

Now, all gardeners are aware that the Oleander

is afflicted with an insect which lives on its

leaves, and completely stops up the breathin

pores, so that a leaf may be so completely encase

among such vermin as to perish under their

attacks. Now, says M. Beltiomme, if you blow

the powder of the florets of the ray upon

these leaves the insects detach themselves, and

may all be brushed off by a camel's hair

pencil. But the two other powders hardly answer

the same purpose. The difference in the aotion of

these three powders may be expressed by numbers

as follows. The stems yield 20 per cent of

essential oil, the florets of the disk 40, and the

florets of the ray 60. To have the powder in the

best possible state the flowers must be gathered

full blown, and carefully dried in the shade in the

open air ; and the powder must be kept in well

stoppered bottles. Thus treated it will keep for

two years without losing its energy.

Surely this is worth a trial. Any of the great

seedsmen can obtain the seed from their continental

correspondents ; any spare corner in a garden will

do to raise the plants ; and the labour of drying

and powdering the flowers is not worth mention.

Mons. Beltiomme speaks only of the insects that

infest Oleanders, but if the powder in question will

kill the Oleander scale, it will probably destroy

all other sorts of scale and aphis ; and it is quite

possible that it may put an end to that greatest of

all pests, the mealy bug;.

We find in a recent number of the Gossip oj

investigation.

Some time since attention was drawn by the

continental press to the value of what has been

called Flea Powder, and the substance of the

foreign statements was dulv transferred to the.™t.taKeupnuirmye T'nTZnl ' columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle (seep. 312,
lation of which in their interior goes on incessantly iyr'r*7 v L

until the time when heat excites vegetation; 1 ®-U )*

it then serves to feed the young shoots as they
grow. This makes it evident that the vigour of

plants in an artificial climate will always be in

proportion to the length of time during which they
kave been allowed to prepare themselves for a new
period of action. For instance the shoots of a
Vine, whether out of doors or in a Vinery, will be
all the sounder, and the clusters they produce will
be all the larger and finer, according to the quan-
tity of nutritive matter provided by the roots while
the Vine is at rest. ¥e also find in this same
fact a plain explanation of the reason why it is so

difficult if not impossible to force stone fruits

when they are forced shortly after they have
commenced their annual repose by the loss of their
leaves.

" In this winter vegetation of roots and accumu-
lation of food for future use, on which wholiv
depends the power of maintaining the vitality of
flowers, will also be found an explanation of the
badness of the j ractice of arousing vegetation too
suddenly

; that is of exposing trees from the first

Theoriqm* et Pratique de la Culture force* de» Arbrett
i*r>, comprenoHt tout ce qui concerne I'art de/aire murxr heurt

fruit* hor* de taiaon tt Us moyeno de /aire de cette culture une
*P*culation lucrative. Par Ed. Ptnakrt. Brussels, Small 8vo.

1he Garden some interesting extracts from letters

written from South Australia by Mr. J. F. Wood, of

the Evandale Nurseries, and addressed to Mr. Hextall,
of Ashby de la Zouch, in which he mentions a remark-

able NEW Gkape, which it would ;in fruit growers
would do well to be on the look-out for. This Grape is

alluded to in the following terms:—"I do not know
whether it will interest my friends in England to know
the Grapes I am planting my vineyard with, but

amongst them are Frontignans, Muscat of Alexandria,

the Port-wine Grape, and the Zante Grape for making
currants for plum pudding. I think I told yon that

I had a colonial seedling called Black Mammoth, which

was raised at Port Elliott, from Black Prince, and the

same sowing gave me a dozen varieties, but this was

the finest. I have four or five eyes which were struck

late last season ; but they will, I hope, make shoots a

foot long during the summer, and then I must send

them to you. It has something of the Muscat of

Alexandria flavour; the berries are intensely black,

and of the size of a medium-sized Orleans Plum.
It is not a wine Grape, but I think it

would be a grand thing for the English Vineries. If

this Grape, when transported to our English climate

and placed under circumstances favourable to the

development of its real qualities, should bear oat the

promise which the above description shadows forth,

and should moreover prove a manageable variety of

good constitution, it will indeed be a grand Requisition

to our dessert fruits. It is not unreasonable to expect

this, since the writer, who, when living in England, was

a contributor to our early volumes, is well known as a
man of strict integrity, and must know something of

what our English Vineries already contain.

Mr. Wood also mentions as interesting garden plants,

a scarlet and white wild variety of Kennedya etjbi-

CXJNDA, which he had discovered and transplanted into

his nursery; and further, a new Crotolaria, which one

of their explorers had brought from t interior, and

which was said to eclipse the magnificent Ch'unthus

Dainpiori. The Crotolaria, h»w< r, he had not seen.

The growth of the Vine for purposes of profit*

which has for some time engage- 1 the attention of

Australian cultivators, se< e I on the

increase, bs we learn from some statistics now before

us, showing the gross produee of the various crops

cult'n I in Victoria in the years I860 and 1*61. A
regards the Grape crop, we rind i sated that whilst iu

1860 the total number, of Vines was 1,8» =39, the

number in 1861 had increased to 2.838, S. Th
weight of fruit sold is set down for 1860 at 1473 cwt..

and for 1861 at 8096 cwt. The quantity of wine pro-

luced shous an average of afloat 12 000 gallons

! annually, the actual an nits being 18*966 gallons in

1860, and 11,61* gallons in 1861, in addition to tho

manufacture of 1 ns of brandy in the former

centre of each head"" are' called florets of the disk, y^ and 260 gallons in the latter. The colony would

and are yellow and tubular ; those on the edge of seem therefore to be progressing in tins branch of the

the head, having the form of a strap, ate called ;
cultivation of the soil, as it is in that of most other

The public on this side the Channel do not

seem however to have appreciated the discovery.

Whether it is that the British skin is impenetrable

to fleas, or that the titillation of these nimble

visitors is agreeable, or that we have no fleas, certain

it is that nobody here seems to have taken interest

in the virtues of the plant. And yet it is a very

pretty plant, hardy enough to grow in any cottage

garden, and undoubtedly possesses remarkable

energy. To gardeners too it now seems to offer a

point of much interest, whether they are troubled

with fleas or not, according to a report by M.

Belhomme, director of the Botanic Garden at

JMetz, the substance of which is as follows.

He begins by stating that in the powder in

question the insect-killing power really resides,

.but only in a certain part of the plant, which by

the way he calls the Pyrethrum cmeran-

folium of Dalraatia, not the roseum or car-

neum of the Caucasus. Both are very nearly

allied if not the same. In this as m
other Composite plants the flowers grow in

;
heads surrounded by scales. The flowers in the
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important crops, the increase in the grain crops for the

present year being set down in the tables referred to at

1,240,321* bushels, of which increase 1,159,915; bushels

consist of Wheat ; while the increase of the green crops,

including of Potatoes 28,360£ tons, shows a total of

41,754* tons, and that of the bay crop a total of 7982

tons. In respect to Sorghum and Millet, our authority,

the Victorian Agricultural and Horticultural Gazette,

remarks that they are without exception the two best

plants grown in the colony, the Sorghum being espe-

cially valuable, as every animal will eat it voraciously,

and every beast that eats it fattens on it, that is to say

in its green state ; whilst the seeds are equally fatten-

ing as food for horses, pigs, and poultry, and make

excellent bread.

In the same publication we get a glimpse of an

Australian vineyard belonging to Messrs. Castella

and Anderson at Yering, a homestead on an estate of

above 20,000 acres on the banks of the upper Yarra,

about 40 miles from Melbourne. Here, besides an

established vineyard of several acres, which produces

abundant crops yielding excellent wine, and a nursery

of young Vines, there is a new vineyard formed on a

gently undulating elevated piece of land, comprising

rather over 50 acres. The soil, which is well adapted

foriVines, has been mostly broken up with the subsoil

plough to a depth of 18 inches, a portion only having

been hand trenched. The drainage, naturally good,

has been supplemented by drains to carry off the super-

fluous surface water. The Vines have for the most

part been planted within the last two years ; they stand

regularly in rows 4 feet apart, and great care has been

taken to keep the sorts together, which is pointed out as

an essential yet too often neglected requirement in the

planting of a vineyard, The manufacture of wine alone

being aimed at, table Grapes have been excluded, Jind

such sorts only as are known to yield superior wines

have been planted. Amongst them are, Black Cluster,

Hermitage, La Gloire, Tokay, Reissling, Chasselas, and

some Gouais, together with a small number of the

Tinto, the best Grape known for adding to the brilliancy

of the colour of red wines. Captain Anderson has

besides obtained cuttings of many of the best varieties

grown in the famous wine and brandy producing dis-

tricts of Prance and Spain, which are now being reared

in the nursery.

At the same place a Mulberry plantation has been

formed, with the view of increasing the production of

Victorian silk.

fire with increase of heat and saving of fuel.
_

The

inventor has passed half a gallon of water per minute

through the furnace, which evaporated it, with the

expenditure of only 2 cwt. of gas coke, in 24 hours.

" The stove (Fig. 1) may be either cylindrical or

oblong. It consists of a furnace, a, with an ash-pit

and steam chamber, B, beneath, and a boiler, c, either

annular or tubular, above it. The water is supplied to

the boiler at the lower part of it by a pipe, d, con-

nected with a self-supplying cistern, and furnished with

a cock, E. Another pipe, f, g, conveys by its lower

branch, f, any portion or the whole of the steam into

the chamber, b, beneath the furnace, and so into the

furnace, and by its upper branch, G, it conveys what

portion may be required into a vessel or chamber,

which may be connected with the stove for the purpose

either of cooking or drying. The smoke and any

steam which may escape may be conveyed by the flue,

Fig. l.

ttei

wagR

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
As these keep the love of floriculture alive among

the masses, when it would otherwise become dormant,

and enliven district shows and gardens with an

autumnal nosegay, I propose, for the information of

all who could not afford time or expense to come to

London to witness the productions exhibited this

autumn, to give a list of the best varieties, classified

under their different colours for their guidance next
season.

LARGE VARIETIES.
White.—Vesta, Defiance, Novelty, Formosum, Lucidum,

Goliath, Elise Peel, Globe White, Mrs. W. Holborn, Pearl,
Queen of Whites, Leda, Duke.

Yellow.—Yellow Perfection, Plutus, Etoile Polaire, Jardin
des Plantes, Luteum formosum, jGolden Hermione, Raymond,
Golden Trilby. Yellow King, Golden Queen of England, Little
Harry and Golden Clustered Yellow.
Blush tipped with Purple.—Hermione, Aime'e Ferriere, Cas-

sandra.
Rose and Lilac—AUred Salter, Baron Scalebert, Campestroni,

Favourite, Hindostan, Leon Leguay, Lord ElgiD, Miss Kate,
Marechal Duroc, Versailles Defiance, Haccoi Vera, Stellaris
globosa, Nonpareil, Princesse Marie, Caractacus, LadyHardinge,
Themis, Madame Lebois, Beauty.
Ruby red and Amber. — Rifleman, Sydenham, Pio Nono,

Arthur Wortley, Lysias, Garibaldi, Acaxo, Quintus Curtius.
Orange and Carmine and Orange.—Dupont del'Eure, Warden.
Two- coloured Incurved.—Cyclops, L'Emir, General Harding,

Negro Boy, Wonderful (crimson), Arigena (amaranth), Queen
of England (blush).
A few Varieties for Showing in 12-rscH Pot3 : Yellow.—

Annie Salter, Chevalier Domage, Jardin des Plantes, Plutus,
Golden Hermione, Golden Christine.

White and Blush tipped.—Vesta, Defiance, Luridum, Globe,
Queen of England, Hermione.
Bark Criinson.—Madame Pojrgi, Julie Lagravere.
Rosy Blu*h and Lilac.— Christine, Alma, Princesse Marie,

Baron Scalebert, Phidias, Pilot, Prince Albert (crimson).

POMPON ES.

White.—Cedo Nulli, Argentine, Modele, Bijou d'Hortictdture,
Miss Talford, Diana.
Red and Chemut.—Bob, Dr. Bois Duval, St. Thais, Mustapha,

Miss Julia, Brilliant.

Yellow and Canary.—Drin Drin, General Canrobert, Gerbe
d'Or, Solfaterre, Christiana, Canary Bird.
Rose and Carmine. — He'lene, Salamon, Fleurette, Jane

Amelia, Riquiqui, Florence, Durufiet, Adonis.
Orange and Chesnut.—Aurore Boreale, Polycarp, Autumnum,

Andromeda (cream and brown), Francis the First (red and
orange), Alexander Peel (salmon bronze), Graziella (blush
lilac), La Vogue (gold), Madame Fould (cream).

Samuel Broome, Temple Gardens.

tion of 5 lbs. of gas coke. When all the
rated was passed through, the evaporation
in the same time with consumption

f c^T)
coke. m

y * Iql

"With 28 lbs. of coke for 14 hours, this saffiAwarmed the same room, during 13 hours of v
a portion of the steamwas used for cookin* andd *
hours an oven was kept at a temperature ofUw
oven might be placed on one side of the stovl

'

steamiug apparatus on the other, and a L •

formed by the top of the stove and the

hot

flues.* The stoves as here figured would bea^
entrances and passages in large ho'tels.'jf

^

adapted to waiting rooms at railway stat

steaming food for cattle, it would save at W-?
cent, on the ordinary mode. ,J

"The invention, as applied to a grate (Fig.
2)

for parlour, kitchen, or cottage, or to kitcW
i

or to furnaces, consists of an iron water-ta*fjL?
A, fitted so closely beneath the fire as th^A?*
poured into it may have 'the fullest advantaatf!?
radiation and conduction of heat from the Jul
raising the steam, and so as to exclude all fafal
atmospheric air except such as, by a door orS-
may in some cases be wished to admit. By thaw
also, any offensive smells which might arise wWl
or greasy water may be used, are prevented M
escaping.

m
"When rightly applied and used, this drawer

full 50 per cent, of fuel. It renders the fire bri
greater heat is emitted ; no dust escapes bud
room ; and it has hitherto proved a perfect cure \?

smoky chimney.
" N.B.—Foul water burns better than fresh; •_

the best for the purpose is the dish-water fron •.

back kitchen. In all other cases the applicator

the invention is exactly similar to this (Fig. % |

the drawer not necessarily resting on the groun:

may, of course, be made more ornamental." Jafo

Health and Wealthy Sfc. By the Rev. EenryMnk

NOTES ON SOME
VATED IN THE
OF FRANCE.
We learn from the

KINDS
SOUTH

OF FEUITS CH
AND SOUTH-tf

Horticole " for Aopc

Ariege, according

i

v—

Elevation.—Scale f-inch to 1 foot.

h, into a chamber or flue round an oven, before it
enters the chimney. The stove is also furnished with
an index-glass, i, and a safety-valve, k.
"Through the last winter, one of these, only 3 feetm height and 11 inches in diameter, was sufficient to

warm a schoolroom 52 feet by 29 feet, and 18 feet in

Fig. 2.

NEW VAPOUR-FED STOVE AND GRATE.
" The very great advantages of this invention, in its

several applications, depend [mainly on two principles,

the former of which was partially known previously to
the time when (November, 1857) they were both height, with less than 14
accidentally discovered by the inventor. The first is,

that steam at a certain temperature will, in contact
with ignited wood, coal, or coke, decompose and burn

;

the second, that whatever amount of steam a given
fire will generate, any portion of that steam, or the
whole of it, may be passed into and through that same

hours. The schoolmaster
lbs. of gas coke for eight
steamed his dinner by it,

" Revue
1861, that in the valley of the

D'Ounous, numerous varieties of Cherry are culnia

amongst the earliest of which is the Cerise Mfot

Sabarat. It begins to ripen in the beginning of Jn

and lasts throughout the month. There arem
varieties of it. They are succeeded by the Ga^-

Noir, the large and excellent Bigarreau Cceur

and Monstrueuse de Mezel [a variety whiciiM^

been recently introduced into England]. I

these, up to the end of July, the Engl&

May Duke and Cherry Duke are in gathering. T«

excellent varieties are of long duration, ripening*

succession for a period of about two months. To?

equal in quality our Montmorency Cherries, Gre

Gobet, Cerise de Villencs, and the new kinds i

recent introduction. [We may here ot>serve^2
Montmorency and Gros Gobet Cherries corre^

with our Kentish and Flemish varieties, anj^

Cerise de Villenes is the same as the CarnationUJ

I

all of which have been long cultivated in this coing

What the sorts designated May Duke rodCM1*;*

might be referred to we cannot positively say. -

latter is probably the Anglaise Tardive or Late

^
and as birds are said to be scarce in France, -:

of this sort may there hang till the end of Aug
J^fc I

appears that in the Ariege the Cherry season a»

three months; and that some individual sore

continue for two months from the time they oep.

ripen ; but none of these known varieties will

our climate.]
te&

In the valley of the Ariege the small Amwr
^

(Guine Ambree) is the only one known; aJ^
better variety is common in Saintonge. 1

and Guindouls likewise ripen in June. T
^fr

cipally employed in confectionary, and pre
'

brandy. Nothing is better than those in»« .,

in genuine Cognac, in which way they will

cellent condition for three or four years. ^.
Some varieties, perhaps less esteemed, ^..^i

our country, says M. D'Ounous, Censes A
^

account of their white or yellow colour. £ \p
better variety of these has lately been ^^^7^
Kevel (Haute Garonne) ; it is a fruit ot w« ^
size and of excellent quality. The Ij***

green, and the tree appears to be a good Dear
^,

Here must be particularly mentioned _t
$

Rochelle, which is remarkable for ^"^'^of?
dance of its juice and rich flavour render i

. &>

best fruits of the season. The fruit has a
=

which facilitates the gathering. The Re
;

n
r̂0

duc-
•

likewise a first-rate variety of recent ™ $tf
When grown against a wall it acquires

an es ^ i

size. Its flesh, a bright rose colour, is
|

fumed, and of exquisite flavour.

In the orchards, vineyards, and &&&*>£ fljr

quantities of Cherries known as Censes ae }^^ ^

and occasionally steam was let off with great advan-
tage for the freshening of the air.

" Careful experiments have given the following re-

sults. If no steam were passed through the fire, the

The**

for
*varieties are too numerous to nieIlfclon '

rce
abundant bearers, and a great reso

labourers during the summer heats.
c
,dti*»teJ

The Alpine Strawberry ^J^^y-^^f
Ranges on this principle are now manufactu

W

t

evaporation was 5 quarts an hour, with the consump- , & Sons, High East Street, Dorchester
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^hTloutCwwt of France, on account of its bearing

abundantly and in long aucct on. It ought to be sown

•very two or three years to have the fruit of fine size,

and the runners should be kept cut off. There is a very

nice sort which does not require this trouble as it does

„ot produce runners, namely the White Bush Alpine

'raise blanche a buisson et sans coulants). By neat

gardeners it is employed as edging, taking care to

divide the plants frequently, otherwise the centre

becomes weak.

The old sorts of Strawberries known under the

names of Hautbois and Chili Pines (Caprons, Fraises

Ananas du Chili) are cultivated in many gardens, but

their fruits often prove abortive, and the plants make

numerous strong runners, which must be carefully cut

off. Numbers of the best English and French new

varieties have been introduced ; but owing either to

the high temperature, or the want of skill in the culti-

vators, they are far from attaining the size and flavour

which cause them to be so highly prized elsewhere.

mate of London; but my Weaning is perceived that
1
essa\

von may have ver perpetuum,' as the place atiords.

After noticing, that "because the breath of flowers

is far sweeter in the air (when it comes and goes like

iic) than in the hand," the essayist

garden/partly by precept, partly by drawing; not

] but some general lines of it ; and in this 1 ha

LORD BACON ON OLD LONDON GARDENING.

Great as is the leputation of Lord Bacon, his works

are but little read. His notes connected with gardening

have a particular interest, inasmuch as they show the

productions of the gardens of the Londoners in the

reign of Queen E'i/.abeth and of James I.

About the year 1507 a large portion of the great

blocks of houses in Gray's Inn were built, and that

which was partly occupied by Bacon still remains. It

would, however, be vain (unless they have been very

recently better informed) to inquire of any of the

porters or other functionaries of this ancient inn for

information. The curious in these matters will be told

that they do not know the name in that neighbour-

hood ; nevertheless, it was here that the future Baron

of Verulam, Viscount St. Alban, and, in the reign of

James 1., Lord .High Chancellor of England, delighted

in the garden and in the grounds, which had been in

part newly laid out and much improved, in all pro

liability by Bacon's suggestions. Some of the trees

which still remain may have been planted by the hands

of the philosopher, there is a view, of the date of the

reign of Charles II., in the British Museum, which

shows that the prospect from the grounds to the north

must have been very beautiful. There was then

nothing to impede the view, which was bounded by the

heights of Hampstead and Highgate.

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and for some time

afterwards, large gardens surrounded York House, and

most of the residences of the nobility which stood along

the Strand; and some idea of the luxuriance and beauty

of these may be learnt from the following account,

which it will be observed was "particularsforthe climate

of London:* Bacon says, "God Almighty first planted a

garden ; and, indeed, it is the purest of human pleasures.

It is the greatest refreshment to the spirits of man,
without which buildings and palaces are but gross

handyworks ; and a man shall ever see that when ages

grow to civility and elegancy, men come to build

stately sooner than to garden finely, as if gardening were
the greater perfection. I do hold it, in the royal

ordering of gardens, there ought to be gardens for all

the months of the year, in which, severally, things of

beauty may be then in season. For December and
January, and the latter part of November, you mu>t
take such things as are green all winter; Holly, Ivy,

Bays, Juniper, Cypress trees, Yew, Pines, Fir trees,

Rosemary, Lavender; Periwinkle, the white, the purple,

and the blue ; Germander, Flag, Orange trees, Lemon
trees, and Myrtles if they be stoved, and Sweet
Marjoram, warm set. There followTeth, for the latter

part of January and February, the Mezereon tree,

which |then blossoms ; Crocus vernus, both the yellow

and the grey ; Primroses, Anemones, the early Tulip,

Hvacinthus orientalis, Chamairis, Fritillaria. For
March there come Violets, especially the single blue,

which are the earliest ; the early Daffodil, the Daisy,

the Almond tree in blossom, the Peach tree in blossom,

the Cornelian tree in blossom, Sweet Briar. In April

follow the double white Violet, the Wallflower, the

Stock gilliflower, the Cowslip, Flower-de-luces, and Lilies

of all natures ; Rosemary flowers, the Tulip, the double
Peony, the pale Daffodil, the French Honeysuckle, the

Cherry tree in blossom, the Damascene and Plum trees
in blossom, the White Thorn in leaf, the Lilac tree. In
May and June come Pinks cf all sorts, especially

the warbling of music) -

.

remarks, that it is important to know those which do

best to perfume the air ; he therefore mentions some

of the flowers and plants which have the sweetest

smells. He then gives his ideas of a prince-like garden,

which « ought not well to be under 30 acres of ground,

and to be divided into three parts ; a green in the

entrance, a heath or desert in the going forth, and the

main garden in the midst, besides alleys on both sides ;

and I like well that four acres of ground be assigned to

the green, six to the heath, four and four to either side,

and 12 to the main garden.
" The green hath two pleasures. The one, because

there is nothing more pleasant to the eye than green

Grass, kept finely shorn; the other, because it will

give you a fair alley in the midst, by which you may

go in front upon a stately hedge, which is to enclose

the garden ; but because the alley will be long, and, in

great heat of the year or day, you ought not to buy

the shade in the garden by going in the sun through

the green. Therefore, you are, on either side ot the

green, to plant a covert alley, upon carpenter s work

about 12 feet in height, by which you may go in shade

into the garden." The author considers the use ot

different coloured earths as but toys, and we are

informed that "The garden is best to be a square

encompassed on all the four sides with a stately arched

hedge ; the arches to be upon pillars of carpenter s

work of some 10 feet high and six feet broad, and the

spaces between of the same dimensions with the

breadth of the arch. Over the arches let there be an

entire hedge, of some four feet high, framed also upon

carpenter's work ; and upon the upper hedge, over

every arch, a little turnet, with a belly enough to

receive a cage of birds ; and over every space between

the arches some other little figure ; with broad plates

of round coloured glass, gilt, for the sun to play upon

:

but this hedge I intend to be raised upon a bank, not

steep, but gently slope, of some six feet, set all with

flowers. Also, I understand that this square of the

garden should not be the whole breadth of the ground,

but to leave on either side ground enough for diversity

of side alleys," &c. The ground within the great

hedge is to be laid out in a varied design ; but what-

soever form it i3 first cast in, it must not be too heavy

or full of work, " wherein I, for my part, do not like

images cut out in Juniper or other garden stuff: they

be for children. Little low hedges, round like welts, with

some pretty pyramids, I like well." After referring to

geometrical forms without any bulwarks or emboss-

ments, and a mount to be 30 feet high, and some fine

banqueting-house, with chimneys neatly cast, and

without too much glass, we are told that fountains hrfVe

a great and refreshing beauty, but pools mar all, and

make the garden unwholesome and full of flies and

frogs. " Fountains I intend to be of two natures,—the

one that sprinkleth or spouteth water, the other a fair

receipt of water of some 30 or 40 feet square, but

without fish, slime, or mud. For the first the orna-

ments of images, gilt, or of marble, which are in use, do

well : but the main matter is so to convey the water,

as it never stay either in the bowls or in the cistern

;

that the water "be never by rest discoloured, green, or

red or the like, or gather any mossiness or putre

model, but some general lines ot it ; and in this 1 have

spared for no cost ; but it is nothing for great princes,

that, for the most part, taking advice with workmen,

with no less cost set their things together ; and some-

times add statues and such things for state and

magnificence, but nothing to the true pleasure of a

garden." From the Builder.

TRADE MEMORANDA.
Who and what is E. J. Widdlehurst of Manchester ?

Home Correspondence.

Effects of last Winter in the Botanic Garden, Oxford.

I refrained from communicating to you a list of

the casualties in our Garden occasioned by the late

winter at the time when so many of your other

Correspondents gave in their reports, as if I had done

so I should have had to enumerate amongst the victims

of that severe season almost everything of value winch

<.ur collection contained, belonging to the class of out-

door exotic trees and shrubs. Happily many have

since recovered under the favourable influences of the

genial summer which followed, and accordingly thosethat

have actually perished deserve the more to be registered,

as indicating those species which, although capable ot

flourishing under the ordinary conditions which the

climate of this country presents, cannot be reckoned

upon as permanent additions to our Flora, inasmuch as

they are liable to be cut off whenever, in the cycle of

years, another winter as vigorous as the last shall come

round. On comparing the list I have made out with

the report presented in your columns of the losses

sustained at Helston, in Cornwall, and near Tamworth,

in Staffordshire, the former place situated m one of the

mildest districts of England, the latter probably repre-

senting pretty fairly the climate of the midland

counties, it will be seen, that whilst, as might be

expected, Oxford stands very far below the former,

it accords in most respects with the latter, ex-

cept that a few plants stated to have been killed

at Tamworth appear to have recovered in our

Botanic Garden to a certain extent, although for

the most part shorn of much of their beauty.

Perhaps, indeed, if the Tamworth list had been made

out at the same time as my own, the agreement

between the two might have been even greater, for

during the spring I should have set down several as

dead which arc now seen to be living. As might be

expected, the greatest destruction occurred amongst the

Conifers. All the Cypresses in the garden, namely sem-

pervirens, torulosa, macrocarpa, Tournefortii, funebris,

and Goveniana, were destroyed, whilst at Helston they

escaped with only some injury done to their foliage.

The Deodars, too, must be struck off the list of trees

capable of being generally naturalised ; for of three

very fine specimens of which we could boast, not one

escaped, being worse off in this respect, not only than

Helston, where the leaves appear to have

been oidy browned, but even than Tamworth,

where they are only stated to have been damaged.

On the other hand, the two allied species, viz., the

Cedar of Lebanon and of M t. Atlas, though both injured

are recovering. The Junipers in general perished, the

only exotic species which stood the winter being

reu ur tnc ««* - s— -v — - r™ chinensis, virginiana, and squamata. Taxodium sem

fiction Besides that, it is to be cleansed every day by pervirens appeared to be killed, but it is now pushing

the hand • also some steps up to it, and some fine up. Out of our collection of Pinuses, P. excetea and

pavement 'about it, do well. As for the other kind of Nordn.aiiniana proved perfectly hardy he
™^J®]^

a*

fountain, which we may call a bathing pool, it may "" "' * *"
n * ' ——*-''- **,w WQB

admit much curiosity and beauty, wherewith we will

not trouble ourselves ;—as that the bottom be finely
1 _ _. 1 b..LL I.w/l^An illA DlMi\A I 1 1 - nit* * HA iitwl

Tamworth, but Cryptomeria japonica, which was killed

with us, appears to have survived the winter at the

latter place, ethers, viz., Llaveana, insignis, macro

that the water be in perpetual motion, fed by a water

higher than the pool, and delivered into it by fair

spouts, and then discharged away underground by some

equality of bores, that it stay little; and for fine

devices of arching water without spilling, and making

it rise in several forms (of feathers, drinking-glasses,

canopies, and the like), they be pretty things to look

on, but nothing to health and sweetness."

For the heath, or third part of the plot, it is desirable

Bugloss, , _,_„,
canns, Cherry tree in fruit, Itibes, Figs* in fruit, Rasps,
Vine flowers, Lavender in flower, the sweet Satyrion,

with the white flower; Herba Muscaria, Lilium Con-
vallium, the Apple tree in blossom. In July come
Gilliflowers of all varieties, Musk Roses, the Lime tree
in blossom, early Pears and Plums in fruit, Gennitings,
Codlins. In August come Plums of all sorts in fruit,

Pears, Apricots, Berberries, Filberts, Musk Melons,
Monkshoods of all colours. In September come Grapes,
Apples, Poppies of all colours, Peaches, Melocotones,
Nectarines, Cornelians, Wardens, Quinces. In October
and the beginning of November come Services, Medlars,
Bullaces, Roses, cut or removed to come late ; Holly-
hocks, and such like. These particulars are for the

paved and with images; the sides likewise; and carpa, and pinea were killed, or at least so far injured

ithal embellished with coloured glass, and such things as to require removal. At Helston it would appear that

of lustre, encompassed also with fine rails of low
I
most of the above stood the winter little, if at all

statues ; but the main point is the same which we injured, but at Tamworth they were killed. Wellmg-

mentioned in the former kind of fountain, which is ', tonia gigantea appears to be hardy in all localities in

" '

this country. Of the Oak tribe, suber was killed, ilex

severely injured, but now recovering. Even the

Lucom'be varietv of the Q. Cerris suffered severely,

as if it had" inherited some of the tender-

ness belonging to the Q. suber, by the pollen

of which it is thought to have been produced. It

has however since recovered and is doing well. The

Juglans nigra, or American Walnut, was also very

senously damaged. Knightia japonica and variabilis

proved hardy both here and at Tamworth. The

common Laurel (Prunus laurocerasus) was in some

places cut to the ground ; the Portugal Lanral injured

seriously; the Laurustinus equally so, and the Bay

Laurel, Laurus nobilis, most of any. AH these how-

ever are sprouting from their roots and seem likely to

M**, wWch„ «. , Honeys^, StrawE™ J^™b^^Z SSTifSrS^?»£
and Honeysuckle, and some wild Vine amongst; and

the ground set with Violets, Strawberries, and other

plants suitable for such a situation. The side groundsplants suitable for such a situation. The sine grouna
,

ever «.* -£—<»* "™
a8

"-

niade am0ngst our standard
should be full of alleys, to give a lull shade some of

|

recove sWM «*
•
f^^ ^

them wheresoever the sun may be : some should be so Rose*9
m
^

ic
destroyed

framed that they may afford shelter from Uie harp BanV*J^ T̂amworth . Most of the Phillyreas

wind, and in some of those alleys there might be h™™™"*?
fllthonch a few are now putting out

planted fruit trees, and set with flowers, '^^ ™£*£*S^Ve Sus ihcifolius. The' Phofinias,

and snarincrlv. lest thev deceive the trees. 1 here
|

again, as » !r*AtrfeTanW s Arbutus

the tradition
the Temple.

ui rig treca in vnnj a t*uu i^iiiwins inn, ana
such trees is preserred in Fig Tree Court, in

and sparingly, lest they deceive the trees. There

might also be some mounts, of a height leaving the

wall of the enclosure breast high, to look abroad into

the fields. ... ,

For aviaries Bacon does not care except they be

of that largeness which may be turfed, and have living

plants and bushes set in them, that the birds may have

a-ain, as is the Cerasus il.cifolius. The Photinias,

however, seemed to be gone irretrievably ;
Arbutus

unedo was killed here as at Tamworth, whereas at

Helston it was only injured at the extremities.

Of the Arbutus Andrachne we possessed an interesting

gpecimen, but I fear it will not recover the effects ot

the last winter, although it has made some feeble enorts

to throw out leaves. As it was a tree of old stand-plants and bushes set in tnem,w» -. ~ , ^ leaycg# Ag lt was ^ree ot old axana-

more scope and natural nestling, and that no
;

ro

;

,inc

he
'

ine> tne exceptional character of the past winter is

appear on the floors of the aviaries ; and so, sa\ s tne mg, r
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evinced by the effect produced upon it, and the same is

shown by the influence exerted upon a fine and vigorous
Fig tree, probably nearly a century old, which was
killed down to the roots. Of the Magnolia grandiflora,

both our specimens appeared to be dead, but they are

putting out from the old wood ; and the same state-

ment applies to the Paliurus aculeatus and the Cercis

siliquastrum, of both of which we possessed fine and old

specimens. Many of our early flowering Rhododen-
drons and our Yuccas suffered severely, but are now
recovering. Of the Berberies, Fortun i and japonica,

reported to have been killed at Tamworth, are faring
better with us, and B. Darwinii escaped uninjured.
Ribes Menziesii, Aucuba japonica, Aristotelia Macqui,
Arundinaria falcata, Rhamnus alaternus, Hydrangea
quercifolia, Leycesteria formosa, plants which are
reported as killed at Tamworth, and which would
have been reckoned amongst the casualties, had we
given in our report in the spring, have shown
since signs of recovery; but I fear that not only
.Ligustrum japonicum and Pittosporum Tobira, which
have perished even at Helston, but Euonymusjaponicua,
Garrya eliiptica, Bupleurum fruticosum, Ceanothus
azureus,

,
pallidas, papillaris, andrigidus; Buxus balea-

rica, Ribes echinata, Morus rubra, multicanlis, and
Escallonia micrantha are gone irretrievably. Most of
the above, indeed, are mentioned as having been killed

number of years for his " orchard houses," and for his family have lately gone tolSew Zealan^L
Peaches and Nectarines "in pots." "A look into their Cold Overton, near Oakham, Dec. 2 -.Jrrr

n " 1\
roots," he says, "is like a look into the book of Nature,

j

living in Auckland since we landed inTC*
1?^

most valuable to a reflective mind." I accept the —
-

-« - «-».

cultivation of fruit trees in pots exactly in this sense.

But as a matter of £ s. d. and of supply, I must leave

my potted pets to keep company with my Geraniums

and Orange trees, where as objects of beauty they shall

have my attention still. That fruits of all kinds can be

grown in pots there can be no doubt; but where a

constant and substantial supply is required for table

or for market, of the finest quality and in the greatest

quantity, then there is no question that you must

decidedly plant out. In 1853 I designed and built a

Peach-house for the late J. H. Vivian, Esq., M.P.,

Singleton, novel in its structure, yet light and simple

in all its parts. Although perhaps it ill becomes any

one to introduce new ideas at the expense of any

gentleman, yet when those ideas are based upon sound

principles of theory, aided by years of experience, I

think it becomes every intelligent gardener to step out
of the beaten track and strike out a path for himself.

I, however, grant that this ought to be the exception,
not the rule ; but the gardener, always so proud of the
word " practical." should bring theory to his aid. A
look into " Lindley's Theory of Horticulture " is like a
look into the book of Nature, difficult to understand.

living iu Auuiuanu since we landed in "V ^^
and are all very well, and much better fJ\?^We landed here in the winter season L * *
time the weather has been very wet. 'xh ^l
call it an unusually severe winter, but it fi

! ***
us. The gardens are gay with Roses, and?k ^Arums we grow at home in pots flower all

• ^
and Mrs. Nutt would enjoy this climate ft
cutting cold weather. Fuchsias and Gem't,;
through the winter. New Zealand reS^ *
much of England ; there are some fine pail?
are fenced with Hawthorn. The best soil ^
and is rich enough to grow anything. nj£*
New Zealand are evergreen, but they do rut
so beautiful a green appearance as thebJ^l
England in June. The forest is magnifij?

811

hundreds of kinds of trees and Creepers - %

at Tamworth but as being merely injured or touched
| I contend, nevertheless, that every gardener should

by the irost at Helston. The lowest temperature apply himself to understand it, whether he may be a
qualified "practical" or not. I need not, I presume,

observed at the Botanic Garden was 2°, on Christmas
Eve. At the Observatory, however, I am told the ther-
mometer fell to zero; and at the Museum 2° lower
on the same night. The severity of the cold subject, "but especially on that of light, ~heat,~ and
however does not appear of itself to explain all the air.' Thus much I write in my own defence as a justifi-

enter further on this point. See, ye gardeners, what
Lindley's Theory of Horticulture " does say on any
.1.2

—

i. 1

—

i. .«.Ai.Mln „,, tl— i. ^r> l!»li v__i. ___j

effects produ ed upon vegetation, for in 1816 the
thermometer sunk as low. in 1841 I rind it stood only
2° higher, and in the winter of 1837-8 it was
noticed even lower, for on January 20, 1838, it fell to

cation for a deviation from the usual style of Peach-
house building. Impressed with the importance of
light, heat, and air to vegetation of every kind, but if

possible in a tenfold degree to all tropical fruits grown

L m a a
Z °-

c ^ 1 1™.«U™ LS °i ™« Jawer a in our sunless climate, I object to back walls, or
detailed and careful report is given m the Gardeners' indeed walls anywhere. I desire to see nothing but
Magazine,

^
vol. 5, .by Mr. W . Baxter, our present glass, giving light from every point, and with this con-

gardener, from which it will appear, that although the
effects produced were similar in the two cases, yet that

viction I built my new structure, which is 80 feet long
by 17£ wide, divided in the centre; it is half-span,

Wf
De
u
dara
^
the I,eX

'
J

\?
n
,

tVe
J

nd
, *f":

Covered which I prefer hecauso you get the direct rays of the
better than they appear hkelv to do on the last occasmn.' snntoevery part .

jt ^ gIazed within 6 inch
J
es of the

i ii ii K _. i n - t »ii * r* •-.

better than they appear likely to do on the last occasion.
Charles Daubeny.

Snail Shells in the Trunk of an Elm.—On cutting
down a large Elm last week, the saw passed through a
decayed place near the centre of the tree, crushing in
its passage a number of shells of the common garden
snail. There must have been about a dozen shells, two
or three of which were taken out entire. The hole was
about 2 inches across, and extended some 3 inches each
side of the aaw cut. The wood was perfectly solid on
every side between it and the exterior bark. I counted
170 "rings" (and at least 30 more escaped detection),
between the decayed spot and the outside of the tree!
These snails must (T presume) have sought shelter in a
fissure in the tree when it was young-, and (beino- from
some cause unable to extricate themselves in the spring),
must have found there a living tomb. W. W. Spicer
Itchen Abbas.

'

Ranunculus Ficaria.—Does this, the earliest of our
brightly coloured wild flowers, ever produce seed in
this country? I am inclined to think it does not. I
carefully examined the pollen, under a strong micro-
scopic power, la«t spring, and although the separate
grains appeared very transparent, yet they seemed
quite perfect and good. Later in the season I sought
diligently

ground all round, back and front ; it has 5 feet wide
upright lights hung on pivots, all moveable, for the
admittance of air; the top lights are also all

moveable. The trees are planted out inside, and
are trained on trellises. Single trees with clean up-
right stems are attached to each rafter and trained up,
8 inches from the glass, similar to Vines ; these trees
are planted inside, but their roots occupy the outside
border ; the whole is well heated by hot water pipes.
I do not hesitate to state that this little house and its

produce is unsurpassed by anything of the kind in the
kingdom; it produces immense quantities of fruit of
the highest quality, the wonder and admiration of every-
body, and it reflects the highest credit on Mr. Westicott
the gardener, for the way in which he manages it ; but
like most of us, as I pointed out, he is inclined to keep
his wood too thick for the proper development of the
trees. Somehow in most cases gardeners have not the
heart or nerve enough to thin sufficiently, whether it
be wood or fruit. The same may be said of Grapes,
and in nine cases out of 10 too many are left. But to
the subject

: Peach trees, &c, and their cultivation. If
my opinion is worth anything, I recommend glass-
houses of the lightest possible construction, and trees
planted out for supply. In this way there will be notwo cases 1 found a few achenes which appeared to be i V ~" V~ T ""W *" r/° —» "MBi"° >Tlli ue IJO

full grown and ripe, but upon a close inspection thev
!

* imW™toen^tfjimmBhU> «P0W iu pots let lt

proved to be hollow and nuir.e JZ f?ll;':5 ^ understood that it is for the pleasure which such a
fnJ ^ *!?

How "nd 3uite ™fifc to germinate.
Although the Pilewort, it would seem, seldom or never
produces seed, yet Nature has plentifully provided the
means whereby the species is perpetuated. If the plant
be examined about the time it is going out of flower,
little tubers will be found in the axil of almost

. pl<_ . „
fancy conveys, not for profit. William Barron, SJeettv
Swansea, Nov. 26.

Vines.—I should recommend your Correspondent

As

rafters, if the wood is well ripened the whole length
;

if not he had better cut them back to 6 or 8 inches

In low situations the trees are infested tviftrW.r"A New Zealand forest is an impenetrate2J1

nearly excludes the light. The numbers aaffi*
the Ferns in the forest delight a Botanist T?*i
Fern grows 20 feet high, and at the top tW*J

!

leaves like an inverted umbrella, and coven fit

to 100 square feet. Some of the trees hare a s*»
growth. The Rata, one of the largest trees m?
6 feet in diameter; it is a Creeper at first, SorJi
Rata rims as thick as your finger run up the

trees, these rims kill the tree to which thev

themselves, and all unite into one stem, which3
the original tree, which is completely lost ; tfcefl

then attains one thick stem, and the wood mm
like Rosewood. Within the last fortnight I

J

purchased a farm near Auckland. It is parti? fa
and part Fern land. I am going to build a bo*

it immediately, and get the land into cultivatioH.

natives are a fine athletic race, many have adoptkj

costume and habits. The tribes in the in
neighbourhood are very friendly; they briig

quantities of pigs, corn, and fruits to market, aoifc

supply the town with fish. This is a fine count

a labourer ; a man may save more in one year tki)

could in England in ten years. "Very great prices ar

for plants. Ornamental shrubs and fruit trees

r

most certain to sell. Every one is planting h

Nothing would pay better than planting a vi«jr

and cultivating it and making wine; theclimiteM

suits. The Grapes and Peaches are very abundantim

season. We get tropical fruits from the Feejes*

Society Islands, Pine- Apples, Cocoa-nuts, Omp

Lemons, &c."
Natural Grafting.—In the garden of Mr. Iff

Grays, Essex, may be seen a specimen (/*
gratting far surpassing in completeness and^*
that referred to in your paper of Nov. 2%t*&
lies high above the chalk, aud the soil isiteM

red sand strongly impregnated with irofl,tediW.

known as "foundry loam," though destiiote of" a re-

ticle of the material known among ggnfews 35 **

In the centre of the garden is an aged *Iedlar5
.

a2f
be the finest in the eounty of Essex. Two main boo?k

of this tree cross and unite somewhat like the
letterl

their diameters where the junction takes place »
about 12 inches. Shirley Bibberd. .

Poire d'Hacon.—With reference to tlie ob*£*

(seep. 1028) that this Pear is an abundant**

allow me to remark that though it was »o on itsj

introduction, it is so no longer. Loudon praised itj*

and Errington "called it " everybody's Fear."
J»

Rivers em testify to the fact that it bears badiy?

I have observed this in counties 100 miles apart '

fact is singular, as the variety is a recent one, art

fore no one can suspect it of wearing out. L

you give " Nori is " as a synonyme of fontenay
t

. ", ~ ~— ~ -*-»*-«i* jv/iAj. v/uncsjjuxjueni, .yuugivtj nun is as a synonyme m *• v"*"«'
(see p. Wbb) to leave his Vines the whole length of the Hogg states that it is identical with Jersey
™rf_ ,r *v ;. -.- _.„ _,. ___,., ... ..

Ig ifc bLj tb^ F(mt and Gratl0li
.

in3 tb£

n....4._:„i„ xi_ _ -a __ i j.' ... ?_j.«« nf flip fflfl

, „ themselves, and in thesecond year flower three weeks or a month earlier than
the plants produced from the tubers formed during the
preceding season. But what becomes of the others ?What is it that m the struggle for life kills so many of
these young plants ? No bird or beast, no insect or
mollusk seems to feed upon them, so far as I can ob-

7 rr It •\ 7 ,

ueiow or aDOve cnem
- ^et me

add that I consider three bunches to each Vine ample
for next year. W B n ^aHon, St. Mary's Church.-—Young

;
wood if left long breaks unevenly, unless

carefully attended to; but with canes 2 inches in girth
I should leave 6 feet of rod, and allow five bunches to
each Vine. The 6 feet will perhaps have 12 evesupuu nieajj so iar as l can ob- m\ • x. x. n t_ ^ V k^ a "«fo ^t- ±z eves,

serve; and yet they are destroyed wholesale for there
' !£?* f°

U™ be/educ
?
cl to six, by cutting out every

>fyoung plants springing into i?'ll
te T at .1?™"'^*™; and when starting,

„,.. „:„°i5 • ^ b n b
. . bind down the rods until the. rtwov o™* k—« i.^_i 6 '

are scores and hundreds ofyou
growth every year for every single "specimen 'of an 'old

b
,

!"d d°VV" U
l?

r0
?
s unt!1 the lower e7es hw> oroken^

establiahed plant. There are many Xr wiMK„« '^ T?,°^
the /^ "'h

j,

ch the terlninal ^shZ'.
which experience a similar fate , we might, for example Z% m™'?S P'an I find answers on the long rodo.v «,„ _„ .=

.
« ampie, system. Dunng growth I cut out with a sharp knife bud

and lateral, leaving buds as nearly as I can 14 inches
of the year, hundreds of little pla°nts of the Goo^^s "Part '.a"d W

,

here
,
X 'eav

f
a

,

b,,d
,

1 aI1°^ • lateral to act
may be seen, usually about two or three inches h>h • ,'",

n
"f&.

Valv0
t1

to t

,

he
-
bu^ where J «*">ove bud and

but took next spring, and you will find that only a T%i w'" \ 'T"
theWJ aIs

?,
aPP'y » to the spur

small proportion have snrvived the dangers of their T^' s
?
mc^ differently. 1 am of ;„';„„

vnnth «f;ii ~r„ .^„„ _>t_ * i_ _ .. " ....
r" that hv removinp- hiids rlnnnor wAnrti, *i i»^i

ask

se

Certainly the French description of the
^

"sugary" but sometimes slightly acidulated' *a

the taste of Gratioli. S. B. . y
Incre. d Demand forApples—The ApP«* *

t

are purchased in large quantities at prices 30 Y°
^

higher than what would pay for making ci<h

any of your readers state whither they are *?/,*!
what purpose? It has been stated tliftt

^
bought up to be used in calico printing ;

on- 10

ment is contradicted by the trade. WilceU. ^
Gazania splendens.—l have purchased J«FX

tities of the seed of this useful bedding F
several seedsmen ; but I have hitherto faded 1 ^
a single plant. I would therefore consider 1

if some of your Correspondents can inform m

it will grow from seed or not. Y. \\M
Sowle Bread.—Any information about * ,^j

bread known in East Anglia under the if& ^

RSlSVw^S reJnay ask thc question—What has
kdled them ? C. W. C.

fftew Mouses for Fruit Trees,— J am sure that
all gardener, must bear testimony to thc great sti-
mulus which «<T. R.- has given this particular branch

IL
hort£nltn

r?\
and t0 the indomitable persever-

ance with which he has continued to fight ior a

that by removing buds during growth, those which are
left are better supplied with organised matter and
consequently produce finer and better Grapes than they
otherwise would do. T. J

ih
?«\Ze

f:
and-- F™™ the interest you take in

the cultivation of plants, flowers, and trees, in all
ands, I send you the following extract from a letter I
ive received from a friend who with his wife and

in De graceruiiy received by tne riu.w* •- ^
Tree* in Orchard JSToiiw*.—Some aa

^J^-
ines 81

Looking

jt
ture, others are against it ; and as there has^^
good sense evinced on both sides, it become*

J
^^l

which of the two is to be adopted. ^i^^F
matter in a remunerative point of view, a ^
plant the trees in the ground. I li«J«

b ln W^
very good fruit grown in pots, but I h»ve

;

grown out of them. We had, I thiniK, ^f
summer an opportunity of judging of tne ^p
culture; I mean at the opening »now oft'De ^
ticultural Society at Kensington. >>"

nf pot^
could look upon the beautiful specimens *>



w
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^ then and say they were not masterpieces of

good cultivation. There was no want of skill on the part of

ie cultivator in bringing them out; but then when we

cone to compare them with the magnificent produc-

es exhibited by Messrs. Hill, Henderson, and others,

: made us almost pity the poor Vines in pots. No

fruit could be found with the plant or its cultivation—

the evil consisted in the system ; as " W. P. A." justly

remarks, it was fishing for little fish when large ones

were to be obtained ; if, then, as in this instance, the

fjgteai shows itself to be unmistakably at fault in

regard to (i rapes, why not in respect to other fruit ? wood engraving?.

Let us

employ
A \

return "for"the money"expended on it; plant 'it "as you that is to' say Lizards, Crocodiles, Tortoises, Snakes,

like, but let it return me an equivalent for the capital Frogs, &c, fill 50 pages with capital matter. Fishes

invested.'* What, I would ask, would the gardener do? occupy nearly as many pages, and very queer fish some

Would he go to Sawbi ;eworth and get trees in pots of them are, as for instance the Cheironectes which

to accomplish his end? No, nine gardeners out of 10 ruts about on the mud, and the Salaries which nn

would shrug up shoulders and take a sur- up stones and climbs rocks to catch flies, to say nothing

vey ofthegard.n walls, ;tnd see if there was any- of the Pteroids which look like flying hedgehog

thina there h would answer the purpose. ! esides those there are the fishes that, like our trans-

d« , if detect it was, is now remedied by the appear-

ance of a new volume, which for interesting anecdote,

excellent woodcuts, and true scientific treatment has

not been surpassed. It appears too at the happy period

when friends are selecting Christmas presents, so that

it may soon be universally known through all the land.

The work commences with an account of Mammalian
animal *, Monkeys, Loris, Bats, Bears, Leopards, Dogs,

Jackals, Rats, Oxen, and Elephants. That this last

creature is illustrated in the degree of its importance,

will be seen from its occupying above 160 pages and 18

In fact Sir Emerson may be said to

Klenhantine historv. Next follow

If not he mighl then go to Sawbridgeworth or else- atlantic cousins, are admirers of hot, water, and find a

where, hut not to g( trees in pota, or 1 fess he would temperature of only two decrees below boiling quite

find at the end of ha i-do/.en vears that ho would still delightful. Then come Shells, some of which are illus-

havc a great balance on the wrong side. The opinion I rated by capital figures from the skilful hand of G. B.

R. T. II.'* (see p. 1048) I must partly endorse, Sowerby ; and here we have a most int< -resting account

the comparison is unjust. Let " K. T. H." go into some

well managed P h house, of which there are plenty

in the country, about the month of August ; he will if I

am not mistaken come out with another opinion and

island. Last of all come insects, and insect like creatures

such as spiders, millipedes, crabs, leeches, and indes-

tructible rotifers. Of these there are some remarkably

say: " Ah,'pot trees are all very well on my shop counter truthful engravings; and a singularly graphic account

ion of
to set off my shop, but they will never do to grow fruit from which we extract some paragraphs :

—

for the million on ; quality there may be, but where is * Insects.—Owing to the favourable combinat

the quantity ?" I have however nothing to say against heat, moisture, and vegetation, the myriads of insects

Orchard Houses ; I think they are a step in the right in Ceylon form one of the characteristic features of the

direction ; but let the trees be planted in the ground. A. J.

^octettes.
Entom:olo&icax : Nov. 4 1861. J. W. Douglas,

Esq., President, in the chair.—Mr. Kirby exhibited a

large box of North American Lepidoptera, Mr. Stevens

island. In the solitude of the forests there is a perpe-

tual music from their soothing and melodious hum,
which frequently swells to a startling sound as the

cicada trills his sonorous drum on the sunny bark of

some tall tree. At morning the dew hangs in

diamond drops on the threads and gossamer which the

spiders suspend across every pathway; and above the
exhibited a collection of insects sent from Japan by

pooi dragon-tlies, of more than metallic lustre, flash in
Mr. Fortune, including many species of great rarity,

the ^ sunbeams. The earth teems with countless
amongst which were several examples of a new species

of the singular genus Damaster, two new species of the

genus Papilio, &c, Mr. White exhibited some interesting

insects of various orders, collected by Mr. Rayner,

surgeon of H.M.'s ship Herald, during its voyage

to the South Sea Islands. Mr. White also exhibited

a fine Boinbyx brought from India by Sir

John Reaxsey, for which, being undescribed,

he proposed" the specific title of Hearseyi.

Mr. Heading exhibited fine examples of Leucania
putrescens from Torquay, and other Lepidoptera from
the south of Devonshire. Dr. Knaggs exhibited the

cocoon of a Psyche of very singular form from
Australia. Mr. Miller exhibited some living larvae of a

species of Incurvaria found feeding on fallen leaves.

Mr. Desvignes communicated descriptions of two new
species of Ichiieumonitas of the genus Ephialtes. Mr.
McLachlan read a paper on the British species of

Phryganeidre contained in the genus Stenophylax of

Kolenati. Mr. White made some observations on the
injury caused 1 Ginger brought to this country from
the East Indies by a small beetle, the Lasioderma
testaceum of Stephens; and to Maccaroni by Sitophilus

Oryzae, also a small Coleopterous insect; the injury to

the Ginger is computed at some thousands of pounds
annually. Mr. Tegetmeier called attention to a state-

ment respecting the development of queen bees lately

published by Professor Leitch, who asserts that the

production o; be perfect queen is due, not as has been

supposed to the larva being fed on a peculiar food, but

to increased temperature, and that the isolated position

of the royal cell enables the worker bees to cluster

around it, and by their rapid and increased respiration

to produce the degree of heat necessary. Mr. Teget-

meier considered his own observations fully supported
this theory. Mr. Waterhouse read descriptions

of two curious Curculios from Tasmania and
Adelaide, in which the claw joints of the tarsi are

wanting. Mr. Janson read some observations on
Homalota subterranea, and Haptoglossa pulla. Part X.

ants, which emerge from beneath its surface, or make
their devious highways to ascend to their nests in the

trees. Lustrous beetles, with their golden elytra, bask-

on the leaves, whilst minuter species dash through the

air in circles, which the ear can follow by the booming
of their tiny wings. Butterflies of large size and
orgeous colouring nutter over the endless expanse of

i lowers, and at times the extraordinary sight present

itself of Jli ghts of these delicate creatures, generally of

a white or pale yellow hue, apparently miles in breadth,

and of such prodigious extension as to occupy hours,

and even days, uninterruptedly in their passage

—

whence coming no one knows; whither going no one

can telL As day declines, the moths issue from their

retreats, the crickets add their shrill voices to swell the

din ; and when darkness descends, the eye is charmed
with the millions of emerald lamps lighted up by the

fire-flies amidst the surrounding gloom."
" CoLEOPTERA.

—

Buprestida ; Golden Beetles.—In

the morning the herbaceous plants, especially on the

eastern side of the island, are studded 'with these gor-

geous beetles, whose golden wing-cases are used to

enrich the embroidery of the Indian zenana, whilst the

lustrous joints of the legs are strung on silken threads,

and form necklaces and bracelets of singular brilliancy.

These exquisite colours are not confined to one order,

and some of the Elaterida) and Lamellicorns exhibit

contains beside the caiendarml and other usual informa-
tion, some SJM articles on gardening matters, con-
sisting of (1) what is called a list of new plants of the
year, for which we perceive the Proceedings of the

Royal Ifortio/fural Society have been pi. I under
heavy contribution without acknowledgment

; (2)

Selections of the best flowers, fruit, and vegetables, in-

cluding what are designated " the best of 1861," among
which we find evidences of very careless compilation ;

(3) a few short miscellaneous papers, including a report

on annuals new and old ; and (4) the ever-recurring

garden calendar. We cannot say much for the

execution of these several departments, the list of new
plants being especially deficient. The Oracle neverthe-

less puts forth here and there some hints which may be

useful to the small cultivators for whose benefit we

presume it has spoken.

Mr. Broome's Culture of the Chrysanthemum as

pro* ed in the Temple Gardens (Walker), which has

reached a fifth "rev: 1, corrected, and enlarged"

dition, now extends to 82 pages of plain useful prac-

tical information on the best methods of managing a

flower which really fills up a void in the floral calendar,

and which, making for itself a home every where,

enlivens in the dreary autumn months the gardens of

the many. This present degree of popularity, so far

as regards the metropolis, is no doubt in part

at least to be attributed to the grand display of

Chrysanthemums for which the gardens of the Hon.

Societies of the Inner and Middle Temple (the

former under Mr. Broome's care), have now become

famous, and to which the public, through the liberality

of the Templars, have free access. The thousands who
have thus annually witnessed the admirably grown
collections of Mr. * Dale and Mr. Broome, have, we
cannot doubt, carried away with them a taste for

the flower, nod the object of the little book before us

is to afford information to those who, without expe-

rience to guide them, have been inclined to- try

their hand in its cultivation. For this purpose

it is exceedingly well adapted, as it not only contains

general cultural directions, but also special instructions

for carrying out the various objects in view in

growing Chrysanthemums, such as decorating the open
borders, ornamenting the greenhouse or the balcony, or

producing the large show flowers, which take the

uninitiated so much by surprise at our exhibitions.

There are in addition to these features, various useful

lists of varieties, alphabetical, classical and descriptive,

and these contain some useful hints to growers. Mr.
Broome has besides appended a short account

of the flowers which, from his own experience

by the side of the Thames in the heart of London, he
is able to recommend as growing well in such confined

situations; and we doubt noc that to many town
gardeners they will prove to be not the least interesting

portion of the work.

The following works have reached us since our last,

some of which we hope to notice specially hereafter.

—

Sowerby s Grasses of Great Britain, complete in a
handsome large 8vo. volume of 192 pages and 144
plates (Sowerby, and Kent& Co.)

—

Flowers and Foliage

in In-door Plant Cases. By E. A. Mating, 12mo.
(Smith & Elder).— Moore's Index Filicum; Parts

1 ! and 15\ as far as Dicksonia (Pamplin).

—

Sowerby's

British Wild Flowers ; Part 8 of the re-issue (Van
Voorst).— 77 v' Fnumeralio Plantarum Zeylania,

Par! !. Vorb icece to Marantaccse (Pamplin). Part 5,

which is nearly ready, completes this valuable work.

—

Mtmoires et Souveni Aug. Pyr. De Candolle. By
his Son. 8vo. pp. 590 (Geneva and Paris, Cherbuliea).

. „ , , , il^ •„! il. j A t 4.- a. r e Tradt Lists Received.—Berthault & Co., Sfc.
hues of green and blue, that rival the deepest tints of Um^ Fo . ^ Parif CM of -^^ Hot-
the emerald and sapphire

house Plants, < -enhouse Plants, and General Stock.
« Orthoptkba. J^«M«fep-Biit m relal a to M ^ CiouQe]

,

f Catalogue of
the insects of Ceylon the admiration of their colours is

still less exciting than the astonishment created by th»

forms in which some of the families present themselves

;

especially the * soothsayers ' (Mantida?) and walking

|
leaves/ The latter, exhibiting the most cunning of all

Nature's devices for the preservation of her creatures,

are found in the jungle in all varieties of hues, from the

pale yellow of an opening bud to the rich green of the

full-blown leaf, and the withered tint of decay. So
perfect is the imitation of a leaf in structure and

plants of various 'kinds; a large collection, especially of

Pears. Smith & Adamson, Melbourne; Catalogue of

Ornamental Plants, Trees, Shrubs, Fru t trees, &c. ; a very

remarkable colonial assortment. But we do not find in.

it the Araucaria llulei, a noble species descriljed at

p. 868, from Dr. Mutter's information, and of which
Messrs., S. & A. have been kind enough to send us a

dried snecimcu.

»±J^h
J^"!?;£jhe S0Cietj

'
S Tra-cti0DS Articulation, that tin, amazing insect when at rest is

almost undistinguishable from the foliage around : not
announced as published.

only are the wings modelled to resemble ribbed and
fibrous follicles, but every joint of the legs is expan< I

into a broad plait like a half-opened leaflet. It rests on

its abdomen, the legs serving to drag it slowly along

and thus the flatness of its attitude serves still farther

to add to the appearance of a leaf. One of the most

marvellous incidents connected with its organisation

was exhibited by one which I kept under a glass shade

Notices of asoofes*
Sketches of the Natural History of Ceylon: with

Narratives and Anecdotes illustrative of the Habits
and Instincts of the Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles, Fis/tes,

Insects, Src, including a Monograph of the Elephant,
and a Description of the Modes of Capturing and
Taming it. By Sir J. Emerson Tennent, K.C.S.,
LL.D., & <. Pp. 524; with 82 Illustrations engraved ! on my table; it laid a quantity "of eggs, that, in colour

on Wood from Original Drawings. and shape, were not to be distinguished from seeds.

The readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle will not have
j

They were brown and pentangular, with a short stem,

forgotten Sir E. Tennent's admirable account of Ceylon,
of which a pretty full notice was given some months
since (see p. 1039, 1S59). That work was a model of
its kind ; its defect consisted in the inevitable curtail-
ment of much matter relating to the Natural History of
the island, for illustrating which the learned author
was understood to possess ample materials. That

-First,

There
icto

and slightly punctured at the intersections.

It is needless to say more. Sir Emerson's work 13

one alike indispensible in the drawing-room and the

naturalist's cabinet.

The Garden Oracle and Economic Tear Book for

1862 (Groombridge) is in fact a garden almanack, and

Misceilaneous

,

Stictm pttltnonari r, the Oak Lung Lichen.-

then, in regard to its use as an article of food.

a mark resemblance in properties between

pulmouaria and Cetraria Islandica, the well-known

Iceland Moss." Like that Lichen, SI a pulmonaria

contains urn, starch, bitter and astringent principles,

and a brownish colouring matter. Its nutritive and

demulcent properties depend upon the presence of the

former two, viz., the gum and starch. The starch how-

ever contained in it is of too small an amount to be of

itself of much practical use. An article of diet, which

is said to be very light and pleasant, isy with little

difficulty, obtainable from this plant in the following

way :—Alter having thoroughly disengaged from it all

extraneous substances, let it be steeped in a weak solu-

tion of some alkali, as of carbonate of soda, or potash, in

order to neutralise the effect of the bitter principle

already mentioned as existing in it, which would other-

wise impart a disagreeable taste to the article to be
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prepared. Then let it be taken out and floated in cold at once. Passion flowers, Bignonias, and similar plants

water for a minute or two, that any of the solution which make long annual shoots should only have their

adhering to it mav be removed. On being boiled for a branches thinned and slightly shortened, while others,

as Combretums, for instance, may be spurred in.

Kennedyas will soon ba showing bloom, and what training

they require should be done at once, but the pruning

of these should not take place till after they have done

flowering. Where Orange trees are grown to decorate

the flower garden in summer care should be taken to

prevent their pushing in winter, and this more

especially if the trees are in a dark-roofed house.

Where such happens the young leaves have always a thin

flabby appearance, and soon turn brown after the plants

have been set out of doors, whereas if growth is pre-

vented till the trees are in the open air the foliage will

bear any amount of sunshine.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineeies.—The present changeable weather will

necessitate the use of a considerable amount of fire-heat,

particularly where a high temperature is being main-

tained with the view of inducing the plants to show
fruit, and in the case of swelling fruit see that a pro-

portionate amount of atmospheric moisture is secured,

for accommodating as the Pine must be admitted to be,

it is by no means benefited by a warm parched state of

the atmosphere ; see that none of the stock is allowed

to suffer for want of water at the root. For succession

plants a temperature of from 50° to 55° by means of

fire-heat will be sufficiently high, but it should not be
allowed to fall below 50°.

Vinebies.—Early houses at work will now require

careful attention. Maintain a healthy growing atmo-
sphere by sprinkling the floors, &c, as may be neces-

sary, and admit fresh air whenever this can be safely

done. Also attend carefully to the border, and if fer-

menting material is used do not allow the heat to

decline, and where this is not used see that whatever
covering is employed is efficient.

Peach House.—Maintain a steady night tempera-
ture where trees are started; take every favourable

opportunity of admitting fresh air, and where the

external atmosphere can be made to pass over the
heating apparatus, which it should do so as to get
warm before coming in contact with the plants, a gentle

circulation should be constantly kept up. Avoid the
admission of currents of cold air, however, which would
be most injurious to the trees, more especially when
they come into bloom.

Cucumbebs.—These require every attention at this

time of year to keep them in health; still maintain the
temperature previously advised, and give air every day
when the weather permits. Stop and train the plants
as they progress, and do not allow the leaves to crowd
one another, otherwise they will soon get yellow;
water occasionally with liquid manure ; this should be
done when the soil is dry.

Stbawbeeeies.—These will require air daily when
the weather is at all favourable to prevent drawing

;

when early started ones show the truss of flower they
should be removed to the Vineries and Peach-houses.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Those who are fortunate enough to have the com-

mand of a gravel pit should get a good supply of this
provided whenever the weather is suitable for that
kind of work. See also to having plenty of soil

prepared for striking cuttings in in spring, and have
draining materials for pots prepared and sorted out in
sizes, if any of the tenderer kinds of Roses are yet
unprotected, some covering material should be applied
at once. As there will be comparatively little to do at

!
present, any spare time will be well spent in going over
the stock of plants in pits for next season's use, removing
every decaying leaf, and where the surface soil has got
green, removing this and top dressing with sandy loam.
There is nothing so unfavourable to these plants at this
season as damp, therefore take every favourable oppor-
tunity of admitting fresh air.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where orchard trees are infested with insects or

•ing to it may be removed. Un being
short time in water, sugar having been added during

the process, and then allowed to cool, it will be found

to yield a jelly of a brownish hue, which is due to the

presence of colouring matter extracted by the boiling

water. To give the jelly an additional flavour, wine

or spices may be added. It was at one time, in Britain,

a favourite article of diet for invalids. In Sweden it

was no unusual circumstance for the peasantry to give it

to their cattle, but more particularly the sheep, in

epidemic catarrh ; whilst in Germany it was mixed with

salt, and given to the cattle for similar purposes. The
virtues of the plant are, however, generally

believed to have been more imaginary than real,

writers on the subject generally ascribing their

origin to the already alluded to fancied resem-

blance between its thallus and the lungs.

Sticta pulmonaria, although not, at the present time,

ranked among those Lichens which are thus important
as furnishing some particular product, yet has proper-
ties that, in many respects, attach to it considerable

interest. For instance, the bitter principle contained
in it has, in Sweden and Siberia, been applied to the
purposes of the brewer as a substitute for Hops. The
monks of a certain monastery in the latter country
acquired quite a reputation for the beer which they
brewed, they having been accustomed to flavour it with
the bitter principle of this species of Sticta. The
most valuable property of this Sticta, and which has
been the most largely applied in the arts, is its capa-
bility of yielding a brownish colouring matter. There
are several ways in which this dye may be obtained. The
Lichen may be macerated in milk of lime, and its

colorific principles precipitated by the addition of hydro-
chloric or acetic acid. Or, it may be steeped in a solu-

tion of carbonate of soda for several days. But the
most simple method, and which most fully developes
the colouring matter, is by ammoniacal maceration.
Previous to being macerated in the solution, the plant
should be carefully cleansed from earthy and other
extraneous substances which are generally found adher-
ing to it, and then pulverised. The liquid, after the
Lichen has been placed in it, should be frequently
stirred in order that every part may be well exposed to
the action of the oxygen of the atmosphere. If sub-
mitted to the above process for a period of about 10 days,
Sticta pulmonaria yields a very good brown dye, which
has been, and is still, to a great extent, applied to the
dyeing of various woollen goods by the peasantry of
Norway and Sweden, and other countries. In England,
Ireland, and Scotland, where tbis Lichen is one of the
" Crotals," it was also used by the same class of persons
for similar purposes, but from the increased facilities
now afforded for travelling and transit, the adoption by
manufacturers of recent inventions, the application of
new discoveries in science to the improving of the
quality of textile fabrics, and the cheapness of the article
produced, all consequent on the progress of
civilisation, the employment of this, as well as
other dyes formerly used by the lower classes,
has been for the most part discontinued. I
say for the most part, because in the collection of the
vegetable products of Scotland at the Great Exhibition
of 1851, yarns dyed by this and other " Crotals " were
exhibited. In the collection of dye-lichens and lichen-
dyes at the same Exhibition, specimens of this Lichen
were shown, aud its dye was stated by some manu-
facturers to be used by them, whilst others remarked
that it might be employed with advantage to the orchil
maker. The crotals are still commonly used in
Inverness-shire. Drummond, in Annals of the
Botanical Society of Canada,

#

Uninflammable Muslins, cf-tf.-—The frequent destruc-
tion of life arising from the combustibility of ladies'
dresses, more especially in this crinolinian era, has
become a matter of very serious import. The climax
of the evil was the recent burning of a whole bevy of
ballet girls in America. The manager, it was said, was

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHTSWICX NpTTT^^
For the Week ending Dec 5, 1861. as observed at the Honied

"^

Novem-
ber,

and Dec.

Friday 2!>

Satur. 30
Sunday 1

Mon. 2
Tues. 3
"Wed. 4
Thurs. 5

Average .

r.

20
27
28

Barometer.

Max.

1
o

29.739
29.780

30.245
30.674
30.214
30.114

29.744

30.073

Min.

29.678

29.748
29.808
30.295
30.105

29.821

29 693

29.878

Max.

57
56
51

50

53
52

49

52.5

TEMV£luiCllE

Ofthel^
1 f°ot 2 fe*

Of the Air.

Min.

4!)

40
23
20
16

23
22

27.5

Mean

53.0

48.0

37

35.0

34.5

37.5

35.5

40.0

Nov. 29—Rain ; boisterous ; fine ; rather boisterous ,^^_— 30—Rain ; fine ; cloudy ; fine.

Dec. 1—Fine throughout ; clear and frosty at night— 2—Foggy ; fine ; frosty at night.— 3—Foggy : fine with bright sun ; foggy at night sh,— 4—Exceedingly dense fog; clear; slight W
at night. ' °*

— 5—Fine throughout ; clear ; frosty at night.
Mean temperature of the week 1J deg. below the axeraa.

RECORD OF THE "WEATHER AT CHISWICJ
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending D^ij to

December.

Sunday 8 .

Mon. 9..
Tues. 10..

Wed. 11..

Thurs. 12..
Friday 13..

Satur. 14..

cS 2. £-— s
« SCO

46.2

46.0

46.1

45.1

45.3
46.2

45.5

-• > —
v .*• CJ

33.8

35.7

33.5

32 3
33.6

32.7

33.8

a a.

40.0

40.8
39 8
38.7
39.4

39.4

39.7

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

20
15
11
8
15
11
13

in no way to blame. But so long as he did not compel '

Moa9
'

lls soon as tirae can be spared for the purpose,
them to wear uninflammable dresses, we think he was the bark 8QOllld be well scraped with a blunt tool
to blame. We have at various times noted methods l? remove as ma"y of the larva; of the insects as pos-
of rendering muslins, &c, incombustible, or at least un- 8,ble

' after wbich the parts should receive a coat of the
it is simply to

fonow
.

mg composition
; viz., hot lime and soot in equal

The highest temperature during the above period occurredm%
13th, 1812—therm. 61 deg.: .and the lowest on the 13th, lMHfcT
11 deg. ______________

^^

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: Philander. We have no idea what the work is r-
For the other matter apply to A. Murray, Esq., Royal Hr

cultural Society, South Kensington, London, who will ^ f|

you full particulars for which we cannot find room.-f i

Carrieres book is in French, as its name shows, t

has not been translated. You can obtain it throaghfc

principal booksellers. There is no good English wwt

A C W. There is no such book.
Chrysanthemums.—Mr. Salter asks us whether his Jtmo_

Dragon's-tooth, and another do not belong to the nee t

" Dragons," so named by us some time ago Wereplvtk

his Dragon's-tooth is a poor representation of the J&pm

varieties, and that the two others do not belong to the no.

Cinerarias : O F. Your note was accidentally mislaid.

which pray excuse us. It is clear that the plants are gror

ing too fast ; they have perhaps had too much heat.

Couch Grass : R V B. You cannot kill Couch Grass bytaryi-

it under a new flower bed that you are making. Therear

be 2 feet of soil above it, but it will soon suffocate the flora

It must be burnt or charred.

Gardeners' Places : Effingham. Mr. Eyles, the Superint»k

of the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden at South fo

sington, has the power of officially recommending Garten

to places. You may also hear of good men througititfA

the great nurserymen.
Insects : J T. The maggots in the hearts of your Celer/jiw

are the larvae of Piophila Apii, Westw. (See Garitm
1848, p. 332.) They are we believe confined to *m
Your Peas were doubtless attacked by a ^^JJ[t?
showing your ground is foul. It might be worti™***

ing the surface soil, or repeated drenchings withgtttt"*

would be useful. W. . .

Lettuces : Dorset. According to Vilmorin's Ad^JK
Nonsuch is the same as the blaek seeded white t« *

Brunoy, the Alma is the brown Cos, CashioburyuJtrnunj

variety of the last, of no merit ; as for Sp^^^g
report it to be a mixture of Brown Cos ana U» Ira*"

Romaine de la Madeleine. , .. u-.

Linn,eus's Clock : E P. Linnaeus studied at Ups&i ««
*J

when 69 (not 46) plants opened and closed tbeirfowen,

out of those observations he formed what hecaiwtne

logium Flora. Other observers have followed
^
m^u \

obvious that every place must have a clock of lts(!r;hft 1

will find a very good account of one of these enquu»»

Journal of the Horticultural Society, vol. viii., P^^Lfr
fills 21 pages; and you can make a clock for younj

u

course of a year. It was found by the wnter/.TV u
lowing were the times of opening and closing n u»F

Germany where his observations were made

:

Open.

Evening Primrose . . • . " pM-

Lychnis vespertina . . .. 7 pm.
Pyrethrum corymbosum. . . . 2 p.m.

Passifloia ccerulea . . .. •• 12 a.m.

This may serve as a specimen of a Floral CIock- ^^ I

amer or Fruits : M R. Kentish Fill-baskct-i"**- >

f

• -

a

* •

oa.1

10FJ. I

the Beauty of Kent.
Names of Plants: /

inflammable; and our purpose at present
note, without making ourselves responsible for ''the
efficacy of the proposed method, that a French chemist
is said to have just discovered a mode of rendering
muslin, lace, and all kinds of light stuffs, incombustible.
It is merely necessary to mix with the starch used in

quantities mixed with water from the cow-house until
it attains the consistency of thick paint. This compo-
sition should be well rubbed into the crevices of the
bark in order to make sure of its reaching every hiding
place of the enemy; and if a little cow manure was

Nami

B. 1, Pteris semilata ; 2,
Wwgg

(Doodya) caudata ; 3, Asplenium Fabianum ,
*,

Galeottii.
firietift

1*
Pyrus Japonica: Fulford. There are many new v^j^j

to be beautiful. Their names are given m trie -

M. Van Houtte, of Ghent, who has them on s*

believe also has M. Versehaffelt. wvjch V
Rabbits: ACB. It vour Beech and other tree3

le9flB#
been barked by rabbits in the shape of srnan " f
side are younj? an. I vigorous, the holes will s

.^ ^
The urine used in the receipt for keeping-ray^t
barking Hollies, at p. 1039, is doubtless that wnn

from the cow-house, t w-anmui** t

Thermometers ; H F. The difference between ^\^
making them up the half of its weight of carbonate of

worked UP in tfae composition, it would be useful in
lime, commonly called Spanish chalk or Spanish white

causing ifc to adhere better. It is a tedious task to pro-
The muslin or other stuff is then ironed as usual. The per

ty
C07er Iar£e oId trees with this

» ^xxt its effect in
chalk thus added, it is said, in no respect injures either

clearing them of insects will repay the trouble, and an
the appearance, the quality, or the whiteness of the ,

occasional coat to young trees will be useful in keepi

Fahrenheit's Thermometers is as folio

stuff. The Builder.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CojrsiravATOBY, &c. — In pruning and training

climbers in th:s and other houses some regard mnst be
paid to the time when it is desirable the plants should
bloom. Thus, with stove climbers not required to
flower before autumn, pruning may be deferred forome time yet, but for earlier display it should be done

them clean. Gishurst Compound in the shape of a
strong lather is also recommended for the same purpose.
Make cuttings of choice Gooseberries and Currants
also Honeysuckles in the same manner, and Irish Ivy
for covering naked fences. Look over fruit and other
fttores frequently in order to see that all is safe and
sound. Standard trees which have been root-pruned
must be firmly secured against injury from winds, also
get any root-pruning or transplanting to be done' this
season executed as soon as possible. Also endeavour as
far as circumstances will permit, to have a good supply
of Parsley under safe protection for use during severe
weather.

scale the zero is fixed at the freezing point o

f

between that and ttie boiling point there are w '{j*^
Fahrenheit's scale the zero is 32 degrees beiow ^
point of water ; and between the freezing an

£ n8eqa*
point the scale is divided into 180 degrees. , F ;

jirf- I

80° Reaumur is equal to 180° Fahr. ;
8° K. - ^^flt**

Reaumur is equal to 2±° Fahrenh eit. De^ee
rked (-) • ^

according to Reaumur's scale should b6 roar* gggp.
23° Fah. or 9° below the freezing point wouldW ^^pMJ
Here we may add that degrees below freez "»

tfW4 *J
the Centigrade scale should be also si™/ la£w the fJr
temperature in our climate seldom falls

,J*La sboui

Fahrenheit's scale ; but when it does the WjJL it mU»J
wise have the minus sign (—)

prefixed, we u k
t rf
«,

be required this season, but in last VwQ
™?*lu\<s <*°

aW
tion to this particular occasioned considerai/

trouble. . . . a- Oak Wg
Timber: II WC. The smallest girth at W^,,J^S#2 :

tree is considered naval timber is when it W1" !^ke. '/,&
Misc. : Crocus. They are very fond of yo«r **?.

full tfJJ
have a meadow close by which in one P*

hole8
alfl °^j

holes, you must either trap the creaturesiw nttX
tcw^

poisoned corn in their way. Wheat steepw*

and afterwards dried has been recommenaea.

L

I
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rnHB LONDON MANURE COMPANY
I (Established 1840,) UAVnRF9-

ftssssrastssw
CONCENTRATED URATE.

t'H BLOOD MANURE for CORN. ,

f PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

H*

I

71

I

*

m
end

bo.

;»ai

it it*

It.

infe

in*

|jj(P

£ HARD. LACK, aw, CO.'S CONCENTRATED
n SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ;

guaranteed to contain

^^ric Acid aolnble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribal

^XENTBATED TURXIP MANURE, equal in value to

W^fanure, Dr. Voelcker «.>£*^£>£%*
k-Xm-y irratifvine to you, and are the best proof ot tne very

SBTMEStuSf 21 commercial, value wtAch characterises

*%ZSFS&2?%ffipfc» of the Uto and present

CbSStoft.Wl AgricJtural.Society•

-''^f™°^
Pricea, *c. may be had on apphcation to Bubsaed, lack,

t Co , Sutton It. ad. Plymouth. .AWE S'S M A N U * J5f
;

The Manures manufactured by «T

pr««nt season of 1861 are now ready — — .

Factories, at the followin * prices :— w/ww
CwES? PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and bone

8UPERPH0SPHATE of LIME •• ••
frrt

'*'

T iWKS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5

T \WES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

lE2 Manures can be obtained of Mr.Law es or through

his aPI>ointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

^XTSJSE^ Oibbs; Nitrate

•T SodaVSulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Sjohn Bfvnet Lawks, 1 Adelaide ^^n
London

Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin

L

5

POTTER'S QUAXO—Established Twenty Years.

Agents Wanted.
Factory : 23, Clapham Road Place, 8.

Smithfield Club Cattle Show.

MFSSRS SUTTON and SONS respectfully unite

S^tomei „d the public to Inkjet the.specimens

of ROOTS. &c, on their STANDS, Nos. 116 to 135, in the First

Gallery of the Bazaar, Baker Street. .

Cattle Show. .

The variety of Swede ^h \V.
!

f- ™» «n^ved to be
has in his experiments for two years paw., v

superior to all other Swedes now '« cultivation^

STANDS In Bazaar, Nos. 1 <1 to l < .

.

Liverpool. Dec. J.—~~ z _. « q y -p t\ TRAD E.

—

T The Sublcri^Jhave £•*-J^*-*-igg"
the following ™riet

;?ff
:
-E

ft̂ ^

nFor Xle- -d prices apply to Simon A. Dai.tkee, of Fen-

^SSS^^sA ESS5% SLtl
^h

^ffD&.
AraUB^^ FRIDAY/ and SATURDAY,

1
De
o
C

pe

m
n

b
aU0

11
Admission (as usual) Saturday, Half, a-Chow* ;

othe
P
r Says NE Shilling ; Children balf-pr.ee

NoxiCE.-Blondio's marvellous performances on the Tight

Rope each day at Three.

Agricultural Machinery.

nHAFF-CUTTERS, TU R NIP -CUTTERS,
\J PULPERS, MILLS, PLOUGHS, HARROWS, CARTS,

ic, delivered carriage free.
xra„„« r<» «jfr«fit

Buroess & Key, Manufacturers, 95, Newgate Street,

London, E.C. Price Lists free per post.

The Woolston System.

MR. SMITH will ATTEND at the SMITHFIELD
CATTLE CLUB SHOW from 11.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.

each day, at STAND 640, ^here Drawinp of his new Patent

Combined Machine for Cultivating, Drilling, and Harrowing

Land by Steam Power will be exhibited.

r. 1 aaa UPON the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
£> 1UUU against any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. bmith,

Woolston, Bletchley Station. _

Smithfield Club Cattle Show.—Stands 518 to 537.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate
Street, E.C.

BURGFSsTand KEY invite particular attention to

their NEW REAPING MACHINE, which combines

every point necessary to adapt it for General Purposes.

P—
kv/V TATTLE SHOW of the SMITHFIELD
ctuB -The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PRIZE

riTTTF SFFDS ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS. &C commences

^TOESbi^LS «S closes on FRIDAY Evening, 10th,

11th. 12th, and 13th December. .„,...

the Bazaar.

R—
OYAIT

-AGElCULTURAL SOCIETY
of ENGLAND. L tJ k M

The General Meeting of Members will be held at the

Soc ety£ Hmise. No. 12, Hanover Square, London, W., on

WEDNESDAY, December 11, at 1 o'clock."^ '

Bv Order of the Council.

London, Dec. 7.
H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

JD beg also to invite pi« «*„«-.--

BINED MOWER and REAPER, which is unsurpassed.
beg also to invite particular attention to their COM

BURGESS and KEY also re

MOWING MACHINES, Jof a

to the requirements of Small Farms.

Ehe ^grtcttltural <Ba?ette

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1861.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

/ London Fanners- Club .. ••
T
6 **-

I (Mr Trethewy on Parochial andLnion

MosnAT, Dec. ^ gmitll
^!;«'^feattle Show -Private

V view at 8 p.m.

SKSSat, - ulsmltMieM Club Cattle Show in the Baker

tV™^t,'-12{ street Bazaar.

wins^DAT, - 11-Agrl. boc. of England fGen.Meeting) 1 P.M

BURGESS and KEY also request Particn̂ «^""
tion to their CHAFF CUTTERS, TURNIP CUTTERS

CHURNS, and GENERAL AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
Burgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

GRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—The most corn-

plete andmost reliable LTST ofIMPLEMENTS in England'

Every one fully guaranteed. Catalogues on application.
_

.J B. Brown <fe Co., 13, Cannon Street, City, Loadon, E.U ,

and Stands 240 to 247, SmithfiftM Club Show. Dec. 10 to 13.

nHAFF CUTTERS, CORN CRUSHERS, ROOT
\J PULPERS, TURNIP CUTTERS, OILCAKE BREAKERS.
J. B. Brown & Co., 18, Cannon Street, City. LonjJJ f

a
•

and Stands 240 to 247, Smithfield Club Show, Dec. 10 to IS.

TRON HURDLES, WIRE FENCING, WIRE
X NETTING, Plain Field, Ornamental, and Entrance

J
T
|
S
Br^wn & Co., 18, Cannon Street, City London

,
E.C.

;

«&&J5m z 247;^^̂ ^2^^^^—
STATIONARY ENIilNES, PORTABLE STEAM

CRANES and CONTRACTORS' LOCOMOTIVFA » use

in and around London by leading ^^f^.^^J?6^ .

J. B. Brown & Co , 18, Cannon Street, City Lond°n E. C. ,

and Stands 240 to 247, Smithfield Club Show, Dec. 10 to 13. __
T>ORTABLE and FIXED AGRICULTURAL
X STEVM-ENGINES, THRESHING MACHINES, DRESS-

ING MA( III NES. CORN and MALT SCREENS, and every

description of the best Implements and Machines.

J. B. Brown & Co., 18, Cannon Street. City, London b.O. ,

and Stands 240 and 247, Smithfield Club Show, Dec. 10 to 16.

Smithfield Cattle Show.—Stands 501 to 503.

CATTLE INSTRUMENTS, PROBANGS, ETC.

READ'S PAlENT VETERINARY INJECTING
SYRINGES; Improved HOLLOW PROBANGS, for

relievimr Horen or Choked Bullocks, Calves, Sheep, Ac.
;

Read's New Patent GARDEN WATERING ENGINES,

MACHINES, & SYRINGES, with all the latest improvements,

Manufactured only by the Patentee, Richard Read, Instru-

ment Maker, by Special Appointment, to Her Majesty.

35. Regent Circus. Piccadilly, London, W.
%* Descriptions sent Post Free.

C^tUe~Show. Stands~94i to 950.

COTTAM'S STABLE FITTINGS.—Visitors are re-

ferred to the above, and also invited to inspect

Cottam & Co *s WAREROOMS, only a short distance from the

Show(Winsley Street being near to Regent Circus, Oxford

Street, and is the street opposite the Pantheon), where an

extensive range of full-sized STALLS, LOOSE BOXES,
HARNESS ROOMS, Ac, are fitted up, showing the arrange-

ment of all Cottam's Patent Improvements, &c.
fnrp.u tr n« 'a «nitr oHrirosa in London is 2. Winslev Street,

'anth<

The only University Professorship of Practical

Agriculture in the country is that of Edinburgh,

atfresent occupied by Professor John Wilson,

the
P
successor of the late Professor David Loh .

How perfectly the sciences, by which farm prac-

tice and experience are explained, are taught in

other Universities, everybody knows : and our

columns prove this day, as they have often proved

before, with what ability these sciences are

applied to the elucidation of agricultural questions

by the present distinguished Professor of Botany

and of Rural Economy in the University of

Oxford. We believe, however, we are right in

saying that no where but at Edinburgh is

there a Professorship established for the teach-

ing of Farm Practice. This Edinburgh Pro-

fessorship is endowed with the munificent annual

sum of 33f. 6s. 8rf., derived from moneys many

years ago bequeathed by Sir WlLLiAil Pitl-

tenet. And in an ordinance published last

week in the Gazette the University Commis-

sioners, in whom all the patronage of the Scottish

Universities is vested, have just declared an addi-

tional endowment of 12/. 10s. per annum, being

that share of the University income which they

consider fairly represents its claims as compared

with those ot the other Professorships. Now this

income includes about 5000/. annually granted by

Parliament, upwards of 2000/. payable &»*«»•

revenues of the harbour and docks ot Leno,

besides many hundreds of pounds which under

the name of the General University r uuu >

matriculation, examination, graduation, ana reD is-

tration fees. a:«*.;tmf*d
These considerable sums of money are^^ributett

among Principal and 31 Professors i?t*™^
of A/ts, Divinity, Law ^jW^

t̂££
granted varying according to ^ewea

Agriculture is estimated in an accompanying

schedule as receiving only 150 J. a year in emolu-

ments from all sources; and yet the University

Commissioners have awarded in satisfaction of its

claim the additional sum of just 12/. 10«. a year!

We can imagine that had the matter been within

their power they would rather have decreed the

abolition of the Professorship altogether. This

would have been preferable to its maintenance in

the paltry manner in which the funds available

seem to alone permit. And it would besides have

had this important advantage, that it would have

roused to some action those whose interests are

served, or whose honour is concerned in the due

maintenance of the Professorship.
.

We can scarcely pretend to prote-t against the

decision of the Commissioners, who had only to deal

with so much money and so many claimanto-

though even here something might be said on the

strange valuation which they seem to place

respectively on food and medicine. The art of

administering medicine is fully taught and its

teachers seem to be sufficiently rewarded .
the art

of producing food is also taught ;
one char is

devoted to it, but a pittance seems to be thought

sufficient for its occupant.

One would suppose the Parliamentary endow-

ment of so many other chairs to be a sufficient

precedent for a grant in aid of the agricultural

Professorship. It is almost startling to
,

hndiipon

the list a sum paid through the office ot the Woods

and Forests to the chair of Divinity and Church

History. Certainly a contribution from such a

source towards the endowment of the Agricultural

Chair would seem more appropriate. 15 ut let tne

means available be what they may, it is too bad

that while other Professorships are now iairly

subsidised, an important chair, with a mere

pittance for an endowment, should have that

pittance extended (as if to the full measure which

it deserved) by the addition of 12/. 10s.

Failing the Commissioners, however, why should

not the National Agricultural Society of Scotland

undertake the payment of the Professor? ihey

would but imitate the Society of Writers to the

Signet, who provide an annual sum in aid ol the

Professorship of Conveyancing. They have enor-

mous funded property at their disposal, and to

set apart a portion thus would be perfectly con-

sistent with the objects of their establishment.

They have instituted of late years an annual

examination for a diploma in agriculture, and yet

have provided no means of agricultural education

—why should they not pay their Professor of

agriculture? Their own practice will furnish

them with precedents .—they pay 300/. a year

to their Professor of Chemistry in the Uni-

versity of Glasgow, and Dr. Anderson gives

in return bis services as chemist on certain

terms to the members of the Society. Why should

they not similarly endow the Professorship of

Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh, and

claim from Professor Wilson his services similarly

on certain specified terms applicable to members or

their sons? . ,

Let us hope that the leading men of the High-

land Society may be induced to take up this sub-

ject, and see whether it does not fall within the

province and duty of the Society to take some

charge of a Professorship which falls so imme-

diately within the field of their own operations.

The engagements of the ensuing week,

full of agricultural interest, are specified in our

list of meetings. To the details there announced

there must be added the Poultry and Root bhow

in the Crystal Palace. The Baker Street Bazaar

will be interesting from the closely packed collec-

tion of implements it will exhibit, as well as for

the well filled classes of cattle, sheep, and swine,

with in many cases the reviewed decision they

will exhibit of questions which have already been

once decided at Bingley Hall.
#f^ rt ,af

, The calculation given last week of the cost

of Mr. Read's steam cultivation at Eikstone,

erred on the side of an over-estimated expensive-

ne's throu-h an oversight which most readers will

have readily detected* Two years' interest was

,W^pd whereas the implement has only bean in

tTs!nce jSK, 186i.
P
The following therefore

Ts the expense of the work it has accomplished:

Labour, 170 days, atlSs. ^ n
Coals—85 tons 11 cwt **

4q o
Breakages ** "" 40

Merest for one year<* TMIL^.^.. • ^5

Maintenance

The total cost is &&l l °

400/. or thereabouts
as against

K
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spent upon the horses
displaced. The sum of 38U. Is.' being
spread over 964 acres ploughed and worked is at

the rate of nearly 8s. an acre—but if the receipts

450/. a year) for the engine as a threshing engine
>e deducted, then the price will be reduced to 6s.

an acre. Let us add while on steam cultivation
that the letter of Messrs. Howaed in another
column on steam ploughing ought to be read in

justice to themselves.

The Midland Counties Cattle Show of the
past week is reported in another page. It has
attracted unusual numbers of spectators, 5473 on
Monday, 8600 on Tuesday, 7500 on Wednesday

;

and besides these 30,000 workmen's tickets have
been issued and used.—The Dog Show too has
attracted large numbers, 2000, 6460, 7200 on thre9
successive days.

and working cattle
j

brane, but that every body possesses a different rate

' 381/. Is. being of diffusion, so that a larger portion of the more diffu-

mm
quantity of alcohol and water rni^rfT"
water alone.

a
'
aS it h*&

«
of diffusion, so that a larger portion ui uuo muio uw vi-

sible liquid found its way into the less diffusible one,

then vice versa, and the two became unequally mixed
in consequence.

If we call, with most physiologists, this tendency to

diffusion belonging to liquids in general the osmotic

force, we may speak of the current which sets in from
the more diffusible fluid, as due to exosmose, and the

contrary one by which the less diffusible one becomes
augmented in quantity, as arising from endosmose. ._. ~VUUiai

In consequence of thia difference in point of diffu- • with diluted alcohol be exposed for
&

.^5
sibility, if a bladder filled with milk or other liquid

j

air, the experiments of Soemmering -^^ ^h
less diffusible than water be immersed in a vessel ' become more and more concentrated* Tl^'
containing the latter, although some slight quantity of rids itself of its water altogether, p •

^
the milk may be expected to pass through the mem- as the moisture which fills the pores otii^
brane, yet this will be more than compensated by the evaporates, its loss will be supplied bv t£f^amount of water which penetrates inwards, and the within ; but as the affinity of bladcW ™\. ^
Wi»?^nr flifli. rtfn«n will Ua«a«, .l..„11~ Alr.t.^A~A *«« ~r~-t-„_ 4.1, - __ r. t i *S . _

ia ™1A«

But if a bladder be interposed betw^nalcohol, exosmose will take place homTthe latter, because the affinity of Zltbeing greatest, its pores will contain^?
On the surface, therefore, in contact J5
there will be more water to mix with I
will be of alcohol to mix with themL nHence the alcohol will gradually z»tZllvolume increase. On the contrary if T^T -
Ttrif*. a;i«*„a „i,._t._i ,. _

b*«*yj it ablad^

ut j j
" * "'"^ pcucuauca xuwaiua, auu. u**^

.

w«m«, uuu as tue ammty or bladder is scbladder therefore will become gradually distended.
|
for water than for alcohol, a much larger

^*¥
Liquids possessing the greatest density are in

j

the former will enter the pores than of t£fi?nerai the least diffusible, but to this there are ap- hence, as the experiment proceeds, thT2^
become gradually more and morfi rtJiw-Jr*'!DR. DAUBENY ON AGRICULTURAL

CHEMISTRY.
LECTURE I.-PHTSIOAL Forces.-" Colloid Bodies." nP Trpw1 trnm fha m,ofn . , - .. . , .

Rueal Economy, if considered in connexion with its exposure to Se afr ^n .ll^ °f^^\nmp
various practical bearings, embraces so great a variety

P ""' m a bladder °r °tlier membrane-

general the least diffusible, but to this there are ap-
parently some exceptions ; for water passes through a

j

membrane more rapidly than alcohol, so that a mix-

I

ture of the two, such as common spirits of wine, may
be freed from the greater part of its water by simple

of topics, that the lecturer who devotes himself to it as
a profession, can never want subjects on which to en-
gage the interest and attention of his hearers.

Independently of the established system of farming
operations, of which he will have to expound the prim
ciples and make known the details, the improvements
which are every year brought forwards in this country
and on the continent, will furnish him, in some branch
or other of rural economy, with never-failing sources
of novel inquiry.

It can, however, rarely happen, that an individual
holding the position occupied by myself in one of our
Universities, either feels himself competent to supply
the practical instruction which is requisite for the
education of a farmer, or can hope to collect around
him a class of pupils willing to enter upon such a
course of study.
For the former purpose a large experimental farm

ought to be at the disposal of the teacher, and a con-
centration of his energies upon this one pursuit would
be demanded, such as is hardly compatible with his
other avocations

; whilst for the latter to collect them-
selves around him, and to become the recipients of
the information, practical as well as theoretical, whichHe may have to impart, a devotion of time to rural
pursuits, wholly at variance with the ordinary routine

diW
em educati<>*, would be a requisite con-

™11° "^ f
ft

?
refo

r?'.
lmn&ne

>
that the lectures deli-

vered in Oxford on this subject will ever be of a nature
to supersede, or take the place of, the system of instruc-
tion which is afforded by our agricultural colleges,

'

where Husbandry is the one aim to which all the effortsof the teacher are directed, and all interfering amuse-

cluded. °
CCUpatlons m

>
as mu<* as possible, ex-

P^wf?
heleSS

rf f°
Iarffe a Portion of th * youth here" "* hke]y ^ be located hereafter in the

r^^hnf fK
e wwrgymen 0r landed Proprietors, Icannot but thmk that much advantage may be derived&£Sntanc

\ with the firet p-oipLTof
£™ 7& c

h ?ay be acq™ed through the me-

wTh,S^ttjSS turnt
ySi0l°^ 8denCea

success^] JSLr* ^_0t turn^ 1gnoramus_ into a

become gradually more and more deprived!

J*
toe spring of this year the Master of ft.

still further extended our knowledge of thi
the paper he communicated, to the Roy:
" Liquid Diffusion as applied to Analysis.'
He divides liquids into two classes accmfc

their relative diffusibility, viz., into solution^
talhsable bodies, all of which seem capable i\
versing membrane with greater or less facilij*

viscid liquids, which he distinguishes by theiL
colloids, incapable of crystallising, and scarcely^
pass by diffusion through a membrane at alL

These two classes, like all others recognised*
artificial systems, graduate one into the other

These laws of osmotic force have since been found
referable to two causes, in appearance at least distinct,
although, perhaps, ultimately traceable to the same
general principle.

The first of these is the relative force of diffusion
belonging to the liquid itself, which has been made the
subject of a separate investigation by the present
Master of the Mint.

aF
B
*J°?

nd
>

.

tUt ^ solutions of the same salt the rate artinciai systems, graduate one into the other .~<3

fLrd^ZllZ
eTd W

f
th the

.

am0U1
?

°f ifc preSent
'

the C0ll0ld
^
which^nds highest in the rtffl

ZZSF solutions, for instance, of common salt, sibility, is not very far removed from thToSS

to TOO nf
g^T

PeCr^ h & *' Td 4
l™

tS °f thG Salt Which occaPiea the ^west place; but the fc
nth^?LTft^

a liquid between the extremes in this respect is LZ!
H. In n^ ? aZ r

TVC
?
tlVe «ities.

|

as we have seen, it takes 37 days for agSHe also ascertained, that when equal weights of of albumen to percolate a membrane wEfii
™to7Ltt:™i ™°S? the diff

?
rence in

,
the

!

amount of SU^ate of ni^^Sftlarate of their several divisibilities was such, as to admit
! and of hydrochloric acid in one. 1

1 J e?rt.?ntSe?. different heads ' in Amongst colloids we may place hydntedJ

ratfo LiTX
th^^fcy d^d bore a certain fixed acid, hydrated alumina, and certain sohibTj

ra e of diffn^r Tf^f the^ Thu8
'
if *he

I

0xides "omorphons with the latter body; twj
i ate ot diffusion in hydrochloric acid is represented as ' v ' - : " •• • - • -
2

; that of hydrate of potass will be as 3 ; that of nitrate
of potass as 6}; of nitrate of soda as 9 ; of sulphato
of potass as 12 ; of sulphate of soda as 18 ; of sulphate
of magnesia as 48; so that the above named bodies

™«4vZ^ —• to the„ ww, _w
of the'wbole, s°evetl othfr aS It M^.?^^ ^^ ^ ™£ ****** dhw *&*
second, ammonia; to the third, mtratToT^mmoi^ "^^^ ^ough their substance vtii*
chloride of potassium, and sal ammoniac • to the

'^^ SerVe ^ media throuSh whichifcftH5

fourth, chloride of sodium ; and to the remaining four ^^ •„,.,,.°'rn"no «*»•- ,:— *-" .---.- &
^

Thus, if some jelly dissolved in water be poot-

into a tall iar. and a nnlntinn nf ohrnTYiat<»orWieSi

number of vegetable substances also, such asaai

gum, caramel, tannin, albumen, gelatine, and
'

matter, rank under the same category.

These are distinguished by the gelatinous duos
of their hydrates, being, even when transput,rt
and adhesive to the touch. Now, colloi

of a I*means or & «*•

itself upwbA

the paper, are severally referred.
Even those bodies, however, which rank in the * -

, xl_
*-"» *-. . -^

lowest grade, greatly exceed in diffusibility solutions of , '
e 8alt Wl11 gradually diffusem up™

pm arable, of albumen, and of caramel The three
communicate its characteristic colour to the coW

latter indeed, are so much less diffusible than chloride
b°dy above-

°frT' t!

i
at if ifc8 P°wer in this r«aPect be reckoned

at 0. that of gum will be 88, of albumen 174, and ofcaramel 672. One cause, therefore, of the unequal
ti-ansmiseion of liquids through a membrance is the
relative rate of their diffusibility, the more diffusible
losing by exosmose, the less so gaining by endosmose.

Let us next consider the consequences of thi*

of diffusibility, first, upon crystalline, and, secooty

upon colloid bodies.
"

certain*

diffuse themselves than others, it is often pu^
effect a partial, if not an entire, separation of ow*

become one.

BMlfh hvlT'^ SC
°P

e of m? -Motion
SKrWLr av^««> of Poetical details, andaermng, as I believe them to do, whatever interest

po!nta
P
°o?l£T '

i

6 tn°Wledge °{ the^anSCI °f '^"Itural science which they purpose to^W a S°°h °f
-

aDy new ^BCo
y
ve
P
ri^wh\cn

field cXre orW ^,
'Dg Up°n the °Pe">tions of

the Wrunon tSv*^*"* indirBea
y. to elucidate

from the otW A*?
8ecretioas are separated one

£Z „ -fl
M<

1 dePosi*ed m appropriate reeen

S2£&7&80 % 1 theSe twotoi admTt £fexplanation by the aid of certain recent discoveries

fl^Sri, U!t ?\ If
peCt *° the tra"^ission of fluidsthrough the vegetable organism. In order to account

we mutt in thl
^"? I

?
feiTed to the ,awa of Pny«cs,

ST C

~

b,8dde7rVheet 0? cou^hou' mler-
!

KhttK °o !mf°d
UW

-

e
,-
m°Vem

?*• ;ettiDg

thus causing ?n ,v!Ll^
e dlv 'd

!?« membrane, and

But another cause of this "phenomenon""in"'raseH '

effect a Partial > if not an entire, separation of«»
wffl'^h^mTJrft̂ ?!^^f**^'w W^keptW by a membrane the other, by introducing the mixture into tot*

afhnity which the latter possesses for different
-iai% and DOurmEr water centlv upon it,*".of ajar, and pouring water gently upon it,«

allow it to remain for some days with several inc»

fluid above it, into which it can diffuse. .

In this manner sulphate of magnesia may Dei*

to separate from albumen or from caramel, the iff

of-rafn-rrt «<? j.l,~ i:— :j i_;_: *;,« calf, pDP'

the

substances, it be.ng evident that the greater the amount
ot the solution may be which is sucked up through the

ESS. *"
lnte

,7?
ninS bod7» the greater quantity

tt ? ?r,
W

J
111 ia * given time be t»Mmitted tothe liquid placed on the opposite side.

I he transmissibility of diflerent fluids through mem- c ,, r—^-.
,brane has been exhibited in a very simple minnor bv ° 8ulPhate of maenesiji ir to that of caramel

W?.^ig
T hU

1 i
tesea^hes on the Motion of the

mPr^ 6 ^U'n
l ^°dy'" uamely> by *he weifiht of

"oTo?^1^^ 6aCh^ tW^ the

™ n^lallv^oCs':^811
'^^ be

100 part, of bladder will take „p 263 vol. of j,ure water.
T33 ,, of brine.
38 „ of alcohol.
17 .. oil of marrow.

9t t>

in seven days as much was transmitted of

117 days of the latter.

We may therefore avail ourselves of this

as a method of separating certain salts fa

when mixed together. ,

$ \

Thus, 5 per cent, of chloride of sodium, and *

hydrous sulphate of soda, being each ais~

water, had such unequal rates of diffusion, fcha5^f
days the upper stratum of the fluid containedmi
the latter, although a portion of the former m.
detectable through every part of it. Bat this pflJJ

may be rendered still more available for
.

*he

Jg.

causing
- — „uo uwu ouuacances

interposed. Dntrochet also

Hence, as Liebig has shown,:we may explain wWdry salt placed upon the outer surface o?^U?7

ft llZtLh£L
0T^

-°f^
Ct^ a vessel containing" of iptortmg ^fl^botefiM^

^^^m^ ^^^rn0
-

wm^ d^^P^^ the «*«me difference in the degree of &&**

isf«£rX tLr ? ^
G WW Which «*e bladder belonging to these two classes of bodies.

cess continues until the whole is pnnviUJi
.°

A
tD

1

e ?ro * "~~ W4 ^~j«^ ucuweexx iu auu w—-- }--***•

Th«.a phenomenon.which'ltaS^*^ " "^ C°nVenient ^^^-^ *^* 1
-

by electricity or some other occult power resold.tself according to Liebig, into the law of chemic^affin. y subsisting between animal memh™.- ITif!

«.uu. vino uiuy oe enecteci ewi
mixture at the bottom of a tall jar, *"« r"~ $0
water above it ; or, still better, by interposing

L "
Jr

— n.p.d.ty fr0m bothies of thfm^ &,^S^eSAnnol contain the same

The most convenient membrane to ê KL t

Delarue's parchment paper, prepared ^.7*^
mon paper with strong nitric acid, wlu(yi

.<*#*
oatcs to it much of the toughness and comp

vellum. , ^
Supposing, for instance, any colloid rT^

silicic acid, gum, gelatine, &c, to be nuxeu ^

,

acid or a salt, by placing the mixture up ^
membrane, the colloid will, after some »r*
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^hilrt the~~crystalloid wiU have passed through into

the water beneath. , .

In this way silica, peroxide of iron, and alumina,

bodies which can be held in solution by a crystallisable

adt, and in that way exist as colloids, may be obtained

jn an isolated form, and remain dissolved in water on

the filter, so ttat we are thus enabled to obtain soluble

jplica, soluble alumina, and soluble peroxide of iron

with the greatest facility.

Tliev are unstable bodies however, and separate

from their aqueous solvent after some days' exposure

to the air, or. upon the addition of many salts, acids,

and alkalies.

"We may also employ this method with advantage

in the separation of arsenic from organic bodies, as

from the contents of the Btomach, the former passing

through the dialyser, purified from the^foreign ingre-

dients which had masked its presence.

Let me now endeavour to apply thc'principles above

explained to the elucidation of some of the phenomena

presented by the living plant

The tissue of all vegetables consists essentially of an

assemblage of cells, occupied by the peculiar secre-

tions of the plant, and approaching more or less to a

spheroidal form. The internal structure of the cell has

been explained to us by Schleiden, Mohl, and others,

who, although differing in some respects one from the

other, agree in representing it, as a bladder containing

a number of nuclei or cytoblasts, which seem to be the

Uving portions, as from them now cells originate,

whilst the investing membrane serves merely to pro-

tect the parts within.

The latest account of its structure, however, is that

given by Dr. Beale in the Archives of Medicine for

the present year.

He represents it as consisting of an assemblage of

bearing let me proceed to point out how completely and 1 of sugar are exactly ouvalent to ii atoms of

the laws regulating the osmotic force militate against hydrated tartaric acid. _1
-
b - -

6
~ ., '__ _i.:„i. .i. « i.:— This, and the other facts above stated are expressed

in the two following Tables.

1. Plants produce sugar from carbonic acid, thus :

—

tune

not far back was regarded with approval by so many

scientific agriculturists.

Undoubtedly when we observe that the liquids which

find their way most readily into the interior of plants

are those saline solutions which possess the greatest

diffusibility, and that colloids are in a manner excluded

by the membrane which affords admission to the

others, the conclusion is inevitable, that ft twins ought

to be one of the last bodies which should find its way

into the tissue of a plant, so as to contribute, as those

writers believe, to its nutrition.

But will not, it may be said, the same remark apply

to silica, peroxide of iron, and alumina, of which the

two former are present in plants generally, the latter

in pretty large quantities, in one tribe at least, the

Lycopodiaeca) ? These too are colloids in the state in

which they present themselves artificially, and there-

fore ought to be excluded from the tissue of plants.

Now it may be upheld 1 in the first place, that there

arc various grades of colloids differing in the degree

of their diffusibility, and the bodies alluded to, though

inferior in this respect to crystalloids, may nevertheless

be more capable of entering membrane than gum or

humus. . . ,.-

Secondly, we do not know what change m their dif-

fusibility may result from their combination with other

bodies, from which they may separate after they have

entered the tissues of the plant.

Thirdly, we must recollect that the quantity of these

bodies which becomes assimilated is infinitely small,

compared to the amount of organic ingredients of

which the plant is principally composed.
^

I do not, therefore, consider, that the admission

of small quantities of such matters into the system

Carbonic acid C j. O *
12 of ditto C 12 O n
produce
of Anhydrous oxalic acid C i 2 O lg

losing

8

of Hydrated do. + « Ho
Co 0*4 H

3 of Tartaric acid
3 of Malic acid
1 of Grape sugar

or
12 Carbonic acid

12 of Carbonic acid bcin
losing

gaining

<r

12 *-»24

C 12 B

C 12 O
CxsO

Cig
\J JO

+ 0«,H
+ O c H«
+ 12H 11

if.

IS
24

«»o 4

13

C 1S 12
H,

c 11 Ois H it

sugar.

Art produces carbonic acid from sugar (C

thus :

—

H ),

spherical particles, so small as to have the appearance furnishes any valid objection to the general pnncp c

K e • i i xj 4.~ u„ ««jA«, ft ,i ±i.«* +v»« EnKofan«oa Whinh find their way into tne
to be endowed
all the actions

therefore deno-

as
t. Geumlxal

__ grains,

with vitality, and to be the seat of

which occur in the living plant. He
minates these particles collectively

Matter."
The granules are inclosed within a membrane,

transparent, firm, permanent in its properties, and per-

meable to fluids, but destitute itself of vitality, although

being derived from <j tinal matter, it must once have

it. He distinguishes it therefore by the

"Formed 1M iter." It encloses, not only the

granules already noticed as possessing life, but also

many secondary deposits which are destitute of it,

such as starch, wax. chlorophyll, &c.

Now, as these cells, much they vary in form and

dimensions, as may be seen in the works of Mohl and

others, all have a tendency or approach to a spheroidal

figure, bulging out about the centre, and contracting

that the substances which find their way into the

spongioles of the roots are for the most part crystal-

lisable salts, whilst the existence of such bodies m a

soluble form, as shown by Graham, removes in great

measure the difficulty which before presented itself, as

to the manner in which they were able to become in-

corporated in the vegetable organism.

Let us now endeavour to apply these principles to

the explanation of certain other phenomena of vege-

tation.
. .

We have accounted for the admission of nutritious

matter from without, namely into the rootr-cells by

endosmose, and into the intercellular spaces by capil-

Sugar with NO c

the action (being violent)

produces
6 of Oxalic acid

and
12 of water

Being slow
li of Sugar
produce

3 of hydrated Tartaric acid

and
C of water

viz.

6 Hydrated Oxalic acid

1 Sugar

3 Hydrated Tartaric acid

12 ^16

by adding
of

O

18

0,« II 12

= C.4 24 H 24

Cox (-)•»« 1-124 38 IS

0« H

IS

Co* 0*a H 21

C/ jo O 2*

Cjo O )2

Ga* 30 Hj 8

n
H

s
12

There is also this curious relation between the

bodies we have been considering, namely, that their

respective diffusibility seems to bear an inverse pro-

portion to the abstraction of oxygen, or that they

pass gradually from the condition of a crystalloid to

that of a colloid, as the oxygen is eliminated.

Thus acids arc more diffusible than sugar—sugar

than gum—gum than the oils.

It would also seem as if the colloid bodies of vege-

table origin, produced during the processes that take

placo in the plant are capable of existing in two iso-

meric condition?, just as silica, alumina, and peroxide
^ _m- ^ * -a m ^ J"1 i • j _ - *

CUUUDlUUOt;, auu *uvvr m«- JiA «v-*«w..—~- ~r—. -j -- r menu UUUUIWUUP, juou no e*i*w«., —»—«*»«., .— r— -—

larity ; and have pointed out the manner in which the
f ir011j colloid bodies derived from the mineral king-

sap is propelled upwards into the leaves with greater - ., -• *-• * -~ : :~ ™*^

or lesser rapidity by atmospheric pressure, in propor-

tion to the evaporation which takes place from the

at the extremities, it is evident, tnat tney rnusi leave
j surface, and the partial vacuum thereby occasioned.

void spaces between them, which will be filled by
j

j>ut tbjg exhalation of moisture is accompanied by
capillary attraction with the fluid present in the soil

ofctier changes more decidedly chemical.

with which their roots are in contact. This fluid
j

Through some mysterious agency, which, if not

consists of water, not perfectly pure, but containing T jta^ js a£ ieast only manifested where vitality exists,

minute quantities of certain saline ingredients. These,
|
pi^ts under the influence of solar light are capable of

however, as we have seen, possess a diffusibility exceed-
1 genarature oxygen from carbonic acid, and thus of acting £nce& bv the elimination of oxygen rrom caroomc acra

ilkalie*

^^ ^ ^u w hydro

turgid by endosmose from the matter introduced

and the latter, owing to its great diffusibility, will pas:

freely from cell to cell.

Those, however, which occupy the superficial por wuum comuuouwix „ w„w».~~~, — -

—

tions of the plant, and especially the leaves, will
of carbonic acid previously due only to respiration,

impart to the atmosphere a portion of their aqueous - - -• -.— _.: u^ -i.;*i. ~>*

cane sugar ; and differs from starch only in the pre-

sence of 1 atom of water. Each of the essential oils,

too, appear to have a species of camphor or solid body,

called a stearoptcn, associated with itself, differing from

it only in the presence of one or more atoms of

water.

And as "the substances above mentioned are pro-

been in continual operation ever since animal me com- i may origmate
menced, and which have obtained a still more extended carbons for one or more of the atoms of hydrogen

sphere of action, since Man came into being, and con- present in ammonia.

tributed, by the various processes due to his agency, in The anaiogy which these natural productions bear

which combustion is concerned, to swell the amount *-*-—* i— «nM«—

-

contents, in proportion to the temperature to which

they are exposed, and hence a partial vacuum will be

occasioned in them, which will be directly supplied

by the fluids existing in the lower and more deeply

seated cells. Liebig has illustrated this by a simple

and elegant apparatus, consisting of a bent tube

filled with water, and closed at both ends with

bladder, having its longer limb in contact with brine.

The brine passes through the membrane by endosmose,

to supply the vacuum caused by the evaporation of

water from the extremity of the upper limb. The

feet may be rendered obvious to the eye by colouring

the brine blue, by which its ascent will be rendered

apparent
Thus, even upon physical principles a rise of fluid

would take place in a structure corresponding to that of

a plant, even though it were destitute of vitality : but

the rapid rise of the sap at thecommencement of spring,

and under the direct influence of light, seems to

require some further explanation. May we not con-

clude, that at such times the exhalation of moisture

from the leaves is due in part to some vital prccess

stimulated by the action of light 1

But the counteracting process by -which carbon

becomes fixed and oxygen eliminated, is not quite so

simple a3 was at first apprehended.

Before the whple of the oxygen is set at liberty,

various intermediate products are formed within the

cells of the plant, all containing less oxygen than is

present in the original carbonic acid, but constituting

together a number of intermediate links connecting

the composition of the original raw material (so to

speak") with the resins and oils, in which latter the

oxygen is entirely dissipated, and hydrogen has taken

its place.

to the compounds made known to us by Professor

Hofmann in his remarkable papers on the Organic

Bases (Ph. Tr. 1850). seems to lend colour to this sup-

Thus, according to the distinguished chemist just

mentioned, as ammonia consists of

and as we obtain an amide by tibe substitution of an

atom of some hydrocarbon for one of its atoms of

hydrogen, as in the instance of oxamide | |

Thus in Carbonic acid
Oxalic „
Tartaric ,,

Grape sugar
Starch
Butyric acid

Oil of Anise
Camphor

>
>»

»»

»»

Cl<
100
1<

100
100
100
1

100

O 200 are present
150
125
100
88
50-

25

Ha

**
till

so likewise we get tne curious body obtained

coal-tar, now so much used in dyeing, called aniline

by the substitution of the base phenamme for on<

atom of hydrogen. Tir

So tha t the processes which take place in the vege-

table organism follow just the opposite course to that

which prevails in the world of inorganic matter
;
for

whilst in the former we recognise a power of reduc-
- « 3 1 ^m jJ *-v m**x »w ^* r\ *"i

Just as in the animal, heat, by stimulating the
I
tion operating, by which carbon is gradually ^eP™^

•--•—*
-essels. renders more profuse the cutaneous of the whole of its oxygen, which is in its turn repiacea

by hydrogen ; we reverse the -*- in fhG flrt8 «
T>erspiration, and thereby increases the evaporation

from the surface of the body ; so light, by exciting the

vital pores of the superficial cells, may be supposed to

cause a more abundant emission of moisture from
the stomata, than would take place from the surface of

a dead membrane.
Hence at these times a greater degree of rarefaction

will occur within the superficial cells, and a more
rapid rise of fluid to supply the vacuum occasioned
will consequently ensue.

-As these Lectures ought to have an agricultural

is equivalent to Cl4HfN, which repBesents the

sition of aniline. e ^^^^ rtr

In like manner by the replacement of two atoma of

hydrogen, by an atom of each of two compound

radicles, as below,

H
<• H.. O- = tifthejl,

the three

order in the arts

life, in converting starch into sugar, sugar into ««anc

and oxalic acids, and by combustion any one or tne

above products into the carbonic acid, wnicn consti-

tutes the last link in the chain.
,

.

Liebig has also pointed out a curious relation

between the tartaric and oxalic adds, by showing that

the composition of the former is exactly intermediate
_

between that of the latter body and of the sugar from ^ ^ m^ sulpho-pbenammc.

which they both originate, a rapid process ot oxygena- ^ ghow^^ atol5ne bodies may thus be

tion converting sugar into oxalic, and a slower one into *
[artificially by the substitution of hnaflm

tartaric acid : whilst 6 atoms of hydrated oxalic acia p™ k

we set an MM. e „

And lastly, by the replacement of all

of^ms. we cet a nitriU, thus—

C l4 H Oa Benzoyl.

Cit H 5 O, Ditto
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organic radicals, or compounds of radicals, for the hydro-
gen atoms present in ammonia, we are led to suspect,

that the natural vegetable alkaloids, into which nitro-

gen enters as an essential ingredient, have been formed
in a similar manner ; although the hydrocarbons which
we assume to enter into their composition are not
yet ascertained to have a real existence, and although
we are in many instances obliged to assume, that one
atom of each of them has the power of replacing,

not one only, but two, and even three atoms of

hydrogen.

^
In representing according to this view the compo-

sition of a few of the best known of these alkaloids,
the number of atoms of H (when more than one) which
the body substituted has replaced, is indicated by a
corresponding number of marks annexed.

This will be seen by the following Table.

Conia, the alkaloid contained in Hemlock, having
the composition of C16 HI5 N, may be represented
thus,

—

(
HiN { C8 H7

(C8 H 7

duced, for no sensible indications of acidity present

themselves in ordinary leaves when fresh gathered.

Now this I apprehend to arise from the immediate

separation of the acid from the chlorophyll by exos-

mose, for acids in general belonging to the class of crys-

talloids, and chlorophyll, or rather the starchy and

waxy matter which accompany it, to that of colloids,

the former will pass readily from cell to cell, whilst

the latter remains behind.

Nicotine, the poisonous principle of the tobacco,
consisting of C 10H7 N, may be a nitrile, in which the
three atoms of hydrogen are disengaged owing to the
substitution of the tribasic radical C10H 7

"'.

Quinine, the medicinal principle present in Peruvian
bark, seems less easily reducible to this formula, as its
composition is

C;4o H 2i 4 N 2 +6Aq.
It is however conceived that its constitution may be

represented thus

:

X J C 20 H 12 O
///

"{-
Quinine.

^20 H ia O ttt

Two atoms of ammonia having their hydrogen atoms
replaced by the organic compound thus represented.

Morphia, the narcotic principle in opium, may be
also regarded as a nitrile, its composition beingr tt am. 2 Aq#j and its formula>

r »C3AAN

Qi* H 19 6 '"+2Aq.

^wF* tt!

1 t(

L
bG

™i
narked tbafc tnese various bodies,

wkh til^ be
""?, °r alkaUne

'
are nofc ^tfed onewith the other m the vegetable fibre, but are eachcontained m its own appropriate receptacle.

RfnrM
U8

f

m
i r ?

0t!^ WG find tUe cells containing
starch to be distinct from those in which the otherjuices are deposited.
The latter^being acrid and unwholesome would other-wise render the Potato unfit for food, and hence it Is,that if by frost the vessels become ruptured, the Potatobecomes good for nothing, in consequence of the inter-mixture of the acrid juices with the nutritious starch

?In!H6 maDner the narcotic P^iple in thePoppy, the tome one in the Cinchona tribe the purr/a

ceils, situated in particular parts of thp vLlki„
which affords them.

in

so

Even if we reject this view of the coloration of the

leaf by means of an acid, we shall not be the less

obliged to admit, that in its cells acids are produced

which are immediately got rid of by exosmose.

Thus in direct proximity to the sepals, which are

usually green, and partake in the same functions

which are discharged by the leaves, we find the

variously coloured petals of the flower, which often,

although not always, derive their characteristic tints

from the acid or alkaline juices which they receive
from the neighbouring parts.

They probably combine in the cells of the flower
with other principles which impart to them a colloid
condition, but their expulsion from the leaf itself must
be due to the diffusibility which they possessed at the
time when they were first elaborated, and had not yet
lost that property by combination with other matters.
For it is to be remarked, that the juices which exist in
the state of greatest purity in the plant cells, are those
which from their colloid nature are least diffusible.

In the starch-cells>f the Potato all the other mat-
ters secreted by the plant seem to have been separated
by dialysis through the walls of the containing mem-
brane ; the same is also the case with the turpentine
vessels in the Fir; and the oil in the seeds of the
Poppy has become by this process so freed from the
narcotic principle which exists in its capsules, as to be
considered perfectly innocuous.

So little diffusible indeed is the colloid matter which
constitutes the leaf, that we often observe white, gray,
or yellow spots interspersed through the green matter,
not blending with, but standing perfectly distinct from,
the general mass.
We may thus understand, why it is, that those juices

which are present in plants most commonly and in
the largest quantity, belong in general to the class of
colloids.

The oxalic, the tartaric, the malic, and other vegetable
acids which exist in plants are indeed crystalloids, and
therefore permeate membrane freely, but they are
only temporary constituents, or steps in the series of
changes which are intended to convert carbonic acid
into sugar and starch, and they are consequently got
rid of, either by exosmose, or else by some chemical
process by which they are converted into glucose or
fruit sugar.

This latter belongs to the class of colloids, and is
only slowly diffusible. Hence it remains permanently
in the cells in which it has been produced, until per-
haps by a further separation of oxygen from it, it is
converted into pectine or into gum.

Pectine is the principle which imparts to the juices
of many succulent fruits their tendency to gelatinise
Gum, although for the purposes of the arts princi-

pally derived from certain species of Acacia, is foundm the juices of most plants.
Both being colloids, are retained within the cellsm which they are generated ; but it is probable that

colloids" for MRi

[Decembeb
:,

by simply submitting them~to~preKu
re

paper, which becomes reddened in cense
^

Now, acids, as wc have seen, are i"l

quen*
diffusible, and therefore pass through tu

geQe*
the cells with the greatest facility.

**n^

I have thus endeavoured, by avaihV nw
researches of Graham and Liebig, to ei )•
physical principles some of theTeadine
which present themselves in the vegetable V «fBut having pointed out certain applicaW^
laws laid down by the former distinguiahJ[JM
which struck me on the perusal of his memoir rS
not to omit to lay before you the remarks 'Mhas himself made, as to certain circumstana^*
as he believes, eminently fit

' ^^
purposes of life.

" One characteristic quality belonging to iW •J
mutability. Their existence is a confer '^l
stasis. A colloid may be compared in Hkm!^
water while existing liquid at a temperakrsy!?*
usual freezing point, or to a supersaturato^
solution. ^
"Fluid colloids appear to have always i

modification, or, in other words, a capacity to eat
a gelatinous state, and they often pass under

slightest influences from the first to the second

tion. The solution of hydrated silicic
:

instance, is easily obtained in a state of pi

cannot be preserved. It may remain fluid for i
weeks in a sealed tube, but is sure to gelation

become insoluble at last. Nor does the change rf

colloid appear to stop at this point. For the na

forms of silicic acid deposited from water, such*

are often found to have passed, during the gi„.

ages of their existence, from the vitreous or coil

into the crystalline condition.

"The colloidal is, in fact, a dynamical tfr

matter ; the crystalloidal being the statical conda.

The colloid possesses energia. It may be looked

u

as the probable primary source of the forces appec

in the phenomena of vitality.

" To the gradual manner in which colloidal

take place (for they always demandtime as an eli

may the characteristic protraction of chei
'

changes be referred."

Thus far then, Mr. Graham himself has aided mi

my attempt to apply his principles of " Liquid Mi

sion " to the facts of Physiology, but even with tkiv

light which these discoveries appear to have sh-.

the processes of vegetation, I do not pretend ikif

the phenomena which it presents, can hereto*"*

chemical or physical forces.

Some of these excepted cases will fornk**!

of my next Lecture, in which allusion wi)lte«k*

facts which appear at present only to admit otop

nation by calling in the aid of the vital principle
;

^

circulation

organs

bonic oxide.

Starch beinj?

4C0 = C12 H 10 10

iwfIV * ?ma.

rkaW« that the cells of the leaveswinch those chemical reactions, which Kive h rth t„'great a variety of products, would sw>m tn n~-- i~ tK» ~fi"

_
ii""

v — e—™«««
,
um jus proDaoie mat

are eiledwth a material equXLtTtat.nf^r^'f- fj "re converted into starch, from which
alkaline properties, and effiS^f a wax/nTture ^----^^ * the additkm °f 4 atoms of™
composed goes by the nanteff^tphyl TutZ

cidIp hp»« k7 * ,?
Qlffused

>
bo this colouring prin-

mauorZZ i?
a 8maU Pr°P<«ion to the waxy or fattv

£? IL^LW"*- «!? staple of the leaf. "**

certain extent at least, due to endosmose, w*W
capillarity, and by atmospheric pressure,^?™*
compounds secreted from this common fluid

indifieg

parts of the organism are maintained in

J
state of isolation by physical laws, connectedly

their own respective constitution, and by then*

of the membrane of which the walls of theconw*

We obtain Pectine =
4

vessels are composed.

H in O10 '-'SO

ether.

Whilst gum is even still more closely allied, as may
be seen below :

J

Gum
Starch

Difference

C 12 H n O,
^12 "in <-> l

H , O or 1 atom of
water.

en suspended

lumiM, and afterwards ^dissolving it in

i*ow as etiolated leaves, as well as *h™* „vi.i.

a blue principle through a similar agenc^' AndTttol

roatter of rt.? °l
°F 8Ummer> the blue colouringmatter of the leaf becomes diminished in quantitv attto^se Umes, and the yellow predominates. *" 7

All these principles, however, require a certainalthough an infinitesimal quantity of particularSS
Ph^;. ^

ad
?Vthem/°r the P»T»«« "f "'« PlantPhosphate of lime for instance, is essential to theex.stence of the seed, in which it exists, either combined wih or mtimately diffused through/the substance

mate•p£5T
I 8tarCh

'

Whl°h "" iU PriD^al P«*
The same is the case with the alkalies eartha .„,!

metals, which are detected in every ash anaS'
These being crystalloids, easily enter the membraneof the cells and pass by endosmose from one to the

other. In their passage a portion of each is arrestedowing probably to some chemical action exerted bythe colloid body present m. the cells, but the greaterpart is eliminated by diffusion. °

At length what is in excess after supphine thedemands of the system, finds its way to thj urfaCe
iae jeiiow predominates Henop th» \*hl~ \ 7 J i-\ A'* wguvuolubr iue spongiolee

Tanous brown and yellow tints of the L\»l« a \
he T00tB

>
from wh,ch they are excreted, afford inir M

fall of the yea/ "^ °f the folia^e dunn^ I conceive, a beautiful example of the auboSiSS ?t
-out although the bluenpp^ nf fKo «i,i i_ « ,

physical laws to the economy of the ve£retihl« WOQ f,„«
caused by thf presence^S ti acid ^T^l m*jhe U m** be remarked tha* theWb?^

Home Correspondence*
Drainage Outfa??s.—As Mr. Brodie's objecting

ring to the powers of the West ofEngland LaoaW

Company, besides advertising that company, ma-^

advance the cause of truth, he will be doing cons-

able service by stating in what particulars the
p£

of his company are different from those of we

companies;* and 2dly how he avoids the require"*

of the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act in cases wj

the owner of the adjoining land is a tena
f '%

and 3dly how he avoids the expenses, delay*

doubtful verdicts of juries in cases where eiiw

owner or the lessee of the adjoining land d^
en^

desired easement ? I have no doubt that Mr. d.
company, and all the companies, have often »JH
the permission of adjoining proprietors to the per:

of their works by the carrying of certain drain
s

t

u

their lands; but this does not prove that ifm*^w
prietors said "No," that in a simple case of an |
drain outfall they could enforce their P

^ 1

"

3

.^A
face of opposition, at a cost commensurate w ^
simple benefit sought. I see bv the papers i '

Hobbs stated that the Inclosure
Commissioner ^

pared a Bill tor securing these minor «d*?ntaSLrf
public generally. Perhaps they thought a

from Mr. Brodie as to the nature of his c r^
;

power, or that the companies ought no
t

t ^
monopoly ! Under any circumstances let us

j
facts. A Header. Mrk*'*

Coprolites.—The experiments detailed d)'!^
Kensington, F.C.S., in the Agricultural Or** -^
23d November, 1861, confirm many ol

™*Jfrfi*
propounded in the paper which led Mr. **• J^
carry out those experiments. It may be we

j ft*

the reader that in the Number ot this ^
May 11,1861, reference was made to an e.^ jt

conducted on the school farm, Glasnevm,
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I that finely ground coprohtea acted bene-

iallv on the Turnip crop. This experiment was

Ltituted not under the belief that ground coprolites

would equal or exceed in efficacy dissolved coprolites,

Hut for the purpose of testing an opinion pretty

Zierallv entertained as to the non-manuna value

5«ound coprolites. In introducing the Glasnevin

!«Snnent to the notice of the public it was

Served in the Agricultural Gazette:-" 'The notion

Enretty generally entertained that ground copro-

lites exercise little or no fertilising influence on

the Brain crop to which they may be applied, the

Opposition being that their phosphates are so locked

an as not to be available for nourish 111- Ibe crop. It

hL occurred to Mr. Baldwin of Glasnevin, that it was by

no means impossible that when coprolites are finely

ground, and evenly distributed over the land their

Shospbates might be dissolved by rain water which is

charged with carbonic acid. The (Glasnevin) experi-

ment seems to tblish that under certain circum-

stances, the insoluble phosphate of coprolites can be

dlsted by plants. Whether the result would prove

as satisfactory on all soils as on the Glasnevin trial

field and in all seasons as in 1851), may however be

well' doubted." That Mr. Kensington's experiment

mnfirms the main fact* elicited at Glasnevin is clearly

2d on examining his table. Thus Plot 3, un-

nured, g I of Swedes, 18 tons per statute acre;

plot ° manured with 5 cwt. of ground coprolites,

) tons per statute acre. In other words 5 cwt.

~,f coprolites ground to an impalpable powder

increased the produce by 2 tons per statute
^

acre.

These two experiments seem to establish a fact m the

science of manuring; for there can scarcely remain any

doubt that tinely ground coprolites exercise a beneficial

effect on the growth of Turnips. The practical value of

the scientific facts thus established is the point that

now remains for elucidation. Mr. Kensington assures

m that he will follow up the subject. We can promise

him fellow labourers. And if he and others would

interchange ideas on the question so as to lay down a

uniform plan of action, the true manurial value of

eround coprolites might in a few seasons be ascertained.

In the present state of our knowledge it would be

unsafe to offer any opinion on the subject. But even

Mr Kensington's experiment appears to us to afford

jrround for hoping that " under certain circumstances "

ground coprolites may rival well made superphosphate.

Plot 2 manured with finely ground coprolites, produced

of Swedes 20 tons per acre. Plot 5, manured with

superphosphate (about the same money's worth), 22

tons 6 cwt. But Mr. Kensington informs us that the

number of plants in the latter exceeded those^ in the

former in the ratio of 58 to 54-. Now supposing the

number of plants on both plots the same, and suppose

further (what is most probable) that the increase in the

number of plants on Plot 2 would not interfere with the

weight of each bulb, then the produce by the finely

ground coprolites would have been 21 tons 10 cwt. We
know not if the experiment appeared to Mr. Kensington

in this light. We have no desire to put any construction

on the experiment which it does not fairly bear.

Whether it does bear this construction no person but

Mr. Kensington can say, as it depends on the circum-

stance or circumstances whence arose the ratio between

the numbers of plants in the plots. T. B. O.

Steam Cultivation.—Mr. Thomas Lyon, Thurlow, in

his letter published in your last week's paper, would make

us believe that it is a great improvement in steam

culture to connect the windlass direct from the engine

with a coupling joint in the place of strap gearing,

which said to be improvement he places to the credit

of Howard. Now, as this is incorrect and a repetition,

the Times having started it first at Leeds, I think it

nothing but iustice to myself to set the public right

upon the point. Now, the fact is, some ofmy customers

have used this direct coupling for years, long before

Howard brought his drop drum and cultivator out, and

it is the identical mode of connection that I showed in

my patent dated April 22, 1855. Howard's tackle is all

mine except the drop drum grinding itself away round

a costly eccentric and cultivator. The direct coupling

may appear to have its advantage, but practice proves

to me that there is nothing so good as a good heavy

strap to drive with. William Smith, WooUton, D ec. 2.

A Protest against Steam Cultivation.—-From the

30th July began harvest, consisting of 6 acres of Peas,

160 acres of Wheat, 18 acres of Oats, 100 acres of

Beans; ploughed 691 acres of land, and carted 200

loads of lime (to the barns or yards and not on to fields

near) and earth, and 660 loads of dung.—Two days'

cleaning out dung from yard and carting in stones and

chalk, carting three loads of lime, fetching furniture of

four horse-keepers, and coals for same and house, taking

corn to wharf and fetching horse corn back, besid. s

lobbing—Number of horses kept, 21—light Suffolk

horses, all my own breed with the exception of three,

(one bought in 1851 for 12/., another 16/., and the other

in 1852, 10/.)—Land heavy, not drained : ^
and out

of 272 acres ploughed since harvest, only 215 fallowed

for 19 years. Have grown 2113 acres of Wheat in

19 years, and have 32 acres of Turnips and Mange's.

The Wheat straw is nearly all sold off the farm. Com-

menced November 7th, finished November 28th the

work of drilling. 193 acres with Wheat, harrowed,

water furrowed, with the exception of 22 acres—on

account of want of rain. From a known Correspondent.

The Steam Plough.—In your article of the week

before lust or. im cultivation you allude to " recitals

of failures, losses, and disasters" which have been com-

municated to you by persons who have embarked in

steam cultivation. One of font Correspondents writes:

" I have an exact account kept of the work done each

day and the quantity of coals consumed, but it is so

unsatisfactory that 1* do not like to refer to it. Since L

have been the unfortunate possessor of one ot these

implements it appears to me that 1 have been trying a

series of experiments for the benefit of the maker.

Before I had the engine I was always in advance with

ray work, since then I am always behind. As no

maker's name is given, your readers may infer that the

"failures, losses, and disasters" have occurred with

some of the apparatus we have made, particularly as we

have sent out a larger number of sets than any other

makers. Having lately communicated directly with

every person who has purchased our apparatus, we are

enabled to say positively that no such « failures, losses,

or disasters" have happened with any of the apparatus

we have supplied. On the contrary, from nearly every

purchaser, we have received the most gratifying

accounts of the success they have met with. James and

Frederick Howard Britannia Iron Works, Bedford.
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Monthly Council, Wednesday, Dec. 4.—Present

:

Colonel Challoner, Trustee, in the chair ; Lord Fever-

sham, Hon. W. G. Cavendish, M.P.; Hon. Colonel

Hood, Mr. Amos, Mr. T. Raymond Barker, Mr. Bar-

throp, Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Exall, Mr. Frere,

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Harcourt, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

Mr. Holland, M.P.; Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Mr. Hudson,

Mr. Hutton, Mr. Jonas, Mr. Lawes, Mr. Lawrence, Mr.

Milward, Mr. Pain, Mr. C. Randell, Mr. Rigden, Pro-

fessor Simonds, Mr. Thompson, M.P.; Mr. Torr,

Professor Voelcker, Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr. Wells, and

Mr. Burch Western.

The following Members were elected :—
John Hockenhull, Royals Wood, Aston, Nantwich

Edward Alexander, Leominster

James Within^ton, Rose Dale, Tenbury

Sir George Chetwynd, Bart., Grendon Hall, Atherstone

Lieut-Col. Bathurst, MP, Clarendon Park, Salisbury

Major-Gcncral Sir Travell Phillips, C. B. S., United Service

Club, S.W.
.

Stephen Duke, Blakehurst, Arundel

Wm. Anthony Bowler, 9. Whitehall Place, S.W.

Charles D. Beauchamp, 9, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Jonathan Richardson, Glenmore, Lisburne, Co. Antrim

E. G. Hodgson, Charsfield, Wickham Market

E. Hunt Davies, Hampton Bishop, Hereford

Sir George Jenkinson, Bart., Eastwood, Berkeley

Henry H. Gibbs, St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park, N.W.
Henry Codd, Ashwarren Farm, Overton

Charles Andrews, Harewood, Ross.

T. Forrest Fisher, Ince Blundell, Liverpool

Wm. Lawson, Brayton Hall, Carlisle

James Gibb, Crown Villa, Southport „__-_>
J. Lovegrove Waldron, Marridge Hill, Ramsbury, Hungerford

E. W. Johnson, Chichester

J. Hesletine Smith, Perrotfs Brook, Cirencester

George Bond, Earl-Soham, Wickham Market

Henry Hall Dixon, 10, St. George's Terrace, Kensington, W.

T. Powell Symonds, Jun„ Pengethley, Ross

The Righl Hon. the Earl of Powis was unanimously

elected a Trustee of the Society in the room of the late

Right Hon. Sir James Graham, Bart., deceased.

FINANCES.—The Hon. Col. Hood, Chairman of this

Committee presented the report, from which it appeared

that the Secretary's receipts during the past month

had been examined by the committee and by Messrs.

Quilter, Ball, k Co., the Society's accountants, and

were found correct. The balance in the hands of the

bankers on the 30th Nov. was 2785Z. 19*. 2d.

Journal.—The report of this Committee was pre-

sented by Mr. Thompson, M.P., the Chairman. They

had not been able to furnish the members of the Society

with copies of the Judges' reports of the Trials of

Implements at Leeds in consequence of the Reports of

the Judges of Steam Cultivators, and of the Miscel-

laneous implements, not having been yet received.

Professor Simonds has again stated his inability from

illness and domestic affliction to complete his paper on

Rot in Sheep.

Lite Stock Phizes.—A Schedule of Prizes for

Scottish Stock, amounting to 557J. offered by the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland for

competition at the show in Battersea Park, was brought

forward by Mr. Milward, chairman of the committee,

and cordially accepted.

Foreign Stock.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs presented the

report, recommending that prizes in medals to the

amount of 750Z. be offered by the Society for various

descriptions of Stock of Foreign breeds. He related

the interviews which he had had with Mons. Mornay

de Mornay, the Inspector of the Imperial farms, and

with General Fleury, Governor of the Imperial stud,

who had informed him that the French Minister of

Agriculture would heartily co-operate with the Society,

to whom he expressed himself grateful for having con-

ceived the idea of an International Exhibition of Stock.

The report was adopted, and the Secretary was in-

structed to place himself in communication through

the Foreign Office with the Foreign Ministers and

Consuls who could give the necessary publicity to the

Society's Priw Sheets.

The annual Reports of all the Standing Committees

were presented by the respective Chairmen.

The Standing "Committees for 1862; viz. -.—Finance

Committee, Journal Committee, Chemical Committee,

House Committee, Implement Committee, Veterinary

Committee, Stock Prizes' Committee, London Show

Committee, were appointed, and it was resolved that

the Journal Committee should select from the papers

or communications sent in to the Society those which

it is desirable to read at length at the Weekly Councils.

Mr. Holland, M.P., having brought forward his

motion that Inspectors of Sheep be appointed to

examine the animals on their admission into the

Showyard, with instructions to reject all sheep that

have not been fairly and entirely close shorn, for

reconsideration, it was negatived by a large majority.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs' motion that the grant to the

Royal Veterinary College be discontinued was not

carried, an amendment having been moved by the Hon.

Col. Hood, and carried unanimously, that no further

grant shall be made until a Special Committee shall

have conferred with the Governors of the Royal

Veterinary College, and reported to this Council on the

subject generally.
' Mr. Torr having moved "That Members of the

Society shall be admitted to the Showyard" on the

Wednesday on which the Judges are in the yard, the

motion was seconded by Mr. Milward and carried

unanimously.

The Bye Law 69, requiring "That the Special Council

for settling the Prize-sheets for the Country Meeting

be held on the Thursday in the Smith field Club Show
week," was altered on the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

seconded by Mr. Ton?, and the Wednesday in that week

substituted.

The further consideration of Mr. Fisber Hobbs'

motion that Special Prizes be ofTered for Steam Cultiva-

tors at the Society's Exhibition in 1862 was deferred.

The Council having fixed the hour of the General

Meeting of the Society for 1 o'clock on Wednesday

next, the 11th inst., adjourned to 3 p.m. on Monday, the

9th inst.

MIDLAND COUNTIES ASSOCIATION :—BIRMINGHAM,

The annual exhibition of poultry, fat cattle, sheep

and swine, and roots—this year supplemented by a very

interesting collection of agricultural implements, took

place on Monday last and several following days, at

Bingley Hall, Birmingham ; and attracted the usual

crowds of spectators, for which such ample room is

afforded in the large square there covered in.

The classes of Hereford cattle were not well filled

;

those of Short-horns were unusually well represented

;

i few Devons, one or two Long-horns, and a fair number

of Welsh and Scotch cattle made up the cattle show.

Certainly it must have struck spectators generally that

the Midland Counties do not send to the exhibition of

their own Association anything like an adequate re

presentation of their own particular breeds of stock.

Implements.—Colonel Challoner, Chairman of this Herefordshire and Shropshire are two of the counties

committee, announced that they recommended that there

be an exhibition of Implements next year in Battersea

Park, but that there be no trials, consequently the

prizes for Implements comprised in the last year of the

Quadrennial system will be postponed until 1863. The

exhibition of Implements would commence on Monday,

June 23, and close on Wednesday, July 2. The cer-

tificates of entry of Implements and also the specifica-

tions of the same to be delivered in to the Society s

thus included, but the Hereford herd of cattle "at

home " in those two counties are not fairly illustrated

certainly in respect cf number, and even in respect of

quality they do not come up to the standard of

previous years. On leaving the Hereford classes,

exhibiting great variety of size and quality, and

reaching the Short-horn oxen, one immediately felt that

though going from uniformity of colour to variety of

colour, yet the animals before him exhibited greater

5i;Vl27k:no7er
V

iq;;re;oy'the
last day of March I un^rmitv of'substance and quality than those he had

Instead of each exhibitor being allowed, as heretofore; just passed by.

whatever space he chooses to pay for, they recommended

that a committee bo appointed to consider the demands

as soon as lodged with the Secretary, and to determine

what quality of shedding shall be allotted to each

exhibitor, and that they be empowered to reject any

articles which do not appear suitable for exhibition in

an agricultural show. Locomotive and traction engines

shall not be allowed to move about any portion ot the

show yard, except such space as the stewards may select

under their written authority. The rule of the Society I

Prize Sheet regulating the amount of pressure at

which steam engmes might be worked in the show

yard had been altered from 30 to 46 lbs. per square men.

This report was adopted.

The older Hereford oxen included 4 animals; the first,

receiving the first prize in the class, was exhibited by

Mr Heath, of Ludham Hall, Norwich. It was very

thickly covered with rather loose flesh, very deep in

front inferior in its hind quarters, drooping m the

line of its back towards the tail, not very square as you

looked at it from behind. It girthed 9 ft. 2 in. and was

5 ft. 7 in. long, and will probably yield between 124

and 130 imperial stones of beef.

The second prize went to No. 3, exhibited by Mr.

Aldvvorth, Frilford, Abingdon, truer
#

along the back

than No. 1, squarer behind, firmer in the fiesh, but

an altogether smaller animal, girthing 8 ft. 3 in.

and 5 ft. 4 in. long, and weighing probably about 100
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imperial stones. It was only one month younger than
its successful rival.

In the second class—Hereford Steers—the first prize

deservedly went to No. 7. Mr. R. Shirley, of Munslow,
Salop, who took the first prize two years ago with an
extraordinary Hereford Steer, has again been victorious

in a similar manner. The animal exhibited in 1859
was slaughtered when 2 years 6 months and 27 days
old, and weighed 87 st. 6 lbs. imperial. The Steer

exhibited this year is distinguished from its neighbours
by its remarkably straight back and symmetrical body,
very evenly covered with rather loose flesh. Two
straight lines parallel to one another, and about 20 inches

apart, as two rods tied together by strings of that
length, if laid along* the animal on either side of the
backbone, would almost everywhere touch its surface.

It girths 7 feet 11 inches, and 5 feet 2£ inches long, and
will yield probably 90 stones, probably exceeding its

predecessor. It is remarkably square, looking at it

from behind, and marvellously even and symmetrical
everywhere.
The second prize goes to Mr. Phillips, of Addington,

Berks, for a larger looking beast, because higher and
longer; less evenly symmetrical, the back drooping at
the tail, very thickly covered over the ribs with very
firm flesh ; not so full behind the shoulder, and rather
bare on the shoulder points. Nothing like so good as
No. 7 ; girthing 7 feet 8 inches, and 5 feet 3| inches
long, weighing probably 86 imperial stones.

The cows among Herefords were not a good class

:

they included 7 animals. The first prize goes to Mr.
Roberts, of Ivington, near Leominster, for a red roan
cow, very wide and thick of flesh, rather coarse
shouldered. The second prize goes to Lord Shrews-
bury. But two Hereford heifers are shown. Mr.
Taylor, of Thiwgehill Court, near Hereford, takes the
first prize with a very fine, true, large, heavy beast for

her age, which is but 3 years and 2 months.
The Short-horn Classes are fuller and more even in

the size and quality of the animals exhibited. The
first prize in Short-horn oxen goes to Lord Spencer for
a very fine white ox 3£ years old, girthing 8|feet 6 inches
and 5 feet 7 inches long, weighing probably 110 stones.
The second prize is also taken by Lord Spencer, with a
larger beast, but 15 months older, girthing 9 ft. 2 inches,
and 5 feet 10 inches long, weighing probably upwards
of 130 stones. This class is a remarkably fine one, and
graced by some fine specimens of the Short-horn breed.
Among tnem by a roan ox of great length and „ „_ L
fine symmetry, exhibited by Mr Baker, of Cottesmore ; Slv^^^
another tine deeper bodied animal, shown by Lord Ayles-
ford

; a highly commended red and white ox shown by
Mr. Hewer, of Sevenhampton, &c.
The class of younger oxen included one of the finest

animals of the Short-horn breed that was ever
seen. Mr. Taylor, of Sewerby Cottage, Bridlington,
exhibits a Short-horn ox, 2 years, 11 months, and 7 days
old, ofextraordinary quality and evenness—perfectly even
and level behind the shoulder—as straight as possible
vertically and horizontally—with a fine prominent
bosom—a long rectangle in elevation, and as nearly as
possible everywhere a circle in section. It receives the

Ardington, Berks ; age 2 years and 10 months. Commended,
Mr. Thomas Garrett, Compton Scorpion, Warwickshire ; age,

years and 2 months.
Class 3. Hereford Cows —10Z., Silver Cup, value 211., offered

by the Honourable Colonel Pennant, M.P., for the best Cow or

Heiler, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. Thomas Roberts,

Ivingtow, Leominster; aee 5 years and 4 months. 51., The
Right Hon. the Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot ; age 4 years

11 months. Commended: Mr. John Vaughan Ashwood,
Longdon Hall, Wellington ; age 7 years.

Class 4. Hereford Heifers.—1M., and Silver Medal as breeder,

Mr. William Taylor, Tbingehill Court, Hereford ; age, 3 years

and 2 months. 51, Mr. William Vaughan, Cholstrey, Leo-

minster ; age 3 years and 4 months.

Short-horns.
Class 5. Short-horn Oxen.—10f., and Silver Medal as breeder,

Earl Spencer, Althorp Park ; age, 8 years and G months.
5£., Earl Spencer; age 4 years and 9 months. Highly Com-
mended : Mr. Robert Swinnerton, Weddington, Nuneaton ;

age, 4 years and 1 month. Commended : Pickering Phipps,
Esq., Collingtree Grange, Northampton ; age, 4 years
and 1 week.

Class 6. Shorn-horn Steers.—10?., Extra Prize of 201. as the
best Short-horn, Society's Gold Medal for the best Ox or Steer,
and Silver Medal to the breeder : exhibitor, Mr. George Taylor,
Sewerby Cottage, Bridlington, Yorkshire; breeder, Mr.
Christopher Clark, Hunman by, Yorkshire ; age, 2 years,
11 months, and 7 days. 51., Mr. Samuel Wiley, Brandsby,
Yorkshire

; age 3 years, 2 months, and 1 week. Commended :

Edward Holland, Esq., M.P., Dumbleton Hall ; age, 2 years,
8 months, and 20 days; James Haughton Langston, Esq., M.P.,
Sarsden : age, 2 years and 4 months ; his Grace the Duke of
Beaufort ; age, 2 years, 8 months, 'and 2 week3 ; Mr. Henry
Sanders, Chapel Brampton, Northampton; age, 2 years,
9 months, and 2 we«ks.

Class 7. Short-horn Cows.—10Z., and Silver Medal to the
breeder, Mr. John Faulkner, Bretby Farm, Burton-on-Trent

;

age, 5 years and 10 months, bl., the Right Hon. Lord Viscount
Hill, Hawkestone, Shrewsbury ; age, years and 8 months.
Commended : the Right Hon. Lord Leigh ; age, 5 years and a
month ; Mr. John Armstrong, Palterton, Chesterfield ; age,
5 years and 5 months.

Class 8. Short-Horn Heifers.— 10/., and Silver Medal to the
breeder, Mr. William Shaw, Far Coton, Northampton ; age,
3 years, 8 months, and 1 week. 51., The Right Honourable the
Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, Highworth ; age, 3 years and
6 months.

Devons.
Class 9. Devon Oxen.—10?., and Silver Medal to the breeder,

The Right Honourable the Earl Howe, Gopsall Hall ; age, 3
years and 10 months. 5f., Mr. William Heath, Ludham Hall,
Norwich ; age, 3 years and 10 months.

Class 10. Devon Steers.—10Z., Extra Prize of 20?. as the best
Devon, and Silver Medal as breeder, His Royal Highness the
Prince Consort ; age, 2 years and 10 months. 51., His Royal
Highness the Prince Consort; age, 2 years and 8 months.
Commended : Mr. John Overman, Burnham Sutton, Burnham
Market ; age, 3 years, 2 months, and 2 weeks.
Class 11. Devon Cows.—10?., and Silver Medal as breeder,

His Royal Highness the Prince Consort ; age, 5 years and 1
months. 5?., Mr. William Heath, Ludham Hall ; age, 6 years
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South and Other Dowk <?,«.
Class 25 Fat Wethers, not exceeding $**•

tthe Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor, CowS011^^
the Duke of Richmond, Goodwood.

^ol6ah^', SI, Jj
Class 26. Fat Wethers, exceeding 22 w

34 months old-10?., with the Silver Cup \1 ** *
by Arthur Ryland. Esq., Mayor ofBirmV'^^lQi,
of Short-woolled Sheep, Extra Prize of TofSi & tb

<

breeder, the Right Hon. Lord Walsinsham 5^
Mr. John Overman, Burnham Sutton rS5^
Commended

: the Right Honourable Lord w?

^

Right Honourable the Earl of Radnor.
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Shropshire Sheep.
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Class 27. Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 m r ,

with Silver Cup, value 10?. 10s., offered bymS^*& Lowe, for the best pen of Shropshire Sheen SS
as breeder, William Orme Foster, Esq , M P *?•*
Stourbridge; 5?., Edward Holland, Esq 'm'p**

Class 28. Fat Wethers, exceeding 22 W .

34 months old.—10?., William Orme Foster *.
Mr. Henry Smith, Sutton Maddock, Shiffnall!

^
Cross bred Sheep.

Class 29. Fat Wethers, not exceeding *> mnntu ,.

with Silver Medal, as best pen of cross-bred Zif°H
Medal as breeder, Mr. John Overman, BurnCM?"
Mr. John Overman. "Mifflin;

Class 30. Older Fat Wethers.—fNo entry,
j

Classes for Ewes.
Class 31. Long-Woolled Ewes, of any ae-e -w v.

,

Lovel, Nafferton Grange, Driffield. Highll commi
Foljambe, Esq., Osberton Hall, Worksop; Mr wK*
Bibury, Fairford. Commended : Mr. Thomas w£T
ington. ™>

Class 32. Short-Woolled Ewes of any age-5L tb
Honourable Lord Walsingham ; age, 80 months (So
Highly commended : Pryce William Bowen. Eso 8hf»^
Castle, Salop (Full-mouthed—Shropshire). ^*

Class 12. Devon Heifers. -10?., and Silver Medal to the
breeder, Charles Hambro, Esq., Milton Abbey, Blandford;
age, 3 years and 8 months.

LoNO-HoRrs.
Class 13, Long-Horn Oxen.—rNo Entry.]
Class 14. Lone:-Horn Cows or Heifers. —10?., and Silver Medal

as breeder WT. Cox, Esq. ; age, 5 years and 5 months. 5?.,
J>lr. J. H. Burbcry, Kenilworth ; age, 7 years and 8 months.

Cross-bred Animals.
Class 15. Fat Oxen or Steers.—fNo merit.]
Class 10. Fat Cows.—10?., and' Silver Medal as breeder, Mr.Aaron Pike, Mitton, Tewkesbury

; age, 4 years and 7 months.
51. Mr. John Armstrong, Palterton, Chesterfield; age, 5 yearsand 2 months. *

Galloway cow. 'The latter received it, and the very age, ^earsJand 9^th
E
g

dra^ Herbert. Powiek, Worcester

;

diftcult point thus decided will come up for revision pro- gCOTCH Breedsbably at the Smithfield Show of the following week, Class IS. Scotch Oxen or Steers. -10?., and Silver Medal tounless indeed both of them be beaten by another com- .
e breede/> Mr. William McCombie, Tillyfour, Aberdeen ; age,

petitor. This ox girths 8 feet 11 inches and iq
* y,ear.

s f1* 8 mo*ths. 5?., His Grace the Duke of Beaufort
5 feet 8 inches lona-weicrhinc? »rW l 9A of™ Badminton

;
age, 4 ytars and 6 months. Commended : Mr

TL™ «l« %
signing at least 124 stones. Andrew Longmore, Rattie, Banffshire; age, 3 years andLaTge classes of very fine Short-horn cows and

i

4 m°nths.
heifers were exhibited; the awards of prizes will bp t
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Vn&vtrFan Coton-a red cow, has a fine and small head and Medal to the breeder : exhibitor, Mr. William McCombTeimmense oody, remarkably fine bosom and thick over :

TU1y?ur'
Aberdeen

; breeder, His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch
flank and rib and loin.

and Qaeensbury (Galloway)
; age, 4 years and 10 months.

The Devons are not well represented thp powq ™ <» <***.^ * Welsh Breeds.

oSo6

't &L£" '-I'
Thttt pri"e

e

D
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er^e«^
SaV^^r 1

?^ ?°We '
and ?irt^ 7 feet 8 inches, ^5 y?8 and 2 months' 5?.; Mr.^^B^ftand is aboat4 feet 11 long, weighing probably 78 stones. n^?1^ Lutterworth

; age, 4 year,, and S months.
Only six oxen and steers and six cows uid h«fe~ £

^s
n
1

-," ^xen or Steers.-[xVo entryj
represented the herd. ^ ^ heiteFS

m*mm*£TJJ^^.The Scotch Breeds, Galloways and Angus, are pretty ^^-•-35
;
^R^hT H^. & '&£*£?well represented, the former by a very fine Galloway

DuncombePark
'
v°*kahire ; age, e years and 6 month!

cow, four years and 10 months old, girthing 8 feet 7
and 5 feet 8 inches long, very straight, me and
symmetrical—not straight vertically in its outline
behind, nor so perfectly free from fault behind the
shoulder as 3fr. Taylor's Short-horn ox, but with very
fine bosom and splendid quality of flesh, so far as
handling enables us to judge.
Among the extra cows or heifers (Class 23), is a re-

markably thick, wide, heavy animal—a Short-horn cow
—exhibited by Lord Feversham.
The following are the awards in the Cattle classes—

the judges being: Mr. Barnett, of Stratton Park ; Mr.

Gra^ ound[1*
Mary% Kin88,and * *• Trethewy, of

PAT CATTLE.
Herefords.

br^r,jWSLJtaTiS ST Norwich
10

4?&??
A»°utha. 51 Hr. William Ald^r^MlbgADingdon .age, 4 years and 1 month. Commended • H. R H

b£^Jt*£?
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E^tra Prize of 2W. as the

MTm^ard sSrW^^^ Sttver Medal at breeder,

i^L«!X ey
" ^^tt. Munslow, Shrewsbury ; a«e« months, and 28 da™ w m~ t~„~_v ^L ,,7^'

,„
Th,Vbeep exhn>ite<* include TO pens of Leicester*

15 of Southdowns, 21 of Shropshire^ 6 cro« Sg
9 of long-woolled ewes, and 6 of short-woolled ewes
The prizes in both short and long-wools have been

given to quality rather than to weight. Mr. Foliambe's
Leicester wethers, and

: Lord Radnor's Southdowns
carrying the prizes from sheep of greater weight

and the Duke of Richmond are also successful in the
feoutndown classes.

Jhe Shropshire* attracted asj usual great numbers of
spectators and a very fire row of pens they were. Con-
siderable differences are to be seen in the charicter of
the sheep exhibited, though all of one breed—variations
especially in the fineness and closeness of the wool • not
however greater than can also be seen in the classes all
Leicester or the classes all Southdown.

LlXCKTERa.
Clag« 2 :. Fat Wethers under 22 months old.—101 -with theSilver Cup, value 10L 10s., offered by C. 13. Newdei\S F«wM.P.,forthe best pen of Lon*.woolled Sheen?Fv?K J'iSi'f

10t and Silver Medal as breeder, G.Tft&f"££
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PIGS.

There is a good show of fat and breeding a*
The long well-bred Berkshire, heavy white Yornfe

small white Suffolk and Cumberland are all wei i
trated. The first prizes and second prizes ia

»

two first classes go to H.R.H. the Prince Cor
and Mr. Morland, of Harwell, Berks, respectirelj. I

former small, white, almost sansage-like in tie*

stuffed shortish cylinder they exhibit—the latter*

rectangular, higher, wider, squarer over the sfait

and black and white, with comparatively littltaodi

hair. In the first class a pen of pigs, eiiaaW i

Mr. Crisp, of Butley Abbey, is disqualified « te
older than the stated age. We hope it mareksa

some day that the disqualification may be wamU
some case where there is absolutely uninfaesiir

recorded evidence of age with which to meetiM
instances have occurred within our knowtal'i^
our belief in the exhibitor is much stroKS^*
beliefin the animal itself as interpreted by tbertaaq

inspector. The latter, who has an extremely iasi*

office to perform, ought to let his decision beiaiW^
the fact that precocity is every day becoming nwe J*

cocious, so that marks indicative of 12 wfo tgei

not now indicate more than eight or nine. ^ e ®

bound to say that a disqualification by tne vcitessf

authority carries with it no absolute proof of*

inaccuracy which it alleges, and certainly can h«

ever prove dishonesty on the part of the exhibitor.

A very fine class of fat pigs over 15 BWifo

exhibited, and the breeding pigs> too, are a of

class, in which our best breeds are all shown i*£

fection. The following is the award of prizes **

sheep and swine class, the Judges being Mr. I*
Plymouth; Mr. Spearing, of Wallingiord, & J

Cnreton of Shrewsbury.

PAT PIGS. -
Class 33. Three Fat Pigs of one Utter, not «<**

months old.—10/., Silver Cup, for the best pen of «£*.
Silver Medal as breeder, his Royal Highness the w»
sort; It, George B. Morland, Esq., Chilton, HarweMJ*

Class 34. Three Fat Pigs of one litter, not eic«w

months old.—101, and Silver Medal as breeder^.
Highness the Prince Consort; 5/., George B. Koran*

Chilton, Harwell, Berks. . ^J
Class 35. Fat Pigs, exceeding 15 months old.—«->r*-j

Medal as breeder, Mr. George Mangles, GiyenoW

Yorkshire ; M., Mr. W. J. Sadler. Bentham. Cficklato

Commended B. Morland, Esq. ; W. B. Wijjp
Carhead, Cr> hills, Yorkshire : Mr. George Beale,r^
Lutterworrl,

; Mr. Edward Sheppird, Bonndwaff*
Devizee; Mr. Hemy Hicks, Kenilworth. ua» » f

Commended.

BREEDING PIGS.

_ ^ ^ Pigs of the Berkshire Bre»- ^Class 36. Five Pigs of one litter, exceeding **j,
exceeding 6 months old.~10?.

f
and Silver Cup, gi^

11^
Goodricke, Bart.,' Studley Castle,.{fgg> JMr. Joseph Smith, Henley-in-Arden. Highlv ^^0

Mr T. B. Wright* The Quarry House, Great B^J^j
and breeder, Mr. John Lowe, Whitmore House, BJJJ
Mr. William Cooper, Impsiey Farm, Hentoy^Sd: P
John Spencer, VUler's Hill, kenilworth. Comm***

John King Tombs, Langford, Lechlade.
• Pros of Other Large Breeds. ^^

Class 37. Five Pigs of one litter, exceeding > ^
exceeding C months old.—10i., and Silver Med* ^^
Mr. Andrew Guy, Eaton, Leicestershire; ok, » v '

mq., ' "arhead, Crosshills.
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Exhibitors are Messrs. Ransome of \\

rrerley, Maplebeck and Son, Cross

Ernies and Barford, Ashby of Stan

page k Co., «tc. Grain cleaners, reapi

paipers, Ac., are among the articles

Erd near the Dog Show, Messrs. Ransorae exhibited

Engines at work driving a shaft from which, by

jtrap, turnip cutters, cake and corn crushers,

chaff cutters, &c are worked. Within Bingley Hall

hev exhibit among other things Mr. Steam's models

[ mil pig troughs, Mr. Stearn himself being present to

eiplain tin We have more than once reported in

these columns his lecture on Pig management, and had

pleaamc of hearinghim at Bingley Hall explain his

extremely well oonti d and cheap pig sty and the

Bierits of his cellular pig trough.

Mr. CrosskiU's or ual Bell's reaper, once more

successful at the leadiug shows this year, and Mr.

ganiuelson's new self-acting sheaf delivering reaper, with

1 rotating arms, with the high reputation which it

las acl v«d during the last month of the harvest, w«se

both exhibited.

The Boots have this year attracted unusual atten-

tion, owing especially to the remarkable excellence of

the Swedish Turnips shown. Up till 1860 for several

Tears we had had dry hot summers, during which the

Turnip crop did not come to anything like a fair yield.

It was taken off by fly and grub, and the few roots that

escaped did not reach a fair size. Explanations founded

en alteration of constitution and faults of manuring

were accepted, and the obvious reason pointed

out by Mr. Spooner in the hot and droughty seasons

was not allowed. Now, however, that we have

had a summer with sufficient rainfall, we have good

crops of Swede and Turnip ; and magnificent specimens

in large numbers are seen at Bingley Hall.

Thirteen lots, each of 4 varieties of roots, competed

for the Ten Guinea Cup offered by Sir J. Ratcliff, and
a very fine exhibition they were. Messrs. Proctor's

Five Guinea Cup offered for Swedes and Mangel
Wnrzel brought out 33 competitors. The associ-

ation prizes for Swedes, Kohl Rabi, Long and
Globe Mangels, and Turnips, Cabbages, Carrots, and
Potatoes, brought out nearly 150 competitors. The
Mangels were of good quality, but not so large as those

of 1859, and several preceding warmer years. The
8wedee, varying greatly in size, were nevertheless on the
whole a remarkably fine show. Mr. Matthews, who
adjudged the prizes, properly regarded the quality

as well as weight of the roots exhibited, and
many heavy coarse and fanged roots were
passe '. while roots less heavy but neat with
small heads and a small tap root received a prize.

As an illustration No. 140, first in its Class (Common
Tnrnip), included a set of good sized and very neat and
well shaped roots, though hardly Tankards as they were
called—while 111, a much coarser set ofroots (the Grey-
stone)—one of them being the largest root of any kind
in the show, was passed by. i!

The awards will be found below—the judge being
Mr. Matthews of Edgebastoru

ROOTS.
Class 1. Collection of the four following varieties, namely.;

Long Mangel Wurzel, Globe Mangel Wurzel, Swedes, and
Carrots. Six Roots of each to be shown.—10/. 10a., Sir William
Heathcote, Bart., M.P., Hursley Park, Winchester.
Bam 2. Best 6 Specimens of Swedes, to be selected from

crops of not less than 5 acres.—Silver Cup, of the value of 51. 6s.,
the Most Noble the Marquis of Breadalbane, Isle of Luing.
Scotland.

Claw 3. Best Six Specimens of Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel,
<rom crops of not less than 2 acres.—Colonel J. S. North, M.F.,
Wroxton Abbey, Banbury.

Class 4. Kohl Rabi.—21. 2;.. Colonel J. S. North, M.P. ;

u., Colonel J. 8. North, MP. Commended: Mr. Joseph
H- Clark, Altwood House, near Maidenhead ; Mr. Simon A.
Daintree. Fend rayton. St. Ives.

Class 5. Long Mangel Wurzel. 11. 2s., Mr. Samuel Robinson,
haw House, Melbourne; It'. Is., Sir William Heathcote, Bart

•M.P., Huraley Park, Winchester
Class ',. Globe Mangel Wurzel.—-^. 2«.. Colonel J. S. North,*R;1/

- **•• Colonel J. S. North, M.P. Commended: Mr.
Banxel Long, Whaddon ; Mr. Daniel Long.
Class 7. Swedes of any Variety—v. 2s., the Earl of Lich-
*ld, Ranton Abbey, Stafford; 11. Is., William Cox, Esq.,

Bratlsford HalL Derby. Highly Commended: Sir William
geatheote, Bart., M.P., Hursley Park; Mr. Ambrose Ro-
oothani, Fazeley, Tamworth : 3Ir John Armstrong, Palterton,
Uie*ter6eld. Commended : William Cox, Esq., Brailsford
uall, Derby ; Mr. Ambrose Robotham ; Mr. John Lathbury,
a etmoor-H ill, Burton-on-Trent ; Mr. John Perkins, 52. Market
~*ace, Northampton; Mr. John Mvtton Skrymsher, Polmere,
Shrewsbury. * J '

c S^8
,
8" i

30™0800 Turnips.—2Z.2*.. His Grace the Duke of
•butheruvni, Trentham, Staffordshire

; U. m Mr. William

THE DOG SHOW ' were remarkable for the entire absence of indifferent or

To Ibis, which is no part of the Midland County even middling birds. More care must be taken in the

Society^ programme, a very short reference must here selection of the Silver Grcjs. These.classes arc made

be given. The collection exhibited in premises in exclusively ^.^^^^L^^TJ^J^i T-°

fft -
! this must be attributed the tact that there were few, it

Tenuart Street included animals of all the classes in

both divisions of the prize list.

A magnificent class of bloodhounds—a small number,

(as at this season of the year was to be expected) of

foxhounds and harriers and beadles—a couple of otter

any commendations. Even a few white spots on the

black breast disqualify.

Mrs. F. Blair headed the first Dorking class, a fitting

reward for the enterprise that sent from Scotland.

hounds— a very good class of deer hounds—a fair show of Captain Hornby, Mr. Potts, and Mr. Cargey all

greyhounds—no fewer than 154 pointers—a large and

excellent class of setters, English and Irish—capital

classes of retrievers and spaniels, made up the division

of English sporting dogs. The second division,

of does not used in field sports, include

headed classes, and Mr. Wakefield was successful as

usual. There were 290 pens of Dorkings. There were

more cocks weighing 10 lbs. each than we have ever

before seen.

Spanish were excellent, and the prizes were scattered

a very fine class of mastitis and a noble class of Hew- about ; but we did not see the pens of startling merit

foundland dogs—a hideous collection of bull dogs, two We used to have formerly. Messrs. Martin, Hyde,

or three sheep dogs, comparatively unfilled classes- of
(

Fowler, and Itodbard had the first prizes.

huts of various kinds, and a collection of toy terriers.

Tin a class for any known breeds of foreign d

included some very fine large animals, especially the

Pyrenean wolf dog and Cuban bloodhound. The

hibition was illy good in the sporting division

of the Show, and a better set of pointers, setters, and

retrievers was probably never exhibited together.

Cochin Chinas were beautiful. The adult classes

were remarkably meritorious. These classes were

•markable for the success of the known strains of

Messrs. Tomlinson & Thetch, Miss Musgrove, and

Mr. Statham.

The Grouse and Partridge Cochin classes arc worthy

of remark, inasmuch as Mr. Peploc Cartwright took all

the prizes in the adult classes, and Mr. Tudman again

POULTRY. was first in chickens. Mr. Chase took all the prizes in

He would be but a taper licial observer who would White Cochins. The Brahma Poutras made a goodly

look at this great annual gathering as a mere assem- array both in numbers and quality, bringing honours to

blage of cocks, hens, turkeys, &c, and he would be far those already gained by Mr. Teebay and Lady Louise

from appreciating the importance of it who thought its Hyme. Malays were weak. The Golden Pencilled

object was accomplished", and its purpose answered, Hambros were of high merit, especially the chickens,

when the prizes were awarded in the different classes. In these as in many other breeds it is remarkable how
Amateurship only is then satisfied. Every pursuit the prizes for adults and chickens went to the same

under the sun lias either a good or bad tendency, and

as Dr. Paris proved, " Philosophy in sport might be

science in earnest/' so we think we should have little

or no difficulty in proving that many a professional

man, or kind-hearted young lady, while they are tending

yards. The Silver Pencilled were not as good as we
have seen. Nothing could exceed the beauty of the

Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburghs, and they were

not only beautiful in plumage but they had all the

requisite points for perfection. The Polish were very

their pets are assisting in the solution of the great good, but they are not sufficiently numerous. Mns.

problem of increasing the food of a people. A perusal Pettat and Mr. Dixon almost monopolize the prizes,

of the names of exhibitors will show how the pursuit The game were perfect as usual. The cock classes

of poultry keeping is followed by those whose aroca- were very good. The length of our report and the

tions con line them to towns. Any one can imagine the necessity of speaking of the weights of some of the

relief it must be to the over-taxed medical man, classes where they are of first importance compel us to

solicitor, schoolmaster, tradesman, or editor, to leave

his daily task, and spend half an hour with
animated nature in the shape of poultry. It is

relaxation in the fullest sense of the word, and
it would be difficult often to recognise in the
smooth placid face that has been looking at the
fowls for half an hour, the careworn and wrinkled face

that left the office so lately. Many people have won-
dered w that which was mis-called a mania arose

when Cochin Chinas were first introduced, but an easy

solution is at hand—they supplied a want. Every one is

fond of animals of some kind, and they are fond of darin ar,d Carolina, White-eyed duck**, Bahama Teak,
rearing the young. But the opportunities were few in

London, there was not space, and many who had tri<

ineffectually for a long time gave it up. For animals to

be pleasing they must be cheerful, and to be

cheerful, thev must be in health. The know-
ledge of poultry was a general one, tad all^fewb

j^ jj^ffcei, 7^i^'^S^tiln thl^m t

ithhold names, and to be content with a short mention

of some of them.

The Bantams were very good in every class. The
three heaviest Aylesbury Ducks weighed 244 Ibg., and
21 weighed 152 lbs. There were 43 pens of Rouens,

most excellent birds, with very rare exceptions. The
heaviest weighed 21 i lbs. The Buenos Ayrean were
very good, aud are now being reduced in size. This class

is a decided success. The other varieties brought Mus-
covite and the beautiful brown and white Call ducks.

The new class for ornamental water fowl showed Mas

S*vans, and curious Sebastopol Geese.

We cannot give a better idea of the vast increase

that has tasren place in geese than by stating that 15
pens, each containing three birds, weighed 837 lbs.,

nearly 19 lbs. each. Thirty-nine Turkeys weighed

were alike declared to require range of hill and
dale, because some sorts languished in confinement.

Yet there were found people who determined to try, and

it was not till they had essayed again and again, that

they relinquished the pursuit. The truth was, they

had not the proper breed for their purpose ; they tried

with Dorkings, Hambros, and Polands, when they

should have had Cochins, Brahmas, and Spanish. This

was not discovered till afterwards. When, then, it was
announced that a breed was introduced which would
thrive any where and under any circumstances,

the natural desire sprung up again, all the failures

were forgotten, and every one tried for some
Cochin Chinas. They were all they were represented

to be; they not only flourished in omtined places, but BEA3>nra, 2Tov. 39.—On the premises of the Messrs.
they did as well there as where they had acres to roam, gutton, Seedsmen, a very fine display of roots grown by

and the weights will be appreciated when it is recol-

lected that each pen consists of a cock and two hens,

the difference in the weights of these birds varying
more with sex than any others.

We are happy to say this was one of the most suc-

cessful shows Bingley Hall has witnessed. It is always
a pleasure to record this fact, the more so that it "is

richly deserved by the enterprising and able men who
devote so much of their energies to this great under-
taking.

The judges were the Rev. R. Pulleine, G. J.

Andrews, Esq., and Mr. Baily.

and birds bred thus took prixes aud realised large sums.

Encouraged by this other breeds were tried ; and,

thanks to exhibitions such as we have now to comment
upon, an accurate line was drawn, and it was decided*on

grounds that could be depended upon, aud that would
bear a general test, which were the breeds that would
suit the back-yard of a London house if necessary. The
ignorance that prevailed respecting Poultry till within

-*

Mr. Charles Holland. Commended: Mr. William Joshua,'
Perrott'a Brook, Cirencester; Mr. George Mangles, Givendale.
Ripon ; Mr. William Fletcher, Ridmanthwaite.

ClasB 9. Carrots of any Variety.— 21. 2%., His Grace the Duke
Portland, Clipstone Park, Mansfield; U. 1*., G. B. Foljambe,

^s«q, Oabertou Hall, Worksop. Highly Commended: Mr.
•T. k. Fowler, Prebeudal Farm, Aylesbury ; Mr. John Sidney
Wobft

, Wolverhampton ; Mr. .loan Moore, Warwick.
CW» 10. Ox Cabbage.—if. 2e., . Samuel Robinson,' Shaw

yjj**. Melbourne, Derbyshire; 1'. l#., Colonel J. H. North*r.
« mended: Mr. William Woodward, Sarthway House'"«r Tewkesbury ; Mr. William Woodward.

'

TfSri1
* *y iU>es -2 '- 2s-. Mr. John Shackel, Blenheim

louse, Small Heath, Birmingham; U. U Mr. Joseph Jer.nens,

aht?Sw^^ BirQlil^h*m - „&&& Commended
: M?

TTn,
bu^k

,

el« Blenheim House
;
Mr. Samuel Robinson. Shawaouae, Melbourne, Derbyshire. Commended ird Hol-

', >, M.P.. Dumbleton Hall : Mr. John Shackei. Blen-

ElJXo,,»; Mr. Thomas Halford, Newbold-upon-8tour.
*nu*ton-upon-8tour; Mr. Henry Baker, Grendon, Atheratone!

their customers was exhibited in competition for prizes

liberally offered by the firm. The collection was
especially good in the Swedish Turnip and Kohl Kabi
exhibited. The Mangels did not come »p to the
standard of previous shows.

We have not room for the long prize list, and must
merely name the collection of roots exhibited by Mr.
li 'xall, of Btrathneldsaye, as tirst on the list, for remark-

ImperL-W Green
uipkui Strede,

. . , «„„«„«»«—— ^ , — ->f romiiritabl
answered their purpose. Nature seems to have ordered ^ qualitT, £°od size, and true of their respective

tV'

the attributes of these birds, so as to point out to man
the two ways in which they are to supply food for man-
kind, eggs and n t. Thus, we have certain breeds

that are non-sitters ; these lay a prodigious number of

eggs ; while others that produce only a smaller number
are famous for their qualities M sitters and mother?.

Thus through the instrumentality of poultry shows,

profitable knowledge was acquired on the subject, and

disappointment was prevented.
When a man now wishes to keep poultry he can, after

ascertaining the soil of his pbee, ami the requirements

of the nearest market, bnv the breed thai will suit

both. We hope lat this will be borne in mind by those

who have the opportnuitv.
The Dorkings at the 'Birmingham show were not

perhaps larger than they have been, but all the classes

sorts.

Mr. Ben von. M.P., carried off the prizes for Lon#
lied and Yellow Mangels ; and Mr. BoxaJl took the

first prize for Red Globe Mangels. A wonderfully fine

collection of Kohl Kabi grown by Mr. Benyon, Mr.

Clark, Mr. Druce, Mr. Shackei, and others, was also

exhibited. And the large -square of ground covered by

specimens of Turnips and Swedes in competition for

;

some 20 prizes offered, was a very interesting illustra-

tion of the varieties of the plant itself—ol * true cha-

racter and quality of the seed from which they were

grown, and of the skill of the cultivators.

Messrs. Sutton exhibited very fine collections ofKohl

Rabi, Mangels, Swedes, &c, of their own growth, not

for competition.
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Farmers' Clubs.
Linlithgow.—At the quarterly meeting of the

West-Lothian Agricultural Society held last week Mr.

and to make it go as far as possible on his land; and he had

done so partly on account of his holding a pretty strong opinion

that of many cases where the light manures were

employed, it was found that they produced disease in the

TuTnip crop. In connection with this he might mention that

this
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women doing about four imperial acres each day!
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> «*<* be had used the farmyard

* to the greatest extent, endeavouring to husband it

husbandry, there is no crop of so much iinporta

the farmer as the Turnip crop.

No doubt Turnips can be grown more profitably on some
farms than on others, light soils generally are suitable for grow-

ing Turnips, while heavy clays are considered unsuitable. Be
this as it may, on many farms where there is only strong clay

to grow Turnips has become a necessity, especially since

summer farming has been discarded. Assuming it to be

admitted then, that on all fertile soils, whether light or heavy,

the Turnip crop cannot be dispensed with, the question at once
arises, how are we best to grow this crop ? It is understood
that the land is either drained or naturally dry, the next thing

[

is to see that it is clean. Clean land requires little labour, only
sufficient work to reduce it to a fine tilth to secure a rapid and
evenly braird, and upon this greatly depends the success of
this crop ; for, while the farmer is often able thoroughly to
clean foul land for a Turnip braird, it makes success depend upon
fewer contingencies when the land is clean at the first ; and
upon all well managed farms, where a good rotation is prac-
tised, Couch Grass and other noxious weeds are now almost
unknown. On both light and heavy soils, I think
the less spring labour the better. On the latter kind
of soils— viz., heavy soils — frequent ploughings aud
harrowings do positive harm, so far as the prospect
of the Turnip crop is concerned ; and where absolutely
necessary for killing weeds, the more labour required the
more risk of a bad unevenly braird, and an indifferent

crop of Turnips. But some farmers of this county

—

most intelligent, active men—have tried to show us that a
good crop of Turnips can be grown upon very foul land, and
that same foul land cleaned by a luxuriant crop of Turnips, at
least where the Turnips are ate off by sheep, trying to prove
that it is not necessary to spend time and money in cleaning
land by the laborious process of ploughing and harrowing. If
tliis is true, many of us have lost a deal of money, and truly
spent our labour in vain. But, if I may be aliowed to criticise

this method of preparing the soil, I would say that I believe it

quite possible to grow a good crop of Turnips on Jand overrun
with weeds, but I do not believe it possible that the land will

be clean after the Turnips are removed, and, if I am correct in
this, the benefit of Turnips as a fallow crop is consequently
lost, and I am borne out in this opinion, for upon examining
the Turnip breaks of some ofmy neighbours who had tried this
system, I found the Turnips and Couch Grass all intermixed,
and waving side by side in most luxuriant rivalry. And after
the Turnips were removed, the Couch was living and holding
its place still. I would therefore say, clean the land at first,

farm high, keep a good rotation, and no weeds will ever
trouble you—still, I will add, high farming is of more import-
ance than sticking to a fixed rotation.

I now pass to the very important part of this subject,
viz., on Manuring the Land, and important though it

seems, I believe that in no department of agriculture
has more progress been made than in the knowledge of
how and where to apply the different manures.
As an acknowledged fact, among all the manures now in use,

farmyard dung still stands at the top of the list, and were it a
more plentiful commodity our farms would yield more profit-
able returns. We thankfully fall back, however, upon portable
manures, and must give them credit after drainage, as revo-
lutionising our whole system of farming, not to speak of the
portable manures applied to almost every crop of the rotation.
They have been applied to grow Turnips with complete success,
and without entering into lengthened details, I may state
that it has been satisfactorily proved that a mixture of the
ammoniacal and phosphatic are proved to be the best, in-
creasing the proportion of the former where the soil is heavy
and the latter where the soil is light. Say on land of medium
texture 4 cwt. of phosphatic guano mixed with 4 cwt. of
bones, applied to an imperial acre, would be a good applica-
tion, and with a good tid and ordinary season should produce
a fair crop of Turnips. My mixture last year generally was
4 cwt. of Eraser's bones, and 4 cwt. of Peruvian guano. If
iarmyard dung is applied, of course the portables should be
diminished, and wherever both dung and light manure are
given, th* crop is grown in greatest perfection. Very interest-
ing experiments are being tried this season by a number of themembers of the Western District of Mid-Lothian Agricultural
Society, as to what mixtures of portable manures are best and
cheapest for the growth of Turnips. I am one of those who
are trying this, but I believe none of us who have so experi-mented are as yet prepared to give the results till we haveWe

i$ I
}he different lots of Turnips; these trials will be duly

published. They cannot fail to be useful, as the trials are
undertaken by formers whose soils differ much in texture, and
also whose climates are both high and low.

I need not advert to singling Turnips, nor to their
culture during the period of growth, as it would only
tire your patience, but would in conclusion say a little
about storing this crop.

2^8*V common and yellow Turnips should be stored the

heavily manured, iu was iuuuu m^c ou^j^u ™, ~.——v
,

- -

affected by disease, especially if the Potatoes were grown with

light instead of farmyard manure ; and it appeared that the

byre manure has less tendency to produce disei8 3 than some ot

the light manures in common use. The result of his experi-

ments had been as follows :

—

,

Potatoes planted on lazy beds, of the same size, with

Byre manure produced 81& lbs.

»»Lime and soot

Blood manure
Common salt

Soot »
Without any manure ..

Of this produce the percentage of Potatoes free from disease

was as follows

62
63
60
58
47

99

99

ft

99

Without manure
With common salt

byre manure
soot
blood manure
lime and soot

99

99

99 • f

74J per cent.

70
67£
57|
57£
55

99

9$

9*

99

Mr. Cadell then expressed his intention of repeating his
experiments next year on a more extended scale, and in reply
to Mr. Walker he stated that, while the results he had given
applied to the Potato crop, and that while the disease to which
he had referred was the common Potato disease, he believed
that the same results would be found in similar experiments
with Turnips.

Calendar of Operations*
DECEMBER.

Berwickshire Merse Farm, Bee. 2.—In last report, a month
ago, we expressed a hope that good weather would continue
and permit an extensive sowing of Wheat and storing of Tur-
nips, for which operations appearances were unusually pro-
mising. But after a month of wind and rain, alternating with
sharp frosts, we find matters in a less hopeful position. During
November there were only six dry days, the rain amounted to
6 inches nearly, and on the mornings of the 10th, 18th, and
24th, the protected thermometer marked 10° below the freezing
point. Fortunately there was but little wind, and no damage
is yet apparent in the Turnip crop. Very little progress has
been made with the Wheat seed. On some of our best soils it

is all to do yet, and the best season is gone by. The first

opening, however, will be largely mode use of. Owing to the
wet state of the land, the Turnip store (where there was one),
has been more frequently applied to than the field ; but many
have we seen pulling the necessary supply day by day, and
often half frozen. Lean cattle have latterly got much cheaper
under those unfavourable circumstances, not to mention
the difficulties of the operatives who consumed our beef.
Hoggs have been doing pretty well, but there is some
mortality, owing apparently to the unripe Turnips of October.
One would imagine that the frost would soon mend that fault.
Mangels seem likely to go out of cultivation here, after but a
short trial ; although manured liberally, they are quite an
inferior crop, while Swedes under poorer treatment are first-
rate. It appears that our climate is too cold and sunless for
their proper growth. An acre or two will be grown here and
there, for the sake of their keeping qualities, but it needs cake
and meal to prevent scouring. Barley has turned out a small
crop, and the price has receded till it is now 105. a quarter
below last year. Wheat is in very little bulk, but yields fairly,
of good quality and saleable. Beans are not vet in condition.
Autumn cultivation received its quietus sooner than desired,
and will be no more heard of till spring. J. T.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
Tor the week that ended December 5

; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing
Muulsford, WallingfordL

Friday 29
Saturday 30
Sunday 1
Monday 2
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 4
Thursday 5

• •

Tempeeati be or AlB. Tempera- I

ture of
•

1 Soil 1 foot Rain. Wind
9 below the

urface.

_^___
Dec Dors. Dears Dears. Degs. Ins.
69.0 51.0 33.5 47.5 42.0 (MO ft.w.
53.0 55.0 51.0 62.5 41.0 0.10 S.TV.
51.0 53.0 40 4'!.0 45.0 0.01 w.
ft')0 48.0 -.0 39.2 44.5 * * .\v.
56.0 39.0 25 36.2 42.0 4 8.W.
69.0 43.0 21.0 385 40.5

t a 8.
484) 41.0

|

28.0 36.2 40.0 0.37 W.

The readings are taken at 9 am. on the days named, and the Maxima andMinima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. TheThermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is
7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Butter

: C B. The only chance of removing a disagreeable
taste depends on your keeping the milk hot for some time
after it is drawn, and letting whatever aroma it contains

-!^
m

i

a^ay fr
?m il

- Ad°P fc the same treatment with the

SSJfiS t
chuLmn? AU that is known on the subject isgiven in a cheap Handbook of Dairy Husbandry fLonjrmans)Cakbouc Acid : Cor. Apply to MTt»btrJTof *KSSEXS;

Flavouring Hat. We have several requests for a fulleraccount of the processes of flavouringhuy adopted bv MrSSK ,

lQ^f"^M fronThim^eweeks ago. Will he be good enough to state not only the

S^ofhg?^ but also how much of ~* «" a5~
PTT

w;~irT.'V*n
bll

f
a P°°r

£
UPP> and there is n° trade atall. We can hardly fancy what the result would be if thesupply were greater :— °* " tne

Large Fowls
Smaller ditto
Chickens
Geese
Ducks
Pheasants
Partridges
Grouse
Hares
Rabbits
Wild ditto
Pigeons

X-ted 5J? C°n9ider U
'^ U**+&** to be,

V^B
i"i °^t We l

.

mag
!?°^ " th0 ^tgoing tenant treats

Each
99

99

M
*9

99

99

9t

Sg. Od. to 3*. 6d.
2 6

fl 2 6
1 6 99 1 9
5 6 99 6
2

99 2 S
2

99 2 S
1 6 99 1 9
1 6 99 1 9
1 9 99 2
1 8 99 1 4

8
99 9

8 »t 9

HENRY J. MORT0X
2, Basinghall Buildings. Leedg

K x D

Galvanised Iron Water Cist-m
for Cottage Houses, &c. , to contain 50 ealirai. v
31*. each

;
and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted^."?—

the water perfectly sweet and clean : wiiul?
b ^

Cisterns of all sizes. '
mu not *mt?

Galvanised Iron Pumn8
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use 3 in^ ,

and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at fromm^\
Galvanised Iron Swing Water *

'

for Garden or Farm use, containing about
formed of iron. 35MKE earh

Genuine Tobacco Paper for Fui^tPH APPLEBY (Foreman to MearTfo*
• Nurserymen, Dorking), has now a eooH !?

above on hand in 4 lb. packets, Is. 3d per lb p»?J
see Gardeners' Chronicle, January 5, 1861, paw u**"

6*"

To Nurserymen and Flori^H PERKINS having a large stock
of

'

• PAPER, of very superior quality ofe

lOd. per lb., and genuine ROLL PAPER at It

TOBACCO CLOTHS lOd. per lb., warranted
H. Perkins. 1 6, Cambridge Circus, Hackney

QRCHARD^ TREE3 and

Winter wasli^

GISHURST CO

recommended by Xr.

See "Orchard Hot*

edition; and see *
son's recommend*

Cottage Gardutr, lit

1861.

Sold retail by X

and Seedsmen inM
3j., and 10*. U. eaTl

5.1

Red Spider Magnified.

Wholesale tf

Price's Patot Cud

Limited.

NEAL'S PATENT
PASTILS

The following is one of

70 Testimonials received

from gentlemen personally i

to him.

"I beg to bear my
value of Neal's Pastils,aj
cacy in destroying, nmtdktf

the Green Fly withoc

and at a nominal expera. «« *

pared with the use of Mont*f
Tobacco Paper.

"James Sam
'< Nursery Gro

8old by all principilSri*

Price U and 2*. perj«^

Magnified Aphides. Patentee, J. yayggj^

KQQ PRIZES, amounting in nlwtoipwf.

O&O 3000?., have been awarded during ftepttw

witn THO
18«1, to CATTLE fed on Food seasoned wtom.»;

COXDI MENT. See Reports and Testimonials^Tjl
and most of our first-class Agriculturists^"gj
world (sent Post Free on application). AWn«j£

448 Feeds, Carriage Paid to any Railway StaUonm~

Kingdom on receipt of Post Office Order for^TZ.
to the Inventor, Joseph Thorley, Newgate btwevfj^

Address Steam Mills, Caledonian RoadJ&ggsjgS-^

Grains, Carriage Free. f

MESSRS. SAMUEL ALLS0PP iWJ;
Burton-on-Trent, beg to inform FarmeBj^.-

Stock in general that they have made m^S^L tf
various Railway Companies communicating^
the tree delivery of Grains at different

pjf'JrVfrf
Railways. The great value of Burton Grains eu

-j,

lug Cattle or Feeding Milch Cows has nWTLjgiri
f ict in the neighbourhood of Burton. Tne'^^
ference to Beasts fed with Grains, and «-- «

i and i^x.^ttt
h

e usual quantity give --- ^
Grains 'well trodl»to^*

r
°>

m up the growth of Turnips and ^i.^*
ins and Chopped Hay exclusively V^JjS^
T resi 1 1 ts. The usual quantity given is ao

given up the growth of Turnips
Grains
tory
for each Beast. u . «...<> ,..«- .

for mua^.
and covered over with soil, will kceP.^r_i,^ or ten**

they are improved by being so kept for eig™,^
Messrs. Samuel A llsoit & Sons are P 1^'^

engagements for the delivery of Grains, y
f^

Free, during the ensuing season, in Quan"lf
tbe 1^

8 tons or 150 bushels, and they bope tnat
;!

which they can be offered will induce m*"* *~

them a trial. , nw, ;.

Brewery. Burton-on-Trent,
Dec.

pUPISS'S CONSTITUTION BALlS^
KJ celebrated Me Heine, after 25 years exp^
to be the best and cheapest for H0R&^='

a "

nly (&* xm
cheaper because required to be g1*?? Their

'

preserving health, vigour, and condition. t^
Is saved by the food turning to a be^Lir con***

acknowledged fact Horses will keep «P "
!
^od;

upon three feeds of Oats daily when a 0*^ Neat 0£

a

Mr.
manure

IIIul f

t0 sowing it w,th Wheat, or in any other par-
ticular, just as he would have done had he been about to
remain, that you cannoi object If he has a right to damagesdone by game.that right will be yours. The question ishowever one of law, m which we do not profess to 2e learnedYou must consult your solicitor.

»^ w *c«iicu.

than with four feeds without the --
. , ^

also fatten much faster with the ?ccaj °
tbey

ctf .

arrive at a greater state of perfection
.

ij
8tatem«J

without the Balls. Any one doubting tu ^ the p
try the use of them and prove for hnnwi

,

are used the better they are apP^V^ for c°Sd«
The Balls will be found admiraD'e

£ S*^
Strangles, Influenza, Inflammation ot <-<« ^d >#'

and other diseases incident to Horses^^
as may be seen by the directions an

each packet. _ ,„ra cv?^-< ?**'
The Balls are prepared by Z*

K*™J£ of ** ^
Author of the Prize Essay on the ^!Tj|edicin« ^#r3
Horse. And may be had of all Pa ^ *

r7 ftcWt

Packets (6 balls each), 3s. 6d. per P^K
^

with full directions. „QnIt the Prop^
Persons using the Balls may c0^':a letter-

* tously by enclosing a Stamp in a prep*4
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HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—On the

principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton,

If P., combining simplicity, cheapness, excellence, and dura-

bility, bei capable of fulfilling, in the most perfect manner,

all the requirements of Horticulture. LEAN-TO-HOUSES,
80 feet in length, can be had for less than 111. SPAN ROOF,
30 feet in length, for 33f. ; and all other dimensions at equally

low prices. Delivered free to any Railway Station round

London. - _ "

Illustrated Circulars, with Lists of Prices, can be had on

pre 1 application to Samuel Hereman, 7, Pall Mall East,

London.

JOHN SHEWEN, Sevenoaks, Kent, Manufacturer

of all kinds of HOTWATER APPARATUS for Horticul-

tural Purposes, Public Buildings, Dwelling Houses, and Offices,

on the most improved principles, and of Rogers's Conical and

the Improved Corrugated Saddle Boiler.

HOT-WATER PIPES,. at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows. Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and

Elliptic, from 24*. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands

to use without _work, 50*. each. Valves from 12s. 6V. each.

Beck's Patent Yd vet. Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, pplj

Cisterns, and Builders' d-tings of every description in r

Mr. Lynch White's Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.

JOSEPH SMITH, Horticultural Builder, New
Road, Hammersmith, W, makes of good materials

LEAN-TO and SPAN-ROOF HOUSES, at Sd. per foot ; if

glazed and painted, 1«. PIT LIGHTS, painted, complete, Si.
;

if unglazed, i.

THREE ready-made HOUSES for SALE, via. :—
24 by 12 feet 6 inches Lean to . . . . .. £34

23 by 12 feet „ 32 10

27 by 16 feet 6 inches Span 47 10

Also Fifteen 6 by 4 feet LIGHTS, glazed with 15 oz. glass,

16*. each : and Fifteen with 21 oz.. 17*. Gd. each ; Eight 7 feet

6 inches by 4 feet, 19*. 6rf., all well painted.

Greenhouses, Orchard Houses, &c.

H FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works, Trianjrfe,

• Hackney, N.E. Established 20 years. Substantially

made GREENHOUSES, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 ft. by 13 ft.,

SOL ; 21 feet by 13 feet, 281; ; 12. ft. by 10 ft, 15/. ORCHARD
HOUSES 10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortment kept.

Estimates given for Heating, or any branch in iron or wood.

IDDELI/S PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTION
COTTAGE BOILER for HEATING CONSERVATORIES,

ENTRANCE HALLS, BATHS. _c, by
the Circulation of Hot Water.

Requires no brie k work setting; will

keep in action from 12 to 18 hours with-

out attention, at an expense of about Z<1.

per day. Is perfectly safe, requires no
additional bunding, and may be seen in

operation daily at the
Patentee's Warehouse, 155, Cheapside,

London, E.C.
Price complete from Zl. 10*.

. Illustrated Prospectus free, and Esti-

mates prepared for Erecting Hot-Water
Apparatus of any magnitude.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J. JONES
BEGS TO OFFER A COMPLETE

Hot-Water Apparatus for Houses

according to the following Plans, delivered Free to any

Railway Station in England.

Patent Horticultural Works, 152, King's Road,

Chelsea, S.W.

EDEXCH, Inventor, Patentee, and Sole

• Manufacturer of Horticultural Buildings with

Wood Framework and Hollow Galvanised Iron Sashes instead

of Wood. Complete at Is. 3d. per foot superficial, and never

require any more painting after first erection.

Five hundred references can be given. See Gardener*'

Chronicle, April 27th, 1861, page 387: Edward L. Betts, Esq ,

Preston Hall, near Maidstone ; Mr. Thomas Frost has proved

them for both Plant Houses and Vineries for above 11 years.

E. D. has just erected one in the Royal Horticultural Gar-

dens, Kensington. ,. ,, ,_ .... .

Also Manufacturer cf all kinds of Horticultural Buildings in

Wood and Iron of the xdiuary kind, at the lowest price and

best materials. . . .___-_-* r-

Heating every description cf building by Hot Water or Gas.

Several Second-band Hnueea for Sale.

Horticnltnral Works, Danvers Street, Chelsea, S.W

BECK'S PATENT

HOT WATER VALVE.

o

I

o

a

8
£ 6

.p
<- ©
2-3

5. »
.a

a

WOODEN FENCING.— The cheapest lasting—
TALLOW STAVES, 5*. per 100, at

Price's Patknt Candle Company, Limited, Belmont,
Vauxhall, London, S. ^^^

Wind Power.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent WIND
ENGINES for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping. &c.

Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by
enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected on tbe Premises daily.

OSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

o

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, _c

SECTION

Glnmorpan Works, Sheffield.

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 10 feet .

.

26 feet by 12 feet

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

50 feet by 15 feet

_ •

ice

With Cylinder Boiler. Saddle Boiler

£8
8 10
10
11 10
16 10
18 10

£8 12 6

10 10
12
17
20

*

o

o
a

a
-;

t
O

be

o o

__ *—<2°

_>

-3

B

l\/l USGKAVE'S PATKNT SI'AHLE FITTINGS
1VJL and HARMLESS LOO^E BOXES, PATENT IRON
COW-HOUSE FITTINGS, and IRON PIGGERIES.

These inventions are recom-
mended as possessing numerous
advantages not to be found in

anything hitherto made. At
the late Meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society at Leeds,
Musqrave Brothers received a

Silver Medal, and two Awards
of "Highly Commended," being

the only Prizes conferred on any competitor in this class.

Particulars sent on application to the Inventors and Makers,

Mupgrave Brothers. Ann Street Iron Works. Belfast.

JTYLOK and SUNS'
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,

_c. Price 25*. 6'/. each.

SECTION

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet .

.

20 feet by 1 feet .

.

25 fest by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet ..

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet • •

Price

»»

*»

»»

M

I
WithCyUnder Boiler. Saddle Boiler

£11
12
14
16
22
24

10
10
10
10

10

£12
13
15

17
28
26

CO

6

IRON YARD
and

GARDEN PUMP3
3 feet 6 inches under spout

2_ 3 3_ inch
43«. 53*. 60s. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not retpaire

any fixing below the level of
the grouud.
PUMPS of J.Tylor <fe Sons

manufacture to be obtained
or Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

SZ.7I0N.

Size of House.

16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 10 feet .

.

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet .

.

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet .

.

Price

»»

M
It

»»

II

With Cylinder Boiler.
£12 10

13 10
16 10

19
24 10
27

Horizontal Vat.ve. Angle Valve.
2" 18.. Od. ;

3" 25*. ; 4" 30*. 2" 17*. ; 3" 23*. ; 4" 28*.

JAMES GRAY, Sole Agent, l>e_s to call attention
to this most simple and perfect Valve ever invented. It is

perfectly water tight, and is never liable to get out of order, or
to get fixed by standing.

To Architects. Engineers, Gardeners, <fe Others.—Beck's
Patent Valve has been submitted to several of the most scientific

men of the day, and has invariably met with unqualified
approval. A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries, and every des-
cription of Hothouse erected on the most improved principles,

and of best materials, at the lowest possible price consistent
with good workmanship.
Heating by Hot Water in all its branches. Boiler3 of every

approved description, Tubular, Saddle, Conical, &c.

James Gray, Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Paulton's
fooare, King's Road, < 3.W.

"ITOW COLD IT HAS BEEN/'—Nbgbetti A
-tl_ Zambra's celebrated THERMOMETERS will correctly

Register the lowest Temperature. Price 3*. 6d.

1, Hatton Garden, E.C. ; 59, Comhill, B.C. ; and 122, Regent
8treet, W. %• Agents Wanted. For terms apply at the
Manufactory, 1, Hatton Garden, EC.

d

<
-j

Saddle Boiler-

£13
14
17
20
25 10
28 10

•21
Si*

-«
2

J

*. rf.

J. Tylor <fe Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street. London. E.C.

O H N W A K N E R and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, <fec,

8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not
exceeding 25 feet in depth.
Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £
2j» in. short lft. 7 in. / Fitted forlead, \ 1

2. „ long 3 ,, 3 ,, gutta percha
3 „ ditto 3 ,, 6 „ - or cast iron

3_„ ditto 3 ,, 6 „ flanged pipe

4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ 1 as required.

2_ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2} „ long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

1

2
2

2

1

10
4
9
13

No. 35.

w

_|j_

SECTION

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet .

.

20 feet by 10 feet ..

9.5 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet
40 feet by 15 feet

50 feet by 15 feet

Price
With CylinderBoiler.

• •

• •

»»

9*

£16
17 10

i!l 10

25
31

33 10

__>*
-r S

hH o

Saddle Boiler.

£17
18 10
22 10

26
32
35

ARNEIVS IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The Barrel

made of Galvanised Iron, not likely

to corrode, and ran be raised or lowered
atpleasure <mt tnd.t he legsofwhich
fold together, and it may be carried

'with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump., with screwed A.

Tail Pipe, fitted with str f

Brass Union for Suction

Pipe . . ....
If fitted with Barrel of

The above prices include Boiler, ^oogTm^-4^^,
Plate, Soot-doors, Damper, and Supply Cistern-pipes of 4-inch

diameter, Elbows. _c. ; all of the best 1"al,t
J- . _ , T .

Delivered free to any Railway Station in England, lerms .

NettCash.
Estimates will be sent for the work fixed complete, or fur-

ther partioulars on application to ______
J.Jones, Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, 6, Banfeside.

London, S.E.

.*. d.

2 15

3 4

2 9

Planished Copper
Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-

tion Pipe . . • • •
•

2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible Suction Pipe,

* I B 1 on wires, in either 10, 12, or

I ' -"" X___**- t lengths . .
per foot 2 5

^ —

L

J No. 43 is a similar Pump to the ah* >ve,

without stand, but with strong

wrought-ivon straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price U. 5s. m_.„_
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by mean*

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, <fcc. ; also Fire and Gar-

den Engines, <fec. , _ , , . .

J. W oi Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on

,M
The ab«»ve may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

* John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.<3

No. 42.
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Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdaie

Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would

remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and every other show at which they have been

exhibited during the last two years.

RHODODENDRONS for forcing;- KALM IAS for forcing

;

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-

drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROSES and a General Nursery Stock well

worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen.

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons and other American
Plants.

JOHN WATERER has the pleasure to announce that

his ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above popular plants, as

exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
is now published, and will be forwarded on application. Intend-

ing planters and amateurs desirous of blending colours are

invited to possess a copy, as faithful d riptions of all the

RHODODENDRONS are given.

The Catalogue contains a selection of the best and really

Hardy CONIFERS, with heights and prices, the whole of which
having been removed the past spring are iu a capital state for

transplanting. Also EVERGREi S and ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinds.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunning-
dale Station, South Western Railway : also to be had of Mr.
JohnKernan, Seedsman. 4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden.

New General Catalogue for 1881-1862.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to inform his friends, patrons,

• and the public in general, that his NEW PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Exotic Orchids, Ferns,

Lycopods, Miscellaneous Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Varie-

gated and Ornamental Foliaged Plants, Azaleas, Rhodo-
dendrons, Roses, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Hardy Variegated

Plants, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Conifers, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &o, is now published and will be forwarded post free

on application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads,

Holloway, London, N. _____

Gladiolus Gandavensis and Varieties.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to invite attention to his

• choice collection of this beautiful cla«s of BULBS, which
is beyond doubt the handsomest autumnal ornament to the
garden. Having flowered many thousands this past season,

great attention has been bestowed on the selection, and none
but those of the best quality are offered for sale.

Collection of 24 Splendid Varieties, one root of each, for 21s.

Collection of choice Named Varieties, 6s., 8s., and 10s. per doz.

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application.

A Fine Assortment of HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS,
and other Bulbous Roots.

Paradise Nursery, Seven SistersandHornsey Roads, Holloway,
London, N.

APONARIA CALABRICA ALBA, Pare White.
—This beautiful New Annual is of very dwarf habit, and

being pure white, contrasts most admirably with the SajKmaria
calabrica rosea. It produces blosscms in great profusion, and
remains in flower during the w\*ole summer and late in
autumn. It is invaluable for beds, or as edsdng* for borders.

Price to the Trade on application to
John George Watte, Seed Menhant, 1S1, High Holborn,

London, W.C.

Hardy Ferns.

JAMES SMITH can supply the following for 20s.
cash, or half the number for 15*.

12 Asplenium Adiantum ni-
f

tf Osmunda regalis

Dutch and other Bulbs.

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and

patrons that his PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of the above, containing selections of the finest

varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will be forwarded

post free on application.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Saffron Walden Nursery.

'

F
Superb Balsams.

Supe
9 Colours, separate 2s. M. each.

The same, mixed * « "
Half the quantity . . •

..10 »
The above are in 18 distinct and bright colours, of carefully

selected Seed, from the most double varieties.

Dulwicb, Surrey.

WILLIAM CHATER'S 15th aKNTat nCRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED u^ready, and will be forwarded to any address on r^j : •

postage stamp. recaPtof^

William Ciiater, Nurseryman and Seedsm**
Walden, Essex. "^ Stfj,

1S62

Wholesale
AND

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861 rIh «SL_
, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kind*

^*
^ted Roses, fine varieties of AmGrioan pi.,.,*.-^ 1 *l

ChJhJflRare Conifcra, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and *_^
and a line Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees. Ap iL?1^
free on application.
and a tine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, fo iSf^l
free on application

.

'' ***W
Woking Nursery, Surrey, M

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY.
+ .

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

butler & Mcculloch
Beg to offer the undermentioned

CHOICE AND SHOW? SPRING FLOWERING BULBS
AT CONSIDERABLY REDUCED PRICES.

EARLY SINGLE TULIPS.
per 100.

—

s. d.

CANARY BIRD, pure yellow 10

DUC DE BRABANT, striped with dark red .. »10
LA BELLE ALLIANCE, brilliant scarlet 15

POTTEBAKKER, yellow 7 6

ROYAL STANDARD, striped with bright red . . ..76
SAMSON, bright red 7 6

SILVER STANDARD, striped scarlet 8 6

per M, -

VERMILION BRILLIANT, vermilion scarlet .

.

VIOLETTE BLANCHE, shaded with rosy purple..

WAPEN VAN LEYDEN, white bordered with rose

YELLOW PRINCE, fine yellow, fragrant

12 of each of the above, 13s.

Splendid Mixed I

LARGE FLOWERED DOUBLE TULIPS.
per 100.

—

s. d.

ADMIRAL KINGSBERGEN, striped with crimson . . 7

BLANC BORDE POURPRE, violet purple bordered

with white . . . . .

.

. . - - • • ..70
BLUE FLAG, purplish vfolefc 10

COURONNE IMPERIALS, violet crimson and white .. 15

EXTREMITE D'OR, crimson and orange 15

I MPERATOR RUBRORUM, crimson scarlet .. ..150
MARI AGE DE MA FILLE, crimson and white .. ..15
OVERWINNAAR, violet and white 15

P.&ONY GOLD yellow and crimson 10

PURPLE CROWN, velvety crimson 7

REX RUBRORUM, scarlet 5

TOURNESOL, scarlet and yellow 5 6

• • • * t *

* t

I t

• *

ip '

per 180.-

YELLOW ROSE, yellow

12 of each of the above, 16s. 8c?.

Splendid Mixed
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, finest mixed .. .Jj

BORDER NARCISSUS, in varieties

CROCUS, large yellow
extraordinary large yellow

„ splendid mixed Seedlings, 25*. per 1000

CHINESE PROXIES, mixed, 6s. per doz...

1X1AS, finest mixed .. .. .. .. j

SPARAXIS, finest mixed
CROWN IMPERIALS, mixed, per doz. 4j.

:»

butler and Mcculloch, seedsmen, covent garden market, i

grum
12 Asplenium Trichomanes
12 „ Ruta-muraria
6 „ lanceolata

6 AUosorus crispua

12 Cetcrach officinarum
6 Polypodium calcareum

12 Scolo}:endrium vulgare
12 „ ramoaum
12 Lastrea rccurva

Package included.
Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

JH, WOuD, Bower Nurseries, Maidstone,
• offers to the Trade in 60-sized pots, really fine healthy

stuff, at 50^. per 100 for cash, the following AZALEAS :— .

Iveryana
Zotteriana
Grand Monarch

SEEDSMEN AND FLORI
Opposite the Gareick Clitb.

Colorans
Queen of Perfection
Souvenir de I'Exposition
Petunifeflora
Napoleon III.

Rosalie

Roi Leopold
Standard of Perfection

Sir Charles Napier
Brilliant

Baronnc de Ferri^re

General Havelock

FLORAL GUIDE and DESCRIPTIVE BULB CATALOG^
SENT FREE AND POST PAID ON APPLICATION.

Princess Royal, M. each.
Several specimens of the above are now well set with flower-

buds, and will be offered at reasonable prices.
Specimen DRAC^ESA TERMIXALIS, 3*. 6d. to 5*. each.
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, 20*. per 100.
My NURSERY STOCK in general is healthy and fine, and

•well worthy of inspection.

WHEELER'S ORATS E GLOBF MANGEL,
WHEELER'S IMPERIAL SWEDE,

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE.
GRASS SEEDS for LAWNS.

And all other Seeds of the same excellent quality which has
rendered our Farm Seeds so celebrated.
We offer our Seeds at the lowest price consistent with their

being good and pure, at the same time deliver them carriage
free by rail, and allow 5 per cent, discount for cash.

Our Book ofFARM SEEDS sent free for 8 stamps.
X C. Wheeler <fe Sox, Seed Growers, Gloucestershire.

" ' '
""

Gladiolus BrencUeyensis (True).

YOUELL and CO. beg to announce they are in a
position to offer this season strong Flowering Bulbs of the

above magnificent GLADIOLUS, unequalled by any other for its
brilliancy of colour, which is vermilion scarlet, and allowed to
be the best and brightest variety known.
They have much pleasure in submitting the following report

from the Editor of the Gardeners? Chronicle :—
" Gladiolus Brenchlev en-sis. — We have received from

Messrs. Yoitell & Co., of Great Yarmouth, some specimens of
this plant, the gorgeous appearance of which cannot be spoken
of in terms of exaggeration. The taJl robust habit and intensely
bright scarlet flowers place it at the head of all the hardy
flowers of the autumn."

It was also exhibited by them at the Crystal Palace Show,
and was awarded an Extra Prize. Price 4*. per doz. or 30#'
per 100. Trade price on application.

Choicest named varieties, 6* , 9*., 12#., 185., 24*., and 30*.
per dozen.

CATALOGUES of their extensive collection of GLADIOLI
are now ready.

*

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

Orders amounting to 21*. sent Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom, and to 00

the Irish Coast.

HYACINTHS AND TULIPS FOR BEDDING.
per 100

>»

»j

Splendid mixed HYACINTHS, in Colours .... '£11
Double SCARLET TULIPS (Rex Rubrorum) .. .'.* .".' 7

VARIEGATED TULIPS (Tournesol) 7
TULIPS, Named sorts, 100 in 12 varieties , ' *' 10

J^SH SINGLE TULIPS, Named sorts, 100 in 30 varieties . .
'.'.

V. 12

tx v, T&nRS?Tr TULIPS '
Nam«d sorts, 100 in 6 varieties 8

Double DUC VAN THOL TULIPS . 03
Single

JJCR5cUS,^arge Yellow, very fine .. .. 7. \\ V. \\
'

per 1*000, 16,'.

ft)

14«.

3

2
1

6

6

6

1 <»

1

1 6

2 I

1 s

«

6

ANOMATHECA CRUENTA, a charming flower, 10,. per 100; *. per dozen.
TROPJSOLUM JARATTI, beautiful, U, Is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. each.

GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS OF GANDAVENSIS.

Chro*&

100 in 130 splendid named varieties .. £44
100 in 50 splendid named varieties .. ".'. ** 3 3
50 in 50 splendid named varieties . . . " ..2 2

50 in 25 splendid named varieties
25 in 25 splendid named varieties
12 in 12 splendid named varieties, fa., 9*

*»:
- *

12*., 1*

•
1 l

3&
SttJI^?

R
J
GIf™ED HYACINTH GLASSES and DRAWING-ROOM FLOWER VAS» >Stjgden London Agents. These Glasses are ornamented in the highest style of Art, ancient and *-

such as Egyptian, Tuscan Alhambra Grecian, also with Architectural and Flo/al Designs. ^^The sets "Eugenie," "Victoria," « Imperial," « Empress," and «' Nonpareil," form splendid V**W
Ornaments, either for growing Hyacinths or for Cut Flowers. • -a* ^
av" Eug

-;»
e/,,

oy
iCfc0ria,,,/nd " ImPerial,,8ets complete, with Bulbs and Supports, 21*.;

"&*"
Nonpareil are 25*. per set.

tif

A PRICED DESCRIPTIVE ILLUSTRATED LIST of the above Glasses sent free on appli^

BARR aot SUGDEN, SEEDSMEN. 12. KING STREET. COVENT GARDEN
^'
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ATMrhwn Plants, &c.

^\ fEBBKS. WATERER aitd GODF1 FS CATA-
_?JL LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may be

£d on application. It describes fully all RHODODENDRON
worth growing, and contains a List of AZALEAS, HARDY
HE \THS and other American Plants, as well as a summary
ofthe General Stock ofthe most extensive Nurseries in England.

The Catalogue may also be had at Mr. May's, 1, Wellington

Street, Strand, W. C.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Working, Surrey.

New Azalea indica.

JIVERY and SON feel much pleasure in offerin

• their two beautiful Seedlings, CARNATION an
TRICOLOR, small plants at 10«. 6d., and larger at 21*. each.

They are fully daacribed in our CATALOGUE, with all other

Novelties of the Season, which will be forwarded post free

pon application.

A fine lei of half Specimens and Standards for Sale.

Dorking Nursery.— Dec. 14.

Winter and Spring Flowering Plants.

FAXD A. SMITH are now supplying tine plants at

• moderate prices of the following :

—

oacias, •Azaleas, Cinerarias, •Camellias, •Chrysanthemums
Cyclamen, Or* ius, Cam n (Tree), •Echeverin

'Epacria, *1 as, ' ltaxias, •Gardenias, Hoterocontrum,

Kennedyaa, • l >eachenaultias, •Jasminum grandiflnrum.

tfonochaatum, Pelargoi <ns, •Paaalfloraa, •Primula, double

and single; '
: amino, •Oranges, Ac. | Those marked thus •

are either in bud or fruit at the present time.
]

GENERAL CATALOGUE gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

New Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

FAKD A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of

• their New GLOXINIAS, CINERAMAS, and PELAR-
GONIUMS.
See Gardener* ChronicU of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,

which may be had gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, S.

To the Trade.
Continental, Flower, Garden, and Agricultural Seeds.

GEO. MACINTOSH, Agent for Mr. F. W. Wendel,
begs to announce that CATALOGUES of the above arc

now ready, and will be forwarded free on application. Early
orders solicited.

All Communications to be addressed, Nursery, High Road,
Hammersmith, W.

SCOTTISH GARDENERS, FORESTERS, and
LAND STEWARDS ASSOCIATION.

Result of Election.

At a GeweralMaem*o for the ELECTION of PENSIONERS,
bald at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, on Friday,
November 29, Professor Balfour in the Chair, the following was
the state of the Poll at the close of the Ballot :—

Janet Crerar . . . . . . . . 103
Polled last year 397

560
Mart Henderson 68

Polled last yeir 170
238

Thomas Dlngwall 124
Janet Crb&ar and Mary Henderson having the greatest
number of Votes were thereupon declared duly elected.

J. H. Balfour, Chairman.
James M 'Nab, ) o~,«„a,«-,
Pet- 8. Robertson. (

Scrutineers.

Edinburgh, Dec. H. «

development ot the Mushrooms trom the deposition

of the spawn, or whether it merely means that

the fine group exhibited to the French Academy

was from the spawn after it had run through

the bed and had knotted for fruit, does not exactly

appear ; or again, whether the spawn had really

knotted on the glass, the several terms being used

apparently with some latitude in the report

given in the Comptes Rciuhis of Oct. 14.* We trust

therefore, that we shall soon have a more detailed

account of the process, giving actual dates as to the

time of sowing the spores, the making of the

beds, and the first appearance of Mushrooms on

their surface fit for use.

We are happy to say that Mr. W. Ingram,

who is such a successful cultivator of Mush-

rooms, and observes everything connected

with gardening in such a practical and philo-

sophic spirit at the same time, has -pro-

mised to submit the process to experiment.

"Whether his efforts are successful or not, or

whether the matter may be practicable in the

hands of cultivators in general, we have no doubt

that they will derive much benefit from its ventila-

tion. Mr. Ingram has for some time found that

watering Mushroom beds with a weak solution of

common salt contributes much to their fertility,

and to the quality of the Mushrooms. We have

ourselves lately seen a bed in the open air treated

in this way, producing abundance of Mushrooms

hint until tliey have been able to bring out some old
favourite with a new face.

And yet in respect to the Thee Causations, which
are those that yield winter flowers, the hint was
given many years ago, so that we can only speak of the
result as * comparatively modern." The race however
seems to have died out amongst us for many years,

and to have been only again revived at a very recent

period. Some 40 years ago, it seems, the first variety

of Tree Carnation/one with crimson flowers, made its

way into our gardens. A few years later this was sup-

plemented by some distinct forms obtained by the Belgian

florists, and then comes a pause ; for the varieties thus ob-

tained seem to have been either lost, or lost sight of here,

and nothing came of their introduction. On the Conti-

nent, however, in the south of France and in Belgium,

they appear to have been kept in view by at least some

few cultivators, who have of late years given special

attention to their increase and improvement ; and the

result is that we have now in cultivation from these

sources a considerable number of varieties—upwards of

80 are named in Messrs. K. (J. Henderson & Son's

last published list of them—most of v hich are flowers

of considerable beauty, and some of the more recent

approach very nearly In merit to the choice summer-
flowering varieties so much prized by our own florists.

About this time last year the growers named above

exhibited a collection of these winter-flowering Tree

Carnations at one of the meetings of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and the merit of the varieties, as well as

the utility of the group, was at that time marked by
the award of a Special Certificate.

This race of Tree Carnations, which includes Tree
and those of the very finest quality in respect of

j
pjcotees, may indeed be said to be invaluable for pot

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1861.

In the profound and admirable work which has
just been published by Tulasne on the nature and
propagation of Fungi, to which we hope soon to

introduce our readers more fully, though every

source from which information could be obtained has

been almost exhausted, there is very little res-

Eecting the production of the more noble Fungi
•om the spores themselves. Infusions of different

kinds have been used in the Department of the

Landes for their reproduction, and Persoow speaks

of experiments supposed to be successful of a

similar kind, but as the infusions were made with

boiling water, which, except in rare instances,

colour, texture, and flavour. Care however must
be taken not to use too strong a dose, as it might
prove fatal. The method of M. Chevretjl, so

far as watering with saltpetre is concerned, is

practicable by every one, and we are sanguine as to

the good results to which it will lead.

While on the subject of Mushrooms, we take the

opportunity of borrowing a leaf or two from Mr.

Ingram's observations. It may be interesting to

some of our readers to hear that the pretty white

Fungus figured at p. 312 of this year's volume was
produced in profusion on one of his open air

beds, which had been made almost entirely of

comminuted straw highly impregnated with horse-

droppings. A matter however of more import-

ance is the failure of certain attempts made by

ourselves and Mr. Ingram to raise different

varieties of Mushroom or allied species from spawn
obtained in the fields. The spawn, howev
healthy, would not run when placed in beds
where artificial spawn would to a certainty have
produced a crop, and results with spawn from
Australia and the Southern United States have

been equally disappointing. Mr. Ingram, how-
ever, suggests that in attempts to cultivate these

plants, instead of at once inserting the raw spawn,

measures should be taken to increase it in the same
way in which Mushroom spawn is prepared for the

market. We are inclined to think that there is

much] wisdom in this sugg stion, and if verified

by experiment it may lead to very useful results.

Our knowledge of Fungi is daily becoming more
profound, and they are no longer so generally

neglected as was once the case, as the offscourings of

the earth. We do not despair, therefore, now that

Mosses and other minute Cryptogams are objects

of cultivation, that these curious productions will

receive the attention they deserve. M. J. B.

Carnations in winter ? Does not the very name
of Clove Gillyflower or Julyflower, which belongs to

the plant, negative such a notion ? To such questions

_ __ we can onlj reply that Carnations in winter, and Car-

destroys '*th7 'power" of "germination," "though the I

nation8 °? ve7 S°°d <*?*** too
>

are
.

amongst the
* — r -;-»_-_'_ c.

(comparatively) modern improvements in floriculture,
spores will bear a considerable dry temperature,

there is great reason to believe that there was some
fallacy in the presumed success.

It appears however that experiments have been
carried on in France for some years past by M.
CheviLETjL, with a view to show the practicability
of raising Mushrooms from spores," which have
resulted in complete success, and which bid fair to
lead to a great increase in the productiveness of
Mushroom beds. At present we have but meagre
accounts of the process. Such as

which like the recently introduced Bouquet Dahlias,

and many other favourites now within our reach, we
owe to the intelligent skill of far-seeing florists, who
having detected in their seed-beds some novel though
perhaps but slightly varied form, bearing indications

of a new and desirable feature, have followed up the

* It may save our readers some trouble to give an exact
translation of all that is said on the subject in the place just

indicated.

„ " M. Chevreul presents a magnificent group of Mushrooms

thev ntP rhaxr Producea "nder the cultivation of Dr. La Bortet— The

_ i j u
"

• • „• t
y

, y"e/ ' Doctor first raised the Mushrooms from spores placed on a

have already been given m this Journal (1861, slip of glass sprinkled with sand and irrigated with water,

p. 966). There seems however to be some Confusion T
-
he -ost vigorous individuals are then chosen, and it irom

in the account between young Mushrooms and the
spawn. It is said that young Mushrooms are
raised on glass covered with moist sand, and that
the most promising of these are selected for
transplanting into the beds, which are watered
with a solution of saltpetre. It is however
spressly said that the new crop springs from the

3pawn, and that within the incredibly short space
of six days magnificent tufts of Mushrooms are
produced.

But whether this time really applies to the full

the spawn of these that he obtains the Mushrooms, s specimen

of which is before the Academy. The following is the method
which he uses in preparing the beds. A moist com; t of

vegetable mould and garden soil is placed in a cellar

covered, 1. with a bed of sand and river silt 0-25 (rather less

than 10 inches) deep, 2. with a coat of lime rubbish <)"> 15 (rather

less than 6 inches )in thickness. The bed is then watered wit n

an aqueous solution of azotate of potash (saltpetre), containing

2 grammes (about 31 grains) to the eqnare metro (about a

square yard and a fifth) after the spawn has been inserted

The group of Mushrooms placed before the Academy was
developed in six days. The effect of the azotate of potash

lasts for six years.

'

f
It —" ' ""* *w thnrB u a DTe!lt

culture for decorative purposes and for winter bouquets

of the higher class, the flowers being in winter as fresh

and sweet as those of the summer season. And herein

lies their chief value, for they supplement the com-

paratively limited materials available for the forcing

house in winter with representatives of one of the most
favourite of the Mowers of our mid-summertide.

Those who are not familiar with this race of varieties—"perpetual-flowered " as it is sometimes called, from
its habit of producing its flower stems at varying suc-

cessional period?—may be informed that the, short

stocky leaf-shoots, which in the usual forms of Car-

nation and Picotee remain in a dwarfed and as it were
dormant condition during a considerable portion of the
year, are wanting in the varieties to which we now
refer, the habit ot which differs in this respect, that the

young leafy shoots once formed go on continuously to

grow and lengthen out until they develope their flower

buds. It is tiiis habit which adapts them so perfectly

i or the production of autumnal and winter blossoms.
Hence, too, one lead.'ng feature in their management,
when winter flowers are the object, consists in shortening
back in the spring and early summer months all the
taller and more elongated of the shoot.-? then formed, so

that a fresh growth may at that season he induced

;

the branches which are thus developed throughout the
summer and autumn being those that furnish the
required winter blossoms. The elongated shoots present

on the plants in spring would, if left to grow on, develope

blossoms in the course of the summer. On the other
hand, the vigorous young shoots made during the
months of summer continue to grow on through the
autumn, and furnish winter flowers. This renders
it necessary, if a tocce on of flowers at different

seasons is required, that there should be a succession

of plants under treatment — forwarded or retarded
cording to the period at which the flowers are

required.

Some of the principal features of treattnent with the
view to the production of the flowers during the winter
may be here briefly sketched out. Commencing with
the time when the blossoms of one season are just

past, which will be very early in the year, the first

thing to be done is to cut away the old flowering stems,

which are to be removed quite hack to the leaf growth
at the base ofthe plant, however low down this may be.

The object is to ensure a crop of dwarf vigorous young
shoots from as near the base of the stem as possible.

The plants ore to be put into a dr\ ool pit, well venti-

lated, and freely exposed to light, protecting them from
severe frost, as occasion may require, and repotting or

top-dressing them as they may need, after growth has
recommenced. So they may go on for a while. By
and by, when the severe spring frosts aro past, they are

to be planted out in prepsred beds in the open garden.

The chief requisites to their successful growth in this

situation are, a <lry subsoil, ~\
i t,h th rf at least

a foot and a half ; a well-pulv. -ed and porous fertile

enriched by the plentiful inorj .oration of rich leaf-

mould or decayed cow-manure; and a situation where

the plants will be fully exposed to son and air. If the

beds are so arranged and plan I as to admit of being

covered by a portable frame to famish shelter from

heav rains, so much the better; if not. the evils of

excess of moisture on the soil must he avoided by some

other means, amongst which the frequent stirring of

the surface, especially after rain, is one of the most

important. The growth thus obtained by planting out,

in open beds, is ordinarily much more vigorous than

that which can be obtained under p<>
f culture.

By the middle or end of Sejitem her those plant

which have acquired sufficient strength and vigour to

proper depth.

„ „ will be seen that there is a great _
difference between the thickness of soil as here stateo, and

nroijuce flowers, should be carefuUv lifted with the
that given at p. 960. Experience wil )soon show wba is the ^^ ^^ ^^^^ _ d^^^ ^ Qf conyem
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nieut size; after which they are to be sheltered lor

two or three weeks in a close greenhouse or pit, where

they will be kept rather close, occasions)], sprinklings of

water and moderate ventilation, together when requi-

site with a slight shade from strong sun for a few hours

about mid-day, being: given them. In a short time it

will be seen by the plump and fresh appearance of the

stems, leaves, and buds that root growth has been re-

established, and after this the further object of protect-

ing the plants under glass is solely that of preserving
" and assisting in the maturation and expansion of the

flower buds. The forwardest of the plants may from

time to time be removed to a warm house with a genial

temperature of from 50° to 60°, where they will

gradually perfect their blossoms.

It is to be borne in mind that these plants for

blooming are not to be lifted from the beds in which
their growth has been made until the flower buds are

formed and begin to swell, which should be the case

by the time we have indicated or shortly thereafter. If

by that time there is no indication of flower buds, the

growth has not been sufficiently vigorous for their

development, and nothing remains but to leave the

plants under conditions favourable to their health until

the following spring, when the same cultural process

must be renewed. In favourable soils and situations

—

that is in airy situations, where the soil is porous and
without excess of moisture—they may be left in the beds

where they have grown through the summer, but if

there is risk of injury from excessive or confined mois-

ture, it is better to pot them and store them in dry

ventilated pits till the return of spring.

The varieties of this tree form of the Carnation now
include self-coloured flowers of various hues, such as

crimson, scarlet, white, and yellow, and others with
white grounds flaked with crimson, scarlet, or purple,

some having markings of more than one colour, like

the * { bizarres" of the florists; whilst of the Picotee

race, those in which the colour is disposed around the

edge of the petals, there are primrose, yellow, orange-

yellow, fawn-coloured, and pale slate-coloured grounds,

margined with lilac rose or scarlet. There are too (we
must confess it) varieties which iu their own individual

forms blend the markings proper to the Picotee and the
Carnation ; but we may in charity hope, since all such
flowers as these are regarded as mere " decorative"
objects, that such double-faced behaviour, reprehensible
though it may be, will yet be judged leniently by the
floral critics in consideration of other good qualities
they possess.

foots should not be kept dry too long, or they will rot

away like those of old Gloxinias. One great peculiarity

about this plant is the great length of time the seed

will lay in the ground without germinating ; although

so very minute, and there are few seeds which are so

small, they will often remain dormant for a year. A
few seeds will start within a week or two after they

are sown, and occasional stragglers will follow them

from time to time, but if the gardener has sufficient

patience he will find that the main crop will come up

about a twelvemonth after the seed was sown. This is

so very different to what takes place among the

generality of Begonias that I should not have believed

it possible had I not seen it occur more than

once under my own hands, and fortunately I, had

noted the date of sowing upon the labels. The

pretty habit, the neat, silky-looking foliage, crimson

on the under side, and the freely-blooming properties

of B. Fischeri, are qualities which I should hope

would save this kind from extinction. B. ciunabarina is

getting scarce, too, but it will not, I trust, be entirely

lost, for it is a good and useful species. The delicious

fragrance of the pure white flowers of B. odorata should

make it worth preserving; and so should the pretty

habit of the small and neat growing kinds—B. Dregii,

B. natalensis, and B. microphylla.

All these, and others that I could name, are well de-

serving ofcultivation ; I could, if space permitted, easily

To Sir William Hooker we have been ind^ ,

mission to us, at different times, from the on rt
**«fc

of six plants of the very valuable Cinchol ^*C
greater number of these, however, suffered t °^
transit, that two only of those kindlv takpn u

muc

by Dr. Anderson of the Calcutta Botanic:r>^
here in a healthy state. They are now ukS*5

' <J
WairfyciiJo rjowio,, „„^ „„„ *

.
1UW

.
punted

of which have produced roots, and he has ev
anticipate success with the remainder. y re

*l

During the present month I have received fmm ruson a portion of a supply of Cinchona seeds, comnL •
h

the Government of Java to that of India ff^11

species they were collected has not been stated 5*
been sown at the Hakgalle Garden, and a vervf
here ; they have, however, not yet been in the SL?
ficiently long a time to germinate. w*l

From the experience we have had of the apecieitfrnow growing in the Island, 1 think it may beco£2J*l
tain that C. calisaya would not be likely to a2y *''

elevation much below that of Hakgalle, and tbJHL* *
planted above 5000 feet. C. succirubra grows JrSr^
at Hakgalle

; but as it also grows tolerably weUflH
with the appearance only of being a little too nrndSSr
the heat, I think it might succeed probably at J£fr
above 3500 or 4000 feet. C. micrantha, judging froiS&l
plant, we have retained at Peradenia, appears to thrireM?
well hei e as at Hakgalle : it will, however, have
tained by and by at what elevations respectively tto*'
the other species will produce the largest ntah/^
Quinine.

largest relative
qi

BEGONIAS. - J

It is to be feared that the present; passion for plants
with coloured foliage will drive some of our old favourites
out of cultivation

—

some of those plants which we have
formerly valued highly, cultivated with care, and which
have well repaid us for the trouble we bestowed upon
them. Already lias the sentence been passed upon some
of the older Begonias ; even their names have been
banished from the pages of the newly published
nursery catalogues ; the plants themselves are every-
where doomed to unnecessary neglect, and are daily
becoming more and more scarce. Before they are en-
tirely gone let us at least give them a good character for

the services they have rendered us ; and if some horti-
culturist with more gratitude, and less of that tendency
to bow to fashion, which Bioomfield says " rules us
all," may be induced to continue the growth of a few
of the best kinds, be will be a benefactor to future
generations, and I shall not have written in vain.
Let us see how matters stand with old Begonias.

There is B. octopetala, the largest flowered species in
all the family ; it has] already been lost, I fear.
Should any gardener in the country still possess it

he would do well to grow and exhibit a good plant of
it at one of the meetings at South Kensington; it

would produce quite a sensation. B. nitida was one of
the most useful plants I ever cultivated for the sake of
cut flowers during winter ; one plant of it I recollect

r was never out of bloom for more than two years, and it

might have continued longer for anything I know, for I

it was grown in a nursery and was sold in full flower
at the end of that time. B. fuchsioides furnishes U9
with one of the most gracefully habited stove plants
we have, and yet one seldom sees it well gronrn. It
would make a much better exhibition plant than many

,
of those which find a place among stove and greenhouse
specimens at a late show. It would evince the skill of
the cultivator too, much better than a Vinca or an
Allamauda.

_
B. Evansiana (or as :fc is often called

B. discolor) is used on the continent as an edging for
beds of Canna, and with fine effect ; why should it in
this country be banished from the gardens of the
wealthy, and find a home only in the cottager's
window ? It is a herbaceous kind, and the roots should
be stored in some dry place during winter

;

it is so hardy that it certainly deserves a trial
in those gardens where the purple Orache has proved a
failure, and where the Perilla is thought too sombre to
be used extensively. For the autumn decoration of the
conservatory there are few plants which cau vie with
B. diyersifolia (called B. Martiana in some gardens);
the rich crimson flowers of this plant are very fine when
the plants are well grown. It should be treated as a
biennial and grown in a hotbed ; but the tubers—for
*t is a herbaceous species—may be kept longer thantwo years if properly attended to in the winter. The

As I have reason to believe that many gentlemen
Coffee planting wculd be glad to co-operate in tryiS

lengthen the list by referring to B. sanguine*, remark- ??****j*^ >
tbe Cincl?°na? «* M**

u, « ,, .
J

, % , i ,
n

o .,..,. :

tions upon their estates, it may possibly be considerri
able for the crimson colour ot the under surface of its able to distribute, some shore time hence, under coqSL
large and fleshy leaves, to B. uropbylla and B. manicata, be determined upon, a few plants of those raisei at Hi,

which produce such a profusion of flowers in early I

™s course of action might probably lead to a moreSir r
' cultivation of Cmchona m the Island, than the 6ovaj»!
would feel disposed itself to undertake, though it wou
doubt desirable for the present experiment to be carried ct

every possible activity and carefulness, until the cafe
should be well understood, and it could be fairly given ot.

private speculation.

Vanilla.—Much attention is being given to the cuitrc

of this valuable plant, and different modes of growit

being tried here. The system of training the pUnUr
strong trellises, to which it firmly attaches itself by nut

its aerial roots, appears, so far as our experiments have get

be the best ; as the plant is much more manageable

treatment, and it thrives quite as well upon the be.

when it is growing upon the trunks of living trees,

deal of care has been bestowed upon the curing of theTcL

pods, so as to prepare them in the style required :

European markets, and as adopted iu the Island offieak

As regards their appearance, the samples we haveprodr

this year show a great improvement upon any n a

previously prepared. A small box of Vanilla grownd?
pared in these gardens, is being sent to Cohm\»,k»
mission to the International Exhibition of nextyec.

Cotton.—In this immediate locality, the clinuterfrtt

owing to its uncertainty, is quite unsuitable forth****

cultivation of Cotton, all that can be done in the mite »*

keep up as good a supply as possible of fresh se«M*j«

descriptions, to meet any demand* that maybe:
by those wishing to make experiments in *P*
this plant, in the more favourable districts oftnsl***

Assistant Government Agent of RatnaDoora recaW**

Bmtenne Division of the Saffragam District, « »*
adapted for the successful growth of Cotton; a;

doubt, many other districts in the island where *jjjjj
#night be successful. But while the dimcultie^WT
supply of labour are so great, and therefore tbeprwp^ -

first pioneers in the matter so otherwise tim^f^f^.
to be feared that Ceylon, unless by some rery haPP5

J-
tingency, will not partake with India of th«WPfJ?
that would arise from the cultivation of aa article w *

immense and unfailing demand as that of Cotton.

Tea. -We are in a position to bo able to •y^JJL
numerous plants now in this garden, a considers^ h

of Tea seeds, should they be required for expennw™*

cultivation of this plant in the island.

Manilla PlaxVtain or Hemp-Plant.—This gw*JV.
in these gardens, that we have it in sufficient qjjj"*^
distribution. From trials made bv Mr. W. H. Wngu*

seem, that the fibre of this plant is very ea^sjJJ,
sufficiently clean state for the manufacture of n***^
excellent quality and great strength. I have ^'r^*
past year, ripe seeds from our plants to England

Australia. . w
In my last report I urged the desirableness\0 j

museum building of a convenient, rather tnau oi '

mental, character, erected near tbe Directors
JrJJ;^

containing specimens of the vegetable Produf7t
. fflrestfl

j:

the inspection of which would be of very ^eaM"Lj *:

portauco to those wishing to become acquaiu ^^
resources of Ceylon as regards its vegetation. ^j/M
what was then stated, I may add, that sucu ^ f

specimens would have assisted very materl
:,/maiii*l

direction and stimulus to the efforts receD

u

y ^
Central Province to procure, for sending to u"^*
Exhibition, what would best illustrate theW ^
tions of this part of the island ; and it wou a.i

rf

derived a reciprocal advantage iu tbe contra*

valuable additions to it. . * ft*

From specimens intended for transmission
t

national Exhibition, which have passed thW ^r
the purpose of having their correct scienti6?

n"%j*^
to them, I have derived much useful V"° 1^(3
reference to the value attached to certainp m
Singhalese, either for food or for medicinal purp" ^ r
in ascertaining the native names under w«*

respectively known.
, k _ m^ti

The third part of "Enumeratio P^*™" be Wg
been out for fsome time, the fourth part

m

m\ #w
shortly, and I hope to complete the work in -

should then hive more leisure to direct my
o0 p

preparation of a popular Flora of the is »"
!

t f

recommended by Sir William Hooker for y

°

nomkot&£
as carried out by Mr. Bentham in his " Fjora B°$>frtr-
and it would afford me great satisfaction

, ftbereJ
render accessible to every enquirer theresu^ ^ ^^

t

ucboosM j ivi uie wi remans mm u 'oa"/"
rxtf \rnpoTV* 11

work should contain everything of m
Jth/i&a&known with reference to the vegetation

°\f oV
.ared

-

that all the species which have been cu* ,*oe

described in it, but the distr in *« indicated-'

W

occur, or arc most abundant, should oe
ntj

ne* JL
names, when known, given ; and the usetu*

ppiiei
"y

the several plants, or many of them, are f^nti^
these points, notwithstanding the l** ™

-ubjecfc_*£j
have lor so long a time been given to

.

tne
,.'Jrerent

1*^

1 still remains to be done. Be?idents m a*

spring, and to other species which in their way are

quite as valuable ; but I trust that the good taste of

my fellow gardeners will not allow them to sacrifice

such useful plants to make room for the more showy
hybrids. If we must have plants remarkable for the

colouring of their foliage, there are still a few of the

older kinds which have never been surpassed, if, indeed,

they have been equalled. There is, for example, the rich

crimson velvety leaves of B. splendida; this is a some-
what difficult plant to manage well, but when in a young
and vigorously growing state, there is nothing to rival it.

The delicate manner in which the zones of colour are

shaded off into each other on the leaves of B. Giimthii

(formerly called B. picta) is quite unique.

All the new hybrids partake of the characters of the

Xanthini group of the geuus ; indeed, I think they may
all be traced to some half a dozen species, and in almost
every instance one of the parents has been a variety of
Xanthina. Those kinds in which B. splendida, or the
dwarf-growing B. Thwaitesr, has been one of the
parents, are easily distinguishable from the others.
But there is too much monotony among the hybrids, so
many ofthem have been raised, and tbey are so difficul t to
distinguish from each other on account of their very

|

minute differences, that many purchasers are already be-

(
coming disgusted with them. Our nurserymen should look
to this and ascertain whether entirely new strains may not
be brought out. Would the coloured species hybridize
with the strong growing upright kinds of the longipes
or zebrina groups ? Or, still better, would these breed
with the small leaved kinds, of which B. natalensis may
be taken as the type ? Before laying down my pen I
may just observe that the curious peculiarity in the
flowers of B. frigida, noticed in these pages about a
year ago, is inherited by the young seedlings raised
from the original plant. The same proportion of the
flowers is still hermaphrodite, and the female organs
superior. I have repeatedly tried to raise seed from
these anomalous flowers fertilised by their own pollen,
to see if the plant could be induced to make some
further progress in this direction, but always without
success. The seed from which the young plants were
raised was produced by the normal flowers of this
Begonia. C. W. C.

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, CEYLON.
(Extracts from the report of the Director, Sept. 23, 1861.)
CiNcuoNA,-—It gives me great pleasure to be able to report

very satisfactorily upon the progress of the important experi-
ment now being made in the Island, in the cultivation of
species ox the valuable Quinine-producing Cinchouas. Anexperienced gardener has, as requested by the Government atmy suggestion, been sent out by Sir William Hooker, from the
establishment at Kew, and I have much reason to be satisfied
with the zeal and intelligence shown by Mr. MacN'icoll In his
charge of the plants now under his care at the Hakgalle Garden
near Newera Ellia.

The plants of Cinchona which, in my last report, I mentioned
as being expected from Bombay, arrived at the latter place in
so unpromising a condition that it was thought best to have
them all dispatched at once to the Neilgherries, instead of
sending a portion, as was at first intended, for trial on our
hills. Nearly all of these plants subsequently died. Another
consignment of Ciuchoua plants, collected by Mr. Spruce in
South America, arrived some months alterwards at Bombay
in very good condition : but these were also all conveyed to
Ootacamund, not any being reserved for Ceylon, as I was given
to understand would be the case. As far, therefore, as regards
Mr. M.irkham's mission to South America, we have recei red
here no growing plants of Cinchonas; but a parcel containing
seeds of Cinchona micrantha and Cinchona nitida, collected by
Mr. Pritchett. was sent to me in February List, from Mr
MacTvor, through the Chief Secretary to Government, Fort St!
George ; and a parcel was received by me shortly afterwards
from the Secretary of State's Office, which contained seeds of
Cinchona succirubra, collected by Mr. Spr .ce. From these
eds more than 800 plants have beeu raised (C. succirubra-
•0; C. micrantha, 180; C. peruviana, 25; C. nitida 45;

uncertain, 6 J ; which, although at present necessarily of small
size, are nevertheless progressing very satisfactorily in the
locality which has been selected for them.
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island have it in their power to contribute valuable inf<>i ina-

ti<m upon some of them : r»nd f if any should feel disposed to do

to, I should be glad to enter into cor pondence with them,

and point out in what way their assistance would be most
utefiii. During the past year, sereral plants new to the Flora

of the island, and some of these quite new to science, have

been brought from the jungles, and adied to the collection

here. To the Rev. S. O. Glenie and Mr. Wm. Ferguson, I

htve again to express my acknowledgment?, for interesting

communications respecting the plants of their respective

neighbourhoods.

THE GOLDEN" PIPPIN.

FROM nn inquiry made recently in your columns

respecting this old favourite dessert Apple my attention

has been drawn to it, and 1 am tempted to give my
experience as to its culture, which may probably

interest pome of your read I have one tree, now
years old, which I have always looked

in which he gives ins dales) agaiiwtauouiu \\iui,wiu,

the Noblesse Peach, which he correctly describes, August

the 2d. In an orchard bouse in a sheltered situation,

I have never known the Nutmeg Peaches to ripen till

the third week in July, nor the Noblesse till Sept. 2.

The season of many other kinds of fruits was then

(130 years since) much in advance of what it now is, so

that to the gradual lowering of our tempetature we
probablv owe the tendencies to disease in many

of our" old kin of fruits, for if the trees are

suffered bo grow unchecked and to root deeply

into the soil, canker in Apple and Pear trees makes its

appearance and the trees can only be kept in health

when planted away from the influence of walls, by

keeping their roots"to the surface, so as to be influenced

by sun-heat, now apparently less powerful in summer

than it used to be in our climate a century or so sine.

become worn out agitated, which it. has been occasionally

in your columns. I h repeatedly taken grafts from

this tree, and although it is now full of dead and

cankered shoot*, the grafts when placed on henltl

vigorous stocks have math' a tine growth, and the tre<

under glass the remainder of the year. T. R.

from 80 to 90 —, - -., _ , ,. .

upon with mere* I interest whenever I have heard I fear I have been trotting too long on my hobby, and

the late Mr. A. Knight's doctrine of the sort having must conclude by telling your readers what I tee I I

~ ought to have done in half a dozen lines—that they may
grow Golden Pippins and Nonpareils in as high perfec-

tion as in tin; olden time, if they place some trees in

13-inch pMs and cultivate them in orchard houses,

placing them out of doors, if the summer and the

ifnot suffered to remain too loogln one place, so as to climate be warm, in July and August, but keepingthem

root deeply in the soil, h remained healthy and free

from canker, but if left to grow ur.cared for or unre-

moved, no matter how favourable the soil for Apple

trees, the trees have commenced to canker the third or

fourth year, depending upon the nature of the season,

sorn becoming deeply infected with that-fatal disease.

I have closely watched my old tree, and have re-

marked the effect of temperature upon its health,

which fluctuates with the seasons. Thus, in

the hot summer of 1857 it made healthy

shoots, which did not canker and die back the

following winter. In 1858, a dry warm summer, it bore a

fine crop of real old-iashioned Golden Pippins, rich, and
full of that aroma peculiar to this Apple. In 1859, a

dry warm summer, it : lin bore a crop of nice fruit, and
its shoots remained healthy; then came I860, our sun-

less summerless summer. Alas ! for my poor old tree ; not

Home Correspondence.
Cotton Cultivation in 1 cdia.—Cm the fertility of the '* Indian

Black Cotton Soil "(Regar of the natives) be increased by the use

of manorial appliances; aided, perhaps, by rotations more in

accordance wnh scientific principles than those now in use?
I say, perhaps, because I am uncertain whether Science would

•t confirm those now in uce as the best that could be devised.

This is the second question proposed in my last letter, only
somewhat differently stated. I purposely limit it to the Regar
or Black Cotton soils, which though little variable in appear-

ance and properties, yet do vary enough to justify the use of

the plural number in regard to them. These soils have at

different times engaged the attention of geologists, chemist

and agriculturists, but more especially of travellers having
traverse them during wet weather. The Geologist is disposed

to consider them disintegrated trap rocks, but is somewhat
startled at the thought of their vast extent, extending as they

i~i I,..* a^. nc do over many thousands of square miles of surface. To this
only the shoots of the current year died, but those of

difficulty r wfu venture to add the tact of their being often

the two or three preceding* seasons, so that last spring **
. ... .

it looked a mass of dead and dying shoots;

the past summer, although warm and favourable,

has not restored it to its usual health, and

it seems as if it would require two or three warm
dry summers to restore it to even its usual state, i. e. y a

few healthy shoots among clusters of those that are

cankered ami half dead. I suspect that for these 50
years past this tree has thus been battling with a

climate too cool for its well-doing, making in two or

three consecutive warm seasons an attempt at progress

which has been nearly neutralised by one cold wet
season, so that the tree although nearly a century old

is still comparatively small, measuring only 3 feet in

circumference at 2 feet from the ground ; yet it is

growing in a deep tenacious loam very favourable to

the growth of Apple trees, and in which its neighbours
if harJy varieties make an annual healthy growth
without canker.

I remember hearing when quite a boy my father's old

servant, who was a great Apple connoisseur, talk of the

old Golden Pippin trees in the farmer's orchards in the

parish, and I also remember two of them very well;

they used to bear fruit nearly covered with russet, and
their flavour was exquisite.

These trees are all long since dead, and younger trees

planted about 40 years ago languished and died after a

few years, even in fresh soils, in which Apple trees of

other kinds grew healthily and well, just as if there

was a lack of force in our summer climate to warm
the earth sufficiently for Mieir roots when striking deeply

into it. This idea is strengthened by the face that young
trees of the Golden Pippin, the scions of which were
cut from the old tree I have described, can be kept

trom canker if the trees are taken up and replanted

biennially, and in a warm season they bear very good

fruit; trees also against walls with a southern aspect do

very well in some soils, and bear fine and well-flavoured

fruit.

I have convincing proof, however, that with the

Golden Pippin and the old Nonpareil, which is equally

subject to canker, it is not the sort in which there is

any inherent weakness or proneness to decay, but the
climate which is in fault. To test this I have potted a
tree of the Golden Pippin propagated from my old tree,

and had the pleasure last October of seeing its bright
and truly golden fruit hanging on it nearly all through
the month; they were full sized, and of the old racy
flavour. The tree has no symptoms of canker, and I

intend to let it remain under glass all the winter, so
that its roots are not saturated with our cold winter
rains.

Observing that such a fruit as the Golden Pippin,
thought by some theorists to be worn out, can thus be
renovated by giving it a genial climate, one is almost
tempted to advance the opinion that for the last 150
years there has been a change and a lowering of
temperature in our climate, too slight to be correctly
ascertained by meteroro! ists, because the mean
temperature of the year may not differ to any 'jreat

extent, yet enough to affect vegetation to some extent,
although our summers may be cooler.

netrated by bluff, almost perpendicular masses of syenitic rock,

rising like islands out of the sea, sometimes to the height of

several hundred feet, and wide enough to become, in former
days, sites of strongholds °f troublesome and mischievous
marauders; the disintegration of which forma a soil totally

different from the surrounding Regar. The Chemist in like

manner is perplexed by finding, on analysing several specimens
from different parts of the country, considerable differences of

composition, though usually agreeing pretty well in a few
prominent points; such as the small quantity of vegetable
matter, and tbe large proportions of carbonate of lime and
silex it contains. Tbe Agriculturist wonders at while heartily
rejoicing in their perennial fertility, bearing as they do,

without manure or other appliance, beyond what bis plough

,..ii >.i Miius <-i »• n, ana wiiu. upon tins wnuie, verv
uniform success, proves that the plant isby no means tidioue
in the matter of soil. In the climate we were not so f< -rtunate,
that of Coimbatore being on the average too dry to do justice
to the American plant, even though we found it bore heat and
drought fully as well, and on one occasion bettor than the
indigenous one. These points being well ascertained, I consider
the essential object for which the experiments were under-
taken, the introduction of the American Cotton plant into India,

was fully accomplished. I am aware that now the experiment
Is generally looked upon as a failure, because we did not
realise in India average crops of 200 Or 300 lbs of clean Cotton

per acre, the same as they do in America. But that is a
mistake ; it is trying it by a wrong standard. We ascertained

that these large crops are net to be had off such lands as we
had to cultivate under any system of farming, but especially

under that of America, which is only applicable to its own
rich soils and favourable climate, but quite unsuited to India;

and the planters had not the skill and knowledge requisite to

enable them to modify their practice to suit the new circum-

stances in which they were placed. But for 13 years we raised

crops of American fJottonfrono the original batch of seed, the

st equal to the first. We failed to accomplish impossibilities,

for it was quite impossible to obtain such crops by the mode of

culture we were taught to believe the peri ion of Cotton

agriculture. The failure then, if any, r I with the originators

and plain • of the experiment, not with the artists who
worked out their plan; t I

ivingdonc what they were told

to do, namely, to introduce the American Cotton plant into

India. More was desired and expected it is true, but the

necessary a icy—scientific and practical farmers, was not
provided. The planters honestly and zealously did their best

;

. charge them therefore with grossly imposing on the
Government, is as gross and unmitigated a libel as it is to say
that •"the Government farms did not succeed because they
were not intended to succeed." For myself I know that I did
all I could to make my farms succeed to the utmost, and I can
testify to the care and asbiduil y of the planters under me in the
performance of their agricultural duties. In so far as they
failed it was from want of knowledge, not want of will. When
they were <m fed, it was not understood that America owed
her prodigious crops to the soil and elimate, not to the skill

and scie of her farmers. Neither were the planters them-
selves aware that such was the case ; hence their extreme dis-

appointment when at the end of the first season, not one of the
whole ten had realised what he could call even a moderately
fair crop. This disappointment was increased as they went on,
by Bndinig that the natives, w! agricultural attainments
they had been taught before leaving home to despise, very soon
became more sue Bful cultivators of their own plant than
themselves Dr. Mallet supplies the explanation. Iu the
abstract of his paper, read before the Royal Society, we read

:

" He shows the immediate cause of this neglect of the science
of Cotton culture is been the facility with which the vast and
growing derrand of the world for Cotton has been met by the

tst surface of fertile and virgin soil, and other favourable
conditions of the Southern Btatefl of N< rth America, yielding
wealth to, the planter too readily to incite him to inquire much
ns to the conditions of his success." I dwell earnestly on this

P irt of tho subject, not for the purpose of casting reflections on
the past, but to expose the falseness of the wicked imputation
cast on the Court of Directors of the late E. I. Company and
American Planters, by the " Committee of the Cotton Supply
Association ;" and in the hope of guarding hundreds of persons,
now preparing to engage in the culture of Cotton in India,

linst giving too ready acceptance to the teachings of those
who are themselves ignorant of the subject they profess to
teach. I am further anxious to direct attention to the fact

that, cultivated on sound principles, though with but
moderately skilful farming, Cotton may be produced in India

and hoe supplies, annually one or two crops, due attenti- as easily as any other crop, and that, h r be experiments been
being paid to rotation. That (rotation) the Ryot in the case of ; in the first instance undertaken on these
Cotton declares quite indispensable, but is, so far as I know,
the simplest kind, namely Cotton, then two successive crops of
Sorghum (Jowarie or Cholum of the natives), and Cotton Again.

The first Sorghum crop after the Cotton is usually very abundan t,

and is looked forward to with particular regard ; hence the float-

ing tradition that exists in somejparts of the country, of a Ryot,
who feeling himself dying, bitterly upbraided Fate for its

injustice in depriving him of what he had been looking forward
to for three years, namely his large crop of Sorghum. Lastly,

the Traveller, overtaken by wet weather in the midst of ..no of I

these Regar districts, I can readily suppose wishing the black
j

mud at the bottom of the Red Sea, or anywhere else than where
it is, for being intensely hygrometric in its properties, it

becomes so adhesive when wet, that it sticks to everything
that comes in contact with it, and is so soft that every

|

weighty body, man and beast, sinks into and sticks in it.

This deposit, which one geologist deems of diluvial origin, but
which must be of much older date, varies greatly in depth,

seldom less than 2 feet, but sometimes much as 10 or 2

resting on a calcareous marly stratum, which by the way is in

some places largely dug for road making, being the only metal
for miles together available for the purpose, and where tho

traffic is not very heavy makes very passable roads. In dry
"hot weather the substance condense- id contracts apparently
to little more than half its bulk, and forms cracks in all direc-

tions, many of them several inches wide, and from 12 to 18

inches deep, so as to make it dangerous to ride over the ground
even at a slow pace. To this property they to some extent owe
then- fertility by the free admission the cracks afford to the air,

it being an observation sometimes made, that when the c'ry

season has not been broken by unseasonable rains, causing the
ground to crack freely, the following crops are generally good,

owing I presume to the double effect of first aerating the soil

and then saturating it with water, by the cracks getting filled

by the first heavy rain before the swelling and puddling of the
surface prevents further admisbion. These soils are naturally

so fertile that all kinds of crops thrive upon them, and have
done so for ages without manure or rest, but when subjected
to the American plan of consecutive cropping with Cotton
they became " exhausted " in three years, in spite of the most
assiduous cultivation. To these soils my question refers, and

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ principles, the result
would now have been hail-id as a great success in place of being
stigmatised, by tho«e who should know better, as a premedi-
ited and disgraceful failure. Robert Wight, GmztUy Lodge,

Ike 1.

Novelties in Provincial Nureertef.—It has been re-

marked that the lists of the London nurserymen for the

current year contain less than the average number of

new plants. Happily, however, this is not the case

with their brethren in the provinces, as the catalogue

that I have just received, and which I have the honour
to forward to you, will abundantly testify. It contains

a multitude Of plants that, to me at least, are entirely

new ; and ns the prices, for such great rarities, are

extremely moderate, I felt tempted at once to send Mr.
M. an order, but on second thoughts I determined to

write to you, in the hope that yon would kindly com-
mon wate to me and to your readers any information on
the subject that is within yonr reach. The list, as you
will perceive, contains not only a long array of new
species of old genera, but many of the genera themselves

are, I believe, quit" unknown to our gardens. I might
instance "Gildera," " Syringers," "Andromedarys,"
"Pamirs," "Ribas," ' , Mazareens >""Laurentinas,"ofnot

one of which have I ever heard till now. Then there

are a large number of "Necidious" trees, i.e., trees,

I presume, suited for cemeteries; among which I find

the following (to me) entirely new kinds:—"Odger'a
Holly," the "Led Boari Honeysuckle," the "Dnlcaaa
Berberry," the " Citissis Broom," the " Strung
Arbutus," the Sampevinian Yew," the " Bleeder Sentor

Colutea," with a host of others! But the greatest

amount of novelty occurs among "the North American
!

and other Bog plants," the list of which adds the
it is asked rather with the intention of directing attention to *

f jTowin<r to those previously in cultivation .— " Andro-
their peculiarities than for the purpose of suggesting an answer,

,

~ „ - «»„*:f<,#xi:o »* «\ tvm.rnKa '*

which
1

1 admit I cannot give to my own satisfaction. I know meda Calyeuta, "A. mytitafoha, A. tymafolia,

that so far as I had an opportunity of observing, tbe R i « Kalmia glaca," " Ledam pulustara,' "Rhododendron
never applied manure, beyond allowing sheep to browse the Jbreads," " R. adoricum atrovium," " R. scarlet iboriai f
leaves and tender tops of the Cotton plants for a day or two __tj n there are the " Ibead Orange A zaliers," &c, and

"^fS^tton Sar-bSVS™?2£A*£X :
I too* not *b.t b. ! PraytW a., the light

manure
enquire whether it was purposely withheld, on the supposition

|
y0u can upon Mr. ML'i truly marvellous Catalogue, and

of its being injurious. Subsequent reflection on this point of ^ on]jgC J p00r Iqnoramus in the Midland Counties.

their practice, strengthened by the analogy of other crops, goes Tncreased demand for Apples.—A Correspondent in

^^TSS^Sir^^^iSTAKS% IiStTwhi.>»?&* go that have been

*** :

bought up so much of late in our orchard counties.

According to Langley, who wrote in 1727, the Nutmeg
Peaches, sorts which are still well known, ripened the
last week in June (allowance being made for old style,

without manure, that they would do tetter if cultivated on

principles of higher and more scientific farming: that is, good

tillage, systematic though moderate manuring, and carefully

adjusted rotations. The rotations might be easily enlarge*,

and I think with advantage as nothing in the shape of annuals

seems to come amiss to them. U in place of the three course

one given above, a four or five course was adopted, consuming

at least one on the ground by sheep, or ploughing m a green

one. the others would, I expect, considerably benefit by the

change. Our trials however extended to all kinds ofsoil withiu

our reach, and as a general rule we found that and which had

not been under Cotton for some years generally yielded fan-

returns, in average seasons, for at least one crop
;
the second

when attempted always disappointed us. The plan of trying

I hi recently been in Herefordshire, Devonshire, and

Somersetshire"; and in all of these counties I have made

inquiries about this demand, for T am interested in the

growth and saleof Apples, as grown on a farm. All

my questions have been answered in the same way

—

M fhey go to Blanche r for dyeing purposes." " To fix

the clours." "They make one of the new colours.'

" We got 10*. a bag from the Manchester men/
" They will pick them and take them away themselves
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if you like that best." Well ! given that all this is a

mistake, and that they are used to make champagne,
as it certainly appears that to sell to these buyers is

the best mode of disposing of the crop, so far as money
is concerned, I should like to add a question to your

Correspondent's, and ask if any one can tell us if the

demand is likely to last, and what are the sorts most

liked? The Author of " Farm Life."

Oxlips.— It is pleasing to see by a late article on

semi dioecious Primula?, that the Oxlip is at last

acknowledged to be a hybrid or hybrids (for they are

not all alike) between P. acaulis and officinalis, instead

of being confounded with P. elatior, a distinct and
unvarying species. S.

Sowle Bread.—In the autumn of last year I was in

South Wales, and in Swansea I noticed a dark gela-

tinous substance which was formed into balls for sale.

I was informed it was called sowle bread (or, as I
understood, soul bread), and that it was prepared from
a seaweed obtainable in that locality, and although it

Rainfall, November 1861
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fragrance of the tree and the continuance of the

flowers were very remarkable, while the weather was

fatal to the display of the Stocks and Asters in the

adjoining pleasure grounds. The enclosed specimen is

not well preserved, but I trust will be recognisable. At

first sight the leaves had very much the appearance of

that of the Populus tremula ; it is the prevailing tree

along the promenades in the valley of Schwalbach, and

altogether extends to not less than one mile, where in

spite of the weather it created one continued hum of

bees. The trees are of great uniformity, with clean

stems for the height of seven or eight feet ; they are

evidently thoroughly hardy, easily kept in an elegant

figure, and no tree could be better adapted for the pur-

pose to which they are applied. J. G., Forres. [It is

Tilia microphylla ; we should ascribe its profuse flower-

ing to the heat of an Austrian summer.]
Chesnut.—This is an instance of double derivation

:

1st, from the Latin name, which doubtless accompanied
the nut in its distribution from Italy in the north,

***« not appear to be very palatable to the eye, yet my whether in ancient or modern times. 2dly from the
inquisitiveness was such that I was induced to purchase

J

apposite English words, chest, a nut, so applicable to
some, and I found it when cooked to be a very agreeable

: the fruit. S.
esculent, and very similar in flavour to the most
delicious of the Brassica tribe; in the market it

appeared much like a semi-soluble glue ; when cooked
its former form as a vegetable was clearly observable.

I find, in Scotland, that the word sowle is a kitchen
term. W. Summerby, Grantham.

Orchard Houses—Pots or no Pots.—It is certainlv
amusing, and perhaps in some degree instructive, to
read in your columns week by week the contentions
between the advocates of the pot and no pot system for

orchard houses. I venture to join the lists because I

can affirm that I have in some measure tried, and in

much larger measure carefully watched both systems,
with the view of coming to a sound and practical con-
clusion. I say practical, because ray object has been
not to refute the recriminations of "W, P. A.," or damp
the poetical ardour of u T. R.", but simply to discover
the truth for my own ends and objects, which are—1st.

To produce as great an abundance of fruit of the finest

quality for my table as I possibly can. 2. To afford

myself as much pleasure in the culture of these trees
as can be had. 3. To add grace and ornament to my
garden. Now I will not say that my experience has
brought me to a positive conclusion, or that I am ready
to pronounce a decisive verdict for or against "the
pots," but the bent of my opinion will be pretty plainly
shown by my stating that I have added largely to my
"glass " this yeav, have potted severalties that up to this
time have been trained, and intend to cultivate almost
entirely on the pot system. Allow me to give shortly
some of the reasons why. I have not found my
trained trees surpass in abundance or quality my pot
trees, neither have I seen this to be the case with my
neighbours who continue the pot system. I have
grown in an 11-inch pot three dozen first-rate Nectarines

;

in another, six dozen Plums (Jefferson's); in another,
14 dozen Peaches of remarkable size and quality; in
another, three to four dozen Peaches of ordinary size
and excellent flavour. In larger pots I have grown
much larger crops, e.g., in an 18-inch pot I had about
five dozen Wilburton Admirable Peaches ; this was too
many, and some in consequence were deficient in size,
but not so the general crop. Those who so unhesita-
tingly condemn the pots, forget, I think, the different
area occupied by the pot tree and the trained tree. If
this were fairly calculated I think the pots even on the
ground of quantity would not be so rendily put aside
as useless or even inferior. But is nothing to bo said
on other grounds ? What, for instance, as to pleasure ?
The pot tree to a lover of gardening is a delight, the
trained tree almost a torment. Again, as to
variety. With a moderate-sized house under pot
culture you may try almost every good variety
Ot Peach, rsentarine nv Plnm nnrl v>nn* <•„.,:<- c. ±.\_\
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and so of Filipendula (p. 191), Rhodi^^ff^^L
the circumstance, held to be conclusive on tk
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"that, in denning a Strawberry Linnaeus write. l!**
numerosa, &c, whereas it would have been"SJw

"

had the separate parts of the female apnaratuVw!

*

to be called pistils," why not suppose that l*
Pist. in the formula used throughout the "

Genera hwas adopted partly because it answers equaUv f«Sand singular number ? And could it be safelyaW*
exactly analogous preceding sentence of the oh
Fragaria, "Stam. Filamenta 20, subulate" &c tK?"
rate parts of the male apparatus of the StrawW *
intended to be called stamens, but stamen ' ilS?*
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Linnaeus, if occasion required, would have direcUrS^
carpels of a Strawberry pistils, seems evident enort i?*
actually calling them so in so closely related a flol

S*
a Rubus (see Fl. Lapp. p. 172). So much b2
authority and usage, and for the discrimination andiSwith which, as far as he went, he endeavoured (as1^5
restrict the Tournefortian term pistillum to its prinSf*

5

natural signification and most convenient use. Newta!
not always the happiest or best defined—have had toS
duced with our advancing knowledge of floral wJ*
But, that we still need the word pistil, and kik
with great deference, I still consider as the Ij2
sense of the term, will appear if we consider how iJJ
to name and describe the female apparatus of Leba
for instance. To call it pistil in the sense of gynadaj
not help far ; and to say that Delphinium grandifan* hs k
pistil in the sense in which D. consolida has, is confi»i
one's notions of unity and plurality, the moresoaattaat
has always been regarded as the counterpart of the stion.)

say that the one is trigynous, and the other mmiogfmk
not suffice ; for the former term does not necessarilyimjfcfc

the ovaries are separate, nor the latter that the 07aryia«k
To say that D. grandiflorum is tricarpellary does notimpljfc

the carpels are separate. To call each separate body

gynsecium an ovarium is to give the name of a putwfc
whole, as much so as to call a stamen an anther; form
rity is uniform from the first that ovarium (or germen) is»

one of the three parts of a pistil. To name the sepal

bodies pistils when precision is required, best acconli,*

believe (though well aware that much maybe said on theA
side), with scientific accuracy, practical convenience, qm
l°gy» an(i Linnean authority. A. Gray, Cambria Jk
Nov. 5. [We cannot say that our learned friend's argumaflu

convincing to our mind. They seem to show nothing n
than that Linnasus used his word pistillum loosely; *d If

i

means on all occasions in conformity to his own definite.-
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of Peach, Nectarine, or Plum, and have frnit from the
beginning of August to end of October. Not so with
the trained trees—you must make np your mind for a
few sorts, and a glut for a short season/ Oneword more a^
to " planting out," Which Mr. Barron says is so decidedl
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l vi*ted a few m°nths ago one of
the finest establishments in this part of the kino-dom
one much lauded in your columns, and which was
evidently under the care of a first-rate gardener. The
trees m the orchard-house had been planted out, and
had been a failure, owing, as the gardener said, to the
wood not ripening the season previous. How was it
that my trees m pots had ripened their wood perfectly
and borne excellent crops ?

'

Because, I believe, of thecommand which the pot system gave me over their
roots, both in drying and pruning them. H. M.Ŵ liytonif~-l saw last week, at the Marquis of
Huntley * a v^ellmgtonia of four years' growth from
seed which in the third year made 40 inches. Two of
the three year seedlings bore each a cone. B.
Tiha micropt>,na.--The enclosed twig of Lime tree,

which I had mislaid, was taken from Schwalbach, Ger
V V k H ^m ^fc ^^^L j^ ^ ^ _#^i _ m. ^a ^^B ^^m ^^fc — h

Remarks :

—

Barnstaple.—Frequent heavy hail showers on the 1st, 2d, & Sd.
Camden Tovm.~Ilca.vy snow on the '26

; thunderstorm \?ith
heavy rain at noon on the 10th ; snow on the 16th : mean tem-
perature (19th) 21°.S.

Oundlc—Snow on the 2d and 16th ; fog on the 7th and 13th.
Zfane«tytf.—Thunderstorm on 7th, 2. 07 inches ofrain on 20th

;

2.20 between 4 p.m. on 25th and 8 a.m. on 26th.
Derby—Average (14 years) 1.98 inch.
Manchester.—Average (47 years) 3.71 inches ; owing to heavy

ram on 25th many of the rivers overflowed early on the morn-
ing of the 26th.
North Shields.—Snow on 4 days ; hail on 8, and lightning on 4.
Dumfries.—In the last 11 days, 5 inches rain fell ; snow on

the 2d, 10th, and 19th ; minimum temperatureon the 24th, 18°.5.
Nook-ton.—Snow on the 15th and 22d.
Sandwkl:—Average (20 years) 3.86. Barometer on 21st at

midnight 28.364 in. at 32° and reduced to sea level.

G. J. Symons, Camden Boad Villas, N. W.
What is a Pistil ?—Since you "arc glad to find " that we ofNew England, while pressed with graver duties, can still

"discuss little points of critical interest." perhaps yon will
not be d leased nor surprised if I offer a brief rejoinder to
your acute and ingenious comments on my late communication
if

6
,
Gardm"* t MronicU lor Oct. 12, p. 908), and try to show

that I have not misunderstood Linnaeus' meaning and us© ofthe term Kjrf; that when he writes " PistUla dfjFerunt nuoad

P^ST
1^ i*?^5? ^^ t0

.
th° p 'stils of a 9in&£ flower notto the pistil of different plants. Pray imagine Linnrnm cSvpWannouncing the latter propositiomlthaTone

= rSha?nIorepistils than another, because it has more flowers ' It is t™J
that Linnaeus falls into some confusion of language when hispistils are partially united ; but, on the whole? he steersrW
of ambiguity and trouble with wonderful success SLS
the imperfect knowledge of floral structure then poSed fmust also think that the Linnean definition- "P/,//
viscus fructui adherens, pro polling receptione," no more den eshe occasional plurality of pistils in a flower, than the propor-tion just preceding " Stamen, viscus pro pollinispratpJJion?"
denies the usual plurality of stamens in a flower sffoZ Lmost commonly the female apparatus of a flower consists ofonly one body, and the male of more than one, of conrvif ?«
natural to speak of the latter in the plural number and of the

jeocfetftf*

Botanical of Edinbtjbgh : Nov. 14—Dr. K

Lowe in the Chair. The President delink to

opening address, from which we select afefftyw-

There are many who, like myself, have heaJ^F'

botanist like a poet must be born, not n^ 1*-

natural instinct for observing and adiniring]W*

who yet ha?e never possessed the opport*

following out in any systematic manner the »•

which has won their admiration; and I «H bog

with grave Jacques Rousseau, that there ma
f

e?
»*— .. ,w,,,^:.,,, k«hn>U »l..-. nATran L-nMT the WW™

-Vname of a single plant. To make my position w

botanists must be born, not made—doubly s^, iw i

only appeal to the Professor (Balfour) if, » ^.3

1

experience, he has not often met with in^

willing enough to study this department ofsc«

^

who possess not the natural aptitude and g»*

things of nature, without which I maintain no ipj

of study will make, in its genuine sense, a true

It is vain in such cases to point to beauties yon ^
at every step, or to enlarge upon the 1D&T^-..

design manifested at each evolution of a P *

velopment. Your enthusiasm kindles no rev^

fire, strikes no responsive chord, and it is n e
.

ting on hues, and shades, and tints to perso

reds are greens, and whose blues are .

It may be imagined that the peculiar b
^

,1L

%^[
medical profession to which I have devoted «w

j

no cares—that it is the easiest way of jnaKmg

>• c^croaf. fh,.h tho man who ia u
^_ 9Hut I may si jest that the man who u

«

^

hourly engaged in soothing the distracted, cu«: e>

desponding, and reasoning with the rhapsott«n» '
k

former in the singular. But to settle the question at1^
viz., whether by pistillum Linnams meant 4atw"noVS?l

desponding, and reasoning wiui »»» *—r-- ^
pardoned if he confess that tliere are ™nwl*-0.

himself feels jaded in his turn by the variety hu

fruity of the mental conditions of the persons jr^m

he is surrounded; and then I know om
f^|

resource so sure and so delightful as to stea ^^1
cares and common-places of daily life int0 ^f
ment of your own garden, surrounded by yo ^
plants, or, if time will allow, to wander into ^
garden of the hills and woods, there to sDaw ^
cares, and to find imparted to your nnna . ^
and a joy which, if* it be not identical

tfcfr
,

which are eternal, is at least congenial w ^^
nay more, often paves the way &r lu

ft p9^
Never shall I forget my delight ^^^^

I860; it occurs to me gynaecium, or each body of that gymec

whero
that it is the Tiha microphylla, but as it is not known ? more)

'
wc

.

ha
I
e on
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refer to those
1

cases
in the north of Scotland, and having never observed it ?^ H

08
JFSSFZ 1°,

not,ce the plurality f these organs
hefnrp nnvnrlionA t a«ii u lv j7 »«-»ci uuBervea ic and to designate them as such. Turn wo thAm«r»;; *«

Irl „fj^ i '

Sha11 bG °b], "ed b7 your tellin- me the " Flora Lapponica," Aid read of a^eoTim ^S?TmLVits name. In appearance it is a dwarf growin- tree !
"»*«"» aaudet ha-c ouatuor" fr>_ i«n' !SJ°r

,
Tl11^

and I observed it in no instance above 20 fe*et hiffh with'
a round, compact head, displaying a mass of blossomstwice more abundant than any of the varieties of the

S^T or
-
Kuropean^ime; and notwithstanding theexcessive wet and eold of July and August, I860 the

nay more, often paves the way for

Never shall I forget my delight wU
5l^

Lyons, I first saw in the Valley of the KJ°" *&
ig trees, and presently, still more **** ^ *

the Olive trees. How it banished fati^ ^
glimpse

to
"

How tantalised I *» &
pittillis gaudet hac quatuor" (p. 160): f bh-TlrliV'Tw

it differs from its near allies only '' nv°wo«7%tl ftpisHUcpm - (p. 82)
;
and ofa species of Ranunculus thaUthaa

"pUMfa.6we 18 " (p. 195). I quote from the edition editedby Smith, whose "hazy understanding" may havfdoTed oterthese paragraphs, as well as over the Arum in the Phil Rnt -1
a case, by the wav, equally in point, since Linnams took-thewhole apparatus for one flower, and attributed to, 5 a pSrahty

the

hausfcion when I first caught
flowering 20 feet high. How ^ jij>r

iifi^

of the various'townsthrough which I Pjf^ d»ngW[

were my sensations when I saw the O
^ &<&*

down the walls, 30 or 40 feet long, »^ ^ oQr o*^

huge boa constrictors ! and how I atar ^
Jack-tars swaggering (and, I am sorry,

v
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b^SeiTof Oleander and Plumbago "twisted in the

knots of their neckerchiefs ! lam satisfied that theae

sights did me more good than all the previous advice

aiTd physic of Dr. - stison; and I half suspect that

that gentleman had these restoratives in prospecti

when he enjoined on me the necessity of of going from

home, and if possible beyond the benefits of the IV

Office—a condition I found I bad most unintentially

fulfilled in reaching Rome; for in consequence ot one

of my letters being addressed " Dr. Lowe," and another

« W. II. Lowe, M.lV my identity was disputed, and I

was not allowed by Papal wisdom to receive either !

!

I shall, since I have wandered so far as Rome, dwell for

a moment on one plant which never ces I to excite my

admiration, and which was nearly as frequent as the

Grass we walked upon. In the densest part of the

Jews* quarters in Rome, on the daily frequented

promenade ot the Pincio,
\

ping from every i'ouni >,

coTering the Colosseum or lining the celebrated Cloaca,

which still does uninterrupted du for the moderns as

it did for the ancient Romans, is 1 Adiantum Capillnt-

veneris in every stag* of growth, and eten varying

according to its si ation in its form and colour, but

always beautiful ; at times so close, small, and compact

in ita growth i » resemble at B little distance tl

cbantia of this country; at others
^
hanging in

graceful plumes. Every one who bus been in the South,

wl ever his religious persuasion — whether Roman

Catholic or Protestant—must often be shocked with

the taste, or rather the want of it, displayed in

the ornamentations of the niches by the wa ide,

usually containing the crucifix, or rather gen. rally

the Madonna and Child, beads, coloured glass, and

tinsel, balbwed no doubt as the votive offerings of the

simple peasant—but presenting, nevertheless, an effe-

inferior in point of intrinsic merit to the dolls' hous.

we buy to amuse the youngsters in the nursery. I

was leaving Genoa, when the shades of evening had

begun to heighten the beauty of most exquisite seem ry.

Suddenly we came upon a niche in a retireil spot built

into the bank which overhung the road, ami in it was

the Madonna and Child in time-stained marble, stand-

ing in clear relief from the pure green of the Adiantum

Capillus-veneris, which, from the surrounding moisture,

had closely and entirely lined the gap ; ami for once I

could admire the sacred object which hitherto, flaunting

in tawdry ribbons, tinsel, and gold, had well nigh excited

my disgust. On another, but very different, occasion

this plant attracted my attention. It was at Rome, a

fiercely hot day, and I was creeping along the shady

sides of the street, under an umbrella, when I came

upon a large monastery, on the open space in front of

which two or three thoroughly dried old women,

apparently insensible to any degree of heat, were

tossing over, by the aid of long sticks, large heaps of

some dry vegetable of a peculiar rusty colour. I

hesitated for some time to venture into the sun ; but

at last saying to myself what can that stuff be,

I sallied forward, fully expecting a coup de soleil, and

found, on reaching the strange looking hay, that it

was my old romantic friend the Adiantum, with which

the beds of the monks were about to be stuffed.

Tbe following papers were then read :—I. "Extracts

from letters written during a voyage to Alexandria, by

Dr. Cleghorn." II. " Measurements of Trees at pry-

burgh and Caver's Carre, by Dr. John Alex. Smith,"

Dr. Andrew Inglis exhibited a specimen of the male

leaf insect (Phyllium Cythe— Gray) from Assam. Mr.

P. S. Robertson, Trinity Nursery/exhibited a branch of

Aralia japonic* in full flower, grown in the open air.

Professor Macdonald exhibited specimens of balls formed

apparently of woody tissue, which had been found in

the stomach of a carpenter who had died of dyspepsia.

large 1 which the name of Endoderm has been given; some of

these cells are much lonner than t others, the shorter

alone have delicate walls, while those of the longer

are for the most part thick, are alv. *, indeed,

thicker than the others, and often have their walls

distinctly and regularlv plicate, containing a cytoblast

and nucleus, but without any radiating streams of

irrumous matter connecting the cytoblast with the walls.

The inner portion of the bark consists chiefly of

ordinary parenchymatous cells rich for the most part in

chlorophyll, but presenting nothing remarkable in their

walls, and without in general any trace of spiral threads.

cases they resemble th of the cutic v differ not

only in their form and size, but also in the course of

their spiral thr« s and the din u of their major

axis, lu rare C8 M in Vanilla and Bolbophyllum,

they are altogether wanting, and the epiderm rest*

immediately on the endoderm, in whose cells there is

no trace of a I
mdary membrane.

8. The tissue of the inner part of the primary bark

consists entirely or in great measure ot juicy paren-

chym containing chlorophyll, between which are inter-

cellular spaces, in many Orchitis (as in Arachnanthe

moschifera, Aerides suaveolens, Cattleya Forbesii, &c),

Beyond the eudoderms, except in a few solitary

instances, as tor example in Vanilla planifolia, one or

more layers of cells occur, the greater part of which

contain 'either a distinct spiral thread, or present a net

work with e rse meshes, some of which perforate the

walls themselves. Between them are no intercellular

passages, but over each shorter cell of the endoderm is

either a colourless cell or air cavity, without any evident

secondary membrane. Beyond the second division of

tl k* is a single layer of table-shaped cells, mostly

containing spirals, and in many cases el ated into

papilla.' or delicate absorbent hairs. These cells

often differ in size, form, and structure from the

subjacent bark cells, and originate, as is apparent in a

vertical section of the tip of the roots carried precisely

through the axis, exactly in the same manner as the

cuticle in other roots.

The fact that its component cells give rise to

papilla or hairs, that they differ from the subjacent

bark cells in form and frequently in structure, while

these occasionally are altogether wanting, seems to

indicate decisively that it is a true cuticle. Some

authorities, however, and amongst them Schleiden,

and more recently Chatin, consider what Oudeinans

calls the endoderm as the true cuticle, all the external

cells being considered as mere appendages. The supposed

occurrence of stomates in this layer, which has doubtless

arisen from the singular difference which exist* in its

component cells, and the colourless cell above each

shelter thin walled cell, has been one of the causes that

have sanctioned this strange notion, which on the very

face of it wears anything save an appearance of

ruth.

Professor Oudemans deserves great praise for the

pains with which he has worked out the subject

both amongst Orchitis and the similar roots in

Arads, as for example, in Potbos crassinervis, Book.

We wish however that he had entered a little

into the physiological character of these air roots, and

the peculiar functions for which they are destined.

Both the cells of the cuticle and the subjacent spiral

or reticulated tissue are at first similar, being simple

parenchymatouscells, each of which contains a cytoblast.

In their early condition they are doubtless most

actively employed in promoting growth and nutriment,

but their vital powers are apparently soon exhausted,

and the cells contain ultimately nothing more than air,

and arc probably useful principally in protecting the

active tissues beneath from external agents, the green

tips alone being actively employed in absorption, unless

indeed they have the faculty of immediately absorbing

air, and so conveying the moisture contained in it to

the underlying tissues.

We shall conclude our notice of this interesting

pamphlet, which is accompanied by good figures clearly

and neatly explained, with the more interesting portion

this tissue contains highly beautiful spiral cells, differing

however from those ot the velamen. In Vanilla plani-

folia and some others t re are channels filled with

mucus. Occasionally there is also pointed and elongated

thick walled prosenehym, without any secondary

membrane.

Trade Lists Ut-ckived.—L'Eveque ct fils, 134,

Boulevard de l'IK-pital, Park; Supplementary Cata-

logue, Autumn 1861. This consists of Roses and

showv plants such as Gladioli, Chinese Azaleas, Tree

Paonies. For the new Rose Due de Rohan, 25 francs

are asked or 100 francs for live plants.- Auguste van

(leert, Ghent; Catalogue No. 60, for 1861-2. A very

considerable collection of plants of every description,

among which will he found many old-fashioned and now-

rare herbaceous plants.

Garden Memoranda.
The Glasnevin Garden.—At a late meeting of the

Royal Dublin Society a report from the Council was read,

of which the following are extracts. The Council beg to

inform the Society that they have received the following

report from the Curator of the Botanic Garden, relative

to the opening of the garden to the public on Sundays,

hich had been forwarded to them by the Committee

of Botany :—Gentlemen—In compliance with your

instructions to furnish a report of the number of persons

who have visited the Botanical Gardens, Glasnevro, on

undays, since they were- opened to the public [on the

18th August last, up to the present time, and the

results, I beg to report as follows :—On Sunday,

18th August, 700; 25th August, 15G0; 1st September,

12,165 ; 8th September, 180 ; 15th September, 14,760;

22d September, 2340; 29th September, 14,300; 6th

October, 15,000; 13th October, 2970; 20th October,

7,590; 27th October, 5300; 3d November, 1167.

Total number on twelve Sundays, 78,132. Respect-

ing the results, it affords me great pleasure to

report that they are of a very satisfactory nature. The

police and other persons employed have, no doubt, been

active in preserving order among such large multitudes

as have congregated together; but, independent of

them, the people themselves have behaved in the most

orderly and decorous manner. With the exception of

boys occasionally running through the plants, and

leaping over the beds, no further wanton mischief has

been done. So far as your directions go, I might con-

clude, but which I cannot well do before noticing some

injury done by the people they cannot avoid. Owing to

narrowness of the 'wing' parts of the new range of

conservatories, the pi s are nec< irily in proportion

narrow ; the cons e is, that numbers of pots are

knocked down offthe stages, and valuable plants broken.
tly explained, win tnemore inrcr^ung Poi uo ------ - -

wffl ^
onclusions to which the author has arrived, all I o ren cuy xa

, i

m>nfllM1_

by his

notices
On t7te Site of the Cuticle in the Aerial Boots of

Orchids, by C. A. I. A. Oudemans, Professor of Botany

at An lam. 4to, pp. 32, tab. lith. 3 *

Few vegetable substances afford more beautiful objects

for the microscope than the aerial roots of Orchids and

some Arads, from the extraordinary development of

spiral threads or reticulated membrane within the

operficial cells. They seem indeed to promise before-

hand something interesting from the striking difference

which they present from ordinary roots, a difference

which i3 obvious enough while they are in a growing

state and are green towards the tip, but which becomes
still more notable wben the outer cells have lost their

moisture, and are filled with air, possessing then no
green tint in themselves, but merely refracting faintly

the green light proceeding from the chlorophyll of the

inner cells.

Often however as these organs have been observed,

authors have by no means been in unison either as to

their structure or the significance of the several parts,

and it is to put this matter in its true light that the

present treatise lias been brought out by Prof.

Oudemans.
The aerial roots of Orchids may be considered as con-

sisting of two parts, a central cylinder of wood, and a

thick covering of bark. This latter is divided again

into two distinct parts, by a single layer of cells, to

* Ueber den Sit* *er Oberhaut bei den Luftwurzeln dear

Orchideen, von C. A. I. A. Oudemans, Amsterdam, 1861. Ex-
taacted from the Transactions of the Academy of Scienca at
Amsterdam.

of thee .

of which seem to us to be well borne out

observations.

1. The aerial roots of Orchids have a true cuticle.

2. This cuticle is always superficial, consists of 01

layer of cells only, and is never concealed by other

tissue. Its cells however are sometimes clong d into

papillse or hairs.

3. The layer of cells which is called epidermis by

Schleiden, linger, Chatin, Fockens, and others, is not a

true cuticle, but an organ by which the primary bark

is divided into an inner and an outer part.

4. In respect of the history of its development, and

its very peculiar structure, it deserves an especial name,

and is therefore called Endoderm.

5. Schleiden and Fockens are wrong in supposing

that it has stomates.

6. The endoderm in Orchids and Potbos crassinervis

never consists of more than one layer of cells. This is

composed of alternately longer and shorter cells, but in

such a way that the homologous cells of one row almost

without exception alternate with those of the next row.

The shorter cells approach a globular form, are alwa

thin walled, and contain a cytoblast, which is new

the case with the longer when fully developed, and are

sometimes thick walled sometimes thin wailed. line

walls of the cells of the endoderm are often undulated

or plaited.

7. Between the epiderm and endoderm there is

mn«M iiv .*« !_4._.Liu+a Ksmift. comDOsed of one or

to be wid< 1.— I have the honour to be, gentlemen,

your obedient servant, D. Moore, Botanic Gardens,

'Sov. 9."

Miscellaneous.

The pinnated Grouse. — The most extraordinary

phenomenon produced by the necessities of the climate,

and as a protection against the terrible winds which

sweep over that apparently illimitable beach at the

approach of winter, consists in the assembling of these

birds, from a distar.ee of many miles around, to roost

upon the same spot, something after the manner of the

wild pigeon. This fact seems also to have escaped

M. Audubon's notice. At tbe opening of winter a spot

is selected on the open prairies, in the upper part of

the Missouri countrv, which is more sheltered than the

surrounding regions, by the character of the ground,

from the biting force of the north-east winds. Here

the prairie hensbeeiu to assemble early in the evening ;

and bv the time dusk comes on, an immense number

recollected. They approach the ne in small flocks,

in a leisurely manner, by short :
Th approach

the place of gathering silently, with nothing of that

whirr of wing! for wl they are noted when they are

suddenly put n P , but they make ample ?«««*"*«}
thev arrive ; as in the pigeon-roost, th • is a continued

roar caused by the restless shittin of the birds and

oun of impatient struggle emitted by thenijwhich

can be heard distinctly fi *eral miles. Th? nutnte.

more h,. d
f
cells.^J^^J^S^^ 35^?=^

respect of its mode ot development
covered sometimes extends for oyer a mil* in length

with a breadth determined by the character of the

ground.

This tissue is by Schleiden called "yelamem In

_^ct of its mode ot development it must ^ considered
M4w._ ,

as the outer portion of the primary bark, and by no wi ^ a8ton
-

ahmg 9cmc when ap-

means as an appendicular organ of the en cle ^a
^ in the^y^ of the night on h^baA

;

as is imagined by Schleiden and Chatin. The cells of F^neu
b

.

gt
* L discordant and overwhelming y

this tissul always contain a secondary layer consisting ^hubbub ^™jg > .<. themseWes to be killed in

of spiral threads which approach each other more^or £**™ *
b £ith £1(&S or any convenient weapon,

less closely, or anastomose so as to fo™ a™\™*
;itnout the necessity of using guns. They, however,

often pierced with true apertures. Though in some
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when frequently disturbed in the tirst or the season,

will easily change their roosting-place ; and when
the heavy snows have fallen, by melting which by the

heat of their bodies, and by trampling it down, they

have formed a sort of sheltered yard, the outside walls

of which defend them against the winds, they are

not easily driven away by any degree of persecution.

Indeed, at this time they became so emaciated as to

afford but little inducement to any human persecutors,

by whom they are seldom troubled, indeed, on account
of the remoteness of these locations; from foxes, wolves,

hawks, and owls, &c, their natural enemies, they have,

of course, to expect no mercy at any time. The noise

of their restless duckings, flutterings, and shirtings,

begins to subside a few hours after dark. The birds

have now arranged themselves for the night, nestled as

close as they can be wedged, every bird with his breast

turned to the quarter in which the wind may be pre-
vailing. This scene is one of the most curious that can
be imagined, especially when they have the moonlight
on the snow to contrast with their dark backs. At
this- time they may be killed by cartloads, as only those
in the immediate neighbourhood of the aggressors are
disturbed apparently. They rise to the height of a few
feet with a stupified and aimless fluttering, and plunge
into the snow within a short distance, where they are
easily taken by the hand. In these helpless conditions
such immense numbers are destroyed, that the family
would be in danger of rapid extermination but that the
fecundity of the survivors nearly keeps pace with the
many fatalities to which they are liable. These birds
are distributed over an immense northern territory;

and though they are everywhere in the more sheltered
regions found to exhibit the propensity to collect in

numbers greater or smaller, during the extreme cold

weather, in low spots where they will have some shelter

from the accidental peculiarities of the locality, yet
nowhere else except just upon these wide plains are
they to be found in such astonishing congregations as

we have here described. The universal habit of all this

family of Gallinaceae is rather to run and roost in little

squads or flocks. Whence this difference in the habits
of the same bird, who knows ? Ah, whence the dif-

ference ? That is the question."— Webber, in Eoutledye's
Illustrated Natural History.

The White ^w^.-But of the insects of this order
the most noted are the white ants or termites (which
are ants only by a misnomer). They are, unfortunately,
at once ubiquitous and innumerable in every spot where
the climate is not too chilly, or the soil too sandy, for
them to construct their domed edifices. These they
raise from a considerable depth under ground, excavat-
ing the clay with their mandibles, and moistening it
with tenacious saliva until it assumes the appearance,
and almost the consistency, of sandstone. So delicate
is the trituration to which they subject this material,
that the goldsmiths of Ceylon employ the powdered
clay of the ant hills in preference to all other substances
in the preparation of crucibles and moulds for their
finer castings; and Knox says, 'the people use this
finer clay to make their earthen gods of, it is so pure
and fine/ These structures the termites erect with such
perseverance and durability that they frequently rise to
the height of 10 or 12 feet from the ground, with a
corresponding diameter. They are so firm in their
texture that the weight of a horse makes no apparent
indentation on their solidity; and even the intense
rains of the monsoon, which no cement or mortar can
long resist, fail to penetrate the surface or substance of
an ant hill. In their earlier stages the termites proceed
with such energetic rapidity, that I have seen a pinnacle
of moist clay, 6 inches in height and twice as large in
diameter, constructed underneath a table between
sitting down to dinner and the removal of the cloth.
As these lofty mounds of earth have all been carried
up from beneath the surface, a cave of corresponding;
dimensions is necessarily scooped out below, and here,
under the multitude of miniature cupolas and pinnacles
which canopy it above, the termites hollow out the
royal chamber for their queen, with spacious nurseries
surrounding it on all sides ; and all are connected by
arched galleries, long passages, and doorways of themost intricate and elaborate construction. In the
centre and undernc a h the spacious dome is the recess
for the queen—a hideous creature, with the head and
thorax of an ordinary termite, but a body swollen to a
hundred times its usual and proportionate bulk and
presenting the appearance of a mass of shapeless pulp
*rom this great progenitrix proceed the myriads that
people the subterranean hive, consisting, like the com.
inunities of the genuine ants, of labourers and soldiers,
which are destined never to acquire a fuller develop-
ment than that of larvae, and the perfect insects, which
in due time become invested with wings and take their
departing flight from the cave. But their new equip-
ment seems only destined to facilitate their dispersion
from the parent nest, which takes place at dusk ; and
almost as quickly as they leave it they divest themselves
of their ineffectual wings, waving them impatiently
and twisting them in every direction till they become
detached and drop off, and the swarm, within a few
pours of their emancipation, become a prey to the nieht-jars and bats, which are instantly attracted to them as
they issue m a cloud from the ground. I am not pre-

IZ i a^7
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at the other in!*ctivorous birds would

thatfn
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p/l «
a
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meal
.°f U,e termites

'
but, seeingthat m Ceylon their numbers are chiefly kept in checkby the crepuscular birds, it is observable, at least£ a

coincidence, that the dispersion of the svvarin generally

takes place at twilight. Those that escape the capri-

mulgi fall a prey to the crows, on the morning succeed-

ing their flight. Sir J. E. Tennenfs Natural History

of Ceylon.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Take advantage of mild days

to give air freely and keep the plants sparingly supplied

with water at the roots. Look frequently over anything

subject to the attacks of mildew, and apply sulphur the

moment that pest makes its appearance ; see also that

everything is perfectly free from insects. If there is

any prospect of a scarcity of bloom next May, a portion

of the Achimenes and Gloxinias should be repotted at

once and placed in gentle heat, choosing such as have
been the longest at rest; and a few Allamandas, a plant

or two ofDipladenia crassinoda, may also soon be started

;

but unless plants of these are at command with well-

ripened wood, and that have been some time at rest, there
will be nothing gained by attempting to start them into
growth for some time yet, for in most cases it is difficult

to maintain a sufficiently warm temperature to secure
anything like free growth from these unless the plants
have been well prepared for an early start. A gentle
bottom-heat of about 80° or 85° will be of service to
such things in inducing a healthy root action, and if

this can be secured there will be little difficulty about
obtaining free vigorous growth. Let Ixoras and all

other hard-wooded plants that have made sufficient

growth bo kept rather dry at the root in order to check
their growth, and induce a tendency to form bloom
buds ; but do not let the soil in the pots get so dry as

to affect the foliagre.

U
»186L

and 4 feet in width, rephu^fi^jj^
old pasture; this ought to be rather fi. i ^

T
urraiuig or wen aecayea manure, mixingV UD*
with the under soil; and over this, for the SJ\ a **
should be; laid a layer.' of soil 6 inchesfo?^
ing the tubers in ; this latter should beV*J**
loam, mixed with well-decayed cow-dun*

flJT

^

Draw drills, 6 inches apart and 2 inc^^
small hoe, and plant the roots 4 inches anarf

•

claws downwards, gently pressing them into J?
the crown of the tubers should be at Wt u
under the surface of the bed. *>

HA.RDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEV
Do not let Pears get over-ripe before bein^ ,i

look over the whole stock as often as tun
spared, removing any fruit that exhibit syn^

:

decay, and put them aside for immediate
use. j

the choicer varieties of Pears that do not ripa*^
in the fruit room should be removed to a \i!
room for a few days, which will be found to m/'
prove them. Keep all fruit as cool and dry lsJ*t
if frost is excluded from the house, it can scarcely^
cool where the object is to preserve fruit pW^
sound as long as possible. Get manure wheeled^!
vacant ground when the weather is suitable, and1£
can be done without injuring the walks, and «{ i
spare ground turned up, so as to expose it to theiL
of the weather.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—That portion of the stock expected to

furnish the spring supply of fruit should not be too much
checked at present, indeed the plants may be kept
growing slowly all the winter, which is perhaps the most
certain method of preventing their fruiting too early in

spring. Where the stock of plants likely to push without
making farther growth is considered insufficient to meet
the demand until August, the stronger plants of those for

autumn fruiting should be encouraged to make growth
as early as can be done without weakening the loliage,

with the view of preparing them for showing fruit in
April. Examine the soil occasionally about young plants
growing in the open bed, and do not allow it to become
unhealthily dry, for this would probably result in a
great^ portion of the stock showing fruit prematurely,
and it is also a work of some difficulty properly to
moisten the bed if it is once allowed to get too much
dried up. Use no more fire-heat for the present than
will suffice to maintain the requisite temperature, which,
for the general stock, need not be high.
Vineries.—Where very early forcing is carried on, as

soon as the buds ara fairly smarted the temperature
should be increased to 60° at night and 65° by day,
allowiug it to rise 10° on bright days. Take every
opportunity of admitting a little fresh air, but recollect
that the foliage will not bear exposure to cold winds,
therefore air should be admitted in contact with the
heating apparatus. Where the border cannot be
warmed, see that it is well protected from wet, &c, by
a thick covering of dry litter.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Prune and otherwise
prepare the trees in the earlier houses for forcing, which,
however, except under particular circumstances, should
not be commenced for a few weeks yet ; but let it be
remembered that these fruits will not admit of rapid
forcing in the early stages of the process, therefore fire
heat should be applied with caution, so that the night
temperature does not exceed 50°, otherwise the blossoms
will be weak and liable to drop ; during the day the
temperature may rise to 60°, with plenty of air on
every favourable opportunity. Cover the outside
border with leaves or litter, for the purpose of ex-
eluding frost and heavy rains. Tie in the trees in the
later houses, and get all ready for starting when
required.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Dahlias temporarily placed heels upwards under

cover to dry should now be carefully stored away for
the winter. See that coarse growing plants which may
be encroaching upon their weaker neighbours are
reduced so as to occupy their proper places. Gladioli
may still be planted, but most kinds of bulbs are
better now to be in the ground than out of it
For Gladioli choose a warm thoroughly - drained
situation, work the soil well by deep dhr<rin<r
and add plenty of rotted manure, elevate the
bed or patch a few inches above the general
level, plant the bulbs 5 or 6 inches deep, and 6 inches
apart, surrounding them with I inch of sand before
covering with mould ; |

protect during the winter
against excessive wet and frost, with a thick layer of
sawdust, old tan, dry litter, an old carpet, thatched
frame, or tarpaulin ; the three latter coverings must be
removed during favourable weather, and the former
coverings entirely cleared off when the plants appear.
Ranunculuses may also still be planted. The situation
of the beds should be cool and somewhat moist- at the
same time, there should be good drainage. The most
suitable soil is a hazelly loam. If, therefore, the natural
8 il be unsuitable, remove it to the depth of about 2 feet

state of the weather at chiswick near loxwi
Forthe Wetk ending Dec. 12, 18G1 . as observed at the Horticultural Ore

Tkmverature
Barometer.

Decem-
ber. Max.

Friday 8 4

3atur. 7 5

Sunday 8 1

Mon. 9 D
Tues. 10 8
Wed. 11 9
Thurs. 12 10

Average .

29.971
2').384

29.67i

29.832
2!t.7Kt

30.040

29.876

Min.

20.27T
29,l!>r.

29.414

29.788
2«).7::7

>.!',S8

29 6.)!)

Of the Air.

Max. Min.

51

60

55
59

67

B6
54

29.751 I 29.579 56.0 37.4

10

34
39

32

37
44

Ofthe Earth r
.

foot ffeet

45.5

47.0

47.0

47.5

41.5

46.6

49.0

deep.

43

41

M
46

4o.j

46

461

deep.

l3j

43

43

14

i?
U f

SJf

1

46.7 45.3 UJ)

Dec. 6—Fine ; rain; densely overcast; heavy rain.— 7—Clear; dusky white clouds ; overcast.— 8—Fine; cloudy; showery.
— 9—Fine throughout ; mild for the season.
— 10—Overcast ; fine ; clear and fine at night.— 11—Dense foe; exceedingly fine, with brieht sun; rain ittc— 12—lluin ; densely overcast ; cloudy ; rain at night; ate

boisterous.

Mean temperature of the week 6£ deg. above the avenge.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 35 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Dec 1,1ft

Decem-
ber.

Sunday 1.5 .

Mon. in..

Tue*. 17..
Wed. 18..
Thurs. 19..

I riday 20..
Satur. 21..

lis

46.1

Big-
a a.
a s
& 5

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity

1 of Rain.

34.5 40.3 20 0.50 in.
45.5 34.0 .8 16 0.68
45.7 33.7 IB 7 17 0.37
44.7 32 6 u; 1!) 0.69
41.5 83.6 1.0 17 0.:

44.1 33.7 38.9 13 0.76
43.5 33.7 38.6 13 020

PrenteM

ai 5 12

16th, is49—therm. di

19th, 1839—therm. 7 ilea:..

period occurred

1

Notices to Correspondents.
Beets : Elliot. Messrs. Vilmorin report as follow*

upont

sorts tried by them last year :-Of Perkins' Fine biw

the greater part proved to bo the same as Wby«»/
Red ; the rest was a mixture of various kinds orn»

Bailey's Fine Red was the same as the Dwarf ^r±
Red was forked, rooty, somewhat resembling the m-
Castelnaudary, but degenerated.—Of the Selected imjj

^
some had completely degenerated, others were

Castelnaudary, but rooty.—Whyte's Black was tbesw-

Why te's Deep Red.—The Betterave Rouge deDionew^.

Betterave petite N^gresse de Rennes were the sam

I

Betterave Crapandine, or Rough-skinned Beet. .^j

i
Conifers : Henri/. Your seedlings should have beein pw ^
soon as they began to form their second kind of lea

•^
are in a greenhouse you may do it between now^an ~^

Crystal Palace Gardeners : Maidstonientus. ine

is a gross libel, and punishable accordingly' ^ I

Monstrous Gladiolus: J Churc\Held. Y°ur ^JJL^
specimen exhibits a complete breakup of tneceu

u

ofa Gladiolus corm (root) and its conversion into uv

young bulbs. We have had the OOTID Vl&l^d3^ y0ttt
converting the bulbs into young plants. Hereaiw* j

know the result.
, rtc-,,laris.—

:

Names of Plants: Faber -m.arir.us. Hakea f®7Z&a0\
Seems to be a fragment, with young flower-buos, 01

i

ovata.—Cork. Rivina lajvis. . - „„*&!&*
Plunging Materials : Henry. Any of the following wj^f
your purpose, viz. : sifted cinder ashes, breeze, a***1

the refuse of the Coir manufacture. _. K«rt«P
Potato Disease : M D. Consult Martins, l>« J^^
Epidemie; Decaisne, Histoire de la Maladieae. * .#
terre ; Payen, EnquSte sur la Maladie des Pomm #
en France ; the volumes of the Gardiner* t^^
the autumn of 1845, and the Journal ot tne a-

Society after 1845. The bot*ni
rfRoyal Horticultural Gardens: Brompw*- * ^

devices in shields on the arcades here are in
HorticUltJ»

the Department of Science and Art. ine " .^ v
Society has nothing to do with their merits ru-^ag
should address your enquiry to the officers 01 u» '

of uj
Trees v. Walls : D R. We never knew an msw ^ v#
nailed to a wall having a tendency to drawj.

oVer, »*
J

side, but we all know"that trees will P^^TJJbst <&*
very obvious reason. It does not matter win*

U may be done,^f^j!
t.—ttD The history 01 ^^

fdccd
Vines : A Constant Reader.
And where is the use of it—J*
to be found in many books. Consult a*f-j

. fle
nde^£

Geographic Botanique ; Odart, Ampclograpm«^ r
ij

History of Ancient and Modern J.
ine

fr; d* VU*

Rheinische Weinbau ; Soutaine, Histoire

Champagne ; and the old Geoponic writers. ^ flP^

Misc. : W M Ashburton. You can have tne

your address with postage stamps.
1

T

r
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rnriE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
I (ESTABLISHED 1S40,) .___.
"Ire now prepared to send out the following MANURES :—

CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

[ DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.

k
BLOOD MANURE for CORN. tinTnni __ .

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and every other Manure of value.

116 Fenchurch Btreet, E.C. gpw^PrjRaER. Secretary.

BURNARD. LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ;

guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tnbasic

f .re ol Lima , . ,

S'CENTRATKD TURNIP MANURE, equal m value to

epn-ced
,nures Dr. Voelcker says :— These rcsnUs must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analvses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the 'Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonial

Prices, 4c, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,

A Co . Sutton Road. Plymouth.

A W E 8 ' S M A N U R E S .

The Manures manufactured by J. 13. Lawks for the

present season of 1-- l are now ready for delivery at his

Factories, at the following prices :
^^m- -

-

^^

J_ fc M1B

^

Art ta

.

& « W

>

i a i

Ui P

LAW £8*8 PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME £6 6

LAWES'8 SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from
BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES ..5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through

his appointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guana direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Rennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E. C . ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

OTTER'S GUANO.—Established Twenty Years.

Agents Wanted.
Factory : 28, Clapham Road Place, 9.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—The mo§t com-
plete and most reliable LTST of I MPLEM F.NTS in England.

Every one fully guaranteed. Catalogues on application.

J. B. Brown & Co., IS, Cannon Street, City, Loidon. E.C.

KAFP CUTTERS. CORN CRUSH BKS, ROOT
PULPERS, TURNIP CUTTERS, OILCAKE BREAKERS.

J. B. Brown A Co.. 18, Cannon Street, City, London. E.C.

TRON HURDLES, WIRE FENCING, WIRE
JL NETTING, Plain Field, Ornamental, and Entrance
GATES. <fcc.

J. B. Brown <fc Co., 18, Cannon Street, City, London, E.C.

STATIONARY ENGINES, PORTABLE STEAM
CRANES, and CONTRACTORS' LOCOMOTIVES, in use

in and around London by leading Engineers and Contractors.

J. B. Brown & Co.. 18, Cannon Street, City, London. E.C.

ORTABLE and FIXED AGRICULTURAL
8TEAM ENGINES. THRESHING MACHINES, DRESS-

ING MACHINES. CORN and MALT SCREENS, and every

description of the best Implements and Machines.

J. B. Brown & Co., 18, Cannon Street, City, London, E.C.

Eixt ftgrtcttltttral ©alette
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1861.

At the half-yearly general meeting of the

English Agricultural Society on "Wednesday there

was a large attendance of members. The Earl of

Powis, late President of the Society, took the chair.

His lordship expressed the regret of the meeting

at the absence of H. R.H. the Prince Consort,
who had been unable, owing to indisposition, to

attend this first general meeting of the Society

during the year of his Presidency. He referred

All publication of anv importance is thus con-

ducted in a two-fold manner. An author issues

his works in a cheap form for a large publicity, and

in a more elaborate and perfect manner for perma-

nent record. The Journal Committee should avoid

the monopolising tendency which, instead of making

the Journal the permanent record ot the Society s

proceedings for reference and consultation,

attempted to make it what it could never be—the

exclusive channel for the current information of

its readers. Mr. Sidney also referred to the

announcements for the meeting next year, lie

expressed the satisfaction of members at the

decision which had been arrived at, to open the

show-yard during the time when the judges are

making their award ; and he recommended the

erection of a room within the yard, where members

could meet their friends. .

On the question of judgments and awards in the

Implement competition he asked why the report ot

the judge* of steam ploughs was not forthcoming.

The fact was that men who could make up their

minds and arrive at an accurate judgment with

facility, were not necessarily capable as easily or

as satisfactorily of putting their minds or that

judgment on paper. His recommendation was that

a short-hand writer should accompany judges

durin" trials of implements, and commit

to writing "hot aud hot" all that was

said during the process of adjudication. Such

a record, with the decision at its close,

would be admirable material from which a

satisfactory report of that decision could be easily

prepared. Mr. Sidney then referred to the con-

tract for the enclosing and equipment of the

Battersea grounds, prefacing his remarks by

saving that every poiut connected with which

disparaging rumour was busy ought to be fully

aud fairly discussed in a public meeting of the

members. The rumour was that a mere sub-

committee of Council had decided that Mr. Man-

ning, the late contractor, should again have

the contract for the coming year, notwithstanding

that a protest had been made on that committee

that competition for the contract ought to ba

thrown open ; and notwithstanding that in the

neighbourhood of London especially such a com-

petition could not interfere with the quality of

the work, while it would greatly diminish its cost.

Colonel Challoner at once offered an explana-

tion on the point. Nothing had been done that

was not entirely within the power, as defined by

the charter and the bye-laws of the Society, of

those who had done it. Every matter coming

before a Council meeting conld be then and

there decided, unless one-third of those present

desired that it should be postponed.
_

In this

case the arrangements for the ensuing meet-

ing and the question whether Mr. Manning

should again be appointed, came before, not a sub-

committee, but a Council meeting. Mr. Man-

ning was in possession of the experience and

of the material ready to his hand, and was thus

prepared at once to undertake the work without

need of elaborate specification of the work required,

or of guarantees as to the locality of the show,

which in the case of an open competition would be

necessary : and with one dissentient that meeting

sist between the Council and the body of the

members to whom they this day rendered their

report.

also to several of the points on which the decisions necessary
; *^"T I ««i3Tf"on7e "wlosV with

of the Council had beLanBouneedin their Report. - tta^l W^ -«"^'J
He congratulated the Society on its large and

successful meeting at Leeds; and anticipated

equal success for the meeting and the show next

year in Battersea Park.
The Report of the Council, which will be found

in another column, was then read, and after its

adoption had been duly moved and seconded, Mr.
Samuel Sidney addressed the meeting, and con-

gratulated it on the improvement manifest in the

management of its affairs. The Report was
written obviously with the view of giving

information ; recent vacancies in the Council
had been tilled up by the nomination of
practical men well known in the agricultural
world for their judgment, experience, and skill

—

the adoption of a resolution to admit reporters irom
the agricultural papers at the weekly meetings of

the Council; all these were indications of the

determination of those in the direction of the

Society to excite the interest of members in its

proceedings, and to render it as widely useful as

possible. The last point especially was of import-

ance, but its value to the agricultural interest

depended on efforts being made to induce practical

men to come forward with short papers on points
of practical interest at the weekly meetings thus
thrown open, and on the frankness with which the
Journal Committee should accept the rule thus
laid down, so that immediate publication should at

once be given to matters of immediate interest.

the offer of Mr. Manning's services on the

same terms as had for many years ruled the

arrangement between them.

To this, at a subsequent period of the meeting,

Mr. Sidney objeoted that the decision of the

Council had been of a most unbusiness-like descnp-
\

tion, and that he concluded such a mode of trans-

acting the business of the Society would not be

repeated in the future.

Lastly, we had an assurance from Mr. Holland,

M.P., as one of the Journal Committee, that it is

not intended to reserve any of the papers at the

weekly meetings of the Society, but that they are

to be turned to as wide and immediate usefulness as

possible through the weekly agricultural press.

Other matters connected with the finances ot the

Society, to which reference will be made elsewhere,

were then discussed, and with the usual compli-

mentary resolutions a very interesting meeting

came to a close. .

Large numbers of the members were present,

simply as a cordially rendered duty to H.K.ii. the

Prince Consort, the President for the current

year. Unfortunately illness had prevented his

Royal Highness from presiding on this occasion,

but though the hope of meeting our President was

thus disappointed, none of us could regret being

present at a meeting where such abundant evidence

was forthcoming of the activity and prosperity ot

the Society, and of the cordial relations which suo-

The monthly meetings of the Central Farmers'

Club, with many other matters of agricultural

interest, culminate during the week of the Cattle

Show. A subject of especial importance is placed

in the ablest hands for introduction to the largest

audience that is likely to be gathered in the club

room during the year.

All three conditions have obtained this year.

The law of settlement, and the alternative of a

large or narrow area within which a pauper

acquires his right of relief, was the subject—one of

immense importance as influencing not only the

value of land, but in a very powerful way the

character of its inhabitants ; aud Mr. Tbethewy,

whose large aud long experience as a land

agent in many different counties, fitted him

particularly well for the office, had under-

taken to "introduce it. It is impossible to

speak too highly of his paper. It included

the history of the Poor Laws, and so much of the

history of the poor as sufficed to illustrate the

tendency of legislation—it quoted the best autho-

rities on social questions, and referred boldly to

previous changes'afiecting the agricultural interest,

—and it ably discussed the results and the tendency

of recent legislation connected with pauperism.

It would be too much to say that it convinced

every body who heard it that the union settlement

is better than the parochial—that the larger the

area within which the labouring man if overtaken

by misfortune can claim relief the better—that the

davs of special settlement anywhere are numbered,

and that a national rate for the support of the

poor is at hand. We do not know that this was

directly advocated by Mr. Tbethewy himself,

though the tendency of his remarks lay that way.

But there can be little doubt that his paper on the

subject, read as it will be bv agriculturists in

all parts of the country, will contribute very

materially to the extension of legislation in that

direction," and thus to that improvement in the

character of the labouring man, and in the relations

between him and his master, which was kept in

view throughout by the introducer of the subject.

Notwithstanding that the Farmers' Club is, one

would imagine, of all others the best fitted for the

discussion ot such a subject—the discussion which

followed Mr. Trethewy's paper did not equal it

in ability. Probably no association in the country

so perfectly represents the agricultural interest as

the Central Farmers' Club. There is enough of

extra professional membership to give it the

ability and freedom to discuss questions of social

and extra professional interest. We have clergymen

amongst us to whom such questions are especially

familiar. Landlords are present, not only per-

sonally but by their agents, who represent more

perfectly thecommercial relations in which they stand

than they could do themselves—and a large num-
bers of farmers assemble at most monthly meetings,

and especially at the December meeting—men per-

fectly able and ready to give expression to opinions

generally firmly held, which have been formed

during long experience on the topics which come

under debate.

The debate last Wednesday nevertheless was not

equal to the occasion. Mons. de la Tbehonnais

opened it with congratulations on the substitution

of a social question for one of mere practical

detail— and proceeded with great humour and

ability, though beside the question, to show from

his own experience in an instance of well-judged

benevolence how great is the room for personal and

private charity whatever mode of public relief

mav be adopted.

Mr. Alderman Mechi contended that it was an

undisputed maxim that capital should be free for

application when and where its owner pleased—

that labour was the poor man's capital and the

creator of other men's capital—that anything such

as a law of settlement which restricted labouring

men, whether directly or by its tendency, from

offerin- their labour when and where they pleased,

was indirect contravention of this acknow edged

maxim. The mischievous influence of the law ot

settlement on the mental and moral character ot

the labourer was also named.

Mr. Edmonds, of Rugby, recommended the

maintenance of the parochial system and con-

demned that tendency to centralisation which, as

he believed, Mr. Tbethewy was recommending-

hoped he should never see all England one parish

mfna-ed from a centre, with the certain consequence

of reckless expenditure and ignorant management.

Mr. Smythies, knowing cases where a mere
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hedge separated land charged with poor rate to the

amount of 10s. an acre from land entirely free of

any charge, notwithstanding that the latter,

equally with the former, benefited from the

labourers thus relieved—knowing instances where
the greatest contrasts in charges for the poor

prevail, notwithstanding that every other thing

is uniform—the same labouring population at hand
for the same wages, and the same markets and
prices of produce—recommended strongly the

adoption of a union rating and a union settlement

for the removal of these anomalies, and condemned
strongly the existence of extra parochial districts

which benefit by neighbouring labour, and escape

all charge in relief of neighbouring distress.

The case of the country parishes around a
manufacturing town, all in one union, was put
by another speaker, who contended that to establish

a uniform union rating in such a case would create
greater injustice than that of which Mr. SirvTHiES
had complained. The labourer used up in the
town would then be supported in his old age and
inability by the country parishes which had not
benefited by his services.

Lord Bernees advocated strongly union rating,
bringing more especially the experience of London
parishes to bear on the injustice and inequality of
the present system. His lordship, though looking
forwards to the entire abolition of the law of
settlement, yet had no desire to establish any
central administration of relief—the parochial
system should there be maintained ; and a
number of facts were adduced to show that even
greater care is taken by a body' of. guardians in

administering the common fund of a union than
in administering the special relief of each parish.
Lord Bebnees commended the course of recent
legislation, which he expected to progress in the
same direction—towards the extension of the area
of rating and of settlement.
None of the speakers put the case more strongly

or more fairly than Mr. Tbethewy. His intro-
ductory statement we are reluctantly forced to
postpone for a week. Probably in no case was
the tendency of the parochial system to keep the
labourer in a personally dependent position and
condition sufficiently stated. The poor shall never
cease out of the land : but it is not necessary, we
think, to speak of the old age of a labourer as
necessarily one of pauperism, or to think ot him at
any period of his life as an incumbrance to his

living principle, to blind us as to the fact, that there

are various functions performed by vegetables as well

as by animals whilst living, which cannot be wholly

referred to chemical or physical agencies, although

these latter forces are constantly present, and there-

fore must always be more or less concerned in their

production.

I do not indeed believe with the late Dr. Alison, that

the living principle ever brings about a direct union

between atmospheric nitrogen and carbon, so as to

produce albumen from non-nitrogenous ingredients ;

but I much doubt whether it would be possible by any

artificial contrivances, to place the fluids of an organism

deprived of life in such relations to each other, as

should occasion oxygen to be eliminated from carbon

in the vegetable, and serum, mucus, or gelatine to be

I generated from the blood in the animal.

I propose therefore, in my present Lecture, to con-

sider those phenomena of plants which seem, for the

present at least, so inexplicable upon physical or

chemical principles, that we are compelled to attribute

them to vitality, meaning thereby only that they
originate in forces which exist only where life is

present, and which therefore ^cannot be imitated by
artificial methods.

,

Let us take, for instance, the case of the evolution of

oxygen from the leaves during sunshine, which bears
more resemblance to a chemical process than any other,

because we know that sunlight effects the separation of
oxygen from metals in various artificial processes ; as,

for instance, in those connected with photography.
How loose, however, this analogy turns out to be, may
be seen from the fact which I distinctly pointed out in
the year 1835,* and which has since been confirmed by
Draper and others, namely, that those rays which
produce the greatest photographic effect, namely, the
most refrangible ones, are precisely the ones least

efficient in causing a plant to disengage oxygen.
I have even found in some late experiments con-

ducted in concert with Prof. Way, of London, with
that most powerful artificial light of which he is the
inventor, where a fine stream of mercury is made the
medium of communication between the two extremities
of a galvanic battery, and becomes intensely luminous
during the passage of the electricity through it,

that not a particle of oxygen was emitted from the
leaves when this light was directed upon them.
And yet the intensity of this light is such as to pro-

duce a very distinct and beautiful photographic
impression upon prepared paper, a specimen of which
presented to me by Mr. Way I have now the pleasure
of exhibiting. Now, if the influence exerted by light
upon plants bore any proportion to its actinic or
chemical agency, we ought to possess in tbis invention

exercise

ing

neighbour. The fact that such a sentiment prevails"
a

.
mean« °* imitating in some degree the effects of

and has arisen out of the existing mode of treating fT*
r
f
diat '011

'
or °f fusmS an evolution of oxygen to

pauperism, is the greatest possible condemnation mentioned
circumstances

tie be™Jn?CtftS^T feelPm But if th

'

e most «*"*<*> Portion of the sunbeam,tne beginning that his future depends upon him- as I have shown, be without influence upon plants, theself, let him cease to grow up in the idea that he
is in any sense tied to any particular locaiitv which
is bound to support him when he fails, and the

!!• 1? Personal independence and self reliance
which will ensue will be his own best security, and
lead to the best possible solution of the whole
question of Pauperism.

DR. DAUBENY ON AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTRY.

LECTURE IL-The Vital Principle.-Power of Selectionby Rootlets.—(Continued from p. 1076.)

In my former Lecture we considered those functions
of plants which seem to be dependent chiefly upon
physical agencies, such as the transmission of the sap
the production of the various secretions, the segrega-
tion of the acid and alkaline products from the colloid
matter contained in the cells, and the maintenance of
the peculiar juices of a plant unmixed with others in
their own appropriate receptacles.

But whilst it would be unphilosophical to resort toany occult causes, until we have exhausted all our

inertness of Mr. Way's mercurial light is explained, as
it consists almost entirely of rays derived from the
violet extremity of the spectrum.

Here, then, we stem to have a distinct case of a
chemical effect attributable to the stimulus of light
upon a living agent, analogous in its nature to that
profuse exhalation which takes place from the leaves
under the same influence, which is far greater than
what the mere action of heat upon a moist membrane
devoid of vitality would be capable of bringing about,t

In both instances theprimum mobile would seem to be
the vital principle, or to speak more cautiously perhaps
some principle independent of, and as it were, super-
added to dead matter, which comes in aid of, but does
not supersede, physical and chemical laws ; for just as
the free exhalation of moisture from the leaves, by
occasioning a partial vacuum in the superficial cells,
causes the pressure of the atmosphere to come in aid
of exosmose and capillarity, and thus to propel the
fluids upwards in a more rapid manner, so likewise the
stimulating influence of light acts in some mysterious
manner upon the vegetable organism, so as to cause it
to reverse the ordinary laws of chemical affinity, andefforts to account for the phenomena bv thP iZ 1° ?*e™ th* ordinary laws of chemical affinity, and

common to all matter, it wo^ldT^l^sot hTt Ste,^^!^^^ successive,stages of the
our eyes to those facts relating to vegetation, which atpresent at least do not appear capable of being brought
under the same category.

b

Thus in the case of the rise of the sap : assuming the
emission of moisture from the leaves to be as lar°e as
is represented the other phenomena connected °with
this process follow in natural sequence.
> But if the exhalation be greater in a living plant thanwhat would take place from a dead membrane, can webe justified m asserting that even this function iswholly ascnbable to physical causes *

Again the production of the various acids secretedby the plant together with the formation of sugar,

Si £?7 °f
I"? ?

nd 0il8
>
hom the ^nic acid

absorbed, are doubtless chemical processes ; but theyseem nevertheless to be such as cannot be imitatedby artificial means, since nothing short of the most
powerful affinities, 8uch as those possessed by the
alkaline metals for oxygen, are sufficient to over-power the attraction which that body exerts for carbon.

fiftfe

^

n°fc therefore alJow the prejudice which is
felt in certain quarters against «alling in the aid of the

out by a French physiologUt,"^!
Quill.menon which is due to the actinic^T^ *£

that is the species of attraction whieVr?1*'

reuse upon the stems and branches nf
8 !**

them to diverge from their erect pol'^towards it. tuition bj^

Here, according to the writer quoted *k -

rays appear to exert no influence at all̂ f '

enough, the most efficacious in this'**
'

invisible rays beyond the violet, the nS*
invisible rays of least refran<nbilih IT
following in a ratio diminishing as tW
central or most luminous portion of the ^
Here then the anomaly appears $*?*

chemical agent producing effects whichLj
blance of vitality, and even of volition- 2
other hand, a purely chemical phenomenal
about by the operation of these rays w£
smallest influence upon common chemical?

If persuaded that there are certaii

formed by the leaves which transcend tit**
known physical causes, we shall feel le*

extending the same inference, if necessary tJ
the rootlets also.

The principal office which these organs to
vegetable economy is the introduction

of

matter from without, and probably also the

of redundant or useless matter from within.

For this purpose the spongioles are mad*
aggregate of cells, the walls of which conastly
brane, possessing, as we have seen, the m,
allowing ingress and egress to crystalloid &
solution, whilst they prevent or greatlyum
escape of colloid ones.

So far physical forces alone will serve toenk

phenomena, and accordingly there have not bea

ing physiologists of eminence, who have refa*

whole to the above causes. By these writenti

posed that the roots are capable, by virtue of i

mose, of absorbing any fluid that happens to

.

contact with their external surfaces, and byte

of capillarity of transmitting the same atone

the parts above. They appeal, for instance, .

experiments of Saussure, who found, that wh

roots of a water-plant, such as the Polygonum^

were immersed in water containing equal ci

of various saline and other soluble bodies

were absorbed, not in the ratio of their re^e

fitness for supplying the wants of the sjstaak

proportion to the facility with which the sokffii

capable of entering the spongioles, md tf Jw
through the tissues of the plant.

Gum and humus, for instance, being rirat ak*

the spongioles in much smaller quaai|rdfi a*5

saline bodies did, which might berep^*"
needed by the plant which absorbed^

This, however, is no more thanven$?r*

from the experiments of Graham on colloidto**"

it is hardly to be supposed, that the vegetabfet

take up such substances in contravention

common laws of matter, which prevent colioi

passing through membranes except in w?

quantities. The vital force would seem to opa*l

bringing the constituents of the organism rajrt

conditions, not by suspending the physical ando^

laws which govern matter in general.

But even the saline solutions presented^

did not appear to be absorbed in the rati

respective diffusibilities ; for of all those to*
J

taken up in the largest quantity was sulphate oi

Now.'this salt is not more readily transmission-

membrane than many others, but it is very «£

that by reason of its corrosive quality it

JJJj
troy the texture of the cell walls, ffldj*l
force its way into their substance more am
those solutions did, which had to find adims»

ordinary method of endosmose. ^
These experiments of Saussure were con*.

Sir Humphry Davy, who, in his 4FTI

Chemistry," pointed out, that saline boW£

absorbed more readily when in a dilutea

when concentrated.
Later experimentalists have even goner

,

contend that, with the exception of suensu-

of copper, which destroy the texture^

solutions are absorbed with equal read

|

the conclusion arrived at by ^'..TL^
researches of his own, which are detailed u»

of the " Annals of Natural History
French

if

doctrine.

openings ..-
.

whole of the oxygen which had entered the plant in
combination with carbon.

' F
It has been lately stated indeed, on the authoritv ofsome foreign chemist, that the ordinary electric l£ht

not the one mvented by Professor Way, imparts a
green colour to an etiolated leaf, but it is tint *aa*a rw • ".Vi T! a~~u the French

a coloration of the leaves, 'V^Z^t^ '
" ^ ^ ^

connected with it in the relation of cause and effect
because it has been shown, that the greenness of the
part is produced by the absorption of oxygen, and not
by its emission.4. 1 am also not aware of the nature of
the rays which the electric light emits, and may there-
fore suggest the possibility of their containing more of
the central portion of the spectrum than belongs to the
mercurial light of Mr. Way. °

There is however, as has been recently pointed
* Phil. Trans, vol. 126, *' On the ActinrTTTf r ;~i7I £»—T~

and of Plants upon the Atmosphere.-'

'

Ll?ht upon Plants*

t Thus, Hales showed that a Sunflower U f«»fc hi«+»
weighing 3 lbs., with a surface of leaves £,»»] « i£™\ J! g '

inches. Exhaled 20 ounces of liquid "the coW o> a dav^*
1 See Mulder's Researches on ChlorrJ£u

0nrse of a <"*

lisai»
p

' the f^

parts of the trunks of various trees by ^
portion of the wood, and a waterproof^ t

that

mi
round the several portions, so wu" ~ - ^^

6hti

t
ecan

'

ta
jpI*1Ina hv which its

was

the tree, of whatever nature it m-o- ^
TVit.^««v. +\*i~ a :„« nrnnd became

remark

nor did there appear any exception to
'J^^W

saline solutions posseied of thus p»-

woody fibre. \rMo^ ^ f
Similar experiments 'have been ^0^*

Hyett, of Painswick House, near
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^olta of which" are given in the 8th vol. of the

Transactions of the Highland Society, published in

48. . , , .

The same inference, as to the spongioles being passive

recipients of any substances which happen to be

brought into contact with them, has been deduced

from observations made as to the influence exerted

upon the constitution of a plant, by the quality of the

ioU, or by the nature of the ingredients present in it

which are submitted to its roots.

This influence wasshown to exist by the experiments

of Saussore, from which it appeared, that a Fir that

had grown on Mount Breven in a dolomitic rock

proved, when burnt, to contain in its ashes a certain

percentage of magnesia, whilst the same species of

timber Jfroin Mont La Salle, a granite rock, was

destitute of this earth, but possessed an equivalent

increase in the lime and potass belonging to it ;
and

likewise from those of the French chemist Berthier,

showing that the ashes of a Fir which had grown in

rsvay, yielded ODly 16 8 per cent, of alkalies, 2 > of

lime, end 3*8 of magnesia ; whereas the same kind of

w I from Allevard, in France, afforded 34*7 of alkali.

136 of lime, and 4*35 of magnesia.

Such then are the principal facts appealed to in

support of the hypothesis, that roots are men h passive

instruments, which take up whatever is presented to

them without selection or preference.

They appear to me however only to prove thus

much, namely, that the laws of endosmose, capillarity,

and atmospheric pressure, operate upon living tissues

as well as upon dead ones, and that plants are there-

fore subject to such influences, whenever other

forces more immediately connected with vitality do

not interfere to counteract them.

it is ju.st the same indeed in the animal kingdom.

No one doubts that the living organism of animals

amenable to the common laws of matter, however

much the latter may be controlled, and masked, as it

were, by the forces of life.

Now in the case of the spongioles, although with

regard to those ingredients which enter as constituents

into the vegetable tissue, the quantity taken up by

oem and introduced into the system does appear,

rom the experiments above cited, to be regulated to a

certain extent by the relative proportion in which they

are usually exhibited, and so far favours the above

I For this purpose they examined the ashes of 150

plants, selected from 25 natural families, and growing

spontaneously in the soil of France, analysing at least

three species of each family, in order to estimate the

range of variation occurring in them, and distinguish-

ing the arborescent from the herbaceous, as containing a

different amount of ligneous fibre.

In the course of these inquiries, two facts were

elicited, both of which accord with the results

obtained by myself in the experiments already alluded

to ; the first, that plants must possess a power oi

selection, inasmuch as several species growing upon the

same soil abstract from it different amounts of the

normal constituents presented to them ;
the second,

that the same species, raised upon different soils, vary

to a certain extent in their mineral constitution.

Thus, in argillaceous Boils, the proportion oi

chlorine in the plant is in general less than it is in

calcareous ones, the range of variation being from 4 to

20 per cent. On the other hand, the amount of

sulphuric acid will be greater in argillaceous than m
calcareous soils ; and the same remark applies, although

in a lesser degree, to the phosphoric acid also.

In like manner, plants grown on calcareous rocks

contain, in general, more soda and less potass than on

argillaceous ones. Thus in Brassica nap us there was

present-of soda 5.50, and of potassa 12 34, when

grown on a limestone ; and of soda 3.00, potass 25.00,

when cultivated upon clay.

Similar differences are pointed out as existingm the

case of Trifolium pratense and T. incarnatum, show-

ing the dependence of the alkaline ingredients upon

the chemical constitution of the soil in which these

plan ts were reared. -

But after all this power of substitution is cir-

cumscribed within certain definite limits.

In the first place Liebig has shown, that in these

cases the absolute amount of bases present must be

exactly equivalent to that of the acids which the plant

contains, or in other words that the sum of the

oxygen in them is invariable.

Tims, according to Saussuro's analysis already

referred to, where 100 parts of a Fir from Mt. Breven

contained of

Carbonate of potassa 3. 60

lime 46.34

magnesia 6.77, tho oxygen would be 0.415

-
L215

Uli edition of Liebig's " Chemistry of Agriculture,

*

1847, is given the analysis of four species of Fucus,

two of Lamiuaria, and twelve of other kindB of Algaj.

Four of these analyses were made in the laboratory

of Giessen, aud for the remainder we have the res-

pectable authority of Forchhainmer ; they present, it

is true, many discrepancies, but concur upon the whole

in establishing, that potass as often exceeds soda in the

constitution of an Alga as the reverse. Now, the

quantity of potassa which is presented in sea-water to

the absorbing surfaces of a sea weed is so very minute,

as compared to the amount of soda, that if ever the sub-

stitution of one isomorphous body for another m the

organism of a plant could take place indefinitely,

we should here have an instance of its occurrence.

Perhaps, indeed, the case is even stronger with

regard to the iodine which sea plants extract from the

waters of the ocean, since the proportion of that

ingredient which id known to exist in the latter, can,

from its minuteness, be hardly detected, even by the

most delicate tests. Hence we should be led to infer

that in tho organism of marine plants neither iodine

«n be replaced by chlorine, nor potass by soda,

although both the one and the other are isomorphous

bodies.
.

Liebig, in his " Letters on Modern Agriculture, has

shown, that a similar law extends to other plants

not belonging to the class of Alga, as in the case of

the common Duckweed, the Lemna trisuica, grown in

a bog, the water of which contained the following

salts in such proportions, compared with those present

in the plant, as would imply a power of selection

residing in the latter.

Thus there were found, on comparing the composi-

tion of the soil and of the plants grown iu it, the follow-

ing differences in the proportion of the ingredients

present :

—

tt

tt

ft

99

99

• • • *

conclusion, yet on the other hand the power residing

in a plant of substituting one normal ingredient for

another seems not to extend beyond certain limits.

The most trustworthy experiments at least hitherto

made tend to show,

—

1st. That we are only able to replace any of the

normal constituents of a plant by another to a very

limited, extent indeed, even though the body which is

substituted is not only isomorphous with it, but one of

those which actually enter as ingredients into the

vegetable organisation ; so that, do what we may, the

amount of potass in a plant will never sink below a

certain standard as compared with its other constitu-

ents ; and in like manner a deficiency of phosphates in

the soil is marked, not so much by the falling off of

that ingredient in the grain obtained from it, as by the

smaller amount of the produce itself.

2d. That it is impossible to replace any of the acids

or bases which usually enter into the composition of

the vegetable by any member of the same series which
W not normally present in it.

I shall proceed to adduce some proofs of both the

above propositions, and 1st, with regard to the former,

will allude to some experiments of my own and of

others in its support.

That the usual proportions of the respective

ingredients present in a'plant, may be made to vary, by

supplying the roots more plentifully with one ingredient

than with the rest, may be inferred from the following

considerations.
.

Will and Fresenius state, that Wheat cultivated

near the sea contains more soda and les3 potass than

it does in more inland situations; and although

certain analyses made in my laboratory by Professor

Way, some years ago, would point to the opposite

conclusion, yet the facts which I brought forward in a

memoir read before the Chemical Society in 1853 lend

support to the view taken by the German chemists, in

showing that the relative proportion of potass and soda
present in Barley oscillates within certain limits, accord-

ing as the soil is more or less impregnated with one or

other of these alkalies.

By reference to the report of these experiments

contained in the *' Chemical Journal " it will be seen,

that in this manner the proportion of soda to potass

was made to vary from 23.6 to 15.5 per cent, in the

grain, and from 27.5 to 20.0 in the straw, thus

appearing to show, that to a certain extent one alkali

might replace the other in the vegetable organisation.

But the latest and most extensive series of investi-

gations'bearing upon this subject are those by Malaguti
and Durocher, recorded in the Annales de Chimie for

I>ecetnber, 1858.
The primary object of these chemists appears

to have been to determine, whether any relation

subsisted between the mineral constitution of a plant,
*nd its organic structure as evidenced by the place it

occupies as a member of one of the natural families
into which the vegetable kingdom ia divided.

Total 9.007

Whilst 100 parts of a tree of the same species from

Mt. La Salle, which contained of

Lime
Magnesia
Cbl..ridc of sodium
Pot a

da
Oxide of iron and traces of

alumina
Phosphoric acid
Sulphuric acid
Silica

of potassium
• •

fi.OOO

12.264
10.100
3.970

0.471

0.721

2. 61 '.»

8.271

3.240

In the
Duckweed

16.820
5.020
5.897

13.160

7.360
8.730
0.090

12.250
1.450

76.650 76.837

Carbonate of potassa
lime

7.36
61.19

»» »>

be 0.850
8.100

8.9

Difference 0.057

9.007

And in like manner, where the ashes of a Fir from

Allevard, according to Berthier, contained—

Of potassa and soda together ie.

6

I',
m^uesia \\ \\ «* the oxygen would bo

tt

99

99

3.57

8.36

1.26

13.10

Whilst those from one from Norway, which con-

tained of

—

Potassa .. ..14.10

Soda 20.70

lime .. •• 13.60

Magnesia' .. .. 4.35, tho oxygen would bo

»» »»

»»

Difference

2.40

5.30
:i.82

1.69

13.21

.11

13.10

These remarkable approximations equally attest the

accuracy of the analysts, and the acuteness of the

reasoner who first pointed out the relations between

the two—they prove, that the amount of bases is

determined by the quantities of acids contained in

certain tissues of the plant, and that this amount, how-

ever much the nature of the acid may vary, is in each

case definite.

But whilst the collective amount of bases is neces

sarily determined by that of the acids present, it does

by no means follow, that any one ofthose bases which

happens to offer itself in the largest quantity can take

the place of all the others.

If this were true, the organs of plants would have no

definite or fixed composition, the only condition being

that their elements should be isomorphous, as in the

different varieties of augite, garnet, &c, which occur

in the mineral kingdom. . .

,

But the contrary of this might be inferred from the

experiments performed by myself, to which allusion

has already been made, from which it would appear,

that the utmost difference in the proportion ol potass

and soda which could be brought about in i>ariey,

never exceeded 8 per cent . , wo«r>o
Moreover, if we examine chemically any of the marine

Algse, we shall find that, although containing a consider-

able proportion ofsoda, yet that in many ofthem there is

oresent an almost equal amount of potassa. l hub, in

So that whilst the water contained, in 76 parts, of

lime about 35 parts, and of magnesia 12, the plant had

abstracted only 1G.8 of the former, and 5 of the latter

element; and"whereas the proportion of potass in the

water was less than 4, that in the plant was 13 ; of

phosphoric acid in the water 2.6, in the plant 8.7 ; of

silica in the water 3.2, in the plant 12.2.

But, in point of fact, we need not go so far for proofs

of this familiar principle ; for, as every plant possesses

a different mineral constitution, it is evident, that of

several species grown in the same soil, each one must

exercise a kind of selection, in order to extract from

the same material the several ingredients which it

requires for its separate organisation.

The incapacity of a plant to dispense with any one

of its normal ingredients by the substitution of another

may also be illustrated by the necessity of phosphoric

acid in husbandry, a principle upon which the whole

theory of scientific agriculture, as expounded by Liebig

and others, would seem to be based.

Were this not the case, a deficiency of mineral phos-

phates in the land, after it had been drawn upon by a

number of successive crops, might be supplied by

other expedients.

Some elegant experiments, though performed on too

minute a scale, bearing upon this subject, are reported

in the " Annales de Chimie" for 1860, on the authority

of the Trince of Salm Horstmar.

The Prince moulded some little wax vessels, m
height about 2* inches, and in diameter 1 inch, and

filled each of them either with pure sand or with

powdered rock-crystal, which had been previously

washed.
Into these vessels were introduced a few grains of

Oats, and along with them a minute quantity ot one or

more of the ingredients which by analysis this plant

has been found to contain.

The following were the results arrived at :

—

1. When neither any inorganic nor nitrogenised

materials had been added, the Oats sprouted, but came

up weak, and were reduced to two flowers and a single

*2 When nitrogenised substances were added, the

plant shot up higher, but was too feeble to maintain

itself in an erect position.

3 When denied access to nitrogenised materials,

but'supplied with all the inorganic principles normally

..resent in it, namely, with silica, potassa, lime, mag-

nS , and oxide of iron, together wi* the^phosphono

and sulphuric acids, the plant was small
f*<*

W™*,
and whilst the formation of flowers took place to a

more limited extent than in the former case, that of

erain was altogether wanting.
5

4 When both the mineral substances above men-

tioned and the nitrogenised matters were present^

there was an increase both in the vigour of the plant

.„
e
,;«T.«„mhpr of its flowers; but still something
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appeared to be wanting in the pulverised quartz which
existed in the river sand ; for although lateral shoots

were produced, showing some power of development to

reside in the plant, still the regular formation of grain

did not take place.

5. But when any one of the above seven inorganic

substances were wanting, its development became in

some way or other arrested. Thus, when magnesia
was not supplied, the growth of the plant was feeble ;

when potassa, it was stunted, and only a single stem
produced ; when soluble silica, the growth of the stem
was arrested ; when phosphoric acid, only one flower

was obtained, and this did not produce grain ; when
sulphuric acid was not supplied, there was no stem, and
the plant died before the third leaf had been produced

;

and when iron was wanting, the plant was deficient in

its natural green colour.

The experimental results above obtained are decidedly
adverse to the idea, that even normal substances can
replace each other in the structure of a plant, showing,
as they do, that the constituents are all of them indis-
pensable to their healthy growth.
The fourth conclusion, indeed, arrived at, namely, as

to the imperfect development of a plant grown in
powdered quartz, even where all the bodies known to
be essential to it are provided, although it arrives at
complete maturity in all respects when grown in river
sand, seems to indicate, that we are still unacquainted
with all the ingredients of the soil and of the plants
which it rears.

From a late communication of the Prince it would
appear, that even lithia is a necessary ingredient in plants,
as he found, that although Barley did not come to
maturity in coarsely powdered and washed rock-crystal,
even when supplied with carbonate of lime, magnesia,
sulphates, phosphates, and fluoride of potassium, yet
that the addition of 100th of a millegramme* of nitrate
of lithia caused it to flower, and to yield perfectly ripe
grain.

Indeed it has been ascertained by that delicate
method of examination carried on by the aid of
Kirchhoff and Bunsen's spectrum apparatus, that lithia

is a constituent of tobacco, the ashes of a cigar yielding
always a spectrum containing the peculiar lines so
characteristic of that alkali.

lime and magnesia, the alkaline earths most nearly

allied to them, may, as in the experiments recorded by

Berthier and Saussure, replace one another in a plant,
a m % . 1

-
* - 1 - ^ I _ A«1AA* 1 ATI %~% Af

[Dece3tbEe h
upon the same subject, which have Wn
myself. ceu

m

With respect to the absorbability hv «.
a growing plant, of strontian, an earth JvV

1*
not poisonous, is never normally

lch|«*
tissues,

1 may appeal to some „!? »] tf

my own, reported in a memoir tmS?*#
Transactions of the Linnean SocietyZ\ :

year 1835. In this memoir I sLl3:

watered with n. Rolnfinn nf*vU—±. „"> lm4m
trout/

so far as respects the fluids which are circulating

through the vegetable tissues.

Dr. Gilbert ha3 rather confirmed the views which

I have put forth, in having remarked, that whilst

he finds a constant variation in the composition

of the crop according to the condition of the soil,

that variation becomes less the nearer we approach

to the maturity of any one organ. Thus if we com-

pare Wheat rinened in good and in bad seasons, we
shall find a very much larger proportion of soda in

the latter, and more starch as well as more nitrogenous

substances in the former.*

Upon the whole, then, I should be tempted to infer,

that the spongioles of the roots take up from the soil — — _.

—

e uiv6Uua lesuicootawi
those ingredients which are normal in any proportions

j

self with reference to the animal kin<»doin^l
in which they may chance to present themselves, the allowed access during the breeding seas&fo
redundant portion however, left after the necessities of' rtf «f.»w»ii«« K„* +^ *,~ «n ,? , ..

the organism have been provided for, being again
excreted by them.
The possibility of the roots being excreting as well

as absorbing agents, has been already pointed out, from
the nature of the cell walls, and the great diffusibility

of all saline or crystallisable fluids ; nor are there
wanting direct proofs of this power, derived from their

exudations, which are generally of an acid character,

as has been already shown by the experiment in which
they were submitted to pressure upon a sheet of
litmus paper.

ii *ewise seeas sown in soils containing"u
the same earth, never appeared to abS*A 2of this base ; for it could not be detecw
stems, leaves, or flowers, and only in Z
quantity in, or attached, to their roots.

In relating these experiments, I took thi
of alluding also to an analogous result obtaST

How then are we to reconcile this conflicting
evidence, namely the power of replacing one ingredient
by another within certain limits, with the necessity
which exists for every one of the mineral bodies which
normally enters into the constitution of a plant, being
supplied to it ]

6

*v
In

;r£
e firSt place ifc must be reco^ected, that much of

the difference of composition which has been remarked
as existing between plants ot the same species, growing
in different soils, or manured in various ways, may be
accounted for by the predominance of one or other of
its proximate principles in the several samples sub-
mitted to examination.

Thus, Wheat cultivated in one soil mav contain
more gluten and less starch than in another, and
hence the chemical constitution of the grain must in
each instance necessarily vary.
But independently of this, there must always be a

variation m the composition of different samples of
the same plant, in consequence of the variable amount
of acids and bases which are circulating through its
tissue, and which, though not assimilated and there-
fore making no part of the actual constitution of the
plant, are nevertheless necessarily included in the
analysis.

Thus in the memoir on certain experiments made
by myself on Barley grown in plots of ground artifi-
cially impregnated either with soda or potass, I have
attempted to account for the differences in the propor-
tion of the two alkalies in different crops in the follow-
ing manner.

Let us suppose the normal quantity of potass to be
i 4.0 and -of soda 9.0 per cent, and that in the unraa-mired crop there would be circulating through the
organism of the plant 8.5 per cent, of potass and anequal amount of soda.

In tbia'case then analysis would give

of EX".. " •• - ^w-««
Whereas in the plotmanured with

9

carb^»nate
7

of soda,the normal quantity of the two alkalies actually entering
into the tissue of the plant being the same, there maybave been 10 5 per cent, of potass and 6.57 of soda
circulating through it. Hence analysis would give of

SSf8
74 0+10.5=84 5

And lastly, m the crops manured with carbonate of

ESnl.
1

? H °u
l0
r
de 0f 80dium

'
there would be

circulating through the crop, potass 2.5 and soda 14.5,so that analysis would give
Potass

74 . or,_ 7AC
Soda 4+ ^••-'= 76.8

rr. 110
*™* .'• 9.0+14.5=23.5

Thus, even without supposing any discrepancy in the
composition of the proximate principles present in aplant we may account for a certain variation in the

In the above cases the roots appear to be but passive
instruments for the reception of any nutriment that
may be offered, and the selection of the ingredients
adapted for the development of the plant takes place
in the parts above.

But when substances abnormal or poisonous are
presented, the case is different, for then one of two
consequences will ensue.

If the substance is calculated to exert a deleterious
influence upon tiie plant, its first effect, if it be
exhibited in sufficiently large quantities, is to destroy
the vitality of the part, and then it is absorbed and
carried into the system, as would happen if the mem-
brane were dead.

This seems to be the reason, why sulphate of copper
finds its way'into plants, in quantity so much exceed-
ing that of other salts which are nutritious or at least
iunocuous-

But where the substance is [innocuous, or where,
though poisonous, it is exhibited in such a state of dilu-
tion as not to exert any deleterious influence upon the
health of the plant, the statements made on the subject
of its absorption are of a very conflicting character. On
the one hand, Dr. Edmund Davy, Professor of
Agriculture and Agricultural Chemistry in the Dublin
Society, is quoted iu the Gardeners' Chronicle for
September 10th, 1859, as having satisfied himself by
a series of experiments, that Peas watered with a

ilkal
«tK«« ;*. * i o *"*vut:u iu iiu Liie nine

fe£/£T d
°r, ; aDdif

'
M Liebi8 eposes, one

K£! T ! "ie alkalies is t0 a'd in 'k Action

ttkkft ,7^ '* u
ay

,

be readUy wxfcntood. th.t

W ™£« y
- Ty be

?
18charg^ by soda as well asbOotass, «„„ hence that these princ.ples, or even• = 0001543 of an Engl. gr. m

saturated solution of arsenioua acid for more than a
week continued to the last uninjured, although arsenic
was readily detected by appropriate tests in the plants
submitted to this treatment.
He is also reported in the same Journal to have

stated, that a solution of superphosphate of lime,
which, if impure sulphuric acid has been employed in
its preparation, always contains more or less arsenic,
was applied to a Cabbage, and that the plant grew
and flourished, although arsenic was detected in it
afterwards. A similar experiment was tried also upon
Turnips with the same result

Mr. Horsley of Cheltenham has also published a
letter addressed to Dr. Edmund Davy, in which he
confidently affirms the same fact, and assures us, that
it holds good in the case of all the various plants
upon which he had experimented.
On the other hand Jager, Humboldt, and Link,

could not induce plants to grow when Bprinkled with
arsemcated water, and Mr. Ogsden, in the Gardeners'
Chronicle for March 11, 1860, states, that on repeating
Davy a experiments, he found Cabbage plants, and also
beakale, to droop and die within a week after the
application to them of an arsenical solution.

In neither of these cases was any arsenic detected in

frnJ *?*' °r L,gl
?

er
SF

in the 8tem tban ab<™t 5 inchesfrom the ground. Marcet also states, that when heplunged the shoot of a Kidney Bean plant into asolution containing 2 grains of arsenious acid to
2, ounces of water, the plant perished.

This, however, it may be alleged, ought not to becited as contradictory to the facts on the opposite side
because there would be no real analogy between thecut portions of the stem and the spongioles of the
roots*

The immunity however, which the Potato crop in
the neighbourhood ot Swansea appears to enjoy from
the influence of the arsenical fumes with which the
atmosphere is thereabouts so infected, and likewise
the fact, that in certain parts of Cornwall, where
arsenica pyrites from the mines is thrown upon the
soil m large quantities, the crops do not appear to
suffer and contract in consequence no injurious
properties, may perhaps be fairly adduced in support
ot the same conclusion.

I will now lay before you a few experiments bearing
* See the report of the diBCu^tonTwhteh followed the

1 reading of my Paper, in the Chemical Neus
»<>"<>wed tne

of strontian, but to no other earth, laidea,!!rj
shells.

With respect to the absorbability of bodies
of a poisonous character, I possess, in the fig.
some notes of an experiment made so Wagon
in which plants were watered with a i*
arsenious acid, in the proportion of one grSrf
mineral to three pints of water, and where no
arsenic could be detected in them after the j

Passing over these trials, which appear „«,
the requisite precision, I will state what I tan

during the past and present year, with a view i

M

mining the power of the roots to absorb poison*

abnormal substances when presented to them hi

of great dilution.

In 1860, having first made a few tenar.

periments on a small scale, with the view of

taining what amount of arsenious acid as
applied to a growing plant with impunity, I r.

a plot of ground, 25 feet long by 4 feet w:

taming a crop of young Barley, with a solnfc

arsenious acid, in the proportion of 2 once

10 gallons of water.
Finding, six days afterwards, that the

appeared to be blighted, I applied to a second pki

the same dimensions, a solution of just klf

strength of the preceding one, containing 1m
arsenious acid to 10 gallons of water.

After two applications with an intervalof^H
between, this crop also appears to be ii'

damaged ; but nevertheless the applied n

renewed on three other days, so that, on the wii

the solution was applied five times without p«f>fif

the crop from arriving at maturity.
A similar plot of ground, sownwtfMM1'

watered on the 3d, 10th, 17th, and 2lU
with a solution containing 1 ounce ofaciW#»
of water ; so that, on the whole, 4 ouncesol««*

acid diluted with 40 gallons of water had beenW
Now in the first place, with regard to the info*"

the poison upon the crop, it was observed, thati»

case of the Turnips the bulbs appeared as Iarft*

the tops as luxuriant, as in the rest of the bd*
had not been so treated, al though the yield p«*

to_be somewhat inferior to the rest in amount. J

In the case of the Barley, the same diminnajl

the produce appeared to result, although not to any?!

extent ; curiously enough, however, the crop
» Jl

portion of the field so watered appeared to^
the start of the rest by a fortnight in point otpj

In the present year the experiments were np

with the following modifications, namely, thrtiij

of arsenic acid, instead of one of arsenious,
jwfl'r

and that the liquid, instead of being spring
l

crop when already above ground, was introu

the soil previously to sowing the seed.

The proportion of arsenic acid added to tj<\^ 9

loo square feet of the plots amounted
to..

•

sq
To the second
To the third •! :JTothefourth •• ,'

*

p

The Barley so treated seemed to afford a w
^

than was obtained from the rest of the p •

nicated ; the grain in 100 square feet aveng

in the former case, and 5 lbs. in the latter

,

8| lbs. in the former and 6 lbs in the latter-

The Turnips however yielded so nearly
^

produce in the one case as in the other, «,,
I think, can be inferred as to theyW*
arsenical compound either in damaging o

the crop grown in it.
nf$0

Secondly, with regard to the presencem> ^

either of the two instances, the following

adopted for ascertaining it :— -^
In the first case a portion of the

f
.

burnt in an earthen crucible with pie?') ^
potass, and the ashes were treated wltu

LtU-
acid. Sulphuretted hydrogen was then pj-j ^
the solution, but no precipitate was occas

addition. •» b»rtmigk fc

thep

xof-

Fearing however lest the arsenic

driven off by the heat, notwithstanding
«n *

nitre, by which it waa intended to n*

portion of the grain was heated m a K\
fire
&

nished with a Liebig's condenser, »
together with some nitro-hydrochloric «^ '

The liquor was maintained throug^^
temperature, and the vapour that came ^^
and tested with sulphuretted hydrogen v>
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In this latter instance a slight precipitate was

obtained, which afforded indications of arsenic by

Marsh's test, but this I attribute to a portion of the

arsenical solution applied having adhered superficially

to the husk of the grain, for when the experiment was

repeated, after carofully washing the Barley, the indica-

tions were much less decisive, the precipitate obtained

on the addition of sulphuretted hydrogen yielding a

tery slight stain on the subliming tube, and this of a

reddish colour, and less distinctly arsenical in its

appearance than the former. At any rate I can state,

distinctly, that the Barley, grown this year in soil im-

pregnated with arsenic acid, yielded no traces of the

metal whatsoever under the treatment above detailed.

The analysis of the Turnips which had been sub-

mitted to the action of arsenic in the above two ways,

•poke still more decidedly against the absorption of

the poison. The bulbs were in both cases sliced into

thin pieces, and dried, so far as was possible, without

consuming them. They were then introduced into a

retort, and submitted to the same treatment as the

: rley. but in neither instance did indications of

arsenic show themselves.

In one of these cases, I may add, the result arrived

at was contirmed by Prof. Brodie, in an examination

made of a specimen in his laboratory.

A similar Bet of experiments was instituted by
myself in other plots of the same ground, both in 1860

and in the present year, relative to the absorbability of

strontian and of barytes, both abnormal substances,

and the latter one, I believe, poisonous to plants as it

is to animals.

In these cases it may be stated generally, that no
marked difference in the amount of the crop was
observed. If, however, there was any advantage, it

seemed to be on the side of those portions of the field

which had been treated with the solutions of these

earths, which were both applied in combination with

nitric acid. Perhaps the acid may in these cases ^have

acted beneficially upon the crop.

In order to determine the presence of either earth

the same mode of proceeding, up to a certain point,

was resorted to, in the case both of the strontian and

the barytes ; namely the Barley and Turnip roots

were first burnt, and their [ashes digested in muriatic

acid.

* After removing the undissolved portion by filtra-

tion, the solution was evaporated to dryness, and
exposed to a red heat, in order to render the

silicates insoluble. Hydrochloric acid was again added
to the residuum, and after a second filtration the liquid

was considered to have been brought into a fit state

for examination.
In the case of the crops which had been in contact

with barytic salts, the absence of that earth was
inferred, by the liquor remaining perfectly clear after

the addition of a solution of sulphate of lime.

In the other case, where a slight precipitate was
obtained by the addition of the same solution, the

absence of strontian was inferred, not only by its not

colouring flame, but also by its failing to produce the

lines in the spectrum so characteristic of that earth.

It follows from these experiments, that no indica-

tions of the presence of any of these abnormal sub-

stances were afforded, either by any,marked difference

in the quantity and character of the crops, or by such

chemical tests as appeared to.me most appropriateJor
detecting each.

The only alternative therefore that seems to present

itself is, either that, as in the case of those normal
ingredients which we first considered, they were
absorbed and afterwards excreted, or that some power
resides in the roots, by which they are in the first

instance excluded from the vegetable organism.

The former of these suppositions seems to harmo-

nise best with our preconceived notions, and to be
most agreeable to analogy; but it is met by the

obvious objection, that these substances, if absorbed,

ought, like the normal ones not assimilated, to be

detected m transitu in different parts of the organism.

I have already stated my inability to discover any
one of the three bodies which I had introduced into

the soil in the plants grown in it ; but it is possible

that others may be more successful, as a Belgian

chemist is said to have found zinc in a variety of
Viola lutea which springs up in soil impregnated with
calamine, near Aix-la-Chapelle, and which exhibits
evident marks of the influence upon it of some foreign

ingredient in the colour of its petals, which are
uniformly yellow uuder such circumstances ; whilst on
the confines of the zinc rock, where it touches both
this and the neighbouring limestone rock, they are

only partially so, and became altogether purple at a
little distance beyond.

Dr. Odling too has substantiated the existence of

copper, in flour, in grain, in the straw of Wheat and
Barley, in Swedish Turnips, and in a variety of animal
substances.

• But if we are inclined to disbelieve in the existence
of a selecting power in the roots, we are bound at

least to admit it in the case of the secreting organs of
a plant, which must in that case have the property of
rejecting these bodies, whilst they assimilate others.

At any rate the office performed by the spongioles
of the roots can hardly be one of so purely passive a
character as is believed by some, judging only from

the property winch has been assigned to them by the '

observations of Huxtable and Thomson, and was
established by the valuable researches of Professor

Way ; for it would seem from the investigations of

these gentlemen, that whilst the carbonate of ammonia
present in rain water and in manures is so firmly

fixed in the soil, that, under ordinary circumstances,

water containing carbonic acid is unable to withdraw

it, the same is nevertheless commonly absorbed and
conveyed into the tissue of plants by means ot their

roots.

Hence, as Liebig observes, vegetables must obtain

their nourishment by virtue of some specific attrac-

tion exerted by the rootlets upon the ingredients

locked up within the earth, a property, wonderful

indeed, but perhaps not more so, than that possessed

by the leaves of converting carbonic acid into other

organic principles by the elimination of ox}'gen.

Liebig, indeed, contends, that the mineral matters

presented to the spongioles are not in a liquid form,

for if they were, he suggests, that water, either alone

or in conjunction with carbonic acid, would be capable

of abstracting thorn from the ground.

He therefore imagines, that being distributed over
the general body of the soil in a finely divided con-

dition, they are taken Up by the rootlets, owing to a

kind of specific attraction.

We can thus the more readily understand, how it is

that certain ingredients appear to be absorbed in larger

quantities than others, and why some should be abso-

lutely rejected, as we have seen in the case of the

common Duckweed.
As, however, we are promised shortly a distinct trea-

tise by this eminent man on the very subject just ad-

verted to, I Bhall not enlarge further upon what may be

shortly corrected, and certainly will be greatly ex-

tended, by the investigations he has undertaken.

It is remarkable, that although alumina is not
usually present in the ashes of plants, yet that one
tribe, namely the Lycopodiacea?, contains it in

large quantities.

Its absorption is rendered more intelligible by ,'the

late researches of Crum and of Graham, which show,

that the earth may exist in a state of solution in water
;

but its absence from the greater number of plants

would seem to iudicate, that the spongioles are not

merely passive instruments for the absorption and
transmission of any bodies which might be presented

to their external surfaces.

Indeed, the whole efficacy of geothermal culture,

now so much insisted upon by horticulturists, seems
to pre-suppose, that the roots are vital agents, capable
of being actedupon by stimuli.

Why else should the application of heat to the roots
impart greater vigour to the upper parts of the tree,

and cause, as in the case of the Bougainvillea, the
copious development of flowers where none before

were produced ; and, on the other hand, why, as

happened in so many case3 during the late severe

winter, should a plant be destroyed in consequence

of the frost penetrating into the ground, whilst it

resisted the influence of the cold so long as its roots

were protected 1

If [the spongioles actedupon the surrounding matter

simply by virtue of endosmose, as a dead membrane
would do, the process of absorption, although it might

be arrested by frost, would be renewed when the

mild weather returned, and the plant would sustain

no further damage than what was due to a temporary

suspension of its functions ; whereas the consequence

of the late extreme cold appears to have been, that the

roots became unfitted for discharging their appropriate

office, and that the stem and branches suffered, not

only negatively, by the deprivation of proper nourish-

ment, but •positively, by receiving noxious matter from

the ground.
In short, the spongioles may be supposed to have

been reduced to the same condition by the cold, as

that to which they were brought by the application of

a strong poisonous solution, such as the sulphate of

copper alluded to, and in both cases the same conse-

quences would ensue.

Thus in exploring the recesses of the vegetable no
less thau of the animal kingdom, we are met at every

step with phenomena, which seem to imply something

beyond, if indeed not at variance with*, the forces

which operate upon inert matter.

These phenomena it is our business to note and
to record, eagerly availing ourselves of every new dis-

covery in physics which may seem calculated to

explain them, but at the same time religiously abstain-

ing from any crude hypotheses, which, however they

may captivate the imagination, do not carry with them

the convictions of the understanding.
I do not consider that we are violating this sage

injunction, when we refer these unexplained facts to

the vital principle, for such an expression is only

meant to imply, that the causes, whatever t.hev may

» II I am asked how I reconcile una opinion witu tnu prin-

ciple laid down that chemical and physical laws are never

suspended, I must simply plead my ignorance. U gravitation

pervades alt nature, if a chemical reagent actsuj".n living as

well as upon dead matter. I cannot bring mysel •
believe

that the osmotic force is ever absent from the membrane of a

cell. In suggesting therefore that the roots may have some

power ot excluding useless or noxious ingredients, I only mean,

that such is the inference which the experiments would *eem to

warrant, and am far from pretending to dictate the mode in

which this effect is brought about.

be, which bring about the effects in question, are only
found to operate, so long as life continues.

I should indeed be far from wishing to prejudge the
question, as to whether some or even all of the
phenomena alluded to may not hereafter admit of
being referred to physical laws, remembering, as I do
that even within my own time it was a ruled point,

that no organic compound could be generated except
under the influence of the living principle, whereas
it is now known (thanks to Wohler and others), that

several of these can be produced by ordinary chemical
manipulations.

At the same time it seems to me, that we are bound,
if we wish to maintain our character as philosophers,

to discountenance any of those vague analogies* derived

from the contemplation of inorganic bodies, which have
been forced into the science of physiology, with a view
of elucidating the facts of vegetation, by men who, in

their zeal to explain everything on purely materialistic

principles, choose to ignore the mysteries which still

shroud the approaches to the shrine of the lihodian

Gcnius.t

Home Correspondence.
The Lost Sheep Found.— In the spring it was

widely blazoned about that Mr. Pike, of Stevin^ton,

had sold his " Smith's set of Steam Cultivating Tackle,"
but neither he nor the Messrs. Howard, my then agents,

and through whom it now appears the set of tackle was
sold, were gentlemanly enough (although asked) to let

me know to whom it had been sold ; and it was not until

December the 3d inst. that I was -able to learn where
the poor sheep had strayed to. The letter and abstract

below, kindly sent and since allowed to be made public,

will show, as well as give a satisfactory account of it

both to myself and the public:

—

a Manthorpe Lodge, Grantham, 2d Dec, 1861.
"Sir,—I have not the pleasure of your acquaintance in any

way, but as I have been working a second-hand Steam Culti-
vator of your invention, purchased of Messrs. Howard in the
spring of this year, in connection with a first-rate 10-horse
power double cylinder engine, built by Messrs. Hornsby, I
think it my duty to inform you that I am eutirely satisfied

with its performances in every particular. I enclose an
abstract of its operations on strong land at Dunton Lodge,
near Higgleswade, belonging to the Earl Brownlow, now in
hand, between the 1st of June and the 22d of November last.

I may say I have given your cultivator a fair trial, for I question
if more than 751 acres has been previously cultivated by steam
on one farm in the same time—or may be in one season. When
the days were long, on several occasious 7 acres per day were
cultivated 7 inches d«ep the first time over, and 9 inches deep
all subsequent operations; and although the land was very
foul at the commencement, I do not believe a barrow load of
live Twitch Grass altogether can now be found, either on the
land sown wit*> Wheat or on the fallows left ready for spring
corn. I am glad also to speak distinctly to your apparatus
cultivating the furrows or hollows, quite as well as the ridges ot
• laud.—Yours obediently, Kimon Hutchinson.
"Win. Smith, Esq., Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks.

"Commencing 1st of June, 1861.

No. Cultivated

A. R. P.

72 14 S

71 20 22
68 20 13

74 37 38
80 40 : 6
85 51 23
69 16 3 20
73 36 19
87 18 30
88 2 2

•00 21

Wheat Stubble
Ditto

Bean Stubble
Wheat Stubble

Barley and Oat Stubble
Fallow

Tares, <fcc.

Seeds
Barley Stubble

Seeds

A.

Twice 69
Ditto 40
Thrice 60

Fourtimes 14S
Ditto
Twice
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Once

R. J>.

18
1 4

39
8 32

|163 20
102 1 6
S3 8
72 38
36 1 20
25 2

751 1 19
•' finding 22d of November, 1S61

;

5 weeks, or 175 days; allowing for 25 Sundays and 17 days
idle, the working days are reduced to 133, averaging (including
hedges and ditches, and time moving from field to field and
fixing) 5a. 2r. £8p. per day, long and short. Five men, two
strong boys, a horse and cart, and from 7 to 9 cwt. of coals per
day, were employed, the cost not exceeding 4*. 6d. per acre,
exclusive of wear and tear."

" Manthorpe Lodge, Grantham,
8th Dec, 1861.

" Dear Sir,—Since I wrote to you yesterday, it has occurred
to me that it might be well to add to that part of my testi-

monial letter where I state that the furrows are as weil culti-

vated as the ridge,— ' It is turned at the ends with as much
facility as a pair-horse plough, and the whole thing is as
superior to horse power as is the rail to the road, or as thrash-
ing corn by steam is to performing it by hand.'

" Wm. Smith, Esq., " Yours truly,

Woolston." Simon Hutchinson."

Now, in laying tbis letter and tabular statement of

Mr. Hutchinson's before the public, let me ask tbat

they be compared with my Lord Berners' report on the

working- of a set of the (Fowler's) Leeds prize-winning

tackle, published in the Gardeners' Chronicle of

November 23, and with the report on the working of a
set of Howard's, worked by Messrs. Bhth and Squier,

published in the same paper of November 16th inst.

My Lord Berners says that, with the assistance of two

engineers from Mr. Fowler during the whole of the

time, he has had 15| days' loss by stoppage from

material breakage, and 16 days' loss by removal and

minor breakage, in ploughing 74 acres and cultivating

59 tier } and Messrs. Blyth and Squier say that the

breakages are known to be great, although not re-

ported. Surely after this we may rejoice that the lost

sheep is not only found, but is sound and as industrious

as ever, even when folded on Mr. Pike's clay bill. In

* Such, fur instance, as that of illustrating the assimilation of

normal substances by a plant, with the gradual growth of a

crystal by the clustering of similar molecules round an existing

"^S* Humboldt's little allegory " On the Vital Force, or the.

Rhodiaa Genius."
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•-S. Let your Correspondent whojprotests against steam

ultivation reflect a little over Mr. Hutchinson's free-

conclusion, I beg to thank, not the Messrs. Howard
and Pike for turning the poor thing adrift, but

Mr. Hutchinson for his free-will offering. William

Smith, Woolston, Bletchley Station* Dec. 9, 1861.

P
cultivat

will offering, and give us a little more clearly the extent

of his farm, the number of horses per team he ploughs

with, and above all the weight of his crops by the

number of bushels after selling nearly all his Wheat
straw off his undrained land, and the quantity of

artificial or other manure (if any) he uses in its stead.

Mr. Hutchinson's 4s. 6d. per acre, with Is. 6d. per acre

allowed for wear and tear, which is a liberal allow-

ance, giving 561. 7s. Gd. on the 751 acres, and showing

clearly how the ropes and this second-hand tackle can

be kept in order, are rather close figures to rub against.

How long will the Messrs. Howard require the aid of

my tackle ? Here is an extract from their letter in your
Paper of Dec. 7th inst :

—

" We have sent out a larger

number of sets than any other maker." Now if they

do not count mine it is not true—besides, what is the

good of my old substantial four-wheeled windlass as a

bolster by way of commendation to their drop drum
grinding itself away round a costly eccentric ?

Societies*
KOTAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Dec. 11.—Earl of Powis in the chair. Re ferer.ee

is made elsewhere to the proceedings at this, the half-

yearly meeting of the Society. The following report

was read by the Secretary :

—

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.
Since the last General Meeting in May, 3 governors and

28 members have died ; the names of 53 members have been
removed from the list on retirement or otherwise, and 163
new members have been elected; so that the Society now
oonsists of—

84 Life Governors,
95 Annual „

1124 Life Members,
3399 Annual M and

17 Honorary,
making a total of 4719 names.on.the list of the Society at the
present time ; being an increase of 86 since the date of the last
Report.
The Council have appointed the Right Hon. the Earl of Powis

a Trustee of the Society in the place of the late Right Hon. Sir
James Graham, Bart., and have elected Mr. "W. William Wells,
of Redleaf, Mr. Charles Randell, of Evesham, and the Hon.
Colonel W. Cotton, of Malpas, general Members of the Council,
to supply the vacancies created by the resignation of the Earls
of Romney and Macclesfield, and the Hon. Colonel Douglas
Pennant, MP. ^
The half-yearly statement of accounts to the 30th June,

1861, has been examined and approved by the Auditors and
Accountants of the Society. The finances were never in a more
satisfactory condition than at present ; the sum of

ft

In accordance with the Charter of the Society, it is neces-

sary to hold a Country Meeting of the Members in every year.

The Council have, therefore, determined that the same shall

be held for 1S62 (pro forma) in the town of Windsor. The

district for the Society's Country Meeting for 1863 will be that

comprising South Wales and Herefordshire, Monmouthshire,

and Worcestershire. _.—*., , , L j.i „
An interesting paper on British Wool has been read to the

Society by Mr. Caird, M.P., and, in order to give to the

numerous foreigners who may be expecWd to visit the Metro-

polis during the ensuing year an opportunity of inspecting

samples of the Wool of our native breeds and crosses, the council

have resolved to exhibit this product in the International

Exhibition of 1862 ; for which purpose space has been granted

by the Royal Commissioners, and numerous promises of

support have already been received from Members of the

Society and others, engaged in this branch of animal products,

towards carrying out its due representation.

Mr. Chadwick, C.B., has also read a paper on the Half time

Principle of Instruction to Children engaged in Agriculture.

The schedule of prizes offered for Essays and ReDorts, to

be sent in to the Secretary by the 1st of March next, is as

follows :

—

I. Agriculture of Staffordshire.
Fifcy Sovereigns will be given for the best Report on the Agri-

culture of Staffordshire.
The principal geological and physical features of the county
should be described ; the nature of the Soil and character
of the Farming in its different districts or natural divisions ;

its Live Stock ; Implements ; recent changes of Farm
Management ; Improvements lately introduced and still

required ; remarkable or characteristic farms ; the in-

fluence exercised by neighbouring mines and factories on
the cropping of the soil, the value of land, the rates of
prices and wages, and on the demand for timber, and
consequently on the profitable management of woods and
plantations.

II. SUBSOILINO VERSUS DOUBLE-PLOUGHING.

>
SMITHPIELD CLUB CATTLE SBn. ^

Several circumstances have united to J
of the present year particularly mrJ* ?*e^A*^
last year of the exhibition in theS> W*'
annually for so long been held. V*\"*** Ml

cultural Hall Company will have thebV*f '*£!!
ready to receive the show; and while it

P *
that we shall long have the same enonni^B «which has during the past week crowd*! *!**!«
passages of the Baker Street Bazaar

it k *
they will be accommodated without inconT^
that as spectators they will be much m L
agreeably satisfied.

w

Another point of interest attaching to*,
meeting is the fact that many of the 1?
awards have been reviewed and, in some <&*
at Baker Street. In but few instances,^??
this last been done. The same auimakS?
reappeared, but they have most ofthemWT
again. In particular the 1st and 2d pJ
oxen at Birmingham are again 1st andS"!
Street—the commended ox in the JL
exhibited by H.R.H. the Prince Consort

itham being 3d at Baker Street. The k
Hereford steer at Bingley Hall, shown u
Shirley of Bawcott, is again 1st at the IW
Taylor's wonderful 1st prize Shorthorn st*
previous week is again 1st in its class now. ft
than seven of the animals in that class at B

'001.
having been lately added to the funded capital of the Socio-
which now amounts to 17,4SSl. 17s. LOd. stock in the New Three
per Cents ; a sum now fully representing the amount of
compositions which have been received from governors and
members in lieu of their annual subscriptions.
The collection of the arrears of subscription has been steadily

progressing under the Finance Committee ; the amount now
due, inclusive of those in arrear for the current year, being
5803., and the Council hope that the new privileges accorded
to the members will have the effect of inducing a more punctual
paym ent in future.

A Special Committee has been appointed to consider the
question of the admission of short-hand writers or reporters
from the press to the Weekly Meetings of the Council, and it
has been determined that one reporter from each of the three
Agricultural Papers, viz., the Mark Lane Express, Bell's WetklvMwmver and the Agricultural Gazette, and one from the
London daily papers, shall be allowed to attend. Additional
publicity will thus be given to papers read before the Council.
The sanguine expectations entertained by the Council as tothe success of the Leeds Meeting were fully realised. On noformer occasion had the Society's Show Yard presented such a

-F*g~tJ?
pe
T}n

C
a
eJa on the two days of entrance at 1*.,wh.n ,3 324 and 40,368 persons respective! y paid for admission.The total number of visitors, exclusive of many members of

the Society who for the first time exercised the privilege of
free admission, was 145,320 ; amongst whom must be reckonedmany of the mechanics of the town and neighbourhood, whoviewed with intelligent interest the enormous collection of

?~X 1
-
nvented implements and magnificent stock submitted

for their inspection. The interest of the Show Yard was
greatly mcreased by the enclosure of a space for exercising thetones, which were thus seen to the greatest advantage. TheMayor, assisted by a local Committee, carried out all the

52SS«!5
t!^ a -7ry *

lilmMl Bpirl nd entertained the

T^nll ofLeeT.
1^ * *™^^ in the magnificent

xtDi?
Conncil «««* their inability to lay before th*» GeneralMeeting a report upon the Steam houghing at Leeds i com

?een r"c
P
eived

fr0rn ** ^^ *^ WSatS haTing

Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the
: reappear at Baker Street, but the 2d and M
go to fresh names for cattle not shown before.

In the class of older Short-horn oxen the

animal bred by Lord Spencer is the same wL
first last week. The first of the Short-horn cl
Birmingham is also first at Baker Street. Connectec

her, however, we have also a notable instance o

reversal of a Birmingham award. The goldmai

the best animal in the yard at Birmingte

awarded to a Galloway cow. Here on the ocha

the gold medal for the best cow in the yard

to the 1st prize Short-horn cow, Mr. Faulk

which was also present at Birmingham, and i

we believe, third in the estimation of thejndga.

In Devons again some of the prize animals ai Ep

Hall re-appear at the Bazaar. The Devon oiM\
Mr. Turner, of Barton, and exhibited by Ed He-

won the 1st prize at both shows, and bo did ibr

prize Devon heifer. The two shows howererdifiR

more in the Devon than in any other classes, ac

good many fresh names will be seen in the list o:
•-

Smithfield Club when compared with that of fr

Midland Counties Association. That tiejro

of the long established institution mpJowfffr

j

congratulated on having attracted so m^flfeW

I animals of the country is proved by the wriw

instances in which the 1st prizes are awarded
"^

same animals at both the exhibitions.

The Devon Classes at the Bazaar are well filialjf
i

better show of stock than has for some years

«

exhibited. Seven steers under 3 years old, toooju

symmetry and of beauty, are exhibited in theinWi

—no fewer than 12 oxen, a remarkable class fa*

and quality, are exhibited in the older class—>o- i}

instance, a 4 year and 10 months old oi» *

bited by Mr. Ball, of West Monckton, girUis M »

than 9 feet The 1st prize goes however to »*

though of smaller size, of much superior I

The First Commissioner of Works has granted the free useof a portion of Battersea Park for the purees ofThe U™£pohtan Meeting, and ir is confidently anticipated that thelame number of visitors to London during the ensuing yen,
wilJ ensure a numerous attendance in the Society's Show YardThe Council have fixed that the Meeting shall take place in theweek commencing Monday, the 23d of Juno next, and havedetermined that there shall be an Exhibition of Implementsbut that the trials for fixed and portable Steam EngiSes, fixedand portable Finishing Machines, Hand-dressing* Machinesand Barley Hummellers, being the last of the Quadrennial

Series, shall be postponed till the following year
v*u<4urennial

It has been determined to add to the Prize Sheet classes for

Wales, Kerry, and Alderney and Channel Island* Cattle : and
£ S2T* .

dMM8
f
fOT

T
SuflfoJk, Carri

. and Roadster Horses
;

Si wC
^r

teM
2/°Ji

Lln
f
olns

»
c Mb, Hampshire Downsand West Country Dorset Oxfordshire Downs, Romney Marshand Mountain and Irish LongwooUed ; and La Pigs a claw for

h£mT^UP
5 b

,
ree? : punting in the whole, to 01. The

prizes for Scottish Stock amounting v list of nri^

FWig iCV"* e ber ****?' Secretary of State f

comparative merits of Subsoiling, Trenching, and Double
ploughing.

The comparative cost of these several modes of cultivation ;

their influence on different crops, on the germination of
seed-weeds, and the destruction of root-weeds ; the sup-
plies of manure required in each case are to be contrasted,
and the most seasonable manner of conducting the work
described.

III. Steam Power and Threshing Machines.
Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the
comparative advantages of Fixed or Moveable Steam Power,
and of the Single and Double Dressing Threshing Machine.

The cost of repairs and allowance required for depreciation
in each case are to be carefully examined ; the labour and
waste incidental to threshing fin the field and in the barn ;

and the applicability of the steam power to other purposes
should be contrasted : in the case of the threshing-
machines, the weight of the machine and the requirements
of the market in respect of samples should be considered.

IV. Haymaking.
Ten Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on Recent

Improvements in Haymaking.
V.

Ten Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on any other
Agricultural Subject

;

And an additional list has been approved, papers for which
competition are to be sent in by the 1st of May.
Thirty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the

Parasites, including Entozoa, which infest cattle and sheep.
Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on Land
Valuing.

The estimates which ought to form the basis of calculation in
fixing • the rental of i land ; the seasons most favourable
for inspection ; the practicability of reducing lands under
different systems of culture to the same standard of
calculation, should be discussed.

3. Ten Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the
Management of a Home Farm or Farm attached to the resi-
dence of a landed proprietor. The arrangements in the dairy
and stable, the proper rates of charge for farm produce or
services supplied, and the advantages aud drawbacks of such
a connection are to be discussed.

4. Ten Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the
Ravages of Grub and Slug on the Wheat plant.

The predisposing causes from weather, or situation, or crop-
ping, and the best modes of prevention or cure are to be
stated.

Contributors of Papers are requested to retain copies of
their communications, as the Society cannot be responsible for
their return.
The successful competitor for the Prize of 501., offered by the

Right Hon. the Earl of Powis, for the best Essay on the
Improvement in the Farming of Yorkshire, since the date of
last reports in the Journal, was Mr. W. Wright, of Surzlss-
thorne Hall, Holderness.

**

The Society's Prizes have been awarded as follows :

Class II. To the Rev. J. Wilkinson, Broughton Gifford
Rectory, for the best report on the Agriculture of
Hampshire £$q

Class VI. To Mr. Thos. Bowick, Stoneleigh" Abbey
Farm, Warwickshire, for the best Essay on the
Rearing of Calves £10

Class Vlf. To Mr. Peter Love, of Northampton,' 'for the
best Hasey on Harvesting Com .

.

£io
Class VIII. To the late Mr. Charles Wratis'law, of Wool-

scott, Rugby, for the best Essay en Farm Capital . . .£10
By order of the Council,

H. Hall Darb, Secretary.
This report was adopted after a discussion in which

Mr. Sidney, Col. Challoner, and Mr. Holland, M.P
took part. A report is given
statement was then read on the
Finance Committee, from which the
above report to the effect that the
Society were never in a more prosperous condition was
fully justified.
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already described as shown at Birmingham. '°^j

cows and heifers competed in the female'classa.

of the older cows shown at Birminghan1 WfP

here, but none of them received prizes
'

Devon classes are much fuller and mm N*

Baker Street than at Bingley Hall. ^
The Hereford Classes are again inferior «S

and in quality to those we have seen on PreT1T^
sions. Mr. Shirley's well made steer redeems*

the 2d prize is awarded to Mr. Loyd, of A»£

for a beast that is hardly sufficiently «pe » .
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Thanks were voted to the auditors who had passed
these accounts, and they were re-aDpointed. Mr
Corbet acknowledged the compliment. Their duti
c insisted chiefly in seeing that two and two did not
make five. They had, however, submitted certain
methods or alterations to the Finance Committee, wh
had done them the honour of adopting them lie was
sure no society of the age and extent of the Roy
Agricultural Society of England had so small a sum
of subscriptions from members in arrear. Th.- finance*
of the S y were in a very prosperous condition
Thanks were then voted to the Chairman, and the
meeting separated. [The balance sheet of the Society,
and the report of the Finance Committee must be
postponed till our next number,}

!

tion. The older
four of which appeared at Birmingham, ana i

in the two cases are identical. The class

sufficiently (certainly in point of numphi
w

the importance of the breed. The lack of enj

both the annual shows this year is attriDU^^
death or resignation of several noble P

atr(^breed—so that the costly task of preparing

for exhibition falls into the hands of men less*^ ,

incur the necessary expenditure.
,
^u

The Short-hom Classes are here,
«f

a*^?^
the great feature of the show—the best a

^

the inferior animals appear, as we have
i

a

both places. Half a hundred of the best ^
the country are here collected. ^"° f<

?
w? nne ti^5

bred heifers and 14 cows having had o
:

three (in only one instance seven) ^.^ck
brought to the shambles. And in the est ^
are instances where, whatever be the ^ In-
breeding i ck have not bred. /*; meet«

n

Marmaduke heifer shown at the OwterD^^
here shown fat, the preparation of" to.T ^ #
breeding purposes having probably a

capability of breeding it may have ever b ^jW
j

Among the young cattle Mr. Taylor s ^£
steer is again exhibited, and received tn» ^ $w
gold medal as the best steer or os

q(
#p

classes—another testimony to the
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Jeding, for his gnat granddam WH sold at

?rTaulkner'B cow. with her marvellously thick"

loin and back and ribs, is similarly die-

among the cow classee-the defects of the

lowsy cow which carried these honours from her

U

kBinniiiKham, in just those points where the Short-

?« i^;«rr h*\<\ ta exceed those in which the

*
m excels, being held to exceed

tter is inferior to the other.

fhe Galloway is remarkably long and has an extra-

. rou< of beef—the Short-horn is greatly her

pgrior on the shoulder, rib, and sirloin

The Sussex < asses are very numerously hiled—and

- animals of great aDd growing merit—15 oxen and

Kirs are shown of those large Devon like cattle. \ ery

few of the Norfolk and Suffolk lied, the Long-horned

the Scotch breeds are exhibited—these however

«ntain many animals of great merit. The awards

will be fou low. The cross bred clast U

Hied with evidence of how great and useful is the

fcfluenceof the Short horn upon the other IreeHain

the improvement of the n t manufacture. No fin.

bpecimcna and probably no more profitable specimens

of well fattened oxen exist than the cross and the

hort-horu and Angus, of which several fine specimens

wtre exhibited in tins class.

The following is the judges award in all the cattle

CATTLE.
Class 1 Devon Steers, not exceeding 3 years old.—1st, .,

.MTV. Heath. Ludbam Hall. Norfolk ; 2d, Vol., to the Ear

breeder, and as feeder as well as breeder, is 2d and
3d—the exhibitor of the 2d prize pen being Mr. King,

of Goodwood ; and enormous animals they were. The
Gold Medal pen of shearling wethers exhibited by his

Grace are marvels of symmetry, condition, and

quality.
,

A small show of Shropshire sheep, in which Mr.

Holland and Mr. Forster, who had been 2d and 1st

respectively at Birmingham, are 1st and 2d respec-

tively here. A small show also of Mountain sheep,

a very fine show of cross-breeds, chiefly Oxfordshire

and Cotswold.

The Pigs, a smaller show than that at Birmingham,

excel it in some of the classes ; Mr. Lynn's, Mr.

Barker's, Mr. Norland's young pigs (pens of 3);

Colonel Pennant's, Mr. Baker's, Mr. Betts's older pigs

(pens of 3) ; Mr. Beale's and Mr. Norland's still older

pigs (pens of 3) ; Mr. Coates', Mr. Crisp's, Mr. Druce's

jugs under 1 8 months (pens of 3) took the prizes. The

last class is certainly a wonderful illustration of

precocity and good feeding. The prizes are announced

above.

THE IMPLEMENT GALLERIES.

These are this year a miracle of close packing ; about

1000 lineal yards are distributed among about 100

l year old (under 22 months).—1st, i«., to Mr E. Holland, exhibitors, many of whom show steam engines, reaping
Dumbleton Hall, A rcr ; 2d. 51., to Mr. v,

r
. O. Foster, macumes, carts, ploughs, harrows, rollers, and in fact

year old (under 22 moul heep not to exceed 220 lbs.

live weight.- i L. Willmore, the Newarke, Leicester ; 2d,

Mr. R Newman, Harrowden. Bed I; 3d, 5L, to the

irquifl of Exeter, K.G., Bur«hley House. .Stamford.

Class 3*. >• Wether Sheep of any long-woolled breei (not

L* sters), 1 vear old (under 22 months) —1st, 15/., to Mr. T.

W .
Greenhill Farm, Oxford: 2d, 10/., to Mr. J. K. lotubs,

I .angford, Gloucester ; 3d, 51., to Mr. J. Davis, V, lbtor Court,

Hereford .

Class S3. Fat Wether Sheep of the Kentish or Romney Marsh

breed, of any age.— 1st, 101. . to Mr. F. Murt-.n, Snieeth, Kent;

/., to Mr. J. Newport, Elmstod Court, Kent.

Cl-iss 31. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-woolled Breed

1 year old (under 22 months).— 1st, 20/. to the Duke of

Richmond. Goodwood, Sussex ; 2d, 10/. to Lord Walsingham,

dl, Norfolk; 3d, 5/. to Mr. W. Rigden, Hove,

Brighton. _. _ .

Class 85. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-woolled Breed,

1 vear old (under 22 months), each Sheep not to exceed 200 lb.

LiVa v rht.—1st, 15/., Mr. W. B len, Hove. Brighton ; 2d,

10/., to the Duke of Richmond, Goodwood, Sussex ; 3d, o/., to

I rl Walsh arc lerton Hall, Norfolk.

Class 36. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short- woolled Breed,

years old (above 22 and under 34 months).—1st. 201., to

lr. d. J. Farq <rsoa, ngtou House. Dorset ; i^d, 10/.. to

||r i [ od, sex; 3d, «., to the Duk Rich-

r I, * Sussex.
vss 37. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-woolled Breed (not

South DowusX 1 year old (under 22 months.)—1st, 201., to Mr.

\V. K v Hay ward Farm. Hungerford, Berks; 2d, 10/.,

Mr W. B. ( ning, Chisledon, Wilts; 3d, 5/., to Mr. J.

Walter, M.P.. Bearwood, Berks.

Class Fat V r Sheep, of the Shropshire Breed,

Kinver H«U Farm. Stourbridge, Worcester.

Class 39. Pat Wether ep, of the Shropshire Breed, 2 year

old (above 22 and under months).—bit, 15/., to Mr. W. O.

Foster, Kinver Hill Farm, Stourbridge, Worcester.

Class 40. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Mountain Breed, of any
age.—1st. 15/., to Mr. J. Quartly, Mollaud House, 8 -uth

Molton, Devon ; 3d. 10/., to Mr. Tapp, Burch Twitcham, Devon :

3d, 5/., to Mr. J. Hoi . Kuowle House, Dunster, Somerset.

Class 41. Long and Short- woolled Cross-bred Fat Wether
Sheep, 1 vear old (under 22 months).—1st, 20/., to Mr. J.

Overman, Burnham Sutton, Norfolk ; 2d, 10/., to Mr. G. Hine,

jun., Oakley, Bedford ; 3d, 5/., to Mr. S. Druce, Abbey Farm,
Oxford.

Class 42. Long and Short-woolled Cross-bred Fat Wether
Sheep, 1 year old (under 22 months), each Sheep not to exceed
220 lbs. weight.— 1st, 10/., to Mr. J. Overman, Burnham
Sutton, Norfolk ; 2d, 5/., to Mr. G. Hine, jun., Oakley,
Bedford.

PIGS.
Class 43. Pigs, of any breed, not exceeding 4 months old.

—

i 1^,-a \t."nlr'« Orchard Surrev 1st, 10/., to Mr. J. Lynn, Church Farm, 8troxton, Lincoln;

of Leicester, llolkham I .
Norfolk; 3d, 10/., to His Royal

Htfbness the Pi e Consort.

CImm 2 Devon Steers or Oxen, above 8 years old.—1st, 2../.,

toEaririowe, »! nsail Hall, Leicester; 2d, 15/., to Mr. J. W.

Ser, Downes, Crediton, Devon; 3d, lu/., to Mr. W. Heath,

Ludham Hall, Norfolk.

Class 3 Devon Heifers, not exceeding 4 years old.— 1st, JO/.,

to Mr. C. Hambro, Milton Abbey, Dorset; 2d, 10/., to Mr. R.

farthing, North Pethcrton, Somerset; 3d, to Mr. H. H.

Ball, Ilankridge Farm, Taunton.

Class 4. Devon Cows, above 4 years old.—1st, 20/., to Mr. W.

Heath, Ludham Hall, Norfolk; 2d, 10i., to Mr. J. W. Buller,

Downes, Crediton, Devon ; 3d, 5/. to Mr. E. Pope, Great

Toller. Dorset.
, ^

Class 5 Hereford Steers, not exceeding 3 years old. —1st, 25/,

to Mr R. Shirley, Bancott, Munslow, Shr< lire; 2d, 15/., to

Mr

to Mr W Heath. Ludham Hall, Norfolk ; 2d, 15/.. to Mr. W.
AMworth, Frilford, Berkshire; 3d, 10/., to his Royal Highness

thePri Coi rt.

Class 7 Hereford Heifers, not exceeding 4 years old.—1st,

201, to Mr. W. Taylor, Thingehill Court, Heref

Mr H. Higgius, Woolaston Grange, Gloucester

laas 8. Hereford Cows, above 4 years

Roberts, Kington, Leominster ; 2d, 10/

bury and Talbot, Brancote, Stafford ; 3d, 51., to Mr. J. Vaughan,

Longdon Hall, Shropshire. .. _ ,- ,_.
Class 9. bhort-borued Steers, not exceeding 3 years old.—1st,

Qfcj , Wr. hj q Taylor, Sewerby Cottage, Bridlington, York-

shire ; 2d, 15L, to Mr. R. Wortley, Puffield Hall, Norfolk ; 3d,

lot, to Mr. J. Shaw, Hunsbury Hill, Northampton.
Class 10. Short-horned Steers or Oxen, above 3 years old.

—

1st, 25/. , to Earl Spencer, Althorp, Northampton; 2d, 15/., to

Messrs. A. and A. Mitchell, Alloa, Clackmannan; 3d, 10/., to

Mr. R. Swinnerton, Wedding* on, Warwick.
Claaall. Short-horned Heifers, not exceeding 4 years old.—

lat,20Z.,to Mr. T. G. Tuck, Strumpshaw Hall, Norfolk; 2d,

It , to Mr. W. Shaw, Far Coton, Northampton ; 3d, 5/., to the

Earl of Radnor, GoleshilL Highworth.
Class II Short-horned Cows, above 4 years old —1st, 20/., to

Mr. J. Faulkner, Bretby Farm, Burton-on-Trent; 2d, 10/., to

Mr. C. Duffield, Marcham Park, Berks ; 3d, 6/., to his Royal
Highness the Prince Consort.
Class IS. Sussex Steers or Oxen, of any age.—1st, 20/., to Mr.

J. Bhoosmith, Berwick, Sussex ; 2d, 15/., to Mr. J. M. Monte-
fiore, Worth Park, Sussex ; 3d, 10/., to Lord Lecoufield,

Petworth, Sussex.
Class 14. Sussex Heifers or Cows of any age.— 1st. 15/., to

Mr G. 0. Coote, Tortington, Sussex ; 2d. 10/. to Mr. G. Pen-
fold, Wiggonholt, Sussex ; 3d, 51. to Mr. P. Gorringe, Pebsham,

Morl.tnd, Chilton Farm, Harwell, Berks.
Class 44. Pigs, of any breed, above 4 and not exceeding 8

months old.— 1st, 10/ , to the Hon. Colonel Pennant. M P.,

Penrhyn Castle, Bangor; 2d., 71., to Mr. W. Baker, Purewell

Class 15. Norfolk or Suffolk Polled Steers or Oxen, of any
Age. 1st, 10/., to Mr. J. Bewcll, North Pickenham, Norfolk;
2d, 51, to Mr. E. Beare, Piston, Norfolk.
Class 16. Norfolk or Suffolk Polled Heifers or Cows of any

let, 10/., to Lord Sondes. Elmhall Hall, Norfolk.

•-lass IS. Long-horned Heifers or Cows of any age. 1st, 10/.,

to Mr. J. H. Burbery, The Chase, Kenilworth, Warwick; 2d,

5i., to Mr. W. Senior, Hinton-St -Mary, Dorset.

Clsas 19. Bcotch-horned Steers or Oxen, of any age.—1st,
SW., to Mr. O. Wallis, Overatone Grange, Northampton ; 2d,

1W., to the Duke of Beaufort, Badminton, Wilts.

Class 20. Scotch-horned Heifers or Cows, of any age.—1st,
10/. to Mr. J. Stewart, Newmarket, Aberdeen ; 2d., 5/., to the
Duke of Beaufort, Badminton, Wilts.

Class 21. Scotch Polled Steers or Oxen, of any age.—1st, 2«.,
to Mr. W. M'Combie, Tillvfour, Aberdeen ; 2d, 10/., to Mr. W.
Pestle, Smallburgh Hall, Norfolk.
Class 22. Scotch Polled Heifers or Cows, of any age—1st,

10/., to Mr. W. M'Combie, Tilly four, Aberdeen; 2d, 51., to Mr.
J. Stewart, New Market, Aberdeen.

Class 24. Irish Heifers or Cows, of any age.—1st, 10/., to
Lord Berners, Keythorpe Hall, Leicester.
Class 25. Welsh Steers or Oxon (Runts), of any age.—1st,

801., to Mr. W. Spencer, Congerston, Warwick ; 2d, 5/., to Mr.
F. Neale, Pagham, Sussex.

Class 26. Welsh Heifers or Cows, of any age.—The prize of
10/. to Mr. J. White, Parsonage Farm, Rickmansworth, Herts.

Clas.- Cross or Mixed-bred Steers, not exceeding 3 years
A.— 1st, 15/., to Mr. J. Stewart, New Market, Aberdeen; 2d,

K'~, to Messrs. J. and W. Martin berdeen.

Class 28. Cross or Mixed-bred Steers or Oxen, above 3 years
Id —1st, 15L, to Mr. J. Stewarr, New Market, Aberdeen ; 2d,

10/.. to Messrs. J. and W. Martin, Aberdeen.
Class 29. Cross or Mixed-bred Heifers, not exceeding 4 years
H—1st, 10/., to Mr. J. Stewart, New Market, Aberdeen ; 2d,
"

, to Mr. E. Herbert, Powiok, Worcester.

s*

5s*1

Srup and Pigs.—Of these we add but a few descrip-
ve nmarks below to the following list of prizes :

—

SHEEP.
Clast 30. Fat Wether Sheep of any long-woolled breed, 1

year ol4 (under 22 months).— 1st, 20/., to Mr. G. S. Foljambe,
sbertoi Hall, Worksop, Nottingham ; 2d. 15/., to Mr. G.

WiJmestey, Rudston, York ; 3d, oL, to the Hon. Colonel Low-
ther, Baileythorpe Hall, Rutland.

Class 31. Fat Wether Sheep of any long-woolled breed, 1

all the bulkiest implements of the farm. We did not

notice any novelty of any consequence, if we except a

new grain elevator, by which corn is lifted from one

floor to another, or it may be from one part of a

threshing machine to another, as when it is passed a

second time through the winnowing machine. It acts by

a blast—the corn is blown upward. Mr. Fowler's new
arrangement of turning ordinary threshing machines

to account for tillage purposes was also exhibited, as

referred to farther on.

Following the numbers the following is a list of

exhibitors and their wares :—Mr. Gibbs, seedsman to

the Agricultural Society of England, exhibit a large

and interesting array of specimens of root crops and
Grasses and their seeds—very large Mangel Wurzels,

capital Turnips of good quality, a fair show of Swedes,

and magnificent Kohl Rabi.

Barnard & Bishop, of Norwich, show their disc root

pulper. Howard of Bedford, ploughs, rakes, haymakers,

narrows, drawings of steam cultivator. Clayton &
Shuttleworth, of Leeds, steam-engines. Nicholson,

haymakers, cake crushers, and Bruckshaw's corn

elevator, referred to above. Crosskill, of Beverley,

carts, liquid manure cart, clod crusher, Potato washer.

Mr. G. Gibbs, seedsman, showed very large common
Turnips, very fine Swedes, not very large Mangels,
remarkably fine Carrots. Priest and "Woolnough, of

Kingston-on-Thames, exhibited horse hoes and drills.

Sutton, of Heading, a remarkably fine set of specimens

of root crops, large Mangels, Carrots, Green Globe,

Lincoln red, and other common Turnips—their

Champion Swedes, very fine Kohl Rabi—in fact the

choice of the specimens exhibited for premiums at

eading in the previous week, as referred to in our
last Number. Smyth & Son, of Peasenhall, showed
drills with fore-steerage. Edgington, rich cloths and
tents. Skirving, of Liverpool, a stand of his very large

S wedish Turnips with the tops left on—thus honestly
exhibiting, in lull development, that feature of his

Swede which is generally considered its weakest
point. The roots were not only of remarkable size but of

good quality. Lloyd & Son, of Old Street Road, show
a number of steel mills. Busby, of Bedale, ploughs,

drill hoes, carts, Cuthbert's reaper, drills. Taplin, of
Lincoln, moveable engine with arrangement for lifting

or depressing one end of boiler, and thus preserving its

horizontality.

The Trustees of Mr. Crosskill, of Beverley, exhibit

their prize reaper (Bell's), water cart?, &c. Mr. Dodge, of

Dowgate Hill, a number of India-rubber appliances.

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co., of Cannon Street, exhibit

wire netting, chaffcutters, lawn mowers, &c. And
in a very well edited catalogue drawings and descrip-

tions of the well selected implements of all manu-
facturers. At this stand too were drawings and plans

of Farm Buildings exhibited, and the catalogue informs
us that Mr. Scott Burn, to whose aptitude for such
engagements the recent work on Farm Buildings is

good testimony, is in partnership with Messrs. Brown in

this department of their business, as we stated some
weeks ago in answer to a correspondent. They provide

designs for buildings adapted to the circumstances of

farms, or they receive the iacomplete plana of

proprietors, work them out in detail, provide specifi-

cations and estimates, and contract for their erection.

—

Snowdon's paring ploughs and a useful chaff cutter

are exhibited near this stand. Cambridge, of

Bristol, show rollers, chain harrows. &c. Turner, of

Ipswich, grinding and crushing cylinders. Messrs.

Carter and Downing, successors to the Agr dtural

Engineers Company, show a number of agricultural

implements. Barrett and Exall, of Reading, chaff

cutters, fixed engines, their safety horse powers,

threshing machines, &c Page and Toogood, oi

_ _ Southampton, Bhow magnificent Swedes and Mangels.

LeTcesiere-a nTarveUous Thow "of Southdowns, in Smith, of Kettering, horse-hoes fire-cn^ncs winnower^

which Mr. Rigden, the Duke of Richmond, and ore. Ewarfs cattle guage shown
i

by Mr. Iree, of

Lord Walsinghaxn are first, second, third-third, Blackfriars Road. Iron tanks, costing Id, to j<L.per

first and second in two classes : while Mr. Farquharson is gallon, are exhibited near this stand.

1st in the older sheep, and the Duke of Richmond, as Messrs. Holmes, of Norwich, enow, drills, minnow-

Mr. W. Baker, Purewell House, Hants.
Class 46. Pigs, of any breed, above 12 and under IS months

old.—1st. 10i., to Mr. J. Coate, Hamuioon, Dorset; 2d, 71., to
Mr T. Crisp, Butley Abbey, Suffolk; 3d, 51., to Mr. 8. Druce,
Abbey Farm, Oxford.

GOLD MEDALS.
Gold Medal to the exhibitor, for the best steer or ox in any

of the classes, to Mr. G. Taylor, Sewerby Cottage, Bridlington

Quay, York ; G'>ld Medal to the exhibitor, for the best heifer

or c w in any of the classes, to Mr. J. Faulkner, Bretly Farm,
Burton-on-Trent ; Gold Medal to the exhibitor, fur the bc^t

pen of long-woolled sheep in any of the classes, to Mr. G. S.

Fo^ambe, Osberton Hall, Nottingham ; Gold Medal to the
exhibitor, for the best pen of 1-year old short-woolled sheep in

the 34th, 35th, or 87th classes, to the Duke of Richmond,
Goodwood, Sussex ; and Gold Medal to the exhibitor, for the

best pen of pigs in any of the classes, to Mr. J. Coate, Ham-
moon, Dorset.

EXTRA. STOCK.
Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for the beat steer or ox in

extra stock, to Earl Spencer, Althorp, Northampton ; Silver

Medal to the exhibitor, for the best heifer or cow in extra

stock, to Mr. W. Wells, Redleaf, Kent ; Silver Medal to the
exhibitor for the best long-woolled wether in extra stock, to

Mr. G. S. Foljambe. Osberton Hall, Nottingham ; Silver Medal
to the exhibitor, for the best long-woolled ewe in extra stock.

to Mr. W. Lovel, N'afferton Grange, Driffield, York ; Silver Medal
to the exhibitor, for the bust long-woolled Sheep (not
Leicester) in extra stock, to Mr. J. Lynn, Church Farm,
Stroxton, Lincoln ; Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for

the best short-woolled wether sheep in extra Stock,

to the Duke of Richmond, Goodwood, Sussex ; Silver

Medal to the exhibitor, for the best short-woolled ewe in

extra stock, to Lord Wal-ingham, Merton Hall, Norfolk

;

Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for the best short-woolled

sheep (not Southdown) in extra stock, to Mr. W. B. Canning,
Chisfedon, Wilts; Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for the best
cross-bred sheep in extra stock, to the executors of the late

Mr S. Treadwell, Westcott Field, Waddesdon, Bucks; and
Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for the best pig in extra stock,

to Mr. W. Baker, Purewell House, Hants.
Judges of Cattle. —Edward L. Franklin, Philip Halse,

William Torr.
Judges of Long-woolled Sheep and Pigs.—James Douglas,

Francis Spencer, James Tremam.
Judges of Short-woolled and Cross-bred Sheep. — Henry

Fookes, James Rawlence, J. S. Turner.
Hon. Secretary.—B. T. Brandreth Gibbs.

The best account that can be given of the sheep and
indeed of the whole show in a few words was given by
Mr. Torr, when acknowledging the toast of the Judges.

He observed that, take it altogether, the show was one

of the best that had ever been held. The Devon-

shires proudly kept their place ; the Herefords were

not up to the mark, and the Short-horns exhibited

many shortcomings. It was impossible that the

Leicesters could have ever been better. The cross-

breeds were the best he ever saw, and, as to the

Southdowns, they were so good that it was no use

talking of them.—-We have room for little more than

this—a good show of Leicesters both as to number
and quality — a short show of Loniwools not
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ing machines, chaff cutters, steam engines. Messrs.

Carson and Toomer, of "Warminster, Moody's conical

Turnip cutter with horizontal axis, delivering its pro-

duce on the wide or open end. Mr. Cranstoun

exhibits Wood s mower and reaper. Bradford, Fleet

Street, washing machines. Smith, of Thrapstone,

haymakers, chaff cutters, cake crushers. Bentall, of

Maldon, root pulpers, chaff cutters, &c. Hornsby,
Grantham, drills, winnowing machine, ploughs. St.

Pancras Iron Works, stable fittings, gates, iron

hurdles, &c. Hughes, of Dover Road, mill work.
Messrs. Ransome, of ^Ipswich, show ploughs, cel-

lular troughs on Mr. Steam's patent, chaff cutters, &c.

Gardiner & Phillips' Turnip cutters, and their

new and clever cylindrical corn screen, also corn
crushers, &c. Woods and Cocksedge,Jroot pulpers and
corn crushers. Burgess and Key, reaper and mower,
chaff cutters, and Turnip cutters. Hill & Smith, of

Dudley, iron hurdles, hay crib, gates, &c. Samuel son,
of Banbury, Turnip cutters, chaff cutters, mowing
machine, cake crushers. Walker and Haslam, of
Andover, harrows, horse powers, chain harrows,
threshing machines. Maggs & Hindley, their thatch
weaving machine. Page & Co., of Bedford, a well
arranged display of chaff cutters, ploughs, harrows,
&c. Hancock, of Gloucester, shows his pulveriser
plougb and various dairy implements. Ball, of Roth-
well, ploughs, Turnip pulper, carts, poultry feeder, &c.

Messrs. Lawson, of London and Edinburgh, exhibit
a series of specimens illustrative of the whole range
of agricultural produce — Wheats and other grain,

Grasses, [roots, single bulbs of a great many distinct
sorts of Turnips — specimens illustrative of good
natural growth and of gross and excessive growth, very
fine Kohl Rabi, several specimens of Swedish Turnip,
remarkable .both for size and'quality. Ashby & Co.,
of Northampton, chaff cutters, steam engine power
chaff cutter, [.haymakers. Messrs. Wright, seedsmen,
Cibbages, Swedes, and Mangels of good size. Messrs.
S. E. Ransom©, chains and pullies. Lyons, sausage
machine. Sawney, of Beverley, harrows, &c. Picksley
& Co., .of Leigh, their prize-reaper, chaff-cutters,
drills, &c. Mr. Smith, of Woolston, drawings of his
combined cultivator, drill, and harrow. Weir drainers
level on the pendulum principle. Clay, of Wakefield,
cultivators, &c. Isaac Spight, of Brigg, Vie clever
Corn fhoree hoe. Boby & Co., of Bury St. Edmonds,
their well-known corn screen, haymakers, &c.—Childs
& Owen, chums, &c. Coleman, of Chelmsford, Potato
diggers, cultivators, &c. Hunt, of Earls Colne, simple
and efficient single row hand drill, winnowing
machine, &c.

Messrs. Carter, seedsmen, exbibit Mangels, Swedes,
Carrots, all very fine of their kind; Richmond &
Chandler, of Salford, chaff-cutters; Fowler, pumps;
Chubb & Smith, Fenchurch Street (late Wedlake) fixed
engine, corn-crushers, drills, chaff-cutters, &c; Ferrabee,
of Stroud, lawn-mowers, chaff-cutters; Hensman, of
Woburn, drills, ploughs, &c. ; James, of Cheltenham,
liquid manure cart ; Patterson, of Beverley, grinding-
mill; Amies & Barford, of Peterborough, steaming
apparatus, cake-crushers, &c. ; Brown, of Uxbridge,
rick cloths ; Dray, Taylor & Co., a stand containing
implements of nearly every description connected with
the feeding of animals ; Winter, of Paddington, rick-
cloths ; Warner, of Cripplegate, pumps and syringes

;

Cockey, of Frome, chaff-cutters, cheese press, vat for
warming milk and curd ; Dell, of Mark Lane, rick-
cloths; Greening & Co., wire netting, chaff-cutters:
Cottam & Co., stable fittings.

It is plain that the above, which is little better than
a catalogue, and a list from which we have very pro-
bably omitted many articles and names, contains all
the implements which any farmer is ever likely to use
in any department of his business. Power to work
them -implements of tillage, of plant cultivation, of
carriage, of harvest work, of barn work, of preparation
for market and for food, are all present And they
are present in very even proportions. The manufac-
turer who is at the expense of hiring space and trans-
porting his goods to so admirable a "frontage" as theBaker Street galleries, thronged with a multitude ofthe agricultural world who have come especially to seethe cattle, do not bring merely such implements as
are needed at this particular season, they take the
opportunity of exhibiting their whole manufacture, and
bo besides the tools which are used directly in prepar-
ing food for the cattle exhibited below, the pulpers
crushers, cutters, steamers for grain and roots and
straw we have a full display of implements of tillage
and of harvest work. And on the ground floor such
an array of power-8 and 10 and 12-horse engines, as
England alone can show. '

The following is a list of exhibitors of engines and
threshing machines ;

—

On the ground floor are steam engines exhibited
by Messrs. Allchin of Northampton, Smith and AshbvBrown and May of Devizes, Smith of Thrapstone
Ransome and Sims, Foster of Lincoln, Clavton and
Shuttleworth, Aveling of Canterbury, Cowan "of Green-
wich Kirby and Barrow of Banbury, Tuxford, Turner,
Gardener and Mcintosh of Xew Cross, Barrett and
Lxall of Reading, Taplin of Lincoln, Roby & Co. of

St™?fi
D
'i p

D3^ of Gotham. Hayes of Stony

^n °f n •
*»***> Prwtor

'
& Co" Marshall &fcon of Gainsborough, and Mr. John Fowler. There

Tasker of Andover, Humphreys of Worcester

Hunt""of" Earls Colne, Garrett & Son, Holmes of

Norwich, Gibbons of Wantage, and Clayton & Shuttle-

worth. The threshing machine of Clayton & Shuttle-

worth is furnished with the grain elevator of

Bruckshaw referred to above.

Mr. Fowler's 12-horse locomotive with clip drum is

one of the engines exhibited.

Both the powerful engine and an ordinary threshing

engine have been employed on a field near Ealing during

the week in ploughing, ;the one with a four-furrow and

the other with a three-furrow plough. The one moving

along its headland, and actuating a moving anchorage

upon the opposite headland while drawing the plough-

frame to and fro between the two—the other stationed

outside the field, actuating a double windlass, from

both the drums of which rope proceed in parallel lines

to snatch blocks just within the h6dge, diverging thence

to moving anchorages, one at each end of the furrow,

and so to the front and hinder drums on the plough in

the furrow between the two. The two drums on
the stationary windlass are so connected with

one another that each in turn pulls upon
the other, and the reluctance of the paying

out drum is no dead weight to be overcome by
the engine, but is a help to the in-draught of its neigh-

bour ; the evolution of the one drum thus helps the

involution of the other, and the power which keeps the

rope tight is not altogether lost. Mr. Fowler's other

arrangement for turning the ordinary threshing engine

to account in cultivation has also been in town during

the week, but has not been exhibited in Baker
Street. It consists of a low platform on wheels,

carrying a clip drum below it, on which the

small 7 or 8-horse power engine mounts, and the

clip drum being worked by a strap from this engine

—

the combination is at once equipped for work in just

the style of the combined engine and clip drum
which is made at Leeds, of 10 and 12, and 14-horse

power.
The Annual Dinner of the Smtthfield Club

was held on Wednesday at the Freemasons' Tavern.

Lord Berners, the present President of the Club, occu-

pied the chair, and was supported by the President
elect, Lord Feversham. the Earl of Powis, Lord
Tredegar, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. H. W Ison (formerly

member for West Suffolk), Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr.
Rigden, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Baker, Mr. Shelton, and
other agriculturists.

The Central Farmers' Club met on Monday and
discussed the subject of the Law of Settlement. Mr.
Trethewy's paper is referred to elsewhere, and will be
reported fully next week.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
For the week that ended December 12 ; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing.

Moul-t vd, Wallinyford.
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Notices to Correspondents.
Berkshire Pros : Cochon. We do not know of two varieties
of the Berkshire pig." Most breeders have recognisable
herds

;
but there is nut, that we are aware, a recognised

small and large variety.
Butter Coming: i> y Maid. If the cream be scalded 24
hours before churning by standing in a tin in boil, og water
for half an hour, and frequently stirred, and then be made to
stand in a temperature of 60°, or thereabouts, till churned
biuter may be expected to come within the hour. It is ho--

Wn'?^
0a

i

m0n
-n Tplaint that creara from cows which have

^1 *™£!?J^llk^ no
.
fc readny y iel<i its butter ; and that

enquiries on tins subject will appear in our nextPoultry: We are in the full IuTT that a wavfprecedes the

ârrt^e.°
f ** °f -^ous-^%£%£

Roots in Drain Pipes: Syrgenstein writes as follows :-As oneof your constant readers, I take the liberty of requTstin*your advice with regard to an enemr meeting ™i f« lu
g

shape of a weed which has taken possess"! portion ofthe draining tiles laid down in mv land thor^C JSSS,,
utterly useless a line of tiles *hlh™£ t™ $*££%£*
*nt

d
Z°/l

CeUent S<TiC
1'

but throu*h whiclfno water c^now find its way. I enclose a specimen nf *>,« *ra~* „ a
should be greatly indebted to you. ffiugh t^medt'm^fyour columns you cou d suggest any means of p^evenUngthis accumulation, and if you would inform mo whcthe? 1

*

a disaster ofcommon occurrence. A neio-hhnnr r e ™^Q \„ii«

nuisance ! [The specimen sent appears to us to be a tertianof a mass of tree rootlets which havQ entered and fild

3w e lTS
' rT\°

°"ly
r

remed>' »Warn te *^av "ut

such occurrences in this country. IfeTim atiSSZu th!annoyance by draining 4 feet 'deep, an hy a^Sd "?
thSneighbourhood of trees. J

l r.y avoiding tbe

Scientific Terms : A very Old Subscriber. Thanks for vourmemorandum. Surely " coprolite " however is not Spomt-ao many years a word in familiar use, everybc^owmust know its meaning. ^ cveryoouy now

Drainaee Season

MR. BAILEY BENTON undS
AGE of ESTATES by Cotnmi^9n^ 1

52, Parliament Street, WesS^J*
DRAINAGE OUTFALLsTTn:'

expeditious, and inexpensive n JL ,
^

right of making Outfall Drains, Cutting [**"
Lands of adjoining Proprietors, arc ilL*ENGLAND DRAINAGE and TsSuSmS^-
ACT, and there is no necessity for sYna?!^
as Petitions, Special Act of ParliamentS
or Drainage Boards, &c.

'

Draining Inclosing Irrigating, WarpingW
all kind of Land Improvements exeSJ?
Mortgaged, or other Properties

; the whole c2 %
on the Lands permanently, or it might be md? 1

any fixed time in one or more sums orC&mmen ts over any term of years, at the optionJ&
Frederick BsJj*

Offices—Exeter, and SO. Parliament StraM

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT
Incorporated by Special Act of Partial

•*

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster,

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Ao
in England and Wales and in Sooiub

The Directors beg leave to announce thatS
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received theaanctiou
lature. The Company now advance monev i

amount, for the following works of Agricultu-
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases beiw
a rent charge for 25 years. ^

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Emtaftki
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any._ -

Drainage

Railroads :or

TOBACCO CLOTHS 10cZ. per lb., warrant

H. Perkins. 16, Cambridge Circus, Hackney

.KCHABl

TREE^

Winter*

GISHUI*-

recoramen^^

See "Orchard^

edition; ^4 *

son's
recotno^

Cottage ^^
1861.

Sold retail 1

and Seedsta^

3,., and 10'-*

PRICE'S PAT

Red Spidf.r Maonifird.

N
ThefoHowinfyfw

70 Testimonials re^^
trom gentlemen pe**""

to him. j£

-Ibegtobear

value of > ^£
cacy in destroying c

the Green ^. êxpe^
and at a npttjilj'j T#

ired with the ***

Tobacco Paper.

Ground
' • Nursery

Sold by allP^
Price I*- *»d -*' {

farming purposes,
3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or

of navigable rivers or lakes.
4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' v

other Buildings required for Farm purpose
provement of and additions to Farm
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in i

public or general works of drainage or other i

may borrow their proportionate share of the cos,,

the same with the expenses on the lands impror

No investigation of title is required, and the fen

of a strictly financial character do not interfere-

and execution of the Works, which are control

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
]

For further information, and for forms of appa
to the Honourable William Napier, Hu^ff]
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. S. W.

Grains, Carriage Free,

MESSRS. SAMUEL ALLSOPPiyr-
Burton-on-Trent, beg to inform Farmer;

Stock in general that they have made arnnjuB

various Railway Companies communicating
the iree delivery of Grains at different Stt**

Railways. The great value of Burton Grair

ing Cattle or Feeding Milch Cows haa longlW*
fact in the neighbourhood of Barton. T
ference to Beasts fed with Grains, and»r

given up the growth of Turnips and feec

Grains and Chopped Hay exclusively with

tory results. The usual quantity given isiWjJ
for each Beast. Grains well trod into tabs or

and covered over with soil, will keep good fir »t

they are improved by being so kept forejgi:

Messrs. Samuel Allsopp & Sons are pn?^, w

engagements for the delivery of Grains, by I*"";

Free, during the ensuing season, in q uaatites ot ii'

3 tons or 150 bushels, and they hope to*
**

';

which they can be offered will induce manfP601

them a trial.

Brewery, Burton-on-Trent-^1

To Nurserymen and Florists.

H PERKINS having a large stock

• PAPER, of very superior quality, *"
lOd. per lb., and genuine ROLL PAPER a* 1*

Magnified Aphides. Patent J. N'^
L
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THE LONDON MANURE COMrANY
(EOTABLIBHKD1S40,) «..„„„„3

a** now prepared to send c the following MAN URE3 :-
A^VIMa5uBE "r AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
O JENTRATED URATE.

PF^LAN^^ ^^E of SODA, SULPHATE of

nSK&SSL^ SManUr«^-R
,
Secrete. _

i'RVARD. LACK, ASD CO.* CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ;

guaranteed tocontam

Phoaphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tnbasic

Phosphate of Lime. W„„T„ „ iXTTTT,p ~„™i l« mltiA to

P ITER'S GUANO.—Established Twenty Years.

Agents Wanted.

Factory : 28, Clapham Road Place, 8.

B

^ohhes^annres Dr. Voelcker says :-" '
Thew rca^toW

be verV mtifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

hXrh^grSiltu^f and commercial value which characterises

Ch^UtoThe^ya^ Agricultural^^V-^6^10^
Prices, tc, may be had on application to Burnakd, Lack,

* Ho. Sutton Road. Plymouth.

LA W E S ' S MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. L^Bfor the

present season of 1861 are now ready for delivery at his

tctories, at the following prices :—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME •• ~ ..avo «

LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE _£f
^J*^,*

010
5 5

BURNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5 o

LAWES'S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

These Manures can be obtained ofM^^^^T^
his appointed Agents, in all parte of the United kingdom, at

prices varying according to cost of carriage.
v.^ kmt

Genuine Peruvian Guan* direct from Messr^ Gibbs^ Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American aud other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Bbwet Lawes, 1, Adelaide ^e ^ndon

Bridge, E.C. ; and Uffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

Red Spider Magnified.

ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES and YINHB.
Winter wash with

GISHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.

See "Orchard House," ninth

edition ; and see Mr. Pear-

son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept.,

1861.

Sold retail by Nurserymen

and Seedsmen in boxes 1*.,

8*., and 10*. 6d. each.

Wholesale by

Price's Patent Cakdle Co .,

Limited.

IS
TEAL'S PATENT

PASTILS.
Anns

SEEDSMEN AND FLORISTS,
Opposite thb Gaeeick Club.

Will be published shortly, and sentfree and post paid (early applications respectfully requested),

BARR & SUGDEN'S GUIDE to the KITCHEN GARDEN,
Showing How, When, and What thing* ibonW be done^^^J^^^^^^^Ji^^^

January to December, with a Di CRIPTIVE LIST of SELECT ^ EGL1ABLE SEEDS

BARR & SUGDEN'S GUIDE to the FLOWER GARDEN,
Showing how a rich display of floral beauty may be vUMtaA|^»^^ * SELECT

DESCRIPTI V K LIST of all the best varieties of FLOW ER SEEDS in cultivation.

All Orders amounting to 2ls. sent Carriage Paid.

The following is one of upwards of

70 Tofiti niaU received by J. Nkal
from gentlemen j

sonally unknown
to him

" I beg to bear my testimony to thd
raiue of Neal's Pustilh, and their effi-

cacy in destroying, most effectually,

the Green Fly without any trouble,

and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared wun mo use oi 1 "Oacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

a
''JAMKfiS.tXDKBS,

Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny. >r

Sold by all principal 8eedsmen.

Price 1*. and 2*. per packet

Magnified
ph&m

100 in 1 )0 splendid named varieties

100 in 50 splendid named varieties

50 in 50 splendid named varieties

GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS of GANDAVENSIS.
50 in 25 splendid named varieties . . .... £1 10

26 in 25 splendid named varieties . . . . 15*. to 1 1

12 in 12 splendid named varieties, 6«., 9*., 12*., 18*., « 1 4

£4

2

4

8
2

STJBPLTJS STOCK of BULBS.
The following quantities, 42.*. ; Half, 2 Is.

;

800 DOUBLE and SINGLE TULIPS, in 40 varieties

200 BORDER NARCISSUS, in varieties

50 HYACINTHS, in varieties

Quarter, 10*. Gd.t all sound Booh.

30 LILIUMS, in varieties"*

200 CROCUS, in varieties

100 SCILLAS and HYACINTHS, in varieties

40 Mixed IRIS

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
TYE'S REGISTERED HYACINTH GLASSES and DRAWING-ROOM FLOWER VASES. Ba*b &

Sugden, London Agents. These Glasses are ornamented in the highest style of Art, ancient and modern,

such as Egyptian, Tuscan, Alhambra, Grecian, also with Architectural and Floral Designs.

The sets " Eugenie," " Victoria," " Imperial," « Empress," and Nonpareil," form splendid Drawing-room

Oraaments, either for growing Hyacinths or for Cut Flowers.

" Eugenie," " Victoria," and n Imperial " sets complete, with Bulbs and Supports, 21*. ; " Empress " and

"Nonpareil" are 25*. per set.

A PRICED DESCRIPTIVE ILLUSTRATED LIST of the above Glasses sent free on application.

BARR and SUGDEN, SEEDSMEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE

SUTTON'S
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS OF

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS
FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS are so assorted as to contain the proper quantities of the best
kinds to supply a family fcr the whole year.

The entire charsre for the largest Collection (No. 1) is £3u../i..i. —*_

aREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS hav-
proved to be the best, and have carried off every prize

that has been given in all cases of competition. They are

noiseless in working, self-sharpening, self-cleaning, simple in

construction, and easier to wo rk and less liable to get out of

order than any other Lawn Mowers extant.

Illustrated Price Lists may be had of Thomas Green, Smith-
field Iron Works, Leeds ; or 2, Victoria Street, Holborn Hill,

London, E.C.

N.B. Old Machines repaired and made as good as new.

—

I. . , — .
....

HENRY J. MORTON and CO.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern

for Cottage Houses, 4c. , to contain 50 gallons, 2fl*. ; 80 gallons,

31*. each ; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.
Cisterns of all sizes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 3
and 32*. 6t£. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 80 gallons., entire

formed of iron, 35*. 0d. each.

Wind Power.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent WIND
ENGINES for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping, &c.

Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by
' enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected on the Premises daily.

Garden Border Edging Tilei.

Fand G. KOSHER, Cement, Bkicjt, and Tile
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to ttuJr varied

Stock ofOrnamental GARDEN BORDER-EDGING TILES in
Terra Cotta, Tcrro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They present
advantages over Box or Grass-edging n tbat they afford no
harbour for plugs, Ac., take up lew room, and once laid

require no further attention.

They may be had of various patterns at F. & G. R.'a Pre-
mises, Ward's Wharf, Upper GrouudStroet, Blackfriara. S. ; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bri , London, N.E.

N.B. Bketchea of Patterns sent by post on application.
Garden Va*ses and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and
Balconies in stock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES tor Conserva-
tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c, as cheap and

durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable
of forming a variety of designs.

Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,
Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-range.% &c. Groove! Terro-
metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,
Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Gi a Pip#s, &c
To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their Premises as at

And COMPLETE COLLECTIONS for SMALLEE

mm

From Mr. Wrixu* Moor, GarJ-mer, The Rectory, Stole.
had (previous to yours last year), a lot of Seeds which have all turned out so satisfactory

From, the Rev. G. E Walkfr, Sharolall, Wolverliampttm.
lkor cannot but compliment Messrs. Button A Sows on the quality of the Seeds sent h
e ever purchased."

From the Rev
"I was so much pleased with the selection

from you."

UTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE, U. per lb.

Choice MANGEL WURZEL, Hd. per lb. If ordetti immediately.
NATURAL GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE, 24#.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• by her Majesty the Quoen, the Puke N r mwberfan

for Syon House, his Grace the Duke of Devvr re for C;

wick Gardens, Professor Lin r the 1 wal Society

Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace :oyal Zoological

ftodety, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealing Park. &c
PROTECTION from the COLD W1M»S t MORXIN "RO£Tl

to 32*. per acre,

SUTTON & SONS, SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS, READING, BERKS

••FRIGI DOMO," a Cauvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricu'tura! purposes, : preserving

Pruits and Flowers from the scorching ray* of the sun, fro

wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be

had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide ., It- vd. per yard run.

Four yards wide .

.

8* per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide. if. W. i>er yard run.

Also u Vrisri Domo Netting, 2 yards wide. 1*. 4-/. per yard r»i

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer,?,

Trinity Iiane, Cannon St., City, E.C. and of all Nur^erymef

and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.
" It is much cheaper than Mats m a covering.**
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Hardy Japanese Plants, New Roses, &c.

JOHN STANDISH has great pleasure in submit-
ting the above to the consideration of his friends and the

public in general, far exceeding in interest any that he has
ever had the opportunity of serding out at any one time.
For a DESCRIPTIVE LIST of NEW FERNS, HARDY

JAPANESE PLANTS,NEW ROSES, <fcc.,see Gardeners' Chronicle

for the first Saturday in every month.
Besides the above J. S. has a fine stock of CONIFEROUS

PLANTS, HARDY SHRUBS and TREES, and a very large

stock of VINES, which he can offer at reasonable prices,

CATALOGU ES of which will be shortly ready for distribution.

The Royal Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Superb Dwarf Roses in Pots,
Adapted for Forcixg or for Exhibition.

WM. WOOD and SON beg leave to offer a verv
first-rate Collection of TEA, SCENTED and BOURBON

ROSES, grown in 6-inch pots, fine half-specimen Plants, at
305. to 36s. per dozen.

Early orders are solicited to insure the best Plants.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

New Rose Catalogue for 1861-62.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON have the honour to an-
nounce that their CATALOGUES of ROSES and

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK are now ready for distribution.
It is generally admitted that the county ofSussex has suffered

less from the effects of last winter's frost than any other county
in England, in consequence of which W. W. <fc Son have to offer

a remarkably fine stock of Roses-and Nursery Stock in general.

Standard and Dwarf Roses.

JOHN CRANSTON has no hesitation in stating
that he holds the largest stock of STANDARD ROSES

in the kingdom, and plants of the finest growth possible.
These he is now offering at the following prices :—
STANDARDS, finest Hybrid Perpetual and Bourbon, 30*.

per dozen.
HALF STANDARDS, do., 24*. to 30*. do.
STANDARD TEA SCENTED, the best and most hardy

sorts, 36*. to 42*. do.
DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL, strong on Mauetti Stock,

15*. to 24*. do.
DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL, own roots, 12*. to 18*. do.
DWARF TEA SCENTED, 18*. to 24*. do.
PILLAR ROSES, extra strong on Manetti Stock, 18*. to

24s. do.

NEW ROSES of 1S60 and 1861, 3*. 6c?. to 5s. each.
A DESCRI PTIVE LIST will be forwarded free on application.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Mitchell's Unrivalled Collection of Roses.
The largest Stock and the best Plants in England,

justly pronounced both by english and foreign growers.

JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informing
his kind patrons that he has succeeded in obtaining

the FIRST PRIZES at the principal Shows throughout the
season, viz. :

—

July 10.—The Grand National Rose Show, Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Garden, Kensington Gore, 96 varieties,
3 trusses of each, First Prize.
September 11.—Forty eight varieties, 3 trusses of each.

First Prize.
July 3.—The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, London,

50 varieties, 3 trusses of each. First Prize.
July 6.—The Great Rose Show, Crystal Palace, 96 varieties,

1 truss of each. First Prize.
June 19.—Brighton Horticultural Society, 50 varieties, 3

trusses of each, First Prize.
September 18.—Fifty varieties, 3 trusses of each, First Prize.
August 28.—Lewes Horticultural Society, 36 varieties. 3

trusses of each, First Prize.

J. Af. respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry he can
supply the best perpetual BLOOMING ROSES in Standards,
Half-Standards, and Dwarfs, healthy good rooted plants.

Standards, 30s. per dozen.
Half ditto, from 24*. to 30s. per dozen.
Dwarfs, from 18s., 24.?., to 30s. per dozen.
New Varieties of 1861, 42*. per dozen.

Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex.
N.B. These Nurseries are 2£ miles from the Uckfield Station

on the London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway.

American Plants. &c.

Fruit Trees.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, "Waltham Cross, London, N.

Sea Kail, Forcing and Other.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Roses.W
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hollyhocks.

WM. PAUL (Successor to the late A. Paul),
Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Fruit Trees

AMES GARAWAY and CO.
call attention to their stock of the above, comprisingj

APRICOTS
NECTARINES
PEACHES

,

Standard and
Dwarf-
trained

APPLES "\ Dwarf-trained

,

CHERRIES {standard, and
PEaRS 4 Dwarf-
PLUMS J quarter.

[Decehbee
21, l86l

Old Cheshunt Nur8Eries> HEp
-

_ Gladiolus.
*

pAUL and SON'S fine Collection of tvX Flower, of which the Bulbs are nowr^/
Hollyhocks.

PAUL and SON'S fine Collection nt «

.

Flower; fine Plants of which^renowL/ ^ **
in packets of 12 fine distinct sorts at 5sZT^A ^lM
in 2s. 6d. and Is. packets.

eactl
' an <i miajjl

Hoses. I
PAUL and SON'S splendid Coll

Plants in Pots, of all the finest nei
size plants for Forcing.

Vines. ^^^piINE PLANTS for Fruiting in Pots orp^
CATALOGUES of each may be had on applic^

.

kiQ
ds,with

All of first-rate quality and in good condition.

The STANDARD PEARS are unusually fine, and will 1

sold at a very low rate to purchasers of quantities.

CATALOGUES and prices free by post.

James Garaway & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

Seedling Thorn Quicks.

LT. DAVIS begs to offer Five Millions of 2-years
• at extremely low prices, which, with Samples, can be

had on application. Being grown in light gravelly soil tbey
are well furnished with healthy roots, and would answer well
for transplanting.

Ogle's Grove Nursery, Hillsborough, near Belfast.

Quick.

Hand F. SHARPE are prepared to offer of the
• finest quality.
Strong 2-years' Transplanted QUICK, 3 feet high,
Strong 2-years' Seedling do., 2 feet high,

at very moderate prices, which may be had, with samples, on
application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbeach.
*

Kf\(\ CiCiCi QUICKS, 2 years' Seedling, 18 to
0\J\J)\J\J\J 24 inches, and 24 to 30 inches, and 2 years'

transplanted, 2\ to 3 feet.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, leading kinds, 70*. to
80*. per 1000.

EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 2 to 5 feet, 20*. to 30s. perlOOO.
The above are all strong and well rooted.

For prices and samples apply to J. & W. Cocks, Donington
Nurseries, near Spalding.—Dec. 21.

Four Millions of Transplanted Quicks.

f±EORGE CHIVAS offers the above, Two MillionsVJ of which are suitable for Railways, and Two Millions
varying from strong to exceeding strong—a portion having
been twice Transplanted. A bale containing 100 of each, five
sizes, forwarded on receipt of 15*. ; orders for 10,000 delivered
free at any railway station.
Also Half a Million of Transplanted SPRUCE, and one of the

largest general Nursery Stocks in the North-Western counties.
Chester, Dec. 21.

THE TRADE will be provided with an*..
for the following, on application to Mess* rderson & Son :—

.

srs * G fljj.

BUSH VEGETABLE MARROW.
CALENDULA OFFICINALIS SUPERBA^_
HENDERSON'S PERFECTION SWEETWm*

Sec descriptions of the above in the Garden^ n
page 10S7, December 14.

mfflw^
COB(EA SCANDENS. SPERGULA PILIFFPi
TROP^OLUM PEREGRINUM. T. PENTAPHYrTr.
STOCK, Giant Cape Scarlet.

' ia™Utt;i

large biennial Scarlet Brompton. ^T
Scarlet Intermediate.

SWEET WILLIAM, double flowered.

,, Auricula-eyed.
LISIANTHU3 RUSSELLIANUS.
LILIUM GIGANTEUM. CLIANTHUS DAMPIRW
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. C. ATKINSI

„ COUM CARNEUM.
HUMBA ELEGANS.
CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS (crimson).

Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, N.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Saffron Walden Nursery.

1WILLIAM CHATER'S 15th ANNUAL DS
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST i*»

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receiptdm
postage stamp.
William Chater, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Stii I

Walden, Essex.

Wholesale Catalogue.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED d
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1861 and SPUD

] 862, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, neit

S3lected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choicea
[Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Snfe

and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c, cubei

free on application.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

IVTjiWKS. WA'OiKfcK AND
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may be

had on application. It describes fully all RHODODENDRONS
SSl^S?Wing> and contains a List of AZALEAS, HARDYHEATHS, and other American Plants, as well as a summary
ofthe General Stock ofthe most extensive Nurseries in England.
The Catalogue may also be had at Mr. May's, 1, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C. *

Knap Hill Nursery, near Working. Surrev.

WANTED I M
1000 Mahonia aquifolia

300 Mountain Ash, 3 to 4 ft.

100 English Elm, 6 or 7 ft.,

200 Hornbeam, 3 to 4 ft.

500 Larch, 3 to 4 ft.

500 8pruce, 3 ft.

4 6 ft. Standard Almonds
24 Ribes sauguinea

MEDIATELY—
150 7 or 8 ft. Standard strong

Horse Che snuts
12 Aucubajaponica
4 Cedar Lebanon, 5 to 6 ft.

12 Savins
12 Phillyreas

1000 Sweet Briars
50 White Broom

. . . ~ 2000 Hazel, U to 2 ft. high
Apply, with price, to M. Warde, Clopton House, Stratford-

on- Avon.

L
Important

Bussell's Pyramidal Primulas.

GEO. CLARKE has much pleasure in calling atten-
tion to the above magnificent strain, new Seed of which

is now ready in packets, price 2s. 6d.
Those who are desirous of satisfying themselves of the

peculiar excellence of these PRIMULAS, are invited to seethem here m bloom now or any time during the winter
months.
Fine young plants for spring blooming, 1 2s. per dozen.
Nursery. Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, near London, S .

Can he Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdale
Station, South-Western Kailway.

CHABLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would
remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Prizes at the opening Show of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, and every other show at which they have been
exhibited during the last two years.
RHODODENDRONS for forcing ; KALMIAS for forcing :

and a magnificent stock of all the finest kinds of Rhododen-
drons in the world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREENS
by the 100 or 1000. ROSES and a General Nursery Stock well
worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen.

Hardy Scarlet Bhododendrons and other American
Plants.

JOHN WATERER has the pleasure to announce that
his ANNUAL CATALOGUE ofthe above popular plants, as

exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
is now published, and will be forwarded on application. Intend-
ing planters and amateurs desirous of blending colours are

D^nlnrfm^ 00^. 38 faithful descriptions of all the.RHODODENDRONS are given.

tj
1" 6̂ £™opne o011^"118 a selection of the best and really

Hardy CON I KS, with heights and prices, the whole of which
having been removed the past spring are iu a capital state for

SffSSS*"18
; „„Also EVERGREENS and ORNAMENTALSHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinds.

JfcSf
A
f

1?acriC
o
n ^L^*7'

Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunning-

tS» « ' ^Ut£ Western Railway ; also to be had of Mr.John KERN A v, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street. Covent R ftrrf«n

handsome ; Portugal Laurels, Phillyreas, Lilacs, Hornbeam,
and Beech for hedges; large green Alders. Oaks, Sumachs.
Standard and Trained Fruit Trees, Deciduous Flowering
Shrubs, 50 sorts ; fine large Ivies, Standard Damsons, and
Clarke's new Seedling Bullace, highly recommended for size
and flavour ; large Austriaca Firs, Ac.
Apply to Chas. Clarke, Nurseryman, 179, Windmill Street,

Gravesend, or Nursery Grounds, Windmill Hill.

Forest Trees and Conifer®.

ALEXANDER PONTEY, of the Plymouth Nursery
and Seed Establishment, begs to inform gentlemen in-

tending to Plant and the Trade generally that his Nursery
abounds with several hundred thousand TREES, which have
been frequently transplanted to insure their growth.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friend

patrons that his PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE Oil-

LOGUE of the above, containing selections o • • a*
varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and will k Awrtf

post free on application.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, 8

Superb Balsams.

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out Seed of

• Superior BALSAMS in collection* of

9 Colours, separate 2& 6rf. each.

The same, mixed 2

Half the quantity 10
The above are in 18 distinct and bright colours, of careft^

selected Seed, from the most double varieties.

.
Dulwich, Surrey. _____

__ ^ _____ __ Favorite.

TKEMPSTER hat succeeded in raising a firsKk

• NEWGREENFLESH MELON, for which he bujj

awarded a Certificate in July 1860, and a Silver &f\
m

).

1861. both at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Part

highly commended by all who have seen it, being veiy^J

in flesh, thin in skin, and rich flavour. The plant is

»

free setter and good grower. .
, ,__

T. K. now offers the Seed in sealed packets at*•<*£

I packet of six seeds. When three are ordered fourwii^

»

Stamps or Post Oflice Orders must accompany un-
payable at Lee. The quantity being limited, early oraen

secure seed. -
Apply to Thomas Kempster, 14, Dacre Place,Jjfle, a.

Hurst House Seedling

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce «« "51
• to offer a large stock of this new 8EBDLl»«r-

j

A. P/aVoonersVn'rmmTns^'s^ck o7 th? finSt and most ^Wt d?rf
n^ oon,I

!5
ct ;JraV?g%^and ?£ «* l

TAWSS9 ** o-ment and shelter, £$£8,2% ^t^Z\T^t of'SMOOTH'cA^ *
any of the North Devon, 8outh Devon, or Cornish Lines of RaU

CATALOGUES with prices to be had on application.

A LE?^??EnH VAINQ be£s moat respectfully to

f> ?»>m» .to Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Planters thefollowing, all in excellent condition ;—
"*"">« wie

500,000 OAKS, transplanted, varying from H to 4 fef»t
100,000 SPRUCE, li, 2J, to 3 feet.

* *

100,000 LARCH, ditto, ditto.
Prices on application. Large buyers liberally dealt with
A. Laing would also respectfully call attention to the under-mentioned :

—

—ww
THUJA GIGANTEA, in pots, cuttings, 9,., 12,., and 18,.per dozen*
LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, in pots, 6s. perdoz
THUJOPSIS BOREALTS, in pots, 6*., 18i., and 24* per dozTEA and BOURBON ROSES ; of Teas. 40 of the choicest

varieties. 12a , 18*., and 24s. per doz.
cnoiceat

SWEET BAYS, 1* to 2 feet, in pots, 9*. per doz
All the leading varieties of VARIEGATED GERANIUMS

for Ribbon planting. Own selection, 4s. to 6s. per doz
Fancy Show and French ditto, 6s. and 9s. per dozen
A. Laing can also supply 12 of the newest CINERARI \S for

9s., package included :

—

bushyS
BEA AN0U8TIF0LIA

>
in J**", »»• per do«n,

With a choice collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants
Reference or remittance from unknown correspondents Theabove are all guaranteed to be first rate healthv nlants' well

furnished. F
»

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey
way, London, N

RoafcH*

B
New General Catalogue for IWl-lW2^,
wir.T.i a uc k„~„ f« in^m his friends, p»*

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 'of Exotic Orclg
: ^

Lycopods, Miscellaneous Stove and Greenhouse ruju ^
ated and Ornamental Foliaged Plants, „

AZT*rvariegaB' t
endrons, Roses, Fuchsias, Geraniums, **a"*'

Fru[t Ti* I

Plants, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Conifers
,

r ^ j

Shrubs. &c, is now published and will be for*araeai-

on application. „ aatr IW*'
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and

Holloway, London, N.

Hornsey

Gandavensis

[anient
BS. WILLU

• choice collect

—

v , . „rnaaiD„. M
is beyoud doubt the handsomest autumnal orn

tfl6tfJ
garden. Having flowered many thousands "Jf.JJ aod*^
great attention has been bestowed on the sewcw

»ut those of the best quality are offered for sale. ^^

Yo^klto^Dec^r^
7 and Se6d E5tabUshment

» Beverley,

of 24 Splendid Varieties, one roo- of m^
llection of choice Named Varieties, 6»., w

-»*U iration- _,

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE LIST onap£
g T rjl.ftt

Collection
Coll

A „
A Fine Assortment of HYACINTH8, H

and other Bulbous Roots.
x.^3

Paradise Nursery, Seven SistersandHornsey
Ko*^

Lo don, N.

Bo,110***
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JAMES VEITCH, .Try., respectfully announces that

his CATALOGUE of KITCHEN' GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS f.T 1861 with a List of Implements and other Garden

| f the Untl8h Empire,
requisites, is now published, and will be forwarded post free

on application.

J V Jun., devoting his personal attention to this depart

ment of his business, can warrant his SEEDS true to name,

and of the most genuine description.—Dec. 21.

Society,' and was only prevented coming from

Windsor for the purpose by the approach of that

fatal disorder which in a few hours deprived our

Gracious Sovereign of an affectionate Consort and

enlightened adviser, and ourselves of one of the

wisest Princes that have watched over the interests

The " Student" Parsnip.

E RS. SU LTON AND SONS have the honour of

offering to the public the Stock of SEED of this delicious

and finelv formed Parsnip, which was
ennobled "from the wild Parsnip by Pro-

fessor Buckman, F.L.S , Ac, of the

yal Agricultural College, Cirencester,

•who kindly entrusted to them the Seed,

originally produce 1 by himself, from

which the present stock has been rai

by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, and who
having sown it in their Trial Grounds
have found it to be superior to any of

the other sorts sowu by the side of it.

This is exclusively in their possession ;

and may be had in Packets of 1*. each,

containing 1000 Seeds (post free), direct

from Sutton & Sons, or through the

undermentioned Firms who have ordered

a supply. Additional names will be

published in future Advertisements :—

Messrs. Hurst & M 'Mullen, Leadenhall Street, London.

Beck, Henderson, & Co., Adelphi, London.
!' Noble, Cooper, & Co., Fleet Street, London.

James Carter & Co., High Holborn, London.
" Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

Barr & Sugden, King Street, London, W.C.

Butler & McCulloch, Covert Garden, London, W.C.

MrJohn Bell, Exchange Street, Norwich.

,, Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, 81ough.

H Brown, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

',', Jno. Perkins, 52, Market Square, Northampton.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

The Great International Exhibition of next year

will seriously feel the loss of so earnest a pro-

tector; and had it been possible to foresee the

decree of Providence it would doubtless have been

postponed. That, however, is now impossible.

Great engagements have been entered into all over

the world, and ships are already bearing hither

their precious freights. The work must therefore

go forward. This would certainly have been

the command of the lamented Prince; such

indeed was his decision on a similar melancholy

occasion. His was too noble a nature to permit

the interests of her Majesty's affectionate subjects

to be sacrificed to any personal considerations

whatsoever.

case, does the chlorosis extend when the buds
expand through the whole length of the leaf.

" This disease," says Mr. Murray, "is clearly

congenital, for it is found only in plants produced

from home-grown seeds, although placed under

exactly the same conditions as plants raised from

seed of foreign growth. It is not confined to one

nursery or district, Elvaston, Woking, Exeter, &c,

all suffer in the same way when home-grown seed

is used. My information is that two in every five

plants are attacked, but from a plant which has

been sent to me as an example of one not attacked,

showing on careful examination decided symptoms

of the same ailment, I should say that the propor-

must b) greater. The plant does notim

it

M

Efie (Bar^etterier Chronicle
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It is not a " mockery of woe" that overspreads

the nation; it is no pretended sorrow that the

last few days have manifested ; the grief for the

loss of the Prince Consort is as deep and sincere

as it*is universal. And the more the sad event is

thought upon the stronger grows the conviction

that England has experienced no similar bereave-

ment. Prince Albert was not indeed a mighty

warrior ; nor did he enter the political arena ;
it

was only in the cultivation of peaceful arts that

his refined taste and gentle nature found a con-

genial field.

To Horticulture the illustrious Prince was the

same zealous friend that he was to all that

constitutes the grace of civilised life. The

part which his Royal Highness has taken

for some years in the progress of the Royal

Horticultural Society is well known. It is

no secret that the revival of the Society was

essentially His work, and that the acquisition of

the new Garden at South Kensington, a matter of

vital importance, would never have been effected

in the absence of His powerful support. What is

not so well known is the large personal share that

He took in its formation. With Prince Albert

the Presidency was far from being a name and

nothing more. He was frequently present

at the meetings of Councils and Committees,

guiding their deliberations, taking part in

their discussions, and giving them the benefit of

his acute understanding and admirable business

habits. Nor was the attention of his Royal
Highness confined to general subjects ; on the

contrary, the Prince felt that the progress of

great things is essentially controlled by minute

and almost inappreciable arrangements, and to

those He would devote his thoughts with that

patient and sagacious industry which was among

the distinguishing features of his character.

I

It is no exaggeration to say that the Garden at

South Kensington was itself the conception of this

great Prince, for, although aided by the counsels

of such men as Fowke, Sidney Smtrke, and

Nesfield, not a line was drawn nor a point deter-

mined on until it had received His approbation.

So late as the sixth of the present month, his

Royal Highness had proposed to take the chair at

a meeting of the Council of the Royal Horticultural

A great deal is frequently said about what is

called Acclimatisation, or in plain words accus-

toming plants to new conditions of moisture and

temperature or other outward conditions which

affect their growth ; but comparatively little has

been accomplished. A peculiarly hardy seedling

may now and then be picked out from a multitude,

and from this a race may proceed which is better

able to resist the change of circumstances than the

original stock ; and in some cases, as for example

in the Vine, though plants introduced into the

West Indian Islands immediately from France

do not succeed, those from Madeira or the

Canaries bring their fruit to perfection; but

the tendency in general is rather in the direction

of deterioration than of improvement. It is quite

certain that where plants bear seed in their new

home, their original properties are not always

preserved. We had some time since a large

collection of different varieties of Kidney Bean,

both dwarfs and climbers, from Hungary, many of

which were remarkable for the beauty of their

seeds. In scarcely a single instance has

.this beauty been preserved, and iu some the

colour is very much changed, though there is no

reason to suspect any crossing.t The effect the

first year was visible enough, and the deterioration

of colour has been increasing with each successive

year. Phygelius cajsensis when first introduced

into this country was a pretty bedding plant, but

the home-grown seedlings have mostly a washy

tint, with but small pretensions to beauty. In

some oases a weak constitution or susceptibility of

disease is perceptible in seedlings raised from seed

ripened in*an ungenial climate. A few years since

a quantity of seeds of the common Pyracantha

were received by the Horticultural Society from

Russia, and every plant raised from them without

exception was attacked by the little dark dis-

coloured Cladosporium which has of late years

been so destructive to Pears, though not

another plant in the neighbourhood showed the

slightest symptoms of the parasite.

A most extraordinary case of bad constitution in

home-produced seedlings of Abies nobilis has lately

been sent to us by Mr. Murray from the same

institution. A considerable portion of plants

raised from home-ripened seed are affected by a

peculiar chlorosis, at first confined to the tips of

the leaves, but gradually increasing downwards

andultimately causingdeath, when they are attacked

by a minute species of Phoma, which is, however,

an aftergrowth, and not the primary cause of evil.

The condition of the buds indeed apparently

resembles that which occurs in the common Silver

Fir, when affected by the Fungus that causes

the Witches' Besoms (Hexen-besen) which are so

common in the German forests, and which occa-

sionally make their appearance in this country.

But there is no identity of cause, nor, as in that

appear to me to be a hybrid, as some have

suggested—a cross, tor example, between the

c>mmon Silver (pectinata) and nobilis."

The case appears to us decidedly to be one of

-nstitutional weakness arising from propagation

in a climate, where the conditions are such as are

not favourable to perfect development, and it is

probable that seedlings from these diseased plants,

should they ever have vigour enough to bear fruit,

will have the evil in an aggravated form. We
have ourselves proved in the case of annuals that

where the parent plant is chlorotic, the produce is

liable to a similar condition year after year, and

there is no reason why the same condition should

not hold good in plants of longer duration. It is

evident that in such a case there is no remedy.

Original weakness of constitution may admit

under scientific treatment of palliation, but a

sound and healthy stock will scarcely ever be

derived, except possibly by crossing, from one

which is originally weak or deficient in the con-

ditions essential to health. M. J. B.

o

* The following letter from Sir Charles Phipps to the

Assistant Secretary of the Society will now be read with a

melancholy interest :— „ - _, n , c-.
"Windsor Castle, Dec. 2, 186..

«« I am sorry to say that his Royal Highness is very unwell

and I do not foresee much probability ofhis being able to go to

London by Friday next ; indeed, my own impression is thai

his medical advisers would consider it very impmtart n> him

to attempt it. I know that his Rotal Highsew will be very

sorry to give up his intention of being present, but I JW*»
only right to tell you that my own impression is ihat it is out

of the question.*' .„., -o .i„
t It is sometimes said that the colour of Kidney Bean seed?

is affected the firs' vear by impregnation with strange pollen .

but we believe that Mr. Darwin has not succeeded in pro-

ducing any notable effect from the current year s crossing

We have received from the gardens at Dynevor

Castle a very curious Fern sport belonging to the

sportive family of Gymnogramma. This sport w is we
learn raised amongst a batch of Gymnogramma lanata,

in the course of h^t year, and proves to be a pi int. of

very graceful habit, and constant to the features it has

assumed. It may be distinguished by the name of

G. lanata monstrosa, since it has a very abnormal

aspect. The specimen before us is about 2 feet long, and

a foot or more across, with the rachis forked towards the

end, and having the pinnae rather distant and slender.

The pinnules widely separated along the base of the piume,

irregular in size and form, some being three-ton rths,

others only one-fourth of an inch long, unequally

oblong, with irregular lobes and teeth ; some of the

pinnules being also evidently depauperated. The
pinnules towards the end of the pinna? become more

crowded, and at length confluent into a bluntish

oblong toothed apex. The stipes is chestnut-coloured,

sparingly furnished with cobwebby wool, and whilst the

upper surface of the fronds is smooth, the under sur-

face is ranch more sparingly clothed with woolly hairs

than in the normal form of the species.

Here is some evidence, at least, how the many
varieties of our British Ferns are made ; for here we
have produced under cultivation a sport from the spore

f an exotic species, bearing an exact analogy to many
of the sports observed in a wild state amongst our

native species. Many such cases are indeed known,

but here is a fresh illustration of the fact. The
inference is plain, that the legion of native varieties,

sports, forms, or monsters, call them what we may, has

originally existed in the form of single sported plants

which have sprung direct from the parent spore, and

have subsequently multiplied themselves—for though

some sports are met with as solitary plants, yet in other

cases colonies more or less extensive are found. The
most curious circumstance is that these "monsters,"

is some will call them, are so many of them capable of

multiplication from their own spores to an extent-

which seems altogether incredible.

The discussions which now and then take place

a3 to the distinctness of certain varieties of the white

Muscat Grape, have made it evident that there are in

this question some poiuts to be settled by nomologists

when the materials are forthcoming. The question hot

not been overlooked, and we may hope in due time to

see the evidence necessary to its settlement broi t

forward in an available form, a Vinery having been set

apart at Chiswick for the purpose of growing all the

obtainable reputed varieties known in cultivation. In

t le mean time other evidence bearing on the question

will no doubt be accumulating, and we are glad to be

a'nV to refer to that furnished by Mr. D. Thomson, of

VrcherftVld, at some of the late fruit meetings at South

K nAingtoft In October last Mr. Thomson sent an

Early <\futcat, grown along with other varieties of this

class of Grapes planted in 1859, which early sort was

s .ted to ripen fully six weeks before the ordinary

vluseat of Alexandria, and three weeks before t&e

Howood Muscat and others. A mouth later four of

tli.se varieties, grown together, and therefore fairly

> im. uahle, win shown together, the four sorts pro-

duce ' being the Eirly Muscat, the Bowood Muscat,

t ie T,nninnham M uscat, and the Muscat of Alexandria.

In respect to earliness it was found that the so-called
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To facilitate their study, it has been I are interested in theEarly Muscat was much the most advanced in ripeness properties. Av ibciumk vx.^.x „v««t, *„ uw .««,«

at the time itwas shown, and had every appearauce of
j

divided into several sections, which are however for the
having been ripe, as stated by Mr. Thomson, six weeks
before the Muscat of Alexandria, the berries having at
the later date become quite brown and shrivelled, while
those of the other sorts were plump and full-coloured.

Next to this in respect to earliness stood the Bowood
Muscat, and then following it, the Tynningham Muscat,
and last of all the Muscat of Alexandria.
As to their appearance, Mr. Thomson's Early Muscat

had a long tapering bunch, as in the Muscat of Alex-
andria, with large oval berries of a fine amber colour,

with firm flesh, and a rich piquant flavour marked by a

_ - ^

most part of such a technical character that they are

not calculated for a place in these notices..

The subgenus is distinguished from Collybia by the

margin being never involute, but straight from the first

and pressed close to or parallel with the stem ; from
Omphalia by the pileus not being from the first

dimpled in the centre, and by the gills not running
down the stem and ending acutely.

The species occur in great abundance on decaying
leaves and twigs, or on mouldering stumps in woods
or under damp hedges, more rarely on the naked soil,

[Dbcembeb
21, 186

,

matter \liny at rh ^^^
specimens of tubers by examining the S^iI ungi which remain in our woods tkT d*3
winter, oramongst Moss where Agaricswgh the

*S

delicate Muscat aroma. It was so highly approved that and exhibit the greatest variety of colour. Almost all

it was pronounced to be a very valuable early Muscat "" " "
"

" "

Grape, quite distinct from every other variety. Then
the Bowood Muscat was found quite different from the
rest, having a short, broad-shouldered, thickly-set, com-
pact bunch. The Tynningham Muscat had along loose
tapering bunch, and appeared to be distinct from the
others; while the bunches of the Muscat of Alexandria
were long and tapered, but closely set.

Such was the evidence afforded by this exhibition
from Archerfield, and it seems to point to the real dis-

tinctness of some of the kinds which are reputed to be
different. How many of these distinct sorts there may
be, and what names are synonymous, are questions which
the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
will no doubt solve for us at the earliest moment
possible

. of them are delicate, and some are almost as fugacious

as the dung Mushrooms. The stem is hollow, and more

,

! or less cartilaginous, though delicate, and sometimes is

j

filled with variously coloured milk or moisture. Some-
i times it is viscid, or drips with a limpid slimy fluid. In
one curious division the base of the stem is dilated so

as to form a circular disc, which is very striking when it

occurs on a dark ground like that of a decaying Fern
stem. The gills are often elegantly shaded, and in
some the margin is of a totally distinct colour from
the^ fruit-bearing surfaces, which adds gTeatly to
their beauty. Most of them are essentially autumnal,
while some linger through our milder winters. The
greater part are inodorous, but some, like the subject
of our present notice, have a strong alkaline or radish-

base of trees, and in collecting these tW

produces a
q

meet as Tulasne did with Agaricus ralZ^'

of fructifying heads all along the

one
of &

foreknowledge offc^

. . ., . -„-., „ i

**k e scent. We are not aware that a single esculent
Amongst the Annuals collected together last species occurs in the whole group.

summer in the garden ot the Royal Horticultural One of the most common kinds is A. galericulatus,

species of Zinnia, which may be called ZnnsriA atjbea, of decaying gate posts, on old stumps or fallen timber,
It was said to be a Mexican plant, and had been
received as a Sanvitalia from that country. Its distin-
guishing features were its dwarf bushy habit of growth,
its hairy branches, its sessile ovate-lanceolate leaves,
and its orange-yellow flower-heads measuring about an
inch and a half across. It has certainly the merit of
distinctness, and if it will bloom in sufficient abund-
ance, its dwarf branching habit will recommend it as a
border annual. We mention the plant in order to
direct towards it the attention of the growers of
annuals.

^
The Chiswick plants did not come into flower

till late in the season, and were not very favourably
placed, so that the true character of the plant was
hardly developed. The plants formed individually

reading tufted masses of about a foot in height, with
stems branching freely in a dichotoraous manner,

and the branchlets all terminated by one of the bright-
coloured flower-heads, in which the ray florets were
crowded, broadly obovate, and of a rich orange yellow,
the disk with its dark- tipped pointed scales being of a
deeper orange, and somewhat prominent.

The Champion Hamburgh Muscat Grape, a
seedling variety obtained by Mr. Melville, gardener
to the Earl of Rosebery, at Dalmeney Park, Linlith-
gowshire, is a new Grape raised from" what Mr. Mel-
ville calls the Champion Hamburgh (but which it
seems probable, may be Mill Hill Hamburgh), fertilised
by the Cannon Hall Muscat. When first presented to
the notice of the Fruit Committee of the Koyal Horti-
cultural Society, in the course of last summer, it was
found to be a richly flavoured Grape, with firm, sweet,
juicy flesh, and having a marked Muscat aroma. The

^Unte x8T.nereJarge and wel1 set
' resembling those of

Mill Hill Hamburgh; the berries were of the
rounded oblate hammered form seen in several of the
varieties of the Hamburgh class, and were of large size
with a grizzly red colour. When subsequently shown'
the berries baa acquired throughout an uniWm dull
red colour the flesh being still firm, rich, and juicy,
with a distinct Muscat aroma. The impression pro-
duced on the first appearance of this novelty, that it
was likely to prove a desirable Grape, was fully eon-
farmed when it was again brought forward. It is
moreover perfectly new and distinct in character, andmay therefore be considered an acquisition.

Agabicus aicalintts, Fr. From an Original
Drawing.

New PIsuits
2 |fc JiKtrs Koraiensts, Siebold'n. Japon, t. 116.

tvYTV* ne * ? relative of Pinas Cembra, fromwhich it differs in bav.ng shorter glaucous leaves, and

fashion of a bunch of Currant!, of a tnMi
^

construction from the terminal pileus TU (^
tion on these matters will be found in* Tnl

^
logia just published, one of the most 1?'

? n
teresting productions of the present century.^

THE WINDS THAT BLOW.
Hitheeto the absence of anything likel

record of the movements of the wind with

00"

the point of the compass from which it bW.&
as agriculturists, a thorough knowledge

ot J, '

tions from which our wind blows througt
fit

*

seasons, and an acquaintance with the perigSS
each has in point of duration, must be of ftefi
value. A difficulty has always been felt infiJ!?*
laws for an element so changeable as that of the tiJ:
a difficulty far greater in the case of the wind that
any other process of meteorology

j arising from tki

fact of the many causes which deflect and alter

courses of the great atmospheric waves when thev

amongst the islands and broken coast lines of our lc

tudes. Isolated observations, although taken r*

three, or even four times a day, couid do hot fc
towards solving the problj

It is evident 'that from %
scanty information we couldjr

approximate to a "prevtj

direction p the changes be
tion which,^ as the records

the self-registering anemone

have shown, might havers;

round through all the point!

the compass during the nip:

and other times when tie m
has not been watched, intern

I

ing between one observation c.

the other, have conseqns:

gone unnoticed. In regin

where the wind blows from ig-

nite quarters for a long pesos

together, and where itsetap

occur abruptly, it is suflraatt

observe its direction ocaaoft

and from thence to kic*
accurate statement c

inena, as observed in cosw^.

with certain astronomialpea*

But when we leave the*

fines in which the trades d

other periodic currents are bound, the distinct

character of the currents of air is, as it were, i«

amidst the vast number of disturbing causes wkc

they encounter when entering more temperate I*

tadet, and when travelling oyer a portion of tk

flobc more diversified as to its physical features.

A change in direction—let us say from non

to south—will with us frequently take a p^
of several dayg, and during that time will »

blown from all points between north and south, fe

probably not equally. Now it obviously would be ««T

erroneous mode of proceeding to put downeoM
posing the vane to have passed that way, as I t
vailing direction" for those dayj; we must give to in-

direction (and the circle must be divided intom
points, however short might have been its duration)

due weight. Where we get currents of air fr*.

the base of the stem being frequently garnished with
radiating hairs, so as to make it resemble a little bottle

cWlv J^wir
r

/

d
"!,aracter?

this species approaches u,, w«,gnu wnere we get current en -r-^,

S^K^Th^T' an
Ai

1,ke
-

mt
\
&TeS ****** and ev«y 8hade of direction through the enare«J,

alwav8 „S^. J

*H^g^ tbef?"' lt{» h™^ n^k ing several entire revolutions during the J«Jalways nodorous, having nothing of the strong alkaline
smell which is characteristic of the species before n
1 his smell varies indeed in intensity, and sometime
exactly resembles that of a putrifying mass of Wall s.We have already, under A. tubtronu, given an

me has lately

growing in the nureery at Exeter. ~ """
! ra«t of them are"ZroTT^y^rinT^t

H
,

,,,,8t

1

lmt

truefstim*!

S«^LZ a
««ienoaci£. The seeds nre large, a distinct tuber, from which after a Wwiwingless, and som hat like those of the Stone Pine "tern and pileus are dw loped MK

only method of arriving at anything like a «—

-

of the wind's direction, from which we m««"|.
canses fir the occurrence of many of the cbatK^

the weather of onr island whi.-h at present dew

explanation, is to detcrmin the mean direction.
^

can only l.»e done from the sheets of tb

™<, % anemometer, on which W
\f\rm

end to J^

*0
and that it ,s only seen in Japan near temples, and
occasionally grown in gardens. He received from the
Corean mariners cones with fresh seeds which are eaten
as those of Fmos Cembra are in Siberia, and perhaps it
is a strong variety of that species. What seems to bethe same species was found at St. Peter and St.PauPs inKamtchatka in Lutke's expedition. It m.,.t therefore
necewarily be able to brave the utmost rigour of an
Jingasn winter.

air forms the chief circulating *J
and heat, da^.a of a .^

d ^
ie movements of the aerial w*^

MrCO) iV.

tn"i^W f
604™1 ^-~The subgenus Mycenato « hich this Agaric belongs is one of the largi in thewhole group, bnt its species are remaikable for

movement traced out by the vane
a continuous record from year'-
end, night and day.

Since the
of moisture
respecting the movements of the aerial

currents must be of the very highest it

.

believe that in a knowled:. f the winds j***",

foundation of weather predictions—that *>*#
predictions may be depended upon, i» tue VT .

many difficul 3 we have had oc io» *» .?
01
?

8ij#
former mfmbers of tl -per. The ^^l^

mportance.

under a bell-glass, after a few weeks they develope
their proper fruit. Fungi of various kinds have been
raised m this way by himself and others, as vario,
species or Spuria from Ergot, Agarics, Peziza3, Clavari
from so-called species of Sclerotium, and even in one
case a little white nlmy Fungus, delicate as aspiders web, which occurs not unfrequentlv inwoods on fallen sticks, whether deprived of 'their
bark, or covered still with Lichens and Mosses
which it soon rlestroys. These experiments are easily
tried, and afford a ready means of cultivating some of
the more curious Fungi. One, indeed, as nscortainedmany years since by Micheli, Peziza Tuba, affords a

rale*To^^2llI2
W,^^ Tz * UlP •"'"^ -^ m *<>» «" °>

snuwi"?,S in Itafv «&P ZZ^**1?' W romraonl>' that barely for years mistaken for truth.
t

^frorn^T^ 1?J^ Meteorologists hav Iwavs bad : -^TO
fnawn ovlVl.® I

"^ss consisting of earth ,nd t md had a decidfd t,iidencv to turn *&.
spawn, even in this country. Tliose of our readers who compass with the sun that is, to ps»fW^*001^

excite the interest and engage the attention
^

* ^
5 nature of pro , '^".Llfi*

1 «e

; irow nmch

are, by the
the weatlwr. The
the nsulte of the nnemotn

• ciifir professions "V|
;^ tt-pd ft*

facts that have been dednceu^

•lace
rf#

this subject; substilur ing- certainty m w*
^tf!*

jecture, am*
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throngh N.E., E., S.E., to South, and so on in the same

direction. And they believed that it never went

round, by a whole revolution, in the contrary, or retro-

grade, direction ; although they knew that it sometimes

made several revolutions of direct motion in the course of

the year. This idea was prevalent as long back as the

year 1600, and is mentioned by Bacon in his disserta-

tion de Yentis; but it was only an idea, as nothing

certain was known on the subject. One of the most
j

interesting facts, which the introduction of better

contrivances for the recording of the direction of the

wind has exhibited, is to be found in the circumstance

of the discovery of a period in the rotation of the wind.

It has not yet been ascertained, but doubtless will

be, that any other broad meteorological feature

has the same period of recurrence. We have just

glanced at its connection with the yearly rainfall, and

can perceive an evident relationship between the two

elements, but we have not yet had an opportunity of

tracing out its connection moreclosely. We give the years

'aether with the number of times the vane has com-

pleted a revolution in either direction, with the motion,

retrograde or direct, indicated for each year ; and wehave

DO doubt that our agricultural and horticultural readers
j

will be able to trace a very close connection between the

periods of maxima and minima of direct motion and

good and bad years for crops. It is a very old saying

that when the wind goes against the sun, or in other

words, has a retrograde motion, the weather will be wet

and stormy, and otherwise prejudicial to the crops; the

saying seems to] have beenj founded in truth, and
what was applied to the moment appears to be equally

true of the whole year. It will, we believe, be found

that almost without an exception when the number of

revolutions in the retrograde direction have counter-

balanced or exceeded the number of the direct revolu-

tions, that those years have been characterised by stormy

and bad seasons; and that the opposite effect is

observed when there has been a great preponderance of

direct over retrograde motion. And, farther, that the

shades between the two extremes follow the wind most

exactly. Following is a table exhibiting the numbers :

—

In 1841 the vane made 5.4 revolutions of direct motion

succeeded in making a few moderately 6trong shoots.

Much of the new wood of 1860 was killed, and the

main stem and branches now show that only longi-

tudinal bands of it and the inner bark retained

sufficient life in 1861 to preserve the connection

between the buds and root. From this cause the

previously cylindrical stem has a singular appearance,

being bulged and seamed according as portions retained

life or were killed. Another fine tree of Pawlovnia,

in the grounds of St. John's College, has lost more

than half its height, and therewith much of the

beauty which rendered it an object of admiration to

numbers of the persons who frequent these grounds. It

remains to be seen if the late summer has sufficed to

restore the vigour of these trees so as to enable them

to withstand the frosts of the present winter. "We

hope, almost against hope, that it may be so.

The lowest depression of the temperature was 3£°

below zero of Fahrenheit by my registering thermo-

meter, which was tolerably well sheltered from

upward radiation, but at a great height above the

ground. This happened at half-past 8 a.m., Dec. 25.

It corresponds well with the registration at the Cam-

bridge Observatory, but there the depression on that

morning amounted to half a degree more. Persons

here said that the temperature was much lower, but I

doubt either the value of their instruments or the

proper position of them. As a very large tree of

I Quercus Ilex on the site of the Old Botanic Garden is

killed to the ground, it may perhaps be reasonably

believed that a similarly unfavourable summer, suc-

ceeded by an equally severe winter, has not occurred

for very many years.

For the following lists of the killed and wounded

I am mainly indebted to our Curator, Mr. Stratton.

Those plants which were defended by snow, includ-

ing most of the herbaceous species, wholly escaped

injury. Indeed, many of the woody plants that have

now produced new shoots from their roots, probably

owe their life to the shelter thus afforded to them :—

1842
1S43
1S44
1845
1846
1847
1S48
1849
1850
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1852
1S53
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From an inspection of this table, it appears that the

minimum of direct motion is reached at every seventh

year; and that the maximum direct motion

occurs at a period equidistant from those periods, or

at 3£ years after each minimum. There are occasional

exceptions—as indeed we find in every investigation of

a like nature—but it strikes the eye at once, upon the

first glance at the numbers, that the small amounts are

given for years which have been noted as unseasonable,

and injurious to vegetation. As we have remarked, there

is, no doubt, much more to learn with regard to the con-

nection between the wind's rotation and other meteoro-

logical processes ; but we trust that we have said enough

to interest our readers—if not to stimulate them to

further inquiry. C.

EFFECTS OF THE BAD SUMMER AND
OF 1860 AT CAMBRIDGE.

The appearance of Dr. Daubeny's account of the

injury caused to the Oxford Botanic Garden by last

winter's frost reminds me of my promise to state its

effects at Cambridge. In some respects we have I

suffered more severely than any of the places from

which accounts have been published. The cause of

this is not clear ; for the depression of temperature

was quite as great in many other parts of the country.

There is something in our climate which renders it

very unfavourable to many plants which may generally

be considered as hardy. Perhaps the most remark-
able instance of this isafforded by the Wellingtonia,
which has been much injured here, and here alone, as
far as we know, in all Britain. A very fine young tree,

of about 8 feet in height, and nearly as broad in the
spread of its lower branches, which was so dense a

mass of shoots as quite to hide its stem, has lost

fully half its branches and by far the greater part

of its smaller shoots. The terminal £bud was
killed, and the plant did not attempt to grow
until late in the summer. It has gained nothing in

height, having had to exert all its energies to recover
from the severe injury received in the winter. In
former years it often added 1£ to 2 feet to its height.

Another much younger plant of Wellingtouia, in the
grounds of St. John's College, has not suffered quite so

much, and has lengthened its main stem by a shoot of
about 6 inches ; but it has lost most of its smaller shoots
and Bome of its main branches.

Pawlovnia is another instance of a tree that has
hardly escaped destruction. A fine plant of it appeared
to be dead until the middle of the summer, but then

Pimm Lavicio
Brutia
Pithyusa
carta*
Pinea

„ Sabiniana
Abies Smithiana
Araucaria imbricata
Codrus Dcodara
Cupressus funebris
Crataegus Crus-galli

„ mexicana
„ hetcrophylla

„ maroccana
,, apiifolia

Cerasus pygmsea
Amygdalus orientalis

Plants much injured, mostly killed to the ground,

but shooting from their roots.

Buddlea Lindleyana

Garrya macrocarpa
Daphne collina

„ oleoides

., Laureola
Buxus balearica
Viburnum Tinus
„ kevigatum

Spartiurn scoparium
Robinia hispida
Genista retnensis

Magnolia grandi flora

Ligustrum japonicum
sinense

ovalifolium

Quercus Suber

,, cocci rera

>»

•»

Taxodium sempervirens
Cunninghamia sinensis

Viburnum cotinifolium
Ulex europreus
Spartinm jnnceum
Cercis siliquastrura

Cotoneaster affinis

„ bacillari6

,, nummularia
Cerasus Lauro-cerasufl

„ lusitauica

„ Pseud o-cerasus
Primus ilicifolia

Buddlea globosa

»»

»•

it

n

Cedrus Libani
Cryptomeria japonica
Wellingtonia gigantea
Juniperus excelsa

,, virginiana

„ lyc«a

Catalpa syringsefolia

Cornus mexicana

iali

Garrya elliptic*

Daphne pontica
Berbens asiatica

aristata
brachystachys
umbellata
lycia

„ Jamiesoni
Jasminum (all)

Forsythia viridissima
Phillyrea (all)

Quercus Ilex

Slightly Injured.
Amorpha nana
Juglans regia

Pavia rubra
,, bumilis

Ilex aquifolium
Cydonia vulgaris

Platanus cuneata
Castanea vulgaris

It is probable that neither of these lists is so full as

it might have been made ; but every plant is mentioned

in them the fate of which is likely to be of any interest

to cultivators.

Much loss has befallen private collections in this

neighbourhood. The fine young Pinetum of Mr.

Parker Hamond at Pampisford Hall has been nearly

ruined. At Saffron Walden the losses are stated to

have been very great. Charles C. Babington, Cantr

bridge, Dec. 16.

THE BOTANICAL GARDENS AT BRISBANE IN
QUEENSLAND. '

(Extracts from the Report of Mr. Walter Hill, the Director,

dated May 6, 1801.)

Wben the Government of New South Wales made over these

grounds for tbe use of the public, the whole contained an area

of only six acres, and a great portion of that area consisted of

low marshy ground. A road having been reserved along the

river bank, the Gardens had no water,frontage, but were entirely

shut out from the river, and hemmed in on either side by land

marked out for sale. Trustees were shortly appointed, ;
and

these gentlemen, conceiving that the limited space allotted

them afforded but little scope for improvement aiid would

frustrate all endeavours to make them of practical utility, at

.cemadc application for an extension of the grant, intms

they were eminently successful, obtaining not only a^ large

portion of the land designed for sale, but above al. securing

the frontage to the river along the entire
^

lc
"g*V®frt^

ground. The Trustees now found themselves in iKjsession of

r* acres of land, capable of the highest culavaUon, and

po88< ng features (admirably adapting them Mr artwttt

embellishment. Voluntary contributions, aided by a Govern-

ment grunt, enabled them to enclose the entire
>

area with a

substantial fence, and to erect the br ttago still standing

in the south-east comer of the Gardens for the aceommodat on

of the workmen. Submitting to the Trustees a general design

for the laying out of the grounds, I commenced the Pinetum
(a collection I ni'erse or Pines not surpassed in any of the
British Colonies,) and the present avenues from the entrance
along the principal walks afford a very fair eimen of what
may be done with this description of tree for the beautifying
of fawns or parks.
The funds placed at my disposal were barely sufficient to

maintain four labourers upon the grounds, and utterly pre-
cluded all possibility of adding to our stock by purchases. I

consequently made frequent excursions into the country
districts for the purpose of obtaining plants and seeds for our
own immediate use, and for exchange with such public or

private gardens as might bo able to give us in return some-
thing we did not previously possess. In this manner, and at

no cost to the Trustees, I was enabled to make valuable

collections, not only of known products, but also of such as

were new to the Botanist. Among these I may mention some

very magnificent Cycadacese. Tree Ferns, <fec. ;
I was, however,

indebted to the Honorable R. R. Mackenzie for some of the

most graceful trees now in the garden.

In my selection of plants I always kept in view the fact that

theseGardens were designed to become not merely a pleasant and
instructive resort, but a nursery for the propagation of such as

were capable of being turned to profitable account upon more

extended cultivation, if found to be re willy elimatized. Tho

success of the experiment has been most .gratifying, and in the

i rims may be seen flourishing in full vigour, trc md plants,

ornamental and productive, of all countries. Among them
may be mentioned :

—

The Allspice, Clove, Nutmeg, Cinnamon, and Black Pepper ;

the Coffee plant, Paraguay and Chinese Tea ; the Camphor,
Tamarind, and Bread Fruit ; the Caper plant, Tobacco, Rice,

and American Sarsapavilla ; the Cocoa-nut, Date, Doom, and
Guinea Oil Palms; Six species of Guava; the Mango ; tbe

Rose, Malay, Custard, and Star Apples ; Sour Sop and Sweet

Sop : the Cherimoyer, Alligator Pear, Chinese Date, Plum, and
Sappadilla Plum ; the Granadilla, Edible Hovenia, Areca-nut,

and Jaca-fruit Tree ; the Lcngan, Litchi, and Jujube ; the

Papaw Tree, Argan Tree, Lace bark Tree of Jamaica, Logwood,

Teak Tree of India, and the Tallow Tree ; the Rice paper Plant

from Formosa, African Hemp, and the famous Grass cloth.

Plant, and many other of greater or less celebrity.

Plantations have been laid out, in which may be seen 20

varieties of the Vine, 12 varieties of Pine-apple, eight varieties

of Banana, and ten varieties of Orange. These have all been

planted with the view of determining which were best adapted

to the climate and the general character of the soil.

Several varieties of the Cotton Plant have besn tried, and the

result of the experiment goes to prove tliat this valuable plant

may be cultivated with ease, and that it needs only the intro-

duction of an adequate supply of suitable labour to render its

cultivation a profitable undertaking. Eight descriptions of

this plant are now growing in the Gardens, viz.—Sea Lsland,

Cluster, New Orleaus, Honduras, Boy's Prolific, Dean's Upland,

Patte's Gulf, and Peruvian. This latter, I fear, is not likely to

be of much value, as it has shown no symptoms of flowering.

The Sugar-cane (Saccharum officinarum) has been experi-

mented upon during the past and previous seasons, and its

thriving condition would seem to indicate that it might be

cultivated with profit. The Ginger plant {Zingiber officinale)

and two species of Arrowroot have likewise been most
successfully cultivated.

The contributions of plants and seeds, though not equalling

those made by ourselves to other Gardens, have been such as

to testify to the act.ve interest taken by many in tho advance-

ment of our work.
Great care has been taken in laying out the Grounds so as to

place every object of interest, not only readily in vie but to

secure to each the soil, ahelter, and other requisites fcr a
healthy growth. In this manner a very large >rtion of the

Grounds has been worked, but ample room remains lor future

ope Iu tbe fori, tan of the walks I have had great

dime ; es to cont with, not alone from the character of

the soil and general position of the Ground, but from the

incessant growth of the Cyperus hydra (or Nut Grass), defying

every exertion for its eradication. This has induced me
hitherto to defer the gravelling of the paths, as even such a

coating would be insufficient to suppress the noxious weed.

Having thus briefly brought under your notice past opera-

tions, I will now beg leave I ubmit my views for the further

improvement of the Gardens to make them still more flourish-

ing, and consequently still more attractive and useful.

The more complete drainage of the grounds is a matter of

the greatest importance,—our operations in such respect having

necessarily been of only temporary utility. For this purpose

I would suggest that a main drain be constructed, so as to

carry off the water flowing apon the lower ground, and there

remaining after heavy run. In this portion of the Garden are

many of the most useful plants, which it is very necessary to

protect from the injurious effects of excessive moisture.

The increasing demand made for exchanges of seeds and
plants by persons resident in various parts of this as well as

other Colonies, will entail a corresponding increase of labour

in collection and preparation for trail >rt. Our exchanges
with other c were for a long time materially impeded

by the high rates charged for ft the funds at my d osal

having been barely sufficient to meet current expenses of the

most economical char er. The supplementary aid of the

Legislature has, however, enabled me greatly to enrich our

stock by such exchanges, while we protected far as possible

the interests of the horticulturist in our immediate neighbour-

hood. The system adopted is not to reproduce for barter any
plants received from the Brisbane nurserymen,—leaving to

themselves the full benefit of the results of their own industry.

I The plants introduced from other parts we sedulously cultivate

and freely distribute.

The establishment of a Botanical Library is a subject of very

great importance, and I am happy to state is likely soon to be

effected. The Hon. Captain Hope baa made a donation of

many valuable books; and the considerate grant of the

Legislature, ta the Estimates for 186 I, has ena i me to

remit to George Macl< . Esq., 100/., « laced '

u -

of Sir William Hooker, of the Roy Gardens, at Ke
purchase of works of sta: rd merit. A: in the

dwelling will beset ap as a library and Rea ! -room for

those who may take an interest in ^ k-s on Botany and

Horticulture.

I would remark upon the necessity for afl mg a better

supply of labour in tho Garden*, to < -e to carry out to

the fullest extent the pn ry objeebs of their establishment.

Money expended in the rearing of products of utility and

commercial value, cannot be lool ipon as other than a

instable investment; and I I may cla for

'

the Queensland Gar s the merit of affording abundant

evidence that om clit of a character o render such

roaring a pi irsuit of great general as w is individual benefit.

TTextend-and, indeed, even to sustam our operations, I

r^nnor refrain from reroarking-will be icult, unless I am
rr^sition

n
to secure skill labour, by being authorised to

increase ray rate of wa-jes so as to a ate them t eh as

may be obtained elsewhere. Being* le to compete i

respect l find it difficult to obt smofet try descrip-

tion of' labour. T ft matter I would coinm i to your

t consideration; and I hope I may by your assistance bo

soon enabled t how that, uhen the desire and opportunity

are combined, the work in banT must progress to perfection.

The Honourable the Colonial Secretary. Walter Hill.
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Home Correspondence.
Cotton Cultivation in India.—-My story is now nearly told,

and as I intend this to be my last letter, I propose introducing-
it with a brief recapitulation of some of the leading points of
the previous series. In these letters I have traced, so far as it

came under my cognizance, the Indian Cotton experiment
from the beginning to its termination, showing the successful
introduction of the American Cotton plant and the cause of its
failing to produce as heavy crops in India as in America. I
have also shown that the native Indian Cotton plant when
most carefully cultivated according to the American mode of
culture, failed to improve either in productiveness or in
the quality of the staple produced. On comparing the
two systems of agriculture, Hindoo and American, I

found that the former so far from being in "a miserably
backward state," was actually in advance of the other,
and that the partial failure of the exDeriment was to some
extent attributable to bad farming, using the word in its
scientific not mere artistical meaning, but mainly to the
inferiority of our soil and less suitable climate. That the
projectors of the experiment had fallen into a great error in
supposing that the prodigious crops of America were more
owing to the skill of the planter than the favourable conditions
under which he planted, and that the disappointment of
both the projectors and planters with tbe result was
unreasonable, since a little reflection should have shown
that it was impossible to be otherwise. But on this point
misunderstanding still exists, as is clearly proved by the im-
portation of intentional mala fides, ascribed to the parties
engaged in working out the experiment, and its consequent
predetermined failure. As this imputation comes from a highly
respectable deliberative body, representing the great " Cotton
interest" of Manchester, I have made it my endeavour to com-
bat it by a variety of illustrations, scattered over the whole series
of letters, rather than by hasty repudiation, or, whatwould have
been worse, allowing my feelings, as a principal actor in the
business, to get the better of my judgment, so far as to elicit
undignified replies. As I think it must be clear to that body,
if they read these papers, that they do us a great injustice, I
still expect to see the offensive charge publicly withdrawn
and apologised for. I have repeatedly referred to the fact of

. our having cultivated American Cotton on all kinds of soil
and with wonderfully uniform success, the crops varying
somewhat in quantity, but scarcely perceptibly in the quality
of the staple. This I have done to show that the plant is far
from being fastidious in the matter of soil, though it is quite
clear it luxuriates in a rich one, as shown by the great
difference of American and Indian crops under precisely the
same culture. Finally I have dwelt much on the circumstance
of our having found it a most exhausting crop, requiring
eareful rotation towards its successful culture, which rotation
not being an American practice has led to the rapid exhaustion
of their rich soils and their great extent of "worn-out " Cotton
fields, while its regular adoption in India has preserved
those of the Ryot comparatively uninjured—deducing from
these facts the conclusion that by combining the English
practice of judicious manuring with Hindoo tillage and
rotations, the fertility of the Indian soils might be made
to approach those of the Southern States of America, and to
produce proportionate crops. We can scarcely hope to improve
the staple of American Cotton in India, but I think it highly
probable that by such a course of farming both the quantity
and quality of that of the native plant may be improved.
This brings us back to our original question—Can the produc-
tiveness of the Cotton plant and tbe quality of the staple forwhich it is grown be improved in India by " high farming?"
lo this question I believe only one answer can be given and
uhat in the affirmative. But we have, before goine further to
settle the true import of the term " high farming" as applied
to Cotton. I have already mentioned that the Ryots do notmanure their Cotton, and that I did not know whether it was
purposely withheld as being injurious, or from indolence and
poverty. If the former then high /arming as applicable to
Cotton must be very different from what we understand it tomean when we apply it to our root crops. But still it mavmean the same thing as when we use it with reference to the
whole rotation of the farm. Be that as it may, an aDDlication
it must have, as Cotton though not particularly dainty likes a
good soil, and surely can, through the combined operations of
science and agricultural skill and experience, be discovered Our
experience on many occasions proved that the soil exerted
greater influence than climate, different fields yielding verv
different crops the same season. Such being the case,
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variations, crosses, and sports ; these if carefully sought for

and subjected to separate cultivation, annually selecting forms

promising special excellence, would likely reward the atten-

tive observer with varieties as much excelling the general run

as the very promising Pedigree Wheat excels the other

varieties cf that invaluable cereal now in general culti-

vation. Hitherto the very facility of growing Cotton
- now become one of the most valuable of cultivated

plants—has deprived it of the care and nurture bestowed
on hundreds of other plants of comparatively little value

Those days are now, I believe, gone by; the temporary
interruption of the supply and breaking up of the great

American monopoly has opened the eyes of the "Cotton in-

terest " to the injudiciousness of trusting to any one country for

some 70 or 80 per cent, of our supplies of this indispensable

article, and has taught them the necessity of securing steady
and unfailing contributions fn m every available quarter. The
world at large, so largely dependent on British looms for their

clothing, now appeals to the Cotton zones to furnish the raw
material whence tbe cloth is fabricated, and doubtless, for th°ir
own sake as well as for ours, the appeal will be heartily
responded to, if only equal encouragement is accorded.
No doubt many difficulties and impediments lie in
the way at first starting, for though the Cotton
plant is the easiest of plants to cultivate, yet the staple
is a bulky and costly article to prepare and send to market.
But that difficulty will doubtless soon give way before the great
mechanical ingenuity of this country, especially under the
stimulus of remunerating prices. I here close my remarks on
the Cotton culture of India ; the development of principles,
drawn from personal experience, not details of practice, which
must be adapted to each locality, being my object. I have not
ventured to touch on irrigation as applicable to Cotton culti-
vation, for the simple reason that I have had no personal ex-
perience of its effects or management, and might mislead were
I to attempt to teach that which I only know from others, or
have learned from books accessible to all. My own impression
is that it is unsuitable to the short stapled varieties, but that
is a mere surmise on my part. Adieu ! Robert Wight, Grazeley
Lodge, Dec. 9.

Mexican Pines.—How is it we hear so little about
the collection of New Mexican Pines, seeds of which
were sent out in 1858 and 1859 by Messrs. Roezl & Co.,
of Mexico, or their agents ? Out of the lot I had I
have not 10 per cent, now alive; and as regards
novelty, I hazard the opinion, that with few, if any
exceptions, they are neither more nor less than old

acquaintances with new names ; not a few of them too
appear in more characters than one. Perhaps some of
your Correspondents who have been fortunate enough
to keep them alive without protection will give us their
experience respecting them. Senilis.

Phyllagathis rotundifolia.—This beautiful Melasto-
mad, which was figured and described in a recent
Number of the Botanical Magazine, was sent from the
Botanic Garden at Buitenzorg, Java, to the Royal
Gardens at Kew in December, 1859. The Wardian
case in which it was forwarded contained also the
lovely variegated Fern Pteris cretica albo lineata, which
has so rapidly spread through the gardens of Europe

;

and, by an accident in the docks, both of these really
good plants were very nearly being lost. The sailors
in landing the case dropped it overboard into the rivpr,
and most of the plants had floated out; fortunately
these two were among the number recovered, but more
unpromising looking specimens could hardly be imagined.
The Fern possessed only two or three broken
and muddy fronds, and the stem of the Phyllagathis
was broken through, and there was not a° leaf
but what was damaged. Misfortune often teaches
us valuable lessons, and it was so in this case. As a
forlorn hope I took one of these leaves and laid it upon
a pan of very sandy peat, plunged it in a good bottom-
heat, and covered with a bell-glass. As much to my
surprise as pleasure, I soon saw that this plan was to
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succeed; I had doubted much whether the leaves of
this plant possessed sufficient substance to allow of its
being propagated in this way; but in the course of a
month that leaf was studded with numerous little pro-
tuberances which were rapidly developed into little
rosette-like plants. In a few weeks more the forwardest
of these were potted off, and so this leaf was induced to
produce a good crop, amounting, I believe, to more than
a score. These minute plants are very miffy, and require
a good deal of attention, so that a few ofthem died before
we hit upon the right mode of treating. These young
plants are covered on the upper side with long pink
hairs; these are lost as the plant advances, and the
adult leaves are either smooth from the first, or become
so soon afterwards. The flowers of the Phvllagathis
are small, and of a bright rose colour; there are somany new names for colours of this kind, that I am
afraid to give it a name; perhaps magenta expresses the
tint of these flowers. Pretty as they are, only a few
of them open at a time, and therefore one mi-ht

iu ,

the
,

lef ™luctance ™ fc away the terminal
globular head of flowers. It is possible that if this
were done as soon as it makes its appearance, the plant
would produce a lateral shoot from one of the upper
buds; so far as we have seen at present the plant seems
to exhaust itself terribly by flowering, and perhaps
seldom recovers the effects of it. I was in hopes when
the plant first came to this country, that it might prove
a worthy rival for the first and best of the Cyano-
phyllums, C. magnificum

; but the glorious habit of that
plant is still a character by which it stands mrmie
among foliage-plants. But so far as the colonrintr of
the leaves is concerned the Phyllagathis ranks high -"the
upper side is of a rich olive-green with a decided metallic
lustre, and the lower side is crimson. The only fault
with which the Phyllagathis can be charged to mv
knowledge, is that it is too dwarf; it does not make
stem enough to show the leaves to advantage for it
seldom rises more than a foot or 18 inches above the
surface of the soil. Perhaps by preventing the waste o
strength consequent upon the flowering, as I hav-
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persons interested in planting. Your CorttoSli
says that they ought to be allowed to erow^w
together. I have seen a good deal of plantations!*!!
in exposed parts of the east coast of Yorkshire «?!
am convinced of the error of trying to make a ***
nent shelter of trees in this manner. On th'isgSr
cannot do better than quote the opinion of Mr. jS!
forester, St. Martin's, near Perth, published in voUrf
the Transactions of the Scottish Arbor icultural SooJ
p. 212. He says, that in belts or clumps plaSl
ornament or shelter, thinning requires to be cond«W
differently from that of ordinary plantations, u'
and clumps are very often mismanaged, a great mmfc I

of trees being planted on a small area, and allowed a

grow up a dense mass, under the impression that this!

the only way to procure shelter, while, on the contnr,

the result is a quantity of bare poles, with a &
branches at the top, totally unfit to bear thinning, ai

if thinned generally attacked by mossiness or disese.

* * * For shelter, thinning should commence cub:

So soon as the branches of one tree encroach in

6

least on the branches of another, this operation shook
{

be commenced and carried on progressively, two er B
three years intervening between each thinning, f I
treated thus the trees will accommodate themsdurt I
their position, and produce the result required, fit I
where the branches are allowed to extend themsefm I
the roots will spread to a like extent, and take a fag

hold of the soil, thus enabling them to withstand tie

storms to which their position exposes them, whifci

tree feathered with branches to the ground givesstiter

superior to any quantity of bare poles, howeverdorif

grown." In these views of Mr. Darling's I jwfwfy

concur, having seen too many plantations a aptd
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destroyed, from no other cause than from hin^W

left too thick upon the ground, and I beliewttofcto

only way to obtain durable shelter from trees in*

posed places, is in the first place never to plant narror

belts. Mr. £rown says in "The Forester " that *

plantation in an exposed place should be less tto»

hundred yards wide in the narrowest part, and he s

not far wrong; and secondly, to keep the trees sow

apart that their branches "shall scarcely touch*

another, as Mr. Darling advises. The practical d* .

culty in carrying out Mr. Darling's advice is, to do* 1

when the trees are large without leaving very a

gaps, and so injuring the shelter in another way. *

far as I know the only way of avoiding this is,
whent*

trees are 15 or 20 years old to mark such of the no*

of the trees as will when full grown exactly occupy*

whole space, and then to keep cutting in. andcut^

down the intervening trees only just so much as* I

they shall not injuriously press upon the nPr:

Sstandards, whilst at the same time they give

possible shelter. I have done this with success,*" E

know no other way of obtaining the desired e» |

C. W. Strickland, Hildenley. , ^
Viscum album may not, perhaps, grow upon tne

but LoranthusEurop.Tusdoes,and mav have been pl«£

therefrom by the Druids of Gaul, who mart navewj;

better known to the Romans than those of Jin^j

while it was easy for their writers to transtt
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account of the habits of one cognate race w

other. S. . ^
Sowle Bread.—This is more usually called in G»

ganshire Laver Bread. It is the Ulva lactuca wd

found in abundance on that coast, and is consuler =

some persons a great delicacy, boiled and navoureo

vinegar or Lemon juice, or fried in small flat ca*e-
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high and low water, can be taken by all and sundry

achallenged except by the Crown. This seems borne

oat by a parallel decision of the Supreme Court of

Scotland (Hall v. Whillis, 1852, see Shaw's Digest,

vol. 3, p. 3S2), by which it was held that the owner of

lands adjacent to the sea could not exclude the public

from gathering shell-fish below high water mark,
provided they could do so without trespass on the

lands. It occurs to me that there are other decisions

in point, and that one was lately alluded to in the
papers in which, if I remember rightly, the Marquess
of Lansdowne was concerned. Scotus.

Strawberries.—There ought to hz no difficulty about
raising Strawberries at Victoria, since they are grown
in great perfection in many parts of Italy, with
irrigation. S.

Apples.—I am of opinion that the increased price of

Apples this season is owing to the crops both in

Kngland and on the Continent being slight, and I am
assured by Apple merchants from Manchester, who
come into this neighbourhood at intervals during the
season, and frequently reside for two or three weeks,
purposely to purchase fruit, that the report of Appl-
being used for "dyeing purposes" was neither more
nor less than " a joke " to silence the importunate
questions put to them. The same report is sometimes
made with respect to the " Prune Damson Plum," of
which there are in fruitful seasons great quantities
grown in this neighbourhood. W. C. F-, near Gloucester.

Oxalis.—The Dxalifl with brown leaves now selling

as a novelty under the name of atropurpurea, purpurata,
&c, has been known as a weed in gardens and hot beds
m the west of England any time these 40 years, and
supposed a variety of O. stricta or corniculata. S.
Mushrooms.—Very few have been found in this

neighbourhood this season ; indeed I have observed only
two species, viz., Agaricus comatus, and A. fusipes;
not an edible variety has, so far as I can ascertain,
been found, although in other season* I am told that
they are plentiful. What, therefore, can be the cause
of their'non-appearance this year ? Could the wet season
of 1860, and the low temperature of the earth last

winter, be the means of killing the spawn ? Perhaps
some of your readers would kindly inform us whether
or not a scarcity among the Fungus tribe has been
general this year. A. J., Tottenham Park, Wilts.
Ranunculus Ficaria.—Your correspondent " C.W.C."
ks " What is it that in the struggle for life kills so

many young plants of Ranunculus Ficaria ? No bird
or beast, no insect or mollusk seems to feed upon them,
so far as I can observe; and yet they are destroyed
wholesale." I should think that it is the common
wild wood pigeon that eats them, for about two weeks
ago I shot one whose crop was nearly full of the " little
tubers" of this Ranunculus, and numbers of them feed on
them daily in the woods here now. Are not the little

tubers poisonous ? R. B., Bantry, Ireland. [They are
acrid; but not poisonous to man unless taken largely.]

Oaks.—Is Quercus Fontanesii, distributed by the
Horticultural Society, the Pseudo-suber of Desfontaines ?
His description does" not at all agree with that of Santi,
whose Pseudo-suber, from his own account, seems to be
a rare and accidental hybrid, very like the cork-barked
Lucombe oak, and evergreen, while that of Desf. Flora
Atlantica is described as deciduous. S. [The only answer
we can give is this. The plant distributed by the Hor-
ticultural Society was received from some rVench nur-
sery under the name of Quercus pseudo-coccifera. When
Gussone was in England he corrected the name to
Q. Fontanesii, to which the late Barker Webb, who had
specially studied the Western and Mediterranean Oaks,
assented. As to Q. pseudo-suber, we have in our her-
barium under that name a specimen gathered by Delile
in the Jardin des Plantes, and another from the same
botanist called "Cbene de Gibraltar, Trianon, tres
beau," which Barker Webb also determined to be
Q- pseudo-suber. They are both of the Cerris breed, with
nnrrow oblong leaves; but whether or not the plant of
Desfontaines we possess no further means of ascertain-
ing. The Oaks, important as they are, remain in a state
of confusion little creditable to botanists; but we are
nnable to assist much in putting them in order.]

asks

_.ocictit£*
Royal HoRTicuLTrjBix : Dec. 10 (Floral Com-

mittee).—Wut few- subjects were exhibited at this late
period of the year. The most important was a finely
bloomed plant of Angrrccum sesquipedale, from Messrs.
Veitch & Son, which was awarded a First-class Certifi-
cate. The large ivory-like flowers of this plant, with
their long tail-like spurs, were very remarkable. Mr.
Pottle, of Little Bealings, Woodbridge, exhibited a
trailing herbaceous perennial with Clover-like foliage
and large axillary light blue flowers, which may become i

a pretty basket plant, for which its habit is well
adapted. It was from the Neilgherry Hills, and is
called Parochetus communis. Mrs. Carstairs, of Edin-
burgh, sent Some cut flowers of a fine white Tree Car-
nation, The Bride, already noticed by us; and Mr.
Standish had a small weak plant of one of the Japanese
Dragon Chrysanthemums with white flowers, the long
toothed florets of which suggested the name laciniatum.
The plant was too imperfectly developed to iudge of its
true character.

J>ee. 10 (Fruit Committee).— Mr. Thomson, Dal-
keith Palace, exhibited on this occasion a very large

bunch of Calabriau Raisin Grape, the flavour of which

was rich and good ; it was awarded a first prize. Mr.

Thomson also sent a bunch of Lady Downes* Seedling.

Mr. Mackenzie, of Brighton, exhibited Marchioness ot

Hastings, and Mr. Craik, Prescot House, Stourbridge,

fine bunches of Black Morocco, which took the first

prize in the class of Black Grapes. Mr. Graham, of

Cranford, again exhibited bunches of his Cranford

Muscat, a small, highly-flavoured Grape, which has the

property of not cracking, like the Chasselas Musque.

The bunches had been cut some time, and the berries

had become somewhat shrivelled, and were very finely

flavoured. These bunches had been ripened in a house

without any fire heat. For Apples a first prize was

awarded to Mr. Newton for Cornish Gilliflower, Sam
Young, and Ilibston Pippin. A second prize was

awarded to Mr. Cunningham, Fulham Palace, for Blen-

heim Pippin, King of the Pippins, and the variety of

Russet called Sykehouse. C. W. Strickland, Esq., sent

specimens of Chapman's Ribston, a sort, as shown, not

:

remarkable for fine flavour. G. W. Wilson, Esq., Gis-

hurst Cottage, Weybridge, exhibited fruit of Chau-

montel Pear, ripened in an orchard-house, and some

Pears and Chestnuts came from Mr. Cunningham.

Linnean: Dec. 5. G. Bentham, Esq., President, in

the chair.—F. Ablett Jesse, Esq., and C. J. Leaf, Esq.,

were elected Fellows. The following papers were read :

1. " On a new genus of Tunicata occurring on one of

the Bellona reefs," by J. D. M'Donald, Esq., U.N. 2.

"Note of the occurrence of the Crustacean Scyllarus

Arctus in Englaud," by Jonathan Couch, Esq. 3.

" Note on the Formation of Pearls," by Robert Garner,

Esq. Besides the really beautiful pearls occasionally

procured from the fresh-water Alasmodonta, in the

upper part of the Conway, as indeed in several other

British rivers, Mr. Garner stated that an inferior kind

was found in great plenty in the common edible

M ytilus at the embouchure ofthe river above mentioned.

Only the Mytili picked from the bar, however, and not

those higher up or on the sea-shore, contain the pearls,

which are found in the two membranous folds or mantle

of the animal. Various opinions have been offered as

to the immediate cause of the formation of these pearls.

On breaking them there is found in their centre a

nucleus of dark-coloured matter, hard and granular, and
of an animal nature. A microscopical examination of

the Mytili from the bar ofthe Conway had led the author

to attribute the formation of pearls to the deposit, in

the mantle, of the exuviae or secretions of a small species

of parasitical Distomus. Pearls are common in many
mollusks, and even in some common univalves ; and the
Distomus appears to be the common irritant leading to

their deposit, but Mr. Garner thinks it possible they
may sometimes arise from other irritants or even
spontaneously, e.g. from the retention of the calcareous

matter which is usually thrown off from the so-called

sac or renal organ, when not wanted for the formation

of shell.

$lotitt& of JSoofeg.

The Romance of Natural History ; bv P. H. Gosse,

F.R.S. 8vo. Pp. 393. Nisbet. Second Series.

This new volume by Mr. Gosse will be welcome to

Christmas ; for it relates to subjects of popular interest,

is agreeably written, and cleverly illustrated. Our
readers do not require to be told that the ingenious and
learned author has peculiar notions respecting Natural

History; that he believes in sea serpents (an article of

faith resolutely supported in the volume before us);

that he is by no means satisfied that what are some-

times called preadamite creatures have not really

inhabited the globe at a comparatively late period;

and that he hesitates to regard the Mermaid as ficti-

tious. With a mind thus free from prejudice (?) and
well charged with real knowledge, it was to be expected

that a book worth reading would be produced, and
such is certainly the fact. It is as full of tales and
traditions and good stories as an egg is of meat. If the

reader ever ventures to think Mr. Gosse a little credu-

lous, he is forced to admit that he supports his opinions

(or suspicions) with the skill of a clever man; and
although his facts may now and then be doubtful, and
his inferences somewhat hasty, there is no denying that

his j>ages are what it is now the fashion to call

suggestive.

It is delightful to find a modern naturalist

stoutly defending the truth of the legend of Sir

Guy of Warwick and the famous Dun Cow. There
was doubtless a veritable Dun Cow :

—

" Caesar, describing, under the name of Urus, certain

wild oxen of the great Hercynian forest, says, • These

Uri are little inferior to elephants in size, but are bulls

in their nature, colour and figure. Great is their

strength, and great their swiftness, nor do they spare

man or beast when once they have caught sight of him.

These, when trapped in pit-falls, the hunters un-

sparingly kill. The youths, exercising themselves by

this sort of hunting, are hardened by the toil, and

those among them who have killed most, bringing with

them the horns, as testimonials, acquire great praise.

But these Uri cannot be habituated to man, nor made
tractable, not even when taken young. The great size

of the horns, as well as the form and quality of them,

differs much from those of our oxen/
" It is probable that this race extended widely over

Europe, and even into Asia. Herodotus mentions
Macedonian wild oxen, with exceedingly large
(xmtpp.iya.QLa) horns; and Philip of Macedon killed
a wild bull in Mount Orbela, which had made great
havoc, and produced much terror among the inhabitants-
its spoils he hung up in the Temple of Hercules. The
Assyrian artists delighted to sculpture on the royal bas-
reliefs of Nineveh the conquest of the wild bull by the
prowess of their Nimrod monarchs, and the figures, in

their minute anatomical characters, well agree with the
descriptions and remains of the European Urns. The
large forest that surrounded ancient London was
infested with loves sylvestres among other wild

beasts, and it is probable that these were Uri. The
legendary exploit of Guy, Earl of Warwick, in freeing

the neighbourhood from a terrible dun cow, whether
historically true or not, shows the existence of formid-

able wild bovines in the heart of England, and the

terror they inspired among the people. The family of

Turnbull, in Scotland, are traditionally gaid to owe their

patronymic to a hero who turned a wild bull from
Robert the Bruce, when it had attacked him while

hunting.
" What has become of the terrible Uri which lived

in Europe at the commencement of the Christian era ?

Advancing civilisation has rooted them out, so that no
living trace of them remains, unless the cream-white
breed which is preseved in a semi-wild state in some of
our northern parks by their representatives ; or, as is

not improbable, their blood may still circulate in our
domestic oxen.

" Yet there is no doubt of the identity of a species

found abundantly in Britain in the Tertiary deposits,

and named by Owen Bos primigenius, with the Urus of

Ca?sar. This fossil bull was as certainly contemporary
in this island with the elephant, and the hyena, and the
baboon, and, strange to say, with the reindeer, and the
musk ox, too—thus combining a tropical, a temperate,
and an arctic fauna in our limited island at the same
period ! What a strange climate it must have been to
suit them all

!

" Professor Nilsson, who has paid great attention to
fossil oxen, mentions a skull of this species which must
have belonged to an animal more than 12 feet in
length from the nape to the root of the tail, and 6£ feet
in height. Again, the skull of a cow in the British
Museum, figured by Professor Owen, measures 30 inches
from the crown to the tips of the jaws ! What a beast
must this have been ! Would not the slaughter of such
a Dun Cow p as this in single combat have been an
exploit worthy of a doughty earl ?"

We think it would have been. And why should not
a huge Urus have lived as lately as the gigantic Irish
Elk, which was so certainly in the flesh not long ago
that Mr. Gosse has actually been able to give a picture
of the way in which it was killed. The picture indeed
is a little a la Cha'dlu, but let that pass ; it is at all

events a clever sketch. The history of this Elk has been
sketched with a firm hand, as the following passag<
may serve to show :

—
" From all these testimonies combined, can we hesi-

tate a moment in believing that the Giant Deer was an
inhabitant of Ireland since its colonisation by man ?
It seems to me that its extinction cannot have taken
place more than a thousand years ago. Perhapg at the
very time that Ca?sar invaded Britain the Celts in the
sister isle were milking and slaughtering their female
elks, domesticated in their cattle-pens of granite, and
hunting the proud-antlered male with their flint arrows
and lances. It would appear, that the mode of hunt-
ing him was to chase and terrify him into pools and
swamps such as the marl-pits then were; that, having*
thus disabled him in the yielding bogs, and slain him,
the head was cut off, as of too little value to be worth
the trouble of dragging home ; that the under jaws
and tongue were cut off; and that frequently the
entire carcase was disjointed on the spot, the best
parts only being removed. This would account for
the bo frequent occurrence of separate portions of the
skeleton, and especially of skulls, in the bog-earth.
No doubt so large an animal would not long survive
in a state of freedom, after an island so limited
in extent as Ireland became peopled through-
out; and supposing the females to have been domes-
ticated, it is quite conceivable that the difficulty

or even danger of capturing or domesticating the
males may have caused the species soon to become
extinct in captivity, when it no longer continued to
exist in a wild state. Thus we may perhaps account
for the certainly remarkable fact that no native Irish

name has been recognised as b ^irig' to it ; remark-
able, because the Irish tongue is particularly rich in

distinctive names for natural objects.*'

It is clear that our author was in at the death of one-

of these beasts.

We have long had a notion that Dragons did perse-

cute our forefathers and foremothers, and that Schiller's

Fight with the Dragon is a veracious poem. We are

confirmed in that belief, for Mr. Gosse has found that

the Red Indians were on such familiar terms with

Mastodons that they affectionately named the monster
Pere aux £a>ufs—the father of Oxen—quite a Masto-

donian term of endearment. Moreover a Mammoth has

been found in M exico by the side of an ancient cause-

way now submerged. It had stuck fast in the bine

clay at the edge of the causeway; in fact had been
bogged. The worthy M. Latrobe hints that the huge
sculptured stones and chiselled rocks of Mexico may
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have been moved by the application of the gigantic
force of mammoths. In this case we entertain the very
same opinion as that so happily expressed in the page
before us.

r °

."Had the Mammoth of Chapingo been discovered
with a ring in his nose, or a bit in his mouth, a yoke on
his head, or a crupper under his tail, the question
would have been set at rest. As it is, there is plenty
of room for conjecture and dispute."
What we have said must certainly rouse the curiosity

of the public. Mr. Gosse's faith in marvels is a very
iair subject of criticism, and we doubt not will be the
subject of many a discussion at the Christmas fireside.
As he has given his readers about 400 pages of specula-
tion there will be no lack of matter to talk about.

favourably at p. 863 of our volume for 1858.--

Whistlecbaft's Weather Almanackfor 1862 (Simp- roots in action.

kin). Ctjewen's Songs and Tunesfor Education, the

Harmonies by James Turle, Organist of Westminster
Abbey (Ward & Lock).

heat thus afforded will be found^benefi^T
""*" ' "~ Cherriee and Ilaspberrt^*fc

The Botanical Magazine for December contains
figures of the following plants i—Rhodanthe Manglesii
var. sanguinea, which is the same as that noticed some
time since in our pages under Mr. Drummond's name
of K. atrosauguinea, and which we think is sufficiently
distinct from the species to which it is here referred. It
is a very pretty new annual, remarkably differing from
the well-known E. Manglesii in having the disk
blood-red, instead of yellow. Begonia- KuntJdana, a
shrubby Venezuelan species with lanceolate oblong
strongly serrated leaves, coloured bright red beneath,
and large white flowers. Dendrolium triadenium, a
supposed Malayan epiphyte, rare but not new, produc-
ing terminal panicled racemes of small white flowers.

Verticordia nitens , a species of a glorious group of
Myrtacea?, scarcely known in cultivation. This is a
West Australian plant, and has been flowered duriug
the past summer by Messrs. Veitch & Son, and in

Dr. Lindley's " Sketch of Swan River Botany M was
described as " the magnificent Chrysorrhoe nitens,

whose yellow flowers of metallic lustre form
masses

<

of golden stars some feet in diameter."
It is a green-house shrub, with opposite terete-

filiform leaves, the stems branching at every
leaf axil, the whole plant thus becoming a condensed
compound flowering panicle, the surface of which is

literally clothed with the golden yellow flowers, of
which the calyx with its lobes split into numerous linear

plumosely-fringed segments is the most conspicuous
part. Vriesia xiphostachys, a tropical American herb,
with long narrow leaves and flattened flower-spikes,
formed of closely oveilapping two-ranked bracts, from
between which issue long purple flowers. Bolbophyllum
harbigerum, a small stove Epiphyte from Sierra Leone,
Introduced nearly 30 years since, but now seldom seen.
This has very curious bearded flowers; "at the end of
the lip is a brush, consisting of very long purple threads,
so excessively delicate that the slightest disturbance of
the air sets them in motion/'
The Florist for the present month terminates the old

series, with the close of its 14th volume. Henceforth
it is to appear of enlarged size, with two illustrations
monthly, and is to be called " The Florist and Pomo-
logist." The Number now before us contains illus-

trations of two first-class new Picotees, called
respectively Flower of the Day and JRosy Circle,
the first a heavy-edged scarlet, the second a
light- edged rose. There are articles on the
root-pruning of fruit trees; on various matters
"relating to Roses;" on watering plants; and on the
revival of trees apparently killed by frost; with notices

Miscellaneous.
Scavenger Beetles.—Scavenger beetles are to be

seen wherever the presence of putrescent and offensive

matter affords opportunity for the display of their re-

pulsive but most curious instincts; fastening on it with
eagerness, severing it into lumps proportionate to their

strength, and rolling it along in search of some place
sufficiently soft in which to bury it, after having de-

posited their eggs in the centre. I had frequent
opportunities, especially in traversing the sandy jungles
in the level plains to the north of the island, of observing
the unfailing appearance of these creatures instantly on
the dropping of horse dung, or any other substance
suitable for their purpose; although not one was visible
but a moment before. Their approach on the wing is

announced by a loud and joyous booming sound, as they
dash in rapid circles in search of the desired object, led
by their sense of smell, and evidently little assisted by
the eye in shaping their course towards it. In these
excursions they exhibit a strength of wing and sustained
power of flight, such as is possessed by no other class
of beetles ^ with which I am acquainted, but which is

obviously indispensable for the due performance of the
useful functions they discharge. Sir J. JS. Tennenfs
Natural History of Ceylon.
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Calendar of Operations*
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—The present dry cold weather
ay cause extra protecting materials to be employed ;

therefore some should be in readiness when required.
If not already done, lose no time in getting under cover
a supply of the various loams, peat, &c, required for
spring potting. The principal work in plant houses will
consist in keeping them and their inmates scrupulously
clean. Fires and frequent washing of stove plants will
be necessary. The conservatory and show-house should
now be made as gay as possible with forced plants.
Keep up a regular succession through the winter and
spring, by bringing forward stock as wanted. Roses,
both dwarf and standard, Honeysuckles, Scarlet Thorns,
Hybrid Rhododendrons, and Azaleas, with a liosfc of
other things, will enable cultivators in addition to the
usual occupants of the houses to make a good show.
Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Lily of the Valley,-, and
other plants of that class, must be duly forwarded as
wanted. Hard-wooded plants will require a rather drv
atmosphere in order to keep them free from mildew
and damp.
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HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARD}
If any transplanting of fruit trees has yet to bed*

this season, it should be seen to at once; also sett

getting ground intended to be planted with young tw
prepared, and spare no pains or expense to havei

properly done. Make sure of thorough drainage, u
where the subsoil is unkind this shcald be renwnt

replacing it with some good fresh loam. When alas

breadth has to be planted in one seasca this expeon

kind of preparation cannot be always afforded, I

betterto do such work only in such quantities cii

allow of every precaution being used with the Tier

securing success.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LO.VDMF,

for the Week ending Dec. 19, 1861*as observed at the Hortiuultunl Ga*
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FORCING DEPARTMENT.
-It is not by any means desirable to start
at this early season than may be abso-

lutely necessary, for they will produce finer fruit
later than can possibly be obtained from them now;
and where a separate house cannot be commanded
for those which must be subjected to a hightr tem-
perature, we would advise that the plants selected for
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account of the subjects rewarded during the present
season, up to the end of July. The writer of the
article on the revival of frost-damaged trees allowed all

his to stand [after the damage of last winter] to see
what power they possessed of regaining vitality, which,
though destroyed in many instances, he thought might
only be paralysed in others, and hence be susceptible of
recovery. "I have," he write?, "a number of Italian
Cypresses, which to all appearance were dead, and find-

sliould range from 68° to 75° by fire heat, allowing it

to rise 5° with the assistance of sunshine, keeping the
rang plants near the glass, and properly supplied with

water af the root. This temperature will be con-
siderably too high for young stock at this season, but
we have seen this system practised with considerable
success; and although the young plants may get some-
bat drawn, they will gainstrength em light increases,

and the evil will be less than running the risk of
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ing the bark quite black down to near the ground 1 starting at this early period of the season the neater
gave them up for lost, but still allowed them to stand', portion of the plants that are at command for keeoin-

^e them up for lost, but still allowed them to stand.
to my great delight, in June I observed the bark of
some of them was regaining its ^vq^w appearance, :ind
soon after a number of the trees produced several
shoots from the mass of dead spray, and tb
living growth has spread itself so far upwards that the
trees are green to within 2 feet of their top3. Othei
worse injured, are now commencing a similar growth

;

and I see that with only one exception, the bark of the
rest, dead so far as we could discern in the spring, is

becoming green;" so that it is hoped they will yet
revive, though they may not entirely recover themselves
till next year. In the event of severe weather occurring,
these reviving trees are to have a double tiffany screen.
The progress upwards of this " new life," as it is called,
is very gradual, which it is suggested may be owing to
the necessity for the reorganisation of the cells through
which the sap must pass upward?. The writer concludes,
that "one thing is certain: vegetable tissues to all

appearance dead and incapable of performing their
functions revivify, and regain that power supposed t

have been destroyed." We may at any rate le i that
it is not always mse to be in a hurry to remote trees,
though- y may ai ar to be hopch. by
severe cold.

Books. Received.—£ ; or L > by LittU. Bv
F. W. Farrar, 5th edition (Black), formerly noticed

portion of the plants that are at command for keepin
up the supply throughout the summer.
Vineries.—The early house will now require careful

attention. Maintain a healthy growing atmosphere by
sprinkling the floors, &c., as may be nee py, and
admit fresh air whenever this can be safely done. Also
attend carefully to the border, and if fermenting
material is used do not allow the heat to decline, and
where this is not used see that whatever covering is
employed is efficient.

Steawberkies.— Where ripe frait is wanted early
a portion of the most promising plants may now be
selected and placed in a pit where they can be afforded
a gentle bottom-heat ; or if this cannot be commanded
a Peach-house or Vinery which has just been ci d for
forcing will do. They must, however, be kept close to
the glass, for they require all the light that can possibly
be afforded them at this season, and a free admission of
air on mild days, with a low temperature until th
fruit is fairly set, and if these conditions can be com-
bined with bottom heat, success will be more certain
than un r any other circurastant

, and this will be
more easily done in a small pit than in a house, the
temperature of which must be regulated to suit other
things.

Fruit Trees in Pots.— Where stock of these is
prepared for forcing, the advantages of a deep pit with
a bed of leaves will be apparent ; the slight bottom
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AMI- axd FREDERICK HOWARD,
BftlTAXiru Iron- Works, Bedford, Manufacturers of

JAM CLITIVATORS, 6TEAM PLOUGHS, CHAMPION
InCGHS. HARROWS, HORSE RAKES, A HAYMAKERS.
Catalogues, witb full particulars, sent free on application.

tpTnAA UPON the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
i, 1 \J\J\J against any other system of Steam Cultivation,

br price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

l Bletchley Station.

Hit agricultural <&&}tttt.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1861.

Nkvek was grief more general or sinoere than

[that of the last few days. Sympathy with our

|wi lowed < , of itself enough to make a Nation

pourn, is iu this case deepened by a sense of the

immense loss which we too have sustained. How
rge a share in the direction of every useful

;
ublic movement was taken by the Prince—how
much the energy of every philanthropic effort, of

very organized benevolence, almost of every

institution and society among us having useful

aims—has been owing to His inspiriting example

and encouragement, is plain from the stunning effect

of the blow which his death inilicts upon them all.

Agriculturists suffer grievous loss, with every

other class of the community. More, indeed, than

any other class they feel the blow, for He was this

ear their leader. He had accepted the Presidency

of the National Agricultural Soaiety, and had

already once presided at a meeting for business

[

—one practically of the most useful which those in

tl direction of the Society had ever known. He
would have presided at the general meeting of

the Society last week, but for the illness

whose fatal issue was so little then expected.

And during the ensuing year we all looked

forwards to the recruited membership, the cordial

co-operation, and the redoubled spirit and activity

which were certain to ensue under the influence of his

Name—under the influence of that life-longexample

which had made His name so powerful for good.

Yut the election of the Prince was no mere com-
pliment to Kank—the Presidency was doubtless

offered in the hope that we as so many other public

o&ies had already done might benefit by His
leadership and guidance—but it was the fairly

•arned acknowledgment of a long and distinguished

agricultural career. And the position was accepted

doubtless as no mere formal distinction, but as

enabling one addition more to that long list of

useful and laborious patriotic efforts for which the

Prince's memory will be always held in grateful

reverence.

In Agriculture these efforts have been real,

constant, and successful . Not only did the Royal
farms always furnish admirable illustrations of

every leading and important agricultural expe-

rience—of the best Farm Buildings, the best

cultivation, the best live stock—of steam ploughing,

dairy management, Grass land mai reracnt

—

and not only were records of agricultural expe-

rience under these different heads frequently

brought under the notice of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England, but the Prince
took especial interest as an agriculturist in

the agricultural meetings of the year, and
at Baker Street, and at Birmingham, and at

ne annual shows of the Agricultural Society

He competed as with brother farmers for the

distinctions awarded to successful exhibitors. It

was in his thorough appreciation of the wholesome
influence of competition, and in the cardial sanction
given by him to the popular spirit and its methods
of mutual improvement, that we looked for the

most effective stimulant to agricultural progress

during the coming year, when He would have
been literally its leader.

Alas ! it was little thought when the great Inter-

national Exhibition at Kensington, and that other

international gathering—the Exhibition of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England at Battersea
—were planned for 1862—it was little thought that
in place of immediate leadership and guidance there
would be but the memory of our Chief—but the
remembrance of his wise counsels—the impulse of a
Great Heart no longer beating here—to urge and

guide to their conclusion plans which He had
devised with such hopefulness, patriotism, and
philanthropy.

No fewer than S000 beasts were offered at

the great Metropolitan market on Monday last.

This is an unprecedented number. Tne number
of the sheep in the market was also unprecedented!y
large; 26,300 against only 19,550 on the similar

day last year. The prices, 3s. 4d. to os. or 5s. 2d.

for beef and 3s. 2d. to 5s, 6d. per 81bs. for mutton,

were lower than those of previous years. The
whole show was characterized by first-rate quality,

as well as by extraordinary quantity. The Short-

horns were in great force, the Herefords and Devons
also maintainingtheir usual position. Some excellent

Sussex cattle were exhibited, and the supplies

from Scotand were unusually line, Mr. M'Comiui *s

stock as usual exciting great admiration. At
least one quarter of the whole number on the

ground were cr >-bred cattle, which are more and
mow proving themselves the great stay both of the

grazier and consumer.

The following Table gives the number sold and
prices realised during the last 21 years :

fears. Beasts shown. Trices.

i. d. 5. d.
J $41 • • • • 4509 # * • i 3 8 to 5

2S-»i! • • * * 4541 • * * * 1 4 to 4 8
1S43 • * • • 4510 • • • * 2 8 to 4 4

1844 * • • * 5713 * • * • 4 to 4 6
1 8 1 r, • * • * • • • • 3 6 to 4

H • » * • 4570 • * • • 4 to 5 8
1847 • • - 4 280 • * • « 3 4 to 4 8

8 • • • • 5042 * 3 4 to 4 8
1849 • • • • 5765 9 • • • 8 4 to 4 6
1850 • • • - 6341 • • • • 3 to 3 10
lsjl • • • • 6103 • • • 2 8 to 4
1852 • • • • 6271 • * » » 2 8 to 4
1853 * * • •

' 7 • • + • 3 2 to 4 10
1854 • • • 6181 m • • • I 6 to 5 4
1855 • » * • 7 -00 • • • * 3 8 to 4 2
185G • • • • G74S * • • 3 4 to 5
1857 » • • * OS56 • * * • :i 4 to 4 8
1 s -.$

• • * * 6424 • • • 3 4 to 5
1 859 * » » * 7560 • • * • 3 6 to 5 4
I860 • # + i 7860 • • # i 3 4 to 6 4

18C1 * • • * 8040 # • • * 3 4 to 5

Some centuries ago when the Volunteers of

England, if Volunteers they could be called,

assembled near each village churchyard for the

practice of archery, the strength of the bowman's
wrist was scarcely a more important consideration

than the toughness of the wood of which his

weapon was made. And thus we cannot be sur-
prised at the cultivation which the Tew tree then
received ; and probably it was due to this even more
than to its sombre tint that it was so carefully

cultivated in and around our burial grounds. No
longer can this powerful argument be urged in

favour of its preservation, and it is a question now
in many localities whether it should not be de-

stroyed. It has still the plea of beauty in its

favour, and certainly the deepness of its tints

contrasts so strongly with the Grass green of the

turf around that it forms a very pleasant feature

in the beauty of the landscape.

Whoever has ridden by the South-Western Rail-

way from Bishopstoke to Salisbury, must have been

struck by the beautiful appearance of Dean Hill

(not far from Dean station), which, seen from the

windows of the railway carriage on its south-west

side, never fails to attract the attention of strangers.

Tiie spot referred to is a chalk hill or ridge of con-

siderable height and nearly two miles in length,

well clothed with green turf and dotted with

many beautiful Yew trees, which in no situation

could be displayed to greater advantage. It

would be difficult to find a destro}*er or an im-
prover sufficiently ruthless to lay the axe at the

foot of these venerable ornaments, which appear to

have enjoyed for centuries a vested right in the

soil. And although flocks of sheep have always

been in the habit of grazing on these Downs and
culling the leaves and branches which spring from
the trunk within their reach,we are not aware of any
evil result that has followed. And so many similar

instances have come before us that we have
been disposed to consider the leaves of the Yew
tree harmless until they are cut and partially

withered. This position may not perhaps be fully

sustained, but we may be justified in rnentionin_-

some instances tending to its corroboration. S -me

five-and-twenty years ago we well remember

witnessing a sad mortality amongst a fine fl >ck of

Hampshire sheep, more than decimated, as if by a

destroying angel passing over them is the night or

earlv morn. A few davs previously some Yew
trees had been cut, and'with the dead branches a

temporary hed^e had been made to which the

sheep had access. An examination of the stomachs

of the victims revealed, by the presence of large

quantities of the brown and dry leaves of theYew, the

true cause of the disaster. A few years after-
wards, within a radius of ten miles from, the same
spot, some donkeys died, and this * aptedily '

followed by other decthfc The dead branches
of the Yew were discovered in the stomachs of
these animals, and on inquiry it was found that

some Yews had been trimmed, and the cli :ngs

omitted to be burnt or destroyed. In the same
locality not many years since a lawsuit had almost

occurred from a number of young Short-horn cattle,

placed out to keep, being found dead or dying in

the pasture ground. A fine old hedge of Yew had
been ordered to be trimmed, and the labourers,

knowing its poisonous properties, carefully collected

the trimmings; but, removing them as it were

"out of the frying pan into the tire," placed

them iu a ditch to which the cattle had
access, and the beasts devoured "the clippings

ftgerly, and were speedily destroyed. And now,
passing over various other instances, a lady

residing not many miles from the same locality

writes that a valuable heifer, half an hour after

eating the Yew, died, and the presence of the Yew
leaves in the paunch points to the cause of death.

She wishes to know whether the poisonous effect is

confined to the male or non berry bearing tree, as

is frequently supposed to be the case, and would lifce

to know from analysis where the poison resides.

It is the leaves that are devoured, and which
prove poisonous, and there is .no reason whatever
for the idea that there is any difference between
the two trees, or that the poisonous quality

is confined to the one or the other. It no
doubt resides in some essential oil common to

both, and should teach the absolute necessity

of treating the trimmings of Yew trees or

hedges as poison itself. And as no chemist is

permitted to sell poisonous drugs without proper
labels, so no countryman should ever be allowed
to leave the trimmings of the Yew exposed for a
single hour in any spot to which cattle have access,

but should be instructed to consign them to the
flames as promptly and certainly as he would
destroy the viper which crosses his path.

It may also be seriously recommended that
when Yews are not required either for ornament
or utility they should be removed and destroyed.
w. c. s.

IMPORTANT SEED CASE (SEED WHEAT).
At the Salisbury County Court last week the case of

"Lampard v. Holloway and others " wag tried. Th
plaintiff was a farmer residing at Farley, and the de-
fendants were corn and seed merchants carrying on
business in Salisbury. The action was brought to
recover the sum of 3ltf. Is. GJ. for losses occasioned by
the failure of a Wheat crop through the alleged worth-
le-sn«ss of the seed. Both parties were represented by
professional gentlemen, and the case excited some
interest.

The plaintiff's solicitor said his client purchased a
quantity of seed Wheat of the defendants, which failed

to vegetate after, it was sown. He did not rely, he
said, upon any express warranty, bat there could be
little doubt of there having been an implied warranty
at the time of sale. The defendant's Wheat not only
failed on the land of the plaintiff but also on the farms
of Mr. Woodlands and Mr. Packer, and he believed he
should be able to show that all came from the same rick.

The judge pointed out that no breach of warranty was
alleged in the particulars, and referred to a case

reportedinthe2S Law Journal, Ex. 238, in which it was
eld by the judges that if a man sold seed Barley

according: to the best of his opinion and belief it was
not held to be a warranty. He added that a person

must not only express an opinion but must know that
what he was stating was wrong in order for it to

amount to a fraud.

Mr. Samuel Lampard, the plaintiff, then deposed that

on the 1st of February last he was in the shop of Messrs.

Holloway. While there Mr. Herbert Holloway said to

him—"Do you want to buy any seed Wheat, or doyouknow
any one else who does, as we have just threshed out a

rick on purpose, and will sell any quantity down to a

gallon." In reply to plaintiff's inquiries he was told it

was White Lammas, and on s le being taken out of a

sample hag he asked, " Will it gr. * Defendant

id "J am sore it will ; it has not been heated, and is

shot out on the floor of Mr. Maffey's store." Plaintiff

wight two sacks at 30*. per sack, and on the following

lav he saw the Messrs. Holloway in the inarke

square,' and they said that they were quite sure the

Wheat would grow, and that they could warrant it to

row. He then bought two sacks more at the same

price, and sowed the four sacks of Wheat on 7 acres,

31 perches of land. Scarcely any plant came up from

the Wl ', and he then bought two other sacks of

Wheat from Mr. Sidford, and had it drilled in on the

same land. On being threshed out the crop from 7 acres

31 perci oduced 15 sacks of the best Wheat and

6 bushels of tailing ; while 1 acre 3 roods 35 perches

of land, sown with Wheat bought of a Mr. Bryant,
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produced 10 sacks of the best Wheat and 2 bushels ot

tailing, being a difference of about 3 sacks an acre.

Witness estimated his loss at 31J. 7s. 6d., but did not
wish to put his claim too high.
In cross examination, plaintiff said that a portion of

the land sown with Messrs. Holloway's Wheat was wet
land, and " would pull a horse's leg off." Part of the
land previously had Clover ley, and another part had
been summer tilled. He never saw signs of wire-worm
in the ground. The other portion of Messrs. Holloway's
"Wheat was sown on the dry side of the farm, in as

good land as any in the county of Wilts ; there he had
a much better crop. It was not usual to ask for a
warranty when purchasing seed Wheat ; he relied on
the respectability of the parties. He should think that
the Wheat sustained injury when in the rick.

proving the consistency of my firm determination to

stand by it from the first, but there is one point in the

report that I do not clearly understand, i.e. " the two

drums on the stationary windlass are so connected with

one another, that each in turn pulls upon the other, and

the reluctance of the paying out drum is no dead

weight to be overcome by the engine, but is a help to

the indraught of its neighbour ; the evolution of the one

drum thus helps the involution of the other, and the

power which keeps the rope tight is not altogether lost."

Now by putting on a very heavy break upon my
paying off drum I could keep my back rope tight if

there were any advantage in it quite' as well as Mr.
Fowler can, but if 1 do, I find it requires an increase of

from 2 to over lOlbs. pressure per inch, according to

the length of back rope out, on my 8-horse power
engine—on some occasions full 2-horse power. Then itJohn Fry, formerly head carter in the employ of the engine—uu some occasions iun z-uorse power, nnw u»

defendants, said he recollected a rick of White Lammas appears clear to me that he requires this and even
Wheat, the produce of 6£ acres, being put up quite more for the friction of his paying off drum against
green, and he saw steam came out from the top of the his working drum must increase the working drum's
rick. About a couple of months after the rick was draught beyond that required to bold back the paying
made the Wheat was threshed, and the corn was taken
to Salisbury and shot on the floor of Mr. Maffey's
stores in order to dry. The horses would not eat the
Iwsks of this Wheat, and he had no doubt whatever
'tfhat it was mow-burnt.

Mr. James Rawlence, who had gone over plaintiff's
land, was called to depose to the amount of injury he
had sustained. He added that Wheat ought not to be
carried in the state described by Fry. The effect would
be over-heating, and the corn would become mow-
burnt. If a rick becomes too much heated and the
corn is mow-burnt it will not vegetate. Certain portions
of the outside of the rick may probably grow, but the
inside would not. If however a double quantity were
sown a crop might be got.

On cross examination this witness said that the
summer of 1860 was no doubt a bad year for grain, but
he did not think the vegetative power was affected. If
Wheat from the same rick produced a good crop else-
where it might have come from the outside. He did
not find fault with carrying a little green, the error
was in threshing too soon afterwards.

Charles Harm, bailiff to Mr. Woodlands at Milford,
deposed that they had 10 bushels of defendant's Wheat
for their farm. The seed vegetated and came up very
thin on tolerably good land. It was ploughed up in
May, as Mr. Woodlands thought that it was a bad crop.
He took 27 grains of the Wheat and sowed them in a
Cucumber bed, but only three blades came up ; and he
subsequently put in 32 more grains, and only four blades
came up. He could not say positively that the Wheat
was mow-burnt.

This being the plaintiff's case, it was stated for the
defence that evidence would be given to show that not
one word of Fry's statement respecting the Wheat was
true, and that so confident were the defendants as to
the value of the seed that they sowed ft acres with
some of it themselves, from which they obtained agood crop. The original was purchased of Mr. Rawlence
and was a good sample. It would also be shown
tnat the defendants had no knowledge of the Wheat
being mow-burnt, and that consequently the plaintiff
was not entitled to recover.
Mr Richard Holloway then deposed that when theWheat was cut it was in a fit state and quite ripe andwas not thread out for seed until January n' wassacked from the machine and taken to Mr. Maffey'swhich was not a malt hou,e, but simply a corn storeThere was no symptom of the Wheat having been mow-'

4 acres, 2 roods, 37 perches, and it came up very well

wJJttt And^ H
t

S

?
Id tW° 8acks °f th^-wneat to Mr. Andrews, and it came up well

2^ZZ±£~"^X Posi«-Iy that the

off drum. This also shows that the clip drum
(now condemned in consequence of its frequent
breakage and rope-cutting propensity), in keeping its

back rope tight must be wasteful of the power. In
conclusion, I do hope that those noblemen and gentle-
men, especially those connected with the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England, who may have felt my
plain out-spoken yet conscientious words, will pardon me
now they see that I stood single-handed upon a rock
(steam -cultivation, and the windlass mode of application)
defending it upon principle for the good of my country
against any breaker that might roll against it. The
tempest is now over, for one and all admit that culti-

vation in the main is preferable to the turn-over or any
other system as yet applied by steam-power ; and my
main opponent, Mr. John Fowler, shows by his recent
exhibition of the detached windlass that it is the best
mode of application. William Smith, Woolston, Bletchley
Station, Bee. 16, 1861.

A Fire Grate for Peat and Coal, price 6s.—From
the wet state of the turf there is every reason to appre-
hend a great scarcity of fuel during the ensuing winter.
Lord Farnham (from practical experience) strongly

manure (and tlie~v^luTln~e^ciri» . .

we shall find the cost of feedinl^J
one-third of that on Linseed cake
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recommends the accompanying grate as a cheap and
serviceable mode of enabling his poorer neighbours to

_ _
bu™ coal or wood with their wet turf. Farnham, Cavan.

Wheat was not mo"w-baraFsS Fape Cake.-lt may not be generally known that
not vegetating on Mr.^Zd'^m^t^^ ^ J

66?"'* P™^" of Rake ™ke are very nearly
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E. T. Simpson, Colder Soap Work* vr f
Wakefield Farmers' Club. '
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The Bingley Hall Hoot Show— Sir Jp ff

Soots.— Permit me to call your attention *

of the prizes which recently took plaemS-,5^
Birmingham. The error which appeal"*?
logue of the show respecting the award o(tfi
cup given by Messrs. Proctor and Kyland f»i
six Swedes seems to have been copied by vol
other leading weekly journals connected

witkt
cultural interest. Your report states the prb
been awarded to the Marquess of BreadalLJ
Luing, Scotland. The noble Marquess had

single root in the show, though he had

compete in many of the classes, and fci

Swedes which appeared in the stall NoLwi*^
placed there by accident. Those rootgwatJ —*nd
by me and exhibited in the name of Sir WilUt^T
cote, Bart., M. P., Hensley Park, Winchester, ik

have been placed in No. 16—their proper pl^i

error arose from the Society's label (which laV
the package containing the roots) having been tau

so damaged that the officers of the show

«

distinguish whether the number was 15 or K
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1

_ir nature; however, there was no legal defence to sonal controversy with a parry who withhold* bis name,
|
cases said "No," but upon explanation* n ith f

tion and his Honour gave judgment for 20/. and and whose object appears to be to depreciate the pow*n the Act, being furnished to their solicitor! no furS
°

r. In Mr. Webb's case the defendent agreed to of our Act without mentioning any other Act the out- objections were made; that works of the Company re*
the demand without trial.

^

' fall powers of which have been practically worked at so ! quiring outfall drains through the lands of adiouune
On Flavouring Weatherei Hay.—Thia is a subject small a cost. Until that is shown I maintain that we proprietors are frequently sanctioned by the InclosmS
*uch importance, especially at the present season of

year, and I have therefore pleasure in replying to

nquiries of " A Constant Reader." The formula

xh was quoted in a recent number of the Goztfte,

Ld to which these inquiries refer, appeared in another

fcornal at midsummer. It specially applied then to

proving the quality of any hay or Clover which might

k

he course of putting together in the stack, and

h had become •' vapid/' or had lost its natural Act requires proof to be made, and also a certificate to

appearing in your paper. As the result of many years
practical working, which isthe best evidence, I beg to state

the fact that the outfall powers of the West of England
Company's Act have been exercised in different parts of

the country, at a cost not exceeding 57. in any case; and
I beg to explain that before works are commenced the

na, from weathering in a tedious or catching

>n. And I am glad to be able to report the fact

manv who used this application (with the addition

1 sprinkling of salt) have had gTeat reason for satis*

;ion at having done so. " My waggoner tells me that Da. Half-yearly Cash Account,

team never ate their Clover better," said a I

To B§Umm^^ Jan> ml .

be obtained that the forms of the Act have been com-
plied with; that adjoining proprietors have in some

ACCOUNTS FROM THE FINANCE COMMITTEE.

Societies
Royal Agricultural.—We give in the following

columns two interesting reports from the veterinary
officer of the Society, Professor J. B. Simonds—and
the following tabular statement from the Finance
Committee:

—

From 1st January to 30th Junf, 1861. CR.

19

9 9

tleman to me a few days since, whose Clover

d fully three weeks bleaching, but who fla-

ured it in the manner recommended. However,
ilar treatment may with advantage be employed
en the rick is cut and the fodder wanted. My plan

h hay which had not been flavoured in the rick has

n this.— Select the tops, bottoms, and inferior

ities, and shake them well up together. Damp
e mass with salt and water, and dust it over lightly

with the aromatic mixture. Have the whole nicely

mixed together, so that each portion gets its own share

—tnd let this be done some 24 hours before using. The
qwitity of flavouring material to be used depends

ipon the quality of the bay ; the worse the sample, of

course the more is required to improve it. But in the

IBsjority of cases, an outlay of 5*. should render a ton

rf inferior material palatable, and will repay the outlay

mny times over. If the hay is of the mustiest

character it would Btand knocking over with the flail,

in order to take a part of the dust out of it. And, if

possible, get the ingredients from a wholesale druggist,

finely ground, and warranted true to name ; for, as in

many other matters, adulteration is not unknown.

T. Bowick.

fThe following was the prescription:

—

Fenugreek (powdered) 112 lbs.

Pimento 4 „
Aniseed 4
Carraways 4

Cumine .. .. •. •• .. 2
_

(Mixed and strewed over the rick in building.)
J

Mr. Smith and his " Lost Sheep."—Sir, I must put
myself right about this lost sheep, Mr. Smith, of

ft'oolston, comes before the public and tells them that

I was not gentlemanly enough to tell him to whom I

had sold my Smith's set of Steam Cultivating Tackle,

but Mr. Smith is not straightforward enough to give
the reason. The following, which is an exact copy of
his letter to me, will, I think, be sufficient for your
readers to judge how far Mr. Smith is justified in this

statement :—
" Woolston, Bletchley Station, May 11, 1361.

" Dear Sir.—My man, who was at Bedford to-day, tells me
that he saw you and you told him that you had sold your
mith's tackle. If so 1 ask from whom did you get a license

to do so ? You have not had my authority, and to sell that
tackle without it is, to 6ay the least of it, taking a great
kberty. Be good enough to explain this matter.
" I am glad to find that you have an implement that you

like better than mine. The windlass you know is mine except
the drop drum, therefore what progress you fancy you are
making in Bedfordshire belongs to me yet. And stop a bit,

you tell my man, as well as sending your best respects to me,
that I stood still too long, and that you wanted progress—now
what progress have you got ? Nothing ; you are only culti-

vating with one of the worst constructed implements I ever
saw.fand everything that you are workingexcept the hurdleand
'irop drum is mine ; but let me ask how shall you work wide
cultivators seven or nine tines that you used to be so pleased
with ? Why, then, you are rather digressing. Now you will
find that I have yet to show you the road to progress, and my
patent is now taken that will do it.

" I saw one of the hurdles at work at Beckring's park on
Friday. It must do better than it did then before it will alarm
me.
" And now, sir, permit me to send my very beat respects to

you, telling you that yon must explain the matter in the first

Paragraph, or I shall take proceedings against you and the
purchaser, whoever he may be, when 1 find him.
" Mr. Pike. Yours respectfully, W. Smith.
" P.S.— I have written rather long, my man telling me that

yon appeared to express that you was so very friendly towards
rae. and should write to me, and thatTyou should like to see
Jne. I shall be pleased to see you, although you do work an

Bankers
Secretary

* * * -

* •

£ 5. d
1,236 19 2

41 13 4

£ i. d.

To Income, viz. :—
Dividend on Stock

Subscriptions :
—

Governor's Lifo-Com- £ *. d.

position . . . . 50
Governors' Annual .. 435
Members* Life-Com-

positions .. .. 220 C

Members* Annual . 3.006 8

Journal :—
Advertisements * * 9 •

To Country Meetings :

Canterbury
Leeds .

* * 2,890

1,278 12 6

3,912 1

2,90S 8

By Expenditure :— £ s. d.

Establishment

—

Official Salaries
and Wages . . 327 6

House Expenses,
Rent, Taxes, Ac. 320 18 7

€ «. d. £ «. d.

• «

Journal :—
Printing
Stitching
Delivery, Adver-

tising, &c.
Prize Essay
Other Contribu-

tions .

.

Editor's Salary .

.

• *

• %

455 3 6
80 14 3

117 11
10

26 15
250

Chemical :

—

Consulting Che-
mist's Salary
(3 quarters) . . 225

Grant for Investi-
gations year) 200

Special Grant for
Cheese Investi-
gations .. 100

013 4 7

920 3 9

Veterinary •

—

Grant to Royal
Veterinary Col-
lege .. ..100

Investigations &
Experiments 33

525

4 6

1 •
Postage and Carriage
Advertisements
Sundries
Subscriptions returned (paid in

error)

By Investment-
Purchase of Stock, Now 3 per
Cents

By Country Meetings—
Canterbury
Leeds

£8,099 1 6

Total Expenditure
By Balance in hand

—

Bankers ..

Secretary

133
80
10

4

4
6

6
11

e
10 18 7

3 10

• • • •

2,281 3 4

2,001 1 6

35 11
1,542 8 10

1.5T7 19 10

* * 5,860 4 8

2,229 13 8
9 3 2

2,238 16 10

£8,099 1 6

(Signed) W. Fisher Hobbs, for Finance Committee.
Qi'ilter, Ball, Jav, A Co., Accountants.

Examined, audited, and found correct, this 6th day of Dec IS 61
Signed) William Astbcrv. ) . ... .. '

Henry Corbkt, (Auditors on the part
Wiltjam Co i > en, (

of the Society.

BALANCE-SHEET, 30th JU.VE, 1861.

hurdl

I was one of the first to buy Mr. Smith's apparatus,
and until I saw a better, I did what I could to recom-
mend it. I leave your readers to judge whether Mr.
Smith is justified in his attack on me. William Pike,
Wevington, Bedfordshire, Dee. 18, 1861.

Drainage Outfall*.—I have seen the letter of lt A
Header *

observe that if he is not connected with another
company I am at a loss to understand why he should
impfy that the object of my letter was to advertise the
West of England Draining Company, or why he is so
desirous of showing that the powers of their Act are net
so good ai represented. In January last a letter in the
Times attacked the Company's outfall powers, and
termed them ''roundabout and expensive," upon which
several letters afterwards appeared ; but the correspon-
dence terminated with the Company's secretary stating
the result of the practical working, viz., the fact that,
" as regards the expense, we can say that in no case has
it amounted to 5J. for carrying into effect such right."
A short statement of facts will also be my reply to the
present attack, as I do not intend to be led into a per-

LIABILITIES.
To capital :—

Surplus, 31 st Dec. , 1 860
Surplus of income over the
Expenditure during the
Half-year, viz :— £,. $. d
Income .. 1,911 1

Expenditure 2,281 3 4

To Balance at Credit of Leeds
Meeting

To Canterbury Meeting Balance,
outstanding

16,048 18
£.. t. d.

1,630 17 8
16,^74 15 10

1,855 12 1

6 5

ASSETS.
By Cash in hand
By New 3 per Cent. Stock, )

14,2197. 2*. 9d. cost . . .. JBy Books and Furniture, i
Society's House, Hanover >-

Square
j

e i. d.

• 9

£18,036 12 11

£ *. d.
2,238 16 10

13,797 16 1

2,000

£18,036 12 U
REPORT OF PROFESSOR SIMONDS ON A CATTLE

DISEASE IN MONTGOMERYSHIRE.

Royal Veterinary College.

In continuation of my former report on the outbreak of a

destructive disease among the cattle belonging principally to

Mr. Harvey Jones' tenants in the parish of Llandinam, Mont-
gomeryshire, I have to speak more fully of the nature of the
affection, and the causes which produced it ; as also of the

means which were adopted to arrest its progress, together
with the result. In the previous report it was stated that

upwards of fifty animals, of various ages, had died up to the
time of my visit, and that others were being attacked almost

in a recent Agricultural Gazette, and bee to
dail

J" Eft
tbe 53 te?**Y* ?ftermy inyestigjtion the disease

« '... ». continued to prevail with unabated fatality, but it then
and no more caseshave since occurred. This sudden disappear

anco of the affection I believe to be entirely due to the pre-

ventive measures which were adopted, and I am warranted in

giving this opinion because all the local causes were still

existing,

Cauw*.—Under this head we must class the kind of weather

which prevailed during the existence of the disease, the nature

of the soil, the character of the food, and the management
pursued towards the animals.
The cases occurred principally during October—a month

remarkable for its humidity and warmth. The state of

atmosphere which then prevailed was accompanied with heavy

fogs, and particularly in the district in question. The fogs

often hung over the fields excepting for an hour or two

besides this it would have an indirect effect on the animal
oeconomy no less injurious.

Speaking in general terms of the entire parish, it may besaid to have a character of soil described as a clayey-loam over-
lying slate shale. The soil is necessarily very retentive of
moisture, and as much more rain had fallen in the district
than, as may be said by way of contrast, had done in tho
vicinity of London or elsewhere, so the land was more than
ordinarily wet. I was particularly struck with this, for many
of the roads leading to different farms were literally raid-leg
deep in mud, and perfectly impassable except on horseback.
The warmth of the atmosphere necessarily induced under

such circumstances an abundant growth of Grass, and it w a
stated, in answer to my inquiries, that more keep existed iu
the pastures than was often to be found in the month of June.
Tho Grass, however, produced under these circumstances would

necessity be not only surcharged with moisture, but propor-
tionally deficient both ia albuminous and other proximate
principles which are imperatively necessary for the making of
pure and healthy blood. Hence wo have another powerful
cause in the food itself in inducing the disease.

,

The abundance of Grass likewise led the proprietors of the
cattle to leave tho animals out night and day withnut any
other provender, with a view of saving their winter keep.

Those several things being combined brought about a state f

the blood by which it was unfitted for the purposes of life, and
as an immediate consequence, local Haemastasia resulted —in
other words, the contaminated blood became partially stagnantE„3K *

excepting ioi*« "^^tK in the vessels. Sometimes this stagnation took place in o ,e

Sw3l fhi *Sm u J
**y. snd were ™te™l?J%Hards part of the system and sometimesin another. The affected

&Mn? S^E£^ structures became swollen, hard and painful. The head aid

?£S?L^^^^V°^^^Su^he^v^^ of throat were the principal seat of the local symptoms, bu
t

^tTon an?KM?^^S^^of^^uil occasionally the fo?e or the hind extremities would S* attack^
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Nor were the internal organs exempt, as the lungs were
now and then primarily affected.

The duration of malady varied a little, but was rarely longer
than 24 hours ; while many of the animals apparently un-
affected in the morning would be dead before night.
In several respects the local symptoms were closely allied to

those seen in Hsematosepsis, "black leg," but no gaseous
matters were evolved into the cellular tissue, as is the case in
that malady. Cattle also of all ages were its victims, and that
without respect to theirj being milking or fattening animals,
or store stock.

It was not to be expected that curative means would bo of
much avail in such a disease, and therefore I learned, without
surprise, that little or no advantage had resulted from their
application. A case occurring, while I was staying with Mr.
Powell, Mr. Jones's agent, and the chief occupier in the
parish, afforded me the opportunity of giving trial to curative
measures, but without much relief, as the animal died in
about 28 hours from the time of the attack.

Preventives.—It was self evident that benefit'could only result
from the application of prophylactics, and especially from
removing the causes of the disease to as great extent as
possible. With this view I ordered that the animalb should
no longer be kept in the pastures at night, but be brought
into the yards and fed on hay, hay-chaff, and bran, and also
crushed corn. It appeared to me to be a matter of minor im-

'

portance what kind ofcorn was given, and therefore this varied i

in different instances according to the convenience of the
occupier. The chief thing was to limit the amount of succu-
lent diet, and to substitute food rich in the elements of blood.
Instructions were also given for the animals to be kept entirely
in the sheds and yards on foggy but especially on wet days.

Besides this alteration in the diet, location, and management
of the animals, orders were given for each to take of nitrate of
potash in powder in a bran mash every other night from two
to four drachms, varying according to its age and condition,
These doses to be given to the extent of about six or eight in
number.

In a few instances, as in Mr. Powell's case, who had been"the
ft ft Art »* « a m a> _ mm

which up to now had had no medicine, as the trial did not

appear quite satisfactory in the case, alluded to ;
death

having resulted so soon.
m

Continuing the report of the College sheep, it is next to be

observed that the remedy was continued to the middle of

June, and this, not only without any apparent benefit, but
seemingly with some disadvantage, as each of the three sheep
was more emaciated than either of the other two.

This untoward circumstance evidently depended on the

nauseating effects of the medicine, as the animals would
often refuse their food after its exhibition, and sometimes
even to the latter part of the day.

It may be here remarked that the medicine contained'some
oleaginous material which had a very unpleasant smell, not
unlike fetid animal-oil, and which had probably to do with
its sickening effects.
On the 20th June, being two months from its first exhi-

bition, the medicine was discontinued to the College Sheep.
All the animals were kept however about six weeks longer,
by which time they had become so emaciated that it was
determined to destroy them, which was accordingly done. A
jtostmmtem examination was made of each, and it was found
that no real differences existed in the lesions wrought by the
disease in the sheep which had taken the medicine from those
of the others which had not. Living flukes existed in large
numbers in the livers of all the animals.
To return to the sheep at Oakington. It has been already

stated that for the first fortnight, subsequently to April 22, no
material alteration had taken place in this moiety of the
animals. By the end of May however it was very evident that
three of the sheep were gaining flesh, and presenting a far
more healthy appearance than the other two. Two of these
were sheep not taking medicine, and one which was. The others
were wasting, and becoming day by day more debilitated, but
nevertheless, when compared with the sheep at the k

College,
they were in far better condition.
On June 6th, forty-five days after the commencement of the

experiment, one of the animals died, and this, as in the instance
at the College, was one which had taken the medicine. The

<

ow

* j. a-
jvc*" ,

i*"*» ^ *" i,iX - * vwcuo uw, wiiu n,iu uceu me «*i, luw v.uiiegu, was one waicn naa taKen tne meaicine. rne
greatest sufferer, I directed that an aperient combined with a lesions met with on examination of the body agreed with those
diffusible stimulant should be administered at the commence-

j

already described, and need not, therefore, to be repeated,
ment of the preventive treatment, which was to consist of. ,

The medicine was continued with the other two, up
snlnhaffl nf Magnesia, half a pound; compound solution of to the 20th of the same month with one, and for a

to three ounces ; compound tincture of fortnight longer with the other ; the latter being an
emaciated and gradually declining animal. The three
sheep spoken of as doing well were by this time so much
improved that I had no apprehension of their death. The

Gentian in the same quantities, and two drachms of powdered
Ginger. The whole to be given in some well boiled gruel.
As previously stated these measures at once proved most

effective for good, by entirely putting a stop to the further
progress of the malady.
In concluding this report I may remark that these cases pos-

sess an especial interest to the pathologist as tending to prove
the necessity of giving greater heed to the state of the fluids
in many affections of the solids, than has hitherto beenjdone,
and also in showing that some of the most destructive
maladies occurring among herbivorous animals depend imme-
diately for their production on the quantity and quality of their
food, the management which is pursued towards them, and the
nature of the soil they inhabit.
They also prove to the practical agriculturist that very often

the simplest means, when rightly directed and founded upon a
scientific inquiry, will suffice to arrest the most fatal disease
which may be raging among flocks or herds.

*S?S? ,S5» TS? EMPLOYMENT OF A FRENCH RE-MEDY FOR THE CURE OF ROT IN SHEEP.-By theSame,

t}1
wiU

-
be ^embered that in the early part of the year M.Trehonnais called the attention of the agricultural community

to a remedy employed in some parts of France for the rot in

f ITS' Txr^T5 mu
.

ch extolled for its curative properties,
and that M Trehonnais having also very liberally engaged toobtain a sufficient quantity of the agent for trial in this lountry,
the Council on the recommendation of the Veterinary Com-mittee resolved to purchase some sheep for the experiment,
and voted a sum of 121. for the purpose.

weather was dry and the herbage of the pasture good-
circumstances most favourable for their recovery. All were
kept throughout July, and until the 4th of August, when
I determined, as it was evident two would ultimately
sink, to kill three of the eutire lot, viz., the two in question
and one of those which had greatly improved in condition,
and which had had no medicine throughout. My chief reason
in taking the resolve with reference to the latter named
animal, was to ascertain on what its improved state depended,
orwhether in fact it was the subject of the entozoic disease—rot.
On making the post mortem examination of this animal it was
found that only a few flukes were present in its liver, and that
the structure of the gland was but little changed—facts which
fully accounted for its well-doing.
With reference to the two remaining sheep, one of which

took the medicine'and the other not, I feel assured that their
improvement is due entirely to the same cause. I have further
to report however respecting these sheep, that being ewes I
placed them with my breeding flock at the time of putting therams to the animals, and intend to keep them throughout
the winter to mark the result, giving them no more attention
as to feeding and mauagement than the flock will receive.On reviewing all the details of this experiment T fear womust conclude, that this supposed cure of rot in sheep hasproved quite ineffective for good in our experience.

In accordance with this resolution, instructions were givenme to procure such animals as I deemed fitting for the purpose,

™,l£j?"T*? i

G
?
xPeri

menfc as **$ ^ circumstanceswould permit In selecting the sheep, which were of the im-proved Dorset breed, I took care that they should be of the

XTSiPfJf T5T ** *"£** ** also in a condition warrantingthe belief that they would survive long enough to give a fair trialto medicine, but be in different stages of the malady. I pro-
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further wason that an approximation could bemade as to the time they had been the subjects ofthe malady Everything being arranged, the experiment was
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Smithfield Club.—After the annual dinner of the
Society, Lord Bernees who 'presided, proposed the
toast of the evening—" Success to the Smithfield Cattle
Club. He said :

—

"The Smithfield Club was established in 1798, and in 1800 it

?row fh« p
60

"?f ™e;nbeni
f but even out of that small bodygrew the Royal Agricultural Society of England in 1838. After

BakPr^it R
thC S

.T
ithfieId C1"b from Goswell Street to theBaker Street Bazaar its progress had been most rapid and itspatronage most gratifying. In 1816 and in 1850 their showwas honoured by the presence of her Majesty the Oueen

HilnL
th

?i,

Em^e88 °f„
the French in "«>. ™* his RoyalHighness the Prince Consort became a member of theUub m 1841 It was found that the requirements of the

S
U
^.°S^2J SG limitS °f ** Premise8 in Goswell Street, and

B\k£ StiSJ? t?
rem

,?T
ed t0

i
he pIace toey now occupied inBaker Street. They all knew how the show had increased inextent, and the deep interest which the public took in it yearafter year. They must have witnessed thealmostimpossibifitym consequence of the crowded state of the building, of visUng

^d
it>

am,Din
?
Wlth *ny Pleasure or practical utility the cattlS

th?S£Si
nd
n™:fJ 'J&Z*?** th* articles displayed intne galleries. It was gratifying to seethe increasing interest

countrv The?ME the^ hJ the ^riousSes of thecountry They saw there rich and noor, peer and neaaantmanufacturer and tradesman, and all alike anxiouTtoeShe contents of their exhibition. They were now a£o,Tt to£~l^Z9GJ" th ° Baker Street Bazaar, £,^0*5^
Won n

bu»«'iig- now in course of erection by the AgriculturalHall Con, tj where ho trnsted th J
• Agric iiturai

^L^10^^ °f spaco alloted for
7
the various objects

ThGy
CV

tnky^di^bSed^.S^p^^ 4̂
^

C]4of 160*. in medals. ThefinSffiS ^ UPWards
happy to say, in a most flowing^n^oTSd 1?^ I"possibly scarcely any other «ocietv in tRK e^^
could boast of the fact that instead of£J™ r

kl
"?.dom ^™*

dation for their annual catt^sh^
were to receive a sum of 1000^. for holding ths£aW.? #^new Agricultural Hall next year. Last yew it w« dSJLU- ato open several -new classes, and, among oTher^ tZ™?*mountain sheep, and he was happy to seViL thi^ ? °, J0Tfour pairs of Exmoor sheep, which were wefiiK^shown. Mountain mutton was most vamcd 7n th^? bTg
and he hoped that the prizes offered by ?he Oult°Aproduce more attention to the production If pJ

Ul
5other breeds of mountain sheep. The St offel a"d

to produce the greatest possible amount of mJi ^fS
quality, at the l?v t price, and in donig thafhe trn^t "l

C

t^vwould always prove successful. nostea they

Lord FKVKR.sir.vM proposed "The Hciltli rtf +»,« m. •

jn ^aid they all knew the very defJ^ in^^ ?^™^
friend Lord Bcmers had alwavT £,, S lh^* "if

]°

griculture. The Smithfield Club umlrr ).- ° 5olfare

I
prospered in a very great degree- and h \^ld

;
ance'

his further 1 for the welfare of^the Cluh in 1?'^-
Sb°^n

removal of i nnual meeting to one rai "h mnii ""S. ^S
ig its wants, ito Pp,l«?

0re
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°
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been struck wfth surprise at the cTrLmJZtTK bad J-°ng
of so much national importance as SSWth£Wdnnh!SSS&-so many years have held its meetings m * «i

,

ti :

^adequate to» requirements."SSffifi%Stt£S% '

of next year would be held inth^T^r^' *
his noble friend, the chairman,^5^3other day—the new Agricultural Soi?

efo«aJ5.
raised that if the cattle^ show^f th?ri v°^25the west-end of the metropolis it would'

Ub ?**
support that it now received from ?he wZ ,ts

I

(Lord Feversham) had a pretty good ao"*^Wend tradesmen and shopkeepers and ?Qauu*3
could not find one solitary inL4e^TeS^dation for such a statement. He honed ??* na p ace for their future exhibitions wortht^J **metropol is.

wor% of^
.

Cbtstai, Palac^Foft^Tse^
ping show proves the growing interest "tab??

1

It is only a step from BirminghamT^
1

Palace. The fowls go from one to thTot
U*

(lock to both, and purchasers surround tiLMany pens are bought at Birmingham t^
the Crystal Palace, and here a^aiu qJ fctinguished change owners and appear rfi,?

1

under other colours. ***'

The exhibition was held where ti* k.^.
took place, after the destruction oftk*^
had been appropriated to poultry. It W^J
advantages of plenty of air without <W
proper warmth without closeness. Mr.HoS
has the entire management of this deparbS
experienced in his work, and the conseqS
succeeding show is a new success. One thin.
deserves the thanks of exhibitors. It is

;

wish is expressed by them for a change in^
to the prize list, it is sure to be well

'

adopted. ^^
Four classes of Spanish headed the k

:
were full of good birds, but they were u
high condition as we have seen. We may*
hen and pullet classes here as we mav t£
.this and other shows; these classes are'm
merous as we expected them to be when then*

formed, nor are the birds as good. It is so m\
two good Spanish hens, and they do so weUt
necessary confinement of a show, that tei

expected this to be a most numerous class. T:

were quite perfect in every class; they bd>

size, and condition. We think that an ana^t

of classes, with an increase in the number o:

more advantageous to a show and to the fad*

division into Grey and Silver Grey classes. Hk l

Dorkings are constantly improving in size; tkfr-

show was no exception. The honours of tiwc

belong to Lady L. Thynne, Captain Honk,

Paxton, and Mrs. Beardmore. CochinChiniffW^ mn
feet, both young and old, Buff and Grouse, bii
petition was a hard one, and ended in pkciDf 3fe»

Stretch, Musgrove, Tomlinson, and IWwi

her-, (I of these" beautiful classes, ftflhr^
the first prizes for White, but mi
his chicken pen none call for ««

notice. We thought very well of

Cocks, and of the Brahma Poutras. 1km
deserves his success in this latter m
speaking of the Game Fowls, if *e ffli

point out those we considered the best, n

*

choose Mr. Archer's Brown Red chite**

Cox's Black Reds and Mr. Langdale's Ml
There were very many good birds in every aj"

usual, their condition
;
left nothing to *•

Whites and Piles were better than common,*-

and Mr. Mousey headed the two classes. V
Pencilled classes were good and numeroc

generally the case, the chickens were betterpj

adults. These classes are constantly imp""*
'

]

cannot aay as much for the Silver, MJ
stationary ; Mr. Martin shows the best mn
latter. They are however not so go™*

three years ago. The Spangled Hambor-.

good in every class. The Golden espec*

the highest praise, while the Silver chictt"
,

show in themselves and furnished eignt pp

prize sheet. Messrs Lane, Hyde, I«°n, *

deserve especial notice. Nothing c»n
,

beauty of the Poland Fowls, but they we*"

In numbers. The Malays were good, as tn

at this show, but they were not as numeru
^

The novelties in the Various class
wen:

show of Black Hamburgh?, also or

and some Cuckoo Malays. Everywner

are becoming favourites. They ^!S^
and very good here. Forty-one pens ot aiu

are in the list of theMistinguisbed. >> e w
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Forrest's dnck-winged cock. We
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breeds where not only feather and sytnnie

but stern justice must also be ^fea ,

weights and scales. Mr. Manfields *
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Farmers' Clubs.

tXTBAL: Parish v. Union Settlemt The last

chairman of the year, Mr. Skelton. The question

consideration, which was introduced by Mr. II.

was stated on the card in the ful-

ls

in,*

1 f C!

ing terms " Would it be advisable to abolish parish

to substitute union settlements in the agricultural

icts'r" After a few opening remarks from the

llr Trethkwt said : Befcre I enter upon the subject selected

Tibia evening's discussion, I feel I ought to say a lev.

by way of apology for ray appearance before you in

present capacitv I cannot divest my mind of the

_ir that a great "degree of presumption may be attached

rperson in my po a, who undertakes to read a paper

ana soWect which for centuries has < ed t minds

the ablest men of the da> but which, nevertheless, it

jt be adu ed, is still m a most unaati* stat

a proof of this. I mav, t early, observe that since tl

suasiosi card for this year was printed, the Lc Mire

ve actual 1' %ken the matter into their serious oonsi-

nti n. nnd have passed a measure intended to renwve

mo of the object ble clauses in th* Poor-law codo

far this measure is likely to be found sufficient, will

nuiicr fef ••osJdswation tins evening. This. how.

, is pretty clear proof that some alteration was absolutely

id for, and that the committee' of this club were fully

fled in selecting this subject for discussion during the

It is, nevertheless, a matter of regret to mc that some

more competent to deal with it could not have been

prevailed upon to introduce it. I trust I may be allowed t i

Ctntion that it was proposed by Mr. 8idney, and 1 heartily

wish he could have been induced to bring it forward. When
|fce subject was first mentioned every member of the com-

pittee present seemed impressed with its importance, although

Cone would consent to take charge of it ; and it was only at

urgent request of the committee generally, and with a

og that the subject ought not to bo allowed to drop for

iraet of introduction, it I, at last, consented to address you.

I wish also to observe that, having been concerned in the ad-

ministration of the Poor Law, as a guardian, for the List

% years, during seven of which I presided at the Board, I

kite had some little experience of the working of the law

of settlement I led it due to myself to make these re-

Barks, in order that it may appear that 1 have not, in

attempting to grapple with a subject of Buch dimensions,

undertaken to dilate upon one that I have had little or no

experience in. The more, however, i have thought of it,

the more sensible bavi- I become ot its vast importance.

History of Settlement.—In order fully to comprehend

the question, and to enable us to view the law in its

it the present time, for all writers on the subject agree

that its principle was good. The effect of the statut f Charles

soou began to be felt. Litigation ot the moat expensive nature,

and carried on with the most bitter feeling, prevailed to an
alarming extent. The I ryof the Poor Law from this t

mav be traced in our public records ; and almost every parihh

in the kingdom can bear witness to the injurious operation of

this Act The poor were continually harassed, and prevented

from getting their living in an honest way ; and from contribu-

ting, by t r labour, to the general commonwealth. This state

of things soon began to tell ujxm the rates, which were quad-

rupled in 36 vears after thp.siog of this Act. In"l
History of the Poor M (page 260) we have a curious analysis of

the disbursements of the Poor Law funis, taken, uponth
verage of the years 1783, 1784, 1786. from the return mad

under the 2oth Geo. Ill, c. 66. I subjoin a portion of this

analysis :

—

Medium expenses of overseers in journeys,

magistrates, &c. :

—

£
Finland 23.545

Wales M*

attendance on
a. d.

10
17 6

£24,493 lft 6

Medium expenses of entertainments at meetings relative to

the poor—
England 11,32* 15 11

Wales 883 4 10

£11.713 9

Medium expenses of law. orders, examinations, and other pr

cued ings relative to the poor

—

England 68,757 11

Wales 2,033 11 6

ao
ii

.,791 2 6

Medium of money expended iu setting the poor to work—
England 15,680 14 9
Wales 211 14 1

£15,892 8 10

From this it appears, that while only 15,802/. were expended
in setting the poor to work, 34.49ft. were spent by overseers iu

journeys, attendance upon magistrates, dtc, 11,713/. for

enter omenta at meetings, and 55,7912. in expenses of law
orders, examinations, and other proceedings relative to the

poor. We are surprised, in the pre it day. at such items of
expenditure; but they only show the abuses flat had then
crept into the system. In the 35th Geo. III., 1795, an Act was
passed which relieved the poor from some of the restrictions

they had been suffering under. This statute repealed many of

the object ionabie clauses of Charles II. It i- a startling fact to

mention, at the present day, that up to 1 s man could be
removed from any parish where ho happened to be staying

when he had been thero 40 days : the Act of

this year provided that he should not be removable till he
became chargeable. And this was thought at the time a roost

hazardous experiment. The result justified no such appre-
hension. The most careful search reveals nothing in the way
of complaint. On the contrary, the change was approved of,

hiring. Till then. l>oth masters and servants laboured under
disadvantages which could scarcely be submitted to at the
present dai : and it may very fai be urged, that the break-
ing of the link of service, causing the absence of the servant
fr..m the roof of the master, tended very much to the deme-

lon of the former. To this may possibly be traced the
institution of the mop fairs, against which there is such a
strong feeling at present. These continual breaks must of

necessity have tended very much to the weakening of that tie

which ought to exist between the employer and the employed

;

and it is feared that its effects are yet visible. In 1846 the
important Act relating to the removal of the poor, called " Sir

Jai aham'.s Act," was passed. This first established the

principle of irremovability by reason of residence, sickness,

and many other causes, and produced a most remarkable
change in the law of settlement, and at one stroke abolished

least two-thirds of the removal cases. This statute, it must
be admitted, has had a most beneficial effect upon the labourer ;

but in operation it was found to work so unjustly

burthensomc upon many open parishes, in some cases

doubling their rates, that the legislature was com-
lled to modify its operation; and therefore in

1848 another Act of Parliament was passed, having more
especially f >r its object the relief of the irremovable poor
out of the common fund of the union, instead of by the

parish wherein such poor happened then to be residing.

Most of us remember tho introduction of this measure
into our respective unions, and I may ad .i. iu my own case,

the difficulty to understanding its provisions. One effect

is certainly been the making of the "common charges"
as it is termod, the most expensive parish in the union.
In practice, ii is found that guardians are ever alive to the
removal of such poor from their own parishes to the
" common charges ;" and the vigilauce of the board gene-
rally is necessarily called to this subject.

Parish or Union Settlements.—Hiving thus taken a

glance at some of the various enactments on the Law of

tittiemeat, I will proceed to the consideration of the

subject as it comes before us, viz., Would it be advisable

to abolish parish, and to substitute union settlements in

present operations, it will be well slightly to glance at and recommended as a subject for further consideration. Still

.6 history of settlement in this kingdom. thelaw of settlement clung to the labourer, although he might

It may be traced to a very early period of our history, and it

would seem that what was originally a social condition of

mutual benefit, became by the lapse of time, and under a

change of circumstances, a burden upon some for the mainte-

nauee of others. To trace its origin would be an extremely
difficult process. Still, there is evidence in our Anglo-Saxon
laws, of settlement as a bond of mutual protection. Every
man was obliged to attach himself to some burgh or district,

or be subject to the treatment of an outlaw or vagrant, again

whom the laws were very severe. In the position of a burgher
r free n, he was safe in person and property, so far as it

was in the power of his burgh or body corporate to protect

him ; but it does not appear that under this system he was
provided for by his fellow-citizens when old age or sickness
overtook him. In the reign of Richard II. an Act was passed
preventing any labourer from leaving his town or hundred
without a testimonial, and subsequent legislation for some
years continued thus to interfere with his energy. Statutes
were made, as dug certain districts to him ; and men of
particular counties were expressly permitted to sojourn
m others till the time arrived for their profitable employ-
ment at home. But until the time of Henry VII. we do

jricultural districts ?

For many years there has been a growing feeling
that the present system of i>arochial settlement is very
unjust, both to the ratepayers and to the labourer.
Its immediate tendency as regards the latter is, to limit
his scope of operation, and indirectly he suffers iu

other respects. One of the Datural consequences of the pre-
sent state of things is, that some parishes draw their labour
from the popul:iHc»u of those adjoining, contributing nothing
towards the relief in sickness or old age of those who
fairly and honestly have the first claim upon them. In
many parishes termed close parishes it is the policy of the
owner, in order to save rates, not to build cottages for the
labourers, necessary for the proper cultivation of the soil

;

while other parishes, termed open ones, have more labourers
than their land enables them to employ. They seek work,
therefore, in the close parishes, and probably have three or four
miles to travel daily to and from the sceue of their labours.
So long as the close parishes can thus draw a supply of labour
and enjoy immunity from poor-rates, they will be content to
go on as they are. It is owing in a great measure to the opera-
tion of this law, that we have so many close parishes. If they
were liable to the same changes as their neighbours, they
would soon see it to their advantage te provide cottages for the
convenience of their own labourers ; and the latter would be

not learn that any compulsory measures were taken for
that it is contrary to the whole mass of princii>les en which the

not be driven out of the pariah within 40 d iys of his entry into

it But if misfortune, ill health, or declining strength ren-
dered him unable to maintain himselfand his family, he then
became liable to removal, as has been witnessed in our day.
4 'Suspended orders," so familiar to our ears a few years ago,

came into operation, under the provisions of this Act. And
the system introduced by these orders of giving relief to !

*o much benefited by living nearer, or close to their work,
paupers away from their own mrishes gave rise to abuses It is now felt to b c hardship on the part many
which it was found very difficult to correct. So long as the pTtofree that they maintain the poor who labour in adjoining

parish administering this relief did not provide it, little care
was taktn, and great frauds were frequently practised. Upon
this subject the Poor law Commissioners, in their Ninth Annual
Report, write thus: "If we have a law of setth nt, that

settlement must be adjudged In dispute 1 cases acco ug to fixed

rules; and when it is so adjudged, either the relifmunt 1

brought to the man or the man taken to the spot which is to give

htm relief. A universal system of non resident pauperism,
or a system of removals, is the necessary result of the

condition of things already existing ; unless, indeed, all

settlement is abolished, and e/ery one relieved at the ex-

pense of the parish in which he happens to bo. The former of

the two alternatives, that is to say, non-resid
,
might

at first sight seem the easiest ; but, independently of the fact

j j prevalence would tend to more gross imposition on the part of
a revolution in our Poor-Law history. This Act was intended ^cjpjents of relief, and more undetected fraud on the part of
to supply the deficiencies of the 43d of Elizabeth ; but it seems tbe a?ents wh administer the funds, than the records even of
to have been prepared without due care and deliberation, aud the poor laws previous to 1834 cm produce- Tue authorities

oues. I could name several instances, but one in particular
occurs tome. In one place, with a population of about 700. and
a small area of land, the rates are 11 v. in the pound ; whi
in the adjoining par . drawing most of it* labour from
the first pari the rates are not above 2*. Similar In-
stances no doubt occur to many of us, but it is unnecessary
to multiply them here. Union settlements would to a
considerable extent remedy these evils, but they would not
wholly eradicate them. The parochial feeling is strong, and
there are many persons who fancy it is one to be encouraged.
A little consideration, however, will show that even under the
most favouraWe circumstances, in small densely-populated
partakes, the state of the labourer is anything but satisfactory,

ttlemeut in its most extended state operates as a bar to
employment, and no doubt it has a tendency to prevent men
from exerting thMBselves to obtain a livelihood away from

eir own homes. They have a feeling that their parish is

their home, and if they cannot support themselves the parish
must. Tins tie acts upon the labourer and re-acts ujk>ii the
employer. The former, knowing his resource, will not strive
to get a bare living; while the latter, impressed with the
consciousness that if he does rot employ him, he must at all

events contribute to his maintenance, feels it his interest to
give employment, although it mav not be profitable. The
labourer, in such a case, can only be looked upon as an in-
cu ranee; and this feeling is not likely to improve the
nature of tho connection between employers and their men.

story, nor any mt»ii»u> vcruyui^ ui9 puwuM^ «uu verwii* It Is not that ther is In fault. The faitft is in the system,

their own agenta But it is needless to condemn a system ln tbe >»w. which as it were binds the labourer to • te soil

which, by common consent of all experienced persons, is of &» •ettlement. The present inequality of wag*s may

in immediate cont-K-t. with a nonresident case have not their

vi tnce stimulated by any sense of self-interest; rhey are

spending other people's money; nay more, perhaps thev are

reaping the benefit of it, by employing the man at lower
wages than he could otherwise subsist on. The authorities at a
distance have no meansof ascertaining the truth of a pauper's

story, nor any means of verifying the punctuality and veracity

to some extent be traced to this law ; for, like every other
commodity, labour will be dear or ehean iu proportion •

supply and demand. If the former exceeaa the latter, wages
will bo proportionately low. It may be urged that there

diminution and gradual extinction." It is curious to observe :» nothing now to prevent a labourer from goine into any
that in the fbregoiug extract the Commissioners slightly hint other district or county, where his exertions would meet

vicious in principle and in practice, and at best can be
considered but as barely tolerated by law, however deeply
rooted it may be by long habit la particular districts. Our
endeavours have been and will be constantly directed to its

diic^

Is have been passed without proper discus i. The Act of

kibeth was humane in its character, but lacked the means
of j -riper administration. It, however, repealed the general
restrictions upon locomotion before referred to; while tbe
Bt teof Charles II. restored them. By this statute also tt

*ss enacted, that any pereon likely to become chargeable I

any parish might, within forty days of his coming to reside
there, be removed by order of any two justices of the peace to
the parish where he was last legally settled, eithi is a native
konseholder, sojourner, apprentice, or servant, for the space of
farty days at the least. The preamble states, 'That by reason
of some defects in the law, poor people are not restrained from
JT>ing from one parish to another, and therefore do endeavour
to settle themselves in tl s parishes where there is the best
•tock, the largest commons or wastes to build cottages,
wid the most woods for them to burn and destroy ; and when
ftcy have consumed it, then to another parish, and at last

'me rogues and vagabonds, to the great discouragement of
P*riihes to provide stocks where it is liable to be devoured by
•bangers:" it was therefore enacted, 'That it shall and may
be lawful, upon complaint made by tbe churchwardens and
overseers of the poor of any parish to any justice of the peace,
within 40 days after any such person or persons coming so to
settle, M aforesaid, in any tenement under the yearly value of
ten prundn, for any two justice r tire peace, whereof one to
be of tbe quorum of the division w e any person or persons
that are like". e chargeable to t j. ri-h shall come to
ihabit, by their warrant, to remove ai.d y such per.-on
r persons to such parish where he or they were 1 legally

Bottled, either as a native householder, s< r, apprentice,
or servant, for the space oi forty days at the least, unless he
r they shall give sufficient security tor the di e of
the said parish, to be alk *r the said justices." I five
this preamble at length, as showing us the reasons which
led to the introduction of this important measure, and for
t; ? p n]>ose, too, of contrasting tbe habits of the poor of
'bose days with those of our owe. If their predatory habits

•lent conduct rendered it necessary to estab- set-
tlement^ it may be argued that the more orderly pursuits
*nd industrious habits in the present cl nder such restraints
unnecessary. The Act then g- es on to provide, that persons
goi&g into a strange place with a c< te from a clergy

m

and not returning when their work was done, or fallin
^diile in the work, it shall not be accounted a sment

Compared with the statute of Eiiz h, this was a very harsh
measure

; but it continued in operation for many years. The tious but it wGuld'nnt l>e wdf to'nSss them over ogeuier, w
iormer, but for maladministration, might have been in exist- I To this Act we are indebted for the abolition of settlement by would upset the parochial system. That system was

at the abolition of settlement as a thing just within the bounds
Ofpossibility—as a subject to be mentioned, but not discusse

They adduce good arguments in support of their views of relie'

to non-residents, but they do not express an opinion upon the
question of settlement.

The Act of 1834.—We now come to consider the Act
of 1834, the introduction of which most of ns remember,
and under which, with few moditications* *ve are still

livings

better remuneration ; and it may be said that he is not natu-
rally of a migratory disposition. The answer to this would be,
that hitherto no favourable opportunity has been afforded
him. Taught from his youth to look upon his parish as
bis home, he seldom contern plates moving, or exert iog
himself to improve his position. Remove the c*use of
this feeling, and the man's energies will gTad \f be de-
veloped. The parish thraldom Uas so fiw depressed him
that he has no idea of seeking a livelihood beyond i

mediate neighbourhood; and If he were to attempt it. be
light be told by the i»erson to whom he made the Hr*t

It w uld be too much to say that that Act has fuHv answered i application for work, that there were several In th

the purpose for which it was intended ; at the same time it out of work, and that he coold not employ strangers N
nnot he denied that it was a very bene 1 measure. Some can be more depressing to n man willing a:>d anxious •

Persons have remarked «« The old Act w; veil enough it work, than to receive such discouragement; and ik> wonder
had been properly administered." This mav be true ; but we that in course of time be beeomes utterly cah.

know it broke down through administrati6n, and therefore That such eases offcm occur there can be no ci *, and for

some alteration was neces^arv For my own part, I believe the truth of the statement I mte*J appeal to many present

that this was a well-timed and well considered measure, and 1 repsat, this is not the fault oi the master or in it of

that it worked a great improvement. It would be out of placfe the law wider which each is compelled to live. In mar
here, even if time would permit, to go tally into its prov ns; cams, however, the alteration of the Uw of Removal and

but we must notice « int connected with the subject
i
Settlement would bring about a very different ett* ot

beforeus. It very much reduced tbeli lewentsl bolish- things. There would no longer be the fear of ]*rjnancnt

ing many means of obtaining th«n I boliere the following incumbrance it cottages were built for the oo i_ of
«.„.. «,xr~ v*« « :j a ,i ft , " ..i *.- -.;- • cntt la-may now be considered the list of set ts, viz : settle- necessary labourers. Every poor man would then be fro*

ment by birth, settlement
age, settlement by appren

to go where he could best provide for himself a* his

and the idle or unskilful labourer won- have t
by marriage ttlement by parent- to go v

o«hip, ee at .,' vent,^ f£*y ;.^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^
plovmout. as th* inducement that before existed to find

Sim work in bis parish had ceased. e jwsons h:vre

objected to alteration in these laws, on the g*r >und that it

tenement, settlement by estate, settlement by paying parochial

ixes. I will not take up yow time in enlar % upon tboaq,

imr in following any of them through thei:- various rami fie

u«, but it would not \te well to pass
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severely dealt with by the Acta of 1846 and 1848, and even

to some extent by the Act of 1834, and still further by the

Act of last Session. And it must also be borne in mind,

that since that system was introduced, great and important

changes have taken place in our social condition, and

that the present system no longer adapts itself to our

times. Our labourers are now a very different class of

men to what they were even 30 years ago, and that railways

have had their effect upon them as well as upon other classes.

In the first place these undertakings have opened a new field

for their labour, and when constructed have been the means
of conveying them to still further scenes. In fact, the voice of

the country has been generally raised against the present

system, and nine unions out of ten throughout the kingdom
have recorded their approval of the measure passed last

Session. Moreover the parochial system is the result of an

ecclesiastical division, and by all means so let it remain ; but

that is no reason why the interests of the poor should be

sacrificed to it. Enough has been said, 1 trust, to show that

some alteration is necessary, and we will now give a few
minutes to consider the Act of last Session. It cannot, at any
rate, be said of this measure that it did not receive proper

attention, either in its preparation or its discussion. It seems
to have been dreaded by some of its opponents as the pre-

cursor of a union rating, or the abolition of settlement
altogether. It seems to me to be a very mild measure,
not at all calculated to alarm any one—a move in the right
direction, and let us hope an instalment of something
more effectual. The first clause simply substitutes three
years for irremovability instead of five as provided in the
9 and 10 Vic, cap. 66 ; while the 9th enact? that the several

parishes comprised in any union shall contribute to the common
fund thereof in proportion to the annual rateable value of the
lands instead of by averages as heretofore. These appear to me
to be the chief features of the Act, and they certainly

encourage the idea that it is a stepping-stone to something else.

Would it be politic to have recourse to union rating at once?
or is the time ripe for abolishing settlement altogether? The
parish settlement I hold to be injurious, and there can be no
question that its days are numbered.

Objection to a Union Mating.—Let us, therefore, see

what would be the objection to a union rating, assum-

ing for the purpose that it would not be advisable to

abolish the Law of Settlement altogether.

The chief objection, I apprehend, arises from the in-

equality of the burdens of the several parishes com-
prising the union. There is some force in this objection it

must be allowed, but can no plan be devised by which this

objection may be removed ? Would not the principle of averages
assist us ? Supposing that the proportion which each parish

paid to the general fund of the union during the last seven
years were ascertained, and t*ie contribution for the next
seven years grounded upon that. Those parishes which
by good management, or by favourable circumstances,
have kept their rates low, would, during this time at least,

reap the advantage of their position ; while those less favour-
ably situated would continue to pay according to their previous
expenditure. At the end of the first seven years, an average
might be struck again, more nearly assimilating to the general
expenditure ; while at the end of the second seven years a
further assimilation might be made, or the whole union made
to contribute upon the same proportion. The easily-taxed
parishes would, no doubt, exclaim against this arrangement,
and think it very unjust. But is not the present system
unjust towards other parishes? Can any great change be
expected to take place, without injuriously affecting some
interests? *We all know how some towns and roadside inns
suffered from the introduction of railways; but no one would
dream of stopping the construction of these works for the sake
of those interests so affected. It must be so with all great
measures. No. doubt there were individual cases of hardship
upon many parishes when the law of 1834 came into operation ;

but I doubt if any man could be found bold enough to assert
that the Act, on the whole, had not very much improved the
general state of the population. Again, would not those
close parishes derive benefit from improved machinery in
the collecting of rates and administering to the poor re-
lief? Another mode might be adopted—viz,, that all those
now on the list as receiving relief, or who were up to a
certain period in receipt of relief, should continue as long
as they lived, to receive it from their respective parishes, but
that any new recipient should be charged to a common fund of
the union. To some such arrangement we are drifting fast

;

and the only question is, Which is at once the safest, the easiest,
the most just, and the least objectionable way ofgoing to work ?

"Whatever system be adopted, it must (clearly be under the
jurisdiction of the Poor-law Board. The guardians would be
elected then as now ; and the present machinery would be
adopted, with few exceptions. It would perhaps 1>e found
advisable to have paid collectors throughout the union ; and
this would relieve the overseers from a very troublesome
office. Paid collectors are now very generally employed in

r'cultural districts ; and the only difference would be, that
work would be done by officers appointed by the union,

instead of by those appointed by the respective parishes. It
might be urged against this proposal, that the guardians
would not have the same interest in the disbursement of the
money, if it cam£ out of the union fund, as they have at
present, when they deal only, at the board, with the money
supplied by their own parish. This objection, however,
hardly seems a fair one, because, in the first place, they
would still administer a fund to which they contributed

;

and in the next place, they cannot be said now to have any
more control over the fund supplied by their own parish than
any other guardian, of whom there may be over 20 at the
board. Another argument in favour of union-rating is, that
large parishes are invariably found less expensive in 'their
management than small ones. From the returns of 1831, it
appears that the 100 largest parishes in England gave 6«. Vd,
per head maintenance, the 100 intermediate parishes gave 15*.,
while the 100 smallest gave 17. 11*. llrf. per head. The union
would form one parish, and not then more populous than many
poor parishes already. It may be considered a rash measure to
abolish settlements altogether ; but there can be no doubt that
such a step is in contemplation ; and the small end of the
wedge was introduced by the Act of 1848, and has been driven
further by that of last session. That this has been an im-
provement, there can be no doubt ; but I am not one of those
who think it is all that was called for. As I have before
observed, when the Act making 40 days' residence a cause
of settlement was repealed, it waa thought a most
hazardous step; but no ill consequences followed it. To
repeal the law of settlement altogether, taking into consi-
deration the state of the country in the present day, as
compared with what it then was, would be a measure of less
magnitude than the one referred to. No less an authority
than Adam Smith has given his decided opinion upon the sub-
ject ;

" To remove a man who has committed no misdemeanour
from the parish where he chooses to reside, is an evident vio-
lation of natural liberty and justice. The common people of
England, however, *o jealous of their liberty, but, like the
common people of other countries, never rightly understand-
ing wherein it consists, have now for more than a century
together suffered themselves to be exposed to this oppression,
without a remedy. Though men of reflection, too, have some-
times complained of the law of settlement as a public griev-
ance, yet it has never been the object of any general ropular

clamour, such as that against general warrants—an abusive

practice undoubtedly, but such a one as was not likely to occa-

sion any general oppression. There is scarce a poor man in

England of 40 years of age, I will venture to say, who has not,

in some part of his life, felt himself most cruelly oppressed by

this ill-contrived law of settlement." Sir James Graham,

too, during the debates upon the Act of this session, ex-

pressed his belief that the principle of irremovability,

coupled with a union charge, would ultimately lead to the

abolition of the law of settlement, as well as an enlarge-

ment of the area of rating ; and he expressed his opinion

that those changes were desirable. In 18i7, the late Mr.

Buller moved for a committee of inquiry, and it wa3
admitted at the time that this committee thoroughly inves-

tigated the subject, and they came to a resolution declaring

that the power of removing the poor ought to be abolished,

and they added, as their opinion, that the narrowness of

the area" of rating was a source of great evil. These are

great authorities, and I believe their views are pretty

generally entertained by those persons who have given

much attention to the subject. The tendency of recent

legislation has unquestionably been towards this end, espe-

cially the Acts of 1848 and 1861. That of 1834, although
it has not in every way succeeded, still worked so satisfac-

torily that it encouraged further measures, and these also

have been improvements. The Act of 1834 had more espe-
cially for its object the reduction of expenses. Rates for the
relief of the poor were becoming alarming—so much so, in
some parishes, as nearly to be equal with the rent. Hence
something was absolutely necessary. That Act may, there-
fore, be said to be an attempt to lessen pauperism. Those of
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too at no very distant period, will remove the only obstacle to
free labour, by regaling the law of settlemeut altogether. The
country is in a different state now to what it was in 1834 ; but
I believe to that measure we, in a great measure, owe our im-
proved condition. Pauperism by its enactments has been
effectually checked, and it only remains for the Legislature
to give the poor man the opportunity of taking his labour
to the best market without the fear, under any circum-
stances, of his being sent home to his parish without food
or furniture. It may be a question how the abolition of
settlement would affect agricultural parishes and manu-
facturing distiicts respectively. I cannot see that there is

any fear of jealousy on this head, although it must be
admitted that several Acts of Parliament have worked very
diffei'ently to what their promoters intended, and have given
rise to evils of greater magnitude than those which they were
intended to remove. The history of the Poor Law gives
repeated evidence of this. The Acts of 1846, 1848, and now
that of 1861 would seem to have prepared the country in some
measure for the final settlement of the question, and we have,
at all events, the experience of the last fifteen years to guide
us. The Act of 1846 we know was framed with the intention
of relieving the agricultural distiicts from the maintenance, in
their old age, of those persons who had spent the best of their
time in manufacturing districts, but who, when overtaken by
sickness or old age, were removed to their respective parishes
The towns had the benefit of their labours so long as they were
able to work, but as soon as they became burthensome the agri-
cultural parishes had to support them. This Act, making five

years' residence irremovable, in some measure corrected this
evil. The abolition of the law of settlement would cure
it. With the abolition of settlement must we not have
national rating? And how is this to be brought out? It
is no doubt a measure of great magnitude, and will require
considerable deliberation in fixing its principle, and great
care in arranging its details. It would be altogether out
of place here to attempt to deal with this part of the subject.
The Legislature, once impressed with the policy of the
measure, would have no difficulty in devising ana applying the
necessary machinery for its progress. The Tithe Commutation
Act and the Poor Law Act of 1834 afford instances of successful
dealing with intricate subjects ; and it cannot be supposed
that there would be any insurmountable difficulty here. The
Poor Law Board would, no doubt, be able to offer many
valuable suggestions, having for their object the equitable
working of the law, with as little immediate injury to favoured
parishes as possible. Some, however, are favourable to a union
rating, coupled with a repeal of removal by warrants, leaving
the question of settlement unprovided for, as without the
power of removal the law of settlement would be inopera-
tive. Under any circumstances it would be desirable that
the rate raised for the poor should be kept distinct, and
not include rates for police and other county purposes.
At present a fund is raised from every parish for which no
body of men are responsible—a portion being disbursed by the
union, and a portion by the magistrates. This is an anomaly
which ought not to exist. There seems, therefore, to be
two courses open to us, either to have a union rating as pre-
paratory to the abolition of settlement altogether, or to pro-
ceed to the latter at once. To that we shall eventually arrive,
no doubt, and although the change may be a great one, is

there any advantage in a state of transition ? We have seen
very important measures carried lately, without its being
thought necessary to pass through such an ordeal ; and I hope
I shall not be treading on slippery ground if I adduce as an
nstance the abolition of the Corn-laws, Lord John Russell's
proposal of an 8*. duty being considered for such a purpose
quite unnecessary. The Act of George III., to which I have
before referred, providing that poor persons should not be
removed from any parish in which they happened to be
residing, till they became chargeable, although previously
they were subject to removal after 40 days' residence, was a
more hazardous experiment than would be the abolition of
settlement altogether at the present day. The result of my
argument, I submit, has gone to prove that the principle of
irremovability, accompanied by chargeability to the common
fund, has greatly modified the operations of the Poor Laws
since 1846, and it is evident that the country requires an
extension of that principle. I have only further to add that
I am fully impressed with the inadequacy of the present
attempt to do justice to the important subject we are dealing
with. I can only hope that the discussion that will ensue will
elicit further information, and that, moreover, a feeling out of
doors will be the result. If this Club can only succeed in
drawing the attention of the public to the question one irreat
point will have been gained. What great measures have had
small beginnings ! The subject before us, however may now
be said to be fairly launched, Parliament having passed three
Acts within fifteen years, having for their object the palliation
of the present law. Let us hope that the next step will be the
effacing of the law, as regards settlement, from the Poor Law
statutes.

N

every i u feet
- They were oil

1846 and 1S48 seem to have for their object the amelioration of wide and 3 inches deep. If the IitnH
the condition of the poor by enlarging the area of their labour s]onfl + np «„tfpth» mn*r Ko'nnf «n e Z7 ^ l

and residence. Let us hope that future legislation, and that
slope, tne gutters may^be put 60 feet from «A
but if it be very steep, and (there is a ^
water, they may be put 70 or 80 feet apart
find the water sink too fast into[the lancLI

earth or road scrapings over the surface k
fill it up, that the water may pass over to

catch-gutter. In this way I made my fir*L
which took five years to complete. Iafc
manner I have from time to time drained £
land on the farm, and I have now 30 acres of:

which yield a crop of hay from a ton ton
half per acre annually.

Where it is possible to carry water over;

is best to do so ; but the bog itself can be cat

into water meadow. I have lately drained t i-

bog by cutting drains in some parts of it to h
of 7 feet. This bog was 10 acres ; one-halfoft

now watered. The way I manage to prae

flooding water from getting down into the dai:

follows :—I first fill the bottom with fiat stai

their edge one foot ; then a foot of stone

:

small ; on them a 3-inch turf with the gnusdowr

and well trodden in; on this turf I lajonr

which I bring within 6 inches of thesur&oe.

this is done, I pare and burn, manure, and bok

peat in the same manner as I do the otber land

The water gutters should be cut wim tb a>

edge sloping outwards, in order to Ietibittrfc

more freely over the land, and to A*M*
trodden in by cattle or horses passB^«tafc

r

water should never be suffered to wiw&iaWT*

over the grass, more than two or three towiu

without being changed, nor be turneduponlw

order to remain there during frost; but»*
frost set in while the water is on, by no mefflvx

until the frost is gone ; for, if the ^ff
and the frost continues, it will most likelyl***

and kill the grass. After the hayisnw l

J
stock the after-grass with anything but sheep,

«J
under two years old, feeding it down"*]

possible by the 1st of November. IttaJJ

gutters and roll the land in order to begin
i

tffl

soon as the springs begin to break in <*J
November, February, and March are themm
The sides of the mountains in the nortn «

and Wales might be converted to catch *
the same way that I have done mine, p«wjj

water is of good quality and the land ca*

porous to let the water filter gently <w* •

never found turning water over old P48^^
good, as the Grass that comes up is coarae.

and the hay, if mown, is not of good <F

therefore, old pasture is intended for me^

answer best to break it up first, work it c

it well, and seed it down with those trras i

are most congenial for water meadows.

The First Year's Expense per Acn ..
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Paring and burning

Working* land
8
with Finlayson's harrow,

,

4 home*
Harrowing and rolling .

.

60 bushels of lime and carriage

Slaking and spreading lime
Turnip seed .. .. ••

..

Drill and harrowing in seed •• ••
<§

I •

Hoeing Turnips ..

* *

• *

• »

Value of Turnips • •

Farm Memoranda.
Bbendon Farm, Somerset : — With characteristic

Note by Mr. lusey.—At Lady-day, 1816,1 began to
farm 300 acres of land on Brendon Hill, the property
of the Earl of Carnarvon, the elevation of which is

1 000 feet above the sea ; about 200 acres were then
covered with Heath, 60 with Fern, and the remainder
with peat and Moss. Not having hay to give my horses,

First year's outlay
Second Tear.

Cultivating after Turnips
1 bushel of Rye-grass seed •

12 lbs. Red and White Clover, I0d-

6 lbs. Rib-grass seed, id, ••

pAJ\
8owing and harrowing in Grass seeas.

Making water gutters
2 years' ren t of land

To keep of 7 sheep from 1st J^y to

November, 16 weeks, at 8#. eaw*

After-Grass

Total expense ofconverting a waste
m°

aide into water-meadow

untaiD' ,
»

'
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toU

sof*

be aw

lie

I ration I did not plough the land after the ashes

c spread, was that I wished to keep the vegetable

ter that was on or near the surface from getting

to mix with the subsoil.

I MR. PU-KY'S NOTE.

I have known Mr. Koala* farm for many years. It

mds alone on the summit of the wild Exmoor range

mountain laud. If any one asserted that, for a

ahi- outlay, he could enable Heath-covered steeps

rival in produce and value the old grazing grounds

Northamptonshire, he would be regarded as a

[mer. But if any owner of Moors will visit West

iereet or North Devon, he will ascertain the

truth of the statement, as I did five years ago.

I -hat is required is a streamlet trickling down the

mountain side, or a torrent descending rapidly along

Be bottom of the glen. The profit of under-draining

Id arable land appears trifling, when compared with

ie profit of thus forming catch-meadows, which,

ording to Mr. Koals, is more than 1/. interest for V.

ested. The two pages of this Prize Report, which

„te no more than Mr. Roals has himself done, con-

Jn a tal-man by which a mantle of luxuriant!

erdure might be Bpread over the mountain moors

of Wales and Scotland, of Kerry and Connemara.

If the plain means of improvement and employment

ire still neglected, it will be impossible not to tax

the owners of those needless deserts with supineness ;

and difficult to deny that they hold in their hands

TOoreJof this country's surface than they are able to man-

ige for their own good or for the good of the community.

From Journal of the English Agricultural Society.

sightly, and even in their wool, before they have been

exhibited. I would beg leave to say that whether the

above remark may happen to be well founded or not, 1

shall request that any sheep which may be entered for

my prize, and may appear to the judges to have been

subjected to any ot the manoeuvres of the dressing

room, mav, ipso facto, be disqualified. I would add

that if you will lend your powerful aid to the dis-

couragement of such practices—which are at lea st

believed to be common among exhibitors of sheep at

agricultural shows—vou will, I am well assured, earn

the gratitude of all those who wish to see the merits of

competing animals fairly tested, and of none more than

of Dartmouth. Patshull, Dec. 6.

Drainage Season.

E of ESTATES by Commission or Contract.
52, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.
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Miscellaneous.
On the AUVdu of Particular Crops of Grain to

Cope with Wet Seasons.—Let it be supposed that the

toil is in good manurial condition, and that the wetness

extends throughout the entire period of growth, then

ie Oat will certainly sustain the least injury, and

Wheat the most. Should an excess of wetness be con-

fined to the period of harvesting, then Barley will be

least injured, and Oats the most. These conclusions

are unquestionably just when the crops are bound into

sheaves and properly stooked, although the case may be

otherwise when the crops are harvested like hay. The i

Oat being found congenial to high latitudes and ripening

at a low temperature, accounts for the plant being

found able to cope with wet seasons. And from

the ears of Barley adhering closely and securely, and

being entirely free from chaff, rain seldom penetrates

far into the sheaves, and wet ears are easily dried, and

hence this grain is seldom injured by sprouting in the

field. In 1857 the Wheat and Oat crops of East

Ionian were most extensively injured by sprout, while

Harlev was little affected. The power of Barley to cope

with "wet harvests is universally admitted by the

farmers of this county. With Wheat and Oats the case

is very different. Sheaves of these grains readily admit

rain, and from their seeds being enveloped with chaff

which long retains moisture, they are easily sprouted,

and more especially Oats. In 1857, in a field of unripe

Wheat standing upright in an exposed situation, I found

5 per cent, of the grains sprouted. As a general rule

the riper and drier the grains are the sooner do they

sprout in a wet harvest, and hence the advantage of a

reaping machine in expediting the cutting down of

crops before they have attained full maturity. On
ihe Relative Productiveness of IXfficrent Sorts in

Ordinary Seasons : On this important subject little

seems to be known on this side of the Tweed, and no

Agricultural Society has seriously entered upon its

investigation. The Wheat plant has long occupied my
attention, but I am not aware of any trustworthy

evidence proving that one variety is better than

another, and with farmers all is guesswork regarding

the productiveness of sorts. Some individuals have

their favourite, kinds, but as a general rule one variety

succeeds another in popularity like ladies' bonnets, for

the reason that they are fashionable. I have made no

distinction between productiveness and value. Some

torts are productive in grain of inferior quality, yet

not so valuable as a less productive kind. Mr. Patrick

SKrreff, in the Bath and West of England Journal.

Practice males Perfect {!)—-The truth cannot be

denied, it is becoming more irresistibly evident every

day, that " practice maketh perfect " only in reference

to the individual; that so far from the oldest arts

Being the most advanced, they are, on the contrary,

standing memorials of the backward state of the human
mind at the time of their birth and early rearing.

The mind of man has set its physical marks upon

matter in a way that enables us to affix the commenc ng

era of an art, as easily and as surely as an architect

would give you the " century " of a church window, or

a geologist date the " period " of a fossil. Hoskyns.

Prizes for Sheep.—May I request you to give me a

very small corner in an early impression of The Times

to explain the conditions upon which I have offered for

competition, at the Birmingham Fat Cattle and Sheep

Show of 1862, a silver cup of the value of 10/. ? The
eup in question I wish to be awarded " to the best pen
of shearling wethers, which must have been shorn bare

since May 1, 1862, and not touched subsequently by
the shears, unless when used for trimming the heads

and legs of the animals competing for this prize." I

nave heard—as, no doubt, have also many of your

waders—of sheen beinjr singred in order to render them

Calendar of Operations.
DECEMBER.

West Sussex, Dec. 10.—Since our last report we have had the

weather very unfavourable for sowing Wheat, and there is

still a (?nod deal to put in ; for the past month it has been

impossible to work the heavier lands, and even the lighter soils

have not worked kindly, and there will be a larger proportion

than ueual put in with the spring kinds. We do not remember

the weather going so rapidly from one extreme to the other;

up to the 6th N nl.erwe had it vi-ry favourable, and wo
thought ourselves very forward, but since then we have not

been able to do a dav's work properly. The same unpropitious

change has been against the taking up of the Mangel crop with

any degree of comfort, and severe white frosts occurring at in-

tervals have injured many of them to some extent. As a general

rule it is not safe to leave them in the ground after October.

Swedes and Turnips are likely to stand the season very well,

and as they are generally a good crop, feed will be plentiful.

A very high price was spokeu of for hay in the early part of

the autumn; but the weather having continued so long open

has had a depressing effect upon it. Our market is well sup-

plied with every kind of corn ; the Wheat is above average

quality. Barley rather below, and very plentiful, prices being

6*. to 10«. lower than last year. Our Christmas show of fat

stock, though not so large as last year, was better in quality

;

but the market was smaller and the quality inferior to that of

any year that I have seen it, and as a consequence good beef

brought as much as 5a. Sd. to 6*. per stone. G. S.

Isle of Ely, Dec. 16.—The very sudden removal of the

Prince Consort casts a deep gloom over the agricultural, as it

does over the other interests of the country. To-day one can

hardly realise the fact that his Royal Highness is no more. It

was literally but the other day that the agricultural public was
inspecting those beautiful symmetrical animals at the Baker

Street Bazaar, which had been grazed by the Prince, and bad

been sent there for competition. The agricultural world, too,

was anticipating with no ordinary feelings of pleasure the

next years Show of the Royal Agricultural Society at

Battersea Park, under the presidency of his Royal High-

ness. How soon are our hopes blighted, and our ioys

withered ! We have sustained a great national loss.

But whilst we mourn and sorrow, we would bow with

submission. May her Majesty and her bereaved family

be divinely sustained! But we must leave this sorrowful

event, much as the mind seems to linger upon it, and

turn our thoughts to the obiect we more especially have before

us. The weather during the last four weeks has been very

variable—frost and storms alternating ; but the last 10 days

have been uniformly mild and growing. The late sown
Wheats are now showing themselve aid generally present a

very favourable appearance, and should this beautiful weather
continue another week, but very little will remain under-

ground, but nearly every field will present a green and pro-

mising hue. A few of the earlier sown Wheats on fen lands,

where they were up in October or early in November are

slightly injured by the severe frosts we have expe-

rienced. The frost has broken the stem in the ground,

and has consequently, to some extent, thinned the

DRAINAGE OUTFALLS. — The most simple,
expeditious, and inexpensive powers for obtaining the

right of making Outfall Drains, Cuttings, <fcc, through the

Lands of adjoining Proprietors, are under the WEST of

ENGLAND DRAINAGE and INCLOSURE COMPANY'S
ACT, and there is no necessity for separate proceedings such

as Petitions, Special Act of Parliament, Commissions of Sewers,

or Drainage Boards, &c.

Draining, Inclosing, Irrigating, Warping, Road Making, and

all kind of Land Improvements executed on Entailed,

Mortgaged, or other Properties ; the whole cost can be a Charge

on the Lands permanently, or it might be made redeemable at

any fixed time in one or more sums or by half yearly insta!'

men ts over any term of years, at the option of Proprietors.

Frederick Brodie, Secretary.

Offices—Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street. London, S.W.

Land Drainage.

WORKS of DRAINAGE of anv extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may bo made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title bei»g required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings arc executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by
their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPAN i\—
JL Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Aoents, Surveyors, Ac,

in England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the bank*

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the inv
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvement*,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being
of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.

For further information, and for forms of application, apply
ana nas wuncqucuuj, .~ **,****, «——

—

>i -~ — to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

plant. But taking the growing Wheats as a whole, and con ^ Qld Palace Yftrd, Westminster, S.W.
sidering the fine condition of the ground, we should be ——

—

m,^.
,. °* _.. i.i „,*„* ~„ma~* »« rQfr*rA this omn «nH Ma Parkes Steel Difrsnx
disposed at the present moment to regard this crop and its

prospects very favourably. The other work upon the farm is

at this season generally of a routine character. We find deep

cultivation is still in favour, and very properly so. Howard's

H H H plough on the gravelly soils, and his crunch plough on

the black lands we see daily at work. These are most efficient

implements, and ought to be possessed and employed by every

Fen farmer. The American question excites considerable

attention and somewhat influences the price of corn. Markets

have slightly advanced, but are again quiet, and rather lower.

Store cattle and sheep realize high prices. Meat is not so high

as is sometimes the case at Christmas.— Tour Fen Reporter.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
Tor the week that ended Decrmher 19 ;

observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford , Wallinzford.

T«kpk»atces OT Aia.

m
,1 . c j

Friday 13

Saturday f 14
Sunday Z 15

Monday 16

Tuesday 17
Wednesday 18
Thursday 19

* *

* *

• •

» *

Dejrs.

48.0

56.0
59.0

59
49.0
42.n

61.0

o

Tempera-
ture of

Soil 1 foot Rain,
below the
Surface.

Wind

3
6

«

DoKS. Dees
51.0

51.0
47.0

49.0

51.0

44.0

47.0

Deg*.
45

45.5
44.5
44.5
45.0

45.0

44.5

Ins.
O.09
0.04

o!io

S.
S.W.

29.32

29.87
W. 13012
W. 30.15

N.W 30.09

IN .W.
0.02 N .E.

29.89

30.14

Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.,

London, being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these

celebrated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from

which their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'8 PATENT AMERICAN CHURN has obtained

the FIRST PRIZE given by the Royal Agricultural Society at

every Meeting since 1850. It is strongly recommended as the

most perfect Churn now in use. Full particulars sent on
application.

Agricultural Machinery.
CHAFF CUTTERS. TURNIP CUTTERS, PULPERS, MILL8,.

PLOUGHS, HARROWS, CARTS, Ac, Delivered Carriage Free.

Burgess A Key. Manufacturers, 95, Newgate Street, London.

PRICE LISTS free per Post.
"

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL Ain> SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and

is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary

labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at

the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from

whom the most nattering testimonials have been received,

which Hill & Smith will Forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1*. 6i. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or 1*. 8d. per gallon paid to any station in

the kingdom.

Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dud'ey, and 76, Cannon Street, E.C., from whom only it can

be obtained.
,

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
Important to Gardekkrs—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following:

letter from G. Glekny, Esq., the celebrated F^™J-- _ .

-Gentlemen,-! have worn Gutta Percha 8oles and Heele

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neoea-

£rUy am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states I

wild on no account be without them. As a ™"er
J
of

Iconomv I would recommend Gardeners to use them, tor they

S! wir the worn part at all timea by warming th«

S2«Sfifthe 6re, and pressing it from the thick parts to^the

~;™TartA as easily as if it were so much dough. I think it

JSdJSrf5 pES* who must occasionally wet the.rfeet to

£w 1 material that completely defies damp. Mani

gtXU wo^eacape colds
P
and rheumatism by the w,

Gutta Percha Soles. Your obedient servant, G. Gi^nnt.

Fverv variety of Gutta Percha articles, such.as ITmiianas,

Tubta? Soleaf Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets Bosse*
lut.ing, w»j<»,

'oottles Bowls, Chamber \essels, Toilet

TrC SpongeS£ft5^1^^™te*W CsXh°-

JvTt^&c. manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company,

ttaoun* ,
' ^ "-

w-ffl .fp andTOld^y their wholesale dealera in to»n

Rape Cakk: B J. If you will steam it the'disagreeable*

taste
.

and^^ Percha CoMPANY , Patentees, 18. Wharf Road,

will leave it. Or you may boil it and 'throw ^ver mixed
|
« London? E c>

pulp and chaff. After a while they will take it readily.
,
W

i readinps are taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima and

Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The

Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Ram-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

Notices to Correspondents.
Poultry.—We are, when going to press, in the beginning of

the Christmas market. That renders quotation difficult.

There is much excitement, but there is also constant change^

It may be generally said and believed that being of first-rate

quality and equal in that respect, Turkeys may be estimatea

by the lb. up to 10 lbs. for hens, and 15 for cocks, from 9d.

to lOd. per lb. will be about the average.

Large Fowls Each 4#. od. to 5*. va.

Smaller ditto

Chickens
Geese .

.

Ducks
Pheasants
Partridges
Pigeons
Hares ..

Rabbits
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MuSGRAVE'S PATENT STABLE FITTINGS
and HARMLESS LOOSE BOXES, PATENT IRON

COW HOUSE FITTINGS, and IRON PIGGERIES.
These inventions are recom-

mended as possessing numerous
advantages not to be found in

anything hitherto made. At
the late Meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society at Leeds,

Musgrave Brothers received a

Silver Medal, and two Awards
of " Highly Commended," being

the only Prizes conferred on any competitor in this class.

Particulars sent on application to the Inventors and Makers,

Musgrave Brothers, Ann Street Iron Works. Belfast.

H N VV A K N E ii AND SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers. Braziers, &c,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not
exceeding 25 feet in depth.
Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £
2iin.shortlft.7in. / Fitted for lead, ) 1

2| ,, long 3 „ 3 „ I gutta percha ' 1

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS
for Ridge aDd Furrow Roofs, Conservatories, Manu-

factories, Skylights, Workshops, Public Buildings, Rail-

way Stations, Offices, Mills, Market Halls, Orchard

Houses, &c.

Cut to the Sizes ordered.

Under 8 by 6.. ..

8 by 6 and under 10 by 8

10 by 8
14 by 10

Thickness.

1£ ft. sup.

3
4
5
6
8

10
12
15
20

)7

tl

it

»»

»>

»»

»>

*>

»>

>>

14 by 10

1£ feet sup. if not)
above 20 in. long J

3 ft. ori/above 20 and
j

not above 30 in. . . )

4

5
6
8

10
12
15
20
25

20

„ 30
99 >9

99

99

H
9t

9*

99

*y

35,,
40 „
45 „
55 „
05 „
75 „

35
40
45
55
65

75
90

* *

•

« «

• •

*

* -

% t

OsAd
5

3 „ ditto 3 ,,

34 „ ditto 3 „
4 .. ditto 3>» »>

6
6

>>

9%

ft

—-| or cast iron

j
flanged pipe 2

\ as required. -

1

10

4

9
IS

jy

• •

6

7

74
8

84
9
9

9

0s. b'l

6

74

S

No. 35.

24 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2£„long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons'
Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure onthe stand, the legs ofwhich

(

fold together, and it may be carried
with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ i. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of
Planished Copper .. ..340

Stand and Pump, with plain
Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-
tion Pipe 2

2-inch India Rubber and Can-
vas Flexible Suction Pipe,
on wires, in either 10, 12, or
15 feet lengths . . per foot
No. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,

without stand, but with strong
wrought-iron straps, for fixing to

crater cart or plank, price 21. 5*.

Every description of Machinery for "Raisiii^ Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps. Ac. ; aTso Firo an! Gar-
dan Engines, Ac.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on
application.
The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Phi rubor

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,
John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London. E.C.

AKNAKD, BISHOP, ato BARNaKDS,
Norwich.

FURTHER REDUCTION in the PRICE of WIRE
NETTING.—April, 1861.

90 ,,100 ..

QUARRIES
BENDING, ordinary curves .. ..|06 09(10

Packed in Boxes of 50 Feet each.
6 by 4 and 6£ by 44 . . .

.

per Box 10a. GtZ.

10

11

1 1

6
6

H
9

9J
10

o 104
10*

o 104
11

0s. 6d
7
9

94

10

10*
11

o 114

DEANE'S TABLE CUTLERY
, t

-
than 150 years, remains un\Ln

elebr»^
cheapness. The Stock is mjt^* *»^
affording a choice suited to the fuS® **
purchaser. The following are «£>,«?» *** «W
Handled Knives-each blade being IV>» H?'
our name, and warranted. Vaa beat - -

Table Knives, per doz
Dessert ditto

s. d.

14

12

». <L

16

12

56

2&0
15

66

1

1 9

7
9

1

1
1

1

1

1

2
3

Carvers, Joint, per pair..
| 4 6

ELECTRO-PLATED SPOONS and Va>the above.-The best manufacture X° H

plated. Every article stamped with oS^**£
Fiddle. - ^^

7

S

9

99

>9

9*

5

6
7

99 99

**

12
13
15

6
74 „ 54
84 „ 6* ..

94 „ 7i and 10 by 8

Subject to discount in quantity.

London Agents: James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate
Street Without, London, E.C
""

OSEPH HAYWOOD

9

2 5

J

Table Spoons, per doz.
Table Forks „
Dessert Forks M
Dessert Spoons „
Tea Spoons .,

Deaxe & Co.'s New Illustrated Oakll
"

Dishing List may be had on appllt^^
embraces the leading articles from allI tff •

ments of their Establishment, and is am*.?!!
1

purchasers in the selection of goods irEi^
Cutlery. Electro-plate, Lamps, Baths,' FenffIron Bedsteads Bedding, Britannia&
and Brass Goods, Culinary Utensils, Tnra»

AND CO.,

Manufacturers of

Mats, <fcc.

Deane & Co., London Bridge. Established

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

PIBNDERS,
C~

CHIMNEY PI^«o.—buyers 01 me above**
before finally deciding, to visit fWiua* & \

s T v r s, mumCHIMNEY PIECES.-Buyers of the above

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

No. 42.

SHOW-ROOMS. They contain such an mFRNDERS, STOVES, RANGES, CHIMNCTflS
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY il
approached elsewhere, either for variety, noveb.
design, or exquisiteuess of workmanship. ' Bit
ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, Si lko !

Bronzed Fenders, with standards, 7a. to5L \h\Hd-
3/. 3*. to 11/. ; ditto, with rrich ormolu ornamenifc
to 181. ; Chimney-pieces, from 11. 8«. toSOL-Rnfe
2*. 3d. the set to 4/. 4s. The BURTON andallottei
STOVE8, with radiating hearth-plates.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, and LAMPS.-*;
S. Burton has SIX LARGE SHOf BOO*

JTYLOK ATfD SONS' exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of LAMPii

• PATENT IRON PUMP and METALLIC BEDSTEADS. The stock of eachit^

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,

&c. Price 25s. 6V. each.

IRON YARD
, and
GARDEN PUMPS

3 feet 6 inches under snout
51 8 ?,\ inch

43s. 5Zs. CO.?. each.

largest, newest, and most varied ever submittal (1 tin

and marked at prices proportionate with those tbtlw
to make his establishment the most dis'iguiAa.

country.

Bedsteads, from . . . . 12*. 6d. to $ k *
Shower Baths, from . . 8 to 6 ,

Lamps (Moderateur), from 6 t» f f »

(All other kinds at thesunentyl

Pure Colza Oil inpap^

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS whfch do not require
any fixing below the level of
the ground.

PUMPS ofJ.Tylor & Sons'
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor Sz 8ons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lai
Newgate Street, London, E.C

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.-^ v* «r

assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in foi**Mw
ranted, is on sale at William 8. B u*t<*X UV***

[

remunerative only because of the largenm*****
and a half inch Ivory-handled Tablt Knins, J
shoulders, 12*. 6d. per dozen; Desserts tomW, »£
balance, 6d. per dozen extra; Carvers, 4i. 34 *!*>»

sij5e» from 2>)s. to 27s. per dozen ; extn toe m*
,40i.to 50s.; Whitlow 1*j5

Paxtou Works, Sheffield, Established 1738.

Barnard, Bishop, & Barnards beg to inform their
mends and the public tbat they have made a further reductionm the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and also that all
their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, and durability.

Japanned
Galvanised. Iron,
per yard, per yard.

WJ
£

« - * - ©auge.
2-mcn mesh,24 inches wide . . Ko. 19
2-inch
2-inch
2-inch

1 |-inch

1 1-inch

1%-inch

S A
.'.-l-rv^

COOKE^ warranted PRIZEFRL WGmd BUDDISG KNIVES, SCISSORS, Ac

the ee*
&"' " Nttnw^w and *»* Merchants in

2i-inch „

»» #» m * • » 18
>» >> »» • • 9t 17
»> 91 99 • • 79 16
99 »» 99 • • 99 H»
99 99 »F • • 99 S3
99 99 M • 1 99 17

4*d.
5

8
•M

7

9

• •

• •

4
5
6*
4
4|

W Important to Gardeners.
EW refil to inform that we are now

1T1T1, "1™ A a 'L " " i6 9 •' 7
All the above kinds can be made any width funder 6 feet)

at proportionate prices.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 7h.L per yard, S feet wide.
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, lid. per
yard 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every me.-- from half an
inch to 6 inches.

with Silver Ferrules. „ .

C>8. per dozen ; Desserts, 5s. ; Carvers, St. id- V* jTiJ
horn Table Knives, 7*. 4d. per dozen; Dess«rte,»^J

%. W. ,* Black-wood handled Table Knifes wd wj|
dozen ; Table Steels from la, each. Thetatf**''
ence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks in &*mw\
wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

JJAM S. BUTTON'S GENEt-

ISHIXP, TROXMONCERY CATAI.W
had gratis, and free by post. It wntoutfJJJj
Illustrations of his illimited Stock of SteP^J
Electro Plated, Nickel Silver, and Britanwi £
Dish Covers, Hot Water Dishes. Stoves, 9^L
Chimneypieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, vf*r\jt
Urns, and Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, pW*
Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding,

JJ
Cabinet Furniture, &c., with Lists of P™*;^
20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Strwj, "j»

,

and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perrf* lw"-

Newman Mews, London.

Dr. de Jongo's .

(Knioht of tub ouderof l' l0POL??.'t;E

J5HOWN COD LI^K,

by the most eminent me

safest, speediest, and *<**** <*
COMOMPTI-.X, < lOITIG BRONCHIA ^"Jrfr

« I J 1ATJSM, GOVI s BRAL DEBJUTY, Um^ ^
IIivkkm. Infantile Wasting, a» Jl 8cB0

*l,
r tf&

I« incomparably supenor to every oinc

LIGHT BROWN
1prescribed

tli© world as the

SlU JOSEPH
'bassy at Paris

Select Medical 0£2Ent»*f!

aris.-"X have freauflnjg P

more durable in wear

disrtf if ."intmer.
marks w- l cauae ^e p^^;

Prize Medal, Paris Exhibition 1856

Oil ij> ja^fcri- 1 to any other, ted10**™''
mending a gen linear . md no! o«*

ue js

in wbich the efficacy of this inva f*,^ tT^
Dr. LANK TER, F.R S , ^Pdnn^^5

Collection, ith Kensington Jfu«e«rn

.

fo iy

Oil sold under Dr. de J ^^s ^
t, A a „. a

r,Tie8
'
mpri>vr Mesn{"ldC1«the8Bniahe8j^ireauine to »«y other kind as wgar

B»lffi8&1!™»^5W« -W«? ynm j fc^i a^l-TEteSe-^ Brn ^mb!^ efficacy."

^cnuioew^
O

ROPE FENCIKO, suitable for the home - ,* the colonies ££ ,cr>' f^^Toilet. The Tooth Brush

aiiil *Sf^! ^?J •
inch? J proo« -

tindaro>, 8 feat

SShlSo SSfnf p"
10" str

?if"
n^ P ( ld fining screw*^ 1VK) yarda of Fencing, lOd. per v«rd.

Iiiustrat«d Catalogues, with prices of e v variety of WireFenctn^d Wire Netting, forwarded fm on appUcafion.

between the divi.ioi.8of" *£*&£a*nd"clean^^^?
tually-the hai r, never come loose

them '"°8t
'

C "

M., B., k
; ('...'a

1
new and delicious Perfumes the FairvBouquet and the Oxfordand Cambridge BouqTt. iTbotSZ

F^Wdtr , i'
F
Sr' boxJ

METCALFE
* ^bnrted Alkaline Toot

,. So'e Establishment, I30b and 131 Oxford &»<>» oa ~*a oa^ doors We.t from Holies Street, London^W "

•1

Bn d* JowwJ's Lro»T Ban ^if'q^ 9^
•1 laboJIedS-ith his stan. "d ^. t<ibk ^

KOWK CAN P0asj.LV BE OEMUIN E, ^J* , ^r. r

SOLE OOMp^^ H^*

Caction.—Bewwfcof Proposea^—
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Novelties for 1862.

BARK and SUGDEX, Seed Merchants and

Floriots, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

In the Prem, and wilJ shortly be Published, for 1862,

SPRING SEED CATALOGUE, or GUrDE to the KITCHEN
tnd FLOWER GARDEN. Arranged and Classified on an

entirely new principle.

Striking Novelties for 1862,

Which Barr & Scgden- have received from their Special

Sardinian Correspondent, who has for many years devoted his

attention to improving the CARNATION', PICOT and

PELARGONIUM, and who has also been eminent for bii

focoeas in saving seeds from rare and ohoice Plants, and thus

secured for himself a Etiropean reput m.
LIST of NOVELTIES for 1862.

New Cinerarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums.

Fand A. SMITH can still supply a few sets of

• their New GLOXINIAS, CINERARIAS, and PELAR-
GONIUMS. .*-_
See Gardener* Chronicle of Oct. 5, and CATALOGUE,

which may be had gratis.

Dulwich, Surrey, 8.

New Azalea indica.

JIYEftY AND ? S feel much pit ire in offering

• their two beautiful Seedlinga, CAl ITION and

TRICOLOR, small plants at 10«. 6d., and larger at 21*. each.

They are fully described in our CATALOGUE, with all other

Nov. * of the Season, which will be forwarded post free

upon application.

A fino lot of half Specimens and Standards for Sale.

Dorking Nursery.—Dec. 28.

IN )DODi:NDRONS. — An immense Stock of

i Hybrid and Common RHODODENDRONS, inches to

3 feet, "i* offered at a low price, by W. H. Rogers, Red

Lodge Vartery, Southampton ; also a fine collection of

SCARLET and other beautiful varieties, under name.

A CATALOGUE of General NURSERY STOCK, extending

ever 60 acres, may be had on application.

HOLLAND and BAYLEY can now supply from
their unrivalled colh ion the heaviest and finest-

flavoured LANC HIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES, in strong

3 and 4 years old plants, at 6#. per dozen.

CATALOGUES, containing Priced Lists of Florists' Flowers,

Fruits. &c., on application.

Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, near Manchester,

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, and BAWTREE,
Seed Merchants and Growers, Basingstoke, Andover,

and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, B.C.

Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cake?,
Cotton Seed Cakea, Ac, of best quality at Market Prices.

Genuine Italian Rye-gran.

MR. S. A. DAINTREE, of Fendrayton, St Ires,

Hunts, has harvested a lot of this Seed, in fine condi-

tion (produced from the second cut of Foreign Italian), weigh-
ing 21 lbs. per bushel, and is delivering at the Great Northern
or Eastern Counties Railway at 7s. per bushel, or 56s. per

auarter. He invites the special attention of Growers to it, from
-e fact that, owing to its extraordinary weight and quality,

one bushel is sufficient to sow au acre. Samples forwarded

M

"XTKTTING for SHEEPFOLDS. made of Cocoa Nut
1\ Fibre. Price id. per yard, COCOA NUT CORD for

THATCHING — Wildry and Co., Manufacturer of Cocoa Nut
Matting and Mats, Holland Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

WOODEN FENCING. — The cheapest lasting—

TALLOW STAVES, 5#. per 100, at

Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited, Belmont,

Vauxhall, London,

LNTON and CO. have REMOVED from Albion

Place, Blackfriars, to 50. Conduit Street, Regent Sh eet, W.
ENCAUSTK ml other PAVEMENTS, EARTHEN WARF

and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

Manufactory: stoke-upon-Trent.— Dec. 2v

YA SES and B ALUST 1 5 VDING for GARDENS
executed in AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, which has

been extensively used in Scotland for more than 20 years.

Ai'stjn-, Seeley, & Co., 87 1—375, Euston Road (formerly

New Road ), Regent's Park, N. W.

Wind Power.

J["

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Sonthwark, S.E.,

' • begs to .nn intending purchasers that he has now
increased fa for nufacturing the Patent WIND
ENi INES for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping, Ac.

Pro«pectusea and all information may be obtained by

enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected a Premises daily.

Prices Reduced.

HJ. MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IKON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roof3 ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, and neatest Roofing in use; also Spouting at 10£d. per yard.

* WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING

T
Horticultural Glass Warehouse.

H O M A S M I L L I N g T O N
S7, BISHOPSGATE Bl i:i ITIIOUT, E.C.

LISTS forwarded on application

GLASS lor G R 8 E N 11 O I S E sT-

SHEET GLASS, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.

Boxes included.

11 by 9, 12 by 9. 13 by 9,

12

IS
H „
18 „
16 „
19
16
19

M
* »

10,

11.

12,

12,

13,

13,

M,
14,

13 „
14 „
15 „
19 „
17,,
20 „
17 „
20 „

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

14
15

16
20
18
21

M
»»

M
»»

»»

»»

18 „
21 ff

10,

11.

12,
12
13
13
14
14

14 by
15
16
17 „

9f

9
10

11
12

3rds.

}
14*. 0d.

4ths.

12*. &?.

16«.0i. 13«.6d.

per 100 feet.

• *

ugUah Glass of the above sizes, ISs. per 100 feet

.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, W 100 fket Boxes.

6 by 4 6* by 4* 7 by 5 74 by 6*
j 1U6flf>

8„ 6 8* „ H
12 6

21 oz.

£0 18>.

1 3
1 9

(free) on application.
Address as above, and please to apply early.

ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES and VINES.
Winter wash with

GISHURST COMPOUND,
recommended by Mr. Rivers.

See "Orchard House," ninth

edition ; and see Mr. Pear-

son's recommendation in

Cottage Gardener, 10th Sept.

,

1861.

Sold retail by Nurserymen

and Seedsmen in boxes Is.,

3*., and 10*. 6d. each.

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neal est fence in use. will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, from Is. per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

Fencing supplied.

{GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 4td., 4±d.,

and 62d. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, %l<l., 3|<i., and
b±d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHATN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS*: FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, &c.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 2s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines. Villages, &c. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to
an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henrt J. Morton- & Co., 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

9 „ 7 94 „ 74 J

10 „ 8 10* „ Si
Boxes 2*. each, returnable at full price.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in. \ 16 oz.

20 in. by 13 in. f Common 13*. M.
20 in. by 14 in. (

Superior do 16

20 in. by 15 in. / English Glass .. .. 18
The above prices include the Boxes.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent Plate and Polished

Plate Glass. Ornamental sad Colour, d Glass.

London Agents for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints

of various colours ground ready for use.

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description of

Glass for Horticultural purposes.

Jave3 Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without,

London, E.C-

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS have
proved to be the best, and have carried off every prize

that has been given in all cases of competition. They are

noiseless in working, self-sharpening, self-cleaning, simple in

construction, and easier to work and less liable to get out of

order than any other Lawn Mowers extant.

Illustrated Price Lists may be had of THOMAS Green, Smith-

field Iron Works, Leeds ; or 2, Victoria street. Holborn Hill,

London, E.C.
N.B. Old Machines repaired and made as good as new.

~~

OSKi'H HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers or

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

njamorjran Works. Sheffiel

J

Red Spider Magnified.

Wholesale by

Price's Patknt Candle Co.,

Limited.

NEAL'S PATENT
PASTILS.

APIII-

O H N WARNER and SON S,
Bell and Brass Fotndkrs to TTer Majesty,

Hydraulic Enoinkers. Braziers, Ac,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Well* not
exceeding feet in depth-
Diameter
of Barred. Height. £ $. H.

2£ in. short lft. 7 in. I Fitted for lead, \ 110
2J ,» long 3 ,, 3 „ pitta perch* ' 1 10
3 ,, ditto 3 „ 6 „ or cast iron 12 4

The following is one of upwards of

70 Testimonials received by J. Neal
from gentlemen personally unknown
to him.

•• 1 beg to bear my testimony to the
value of Real's Pastils, and their effi-

cacy in destroying, most effectually,

the Green Fly without any trouble,

and at a nominal expense, when com-
pared wit 11 ihe use of Tobacco or even
Tobacco Paper.

*'James Sanders,
" Nursery Grounds, Abergavenny.*

3£„ ditto 8 „
4 „ ditto 3 ,,

No. 35.

6 M flanged pipe .2 9

6 „ as required. ) 2 18

24„ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2J „ lone ditto ditto ditto 2 14
This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Soxrf

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, ^ d Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

JTYLOK am» ><)\
• PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot-Housea,

&c- Price 25j. 6<f. each.

YARD
id

GARDFN PUMPS
3 feet a inches under spout

2$ 3 3* inch
43<. 53*. 60s. each.

J. Tylor and £ s manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
W I ! I jTjS which do not require

»y fixing below the level of
the ground.

PUMPS of J.Tylor & Sovs'
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kits »ra.

J. Tylor & Soxs, Manu-
facturers, Warw ick Lan e,

Newgate ''eet. London, E.C.

Bold by all principal Seedsmen.

1* and 2*. per packet.

Magnified Aphid Patentee, J. Nical, Birmingham.

Parkes
1

Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, EC,
London, being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these

lebraU Tools, have always a large Stock on 1 1 from
which their Cu mers may select what they mav re re.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN has obtained
the FIRST PRIZE given by the R il Agricultural Society at
every Meeting since 1 K It is strongly re. nded as the
most perfect Churn now iu use. Full particular* bent on
application.

Agricultural Machinery.
CHAFF CUTTERS. TURNIP* UTT; PULPERS, MTLLrU> ;gh IARROWS, CARTS, &c, Delivered Carriage Pre

PiSo
KaK5 & KkT

' Manufacturers, 95, Newgate Street, London.miCE LISTS free per Poet.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in acti-n. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely
to corrode, and nan be raised or lowered
at pleasure onthe stand, thelegsofwhich
jfold together, and it may be carried
with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ $. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of

Planished Copper .. ..340
Stand and Pump, with plain

Tail Pipe, ior tying on Suc-

tion Pipe
2-inch India Rubber and Can-

vas Flexible Suction Pipe,

on wires, in either 10, IS, or

15 feet lenp .- per toot

No. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,

Without stand, but with
^
atroi

wrougiit-iron straps, for fixing |

water cart or plank, price 5*.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by mear

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, fefc ; also Fire and Gar-

den Engines, &n.
J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on

application.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber
in Town or Country, or of the Patentees ami Mtuifactoirers,

Johk Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

Paxton Works, Sheffield, Established 1738.

SATNOR and OOOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES. SCISSORS. Ac

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
>a t'irce Kinedom*.

2 9

2 5

No. 42.

Important to Gardeners.

WE bee respectfully to inform you I t we are now
supplying Nurserymen and S«*i Merchants v 1 an

article superior in qnalitv aavthing we have h > been
able to offer, in PRUNING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING
KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING 8C , GARDEN
SHEARS, <tc. owing to their being ten \ under an
ei ely new process, which renders the blade and
not liable to break, and also gives the edge a lasting
keenness which we can warrant them to retain for at
least double the time they would under the old method of
tem|>erincr, thus f itating the work and saving the time
u ily lost by having constantly to renew the l<je by
sharpening, consequently making- "them more durable in wear
sad better adapted for all kinds of work, every blade being
guaranteed of the same temper.
Caution. None are genuine except marked Saynor, or

Satxor, Maker. Other marks would cause the purchaser
disappointment.

;:-'
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Hardy Japanese Plants, New Roses, &c.

JOHN STANDISH has great pleasure in submit-

ting the above to the consideration of his friends and the

public in general, far exceeding in interest any that he has

ever had the opportunity of serding out at any one time.

For a DESCRIPTIVE LIST of NEW FERNS, HARDY
JAPANESE PLANTS,NEW ROSES, &c.,see Gardeners' Chronicle

for the first Saturday in every month.
Besides the above J. S. has a fine stock of CONIFEROUb

PLANTS, HARDY SHRUBS and TREES, and a very large

Stock of VINES, which he can offer at reasonable prices,

CATALOGUES of which will be shortly ready for distribution.

The Royal Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Superb Dwarf Roses in Pots,

Adapted for Forcing or for Exhibition.

WM. WOOD and SON beg: leave to offer a very
first-rate Collection of TEA, SCENTED and BOURBON

ROSES, grown in 6-inch pots, fine half-specimen Plants, at

30s. to 36*. per dozen.
Early orders are solicited to insure the best Plants.

Woodlands Nursery, Mares field, near Uckfield, Sussex.

New Rose Catalogue for 1861-62.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD and SON have the honour to an-
nounce that their CATALOGUES of ROSES and

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK are now ready for distribution.

It is generally admitted that the county of Sussex has suffered

less from the effects of last winter's frost than any other county
in England, in consequence of which W. W. & Son have to offer

a remarkably fine stock of Rose3 and Nursery Stock in general.

Standard and Dwarf Roses.

JOHN CRANSTON has no hesitation in stating
that he holds the largest stock of STANDARD ROSES

in the kingdom, and plants of the finest growth possible.

These he is now offering at the following prices :

—

STANDARDS, finest Hybrid Perpetual and Bourbon, 30a.

per dozen.
HALF-STANDARDS, do., 24*. to 305. do.
STANDARD TEA SCENTED, the best and most hardy

sorts, 36*. to 42s. do.
DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL, strong on Manetti Stock,

15s. to 24s. do.
DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL, own roots, 12s. to 18s. do.
DWARF TEA SCENTED, 18s. to 24s. do.
PILLAR ROSES, extra strong on Manetti Stock, 18s. to

24s. do.
NEW ROSES of 1860 and 1861, 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.
A DESCRIPTIVE LIST will be forwarded free on application.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Mitchell's Unrivalled Collection of Roses.
The largest Stock and the best Plants in England,

justly pronounced both by english and foreign growers.

JAMES MITCHELL has the hononr of informing
his kind patrons that he has succeeded in obtaining

the FIRST PRIZES at the principal Shows throughout the
season, viz. :

—

July 10.—The Grand National Rose Show, Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Garden, Kensington Gore, 96 varieties,
3 trusses of each, First Prize.
September 11.—Forty- eight varieties, 3 trusses of each,

First Prize.
July 3.—The Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, London,

50 varieties, 3 trusses of each, First Prize.
July 6.—The Great Rose Show, Crystal Palace, 96 varieties,

1 truss of each, First Pri^e. • -wmir
i «_ m« —

—

June IP.—Brighton Horticultural Society, 50 varieties, 3
trusses of each, First Prize.

- September 18.—Fifty varieties, 3 trusses of each, First Prize.
August 2S.—Lewes Horticultural Society, 36 varieties, 3

trusses of each, First Prize.

J. If. respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry he can
supply the best perpetual BLOOMING ROSES in Standards,
Half-Standards, and Dwarfs, healthy good rooted plants.

Standards, 30.?. per dozen.
Half ditto, from 24s. to 30s. per dozen.
Dwarfs, from ISs., 24*., to 30*. per dozen.
New Varieties of 1861, 42*. per dozen.

Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex.
N.B. These Nurseries are 2± miles from the Uckfield Station,

on the London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway.

New Tea Rose, L'Enfant Trouve.
BENJAMIN R. CANT desires to return his best

thanks to his friends and the public in general for their
very liberal patronage of the above valuable Rose. He is still
prepared to receive orders, which will be executed in strict
rotation.

In order to assure Rose growers of the value of this
addition to the favourite class of Tea Roses, he begs to subjoin
the opinion of a few authorities, whose judgment will hardly
be questioned.
The Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener of June 11,

1861, thus notices it :—
"The blooms sent are very beautiful, and the Rose is un-

known to us ; the colour a soft creamy yellow, very much
that of the cream of rich milk, the shape good, and the foliage
equal to that of Gloire de Dijon, and as the blooms sent are
gathered from a plant in the open air, its hardiness would fur-
ther enhance its value."
The Rev. H. Dombrain, Editor of the Floral Magazine, thus

writes m that periodical, where it is figured in the September
Number, 1801 :— *

" The guard or outer petals are large and of good substance,
the shape quite globular, and the centre of the flower filled in
with a large number of smaller petals, it is very free flower-
ing. With these valuable characteristics it cannot fail to be a
valuable acquisition to the Rose grower and the public in
general."
On November the 2d, two blooms of it were sent to the Rev.

W. F. Radclyffe, Vicar of Rushton, one of the first Rose
Growers in the kingdom, at the time they were covered with
snow. He says :—" I thank you very much for the blooms ofL Enfant Trouve*. They are indeed fine, and likely to give
satisfaction, the blooms are quite wonderful for the time of
year, and very good «for any part of the Rose season ; it is a
genuine golden yellow, and if hardy (it stood last winter) and
free flowering, as it appears to be from the specimens sent it
will be a great favourite. Instead of four plants send me six.

"

It has also been highly praised by the Floral Committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society.
Fine Plants in pots will be ready for sale in April, 1862, at

5-'. each.

The Trade supplied upon liberal terms.
Ben min R Cant, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

SAPONARIA CALABIUCA ALBA, Pure Whlta
.
—This beautiful New Annual is of very dwarf habit, and

being pure white, contrasts most admirably with the Saponaria
calabnca rosea. It produces blossoms in great profusion, and
remains m flower during the whole summer and late in
autumn. It is invaluable for beds, or as edgings for borders.

Price to the Trade on application to

Lon°don W C°
E WaITE

* ^^ Merchant
> 181

>
High Holborn,

NOVELTIES AND CHOICE
OFFERED BY

BUTLER Mcculloch, seedsmen
COVENT GARDEN MARKET, W.C.

Per Packet-

ABUTILON, "DUC DE MALAKOFF," orange, richly

veined, the finest of the Abutilons

ACACIA ACANTHOCARPA, splendid blossoms and

very graceful foliage

ACACIA COCCINEA, the most novel of the Acacias,

colour bright rose, with bunches of ball-shaped

blossoms

ACACIA XYLOPHYLLOIDES, a magnificent showy
species with rich clusters of golden blossoms

ALYSSUM SAXATILE COMPACTUM, profusely covered

with rich golden blossoms, a suitable companion to

Arabis alpina and Saponaria ocymoides

AQUILEGIA CARYOPHYLLOIDES, fine hardy peren-

nial, blossoms richly striped . .

ARCTOTIS GRANDIFLORA, splendid bedding plant

after the character of Gazanea splendens, but the

blooms remaining always open

CANNA'GIGANTEA, the finest foliage of all the Cannas,
admirably adapted for centres of beds in warm
situations . . . . . .

CELOSIA AUREA PYRAMIDALIS
„ KERMESINA PYRAMIDALIS. These plants

are among the finest yet produced for conservatory,

greenhouse, or drawing-room decoration, their com-
pact habit and graceful feathery spikes of bloom have
a most elegant appearance ; colour, rich golden yellow
and bright crimson

CLARKIA PULCHELLA FLORE PLENO, a new and
desirable plant for ornamental purposes ; colour a rich

magenta

CLINTONIA PULCHELLA ATROCINEREA ..

GRANDIFLORA ..

s. d.

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

1

1

ft

1

6

6

CLITORIA GESNATIA ATROCCERTJTi??*
greennouse or conservatory climber rich ce?> l*

1*8*
HIBISCUS GIGANTEUS, splendid 'greenho^
- aeed very scarce uuie

pust,

IPOMCEA LEARII, superb greenhouse varieb Z.,
shading to red Vioaji^

IPOMCEA LIMBATA ELEGANTISSIMA,
the

w

door variety ; an intense purple centre, in fl^L
*

a star, with a broad pure white margin ..
**

JACOBS A, new double magenta ..
" • •

LINUM FLAVUM. rich golden yellow, tte ta'ito
*

of all the Linums, forms an admirable pot plat

LINUM LUTEUM CORYMBIFLORUM, straw-aL^
variety, more diffuse in habit than the prece

NEMESIA COMPACTA INSIGNIS, bright bkT
LA SUPERBE, delicate rose^

!

CENOTHERA CAMPYLOCARPA GRANDIFfoli"
crimson orange, very striking .. ., ^,

CENOTHERA LAMARCKIANA, bright golden jfc'
a profuse bloomer, with extraordinary large floi« •

SOLANUM JASMINOIDES, splendidhalf-hardyclink

climber, producing large bunches of white Ji

like blossoms

TROP.EOLUM CRYSTAL PALACE GEM
ZINNIA ELEGANS FLORE PLENO, the finestw*

that has been introduced for many years, blow
from July until the frost. The seed we offer ism
from the finest double varieties only, and canncttt

to give satisfaction 5d«i:

TRIFOLIUM ARVENSE, a beautiful miniaturem
mental Arabian grass; the foliage is of a light gar

colour, and the bloom consists of a multitude otai

tufts like minute hares' tails

BUTLER and McCULLOCH, SEEDSMEN, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, f

SEED MERCHANTS AND FLORISTS,
Opposite the Garrick Cltjb.

For striking LIST of NOVELTIES, see last page of Gardeners
9
Chronicle.

In the Press, and will be published in afew days,

For 1862.

SPRING Kitchen

Showing How, When, and What things should be done to secure a regular supply of the be

from January to December*

GUIDE to the FLOWER GARDEN,
Showing how a rich display of floral beauty may be maintained from April to November-

The above are Arranged and Classified on an entirely new principle.

Vefl*

All Orders amounting to 21$. sent Carriage Paid

NEW SEEDS, CROP of 1861.
, ^

Collections suitable for Large, Medium, and Small Gardens, 63*., 50*., 42*., 30*., 21*., I5*- ™"

GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS of GANDAVENSIS.
100 in 100 splendid named varieties £4 4
100 in 50 splendid named varieties 3 3
50 in 50 splendid named varieties . . . , ]

.* 2 2

60 in 25 splendid named varieties •• i^tt

25 in 25 splendid named varieties ••
12,. r

1S5

12 in 12 splendid named varieties, o*.,**>
7\

SURPLUS STOCK of BULBS.
The following quantities, 42*. ; Half, 21*. ; Quarter, 10*. 6d.t

all sound Soots.

300 DOUBLE and SINGLE TULIPS, in 40 varieties

200 BORDER NARCISSUS, in varieties

50 HYACINTHS, in varieties

30 LILIUMS, in varieties

200 CROCUS, in varieties
in varie*'

100 SCILLAS and HYACINTH*
"*

40 Mixed IRIS

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
, ^

TYE'S REGISTERED HYACINTH GLASSES and DRAWING-ROOM FLOWER VASfc^
Sugden, London Agents. These Glasses are ornamented in the highest style of Art, ancient

such as Egyptian, Tuscan, Alhambra, Grecian, also with Architectural and Floral Designs. ^^
•itner lor growing nyacmUig or for Cut Flowers.

(( &
lie," " Victoria/' and " Imperial" sets complete, with Bulbs and Supports, 21*.

;

"

' 'iro *?!^p nor at\¥

Ornaments,

" Eugenie,
" Nonpareil n are 2os. per set.

r
.j-

A PRICED DESCRIPTIVE ILLUSTRATED LIST of the above Glasses sent free on
«*»»

Q0& *

COVENT
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Can be Seen at Sunningdale Nursery, Sunningdaie

Station, South-Western Railway.

CHARLES NOBLE invites inspection, and would

remind all interested, that his RHODODENDRONS have

taken First Pnzm at the opeuing Show of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and every other show at which they have been

exhibited during the last two years.

RHODODENDRONS for forcing; KALMIAS for forcing,

and a magnificent stock of all the finest k"*^ *£ ™^°£" 1
:

drons tatbe world. CONIFERS and Hardy EVERGREEN*
by the 100 or 1000. RO£ and a General Nursery Stock well

worthy the inspection of intending Planters or Nurserymen.

American Plants, &c.

MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may be

had on application. It describes fully all RHODOD EN »RON S

worth growing, and contains a List of AZALEAS, HAKUl
|

HEATHS and other American Plants, as well as a somm ary

of the General Stoclcof the most extensive Nurseries in England.

The Catalogue may also be had at Mr. May's, 1, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.
.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Working, Surrey
.

"~Hardy^Scarlet Rhododendrons and other American
Plants.

JOIIX WATERER lias the pleasure to announce that

his ANNUA LTALOGUE of the above popular plants, as

exhibited in the Royal Botanic Gar Uns, Regent'- Park, London,

is now publish. -.1, tad will be forwarded on application. Intend-

ing planters and amateurs desirous of blending colours are

invited to possess a copy, as faithful descriptions of all the

RHODODENDRONS are given.

The Catalogue contains a selection of the best and really

Hardy C< »\"IKHRS, with heights and price, tho whole of which

having been removed the past spring are in a capital state for

transplanting. Also EVERG1 INS and ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS and TREES of the leading kinds.

The American Nnrsery, Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunning-

pale Station, South Western Railway ; also to be had of Mr.

John Kerxan, Seedsman. 4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Sajffron Walden Nursery.

WILLIAM CHATEIVS 15th ANNUAL DES-
CRIPTIVE and NEWLY CLASSIFIED LIST is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of one

postage stamp.
William Ciiater, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Saffron

Walden, Essex.

well as to explain why they are not nuts in the

proper sense of the terra.

The name appears for the first [time in books

of Natural History in Piso's account of the

medicinal and other plants ot Brazil, published at

Leyden in 1648. The author states that the

Zabucajo is a verv tall tree with a hard rou^h

grey bark like that of the Oak from which

writing ink is made. The young leaves are

brown, the old ones green, &c. This tree produces

cups of great size and excessive hardness,

with the mouth turned downwards, and closed

by a lid, like that of a pyx or soap box. these

cups contain nuts of a pleasant flavour, which,

when ripe, fall out spontaneously if the cups

are struck, and furnish a most grateful food to the

natives as well as animals. .They ripen once a

year, in mid-winter ; and in taste and excellence

are equal to Pistachios. A very fat oil is pressed

from them, hotter than Almond oil, for the

kernels from which it is obtained are understood

to be hot in the second degree and dry in the

first. They are better eaten roasted than raw,

because the latter are apt to affect the head.

More than 30 seeds are found in each cup, adhering

by a sticky substance to a triangular body.
_
The

cups themselves are so hard that the Aborigines

J

(Tapuyeris) use them not only as goblets but as pots

and dishes. Hence Linnjeus called the plant

Lecythis ollaria. The timber is extremely useful

;

it~resists decay in a wonderful manner, and on

account of its hardness is preferred to all other

kinds for the axle trees of sugar-mills. The bark,

when beaten, is used by boatmen as oakum. Piso

adds that there is another tree called Zabucajo, a

good deal like the first, but its cups are not so

regularly shaped, and its nuts not so good ; for,

according to the natives, those who eat them in

SUTTON'S SEED CATALOGUE for 1862
is now ready, and will be sent gratis and post free.

Sutton «fc Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

Eht ©artrenersr Cfirotucle
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1861.

We bave just received a copy of the follow-

ing most touching and important letter which

has been addressed to one of the "Vice-Presi-

dents of the Royal Horticultural Society.

This, the first public act of Her Majesty

after the closing scene of the last terrible

ten days, will come home to the heart of every

female in the Queen's dominions. The

womanly feeling which dictated the sentiment

is one that cannot be mistaken :

—

Copy of Letterfrom Sir C. B. Phipps to

Mr. Dilke.

" My dear Dilke,

" Osborne,

"Dec. 24, 1861.

nuts are sweet and very good to eat, but ad^g
nothing further.

As the figure given by Aublet of the seed of
his Lecythis yrandiflora agrees pretty well with
the Sapucayas of our shops, it has been occa-
sionally inferred that they are produced by that

species. But Atjblet has another Lecythis, to

which he applies the name Zabucajo, which he
says bears in Guiana that name, and is also called

QuatelS, its fruit, like the other, having received

from the colonists the appellation of Marmite

de Singe or Monkey pot. The description given by

him of the tree agrees very well with that of Piso.

As for the cup, whose lid naturally falls off when
ripe, it does not seem to be the same as that of Piso,

as far as can be gathered from description.

Portuguese turners make boxes and other small

articles out of the cups. In other respects the

statements are similar to those of Piso. For

this reason Prof. Oliver, in the Official Guide

to the Kew 3f'ts*ums, refers the Sapucayas to both

L. oilaria and L. Zabuc >, apparently regarding

tin two species as the same. We ore informed,

however, by Messrs. Keeling & Hunt, the great

importers, that the Sapucayas on sale in this

country come exclusively from Para and not from

Demerara ; which raises a suspicion that there may
be differences between the trees of the two coun-

tries. "We are also informed on good authority

that no Sapucayas come hither from Demerara,

their quality being inferior to that of the Brazilian

kind. This at all events is certain, that Sapucayas

are produced in the interior of great hard goblet-

shaped capsules, which op^n by a circular lid, in

the same way, only on a grand scale, as the seed

vessels of our own little Henbane and Anagallis.

Hence Sapucayas are seeds, not nuts ; for all nuts

properly so called are seed-vessels forming seeds in

their interior.

The name of Monkey pot is said to have arisen

thus. When the cup of a Lecythis falls its lid drops

off, the seeds roll out, and it then becomes a hard

pot with a narrow mouth. These pots are used

for catching monkeys. Filled with sugar they are

placed on the ground which such animals frequent.

The sugar attracts the latter, who pick it out

leisurely till they are disturbed, when they insert

the paw, grasp as much sugar as it will hold, and
endeavour to escape with their prize. But their

doubled fist being larger than the mouth, of the
pot cannot be withdrawn, and the monkeys tena-
ciously holding tho sugar run off with a pot
firmly enclosing one paw. This renders it im-
possible for them to escape from their pursuers

by climbing, and they are easily run down.
We do not further advert to the Botanical

question, which must be studied with reference to

von Martius' Brazilian Flora, and the materials

accumulated in Museums.

11 The Queen has directed me to inform

you that it is Her Majesty's wish that the

Horticultural Gardens should be considered

as under her peculiar and personal patronage

and protection.

" The only oonsolation that Her Majesty
can hope to find for the rest of her life, under

her bitter and hopeless bereavement, is to

endeavour to carry out the wishes and
intentions of her beloved husband.

11 The Qv Nr well knows the deep interest

that he took in this undertaking, and would

wish to have periodical reports sent to Her
Majesty of the progress and proceedings of the

Society.
" Sincerely yours,

" C. B. PHirrs."

So many enquiries are addressed to us concerning

the South American "nuts" called Sapucayas,

now common in fruiterers' shops, that it Beems

excess are apt to lose their hair. A rude woodcut

accompanies the description, from which it appears

that the cups of the first Zabucajo were nearly

spherical or roundish-oblong.

This statement was echoed by George Ma.bc-

graaf de Liebstad, whose papers were edited

by de Laet of Antwerp. Marcgraaf, using

I

Piso's woodcut, speaks of the tree as being called

Iapucaya ; but it is doubtful whether he has not

confounded some other sort with that of Piso ; for

he says that the cup contains four cells, in each of

which is one chesnut as big as a Plum, a description

that has no application to Sapucaya.
m

In 1775 the French botanist Attblet, in hi

Histoire des Plantes de la Guiane Franraise,

describes and figures a tree called in Guiana

Canari Macaque, which he also referred to th

genus Lecythis of Linx^L'S, naming it Lecyth

grandiflora. This tree was called in his day

Marmite de Singe, or Monkey pot, for a reason to

which we shall advert presently. The figure

given bv him of the cup of this species, and which

we reproduce, represents a vessel tapering to the

base, and described as being about 7 inches high,

\ inches across the opening into the mteiior, and

desirable to give some account of their origin ;as 4 inches or more in diameter. He states that the

Our attention has been called by a Correspondent

to a recent decision of the Court of Session in

Scotland, relative to tenant's fixtures.* Pro-
ceedings were taken by a landlord against his

tenant, a nurseryman, whose lease had expired, to

prevent the removal of a greenhouse, propagating

house, and hotbed frames. The Sheriff Substitute,

before whom the question first came for decision,

held that the tenant was entitled to remove the

things in dispute. The Sheriff Principal, how-
ever, took an opposite view, and granted an inter-

dict against their removal. From this decision

the tenant appealed to the Court of Session, and
that Court revenei the decision of the Sheriff

Principal, arid decided in favour of the tenant.

The right of a tenant to remove horticultural

I erections, such as conservatories, hothouses, green-

houses, propagating pits and the like, depends in

the first place on the terms of his lease. If the

tenant has agreed to deliver up all fixtures at the

end of the lease, he must abide by his bargain,

and if he finds that he is compellable to leave

what, in the absence of such an agreement, he

mi^ht have removed, he has only to blame himself

for his own want of caution. If there is no special

agreement about fixtures, the next thing to

be considered is the purpose for which the

lease was taken. If taken by a person

in trade, for the purposes of his trade,

he will be entitled to remove all fixtures which he

may have erected, provided they are necessary for

fie purpose of enabling him to carry on his trade

in a proper manner. This was the principle on

which the Court of Session in the case above alluded

to determined that the tenant had a right to

remove the fixtures which w- re there in dispute.

* Harvey t*. Svme, decided in the Court of Session on the

14th of Dec. ] . See the 21 'h British Dally Mail of Dec. 16,

1851.
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The tenant was a nurseryman, and the tixtures

were indispensable to enable him to carry on his

business. Had the tenant not been in trade, or

had the fixtures not been necessary for carrying
on his trade, he would have had no right to

remoye them.
We are not indeed told how the houses and

frames were constructed, nor to what extent they
were connected with the ground. If they were so

constructed as to have been of no use when re-

moved, if they could not have been set up on
other premises, if their constituent parts could
only have been sold as old materials, then the new
decision goes further in favour of tenants than any
prior decision with which we are acquainted. But
if, as was probably the case, the houses and pits,

when removed, were still capable of being used by
the tenant for the purposes of his trade, then his
right to remove them could hardly have been
denied by a court of justice. The decision, how-
ever, deserves attention, for we are not ourselves
aware that the right of a nurseryman to remove
hothouses has ever been actually decided in the
English courts. Should the question come before
them there can, we conceive, be little doubt that
they would agree with their Scotch brethren, and
hold such things to be removable by a nurseryman
if he had not agreed to leave them for the benefit
of his landlord.

—

HOW TO MAKE DRIED FLOWERS KEEP THEIR
COLOUR.

(Abridged from the Deutsches Magazin fur Garten- und
Bhinienkunde.)

The formation of bouquets, head dresses, and table
ornaments composed of flowers dried so as to retain
very nearly their natural appearance, has of late consti-
tuted at Erfurt and other continental towns quite a
new branch of industry. The history of the matter is as
follows: In 1770 the Spanish botanist, Quer, presented
to the Academy of Bologna, a collection of dried
plants beautifully prepared ; but the process he adopted
was only applicable to specimens for herbaria. Quer
dried the leaves and flower spikes separately between
sheets of paper placed in the sun or in a moderately
warm oven. The flowers retained their forms and
colours if rapidly dried and only slightly compressed.
The leaves and spikes were then gummed on to
the stem.
The most successful experiments in drying plants

so as td^JrUBWy lUWlP nntural GMOUrl Weir p bfr

may have remained after the washing and drying. It

is then passed through a sieve sufficiently fine to

separate any conrse particles. The flowers to be

operated on are cut in as perfect a state of development

as possible, care being taken that they are not moist

from rain or dew. If they cannot be had otherwise

than in a damp state, the following means are adopted

to dry them : only one or two pieces are placed in a

glass, in the bottom of which there is just sufficient

water to cover the lower extremity of the stalk. The

flowers under such circumstances become dry without

flagging. A. box, or pot, or other vessel large enough

to contain the flower or flowers, is then taken, the

bottom is covered with a layer of the dried sand, in

depth sufficient to maintain the specimen erect when
its lower end is inserted. Then, by means of a funnel

or small sieve, as much sand as will cover the whole is

introduced. This must be done very carefully, so as

not to derange the natural position of any part, not
even the petals. The box must not be shaken, other-

wise the flowers would be crumpled. It must be
carried steadily and placed in a dry warm situation, in

order that the moisture contained in the specimen may
evaporate through the sand. The heat used, too, must
not be too strong, otherwise the colour of the flowers
would be tarnished ; on the other hand, if the tem-
perature is too low the moisture contained in the
specimens would not be carried off quickly enough,
and putrefaction would be the consequence. In no
case, however, ought the heat to exceed 212°.
With a little experience it is easily known when the

plantsare perfectly dry, by tapping the box. The latter is

then placed in a slanting position, and the sand poured
out so as to admit of the specimen being very gently
removed. It will then be very brittle, and must be
handled with great care ; but after some days' expo-
sure to the air it will regain sufficient moisture to
render it more pliable.

From the above it will be seen that this new
process about which German, English, and even
American periodicals are making so much fuss, is

neither more nor less than that described by Monty as
far back as 1772. Every day therefore brings us fresh
proofs of the old saying, " There is nothing new under
the sun,"

[D bcembeb
28, ig.

this group, as in the preceding on/fiTT
sub-varieties mieht be fonnrf

g G
' 8ever*l hsub-varieties might be found,

5th.
->.

sider Cucumbers, although they
^"y

?erso°«

Melons as the Cantaloups"and Netted JT *
fruit is sometimes a yard long, and not rW\inch in diameter, twisting in - 11 *•

e *

««„~~~i. tu: t ....
all directionsserpent. This group exhibits many curin, I ^

interest to the botanist, but it is of no vaW fora,
<

dener. By crossing, this long race mavL V
assume a round or oval shape. ^ J

6th. The Cucumber-shaped Melon of T^- •

fr°i the ot^i

ww.i. ±i*o vuvumuer-snupea Melon Of Jiirf."-

a Cucumber, both externally and internaS?2"k
hardly possible to distinguish the one from 2?

:

m a b£

THE MELON" AND ITS VARIETIES.
There is certainly no species more difficult of defi-

nition as regards its limits than the Melon. After six
years of study and experiment on hundreds, or rather
thousands of plants, we still cannot speak decidedly on
this subject; for not a yfar nasses without the
appearance of some new form. If we were to jud^e

except by the leaves. It is of no value'i
tural point of view. ^^^

7th. The Chito Melon.—This of late years K lmuch talked of, especially in Belgium hu
the series of small Melons which we ire

•

describe. It is about the size of a goose'sJ^with a white, almost insipid flesh. We S
sub-variety from New Granada no larger thanSv
rate-sized Apricot. This sort is edible as waUIl
following. at<

8th. The Melon rouge de Perse.—Extremely ofe
in consequence of its external colour bein'

2

among Melons. It is a uniform scarlet, like thatrfS
fruit of the Bryony. It is about the size of the CiT
nearly round, perfectly smooth, without perfume*
white fleshed.

^

9th. The Dudaims, a vast group r
of which a»

have contrived to make several species. One ofj
varieties is known as Queen Anne's Pocket Melon R
consider the type of this breed to be a variety h»^
fruit of a globular form, or but slightly depro«"

changing in ripening to a bright orange m
its dark green streaks or speckles becoming rei

Another characteristic of the fruits of this class afc
strong scent which they give out; so powerful is itfc

some persons cannot remain in the same roomwithtk

The fruit varies in size from that of a small Apricot*

that of an Orange ; but it sometimes becomes m
larger, and we have seen it as big as a moderate®

Netted Melon. The flesh is yello wish-white orm
what rosy, sweetish, but leaving in the moofti

disagreeable after-taste which renders it unJit fir

eating; and unfortunately this unpleasant quaiiars

transmitted to all the varieties obtained from tta

beautiful race by crossing with other Melons Tk

Dudaims cross so readily with other sorts fbttiia

cultivated in gardens they must be kept as fir fir

as possible from the Melon ground, as byhjhr

the usually cultivated sorts their seeds an hen

nded on ~

seed, but found that the specimens were crumpled,
and retained the marks of the seeds. He also tried
Eice and Wheat, with similar ill success ; and at last he
had to give up the use of seeds and all other vegetable
substances, as these had the effect of rendering the
drying process tedious and imperfect. Monty next
employed river sand for drying, but the sand stuck to
the plants

; at last he adopted white sand, from which
he separated the grosser particles by ing, and the
finest by washing ; and. having dried the residue he
surrounded the plants with the dried sand in boxes,
which were exposed either to the sun or to the heat of
an oven. This mode was attended with complete suc-
cess. He also tried sea sand, but this did not answer.
About fifteen years ago M. Stanislas Martin made

known under the name of embalming, a process in
which dried sand was also employed

; but he did not
mention all the precautions which were necessary to
be taken in order to insure success.
At the Universal Exhibition in Paris in 1855, M.

Jlentz bwartz, a German, exhibited flowers admirably
dried, but he, too, did not publish the details of his
process. MM. Reveil and Berjot, after various unsuc-
cessful attempts to obtain similar results, at last arrived
at nearly the same plan as that indicated by Monty, of
whose existence, however, they were ignorant. Thev
took white sand and passed it through a hair sieve,
and washed it till the water came oft

1

perfectly clear.The sand was then dried in the sun, or, better still, in
an artificial temperature of 300° Fah. ; every i cwt of

'

sand being sprinkled with f oz. of melted spermaceti,
and rubbed between the hands, so as to grease the
surface of each particle of sand. A layer of the sand
thus prepared was put in a box about 5 inches deep.
The bottom of the box was made to slide in grooves,
so that it could be easily withdrawn; but a wire
grating placed immediately nhnvA f.h« ™^ttaoK1« u~i.t.~~ I

form, colour, scent, and flavour of the fruit, and if such
characters were considered as specific distinctions,
there would be no limit to the number of species.
Botanists who have preceded us enumerated 30, and
they had not the slightest acquaintance with the
multitude of new forms which have appeared since
their time. We will however point out some well
marked forms in order to give our readers an idea of
the immensity of the variations exhibited by the Melon,
and which more than ever we consider to be but a
single species, notwithstanding the endless number of
different aspects which it presents. Proceeding
according to size we find

—

1st. The Melon of Cauvrestan, the fruit of which
weighs, it is said, as much as 66 lbs. This is doubtless
the same as the Melon Turquin or Quintal, and pro-
bably not different from the Melon of Kirghis, recently
introduced into Europe, two of which are said to be a
load for a camel, but there may be some exaggeration
in this. It was cultivated at the Museum in 1860,
but came to nothing, owing to the coldness of that
season, which was peculiarly unfavourable to the cul-
ture of Cucurbitaceous plants.

2d. The Cantaloup Melons, which every one knows,
and of which there are many sub-varieties—Cantaloup
Prescott, Koir d'Hollande, Noir des Carmes, Cantaloup
du Mogul, Muscatello, &c, differing in form, colour,
size, and especially in flavour. The Prescott fond noirand iond blanc are unquestionably at the head of the
g
TlP'™ vf,H

e
?
n
,

8 are^ of considerable size.
6d. The Netted Melons, a section the limits of which

are not well defined, for it merges on the one hand

f i. aXt*?
11**10^ and on fche other int0 the white-

fleshed Melons The type of this group is the common
Maraicher of Pans, which is almost globular, without
ribs, and closely netted. This fine race is sometimes
of excellent flavour, but often insipid, and generally ofremained fixed. The specimen to be dried was spread mediunZu^Z i> / orwn ™ Pia '

and generally of
out and only just covered with the sand. The boT™ ZrZ^^A^^^^^lm^ 1^. °<
then covered with a sheet of paper, and placed in a
stove or overheated to about 110°. The drying was
soon effected; the bottom being then slipped out, the
sand falls through the wire grating, and the specimen
rests on the latter. The colours of white, yellow, and
blue flowers are very well preserved by this process

;

but those that are of a red or violet tint become some-
what dull.

t

The method now pursued in the drying of flowers
in Germany, as described in the Deutsches Magazin, is
as lodows. Fine sand, say silver sand, is washed till
the water passes off perfectly clear. It is then made
quite dry and sifted to remove any fine dust which

to seed when not crosse
lose their distinctive characters when pwi '**

several years near Melons of another race. Tte]W

fancy fruits, very ornamental for dccoratiTepinp*J

and may be employed with good effect in setti

thedeHsert; but as already stated they are r

eat. Their culture is easier than that of theW
Melons; and, being very early, they require W
little heat.

10 th. The Wild Melon, a group as yet tape**!

known, and which is dispersed over the great

of the torrid zone, for it is found in India, the I

the Pacific, and even in America. It has gi«a*

to an almost endless number of varieties, which anj*

tinguished bv the size, form, and colour of the fi*

We have no doubt that India is the native countrfi

the Melon, for there its wild forms are the »
diverse and the most widely dispersed, hi m
this breed the fruit is as large as a goose's egg.^

others scarcely so large as a small Plum; some

yellow all over, others are streaked or marl
?f^

green. The flesh is insipid or sweetish, wtMJ
sionally a slight degree of bitterness. When suDjet*

to cultivation, these wild Melons gradually acq^
characters of the best known forms of Melon.

leaves become larger, the fruit larger and mor^C
and by crossing with other kinds give rise to

varieties that arc al ways perfectly fruitful)

another proof of their specific identity.

At first sight, on considering the vast Ef0^
area over which the Melon tribe extends

,

i -

appear doubtful whether it form only a single^
but when we call to mind the facility wita

^
the Melon is disseminated, all ^bjs «»

subject will be set at rest. The fruit oi

varieties, when detached from the stalk, win

long unchanged after the decay of the s^m ana
^

and in this state is carried away by floe

,

washed ashore far from the spot where it was
i
p .«

The fruits which reach the sea are borne^aiong^
spurious forms, which are round or ovate, with or with-
out ribs, of a uniform colour, or marbled, netted or
without reticulations, with red or whit© 'flesh &cwhich are cUmeurinated throughout the world ' ''

ZfZ.Tf ;,

W 'th
- m

Sl '6,,t blU PeDetrati"« P«rf^ • India have cSiyWT ributed by;teg•%
and some of the rmnefces posses exqu.site flavour. To I ages ago ; and they are now found in all tej,

Perse wt?h -T ^ "• t"^ 5?
Me'°n Bario,e de P"ts <* BouthernYs^ whence they «*"J?S»

S>en' nn ,
S'

T,
th°Ut nh\marbled with d8rk °™ *° «le3 of the Pacific Ocean, Arabia, **^

cThTver L

I

^T^r \°Z ^""u ' ^ ^e Melon though to the latter the Melon may F«*«
' TCr 'r t \

Sf °^u
T
r°pe> haTiDS a firm thick indigenous.

, &)&»flesh, and which keeps till January or February. In I As additional proof of the correctness
of V»

~«c ii utia wmcu reacn me sea »*° 7*
i ore ox

currents ; and there are always some whicn a

on land at a favourable spot, where the flesny
j^

of the fruit decays, the seeds germinate, an

O00
1*.
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I

tmws i oaf not be oat of place to give a few examples

of the migrations of Cucurbits. The Colocyntb.

(Citrullus Colocv | is not a native of France, yet it

fe ooenaonally found on the shores of Languedoc,

Provence, and* Roussillon, the fmits having been carried

from Africa either by the sea or, what is equally likely,

bv ravellers bringing them as curiosities. A few

ago a species of Cucumis was found near

eilles by Dr. Grenier, and it proved to be the

triffonus of India. More recently there was found

near Montpellier auother species quite new to us, and

very remarkable for its small size. The plants raised

from its seed had but little foliage, and the fruit was

scarcely so big as a small nut. The variety was named

C. Melo Cossonianus. It is most probably a native of

India, and one of those which Indian botanists have

described under the names of C. pubescens and

C. madaraspatanus.
.

The extraordinary production of races and varieties

by a single species, and their permanence when not

interfered with by crossing, are phenomena well cal-

dated to cause reflection. These races are like so

many subsidiary species forming one, each one preser-

og its distinct h duality, but crossing with all the

other members of the same family, and so producing

new varieties partaking of the characters of the races

from which tl have sprung. What is the explanation

of so remarkable a fact? We believe that there can

only be one, namely the common origin of all these

races; that they have all sprung from one primitive

pe, which has become subdivided in the course

of ages into a number of secondary forms,

the divergence of which is not so great as

their being recognised as near re-

bett adapted for permanently enclosing -rins and gar

The cultivation of various prickly Acacias and llakeas, tbe

Osage Orange, Ilawt -n. Cape Broom (Genista omnariensie).

South African Ceanothus, Whin, Prickly Pear, having engaged

our attention for this purpose. Perh ! also the W 1 Mul-

berry might be advantageously used for forming hedges, and

without occupying arable ground would at a later period

furnish the material of a new branch of industry in the rearing

of silkworms. A large quantity of young plants, cuttings and

seeds of this promising tree, were distributed last seas
,
by

which means it may be to any extent multiplied tin hout

the country, as it has been remarked that nothing surpasses

the facility with which it may be increased from cuttings.

Many different trees, protected by iron guards or fencing, have

been planted in the northern zoological reserve, not merely to

enhance the beauty of the park like spot, but also to subject

certain species cultivate! on the southern ground in decom-

posed Silurian rock to a trial in the basaltic soil of the northern

closure. During this season it has been one of our objects

to secure large quantities of seeds of some of our rapidly-

growing trees, lor introduction into timberless countries

stretching through climatic zones similar to ours. Sup-

plies were forwarded to Algeria, Port Natal, I nitcd States,

and the Feejee Islands. Consignments of such seeds

will be also made early this season on request to the

Government i Hong Kong and to the Brit Consulate of

Jerusalem. Attention has repeatedly been directed to the

I
great resources we possess through yoi ur littoral

mountain districts in our fine Blue Gum Eucalypti. Shipment
of their wood have already taken p'.u<- to porta of India, other-

wise famOUS for their timber, where also the value of this tree

on account «»f its dimensions and durability, lx>th in dry and

wet state, is now fully recognised ; and it is deserving of our

deep consideration whether a much felt want of timber lor ship-

bmlding in Great Britain cannot be supplied from this colony. A
i
newed display of our resources in timber, for which the

forthcoming grand Exhibition in London will offer an appropri-

ate occasion, caunot be otherwise than beneficial to the colony.

We have been favoured with the importation of a large quan-
tity of Tea seeds through the generosity of his Excellency Sir

lle:reules Rot'inson, Governor of Hong Kong. Notwitl md-
g the enormous discrepancy in the price of labour in the

tive country of the Tea plant and here, it may be presum<

that the trial of the growth will finally prove advantageous far

•ul supply, particularly to the Chinese population in remote

inland district* Anxious to afford in due c< e of time the

to prevent

lations, nor to prevent their cross fertilisation. As

long as such alliances* are possible, and that the
greafcest facillty for iu ; (irmatie,n on the respective value of trees,

progeny is not barren, but partakes of the characters of either ciduous or evergreen, eligible tor avenues, I selected

i parentage, we maintain the unity of the species.

But if at any time these races will not cross, or only

produce barren mules, we must then admit that we have

before us a distinct species, which lias nothinej in

common with the rest except its generic name. From
thenceforth it would rank as a parent stock, from

which, like the older species, new races and varieties

might take their rise.

This is not the first occasion on which wc have ex-

pressed similar views with regard to the common
origin of races nearly allied to each other ; for from

1852 we have explained our ideas on this subject in

the Revue Rorticole and other publications. Recently,

the celebrated naturalist, Darwin, has brought forward

an immense number of observations, and irrefragable

arguments, with respect to the derivation of species.

This theory is not yet generally admitted, but ltS^aj

will come/and, if we are not mistaken, it will form the

and established as great a variety in our garden for this pur
pose of those likely to prosper in this climate and which were

within my reach. Aleppo Pines, Illawarra Flama trees,

Sycamore, Ailantus glandulosa, Pawlovnias, Blue Gums,Elnas.
White Ce lars, Moreton Bay Figs, Silver W !es, New Zealand

and Gipps Land Pittosporums (P. undulatum and P.

eugenioides), B k. Poplars, Poplar Bottle trees, Laburnum,
Grevillea re-busta, and other*. Sugar Coryno-

carpus, Chinese Locust trees, have already been planted.

To these will be added Oriental Plat Hyinenosporum flavum,

e Rod Gum tree of Western Australia, Virgilia capensis,

Mulberries, Parkinsonia aculeata, several species of Ash,
Poplar, Gloehiiiion australe, Cupania xylocarpa, Nor
American Loc trees, Spanish Cliesnut, Horse Chesnuts,

Manna Ash, Walnuts, Olives, Bottle trees (I aechea), ai I

other hardy suitable trees, of many of which a supply is pro-

aawauceu to 37. ilus number will, wlta tbe m > : .i.,oue
iug Ian ig season, likely be augmented - .0, «,ud moreover
the future oflsr will show the desired improvement of
breed effected by the supply of a pure male alpaca for the
llama flock. T r bly valuable alpacas, most
generously granted by the Government Sew 8> a Wales,
ave been placed with our flock. A propositi -n of Charles

Ledger, Esq., to secure, whilst revisiting South America,
vicunas and pure female alpacas for this establishment, has
received the recommen ion of the committee and the favour-

able consideration of the Government Samples of angora,

11, . and alpaca wool, obtained from the animals of this

garden, were forwarded for examination to Mr. Beazley, of

(.. ndon. Out of the sum of 500i., sanctioned by Parliament

for the introduction of useful animals, 350L have been devoted

by tl nmittee for ol ning Cashmere goats and Chinese

sheep. Messrs. Griee, Sumner & Co., have kindly consented

to secure the importation of the former, and W. Lyall, Esq.,

M.L.A., to arrange for the introduction of the Chinese sheep.

Intimation has been received from the Honourable R. Rawson,

Colonial Secretary at town, that an officer of the Govern-

ment at Natal has been entrusted with the selection of the

outh African game, which the committee is anxicua to accli-

matise in this country. 1 •' >r the transmission of these quadru-

peds a remittance has beeu made. An ostrich, shipped for us

from Capetown by Mr. Layard, died on the voyage. An appli-

cation has been submitted to the Government of the United

» aid in the hit rod

i

i >f the North American bearer

judiciously pointed out as desirable by Dr. Enabling. Gold

I'heasants, curassows, ortolans, and many varieties of ^water-

towl kindly selected for this garden by Edward Wilson, Esq.,

are on their way to this establishment;* and, according to a

not at ion from the burgomaster of Cologne, the administra-

tors of the logical garden of that city have arranged to

furnish in reciprocation for some black swans and for some
contributions yet to be forwarded, select varieties of fowls,

doves, water birds, and some hares and remarkable kind of

rabbits. A brick reservoir, supplied with river water by a

small mill, has been constructed for the temporary reception

of sue Ii foreign fish as may from time to time be introduced

into the col y. At present it contains only 18 tenches, a few
dace and minnows, forwarded by Mr. Wilson. By the Lincoln-

shire, which brought these fish, three species of Yarra fish

were returned to the Zoological Society of Loudon ; and as the

owners of this ship have permitted the erection of a perma-
nent tank for further transmi n, we will be able to forward
the cod and other superior Murray fish at a future occasion.

Whether we apprcc ! the v practical benefit which would
accrue to this country by transferring the salmon to Victoria

or dwell on the likelihood of our alpine streams being well

suited for their prop.- i, it is evkfeat that one of tbe most
imi ortant labours d t devolving on the Zoological Committee
will con in reiterating the trial of bringing salmon ova to

this part of the g! -sting on valuable experience gained

by Mr. Alexander Black, the conductor of the first experiment
institute! by Messrs. Wi u and Yont, under the aid of many
t.her gentlemen in London, it is almost c un that in a

favourable voyage the salmon eggs, irrigated on artificial

gravel beds, may safely reach our shores, provided that

a sufficiency of ice is available throughout tho voyage
for maintaining a constant supply of fresh, cold, and
pure water. Special support having been sought for chis

purpose by the Z >< h> il Committee from the Government, it

will probably bo possible to institute the next arrangements
for s n introduction during the I

rn winter, 1861-62.vided in our nurseries. The Oriental Plane, as pointed cut by ^_ _

Mr. Edward Wilson, is probably in this climate one of the Considerable losses were sustained amongst the singing birds

most suitable of all deciduous trees for planting along public which successively during the year were transmitted as

omenades. I can, howevor, not suppress my opinion that donations from Mr. Edward Wilson. The greater number
:old temperate zone arc, in ' suflVr'-d u i «>u YBEBflLsome of the deciduous trees of tin Id

«...p .ood .

the cv. a 1

i- our ...a a autu wai^M&Uiftt: erlees state flS

i
isothermal > r '! !- esponding i t shelter*

red, not
and "'*"^ v.

c endure;

_ _ red rt of our our winter tempo

atartine DOtnt for a ereat advance iu science. Naudin, with ours, and it appeir that whenever decid and e Pah ise until their plumagewv ug pwuu iui xT -iQc-t trees are chosen for long lines of public plantations (unless the
in Flore des Serres, Oct. 1861. lining of streets be excepted) th« ud alternate with j?uch

as bear evergreen foliage, to avoid the appearance of unbrok-

masses of leafless trees duri

MELBOURNE BOTANIC AND ZOOLOGICAL
GARDEN.

(Extracts from the Report of the Director, Jan. 10, 1861.)

I. Horticultural Department. — The reciprocal inter-

changes with kindred establishments have been maintained
. . . .

was restored. Thes. ng been sent principally with a
r.o endeavour that their in alisation might be effected.

_. . . ..„.., t
,~ „„.. 17 pairs of thrushes, eight pairs of blackbirds, three pairs of

ng that season v n we enjoy the starlings, and 12
|

s of skylarks were liberated, some in our
1 most lovely verdure in our veget n With a view of seta- gardens, other tie Yarra
Wishing in future a shady promenade between the City bridge

and the southern division of the garden, a double line

Eucalyptus globulus has been planted ; this tree has been

chosen not only on account of its unparalleled rapidity of

growth, but also as one of the few capable of resisting the

to which that special lo* so st igly ex-

of Elms is contemplated, and as
« seeos, nave oeen received mmi u« ^X1 V^ Ymsteriam' the trees gradually advance to strength, their lasting inn

teJH^V^l2MSJ^ enclosures ^will again be available to r.ise successively

Sellier. Munich, Paris. Petersburgh, Portland, Strasburg, 8

sgo, Subaorumpoor (India), and Vienna, For effecting the

int. rchanges with the continental gardens we arc indebted

chiefly Dr. W. Sonder of Hamburg. To a still larger number
of botanic gardens abroad collections of seeds ha*e been for-

warded on reciprocal arrangement, whilst* al»o extensive

supplies were provided to the inland public institutions and to

contributors towards this garden. J he packages of seeds,

irrespective of the vast quantity required for our own borders

and nurseries, distributed during the year, amounted to

51,920. Further, 31,455 plants, comprising many thousand

along the abrupt edge of the nortl i lagoon; the M I in

the latter has been r used beyond the h< of ordinary Yarra

floods and pis d for shelter of breeding v. I
; the

preu in the ground of tl nor reserve have been

filled up. The number of seats b ne auc Un-

impeded access to the Yarra footbridge also at night time will

be given in future by a Literal footi«tth leading from the bridge

to the public road at the eastern side < the garde; s.

The quick development and healthy ap; nee the

Oupressus macrocarpa, torulosa, Uhdeana, the Cedar

Goa, the Deodar r, * • Araucarias from Moreton Bay,.„',,. - ~.' -->-— «- ,,. p^ni-ira Whin* Orlars "<>a, ine ueoaar < uio .a.«i»uwMu*3 jh-ui nvivwu *—j,
seedhngs of Pines, young Elms Pop 1. rs. Wh

"^
^r*

.
i k i^Umd and * Ca le Bay KaurK

Oleditsehuw, Weeping Willows, and other "^ l^^a
™J

n
^

1
*;.hich endures the .itud^ r climate evident!} stter

bees, an 6,474 cuttingsl were ^^^^^rif^S^ Than its New Zea i congener, the Ja ,ese i otomeria,

S^17^ the 1>ub
i» ?8e^ ? *^S .hinn^d to ^rdins -M<* **~™ l*- «^- vessels here already in the th year of

2 Wardian cases, filled with plants, were shippeu to gardens which ripens its seed-vessels here already

Bend Asylum, on Phillip

Island, 'S istone Island, and Churchhill Island ; and it is

gratifying to record that at the Botanic Garden the liberated

larks," I ishes, and starlings r I successively their broods.

The same results have probably attended the experiment with
the blackbh f which, however, we have no positive proof,

and in all likeliho ds also the is set free in the other

re-mentioned and seen i igly very secure spots i.

have incrrased. Under these circumstances it will decidedly

be prefers! • give on all occasions at once freedom to such
rdsasarei? or nmltiplh tion, and not n i red as

aging birds 1 s. For alth. h our largo densely
planted aviary was on purpose sparingly stocked with birds,

and many pairs were removed to two other buildings fitted up
during the b. ling season for their reception, it appeared

the mu of the thrushes and blackbirds

frus'r 1 the fmal Mice aring their y ug in lfine-

mont. Ten pairs of blackb . shree pairs i starlings, ten
pairs of thru s, t wo pairs of linnets, seven pairs of larks, two

irs of i <es, were distrilmtod to gentlemen who I

nstrucl ontly spac ^ and seeur i render

the acreaseof ttiese l ir.ls r ho . But
I &m as 3*et not in possession of any reports on their experi-

ments. Several pheasants were also provided for breeding

irposes on pri e establishments, Some of the English

pheasants, present by the Duke of Newcastle, Lord
Caernarvon, and Mr. V. Buxton, were liberated by Mr. Rogers

si Sandstone and i ill Inland, where some of them,

garden and planting our reserves will ere long be completed. One
hundred and ten public institutions have been supplied during
the year with flowers and boughs for decorations, and flowi

were further granted on many occasions for artistic or scientific

objects. V the old roads and tracks in tbe reserve havebeen
erated during the formation of new lawns or their restora-

tion. Several thousand plants, rare or new to our establish-
ment, have been transferred from the nurseries to the open
flower-borders, and thus by the annually augmented variety

of plants in onr shrubberies increased interest will be displayed

in the floral treasures of our garden. South African and West
Australian shrubs, the majority of which being exceedingly

gay and ornamental, are found particularly desirable in resist-

ing the trying effects of hot winds But it ia sincerely to be
hoped that or this year we shall not be without the boon of a
general system of irrigation, which by the expected approach
of the Yan Yean rupee to South Yarra could be introduced to our
ground at comparatively limited expense. Tho Chamomil
edgings have been very extensively renewed. The New Zealand
Flax has been planted to a considerable extent along the Yarra
and lag. % to be available for copious supplies overall districts

of the colony. Probably no fibre-plant is entitled to great atten-
tion than the Phormium, which, whilst it recommends itself

on account of its remarkable facility of growth, its plentiful
yield and ornamental anDearance, furnishes a fibre almost as
strong as silk. The plant moreover may be grown in such
swampy or inundated localities as are not suitable for
•ny other culture. It has been my aim to establish
gradually natural hedges in various parts cf the
garden, with a view of assisting to ascertain which species are

planted copiously "throughout the country. Of the ;

Bark, which might be so extensively ithered

Fern tree gullta* specimens have been forwarded to B-imn

Liebig and Ur. Wittstein, who have readily consented to sub

this valuable drug to a chemical analy- whereby it is hoped

that its powerful mc properties will be more un ly I

recognised end a remunerative article of export be a<
(

our native resources. It) be improper to state

occa> at. the prin les to which I hav Iheredxu m
administration o( this establishment » r ' my "

,
l *

tions so that the intrinsic oerty of the gardens and its

institutions may incn s in propor * ° **'

support granted by the « ernment and Legi-1

these birds to the leathered tribes ot our r wh climate.

rative uity, and abundant food, seem to augur well

r natui tion.

multitude of on - llow-e nists. Tbe number of

counted on Sundays as entering tho garden .K"«*«»

has been during 18-iO, in the southern grour. I, w ,
in tQ9

northern ground, 79,0 1 0. ,. , . f Aii, aat .

II. Zoological Department.-Iu this divi I wr esw

blishment a steady progress ha^ Q P»»
;urin

5, ^^t,:
and whilst most of t when r ver.xi fr«un the

effects of transit, have enjoyed at all se- »s perfect n

it has also been satisfactory to notice their n erea«e
,
ft

.

n
,, 7^!

with the augmented value of our pro ty. Ihus 1-.'"am*8
' "• Tnia valuable wusigntnenr. y th'- mu

6 angoras, 5 fallow deer, and 1 Sumatra deer, were
1

oorn » • careful sup* rim endence of F. Lacy, Bsq ,

during the past yea, The llamas, whjc^whjn we receded Wale, unjer
^^ J^.

them, less than two years ago, numoerea is, •«"

Home Correspondence.

in the offi 1 repoi d the Un. -
ites

planl ever^rr n exp< dion nt are nana j

p,n„d growing in the shade o» » ^rub - 1 Uy

ei.lUin Ploridantr so characteristic of tl barren

H he lonud rbe teedlmgt grow very

>r theft. :lit or ten years. Tl.es. are

I keeping in mind by those • bo, like „,v. If have

nL ement of voun.M>lanH ami ,

^
then under all sor- s of treatment, always felt d.^u*td

with the re t. Q.W.C. '

'*

.«.

Misihtoe.-On this estate I find the \ n album

row ing on the tnlb.witig trees :-H.>v->- (
b. sunt,

Tbw valuable eou^ignme.,r. arnvvi oy tti« Miip t mice of
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Lombardy Poplar, .Aspen Poplar, black Poplar, Liine,

Acacia, Hornbeam, Ash, Thorn, and in great abundance

on the Apple, but in no one instance have I seen it on

the Oak! In the park here I have frequently met

with it growing on the Lime and other trees in such

close proximity to the Oak, that I sent a man up the

tree to ascertain really whether it was growing on the

Oak or the Lime. I counted as many as six tufts on

the branches interlaced with those of the Oak, showing

that it is doubtful if ever it was seen growing on the

Oak. H. K., France.

Seaside Planting.—-The remarks of Mr. Strickland

last week upon this subject will, I am sure, be not only

endorsed by many of your readers, but by Mr. Barron

himself. From experience of this much exposed sea-

coast, which is completely open to south-westerly winds

that frequently blow in terrific gales across bleak

Beachy Head and the whole length of the adjoining

Downs, I find that the operation of planting is not an

ordinary one. Great care is required to plant sufficiently

deep and thick, so that the plants may afford each other

due protection, and all permanent plants must be sur-

rounded by quick-growing underwood ; for this pur-

pose nothing seems to suit better than Ash, Beech,

Larch, Chesnut, and for evergreens Holly and common
Laurel, and these must be thinned away little or much
every season either by cutting or drawing ; the latter

mode is the most economical when it can be

done without injury to the permanent plants. If,

previous to planting, the ground was well prepared by

trenching, &c, the permanent plants will soon have

made sufficient root to enable them to withstand the

most severe coast storms without being uprooted,

provided, as Mr. Strickland states, the belts and planta-

tions are of sufficient width, and that of course must be

regulated according to circumstances; however the wider

the belts the better and sooner will the permanent

plants be able to support themselves. This is verified

austriaca, which are usually the hardiest of all in our

climate), are still showing signs of the severity of last

winter, in stunted growth, scanty foliage, and almost

entire absence of cones. Some austriaca, well established

trees, are quite killed. Nursery beds of seedling Stone

Pine, pinaster, and insignis, raised in 1860, are, how-

ever, unusually healthy and vigorous. John J. Sogers,

Penrose, near Helston.

NeaVs Pastils.— Of these favourable reports have

appeared once or twice in your columns, and they are

certainly better adapted for fumigating pits, frames,

and such places than a common fumigating pot ;
but I

find that their composition is of such a nature as to

render their use unsafe ;
young foliage is destroyed by

them, old leaves of many kinds curl and become brown,

and they quite kill young Melons, even when mode-

rately and judiciousry employed. Nevertheless, the

insects were preserved in life and vigour. Having a

quantity by me I have lately been burning them, covered

with tobacco, but the results are anything but satisfac-

tory or economical. Others who have tried them will,

perhaps, kindly record their experience with regard to

them. J. R. T., Growhurst Park, Sussex.

Ranwiculus ficaria.—I can confirm the statement of

your correspondent " B. R., Bantry, Ireland " as to the

wood pigeon feeding upon the roots of this plant. Two
or three years ago a wood'pigeon was brought to me, shot

upon my owTn grounds, whose crop was distended by

these roots. The quantity consumed of them must be

enormous, for I never saw a pigeon's crop which had
had unlimited access to Peas so full as this was. I did

not make a note of the season, but I think it was winter

or very early spring, say February. J. R. S. O., Kent,

Dec. 21.

Mignonettefrom Cuttings.—Having to grow Migno-
nette for winter bouquets, a thought struck me to try

cuttings. Accordingly I went to work, got a quantity

of cuttings, planted them in a 48-sized pot, and placed

[Decembeb
2& ite

cat

been of more recent date than the maT^V
timber. A few beams of Oak were*N 5Ue

"**k
the ruins—rough axe-squared, similar to tl!*?

**
-the outer or sap wood very much J*^!
the inner or heart wood was quite

Je* !

very dense. Their supposed age ^^^
have been about 80 years. Mr. Willi* j?
exhibited specimens of Coleoptera he X a

from G. Patton, Esq., which had been
the Coniferse in the Pinetum at th
Perthshire. Hylobius abietis, Linn V
weevil, and Gonioctena litura, Fab., seenJf
insects that did the mischief; but the mil
able fact was the occurrence of Mysia obk
Linn., which, in company with a very larc,e
Anatis ocellata, Linn., had committed iw\i!s
search of the Aphides on which they f^ J?
value of lady bugs in destroying these uu!*
doubted; and when they occurred ia$|Jj

as they were found by Mr. Patton, %y
positively injurious.— The office-bearers ^S
were elected on this occasion.

here with plantations some few years old, especially of
;
them In bottom heat. This was in September, and in

Beeches, the heads of the majority of which are all in-

clined away from the S.W. at an angle of from about 30°

to 50°, owing to the effects of the continuous gales from

such an exposed quarter, and yet out of many thousands

a very short time all of them struck root. I then
potted them singly in the same sized pots, and I

flowered them in them. So satisfactory was this trial

that I determined to strike another lot, and this time,

of young timber-forming trees so expired not one was however, I planted three cuttings in each pot of the

uprooted during the severe stormy season of 1860. All

the undergrowth was cleared away from these trees

at an early stage of their growth, and judicious thinnings

have been made from time to time as required.

The result is that these trees, many of which are grow-
ing on elevated parts of the estate, in the immediate

size just named, so as not to disturb them by repotting,

and now I have plenty 'of Mignonette to cut from.

W. T. M.
Muscat Hamburgh Grave.—There has been consider-

able controversy lately respecting this Grape, and the
greater part of the writers seem agreed upon one

vicinity of the sea, are perfect specimens of vigour and
j

point, viz., condemning it, while one who advocates its

robust health, clothed with foliage to their base,
|
cultivation states that with him it has proved a prolific

whereas at a short distance a group composed princi-
j
bearer, good setter, producing large finely-coloured

pally of Pinus rnTraster and cemwnoa ErVrn-- some—lfiQ
,
lx!.»»ieu, uf a d^Ucltma iln-rcmr .—Ac Uiqpr TpmViMog org

feet high—apparently remains of a plantation in days all that need be required in a Grape, I venture to ask
gone by, and which then stood unenred for and un- your opinion of the Muscat Hamburgh, being about to
thinned—is most unsightly, crooked, naked, gaunt, weak, make a plantation of Vines in a small house. I had
and tottering, threatening with every storm to fall,

j
intended to put in two canes of this variety, but shall

This group being now requisite for shelter to an angle • now await your answer. Is it a first-rate sort for
of the mansion is of great importance, and therefore general cultivation ? And can you recommend it ?

demands all possible care. Many other exemplifi- Vitis, Dec. 24. [We are not enough
cations could be adduced in this immediate neigh- it to give an opinion, and leave the
bourhood in support of thick planting and judi- correspondents."!

acquainted with
question to our

Societies.

cious thinning. A striking example of the value of

Pinus pinaster as a seaside plant can be seen
within three hundred yards of the beach, and upon
a rocky eminence nearly level with that of the old Botanical of Edinburgh : Dec. 12.—Professor
castle at Hastings. A plantation of this Pinus was Balfour, V. P., in the chair. The following communi-
made a few years back, they were thickly planted,

f
cations were read :—"I. Notes of a visit to the North

and from the time they started into growth careful
j
of Italy and Chamouni in August and September, 1861."

thinning has been done almost annually ; suffice it to ' By the Chairman.—"II. Notes on two Cyperacea): 1.

say that they are at this moment individually fine

healthy trees, bidding defiance to sea breezes and
storms, and having a grand appearance. They are
in short ornaments to the neighbourhood. /. R. T., The
Gardens, Crowhurst Park, near Hastings.

Roses.—If any one wishes to purchase the best
Roses of 1860 or 1861 and a year or so before,
they may safely embark in the following : —
Maroc, Eugene Appert, Chabrillant, Gloire de
Santhenay (double, A 1), I have 25 plants of it

;

Senateur Vaisse, Princesse Mathilde, Due Deeazes, Mad.
I

Carex Grahami, Boott; 2,Scirpus(Eleocharis)uniglumis,
H. C. Wats." By B. Carrington, M.D. In this paper
the author considers Carex Grahami as a barren state of
C. pulla, and Eleocharis Watsoni as a variety of E. uni-

glumis.—III. Mr. M'Nab laid before the meeting several

sections of Scotch Fir beams, taken from the ruins left

by the late catastrophe in the High Street. These
beams had been originally prepared by a rough squarii^c
with an axe, as the corners of each present a smooth
appearance, showing where the bark had been removed,
and several portions had the bark quite entire, unrais-

Charles Crapelet, Madame Louise Carique (robust takeably proving them to be Scotch Fir. In most
as Cambaceres), Belle de Bourg la Peine, a vevy fine
Rose of great substance ; Parmentier, perfect but

cases the timber is in excellent preservation, parti-
cularly the centre or hard wood. The beams are

medium size; Mad. Melanie, Victor V.dier, Triomphe generally of small sizes, varying from 5 to 8 and
d'Amiens; these are all nice Roses and of good habit. 10 inches in diameter. The annual circles are
Triomphe de Lyons is a fine mulberry-coloured Rose, very distinct, averaging about 57 in each, showing
but not fixed in colour; it is good however in all other that the timber, when cut down, wa3 under 60 years
points. Nelson, neat and clear crimson ; M. Furtado, of age. He had examined most of the beams

Notices of 33oofcg.

The Past and Present Life of th Gldk

Page, 12mo. Blackwoods, pp. 256.

In this volume Mr. Page explains his views «f

Geology in its most extensive signification ca_
to teach. It contains a sketch of the evidence,

c

from rocks and the animal or vegetable bole

contain, which has enabled the geologist to &r

speculations and draw his inferences, and it nt

the fairness of the inferences themselves. A

topics more especially discussed are the natnreol:

that is to say the petrified or other remains

and animals, the " medals and records of wi-

the " primal plan and patterns" of animal njr

table life; coadaptation of plants and animals:

great life scheme ; the chronology of geolc.

characteristics and gradations of the "Anria:

period," of the Middle life period, and of tkelr

life period; Man prehistoric and historic; Dunti:

species; " Life aspects " for the future; "Propt

or succession ? Onward and upward;" and foil;

field in which we should inquire. The antiws

that as his pages consist of lectures delivered

to popular audiences—'• The style is, perhaje.

what more rhetorical than befits the eocti*

of science; but even on this point the aotk t

not well have done otherwise. His object

«

excite rather than satisfy the umty
« JJ

iiaarejs.—to impress them with the Mjgig*

uniformity of natural law—belief "***
no true notion of Nature or of Kataftwp**

while her facts are viewed through them»*
miraculous." .«^
And again, "In treating such a^"J*J

apparent origin and progress—the writer M»JJ*
had occasion to allude to subjects on ««*
much diversity of opinion; to some that are •»

approached with uneasy tenderness, as conn:

-

flict with prevalent beliefs; and to others (Un-
united labours of geologists, during the Ian*.

have thrown but little reliable light or infor^»

either case he has expressed his opinions w

without dogmatism; firmly, but 60y^,^
warrant of geology ; and always with a Iran

of the many deficiencies and impenejr*

science. As there is nothing to be gamed oy.
,

j

a prejudice where we cannot establish a c

has contented himself by stating what geowt
^

without alluding to what it appears to con^
as the establishment of truth does not ai v

the overturning of error, the expounder o
^

surely be permitted to attempt tne

hazarding an endeavour to accomplish tu " ;

,

We have no intention of criticising
tne ^

sufficient to iudicate its scope aud to gi^
its style. More would be to enter upon

,

A 1. This, Chabrillant and Santhenay, I fancy are the
best that have been out for years since M. Regnier
came out. Prairie de Terre Noir did not open well,

and Reine des Violettes, a good grower, was a badly
slated purple. W. F. Radclyffe.

JEffecls of last Winter in Cornwall.—Seeing that a
notice of last winter's casualties here and at Tamworth,
in your Number of April 6, p. 314, has fallen under the
observation of the Curator of the Botanic Garden at

Oxford, I have again examined this week the plants
which I named, and I find the following corrections
and additions to be necessary. Killed :—Some plants
of Benthamia fragifera (12 and 15 years old), many
others recovering. Supposed killed in April, but
since recovering from the roots, Arundo Donax, Acacia
dealbata, Olive, Viburnum suspensum

while lying for sale in the Green Market, and found
that, where the annual rings could be counted, the
trees appeared to be all about the same age. Judgine
from the long and thin nature of the stems, they must
have grown very close together ; but whether they are
Boroughmuirhead or Aberdeenshire timber, it is 'diffi-

cult to say. If the beams were made of Borouo-hmuir-
head Fir, one would suppose that they should have
been of much larger size and considerably older. It is

doubtful if timber sawn up for rough building purpose
as now used, will last as long as timber with all its

heart-wood entire—such as has been emloyed in these
old buildings. A few large sawn Fir beams 1 foot broad
and 7 inches thick, with large annual rings, were like-

wise seen amongst the ruins; but their ages could not

which it is impossible to do justice in^our

moreover, we think it better to let tne i

own conclusions as to the value ot w tr

+

very able geologist. We shall thereforeme^
the volume contains a good many useiw^j*
embraces nearly all the points in

y
uc" ^paQ

are much interested, but in no deg
^

formal works on geology in *!»<» alon

tion is to be found. .. _i,<, intr^
1

The following description of the rocK
. , :

is found, and of the coal formation gene* ^
an example of the author's style as weu^ f

" Succeeding the old red sandstone, ^
sharply defined-pbysically an

Jv^ven^^-
great Carboniferous Formation. v\e « ^&
alterations in the distribution f !'

ies
-v.

shallower seas-larger rivers «»u
.f:;

u
' -* #

stretching sw

— larger n*w — , , i ese ^

•ampy lands ; and with th^ ^fl

currents, a more genial and e(l
u
;
lD\

ibition, ^J
concomitant, a more exuberant e. ^ l

wider areas, of vegetable and anim,
whoie

***

regions, but by no means over tne ^ &r

transition from the one period t
o

L

p rgy;
afl«

_ „ have taken place through convuW
e^

the
foI
^J

be ertained, as they are only the centres of trees, in these regions comparatively te
tneC^^jTJ

Their freshness, their rarity, and being sawn into their
j
eld red sandstone survive, or pass i ^ for

ci3

" * As in every other period, ^
UXINJITBED :

—

Phygelia capensis, and Thuja nepalensis. All large
pinus in exposure (even insignis, pinaster, aud I present shape, would make one suppose them to have era.
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Jowly and gradually on the stage, attain their culmi-

nating point/ or period of greatest variety, size, and

numbers, and then gradually or quickly decline,

tccording to the continuity of the conditions by which

they are surrounded. In the vegetable world we have

now a most exuberant Flora—so exuberant that it is

but faintly paralleled by the rankest growth of the

tropical jnngle. To account for this extraordinary de-

velopment of plant life over such wide and diversely

situated regions of the globe, various hypotheses have

been offered, such as a larger per centage ofcarbonic acid

gas in the atmosphere— the greater effect of the earth's

r.tral heat—change in the earth's axis of rotation, so

as to bring the coal-bearing areas within the tropics

—

and greater eccentricity of the earth's orbit, so as to

have brought the globe periodically nearer to the sun's

influence ; 1 ut as we have not in the meantime a shadow

of proof for such abnormal causes, and much evidence

to the contrary, we are bound by sound induction to

seek for the explanation in the then peculiar distribu-

tion of sea and land, in the altitude of its shores, in

the arrangement of warm, erial and oceanic current

and generally in a concentration of these conditions,

such as would produce the necessary climate. And,

after all— as in the case of the great tertiary elephants

and rhinoceroses of Northern Europe, whose repre-

aentatives are now found only in the tropics—we know
too little of the nature of the plants to say under what

conditions of climate they would attain the greatest

exuberance, though we clearly perceive from their

foliage and mode of growth that it was at once equable

and continuous. Generally speaking, we find them

resembling Equisetums, Marsh Grasses, Reeds, Club

Mosses, Tree Ferns, and Coniferous trees; and these in

existing nature attain their maximum development in

warm-temperate and sub-tropical rather than in

equatorial regions. The Wellingtonias of California and

the Pines of Norfolk Island are more gigantic than the

largest Coniferous tree yet discovered in the coal-

measures; the Tree Ferns ofNew Zealand luxuriate in

bnmid and shady spots; the Tussack of Falkland

Island and the Hiormium of New Zealand show leaves

as broad and long as the poacites of the Carboniferous

period; while accumulations of peat-growth are the

products of coldly-temperate rather than of equatorial

latitudes. Besides all this, we have coal-beds in other

formations—the oolite, the Wealden, and tertiary; and
if we are to go in search of abnormal conditions for

the production of the one, we must admit the existence

of similar causes for the production of the other

—

an admission, as we shall afterwards see, that would
lead to irreconcilable absurdities. The fact is, coal is

a necessary product of every period, and is merely the
mineralised letiulb u[ vegetable acammlatiou—^inting
TfettMr to immensity of time than to rapidity of growth
as the cause of that accumulation. It is to time, there-

fore. ind to genial equability of climate, rather than to

excessive temperature, that we are to look for an ex-

planation of the vegetable masses of the coal period;

and he who would cut short the difficulty by appeals to

abnormal conditions, instead of exhausting the possibili-

ties within the scope of natural law, at once does

violence to Nature and retards the progress of legitimate

induction."

Mr. Page's method of meeting Darwinian facts and

inferences is to the following effect :

—

. "No doubt plants and animals are endowed with a

certain amount of elasticity so as to adapt themselves to

minor changes of external conditions; and acting upon

this elasticity, man has been enabled to produce all the

varieties ofcultivated fruits and grains, and domesticated

animals. This limit of variation, however, is soon

reached : the species is never affected, and the varieties

can only be maintained by a continuation of the artifi-

cial stimulus. In this case man presents himself as a

sub-creative centre, deputed with a power of prescient

design otherwise unknown in creation; and to argue

from his operations, as Mr. Darwin has done, to those

occurring in mere physical nature, is altogether to mis-

interpret the functions that intellect and reason were

destined to subserve. As we have no other power in

nature akin to the human intellect, so we are not

entitled, in the spirit of induction, to argue from the

results produced by that intellect to the operations of

the unreasoning material agencies of nature.

"To appeal, in the next place, to embryology—to
state that, in their embryonic stage, the higher animals
always pass thr gh the successive phases of those that
are lower, and then to maintain that the fish-embryo,
for example, acted upon by extremely favourable con-

ditions, might be developed beyond itself into a reptile,

or the reptile into a bird, is assuming a doctrine of

which we have no proof, nnd merely stating, in perverted

terms, the grand physiological fact of animal gradation

never under the guise of a lower order. All, u .t

we know of existing nature is against this doctrine of

transmutation— species and cenera remaining (under

the restricted limits of variation) as fixed and permanent

now as they were known to the Ninevites and Egyptians

4000 years ago.

It is argued, no doubt, that the transnational

advances from species to species take place by slow and

imperceptible stages, which cumulatively become
Admittin^apparent only after the lapse of ages

however, this rate of progress, there ought still to

be transitional forms in various stages ot progress at

erv epoch—forms which we fail to perceive in the

living world, just as geology has failed to detect them

in that which has become extinct. Again, the modinca-

tions for which the developist contends arc those or a

beneficial kind ; so that, in the great struggle lor

existence, and under the influence of altered conditions,

every creature, advantageously modified, will have R

iance of surviving, whilst those unaffected must go to

the wall. He fails, however, to show how the opera-

tion of a purelv physical law should not affect ah!

every member of a species, and to perceive that his

"
atural selection' is but a materialistic

doctrine of * natural — .

phraseology for an undefined law of progress which

forms part of a predestined plan, and must clearly obey

an intelligent behest." .

We shall soon hear Mr. Darwin's own reply to this

and all similar criticisms ; for we have reason to believe

that his new volume is about to go to press.

Routledge's Illustrated Natural History. Parts 32

and 33 contain the completion of the series of Birds,

and commence Reptiles, of which Tortoises, Crocodiles,

Alligators, and Lizards are treated of. The wood

engravings are better than ever, and the letterpress

very interesting. We extract a portion of what is said

about Crocodiles and Alligators.

" The head of Crocodiles is always rather elongated,

and in some species is lengthened into a narrow and

prolonged snout. Each jaw is furnished with a row of

sharply pointed and rather conical teeth. These teeth

are hollow, mostly grooved on the surface, and arc

replaced when they fall by new teeth that grow behind

them, and in process of time push the old ones out of

their sockets. The nostrils are placed at the very

extremity of the skull and upon a slightly rawed

prominence, so that the animal is able to breathe by

merely exposing an inch or so above the water, and

thus can conceal itself from almost any foe, or make an

unsuspected approach upon its prey. There is yet

another more important use for the position, of the
m* r\ . -1*1 1* J «%»» £r.l»#»r^ f\ V» WOTimiS

member, and oe.ils tiie most destructive blows with
wonderful rapidity. Still, the creature would rather

avoid than seek a combat, and does not act in this

fashion until driven to despair. In some parts of

America they catch the Alligator in a very ingenious

manner. An ordinary hook is said to be of little service

against such a quarry, and the natives employ a kind

of mixture between' a hook and grapnel which very

effectually answers their purpose. This so-called hook

is made of four sticks of hard tough wood barbed at

each end, slightly curving and bound together at one

end so as to cause all the upper barbs to radiate from

each other. This apparatus is baited with the flesh of

some animal, and suspended just about a foot from the

water, the other end of the rope being made fast to a

t ree or strong stake. As soon as the Alligator takes

this bait and begins to pull at the cord, the barbs begin

to make their way into its throat, and it is evident

from the construct ion of the hook that the more the

animal pulls, the firmer are the barbs struck into its

throat. When thus hooked, its struggles are terrific,

and Mr. Watcrton, who succeeded in capturing a fine

s]u i more than 10 feet in length, had the greatest

difficulty in securing it without damaging its

appearance."

Gossip of the Garden closes its 6th volume with the

present month's issue. The principal papers consist of

what are called w refl«dona
w of an old florist about

Tulip judging; an account of New Roses; the conclu-

sion of a series of papers on Wall Fruit Trees ;
a re-

commendation of Fancy or Belgian Pansies; and

a critique on the Verbenas of 1861; with various

notices of meetings, exhibitions, &c.

»

anoiaier muic imywincuju >«v »~.. „.-~ t -^ -
(

nostrils. The Crocodiles feed on fishes ana various

water-loving creatures, but also are in tin habit i

linking by the cr bank, and suddenly seizing upon

any unfortunate animal that may come to drink.

Suppose, for example, that a calf or a dog is thus

dragged into the water, the reptile grasps it across the

body, and sinks below the surface so as to keep the

head of the victim below water while itself can breathe

by means of the elevated nostrils. But as during this

process the mouth is held widely open, it might be

rationally presumed that considerable inconvenience

would be caused by the water running down the throat.

Such would indeed be the case, were not this difficulty

provided for by a simple yet very wonderful contrivance.

At the back of the throat, a pair of thin cartilaginous

plates are so arranged, that when the animal opens its

mouth the pressure of the water rushing into the

mouth immediately closes one upon the other, nnd

effectually prevents the passage of a single drop, the

closure being in exact proportion to the volume of

water. The structure indeed is very like that of the

valves of the heart. The channels which lead from the

nostrils run very far back through the skull, ami open

behind the throat valves, so that respiration is in no

way impeded. Thev cannot, however, swallow their

prey while under water, but are obliged to bring it on

shore for that purpose. The tongue is small, and

fastened down to the lower jaw throughout its length,

so that it was formerly thought that the Crocodiles

were destitute ot that organ."

"Though timid, as are most reptiles as long as their

passions are not touched, the Alligator has within it a

very mine of furious rage, which, when aroused, knows

no fear. Urged by a blind instinct that sees no obstacles

Garden Memoranda.
Royal Botanic Gardfns, Kew.—At this dull sea-

son of the year, when plants in bloom are everywhere

scarce, the following memoranda concerning some

which we WW in flower the other'day at Kew may

not be without interest. Foremost among these was

the glorious Lanageria rosea, which, although in a cold

Fern house, with a north-east exposure, had a dozen or

more fully expanded flowers on it. It was growing m a

pot, and, under the treatment usually given to very cool

greenhouse plants, appeared to be quite healthy, cover-

ing a considerable portion of the roof with vigorous

branches and richly-coloured blossoms. Another good

climber of slender growth is Manettia bicolor, an old

plant which of late years has been too much over-

looked ; for when well flowered its numerous bright,

yellow-tipped, scarlet, tubulaj Jowers, th ^h not of

Targe size, have a highly interesting appearance. This,

however, requires warmth to have it m perfection,

as does also the charming orange blossomed Bignonia

venusta, one of the very best of all winter-flowering

climbers. A plant of the last is coming into bloom

on the roof of the great Palm House.

Of other kinds of plants, Eucbaris grandiflora was

in blossom on a shelf in the small Victoria house,

where its large snow-white flowers and ample deep

crveen leaves had a fine effect. This is a plant which

many fail to flower, owing probably to not sufficiently

encouraging its growth during the summer months.

When it has done flowering, it should be allowed a

period of rest ; then let it be repotted in good rich soil

;

when fairly started grow it freely, and no fears need

be entertained that it will not blossom satisfactorily.

This is the kind of treatment which at Kew has been

found to answer perfect each spike producing from

four to six blooms, every one of which is as large as

a five shilling piece. Among Gesneras, none is supe-

rior, either for effect or usefulness, to G. cinnabarina,

whose lateral shoots keep up a succession of gaiety even

long after the main flower stems have faded. The rich

crimson down with which the foliage is clothed, also

adds considerably to the ornamental appearance of this

sort. Among Begonias, a variety of Kunthiana,

lately figured in the " Botanical Magazine," deserves

mention. To a good habit and prettily divided leaves

it adds large blossoms of snowy whiteness, interest-

ingly relieved in the centre by a tuft of golden yellow

stamens, the two colours producing a charming con-

trast. This is a kind which no collection, however

under favourable conditions, be retarded and thrown
back into the grade that lies beneath it; and asexten al

conditions varied during the geological epochs—now
genial and now obnoxious—we ought to have degrada-

tion as well as development. The great gradation al

progress taught by geology being always steadily from
higher to higher, is, however, against this; and when a

species or family is subjected to obnoxious conditions, it

invariably dwarfs and dies out in its own proper

character—a trilobite as a trilobite, an ammonite/ as an

value ot this litue naray pxaut iu« w««.~».«*~~-^ —
have directed attention on former occasions. In open

bord % when once established, it re-sows itself, and m
thickly in flower now, its tiny stems and little pale

blue starry blossoms, scar iy rising higher than the sur-

face of the soil in which the plants are growing. Pieces

lifted and potted blossom freely for a long time, and

that with scarcely any trouble or attention. Of more
»LieiiL:Lii, BimyyuiK uuwunj — ., - ... i i :*„nt\rtnnc>(> in ft decorative point of view are rSrowal-

shing its muscular tail from side to side with such
,

mpo^^^ ofthe
P
former viscosa was in full

vigour that it takes a bold man to.venture witIn
s

l^ 1^1^ tbe latter Oriana-the one deep

range of that terrible weapon. It is fortunate for the flown
.

and among ^^_^ ^ (
.^

assailant that its head is not gifted with mobility equal

to drive the breath out of an Alhcator.for its life seems

to take a separate hold of every fibre in the creature s

body, and though pierced through and through with

bullets, crushed by heavy blows, and its body converted

into a very pin-cushion, spears taking the place Of the

•__ -._ ____t.v __ , .... .
r

<! ofimrr'Tlna with WOndrOUS

to that of the tail. The Alligator can only turn its

head very slightly indeed, on account of two oonj

projections, one on each side of the head which are

efficient obstacles to any but the smallest lateral mo ion.

The antagonist may therefore easily escape if on land,

by springing aside before the reptile can turn. lie

nU however, beware of its tail, for * ££*

blue, the other pink ;
nor can Pentas carnea or Centra-

* „Qn nnlv turn its denia floribuml': be dispensed with ;
both are highly

SS of
y
two bom ^eful winter plants as is also Plumbago rosea, of

account of two Jxm) osew ^ ^.^ ^ g ^ ^^ weU c< red w|(fc

re. 1 d ; sh-salmon blOssoms. H eterocentmm mexicanum, a

rosy lilac-flowered Mela mad, is likewise a good

winter plant, as are also Didymocarpus pnmuloides, a

rough woolly-leaved plant, the blossoms of winch are

i w«2h white: the scarlet Scutellaria Yentenati, the rosy
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li -ic Impatiens flaccida and Malvaviscus arboreus,

Poinsettias, and Francisceas. These all serve to keep

up a considerable amount of gaiety at this time of

year.

In the Succulent house Agave glaucescens is now in

blossom, a stately plant with a graceful flower-stem

some five feet in length, and where furnished with fully

expanded flowers about six inches in diameter. The

blossoms, which are of a greenish yellow colour,
#

are

borne on a spike, which rises upright a certain height

and then turns point downwards towards the ground

—the spike, owing to its length, being apparently

unable to carry erect the load of blossoms with which

it is laden, and which are now open for about half its

length. On the roof of this house Euphorbia Jacquini-

flora was in flower, and as acovering for rafters, when
its flowering shoots are not too closely tied in, it pro-

mises to be useful.

New Holland houses are just beginning to be gay

with Acacias (among the earliest of which is sulcata),

Chrysanthemums, Primulas, Veronicas of the Ander-
soni breed ; Correas, of which one of the brightest is

Brilliant ; Daphnes, and Cape Heaths. Among the last

the most conspicuous were hiemalis, Willmoreana,
gracilis autumnalis, scabriuscula, melanthera, and
Lamberti rosea. Others will, however, soon be in

bloom, as will also Eriostemons, Boronias, and Epacris.

Among plants remarkable for the beauty of their

foliage must be mentioned a vigorous young specimen
of Cyanophyllum magnificum, whose leaves could
not measure less than three feet in length and two
feet in width, the whole plant presenting a truly noble
appearance. Phyllagathis rotundifolia, alluded to in

last week's Number, is also all that is there said in its

praise, the leaves being finely shaped and beautifully

striped. Maranta fasciata is likewise a handsome
foliaged plant, as is also M. ornata ; but the leaves of
the last are much smaller than those of fasciata.

Among curiosities in this way, may also be recorded
what is called.'the Carrot tree (Monezia edulis).a Madeira
plant, whose stem bears considerable resemblance to a

Carrot set in a pot. thick end downwards, the branches
clothed with Fern- like leaves, issuing from the point or
small end. For the sake of variety alone, plants such
as this, Tradescantia Warszewiczi, and others, are worth
cultivation, contrasting well as they do with the more
ordinary forms of glass house vegetation.

Among novelties^ was a Mu-a with green and
white striped leaves—a real acquisition, and one which,
when better known, cannot fail to be a favourite with
lovers of variegated plants.

We may add, in conclusion, that Orchids seem
greatly improved since they have come into the hands
of the preswrtr iifmmun , uf imiflg \n ft<

perhaps, were Calanthe vestita and its red eyed variety ;

Laelia anceps will soon be in bloom, and this is stated
to be the only month in the year in which Oncidium
Papilio has not blossomed.

Miscellaneous.
The Coco-nut Beetle.—In the luxuriant forests of

Ceylon the extensive family of Lomrieonis and Passalidse
live in destructive abundance. To the Coco-nut planters
the ravages committed by beetles are painfully familiar.
The larva

rhinoceros

makes its

the top, and after perforating them in all directions,
forms a cocoon of the gnawed wood and sawdust, in
which it reposes during its sleep as a pupa, till the
arrival of the period when it emerges as a perfect
beetle. Notwithstanding the repulsive aspect of the
large pulpy larvae of these beetles, they are esteemed a
luxury by the Malabar coolies, who so far , n\ them-
selves of the privilege accorded by the Levitical law,
which permitted the Hebrews to eat ' the beetle after
nis kind.' Amongst the superstitions of the Singhalese
arising out of their belief iu demoiioiogy, one r ble
one is connected with the appearance of a beetle when
observed on the floor of a dwelling-house afi n tglitfalL
The popular belief is that in obedient o a cer t rm of
incantaiion (called cooroominiya-piUi) a in the
shape of a beetle is sent to the house o a»e person or
family whose destruction it is intended to compass, and
who presently falls sick and dies. The only means of
averting this catastrophe, is that some one, himself an
adept in necromancy, should perform a counter-charm,
the effect of which is to send back the disguised heefcle

to destroy his original employer; for in such a con-
juncture the death of one or the other is essential to
appease the demon whose intervention has been invoked.
Hence the discomfort of a Singhalese on finding a beetle
in his house after sunset, and his anxiety to expel but
not to kill it. Sir J. E. Tennenfs Natural Rlstoru of
Ceylon. * J

Singing Fisk.—M. de Thoron has addressed a curious
communication to the Academy of S nces on the
subject of certain singing fish that inhabit the seas as
well as the rivers of S >uth America. He specially
mentions the Bay of PaUon, situated north of the
province of Esmeralda*, in the Republic of Ecuador,
where, being in a boat, he was suddenly startled by a
deep humming noise, which he at first at buted to
some large insect, but which upon inquiry turned
out to be a kind of fish called musicos by the people of
tfre country. On proceeding further the 'sounds became
go strong a8 to remind him of the strains of a church-

organ. These fish live both in salt and in fresh water,

since they are also met with in the river Mataje.

They are not more than ten inches long ; their colour

is white sprinkled with blue spots, and they will con-

tinue their music for hours without minding

interruption.

—

Morning Post.
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Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing tveek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Consebvatory, &c—While frosty weather con-

tinues be satisfied with as low a night temperature m
all plant houses as it will be safe to keep, taking

advantage of bright days to increase the temperature,

and using a little fire heat, in order to be able to admit

fresh air to dispel damp, &c. The proper night tem-

perature for conservatories very much depends upon the

are properly protected from the effect^
xly forcing, it is greatly preferable to ?,

the state of the external atmosphere"^
roots are nronerlv nrnt.pr.r0ri fw»« *.\. . «. ^ %t

toffro,

>nav

theroo

be kept at^

for ea

of plants in pots, which allow of fiS^J" 1

favourable temperature. ° ue

STBAWBERRiES.-These may now be r>W •

frame where the temperature can be k^ 1

\ giving plenty of air whenever the Zm
permit, and if the pots can be plunged
bottom heat, this will be advantageous

\

a healthy root action.

or
45°

in

ei

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

Wheeling may now be more expeditiously „
carried on than when the surface of the groar
hence, where wan+ed, fresh soils or manura^;
put upon the flower beds and borders, ftili

may also be thinned, where this invflfa (2
cutting out of overgrown plants, or loP^^

kind of plants they may contain. Where Camellias, trees, but where evergreens generally remfe w-
that is best done in March; for although, JJ?

1,Epacrises, Heaths, and other winter blooming plants

form the principal inmates, 40° will be sufficiently

high, and with a dry atmosphere it may safely

be allowed to sink a few degrees on hard nights; but

in cases where the hardier kinds of winter flowering

stove plants are brought in while in bloom, 4-5° should

be considered the proper mean night temperature.

Let whatever watering may be required be done
early in the day, so as to allow advantage to be taken

of sunshine, whenever such may occur, to give air for

the purpose of drying the foliage, &c. Many persons

appear to entertain an opinion that very little attention

is needed to properly supply plants with water at this

season ; and they only look over their stock at intervals

of several days. We would, however, caution young
gardeners against this mistake, and advise them to

examine every plant, at least every other day, deferring

the application of water until it is really required, and
then giving a liberal soaking. Attend daily to the

removal of dead or decaying leaves, and directly any of

the flowering specimens become shabby, remove them
to some out of-the-way place, taking care that they are

put in proper circumstances as to temperature, &c.,

according to their wants, and supply their places with
others in full beauty. Where necessary, the leaves of

plants should be sponged over, and thoroughly cleaned,

twiners pruned, trimmed, and put into proper order for

the spring. Soils, crocks, and charcoal, and whatever
else may be necessary for potting, should be got into

readiness for use when wanted.

Cold Pits.—Where the stock of bedding plants has
to be wintered in structures of this description, the

vigilance and care will be required to preserve the plants
from harm. Apply sufficient covering to the glass, and
also to the walls of the pits or frames, to ward off the
effects of the most severe frost, aud embrace every
possible chance of admitting fresh air, and removing
decaying leaves, in order to prevent damp and mould.
Too little water can hardly be given at present to plants
in cold frames, and when it becomes necessary to give
any, let it be done on the morning of a tine day, freely
admitting air afterwards, in order to dry up all super-
fluous moisture before evening. Plants when covered
up for several days should not be suddenly exposed to
bright sunshine, but should be partially shaded for a
few hours, admitting air in the meantime, if the state
of the external atmosphere will admit of it; this will
dispel damp, and greatly assist in preventing the injury
which might otherwise result from sudden exposure to
sunshine.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—A night temperature of about 60° should

be maintained in the fruiting pits, letting it rise to 70°
or 75° by day ; and, where fruit is swelling, it may be
allowed to rise 10° higher with sunshine midair; aim
at 1 ping up a steady bottom heat of about 80°, which
for the present will be high enough. Maintain a moist
at phere, and water Bnch plants as may require it

with tepid manure water, hut guard against an accumu-
n of moisture in the heart of such plants as may be

showi fruit. In the sue 11 pit the night tempe-
rature iv otnot exc I 55° while tne present cold
v. ther continues, and from 60° to 65° will be suffi-
ciently high on sunless days. Sec that none of the
young stock suffers through dryness at the root, which
is apt to be the case whsre much fire heat is employed.
Vineries.—Wash and dress the Vines in houses

winter proves mild, such work may safely be pal

at any time, it is never safe to depend upon this, ti3
the hands cannot be profitably employed at oaL*l!

work, get a good stock of pegs, Dahlia stakesjA

brooms, and such like things prepared awl id
away in an orderly manner, so as to be ready j»i
when wanted.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDES.

Take advantage of the present state of the f«fc

to get manure wheeled upon the quarters for

may be intended. Cover Celery with dry litter

tect it from frost, and Cauliflower plants underi

lights, or in frames, should be guarded from da^

k

admitting air on every favourable opportunity, a;

slight protection against frost will be useful, partly

where the plants may not have been properly btnJH

Lettuce and Endive in cold pits will require protjfc

from frost, and air to dispel damp whenever this

be given. Attend to keeping up a supply of Sethi

Rhubarb, and Asparagus, &c, according to the &xl

and convenience, by introducing quantities of them

into heat at intervals of about a fortnight Ak

keeping up a supply of French Beans by mb:

frequent sowings under favourable ciicoulNi

These are generally grown in pots placed in Vkerisf

plant houses, but their liability to the attack of «

spider render them dangerous inmates of snch to*

tures, and where it can possibly be done theysfcooUif

planted in lines in the bed of a pit derotf totter

culture.

STATE OP THE "WEATHER AT CHTfi"WIClTO :

For the Week ending Dec 26, 1861. as observed at the Haft***^
TKHPEKAiriT

Decern-
bcr.

r,

u Barometer.

Max.

Of the Air.
k_

Friday 20'

Satur. 21

Sunday 'J-'

Mon.
Tuej
Wed, 25

19

20
21

i
Thurs. 26 21

80.376
30.3m i

30.206
30.27m

30.2

160
30.300

Min. Max.

80.303
30
30.1

176

30J)92
30.200

Min. Mi

Dr.

80.284 I 30.207

>—Ovc st ; tu * night.

Ofthe I

1 to

"

|M|

2(i—uv< -.r ; hi C niKiu.— 21—Overcast; cold and dry . line. _
ffir— 22—Cloudy ; overeat . brisk and cold >.&•

overcast.
— "J- -Ha/v mid eold: overcast. . . o1

-

l(rhtn«t— 24—Cold and drv ; clear and cold at night; sup"

— 2->- iv-y
. fine but cold; foggy ; ^J™*,,* fro^.— 2'i-Frosty : ft* ercast

; ^- J»Mean temperature oi the week U deg. below tiieaw*

RECORD OF THE "WEATHER AT CHIS^CK ^
During the last 36 years, for the ensuing Week, endiflgg;J_^

Prevail*1
*

December
and

January.

Sundav 29 .

Mon, 30..
Tups. U

.

W «'d. 1

Tl i. 2..

Friday 3..
ttatur. i

'llu-

3d, 180 -the
4 dog.

about to be started, nnd prepare materials for covering
the outside border, if this is rot already done ; this
however, should always be effected before this season'
so as to retain a portion of the warmth infused by the
summer's sun ; a substantial covering of dry leaves
fern, or some such material, should be applied before
raising the inside temperature, and whore it can be
obtained these may be mixed with a portion of stable
manure, to create a moderate fermentation and infuse
a gentle warmth into the border, which will be of (Treat
service in promoting a vigorous root action. Care must
b >hserved, however, if heat is once applied to the
border, to replace the fermenting materials as tin
become exhausted, so as to maintain a regular tempe-
rature, and prevent the roots from sustaining any
check. Commence with a night temperature of from
45° to 50°, allowing it to rise some 10° by day.

Peaches.—Where these are being started, maintain
a night temperature of about 45° or 50° according to

•m Notice to Correspondents.

Books : A Sub, ber. Hamilton on the ?m**lTth
dinning on the Pine Apple ; both to be proem

rf^
bookseller. They describe two opposite moat

: ^
the first how to grow plants in the open w*»

in pots. plan
&*

Glass Wall : Eileanach. You will obtain by^otV^J
heat enough

; and we see no objection w $m
Wo should prefer pipes because itw^^ij
make air move than water. Nevertheless ru^^^
aa at Folma . would tempt us to try

as yours. ^t i

Heatiho: L. D. We have seen »° ?8
/"teV P^iScr

gardening purpose. Can't you heat hot**

the latter being seen f »bttt off from tn^
:i
|i^

whicii would ; he easily managed it »ie £**

external boiler. nBl
~%-£5

Names of Plants : A C. Dendrobium-J*^ ocd&^
A new pretty nabrothanmus.—Armiger.
quite tender. H«n*5j3*

Vinbs: C V P. The Golden and ^fomcr^JT^
grown in the same bouse ; but place thew™ d MuS

c

end. So you may have Musoatof Ale^J^ forj£
r,V

burgh Vines in the same bouse, pwcin^ -^
warmest end. Nothing is better^$£l son*

*"
quantity of well rotted dung in aaaiu^

being also introduced into the boraer.
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IT HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY 1

(Established 1840,)

A.re now prepared to •end out the following MANURES:—
CORK MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIMf
DISSOLVED BONES for PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMON I A, and every other Manure of value.

J 16. Penchurch Street, EC. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

Bl i:\AKD, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPnOSPHATK of LIME ;

guaranteed to contain
Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribaaic

phosphate of Lime.
CO.N RATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

eceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—" These results mus t

be very gratifying vou, and are the best proof of the very
high a$ luraf and commercial value which characterises
yo*r concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural 8ociety, with Testimonials,
P . may be had on application to Buksard, Lack,
6 Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

£1000

POTTER'S tiUANO.—Eitablished Twent
X Agente Wanted.

: 28, Claphun Road Place, S.

Vein

LA \V £ 6 * S M A N U II E S .

The Manvires manufactured by J. B. Lawks for tho
present sqmou of 1 are now ready for delivery at hia
Factories, at the following prices :

—

LAWES'S PATKXT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE
MJPERPIK HATE of LIME £6

LAW \ i SUPE HOSPH ATE of LIME from
URNT BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .. 5

LAWB8*S BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mil Lawks, or through

hi* appointed Agents, in a*l parts of the United Kingdom, at
prices varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Nitrate
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address John Beknet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C. : and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

<>

5

pUWSb'S CONSTITUTION BALLS.—This justly
\J celebrated Medicine, aftc years' experience, is proved

> be the best and cheapest for HORSES and NEAT CATTLI
cheaper because required to be given only once a wee
preserving health, vigour, and condition. Their cost too
is saved by the food turning to a better account, for it is an
acknowledged fact Horses will keep up their condition better
upon three feeds of Oats daily when a Ball is occasionally given.
than with four foods without the Bails. Neat Cattle will
also fatten much faster with the occasional use of them, and
arrive at % greater state or perfection than they can bo got to
without the Balls. Any one doubting this statement should
try the use of them and prove for himself, for the more they
are used the better they are appreciated,

o Balls will be found admirable for Coughs, Colds,
Strangles, Influenza, Inflammation of the Eyes, I -lied Log
and other diseases incident to Horses and Neat Cattle,
as may be seen by the directions and Testimonials with
esch packet.
The Balls are prepared by Francis Cupiss, Diss, Norfolk,

Author of the Prize tssay on the Diseases of the Liver of the
ay be had of all Patent Medicine Vendors, ia

Packet* (6 balls each), 3*. Od. per packet r 7 PflWNVfer 21*
With lull directions.

Persons using the Balls may consult the Proprietor gratui-
tously by enclosing a Stamp in a prepaid letter.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
forpwsr^ni; Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellent substitute foroil paint on ntt~*«t-<loor work, and
is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It
is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most flattering testimonials have been received,
which Hill & Smith will forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at I*. 6 7. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or la. Sd. per gallon paid to any station in
the kingdom.
Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works; near

Dudley, and 76, Cannon Street, E.C., from whom only it cam
be obta i i , ed.

PA T E N I GUTTA P E RCHA 8 ( ) L E S.—
Important to Gardi us.—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receii f the following
letter from G. Gli y, Esq., the celebrated Florist:—

44 Gentlemen.— I have worn Gutta Percha es and Heels
these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-
sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I

would on no account be without them. As a matter of

economy I would recommend Gardeners to use them, tor they
may repair the worn part at all times by wanning the
material at the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the
worn parts, as easily as If it were so much dough. I think it

the duty of ail persons who must occasionally wet their feet to
adopt a material that completely defies damp. Many
gardener would escape colds and rheumatism by the use of
Gutta Percha Soles. Your obedient servant, G. Glenny."
Ever iriety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles. Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries, Calbo-

|

tJI*3 Tray.s, Ac -nufactured by the Gutta Perc.it Company,
St

«m? **y tlleir wholesale dealers in town or c try.
The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, IS. Wharf Road,

Ctf Road. I#

VV( >X the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
against any other system oi earn Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particularsapply to Mr. W. Smith,
Woolston, Bletchley Station.

Drainage Season.

MR. BAILEY DENTOX undertakes the DRAIN-
AGE of ESTATES by Commission or Contract.

52, Parliament roet, Westminster, B.W.

DRAINAGE OUTl ALLS. — The most simp]
expeditious, and inexpensive powers for obtaining the

right of making Outfall Drains, Cuttings, &C., through the
Lands of ad ining Proprietors* are under the WEST of

ENGLAND DRAINAGE and INCLOSUBB COMPANY'S
ACT, and there is no necessity for £ rate proceedings such
as Petitions, Special Act of Parliament, Commissions of Sewers,

or Drainage B turds, &c.
Draining, Inclosing, Irrigating, Warping, Rood Making, and

all kind of Land Improve uts executed on E&tailc

Mortgaged, or other Pre i ; the whole cost can bo a Charge
on the Lands pern itly, or it might be made redeemable at

any fixed time in one or more sums or by half yearly instal*

ments uy term of years, at tho oj \ of Proprietors.
Fiu dkrick Brodif: iry,

Offices—

I

r, and SO, Parlia fc, London, 8.W.

h LA> S~~T >KOV P COMPANY.—
Int. <1 V tl A 'arUatncnt in 185$.

8, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowxkrs, tijk Clergy, Estatr Agent- ,
s- rvbyors, &c.

in England and Walks and in Scotland.
The Directors beg k

i
to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1 , has received the sanction of tfa egis-

itnrc. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for tho following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, nation. Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

S. Farm Iioads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or L ling places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes,

4. The ere* n of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the prov ns of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public oi general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their propoi nate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the Ian improved.
No investigation title is required, I the Company being

of a strict! aucia racter do not interfere with the plana
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Com mis. ten.

For further Information, and tor forms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Naimkk, Managing Director,
2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster. 9. W.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of
ENGLAND.

METROPOLITAN SHOW, 1862.
8TOCK PRIZE fcllUETd, and particulars for EXHIBITION

of IMPLEMENTS, are now ready, and will be forwarded on
application to n Efau. Dark, Secretary.
-. 12. Hanover Square, Londo;

R

Eixt Egrtcttltural ©alette*
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2S, 1861.

The past year has been interesting in an agri-

cultural sense in many ways. Although com-
mencing with weather of remarkable severity, its

seasons have been ch: lotet d by the average and
ordinary character of alternate rain and sunshine

—heat and cold. Neither temperature on tie one
hand nor rainfall on the other has been excessive.

A somewhat diflicult harvest time for the hay
crop was succeeded by an easy corn harvest—at any
rate in England—and since then by an unusually

fine autumn. The season of growth was full of
u feeding weather " for our green crops ; and the

fineness of the later months of summer, whil it

could not replace the lost plant of winter-sown

altogether irrev ctively of the professional services
which they render.

Among the principal of these professional services,
for which during several years, and especially during
the past, we have to thank these annual gatherings,

has been the rapid extension of the work of steam
ploughing, and of the conviction that it is an eco-

nomical success. Mr. Smith, of Woolston, Messrs.

Howard and Mr. Fowler, have each of them now
a large body of customers and clients, nearly all of

whom agree in testifying to the great advantages
they have reaped by the application of steam
power to the tillage of the soil.

The very general use of the horse-drawn mowing
machine and reaper is another of the distinctions

of 1861 and of recent years, by which an altogether

new feature has been introduced into our agricul-

ture ; and this, too, has been a good deal owing to

the annual prominence given to the subject by the

competition for the aw ds of judges appointed at

the annual gatherings.

Improvements in the plants of the farm are less

stimulated and urged at these meetings than those

either of the animals or the implements of the farm.

But for them we have many useful agencies, both
in the literature of agriculture and in the monthly
discussion meetings of local farmers' clubs : and
under this head, too, the agricultural progress of

1861 has been considerable. We have had atten-

tion drawn to the cultivation of our pasture Grasses

—to the quality of seeds—to the causes and the

prevalence oi various plant diseases—to the value
of Kohl Rabi as a comparatively uncommon green
crop, and to that of Mangel Wurzel as now a well

established standard fallowcrop. And one point, well
illustrating an analogy between the animal and
vegetable world—the effect of pedigree in plants

on the value and character of the crop, has received

unusual attention. Mr. Hallett's so-called Pedi-
gree Wheat, around which the discussion of this

point has chiefly gathered, is but one illustration

of a law which affects our plants as it does our
animals, for evil as well as for good, according to

the use that is made of it. And, doubtless, the
remembrance of it will continue to exert increasing
influence in the future.

The year was about to close amidst hopes and
expectations, sanguine and well-founded, of an
even greater stimulus to agricultural progress than
ever it has yet received, through the activity of

U -directed, public competition at the gr«*U puhli
gatherings of 1862. Let us hope that the disastrous
loss by which these hopes have for the time been
dashed, may be succeeded by efforts and resolu-

tions more energetic than ever, to do whatever
may be done in accordance with the will of the
illustrious PitixrE whose loss we mourn—and for

the end at which he aimed.

At the late 22d annual meeting of the Cogges-
hall Agricultural Society, prizes were competed
for and awarded in Ploughing, Bringing up
Families, Digging two Rods, Drilling, Stacking,
Broadcast wing, Land Ditching, Long Service,

Benefit Clubs, Self Improvement, Placing
Daughters in Service, Most Children at School
under 12 years, Knitting Stockings, Ditto Socks,
! >estruction of Rats and parrows, Garden Produce.
We give the list in the order in which the prizes

are announced in the Papers.

Geoeg Perry received 1/. as the best plough-
grain, or make a half-planted field yield the full man in the field. John Root received 25*. as

number of bushels, yet it insured the weight and having out of seven competitors brought up most
xcellence of what bushels it produced. Prices, children without parish relief. Jeremiah Wood

loo, of all kinds of agricultural produce have been received 10*. for skill in digging two rods of land.

IT* T. ARCHKK'S "PKIGI IXAMO."-
JLJ • by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland

r Syon House, bis Grace the Duke of Dev hire for Chis-
ick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the 1

1 tici il Society,
>ir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological
•ociety, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealiner Park, Arc

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS 6 MORNING FRO£T.
"FRIGL DOMO," a Canvas made of p nt prepared Hair

«nd Wool, ape. t non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is appli a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and florici tural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. It. dd. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . S*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide. 'In. (></. per yard run.

Also " Fritd Domo* Netting, 2 yards wide, 1$. id. per yard run.
Eusha Thomas Archfr, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen
*ad Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is.much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

fair both for corn and meat. The almost only

extreme failure of the season has been in the

Potato crop ; and this has been a matter of

serious importance both in Scotland and in

Ireland.

The year has been characterised by very sue-
j

cessful agricultural meetings, and especially by remarkable incongruous and grotesque ? "VVhat

the great interest which attached to that of the can be better than to get men together for a trial of

Patronised Koyal Agricultural Society of England, at Leeds, skill before their employers ? Proofs of skill thus

The excellence of the show and the number of the

and William Sutton, Samuel Cowell, and
Thomas Hurrell, received 1/., 15s., and 10s.

respectively, for having lived respectively 48 years

and 2 months, 48 years, and 46 years in the same
service.

Does not this list of prizes strike the reader as

spectators it attracted, were both unparalleled in

the history of the Societv, and, indeed, in the

history of the country. There never before had

been so complete an illustration of either the breeds

of English live stock or the machinery of English

farms. '

And as the power and importance of the " Agri-

cultural interest" had never been so perfectly

exemplified before, so never before had there been

so great a multitude of people gathered from the

manufacturing, commercial, and other non-agri-

cultural classes to receive what impression it could

make. There cannot be a doubt of the great value

of these gatherings in a merely social sense, and

publicly given would be most valuable to the

skilful, who would be thus sufficiently rewarded,

even were there no prizes announced for competi-

tion ; and 20s., 15*., 10s. prizes will be considered

by ploughmen a good reward for four or h've hours'

work. But to place moral character in the same

class with mere dexterity and skill, is to degrade

the former. To offer at the same time, and upon

the same lists with the Utter, a reward of 20s. for

bringing up a family, for personal services of

nearly half a century, and even for putting chil-

dren to school, must surely offend the moral

sense of most people. Such a system, if it be

still adapted to the condition of the agricultural

labourer, proves the very inferior condition in
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Which be still remains. Let us hope that the 1 exhibitions of the ripest and most shapely specimens
rewards nflRarpf? fn* drill ttt;ii ;„j„«^ <**«.._**;*«»• nf naffi~ <^k rtrt« ««;? <,,*.;„/-» ««^ i,a„.« ;~ rt~v^~,**^;

[Decehbeb
.—w—_ ..„ oviu icmftiiiB, ojci. us nope tntiu me

|

eimuiuouB 01 tine ripest auu most snapeiy specimens
rewards offered for skill will induce competition, °f cattle, sheep, and swine, are shown in competition
and urge young men on to be the very best in f°r the liberal prizes offered by prize associations. Those
TCTnfl icXrAt* nlooa 4-V>^-»* V.,-1,,.,,. A_ .._ .1 1_a !» « _ _ whfl wnnlH ana r»iit» ^Vioranf^srief i/-» l-M»nr\^c? /fl*s\mcm1«/ta on/I

3 \7T. ™m™**— xkj l oa.nA win. muuue competition,
and urge young men on to be the very best in
whatever class they belong to—and let us hope
that the elevation of the moral character of the
working man which these societies also most
praiseworthily sympathise with—however mis-
takenly they seek it—may be brought about by the
good, pure, and generous example of the class
above them ; infinitely more influential, we may
be sure, as has indeed been amply proved by a late
illustrious instance, than any direct intrusion of
reward into a field or on a scene where offers of
money are a mere impertinence and folly.

The French Government have issued a
most liberal programme of prizes to be competed
for m fat stock at an International Show at Poissy
on the 13tb, 14th, 15th, and 16th of AdiiI, 1862.
The list includes prizes of 40/., 357., 30/. for Short-

™7
Stee

rt

rs
r~

3^'' 30lt
> 20L >

for Short-horn oxen
—dO/., 20*., 10/., for Short-horn heifers—20/
lo/., 10/. for Short-horn cows. The like sums'
amounting to 295/. in all, are offered also in
similar classes of Devons, Herefords, and polled
breeds. And similar prizes are also offered
ior Highlanders, Ayrshires, and Irish, Dutch,
and mixed breeds. In all nearly 2000/. are
offered as prizes for cattle. Prizes of 30/., 20/., 10/—
in some cases of 20/., 12/., and 8/., are also offered
lor pens of 5 wether sheep of various breeds not
exceeding 1-year old ; and 20/. and 10/. are offered
in 4 classes of pigs. We see it announced that
Mods. F. R. de la Tbehonnais, Oak Yilla, Nor-
wood, S., will give information to all intending
exhibitors. The specified age of the sheep classes
is the only fault as it appears to us in the arrange-
ments which have been drawn up with great
liberality. Declarations of entry must be made
before the 15th of March, 1862, and lodged with
the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce at
-trans.

lortue uoerai prizes onerea Dy prize associations, Tnose
who would see our characteristic breeds (themselves and
their differences the offspring of circumstances) with
those differences fully developed, and each breed per-
fectly illustrated, will find them all at our great Cattle
Shows—where age and size, and ripeness for the
butcher, and form and colour together, prove the rela-

tive precocity, quality, and merits generally of Here-
fords, Devons, Short-horns, and Longwools, Downs, and
Shropshire, of Berkshires, Suffolks, and Yorkshires,
and other less important English, Scotch, and Irish
varieties of cattle, sheep, and swine.
They have been bred up to a wonderful precocity

and aptitude to fatten—they have been fed up to a
wonderful thickness and weight of flesh—and they
now come to be judged and sold. We do not pursue
them farther, or discuss questions of cookery, the last
process in the manufacture of food for man. But we
may for awhile continue to discuss the means at our
disposal for judging the animal when ripe and readyfor the butcher. The judges at the show give their
award according to the age of the animal-according
to the symmetry of its form and the thickness and
quality of its flesh. The age ought to influence them

;

tor ot two animals equally good to all appearance, the
younger is certamlv the mora TYi»rif/xn'/x»B n« u««j

principal human, engaging the r*l

.

b*»*\
farming community. The am™. 1

atteati«7
factured annually, £ the prte7 •

°f^with former years, is largely ontl^ *^
the demand for the article has in„l "f*i5
tional ratio. There are nwn

^ WMed » • i
that might be called non eSalT** J
to make a man successfui £ £* *•*-
First and foremost among these th« /^
have a farm naturally inclmed toZ^ *
of pure cold v, ater, and an emeri™

1

?
Combine with these industry!?*£* *
close application to the business,S 1^
There is no business connected * l?* -
requires closer attention than the mannsT?*
butter; and, at the same time, iX^'
fa™6 empl0ymenta that «» eng^KJ,
Cows.—It is the practice of many dim,

their cows. When this practice ispH^
the supply of cows, care should be etarf?'only good ones. A dairyman is a poor£. J,to buy good cows. If he has an, p^TTare the ones that he will want tosT
pay 50 dols. for a good young cow, that.ur 01 two animals equally good to all appearance, the inferior one at 30. The eood"S. I' *Vyounger is certainly the more meritorious, as having more butter the first year

g
to navU V*'^!* • .

,4
f

coudlt on in
.
th« Sorter time. Thf If a man wishes o^5&* ?/**

FAT CATTLE SHOWS.

dJf/^ t0 the Change which the Turn!P "op intro-

ml Lt °Ur a
l
ric

?
ltur

f we now fatte» «tt«
«u i

y ?\ round
-

In olden time, men lived onsalted meat during winter and spring: grazing tiepasture and the meadow was the only meat mam.fac

rouT,LTT'T
m
^

h t0
4

asfc Ml —r-tiuTe can*round again, took place. No doubt some of the fat

Christm,?:?
8 ^ k

,
ept °U by h°°k or "rook ft

fresh m^n e
i^^ man was solute to have

t , \ T\
m throu6h the Eeason, the hay crop was Ithand to help him ; but, as a general rule! freshTea

r 'T°: . ,
*"""\y «*«> juuie meritorious, as Having

attained its condition in the shorter time. The
symmetrical proportions of the animal ought to in-
fluence them

: the outlines should be straight, as seen
from the side, a long rectangle in side elevation : the
form generally should approach the cylinder—a circle
everywhere through ribs and loin in section. It is
thus that we insure that the meat shall be thickest
where it is best.

Thick meat oyer ribs, and loin, and round-where it
is worth Id and 2d. a lb. more than it is elsewhere—
is certainly desirable ; and the rules which have long
guided judgment of symmetry do in the main tend to
the encouragement of the growth of meat where it is
t>est.

#
Lastly, there is the question of quality. Now

this is not an undisputed point :-Mr. Carr, of Settle,
has during the past summer written at much lengthand with great ability on the; relative merits of the
Booth and Bates's strains of blood in the Shorthorn
breed. He is an advocate of Booth's superiority, andhe has to meet the well-known fact that Bates'sanimals possess wonderful "quality," as it is called.

\\ut mi f T-
nd

l
e Wlth extreme soffcness

'
and *

anTI * X t
UT be <£ken easily befcween a finger

TriLt A ; ?herea8 Booth '

8 animals *™ neater

h^n nr ? „
^^ f?^ ^"^ be lald hold °f so easily

If a man wishes to buy a dairy of com*, forJwith a handsome red colour, nice horns and isnug, sprightly appearance, let him go to the Dr
If he wants to get those of large size and eZ
sumers, and those that will make the most beefi
he is done milking them, let him go to the Da
and Herefords ; but if he wishes to buy a prfccow for the dairy, he will quite as likely find it*
the Ayrshires or the common native stock c
country, as anywhere. By this it is not ckioedk
good cows cannot be found among the breedifc

named
; but that he may be as successful in tkk

named breed as in any other. There are

»

external marks about a cow that will indiaa

milking qualities.

A slim head, neck and horns, rather light ii
shoulder, broad across the loin, heavy in ikM
quarters, yellow skin, a hearty disposition to ec,

a good capacity for storing food, are pointsm
found in a good cow.
The observations of Guenon, as indicated fcj &

escutcheon, will be of much service in selecting fl»

The best way, after all, to find out the good andpoi

cows of the yard, is to see how much batter ad a»

willmake in a given length of time. Sociaia?*

Tnent should be made in different v*msiii*&which may be all very well as 2?^^ T° %i™llh*' T*™ 8̂ 0TlM be made in
to their feefng qJitfi ffo^lS."^^ ff^^ *
butcher, judgment of how they will "die," as it is

^nrrrtyr TnenrshonM be made in different saw
Experimented^iorenc times in the season. Experimeate «l «*»

will cost time and trouble, but may be valraMtoto

lairyman. Cows are apt to vary in the wo"*

*

---- Tun*In the case of well fattenpd onlmnic « i.
butter they will make in different seasons.
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AMERICAN BUTTER.

is not to depend upon buying, but to n»
v

Select such cows as are known to be of a good

^

family. Have them come in early; ^'^
they should be dried early, and from suchajV

the calves. Cows that have been stripped W
close, will have smaller and poorer calves m
that go dry longer. When a cow first cc

should not be allowed to drink hearty of cojw*

cold weather; but the slop, or water should" .

about blood warm. The calf should be take

f

n

^|
cow, and fed with a reasonable quantity ot

^^
twice a day for two or three weeks, and. oj

^
change from sweet to Rour (? skim) mlI]tV-,£
begin to add a little meal. The calf should

fl»

^
and good pasture, through the summer, a

^
fall and winter fed on roots and rowen hay.

years old the young cow should begmtogi

and if she is raised as described above, wiK» ^
will be worth about as much, or perhaps %.
those more neglected will be at three yea" ^
calf that shows a dainty, shy disposition WW;
will be apt to retain it through life. SeIe

Jj
.-j,.

will take hold of their mess with life, *fZ^g}
with a will. Heifers should be handled o^^
before they come in. This will^help 3^^^
about breaking them to milk. In learnmg^>

~„ «« « ^ .-«- so as not to &Z\
mild, gentle means, ar

a passion. Mild means will be
^^_

make a heifer gentle to milk than ^"^jft

milked, take hold of the teats so as not to ^
and use mild, gentle means, and n ^9

mi means will be more ^
„ *i. +rt «iik than Mr.^Ma ueuer gen tie to iui«* -;• j ei

cows should be milked mornrng wx ^
1 to divide the time equally bet*et p
\nn„ mu_ Au ^ ;„ tHpir ereatest 1

so as to divide the time equally w —
fioff

. 15

especially when they are in their 8™"?^ &<*

AMERICAN BUTTER. r^A^I^L^P the ^T f°w the e'nds ofdfj
[By Hiium Or >,sTFAn -Ah,-,vi«-^ r

llofc be J°ubled up, so as to bung tlie en j^

State of New York Thl «,^ u
around the teats so as not to hurt, use

^ jr

manufacture ofUter hTs hLn T^" Gngnged in the and after the c0^ ^ beg"n milk rig
5* in ^ ^cture ot Dutter has been increasing for years, severing industrv. until all is <*rawn"
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2^f cows, is entirely uncalled for Cow. shouldSbe dewed or ran i
everything of th» kind w.ll

UnTto leesln the quant of milk that they will give.

Old cows should fa? turned off at about 1 a year, ol

SySEt of M or 15 cows, raise a heifer calf, and have

i two-year old to come in each spring, and dispose of

the oldest cow in the fall. By adopting this practice,

the dairy will be kept uniform, as good one year as

pother." If the dairv should number about 20 it
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oolding, thumping, and
|
and empty the l.nue from the-fin* into

.

it and so.con-

1U1

tinue. When a pack lire is nnea wuu "ui«., spread

cloth over the top, and put on salt. Add water to

feeding

and milking the cows when in I ible.

Boot Cellars.—Convenient to the feeding alley

£p k
T3Shtur ^e7V.bolewitt . shonld be a good root store, where roots can be kept

keep it coverea witn priue. w r ^tj m through the winter without ireezing. Turnips.

Swe les, Carrots, Beets, &c, can be successfully and

profitably raised. Root crops are among the most

profitable crops that the dairyman can raise.

Feeding Cows.—There is no stock on the farm that

nays better to feed well than milch cows. After a cow

comes in in the spring, she should not be allowed to

shrink in her milk for want of sufficient quantity of

. ,
cool

b

exclude the air, and if the butter is well manufactured,

it will keep good. When it is ready for market, take

off the briue and cloth, cover the butter with a clean

cloth, and sprinkle on a little salt, and head up the

firkin. The object of the cloth on the top is to

_«t„ „»«, ,wn caives everv u„u«« prevent the chats from falling on the butter in opening

;

ece-ftryto nuse^™ d̂ from g^U

*

e^ fc^^H^V^JSSi
year, to keep up the supply

which calves are raised should be selected from a

eood milking family with as much care as the females.

ThVcows should go dry from two to three months.

After a cow is dried she should be milked once or

twice a week for two or three weeks, to prevent the

bae from injury. Full grown cows, with good care,

should average 200 lbs. of butter during the season, or

more. A cow that will not make 150 lbs. should be

rejected as inferior.

Butter Making.—Butter is one of the n< ssary

•rticles of the table. No table is complete without

eood butter. Much of it that has been well manufac-

tured is spoiled before it reaches the table where it

consumed. It is a delicate article, and is easily affect-

by being exposed to the air, and especially to impure

air, in warm weather. Ab soon as the milk is milked,

it should be strained into tin pans, holding 8 or 10

more inviting appearance. If the firkins have soaked

through, so as to stain the outside, they should be

wiped with a damp cloth, and they will then soon dry.

The hoops should be well nailed, but not so as to have

the nails go into the butter.

Every dairyman should endeavour to make butter

that he is not ashamed of, and after it is made, he

should have his name plainly marked upon each

package. . -

Churns.—There is almost an endless variety ot

churns in use, and each variety has its advocates.

Among them all, for simplicity, durability and efficiency

combined, the common dash chum stands unrivalled,

and is most generally used.

rower for Churning'.—What is the cheapest, most

durable, and most efficient power for churning ! is a

question that should claim the attention of every

jsftaBEMSigasS r- arisrsJsSTt -is;
nearly' full in cool weather, and set in a cool airy milk

room. The cream will commence to rise immediately,

and will increase in quantity for a given length of time,

when it will diminish in quantity and quality. It

should be skimmed at the time when it is the best,

which is about the time that the milk begins to

thicken on the bottom of the pan. The cream should

be allowed to stand from six to 12 hours, and stirred

occasionally before churning, and strained through a

wire sieve to prevent white specks in the butter. Every

powers, are those usually employed for churning.

Which is to be preferred, is the question. The dearest

of those named is the hand power. No one milking

three cows can afford to churn by hand. The tax ot

time and patience to do up the churning at all times

when it should be done, is sufficient to prevent many

from entering into the business ; and reasonable men

will not require the women to do the churning. A
water power answers a very good purpose for those

situated so as to employ it, but is expensive to esta-

dairv maid should have a thermometer to reguiate me ui™ »»« MOym v^, -..^ ~ —

-

-
RP™nfi

temperature of the cream before churning. The tern- One objection to tins power is its expense, and a second

SurTof the cream should vary fromV in cold, is its inefficiency in dry seasons. Those relying on

to 66
z
in warm weather (Fahrenheit). Hot water should

not be put into the cream to temper it ; but the cream

should be put in a tin pail, and then immersed in warm

water. Ice is of great service in extreme warm weather.

The churning will occupy a longer or shorter time in

different parts of the season. If the cows are fresh in

milk, the butter should come in about half an hour.

Later in the season it will take about an hour.

Butter is injured by churning too long, and

should not come in too short a time. It is dif-

ficult to manage the cream late in the fall, so as .

not to have the churning occupy anunrgasonabie
.

bepu^to
length of time.

**
' Monism-

The following are some of the causes that

delay" the butter from coming. The milk has been

kept too cold, and prevented the cream from souring.

Sour and sweet cream may have been mixed. The

cream from, farrow cows may have been mixed with

cream from those IhaTare noUarrow. The cream may

not have been sufficiently warmed, and the cows may

have lacked salt while fed on dry food. The milk may

have Btood too long before it began to change. These

should all be guarded against. After the butter has

come take it out of the churn into a wooden bowl.

this power are obliged to consent to churn by hand

about one-fourth of the time.

A dog power answers a good purpose, but the expense

of keeping a great dog is about equal to keeping a hog

the same length of time, and nine-tenths of the dogs of

the country are a decided detriment to their owners,

and a scourge to all of the neighbours living within

range of their nightly perambulations. When used to

save steps they are about as apt to make 10 as save

one, besides the damage done to stock by being chased

by them. Churning is about as good use as a dog can

Unquestionably a power propelled by

good nutritious food. The time that they should come

in depends upon how they are to be fed ;
but it is

always best to have them come in while fed on hay,

before they are turned to Grass. After they go to

Grass they are more liable to caked bag, milk fever,

and other diseases, and many cows are lost.
^
Where

tbey are supplied with good hay and roots, or grain,

the 1st March is the time to have them begin to give

milk. Spring butter then usually commands the

highest price. Feed about 8 quarts of Ruta Bagas or

Carrots per day to each cow after milking, with a

liberal supply of the best hay on the farm. Feed

regular at least three times a day. 1 loots are much,

more profitable to raise to feed cows than grain, t rom

eight to 12, and even 1500 bushels of Kuta Bagas can

be raised on an acre, at a cost of from 4 to ,
cents

per bushel; and when butter is worth 25 cents

per lb., they are worth about 20 cents per bushel to

feed to cows. Nearly as manylCarrots can be raised at a

cost of from 7 to 10 cents per bushel, and are worth nearly

30 cents. Some object to feeding Ruta Bagas, and con-

tend that good butter cannot be made when they are

fed. If improperly fed, and in unreasonable quantities,

this is the case. Feed 4 quarts at a time, after each

milking, and salt the cows often, and better butter can

be made than from hay without the root. Corn

fodder should be raised and fed, when the pasture fails

in the summer or fall. Cows are left many times to

live on the pasture in the fall when they should have

corn fodder or root tops. The tops of an acre of good

Ruta Bagas are worth as much as the hay from the

same amount of ground. A root sheer, made with a

knife I foot 4 inches long, put in a gate made to play

before a hopper, with the bottom inclining and sides

diverging towards the knife, and a board put on the

gate, below the knife, to gauge the thickness that the

roots are to be cut, is found to be as efficient as many

that are sold at agricultural warehouses.

Soured Milk.—The scured milk of the dairy is an

article of some importance, and it should be disposed

of so as to bring in the largest income. Under ordi-

nary circumstances it is best to feed it to hogs. Feed

the cows well through the winter, and they will feed

sheep much the cheapest,* and most efficient of ally • the pigs. TMTWgs should have a warm be

of those in use. A sheep will churn two or three i
the milk fails, Carrots are much cheaper to winter

times a day, even in warm weather, without incon- ! them on than corn Keep them growing through the

veTnce Munich les, expensive to keep than a dog, winter, and have them m good *"™*^\™""
as its food is mostlv Grass ; and it will produce more spring-and give them what milk they want through

woo than the ordinary sheep of the flock. Select the summer to drink-and they will answer to butcher

thot of Se coarse wool variety? as they will stand the in the fall when the -ilk begins to fail mtooui t»
heat well and are inclined to be mild in disposition. I

other feed. Pork made from dairy slop is but little.

The next important work to be done is to extract the

buttermilk and salt it. How is it to be done 1 One

will direct that the butter should be washed. Another

will sav that no water should be used to get out the

buttermilk. If the butter has come solid and good,

good butter can be made of it either by washing or

not, if properly worked. If the butter has come soft,

and looks light colour, cold water will improve it

The true principle to work it is to cut and press out

the buttermilk ; not to sleek it over as you would to

spread it on bread. If worked too much it will be dry,

and the grain will be injured. If worked too little it

will not keep good, in consequence of the milk it

contains. The brine will always be clear when the

milk is all out. It should be salted after the first

working, when it comes from the churn, with 1 ounce

of Ashton salt to a pound of butter. Allow it to stand

from 15 to 20 hours, for the salt to dissolve, and work

it until the brine is clear, then pack it.

Packages.—The best package for butter is a good

white oak firkin, with hickory hoops, made in a work-

manlike manner, without being scorched on the inside,

and so that it will not crack. The size of the firkins

should depend upon the market the butter is designed

for. In some markets an 80 weight will bring 1 cent

They soon learn to drink buttermilk and grow large

and fleshy. Procure a chain 15 or 20 feet long to

fasten them ; change their place to feed every day ;

and when the churning is over in the fall, let them

go with the flock, and they are no more trouble until

wanted in the spring.

A sheep will churn the butter from 20 cows. If

more cows are milked it might be necessary to have

two sheep. How long they will live I am not able to

say, but was acquainted with one that was used in a

dairy of from 12 to 15 cows until he was 18 years old,

and then he was butchered ; a second that was used

until he was 17 years old; and a third that has

p
_ _ made

much less cost.

Home Correspondence.
The Agricultural Chair of Edinburgh.—I read in

your paper of Dec. 7 your pertinent and truthful

remarks regarding the miserable emoluments attached

to the Chair of Agriculture in the College of Edin-

burgh, but in other statements you have erred—where

you Bay "the only University Professor of Practie

Agriculture in the country jg that of Edinburgh."

You must here allude to Scotland and England, but

churned from 2000 to 3000 lbs. of butter yearly, and you further state "that nowhere but at Edinburgh is

is now 1 3 years old, and has every appearance of doing

, good service for years to come. The powers are

usually made on the endless chain principle, or the

' circular wheel. If the endless chain is used, the Blats

there a Professorship established for the teaching of

rm practice." In this statement you have left Ire-

land out of the question altogether. You do not seem to

know that in Ireland there is a University composed of

or floor should be made on the same plan as the horse- the three Queen's Colleges of Belfast, Cork, and Gal-

power, not fastened to a belt as they are liable to get

loose. I am acquainted with a circular machine that

has been in use for 25 years, aud the whole cost, in-

cluding the machine and all repairs during the time,

has not exceeded an average of 50 cents a year.

Marketing Butter.—Butter is disposed of in various

ways. Some practise selling to speculators in the

country for what they can get ; others take it to the

principal markets themselves ; a third class send it to

commission merchants in the markets; and still

way; in each of which there is a Professorship for

teaching the science and practice of agriculture. Con-

nected with and in the immediate vicinity of the

Galway College there is a farm attached, on which

the students are taught the principles and practice of

farm management, and the writer of this is the sole

'viome nracti«e selling to speculators in the manager and conductor. As you and the readers ot the
>ome practise beumg uu

,

*, sr^Ji^^ ™™,w* ™<«v ho nntinns to know some-

per lb. more than ft hundred"weight" package. In |

another class get several dairies together an^endit oy

other markets, no difference will be made if the firkins

are large or small. The cost for packages made large

Chronicle may he anxious to know some-

thing of our practical proceedings in the far w« en

in Connaugbt, and the results, we shall give a brief out

lino up to the present. At the opening of the College

in 1849, being fully impressed with the idea that it

would be a futile at npt and a failure to teach the

is no more than small. The freight is usually the same, best ways of marketing butter. Sucn an u

If the market will answer it is always best to use large going year after year, will become «f
quftui

always best to use large

firkins.

The firkins designed to be used should be procured
in^season, and should be uniform. Nothing lost in

having good, handsome firkins. Before one is wanted
for use, it Bhould be weighed, the tare and number
marked on the head, then opened and filled with brine

for two reasons ; one is to make sure that it does not

leak, and another is to ealt the wood. If the wood is

not thus soaked, it will extract the salt from the butter
. 1 - ^ m * ft « * * "* * * • *

an individual in whom they bave confidence, and he

will sell it on commission. Th^^f:XXl by ^ceVftrf'eoltiire'withiii the wall, of ft Coll. ', we
best ways of marketing butter. f^^^^Z Kere.ore wifhout del, v took and rented a farm in the

learquainteu ... . j ffr tho purpose of giving practical

This farm is naturally of very inferior

i&rarrssa
b

:̂ SSSsarss?
monnv,n

;

the Or>lnanco valuaButter made
in tubs or half mmua »Uv* «— - .. .

made. There is a class of dairymen that continue to

send in their butter fresh every week through the

season, but this class is confined to those that are so

situated as to have better facilities for marketing than

th
Cb^Sw.-It is necessary for the cows that they

not thus soaked, it will extract tne salt trom tbe butter wro orac/w.—m is ueue^j — —
ventilated

that'eomes in contact with the wood, and be an injury ' should be provided with good, warm, w«eh -
tm

i

A- - When the package ia wanted, open the second stables. These should be so made as to keep tne cowb

tion is Is. 6rf. per statute acre. Wl.cn entered on it was

in a wretched state in all respects; it had been un-

occupied for several years, and notwithstanding the

active competition for land in the locality, its aspect,

quality, and condition deterred the neighbouring

tanners. No other convenient farm could be obtained

at the time to suit our purpose, besides, it was

considered if it was judiciously managed and improved
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it would be a good example in that part of the country.

From the commencement to the present time improve-

ment has gone on steadily—not suddenly or rashly by

lavish expenditure of capital. The Professor is the occu-

pier, and manages it entirely on his own account. The

bog has been reclaimed, thoroughly drained, manured,

and cropped with great success; the mountain part has

been cleaned, cleared, deepened, and manured, producing

also superior crops, green grain and Grass ; the green

crops have been extraordinary, particularly during the

last two unfavourable years. We take particular pains,

and in the presence of competent witnesses, to ascertain

correctly the acreable quantity of these latter crops ; in

1860 the Swedes averaged 64 tons to the Irish acre;

thisyeareven more—72 tons ; on every square perch Irish

there was 9 cwt. The other kinds of Turnips not so

weighty but heavy crops ; Carrots, White Belgian,

25 tons, and Red Altringham, 22 tons per acre.

We have not succeeded well with Mangel during
the past two seasons, the great wet and cold was
most unfavourable for its growth, but the Pota-
toes of seven different kinds were excellent both as

to quantity and quality, and almost free from blight

;

there were not 2 per cent, diseased among the whole.
Our farm has become an example, a model for superior
cropping, and it is thus we teach the pasture of agri-

culture in the Queen's College, Galway. Thomas
Shilling, Professor of Agriculture, Q. C, Galway.
The Tithe Rent Charge is governed by the average

price of corn (I presume every seven years). I should
thank you to inform me the method used for charging
the annual increase or decrease, as the case may be. I
have given below, for the sake of example, in the first

Powis, Earl of (Chairman)
Downshire, Marquis of
Feversham, Lord
Leigh, Lord
Portman, Lord
Talbot de Malahide, Lord
Walsingham, Lord
Speaker, The Rt. Hon. The
Hamilton, Rt. Hon. R.C.

Nisbet, M.P.
Cavendish, Hon. Wm. G.,

MP.
Hood, Hon. Col. Nelson
Vernon. Hon. A. H.
Johnstone, Sir J. V. B., M.P.

London Show Committee.

Shelley, Sir J. V., Bt, M.P.
Harnett, Charles
Bramston, T. W., M.P.
Brandreth, Humphrey
Caird, J., M.P.
Cantrell, Wm.
Challoner, Colonel
Gibbs, B. T. Brandreth
Hobbs, Wm. Fisher
Hoskyns, C. Wren
Jonas, Samuel
Milward, Richard
Pain, Thos.
Thompson, H. S., M.P.
Torr, William

Wool Committee.

Hudson, John
Smith, Robert
Thompson, H. S., M.P.

Torr, William

Wilson, Professor

Powis, Earl of
Walsingham, Lord
Hood, Hon. Col. Nelson
Gibbs, B. T. Brandreth
Hobbs, W. Fisher
Holland, Edward, M.P.

Foreign Stock Committee.
Powis, Earl of I Gibbs, B. T. Brandreth
Feversham, Lord [M.P. Hobbs, Wm. Fisher
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Farmers' Clubs.

of eggs we were obliged to irnnorM -r -v
year, and he believed that poultU l

* /0;^Ufc
tion to them

; 10,000 sheepX ^ a I
country every week ; and there were o

gl

ties of Potatoes, American cheese and
0nn°B«i

every other imaginable thing *1^
British farmer and landlord had no ?/ ^
to work to develope this particularL^.S
the produce of the soil. If they deW ° S
able to put into the land increased eS^ **

r° ' l y a
y^uuee amply

ami,amply, enough to do away wish thenec^S
importations of food. That was a boS {!
merit to make; but it was a statement wV u?

this

Mr.

Coggeshall.—At the late annual meeting of
Society the following remarks were made by
Alderman Mechi :—Agriculture was now no longer
what it used to be—a matter somewhat of routine ; for
in these times of great change and great progress it

line supposing, after passing the Act of Parliament, the was impossible that agriculture could have escaped the
corn to have been at the prices quoted, and 1001. as the general influence of that change, and those engaged in
amount of tithe rent charge, being also the standard "

rate to work on, and in the following line supposing
the corn to have been as also quoted. What decrease
would there be on the 100/., and the principle of working
it and tke averages ? as follows :

—

Act of Parlia-
ment the 1st
year

Following year
supposing
the price .

.

Price of Price of
Wheat per 1 Barley per
Bushel, i Bushel

Oirf.

6s. 10c?.

3*. lljd.

3s. Qd.

Price of
Oats per
Bushel.

Tithe
charge
1001.

rent
on

it must move forward.
Steam Power. — tl

there were no railways, no steam engines, no electric
telegraphs, no omnibuses or cabs, and no policemen

—

but all that was changed now. It was the same with
agriculture. They would recollect that about 9 or 10
years ago he was rash enough to deliver a lecture in
Coggeshall on the advantages of steam in agriculture;
well, the predictions he then made were now being
fulfilled ; and pleased as he always was to hear of prizes

intelligence, they could produce amply'^
necei

'old a

be happy at any time to verify by the L-
statistics. Hitherto, then, they hadX
duty. They knew that it could only tfM
much larger investment of capital as4 f? ^
gence; and he had yet to learn that^JB
of capital in this country for any object tV?

1 **

shown to be capable of returning a^J?*
profit upon the investment. He was W?^
with regard to sewage, that there was soS»
The other day he spent five hours in the p?
sewers, and had some excellent champsL,e »i

under Woolwich — when those works wq?
pleted, at an expense of three or fonr—and very fine works they were—all their he

beef and mutton, and all their foreign beef and"

after it was done with in London, was to co«
three immense tunnels and go into the ThJ
Barking Creek ; but a little bird had whigw
ear that certain people contemplated making iU
from the main tunnel in Barking, and bringinjjit

into Dengie Hundred—where 16,000 acres ofk

land would receive a supply of these good thina

^

.

e remembered the time when
I would multiply the produce of those 16,000

&

iu
• _. -i-__._

wftg g0mg t0 sav indefinitely, but probably tb?

four times. This was a step in the right diafe

because tht?se great matters required an mk
company, Acts of Parliament, and great means tte

with them. But it must be done. Thirty v^L
as most of those present must know, there'toum

^
thing as a sewer to carry away the food of [kfm
when it was done with: everything went into tr

and the farmer received it back again; hat with

•

1

working it?

I should also feel obliged by your informing me what
portion of rent-charge is due to the rector of a parish
on a farmer renting a farm at lOQl. per annum

;whether any deductions can or is usually made ? Could
you recommeud
X. T. Z.

being awarded for superior ploughing, he did not „ MW _ _ B_, „ wmmmwm
What amount, hesitate to say that the days of the horse plough were period the systemhad^ been altered, and tie*™*
andthenrm- numbered; and that they should have to award prizes merely of the towns of England, but of almost m

tor the best steam-engine for ploughing purposes, or to parish, was thrown into the rivers instead of bar
the man who steered his steam plough the best. In
fact he could see in prospective the ploughman become

and the prin
ciple of

returned to the land.

Farm Buildings.-
. ^. These were two

a gentleman—when he would ride 20 miles a day points; but there was another he must me

and_ plough double the quantity of land, instead covered farm-yards. There wi
JO milpg axx,} v1^»

1

c

1

1

1

I
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yards. There was no mMife tfc

fermew were not making the lilt oftsarMl*
^

under the present system. He wasghM^ 1

yards growing up rapidly, together with ama$»Bi4

to prevent the loss of liquid manure, forte Arndte

be spared seeing what he saw the other day upon*?

farm, though held by a very intelligent fin^taj

drinking their own excrement from the
l^*P

pond. The farmer said his Iiu.bw Were raj

«

ill; and he (Mr. Mechi) told him be would be a P

if he had the same kind of drinfc. Hiseifl**
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Stock-Prizes Committeb

pfyTng steam as a motive force in agriculture
they would only be doing what had been done in
the manufacture or production of almost every article
of wear or of ordinary use : the abstraction of coals
and minerals from the ear Mi , our manufactures of iron,
cotton, linen, and numerous other articles, were
indebted almost entirely to steam as a motive force for
their abundance and cheapness; and if such results had
been produced in all these branches of manufacture,
surely something like It might be done in agriculture, that "the h s "preferred ft"to pure wat<r;lj«

SL
W
n f

n
°f I

*? Cr' ***** bnfc *"W*fag was contradicted by another farmer, who sail**

romactu,: facts and expenence. Some of then might thought the same/but since hehadgivente
have seen in the Agricultural 9a*etU of last turday water, and preserved his liquid manure instead

^

™l
r

*iT
S C0llf'

<
' '.' ,I h>' the Kdit^ from 115 gentle- line it run into the pond, his horses had beena*

men who were working steam-engines as steam ph.n-hs- Wim, tt« i™™ £« wi w,n innk«d hdoc
:

many of them using Mr. Smith's of Woolston, some
Mr. bowler's, and some Mr. Howard's; and these
returns showed that the expense of ploughing or
scarifying an acre of land twice as deep as it could be
done bv horses, charging every expense—the interest
on the hrst cost of the machine, coals, manual labour, es- contending were now being practically rea

timated wear and tear of rope and machinery ; and, as far much to the advantage of the British farmer. £
iW "!*

jn fr«"»; h^ returns, it appeared clearly it as a principle that anything in agricaltn*»JJ

t^ P*}'^ all these peat expenses, ploughing other pursuit, that would not yield a pro6y
or .antying could be done twice the ordinary depth for as a matter of business ; but he asserted tW**

vanllf'fr !2* /"? *?!? "J* tW dditional ad- pay to have steam engines ; that it would pa)

m^e-thcy could do it at the right time. A steam- covered yards (the landlord putting them<
nant paving a proper interest); and titi & s

apply the sewage of towns to the Ianu.

day he was honoured, as he had been fce«Wj

health. He knew he had been looked uponii».

fast coach in agriculture, and sometimes hrttlf

but time had gone on, and 20 years had soften**

many hard points, and rounded off many sharp *

but the longer he lived the more he «jr ana

that the great principles for which _ he and oUjjP
I

engine would not be like hoi -, obliged to come home
at 1 o clock on a line summer's day, and not fit for work
;am nntil 6 o clock 1 »«t morning : a steam-plough

enterprising man paying extrn ^ e» and working half
I pon heavy soils some seasons were

rf

the night as well.

Implkmett Committee.
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most unfavourable, and to be able to break up such soilsflnnng fine weather, and air deeply, W0(lI(1 £ to^to a great degree their profit and crop tor the next year.In these and other respects he looked upon the steam-
I

plough as one great instrument of increasing the pros-

of

e

"h
J
e°peo le

gUSh ^^^ *"* °fincreasi^ the food

Jte^ agaJn there was another impor-
taut subject-the application of town Kwnge to

l

the
land. At one time he wns rather snubbed Pol talking about

rZoL "P
s
;!

bJ oct
- b ' ,

/.
itl ' ;l(] begantolbrceit^el! upon

the consideration ofthinking men who*febed for w HI for situatetheircountrv. ThevMllkneu rhatthegreatwantotHritisb
rnculture was more manure • the great ant of the

people was more feed
:
they knew that the British

farmer and landlord (tor be looked upon them one)
id as yet been unable to feed the British people- and
short was their supply, that we were obliged to im-
rt enormously, even in average seasons. He saw the

other day a statement that even in the simple matter

invitation from the K a rl of Essex, who had no
>

A
manuring machinery of his farm into gooa o

was within a mile of Watford, and took an i
•

of that town; and he (Mr. Mechi) was ^ A

see in the course of two years sncti an .

mcrease and improvement in the prot,l^ s
^'

of ^ ,

withoot Vgp

so

Swedes, although the season was _
one, trt jing 27 tons per acre; ?

arl7 yore^
per acre; Italian Rye-grass 2 feet hig'i

tf^
fter the fourth cut; Cabbages they couw », m

and all from having the 4000 sheep

folded upon his fields every day

pay for their feed. He had made a u.-- .^
last point, for his lordship paid 10/. a year ^ ^#
fchoae Watford sheep. When the ^VS^d

like man; t her people ;
tte *i

»j ine <g
understand the machinery required, toe\* *

^

^
powerful enough, and he was involved ID '

-^ e<«"

cpense tor additions and alterations; u

fc(

^.e<
t!iinff wRBin#rder,andlie(Mr.Mecbi)s^-; it

.

thiaj#
of 10-horse power pumping 70,000 gallop ^i»
stufT per day, very much to the tru ^ ^m
soil. To show what a quantity of 8!^ merf^

*
would compel farmers to keep, he n»g
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OOO.fl*^ 700 sheep and 100 balloclcs upon a farm ,

™^^f.
*™™;I>l««^be undewtood him correctiy that the

a <VjA acres, with the occasional addition of part of tie W<
JJr.°M," SRid So returns were from 115 differ ^le,^ m̂^-

'
'* * 3 ' »««%**«%« «l ^d some i • irse had been i h more succe.—iul than ott

Some, for Instance, had paid little or nothing for repairs. The

ca^e he particularly alluded to was that of a gentleman who
had 1000 acres of land, w ho bad used one of Fowler's machines.

The cost of his scarifying which was as deep as ploughing,

had not exceeded 6*. per acre alter charging every possible ex-

pense, interest of money, wear and tear, and every item of

outlay. That gentleman formerly kept 15 horses ana 30 oxen,

and with his s m plough he was able to dispense altogether

with the oxen. . ., . . ^
Mr. Hills said if parties would come and plough then* lana

by steam at 6*. per acre they would get plenty of employment.

Mr. MeCBI had heard the same observation before ;
but the

makers said it was not their business to find farmers with

•ital to carry on their business ; and if the principle was

grod for anything as regarded steam engines, they might apply

it to every other implement, and ask to be found with ploughs

and harrows by merely paying interest for them.

Mr. Catchpoot. did not think that a satisfactory answer, be-

c. e they could hire i m threshing machines, and why not

steam ploughs? If the rk would only cost on an average Gs.

per act*, they would make a good profit; he should be happy

to pay 10*. an acre for his land.

Mi •'. M lieved that 1/. an acre was the price charged.

Mr. 11a 1 be had had a great wish to try the experi-

ment upon one of his fin ce to Mr. Fowler upon the

subjeci r[e offered to do it for a gum * acre, but said it

wa-< not. their i ra to undertake i
ughing.

Mr M it in said of LT86 that charge included profit.

y 1

1

pool said it did not include coals.

Mr. M kchi said the inference was that it was more'advantage-

ous to buy a steam plough than to hire,

Mr. Oatciipool believed that the cost was nearly 1000J.

3!r. Mf.ciii thought Fowler's machine would be about 800?

bat he could see such an enormous production of

f_ , roots, Cabbages, and other green cro; that only

^reat quantity or" stock could possibly consume it.

r
his lordship" had done another useful thing; he had

difference between covered and open yards,

fcr the purpose of fatting stocK and keeping: the

from lie manure. About 4000 square yards had

covered in very judiciously, and very economically ;

be saw some very good and lasting work which had

,, cost 5s. per square yard, the interest upon which

'thought any tenant* would be glad to pay for the

modatiou. He saw the difference between sheep

in these yards and those which bad wet beds and wet

and he was satisfied that if they would produce the

t quantity of beef and mutton upon their farms, it

be by a very different kind of feeding from that

irii was now followed. He was afraid he must have

their patience, hut he loved farming, and he love

i« yeomanry of this country. There was not more

MKMirable race in the world: they had their strong
|

udires: and so would any class who had been pent

as was rly the case, with no roads, or very bad

and almost entirely isolated from each other.

ben they saw nobody but themselves they were apt

think they were the greal est men under the sun

—

ind they could never get rid of that overweening

ride without mixing with and rubbing against others

who had had greater opportunities for observation than

themselves.

Labourers.—There was another important subject

—

me condition of agricultural labourers. He looked

upon them as upon any other class who had to work

for their living. They were animated by the same
patfions; aud lie did not believe they were more
•oral than any other class of men, more drunken,

nor more evil disposed ; but he knew they suffered

from things in which they could not help themselves,

their cottage arrangements. He did not hold with

large, expensive cottages for men whose average earn-

ings, harvest included, did not amount to more than

12t. a-week ; if they had large rooms they could not get

?*^j tiring enough to warm them, and he did not advocate

J Urge apartments for men of that class; but he did

advocate dry, healthy dwellings and decent arrangement

W

M
n I

.

FEAMLINGHAM : Straw and Us Uses.—Mr. Gowee, of

Badingham, said :—The subject of straw at first sight

appeared somewhat unattractive, and certainly was not

so important as many others connected with farming

operations. Nevertheless it was not altogether unim-

portant, and he waj sure they would all Bffree with him

in one thing, that as fanners they could not afford to

lose B shilling anywhere, the profits of farming being so

very small. Before he entered further into the subject,

he wished to point out what he thought was somewhat

a waste with regard to straw. It was this, that after

it came from the threshing machine they very frequently

would see it thrown together on stacks, and conse-

quently very badly taken care of. He did not profess

to be altogether exempt from that carelessness himself,

but it was very wasteful. The course always ought to be

Wig!I
Brick cottages he considered about the very worst after threshing the corn, to put the sack nght, and put

dwellings they could have, unless there was something the thatch on to keep it dry
;

for whether it was to be

more done to the walls than the mere brickwork, made into manure or used for feeding purposes, it

Nine-inch work might be dry enough in summer, but ought to be kept dry. Coming now to what he consi-

in winter every brick would hold three quarters of a dered to be the pith and marrow of the whole question,

pint of water, and the heat of the rooms would draw he would draw their attention to the question of the

value of the straw, what it was worth to make into

manure, and what it was worth to be consumed by 8
f
alk

,

s
, . ., . , .- , * «--,

"„ ,,»,-. *» should have that kind of manure whic\
hey might have good tend and

mint

:" sW

dbess

the moisture through ; so that, if not drained and the

floors not concreted, they became so damp as often to .

produce very injurious consequence* to the health of ,
sheen or cattle, lie would read a letter ho had received

their inhabitants. Let the outside walls of every brick from Mr. Mechi on the subject.

P** tage be either painted, tarred, or cemented, and they " Dear Sir,—I consume a great deal of my straw cut up very

Mi worfSbe, lv improved in comfort and healthiness. «& -a-jfjl-jf-J&EgSjft^,•$*«£
Of course there ought to be a decent separation of the wjtn Rape or Cotton cake, malt crabs and bnro, and given to

sexe%sJthich would prevent many of those evils which the animals warm and moist. I am always short of straw,

resulted atem„,„],
. iron, tha U^biglmg SlSSo^I^ow« deal^ ^ ^

which too often took place. Altogether he might say

that very great good would result if, by an arrange-

ment between landlord and tenant, each estate

should be provided with cottages in proportion to its

extent and demand for labour in the same way
as they had stabling for horses sufficient for the de-

mands of the land for motive power. He did not

agree with some that bread and cheese was not the

most nutritive food the labourer could eat ; he was the
best judge of that matter ; if he could get meat so

much the better, but bread and cheese, in a scientific

point of view, contained the elements of nutrition tor

the human body in the cheapest possible form. He
certainly should not object to their having beer, but they

were told by Liebig that the man who ate 3J quartern

loaves in a year would have more real nourishment than

the man who drank five quarts of beer every day in the

year. Beer no doubt contained fattening qu ilities, but
not the flesh-making properties of bread. He thought

#

the character of the labourers was a good deal influ- |

quarters of it. He <

enced by the example of their emph re, for they were valuable of any for sh

to a calculation ot the value of aw to make into
manure. Mr. Mechi said it was only worth 10*.
per ton, but in that he did not agree. According
to his experience a ton of straw would make about
~ix loads of manure. Six loads of manure at 3s. per
load would be 18*., and that was what he valued a ton
of straw at for purposes of manure, and it would require

about 3 tons of straw made into manure to manure
an acre of land, that was 18 carts per acre. Well.

snpi ing the straw to be worth 21. per ton, which he

feltcertain it was for feeding purposes, it wou'd require

61. worth of strao manure an acre of land, with 10*.

more for carting, &c., making it Gl. 10*. to manure an

acre of land with straw. Now as they were able to

procure such a plentiful supply of artificial manure,

which, if applied so as to cost 25*. or 30*. per acre,

would produce a good crop of root, according to his

experience, he thought it was very advisable to con-

ime a great deal of their straw as food for cattle rather

than to make it into manure. He had grown Beet

himself this ir with artificial manure at a cost of 30*.

per acre, and very good Beet too ; and he had grown
good Swedes with* nothing but three or four cwt. per

acre of Prentice's manure. He therefore thought it was

a considerable saving to consume a large quantity of

straw as food ; they could by that n us keep a larger

quantity of stock, keeping them as much as possible

on Barley, Pea aud Bean straw, but Wheat straw was

not so good.

Mr. W. Jeaffeeson contended that straw was

valuable in itse'f for purposes of manure independently

of its being a vehicle for absorbing and embodying
fluid manure. He quite dissented from Mr. Mechi's

idea of the straw being worth only 10*. per ton as

manure. He thought farmers had been too much
accustomed to look upon Wheat straw, considered as

manure, as a more vehicle for absorbing and mixing up
manure, for almost all straw, and more especially Wheat
straw, which Mr. Gower had spoken of as the least

valuable food for feeding purposes, contained silicate of

potash and aluminum, and these elements were in the

straw in a state to be at once absorbed and assimilated

by the growing plant when the straw was used as

manure.

Mr. Crack kei.t. asked Mr. Gower if he really thought a ton of
straw would rr.uke six loads of manure ?

Mr. t'JowKii : I do.

Mr. Cracknell : I should have thought not much more than
half that Have you tried Bean stalks for sheep ?

Mr. Gowbr : Yes, but they won't eat so much of that.

Mr. Cracknell thought Bean stalks the best kind of
straw the sheep could cat.

Mr. Ashford did not see how the straw could be worth 21,

per ton for feeding purposes. He quite agreed with Mr.
Jeaffreson that straw contained the elements which gave good
talks to a corn crop, and it was highly important that they

them stiff straw.

40*. por ton for it, and ui s you can get 1 c cheap

from a town. «* J. J. Mechj."

w

>rd»

he
5

«£
ore*

r
.r^-

sg
ton**

sufficiently keen to observe the conduct of those above
them ; and they were also influenced to a great extent
by the kindness and forbearance shown towards them.
He was much obliged to them for listening to this long
story ; but before he sat down he should feel that he
had not satisfied either himself or them unless he pro-
posed the health of their excellent President.
Mr. Catohpooi, asked what proportion nf water there was in

the Te.OOO gallons of Watford Sewage? because it would be
more than 20 gallons to each inhabitant.
Mr. Mechi said that was about the daily supply : the rain

fail upon an acre of land was very conside
Mr. Catchpool thought the general >inion to be that the

«wage of London contained 90 per cent, of water.
Mr. Mechi. More than that : your body contains 75 per cent,

of water
Mr. Cat«upoot. I lon't think it does just now.
The Chairman proposed " the health of Mr. Catchpool,11 with

thankato him for lending afield for the lghing. and also for
the roagniGcent entertainment which he bad given them.

I Mr. Catchpool returned thanks, and said as long as the
Society liked to make use of his farm he should be 1 pv to
see them, and to find them a luncheon as well He thought
the ploughing that day was the best he had ever seeu in Lise : and although he should be happy to see one steam engine

and only 10*. a ton as mere manure.
" My horses consume a goo i deal, mixed with cut hay, and

some roots and Bean or Oatmeal.
" I economise my straw as much as possible by putting my

animals on boarded floors, or on burned c'ay ashes, all under
ver. I consi'ler the ordinary m> of open yards a most
rofl table want* of f . of straw, and money. The time

will come when tenants will be happy to pay their landlords a

fair interest for covered yards or boxes.
" My sheep consume a a* deal of straw chaff in cold or

wet weather. I don't think it pays to sell straw unless you
can net
manure

Now that eoi ided with his (Mr. Gower*t) view of the

value of straw to a certain extent) but n< A altogether.

His experience of u>ing straw wag in an uncut rtate.

He kept, a great many sheep, and he allowed them, to

the 100, from 20 to 30 bushel* of roots, and then he

tarned them back into the yard and fed then on straw,

as much as they wanted, and so on alternately. The
sheep picked over the straw and ate at least three-

He considered Pea straw the most
cep. His estimate of the value

of Pea straw was considerable ; he thought it worth at

least 50*. per ton tor sheep, being quite equal to margh
hay. He formerly farmed a considerable quantity of

marsh land, and he used then to feed his sheep with

marsh hay and with Pea straw, and they liked

the Pea straw quite as well, and would do as

well with it. Barley straw came next, but it was

npt so good as Pea; still the sheep ate that very well

indeed. He did not himself see the gain in cutting

the straw—at all events for sheep, and certainly

not for breeding sheep, because he did not want to con-

sumo the whole of his straw, only a portion of it, and
'ie she. -p would eat three-quarters of it without cutti .

His system was, after clearing his barns at harvest time,

t*> have his stacks set as near the barn as he could, and

after threshing he had the straw carried direct nto the

barn—thus keeping it perfectly dry. He afterwards

irried it into the yards, and put it bate the sheds: he

did not allow his sheep to <ro into the sheds. If th

straw was for f( ling bulloc .
perhaps the system of

cutting and mixing with the roots would be pieferabh

doing he work of those 82 horses, he was afraid that would but he could not speak of it rVom experience. If
not be the case at present, though he had no doubt they should
ec-e*a«*aaUy find the steam engine of Kreat use to them in
ploughing their land when they could not get upon it with

-

Mr. Hills iiiquired of Mr. Mechi -whether in his statements

the bullocks were forward, it would be I
!
-

visable to cut the straw, but for lean stock be did

not think there would be any adt»tpg< to going

to the expense of cutting it. He would now proceed

corn was laid because there wore not the elements iu the ground
to produce a good stalk, the value of the crop would be very
materially diminished. They might dress their lan^s with
artificial manure, hut by so doing they got too much of certain
chemical properties and not sufficient ofothers.
The Chairman quite agreed with Mr. Grower me to

the neeeMfty of taking a great deal more care of tho
atraw as it came from the machine ; but as to using a large
proportion of straw for feedin heep and cattle, he was not an
advocate for doing that, and being consequently put to the
necessity of buying artificial manure. He was strongly of
opinion that there was no manure they could buy so good as
that which came from the farmyard. Artificial manure was so
difficult to deal with; it requm •I a scientific knowledge to
apply the right sort at the right time and place, an< por-
tion it properly—a degree of knowledge which he confessed he
diil not poeeeM. He would rather buy something for his stock,

in the shape ol cake or other artif 1 food, than be \ lid let

the cattle oat his straw and buy artit 1 manure for his land.
It depended very much upon the season whether many kinds
of art i J manure paid for the outlay or not. je of the
artificial manures, cs|>ccially guano, was in some seasons
totally inoperative, and nearly ail, except Rapecake. spent
themselves the i. year, and if the season was a bad one, they
lost the manure altogether. The manure of their farmyards,
however, did not spend iteelf the first year, nor anything like

Tli was one view of the straw question to wl
i Mr.

Gower had not alluded. He thought Mr. Gower would have
given them some in .t into the treatment of their 1 md, so as
to produce a healthy kind of straw, for corn without healthy
straw lost a large proportion of its ralue. They sometimes
put a good coat of manure on the land, and yet did not
get straw good enough to keep up a healthy head of

corn. He quite agreed with Mr. Kent as to the diffi-

culty of speaking to the value of straw for manure

;

he could not see how it could be said, that so much
straw made so much manure, and that that manure was
worth 3*. per load ; for if that straw was calculated to be
worth 8s., they were saying nothing about the value of the
manure from the farmyard that was mixed with the straw.
The more money that was spent in food of the c.ttle the ter

was the manure, quite independently of the value of t .e w ;

and good food was often given to cattle for that very purpoa*.

with very little hope of being reimbursed for the extra outlay

by the value of the cattle themselves. He had a very high
opinion of Bean stalks for feeding ; they w for

ows in producing good milk, and were m his opinion better

than any hay that could be given.

Mr. Barnes : There's no hay like it. Sir.

The < h urman : I thought y >u w uldsayso.
Mr. Bakne : Bean stalks I consider quite as good

unless it I real upland hay ; but cows would d-» :*r better on

Bean stalks than on a adow or lowland bay.

Mr. JFArriucsoN : Do you cut them?
Mr. B-Vjucn: So. I always make it a rule let * >ws

have Bean stalks whilst I y are milking, rain*.

Mr rFORD: I adv cut straw, but I ewith

letting the cattle eat it wit a large quant »
rr

cake ; otlierwi.se your manure will not be y 11

not grow much corn al ra few years. As to th n

of ^ raw the more straw is eaten the lees manm ill iwi*e

» carry from the farmyard, but the quality of w i carry

will be somewhat b ter. .

uambers aaid Bean stalks made good xr are ; m lac%

he believed there was no straw in the world ma manure to

Mr. Gower said with regard to Mr. Jeaffreson's remarks

about Wheat straw containing those qualities that are best
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adapted to be returned to the land, it would be remembered
that he had not advocated feeding cattle upon Wheat straw.

He objected to using Wheat straw for feeding purposes, and
agreed with making it into manure—it was the best straw for

that purpose. With regard to the value be had put upon the

straw for feeding purposes, he might say he had no hay on his

farm ; he must give 31. per ton for marsh hay, and therefore

he thought he was fully j ustified in saying the straw was worth
21. per ton for feeding purposes. Mr. Goodwyn had no great

opinion of artificial manure, but his experience of the use of it

had been very favourable to it. He did not say it would always
pay, and it was certainly better for root than corn crops, but if

they consumed a large quantity of straw for feeding purposes,

and thereby lessened their quantity of manure, the deficiency

could be abundantly made up by procuring artificial manure.

(
u No, no.") He would propose an alternate dressing of artifi-

cial and of farmyard manure. Farmyard manure lasted

considerably longer than artificial, but they could supply
artificial manure four times for the cost of one dressing of

farm yard manure, and it ought therefore to be better. In
answer to Mr. Kent, as to the value he put upon straw for

manure, he thought they must look to the cattle themselves
for a return for the food they consumed.
Mr. Kent thought his question was not answered. The

quality of the farm yard manure they desired to get was a
material consideration in the purchase of food for their cattle.

They bought cake and corn, not so much for the return they
should get hi the bullock as for the return they should get in
the manure.
Mr. Ashford could not see that the straw was worth 21. per

ton for feeding ; at that rate he thought they should get but a
poor return in their sheep. Barley straw was not, in his
opinion, worth 21. per ton.

Mr. Chambers was of opinion that two tons of straw were
worth 4?. in the market.

Mr. D. Smith, jun., (the Honorary Secretary,) said his prac-
tice was to consume as little straw as possible in the way of
food, for the reason that he farmed a heavy land farm, and he
thought the more long manure he could put into it the better
crops he got, for it made the land looser, giving the water a
better opportunity of percolating into the drains, and thereby
leaving his land in a better state. He, however, quite admitted
that straw was of great value for cattle. He had three yards
for bullocks ; in two the animals were tied np, and in the other
they were loose. With the latter he found the dung firmer
and" they grazed faster, which he attributed to the better oppor-
tunity they had of eating the straw than in the other yards.
He was of opinion that Wheat straw was bettsr than any other
for growing beasts ; his cattle always left other straw for Wheat
straw, and seemed to relish it most. He was not accustomed
to give them Pea or Bean straw ; but he did give Pea straw
to the sheep and Bean straw to the horses. He did not cut up
his straw into chaff for feeding purposes. He did not advo-
cate using too much straw for feeding purposes, as it was
required for the manure.

The Chairman said he must confess he had not been a very
large consumer of artificial manures, but he had used enough
of it to bite his fingers. Last year was a bad year, and he did
not think he gained one sixpence by the use of artificial

manure. When they laid out a large sum of money they
wanted to have, as far as in human concerns they could have,
a reasonable certainty of a return. Of course there was an
advantage in using them in wet seasons, when they could not
get on the land with carts, but that was only in an extreme
case, and 1860 was such a one as they hoped never to see again.

Mr. Gower said he was a very large sheep keeper, and he
kept very few bullocks, and rather than cart his Turnips he
turned his sheep upon the field to eat them, and of course if
theVr tr*mT>HTTT"-tm-ife--rtto*

presence did it much more good another way; and after all
the sheep did less harm on the land than the carts.

Mr. Goddard asked the Chairman if he would put clay and
chalk upon the farm to stiffen the growth of the straw in the
corn crop.

The Chairman said he had some stiff land and he covered
it with rather a heavy coat of chalky clay, and it gave him a
beautiful heavy crop. He supposed it was that there was
sometimes a want of chalk on the surface of the land for the
straw, but thar was certaiuly the best piece of farming he ever
had on that piece of land. He should have repeated the
experiment, but he could not get the chalk cheap enough. The
subject before them now seemed to resolve itself into a
question of artificial manure or artificial food. Of course the
whole question must be argued in reference to their own
district, which was rather a heavy land district.

Mr. Gower said if they were grazing bullocks for the sake of
making good manure, and looked for their profit in the
manure, they had still better keep a kind of stock that would
pay more money ; for if they lost by all the stock they kept
they would certainly be losers, if their manure were ever
so good.

Mr. Ashford remarked that, in his experience, sheep kept
on cake from the time of dipping till the time of lambimr
would realize the highest prices and were the best.

*.t
Mr

v
GoWER ^'d. the substance of his argument was this,

that by consuming a considerable portion of straw for feeding
purposes they were enabled to keep more stock, and if they did
not make quite so much manure they could make up the
deficiency with artificial manure.
The Chairman : My opinion is the reverse of that. I would

rather buy artificial food for my stock, and not consume much
straw for food, than I would buy artificial manure.
A desultory discussion then ensued, in the course of which

three resolutions were framed, endeavouring to embody the
views of different gentlemen present. It was found a some-
what difficult task to express in these resolutions the difference
of opinion that existed, for all were agreed that some artificial
food was necessary, and all were equally willing to admit that
some artificial manure was indispensible, and the difference of
opinion was only a question of degree.

The first resolution stood in Mr. Gower's name, and was as
follows :—** That a large quantity of straw may be advan-
tageously used as food, and the deficiency of farm-yard
manure supplied by artificial manure."
Mr. Ashford proposed the following resolution :—" That

a considerable quantity of straw may be profitably
consumed for food, as it will enable the farmer to consume
more cake and corn, and consequently keep more stock and
avoid the purchase of so much artificial manure.

"

The Chairman proposed a resolution as follows :—«' That
artificial food should be purchased to enable the farmer to
keep more stock ; tut the straw should be principally used for
litter, to absorb and supply manure."

The resolution of Mr. Gower was afterwards amended to
meet the views of Mr. D. Smith, when it stood as follows:—
"That a la r quantity of straw than usual maybe advan-
tageously consumed as food, supplying the deficiency in the
manure by giving the stock artificial food, and by supplying
the remaining deficiency by the use of artificial manure."
Af^er a short discussion, the motion of Mr. Ashford was

carried by a small majority, and the meeting, which had
lasted upwards of three hours, and was a very interesting and
animated one, broke up. Abridged frvm the Iptwich Jvurwxl.

ftebfeto**

Notes on Fields and Cattle) by the Rev. W. Holt Beever-

Chapman and Hall.

This is a gossiping book on Farming matters—the
" Notes " of a jaunty, lively pen, generally taken in the

field and fold and barn, often however at the fireside,

aud from the books of past generations as well as of

the present. They are not so much the memoranda
of a careful student and practical man, as the running

commentary of an amusing but well informed companion,

who, amidst all the substantial matters of fact of which

he speaks, takes especial pains to throw in that which

shall maintain the interest of his conversation even for

those who care little about the information he is seek-

ing to convey.

We take the following extracts from his chapters on

the Cow, the Horse, and the Pig, as illustrative of the

style which he adopts.

The Cow.— " However, whether we will it or no,

we must believe that there exists a cousinly bond
between the savage bull of Central Africa, lying sulkily

in wait for the unwary traveller ; the cunning bison of

the American savannah, so deeply ensconced amidst
the reeds of the sunken watercourse as to be distin-

guishable only by its hump—the hunter's prize ; and
yon meek-eyed dapple milch cow there, sheltering

knee-deep in the brook beneath a verandah of ash
branches, reflectively whisking off the flies from her
flank with her tail—so utterly regardless, meanwhile,
of the aged female above, gathering cresses for the
hall, in the red cloak the young ladies have given her.

A certain amount of relationship, such as Youatt sug-

gests, one may imagine between the sharp-eyed black
group there, the like of which Macgregor drove, that
peer down so curiously from beneath the thick fringe

upon their foreheads at "the intrusive pedestrian

,

between the long, active bull—that is so apt to cut off

or precipitate the salmon-fisher's retreat by the tempest-
torn passage of the Awe—and the Urus of the Hercy-
nian forest, mentioned by Caesar—elephantine, untame-
able—whose horns, polished and tipped with silver,

they were wont to use for the grace-cup at their solemn
festivals, and whose direct lineal representative is pro-
bably the modern lichen-eating Lithuanian auroch ; but
how ever the connexion came between the yak of
Thibet and the improved Durham cow, it is beyond us
to conceive : the one there, fronting so complacently
the ferocious gale, on his exalted lair among the
pointed rocks—with back exposed to the pitiless

storm, bare as the travelled household trunk of a by-
gone generation—being contented, apparently, with

y i oat iianw^. tkftU- th» gwa; wka»owifch Mtwa h tvn ormaidaraUly enwrapped

ploughing with ox^nTbuTthere m , —

^

sufficient number of horses to dn «T ** **«• **.-«<&„ scrofa^t^y**
character—snout elongated bo ' ferr

tf

back bristly, tail hairy, &c/ S/^ '

Fisher Hobbs! Whatever wilt
*****

teaching on the part of Mr Va/V101^
have come to disagree hereupon • u Hot

dissimilar is the idiosyncrasy of ih
representatives of porcine civilisation

*
J
8* *

annually imported from the yards nfT* *
Crisp for crossing with the prodn

'
,
e **

Russia, to the probable future daml°
f^

trade in bristles. To be practH^
interesting native should be, as ev^k-°

fe"

the farm, first-rate—broad, length**
snouted, of fine bone, with tail vJ'J**
pricked ear, and skin gathering in «.,?

hock to be plumped out before (Sj^ »I
breed that will fatten on Clover Gtoa

^*
summer, Mangel Wurzel in winter 4^^
sprinkled with Barley-meal. InnuS**
excellent varieties of breed now-a-daya uZ.
characteristics. Wherever he may hail &Jf
he does lustily on occasion, as you mayK
self if you attend an embarkation of thema
or Cork), whether from Berkshire, E&v'
Suffolk, Tamworth, Windsor, Hampfc
each county and district almost having^
breed, all supremely indebted to a Chinese
litan forefather—you will have no great (L.
obtaining what you want. To Hereford^
the pork provision when the Duke was in &
sula. Grudge not a few extra shilling fa
may easily save by travelling third-class a jo-

two by way of change) in the purchase of an et
sow-in-pig to begin with. It is loss of time

second-rate stock, however excellent your
:

:

may be, with the purpose of improving it. r

far as you can on the shoulders of others a
pioneered before you, and then take up the

•

will be passed in turn, never fear, by some»»
small boy munching at a crust. Start, hm
forward as you can, and do your best whilem
lasts."

his nether limbs, in everlasting compensation, it would
seem, for his obligatory existence on those icy Asian
wastes, where litter must be scarce ; the other, with
such queenly calmnes.-, scarce observant of your en-
trance—chewing quietly the cud across her recumbent
calf, as the world-renowned bailiff of Towneley rolls
back the door of her stall—on whose mellow cubic
form you can detect no shade or hollow, and the elastic

padding of whose meat-clad rib your finger dents in
vain."

The Horse.—" Your young ones, you cannot keep tco
well. When weaned, which should be, both for their
own and their mothers' sake, but especially the
mothers', about September, give them plenty of new
cow's milk, diluted somewhat with water, crushed
corn and Bean-flour, with Swedes to make them bone,
a few white Peas, and a lock of the sweetest upland
hay. This, with gentle caresses, should daily be the
lot of the young one in his paddock and shed. After
all, what is it but so many pounds put out to interest ?

Starve a colt in his first year, and he is spoilt for ever.
No subsequent treatment, however judicious or gene-
rous, can redeem the neglect of his early youth—the
sinking loin, the worn look, the spindle shanks, too
surely attest the treatment he received in infancy,
whatever his original calibre may have been. Iu fact,

whatever be the Btock, 'tis keep and shelter that tells
in the end. Look even at that draggle-tailed Elspeth
upon the stack there, doling out their pittance of
mouldy hay to a couple of depressed Hereford heifers.
Two years since, by courtesy Maria, she was a stylish
housemaid at the castle ; to-day she is the despondin*
partner of a too adventurous young farmer. Better
had she known when she was well off. In illustration
again, only to-day I noticed a red-breasted flunkey
fetch in a pair of grumbling, shiny, broad-backed
porkers, which, only two months ago, I deemed too
dearly bought for a pound apiece. While on the other
side the road, with the last sole surviving item of her
starved litter crawling after her, there cropped the
scanty Grass a sow, the fac-simile on a giant scale in
shape of a young mouse—flap-eared, hairless, lank—
what a few months since was a farewell giftjpig, bought
out of a prize Yorkshire small-breed lot, and presented
to an old man in our village by his son, an artizin.
upon his leaving for Australia. What a various fate
hath befallen theoi ! Tae one of aristocratic lineage
reduced to the poor-house ; the other, born in a cob and
advanced to aldermanic plenty. On large faams, where
the fields are thirty to forty acres eacn, or upwards, in
extent, a team of bullocks pays well, there not beiii
the loss of time in turning on such ground, which is

one chief reason of complaint against the practice of

Farm Memoranda*

American Butter Dairies.—E. Csopoor, Ttri

of butter exhibited :

—

This butter is selected from mv dairr of i

3,500 lbs., made from 25 cows. Mj x
manufacture is :—1. 1 strain the wSt flto

pans, about three inches deep, sod »* i ' *

place, to stand till ready to skim, wiitfi
'»

<^W
**J

as it commences to curdle. Stir fte eremite**

skimming, and keep it in large cooler^ «\*

(in hot weather) in a tub of cold witer m «0f

before churning. In hot weather, *e churn very

«

in the morning, setting the churn inatubofvaj*

water. We have no trouble with the to***
soft. 2d. When the butter is «& gathered,"
it out into a large bowl, and rinse it with coM*

until the butter milk is all out; then salt,««£
salt, to suit the taste ; then set in a coolwte»J

then rework and pack. We use no otheraM*

salt to preserve the butter. My milk"" 1 '

north side of other buildings, and shaded b£

use a dash churn, propelled by a dog. " ec

30 lbs. at a time. n
..

Hiram Olmstead, Walton, Delaware loair

The whole number of cows milked, from*-

has been made the past season, has been

five to 13 years old, and two three years

^

two years old ; making 15 in all, old anflj£

cows came in between the middle or

.

first of June, and are of the native wee*

grade Durham and three grade ^^V'
been wintered on hay and straw. IN° P*

fed, but each cow has had about eigne
<r\J,

during that part of the winter that tney ^
Butter sold in New York, 2,728 lbs.

-

limed in family, and remaining «
sold, 517 lb*., at 21 cts., •• ,'V,„Hn£

Value of milk fed to hogs, after deducting

other foed
Value of milk fed to calves .

.

Thirte ii deacon skins, at S7£ cts,

Total income

Less packages,
salt

freight, cartage and commissions

• •

• •
• •

» •

• *

• •

« *

Net income from aU sources

Whole amount of butter ""f*^**
to each cow, after deducting for^ p
income from each cow, alter

,

c tioD°
v "j

54'19 dols. The butter sold for a in
dairy bJi?J,

•r lb., it being 2 cents le-t^a o(^
in six or eight years. A <]?*"«

vear<M*>*
2-year-olds, and one-fourth m^l ^
the statement above. w^nnsi^

01
&*

*~WAMD How's ButterDaWW ^o«** s

two of tlu-m were seven ^f.^^Urows ; two or tnera were *-.- ,
cA[veii ^-^

ve, and two 3-year-old heifers, w» ^ .
.

10th and 26th of March. The *ud^^
on h . with a few roots ; f*£ e^ r

received one pint of corn and v*
\
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till ('.raw; during the summer their feed was Grass

only. The whole amount of butter made from these

gU cows the past year was 1230 lbs. ; being an average

on each of the six cows, of 205 lbs. to each cow ; or if

one quarter be deducted for each of the two 3-year-old

heifers, then th* average quantity on five and a half

cows would be 223 7-11 lbs. to each cow. Net

proceeds of the dairy, an average on each of the

Jix cows, 5137 dob.; or if one-fourth be deducted

for the two heifers, the average on live and a

half cows would be 5604 dols. to the cow. The

ter, in the above statement, was manufactured :

My cows are milked regularly each day, at a stated

iod; each cow is milked by the same hand, and the

milk is' drawn as quickly as is consistent with the quiet

and comfort of the cow ; the milk is strained into large

pans, about two inches deep, and set in a cool buttery

'1 it sours or begins to lopper ; the cream is then

taken off, and the churning is usually done each

morning, with a dash churn, attached to a tread-wheel,

propelled by sheep power; the cream is tempered by a

thermometer, at about 62° toW ; the butter is cleared

of the buttermilk by washing in «old water, then

salted, by judgment, with Ashton salt, to suit the

market, probably at the rate of about one ounce to

the pound, and well worked in ; allowed to stand in a

cool cellar till the next day ; it is again worked and

packed down solid in the firkin, and when full, covered

with a clean cloth, and the chime filled with fine salt

and brine, and kept full till ready for market ; but care

should be taken that no part of the cloth hangs over

the edge of the firkin, to act as a siphon to conduct off

the brine and soil the package ; cover the firkin with a

smooth and clean flat stone, and keep in a cool, dry

cellar, where there is not too much air, and the work is

done.

ZadocJc PratVs Dairy Farm :
—

1857 1858 1S50

Fifty cows realized. . . . 6500 lbs. 8050 lbs. 8300 lbs.

Average number of lbs. to

each cow 130 161 108

My butter netted me this year .

.

. . dols. 2070 00

Hogs' weight, 6455 lba

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J. JONES
BEGS TO OFFER A COMPLETE

Hot-Water Apparatus for Houses

according to the following Plane, delivered Free to any

Railway Station in England.

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.-On the
principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton.

M. P., combining simplicity, cheapness, excellence, and dura-

30 feet in length, for 88t. ; and all other dimensions at equally
low prices. Delivered free to any Railway fetation round
London.

Illustrated Circulars, with Lists of Prices, can be had on
prepaid application to Samuel Hereman, 7, Pall Mall East,

London.

o
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o
o

am

1
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J*

-S3
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SECTION

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 10 feet .

.

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

50 feet by 15 feet

rrice
With Cylinder Boiler. Saddle Boiler.

• •

PI

PI

ft

£S £8 12 6
8 10 9

10 10 10

11 10 12

10 10 17
18 10 1 20

Total dols.

Deduct interest, labour, and repairs

41S0O

248S 00
1550 00

Making the net gain for the year dols. 933 00

Abridged from Report of New York Agricultural

Society.

STATE OF THE WEATHER- BERKSHIRE.
Tor the week that ended Becmilx i 26 ; observed by Mr. J. B. Spearing,

Moulsford, Wallinpford.

Temperatx re of Atr.

55 mm —

S3

Sunday
Monday
Tmsdar _M
Wednesday 25
Thursday 26

.50.0

27.0

37

43.0

.0

50.0

Degs. Dop^
12.0

40.0

SI .5

33.8

Degs.
88.7

36.0

Tf •mpera-
\

ture of
Soil 1 foot Rain,
below the
Surface.

Deps.
4-i

43.0

Ins.

Wind

•

&

%

a
p
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JOHN SHEWEN, Sevenoaks, Kent, Manufacturer
of all kinds of HOTWATER APPARATUS for Horticul-

tural Purposes, Public Buildings, Dwelling Houses, and Office*,

on the most improved principles, and of Rogers's Conical and
the Improved Corrugated Saddle Boiler.

HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and

Elliptic, from 245. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands

to use without brickwork, 50*. each. Valves from 12*. 6d. each.

Beck's Patent Valves. Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply

Cisterns, and Builders' Castings of every description in stoc* *

Mr. Lynch White's Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.

RIDDELL'S PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTION
COTTAGE BOILER for 11 EATING CONSERVATORIES.

ENTRANCE HALLS, BATHS, _c, by
the Circulation of Hot Water.

Requires no brie*work setting; will

keep in action from 12 to 18 hours with-

out attention, at an expense of about 3d.

per day. Is perfectly safe, requires no
additional building, and may be seen in

operation daily at the
Patentee's Warehouse, 155, Cheapsido-

London, E.C.
Price complete from 3/. 10«.

Illustrated Prospectus free, and Esti-

mates prepared for Erecting Hot-Water
Apparatus of any magnitude.

TG. MESSENGER. Hortictjlttjrai»
• Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer-.

Loughborough.

o
•-•

o
s

ffl

N.E. 30.31

N.E. 80.28

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 1 feet .

.

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet ..

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet .

.

Price

ION

WithCylinderBoiler.
£11 10
12 10
14 10
16 10
22
24 10

T. G. M.'s Patented DrVTSIONLESS HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS are cheaper, more durable, and lighter in

appearance than any other made. The
Ventilation is effected by a simple and
much admired mechanicalarrangement.

X

N.l
s.E.
N ,W

80.22
30.07

30.1:5

The readings arc taken at 9 a.m. on the days named, and the Maxima and
Minima recorded relate, therefore, to the preceding 24 hours. The
Thermometers are placed 4 feet from the ground. The Rain-gauge is

7 feet from the ground.

CO

o

Notices to Correspondents.
Manure for Pasture : A Londoner. In the absence of farm

yard or town dung, probably bone dust applied now will

be most beneficial to the Grass. If you get some well

broken and mix it with some damp mould to heat and rot

before applying, it will be more immediately active: 16

bushels an acre are a good dressing.—ThefThorn and hedges of

it are to be grown just as any other plant is cultivated,

by planting in land properly|prepared, and taking care that

no other plant is growing with it. Clean the hedge, stir

the earth about the roots, and cover them up with good

compost mould.

Poultry.—The Christmas market differs from all others. It

lasts a week, and till Christmas morning itself there is a

large sale for everything. Those who witness the vast

arrivals of goods in the morning between six and ten o'clock

would believe it impossible they could be sold while good ;

especially seeing all are very perishable, and must be disposed
of within a given time. On one morning in this week the
Great Western Railway delivered 104 tons of poultry. An
unpractised eye would believe that one morning's arrivals

would be more than enough for the metropolis for a week

;

but the mistake would be seen when, spite of continuous
arrivals, it would be found the bulk on hand steadily dimin-
ished. The truth is, the supph- is heaped wholesale on one
small spot, while for the purposes of retail it is scattered in
small lots all over this great metropolis. Arrivals generally
cease on the morning of the 24th. Up to that time every
hamper that is unpacked is replaced by a full one, but then
the decrease <s steady, and at 4 o'clock in the afternoon the
market wo\ild not be known as the same that was so encum-
bered in the morning. There has been a good supply and a
good trade. There were, as there always are, fluctuations f

and, on the whole, we do not think Poultry was as dear as
it has been for the last two years ; it, however, fetched its
value. A few very large Turkeys made large prices, but
they would form no guide for general sales.

O 5

9*

SECTION.

1
O

o

Size of House.
1ft feet by 8 feet .

.

20 feet by 10 feec .

.

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet .

.

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet ..

Price
With Cylinder Boiler.

|
Saddle Boiler.

T. G. M.'s Patented TRIANGULAR
TUBULAR BOILER for Heating
Buildings with Hot Water has been ex-
tensively adopted by gentlemen who
are willing to testify to its great

efficiency and economy of fuel. Plans.

Estimates, Testimonials, and every in-

formation sent free upon application.

Horticultural "Works, Danvers Street, Chelsea, S.W

BECK'S PATENT

HOT WATER VALVE,

£12 10
13 10
1* 10
19
24 10
27

o

'A

£13
14

17
20
25 10
28 10

rt S?

" - A

© o^
»S|

si

H o

Size of nouse.

•SECTION

WithCylinder Boiler,
j

Saddle Boiler.

Price

Cock Turkeys
Hen ditto ..

Capons
Fowls
Chickens
Geese
r.irtridges .

.

Hares
>bits

Wild ditto
Pigeons

Bach 10«. 0d. to 21*. Ocf.

• •

• • • • 99

6 M 8
6

it 6 6
3 6 n 4
2 M 2 3

»• 7 6
1 9 »• 2
2 6 n 3
1 4 »» 1 5

S »» 9
8 »> 1>

• •

• •

99

99

£16
17 10
21 10

->

31
33 10

£17
IS 10 *0

22 10

26
32

35

lft feet by 8 feet

20 feet by 10 feet

25 feet by 12 feet

30 feet by 12 feet

40 feet by 15 feet

50 feet by 15 feet

The above prices include Boiler, strong Furnace-doors. Bars

Plate, Soot-doors, Damper, and Supply Cistern-pipes of 4-incli

diameter, Elbows, Ac. ; all of the best quality.

Delivered free to any Railway Station in England. Terms

:

NettCash.
Estimates will be sent for the work fixed complete, or fur-

ther particulars on application to

J. Jojhcs, Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, 6, Bankside,

London, S.E.

Horizontal Valve. Angle Valvi.
2" 18s. 6d. ;

3" 25*. ;
4" 30#. 2" 17«. ; 3" 23*. ; 4" 28*.

JAMES GRAY, Sole Agent, begs to call attention
to this most simple and perfect Valve ever invented. It is

perfectly water tight, and is never liable to get out of order, or
to get fixed by standing.

To Architects. Engineers, Gardeners, & Others.—Beck's-
Patent Valve has been submitted to several of the most scientific
men of the day, and has invariably met with unqualified
approvaL A liberal Discount to the Trade.
Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries, and every des-

cription of Hothouse erected on the most improved principles,
and of best materials, at the lowest possible price consistent
with good workmanship.
Heating by Hot Water in all its branches. Boilers of every

approved description, Tubular, Saddle, Conical, Ac.

James Gray, Horticultural Works, Danvers Street, Paulton's
Square, King's Road, Chelsea* S.W.

MCSGRAVES PATEXT STABLE FITTINGS
and HARMLESS LOOSE BOXES, PATENT IROS

COWHOUSE FITTINGS, and IRON PIGGERIES.
These inventions are recom-

mended as possessing numerous,
advantages not to be found in

anything hitherto made. At
the late Meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society at Leeds,

Musgravr Brothers received a
Silver Medal, and two Awards-
of " Highly Commended," being

the only Prizes conferred on any competitor in this class-

Particulars sent on application to the Inventors and Makers.,

Misgrave Brothers, Ann Street Iron Works, Belfast.
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FOWLER
STEAM PLOUGHING AND CULTIVATING PATENTS-

RANSOMES SIMS
H VE

JO Britannia Iron- Works nJii ^ HOto
STEAM CULTIVATORS, STBAM^pfft »£*£!
PLOUGHS, HARROWS, HORSE RAK?^Catalogues, with full particulars ell ; H

sent
free on

F
Edging

Stock of Ornamental
beg

ST PANCRAS IRON WORKS
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OP THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

WERE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their fttON HURDLES and GATES,
which, bj their peculiar construction, ;»r lore than fcwic strong 1 and durable as those in ordinary 1 .

Lists per post on application* Gates from ?.0s. to 500/.

The Hurdles can he seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

oeg to invite attenn *> N

advantages over Box or Grass-cdgin'o-1? ??*
harbour for slugs, &c ., take un l£R ?

tba

require no further attention. 0om
' »od

m
They may be had of various pattern q . -
ises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground s fro , n k l

Kingsland Road yb^^tiffSSa^"^
N B. Sketches of Patterns sent by

**
'*<

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Box f
^

Balconies in stock.

TILES k

PROFESSOR VAIOTSLL'S ENAMELLED AND WROUGHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the
Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and loose
boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

Opposite Old St. Panceas Chtjbch.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING
tories Halls, Corridors, Balconied Mdurable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff Je.*

of forming a variety of designs. ** *
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES for 1 i«- *

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges £"*>*
metallic and other Stable Paving Bricla, J
Clink 1 and White Wall-CopinmTgiL

'

To be obtained of F . & G. Roshe* S-'theh^HEAL and SON'S EIDER
One Guinea to Ten Guineas. iL

QUILTS, from 8.. 6d. to 24*. List of prices

°

by post
.

Hbal A Son's Illustrated Catal^JtfS
Priced List of Bedding, also sent post free

196. Tottenham Court Roao. W
METCALFE, BIXGLEY, Am)' C(vTfc

PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, PenetnhWFJ
Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, 17 1£*
of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet

"

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s per box
HHHE FAIRY BOUQUET.-Tbis «**J_ fume was originally discovered by oneof Titan
attendants. It is made from wild flowers culled"hands from "the bank whereon the wild Thyme em
authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the mm k
of certainty as is the existence of Titania fcerSTnow prepared solely by Metcalfe, Blvgley k
fumers, &c, 130 b and 131, Oxford Street, Iwjb
bottles, 2s., 3*. 6d., and bs. each.

*

THE FOLLOWING IS THE REASON WHY

OBMSOFS ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
AND PATENT JOIXTLESS TUBULAR BOILERS

have become so universally adopted on account of their superior power, great safety, and economy,

»

>

»»

i»

SS^R™ S ' 1 B0IL!:! ' S are heating upwards of 250 feet of Pipe.ORMSON'S No. 2 BOILERS „ ,. 600
ORMSOX'S Xo.3 BOIL* „ iqqo
ORMSON'S No. 4 BOILERS

, 3000ORMSOX'S No.5 ROTLERS
" "

5000
Boilers of larger sizes if required to heat 12,000 or 15,000 fe<H. ORMSON having a most complete Set of Steam-power Machinery, is in a posit ion 'toeiecate otto **

the greatest despatch, and at considerably reduced prices
p^itum ™

,11,
P*?A

.

CH **,
,

M\s ' FORCING HOUSES, GLASS CASES for WALL TREES, Mland nmlt combining all the latest improvompnts, so as to answer their intended pu,^.
disappointment. * r

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on avvlicatiau.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty

AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OP
HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROY VL HORTICULTURE

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHEI/S V, LONDON. S.W.

WEEKS'S UPRIGHT

J»
BOILER. WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM

IS NOW IN OPERATION AT THE

GRAND CONSERVATORY OF THE ROYAL
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

socr

rpHE following unprecedented Stat ill serve to confirm the universal opinion that WEEK H OT-WATER APP

continv xcel every other mode of H Hag by TI ,t Water, and totally eclipfes all spurious in m
3BOILEI VI. A perwnl of the* xtraordinary Boiler Statistics will ebow its ing Pb*

WEEKS'S No. 1 BOILERS have...
WEEKS'S No. 2 BOILERS
WEEKS'S No. 3 BOILKRS
WEEKSJ0 No. 4 BOILKRS
WEEKS'S Nd 5 BOILERS
WEEKS'S Xo. 6 BOILERS

99

99

99

99

• f •

i * *

* *

a

1 • •

• * #

• * •

ft*

Tubes. Number of Tubes.

1

1

1

2
2
3

12
12
23
40
44

104

Feet.

25

40

80

152

405

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN"
HIS LATE R.H. THE PRINCE CONSORT
5£t,

,
J

* AL H|GHNESS PRINCE OEMIDOFP1

?tt? ^KflSE? c^MM(.-SlONERS of WORKS, IRELANDTHE GOVERNMENT < GREAT BRITAIN
A*"^^»^

Hence the re^ison for its being adopted by the following noble and distinguished Patrons :—
THE TOWER OF LONDON T pnv , T RnT , VT( , SOCIETY, U™*Sn
Till OYAL 1 RT -TITR AT, SOCIETY I ONDOV

THE ROVAL BOT dU')' m j,tV l0>

THE ROYA1 BOTANIC SOCIETY, UEJENT'SPAM

TnE ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, DUBLIN

TUE ROYAL ZOO 'OICA1 l

.\,'

THE CK1 -LPALA nriW*
NTJWEROU-3 CONTiN AL EsTAbLi^
PUBLIC COMPAN IKS.

(Me

JOHN WEEKS & COMPAX1
Builders, Hot-Water Apparatus Manotactur

KING'S KOAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Engineers

1
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Efie (SartrenersT Cftronicle

SATURDAY, JANUARY 5, 1861.

d HOOTING.—Wanted, m the Western part of

J5 Kent or Sussex, Surrey, or the Eastern part of Hampshire

from 2000 to 3000 Acres of SHOOTING ; a fair proportion of

Wood Cover* required. A small house would not be ohjectea

to ss welL—Address E., Gardener*' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-

lington Street, London, W C.
,

On the \0th, in One Volume, post 8vo, 10s. (yd., trith Map,

THE PRINCE OF WALES IN CANADA
AND THE UNITED STATES.

By N. A. WOODS, Esq.,

The "Times" Special Correspondent.

LONDON : BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C.

B
NOTICE OF DIVIDEND. PIPES BURST by FROST.—The great discomfort

and expense occasioned by tbe bursting of metal Pipes

I* - ran Miiirvst uonapn, o.n.—au- „_-.»..<- - from frost is eftectually obviated by using the FalhM
SeHVLF-TEARLY INT F.K EST, at the r.ito of :, percent, per B1TUMINIZED PIPES, which are non-conductor and not

iiAu.1 it.viiLi y \^_\_ ?» .... oi„* ;,10».nt will he „«r_„fr A ,i Ktt fr««t Th«v nr« as stroner as iron (beanug a
annum, on Deposit Accounts, to the 31st instant, will be

RK.VDY for del ry on and after the 10th January, and

payable dally between the hours of 10 and 4.

December. I860. Peter MorrlsO" -p"ng Director.

Prospectuses and Forms sent frc n application.

I A AfiA ARC 1 1 ANGEL MATS, this season'

H'.VlVjUimpoi n. Prices, Ac, on application to

' " arsoy, 25, N Folga N E.

OAA CUCUMBER ani> MKLON BuXKS, and
/CUU LIGHTS, and 500 LIGHTS of Ml Sizes kept in

stock, Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom.
JAMES WATTS and CO.,

Hothouse Builders and Hotwater Apparatus Manufacturers,

the Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

P

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, _ET

HET
of

i

affected by frost. They are as strong as iron (bearing a

pressure of WO lbs. on the square inch), while they are only

one-fourth the weight and considerably cheaper than iron

pines, and one fourth the price of lead piping.—All orders to

be a ldressod to Mr. Alexander Yoi 7, Mark Lane, L.C ;

Patent Bitumini/.ed Water, Gas and Drainage Pipe Company,

I united.^ :

A TENT BITUMIN1ZED G IS-WATER AND
___ DRAINAGE PI PI^ —These pipes possess all the pro-

perties necossarv for the conveyance of Gas and Water, ana

; ,lso for Drainage purpoi . rla., great strength, great dura-

bility, and perteot Lnoridabllity, and being NoN-oow>ucrpH

are not affected by frost like metal pipes ; they are proved to

rcsiRt a pressure of '220 lbs. on the square inch (equal to 500 feet

head of water), are only one-fourth the weight, and consider-

ably cheaper than Iron Pipes. They are made in 7-feet

lengths, and the joinings are simple and inexpensive.

These PIPES have been in use in France, Spain, and Italy

nearly three years, where the demand for them is very great.

The opinions of the Press on a public test at the Houses of

33S__"c£-H*.»y Eng^ved and 100 superfine

rds Printed for 4.v. fid. At H. Rodrigues , 42, I lccadiily, W.

ntlsn Bianuiacturea. prices vauyxug num -«•• *« ~~.. iiiuupuKuiB «i c«v x.*--- ^« .. ^—_.- • - —

-

i foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of Parliament before a large number of engineers and otuer

kept ready packed for immediate delivery.
|
scientific gentlemen may be had with further particulars St

Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for the office of the Company on application to Mr. Alex. Young,

PATENT ROUGH PLATE THICK CROWN GLASS, GLA8S 67, Mark Lane, London, E.C., where sample Pipes may be

per square
which are . . .

Lists of Prices and Estim

TILES, nnd SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley A Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardeners' Chronicle of December 1.

GALVANISED GAME and POULTRY NETTING-
—Bv improved machinery at reduced prices. 2 inch

Hexasron Mesh, 24-inch wide, light, 5d. ; Medium, 6d. ;
Strong,

Id. ; Extra strong, 9{d. per yard. Any other width, strength,

or mesh, from £ to 6 inches, at proportionate rates. Every

description of Wire-work by Thos. P. Hawkins, Manufacture.,

27. Dale End, Birmingham.

ANNED GARDEN X BITING for preserving

Seed Beds, Fruits, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight,

Birds, Ac. and as a Fence for Fowls, Ac. 1 yard wide, 1.'/. ;

2 yards. 3d. ; 3 yards, 4.d. ; and 4 yards 6& per yard, in any
quantitv, may be had at Chas. W. ioiit's, 376, Strand, W.C.

Greenhouse and 1 lower-pot Sticks Varnished :—1 foot, 3d. ;

li, 44. : J. '</.
; 3*. Id. ; 3, lud. ; 4, 1*. per dozen. Dahlia

ticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet, 1*. 6rf. ; 4, 2*. 3d. ; 5, 3s. ;

<i, 3.*. Oof. An allowance to Nurserymen. -

trial.

c

L
kuta ; do. lined throughout with woollen, 5*. ; do. with

sleeves lined, 7a. fid. ; do. with sleeves uulined, 5s. 6d. Also

2000 Second -hand Police Capes redone up, worst, 18*. per
dozen ; best, nearly new, 36*. per dozen : Hotscs' Loin Cloths,

7 s. lined with Woollen : Driving Aprons, 8*. and 10». each.

TRANSPARENT SHEETING for Garden Frames, nearly

2 yards wide, 1*. ; Tarpawling, 6d. per square yard ; Thick

Canvas Waterproof Sheeting, 1*. per square yard; Patent
Felt (M 'Neil's), Id. per square foot ; Waggon and Cart Tar-

pawlings, Is. and 2*. per square yard.

WORSTED GARDEN NETS for Blossom, much approved.
All kinds of Garden Nets. Samples sent and prices.

RABBIT NETS, SHEEP NETS, long Hare and Rabbit
Nets, 60, 80, and 100 yards, hung ready for use. Strong New
Zealand Cord Sheep Nets, 20s. per 50 yards ; set Bird Nets,

and all kinds of Fishing Nets.

Wire Work, Rabbit proof," 1| mesh, 15 guage, 6rf. per square

yard ; in any width, 14 mesh, 104. per square yard. The
cheape>t article in the market, and all made from Swedish
Iron. Sheep Wire Work, 4 inch mesh, Ad. per yard—4 feet

nearly in height.—R. Richardson, White Horse Factory, Bid-

borough Street, Judd Street, Office 99, Euston Road, Lon
on, N ____________

~~PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.G., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with

several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

8ociety; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Burgess A Key, 95,

Newgate Street, E.C, strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Churn now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

CHUBB'S FIRE PROOF STRONG ROOM DOORS.
CHUBB'S PATENT DETECTOR LOCKS and STREET

DOOR LATCHES.
CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOXES.

Illustrated Price List gratis and post free.

CHUBB and SON, 67, St Paurs Churchyard. London, 1

ETCALFE, BINOLEY, and CO.'S NEW
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every description

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2*. per box.

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious per-

fume was originally discovered by one of Titama's principal

attendants. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy

hands from " the bank whereon the wild Thyme grows." The
authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the same degrc

of certainty as is the existence of Titania herself. It is

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, Binoley, it Co., Per-

fumers, <fcc, 130 b and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.—In
bottles, 2*., 3*. 6d., and 5s. each.

NOTICE.-' 4 BEWARE OF IMITATIONS."
T EA and PERKINS* "WORCESTERSHIRE

-^TO CHARGE MADE fob STAMPING PAPER
IN and ENVELOPES with ARMS, CREST, or INITIALS.

-Rodrigues' Cream-laid Adhesive ENVELOPES. _rf. per 100 ;

Cream-laid Note, full size, five quires for 6d. ; thick ditto, five

quires for Is. ; Foolscap, 9*. per ream ;
Sermon I aper 4_. 6d.

All kinds of Stationery equally cheap, At H. Kodriooes,

42, Piccadilly, W.
.

WEDDING CARDS, WEDDING ENVELOPES,
Invitations to the Ceremony, Dejeuner and Ball,

Printed and Stamped in Silver, ^thArms or Crest, m^the

Card _____
Now ready, in up. 8vo, with ^^N??* l^

f̂ J£\j, fiCORDON-TRAINING of FRU11 IREEf*
Diagonal, Vertical, Spiral, and Horizontal, adapted to

the Orchard House and Open Air Culture. By the Rev.

T. COLLINGS BR-IIAUT. . _
London : Longman. Green. Longman. & Roberts

Recently published, in 16mo, price 2«.
.

6-i.,
-

c]°tb ' _,c

A HANDY BOOK fob YOUNG FARMERS:
Comprising Operations for each Month in the - ear;

Directions for the Making. Preservation, and Application of

Manures : for the Economical Feeding of Stock ;
and for the

Selection of Implements. By Charles Lawrence, Member

of the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Bv the same Author, price 6d.,

TO MY LABOURERS, on the Economy of Food

and the real sources of BODILY STRENGTH ;
with some

Suggestions for their Improvement.
London : Longman Ai Co., 39, Paternoster Row, _.l.

MILES ON THE HORSE'S STABLE.
In imperial Svo, with 12 Plates, price 15*. f

GENERAL REMARKS on STABLES, and EX-
AMPLES of STABLE FITTINGS. With Illustrations.

By Wii i iam Miles, Esq.

By the same Author, New Editions,

TnE HORSE'S FOOT, and How to keep it Sound.

12*. 6d.

A PLAIN TREATISE on HORSE-SHOEING. 2s.

*»* Two Casts or Models of Off Fore Feet, No. 1 "Shod for

All Purposes," No. 2. "Shod with Leather," on Miles s plan,

may be had, price 3s. each.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

of Lea & Perrins UDon every Label, Bottle, and Stopper.

Sold by Messrs. Crosse <fc Black well, London; and by
dealers in Sauces generally. Sole Manufacturers, Lea _
Perrins, Worcester.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
Price 6d., or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

ON THE PROGRESS AND RESULTS OF
UNDER DRAINAGE IN GREAT BRITAIN. Prize

Essay. By J. Bailey Denton, Agricultural Engineer, and

author of the "Prize Essay on Koad Making," and other

Agricultural Treatises.

____ __,__ .. .
Also. by Mr. Bailey Denton, same price

_|_J SAUCE" is Denounced by connoisseurs to be a most A RTERIAL DRAINAGE AND OUTFALLS.
agreeable addition to every variety of dish. *»* See the name _Tj_. reprinted from the J cultural G<

- - ^ ..-....,.-_- ~»
52, Parliament Street. Westminster, s.W.

This day. Part III.. Price 5*. .-,-_-
ENUMERATIO PLANTARUM ZEiLAMA :

An Enumeration of Ceylon Plants, with Descriptions

of the New and Little-known Genera and Species, Observations

on their Habitats, Uses, Native Names, Ac, by G. H. K.

Thwaites, F.L.S., Director of the Royal Botanic Garden,

Peradeuia, Ceylon ; assisted in the Identification of the Species

and Synonymy by J. D. Hooker. M.D ., F.R S., F.L S._feG.S.,*c

London : W I li.i a m Pamplin, 45, Frith St reet, H >
Squa re, W.

ATTTfVI PORTA NT FACT FOR ADVERTISERS.
The CiRCULATioit ok

THORLEY'S AGRICULTURAL GLEANER is

more than all the other Agricultuial paper* put together.

Advertisements, 6d per line for one insertioi 10 per cent,

allowed off for a series of 13 ; 25 per cent, off 26 and />0 per

cent off 52 insertions. All Advertisements must reach <«.

Newgate Street, City, on Wednesday, to be in time for that

week's issue, and must be paid f>> r in advance.

s

DIPPENHALT. FIHE BRICK FACTORY, near

Faraham, Surrey.— Manufactory for Fire Bricks, Fhite,
Red

:

and Black Facing Bricks, PlinttT Bricks of various shapes
id colours, for string courses ; ornamental Garden Edgings,

Terra Cotta Chimney Pots, and Vases in great variety ; superior
TewieUted Blue, Black. Red, BufF, and White Paving Tiles, for

entrance halls, *tc. All kinds of Ornamental Ridge
T age and other Pipes, Bends, and Junctions; Orna-

to the promotion of health and personal attraction : none can

be more acceptable than ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for

imparting a transcendant lustre to the hair, and sustaining it

in decorative charm. ROWLANDS' KALVDOR imparts a

diant bloom to the cheek, and a delicacy and softness to the

hands, arms, and neck; and ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl

Dentifrice, bestows on the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, and
renders the breath sweet and pure. The patronage of Hnyalty

throughaut Europe, their general use by rank and fashion, and

the universally-known efficacy of these articles, give them a

celebrity unparalleled, and render them peculiarly elegant and
seasonable presents.—Sold by A. Rowland k Sons, 2n, Hatton

Garden, London, and by Chemists and Perfumers. Beware of

Spurious I mitations.

DR. DE JONGH'S
(Knioht or the Order of Leopold of Bel* km)

LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL, prescribed by
the most Eminent Medical Men throughout the world as

tbe safest, speediest, and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,
COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT, GENERAL DEBILITY,

DI8KASE8 OF THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE
WASTING, AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS,

IS INCOMPARABLY SUPERIOR TO EVERY OTHER VARIETY.

mHORLKY'S ILLUSTRATED

ntal Garden Border Tiles to any pattern or colour.—Apply
to Mr. E. Whalli Manager of the Works. Agent for
Guildford, Mr. Jyo. Moon, Builder.

B
accounts for its very enviable reputa-
tion."— Vide a Purchaser.
For Private Families . . . . No. 2

Wa8hinss% Wringing, and Mangling.
For Family Mansion . . . . No. 4
For Hotel, Hospital, Work-
house, or other Public
Institution No. 6

Full particulars as to the practical
utility and universal approval of this

___ invaluable machine free by post.

Tho>. Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester;
and 63. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Works, Queen Street, Salford, Manchester.

SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
Dr. LANKESTER, F.R.S.—" I deem the Cod Liver Oil sold

under Dr. de Jongh's guarantee to be preferable to any other

kind as regards genuineness and medicinal efficacy."

SlRHKNRY MARSH, Bart., M.D., Physician in Ordinary

to tbe Queen in Ireland.—" I consider I»r. de Jongh's Cod

Bendsr«_d Junctions" (W 1*J«
°il to be a very pure Oil not likely to create disgust, and

a therapeutic agent of great value. _,__.,, -. , _ „
Dr. LAWRANCE, Physician to H.R.H. the Duke of Saxe-

Cobnrg and Gotha.—4<
I invariably prescribe Dr. de Jongh s

Oil in preference to any other, feeling assured that I am re-

commending a genuine article, and not a manufactured com-

pound, in which the efficacy of this invaluable medicine is

destroyed."

Dr. 8TAVELY KING, Physician to the Metropolitan Free

Hospital.-" I have employed Dr. de Jongh s Oil with great

advantage in cases of mesenteric and pulmonary tubercle, ana

in the atrophic diseases of children."

RADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE.—" My experience of your Machine fully bears out
Mr. 's recommendation, and

FARMER'S
___ ALMANACK, 77, Newgate Street, City, E.C. This Six-

pennyworth contains more valuable information to the farmer

than any other Almanack at even double the price, and

ought to be on every Agriculturist's Book Shelf throughout

the Kingdom.__Post tree torJJstamps.

TUK EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXXIX.
Advfrttsements intended for insertion are requested to

be forwarded to the PubUshera immediately, ^jv rRTiskm ests

and BrLLS cannot be received later than FRIDA\ NEXT, the

_.u„'aon : Longman- & Co., 39, Paternoster Row, EC.

rTTbiE FLORIST, FRUIT1ST, and UARdKN
X MISCELLANY. By Charles Turner and J. Spi er,

Monthly. Coloured Plates and Woodcuts. Puce first

Number for 18bl was published on January 1st. Volunres for

1^0 and previous years neatly bound now ready each com-

plete in itself, price 13,. 0* For New 1 ear

could be more suitable y be had at the ".

I

Omce,
_^o__.v. -*„-. u*-__t R»»nri W.C. and all Bookseller-

Xelug of mittk

Dr. df Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only m
iMTERiAi, halt-t.ints, 2*. 6rf. ;

pints, 4* 9d. J
quarts, »«.; cap-

suled and labelled with his stamp and signature, without which

none can possibly be genuine, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Agents :

Anfar, Harford, & Co., 77, Strand, London, w.C.

CAUTION.—RfwaRF. OF PROPOSED SUBSTITUTIONS.

The Emperor of the French received the

Diplomatic Corps at the Tuileries on New Y< ar's

Day, when Lord Cowley, the British Ambassador,

in the absence of the Papal Nuncio, offVred the

customary congratulations to His Majesty. The

Emperor in reply thanked the Ambassadors for

the good wishes they had expressed, and said

that he regarded the future with confidence,

11 being convinced that the friendly understand-
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ing between the Powers will maintain peace,

which is the objectof all his desires."

The King of Pbtjssia died on "Wednesday at

Sans-Souci, after a lingering illness which had
long incapacitated him for public affairs. His
Majesty is succeeded by his brother the Prince
Regent, father of Prince Frederick William,
the husband of our Princess Royal. The new
King ascends the throne by the title of William V.
A despatch from Yienna informs us that

Count Teleki has been set at liberty by the

Emperor of Austria. His Majesty on Tuesday
summoned the Count to his presence, and
announced that he would grant him a full and
complete pardon on condition of his conducting
himself henceforth as a faithful subject. Count
Teleki promised to give up all his political con-
nections abroad, to remain within the frontiers of
the Austrian empire, and to abstain from all par-
ticipation in public affairs. As a further conces-
sion to Hungary, the Emperor has issued an
imperial decree unconditionally incorporating the
Woiwodina and the Banat with the Hungarian
kingdom. His Majesty has also ordered the
immediate organisation of the Chancery and
" Guberneum " of Transylvania, and the assem-
bling of a conference of the most eminent persons
from the various classes of the different nationali-
ties and religious confessions to deliberate on the
early organisation of the Tiansylvanian Diet.
Accounts from Prague state that placards, in the
Bohemian language, had been posted up in the
streets of that city, advising the Czechs to remain
quiet for the present, as the moment for decisive
action has not arrived, to follow the example
of the Hungarians, who have nearly attained their
object, and, finally, to trust in the Emperor of
the French. Imperial decrees have been issued
ordering that the forced currency of paper money
in Lombardo-Venetia shall be maintained, and
that the dividends on the national loan, which are
hound to be paid in silver, will he arbitrarily met
in paper at the exchange of 140.

King Victor Emmanuel arrived at Turin on
Saturday evening from Naples, and was received
with great enthusiasm. His Majesty has appointed
Prince Cauignan to succeed Signor Farini as his
Lieutenant at Naples, with Commander Nigra as
Councillor and responsible Minister. The Sar-
dinian Chamber of Deputies has been dissolved,
and a royal decree *as been issued appointing the
3rd of February for the elections for the new
Italian Parliament, the sittings of which are to
commence on the 18th of February. The siege of
Gaeta continues day and night without inter-
mission. The report that the French fleet had
received orders to leave is not confirmed, and it is
now said that the Admiral has been instructed to
inform the King that the Emperor Napoleon, in
agreement with the Northern Powers, will con-
tmue to oppose the effective blockade of Gaeta.
The report of the Queen's departure also appears
to be unfounded.

The accounts from the United States are daily
becoming of a graver character. General Cass has
resigned the Secretaryship of State, in consequence
of the President's refusal to send reinforcements
to the federal garrison in South Carolina, and
the Southern members of Congress have signed
a manifesto declaring that the day of compromise
has passed, and that nothing can avert secession.
President Buchanan has issued a proclamation
appointing the 4th inst. as a day of humiliation
and prayer.

The Eovenne returns for the year and quarter
ended the 31st ult. were published on Tuesday.
The total income for the year was 71,967,495/.,'
being an increase of 5,897,026/., on the income
of 1So9. The increase on the quarter, as compared
with the corresponding quarter of 1859, was
1,157,518/.

nowa

the Earl of Harrowby movela^eTT^
seconded a resolution recommending of *£
have not been able to enter any ofX l

**"«%!
subscription for the purpose of offerin? ^toJ
competition among the best shots jftjiC
company. Durin* tti« ^^:_ .,

Selected^
chainnj J

equipping which^^•A county meeting Wa « Tu" ^
at the Exchange Rooms, Presto* Z tt^Lord Lieutenant, in the chair, at which iT *

H

to form a Rifle Association for Lancashire. JMwas addressed by the Earl of Sefton \u . H
tington, Lord Grey de Wilton, Lord fiFfl
Ecerton. the Hieh Sheriff, ft^i o?*.^

,0001

lett, oir T. uesketli, Major Gray, M.P i JT
Manchester, Liverpool, and Preston, and rfW^men, and a committee was appointedWn:
lution into effect. The Lord-Lieuttn^?!*
issued a circular to the Commanders of^W*
battalions impressing upon them the ifo2T
assimilating the uniform.— The CheJi
tion, formed at the meeting at Chester

1st December, the Lord-Lieutenant
the

of Westminster in the chair, is ofa a
factorily. Earl Grosvenor, M.P., has been
chairman of the council, and Mr. John_
chairman. The first annual meeting bVJ
place in August or September next, in tie

bourhood of Stockport or Macclesfield. The

»

have been adopted by the National Rife*
ciation as the rules for all counties in Engladp

posing to become connected with the parent

and Prince Louis of Hesse followed in a second sleigh.

The Prince of Wales went out shooting. In the evening

Prince Louis of Hesse took leave of her Majesty and
the Royal family, and left the Castle for the continent.

On Saturday morning, the Queen, with Princess Alice,

went out in a sledge, driven by General Sir Edward
Bowater. Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold followed

in a second sledge. The Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Princeof Wales and Prince of Leiningen, went out

snooting. The Duke of Nemours with the Comte d'Eu,

the Due d'Alencon, and Princess Marguerite, and the

Prince and Princess de Joinville, with Princess Frances

of Orleans, visited the Queen and took luncheon. Mi-

Henry Loch, private secretary to the Earl of Elgin,

arrived on a visit. On Sunday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, Prince Arthur,

Princesses Alice and Helena, the Prince and Princess of

Leiningen, attended Divine service in the private

chapel. The Rev. W. R. Jolly preached the sermon.
The Duchess of Kent and the Prince and Princess of

Leiningen visited her Majesty and took luncheon. Mr.
Loch left the Castle. On Monday morning the Queen
accompanied by Princess Alice walked in the Home
Park, and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore.
The Prince Consort went to Cambridge, and visited
Madingley Hall, which has been engaged as a residence
for the Prince of Wales, returning to the Castle in the
afternoon. The Prince of Wales rode out on horseback.
The Duke of Somerset, the Hon. Major Anson, and the
Right Hon. C. P. Villiers arrived on a visit. On
Tuesday, being New Year's Day, the Band of the Horse
Guards played a selection of favourite airs on the East
Terrace at 7 in the morning. The Band of the Scots
Fusilier Guards played under the Duchess of Kent's
window at Frogmore about the same time. The Queen's
annual distribution of food and clothing to about 660
poor persons of the Windsor and Clewer parishes,
took place in the course of the morning in the Riding
House of the Castle, in the presence of her
Majesty, the Prince Consort and the Royal Family.
After the distribution the Queen and Prince Consort,
with Prince Arthur, the Princesses Alice, Helena,
Louisa and Beatrice, paid a visit to the Duchess of
Kent at Frogmore. The Duchess of Kent and the
Prince and Princess of Leiningen afterwards visited the
Queen and took luncheon. The Duke of Somerset, the
Hon. Major Anson, and the Right Hon. C. P. Villiers
left the Castle. The Right Hon. Sir Charles Wood
arrived on a visit. In the evening the Queen had a
dinner party. On Wednesday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince of Wales,
Princes Arthur and Leopold, and the Princesses Alice,
Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, left Windsor for Osborne,
travelling to Gosport by a special train of the South-
Western Railway. Her Majesty and the Royal family
arrived at Osborne at half-past 2 o'clock.
Prince Louis of Hesse left Windsor Castle on

Friday evening for Dover, where he embarked for
Ostend on his way to Berlin.

Prince Alfred, after spending some days with the
Prince and Princess Frederick William at Berlin, left
that capital on Monday for Coburp;. on a visit to his
uncle, the reigning Duke.
Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. Sidney Herbert

has issued an address to the electors of South Wilts
announcing his intention to resign his seat, the to- .4,,,„acu lu Imve ueeu «uuu, w- - _*.
cessant attendance and ate hours of the House of Com- finally held a long discourse with Vefrkfl*}
mons, added to the labour of the War department, Turkish Ambassador, which is said to hareb«W

fZ ??i
P?« ?°i ?

l

!

Ch for h,
f

8trenS Ml
' It w under- and conciliatory. To the President of tt£

stood that the right hon. gentleman, who will succeed Legislatif, the Emperor said, « I haveaW**
to the Earldom of Pembroke on the death of his half upon the concurrence of the Corps Leg***

Wnnl
ier

'

r
LPrese,lt *-arl '.;s t0 he raised at once to the Moniteur contains a long list of names of *£H°use °£ Peers. He will not however resign his soldiers upon whom are conferred dec***

office of Secretary for War, but, m consequence of the the Legion of Honour, including those wboprt*

ZT-'V J

J

1*™* a representative of the Depart- distinguished themselves during the late

nent in the House of Commons, the public will lose the in China; the Grand Cross of the Order *]

dForetcpi

France.—-On New Year's Day the Emperornei

the Corps Diplomatique and the great public bat-

the Tuileries. Lord Cowley, the British Amkaii

in the name of the Diplomatic Body ofori i

customary congratulations to his Majesty in theVk
ing terms :— TuCJlUff HV"
""Sire,—The members of the Diplomatic Body tmk
here have the honour to offer to your Majesty, ttaof

the expression of their respectful homage on tk ocas

the New Year. The Diplomatic Body, Sire, is alm.ftkB

to have an opportunity of reuewing its wieia fe

happiness of j'our Majesty, and of your august iam%."

The Emperor replied as follows:—

"I thank the Diplomatic Body for the kind tabu

just addressed to me. I look with cowfidfisa^ttoA*

persuaded that the friendly understanding oft&ftajflw

will assure the maintenance of peace, im*to*ji*«
all my desires."

The Nuncio, who on all these oewtastok^

foreign envoys, was absent in Italy; but ^^WJ
represented 'by a high ecclesiastic, to *ta»w*

peror said but a few words. His Majesty also***

a few words to the Austrian Ambassador, iniw*

congratulated the Emperor Francis Joseph

J*
reforms which promised to reconcile the p^p*

country with the Crown. With the SH1 **

M*

;ntje.

2^«o!7noi
e
,

dth
fu

3l8fc ° f D"cember "how an increase which he gave to the French AmbassadorWJ

-^oi
5'82^ 71

?/
Po8fc °ffice

' ^5,000?.; Crown Lan,
4 4891. ; Miscellaneous, 430,734*. ; and a decrease in theCustoms of 1,792,181; Taxes, 105,000. The quarter*!
account shows an increase in the Stamps of 18,000*.
Property Tax, 2 592,000*.; Post Office, 50,000*. ; and
decrease m the Customs of 364,000*. ; Excise, 1,001 000* •

Taxes, 131,000*.; Miscellaneous, 6482*. The total
income for the year was 71,967,495*., against 66,070 469*
for the year 1859, showing a net increase of 5,897026*'
The Volunteer Movement.—a meeting of in-

fluential gentlemen connected with Cumberland and
Westmoreland was held at Penrith on Friday Sir
George Musgrave in the chair, when it was resolved
unanimously to form a Rifle Association for Cum-

of the Order. Among the civilians ho***,

the decoration, is M. Michel Choyali«%^.

who has been raised to the dignity of ^mp
the Legion of Honour.—The Momtenr «uw^

a circular which Count de Persigny w^
to the Prefects for the purpose of ™*°*rhfc
to the manner in which the nationality w t

jects is to be proved. Count de Persigny *
mere declaration on the part of Britisn suj

^
sufficient, and that if they wish to re ^ ^
vantage which the passport ^ ^^ p^ ?ntage which the pa~- r-- .

Dl

public monuments, they have only w ^
ordinary visiting cards to the .^r

Custom House, who will stamp them am^ ^

Rome Vttm.
The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, the Prince

of \V ales and the other members of the Royal family
left Windsor on Wednesday tor Osborne, where thev
still remam. On Friday morning the Queen and

SrSJ^S^ ^hlW.ss Helena, went outWeighing m the park. Princess Alice, Princess Louisa.

berland and Westmoreland to e^ce^^S3 Lri^to^^ rf
hSU"^

Ir.S^ ^J^^ «"? * —i£ France.Jike *£d*r of^fT'was appointed to (arry out the resoTutiom-X'coTnT; Wta££»2^^
Satnertf in t IffJSlft ISSJSA !^^ * **"^^^^^
establish a Rifle Association for the county The E irl
of Shrewsbury and Tallx>t Lord Hatherton, Lord
Ingestre, M.P., and the Right Hon. C. B. Adderlev,
M.f., announced their intention of contributing <>0l
a year for five years to the funds of the association, and

in affairs of minor importance. »»- .. ^d^ "

will also constitute a .^^CoancU^on an important questions. This 00 ^e ^,

twice a week, under the presidency o ^m
the Interior.— The Emneror M**^. Anitn^J)the Interior.— The .—

.

r
remonstrances to be made both to w

Saxon Ministers in Paris on the
bject
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the unconditional incorporal n ol the Woiwodina wij

Hungary. It was in consequence of the claims of the

Hungarians that the Emperor decided on sanctioning

the incorporation of the Woiwodina and the Banat with

i V/s arrest, »nd the conduct ot tne lauer oovmi-

.... •

i Ma oominmrted upon In terra M special

reprobation.—Accounts from Toulon state that orders

^ved there on Monday [«» Paris ^ despatch pro- %^^tt^j&aj^2*a»ai*t ™ to

mi for one month to the s.,na. ron « t aeta Xhc
;

S^
Servim deputat on> w,l03e

Doke of Malakoff embarked on the 30th
.

ult.
,

tor ;-

•

submitted to the next Diet m the

Algiers. The marshal had paid a v.sit before his depar- £?^R™«1 propositions. The General Congrega-

tare to the tone,
;

of **?«*«£ who hwjn* re- orm of Royal p^ ,
o. ^ ^ ^tamed from a tour in Algeria.-The Bank of i ranee o

n

.
.

h u) resolved upon making
Wednesday raised its rate of discount-horn to 5 per ll l

ation8 to tlie Co „ t Chancellor to obtain the

cent. In its daily political review the Momtenr sta es
;

r^enution.^ .

to

th.it financial nU in foreign countries have in- ^ of
"''^J

11^ 0,

^^no,rian tribunals. On the

Huencedthe French ".oney market in a manner to be ue h.m t. d bj^b
>

_
»»&»

conKregation of the

have already been subscribe

rived at Altera, and has been visitea oy tne uiiimucru.

Commerce and th pi Incipal merchants, who expressed

r gratitude to him, on behalf of the people of

Alg< r his exert in the negotiation of the Treaty

f Commerce with England. Mr. Cobden in returning

hanks for the honour conferred upon him gave a rapid

ch of the principles of the Liberal school, during

which he did due homat to the generous plans of

Xnpoleon III., and spoke highly of the manner m
which ST. Rouhcr, the Minister of Commerce, had

•erfori. t his part in the late negotiations.—

>elegates from the working men in some parts of

England have arrived in Paris with the view of

organising a grand excursion to their fellow workmen

q Fans. It is proposed that the visit shall take place

about Easter or Whitsuntide, that the married men

shall be accompanied by their wives, and that the time

allowed shall be no more than will enable the strangers

o see the curiosities of Paris. Measures are to be taken

the " UUDerncuni iu» "»» °«"»^ r*w"^v\*—
orders the assembling of a conference of the most

eminent persons from the various classes of the ditierent

nationalities and religious confessions to deliberate on

the early organisation of the Transylvaman Diet, llie

privileges of this Diet are to be determined according

to the ancient public rights of the citizens, but within

the limits prescribed by the Imperial diploma of the

Oth of October. The conference will also make pro-

positions in reference to the re-establishment of the

former administrative divisions of Transylvania, and of

the offices of Lord- Lieutenants and Chief Captains of

the coun s. It will also discuss the re-establishment

of the offices of Superior Royal Judges, of the Szeckler,

and of the Safttm legal and administrative authorities.

Bohemia.—Letters from Prague state that placards

in the Bohemian language had been posted up at the

corners of the streets of that city, earnestly advising
to see tne curiosities or i iins. me»sun;alii«;ww»»v. x~.«-.~ ~- ~ "'«..* „ DTthu vhrht-

to provide beforehand every accommodation, and the Czechs to remain quiet for the present as the right

prevent the recurrence of the mistakes which signalised moment for decisive action has not yet airivtci. 1
he

Z visit of the Orpheonists to England. The prop,, I pi nU further exhort the ( i.^ o observe Urn

excursion is said to be popular with the Parisian,.- Hungarians, who liaA nearly attained their end, and,

W. de Saint-Ange, one of the writers in the DibaU finally, to trust in the Emperor Napoleon,

remarkable for his talent in treating military questions, Venetian-Two Ini] ial decrees have been issued

died a few days ice from an attack of apoplexy. ordering that in the present extraordinary state ot

SEAltf.—The organ of the Liberal party expresses

great satisf ion at the appointment of Sir J. Crampton

s English Minister at Madrid. The Moors are making

great efforts to collect the necessary funds for the

payment of the second instalment of the indemnity.

The Espana states that Messrs. Rothschild have refused

to comply with a request addressed to them by the

Emperor of Morocco to make him a loan sufficient to

pay the indemnity. Extensive inundations have taken

place in Spain, causing great devastation.

Prussia.—King Frederick William IV. died on

Wednesday at Sans-Sonci, after a very long illness.

His Majesty's state had become so alarming on Tuesday

morning, that the Regent and the other princes

resident in Berlin were summoned at 2 a.m. to Sans-

things, the forced currency of bank-notes in Lom-

bardo-Venetia shall be maintained, and that the pay-

ment of the interest of the National Loan shall be

made in bank-notes with the corresponding agio. The

decrees are preceded by two reports of the Minister

of Finance, stating the motives for proposing these

measures. It is said that Lord A. Loftus is to sound

the Austrian Government on the Venetian question

before leaving for Berlin.

CobtjrG-.—Queen Victoria, in grateful remembrance

of the escape of the Prince Consort from the dangerous

accident which befel his royal highness during her

Majesty's recant Visit to Coburgf has forwarded a sum

of money which is to be devoted towards the foundation

of a charitable institution in that town.

King Victor Emmanuel arrived at Turin on
»uci, and remained with his Majesty till he expired.

,

gafcurda
*
evening, accompanied by Prince Carignan and

A supplement to the Prussian Gazette announces the
| fche Min ;sterg who went to meet him at Alexandria. His

death of the late king, and at the same tune states that
j M wRg roceived b thc municipality and the

the Prince Regent assumes the reins of government as w i, _*, ^ r ,_ „ A „ ;,„mo„ art nmn-d
King William V. By a decree of the Prince Regent,

dated 29th December, both Houses of the Legislatui e

hare been summoned to meet on the 14th mst.

Fbafkfort.—Letters from Frankfort state that

Au ia and all the other States of the German Con-

federation have declared themselves ready to agree un-

conditionally to the proposals of Prussia in reference to

Holstein, which are now expected to be formally

brought forward by Prussia.

Saxony.—The official Dresden journal, in an article

on the arrest of Count Teleki, states that the Austrian

Government had announced the approaching arrival of

the Count to the Saxon Government, and on the day of

his arrest had already demanded his extradition, a

request which for some days Saxony delayed acceding to.

Austria.—The Emperor of Austria on Tuesda

summoned Count Teleki to his presence, and announced

that he would annul the pending proceedings against

him and grant him a full and complete pardon, on con-

dition of his conducting himself henceforth as a

faithful subject. C I eleki promised to give up all

his political connectioi ibroad, not to cross the fron-
tiers of the Austrian Empire, and to al in from all

participat i in political affairs.— The last accoun'

from Vienna express hopes that some real amendment
in the political and flnan I system of An ia may be

shortly brought about by the almost total change lately

effected in the Ministry. Every State department,

with the exception of that of Foreign Affairs, which

is still retained by Count Rechberg, has passed

into new hands. It was currently reported that Count
Reehbenr had tendered his resignation, but the offici I

National Guards under "arms. An immense crowd

cheered his Majesty as he passed through the streets.

1 he city was illuminated. A Royal decree was issued

on Sunday ordering thc dissolution of the rdinian

Chamber of D 'ities, and the official Gazette of

Thins lay published a Royal decree convoking the

Electoral College for the 27th inst., the voting to

take place on the 3d of February, and the sittings of

the Parliament to commence on the 18th of February.

The official Gazette of Turin publishes the electoral law

)r all aly, as promulgated by R I decree at Naples

on tin 17th ult. It is but a modification of tin lectoral

law of Piedmont, adapted to present circumstances. The

number ofdeputies tor the whole kingdom is fixed at 443.

A Council of Ministers was held on Monday, after which

e King received the different bodies of the State.

Prince Carignan has been appointed to succeed Signor

Farhii as Lieutenant of the King at Naples, with

Signor Nigra as Councillor and responsible Minister.

Disturbances have taken place before the Palace

of the Archbishop of Naples. An insignificant attempt

at reaction was made on the night of the 30th, and was

easily suppressed. Some Lazzaroni having shouted

"Long live Francis II." were arrested. A personal

enemy of the Duke of San Donato hag made an

attempt to assassinate him. The report in re-

ference to the drowning of the nwral officer

in command of the Marquis of Downslnres yacht

is without the slightest foundation. The Bourbon

garrison of Civitella, on the Tronto, have burnt a

Sardinian prisoner of war. The reactionary movements

in the Abruzzi are on the increase, thc bands ot

blockade. A vessel arrived at Gaeta a tew davs since

with a cargo of powder as a present from Queen
Isabella to Francis II. The bombardment of Gaeta con-
tinuesday midnight with great furv, notwithstanding the

rain and snow, some of the shells reaching the most

remote parts of the city. Several inhabitants have

been killed. The officers of the Royal troops have

presented an address to King Francis II., in Which,

they promise to remain laithful to his Majesty.

The announcement of the departure of the Queen, pub.

lished in some Italian journals, is said to be entirely

without foundation. Her Majesty had paid a visit to

the hospitals.—An extensive robbery was committed on.

the night of the 17th ult. in the National Gallery of the

Uffizi at Florence. The Sala del Genwu ,
or saloon of

jewels, was broken into by thieves who effected an

entry by the skylight and carried off a vast quantity of

articles,' all of considerable intrinsic value, but infinitely

more valuable as objects of art. Among them were several

rinjrs, the work of Benvcnuto Cellini ; and a ring, valued

at 250,000f., which had belonged to Cosmo del Medici.

Other articles, which were too large to be carried off,

were wantonly spoilt or broken, including a vase of

Oriental onvx, all of one piece, and one of the largest

known. The total value of the articles lost is calculated

at upwards of l,000,000f.—The clerical party at Rome
is very dissatisfied with the Emperor of Austria ior

granting liberal concessions to his subjects. The circu-

lation of the last proclamation addressed by Francis IL

to the Neapolitans has been prohibited at Rome,

although it was printed there. Two officers of the Papal

Zouaves have been arrested for theft. The general

conviction at Rome is that the Papal Government will

fall. A company is forming for the purpose of buying

all the property which formerly belonged to thc con-

vents in the Marches and Urabria. The following is an

abstract of thc Allocution pronounced by the Pope in

Secret Consistory on the 17th ult. :

—

" We have to deplore the invasion of perverse doctrine

which, sprung from the principles of the disastrous Reforma-

tion, has acquired almost thc force of public law, on the one

hand by the perv. nty of impious men, who proclaim them-

selves the sons of the Church, and whom wo must call the

sons of darkness. An edict has been published by the wand
Duke of Baden, in virtue of which the concordat has lost all

its force, and a law has been substituted for it which is in the

highest degree contrary to the liberty of the Church. This

state of tilings, as we know, is the result of the false doctrine

of Protestants, who think that the Church is a sort of corpora-

tion existing in civil society, enjoying no rights with the

exception of those which are granted to it by the civil

power. Another source of grief, produced by a most
infamous pamphlet lately published in Paris, has come to

add to our sadness. In that publication there are so many
things so completely opposed to truth, so many absurdities

and contradictions combined by the author, that it is more
fitting to throw aside and despise it than to refute it. What
Is, however, intolerable is the audacity and Impiety of this

writer, who, not having feared to attack the civil and eccle-

siastical principality of the Itoman Church, has endeavoured
to contrive a particular species of Church, to be founded in

the French Empire, and organised so that it should be re-

moved from the authority of the Sovereign Pontiff, and com-
pletely separated from it. In this condcmnable pamphlet the
author and those who partake of his opinion have dropped the
mask, and unveiled the plan they are pursuing to overturn the
civil authority of the Holy See ; yet they have no another end
but to sap the foundations of our holy religion. We groan to

see these wicked men going to spread this doctrine through the
provinces unjustly taken from our Government, as well as

through the other countries of Italy. Behold the end of these

translations of the sacred books, everywhere scattered to cor-

rupt the faith—this host of most shameful books, made to

poison the morals of y uth—of this licence without rein, of

this contempt for the Church, trampled under ot-of this

violation of sacred immunities, of the removal from
the authority of the bishops of the education of
youth, and of thc inspection of doctrine and morals,

o the same end tend those men, supcrint tents of in-

struction, who hold opinions 1 -ile to the urch ; this

decree, published in I'mbria, ordering the expulsion of reli-

gious congregations from their convents, the annihilation of

collegiate chapters, the abolition i
-enenccs of every kind,

the occupation, by a supreme injustice, of thc property of

ions associations, and the imprisonment of ecclesiastics and
even bishops. The same tcudenci l! them erect

Protestant temples in many cities in Italy, and ere public

sch i. in Which thev t< , doctrines the most pernicious and
hostile to the Catholic reli t. Finally, the me end u

igned to the decree promu ted in Umbria. by which the

sacrament of marriage, declared great by the Ap le, is sub-

mitted to purely civil forms, which remove mar ;e from the

ecclesiastical authority, and which are combine t with the

intention of making a civil institution, and, which is most dis-

pleasing to God, of transforming it to a legal concubinage, to

the great injury of souls. Conformably, then, to the duties of

our apostolic mission, we reprove and condemn, we declare

null and void everything committed against thc rights of the

Church and its patrimony, against the persons of those conse-

crated to religion and against their property.'*

Russia. — A new Russian loan amounting to

100,000,000 of silver roubles has been contracted and

completely raised by subscription among the merchants

id other classes of the inhabitants of Russia,

Poland.—The Paris p »s state as
|

itive that the

Emperor of Russia has resolve 1 to grant a constitution

to Poland, assuring to that country its * autonomy,"

nnd pi ng it on a footing analogous to that in which

f>

journals assert that the report is totally unfounded. —, __.__,.

In consequence of the death of the King of Prussia the take such measures as to be prepared to m<

Austrian Court has gone into mourning for four weeks. |
battalion of the National Guards. Naples will organise

Both the Court theatres were closed on Thursday ;
several battalions. The French fleet is sillat Oaeta,

by Imperial order.—Don Fernando de Bourbon has and it is now said that it will remain till the end or

just died at Vienna, I
February, the French admiral having informed t he

Hungary.—According to official information an King that the Emperor, in agreement with tne

Imperial resolution was taken on the 28th sanctioning : Northern Powers, will continue to oppose an enecuve

Hungary stands with r the Austrian empire

A deputation from Gallicia wil received a few .lays

since by Racon Schmerling at Vienna, and presented an

address demanding indivisibility of the provm con-

vocation of a diet for provincial afTairs, use ot the

Polish language in official affairs and in schools, and,

nnallv, that Gallicia may send no members to the

Council of the Empire. -

Tuekey.—The Jeddah chums have been deumtwely

settled. Thev are to be paid in full in Turkish Consols

'he Grand Vizier's report on tin Koumelian
s
at53. The Grand Viz'nr's report

! mission has been published. The \ izier declares that

the complaints were exaggerated. The Christians, he
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ays, are not exceptionally oppressed, but the Greek

clergy are inucli to blame. A commission of inquiry,

under the presidency of Ethem Pasha, is to be named
ior Asia Minor.—It is reported, on the authority of

private letters from MOftar, that the inhabitants of

Piva, Drobpek, and Banjani have revolted against the

Turks, and declared their intention of placing them-

selves under the Government of Montenegro.

China.—A telegraph, dated St. Petersburgh the

30th ult., has been received from Sir John Crampton,

stating that intelligence has been received by the

Kussian Government from Pekin up to the 18th of

November, confirming previous accounts, but giving no

new details. The status quo, which was considered to

be satisfactory, had not been modified up to that date.

A supplement to the Gazette of Friday contained the

convention of Pekin, the despatches of Lord Elgin and

Sir Hope Grant, Mr. Wade's translation of the Prince

of Kung's letter to Lord Elgin, and the narrative of Mr.

Parkes. Sir Hope Grant's despatch contains the follow-

ing statement of the manner in which the prisoners

were divided and driven off to four small hill fortresses

at distances of from 20 to 40 miles from Pekin, and the

names of those who died in captivity :

—

M First Party taken, to Hill Fort.—Lieut. R. B. Auderson,

Pane's Horse, died on the 9th day of captivity, 27th September ;

Mr. De Norman, Attache" of her Majesty's Legation, died on
17th day of captivity, 5th October ; 1 duffadar, Fane's Horse,

returned to camp 12th October, 1860 ; 4 sowars. Fane's Horse,

1 died, 3 returned 1 2th Oct. Bodies of those who died brought
in on 14th Oct., I860.

"Second Party taken to Hill Fort.—1 French officer, died;

2 French soldiers, 1 died, 1 returned 12th October; 5 sowars,

Fane's Horse, I died, 4 returned 12th October, 1860. Bodies
of those who died brought in on 14th October, 18rJ0.

*' Third Party taken to Hill Fort.—I French officer, died ; Mr.
Bowlby, correspondent of the Times, died on 7th day of cap-

tivity, 25th September ; Private J Phipps, King's Dragoon
Guards, died on the 14th day of captivity, 2d Oct. ; 1 sowar,
1st Sikh Irregular Cavalry, died on 9th day of captivity, 27th
September; 1 tiuffadar, Fane's Horse, died 16th day of cap-
tivity, 4th October, 1860 ; 2 sowars, Fane's Horse, returned to

camp 14 th October, 1860. Bodies of those who died brought
jn on 16th October. 1860.
"Fourth Party taken to Hill Fort.—I French officer, 2 French

soldiers, 4 sowars, Fane's Horse. Died in captivity ; bodies
brought in on the 17th October, 1860.
"Pekin Party.—Mr. Parkes, Mr. Loch, 1 sowar, 1st Sikh

Irregular Cavalry, 1 French officer, 4 French soldiers. Brought
back to camp on 8th October.

'* Mi tiling. — Captain Brabazon, Abbe Duluc, French
missionary. Believed to have been beheaded in the Tartar
camp during the battle of Palichiau, on 21st September, I860.'

The following are extracts from Mr. Parkes's narrative

which tills about seven columns of the daily papers :

—

"After we had been kept waiting in a dense crowd for
half an hour longer I was taken from the cart and carried before
a tribunal composed of examiners of small rank, who made me
kneel, and after treating me in a very tyrannical manner, and
questioning me on a few unimportant points, they loaded me

General Black had been appointed to 8Ucceed
.

Cass, and entered upon his duties on n
It was rumoured that Mr. Edwin Stant

15<k

ingtoD, would succeed to the Attorney r '

Mr. Philip^ Frank Thomas, of M^
sioner of Patents, had been appointed t>*
the Treasury, in place of Mr. Cobb, Gener^.a^?

ari

property. The President, for prudential"T

*

expressed his opinion that it was nece^ItlT*^
reinforcements to Carolina, for the protect^ -» *

opposed to such a measure, 'it wa77u!n^!!!5 %
Senator Douglas would declare in the Senate «?

^

the duty of the President to resist seceXif ?*
According to the Washington correspondent J*New York Express, the impeachment of the ftU
for dereliction of duty in the present crisis

^"^
recommended by the Republican leaders. TTierwH:
bad recommended the observance of the M il!!?!
as a day of national humiliation, fasting, imi"*

that which I had already given them, and it was taken down.

—Inquisitors : How many soldiers have the French?—
Answer : I am less acquainted with their force, but they

cannot have less than 10,000 fighting men.—Inquisitors : You
are lying again. The same question was repeated and enforced

bv the torturers ; I returned the same answer, and it was noted

down. I then explained that being myself a civilian I could

could not be expected to familiar with military matters, or to

know all the particulars of so large an army as the present com-

bined force.—Inquisitors : So large an army do you call it. What

are 30,000 men ? They are a mere nothing. They then pro-

ceeded to examine me in the same strain as to the number of

our cavalry, artillery, ships, steamers, horses, Chinese coolies,

&C, and, in particular, of the range of our field and siege guns

which I gave them at three miles and upwards, together with

other particulars of their destructive properties. Hearing that

the horses of the force came from India, they questioned

me as to the resources of that country, and were much
displeased with mv statement that it was within 20

days' sail of China, and had an army of upwards

of 300,000 men, and a population of more thau

100,000,000. They also equally disapproved my estimate

of the population of Great Britain, which I stated at about

30,000,000. But the remark which probably gave them most

displeasure, and caused me some pain at the hands of the

torturers, was the use, on my part, of a term for her Majesty

denoting equality of rank with the Emperor. They had

inquired after our 'Prince,' to which I had replied bv stating

that we had many princes, both in England and India, but

that they were all under one Sovereign, as iu the case of the

Empire of China. ' What do you mean by using such lan-

guage?' they said; 'you have yourself shown that you have
been long in China, that you can speak our language and read
our books, and you must know, therefore, that there is but
one Emperor, who rules over all lands. It is your duty to

communicate your superior knowledge on this subject to yoi r

countrymen, instead of encouraging them in their extravagant
ideas.' They then insisted that I bad often been in Pekin;
that I had confederates here, and that they would force me to

reveal their names. I denied all this, and told them I knew
but three persons in Pekin. Inquisitors: Name them.

—

Answer : The two Imperial Commissioners—Prince of I

and Muh-yiu—and the Assistant Commissioner Hang-ki.

—

I made this reply in the hope of disarming their suspicions,

which I could see were very strong on this point ; and the idea
that through our Chinese coolies, or in some other way, we
had set treason at work within the walls of the capital was one
which evidently gave them considerable apprehension. They
were also particular in demanding information as to the
number and names of our interpreters. I complied by giving
them the Christian names and surnames of teveral of these
gentlemen in full, knowing as the event proved, that they
would be unable to take down intelligibly the long English
words, and they soon relinquished the inquiry. They made
pointed inquiries, however, about Mr. Lay, and when I told
them that he was now engaged, by the invitation of the
Chinese authorities, in managing their foreign revenue, which
had nearly doubled since the c Election of it had been placed
in his hands, they reproved me for using such language, and
called out that Lay was nothing else than a native (Chinese)
traitor. Towards the close of the examination, throughout ,
which I was compelled to remain kneeling on the stone |

under the provisions of the Ashburton treaty, ougbtto

floor, I obtained their permission to make a state-
ment on my own account. I then told them why
I and the other gentlemen of my party had come
to Tung-chow ; that we were all employed in the
cause of peace, and not of war ; but, although acting
under a flag of truce, and admitted to interviews with
the Imperial Commissioners, we had been seized and were

in view of the present critical condition oft^S**
and in compliance with the suggestions of^f
associations and private citizens. A meeting ofmrlj
tatives from North Carolina, Alabama, Georgia f2JI
Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, b»2
held at Washington, at which a manifesto to tWr,
stituents was adopted, announcing that all hope of

honourable adjustment was extinguished, and
only refuge of the South was in prompt secession

the Union. It was understood that Kansas would 4sJ
be admitted into the Union. A resolution hidW
passed in the Senate providing for the appoints
a Select Committee of 13 to report on the state i i
Union. The members of the South Carolina Com
tion were received at Charleston on the 18th ult tj

military honours. The Convention had appoint

committee to prepare an address to the people ofi
Northern States. The Senate of North CarotinU

I

passed a Bill for arming the State. The Loom
Legislature had passed a Bill for electing delegate '.

the Southern Convention.
Canada.—A despatch from Toronto announced

the decision of the Court of Queen's Bench is a
extradition case of a fugitive slave called Anderses tb

fled into Canada seven years ago after having killed c
American who attempted to arrest him, was delivers

on the 15th ult. The Chief Justice (Sir J. &

Robinson) and Mr. Justice Bums held that And

rf«c
fur.*

with chains, and gave me over to a number of ruffianly locking now being treated, not even as prisoners of war, but as common
gaolers. These men conducted me through several lon# courts,
and. happening to halt for some purpose, I knew by the clank
of chains that another prisoner was approaching. It proved to
be 31r Loch, but they would not allow us to converse, and
hastily sent us away in different directions. At last we stood
before a building which I could see was a common prison, and
as the massive door opened and closed on me I found myself in
a throng of 70 or 80 wild-looking prisoners, most of them
offensive in the extreme, as is usual in Chinese gaols, from
disease and dirt, and who were naturally anxious to gaze on
the new comer. I wa3 again carefully examined and searched
by the gaolers, who also saw that my chains were properly
secured, and bound my arms with fresh cords, not so tightly,
however, as to prevent circulation or to occasion serious in-
convenience. At the same time, however, they removed,
to my intense relief, the cords from my wrists, which being
very tightly tied had caused my hands to swell to twice
their proper size, and were now giving me great pain. They
then laid me on the raised boarding on which the prisoners
sleep and made me fast by another large chain to a beam over-
head. The chains consisted of one long and heavy one
stretching from the neck to the feet, to which the hands were
fastened by two cross chains and handcuffs, and the feet in a
similar manner. Being exhausted with fatigue and want of
food, which I had not tasted for upwards of 24 hours, I fell
asleep, but was soon made sensible of my position by being
called up and again carried before the same Board of" Inqui-
sitois. It was then about midnight, but the hour did not
prevent the collection of a large crowd, composed, however, in
this instance of police-runners, gaolers, lictors, and the other
numerous myrmidons of Chinese law. The mandarins, as I
was placed kseeling in my chains before them, warned me
that they would force the truth from me if I did not give it
willingly, and, in proof of their earnestness, they ordered four
torturers to seize me, even before they began to put their
questions, by the ears, and the hair of the head and
face. They tirst asked me if I were a Chinese. I toldthem they had only to look at my face and hair to see
that I was not. The next questions related to my age
length of residence in China, how and where I had
been employed, &c. They then proceeded as follows :—
Inquisitors

: State the name of your head man.—Answer :

Which one do you mean, the Ambassador, General, or
Admiral ?—Inquisitors (angrily) : You have no such func-
tionaries. Don't presume to use such titles. Here the
torturers suited their action to the tone of the mandarins by
pulling simultaneously at my hair, ears, Ac.—Inquisitors :

2iow give the name of your head man.—Answer : Which one ?
—Inquisitors

: The head ofyour soldiers.—Answer (in English)-
Lieut. -General Sir Hope Grant.—Inquisitors : What?—Answer(m English): Lieut. -General Sir Hope Grant— Inquisitors :Say something that we can understand.—Answer : I am
obliged to use the Knglish terms as you will not let me give
you these m Chinese. They attempted to write down, in
Chinese sounds, « Lieutenant-General Sir Hope Grant,' but not
succeeding they asked me the name of another head man.—
Answer (m English) : Ambassador Extraordinary the Earl of

J.
gin.—Finding it equally impossible to write this down in

Chinese or to get on with the examination, they told me I
might icert to Chinese names and titles, and I then gavethem those of the Ambassador and the Commander-in-Chief.
—Inquisitors: How many soldiers have you?—Answer : Not
less than 20,000 righting men.—Inquisitors : That is false.
ITortuiers clutched me as before] Repeat how many.
Answer : Not less than 2J,000 fightiu

felons, and as offenders against Chinese law. I was urging
that this great and, to me, unaccountable mistake, should not
be persisted in, when they interrupted me by saying, 'That is
your account, but we have another story. Besides, if, as you
state, you are a civilian, and have nothing to do with soldiers
or their movements, why are you always seen with the
advance ?

' To this I answered that we always kept an inter-
preter in the front to be ready to receive overtures or commu-
nications from the Chinese authorities, and to look after the
interests of the people. The examination ended, I was ordered
back to prison. I have thus given a full recital, my lord,
of the occurrences of the 18th of September, the day
on which we were seized; but I shall endeavour to
avoid similar detail in the account I have now to add
of our subsequent 20 days of imprisonment. On the
19th and 20th a great number of Mandarins visited the
prison, and those whose official position entitled them to
make the demand ordered me to be brought out that they
might have the satisfaction of seeing me kneeling before them.
Among these were the highest authorities of the Board of
Punishments, including, as I now know, the President him-
self, who abused me in a very bitter tone, laughed at my
statement, and appeared as ignorant of foreigners and as much
prejudiced against them as his subordinates who had con-
ducted the examination above described. Several censors and
vice-presidents of the other five Boards of Government were
also pointed out to me by the gaolers as being among the
visitors. Whenever brought out before Mandarins of rank, I
lost no opportunity of protesting against my treatment, and
of pointing out that in wronging me they were injuring them-
selves, as it was impossible that peace could be made if they
seized and imprisoned the insti uments of negotiation. But it
was only from the prisoners that I obtained sympathy or a
hearing. Many of these unfortunate men were glad, when so
permitted, to come round me to listen to my story, or any
description that I would give them of foreign countries and
usages. Instead of following the example set them by their
authorities, and treating me with abuse or ridicule, they
were seldom disrespectful, addressed me by my title
and often avoided putting me to inconvenience when
it was in their power to do so. Most of themw

P
ere

«.
men of the lowest class and the gravest orders

of offenders, as murderers, burglars, &c. Those who had
no means of their own were reduced by prison filth and
prison diet to a shocking state of emaciation and disease :

but those who could afford to fee the gaolers, and purchase
such things as they wanted, lived in comparative fulness and
comfort. They explained to me that their prison system cost
the Government nothing more than the pay of the gaolers and
the supply of two bowls of boiled millet per day to 'each
prisoner. All other expenses, such as water, lighting, fuel
tea, salt, vegetables for the prisoners, and good meals for the
gaolers, Ac, are defrayed by some one among the prisoners
who voluntarily undertakes the charge in redemption of a cer-
tain portion of his term of imprisonment. The Mandarins of
i he Board having ordered that I should be supplied with food
that I could eat, my maintenance, which cost, as I was told
1*. a-day, was carried to the charge of the man who held this
position ; but instead of taking a dislike to me on account of
the increased expense which I occasioned him, he was one of
the foremost in showing me kindness and consideration."

United States.— General Cass has resigned the
Secretaryship of State, on account of the peremptory

be surrendered. Mr. Justice M'Lean dissented too

this decision, which in effect declares that the fogiiirr

slave law of the Southern States is operative in tafc

The counsel of the prisoner gave notice ofan appeal. Tie

prisoner was strongly guarded. No attempt at i*w*

had been made, but great excitement preraifei

Pebtj.—The Peruvian Congress had gnated cittv

ordinary powers to the President for earning on ttte

war against Bolivia. Castello was to raise 30,000 men.

tfufiiic mnxtfim

The Earl of Derby on the 26th ult addrjijJ

the following letter on the management of Me A*

ciations to the Earl of Sefton, as chairman of the*

ing held on Friday last at Preston for the format**

a Rifle Association for Lancashire :—

"Such an institution, if I may use the term, as aOJ
Rifle Association, appears to me exactly what w

"JTJ.
give at this moment a character of permanence anawgj.
to the great national movement which has reflecteasu.

on the public spirit of the country. I bave mtherw

from every proposal of the kind, because I ^T&a
\ j

'&

had been presented to me, the prevalence of ioua .i*.

and local j ealousies. But, i f you will aliow m e to »j
f

.

have taken your proper 'place as Lord-Lie"^meDt»t
county, in putting yourself at the head of a movew -^ i

I hope may tend to consolidate and unite the ™™*ZLgm
which has already produced in this our <»unt>^rigi#
than that which has just enforced terms ot

.PJJJJiJW*
capital of the Chinese empire ; and you may ciepe" j

co-operation in carrying out the object /\u „ '
fole, I*

view. As my attendance at the meeting is "Jl'"^ **

you will excuse me if I ofler to you
J.^ JLed ** !

what I conceive should be the object cbieny aj
Jt(
0#

have had abundant evidence this year oi J.^^
of those who are not in a position to S1™* g*£
service to aid the movement by P^Xiatf*?!
tions, and esi>ecially by offering prizes for P^U
shooting ; and this has even been carried to an ^p
makes us think it necessary to guard

*«f»*:t9
j******

danger of too much prominence being fif\y
e

.

n
fL p nationilfE

against rifle drill. We must not forget that tae u ^^j
is the formation of rifle corps and not rifle ciut>

, ^ *
Unction ought not to be lost sight of..In_**{%%c&*2\
rules for a County Rifle Association, the nr«

>

r
^

must be to provide the * sinews of war, not i
l *£

but for a permanent object; and, with this
8bould

l* *£
suggest that whatever contributions are m«i«,

p
suifc^

form of anuual subscriptions, or if given m , tbe»*5|
sum to be invested in the names of trustees,

UcatioB<*>

interest alone to be expended. Now, as to
"••Jggj, need *JJ

funds which may be raised, the amount oi«
they

&fi»

very large, provided tbey are certain, 1
"»"^nate o«fZ

limited to two objects ; 1st, the providing a°!^omnio*3jJ|
of ranges for practice at long distances, vj

tfce ef**T
various districts of this large county ; ^"riaoently^

incin,^ fniw^a * i V
gbting men. in which I do not refusal of the President to send to Fort Moultre rein-h^te^i £? s^ ?%:™£tir*kZ

dJ f-ccn,,„t8> which the officer in command 1,„9 d'X^
erousto to De necessary to its defence. Mr. Trescott, the

ment of
subject
appointmen

districts or tnis large uuuwy , --
ennaoeuw

•

certain prizes to be annually anal j> comra^« p
to alterations from time to time

jJ* gettled. **»

Dotn by mandarins and torturers, but, deeming it dangBwerve troxn any statement 1 had once made, I adtadhered to 1 Assistant-Secretary, has also resig

t of which, after the principle*•£* tbi8i
bodd

the very first step. It is needless to say t" -
e to «r^

working committee composed of men wiur"L.mWF&Zp
time and attention, and impartially selectee i

r cbarge
t# ,

county. As to the rifle ranges, they^\ l

tbere **%*
permanent funds of the Association, i *»

cially
» viU^uiol

at present, at Ilightown, which is m0
l
e *Jich is at Pf^^e

Liverpool and its neighbourhood. bu
J

*
A<jam G^^°

CT

ned. Attorney-
j
the responsibility aud at the risk of Mr.
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-trite ^mduato. I

by the AssocUtiou-one for the

R, formed, and »•*"£. divisiona of the county. No
-* °££ 2?«Sd b?£e Association which does not

*odd 5$ ^JSf^inJe I should think ground might

-.Jiista 900 yards rang* r
„ near the >Pin .

iStotrard- the easternjunge o
.

^

h
*^d Ueda, or lUnch«j« ^^ and its neighbour-

ta Ter, «^e *£S" when taken should be

i-V-i. t

^SiSdTrtdu^ members

h fees ss may be fixe

^ontothe ground should

noant.

>rps,

of such
maTbe fixed by the committee Spectators™JrS^u)d also be charged a moderate

IT Sl^Sly diminish the cost to the
h
v\r^ LCtVground will require a permanent
Every counts-P»

to attend to ^h
•a***1^.ni should have nothing to do with

The Associai <•n sbouj

i

d be^ ftg

j£U to the reapective corps^ Now ^ ^^^
EftU*» to money or U) pieces i ^ ^ wor^
S«W*"*»!2F*2{d"hS5 • tendency rather to cast

JyX. if allowed, would have a j
]d be

S3U than dbtiacuon ou th^earer 1 P
TOmmencement

fc^d and announced
by the commit ^ ^ ^ rimjend on the

each year tSSt amount must of course depend on he

_*. •«M|, dUooaJ but I should lay great stress on the

1,,^ U (Mr *»P** .
D

b tb A8SOCiation should be com-

«W b
Pv1SnC oflotne accepted Rifle.Corps, or of

Thirty Years* Annuities, expiring in April, 1885,

16 3-16; India Five per Cent." Stock, for Acct,, 101$,

ex div. ; Ditto Bonds, 10s. to 6s. dis. ; Exchequer Bill*,

par, 3$. dis.—Foreign i Dutch Four per Cent. Certifi-

cates, 100i to 101; Mexican Three per Cents., forAcct.,

21| ; Portuguese Three per Cents., 1856, 1857, and

1859, 44 to i ex div. ; Ditto for Acct., 44 ; Russian

Four and a Half per Cents., 92| to 93 ex div. ;
Spanish

Three per Cents., 49| to 48£ ; Turkish Six per Cents.,

1854, for Acct., 70| ; Ditto Six per Cents., 1858, for

Acct., 57 to i ; Venezuela Three per Cents., for Acct., 20|.

Notea iitued t •

ISawfe of ffinQlauU.
IS^UE DEPARTMENT.

, ,, 426,411,410 Government Pebt

4-26.411,410

• • •

• •Other Securities

Gol<l Coin aud Bullion ..

Silver Bullion *« ft « • f

411.015,109

Id ?'.<2 300
1,64-1,110

4».411,410

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

St

ask

ltd a

iicni

J. I

len«,r

Sit to

frc.

gidit

TV

ilk

Oka.

fad

070

31

ID

ptit*

** <"Uy *yJ^hr «rv7ce. I would not discourage the

£. ,woW
n7KJln

'!f
b .individuals on other conditions

;

ft*l£T«S« theS subject to the sanction of the com-

iTS5 Sjli^ v if intended to be shot for on days

SlUSirl^? SfAasociation's prizes. The practice grounds

SSSbtW on cSTnot required for the regular Volunteer
*^ <£maSm*J terms, but not gratuitously to parties

of making use of thera for shooting matches between

Mtridosls. or even clubs, but no assistance m the way of

KTshoSd be given to these latter. I have thus hastily

Utadied what appears to me to be considerations applicable

SSX^f yS^meeUng, of which I will thank you to

gprm my hearty approval."

Lord Palmebston on the 27th alt. attended a public

iinner at Komsey, on the occasion of presenting colours

to the 11th Hampshire Volunteers, and spoke as follows

00 the Volunteer movement
It is impossible for any j>€

rupmsib.lity of conducting the affairs of this ereat

Mt to tAke the most lively interest in this Volunteer

ncnt, whuh, although of recent origin, has attained

porUnt a development, and it would be difficult for any person

who tees how this movement has been progressing, and what

fcstnres it has assumed in his own immediate neighbourhood,

aot to feel proud, as I do, of the corps which has been raised

rn this town of Romsey. We are perhaps, gentlemen, too apt

to be carried away by names, and to attach distinctions to

words which do not exist in things. We have been ac-

cmtomed to think of the Volunteer force of the country
u differing too essentially from those other military

tod naval arrays by which the country is to be defended.

But, although the force to which you belong has
been peculiarly and emphatically called a volunteer
farce, you must not forget that you are in that respect, in

regard to the nature of your service, standing precisely on the
sine footing as the army, the navy, and the militia. You are
01 Volunteers, for in this country, fortunately, the loyalty
i&d tbe nublic spirit of the people are such that we are not
compelled to resort to a forced and conscribed service.
Ivery man who serves his Sovereign and his country in
fcW1- kappy land is a Volunteer; and, therefore, although

may emphatically and by way of distinction be called the
imteeri ot England, you must not assume to yourselves any

peculiar merit for your voluntary services as your share,
although no doubt you would share the glories of the army, the
st^, and tbe militia, if ever your country required your

oes. It would be presumption in any man who is merely
* civilian to give you any advice as to the manner in which
you ihotdd perform your duties, or acquire the proper skill

«ad science necessary for the proper performance of those
***. But I may be permitted to remind you that the
ties of the Rifle Corps to which you belong are greater,
diequirea larger degree of skill and science, than those
if corps formed on a diflerent principle ; because you have not

to learn the duties which peculiarly belong to light troops
"2*9*1 on skirmishing service, but you have also to learn
•esc more steady duties which more properly belong to what
••Ued battalion exercise, and you may be sure that, however
•tomstancesor recent events have led men to think that loosea irregular troops are a match for those which are organized
*ajmore skilled and steady principle, you will find that in
•Iter to sjive effect to your determination to do good service to
Jjor counvy, you must acquire the steadiness of battalion

•J**
1**

, and something more than the mere activity of
TOntoba^r parties. But if you need an encouragement,

JJ*j™
is necessary is that you should look to what your

J«ttymen have done in diflerent parts of the world. It

.TJ;**
4 m fwmer times that wo were not a military nation,

s» t

W
i

Were skilful and brave upon the ocean, but that

SiSm *?? babits did not lead us to equal military
JJ"*aon. But there are certain historical records of the

itX
1

ra?
ar and Waterloo that sufficiently refute any

^J^jw of that »;,rt. Let me call your mind—you who are

irfli^lr
7

!

01^1^*"* the manner in which men equally
JB°Sf placed in thamnat Aiffi^nU «;~«.—«*« « u A *ruA«,«

Proprietors Capital..

Hest
FuoUc Deposits (includ-

ing Excuequer
f
SavinK«

Bank*, Commissioner*
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-

dend Accts.) .. •• ••

Other Deposits.. .. ..

Seven day and otker bills

3d daj of Jan., 1861.

jg 14,553,000

S.247.078
t «

7.^75.906
13.2-24,494

640.417

^38,940,895

Government Security
(including DesdWeipcbt
Annuity).. ••

Other Securities
N otes • . • • • • • *

Gold and Silver Coin

• •

«e

22.RHMSS
\m:.

718.439

1.910,805

11. MARSHALL. Chiel Cash er.

ffia?ette of tfie MBeeft.
TUESDAY - BANK RU PTS-T. Barto*. Liverpool, Tanner-W. Bum,

Blue Anchor Road, BermoncUey, Tanner—A. Brooks, Ludgate BUMC,

Op ician-W. Bryant, Oxford Street, Tailor and Outntter-T. Edge, Great

Peter Street, Westminster, Gas Meter Manufacturer-T. Flooo. Hon ton.

"evon; Harawareman-W. Grove, KinRiland Road. LicensedJ<
"uaHer-

jv.irt of the south transept. Tbe Dean aud Chapter have

determined to inaugurate the opening of the organ,

preparatory to the Evening Services, by a grand per-

lormance of sacred music, including the oratorio of

"The Messiah," on Thursday, the 24th inat. The
orchestra in the south transept will accommodate a full

band and chorus of more than 500 voices.

Launch of the Warrior.—This formidable iron-

cased frigate, the largest man-of-war ever built, and

more than 1500 tons larger than the largest vessel in

the world after the Great Eastern, was safely launched

at Blackwall on Saturday in the presence of many
thousand persons, Sir John Palrington on the special

invitation of the Lords of the Admiralty performing the

ceremony of naming her. There was some difficulty at

first in getting her off the slip, in consequence of the

frozen state of the "ways/' but with the aid of

hydrmnlfa presses and three powerful tugs she was at

length started. At first she moved a little slowlv, then

•topped, then started again, and gaining momentum as

she descended, slid rapidly down into the water, «nd

was safely afloat just as the tide began to fall.

The Warrior has "been built by the Thames Iron

Works and Ship UuWding Company from the Admiralty

models. Her shell is composed entirely of wrought

scrap iron. The keelson, or portion to which the ribs,

arc bolted, is formed of immense slabs, 3 a. f> in. deep,

and 1± in- t-bick ; the ribs which spring from this are

wrought iron T-shaped beams, made in joints of 5 ft.

in leno-th by 2 ft. in depth. They are placed 3 ft. 8 in.

apart, except for a distance of 10 tt. on each side of the

keel, where they are bolted af
. half this distance apart.

The main and upper decks are of iron, covered with

timber, and the orlop deck is of timber. The decks

are supported by rolled wrought iron girders ot

enormous strength. Along the entire length of the

Grocer—A. "Wilson, Auchreddie, Farmer.
FRIUAY-BANKRUPTS - J. J. Clark, AMewjcate Street. Leather

Merohant-L. Dethibr. Carpenter Place, Berkeley Square. Confectioner—

TGbat Bread Street, City, Woollen Warehouseman-J. Gibbs Hackney,

Licensed Victualler-J. Haeiard..^^ C^\M"chant-W Millward,

Dudley, Grocer- U. Paine. Strand, Tailor and Wraper-R. G. Pike Maid-

stone, Grocer-J. Reynolds, Bunlem, Staffordshire, Grocer-J £o««M>
Brighton, Hotel Keeper-G. B. Sai>*mbt, Church Lane, Whlteehapel,

Coal Merchant - P. Whitflook, Leeds, Grocer-J. Wiskman, Luton,

B
bS?KRUPTU1ES' ANNULLED -B. Chanui.rr, Sherborne, Dorset-

shire, Attorney-W. O. Jenn.ncs. UgKeshaU, Suffolk, Horse Dealer

SCOTCH SEQUESTRAT10NS-T.Ci.abk, Ar..roj«san. Flesh er - W.

Glasgow, Bowhouse Bog, Lanarkshire, Farmer-J Millar, Ldinburgb,

Ironmonger.

Mi

IStS

JfUiropoU* airt tt* UtclMtfis

Election op an Alderman.—A wardmote for the

Ward of Candlewick was held on Tuesday, the Lord

Mayor in the chair, when Mr. Thomas Dakin, who has

served the office of deputy for the last six years,

was elected Alderman of the Ward without opposition

in the room of the late Sir George Carroll.

Loss of Her Majesty's Ship Camilla.— It is

stated that Her Majesty's brig Camilla, 16 guns (which

has been missing for some considerable time), was

posted on Lloyd's books on Saturday as having been

DOW8 anu BteriL Ul tuc bhij; oiv m.».«».~ -.

tight compartments, and are shut off from the engine-

room and fighting part of the ship by wrought iron

transverse bulkheads. These compartments may be

riddled by shot in every direction without affecting her

safety—and even if the bows and stern were shot

away, the centre would still remain a floating, Enough

a somewhat unmanageable battery/ 210 ft. in length,

27 ft. in depth, and 53 ft. wide. The armour of the frigate

is formed of a double casing of the hardest ttak,

20 inches thick, with the beams laid at right angles to

one another, covered with plates of iron, so as to case the

sides of tbe vessel with 20 inches of solid teak and

5 inches of the finest wrought iron. Each armour-

|

plate is formed of scrap iron carefully welded into a

slab about 16 feet long by 4 broad, and 4* inches thick,

and weighing about 12 tons. All the plates are dove-

tailed at the edges into one another, and bolted through

the teak and iron into the inner ribs of the ship. These

bolts are counter-sunk outside, so as to have their heads

level with the surface of the plate. The total weight

of the plates on both sides will be 1000 tons. This

tremendous coat of armour, however, does not case the

whole vessel, as with such ail entire covering the

Warrior would scarcely float at all. Only the middle

totally lost, with all on board, in the China seas. The of the broadside, for a length of 213 feet, and extend-

information appears to have been obtained from a *-— u.i.rt. rf,w*A».H, fl «ti.r

private printed circular published in China. The

Camilla had been placed on the China station about

three years since. Her officers aud crew numbered

about 200 in all.

The late Gale.—A heavy gale set in early on Mon-

day evening from the south-west and north-west, with

rain and sleet, and continued with unabated fury until

Wednesday morning, occasioning serious destnutitn

among the shipping in the Channel and on other parts

of the coast. The French barque Dugay Trouin, from

Bordeaux to Antwerp, and the Dutch ship Guttenburg,

from Hamburg to New York, were totally lost on the

Goodwin Sands ; the crew of the former saved them-

selves in their boat, and took refuge in the North Land

Head Lighthouse; but the master and several of

" the latter were lost. The Sourisquois,

n*r to tE"2H*-,

"Li5!; ^u
l

e n
.
eroic

.
race as yourseiveB. tnree masts, 911 tons, Captain Cuthbert Veux, from

Bombay for London, with oil, coffee, tea, silk, cotton,
Sabe™ »£y ' } 0n t

J
iere 8aw civilians scattered iu small

itU£Sd.rr^
Ug

,

bout
J
different

l)arta of an immense empire
toTbT/ r?

er,ly m
r
difterent parts of the country-attacked,

••Wrtlv if«S^"
0r

*J°
rceTand y°u found tbem bravely and

*liita^S?liS
C,
i8elTlB8»

re8i9»ng everywhere, and dis-KS£UCt
l
Qt only that brav<>rJ which belonged

he s»»s«Sdfrlm *«* Y ""UtaTy skill which cou'd hardlv
«* SSStTS th?«?;.?

M,M!d to war
- The result was that

**»!» *bo banpened Sfti.
8
' in concert with those of the

mutiny before ££££,£*>*> were sufficient to quell the
say that that isim3K^^Could anive fr™ England. I

lis country, and ought toir^
em
^nt to "Lilian Volunteers of

whi, h tbey h»Te «, nobly^^?^ ienQ to Pur8ue that cour8e
ever they are called intaactioTin ii c

mav reht assured that if
notonly display ail the bravery wW^^ th«««w»ti7 they will
will not be found wanting in tKoV ,

belon
fcs to tbeir race

» but
•*! military tactics whicU is m !L

n
?
w

,
ledKe of military skillm warlike operations." ^ential »a bravery to success

&c , went ashore at Equihen, near Boulogne, on Monday

night, but all hands were saved. The Arcville, three

masts, 400 tons, Captain Barclay, from Macao to

London with silk and tea, also went ashore at mid-

night at the Pointe aux Oies, Wi.nereux, near Bou-

logne. All hands were saved. On the north coast

of Devon a Spanish and a French vesse were wrecked

near Morte Point with great loss of life; and on the

coast of Yorkshire several colliers and other vesse

were lost with all on board. The»
Golden Star, from Mobile for Liverpool, was totally

lost on the 29th ult., on the coast near Wexlori lie

captain and his wife, the stewardess, and 18 h.nds were

drowned. The mate and six hands were saved, llu

on

tfiti) intelligence.
e op Discount.—The

onday raised their rate of d

»ase Kate op Dim otjnt.—Th
i Monday ran

% '*

cent., to which
10 6 per cent#

e Bank of England

«* ~
*

Soxit XUrkkt, Kridat.-
h <*"* at tt 9-16 to i to the Accost f££^

cargo consisted of upwa.ds of»^llU
Special Services at St. Pauls. A™8

,

have been made for commencing the W^**K
evening services in St. Paul's Cathedral, on the

2^
h

inst., when the Bishop of London will preach- A nong

the preachers whose services%•£££tto?<
the course are the Bishop of Uurham cue y

KiM, Biebop Spencer, the Bishop of Oilord,Jid.**

OZ of Chichester. The new marble pulpit has been

ing from the upper to a depth of 5 feet under the water

line, is thus protected. To compensate for the absence

of this armour, both the stem and stern are crossed

and re-crossed in every direction with the water-tight

compartments already described,and the outer iron plates

are H inch thick and backed up by 24 inches of teak.

Her principal dimensions are—Length over all, 420 feet,

about two-thirds of the Great Eastern ; extreme breadth,

58 feet ; tonnage, 6177; and she will have screw engines

of 1250 horse power, which, with her boilers and

armaments, will give a total of more than 10,000 tons.

Despite her gigantic proportions and enormous

strength, ber lines, both fore and aft, are extremely

fine, the bows being sharp and slim, tapering to a grace-

ful point, and terminating with a colossal figure-head

of a warrior with upraised sword and projecting shield.

When in seagoing trim ber main deck portholes will be

about 8i feet from the water, and in this respect she

will possess an immense advantage over ber French

rival La Gloire, whose ports are only 5 feet 9 inches

from the water—much too near to make her guns of

any use in a sea way. In point of speed, also, the

Warrior is expected to be unrivalled even by those

fast frigates the Ariadne and the Galatea. The work

of fitting her with her plates and engines will go on

as rapidly as possible in the Victoria Dock, whence she

will start at the end of May or beginning of June,

for Portsmouth, to be masted.

St. Geobge's-in-the-East.—The Bishop of London

has appointed the Rev. Alfred Cay, Theological

Associate of King's College, London, and subsequent y

curate of Christ Church, Brixton and St John s,

Deptford, to take the sole charge of this parish during

the absence of the rector. Mr. Cay is evangelical in his

views, and strongly opposed to the extreme ritualistic

observances to Shich Mr. King was attached. It _is

apprehended, however, m the parish that on the

return of Mr. King in July next he will return to his

former system ot conducting the service. He has

recently addressed a second letter to the Bishop de-

signed as "a public and solemn protest' against his

lordship's conduct towards him and his parishioners, in

&iVtttttt*3rZZ: =lesaJ3,
"Kven * «* W. *. «-, ^
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sanguine enough to imagine that I shall respect the
acts of your late illegal aggression upon my return to
my charge."

Roman Catholic Chcbch.—The Weekly Register
states the present numher of Roman Catholic priests
in England and Scotland to be 1342; churches and
chapels, 993; communities of men, 47; convents, 158;
colleges, 12. These numbers show an increase during
the past year of 111 priests, 43 churches and chapels, 10
communities of men, and 32 convents.
New Public Offices.— Sir Richard Bromley, the

Accountant-General of the Navy, has had an interview
with the Chief Commissioner of Works resnecting a
plan which he has drawn up for building new public
offices along the river, and connecting Somerset House
with Whitehall and the Houses of Parliament. Sir
Richard is said to have given much attention to the
financial bearings of the scheme, on which, it is needless
to say, his authority is eminent.
The Syrian Relief Fund.—Her Majesty's Govern-

ment Las made a grant of 50001. in aid of the subscrip-
tion, which presents a total of nearly 23,000/. The
latest accounts state that 27,000 persons are in receipt
of alms, the largest proportion being women, 17,000 of
whom were relieved in one day at Beyrout. A quantity
of material for clothing has been sent out, and the
women and children are employed in making it into
garments.
The red Sea and Singapore Telegraphs.—

The fatality which has attended so many of the deep
sea telegraphs has fallen upon both these lines, and
even the cable which was intended for the latter now
appears to be in jeopardy. Nearly all the staff of
clerks of the Red Sea Telegraph Company have
returned from Alexandria, from which it is inferred
that the cable has been abandoned for the pre-
sent. The Queen Victoria screw steamer, which sailed
from Gravesend on the 4th ult. with a portion of the
cable originally intended for Gibraltar, but afterwards
destined to be laid between Singapore and Rangoon,
returned to Plymouth some days ago, the heat generated
in the hold having caused indications of injury to the
insulation of the wire. On Wednesday last, as the
vessel was going from the Sound to the basin in Key-
ham steamyard for examination and repair, she
grounded on the beach under Mount Edgcumbe, andm spite of the powerful efforts made by the dock-
yard authorities to float her, she remained immov-
able, and on Thursday had 12 feet of water in her
hold. It will now be necessary to remove the cable
beiore any other attempt is made to get her off. It
is understood that the cable which she has on board
is to be laid from the island of Malta to Alexandria,
by which a gain of 10 days is expected to be made in
the transmission of intelligence between England and
India. °

The Street Railways in the City.—At the

'

last meeting o[ the City Commission of Sewers,
it was resolved on the recommendation of the Improve-
ment Committee to accede to the application of Mr
Irani the projector of street railways, for permission
to extend a line from the boundaries of the City to the
Bank of England, in connection with the Hackney
line, on the conditions that Mr. Train should defray
the whole of the expense incurred in repaying the road,
if required to do so; that he should indemnify the
Commissioners from all legal proceedings that might be
instituted against them in consequence of the proposed
experiment

; and that if the Commissioners should be
dissatisfied with the project and desire to rescind their
consent, they should be at liberty at any time to do soby giving Mr. Train notice to that effect, and requirehim to carry it out within one month. The whole
subject was then referred back to the committee *ith aview to the experiment being carried into effect, subject
to the advice and opinion of the City Solicitor.

I he Public Health.— The Registrar-General's
Return for the week ending Saturday, December 29,
states that the late severe weather has not failed to
produce its usual effect in an augmented rate of mor-
tality, though the increase is not vet of formidabh
imount. The deaths in London, which were 1208 andW ."T «

eIy m tbG two Previous *eek8> rose in the
last week ot the year to 1407, The average number inthe corresponding weeks of the last 10 years 1850-9
corrected for increase of population, was 1525 Thereturn of last week was therefore 100 below theaverage Durillg tbe week tlie binhg of ^ b
754 girls in all 1488 children, were registered in

la^;- G 10 corresP°»di^ ™eks ot the yearsXBoO-y tne average number was 1655.

[^aht
5| W

is understood, will be made use of by the Prince of

Wales during his residence at the university. Refresh-
ments were served at Trinity Lodge, after which the
Prince started for the railway station, and returned by
the special train to London. The name of the Prince
of Wales has been entered upon the boards of Trinity

Highness then visited the Master of Trinity College named Joseph Dwyer in tin* h«~7
~*7~,~

and the Sovereign's apartments in the Lodge, which, it Church Street. Onbeinir sparni, n room °* t
'" " "

m '

* tocontain a shilling piece Xeti 500^
a Roman Catholic dev^nafT S

***
Spiritual Combat." One of 1 fi

°°k
* **

hand was marked near the ton & of &
finger was dressed, as if severiJ ' ^
a native of Dublin and the 15 -? ?™**

College. Madingley is the ancient seat of the Cotton table parents, who gave him a rl
°f hi&h,T

family, distant nearly three miles from the College, placed him for two years as •»
t

'

i

^^
which makes it somewhat inconvenient; but no Catholic University in Stephen C-

nt in tke

adeouate residpnep eonld he found nearer theTTnivprsitv led a wild rtnif <1iaot*»««*vwi is*.
U1

%
een. Headequate residence could be found nearer the University.

I Chatham.—The Undaunted, 51, one of the improved
class of large screw frigates now constructing for

the navy, was launched from Chatham dockyard on
Tuesday with complete success, making the fifth of the
large vessels of war which have been built at that esta-

blishment during little more than 12 months. The
Undaunted, though nominally classed as a frigate, is

considerably larger than most of the line-of-battle ships
now afloat, being of 3399 tons, 285 feet long and 51 feet
broad, with engines of 600 horse power. Her armament
will be exceedingly formidable, including one 68-
pounder pivot gun, 20 32-pounders, and 30 8-inch guns.
She is to be fitted with her engines immediately, and
another vessel of large size is to be laid down on the
same slip.

Manchester.—The Manchester Field Naturalists
Society held their December soiree on the 13th ult. in
the library hall of the Athenaeum, Mr. Sidebottom in
the chair, when Mr. Holland delivered a lecture upon
the grasses and cerealia, in reference chiefly to their
botanical peculiarities, and their economic value. The
room was quite full, the number of ladies, as upon all

and dissipated life and k* i
]

by his father as irreclaimable;

b

u hU J*?

'

made another effort to induce hi n tJT^ways by writing to him the letter Jv!fr *
identification. He was taken hefow t&L*"Monday when his purchase of the pick^J*and of the pistol, powder, and ca,ST^l*
he was also identified by Mulholland ?£**
and by the salesman at Hyam's as 1*
ordered the clothes. He was commi^V
solicitor who appeared on behalf of Ms EJ?*mating that the defence would be that^
was insane.

The Glenteagh Mtjkder.-A man named

.

has been committed for trial on the chareerfbeen concerned in the murder of Murray M»
steward, at Glenveagh, in the county DoneijiL

rotlflttf*

The Mubdee by Deowning in- TffE &,

c -. . . - . 7 r~
i

tue Glasgow Circuit Court on Saturday John few

coTv
1
'
°
T

CCiiS10US
'
bei"g qUlte one half thlxt of the entire W!

J? *"??
and found Guilty of the nmrder of il

Stroud,—A crowded meeting was held in this town
on Thursday night, for the purpose of enabling Mr.
Horsman a second time to address his constituents. At
the close of the right hon. gentleman's speech, a resolu-
tion was proposed to the effect, " That this meeting,
having heard Mr. Horsman's explanation of his votes
and speeches in the late session of Parliament, are
decidedly of opinion that his views and conduct aire so
much at variance with the Liberal constituency of
Stroud that he no longer represents them in Parlia-
ment." A warm discussion ensued, after which the
resolution was carried by a very large majority. Mr.
Horsman refused to resign.
Waev.-ick.—The Lord Chancellor has felt it his duty

to order the name of Mr. Warde, of Clopton House, in
this county, the defendant in the action of « Hooper v.
Warde," recently tried in the Court of Queen's Bench,
to be struck out of the commission of the peace. After
receiving an answer to a letter addressed to Mr. Warde

called Alexander Shields, on the 27th August h
stripping it of its clothes in open day, and'tlir

into the river, pushing the body into deep wat.-

long stick, and holding it under the water til! Br
extinct. This case was fully noticed in this pqo
the time. The defence was that the prisoner wuv
The jury accompanied their verdict with i fe
recommendation to mercy. Lord Cowan sate
him to Death at Glasgow, on the 19th inst,tot

general expectation seems to be that the sentoet;

be remitted on the ground of imbecility.

The Alexandbia Mubder.—Patrick Luonr
tried on the 27th ult. at Glasgow for the mnfr
James Cassidy, by stabbing. The parties had b«
bad terms for some months, and on the day c

murder there had been a good deal of taunting

»

jeering between them. The medical evidence ptw-

that deceased had been stabbed in 11

;

knife, and that both the heart and ho- hid U

penetrated. The jury found the prisoner GofuX to

-—..w«„x^00 Wi tuiiuuui, aim an un-
consciousness of the distinction between right and
wrong, which proved him to be a person wholly unfit
to be intrusted with the power of taking part in the
administration of the criminal law.
Winchestee.—The execution of the soldier James

Johnson for the wilful murder of Sergeant Chipts and
Corporal Coles, at Aldershott barracks, on the 29th of
September last, took place on Tuesday in front of the
county prison in this city, in the presence of about
dOOO persons. He admitted to the chaplain on the
previous day that the rifle was loaded only a few
minutes before the shot was fired, but it was not done
with intent to kill the sergeant, but only to disable
him. His last words before reaching the drop, were
to beg the chaplain to comfort his mother and sister in
Ireland, and tell them he had died penitent.

Attempted Mitbdeb and Robbeey.—The Dublin
papers of Saturday contain accounts of an attempted
murder and robbery, which, in all the circumstances,
differs strangely from other outrages of a like character
in Ireland. On Thursday a person in the dress of a
gentleman called at the shop of Messrs. Hyam, tailors,
in Dame Street, and ordered a large quantity of readvmade clothing to be sent to his hotel. A porter named

Mm judge pronounced sentence of l)erth,ti

be carried into execution at Dumbarton on the 18th.
•

The Penicuik Case.— Elizabeth Kerr ***
Monday week again placed at the bar of the EdnaBjf

Court of Justiciary, charged on a new indictment rti

the murder other infant child on the 25th Jnljj*

either by suffocation, or by drowning it in a <htct

plantation, or by expesing and deserting it, so tfci

died from want of nourishment and exposure tt*

weather. After a long technical argument on *

terms of the indictment, the judges decided ttaU

were good and sufficient to sustain the charjfe.
«J

prisoner then pleaded Guilty of culpable hom«*

wilfully, wickedly, and feloniously deserting ner»

and leaving it exposed to the weather, without**

nourishment, and wholly regardless ot the c0D*JtT
The public prosecutor offering no opposition, t* P

was accepted by the Court, and the Lord J
^J*£

sentenced the prisoner to 21 years' penal 8flfl£

The prisoner, a prepossessing young woman, on

the sentence was completely overcome, and ha

assisted from the dock by the officers.

op CAXADA.-The Direc

Company have given notice that in conseq^^

there not having been sufficient^ surplus ovtf. m

Gband

rata

UrobincfAl.

(.f™^1-* Monday morning the Prince

l°™°± .

pa
.'.
d
2 V1

?
U *? «»» town for the purpose of

u\j wuicr wioii Lue jouiuu iui t"^ j"-—

r

.

committee to Canada, and to con -
,r Sen

inspecting Madinglev Hall IItl nrl f
•

PUrP° r ° porter himself so alarmed the murderer, that he
the

P
re fofthe rece^S^^^^W^^

ff having behind him various article, which e,
vi.i'f k«:^._ „. •

"icxniite or >> ales, irie tlie no u tn tmw> nnr ront;f., k:~ t^ _.._v.it bemg a private one, all ceremony was .lispeneed

ft«m'i ? Ŝ highness travelled by special train

oThVS?- ' "wf ^ <:t,"eral Bmcefth'e Governorof t^e Pm.ce o VV'ales, and Colonel Ponsonby, Equerry

1* oVl^r
81

4

H
¥,

b"eS8
'
and reached C'ambridge^abo/t

n^f
wa,tlr'« with four post-horses, and th» Prince -it

SSCu^lin'a?* ^° ^»^y> «d Iner in!3«ct.ng the ball returned to Cambridge. His Royal

affairs of the company.
Collision on the Midland.

ving mere tne young man
took the porter into a stable in the rear of one of the
houses and drawing a pistol fired it into the porter's
face, the ball passing through the cartilage of his nose.A struggle ensued in which ,the porter got the
urderer's finger in his mouth and bit it severely

making him cry "Murder," while the cries of the

ran
. - ,...»w. enabled
the police to trace and identify him. It was then
found that a grave had been dug in the stable ready
to receive the body, if the shot had taken effect, the
object of the murderer being evidently to obtain
possession of the goods and get rid of the body by
burying it, so that the porter would, in all probability,
have been supposed to have absconded with the money
paid to him for the goods. The police on Sunday

tTev^ffunf-^fr
t

!

1G
"1Ue UffTIed

,

them Stater concussion or tne Drain. — ythey found m the stame, apprehended a young man returned a verdict of « Accidental

*£

On W
the

mm

Derby
dozen yards by the force

the passengers, named William Lyle, hl* 81°

bfl j

concussion of the brain. The jury
, ^Death,
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3,1)1,1 JtfT*»T 1861.] THE GABDEXERS' CHB0N1CLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

°° • .Tng^n caused solely by the slippery state

tte™'1*- „_ THB GBEENWicn—On Saturday

SSTeoUUiJwIc Pl-e on this lino, which.

""nilSn. bf fctal consequences severely m-
,
aoatteiMW "j

accident happened tojiWJ*'to London, which was
*"*

. ™ Tr™^ Oreek bv an engine proceeding

»" **? on the »uh- 1 ue of rails. Much damage

*£&" * cn^nes, in addition to the personal

^"^f Ratiway Accidents. -In the Court

*"VZlE -£k the -don brought by Mr

Mantlavyliitr of a Child by Starvation.—Thoma* Latrlcy, 40$

rter, and AT Lawlty, 30, his wife, were charged witi man-
.uighter, in causing the death of their little boy, Timothy

Lawley, by ill-usage and not supplying him with necessary

food, in August, 1 •, at Kingswinford. The jury found the

man Guilty and the woman Sot Guilty. Mr. Baron Wilde
said the prisoner had been convicted of the unnatural crime of

starving his own child, and sentenced him to 15 years' penal

servitude.
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uSiuence of injuries he sunned in the accident

ftrfflSS UieVS of the tire of the wheel

C3iL «Md by anv negligence on their part.-In the

^oTcSmii Pleas the action famgtt.*!

Avtimr a connue d traveller, against the South-

£5n Company for injuries sustained in a collision on

STSuwito brinch, terminated m a verdict for the

bintiff with MO/, damagee ; and the.action of .Mr.

frkitly, mining engineer, against the South Scafford-

ibiri impany for injuries sustained in the accident

Wtwecn Walsall and Perry Bar, terminated in a verdict

for the plaintiff with 750/. damages.

The King of Prussia died at Sans Souci on Tuesday night

after along illness. His Majesty Frederick William IV. was il

eldest son of King Frederick William III , by Louisa, Princess

of Mecklenburg Strelitz. and was born on the 15th of October,

1795 so that he was In hie 66th year. He succeeded to the

crown of Prussia on his father's death in June, 1840, and con-

sequently had occupied the tin-one more than 20 years. His

Majesty in early life was educated by some of the most

distinguished scholars in Germany, and afterwards .served for

several years in the Prussian army. On the outbreak of the

revolution in the early part of 1S4S, after some Severe lighting

between the troops and the citizens of Berlin, his

Majestv issued a proclamation recommending the union

of German princes and peoples under the head of

Prussia, the fusing of the name of Prussia into that of

Germany, and the abolition of the censorship of the press,

nlacinc its offences under the ordinary tribunals. Tha

auronoe A Crowdy, and for some yurt enjoyed a fair

Hut the pmlession of the law was not adapted to hia peculiar
tastes, and much of his time was spent in literary tnifiee and
in the com] y of literary men. Sh« after he commenced
practice he manied Mies Meine, the ftUter of his father's sacxrad

wife, and oa the death of her £athei she became poiiniowd of a

couHide. able fortune. In 1S48 Mr. Bowlby first became con-
nected with the Ttiius, and on the outbreak, of the revolution

in Germany he was dispatched to Berlin as Its special corre-

pondeut. In that capacity he visited several parts of the

Continent, and soon after his return to Eijgland contributed to

the 6 land Herald several articles on the condition of

Hungary. Duriug the railway mania he got into pecuniar

difficulties, which caused him to leave England for a time, but

he soon r made arrangements for the whole of bis future

Lings to be a lied in liquid on of his debts. On his r

turn to this country he was for some time associated with

M. J allien, and le arrangements in different continental

t »wns for his musical performances. He next went to Smyrna,
where he was engaged in one of the departments connected

with the Smyrna and Aidin railway, but his labours were

abruptly terminated by the failure of Mr. Jackson, the con-

tractor. He then returned to England, and remained unem-
ployed until ho was engaged to proceed to China as the special

^respondent of the rim*.*-. The terms of his agreement were
1500J. a year, with lil>erty to draw upon tho concern to any
amount that might be required lent discharge of his

ies. Mr. Bowlby j>roceeded to China in the same HtSMMT
with Lord Elgin and Baron Oros, and was shipwrecked wim
th He was about 4:: years of age. and has left a widow
and five children.

?Hit Assam.—North krn Circuit: York.—The Pontefract

Mmtter.—Qrorpc Thorpe, a farm labourer, aged 17, was indicted

for the wilful murder of Elizabeth Mitchell, at Upton, near

INmtefract, on tl 2d December. The deceased and prisoner

wire fellow servants in the service of Mr. Spinks, farmer at

Upton, and were lea alone in the house while the family paid a

vWt ins neighbouring village. A friend of deceased called during

the afternoon when the prisoner began to tease both young
women, and en< >urcd to gctpossession of a brooch the friend

wai wearing. The deceased pulled the prisoner backwards by
Uw hair of his head till he gave up his hold of her friend, after

which he appeared moody and sulky. The young woman,
dsosesed'a friend, left soon afterwards, but returned in the
evening and i id the front door b»lted, and the body of
deceased lying in the coal house quite dead, having been
•hot in the back with a gun which must have been dis-

charged quite close to her, as her clothes were burnt.
The evidence was entirely circumstantial, the strongest

E'nts against the prisoner being that his master's gun
I re» !y been c barged, that his smock frock was

•potted with fresh marks of blood, and that when
del on tho charge he attempted to hang himself.

I alao proved that he had freaucntlv exDressed dislike to
M

«ales.

•oners released, nominated a popular muw*y

,

,«»-r*'~.Kr-
a e-eneral amnesty. The step was successful, and tranquillity

waTrTestoWished. He next undertook the protection of

Sctneswlg and Holstein against their Danish neighbours m the

name of the Provisional Gavernment of Germany. But no

sooner had the Diet at Frankfort elected the Archduke John to

be Lieut. -General of Germany than b*> ardour cooled and he

refused to give or consent to a constitution for his people.

Since that time she chief events in his Majesty's political life

have been hS endeavours in the German Diet to oppose the

superiority of Austria; his interference in the fceufchatel

Sn which at one time threatened to involve

Europe in a general war ; and his refusal to co-operate

wUh
1

the Western Powers in the war with Russia, although

he had expresVecl his opinion that Russia was wrong in her

a^gr^^Tttrke/
i

In spite of btejg^^fg
his Mfliestv was greatly beloved in private life, and was the

flnt of Ms fine who united the scholar wi^
^thamonarch and

combined in his own person the poetical and artistic with he

religious temperament. He was an enthusiastic lover of the

fine aits an^d of the higher branches of philosophy, and

accordimrW extended his patronage to philosophers, painters

chemtate mathematicians, scholars, and geologists with no

smrina-hand. A connoisseur in painting, sculpture and

IrchitStuw and enthusiastically fond of poetry and the

drama he caused several of the tragedies of M ylus to be

?Sated into German, and to be Performed^ the enmnany

nf the Theatre Roval at Berlin. Ho was also a towei

of streng h to tha Protestant cause upon the Continen

and was in the habit of frequently assembling together

atBcu-lm the members of the Evangelical AUtaoa His

Majity leaves behind him three brothers and ^ste

will of tho Duke of Uietaaatmd has been
Oaoi. ; Admiral Sir Charles Nepicr. S0,W0l. ;

•c/n Ward n.t:.M.Q.. Goveniox ot Madras, 90*01.

air

"- i ii —«w> ... v«iv iwun v»i ucuillg ll&l

For the defence it was^ argued that there was no proof

_ki

before Out ha should h-.ivn t.rin*
\n gp0rt to frighten deceased

fiaying deceased

3IRTHS.—On New Year's Day, at Albert Gate House, the

Countess do Pbrsiony, of a daughter—29th ult. at Bird sail

House, the Lady Middleton, of a son—2Hth ult, Uie L.aoy

\ melius Wentwortu Bkai clkrk, of No. S, Bryanstone Square,

Of a daughter—27 tli ult, at Castlecraig, Peebies-shire, Lady

Gibson-Carmichabl, of a son-30th ult, at 7% a 'AŶ X ht^!
the Hon. Mrs. I.i.vbson Ranoouph, of a daughter—29th ult, at

Leamington, the wife of the Hon. F. A. Voi.y.\.yuUMiHa. f

of a daughter-Slst ult, at 51, Harley Street, the wife
j

of

Walter cpencer <tanhope. Esq., of Cannon UalL Yorkshire.

of a son and heir. n , _,. . ,.,.

MARRIAGES.-On the 27th ult , at James's Pi ccadi lly,

the Right Hon. Hugh Lord Delamf.re of Val« «>%
Cheshire, to Augusta Emily, daughter of the Raglit Hon Sjr

George Hamilton Seymour, G.C.B.^G.C.li., &&*"**
Crescent 1-Hh inst, at 1: ithfarnham Church, county Dublin,

the Right Hon. MaZUBE Brady, Lord Chancellor of Ireland,

to Mauv, second daughter of the Right.Hon Jam ^tchell,

of Forttield House, county Duhlm-'J.th ult, at 8t. Icter's,

Eaton square, Stuart, son of Sir James Weir Hogg, Bart., to

Selina Catherine, eldest daughter of Sir Erskine ****£-
29th ult, at St. .Mary's Church, Bryanston Square, toe Kev

Eliot Henry Staplkton. third son of the Hon. and Rev Sir

Francis J. Stapleton, Bart., and grandson of the 22d Lord Le

Dcsponcer. to Frances Mary, eldest daughter of Sir Walter

Stirling, Bart. ; and at the same time and place Lhar.

Levinoton, second son of Sir James Weiu Hogg Bart, to

Harriet Anne, youngest daughter ot bir Waltbj Btiau^
Bart., and the Lady Caroline ^Tjai.i*o-36th ult at-.the

British Legation, Turin, the Rev. *™™**™ ™?°*?£*
Rector of Albury, Surrey, to Helen Mary £harlot™ w^ow

of the lute William Daubuz, Esq., of Kilhow, Cornwall,
—.^,. . ^, fc„« uvivull- it »i%Q fllgUUU tliHL LUtSie WHS IHJ piUtl

*t it was the prisoner who discharged the gun, and that, if Grand Duke of Saxe-weimar,uyXT tho"sondndaw of Queen i oi uie wiu nu^um «•«-«-, --»-. - —:- • KPR ..^ .„.« ,.-..,„ „..,.„., ^ „«„,„. .,,,« «. ^—sga ^^ -
g sfcgfgsssss ;H*;

letting
««~« the gun jaded. Mr. Justice HiTl, in summing
Mp the evidence, directed the jury that all homicide WHS

Victoria, and a daught

I "he™ g
diToroed in 18.0 Of ;»»™ gjI-..™, Dnwanr of Russia, lately dec ed ,

initier tm
r^ufllnrhe^? Dowaecr <l Mecklenburg Sehwenn : and the

to William Frederick Charles, Prince ot Hodana.

Thf Co?nteTs or EoWroH died sudd, " on Monday mom-
incr at T dinton Castle aVyrshire. She was to all appearance

n^erfecTheTb on Sunday, and, wita the Earl, was about to

recet^ larg^cle of A^guljbylj isitors -J-O-g.

unless
it offrnce or to death by misadventure, and it was for the

'•T ^9 J u<Jge from the surrounding circum aces in this case
nature of the crime. The jury retired, aud after an
tf half an hour returned with a verdict of Not Guilty.

"J***?***
Mtrder near Lteil*,—John Kentoorihu, 25, was charged

jWtt cutting and wounding, with a hatchet ana knife,
«epoen Lupton, with intent to murder him, at New Wortlev, „
Jjsr Leeds, on the 8th of October last; there was a count in receive a large circle ot ais

^
11^;^"^ '"The onlv"daughter

2«Jndictment charging the prisoner' with wounding the !
Her ladyship Adela Caroline .met was the only ^««

EJ»itcr with intent to do him some grievous bodily harm. -*»- Va'} an* Pnnntess of Essex, and uas oornin ie
..

iae cir stances of this case were of a most atrocious and
wntal c «r

Kntcr with intent to doMm some grievoiisbodily Sarm. of the Earl and Countess of Essex, and^^^^ then^^TJ^- °! this case were of'a most atrocfous and ~d^ D«WnJ»J \g^ tSJS^SSS wife.

^^ """u, anu ic w;is a matter 01 surjjnse tnat tne
prose.-Tih; >dnot lose his life at the hands of the prisoner.
^rrovvut'.r fa a grocer aivl in-. > vision de-der, carrying on

SSSiiL j
l'rendsesat the corner of Oldforth Street and

OnS-2?' ew Wortley, near Leeds, where he lived alone.

baAuJl K°[}hc 7th October the prisoner called him out of

WhiUVK
he wa»ted some castor oil and other articles."ie the prosecutor was supplying him, the prisoner felledw «e ground by violent blows upon the head, causing a

rh-»

fr

J
etnre of the skuU and other wounds of such a

kwiTn? 1? {t was cvident some sharp weapon must
sswella.^ .J

1

? Pri8°ner was identified by Mr. Lupton

*«nt; toTth«
* Deigbblur

»
who was attracted by his cries, and

sttsek Jo.
aa*wt'ine3 of the prosecutor. The motive of the

*«*ctof%SF!°SiJu be
.

robbciT- The jury returned a
" ' t^il^^' *£? the Pri«oner was sentenced to 15 years'

kdlrt
T,« Sheffield Bank Robbery.-Mark Rawlins,

"^ 1«S \ZT li,
lc
i°
d for dealing three several sums of

JofaUtoPk m f^ *
from the Sheffield and Roth erham

«*Wo©8 8hoJp3
n
fi
n
? Company, his employers. The

tbe nart of thJ
that thcre liad ,)een great negligence on2^ ^d thTn^, !^6 bank iu ***** t0 t& prisoner's

*^S' o? ySj.
the Su^estion of ^c judge, returned

QS
*°S£l I! *f

A3?*?'-.T?
€ tempted Murder at Rowley

*»£Lg wS*-~ V h?cW"SU, was charged with cutting
o^iey Regis,

S^TVe
Coio

U
vrrAuttIif.w E.TiEKxnv, Bart ,

died on

the thui at 20, Cha^l Street, Delgrave Squ m his

aIa ;,f .Te was bom in 1818, and succeeded his father, the
4Mjfui iiS The first baronet was Sir Matthew
second baronet, m l&oo. i"e • nvmv vears
TiomPt- a distintruishei physician, who was toi man> years

JESSrS Cuard^^mis^O and retired in 1854. rater having served

STcSatSe^dSttactfon in the earlier portion of *-

lussuur war. He married in 1866 a daughter of Mr. F. G

F;rr, of B«nald*g+fi£gg^ K.H., Colonel of

l!^"Kett™Bo^Wehh Fusiliers), died on the

Stth ult at Brighton. He had been nearly 6«> years in the
26th ult at Jjngntou.

and c . ture of

Bir Hugh Hallo G.C.H.-lst inst. at Wimborne M n ster,

Sorn-wall feiMEOX.' Esq.. third son of the late f ' * *h d

Simeon, Bart., to Mary, youngest daughter of T. B^Evanso
North Tuddenham, Norfolk, and Dean, ce. Oxon, ^s^-f®^ -

Year's-day, at St. Georg Hanover Square John Walter

Esq., M.P., to Flora, third daughter of the late James Monro

Macnabb, Esq., of Highfield Park^ Hants.
»Mfnw»

Di A TLisbon the 81st ult, at Wiesbaden, the Hon. Eduond

Sexten Pery, youngest son of Edmund Henry, late Earl ot

Limerick, aged t>3-26th ult, the Lady Emily Needhaii, of

Datchet House, Bucks, aged 60-20th ult at her residence in

Bruton Street, Lady Clifton, widow of the late bir Juckes

Granville Juckes Clifton, Bart., of Clifton, Notts-23d ult, at

her residence, 54, Montague Square, Lady Hales, widow of

the lace Sir Edward Hales, Bart., of Hales Place, Kent, aged

89-2'.»th ult, at Dover, Lady Bolland, relict of Sir TNiUiam

Bolland, Knt., late one of her Majesty's Barons of Exchequer,

aged 76-25th ult. at Littlegreen, Maria Sophia, the beloved

wife of Admiral Sir Phipps Hornby, K.C.B., aged 7b-22ndult,

at Malta, Mary, wife of M ajor-Geueral Charles Warren C.B --

25th ult, at 25, LanBd'.wn Place, Cheltenham, Major-General

the
Grove

sndw<

Knj.ou, bo,^! ,

cn-frged tho intent to ho to Jo some
in a

the Portuguese service-in^ad^anca througn t ^^ ^

St. James's lerrace, neceuis r«», ^ 7 ;i,~ i«Tf«
Patekson, late Commanding 3d Regiment, son of the late

Lieutenant-General Sir William Paterson, K.C.H.-2oth ult, at

.tend, Colonel Henry C. Stpkatfeild, ^te of her Majesty *

87th Regiment of Royal Irish Fusiliers, aged 76-3»th ult at

East Molesey, Surrey, William Pe^nell Esq fOTmerly

H.B.M.'s Consul-General for the Em pure of Brazil, aged 95-

23d ult, at Stonehousc, Devon, John Williams Colfnso, Esq.,

late mineral agent for the Duchy of Cornwall and fat hei-of the

Bishop of Natal, south Africa, aged 83-27th ult, at 36, Berkeley

Square, Dr. Edward Rigby, M.D., aged 5*.

—i < ^ ».»uffi? p
8 brother came In and begangd inched the polki <£.\^^weeiitor afterwards went outM hjm am inflicted ^,«hraLb

,

orae th« prisoner way-
Jd chest that iT?M Sifl^^ ^'Juries on his head
deym when eryrtpelas inti??S2? ^ his bed for several
d^eroue * e that thT r^ -^ he was ^ ^^ *^"•de and took his da»£tion?8S?ato tended at his

JSJ^fte prisoned m
M™Jwy? without hesita-

ShU??'
8SUd * raore fero< ^'attack^r°n ^ilde

'
in PassinK

•J^quate provocation, and, so. S? '
committed without any

Prisoner was quite sober, had never hi
aPPeared, while theged country. A few years ago the «2? ^^tted in a civibo«

i

forfeited for such a crimf H6?CTS!r 8 lifo would h*™
oeath to h« ra^-vi^i ti 2 ... .

ne should orrl«r »r.^« *. »«

should i

Ifajest

^IttKl

ofW

recommend
est sen-

ser-

- --v«„ Wj me mw next to that of d«a*K •
•"auesi

fe/or h It i, understood thtt the rSSC^2
Vpenal

ofc
«liam Slim who on the 12th inst wU2rJer l

?
the *>«>•'««

gjy at Worcester, having, withoul^.Sy°provo^r
* *^^«« » old man who had given him REBJftjEg

at both the sieges and storm of san Sebast
i
^ P«eag^ ^

Bidassoa, battle of the Nivelle battles oil ^.^
and 10th December. He was severely^^^var. Is with the
and at the siege of San Sebastian. He^was a

^ fc
army of occupation in France

ŝp

tbe
.

C*P
f^^ neld he was

1815 to the end ot 1818 For his ™^^*j£ of the Royal
made a Companion of the Bath and a

J".

1

^ ived the sil^r

Hanoverian Uuclphic Order and ^ liad
[f

^

war medal and eight clasps for b^^f^^
11

J?m€,, who was
MR. Bowlby, the Correspondent £™J\ the son of

murdered with the other prisoners » Cb"^\ a daughter
Captain Thomas Bowlby, of the Roya Am ler^ oy a ug

of General Balfour. He was born at Owu^n
a^

eldest of a numerous family- "bile inc !;'*
d
* 'i * big

parents took up their ^™JZ$g^^AtoZ
hither entered upon the business of a^ m

whQ
leaving school he was articled «.a soUcoor

n of hig
at that time practised in the town, v***"* l

a
clerkship he^went to London, and spent ~™« ^™A^U

*

Gloried elerk in the office of a lar*e firm in^mukim

itflai'ket*

BUTTER MARKET.—Jan. 4.

Best Fresh Butter . . 18s. per dozen lbs*

Second do. do. -• •• I5s* .. >» *•

Pork. 4s. Sd. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.

COAL MARKET.—Jan. 2.

Fs

U
s

d
6d

OUS
VaST feJ South Darham, m

Uuffrja Malting, 238 . Cd-lS Ship3 at market.

COVBNT GARDEX, Jan. 5

no severe weather which we are ^j;V^ncU,g^m^

Carway and

The severe weaUier 7.^"^ tnan they* hitherto have done
mwt things to reahHebette^cMtwwy Cnntinue to be a
Pine Apples have not altered, but^Grapes^ ^ ^ ^^
g0od deal dearer Onap»»V Bin

at from lg

^1^ U" p'und. ^abbagrs, Carrots, and Turnips may

£ otJn
d
ed

l,

£&. ^^« d«SiKlS S
SSerk fiSSuOT^SrJi^c

-

± A^ j- «f A^^ French Beans may now bo

the year 1846 he commenced practice in the city witli Messrs. w
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had, but prices for them are high. Cucumbers are scarce-

Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Chrysanthe-
mums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 4a to 8s
Grapes, per lb., 6s to 10s
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
Pears, per doz.. Is to 3s

Cauliflowers, each, 6d to 8d
Greens, per doz., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 130s— per bus., 3s to 4s— per cwt., 5s to 8s
Carrots, per bunch, 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each, Is 6dto 3s
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 6s
Beet, per doz.. Is 6d to 2s
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to l*9d

VEGETABLES.

Apples, per doz., 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10s
Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

during the week continu
the time of year) exc
markets in the interior

Onions, p. £ sieve, Is 6d to 2s6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 10s to 30s
Seakale, p. punnet, 3s to 3s 6d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score, Is

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do., Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d
Horse Radish, p.bun.,ls6d to 4e

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6?

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Jan. 4.

The state of American politics still continues to stop
^11 business dependent on our connection with the United
States, a disposition being entertained on the part of merchants
to await the result of the present suicidal agitation before
entering into further commercial relatious with that excitable
community, and as America takes so large a portion of our
manuiactures, wool is considerably influenced by the pros-
perous or adverse state of that Continent. It need n)t sur-
prise any one, therefore, to hear that there is at present an
entire absence of business in all descriptions of wool|dependent
on American demand, and it is only in the present pull of skin
wool that any business is being transacted.
South-down Hog- s.

gets.. M .. 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces .. 1

d
7
8
5

7

8.

to 1
d.

8

1 6

Leicest. Wethers
Ditto Hoggs .

.

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto .

.

Flannel Wool ..

1

1

1

1

6 to
8 —
—

6 —
—

» *

i

1

4
8

8

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, Dec. 31.
During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

moderate, but there is still a large fleet here to dispose of ;

last week being holiday time the demand was very limited.
The following are this day's quotations:

—
"York Flukes, 160s.

to 170s. per ton ; Lincolnshire Regents, 100s. to 120s.; Dunbar
Red Soil, 120s. to 140s.; North Berwick do, 120s. to 125s.; Fife,
Forfar, and Perth do., 105s. to 115s. ; Rocks and Reds, 90s. to
95s.; French Whites, 90s. to 100s.; Belgian do., 85s. to 90s.;
Dutch do., 80s. to 85s.

HOPS.

—

Borough Market, Friday, Jan. 4
Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that there is a

more extensive demand for all fine yearlings at improved
prices for consumption ; fine 1855 and 1856's are sought after
for speculation, but the new growth, except the very choicest,
are almost neglected.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 8.

We have a short supply of Beasts. Trade is not very brisk,
but late rates are well maintained. The number of Sheep is
very small ; they are readily disposed of at advanced prices.
Good Calves are scarce. From Germany and Holland there
are 179 Beasts, 660 Sheep, and 22 Calves ; from Spain, 2^8
Beasts; from Scotland, 200; from Ireland, 200; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 1000:' and 900 from the northern and
midland counties.

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords Ac. . . 5
Best Short-horns 5
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and •

Half-breds . . 5 8 to 5 10
Do. Shorn

2 to 5
— 5
— 4

4
2

6

• •

s d 8 d
Best Long-wools. 5 4 — 58
Do. Shorn .. .. to ,.j|

Ewes <fc 2d quality 4 8 — 5
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ..4 4 — 5 4
Pigs . . . . 4 4—5 4

* »

• «

• •

• *

Beasts. 3460; 1SL , __, „ _,
Thursday, Jan. 3.

We have a short supply of Beasts and a fair demand ; conse-
quently Monday's prices are well maintained. Good qualities
are scarce. Trade is not very brisk for sheep, although the
number being small, we retain Monday's quotations. There is
no alteratiun in the Calf trade. Our foreign supply consists
of 50 Beasts, 60 Sheep, and 64 Calves ; Milch Cows, 115.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, Ac. . . 5
Best Short-horns 5
2d quality Beasts 4
Uest Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

2 to 5
— 5
— 4

5 8 5

4

2

6

10

Best Long-wools .5 4—5 8
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes<fc 2d quality 4 8 — 50
Do. Shorn . . . . to .

.

Lambs
Calves .. ..4 4 — 5
Pigs .. ..4 4—5

• *

Beasts, 955 ; Sheep & Lambs. 3870 ; Calves, 113 ; Pigs, 150.

4

4

MARK LANE.—Monday, Dec. 31.
The supply of Wht*t from Essex and Kent to this morning's

market was unusually small, and sold at an advance of Is to
2s. per qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. Foreign
met a good retail inquiry, at an improvement of Is. per qr.
Larley is a slow sale, with the exception of the finest malting
qualities which bring extreme prices. There is no alteration
in the value of either Beans or Peas. Oats are in moderatedemand at an advance of 6d. per qr. Barrel Flour is 6d.
dearer than on this day week.

Pf.r Imperial Quarter. la. a i is bWheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. White 54—6:. Red ..."
Red

Red • » •

55—70
51-75

50—76
40—45 Malting

.

0—36 Malting.
20—24

Feed
Feed

26—28
26—28

>—62
55—67

28—48 Harrow

.

34—42 Longpod
10—50 1 Egyptian
33—48»Suffolk .

40—42 Foreign.
Yellow.

.

Country.
50—57
38—50
30—35 Per sack

38—

4

1

40—44

20—25
21—24
20—26

28—48

fine selected runs, .ditto— — Talav-sra— Norfolk— Foreign [[['
Barley, grind. &dist., 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign

. .grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk

.— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato—
J,
riflh Potato «,.*.cw— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—26 • Feed

iZL' "••/•••• 35—38 Foreign

.

Rye-meal, foreign
Bians, Mazagan. . . .36s to 44s. .

.". Tick— Pigeon 34s — 56s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple —s to —s Grey
*f
AIZE v White

l- lour, best marks delivered . .per sack— 2d do ditt0— Foreign perbarrel

rvu ., „ .
**»*. Jan. 4.

The weather on Saturday, the 2ftth uic, was very fine with
mtense cold, Fahrenheit's thermometer standing at zero at
8 o clock m the morning. On the 30th heavy rain fell the

Tnd Kv^l
; 3

-

8
!,' \c

u
old

„<!
amP *>g; Jan. 1 was wet, with rain

frost and N.E. wind, which has continued. The Wheat trade

40—50
38—48

38—50
40—*d0

quoted Is. to 2s. per quarter, higher. The late value of

all kinds of spring corn has been well supported, with an
upward tendency. Flour has met a fair inquiry at the extreme
rates of last week. During the past week 29 cargoes have

arrived off the coast. The trade maintains a firm tone ; but

the demand is not very active, owing partly to the absenc3 ( f

daily expected cargoes, and the rise in the discount. In

Paris, on the 3d January, although the business done in flower

was not very active, prices were well maintained, and the trade

ruled firm. For Wheat there was not much demand, as many
millers abstained from buying, owing to the difficulty of

getting the Wheat to their mills. A few parcels had been
taken for Normandy. The arrivals of all descriptions of

grain (eitherEnglish or foreign) during the week have been
very moderate. The attendance at this morning's market was
small. Wheat, either English or foreign, commanded the full

prices of Monday last, but the sale of the latter was limited
and of a retail character only. Barley is quiet at Monday's
quotations. Oats bring an advance of 6d. per qr.

Arrivals from Dec. 31 to Jan. 4.

Oats. Flour.

English
Irish

Foreign

* • • *

*

Wheat.

920 qrs.

604

**

tf

Barley.

640 qrs.

i$

2710 „

210
120

1600

qrs

»»

>>

850 sks.

(

»t

1510 „
3600 oris.

™ ii i j —-—
. , ,

r

Liverpool, Friday, January 4. — We had a moderate
attendance of millers and dealers at our Corn Exchange this
morning. There was a fair consumptive trade In Wheat at
Id. to 2d. per cental advance on Friday's quotations. Flour
was a fair sale. Prices unaltered. Indian Corn, mixed, slow
sale, 39s. to 39s. 6d. ; Galatz, 40s. Beans rather more inquiry

;

40s. 6d. to 41s. for Egyptian. Oats and Oatmeal a fair trade.

OatsT RyeT"AVERAGES

Nov. 24..

Dec. 1 .

.

— 8..— 15..— 22..— 29..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat.

56* 3d
54 10
52 7

51 5
52 6
54

53 1

Barley.

40s lid
39 10
89
38
38
30

39

2
7

6

7

5

23s
22
22
22
21

22

3d
3
5
1

8
6

22 5

34a \d
35 11

35
33
35
34

34

6
2

7

9

TJeans.

58sllrf

48 10
47 9
45 6
42 2

4£10
~46 10

Peas.

48* 4d
45 11
45
43
43
46

3

10

7

45 7

Prices.

56* 3d—
54 10
54
52 7
52 6
51 5

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Nov724.TDecr~l^De"c. 877Dec. 15. Dec. "227 "DecT 29.

* •

* *

• t

HAY.—Per Load of Thirtv-six Trusses.
Smithfield, Thursday, Jan. 3.

me Meadow Hay 75s to 84s
Superior do. (old) . . 90 110
Inferior do 40 57
New do — —
Rowen 30 50

95sto 115*

• *

Clover
New Clover .

.

Old second cut . . 70 95
Straw 30 36

Davis & Co.

+ tFine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw

Whitechapel, Thursday, Jan. 3.

• •

•

.lOastollOs
60 80

36 40

Fine old Clover . .115s to 120s
Inferior do .. ..100 108
Fine 2d cut .. .. 84 95
Inferior do — —
Fine New Clover . . — —

TX/"ANTED, as NURSERY FOREMAN, a steady,
T T active, business Man, of good Address, who thoroughly

understands the Cultivation of Roses and Nursery work in all
its branches.—Address, stating Terms, <fec. (by letter only)
B. C, Messrs. Noble & Co., 152, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, as GARDENER, capable of Managing
the usual Gardens attached to a Mansion ; there are two

men under him. Wages, with cottage on the estate, 11. per
week, with a yearly increase of 51. during the first three years.
The Wife must undertake the care of Poultry.—Apply by letter
to H. E. P., Chertsey, Surrey.

ŴANTED, as GARDENER, a strong active Man-
Preferred one who has had the sole management in a

clergyman's small well-kept garden, with some glass, in the
country. A Boy with occasional help allowed. None who are
not well disposed to work industriously need apply, and good
references from a gentleman or lady'required. Wages as an
in-door and out-door Gardener to be stated.—Address T. J.,
Emsworth, Hants.

WANTED, as WORKING GARDENER, a mar-
ried Man (age not to exceed 35 years), who will be

required to attend to a Vinery and Greenhouse, and who must
understand his business thoroughly. Good references required
as to character and ability.—Apply by letter or personally to
Mr. J. Fisher, Orston, Elton, Notts.

WANTED, a young MAN used to Gardening as an
Improver, where several men are employed, and nearly

5000 feet of piping heated by Ormson's one-boiler system.—
Ed. Bennett , The Gardens, Osberton, Notts.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, for a London Retail
Seed Business, an active intelligent young Man, who

has a good general knowledge of the Seed Trade—Application
by letter, giving references to present or hvt employer, and
Stating wages expected , to A. B., Gardener* Chronicle Office.

WANTED, a married Man with good addrrss, to
attend Customers, to pur up Orders in a small SEED

and NURSERY BUSINESS, and to.make himself generally
useful in Growing a small collection of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.—Apply, by letter, to Messrs. Pamplin <fc Son.
Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

WANTED, as ASSISTANTS HOPMAN, in~a
country Seed Business, an active steady young Man,

with a good knowledge of the Trade.—Apply to Mr. John
Edwards, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Co., Wellington Road
Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

WANTED, as GROOM, a married Man without
children. He must thoroughly understand the care of

Horses, and be able to drive, also to milk Cows, &c. His Wife
will he required to manage a small Dairy, Poultry, <fcc., and
open the Entrance gate. They will reside in toe Lodge.
Wages C>nl. a year.—Address by letter only, B.C., 14, Wi iore
Street, London, W.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—A-e 35, married, no in-
cumbrance ;

understands his profession in all its branches.
Three and a half years' character.—P. p Plashet Park House,
E ist Ham, Essex, N.E.

G
i^!!A" s, to

GARDENER, (H^Ii)^^^^VJ brance; understands his *rZt3 ***<*.

I

chat-act^

GARDENER (Head).-A»7^TT"
.

20 years' experience in tt£%SJ^J,
13, Huntsworth Ten,?*

GARDENER" (HEAD^A^irir^T^
considerable experience in* the riaSlf/ *

\ ines, &c
,
and Kitchen and Flower Garde3^ *

testimonials from his last two places, wherrS*"!-
1*1

of twenty years —M.. Mr.flmn^,, \*.™T(i he b*d

years' character.—T. B.,
Market, Paddington, W.

Hereford.
!rynun,

GARDENER (Head).-Middle^^upon the most improved prindL i?*i
successfully cultivated Pines, Peaches, GiSTI,
and Greenhouse plants. He has a tJ»Sl
knowledge of Forcing in general, and th«2tff
Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. I f requiredcaSSmanagement of Land, Stock, and Draining -aULawson & Sons, 27, Great George Street, WestmiiJ

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTlSb
GARDENER (Head), Age 38, married, »

i

brance.—P. Kelly, Gardener to the late Mi&i
Kidgmont, Bolton-le-Moor, Lancashire, is at £engage in a similar capacity. Can have a good chana
the friends of his lamented employer. Has bid j

experience in his present situation.—Direct as aboTe.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN
GARDENER (Head). -Has successful!? '^

one of the largest establishments in the Midkxr
ties, is leaving in consequence of death in the family, k
be highly recommended by the nobleman withwhii-
vices are about to terminate.—E. S. I., 21, DukeStreet,lr

bury, Loudon, W.C.

ARDENER (Head, or Fiest-Clasb).-^."
a well-known experienced Gardener, higt

mended by several noted Horticultural gentlemen to.

greatest satisfaction. Just left a rirst-class family wA<kt

Five years most excellent character.—H. W., Musk

Clapham, S.

ARDENER (Head) or GARDEXEB
BAILIFF.—Good practical knowledge of hisr

all its various branches ; also thoroughly experienced k

and Land.—M.» Post Office, Battersea Rise, Surrey,
'

GARDENER (Single-handed or Otheh

Age 32, single
;
perfectly understands his profa*

all its branches. Can have two years' good chancter.-

Post Office. Stockwell Green, S. _
ARDENER, GKOOA1, or WORKING BAlI

—Age 40, single ; can Milk a Cow or Drive 1

1

Horse and Trap. Is leaving for no fault. Fouryecsi

situation.—T. H., Oak Lodge, Earnet, Hertg.

P
TO NURSERYMEN.

ROPAGATOR.—A young Man, of/roodabu

M. T., Mrs. Adams, 13, Artillery Lute,

Without, London, E.C. ___^
A BSISTANT in the SEED TRi^-rJ

J7JL years' experience, and has a knowledge ot wwf
—X. V., Gardener* Chronicle Office, W.C.

M
TO FARMERS,
ANAGER, CLE1

MARKET CARDOglrJj
KK , 0B FOREMAN.-^

well acquainted with Market Gardening, d .

around London. Salary moderate, tan oe

mended; security if lequired.—Mr. w. bLW"H
•

gate Street Within, E.C.

;to noblemen and gentleman.

GENERAL MANAGER of an ^i\
Manager of a Home Farm; a native oi,-,

wanted by a native of Scotland, a situation as r

—Mr. Sanderson, Land Valuer, ISA, Canmm ^
- - - - utmost confidence rewr

ster, S.W.,who can with the
Advertisers.

TO NOBLEM£IM AND CENU^'
QTEWARD.-Agc 40, married, jo v^™^
l^ MtmA ;„ AifFwan* IrtooHtfnH in the so\u l^iff.kZ? lived in different localities in ».-

,

rt}

England; has had much practice in Hf"^
ture.—A. Gregory, Caterham, Red Hill, »^1_^

NOBLEMEN ANDTjiNj^js
Tj-IARM BAILIFF oe STEWARD
JJ married ; is well skilled in the Ma"* -,

Kight years in present situation. Ciiai.it ^t
highly satisfactory. Security given it req.

Greenland, Holmrook, C uin beriaud

.

B~
AILIFF.—1 — m
Management

sant. High references ana t** 1"?"^
duce.—

T

. P , 3i, Grafton StreetKast^

1 3A1L1FE (Y\ ORKING).- Married,

thoroughly n
u
;

,

rAjB
md Stock of all

^
Accountant! High references and te.^tiinoin n

brance ; the Advertiser has baa b ^ Q*
Yorkshire in the Breeding and Hearll%[ v&itgz
Horned Cattle and Sheep, and ^"SJfc, BfJ
and Heavy Land. First Class Te mom ^ l

character. -I* If., Post Office, Adlw&*>

Lancashire.

B*

Ieace with a first-cu»» *
',;;.,;, p ; ir*

no objec"t.-W. B., 32, Oxford Terrace, ,<*>
yM £N.

r-T> r-rTc-STF^r^T D NURSE*' ^

1 _> A IL I * F (Undek)^a1^7^^ F;ir^
I ) ;«™ _ut. o First-class Fiait^'

Piri . >

experience with a First- class . pari

;es »?1

ood< q
is**

, tied;

TO SEEDSMEN A^D
/^ILEKK and SHOL\MAN.TAge -^
KJ keeper, and has a fair ,^

owled
r

ge
,erence3

a

Osgood a.idr , and could ^^NorW
'

A.B., Mr. Hunt's, lieul ah Spa

vJ to cukb n iicuti v»«ii-- 7 -^ _p.».-8' cn»««"-

Pheasaut rearer. Can have nine yt-
LoffIjgy f

^

gentleman lie is now leaving.

dlowtree Gate, Leicester.

C(
>ACHM anT&cT^^.6

;

;h

!r^f ^
Carriage-Wife will assist SggZ+i*.

euces
Uarnage.— wire win i»»>" ;-
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 1861.

EOLOGY. KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON. —
F G S will commence a COURSE of

.^SSSBtfC GKOLOGY, on FRIDAY Morning, January 25,

^S^Sw* Thev will be continued on each succeeding

SAvKDAT 2dii R">AY at the same hour. Fee 2i. 12.. W.

_R W. Jklf, D.D., Principal.

NOTICE OF DIVIDEND.

BAVK OF DEPOSIT (Established A.D. 1844),
A
£u Mdl Bvst I.ndon, S.W.-The WARRANTS for

_5»/2H"*UJr;- ,Vt C .h.st at, the rate of 5 percent, per

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXVIL, result,
is Published THIS DAY.

Contests :

—

I. CANADA.
II. WELSH LITERATURE.

III. IRON.
IV. MOTLEY'S UNITED NETHERLANDS.
V. ITALY.

VI." DOGS OF ROMANCE AND HISTORY.
VII. OXFORD ESSAYS AND REVIEWS.

VIII. FINANCE AND THE INCOME TAX.
John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

percent, per
are READY forHALF-YEARLY INTEREST, at the rate of

ilT «n n^noSt Accounts, to December 31, l

jJEV* d«5ab£ daily between the horns of 10 and 4
Mhw^ana pay»u»c

p
J^

Morbisox, Managing Director

Protecting and Form a sent free on application^

first four Vols. of

1
nKT SAl B the first tour vois. ui the

•• GARDENERS' CHRONICLE," well and strongly

ItabSf calf, equal to new.. No reasonable offe^r wilHje

rrtued. ike owner having duplicate copies.

L HMirT«Ml at the Public Library, Enfield, N.

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.
Price One Shilling,

GLENNY'S GARDEN ALMANACK and
FIORIsrS DIRECTORY for 1861, containing full

Directions for the Management of an Amateur's Garden for

etcr? month in the year, and other useful information.

W. Kent A Co., Paternoster Row, and sold by all Booksel lers.

THE ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE, published

by Ambrose Verschaffelt, Nurseryman, Ghent, Bel-

jtam. The 12th Number (December, 1S&J), now ready, con-

tsios

Ipscris multiflora

indica Duke of Areraberg
Pandanus elegantissimus

_ Ceanothus elegans

A Specimen Number can be obtained free on application to

Q»ePabllBher Pri.-e, Ut. 6<i. per year, free by post.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
Price 6d., or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

ON THE PROGRESS AND RESULTS OP
UNDER DRAINAGE IN GREAT BRITAIN. Prize

my. By J. Bailey Denton, Agricultural Engineer, and
s'ltbor of the "Prize Essay on Road Making," and other

Agricultural Treatises.

Also by Mr. Bailey Denton, same price,

ARTERIAL DRAINAGE and OUTFALLS,
reprinted from the Agricultural Gazette.

52, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.

CATTLE, HAY, AND DRAINING.
Tenth Edition, price 2*. 6c*. cloth, of

ANEW SET or TABLES for Computing the
Weight of Cattle by Measurement, the Quantity of Hay

Ricks of different Forms, the Value of Land, &c, with
Concise System of FARM BOOK-KEEPING. By James
Strachax, Fochabers.

STKACtfAN'S TABLES on DRAINING, with
Practical- Directions. 2s. 6d.

Oliver k Bova, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.
London.

WR. JOHN CHALMEKS MORTON'S AGKlCULTURAL
HANDBOOK.

J published, in lGmo, pp. 138, price Is. 6d. sewed,

HANDBOOK of FARM LABOUR: Comprising
labour Statistics; Steam, Water, Wind; Horse Power

;

Hani Power; Coat of Farm Operations ; Monthly Calendar ;

Appendix on Boarding Agricultural Labourers, &c, and
Index. By John Chalmers Morton, Editor of the Agricultural

__ By the same Author,
HANDBOOK op DAIRY: HUSBANDRY, price

U.M.
London

:

Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

ROn Friday next, a New Edition, in fcp. 8vo,
IVERS'S ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE: Contain-

n ing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading Varieties of
i^*^ regularly classed in their respective Families ; their
HJjtory and Mode of Culture. The Seventh Edition, corrected
»m improved ; with copious Additions, the result of recent
experience.

___Jf>n4on^Losoman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.
LORD MACAULAY'S HISTORY

-
OF ENGLAND.

Tr,r,
Sparing for publication, in 8vo, Vol. V.

HE HISTORY of ENGLAND from the ACCES-
v™~0N 0F JAMES the SECOND. By Lord Macaulay.
*oiunre the Fifth, edited by his Sister, Lady Trevelyan.
This last volume of Lord Fourth Volume, and, with two

exceptions, is complete and
consecutive, ending with the
death of William the Third. A
complete Index to the entire
Work will be given in this

rpHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXXIX.,
-L was published YESTERDAY.

I. CHURCH EXPANSIONAmLITURGICAL REVISION.
II. JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE.

III. THE VICTORIA BRIDGE.
IV. POLITICAL BALLADS of ENGLAND and SCOTLAND.
V. OCEAN TELEGRAPHY.
VI. AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF DR. A. CARLYLE.

VII. MOTLEY'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED NETHER-
LANDS. |

GLACIERS.
VIII. FORBES AND TYNDALL ON THE ALPS AND THEIR
IX. THE KINGDOM OF ITALY.
X. NAVAL ORGANISATION.
London : Longman & Co. Edinburgh : A. <fc C. Black.

HE WEATHER fob FEBRUARY AKD MARCH
1861 will bo predicted in tho RECORD of the ASTRO-

METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, published 1st February, price

6d , by post. 7cL G. Berger, Holywell Street. Strand. W.C.

T~~
HROUGH 500 AGENTS Mr.THORLEY is giving
acirculationtoTHORLEY'SAGRICULTURALGLEANER

unsurpassed by all the other Agricultural papers of the day.—

77, Newgate Street. City, E.C.

ORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners'

Chronicle of May 12, containing Mr. Nesfield's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore,

is still on Sale at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, and will be sent by post on receipt of six stamps.

HE FLORIST, FRUIT1ST, and GARDEN
MISCELLANY. By Charles Turner and J. Spencer,

Monthly. Coloured Plates and Woodcuts, Price 1«. First

Number for 1861 was published on January 1st. Volumes for

1860 and previous years neatlv bound now ready, each com-

plete in itself, price 13s. M. For New Year's Gifts nothing

could be more suitable.—May be had at the " Florist " Office,

30, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C, and all Booksellers.

Xrtu* of \\)t

A telegram from Gaeta was received on

Monday announcing that King Francis II., in

deference to the Emperor Napoleon, had ac-

cepted, without reserve, the proposals of France

in reference to the armistice. The firing was

consequently suspended on both sides, the belli-

Prussia, as well as the rest ut Germany,
recognised it as a national duty finally to bring
about the proper solution of this question. The
King Btated that it was his intention to remain
faithful to the principles of Government which Ye
imposed on himself on assuming the Regency,
finding in those principles a safe guarantee against

the revolutionary spirit spread abroad in Europe.

Accounts from Copenhagen state that in con-
sequence of the hostile attitude of Germany, aa

manifested in the speech of the King of Prussia
and the resolutions of the Diet at Frankfort, the

Danish Government is making energetic prepara-

tions for war. The infantry and artillery have
been supplied with rifled muskets, a large number
of horses for military purposes has been purchased,

all soldiers on furlough have been recalled, and a

provisional law is to be published calling out 4000
sailors.

Despatches from Vienna state that the Austrian
Government is taking extraordinary measures

of precaution with regard to Hungary, where the

popular feeling is described as of the most revolu-

tionary kind. General Klapka is in the Prin-

cipalities preparing for a rising in Hungary, and

the arms brought by the Sardinian ships are to be

landed in Montenegro, whence they will be des-

patched to the Banat.

From the United States we learn that President

Buchanan has rejected the demands of the South

Carolina Commissioners, and declared his inten-

tion to send reinforcements to Charleston for the

double object of protecting United States property

and of enforcing the collection of the Federal

revenue. The Commissioners immediately tele-

graphed to Governor Pickens to put the State

of South Carolina on a war footing, and to

concentrate his forces at once. The State Con-

vention has accordingly determined to sink

any revenue vessel of the United States which

may attempt to enter Charleston Harbour, and lias

passed a treason ordinance, making the levying of

war against South Carolina punishable by death.
gerents being only allowed to repair damages, war again** ouuui - nuaf— J—

•
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„ ft;„„*v1 ;BJ6 ,,if,to»MtWU combination was also in progress for taking
The Momteur in announcing this result states tnat

m
*
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possession of Washington and preventing the

Volume.

iUcaulaT*! History ot Englandyu contain the continuation

Z tlut work so far as the
J»*nuscript was left revised by™. The narrative is in im-
•Oiate connection with the

London
: Lqnoman. Greet, Longman. & Roberts.

«* published in Svo. with 2 Maps and numerous Woodcut

Lrrn*tTT>o,
ustrations

' Price » **• sewed.tCTURLb os the HISTORY of ENGLAND,
UcJ^ihSu^tv?^^^ by William Longman.
S.mi ^ the Rei*n of He»ry III., from a.d. 1216 to

T»^Jrt£f

&iff
t

S\,?
,l

«?"I
l Hi8tory from the Earliest

Lecture, containing an \53Lj? *V P,? * U '• and the *"*>*&
the Origin of the Uws inTn? ot the Fendal System and of
-may still be had.

Government of England, price 2*.

London
: Losoman^G^^t,m c:

^ A N O 8 g d x.— K .. ,

Third Edition, revise* I*
Y
Q

' N C ' '

PRACTICAL ^ODE^'S"-' , aX
.

veying Instruments, i^u
V h '»* Surveying, Sur-

JJtaing
;
Maritime, fetal* Parochial La l"?n°^try

' ?ndBy Bctler Williams, C. E. ^ aud ^road Surveying.

London: Parker, 8on, & Bovny w^ *. , m «—— •- ^Sjvest Strand, W.C.
This day, demy 8vo7prtcTTo7~

RADES» SOCIETIES^ ^

man, and Roberts.

,

a*d STRIKES.-i- Report of the Committee on TraiW w°i.
1 ' K l ^ E S *

by the National Association for the Promotion^f
9^- Wanted

Panted at the Fourth Annu.il Meeting ol thl
S
,
0cial

.

acience
'

!*«ow, September, ISO.
S 0t the Association at

London
: Pom, Son, A Bourn, West Strand, W.C.

the presence of the French Eeet, originally intended

to cover the retreat of his Sicilian Majesty under

conditions suitable to his dignity, had latterly

become an encouragement to resistance, at vari-

ance with the character of strict neutrality

which the Emperor had prescribed to it.

The French Government had therefore induced

(the belligerent parties to agree to an armis-

tice until the 19th inst., on the understanding

that the fleet would then be withdrawn. The

armistice expires to-day, and it is generally

believed that it will be followed by the imme-

diate resumption of hostilities, the King, it

is said, haviDg written a letter to the Empe-

ror of Austria declaring his firm resolve

to continue the defence of Gaeta to the utmost.

The latest news from Naples announces that

Baron Poerio has been entrusted with the forma-

tion of a new Administration, and that the

reactionary bands in the Abruzzi have been

defeated. The Prince of Carignan has issued a

proclamation as Viceroy, promising administra-

tive reforms, and expressing the hope that Gaeta

will shortly fall, and that the Neapolitan provinces

will then be ready to make any sacrifice for the

unity of Italy.

The Momteur publishes a decree convoking the

Senate and the Corps Legislatif for the 4th of

February. It also publishes a comparative table

of the revenue derived from indirect taxes, which

shows a decrease in 1860 of 21 millions of francs

as compared with 1859.

The Prussian Chambers were opened on Monday

by the King in person. In his speech from the

throne His Majesty said that a new organisation

of the army had become necessary, the defence of

the integrity of the German territory being his

first duty. The relations between the Great Powers

had become still more friendly by the personal

meetings which had taken place between the

Sovereigns. It was therefore to be regretted that

the steps taken by Germany for the settlement of

the constitution of the German Duchies placed

Legis-

Zealand confirm

of the battle of

under Danish rule had remained without any Louisa, attended

inauguration of Mr. Lincoln as President. Georgia

has also pronounced for immediate secession, and

has occupied the United States forts and arsenal

in her territory ; North Carolina and Mississippi

have despatched troops to seize the forts

of the United States within their borders ; and

Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Virginia and

Missouri are only waiting the course 'bf events

before they decide upon joining the new slave

Confederation. Meanwhile the State

latures of New York and Pennsylvania have

denounced secession in the strongest terms, and a

resolution has been proposed in the former

authorising the Governor to tender to the

President 10,000 militia for the purpose of

putting down insurrection in any part of the

country.

Further accounts from New
the telegraphic announcement

Mahoetahi and the complete defeat of the natives

with the loss of three chiefs and more than 70 killed

and wounded. The force under General Pratt

consisted of detachments of the 12th, 40th, and

65th Regiments, a few of the Royal Artillery,

some seamen, and a strong force of Rifle Volun-

teers. The main body of the Waikatos lay in a

swamp concealed from sight; another body held

an intrenchment on the crest of Mahoetahi Hill.

These positions were stormed with the greatest

gallantry by the British force, who had previously

taken by regular sap three of the strongly fortified

pahs in which the natives had intrenched them-

selves.
\R

ffiomz Xeto*.

Thb Court.—The Queen, Frince Consort, and the

Royal family arrived at Windsor Castle on Saturday

from Osborne. In the afternoon the Queen and

Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, Prince Alt red,

and Princess Alice walked to Frogmore, and jisited the

Duchess of Kent. On Sunday morning the Queen and

Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, Princes Altred

Arthur and Leopold, Princesses Alice, Helena, and

iended Divine service in the private chapel.
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The Rev. H. J. Ellison, vicar ot Windsor, preached the

sermon, and the Dean of Windsor administered the

Sacrament. On Monday morning the Queen, with

Princess Helena, walked in the grounds of the Castle.

The Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince of

Wales and Prince Alfred, went out shooting. The
Duchess of Kent visited her Majesty and took luncheon.

In the evening Prince Alfred visited the Duchess of

Kent at Frogmore. On Tuesday morning Prince

Alfred took leave of the Queen and Prince Consort, and

left the Castle for Plymouth to join his ship. The
Queen, with Princess Helena, walked to Frogmore and

visited the Duchess of Kent. The Prince Consort and

the Prince of Wales went to Virginia Water to skate.

On Wednesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort

walked in the Home Park. In the afternoon her

Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied by the

Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred, Princess Helena, and
Princess Louisa, went to Virginia Water, where the

Prince Consort and the Prince of Wales skated in the

presence of the Queen and the Princesses. The Duke
de Chartres, the Duke and Duchess of Manchester,

Mellor, Mr. Pilkington, Sir J. Shelley, Colonel Sykes,

Mr. J. A. Turner, and about 50 other members.
" My Lord,—We feel it our duty, as members of the Liberal

party in the House of Commons, who have generally supported
your Government, respectfully to express to you the anxious
concern with which we view the present state of the public
expenditure, and to request for the subject the very serious

consideration of the Government in preparing the estimates
for the next Session. We cannot but hope that the enormous
expenditure of the current financial year was forced upon the
Government against their will by an unhappy combination
of circumstances. Its amount, however, was so far beyond
what has ever been known when the country was not
engaged in a European war that a great responsibility will

rest on the Government and the House of Commons if it

should not be materially reduced at the earliest opportunity.
The foreign relations of the country at the close of the year
are such as to encourage a reasonable confidence in the
maintenance of peace. The war with China is at an end.
The Italian revolutions appear to be issuing in the establish-
ment of the constitutional rule of Victor Emmanuel over the
Peninsula, while the neutrality which has been observed by
England is acknowledged both at home and abroad to have
been the policy of wisdom. Above all, our relations with
France have become decidedly amicable, having obtained
the guarantee of a commercial treaty favourable to the interests
of both countries, and being made still more friendly by the

Lord and Lady Proby, Lord and Lady Stan.ey ^iffi^^^^^^^^i^^^^.
Alderley, the Right Hon. £. Milner Gibson, and Mr.

j
Under these circumstances the country will naturally expect

Gibbs, arrived on a visit. On Thursday morning the

Queen, with the Princess Alice, Prince Arthur, and
Princess Louisa, drove to Virginia Water. The
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince of

Wales and the Duke de Chartres, went out

shooting. It is understood that the Court will

remain at Windsor until Monday, the 4th of February,
when her Majesty will come to London for the purpose
of opening the Houses of Parliament in person and will

then remain in town for the spring season.

Pbince Alfred arrived at Plymouth on Tuesday
afternoon by express train, for the purpose of joining
his ship, the St. George, 91, and took up his residence
at the house of Sir Houston Stewart, the Commander-
in-Chief, where a large party was invited to meet him
at dinner. In the course of the evening the Prince was
vaccinated by Dr. Hilditch, M.D., Inspector-General of
Hospitals, in consequence of the appearance of several
suspected cases of smallpox on board the St. George.
On Wednesday morning his Royal Highness, accom-
panied by the Hon. Captain Egerton, crossed Hamoaze
in the St. George's gig, and visited the grounds of
Mount Edgcumbe. In the afternoon the Prince em-
barked in the St. George, which left at 4 p.m. under sail

and steam, for the North American station. It is un-
derstood that his Royal Highness will visit Madeira,
Bermuda, and Barbadoes in rotation.

Parliamentary Movements.— The election for
Pembrokeshire terminated on Thursday in the return
of Mr. G. Lort Phillips, the Conservative candidate, by
a majority of 215 over Colonel Hugh Owen, the numbers
being 1194 to 979. A requisition is to be presented to
Captain Bat hurst, son ot Sir Frederick Bathurst, of
Clarendon Park, requesting him to allow himself to be
placed in nomination for South Wilts in the Conserva-
tive interest, in opposition to Mr. Grove, the Ministerial
candidate.—Sir Alexander Bannerman, the Liberal can-
didate, has withdrawn from the contest for Aberdeen-
shire, and Mr. Leslie is at present the only candidate
in the field.

Ministerial Movements.—Mr. T. G. Baring will
succeed Lord de Grey as Under-Secretary for the War
Department, acting under Lord Herbert; and Lord De
Grey will take Mr. Baring's place in the India Office,
and represent that department in the House of Lords.
The ARMT.-The Colonelcy of the 23d Foot, vacant

by the death of General Rainey, has been conferred on
Lient.-Gen. Sir William Codrington ; the Colonelcy of
the 54th Foot, vacated by this promotion, has been
conferred on Lieut.-Gen. Mildmay Fane; and the
Colonelcy of the 96th Foot vacated by this promotion
has been conferred on Major-General George Macdonald.
It is reported that a considerable reduction in the army
will be made by the Government at the end of the
financial year. The project of converting the Tipperary
Militia into a brigade of the Royal Artillery has been
definitively abandoned.
The Channel Fleet.—Rear-Admiral Robert Smart

has been appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Channel
Fleet, and will hoist his flag in the Princess Royal,
91, screw hne-of-battle ship.

J

The Iron-Cased Frigates.-The Admiralty have
decided upon increasing, without delay, the number of
iron-cased men-of-war. Circulars were sent on Satur-
day from Whitehall to Messrs. Napier, Laird, Scott
Russell, Mare Samuda, Palmer, Westwood & Co., and
the rhames Ship Building Company, requesting them
to send in tenders by the 24th inst. for building two
ships of about 4000 tons each, similar in construction
to the Resistance and Defence, new nearly complete
They are to be 280 feet long, 56 feet broad, and plated
with iron slabs fore and alt. The angular principle
will not be adopted in this instance, though the report
made by Captain Hewlett of the Excellent in August
last was decidedly favourable to Mr. Josiah Jones' in-
vention and has been confirmed by the opinion of the
principal scientiac officers in the navy.
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a considerable reduction of our warlike establishments from
the extraordinary scale of the present year. We would
also invito attention to the civil and miscellaneous
expenditure of the country, which has for many
years been in course of rapid and extraordinary increase, until
it has reached an amount which loudly demands revision and
retrenchment. We are convinced that retrenchment will prove
the truest policy of the Government as the only method of
meeting the financial exigencies of the State, satisfying the ex-
pectations of Parliament, conciliating the good opinion of the
commercial and moneyed interests, allaying the dissatisfaction
of the taxpayers, and preventing the loud outcry which would
inevitably arise in case of another unfavourable harvest or any
check to the public prosperity. We are compelled to say that
we should view an expenditure for the coming year approach-
ing that of the current year with great regret and disapproba-
tion

; and we believe that that would be the feeling of our
constituents and of the country at large. We have therefore
thought it right to offer these suggestions in a friendly spirit
to your Lordship, and we trust they may not be thought
unworthy to receive the serious consideration of the Govern-
ment. We are, my Lord, your Lordship's most obedient
servants,"

nawr

*

^Foreign*

France. —The Moniteur contains a decree convoking
the Senate for the 22d inst. to deliberate on the decree
of November 24, which permits the debates of the
Senate and Legislative Body to be reported and printed
in extenso. It also contains a decree convoking the
Senate and the Corps Legislatif for the 4th February,
when the regular business of the session will be com-
menced. The Moniteur publishes a comparative table of
the revenue derived from indirect taxes, which shows
a decrease in I860, as compared with 1859, of
21,000,000f. It also publishes a decree abolishing the
surtax of 3f. per 100 kilogrammes on foreign sugars
imported in French vessels from countries out of
Europe. The Moniteur of Saturday says that the re-
port of an impending change in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs is without foundation. The Emperor, it says,
never thought of depriving himself of the enlightened
and devoted concurrence of M. Thouvenel. Notwith-
standing this denial, it is still asserted in Paris that the
French Minister for Foreign Affairs will shortly retire
from office. The Moniteur of Wednesday contradicts
the report of the formation of a fourth regiment of
Grenadiers of the Imperial Guard. The French Ambas-
sadors at Vienna and Berlin officially informed the
Austrian and Prussian Ministers of Foreign Affairs that
the French fleet would leave Gaeta on the 19th inst.
The Moniteur of Thursday published the following
article on the armistice :

—

" The object in sending the French fleet to Gaeta was to give
a mark of sympathy to a Prince cruelly tried by destiny The
I.mperor, faithful to the principle of non-intervention never
intended to take any active part in the conflict at that place
In prolonging this demonstration he would change its cha-
racter, and would give encouragement and material support to
the resistance of the King. It therefore became nece<=*arv to
cause the cessation of this state of things. We could not
indefinitely remam present at a conflict which could only lead
to a greater effusion of blood. I3y the advice giteu by France
to the belligerents hostilities are suspended 'unr.il I 10th
mst.

;>
and Admiral Burbier de Tinan will leave Gaeta on that

answer to a verbal communication made through Lord
Cowley, M. Thouvenel has declared that regard for the
lives of their co-religionists will not permit the French
Government to recall the army of occupation at
the expiration of the period fixed by the con-
vention. The Tatrie asserts that a project of law
transferring the Bourse property to the State will be
submitted to the Corps Legislatif. A rise in the funds
was occasioned on Friday by the rumour that the
turnstile at the entrance of the Bourse would be
abolished. Mr. Lindsay, M.P., who has been in Paris
for some days, has hail an interview with the Emperor
with a view to facilitate the opening of negotiations
for the reciprocal abrogation of all discriminating duties,
and for alterations in the navigation laws of France —

-'

An interesting case will come before the Tribunal' of

claim to inherittheh7parTof~th7^
by the Prince. Madame Bonap'&W
was an American lady named T>'Z

18uj**_
object of the present 'suit Store *^d **
legality of her marriage.

r**tabbah thrjg
Spain and Moeocco.—The jvAweek that the Moors not having imlJ**

ations of the treaty, Spain w^fi^the principal forts in Morocco. . It j. "n ?
Moors have declared their readiness t° ^••i
instalment of 40,000,000 reals.—The pS,

PV
.
l *l

has been suffering from a severe sore£lout of danger. The official Journal dem^

MinisS^
°f ^ C°rteS and ****&

Switzeeland.—Austria and Bavaria W
to the Federal Council that they declinehlL
co-operate with Switzerland for the wnjfoSr
projected railway round the Lake of Garim?^*
gave as a reason for her resolution thatS^I
oardy has rendered it necessary that the(Wl,
should now pass through the Tyrol. Thelea^iC
granted to the Marquis d.Turgot, French Aa2I
has been prolonged for three months.
Holland.—Baron van der Goes van Di:,. I

been appointed Minister for Foreign Affainiii*
Baron Zuyler van Nyevelt. The Dutch jomt
filled with reports of the ravages caused by intafab
A letter from Tiel states that a dyke in the Boo*
waard had given way in two places on the &
without doing much mischief. At Nieuwaal,«H
9th, 100 yards of a dyke gave way; and half i

further, at Zuihchem, another rupture occurred

embanked road from Bommel to Hedelisimik*
Thousands of persons in the different proriocei

k

had their houses swept away, and are suffering&
fully from cold and hunger.

Desmabk and the Duchies.—Accounts frooQp

!

hagen state that the Minister for War has cause

whole of the infantry to be supplied with rifled

and that steps have been taken to increase the

of horses for military purposes and for the specif

calling of the soldiers on furlough. Preparatiw

also making for the evacuation of the arsenal of Bat

burg. The military corps of Engineers has beenorfc

to submit to the Government plans for the i

the fortifications of Dannevirke and of the redoob*

Friedericia. The artillery is to receive several

batteries. The works in the navy yards at (

are carried on as energetically as the state a

weather will permit, and the Government

publish a provisional law calling out 4fX0 sukn.

Frankfort.—In the sitting of the I d&
Thursday, the two committees appointed : """fl
the proposition of Oldenburg submitted the

proposal :

—

" That, as the patent of the 25th of September,

financial law of July, 1860, must be considered m u*--

not having been sanctioned by the Estates, ?
en^\£

be summoned to make a declaration within six "JT^
reference to her fulfilment of the Provisorium. ™«JH
with the resolution of the Federal Diet of the Mno. -T
1860, and that, in the event of her non-con>pi- «-
execution should be declared against Denmark.

Hesse Cassbl.—The agitation for the r &
the constitution of 1831 continues in full fa

reported that the Grand Duke of Baden and .*£

of Prussia have seriously advised the Elect

peace to the country by meeting the

subjects.

Hesse Daemstadt.— Several communes

upon the Grand Duke for the abolition of the

a new organisation of the Chambers, and a
j

the prosecutions against the National Associ*

in spite of the prosecutions, continues its

against the Government.

Pbussia.—The Chambers were opened on

by the King in person. The following aw

from the more important portions of tne ip*-

livered by his Majesty on the occasion:—

•« With deep emotion I bid you welcome. T*

wishes which I expressed to you from twa P«*
me i£

God's impenetrable decrees been fulfilled. «
* -;.

.

my house you have to deplore the loss o* w» ^T
severe suffering has been taken away ironi

%

Government of mv brother his Majesty tne*

reposing in God, did for Prussia, how ml'ca

indebted to his magnanimous sway, I neea

the representatives of the Prussian people
J*

'

\&0*
during his lifetime. Having declared, in tne i

leadiMg Princes of the German Diet, that the D
£ ^^j

German—of my European policy—should o*^ ste-

in tegrity of the German Confederation, it
<

tf*j£#fl
with the means you voted, to increase tne .^
army in such guise that not only were the tn*£ ^
number, but the new organisation pro ^ &
every guarantee of stability and confidence. ^
taken to effect this object come wlt̂ "m the

"*

ments of our army organisation. . VthatreU-
that will be proposed to you, you will nno i

_jii t -*~ *,>- „„«.*. ,*„„,. TuViinh will oe » 6.

to***

will be made for next year, which w»- — ~tbe ,

indispensably necessary tor
^

the army will be asked. My Government.
h« Tmuenal K

r
,.nrM

that only what is

opening negotiations with the I nlPen*",
fl

i reittk* .J?
for regulating, by treaty, the commercial ^ ^
the Zollverein and France. In the c

™f^different
if"

the opportunity, by personal interviews* ^ore #i

of placing our relations with them on
for tr

*- i:ng tllan ever, and these are »"a
ĥv the gr*«

^

e of the peace of Europe. Actuated.u ^eWM*J>
airs in Europe, my Government »a»-.

arn} rFirst Instance at Paris on the 25th inst. M^mo
i
^ e^a r^^^f^eor^^tionofthe^^

gouaparte, first wife of the late Prince Jerome federation, asimperiouslycommandeciDy orvfJ4r

Crossley.Mr Ewwlii 5"n
w"' ^* £UXW}n

> mr -
1

Bonaparte, ex-King of Westphalia and uiioIp of thp
wants of the present day. I confide^ GoverninjJJ,

?
>
Mr.Wg) Mx. B. onrney, Mr, Hanbury, 11,. < Emperor, and herL by her ^arri^thS1&£ 'S^£££K^&^***

B
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gf the common
coatention still

ooncert
v r&m^wSn to procure for the German duchies
***^^ £* £!m ofDenmark the enjoyment of a con-

^^^iSKdSTto their right* have not been

^^^wtaSeTSto be" a "national "duty now at last to
a*taiowled*es it w

hi^ question. My Govern-
.boot a ProP^^u

s
U
eri us times ; whatever may be in

^JTK^eS^he principles under which 1

,.for us, l JP*" *„ TV.p experience I have acquired in

Sitwk the B^?,c
/:eJK toTreSthen my belief in their^^^& Shen the efficiency of our institutions

^KiSS to de3pe the national interest of Prussia

"* rf aLmEv with earnestness and purpose, I see m the
C

SSlScito thi. system the surest grantee against

ilrii^frtTolution which is loose m Europe.

An , -a edition of the official Stoats Anzeiger of

£u ^contained a Royal decree prodwrning an

^* for idWuch persons as have been found guilty

^n against the country offences against

kfa2*«tT. crimw and offences constituting an abuse

^iffffihW of citizens, and for those persons who have

ted according to civil law for resisting the

.nt!
-:^* of the S e, or for disturbing public order.

Panni-ion to return freely is granted to those who, by

Uk>n* to flight, have evaded judicial inquiry and legal

iqdMMDt, and in the event of their being afterwards

condemned, the Minister of Justice is to make proposals

for their pardon. The King himself will decide in the

cases of those who have been condemned by military

-ibunals, provided they implore pardon.—It is stated

that e recruiting, which does not usually take place

until October, will this year commence in April. This

ktaty mobilisation is attributed to the events which

miy arise on account of the complications with

Denmark.
ArsTRiA.—In the political circles of Vienna it is said

that the Emperor of Austria has received a letter from

King Francis II., declaring his firm resolve to continue

the defence of Gaeta to the utmost. The Archduke

Ma lilian, on his return from Berlin to Vienna by

lilwav, had a narrow escape from being burnt to

death." The hot air stove ignited the saloon carriage,

and the engine-driver was only made sensible of the

danger by Count Bombellis clambering over the roof

f the carriage at the peril of his life The general meet-
ing of the ahareholders of the National Bank was held

on Monday, and was less excited than had been

expe The proposals of the opposition were not

p ad, and a dividend of 28 florins was declared.

irakys. The Committee of the Comitat of
S a has resolved on the following programme

—

.sible Ministry for Hungary ; a Diet, elected on
bti» of the law of 1848 ; the removal of all foreign

troop« from Hungary ; the Hungarian troops to take
an oat i of fidelity' to the constitution of 1848; re-

orgs rtion of the Xatioual Guard j and a liberal

«onr ;tion to the other crown lands of Austria. In
consec ice of these repeated demonstrations on the
part of the Comitats, the Austrian Government has sent

•irertl German regiments into Hungary, and has con-

entrated 25
r
OOO men at Grosswardein as a central

point from which watch can be kept upon the Princi-

palities, rvia, and Hungary.
Poland.—-A letter from Cracow of the 8th announces

that the university of that city has been closed in con-
«eqoence of the students having declared that they
would not attend the lectures of professors unless they
were delivered in the Polish language.
KussiA.—It is said that the Russian Government has

•ent a circular to its Ministers abroad, remonstrating,
if not testing, against the warlike projects attributed

J

the Germnn Governments relative to the designs of
£nasxa on Denmark, and showing that the state of
mthern Europe is sufficiently complicated without

excitir.g any more difficulties in the North. The
emperor has authorised the State Bank to issue
exchequer Bills to the amount of 100,000,000"er

^ roubles.—General Ignatieff and Prince Kong
fgned and ratified at Pekin on the 2d of Novem-
°g an additional Convention to the Treaty of
"™"**«J. I his Convention confirms the demarcation
gw*d opon as regards the right of traffic along the
f«oor and the Oussouri. Trade is free across the new

m t^VT- °pen at Ka8bgar- Russian traders may
LtriJ«wfA

in
: ,.

Ru8sian consuls and factories will be

M?LTA-^tw^n Kiahkta wd Peki i.

believed that the King has accepted the armistice in

order to gain time, and without any intention to

surrender. During the whole of last week the lire of

the besiegers was terrible. After the recent departure
of the Calabrian deputation from Gaeta, another
arrived from Naples to confer with the King. The

j

reactionary movement got up in the Abruzzi,

under the influence of Count Trapani, has been sup-

pressed by the Sardinian troops ; but the Neapolitan

General Rivira has been sent to cause a rising of the

people in Calabria. King Victor Emmanuel has issued

a proclamation to the inhabitants of the Neapolitan

provinces, in which he says :

—

" Tbe affairs of the State compel me to separate myself from
you. A domestic affliction has caused the retirement of Farini.

Prince Carignan will govern the Neapolitan provinces in my
name. Show that you always fervently desire the unity of

Italy."

This proclamation has produced an excellent effect*

Prince Carignan has arrived at Naples and has

been enthusiastically received by the people. The

Prince on his arrival was saluted by the English

fleet. His Royal Highness has issued a proclamation

in which he says that he has come among them to

hasten the work of union and to maintain public order
;

and that the Government will respect the Church and

its ministers, provided the clergy obey the King, the

statutes, and the laws. The Prince promises ad-

ministrative reforms, and concludes by express-

ing the hope that Gaeta will shortly fall, and

that the Neapolitan provinces will be ready to

make any sacrifice for the unity of Italy.

Baron Poerio has been intrusted with the formation of

a new Administration. This news has produced an

excellent effect at Naples. Signor Farini has been

appointed Secretary of the Private Cabinet of theKing.

A riotous assemblage has been dispersed at Naples,

and numbers of the rioters, including several Mu-

ratists, have been arrested. Nearly all the troops

forming the garrison of Naples have been sent into

the provinces. A decree has been published, grant-

ing pensions to the poor priests.—Accounts from Rome

state that General Goyon has demanded explana-

tions from the Papal Government as to the object of

the movement of Papal troops towards the Neapolitan

frontier. Monsignor MeVode has refuse I to give any

reply. General Goyon has, in consequence, referred to

his Government on the subject. The Diplomatic Corps

and the Papal Nuncio left Rome on the 15th for Gaeta,

to congratulate King Francis II. on the occasion of his

birthday. On the 12th inst. popular liberal manifesta-

tions took place in the Apollo Theatre, and havesmcebeen

repeated in the other theatres of Rome. The Dowager

Queen of Naples and the partisans of King Francis II.

have been thrown into a state of great consternation

at the news of the departure of the French fleet from

Gaeta. The Pope is said to be much gratified with the

results which will accrue to the Catholic Church from

the success of the allied armies in China, and also with

are to be lauded in M ntenegro, whence tin. will be
despatched to the Banat.

Syria.—The trials at Beyrout have been concluded.
The Druse prisoners w ntenced to deaeh and the
Turkish to exile.

India..—The following additional items are gathered
from the news brought by the Calcutta mail :

—

Bengal.—Mr. Grant, the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, has
decided that teachers in Government schools may teach the
Bible out of school hours, provided they do not teach it

within the walls of the school. The volunteers in India are
estimated at 2000.

Central India.—The Viceroy held a durbar at Patna on the
28th November. His lordship was to be at Benares on the
6th December.

Sikk-i,,).—Dr. Campbell and his party retreated on the 80th
November from their position in Sikkim, and arrived on the
morning of the 1st December at Goak. within British territory,

where they found a party of the 7:id Native Infantry and
Europeans who had been sent out from Darjeeling to

their relief.

0%de.—A commission had been appointed to inquire into

the conduct of some European off] Is in Oudo, who are
lleged to have purchased gover*>ment securities under

questionable circun mces during the mutinies.

CniNA.—Tbe Overland Mail has arrived with papero

and despatches from Hong Kong to the 29th November.
Tnese advices confirm tne intelligence receiv' d last week
by telegram. The Emperor had issued an edict ratify-

ing the treaty and convention, which had been published

in the Pekin Gazette, and printed on placards, and

posted in all the conspicuous places of the city. In hia

interviews with the Prince of Kung Lord Elgin had im-

pressed him with the advantages that would arise from

themore direct intercourse between the foreign Ministers

and the Government of Pekin which will take place

under the new treaties. Mr. Bruce also, in a private

interview with the Prince, had made a similar impres-

sion on him. The information Mr. Bruce gave him of

the progress of the rebels, and the line of conduct the

British Government would take in reference to them,

was listened to by the Prince with great attention, who

expressed hinself obliged for the information, and said

that much of it was quite new to him. As Lord

Elgin found that it was not the intention of General

Ingatieff to winter in Pekin, and as Baron Gros

thought it was not advisable that M. de Bourbillon

slioufd establish himself there till the spring, his lord-

ship determined that Mr. Bruce should withdraw to

Tien-tain, and return to Pekin when a suitable residence

was prepared for him, Mr. Adkins, one of the student

interpreters, volunteering to remain in the city to

superintend the arrangements. The allied army left

Pekin about the 10th Nov., a portion of the movement

towards the sea being partially effected in boats. On
the 17th the whole army had reached Tien-tsin, with

the exception of 1500 men who were waiting at Ho-

si-wu, and many of the troops had already arrived in

Hong Kong. Sir Robert Napier, with a portion of his

staff, arrived there on the 27th inst. The Chesapeake,

Admiral Hope's flagship, was expected shortly; and it

was understood that Admiral Jones would proceed to
the secession of the Bulgarians to Catholicism. The japa^;itl; a8qu:ulron>in order to make a moral demon-
Pope has also despatched provisions to Gaeta. ^The

|^^ chusaa win be given up. The French will leave

*on»
*atrie says it i9 reported that the
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and torfu nave been increased to
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nTS militia ^ those places! It

-* the -hhfflsuatrdsistLS
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potal*

of the FrpnM. flo^t va r' T e armistice. A part

reported revision of the Concordat with Austria has been

denied. Monsignor M erode remains in office.—Accounts

from Turin state that the reports that General Fanti

had resigned, and that the political committees were

enrolling volunteers, are both unfounded. The Per-

sian Ambassador at Paris was received on Monday by

the King, to whom he presented the decorations of the

orders of Persia.

Sicily.—A formidable demonstration against Signor

La Farina has taken place at Palermo. La Farina had

ordered the arrest of Crispi; the National Guard

opposed the execution of the order, and compelled the

Lieutenancy Council to resign. The new Lieutenancy-

Council is composed as follows :—Torrearsa, Finance

;

Emerico Amars, Interior ; Orlando, Justice ; Santelia,

Public Works ; Turisi, Agriculture.

Tueket.—The Cologne Gazette states that the Porte

is forming an army of 50,000 men, exclusive of the

reserve, on the Danube, to be commanded by Omer

Pacha. This demonstration is directed equally against

the Principalities and against Russia. The latter

power has assembled a large body of troops in Bessa-

rabia, alleging to Austria as a reason that Russia cannot

allow the Principalities to become a focus of insur-

rection. A portion of the Hasn6 Tavilis (Treasury

bonds) is to be paid off in March next. The balance

will be renewed. The Porte has demanded of M. Mires

whether he can carry through the loan or not. A party

in the Cabinet wishes to break off the affair. The dis-

turbances in Montenegro continue. It was reported at

Cattaro on Monday that on the 9th inst. 2000 Monte-

negrins made a sudden attack upon the town of Sputz,

on the Albanian frontiers, and arrived as far as

the gates of the fortress, when they were repulsed

with great loss. The Bosnian Commission of

Inquiry has begun its labours. The secession of the

Bulgarians from the Greek Church is confirmed. It is

said that their secession was caused by the refusal of

the Porte to grant them a separate Patriarchate.

The Principalities. - General Klapka is in the

Principalities, preparing for a rising in Hungary. I he

Danube is now closed bv ice. Newi baa been received

of the approaching arrival of five more ships, laden

mitirms ftS the Danube. The Austrian andwith munitions for the Danube

fe ,W ?;
mled 6? b

?
11

' Bid<*'^e belugere^!u I
K> £112^^ addressed strong notes to the

allowed to repa,r damag. it ig generally
!

1 te on this subject. The arms brought by these ships

about 3000 men at Tien-tsin, and the rest or the torce

will be distributed principally between Shanghai and

Canton. In the neighbourhood of Shanghai the rebels

are again displaying some activity, and it was reported

by the Toutae of that place that 400 boatfuls of them
were on their way to attack it. They had beaten the

Imperialist forces at Tsinghoo and at Sunkeong. At
Ningpo, on which the rebels are believed to be march-

ing, the greatest terror prevailed. The following is

Lord Elgn's final despatch to Lord John Russell, dated

Tien-tsin, Nov. 13 :

—

"My Lord,—I have the honour to enclose herewith the
translation of a despatch which I received from the Prince of

Kung on the 2d of this month, embodying an edict from
the Emperor, which directs that the treaty of Tien-tsin of the
year 1868, and the convention of Pekin of the year I860,

shall be published throughout the empire. Your lordship

may remember that by the terms of the last article of the
convention in question, the withdrawal of her Majesty's

forces from Pekin is made contingent, inter alia, on the issue

of an imperial edict to the above effect, and that this

stipulation was the subject of a correspondence between
Lieutenant-General Sir Hope Grant and me, the copy of
which was transmitted to your lordship in my despatch of

the 31st ultimo. The language of the edict forwarded to

me by the Prince of Kung is very full and satisfactory. It

amounts to a ratification and adoption by the Emperor of

the treaty and convention in the most public form. I

must add that the prince has shown eyery disposition to give

effect to it. The documents referred to have not only been
published in extenso in the Ptk-in Gazette, but have also been
printed on placards and posted about the city in all con-

spicuous places. Tkese proceedings will, it may be hoped,
go far to ensure the faithful execution of their provisions.

The despatch in which the prince communicated to me this

edict was preceded by another in which he enclosed, and
requested me to forward, letters respecting the cession of the
Kowloon Peninsula, the payments due at Canton on the 1st of
December next, and the legalisation of emigration, which had
been addressed by him to the local furctionaries, whose duty
it will be to see these measures carried out. A" translation
of that despatch is also transmitted herewith. On the 7th inst.
Mr. Bruce reached Pekin, having hastened up from Shanghai,
in compliance with my request. His arrival was most
opportune, as it was very imp nt that before my departure
from the capital I should be able to confer with him on
various matters, and more especially on the subject of the
place of residence for the future of her Majesty's representative
in China. Mr Bruce informed me that he was perfectly
willing to take up his abode in Pekin at once. On consulta-
tion with Baron Gros and General Ignatieff, however, I found
that the latter was about to leave Pekin for the winter and
that the former was of opinion that it would not be
advisable that M. de Bourbillon should establish himself
in the capital until the spring. 1 considered it therefore
to be my duty to advise Mr. Bruce to return with me
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tot the present to Ticn-tsiu, and to remain there until a
Suitable residence should be provided for him in the capital.
In order, however, that there might be no misapprehension
on the part of the Chinese government in reference to this
point, we selected a house which we thought might be adapted
t<> the purpose, and which was procurable on easy terms, and
we accepted the services of Mr. Adkius, one of the Student
Interpreters, a very promising young man, who volunteered
to remain at Pekin, and to superintend the arrangements
necessary for putting it ia order. I think it right to mention
that Mr. Wade, Mr. Parkcs, and Mr. Morrison, severally
intimated to me their readiness to stay at Pekin, if I thought
that the public interest would be promoted by their doing so.
Having taken these measures I wrote to Prince Kung to
express to him my sense of the good faith which he had
evinced in the matter of the publication of the treaty,
and to inform him that her Majesty's forces would at
once return to Tien-tsin. I added that I proposed to pay
him a visit, with the view of taking leave of him, and
that I should bring with me Mr. Bruce, who had just
arrived at Pekin. I inclose a copy of the letter which I
addressed to the prince ou these subjects, and of his reply.

• In introducing Mr. Bruce to the Prince of Kun^ on this
occasion, I was especially desirous to convey to the latter the
impression that the rank and authority of the former was in
no degree inferior to mine. Accordingly, when the visit which
I had offered in my letter took place, after conversing for some
time very amicably with the prince, I requested the inter-
preters to inform him that with us the person representing the
sovereign always hold the highest rank; that peace being
happily concluded between the countries my task was at an
end

;
that Mr. Bruce, therefore, resumed his functions as the

Queen s representative in China, and that I proposed, with the
princes permission, to cede to him the seat of honour which
I was then occupying. On the following morning the
prince returned our visit, and I purposely absented myself,m order that Mr. Bruce might receive him alone. Theyhad a long and somewhat interesting conversation in
which, as in several interviews which he had previously hadwith me, the prince showed much loss reserve than the pro-
vincial functionaries with whom we have formerly dealt ever
dared to do, in discussing delicate questions, such as the
advisability of the mission of a Chinese ambassador to England
Mr. Bruce took occasion to state that his correspondence wouldbe henceforth with the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs atthe capital, and that though he was returning to Tien-tsin
until his residence at Pekin was prepared for his reception hewould be at hand, and ready to come up at any time if public
business required his presence. Before the prince left, Ientered the room to thank him for having paid me a visit ofadieu, and we parted on good terms.—I have, &c

,

" Elgin and Kincardine."
United States.—Accounts from New York announce

the President's reply to the Commissioners of South
Carolina. The Commissioners demanded, as a pre-
liminary step to the initiation of negotiations, that the
troops should be withdrawn from the forts in Charleston
harbour. The President positively refused to do this
and reiterated his views in reference to the public pro'
perty as set forth in his Message to Congress, informing
them that he not only intends to collect the revenue
and execute the laws, but to defend the property of the
United States with all the power at his command. Hewould not recognise the Commissioners officially, but
said he regarded them as distinguished citizens of the
United States from South Carolina. Instructions have
been sent to the frigate Brooklyn, and another vessel at
-wor.olk to prepare to leave at a moment's warning The
question of reinforcement has not been fully determined
on, but should an attack bemade on Fort Smnpter, alarse
forcei will be at once despatched. Meanwhile General
fccott had ordered all the available troops at Leaven-
worth to proceed to Fort McIIenry near Baltimore.
Ihe Commissioners telegraphed to Governor Pickens
the President's reply, and also their conviction that the
President had determined to reinforce Major Anderson.
J hey therefore urged the Governortop.it the Stateupon a war footing, and to concentrate all bis force atonce. J he latest news says that the Commissionershad returned home, disgusted with the unexpected
attitude of President Buchanan. The Presidenthas 110llll ted Mr. Mdntire, of Pennsylvania a<"^*<M^1^ unable to find a Southernman to accept it but it is expected that the SouthernMembers of the Senate will resist the confirmation of

S?l h^rlT^u ^ » wrierstood that Mr. Mdntire
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Chw|e»ton in a revenue cutter, and, ifnot allowed to land, he will anchor off the harbour, andthere collect the revenue. The Convention of SouthCaro ma has announced, through the Governor, that
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revenue cu"er should enterCharleston Harbour, she will be fired upon unless sail-nig under a white flag. The Convention has also adopt dvanous ordinances making provisions for a sen-iratef°vemmen£ and a treason 'ordinance, makiu* th2w
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ftSpJn?-i LaS aU° paSSed an ordinance, givingfederal judicial power to the State Courts, and coLressional power to the General Assembly. U^p^Eto starve out the garrison of Fort Sumpter and then to
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eW1 at M°biIe h*d been taken by
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PS °fy^W*. ™d a combination was onfoot to take possession of Washington, and prevent theinauguration of Mr. Lincoln as President. Kgfa hasaU determined on immediate secession, and h,soccupied with her State troops the forts of Pulaski

-annah A telegram from Richmond states tha*Governor Ellis, of North Carolina, had despatched"trco,, to seize upon Fort Macon, at WorJl£^at \\ Lmngton and the United States' arsenal at

grovung determination to act with vigour against theiWonists The Governors of the fwo gr^ States£;Yt ?hf Est*
1"*1 i™ **^*«r

resnect 1 i ! &\ °pem,,
« °f tl,e Se8si™ of their

*£2l*£S**?+ and denounced secession in the

to the National Administration 10,000 militia " to put
down insurrection in any part of the country."
It is probable that Pennsylvania will be equally
energetic. There was an exciting scene in Congress
on the 31st ult., when Mr. Benjamin made a secession
speech, which he closed with a declaration that the
South could never be subjugated. A scene of inde-
scribable confusion ensued in the galleries, which were
finally cleared by the sergeant-at-arms. Mr. Baker, of
Oregon, obtained the floor for a rejoinder, but yielded
to a motion to adjourn. The House of Representatives
also had an exciting sitting on the 31st, during which,
Mr. Pryor, of Virginia, moved that any attempt to
preserve the Union between the States of the Confede-
racy by force would be impracticable and destructive
to Republican liberty. The resolution was tabled by a
majority of 98 to 55. Another resolution was carried
directing the committee on military affairs to inquire
into the distribution of arms during the past year.
Australia.—Another ministerial crisis has occurred

at Melbourne. The Nicholson Ministry having expe-
rienced an adverse vote in Parliament has once more
resigned. The yield of the gold-fields in Victoria, as
well as New South Wales, was increasing. The Govern-
ment of New South Wales have ordered, through the
Board of Trade, a supply of tram-rails and two cars from
Mr. G. F. Train for a horse railway to connect the rail-
way at Sydney with the docks.
New Zealand.—The following is an account of the

battle of Mahoetahi, condensed from a letter from the
Melbourne Correspondent of the Times

:

—
"About the 14th October General Pratt was turned back

from pursuing his success at Kaihihi by certain information
that large bodies of Waikattos were on their march to Waitara
Early in November it was ascertained that a considerable body
had made their appearance on the south side of the Waitara.

[JAKtA*Y

seems to have complete lv disc™„D.rTT*
not fire until the wor£s

: had^SX? *

It It]

*th*»i*tkr

and a brisk fire was opened fromTwo tifet "» C ftmortar. Two objects seem to have i2 Ib
* ho*ta5i£-

proceeding-first, to effect a brelch ^^^SSwthe rifle pits. The latter was quite S ***»£*&
queutly entering the pahs W sheik ^"^ «"

"Were fw
w tiic uawvw. un tne second dav iKoZT1**!
towards the pah by what, I believe inS We*

Mdprovided to blow up part of the stockadT^v
ceedmg, so new to the natives, seems coLiS?***
concerted them, and it was found that tK?ft?7 **pah. The troops then entered it and desSSiSl?
to be strong, with rifle pits, covered waysS * U
to resist artillery, such as covering the roofing
of green flax. The natives had also abS?

* on keS?

trench*aM

were entered and entirely destroyed/^T^eSS
Mahoetahi were:—65th Reg., 2 killed, 10 WJ?I,*»«
ditto

;
Volunteers, 2 killed, 4 wounded

; 40th2r» **
Officers Wounded.—Lieutenant-Colonel C SilW i,??*

slightly; 65th Reg.-Captain Turner, seS ^U
KU.ed.—Mr. F. Brown, Mr. H. Edgecumbl
Hounded..—Messrs. J. Ward, R. Langman, W
Veale,

potatoes, and evidently calculated on
for some time ; but they were quite un
but certain approaches under cover of
The other two pahs were abandoned in sucSJL7l(***

apufiltc

" After referring to the treaty with France acd theT

movement, he congratulated the meeting on the tan

of hostilities in China. He had been a member of two

Sie Charles Wood, at a banquet given k ||

Lord Mayor of York last week, in returning Uokfr

„ ,, - -x ««v V . „«v m.v^cwcv. the toast of her Majesty's Ministers, spoke aifabOn the 5th November a slight skirmish took place between a on fo/eien affairs

:

working party of soldiers aud the rebels ; the latter were
8

driven off with loss, and the troops had two wounded. On the
morning of the 6th November 400 rank and file with one 24lh
howitzer, left the camp at Waitara, under the command of 2iS?S5!l?5^ He had been a member of twofr

Colonel Mould, R.E.. and Major Nelson, with orders to join J""*
8 *1^ h »? been engaged in Chinese wars, udte:

General Pratt at Mahoetahi, whither he had directed his march K" f^il? w mai
?
tafff?

what they bel.ev«i to k

with a body of troops from New Plymouth. It appears to Sonour and .

the interests of this country. In the fintw

have been determined to occupy Mahoetahi on the Bell Block
as a permanent military post, and it was for that purpose that
the force now marched thither. The new Plymouth division
consisted of 600 men. It was not until the attack had made
some progress that the Waitara division arrived. On approach-
ing the pah, a line of skirmishers was thrown out, and advanced
in this order until within 300 yards of Mahoetahi, when it was
found to be occupied by the rebels, who at once opened their
fire, which was speedily returned, the line briskly advancing.
The supports were now ordered up, and some shells were
thrown into the pah. This lasted but a few minutes, for the
6oth and Volunteers cheered and advanced to the pah. Upon
observing this the natives rushed out, aud entered a thick
scrubby gully, from which they opened a heavy and gallm*
fire The guns were now brought into position, and a
destructive cross fire with shell and canister did great
execution The natives showed great bravery, main-
taining their position for an hour amid considerable
slaughter around them. At length thoy gave way, retiring
one or two at a time. It was at this moment that the Waitara
division came up. Major Nelson at once brought his gun into
position and a few shells directed by Lieut. M'Naughtln R Aforced the rebels out in a mass. They now commenced ahasty fl.ght, pursued by the main division, who shot downand bayoneted several on the south side of the river, theWaitara division attacking t*em on the north. The nativeswere completely routed, many of them throwing away theirguns and ammunition in their flight. While the town division
continued in pursuit, the Waitara party collected the dead andwounded. After the muster, Mahoetahi was occupied bv astrong party of troops, as originally intended. With the
>V aitara stockade garrisoned by 580 men, it will form the out-post against the advancing Waikattos from the north, unless
this salutary check should deter them from further hostilities.The remainder of the troops then returned to their respective
quarters. The whole affair occupied one hour and a halfGeneral Pratt apparently insensible to danger, was amongthe first m the pah, and in the thickest of the meViand yet came off unhurt. Major Nelson's conduct is also
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sP°ken °.[: \ JW« number of guns and a good
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to the hands oi" the troops.Three chiefs all of rank, were among the slainincluding Wetini Taiporutu, and Porokoru. who on the 1st

Government^—
S6Ut followil1^ insulting letter to the

Jfill?
Mn .?«*•—W**4r-I nave beard your word. Come

I™i* u* « t ^ 7
ery good

;

come ""and, and let us meeteacbother. Fish fight at sea-come inland, and stand on our
feet

,
make haste, make haste, don't prolong it. That is all Ihave to say to you—make haste."

dis^anr/Tr^ "?' ^ ^infd ^atched the fight from a

?h^ J
' u

Ut
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i?r
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n
-° md fo hia northern allies. Thethree pahs called Mataiaio, Orongomaihangi, and Pukeka-

££u&£L& 8m
,

a11 riVGi
:
Kaihihi

'
held b^& hostile bribes,

Sntured Th?"
168Tth °f

,
N
!? P1*m<>uth

>
were previouslySE1 75° P°8 'tlon of tbeee pahs was admirably

nthed wfth rtfll
08

' -*
they 7etl °f ^eat stren«th, and fur-

?ection nf ih? a r
PltS &Ud^theJ excavations for the pro-I791

°,f the defenders. The banks of the river are very
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The P*h Mataiaio was on the
Thi^ft

the river, the pah Orongomaihangi on the rfrht

th.K
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i
erwashl8:h

!
ruptlloriver

»
™d about 100 yards from

vS^SSV°
n
n

r°UDd in
f
ulated hil1

- The distance from Puk£kakariki to Orongomaihangi is about 30C yards, to Mataiafosomewhat more, and they were evidently designed a7 one
iZSPL tefe??bl

? P°sitiou -
North of PnkekaS was athick belt of bush. The natives had evidently prepared Tor anattack conducted on the same principle as thoL in the northunder Colonels Hulme and Despard, in 1W5-? - ftbreach and assault; and, if this mode of attack' hadbeen adopted, it is doubtful whether the pahs or anvone of them, could have been taken, and it a certa nthat the oss on the part of the troops must have been^no^mous. Approaching these pahs from the north the attacking

th^!*
W
?
uld h

?7i
f0Und Clear ^ound

'
a»d anticipating thatthe attack would be made by this open ground between thetwo pahs, on the right or north side of the river thTmtiveJhad constructed two lines of rifle pits-one on the bend of theriver between the two pahs, and one on the skirt of the belt of

out hST?
°f% "P^rmost l?f •

An assatiltVng force^th
to the fir^n^

tren?e\W?
U
i
d^^en exposed not merelyto the fire of two pahs, but to that from the hidden nativesm the rifle pits A fearful sacrifice of life must hav e ?e?u ed

PronosPd M« •
"• - 7J "«

" J »» rt ™»««uMOn i^ «» a" probability a signal defeat of our troop TThTafuckproposed authorising the Governor to tender
!

Scted SJ^mS**\ \ r
f
c^Iar

ri
saP- Trenches were con

.

structed 200 yards in front of the Orongomaihangi pah. This

Government appealed to the country. The country—
they were right, and he trusted that he might now coegBti.

the country upon having brought these hostilities to 1 1

conclusion. Cruelty and treachery had marked theeoooc

the Chinese from first to last; but the uuited skill oip
Ian try of our troops had exacted retribution for t oae*

and had, he hoped, impressed upon them a lesson whichwi
preserve uninterrupted our relations iritli that we*!^.
some time to come. Hitherto some petty mandarin bidMl
with the 'barbarians,' and reported what he pleaaedtoij

Emperor ; but we had at last shown the supremacy ««
power in the smoking ruins of the Emperor's palace, sd»
proved to the Emperor and the people that it was c

ance alone that prevented the destruction of that en: pirt »

Chinese could no longer treat us with insolent contempt^
he trusted that they would respect the articles of that moc

treaty which had recently been agreed to. In all nB
cerned this country, at home and in our om i*w^-

dependencies and relations, we commenced the jey

i ranquillity and prosperity. He wished he could •* "JT
looking abroad the prosperitv and tranquillity were ».]F2
We had sympathised with the efforts of the people

°;°J™
parts of Italy to relieve themselves from ^ IJJJbBJ
tyranny that ever existed, and we had admired ^e^"*.
consolidate, as it were, their liberty. Webadproc^uw
cnai no :oreigu interference ought to prcveu^ — .

people to win their liberty. He trusted the ot

would
sa-

nation, whose historical recollections were so P
10^^

»

for itself a place among the nations of Europe, w»*
portion of the glory which in former ages °«ong» -a
was somewhat surprising that while in Iw.TjLJ,
had been struggling for liberty and unity, on tue o

the Atlantic a great and free nation was abusing w ^
eifect a separation of the Union. It seemed to bib _

at present to look forward to what the issue o£ ™* ^
might be. All we could do was to express

J* •££
among a nation of kinsmen the soil might not i*.n^ggg

civil intestine war and bloodshed. Thank God, we* ^
some time ago the stain and curse of ^^^^ga^ff-

to ourselves, as we might see by tne exauijw» «- ,

not done so. In the last century
~~»-'«™ ™tuItm

effecting that triumph of humanity, which hai

'-- -
* example c.

rorkshire rett

[ition of f^T^B/e*
force, and on the last occasion when the united

c
^t

members to Parliament they returned anotner

the person of Henry Brougham."

ffli'tB inttlltttntt*

i?KET, FMDAY.—BB1TI8H FlJSBf

sols closed of on. */\ a ft** Mnnov. and 91i

7th I

per Cents., 75^ ; India Five per Cent StocK,_^

100| to f ; Ditto Bonds, 13*. to 9*. dis.

;

»

Bills, 6s., 10s., to 4*. dis.— Foreign : {*5&*
and a Half per Cents., 92f to J ex div.; &P^"
mittee's Certificates, 5i ; Turkish Six per tew*

for Acct., 56f to 57.

X5+

**d been proposed authorising the fin. !IS

©a?eto of m fflzaerfe.
p

TUESDAY -BANKRUPTS - W. Adams, ^^^Ui^
Allanbom, late of Castle Street, Holborn, Aum »

Ip»*>? rt
,

Bldwdbll, New Broad Street, Denuat-A. »°V£* \oA*f'e
Music Seller- II. Brows and B. Hodgson, ""''"j,; TeU^rZ
Manufacturers-R. W. Cosnill. Liverpool. VeV"c%0O%.

Ml&*
Leamington Priors, Warwickshire, Jewedcr — *•__,. fkt v-
Place, City Road. India Rubber Web Manut«cturer-

} , j4

Friars, and Ailie Place. Goodman's Fields, Ship *»ro*c
. K„

Lanca^hire, Man»<er of a Cotton Mill - C. Hooi» * n
| U**?i&*

Warwickshire, Elastic Web Manufacturers - *» - '"Br^ford. a^a-
Bromwich, Staffordshire, Draner-B. W. ""''"'lilfrT-JSf
I ab.rda«hcr-J. M. VI akks, Bimiu^hain. Cabinet .«» Blra*».

Hanrl» Place. Krntiah Town, Grocer-
:

.
T- "^.bi-F-Yt.-

China De«.ler-J. Booth, Broad Street Building>^derjr
, J. y^fr

Thar ow Place, Hackney Boad, Hefner inJ^J^rF, * ltieli*
New Church Street, Marylebone, Grocer- J- « *B ^^t
shire. Draper.

, RsP*at*'^^
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED-H. Rsdgatk ana

. ^j
JXIJi..Lace Manufacturer.. rsoiDetiin**^;^
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-A. Gv7" n,^J'o^^ G)t*^

A. Guthbie, sen.], Glasgow, Merchant— n- **
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K PtrtllTHir^.i:auie
Doicr- w. it oi»*paCo-> .right and left on the head, which produced concussion

S»5B««W- ""'• PriMT -'"*• To"hri^--"—

«» GaUftfciet*

%••#•» • • ••

fcanfc of Venetian*.
IB«UI DF.PARTMENT.

.79645 Government Oebt ..

Other Securities ...

Gold Coin ami Bullion..

Silver Bullion

..47fcS«

•

• *

CapiaU.

* * *

DeM.«4 l

(mcludinic Dead Weight
Annuity).. ••

Other Securities

Motet •

Geld and Silver Com

411,016.100
3,459,900
9,535.002
1,469,843

jLCo.47y.845

14,551,000

&2»5.4a8
• *

* *

» *

* 4

t *

^8.713.7-21

2l,123.57>
6,061,625
770,518

) * • • •

• *

•*4 ether Mlto

737.397

177"mwa
i~7i'."73

•*;*«•••« J «*-.«.

JP35.759.442

[. MARSHALL. Chief C»»n e

jtUuopc

iHTMltATIOKAL EXHIBITION OF 18(52.— It IS Stale*

m anttaitv that if an International Exhibition of

Works of Art and Industry had not been announced to

Uke place in London in *18G2, it was the intention of

the Emperor of the French that one should be held in

Paris, but tl at now the French will give way to the

lib Exhibition.

Vise Nightingale.—The Times states from un-

doubted authority that the reported improvement in

Milt KiKhtiogale's health is entirely without founda-

tion. Her malady, far from being alleviated, increases

tpon her, and ber state, which confines her entirely to

kr apartment, i» one of great exhaustion and severe

fffitriag.

Heb Majesty's Ship Camilla.—From the accounts

received at the Admiralty by the last China mail, there

m to be little doubt that her Majesty's ship Camilla

it have foundered at sea. It appears that she left

Hakodadi on the 1st of September for Kanagawa, the

port of Yeddo, and that between that day and the

9th of September, the day on which the heavy gale

psaeed over Yeddo, light southerly winds prevailed, so

that she had not probably made much progress to the
south when she was lost. Her Majesty's steam vessel

Itrenice, of the Indian navy, proceeded along the coast
from Kanagawa to Hakodadi, and back, between the

i of September and 11th of October, but failed in

1 uring any intelligence of the Camilla from the
numerous fishing-boats, or in di&coveiiug any portion
of the wreck. A report had readied Admiral Hope

n bv a Prussian vossel-of-war to

breeze and go down. This

its source, but the Admiral

she foundered at sea in the

9th of September.

EXIERTAINMENT TO THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF
Canada.—On Saturday evening the Lord Mayor and
Ledy Mayoress entertained a select circle at dinner in

Be Mansion Hon to meet Sir Edmund Head the
jvernor-General of Canada. About 100 guests wer

|*«aeu. In acknowledging the toast of his health Si

*• Head said

:

that

Tike on a rock in a fn Bh
was to be traced to

was firmly convinced that

ere

ir

' Tie Lord
"Jiity and i

*wacterued

^r^Jr**^ to any service of his that that attachment on

It J£r Canadians was to be referred. On the contrary,
•**»» to be t 'bed to the people themselves, and to the
ffadnlei
" •'••ry. The people
. .: -..- —

'

peopla oi Canada had and enjoyed their tv

SfTmrlk*" y enJ f,l'ed a constitution similar to that

tULu? ^^try. and, enjoying that constitution, as

ce
of

an til j '
l intre was one feeling strongly impressed

rf-fjmds of the people of Canada, and that was that all

feeling strongly impress-London,
minds <

ryaommust strike Us roots to the bottom of the fertile~ 5..?un,c.
, l

,» l institutions. They had in Canada an

«B th* *w^t~" -r—"-*T"" "iBvaiutioiig. it naa its faults, but,^«<^wnole it was successful. It was well known and

5SwTv. knglai,,! that those institutions were the sub-
Z ..*". wie base, on which freedom must rest ; and thosem were spreading as well in Upper as in Lower

TJiuriv annS? -?
e»"IOree

8tandiDg ^bere he did, it was
STlS W?Se ^at

1

l

1

,1
J
that

. the first commercial city in^£2^^ U d
*
allude to tbe fjict that the principles of

"*iJ^^tu^^^S^ }» the British coYonies>

The Fatal Occu
on the'
1 y a li

resnnud and concl'ucwTM^ °n tlie 7lh inst- waa

examined the hcli
, ItaYe «2?3t ?* sur^on who

•stanta, w . fij^ . «J»
death must have been

wound,, gome wpwffi^ a^ na»b«p*
- the upper po, rikSB ep iU 'a Pe^' tl

^"
1"^

rhich were , ul.**»** l
Vt;re ^ wounds-18

On
•ft•f which were below 1 "

a ,

l

*J™ ^ wounds-18
»«lp woui.d alx>ve t: hrf

0t the Jaw '> and one
-tbe right groin and thLt'w^a^^ ^ bone.

iar ilescrijlioii.
'«ere 15 wounds of a

mother dee,...,,, dtaA.^2t,£ t

1

he
,
h
t

e,,d '

twed one of tlic v. rteb.n and
ch '"ld ,r"c"

fir3
-

,

Th- io"dusi"»' <'v, tt Tfr the
f«* *«Bd« and their sitoaUon Wl, , ut t .— «roM b , lliild by tl ,e daw, ofifUffiSl

rigni ana leit on the head, wiucti prouuceo

of the brain, and in all probability immediate death. The

lion then bit him in the neck, earning a wound of a very

dangerous character. The wounds in the groin and thigh

were caused by the animal picking him up to carry him
about, Mr. Crockett, the keeper of the lions, said that they

were confined in an iron cage, which was surrouuded

at night by wooden shutters, whieh fitted into gTOOvea

at the top of the cage. On the night before the acci-

dent he secured the lions and replaced the shutters,

surrounding one part of the cage in which there was a

sick lion with a piece of canvas. After the accident he

found that one of the shutters had got out of its place,

but he was unable to say how it happened. The
coroner in summing up expressed his fear that the

shutter which Crockett took down on the Sunday night,

was not put into the groove at the top of the cage. The

only other possible supposition was that some one took

it out for a malicious purpose. It could not have been

removed by the lions themselves. He would not go
j

into the question of the propriety of exhibiting lions

on a public stage. Fearful accidents might arise from

such performances, hut if the public rushed to witness

them they must take the consequences. The jury, after

a brief consultation, returned a verdict of Accidental

Death; but expressed their opinion that the cage i.i

which the lions are confined is not of sufficient strength

for the safe keeping of such animals.

Return of Garibaldian Volunteers.—On Tues-

day morning 240 Garibaldiau volunteers arrived in

London from the seat of war in Southern Italy, by the

French steam packet from Boulogne. There were

several wounded men among them, but, with the excep-

tion of one who was injured on the head by a fragment

of a shell, they are all 'in a fair way towards recovery.

Fire in the Temple.—Yesterday afternoon, at 20

minutes before 3 o'clock, a fire broke out in the

Temple, in the last house in King's Bench Walk.

Engines from all parts of London arrived on the spot

with surprising rapidity, and the fire was subdued in

the course of an hour ; the damage done being much

less than might have been expected.

The Weather and the Fares.—The thaw which

commenced on Friday afternoon had little effect on

the ice, which was nearly 13 inches thick in the

Serpentine. All the parks were crowded during the

day, and at night the* skating on the Serpentine was

again carried on with great spirit, and there was a

display of fireworks and various novel amusements.

On" Saturday, in spite of the thaw, the parks were again

crowded, and on Sunday, although the weather was

unfavourable and snow fell during great part of the

day, there were upwards of 10,000 persons on the ice.

On Monday the frost having again set in with great

severity, the ice on the various ornamental waters had

again obtained not only the solidity it had last week

but a much finer and smoother surface than it pre-

viously possessed. The con jtiencc was that many
thousand persons, including ladies and gentlemen,

members of the Skating Club, and others of almost

every grade in society, crowded the parks from an early

hour in the morning until late at night. Tbe original

intention as announced last week was to have had a

monster fair upon the Serpentine. This, to some

extent, was abandoned, the ice not beiiiLT considered

sufficiently strong after the rapid thaw of two days and

nights. Nevertheless, an immense number of tents

and marquees were pitched upon the ice, and w ere used

for dancing. There were likewise a great number of

refreshment tents for the sale of wine, spirits, beer, tea

and coftee, and other articles of food. Upwards of 6000

persons, many ol whom were skaters, with lighted

links, took up their positions at the east end, and

formed themselves in procession, headed by a brass

band. After going through several feats of skating,

they had a sham fight, carried on with fireworks of

different descriptions, the effect of which, as seen

from the banks, was singular and striking. In the

course of the evening, several accidents occurred, but

none of them were of a fatal nature. On Tuesday from

the time the gates w ere opened in the morning persons

of all grades in society, including ladies, members of the

aristocracy, and mechanics, entered the parks, until the

numbers on the Serpentine, with those on the Regent's

Park, the Long Water in Kensington Gardens, the

Round Pond, and St. James's Park amounted to 15,000.

Various evolutions were gone through, including the

ladies' quadrille performance, which was greatly

admired. Several serious accidents occurred during the

i
day, but none of them were fatal. At night there was

another grand display which lasted from 8 o'clock to

nearly midnight, when the scene that took pla

surpassed m brilliancy the performance of the previous

night. The proceedings commenced with a man bearing

on his hat a large red lamp, having a similar amp on

each shoulder ; lamps tied upon each knee, and on tlie

ankles just above the skates. He was followed by an

,
extraordinary procession of skaters, several of whom had

printed papers stuck in their hats, unnounc.n- that

-Cambridge and Oxford Terns" had commenced that

day. The scene was altogether of a most exciting

character. Immense quantities of fireworks were ignited

' and thrown upon the banks among the public, and

^

they exploded and the sparks new about, especially

among the women, the scene became alarming, and

onwards of 20 women were moreo: less burnt. A siuim

! fight was then earned on, one party firing from the

north shore, amother from the sjuth; but, eventually^

1000

both partiea commenced the medl. \ attack, and fire-

works were thrown indiscriminately about, and many
persons were injured. The tents were again brilliantly

lighted up during the night, and many quadrillea were
performed in them, with skittle matches, gamea of

quoita, &c. On Wednesday night several thousand
persons, including

of ice on the Serpi

cascade to the bridge, were studded with teuts, con-

taining amusement courts* ami fires in large iron

machines for cooking chops, steaks, &c. Thousands of

persons formed themselves into a procession, headed by
a band of bellringcrs and a braaa band, and, after going

through some extraordinary evolutions, such as fast

skating, fancy skating, quadrilles, and the " Female
Volunteer Battle Race," the whole party returned at

"railway sp.«d" to the east end of the river, where

they formed theinseltM into military companies, and

went through various military exercises. At lengtlir

the word of command was to "advance." The ladies,

the gentlemen, and the roughs then wheeled first to

the right, then to the left, and. having formed them-

selves into an immense square, the sport "f the night

began. A Royal salute having been fired, the bell-

ringera and the braaa band struck up w God save the

Queen;" after which fireworks, consisting of nearly

1500 serpents, crackers, squibs, &.c, were discharged at

one time. The first attack, a very dangeroua one, wat
upon the spectators on the north and south shores, and

•everal persons were seriously injured by the fireworks-

striking them in the face and eyes. The weather

changed on Thursday, and there seems every probability

that the frost has ended for the present season. There

were immense sheets of water upon the ice in the dif-

' ferent parks, and the footpaths were crowded with

spectators. A number of fireworks were discharged at

night at the Serpentine, not only upon the ice but

among the crowds on the footpaths.

! Distress in the Metropolis.—In consequence of

the long continuance of the severe weather, and the

consequent suspension of out-door work, the distress

among the labouring classes in all parts of the Metro-

polis has been very great for some weeks past, and

extraordinary efforts have been made by private and

public benevolence to meet the emergency. At * the

Court of Common Council on Thursday, 1: was

resolved to place at the disposal of the Coal, Corn,

and Finance Committee the sum of 1000/., as a

contribution towards a general fund for the relief

of the suffering poor of the city of London, including

the coal-whippers and fellowship porters, and to-

invite the citizens generally to contribute to the amount.

An energetic movement was made on Monday in the

Stock-Exchange to raise a similar subscription, when

the total collected was about 1000L, which will be

sent to the magistrates of the 12 police courts for

distribution. Large sums have already been sent by

the public to the magistrates for the same purpose,

and many thousand tickets for coals and bread are

issued daily at the police courts. A general meeting of

guardians and directors of the poor from all parts of

the country will be held in London on the 23d inst.,

Alderman Sidney, M.F., in the chair, on the subject of

the law of settlement and the chargeability of the

poor, as affecting their condition and their dwellings.

St. Paul's Cathedral.—The demand for tickets-

for the musical festival on the 25th inst. is increasing:

daily. Many of the nobility, the Archbishop of Can-

terbury, several of the bishops, the Lord Mayor,

Sheriffs, and Aldermen have intimated their intention

to be present. The first chorus rehearsal took place in

the orchestra on Thursday evening; the second will

take place on Monday; and the full rehearsal with

the band, under the leadership of Mr. Henry Bla-

grove, is fixed for Wednesday next.—The new pulpit,,

the late -Captain Fitzgerald, by his

in India, has been placed in its position

._
t

evening services, which will commence

on the 27th inst. The pulpit, which is composed of

various descriptions of marble, is hexagonal in plan, and

rests on a slab of Cork marble, upon which is a sub-base

of white-veined Carrara. Upon this sub-basement, at

its outer edge, rise 12 columns, which with their bases-

and capitals are 5 feet 7± inches in height, their bases

being of the Attic section, and formed of Plymouth,

black marble. The capitals are of modified Corinthian

design. The shafts of the columns are of divers-

marbles—those at the extreme angles of the hexagonal

plan, six in number, being of Cork marble, two of Mona,

green from North Wales, two of Plymouth grey, and

two of verde antique. Tbe floor at the basement level

is inlaid in star like pattern in black and grey Plymouth,

marble, Cork marble, and alabaster, the whole of which

are joined with perfect precision. The designs for the

pulpit were furnished by Mr. Penrose, the architect tc

the cathedral.

Diocese of London.—The Bishop of London has-

instituted the R.v. Uriah Davis, B.A., to the incum-

bency of St Matthew's Church, Islington, the Rev.

T J Rowsell to the rectory of St. Margaret, Lothbury,

the R«'v. F. H. Vivian, to the incumbency of St. Peters,

Stepnev, the Rev. W. Randall, M.A., to the rectory of

Haves, and the Rev. Alfred Povah, M.A., second master

in Dulwich College, to the rectory of St. Olave, Hart

Street, on the nomination of the trustees. The Rectory

of St. Stephen's, Walbrook, vacant by the death of Dr,

a memorial to

brother officers

for the special

as

Crolv has been conferred by the Grocer's Company on

the Rev. William^ Windle, M.A., of Magdalen Halt
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diocese of Ely, and formerly curate of Putney. There
were 37 candidates for the vacant living. The minor
canonry in St. Paul's, which became vacant some
weeks since by the death of the Rev. Richard Shutte,
lias been conferred by the Dean and Chapter upon the
Rev. William Sparrow Simpson, M.A., of Queen's College,
Cambridge, rector of St. Matthew's, Friday Street.

Child Mubder at Newtngton.—On Tuesday
the 8th ingt the body of a female child was found in
Trinity Churchyard, Newington, in a shocking state of
mutilation. The head, legs, and arms had been cut off,

the skull had been broken in, and the stomach cut open
by some sharp instrument. The medical evidence went
to show that the child had been born alive, that the
body had been cut to pieces for the purpose of destroy-
ing it, and the limbs separated for the purpose of
burning them. The inquest was eventually adjourned
to the 25th inst.

The Public Health.—The Registrar - Generals'
Weekly Return still shows a heavy mortality,—the
effect of extreme cold. In the week 'that ended Satur-
day, January the 12th, the deaths were 1707, the
exact number of the previous week. The average
number in the corresponding weeks of the 10 previous
years 1851-60, corrected for increase of population, was
1365. The present return is therefore 342 above the
average. During the week the births of 959 boys and
906 girls, in all 1865 children, were registered in

^jj "'
t

In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years
1851-60 the average number was 1702.

Langton, the evidence showed that the engine was in
good working order, and that no negligence could be
shown. The jury thereupon returned a verdict of
Accidental Death.

iProbftufaL

BRiDiiNGTON.--The steamer Prince Alfred, which
left Leith for London on Saturday ran ashore near
*lamborough Head-on Sunday during the fog, and
became a total wreck. The passengers and crew were
saved

; the amount of damage to the ship and cargo
is not reported. The Prince Alfred was an iron screw
steamer of 696 tons, built last vear expressly for the
Leith and London trade. Her value is estimated at
nearly 220,000/.

Bristol.—Two men, named Charles and Matthew
Wedmore, nephews of George and Sarah Waterman
were apprehended on Thursday night the 10th inst!m the Hotwells Road, Bristol, by two of the county
constabulary and two constables of the Bristol force
on suspicion of being the perpetrators of the murder
and outrage at Dundry on the previous day. Thevmade a most determined resistance. One of them fi -e'da pistol at the officers, but missed his aim, and the
other was armed with a similar weapon, which was
taken from him before he had an opportunity of
using it The pistols have been identified bv Water-man as his property, and also a watch, which was in the
possession of one of the prisoners. The old man on
iriday made a deposition before the magistrates in the
presence of the prisoners, positively identifying them as
being the men by whom his wife was murdered and
himself beaten and robbed. On Mondav the prisonerswere taken before the magistrates and fully committed
tor trial for the murder of Sarah Waterman, and therobbery of George Waterman with violence. Themquest has also terminated in a verdict of WilfulMurder against the prisoners. The old man is in soaenous a state that he is not expected to live.

HpLET-ON-THA3rES.--On Tuesday the magistrates
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Plymouth.—Another of those shocking cases of
military insubordination, attended with murder, that
have of late prevailed in the army, took place in this
garrison on the night ofthe 5th inst, when Lance-sergeant
Jones ofthe 61st Regiment was shot dead by a private of
the same regiment, an Irishman named Robert Hacked,
at their quarters in Millbay Barracks. The assumed pro-
vocation offered to the murderer on this occasion was of
the most trivial character, relating merely to some joke
uttered by the sergeant in reference to the prisoner
having given away his dinner to an old Irish pensioner
who was in the habit of selling small wares to the
soldiers, but the more apparent cause of the crime was
drunkenness. The magistrates have committed the
prisoner for trial on the capital charge, and the
coroner's jury have also returned a verdict of Wilful
Murder against him.—The brig Mignonette arrived in
the Sound on Sunday evening from Surinam, with all
the crew except the captain and three men suffering
from fever and ague, which had attacked every person
on board with one exception. Three of the crew died
on the voyage, and five of them were sent ashore to the
Sailor's Home, where they are proceeding favourablv.
They attribute their safe arrival in England entirely to
the skill and perseverance of Captain Selbery, who was
compelled to navigate the ship himself and to keep her
almost exclusively under plain sail. He was for hours
at the wheel, and had sometimes to go aloft to furl
topgallant sails. Notwithstanding all these difficulties,
and though the brig had to lie to three days in a
heavy gale, she made a fair average passage from
Surinam in 44 days.—The screw steamer Ibis on Friday
fell in with the spar deck of a large ship off the Dead-
man with the skids and grips for boats attached, and
painted lead colour. The wreck is supposed to have
taken place recently.

I Portsmouth.—Her Majesty's ship Cossack was
recently ordered home from the West Indies rather
abruptly, on account of circumstances which occurred
during the Prince of Wales's visit to Canada. While
at Prince Edward's Island some of the crew of the
ship deserted, but were afterwards captured. A court-
martial was held on these men at Halifax, on the 8th
October, when the charges were found proved against
them, but on the trial certain statements were made
against Captain Moorman, by a man named Isaiah
bmith, charging him with cruelty and unofficerlike
behaviour. During the court-martial at Halifax, the
ship was ordered away to Barbados, and in the mean-
time the men wore tried. In consequence of the
charges preferred against the captain at the Halifax
court-martial, the ship was ordered to England, and
Captain Moorman was tried by court-martial on Monday,
on board the Victory, on three charges of cruelty and
oppression towards the man Isaiah Smith, who was a
musician on board the ship. The evidence for the
prosecution consisted almost entirely of the state-
ments of Smith himself, the witnesses called
by him contradicting him and each other on several
important points. On Tuesday Capt. Moorman was
heard in his defence. He showed that his orders and
those of his officers had been disregarded by the man
Smith whom he had treated with great forbearance,
though he set him at nought on the subject of clean-
liness at a time when disease was raging in the ship
for which no cause could be assigned. When the man
deserted though he might have been glad to get rid
of him he did his duty to his profession, which com-
pelled him to endeavour to capture the deserter and
hand him over to punishment, which he succeeded in
doing fins was all that had subjected him to the
degrading indignity of being sent home from a foreign
station lor trial by court-martial on such false and
unfounded charges. The lieutenants and the gunner
were called for the defence, and completely d.sproved
the statements of Smith. After a short consultation
the Court found the three charges not proved, and
honourably acquitted Capt. Moorman, stating that thev
could not separate without properly noticing the gross
disregard for truth shown by the witness Isaiah Smith.

fiielano;
The Vicerotaltt.—The I n*n \r

received an official intimation frL$°T of

that it is not the intention" Z ** **<*
this office. ^eriimeat U
Resignation op Baron Gran*. *has resigned his seat in the Coar?7?

81*
account of ill health. It Is said m f,*

1**
been appointed his successor, the "r

Mr
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unable to dispense with the servL.^
General in the House of Commons tbe '

The Roman Catholic Peela't^
tional SYSTEM.7Dr. Cullen and th £L?have issued a declaration prohibiting „i •

^
Catholic schools from sending th^tt^' -
the model or training schools of the v, **<
and prohibiting Catholic patrons Zn^SL**any literary capacity, pupils, monitor, n^f*1or teachers who may enter any of If
after the date of such prohibition, luDean Mayler menaced with suspension bvCullen, has determined to resign his comrL.and that several lay Roman Catholic memW rfboard will follow his example, from influencebLl
bear upon them. uwiter«n

The Case of Miss Ayewabd.-A conmib.
been formed under the auspices of Dr CiZfc

'

purpose of raising subscriptions to defray the
incurred in conducting the defence of this 1*
suffering imprisonment for the non-produci^
child Mary Mathews committed to her Z»

,

considerable amount has already been snbscrib?
Double Mubder. in Monaghan-a fcmurder was committed about two miles from Gl*»

on the night of Thursday the 3d, or early <*;

morning. Two brothers, Robert and Janw*
lived by themselves in the townland of Belderg.fe,
the morning of Friday the house continued 'fat
but as the men were often away from home noat
arose until the afternoon, when the house wma.
Both men were found dead, their beads audio,

bearing marks of gun-shot wounds. It is a$
that the murder was committed at midnigbiH
Thursday, as some people living in the nei^hS
were awoke by the barking of dogs. The Slaws t?J
unoffending men, holding three small farms under Uil

Cremorne and Colonel Leslie, M.P.; thev were *-

ever pretty well to do in the world, and were I -

habit of lending small sums out at interest, n
at first conjectured that they had made enemies in

»

sequence of exacting a high rate of interest; fc

the evidence at the inquest on Friday last left no &
that the murder was the result of a fwilv o/ur

Three persons are in custody charged withhv -ike:

part in the commission of the crime-William Sl»*.

brother of the deceased; Thomas Kwe. ;•:

nephew, -who lived in the same house with Wuli«

Shaw j and Richard Jackson. The inquest his bet

adjourned for a few days.
The Sligo Murder,—A man called Matthewnj»

who formerly occupied the house next to the(W
ban's, but became a bankrupt and left the town,l«*

apprehended and committed for trial on the cbijP*

having murdered them and their servant girl. afn

in Sligo on the day of the murder, and whenijr*

bended he was stupidly drunk, and a large aa

money in bank notes which were saturated with

J
was found upon him, together with three razors, *

coat with marks of blood upon it, which W *

identified as the property of the murdered ntto-

inquest has also terminated in a verdict of

Murder against the prisoner.
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The Bible Board.—The Rev. Sir Henry

Bart., has been appointed to succeed tlie *
Robertson as secretary to the Bible «
Edinburgh.
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MALTOx.-Atthendjoumedinqu,st on Mondav, onthe persons killed hv tC '"H"^ on MoncJ on wns removed to Mpersons killed by the recent exPlos,on of a am
, trial at the next ass

sword.

Rochester.
in this city on the body of William Jcwdan, one"oV the'
crew of the ship Warlock, which lately arrived at Chat-
ham from Demerara, whose death was alleged to have
been occasioned by the gross cruelty and inhuman treat-
ment which he received on board that vessel at the
hands of Peter Emslie, the captain. The evidence
showed that deceased, who was a tine muscular man
was taken ill in the Downs and was treated as ashammer" by the captain, who stuffed salt into his
mouth and compelled him to lie on the wet deck of the
recastle with scarcely a vestige of clothing upon him

and vv.thout food. The post-mortem examination
showed that the body was healthy and without any
signs of die< \ and that death was caused by exposure
to the cold, and neglect. The jnry returned' a verdi,
of Manslaughter against Peter Emslie, the captain who
was removed to M: tone Gaol on Fridav to take his

during her Majesty's pleasure.
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IIic4hland Residence foe the Pki

—It is said that the Highland property o|WJj
likely to he purchased as a Highland resides
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Prince of Wales. The estate belongs to tiieW
E. Ellice, M.P.
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J^J !Ju c^«nina£d compound fracture of

^f'. *!* L dangerous a character that it was

Craik of ; Berwick case; "The Queen t. Crawford," in the Isle of Man
case, and the judgments of Justice Paterson and Justice Er

is

F<

brother

reccrv

legs,

tb a view to save his life, to amputate

u9mf .* v_ , ~. , r remaining si »n of Don Carios is Don Juan, who is resident

il v. Hall," and the judgment "of the court in that case.— En 1, and has two «ons.
- •• ~ - ~ " - ^ " -* Al - SlB Richard Paul Jodrell, Bart., died on Monday last,

his residence in Portland Pia He was bom in 1781, •

married in 1S14 a daughter of the Earl of Kingston, and a

_ Justice Crompton : In Cowell's case it was admitted V. the

^^^•Zi^ir^n^tire op and downlines
Ti;«ih The t rathe on uoui me u^

; uniet justice: rne question is nave we toe power to issue tne
***

• mtpd for about four hours.— Hie mquesc on
(

writ in caBeB wnere there i8 au independent legislature and an
mU iBterrupieu ^ e recent accident at the i independent judicature ? The case of the Isle of Man is cer-

%:. Kelly, Who was kineu
resumed and tainly in your favour —Mr. James : There are local courts in

of the Primrose Hill tunnei, >«
f that island ; yet it has been decided, at all events since the

on Monday. Colonel loliana, lnspcttui ui
pftS6mg of the act of Geo. III., which vt d the island in the

tended and stated that the King of England, that this court has the power to issue the
•* ' x - *------ W1^ f habeas corpus there. Likewise in the IS t. Helena c

the writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum was granted by this

court. The learned counsel then proceeded to argue at length

that the existence of a local judicature did not abridge the

IiW

rly half an inch too narrow The jury returned a

eded his maternal grand uncle in the title in 1817. He
tted at Magdaleu College, Oxford, where he graduated in

1-4. In 1 JOG he was called to the bar of Lincoln's Inn. lie is

succeeded in the baronetcy by the Rev dward Repps Jodre
M.A., of Queen's College, Oxford, rector of Saolinghain,
Norfolk.
Wills.—The will of the Duke of Norfolk has been sworn

under L'O.OOU/. personalty ; the Hon. Eliza Blackwood, 30.C
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ra sustained bruises aim nu««^ ---«

ill \r White of Heigham, Norwich J
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larke,

g
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e Upswich ; Mrs. Siggins, of Kelvedon

:

King, of O^dock; and Mr* Hitcliiu of MaldOD,

who , mostly wounded in the head and face.

all however able to proceed to Ipswich,

for "which place most of thorn had, taken tickets. 1
he

tin did not leave the metals, nor was any material

damage done to either engines or carriages.

If the pre-

_rj , __ appear before

the Court of Exchequer, or the Court of Common
Pleas, and make a similar application there ; far

it would be no answer to him to be told that the Court of

Queen's Bench had refused compliance. Their lordships were
not asked to interfere with any judgment. The prisoner was
not in custody under a conviction in the local courts. In the

Jersey case the application was made under the common law
right—Lord Chief Justice : If our writ should be treated with

contempt, as an interference with the local powers, it would
be a very serious matter. Whet means have we of enforcing

our authority ?—Mr. James: By attachment.—Justice HJU:
To whom would the attachment issue ?—Mr. James : It would

be for the Governor to execute the writ—Justice Hill : Sup-

pose he refused to do so?—Justice Crompton: Have you con-

sidered whether an indictment would lie for refusing to obey

such a writ?—Mr. James : Canada is a British possession and

the persons to whom the writ is directed are British subjects.

The same objection might have been urged in the Isle of Man
and Jersey cases.—Justice Blackburn: Hardly in the Isle of

Man, but it might in the Jersey case.—Mr. James submitted

that, on the authority of the Isle of Man and the Jersey cases,

the writ ought to issue.—Their lordships then retired to con-

sider their judgment, and, after an absence of 20 minutes,
Cmx of Qt 'sBks-ch: The 2*^®*™ ^ii^B'ft K wtuVne^mto^co^urt -The Lord Chief Justice th«

-Mr Edwm James applied on Tuesday to the full Court fo* f*?*™*^ foUowin,? judgment- "We have carefully

» writ of liabeas corpus to be directed to the governor o* jeliveied the touowmg ju fc

fratda, the sheriff ana gaoler oi tne city or loronto,

commanding them to bring up the body of John Anderson,

HOW illegally detained a prisoner in the gaol of that city. Ho
Mked their lordships to iuclude the governor of the province

in the writ, under the authority of what was known as the

8t. Helena case. The affidavit on which he moved was founded

son the precedent of the St Helena case, and it was sworn by

• tecretary to the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society.

considered this matter, and the result of our anxious

deliberation is, that we think the writ ought to issue.

We feel sensible at the same time of the inconvenience that

may result from the exercise of such an authority. We feel

sensible that it may be thought inconsistent with that higher

degree of colonial independence, both legislative and judicial,

which has been happily brought into effect in modern times,

cretary to the lintisn ana roreign ^nu-ciavery oocie.y. ,
At the same ^e in establishing ^j^^;^^^^_ affidavit said-" That, 1st, John Anderson, of the city of judicial authority, the lecture ^England^ £

ot
h
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ronto, in her Majesty's province of Canada, a British sub- far as expressly to abrogate any J"™™twn whiciti t

n^
flirts

jSTdomiciled there, now is, as I verily believe, illegally of Westminster Hail might possess wit\™t™™*££™£
Stained in the criminal gaol of the said city there against of the writ of habeas corpus. And we find «a^«™e

J^
Us will, not having been legally accused, or charged with of the jurisdiction in these

o

Conrts has been as.crte^fron tne

or legally tried, or sentenced, of the commission of any crime earliest times, and exercised de^n toJ^*^M^S3£
or of any oflence against or recognised by the laws in force

in tha laid province, or in any other part of her Majesty's

dominion*! or, not being otherwise liable to bo imprisoned, or

detained r or by virtue of any such laws, 2nd. I verily

;li©Te that unless a peremptory writ of habeas corpus shall
am- issue by this honourable court, the life of the said

John Anderson is exposed to the greatest and to immediate
danger/' It will be remembered that John Anderson,

:nerly a slave in the State of Missouri, made his escape to
Canada in 1S53, and in so doing- was waylaid by a planter

sf
who attempted to capture him. A struggle

in which Anderson shot his assailant. The planter,
died; and Anderson continued his journey in

Cled

Mr,
Canada;
relihood and conducted himself as a subject of her Majesty.

The rtla
-

3 of Digges, intent on tracing their father's
murderer, found out Anderson in Canada, and applied under a
Canadian statute that Anderson might be rendered up, hi
accordance with the terms of the Ashburton treaty. That
treaty provided for the extradition of criminals accused of
nrardar, attempts at murder, robbery, piracy, arson, and forgeiy.
The Court of Queen's Bench in Canada by a majority of 2 to 1

held that as Digges, according to tne law of Missouri, was in
the exercise of a duty imposed upon him to arrest a slave
attempting to escape, his death was murder, aud that the
prisoner ought to be given up under the treaty. The judge
who dissented from this decision considered that the law of
Canada where the prisoner was found, held an assault upon
any man, with a view to take from him his liberty, to justify
wree in resistance, even to the slaying of the assailant ; that
«n» crime, if any, was simply manslaughter, which is

mentioned neither in the treaty nor in the statute, and that
» might bi iahle homicide, which would override both
t*eatj and statute.— Mr. E. James in now moving for the writ
Of haUa-s cor

, said that all he had to do was to satisfy the
ooort that it had authority to issue it ; for he had no doubt
jmuer the peculiar circumstances of the case their lordships

,^T
not he t0 to exercise their authority if they once
to the conclusion that the power was vested in them.

-~ proposition for which he was prepared to contend

?i ir**
the crown ^d the power to issue the writ

^ 1l^^
a, C°' ' t0 ^y I'art of ,ier Majesty's po ssions.

,„ *», °ngiually a part of the continent of America,

HLw°i0n w
some few years before the accession of

»pK i '
i

tbe nrat instance to be gathered of— bemg granted by the crown authorising

upon the authority of Lord Coke, of Lord Mansfield of Black-

stone, and of Bacon's Abridgment, that these writs have been

issued and are to be issued into all the dominions of the Crown

wherever a subject of the Crown is illegally imprisoned. And

not only have we this authority upon the dicta of eminent

judges, and the authority of text-writers, but we have

the practical application of the doctrine, down to modern times

The more remarkable cases are the instances where the writ

of habeas corpus was carried into the Isles of Jersey and Man,

and to St. Helena. All these are in very modern times

We find it assorted not only as a matter of argument, but

carried into effect as a matter of practice, that even where

there is an independent local jud ture, the writ of habeas

corpus has been issued in those dominions of the Crown, we
believe that nothing short of legislative enactment can de-

prive us of such a power, or warrant us in omitting to carry

it into effect when called upon to interfere for the protection

of the liberty of the subject. It may be that the legislature

has thought proper to leave a concurrent jurisdiction between

BIRTHS.-On the 13th inst, at Egglesford House, the
Countess of Portsmouth, of a son— 1 7th inst, at S7, Belgrave

Square, the Countess of Dalkeith, of a son and heir—13th
inst, at Stoneleigh Abbev, Warw shire, I-ady Leioh, of a

son—11th inst, at Veitch's Hotel. Edinburgh, the Lady
Henrietta d'J OTOBX. of a daughter, stillborn—8th inst.

at the Earl of Gainsborough's, in IVrtmau Square, t.

I.ady Louisa Ai vr, of a son—11th inst, at Horton Manor,
Bucks, Lady Yardley, of a daughter—13 inst, at 1

aster Gardens, Hyde Park, the f Ar St. J« .

Mildmay, ! , of a son—llth inst. at Kihuingb-n '

near -roe, the wife of the Ilcv. Henry Fox STiuaawA
of a daughter.
MA KKLAGE8.—On the 8th inst, at Uavincatb, com ilta,

the Hon. .1 1 niqo Piu >n, eldest son oi V Lscount Gui aanston,

of G ormansion Castle, county Mcath, to the lion. Isma.*

BELLKW, third daughter of the Right Hon. Lord Bellcw—
10th inst, at Saxby, liarton-on-Humber, Arthur ^»i;y,
third son of Sir Benjamin H bywood, Bart., of C :mont, naar

Manchester, to Margaret Helen, youngest daughter of the

late John Frederic Foster, Esq., of Aldcrley Edge, near

Manchester-15th inst, at the Catholic Chapel, in Warwick

Street, and at St. James's Church. Piccadilly, Or.

Richard Fitzgerald, Esq., second son of tne late Hir James

Fitzgerald, Bart., to Agnts Georgiana second daughter

of George Wildes, Esq., Elm Bank. Manchester -1 2th

inst, at St. James's, Paddington, Stan dish G. Rowley,

Esq, Sylvan Park, Meath, to FiUlscm Machaghtej. ddeat

daughter of the Hon. John C. ERSKiNE.-lOth mst at the

Chimh of St. Stephen-thc-Martyr, Avenue RoacL Bgpnt*
Park, Henry Mafleton, M.D., Deputy Inspector- Genera!

Army Medical Department, second son of the late David

Mapleton, Esq., Commander R.N., to Elizabeth, youngest

daughter of the late Sir Thomas Marrable—8th Inst, at the

Catholic Church of Our Lady and St. Joseph Kingaland,

Patrick Joseph Connel Flynn, Esq., of the Military Store

Department. Tower, to Mary Jake, second surviving daugMff

of John Bernard Locke, Esq., and niece of the late. Joseph

Locke, Esq., M.P. for Honiton.

DEATHS.-On the 8th inst, the Hon. John ^clair,

youngest son of the 12th Earl of Caithness, aged 52—At i»,

Onslow Square, the Right Hon. thei
Dowager Lady Harwj

aged 57-10th inst, at Brough Hall, Yorkshire Lady Law**,
wife of Sir William Lawson, Bart., aged 69-<th inst at

-having; . Market Drayton, Lady Hill, widow of Colonel bir

Robert C. Hill, C.B., late of Frees Hall Salop-/g^-Uth
inst, at Tilgate, Mabel, the infant daughter of Mr and Lady

Agnes Hylton Jolliffe, aged seven weeks—9tn inst, at « o. .i..

Park Street, Grosvenor S4uare, Anne, widow of the late

Macleod of Macleod, ofNo. 3, Great Cumberland Street and

Dunvegan Castle, Isle of Skye-7th inst, at Adel Lodge, Leeds,

Yorkshire, Mrs. Reginald Dykes Mab^hal^ third daughter

of Sir John Herschel, Bart-oth inst at \\hiteueads Gi

Chelsea, Miss Jane Nickee. last surviving sister of Major-Gen.

Sir Rob Xickle, Commander-in-Chief orthe array m Australia,

aged 71-Sth inst, at Highgate, Elizabeth Ask, wdowofC.
Browning. Esq. . of Horton Lodge, Surrey, and Bmfield Manor,

Berks, and only surviving daughter and child of Sir Wm
More, Bart., aged 83-8th inst, at Winchester, Augustus

;, R.N., third son of the late Captain Sir Thomas Lavre,Lav j

has thought proper to leave a concurrent jurisdiction between R c b* RN aged o5—12th inst, at No 20, North Bank,
this court and the colonial courts, simnar to that wnicn, as

jon
'

n»
8 wood Ann Mapletoft, only surviving child of the

suggested by Mr. James, exists between the various courtem
e Nfttbaniel and the Hon. Anna Maria Mapletoft of

Westminster Hall, m reference to the^^^ Brougluon. county of Northampton, aged 23-12th mst, at

We feel we can only act upon the authorities that have been
ylngham Place, Portland Place, Elizabeth Anne, wife of

brought before us, and that we should not be doing just ce if ^ *£*£ J d 40_10th instt at 2, Brunswic

we refused the writ." At the conclusion of thejudgment there o"" ^ ._»».._. ,« _
was a very general, but supprt id, expression of applause.

Court of Common Pleas: Kempt v. Neville, The < bridge

Proctors and the Spinning House —This case was reopened on

Friday before the full Court by Mr. Edwin James moving that

the verdict be set aside, and a new trial allowed on the ground

of misdirection, various issues being raised on the record.

After a long argument the Curt directed the motion to stand

over in order that it might be seen what course the dekndant,

the Vice-Chancellor of the University, would pursue in this

and the case of " Ebbon v. Neville." yet to be heard arising

out of the imprisonment in the Spinning House. On Monday

Sir Fitzroy Kelly moved, on the part of the Vice Chancellor,

for a rule, to show cause why a verdict for the defendant should

not be entered, and that for the plaintiff M kempe, set

aside. The Court granted a rule nisi as well as the c a rule

Villas, Hill Road, St. John's Wood, Amelia Margaret,

widow of. the late T. C. Granger, Esq,. M. P., Durham,

aged 39—6th inst, at her residence, Belmont, Bath, Maria,

idow of M;>jor-General Pine Coffin, C.B., aged So -~

t her residence, Boulogne- sur-mer, Mrs. Walker, widow ot

the late Rear-Admiral Wralker, C.B., formerly relict of Captain

Edward Penruddock, Coldstream Guards, and last surviving

issue of the late Arnoldus Jones Skel:<n. Esq., of Branth-

waite Hall, Cumberland—12th inst, at 274, rue St. Honore,

Colonel W. Woodgate, C.B., late of the 5th Battalion 00th

Regiment (Rifles), aged h2— 5th inst, at his residence, at

Acton Vale, Middlesex, Colonel James Conway, aged 93—8th
inst at the residence of her son-in-law, Colonel Lefroy, R.A.,

Blackheath, of bronchitis, after a short illness, Charlotte

Anna, widow of the late Colonel DundaS, of Carron Hal!,

Scotland, aged 64—17th November. Captain Peel, 2d Battaliont ^* 111 I I j ^ ^ (Mil ». "^ \J^ ^^1 ^ q^ "^i^ %,^ ^ » ^ ^ ^^ ^ » '™ ^ »p ^ —

moved by Mr. Edwin James on Friday for a new trial on tne ^jJT^SSJ "oiT'the day" he""Vailed "from the anchoiMge
ground of misdirection, with Uberty to either party to goto OI 1

\\ie
Ko^|10

on
R^e

e
r fJ. Hong Kong and England-

thfl Gnurt Of Error. _ - no^ :..„» -^ I>^.1Q Holl rV.oaV.ir« W AXni.F. Wilbraham. Esq.,

emigration
James I., ;

portion ofto^uLAme.

r
i°t

l8Ci
i.

ned M
Plantations." Canada belonged

2iS5i*
n
l?.

antl1 l
' ^Lhen * ^m ceded to France. It was

ustice Hill: The
iW however, by England in ~1759^_v

,
cap. 83, recite.s,that it was then a part ofthe
t7~,r

bl
^f Justice: That is enough for the

the Court of Error.
.

Central Criminal Court: Great Fraud* in the Leather Trade

—Lewis Robert Poole, of the firm of Poole and Bryan, hoot and

shoe manufacturers of New Oxford Street and Northampton,

Frederick natter Ventrit, clerk to Messrs. Quilter and Co.,

accountants, and 77ioj.ias Chapman, were charged with un-

lawfully disposing of property with a view to defraud the

creditors of the firm of Poole and Bryan, which was adjudged

bankrupt on the 23d August last, the liabilities bemg about

20 0001 After a trial of two days the jury returned a verdict

of' Guilty. The prisoners were then with a man called George

Bdlinaham, charged with misdemeanour in having committed

12th inst, at Rode Hall, Cheshire, Randle Wilbraham, Esq..

aged 88—11th inst, at 21, Nottingham Place, Marylebone,

Lancelot ^hadwell, Esq., aged 52-8th inst, Sarah, widow

of Dr. F. Lemann, M.D., of Montagu Square and Bathampton,

aged 81 -9th inst, at Brattleby Rectory, near Lincoln, the

Rev. John Carr, Rector of Brattleby, and formerly Fellow <

Balliol College, Oxford—8th inst. at the Rectory, Codiord

St. Mary, Wilts, the Rev. George M. Webster, D.D., lor

44 years rector of that parish, aged 85—14th inst, at W orton

Cottage, Isleworth, Frances Matilda, youngest child, of

Edward Beck, E>q., aged 8£— 15th inst, at Worton Cottage,

Isleworth, Edward Beck, aged 58.

T
-s em£RtSyf^he

^
e the ^s which governed

jesty had a ri^Tl ^ Majesty in England-her
subject.

; common lawn

^

ad **comeof any oneof her
corpus h»y in any part of th.» c\

'8lano\ the writ of habeas
hority which might be cit^i

XC^S dominions. The first
Abridgmt which spoke «?£ tbat Pohlt waa " Bacon's
might be granted. 1 1 Was there k*

° " """" " '*

that the writ of habeae cor'w tav
•inject to the King of England Y~V*';us at tne ttme il x

Parliament having been passed kJm ,
e time of an Act

Kiug's writs also lay to Ireland-i^S ni^
ah Parliament,

**" express ease of the writ havin^l »
ef Justice . There is

yee . «~a _"*»ing oeen issueri t^ n«i.4« __j

aving

The" jury found them all Guilty. 'Mr. Justice Blackbuni

sentenced Poole to six years' penal servitijd,j
for-the fe ony

and a like period, with a fine of Is., for the perjury ,
Chapm

to four years' penal servitude for the felony, and f ur

with la/fine, for the perjury ;
Ventns the

«J«ii22^alS
Chapman ; aiid Bellingham 18 months' imprisonment, « itb

hard labour.

Miaikm
BUTTER MARKET.—Jan. IS.

Best Fresh Butter . . - . 18s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. • • • • !»»• -» •»

Pork. 4s. 0d..to 4s.^8d. per 8 lbs.

Oh, and » ,T«y ™marSl
d *° °Al™-" 'James

He had
«jchard the 2d, vi me writ issuad »«"«*" «"° lcl*1

9*»*ia» to bring up the 1**1^^!? to
,,
tho Governor

opy of the writ before m-t ca8e lt was-

body

THE COUNT AND COUNT DEMON^^^^^dg
Trieste, on the night of the 14th ; theJnnceM^

died towards

midnight, and the Prince five hours later. ISo part^
of knowS, but the singular circumstance of the sinm.mne

of death of both has produced suspicion, and will doubUts9

~t f^innnirv. Count de Montemolin was son of Don tuh-
;

,wno

respondent-

the

COAL MARKET.-Jan. 16. ^i .

«

.

wo-r'a \\'o=t 1 1 u tlev 17s. 9d. ; Bypss's Bebside ^ est Hartley,

i*
B

.M Howards c Hartley, 17s. 9d. ;
Lambert's West

« £;' U* 1
• TuVtield Moor Botes, 20s. 3d.: West Hart-

w 7s' Od ; Walls End Byron, 24s.; Walls End Hanon,
"

• d
'

Walls End Whsmcliffe, 24s. 3d. :den Main 24s :

ii vTinnt 24s.; Walls End Framwellgate,
Jails End L.moot,,

m ,

End KeU

ff:
:

- WaUs End SotX Hettom., 26s! ; Walls End Heugh

Hall
' 4s Walls End North Hartlepool, 18s. 6d. ;

Walls

i n\' ShinclJe 24s 3d. \ Walls End South Hartlepool,

24s 9

S
d Walls End Thorpe, 25s.; Walls End Whitworth,

12s'
• Walls End Byers Green, 20s. ;

Walls End Woodhouse
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Close, 22s. 6d.

;

ships at market.
Carway and Duffryn Malting, 24s. 6d.—90

COVEXT GARDEN, Jan. 19.

Supplies of all kinds of winter Greens begin to fall off, and
prices for them are rising. Pine Apples and Grapes have not
altered since our last report. Oranges may still be obtained
at about last week's prices. Shaddocks may be had in

quantity, also American Lady Apples, which realise 2s. a dozen.
Good Cobs may be had at from Is. to Is. 6d. per pound.
Broccoli, Cabbages, aud all kinds of Greens are not equal
to the demand. Excellent Eudive is, however, furnished
from Algiers. Asparagus and French Beans may also be
had, but prices for them are high. Cucumbers are scarce.

Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Chinese
Primulas, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to 8s I Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is 6d
Grapes, per lb., 6s to 10s Oranges, per 100, fis to 10s
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s
Pears, per doz., 3s to 6s

J
Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.
Onions, p. £ sieve, Is 6d to 2s6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 1 0s i o 30s
Seakale, p. punnet, 3s to3s6d

j
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd

J

Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb. , per score, Is

of cargoes now on their way to the United Kingdom, together

with the difficulty of communicating with the interior, have

put a stop to nearly all the floating business during the past

week. The arrivals of foreign Wheat aud Flour this week are

to a fair extent, of aU other grain very small. This morning's

market was badly attended, and the business transacted of

very moderato amount. Wheat, both English and foreign,

must be written nominally the same as Monday, and the same
applies to Spring Corn and Flour

Arrivals from Jan. 14 to Jan. 18.

Broccoli, each, 6d to Sd
Greens, per doz., 6s to Ss
Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 130s— per dus., 3s to 4s— per cwt., 5s to 8s
Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each, 2s to 3s
Artichokes, per doz. , 4s to 6s
Beet, per doz., Is ed to 2s

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do., Is to Is fid

Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d
Horse Radish,p .bun

.
,1s6d to 4 a

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6?

Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to la9d Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Jan. 18.

The state of the money market and of American affairs has
put a stop to all business here for the present, and it is impos-
sible to affix any quotations, as no one is disposed to press his
stock into the market until the value has become settled.

South-down Hog- s.

gets.. *. .. 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. 8.

7
8
5

7

to 1

d.

8

1 6

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins 1
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .

6 to

8 —
—

6 —
: o

i

o

i

4
8

8

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 14.

We have a larger supply of Beasts and a very dull trade.
Prices are lower for all kinds. The uumber of Sheep is about
the same as on Monday last, but the demand has greatly de-
creased. There is a considerable reduction in price, and a
clearance cannot be effected. Calves are also lower. From
Germany and Holland there are 230 Beasts, 230 Sheep, and 97
Calves; from Scotland, 127 Beasts; from Ireland, 100; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 2000 ; and 500 from the northern and
midland counties.

„ 8 d 8 d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. ..4 10 to 5
Best Shortrhorns 4 6 — 4 10
2d quality Beasts 3 6 — 40
Best Downs and
Half-breds .

Do. Shorn
i

Beasts

5 4 to 5 6 \ Calves
Pigs

Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes& 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs

d s
— 5

. to
4 — 4

d
4

8

• m
• *

4
4

• •

4 — 5
— 5

'igs, 400

Thursday, Jan. 1 7.

uu ?le 5
ut

.

a
f
hort suPPlv ot' Beasts, and consequently

although trade is dull we are enabled to dispose of them at
about Monday's quotations. The number of Sheep is very
small, yet it is quite equal to the demand. It is difficult toobtain an advance on Monday's prices. No alteration in theCat trade Our foreign supply consists of 60 Beasts and 151
-Calves. Of Milch Cows 130.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 6 — 4
2d quality Beasts 3 6 — 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds . . 5 4 — 5
Shorn .. .. —

8

6

Beasts,

Best Long-wools .5 — 5 4
Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Ewes& 2d quality 4 4 — 48
Do. Shorn .. ..to
Lambs — ..

Calves .. ..4 4—5 2
Pigs .. ..40—50

* *

* • •

MARK LANE.—Monday, Jan. 14.

wiSff
navi^atioi1 remaining closed, the samples of EnglishWheat are conhned to those by land carriage and nrice*remain unaltered from Monday last. The market was b Tterattended than last week, but buyers restricted their purchasesof foreign Wheat to their immediate requirements The vahieof all descriptions remains as on this day se'nnigbt In soring

FlourlT.
W

,

bU
f
Ht^ d°W *>rices of *U^f are unaltered

g
Flour sells slowly at barely last week's prices.

*"««*•

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavera

,— Norfolk ;;;— Foreign
Barley, grind, fcdist., 28s to30sV. Chev.— Foreign .

. grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . .Potato" S"h. Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
•Rye

.

Bte-meal, foreign ...... .....\\\'.
BiANs^Mazagan. ...36a to 44s.'.7. lick

**geon 34s— 56s. . Winds

- - *

S. B.

48—62
55—67

s.

54—66 Red
55—70(Red
51—75
-r Red

50—76
40—45 'Malting.
30—36 IMalting. 140—44
20—24

!

26—28 Feed
26—28 Feed '.'.

24—28' Feed ..

35—38 Foreign

.

38—4

1

20—25
21—24
•20—28

Peas,
^fc" '•' Small

28—48 Harrow. 28—48
34—42'Longpod

40—42 Foreign
Yellow.

.

Country.
Per sack

40-50
38—48

38—50
42—50

— Maple . . . .
—B to —s . . .V. . Grey

Maize White
FU>VRzhet marka ^ii'vered .'.per sack 50-57—

|
dd? ditto3S-50— Foreign per barrel 30—35

nn fK« ion •
i. ,

Friday. Jan. 18.

Thlsale ol F^ Sai
hLC°UUti

ry "fPPorted their former value.

English
Irish .

.

Foreign

\Y Lieac.

150 qrs.

t*

9710

Baiiey.

1230 qrs.

»»

Oats. Flour.

1720 „

140 qrs. 220 sks.

1000 ..

f 1530 „
\ 13860 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, January 15.—There was a good

attendance at our Corn Exchange this morning. A good con-

sumptive business was transacted in Wheat at the full prices of

Friday. Flour the turn in favour of buyers, and a slow sale.

Indian Corn 6d. per qr. dearer : mixed 38s. 6d.; Galatz 39a. Od.

to 40s. Beans unchanged. Oats and Oatmeal a fair sale at

Friday's prices.

Friday, Jan. 18.—To-day's market well attended. Wheat
only in retail demand at Tuesday's prices. Flour met rather
more inquiry. Indian Corn, mixed, 38s. to 38s. 3d. Other
sorts unchanged. Beans steady. Oats and Oatmeal dull sale
at unchanged prices.

Averages

Dec. 8 .

.

— 15..
— 22..
— 29..

Jan. 5 .

.

— 12..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat.

52* Id
51 5
52 6
54
56 3
57 1

54

Barley.

39 s

38
38
39
.40
40

2d
7
6
7
3

6

Oats.

22s
22
21
22
22
22

bd
1

8
6
6
6

39 5 22 3

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Prices. Dec. 8. 'Dec. 15.

57a
55
54
52
52
51

Id
3

7
6
5 J

HOPS.

—

Borough Market, Friday, Jan. 18.
Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a steady demand

for consumption for yearlings and the best grown samples of
the new growth at firm rates.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Jan. 17.

• •

• *

95sto 115pClover
New Clover
Old second cut . . 70 95
Straw 32 43

Davis & Co.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s
Superior do. (old) . . 90 110
Inferior do 40 57
New do — —
Rowen 30 50

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Jan. 17.
Sup. Meadow £lay..H4stol20s

\ Inferior Clover .. 80s 110s
Inferior do 60 98 New do — —
New do — — Straw .. .. 33 44
Superior Clover ..118 126 \ Joshua Baker.

Whitechapel, Thursday, Jan. 17.
Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do.
8traw

..lOOstollOs
40 90

i *

• +

36 40

Fine old Clover . . 110s to 120s
Inferior do
Fine 2d cut
Inferior do
Fine New Clover..

•

* »

00
80

105
100

POTATOES.—Southwar k, Monday, Jan. 14.
In consequence of the frost there have been but few arrivals

at tlie water side and limited by rail, and prices have advanced.
The following are this day's quotations :—York Flukes. 165s.
to 175s. per ton

; Lincolnshire Regents, 110s. to 130s.; Dunbar
Red Soil, 130s. to 190s.; North Berwick do, 130s. to 140s.; Fife,

Fn°J
farVand ?erth do

»
1203 to 130s

- i Rocks and Reds, 110s. to
120s.; French Whites, 95s. to 105s. ; Belgian do., 90s. to 95s.

;

Dutch do., 85s. to 90s.
'

"PARTNERSHIP.—Wanted, an active business Man
-L to take a Share m a well-established extensive NURSERY
In the City of Dublin —Apply by letter, stating amount of
capital, Ac, to A. W. B., Gardeners' Chronicle O ffice, W.C.

WANTED, a WOODMAN or FORESTER to
take charge of extensive Woodlands. He must be

thoroughly acquainted with the Cultivation of Wood, ex-
perienced m the Valuing and Selling of Timber, and be a
tolerable Accountant.—Apply by letter (enclosing testimonials),
stating age and qualifications, addressed to W. S. Youno
Esqr. , Estates Office, Baldersby Park, Thirsk.

WANTED, a GARDENER
-
who understands

Forcing Fruit and Flowers, and can take charge of
Horses Salary l . 5*. per week—live out of the House.—

Ken^Road
6%**' CooPER

'
Alpha House, Coburg Road, Old

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER.—No one
J/.

1™™ ^° cannot look after and drive a Cart Horse,

mitlnrt p
haracter for tMO«>«ffWy understanding the

SW^g^^^W- expected, to A. B.,

YTTANTED, as SHOPMAN, a \

K^e\P
t£lt%t%, gffiE*

NurSe~ «d S-dsman,

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid
/^ARDENER (Head) to a nobleman or gentlemanV>* Age 34, married, one child: has had rJlL *

: ,

ftn '

perience in all brunches of hie profit f^J?
1*01

;
* 1 ex ~

Fniits, Flowers, and Vegetables? id £ a lr 5 p?
Forciu

<?

Kitchen Gardener. Five years' good ch^ter^m J^" H*man he is about to leave -Rob?. Stfwam f'/ ^ the
« oble_

Broadway, Worcestersh ire.
otewart, Gampden House,

QARDENER (Head).-B
^~* out incumbrance; has a thorough i»i.i«»; «i
his profession in everyJep^iT^ff^^^wl^ of

out of Grounds, Planting, and the Mai ^n I tf
e La^H^-

thorough good practical Botanist Tesffi1 1i°*
TreeS

: is *
tory, tromVrsons of the highest res £bu£? T*^reference may be ma e.—Ai D K p 1 .% ^ whom a!s

Street, D- blin. ^^ '
K * urreli & *"> 120, Oapcl

H

G
A.B^ost Omee.^'Zven^^'."^

understands his profession
reference from last situation !1a ^ a

H
Brough, Yorkshire. "

A " B
-. post

V

brance : well mui«£*.^»?
,
\^'» m

*rried,

GA1
bkwuvoi weu unaerstands h\e

'
",4«u,e

branches. Spotless character from rZ profe*e
Post Office, Watton Hertford. HwV Dt

Three and a half years* character4 i°r\* *
Lane, Essex. "•*»•», rlcU ^

QARDENER (HEAD).^AgelT^
,V-1 understands his profession in all it7'Three years' character.-M. P. G., S^^k

Kent, S.E. '
fttanI

.
7

»

GARDENER (Head).
brance ; thoroughly qualified in his

Age 35, ih^j
_ _ ,« - -*— fied in hiswZ!.Grape Grower

; understands Stock and S?1

GARDENER (HEAD).^AhSriid^i
in Early and Late Forcing of Fruit Jt ^

Fruit and Flower Gardens. Three and ato
character.—S. T., Miller's Nursery, Andover H

ARDENER (Head). -~A^~lTZ.
daughter, age 5 ; thorough knowledge'of^il

Stove and Greenhouse Piants, Kitchen, F
Character will bear the strictest inquiry for bona?
<tc—A. B., Messrs. May, Seedsmen, 15 wSf
Strand, W.C. ' ^p|

|

C^
ARDENER~7HEAD).~A^e^8ThMuiiJ

T ledge of his profession in ail its branches^l

Foreman in some First-class establishments.

recommended to any nobleman or gentleman no
service of a practical Gardener.—A. B., Willia

Architect, Register Square, Beverley, YorkshiK

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEMa

W- 1

C^
ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married

T many years in first-class establishment^ is

practical knowledge in every department of the prtii

Remodelling Flower Gardens, or any other

required- Satisfactory reasons given for leaving fet

tiou as Head Gardener. First-class reference,-!

Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, Herts.

ARDENER (Head, or Singlb-haje"

there is a convenient range of Glass).-AgeiT

able experience ; thoroughly attached to his pnii

leaving in consequence of his employer brap

changed his residence.—Apply to Johx Heatoi,!*

Arch, Tadcastcr.
t

Ho:

K
Wtt

•ft

t

-Age 27, single; thorongUf

ssion. Good character. Xfldjiw

The

toC

GARDENER.
stinds his profession.

any part—W. J., Bennett, Seedsman, Dulwieh,|

GARDEN ER (Under).—Age 22; \mv>-

ledgo of Forcing and Plant Departments. G" 1^
G. G., Post Office, Buiitingford, Herts.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21;*»i m—
knowledge of Forcing and PW J** %Xk

character.—C. J., W. Hawe, Esq., Architect, &g«^r

Beverley, Yorkshire. ^**i

( 1 ARDENER, GROOM, or VVoB
VT Age 40 ; will leave his situation atthecodjWJ

Can drive or milk a cow. Is not lea^ ?TTt
fault. Four years' character from last situifl*-* *

Lodge, Barnet, Merts.

GENT or MANAGING FAKH «Jg£j
a thorough knowledge of the Managejw"-^
>» I „,wl Waa^d Tirohnr MC. I al90 WCU U?

A. _...,__. ......
tions of Land, Woods, Timber, Ac.

and the Management of all kinds oi Jwvn-

f 0t.^M^
the highest diss from several gentlemen J^TJi
care of Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dicicson

to

I

a'

JLO

Merchants, Chester.

AIL1FF and MANAGER OF a LABS

FAKM.-A well qualified Man ^f^
ment; has had great practical experience, au

recommended.—A. Z., W. Dawson <fc So^- "'

London, E.C.
cSSi

TO NOBLEMEN AND <^T\T#
17URM BAILIFF or MANAGES OF^j,

J? -Has been engaged in the management
oi^

on the Borders of Scotland for some:

yean ,

" ^ &\

ltdge of Stock, and has been regularly ace

ing ; has also some knowledge ot Land o

tionable references will be given.-**

Newcastle-on-Tyne. . TTj

Middle-aged ^

i

,
r

I

¥ARM BAILIFF.
branco

Farm
T

\ I LI !• 1- .— .Miuuie-^->.. w
thoroughly »*g«*5

arming in aU its branches. Re^
. D., Mr. Cocksey, Audle^Ch^lure^

tan*
1T.1AHMING BAILIE {}*>* „£&#*»

1J no incumbrance ;
thoroughly lJHoliaeg

ail its branches. His Wife as Cook and, ^ «£
manage a Dairy or Poultry^>y^i_L -~^

BAILIFF.—A native of on« ^£j^<
r

counties in Scotland ; a thorough£ ^e**,
to Droning and *mprovtog^d* U^g ~
tock, both Sheep and Cattle, also"

pe£erI^
of the highest order. -J. B-, »k-- '

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

STOCK HAN.— A mpectawe

without incumbrance ; can ttf

Farm, understands Heavy and ^f

Dairy-woman. Good reference.

Street, Long Acre, \V\0_

M*4the
BeTl

**sSEKD8MAN--A y0,,n^."^8eed
experience in a large proving^Gt

unexceptionable testimonial*

treet,
Northampton. TcTqSW

TO NURSERYMEN OR *
.

IO Country Houses.—A. B., ^n. ^^^
Uxbridge.

, TiuTc N.

Has had ^LSSftjfi
T O

HOPMAN.
Wholesale and Retail trade ^^

with every branch. Unexceptione

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.w»
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SATURDAY, JAfiUABYX, 1861.

To >T
<

p« -.SKlOoV."on FRIDAY Morning January 25,

Pi. tw will be continued on each succeeding

jgoa SSMdAYsI the same hour. Fee K 12, U
V Jklf, D.D .

Principal.

rFCTURES'TO'WORKING MEN.

,,, sMKST SCHOOL of MINES, Jenny

n

,
'

' n» THIRD COUKSK Of BIX LECTURES 0»

if" bjPitrfSior Ramsay, F.R.S., will be commenced

S&^cSSSSwS^mcn only on MONDAY

rbotoOooree. B**

hi

nilU 'II. v^uaiin mavutnoB * u»« "J VJI .M >>lle8

Mother," were performed in the presence of the Queen
and Royal family, the visitors at the Castle, and a

1— ~e '....-n^A M<M*. q ix Priday morning tieB jeata.

*ad occui>aUon writteu on a piecu vi papc

will be exchanged.
Tresham Reeks, Registrar.

1

NOTICE OF DIVIDEND.

>\\K OK DEPOSIT (I iblished A.D. 1844),

5 ,

K
, ^..ndon, B.W.-The WARRANTS for

1 uV' > / \ RLV iVrW^M'. .it the rate of J per cent, per
' " i 0tp» ' December 31. are READY for

„ a stable daily between the hours of 10 and 4.

mrj 12. Peter Morrison*, Managing Director.

and Forms sent free on application.

Oft
-"

j
-

I

i%

I SSUeft.

Despatches have been received in anticipation

tf the Calcutta and China mail, with news from

Hoogh ngtothe 16th, and from Calcutta to the 30th

Dumber. The China news informs us that all

was quiet at Pel; in, and that the first instalment

of the indemnity had been paid. The greater part

ef the expeditionary force arrived at Hong Kong
Mthe loth December. The 31st, 67th, the Rifles,

lilitary Train, and two batteries remained at

M plentifully 8

suppressed. The official organ of the Sardinian I

dramatic performance this season tool.
\

Government has announced the resolution of,?^ s
.
«!* •*-*• *• «**edy_ ut ••

:

Count Cavour not to add to the existing complica-

tions by an attack on Austria for the sake of

Venice ; and Garibaldi has charged General

Turr to convey to King Yictor Emmanuel a

message of unchanged loyalty and conciliation,

with the assurance of his readiness to curb the

excessive zeal of his partizans, aud to act in

political unison with Count Cavour and the Sar-

dinian Ministry so long as they continue faithful to

their duty of arming the nation.

The King of Prussia has delivered a warlike

address to his generals, in which he says that the

present moment is full of dangers in which h

may have need of all their devotedness ; that if

he and other princes who desire the maintenance

of peace do not succeed in turning aside the rising

storm they will have need of all their forces to

defend themselves in a conflict in which they must

vanquish, if they are not willing to be annihilated.

The Emperor of Austria has issued an imperial

ordinance convoking the Hungarian Diet at Buda

on the 2d of April. At the same time the Em-

peror has issued a series of resolutions annulling

the elections of the political refugees, announcing

the intention of the Government to " act severely"

against all who refuse to pay taxes, forbidding

the establishment of the institutions granted by

the Constitution of 1848, and declaring that the

Comitats have no executive power, and are con-

sequently not to be allowed to issue ordi-

nances. The Hungarians have replied to these

resolutions by a declaration of their resolve to

preserve all their ancient rights, and to maintain

the laws of 1818 until the Diet shall have resolved

Masks and
es lleade.

on changing

-

The weather wasintensely cold, and the Peiho was

gv/i •pletely frozen over, but the troops were very
•<*•' healthy. Lord Elgin and Sir Hope Grant had

for Japan ; Sir Robert Nai-ier had returned
Calcutta. The rebels were still in force and gain-

^fc strength. From India we learn that a monster
meeting had been held at Calcutta to protest

the grant of 520,0001. awarded by Sir
ttiw.s.8 "Wood, a* Secretary of State for India,

) the descendants of Tippoo Saib. The grant had
also been the subject of an angry discussion in the

I>gialativ Council, and a series of resolutions

ng- for all the papers on the subject had been
moved by Sir Barnes Peacock, and carried by

>e casting vote of the Chief Justice. The collec-

of the Income Tax was proceeding quietly at
ttjiabay, and the import trade had been resumed
after a suspension of six weeks.

Admiral Barbtbr df. Tinan, with the whole
« the French fleet, left the waters of Gaeta on

• r lty. The armistice expired on the even-
** of that day

; and on Monday, General Mena-
J^»or the part of King Yictor Emmanuel,
roP°wd t) King Francis II. the terms of an

arable capitulation. The King, with the
"Woe of the Papal Nuncio, and of the

Queen and Prince Consort, with the Pr'n of Wale*,

walked in the Home Park and visited the Duchess of

Kent at Frogmore. The Prince of Wales a!urwards
took leave of her Majesty and left Windsor for Mailing.

ley Hall, Cambridge. The Duke de Chartus, the Duke
and Duchess of Manchester, Lord and Lady Proby,

Lord and Lady Stanley of Alderley, the Right Hou. T.

Milner Gibson, and Mr. Gibbs left the Castle. On
Saturday morning the Queen walked in the grounds of

the Castle. The Prince Consort came to London, and
presided at a meeting of the Finance Committee of the

Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, held at

Buckingham Palace. The Duchess of Kent visited her

Majesty and took luncheon. Lord Palnu on and the

I Ion. F. and Mrs. Stonor arrived on a visit. In the

afternoon the Prince Consort, • h Prmce Arthur,
skated in the Home Park. On Sunday l ruin* the
Queen aud Prince Consoit, the Princesses Alice, II no,

and Louisa, Prince Arthur and Leopold, and the

visitors, attended Divino service in the private chapel.

The Dean of Windsor officiated. Prince Philip of

Wiirtemberg arrived on a visit to her M . On
Monday morning the Queen, with Princess Alice,

walked and drove in the Home Park, and visited the

Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort,

accompanied by Prince Philip of Wiirtemberg, went

out shooting. Lord Palmerston and the Hon. F.

and Mrs. Stonor left the Castle. On Tuesday

morning the Queen walked in the grounds of

the Castle. The Prince Consort, with Prime Arthur,

skated in the Home Park. The Duchess of Kent

visited her Majesty, and touk luncheon. General

von Bonin, on* a special mission from the King of

Prussia, accompanied by Lord John Russell and the

Prussian .Minister, Count Bernstorff, arrived on a visit.

Shortly after their arrival her Majesty gave audience

to General von Bonin, who presented letters from

the King of Prussia. Count Bernstorff and Lord

John Russell also had an audience of her Majesty.

Prince Philip of Wurtemberg left the Castle. On
Wednesday morning the Queen with Princess Helena

walked and drove in the Home Park. The Prince

Consort went out shooting, accompanied by Count

Uernstorff. The Duchess ot Cambridge and Princess

Mary, the Lord Chancellor, the Marquis aud Marchioness

ot Westminster, the Earl and Countess of Tankerville,

m

*

k

d

the

.
^"M of Austria, Spain, Saxony, Bavaria,

a Portugal, refused to listen to these terms,
«*™»P« Admiral Pkksano proclaimed
r~Me, and allowed the inhabitants and the-«^n Tessel, itl the port a fcw h(mrs,

time tQ
*«* the place. 0a Tuesday morning hostilities

- recommenced bj the batteries of Gaeta,

53 "*i*ll«lX V .

latt« Promptly replied, and

*»fc? .uW
eS8

*?
8kcken tire

-
TheSar"

but it Za^aen% Placed itself in line

;

& h the rmWdlT upV%

„
had tak- I'**

the 24th. Several thlaZ B,Urb t^™*/"he eommand of General Uyf^V*001* "^
olitau provinces tbroul'he'it

ent
t

ered
f

th;W week, and defeated tJi^^T *T
°ry

Jroe, near TagllaCoMo, camp,ZXlZi««ino. General Sow , , ,

to retlre on

w
I*

them. The latest news states that

the Court Chancellor has informed the Pbince

Primate of Gra.n that the recall of the refugees is

at present prevented by the question of the

sequestration of their property, but that after the

settlement of that question, it is the intention of

the Ehperob to prochim a general amnesty.

From the United States we learn that the £ord Waterpark, the Bight Hon. the Speaker, the

example of South Carolina has been followed by Right Hon. B. and Mrs. Disraeli, and Vice^Admiral the

Florida

and Alabam
diate secession

in these Slates have been taken by the seces-

sionists, and resolutions have been adopted for

seizing all the fortifications on the southern coast.

The federal troop-ship conveying the reinforcements

sent by the President to Major Anderson, has

been tired into at Charleston and compelled to

retire without landing the troops. The Brooklyn,

sloop of war has now been sent to Charleston to

force an entrance for the troops, and the seces-

sionists are making energetic preparations to resist

the attempt. Major Anderson has sent to Wash-

ington for instructions, hut it is generally believed

that, at the first shot tired at the Brooklyn, he

will open fire from Fort Sumter on the

loitihcations of the city, and that the

fight will then become general. Meanwhile

General Scott has ordered all the available

troops at Leavenworth to proceed to Fort

McHenry, near Baltimore ; Mr. Thompson, Secre-

tary of the Intel ior, has resigned on account of

the" despatch of reinforcements to Fort Sumter

;

and the President has sent a Special Message to

the Senate, tin owing the responsibility on Con-

gress, and suggesting the restoration of the Mis-

souri compromise.

A despatch from New Orleans announces that

Miramon was completely routed and put to flight

on the 22d December, and that the Liberals took

possession of the city of Mexico on Christinas Day.

This news has not yet been confirmed from any

other quarter, but should it prove to be true, the

war mav be considered at an end.

V

N. , jllomt Neu>?,

The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

inueat Windsor Castle. On Thursday
The Cotjrt.-

Royal family con t
.

week the Duchess of Kent visited her Majesty and

took luncheon. In the afternoou the Prince Con-

movement h«H ^' ~" c sort, with the Prince of Wales and the Duke de Ct.artres
movement had been everywhere skated on Virginia Water. In the evening the third

the Belgian Minister aud Madame Van dfi Weyer with

a visit at New Lodge, Windsor Forest. The Prince

Consort went out shooting, accompanied by Count

Bernstorff and the Earl of Tankerville. In the afternoon

Count Bernstorff, General von Bonin, and Lord John

Russell left the Castle.

The Prince of Wales arrived at Cambridge on

Friday afternoon, travelling from Windsor by a special

train by Kew and the North London line to Stratford,

and thence to Cambridge by the Eastern Counties

without change of carriage. On arriving at the Carn-

bridge station his Royal Highness proceeded by the

backs of the colleges direct to Madingley Hall. There

was a total absence ot any official demonstration on the

part of either university or town, in accordance with

the expressed wish of the Prince. On Saturday morning

the Vice-Chancellor, accompanied by tie Heads of

Colleges and Proctors, had the honour of being intro-

duced to his Royal Highness at Trinity College Lodge.

Immediately afterwards the Mayor of Cambridge, accom-

panied by the Town Clerk and a deputation from the

corporation, were introduced to the Prince, and delivered

an address, to which his Royal Highness made a brief

reply. The Prince then went, attended by General

Bruce and the Master of Trinity, to Magdalene College

Lodge, the residence ot the Vice-Ci.ancellor, where he

I was received by the Vice-Chaueellor, accompanied by

Mr. Uomilly, the registrar, and went through the

ceremony of matriculation. Having signed his name
in the Registrar's book, the Vice-Chancellor delivered

to him a copy of the University Statutes. On Sunday

morning, His Royal Highness atteuded Divine servic

at Madingley Church. The Rev. Thomas Field, ot

Emmanuel College, Cambridge, vicar of Madingley,

officiated. ,

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held yesterday-

afternoon at the official residence of Lord Palmerston

in Downingstreet.
Parliamentary MovEMENm-Sir T. E. Colebrooke,

Bart M P. tor Lanarkshire, will probably be selected

to move the Address in the House ot Commons in answer

to the Speech from the Throne.-The requisition to

Colonel Batlmrst having received the signatures o up-

wards of 1200 electors out of a constituency ot little

more than 3000, the gallant officer has expressed his

wdlmgness to stand for South Wilts m the Conservative

Tnterest, and has issued an address to the elector*

Colonel Bathurst's expei see have been guaranteed by

rr _ .
',^a auA between 2000?. and 3O00/. was sub-
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scribed at a meeting at Salisbury on Tuesday, some of

the leading agriculturists of the district putting down

their names for 50Z. and 1001. each. The nomination

will not take place until after the meeting of Parlia-

ment.—There are three candidates for the seat at

Leicester vacant by the death of Dr. Noble,—Mr.

Heygate, in the Conservative, Mr. Harris, in the

Liberal, and Mr. P. A. Taylor, in the Radical interest.

Chiep Justiceship of Madras.—Mr. Colley Har-

man Scotland, of the Oxford Circuit, has been ap-

pointed to the Chief Justiceship of Madras, vacant by

the death of Sir Henry Davison.

The Dockyards.—Orders have been issued from the

Admiralty for the discharge of all the hired shipwrights

and sawyers, with the greater portion of the remaining

hired men employed in the Royal dockyards, by the end

of March next. Upwards of 1000 men will be dis-

charged from Portsmouth yard alone.

The Volunteer Movement.—On Saturday after-

noon a numerously attended meeting of commanding
officers of the various Middlesex corps was held at the

Volunteer Service Club for the purpose of promoting

an address expressive of the sense so generally enter-

tained of the great services rendered by Earl de Grey
and Ripon to the Volunteer forces, and of the regret

felt for his retirement from the office of Under-Secre-

tary of State for War. Lord Elcho presided, and let-

ters were read from the Marquis of Donegal, Lieut.

-

Colonel of the London Irish ; Earl Grosvenor, Lieut.-

Colonel of the Queen's Westminster; Viscount Ranelagh,

Lieut.-Colonel ofthe South Middlesex ; Viscount Enfield,

Lieut.-Colonel of the North Middlesex (29th) ; Colonel

Lindsay, St. George's; Major M'Leod, of the 1st

Middlesex Engineers; Major Grey, &c., warmly ap-

proving the proposal, and regretting their unavoid-

able absence. Among the commanding officers pre-

sent were Lord Elcho, London Scottish ; Lord Truro,

Major Commandant 4th Middlesex (Islington) ; Major-

General Downing, Lieut.-Colonel Bigge, Railw ay Rifles ;

Lieut.-Colonel Colville, 39th (Clerkenwell) ; Captain

Phillips, 38th (Artist); Major Wilkinson, 2d Adminis-

trative Battalion (Highgate, Hampstead, and Hornsey);

Captain Hughes, 19th Middlesex (Working Men's Col-

lege Corps) ; Captain Walters, Central London ; and
other commandants. The Chairman said, that though
he had not personally had the pleasure of starting the

idea of addressing Lord De Grey on his retirement,

still no one could doubt the very strong claims which
that noble lord possessed to the gratitude and respect

of the enth?3 Volunteer force of this kingdom, not alone

for his personal urbanity and attention to the arduous
duties he had had to perform in his capacity of Under
Secretary of State for War, but for having originated
and conducted the machinery of this great national

movement with such ability that his successor would
.have little left but to follow in the footsteps of the noble
lord who had preceded him in office. With these senti-

ments on the subject, the moment he had heard of this

movement to present Lord De Grey with some address
upon his retirement, he had most heartily joined in

carrying it out. He could bear testimony on his own
part to the exceedingly great value to be attached to
the services of Lord De Grey to the Volunteer move-
ment. No one could regret more on personal grounds
than he did the retirement of Lord De Grey. Major
Wilkinson (senior hon. secretary) then read the
proposed address, and made a short statement as
to the proceedings in the matter up to the present
time. Several other commanding officers expressed
similar sentiments to Lord Elcho, and, after some
discussion, the " address was unanimously adopted,
and a deputation appointed to wait upon Lord
De Grey and Ripon, and present it to his Lordship.—
It is announced that the annual competitive trial of
small-bore rifles will, by permission of the Commander-
in-Chief, take place at Hythe on Tuesday, the 12th of
February.—A company has been formed, under the
auspices of influential noblemen and gentlemen, under
the chairmanship of the Duke of Manchester, for the
purpose of establishing a permanent camp where volun-
teers may learn every duty connected with military
regulation. The price of the shares has been fixed at
21. each, and many of them have already been taken.
It is contemplated to erect 2000 huts within 13 milesof London by railway each fitted and furnished for

If T) T'f
10 W

i

ll

VW a "™n»™ Per week asrent.-The first annual dinner of the 7th Surrey (Lam-
beth and Southwark) Rifles took place on Saturday
evening at the Freemasons' Tavern, Major Beresford

iVfn K
r
\r?n

r
a Sllver b"SIe "'as presented to&»&&¥" of

~
St

- ** Nekton, and a

resolved that the distinctive character of the Volun-

teer Guards as the Six Feet Corps continue unchanged.

—A mounted Rifle Corps has lately been formed in

Essex, with head-quarters at Latchingdon, and its ser-

vices have been accepted by the name of the 1st Essex

Mounted Corps.—The services of the Liverpool Press

Guard, which now numbers 400 members of the news-

paper, typographical, and kindred trades-, have been

accepted, and the corps is to be numbered the 80th

Lancashire.— The two Cambridge companies having

attained their maximum strength, steps have been

taken for the formation of a third company.—A silver

bugle was presented to the 2d Derbyshire at Sudbury,

on Monday, by Lady Vernon. At a banquet which took

place subsequently a handsome dress sword was presented

to Lord Vernon by the two companies of Sudbury Rifles.

—A grand Volunteer ball took place in the Assembly

Rooms and Music Hall, Edinburgh, on the 17th inst.

and was attended by about 500 ladies and gentlemen.

—A meeting of the provisional committee of the

Lancashire County Association, recently formed at

Preston, was held on Tuesday at the Town Hall, Liver-

pool, Lord Stanley, M.P., in the chair, when it was
resolved to appoint local committees to act in the
principal towns of the county.—A public meeting was
held on Tuesday at the Shire Hall, Gloucester, for

the purpose of establishing a county Rifle Association
for Gloucestershire, including the cities of Gloucester
and Bristol. The Earl of Ducie, Lord-Lieutenant
of the county, presided, and was supported by
the Earl of Ellenborough ; the Right Hon. Sotheron
Estcourt, M.P. ; Colonel Kingscote, M.P. ; Sir George
Jenkinson; Admiral the Right Hon. Sir Maurice
Berkeley; Mr. Gore Langton, M.P.; Colonel Berkeley,
M.P.; Mr. Holford, M.P. ; Mr. Holland, M.P.; Sir M.
C. Boevey, Sir J. F. Davis, the Mayors of Bristol and
Gloucester, Major Noel, Captain Bush, Captain Guise,
and a large gathering of the local gentry. The meeting
was addressed by several noblemen and gentlemen, and
resolutions were unanimously adopted for the formation
of the association and pledging the meeting to carry its

object into effect. A code of rules was also adopted, the
main feature of which was an annual rifle contest for

the members of the corps, and special prizes for all

comers, the range to be 1200 yards with 1200 yards
more beyond the butts.

droietcim

France.
a Senatus

-At the meeting of the Senate on Tuesday,
Consultum wna presented, providing that

official accounts of the sittings of the Senate and the
Corps Legislatif shall be placed at the disposal of each
journal every evening. A Commission was appointed
by the Senate to examine this project. A number of
senators and deputies have arrived in Paris from the
departments, and it appears from their conversation
that their constituents are all anxious that peace may
be maintained. The French population in the depart-
ments are unanimous in their expression that the
Emperor has done quite enough for Italy, and that
France can find better employment for her blood and
treasure. The deputies who have spoken on the ques-
tion of the unity of Italy are of opinion that if it be
accomplished it will be by the effect of time, and not by
brute force. The Moniteur again denies that the
Government is in any way responsible for the political
pamphlets which make their appearance daily, and
especially for the plans enunciated in recent brochures
for declaring the Gallican Church independent of the
Pope. It says :

—
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nfcis invested with no power to prevent thepublication of books and pamphlets. It would therefore beunjust to render it responsible tor senseless theories, which the

r^Lr
11V °v

the H£"° 8tfcm »tfces as being contrary to the
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S J ™*!* and to tho reject due to the
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wbich thc r°licv of ^e Emperor hasalways set an example."
M. Thouyenel has addressed two new circulars to the
diplomatic agents of Fiance in foreign c itries j one

"",l "»»««» was received on \Ve<Ines-

i2^}!
e^€V0

f'J whom h* presented a lett.rom the King ot Prussia announcing the death ,Ins brother and his own accession to the ThroneThe Minister of War has issued an order to arm^ t he'whole ofthe French army with six-barrelled refersHie organisation of a fourth battalion in each of S£
£*23TS5 °f.

the line is ™w "dieted, and it
testimonial in the shape of a goV;^^^ the army is to be increased by 17
20 guineas was presented to Colouv-Ser^ItMl^l ™ ?

*
.

r€»iment > of «*"fa* For several wee!
W-Ilis, ofthe Coldstream G:iardC^^^ P^st extensive purchases of horses have been made by

were

^fJiwrr'iT
UU^ ?2?

been P^sented to the 1st

*? J^.

Iapham aml Wandsworth), the gift of theMisses Elliotaon.—The second •»«»«! » • \ i i \*
nf Hip Vi\*™.;« p-fl V ,

co
,

ml ann«al regimental ball

linltnn T '

vli l
he P?tronaS* of the Duke of Wei-ington.-The Volunteer Guards (32d Middlesex) haveheld a general meeting in Hi.ngerford Hal o con i'llr f

red'uXnTilf^Tf^ the ***«wT£ '

[^ajt <

admirals, W?apSsS^o?^^^
captains of frigates, are about to j^

*ith

*i

periments are making in parj

cannon, the effect of which it „ ^
greater than anything yet acccmLrT

1 *

strong or Whitworth guns. I^fe**
a cannon or a mortar. In the firstI^
the breech ofthe gun by means ofaTmay be attached or removed with tThe Moniteur contains a note rear*^
trial regarding the heirs of Prince*?*
the public to suspend its judgment
documents put forth in M. Bem^*
impugned, while the records of foLj
the marriage with Miss Paterson

are-a
peachable. It also publishes a <WT
40f. to lOf. per 100 kilogrammes tbfcL
merchandise imported into France

is J
to the net weight. Monsignor §J?
Nuncio, is daily expected in ParbJX*
said that his stay in Paris will aW*
the mission with which he is intrsWJ^
Rome. If unsuccessful he will retui'
delay. Count de Persigny has refeeil

application to be allowed to establish a ufa

in Paris. The Emperor, who has been fe,

engaged in writing a history of Julius Ct
orders for the construction of a trireuZ

model of the old vessels of the Roman ad
be built near Asnieres, under the snpe*

M. Mongin, the engineer, and from drwic

Historiographer of the Marine, and Cower

Archives in that department. Two China*
have arrived at the Tuileries. They were.'

de Montauban to the Emperor after tbeJ
Emperor of China's Summer Palace, wk

found. They were used for burning perfc^

a very curious specimen of Chinese in;

Emperor expressed his admiration of theomi

ordered that they should be placed

d'Apollon—.On Friday night the Count

de Morny invited the Emperor andEmpw
party to an illuminated fite on the ice c

Longchamps, in the Bois de Boulogne

carriages had arrived there long before tkei

their Majesties. The trees surrounding

hung with red, blue, green, white, and jeli

a number of ^persons were stationed on ti

lanterns and torches. The Emperor ah:

time on the ice and drove the Empress in a*

sledge, fitted up with violet velvet. X:"

sledges followed that of her Majstr, id

number of skaters were on the icepa%W»J

sledge-chairs, in which were ladies ictk/ia**

toilets. The scene was most imm#* *J

passed off without any accident, J
Spain and Morocco.—The ^^Jjj

has congratulated the Queen on the trnP*

perous condition of the Spanish nation

the agitation prevailing in Europe. T!

clared in the Cortes that the statementtt

of a Spanish vessel had given advice to tk

to placing their guns in a better ^TZ
any foundation. The Spanish navy to»«^

to act in conformity with the pohcyot

U

which is to remain neutral—The to

gone into "family mourning " for three bw-

Count and Countess de Mo"temol|n.—

journals state that General Cabrera ana i

the Carlist party intend to return w

according to the Carlist journals, taey

Austria to confer with the wife ot i*n

of Modena), who has been for some u*

that country with her children.

Switze sLand. -Accounts fromW
example of France in abolishing™^

about to be followed in S**^±*
been addressed to the several cantons r^

SAXONY.-The Second Chamber «

^

refused, by a majority of 5/ to i*
.,

iteration the proposition for re-e>

toral law of 1849. ... u^0
HanovER.-T1.c last a.fficuH'e^

fc

GL
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A
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I

redemption of the_cw»uv^^Stade Dues bate

Hanover has been placed ainpn^^^.^
f

tie**
5

in the re-pai tition of the »-— f
according to their naval import^*

some formalities in Hanover and tn tl

i ° W IT*
~7*-"""«*ij "iviaions nave ree

pleted by be 1st cf Mnrcb. Tins measure is appliedto the entire army, mfantry, cavalry, artillery a,
engmecrs. Immense activity also prevails in the Fee
«««,,ah and m.bt.ry ports. At Toulon particu m-lyshipbuildmg is going on as rapidly as if the Government

... ^OTUt sliU(ll , rcl height of members fvll! «m
Bteel;Plnt

.

c
;

d
.

{"S^es; and, in order to pro-«h a T1ew to form addHHme, compan°i s, wbTnTt^s !E^JSjm
£r3!. *»

.
t,le

calling out 6700 sailors from
^

mark and the duchy of f^%^
Sjoelland has been recalled trom .

the Minister of Marine has era
;

a steam squadron of 22 vesieb, ^^
mortar-boats. A M^ffZ^eWi*
purchase of gunboats, and a re

of ^
is ordered to i

I^Ui °»
0|?£d tb^JMmi^ofM^_^

tional admiral, four

berof captains of merchant v

the naval service if they areF^^
instruction in t

}

l\lr\^m^ i^\
which will be opened at^Jh^ ;meeting »a» ,. f t

C
P

A

large popular meeting «~ KiDg for i

.

addresses were voted to ">
fr0m " '

sion of Holstem and U**™% **navy, one sion oi itoiscem «»•" -- ij

vice-admirals, 16 rear-
J
An address, signed by <
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^ V -lk -things is lying for farther signa- LawJJpf 1818 remains in force, with some unimportant
and >?iks »*

Tli
.

ig ajjres3 contains a modifications. The following resolutions of the Era-

* .
M*J .X .El :„farnal affairs of Denmark,

; the B?of Schleswig. The address

• -^ th« reauest that liberties may be granted

'ifeoXmity with the Danish const,-

ported that England, trance, and

«* >*•»* •»*»r^^r ;7n:™"mbiish two
^calle

Id!**1*. tiiaw _,e ,

" ^SmTofdoming'to an'understandin

rS£j^ » Ll«'ion
g
of the Danish quest*

rtobnngw"
TbeGerman papers publish tw

frW Lord Johu Russell to her Majesty s

Inhagen and Berlin, on the relations

* tTscbleswig. In the former despatch

ing
peror have been despatched to the Stadtholder of Buda
by the Chancellor of Hungary :

—
" The election to the Committee cf the Comitat of those

persons who are refugees from the couutry for political reasons
is null and void. Severe puuishments are to be inflicted on all

persons who refuse to pay the taxes. The Comitate are pro-

hibited from making any ordinances in reference to taxes. A
vote of the Diet alone can bring about a change in the tribunals

now existing, or in the present civil and penal codes. The
practical establishment of the institutions granted by the

Constitution of 1848 is prohibited, and the public functionaries

are ordered to oppose it by the most severe measures. In case

of refusal the Committees of the Comitat are to be either sus-

rounding Ascoli has also been suppressed by the Sardi-
nians. Several prisoners were shut. A column of 2000
ardiniaus has been disembarked at Civita Nova, and

is marching on the province of Teraino. Troops have
also beeu dc itched irom Naples to the Abruzzi and
Calabria, where they were cheered by the inhabitants.

Despatches from Naples state that numerous arrests

have taken place in that city, and that many Royalist

officers have been dismissed. The Official Gazette

publishes a Royal decree confirming Prince Carignan's

nominations of the new Council of Lieutenancy

for Naples, which is composed as follows:

—

Liberio Romano, Interior and Agriculture ; D'Aoasa,
pended or dissolved. The assemblies of the Comitat nave no Justice ; Spaventa, Police ; Laterza, Finances ; Imbrani,

ni Deomark is gouno^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^ tQ

J^S^SES with DenmarkTbut to uphold inviolate

:
"

m Constitution ofSchlSSW^r, as well as to

STtho THnish nationalities in the duchy

^?t̂

"d
let h^terest than his duty to fulfil

.rmM. subiects should be led to perceive that

r^ey P^-Vuahty of rights , with their
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_ They womd then soon exhibit a feeling

r 1 „i n7£ the monarchy, and a sincere desire to

JJ2i n :^nd the concessions made to them would

TS S*o releasing the King in their eyes from the

» the suspicion^ even, of having brought an intel-

,ous part of his subjects to a hateful and

rfhrinf oondition
"

.itch to Berlin Lord John Russell says :—

The promises entered into by the King of Denmark,

, .-.,
,

: . not matter giV6, in the opinion of her Majesty B

CLnt, s right to Austria and Prussia, or to tho German

n, to mix themselves up in every single question

istraUon within the Duchy of Sehleswig Were
iAu.jg to be incorporated with Denmark—were Sehleswig

lobbed ofher separate constitution—then could Germany

s right of interference. If, on the other hand, the regu-

^K*ch individual church and of each individual school

were to become the motive for the German
to interfere, the royal authority of the King of

»wiii 11 k would exist only in name."

initz, the Prussian Minister for Foreign

MTairs, has addressed a despatch to the British Go-

i.rtr •::'. in reply to that of Lord John Russell,

that the question of Schleswig is not now
aeration, but simply that of Holstein and

btaei which belong to the German Confederation.

M. de. J initz has also addressed a note to the Ger-

an Courts to declare that Prussia is not disposed to

a.t as ex tor of the Federal decrees to the exclusion

if the < erman Governments.
I'm S3IA.— <>n the day after the King transferred his

from Potsdam to 'Berlin he gave audience to

sis on service at Berlin. In his address his

toye* the following remarks on the proba-
l'-'tv •• •

•" which have caused gome sensation in

Berlin :

—

iUsfeiae first time that I find myself in your midst as
\ -'.'.,.;•>-

.-...;. Iheim penetrable decree of tlie Almighty
vs now csRei me to the throne, which hitherto it had been

•flic exre to defend. This event has t .ken place at a
1*»—>• rtjnwnt with dangers and with the prospect of

•• Lich, gentlemen, 1 shall perhaps stand in need
on. If my efforts and those of the Princes who,

to maintain peace, do not avert the storm
which rewing around us, we shall have to collect all our
SSssfth to resist it and overcome it. I am happy to see at

r head, in such excellent health, Field-Marshal General

Jjyl As regards you, my dear Minister of War, Koon,
I

> never put you on a bed of roses, and you will have to
*«rk vigorously to make the army what it ought to be for

•. Let us not deceive ourselves ! If I do not
« ing the struggle, it will be a strupgle in which
t conquer, if we do not wish to be annihilated."

fe ' 'on of standards took place at Berlin on

J*
1

' '. H2 standards were distributed among
**di regiments. The King was enthusiastically

^y^ - The House of Nobles has agreed to its

*•*» »n ,,ly to the Speech from the Throne. The
- not make any allusion to the Holstein ques-» si ^ards the apprehension of a general war,

*£*•** the hope that peace will not be disturbed

;

: be otherwise decreed, Prussia, it says, will
rue lye o;.,. mail «for the homes, rights, and honour of

Tw
1151 ; ~~The Official Gazette contains an Imperial

"scree on! ag the issue of a new 5 per cent, loan of

JW0.000 tiarins, at 88.
rticipate the payment of the taxes, the
mance is to issue the securities in such a™«er .hit a fifth of their amount may be redeemed

J^tiae, *nd the tax-collectors ar

executive power, and are consequently not to be allowed to

issue ordinances. The Imperial diploma of October 20 will,

however, undergo no modification, and the concessions granted
to Hungary will remain unabridged."

The General Assembly of the Comitat ofGran has voted

a reply to these Imperial resolutions, of which the

following is a summary :

—

" The permanent conflicts with the Government have ren-

dered Hungary distrustful. The Imperial Diploma of the 20th

of October is in contradiction with the Pragmat Sanction,

which is binding on the King as well as on the nation. The
oath taken by Charles III. is binding on his successors. Taxes
not sanctioned by the Hungarian Diet are illegal. The Comitat
demands guarantees for the rights of the Diet to sanction or to

reject taxes, and wishes that the King (Emperor of Austria)

should reside in Hungary."

The Comitat of Honth has resolved upon sending the

following in reply to the Imperial Manifesto :
—

" The Comitat has not transgressed, and will not transgress,

the limit of lawful rights. It will, however, preserve all its

ancient rights, and will maintain the laws of 1848 until the Diet

shall have resolved upon a change in the same. The Comitat

is of opinion that without the existence of an independent

Hungarian Ministry, which was guaranteed by the laws of

1848 Hungary cannot be considered to be lawfully governed.

The Comitat will gladly submit to the decision of such a

Ministry."

At the sitting of the Committee of the Comitat ot

Pesth on the 21st, it was unanimously resolved to

adjourn the discussion of the Imperial resolutions to the

General Assembly of the Comitat on the 11th of

February. At the General Assembly of the repre-

sentatives of Pesth held on the I7th inst., M. Deak

opposed the immediate assumption of the judicial

power by the Hungarians. He said, "At this moment

we have only to choose between Austrian laws and

anarchy." The Conference for judicial organization,

which had been convoked by the Judex Cur'ue, was

opened on the 23d, when M. Deak proposed the re-

__i_^Ul* 1 4. ^ P 4-Urt TTii»-\rrf**»ian ^itva Q« far HQ Ol\Y\ HPestablishment of the Hungarian laws as far as can be

done without interfering in questions of civil law with

individual rights. The Court Chancellor, Baron Vay,

has informed the Prince Primate of Gran that the

rcalling of the refugees is prevented at present by the

question arising from the sequestration of their pro-

perty. The Emperor has stated that after the settle-

ment of that question, which has been ordered to take

place at as early a period as possible, a general amnesty

shall be proclaimed.

Bohemia.—The municipality of Prague assembled

on the 22d in order to discuss and sign a petition

requesting the responsibility of Ministers and the early

convocation of the Imperial Diet.

Italy.—Accounts from (laeta state that on the

morning of the 19th the Piedmontese General Mena-

brea put an end to the armistice, and offered conditions

for the surrender of the fortress. The King refused to

accept them, and it is said that the Papal Nuncio and

the Ministers of Austria, Spain, Saxony, Bavaria, and

Portugal, who repaired to Gaeta on the 16th, on the

occasion of his Majesty's birthday, were parties to this ' an English vessel and a Greek one.

Public Instruction; Mancini, Ecclesiastical Affairs;

Oberti, Public Works. A Finance Committee has been
instituted, under the presidency of Signor Manna.
On Thursday Prince Carignan reviewed the National

Guard, by whom he was received wit 1 enthusiasm.

Prince Carignan was about to proc Mola di Gaeta.

The confidence in the Governmen-t i- in asing. The
Royal princes arrived at Florence on Thursday,

where fetes arc taking pit in their honour.

—

The Opinione, the official organ of the Sardinian Govern*
ment, containsan article unequivocally announcing to

Italy and to Europe the r »\ut\on of the Government
not to engage in hostilities with Austria for the sake

of Venice, and its determination to resist the attempts

of Garibaldi and his partisans to renew the war in

spring. In another article it shows that all combina-

tions for the formation of a united Italy will be in

favour of France, to whom Italy is naturally allied, and

expresses a hope that the French Chambers will coincide

with the policy of the Emperor. " The deliverance

of Rome will then," it says, "become more easy,

and the tranquillity of Europe be better assured."

General Turr has recently visited Garibaldi at Caprera

for the purpose of presenting to him, in the name of the

volunteers who disembarked with him at Marsala, a

star in gold set in diamonds, named "The Star of the

Thousand," in reference to the number of his earliest

companions in arms, and also of presenting a New
Year's Gift to his daughter from the King of Sardinia.

Garibaldi, in acknowledging the gilt, said—" That he

yet reckons on his thousand when he shall carry the

help of their arms to the beautiful country of General

Turr, according to the oath he took on the tomb of the

brave Hungarians who fell for Italy." At the same

time he charged General Turr to convey to the King

a message of unchanged loyalty and conciliation, with

a promise that he will charge General Bixio with &

special mission to curb the excessive zeal of his parti-

sans, and that he himself will act in political unison with

Count Cavour and the Sardinian Ministry so long aa

they continue faithful to their duty of arming the

nation. He has since addressed a letter to the

"Vigilance Committee" urging them to be diligent

in procuring all the necessary means for facilitating to

Victor Emmanuel the enfranchisement of the rest of

I tal v/' and pressing upon electors to return those who
will "impose on Government the arming of the nation."

Turkey.—The new commercial treaties are advancing

to a conclusion on the expected basis of uniform duties

of 8 per cent, on imports and exports.

Xn Principalities.—The Austrian Government

has addressed a second protest to Prince Couza, on the

continued negligence of the Koumau authorities in

allowing cargoes of arms to ascend the Danube. It has

now given notice of the presence in the Mediterranean

of five other vessels laden with armaments, iuclnding

\
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refusal. These diplomatists remained in the fortress Montenegro.— It now appears that no attack on the

till the expiration of the armistice. The Russian and town of Sputz has really taken place. An attack was
intended, and was only prevented by the representations

made to the Montenegrins by the Austrian, French, and
Russian Consuls. The Prince of Montenegro withdraws

his troops from the Turkish frontiers, expecting the satis*

faction promised to him by the Poite.

India.—The Bombay and Calcutta mails have

arrived with news from the former Presidency to the

27th, and from the latter to the 30lh December. The
following are the details :

—
Calcutta.—Great indignation has be. n expressed in the

Legislative Council at the grant of 520,0001. awarded by Sir

Charles Wood to the descendants of Tippoo Saib, of Mysore.

On the 15th Dec. Sir Barnes Peacock, the Chief Justice, moved
a series of resolutions calling for copies of all papers on the

subject, aud declared that the Mysore princes had no claim

whatever, "legal, equitable, or moral." to the gift. Sir C.

Jackson also condemned the grant in similar language. After

a most animated debate, in which every member took [-art,

the Council divided, when there appeared four votes in favour

of the motion and four against it The casting vote lay with
the Chief Justice, who decided in favour of the resolutions.

The motion was therefore carried. Public demonstrations
were also in progress agaiust it. A monster meeting wag
held on the 21st, to protest against it, and was attended by
every mm of note or mark in Calcutta, the official community
alone excepted.

Bonibay.—The collection of the income-tax is proceeding
quietly, but has hardly commenced. The import trade has
been resumed after mx weeks' suspension.

Mudrat.—Sir Hope Grant, on his return from China, will
succeed Sir Patrick Grant as Commander-in-Chief at Madras.

Sild•on.—-400 Europeans of her Majesty's 6th have been de-
tached from Ban tck pore for Rajmahal by rail, whence they

Prussian Ministers had previously returned to Rome.

All the foreign vessels, even the merchant vessels

chartered on account of the King of Naples, left Gaeta

on Saturday evening. Admiral Persano declared the

blockade on Monday, and allowed the inhabitants a

few hours' time to leave the city. The French Admiral,

Barbier de Tinan, left Gaeta on Saturday^ after pre-

venting the departure of a steamer laden with cannon

and soldiers, destined to aid the reactionary movement

The object of the loan being in Calabria. On Tuesday morning at 8 o'clock the bat-

teries ot Gaeta unexpectedly commenced a very heavy ,

fire upon the Sardinians. The batteries promptly

replied, and compelled the place to slacken fire.

re ordered to aoeept The fire of the Sardinians was vigorously continued on

m payment of the taxes for the current ! Wednesday, and was slowly replied to by the batteries.

On Thursday morning a powder magazine exploded in

the Sardinian camp, killing 20 persons. The fleet, con-

sisting of 14 ships, placed itself in line of battle at

12 o'clock on Tuesday ; but it does not appear that it has

vet taken part in the bombardment. The reactionary

movement in the Abruzzi is directed by the

.„ .... ^„^w ,

Dowager Queen and Count Trapani. Several mem-

. _ -..„ u lew days proved bers of the San Fedisti party have left Rome for

1 Urn de Montlmni;J^ ^ of honour of the the Abruzzi with several Royalist officers and Roman

¥mm'. I:S \S 0D *• "me day as the peasant* with arms and ammuuitmn. ^tefl.tajr*
- 12 davs on th« n^J^V^ Hone »ito mournin Bourbon troops which had entered th province

through the Roman territory, under the command of

General Lovers, last week attacked and defeated tl

a
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and he had complied .vith it so far as to direct that the title,

which had for so many years been recognised in the Kajau s

family, should be cm timed to his son, and that two-thirds ot

the pension now enjoyed by the Baiafa should be assigned to

his children. His lordship complimented several ot the

Mabarajaha on the management ot their estates; and especially

complimented Rajah Jye Mungal Sing Bahadoor on the zeal

he had manifested in the service of the Government, and ex-

pressed hisacknowledgments for the spontaneous assistance he

had rendered to the commissioner of the district in carrying

out the income tax assessment.
Ceylon.—The ship Herculean was totally lost on the J9tn or

November at Paul's Head. The crew were saved.

China.— Despatches from Tien-tsin of Nov. 30 and

from Shanghai of Dec 7 state that the first instalment

of the indemnity has been paid. Great part of the

expeditionary forces arrived safely at Hong Kong on

December 15. The 31st, the 67th, the Hities, the

Military Train, and two batteries remain at Tien-tsin.

All is quiet ;it Pekin. The weather is intensely cold,

and the Peiho is completely frozen over. The

troops are very healthy. Lord Elgin and Sir Hope
Grant have left for Japan. Sir Robert Napier has left

Hong Kong for Calcutta. Baron Gros and Mr. Ward
have been at Canton. The site of Yeh's yamnn has

been selected by the Frencli for a Roman Catholic

cathedral, under permission. A steamer has been up
the inland waters near Canton with perfect safety.

The Yang-toe is infested with pirates. The rebels are

still in lorce, and gain strength. It is reported that

some member of the Imperial fan ily of the Celestial

Empire is to be sent on a special mission to London|and
Parte,

Cape or Good Hope.—Accounts from Cape Town
to the 22d December state that Governor Grey was on

his way to the frontier to adjust matters in British

Caffrarin. The political question which excited the
greatest attention was the scheme of separation with
separate colony urged by many Eastern districts. The
vine disease had again appeared, and great loss was
anticipated in consequence. The Pioneer, one of the
vessels belonging to Dr. Livingston's expedition, was in

Simon's Bay, and was to leave shortly.

Australia.—Considerable sensation has been caused
in the Australian colonies by the extraordinary revela-

tions recently made of the treatment of the passengers
on board the Peninsular and Oriental steamers, in the
hot latitudes. The recent death of Mr. Dunn, M.P.,
on board the Nemesis, and of several other gentlemen
well known in Australia, has led to a memorial to the
Lords of the Admiralty on the subject, signed by
Colonel Hodsou and 50 other passengers, and a protest
has been signed by 11 medical officers of her Majesty's
service against the admission of troops into vessels
inadequate to the decent accommodation of the regular
passengers. Besides the deaths on board the Nemesis it

appears that three deaths, caused by the heat, occurred on
hoard the Colombo, in the Red Sea; two of which
were those of General Macrobon, Captain General of
Manilla, and Mr. McLaren, Managing Agent and
Engineer of the Labium Coal Company.— Sir VV.
Denison's promotion to tlie Bombay Presidency has
called forth a very general expression of good will
towards him in New South Wales, and the report that
Sir Henry Young, "the Governor of Tasmania
had been appointed his successor, though afterwards
found to be erroneous, has also served as the occasion
for a very gratifying expression of sentiment respecting
the eminent services of Sir H. Young to the Colony.
West Indies.—The ditiere.ices between the Governor

and the Legislature continued, with little chance of an
amicable settlement. The Legislature had been in
Session seven weeks, and had adjourned without having
done more than adopt by large majorities a series of
resolutions condemnatory of the principle sought to be
established by the Governor. Intelligence from Nassau,
Bahamas, state that one of the smaller and remoter
islands of that colony was in December last visited by
Jie captain and crew of a slaver, who had been wrecked
on a neighbouring reef, and who, after forcing the
keepers of the English lighthouse to assist them in
disembarking 500 African slaves, obtained possession of
a colonial schooner, in which they sailed to the opposite
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d a"y ,0,)e of adJ U9t™nt. Mr.Buchanan has been gradually deserted by all his

Ministers • General Cas?, Mr. Cobb, Mr. Floyd, andnow by Mr. Thompson, who has resigned on the ground
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'I™ *?' t0 CI^leston contrary to
distinct understanding that none were to be ordered
South without (he decision of the Cabinet. The

and Louisiana have passed resolutions

ssession of all the fortifications on
Mississippi,

for taking po

the southern coast. The Alabama State troops on

the 4th inst. seized the United States' arsenal at

Mobile, in which were stored 1500 barrels of powder,

300,000 rounds of musket cartridges, and other

munitions of war, but only six stand of arms.

The Federal troops had abandoned all the forts at Pen-

sacola except Fort Pickens, of which 300 men from

Mobile had gone to take possession. Several forts and

the Baton Rouge Arsenal had been taken in Louisiana

by the Secessionists. The Government were taking

measures for the defence ofWashington as the Federal

capital, Harper's Ferry, Fort Washington on the

Potomac, Pensacola, Key West, and Hampton Roads.

A despatch from Charleston states that Fort Sumter had

not yet been besieged, and that the Star of the West,

with the reinforcements sent by the President for

Major Anderson, had been fired into at Charleston, and

compelled to retire without landing the troops. The sloop

of war Brooklyn has sailed forCharleston with the Harriet

Lane, with orders to accompany the Star of the West
in the next attempt to enter Charleston harbour. The
authorities of Charleston have removed the lights and

buoys in the harbour, and have made extensive pre-

parations for resisting the entrance of the Brooklyn.

Major Anderson has sent to Washington for in-

structions, but it was fully expected that if the

Secessionists fire on the frigate he will then open from

Fort Sumter on the city fortifications, in which
case the fight will soon become general. The
conduct of Major Anderson in upholding the interests

of the Federal flag at Charleston was highly approved.

Salutes in his honour had been fired in various northern

cities, and at Philadelphia an influential meeting had
passed resolutions heartily approving of his conduct.

Advices from Washington state that the President had
sent a special Message to the Senate, throwing the re-

sponsibility on Congress, and suggesting the restoration

of the Missouri Compromise. He has also written a long

letter to the South Carolina Commissioners explaining

the course of the negotiations, and attempting to justify

his policy of non-interference by disavowing the act of

Major Anderson. The President's Message was referred

to a Special Committee of 5 by a majority of 133 to 62,

with authority to inquire whether any arms had
been removed from the State arsenals to Pitts-

burg, and if so, by whose authority and for what
reasons. New York had offered the whole State
force to the general Government. Mr. Seward
has accepted the post of Premier under Mr. Lincoln,
whose Cabinet will it is said be composed as follows:

—

State—William H. Seward, of New York ; Treasury

—

Salmon P. Chase, of Ohio ; Attorney -General—Edward
Bates, of Missouri ; War—Simon Cameron, of Pennsyl-
vania; Navy—Robert E. Scott, of Virginia; Interior
—William A. Graham, of North Carolina; Post-
master-General — Gideon Welles, of Connecticut.
The National Fast Day appointed by the President
was observed on the 4th in the city of New
York by an almost universal cessation of business.
The city churches were numerously attended, and
sermons appropriate to the occasion were preached
in all the churches and chapels. In the Senate on the
3d, Mr. Crittenden offered his plan for the adjustment
of the pending troubles, but on the 11th, after
several adjournments it was again laid over for future
consideration. A large number of memorials from
various parts of the country in support of Mr.
Crittenden's proposition were presented. Mr. Baker,
of Oregon, resumed and concluded his speech on the
crisis, and was followed by Mr. Douglas, who spoke
at great length in favour of peace. In the House
a bill was reported by the Judiciary Committee
providing for the collection of the revenue from on
shipboard, or at any point deemed advisable, when such
collections cannot be made at the usual places. The
subject was to be resumed on the 8th inst. The demo-
cratic members of the legislature held a caucus on the
3rd, and unanimously agreed to support the resolutions
introduced into the House by Mr. Robinson in favour of
dividing all the territory of the United States into two
States, and admitting them into the Union, thus taking
for ever the territorial question as regards slavery out
ot Congress.

Mexico.— Advices from Mexico, received throughNew Orleans, but not yet confirmed from other

?h^97n
tate
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tlmfc lM
'T
aTn Wa3 eutire,y defeated onthe 22d December, and after returning to the capital

fled on the 21-th The Liberals took possession oTthe
capital on Christmas Day. Puebla had capitulated.
Juarez had been sent for, and was to leave on the
3d January for the capital. The city was tranquil and
the war was supposed to be at an end.

arrtg Intelligence.
Money Market, Friday.— British

sols closed at 91$ for Money, and 91*
7th February; Bank Stock, 231£
Cents. Reduced, 91 £ to \ ; New

Funds: Con-
to $ for the

to 231 j Three per

A*T 5*
Three per CentsTl^ftT^rr^
Deferred Three per Cent^,.^!
Turkish Six per Cents., m£ '

f
Cltt» f*

1858, for Acct., 55* to f • ttk,*' **,!
Guarrnteed Four per Cents""ov ^

**«& of em^
ISSUE DRPARTMENT

Noteiliaued
*25.263,430

£25,263.430

Other Sk**??"

Silver BunS*

Proprietors Capital..
Peat
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, Savings
Ranks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.) ..

Other Deposits..
Seven day and other bills

24th. ay of Jan.. 1861

BANKING DEPARTME.1T
^14,553,000

Goventisfl,
3,360,261

• t

• •

S.M8.437
15,130.293

652.949

^34,644.940

OnclodJk|2L
Annuity,

Noten
,

Gold nAJfc

M.Mili^

ffiajelte of tfie cant.
TUESDAY - BANKRUPTS - W. Elliott l

Flood, Gomereal, Woollen Manufacturer-B.
I

Robertson, Liverpool. Baker—J. ~Rog»« u2L'
T. G. Tomkins. Strand. Bookseller-C. WaisoJSiiJJ
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-RBRim»u^Merchant—John Campbell, Edinburffh-JmsCin?

J. Duncan. Dumfries, Watchmaker-W.L, lMacs"'*

FRIDAY-BANKRUPTS - D. W. Bctchakt W«i»w
Leather Seller—W\ Chamney, Portsmouth Grower
Biggs, Wolverhampton, Tin Plate Workers. Don »VAobum, Booksellers—W. Elliott, Beamingter Greer-
Portsmouth. Corn Merchant—J. Griffiths and T Tn
Worcestershire, Licenced Victuallers-J. HaelasdV
Cloth Merchants—J. Habp, IHanley, Staffordshire lite
Chesterton, Cambridgeshire, Miller-W. Mosda* i&
Coal Merchant- D Fhilipp and M. Vkksbebc' fr

Basinghall Street, Importers of Foreign Goodi-T.K
arapton. Currier— L. Windlk and M. Cilvnrc, Ateiki
Drapers

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-P. Blaci, ComA
Merchant— R. Dow. Blairjcowrie, Wrijrht-J. * h*
Merchant—A. Jack, Dalkeith, Spirit Dealer-C. M'Gim
Perthsire, Auctioneer—Mrs. M . Maclachaj or Mkwsk;
Inverness-shire, Farmer- P. Smith, Tomantoul, Bob

JW ctvopolf* an& iwim

Peefoemance of the Messiah at"

This performance, which has excited soafliiiH

musical circles, took place yesteria/A tU/em

the Lord Mayor and Alderae^iw^®
sons, including several raemta of f™**1
large number of the metropolis &JQ. "M
formanee was got up with much "•i**
scale, and was in every respect smchmL j

singers were Madame Sherrington, Mr. <

Lockev, Mr. Sims Reeves, Mr. fc»»**|2

Mr. Winn, and Mr. Thomas. The «*»'

Chorus were 600 strong, and consisted l*»

formers of the Sacred Harmonic Society's tf

The Special Sebvices at
*j*f?

resumed to-morrow evening at7ociocs;-

will be preached by the Bishop of Low*

Banquet to Sib William HAim-i

members of the House of Conimous »«

grand banquet to Sir William HayW.

»

under the presidency of Lord W*f**
day the 27th February, whena8pte»J«»«r

sisting of a piece of plate containingHWJ
r

will be presented to the right lion. I»w»

pliinent will not be confined to the pr»»

the Lower House, but will comprise u»

Parliament at any time during we f

William Hayter tilled the office ot »
Treasury.

British MusEUM.-The Archb*^

the Lord Chancellor, and the Wf -^
Commons, as acting Trustees of ^ ..

have divided the department ot A"
J

the retirement of Mr. HawkmN «£,,

which will be placed under the » ^
Mr. New ton, and Mr. Vaux respe^

men have long been connected with

Mr. Newton, who was lately •PP
01",

is now on his way to England to

his new office.
lCS

c

Proposed Union of Cm^^
meeting of the Court of Con n«m^
Clerk read a communication .

Mayor by the Bishop of ^»^>
his lordship's intention to issu e

provisions of the recent Act o .

t upon the exfj
lfr

»fpro

into and report upon

union of the benefices oi *>'-
]]{

Pancras, Soper Lane, and Ag
Jflh;

Allhallows, Bread Street, with -rt
Street.

wi

and caucus mee
It is announced
of that state ha
the forts in

caucus of senator*

•i*^
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* krt-5 ,"< tl,.. \ct of Parliament required that

ttSS'«»»«£» .bonld be lay member, of tl.e

***
v «f VWlMid ami should be nominated by the

2SM»^ "ndo- , he should be obliged if he

?Sm«ot would causo such no.nmat.on to be made

i^reScc to each of the proposed uinons, and rag-

"
tS? wpriiew. of the same gentlemen be.ng

£Z in each case, nasmuch as all the

propoeed to be dealt with are m the

T11K GARDENERS' U1R0KICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETT1

it

to

driJST of e-5Tothcpf
and ,t would be convenient

£££ the three commissions issued simultaneously.

A^ some discussion on the expediency of adopting a

£5 Sd comprehensive scheme for tne entire city,^ Tnf.milvine the new statute to particular parts,
1

f£KS on the suggestion of the Lord Mayor,

the appointment of the lay members of the

until a committee which had met to con-

Ewhol.- subject shall have made its report.

R^UU LTIOH OP CHELSEA AND KENSINGTON.-

(^Monday evening a public meeting was held in the

iZTvestrv Hall, for the purpose of promoting the

of a Bill for forming Chelsea and Kensington

into • be to he represented by two members in

the H .«e of Commons. Mr. Churchwarden D.plock

presided, iinil the room was almost filled. Mr. Newton

eh moving the first resolution said that they

bad in Chelsea a population of 75,000; between 8000

and 9000 houses, about 5000 persons rated to the relief

of the poor, 780 acres of land, and 20 miles of streets.

They were asMBted to the county rate to the amount of

233,2 i*/., 21 3,UK to the poor rate, and 267,897J. to

the property-tax. Seventeen boroughs returned 27

members of" Parliament, whose united population did

not come np to that of the parish of Chelsea. Ninety-

one boroughs, exclusive of the Scotch contributory

be-rough?, returned 131 members to Parliament; the

nited contributions of these boroughs to the property-

tax not being equal to that of the parish of Chelsea.

Instead therefore of asking for two members,

be obtained. The committee had preYiow advertised 'reduced to the lowest class.—A you:- man, 1 <*1

for plans, intimating their intention to award premiums
,T »—»—**...-

* ««
• -

to the three best. Thirty-three plans have been sent
in, and the duty of selecting the three most desirable.

so as to enable the committee to award the prizes *nd
choose one for adoption, has been confided to the Lord
Mayor and the Master of the Mercers' Company, with
liberty to call to their assistance Mr. Tite, the architect

of the Exchange, and Mr. Smith, the architect of the

Mercers' Company.
South Kensington Museum. — Her Majesty's

Government, through Mr. Robinson, curator of the

art department of this Museum, has just purchased

for a sum of nearly fiOOOJ. the highly interesting col-

lection of mediaeval sculpture, marbles, terra-eottas,

majolicas, ivories, &c, belonging to Signor Gigli, of

Florence. The collection comprises a statue of Cupid,

by Michael Angelo; some fine bas reliefs, by Donatello,

including a Deposition from the Cross, a rare specimen

of that early master's talent; some terra-cot tas, by

Lorenzo Ghiberti, Benvenuto Cellini, Pollajuolo, and

Orcagna ; some delicately carved ivories, by Orcagna

;

Madonnas, and other sacred subjects in marble, by

Civitale and Jacopo della Quercia; majolicas, by Luce
della Robbia ; and 12 magnificent dishes of early Plaan

majolica, supposed to have been executed about the

year 1400, and representing, in different shades of

blue, the 12 months of the year, with figures employed

in the rural and agricultural avocations proper to each

month.
The Public Health. — The Registrar-General s

Weekly Return states that the mortality of London

in the week ended on Saturday, January 19th, was very

correspon ^ .

corrected for increase of population, was 1341. The

present return is therefore 585 above the average.

During the week the births of 939 boys and 920 girls—

in all 1859 children—were registered in London. In

lavoUtncJaU
Bristol.—On Thursday afternoon a middle-aged

man, of respectable appearance, fell from the Lion's

Head, the loftiest point of the St. Vincent Rocks, which

skirt tbe northern side of the Avon below the Clilton

tbey ought to have 27 members if population the 10 corresponding weeks of the years 18o 1-60 the

was' to be taken into account, and 134 if the averaSe nu mber wai 16J3 *

property -tax was to be taken as the basis of

representation. He concluded by moving that

—

»n the eve of another session of Parliament the in-

habitants of Chelsea and Kensington desire to reassert
the paramount claim they have, considering their
population and intelligence, and the large amount they
contribute to the exigencies of the State, to a direct
representation in the House of Commons." Mr. Arch-
butt seconded the resolution, which was car
moufly. Mr. Torrens M'Cullagh moved
meeting sanctions and adopts the Bill prepared by the
commit tec for trans/erring to this district the seats
formerly pos> ted by the borough of St. Alban's,
which have now been vacant for the space of nine
years, and requests and empowers the committee to take
soch steps as they may think advisable in promoting
soch a Bill at the earliest possible period of the session,
to be withdrawn only in the event of Government .

dealing with the question of the franchise and a redis- landowners and hop-growers was held 111 the Music
" " " " " ""

of thiscitv, Sir Brook Brvdges, M.P. in the chair,

His clothes were so much torn that it was difficult to

the lining of his hat. It is not known whether it was

a case of suicide or an accident.

Cantebburt.—On Saturday a meeting of influential

tribution of the seats in a large and comprehensive Hall
manner." Mr. Wilkins seconded the resolution, which
•as unanimously agreed to. Mr. Watkins moved and
Mr.Xewton seconded a resolution confiding to Lord
Wfield the charge of the Bill in Parliament, which,

to take steps lor the total abolition of the hop duties.

Lord Holmesdale, Mr. Beresford Hope, Mr. Dodson,

M.P., Mr. Punnett, Mr. C. Walton, Mr. Neames, Mr.

w _ __ t
M. Body, and Mr. Nash addressed the meeting, and it

B«e the other resolutions, was cordially adopted. It was unanimously resolved that the total and immediate

•• then resolved that a petition, to be signed by the repeal of the hop duties is essential to the prosperity ot

>anabitants of Chelsea and Kensington, should be got the hop growing district*, and is just 1 th to hop
op in favour of the Bill. planters and the public; and the meeting pledged

The Fugitive Slave CASE.-In pursuance of the itself to afford its energetic support, by subscriptions

rule obtained in this case last week, a messenger of the
;

and otherwise, to the Central Association formed to

Court of Queen's Bench proceeded on Saturday from obtain the repeal of the duties; and to get up petitions

iverpool by the Canard steamer for Canada to bring for the purpose in the various parishes.

nderson to England, unless it shall so happen that he I
Chatham.—On Monday morning a frightful explo-

its been liberated by the Court of Common Pleas in
Canada before the messenger arrives out.
The Stonework of the HousBb of Pablia-

MKfT.—Hied y or efflorescence of the stonework of
we Houses of Parliament is not, it would appear,
rofined to the exterior of the building, but is showing
•elf in the roof and stonework ornamentation of St.
tephen-8 Hall, arising, it is believed, from the des-

"•nctive influence of the gas.
The Cawnpore Memorial Church. — At the

January meeting of the Society for the Propagation
tne oospcl a letter was read from the Bishop of C

2S ™»™g tbe Society that the arrangements

GorJ»« -T* .
authorised to make with the Indian

•SaTtTS • * ^ tTa,lsfer •*<*** Church, Cawn-

CgSft ^:
e

f

ty
f

f0r * m»™ church, had been

ieaSeciona W v y termination. Christ Church
diate t v «

f& *«% restored, in the im.ne-

* propose r
J3 JSPM? ma«acre of 1857, and it

missionari
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a suitable memorial to the

mutinv.
«ietni«»u who were'slauehtered in the

Henry Hunnisett, aged 26, who baa iployed in
the Chatham post-office for a number of years, has been
committed for trial by the magistrates on a charge of
stealing a number of letters, all of which contained
money and valuable articles. The n> istrates refused)

to accept bail.

Hereford.—A few nights since a murderous attempt
was made upon a gamekeeper in the employ ot Lady
Emily Foley, of Stoke Edith Park, by a aavvi mplo; I

on the Worcester and Hereford Railway, and known to-

his companions by the soubriquet of " Lank." 'Hie

gamekeeper was on his rounds when he came upon a
man beating a held of turnips on a form called Fn ,

in the occupation of a gentleman named Pitt. He observed
that the \ cher had a gun and was watching the opera-

tions of the dog, and he therefore idva 1 towards
him 1 hout attempting to wain him off. '1 r

on seeing him called upon him to "stand back" or

he would blow his brains out. Th i o- was about

to close with his antagonist when the latter raised the

piece to his shoulder and deliberately shot him. The
Keeper partially avoided the charge by a d< erous

movement of the body, but several ot t lie shoj struck

him In the face, and one of Ida eye* "«r i red and
discoloured, though it is thought he will 1 lose hit

sight. As >n as the keeper recovered him t* \m
made another attempt to capture the poacher, who had
in the meantime reloaded his gun, and swore that he
would either shoot him dead or beat his brains out with

the stock before he would allow himself to be made a

prisoner. The keeper therefore abandoned the attempt

and hastened home to have his injuries attended to.

The poacher at once decamped, and has not yet been

apprehended.
Leeds.—The adjourned inquest relative to the death

of Mrs. Elizabeth Longley, the wife of Mr. \V. Longley,

builder, and a member of the Leeds Town Council, who
was killed by the explosion of a kitchen boiler on Christ-

mas Day, was resumed and concluded on Wednesday.

The evidence of the scientific witnesses showed that the

boiler, which was of cast-iron, had been made solely for

kitchen purposes, and was not adapted or ever intended

to be used for the purpose of warming the house,

to which use Mr. Longley had put it; and that being

a cast-iron boiler, it was not safe to be used ior such a

purpose. The jury returned a verdict of Accidental

Death.
Liverpool.—Several American vessels have been

registered during the past week under the British flag,

in order to enable them to carry salt to South Carolina

and return with cotton without fear of capture.

Manchester.—A general meeting of spinners and

manufacturers was held in the Town Hall on Tuesday

to consider the probable effects of the American crisis

on the future supply of cotton, and the proposed

formation of a cotton company with limited liability. The
Mayor presided and the meeting was addressed by

Mr. Cheetham, Mr. J. Pender, Mr. Bazley, M.P.,

Mr. H. Mason, Mr. T. M. Mackay of Liverpool, Mr.
Dadabhai Naoroji, a Parsee merchant, Mr. E. Ashworth,
Mr. Piatt of Oldham, Lord A. DhOrchil!, M.P., Mr.
Turner, M. P., and other gentlemen, who pointed out

the inexpediency of any longer depending mainly upon
one source of supply for our cotton, and the necessity

ot taking immediate measures to promote the cultiva-

tion ot c tton in India, Australia, and other colonies.

It w as stated that during the past year our supply of

cotton from all sources was 5,554,000 bales, of which
SI4- per cent, came fiom America; and the average

Stock in the hands of the trade had not exceeded, on
the average, 15 weeks' consumption for the last

eight years. The following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:

—

1. That this meeting deeply regrets the present dependence

sion took place in the laboratory of the Royal Engineer of the cotton trade upon one chiei; source ot supply fur its raw
,'

, * ,, .
, 1 1 „ „„„„i n f u»- w..»; material the urodueuou of which is now alarmingly 1m-

Barracksat Brompton, by which several of the r,i:gi-
lieiiUed by the disturbances in the Southern States of the

neers were severely burnt, it appears that about 30 Amuiicau Union ; and recommends that efforts commensurate

men were
under the

of

Cal-

named Smitn, a sapper 01 vav ibwhu mignicci^ wnw ^
had previously been reprimanded lor his carelessness, h, the opinion of this meeting the emergency demands that

used so much violence in ramming home the powder prompt* liberal, and ampi* .«*<*£^J1****^2^°^... , 11 1
• •* 1 «„;;„» fU mo^lno tn lormatiou ot a powerful Joint Stock Limited Liability Com-

that his tuse suddenly ignited, causing the magazine to
^^^ to proim£e all increaaed cultivation of cotton, by offering

to purchase it in India, Australia, Africa, or other countries

;

anu that a capital of 1,000,0001. sterling, in shares of lOf. eachy

j
bhould be raised for tds purpose. 3. That this meeting
cording coroially approves the initiatory etiorts of the pro-

visional directors of the 'Cotton Company, Limited.' and is of

..pinion that at the present crisis the basis of their action

should be greatly enlarged, and hereby strongly recommeuds
that the exertions of that body be vigorously renewed, its per-

manent directors appointed, the company registered, and

explode with a shock which was felt for nearly a mile

and a half. The explosion forced oil a great portion of

the roof of the building, blew out the side of the shed,

and ditlodged several large balks of timber from the r

holdings. Considering the number of men at work in

the place at the time it is surprising that there we:

not sevend killed. As it was, about a dozen were ni re

or less injured, seven so seriously that it was n seary
;;, mmeneeJwithout delay.

mutiny.

HooFl.vo the Roy at r
e committee on IJr, U S^01^ meetin& of

fcee, the Lord M ;i J,r ht^ *M heW a few **
P*lieney of roofing theMmS \° Ccmskler tbe **
•fcch has fr, •enilv In ^ Ex

,
Cn*«g« wll* glass

teing the lastvear
y

Aft?
U1°°tfcd be(o1 ^ especially

•olvedI that h!

3
th ' -" 80me discussion it was re-at ,n the ^nyn of the committee the me-

to remove them to the hospital. Many had their

clothes nearly blown to shreds, one man hav.n

the entire iront of bis clothes blown off, and

morial r\i 'h^ 1

"*"""'" 01 me c

^^ct,S:;;-»^
^ ngllU lllay ^ liable to interference can

e complied with, provided a

During the meeting the following letter addressed by

Lord John Russell to the Manchester Chamber of

Commerce was read, as a proof tint her Majesty's

nment are alive to the importance ot the

American crisis as affecting the cotton manulactuie

of this country 1

—

" Foreign OSice. Jan. 19.

" sir—The uncertainty which must necessarily exist as to-

e e^ctShe present political erisis^J^MMl
,v have on the supply of cotton, and the serious results

h iiR-bt ensue if that supply were to fall shorW appearto

Kussell to suggest the expediency ot making timely

„ to the possibility of obtaining trotn "ther quarters

amount ot cotton as may comiienaate fer any
'
dehaency

mount usually obtained from the United States, 1h

nee with the wishes of the Cotton Association of

in this garrison tor some tune; the rtogh

the men sentenced to penal servitude for 1.

1

ders being

i hough
the
ni

wl
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of thewherein they resided offered for the cultivation

cotton plant ; and much valuable information on this point

ha3 been, from time to time, communicated by the Foreign

Department to the Cotton Association ; and it has been made
Apparent that, with proper encouragement, a vast supply of

cotton might be produced for the .British market in m*uiy

places not hitherto resorted to for that purpose. It would

stem, too, that, even without more than the ordinary en-

arrested and sent to Lifford under an escort of consta-

bulary. The approver states that Mr. Murray was

attacked by a numerous party, that he shot one of

them with his revolver, and that the others then

rushed in on him and beat him to death, and threw his

body down the hill to the place where it was found.

SssSsLssms*stfwsxsass Ktt£x.r^«s&Sas?
and it occurs to Lord John Russell that it would be of great

to 37 an(i aj[ the prisoners have been committed lor

convenience and advantage to the cotton manufacturers in tl is

country, in anticipation of a deficient supply from the United

States, if they could obtain a fair estimate of the amount of

supply which might at once be procured from other countries,

if it were thought worth while to send and fetch it. Lord

-

missioner to support the awardTnTthat the award was good. lh
«ccwnt

Court for Divorce akdMup^
Judge Ordinary, Mr. JmtawSE^jW
land,- Mrs. Lavinia Jannetta Hortnn n

nRcei»«5
Kentish Town, petitioned under the^F^*

ll

John Russell, therefore, desires to place at the disposal of the

cotton manufacturers in this country the services of any of her

Majesty's consuls residing in countries which, from the in-

formation now in the possession of the Cotton Association,

offer a prospect of immediate supply, if it were necessary to have

recourse to them. Lord John Russell would not indeed think it

right that her Majesty's consuls should be allowed to incur any
expenditure of public money on this account, or in any way to

pledge the Government to the collectors or producers of cotton

within their districts, that the fruit of their labours would

further examination.

Dr. Ctjllen on Proselytism.—At a public meet-

ing of Miss Ay 1ward's Orphan Association held a few

days since, Dr. Cullen, who presided, made the follow-

ing remarks on the circumstances which have led to

that lady's imprisonment, and on the freedom of his

Church from all charge of proselytism :—

"The history of Ireland for the past two centuries reveals 10

us the great efforts made to proselytise the population of the

country. You will find that one huge system of proselytism

was carried on. Catholic schools were suppressed, Catholic

teachers refused permission to labour in their vocation,
i-l.i.1. _i:_ .J «.; l.;u:.„j ««J nftfUnlin nnranfo fr»v hi rl rl PIT

aodtfe

Act for a declaration that her father t I
eg

Olive, his wife, were lawfully7narrie>
lawful child and a natural born^5*$* —
mother oi Mrs. Ryves was a lady DrSl5 *?

%

daughter of Henry Frederick? D^Snfbrother of George III., by Olive theLi^
Wilmot. The marriage between taeD^^
Olive Wilmot was said to have been w£ 0:

4th March, 1767. The claim of Mrs SeS'^
the subject of public discussion, butnooiZwas raised by the present petition. M™,.«.« .^^^ U1J^ 111WBU6 petition. Mrs
person, aud Mr. Welsby and Mr. R ch >S*-
General.—Mrs. Ryves read the Qs^,l

affidavit

Surrey, to Anthony Thomas Ryves, fa*,
divorced a mensd et thoro by a decree of th
the 16th of February, 1841.—Mr. Reeve •-

duced a copy of the register of the maxm*
Serres, signed by the rector of Bartoik
copy of the certificate of the petili.

register of the church of St. Nicholas, I.

educated in Protestant schools. The system of proselytism, that several pages ot this register were a!a«i
although not in the same shape, is still carried on with as much dampness or some other cause ; that the cow*
activity. Great advantages are often held out to poor Catholic a tracing that he had made as well as he w«
widows, or other parent or guardian of children, if they the certificate of the incumbent was tintfe
consent to allow their children to be brought up in a way

surely find a British market. But the Consuls might ascertain I
Catholic education prohibited, and Catholic parents forbidden

what amount of cotton might be expected to be forthcoming to send their children to foreign countries to be educated,

in their respective districts to meet any sudden demand, or Schools were established in which Catholic children were

what amount might be brought into the local market if the brought up as Protestants. Certain classes were obliged to

native dealers had a reasonable assurance of finding customers rear their children in the Protestant religion, as, for instance,

for it at a given time. The attention of the Consuls, Lord attorneys, who could not practise if they did not do so. Again,

John Russell conceives, might usefully be directed to these, as there was a law of George II. by which magistrates were
well as to other similar points which might be suggested by empowered to seize the children of beggars and to have them
your Association in communication with the General Cotton
Association, and also with the Chamber of Commerce of Liver-
pool. The practical knowledge possessed by the members of
the • several associations will enable them at once to judge
whether any beneficial results would be likely to attend such
an inquiry as that which Lord John Russell, if they choose to
ccepthis offer, U prepared to instruct her Majesty's Consuls at

once to set on foot. Lord John Russell i3 aware that in making
this offer he is departing in some degree from the usual practice,

but it appears to his lordship that the vast amount of the
interests at stake, not only as regards the manufacturers them-
selves, but as regards also a very large proportion of the
labouring population of this country, warrants him in inform-
ing the parties who, from their position, take a lead in such
matters, that he is prepared and anxious to afford them all the
assistance, more particularly at the present time, which the
department under his sapsrintendence is able to render.

"I am, &c, E. Hammond."

Nottingham:.—A serious poaching affray took place

on the morning of the 15th inst. in the preserves of
Sir Arthur Clifton, at Barton, six miles from this town.
Three of Sir Arthur's keepers were out watching, when
they observed 12 poachers in the preserves, having
with them nets and other implements for taking game.
The keepers had with them powerful night dogs, and
attempted to secure some of the gang, when a struggle
nsued. The keepers let loose their dogs, and one of

the animals immediately pulled one of the poachers to
the ground, holding him tightly to the earth. Upon
this another poacher stabbed the dog with an iron rod,
and extricated his companion. After a further struggle
the poaehera separated. The keepers immediately de-
spatched a messenger to the superintendent of" the
county police, who sent men to scour the country
in pursuit of the gang. About 6 o'clock the same
morning six of them were met by the police 011 Rat-
cliffe Bridge. The leader of the gang was among
them, and was conspicuous by his fur cap and plume.
The police succeeded in capturing the whole of them,
and found upon their persons a quantity of hares and
other game, nets, &c. On Saturday four of the

petition, in which she stated that on SenulS
parents John Thomas Serres and Olive iiisS**
;t the parish church of Barton-on-the-HeatW*
she was bjrn at Liverpool on the 16th \u>

in which they themselves believe they cannot be saved.
Your society has nothing of this kind in it. You endea-
vour to protect poor children, and to do it in a charitable,

religious way. I trust you will continue to do so, and
to protect the poor orphans from the dangers to which
they are exposed. It was in reference to the case of
Miss Aylward that these charges of proselytism were
brought forward, but any one who understands the details

of that case will easily perceive that that lady merely
acted in conformity with the wishes of a Catholic parent in

trying to give a Catholic education to his child. The parent of

the child was a Catholic, and when dying he expressed a wish
that his child should be brought up in that faith. He had
come over from England expressly to prevent that child losing
its faith, and his only anxiety iu his dying moments was that
his desires should be carried into effect. Miss Aylward, in
endeavouring to bring up the child in the Catholic religion,
simply fulfilled the dying injunction of the father. Nothing
could be more in conformity with the natural rights of parents
or the dictates of religion "than the way in which she acted.
The child was afterwards taken away from the nurse, but Miss
Aylward was enabled truly to declare that she did not know
where it was taken to or who had taken it. However, she is

now suffering for carrying out the wishes of a poor dying
Catholic. She will have her merit for it ; and I trust that her
sufferings will be the means of giving greater vigour and life

to your association, and making it better known throughout
the entire country."

Orange Outrage on Mb. Dawson, M.P.—-On the
17th inst. Mr. Peel Dawson, one of the members for
the county, who had consented to deliver a lecture on
Historic Reminiscences of Londonderry at the Me-
chanics Institution at Deny, was subjected to a dis-

graceful outrage by the Prentice boys and Orangemen
of the town, on account of a speech which he delivered
in Parliament in the last session condemning the pro-
ceedings of the Orangemen at the Derrymacash affray,
and deprecating the continuance of the July anniver-
saries. The Prentice boys took possession of the

The two others were discharged.
Oxford.—The election of a Rector of Lincoln

College in the room of the late Dr. Thompson, took
place yesterday, when^the Rev. Mark Pattison, R.D.,
Fellow of the College, was elected. The new rector is
the writer of one of the •« Essays and Reviews" which
are attracting so much attention.
Ryde.—On Saturday afternoon as Captain Bartor,

of the Royal Yacht Squadron schooner Zouave was
proceeding from Cowes to Ryde, where he resided in
the Emerald steampacket of Southampton, he fell
through the skylight of the engine-room, and before the
engineer could stop the machinery his head was severed
trorn his body. He was literally smashed to atom*
except his feet. The fragments were gathered together!sewed up m a blanket, and carried ashore to hiresidence m this town. His wife and five childrenwere removed to a neighbour's house.
WoLVEmiAMPTON.-On Tuesday evening a fatalboiler explosion took place at the Cock Street colliery

near this town, belonging to Messrs. Aston & Shaw bv
tS
h

i

ki .

men were kilIed a»d another severely
scalded. This is the second fatal boiler explosion whiclbaa occurred at the same colJierv within nine days

spite of the interference of the Mayor Mr. Dawson was
obliged to discontinue his lecture, the greater part of
which had been delivered in dumb show. On hi
leaving the hall accompanied by two ladies of Ids
family the mob followed him, hooting and yelling in the
most excited manner, and the police had great difficulty
in protecting him and the ladies from their violence.

the certificate of the incumbent was that ti
near a copy as possible of the original eufer-
Ordinary said it would be necessary to lr
register produced. He asked whether the pe»
other witnesses as to her identity ?—Mr. F

;

1822, when she applied for a marriage

identified on oath at Doctors' Commons fc

Ratcliffe, Rouge Croix of the Heralds' Cote.

secretary of her late Majesty the Queeu Doiat
her and her father and mother, and she haot

would have much pleasure in attending,

identify her. Mrs. Ryves was then sworn, t
questions put by the Court, said she w

old on the 16th of March next. Her fatk

and her mother in 1834. She remembere.

she was three and a half years old they h

Street, Cavendish Square. They afterward

Street, where her father established a Br:.

Fine Arts. On the 18th of March, 18

mother separated by mutual consent in a*
differences in their tempers and dispositions. &
charge of her mother, who had an allowance

her support and education. Her mother aftemr:

various parts of the west end of London,!

first circles. Dr. Wilmot lived at Bath, and

lived with her mother until her marriage. Hti

in Trinity Square, Southwork, aged 04, and w
James's, Piccadilly. Her father was mariM!!*

George III., to the Admiralty, and tofot

Clarence, and was employed under Lord S

and Trafalgar. He was a man of great tales:.

of Dominic Scries, an original member of tbc

Alter the war he resided in London and pat

He was buried in the family vault. in#**
Paddington. Mrs. Ryves added that sk-

with six children under her care more th>

she hart fought her way in the world andta

without assistance and now they were a «
Lordships adjourned the a until Tuesdi.v,

-

original register might be produced from L.

Mr. Goodwin the Secretary of the QuemL

attend. At the sitting of the Court m T«ft

Ordinary informed Mrs. Ryves that the clflgT-

>ol declined to part with tho book *ora JT»£
that it would be necessary to subpoena n»»

it

and" a post-office order for 5J.
would

her the steps that it would be^
is attendance, and said tw

told
to procure h

1

Rumoured Withdrawal of the Mail Service

^^ oo7
AMfc " telegra

/
hed *" ^-erickthalMr. Malcolmson, chairman of the Royal Mail AtlanticCompany, has purchased from Mr. Dargan his immense

interests as the chief shareholder in the Limerick a^dFoypes Railway, with the view of transferring tie n il

sCnonf
°0mPany SteamerS fr0m °ahv̂ ' t0 »•

The Donegal Murder.-The local papers statethat one of the persons concerned in the murder of AJames Murray has turned approver, and that, aetmV j

£om t?t- u
thU

i

°b
,

fcained
'
the U" " ^e me-om the neighbourhood of GlenveagU have been

Eatu«
Court of Q. kin's Bench.— 'Ihe Quten v. William Wv /.— ifie &tr<kes in the JJvil Trade.—This was an appei

from a convictiou under the Combination Act, 6th of
George IV. c. 129, before Mr. Corrie, the police magistrate.
Ihe defendant was a journeyman joiner, who, with his
fellow-workmen In the employ of Mr. Philip Anley, had
signed a paper requiring their master to dismiss two work-men who had signed a declaration, threatening, in case ofnon. phance, to leave his service in a i y in the cour- of

Jk! u
h° ;VKn,n «*fc ^ the

, whether thi as a
2EJn lihm S? meaning of e Act. Alter a Wconsultation with his brother judges, tho Lor.l ChiefJustice delivered a judgment affirmiug the convicSon. He
™Ai % ZM d

,
ecidedly of option that every workman ventitled to the free and unfettered exercise of his nwTi di»cr?tion whether he would remain in or quit his ompbj mem if

^Mhi™ f
Xlst

f

ed
;i

and if ™ «»• present instance hey Lfput the question to their employer for the bona Me purpose ofascertaining his intention, so that they might have had anopportunity of exercising their own honest wishelof soi™or remaining, it would not have amounted to a threat* but*under the circumstances, he now thought, although at first hehad great doubts upon the subject, that the appellant Idbrought himself within the clauses of the Act, and thereforethat the conviction was right.
mereiore

C itr of Common Pleas : The Jnelomre of Hainhault Forest-Ihis matter came before the full court on MoMwffiwSan appeal against tho award of the commissioner aJoSStadunder the statute passed in the present reizn farthJT
of diafforesting and inclosing Ifainhault ForSl^he f$fi$£!?General eaid that it had been intended on heTwLrt nf «£crown to object to the award ; but it had c ££1 tcrmi
cnL\° t 8°'

1?
d h6 S l

:
,llld not thcrcfore

>' ^ to n
™

court upon the matter.

town. Some difficulty art 1 e as to the serviceoi^

it was removed by Mr. Bell, an attorn-.
mh[

in court, and who volunteered to have it «jnj.

Mr. Goodwin, who was in court, *a* reqi»*r

Thursdav, and tho case was again aajourn*.

the Curate of St. Nicholas, Liverpool, pw*;.

register containing an entry of the bapn
fc

on the 31st of August, 1797; and Mr hooo»

Ryves as the daughter of Mr. and
Jf

5*^^
Ordinary, in giving judgment,, said the <*

to a reasonable degree of certainty. lu*-m £
in accordai.ee with tho prayer of the penu \ .

Serres and Olive his wife were liwmuy » ^
September, 1791; that the petitioner^

bj

and that she was a natural-born subject <»&
Excellent Majesty. Mrs. Kyves-I w»J*JU
your trouble and kindness. The J^JJT
owes the Court any thanks. We are »«re/jB
Gurnei/ v. Gunuv and Toylor.—W* ,

' &
John Henry Gurney, M.P. foiJW^JG «

marriage with his cousin Mrs. Mary J»ry ^
the late Mr. Rich I Hanbury Gurney,,0

adultery with William Taylor, a toot"

service. The facts, which are WW*
were so fully proved, that the r. £»
would be useless to contest them,

there could bo no doubt that the pttin

decree nisi. On the application ° l
. it

decree was suspended to give w\°Py
thB ch .

as to setting rdde for the benefit 01^w -^
the large property which Mrs. triune 1

right.

The lat

Hekeford.-
Miss Sophia

The acljourmnl mq««t
,,

Lowe, of Chester, **
Ĵr

v«-

\r,. iu if j to rQM the

southern parishes/' aqrnei afle^that ' ^ *Jwas wrong in awarding that the" parishes of r£ |S
Dagenham ha

1 , ts of c n over certain wartSTS, , hother p ;inshcs.-Mr. , c . th t C k!owner of Ti ns ihis ^Ti^Vl th
? (

0. common
;
and Mr. a.ty appeared on t- ^L \

,
Lim :i OD 1^

Breinton, near Hereford, who u

accident on the Shrewsbury on

inst., was resumed and concla^ ^w%

the juty returned a verdict 1' ^j
a recommendation to the T^%Qi ot^
better qnalitj of iron for tut

ft
,

their roiling stock; and to n

t ween the ^n 1^*!%^*
accident fAccident or the M^

Lii 3nn —A fatal
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heel came I ;
the eng

:io carnages

Appl
lu:iV M

6 :o 8 feet

Ac

W» atk, C. 1 formerly* l lio<i report icy consist of Kud
turday at Paris, in bis 80th year. ' i entering the army and Green res*. The Utter

. ~„ =.rved in Canada aud the v. Indies. He embarked with
after it, ran into a bank the 5th battalion o: e 60th Hides on the expedition to POrti

I gal, in 1S08, under Sir Arthur Wellesley, and was present
battles of Roleia, Viniiera, Talavera, and Busaco, the action

1 at s-ibugal, bat: of Fuentes d'Onor (where he was wounded

X

;
siege of Badajoz in 1811, acti< n of Kl Bodon, and siege and

«--« „,n.wu Uk~u D , capture of Ciudad Rodrigo. He rec* d the gold medal for
river was *»,

» *L9 w .lft thrown upon its Fuentes d'Onor, and the silvei ir medal and five for

wheat. 1 he tender «o» thrownuponiui M Viini Talavera, Busao, and Cv I Rodrigo. In

m nosition that it formed an arch, unac
l lgl5 he was made a companion of the Bath for his services in

* ^ " ~" nA
the Peninsula.

Carrots,
Irom Portugal

hlffh and then turned over. The

»~A+neV Tavle'r, of New Holland, fell off, and

J^M*P& W-, killir him on the spot

^
Viver was thrown upon the hed-e, and had

MM
^Sf.tokeT^pi: '"iil s° escaped uninjured

•*** * -. ?ftlnt>MMr carriages were Mr. Clarke,

ln%h:^ll'and iTiHon. On feeling a sudden jerk^Si over the seat in front of him, and

£l\ afew bruises. II, had no sooner done so

^£s£dtht centre of the carriage than the end was—
"^L Mr Clarke, jun., having his legs most

L^v heated Vd, V thigh being torn ftp. *

sT^STwn 1 vine the bone bare and tearing the

1*1l>0|tL!2S'to ampnV the limb, hut the loss of

WfeL so Ri i that he died on the

,* i T» mrv at the inc st returned a verdict of^rVl 1
Uin^oth^ ,s, stating that" the tire

•is broken 1 atmospheric causes, over

which the company hail no control"
w-*"

ok the Buckinghamshire. — On

md Grapes have not altered Inee our last OraaffS*
•btained at *

n quantity,

2s. a dozen. Good
also America* Lady Apples, wbftefa realise

Mr. Vyner diod on Tuesday night at Newby Hall, loric-

shire. He was lather of the Countess d. Grey sud 1 n, the

Marchioness of Northampton, and Mr. Vyner, the new M.l

for Ripon. He was son of the late Mr. Robert Vyner an i Lady
Theodoeia, youngest daughter of the second Karl of Ashburnbam.
He married, in 1332, Lady Mary Gertrude, youngest daughter
of the late Earl de Grey.
The BBV. 6tephen Kkay, B.D.. of St. Alban Hall, senior sul

librarian of the Bodleian, and Laudian Professor of Arabic in

the University of Oxford, died at his ret- nee in St. Giles's <

the 21st. inst. In his 70th r. after a long illness. He took h

B.A. degree in 1817, M.A. in 1 t, and B.D. in 1S41 ; and was
eted Laudian Professor of Arabic in 1840.

per pound. Bocooti and Cabbages are scarce. Asparagqs,
Trench Beans, and new Potatoes may be bad, but prices
for them are high. Cucumbers are scarce. Out sowers ehtsfly

st of On is Lily of the Valley, Chinese ~ '

Violets, Mignouettc, Heaths, and I

Pine Apples, per lb., An to 8s
Grapes, per lb., 6s to 10s

) Pomegranates, each, 4d t<- 64
Pears, per dor . 8s to 6s

Wills.—-The will of Alderman Sir Gcorgo
sworn under 120, 000 1.

BIRTHS.—On the 20th inst, at Downing, Fllnl o, t)

Viscountess Fieldinq, of a daughter—20th inst, at Barlestons

House, Northamptonshire, the Lady Suffield, of a rou—2lst

inst, at 2, Queen's Gate Gardens, Kensington, tho Lady

FRUIT
Apples, per dos., 6d to It 6d
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10s
Lemons, per 100. 6s to Ids
Nuts, Cob, per lb , Is to Is 6d

Y TABLES.
Bro, li, each, tkl to 8d
reeus, per dos., 6s to 6s

Cabbages, do., 2s to 8s
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 130s
— per bus., to 4s
— per cut., 5s to 8s

Car per bun. Sd t .

ltn r bun 6d to 8d
•inach, p. slev* .

, < to 6s
rs, eiieh. 2s to 3s

hokes, per dos., 4s to 6s

licet,
)

. IsCd to 2s

C- Ue,ls6d tolsM

Ofltooa, p. i sieve. Is 64 to 2s6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 10s to 80s
Seakale, p. punnet,8s to 3s 64
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d

irlic, per.lb., 6dto8d
LaHwasa, Cabb.

,
per wore, la

tolsdd
uses, Cos, do., 1* to Is 6d

Sudivc score, Is to Is tfd

H.i sc Kadish.j) l)Un.,ls6dto4s

Mu».hrvoma p. jk.U, 2sto3s
Parsley ounches, 4s to 6s

»T. per bunoh, td to id

\ . H

mindaf night as the last passenger inuu
? ,»c ..

—

any to London, was proceeding on the
V^bella WumuuAD, of" a son-21st inst, at.41. Green Street

ssashire lit towards the lJletchley junction L;ld LambeuTj f a son—10th inst, the Hon. Mrs. Augustus

ithe Idmdsm and North-Western, one of the wheels Byron, of ason-r.th inst, at ll, Eaton Place South the Hon.

of a t

!

lasTearriape Hew oft' and buried itself in the Mrs. George Penman, of a son-17th
j

at Ooldibro, Hall.

bank. Fortnnately the accident was observed by the

driver, who at once shut off steam and stopped the

he carriage baring been kept by the other

i in its upright position. Had it run off the rail

the consequences must I e been most serious, as the

wain ran at a rapid p along that part of the line.

( :SJ05B ON THE LONDON AND NORTH-WESTERN.

§y night another accident occurred on this

e almost within ( it of the London terminus. In

caatfeqience of the slippery state of the rails tli3 auxiliary

i on leaving the station came to a complete

1 near the H mipste i i Koad Bridge, and the

short mail train to Wolverton, which followed after a

few minutes' interval, ran into it with considerable force.

persons were injured by the shock, a commercial

tho Hon. Mrs. Koremont Lasoelles, of a daughter—17th inst,

at Dolforg-m, ntgomeryshire, the wife of R P. Long, Ks<j
,

M.P., of a daughter.
. . t 4 „ „ ,,

MA KillAG —On Tuesday, the 22d in at All Souls

Church, Langham Place, the Hon. Gi Waldeobav.

Secretary to the Speakor, to the Countess of Rothes—l.th

inst, at St. Thomas's Church, Portman Square, Sir John New-

digate Ludford Chetwode, Bart., of Oakley, in the county

of Stafford, and of Chetwode Manor, Bucks, to Arabella

Phillis, widow of the late James Rf.ade, I of Lower

Berkeley Street, Portman Squ ire—17th inst, at 81. George s,

Hanover Square, William Bcott, l-'.aq., eldest son of Mr
William Scott, of An tuhi, Bart., M.P.. for Roxburghshire, I

Amelia Murray Monteath Douglas, eldest daughter of

Lieut.-Gencral Monteath Douglas, C.B., of Douglas Support

and Stonebyres, Lanarkshire, N.B.—22d inst, at St. Michael s,

Chester Square, the Rev. Thomas B1 e Oarnsew, of Flex-

bury, and Vicar of Poughill, Cornwall, to Frances Halleit

eldest daughter of the late bir John Edward Honey wood, of

Kvington Place, Kent, Bart.—Lith inst, at the British Lega-
i._- w i.r—i»^»iw..lf.ua %tai^wV a Virnitn R5td Rem-

BRITISH WOOL8—Lo»€K>i«, Fwwt, Jan. *».

Our market Is in a ipilst atato. No bisstnees to any exUt»

doing hi any description '» wool, as the consumers are using

up all then \^resent stock previous to making fresb purchases.

Amei : i affairs condnoe towards cautu »n , w hllat thelownesa

of stocks prevents the likelihood being entertained of any

serious fall in pri< in the raw muterial.

South-down Hog- s. d. a d. i Leicest. Wethers 1 to

• •gets
Half-bred ditto..

Down Ewes
Kent Fleeces .

.

1

1

1

1

7

8
5
:

to 1 8

• •

1 C

Ditto Hoggs
Combing
Blanket ditto

Flannel Wool
• *

1

1

6
8 —
—

© —
—

• •

1

1

4
8
8

COAL MAKKKT.—Jan. ?S.

Benton's West 1 1 ai tlcy , 1 Byaas's Bebside West Hartley

17s
' Bud s West Hartley, 17s. 6d. ;

Davison s eat

ai-tl v 17s 0d. ; Gordon, ISs. ; Hoi ell, 19s. ; J4«nbert>

West Hartley 17s : Soute Peareth, i«ft 6d. ;
Tanficl Moor,

7s.6d . Wc-t Hartley, 17s 0d.; Wylam 19s.; Eden Main.
J ;

Walls End Haswcll. * J
Walls End South Hetton 22s.

alls End S 2».
j
WWla End Hartlepool 21s

.
d

Walls End Thorpe, 20a 6d. : Carway and Duflryn Malting,

24s. 6d.—103 ships at market.

aevere con ions j hut the carriages received ment, to Eliza Henrietta Augusta, only surviving daughter

so little damage that b »th trains were in a short time

able to proceed on their journey.—On Tuesday morning
an* r < illUion on this line took place between two

passenger trains near the Wigan station. Several

wee injured, a lady and gentleman
and one of the trains was very much

s

;
dsnsWf.

iWDiiXi lh
^hisstone died a few days since at 1 rnemouth

enj d the title for about six mouths, having

lis uncle, the late Governor of Bombay, in tl

Scottish bsrony in July last. He was the only son of the Hon.
Chas. Fleming Elpbinstone, son of the 11th Lord

. and was born in 1310. He was former y in the
17th Lanoers, and at t tie close of the war held the rank of

ol«s mmanding the 2d Light Dragoons of the Ger
— Lt
Ladt abeth Wathen died on the 1 >th inst. at Shrub

H4U, Barking. She was the only surviving daughter of the
l*th Earl of Rothes, and great aunt of the present peeress. She
*as t i7go

f an<i married iu 1886 Major Augustus Wathei
* d in 1842. •

t
a George Scovell, G.C.B., Colonel of the 4th

L^ •»' US, died on the 17th inst. at Henlsy Park, Guild-
rd, in his 87th year. He was the son of Mr. G. Scovell, of

J*"a*sst*r, by the daughter of Mr. John Fielding. Ho was
pornla ion in 1774, and entered the army in 1798. He
arredthe campaign under Sir John ore, terminating with
•battle orunna. at which he was present as Dcput;

yyant-Cj itrtcrmastcr General. He served afterwards m the
Jjaiasuia in the same department at the fa iters of the
UUc ; w agton, from 1809 to the end of the war m 1814,
and wss present at the passage of tho Douro and pursuit of

Soolt, t .e battles of Talavera, Bi CO, and Fuentes
, the sieges of Ciudad Rodrigo, and Badajoz, the
of Salatninca, the siege of Burgos, the battles
«*». the Pyrenees, Nivelle, and Nive, the passage of the

-i the battle of Toulouse. He served also in the
of 1815, including the battle of Waterloo. For his

he received the gold cross and one clasp, the silver *rar

:

bam

W1sAIi..-"~-jt?
><

'
cla8PIB J aud the order of the 4th class of St.

«Sk* Rossis, He was appointed to the governorship at

iHK"!? ^
37

'
which he r 2nai in 1856. He married in

wt
r ^ Mr 8 - cl°wes, of Broughtou, Lancashire,

-i-

Kjotu

yfair died on the 21st inst , after a

*J ?**ed. .

illn«aa, at his residence, St. Leonard

iwST"^":^ V s 75th ?«»• H« ^aa the son of Pria-

aa^T^.l!;*2. V.";^1 College, St. Andrew's, and was
mtwEtS!!" *fef«le an(i wtvle, of which parishes

m \ nteers, In the Colonel's staff of which he

* "rail and « P
r '

he "ceived an artillery appoimV
^ny"* aervioa l« rqi<< \ 80me years in the i l India

UK "•.'
r. -which r.«Jl" ,

was appointed Captain, and in

•m retorMdhTsI
16

*
,e
i
d whcn

-
iu mi

>
ne left the

i^STtZk,/?^^- lle was subsequently

Provo^ ,

'^tenant-Colonel. In 1842 he
devoted himself *« ^ - •

e^ "' rind lor the List
10

aim _
ty conferred

t r^ir Frederick William Fi vnd, Bart—15th inst. at

.
James's Church, Paddington, Thomas Bctler, Esq., son of

r Thomas Butler, Bart,, of Ballin Temple and Garryhunden

county Carlow, to Emma Elizabeth Bf.rtie, daughter of \ice

Admiral Bertie Cator, of 17. Suase* Square—2 id October, a

St. Luke', Elaliiax, Nova Scotia. JoHS Matthew Jones, Esq. 1-

of the Middle Temple, banister-at law, youngest son of the-

late Rear-Admiral Sir Charles T. Jones, of Frenfraith, Mont-

gomeryshire, to Mary, youngest daughter of Colonel W.J.
ite 7Ut Regiment, Highland Light Infantry—

1

, th

inst, at Fairsted, Essex, David Steuart. 1 , of Steuart

Hall, Stirlingshj nd Captain in th Lth Foot, to Dorothv
i r.v, onl er of the Rev. JoHS Cox, Rector of FairsLed.

DEATHS.—On the 19th inst., at Torquay, A aide, the

wife of Lieutenant-General tho Hon. Thom osr/RKH

C.B.—17th inst., at Leigh Court, Bristol, Arthur G
the infant son of the Hon. aud Be UTOI8 Byno, aged eig!

and a half months—15th inst , at 30, Devonshire Place, in her

•th year, Maitland, widow of the late William E ii.sk ine.

sq., formerly of Bombay, and daughter of the late Right

Hon. Sir JaMBS Mackintosh—15th| inst.. at her residen

Si»n Spring House, Clifton, aged 73, Martha, widow of the

.te Rev. Roger Hitchcock, and third daughter of the late

Sir Wm. Gibbons. Bart., of Stanwell Place, Middlesex—21st
inst , at hisresidence, Lansdo vnc Crescent, Kensington Park,

in his 81st year. Sir John Hall, K.C.H., formerly cretary to

the St Katharine Dock Company—14th inst, at the residence

of her daughter. Portland Road, Kilmarnock, after a short

illness, Jean Bri in her 87th year, widow of Jamkb
taunton, Esq., London, and daughter of the late General

Bruc Lieutenant-Governor of I linioa, West Indies—11th

inst, suddenly, at 1'aaris, Eliza Lamb, wife of Dr. Jameb
I)v port, M. D., late ot the Bengal Army, and only daughter

of the late Major-Goncral WIl . C.B., of the 65th Regiment

N-

i _2oth inst, at Exmouth, Devon, retired Rear-Admiral

|'m> OX9, aged 77—21st inst., at No. 80, Charlwood Stree,

West, Warwick Square, Rear-Admiral Chappell. in his GDth

year— 12th inst., at Lansdowne Road North, Notting Hill,

Liz i 8HSSBTOHI Lawfurd, widow of the late John Law-
r,, i. and eldest daughter of the late John Wilks, E- !..

formerly MP. for Boston—17th mst, at 6, Bedford Place,

Russell* S ire, in his 61st year, the Hon. William Field,

Member of the Executive Council of the Cape of Good Hope,

Collector of Customs, Cape Town, and specially employed in

England c '.acting emigration to that country—29th of

October, at bis [residence, Parnell, Auckland, New Zealand, in

his 64th year, William Henry Tizard, formerly Senior

Examiner, Audit Office, Somerset House, London, and Priva^

Secretary to the late Sir Robert Peel, Bart—0th Nov., near New
Plymouth, New Zealand, shot in battle, Francis R., b >nd

son of the Rev, II. H. Brown, of Omato, near new Plymouth,

grandson of the late Rev. Dr. Morris, of Elstree, Herts, aged

15 us—12th inst., at Inveileith House, Edinburgh,

\le\andkr Earle Monteith, Esq., Sheriff of Fife, aged 67—
18th inst., at his residence, Westbourne Terrace, Hyde Park,

Ivondon, Charles Chichelev Hyde. Esq, late of Benga

Civil Service, aged 67—17th inst, at his r< ence, Lee Road

Blackbeath, in his 53th year, Arthur Bloxham Corker, Esq.,

H.M.'s Coroner and Attorney in the Court of Queen s Bench—
19th inst., at Brynsteddfod, Conway Helen wife of the

Venerable H. C. Jones. Archdeacon of 1 ex, eldest daughter

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six TruaaosV

Smithfield, Thursday, Jan. 24.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to S4s ,
Clover .. ..

Superior do. (old) . . 90 110 |
New Clover ..

Inferior do 40 57 1 Old second cut

05sto Hop

- * 70
• t

New do.
Rowen * • • «

Straw 30

.. 30 50

Vfuitechapel, Thurbday, Jan. 24.

95
42

Co.

Fine old Hay .

.

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do.

Straw . . .

.

..Iu0stol08s
45 80

.no old Clover . .114s to 11Ss

t *

30 31

Inferior do .. ..00
Fine 2d cut . . . . 05

Inferior do 75

Fine New Clover .. —

105
100
84

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, Jan. 2L

During the past week the arrivals »»th coastwise an^d by rafl

have beeid limited, but owing to the mild weather the demand

has not been so brisk, and prices have somewhat declined.

The following are this day's quotations :-'i ork Flukes 160s.

to 170s. per ton ; Lincolnshire Regents, 105s. to 125s.; Dunbar

Red Soil, 175s. to 135s.; North Berwick do 125s to "Ss.; Fife,

F-.rfar, and Perth do., 115s. to 125s. ; Rocks and Reds,105s. to

115s ; French Whites, 90s. to 100s. ; Belgian do., 85s. to 90s.

;

Dutch do., 80s. to 85s.

BUTTER MARKET.—Jan. 25.

Best Fresh Butter ., .. 1 8s . per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. •• 15s. ,,
" Pork. 4s. Sd. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.

»»

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 21.

We have a much shorter supply of Beasts, and consequently

prices have advanced on all kinds. The number of Sheep is

uu usually small. The demand has improved, and prices are

much higher. Good Calves are in demand at higher rates.

From Germany and Holland there are 59 Calves ; lrom Spain,

450 Beasts ; from Prussia, 28 ; from Scotland, 115; from Ireland,

U>0 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1400 ; and 50 from the northern

and midlaud counties*
d s d

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c. .. 4

Best Shorthorns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds ..5 8 to 6

Do. Shorn

10 to 5

8 — 5

8 — 4

2

4

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs .

.

.

.

Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

d a d
4—5 8

. to ..

4 — 5
• 4

4 5
5

4

Beasts. 3092 ; Sheep & Lambs, 12,100 ; Calves, 77 ; Pigs, 24 1

).

Thursday, Jan. 24

We have a larger supply of Beasts than on Thursday last,

but the demand has proportionately increased. We retain

Monday's quotations ; they are not however, quite as readily

obtained as on that day. Although there is a considerable

increase in the supply of Sheep, the number is still small, and
Monday's prices are pretty generally realised. Calves are

dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 150 Beasts, 150 Sheep,

and 122 Calves. Oi Milch Cows 140.

honoured with

ruaelf tn I t
H

>
and ,or the laat 18 ycan»

sprovement of his nativeTcii-
yS

i
cal

:J00
.

ial
> _
aud intellectual

of knight
Inn, tl

^hter

^^ vi . ^ iferred

aiTwdtp <v^fTr7"j ^'_
* ,

.

u^ 1 ;' 'd, and in the same year the
degree of LL. D. He married,
°algleish, Esq., of Scotscraig,
survives him, he leaves three

tlie KOV. JAMES UONNE, D.U., » «^' v» -» — - "-'
,,vT

Claphan tedfordshire, aged 65-17th inst., at 1, Circus, Bath

George Norman, Esq.; F.R.C.S., for many years an eminent

surgeon of the city.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

10 to 5
8- 5

I

5

8 — 6

Best Long-wools .5 4 — 5 8
Do. Shorn . . . . —
Ewes& 2d quality 4 4
Do. Shorn .. .. to
Lambs —

! Calves .. ..4 —
I
Pigs . . ..40

5
5

6

Wre, and by this lady, wh

St Trinitv r«ii„„ ' A 1
r° Pinery, Exeter. He was

ae^Torrnerlvfer n??^ ,

V re he equated in

of Worcester LH fGnmley With Hallow, in the

'lsM^rSiffii
W

|*
8
iv
appointe(1 totl« Deanery ofW

"
aurm8 Lord Melbourne's Administration.

1894. He

i*la

COVENT GARDEN, Jan. 26.

RtinnltoH nf -wintrv Greens are still insufficient for the, ,--„ ^.>,M v *u puwa, vci

demand and prices for them are in consequence high. Con- business was transacted. English melting Barley Is.

?S2Ial'cSwta^a^havrhowsver, improved since our las
j cheaper

; other descriptions unaltered in valuef B

/ V* «S^ SVA V^ *»• *i"» » ^ » w * ^^J w ^ V > Sh V S^

Beasts, 1200 ; Sheep & Lambs. 4020 ; Calves, 158 ; Pigs, 80.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Jan. 21

There was a moderate supply of Wheat from Essex and
Kent to this morning's market, the greater port of which was
in very miserable condition, and remained unnoticed ; towards
the end of the market the better parcels were taken at a
decline of 2s. per qr. The attendance of country buyers was
bet than of late, but holders of foreign Wheat not beine
inclined to comply with an abatement in prices, very littleprices, very little

per qr.
Beans arc
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fully Is. per qr. lower, and Peas slow at late prices.

trade is quiet, and prices are unaltered. American
6d. per barrel lower.

Ter Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto

— — Talav _ra

— Foreign
Barley, grind. & dist. , 28s to 30s. . Chev.
— Foreign . .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 26—28 Feed

The Oat
Flour is

a. o.

52—66, Red
52—70 Red
51-72
— Red

50—76
40—45 Malting.
30—36 ' Malting.
20—24

'

• * •

ft • *

— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Bye
Kye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .30s to 44s. . . . Tick— Pigeon 34s — 56s. . Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers
— Maple —s to —s Grey

Majze White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack

26—28, Feed ..

24—28 Feed ..

35—38 1
Foreign.

S. 8.

4S—60
54—65

3S—40
40—44

20—25
21—24
20—25

28—48
34-42
40—50
33—48
40—4::

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

bellow..
50—57
38—50 Country.

•28—4S

10—50
33—48

38—50
JToreien per barrel 30—35)Per sack|42—50

Friday. Jan. 25.

. The thaw noticed on the 18th has continued, with the ex-

ception of slight frosts at night. The atmosphere was for the

most part damp and raw, but yesterday and to day finer and
milder. The Wheat trade throughout the kingdom lias been
very inanimate, and a decline of Is. per qr. general. In some
markets a reduction of 2s. has been submitted to on English
Vfheit. Barley must also be noted Is. per qr. lower. Oats
maintained their former value. Business in Beans and Peas
has been slow. Flour was in moderate request at a decline of

6d. to Is. per barrel. It is not possible to ascertain with any
degree of correctness the stocks of grain here. Those of Wheat
are estimated at about 400,000 qrs., which cannot be considered
large. The arrivals off the coast, however, are likely to be
numerous for some time, and it is probable that they will be
purchased at some decline on the present prices, and at rates

which will leave a fair margin for profit during winter and the
early spring. A portion of the fleet now on its way from the
South has arrived on the coast, in all 103 vessels. Tne arrivals

of foreign Wheat and Flour this week are good, but almost
entirely confined to American descriptions ; of all other grain
small. This morning's market was but moderately attended.
The English Wheat, consisting principally of samples which
remained over from Monday, being in miserable condition, was
much neglected, and could only have been disposed of at a
further decline upon that day's quotations ; the bulk remained
unsold at a late hour, but had there been buyers of quantity
they might probably have purchased on slightly easier terms.
Spring Corn of all descriptions is unaltered from Monday.

Arrivals from Jan. 21 to Jan. 25.

OUT-DOOR FOREMAN.
WANTED, A FOREMAN to Manage a Small

Nursery near London. A thorough knowledge of

Propagation of Nursery Stock indispensable—J. Reeves, Lad-

broke Nursery, Notting Hill., W.

WANlED, a GROUND FOREMAN, in a country

Nurserv ; one who understands the general Propagation

of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, and can Bud and Graft successfully.

References as to character and abilities, together with terms,

to be sent to G. T., Messrs. Hurst & Mc Mullen, Seedsmen,

Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, as FOREMAN in a Nobleman's Garden,

an active, trustworthy Man, who has a competent

knowledge of Early and Late Forcing, Plant Growing, &c.

Wage 3 14s. per week, with milk, lodgings, and vegetables. No
one need apply who has not filled a similar situation before.—

Address, stating ago and references, to X. Y., Post-Office,

Lutterworth, Leicestershire. ^
ANTED, as FOREMAN, an active, steady, and
industrious Man, who thoroughly understands the Nur-

sery business indoors and out. He must well understand the

Forcing of Vines, _c, and be a good Propagator and Plant

grower. Particulars, stating age, wages, &c—Address to

G. H. M., Post Office, Coventry.

WANTED7a~PR0PAGAT0R, FOREMAN, and
SALESMAN, competent to manage Hard and Soft-

Wooded Plants, Roses, Stove Plants, Vines, <fec. Also a
GROUND FOREMAN, who understands Management of

r__ARDENEI

[JA.SUAKT
5

(Head).
V_T incumbrance

; hasTpracticifl3, maTiei
in all its branches Four and allf

0Wled
«e

P. E., 22, Mill Hill Road, Acton W y^**»d

V_J ledge of his profession in ail it" v
"^ a »*iForeman in some First-claw"i^^recommended to any nobleman or ieX^

service of a practical Gardeuer.—a r &
Architect, Register Square, Beverlev Y.'J S*

C*

GAMEKEEPER (Hea^^^ ,
*— has been brought up as a Keen** fv„

llfe
» fe

knowledge of D«Ac. \oM$!^*-
to a large amount by contract or otherwise b

8"*^

SS£fiKMS "obler*ai1 he fa "WSJJJ
QARDENER (H^T^S^^ '

KJ perfectly understands his profession tTcharacter from last place.-6, Queen's Row s^g?*
TO NOBLEMEN CENTLEWUin

ar«^ in „„ '',
l

ft ARDENER (First-class) in every 'Cv^ profession; married, without incumW?*'-
great experience in the re-arranging park tu***.^
down and planning Pleasure Grounds

thk
Horticultural Bail lings and Heatiug on Sfi*
principles

;
has grown Pines, Grapes, Peach&Jj1*

to the highest perfection, and is experienced^*!
fruit trees in the orchard house. Has lived

general Nursery Stock.—State ace, terms, reference, &c, in of the highest distinction for 20 years, and «ahn_i
rv_tri% V\r_%-__^ mvi fin/y **_ ^T * _?t*r\T>*r_ Vn^C"_i^ino H ¥?rl___ \1 «i nn^ftcfor liio r\c_.? v* «?i c_ K r_ *P.% _^v*l « A _? ___ — _L__ . i

\V heat.

English
Irish • • •

Foreign .

.

Flour.

130 Hiv-S.

»•

f - M
\ 27060 oris.

Liverpool,* Tuesday, January 22. — There was a fair
attendance of millers and dealers at our Corn Exchange this
morning, and Wheat met a better consumptive inquiry than
might have been anticipated from the dull mai-ket in Lou ion
yesterday

,
whilst previous quotations were in most instances

oaintained, and even exceeded for American white. Flour
had only a slow sale, and was 6d. per barrel cheaper ex ship.
Indian Cora was little inquired after, and American mixed
declined 3d. per qr. Oats and Oatmeal sluggish. Peas a shade
dearer. Beans and Barley without alteration. The market
closed with a quiet tone, but holders are in no degree anxious
to press sales.

Friday, Jan. 25.—To-day's market was well attended- Wheat
and Flour in slow sale at declining prices. Beans and Indian
Cora move off slowly, prices of both giving way. Other
articles remain unchanged since Tuesday.

Averages

Dec. 15..— 22..— 29..
Jan. 5.

.

— 12..— 19..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat.

51* bd
52 6
54
56 3

57 1

57 3

64 9

Barley. Oats. Beans. Peas.

45* 64 4373d
42 2 13 10

44 10 46 7
43 4 42
43 10 44 6
11 10 43

~44 1 43 11

own handwriting. S. Stafford, Nurseries, Hyde, Manchester.

ANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, a good
practical Man, married, without encumbrance, to live on

premises, the Wife to have charge of the Lodge—Apply, First
floor, 111, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, as GARDENER, a middle-aged (not
above 40), unmarried, active man, to live in a quiet

family, and to take the sole charge of a few choice Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden, and able to
mow well, and prepare his ground for crops. A lad kept.
High testimonials for good conduct and practical ability re-
quired from a lady or gentleman lately left ; none others
received. No out-door, married, or widower with a family,
need apply. Wages to be clearly stated.—T. I , Emsworth,
Hants.

VXTANTED, a GARDINER (Protestant), who has
q V a thorough practical knowledge of Gardening in all its

branches; Vinery, Peach House, and Conservatory. Terms,
60L, with House, Fuel, and Milk.—Apply, with copies of Tes-
timonials and reference to last employer, and stating whether
married or single, and if the former, how many children, to
Castle Archdall, Enniskilleu, Ireland. No Scotchman need
app>-__

TTrANTED, a thorough good PROPAGATOR of
¥ V Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, Conifers, _c, well under-

standing the management and Forcing of Vines, <fcc.—P. A.,
Post Office, Coventry.

WANTED, in a Provincial Nursery, an active,
steady young Man, to assist, in Propagating, and to make

himself generally useful.—Apply, stating age, wages, <tc, to
J. Woods & Son, Nurseries, Wood bridge, Suffolk.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER.—No one
need apply who cannot look after and drive a Cart Horse,

and have a good character for thoroughly understanding the
management of Pigs and Cows.—Address, stating last em-
ployer, if married or not, age, and wages expected, to A. B.,
26, Bride Lane. City, London, E.C.

WANTED, u first rate D\ IRYMAID, who perfectly
understands Milking, making Cheese, and the fattening

a-id management of Poultry ; also keeping the Dairy Accounts.
An excellent character required.—Apply by letter to E. H
Griffin's, Crawford Street, Baker Street, Lon " ~~
wages, &c, and address.

his own wish a family of note where he haTH*
having completed the new arrangement of the

G

Houses, planting and making of the Viae andPeSfc
Testimonials and character unexceptionable -L_b
permitted to be addressed— A. B. C, A Her__f
apple Place, Edgeware Road, London, W. ^^*

ARDENER.—Age 32, onTTuUdTi
Kitchen and Flower Gardeus, Greenhouse tfk

work; eight years Second Gardener withpreseat*
Good character.—A. N , Post Office, Beckley, Suaa

'

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEJrciP"^ARDENER.—Age 38, married, a thorow,
\_J getic man ; has experienced 14 years superiors
Head Gardener where Plants, Fruits, and VegetC*
been cultivated extensively ; can superintend the

Land, Stock, &c. Wife can manage Dairy and

:

required. Satisfactory reference for ability, I

Cripps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wella.

GARDEN Kit (Under).—Age 21; has a gdb
ledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the F

Early and Late Fruits, <fcc. Good reference.-Ii

Hall, Worksop, Notts.

/'I ARDENER (Under).—Age 23; wisliesfrib

\JT tion in the Houses in a nobleman's or gentian:

lishment, where Pines are well grown. No objeetk

part of England, Scotland, or Wales.—A. ft, fts*

Gomersall, near Leeds, Yorkshire.

ARDENER, or GAKDENKtl and iii

Middle-aged, married, no encumbrance atf?

tical experience. Left his last situation in caoaeqiw

death of i. is employer. His Wife would ta'« d««
Dairy if required ; is first-class in her profes

unexceptionable.—T. N., II, Tucker's Place, 81 Jd" 1*
London, N.W.

C^l ARDENER, GROOM, or WO;
T Age 40 ; will leave his situation atffl_l~—

Can drive or milk a cow. Is not leaving

fault. Four years' character from last situattB.-*-

Lodge, Barnet, Herts.

I
71ARMING RA1UFF (now or in
1

no incumbrance: thoroughly underatawjjjj;

London, W., stating all its branches. His Wife as Cook and IIou-

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Aver \(1FS.

Prices. Dec^jDec^., Dec_SS>. Jan. 4.,J«t. i27|J^TT».
bis 3d • •

57 1 • *

56 3 • #

54 • •

52 6 # *

£15- 1

r

• •

• •

» •

• *

P NU™p
f

k
R
V
S
BUS.TFTr

tCd'

T
a„**«TNER in the

P Wanted, an active business Man

Chronicle Office, W.C.

ARTNERSkiUV

WTO GARDENERS.
ANTED, by the WORCESTER PLE\STTT?F

acquainted ^ththem^l^J1^ *nd Roughly
Shrub* His WUM1Ii^^cSLS^^^ TreeS ^
M. per year, with house. Security to be

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

/TABDENBR (Head).—Age 29, married, no incum-V^ brai.ee; well understands his profession in all itsbranches. Spotless character from present emolover —G 7.
Post (Mice, Watton Hertford, Herts.

«™P">yer. G z.,

7Tk R DEN

E

ii ( HEAD).-Married ; 17 years' practiceVJ in Foroiog Early Fruits. &c, also Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Wife an experienced Laundress, if required. 3A years'good character—8, T., Miller's Nursery. Andover, Hants
/-1AKDKNEK (Hkad). - Age 37, married, oneV^ daughter, age 5 ; thorough knowledge of Pines, GrapesStove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen, Flower Garden? Ac!Character will bear the strictest inquiry for honesty, sobriety&c__AB

, Meagre. May, 15, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
GARDENER (Mead).—A«e 28, single; Wioroujrlily

LARGE «*
manage a Dairy or Poultry.-

BAILIFP and MANAGER or a

FAKM.-A well qualified Man wishes for* ^
ment; has had great practical experience, aw »» m
recommended.— A. Z., W. Dawson t Sons,«*i w,"~

London, E.C. .

taki
th

BAILIFF.—Single; capable ^
r ,.^

management of a large Farm. Gooa ro

Stent's Library, Guildford, Surreyj^^,___—^—-^
BA1LIFI'~(Undeb), to any noblematt*J5

-Age IS, well educated. SaUry not so mj*.

as a good situation. Good references can De K

Office. Bransford Road, St. John's,JVorcester.

A I L I Hk-A native of oneof ^Sffi
counties in Scotland ; a thorough P»c

m̂eijt
pi

year
understands his profession in its various branches Three

i character.—M. P., G. Sta " "P., G. Stanly, High Road, Lee. Kent, 3.E.

GARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or (fentle-roan—Age 31, married; thoroughly experienced Canproduce tes imoniala from present andW^onL^Zyers tha

A , nfl
1 t0glVe CVery 8ati;4f^tion.-S. W. G., Post Office,

CrQ 1

}

g

X

K [i (Head).-Age 30,>^ th« rh practical knowledge of 1

Lavr*»*

branch i

ability.

married; Img a
r owledge of his profession in all its

T mS?"3
TS? ^~ « to charter a

• _» .»» Charles Street, B .oo's Fi«M« Ph^.^-oi>'s Fields, Chester.

e. Salary,

WEDNESDAV Wruar^??h p •

Gnt to
.
me on or ^forc

being m^tinin^viJ^n^T .

to
i
he »PI»mtment

Jl TnegHo Street, Worces^gj/^^^
TXTANTED, for the Country, a Uiorou_hi«r "i-pT V spectab e MAN and hia WIFP- «"fv,

m?™!*guiy re-

former as GARDENER a.id^BAIUFF Jh^K^" ; i
he

Addr,., Pos^d? Cn?pe.srol
e

ce^^^^^

\J understands hi, profession. Oood character and SLobjeeHon to any part-A. B., Po.t Office, Weald SevPn^l
n°

VJ Age so, mamed, no incumbrance: thoromd lv „Xstands his Profession in all its btauch^^^l^Z'
Good character.- y. v.. Westbury, Salop _J

W*8
>
Fme^ &c.

men
refere

VJ unaerstands Gardeuing in all its branches • fir«r^"^prop it. .r of both Hard and Soft-wooded PlTnu ,„', i! \ \°
Orcli I House well. Can have four year

'

ooo<
"
L I^present cmployer.-A. ««««?^*—

;

to Draining and Improving Lands. Mangf ^
Stock, both Sheep and Cattle; also ^ °°gj

t r U
of the highest order. -J. B., Messrs. Feter

27, Great George Street, Westminster.—
TO NOBLEMEN AND CcNTU ^,

QTEWAKI) on a HOMJfl FABBl^
ok- an ESTATE.-Disengar •* »g alld \f

practical ex,.eriencc in the anagj »«^ ing ,

l-

\, both in Scotland and England, ^^irf'J
Selling ol Farm j

the .^^^^rcuce^.
aiso the Erecting of Farm Buildings. ^ u>ye

„ ifr^

and ability from present and previous en.p )

G. G., Farnborongh, Hants. ——r"^r

VT17USEBY WOKKMAN.--W^
-lN Country Grounds, one mile^^ B.«r *

dustrious, middle-aged man. A wwg^ rRSfii>

}

him. State Wages expected, <fec.—J^ ;

Penriih. .

"T>K0l
, -^ ,J

_ Age 29 ; well acquainted wi^h the t V KT_»

Grafting, *c. Good reference

-

A

Camden Qrove, Peckham, Si

T O N U R

PROPAGATOR and DAH^ ^4
tomed to grow Geraniums,.Dab

Uas^^
Good references. Wages,

Moor, Sheffield.

'

G5EF '

{

f
( HKA

,

D>-A^ ^2;^in^W-aTaVJ most successful, enthusiastic, and thorough exoerirni.«lgardener Highly recommended by several
:noted^ Hur'u ofural gentlemen just left a first class JSS/S?^^2thorough confidential man. Five years' m

luu-acter.-II. W., Muskctt's Nursery, Clapham

AND- APB PLANTING.'-^.
^

offer his services to any LW^
_

,», for planning o^carrvi »fe
RlG0BV,

ff

MP

.i)«»
tt
g^rn^wf

pertii mt or occasional.—A.

Reg nt's F -ndon, W_

oTe e d MTO 5tc fc' w
o\- nHvji^

._ . A SSISTANT ^HOp^AJ_vT&^y
m»* S,,y and ^r,,e». » ' -3- y«ra in the trade. Active.

r>
Hud0*

Five years' most excellent
I mended br present employer.-*- ° '

man, Preston.

H
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1861.

rtTRN'MENT SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn

( i ££« -T*.following COURSES of LECTURES are

fw HAfivs FRS.to be delivered on MONDAYS and
lorUAW «-°-» ^„ oi__ FflhniRrv 11th. Fee for

ffESTY FOUK LECTURI

Stn\YS7TOBBDAY8. THURSDAYS, and FRIDAYS,g*1**!* FiSSylltb. Fee for the Course, 21.

Zmvrr gix lectures on applied mechanics,
JSSLwiuia M.A..F.RS., to be delivered on TUES-

BDAYS, THURSDAYS, and FRIDAYS, at I*
try 14th Fee for the Course, 1/. 10*.

Minn HI LECTURES on GEOLOGY, by Professor

nTSLt Tit- {-Stated *>v Mr. A. Gkikik, F.G.S.), to be

MONPAYS, TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, and

THURSDAYS' itfr m ,
commencing on February 11th. tee

tor tt» Coar»^' It 10*.

aod Proapectu»eB of the School may be had o:i

Trenham Reeks, Registrar.

r...
. ESSOR OWEN, Superintendent of the

cural II >ry Department, British Museum, will com-

amec a COUR SE of SIX LECTURES on FOSSIL REPTILIA,
at tet Mu— of Practical Geology, Jermyn Street, on

FRIDAY, February 8, at 3 o'clock ; to be continued on each
FR I DA x at the same hour. Tickets for the Course,

may

I mttlx,

The elections to the Italian Parliament have

taken place with perfect order and tranquillity both

in Italy and Sicily, and the result has been to give

• majority of more than three-fourths of the new
Parliament to the Sardinian Government and the

policy of Count Cavoub. The city of Turin has

elected Count Cavour, Signori Miglietti
and Cassini

; Naples has elected Garibaldi
and Baron Poerio ; Florence has elected
Baron Ricasoli, Signori Pertjzzi and Ginori ;

Hologna has elected Count Pepoli, Signori
Mi retti, Berti, and Pichat ; while other
important cities have returned Generals Cial-
dixi, La Maiuiora and Sirtori, Admiral Per-

xo, Signori Malenciuju, Faxrizi, Ribetti,
IUtizzi, and other satisfactory names. Mazzini
and the party of action have been everywhere left

in a] minority, Signor Cabello having been
defeated at Genoa, Dr. Bertani at Milan, Signor
(juirazzi at Leghorn, Signor Mordini at Lucca,
%nor Montaxelli at his native town of San
Miniato, and Signor Crispi at Palermo; while
Mgnor Brofferio, who had been brought forward
in at least 30 places, has been defeated in all.

' nwn Gaeta we learn that a flag of truce was sent
«i 8unday from the fortress to the fleet, and that
the firing was afterwards suspended on both sides.
It u said that King Fbancis II. had received a
tetter from the Empeeor of the French coun-
selling him to cease his resistance in order to save
*«*lf the humiliation of a capitulation. The
«ncer bearing the flag of truce is supposed to have

?V\*
J
l*

to AdmiralpEBSANO his Majesty's replyw the Emperor's letter. It was reported that the
*n»biatadors who remain at Gaeta with the King

Primate has addressed a circular to all the

Comitats, counselling them to avoid precipitation,

and not to alienate their Sovereign, who is, he

says, " approaching with the branch of peace in

his hand, animated with the best goodwill and

the purest intentions."

Accounts from St. Petersburg informs us that

the corps d'armee stationed in the provinces of

Lithuania and Yolhynia are to advance to the fron-

tiers of the empire, and to be replaced by troops

from the interior of Russia. Three corps (Varm

have been placed on a war footing and are to be

ready by the 1st March, one to march to the Pruth,

another to the frontiers of Poland, and the third to

any other destination which may be determined on.

A telegram from Constantinople, dated 20th ult.,

states that Prince Labanoff, the Russian Am-
bassador, had remitted to the Porte a memorandum

and further documents in reply to the report of
M

_^ -1

K — *

lilt the Castle. The Duke of Newcastle, u»e Karl vt

Shelburne, and Colonel Seymour, o( the Scot* Fusileer
Guards, arrived on a visit. On Wednesday morning the
Queen, with Princess Alice, walked in* a grounds
of the Castle. Her Majesty, accompanied by
Princess Alice and Princess Helena, afterwards

honoured Sir James and Lady Clark with a ?Uit at

Bagshot Park. The Prince Consort rode out on horse-

back, and joined her Majesty at Bagshot. The Duke
of Newcastle, the Countess Cowley, Lady Feodore Wel-
lesley, and Lord and Lady Ebury, left the Castle. The
Duke of Cambridge, the Prince and Princess tie Join*

ville, and Princess Fraucoise d'Orleans; the Karl and
Countess Grey, Lord John Manners, Lord and Lady
Castlcrosse, and Colonel and Lady Kmina Talbot,

arrived on a visit. On Thursday morning the Queen,

accompanied by Princess Helena, Princess tie Joinville,

and Princess Francois* d'Orleans, dn it in a carriage

and lour. The Prince Constat, a. tnpanied by the

Duke of Cambridge and Pnncc dc Joinvilla, Went Out

shooting.

Tiik Prince of Wales on Thursday evening the

24th ult,, entertained the VTce-Chancelfor, the Master

it t» „ *\ „ -a.** ..* *v>« nkw.tian. ;« of 1 vnut v, and other officii* of the T tuvcrs! t> at dinner
Kibrisli Pasha, on the state ot the l>uri&tiaus in x . ,. J ', .. .. ., - . , \

• *> .. < 1-ivA-oxvicujx xAoxx/Y, w"
. , . at Madinglev Hall. On Saturu.rv hit It oval Highness

Turkey. These documents were accompanied by hlmteu wiln tuo Cambridgeshire fox-houndi at

an energetic note demanding the convocation of a

European Conference at Constantinople. The same

telegram states that the Porte, having been called

upon to sanction a prolongation of the French

occupation of Syria, had replied that it must insist

upon the execution of the Paris Convention.

The latest news from the United States informs

us that the secession movement continued un-

checked, and was considered likely to result in

the establishment of three separate and indepen-

dent confederations, composed respectively of the

Gulf, the Border, and the Northern States. It

was understood that the programme for the estab-

lishment of a Southern Confederacy was already

perfected, and that the delegates from the Slave

States would shortly meet at Milledgeville to elect

a Provisional Government and a President, to pro-

vide for a local army, and to despatch Ministers

to negotiate treaties with foreign Powers.

Major Anderson had sent Lieutenant Hall to

Washington for instructions, and South Carolina

had despatched Colonel Hayne on a mission to the

Federal Government to demand the surrender of

Fort Sumter. The latter had not oflicially pre-

sented his demand at the departure of the mail ;

but Lieutenant Hall h ad left Washington on his

return to Charleston, and though the exact nature

of his instructions had not transpired, it was un-

derstood that the Government had no intention of

withdrawing the troops from the position they

occupied, and that Major Anderson has been

peremptorily directed to defend himself to the best

of his ability if attacked.

ftomc Xelu?

the

the

J**
Protested against

have at

•bftement

6-mai, the blockade, but we
present no confirmation of the

^^ In Central Italy the Sardinian
™>I* have had three engagements with

deLt. £
aUd Pa?al forces

-
After their» at lagliacozzo, some of the Bourbon

»*TA p
elt

? in the con™t ^ Casa-

WaijI^ tmitoTY, followed by 1000

then set fire ^
a
^
acked a™l dispersed them, and

£T^* «£«£!£ .

The monks^
^^:Z7T^ZfymM the Sar-

SpSe^ r Won^; Virile"M were

^ry.'attSed tT^T' WUh CaValry and

After »„ '„! lhe reactionary troops at Canco

«* 8ardinTan^
ement ^^ Ustei 8even ham

P»P»1 territory

re the attack commenced,
squi

Correse. Two Sardinians

lasted seven hours,
apolitans evacuated the

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. In

evening of Thursday the 24th ult. f
the fourth

dramatic performance this season took place in St.

George's Hall, when Sir B. Lytton's play of Richelieu

was performed in the presence of the Queen, Prince

Consort, and the Royal family, the visitors at the

Castle, and a large number of invited guests. On
Friday morning the Queen and Prince Consort walked

in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of Kent at

Frogmore. The Duchess of Cambridge, Princess Alice,

and Princess Mary of Cambridge, drove out in an open

carriage and four. The Lord Chancellor, the Marquis

and Marchioness of Westminster, the Earl and Countess

of Tankerville, the Right Hon. the Speaker, Vice-

Admiral the Hon. Sir K. S. Dundas, and the Right

Hon. B. and Mrs. Disraeli left the Castle. In the

afternoon the Duchess of Cambridge visited the Duchess

of Kent at Frogmore. On Saturday morning the

Queen, with Princess Alice, drove out in an open

carriage and four. The Prince Consort went out

shooting. The Duchess of Cambridge and Princess

Mary, and Lord Waterpark left the Castle. On Sunday

morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the Princesses

Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Prince Arthur and Prince

Leopold attended Divine service in the pAvate chapel.

The Dean of Windsor officiated, and administered

the Sacrament. On Monday morning the Queen,

accompanied by Princess Alice, rode out on horseback.

The Prince Consort went out shooting. The ^o«ntes»

Cowley and Lady Feodore Wellesley, Lord and Lady

Ebury, General von Bonin, Colonel Bluraenthal. and

-r« wnwry. " ~
Captein von Bonin, arrived on a visit. On Tuesday

despatches from Hun^arvafaf^fhof^ n u i
morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess A ice,

**inue to vote Wn!gH 8tatet
.

hat the Comitats walked
B
in the grounds of the Castle. The Prince

Em
vote hostile addresses

Childerley, and in the evening attended a concert gWsQ
by the Fitzwilliam Amateur Musical Society on behalf

oitheliullah Fond.
The Cabinet.— A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of Lord Palmerston iu

Downing Street. Another Council was held on Mon-

day, another on Wednesday, and another yesterday.

Convocation. — It is generally understood* that

Convocation will assemble for business on Wednesday

next, and that the Sessions will be continuous for the

two or three days immediately following, her Majesty's

Ministers having advised the Queen to grant the

request for a Royal license to discuss the propriety of

repealing the 29th Canon.

Paeliamentaby Movements.— The Queen will

open Parliament in person on Tuesday next, and the

Gazette of last evening contains the usual notices to

Peeresses who intend to be present on the occasion.

A circular has been addressed by Lord Palmerston to

the Liberal members of the House of Commons stating

that as matters of considerable importance will come

under discussion at the meeting of Parliament on

Tuesdav,he will feel greatly obliged by their attendance

in the House of Commons on that day.—The Address

in reply to the Speech from the Throne, to be moved by

Sir E. Colebrooke, will be seconded by Mr. Charles

Paget, M.P. for Nottingham. — The Right Hon.

Edward EUice has announced his intention to retire

from the representation of Coventry at the next

general election on account of ill health and advanced

age.—Mr. Salt has announced his intention to resign

his seat for Bradford on the reassembling of Parliament

on account of ill health.—Mr. P. A. Taylor has an-

nounced himself a candidate for Leicester in the

Radical interest in opposition to Mr. Heygate and Mr.

Harris.—There is a vacancy for the county of Cork,

caused by the elevation of Mr. Deasy, the Attorney-

General for Ireland, to the Bench. Mr. Thomas St.

John Grant, of Kilmurry, is mentioned as a candidate

for the vacant seat.

The Volunteer Movement.—The Government

have given notice of their intention to supply all volun-

teer corps with rifles from the Government stores, and
to exchange those which individual members may have

provided lor themselves without regard to the unifor-

mity of the weapon. They have also intimated to

commanders of Corps that, with a view of promoting as

much as possible a knowledge of the rifle atnonsj all

classes of Volunteers, they will be prepared, after the

1st of April, 1861 , to sanction the gratuitous issue of

rifle ammunition to Volunteer Corps. It is not intended

that this grant should be in addition to the quantity

already allowed to be purchased by corps, but that the

difference between the proportion issued gratis and the

quantity which has hitherto been allowed to rifle corps

may be continued to be issued to them at cost price.

—

The Gazette of Friday contains a notice of the appoint-

ment ot General Lord Clyde as Honorary Colonel of

the London Scottish.—On Saturday, the prizes won by

the members of the Post Office companies of the Civil

Service Rifles at their late contest, were distributed to

the winners by Lord Stanley of Alderley, in the News-

paper Room of the General Post Office.—A county

meeting, convened by the Earl of Verulam, the Lord-

Lieutenant, has been held in the Shire Hall, Hertford,

for the purpose of considering the best meaus of ren-

dering the Volunteer Rifle Movement efficient and

permanent. The Earl of Verulam presided, and there

were also present Earl Brownlow, Sir Minto Farquhar,

M.P.: Mr. Abel Smith, M.P.; Mr. James B«ntley (the

Hieh Sheriff); the Hon. and Rev. R. G. Hastings, Mr.

Dimsdale, Mr. Wilshere, Mr. W. R. Baker, and many

other influential gentlemen connected with the county.

It was unanimously resolved that the unavoidable

contingent expenses of the Volunteer Corps should not

fall noon the commanding officers, or depend upon the

liberalitv of any individual, and that those gentlemen

in the county of Hertford who are favourable to the

Volunteer Movement be requested to give their

names as annual subscribers to a general

fund to be raised for that purpose.— A nu-

fttton'Mw^i-J
-"»"«»«« "i answer to the ^Consort went to the Wellington College. General von «>» w ~

.

/

fl;;;nT:al

"
mMtm* was" held in the*-*0*3 resolutions of the 16th ult. The Prince ,

Bonin, Colonel Blumenthal, and Captain von Bonin. merous and influential meeting
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Shire Hall, Shrewsbury, on Saturday, to consider the

advisability of establishing a rifle association for the

county of Shropshire. Viscount Hill, Lord-Lieutenant

of the county, presided, and the meeting was addressed

by Viscount Newport, Mr. J. R. Ormsby Gore, M.P.

;

Mr. Slaney, M.P. ; Sir V. R. Corbett, Bart. ; Mr. Bot-

field, M.P. ; and other gentlemen. Resolutions were

unanimously adopted for establishing an association to

assist in giving permanence to the volunteer corps,

and to promote rifle shooting in the county. The

rules for the government of the association were

approved of, and a committee was appointed to carry

them into effect.

dForetgm

Psance.—The Emperor Napoleon will open the

French Legislative Session of 1861 in person, on

Monday next, in the Grand Salle des Etats at the

Louvre. The Monitcur announces that the Com-
mittee for examining the Sonatus-Consultum on the

publication of accounts of the sittings has decided that

these accounts must consist either in a full reproduc-

tion of the debates or in an account of the sittings

drawn up under the authority of the President of the

Senate. The JMoniteur also publishes the following

letter, addressed by the Minister of the Interior to the

Councillor of State charged with the general superin-

tendence of the press :

—

" Monsieur le Conseiller d'Etat,—I have just read in a weekly
paper, Lt Courrier du Dimanche, an article which is an insult to

our institutions. Up to the present moment, convinced that

the liberty to discuss the acts of the authorities is as useful to

the Government as to the public, and strengthened in that

conviction by the attitude of the press during the last two
months, I did everything in my power, as you are aware, con-

formably to the principles laid down in my circular of the
7th of December, to remove tbe obstacles which might
practically tend to restrict that liberty. But I should be
culpable towards the State to suffer for one moment that the
principle of the Government should be discussed, and, what is

more, insulted. I therefore request you at once to send an
avertissement to the journal in question. I am informed, more-
over, that the writer of the article, M. Gregory Ganesco, is not
a Frenchman. I am surprised thatA foreigner should presume
to insult the institutions of our country, aud, consequently, I

have ordered the Prefect of Police to expel him from France,
in virtue of the seventh article of the law of the 11th of

December, 1849.—I am, &c, P. De Persiqny."

The Patrie says that it is not true that the French
Government has encouraged Denmark to resist

the demands of Germany; or that France is or-

ganising a squadron to be sent to the Baltic. It also

contradicts the report that the French troops are

preparing to leave Rome. The Moniteur contains a
decree ordering a medal to be struck in commemoration
of tne expedition to China, to be bestowed on all those
who have taken part in the expedition. A regular
service is about to be established between France and
China by way of Egypt. The boats are to start from
Marseilles, Suez, and Shanghai, and will stop at Saigon,
the head-quarters of the French in the kingdom of
Anam. It is asserted that the Emperor has resolved to
construct with all despatch 10 iron-cased frigates of the
class of La Gloire. The Steele contains an article,

headed "France without the Pope," in reference to
the pamphlet of the same name, which has excited
some attention as snowing that the subject of an inde-
pendent National Church is not likely to be let drop.
The following is a summary of the article :

—

" What would have been the history of Franco had she
always been possessed of an independent church, and freed
from connection with Rome ? Had such been the position of
France, there would not have taken place either the persecu-
tion of the Albigensea or of the Protestants at a Later period-
There would have been no St. Bartholomew, no revocation
of the Edict of Nantes, and in our own day, no Ultra-
montanism. France, too, has always had the Popes for un-
grateful enemies. They nave been hostile to Louis XII to
Henry IV., to Louis XIV., aud to Napoleon. With an inde-
pendent Church there would be a clergy educated as in
Southern Germany, at the public schools, where they would
imbibe the popular feeling and spirit, and not be exclusively
indoctrinated, as they are now, with Ultramontane maxims."
The reception of the Rev. Pere Lacordaire at the
French Academy took place on the 24th ult. in the
presence of the Empress, Princess Clotilde, and a large
number of distinguished persons. M. Guizot replied
to the speech of the new member, which by a strange
coincidence at the present crisis in the United States
•was in praise of Democracy in America, the subject of the
well known work of his predecessor, M. de Tocqueville
—Mr. Cobden has returned from Algiers. After having
an audience of the Emperor he will proceed without
delay to England.-General de Lamoriciere has declined
a aword of honour which the Catholics of Brittany pro-
posed to present to him on the ground that such a dis-
tinction is only given to a General for a battle gained
for a fortress captured under remarkable circumstances'
or fop having defended a fortress beyond the period
assigned for its resistance by competent judges. " Now "
he says « it is too well known that I have done nothing
of this kind. I he provinces which I defended were in-
vaded, the towns captured, the war materiel lost, and
the entire army led into captivity; and I cannot forget
that a General who has solely saved the honour of his
flag does not deserve, and cannot receive, any reward "—
M. Marc Cauasidiere, Prefect of Police in the first half
of the year 1848, died in Paris a few days since, andwas buned on Mon lay m the Cemetery of Montmartre.

lhe Paterson- Bonaparte case was opened on Friday bv
. Berryer, who stated the case for Mrs. Paterson in a

|

half in the delivery, but contained few facts beyond I

M.

! those which have already been published. M. Allou then

replied for Prince Napoleon, and produced a great

impression by the line of defence he took :—

He said before the marriage the French ĉ d^Affaires^

Washington had protested against it; he had ^™ hX?
Jerome that he was no longer under the code of 1/92, and that

he could not marry under 25 without his mother s-consent

Tbe Patersons, moreover, were fully aware of the possibility

of the marriage being annulled. They were so determined on

the union that it wa! reported that Miss Paterson had replied

to the objections that were raised-" Let me be his wife but

for one hour, and that will be sufficient.'] A clause, in fact

was inserted in the marriage contract providing for the case of

the marriage being annulled by the French laws. A3 for the

legal delay having expired before an objection was raised he

would show it to be unfounded. The law stated that the

parents must object within a twelvemonth after receiving

notice of the celebration; of the marriage. In those days com-

munications between Europe and America were not so rapid

as at present, and two months was not an exaggerated allow-

ance of time, considering the distance between France and the

States and the difficulty of the communications. M. Allou

then proceeded to show that the dissolution of the marriage

was perfectly legal. In the course of his speech he startled

the Legitimists who crowded the court by saying that,

following out the claims of the descendan t of t^e Paterson

marriage, the Count de Chambord, the Boarbon heir to the
throne of France, was neither a Frenchman nor legitimate.

He said that three years after Prince Jerome's marriage at

Baltimore, the Duke de Berri, then a refugee in England,
married according to the English law. and also at the French
Roman Catholic Chapel in London, a Miss Brown, with the

consent of Louis XVIII., lived for 10 years with her at Cam-
berwell, and had by her two daughters ; but after the restoration

the English wife was discarded, and, during her lifetime, he
married Princess Caroline of Naples, by whom he had issue the

Count de Chambord, the present "legitimate" heir to the
French throne. These facts he said were recorded in the
• Encyclopedic des Gens du Monde,' the ' Nouvelle Biographie

'

of Didot, and the ' Histotre de la Restauration ' of Lamartine.
At the close of his address the case was adjourned for a week.

Spain.—The Ministers have officially announced to

the Cortes the pregnancy of the Queen, and on

the 25th ult. her Majesty went in state to the

Church of Atocha, to return thanks for "the new
favour accorded to the Royal family," and afterwards

held at the Palace a reception for kissing hands. Some
of the journals assert that the Carlists intend to pro-

claim the eldest son of Don Juan (still of tender years)

lawful King of Spain, but Don Juan is said to have
decided on relinquishing his pretensions to Royal
rights, reserving only the eventuality of his being elected

by universal suffrage. The official journal states that the

report of the Queen having sent money to Gaeta
is totally unfounded. The Spanish Minister, how-
ever, will stay with King Francis II. as long as he
remains on Neapolitan territory. It also states that

Tetuan will be occupied by Spanish troops until the entire

execution of the treaty by the Moors. The Ministry has
announced that, before liquidating the claim of France,
it will give an account to the Cortes. Some of the
journals attack the Government for having, on the
prayer of the English Consul, granted a piece of ground
for a Protestant cemetery at Bilboa.

Denmark.—The Minister of Finance has authorized
the Ministers of War and Marine to apply during the
current year a portion of the funds voted for their
departments on account of the next financial year A
Ministerial ordinance has been addressed to all the
functionaries whose duties are in any way connected with
the calling out of the soldiers for the army, ordering
them to take such steps as will enable them to execute
as speedily as possible the orders for the military
convocation already proclaimed, or for any other
which may yet be made. The men and horses belong-
ing to the Dragoon Regiments stationed at Itzehoe, as
well as two batteries, have been called out, and the
inspection of the whole war tnateriel will be imme-
diately proceeded with. It is reported at Hamburg
that the great Powers have urgently requested
Denmark to grant concessions to Schleswig-Holstein,
and have hinted that they would by no means recognise
any blockade of the German coasts which might be
declared by Denmark in consequence of Federal execu-
tion being despatched to Holstein. The Danish Diet on
the 28th ult. sanctioned the Government contract, from
the 18th December, 1860, with Sir M. \\ to, relative to
the railway through Finland, the east coast of Jutland
from Aalborg to the South Schleswig Railway, and
from Aarhuss towards the west coast.

Prussia.— General La Marmora has arrived at
Berlin on a mission from the King of Sardinia to
congratulate his Majesty on his accession, and h-,,s
met with a distinguished reception from the King- and
Royal family. The report that France had demanded
explanations on account of the speeches delivered by the
King since his accession to the throne is denied in
Ministerial and Diplomatic quarters. In the sitting of
the Chamber of Deputies on Wednesday the proposed
address m reply to the speech of the King was read
It expresses the satisfaction of tbe Chamber at the
proposed commercial treaty between France and the
Zollverein, whereby, it says, among other advantages,
the cheering prospect is opened of two great nations
nnding a better opportunity to compete for the prize
in works of peace. It expresses a hope that by the
energetic employment of all proper means, the Govern-
merit may succeed in re-establishing the Constitutional
state ot things in Electoral Hes*e. It acknowledges
it to be a national duty of Prussia to bring about in
common with the other German Fe {[ states, a satis-
factory solution of the question of the duchies of
Schleswig and Holstein, and considers it certain that
in case of Federal execution in Holstein, the rights of
Germany m reference to Schleswig will be reserved.
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Austeia.—According to present anw.
Empress of Austria, whose health W*

1

improved, will leave Madeira about fc^
April, and reach Vienna in May.—iw£* J

organs deny the statement of the InSS,
that Prince Metternich had verbalw!?Tri
Thouvenel that an attack by Ganil|
part of the Austrian territory will be «*I
Austria a* a *##w* belli ^ and that H. TW
reply observed that if in the eventual *
Austria employs Federal contingents Fr*!|
consider that act a violation of the prindijj
intervention. They also give a positively

statement that the National representation j
posed in the non-Hungarian provinces I

,

tions, and say :
—

" The members of thec£
Empire are to be elected from the Diets.*

Hungary.—Placards were posted up

Wednesday ordering the return of all m
to the military reserve by the 10th of Febrar

latest. Those who may not have appear*

will be treated as deserters.—The Comitat

weissenburg has voted an address in am*

n
1

demanding the restitution of the property

Batthyani, which has, it says, been
;

. ...

fiscated, and also demanding the recall of

:

Count Batthyani, who are abroad a rir

The Comitat of Samogy, in its address, eipa*

that permission to return will be granted fc

gees, and declares that the Comitat will o

vent nor support the levving of taxes, and

«

from making any change in the judicial ads

and from offering any resistance which nnf«P

employment of material force. The ComittU*
demands that the abdication of the late Etf

nand should be communicated to HujigKjkfc

coronation of Francis Joseph as King d

decided upon, and declares that**

reside in Hungary. The Gewfll A**j

Waraadin has unanimously resolvedJf"*?^
tion of Croatia, and the restitution of to »«*?

Hungary. The Prince Primate w
*"J"

circular to all the Comitats, counseling
J*"

precipitation. The Primate says thatei#"^

the forerunner of anarchy. He org*

patience for a few months longer, and noimp*

Sovereign, who is approaching
J'

lt

jJ"^j
peace in his hand, animated with theW^
tbe purest intentions.—The inhabited* «

J"

have protested against the incorporationor^

with Hungary in an arbitrary manner, iw^
convocation of a Servian National *"£>
should meet at the same time as the IW
Venetia.—The Patrie and the i^'*^

Emperor of Austria is about to come
.

constitution which will preserve t0J"^
entire autonomy. The government oi

be left to the Italians, and Venice f'^t
ITALY.-The elections to theW**^

taken place with perfect order an^^
have secured a large majority to w p
in Northern and Southern Italy, w ir-p.

having been completely ^at
.

en
'

been
**

Signori Miglietti and Cassini have *

Turin, Garibaldi andPoerioat »«^£
and Signori Peruzzi and Owori a

Minghetti, Pepoli, Berti, an«
in ther^

Among the other deputies elect*** ^
kneral Cialdini, Admiral ^\^

General dell* Marmora, bignor

Ribetti, Katazzi, Farina, ^1,1,
and other satisfactory names. ^ $

f

been defeated at Genoa " • ^ sr

Guerazzi at Leghorn, M^ini » Br0fertf
'

tanelli at San Miniato S.gnQi »^
places, and Crispi J.Wj™^^;;
kingdom of Naples show thattw ^«F
are favourable to the Gov««^^ Oj
Sicily show that *<^£££frttt*
returned leaders of the *^fWt>**tf
Turin state that Signof J^ion. ffif
Works, has tendered hi-rca* ^d*

current that Garibaldi l*d^^A
and gone to Hungary, but i.ow

Q^.^Lit
ment had ^^^l^J^^l

oft^f

dered the co-operation ex ^ tbe

^

paratively useless. ™9 *£gg*W **

2ith, resulted in the *W **
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Z*—F-r--T^Th^tTwere disabled, and obliged to

*" ^?CoflTth?tfg.te considerably damaged,
t0 *

fleet <m the 23d found it necessary to

endamages. On the 2 tthtbe bombard-

coXned with prodigious effect from the

«the land side. During the morning a

inp exploded in the Sardinian camp,

rftara

tfd tk«

Mlattsi

orders to the Russian Ambassador at Rome to return
immediately to Gaeta.—The negotiations between V
Bank of St. Petersburg and the Rank of France in

reference to the change of gold for silver have failed.

The Imperial Bank will, from the 6th to the

persons. On Friday and Saturday the 11th inst., receive subscriptions to the new loan

.a n« Snndav a flaff of truce of 12.000.000 rouble*, in metalliauea issued at
continued. On Sunday a flag of truce

STitan Gaeta to the fleet. An Italian steamer

tEtSr proceeded to the fortress, and the firing

STTZtSc suspended on both sides. It is said

?FrMu* denmtch boat had brought a letter to

2£i Claldini, containing a letter from the Emperor

2TST French for King Francis II., counselling the

vJTto es«e his resistance, in order to save himself

JKrauTation of a capitulation The letter conveyed

!2£?befta of truce to Admiral Persano was supposed

5*Te contained a reply to the Emperor's letter.

from the Bourbon army speak of a project to

er Gseta. The fire of the Cavalh guns is said

of 12,000,000 roubles, in metalliques issued at

par, and bearing 4 per cent, interest. It is asserted

that the Grand Russian Railway Company is about to

is said contract a loan abroad of 25,000,000 roubles in bonds

at 4 per cent. The price at which these bonds are to

be issued is not yet known.
Turkey.—The Paris papers publish a telegram from

Constantinople, dated the 20th ult., stating that

Prince Labanoff had remit I to the Porte a memo-
random and further documents in reply to the report

of Kibrisli Pa ha. These documents were accompanied

by an energetic note demanding the convocation of an

European conference at Constantinople. The same

Wa been marvellous. Gaeta has suffered immensely
j

telegram states that the Porte, having been called

«LZ WvmWMmmit which has caused great devas- ' upon to sanction a prolongation of the French occupa

T̂CnTtown and fortress. Kin* Francis II. -~ - — -' «
' — -' - '-

kai issoed another appeal to the Sovereigns of Europe

to come to bis relief and save him from the perils by

which be is now environed, owing to the withdrawal

French fleet. He says :—
-

It is not to be believed that the Sovereigns of Europe will

*av toBMr remain impassable at the spectacle of a King

jZLoSl of Ma ststes by the most iniquitous aggressions, a

re to III the horrors of a long bombardment, and he hopes

j the unequal struggle which is about to continue the

*r» of Surope will declare yes or no whether they recog-

thc blockade by the squadron now in the power of Pied-

___ ,

» And if thia blockade be not recognised his Majesty has,

at least the confidence that a collective summons will be sent

Eotbe King of Sardinia to guarantee his liberty if the hazards

it s tesperate siege should respect his life, and to secure

outrage the person of his young Queen, who, with a

liruity worthy of her heart, and with an insensibility to

i3 personal danger, has resisted the most continuous entrea-

tfta*. to devote herself to the care of the wounded in the

TW city of Naples is more tranquil. A treasonable

pondence of high importance, which had been en-

tertained with Gaeta, has been discovered. The police

have prohibited political demonstrations. Orders have

been given for the trial of some Neapolitan naval officers

before a Court -martial for having refused to take part

is the siege of Gaeta. One thousand Sardinians have
attacked the convent of Oaammari, in the Papal States,

reactionary troops which were driven from
sbo had taken refuge. They dispersed the re-

actionary bands, set fire to the convent on the night of
the 22nd ult., and afterwards re-entered the Neapolitan
tsm'tory. The monks saved themselves by flight before
the eommenceinent of the attack. The district round
Cnieii has been tranquillised, but fighting continues in

parts of the Apennines, and several villages

A*co!i have been destroyed. During the night

tion of Syria, had replied that she must • inawl

upon the execution of the Paris Convention.

Vely Pasha has been appointed Ambassador at

Paris, in the room of Ahmed Vefyk Effendi, who has

displeased the French Government by his strong oppo-

sition to the French occupation of Syria.

SntlA..—Accounts from Alexandria state that a fresh

ma .ere of Christians by Druses has been perpetrated.

It appears that while the inhabitants of a village on

Mount Lebanon were attending service in a church

a band of Druses burst into the edifice and massacred

them. On the receipt of the news Fuad Pasha imme-

diately despatched a body of troops to the place, who

surrounded the village and took 950 of the Druses

prisoners, and they are said to be now under trial at

Bey rout.

-The following additional details are gathered

advices received by the Calcutta and China
Ixdia.-

from the

mail :—
Calcutta.

«f the 25th ult. the Pontifical Zouaves of Monte
attacked a small body of Sardinian Volun-

wko were sleeping in the solitary osteria at

Correse. Two Sardinians were killed and six wounded

;

50 were made prisoners and were conveyed on the
next day to Rome. The Piedmontese at Correse have
been *,nce reinforced. General Goyon has since

addressed a despatch to the Intendant of Rieti,

^Bdaring that he was not aware of the movement of
tfce Papal troops towards the frontiers at Correse, and
tast the Government of the Pope had given orders for

tfcsir recall. On Monday last 2000 Sardinians, with
Jjvalry and artillery, attacked the reactionary troops at
Ctneo. The fight lasted seven hours. The Piedmontese
*d Neapolitans afterwards evacuated the Papal terri-
tory. The Sardinians are now threatening the province
°» rVosinone. The reactionary bands on the frontiers are
^sequence greatly discouraged, and are being pur-
•***, betrayed, and left entirely destitute of money
sjdarms.--Riotous demonstrations of a most serious
^wscter have taken place in the Apollo Theatre at
jwnje, and the performance of " II Trovatore " has been
RMnaited. Some students have been expelled from

nniversity for bavin or distributed tricoloured

-A monster meeting was held at Calcutta on the

21st, to protest against the grant of 520,000*. to the de-

scendants of Tippoo Saib. Fully one-half of those pre-

sent were natives, a fact alluded to by several of the

native speakers as a pledge of reunion between themselves

and their European brethren, and a termination of the

antagonism which has existed since the mutiny. The

Europeans assented to the sentiment by loud cheers. The

meeting adopted a petition to parliament praying for pub-

licity of accounts, restraint upon the Secretory of State for

India with regard to spending Indian funds, the opening of

the Legislative Council, &c. The Government has published

despatches of Lord Canning and Sir Charles Wood, in which

the right of adoption on failure of natural heirs is extended to

every native chief in India, Hindoo and Mahometan, above

the rank of Jagheerdar. The aristocracy and landowners of

India will receive this chatter as the greatest boon that was

their estates on the sole tenure of fidelity to the British Crown.

. Bombay. —Great efforts are making by the Military Finance

Commission to effect reductions in the expenditure. In Madras

and Bombay their plans are already working.

he carried with him were, of course, not known, bot it

was ascertained with sufficient certain! .. hat the
Government had no intention of withdrawaac the
troops from the position they c ipied, and that Major
Anderson was instructed peremptorily l odt ad himself
to the best of his ability if attacked. Colonel Hayne,
remained at Washington, and it was understood that he
had considerably modified his views relative to his

duties during his sojourn there. He had, it is stated,

telegraphed to that effect to Governor Pickens, and
had asked for further instructions. Meantime, he had
called on President Buchanan, and presented verbally

the ultimatum of South Carolina, which was understood

to insist upon the withdrawal of troops from Fort

Sumter. The President requested Colonel Hayne to

put his communication in writing, and said that it

would then he considered. It was rumoured in

Washington that the Cabin 1 determined unani-

mously to receive hereafter no communication! whatever
from any one claiming to be a commissioner from South

Carolina. The President had sent • the Senate hit

nomination of Mr. Holt as Secretary at War. After a
very personal and acrimonious dabs '' fcur li"urs, the

nomination wss confirmed 1 n vote tR to IS. Tht
other proceeding! in Congress had been of ttula

interest, consisting merely of a continued suggestion

of compromise! which had led to no results. Booster

Seward made a grand conciliator* speech on the 12th

inst., in the Senate, in which he said:

—

"Mutual recrimination and congressional compromises are

not likely to save the Union. The Constitution the United

States, and the laws made in pursuance thereto, are supreme.

The laws of the land arc paramount to all Stato legislation.

The Union can only be dissolved by the voluntary consent of

the people of the United States in the manner prescribed by
the constitution. The Congress ought, if it ban, to redress any

real grievances of the offended States, and should then supply

the President with the means necessary to maintain the

authority of the Unicn." Mr. Seward then proceeded to point

out the numerous advantages of the Union, while a dissolu-

tion, he said, " will be perpetual civil war." He concluded by
saying that, when the angry excitement had subsided and
calmness had resumed its sway, and not till then, would he

advise that a convention of the i>eople be assembled to consider

what amendments in the organic natioual law ought to bo

made."

The representatives of the Southern States have

received instructions to remain at Washington until

the spring, "to prevent unfriendly legislation." De-

spatches for the Commander of the Gulf Squadron were

sent on the 16th to Vera Cruz. It was rumoured that

they embodied orders for the concentration of the

vessels composing the squadron at the mouth of the

Mississippi and at the harbour of Pensacola. An enthu-

siastic demonstration by working men, against coercing

the Southern States, was held in New York on the

14th inst.

Nova Scotia.—A destructive fire at Halifax has

destroyed 59 of the principal establishments of the

town, including the American Consulate, the Exchange

Rooms, Odd Fellows' Hall, several newspaper offices,

stores, &c. One man was killed and many were injured.

Mexico.—Advices from Vera Cruz confirm the new*

'ifjr^r^pTG^t,rs tssssv ™^ ~m °f the^ ot Mira
.

mon
,

b* <*™™\°j\*e* ,«d «*
succeed Sir Patrick Grant as Commander-in-Chief at Madras.

Sikkim —The first batch of the reinforcements destined to re-

occupy Sikkim has arrived at Darjeeling. The whole force wnl

consist of 1800 men, from Her Majesty's 6th Royals, Her
Majesty's 19th, 73d Native Infantry, 3d Sikh Infantry, Bhajrul-

pore Hill Rangers, with six mountain train guns, and will be

commanded by Lieut. -Colonel Gowler, of Her Majesty's 73d

Foot. It is certain that the territory from which Dr. Campbell

was driven will be reoccupied, and perhaps retained
.
II

.
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hoped also that the field-piece and the standard which the

Doctor lost on his retreat will be recaptured.

occupation of the capital by the Constitutional army.

Miramon and his partisans, before leaving the capital,

possessed themselves of 150,000 dollars belonging to

English bondholders which remained in the Treasury.

It is said that Juarez, the Constitutional President,

has intimated his intention to make reparation for all

the outrages committed, and that the claims of Great

Britain will be among the first to be settled.

ssW
~lhe Official Gazette of Turin publishes

RrL? °* tbe convention concluded between Great"«« Wd Sardinia for the protection of literary

i2™?> .

I: also publishes a royal decree appointing
* commission to innnira ;«« 4-u« -i.„<-

—

c i-\.~ «n«u„
districts of

"United States.—The programme for the establish-

ment of a Southern Confederacy is understood to

be already periected. The secession of Georgia was

expected daily, and it was understood that the delegates

from South Carolina, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, and

Georgia would repair to Milledgeville^ to institute a

Provisional Government, and elect a President and Vice-

President pro tempore, besides providing for a Federal

army and other defensive measures; and that Ministers

would at once be despatched to foreign Powers renegotiate

treaties. Armed bodies of Florida and Alabama troops

had seized the Pensacola Navy-yard, which contained a

considerable quantity of warlike stores. The Federal

steamer Fulton was also captured. The Crusader and

the Wyandotte only escaped by getting up steam and

moving off out of the way. The Star of the West, which

retire from Charleston without landingD
Tuscany and Sardinia, and to propose I the troops, has since returned to New York with the

awr- ^proving their sanitary condition. !
troops, aud with her bows damaged by a shot,

I'"
M̂

:.

Cesare Valeri<>> an Italian engineer, has The South Carolinian Secretaries of State and of W ar

•* the design of throwing a bridge across the had visited Fort Sumter under a flag of truce

*Em*T*** a"d the Government has appointed i and remained two hours. Mr. Gourdin, a member of
mnaaaon to .«.~:^ ., . _. . .

M - 1

the South Carolina Convention, went to Fort Sumter

the next morning, and held a private parley With Major

Anderson. All kinds of rumours prevailed as to tbeipported

*n to exam
B*&Rm an Messi

The site proposed

pa

13ul)lfc

Mr. Bright attended a meeting of his constituents

at Birmingham on Tuesday, and delivered a long

speech on the public expenditure of the conn try, on the

army and navy, and on our relations with France. The

following extract contains his remarks on the latter

subject :

—

" Since the conclusion of the Russian war he would put it to

every man present whether the most strenuous exertions had

not been made by a certain party in this country to create

alarm with regard to France. Now, for some years past we haa

been in partnership with France—we had made two Chinese

wars needlessly in partnership with France, and transactions

had taken place in Italy in which the policy of England bad

been mainly pursued. England wanted a united Italy, and

for purposes for which the French did not want it. The French

Emperor had done nothing actively to prevent it, but had

watched the course of evcuts, and so far as he could understand

his policy was prepared to consent to the consummation when
i t arrived. So far the .Emperor's conduct towards 1 1 1 is country

had been friendly, conciliatory, and proper. He next

alluded to the Treaty of Commerce and the abolition of the

passport system, the advantages of which he pointed

out. and asked if these were signs of war Since the days

when France and England waged pcrj ial war with.each

other, ccnturiesago,^^^n^^^on^uvo^

•dvance

replaced

soldiers <

*—»tio
•aaii ofd

~» *»*c empire, Him win v»e

the interior of Russia. The

%

in others that they were on short allowance yia* .t

surrender of the fort was contemplated and that it

would be evacuated. It was believed tbat negotiations

were going on for a peaceful surrender or the tort, ana

for the cessation of a warlike attitude. Colonel Hay e

on the part of South Carolina, and Lieut H* « «*

Government spent too much upon her miutaryj^menjs.

St it should bVTbome in mind that the Emperor knew he had

. IJ, 1Z friend* anion* the hodox monarchs of Europe,

?h°aXTngli n arltocracr- hose mouthpiece was The Tir^

dW not like him or his ad that we have m our navy

t cZ n en anTboya, bain* more than all the men and boys

t'Teme t ^marine of Fra.u tnd ,000 more than
the mer.aiimc

France. He complained that our

?o^™t a Jed the false statement, made by^the press

to be rented by public speakers, while y had not the

hnnestfand the couraee to contradict them ; for example

his return to Fort ^1. encoun 1 tC ™™*™J^~tf™5^at thp Fm^:« iI
V1 fcue jninisll7 ana toe Uonncil instructions. Tvasiun^uuu^r-..-- ": C* * «n«vmnwd the Volunteer movement, wmen some

I hSth '£aS *?* l hi9 "*«*» ™ »<*ount that Lieut. Hall had started on ^^nm to^ort t^na^eour^ the^ ^m***
Rq^ ^

neaitn. He is temporarily replaced in his post of Sumter. The exact nature of the instructions wiiicu
[

peopie
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.ve ii any harsh names, conceiving that many had joined

the Volunteer forc<s from motives of patriotism. That
movement might be regarded in two ways—either tbey

were in danger of some attack from abroad ; or they

intended to raise a cheap force and so diminish the extrava-

gant expenditure on the regular army. As to any attack

from abroad the Government knew that it was the merest

chimera, but they looked to the Volunteer force to create a

greater taste for military display, so that less pressure might
be excited in favour of a reduction of the standing army.

Having dwelt further upon the waste in the public expenditure
he adverted to the Session about to commence. He asked,

—

Shall we have tho same waste, the same fraud, the same
extravagant estimates provided for and condemned by a great

Chancellor of the Exchequer ? Let him warn them that if the

estimates were as large as those of last Session there was some
power in this country which intended war. Let them not
interfere in foreign quarrels, and nobody would interfere with
them, least of all the p]mperor of the French. The people of

France wished for peace with Europe, and especially with
England. He believed that if our own Government gave
authority to Mr. Cobden to ascertain whether the Government
of France would consent to an amicable arrangement by which

|

the navies of the two countries should not pass their present
bounds,— he believed that it would be received by the
French Government with as cordial a feeling as it re-

ceived the proposition to make that great treaty of com-
merce. Of course, the men who suspected the French
Emperor would smile at this credulity. He believed the
opinion to be a sound one, but ho was sorry to say that,
judging from the past, he believed that the greatest obstacles
would be found on this side of the Channel to any such con-
vention. The Emperor, of course, would be safer the more
his people felt that they were rightly governed. He was sure
the Crown of England would be more safe to descend in an
unbroken line to a late generation in the same family the more
the people of England felt there was great moderation and
great justice ; but there could be neither without great economy
in tho expenditure of the public resources. He might be
charged with unfavourable feelings towards Royal families
and to people in authority, but he dared to assert that the
time would come when the people would discover that they
had been unjustly treated, and possibly they might discover
that there was no family and no combinition of families
connected with the Government in this country that was
worth 70,000,000*. a year."
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QTiU) Intelligence,
New India Loan.—Notice has been issued of a new

India 5 per Cent. Loan of 3,000,0001. The tenders are
to be received on Friday week. The minimum price at
which tenders will be accepted will be fixed by the
India Council on the morning of that day. It is under-
stood that the raising of this loan is in consequence of
the non-payment of sums into the Indian Treasury by
the railway companies, and that bnt for the difficulty
experienced by these undertakings in obtaining their
requirements it would not have been brought out.
The Indian Income-Tax.— A notice has been

issued from the Inland Revenue Office stating that the
Attorney and Solicitor-General have given an opinion
that the double income-tax on Indian securities cannot
be enforced, and that the claim has accordingly been
given up. The amounts already deducted will, of
course, have to be refunded.

Decay of the Houses of Parliament. —
special general meeting of the Royal Institute

British Architects was held on Monday for the purpose

of discussing the various processes for the preservation

of stone, and especially in reference to the Houses of
Parliament. Mr. Tite in opening the discussion eaid

that nothing could be of more importance to them as a
profession than to endeavour to discover the causes of
the failure of the principal material employed in the
construction of the Palace at Westminster, and to
ascertain what steps ought to be taken to arrest the
decay which, at so early a peried, had manifested itself

in a manner so marked as to render it an object of
European notice and of national regret. The Palace of
Westminster was a building of vast extent, newly
finished, built without reference to cost, and intended to
last for an indefinite period of time, and to defy the usual
causes of accident in ordinary edifices. It was a build-
ing of which we were justly proud as a nation, from the
combination which it presented of artistic learning
and science with the greatest skill of the best
of English artificers; and yet, when the sound
of the finishing strokes of the axe and the hammer
had hardly ceased, it was found externally in a state
of lamentable decay—a decay so extensive that he
thought the professional experience of any architect
could not afford any parallel whatever. It was true
they had seen, and were constantly seeing, in this and
other countries, the necessity for restorations various
in extent and character, and many of them due to the
same causes as those they were now about to consider.
He might quote the cases of Notre Dame and St. Denis,
of Chartres and Rouen, and, in our own country, the
familiar instances of Henry VII.'s Chapel and Redcliffe
Church, Bristol ; but those cases of decay were found
after the lapse of centuries and not of years, and were
due to causes perfectly intelligible, such as the use of
Caen stone and Reigate stone in Henry VH.'s Chapel,
and of the worst kinds of oolite in the church at
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were the circumstances under which he had asked for
the present meeting. He had no personal object to
serve, no theory to maintain, no likings or dislikings of
individuals to gratify. His sole object was to promote
the discussion of a much vexed question in a candid and
friendly spirit, and he was not without hopes they might
arrive at some satisfactory result, seeing they must
have among the ranks of their profession all the expe-
rience which existed on the subject, as well as the
technical skill best able to appreciate any proposition
which might be made for the amelioration of the great
evil. He then gave a description of the various methods
adopted in ancient and modern times for the preserva-
tion of stone. He said, with respect to the practice of
the ancients, that all his experience of their buildings
and all his reading, would induce him to believe that
they made no attempt to preserve the stone of which
their edifices were composed, because no such attempt
was necessary in their climate. It was true they deco-
rated their buildings with colours, but that was for the
sake of ornament. Their marbles required no protec-
tion and none of the colours they used were in the
slightest degree calculated to preserve their edifices
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g- Mw^ A^riol, rector of St ManWtbe-
^wta* i«»nded the motion the Rev. \\ illiam

-7 of - Olave's, moved an amendment,

torn Dr. M'Caul's resolution in the entire
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in any form, but equally condemning the

and Beviews. The amendment was carried

(mlr as was also a resolution requesting the

tefKi a day for receiving the clergy, with a view

Ution of the address.
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Sficial Services at St. Paul's were re-

Sunday evening at 7 o'clock and were attended

Wnserrr 8000 persons, the bulk of whom assembled
™

r md a half before the service began, while

~*r\r m manv were unable to obtain admission. The

mm was pitched bv the Bishop of London.

~~ia BlVJA* Heodie underwent the operation for

of cataract from the right eye on Monday

J**k and is proceeding favourably.
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d

cput ation of the piin.

rfml •Wpowuers connected with the port of London

had an interview with Lord John Russell, on Friday,

lo a«vrt«!ri whether tlie Government purposed taking

mj iter* upon the report of the committee appointed

aqoireinto the laws respecting reciprocity and belli-

rent rights. Having heard the special points urged

the deputation, his lordship stated that he could not

of coarse give them an immediate reply on a question

of so much importance, but he assured them that Her

Majesty's Government would bestow upon it their most

consideration^

Siw Stbeet from Piccadilly to the Strand.

It is proposed to form a new street from the East

of Coventry Street through Princes Street and

U* small streets on the south side of Leicester Square

to Orange Street and Hemmings Row, so as to form

a direct line of communication between Piccadilly and
King William Street, West Strand, widening Coventry
Street to the uniform width of 70 feet by setting back
the booses on the south side 20 feet, and carrying the

street thence in the form of a crescent through Princes

Street and Orange Street to the Strand.
Sale of Newspaper Property.—The copyright of

The Illutfrated Newt of the World, with the 146 steel

plates of portraits, which have appeared simultaneously
with the journal, were sold by public auction a few days
since by order of the mortgagees. The property was
divided into two lots. The first, the copyright of the
"anal, was put up at 500J., and after along competition

knocked down to Mr. Tallis at the price of 1370Z.
second lot, the 146 steel plates of portraits, em-

bracing some of the most eminent characters of the
day, was pot up at 150/., and was bought by Mr. C.

berfor 328/. 10*.
& J

*•*ass i of Government Establishments.—
•be bag-pending question as to the payment of local
rates for Government establishments has at last been
settled by an agreement on the part of the Admiralty
sad the War Department to pay a fixed annual siim in

Jsa of rates. A sum of 2329*. has just been paid to
we parish of Woolwich, 1750/. to the parish of Chatham,
*w. to Gillinglmm, and similar payments will also bewe to the parishes of Deptford, Portsmouth, Devon-
port, Plymouth, and Pembroke.

^^ The Record Office.—Mr. W. B. Turnbull has

gi resigned the Calendarship of the Foreign State Papers,
to *t»ich he was appointed by the Master of the Rolls
"Aojrost, 1859. In resigning this office, Mr. Turnbull,
*oo a Roman Catholic, states that he has been for
o aaonthg the object of a persecution involving his

fWJonal honour by three societies, the chief of whichwe Protestant Alliance," and he has therefore feltw« no other course was open to him but to resign the
*Ppo»ntment.

* *

Thi City Meat Markets.—At the meeting of the

one of the registrars of the Court, at the principal

registry, or to a district registrar, either by the testator

himself, or by some person specially authorised by him
to deposit the same on his behalf. The will will not be
delivered up to any person, but must remain in the
registry until after the testator's death. The fees

payable are, for depositing the will and receipt for same,

17. Is. ; for drawing and entering minute of the
registrar, 2s. 6J. ; for filing each affidavit, 2*. Od.

Envelopes for wills, with the necessary forms, are to

be had on application.

The Child Murder atNewingtos*.—The adjourned

inquest respecting the discovery of a female child

shockingly mutilated in Trinity Churchyard, Xewing-
ton, was resumed and concluded on Friday, when the
jury returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against some
person or persons unknown.
The Public Health.—The Regist i ar-Gcncral's

weekly return states that notwithstanding the late

mildness of the weather, the effects of the cold that

preceded it are still legible in large chars rsinth<

registers of mortality. The number of deaths iu London
for the week that ended Saturday, Jan. 26, were 17s3.

The average number in the corresponding weeks of the

10 previous years 1851-60, corrected tor increase of

population, was 1330. The present return i< bherefa

453 above the average. During the week the births of

1034 boys and 944 girls— in all 1978 children—were

registered in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks

of the years 1851-60 the average number was 1749.
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Birmingham.—A Conference was held m this town

on the 23d and 24th ult. for the purpose of discussing the

question of providing for the education of neglected and

destitute children, and the duty of the Legislature and

Government in reference to it. Sir John Pakinjrton,

M.P., presided, and the meeting was addressed by the

Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, the Earl of Lichfield,

Lord Lyttelton, Viscount Ingestre, M.P. ; Mr. Spooner,

M.P.jMr. Scholefield, M.P.; Sir Baldwin Leightcn.

M.P.; Mr. R. Hanbury, M.P.; the Rev. Dr. Guthrie,

the Rev. Dr. Miller, Archdeacon Hone, Mr. M. 1). Hill,

Recorder of Birmingham, Miss Carpenter, and others

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted,

and a committee appointed to carry them into effect i

—

1. " That obedience to the laws of God and man is power-

fully promoted by the diffusion of sound knowledge, and the

training up of the young in the exercise of the great duties ot

life, wherefore it is incumbent ou the state to ensure education

to all children for whom their parents are through poverty or

ignorance unable to provide it." 2. "That neglected and
destitute children constitute a very large class of the com-
munity, yet that no educational aid is given for their education

from the'Parliamentary grant comparable to such as is given

to such classes of schools as already receive Government assist-

3. "That the experience of the last eighteen years has

1*1

a*

ance.
proved that this portion of the population is r. fied in many
districts to a considerable extent, and can be effectually reached
by ragged and Industrial schools ; but that schools of this class,

which, to be good, involve much greater expenditure than
ordinary schools of this class, cannot be permanently supported

in the required efficiency, or extended to all districts requiring

them by voluntary aid alone ; and that it is therefore the duty
of the State to give liberal financi ll aid to such schools, avail-

ing itself, as in the case of reformatories, of that voluntary

effort which is an essential condition of our success."

Bristol.—The man who fell last week from the

St. Vincent's Rocks has been identiBed as Mr. Blonning,

a boot and shoemaker of this city. He had been ill and

in a very low state for a fortnight before, but as there

was no evidence to prove whether it was a case of

suicide or an accident, the jury at the inquest returned

an open verdict of " Died by a fall from St. Vincent's

rocks."

Coventry.—The Queen, besides giving a liberal

donat

sub. t, and, finding that the coroner had the option of
acting as he pleased in the matter, th- request '. tlie*

a copy of the depositions should be forwarded to the
Home Secretary. This course being alto objected to by
the deputy-coroner, the jury unanimously declined to
return a verdict. The inquiry was eventually adjourned
to enable the deputy coroner to consult the coroner for

the county upon the course to be pursued.
Liverpool.—The local papers report an unusual

number of diss rs to shipping belonging to this port.

The ship Prince Consort, which left the Mersey for

Melbourne on the 22d November with emigrants, after

having been driven back to Southampton with serious

damage, has again been obliged to put back to Queens-
town with loss of all her topmasts and other injury.

The passengers have therefore been 68 days since they
originally shipped, and 13 days since repairing, tossing

about in the Channel. The Prince Consort was fell.

manned, having an efficient British crew numbering 45
seamen.—The ship Queen of Martaban was totally lost

near Akyab on her voyage from Moulmein to Calcutta.

Eighteen of the cresi were rescued bv the ship Sardinia,

of this port, after having been 1 lays without food,

and four out of mx others, who hsd abandoned the ship

on a raft, were picked up by the lnkcrmnu. §
sufferings of both parties had been extreme, and the

body of one of those who died had been kept on the raft

in reserve for food until they saw deliverance at bund.—
The ship Lillydale, of this port, bound, with a tery

valuable cargo, for Bombay, took fire on Tuesday morn-

ing in the new harbour of Holyhead, and it was neces-

sary to partly scuttle her before the fire could be

subdued.—The screw steamer Empress Eugenie, of

this port for London, foundered off Point Lynas on

Friday evening. The crew and passengers, after being

in the boats for two hours, were picked up by a steamer

from Galloway, and landed at this port.—The ship

Florence Graham, from the west coast of Africa to

Liverpool, went ashore on the 24th ult., on Inch Bar,

Dingle Bay, on the west coast of Ireland. The captain,

mate, and 10 men were lost, and five saved.—The ship

Telemaque, of 2000 tons, from Bombay, struck on a

sand-bank in the Mersey, as she was entering the Albert

Dock, on Saturday, and almost immediately went

down. Her cargo has since been got out, and prepara-

tions are making for raising her, but it is feared that

she has broken her back.

Norwich.—On Saturday James Bloomfield Rush,

son of the murderer Rush, whose terrible deeds attracted

such general interest 12 years since, was charged before

the magistrates with breaking into the bouse of Mr.

Abraham Cannell, of Cringleford, and stealing a quan-

tity of children's dresses and miscellaneous articles of

the value of U. The property was found in the house

occupied by the prisoner at Wymondham, while a knife

blade taken from his pocket when apprehended corres-

ponded with impressions observed on some drawers

which had been tampered with, though not broken open.

Another chest had been opened and emptied of its

contents, but in this case no knife marks could be

detected. The prisoner, who reserved his defence, was

committed for trial, but admitted to bail,—himself

in 100/., and two sureties in 50Z. each.

Oxford.—In a convocation held on Tuesday, it was

agreed to affix the University seal to an indenture for

the foundation of a professorship, to be called "The
Hope Professorship of Zoology," which is to be endowed

by the munificence of the Rev. F. W. Hope.

Plymouth.— The steamship Queen Victoria wee

floated from the rocks in Barn Pool on Monday after-

noon, and placed on the beach at Cremhill, where she

will be repaired.

Portsmouth.—The barque Victor Emmanuel, of
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Coventry
in the Summer Palace at Pekin, and has ordered some

pieces to be woven in the distressed district for her own
especial use. Lord Leigh has offered, through the

Coventry School of Art, to give two medals—a gold

one for the best fancy ribbon, in style, make, and

harmony of colour ; and a silver one tor the best six

designs* for ribbons. Lady Leigh is about to give a

prize for the best plain ribbon, having special reference

to cheapness as well as quality.

Diss.—A mysterious case of poisoning has occurred

in this town. A few days since Albert, the youngest

son of Mr. 11. Aldrich, a tradesman living in the town,
|

Rochester Bridge, beyond which the troops are not

was taken suddenly ill and died In a few hours, after allowed to pass. The garrison police are also to extend

suffering painful convulsions. Two other members of their operations so as to include Rochester, and are to

Mr. Aldnch's family were attacked in a similar manner, co-operate with the po"»ee of the city. On_? nesdajr,

but recovered. The symptoms were at first those of

bilious diarrhoea, followed by coma and convulsions, the

cm Thursday was a total wreck, with a loss of 15 lives

out of her crew of 19. The Captain was lost after

gaining the cliff. The boatswain and three men were

saved.

Rochester.—In consequence of the official inquiry

recently instituted by the mayor and magistrates

relative to the great increase in the number of oflences

committed in this city by soldiers belonging to Chatham

garrison, General Eyre has ordered that the pickets

sent out nightly from the barracks at Chatham shall in

future patrol the streets of both towns as far as

f
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pupils of the eyes very much dilated, and the thumbs

curiously turned in. The boy died in the course of

24 hours after he was first attacked. A post'mortem

examination was made, when the body presented a per-

fectly healthy appearance, with the exception of a per-

foration in the stomach about the size of a shilling—

such as might have been caused by the action of a

strong corrosive poison, though the stomach did not

present the appearances generally caused by the admi-

nistration of arsenic or corrosive sublimate. At the

inquest, held by the deputy-coroner for Norfolk, the

jury requested an adjournment in order that the

stomach might undergo a proper analysis, but the

deputy coroner said he did not feel it his duty to order

an analysis. The jury then inquired the law on the

two soldiers, named Peter Stephenson, 31st Regiment,

and Richard Simcock, 73d Regiment, were examined

and remanded by the mayor and magistrates at

Rochester, on a charge of having wilfully set fire to a

stack of wheat on the farm of Mr. John Rose Baker,

near this city, whereby damage to the amount of 200?*

was sustained.

Ryde.—The inquest on Captain Barton, of the yacbt

Zouave, win was killed by falling into the engine-room

of the Emerald strainer, was resumed and concluded

on Friday. A large number of witnesses were ex-

amined, whose evidence tended to one point—that the

deceased was by no means sober at the time. The

jury returned a verdict of Accidental Death, at the

same time expressing an opinion that no sufficient pro-

tection was provided to prevent such accidents occurring

WoLTERHAMTToy.— <>n Tuesday the 22d ult, a *"
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"boiler explosion took place at the Cock Street colliery,

near this town, belonging to Messrs. Aston & Shaw, by

which two men were killed and another severely

scalded. This is the second fatal boiler explosion which

has occurred at the same colliery within nine days.

Worcester.—A meeting of the hop planters of Wor-

cestershire and Herefordshire was held on Saturday in

this city, when resolutions maintaining the necessity

for immediate repeal of the hop duties, and a petition

to the House of Commons on the subject, were adopted.

A district committee was also formed to co-operate with

the central one.—A k^en controversy is raging in

this diocese in reference to the residence of the

newly appointed bishop, Lord Lyttelton leading

one party and Sir John Pakington the other. From
Lord Lyttelton's statement it appears that at the last

vacancy of the see of Worcester it was a question with

the proper authorities whether Hartlebury Castle, near

Stourport, should be retained as the bishop's palace or

sold. The question was at that time settled in favour

of retention, but for the last 20 years it has been still

before the commissioners as a prospective question.

His lordship expresses a hope that a rather strong

feeling may be found to exist in the diocese in favour of

the preservation of the ancient palace in which the

Bishops of Worcester have lived for just 1000 years.

He add3 :

—

w In its character, external and internal, no
less than in its traditions, it is eminently—perhaps
exclusively—ecclesiastical, and even episcopal. The
late bishop believed it to be the best episcopal residence

in England. It is in very good condition. The Com-
missioners, 20 years ago, spent 6600?. upon it for the

very purpose of continuing its fitness for the use from
which it is now possible that it may be diverted." Sir

John Pakington on the other hand says :
" It is not

easy to imagine greater inconsistency and imprudence
than assigning to the Dean of Worcester an episcopal
palace for his residence, simultaneously with the reduc-
tion of his income to 10001. a year. It is my hope,
therefore, that a new deanery will be built, and that
the old episcopal palace in the city will once more be
the residence of the bishops of the diocese. I desire

this arrangement, because I believe it to be the most
advantageous, both for the diocese and the bishop him-
self. It may be true that Hartlebury is a more
agreeable residence than Worcester, notwithstanding
the beautiful situation of Worcester House; but I
think the bishop will find ample compensation for any
such difference in the greater facility with which his
duties will be discharged, and the inconvenience from
which his clergy will be reliewd."

The Law Appointments.—It is now definitively
announced that the present Attorney-General for
Ireland, Mr. Serjeant Deasy, has been appointed Baron
of the Exchequer, in the place of Baron Greene. It is

also stated that Mr. O'Hagau has been appointed
Attorney-General, and Mr. Serjeant Lawson Solicitor-
general.

The Double Mtteder in Monagilan.—The ad-
journed inquest in reference to the murder of the
brothers Shaw was resumed on Friday, when the jury
returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against some per-
son or persons unknown. As no further evidence was
forthcoming against the persons arrested on suspicion,
they were accordingly discharged from custody. A
reward of 100Z. has been offered for the discovery of
the murderers.
National Education Board.— The competitive

^system having been introduced into the offices of the
JS ational Board of Education, as well as into other public
departments in Ireland, a competition for five clerk-
ships recently took place under the direction of the
Civil Service Commissioners in London. Altogether
20 candidates were nominated — 10 Catholics and
10 Protestants, five of the latter being Episcopalians
and five Presbyterians. The result was, that four out
ot the five places were won by Catholics, two of whom
were, for some years, students of the Catholic University

heir to the deceased, which were conjoined and

advocated to the Court of Session. Mrs. Fenton then

raised an action of declarator of illegitimacy against

Alexander Livingstone, on the ground that his mother

was the sister of his father's first wife. The Lord

Ordinary found that Alexander Livingstone was entitled

to be served, and also assoilzied him from the action of

declarator of illegitimacy. The first division, on a

reclaiming note adhered to this result. These judg-

ments were reversed by the House of Lords, and the

case was remitted back to the Court of Session to pro-

ceed, and do therein as should be just, The question

referred for determination by the House of Lords was

whether Alexander Livingstone, the original defender,

but now deceased, was the lawful son of Thurstanus

Livingstone, the brother of Sir Thomas Livingstone ?

The Lord President, in giving judgment on this point,

entered at great length into the law of the case, and said

he had no doubt in declaring that, according to the

law of Scotland, this was an unlawful marriage, and
was within the prohibited degrees. The consequence

was that, according to the instructions they had
received from the House of Lords, this party was not

the legitimate son of his reputed father. With reference

to the question arising out of the English law, if it

was to be held that there was no lawful marriage, and
that it was between parties within the prohibited

degrees, then it never was a marriage at all. He could

not understand how a ceremony which did not make a

marriage where the parties lived and died, could be
regarded as a marriage anywhere; and he could not
take it as the law of Scotland that what did not con-
stitute a marriage between parties who never were in

Scotland could be a marriage in Scotland. Therefore,

in either view, this party must be regarded as the
illegitimate son of the marriage between his father and
the sister of his deceased wife, and consequently the
judgment must go to that effect. Lord Ivory entirely

concurred. Lord Curriehill gave a long and elaborate
opinion entirely in conformity with that of the Lord
President. Lord Deas agreed that according to the
interpretation put by the constitutional writers or
statutes regarding the 18th chapter of Leviticus, and
laying down the prohibited degrees of marriage, that
Thurstanus Livingstone's marriage was a nullity by
the law of Scotland ; and, therefore, that the judgment
of the Court should be as suggested by the Lord
President.

Execution at Glasgow.—Patrick Lunnay, who
-vas convicted at the last Winter Circuit Court of the
murder of James Cassidy, mason, Alexandria, Dum-
bartonshire, suffered the extreme penalty of the law
in front of the County-buildings, Dumbarton, last
week.

cotlanUU
Lo*D Clkbk Kbgisteb.—The office of Lord Clerk

Register of Scotland, vacant by the death of the Marnuis
of Dalhousie, has been abolished. "

ErqU1S

The Western BiNK.-At the Edinburgh Court of
feession on Friday a decision was arrived at as to the
form in which the action on the part of the shareholders
of the Western Bank of Scotland against the directors
is to be conducted. There is to be a separate issue
against each, as each has to answer for his own alleged
fraud only and the questions to be decided will be as towhether the plaintiffs were led to purchase their shares
by raise representations as to the affairs of the bank

traudulently made and promulgated "

. ^EEff ^?TH A Deceased w™e's SisTEB.-An
important decision was given on the 24th ult. by theGlasgow Court of Session, in the case of Fenton vLivingstone and others. It appears that Admiral Sir

dip7fn L
V
*TJ2S °fY6"* Qnarter aild Bedlwmie,

died m April 1853, and a competition immediately
arose be ween hjs sister, Mrs. Fenton, and the son Sf

t&EJT'
T
^llnm U™&°™> % his deceasedwife s sister, for the entailed estate of Bedlormie

^SWiff[nVr
3611^ b

l
Gach Party "natively towe sheriffm Chancery, to be served nearest and lawful

Fatal Accident on the London and South-
western.—On Monday evening a fatal accident oc-
curred to the Portsmouth express which leaves the
Waterloo station at 5.10. The train was preceded by
the 5 p.m. express to Southampton, which proceeded
safely to its destination, but the Portsmouth train ran
off the line at the Epsom junction about nine miles
from Waterloo. The engine passed safely along the
line, and was not at all concerned apparently in the
accident. The tender appears to have mounted the
rails close to a bridge about 20 yards from the junc-
tion, and sweeping completely the parapet of the
bridge fell over into the road beneath. The upper part
of the tender containing the water was completely
severed from the under side, to which the wheels
were attached, and turned upside down into the road.
The framework of the tender also fell over, and rested in
the road by the side of the tank with the wheels upper-
most. A few yards furtheron several first and second class
carriages left the line and turned over, the bodies being
severed from the framework and wheels, the ends of the
carriages being driven in, and nothing remaining sound
fcave the middle compartments, which had the cushions
and rugs driven about in utter confusion. The bank
over which the carriages ran was about 20 feet high.
Several carriages remained upon the line, two were off
the line on the ballast, the foremost one being partly
down the bank on the point of turning over, hut
fortunately stuck in the soft earth. Pieces of thewoodwork of the carriages were scattered about in all
directions on the line ant1 down the bank. Altogether
the carriages which ran off were a perfect wreck •

and they were all turned completely round, facing to-
wards London-the opposite direction to which they were
going at the time, showing that, after leaving the rails
each carriage swung completely round as it plunged over"
the bank. Dr. Baly, F.R.S., Physician to the Queenwho was travelling to Guildford to attend a consultation'
was killed on the spot, crushed under one of the
carriages winch fell on the up line. Mr. Turner, an
extensive linendraper at Portsea, was so badly crushed
about the back and ribs that it was impossible for him
to bear the pain of removal to a London hospital. He
was therefore taken at once to a tavern adjoining th
VVimbleton station, where he remains in a condition of
intense suffering, and scarcely any hopes are enter-
tained of his recovery. Miss Power, daughter of
Colonel Power, of Talbot Square, Hyde Park, and Mr.
Pull.nser, were most seriously injured about the head,
and George Mmll one of the Company's ticket collectors,

i

li»d several ribs broken and was otherwise dnn-crouslv
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n if ho had accepted the

---.i for a «• error in judgment that tr

rt w*» not for » JJTL found by a coroner's jur
"** an«£^^ir€Ij;». If there h

VTnature to justify the Court in

£- it would still be a question

v. jQZL and * new inquisition issued,

.hattbToBa** was-viz., to examine those

^of*e crime necessarily rested to
,

ascer-

of the 20ih ult- t with the volume which you hare been good
lough to transmit to me on the part of M. Julea Jan in. May

I beg you, when you Lave an opp ty, to assure tkat
gentleman how highly I feel flattered by the com; icut

which has been paid me, by one so highly distinguished in the

literary world

That would not oe a prvpci ^T 7Z^*o7«
<£oSL to latue such an inquisition to obtain

uiS for that was an object which the law

e dischanjed.

vQDttiurj.
Eaml or Gi'ilfokd died on the 20th ult.' at

TfiSth year He was the eldest son of the

St Brownlow North, Bishop of Winchester,

the nephew of the celebrated Lord North,

M«*rt«r from 177- 17« ««*« torn in l™>.«?<»

^^TV gT M|uy Hall, Oxford. Ho became B.A. in

la 1717 sndinthesssae year was appointed by his

iZ^L- of Old Alrsstord, Rector of New Alresford, and

^rEmMmA In 1798 or 1799 he was further presented

it 8t Mary's, Southampton, and in 1808 waa
is* Hospital, having shortly befort

Csnoo of Winchester, the total value of his

u Kmhtgmmt M01. a year. With the

of the Canonry, he continued Rector of the two
stead, " »nd St. Mary's, Southamp-

9t 8t Cross up to 1850, when in conse

of the • rooeedings in Parliament and in the

of law, he resigned all his preferments, having

from them. It is said, sufficient money to pay oflfall

„,tani on his ancestral estate near Dover. Since that

be ha* tired in retirement at Waldershare. He married,

tn lTf8» the daughter of the Rev. John Harrison, rector

rf Brighton, Hant*. by whom he had no issue ; and, secondly,

the daughter of Lieut. -General Sir Henry Warde,
by w 1 .ho had issue three sons and two daughters.

Tee sliest arm \
.
Lord North, born in 1S29, was educated

sLlton. an irried in 1850, the third daughter of the Hon.
>am Eden by the Dowager L idy Grey de Ruthyn.

died suddenly in 1860, lcaviug issue three sons, the
t of whom, Dudley-F s, bom in 1851, now succeeds
frsndfather ss seventh Karl of Guilford. The late earl

necsedsd his cousin Frederic, Chancellor of the
lahuida, in 18*7.

Maoorsoor Laird, well known in connection with
died on the 27th ult. at l, Surbitoa Ores-

Serbtton Park, sged 52. At an early age he relinquished
extensive engineering establishment in

associated with Richard Lander in conduct-
first steam

Horace. All that 1 ha\ tempted in that way has been tl

translation of a few of the odes, two of which have appeared

in a publication of a friend of mine, and which, I piesom
are those which M. Jules Janin 1 ired with bis

approval.—I have the honour to bo, sir, your obedient

servant*
*

'
Dm*."

BIRTHS.—On the 27th ult, in Lower Berkeley Street, the

Lady Annora Williams Wynn, of a daughter— h ult, at 12,

Upper Hvde Park Gardens, Lady Bright, of a daughter—27th
ulL at Grey Abbey, the Lady Charlotte Montgomery, of a

son—27th ult, at Duncliffo, Edinburgh, Ladj Brewster, of s
daughter—30th ult, at Park Cottsge, East Sheen, the Hon.
Mrs. Adolpiu-s Liddell, of a daughter— 27th ult, at Coltisliall,

the wife of Major-General Prioi ; a son.

M a It R I A G BS.—On tho 26th ult, at St. P. Eaton Squ
1 1.8.11". Prince Victor of HOB lohe-Lam tro, Captiiu

NT ., to Laura Williamina, youngest daughter of Admiral S

eoroe Seymour, G.C.B.—26th ult, at Stoke-next-Gui i,

Edward Baldwin- Wakb, Esq., of H.M.s ugal Ligl

Oavalrv, younger son of 8ir Charles Wake, of Courteen TIalL

Northamptonshire, Bart., to Mary, secon*- laughter of

Ross Donelly Mas- s, Esq., of Woodbridge, Surrey,

Member of the Council of India — 24*h ult, at

Llaugattock Vibon AvoL Monmouthshire, Cornwall™
Wykeham Martin, Lieutenant UN, third son of

Charles Wykeham Martin, Esq., of Leeds Castle, Kent, to

Anne Katherinb, fourth daughter of John Rolls, Esq., •

theHendre, co. Monmouth—24th ult, at St. James's, Piccadilly,

John Richard, second son of H. W. Howell, Esq., of Glas-

pant, Carmarthenshire, to Sarah, widow of the late Cuthbeet

Collingwood Hall, Esq., and granddaughter of the late

Admiral Lord Collingwood—24th ult, at Win. no Minster,

Major Mullock, H.M.'s 70th Regiment, to Julia Floi na,
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ts, Ceb, per lb., Is to It

VEGETABLE
Onions, p. ± sieve, la«6 to 5sCd
Asparagus, p. buudh
Beekale, p. punnet,8s to 9sId
Shallots, per lb. , 0d to M

irlic, per 1 b. , 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., pereeore, Is

to ls6d
Lettuces, Cos, do. , Is to It M
ndivo, p. score. Is to Is Od
H orse Radiah, p. bun. ,1«odtois
Mushrooms, p. pott, 2a tols
Parsley, p. 1 .inches. 4a to U

per bessflh, 2d to 4d

Broccoli, each, 6d to Sd
Grecus, per do. , 0a to 8a
Cabbages, do. , 2s to Ss
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 100s
— per bUS., 4 s tofii
— per cwt., Be to 10s

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per hunch, 6d to Sd
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5a
Cucumbers, each, 2a to 3a

Artichokes, per dos., 4s to 6s

Beet, per doe.. Is €d to 2s

Celery, p. bundle, lsOd to la9d

BRITISH WOOLS.—London. Fridat, Feb. l

Our trade com inuca in about ilis aamesUtc, put
ily mad< r ii. i mediate consumption. Bather
cefcfclt in some branches, tad ratfesr betur prices

realised.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trosssa.

Bkithtici-d, TnrRKDAT, .Tsn. fl.

Prime Meadow Hay 75» to &4a var

o. (old) ..00 110
Inferior do 40 57
Now do — —
itowen 80 M

are-

. •#)«toll5s
ow Clover . . . . — —
ldaecond c\ ..TO f5
aw W 43

Dams to Co.

• *

Flue old Hay
Inferior <lo.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. .

.

Straw . . •

.

W»r TiiTRSDJaY, Jan. r>i

. .100atol08a
40 80•

• •

• •

30 36

Fine old Clover . .110§ to 120»
95Inferior do ..

Fine 2d cut .

.

Inferior do. ..

Fiue New Clover .

.

85

• •

POTATOES.—Sol tiiwark, Monday, Jan.

rr fh« TAoaf wtaaV t.ha arritala both eoastwiae

JT*
3 np the oommcrce <«f the interior. After undergoing great

sardahips he returned to England in 1S32, with the few of his
wpansoin who had survived the effects of the climate. He

i!iinDaSSV, JTSiriB, t» . vr. i»*#j»«*^", —=M -' »
-

Admiralty, to Phebe, daughter of Henry Tens ant, Esq.,

Cadoxton Lodge, GUmorganshire. •••-
. . _

DE\THS —On the 2 2d ult, the Hon. Mrs. Gwynne, widow

of the late T. H. Gwynne, Esq., and daughter of George. LJth

Viscount Hereford-30th ult, at 68, Park Street t aor

Square, the Hon. Jolia, youngest daughter of the Viscount

Chetwynd—3d November, at Pietermaritzburg, Annie Maria,

wife of Major the Hon. David Erskine, Colonial Secretary at

Natal—23d ult, at Puis, Frederick Arthur St John, late

Captain 60th Rifles, second son of the late Robert \N llhaiu St

John, Agent and Consul- General at Algiers, and grandson .

Forfar, and Perth do., 1

11 French Whites, 9
Dutch do., 80s. to 85s.

llocks and Reds,

Be^ian do., Si*.

BUTTER MARKET.—Feb. 1.

Best I h Butter . .. 18a. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. •• 1*>9 - «»

Pork. 5a. 0<L to 5a. 4d. per 8 lbs.

• •

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 88.

We have again a short supply of Beasts, and the demand is

aiUks

r-^- -— ——m-m w Transatlantic steam navigation,

ari^T *bjliti« *nd enterprise miterially contributed to
^ajfcaownpHahment of that great object. Subsequently for a

rt Ums he superintended the great works in progress at
>* the last 12 years Mr. Laird devoted his

iS! V th° devel°Praent of the trade and civi-
aaassasi or Africa which he had for many years advocated as

7"T1 r fi
.
lul,y ex hing the slave trade. With

H*#K
e
v2*lned a co,,t '*ct ^om the Government and

«ki. -if*
Af

r
ica

P
«teamsh ip Company, which mainteins a

*MJ commumca
, with the coast, and in 1854 he fittedmd exploring ajBedition at l>en8e,

A . ---ernmeut support, the result of which waa that
'd pen. ted 150 miles beyond the furthest

had previously been navigated ; and so admirable
**
*J«

igeinents that this expedition was d inguished
•iwoae which preceded it by the fact that not a single
*'ocu'Ted. Encouraged by this result, and with the

°* Her Majesty's Government, as well as that of

C Tillii
1 Wtl° "ymPat^"zed in his philanthropic exer-

--,L*^j
Btted cut another steam expedition ou a still

"xtenaive acale, opened up communications with the

V* i*?? S
,tabl>shed trading depots, which still exist.

«"i
LlWL'4' Q-C, died on the 24th ult. at Kensington,wj age of 38. He was Hie son of the late Rev. G. W.

£ VS ^rosgate, and at an early age entered theDor the law. At 18 he published a book which at
taouslied his reputation, and at 23 he was a public pro-w teacher of the law of election. At 30 he wasa unsolicited a Royal commissioner on law araend-

l^"3*
Was

.
a Queen's counsel at 36. He was an active

-Jf" the Juridical Society, and paid great attention to

r"TSr^!Lf
n8nri"* a more mPid ;ma less co«tly transfer of

j-^jowested Pon -net in 1852, and afterwards stood

^r^T1
' ,n ^tn cases without success. He has left abw Mid one son.

was alllS";^,
1^^''

,

MD» F.R.S., Physician to her Majesty,

esWoTiK^ e
e
./
a^ t which took place on Monday

l£ 5?
uti

i
We rn Itailway. He was on his way to

and^ss/fn-^ ^n4a
a ^"sulbiUon at the time of the accident

Me UmdwSm
(^ 1

i
mler a first class carriage on the up line.

*aa Th#. SLv CTUsned that the body was scarcely recognis-

*Hl t»ss* J2* i^ 8triPPed from the right thigh, and the

•MomSL « ki^ J^ctured. A piece of iron of some kind
*** "aariiht •!!* beenforccd through the head above, and

tssasewt'
ar>Paren t ]y crush ing i t in its socke t. Death

^^.jfcjT^tVLJir
6
J?*

1 in8tantaueous and so far without
tMoinof th«TK5

r
!L?

,0ai th
,

e evide»ce at the inquest that the

Sat Dr B3rr^uWa8 £nocked out after it left the line,

o*r, and»S JO.I. f^, the aPcrture whUe the carriage

hmXrSfSSl^? 14
:

His untimely death is a
profession, of which h
• He was physician to 1

I

of Phys: us, physician to Mill-
Hpssjaw

ULIPHAST, hisq., ja.fi.x.o.o., inw ui x^^^r, „, ,j u e

Island, and daughter of the late fir John Wedderburn of

Blackness and Balindean, Bart., aged 87—«6th ult, at Winches-
dearer.

Blackness and Balindean, Bart., aged 87—^th ult, at Winches-
and j J, iUan(j tbere are 3U Beasts, 40 Sheep, and 02 Calvea

;

ter, of pleurisy, Sarah, second daughter of the late Colonel prUHaia , 19 Beasts; from Scotland, 150; from Norfolk and
T.^An.,,™ «nii Qi>ter of the late Lieut. -General Wemyes, «..«„„. ,„„«'

«>• aaost sanfaLenTirZrSZr Pr
T
°
r
f«*«. of which he was one of

iSSte Jtt~ ****« to her Majesty,
bank MteMT

8oci
ciety

iHigteliantous.

Jnlee J9„ in , the ri+JS^ 1™*
°l. Horace.-M.

«*« excellence ot Lord 1 bv7? °\ '•' "PPWwting
tbe best odes of Horace, re*

iT omS f'w'
°f 80me of

En£Und a copy of his o™YreL?
lfid

?
d to a fri^ld »»

* Jules Janin joined to the work sol. ^ lwdahi P-—
1
in honoJ of the noble *^«Tg«* F™*
laAnowledged bv Lord Derby in « ,^

lffc hai
^tter. dated KnoUlcy', Dec. 31 - * tUc foll<>wing

-«a«s hM ^rown my correspondence greatb7hTJ^
d four

^ be accepted as an apologyKm %!£*•
hedged, with thanks, theleceipt^fGutter

James Wf.myss. and sister of the late Lieut. -General Wemyss,

C.B.-24th ult, at 10, North Parade, Bath, General James

Wbwh, of the Madras Eatoblishmeut, aged 8t>T20th Dec at

Calcutta, from illness caused by over exertion during the Indian

campaign, Captain Wilbraham Digby Milman, aygalArttt-

lery, youngest son of the late Lieutenant-General Milman-

22d ult, at Cheltenh;. Elizabeth Cathkuinb, widow ot the

late I.ioutenant-General Alexakdeb Cosby Jackson, or H.M. s

Forces, aged 68—21st ult, Ken- Admiral Samuel Radford,

K.H., at his residence, Wotting Hill, aged 76—23d lilt, at

Torquay, Elizabeth, second daughter of the late Admiral

Wethebali—25th ult, at her residence. Rose Hill, Pendleton,

near Manchester, Martha, widow of the late Joseph

Brotherto», Esq., MP. for Salford. aged 78—28th ult, at 5,

Montagu Place, Montagu Square, Eliza, widow of the late

Rev Henry Fardell. Canon of Ely, and eldest daughter of

the late Dr. Sparke, Bishop of Ely, aged 65—_Uh ult, at the

Rectory, Great Ilaselev. Albimia Mary, youngest daughter of

the late Donald Cami kon, Esq ,
of Lochiel—fM December, at

Kingston, Jamaica, the Hon. Richard O'Reilly, Judge of

II M *s Supreme Court in that island—Pith ult, at Malta,

William Lawrence Colqihoun. Esq., of Clathick aged 50—At
Penro Terrace, Penzance, Lieutenant-Colonel J. Pasco

retired full pay Royal Artillery, aged 70 — 10th ult, at

Guernsey, Lieutenant-Colonel de Lancet, aged 82—12th ult,

at Graefrath, the Obcr Medicinal Rath and Hofrath,

Dr de Leuw, Oculist to his Maiesty the King o! Haaor<

—<>d ult at the Crown Hotel, Harrogate, Jane, wife

of" John Rogers Griffith, Esq, of Piltoo, near Barn-

atawle and sister of the Rev. Christopher Benson, M.A.,

Canon of Worcester Cathedral- 24 th ult, the Rev Henry

Thomas Cooper Hinf, M.A., rector of Quamngton, Sleaford,

Lincolnshire-15th ult, the Rev. William \ illikbs Vicar of

Bromsgrove, and Honorary Canon of Worcester Cathedral—

26th ult, at his residence, 8, New Inn Strand, the Rev.

Joshua Frederick Denham, MA., F.R.8., Rector .of St.

Mary's-le-Strand, and Sunday Evening Lecturer of St Bride s,

Fleet Street, aged 60—24th ult, at Torquay, Devon, the Hev.

Henry Taylor, Rector of South Pool and Stokenham, Devon,

aged 69-19th ult, at Brighton, the Rev. R. B. Smythies, M A

of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and Assistant-Master of

Rugby Sclmol. aged 36—21st ult. at Hereford, Jane, the third

daughter, and on the 22d ult, also at Hereford, Eleonora, the

second daughter, of Colonel Matthews, late of Belmont,

Herefordshire—29th ult, at Orchard House, Walton-on-Thames,

Matilda Caroline, widow of Samuel James Arnold, Esq.,

and daughter of the late Henry James Pye, Esq., formerly of

Faringdon House, Berks, aged 86-26th ult, at Brooke House,

Ash-next-Sandwich, John Godfrey Esq., a Mamstrato and

Deputy-Lieutenant for the county of Kent, aged 71—25th ult,

at his residence, 83, Carendish Square of apoplexy, Q. R.

Rowe, M.D., F.S.A , formerly of Cbigwell, Beaex, and surgeon

in the army during the Peninsular war aged »-»%•*«;*<*
his residence, 5, Binfield Place, Clapham Road..Mr.RicnjRD

» ^r« ^n^^rman anrt RPedsmao. deeply regretted, sged 60

Suffolk, L900.
s d s

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c. ..5 to 5

Best Short-horn s 4 10 — 5

2d quality Beasts 4 — 4

Best Downs and
Half-breds ..6 to

Do. Shorn

8 d 8

Best Long-woolB. 5 4 — 5

Do. Shorn - • to

d
10

Ewes & 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pigs - *

10 5 0-

V * *

8
4

5
5 4

Beasts.3250 ; Sheep & Lamb,, 13 200 ; Calves. 75 ;
Pigs. 380.

Thursday, Jan. 31.

The supply of Beasts is considerably larger than of late.

Trade fe dull, and Monday's quotations are barely realised.

ThV number of Sheep is still small. Trade, however is by

no meSS brisk, and prices on the average are lower, There is

no alteration in 'the Calf trade Our foreign supply consists of

320 Beasts, and 74 Calves. Milch Cowb 145.

Best Scots, Here- Beet Long-wools .5 6 - 5 10

fords, &c. • • 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 8 —
2d quality Beasts 8 10 — 4

Best Downs and
Half-breds . . — 6

Do. Shorn

4

Do. Shorn
Bwes to 2d quality 4 8 — 50
Do. Shorn . . . . to

Lambs . . . . ••"•••
Calves .. .. 4 8 — 5 g
Pigs .. ..44—04

Beasts, 1365 : Sheep & Lambs. 3540 ; Calves, 114 ; Pigs, 170.

MARK LANS.—Monday, Jan. 2S.

There was a or show of Wheat from Essex and Kent to

this morning's market ; the great bulk, however, was as bad,

h in quality and condition, as has been received on any day
since harvest, and quite unfit for millers' use; it con-

sequently remained on the stands at the close of the

•ku , a few of the best samples having been selected at a

decline'ofSs. per qr. The market was tolerably attended by
country buyers, who purchased foreign Wheat cautiously, and

in retail quantites, at a decline ot Is. to 2s. per qr. upon our

quotations of this day se'nnight. Barley of all descriptions is

la per or. cheaper. Beans and Peas difficult of sale. Oats

seil slowly at last week's rates. The Flour trade is very dull,

and American barrels are Gd. lower.

Per Imperial Quarter. ja. s.\ '8.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White 46—66 Red
— — fine selected run8..oittol50—70! Red

Talavsra
• • *

40—60
54—6C

" 51-72
Bed • • * *— Norfolk

— Foreign 50—7G
Barley, grind. &dist,28sto30s..Chev. 40

—

\:> Malting. 38—40
Foreign., grinding and distilling 30—3G Malting .

J40—
43

Oats. Essex and Suffolk )*•—•&
j— ' Scotch and Lincobashire . .Potato 26—23, Feed - - 120—25

__ Irish PotatolSd—SSiFead
Foreign Poland and

35—38 1 Foreign.

1+1—mm
20—as

itflavket*

COVENT GARDEN, Feb. 2.

Supplies of winter Greens are still ^^'^L^
demand. Continental contributions, howe^^nt 'n

^fc^S
prove. They consist of Endive,^^^^fS
and Green Peas. The latter come . m̂J°£^ ranSs
Apples and Grapes have not altered m^,%ĥ id^nSy
Jo,, h« oV,tAinP.rl at about last week's prices. Shaddocss may

rtb ..-, -,

R yk-jceaLs foreigrn • * • •
I

"""

BsAhTMazagan. . . .308 to 44s. . . . Tick 2S- narrow

Pigeon .

— Foreign ....

Peas, white, Essex
— Maple — to ...... Grey 40—42

Maize
White

our, best marks delivered, .per sack W—57

Foreign

.

Yellow..

40—5*

2d do .:.....:" ditto i8-60 Country. 38^90

Z ForehVn''.....*. per barrel 30-35 'Per sack|40-50

Friday. Feb. 1. . ,. ,

With the exception of a littst fog and one or two nights

fZll^ the weather has duHng the last eight days been unusually

fine^iid mUd for the season. In many parte of the country
finC

?
n<
VSrS»ls StoaVmade in grttmg up the arrears of field

great VrW^J*™m$™™™^ of ^gUsh Wheat at the

a^ Ameri^liS'y^ppIes. GooiOog I %^JE*$- t^nS^during &e week have heen
~~;

f rt 1r fid per pound. Cornish various »"«*•
, of tne weather having caused the con-

?mg m cU^,: bSt .mgle heads of it ^Z^T^^Tlnch of it unfit te millers'

Tngd S^Sh Cabbages are scarce. Aspa- dition tt
,
be

^
very^ re

, ^ ^ ^ depreciatiolk
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rom the above cause, and amounting generally to Is. or 2s. on
the least affected samples, to 4s. or 5s., and even more, on the
worst has been necessary in order to effect sales. The long
absence of demand for foreign, combined with the large recent
importations, has in some cases caused a certain pressure to
realise, and a reduction of Is. to 2s. per qr. has been submitted
toon most descriptions; 'the demand, however, has improved,
and imparted a better tone to the trade. The inquiry for
Spring Corn was limited, and each description has been pur-
chaseable on rather lower terms, Barley in several markets
being written Is. and Is. to 2s. lower. Flour has been taken to
a moderate extent only, and at a reduction of fid. per barrel.
The arrivals of Barley, English and foreign, th s week have
been to a fair extent, of all other grain very mo Jerate. This
morning's market was but thinly attended. English Wheat
is taken on Monday's terms, but slowly ; there was some
inquiry for foreign, both by town and country buyers, but it
was chiefly confined to American descriptions, and at fully
Monday's prices. Spring Corn of all descriptions sells slowly
at Monday's quotations.

Arrivals from Jan. 23 to Feb. 1.

Wheat.

English .

.

Irish . .

.

Barley. T>at s.

1630 qrs. 2020 qrs.

Foreign..! 12370

it >>

5340

890
1700

FlcmrT

qrs. 1510 sks.
w

*•>

I
150 „

10570 oris.

Diverpool, Tuesday, January 20. —This morning's market
Jbad a good attendance of both town and country millers and
dealers, who were attracted here by the large supplies and the
expectation of buying cheaper from the decline at Mark Lane
yesterday. In the latter, however, they were disappointed,
for as the market wore o» holders gained confidence, and atthe close both Wheat and Flour were fully as dear as onFriday, the demand, however, remaining chiefly in the former.Indian Corn was in good favour, and established an advance of
od. per qr on all descriptions. Oats and Oatmeal are without

Sn^S?' i f1
?
8

' ?
ea

-I.
and Barley are held firraly at full prices.The market closed with a steady tone of feeling

Fridav Feb. 1.—There was a fair attendance at to-day'smarket. Wheat, fine sorts, rather better inquiry. Prices Id
to 2d. dearer than on Tuesday. Other sorts unchanged. Flour

f^k i

India
?,
Corn steady, at 37s. 9d. for mixed, and S9s. 6d.lor Galatz. Beans without change. Oats and Oatmeal slow

Averages
Dec. 22..

Jan.
29..
5..— 12..— 19..— 26..

Agg. Aver.

Ivheat.

52* 6d
54
56
57
57
56

5.3

3

1

3

7

7

Barley.

38s 6d
39
40
40
40
40

40

7
3
6
6
7

Oats! I Rve.

21 5 8d
22 6
22 6
22 6
23 2
23 1

22 7

35* 2U
34 7
39 10
34 6
34 9
35 10

Beans.
I Peas.

42* 2d 43*1Od
44 10 46 7
43 4 42
43 10
41 10
42 5

43~ 7

44

43
4t

43

6

8

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.
Prices.

TT^ANTED, a GARDENER who thoroughly under-
\ \ stands the Management of a Greenhouse, Hothouse,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—Address, T. P., Post Office,

Dudley.

WANTED, a GARDENER, in the neighbourhood
of Birmingham. He must perfectly understand his

business both in the Garden and Greenhouse. Wages 18s. A
good Cottage.—Apply to T. L., W. H. Smith & Son, 33, Union
Street, Birmingham.

ANTED, a practical GARDENER to go into
the Country. Wages 25s., and Cottage.—Apply X. Y.,

William Clark, 25, Bishopsgate Within, E.C.
^

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, for a Garden with
two Small Greenhouses and a Wall Kitchen Garden,

and to tend two Cows, a thoroughly reliable industrious Man as
Single-handed GARDENER, at One Guinea a week.—Address
B., Post Office. Richmond, London, S.W.

TO GROUND WORKMEN.
ANTED, a young, active, and energetic Man,
who understands all descriptions of Groundwork and

Planting. Arc., able to work from Plans and Sections, a good
Manager of Men, and willing to carry out his employer's direc-
tions. Good reference from a practical Man required.—Address,
stating wages, Ac, to Mr. Rumbold, F.R.H.S., Tunbridge Wells.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR of HARD-
WOODED and NEW HOLLAND PLANTS.—Apply to

E. G. Henderson & Son, "Wellington Road, St. John's Wood
London, N.W.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR.—His business wil
be exclusively confined to the Plant Department, where

Cultivation and Propagation of all kinds of Plants under Glass
are extensively earned on. None need apply whose ability,
experience, and moral character will not bear the most rigid
inquiry.—Application to be made in own handwriting, stating
terras and references, to Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine-Apple
Place, Edgware Road, W. .

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and SALESMAN,
competent to Manage Hard and Soft-wooded Plants,

Vines, Arc tor a Nursery in the North of England. References
as to character and abilities, together with wages expected, to
be sent to Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Boltox, Seedsmen,
London.—

F

ebruary 2.

WANTED in a Nursery near London, a person
well able to Propagate and Manage an extensive

collection of Roses and Fruit Trees.—A pply by letter only to
Mr. J. G. Waite, 18 1, High Holborn, London, W.C

f±ARDENERVI understands "his professing

[F*BBUUt «

2J&
-

—

lx^t8
" *«skt

Gard;nrrHi^e

ci
e" **V_X in the Garrf*««, ~.- tt/" Z****** years*

J

Dak,

(^ARDENElTai^)^^^-^
V^ brance

; thoroughly undersK,
"'
?arri

could take charge of house orSe x-
^

Queen's Road, HornseyRoad £
g ^ 9

>

GARDENER (H^it^-^
brance

;
well understands hf'

****
branches. Unexceptionable S,t , W*m

i

Gr
Flowers

; also Routine of Flowe? oLbeen under an excellent Orchid <£«L
D

'

ceptionahle.-S. C. t Post Ofn^Tff°

Gr

-; *>*&*"Ss

good establishtneufu?Tf

^1*1 w4- !-__-* *»_-.-___. Min Forcing-houses, Plant-houses,
<fec iA?knowledge of his profession. GoodCti^* _1Mrs. Williams. Xpwtnn r™w ,,, U\—

QAsri-rift3fe£__5KM

.

U
,
Profession

; married, without Incum&T?
great experience in the re-arranging ParkSi 1

down and planning Pleasure Grounds, thT___Horticultural Buildings and Heating on tt _5__principles
; has grown Pines, Grapes, Peach*fig

his own" wish a family" of" note^heiThe1i!ST:
having completed the new arrangement of U»SiHouses, planting and making of the Vine aodFaSS
lestimonials and character unexceptionable -[____!
permitted to be addressed— A. B. C, A HenS
apple Place, Edgeware Road, London, W.

'

^^

highest distinction for 20 years, and i*ibo___m wish a familtr nf ™fo ™i,»_ 1. i.

a

c. 20. Jan. S.iJan. 12.

86~9"!™4?T mmT *W"ANTED' as UNDER GARDENER, a persevei"
f f ing, single young Man. Wages 15s. per week and

_,
lodgings.—Apply, stating age and experience, to A. B , Mr.

Jan. 19. Jan. 26. !

Do"3 > Nurseryman, Ac. Epsom.

ANTED, a Youth of 16 or 18, who writes well,
to be employed chiefly in the Seed Shop and Counting

House.—Application to be made in own handwriting to
Osborn & Sons, Nurserymen, <fcc, at Fulham, near London, S.W.

TMVa p S?AL M^RKET.-Jan. 80.

;uddlL
PT/a?

8^?^' 15
^V_

*"*»' West Hartley, 16s. 6d. ;

WANT

G

Garden, &c. Good character.—M. T., 2, ]Jow_D_(k__
High Street, Stoke Newington, N.

GARDENER.—Age 36, single ; has a motettr
knowledge of Gardening in all its branch* tam

engaged in some of the principal Horticultural Ert__t
in the metropolis and country for a considerablep»
best references can be given from his present

R. C, Mr. Weeks's Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER (WoBKDfG-).-Middle age, b

incumbrance, healthy ; has had much experiaa i

different branches of Gardening. Can be well nam
from this place. — A. B., The Earl of Clarerti,

Gardens, Watford, Herts.

GARDENER (Undeb), where Forcing udfc

Growing are carried on to some extent.-Ag«-

had considerable experience. Three years' good

A. H., Post Office, Otterstraw, Chertsey, Surrey.—

—

GARDENER isohHUi

isr# fe7^w™ 8S3FU& 2rvs
WJh^Whl&ift S-^i'l

End S°Uth WbiSt
,, ifs. 6d •

/^AKDENEK, or

Qalumnuk (HEAD).-Age 30, single; perfectly

h*„
™d

2!^?5. *ft!
Profession in all its branches. Good

PA
e
R
oSaRnSS1

fTWaUted
V^ a Na™er,mM, and

Apply to m. r. I., Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W . C.

™™~ TO GARDENERS.

GARDENFR i

C
4?
MPANT" (Limited), a HEADG^rE&^.^^i.ff!«I Superintindence of th

G.
... _„_disengaged the middle of this month. Good references -

8.,^ Bennett, Seedsman, Dulwich. Surrey. S.

rererencea-

/^.ARDENER (Head).—Apre 29, married, without
h^,wUa

\^?
nce ; 7e!1 ^nderstands his profession in all its

fi^mw iffS
aS ^u

5
dr«M if squired. Good character

from_last situation.-A. B., Post Office. Huret^reen. Sussex
GARDENER (HEAD).-Age 36, marrie"d71Si~i

thorough knowledge of Early and Late Forcing, and theManagement of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Five /earsVood

/^ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 40, married, no incura-
VJI brance

;
has had 20 years' experience iu all the branchesof his profession

; including Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches&c Character and testimonials will bear the strictest invests

Ed^arT Roal' W.'
^ Henders-'8 & ^ Piae-Apple Place.

G

W
GARD

"quanted with^C
v
r
-

a g00d Florist
- ""d thoroCgUy ^"^ ' ^ Areh^y-R°M-Hjghgate, N.

5SX^hmfi,t

5jllta^St!S
,t f 0m?Tn

A
al Trees

8
.n3 (^-ARDEXER (HEii>).-Age 28, single; thoro^hly

«0(. per year, w thw R^S, ?glof^e Gate
" ^"y. Isr*

u
?,
derstands Cultivatioa of Vines, Stove and GreenhouseA pirson whoTis had tteSl^?'/™,1

' required - S^'-^^ a»dLate Forcing.andGardeninginaUitsb^he/

w^^ineb^^?"--^ c" 3- RoseTeLce
'

Hi"at
being madf an intortM"will

P£T10ua
.

t0 'he appointment
'

~ " "

notife will be giVn^/ord^of^neSSs °f **»* *»*

j^Foregate Street, Worcea£rTa°VA"°^ SeCreta^

TXTANrLU, a UKOUND FOKEAlAN, in a country

^uhall street
T
£i>ndoT1- P

HUtat * McMuU^ *-H

WA
G
N
A
T
RnENE

I

R
MMEI

^i
AT5l:Y^~W O RKINO

WANTED.as WORKING GARDEN

., r
incumhrM«

last place. Good character and good recoM

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berb

TO NURSERYNUN.
FOREMAN.—Age 31, married, sinai.

has a thorough knowledge of the Prop»jW

of Nursery Stock generally (Orchids ^z** mmm
Would prefer a place where Fruit Trees audKf*XE
extensively. Has held a similar situation in

»
^?™T^

Nursery for the last seven years. Character lisim*

Mr. Heather's, IVews Agent, North Street, CUkm»^

FOREMAN oe GARDENER (U»»}rJL

of Houses-
Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N .

—-r-
J

ANDSCAPE PLANTING. -A. GMJjJX
I offer his services to any Lady or^T^m

person for planuing or carrying out lWJ?£mm
permanent or occasional.—A. Gregory, i

Regent's Park, London, W. - —
A

in*.55

has a good general knowledge of PUnts and Mi

ouses. Good references.—C. D-, ««" rwt^

L

KUhiNER (Head).—Age 34, married, no incum-
o«h r,

5ran
J
e

J

thoroughly understands the Cultivation of StoveS^T6
.

Plaut«. ^2 Forcing of Fruit, and Flower andKitchen Gardeumg. The Wife can manage Dairy and Poultry

Surveying, or to manage an EstabUshmeuc.-

Seedsmau, 25, Bishopsgate Withi^Cu^J^^,

A GENT oe MANAGING FARM JJAlU'

JA. a thorough knowledge of the Manage*^'

tions of Land, Woods, Timber, &c. ; ^ * e

k

u
fc

and the Management of all kinds of btocK
• ^^^

the highest class from several gentlemen
.

w
. ,^p

I5S

Messrs. Fraucis and Arthur Dickson

Chester.
TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLE^ ^

G
Kitchen and Flower GardenC^d Ihe"Managem nt o

C

f h££and Greenhouse Plants in first-class ctablisbments in Englaildand Scotland. Satisfactory testimonials.—A B C ?K
umberland Street, Strand, W.C. °* 82

'
N°rth-

G

Agricultural Estate in Norfolk : has »u« j^gj
ment of High and Low Lands, Under v^ ^
Fatting Cattle, Buying and Soiling Jf^r
&c, Planning' and' Erecting U^WftJffltt
Management of Drain Pipe aud Brick Mv*w
Four] years' good character.—A. B., i*».

Street, Chelsea, S. W. —

—

-^rM
FARMING BAILIFF.—Middle ag* ^

derstands every branch of Farming, 'a^ jJJ
all that belongs to his buainess. >

vm
f,__^. Z,

**

JIM }l(*tl V_P

Handed place of 2 M^mf^i5?^?a8^d 4^ f
°i

a sin^le!

intkellundry for^yand a h^w^ w«ul™d *? a«_fat

hive not filW th« oL i • j ^ .
aIf Nono need apply whoW twov^3e

i:
ad

?
f 8it,l*tion

» and who have not at
pod rooms

7-^^/^^ 1"- Wages 20,. a week and two

i Lanl
1

and
b
s
a
to^

eS
' p
N° S^K^ t0 ^ 8^it£SmTSLand and Stock Can have three years' aneKcentionablacharacter from the gentleman he is about to leave -A RMr. Jacob's. Champion Hill House, Camberwell. 8

'

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN
(1 ARDENER (HEAD),-Age 38, married," withoutV^ incumbrance; well acquainted with the varinno h»nAi.l
of his profession, and is especially skilled nthSJS?1
the Grape Vine and of the Pine. No obiocSon to fhtuT °f

ment of Meadow Land. Good reference -V M Pn«n£?T
llfi, Edgware Road, London, W.

V
'
M

"' Post 0ffico
>

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEMEIUQARDKN E R ( HEAD).-AKe 27, single; hasa thoroughy-S practical knowledge of Forcing all kind« of Fm\tlFlowers, and Vegetables, the Culture and ft.w*Ln «f sS?_
aSd K?trhen

U
Gara

a
eH?' "SfJJS.

M?Pn?TOfe^™S.now^
I
J3 good Brewer." Eighteen mootn-j^j

H

the be
BAILIFF.—A native of one of ^f^fcij!

counties in Scodand ; a thorough£^' emeut __*•
to Draining and Improving Lands, J^,** ^ T#JJj*
Stock, both Sheep and Cattle; also wo<kw» u_,cb

of the highest order. -J. B., Messrs. re ^^
27, Great George Street,

W_lt_ninsjei__. gTfaal *^

CLERK AND SHOPMAN.-Age Vi^
knowledge of Seeds and Plants, a™

tullf
tir*r5

RttfttrpnnftH ttfirl Rpoiiritv.—J. M., *»"» __ —r"
References and security

tToT
SHOPMAN.—Ten

of the Trade.—A.
Ux bridge.

Age 47, height 5HUTLER.
feet

good
.hgractf'
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^HVFRVMENT SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn

( T STmirr -The following COURSES or LECTURES are

^KTT^UR^L^CTURES ox ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
JV^wi*** F RS., to be delivered on MONDAYS and

ft&i itlOiM., commencing February 11th. Fee for

^JniS'T'LECTURES on MINERALOGY, by Mr. Waring-

J^V Smyth M A , F.R.8.. to be delivered at 3 p.m. on

i^DATO. TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, and FRIDAYS,

S^LSmSc February 1 lth. Fee for the Course, 21

TI'IKTV MX LBCTUR18 OS APPLIED MECHANICS,
iJSSLr wIuSl M.A.. P.Ra, to be delivered cm TUBS-
&T1LWEDSBBDAY3. THURSDAYS, and FRIDAYS, at 12,

i<Biiriitar*nff Pebnmry 14th. Fee for the Course, 1/. 10a.

ECTURES oy GEOLOGY, by Professor

Fl (assUted by Mr. A. Geikik, F.G.S.), to 1

^^ MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, and

TH' SDAT8, at 2 p.m., commencing on February 11th. Fee

-Our** l ft#-

r»cket* and Prospectus of the School may be bad on

,ti i
: iti.-ri- Trenham Hi'.kks, Reglitrar.

"QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXV11.,
I. just Published.

Contents :

—

I. CANADA.
II. WKI I LITERATURE.

III. IRON.
IY. MOTLEY'S UNITED NETHERLANDS.
V ITALY.
VI l> K3S OF ROMANCE AND HISTORY.
VM. OX FORI -SAYS AND REVIEWS.

VIII. FINANCE AND THE INCOME TAX.
Johx Murray. Albemarle Street, W.

Xcuw of tfie ZSleeft,

Parliament was opened on Tuesday by the

iCEEx in person. Her Majesty commenced her

Speech by saying that her relations with foreign
powers continue to be friendly and satisfactory ;

tod expressed the hope that the moderation of the
Powers of Europe will prevent any interruption of

the general peace. She stated that in Italy she
hid adopted the principle of non-intervention,
believing that the Italians ought to be left to
settle their own affairs. In Svria, by the conjoint
action of the Turkish and French forces, she hoped
thit tranquillity would soon be re-established, and
the objects of the convention fully attained. Her
Majesty expressed her satisfaction at the suc-
cessful termination of the China expedition,
described the state of India as progres-
sively improving, and hoped that the dis-
turbances in New Zealand would speedily be
oppressed and arrangements be made to prevent

their recurrence. Her Majesty next referred to

]

e differences which had arisen among the States
• the North American Union, and said that it was
^possible not to look with great concern upon any

events affecting the happiness and welfare of a
People nearly allied to her subjects by descent, and
etojely connected with them by the most intimate
*&d friendly relations. After expressing her
heartfelt wish that these differences may be sus-
ceptible of a satisfactory adjustment, Her Majesty
P**fetty acknowledged the kind and cordial re-
ception given to the Prince of Wales during his
recent visit to the United States, and the loyalty
and

i

attachment to her person and throne manifested

Y
her Canadian and other Xorth American subjects

uring the residence of the Prince among them.
"» Majesty next announced that she had conl
eluded with the Emperor of the French
conventions sup*plementary to the Treaty of
'ommerce, and with the King of Sardinia a
Convention for the reciprocal protection of copy-
r & Having informed the Commons that the"-—WW had been framed with a due regard for
economy, Her Majesty concluded by announcing
that measures would be laid before them for the
consolidation of important parts of the criminal
law; for the improvement of the law of bank-
ruptcy and insolvency

; for rendering more easy
the transfer of land

; f„ r fstablishing a uniform
system of rating in England and Wales; and
lor several other purposes of public usefulness.

In the Lords the Address in answer to the
Speech was moved by the Earl of Sefton and
•econdfd by Lord Ltsmore. After some remarks
fcy the Earl of Derry and Earl Gkawttlle on our
wlfiont with France, the Address was agreed to.

In the Commons the Address was moved bv Sir

E. Colebrooke, and seconded by Mr. Paget.
Mr. J. White complained that the subject of

Parliamentary Reform wrs entirely omitted

from the Speech, and moved ao amendment
pledging the Government to introduce a Reform
Bill at an early day. After some discussion in

which Mr. Disraeli, Lord J. Russell, and Mr«

Bright took part, the amendment was negatived

on a division by 129 to 4G. The Address was then

agreed to. On Thursday the Chancellor of the
Exchequer moved a resolution in reference to the

sums payable to the Bank of England for the

management of the National Debt, the main
object of which is to reduce the rate of remunera-

tion paid by the country to the Bank by
about 50,000/. a year. The resolution was
agreed to. Sir G. Lewis obtained leave to bring

in a Bill to amend the law with regard to

parochial assessments in England, and a Bill for the

better management of highways in England. On
the motion of Lord Falmerston, a select com-

mittee was appointed to consider whether by any

alterations in the forms and proceedings of the

House the despatoh of public business can be more

effectually promoted. 6ir J. Trelawny obtained

leave to bring in a Bill to abolish Church-rates,

and Mr. Dillwyn obtained leave to bring in a

Bill to remove doubts as to the eligibility of

certain persons to be trustees of certain charities.

The French Chambers were opened on Tuesday

by the Emperor in person. In his speech His

Majesty informed the Chambers that a general

statement of the situation of the country would be

laid before them every year, and that their Address

would be allowed to express their opinions on the

questions of the day, in a free and unrestricted

manner. His Majesty referred with satisfaction

to the internal condition of the Empire, and said

that, in order to render articles of primary

necessity as cheap as possible, he had diminished

the duties on those articles, and entered into a

commercial treaty with England ; and though by

this measure he had lost 90 millions of annual

revenue, the budget would be presented in a state

of equilibrium, without resort to new taxes or

fresh loans. His Majesty said he had endea-

voured, in his relations with foreign Powers, to

prove his sincere desire to maintain peace. In

Italy, in accordance with his allies, he had

adopted the policy of non-intervention, permitting

every country to be master of its own destinies.

The fleet which he had sent to Gaeta when that

fortress seemed to be the last refuge of the King
of Naples had now been withdrawn, for the pur-

pose of avoiding a continued breach ol the prin-

ciple of neutrality; and it was his firm determi-

nation not to enter on any conflict where the cause

of France was not based on right and justice.

The Moniteur announces that a treaty for the

cession of Mentone and Roquebrune to France was

signed on Saturday last in Paris by the Pfince of

Monaco, and that Turkey and the other Powers

have agreed on the principle of a Conference on

the question of extending the French occupation

of Syria.

In the Prussian Chamber of Deputies on Wed-
nesday M. von Vincke moved an amendment on

the Address, declaring that it was not in the inte-

rest either of Prussia or of Germany to place

obstacles in the way of the consolidation of the

unity of Italy. This amendment was strongly

opposed by the Government, but was carried after a

discussion of six hours by a majority of 13, the

numbers being 159 to 146.

A despatch from Gaeta, dated Thursday last,

states that within the preceding 36 hours the

besiegers had blown up three powder magazines

and destroyed the side curtain of the citadel. The

garrison had asked for an armistice of 48 hours to

bury the dead.

The latest news from the United States informs

us that Georgia seceded on the 19th ult., by a vote

of 208 to 89. Five States are now out of the

Union, and Louisiana was on the point of following

their example at the departure of the mail.

By the Overland Mail we learn that Lord

Canning had refused to communicate to

the Indian Council the papers relating to

the Mysore grant. India was quiet, though oom-
plaints were made of the indiscretion of the
income-tax officials. News had been received in
India that the landing of the American Ambas-
sador had been repulsed at Japan.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, end the
Royal family arrived at Buckingham Palace on Moo-
day afternoon from Windsor Castle, travelling to
town by a special train on the Great Western
Railway. Soon after her arrival the Queen
held a Court and Privy Council. At the Court Baron
Brunnow had an audieno ind presented his credential*

as Ambassador from the Emperor of Russia. Colonel

Arthur Cotton, of h< Majesty's Madra« Engineer*, had
an audience, and received from her Majesty the honour
of Knighthood. Colonel the Ifon, Alexander Gordon
had an audience, and delivered to her Majeatr th

L'iband of the Order of the Garter, and the Riband
of t\»St Order of the ThisUo, worn by hit father,

the late Karl of Aberdeen. At the Privy Council
Lord Napier, by command of the Queen, was tworn of
her Majesty's Privy Conned, The roll of Hig> Sheriffs

for t he present year for the counties of England and
Wales was pricked by the Queen. Her Majesty's Speech
on opening the Session of Parliament was submitted to

the Queen in Council, and approved. The report of the

Committee of the Privy Council respecting the ordi-

nances of the Scottish Universities Commissioners, with

reference to degrees in medicine and surge* y, was sub-

mitted and approved. An extension of the period of

ival bounties, with a reduction of rates, was ordered.

Sir George Grey, Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster, Lord Napier, Earl Granville, the Duke of

Somerset, Viscount Falmerston, and Sir George C.

Lewis had audiences of her Majesty. On Tuesday the

Queen went in State to the House of Lords and opened

the Session of Parliament with a Speech from the

Throne. In the morning the Prince Consort presided

at a meeting of the Council of the Duchy of Cornwall,

and in the afternoon rode on horseback. In the evening

the Queen and Prince Consort, with the Princess Alice

and Princess Helena, honoured the performance at the

Adelphi Theatre with their presence. On Wednesday
morning the Prince Consort presided at a meeting of

the Governors of the Wellington College. In the after-

noon the Queen, accompanied by the Princesses Alice

and Beatrice, took a drive in an open carriage and

four. The Prince Consort rode on horseback. In

the evening her Majesty bad a dinner party.

On Thursday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Princess Alice, rode on horseback.

In the afternoon the Queen received on the throne the

Addresses of the House of Lords and the House of

Commons in answer to her Majesty's Speech at the

opening of Parliament. The Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Princess Alice, visited Marlborough
House. In the evening her Majesty and the Prince

Consort, accompanied by the Princess Alice, honoured

the performance at the St. James's Theatre with their

presence.

Court Arkangement3.—Notice has been given that

the Queen will hold levees at St. James's Palace, on
Thursday, the 14th inst., Wednesday, the 20th inst.,

and Wednesday, the 13th of March ; and a Drawing
Room on Thursday, the 21 st of March. It is under-

stood that the Court will visit Osborne early next

month for a week or 10 days, and at the end of March
return to Windsor for the Easter holidays.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was
held on Wednesday.
Parliamentary Movements. — The election for

Leicester terminated on Wednesday in the return of

Mr. Heygate, the Conservative candidate, by a majority

of 563 over Mr. Harris, and 619 over Mr. Taylor.—The
Hon. Arthur Gordon has declined, under existing

circumstances, to come forward for Aberdeenshire.

—

There is a vacancy for Bolton caused by the retirement

of Mr. Crook.—The Liberal electors of Bradford have

selected Mr. W. E. Forster as their candidate at the

approaching election, and there is at present no other

candidate in the field.—The nomination for South

Wilts takes place on the 14th, and the polling on the

18th inst.—There are now three candidates for Cork

County, the Hon. Colonel Evans Freko, brother of Lord

Carbery, on Conservative principles, and Mr. Thomas

St. John Grant and Mr. Henry Harding, of Firville,

near Macroom, in the Liberal interest.

Order or the BATn.—The Queen has given orders

for the appointment of Charles Pressley, Esq., Chairman

of the Board of Inland Revenue, to be Civil Companion

of the Bath.

Office of Earl Marshal. — The Queen lias

approved of the appointment of the Right Hon. Lord

Edward George Fitzalan Howard, to be Deputy Earl

j
Marshal of England.

Convocation.—In consequence of the death ot the

youngest daughter of the Archbishop of Canterbury,

Convocation was prorogued on Wednesday to Tuesday

the 2Gth inst.

The Army.— The Colonelcy of the 4th Light

Dragoons, vacant by the death of Sir George Scovell
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has been conferred on Major-Gen. Sir James Hope
Grant, G.C.B.
The Navy.—Rear-Admiral the Hon. Sir Henry

Keppel was on Wednesday appointed Commander in

Chief on the South American Station, in the room of

Rear-Admiral Sir Stephen Lushington whose period of

command has expired, and Rear-Admiral Sir Baldwin

Walker was appointed Commander in Chief afc the

Cape of Good Hope in the room of Sir Henry Keppel.

Rear-Admiral Robinson has been appointed by the

Admiralty to succeed Sir Baldwin Walker as Surveyor

of the Navy.
Public Expenditure.—Lord Palmerston has ad-

dressed the following letter to Mr. Crawford in answer

to the address presented to him by 63 Liberal members
of the House of Commons on the subject of retrench-

ment in the public expenditure •

—

•• vi, Piccadilly, Jan. 30.
" My dear Mr. Crawford,—I have to acknowledge the receipt

of the letter signed by yourself, Mr. Baines, and Mr. Buxton,
which transmitted to me the memorial addressed to me
by some members of the Liberal party in the House
of Commons, who have generally supported her Majesty's
present Government. I beg to assure you that I am much
gratified by the friendly spirit in which this memorial has been
drawn up ; and I entirely concur in the opinion it conveys,
that a due regard to economy should be observed in making
arrangements for the public services of the nation. It is

the duty of the responsible advisers of the Crown to pro-

pose such establishments and such estimates as, according to
the best judgment they can form upon the knowledge they
possess of the general state of affairs, may appear to them to

be requisite for the interest and security of the empire ; and it

will be the endeavour of her Majesty's Government so to per-

form this duty as to obtain the approval and support of Par-
liament and the country. My dear Mr. Crawford, yours
sincerely,

*
' Palmerston. "

The Volunteer Movement.—A deputation from

the commanding officers of the metropolis and county
of Middlesex, consisting of Lords Elcho, Radstock,
Colville, and Ranelagh ; Lieutenant-Colonels Lindsay,

M'Donald, and Colvill and several others, had an inter-

view with Earl de Grey and Ripon on Wednesday, and
presented to his lordship the address which had been
agreed upon, on his retirement from the War Office.

His lordship returned the following reply :

—

" I return to you my most sincere thanks for the expression
of your regret at my retirement from the office of Under
Secretary of State for War contained in the address which you
have j ust presented to me, and which I receive with feelings
of pride and gratitude. The duties which I have had to dis-
charge during the last 18 months in connection with the
Volunteer force have been full of interest to me, and I shall
always consider myself most fortunate in having been officially
engaged in the establishment and organization of that most
valuable addition to our national means of defence. Acting
under the directions of the Secretary of State for War, and con-
forming myself to the principles which he laid down for my
guidance, I was, it is true, through his confidence, intrusted
with a large discretion in the management of the Volunteer
business of the War Office ; but if success has, as you intimate,
attended my efforts, it has been mainly owing to the
wisdom and excellence of the rules which Lord Herbert
established in the first instance, and to the supervision which
he afterwards exercised over the mode in which they
were applied. The great principle which has directed all the
feelings of the Government with the Volunteers has been that
while it was our duty to maintain and enforce adherence to
certain broad rules of order and discipline, without which no
body partaking of a military character could exist for any
useful purpose, it was essential to the success of a movement
of this kind, popular in its nature, as springing from the
spontaneous patriotism of the nation, that it should be per-
mitted, within the limits of those necessary rules, to develop
itself in the freest and most unfettered manner. Heartilv
concurring in these principles, I endeavoured to apply them in
the daily conduct of the business of my office, and while I
always maintained the just and proper authority of the Secre-
tary of State, I trust that I never forgot that I had to deal

of diplomacy shall be laid on your tables. You will also be

able, in an address, to manifest your sentiments on the facts

which are being accomplished, no longer as formerly by a

simple paraphrase of the speech from the Throne, but by the

free and sincere expression of your opinion. This amelioration

more amply initiates the country in its own affairs, causes it

to become better acquainted with those who govern it, as well

as with those who sit in the Chambers, and notwithstanding its

mportance, in no way affects the spirit of the constitution.

You are aware that formerly the suffrage was restricted. The
Chamber of Deputies had, it is true, more extended preroga-

tives, but the great number of public functionaries by whom
it was constituted afforded the Government a direct action

upon its resolutions. The Chamber of Peers also voted the

law, but the majority were liable at any moment to be

displaced by the right of the Government to add new
members. Besides, the laws were not always discussed

according to their real value, but with a view to the chance

which their adoption or rejection might offer for maintaining

or subverting a ministry. Thence arose the little sincerity in

the deliberations, the instability in the progress of the Govern-
ment, and the slight amount of useful work accomplished.
Every law is now prepared with care, and matured by a council

composed of enlightened men, who give their advice on all

the measures to be adopted. The Senate, guardian of the
fundamental pact, and whose conservative power only assumes
its initiative in grave circumstances, examines the laws solely
in regard to their constitutional character, and as a real
political Court of Cassation. It is composed of a certain number
of members, which cannot be exceeded. The Corps Legislatif
does not, it is true, interfere in all the details of the adminis-
tration, but it is directly appointed by universal suffrage, and
does not count among its members any public functionaries.
It discusses the laws with the most entire liberty. If they
are not approved of it is a notification which the Government
takes into account. But this rejection does not shake the
Government, does not arrest the progress of affairs, and does
not oblige the Sovereign to take for councillors men who do
not enjoy his confidence. Such are the principal differences
between the present constitution and the one which preceded
the revolution of February. You will, gentlemen, during the
voting of the address, closely enter into all discussions
according to the measure of their gravity, in order that you
may afterwards be able to entirely devote yourselves to the
affairs of the country. For if the former claim a profound
and conscientious examination, the interests of the country are,
in their turn, impatient for prompt attention. On the eve of
more detailed explanations I shall confine myself to summarily
reviewing what has been done at home and abroad. In the
Interior all measures taken tend to augment agricultural,
industrial, and commercial productions. The increasing
dearness of everything is the inevitable consequence of a
growing prosperity. But at least we were obliged to endeavour
to make the articles of primary necessity as cheap as possible.
It is with this object that we have diminished the duties on
those articles, have signed a treaty of commerce with England,
have conceived the project ofcontractingotherswithneighbour-
ing countries, and have everywhere facilitated the means ofcom-
munication and transport. In order to realise these economic
reforms we have thought it our duty to renounce 90 millions
of our annual revenue. Nevertheless the Budget will, as I

informed you last year, be presented to you balanced, without
it being necessary to have recourse either to the creation of
new imposts or to public credit. The changes which have
taken place in the administration of Algeria have placed the
superior direction of affairs in the midst of the population.
The illustrious services of the Marshal who has been placed at
the head of the colony are sure guarantees of order and
prosperity. As regards the Exterior, I have endeavoured to
prove in my relations with foreign Powers that France
sincerely desires peace, and that without renouncing a
legitimate influence she does not pretend to interfere in any
place where her interests are not concerned, and finally, that
if she sympathises with all that is great and noble, she does
not hesitate to condemn everything which violates inter-
national right and justice. Events difficult to bo foreseen
have combined in Italy to complicate a state of things already
embarrassed My Government, agreeing with its allies, has
considered that the best means of obviating the greatest
dangers was to have recourse to the principle of non-inter-
vention, which leaves each country master of its destiny,
localises questions, and prevents them from degenerating into
European conflicts. I certainly am not ignorant that this
system possesses the inconvenience of appearing to authorisemany grievous excesses. Extreme views would prefer another
course; some that France should participate in and make
common cause with every revolution ; others that France

IFebrtj^t
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Piedmont and of Savo7^d~^f?ri^-
on the affairs of Rome, Southern T^/!?
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" A treaty destined to put an'end toTCi^
f°llo*i*which the districts of Mentone an? p*ab"°^
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terview, the expedition to Syr"" 2ft,
tlie *«Zt-The Monitor of ThursdayAffi^Sl *
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with a body of Volunteers who were freely sacrificing their should place herself at the head of a general reaction. I will
time, their money, and their personal convenience In the ser- nofc allow myself to be diverted from my path bv thesevice of their Sovereign and their country, and who were on

:t" : " J L~ " J
'

'

"

every ground entitled to receive the utmost consideration at
the hands of the Government. I do not pretend to say that
the task was free from difficulty, but it was to me most truly
a labour of love, aud it was greatly lightened, after the com-mencement of last year, by the able and invaluable assistance
which I received from the Inspector-General of Volunteers,
Colonel M Murdo. Mention is made in your address of the
success which attented the great gatherings ofVolunteers which
took place last summer, but very little indeed of the credit of that
success is due to me. It was Colonel M 'Murdo who organised
those gatherings and, as far as the official arrangements are
concerned the chief praise is due to him. But if you are good
enough to thank me for the efforts I have made to aid in thedevelopment and to promote the efficiency of the Volunteer
force, I have far greater reasons to thank you and the com-mandmg officers of \ olunteer corps throughout the county foethe frank and hearty co-operation by which yoU rendered
comparatively easy the duties which I had to discharge Ihave frequently had occasion to invite you, as commandimr
officers of metropolitan corps, and as representing to a greatdegree the feelings of the Volunteers generally to meetmeand discuss questions of interest to the forcefas thoy arcs™and from the ready assistance which you always gave

Iw^flh119
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nevitable severance of my official connectionwith the \ olunteers has been to me a source of much regret

:

but it is an unexpected, and I fear little deserved gratification
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FiuycE.—The Kmperor of the French opened the
nambers on Tuesday in person with the following

Speech from the throne :—

„ Messieurs les SCnatcurs
; Messieurs les Deputes,

™~a s
PfecJ

at^ opening of each Session reviews in a few

r^jJfJf** *? •

and
^
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f
e pr°J ects-

Until to day this commu-
nication, restricted by its nature, did not place my Govern-

ed tL%^l T?If
mtl

,

m
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te relations wi*h the great bodies

streetw™ *t
l^Se Utter W

£
re dePrived of the faculty of

enffiem?nS
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Government by the?r public adhesion, or of

-irlSnA\Xyrl^ counfIs'. I have defied that everv
*ii£w exP°sltKm of the situation of the Empire shallplaced before you, and that the most importantfde^&s

opposite inducements. It is sufficient for the greatness of the
country that its rights be maintained in the quarter in which
they are incontestable, to defend its honour wherever it may
be attacked, and to afford her support where it is supplicatedm favour of a just cause. It is thus that we have maintained
our rights m causing the recognition of the cession of Savoy
and Nice. These provinces are now irrevocably re-united
to France. It is that, to avenge our honour in the
extreme East, our flag united with that of Great Britain floats
victoriously over the walls of Pekin, and that the cross-
emblem of Christian civilisation—again surmounts in the
capital of China the temples of our religion, which have been
closed for more than a century. It is thus that in the name
of humauity our troops have gone to Syria in virtue of a
European convention, in order to protect the Christians
against a blind fanaticism. At Rome I have considered it
necessary to increase the garrison when the security of theHoly Father appeared to be threatened. I sent my fleet to
Gaeta at the moment when it seemed that it must be the last
refuge of the King of Naples. After haviug allowed it toremain there four months, I withdrew it, however worthv ofsympathy might be a Royal misfortune so nobly defendedThe presence of our war vessels obliged us to depart every davfrom the system of neutrality which I had proclaimed andgave rise to erroneous interpretations. But you know that in
politics one hardly believes in the possibility of a purely disin
terested step. Such is a rapid exposition of the general
situation. Let any apprehension therefore be dissipated and
let confidence be re-established. Why should not commercialand industrial affairs assume a new development My firm
resolution is not to enter into any conflict in which the cause
of France should not be based on right and justice Whathave we, then, to fear ? Can an united and compact nationnumbering forty millions of souls, fear to be drawn into
struggles the aim of which she could not approve or to ho
provoked by any menace whatever? The first virtue of a

£T£i
e

.i- *

t0 £aJ°
co?fide?ce m jtself, and not to allow itself

to be disturbed by imaginary alarms. Let us, then calmlvregard the future, in the full consciousness of our strength aswell as of our honourable intentions. Let us engage withoutexaggerated preoccupations, in the development of the a-ermsof the prosperity that Providence places in our hands."
The Corps Legislatif held a Bitting on Tuesday, when
Count de Morny delivered a speech in praise of the
reforms indicated in the Emperor's Speech On Wed
nesday M. Baroche laid on the table an exposition of
the state of the Empire, and several important diplo-
matic documents on the annexation of Central Italy to

B

since 1S48, was signed onlheTd fF^bn^^>2fcForeign Affairs by the PlenipotentiaryT$ a
£
tteW

Plenipotentiary of the Prinze of Monat^P^terms of this treaty the two districts aS" JftTconditions settled by mutual agreement!! .
Ceded ***£:

Majesty and his Highness."
agreement oetweoo hi^Jj I

—The Moniteur publishes an Imperial Aa
ing the sittings of the Senate and thVc«S?"*IThe projects of the addresses of the Sp?^
Corps Legislatif will he drawn up by coffi^posed of the Presidents and one me&?
committee. Both addresses will be voted

*
by paragraph. Any amendment to theld£3P^
only be discussed when signed by five

4*
*5

Admiral Barbier de Tinan has arrived inT?"~
a special mission, and has requested Im!L!*
before reassuming the command of thefU^
the Mediterranean.—Marshal Bosquet, ffkJ*L*
one of the French divisions in the Crimea,!!??:
days since. His career, though short, was one 4>Zmost brilliant among the French military «teiHe was only 51 years of age, and had never31
recovered a wound he received in the Crim«5
Paterson-Bonaparte case was resumed on Fridiv

:

greatest excitement prevailed, and the Court

«

crowded to suffocation. The following is a immi
the proceedings :

—

^^
M. Berryer commenced his reply by alluding to the

«

good taste which had distinguished M. Alloa'-
reasserted that at the time of the marriage Miss Patena*
only IS, and that Jerome Bonaparte was 21. Heutteririil
that Miss Paterson had ever used the. degradin
imputed to her by M. Allou, that "she wouldrun all

-

could only be his wife for 24 heurs. He pointad «fc
absurdity of describing the marriage as clandestine, white
French envoy was invited to attend and the Frenchmm
was present. He showed that not only was there m m»
sition to the marriage, but the letters of Madame ift&jv.
period of upwards of 20 years, during which she uUmk
M. Bonaparte as her son, show her to have approrsMk
He recapitulated his argument, showing that tbc (ft

of M. Bonaparte as a legitimate child had been m
nised by the Bonaparte family for upwards of Wf
years, and that it was further validated bj fc

Imperial decree naturalising him a Frenchman. In aaflj
the passage in If. Allou's speech in which the latter hidqm
as a precedent the marriage of the Duke de Berr

Brown whilst in exile in England, he read a letter fr

-

clergyman of the church where the children okJ b«

christened, which proved that no such marriage had t&

place. Then addressing M. Allou, he said-Toa wen wr

badly inspired, Monsieur, in venturing on the suppositioat*

were the Misses Brown to be placed in the pos.

client, and the Comte de Chambord in that o/Prinr

I should be standing in the place you oceaps- 1*99*

public opinion, I appeal to the Court, whether a

my long career justifies the supposition tWw UwW«l«»
myself by acting as the advocate of the Comt^ideuam™
were he to occupy the position of Prince JeromeJjv^
deplorable case ? ' This passage caused such » J» ,
applause in the court that the sitting ^^JzX
several persons were expelled. M. Allou "^"t^,
reply. In regard to the alleged marriage of theHJ^^

contrii

led tWj
twomsw

con^cteTseoretYy,~and hfviolation ofhis promj*

boy of 19 ; the other celebrated in the face of tne^ ft

all the formality of the law and all the pomp °\™®£p>
Court again adjourned for a week to hear the imp^1

cate on behalf of the Crown. ^
SPAi^.-At a late sitting of the CojpJJ

Minister of Marine, on heing questioned as W i«r

adopted in building an iron cased frl^V|^
course of construction, replied that it wasm*

to follow the system of the French fr:S
atejl f

mandie, which had received some imPr0V
^,

that of the Gloire. As to the system <

England, the Warrior had not given the resnib^
by the Admiralty.—The Espcma of the isi

^Jj,
singular statement that the pecuniary^"^
Juan have been supplied by the ^lbe

,
flrf
Ai:

London, and that, in return, he has^^
. , ,. , ,., . „ i .„ _•_ i.\* n /wont, 01 H'3 *\. .

with Miss Brown, he said it was recorded in some hwgJ^J

established reputation which bad never ^en
.X^E

As to the case now before the Court, he contended, tn»i»

could be no difficulty in deciding between the t*°™£
—one

by the Commission of Statistics, tne ^"'UT tt
>

19 millions of inhabitants. Petitions f°
Bl

f
^r»

prepared in the provinces for the suppression r^,

Switzerland.—The Federal Council

official information from Rome that the ^^»
have again embarked at Civita Veccbia

their country. . , „„ Aa/H ^
DEXMARK.-The Danish Diethtfj^^

King, in his reply to the Presidents sr $&
" Should an enemy come near us, mypwP, t

themselves, if I call upon them to™:°'
tb ii «T

official BerlingsJce Tidende, in publishing

makes the following- remarks :— bei«*ff

" Should German troops enter Holstein wi
{q ^g

upon to do so by our Sovereign, and contra ^^^
violation of territory would then taJte'J^'&ai &£
Diet would, in fact, have declaredJ3*^ -^^

uld "ssSWar, at the present moment, ^ou;"
t for »**£

Germany, and is consequently conveiuen ^ ^ ^j
state of armed peace exhausts the

,
strei

£bich a >**JL
weakens popular enthusiasm, w

]
tn°"t -^ now wjT*

cannot make war. By a blockade we
prussian p^M

commerce of Germany, and ^n
.,"L

f

ore, now »» t

long period. The dispute must, tnere

either by war or by negotiation, a ^ prj^i

It is said that the Danish Treasury cM^ ^/f\
moment dispose of a capital of A**>^ r ix-

or about 2,554,000?., besides ^^m if

required for the reimbursement oi
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diTSlSrirtMarch. The weather is
[

^s^ere in Denmark. The roads are blocked up by

SSeiof snow, and intercourse is stopped

"£^OKi.-In the sitting ot the Fedeial Diet on

rw«i.v the propositions of the Committee on the

5Sk IstemVere agreed to. The represen ative

rfSomark contested the competency of the Diet, and

^nd the rights of Denmark.

TSiiU.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies

Wednesday the discussion on the Address com-

^ The following amendment was proposed by

do not consider it to be either for the interest of

Jf Germany to place obstacles in the way of the

« of the unity of Italy."

WBTonBcmemit/.the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Jag*.: - entreated the Chamber to reject the amend-

He said :—
Prussian Government had not the least reason to be

MfK^d to the development of Italy ; but, without underrating

fStoMl * of that movement, the Government could

Mt mSrtbote to it such a high significance. Although

J , did not always consider the principle

7 w*3»t«rWon as binding, it had not actively

£t*rfcrvd to Italy He repudiated the reproach of

'to certain influences in his policy, and said that

was militarily and strategically too important for

tQgtrt* and indirectly for Germany, to allow of its cession

btfnf advised by Prussia. Austria and Sardinia, however,

wood remain on the defensive, and, through the influence of

all toe great Powers, a conflict would at least be postponed,

md perhaps entirely averted. The Prussian Government would

fbr the future also not actively interfere with the Italian

Bovenene, »o long as it remained a national movement, and

<ftd not acquire such an extension as might render any active

Interference necessary, by reason more especially of its reach-

fey, or expressly claiming, any portion of German Federal

teiiitoi

After s discussion of six hours' duration, the amend-
ment was carried by 159 to 146 votes. On Thursday

the d< te on the address was continued, when M.
iliagen proposed an amendment expressing the

wish that Prussia should be placed at the head of

"nited Germany and the Germanic Confederation.

B*ron Schleinitt opposed the amendment on the ground
of the antipathy which prevails in many places against

placing Prussia at the head of Germany, and dwelt on
the necessity of not sowing discord at a time when
concord is needed. M. Stavenhagen then withdrew his

amend nt. M. Overbeck, however, took it up, and
proposed it on his own account, when the amendment
was rejected by 261 to 41.— The King received
on the u6tb ult. a deputation of the inhabi-

tants of Schleswig-Holstein, and gave them " the
most satisfactory assurances concerning the re-

hment of their rights." At the head of the
deputation was the Prince of Holstein-Augusten-
barg, officer of Hussars of the Prussian Guard, and
fount Keventlow, ex-Governor of Holstein, and
iow member of the Chamber of Nobles at
Be —General della Marmora left Berlin on Tuesday

,

for Turin. The King has conferred upon him
? Order of the Red Eagle, first class, set in diamonds.
Prussian General officer will be sent on a special

to Turin, to notify to the King of Sardinia the
ion of King William. During his stay at Berlin

General L [minora repeatedly declared to the Prussian
M>Yeminent that Sardinia has no intention of attacking
Venetia, but made no other political declarations.—The
King ha< appointed Prince Frederick William, now the

>wn Prii of Prussia, to be Governor of PomeranL
with the title of Statthalter, which is almost equivalent
to that of Viceroy. These high unctions have been
inferred on his Royal Highness on the occasion of the
•swod birthday of his infant heir-apparent.
Badek.— It is reported that negotiations are either

pendij or have come to a conclusion, between
Prussia and the Grand Duchy of Baden, for the cession
•i the Grand Duchy to Prussia.Am r i a.—The Official Gazette of Tuesday fcOlit**"*

» Imperial decree appointing the Archduke B
president of the Ministry, Count Nadasdy President of
jeCounci f the Empire, Count Rechberg, Minister
:

«?
e Im penal Household and Minister for Foreign

Attairs, Herr von Lasser Chief of the Political Ad-
ministration, Herr Pratobera Minister of Justice,
ount Wickenburg Minister of Commerce, and Baron
umerhng Minister of Public Worship and Instruc-

wn, and of all affairs concerning the organisation of
tne Empire and the national political representation,
excepting tl108e of Hungary. The law regulating the

^ESLa£iiri
.

of the ^testanU in the GermaS and
»j*je Provinces has been adopted by the Council• md will be published shortly after it has

™™f IJTS|1 »nction. It grants complete
-elf-government to the Protestant Church. As regards

.liner

.,-..; .^i1
!?01 CutholiSniiid" Protest ts?"the

£L %£T^£2°!L*X* fop tQe present to remain in
-rce. 7 lie scmi-official rw„.. £_.-/ : i . -._i

to the news
«.*. i

•
P '

4v £y 80me German journ.
reaty relat,

,
the Danubian

; incipalit
concluded between Unwbt and Austria.
HCNGABY.-Baron Vay. the Chancellor of

bai
i

a Idretted a letter to the Cardiual Prima*
to the late Imperial protest against the prow

e Comitate. The Chancellor says that if
feedings continue the meeting of the Diet

finitely postponed. Meanwhile he pledges"himseTf

n* ,°f.™ the Municipalities to await the result of*• Judicial Conference, which is to meet shortly
lencing the exercise of judicial functions'.

must be

Kemeny has also issued an address, exhorting tb<

citizens to act with moderation. He says that the
attitude assumed by the Government until now has pro-
duced distrust, and that abuses have taken place, but

the Aulic Chancellor, Baron Vay, merits the confi-

dence of the country. — In the sitting of the

Municipality of Pesth on the 1st inst., M. Deak
read the projected address in reply to the Imperial

rescript. This address was opposed by M. Szilagyi, as

being too moderate, but was defended by M. Eotos, who
caused its adoption by the Municipality. Numbers of

the Hungarian soldiers on furlough, who had been
ordered to return, have already arrived at their

quarters.

Russia.—Advices from Kiakhta,inthe St. Petersburg

journals, announce that the Russian merchants are

taking all the necessary steps for turning to account

the recent treaty with China. General Ignatiefi', who
left Pekin on the 10th November, arrived at Kiakhta

in 15 d ;
, the shor t time hitherto taken. On his

arrival the church bells rang a peal, and a Te Deum
was celebrated in the principal church.
* Italy.—The remaining elections have everywhere
taken place peacefully, and have been favourable to the

policy of Count Cavour. The scrutiny of the ballot,

even in Lombardy, has ended in the return of moderate

men, and in Southern Italy there is also a majority for

the Ministry. Brofferio and Crispihave at length been

elected Members of the Chamber of Deputies, the

former by Casalmaggiore and Castelnuovo in Lom-

bardy ; the latter by Castelvetrano in Sicily. The

King has appointed Iluggiero Settimo, Prince of

Fitulia, a descendant from theancient kings of Sicily, and

the President of the Provisional Government of Sici'

in 1848, to be President of the Senate of the Italian

Kingdom. The Kinghas appointed M. Waldino Peruzzi,

a Tuscan, to succeed M. Jacini as Minister of Public

Works. Count Brassier de St. Simon has presented

to his Majesty the credentials confirming his appoint-

ment as Ambassador of the King of Prussia at

Turin. Accounts from Gaeta state that the firing

on the night of the 31st was very violent on

both sides, the Sardinian projectiles having been

especially directed against the city. During the night

Consignor Cresevolo, superior of the Seminary, was

mortally wounded; the Cure" of the Cathedral and

one monk were badly wounded ; and the Alcantarista

Convent was nearly destroyed. For several hours a Sar-

dinian gunboat fired near the Convent of the Holy

Trinity, but when the battery Transylvania replied the

gunboat retired. The fire was subsequently continued

day and nieht without any remarkable incident on

either side until Monday, when the Sardinian batteries

blew up two of the Neapolitan powder magazines, and

destroyed a portion of the curtain between the Citadel

and the St. Antonio Bastion. On Wednesday another

powder magazine in Gaeta blew up, killing a great

number of the besieged. The garrison has asked for

an armistice of 48 hours to bury the dead. This has

been granted by General Cialdini, who has besides sent

to the place necessaries for the wounded. The Sardinian

Meet has not lately fired a shot, but confined itself to

maintaining the blockade. On Sunday night a vessel left

the harbour, eluding the vigilance of the Sardinian

squadron, but the Spanish vessels which were despatched

to Gaeta have been repulsed by Admiral Persano. A
reactionary conspiracy has been discovered in Naples,

and has led to several arrests, but the city itself is so

tranquil that the remainder of the garrison has left for

the Camp before Gaeta, and the city is guarded by

Militia. Fresh corps of foreign Volunteers are however

organizing. Prince Carignan is at Mola di Gaetn, and

has visited the camp. Rumours of the surrender of

Gaeta continue to be current, and the Prince's journey

is said to be in connection with negotiations for the

surrender. The district round Chieti has 1 u

tranquillized, and General Rocca reports that confidence

and tranquillity are returning throughout the whole

frontier of the Abruz/.i. It has beeu ascertained that

the reactionary movement in that province was

organized by Count Trapani and Monsignor de Merode,

the Papal Minister of War. Schiavone, one of the chiefs

of the reactionary bands in the Abruzzi, has surrendered.

Fighting, however, continues to take place, and a spirit

of revenge is displayed on both sides. Sardinia has

claimed the restoration of the soldiers who were

made prisoners by the Papal Zouaves atCorrese,

and has arrested the Bishop of Poggio Mirteto in Sabina

as a hostage. The Pope has given up all the prisonres of

war, excepting those who are Roman subjects, and

has ordered his soldiers to return to Rome, notwith-

standing the orders of Monsignor de Merode to the

contrary. General Goyon has sent French soldiers to

occupy Correse, and the Sardinians have evacuated the

Papal territory, in compliance with orders from the

Emperor Napoleon. 15,000 Sardinian soldiers have

passed through Umbria on their march to the kingdom

of Naples. 400 muskets, destined for the reactionists

m the Abruzzi, have been seized by the French at

Ticovaro, near Perugia. The town of Sora has presented

an address to General Sonnaz expressive of gratitude for

his exertions to restore tranquillity. The peasants

compel the demoralised reactionary bands to surrender

to the Sardinians.

Monaco.—A convention was signed on Monday in

Boqneb

.OOO.OOOf.

as his property the town of Monaco and its 3000
inhabitants.

Turkey.—The French and Kussian Ambassadors
have presented to the Porte a strong note in r*ply to
the Grand Vizier's report. This i • reiterates the
assertions of France and Russia that the Christians

are oppressed. The Porte continues to refuse its consent

to a prolongation of the French occupation of Syria, The
draughts of the treaties of commerce w huh are about

> be concluded between England and Turkey and
France and Turkev have beeu sent home for the

approval of the English and French Governments* The
commercial crisis continues in Galata.

Montenegro.—On the 28th January the Montene-

grins, with a band of insurgents from the neighbouring

villages, which they keep in a state of revolt, surprised

several villages in the trict of Nlcsich and behaved

with the utmost cruelty and an city to\\ Is the

peaceable .Mussulman inhabitants, killing iier 41

persons, of whom 10 were child] and 3 women. A
second band attacked the chief town, (\<n assassi-

n: I several people, burnt many houses, I acted

with the gnat est ferocity n<! < If.v towards the
inhabitants.

Seuvia..— It is announced that the Austrian Govern-
ment and Prince Michael of Servis have entered into a

convention for the reciprocal extradition of political

and other prisoners.

Sybia.— All the Powers including Turk % are agreed

on the principle of a conference on the atfairs of Syria.

This conference will hold its sittings ni Paris, and will

assemble forthwith. Letters from Heyrout state that

the agitation was increasing. 1200 Druses were

assembled at MokUra, and intended to prevent the

execution of these who had been condemned to death

for taking part in the massacres. Fuad Pasha had

returned from Moktara. The European Commission

at Beyrout has proposed to establish in Syria one sole

Government for the Christian inhabitants, under the

protection of the European Powers. On the other

hand the Porte h proposed the establishment of two

Governments, with General Councils composed of

Christian and Mussulman members.

India.—By the Overland Mail we have news from

Bombay to the 12th and from Calcutta to the 3d

January. The following are the details :
—

Calcutta .—In the Legislative Council, on Dec. 22, a message

was received from the Governor-General refusiug to communi-

cate the papers on the Mysore grant, on the ground of the in-

completeness of the correspondence, but promising to transmit

the resolutions of the Legislative Council to the feecretary of

State. The message also states that no money has yet been

i

paid on account of the extraordinary grant of 520,0001. and

that, nothing beyond tho usual yearly pensions to the Mysore

family has been included in any of the estimates hitherto laid

before the Legislative Council. Sir Jamcb Outram ha* finally

eiven up all intention of returning to India, and ha* conse-

quently resigned his seat in the Supreme Council
.

Bomtay.-The Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Railway

has been officially opened by the Governor, Sir George Clerk.

Some discontent had been caused by the indiscretion of the

income-tax executive in the matter of surcharging, but the

excitement was gradually dying out.

Oude —A report from the Chief Commissioner of Oude on

the working of the trades tax in all districts of the province,
" with the exception of Luckuow," has been published. The

tax has been levied on 440,000 persons, who have been as-

sessed, on the average, at the rate of nearly two rupees a head.

The produce of the tax has been S4,370£. ; and the chief com-

missioner says that this sum has been collected without op-

pression on the part of the Government, or murmuring on the

part of the people.

United States.— Georgia seceded on the 19th ult.

by a vote of 208 to 89, making the fifth State which

has seceded from the Union. The secession of Louisiana

was on the eve of accomplishment, and Virginia had

adopted hy unanimous vote a resolution, declaring for

secession in the event of the continued refusal of the

Republican North to concede the right claimed by the

whole South, of free admission to a fair share of the

common territory of the Union. This action of

Virginia, coupled with the actual secession of Georgia,

is already exerting an influence upon Maryland, the

position of which derives a two-fold importance from

the fact that the district of Columbia and the city of

Washington lie embedded in the southern part

of that State. The secession ordinance of Louisiana

declares the freedom of navigation of the Missis-

sippi. From Washington we learn that the Senators

from Georgia, Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi had

withdrawn from the Senate, but the Senate alter
' some debate declined to recognise their withdrawal.

It had been proposed that Congress should n jn, and

that a new one should be elected. The Augusta

arsenal, in Georgia, had been snrrei I to State

troop*
'

Vessels will leave Charleston with a clearance

from the Carolina authorities, certified by the foreign

Consuls. The Charleston populace were displeased

with the actions of < < >vernor Pickens, and an attack on

Fort Snmter was expected. An attack was also

expected at Pensacola, in Florida, where a large force

is gathered, under command of Major Cha formerly

of the Federal army, with a view of attack. ng a small

garrison in Fort Tick B. The Wyandotte was anchored

west of the Fort, and was expected to assist in the

defence. General Scott was fortifying W ashington with

increased zeal. The Government has sent reinforce-

ments to Forts Pickens and Sumter. In the Senate,

on the 23d, a motion to take up the Crittenden Reso-

lutions was lost by 27 to 21 The Senate has passed

the bill for the admission of Kansas into the Union.

The Rhode Island Senate had passed an Act repealing

- the Personal Liberty Bill by a vote of 21 to 9. In
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consequence of a rumour that the Navy Yard in New
York would be attacked, marines were ordered under
arms, and large police forces were held in readiness to

act, but no attack took place. Mr. Dix, the new Secre-
tary of the Treasury, had made an important com-
munication to the House, that the amount required to

pay the public expenditure till the 1st of July will

exceed the revenue and other sources of income by 20
millions of dollars. The court-martial on Colonel Cor-
coran for declining to parade his regiment on the occa-

sion of the visit of the Frince of Wales to New York
was proceeding.

Mexico.—Advices from Mexico state that Juarez left

for the capital on the 5th of January, In order to estab-
lish a liberal Government. Some of Miramon's prin-
cipal officers, including his Minister of Foreign Rela-
tions, had been captured by Indians. Miramon himself
had also been taken, but subsequently escaped, after
killing three Indians.

Wavliammu
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Tuesday.—The third Session of the sixth Parliament of
Queen Victoria wok opened on Tuesday by the Queen in person
with all the pomp and ceremony usual on such occasions'
The Commons having been summoned to the bar, Her Majestv
delivered the following Speech :—

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
It is with great satisfaction that I meet you again in

Parliament, and have recourse to your assistance and advice.
" My relations with foreign powers continue to be friendly

and satisfactory; and I trust that the moderation of the
powers of Europe will prevent any interruption of the general

'•Events of great importance are taking place in Italv
Believing that the Italians ought to be left to settle their own
affairs, I have not thought it right to exercise any active

• «

geneial tone of the Speech, and approved of its announcement of
future measures. Still he thought that the Speech ought to

have expressed some sympathy for the distress of the country,
and that some notice should have been taken of our financial

position. He congratulated the Government on the result of
the Chinese war, but apprehended further difficulties in our
measures for regulating the finances of India. But the most
serious consideration involved in the Speech was that of our
foreign relations. He called on the Government to explain
distinctly the exact position of our relations with France.
Passing to the Italian question, he blamed ill warm terms the
conduct of Sardinia, who had invaded Naples in direct
violation of the law of nations. Were they acting with France
in all those movements with which the Emperor Napoleon had
lately astonished Europe ? What were the objects they sought
to accomplish in Italy ? On this point her Majesty's Ministers
had shown extreme candour, two despatches from the Foreign
Secretary having appeared especially lucid and intelligible in
terms, but, unfortunately, entirely inconsistent in tenour. He
wished to know upon the principles of which despatch the
Government intended to act, because if Sardinia were justified
in interfering in Naples she would be equally justified in in-
terfering in Venetia. He trusted that peace would be pre
served ; but it was of no use to blink the fact that peace de-
pended upon the Emperor of the French, and, judging from a
recent speech, he was not favourably impressed as to the
French Emperor's desire for peace. The danger to the peace
of Europe arose from the warlike attitude of France,
from her largo army, and, above all, her increased
and increasing navy,—an attempt to rival this country iu a
department in which she ought to be supreme. Looking to
these great naval preparations, he could not but think that all
these efforts were directed against a possible rupture with this

[FEBmjlRY 9
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to the amendment and the subject of E*
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this question he always dreaded what L?*by way of compromise. He had come to thVSL!order to carry a Reform Bill which would1?country, there must be such an amount of pubfavour as would carry it through that HouXftLords. The countiy, however, had the maSl u
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hands, and might declare that nothing " h "

Parliamentary Reform ; the Government
would m-
were o(

in-
terference in those matters. Papers on this subject will be
laid before you. .

"I announced to you, at the close of the last Session of Par-
liament, that the atrocities which had then recently beencommitted in Syria had induced me to concur with theEmperor of Austria, the Emperor of the French, the PrinceRegent of Prussia, and the Emperor of Russia, in entering
into an engagement with the Sultan by which temnorary
military assistance was to be afforded to the Sultan for thepurpose of establishing order in that part of his dominions.
"That assistance has been afforded by a body of French
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I am glad to inform you that the operations of the

country. He did not ask them to perform mi possibilities and their best course would be to giveKfrSSKSreconcile these discrepancies, but considered that they were subjects indicated in her Mafea^aS^^"bound to explain the course they meant to pursue, and the part u ~ *»* : ~* — *--• - 1 *-
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they proposed to take amidst the existing perturbations of the
Continent.— Earl Granville defended the course of the
Government upon Italian affairs, and challenged a full dis-
cussion of their foreign policy when the papers which had that
night been laid on the table were published. Towards France,
he said, their relations were neither those of blind distrust on
the one hand nor blind confidence on the other, but were
prompted by a sincere desire to maintain the most cordial
friendship between two great nations, whose co-operation
almost ensured the peace and prosperity of the civilized world.
The Address was then agreed to.

he felt a grief which he could not express »t whj]from Lord John Russell, and at the tone in t
repudiated his obligation to bring forward a RriL
entered into a detailed history of the sucS
to introduce Reform Bills in TOrirti« Szrl

Thursoay.— The Address.—The House met at 2 o'clock, and
proceeded to Buckingham Palace to present to her Majesty
the Address in answer to the Speech from the Throne On its
return the House adjourned to Friday.

Friday.—PuWiY: Business.—Earl Granville moved the
appointment of a committee to inquire into the mode of
transacting the business of the House. The House of Commons
had already appointed a committee, and he believed it had been
proposed last session to have a joint committee, but he thought
the better course would be to have two committees acting
independently.—The Earl of Derbv said that the practice ofmoving resolutions of urgency, in the case of Bills brought up
late, simply because they were of great importance, was verymuch to be deprecated.—Lord Rldesdale said the real matter
to be considered was, how business could be expedited in theHouse of Commons, so that they could send important Bill aup to their Lordships' House at an early period. [Left sitting -.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Tuesday.-^ Address.-The Speaker having read the Royal
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vailed on these occasions, there were omissions in the RovalSpeech and he felt bound to move an amendment. Nothiuc-was said about the question as to the respective functions ofthe two Houses, and the abandonment of one of the most
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precious privileges of the Commons. The Royal Speech was
defective in relation to Franco, and to the warlike preparations
of the Emperor

;
and it made no mention of administrative oro Parliamentary reform. With regard to China, the treaty ofTien-tsm could only be considered as a truce, since stipulations
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to the results of Indian railways had not beenraM &
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fftlOA v.-IUI*d«n Loan.- Colonel

S

vkesasked the Secretary

rf State f<«r India whether he had succeeded in raising the

of three millions for the purposes of India. Sir C. Wood
_ tenders had been sent fa to the extent of thirteen

gUocie of which six millions were at the minimum price and

million!* above the price reserved by the Government.

hwnnnontlj the loan had been effected upon more favourable

to the public than the price fixed by the Government.

[ Left sitting. ]

tUtt)} intelligence*

Bank op England.—A Special General Court of

Proprietors of the Bank of England was held on

Thursday, when a proj>osal from the Chancellor of the

ichequer to modify the terms for the management of

public debt was agreed to on the recommendation
j

of the Directors. The effect of this change will be to

reduce the annual remuneration of the Bank on the

resent amount of debt from 214,883/. to 194,863/.,

thereby saving about 50,000/. a year to the public.

I Bank is also to contract the periods for " shutting,"
I to afford increased facilities for the payment of

dividends wherever the Bank may have branch
establishments. It is also provided that the new plan
shall remain in force for 2n voara nprr.-.un

iWUtvoyolitf anD tt* Utctmtfi*

The Houses of Parliament.—At the ordinary

meeting of the Institute of Architects on Monday
evening, the discussion on the various processes for the

preservation of stone was resumed. The secretary read

a letter from Mr. Szerelmy in reply to some statements

made at the recent special meeting, and stating that

his process had arrested the decay in the Houses of Par-

liament, and rendered the stone harder and more

durable. Mr. Warrington, a chemist, gave a minut

description of Ransoine's process ; and Mr. Smith, one

of the commissioners appointed by the Government to

select a stone for the Houses of Parliament, stated that

there was no supervision of any kind either at the

quarries or at Westminster. Mr. G. Scott, Mr. God-

win, and Mr. Ansted also took part in the discussion,

which was again adjourned. It is said to be probable

that the Institute, instead of appointing a committee

of its own, will recommend the Government to refer

the subject to a mixed commission composed of archi-

tects, chemist?, and engineers. w
Royal Exchange.—The Gresham Commil mat a

few days since, to receive the report of the judges on

the merits of the different designs for covering the

Merchants' Area with glass. The judges were the Lord

Mayor and the Master of the Mercers' Company, pro-

fessionally assisted by Mr. Tite, M.l\, and Mr. George

Smith. The first prize for the best design was awarded

to Mr. Frederick Sang, of 42, Charing Cross; the

second to Messrs. Driver and Buck, of the Brighton

Railway Engineers' Office; and the third to Mr.

Francis Fowler, of 32, Fleet Street.

The City Meat Markets.-Mr. F. >V. Firmin, a

meat salesman of that part of Newgate Market called

Tyler's Market, was summoned on Monday before

Aldermen Copcland and Mechi for unlawfully exposing

for sale the carcases of five sheep in a disc ased state,

and totally unfit for human food. Mr. Charles Pearson,

the City solicitor, prosecuted on behalf of the Com-

missioners of Sewers. It was proved by several

witnesses that the sheep weighed only from 18 to

25 lbs. instead of 100 to 123 lbs. each ; that de-

fendant sold them to an agent of Mr. Lialter

of Whitechapel for Is. Sd. per stone, being

exactly 2\<l. per lb., and that Mr. Lialter refused to

accept them because they were unfit for food. The

defendant declined to state the name of the person who

had consigned the sheep to him for sale. Alderman

^pai^^^p^^^™^^^^.^*B«^™^^^^**^^^™^^^^^^^^^^e>^eSBBSSSSSS^^^^^^-^^™^»»^"^^^^ ^^^^^b^^^^— ^^—^m̂ ^*^^*^^^^^^^*****^^~-^mm*^Sw^m^mm*^*mmi^^^^^*^1^p^^^^^^^^Q^^ r̂̂ ^^^m^^^^mm* .

industrial and soup kitchens, and shops for wo <

cutting. Iu consequence of this statement some grav
charges were made by Mr. James Scully, a horse con-

tractor residing in the adjacent district of Canning
m -«-«— "—* v» Douglas was building his new

Money Market, Feiday.—British Funds : Con-
sols closed at 91 1 to 92 for Money, and 92 £ to i for the

of March; Bank Stock. 231 to 233; Three per
s. Reduced, 91 1 to 91£; New Three per Cents.,
to 92; Thirty Years Annuities, expiring in April,

1885.16*; India Stock, 219 to 218i ; Ditto Five per
Gent Stock, 99* to£; Ditto, for Acct., 99i to 99£

;

Rf£ PW Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 95; Exchequer
JaV, 5#. to Is. dis.

—

Foreign : Brazilian Four and a

1860,

church in a wild and uninhabited part of the parish,

where there is not likely to be a congregation this side

of the year 1900, instead of applying the funds to the

relief of the poor ; that the institutions referred to were

conducted in an inefficient manner, and more than

hinting at misappropriation of funds. Alderman Dak in

and Mr. George Moore have inquired into these

allegations at several sittings, and have reported to the

Bishop that the institutions are not only in existence,

but are flourishing and useful in providing, at small

cost, a great deal of employment, and keeping girls iu

respectability who else might have adopted a lets

virtuous mode of living. They state that Mr. Douglas

did not receive the whole amount of the subscri} ma

in cash. The accounts show a gross sum of 11.200/..

but of this more than 11.000/., consists of promises.

land, donations, grants from societies, and such lik

which have not yet been realised. < >/ the donations

actually received in money all is fully v I for

except a sum of 310/ , which having bean disbursed

in small sums amongst some hundreds ot people, cannot

be accounted for in detail, though hundreds are ready

to come forward to acknowledge the ehantv tUej have

received. Mr. Douglas's private income was 1100/. a

i ear, viz., 100/. for his services as clergyman, and 1000/.

from private sources. He lived largely within these

means next door to a working roan whose wages were

30s. a week, his expenditure on his family not exceeding

600/., while the rest was given away in his parish.

Thcv state that a solicitor and professional accountant

attended on both sides, that all dubious vou:hers were

put aside for reconsideration, and that all were

verified on a second inquiry except one lor the-

small amount of 2s. Id. for a brush, which was after-

wards found to have been carried to a wrong accounts

The balance in hand of the money actually re ived was

proved to be in the hands of Messrs. Heywood, bankers.

It was also proved that the money has been spent

without reference to the religious tenets of the recipient s.

On the whole the Commissioners, while stating that it

is desirable that the accounts of such a subscription

should have been put into the most regular form, at the

earliest convenience of Mr. Douglas, entirely exonerate-

him from all blame; express their regret at the insinua-

tions thrown out against him ; and wish him a long

continuance in his present self-denying but useful

position. In consequence of this inquiry the parishioner*

welTacquainted with the whole subject before him. He f Mr. Douglas have rallied round him with great zeal,

did not doubt Mr. Firmin's respectability, but it was and have already presented addresses to him signeei

quite clear that Mr. Lialter, for whom the sheep were by Churchmen and Dissenters alike, thanking him lor

purchased, rejected the purchase because the meat was "

unfit,for food. The practice of sending such meat to

the London market was extremely dangerous, and the
m a 1 ^ ! J

Copeland said that he had had 50 years experience in

farming and producing live stock, and was therefore

lledn*

perr~ vvuw-., xooo, ror accc, 4D| lo *o; l^ituo ime<
<-«nti^ 1856, 1857, and 1859, 45| to 46; Spanish Com
mitteea Certificates, 5|; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854,
for Acct., 71; Ditto, 1858, 56* j Ditto, for Acct., 56*
w I ; Venezuela Three per Cents., for Acct., 21.

tfanfc of ffinalanu.
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time had now arrived when it should he stopped, and

with that view he had decided upon fining the de-

fendant 40*. for each of the five sheep. Some discus-

sion here took place with regard to the power of

appeal. Alderman Copeland said he was sorry there

was no appeal, as he thought if there had heen the

authorities might have got at the consignor, but as Mr.

Firmin had thought proper to stand in the gap between

him and justice, lie must take the consequences of his

imprudence. The fines, amounting to 101. and costs,

were then paid.

Koyal Academy.—Mr. Poole has been elected a

Rojal Academician by a majority of 1 over Mr. Boxall,

the numbers being 15 to 14. Mr. Ansdell, Mr. Faed,

Baron Marochetti, and Mr. Edward Barry have been

elected associates of the Academy.

the exertions he has made, and congratulating him on

the success which has attended his labours amongst

them. .

Muedek of a CniLD by its Mothee.—An inquest

was held on Monday in the board-room of St. George

the Martyr, Southwark, on the body of Mary Connor,

a child 15 months old, who was reported to have died

from starvation. The evidence showed that the child

had been deliberately murdered by a system of cruelty

and starvation. The surgeon stated that the body was

healthy in every part, but there was no food in the

stomach or bowels, and the child died from want of

food. The jury returned a verdict of " Wilful Murder

against Mary Connor," who was committed to Newgate

for trial.

Accident in the Sewers.—Four men in the employ

of the Board of Works were suffocated yesterday

morning in the sewer in Seacole Lane, Farringdon

Street. Three bodies have been got out, but the fourth

Tub St. Paul's Cathedral Fund.— It is stated
i, as not been found, and it is supposed that the force of

that the clear gain from the recent oratorio will be the current has washed it into the Thames.
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about 600/. A meeting was held yesterday at the

Mansion House under the presidency of the Lord Mayor,

in aid of the fund.

Londoners over the Border.—The Bishop of

Loudon has recently issued a commission to Alder-

man Dakin and Mr. George Moore of Cheap-

side, to inquire into certain allegations made against

the Rev. H. Douglas, M.A., minister of the tem-

porary church adjacent to the Victoria Docks, a

densely populated and extremely pauperised district,

situate mainly in what are called the Plaistow Marshes.

It appears that just before Christinas, 1859, Mr.

Douglas made an appeal to the public in the Times

newspaper, on behalf of " Londoners over the Border,"

the result of which was that upwards of 14,000/. was sub-

scribed. Of this sum Mr. Douglas appropriated 4200/.

towards the erection of a new church ; between 300/. and

400/. for a site ; 4500/. in land and money for its en-

dowment : 720/. in land and money towards a parsonage

;

200/. towards a church fund ; and 220/. towards a school

at the eastern extremity of his new parish, Mr. Mor-

The Public Health. — The Registrar-General's

weekly return states that the deaths in London in the-

week that ended Saturday February 2d was 1544. The
average number in the corresponding weeks of the ten

previous years 1851-60, corrected for increase of popula-

tion, was 1358. The present return therefore, though

showing a clear decrease on the heavy returns of the

two previous weeks, was still 186 above the average.

During the week the births of 1049 boys and 1001 girls,,

in all 2050 children, were registered in London. In

the ten corresponding weeks of the years 1851-60 tho

average number was 1739.
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rison, a City merchant, having already commenced a

choral school at the east end of the parish. A large

portion of the remainder Mr. Douglas appropriated to

the relief of the distress bv which he is surrounded.

Just before last Christmas Day Mr. Douglas made

another public appeal which was most -encrously

responded to. In that appeal he stated that he

had introduced various employments amongst the

people, with a view to the permanent ame-

lioration of their condition—such as an nisti-

tution for needlewomen, a manufactory of gloves,

Ashton-ttnder-Lyne.—A well-known clergyman of

the Church of England in this town eloped a few days

since with a young lady, the teacher of a young ladies'

school, in the town. He had long been suspected of

having an improper intimacy with the lady, and on his

beinjc watched, it was found that he visited the hack of

her house, and often left a card or a piece of paper in the

window containing a few hints, such as "Manchester

.it such and such a time." A solicitor in the borough

being consulted, employed a Manchester detective, who

took his railway fare in the same train as the reverend

gentfemaa and his companion, and proceeded with them

to Worcester. The couple put up at an hotel, and the

detective opposite, and the next morning he ascertained

that they had passed the night together. On the

fjllowing day about 12 o'clock the chambermaid at the
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request of the detective knocked at the bod-room door
and told the clergyman that a gentleman wanted him.
The detective was thereupon asked into the bed-room,
and held a conversation with both of them. The gentle-

man is a married man' with a family, hut has long been
estranged from his wife. He is at least 40 years of
age, whilst the lady is only about 21. A divorce will be
sought for by the wife, and full evidence of the facts of
the case has been laid before the bishop.

Bibkenhead.—At the weekly meeting of the Mersey
Dock and Harbour Board, on Friday, it was resolved

to construct a graving dock at Birkenhead, the length
of which is to be 750 feet, the width 85 feet, and the
depth 100 feet. It is to be large enough to accommodate
two rows of ships, and to be so constructed as to admit
two ships at a time. Its cost is estimated at 84,000£.
Bibmingham.—A meeting was held in this town on
iday, the Mayor in the chair, at which it was

resolved to form a Birmingham auxiliary to the African
Aid Society. Lord Alfred Churchill in a speech of
great length described the usefulness of this object as
a means of obtaining a supply of cotton from that
quarter. Labour, he said, was to be obtained at an
extremely low rate, and there were from 40,000 to 50,000
coloured persons in Canada who had escaped from the
United States, ready to emigrate to Abbeokuta and
form a great negro nationality.
Biteslem.—The extensive pottery works at this

place, formerly in the possession of Messrs. Alcock and
Son, have now passed, by purchase, into the hands of
Alderman Sir James Duke, M.P., and his nephews-
Mr. James Duke Hill and Mr. John Sheriff Hill. These
works have for a long time enjoyed a high reputation
for the excellence of their manufactures.
Coyentey.—The committee appointed to obtain

subscriptions for the relief of the distressed operatives
of this town and neighbourhood have given notice that
a sufficient amount has now been contributed by the
public to meet the present necessities of the case At
-the same time the committee tender their best thanks
to all who have contributed to the fund.
Heetfoed.—A public meeting was held in this town

on the 29th ult. for the purpose of considering the pro-
priety of adopting a memorial to the Home Secretary
in favour of the abolition of the coal cues of 1*. Id, per
ton levied by the Corporation of the City of London on
Hertford and all places within 20 miles of the metro-
polis, and which, being now about to expire under
various Acts of Parliament, it is proposed to continue
for the embankment of the Thames and other purelyLondon objects. The Mayor occupied the chair, andthe meeting was addressed by the Right Hon WCowper, MP Chief Commissioner of Works ; Sir MFarquhar, M.P. ; Mr. duller, M.P.

; Mr. C. Dim dale'Mr. Evans and other gentlemen. The followl„!
lutions, with a memorial founded upon theni* wereunanimously adopted :—
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ation, and cotton supply. Mr. E. Potter, President of

the Chamber of Commerce, presided, and the meeting
was addressed by Mr. Bazley, M.P. ; Mr. Murray, M.P.;

Mr. A. Turner, M.P.; Mr. Egerton, M.P.; Mr. Kin-
naird, M.P. j Mr. Ross, Mr. Chesham, Mr. Dunlop, Mr.
M. Gladstone, and other gentlemen, representatives of

different chambers of commerce in the country. The
conference assumed the form of a regular debate on
Indian matters, the object being to press on the

Government the necessity of taking energetic steps as

soon as possible, to restore the equilibrium between
Indian income and expenditure. The following resolu-

tions were adopted :

—

1. " That in the opinion of this conference the financial

position of India is such as to excite great uneasiness, owing
to her increasing debt, the continued excess of expenditure
over revenue, and the suspension of reproductive works
throughout the country, upon which large sums have already-
been expended, as announced in a minute issued by the
supreme Government, at Calcutta, on the 19th Nov. last : and
this conference is further of opinion that clear and simple
statements of the accounts of the revenue and expenditure of
India should be published annually, or more frequently if
possible, showing distinctly the manner in which the revenue
is received and disposed of, distinguishing the receipts and
disbursements on the railways and on all other public works.
2. That, in the opinion of this conference, the enormous
cost of the Indian army is one chief cause of the excess of
Indian expenditure over revenue, and the consequent financial
distress resulting in increase of debt over taxation, and the
stoppage of public works; and that this conference would
earnestly support her Majesty's Government in the determina-
tion which it has expressed to reduce the number, and there-
fore the cost, of the Indian army, and especially the
native army and [the armed police. 3. That in the
opinion of this conference, unless means are otherwise
available, a loan should be raised, to be specially and
exclusively applied to the resumption and completion of
reproductive works in India, under the control of a board of
works to be appointed for each of the three Presidencies
respectively, it being their firm conviction that some such
course is necessary to develop the vast resources of the
empire ; and it is further the opinion of this conference that
the revenue to be expected from judiciously-conducted repro-
ductive works in India will suffice to pay the interest upon
expenditure within a brief space of time, and may be so dealt
with as to liquidate the whole outlay in the course of a limited
number of years. 4. That this conference is of opinion
that the high Customs duties recently imposed in India
are greatly to be deprecated, inasmuch as they check the
expansion of trade, and in the case of imports foster native
manufactures under a false system of protection, reversing
the free-trade policy under which our own country has
made rapid progress in civilisation, influence, and wealth.
5. " That in the opinion of this conference the Government
ought to be urged to afford every possible encouragement to
European traders, planters, and capitalists who may be
induced to settle or purchase property in India, it being their
belief that in the increase of British settlers will be found the
permanent prosperity of the country. And in order to give
confidence to such settlers or capitalists, simple and effective
powers, especially as regards contracts, should be enacted

;

and that every possible opportunity should be given for the
purchase of land in fee simple."

Oxfoed.—At an early hour on Tuesday morning a
lire broke out in the north-east portion of Blenheim
Palace, containing part of the porter's lodge, the bake-
house, the land clerk's room, the steward's room, and
the Titian room, this portion of the buildings being
separated from the palace by a fire-proof room and an
open space used as a yard. About half.past 5 the
porter v. as awoke by the smell of smoke and wood
burning, and saw from the reflection that the bake-
house roof was on fire. He instantly rang the alarm
bell, and with the other servants proceeded to ascertain
in what quarter the fire was raging, when the roofs of
the offices and the Titian-room were found to be in flames.
Their first thought was about the deeds and family
archives deposited in the steward's and clerk's offices,
and they were successful in recovering the whole of
them. They next endeavoured to save the valuable
paintings of the Titian room, but the molten lead was
pouring down so fast from the roof that it was out of
the question to remain for a moment in the room. The
loss of these pictures will be much regretted by all
admirers of this celebrated master. They were a
present from Victor Amadeus, King of Sardinia, to
John, Duke of Marlborough, and remained unhung
and hidden from the public view till the visit of
Sir Joshua Reynolds to Blenheim in 1788. He was
so forcibly struck with their beauty and value, that
he recommended their being placed in the room
they occupied. The following is a list of the pictures
destroyed : -Mars and Venus, Cupid and Psyche
Apollo and Daphne, Pluto and Proserpine, Hercules
and Dejanira, Vulcan and Ceres, Bacchus and Ariadne
Jupiter, Juno and Io, Neptune and Amphitrite—all
painted on leather, by Titian, and a painting bv
Rubens, « The Rape of Proserpine," 8 feet 8 inches hicrb
and 2 feet 1 inch wide, considered one of his master-
pieces. The fire is supposed to have commenced in a
room where faggots are kept at the extreme end of the
eastern part of the building, and it is thought that
when the servants went to fetch faggots for the morning
fires a spark may have dropped and ignited the
remainder. The palace was visited during the day by
thousands of persons from Oxford and the surrounding
neighbourhood, and the fact of the fire not having pro-
ceeded further was the subject of much gratif.cat'ion.
The Duke of Marlborough was in London attending
the meeting of Parliament, but the rest of the family
with several visitors, were resident in the palace
Poole.—The bank of Messrs. Ledgard and Sons, of

this town, stopped payment on Monday. It had a fixed
issue of 11,85P>/. notes.

Teowbeidoe.—It is rumoured that Mr. Kent has

brought him and his
notoriety.
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Muedee in King's Cotjnty -a mmim
mitted on Saturday night at BallinaJjr **
hill and Phihpstown, which has created
ment and alarm among the inhabitant*

of ik«A farmer, named Thomas Shells, vassertJi
side conversing with his wife and cMli I"
was fired at him through a window, whid
the fireplace. The shot passed through &
instantly killed him. The unfortunate it.
cently taken a farm which had been for i k»
vacant until he became the tenant, the form
having been thrice beaten, and so intimiditei^ *
surrendered the land. After the murder ofWiS *L

U

the wife was refused assistance by all the nriifci
nearly two hours, except by a servant girij
with her, and comforted her, until at last mi
of her husband had arrived. The jury at tk

returned a verdict of 'Wilful Murder aprtr
person or persons unknown.' Two men madU
who formerly held the land but were evicted, ii*
others, are in custody, and it is confidentlyMi
the local authorities are in possession of snekew

as will warrant the magistrates to eomniUs
two of them for trial. On the same njk,

!

late hour, an armed party visited the r&Asr

William Stanley, a tenant on Lord Digby'iettft

siding at Gorteen, near Geashill. HearW b
barking he got up, and having armed him-

pitchfork, went out to ascertain the cause, ite

oUrtfa ""*-e fired at him, but he fortunately ewpR

injured.

©OUUfO.
The Duchess Dowager of Clevelauto died on ite*

at her residence in Grosvenor Square, vaherWttiji"

was daughter of Mr. Robert Russell, and *&a wsrt

the late Duke of Cleveland, whom she married m:

Mr. Granville E. Harcourt Vernon, law ^'JT-
died on the 31st ult. at the Marquis of Aiiesburfsi*

tenhamPark, near Marlborough, from rheumaW^w5\s the eldest son ot Mr. Granville Harcourt ****
the late Archbishop of York, and ChanceJorof t»n^

of York, and was born in 1816. He was edaoWJ

minster School, from which he was elected a stu«B«

Church, Oxford, at which University he took a se^

-

classics in 1839, and graduated M.A, m 1MJ-
'"

1845. he was private secretary to the Eariof «.w»
Chief Secretary for Ireland, and officiated in tne«£

to the Earl of Lincoln, now Duke of Ne*xasUe
,

w-

Commissioner of Woods, and Chief Secretary for£- r

Vernon was returned to the House of Commonsw
the general election in 1852 as a Liberal WMJJ^
married in 1S54, Lady Seliua Catherine nem 0Bi

-

of the Earl of Clanwilliarn. „. j,.*.
Mr. Heathcoat, formerly M.P. for Tlve™°'*

town on the 18th ult., in his 77th year. *ew

very few members of the House ol Commou>

Lad
of I

Iitt

r
far

T
ah
Ox

TV
H.
pre

L.::

in

ft.

Ofl

3

Pi

uninterrupted possession of a seat in tnai

years. He was first returned for Tiverton m-

retired from Parliament at the ds~Alnf"m or

the son of a small farmer at Long

by "the" application "of a" clever apparatus w-^-
moriilnA* wlinrMw "mitts" of a lace"llK

LjjtOl*?

" lace naa wrf" e5

a looped me*n,_a£5j
lace making,
by machinery.

Point
This w

aad trta ; hii the •tttntfi^^^SjfiS
been turned for some years to the qu

.«»J
mesh or lace of threads twisted w^JS. In-
formation of the mesh. Hitherto the V* fljjjjj

all their endeavours, reducing
.

an
Jlr.."%l

to poverty, and driving some into/^^tW*^
after having served his term ot »re

in Nottingham, and commenced uu
> ^^account, as a "setter up of ^°,31

£,fiotr inUJ^
in the machine shop of Mr. Leonard^
Elliott was a man of superior mind an

him young Heathcoat became acquaint ^^
ideas then afloat in the mind ot ^V^nco^
Among these was how Buckingham or r^

.

mechanically produced, and to this no 8 taortf#£*

tion. Elliott described him to have u-

\ tfi&s*^
knowledge of mechanical powers ana c

r ^
five, persevering, undaunted by difficu

consequent temporary want of mC*£(J <&&&*+*
and very taciturn, but having WfP^Jid be<*2*i
application of mechanical principles % ^aS to*Zm
tually with success. His great object. ^
machine that should do the work oi " ftngeAj

J;

of pin,, the threads and bobbins and^7st^^fff
sede them in th* production of lace, a*

'

t ^cert»^
perseded the knitting needle. {*-"

it trtfj^

1

B
ha
m

w.

Pe
b

B
H
m

II

U
P
I
I

vation what pillow lace was. and how j^ t

analysing the component thread* »
eaU,w^J2tf.

I in forming the resulting »£"*i3 The ma**L, fi

fication into longitudinal and dj8* "^^ o»

»

I

I

I

3

i

I
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— _» .. «_*_. nacu thread to be working

"Sf^SiS to Unround a warp t ad,

-*1 t0 U
SSSSnaUy it? appropriate neighbour

**-iTJCT«Jner and lower sides of the
thus e.ose the "PI^^

arrangeraents to

certainty and speed. The bob-

thread, the carriage nd grooves in

aaBKVto^ by>, Hestheoat, caused
-*-* ^wnoj »"••—— ^^ oue f the most

r. Bninel U^ecUre ^ th. t

displayirig uncoromon

_,, __«___. «S m nrtfnality and infinity. A
„ rf inTeoUoo^,

aji weu as B
IIcathcoatf for producing

W v -JL7?lnbin and was well described as

^^r^h^p^rTence gained in its con-
pHto!w ™ihine Datented in 1 S09, which was
1 **" ft Tti e ft. t i.ut rectified its mode. of

^c?plo of both remains embodied in the

Ttbe present day, though with vast im-

lurcMe was gamed by the employment of

during hours of bodily and mental toil,

rT-C?.-. f the day, without external

SK iStatto face c -^"SaJWSS_n__thooat said, when describing in 1836

5j?ta the affair, "the single difficulty of
whole pry°«e

»h«25e to twist in the allotted space

*» *- ^1?^ w^
9
be°doTic I should probably not

.. ,.J5»p mint.- Moreover, domestfcstrjiito and

denial ~c hecrfully encountered during this

^7, ,,,1 m< Hut at '24 years <>t age Mr.
ma0a£tSmSic s inventor of oneof the most

u>th«

ri-

ll. •*

at

¥»«

J»-

• pieces of machinery ever produced. And the solid

©fSworlc followed quickly on his success. The first

£rd ofpWn net was cheaply sold from the maohin at

T^Sjmn the average price has been 5d D"™^}"
Sfi the areiage annual returns of the trade have been

TT-lL a flflnOOOL sterling, giving employment to probably

KSMrsoos. In 1816 the factory at Loughborough in

•___kXr HeathcoatV< iness was carried on, was attacicea

SC Lwk he lace frames destroyed. This caused

tumoral of the manufacture to Tiverton, where it restored

Bnperttv that had been lost by the decay of the woollen

Bl tad noW employs about 2000 persons, ror the benefit

A pop- Is have beon established, a church

b__L end their welfare promoted in many ways, m addition
-••— rat advantage of profitable employment. Mr. Heath-

only eon died in vouth. nis two daughters, Miss Heath-

e»S end Mrs. Brewin, have long employed their large property

Atattooce in carrying out their father's benevolent views

mi wishes ; and his grandson, Mr. Ileathcoat Amory, has for

years managed the extensive business affairs of his

, of whom he is the sole male representative.

re, the most eminent of our female novelists, died

$th ult. at Linwood, Lyndhurst, after a week of severe

-he was born in Ixuv.lon in 1800. Her first production,

Mar .ont," was highly successful, and opened out

a MM aid brilliant career for her as a writer of fiction,

tho daily life of fashionable society. Amoug hex-

works may be mentioned "Women as they Are,

"Mothers and Daughter Memoirs of a Peeress," "Hun-
grim Tales, or the Adventures of a Coxcomb,"
to Woo of the World," "The Popular Member," and

"The Sketch Book of Fa* a." In 1823 she married Captain
fore ' 'he lit Life Guards, and became a widow in 184»i. She
has been tho mother of 10 children, of whom two survive—
lady Edward Thynne, married to a son of the second Marqu
of Bath, and Augustus Wentworth Gore, A.D.C. to the Lord
Lieuteusnt of Ireland, wh rved with distinction on the staff

.now and in the Rohilcund campaign. Mrs. Gore had
tor s>me time lost her Bight, and wus in her 6lst year.

T_t Mar. Da Uandinel, late Librarian of the Bodleian,
4ssd on the 6th hist, at his residence in Beaumont Street,

Oxford, at a very advanced age. He was educated at
• il New College, Of which hewasfor many years

a Fellow. Het th <greeofB.A. in 1805, was appointed
Bodleiav Librarian 1813, and served the office of Proctor in

4. He had also been for many vears a Delegate of the
1*"— At the time of his death he also held the rich living of

ton-le-Skcrne, Durham, to the rectory of which he was
presented in

rs Re.. Chvpj.es Webb Le Bas, M.A., prebendary of

wiiliam Place, Dublin, and gran id ;hternf the late General
ir F. A. WetheralL G.C.H., of Castle Hill, Middlesex—:0th uV

at St. John's the Evangelist, Westmii the Rev. G. D. W.
Dickson, M.A., son of the late 1 avid Dickson, M.D., R.

to Eliza Bennett, eldest daughter of H. A. Hunt, Esq., of 54,

Eccleston Square, and 4, Parliament Street.
DEATHS.—On the 1st iust, at Addington Park, near

Croydon, Maria, youngest daughter of the Archbishop of

Canterbury, aud wife of the Rev. John Thomas, Vicar of All

Hallows, Barking—23d ult, at Portobello, near Edinburgh,

Mary T ner, eldest daughter of the late Hon. Patrick
Maitland, of Balgreggan and Freugh, ami of the late Countess

Dowager of Rothes, aged 85—Sth Dec, at Meean Meer, East

Indies, Lieutenant Charles W. Grey, of the 3d European

Light Cavalry, only child of the late Charles Grey, Esq., of the

Bombay Army, and grandson of the Hon. Kdward Gr D.D

formerly Bishop of Hereford, aged 21 —15th ult, at her residence,

Blackburne Terrace, Liverpool, Jii.ia, last surviving daughter

of Charles Edward Rawlins, Esq , of Liverpool, and of Brook

House, Lancashire, and last female relative ofJane, tho late Dow-

ager Countess of Hyndford, and of John, 1. rlof Hyndford, of Car-

michael House, Lanarkshire, Ambassador to the Courts of St.,

Petersburg and Vienna in the reign of George II. , aged 50—1st

inst, at Sledmere, Yorkshire. Lady Sykes, aged 68—21st ult,

at his residence, Thornbury, county Cork, the Hon. Charles

Ludlow Bernard, son of the Is: irl of IUndon, aged 55—1st

inst, at 54, Rutland Gate, Capt. Robert Stanley William

Bilkeley, 9th Lancers, second son of Sir Richard William

Bulkeley. Bart., M.P.—29th ult, at 5, South Crescent, Bedford

Square, General Ai i avder Fair. C.B., of the Madras Army,

aged 85—30th ult, at Bath, Lieutenant Jc_Ul Grm n. UN.,

brother of the late Vice- Admiral Sir Andrew Green—let inst,

at her house in Bolton Row, Letitia, relict of Colonel Jamb
Alexander Stuart, and daughter of the lata Lolonel

Irvine, of Castle Irvine, co. Fermanagh, aged s.-.-80tn

ult. at his residence, Woodfield Villa, St. Johns. Sussex,

Major Charles Bayntux, a magistrate for the county t-u-merly

of the 6th Dragoon Guards aud 54th Regiment aged S6—29tn

ult, at his residence, Abbey Manor, 1 .am, Worcestershire,

Edward John Rudoe. Esq., a deputy-lieutenant for the mud

county, and of Upper Harlcy Street, London, aged 68--d met,

at Hackney, Dr. Edw. Bentley, M.D., formerly Phy an to

the City Dispensary, and to the City of London Hospital for

Diseases of the Chest, aged43-31st ult, after a short illness, the

Rev. John Thomas P. Coffin, of Portledge, Devon, Rector of

Alvington, and Prebendary of Exeter Cathedral, aged 01—

Sth ult, at Tostock Rectory, Suffolk, the Rev. James Oak

Rector of Tostock and Rattlesden, and Vicar of Thurston, in

the same county, aged 91.

Regents, 11 0». toiJO*.; Dunba
lerwick do. 130*. to l*i6s.; Kite.

Reds,r'»riiir, »UU x oivu uv»., ivuo. vw *»•»•». , *»«.^«^ m
110a ; American Rods, 90a; French WMtes,
Belgian do., 60s. to 80s.; Dutch do., 60a to 80s.

Mi. to 94.

BUTTER MARKET.—Bob. 8.

Best Fresh Butter . . . 18s. per doaen lb*.

Second do. do. .. .. 14s. ,,

Pork. 4a 8d. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.
M

COAL MARKET.—Feb. «.

Bowers We«t Hart , 17s. ; Bysss'a Bebdde West Hartley,

17s. ; Davison's West Hartley, 17*. ; Lambert's West Hartley,

16s. Gd. ;
Howard's West Hartley, 17a. ; TanfieldMoor, 16a $<L ;

Tanfield loor Bute*, 16s. Sd. ; West Hartley. 17s.; Wylam,
17a. 6d. ; Walls End Hart- n, 19s. ; Londonderry Gas. Ha. «d. ;

Walls End Braddyll's Hetton, 20a 8d. ; Walls End HasweU,
21s. Sd. ; Walla End Pittiugton. 18s. M. ;

Walla End Kclloe,

.
. i. ; Walls End Thorpe. 19s. 8d. ; Carway and Duftyn

Halting, 24s. 6d.—86 shipa at market.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, b. 4.

We have a large aurply of lieasta, but still ohofc* deacr

arebv no mean* plentiful Pri.'es <m the STeraj* are rat«V
lower. T\ u ho a few more Bhoep, but there is a ri \

for them, ami «iuoUtions are very little uttered. Good Calves

arc Scarce and doar. From Germany and Holland there are

leasts, i:.o Hheep, and 70 Calves; from Mootland,150

Beasts; from Norfolk and SuflFolk, 2100 : from Ireland, 200;

and 100 I <\ the northern and midland counties.

* d * d| a a *

Best Lon^-^© !8 - & C — 5

Do. Shorn • • . . to

;.

Best Scots, Herc-
fords. &c. . • 5

Best Shorthorns 4

1 quality Beasts 4

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 6

Do. Shorn

d
8

to 5 S

8 — 5 (

0-4 4

Ototf 2

Ewes &, 2d quality 4 10

Do. Shorn .

.

Lambs . . • •

Calves .. ..5
Pics ..4 4

5 C

5

5

&
4

JWaifcet*

Beasts. 3S90 ; Sheep & Lambs, 10,080 ; Calve 80 ;
Pigs, X>0.

THmusDAY, Feb. 7.

The number of Beasts is considerably smaller than on

Thursday last J
however, trade is not very brisk, and prices

areTotlfighwrthan on Monday. There is about an average

supply of\becp ; the demand is good, and Monday squota-

1 1 ns are fully i 1- Good Calves are still gjceand dear

Our foreign 'supply consists of 911 Beasts, 380 Sheep, and

100 Calves. Milch Cows 155.

the
im-

COVENT GARDEN, Feb. 9.

Supplies of winter Greens are still insufficient for

demand. Continental contributions, however, continue to

prove. They consist of Endive, Lettuces, Carrots Ai ticnokea,

and Green Peas. The latter come from P^ag^. ?«£
Apples and Grapes have not altered nice our last Orangea

,nav be obtained
1

at about last wee^s prices. Shaddocks may

be had in quantity, also American Lady Apples Go d Cobs

may be had at from Is. to Is. 6d. per pound. Cornish !Br >ccoli

is now arriving in cratefuls ; but good single heads of it

realise as much as 4d. and 6d. each Cabbages are scarce Asp

raffiis. French Beans, and new Potatoes may be had, but prices

fofthem are high. Cucumbers are scarce. Cut flowers, chiefly

consUt of Orcnids. Lily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas,

Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, aud Roses.

FRUIT
Apples, perdoz.. 6d to Is 6d

5
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &.C.

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 4

Best Down* and
Half-breds .. G

Do. Shorn

0to5
8 — 5

— 4 4

— 6 2

Best Long-wools . 5 6

Do. Shorn .

.

BwosA 2d quality 4 10

Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ..5
Pigs -- ..4 4

5 I

5

• • to

ft * # i

5

SiartTlOTS : Sheep & Lambs! 3850 ; Calves, 189 ;
Piga. HO.

S
4

Pino Apples, per lb., 4« to 8s

Grapes, per lb., 6s to 10s

Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d

Pears, per doz.. 3s to 6s

Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10s

Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per lb , Is to Is <Jd

VEGETABLES.

..

in. nnerly principal of the East India Company's
' Qaj bury, and some time Fellow of Trinity

goflag*. C bridge, died on the 25th ult., at 74, Montpellier
pad, B in his 82d year. He graduated at Cambridge
» ISM, when be was fourth wrangler and Craven Scholar. He
2 »b*eaaenUy appointed principal of Hayleybury College,

J H 9 that office for a long scries of vears. hi 1842 he wa*
JJiainsted by Bishop Tomline to the prcbendal stall of Marston

J.
Lswrcnce, in Lincoln Cathedral. Mr. Le Bas was the author

*''t^
wor^*» chiefly biographical

.

a. BrRPoim, the well-known artist and proprietor of the
rooramam Leicester Square, died on the 29th ult., at bii

"Jce, 35, Camden Road Villas, in his 70th year He first

2*fd the Panorama in conjunction with the late Mr. Barker,
' of what is now the Strand Theatre, and a .t

^ ears ago transferred it to the present locality, where it

SSPf* popularity which made his name known in all parts
*»a Mogdom.

mruif *ONTE8» wbo aome time since had a severe attack of
P«jyajs, died of pneumonia at New York, on the 17th ult., in

yf[Jy«r- died in very reduced circumstance mda latterly subsisted entirely on charity supplied chiefly from
•°" conntry.

|JE£\rB5 win °f Mr. James'Lindsav Barclay, of the
*^«it Medicine Warehouse in Farringdon Street, has been

,000i. ; Mr. Vincent Figgins, tvpefounder, of

H-Kbon7""^""'
5̂0,000

' ' SirGeorKeSimPson »
Governor of the

Broccoli, each, 6d to Sd
Greens, per doz., 6s to 8s

Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s

Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to ICOs
— per bus., 4s to 6s
— per cwt., 8s to 10s

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd

Turnips, per bunch, 6d to 8d
pinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s

Cucumbers, each, 2s to 3s

Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 6s

Beet, per doz.. Is ed to 2s

Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to ls9d

Onions, p. £ sieve, Is Gd to 2s6d

Asp igus, p. bundle, 10s to 30s

Scakale, p. punnet, 3s to 3s 6d

iiallots, per lb., 6d to 8d

Garlic, per lb., 6d to Sd

Lettuces, Cabb., per score. Is

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do., Is to Is 6d

Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d
HorseRadish,p.bun.,ls6dto4B
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

MARK LANE.—Monday, Feb. 4.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morning s

market wis small ;
pood samples were sold readily at the cx-

t^eme nHces of this day week) but the damp remained difficult

to milt The attendance of country buyers was large, and they

Pu?chased foreign to supply tbeir imined.x e req^n^nts at

prices which last week were ™$^^j*£S£ Saero fe

value? Tho Oat trade is firm at late quotations. For Flour

there is a better demand at last week s rates.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. Wvhite

_ — fine selected runs.. ditto

_ — Talav^ra
— Norfolk
— Foreign A,""

Barley, grind. & dist., 28s to 30s. .
Chev.

— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk * • V :
*

— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato

— Irish •?2tat0— Foreign Poland and Brow
Rye .

Rye-meal, foreign • • • •

Bxans, Mazagau 30s to 44s Tick

• t * f

t • * t

* •

s. e.

Red
50—70 Bed
51-72
— Red

50—76
40—45

Malting
20—24
26—28 Feed .

.

26—28 Feed .

.

24—28 Feed .

.

Foreign.

s. a.
40—60
54—65-

Malting . [33—40
40—43

20—25
21—24
•20—2S

35—38

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Feb. 8.

Our trade with Yorkshire in combing descriptions is almo

nil With Lancashire for clothing skin there is a demand

which takes off this sort of wool as fast as pulled from the

skins and at slightly higher prices. For Leicester the demand

for combing skins is sluggish. Stocks on hand by no means

pigeon 34s — 56s.. Winds.

— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers

— Maple .... —s to —s jQrey

Maize White

Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack

Z, 2d do ditto 3S—50 (Country.
v™*;^r>" ner barrel^ 30—35

28—4S 1Harrow.
34—42|Longpod
40—50 'Egyptian
33—48 Suffolk
40—4 2

50—57

Foreign

.

Yellow..

40—5©

3S—50
40—50

large.

South-down Hog- s.

gets.. ^. . • 1

Half-bred ditto . . 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. a.

6 to

7 —
5 —
6 —

d.

« •

Leicest. Wethers
Ditto Hoggs .

.

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .

1 5

1 7

11
6

1

to

• *

— 1

—
— 1

3
8

B

*8mithfield, 50/
2*w Bay Com ,y
•Pper Mosney, in the
1 angland, and 50.000*. i

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Sihthfield, Thursday, Feb. 7.

Clover .

.

New Clover .

.

Old second cut

95sto 115p

70

H E?T^??.2V*h nU
» at ir

> Eaton Place South, the
£ S*

. R,CK, of a daughter-3d inst. at

'V '^k, the Hon. Mrs Rmtomx Bubrouohes,
, ;. 2 , :V ;-Nat.Brighton, the Hon. Mrs. Eer, wife

wif. of vKoV\
m
J2r"5th ^j at Bangalore, Madras, the

wife of Major A. R
d««nter.

-«, Btratford-on-Avon, the
ci 1 1 , Bengal Army, of a

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s

Superior do. (old) . . 90 110

Inferior do 40 57

N'ew do — —
Rowen 30 50

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Feb. 7.

Sup. Meadow Hay. .112stol20s |
Inferior Clover . .

80s

Inferior do 65 100 New do

New do .. .".. — — 1 Straw .. •• •» *°

Superior Clover . .115 126 | «^9HUA
iiAKEB "

Whitechapel, Thursday, Feb. 7.

95

Straw 32 43
Davis & Co.

108s

P
H Kinm. t inch, Esq., son of Mr. and Lady
maktiiik, eldest daughter of Mr. afl

Tx>\iiaa Finch, to Emily
LadvGF.oROiNA Balkour

Fine old Hay ..

Inferior do.
Prim© Now Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw ,. ..

m

H .lAGES.-On the 3Vst nit, at the Chapel, Dalkeith"*•. L»«ut. -Col. John Fra.v
8t, Grei er Guards,

Lady Florkkce Harm _$th inst> at iSt
Katon Square, by the Rev. Lo^ hn tk^.«„ aw»^..

|. f son of Mr. and Lady Lmusa-
iest dai^bter of Mr. n viy Gi

llec.. at Christ Church, C< obo, Ceylon, Wilmot. nfth
tha late Thomas Cayb-Bbo Cal , of Repton

„^ and Rrandson of the late Sir William Cave-Browne-Cave .
-

"Jrt*, to Marie Ahhie, youngest child of the late William 8Peculation
W****** *«q-. of Calcutta, and granddaughter of the lategs^GeneraT 8ir Robert Hollo Ginespie, K.C.B.-15th ult at•tAjne's Chrirch. Dublin, E s*. Hill, Captain 30th Rek

..105stol08s

..50 80

* 9

34 38

Fine old Clover ..112s to 118s

Inferior do .. -- 80 vo

Fine 2d cut .

.

Inferior do. ..

Fine New Clover

.

Friday. Feb. 8.

The past week bas been a remarkably fine one. with a mild

temperature, and W. and S.W. winds rising to a gale sinco

the 5th inst. to-day S.B. and colder The improved tone we

noted in the Wheat trade last week has continued, an increas-

ing demand having enabled holders to realise, a slight im-

provement in both English and American descriptions in the

majority of markets throughout the bnjdoin. A bettei

demand has also caused the value of all kinds of Spring Corn

to be well supported, and the same may be said of 1 lour.

During the past eight days 70 cargoes were reported arrived ofi

the coast,viz., 33 Wheat, 13 Maize, 10 Barley, 1 Rye, 2 Beans,

9 Unseed, 1 Rapeseed, and 1 Cotton seed. The sales have

been on a liberal scale, and most descriptions of gram at an

improvement of 6d. to la. 6d per qr. In Eans
»
on the^

.
th,

although there was not much doing m either Wheat or^Flour,

the trade was firm, and extreme prices have been obUuaed.

ThP at rivals of English grain this week have been moderate,

o taSatesS, but large of Barley, peat, and Flour.

is steady at Monday's quotations.

• *

• 9

90 100 ARRIVALS from Feb. 4 to Feb: 8.

..

Wheat.

HOPS.—Borough Friday, Feb. 8.

Messrs. Pat'tenden^" Smith report a steady demairi for

consumption tor the bes^grown samgjjof MJf^j"- ^

Barley. Oats.

1110 qrs. 2350 qra.

39430

»•

>»
21800

>t

»»

420 qra.

1200 „

3790 ,.

v7>ur.

040 sks.

f
300 „

123720 'oris.

«A«Y
t daoghteT of H. H. Hamilton, Esq,

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, Feb. 4.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by_ rail

havebeen large, and have caused a further redi (tojinpnces.

The following are this day's quotations:—lork * lutes, iovs.

English
Irish ..

Foreign,^^^^15=^ !d. to

oh w STOvwice. For Flour there was rather more

r„%P andP^^^J'f^J^TSZ
S__-"2__ "oSS So.

9
Oatme

3
a\

8

a'uU -S, at uncoansed

ra^8
: i7„v. o __T^_ro was a fair attendance at to-day>



market with a moderate business. Wheat at the extreme
rates of Tuesday; Flour in more inquiry, prices unchanged.
Indian Corn fair sale, at 37s. 9d. to 38s. for mixed, and 39s. Cd.
ior ualatz Iteans 6d. dearer, with good inquiry. Oats andUatmeal dull sale.

Averages" "Wfi

Dec. 20..
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Uucs.

22* 6rf

22 6
22 6
23 2
23 1

23 3

22 10

±*>e.

34s 7U
39 10
34 6
34 9
35 10
31 3

35 8

D04U9.

44*104 46« 7d
4
10
10

43
43
41
42
40 _8
42 10

5

42

44
43
41

43

6

8

43 6

FLPCTUATI0NS IN the Last Six Weeks Averages.
Prices.' Dec. 29. an. 5. Jan. 12. |J an. 19. Jan. W. Feb. 2.

• *

• •

PtR
ta^e^ S»?

HIP-^?nte^ *" actlve b™»ess Man

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and SALESMAN,
competent to Manage Hard and Soft-wooded Plants.

Vines, &c, for a Nursery in the North of England. References
as to character and abilities, together with wages expected, to
be sent to Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, Seedsmen,
London.—

F

ebruary 2. __^
WANTED, a good PLANTSMAN, an active

steady young Man, who has a knowledge of Grape
Growing. — Reference and terms sent to Z., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W. C. _^__^^TO THE SEED TRADE.
WANTED, a SHOPMAN, for a permanency; a

young Man who has been accustomed to the London
trade preferred. Write, stating particulars as to salary, <fec, to
James Carter fc Co., 237 and 23*, High Holborn, London,"". C.

SEED TRADE.
TT^ANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK, one used to the
If J London trade preferred. Address by letter, stating terms,Ac—James Carter, fc Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn , W.C.

ANTED, a Youth of 16 or 18, who writes well,
to be employed chiefly in the Seed Shop and Counting

House.—Application to be made in own handwriting to
Osborn & Sons, Nurserymen, &c, at Fulham, nearLondon, S.W.

C*^m»
GARDEN
., m 8ituation onthe2nd"»ikrlv.

U; 18 ,e*niTl

ardeneT"""
where a man is kept Sn __**

a good character. -J. B Mr n^nds rar__.
Ampthill, Beds .

' '
Clays

- P-^?%:

stands Milking
. GoodTJ^ 25

' ^
Oottage, High Street,^amberwelfJf**-*?*
GaIuJENEE

married wi<
KTNu

BaIEIB
his last 8ituation,"wlth "SxceS?^i>
p AIM1L'VIM> . ^ . .--^-i-r^fr*

37^

LodgSgr No expenTs paid do^n ^J**
15 '' a>ek "B

has not filled a simU^skuation Xnnl°T ??/*W1* who
D. Heald's, Bookseller^Wake field

PPlj by letter to A. B.,

pagation of outdoor Staff, ffllv r^J lTdrons. Conifene &c and of iSoS „ Jy_ ^Taftl "fir Rhoioden-
Qn^ <a m??f'_

fflC -> and
_
f
_
Hard-wooded Greenhouse Plants,and be able to produce ft 11 tos"fZn?!.

{ireeah
l

°^ Plants,

$™^_^^ £_£_*er and

Befe^^iTto ShSScSt Tndabih t
•"T G

!?
ft«__£

to be sent to G. T-fMeMr? Hn«? ^\r
to
ff^^ with terra *'

Leadenhall Street, London lin* & *<> Mullen, Seedsmen!

WA^TED'r

a° g^ alpine 'grower

Pcachel, and other Ho_?w ^S"'*
gr°W Pine3

'
Vioe9

> _^<
which are Cultivated for Sale an? f.Ek-?

1 ~t
_?5

ve scale
' V_T

energy will be \i\ZJZ ??!lS?_ Ex^bition. Abilities and
V^

WANT PL ACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Q.ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no family;V^ thoroughly practical in all its branches : 2± years' e-oodcharacter—W. q, i 6, Crescent Road, Clapham, S.
* 8

Gt^E
f

N
^
K

_.

(H
,

EAD_-™Age 26
>

Sinele
>' thoroughly

ha undenLtands Earl>- and Late Forcing, Flower and KitchenGardens. Seven years' eood charaH-A- —A n •» r» ,

Exchange Building^ Cltyf_C.
A

" *" % R°jal

/^.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 38; competent to nn-v^ dertake the Management of any nobleman's o- gentle-man s Garden. Respectable. High references __vpti Ipn

/_1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, ^ngTeT^rfccTTvV^ understands his profession in all its branches Good^gl^*^-*- B
-'
P°St °*»- Booth SSJ

?_JARpENER (HEAD).-Understancls Pines, Vine7V^ Melons Cucumbers, and Plant Growing. Two and-a-half

Edinburgh
CaraCtC1'-~J

^
H" Mr

"
Met^enJtanweU Nursery,

pr knowledge
Age 28; has a thorough

hls profession, and competent toenero-v will k_ uk m ° d"a ^*nioition. Abilities <mrf ^^ piaBucm Kuowieage o

canS i_Mr_^SS?- ^D0^ ™"o Zt^l^f^^l^l^ Vi»"- C«cS5S»T_
Forcing Dep__.^_r ,&^ _»**?> the XtSSJi

_

IS ,'7rT^? _*ln_!?V „Three_year,'*good

anu-

Forcing Department1377? f
or tneir skiil

culars offi"experi^cS L?!* r
by letter

'
with ful1 !»*

Co., Horticultural Binders ^nd Sn?*
11?^ *? JoHN W«™ &

__^JC__^ Apparatus M

W^cS]^hSht^^
Department. He must bl a ^2? m ^ fleasure Garden
out Flower Beds, md^eni^w Jt^'

P

&Yldy in cuttin^
^I?l__I__I^^d

e
^^^^^

I GraSharT
1

•

C°n
1

dUC
.
tcd:

WANTli-n 77
^^^tham. Lmcoln^i^

rf ^4"cho^,. __t_^?_if
B '? the OriSS

Gate He must have.'gK^LS£__ttond at
. «-

character.-.B. B., 4, Lily Terrace, Warwick Road,^ensingfoT
/GARDENER (Head).- Married, without ineom-

* i
)r_1C0; Wlllt

?
e disengaged in a fortnight. Salary ex-pected, 25^. per week, and House. The highest references can

I krfnTwTG
W
" M" M^ SeedSmaD

'
&C

>
W4SeC

S;

mna conduct. - A__^„t!_^ufrJf^^
"

?
fcrred. He will reside at thTUge. "^s^7^ **"-

I
_^

ARD^NER (HEAD).-Age 40; has a practicalknowledge of his profession
5
in all its branches Cm beh.ghly recommended from his present employer No obi4hon

good Dairy-woman ; caS manage1K
Sun.ey

airChlld
'
SeGdsman and FlorU?,7jf^

JLJ A. Johnson, aged 32, having nearl7cJ__ment as Landscape and Flower Garden* 2__Duke of Marlborough, is desirous to en^ 4

man or gentleman in want of a thorongfS_Si
has

;

lived m several first-class c8tob_hme_B__
land Park, Leigh Park, and Arundel cfiftbeen nearly four years with present eroolow*happy to answer any inquiry as to integrity ori__heim Palace, Woodstock, Oxon.

y ^'
ropagator and GRdM_nns;
Plants generally. Has had many years' exti_London trade.-T. W., 2, Harriett Street, ffiFulham, S.W.

,» u-^.
- - ^m m m ill —BUDDER, &c.—A young man, whotfcr
understands Budding, Grafting, and P**an

Trees ; likewise various parts of his profession. Ci
recommended, with good character fromhispw_«
—G. C. 1, Moore Park. Stanford Bridge. Fiilhiw.u

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEW
QTEWARD or BAILIFF.-Hashadpnct
KJ rience in the Management and Improving y Ia-

in Scotland and England, Rearing, Buying _ hbt
kinds of Farm Stock, the Measuring of Land andT_
the Erecting of Farm Buldings. Seven vein' Chaw
present employer.—G. G., Post Office, Fafnboro St—,i

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEME'.

FARM STEWARD or BAILIFF.

-

20 years' satisfactory testimonials of chanctor

_

ciency will be produced.—Dicksons t Brows, Scadbe.

43 & 45, Corporation Street, Manchester.

FARM BAILIFF.—A^e 38, married; h

practical knowledge of every system of Agriaftr

Breeding, Buying and Selling of Stock. The wife toM

if required. Unexceptionable testimon— -
v _^r* •—

_. ^ wm r i _ 1 !___

H\iih

and Coals.—Apply to Josfpw "<£?*»• nages 2U- l>er week
Court, ThrogXU Cef cl^T?' %• »• CoptlX

:.
' ^lly> ^- c -» between lo and2 o'clock.

VV one accustomed to mw^tZZZ "*- ^Anu^^^ii;
Flowers for market. W««f 1?,

S^f"es
'
..?

ra^s, and
Apply to Geo. Toy***^^^^ek with cottage.

___ __ T" a _l1 tarn _ - _-_ "

w«i«._K (HE_o> _ Age 37, married, ^Te
^mA^oUr

' ?
gC 5 :

i.
,orouSfh k»owlcdg of Pines Grano,

rha?,„?
G^nbouse Plants, Kitchen an,? Flower Gardc™

1^'
£e -X V? M

a
eLr,° •p*?"'

inq
'i

ir
^

for h"»«»^obrief^
lt%et

X
w\st̂ iS.

r

s.w:
LaWS°n * S0n

'
27

'
Great Geo^

w /^.ARDENER (IlEAD).-Age 43, married
; hw had

^__S__Ss_ !

Siss«ii=ESS£

Dairy _ r _

Post Office, Broadway, Worcestershire.

A 1 1j I F F.—Thoroughly aqaainle

branch of Agriculture, both Hear/grdj^-.^--,

the most approved system; Growing Rontt, M«"J»
Breeding, Buying, and Selling of Stock,^^"JJ^M
Management of a large Farm. Refer*

character. Would undertake to ManageW"fgl
3Iossrs. Flanagan feSoN, 9, Mansion House Street, uo»-

TO IMURSERYIV1EIM AND SEEDSWE.N.

SHOPMAN.—Ten yenra* experience m L^»

Country houscs.-ri. W.,
^,,""' ^iteU!

Uxbridge. "

Chas

SEED R A

Man

business hot nXtoden.Ti? perfectI^ understand l^s Stn/T tW
° *"¥* ™£ whom h« U'

good Cottage-\nnlvS T
antĜ eenhou8e

' Wages 18? A I c\Z™a'Ti ' ^
B" ^l*

of Mr
*
Flowd

' Garden
Street, BirnMnghiS

7 *•**•• H
- Smith & Sonf 33, uiiot 5-I^l_AJ__LdJ_r?_J^^

TO MORI PMCM Avn Ar*,,. *..

er, Abernant ' uc(l

k^ sideraulc experience. unu»

seasons for Sowing Garden and
_L & __ __

I

__

_

1 V

_

%

V 4

D El w
who h« »
ids CroppN

TO CAROEIMERS,WANTED I
Man. who thmvm.»M- i*' " °v_rtv_j, respectaDle

Plants and the^S & thS^w
n
l3 ^ G«»^

tne sale of same.-App
J-to&B A°

Uld hav^ to assist in
Seedsjnan^jOikham^^^ Almey, Nursery and

WORKING GARDENPR ^o- ™Isl,nflrton »
a steady young

Plants, and to t^?^enUylnthJ^°r °f Soft ^oded
Application, in own wrS^lo £° ^

usl
?
1

e88
- Wages 18,.-

I*hngton
LLondon, N.

g'
'
R

> Ua > Oxford Street,

WANTED, a yoai^lfS!

an excellent Penman. Moderate i

TO NOBLEMEN A\'D GENTLEMEN I f'
2, South Clerk atroct

»
Edinburgh.

/•^.ARDENER (IiEAT>),-Age 38, married,' wltboot XHORftEkY Aim FRAUDV^ incumbrance; well acquainted with the virion* lJ^li
LrUlvbrh-M A>D ± lw* u "

of his profession, and is especially skilled in th? Cu ltivi SS
M
f ^ ^

b
-
9r

? iS * prG3ent atl- 1

the Grape Vine and of the Pine. No obicctSon tn ?h« xcment of Meadow Land. Good reference --V M Poi n^'
116, Edgware Road, London, W.

ererence
-

V M
-
Post Office,

other

try

urseries, Lancaster

Chronicle Office, W.C .

rererences.—A. B., Gardeners'

TITANTED, a GARDENER AND~7TR7irui u

—

V 10 miles from town A vonL
"ROOM, about

Q.AKUKMKU (HMD).-A(te 3), married, no incnm-VJ brance
;
thoroughly understands »he Cultivation of Sbl™and Greenhouse Plants, the Forcinc of Fruits in,l pi^-21. S

Kitchen Gardening. Can also -lSSn^ST^
eharae^er" TW^F*t P

»°
Ultry

-
Five^ ^Si

Snrroy '
'

° - *'**r
'
Amer""> N»™efy, Bagsbot,

Z^, .t,^,™^™^' GENTLEMEN, ETC.

" Glenfield," and the maker's ™™£p+
t

spoon," is on every package, as none otiwu ^.

When you ask for Glenfield Starch see t» 3

inferior kinds are often substituted-^,—

—

^H_TEAmT«OlJNI> TEE l^nre.

_WPw
r^

in England and Wales. The best reference givin -J Farrant
LonSot^w/ ^"' POrthind T0Wn

'
St

' John^
AR
V?o^:

Board of
_.. » -"-J Farm and

comprising about 100 acres.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN ETC
QAIlDKXKPv (First-class) in every branch' of thev^ profession

;
married, without incumbrance. Has bad_wexperience in the re-arranging Park Decoration^ rS?.

8^-

Pleasure Grounds, the *mJg&£«.fiorStumflF^H^and Heating on the best principles ; has grown pfnes V 4 XPeaches, and other fruits to the highest perfectim nAn
P

'

periencedin the culture of Fruit Trees?n the !i19rAW 6X"

Ha.s lived with two families for 20 years? and is ihonf
d
,il

oase -

a family of note where he has been 3 years havin^m^fthe new arrangement ofthe Grounds aifd Houses SZnt.«and character unexceptionable. No objectionS o-i *i i

"w
]
a^.C^ Henderson, Pineapple PJag^J^p1^}^

the proper mastication of food. --- -^-u
Pearl Dentifrice, preserves and imP*r~ 1,V inc»r*

to the Teeth, eradicates Tartar and spo>
(yj^j

strengthens the Gums, and imparts a at ^g^
Breath, Price 2x. 9-/. per box.—bold at-*-,

and by Chemists and Perftgncrs

!_ TH M A^ COUGH S^-l>R- ZTiJttgZ
MONIC WAFERS give Instant^*?fi£St£

Asthma, Consumption, Coughs, and ai
•

PJ»

and Lungs. They have a most pleas«ntt^
v^

o» aj it-- _1- K-- Sold by ai
2*. 9rf., and 11«. per box.

t/'kaiing^

TyANPED, a FARM BAI
f Management require a Bailiff

•_.» -<? *• .T»in bo?, ln ai»^^ ^^i?i^iis_j.^^:^^.«
,

3I.'rtX
G

operations.
Applications in the handwriting of tL

annu™ Wlt° residence,
(which must be between 1Tan/oO)

V̂*Ddldato
'
atfttin* a^e

occupations, are to be sent Mth 'Z/T1 and Pre™»«*" 8 -ighaU Street. E.G.. h"Lr^f^? ?' P
to
K
m «^ ** 10,

inlaJ_ih__i _ft ^bmary inst.,

(mceV^ d°
WE

(
B&e46»

m»-ried
f

Jd to Train Bo^^'SiS.S^"!^3^^?^ and Bailiff to the late 0. A. i^S?XKt°Ud 1£&*gS?l

EZ.

bo seen at any time. T. L. begs ' ™' ftnd wh,ch ''an

oox
.

o«'^^------TrrM.- S - •

__. oouoiTTo^Jiij
show that 50.000 persons ^"J^ ^^^

monary disorders, including Consump^ ^^^
chest, and the respiratory organs, rre ^m pp
better than cure ; be therefore P^P^qugB^
wintry season with a supply of Keatiiso ^ ĵ» .

which possess the virtue of ave
fv ! for the 5^.%

»

cough or cold; they are good »';* iU,^dJS*
aged. -Prepared and sold in bo^n, l^J^ CJJg
4*. 6rf., and 10*. 6d. each, by Thomas ^

by^ pr

79, St. Paul's Churchyard, Lonj^^lL--^
„

PAKK'S LIKE PILLS act ae
» J« ^

Aperient, removing without the jjK _,hoic
*y^

venience all obstructions, and resior

state of health and comfort.
T x, S , ,;-rfi*PARR'S ^.Jiofor J?

may be relied on as the best ajedi<w^#t rf

^

u--j u. i ..i Iaod nf annetlU, "'
^f fig VT~0

id

they
) the

and liver,' redundancy of bile, d,
,

z7
n
in

m0ry,
.

r_S.^
to state that "ST ,-'_T" r** Pai| is across the forehead, iraPai

r^,^lC tr, ooBti^T

or Gent. J" , l°Z>*\ &_? dreams, stuporific doling,
^n «^d in f^

,

vi
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UTUXDAY, FEBRUARYS, 1861.

1FCTURES TO WORKING MEN.

^AvrRNMFNT SCHOOL of MINKS, Jermvn

G°l£ The FOUKTH COURSE; J-jUtaf tf fc
^rr«Hl "U> THE RELATIONS of MAN to the

IJ?2 i VI MVL KINGDOM," by Professor Huxley,
mat OF THE AT «.r«tnen»v i<.v,m.«, oi «»

LSta commenced on THURSDAY, February 21. at

w iKrSL may be obt&intd by Working Men only on

February 18, from 10 to 4 o'clock upon payment of a

fi l00^Tlhoie course. Each applicant is requested to

*•* ?L^LSI *address and "occupation written on a piece of

to ~a^ the Ticket will be exchanged""** Trknham Rekks, Registrar.

L~~N O T I C E.

TXSIKANCE OFFICE,S P

phUCAN
Charing Cross, S.W.

E C I A

, Established in 1»9i-

, vriu. K. Ooope, Eeq Henry Lancelot

Baq.D.C.L.r.R.S.

John Darfak. Bw)-

.-,*} HAwkiun. Juu., Esq.

,rkman D. Hodgaon, Eeq.,

HP

Oft* "*™

Holland,

Esq.
William James Lancaster, Esq.

John Lubbock, E \., F.R.S.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

Matthew Whiting, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., M.P.

Robert Tucker, Secretary and Actuary

MUTOS —All Policiee effected on the Return System, and

n the h uly, 1361, will participate in the next

SrSa of Profits, subject to such of them as have not then

in force for five years, being continued until the comple-

tion of that period

.

.

LOANS . bife Interests in possossion or reversion : also

qjkvq other approved Security in connection with Life

V For Prospectuses, Forms of Proposal, Ac, apply at the

above, or to any of the Company's Agents.

xcutf of ttjc muk.

In the House of Lords on Friday on the

motion of Karl Granville a Select Committee was

* 'pointed to inquire into the mode of conducting

the busiuess of the House, with power to com-

municate with the committee already appointed

for the same purpose by the House of Commons.

On Monday the Lord Chancellor laid on the

table a Bill for the repeal of certain useless statutes,

as a preliminary step to a consolidation of the

statute law. The Bill was read a first time. On
Tuesday the Lord Chancellor laid on the table

a Bill to protect manufacturers against forged

trade marks, by making the forging of these

marks, or the sale of articles bearing false marks,

a misdemeanour, punishable by fine and im-

risonment. The Bill was read a first time.

•n the motion of Lord Monteagle the

Fictitious Savings Banks Bill, the object of

which is to make it a misdemeanour to

•tablisb, under the name of savings banks,

•ny institution which has not been regularly

registered, was read a second time. On Thursday
Lord Herbert of Lea moved the thanks of the

House to the forces engaged in the Chinese expedi •

tion. The Earl of Derby seconded the motion,

which w is supported by the Duke of Cambridge
and unanimously agreed to.

In the Commons on Friday a Select Committee
*** appointed on the motion of Mr. Vjllters to

mquire into the administration and operation of

the law for the relief of the poor, under the orders,

^les, and regulations issued by the Poor Law
Commissioners and the Poor Law Board. On the
motion of the Chancellor of the Exchequer a
resolution was agreed to for the amendment of the
Red Sea and India Telegraph Act, as was also a
resolution preliminary to the introduction of a
Bill for giving new facilities for the deposit of
small savings by means of the Money Order de-
partment of the Post Office, the minimum rate of

leave was given to bring in the Bill. Mr. Cardwell
obtained leave to bring in Bills for the Registration

of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in Ireland, and for

the better regulationof Markets and Fairs in Ireland.

On Tuesday Mr. Collier obtained leave to bring

in a Bill to prohibit the payment of the expenses

of conveying voters to the poll in boroughs, and

Sir J. Trelawny obtained leave to bring in a Bill

to establish county financial boards for the assess-

ing of county rates and for the administration of

county expenditure in England and Wales. Mr.

White moved for a return of offices and pensions

held by members of the House. Sir G. Lewis opposed

the motion, which was negatived on a division by

112 to 53. Mr. Dodson obtained leave to bring in

a Bill to provide that votes for the Universities

may be recorded by means of voting papers. Mr.

Hubbard obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

amend the law of Church Kates, similar to his

Bill of last Session. Mr. COWPER obtained leave

to bring in a Bill to enable the Commissioners of

Works to acquire additional land fur the pnrpOM

of the Public Offices Extension Act of 1859.

On Wednesday, being Ash-Wednesday, the House

met pro/omul, and almost immediately adjourned.

On Thursdav Lord Palmerston moved the thanks

of the House to the Army and Navy engaged in

the recent operations in China. Mr. Disraeli

seconded the motion, which, after a short discus-

sion, was unanimously agreed to. The Bankruptcy

and Insolvency Bilf and the Bank of England

Payments Bill were read a second time. The Red

Sea and India Telegraph Bill was read a second

time and referred to a select committee. The Soli-

citor-General obtained leave to bring in a series

of seven Bills for consolidating and amend-

ing the Statute Laws of England and

Wales, so far as they relate to offences against

missioned, and expressing his hope that the

conference may be the destined, means of perpetua-

ting the Union.

By the arrival of the China mail we have news
from Hong Kong to the 31st December. The
Chinese Government had paid the second instal-

ment of the indemnity, and although the cold at

Tien-tsin was intense the health of the troops con-

tinued good. Lord Elgin had not left Shanghae

up to the 23d December. The last advices received

at Melbourne from New Zealand state that no

further aggressive movements had been made since

the battle of Mahoetahi.

the person, malicious injuries to property,

larceny, forgery, coinage offences, &c. Sir

G. Lewis obtained leave to bring in a Bill t

assign the four seats forfeited by the disfranchise-

ment of Sudbury and St. Alban's, one seat to be

given to the West Riding, one to South Lancashire,

one to the united parishes of Chelsea and Kensing-

ton, and one to Birkenhead. Mr. Villiefs

obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend the

laws relating to the removal of the poor, and the

contribution of parishes to the common fund in

unions ; and a Bill to amend the law relating to

the removal of poor persons to Scotland and Ireland.

Gaeta capitulated on Wednesday, and the King

of Sardinia will be able to announce, at the

opening of the Italian Parliament on Monday, that

King Francis II. has finally quitted the kingdom

of the Two Sicilies. On Thursday General

Cialdini occupied Monte Orlando, and all the

other fortifications, and after the embarkation of

the Royal family the Sardinian troops were to

occupy the town. The garrison of Gaeta will

remain prisoners of war until the surrender of

Messina and Civitella del Tronto.

A despatch from Vienna announces that the

statutes for the organisation of the provinces and

the statute in reference to the Council of the

Empire have been adopted by the Ministers. The

number of members of which the Diet will consist

will be considerable, and the Council of the

Empire will consist of two Chambers, and contain

350 members. The Assembly of the Comitat of

Pesth has unanimously voted an address to the

Emperor stating that his recent rescript has

destroyed the confidence which had been created

The COURT.—The Queen, PSril DDK and the

Royal family continue at Buckingham Palai On
Fridav morning the Prince ' risorl rode OH horso-

back and visited the British Institution in Pall

Mall. In the afternoon liii Koyal Highness pr<

ided at a meeting <>f the Pine Arts Commission. The
Queen, accompanied by the Princesses Alice sad Helena,

visited the South Kensington Museum. In the < \. alng

the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the

Princesses Alice and Louisa, honoured the performance

ot the English Opera at Covent Gai den Theatre with

their presence. On Saturday morning the Queen and

Princess Alice rode in the riding house of the Palace.

In the afternoon her Majesty, accompanied by the

Princess Alice, visited the Duchess of Cambridge at her

residence in St. James's Palace. The Prince Consort

visited the Duchess of Cambridge aifd went to the

South Kensington Museum. In the evening the

Queen had a dinner party. On .Sunday morning the

Queen and Prince Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena,

and Louisa, Princes Arthur and Leopold, attended

Divine service in the private chapel The Dean of

Windsor preached the sermon. In the evening a

selection of sacred music was performed at the Palace,

the day being the 21st anniversary of the Queen's and

Prince Consort's marriage. On Monday morning the

Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prin-

cesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, visited the Photo-

graphic Exhibition in Pall Mall East. The Prince

Consort afterwards rode on horseback. The Princess

Beatrice visited the Princess Mary of Cambridge. In

the evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Princess Alice, honoured the performance at the

Hav market Theatre with their presence. On Tuesday

morning the Prince Consort rode on horseback. In the

evening the Queen had a dinner party. On Wednesday

morning the Prince Consort rode on horseback. The

Princesses Alice and Helena rode in the riding-house of

the Palace. On Thursday the Queen held the first

levee of the season in St. James's Palace, when 140

noblemen and gentlemen had the honour of being

interest to be 2/. io*. per cent., with a power ofl in Hungary by the imperial diploma of October

increase within certain limits, and with a Govern- *ast > thafc th« ^ prohibits the payment of taxes

iS

it-

ment guarantee. On Monday the Attorney-
General movfed for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the law relating to Bankruptcy and Insol-
vency, the mam objects of which are to abolish
the distinction between bankruptcy and insolvency,
to transfer to the County Courts all estates under
:*0O/.

p
to abolish the different classes of certificates,

and to give power to the Commissioners to refuse
the certificate altogether, to suspend the order of
discharge, or to commit the bankrupt to prison for
* term not exceeding twelve months. After a
short discussion in which the principles of* the
proposed measure were generally approved of

until they have been voted by the Diet, and that

an unreserved return to constitutional life alone

can save the King and the country.

From the United States we learn that Louisiana

seceded on the 26th ult. by a vote of 113 to 17,

and that Virginia had invited all the States in the

Union to send commissioners to a conference to be

held at Washington on the 4th inst. with a view

to a peaceful adjustment of the existing differences,

The President had sent a special Message to

Congress, recommending them, at the suggestion of

Virginia, to abstain from passing any law likely to

produce a collision during.the meeting of the Com-

The Prince of Wales left Madingley Hall on

Saturday for Wimpole Hall, near Royston, on a visit to

the Earl and Countess of Hardwicke.
^
On Sunday the

Prince of Wales attended Divine service at the village

church adjacent to the Hall. On Monday his Royal

Highness was present at the meet of the Cambridge-

shire hounds at Hardwicke, and afterwards returned to

Cambridge. On Tuesday the Prince honoured the Master

of Trinity and Lady Ameek with his company at dinner.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury, in Downing Street. Another Council

was held on Wednesday.
Order of the Garter.—The Queen lias signified

her intention to enroll the King of Prussia in the list of

Sovereigns who are Knights Extraordinary of the

Garter. The Marquis of Breadalbane has been selected

by the Queen to proceed on a special mission to invest

Ins Majestv with the Order. His lordship will be accom-

panied by "General Lord F. Paulet, Viscount Hinchin-

brook, and Sir Charles Young, Garter King of Arms.

Lord Lieutenancy.—The Queen has appointed the

Marquis of Huntly to be Lieutenant and Sheriff-

Principal of Aberdeenshire in the room of the late Earl

of Aberdeen.
Knighthood.— At the levee on Thursday, Mr.

Richard Charles Kirby, C.B., late Accountant-General

of the War Department, was presented to the Queen by

Lord Herbert, and received from her Majesty the

honour of knighthood.

Parliamentary Movements.—The election for South

Wilts, in the room of Lord Herbert, took place on Thurs-

day, when Lieut.-Colonel Bathurst, the Conservative

candidate, was elected without opposition, Mr. Grove

having previously retired from the contest.—Mr. W.

E Forster was elected for Bradford on Monday with-

out opposition.—Mr. Thomas Barnes was elected for

Bolton on Monday without opposition.—The death of

Sir John Owen has caused a vacancy for Pembroke.

There are already three candidates for the vacant seat,

—Colonel Owen, who was beaten at the recent elec-

tion for the county; Captain Ramsay, C.B., Super-

intendent of Pembroke Dockyard; ami Mr. Thomas

Meyrick, of Bush.—The reported retirement of Mr.

Way from the representation of Bath, is contradicted

I
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by the Conservative Association. The Liberal party,

however, have held a meeting, and are canvassing the

city as if the rumour were a fact. Lord Loughborough

and Sir F. Slade, Bart., have been named as candidates

in the Conservative interest.—The nomination for

Aberdeenshire took place on Wednesday, when the

Hon. Arthur Gordon was nominated in his absence by

the Liberal party; and Mr. Leslie, of Warthill, was

nominated in the Conservative interest. The show of

hands was in favour of Mr. Gordon. The poll was to

take place yesterday.—Major O'Reilly has declined to

come forward for Cork county ; Colonel Freke has with-

drawn from the contest, and Mr. Leader, of Kanturk,

is now mentioned as the Conservative candidate.

Delhi and Lttckkow Prize Money.—The Gazette

of Friday night contains Royal Warrants for the dis-

tribution to the commanders, officers, and men engaged

in the capture of Delhi and Lucknow, of the proceeds

of the booty taken on those occasions.

The Volunteer Movement.—His Royal Highness

the Prince of Wales has presented 100/. as a prize to

be shot for at the meeting of the National Rifle Asso-

ciation.—Notice has been given by the National Rifle

Association that having last year established annual

competitive trials of small bore rifles, the council,

represented by Lord Elcho, General Hay, Colonel

Kennedy, Mr. Deedes, Mr. W. Wells, and Captain

Edmond Mildmay, met at Hythe on Monday morning.

It had been generally stated that several competitors

would send their rifles to be shot at Hythe according to

the regulations laid down by the council of the Asso-

ciation, but after waiting nearly two hours it was found

that no rifles but those sent by the Whitworth Rifle

Company were entered for competition. The council

then announced that they had no other alternative but

to fall back upon the results of their competitive trial

of last year. The Queen's prize will, therefore, again

be competed for, at the annual prize meeting of the

Association, with the Whitworth rifle.—Lord Ranelagh
has published a letter stating that, with a view
to ascertain in what numbers and time a body of

Volunteers can be concentrated on a given point

in the event of an emergency, it is proposed to test

the operation in connection with a sham fight on
Easter Monday. In consequence of the liberality of

tbe directors of the London and Brighton Railway, the

neighbourhood of Brighton has been selected as the
locality in preference to Croydon, as originally intended,

the cost of the journey by return tickets to Volunteers
being only Is. Qd., available from Saturday to Monday.
It is understood that commanding officers are to

arrange for the commissariat of their respective corps.

The commanding officers of the Metropolitan, the
Surrey, and other Volunteers have (with only two or
three exceptions) promised the attendance of their
corps.

a pamphlet
by M. de

drovtiqn.

France.—The Fatrie announces that
entitled "France, Rome, et Italie,"

Laguerronuiere, will be published this week. " This
pamphlet," it says, " will complete the insight into the
negotiations between France and Rome, given by the
publication of documents, and will make France and
Europe judges of the Imperial policy." It is also
said that the pamphlet will propose to give the Pope
all the honours of a temporal Sovereign, with a civil

list, voted by Italy, transferring to Victor Emmanuel
the vicariate over the ancient possessions of the Holy
See, and the right of holding his Court and assem-
bling the Italian Parliament at Rome.—Admiral Le
Barbier de Tinan has left Paris for Toulon. The Medi-
terranean fleet is to be prepared for sea by next month.
—The Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres has . . . c . - . - — - --
filled up three vacancies in the list of its foreign corre- \IIZ

"
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there cannot be any doub^ ln that respect. Union is strength,sponaeuts by the election of Mr. Samuel Birch, of the and, as it is necessary that we should be strong, we must be

Poetugal.—The Prussian Gazette affirms that there

is no truth in the statement that the Princess of Hohen-

zollern is about to marry the King of Portugal.

The Azoees.—A fearful storm raged at St. Michael s

on the 26th ult., in which seven schooners which had

<nme to the island to load fruit were lost, and the entire

crews of three of them, the Serpent, Mignon, and Bijou

were drowned, the master of the Bijou being the only

exception.

Switzerland.—A despatch from Berne states that

Mr. Cobden has proposed that Switzerland should

act as mediator in the differences between the States of

America. The Federal Council has declined the pro-

posal, declaring it to be impracticable.—It is announced

that negotiations are to be commenced between the

French and the Federal Governments for the conclusion

of a treaty of commerce. The French wine growers on

the Swiss frontier are most anxious that such a treaty

should be speedily concluded.

Belgium.—The Belgian Government has followed

the example of France, and decided that the verification

of passports on the frontiers shall be suppressed from

the 1st inst. Passports however will still be necessary

for foreigners who intend to stay in the country. The
Belgian Chamber of Representatives has subscribed

2900 f. for the victims of the inundation in Holland.

Sweden.—In consequence of the stringent provi-

sions of the new law on religious liberty, the funeral of

Queen Marie Desiree, the King's grandmother, who was

a Roman Catholic, was conducted without any public

ceremony or the funeral honours usually accorded to

members of the Royal family. The Archbishop of

Sweden declared that the church used for the Royal

funerals would be profaned if Catholic priests were
allowed to celebrate the service in it, and by the new
law, the Catholic clergy would have incurred a fine of

from 50 to 300 crowns, or an imprisonment of from
two months to a year, if they had pronounced a funeral

oration over the Queen. As therefore the Government
was bound to avoid whatever might infringe the new
law, her Majesty's funeral took place as privately as

possible. For this purpose a room was fitted up in the

interior of the palace, where tbe funeral service was
performed on the 10th inst. ; the only persons present

being those attached to the Court.

Denmark.—Thirty-nine students from Schleswig
have presented an address to the Minister of War,
stating that they place themselves at his disposal in the

event of war breaking out. The Minister, in expressing

his thanks, said :—" It is possible that an occupation

of Holstein by the Federal troops would cause war with
Germany, and might, perhaps, involve all Europe in

war."

Prussia.—Letters from Berlin state that after their
defeat on M. de Vincke's amendment, all the Ministers
offered their resignations to the King, but his Majesty
would not accept them. On the 12th his Majesty
received the deputation which presented the address in

reply to the Royal speech, and spoke as follows :

—

" Gentlemen,— r accept with emotion the expression of the
regrets which the Chamber of Deputies lias testified on the
death of his Majesty the King, my beloved brother. Your
regards are now turned on me I trust with confidence. I have
on various occasions expressed the principles according to
which I am resolved to exercise the power which God has en-
trusted to me. The country entertains no doubt on this
subject. I firmly rely that the National Parliament will second
me in the accomplishment of my intentions, in the sense
of the intact maintenance of the power cf my Crown,
for that is necessary for the real welfare of the country!
As regards questions of home or foreign policy, touched
upon in your address, already made known to me by the
regulations of the Chamber, which, I hope with you, will
receive ameliorations in the future, my government has
clearly explained to you the points of view which guide it
according to my intentions, and to which it will remain
faithful. I hope that the Chamber of Deputies will support it
by its assent. I hope that your labours, which will shortly
commence, will bring to a satisfactory solution the important
projects submitted to you by my government. We shall

*
of

British Museum; M. Benfey, of Gottingen; and M.
Bietz, of Bonn.—The Bonaparte Paterson marriage
case was resumed at Paris on Friday, when M
Merveilleux Davignon, the Public Minister, summed
up on the part of the Crown, in a speech of which the
following is a summary :

—

» It was not his duty either to attack or defend, but simply
to give his opinion on the arguments offered on both sides andon the law affecting the case. In reviewing the arguments heagreed with nearly all the propositions of M. Berryer, and
dissented from those of M. Allou. He showed that the decrees
of Napoleon I and the senatus consultum not only did not
affect the validity of the marriage, but were, in many parti-
culars, illegal, unconstitutional, and ineffective. As to the plea
that the marriage was clandestine, he did not consider it was
borne out in the slightest degree: neither did thewant of the publication of the banns in France work out the
nullity of the marriage. In all respects he thought the

ZVSfATX fW one\?"d that both parties had so consi-dered it till the absolute will of the great Napoleon had workedm estrangement m the mind of his brother Jerome. The only
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ffect of the two sentences pronounced

against the validity of the marriage contracted in 1803, but
afro adj uciged that M. Bonaparte was entitled to bear that
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The impartiality of these remarks produced a profound
reeling of amazement among the public and consider-
able perplexity on the Bench. The judgment was post-
poned for a week.

i.wif-~t
m̂ tion for cwtikrtwmal reform has been

debated m the Cortes, and rejected by 134 votes to 35.

united. This is true as regards Prussia as well as her position
towards Germany. My efforts in this respect have been
crowned with the happiest results. I know that my people
will show me inviolable fidelity in good times as in bad times
and I heartily welcome the reiterated promise of such fidelity
on the part of the chamber.

'

Austria.—The Prince of Tour and Taxis has arrived
from Madeira with intelligence that the Empress of
Austria was in the enjoyment of improved health. The
statutes for the organization of the provinces and the
statute in reference to the Council of the Empire have
been adopted by the Council of Ministers. The number
of members of which the Diet will consist is consider-
ate. The Captain of the Country is to be appointed
from among the members of the Diet. The Council of
the Empire is to consist of two Chambers, and will
contain 350 members. The legislative power of the
Reichsrath will extend to economical questions and
the taxation of the whole empire, but, as -egards all
other questions, to those only which concern non-
Hungarian provinces. It is stated that the subscrip-
tions to the new loan amount altogether to 30,091 400t1
Hungary.—The Assembly of the Comitat of Pestli

has unanimously voted an address to the King- which
says :

—
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re-establishing without nmr ^'J* • ^^JJg without any modig
1848 in reference to corporationTST *•

also resolved upon changing the JSi-
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Hungarian school, andW^'
those of the elementary teachers wtoJlL*with the Magyar language. The 7 ^
German College have received notiT?*
premises belonging to the Munici^
Chancellor has addressed arescript tott
in which he refuses to comply witi
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assemble the Hungarian Diet at Pesth
assemble at Buda.
Transylvania.—The Conference of

resolved upon expressing its wishes in a,^
Government, containing three clam*?*1

Execution of the laws of 1848. 2. Ado^
*

3. Establishment of a separate CoDstSS*
sentation of Transylvania in a speciS
project for the union of Transylvania

wift
violently opposed.

Croatia.—The Obergespan has issued i

against the demonstrations and violent emV"
ings which have taken place within their
and the city of Fiume and the surroafc
have been declared in a state of siege.

Galicia.—An address, signed by severalW
the notables of Lemberg, petitions tk t*»
interest may be principally considered in tbe

ing election to the Diet, but that onlym
landed property should be entitled to V
that all other persons should be excluded.

Italy.—The capitulation of Gaeta took

Wednesday on the terms previously offered i

Cialdini. On Thursday morning Gene:

occupied Monte Orlando aud all the fortifica

after the departure of the Royal family he vie

the city. The garrison will remain prisoner
r-

until Messina and Civitella del Tronto Mi
rendered. The King and the Queen, with In
were to embark on Wednesday evening in tie ie

ship Mouette, but it is not yet known to »te*

they intend to retire. His Majesty htd pt

sent the French Consul to Naples to ask for ski

of leaving. The Spanish Ambassador had at
Naples for a Spanish steamer, as he wished to ifr

operations which have led to this result rayb
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requested that the armistice might ixafcw*
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estimated at ca her . G< rmueut. The Pres nt had tent a special Message

7 .1X1 Congress

Mr mi^d rfuTcommand, and replaced by General

fc lSJaos to the opening of the negotiations for

* ^ **e £*on Mincer who had announced his

toAsje the last fortunes of the King, had

Z^l Cialdini for a free passage to Jtome, and the Gambia

iSun was refused on the ground that

accounts give the number as fvw» — ~
i - - « . ,. . . . . 4 . .

blood swept like a flood into a large reeerroir. The p expr-eeses his conTiction that he dots not possess ti*

victims are said to have met death with perfect indil —«««» ™™ *» •*•**» from a11 "** «lcnkfcti to

ference. Consul Foots had arrived with full powers to

K treat " with the King for the abolition of thew human

sacrifices. The King of Badaboo was at variance with

the Colonial Government at Gambia, and an expedition

sent against him from Siena Leone
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£^'JL «UcT and that those who chose to remain

ScJMS-Saving taken part with the besieged.

rJiSSaVtheir fate. The Russian Minister M.

JTi?3u-S had also been taken suddenly ill in

t!rZ!i another Russian diplomatic agent was

£••? nTeonvey to Gaeta the Grand Cordon of the

nSof theWhite Eagle, conferred on Francis II. and

STBoorbo. Princes by the Emperor of Russia. An

3-Li^Lm tiie ladies of Bavaria had been received by

SlvS I «

i
,n.-Aecounts from Home state that the

J-^flSsSta. formerly belonging to the Order of

TtseJts! had left for Turin, on a special mission from

t£l5L The Carnival bad passed off without any

dirfurbUee, the oonunittee for annexation to Sardinia

nevinc advised the citizens to participate in the gaieties

of the Carnival, as the aspect of affairs was satisfac-

tory There were, however, few foreigners in Rome.
"

por de Merode was still organising reactionary

470 Bourbon soldiers, whom he

fed armed, crofted the frontiers on the 9th

issC taking the direction of Carsoli, where an

expedition of brigands had been organized. Lovera had

attributed 1500 muskets sent by Cardinal Antonelli.

Ooe of the chiefs of the bands in the Abruzzi had

i stu nsri to Rome, and the insurgents had withdrawn

from Ascoli into the kingdom of Naples. Cardinal

India.—By the arrival of the Overland Mail *

have advices from Calcutta to January 8, and Madras

to January 14 Very little of public impoitance had

occurred since the departure of the previous mail. A

minute by the Governor-General has been published, m
which he reviews the Oude libel case, and condemns

the conduct of all the authorities connected with th

collection of the Ineome Tax in the city of Lucknow.

The famine still continues in the north-west and in

various parts of India. In Delhi a committee has been

formed to assist the sufferers, and in the Meenit. Agra,

and Rohilcuml divisions the Government lias under-

taken public works. Accounts from Parieehmr dated

the 2d Jan. annouinvs the arrival of the greater part

of the reinforcements. Colonel Gawler, who commands

Delia Gengi m

increment had been suppressed at San Marino. A
Pontifical gendarme was killed on the occasion.

—

ceonnts from Naples state that a conspiracy in favour

of the Bourbons had been discovered. A Capuchin

6th, 2tth, 37th, 61th, and *7th Leg

under orders to r«t urn to England.

China.—A despatch from Hong Kong to the 31st

December states that there was no news of!bnpor-

fence. The weather was to^^ T̂
*"°

condition of the troops was satisfactory. Lord hlgin

w^s still at Shanghai on Dee. 23. ft*"***"*
Stan

1

and all who were not to pass the winter at Tien-

tsin left in the beginning of November and embarked

Larainai at Taku. The French and British embassies were ,n

A popular two of the best places in Tien-tsin, on the west sioe of
a pupuiai u»tv g- Jtofanoo frnm T.llfi TltV Wall.

200,000

Slid was found to be the bearer of important papers.

Calabria was tranquil, but disturbances had taken place

si Nola, and Avellino, in the neighbourhood of

Xsple*. and troops had been sent to suppress a

reactionary movement which had broken out at Reggio,

The Minister Liborio Romano had ordered the drawing

mobilisation of the National Guard, and

Sr^TJlUlM dUtance from theML
The French troops had taken up their quarters on ti.

«

east side of thePeiho and the north of the grand canal.

Besides the departure of the generals, the only c.rcun -

—
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i. „-4-u„ «fnnfo wns the n»vmmt ot two HlStal-

had left Gaeta with the mission of raising an stance worthy of note was tne

lion in Calabria. He was arrested near Cosenza, !
ments of the xiideiimity iwr>Triey

taels, and the second 300,000 tt~-,
Y l^a fKof

were paid over to the French It was understood that

an expedition will be sent up the Yang-tsze early m the

snrinz with the view of opening up that riTW. The

revised Tariff was enforced at Canton. The Mandarins

were levying heavy inland duties.

Of lots Ibr the mobilisation of the National Guard, and
|

Japan.—News from ^
Japaii aiiiiownces ia

for the office of captains.-The King of Sardinia left Europeans had been ser/.eel ^d l3 l8°n
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Turin on Monday for Milan, but will return to open the : Japanese without any P ôc*^^^
4m+m*~;«n or !« r#*n— i>—i: «. Z xit^aL „,wf ! of affairs between the native and tne ioreign autm n

?ies was beginning to look serious. A despatch irom

Yaloha^a wis brought to the Admiral whileJying at

the mouth of the Peiho, in consilience of which he

departed immediately to Japan The Prussian Envoy

had not attained the objects of his mission.

Ceylox.-A despatch from Point de Galle of Jan 18.

stateTthat the Loyal Lily had been lost on the island

^N^^iirD.-The Robert Lowe had arrived

safelv in Auckland with 506 ofheers and men of the

14th" Regiment, after a fine passage of 82 days. The

reinforcement was exceedingly tiniery not so mueh for

the assistance it would render to military operation^ „
for the effect it had on the native mind Since the

battle of Mahoetahi no freshengagements^had ocwrredL

The natives had not courted a fight, and the weather

had been unfavourable for expedition* into the bush.

Moreover, General Pratt's force was weakened by the

necessity of sending 400 men northward for the

protection of the capital. „ L ^ „ uP
United STATES.^The Louisiana State Convention

passed the Ordinance of secession on toe »h ta *

maioritv of 113 to 17. A proposition to submit the

Ordinance to the popular vote was voted down by 84

— Onto, and a few other private buildings, to 45. The resolution ««OTP
a»?^

of

t

^p VlSnniA ^ram from Sicily, however, states that Modica declaring the righ .of freeIJ^^^S^^g1 * " * -
and its tributaries by all " friendly Powers, 'was passed

produce a collision, and that Congress alon an

tise it. He accordingly recommends that l»ody to

abstain from passing any law likely to produce a

collision during the contemplated general assembly of

Virginia, which he trusts maybe the destined means

of VrPet,1IltinK tbe Uniou
*

lhe Me-M«e WM
delivered on the 28th, and on the 31st ult. Mr. Seward

presented a petition from New York signed hy 38,000

persons in favour of the adoption ot resolutions for an

adjustment on the plan proposed by -Virginia. Mr.

Seward's speeeh created the impreesion that Mr.

Lincoln's Administration had resolved upon a eoereifo

policy towards the South, should the endeavours for a

peaceful settlement fail. The New York Legislature

had decided on sending nine coinn. ers to

Washington, the majoritv of whom were to decide how

the votes of the whole weie to be oast l'h. invention

Bill had passed the N« srolina Legislature. Cali-

fornia was strong tor the Union; their Assembly hod

fiuled to elect a President after 7 J ballots. In conse-

quence of the mediation of Vir th .t bad
-i . ,a "

—

1- 1 rder-

t arv \Y\x hud instrn^tn tne ronuuwiurn. «i *l
revenue cnttern, if at ked, to make the best defence

in their power ; and if they were assailed by a superior

force to run their vessels ashore and blow them up. lie

had also written a letter to the collector of New

Orleans to apply to the Governor of Louisiana to revoke

the act of seizing the government hospital and ordering

260 patients to be removed, in order that the building

might be occupied as barracks by the state troops. He

dene nnced the seizure as an act of outrageous Ur-

ban tv, disgraceful to any age or country On the

31st Ult. the grand jury found indictments against

Floyd, Russell, and liailey for having defrauded the

Government. . _ , u
MrxiCO.-Advices from Vera Cruz to the 19th ult.

state that the coi itutional Government was in full

operation. Passports had been sent to the Spanufc

Minister, the Papal N^i-, and the Charge* ftnm

Guatemala and Kquador. Considerable excitement

prevailed among the Spaniards. The American Lega-

tion had removed to the city of Mexico. A National

Congress was called to meet at the national capital on

the third Tuesday in April.

parliament

Vtt session of the Italian Parliament on Monday next.

The Opinione denies the report that Garibaldi had
tsede a journey to Turin in order to confer with his

a|r The corps of Garibaldians however are in

full re-organ iaation, in four divisions. The 1st, com-
SsSJsisd by General Tiirr, will shortly establish its head-

ioarteriat Mondovi; the 2d, commanded by General
lfirio, will proceed to Vercelli ; the 3d, commanded by
fedici,will be stationed at Biella; and the 1th, com -

asnded by Coeenz, will have its head-quarters at Asti.

lis Majesty has appointed the Marquis Sauli Governor-

»eneral of Tuscany, in the room of M. Ricasoli, and
Count Michel Amari, President of the Council and
Hiaister of the Interior, in Sicily, in the room of his

her M. Eraerico Amari. The Official Gazette

mnces that General Pinelli, commander of the

«logna Brigade in the Abruzzi, has tendered his

?«*ff**tion.

Malta.— Early on the morning of the 9th inst.

three slight shocks of earthquake were felt at Valletta.

The most severe of them was at 20 minutes to 1. The
••psntion it produced was as if the island was shaken
^ith s tremor, and not, as on the former occasion,

psssing from one side to the other. The only damage
"•ne in Malta was a small crack in the Governor's

^"^ great damage from the earthquake
Ttbkit.—The Porte has replied to the Kussian
fce, re-assert:ng the truth of the Grand Vizier's report.
it Henry Bulwer takes the part of the Porte. The

|«senient that France has joined in the note presented
hy Russia on the oppression of the Christians is denied

quarters in Paris. The Grand Vizier has an-

unanimously. The Convention then adjourned to meet

atrain in New Orleans on the 29th In the House on

the 28th a resolution was adopted instructing the

Senators, and requesting the Representatives in Con-

gress to vacate their seats and return home. In

the Senate a resolution was adopted asserting the

pounced to the Prussian Ambassador t-nat ttie duitan rignt oi secessiou, huw »«?v.«»«^ ---- -—* *

;»beo% to write a congratulatory letter to the King, on coerce a sister Southern State, from any quarter,

ie — '
nf his Majesty to tbe Throne. The would be regarded by Louisiana as an hostile act

embodied in the spring. The Louisiana State troops had seized the United

-The Montenegrins have made an States Marine Hospital at New Orleans, and had

•»<* on !< tn*h, but hare been repulsed. ordered the immediate removal of the patients, on the

•TWi.—The Conferene* «i ^ a oflr«;.a nf sv«n^ni ground that the hospital was required for uhe troops

.- -, v.—-—• - .—
,
of the state. It was asserted that the South Carolina

rxmr.-The \ i__ i^ _ .u. ^.u „r t
Legislature had instructed Colonel Hayne peremptorily

- to demand the surrender of Fort Sumter. The \ ir-

sndKourchid Pasha, Governor ginian Legislature had adopted a series ot resolutions

-me Mceroy
pilgrims

psnied by Ki lmil Pasha
of Alexandria.

ust of Africa.—Accounts from Sierra Leone stat
that the King of Dahomey, in accordance with his
•BptMBad intention, had h-ld the "grand custom/' in
remembrance of the death of the late
African fir-,- Id publishes a narrative

with a view to a peaceful settlement of the existing

differences. The resolutions invite all States, slave-

holding and non-slaye-holding, to appoint .^™nis.

sioners to meet similar commissioners appointed oj

^^^^^ IIOUSB OF LORDS. ^^*
Friday.—Public Business.—Earl Gra*viixk'8 motion for a

•etoS «mmif bo inouire into the mode &™*™***£
business of the House was agreed to.-The Bishop oJJ^JS
laid upon the table a Bill for the a»ppres*um of Duordmif,

N
7<Z\>AY.-Thr Statute Z^.-The Lord Chancellor laid on

the table a Bill for clearing the statute-book of a mass of use-

less matter as a preliminary step m the «™wl,d
1

atlon^Jh«

tute law. The Bill was read a first time -In »™»/tD
Lord Colvillk, the Duke of Newcastlb Mid that her Majsety's

Government intended to introduce a Bill to regulate the

Salmon FishM* in Scotland, and that the Bill would msinly be

founded on the report of the committee which had mvestigated

the subject. The Indictable Offences {Metropolitan District) MM
was read a second time. The Bonn Trials.-Utrd Wodehowm,

in reply to the Earl of Shaktebbory, said that the correspond-

ence relative to the Bonn trials would be produced at the

proper time.—The Select Committee on Public Busineu

lp

| vY —Trade Marks.—The Lord Chancellor laid on the

table a Bill for the prevention of fraudulent practices m re-

ference to trade marks, and explained that the object of the

Bill waR to afford to manufacturers and traders and the public

generally, protection not from competition but from fraud. «
was proposed by the Bill that forging of trade marks should in

future be an indictable misdemeanour punishable by fii» end

!mi onment. The Bill was read a first time.-Lord Moot-

kaoi.k moved the second reading of tbe Fictitious Saving Bat**

Bill, which was a measure which would make it a misde-

meanour to establish, under the name of savings banks, any

institution which had not been regularly r^?^1^*
and the promoters of which had not complied with the

Government regulations in reference to eavings oanks.—

Earl Granville said that a provision similar to that which the

Bill proposed to make law would be introduced into the Bill

for establishing post-office savings banks. The Bill was read a

second time. Ribbonvnn in Leitrim.-The Earl of Lsrrrim pre-

sented a petition from the farmers and inhabitants of South

Leitrim praying for protection to life and property

and that tbe laws should be properly and duly ad-

ministered. He stated that in an experience of 20 years he

had never known life and property more unsaie than at pre-

sent, and he censured the conduct of Lor^ . ^"^ "J
Lord Lieutenant of the county as well as that

:

of Lord

Carlisle -Lord Gp vrd denied at some lemrfch the charge

h^Sght agains: him, and Earl Granville defended Lord

°
tIIt

1

rsoaY - Vote of Ti SI ft t Force* in China. -Lord H«R-

n^ofTrA moved the thanks of t he House to the•rmyandjaavy

oSiwd in the recent operations in China. He eulogised the

s^rSnon? of

l& sAsg;S^SuS«
The Farl of Dfrbv seconded the motion. -The Duke oi uam

^SobS testimony to the brarery of the troop., end

•innrov of the war he was quite prejn*.^^ *y j-" t IL.iJ
KsSkV He thought, however, fit a discussion should
oiuuuhB.

r*rlc Aw on the ontrin of the war.
to
Thc

F
Duke of S^EnS referred t? the services

of the n- boats in Chinese waters at the very

moment when it was declared in England that they^rotten
Tnd worthier -The Marquis oi Bath characterised the de-

e?™ a ot the Empcri's Summer Palace as an act of
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vandalism. He was sorry to hear thtU tbe act had beeu perpe-

trated not only with the sauction but by the orders of the

British Ambassador.—The Earl of Ellenborough said that

they mustjudge of the circumstance not from a European b: t

from an Oriental point of view. He believed it was necessary,

in dealing with a people like the Chinese, to impress them
with a sense of the immensity of the power brought against

them. He was unable to express how much he thought the

country was indebted to the Earl of Elgin for getting the army
out of the false position in which the advance upon Pekin had
placed it. The vote was then agreed to without a dissentient

voice.

Friday.—Annexation of Monaco.—In answer to Lord Truro,
Lord Wodehouse said it was true that the Emperor of the

French had given 26,000Z. to the Prince of Monaco for a portion

of his territory. The villages of Mentone and Roquebruu had
been annexed "to France, the subject having been under discus-

sion for a great length of time. Neio Law Courts.—Lord St.

Leonards called attention to the report of the Commissioners
of Inquiry as to the expediency of buildiug new law courts on
the same spot. [Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—The Trials hi Syria.—Sir James Fergusson asked

whether her Majesty's Government had received any informatii n
respecting the tribunal before which the Druse chiefs had been
tried who voluntarily surrendered themselves ; and whether it

was true that the alleged offenders had been condemned to death.
—Lord. J. Russell replied that the tribunal was an extraordi-
nary one, appointed by Fuad Pasha, and that circumstances had
come to the knowledge of the Government which induced them
to thiuk that the trial had not been a fair one. As soon as the
result had been communicated to the Commissioners, they
required the evidence to be laid before them, and if they con-
sidered the decision of the tribunal to be based upon insuf-
ficient or unfair testimony, they would at once interfere to
prevent the executions being carried out. The noble lord
added as an instance of the philanthropic and for-
giving nature of the Christians of the Lebanon- *»*
their bishops had recommended the execution of 4600
persons out of an adult male population of 8000 Druses.
The Navy.—In answer to several questions on naval affairs

that he should introduce a Bill regulating the Metro-

politan Coal Duties. On the report of the Committee on

Supply being brought up, a desultory discussion took place on

the subject of Indian Finance, when Sir C. Wood explained and

confirmed the favourable statement he had made on Friday.

The report on the Red Sea and Indian Telegraph was brought

up, and leave given to introduce a Bill founded upon it, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer stating that ho intended to

refer the Bill to a Select Committee after the second reading.

The report on the Post Office Savings Banks (Consolidated Fund)

Bill was brought up and* agreed to.—The Attorney-General

moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Law Relating to

Bankruptcy and Insolvency. He reminded the House that

the great objection to the measure of last year was its pon-

derous proportions. That objection would not apply to the

measure now under consideration, as it was less than half the

size of its predecessor. The former Bill was a consolidating

measure ; and in consenting in the present instance to abandon

consolidation, he frankly admitted that he had deferred to the

opinions and wishes of others. No one could deny that recent

circumstances in the mercantile world pointed to the necessity

of some reform in the laws of bankruptcy and insolvency.

The confusion hitherto existing between the judicial and ad-

ministrative functions of the court was one ol the evils of the

old system. He would endeavour to separate these functions,

and to establish uniformity and certainty of decision. He
proposed to abolish the distinction between bankruptcy and
insolvency, and to have a chief judge and five assistant
judges, to be selected from the existing commissioners of
bankruptcy, the number to be ultimately diminished to three.
The Commissioners of Insolvency would be abolished, and one
of the present number would be transferred to the Court of
Bankruptcy until the arrears of business were cleared off. The
procedure under the court would comprise, as originally in-

tended, the transfer to the county court of all estates under
300?.

lSebxu^

£"A.div^ion
» Pie motio^ was

*U
Dodson obtained leave to biS ;

negat
^dbT'

at Flections for the UniversS^M^
voting papers.-Mr. Hubbard ^a,> *
Bill to amend the law of cl, ?

Ved

similar to +h« T*;il „A. .

0I tfl^ch-roUt .

Hubbard that it ^ould^Zm^ ^ *-Mr. Griffith approv«to^£»$+
was agreed to.—Mr. Cowper ohiSS it ^fi i

£5?i
e the CommissionersVfw'^r^Ladditional land for the purposes of

* ajestrtSfc»
Act of 1859.

F p08es of tie WE^B
WKDNESDAY.-The House met at o <v,i ,half an hour. dt - ° clock, a^.

Tkvrsi>ay.-Scottish Railways.^,^Bill for the amalgamation of the fw/^i*
Glasgow, and Scottish CentralMwatc^

*
by Mr. Black and other members w^
sion by 134 to 85. The AdrZJuZ' t*?***-
gave notice that he intond^^te*
move for a select committee tom^ .,

c*fc3
Board of Admiralty, ^£^£*«5
present administration of the navV Z; J.S
efficient for the public service £L?^S
Sir J. V Shell(y, KrG. L^tafiSpreparation and would be shortlyTn

t

rodU0L>litatmg the drainage of lands bv the2?'and arterial channels. Vote ofSL^SfiLord Palmerston moved that the tfinb?
and navy engaj
He referred in detail

s?r £? ^r^jx* wra
, „

operations of the combined forces in front tf

With respect to large estates, ' he hoped that the Bill
j

*? the lamentable fate of the prisoners whnL
would have the effect of combining simplicity and economy in tims °* As* fttic treachery. It was true that JS
the realisation and distribution of them. Having explained at refused to join in the destruction of the SunJTlfi
some length the machinery by which he hoped to accomplish Emperor (which, however, they had previowJS
these ends, he said that he proposed to do away with the dif- •

bn* HoPf Grant and Lord Elgin had resolved dm!
ferent classes of certificate, but instead to arm the commis-

|

of retributive justice, and their conduct in 0«il
sioners with the power either to refuse the certificate alto- !

received the lull approval of her Majesty
1

! Gom*
gether, to suspend the order of discharge, or to commit the ;

Disraeli seconded the motion. He eulogisedtE
bankrupt to prison for a term not exceeding one year. From !

manner in which the expedition had 1*** iZ5

Lord C. Paget said the system of competition to theappoint- ;

toe final sentence of the chief judge he would give no appeal,

ment of marine cadets, though not unlimited, worked very although there would be an appeal from the decisions of the
well and gave great satisfaction. As to naval cadets, it would county courts. With regard to non-traders he proposed to apply
be very difficult to introduce open competition among them. certain tests of insolvency, so that the law of bankruptcy

•With regard to dockyard management, he indicated certain should not prevail except in cases where insolvency really

changes that were contemplated pending the presentation of
I

existed. The first of these tests would be absconding from the
the report of the commission ; meanwhile the vacant office of ,

country with the deliberate intent of evading or defeating the
surveyor of the navy had been filled up by the appointment creditor: the remaining abroad to avoid or delay a creditor, .__.

for five years of a distinguished officer, who was well known to
or the remaining in prison with the object of withholding

, £
lr

-
v

-
©cully condemned the destruction of

be a high authority upon the application of steam power to ' Property from creditors, would also be treated as evidence of >

"alace "f tne Emperor, as an act unworthu:

.. .. , , .. . . L
^pedition had been fiSJattributed its immunity from sickness to the k

sation of the medical and commissariat dew-
was, he thought, significant of the now?
Europe in the most distant regions of the t
it was found that an army, little in at
which Xenophon had led, had dictated tat
in the ancient capital of a country conUns
lation equal to that of one-third of the wk

insolvency. He regretted that he could not, under present :
civilised nation.—Mr. White said he had no confifc

circumstances, venture to propose the abolition of imprison-
ment for debt. He believed, however, that the provisions of
his Bill would be almost equivalent By the present absurd
state of the law the body of a debtor was considered satisfac-
tion for the debt, and numerous cases had occurred in which
persons had preferred remaining in prison for many years to
surrendering their property. In all such cases it was proposed

powe:
naval purposes. He hoped the Warrior would be got ready
and sent to sea in the course of the approaching summer.

—

Mr. Vansittart asked for some explanation as to the payment
to the Mysore family of the sum of 520,000/.—Sir C. Wood
stated that her Majesty's Government were of opinion
that the family had a strong moral, if not legal, claim
to an adequate provision; and that, although the late
Governor-General of India and the late Mr. Wilson had _ ... r--M
expressed a contrary opinion, they had directed that stock to tnat tne creditor should have the power to present a petition
the amount of 520,006*. should be created, the interest on which for adjudication in bankruptcy. The question of making the
(17,000i. per annum) would be paid to the family in full satisfac- future property of a debtor responsible for his debts formed no
tion of all claims past and present.— In answer to Mr. Craw- portion of the Bill of last year ; but he now proposed that the
ford, the Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that it was not chief judge should have the power of annexing to the order of
his intention to modify the Spirit Duties as imposed last discharge conditions relating to property acquired in
Session. Tlte Canadian Extradition Cast.—In answer to Mr. the future. He also proposed that paupers should
Sheridan, l^ord Palmerston said that on the 9th of last have the power to present petitions to the countymonth the Duke of Newcastle had written to the Governor- court at the expense of the county. If the House
•General ofCanada not to surrender Anderson until [the question approved of the m-nvUions which h« had «1

had beeu considered by the Government at home, and until hehad received positive instructions to that effect. There was a
general impression that the decision of the Court of Queen 1

aBench in Canada wouH have the effect of requiring that
Anderson should be given up ; but this was not so, us the
decision merely meant that he should not be takenout of the custody in which he then was The

approved of the provisions which he had sketched, he hoped
such progress would be made with the Bill as would enable
them to send it to the other House of Parliament befere the
Easter recess.—Mr. Hadfield, Mr. Malixs, Mr. Crawford,
Mr. Walpole, Mr. E. James, Mr. Mellor, Mr. Turner and
°ther members expressed their cordial approval of the Bill
and believed that it would confer great advantages on the
mercantile community. Leave was then given to bring in the

efficiency of the Treaty of Tien-tsin.-Sir J. Elk
pressed a hope that compensation would be enc&dr*
of life at the assault upon the Taku forts.—Lord J.k.

defended the conduct of Sir Hope Grant andk
ordering the destruction of the Summer Paiao, tx

under the circumstances, it was absolutely newer&
means should be taken to strike terror into tbekr

Chinese Government. He thought Sir Hop
Elgin were entitled to credit for the coai t

adopted ; for had they insisted upon tbe pewK
able with the deaths of Captain Brabaxoi mi *

s

prisoners being given up, some miserable jttofc*»*

have been sent in, and the guilty parties irctfiiafl*

with impunity. The motion was thenapsf*"**
the order of the day for the second nrfb/tfiM"":

»nd Insolvency Bill, Mr. Roebuck *i*

objections to several of its details.-* *>r

Ewart, and Mr. Hadfield, believedU kJJJJJ
community would be grateful forthemewitt-w^.
General said he should be happy in Con^JJ
co
The

nsider any practical suggestions which
#*

'

le Bill was then read a second time, ft' *'

TrTok

—

*i,VuTj ..
united states would have "v" °J firing. Deaths, and Marriages, xn Ireland. Thisto snow that he had committed some crime which by the law measure he said would complete the system of registration

•ISiS;

^

ndwasm
i
1
r
de

f'
and they would have to proofuce such already established in other parts of the United Kingdomevidence as would justify his committal for trial by a magis- and with which Ireland had hitherto been most una£

S^mstf^ °r ^'^1: Villiers moved for a select countably left unfurnished. The general arrangement
tCS^.i5 TrG ^ th^ administration of the relief of, would be similar to those which had been found to 5ork*so
Jne Poor ilw C«™S?T*

n,le8
' 5*d "S^ona issued by

|

well in.England and Scotland.- After some remarks from
nnrsn^f tJ^JL ™J

mm
.

ls81onf» and the Poor Law Board, Mr • V. Scully and Mr . M'Mahon, the motion was agreed toW«uanttothar,mv,«nn.«fK.i»_T._ *_
. . » ! and leave given to bring in the Bill.-Mr. CarowSS a£o

obtained leave to bring in a Bill for the Better Regulation of
Markets and F«irs in Ireland.—Lord C. Paget obtained leave

»»w.,n««. ±~ *v
---~*v«v.io rtn« me jroor L,aw Hoard.

T oS r rw G provislon
f
of the poor Law Amendment Acts

™ndA^IL^m
.1

n
,

ted
?,
n the insufficiency of the provision

JK
d
Siy -

the Par0Cbial authori"es of the merropoUs to "S
H?EgH

emerg
J
ncy
n
ari8iD^ from the kte severe weather?£ Name the Poor Law Department, without whichhe believed far greater evils would have existed • but therewas abundant evidence to show that a searching inquiry^intothe management of the metropolitan workhousfs was neces-

T^7i~p
f
^ V" / *«rfbuted the state of things to which

-Mr n£™ had aUuded 5 the "n*^ astern of rating—Mr. Deedes recommended the enlargement of the termsof the motion, and that the committe should also havepower to inquire into the operation of the law in itsVarious
Sar?SthTr

ir G
'
LEWIS **id there was no desi e ™ the

KoTof aSy
G
new

E
wr?t ftTWES^^^ZKmade without seven days' previous notice thereof V\rZ ^

cent, per annum on the paid-up cankal of thl ^t * ** %*
said that after introducing the Bm he^should X"^ *

He

to bring m two Bills enabling the Admiralty to acquire certain
property for the enlargement of Chatham Dockyard, and of the
Royal Marine Barracks at Storehouse, Devon.— The Select Com-
mittee on Public Business was nominated on the motion ofLord Palmerston'.

Jjir^r.^ ^ Mat. -Sir J. Trelawny inquired
wbetber the judge of tbe County Court at Rochdale had
rejected the evidence of a witness on account of her refusal toaffirm her belief ot a future state of rewards and punishments,ana, n so, whether the Government would deem it necessary

I?.,?
1

?
6
?? t

i
le law applicable to such cases.-Sir G. LewisS b

t
f
lQtf, of the case

'
tb8t the witness, being asked

r^S^ 8h* bdired in a God
'
re

l
,lied in the ncgativefand he[eacl the rule of evidence on the subject, adding that theGovernment did not propose any alteration of the law.-Sir jTrelawnv protested against the injustice of this rule of

crv^?n~*f
r

-
Co™«"r considered that it wis a^ of

S? SSi
JU
5
tlce

i~
Loi « l Palmerston moved that the House atits ribing, do adjourn to 2 o'clock on Ash Wedncsda, -Zi\~£

r^ff^J*-** COLU^ moved ^CTa?S

Payments Bill was read a second time.
^JJJJj

second reading of ;the Red Sea and W l*rr

.Mr. Con fn.; ham condemned the late G^ifES
dent in having concluded a contract which

JJJJ,
untainted with fraud.—Mr. Disraeli defended,"^

the late Government in reference to thesug^^
so highly was h
dertaking, that
company oflereu, w .cwmuiwu- — fjk*1 *

Government should themselves carry out

"k&*
some observations from the ChascellmJ "f^
the Bill wan read a second time, and orjJw»»£jp.

Select Committee. The Criminal ^w--wj?Ei*
moved for leave to bring in a series of «w» ^
date and amend the statute law ot ^^^f
relating to offences against the Pf"®' ^
ries to property, to larceny and oiner

^

to indictable offences by forgery, ana

and abettors of indictable offences,
joe

the United Kingdom against oBe^» /
coin, and to repeal certain> *»«*£,
in several Acts relating to »ndictawe.

matters. These Bills, he • said, would not i

..

common, or unwritten law, but as in «^^
criminal law depended upon statutes tn^^j

a very large portion of that law, w^J^ &. I*

and assimilate. The Four âcan!j^L^Mi
r leave to bring in a Bill to assign g

e K|^J
disfranchisement of the boroughs otav .^r
He said that the Government were nww

^jj
seats in such a manner as

With this vifl£ ^J5J

a Bill to prohibit the payment of the i^„ S /£™* -

m
Voters to tU Pod in Borons, which he described ^^'"ffrW^ n0t^M t0 Pr°volT n!uch opXtion.-Mr. Peacocke opposed the motion.-Sir G LewnHwas his intention shortly to ask leave to bringinaBif^subject of Corrupt Practices at Elections, an# o^e Dart Tf Jh!
SfS^.r?.^ deal with this matter.

'

At tbTl^I „°=

L

th
,?

in England. The two remaining ****™^
united^parishes of Chelseafi^rfjr
Birkenhead, which contained a^popuM

J> „*<£
was the largest »nrfiDresented comn"

L ^ ^
Mr. Bkntinck p
of distribution h
seats should have been given y --

_
f them^Z^

Mr. Stirling advocated the ctonisoi
' ^^J

unrepresented eomnij^ „
Mr. Bkntinck protested against,

the w .^

them at the rate of 21 its 7Jr ™£?l d ^^ mterest upon

aS^^&3e»MBas i

an obligation

had

wo,. 0/ «, cs^^rv ss£ isa

James thought the proper course was to leave th« rilVTbihty to the Government, which had contacted
re8P°nBl -

to introduce a Reform Bill when they ejected
Administration, and not to fritter it away by nronoafn^ ™«3fcumsof reform—After some remarks by MrTn SrvJm/Jand Mr. Mack inkon, leave was given to briL in the b?1?Sir J. Trelawny obtained leave to bring in™ Biff to L^vTCounty Financial Boards for the assessing of countJ^rS? inSfor the administration of county expenditure £ &Jfi5 *"2
\V.Ues.-Mr. White moved for a return of Ofh£f?t , hMembers of the House, when they were L^iZj L J
salaries or emoluments, Ac-Sir G. LewisE £?* ^SLmotion, observing that the return would o?£?f

t0 th
^trouble, and that the information™ m SrtidTa1S2siK?i

,C

i°
r

i R
' PECIL'

though he should not yote J, ? STSS^hardly thought it prudent to refuse the^ retu™ Mr
5jf"«u> said he should vote for the rSim '

The mouon was supported by Mr. BAss and Mr ConSoh.m

insincerity with regard to^^"S^S*
the Bill as a device to^ evade heir^tfd£&
mbrston repudiated i^^^w^fSl
when the rival claims of var.ouspaces . j. ,

would be admitted that the Governiu & ^
-

appropriate selection open to
Jhe^ .& .

either Ireland or Scotland haa i

oug^ *>J
seats were taken from Eng and an

^ ^^ m

restored to it. Leave was then g in ,
w

Mr. Dcnlop obtained leave to^s^^
facilities for the better ascertain»--^„ V
Countries when pleaded »«J

r

,^ve tc
;A

donm.ions.-Mr. Valuers °M
f
^^ratf*£*'

to amend the laws regarding the^ {rT&£
«> otland and Ireland,^and

tue
fund

,au»-- f\
tribution of parishes to the conn* r0^uJl^}
FKWAY.-The Convict 0^&**< :

Alderman Salomons, Sir G. Lewr
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T^ribut3d~to the poorness of the soup the object of that conference to dissipate the delusion.

^fLYZTZm^hich however was unfounded and was a founded upon the small minority of the last session, that

SSLs^tl»«»^ the people were no longer with them in their agitation,
"•*"- 'bKn ^^^JJL w been withdrawn. Tht and to prove that not only could they achieve the same

r, Mr. T. G. Baring
j majority which they achieved before, but a much larger

one, and eventually carry the Bill, not only through

the House of Commons, but through the House of

IWacary

T: .,, far the purpose
[Left

0Tttp Intelligence.

Bask B itb of DiscoFNT.-The Bank of England

st their weekly meeting on Thursday, raised

_ jf discount to 8 per cent.

~Tm IxxiAN LoAN.-Tbe negotiation of the Indian
ins J**

Vri^av. The sum required was

Soft^tS aggregate tendered^B^*
SSoOOOO/ The minimum price was 98£, but the

IS of the upper bidding exceeded that price, and

J^JSl from 98J tolOO. The scrip was subsequently

dealt in at a premium.

Ifovrr Market, Friday.—British Funds :
Con-

tois , at 911 to | /or Money, and 92 to i for the

h Mtfdl j Bunk Stock, 237; Three per Cents. Be-

dored. 91| to 2 | Hew Three per Cents., 91* \
New Two

tnd « Half per Cents., 751 ; India Five per Cent. Stock,

lOOitolOO; Ditto for Acct, 100| to £; Ditto Scrip,

100* • Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1858, 95f

;

Ditto' Bonds, 22*. die.; Five per Cent. Enfaced Bupee

D ddressed

Cooper, Sir J. Shelley, Burt., M.P.; Sir Charles

Douglas, M.P. ; Mr. Sidebottom, of Manchester
j
Mr.

Grimwade, Mayor of Ipswich ; Mr. James Heywood ;

Mr. H. Cosham, of Bristol ; the Bev. J. H. Hinton,

Rev. T. Binney, Lord Henley, M.P.; Mr. Miall, Mr
Baines, M.P.; Mr. J. Coleman, of Norwich; Mr.

Bristow, M. P. ; Col. Tynte, M.P.; Mr. Hugh Mason.

of Ashton; Mr. Rumney, of Manchester ; Mr. Morley,

Rev. T. N. Langridge, the Rev. Messrs. Ashby and

Griffiths, of Anglesea; Dr. Ack worth, of Bradford;

Rev. Dr. Steane, and the Rev. C. Short, of Swansea.

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted

:

1. That, in reviewing the partial
.

itary etruggle f«r tlio

abolition of church-rates, this conference finds that, during a

period of nearly 30 years, there haa boon coutinimn- id grow-

ing hostility to the exaction, as violating the principles Of

justice, as being repugnant to con*. us conviction*, and

as occasioning the bitterest social baling. That successive

governments have admitted the present law to be indefensible,

and that successive parliaments have affirmed the principle of

entire abolition, as the only practicable mode of settling the

question. That the upholders of the impost have nevei
-
on

and are not at this hour, agreed upon any measure by which

the law may be amended, with anv prospect of overcoming the

strong antipathy with which it is regarded. Meanwhil

opposition to church-rates is constantly cxtendn.g over a

wider area, and is diminishing the revenue which is the object

of contention, while the steadily increasing hbera.ity of

simplest and easiest method would probably be, to take
: e cost of the bread and wine out ol the moneys c©;

lected at the offertory ; and we need not doubt th&t'devout
communicants would offer somewhat more largt

ieratiou of this charge. The other necessary ex
really very small ; and these, as well as those which are not

strictly necessary, might be safely left to voluntary con-
tribution. Some charges are made by the State ior iu
own purposes, such as providing and keeping registers, and
making returns of the same, which the State itself would
doubtless, provide for. In conclusion, let me add the expres-

sion of an earnest hope that in auy modification of the existing

law on church-rates which shall now be adopted, the enforce-

ment of them would be transferred from the ecclesiastical to

the temiKtral courts. Common piudence and the mai
interest o( peace demand the tran r. I am, dear Mr. Arch-

deacon, yours very faithfully, H. Exeter,
•• P.S. 1 have omitted ouo consideration, which, however,

strongly commends the measure above stated to my ow
acceptance. It leaves no ground for exempt ion in favour of

anv ; for it recognises a common duty, resting on a pri .pie

which none ought to evade. I have also omitted all reference

to the course to be adopted for ascerta ning from time to time

what repairs of the churches are really necessary, and by win.

authority they are to be ordered. These are matters which

must be left to the judgment of Parliament."

T.iwnv Srttlkment AND It KMOTA I. OP THE POOR.

•"—" -~-
m
--"

, . ' ,,.*,, - A - TVvnTrTfTW • wider area, ana is aiminisnmg me «»»»« "a" ;r, _.,~J
«f

Paper, 95| ; Exchequer Bills, 5s. dis.— * OREIGN .
I

of contention> while tho steadily increasing liberality of

Brazilian Old Five per Cents., 99£ ; Danish Three per i Epi8COpaiians is supplying the funds required ior the mamte-

r«#. Ml • MPxiran Three ner Cents., 241 ; Ditto for i nance of their religious edifices and worship. That in yiew
nts., 834 ; Mexican Three per Cents., 24\ ; Ditto for

Acct., 244 to I ; Portuguese Three per Cents., 1853,

for Acct., 46 ; Russian Four and a Half per Cents., 91i

;

Spanish Three per Cents., 48i; Committee's Certifi-

cates, 6J to | ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, 69| ; Ditto

for Acct., 70i; Ditto, 3858, 56; Ditto for Acct., 564

to i ; Ditto 100/. Bonds, 58 ; Venezuela Three per

Cents., for Acct., 214.

<5a$ette of tfje SHeeft.
TUESDAT-BANKRUPTS-A. Armstbosg. York, Flour and Provision

Dt*lrr-H. Batima>, Timbrr Merchant, Old Broad Street, City, and of
-ft. Underwriter-J. Chafmah and G.Gbaxger, Oldbury, Worcester-

»kire, iron Mitten— P. Cogman, Norwich, Tailor and Draper— Jon

>

Cow all and Jamki Cowkil, Blackburn, Ironfounders and Machine
Maker*- J. pt.-o-toa, W. 1>k>tos. and J. De?to>, jun., Dartmouth Park,

ForrM Hill. Kent, Builders and Brickmakera- H. Dutton and E. Dittos,
lith and Jeweller—
linker— W. Grkkn
ire and Llandudno,

ot these facts, the members of this conference in the interests

of peace, of justice, and of religion, pledge themselves reso-

lutely to adhere to the demand for the total extinction of

church-rates, and appeal to abolitionists of every class to press

that demand with a determination which will convince the

legislature of the absolute necessity for passing bir John Tre-

lawny's bill. 2. That, it being the declared purpose of the

leader of the conservative party in the House of Commons, to

defeat the bill for abolition, in order to carry a measure by

which church-rates will not only be perpetuated, but be
>

levied

for the support of numerous additional churches, and be also

removed from popular control, this conference specially urges

upon electors the paramount importance of frustrating this

retrograde policv, by making such representations to then-

members as will secure their votes for the Bill on every

division. 3. That a Committee be appointed to carry out the

objects of this conference. 4. That to meet the expen-

diture involved in the special efforts already made, and.which

may be required to pass the Church-rate Abolition Bill into

law, a fund of 3000i. be raised and placed at the disposal of the

committee now appointed."

A subscription was then opened, and upwards of H00J.

was subscribed in the room, after which a declaration

! condemnatory of church-rates, signed by upwards ot

1 10,000 members of the Methodist bodies, was presented.

I This was followed by a resolution, expressing the

« uloasure of the conference at the receipt ot the declara-
SCOTCH SIQIESTBATIONS-T. M'Gas«o*. Glasgow, Hat and Cap pleasure ui tue c '««"

Ar«*n™l? a f« 2/a *\crt\ —Tn COn-- -- - - - -• tion, and urging other Methodists to sign, in con

nection with this subject, the following letter, which

rimt Hill, ivent, ttuiiurr* ana isru-kniakera- li. Dutton
EiddrTBiinatrr, Buildrrn— E. > Lorn k»» Liverpool, Silvertmi
J.(ji*»m, Dstflsuton, Stftflordihire, Boot and ^bopni
*nt i, O. B. Baicb. WoicfftfraDd MaWrriT.Woiceatershir

tuTtr of Manure— J. Fkegcso*. Stonebouse. Dfvon»hiref

Pftper^W. lloftc. Ltpford, Dcron*hire, Buyer awd Letter of Machine",
Archdeacons in bis diocess

:

u Dear Mr. Archdeacon,—Youra is not the only request which

Victoria, Merchant.

feHI

Bank of ffinglann-
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
€^•226,005•• •• •• Government Debt »•

Other Securities
Gold Coiu and Bullion

Silver Bullion .. ..

• *

• *
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CoyFKBEK
comcmice, convened at the instance of the representa-

l f? i i
l a11 the Dissenting denominations, was

held on Tuesday in Freemaw„8
» Hall, for the purpose

aVTK
1

-

11* 53Tt0
.
enin|,« the passing of the Church-rate

ty decisive majorities. Several hundreds

insisting upon all which we may think desirable, nor even all

which moat of us may think reasonable. The principle to be

contended for, and never by us to be abandoned, is the union

of Church and State In every nation calling itself Christian.

This indispensable object would seem to me to be insured by

retaining church rates as the legal instrument of providing for

the maintenance of the edifices and churchyards, even it the

support of the special services of the Church were no longer

insisted upon. To require the maintenance of these edifices as

a standing monument of the nation's faithfulness to God, is not

open to the most specious, and therefoie the most eflective

argument commonly used for the abolition of church-rates,

namely, that such a charge is inconsistent with the rights of

conscience ; for very many are thus made to support a system

of doctrine and of worship to which they are conscientiously

opposed. Whether this argument is reasonable or not I forbear

to inquire ; I would rather seek to render it inapplicable. This

would be accomplished by acting on tho very simple expedient

which I have suggested. For thus the great national object

would be secured, without leaving any grievance of which any

reasonable man could complain. 1 rejoice iu thinking, too,

that all which we should find practically necessary would be

obtained. For, the necessary charges for public worship are

not of a formidable amount, and those which are unnecessary—

such as for organs, for lighting, warming, and the like—may
be (shall I be afraid of saying ought to be) no longer demanded

of those who cannot enjoy the use of them. In examining the

list of strictly necessary charges, the first particular is at once

the largest and most important—the supplying the elements

at the Holy Communion. But this, I hesitate not to say, is

most unfit to be made a charge on any man. None but those

who actually communicate ought to be, I will not say com-

pelled, but permitted, to contribute. In the Primitive Cnurch,
i i._ _«* • .,' , i :_« ^.„* ^f T»rViir>h t)»R elements

—A deputation of Guardians of the Poor had an int. -

view with Sir (J. Lewis, at the Home Office, a few dajt

since, to present a memorial concerning "the injur

operation of the laws ot* settlement an vrgeabdity of

the poor and their dwellings, and their in'piat'ice to the

ratepayers." The deputation was introduced bj

Alderman Sidney, M.P., and consisted of the < tirnuwi

Of the West London Union, and several guardians and

clergymen. Sir J. Duke, M.P.; Mr. Layard, M.l\ ; and

Mi."Locke, M.P., were also present. Alderman Sidney

explained that a meeting of guardians had been held

recently in the City, and in accordance with the resolu-

tions passed on that occasion, the deputation wished

to bring under the Home Secretary's attention the

necessity of equalising the rating of parishes, and of

altering the law for the settlement of the poor. Mr.

Harvey, chairman of the West London Union, then

read a' memorial agreed to at the meeting, pointing out

the evils occasioned by the existing laws, and praying

that " there should be an approximate equalised charge

for the relief of the poor over an extended area (say a

county), and that the laws of settlement should then be

altogether abolished." A Iter some discussion of details,

Sir G. Lewis said :—
"With regard to the question of the law of settlement and

removal of the poor, 1 am glad to hear the opinions entertained

bv so large a body of London guardians, for I was under the

Imi >sion that the large towns believed the law of settlement

operated to their advantage. I am glad to find that view is not

taken in London, where the guardians are more experience^

in the relief of the poor. My own opinion is not shared
,

I

believe, by the majority of persons-it is that the law of settle-

ment and
7
removal of the poor might, with ^fjf^^

to the poor, and without any great disadvantage, I think to

the ratepayers, be altogether abolished But this is a question

wholly independent of the changeability of the Pjor^la
Ireland, for instance, there is no law of removal or settlement,

but there are regulations for chai geabihty. With regard tow
equal rate for a bounty, remember that you caxmot have pans

n

auardians if you have county relief. An alteration m the

area of chargeabihty would necessarily involve an alteration

in the area of administration. But. on the other point I think

the law of settlement and removal might be repealed with

advantage." *. '

St. George's-in-the-East.—The following address

siened bv 2176 parishioners of St.GeorgeVin-the-East.

including every member of the legal and medical

professions belonging to the Church of England in the

parish, with but one exception, has been presented to

the Bishop of London :
—

" We, the undersigned churchwardens, overseers, trustees,

guardians, vestrymen, trustees of Raine's charities, and other

parishioners of St. George's-in-the-East, respectfully desire to

convey to your Lordship our deep sense of the obligation we
are under for the restoration of peace to this long-distracted

parish through your Lordship's instrumentality, by the dis-

ntinuance of those offensive innovations in the Church Se>
vice which had alienated so many of the parishioners from the

parish church, and in directing a return to the old iorm of

worship as it existed when the Rev. Bryan King became

rector in the year 1842. In tendering to your Lordship our

most grateful thanks we will only add our belief that no

reward could be offered that would be more acceptable to your

Lordship than that the parishioners should testify their

gratitude by proving, as we are sure they will do, that they

are still what the rector himself in his answer to their

respectful address of remonstrance to him in the year 1845-

acknowledged them to be. •pre-eminent for their dutiful

attachment to the Church and their loyal obedience to the

Sovereign.'

"

were present, and all the principal towns and many of
the rural parishes were repreaented. Among those who

were tasen, was a privilege, ironi »"»-"'"' TLTvLvLL, „f
were strictly excluded; and it appears from the nibnc at

the end of the Communion, in the first Book of Common
Prayer of Edward VI., that the earlier reformers were

careful to observe the same principle That rubricordered

that ' the pastors and curates shall find at their cost sufficient

bread and wine for the Holy Communion, and that in recom-

I pense of such costs and charge, the parishioners o every parn,h
1

shall offer every Sunday, at the time of the offertory the just

value and price of the holy loaf to those their pastors
i

and

curates, in such order as they were wont and that one at

. 4U4 « lliaiuM least of that house in every parish to whom by course it apper-

M.P.jRcv.T.Binn.v TW TV Sf.„;V'i,^'^
1
",? ,ilK

.
e
' taineth to offer tor the charge of the Communion, or so.net »ther

Mr. James H_

L
€
y.,.^ r,^oifePni

'
t:jlse » ,1Iiaa,r'^'" J|s.t;nriinfl:. Mr Schnl* *•«•«« rawmw. um «.— ~» * - . - Q T«««r»

**, M.P, took U,e cbair, aud **/»*?£ attS^TT,3fflt«n»4KB

Westminster Improvements.—Application is to be

made to Parliament for altering the constitution of the

Westminster Improvement Commission, for winding up

the old commission and appointing a new one, to be

composed of six members, two to be elected by the

bondholders, two by the mortgagees, and two of the

old commissioners to remain, if willing. The new com-

missioners are to be empowered to borrow money or.

debentures, and to take lands and houses in Tothill

Street, New Tothill Street, Dacre Street, Orchard

Street, New Wharf, Dean Street, Duck Street, Old Pye

Street, Victoria Street, Castle Lane, Henry's Place,

Isabella Row, Palace Street, Castle Place, Francis

Street, Union Court, Cottage Court, and Artillery Row,

Horseferry Road, for the purpose of public improve-

inents. . .

Mr. Spfrgeon's Tabernacle is now very nearly

! finished. During the last month the friends ot the

rev. gentleman have been using every exertion to raise

the sum required for completing the building. 28,000/.

have been already raised, and the sum of 2000/. is still

required, but no doubt is now entertained that by the

26th of next month the building will be thrown open

for Divine worship, entirely free from debt and without

___....„! nnn «f o„v Intnl. It, is estimated that abore
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a million persons have contributed towards rearing this

gigantic edifice ; and not a single accident to life or

limb has occurred during its erection.

Forgeries on the Bank of England.—In a

parliamentary paper on the Bank of England, some

information is given as to the expenses of the establish-

ment. Among the losses last year was 2159Z. by

forgeries, but the report states that this is smaller than

the average of former years. The net loss in 1830

alone, which included Fauntleroy's frauds, was 214,0007.

Owing to improved measures adopted for preventing

and detecting fraud, the annual loss by frauds during

2000/

y

St. Paul's Cathedral Fund.—At the meeting held

on Friday at the Mansion House in aid of this fund,

several letters were read promising munificent subscrip-

tions, and resolutions embodying measures to raise the

amount necessary to complete the decoration of the

Cathedral were unanimously agreed to. The Bishop of

London and the Bishop of Oxford were present, and
took part in the proceedings.

The Fatal Accident in the Sewers.—The body
of the fourth man who was killed on Friday in the
Fleet Sewer was discovered in the course of the day in

the Union Street sewer, Blackfriars. The medical

evidence at the inquest showed that three had died
from inhaling carbonic acid gas, and the fourth had
been drowned. As it was desirable to ascertain the cause

of this sudden generation of gas the inquiry was
adjourned for a week.
Mission to Dahomey.—A deputation, consisting of

the members of the committee and council of the
African Aid Society, manufacturers, and others, waited
upon Lord Palmerston on Friday and presented a
memorial urging that a subsidy be given to the King
of Dahomey compensating him for relinquishing slave-

hunting. The memorialists were of opinion that the
amount of the subsidy could be obtained by a corres-

ponding reduction in the cost of the African squadron.
They also suggested that a special high commissioner be
despatched to the King, with full powers to negociate.
His lordship acknowledged the importance to the
Government of having the support of such associations,

and expressed his hearty desire to carry out any prac-
tical suggestion that might be thrown out for effecting
the ends desired. The deputation also waited upon
Lord J. Russell with the same petition. In the course
of his reply to the statements of the memorialists Lord
John said that if it were consistent with the regulations
on the point he should be happy to appoint a consul at
Abbeokuta, a proceeding which he thought would be of
great importance in aiding to extinguish slavery and
promote legitimate commerce.
The Public Health.—The Registrar General's

return states that the number of deaths registered in
the week ended February 9, was 1459, being a higher
rate than it usually is in the first week of February,
though in consequence of the change of weather it was
lower than in the preceding three weeks. The average
number in the corresponding weeks of the 10 years
1851-60, corrected for increase of population, was 1360.
The present return is, therefore, nearly 100 above the
average. During the week the births of 1067 boys and
999 girls, in all 2066 children, were registered in
London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years
1851-60 the average number was 1774.

About 40 of the ringleaders in the revolt were then

seized, and, having been heavily ironed, were chained

together and placed in one cell, with a strong guard

over them. On Tuesday morning, Captain Gambler

having ascertained the names of the principal parties

concerned in the outrage and mutiny, directed that

each ofthem should each receive three dozen lashes. An

order was at once despatched to the Marine barracks

for the halberds and cats, which were immediately sent

to the prison, eight of the strongest drummers being

at the same time despatched to administer the punish-

ment, which was inflicted in the presence of a strong

body of troops. Major-General Sir Joshua Jebb,

K.C.B., Inspector-General of Prisons, subsequently

arrived at the prison to institute an investigation

into the outbreak. Twelve men were flogged at

the prison during the afternoon, including Bassett,

who was the ringleader in the outrage on St, Mary's

Island, a notorious convict named Butt, and 10 others,

each of whom received three dozen lashes. These men,

who were the most violent during the outbreak, screamed

most lustily under the application of the cat, while

others bore the punishment without uttering a word.
On Wednesday 34 others *vere flogged, and there are

73 other ringleaders who are still securely chained
together, awaiting their punishment. A guard of
soldiers, with loaded rifles, remains on duty at the
prison day and night. From the inquiries instituted
by Sir J. Jebb, it appears that the revolt is attributed

by the convicts themselves to the bad provisions and
the short supply of their daily rations. It appears,
however, that they have daily one pint of cocoa and
bread and butter for breakfast, six ounces of cooked
meat, without bone or gristle, and one pound of vege-
tables for dinner, and one pint of gruel or tea, which-
ever they choose, for supper. It is certain, therefore,
that the convicts live much better than the hard-work-
ing labourer. Their bread is the best that can be
obtained, and the meat which is supplied to the prison
is better than what is served out to the troops in Chat-
ham garrison.

Jeeset.—On Tuesday afternoon the London and
Jersey iron screw-steamer Metropolis, of 600 tons
burden, while on her return passage from the Thames,
struck on the Rondiere rock, Jersey, and subsequently
filled and sunk, the crew escaping in the boats. By
the hist accounts it appeared inevitable that she would
become a total wreck. Part of her deck cargro was

r**I U
U

xwuuen* r^apnaei, and Carlo Doicf i

been irreparable.—Mr. J h q\ • ^
matical lecturer, senior dean '^h *
College, has been elected to tin 5. ?*
of Geometry vacant by the^^Powe". In a Convocation heM J^John O Westwood was adm§^V^Convocation, and at the same til

»

sworn in as Hope Professor of ZooW*
SALISBUEY.--A choral festival wilhWwthe nave of Salisbury Cathedral, a j£formed in the diocese with a view?!

improving the music of the parochialch?
Sheerness.—An adjourned honesttown c\r\ TnckcrloTT ^*> i-U* i_ i«

Sl
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™tu™fd ?

verdictyAMidentalU-

kilied by the fracture of a crane wke**'

7^h
i"l™l0m-_.

.

T
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OroMiicfal.
Chatham.—A fresh outbreak has taken place among

the convicts in this garrison far more alarming than
any which has occurred here. The 350 convicts em-
ployed, on St. Mary's Island on Friday after complaining
tliat their food was not good enough, threw their soup
oyer the principal warder, destroyed their dinner
utensils, and broke the windows, tables, and other
lurmture. A strong body of warders was sent to the
island, when the whole number were secured, and,
having been ironed, were chained together and marched
Ott to the prison, where they were all heavily ironed

^mvS*"? 5.
U,e P°?ishment cells. On Saturday anumber of other convicts whose names were taken by

for ZZ W6re ?° r
lm0Ved t0 tbe P«™hment celfsfor bemg concerned ,n the mutiny. During the wholeof Saturday and Sunday the convicts in these cells

created another disturbance by kicking the doo
hooting, and yelling. On Monday they refused to leavethe prison, and demanded that the chief warder and one

intended to hang them. Captain Gambler,' the 'J.specter of comnct prisons, accordingly went down, buthw presence, far from intimidating* the convicts, wasthe signal for the most formidable riot that has evertaken place within the walls of a British gaol Ttaguard was overpowered and driven from th! common
yard, the keys were wrested from the warders, and thepmoners confined in the cells were released Every

return, were destroyed, clocks were smashed, and the

tw tuVs^™C
i
Ually Set °" fire in 8everal P'aces- *«

undiZrXl
dai}Sero«' ™«- desperate ruffians heldSS tiTT °f the Prison '

and wo"ld °aveES -f

C
«

°f outrage more gross (ban any yetperpetrated ,f the dockyard guard and a larjre hodv

cwTP
the "rio?e

0t ^T^*- «*^ °Xed touarge the rioters at the p.,V. of thc >net .

washed ashore.

Liverpool.—The storm of Saturday was felt with
great severity on this coast. In the Mersey the casual-
ties to shipping have been numerous and severe,
attended with extensive loss of life.

Newcastle-on-Tyse. — A large and influential
meeting of the coal owners of the north of England
was held on the 17th ult. in this town to consider the
details of a scheme for the drainage of the coalfield east
of Newcastle, which is now under water. In the absence
of Lord Ravensworth the chair was taken by Mr.
Matthew Bell, a large colliery owner. Mr. T. J. Taylor,
in laying the scheme before the meeting, stated that the
coalfield east of Newcastle measured about 30 square
miles, the whole of which was, in mining language,
"drowned." Water had been permitted to accumulate
tilHt had risen more than 100 fathoms above the high
main seam, so that, in point of fact, there was a lake
100 fathoms deep underground, the consequence being
that the high main seam was entirely submerged, while
the lower seams could only be worked by a system
which, though ingenious, was very uncertain. Cait iron
caissons, or tubbing, were used in segments of 20 inches
in height and 4 or 5 feet long. These were wedged
together, and thus formed a sort of dam, which was not,
however, to be depended upon. At Hcbburn a fracture
in the tubbing had occasioned the entire loss of the col-
liery, and might have also occasioned great loss of life,
Cast iron was therefore not to be depended upon.
Under these circumstances it was desirable to adopt
some general plan of drainage. It was therefore pro-
posed to drain a district of 22,000 acres, bounded by
the mam dyke on the north, the sea on the east, anil
the town of Newcastle on the west. This might be ac-
complished by placing draining engines at Jarrou,Howden and other places in the district, They n«
not go to the bottom of the bas in all cases, but to
intercept the feeders would do as well. C onsiderii*
the vast amount ot mineral wealth which was him?unemployed, he thought that they were fully justified
in adopting a scheme, however extensive it was, whichwould utihze that wealth. In answer to varmus
questions Mr. Taylor stated that the quantity of watewas so great m the pits that at Percy Main colliery
before it was abandoned, 18 times more water than
coal was raised from it. The sum which was required
to carry out the proposed scheme was onlv fiO n<w
and the barriers of coal which were nowlffffihigh mam seam only amounted in themselves to more

e™2% • ^ SUm
'

Aft? Se
\eral gentlemen hid

expressed their opinion respecting the proposed scheme,
a committee of coalowners and others was appoint,
for the purpose of corisidering it and examining the
tfill to he presented to Parliament in its favour.
Oxfoed.

with the following remarks

:

/'The immediate cause of the accidentmchain when riding on the third coil •

the
sufficient strength to meet any additionwhich it was tested, the liability to surgh* -i
weights that are m practice thrown at difliJLworking on certain parts thereof were the SI*accident

;
and there was not sufficient contnTIVdence by a responsible person, who should be hZIm charge during the working of the travelled"

Shields.—A fearful gale burst upon tfa

Saturday causing great destruction of fc
Hartlepool, Middleton, Wells, Blakeney, «fi
the other ports on tbe north-east coast. Cr
200 vessels are reported by Lloyd's agents*|
outports to have been wrecked or stnmfci
period of six or eight hours. In many instancai

seen to founder, with the whole of therr

endeavouring to run for a place of shelter. \
of the losses was among the vessels em
collier and coasting trade, which were moth*
the north country clubs, who will necessarily

very large extent. In this port severalw»
driven on shore, and though four life-boitjt

for hours to render assistance, it was impost

two of the crew of the schooner Fowler of Inma

they were drowned in the presence of l$r

The crews of the other vessels were sareA A:

pool 26 vessels were wrecked with a loss of 50s

lads, thc value of shipping destroyed bauy Hfti

Whitby.—During the storm of Satonby II *

were wrecked off this port. Two veeeli t& i

crews foundered. The lifeboat, which w s*

September, after having saved thecrewrffc*-

capsized, and 12 out of the 13 hands tAfBW.

were drowned.
Wolyerhamtton.—The jury tkfc*

quest on the two men who were HWbjfeW"*-

of a steam-boiler at the Rough E&*«|
town returned a verdict of Manslaogkta*""*

the managing engineer, one of tbederaw,"*

that the other lost his life in conseqa*.«»*

neglect and carelessness in not ^^fT^
which was under his charge. The jury *w*

mendation that there should be dopbcaUnj

buoys to all boilers, and that competent pf*-

be appointed to inspect theui.

t
ItelatiD*

The VicEBOYjj.TY.-At the «^*[L,
the Lord Mayor on the 7th inst., the lot

stated that he believed her Majesty s w»
j

neither the wish nor the intention to aw

Viceroyalty, and that, in his V"^-
mainly rested with the Irish represent

Irish constituencies. . * g^'
Law Appointments.—Mr.

Ca-
l

t
been appointed law adviser to.the ^'^
Mr. Lawson, Q.G, promoted to the^J^
Romax Catholic Pabtobai.-^'•^ ^

Catholic IVimatc has issued a ^^j,
which he exhorts his flock to m

rf#
restoration <>f the I'ope to the doming

has been sacrilegiously plundered.

DESTBrrTTVE STOEM ON *"S£,
storm raged at Kingstown on beta

in the wreck of 16 vessels, V**^%\

Pier, while endeavouring t° wv*
l

nther li«>£
.—-i and all perished. Mam om ff

Inquests 'were held on M°»; £w th on the '««« f5
eA«I<*i

J
J

a tne douh» ^ -•-
- .,

ental^
the jury returned a verdict

\J& *^ ^
body of Captai

some portions

In addition to

shipwrecks have occnrrea "T^Ak* of «*j|

attended by a considerable deduct^*

ineiurv returneu » »«
. n re<

body of Captain Boyd has not^ >
some portions of his ^''f^tKi^^r

•ed alf>n
;

THe i«m steamship C'ty<-- ^ iB

™ ni.>=,r,,w to Calcutta, w

The ere* -^
'<

i * , "T1,e liv ' 1,,er states that the pictures on

nil ,h '!f
st

fTd
)"

V
:

recent firc at Wenheim Palace,

that the p.otnr, of tb« fepe of Proserpine waa . fineand undoubted work of Kubens. Had the fire reached i

Bangor, near Belfast.

with the - xception of a ailor, ofl*
\v-ere

and cargo are insured to t¥J* ^he £•
Loud, Gl row. and ^^ Vhtft^
of< » tons went ashore at ^

iel
&.

and pas ert were ^A-^p

Tonqui::. un the Clyde to
*#*
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,!,,, Sundered with all on board,

:iid a woman.
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OB
\TT*%rT*i> *u«u«» l» Dublin.—In the

Court cm Monday the youth Joseph

arraiiroed for the attempt to murder \\ il-

u.italland Uie porter of Messrs. Hvain. at

s^SffS ^ the 28th December last, and,

S"*^ JjSerf bis com . Pleaded Guilty to the

M^mwith skootoS with intent to.kill.

a iZSnTcfortian in passing sentence said that tin

'Jt^Mniated ground of insanity on which

^Vh*ibMn made fcr a remission ot punish-

w in consideration of bis youth, they would

Am piMing "1"" him the axtrome penalty of

Jrrituue for life. He then sentenced him I

—-—de for 20 years.
. . , r

raait Tbalbk.—A murder has been dis-

place called Gortbrack, about three mil

j£ d htfged soldier, called Patrick
1 raka.

t

Sfdarad.

a

>«

/

s

:

who had baen residing wnu us sane on

having been missed, it was found that

•rried off to a place 23 miles distant and

The bo wi ixhnmed, when the port-

;, , proved that he must have been

J..}« Mason, a nephew of Fitzgerald, is

ii .in.Mil

frigate and scv 1 sma esaels under bis orders
co-operated with the pal tsou the Catalonian c«ast ; bio
Barcelona, and received the acknowledgment* of Lord 1-

liugwood, the Comrnander-in for nis seal and energy.
During the war of 100 days, Oapt Monday was sent with the

Ajax to Marseilles to ascertain the sentiments of the inhabi-

tants, and was complimented by Lord Exmouth on the tact

with which he executed his delicate mission. In 1S16 he
visited, under Lord Exmouth, Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, for

purposes connected with the abolition of Christian slavery.

In 1S15 he was nominated a C.B. ; was promoted to the rank
of Rear-Admiral when in command of the Royal George
yacht, in 1830 ; was created a K.C.B. in 1837, Vice-Admiral in

1841, and Admiral in 1*49.

Lady Evans, wife of General Sir De Lacy Evans, MP. for

Westminster, died on the 8th inst., in Bryanston Square.

She was the daughter of the late Colonel R. Arbuthnott, and
was married to Sir De Lacy Evans in 1834.

Tm lli.v. Dr. DoWALDSON. late Follow of Trinity College,

Cambridge, and formerly Head Master of King Edward's

School at Bury St. Edmund's, died on the 10th in ur

weeks' severe illness, at the residence of his mother, 21, Craven

Hill, Hyde Park, aged 49. He was well known as the author

Df the "NewCratylus" and M Varronianu.V' and had placed

himself bv his attainments In comparative phi »gy in the first

rank of British scholars. He received his earlier education

the University of London, and afterwards proceeded to Cam-
bridge, where in 1 he obtained the h est place but <>

the list of classical honours, and in thi llowiug year beeaii

Fellow of T ity. This preferment, howevt no!

retain. In a snort time ho murried and f > the

M:isfcership of the Grammar School at Bury St. Edmund's,

where his abilities were devoted for some years to the >

direct education. About three yarns since he resigned that

ce. and was subsequently appointed Classical Examiner m
the University of Loudon.

good tingle heads of i realise from
. 4d. each Asparagus, French Beams, end new Pol

also be had. Cucumbers are source. Cut flower* chiefly

consist of Orchids. Lily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas,
Violets, Mignouette, Camellias, Heaths, and Bases.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 4* to 8e I Apples, per dos. . Ad to la od
Grapes, per lb. , 8s to 14s Oranges, per 10ft, «s to Its
Pomegranates, each, 4d toGd Lemons, per 100. Ss to IS*

Pears, per dos.. Ss te 6s Nuts, Oob

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d
French Beans, p. 100, 4a
Greens, per do/.., 6s to 8s

Cai l ages, do. , 2s to 3*
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 160s
— per bus. , 4« to 6s
— per cwt., 8s to 10s

Carrots, per bu: . Sd to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s

Cucumbers, each, 2s to 'i%

Artichokes, per dor... 4s to 6s

Beet, per do/.., IsCd to 2s

Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to IsOd

Onions, p. 4 sieve. Is 6dU 2s6d

Asparagus, p. bundle,10sto50s
Rhubarb, p. bundle, 9 Is Sd
Seakale, p. pun : Ss to lis 6d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 6d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per soore. Is

to l*6d
lettuces, Cos, do., Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score. Is to Is 6d
li ores Radish, p. I *ls ^>4s

Mushrooms, p pott., 2s to Ss

Parsley, p. if bunches, 4s to 6s

Savory* per bunch, 2d to 4d

BRITISH WOOLS—Loxnoa, Friday. Feb. 16.

Our
i
inspects seemed more hopeful, and more c Jon

as mai ed to transact busineas. until the dedsssnjof tha

,lin Han England was made known relative tt>

mho advance in the rat

<

Mount to 8 i

wh
men by nurprUe, and has pot a atop

present.

riX A IDBKT AT THE CEYSTAL PALACE STATION.

M« morning: a fetal accident occurred at the

i'alace sta a. The train from F< rah

jig jnst arrived on the Croydon side, a porter was

itationed at t janct ion to direct the pataenp across

the Baa to tie London Bridge train, which was then

from she \ ria station, wlien an elderly lady

ass in the act of crowing as the train emerged from

the tuanaL The porter, seeing the lady's danger,

sprang forward to assi-t r, but the train came upon

them, and both were immediately killed. The hodies

wereir .trullv mntil d. At the inquest on Thurs-

day the jury returned :i verdict of Accidental Death, and

recommended that the directors of the company should

d persons passing from one line to the other to

cross through the booking offices, or should erect a

bridge.

Tm Dividbtds. The dividend of the Great Western

and .rth \Y n is at the rate of 5£ per annum;
UtodVm and nth Western, 5i per annum; London,
Brighton, an g .nth Coast, 3£ for the half year;

Northern, 3/. 3*. 9rf. for ti hah? year on th

riginal stock; lilackwall, 4 per cent, per annum;
awJiandi 7 per cent, per annum; Caledonian, 5^ per

,
annum.

iKNritttacf*
Gorxms DowACER of Haddivoton died on the 11th

! her residence, 43, Berkeley Square, in her 80th year.

I the widow of the ninth F.arl of Haddington, formerly
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland and First Lord of the Admiralty,

only daughter of the fourth Earl of Macclesheld, by the

*hter and co-heir of the Rev. Dr. Drake. She was
born in 1781, and mnrriftd in 180S the late Karl of Haddington,
who died in 1S58

BIRTHS.—On tlo 9th inst," at the Rectory, Corfe Castl

Lady Charlotte Baskss, of a son—11th lust, at 16, Green

Street, Ladv Elizaii rn Leslie Mi i .ville Cartwrioht, of a

daughter— loth inst. at Hopton Hall, near Lowestoffe, Lady

Plumriihk, oftwindaughters-lOth inst, Lady Thomas, wife

of Sir Godfrey J. Th . Bart, of a son—*th mst, at oi,

Creen Street, Grosvenor Sqn . the )l«n. Mrs. W ii.liam

Nansa, of a son—7th iust. at 6. Dawson Street, the Hon.

Mrs Haudcock. of a daughter—<th inst, in South Street, the

wife of ALEX. Mathbson, Esq., M.P., of a saa—lOth inst., at

Government House, Devonp..rt. the wife of M:i.ior-(,eneral

Hutchdbok, prematurely, of twins, stillborn—1 lth inst, at

4, Queen Street, Maylair, the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel

Boyle, 89th Regiment, of a son-.r>th inst, at 22, Olou.

Crescent, Hyde Park, the wife of Captain W. Driscoll Gomet,

R.E., Treasurer of British Columbia, of a son.

M \RRIAG l .8.—On the 6th Inst, at Trinity Church, rhelssa,

Brigadier-General Lord George Paget, C.B., to Louisa,

\ ouncest daughter of Charles Heneaob, Esq., and the n-.n.

Mrs. Him ••• -7th inst, by spe licence, at the Chapel

Royal. Windsor Park, Captain Fer on, Grenadier Gua

sou of Admiral &nd the Bon. Mrs I rguson. of Pi tfour to

Nina Maria, eldest daughter of Colonel the Hon. A. V Hood

and Lady Mary Hoo©—6th inst, at St. Petor's Church, Dublin

William Armit I i, Esq., son of Thos. Orde Lees Esq of

Bloouitield, Co. Dublin, and grandson of the late Sir John

Lees, Bart., to Mary Louisa, daughter of the late John

Hamilton. Esq., of The Grove and granddaughter of

Henry Hamilton, Esq., of Ballymacoll Co MeaUi-

7th Inst, at the parish church of Wyke Regis, Dorset, the Rev

Robert Francis, youngest son of Thomas finMLMKL. of

Boulton Villa, to Louisa Eliza Josephina, eldest daughter

Robert Hassall Swaffikld, Esq. of the same Pf^High
Sheriff for the couuty-l2th inst, at Sig n, \ orkslure, Henhs

.daet aon of Ci.ristophbr Bramwell, Esq., of Hardwick HalL

in the c, ty of Durhs to EueabTO younger da'»ajiter of

the Rev. B.J. Duncombe, Rector of Kirbj Sigston—12th inst,

at the parish church, Leamington, John Albfjvt Cravkn, I

Royal iV.rse Guards, son of Henry Craven Esq., of Jjckhani

Hall Kent, to ; n Amelia, sec 1 daughter of the «ev.

r.AUT MA.rF.Nmi lector of Barnwell, N^hamp^shuje.
DEATHS.-^On the loth inst, at 3, Mansfield Steset, the

Lady Emma Petre-IUI. inst, at the Marquis of Bristol s,

Kemp Town, Eliza Auousta Caroline second daught<

~f ft,« Potr T,nr,l and t*dV ARTHUR HERVBY, aged 10

South-down Hog- s.

gets., m •• 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1
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HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Truaw

Smith field, Thuesday, Feb. 14.

Prime Meadow Hay 76s to 84s I
Clovsr .

.

Superior do. (old) . . 90 U0 New Clovsr .

.

Inferior do. .. ..40 67 I Old second cut

New do *~ ~
Rowen 3» 60

Whitechafel, Thursday Feb. 14

Fine old Hay . . . .lOfistollOs I
Fine old Clove* ,.116i to U0a

Inferior do 60 SO Inferior do

. WstollSi

!.' 70 S
Straw *2^^ 48

!
Davis* Co.

M
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw . . . - 36 40

Fine 2d cut .

.

Inferior do
Fine New Clover .

.

IS

00
98

SO*
on

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday. Feo. 15.

Messrs. Pattendcn * Smith report that the

although not axtensive for Hops continues steady for

sumption, at late prices; very Utile doing on »\kc"™%>
thc

account of the agitation on the 11- p duty question, witn the

increasing advance on discounts.

POTATOES.—Soutuwabk, Monday, Fc.b. 11.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and Ijj^ai

Zl ....::,. uJ^ prices have undergone very little ok***6
;

ire this day's quotations :-\ork Hukes L>0s.

n ; Lincolnshire' Regents. 110s to wOa.;,

Dunbar

Red Soii;i50s. to'l60s.; North Bf^^{
ri^^\boato

Forfhr; and Perth do 100s. to 110s.
;.«^^nd

»f^90^
105s ; American Reds, 00s. ; 1™**™?%^*- to '

Belgian do.. 00s. to 80s. ; Dutch do.. 60s, to 80s.

BUTTER MARJiET.—Feb. Li.

Best Fresh Butter . .. 19s. per dozen tt>s.

Second do. do. . • • •
15e

- » ••

Pork. 46. 8d. to 5s. 0d. per 8 lbs.

I hav<

The ing

^^ ^—, and Lord Lieutenant of Pembrokeshire, died at

raynton House. Gloucestershire, on the 6th inst. in his 85th year.

Be was born in 1770, and was the son of Mr. Joseph Lord, by the

Jeathter of Liont -General Owen, who was the second son of

Artnur Owen, third baronet of OrietSon. He was eduoabed

ft "Jsa and Christchurch, Oxford, and was called to the bar
to 1800. He married first, at Gretna Green, in 1800, the

Wer of the Rev. J. L. Phillips, who died in 1829 :
secondly.

IJiO, the second daughter of Mr. Edward Stephenson, <

ft*J Hill. Berks. By his first wife he had one son
tow daughters, by his second three sous and

—5th inst, at Brighton, the Hon. Archibald Macdoxald,

aged 83—10th inst, at West -end, Hampstead, Lady »w>*"JE .

-_™ .*« «*«, icavmg uu «Uo. . widow of General Sir Thomas Browne, K.C.H. and daughter
KsJohhOwen, Bart., M.P. for the Pembroke district of

of gir William Wolselev, Bart, aged 88—11th mst, at

Shrewsbury, of scarlet fever, Jank, youngest «iaugbter of

Sir Geop.ok S. Brook k Pechwx, Bart., aged b—4th inst, at

Poiitypool Park, Charlotte Gwkst, widow of the late Tir

B Rous, Esq., of Court vrila. Glamorganshire, and daughter

of the late Sir Robert - dusbury, Bart., of LLanwern, Mon-

mouthshire—0th inst, at Leamington, Captain George Bakt.r,

RN.. second son of the late Sir Robert Baker, aged 64—

5th inst, at Anchorfield, near Edinburgh, Alexander Ocshnie

Mon , late Surgeon in H.M.'s Bengal N.I., son of Sir

ler Morison, II.D.—5th inst, at 15, Craven Hill Gardens,

General Peter dk la Motti^ C.B., of the $d Regiment Bombay

Light Cavalry, aged 79-3d inst, at Strati rum House, St.

Andrews, .Major-' ral Gairdnkr. C.B., aged ,1-lOthinst,

at Vi ria Road, Old Charlton, LuciRDA Toler, wife of Major-

General Clarkk—9th inst, at Tnorington Hall, Suflolk,

onel Henry <ce Bence, aged 73-6th inst, at Boulogne-

sur-Mer, Colonel Duncan Ma> i-hkrson, late 27th (Inmskilling)

Regiment-9th inst, at his residence, Hampstead, John Lewis

M i llet, Esq., Utc Secretary to the Board of Audit, aged 85—

12th ult, at Maceio, Brazil, of yellow fever, Hknp.y Li.win

Griesbach. Esq., British Vice-Consul at that port-9th mst, at

COAL MARKET—Feb. IS.

Bowers West Hartley, I7s.3d; Byass's Bebside West Hartley,.

17s 3d.; Davison's West Hartley. 1-s 3d; Holl y well,

18s 6d Howard's West Hartley, 17s. ; TanfieldMoor, l«a 3d.

;

Tanfield' Moor Butes, 16s. 3d. ; Wylam, ISs^; Waus End

Icom Close, 20s. 6d. ; Walls End Eden '.20s. 6d ;
Walls End

Hedtey.20e.; Walls End Hilda, 19s. 6d. ; Londonderry Gaa^

Us 6d ; Walls End Framwellgate, 20s. Od. ;
Walls End

Pcnsher 18s. ; Walls End Russel's Hetton, 21s. ;
Walls End

Soith Hetton 22s. 3d. ; Walls End Cassop lis. 6d.
;
Walla

1 1 Hartlepool 21s. Od ; Walls End South Durham. 20s. ;

Walls^nd Low Bitehburn, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Pease's West

16s. 6d. ; Carway and Duffryn Malting, 24s. 0d.—45 ships at

market.

sad
* V "«i " "viu mice gvua »n>i lw v»«.v«e ..«—.-
{je set for Pembrokeshire from 1806 to 1841, and has since
1841 represented the Pembroke b lghs. Up to 1845 he was

is a Tory, but has latterly been classed among the
In 1845, he supported the Maynooth Grant, and, In

e repeal of the corn laws. He voted for Lord Derby s

„-- in 1852, but against Lord Derby's Reform Bill in 1859.
ne was lord-lit nant of Pembrokeshire and governor of
auford Haven. He inherited the estates of Orielton, on the
astth of his kinsman, Sir Hugh Owen, Bart., in 1809, and
asving changed his name of Lord for that of Owen, was

baronet in 1813. The original baronetcy of the

.^ ' ""* conferred in 1641, and became extinct on the
•TO, hi 1851, of Sir William Owen Barlow, who was nephew
sothe late Sir John's mother. He is succeeded in the title

!!%•****• b
.
v Hugh, his eldest son, who sat as Conservative

wi w JJ«
p«mbrr,ke boroughs, from 1832 to 1838. He was

ESiAr\m • **£ married in 1825 the daughter of Sir Charles

ySxJUFE?*! Bart" *teter of ^rd Tredegar (who died in

\winSi iKL^? her three so08 and four daughters.

Ir SSriSmGBORO« Mukdv, K.O.B., died at his residence

mSS J???5 ^ tbe 9*h inst. He entered the Navy in

—-^Iii"tw«5J!^eTal v«wela iu the Mediterranean, being

aw-.-Tfc2rlre of man >' vessels and in the reduction •

PSfl*
BfH*» MXJ Cslvi. He became - T,-i-""' :"

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 11.

The number of Beasts is smaller than on Monday last, and

the average quality is middling ; consequently chesseet kinds

mot with a ready sale at fully late rates. There are a few-

more Sheep, and trade is not very brisk, but we cannot quote

lower Good Calves are scarce and make higher prices. From

Germany and Holland there are 596 Beasts 909 Sheep, and

74 Calves ; from Spain, 130 Beasts ; from Scotland, 127 from

Ireland, 150; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1900; and 120 from

h« TKirtharn and midland eounties.

6 a b

Owens

Vm
in that

i «wi i« tv.. iJSt 0tP*aty in the action of Cape St
'

• 1J« J*
b*W* <* the Nile. On becoming a com-

£±a<* ..TJIS wJT»*" •"V ^ on hazardous service off
Ufcdis and in tbe Mediterrs .^ on receiving post rank in

in 1798 he was em] l d on hazard

1»1 he captured three privateers
eequently engaged in prob.

]y an3 Sardinia during
Lord Nelsons pursuit of the combined fleets - *«- «*-'

I a lugger. He was sub
protect.:, -icily and Sardinia during

' °* t**e combined fleets to the West
bb__ !_._,. ,

captured off Cadiz, in the presence of four
French frigates, the national brig Le Furet, mounting 18 gunsand with a complement of 132 men ; and in April following
after a chase of 230 miles, took a Spanish war schooner of four

». He subsequently escorted a fleet of transports to Sicilv
veyed the British Consul to Algiers, and, dispersing a fleet
gunboats on the coast of Granada, captured a Spanish letter

a In 1807, he took three armed polaccas. lying inw harbour of Begu,on the Catalonian coastunder strong
and a considerable land force. Afterwards, with th.

county oi nuts, agea oo—<m ^^, «*" v«u, -v„ ,

sington, Sophia Hutchins Callcott, second daughter of toe

late Dr. Callcott, aged 66—8th inst, at the Warden s Lodge, the

Rev Robert Speccott Barter, Warden of W inchester

College, aged 70 — 5th inst, at Hanimoon, Dorset,

the Rev. 1 deeick Bliss, rector of the parish, aged 41—
S*h inst, at the Royal York Crescent, Chiton, the Rev. Richard

Herbert, rector of Chetton, Shropshire, eldest son of the late

Rev. Arthur Herbert, of Myross Wood, county Cork, Inland,

and grandson of the late Thomas Herbert, Esq., of M ucross

Abbey, Killarney, county Kerry-Sth inst, at Pale m I lace,

Bethnal Green, the Rev James Boardman Cap.twpi.mt MA
for 30 years minister of the Episcopal Jews Chapel, and t nap-

lain to the Society for Promoting Christianity among the Jews

aged 63-7th inst, atCanonbury, the Rev. JACOB
.

K, van

Foster, formerly President of the Countess of Huutmgdon I

College, at Cheshiuit, aged 74.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5

Best Snort-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 4

Best Downs and
Half-brods .. 6

Do. 8horn

to 5
8 — 5
U —

4

0to6

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn . . .

Ewes& 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn .• .

Lambs .. .

.

I

Calves . . . . 5

IPigs

d s d
6 — 5 S
. to ..

8 — 5

4

6
5 4

ft » • • *

BeasTs?^ ; Sheep & Lambs, 17,1)80 ; Calves, 86 ;
Pigs, 410.

Thursday. Feb. 14.

The number of Beasts is small, yet it exceeds the ?*n]*»d '*

ronseuuentlv, Monday's quotations cannot bo maintained, nor

Sn a dearUee be effete! Sheep are more plentiful than for

some weeks past. This being the first week in Lent, trade w
v^rv slow Prices are lower, and several remain unsold.

CafJe. ™e no? selling so well as<m "oiiday. Our greign

-«™l« consists of 118 Beasts, 1450 Sheep, and 119 Calves.

Jtflaiim*

Milch Cows 175.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. - • 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn
Beasts, 980: Shee

5 5 6

4 i 5

* • to • •

Beat Lorn;-wools .

Do. Shorn
Ewesfc 2d quality

Do. Shorn
Lambs . . • • • •

"~"
m

• •
^

Calves « .. 4 8 — 5 b
Pigs .. ..44 — 54

; Calves, 175 ; Pigs, 220,

cans.
COVENT GARDEN. Feb. lf>.

Supplies of winter Greens are. improving bo
thnquanti^

MARK LANK.—Moitoay, Feb. 11.

of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morning s

„*u ™,i tuknn at the nrices of thisday se'nnlght

since our last. Oranges may be obtained ex ^"^m Z*
prices. Good Cobs may be had at from Is ^>

Is. bcL P«
pound. Cornish Broccoli is still arriving in cratefuis, and m

al80
Jtered but little I The "OT^™^J^S5S «",
kbout lastweelc's

| *™^*Sl£ S^QaaU-
rather more money. Beans and Peas

ce bring;

unaltered in value.
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3. H.

46—o5 Red
50—70 Red ....

51-72
Red

50—76
40—45
30—36
20—24
26—28
26—28

• * • •

Malting.
Malting.

Feed .

.

Feed •

.

a. s.

40—60
54—65

33—4 ft

40—43

The Oat trade is quiet, and prices are unaltered. Flour is

steady at last week's quotations.
Per Imperial Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs, .ditto— — Talavsra— Norfolk— Foreign
Barley, grind, ftdist, 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign.,grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Kye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .30s to 44s. . . . Tick— Pigeon 34s— 56s . . Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto
— Foreign per barrel

in a Provincial Nursery, a steady, ^AllDK^K¥7H^)._Mi
(i^" ' VT practical knowledge of hi,

L

I*

24—28 ' Peed
35—38

28—4S

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

34—42 Longpod
40—50 1Egyptian
83—48 Suffolk .

20—25
21—24
20—28

28 48

"IT 7"ANTED,
V V active young Man, to take the charge of a Greenhouse,

Pits, &c. He rimst be a good hand at Propagating Bedding and

Soft-wooded Plants, and be willing to make himself generally

useful.—Apply, stating age, wages, <fec , to J. Woods <fc Son,

JN urseries, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

ANTED, A GARDENER, within four miles of

London. Must be willing to make himself generally

useful.—Address, stating age, wages expected, and former

employment, to K. Z Y., Post Office, Aldenham Terrace, Old

St. Pancras Road. N.W.

t

w
understands Stock, <fcc. QaoJ^^iaW
Battersea Rise, S.W. ** char

»cter,!i S

(^ardeneT(SSPJ
\J* brance; perfectly un<W.
branches.

40—42

50—57
33—50

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.

40—50
3S—48

30—35 Per sack
38—50
40—50

Friday. Feb. 15.
The weather during the past eight days ma3* be called fine,

although we have had rain aud snow occasionally, with sharp
white frost at nig-ht. On Tuesday the thermometer was as
low as 24° Fahr. The wind has blown from the east, varying
from north to south ; to-day scuth-west, with rain since
yesterday afternoon. A steady demand has been experienced
lor all kiuds of grain and Flour during the week, and prices of
each have been well supported throughout the kingdom.
During the past eight days only 30 cargoes have been reported
arrived off the coast, viz., 13 Wheat, 5 Maize, 4 Barley. 1 Oats,
1 Beans, 2 Flour, 2 Linseed, and 2 Cotton seed. The sales
have been to a fair extent at about former prices. In Paris,
on the 14th, there was a steady demand for "Whea- at fully late
rates, and a fair amount of business has been transacted.
Flour was also more inquired after, although in most instances
prices have advanced about 1 ft'. The arrivals of English grain
this week have been moderate, of foreign Barley good, and
of Wheat and Oats very small. This morning's market was
fairly attended by town and country millers. Good English
Wheat was in request at fully Monday's prices, and the value
of foreign continues to be well supported. Spring Com of all
descriptions is steady at Monday's quotations.

English .

.

Irish • * «

Foreign .

.

Arrivals from Feb. 11 to Feb. 15.

Wheat.

115o qrs.

3960

M

tt

Barley. | Oats.

3580 qrs. 160
1930

40303200 »>

qrs,

»•

»>

Flour.

loyo ska.

{

10
t*

WANTED, a GARDENER who understands the

Management of Flower Garden, Forcing House, and

Kitchen Garden. He will be required to superintend a small

stock of Sheep and Cows on about 20 acres of Grass land. A
Cottage will be provided for him, an Under-Gardener is kept,

and occasional assistance given.—Apply by letter addressed

X. Y. Z., Great Western Hotel, Paddington, stating age,

whether single or married ; if married, number in family ;
pre-

vious enticements, and amount of wages expected.

TT7ANT13D, n respectable Man, ol active habits, who
V T thoroughly understands his profession, as GARDENER,

single-handed. Must be competent to undertake Greenhouse,

Conservatory, and Forcing Pits, Pleasure Grounds and
Kitchen Garden—about half an acre each. Wages, IS*, per
week, with advance in proportion to satisfaction given.

—

"Exhibitor." Post Office, Cheltenham.

*V/ ANTED, a First-class TRAVELLER in the Plant,
V V Shrub, Fruit Tree, and Seed line.

—

William Rolusson
& Sons are desirous to engage in the above line a first class

Traveller, who has been accustomed to take the usual annual
journeys through Great Britain and Ireland. None need apply
whose ability in the above capacity and general character will
not he»r the strictest investigation.—The Nurseries. Tooting.

nTTANTED, as WAREHOUSEMAN, a steady
1 V intelligent Man, to take charge of the Warehouse

Department of a Provincial Seed Business. He must already
have held a similar situation.—Apply by letter to D. A., Messrs.
Fairhead <fc Son, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, to assist in SEED
SHOP and COUNTING-HOUSE, a.young Man, age IS

or 20. One who has been engaged at similar work preferred.
He must write well and quick.—Apply to Messrs. >Vm. Cut-
bush «fc Sox, Highgate, N.

^perfectly unde^U^?*** H
a r, o m 1V :}e can l°ok after Pn, u P^tiT

(1^KDENER(HEa^^VJ brance
: thoroughly undpr«£ ? ' mr^i

and Greenhouse Plants VeS^J^C
Kitchen Gardening. Canafc8 °f Pn*»

N

Wife can manag'e DairyS^^ °f

G

^
character.-C. H., Mr. Oram's,J&, ,

Rire

J. Perkins, 5~2. Mrt« s$£*&Z»»£l

(VJ?!™^*** 27. marriedv_^ the Stove and Forcino- Denartm^ '«_™
-J. M., Bath Road, Bradgrdgg^ fc

^ARDENp.^1^^:
k

.

V_^ knowledge of his Profession ' " l1

be
T

i •

~
*

,
x ro, ession in all itsW

b highly recommended. No siude-lvulS^
. A.. , Mr. Weeks, Nursery. Ki3 iSl*«^lyjJ^sRoarl, Chffi

Q.ARDEXEIi (either&S5^S5S
•

U
a
keP fc)-—Age 25 ; understands Fanfrling and can be wel! recommended -a? >

Stationer, High Street, Croydon. S.
' '

'

r\ ARDENER (Singl^^^T;
VJ more men are kept). -Middle-aged, mwieim
J
orc.ng in all its branches. Is leaving his £2*5March. Six years' character.-Y. fiwlTSi

Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield.
™*1

OARDENKH (Under), to~^ork
VJ Afre 20.—A. L., Post Offic
Essex, N.E.

PC,

m the

Wood Street, W

*

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Feb. 12. — There has been a fail-
attendance of millers and dealers at this morning's market,
and tt heat has met a steady retail inquiry, without the least
alteration in {value. Flcur moves slowly. Indian' Corn had
buyers at a reduction of 3d. per qr., but sellers held firmly for
* riday s rates. Oats and Oatmeal steady. Peas and Beans are
each the turn dearer. Barley unchanged. The market ruled
steady throughout, but the business was chiefly of a retail
character. Weather cold and frosty.

^^V?eb> 15-~There was a fair attendance at to-day's
market

; Wheat, fine qualities, meet a fair consumptive de-mand at late rates, inferior kinds Id. to 2d. lower. Flour
-£?' ?2

l
J*--* b/u/ine8S doing. Indian Corn fair inquiry, at

.78. 64 to 3is. 9d. for mixed, and 39s. 6d. for Galatz. 1 Jeans
firm at 41s. for Egyptian?. Oats and Oatmeal moderate saleat late rates.

A VtKAOiS

Jan. 5..- 12..

Wheat.
)
Bartey.

j Oats.

56i 3d

GARDENER (Head).—A-o 28; lias a thorough
practical knowledge of his profession in all its branches.

Good reference.—H. B., gg rdenerf Chronic!* Office, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, single; thoroughly
understands his profession. Good character, and no

objection to any part.—J. W., Post Office. Weald, Sevenoaks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, one child;
has a good practical knowledge of his profession, having

worked at it from his boyhood.—J. H., S6, Westbourne Street,
Eaton Square. Pimlico, S.W.

ARDENER (Head), Age 27 : and TWO UNDER
GARDENERS, are open to engagements. The highest

references for ability, sobriety, &c—Josh. French, Melrose
Hall, Putney, London.

ri ARDENER (UroERj^r^THTfiVX knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.-

?J 5^17 a
,

nd La
-i°

Fruits
'
&c

- Gooi reference -iHall, AV orksop, Notts.

ARuENER (UKDER).-Has badl^T
nence in Early and Late Forcing, also Rower t

Gardens. Highest testimonials as to character can '«—R. Y. Z., Post Office, Sturry, near Canterbury, Ks

GARDENER (Ukder).-Iii a nobleman'*'

man's establisliment where Forcing and F

are carried on to some extent ; has had constat:

perience. Three years' good character.-A. ft, ft

Ottershaw, Cbertaey, Surrey.

ERBALISi'.—To Persons wishing to tflfa.

the above Business. A young Man wishes fore aa

ment as M ANAGER, having had several yean' eiper-

the above business.—Letters post paid, I

Chronicle Office.

GARDENER (Head).—Understands Pines, Vines,
_ __ Melons, Cucumbers, and Plant Growinnr. Two-anH.
half years' good character.—J. H
Nursery, Edinburgh.

Mr. Methven, SUnwcll

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks A
Prices.: Jan.

VERMJES.
'..

i>78

57
56
»6

55
54

1

7
3 •

6
u
• •

Jau
- l ~ Ja^ld. Jau. *tfj Feb. 2. 7 Fob. 9.

r

••i

• #

TO NOBLEMEN AND LANDED PROPfoTDft

ESTATE AGENCY, at Michaelm»as4lyip

I tical Norfolk Farmer, who thoroitf

Heavy and Light Jjands systems of Fibbs ^W- ^
M loagemnit of Woods, Ac., and haiMgrf

Draining both Marsh and Upland.—lZ.,I.H,H*iHJ

Solicitor, St. Andrews, Norwich. Norfolk

TO NOBLEMEM AND CENTLWOI.

ORESTEi:, HKDGER.&c^noiroritWjJ
term.—Mi. Idle-aged, without iucumbnoojw

unlerstands his profession in all its various «;

Fences of any kind, Wood or Iron. H»n

manage a Sawmill where one is kept :

rl„T^n,.f^«,,4- Irr. T «.«« nvrvm-iAnM. «Il(i UnaWO"

F

• •

i

• •

v •

• •

• •

Ww If
D
'H

^KEMAN, a clever intelligent Man,
Growing Stove n

4
p! °,baS ^ considerable experience in

of hL p^eLfon On?f
hOUSe

?
Iant8

'
ftnd the ****"* routin«

Oood ?eLenCes ^n £°m a^ -toblishment preferred.P,P.,^^l^n^^2^ St8dng ^^
WANTED a NURSErTgROUND FOREMAN.
thorouirbivS; aC

i
lVnieiPerienced business Man who

NurseT^ Sddl«th
!
Management ot general Out-door

StacValS^Ste^^^JK^&to 1-t up
more than 45. Wife to give JJ^^f/SSL^?:. ^ K°, not

/ JAKDENEh (Head).—Age 28; lias a thorougliV^ practical knowledge of his profession, :ind competent to
undertake the management of Pines, Vines, Cucumber*, andMelons

; also Flower and Kitchen Garden. Three years' rood
character.— 13. B. t 4, Lily T<rrnre,JVarwick Road, Kensington.

GARDENER (Head).-Age 45, married; has tor
20 years upon the most improved principles successfulJv

cultiyated Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Hothouse and Greenhouse
Plants, with general Forcing, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen
Gardens Hai also had great experience in the Management ofLand and Stock.—J. C, Pine-Apple Nursery, Edgware Road, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thorough
knowledge of his profession, including Forcing Fruits

Flowers, \egetables, and Management of Flower and Kitchen
garden. I wo years' unexceptionable character. — J KMr. Dyers N ursery, Brid gowater, Homerset.

/VMfDENEi: (Head)—Age 41, married, withoutVJ incumi nee
; has a thorough knowledge of his profes Ion

to all its branches, with od experience of Early and Late
r, also the Management of Flower and KitchenGardens Good « r, and can be

" »vitcnen

manap
depart ment, <tc. Long experience and «

will be given. No objection to Ireknd.-J- *

Killeun, near Glasgow.

Fifc

Hmilow^Lx. W
- ^ K

-
BRE—^ Vicarage Farm, /";.ARDKX Hi; (Head), ,,„,, nobh^,,, or gentle

TO GARDENERS.
Age 28, married, one child

; a

TTTANTED a GRAPE and PINE GROWER

SSS^&2ZX2S£^v:ee/S^'£°
I fir*"""" («-^

Head Gardener ;' bas bnd^great eiwrien'ce^n^K V™****
his profession where liarlv ForS "»•"?«. l a,

l

^

ranchea «
Vegetables is *S^JE?ft£ ^r^HTtc^Gardener. Upwards of three years' good character fn^tlgentleman he is about to leavc.~E. if. B., awSSWanstead Park, Wanstead, Essex.

Alderman Finnis,

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEMft

STEWARD or BAILIFF.-Hasbdpttc^
rience In the Management and Improving

«JJJ
inSo.tlandand England, Hearing, Bajrojf «» HJ
kin-Is of Farm Stock, the Measuring of Lanaawjj

the Erecting of Farm Buldings. Seven T^L^k
{resent em Ployer.~G. G., Fo^tO&ceJ^B^

FARM BAlLIFE.-Middle-a?eJ, "^
thorough knowledge of his business, w f

Light Soils; Cultivation and Management or ^
ing. Rearing, and Buying of Stock, bevenjc*

Y. /., Mr. Cattells, WesterhamJKent^ .

BAILIFF.—A native^f^Monhetot^:;

connties In Scotinnd: a thorough Pfj,^;
tomed to Draining and Improving La"7

Wo0d$, *
>

de of Stock, both Sheep and Cattle. ĴJ^
mortals of the highest order.-J. tt-,

; &f.

ft Son, 27.
|

(^S^^j!8^^
BAIL! F F.-Thoitmghly "J^SW*

branch of Agriculture, both Hcavyand *

t! mo approved system; GfJgJ having]*- .-

Breeding, Buying, and Selling of «j*j. rf«
Management f large ^\W\,^Z, T>^:' I
character. Would undertake.to «Jg g^
Messrs. Fi.^naoah i: Son', 9, »Linsion Mou^^

pU I> I S S'S € O N S T I T JJ0I2

anu-

WA
M
N
af

LI)
' * married Man, to undertake the

andPn!?
gnient0f *« extensive Collection of Fruit Treesand Roses; it is necessary that he should have had go<S

Age 30, small incumbrance •

. „ , P^^'^^expe^enceinGardeninwiiiftlii^K^.^,!
Ln England. Ireland, and Scotland, indndi^Eart^nT^

rrie

Fruit,

mry.

TO NOBUM£N AND CENTkEMEN.

ved to be the be.-* t and

u.viTLE, cheaper because
anu ^

once a week, preserving heal ivigou^^
rience is

NKATC
proved to be the best ana cac^ .,

AtTLE, cheaper becau«ifjgwj^

WANTED, a GARDENER who
business; single-handed place.

understands his

egetable, and Fiow.trdens
;

also a great extent of G as* Bas SJTZ * LO
*f\

cost too is saVa by the foodtarm^^gj
is an acknowledged ?c^ Ĥv when* B^Kc
better upon three feeds ot Oats da i> w y ....

given thin with four feeds JvilouUW rf»j

also fatten much faster with the oc*
tbe

,ctf ,
i ve at a greater state of P^S^ thu» £*£»

without the Balls. Any one
i

doubting ^^
try the use of them and P^'^ateA W&g
are used the better they a" fK^ng^^JSgConghs,tods,& i(lotberdO^found admirable for

mation of the Fyes, swelled l*^'* ^n oj&

. Horses and Neat Cattle, as may

and testimonials with each paw

asa«»iafi8ffiesa?^s
The BalLs are prepj

CClpA

/London, S.W scry men, Fuiham,

An- the Pri^e l&say on the P*g u*gp*
Horse. An 1 may be had of «i.*Set, <*« S coC

with full direction.. Persons u.

J- abtaioP
:ua^

Pn.prietor gratuitously byenciusi «

H
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1861.

-r nmniM BROTHER, 170. Hampton Street,

I
" ^nnahwi Sole Man turers of the Improved MONO-

1

.IpISTS^OOD LA lit r Garden Borders, Flower

SSite toUwofl «ch. These Labels have now stood the

^SaSeoplnion for many years, and are acknowledged by

Sfitara 2d them as superior to any offered to the public,

£ »Zin«HL utilitv and economy in price.—bole Agents inm! ii
' i'.kvs-k A- Co., Hortfcaltonal Implement

MhMM, XKing WillLim street, London Bridge, E.G.

HAT r GUTTA PERCHA BULBS.—
I Imnktavt to Gardeners.—The Gutta Percha Company

th« ntoMare to srkn ledge the receipt of the following

r f£i» G < . lbmw. Esq., the celebrated Florist :—
rfromcr. i-lwm, »h ,

•< 420, Strand, London.

f~i nllMinn 1 have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels

,sJTtwo Teem and being so ranch in a garden as I neccs-

iSvam in all weather* id with the ground in all states, I

•b3! oni 9aooonnt be withoutthem. As a matterofeconomy

IwoT" 1 reeotnmend « ners to use them, for they may

iiJlfr
"*•'

«**rn part v '• times by warming the material at

Sftirw, ami pressing it from the thick parts to the worn part

mmaUy»* t were so much, lough. I think it the duty of all

mnooa who must ocea uilly wet their feet to adopt a

al that oompl. y defies damp. Many a gardener would

colds and rheum"ati>m bv the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

" Y< >ur obedient servant, G. Glenn y."

Everv variety of Gutta IVrcha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Tubing. Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,

Cnkm .' s, Bottles. Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet

Tr»rs. <?e Bags, C' In Kings, Galvanic Batteries,

pe Trays, ftc. manufactured by the Gutta Fercha

OMBpsny, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or

coast r.-.—Tho Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, IS, Wharf
<*\. oad. London, EC
DINNI lis PIKE FLUID MAGNESIA has

been, during 25 years, emphatically sanctioned by the
Mt-i-.od l'p'fi-'iion, HM ir.iversally a/cepted by the Public, as

Ike best Remedy r Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
edsche, Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient for

defeat institutions, more especially for Ladies and Children.

OMttbtned with the Aefdolated Lemon Syrup, it forms an
iptlaUt Effervescing Draught, in which its Aperient qualities

are much increased. During Hot Seasons and m Hot Climates,
8 REGULA.it "ise of this simple and elegant remedy has been

found highly beneficial. — Manufactured (with the utmost
attention to strength and purity) by Dinneford «t Co., 172,
New Bond Street, London, W. ; and sold by ail respectable
Chemists throughout the Emrrire.

DR. OE JONCh*3
(K or the Order of Leopold of Belgium)
HT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,

i>«ed by the most. Eminent Medical Men throughout
the world as the safest, speediest, and most effectual remedy for

MFTIO.V, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA.
COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT, GENERAL DEBILITY",

I kaSES OF THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE
WASTL' AND ALL SCROFULOOS AFFECTIONS.
U 1XCOMPAKAHLY SUPERIOR TO EVERY OTHER VARIETY.
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PATER COLLAl;> (IIevebsibleV Set per dozen;
Post free, Sd.—Patentee. Arthur Granoer, Pai>er Manu-

factory,_308L High 1Mbom. W.C. __
CHUBB'S PATENT SAFES, the moffc secure againat

Fire and Thieves.
CHUBB'S FIRE PROOF STRONG R< " »M DOORS.
CHUBB'S PATENT DETECTOR LOCKS and STL LET

DOOR LATCHES.
CHUBB'S (ASH and DEED BOXES.

Illustrated Price List gratis and post free.

CHUBB and SON, 57, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, EC.

L£ SOMMIER LLASTlQUE PORTATIF.

HEAL and SON have patented a method of mating
a SprinLf Mattress portable. The great objection to the

usual Spring .Mattress is its being so he; and cumbersome.

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three

separate parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of

the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool or horse-

hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring
Mattress is very liable ; tho price--, also, are much below those
of the best Spring Mattresses, vi/.. :

—

8 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long
3 feet 6 in.

4 feet

4 feet 6 in.

5 feet

5 feet 6 in.

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUL PORTATIF thet

the advantages of elasticity, durability, clcanhm -s, portability,

and rheapn s.

An Illustrated < doguc of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bod-

Room Furniture sent free by post on application,

H»AL A Son, 190, Tottenham Court Road, W.

TTIORGERY and FRAUD. — Understanding that
1' there is at present an attempt being made by lomt un-

principled parties in our city to deceive the public with an

inferior Starch, made up in packets closely resembling the

: N FIELD STARCH, we consider it our duty to warn our

fair readers to be careful when purchasing to see that the wo>
" Gikmikid," and the maker's name, " Robert Wother-
bpoon," is on every package, as none others are genuine.

When you ask for GlcnricM Starch see that you get it, as

inferior kinds are often substituted.

PRIZE MEDAL. PARIS EXHIBITION 1855.

METCALFE, BINf J LEY, and CO.'S New Pattern

and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleach.
HairBrushes,ImprovedFleshandClotbesBrushcs,andgenuinc
Smvrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, ( lb, and

Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thon ughly

between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them m effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose. M., B., A Co. 's new and

delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet and tho Oxford and

Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles 2*., 3*. 84., and ftf. M etcalfb'e

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2*. per box.—Sole I »b-

lishment, 130n and 131, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d doors west

from Holies Street. Loudon, W.

KITE AND SOUND TEETH ere indispensable

to personal attraction, and to health and longevity, by

the proper mastication of food. ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or

Pearl Dentifrice, compounded of Oriental ingredients, is of in-

estimable value in preserving and beautifying the Teeth,

strengthening the Gums, and in giving a delicate fragrance 1

the Breath. It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes

spots of incipient decay, and polishes and preserves the

enamel, t . which it imparts a pearl-like whitei i. Price 2* 9d.

per box.—Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, E.G. ; and by Chemists and

Perfumei Ask for " Rowland's Odonto. "

NO. 8, CROSVENOR
-
STREET, BOND STREET.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH on a NEW and Im-
proved PRINCIPLE. — Mr. Eskkll's PATENTED

In One large Volume, ermvngvo, price U.,

HEALTH, HUSBANDRY, *KD HANDICRAFT.
Bv HARRIET XARTINEAU.

" The work throughout is practical in i'> lUaracter, abounds
with good and useful I oe, and is the re> f the inquiries

of a t nonghtful, intelligent, and clim *UT«r."—Oimr**r.
l^i Kt A: Evans, 11, Bouveri* >^reet. Fleet *et.

T)UNXTi'S HISTORY of tiik LAM INVfcX

_L yeal
The Re-issue of " Punch," in Volumes, will commence on
March 1. Full particulars and Prospectuses may be
obtained at the Punch O thee, 85, Fleet si. Orders

rec ed by ;U1 l.-toksellcrs in town and country.

SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
Da. JONATHAN PEREIRA, F.R -"It was fitting that

the author of the best analysis and investigations into the pro-
perties of this Oil should himself be the purveyor of this ira-

/
__ ...-,,,,, „
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, ^ *" medidDal ^ irP08C8 ^kSSS^mSSdSl^ Majesty's Royal Seal, July

^GRKsh^TTn< «Dr Granville bos found that ls^ for adapting Artificial Teeth on M- *ble i cs by Self-

iu 2!.."%uF-^i!:" YIaSnV!f.l;.!!l rtS adhwion, are
1

fixed without springs or any fastenings, without

>\in or extraction, restore perfect articulation and mastication,
iwiicuwiaxm a SDOrrer time uihu omer mhus, »uu iu«t it>

'

. . ;^^rt0ciKl n^A 1«uf o liforimff "All

DZ BAR O V Phrl an ^ Cnv^Hosnital -" I have been without requiring new sets of toeth?-S
.
July 20. "Will
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l TA for th08e cases iu which thc SMiS^
"KSan'r- &&^«»»*m**«w**** s §s^»ssa 5ss

street; 01d steyne
'

Brigh^m:
the University of Dublin.-- I have in the course of my prac- Bennett s Hill, Birmingham.
tice extensively employed Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod I - —*-«*.
Liter 00, and I have no hesitation in stating that I consider it BOHN'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY FOR MARCH,
tee bestofall the specimens of Oil which have ever come under

{

rTlHK COTTON MANUFACTURE OF GRLA1
"J *<***••" ' JL 15RITAIN, systematically investigated ; with an intro-

ductory view of its comparative state in Foreign Countries.

By Ani>kfw Urk, M.D., F.R.S. New edition, revised and
completed to the present time, by P. L. Simmonds. In two
volumes, with 150 illustrations. Vol. I., pee* 8v°. cloth. 5«.

Hkniiy G. Bohn, York Street. Coven t Garden, London, W.C.

BOHN'S ENGLISH GENTLEMAN'S LIBRARY for MARCH.
Handsomely printed in demy Svo, and illustrated with por-

traits and plates, at 9$. per volume,

rTlHE ENTIRE CORRESPONDENCE or HORACE
JL WALPOLE, with the Prefaces of Mr. Croker, Lord Dover,

and others, the Notes of all previous Editors, and additional

Notes by Peter Cunningham. Illustrated with numerous fine

portraits engraved on Steel. To be completed in 9 vols. Vol. II.

Hknry G Bohn, York Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Dr. de Joxoh's Light Browk Cod Liver Oil is sold only in
»»i»ial hall-pints 2*. < ./.

; pints, 4*. 9d.
;
quarts, ;»>. ; cap-

aieaand labelled with his *tamp and signature, icithoxU wkich
***< ca*poitMg be (jenuai", by respectable Chemists.

Sole Agents :

A»aAR, Harford, t Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

CAUTION.

—

Bewa re of Pboposbo SrRaTiTHTiONs.

\ LL AFFLICTED with WEAK EYES may obtain
^~X. instant relief by using Dr. Warner's EYE WATER,
^mch removes all inflammation arising from cold, dust, or
constitutional caoses.—Sold in bottles, 2s. 9d. and 4«. 6d.. by
Manvay, Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger. Oxford Street, W. ;

terli"?,
8t\?aul

'

s Churchyard, E.C. ; Hooper, King William TTOUT1CULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners*

httLDr w\i'^m^^l\^mhUi
- Of whom may also oe

| XX Chronkle of May 12, containing Mr. Nesfield'h

ulcerated l<** S^»-, i \f certain cure for sore and
| COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore,-^!T J**** ourns, and scalds, and bites of insects, and in

- ~

ipn<mimban ^ invaluable. In bottles. 1*. Ur/.. and 2».<W

AHK^ LIFE PILLS act as a warm and balsamic
^ywjremoving without the slightest pain or incon-

is still on Sale at thc Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent

Garden, W.C, and will, be sent by post on receipt of six stamps.

ttM-ft irf haalUiuli
00

!'' and restore tbe whole system to a

mavbe relied on *L\^
^' S PILLS

I^mVi ^k« h~.**k.._! i
heat medicine for indigestion, sickS <£„ IS2frn

* l0? of aPPetite, disorders of the stomach
^.VJl^LTfuT^l^ °I .

b«e! dizxiness of the eyes, violent

XClttf Of t\)t

In the House of Lords on Friday Lord St.

Leonards called attention to the propoied scheme

of building new courts of law in a central pod-

tion, and strongly deprecated the appropriation of

the Suitors' Fee" Fund of I
»urt of Chancery

for their erection. The J. o Chan m de-

fended the Bcheme, and said that there could be

no possible objection, to the ample] incut of the

Suitors' Fund if a guarantee were give* by the

Government for any claims that might be made

upon it. On Monday the Loud Cuancv li.or gave

notice that on an early day he should move for a

Select Committee to inquire into the laws relating

to persons entitled to sue for divorces in the

Courts of England and Scotland. On Tuesday

the Indictable Offences (Metropolitan Districts)

Bill and the Constructive Notice Amendment Bill

passed through committee. Earl Glv.y moved

for copies or extracts of despatches received by

Her Majesty's Government explaining the objects

of the expedition ordered to the Yang-tse-Kiang.

He entered at great length into the causes of the

China war, and said that it had left our trade on a

more precarious footing than it was before. Lord

Wod i ; house defended the policy of the war, and the

Karl of Ellenborough condemned it as likely to

lead to the perpetration of fresh injustice and

renewed calamities. The motion was then agreed

to. On Thursday the Eail of DbHBY gave

notice that on Thursday next he should call

the attention of the House to the displacement

of the houses of the labouring classes m
the metropolis in consequence of the in-

troduction of railways and other public works.

The Marquis of Nokmanby gave notice that on

Tuesday next he would submit a resolution express-

ing the regret of the House that tie Government

had accepted Mr. Turnbull's resignation of his

situation at the Record Office on the ground of his

religious opinions. The Indictable Offences (Me-

tropolitan District) Bill, the Fictitious Savings

Banks Bill, and the Constructive Notice Amend-

ment Bill were read a third time and passed.

In the Commons on Friday Sir E. Colebrooke

obtained leave to introduce a Bill to provide for

the formation of tramways on turnpike and statute

labour roads in Scotland ; and Mr. Garnett

obtained leave to introduce a Bill regulating the

use of locomotives on public roads. On Monday

the House went into committee on the Bankruptcy

and Insolvency Bill. On the 42d clause, which

provided for the payment of compensations to the

holders of abolished offices, Sir H. 'Willoughby

objected to the clause as entailing another charge

on the consolidated fund. After some discussion

the clause was carried by a majority of 50, the

numbers being 78 to 28. The Chairman was then

ordered to report progress. The Parochial Assess-

ments Bill was read a second time on the under-

standing that it would hereafter be referred to a

Select Committee. The Committee on the RedNow ready, price 2*. 6d., _
TTIOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part IX. Containing the g~~~

d fndia Telegraph Bill was nominated after

• n. •.:• A^rrARh^^Vii^ Fleet *tr^>

J-KATIN(;;s COUGH LOZKNGES-Statistie*
1 \ Hhow that 50.000 persons annually fall victims to p„l-7 disorders, including Consumption, diseases of theand the respiratory organs. Prevention is at all times

_U conclusion of Pleurothallis.

Parts I. to VIII., price Is. 6d. each, may still be had.

J. MATTnews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

EOKGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the CUCUMBER, MELON, SKAK ALE, ant> ASPA-

RAGUS will be sent free by post on the receipt of 3s. 6d. m
postage stamps. See Gardmert' Chronicli. Jan. 12-

Gkorok Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealing, Middlesex.

some discussion on the question whether the com-

pany had fulfilled their contract. On Tuesday

Mr. Locke King obtained leave to bring in a Bill

to extend the franchise in counties, and Mr. Baines

obtained leave to bring in a Bill to extend the

franchise in boroughs in England and Wales.

theGEORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE i Mn yf Williams moved a resolution to

of the PINE will be sent free by post on the receipt of
nr.meitv should be made to

2s. 6d. in postage stamps. See Gardenert* Chronicle, Jan. 12. eflect that real property snomu u« iuuuc w

eenirh or *»ld; they are
**ed -—Prepared

curing a

J *"£ ?°°i
alik8

,

for
t
ho y°unK or 'or theand sold n boxes. 1*. lid., and tins, 2s. 9d

~» £ •

t*

n
V°t^M ' ^°h

i
by ThoMa9 Kkatino. Chemist ire

'

**
, Churchyard, London. Retail by all DruggUts.^c! ielgTum^T^'l^ 6.. a year, free.

G. oe Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealing, Middlesex

YERSCHAFFELTS ILLUSTRATION HORTI-
COLE.-The Second Number ot 1861 is just published, and

contains the following Coloured Plates :— ,*«-«• 4 T toROSE (TEA) PRESIDENT. I
BEGONIA IMPERIALIS.

METHONICA GRANDIFLORA.
A SPECIMEN NUMBER can be obtained gratis by writing

to the Editor. Ambroisf. Vkuschafff.lt, Nurseryman, Ghent,

the same probate duty as

personal property. The

Exchequer opposed the

negatived, on a division,

Hubbard moved for a select committee to inquire

into the present mode of assessing and collecting

pay

that now payable on

Chancellor of the

motion, which was

by 167 to 51. Mr.
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the income and property tax, with a view to

ascertain whether any mode of levying it can

be adopted so as to render it more equit-

able. The Chancellor of the Exchequer opposed

the motion, which was carried, on a division, by

131 to 127, leaving Ministers in a minority of 4.

Mr. Milnes obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

had the right to risk the existence and the destinies I Trinity College, Cambridge, haTwT
,. *x_ mi.„„„j n „ ffc* tt^wommoTit nrp- ' lain to the Prince Consort ?«+v..ra

lib

of a nation. On Thursday the Government pre

sented to the Senate a project of law according the

title of King of Italy to Victor Emmanuel and

his successors. The project was received with

great enthusiasm. The Ex-King and Qjteen of

«*. - ,- nwmir- *«— - e Naples arrived at Rome on Friday, and after a

make better provision for granting superannuations stay of a few days will proceed to Munich, ac-

" companied by the Queen Dowagee
and other allowances to officers of prisons in

England and "Wales, and Sir M. Peto obtained

leave to bring in a Bill to make further provision

for the burial of Nonconformists. On Wednesday

Mr. Hadeield moved the second reading of the

Qualifications for Offices Bill, the object of which

was to render unnecessary the declaration now made

by magistrates and others that they would not use

the power or influence accruing from their office to

the detriment of the Church of England. Mr.

Newdjsgate moved as an amendment, that the

Bill be read a second time that day six months.

On a division, the amendment was negatived by
93 " to 80, and the Bill was read a second time.

Mr. Dlllwyn moved the second reading of the

Trustees Charities Bill, the object of which was to

provide that Dissenters might become trustees

of endowed schools, unless it was expressly

stipulated in the deed of foundation that the

school was founded for a particular sect.

Mr. Selwyn moved as an amendment that the

Bill be read a second time that day six months.

On a division the amendment was negatived by

164 to 157, and the Bill was read a second time.

Mr. Alcock obtained leave to bring in a Bill for

voluntary commutation of church rates. Sir J.

Tbelawny obtained leave to bring in a Bill

allowing affirmations or declarations to be made
instead of oaths in the case of persons who have

conscientious objections to take an oath. On
Thursday the House went into committee on the

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill, and made
progress to the 117th clause. A long discussion

took place on clause 81, abolishing the distinction

between traders and non-traders, but it was ulti-

mately agreed to without amendment. The House
went into committee on the Bank of England Pay-
ments Bill, when Sir J. Paxton moved as an
amendment, that the duration of the proposed

contract with the Bank of England be 10 instead

of 25 years. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
opposed the amendment, which was ultimately

withdrawn, and the Bill passed through com-
mittee. The Markets and Fairs (Ireland) Bill, and
the Solicitor-General's Bills for the amend-
ment of the Criminal Law were read a second time.

The Italian Parliament was opened on Monday
by King Yictor Emmanuel in person. In his

speech from the throne His Majesty announced
that the fall of Gaeta had worthily crowned the
exploits of the army and navy, and that Italy was
now almost entirely free and united. He expressed
regret that the Emperor of the French,
though assuring to them the benefits of non-
intervention, had seen fit to recall his envoy ; but
declared that this act had not diminished
their feelings of gratitude or their confi-
dence in the alliance which France and Italy
had indissolubly formed on the fields of Magenta
and Solferino. Of England he said that the
Government and people of " that ancient cradle of
liberty " had firmly proclaimed the rights of the
Italians to dispose of themselves, and they would
preserve an imperishable remembrance of the sup-
port her good offices had afforded them. His
Majesty congratulated the Chambers on the
renewed diplomatic intercourse with Prussia, and
said that he had sent an Ambassador to the new
Zing as a proof of their consideration and their
sympathy for the noble German nation, which he
hoped would be more and more convinced that the
constitution of Italian unity could not injure
uther the rights or interests of other nations,
jffe expressed his hope that the Parliament would
not hesitate to give his Government the means of
completing their warlike preparations by land and
sea, and indirectly alluded to the Venetian question,
by saying that his voice was once raised with
boldness, but it was as wise to wait at the right
time as to dare at the right time. Devoted to Italy
he had risked his Crown for her sake ; but no one

A telegram from Vienna states that a Royal

rescript has been issued convoking the Diet at

Buda for the 2d April, in order to make arrange-

ments for the coronation of the Emperor of

Austria as King of Hungary. It appears, how-

ever, that the state of affairs in Hungary is

becoming very serious, and that several districts,

among which are Raab, Somogy, Peterwardeir,

and Buda, are about to be declared in a state of

siege. The Judicial Conference of Pesth has de-

manded the immediate re-establishment of the

Hungarian laws, and the Municipality of Buda has

resolved upon excluding all non-Hungarian resi-

dents in that city from the exercise of electoral

rights.

The latest news from the United States an-

nounces the secession of Texas from the Union,

and the refusal of the President to comply with

the demand of South Carolina for the surrender

of Fort Sumter. The Peace Conference, proposed

by Yirginia, met at "Washington on the 4th inst.,

under the presidency of Ex-President Tyler,

but as the delegates had decided to sit with

closed doors nothing was known of their pro-

ceedings.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and
the Royal family continue at Buckingham Palace.

On Friday the Queen walked in the gardens of Buck-
ingham Palace. The Duchess of Kent arrived on a

visit to her Majesty. The Prince Consort presided

in the afternoon at a meeting of the Fine Arts Com-
mission. The Princesses Alice and Helena and
Prince Leopold visited the South Kensington Museum.
On Saturday Baroness Brunnow, wife of the Russian
Ambassador, was presented to her Majesty the Queen
at an audience at Buckingham Palace, by Lady John
Russell. The Queen an'1 Princess Alice and the Prin-
cesses Helena and Louisa, rode on horseback in the
Riding House. In the evening her Majesty had a
dinner party. Prince Arthur attended the performance
at Her Majesty's Theatre. On Sunday morning the
Queen, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Prince
Leopold, and Prince Arthur attended Divine service

in the private chapel. The Rev. H. Melvill preached
the sermon. On Monday morning the Queen ami
Prince Consort walked in the garden of Buckingham
Palace. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by
the Princesses Alice and Beatrice, took a drive in an
open carriage and four. In the evening her Majesty
had a dinner party. Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold
attended the performance at the Princess's Theatre.
On Tuesday the Queen and Prince Consort walked in

the garden of Buckingham Palace. The Prince Con-
sort presided at a meeting of the Fine Arts Commission.
The Duchess of Kent took a carriage drive. In the
afternoon the Prince of Wales arrived at the Palace
from Cambridge. The Prince Consort went to tl

Trinity House on Tower Hill. In the evening the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince
of Wales and the Princess Alice, honoured the per-
formance at the Adelphi Theatre with their presence.
On Wednesday morning the Prince of Wales left the
Palace for Cambridge. The Princess Alice visited tl

Duchess of Cambridge and Princess Mary at St. James's
Palace. In the afternoon the Queen held the second It
of the season in St. James's Palace, when 101 noblemen
and gentlemenhad the honour of being presented. In the
evening her Majesty had a dinner party. On Thursday
morning the Queen and Princess Alice walked in the
garden of the Palace. The Duchess of Kent took
carriage drive. The Princess Alice visited the Princess
Mary of Cambridge at St. James's Palace. It is under-

Consort, hi the^W*|
now Bishop of Worcester.

place «5!
Parliamentaey Movements -tt,

election has terminated in the return rf^
Conservative candidate, by a majority oflL

1

Hon A Gordon, the numbers WsBlfcPembroke election terminated on ThurX •

of Sir Hugh Owen, the Liberal candidal
of 86.-The nomination for theco^t^11

on Thursday, when Colonel Roche was J";
by the Liberals, and Mr. Leader by theftA poll was demanded, which was fixed for

presentation of the city of Cork.-SirAW*
son hasbeen selected by the Liberal partviky^
candidate for the seat about to be vacatedkE
-Lord Stanley is mentioned as likely to k?

T{

idate in the Conserve tivp infant «._ *

-

didate in the Conservative interest for

understood that Dr. Lyonsjs about to n^jjjj

at|jQ

about to be created for South Lancasfc
expected that he will be returned without^
Mr. Thomas Brassey, jun., and Mr. JobL
be brought forward as candidates for the*
of Birkenhead, the former in the Liberalfc

the Conservative interest.

The Volunteer Movement.—The Xtf^
Association held its second annual meetioff ft

Rooms on Saturday. Lord Herbert of Leji
dent, took the chair, and addressed the meetanJ
length. His lordship said that when hi

office in 1859 there were but 33 corps of

the country, and the numbers did not exceed

B

There are at this moment more than one arp-

man in 1859, the number of corps now eikfe.

about 1500, and the men enrolled amoc:

140,000. His Royal Highness the Me t

bridge had consented to act as Presidet

ensuing year ; and it had been arrar

British colonists may compete for the Qot

other prizes, in addition to a silver medal pl

designed for competitors from colonial

The balance-sheet for the past year was

the meeting and adopted. The statement ri*

gross receipts since the formation of the nor

8452/., and the balance now in hand, 11

meeting was addressed by Lord Elcho, Larf Jf

Earl de Grey and Ripon, Sir John Burgra,

Colonel Gladstone, Captain Damer, M.P, ri

gentlemen, and it was unanimously rtflofad tfc

retaining the power of holding the annul aflflp

-

such parts of Great Britain as may iyt *"^

the objects of the association will be teg*"*

holding the annual meeting for Mfljj^SJz

Lord Dalhousie, Lord Herbert ofk~*«'
Evans were added to the council, iri «KP .

Lord Bury, Sir Joseph Paxton,C«W»
Major Waiker were elected extnwr&an*11"

the council for 1861.

drontgn*

France.—M. dela GuerronniereW^*
Rome, and Italy," has been copied »j»

nearly every paper in Paris, and cou **\
p

considerable attention throughout »r
the history of the personal endeavours\m

^

and of French diplomacy, to induce td n*
diplomacy, to »««" ""V ^i

such a form of government a^w^ ^,

of all the#Holiness to his people, and place

perpetual and united protection or - w
Powers of the world. It show*

» ^**l
letters to the Pope, and from omcid W,
every effort has been made on the part o

^
the Pope and his Government re«*» „
abroad ; that the Pope has^fff^
ties, and that his Government

preterre

lutiou, loss of territory, ™™£lb+
able to govern without ^W^pt*
f Europe, and promote the real f>

by making its head revered ast P* ^f
Roman Catholic faith. It«<^Sg
of the Papacy is not endangerea, j
power is now passing ***&££•**£
of this crisis are, it says, tcto^^f
between the Papacy and Italy,* ^^r
the Vatican and the Wri* ^ io

^f
the pamphlet isn^^M*
with which ^V^f^^^i^" But, if Italy is free,

sgotco *

to her organisation is R *6^ createdJJ
antagonism exists whic has we «*<
ments of strength the union oi ^

j

The Prince of Wales visited Ely Cathedral on
Monday. On Tuesday his Royal Highness arrived at
Buckingham Palace from Cambridge, and on Wednesda\
returned to Miidingley flail.

Tm: Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury, in Downing Street, Another Council
was held on Wednesday.

t*
C°«?« Anointments.—The Queen has appointed

l)v. William Jenner, M.D., Professor of Pathological
Anatomy in University College, to be Physician Extra-
ordinary to her Majesty, in the room of the late Dr.
Baly. The Rev. J. B. Lightfoot, Fellow and Tutor of

without a Pope, as to^"f^by «W?5£J
connected by tradition, bZ h

££ B*d
.

of
.fiB
W'

all Catholic nations towards tue

g
jp-^ij

the Emperor went to war-xnVi Qn thc W ^
.-establish that Pf^^hed

that jrreat Idee is
"J**^ sori^,

,lb6j,o«»'*r
Papacy reawmmin* m "^ftfe &$*L* £

iU origin «ad B*f«J hel- ™^&*t
to the political itrj] <*^ PtfSl^j:
.strength of that quite exjepg— &*&£.
the land of spiritual «*$£ w«rld. ^y £? •

extends to the extremity ol te« ^ inW £f

all rhat has taken place-^ce^es|
J».

generous interrention of FUQ
fai3

de v.

injustice which have ^,*S his s*^
we are convinced of it, wJf^f^M i0

the safety of the Holy Father.
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i or to mm iwiumwp"1*-

S%bts of a gr«at poopl

actional will and as El n of the

Italy to the Court of Rome, nor

volution. Unmoved like the conscience

when the " Pontifical Government,

dangerous have noted

iL wUlknow how to distinguish beU
^ooi*everything to ruin it, and those who have

toaaveitl" _
plenipotentiaries

- tr^tv of 1856

nOl-ion-.i' Sfrift- » is understood that after I

warm dist-ussion, the Plenipotentiai tea decided

iae French occupation should be prolonged for a

Srf of two or three months beyond the term

TTTaSlTTT fixed. The Turkish Plenipotentiary is said

aTCraprotested against any occupation longer than

tLt specified in the Convention. The Plenipotentiaries

TtVT^T.. agreed to refer to their respective Govern-

to meet again in eight days.—The Emperor

LiUefcriil^" ex-King and < fcueen of Naples the Chateau

of Vto hink proper to reside in France but their

hare not yet accepted the oiler.— i he Moni-

d* with aatiafB on the hope expressed by Lord

on that the soldiers of England and France

be found fighting side by side as in the

" S h a noble desire," adds the Mom
tar. "si fbared equally by us on- this side of the water."

1

ay
M

TV MomUnr also contains a decree according

to which raw tissues of cotton destined to be printed in

franc* for re-exportation will be temporarily admitted

free of duty A direct transaction has been arranged

Wtweeathe Imp J Bank of Russia and the Hank

of Fraae f the exchange of 30,000,000 of francs in

gold for he same amount in silver.—M. Mires &
&*, the managers of the Railways' Bank, contractors

for the Turkish and other foreign loans, railway con-

tracts, and domestic enterprises on a scale involving

many mi ns of francs, suspended payment on Tuesday

.

' Count de Gcrminy, governor to the Bank of France,

been appointed to liquidate the estate. M. Mires

himself has been arrested and lodged in the prison at

several other persons connected with his trans-

are under the control of the authorities, and
> be deeply implicated, including per-

sons of high station. A distinguished colleague of

M. Mires ti direction of his railway bank—the

•count de linhemont, Collector of Taxes in Paris,

died suddenly on Tuesday evening, and though his

death is a but ed by the official papers to apoplexy, it

it reported that he committed suicide, as he had been
ther threatened with or apprehended arrest. The

Bsbilit of the firm are estimated at from 200 to

GOO millions of francs.—M. Eugene Scribe, of the
French Academy, the celebrated dramatist, was

ick with apoplexy on Wednesday when driving
carriage. His death w mUneoua.

TV Civil Tribunal of th< >eine gave judgment on
Friday in the Bonaparte-Paterson case, nonsuiting the
Paterton family on the ground that the question
was conclusively settled by the Emperor's family

ouncil in 1860, but al lining from pronouncing
any opinion on the merits of the case. The Paterson
Ami'ly are expected to appeal.—The Emperor has

^•cided that a statue shall be erected at Pan to the
late Marshal Bosquet, and, as the Marshal's mother
has no private fortune, his Majesty has granted her a

pcasieu of 6000 francs. — Several naval engineers,

together with officers of the Staff, are about to sail tor

Algiers. Their departure is connected with the forti-

fications oi • ie coast of Algeria, which are to be com-
Ttotod with the greatest activity.

9 I
v.— Icconnta from Madrid state that minis-

«»al crisis had occurred. Two of the Ministers, M.
Zavala

^ and M. Calderon-Collante had threatened to

*»gn in the event of M. Posada, the Minister of the
Interior, who had been directly accused of falsehood in

"»• Congress, remaining in the Cabinet. It was
rumoured however that the Duke of Tetuan had
eiaoved the ill feeling among his colleagues. Spain
and Morocco have agreed that the Moors shall imme-

• lately complete the nayment of 200,000.000 reals.

id Mogador wil

. - —.—..MW .v>r the payment
of the war indemnity. The evacuation of Tetuan

will take place at a fixed date.
Denmark.—In the sitting of the Council of State

£JiH 19th tlie conv°cation of the Hoistein Diet was
«ea for the 6th of March. The purport of the

J^» to be made to the Diet is not yet
Trie Berlingske Tidende declares that "no

ft* opinion on questions of principle has

on the abrogation of the Austrian penal law and the ru es

laid down by Austrian law for criminal trials, the im-

mediate introduction of the Hungarian Criminal Code
of 1841, with the regulations for criminal trials ami th

re-< iblishraent of the Press Laws of 1848, with trial

by jury. The Municipality of Pesth has forwarded an

addr to the Emperor, demanding the dismissal

of the Ban of Croatia, and the appointment of a

Hungarian in his pi: , and the municipality of

Buda has resolved upon excluding all non-Hungarian

residents in that city from the exercise of electoral

rights. In a conference which took place on Fridas

,

the Obergespanne addressed a declaration to the Court,

Chancellor, Boron Vay, stating that it was against the

national law and their conscience to impose upon the

country the obligation of paying the taxes before a

decision had been taken by the Diet. The Prince

Primate has accepted from the Obergespanne the

mission of laying before the Emperor their petition for

the ro

e

stablishment of the laws of 1848 and th< nvo-

ion of the Diet at Pesth. The Court Chancellor.

Baron Vay, in his reply to the Obergespanne, etye:--

"The diploma of October has i
I mutual obligations.

The King has faithfully redeemed bis pi- I
and the

country may now also fulfil its engagements by sup-

porting the functionaries of the ('.•uernm.-nt /" M.

Asboth, General of the Homed Regiments ol ISIS, baa

been arrested at Lugos and conducted to Tcmesvar, ai

Vienna

te as a guarantee for the pavment of the remain-

known.

•».„;«.*
°-* **• "misters,

iiMPiimity now prevails between them. The "same
journal says that the statement of the Flip ,t

7TE?T* H*
mt

f
oU°n of the King to grant a consti-

jtion for th de kingdom, and to institute few
hsmb* is a :out any foundation.
HryGAUT.—A royal ipt conVokcs the Diet at

Booa tor the 2d April, in order to make orransements
for the coronation of the Emperor as King of
Hungary, to receive communication of the inaugural
ploma. and to elect the Palatine of Hungar

A te ram from Vienna announces that the state
of affairs in Hungary is becoming very serious,
JOd that several districts, among which arc Kaab,
omogy, Pieterwardein, and Buda, will be declared in

K*
lfce °f * lP The Jndirml Conference of Pesth, on
recommendatio >f the Sub-Commiti pp h a «™™wi

orders to arrest several other Hungarians left

on the 15th.

Croatia.—The General Congregation of Croatia has

sent a deputation to the Ban. requesting him to rail

.e state Of siege at Frame. The Congregation has

nee been transferred from Kiume to Buceari, on

account of the state of siege at the former place. It is

said that the state of siege was declared because it was

discovered that, notwithstanding the vigilance of the

Austrian police, Fiume was the place of rendezvous tor

the leaders of the Hungarian insurrection at home wil

those abroad. It is asserted that General Klapka, who

was supposed to have remained constantly at Naples,

was within the last month in the neighbourhood of tlM

Adriatic. . M — ,

ITALY.—The Italian Parliament was opened at lurin

on Monday by the King in person. The following is a

summary of his Majesty's speech :

—

" Italy, almost entirely freod and united, confides in your

wisdom, and it is on you devolves the task of her organisation.

Vuu will establish the greatest administrative liberty, wring

care at the same time that her unity be protected Public

opinion is favourable to our national tendencies. The Emperor

I the French, although assuring to us the benefits of non-

intervention, has deemed it fitting to recall his Envoy This

act has excited our deep regret, without, however, affecting

our gratitude. At Magenta and Solfcrmo France and Italy

ive riveted ties of amity which will be indissoluble. England

the ancient home of liberty, has recognised our right

to dispose of ourselves. We shall preserve an imperishable

remembrance of the support which her good offices have

•rded us. An illustrious Prince having cended the

,rone of Prussia, T sent my Ambassador m order to testify to

him our sympathy for his person and for the German nation.

You will assist my Government in completing the armaments.

Iu the consciousness of its strength the Kingdom of Italy will

be able to follow the counsels of prudence. My voice was on

raised with boldness, but it is as wise to wait at the right time

as it is to dare at the right time. Devoted to Italy. I have

risked my crown for her sake ; but no one has the right to risk

the existence and the destinies of a nation. The taking of a

formidable fortress has worthily crowned the exploits of the

army and navy. Thus they, as well as the volunteers, have

acquired a renown which has given the country a just confi-

dence in itself, and it is with pleasure that I express to the

first Parliament of Italy the joy which, as King and soldier, I

feel on this account."
|

>n Thursday the Government presented to the Senate

a project of law according the title of " King of

Italy*' to Victor Emmanuel and his successors.

The project was received with loud cheers.

The ex- King Francis II., with the Queen and suite,

mbarked on the morning of the 14th, in the

French steam frigate Mouette for Terracina. Before

- embarked Francis [£. addressed an earnest fare-

well to the troops, who were deeply affected, and

cheered the King. The Mouette fired a Royal salute at

the moment ot departure. The battery of the port

fired a salute of 21 irons. Their Majesties arrived at

Rome on Friday, and Hook op their residence in the

Pope's Palace on the Quirinal, where apartments had

been prepared for them. The brothers of the King and

General Bosco had also arrived at Rome. The Popa

and his distinguished guests subsequently exchanged

visits. It was understood that after a few days' stay

in Rome they would proceed to Trieste and thence

to Bavaria, accompanied by the Queen Dowager. The

suite of Francis II. speak in high terms of the bravery

of the Piedmontese. The Diplomatic Corps also em-

barked on the 14th for Rome. The number of troops

who were made prisoners at Gaeta was 11,000, several

hundred of whom were suffering from typhus fever.

The Sardinians found between 700 and 800 cannons

and 60,000 muskests. Three Generals accompanied

Francis II. to Rome; 25 are prisoners. I he

Sardinians are actively engaged clearing Gaeta ot

its ruins. The city had suffered enormously from the

bombardment. Count Anersperg had died from the

He •', of his wounds. General .ialdini and the army

ul attended a mass for those who died in the late

struggle,

the day
tone of «»„„», „ .

follows:—"Death throw a sad veil over all human

quarrels. The dead are all equal. Be generous

a soldier, Victor Emmanuel uts and f
ra

Admiral Persano and General Cialdini, troopt,

have left for Messina. I neral Mexzacapo. with a
body of troops, has proceeded towards Civil on the

Tronto. Both fortresses will be atta< 1 mun ately if

t heir commanders i » surrender. It is asserted that

General Cialdini willVeceive the title ofDuV acta,

—

Accounts from Naples state that the city had beam

grandly illuminated, and lHeshad taken placeon account

of the capitulation of Gaeta. A conspiracy in favour

of the Bourbons had been discovered. Duri tin tes

a riotous assemblage attacked the Palace of the Arch-

bishop, and the windows of the Spanish Censors

residence \ver« Led by t people. Commander
Nigra promised to give satisfa< >n to the Consul, and

to punish the guilty parties.—A unts from Rome
state that the surrender of Gaeta had given rise to

great rejoicing in that capital, and that illumina-

tions had taken pi n the Corso in celebration

f the event During the de itionsth.it

shouted. "Long lire \ Bmmanu< "The Un

of Italj for ever I* Some priests were seen rlnvrini

with the mull The French patrols si length

requ I the crowd to di*perssnnd w Tke
Committee for the furthfrai unit j of Italy had

recommended the citizen* to Uiuuunato the city 00 Mon-
day in honour «>t the opening of thoUaUaa Parliament.

The public mind at Rome is much agitated, so

thought that it will be impossible fof the G nment

resist the national movement. It is romoured that

the influence of Cardinal Antonelli and Mon ;nor de

M erode is much shaken. The Pope lias ordered the

publication of diplomatic documents as a reply to the

French Government. The return ot Mousignoro Sa<

coni, the Papal Nuncio, to Paris, has been postponed.

The official journals of Rome and Turin deny the

rumours of an arrangement between the Holy See

and Piedmont. It was reported that the Pope's bands

were making a rapid retreat from the Abruzzi.

A telegram from Perugia, dated the 15th inst., announ-

ces th; the Papal Zouaves had invaded the Sardinian

territory, but that they had been repulsed by volunteers.

The Ponl I soldiers had fortified themselves at

Xanzano. During the recent staj of King Victor

I

Emmanuel at Milan, his Majesty received General

Bonin, the Envoy Extraordinary from the King ot

Prussia. The Official Gazette publishes a decree

ordering the cessation of the administrative autonomy

of Tuscany. Reports are current that the proclamation

of the kingdom of Italy will not for the present be

communicated in an official manner to the several

governments. __

Turkey.—The Levant Herald states that the Hasne

Tahvilis are to be renewed for 14 years, and that a gene-

ral suspension of the Galata bankers and merchants is

impending. A meeting of the Ha>ne Tahvih Holders

has been held at Constantinople, at which it was resolved

to address protests through the Embassies against the

renewal of these bonds.

The Black Sea.—Great storms raged in the Black fcea

during the first week in February. Among the vessels

lost were the Sully and the Henri IV., of the French

Messageries Imperiales, which were wrecked near

Trebizonde. The crews were saved.

Syria.—Accounts from Beyrout to the 29th ult. state

that up to that date no executions had taken place.

Russia.—A meeting of the Council of the Empire

was held on the 9th inst. at St. Petersburg uncer the

presidency of the Emperor, and was engaged for seven

hours and a half in the discussion of the first 14 articles

of the project presented by the High Central Committee

for the emancipation of the serfs. The Emperor, the

Grand Duke Constantine, General Gagar'sne, M. Moura-

viefT, anc General Ignatieif, father ot the Minister in

China, took part in the discussion. It was agreed that

the emancipation shall be proclaimed on the 3d of

March, the anniversary of the accession of the Emperor

to the throne, when more than 20,000,000 of Christian

souls will cease to be a property. The Emperor has

appointed his Aide-de-Camp, General Count Stackel-

berg, to be Minister of Russia at the Court ot Spain.

Lvdia.—By the arrival of the Bombay mail we have

accounts from that Presidency to the 26th of January.

The following are the details :

—

North-West Provinces —The famine is very severe and is

extending dally. At Meyrut and AUyghur the drought is so

severe that not a green blade is to be\ seen. Numbers of the

people have died of starvation, and others have been pros-

trated to such a degree by want of food as almost to unfit them
for labour. Cattle have also died in large numbers, owing

to the scarcity and dearnew of fodder. Whole villages have

been deserted, and emigration towa. Malwa and the eastern

districts. "* re comparative plenty obtains, has been going

on to a great extent.

Central h r..—The Viceroy is at Jabbulpore 1 hng dur-

bars, to which the Rajahs and other chiefs arc rehiring in

great numbers and in great state ...^ . •

* £omba«.-*ir George Cleik is mal r a tour through his

presidency, in order to make himself acquainted with iu con^

aition and wants. The op: ion the income te, was

dvinff out and it had been hitherto paid with scarcely an

See of V ,rt to the power of distraint The Bombay

Chamber of Commcr had made a demonstration against the

dut on yarn and piece goods.

Cochin China.—The latest accounts from Saigon

state that, notwithstanding the late events in China,

Cochin China.

United States.—The Peace Congress met at
quarrels The dead are all -qua

.
»e B»^-

WashiMftoil on the 4th, Ex-President ' Tyler in the
towards the vanquished. Your hatred cannot last. As l wasuin^wm
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chair, and was still in session on the 8th, but as it sat

with closed doors, no reports of the proceedings had

been published. It was however understood that

nothing definite had been accomplished, but it was pro-

bable that many points of the Crittenden, Bigler, and

Border States propositions would be adopted. The

Texas Convention had definitively resolved to secede

from the Union by a vote of 15 A to 6, and the ordinance

of secession was to be submitted to a popular vote on

the 23d February. The Texans had threatened to take

possession of Forts Washita, Cobb, and Arbuckle, in the

Indian territory. The North Carolina Legislature had

passed the Military Bill for arming the Volunteers, and

had unanimously passed a resolution that in case the

endeavours for reconciliation should fail, North Carolina

would go with the other slave states. The State

Government of Louisiana had seized the New Orleans

Mint and Custom House, and had taken possession in

the name of the State of a considerable sum of money
deposited in the Mint. The Government draughts

for the money had been repeatedly disre-

garded. The Louisiana Convention had also

appointed a committee to decide upon a flag.

A resolution was about to be brought before the

Louisiana Convention inviting all States except those
in New England to join the Southern Confederacy. The
Louisiana senators, Messrs. Slidell and Benjamin, had
withdrawn from Congress. The President had refused
to comply with the demand of Colonel Hayne, of South
Carolina, to surrender Fort Sumter, and on the 8th the
latter left Washington, after sending the President an
impertinent letter, which was returned. Lieut. Hill,

the bearer of Major Anderson's message, also left

Washington on the 8th inst. with despatches, on which
will probably depend the breaking out of war. The
steamer Marion had arrived at New York from
Charleston with 56 women and children from Fort
Sumter, who had been sent away by order of Major
Anderson to relieve the garrison of Fort Sumter,
and to place them in safety in case of an
attack. The impression prevailed however that
an attack would not take place immediately.
A member of the Washington Convention had received
communications from several leading New York bankers
and brokers, that, unless a compromise were agreed to,
incoming Administrations would have nothing to
expect from capitalists in the way of upholding the
financial Credit of the Government. Accounts from
Montgomery affirm that the Southern Congress was
about to levy an export duty of 1 cent, per pound
on cotton. Advices from Pensacola to the 2d
February state that a truce had been concluded
between Lieutenant Slammer and the state forces,
and some papers speak of the withdrawal of the
Federal troops from Pensacola as a measure decided
upon. The United States steam ship Supplv had
arrived at New York from Pensacola, having on board
the officers, marines, and sailors who were at Warring-
ton yard when it was given up to the Floridans. The
United States revenue cutter Lewis Cass had been

S7SH
Cred

i

bj hGr °fficerS t0 the state of Alabama.
50,000 people were stated to be on the veree of
starvation in Kansas. On the 6th inst. Congrea* was
again deluged with petitions, mostly in favour of the
adoption of the Crittenden compromise. A serious rup-
ture had taken place between the President and General
Scott respecting the steps to be taken for the security
of Washington, and also on account of the movements

MonroJ ^dG
Py .°f

de
:

°f GeneraI Scott * PortMonroe. The President, it was alleged, was much

"a» ust'atr:- '
th
i
s fortress sho»id * *»*

ihlw J fc

l
h
.

e t]™ When he was complimentingthe Virginians m his special Message for their lovrltv

passed
U
a

ni

°Bil,

The
"Sj«* S*te ^^r?^,

ha^notirled Ttoftn*
1" ?°T

enior of Massachusetts

»2L •
a-

e imhtary 0f thafc Sfcate ^ hold them-

FeZ* r
eadlneS8

V !"arch t0 the assi8ta"ee of the
federal Government in case of an attack upon

Z^r£°n
> ?£* tbe Pernor was led to beueve

nounces it as an outrage upon a free people, which can

never be submitted to.

British Columbia.—Advices from British Columbia

to the 12th of January state that the amount of gold

shipped from that colony during the last two and a half

years was 2,850,000 dollars. A great number of ship-

wrecks are reported in the Northern waters, principally

small craft engaged in the lumber trade. The British

gunboat Forward was among those believed to

be lost. .

Mexico.—Letters from Mexico to the 12th iilfc.

*,*

ot (juatemaia, anu me luimsici ui- j^uaw/i.

Spanish squadron off Havannah has been ordered to

sail to Vera Cruz.

jjJatltanunt

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Friday.—The New Law Courts.—Lord St. Leonard's opposed

the scheme of applying the moneys of the Suitors*

Fee Fund to the purpose of building New Law Courts
in a central situation in the metropolis, upon the

—^^^^^^^^^^^^^__
ment in first accepting~thT «fir~-,

:—

"

abandoning the intLtign^LortH?^

HOUSE ^vp ^P~~
Friday.—T/ieIndian Council -Tn .

M M OX*
Wood said he had been in cWnJ^*** Ft
General on the recommenda?ionToU&^

*

the admission of British settlers as IS'^^the local Legislative Councils, bSL 3
? *£r>The employment of natives of TndW?,?

0tw
and had to a certain extent been 5 J?!*^
ferent thing to put them intoX l2SlPcutta.-In answer to Mr. B. CocHR^fl**
that the Prince of Monaco hod^S the^ HRoquebruno to France for 4 000 Ooo^
alter

Tn Ft*
the maintenance of the temnoral 'nl ^J
J. Russell said that he could notT **J
answer to it, as he was reallv iinawfl? ' ?*•

£Sfi2Wbi=25L^tt» only e,

cery in order to build courts which those suitors did not
require for the benefit of all the law courts.—The Lord Chan-
cellor said that the present limited accommodation for the
courts of law and equity was a scandal and a reproach to the
country. The estimates and plans of the new building were
prepared, the notices had been served, and the Bill authorising
the works would be laid upon the table of the House in a few
days. He assured his noble and learned friend that he need
be under no apprehension for the safety of the Suitors' Fee
Fund, which would be amply secured for all who had an interest
in it. There were now nearly 40 courts all sitting together,
and yet the accommodation at Westminster-Hall was only
sufficient for four. This was a state of things which he was
sure their lordships would not wish to see perpetuated.—Lord
Cranworth dissented from the views of Lord St. Leonard's,
but thought the State would gain no ultimate advantage by
the appropriation of the Suitors' Fund.

Monday.—State of Syria.—Lord Stratford de Redcliffe
gave notice that on Monday he should move for copies of the
correspondence relative to Syria. Indian Service.—The Earl of
Ellenborough asked if any step had been taken to carry into
effect the provision of the India Act of last session in favour of
the sons of military men who had served in India since the
transfer of the government to the Crown ? Earl De Grey and
Ripon said that general regulations as to the admission of
officers to the army were in contemplation, when all due
advantages would be secured to the persons in question. The
Constructive Notices Amendment Bill was read a second time.
Divorce Court—The Lord Chancellor gave notice that on an
early day he should move for a select committee to inquire into
the law relating to persons entitled to sue for divorces in the
courts of England and Scotland.

Tuesday.—The Indictable Offences (Metropolitan District) BU*
and the Constructive Notices Amendment Bill passed through
committee. The China War.—Earl Grey moved for copies and
extracts of any despatches received by Government explaining
the objects of the expedition ordered to the Yang-tse-Kian.
He reminded the House that the late Chinese expedition was
the only one ever undertaken and concluded without the
opinion of Parliament having once been expressed upon it.
After tracing the cause and effects of the opium dispute, he
declared his belief that the terms of the treaty of Hong Kong
had been faithfully observed by the Chinese authorities. Even
if they had not, we had ourselves violated the Chinese laws by
our conduct with regard to the opium traffic. After strongly
reprobating our conduct as to the coolie trade, he declared that
we were wrong in the lorcha dispute, which was the origin of
the war, and that we had inflicted on the Chinese the horrors
of war at an enormous expense to ourselves, and left our trade
on a more precarious footing than it was before.—Lord Wode-
house entered at large into a detail of the negotiations
treaties, and hostilities which had taken place between England
and China since IS42. Throughout the whole of that period
he maintained that the English Government had acted with
the best intentions, and with an earnest desire to preserve
peace and promote commerce. The wars that occurred were
attributable solely to the barbarism or bad faith of the Chinese
In the last war especially the Europeans had acted with
singular forbearance. Their armies had conducted hostilities
with the utmost humanity, the negotiations exacted no harsh
or mortifying terms, and the treaty that had been concluded was
at once moderate andjust.—The Earl of Ellenborough believed
that England had behaved towards China with great injusticeand heavy calamities had been the consequence upon both
countries. The fourth campaign of what he might call '« theBownng war " had ended, but he did not think that the war

rnS\f Kr r ,, , L
m
nreH' tne mo«'>" was agreed to.Cue of Mr. farnhuU.-Ihe Karl of Shaftesbury, referring toa notice given by the Marquis of Normanby respectun? tiappointment of Mr. Turnbnll to a poS t in the Public Record

-

office, complained that no day find been fixed for thedf,ciW8ion-Tne Marquis of Normanby said he should bring on h"saSon an early day.-The Earl of Ellf.nbououoh hoped that w nthe debate took place some information would£ Jfvon touch n

5

the objects and composition of the Protestant aTi£»which had played so conspicuous a part in the a^.
All,ance

'

Thursday.—Dwellings of the Labouring Classes —Tho Fo^i «rDerby gave notice that on Thursday he should call atEnHnto the displacement of the labouring'classed u the ]££££
, .,,, Wf«j ic-reo tnar anr ;«:

consequent upon the introduction of railwavs and nth^.w
should happen to the coaimLnfL ** injury works. Case of Mr. 2Waou/*.-The Ma»32> of t f '

lc

nations, but decli .in* tZZZf
°f fore,*» °«" frj^d Iy

gave notice of a resolution for Tuesday, «Xfceof^tat
points aubmirrPil mT? ^ any assurances on the the resignation of Mr. Turnbull as tending to induceinimpoints suDinitted to him until the mmM't. *m~t^-l Passion on the public mind that Roman cltoriuL J^lexcluded from offices which they were we oualif?^ *n\nand with which then- religious belief Innow.^ ,

tl

L
1,

The Instable Offences (MetropolUan Dcst^BiU The Fi 7 7 w'Saving* I k Bill, and the Constructive NoiC1,Am^d^'n

Spain respectively have iSo^ m̂û ^
at Cht ! 1

emtment rdative t0 the conditln of affli s

pression of an opinion that they ought to h?own affairs.-Sir E Colebhooke obtau£dkBill to provide for the formation of Trail?
Statute Labour Roads in Scotland.-Mr 6a5S
to bring in a Bill for regulating the useotmke and other Roads, and the tolls to be levSu

th
V
em

°n G Wagg°n8^ Carria«es a25!*

MoNDAY.--^oarci of Admiralty.—Sir J Pu^
that when he gave notice of motion for acnmff
into the Board of Admiralty hewasnotaSt
n
u
enLh^ Promif?ed a committee to AdminlKshould therefore withdraw his motion S2?matter in the bauds of the Government' HeS?

that the inquiry would be commenced as nJa!.
Rights of Belligerents at &a.—Mr. HorsfallS^L
steps had been taken for the purpose of carrriiiT
commendation of the Shipping Committee ofEregard to the rights of belligerent Powere at aRussell explained that the delay arose from then?
of the American Government to admit that ?*«,
to private persons should be exempt from capture Mhowever, General Cass had addressed a note to t

Minister at Paris, wherein some disposition w*
recognise this principle. His lordship added tk
question affecting the whole maritime rights nit
this country. The House then went intocommitae*
to a resolution for the purpose of regulating tbeac
judges under the Bankruptcy and Insdbacg M-c
LOi'GRBY objected to throw the compensation to tbj*
the Consolidated Fund.—The Attorney-Gexeral it

he had no intention of the kind, not having fat-

division of last year. The House then went intocsr

the Bill itself. On clause 2, authorising the tppasr

Chief Judge, a discussion arose on a suggestionM
tions might bo assigned to one of the prat e
Chancery.—The Attorney General explained tbew

the judicial machinery under the Bill, andsiidtirtt:

fold duties of the Chief Judge would ocenpytori*

On clause 8, giving jurisdiction in bankrup: »»
courts, Mr. Walpole said he would not opposeftedt

he protested against the principle. After a ion? fit**4

to the powers and payment of the countjiwrt;^

clause was agreed to.—On clause 42, pkay fc
jj

of certain compensations created underm diief »

IV., upon the annual votes, Sir H. fmoreiM*
this charge upon the taxation of lie w-

posed an amendment, by which the yra<fc *fjwould be left to be provided for v& «* ?*^
fund of the Court of Bankruptcy. After i«""V
which the Attorney-General, Mr. B

^JJVf|fl
lev, suid other members took part, the

^"J*
»
t

when there were for the amendment, »;>P*

majority against it, 50. The clause fli,»

J

to. Several other clauses having ^^J^Jt^t
postj)onod, the Chairman was ordered »

gress. On the order for the second readingw^

lial Assessments Bill, Mr. Henley, Mr. A. J'»
t

I) cedes suggested delay. After a fe* w?Lj«i
Barrhw, Sir (I. Lewis said the principle "J^
merely to provide a better machinerj* for e8

J'rJJff

and uniformity in framing assessments, ana
' °V^

the Bill were read a second time, to ^ff "L^*
committal the question whether the »""^..

l Select Committee. A short discussion ew»

Bill was read a second time, on the
^"JJJjjJ

would hereafter be referred to a Select t

<

motion for the nomination of the Select

A >a and India Telegraph *«Uftdif«J»JJ
merits of the original contract, and as t0 ^"

e

rt^
had fulfilled their engagements. The Committee

nominated.
T

r,

Tuesdw.—The County Franchise.- Mr.
^ ^f

leave to bring in a Bill to extend the tranci

England and Wales. He said, that, as vw ^
of a Government Reform Bill this Se«on %,
suitable occasion to bring this questionw^
House, and to propose an instalment, ««

• ^^
significant one, of reform, extending w? bWi*J

10/. occupiers. He referred to tbeadm**™t
and Lord Derby, of the principle ot tne ^
the limit he proposed, and he concludeo. ^^
J. Russell, that the measure.^

acc

^t to c-Jl
" would tend not only to ""P^Lj the *
institutions." -Mr. Hadfield *f™£o[*i*Z

the qaeation should-p^ti^n'; arise^T^ 't
1 "8

revenue
der<Hl * PrCpare for «*"*«»« *'-"-!

the A,u,erSo„ ~JSmZZl£. tha ^^e'ehad been g.ven to the Canadian over the EnllUhwrit

practical result, he should vote foi t.

cb beb^^
ment for a Select Committee, ot *"

dn,ent<W*
Mr. I). Griffith then moved »nJ"„U lranclfl«!&

the uniformit v ofthe countyand
dohj

'
fe

_

t f ourjj^

been considered as opposed to^es^
ffae^

constitution, it is not expedient toreu ^^
below 20^-Captain JKEVIS«^^ of tiBjJ^NEwriEOATEprotested against the^ bich

&9
^._ „„.~protes „
disc- ton of motious of this

success. The present ]

admitted anomalies of o«. ----
. e

»,,«

county constituencies, alrcadv
^
^

!pMr . JJjV
influence both of property andJJ^^tWlCSW
though this Bill was introduced^e ^^w^
ing the count v franchise, its ettecj

rural district with town J^rnir^L
all those habits of bribery anj^

hitb*»

, ^« fifnnncies had ^ . oPpo<

and

Xoti^.tlrr flf f ^ctComnn; Vfl^tseton ?he nt/^tiinencies W^^oP^
^ '

courteou, and expose, him » tw^ ,,,, p^(

a°^edt:
frCeh0W°rS °'' Engla"d aDd Wa";: ^eS*Tw

opinion upon toe kui'j°^ '

cussion of tlio matter lor th BiHcussion of the matter ioi «-»-
,, p ,orm ^u'

„«. u
"

,t promised to introducein Kt^ g
discussion
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CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
had

n thm BiU. There «u a time for waiting it

well m a time for action. The present Session, he

a time for waiting upon this question, and not for

rrlfatlnff that meamirea of reform we re of vast
>
por-

^JTthey ought to originate with a responsible

\nd no't with private individuals, he regretted

rf his friends hsd thought it their duty to anticipar

of the Ministers of the Crown, and thev

would be no certainty * ver. The jre proceed,
upon a false basis. Moreover, the supp *• o- • c Bill wtrre
atraid cf their own principles, and would i ire on that

n themselves all the responsibility of

ijroffws of their measures, allowing the

it to deal with them as they might think

Tatw from time to time to do —Mr. Disraeli said

-L/ the circumstances, he was not at all pre-

tbe introduction of the Bill. He was how-

Uot-gly of opinion every day that, if there

****** tn be a measure for the reconstruction of Parliament, it

2Ewi hekwe and comprehensive. If such a measure could

1 1 iTmiI t
v ~ inference was that there was no necessity

2T* • LnJln a measure of such a character, all the responsi-

&t7 ofMinutcr* was required. He hoped that after the

WLmL had Dtrfonned the acts of courtesy to Mr. Kins and Mr.

of ifiowinz them to introduce their Bills, some private

would be arrived at by which the House would

hMff o*^inr more of th< m.-Mr. Oku > LTH having withdrawn

ktoanendmont leare was given to introduce the Bill. Probate

AvU en Ami />rw*r*y,—Mr. Williams moved a resolution,

At in the oi on of the House, real property should be

to »ay the tame probate duty as that now payable

property."—Mr. Hadfield seconded the mo-

Xfce i wttLOR of the Exchkquek opposed

at nelthfr just nor practicable. A large pro-

of pcmonal property pa d under scttle-

t, aod paid no probate duty. If there was

Ml vmmmly. this inn ths most glaring. The motion would

not toodb this or settled property in land, and therefore would

set affect the greater portion of landed property. Theprin-
|ipU aewght to be introduced would be a direct violation of the

Duty Act of 1853. which was fully understood at

time as a settlement of the question.—On a division the

rMolution wm ncgatired by a majority of 157 to 51. Inco.

7kr.—Mr Hi hhakd moved "the appointment of a select com-
mftttM to inquire into the present mode of assessing and col-

Jactlnjrthe property and income tax, with the view of ascer-

tain* whether an v mrvic could be adopted for levying that

import to as to render its incidence more equitable. He pointed

oat the iniquity of the tax as at present levied, and sketched
% plan for its adjustment, which comprised an allowance
of one-twelfth in the amounts assessed on land, of one-sixth
f* houses, and of one-third on trades, professions, and all

other descriptions of industrial income.—The Chancellor of
the ExciiFQrzn opposed the motion. The nomination of the

mi ttee would pive a conditional sanction to the idea that
was to be effected in the tariff of the income tax
upon the different schedules. This idea could

rtsoHooly in disappointment, if not in danger, to the financial
«Tft*m of the country, and he contended that the various

<tments suggested by Mr. Hubbard would not practically
pMgate the injt *e of the impost. Inequalities of various
•orto there no doubt were, but their npolication was to persons
rather >an classes, and they ecu'd not be rectified by

and indiscriminate modifications. Every reduction
be compensated by new taxes. What was allowed to

eaeman would be exacted from another; and after analysing
in detail the different descriptions of income affected by the
meoiiie tax, be came to the conch:sion that the existing tariff

*?*
°!L Tho,e mon equitable than any that could be sub-

I?
U
w STt!

t'~Mr Whamey recommended that the income
tax Mould be raised on the same principle as the poor rate.—r Stafford Northcote opposed the motion, and advised
uut it should be withdrawn—Mr. Hubbard declined to with-
nrawthe motion, and on a division there were — for the
WUen, 181 ; against it, 127. Majority for the motion, 4.—
*V*; M,LSM Obtained leave to bring in a Bill making better
i*4WW'»n for granting superannuations and other allowances
*JflF*rt cf Pri$on$ in England and Wales—Sir M. Pkto•«Md leave to bring in a Bill to make further provision
rwptUing the Burial of Nonconformist*. — Mr. Hard-
^astu: obtained leave to bring in a Bill to
«™te the appointment of Nat Trustee* in Public

v'JJ
r*^ — Mr. Haines moved for leave to bring in a

m i!I?f?
din* the Borough Franchise in England and Wales to

•^howeholders This simple measure would, he believed,
J**nplish a valuable instalment of reform, and possibly

** ^ore us*fhl than any complicated and comprehensive
***• He censured the tone in which the Government had
spoken of the very question which had been their stepping-

j

" ^office, and maintained that the present session, being

fa i" extraneous distractions, an i unembarrassed b
JJrtant Bills, was peculiarly fit for the dis su.n of
"***^"~Mr- Hadpicld seconded the motion.—Lord Pai

JJy**^
"aid that he had offered no opposition to the introduo

nS nff
Mn Loc^c King's Bill, and should offer none to the

P1*801 measure. The Government had, however, not thought
n proper to bring in any Reform Bill of their own, and he

ftT"*
nor promise any assistance to the further progress of

J* IntrryJncjd by independent members. The motion was

lJJST**^ ^ anri Ieave Kiven to bring in the Bill.

explicit declaration which would remove all d< :.s. They
professed to respect the wish of the founder* when expreaeed
in direct language, but totally disregaiu 1 i: when it was
evident by unqu onable Implic -Mr ted
again the doctrine which Mr. Lowe, with all the author!*
of a minister of education, had pu rth—that because pupi
of a school w Dissenters, tiierefore a part of tlw tg
body should be Dissenters likewise. N :e could tell whore
such a prln le would eud if once a d-Afnr a reply
from Mr. Dillwvn, the second reading wae carried by 104 to
157.—Sir .1. TRKLAWyT obtained 1 to bring in a Bill, »ub-
stituting Afflrwmtiom jor Oatlts in the case of fk »ns who hsd
a oonscienti - objection to take an oath.— Mr. Alcock obtained
leave to bring in a Bill for the voluntary Cowmu on oj Church
Rates. Both Bills were read a first time.
Thursday.—Stat* of Italy.—Lord E. Howard a 1 whether

her Majesty's Government would use its influence with King
Victor Emmanuel to prevent bloodshed in his present hour
success.—Lord J. Russell replied that he i ooght it

neoeeeary to use his influence hitherto, believing that, gen
rally speaking, the Sardinian troops had shown much huma-
nity. Atrocities had been committed by brigands which
required to be dealt with sever- and it would be almost an
aflront to the Government of ti King to preach bumanil
under such circumstances He had receive 1 thai 1 i com-
munication from the Sardinian Mi ter stating that o the
capture of Gaeta Southern Italy had settled the
same tranquillity an the North. The HoUM then resolved
itself into a Committee OQ the rlmani of the B*idrui>tct/ and
Intolcency Hill. On reaching the 81st clause, which abolished the
distinction between trader and non-trader, Sir G. B- .ik

moved that the clause be postponed. This motion was sup-

ported by Sir L. Palk. LoniJ. Mannkrs, and Colonel Dins
opposed by the Attorn rv-Gi;s: and negatived. The
clause was agreed to without further discussion. The question

as to the principle of assimilating the law applicable to tl

two classes of debtors was, however, discussed at much
length on the next clause, which set forth the acts that

would constitute severally an act of bankrupt The
clause, however, was agreed to without amendment. On
reaching the 117th clause, the Chairman was order*

to report progress. On the order for the second reading of

the Market* and Fairs (Frel I) BiU$ Lord Naas objected

that there were no provisions for a uniformity of weights ai

measures, and that tairs were included in the Bill—Mr. Scully
urged the postponement of the second reading.—After a short

discussion, in which Mr. Cardwkll replied to objections, the

Bill was read a second time.—On the order for going Into com-
mittee upon the Bank of Eng'and Payment* Bill, Mr. Bass re-

minded the House that they were going practically to sur-

render to the Bank of England for 2 i years the control of our
monetary affairs.—Sir J. Paxton moved as an amendment to

reduce the period of the agreement from 25 years to lo years.

—Mr. Buchanan supported the amendment.—Mr. Hankky
opposed it.— Mr. Finlav was In favour of reducing t!

period to 5 years. The Chancellor of the ExCHEQUtm said

that it was open to the Government to alter the arrangement

l< in una I >a\wik*.o*,

K. *V TiiXfiY, WtfttOB-ftuprr-Mare, Draper — ml
M^r< hunt.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRVTIOXS-G. Aitc ri»oh, \ f » ,

maker—«. Fowi.if, Tumff, Aberdrrnthirc, I'turcim— J. Qo.»o» ia^r-i
rR«. Graeral Mrroli.nt— 1». M'Ge.uok »*ro». Tob»rr vru.t — i *P*txj!>

Kilwinnlajr, Ajrr»Hirr, Merchant—C. Piskii, Glti|M, Manufartunnic
( lirmist—J. 1'Mii.j.ir*. l.irvan, Ajrahlre, Grurrr-IL M'atsom. imnri.

IkiTSi*
AY '"~*Mr

" Hadf,eld moved the second reading of

tS »v
u for Off1*** **". which rendered unneoecaary

"joaibr.ow tiken by majjristratea and others under the pro-

V-t« u Acl for the rePeAl " f Ww Test and Oorporaoon
**** »r. Bazlky seconded the motion.—Mr. Newdkoate

•f th«

thai Am *^ *"' iraent that the Bill be read a second timewwoay »ix months. The provision was a most just one,

2J*jy
requiring that persons taking the oath should declare« wejr intended no harm to the Church of England or the—swoons of the country —Mr. Barrow seconded the amend-

JzJZir
Y: iW ' 8 ^^ved that the declaration was idle and

«*Swk / «&>nJed no security for the Established Church,

SL5S™?S
ê 'C

t,

9,,
1
Ppr,rted iu repeal.—Mr. 8. Estcourt had no

a? iZnrift * K!
,

i?
e,f

' 'freeing that the declaration afforded

Bl7«!?J- n^ Eajablishetl Church. But he regarded the

Ste^IwM "^ of attack8 on the outworks of the Church,
11 tomSm. «

P
k?

F extendin
<f the terms of the Indemnity

^SrJ^; "^eaaure. On a division the second reading

h/ tL ,
^ ~Mr. DlLi-wm moved the second

rnrli? fSSl 0/ in sm * the object of which
» hi tbe deSVff ?" mi{?ht **x*>™ trustee schools

tfc*t the —IhJj-—- .
nd»tion it was not exprew-ly declared

^aeaeho3T!L^ *"""*•* for a part lar sect. M.«tof
*A bean taken noLIT. fact

. «ift« *** the nation, hut

moved \m .? . °f hy the Church of England.— Mr.
Jme thaz ful?! nt that the Ril1 be read a

oeraSTa aettled it2?2^Kl*
, V e Chnrch it!tclf lt won ''

tb. &*i»tssaon^ h?iss£i i

i

i

,

,,tr,K

!

,,cenm* *?
lbnwtWthM»« % ^00 «». He referred to c*ses to

XSu^mSI^a^ "6 dr w*ing the existing law

25oWa^Bn? VI- ff^^McoTthe Bill-Mr. Mflwr

fealfejr. tk
taeacbooi
f-nift «««inn.

'— "~" J|(l ""toeaisqual fiothm ecung M trusieo on account of their religicus bSUf.

J. Paxton ultimately withdrew his amendment, and the

clauses of the Bill were agreed to.—The Bills introduced by
the Solicitor-General for the ComoWixtion and AmmdmetU of

the Criminal Law were read a second time and referred to a

select committee. The Law of Foreign Countries bill was read

a second time.
Friday.—Metropolitan Tolls.—In answer to Mr. Duxcomise,

Sir G. Lewis said that be intended to iutroduce a BiU for the

abolition of tolls within the metropolitan district. I/arbour* of

Rffuge.—Mr. Liddell called attention to the subject of harbours

of refuge. [Left sitting.]

itlmopoltg auO !»« Uicinttn.

Mr. Tcrnbcll and the Record Office.—On
Tuesday n deputation waited upon Lord Palmenton,
tor the purpose of requesting his Lordship not to accept
the resignation by Mr. Tumbull of the office of

ilendarer of Foreign State Papcri. The deputation
mnaiated of the Marquii of Nonnauby, Captain Jenrif,

M.I*., Mr. .1 una Martiueau, Prol. >r Huraptre, of

King'a Collejre; Mr. Froude, Mr. Hanly I'rofoaaor

Brewer, Mr. (Jiinlner, Mr. S. H.-alc, M.T., Mr. I olkard,

IVofeeaor IVarsm, the \i> .1. Stephenson, and
gentlemen. The Mnnjni* nt S nnanbv, on infn»dooln^

the deputation, said that their objtet waa bo present tm
:iddre«a si^md \»y H(Hl l»r atant gentlemen praying
Ida lordship not tO accept Iff. TurnbuU'a resignation,

which bad been force! from him bj > vrcumst%ncea.

Then signatures included the na\nea of many distin-

guished clergymen of the Church of Bttfkod, and

almost ev<ry eminent scholar engaged in historical

studies. Professor Pearson than read the address,

which stated in effect that Mr. Tumbull had been

appointed by the Master of the Rolls to calendar

the foreign papers at the Public Record Office, having

been recommended to that post by his proved acquaint-

ance with foreign languages and ancient hand-writings

— two acquirements which it is most unusual to find

united in one person. In consequence however of a

false insinuation that he was employed to writing the

"History of Religion in England," the Protestant

Alliance", the Religious Tract Society, and the Scotch

Reformation Society petitioned against the appoint-

ment, and by quoting passages from a work he had

published 20 years ago, succeeded in exciting such an

agitation that Mr. Turnbull, harassed by the incessant

attacks on his honour, ami fearing that the public

service would suffer if discredit were thrown on its

pro-

lon at

thy on

account of bis faith, and the memorialists therefore

desired that no op]>ortun\ties for fraud be given, that

no unfit man be appointed to a place of trust, but also

that no man be dismissed from a place of trust until he

be proved unfit. Lord Pahnerstou in reply said :

—

" This is a matter which I have had under my attention for

a considerable time. First of all, let me say that it does not

appear to me to be a question respecting the exclusion of men
from certain appointments on account of their religious

opinions. I had representations made to me last year which

led me to communicate with the Master of the Rolls, and I

had an answer from him. The objection to Mr. Turnbull, as

I understand it, is made not on the ground that as a Catholic

he is unfit to be employed Dy the Government, but that being

a man of high personal honour and great ability and attain-

ments, he happens, as converts very often are, to be a man
also of very extreme opinions—in fact, almost a fanatic. It

as thought, therefore, that he was not a person who was
likely to bring to the particular duty upon which he was
employed that calm judgment and impartial view which are

essential in the abstracting and compiling of documents
belonging to a period when differences of religious opinion

counected with historical events were very strong. I concur

in that opinion. I think it was an unfortunate selection. It

would not have been difficult to find in the circle of literary men

Cits Intelltgcnrc.

Monet Makket, Friday.— British Funds: Con-

sols closed at 91 £ for Money, and 91f to . for the 7th

of March ; Bank S ck, 237 to 235$ ; Three per Cents.

Reduced. 91f to £; New Three per Cents., 9Hto£;
Thirty Years' Annuities, expiring in April, 18S5, 16 1-16;

India Five per Cent. Stock, 99: to£; Ditto for Acct.,

99f; Ditto Scrip, lOOi; Ditto Bonds, 18#. dia.; Ex-

chequer Bills, 8*. to 3*. dis.— Foreign : Dutch Four

per Cent. Certificate?, 100£; Mexican Three per Cents.,
I- 4 4. ooi ^ i t> J..„:„„ Ifem. nr>A « Half nor some other person who would be equally competent to perform
for Acct, 23* to Jr ; Peruvian tour and a Halt per

tho duty . ^ althont(h i do not in the least doubt that Mr.
Ct'nts., for Acct., 97 ; Ditto 'I hree per Cents., for Acct.. Turnbull m faithfully abstracted everything which ho was

""
* "*" * * * '

v

i
I ered to abstract, yet 1 must say that his position was not alto-

gether that which u man holding very strong opinions—strong
71; Spanish Three per Cents., 4£± : Ditto for Acct.,

48f; Committee's Certificates, 6fr; Turkish Six per

Cents., 1851, lor Acct., 69? ; Ditto, 1858, for Acct.,

54| to 54.
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V. 1I.1BSH ALL. Chief (i»>'>

opinions, I say, because his published works prove that they
are strong—it was not a position in wbieh a man of that frame
of mind and of those opinions would feel himself comfortable.

When he had to abstract documents relating to religious differ-

ences and controversies of former periods, it must have been
against the grain to record them if they were unfavourable to

the tenet b to which he so strongly clung. At the *iame time, I

must observe that Sir John Romilly stated he was satisfied

that Mr. Turnbull was a fit person and would do his duty
lo!24o'»3

i
properly, and he said that unless 1 desired that he should be

I dismissed, he should not think of putting the matter into any
other hands. Of course I did not feel that there was sufficient

ground for that. Well, then came Mr. Turnbull's resignation.

1 think that Mr. Turnbull acted as a man of honour ought
to act under such circumstances. He no doubt lelt that,

however unjust might be the imputations against him,
still, as there was a strong feeling among a large class

of the people that ho was performing a duty for which he
was not fit, it was best to escape from attack and get out of

a place in which the confidence of a large portion of the
•mmunity was denied to him. He very honourably resigned.

The emoluments of the ofiice were very small indeed. It waa

not a permanent office, the employment was merely tem-

jf2o.563,7

911,45*

6,045,645
804.5J1

ffiamte 3f tfje llfflleet.

TIT.SDAY-BANk UUPTS-W. Brown. Marlbnrousfh Butclier-R. nn.l

J. Bu*E*LL, Old Chance, WarHwnr «nen-0. Bn« «*, Prior Place, Ea«
Road, Old Kent Road. Boot Manufacturor-T. Daiip

;

-.to^. bnnthULMW

» UguUture lud de<i<I«l that I'iiMDten' cluiriri.iV'.T.'.'.'j

&tSM
t^ S^TSJTJ*? £*.ta«~*-- <r*a

Kiiinbunrii,
-

lroiimr,n-,'<T-T. Stohmoi tii, Kdinburjrh, Plumber- 1). \X ateks

nvute rightly in resigning instead ..f continuing to be a target

to be shut at. I think, too, the acceptance of his resignation

wat fair to him and fair to the public. The only mode in

which any one could ascertain whether or not his duties were

performed iaiilv was by comparing the abstracts which he

ie with the original documents. That is a labour very few

persons would undertake, though any one might try to ascer-

in by one or two specimens what was the general character

of Mr. Turnbull's work ; yet it is quite clear that in the per-

formance of the duties intrusted to him he must be more or

less liable to imputations, and I felt that, having regard to the

t t lie interest and to M r. Turnbull's particular situation,

iTCreet,* as he tendered his resignation, it was my diity to accept it

*• to the ll-
b
K-i"

nfle
!r

,be P
'

e9Clit kw ther« was'no do'ibttligibihty of trusv^e, while under the Bid there

^ffZtB^SFJi S. D» A?1 .
8-rrey. Fj

&SS \'&S^^aflSSJ: SeJS-W.^
1

. Pool,;
I U ^TSSTtCi *n+i ' ^lly - had recommended

lamoriianshirr, tlrocer - t P Jos «*. Toxtetli Pwk, Liverpool. 1 tliat Mr . Turnbull's resignation should not be accepted,
Boo». Manufartiirer-s. w. Lavbudkh, Livernooi, M'rchimt-J. Nixosj, ..

as he (Lord Palm crston) was the person to determine the
Lincoln, P*inter - JJ. pHILWP8f Neatb, bliunoryaiuhiie, Grocer - \\.

;

out, »» ul v *iw
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queation, he judged for hi^selfTHe had no doubt that Sir J. tomer, regularly entered it to the credit of^the CttS

Romiliv's opiiioa of Mr. Tumbull's faithfulness was perfectly tomerj bufc at the same time entered the same amount

to Holcrott's account. This was done with a large

appear any discrepancy in the sum total. These misap-

iations have been going on for many years, and

Romiliy's opinion
well founded ; and in accepting the resignation he aid not in

the least impute to Mr. Turnbull that he had not most

faithfully performed his duty. The question was not one oi

religious equality : it was whether an individual should per-

form a duty in which the bias of his mind might influence

him. He was told that Mr. Turnbull had even written a

P^gyric upon Babingion7who conspired against the life of propriauons , ave - ^ ""^^ fp̂ h ;g
'

t
S,iP«S»F.i^Xkh showing that he regarded that as a chivalrous rf Durden had at any time Deen aosenc iiom^n» pu

come of the discrepancies between the pass-books ot

the customers and the ledgers of the bank would have

been certainly discovered; but though it was a strict

rule of the Bank that every clerk should periodically

absent himself for a holiday, he disregarded the rule,

and was never away for a single day. A tew

days back, however, a paralytic seizure inca-

pacitated him from attending to his duties, although

he pertinaciously made an effort to do so, and the whole

affair at once became known. Durden is a married

man, about 40 years of age, with seven children, and

had been 16 years in the bank. Building speculations

in Westbou'rne Square and the streets adjoining

were the channel through which the money was

squandered, but he seems anxious to facilitate

restitution as far as possible, and it is hoped

that some considerable amount of property may
be recovered. On the discovery of the fraud the

manager convened a meeting of the board, when it was

resolved in order to secure the protection of the moneys

entrusted to their care to transfer the business to

the London and Westminster, that bank at once under-

taking to pay off all liabilities, on the cash and securi-

ties held by the Commercial being handed over to it.

The transfer was effected in the course of the day, and

there is no doubt that the prompt measures taken by
the directors before the defalcation became known pre-

vented a run upon the bank, which, in the present

state of the money market, might have been attended

with heavy loss. On Thursday Durden and Holcroft

were brought before the magistrate at Bow Street and

remanded, the magistrate refusing to accept bail in

either case.

Queen Elizabeth, showing that he regar -

undertaking ; and that he had said he would rather be damned

with Papists than be saved with Protestants."

The Marquis of Normanby said it was with extreme

regret he had heard the* opinions expressed by his

Lordship. His Lordship had stated that at some

previous time Mr. Turnbull expressed strong opinions.

If that were a sufficient ground for accepting
^
his

resignation, it would open the door to any religious

society objecting to the appointment of any man to a

particular office on account of his religious opinions.

The question was one, not of opinions, but of good

faith, and the good faith of Mr. Turnbull was proved by

the manner in which he had performed his duties.

—

Captain Jervis said, that M. Guizot, a Protestant, was

employed by the French Government many years ago'

to prepare documents, and though his appointment

gave offence to many of the Ultramontane party it was

not cancelled.—Mr. Folkard did not see how Mr.

Panizzi could retain his office as Principal of the British

Museum, after what Lord Palmerston had said. That

gentleman was a Roman Catholic, and he had the

custody of valuable historical manuscripts in the

Museum. The same remark would apply to Mr. Atlee,

private secretary to LordCowley.—Lord Palmerston said

that there were degrees of opinion; and it did not follow

that every Roman Catholic would not command public

confidence.—Mr. James Martineau thought it a peculiar

hardship that a presumption against a man on account

of his religious opinions should be allowed to outweigh

the fact that he had produced a work in which he had
exhibited literary justice and perfect fidelity.—Lord

Palmerston said it was not the mere fact ofMr. Tnrnbuirs

being a Catholic. The charge made against him was
that of being fanatical. A moderate Catholic might be

just as competent to do the work as a Protestant.—The
Marquis of Normanby said he could assure his Lordship

that his decision would not put an end to the

controversy.

Dinner to Sib Arthtjb Cotton.—A public dinner

was given on Wednesday evening, at Willis's Rooms, to

Colonel Sir Arthur Cotton, in acknowledgment of his

great services in the development of the agricultural

resources of British India, and the improvement of the
condition of its native population by the extension of

irrigation and canal navigation. The Earl of Shaftes-
bury presided, and was supported by Lord Lyveden,
Lord Harris, Sir J. Elphingtone, M.P., Mr. Gregson,
M.V., Mr. Justice Haliburton, M.P., General Hay, and a
large number of gentlemen connected with the military
and civil services of India.

'

The " Essays and Reviews."—The following letter

from the Archbishop of Canterbury, with the signatures
appended of every bishop on the bench except the
Bishop of Sodor and Man, has been received by the
Rev. W. R. Fremantle, of Haydon Rectory, in reply
to an address bearing upon the " Essays an Reviews."

"Lambeth, Feb. 12.
" Rev. Sir,—I have taken the opportunity of meeting many

of my episcopal brethren in London to lay your address before
them They unanimously agree with me in expressing the
pain it has given them that any clergyman of our Church
should have published such opinions as those concerning which
you have addressed us. We cannot understand how these
opinions can be held consistently with an honest subscription to
the formularies of our Church, with many of the fundamental
doctrines of which they appear to us essentially at variance.
Whether the language in which these views are expressed
is such as to make their publication an act which could be
visited in the ecclesiastical courts, or to justify the synodical
condemnation of the book which contains tbem, is still under
our gravest consideration. But our main hope is our reliance
on thejtblessing of God in the continued and increasing earnest-
ness with which we trust that we and the clergy of our several
dioceses may be enabled to teach and preach that good deposit
of sound doctrine which our Church has received in its fulness
and which we pray that she may, through God's grace, ever
set torth as the uncorrupted Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ,
i remain, reverend sir, your faithful servant, J. 15. Cantuar

I am authorised to append the following names :—
C. J. Ebor.
A. C. London.
H. M. DUNELM.
C. R. WWTOK.
H. EXBTER.
•C Peterborough.
C. 8t. David's.
A. T. Chichester.
J. Lichfield.
S. Oxqn.
T. Elf.
T. V. St. Asaph.
J. P. Manchester.

New Fresco at
The subject of the

following names

:

R. D. Hei ord.
J. Chester.
A. Llandafp.
R. J. Bath and Wells.
J. Lincoln.
C. Glocester and Bristol.
W. Sarum.
R. Ripon.
J. T. Norwich.
J. C. Bangor.
J. Rochester.
S. Carlisle.

THE
new

Houses op Parliament.--
-. fresco now painting by Mr.

Maclise, m the House of Lords, is the meeting of
Wellington and Blucher after Waterloo.

Great Fraud on the Commercial Bank.—A
senoqg case of embezzlement, bearing a strong re-
semblance to the Pntlit r frauds at the Union Rank,
was discovered on Friday at the branch of the Com-
mercial Bank in Henrietta Street. The fraud w
committed by the ledger clerk, Mr. John Durden, of
Park Village East, lie. Park, in conjunct n with
Mr- James Holcroft, of 109, Hatton Garden, agent and
wholesale hoot and shoe dealer. The fraud was effected

rVJ?v-
ng
T
a
?
ner :

"~Durdet1
'
M ledger clerk, on

receiving money to be entered to the account of a cu«-

The East Kent Deputation on the Hop Duties.

—The Chancellor of the Exchequer has refused to

receive the deputation from the East Kent planters,

for the purpose of presenting a memorial in favour of a

further postponement of the second moiety of the 1859
duty, payable on the 1st March, on the ground that ae

a due regard to the intention of the Legislature in the

act of last year entirely precludes his acceding to a

request for a renewed postponement of the duty, his

agreeing to receive a deputation would but be the

means of raising a false expectation.

Destructive Hurbicane.—On Wednesday and
Thursday nights the metropolis and suburbs were
visited by a violent storm, which appears to have also

raged with unexampled severity over the western and
southern coasts. On Thursday night the storm
increased to a perfect hurricane, doing considerable
damage to many buildings, more especially on the
Surrey side of the Thames. Numbers of chimney pots
were blown down, trees were up-rooted in Battersea
and Kennington Parks, rolls of lead and zinc guttering
were blown from the roofs of houses like paper, and
numerous barges, boats, and steamers on the river were
driven from their moorings. At Sydenham, Croydon,
and other places on the Kent and Surrey hills

much damage was done to a great deal of pro-
perty. Trees were uprooted in all directions and
carried to a great distance, and the north wing of the
Crystal Palace, which is used as a store, and in which
the exhibitions of poultry, rabbits, &c, are held, was
partially destroyed. In Sussex, the beautiful spire of
Chichester Cathedral with its central tower and support-
ing arches, which had been for some time under repair,
was blown down, fortunately without loss of
life and without injury to the transept, nave
and choir. In Worcestershire and Northampton-
shire the storm raged with extraordinary violence for
a midland district. At Worcester a tree fell

upon one of the toll-house* outside the city, com-
pletely crushing in the roof. Trees in hundreds
were uprooted, and a great number of chimney stacks
and walls blown down. At Evesham a stack of chim
neys fell upon a house, crushing through the roof into
a room where a woman was sleeping, but who escaped
without injury. At Northampton a hou fell in, bury-
ing a whole family in the ruins, and causing the death
of two persons. In Gloucestershire the storm was
equally destructive. Several houses and tall chimney
at Bristol were blown down or unroofed ; and at Glou-
cester the Grea^ Western and South Wales Station was
almost entirely destroyed, and a good deal of damage
was done to the shipping in the docks and the Glou-
cester and Berkeley Canal. At Plymouth a French
vessel was wrecked with the loss of three of the crew
and several vessels sustained damage. At Penzance'
during the storm of the previous Monday, the brig
Hero, of Bideford, broke from her anchors in the
harbour, and drifted on shore, when her crew of five
men, with three men who had jumped on board t<

assist in the emergency, were swept into the sea, and
all, except one, were drowned.

Thh Fatal Accident in the SiWKBg^At the

evolved from the depositsln~lh7 .«
duction of acids. He had a»
quantities of acid were discharged inT?

^
time to time from a large metal ^m Warwick Lane, but there was non*. -
caused the present accident. ThP ^tJ
verdict of Accidental Death, and the F* *
Sewers pledged themselves to pr*ec#
tion in order that the recurrence of Ji '

may be prevented. ^ I

The Public Health.—The Ba^weekly return states that the death*T£r»
week that ended Saturday, Feb. 16

\

vl f*
declined to that number from \m • *?**«"
week. The average number for the
weeks of the 10 years 1851-60, corrected_
population, was 1345. The present retj?*
17 below the average. During the wpXJB
889 boys and 903 girls, in all 1792 chuV
tered in London. In the ten correswj
the years 1851-60 the average number w2

iPwWntial
Berwick:.—The Report of the fin

pointed to inquire into the existence ofwH
last election for this borough, together i

minutes of evidence, has been published. Ifeft
are the findings of the commissioners, MemTt
Barstow, and Lushington:—
"We find that bribery was committed before a

election in April, 1859. We find that dad*
Gordon was privy to and cognisant of, and tic k

Coutts Marjoribanks, Ralph Anstrather Earle, U
Stapleton were not privy to or cognisant of »
We find that the persons named in Schek
this our report annexed, were guilty of bribt

election in April, 1859, by corruptly giving or &
money or other valuable consideration to voteis fer'

chase of their votes, or ou account of their hai%-

by corruptly advancing money for the purpose *

We find that the persons named in Schedule I

our report annexed, were guilty of bribery a:

in April, 1859, by receiving money or other nt
sideration for having given, or to induce the:

to retrain from giving their votes. We find that tfc

committed at the election in August, 1859.

Richard Hodgson was privy to and cognizant d,

Dudley Coutts Marjoribanks was not privy to or«pi

such bribery. We find that the several perscm m
Schedule C, to this report annexed, were .

the election in August, 1859, by corruptly g

money or other valuable consideration to rota

purchase of their votes, or on account of their hiriifi*

by corruptly advancing money for the purposeofteh?

find that the persons named in Schedule D, to ta*

annexed, were guilty of bribery at the ektfrj^

1859, by receiving money or other valoahl

having given, or to induce them to give, a fr"**

giving their votes."

Blackburn.—In consequence ft*w**™"*
facturers of Accrington having recked*»*"t
of 5 per cent, in the rate of wages, foi«j*;

town have struck to the numberoUW*^
promise of an accession to their force ot w»

the course of the week. .^
Chatham.—There are still about

^«JJJ
close confinement nnd placed on a diet«_
water. About 200 who refrained from WDJT

the revolt and 300 others whose conduct W

considerable improvement are allowed W

work in the dockyard and other puowjT

.

are allowed full labour diet. The severe r»»

cipline to which recourse ha* been
ff

b7^
outbreak has had a most beneficial eflecj^

order have been thoroughly restored,
a »rjv

issued by Sir Joshua Jebb, has been reaa

in sections by Captain FoweUthegou

the prisoners are made sensible ot tbeip . ^
they have placed them solves bytheir mo -

All the privileges heretofore ^

enjoye^

entirely forfeited, the usual remission or

of the terms of servitude ^^^"Lg^
gratuities which have been allowed ttn ^
they have completed their sentence,

,

although hopes are held ™\f±?ZiM*
may be regained bya course off^ he^
This punishment is severely telto ^
of whom on being dischaiged ^
would have had as nrnch as _. * ^
Sir Joshua Jebb has also given ^

corporal punishment last
*f

e*
, orisoae

-i„5. ,i> .ii-,...i^D f/v he dealt wim f
. gi

tinctly to understand that no

la

clam of offenders to be ^^W*^*!
not equally culpable with ™?*^ >
but wno took an active V*"^**?
wards, on two or three sub R ination..^
to commit acts of minor lu?"bTand cb^
number of 105 men, ^^^d tbf«S

In batches of 13, and **£> 5
the parade-ground agamatt^ d]l

in chUe of the prison wa ders &
The strictest silence was f"J*0c^.
night they were^j£fc **Jg
in the wash-honse and batn

t ** y

such co*

ordered
:(

,1 after day until Sunday
p

bc0Dip

were reduced to a state of a
,

tion that the governor

it

tb'
*

?
erf >!•- — - - ~jm nvifiBS. JVC I lie turn i/iini/ *"~ r

> fQ rje p*^
adjourned inquest ou Friday, Dr. Lethebv said that be I be removed, and each man

_ t ^ IS
J

had ascertained by analysis that the four men who Uo his eel!, which he
r
!!.j"

s
cono^"^1^were killed in the Fleet sewer were poisoned by { enter for nearly a week.

| ^ f r*r

sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and that such gas was by the convicts with an ou
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ere also permit 1 to attend Divin™ ftadaY in the prison chapel, where the

mmwmim obeyed. Full order bein* thus

yjl Oinamber of prisoners lent oot to work will

^3*X incwMed, until the whole are permitted

•"tteir employment on full labour diet. It is

that eertaiii alterations are to be made in

aneot of the Chatham prison, the deputy

returned, and some of the inferior officers,

» rendered themselves obnoxious to the convicts,

m mated Ten of the warders have already

llMtettet their services are to be dispensed

n 1 a MB il inquiry has beer, instituted into the

rfUiTcircumstances connected with the recent

with the view of ascertaining if any, and

-rierances, exist on the part of the prisoners.

"T^^TSeting of the editors ofJVlessr, Led-

prdsad Son

express a decided opinion, which he could not ju^.itv to

his own mind. Mr. W. Pole, I i I fliiginur and pro-

fessor of engineering at Universit Liege, inede an
elaborate statement of the appearances o • marks on

the lines, and deduced therefrom that the middle

wheels of the tender got off the rails, and that the

accident arose from that cause. His farther evidence

was, with the proceedings, adjourned till Tuesd;

next.

Drinkstone, Suffolk, aged S5—13th insL at Vianaa, the Rigfe

R Kutar Paubr, j»crii ,tendont of the Lutheran Phase* of
Austria, Councillor oi the Koctoelssttaal Court uf tte

r. aud Pi Minister of the 1. itberan Church ia \

Feb. bein- his 71*t birthr. i'« Bu*h, Mr w«.
Pumlby, Florist, tc., and formerly of the Royal Forcing
Garden*, Kensington.

lata.
Court or Probate.—Talbot v. Treherne.—Last evening, at

six o'clock, the jury decided In this case in favour of the

plaintiff, thereby affirming the will of the Itev. G. M. Treherne.

The case occupied ten days.

jn

JdbiUaxiiL

i « a it was announced that the Wilts and Dorset

^teGonmnv^ill liquidate the estate by paying

[i intbe pound at once, and as much more as the

**?J?J
u£h*7 Sittinrt, the adjourned inquest on I »? 1817, and afterward*

4.— Alter. lu o' J
, ,, t ^ For his Borviccs ho was

1 in the colliery expla -non the 1st

Likut.-Gi bull LE8LTa,K.H-, Colonel of the 3! ogii it,

.lied at Brighton on the 12th inst. in his 71 .-ear. He entered

the army in 1S06, was at the taking of Travancore in 1808, and

at the capture of Bourbon and the I*l< ce in 1810 ; after

which he Barred in . a, and was present at the jo engage-
ments in AufftuL 1811. He served ale i Hie Fiuriaree war

COVENT GARDEN". Feb. 28.

Supplies ofwintcrGreene though iroprovinfrar* atill ins^Bctei 1

1

for thee and. I . t menial rtntributtonaeJsoeeflttns to DB

imported. Pine A]. plea and Grapee ha— altered but little

since our last < • ranges may be obtained at about laet week

1 trices. Good Cobs i be i:ad at from Is. to la ML per

pound. Cornish Broccoli is still arriving- in cratefuls, and m
«eehent con : good single beads of it realise from ftL

, 4d. eaeh Ueana, and new Potatoes may
be had. i'm umbers are scarce. Olt flowers chiefly

nt of Orchids Lily of the Valley, Chiueee Prtaoulaa,

Its, Migi otte. Camellias, Heaths, and Roses.

JIT

toember last was brought to a conclusion on rnuuv,

tbejory returned the following verdict •—

We find that deceased died from the effects of an explo-

arsdamp

, he was appoii done! ol the 85th F<»ot.

BiaWv.BURKl M.D..K B..F.R.S ,
died on th. thlttl

in his 82dyear. He entered the Navy as Assistant -Surgeon

in 1795, was appointed Physician and lnsp< ol Hospitals

II

I

cfc

a

*

.anly in the group ot sta.is in tne nuru crusa-

the fourth last level, but there is no evidence to

m how this gas iguited. Aud the jury recommend : 1.

Tsai the present rolee shall be revised. '1. That the working

in the pit shall be more frequently inspected. .'.. That

cations of Mr. Brough, the Government Inspector, that

liSjHlillsn of underground workings shall be so arranged

la ease of any future explosion unfortunately occurring

Itiet 1 1ww results would be confined to the district in

took place, and that a new pit shall be sunk for the

•ovement of the ventilation of the colliery,

hah be taken Into the serious oonsi leration of the directors

ead proprietors of the works. The jury also take the oppor-

fcsity ef remarking that the Stephenson lamp appears to them
U W the best and safest.

'

Kydb.—A coroners inquest was opened on Monday

st Old-boose Farm, about a mile from Ryde, and con-

tinaed by adjournment on Tuesday, on the body of

Jane Lacy, the wife of Henry Lacy, a farmer residing

st that place. It Appeared from the evidence of

sereral witnesses that Lacy bad thrown his wife down-

stairs, and that she died from the injuries she received.

Lacy is a man of drunken hal , and it is supposed

that be was intoxicated when he committed the crime.

Sosan Wilder, the niece of deceased, appears to have
been impl 1 in the occurrence, or, at all events, to

here endeavoured to conceal the fact that the un-

fortooate woman had been murdered. The body
presented the strongest evidence of her having been
sardered. Her head was one mass of bruises, and
there were wound* on various parts of the body, which
was t educed by disease or want of nourishment fco that
f s sere skeiet The bed-dress in which she had

been murdered had been taken oft", and was not to be
found. The corpse had been carefully washed and laid

oat and it was evident that the husband and the niece

doner of the Navy in 1822, and subsequently l)irector-(.yiural

of the Medici hepartment of the Hav Physician in

linary to William 1 V. He was present at the battles i .1 Cape

St Vincent, the Nile, and Trafalgar, and for Ins sei es he

was made a K.C.B.. and decorated with foui war medals. He

was a Follow of the Royal Society, and ot the Royal College

of PI us. f

Ln -Colonel Sir William Hknry Clerks, Bart., of

Mertvn, Flintshire, died on the 16th inst. at the Heath, Salop,

'ed 67. He was born in 1793, and was the eldest son of the

Itev. Sir W. H. Clerke, Bart,, by the daughter of Thonias

Cartwriirht,Esq.,ofAynho. Hisnext brother is the Ven. Charles

Carr Clerke, U.D., Archdeacon of Oxford, and his s

sister married the first Sir Robert Peel, lie was educated at

Charterhouse, and entered the army S* Ensign in thai

Light Inf ry in 1811. He served with the 52d at the batt

of Nivclle, N'ive. Orthes. Tart>es, and Toulouse, in the cam-

paign of 1815. at the battle of W.iterl and was also with the

armv of occupation in Paris. For his services he lined the

Peninsula medal with four olaeps, and the Waterloo medal.

He succeeded his father as ninth baronet m 1818, and married

in 1820 the daughter ol i.eoi-ge Watkin Kenriok. Esq., of

Mertyn, in the county of Flint, by whom he had le four

sons and one daughter. He is succeeded in hlstitle and estate

by his eldest son. William 1 ry. born n 1SJ2, who man

in 1849 the eldest daughter of Robert ( 'ing, Esq., of Botleys

P
Mb toCKUL the Magistrate of Marylebonc Police Court, died

on Wednesday at his Chambers in Kssex Court Temple, in his

Mrd year. He is the third magistrate of the M aryleDone Lourt

who has died within the last nine months.

WlLLq —The will of Mr. Lancelot Shadwell has been sworn

under 20,000*. ; Mr. William Tassie, of Lei- ester Square, the

gem engraver, 35.0001 ; Mr. G lycock, of Chelmsford, a

member of the Society of Friends, 46,SeOi.

Pino Apples, per lb., 6s to 10s

Grapes, pel (S to 14s
— new, per lb.. 20s to Ms

ab-awberrioN, per or., fs
Pomegranates, each, 4.1 toOd

VEGETABLES.
Hroccoli, each, od l«» sd \ Beet,

Fr. '.eana, i>. luo. 4h

Green Peas, p. * sieve s

I reens, per doz., 6s to 8s

-bages, do., 2s to 3s

Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 160s
— per bus. , 4s to 6§

— per cwt., 6b to 10s

Carrots, per 1 eh, 8d to lOd

Turnips, per bunch, 6d to Sd

Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s

Cucumbers, each, 2s to 3s

Artichokes, per doz. , 4h to 6s

Pears, per dox. . Ss te 0s

per dot.. «d to Is 01
OreJtgee, p*r loo, fis to 10s

Lemeos, per 10o. U te 10s

RKoBb, per lb . is to Ji

»*^v:u, |'v i •!».! •" "-. ,-r »~

Jery. !»• bundle,UW to lsOd

C) as, p. 4 sieve, la 6d to 2s0d
A .^us, p. bundle,10s toMe
Rhubarb, p. bundle, M to Is 3d

ale, p. punnet, 3b to Ss«d
Shallots, per lb. , 6d te 8d
GarUc, par lb., 6d to 8eT
Endive, p. score. Is to Ht»d
Horse Radish, p. bun.

f
ls6dto4a

Mushrooms, p. pott., 9s to Is

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

BRITISH WOOLB.-LONDO*. PainaT, I-eb, 22.

Our prospects seemed more hopeful, and more depositiois

was manifested to trans* t business, until the decision of tb

Secter. of the Bank of England was made known roUtJve te

further advanee in the rate of dieoeunt te SporoeDt which

lias taken most business men by surprise, and has put a step

to transactions for the present.

South-down liog- s.

gets.. — . . 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes .. 1

Cent Fleeces .. 1

d. s.

to

5 —
6 —

d.

» *

Leleest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins
I Blanket ditto . .

Flannel Wool • v

5
:

n

to

1

1

3
8
8

New Clover .

.

Old second cut
Straw . . ...

fOsto 110a

70 100
30 36

DaviaJi Co.

• •

• •

90s 106*

BIRTHS.—On the 17th last, at 12, Hereford Street, lark

Lane, the Rijrht Hon Lady Roi.r.o, of a son—14th inst Bray

the Lady Harriet Lynch Bixmbk. of a son—lo'th inst, at oi,

Cadogan Place, the Lady Mary Reade, of a son-lOth inst, at

s
oi

if**

K ^

Osol for trial at the assizes. The niece, who it

rather repulsive appearance, has been examined
the magistrates, anc* remanded on the charge of

been an accomplice in the murder.

who
and

•

*',

>

a Glejtteagh Mueder.—The 12 pnflonen
charged with the inurdt r of Mr. Murray,

»wting st the Rev. A. Nixon, have been discharged
from custody in consequence of the informer on being
**ken to the Glenv. h mountains bting unable to

T" * OVt the place whore the murder was committed.
The law officers of the Crown have ordered the informer
to be taken into custody and prosecuted for perjury.

cotlanQ-
The

1

• ; nt Lob8 op the Prince Alfred.—The
commissioners appointed to investigate the loss of this

off Flamborough Head on the 12th ult., have
reported to the Board of Trade that she was lost

HZ?^
the defkalt of the Master, Mr. G. W. Craig,

who allowed her to run from the Fern Islands to Flam-
• »t

i l,urin8 a long winter's night withoutI the
< ngines or Uking soundings, leaving her in

cnarg* or the second mate, who neither held a certifi-

t
« competency nor f service. They, therefore,

forward his certificate to the Board to be dealt with as
tAej may think fit. \t the same time they state that

\ 0M
"a7

er* *"* of ev»dence was produced to
show that up to the me of this casualty his reputa-
on t«,r care, Yigilanee, and good conduct was of a very

«gh order.

the Right Uon. Mr. Justice PrrzoEaaiJ), of a son—14th inst,

at Dorchester, the wife of Major-General Michel, of a daughter

—11th inst, at Cheltenham, the wife of Major-General J. I.

Brett, Madras Retired List, of a son—14th Inst, at his real-

denee, E n Square, the wife of George Moffatt, Esq., M P.,

of a daughter. -,,, !..,«.«.

MARBI \GIiS.—On the 11th inst, at the chapel of the British

rnbassy St Paris, the Right Son. the Earl of LlWOOUJ. eldest

,n of the Duke of Newcastle, t.. HaKBiarTA, only daughter of

Henry Thomas H<»pe, Esq., of the Deepdene, Surrey—14th

inst, at St. Peter's Church, Dublin, George Henry Law-

rence, DCS., to M arkt, second daughter of the

iteRev R Staveley, Prebendary of St. Munchin s, Limerick

—7th inst, at the Pari* Church of Charleton, Devon, Oswald

C Arthir, Esq., youngeat son of the late N ice-Admiral

It. Arthur, C.B., U> 1 lizabeth Fortescce Mary, youngest

daughter ef Captain Wells R.A., of Wade House, I), n—
Uth inst, at the Catholic Church. Killursa, John, aecondson

of Francis Blake, Esq., of Cregg Castle, in the v of Gal-

way to Mary, eldest daughter of George L^ t Staunto

Esq ' of Clydagh, in the same county- h November, at Aucic-

laud Lieutenant Francis Alexander Hi mk, R.N., thirds

of George Hume, Esq., of 20, Dorset Square, to Hannah
Charlotte Clara, eldest daughter of Major-G ral Charlm
Emilius Gold—12th ult, at Panama, at the church of ban

Feline, and afterwards at her Britannic Majesty 8 Consulate,

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six T

Bmithfield, Thuwday, Feb. 21.

ime Meadow Hay 75s to 85s Clover .. .

Superior do. (old) . . 90 100 ;
New Clover .

.

Interior do 36 60
New do —

" —
Rowen — —

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Feb. 21.

Sup. Meadow Uay . .110stoll7s 1 Inferior Clover .

.

Inferior do 70 100 1 Jew do

New do — — S*-ww ••- „• SiK..
Superior Clover ..112 1*0

j
Joshua BAxaa.

Whitechapel, Thursday, Feb. 21.

Fine old Hay . . . . loostolOSs Fine old Clover

Inferior do 45 90 ;

Inferior do ..

Prime New Hay .. - — Fine 2d cut ..

Inferior do - -
j

™e™**% '

'

_ _
Straw 36 38 I Fine New Clover . .

—

HOPS —Borough Market, Friday, Feb. 22.

Messrs. Pattcnden & Smith report that the market con-

tinues firm, but not much doing.

110a to 120a
90 100
90 100

* *

liatltoajis

*5

Ti Lati Accident ox the South-Western
adjourned inquest on Dr. Italy wus resumed for the

nttatime at Y ™ ' " "
**omotive snpc
c*** few the a< lent

« of it n

of the late Don Manuel .Tost Hurtado, many years Minister

Plenipotentiary at the Court of St. James's, for the Republic

of Columbia. _ .
_ ,

DEATHS.—On the 16th inst, at Pans, tue Dowager Lady

Congleton, aged 78—18th inst, Hknry, third son of the late

Hon. and Itev. Frederick Pleydell Uouverie, a«ed 42—18th
inst, in Brunswick Square, Penrith, M.ijor-Geueral A. K.

Harrison, R d Artillery, ajjedTl-lSth inst, at his residence,

shrub's Hill, Lyndhurst. Rear-Admiral Robert Attchison

aged 63-18th inst, at Hillingdon, Mary Pkn ..lope, widow of

the late Major-General James Crant, C.B., aged 60—8th inst

Captain Hknry White, 13th Light Dragoons,
lecoiwl son ot

Colonel White, M.P.. of Woodlands, county of Dublin—lltn

inst. at Morden Lodge, Surrey, Arthur, son of Colonel Uamel
Lysows, C. H.. aged two years and seven months—l:>th inst at

, Lower Ward, Windsor Castle, Gaptain Andrew Heaktlkt
Military Knight of Windsor, formerly of the Kojhj

Horse Guards (Blue), and tor 25 years Captain ana-

Adjutant of the Bast Kent Regim.nt of 1 aanry Cavalry—

9th ult, at Sierra Leone, ARTHUR G v, Com-

mander of H. MS. Falcon, aged 34-9th inst, a' 1̂1 "^^
Exr ith, Francs Danbt, Esq., A.R.A., aged- -1 -th inst,

at Campden Grove, Kensington, Arabella Hutciiiss Call-

cott, daughter of the late Dr. Callcott, aged 61—lottimst, at

; Unper Bedford Place. Russell Squ Sarah, the wi.

POTxVTOES.—Southwark, Monday, Feb. 18.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by rail

have been very large, and a consequent reduction in

prices has taken place with a downward tendency-

The following are this day's quotations :-i ork Fluke* 150s.

J> leZ per
g
ton ;

Lincolnshire
4
Regents 110. to^™>%£

Red Soil, 150s. to 160s.; North Berwick do l2»*-?™*->™h
Forfar, and Perth do., 95s. to 105s. ; Rocks and Red

s^
90s. to

06s; French Whites, 60s. to UOs. ; Belgian do., 60s. to 80s.,

Dutch do.. 60s. to 80s.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 18.

The number of Beasts is about the same as on Monday last.

Trade is slow, but the prices are not much altered. There are

more Sheep and the demand is smaller On the aretMe trade

is not so good, and a clearance cannot be effected Calves are

lling a? on Thursday. From Germany and Holland there

are 520 Beasts, 2000 Sheep, and 130 Calves
. ;

from Spain, 181

Beasts; from Scotland, 130 ; from Ireland, 200; from Norfolk

and Suffolk, 1900 ; and 100 from the northern and midland

counties '

di a d s d
I Best Long-wools. 5 4 — 5 6
. Do. Shorn . - . . to

s d s

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. -. 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn
Beasts. 3600

;

8 to 5
6 — 4
6— 4

8 Ewes& 2d quality 4 —50

8 to 6

* •

Do. Shorn
Lambs

. Calves . . . . 4 8 — 5 8
_ . 1 Pigs . . . . 4 6 — 5

Sheep & Lambs, 19,1 50; Calves, 147; Pigs, 340

Thursday, Feb. 21.

The supply of Beasts is not large, but the di. india aueU ;

consequent y it is difficult to effect a clearance. Pneea are

aW^on Monday last. The number of Sbeep ismocb smaUer

rh*r on Thursday last, but quite equal to the demand.

TvSe ta very^ow at Monday's rates Our foreign sepply

,Tsti of 96 Beasts, 1250 Sheep, and 89 Calvea. Milch

CoW8U5 '

, Best Long-wools . 5

Do. Shorn
Ewee ft 2d quality 4

Do. 8horn .. .

Lambs .. .

.

Calves .. -.4
I pig9 -- .-4

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &e. - .

4

Best Short -horns 4

2d quality Beaata 3

Best Downs aud
Half-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn

5 6

8 to 5
— 4 8 4 5

to

8 — 6 B 5
5

Beasts, 9W

assign any
He characterised any explana-

; Sheep & Lambs. JO ; Calves, 132 ; Pigs, 120.

[MARK LANE.—Monday, Feb. 18.

The supply of English Wheat t. {"««£& market
!-hkr Temp-.k. Esq., Q.C.-15th tast^ at the I y, ine »uyy

» , ^^ ,nd ready buyers at last week's
Woodchurch, the 1 luvx Kin MA., rector of Wood- I

smaU Th«JJ»
ftlld inferior qualities hung heavily on hand.

luem xie cuarai^riseu anv nni.na church, and of St. Matthew's, Bethual Green, aged b.J—-l&tn
j

pnte
, ,

l

f comltrv buyers was considerably larger than

Z1!L J" /. i
anyexpiana-

il)8t> Rt the Round-wood, Ipswich, the residence ol ...nsrle*! The atten^nc
^^rctaifbusinessvss transacted in foreign at

purely speculative, and declined to Schreiber, Esq.. the Rev Siis. eb Woodfikld Maul, rector of of late, and a gooareuw



our previous quotations. Barley is a slow sale at barely last

week's prices. Beans and Peas are unaltered in value. Oats

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AM) AGBICULTUKAL_ GAZECTRjp^,

VT thoroughly understands hi^/
1^

WANTED, a steady, active, and industrious young

MAN to attend to the Greenhouse Plants, &c, under
are in lair demand at late rates. The Flour trade is ami, ana i

the direction of the Foreman.—A. M. L., Post Office, Coventry.

American barrels are 6d. cheaper.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, A Suffolk. .White
«— — fine selected runs.. ditto

a. o.
|

46—65 Red
50-

51

• * • •

70
72

Red * * •

Red
ou—76
40—45 Malting.
30—36 [Malting.
20—24

J

26—28 Feed .

.

26—28 Feed .

.

24—23
j
Feed .

.

35—38 Foreign.

2S—48 jHarrow

.

34—42 Longpod
40—50 (Egyptian

Yellow.

.

5Q—57
38—50 [Country.
30

—

35 ;Per sack

s. a.

40—60
54—65

33—40
40—43

20—25
21—24
20—28

28—48

— — Talavera
™~ X* OrlOlK * • • » • » • * • • « # § * *

^^ j orci£^ii ••••*••* »•#•••••••*••••
Barley, grind. & dist., 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign.,grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign ........Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
IS sans. Mazagan. . . .30s to 44s. . . . Tick— Pigeon 34s — 56s . . Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent .. Boilers (33—48 (Suffolk

— Maple .... —s to —s Grey 40—42 Foreign

.

Maize . . . . , White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto
— Foreign per barrel

Friday, Feb. 22.

During the past eight days we experienced fine spring
weather with a mild temperature and S.E. winds, until the
20th, when it veered to S.W., increasing to a violent gale,

40—50
3S—48

WANTED, a Man and Wife, as OUT-DOOR
SERVANTS, the Man a Gardener, the Woman to do

part of a small family's Washing. She must have been used

to getting up fine linen, &c, and must have a recommenda-

tion from the lady for whom she last washed, ^o glass.

—Address, Rev. X. A.. Alford, Lincolnshire.

WANTED, A KEEPER who knows country busi-

ness, Building, taking care of Woods, Ac.—Apply by

letter only, post paid, to Y. Z., care of Mrs. Little, 34, Hen-

rietta Street* Covent Garden, W.C.
p

W~~
ANTED IMMEDIATELY, an ASSISTANT
SHOPMAN, in the Nursery and Seed Trade. One who

has been accustomed to waiting in the Seed Shop preferred.—

Apply by letter to W. Wright, Market Street, Retford, Notts.

38—50
40—10

WANT PLACES—letters to be Post Paid.^ •

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married; under-
stands all the branches, including Pines, Vines, &c—

J. G., Gardener. Beckham Park, near Plymouth.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; has a
practical knowledge of the whole routine of his profes-

which lasted through the night, and yesterday accompanied
|

sion. Good references.—S. W„ Post O ffice, Maidstone.

with heavy rain. To-day is fine; wind S.W. Excepting in

character^ *., *. Henry bTreet ft

GARDENER^A^23^h7
Stove and Greenhouse 'pw,* £*i

Garden. Two years' unpvrL; .^ *W»»_
Office, Will tham Cross N ltl0aable

*5i5.
^ARDENEiT^A^e~~^" B , ,VT sound knowledge of his nrnl^

e; ^7
any part of England? Tvvo fe fe "

testimonials and references bf th-
w°?*«"

Barnes, Camden Nursery, CamW^*'GTO NOBLEMEN; GElMTLcurARDENER -Married, wilw*
T. H. begs to offer his seVvfi?

tleman in want of a thorough practl, Jhardener to the Hon. Talbot Agar £*'
Grace the late Duke of Leeds, atftjjshire. Is now about to leave his presenthas been engaged for over three years re-™-T^

f Hortici

its to the

-ient Hon»and testimonials undeniable.-Dircct t?!, -Gardens, Cranbury ParicjiearV^

— v-^^
fe
^v* iW i. wver mree years rp-n**

and gardens, in the Erection of HwtkSgrowing Pmes, Grapes, and Plants to tbel^™
I6]1 "22EJi.^ m?*t .eminent Hot*£

Liverpool, Newcastle, Birmingham, and the Scotch markets,
where the high rate of interest appears to have had some
effect upon the corn trade. Wheat, both English and foreign,

lias been steady in price during the past week. Fair samples
of English Wheat have been realised at fully previous rates ;

but tb£ damp and inferior continue to be difficult of disposal,

and Alices are irregular. Where any alteration occurred in the
value of Barley it has been in favour of the buyer. Former
prices have been supported for other descriptions of Spring
Cora, particularly Btans. The demand for Flour has been
limited, and American obtainable at a decline of (3d. to Is. per
barrel. During the past week the arrivals oft the coast have
been more liberal, and 101 cargoes are reported, viz., 43 Wheat,
12 Maize, 26 Barley, 2 Rye, 4 Beans, 2 Flour, <3 Linseed, 1
Rape seed, 3 Cotton seed, and 2 oilkcake. The sales have
not been extensive. At the opening of the Paris market on
the 20th holders of Wheat asked an advance of 1 fr. siuce last
week, but they subsequently took 50cts. over previous prices,
at which a fair business resulted. Flour is in good demand at
former rates. The arrivals of foreign Wheat and Barley this
week have been large, of all other grain small. This morn-
ing's market was poorly attended. The best English Wheat
is saleable at late prices, but all other descriptions move off
slowly. Spring Corn of all kinds meets a slow sale at Monday's
prices.

Arrivals from Feb. 18 to Feb. 22.

GAKDENER (Head).—Age 27, single; begs to offer

his services to any nobleman or gentleman wanting a
good practical working Gardener. Good character. Wages,
6QL a year.—X. Y. Z., 21, Cochrane Terrace, St. John's Wood.

f

English .

.

Irish ....

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Flour.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; has a
thorough knowledge of his profession in every depart-

ment of Gardening.

—

Head Gardener, Loseley Park, Guild-
ford. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 38, married, without
incumbrance ; fully understands Forcing Pines, Vines,

Stove Orchids, <fcc. and first-class Plintsman, &c—J. Far-
rant, 24, Cochrane Terrace, Portland Town, London, N.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Understands PinesTvines,
Melons, Cucumbers, and Plant Growing. Two-and-a-

half years' good character.—J. H , Mr. Methven, Stanwell
Nursery, Edinburgh.

r\ARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married; has had

Y* upwards of 20 years' practice as Head Gardener, where
Pines, Grapes, &c, Kitchen and Flower Gardening has been
carried on, on an extensive scale. The highest testimonials.

—

Y. Z , 33, St. Peter's Street, Islington, N.

GARDEN fili (3eS5^
V>* blishment. Understands Kitchei fcj\mes, Cucumbers, and Melons, Propa,
tog. Throe years' prood character
A. Lllis, vveiivoe Castle ,jioar Cardiff.

"

of the Flower and Kitchen Garden'iij
character.—Q. H„ Post Office, Wanstead/fo

GAKDENEK. (Under).-A^T^^;
of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the

Iiate Fruits. Good character.—A B. t p™
Essex, N.R '

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

Single ; thoroughly understands the Forcing of Flowers,

490 qrs. 1480 qrs.

Foreign..! 29010

99

99 8940

»»

»>

100 qrs.

2540

5550

>'

»»

(550 sks.

f 500
U5510brls.

M
• »

Fruits, and Vegetables ; with a geneial knowledge of his pro-
fession in all its branches. Good references.—G. C, Mrs.
Turner's, Hornsey Lane.'Highgate, N.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Feb. 19.—The Corn market was well
attended this morning. Wheat in good request, at a further
decline of Id. per cental on inferior qualities. Flour fair sale
at a reduction of 6d. to 9d. per barrel ; sacks unchanged.
Beans steady at last rates. Oats and Oatmeal dull. Indian
Corn, moderate business; mixed, 36s. 9d. to 37s.; yellow
-American, 37s. 9d. ; Galatz, 39s. 6U
Friday, Feb. 22.—There was a thin attendance at today's

market; Wheat dull of sale at Tuesday's prices. Flour slow.
Indian Corn a moderate sale at 36s. 6d. for mixed American.
29a. 6d. for Galatz. Beans steady. Oats and Oatmeal dull.

Wheat, i Barlev. Oat

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentle
man requiring a good experienced Gardener.—Age 34,

single ; understands Forcing all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables. Can superintend Land. Good reference.—G. L.,
Messrs. Lee's Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

ARDENER (Head).—A<re 34, married, no incum-
brance ; has a thorough kne

O ARDENER (Under)7=A^7S7
y^M gentleman's establishment where Fore*
Growing is carried on to some exient. Good*.
J. A., Post Office, Leytonstone, Essex, X.E.

'(^.ARDENER, or (JARDENERasb
VT ^ge 40 ; a good general Plant Grower; rafc

Management of Land, Timber, and Stock, fi&t
a Dairy. Nine years' and four months' good x
E. S., Messrs. Henderson's, Pine-Apple ¥.

NOBLEMEN and gentlemen reqair.-

a Person to conduct Surveys, Hon

tural Improvements, Lay out Gardens, Farms, nak

Plans of the Estate, or Superintend the Estai»liitaer

to J. N. t Messrs. Webster's, Stationers, HO, PicaE-

STEWARD or FARM BAILIFF.-* i

practical experience of Farming in grail It

England. Would not object to go abroai-ifi.1'

Office, Dorking. Surrey, S.

STEWARD or MANAGING [BAIL:

Has a thorough knowledge of all dewiptitt*-

breeding. Feeding, and a good judge of all&**
Farm produce ; understands the Maun*'

Sale of Timber, and the i.roper keeping of ifiooefta!

class Testimonials and reference to iijjw"
J*

glad to answer any inquiries.—T«k sou* °^ ^

hu rat, near Ttmbridge, Kent. __ ________

A1LIFF OBGENERAL MAS **B
averages
Jan. 12..— 19..
— 2t>..

Feb. 2.

.

— »..— 16..

Agg.Aver.

bit Id
57 3
56 7
55 6
54
54 9

55 10

40*
40
40
4C
40

M
6

7

8

s. Ry e.

22* 6*
23 2

38 11

40

23
23
22
23

1

3
6

22 11

34s 6f/

34 9
35 10.
34 3

36 S

8 -3 7

35 2

43*104
41 10
42 5
40 8
39 10

40^ J)
4 1

5

'

Peas.

44* 6d
43
41
43
42
4t

43

S

7
7

57« 3d

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Feb. 9.
fRICES. JaU. i'A.

57 1

56 7
55 6
54 9
54

Jan. 19. Jan. -zti. Feb. 2.

+ •

Feb. 16.

ough knowledge of his profession in all
its branches, with good experience of Early and Late Forcing

;
also the Management of Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Garden
Good character.—J. C.,'Lodge, love Hill, Langley Park, Bucks.
GARDENER (H*A1>),—Single ; thoroughly under-

stands the management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Early Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables ; also a good Flower and
Kitchen Gardener. A good character given.— A. Z., E. Dickers,
Westerham, Kent.

/^.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 45, married; haalbr -_--_.-_
.VJ 20 years upon the most improved principles successfully &*kB2rto£\*nf

<

J,

Bx£in
? Sim k>ntcultivated Pines, Grapes, Peaches. Hothouse and Greenhouse V A > Mr- Cattell's, Westerham, Kent.

Plants, with general Forcing, Fruit, Fiower, and Kitchen
Gardens. Has also had great experience in the Management of
Land and Stock.—J. C. Pine- Apple Nursery, Edgware Road, W.

. conversant with every branch of ^jffJjL
I feavy and Light, reclaiming Waste D?HLAt
having had the entire Management «> >

2"JL,;
L. M., Clubb & Smith, Agricultural ImpW»^
Fenchurch Street E.C. —

I71ARM BAILIFF.-Middle-aged, t

1 thorough knowledge of his busines

Light^ils ; Cultivation _and top**^
TO NOBLEMEN AND AGRICULTURAL tfJJ

FARM BAILIFF, or in any «m*
Age 34 ; has spent all his Hfe^f^" ' Thoroughly understands *£J*4*

r

£< AHDENER (HEAD).-Age 31, married, one child ; MarkeT 'Thorough^ understandsil^«%
V^ has a thorough practical knowledge of his profession in Land, Drainage, Breeding of Stock, £> ^
SF }

t3 Jriw" branches; including the Early Forcing of , Prcluce, <tc. First-class references
'£

> ,

BUTTER MARKET.—Feb. 22.
Best Fresh Butter . . .. 18s. ner dozen lbs.
Second do. do 15s.

*
„

Pork. 4s. 4d. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.
>

COAL MARKET.-Feb. 20.

i«um wiGa8
'-.,

1 *8
"i

Hollywell, 18s.; Tanfield Moor,
i&i w*^.

Wylf> I78 *
6d ' ; Walla End Harton, IPs. 6d. : WallsEnd Hedley, 19s. 6d. ; Walts End Killingworth East 17s 6d

24s.
, Locomotive Coke, 25s.—16 ships at market.

^

all its various branches; including the Early Forcing of
Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, Growing of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Ac, also the general routine of Kitchen and
Fiower Gardens : five years' good character from the nobleman
he is leaving.—R. S., Campden House, Broadway, Worcester-
shire.

rpO CULTIVATORS of SOFT-WOODED PLANTS
^rf—rEiiJAM? £HTfII5 Jun- of the Exotic Nurserv. King's
Jf?S?Ai,

Chel8
%,?-JJ-* 1S m want ot a really good PROPA-GATOR asb CULTIVATOR o* SOFT-WOODED PLANTS AcA person of good address, who could also assist in attending^Company, woula be desirable.-Unexceptionable references

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, small incumbrance;
has had practical experience in Gardening in all itsbranches

in England, Ireland, and Scotland, including Early and Late
I< orcmg of Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries,
Stoveaiid Greenhouse Plants, Pleasure Grounds, Flower, Fruit,
and Kitchen Gardens. Will be disengaged on the 21st February.
Three years and 7 months' character from present employer -1
Thk Garden f.r. Castle Archdall, Enniskillen, Ireland.

/T^ARDENER (Head). Age 35; active, ami com-
y* petent to undertake tho Management of Hothouses

r£?!Zl * J"« 1

Green
1

h0»^N ™d the Cultivation ofCucumbers and Melons , has had great experience in Flower
r ,

L

K
^S.

en (jarde" 1"^ «ad weU acquainted with the Cultureof Fruit Trees First-class TestimoiliiUa mav be had fro" thegentleman w.th whom the advertiser has been engaged

Newark
** yCftrs-W

*
F

'
Tho 0wd«»» Beesthorp" Hull,

Produce, &c First-class reference-s ..

H. H., 4, AmptbiU Place
J
^sj^^^

FARM BAILIFF.-Age 40, si«*
R ;

practical knowledge of F*rimn^ Seiiinr

Soils ; Breeding, Rearing, Buying jna^ ^
jection to leave England. Wjexcegjg^
iMt 15 ye,rs.-W^_W^os^)ffic5^

T>AILIFF.-Age 45; has «
ô ^±5 the BreedingU *****>£*++ %

X*

TTTiVTl?n T"W
°,O0E0 PLANT GROWERS.11/ Aar&D, ma lar^e ^ urgery Establishment near

a firlt raZ»^'J ^T l^oro^h]7 competent to Cidtivateahrst-rate and select collection of SOFT-WOODED PLANTS
^mhiSn^

Ula
J
Iy Pe

A
1

n
rg
e
Dirs

' G^niums, Fuchsias, Chr^
ESSE »m\-' i

11 t
?
e fiDe8t noveltie«. both Engl i'sh andSJl&UrCha8edr they aPP^—Applications to beaddressed, with terms and references, to X. Y. Z . Gardener*'g»Aag N -B

-~^ cultivation iSŜ St

IXTANTEl), a WORKING BAILIFF and his Witr

aIZ.I,[ ?%
e
£
t]eman '

8 ! l
r™> near London ; theman must un-derstand the Buying and Selling of Stock, keeping Accounts

mns^^Se
iT

eilt °f Cows
'
Pi«8'

a** Poultry? nTwSSK5iry W °"!an *
and wel1 accustomed to Beari.^w^l??^5 a arKe quantity is kept No one need

GTO IViOBLCIVIEN AND GENTLEMEN
ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 35, married; has live. 1

nearly six years as Head Gardener where he has had themanagement cf extensive Fruit, Vegetable, and FlowerGardens
; also a great extent of Glass. Has been a »i«i««fni

Exhibitor at the London, Brighton, Crystal pX ^ and
Guildford Horticultural Kxh.bitions. ' Can have an excelled

present improvements m *ai ming ^JL
charge of the Dairy and Poultjy' $„&
IB years' good 'character, and lw «

B
the gentleman he has just lelt.

• ^

Greenwich. S.E. —TT_
"ntfil

TDAILIF F.-Thorougblv^n

rd£13 branch of Apiculture, bott^^ts,R
the most approved system ;

Gn»^ * WM?**
Breeding, Buying, and belhntf oj

Reference* ^Management of n large
^'"'m.,,,^^M

character. Would undertake
i

.
.

» ^^><
Messrs. Flanaoaw A So^ftJ?^? ^5^ ,

l

B ^F(UNDER),orto^tj]e^
. C„* is • has hadconsiden ^nA I Lit

Farm.— Vge IS ;
has

of a thousand acres in Lincolnsh^^ riB*

much as good nractioe.—A. »•» »

wtfsrf^

character from his present employer. Wages 7«. per year -
i ,'mrL i ^[e88rs

- °8burn & bons
> Nunorymea; Fulham,

Kensington , W.

MRROVER.

London, S.W

I _._4„„?n(r: cau w
,± knowledge of ^de^^^}^-<^

T?SfaS^^ considerable experience in these n.atters. . ^
of it ai d mi«5' \VT I °^^ f0rm P* most taiportMBt part f±*^^i^n

ft^.KE2!il±^1y ^>-V letter to a! B.. ! Oessrs. i*\,t ^ Co., $, Rojal Exchange, London, E.C. i

MPROVER.—Ajre 21; »

I'sVlf'wTth^Vne n'obL'nian °*^fami**-
pro^ment; willing to P*?*. CllV

Astill's, Printer. Hertford Streev^

I

tleniM1 6

srflft' 1

G<t

Ml'ltOVEi:.—Aee
ri,.,,, i, any Vg-SZZS.

plsOft

.- South'^'"
1

'

Backfastleigh, near Ashbnrf-"-
\ ntlr^given; has also a u«iod ch

Penton

H
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URPFlL of the PAPKR DUTY.—The TENTH
iVVOAL PUBLIC MEETING of the Association for

.
' m̂ , h

*
radmI of the Taxes on Knowledge will be held at

£~S3Eu«C1ub, Arundel Street, Strand, WEDNESDAY,
MfffSl The Meeting will be addressed by ACTON S.

TrSttfft M P • 0. AUGUSTUS SALA: GE0R6ETH0MP-
SJPd;.*OHS WATTS, ajp ALEXANDER YOUNG,

to the Bituminised Paper Pipe Company. Doors

Chair taken at 8. Tickets for the Platform may be

Whittington Club, and at the Office of the Associa-

SaTitt, Sttand, fC.

\M the House of Lords on Friday a dis-

lssion took place on the proceedings of

the War department in declining to carry out

the proposal for forming a brigade of Royal

Artillery out of the Tipperary Militia Artillery.

Lord JIerbxrt of Lea admitted that he had made

* mistake in accepting the servioes of the corps,

tod the Duke of Cambridge expressed his readi-

ngs to take his full share of the responsibility of

opting and mtwoqttontly rejecting the proposi-

tion. The Duke of Marlborough laid on the

table a Bill on the subject of Church rates. On
Monday the Lord Chancellor laid on the table

a Bill for the better management of lunatics, by

«nabling the Court of Chancery to dispose of their

property first

ing the demand, and that therefore the Govern-
ment, while continuing the repressive system,

should encourage the introduction of free immi-
grants into the West India colonies. A long

discussion ensued, in which Lord John Russell

and Lord Palmerston stated that the slave trade

was kept up by the enormous profits realised at

Cuba, by the shameful manner in which Spain

evaded her engagements, and by the refusal

of the United States to allow the search of

vessels carrying the American flag, under which

the traffic was carried on. The motion was ulti-

mately withdrawn. On Wednesday Sir John

Trelawny moved the second reading of the

Church Rates Abolition Bill. Sir William

Heathcote moved as an amendment that the

Bill be read a second time that day six months.

On a division the second reading was carried by a

majority of 15, the numbers being 281 to 266.

The Law of Foreign Countries Bill passtd through

committee. On Thursday Lord J. Russell an-

nounced, in answer to questions from Mr. Fitzge-

rald, Sir J. Fergusson, and Mr. Latard, that the

Conference at Paris had decided in favour of the

further occupancy of Syria by the French troops,

notwithstanding the opposition of the Turkish

ambassador, and that the 1st of May had been

fixed as its limit. Sir J. Elphinstone moved a

series of resolutions respecting the reconstruction

of the Board of Admiralty, but after a long dis-

cussion on various details of naval management,

the motion was withdrawn. The Bank of England

Lord Payments Bill was read a third time and passed.

ratford de Redcliffe moved for copies of the

rrespondence on the affairs of Syria. Lord
W'odehouse opposed the motion on the ground
that a Conference is now sitting in Paris to con-

sider the question. The motion was then with-

drawn. On Tuesday the Bishop of Oxford
moved the second reading of two Bills for the
Protection of Females and Children. After a
abort discussion the first Bill was withdrawn,
and the second was negatived by 48 to 27.
•n Thursday, on the motion of the Lord
HA5CRLLOR, a Bill for the revision of the
statute Law, the object of which was to repeal

i number of obsolete statutes, was read a second
time. The Earl of Derby' presented petitions

against the demolition of labourers' dwellings to

make room for great public works and railways in

the metropolis, and called attention to the evils

which would result from sanctioning the numerous of the « Reichsrath," consisting of two Chambers

projects now before Parliament for bringing rail- the first to be partly hereditary and partly composea

ways into the heart of the city. After some dis- of life members, the other to consist of 343 members,

wwwon in which the Earl of Shaftesbury, the

Bishop of London, Earl Granville, Earl Grey,
*nd Lord Redesdale took part, the petitions were
ordered to He on the table.

In the Commons on Friday, in answer to Mr.
Liddell and other members, Lord Palmerston
ssid that the President of the Board of Trade would
•hortly introduce a Bill on the subject of harbours
f refuge. Mr. Monc kton Milnes obtained leave to

bring in a Bill to legalise marriage with a deceased
•ife't sister ; Mr. Tite obtained leave to bring in

* Bill to amend the Metropolis Local Management
Acts; and Mr. Ayrton obtained the appointment
of a select committee to inquire into the 1 ocal
taxation and government of the metropolis, and the
<*1 administration of justice therein. On Monday

the House went into committee on the Bankruptcy

UR^vency Bill
» ™<1 agreed to clauses from

11o to 193, when the Chairman rAnnrtAri progress.

The Court.—The Queen and lYmce Contort, ac-

companied by the Princesses Alice. Helens, Ixmisa and
licit nee. Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold, left

Boclunghani Palace on Tuesdsv morning for Osborn.
.

where they still remain. On Friday the CJueen
and Mods Consort, accompanied by the Princess

Alice, visited the gardens of the Horticultural

Society at South Kensington. The l*ucheas of Kent
took a carriage drive. The Duke de Nemours visited

the Duchess »f Kent. In the evening tin* (.Jviten and
Prince Consort honoured the performance at the Prin-

cess's Theatre with their presence. On Saturday the

Prince Consort honoured Mr. Durham with a visit at

his studio in Devonshire Street. The Princess Mary of

Cambridge visited the Duchess of Kent. The Marquis

of Breadslbane had an audience <>. the Queen, on pro-

ding on a special mission to Berlin, to iaves lie

King of Prussia with the insignia of the Garter. In

the evening hflr Majesty had a dinner p*rt\ . < in Sunday
morning the Quern and I'r'mce itnort, the PrinetSMI
Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Pnte .rthnr tad
Leopold, attended Divine Service in tha Private

Chapel. The Bishop of London preached the sermon.

The Duchess of Cambridge and Prince Philip of Wur-

temberg visited the Duchess of Kent. On Monday
morning the Queen and Princess Alice walked in the

garden of Buckingham Palace. The Duchess of Kent

took leave of the Queen on her return to Frogmore.

The Prince Consort presided in the morning at an

adjourned meeting of the Governors of Wellington Col-

lege, and in the afternoon presided at a meeting of the

Fine Arts Commission. In the evening the Queen and

Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princesses Alice

and Helena, honoured the performance at Covent

Garden Theatre with their presence. On Tuesday

morning the Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal family

left London for Osborne, travelling: to Gosport by a

special train on the South-Western Railway. On Wed-
nesday the Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal family

walked and drove in the grounds at Osborne.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord

i »f the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was

held on Wednesday.
Order or the Bath.—The Queen has given orders

for the appointment of Colonel George Everest, on the

Bengal retired list, formerly Surveyor-General of India,

and Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey of that conntrv, to be a Companion of the Bath.

The Army.—The Colonelcy of the 35th Foot, vacant

bv the death of General Leslie, has been conferred on

Lieut.-Gen. George Leigh Goldie, and the Colonelcy of

the 77th Foot, vacated by this promotion, has been con-

ferred on Major-Gen. Lord Rokeby.

Parliamentary Movements.—The Cork County

election has terminated in the return of Mr. Leader,

the Conservative Candidate, by a majority of more than

2500 over Colonel Roche.

Convocation.—Both Houses of Convocation met on

Tuesday at Westminster lor the despatch of business,

being the first time for more than a century and a-half

that Convocation has met for the despatch of actual

business, under license from the Crown. In the Upper

House her Majesty's license was read empowering Con-

rath is to have the power of legislation and vocation to revise or repeal the 29th Canon of the

initiation; its discussions are to be public, and
| Church. This canon requires that a child at baptism

it is to have the exclusive right to regulate I have three sponsors, and prohibits both the parents

i * a. i i.i -.«.. „««,««„« n*A ' from acting: as such. It was now moved by the Bishop
taxation and to control the currency, levenue, and JJ™^ fhat the pareuta be allowed to SLd as two

of the required sponsors, and a friend be found to act

as the third. After a lengthened discussion, the motion

was agreed to unanimously. In the Lower House the

standing orders were suspended to enable Dr. Jelf to

bring forward a motion relative to the recently pub-

lished " Essays and Reviews/' After a long discussion,

an address expressing the concurrence of the House in

the unanimous censure already pronounced by the arch-

bishops and bishops on the volume was adopted

The Lord Advocate obtained leave to bring in

two Bills, one relating to salmon fisheries in

Scotland, and the other to Scotch roads and bridges.

Accounts from Turin inform us that the Senate

in its sitting of Monday adopted by a majority of

129 to 2, the project of law granting the title of

King of Italy to Victor Emmanuel and his

descendants. At Naples the new Government has

issued a decree annulling the two Concordats with

Rome, abolishing monasteries end convents, charg-

ing the property of the religious houses with the

education of the people and the relief of the poorer

clergy, and introducing into the judicial system

of Naples the penal code of Sardinia and trial by

jury.

The Emperor of Austria has signed a new Con-

stitution. The old Council of the Empire is to be en-

larged into a permanent Parliament under the name

expenditure of the Empire.

From the United States we learn that the

secession Congress at Montgomery has established

a southern Confederacy under the title of the Con-

federated States of America, and has constituted

a provisional government, with Mr. Jefferson

Davis as President, and Mr. Alexander H.

Stevens as Vice-President. Mr. Lincoln the ^ ^^ ^ w^^ to tbe Upper H6use>
new President, was on his way to Washington to 0n Wednesday, in the Upper House, the acting Prolo-

assume the duties of his high office, and had been Cutor attended and presented the address agreed to on

received with enthusiasm at Cincinnati, Pittsville, I the preceding day. The Bishop of Oxford moved the

Ohio, and other important cities through which he ' anointment of a ioint committee of both Houses, for

••«-• mmm of S, r G. Lewis the Appropriation
©I oean

i

(Sudbury and St. Alban's) Bill was read a
secona time after a long discussion on the claims
of the rural districts, the Scottish Universities,

vacant

T \, .

in ™>v*a that the House resolve
itself into committee to consider an Address

had passed.

A telegram from Toronto states that the case of

the Fugitive Slave Anderson, was decided on the

16thult. The prisoner was discharged on tech-

nical grounds, the writ of habeas eorpus being

definitive, and not expressly charging him

with the crime of murder.
TheChina mailhas arrived with news from Shang-

hai to the 5th January. The troops at Tien-thin con-
praymg - -

- - '
J -

ofpay of cavalry and artillery officers for
forage be discontinued. Mr. T. G. Baring
opposed the motion, which was ne
division by 213 to 56. Mr. Cave m
of resolutions on the subject of the s,« ¥C traue> ro
the effect that the true remedy was to be found
not so much in preventing the supply

on a

series

the purpose of drawing up an address to the President,

praying him to put himself in communication with the

various metropolitan bishops in the colonies as to the

regulations which should govern the relations of

missionary bishops to the home and colonial Church,

llie Bishop of Norwich moved an amendment express-

ing an earnest desire that no action might be taken

until further communication had been had with the

bishops abroad. On a division the amendment was

negatived, and the Bishop of Oxford's resolution was

adopted. In the Lower House the Prolocutor commu-

nicated a message from the bishops, inviting the con-

currence of the House with their lordships in the

alterations they had agreed to on the 29th canon.

After a long discussion on the omission to com-

municate the Royal license to the House it was

The Allies had evacuated Chusan as stipulated in the

treaty. The English admiral in the Imperieuse,

with three sail of the line, had left for Japan.
.
«_ - -^^ ^ ^ ^ Ywmse be ^

The treaty between Russia and China, which was
ferredtoacomrnitlee>an(ithefurther consideratiouof the

signed at Pekin on the 14th of November, cedes)
tion was adjourned. On Thursday in the Upper

to Russia the seaboard between the rivers Amoor | House the Bishop of Oxford presented a petition asking

as in check-
! and Tumen. |

their lordships not to terminate their sittings without
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taking some legal and judicial notice of the publication

of the " Essays and Reviews." The Bishop of Salis-

bury said that one of the writers was a beneficed

clergyman in his diocese, hut he should not

act in any wav until the archbishop and bishops

of the two provinces had held the meeting which

it was proposed to hold in the course of next month, lhe

Bishop of London thought it was incumbent on the

authors of the least objectionable essays to repudiate

their participation in the unsound and pernicious

doctrines of the others. The Bishop of St. David s said

they should also explain why they had not taken this

step before. The Bishop of Oxford said that few things

could be more disastrous to the Church than that it

should be supposed that any of the bishops thought it

would be the slightest removal of objection to this

volume if the writers, one and all, made a most solemn

asseveration of holding the truth. Nothing but an entire

retractation on the part of the writers would satisfy

the Church. The Bishops of St. Asaph, Lincoln,

Uandaff, Gloucester and Bristol, and Norwich also

thought that no simple declaration on the part of the

writers would be sufficient. The Archbishop of

Canterbury said that when the bishops recently took

the unusual course of publishing their opinion on these

essays, it was doubtful what power they might have to

ensure their condemnation. It was doubtful also what

resolved to form an experimental company to be armed

with breech-loading rifles.-At a meeting of the City

Commissioners of Lieutenancy last week, Mr. A.

Moore's motion to rescind the sanction given by the

Court on the 22d December, to the scarlet uniform ot

the 3d City of London corps, originately designated the

Working Men's Corps, was negatived by a large

majority. The corps will therefore retain its uniform.

The Court appointed Sir William de Bathe Lieut-

Colonel of the corps, subject to the approval of her

Majesty.—The services of the East Metropolitan (11th

Tower Hamlets) corps, which has lately been established

by members of the Jewish perfusion, have been

accepted by the Queen. Although only four weeks

have elapsed since its organisation, there are already

nearly 200 enrolled members. The uniform is dark

grey,'brown accoutrements, and white plume.

Fbance.—The Committee of the Senate has adopted

the project of Address in reply to the opening Speech

of the Emperor. This Address congratulates the Em-

peror upon his decree of the 24th of November, and

upon his foreign policy, especially in Syria, China,

and Italy. It says that in Syria his Majesty has "inter-

would be the effect of any formal condemnation of them posed the sword of France between the Christian m-

by Convocation. Other measures had been pointed at, habitants and Mussulman fanaticism ;" that the French

and were still under the gravest consideration. As the soldiers were sent to China as " Missionaries of Reli-

Upper House of Convocation, they were not now quite gion;" and that "it was a great day on which, in the

at liberty to take action upon this subject. The

bishops had fixed a day next month when they would

meet the bishops of the northern province, and on that

occasion they hoped to be able to decide in what

manner the essays could be legally dealt with. The

public would gather from this that the bishops were by

no means insensible to the gravity of the occasion,

and that they wished to meet it by the best means in

their power. In the Lower House a long debate took

place on the 29th Canon, the result of which was the

adoption of a resolution agreeing with the conclusion

which had been arrived at by the Upper House.

The Volunteer Movement.—On Saturday a public

meeting was held at Maidstone, for the purpose of

forming a nfle association for Kent, on the model of

those already established in Cheshire, Lancashire, and

other comities. Viscount Sydney, the Lord-Lieutenant,

took the chair, and said that as the county now con-

tained at least 7000 efficient artillery and rifle volun-

teers, exclusive of the Cinque Ports corps, great advan-

gion;

centre of the restored cathedral, were heard the Te

Deum for the Lord and the Domine Salvum for the

Emperor." In Italy, it says, two interests which the

Emperor wished to reconcile have clashed against each

other—the liberty ofItaly being in conflict withthe Court

of Rome. His Majesty's Government had done every-

thing to arrest this conflict, and all equitable ways had

been opened, the Emperor having only hesitated before

the employment of force. The Address pronounces in

favour of non-intervention, and makes the following

remarks on the Papal question and the relations of

France to the See of Home :—
" Peace will be a benefit as precious for Italy as for us

;
for

Italy will not be appreciated by the world which watches her

if sbe does not prove that she has no wish to agitate Europe by
her liberty after having so long troubled it by her misfortunes.

Let her remember, above all, that Catholicism has con tided to

her the head of the Church, the representative of the greatest

moral force of humanity. The religious interests of France

demand that she shall not forget this ; the friendly souvenirs

i of Magenta andSolferino lead us to hope that she will keep it in

,. , - . . ,. n +l ! mind. But our firmest hope is in the tutelary aud indefatigable
tages must result trom such an organisation 01 the

. band of your Majesty. Your filial affection for a holy cause,

various corps as would enable them to give good prizes which you do not confound with those of intrigues which

for the best shots, and provide convenient and efficient ' borrow its mask, is incessautly manifested in the defence and

ranges for practice. Sir John Bligh, Mr. Randall,

High Sheriff of the county; Earl Darnley, Sir Norton
Knatchbull, Mr. Deedes, M.P.; Lord Harris, Earl

Amherst, Sir E. Dering, the Marquis Camden, and
Lord Sondes also addressed the meeting, and resolutions

were unanimously adopted to the effect that with

a view to the permanence of the Volunteer movement,
a county organisation be formed for the purpose of pro-

moting the practice of rifle shooting, and that the asso-

ciation be designated the " Kent Volunteer Association,"

so as to include the rifles, artillery, yeomanry cavalry,

and the Cinque Ports corps, within the county. A
council was appointed to collect subscriptions and carry

the resolutions into effect.—Ou Wednesday week a
public meeting was held at York, Lord Wenlock in the
chair, at which a code of rules and regulations was
adopted for the management of Yorkshire Rifle Asso-
ciation. Earl Fitzwilliam was elected President for the
ensuing year, and it was resolved, on the motion of Earl
Cathcart, that the first meting of the association be
held in August next, on Strensall Common, near York,
which Mr. L. Thompson, the Lord of the Manor, placed
at the disposal of the meeting for that purpose.—

A

volunteer review on an extensive scale is to take place
in the course of the spring on Waustead Flats. The
whole volunteer force of Essex will be present, with
various corps from the metropolis and other di&tricts.
His Royal Highness the Commander-in-Chief is ex-
pected to review the troops.—A proposition has been
made to the Secretary at War by Lieut.-Colonel Pal-
mer, one of the verderers of Waltham Forest for the
formation of a volunteer encampment on -Wanstead
Flats during the months of June, July, and August

;

with the view of enabling the newly-formed corps in

the vicinity of London to go down there for one or
two nights in the week and acquire a knowledge of
field-exercise as well as of night duty by posting sen-
tries, piquets, outposts, &c.—It is said that nearly
15,000 members of the metropolitan and provincial
corps of rifles and artillery have accepted the invita-
tion of Lord Ranelagh to take part in the sham fight at
Brighton on Easter Monday. The railway tickets will
be available from Saturday to Tuesday morning ; but
the bulk ot the volunteers will go down aud return on
the Monday, the Brighton Railway Company having
adopted measures to secure the transit of any number
of men. It has been determined that the entire force

the maintenance of the temporal power of the Sovereign
Pontiff; and the Senate does not hesitate to give its entire

adhesion to all the acts of your loyal, moderate, persevering

policy. For the future we shall continue to place our confi-

dence in the monarch who covers the Papacy with the French
flag-, who has assisted it in its trials, and has constituted him-
self for Rome and the Pontifical throne the most vigilant and
faithful sentinel."

On Wednesday a project of address was read in the

Corps Legislatif. It expresses the thanks of the

Deputies on account of the Imperial decree of Novem-
ber, applauds the policy of the Government in the in-

terior, and expresses hopes for the maintenance ot

peace, and of the humane mission which France has

fulfilled in Syria. The Address then continues :

—

" We approve the policy which your Majesty has followed in

Italy- The late diplomatic documents and the recent despatch
of troops to Rome have given proofs of your constant efforts

to insure the security of the Papacy, and have preserved its

temporal power as much as the force of circumstances and the
resistance of the Papal Government to wise counsels have
allowed. In thus acting your Majesty has completely re-
sponded to the religious sentiments and the political traditions

of France. As regards the future, the Corps Legislatif entirely
relies on your Majesty's wisdom, being convinced that you will

always be guided by the same principles and the same feelings
wirhout allowing yourself to be discouraged by the injustice
you have experienced, and which has distressed us."

on arrival shall be echelonned fronting the sea, forming
a line three miles in extent. After the parade the men
will march to the ground selected for the operations, ex-
tending to Rottingdean on the one side, and as far as
Falmor, to the north-east of Brighton, on the other.—
On Friday evening a special meeting; of the South

Baron Gros arrived in Paris on Tuesday from China, and
had an interview with the Emperor on Wednesday. The
Patrie&wX the Pays deny the rumour that France has the
intention of withdrawing her troops from Home. The
day tor the second Conference on Syria is not yet fixed.
It has been agreed that a further occupation by the
French troops is necessary, and the 1st of May has
been fixed as its limit, subject to the approba-
tion of the Porte. General Tiirr has arrived in
Paris.—M. Dupanloup, the Bishop of Orleans, has
published an answer to the recent pamphlet of M. de
la Gueronniere. The Bishop denounces that pamphlet
as incomplete and wanting in impartiality, and says
that on former occasions the veil cast on anonymous
pamphlets afforded no proof of their origin, and left the
church to sad conjectures, but it is now certain that it

is the Government itself which authorises it, and that
" the Government deems it fitting that the Sove-
reign Pontiff, already so aiHicted, should be de-
nounced to the public by a Councillor of State!"
He devotes several columns to the talk of provinir
that the Emperor and his Ministers on frequent oc-
casions pledged themselves to respect the temporal
sovereignty of the Pope, and labours to hold France re-

sponsible for all that has followed in Italv since the
war, and as a consequence of the war, with*Austria.

the King of Sardinia ks^nlSo^:
the despiser of all the rights of*?w***
accomplice and the perpetuator of tta ^
crimes of the Revolution, the brutal

**
weak, and the spoliator of his own fmffi*
of the most revolting usurpations for £*!
In consequence of this violent and off!?the Government has submitted the 1*21
jurisdiction of the Council of State

*
T?*

in announcing this proceeding, pubtuT
*

addressed by Count Persignv to the fte£i
relating to the mandement of the BUW iv*
says :

—

^ *1

"I considered that it would be contrary
of the Government to screeu such excesses frcTi?^
of public opiniou, and I would not therefor«2r*fi
to prevent the publication of documents iu wha
with such audacity, the secret views of tkunder the veil of religion, has no other if
attacking the elect of the French people." *

The latest intelligence concerning theW,
Mires is favourable. Prince Polignac,!

1

his daughter, and at whose house he wa^1

returned to the estate the whole of the «*
tion he received with his wife, JT
personages who were indebted to thebo«itfS
have all paid up their liabilities.—Anew o**3
constructed under the Emperor's peraond

has been tried at Lorient with the greatati

range is described as being 7J miles, and Ik*
it throws shatters with the greatest ease oai
12 centimetres in thickness, suck as protaS

cased frigates recently launched.

Switzeeland.—The Treaty of Commera *
France and Switzerland, proposed byZurick.1*

little approval. On Saturday the FederalCow.

discussion which had lasted for two days, reb

project to its Customs Department for re-em

Three thousand citizens of Geneva hare Bp-

test against the conclusion of any such trar

the rights of Switzerland in reference to la

Savoy be endangered thereby.

Denmark.—A fresh change in the policy ofDb

is spoken of. M. Hall, the Danish Minister, ii

have addressed to M. de Bulow, its repress**

Frankfort, a note declaring that DeMik lit

allow the German troops to occupy HoMea ii

resistance.

Peussia.—A despatch from Berlin datedll

says that Prussia has not, up to the preset

in her acquiescence to the recent French prop*
ence to Syria. A considerable increase a if ft*

artillery 'is about to take place, the ^*™*?
having received orders to bor ^^JiLt,
guns for the use of the horse 7-

JJ
factory will also soon receive °^eRt0 ?!^5
steel blocks, and to convert them «<»™**JC
A new military convention has beenf**^
Prussia and Gotha for the passage ot tro*«*

the Gotha territory, The convention*
»-en-

force immediately, and is to last for 15 yean.

AUSTRIA.-The Emperor of ArtM *~
signed a Constitution, of which W wwi

summary :

—

nnm**
"The representation of the EmpirewJ

Rcichsrath The Reichsrath will coijj^i^
The Upper House will be composed ot mwj^

and of other nersons nominated tor
.,jT'

lectedy^
will consist of 348 members, who

^^Jofleri*
Diets. The Reicbsrath will havethe *«»«£;

initiative. Its sittings will be public.
J.

when it has passed both Houses and atf w #
Emperor. The Reichsrath will fix tbeajl

^
legislate in all matters of taxation

;^|£>
the National Debt, audit the J>w ^r
superintend the affairs of t.&e » ^.
of the former Constitutions £i ^
>lavonia, and Transylvania

• ^,u

isgl1
a**,

dipW of the 20th of October ^J
the other 'provinces liberal sUuK^, y*
of the interests of the people, win o » ^
representation will be at the rate oH£ £^
tattoo. In rural districts it will be De

Provincial Diets are to legislate %^/X
to have autonomy, the right of unto* ^g
Provincial Diets are to meet on

.

tw cm* ^g
the 29th of April. The Impe^« g*a#r

stitutional rights of all the Gennsn", gi*»%>
As regards Venctia. orders hav

^

riDCip*

project of Constitution on
tJ^JaOc*

Council of the Empire ^r

dis^
I

JfI
7 Croatian.

•*
tuted in ite place. Thef^S^^^^t^
Diets are alsosummoned to senlrepre

HUNOABY.-General £&&\ *, „**
Democrats assembled at lurin,

,

. &
against the outbreak ot a revo ut0 ^
which he represented &<***&*
unprepared. On the night of the ,

military police, being™**
Ited Itf ^

of firearms. The dif^^ftrffciL
*

occasion of the Jeari* ^ ^6

.

patrol and several civilians wer W*fr
CR0ATIA.-The Comitat otW^^

breaking off all official fnne^P ^
>esth, on account of. the reso-

Municipality of ^?" ^1*^^
at Fiume. The Comitat has ^^^
ing the Emperor to open W»

. igniBW^
* „,i .J\z\n<r in the city °* *Wf»

The Bishop of Poitiers has since published a mande-
ment, to be read in all the churches of his diocese, in **^x.—*

nassea, »J
-

•

k*

Middlesex'wa, hpld at 6^ m^TWli ~
t
"~

,

which he likens the Emperor to Pontius Pilate, describes in its sitting of Tuesday pa^ ^ l
**»

Jaiauiesex was held at the Floral Hall, when it was
| his policy as » a mystery of iniquity," and denounces the project of law granting «»«

crowned as King m
Croatia has intormed the^fet0i

&
basgiren orders for thetran*

Mur River to Hungary. sU»-^
iTALY.^Accounts fromTuri ^^^

B
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., 5J i,S descendants. The Cabinet

miDloved in organising a large national

* win c&t of about 300 000 men The

throorfwrnt Central and Southern Italy will

withont delay. The ex-King Francis II., who

at Borne had refined to receive General

on Meoant of his having said to some Neapolitan

that he intended to return to Naples.

* f Spain was about to purchase some

Vtf Wing. M. Casella, the Foreign

" " Franci* II., has addressed a circular to the

Court* announcing the capitulation of Gaeta.

politically the fall of the fort rem to the

rttlity nf England, the resolution of

of the French to maintain the prin-

at nonintervention, and the inaction of the

Powers; ana militarily to the superior artillery

of the Piedmontese. He concludes

k condemning the conduct of General Cialdini

air*J*ei*c to tnepend hostilities while the nego-
"

fer surrender were pending. The garrison

.fteta, who were made prisoners of war, had

o the Neapolitan Islands. By a decree

nf%e new Ooremment of Naples the two Concordats

h Rome are solemnlv annulled and declared void.

;l persons, of whatever owed, are declared equal before

tne law. «nd ecclesiastics have no longer any peculiar

exemption. All monastic orders for either sex cease

•
. ^nised by the Government, as well M
of «11 kinds without cure of souls, and all

of collegiate churches. The property of those

Mfigions houses is taken into the hands of the Govern-

asnt, ind is to be charged, first with popular education,

I wit i. ' augmentation of the salaries of parish

pheiti and with the relief of the most needy mem-
ben of the • ical body. The fabrics are to be

caqaoyed for school purposes, including infant and

eesninff schools. Tliose of the present inmates of these

who wish to continue a monastic life are to

s pension, which is to be augmented by one-

wxth if they reside out of the cloister, and no more
ovices are to be admitted. The penal code of Sardinia

end trial bj jury have also been introduced into the

eial system or the country. The suppression of the

wi rgntp gave rise to disturbances on the 24th nit. The
rioters attacked several convents. The National

Guard interposed, and in order to prevent their destruc-

tion by the people, quartered themselves in tl

eonvent». Six'hnndred insurgents in the Abnizzi, having
been enrrounded by the Sardinians, laid down their

and withdrew into the Pontifical territory.

Afeou <XX) brigands, with artillerv, under the command
ef Christen, had attacked Carsoli. The Italian

ers retired fighting. On receiving this news
OaVw Masi and Major Vmcentini hastened to the spot,
energetically attacked the enemy, and pursued

k tar as Oricola, killing many men. Tin
Zonates had massacred Dr. Latini and his
_. . % mm ta«*i* n j"* It "I *

derstoodPergola, the commandant. __ _
declined, and expi • d his resolution of res ng to

the last. The heights commanding the citadel have
since been ipied by the Sardinian troops. The repre-

sentatives of the i rn Powers have protested to tlie

commander of the citadel against any damage being

caused to the city.

Malta.—The English fleet has been ordered to leave

Naples for Malta. It was expected t - il on AN • dnes-

day. The Victor Emmanuel alone remains.

Russia.— Advices from St. Petersburg of the 16th

inst. state that the sittings of the Council of the

on the 14th N er, cedes to Kuan* t

between the riven \moor and Tumen, s *ct of land
fully 900 miles long by from 100 to 200 in breadth.

Japan.—The Commander-in-Chief has gone to
Nagasaki in the Chesapeake, Admiral Jones has also

gone to Japan in the luiperieuse, accompanied by three

other vessels. Matters have been slightly ant led Q

to a collision between the Japanese
some Englishmen. It appear that an

called Moss, having been arrested

a goose, was rescued by a few of his

countrymen, and further retaliation resulted in a

late, owing
officials and
Englishman
for shooting

...t,v. .?i.i.iv vtiaw w» oibwugD vr. «.»»>. v~ — — cuuiii r> men, Mini luriucr irinunnuu
Empire respecting the emancipation of the serfs have Japanese official being shot in the arm. A good
occasionally assumed a stormy character. Various angry feeling has been called forth, f

n

members had joined the so-called

opposed the project. The Government has thought it

advisable to take military precautions. The arms at

the arsenal have been conveyed to the fortress. The
Journal de 8t. Pt'tenbourg publishes a despatch ad-

dressed by Prince Gortschakoff to Count Kisseleff, t!

Russian Ambassador at Paris, authorising him to take

part in the Conferences on the Syrian question. The
despatch says :

—
•' Russia will support I he prolongation of tlio French neen.

patii-u <-f Hyiia. Should the Conference deem it j.odient 1

increase the army of oocupu n by troop* Ol the other great

Powers you will offer no objection.'

The project of a new tariff of import duties on Euro-

pean goods, drawn up by order of the Emperor, will

shortly be published in the Borsen Zeitung of St.

Petersburg.

Poland.—Tt is stated on reliable information that on

the occasion of the anniversary of the battle of Gro-

chow, foucht on the 25th of February, 1831, h en

he Russians and the Pale*, disturbances took pi e at

Warsaw, which rendered the interference of the i«>lice

necessary.

Turkey.—The financial embarrassments of the

Government continue and increase. It is said that

the Porte intends a new is^ue of 100,000,000 kaimes.

A change in the Ministry is expected. Aali Pasha, it

is said, will be grand Vizier and Achmed Veilik Kffendi

Minister for foreign Affiiirs. The early arrival

of Count Orloffon a special mission from St. Petersburg

is rumoured. The Marquis do Lav alette returns home

in Mav. to be succeeded, it is reported, by Marshal

Niel. The assembling of a Russian army at Tiflis had

given great ui siness to the Turkish Government.

Bevolationar disturbances have broken out at Sutorina.

The insurgents are receiving reinforcements from all

parts. Mehemed Pasha, at the head of a force,

marched against them, but found the insurrection so

serious that having only a small body of troops at his

disposal he did not dare to attack the insurgents but

retreated. The insurgents from the district of Yeni-

bazaar, to the number of 5000, supported by Montene-

grins, have since forcibly entered Bihar, killed more

ti neat ion

United States.— Mr. Lincoln, the new sident,

had started from his residence at Springfield for

Washington, and had been < verywher ed with

enthusiasm, lie made pfsobes at (Cincinnati, Pitts-

burg, and Ohio, on ih present stai .f public affairs.

At Cincinnati, he said i

—

"Thave apolcon hut once before thla tr. nrlnfln' Tha
waa a yoar \>r«'v i* to ti <• fi«- • ' »n U
occasion, in a playful mai r, but with »»npara worda, 1

addroaae«l much of wl I aaid to tha Kanti 1 ^»v« my
opinion thai wo. aa BstmbHoana, would oHlraaicly boat them
a* Democrat*, hut that they oould postpone that r«

bvn< uat.iny Senator Doujrlaafot tho proai tha »cy

could in any other way. They did n m ai

word, nominate Mr. Dou^laa, and thi reanlt haa enm^
certainly as soon aa ever I expected. lalaot«.)(i' r

expected they would bo treated after they ahoul ave

beaten ; and*! now wish to call their attention 1 th

aaid upon that subject. I then aaid, ' When wo do a* we aay--

heat von, yon perhaps want to know what we will do

\\ Von. I will tell you, aa far ae I am authorised

to apeak for the Opposition, what we mean to do with you.

We mean to treat you, aa near aa we poa> v can, as

Waahimrton. Jefferson, and Madison ti you. We mean
i leave you alone, and in no way to in fere with your

institutions; to abide hy all and every c iae of the

C ion ; and, in a word, coming hack to the original

proposition, to treat you so tar as degenerated men, if we have

degenerated, mav. ling to the example of those noble

fathers, v hingtou, Jeffers- and Mad iv We mean to

remember it you are as p I «* we; that there is no

difl between us other than the difference r>! circum-

stances. We mean to recognize and hear in mind always that

you have as f
i hearts in your bosoms as oth< eople, or as

we claim 1 an. 1 treat you accordingly/ Fellow -citizens

of K ucky, <i <is—hr iron, may 1 call you in my new
position T—I see do occasion, and flasl no Inclination, to retract

a word of this. If it shall not be made good, be assured the

fault shall not be ic"

The counting of votis for President commenced in

Congress on the 13th, when Mr. Abraham Lincoln was

declared President, and Mr. Hannibal Hamlin Vice-

President of the United States, tor four yearn from the

4th of March next. The following is the vote :—

Lincoln and Hamlin, 180 ; Breckinr'nL and Line, 72;

Hell and Everett, 39 ; Douglas and Jo
i

on, 12. Thejjrins, luive since iuiuuij so*""- -*—*-*» —--— — rsell ana Jl.verecb, ov , i/uugiis nn<t „wni..w ,,, x- -—

-

than 50 Mahomedans, amonir whom were several women, comm i fcfcee of the Washington Peace Conference has
n . _- j *i.^ «:*.. ««/1 £nn1Kr enf fi rt> fn it . s . i -r :£«»*:,%«*. n^Aswai-rxriA +n Ha r*nm-

II all

little

wreiffn soldiers who may have belonged to the Bourbon
•*?, or been in the military service of the Pope, and
«*bo should join the reactionary bands in Southern Italy,

'ill, if made prisoners, not be treated as soldiers,

**t will be punished with the greatest severity.

TV intngnration of the Italian Parliament has

y* celebrated in several towns of Venetia.—Accounts
** Bene state that the inhabitants are secretly

?**III»' preparations for the reception of Kins:
Mrtor Emmanuel. The National Committee have
*•*« a proclamation announcing that Victor Em
eel will soon be proclaimed King of Italy at th

jJPjM. The same proclamation expresses thanks t

"*nne for her reserved attitude in Rome. The Frencl
*~~ had taken possession of the keys of th

<£fi

K

- _ r...... ..e ...e .

K J*
**1*' and Qen^ral Guyon had issued an order of

••aaT censuring: the demonstrations of the National
J^annittee, rejecting the congratulations which the
****** had extended to the French, and recommending
we soldiers to avoid popular assemblies. An order of

rf**y of General Guyon has been declared to be a
«wny on the Pontitical Government. The French

t to occupy a portion of the province of

General Guyon has presented his officers

II.. who is said to intend staying at
long as the French remain. The Papal
nt had exiled 15 persons, among whom was

>

-

.
Titoni, a rich merchant, who was suspected of

— ,P"'***<* ^e late political manifestations. I

fleaST
8-? *

d
r.
etu

.
rn(^ t0 Rome from T«""-

are

%e f
Rome
{•e*eroment had

The
The

of Cardinal Brunelli is announced.

1—it.— i n Wa^* *^ Roma declares that the
nmtiftcal Gorernment declines the responsibility of the

ctism, which the pamphlet of Si. de
a^nerronniere throws upon it; and adds that that
tmphlet is written with the *ame duplicity as the

antmer r rench pamphlets on the Roman question. The

present

article concludes

"Tns

Zataw

e fh^cu^^^ » more r^eot date, and abo the de-

nmtmt y6*1
*Jj

»«» of Fsbrnary, ls«o, addressed by CardinalwenalH to the Papal Nuncio at pan^ Moneignor 8ac«onLsvmf sum.iiently prored with whom Ilea the responsibility ofe late deplorable events.*^ 9

^ILT.—Thrce colonels, a major, and two captainswe deserted from the citadel of Messina. Admiral
^mno arrived at Messina on Saturday, and snmmoned

l»e tortrese to surrender within 24 hours. General

llaged the citv, and finally set fire to it.

S via.—Tl Prince of Serria assembled the foreign

Consuls at Belgrade on the 22nd inst., and exp!; ed

to them the conduct of Serria. He also gave proofs

of the imprudent conduct of the Porte. All the Con-

suls acknowledged the loyalty of S. rvia.

IUtavia.—A treaty had been concluded between

Holland and Siam. A destructive hurricane had passed

over Hatavia. The Coffee plantations had suffered

SGV6r6iY.

India.—The Calcutt mail has arrived with news

from that Presidency to Jan. 22, and from Madras to

Jan. 27. The following are the details .—

Calcutta.— Mr. Laing landed at Calcutta on the 10th Jan., and

was well received. On the 16th a deputation of the four great

commercial bodies of Calcutta aited upon him and pre-

sented a complimentary address. Mr. Laing in reply, said that

his system was perfect publicity ; and expressed his belie
t
that

no one could supp that India wis to be kept as a close

pre re for a limited number of persons, or that those who hy

their energy, enterprise, and skill had contributed so much to

the well-being of the country could be regarded as "inter

lopers." The government of India has promised to publish

monthly statements of the cash balances in the various trea-

puries in India, and to furnish other information relating to the

finances periodically.

Bombay.—The bombay Chamber of Commerce are still

moving against the import duties imposed by the late Mr.

Wilson on Knglish manufactured goods and yarns. It is stated

that the Inam commission at Bombay has been abolished, and

that the rent-free lands are to be settled on a plan somewhat

similar to that adopted in Madras.

Travancore.—The first Prince of Travancore has called on his

brother princes to unite in subscribing for a throne of solid

grid to be presented to her Majesty, as the sovereign of India.

He himself otters to subscribe 500J.

Hyderabad.— A. treaty has been concluded with the Nizam of

Hydenbad, which provides for the restoration of certain terri-

tory to him. and cancels a debt of about half a million sterling

due by him to the British Government. ...
North- Wett Province*.—There is still great suffering m the

N h West Provinces, in consequence of the failure of the

rops. Public works have been lered and private subscrip-

tions are being raised to alleviate it.

Central India —The Viceioy held a durbah at Jubbulporeon
the 14th of January, which was attended by the Maharajah ol

Indore and other chiefs of Central India. His lordship was

expected to return to Calcutta in February.

CniNA.—Accounts from Shanghai of Jan. 5 state

that the troops at Tien-tsin were healthy, and m com-

bable quarters. Lord Elgin and suite arrived at

Bong Konsj on the 8th Dec, and left on the 12th for

Canton. On the 10th at noon he held a l«vee at the

Government house. His lordship visits Manilla and

Batevis, before returning to England. The Island of

Chusan, which by treatv provision had to be given up,

has at length been evacuated by the allies. The treaty

between Russia and China, which was sisrned at Pekm

Convention, and the

State were expected to

of over 50.000 votes.

reported a plan of pacification, understood to be cora-

rounded from the Crittenden, Guthrie, and Border

States plane. The secession Congress at Montgomery,

Alabama, has established a southern Confederacy under

the title of the Confederated States of America. It has

also constituted a Provisional Government, made

arrai -ments for a loan of 14,000,000 dollars by the

1st of March, and unanimously elected Mr. Jefferson

Davis President, and Mr. Alexander H. Stevens,

Vice-President. The inauguration of Mr. Davis

was to take place on the 18th ult., after which

Mr. Davis would send a Minister to Washington

to negotiate for the surrender of the Forts. The
Louisiana State Convention had endorsed the acts

of the Montgomery Congress, and adjourned to the

4th of Karen. The Virginia State Convention as-

sembled on the 13th ult. Its President made a TTnion

speech, but said that Virginia would insist on her rights

as a condition of remaining in the confederacy. The
Texas Convention had passed an ordinance in favour

of the speedy formation of a Southern Conlederacy.

Tennessee had voted again** the liolding of a

Union candidates in that

have an aggregate majority

Five vessels belonging to

New York ship owners had been seized Savannah in

retaliation for the seizure of muskets at the former

city. The vessels were, however, subsequently released

on the muskets being given up. The Rattlesnake

Club at Savannah, which is composed of "rowdies,"

had tarred and feathered Captain Vaughan, of the

British ship Kalos, for asking a negro stevedore to dine

with him. The British Consul at Savannah had

offered a reward of 1000 dollars. td the mayor

of the city one of 500 dollars, tor the dis-

covery of the perpetrators of the outrage.

Advices from Fort Pickens, Pensncola. report that five

of the Federal steamers were off the port. 12,000 State

trops continued to threaten an attack on the fort. From

Charleston we learn that the ite Government was

strengthening Fort Moultrie. The ith Carolinians

had erected an impregnable barrier of railroad iron on

Camming*1 Point, at a point so near the fort as to

enable them to do much mischief. The Secretary of

the Treasury had demanded an immediate loan of

8,000,000 dollars to meet indispensable payments. The

following is an extract from a private letter Irom a well

informed correspondent in the United States, received

by yesterday's post :—
•«

V

is now rather Ukelv that we shall survive and gradflft

*
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e.vuuguittJi scce&Moii. it would have oecii uipped in tne uud

but for traitors and dotards in the Government at Washington."

Canada.—A telegram from Toronto, dated the 16th

ult., states that the Anderson case was decided on that

day. The prisoner was discharged on technical grounds,

the writ of Habeas Corpus being definitive, and not

expressly charging him with the crime of murder. The
result was received with satisfaction.

Mexico.—The Archbishops and Bishops who were

exiled from Mexico had arrived at New Orleans.

^parliament*

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Friday.—The Tipperary Militia.—The Earl ofDonoughmore in

calling- the attention of the House to the proposal for forming a

brigade of Royal Artillery out of the Tipperary Regiment of

Artillery, and to the course taken by the Government in first

accepting the offer of their services and then abandoning the

intention, said that the suggestion that the officers in the
regiment should hold commissions in the Royal Artillery

had not emanated from him, but from the Secretary-at-War.
His own proposal was that the officers should receive com-
missions in the Line. While he regretted that the public
promises of the Government had not been strictly performed,
ne made every allowance for the difficulties of the Secretary-at-
War, and hoped that it would not be too late even now to
obtain justice for the officers and men.—Lord Herbert of Lea
said that he had now heard for the first time that Lord Donough-
more had not contemplated that the officers of the Tipperary
Militia Artillery should hold commissions in the Royal
Artillery. This mistake was also shared by the Commander-in-
Chief, who, on the matter being mentioned to him, doubted
whether it were possible to transfer the officers to the Royal
Artillery. That corps was a highly scientific body, and he
could not. at a moment when there was no pressure, adopt a
measure which would lower its standard and create dissatisfac-

tion. In writing to accept the services of the corps he had
made a mistake, and all he could do was to admit it.

—

The Duke of Cambridge took his full share of the responsibility
of the original acceptance, and of the error. Had commissions
been simply asked for one or two captains, the demand might
have been acceded to without injustice to the Artillery.—After
some remarks from Lord Vivian, the Earl of Ellenborough
complained that a force of 600 or 700 artillerymen of high
character had been turned adrift whose services might turn the
balance in an European struggle.—Earl Grey hoped that the
Government would profit by the lesson, and not withdraw the
militia from its proper and constitutional services.—The Duke
of Marlborough brought in a Bill on the subject of Church-
rate*. He said that it proposed to abrogate the jurisdiction of
the ecclesiastical courts in the matter of Church-rates, to re-
store to parishes their ancient rights of assessing themselves,
and relieved the Dissenters on their complying with certain

Monday.—Management of Lunatics.—The Lord Chancellor
aid on the table a Bill for the better management of lunatics,
by enabling the Court of Chancery to dispose of their property!
Affairs of Syria.—Lord Stratford de Redcliffe moved for
correspondence connected with the affairs of Syria. He
thought the time had arrived when the House should be in-
formed as to the correspondence which had taken place in
regard to the treaty of occupation, the action of the British
Commissioner, and the general condition of Syria at the pre-
sent moment—Lord Wodehouse regretted that considerations
of public duty precluded the Government from presenting the

of new law courts wouiu nave demolished ten times the

number of houses more than those which would be destroyed

by the present railway schemes.—Aftersome remarks from the

Lord Chancellor, the petition was ordered to lie on the table.

Friday.—Italian Affairs.—The Marquis of Normanby

moved an address for copies of despatches between her

Majesty's Government and those of France, Sardinia, or of any

other European Power on the question of the recognition of

the blockade of Gaeta ; and of various other despatches from

her Majesty's Minister at Turin respecting Italian affairs.

[Left sitting].
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Friday.—Marine Artillery Volunteers.—In answer toMr.North
Lord A.PAGETsaid that the Admiralty had frequently been asked

to send gunboats to the ports where artillery volunteers were

enrolled, and to send the latter to sea for practice. But as swh
a course would involve considerable expense to the country,

the Board, with every desire to further the volunteer move-

ment, had declined to accede to the request. The seafaring

men who wished to learn their drill could do so by joining the

Naval Reserve or the Naval Coast Volunteers. Harbours of

Refuge.—Mr. Liddell called attention to the subject of harbours

of refuge.—Lord Palmebston said the Government were fully

sensible of the great national importance of such harbours ;

but, while aware of the magnitude of the evil, they could not
shut their eyes to the magnitude of the demands for providing
a remedy, and they were at present not prepared to propose to
Parliament to advance from the public revenue a sum at all

commensurate with the object in view. But the President of
the Board of Trade had a Bill in preparation, the object of
which was to enable the Exchequer Bill Loan Commissioners
to make advances in England and Ireland to those who were
willing to take them, on certain conditions, for the improve-
ment of existing harbours.—Mr. Haliburton called attention
to the Cane of the Fugitive Slave Anderson, and to the difficulties

which the decision of theBritieh Court of Queen's Bench would
occasion with the Canadian tribunals, who did not recognise its

authority. The proceedings in England had excited great alarm
in Canada, where the colonists felt that their privileges were
seriously invaded—Mr. C. Fortescue said it was not his duty
to enter into a discussion as to whether the Court of Queen's
Bench were entitled to issue the writ. Along with the writ a
despatch was sent to the Governor of Canada, ordering him to
be guided by the opinion of his Canadian law advisers. The
question, which lay between the Imperial Government and
that of the United States, as to the construction of a treaty,
was in the hands of her Majesty's Government. The corre-
spondence would add nothing material t© the public know-
ledge of the matter, and it was not desirable that papers
relating to a transaction of so delicate a nature should be laid
upon the table. Galway and Cunard Companies.—In answer
to Mr. Baxter the Chancellor of the Exchequer said that
the Cunard Company had fulfilled their contract with ad-
mirable punctuality. With respect to the Galway line,
though the present Ministers thought that the subsidy
granted by their predecessors was not wise or prudent, they
felt bound in good faith to carry it out in the spirit of its

original intention.—Mr. M. Milnes moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to legalise Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister. He
apologised for reopening a question which had, within the last
few years, been discussed six times, and which had no political
interest. It was one, however, which affected the happiness
of many thousand persons, and he therefore determined to
brins? forward the Bill. He proposed to leave ecclesiastical
matters entirely as they stood at present, and simply to enact
that the unions in questions might be legally contracted
before a registrar, and by the merely civil process.—Mr.
Buxton seconded the motion.—Mr. Walpole warned the
House how it proceeded to legislate in this direction, and

papers to the House. A conference of the great Powers was predicted that if the Bill were passed into law the effect
sitting at Pans, and it would create great embarrassment to
produce the papers while the discussion was pending Refusinc
to discuss the general condition of Syria, he briefly described
the energy which the Turkish Government had displayed in
punishing delinquents and restoring order, and said that
under the protection of the Turkish and French armies, the
Jfaronite Christians had unhappily manifested a strong desire
for blood, 136 men, 25 women, and 15 children having been
murdered by the Christians, and 86 persons wounded TheDruse chiefs tried at Beyrout were condemned to death but
the sentence had not yet been executed. After a few words
from Lord Clanricarde, Lord Stratford de Redcliffe with-drew his motion.
TUESDAY.-The Bishop of Oxford moved the second reading

of the Houses oj Ill-fame Bill, stating that its object was to
facilitate the conviction of persons keeping such houses bythrowing the payment of expenses on the country.-The LordChancellor said that the Bill imposed a new tax. and there
fore could not be originated in their lordships* House. The
Bill was then withdrawn.-The Bishop of Oxford then movedthe second reading of a Bill extending the protection of thelaw to Female Children of 13 years of Je. in«£™ T*„°L\™age, instead of confining
it as at present, to the age of 12.-Earl Granvilli

*

5r_
e^l1 ^.

unnecessary, and moved that it be read a second
nville opposed

time that day six months. On a division the Bill
WKUV **i«u u«> dia maxima, yjii a division the Bi was 1n«f hxr
48 to 27 Mr TurnbulVs Case.-At the request of Lord Mosleagle, the Marquis of Normanby postponed to Tuesday next

Thursday.-The Lord Chancellor moved the second read^ i

f *"*?*"* *"» *»*«* *M, which repealed rsenes of

O^etrrrraTel^^^^^«^™
the Labour<ngfla^.-C^iSl^tftK.j;
complaining or the results of the displacement^f£h£,Pquent on the introduction of metm^iS^iwS?rC

4?f
e"

recapitulating the-extent and po.ition^f"The ^no^s VaifwaTschemes, which it is propose* to carry into the very^ heart ofthe metropolis, he observed that the present plans in/olvS\thldemolition of 500 houses and the removal \fS>ZJ .whom it would be death to r^^Vm^plST^r
occupation Great overcrowding and its consequen evils wouldbe the result, on the consequences of which hf>XL*i*Z7
siderable length. fl e . suggested Se^^tit^S^a committee to inquire- into the effect upon the socia?™n£««?of the metropolis of the great extension ^f^t^^liheEarl of Shaftesbury said that the mischief nf n™™' J
was caused by the wild schemes bvwhLlrhpSftT?°Wdin

,

g
were turned out of their abodes an^uL^'ErfMose from the same cause.—The BUhnn nf rr,vJ.,! J I

Granville said that the labouring classes benefited hv"Thpgeneral advantages of the railway svstpnV SulSJ ..~?J
effected by thrden,olitlon of dSeputbTe an'd tw^ou™which the metropolitan railways principally destroyed -Far)Grey admitted the advantages of the iifi«™ « » u J

• regretted that the Government baS n ?pto fw&e'S^f^admitted evil-After some remarks frorS tSe MarqJ of bIthLord Redesda le said that matters could not gTo muchlonger without the establishment of a railway hW,i T i

would be to launch the people into a flood of immorality
After some remarks from Mr. Scully in reprobation
of the measure, leave was given to bring in the Bill —
Mr. Ayrton moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the
Local Taxation and Government of the Metropolis, and the local
administration ofjustice therein. He explained at some length
the grounds of his motion, the object being merely inquiry.—
Sir G. Lewis assented to the motion, which was agreed to after
some discussion on the subject of the coal tax.—Mr. Cardwell
moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the adminis-
tration of the Relief of Vie roor in Ireland, and into the
operation of the Poor Law of that country. — Lord
Naas thought the inquiry unnecessary, and that it might
be under certain circumstances productive of mischief
After a short discussion the motion was agreed to —
Lord Naas obtained leave to bring in a Bill to provide for
the uniform Registration of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in
Ire/and.—Mr. Clive obtained leave to bring in a Bill to
authorise the Inclosure of certain Lands, in pursuance of a
report from the Inclosure Commissioners of England and
Wales; and a Bill to render valid Marriages heretofore
solemnised in Trinity Church, Rainow, and in other churches
and chapels.—Mr. Tite obtained leave to bring in a Bill toamend the Metropolis Local Management Act (1S55), and to settle
the parishes districts, and parts upon which certain debts of
the Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers shall stand charged
The Select Committee on Poor Relief was nominated. The
University Elections Bill was read a second time.

^o^Dw.—Cane of Mr. bring.—In answer to Mr. Vansiitart
Sir C. Wood said that the charges made against Mr. Laiug in
the report of the Committee of Investigation appointed by the
Great Western of Canada Railway Company had taken him
entirely by surprise. It would be his duty to inquire into the

«fK^
ct !*u<* tl" h

%T"? m P08Session of the statement on theother side it would be exceedingly unfair to express anvopinion upon it. The House then resolved itself into a Committee, and resumed the consideration of the detaSe of theBankruptcy and Insolvency Bill, when clauses 118 to 107 weroagreed to with very few amendments, and the Chainnan wasordered to report progress.-On the order for the second reading of the Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury and St AlbaVs)BUl'
Sir G Lewis said that, as the only priLple of Vhe Bi wasthe filling up of four vacant seats, very little advimti^innM
arise from discussing the Bill at this stage? the deSfls con dbe more fitly discussed in the committees-Mr Baxtm iSESthe claim of Scotland, which he thought had not suff

W

representatives, while Ireland had too many -Mr Bf^ttv
considered the proposal in the Bill unjust/as the seat,not bestowed in the quarter where the claim was greatestThe real grievance was the inadequate share in irepresentation possessed by the rural Hi«^«*-
the principle that taxation and ™m*nElir\?*

°D

convertible terms. He objected moreover^ the
7™

posal for increasing the number of metropolitan merafcnwho were, he said, at present in the tutsneirito o iJ.
'

venience which ought to be abated.^C-frKiK
place could show abater claim than thel^ ft^^T^r. ^:aooc« ju^rtwl that the pS^o^,SS
should not be lost of giving a direct representation^ tc theworking classes in such large towns as Livernool and Man-chester.-Mr. Locke defended the metronnlita^

Man

CK
were

Enfield adinittedtbTsteo^iaT^. ^^.
but thought there were imibrWi?

1 th«8^KEngland which had a h£l ****&£*
strongly advocated the claim! S ^^iand Colonel Dunne insisted^hat^ '***
given to Ireland—After some obsnSf-

°f *
support of the Bill, Mr HoCf^0118 * £
justice of giving additional stats?^d ** <5
the 20 metropolitan member^TtterVt?^connected with the metroDolis £? ere

«• »1
including Bank directorraMerme?'^?^
others-who were all available'fonhet^Lpobtan interests.—After some furtW 1**"
Manners, Mr. Roupell, Lordw^^
Scully, and Mr. Parkeb, the BilW^M
Sir G Lewis moved the secondr^^
but, after a short conversation, the motL *?

k

propose any measure for altering the lawkS!^Marriages, though it was very unsatisftS^l
to great inconvenience. Cavalry Foratj,IS**

the law in Ireland. It was not his mte^
I

:

address to her Majesty, prayingthattrTestnJ
of cavalry and artillery officers for forace m5"—Captain Jervis seconded the motion wfflNby Colonel Dickson, Colonel Dunne' uSa?*
and opposed by Mr. T. G. Bariko! m, t
Mr. Osborne, who said that the prowii\.more nor less than transferring to the mi *

a sum of 20,000?. a year now paid bTeZ?On a division the motion was negatived brTil
Hodgkinson obtained leave to bring in a Bf •

-

lous and fictitious defences to Actions for Ik
Bill was taken from the Bills of Exchange Act
modifications. The Slave Trarle.—Mr. CatinmS
lowing resolutions :— 1. That the means hith«ttl
this country for the suppression of the AfrieeT
have failed to accomplish that object. 2. T ;

mainly arisen from our having endeavoured, tfc
sively, to prevent the supply of slaves, instead rft»s

demand for them. 3. That the true remedy «*

«

found in countenancing immigration intothoseco*
slavery exists, but in augmenting the working m.
those in which slavery has been abolished, i Ti.

fore, while repressive measures should be cobs

even rendered more effective, every possible *

ment and assistance should be given "to the intra

free immigrants, and especially of settlers from ft

British West India colonies.—Lord J. RusaLt at:

measures employed for the suppression of the dutft

not been so ineffectual as the resolutions snpptw

trade bad been interfered with to a considerable ok
pointed out the obstacles interposed by the ibm
public feeling against slavery or the slave tnd

countries ; by the enormous profits of the tndt

«

encouraged large associations at the Havanmiftr

on ; and by the fact that slave vessels were enr

American flag, the Government of the United Stt»*

to allow the right of search and to concur in otJerie

for the suppression of the trade. As to the ewefa

free immigration into our own colonies, he iptttM

slavery was abolished, it should have been onrpciitf

the introduction of free labourers. But, tfcea

posed to introduce them into the MamcaiBj*
was adverse to the proposal, on the grwnrf tmtj

lead to another kind of slave trade.
'

l52J3K
however, been a great success in tbeJfante*

be happy to see their immigration mforar*««»
nies. It must be left to the Secretary h t£35B
frame plans for this object, her tfajest^*"*

fully aware of the advantage attending H,5MJJJ"
the abuses which had prevailed in thes£r;.S
warded off. The Government were not, tnerero»pj
opposed to the object Mr Cave bad in yie»,

J*"
see the practical advantage of adoptmg ™

JJJ^
moved the previous q«e8fcion,""^?frL,«rti
suggestions for the suppression of "J^^l
African coast.—Lord A. Chdrchill J«»V'J3&
free labour with slave labour, and tbe**ja»^

establishments on the coast of Africa. Arw* ^
Mr. Kinnaird, Mr. M'Mahon, Mr. Susiy,^ :

Mr. Ewino, Sir M. Farquh^b. and_aj. ^
Palmerston said they were indebted to

^
brought the subject before the H ^^*

;. He descneeai.uy-.--j ^w
suppression of slavery and the

i

erne u ^
that centre of abominations-rCu^. .

strong terms upon the profligate ana

faith by the Spanish nation-a M^*£X
honour, though in the aggregate euutr° ^,
ment of its engagements that would aim j

of war. After adverting to the WPft^l
to united action against the slave traa

the United States of America, and rem*
jmg

assurances given of the favourable
fceb* ,,

towards the immigration of frteJ^ hop€ tfe JJ
which was increasing, heWj^^ »

»jg
think it necessary to press bis rew

Ca«,S
compliance with this **8Q^JLlxieV**3
motiov.-Naval Transport.-to. "** int»*C
ment of a Select Committee to inqm ,£
and management of those branches *
office, India-office, and E™f'^rfrfA*
business of transporting, by nw ^
convicts, emigrants, materials oi ^^^
similar services is now perlormea. ^ ,,

The Locomotives Bill was read a secoi
^

, f
-Church to?--*"

{"bull**"

second reading of the Bj 11
,.
fo' ™f^ an a*£j*

He said that he was not indisposed w ^ j^
if such were possible ; but he

i

w.

r

€/fiw.

similar service.', is now per

vcomolive* Bill was re;

us est)aw—Church R<

1 reading of the Bill

id that he was not BW

i were possible ; but

ed this Bill, they w
who had ulterior viejL^^ «ogJ J
,nce now pressed,by the M** w fi^

B not tafl-PO^tbe *

;h were possible ; but he
s

w.r ^ eftj

<«* this Ml fJhe^^^J^^rejec

those
grievance
lord Fermoy seconded the motion ^ &
that the Bill be read a second time

He admitted that the question *£d
j£rfi

**

in its present state, and it *•**

not be fJT

be v&Srfo

ere*1, V<J

jmentof ^ „^ HtHk _ _
erection f argued in favour of an increase of tfcoteh mVmbers?-Lord I

t»„,i;»>~ »i. * *•
etro-politan members, con-tending that, upon tne very grounds Mr. Bentinck hadassigned for the increase of the county representation the

metropolis was entitled to more members -Mr^ Blacrbdrn

ported, the Bill. - xm.
~~

- wh
fcaid there seemed to he oi

suasion that it would be fj ^^ tf

lature that this question shouM ^ alfj"
chat he remained of the <*"*>*£* t^^^
Should refuse to vote lor the fc fovour .^
there were a strong sentiment^

i

t«J*f*|
Church-rates, on the othei^and, „A**V£
rates came forward by thou^ ^ .

asking Parliament to be ».
llo^d pur^L^

showed a strength ofV^^Jo **>*£%
lawny would do ^f^^W^ST^
get at the merits of the Cuur ^^
divided into two questions,
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ha

it imgtit be lu pr.4*.-

^ri&~S*D6on the principle of the rate

J^SL-Twhere the rate was paid with as

^JT*ny*her P«bUc charge whv was this

w »w32Jd' What paid the charge in rural

J^ W^if was Pro£*ed. to . force, 250,0001

lie ok

taie

Mk

&•»
tkraa

3E

at*

ft

as

-

s
-

'•**

ft

i

of land.

Â Uw-if it provided for uivine

haotfitor the poor, amounting to a large

aw*- -- -^SSSnn it was too much to say that we5^& SSShS'to meet, not the scruples, but the

5!5S2hiala Ho suggested that the Legislature

•w?SSS& tue py^er of the majority of the
1 S^SKmaintiming the right of the parish

,t*Sh.5to thoae parishes where the ancient
If-%j2Std«a?SSr£rf«i-S«¥ « voluntary rate. :

•^iJ£T^*rMant " Bsaays and Reviews to show
q^nh\ioT£ the Church, and contended that

iSft&ition of Church-rates would satisfy

—?S1 neee«ties ef the case. He pointed out

t*^!"-?TZEI*\ of the Church of England, when not

LSSyXan Prime Minister appointed Anglican

^\2Heieral advertisements of livings for sale,

•^i.mi»ful nature of many of these tranaac-

afc^t&Jaamta aiekin* the abolition of the rate.

*?jggffSl andthcv would never rest till they

^2v MrD«A«" repudiated the charge of having

^Kith-Vato question to party purposes The rate

Varied In «trict accordance with the spirit

aJbainz imposed entirely by the vote of a

i. ika imrUheaT It belonged to the system of local

ffftir«ction whi-h formed the basis of

h*rtiM. The Church of England was a part of our

irvStatioos. and a barrier against that cen-

ntnaSer Which had been in all other countries so

l̂

m *M because this Bill was repugnant to

i^rtodofc that he • 1 offer to it an uncompromising

j*gJK ord J. Roawixob crved that this was a question
muu m̂^'

mbatract riffht, but what was most boneGcial to the

e did not think the exemption of Dissenters would

Mtttement of this question. It seemed to him that in

to such a plan the value of a national Church would

77—iWifcsri He did not see why those who differed from

STSmSTopmtoSi of the Church of England should not

wmrt it as a great national benefit. Great difficulties

SoaSlikewisc be met with in carrying a law of exemption

totoeWt He did not believe that the taking away 2oO,0(kU

amr from the ( 'hurch of England would cause our ancient

Jrtaft cburchea to fall into decay ; he believed that voluntary

Satribu would be forthcoming to maintain them. If so.

ft was, in his opinion, a gTeat advantage to friends of the

Ckurch to eot rid of a cause of difference between them

sod the Dhsenters. By rejecting this Bill agitation

would not be allayed, and he did not think that the prosperity

of the Church of England depended upon the maintenance of

Cbarch-ratoa.—Mr Walpouc said this question was not one ot

a particular grievance, for which a remedy was to be obtained,

but simply whether Parliament should tike away what Lord

J Russell had formerly maintained to be an obligation cast

upon owners of property In England, without providing a

snfastitat* or an equivalent ; Lord John had suggested only

iitamUij contributions, which never could be and never

would be a substitute -Sir J. Trei.awny having replied, the

traonduMnt was negatived on a division by 281 to 26<», and the

Bill wu read a second time. The Law of Foreign Countries BUI
through committee.

auieuCuiem, that it be read a second tune luisday s x months.
After a long discussion the Bill -• read a second time, n e

being given that a motion would be made that it sh-'iild ,be

referred to a select committee. Affair* of Batv.—la answer to

Mr. Griffith, Lord J. Rwbll said that no proposition had
been made by any European Government for a Congress on
the affairs of Italy. [Left sitting. ]

profit remaining, then the one

GTitp intelligence.

Monet Market, Friday.—British FunM Con

sols closed at 91 f to { for Money, and 91, to I for the

7th March; Bank Stock, 232; Three per Cents. Re-

duced, 91| to 4 ; New Three per Cent*., 91* to f ;
India

Five per Cent. Stock, 100; uitto for Acct., 99 & ; Five

per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 94|.—Foreign:
Brazilian Four and a Half per Cents., 1858, 85 ;

Ditto

Four and a Half per Cents., 1860, 83 ; Bnenos Ayres

Six per Cents., for Acct., 92; Ditto Deferred, 29;

Chilian Four and a Hair per Cents., 82; Dutch Two

and a Half per Cents., 63? ; Mexican Three per Cent

24; Ditto, lor Acct., 23£ to 24J : Penman Four and a

Half per Cents., for Acct., 96, ex div. ; Portueu.-se

Three per Cents.. IS,",:?, 464; Spenieo New I' >rred

Three pei Cents., 41* to 41; Ditto, Passive, 174;

Turkish Six per CenU., 1868, tor Acot., 52 to 514 •*

div.; Ditto Guaranteed Four per Outs., 100.

*3ank of <EnQlanu.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

Notei Untied • • • •
*•:;»,sti.; 4.

s

Government Debt .. .. -fn.nis.mo

Other Srruntiei .. .. .^SpHS
Gold Coin and Bullion.. 1

Silver Bullion f *

^25,814.745

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

425.844,74

* ft ft •

Proprietor* Capital.

ReM . . • • • • • -

Puolic Deposit* (includ

inr Exchequer, Sa»inu«
Banka, CommiRnioner*
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-

dend Accta.)
Other Deposit*.. ••_»•
SeTeu day and other billa

2Stb day of Feb.. 1861.

a. -15

ajN0l*7O
12.l«.9.78l

o«6.47^»

4MJQM4I

Government Securities

(including Deadweight
Annuity)

Other Securities .. ..

N hi < * . . .. •« ••

Gold and Silver Coin ..

*8,7:'.::<'

«,V76

rf3fi bor,.:t46

M ARSHAI.L. Chief Caanie.

©alette of tfte SHecfe.
TIV^DAY-BANKRUPTS-J. Bassblrt South Winrfeld. Dcrbf*^'

HayDealer-W. T.Bk.mvgham. GreBham Street. Aurt,«ni*r-E. B«.ti

THi-nsr.AT.--7V Lnte Harv.tt.—Mr. Caird called attention

to ths necessity for economy arising out of the deficiency of the

VsU bar vest. The crop was the worst since the great failure in

1S44J, and the deficiency followed a series of years of Large

C'Be expenditure. The losses op last year's crops were not

ttam»,000,0OW., and the prospects for the present year

were not encouraging. He, therefore, thought that the mili-

tary and nvral expenditure, owing to the improved condition

of oar foreign relations, was rendered no longer necessary.

Twrhf and 8yria.-Hr. Fitzof.rald a^ked for information

i note presented by the Rv.
f?

Minister t° he

W^>K^«ipT^^NiJL^^
Scotch b^qTestrTtions-J. CaajTg. *-&&»•*!«£

bur^h, Stabler. n
FRTI>A V— BANKRUPTS —J- Ai »r Kf jun . II ford, Ek»cx# J"""^-

of Pnnce Labanoff was iu the nature of an answer

the retort of the Grand Vi/ie-. alleging that there

l awny abuses which had not been brought to his notice,

the British Government had recommended that, as some

*• charges were very serious, a reply should be made by

Turkish authorities. With regard to Syria, he thought it

- desirable that French occupation should cease, although

at had reason to believe that, if it had not been for the inter

©• reign troops, outrages such as those which had

the whole civilised world would have been perpetrated

Btfdad and Jerusalem. The expediency of withdrawing

troops had recently been under discussion at the Confer-

•ace, and, should the Porte concur, he believed it had been

••cided to withdraw the French troops from Syria on the 1st

of Xay next, notwithstanding a representation by the French
JOafrur of the danger that would attend such a step. T/ie

t Board—Sir J. Elphinstone moved a series of 11

lattons on>rtf subject of naval administration, pro-

l»a%»g to ahrfrfish the Board of Admiralty, and to sub-

**e*e a Minister of Marine. lie discussed the subject at

leVlh, intimating, however, that he did not mean to

resolutions to a division. At the same time he
his conviction that they contained the germ of a

plan which ofiFered the only mode of getting out of our present
dff ?• and a solution of the question.—Mr. Bailme
•Beonded the motion.—Mr. Lindsay described the vigilance of
she French Government in the construction ot iron-plated

- and expressed Lis surprise that we should continue
bunding wooden ships, which could be sunk bv a single shell
* mm m uaamm ~ _ \ 111 a

Mom«o-».aiaa«ow, Cattle M»ie«m»n-.-v r»*> »< » »"" *•

KdWdoi partner, of the EdinburKU Machine Sewing Company.

ittctrouolis ana its V

|»aw tl'
"ixpTesaan

al*>

to the
that

d ned, he should prefer a Royal Comroi-M<.n to
nmittee.—Lotd C Paget said that the Admiralty

*^J* constructing a number of b-itteriea and forts armed
«»*v a* ans at several places along the coast for

i .i*J!!!!
ntl0 arti "ery and coast volunteers. They

»J*led • . bring i„ a w\\ for the enrolment
aaiat rfllcen a« volunteers. With reference
P ****01* of the naw, he assured the House

«e was no ground for alarm, as it was in a most
asctotj f e, » r^h it ^ad not tne game number of

iro. -plated ship* aa France.— After a few words from Mr.
,s;

" "' ' W< ° "*. and Captain Talbot, ^ir M. SCTMOUS
reletTed to the neceastty of devising some plan of manning
the ships in leserve, so that in the event ot any emergency
they m gh* be placed in commission.—After some remarks by
mr M i a.roand Admiral Walcot, the resolutions were with-
raw aud th H use went into committee of supp'y pro

'*r*4 9 Jnciontre BUI and the Marriage* VaUditv Bin were
real a sec^ni time The Bank afg* nd B " was read a third
in- and posed.—The U»i ! ocatf. obtained leave to
nrin ; in a Bill tor the im vement, raculation, and protection

tue eefavn F rn- of ixoilamd, and a Bill to enable coun-
ties in Scotland to abolish tolls and statute labour and to
maintain their Public Ro"dt and Bridge* by assessment.

Fat day — WrMmmMer
TO

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1862.—The ftT-

ranffements for holding the second International

Exhibition of Works of Industry and Art in 1862 are

steadilv fNgNHi"?. A Koyal charter incorporating

Earl (iranyule, K.(i. ; the Mar juis of Chandos, Mr.

Thomas Barin-r, M.r.; Mr. C. Wentworth Dtlke, and

Mr Thomas Fatrbairn Commissioners to conduct the

Evhihition, has passed the Great Seal, and it Ml he

useful to state briefly, for the information of the public,

what are the powers of the Commissioners under that

charter. After recitinp the prayer of the Society of

Arts, and constituting the commission, it proceeds to

state that for the purpose of enabling the Commissioners

to carry out the Exhibition it is necessary that they

should be enabled to borrow the sum of 2o0,0(XM. This

they are empowered to do upon a deed of guarantee

beinir signed for that amount. The funds borrowed

are to be expended on the erection of such building

as may be ned wy, and in the general expenses attend-

ing the enterprise. Of the building to be raised one aero

s of permanent build-

ing is to be completed and t he land retained for the pur-

poses of a future Exhibition, bv the payment of 10.000k

to the Royal Comraiaaionert of the Exhibit

1851,00 whose land the Kxhibition of 1862 is to be

placed, and all further profits are to be applied to such

purposes connected with the encouragement of arte,

manufaet urea, and commerce as aball he determined by

the guarantors at a meeting to be called for that pur-

pose. Such are the general powers of the Commissioners

under the charter, and the guarantor* cannot therefore

be called upon for contributions under any condition,

unless a deficiency remain after every description of

property belonging to the Commierfonera has been con-

verted into money. Since the charter passed the Great

Seal the Commissioners, in a letter addreetad to Sir

Thomns Phillips, Chairman of the Society of Arts, state

that they gladly accept a charter, which conveys to

them her Majesty's gracious sssurance that ah. is

earnestly desirous to promote the holding of an Inter-

national Kxhibition of Works of Industry and Art in

1862, and they, being unwilling to lose valuable

tin hu\. taken such provisional steps as their

position permitted, and have there!** considered

the most pressing point — namely, the bu : ng:

required for the Exhibition , and on Saturday Y»at it

is staked that fchey eaese to a final deek&<*u as to the

haractec of the building intended to be erected far the

Exhibition of lSi '.. and so soon as the guarantee deed

is signed the Hank of England will be prepared from

time to time to advance the necetsary tunda, and

Messrs. Kelk and Lucas, the eminent contractors, who

nt in the lowest tenders, will jointly proceed with the

erection of the building. It is also stated that the

Commissioners have received the eeriranee ot tne

French (lovernment of its support of the Kxhibition,

accompanied bv the statement that it had been the

intention of the Emperor to hold an International

Kxhibition in Paris in 1862 had the project not been

entertained in England. The Duke of Newcastle,

Secretary of Stat tor the Colonies, has addressed a

communication to the (Jm-ernors of her Majesty s

colonics announcing the intention to hold the Exhibi-

tion. In England some of our lafigcet manufacturers

are already actively engaged in preparing for this

second display, and as soon so the Society o. Arts shall

have completed the guarantee deed, the signature ot

which is progressing most rapidly, we may expect to

see the building rise, and our great sea' of industry

actively engaged in preparation and anticipation ot the

competitive display of industry and art to be exhibited

in 1862.

The Hayter Testimonial Banquet.—On Wed-

nesday evening the testimonial subscribed for by'tne

Liberal members and ex-members of the House of Com-

mons, on the retirement of Sir W. G. Hayter, M.l\

from his post of political secretary to the Treasury, was

presented to him at Willis's Rooms. The event was

celebrated by a magnificent banquet at which nearly

200 gentlemen were present. Lord Palmerston pre-

sided, and after proposing the toast of the Queen, pro-

ceeded to give the health of Sir W. Hayter, describing at

some length bis services to the Liberal party, and the

judgment, courtesy and tact with which he had per-

formed the varied* duties of his office in the House of

Commons. Sir W. Hayter returned thanks m an

appropriate speech, in which he expressed bis obliga-

tions to Lord Palmerston and Lord John Russell for

the confidence they had reposed in him, and said that

the success which had attended his services was due

to the co-operation, sympathy, and forbearance which

he bad always met from every member of the Liberal

party. Lord Harry Vane proposed the health of the

chairman, which was duly acknowledged by Lord

Palmrston. The only other toast proposed was that

of those present who had ceased to be members of the

House, which was briefly acknowledged by Lord

Sandys.

The Embankment of the Thames.—At the last

meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, a letter

from the Right Hon. W. Cowper, First Commissioner

of Works, was read, stating that he bad determined on

issuing a commission to inquire into the various plans

for the embankment of the river, with a view to the

: selection of the best. The Gazette of Tuesday an-

nounces that the commission is to consist of the Lord

Mayor ; Major-General Sir Joshua Jebb, K.C.B.; Mr.

Thwaites, Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of

Works; Captain Douglas Galton, R.E. :
Commander

only is to be of a permanent character, and upon
Bu^taf i.X., aecretarv of the Thames Conservancy

- a "-~
OOCZ i* to be exDended in its __ . '.« J. A ...^ o ^^ u««. MaJpeh-'.

erection and completion. In the event ot the Exhibi-

tion being attended with a profit, the permanent

building is to be vested in the Society of Arts, and used

hvjthem for purposes tending to promote aits, manufac-

tures, and commerce; but In case of a deficiency at

the close of the Exhibition, the Society of Arts is to

have the power to claim a leas*; of the same upon its

undertaking to pay to the Commissioners such mom
as the buildings would be likely to realise if taken

down ; but in case the Society of Arts should not claim

Board; Mr. H. A. Hunt, Surveyor of '£££**?'*
Works and Public Buildings; and Mr. J. R. M Clean

^

the Civil Engineer.

The Illuminated Indicators.—The seven columns

erected by the Illuminated Advertising Column Com-

pany were sold by auction on Saturday morning. **ach

column was knocked down as a separate lot.

The Great EASTERN.-At a meeting of the Great

Ship Company on Thursday, the directors announced

that they have determined to despatch the ship on.

a 1 a^, thenthe-CommUsioneVs are to mU the one «• ^£g££t£Z'U. £^o^$
of permanent taiMing, and to convert mto money all *V™^he ™™

, ^n and eanro decks have been
properties and effects belonging to them, winch can be

|

watotagj* ^sa^on ^^ rgv .^^ ^^

I

properties and effects belonging to them, wnicn can ^ -*- "»- ^
other minor but important works

.old and converted, particularly all the buildings, cauikeu an«* *

erected by them for the purposes of the undertaking, have been completecl. ^^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^
Should there, however, at the close of the Exhibition.

jm. a _*Hk.*fr m .»_ iL* .-v • # a m -x T £* ^% ^* 111 I 1 h!

ivc Deen compiewjti. .

The Late Storm.—The effects of the great burn-
nmur Improvement BUl-On the motion for Should there, however, at the close oi urt

/^l„L'i' „mlP of Thursday night, the 21st nit., were more
of this Bill, Sir W. Gallwbv moved, as an I after the payment of all liabilities, be a sufficient surplus

|

cane ot inursuay mgi i,
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was immediately commenced. As a precaution, strong

framings of timber were placed under the west, north,

and south arches, which, up to the last moment,
exhibited no sign of weakness whatever. In November
last some part of the new work in the north-west pier

was observed to yield slightly, having then been finished

about a month, and a slight movement was also detected

in the south-west pier, certain of the old fissures extend-

ing themselves into the new work. These were care-

fully watched, and it was believed that when the new
work, which had been constructed in "lias" mortar,

solidified they would be unimportant. On the 14th

ult. a change was observed ; cracks in the south-west

and north-west piers began to enlarge, and it was

determined at once to erect additional supports to the

piers. Active measures were adopted. After the usual

Sunday services on the 17th in the nave, which had
been temporarily screened off, the church was taken

possession of by the workmen, who pursued their task

by night and day with little intermission, down to the

hour of the final catastrophe. It soon became evident
that the heart or core of the piers was rotten ; the task
of sustaining on each pier a weight exceeding 1400 tons
thrust forward the facing on every side, and when the
masonry was restrained in one place by props and
shores the restraint caused it to bulge on the adjoining
surfaces faster than it was possible to apply remedies.
The terrific storm of wind on the night of Wednesday
the 20th caused these difficulties to increase with

[K*

Stelae.
The late Capt. Boid-tw ,was found on Monday morni™wJ ^*

the East Pier at KinKi 2.
J^e f:

where he was drowned C^S
clothing and was so mutilated t

/

was w.th difficulty recoenS "?

identified by the wUe fTdVf *
hands. It was conveyed m, h Jon

?

buried yesterday at1%C&&%«

serious than at first supposed. In the City the

large casement above the well-known clock -face

of St. Magnus' Church, London Bridge, was blown
out and dashed to pieces, and the massive sheet of plate

glass in the show-room of the establishment of Moses
& Son, Aldgate, was blown into the street. At Hatton,

near Hounslow, five of Messrs. Curtis <fc Harvey's gun-
powder mills exploded during the storm, fortu-

nately without loss of life. The storm was also

severely felt in several of the western and midland
counties. In Berkshire the well-known gateway of

Reading Abbey, the restoration of which has been for

some time under discussion, was seriously damaged, a

large portion of the frontage above the north
arch with a part of the arch itself and the

north-west tower being blown down. About
20 feet of a lofty chimney at the large ironworks of
Messrs. Barrett, Exall, & Andrews, agricultural
implement makers, were blown down, and other
damage was done to other property in the town
and neighbourhood. The road from Leamington to
Warwick was completely obstructed by the wrecks of
fallen trees. Many ancient cedars adorning the lawn
of Warwick Castle, and 50 cedars and elms in the
Priory grounds, were destroyed. At Stratford-upon-
Avon, Charlecote, Wellcsbourne, and in fact through-
out the southern portion of Warwickshire, the damage
done to the timber of that finely-wooded county
was unprecedented and immense. In Devonshire
the storm raged with extraordinary violence. In alarming rapidity, but the effuts of 60 workmen still
Exeter houses were partially unroofed, walls blown appeared to offer some possibility of ultimate success,
down, and a vast number of large trees uprooted. About 4 a.m. on the following morning however it was
In the Cathedral yard one of the old elm trees was i found that the shores and braces exhibited manv signs of
blown down. In the streets carriages and carts suffering from the enormous strains to which they had
were overturned by the violence of the gale. At

{

been subjected. The number of men was increased, and
lopsham several houses were unroofed and windows

f
various expedients were put in requisition to strengthen

smashed, and so many of the trees in the highway were | what was strained. The crushing and settlement of the
blown down that the road in many places was im-

j

south-west pier had caused a serious pressure on the top
|

«CBB"'» »«» ^' v^u aucnonty
passable. In the rural districts the storm did much ! of the south-east and north-west piers, the entire separa- !

sum of 79,1382. of Three per Cent.
damage to the homesteads. Kicks of corn and hay tion of the church walls from the western supports of !

Annuities from the estate of the late .Mr,

were blown down, and great loss was sustained. At ; the tower had become evident, heavy stones burst out
lorquay the hurricane was terrific, and much destruc- and fell, the core of the south-west pier poured out,
tion ot property was caused. A servant at Falkland

|
crushed to powder, and the workmen were cleared out
of the building and the spire left to its fate about
1 o'clock. Not more than a quarter of an hour later
the tower and spire fell to the floor with but little

noise, forming a mass of near 6000 tons of ruin in the
centre of the church, and carrying with it about !

20 feet in length of the end of the nave, and the same
|

of the transepts and choir. The spire in its fall at first I

inclined slightly to the south-west, and then sank gently
into the centre of the building. The appearance of the
fall was that of a large ship quietly but rapidly founder-
ing at sea. In a downfall of such a magnitude it is

»1

m

Launch of the Black PePCE *
iron-cased screw frigate was succe^,.
Wednesday afternoon from the yard rf

1

& Sons at Glasgow. She went off beautSrounded and brought to a right wait
without accident of any kind t£ l

6173 tons, and 420 feet in length Shel
partments, so that in the event of am- *damage, the damage will be confined to£
locality. About 213 feet of each ^l\from shot or shell, by armour plates of2
from 15 to 16 feet long, 3 to 4 feetJinches thick, each averaging upwards of71
has been constructed to carry 40 guns, an
that her armament will consist of 34 fo»
the mam deck, and two 68-pounders phi*
four 40-pounders, Armstrong gunMntb«»
I he engines are nominally only 1250 howl
they may be worked up to about 4060 or

':

expected that the vessel will attain the »mi
15 knots an hour.

]

The Morgan Hospital, Dundee.-TL
Session has given authority for the applies,

Villa was killed by a chimney falling through the roof
into the kitchen. A large elm tree fell in upon Tor Church
and demolished the outer porch. The telegraphic wires
for some distance on the Bristol and Exeter Railway
were blown down, and all communication stopped.

The Public Health.—The Registrar-General's
return states that the deaths in London in the week
that ended Saturday, Feb. 23, were 1318. The average
number in the corresponding weeks of the 10 previous
years 1851-60, corrected for increase of population,
was 1414. The present return is therefore 96 below
the average. During the week the births of 1035 bovs
and 856 girls, in all 1891 children, were registered in

i»ki: 2£ Jn the 10 responding weeks of the years
x»Oi-f>U, Uie average number was 1781.

for the erection of a hospital in Deda
lodging, board, education, and clothing ot

.

the sons of persons belonging to theworbga
and whose parents are dead or in nw&-
stances. Mr. Morgan's succession has beentk^

of eight years' litigation in the Court

House of Lords. After some years' cod

to be served as next of kin, on the footing

the town of Dundee succeeded, on appal lotkfk

of Lords, in setting up as valid testamentarr

»

some holograph jottings of deceased, id *
the Court of Session had set mk, ad •
which the above sum is now set qpirt flr

,,.. Jm

a 1

ho inife & Ar**

were lost.
^^^** ^~

India, considerably exceeded 9ftWK, *'•
f

Durham.—The newly-appointed Bishop of Durham,
the Hon. and Rev. Montagu Villiers, has produced a
sensation in his diocese by the manner in which he has
dealt with the first piece of preferment that has come
into his hands since his translation from Carlisle. The
bishop, as is well known, is a lending member of the
Evangelical party in the Church, and was becoming
extremely popular, having shown a great anxiety to
make himself acquainted with every part of his large
diocese, more especially with the condition of the large

also a small amount of Leritable jiropcrty, »

*

the endowment of the hospital aiitoW"**
*

expenses a comparatively small residue, it*-

left for the distant relative* who* da*""

established before the town of Dub

JProWtufaL
BLACEBUBN.-The factory operatives of this townand Accrington have resolved to abandon their opposi-

15 000tn 90 rJm?°
9e

,
d
rdUCti°n °f Prices '

and
1

fromw,uw lo *u»uw nands have resumed work. tnwno • ,„*. £ • ,, . ., , :~»; roaencK ntznaramge uericeiey, x^y.

Brighton a Aar.i„„ v, , . ,
tow

?
9

'
in

,.
wh,ch ftS wel1 ** m the densely-populated in the county ofGloceW, to the title, hcnjfc

,

frftS\Z vti
•? Tohher* of jewels was per- mining districts of the diocese there are several' Baron of fierkeley. it will be recollected tbjjg»

sought to have it dec! .red that be was W®

Hot- of Lords : Committee for Privilke.-

Peerage —This was the claim of Vice-Adm*^

Frederick Fit /.hard inge Berkeley. K.C.B., o{ '

*k;« t 7 ~ xtrrace, in this town. The

whTJh
m,,8t

? effeCtGd an erifcry with "*» key!

have oir7d
Ut
,l^ at 8Upper

'
and are ««PPosed tohave conceded themselves behind the drawi,,«r-room

curtains until the family had retired to rest, °as tlm

fk^^
1

1
2° w

"day
•W at the re8iden<* of Lady !

exemplary clergymen who have, spent their lives'in

iS??! J** ?runswick Terrace, in this town. The !

toiling among the large populations on very slender
stipends. It appears that when certain livings in the
diocese were assigned to the Bishops of Chester, Man-
chester, and Ripon, the late Bishop, Dr. Longley, per-
suaded the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to leave undis-

w iiavo a win OI allmm ons to miu ma « i~-- -

{

ing to be a peer by tenure as hoMing the
"J™^,*

perbaroniam. The claim has been before «" ^«... . « t ««*J fmtn
per fxtrmnam. ltie Claim una w^i >~7V .

years, and after having been adjourned «•»» #
Lordships on Tuesday delivered judgmentJJfJ^
Chancellor delivered his judgment m

J '^rf**
customarv RParoh waa ™Za ~7l

— -*-- w ^ as tne i
•«*"* "« ecclesiastical commissioners to leave undis- speech, showing that the Legislature by the

loekine /D for itZu^™^ *h
f

r?ms befor
? ^r

.

b"C

,

tbe
F
atr0

?
a
5?

of five m *" '»'»»"• ."»«« «*"- ^^Jl^J^^^^J^^TJ&&
all the valuables which came within their reachTn Ihedifferent rooms, but actually took a costly gold watchand appendages from the pocket at the bek* head and

taSff
ri

weith°thet herW,>'' &^er •*» "-
m»^ l

P
j , • ^he

,

key Rttacl>ed to the watch thev

sum !n^ S the drawing-room and took out a large

taXdS mSm^ "0te8
-, Thf.P«>Perty carried Sff

CHlCHX8TEB.--.The destruction of the cathedral spireIB the storm of Thursday week is the cime « E*pt not only in Chichester and the neig. h,„ h oT

an object of the greatest interest, but also to the in-habitants of the country at large, who will no doubtunite ,n a general effort to restore it. It appears thit

late nr^l commenCed in 1859 as a »>emS of thelate Dean disclosed some serious defects in the supportsof the great western arch of the tower Tire fourarches and their piers were erected at the end of the

okf ™'lV'
*nd^ i

berefore
'
mwe ">«" 700 yearsold. The tower was added about the year 1200 and

k£r ^tL ^ ^ UP°" !t ab0nt 2°0 ^ea
'

wethfc wfth
1"^ b

,?
re th

5
cnoT™™ "Mition of

Z112« , ,
dlffiMlt

y. and settlements and dis-placements have occurred at various periods Those

nXny,tC0Tered rT
t
me tbe 0,d ^^-2S

*
baronies by tenure, if it had ever existed, ""JL^
claimant had not made out his claim *

Chelmsford, Wenslevdale, and ^^17^^
judgment. It was then resolved t >^ ^
had failed to establish his case,

cordingly.uurumgiy. — jseamnsn v. «»»- .
Court

*w
was an anneal from a decision ot tne^

rf
^

Chaml>er in Ireland affirming a J^J^^f
by

«h« *&
and a Mi.^s Isabella I r, a youn^ Vf^d^^

*

fices, Houghton-le-Skerne among the numher, on the
express ground thatf, " if deprived of them, the Bishop of
Durham would have no means of adequately providing for
and remunerating mob clergymen as had distinguished
themselves by long and useful service in the large towns."
Ihe recent death of Dr. Bandim-l placed this living of
Houghton-lo-Skerne at the disposal of Bishop Villiers.
It is worth about 1300/. a year, and there is a spacious
mansion and pleasant garihrn attached, the po^kS Sm^!^
at the last census being only 1403. It was thought Albert Beamish, their issue, ^ask£T

erVthat the Bishop would have taken the opportunity ""~1-* " *-*--*»—- W« mandfotner,

ottered and pressed upon him by the local landowners
churchwardens, and others, to form a new district anendow it with 200*. or 300/., which the living could
easily have spared, and that the remaining 1000/ a
year would have been conferred upon some hard
working clergyman in the diocese as a reward for his
past services. The Bishop however has conferred the
living on the Rev. John Edmund Cheese, M.A. his
domestic chaplain and son-in-law, who has been but
three years in orders.

Maidstone.—A numerously attended meeting of the
hop-planters of Kent was held in Lfeu town on the 21st
nit., to consider what steps should be adopted in conse-
quence of the refusal of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
to grant a further postponement of the duty payable in
respect to the crop of 1859, or to receive a deputation
on that subject. Mr. Punnett, of Chart, took the chair
and the meeting was addressed by Messrs. Klvy Ha'cb
Hayes, and other gpntlemen. It was unanimously re-
solved to co-operate with the Sussex planters to obtain
a farther postponement of the duty by every legal

t*

\+

succeed a« "heir-at-law to his g™ 1?^ htt
Beamish, who diei intestate.

Hisngu

tested hv the plaintiff in error, bis uucw.

the marri.-.ge was not legal, ami tnac

heir of his father, was entitled to^keW^f
of Kxchequer Chamber having affi

J™h
*u

defend^»Ii
Court of Queen's Bench in favour oftw^^&<^
present appeal was brought. In Juiy •

of
^K^

before their lordships, assisted by wehmr»»r#
judges, when a question was put tc<i

clergyman was capable of legally niarryu^^^ rf
jjt

Willes now delivered the unanimous,
<\ ^

»U» „ „1 U^Awirxt fllflDOWCrOtpW',..-
cwfSJ

ml

OT

ne

Court of Common Pleas: ^^"jfnjii *^i#
Tins was an action brought by *«»« ^wA

'

^
?egi h numi facturers, agamstt'^ b^

siffliiil
rj

Messrs. Nawall <fe Co., who carry t»
„.. hl„anne

the judges for their learned and 1

for all time be considered an

The .pinions of the judges wen
and the further consideration was

,cid Wr^ti.
autlH^tJJJfcter*
lhen °5S*^'

damage done at his instigation w ^ A s^,
,. JloA tut *k« plaintiffs had ;***£, j;

'»"

asts, and that a man ca'lea ^^biflW1^ J5^

**l'\ " •** ^*»a tuav duo |/**»*«-----

«wn the cable in quest

board the vessel, in the work
through the cable, and
defective involving the neuw»*y .

-^
c^ble, and causing I loss to the plaint
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Jwr' called »s a witness on their behalf,

it was at defendant's instance that he

board the plaintiff's vessel, in order that

opportunity of damaging the cable.

ibi* statement, but the jury, after a

mmJn, found a verdict for the plaintiffs, the

to be. the .- of reference. RtcuU v.

fljrtf & Drmmntue Novels.—This case involved
^^

dramatising a novel without the consent

r m aar breach of c right. It appeared that

* tale of "Never Too Lata to Mend" had been

brought out at the Grecian Theatre. Mr.

Williams in <k ring the judgment of the Court, said

copyright was the exel re liberty of punting

ing copies of a work ;
that the represen-

rf adramaUc niece on the stage was not a publication j

t In publiahed works existed only by statute ; and
t must be given for the detendent.

if vii*-u—r: The B>*peror of Austria v. D <n&

This was an ex i>arte application for an injunction to

m ddaadanta, Messrs 1 'ay and Sons of Gate Street,

an F*ekU for 1. ographing notes of the kingdom of

purporting to be signed by Louis Kossuth, an

Cwr'thitfms of the Kingdom of Hungary. The billm SL im.a contemplated was of 10*\000,000fl., that

)»ad been engaged in the manufacture, that the

ail printed and on the eve of delivery for the

^f bjtncseM or otherwise brought into circulation in

• tb^r **"» was done without the sanction of the

lb* flmper< i t Austria ; was a violation of his rights,w calculated to prove detrimental to bis state andsubj

Wmm also rt . << i that the not were deigned to be

w»sd fcr nrola- purposes. Viee-Chancellor Stuart

until an until further order, as prayed : and
that a copy of the bill should be served on the defen-

« T^vnetHin.

CumtM ' nimal Coirt : The Tallow Frauds.—Robert Frmer
17, a Russian broker, was el .urged with obtaining

it* for the delivery of a large quantity of tallow, value

Ue property of Messrs. Hubbard and Co., Russia

merchant*. It i| peared that he gave checks on the Bank of

Ledon for the Kin nut. having at the time a balance under 10/.

to Mi credit -r the case had been stated, the Lord Chief

ftiroa ruled that such a proceeding did not amount either to

-wny or to obtaining goods under false pretences, and
tkejury wart racted to acquit the prisoner. It was stated

ay the trial that the warrants have been surrendered to the

ton • and the Hon. William X. Jocclyn, belonging to th
diplomatic service.
Lord Braybrookk died on the 2ist ult., at his seat at

Audley End. His lordship, whose state has been such as to
cause serious apprehension for some time past, was d dead
in his bed. The deceased; Richard Comwallis Neville, 1 . rd
Braybrooke, Baron Braybrooke of the county of Northampton,
in the Peerige of Great Britain, and Hereditary Visitor of
Magdalene College, Cambridge, was born in 1S_»0, and succeeded
to the title in 1858 on the demise of his father. He married
in 1852, Lady Clarissa Sarah Graham-Toler, fifth daughter of
the _'i Harlot Norbury. by whom he leaves issue twodaughters.
He was the author -eral Important works on the Saxon
and Roman cemeteries and other remains found in the neigh-
bourhood of Audley End He is succeeded by the Hon. Charles
Comwallis Neville (now h Baron Braybr.. -ke), who was born
in 1823, and married in 9 the third daughter of Viscount
Hawarden. His present lordship has no issue, and the re-
mainder is in the Hon. and Rev. Latimer Neville, Master of
Magdalene College, Cambridge.
The Dowaoer Lady Conolkton, who died in Paris on the

16th ult., was the eldest daughter of the 1st Karl of Portarling-
ton, and was born in 1782. She married in 1801 Sir Hem
Parnell Bart., formerly well known in the political world as
the Anti rn-Law and Pro-Catholic M.P. for Portarlington,
the Queen's County, and Dundee; and who was payn tar-
gen 1 o( the forces I treasurer of the navy from 18£
1841, and was created Baron Congleton of < n in IS
His lordshi; -minitted suicide in a fit of insanity in 1842,
leaving a widow (the lata dowager baroness) and three sons
and three daughters. Ot the s us, she eldest is the present
Lord Congleton, \vh. > has recently become somewhat remarkable
as a Baptist preacher, and who is married to an Armenian
lady; the second is the Hon Henry William Parnell. heir to
the title; the third the Hon. Q D. Parnell. Of thedaught.
the eldest married in 18.il the Rot. Dr. I»i v, headmaster
of Harrow, now Archbishop of York, and died in 1868 : the

second married Lord Henry Moore, and is mother of tho

Marquis of Hrogheda ; and the third married the 5th Earl of

Darnley, and is mother of the present earl.

best dsao ons (which sold then at extravagant rata*) havia
receded from Id to 2d. per lb. There war* several trst-otae
marks withdrawn, the importers being ladfcsposed to —»*wfct t
this reduction in price.

COVENT GARDEN, March 2.

Supplies ofwinterGreens though improving are RtilUnsuftesant
>r the demand. Continental contributions also continue to be

Imported, Pine Apples and Grapes have altered but little
nee our last. Oranges may be obtained at about last

prices. Good Cobs may be had at from Is. to is 6<L r _
pound. Cornish Broccoli is still arriving in cratefuls, and in

Lieut con a ; good single heads of it realise from 2d.
id. each Aapan. s, French Beans, and new Potatoes may

also be had. Cucumbers are scarce. Cut flowers chiefly
consist of Orchids Lily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas,
Violets, Mignonette, Camellias, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 6* to 10s | Pears, per dox.. Is U as

i Grapes, peril).. 8s to lis
> — new, per lb., 90s to Ms
Strawberries, per os., 2s
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d

Apples, per do?.. . 6d to Is ad
Oranges, per 100, os to 10s
Lemons, par ion. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per lb., la to Is Id

EGETABLKS.
Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d

1) Beans, p. ion. 4s
Gi Peas, j. i sieve, 24s

reeus, per d<>«., da to
Cabbages, do., 2s to Ss
LV.Uitooa, p. ton, lOOi to 160s— per nua., 4a to 6s— per cwt., oh to 10a

irrota, per hunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, od to &d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 6s
Cucumbers,

i
h, 2s to 3s

Artichokes, per doe., 8s to 4s

Beat, per dot., Is 0d to ts
Celery, p. bundle, ItM to 1

riiona, p 4 sieve, la 6d to

Hatltoaus*
Wall of a Tunnel on the Midland.—On Monday

ag a lcarlul accident occurred at Sheffield, by
which six men were buried alive, and a seventh wus bo

•ereral) jur« d that he is nob expected to survive. At
te side of a tunnel belonging to the Midland Company
excavations have been made by Messrs. Hunt and Co.
Jor tkt er» u ot* warehouses ; this appears to have
weakened the tunnel so much that while the men weie
at work it suddenly gave way, burying them and the
building they were ctiug 'under the mass of earth
and stones. The tunnel lias fallen in for a length of
about 40 y« . and more is expected to hill.

Geiat \\ ikkn op Canada.—The Committee of
Lew on into the affairs of the Great Western llail-
•way of Canada have published a report which describes
••oft. Bost extraordinary acts of misinan.- lenfc

tod •poHatiou ever brought to tight in connection
with the raihv or any other system of joint-stock
undertakings. The committee charge parties intimately
connected with the company, with granting to them-
lTes coutracts for works, and the outlay of enormous
*un*» of money as recompense for most questionable
•frvices. 1 state that Mr. Laing, now finance
minister in India, while officiating &± director of the
»n»pa entered into partnership with Mr. Wythes,
•f Rebate, the contractor who undertoook to execute

certain portion of the works on the line. The
*wk«coiitr« d . bi cost nearly 100,000/. beyond the
original estimate, but Mr. Laing denies that he derived

•Jf emolument from the trans ion, having dissolved

j*» agreement be profit accrued. The committee,
*•**

, state that it was part of Mr. Laing's bu>iness

l £l
U ^ * UUt * s l c«m P ;t "ics on commission, and that,

*it
Jf
w?" he was uisipiaiitied in 1855, and ceased to be

• director and eren a shareholder, he neveiuieless

BIRTHS.—On tho 21st ult, at 42, Eaton Place, Lady Col-

ville, of Culross, of a son—-1'ld ult, at Brighton, Lady Emily
wkndi^h, of a daughter, stillhorn— .;>d ult, in Grosvanor

Street, Lady Smith, ot* Suttons, of a sow and heir—21st ult, at

•2h, BooLaston Square, B.W., the wife of Grx)R<ss Cubitt, Esq.,

M.P., of a daughter—21st ult, at Tubingen, Wurtembtrg, the

wife of Dr. Rkinhold Pauli. of a daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On the 21st ult, at St. Marykbono Charefa,

Arthur Julius Pollock, Esq , M.D., seventh son of the Right

Hon. the Lord Chief Baron, to Ki u daughter of the late

Charles Bailey, Esq , of 5, Stratford Place, and Lee Abbey,
Lynton, ,\. Devon—2Stli <>f November la>t, at Taurarua, New
Zealand, Matthew Foktescue MorMBV, Esq., H.N., son of

Vice-Admiral Sir Fairfax Moresby, K..C.B.. to Caroline, third

daughter of Major-Geucral Ciiarlcs Kmiucs Oold—filst ult.

at tiie Parish Church, Littlebourne, Kent, Colonel J. W.
ARMstrono, C.B., <

-

. sou of the late .lames Arm-
rong, Esq., Bengal Civil Service, to Laura laugh*

of DmrNE Dbknb, Esq.. Elbridge House, Kent — L'lst

ult, at the Parish Church, Prestbury. near Cheltenham,
Bdwarh S. R. G. Buam.vi.i., SOU of I-Mward R. G. Bmddyll,
sq.,andgr:in.iM.ii-i'..ol. 1 Braddyil, lat < :.»nishead Priory,

AApars|rus,i>. bvndss, as to 12s
Rhubsrb, p. beadle, 04 to Is Id
Seattle, j. i»n t.2«toSs
BhalluU, n«jr 1U., od to sd
G*rho, p«r)b.,ed toftd
Endivsj p. score. !• to ls6d
llorae Uadieh, p.buu. ,1s ftdU> 4s
Muslii K)m», u. pc»tt., Isfd to2s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to aa
Savory, per bunch, id to 4d

50
* • • •

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six

Smitbkibld, Thursday, Feb. 28.

Prime Meadow Hay 70s to 85s Clover
Superior do. (old) . . 90 100

Interior do 3d
New do.

Rowen
Cumberland Market, Thursday, Feb. 2a.

Sup. Meadow Hsy. .108stoll6a
j
Inferior Clover .. 70§

Inferior do ©0 95 Now do. .. .. —
New do — — I Straw .. . . 38

Superior Clover ..112 120 I Joshua B;

Whitechapkl, Thursday, Feb. 28.

90sto litis

70 laX)

New Clover ..

Old second cot
Straw 80

PavibsTCo.

94s

43

Fine old Hsy .

.

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Interior do. ..

Straw .. *.

. . 10ostol05s
..00 80

•

32 3d

Fine old Clover . .110§ to 116s

• * • •

• 9

Inferior do
Fine 2d cut
Inferior do. ..

Fine New Clover.

M
70

105
100
80

HOPS.—Borouoh Market, Friday, March 1.

«.~ .«w.^... ~.„ j... •>. - j, Messrs. Pattenden & 8mith report that the market remains

Lancashire|"to*Tssa^wilia."^. hter of Captaio dvi *hd
|

firm with but little doing, and where sales are pressed lewer

Willis, H.M.'s Inspector of Constabulary for the B uthem prices are accepted,

hivision of England and Wales—20th Dec, at the Cathedral,

Hong Kong, Alfred Fincham, Esq.. of Canton, to Ann Maria,

eldest daughter of the Hon. W. H. Adams, Chief Justice of

Hong Kong
DEATHS.—On the 24th ult, at Clifton, Lieutenant-Colonel

he Hon. Charles Ai »er V itteslky, late of tha 29th
Ue ient, second s( of tie 1st Lord Wroitc-sley, ajjed 61—
14th ult, at Kcnnington, Elizabeth, daughter of the late

William Mannki . iJaq , of Laiubcth. aud niece of the lute

ountees of Dysarx — 9th Jan., at GFhoona, Central India,

Kl n'eavb, Esq., Dorn bay Army, second surviving son of

Sir R. Digby Neave, Bart., and the late Hon. Lady Naave,
aged 28—24th ult, at 2, Upper Hyde Park Gard. . Edith
Hamilton, the infant daughter of Sir John Lawrence, aged
8month8 and 16 days—18th ult, at Craven House, v Michael's,

Wakefield, CAROLINE, eldestdaughter of the late John Cookse>
-4 .M.D., and sister of the late Hon Mrs.H.D.Erskine, aged 84

—20th ult, at 5, Lower Berkeley Scrett, Portman Bquare, General
DfBos, H.M.'s Ii oi Army, Colonel ISth Bombay Native

Infantry—21st ult, at Dyrham Lodge, Clifton Park, M. Camp-
bell, widow of Major General Campbell, h*te Lieut. -Colonel

i the 61st Light Infantry— 14th ult, at Berkeley Lodge,
Shirley, Southampton, Captain John Chambeblaysb, R.N., the

last Mirviving son of Admiral Charles Chamberlay ne, of

BUTTER MARKET.—March 1.

BeBt Fresh Butter . . .. 18s, per dozen lbs.

becond do. do. .. .. 1&8 « >»

Pork. 4s. 4d. to os. Od. per 8 lbs.
t

Wjdls
Walla

COAL MARKET—March 1.

Walls End Hetton, 21s. ; Walla End Haswell, 21a ;

End Stewarts, 21s. ; Walls End .South Hetton, 21s. :

End Hartlepool, 20s. Od. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hettons, 20s. ;

Walls End Russell Hetton, 20s. ; Walls End Gosforth, 18s. 9d.;

Walls End Riddells, 18s. 9d. ; Walls End Thorpe, 19s. ; Walls

End Hedley, 19s. ; Byron, 19s. ; Bell's Primrose, 14s. 6d. ;

Wylam, 17s. 6d.; Tanfield Moor, lfls. 3d. ; West Hartley, 17s.

;

I kiddle's Hartley, 17s. ; Havisou's West Hartley, 17s.

;

Hastings Hartley, 17a.—169 ahips at market.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 26.

The supply of Beasts is shorter than on Monday last. Trade
is active for them, and on the average prices are higher. Tho
number of Sheep is considerably smaller; the demand, how-

Maugersbury, Gloucestei re—10th Jan., at Barrackpoor, ever, is by no means large, and there is scarcely any alteration
Bengal, Louisa Mary, the wife of Lieut.

:
Colonel Stratton, ia urice# Calves are selling about the same as on Thursday.

*> vines received, in spite ot the protests ot the
yn»n: laiiMgeuient, 20,000/. more than, in the
JjMgmeut ot the commitUe, he was entitled to receive.
;ims report states that the amount of money in all

SJ^Ppropnated or wasted would probably be a™bon rling."

IhMtoM^S^? Sutherland died ar Trenthani «-n

latMcaba^ 'thyear. His a was the sou ofthe
^« H^SttKof - ^* i"

lther^d. daughter and heir of
«•* wairtai tai 'tl^L Ue waa t"™ in ^adoa in 1786,
H« «>ooaaa>d hU «Sf ^ daughter of the Earl of Carlisle.

awtber iQ u^> ftoaSS
r
*\

l

J
the dukedom in 1^33, and his

Chriat Choroh <w<21« v
ltles in 1839 - He was educated at

was created n i F 7 CTe he graduated M. A. in 1810, and
itheriaDdshire, id^ }%J

- He wa* lord llt;,ltunant ^
resUned His rr*Z2 ropshirc down to 1845 when he
Ids eJdast nn tff^ii* ^fc^dwl in the title and estates by
aiarrledto l!#J tL

,Stt ° S d
«

born in and
CVS Cromarty ^^ ^Mgatar of John Hay Mackenzie,

M bM in^hc^haiu * ^^ to her mh V*r.

^b^nd^^uTer^X^n^^

S^ange Jocelyn. xnarried toa dau,hT^^i°i°"el .^e

0th Royal Rfcgt , and eldest daughter of John Kingston, Esq.

,

louce^ter G. ens, Hyde Park— 17th ult, at her residence, 8,

Bloaue Street, Harriet, relict of the late Wm. Pristox Lauder,
M.D., F.K.S , and sister to Die late Lieutenant-General
Thomas Dalmer, C.B., Colonel of the 47th Regiment—
18th ult, at Tbe Lodge, East Cowes, Mrs. Auldjo, of Bryanatoo

iUiire, reiiet of the late John Auldjo, 1 , of Mottiugliam
House, Kent, aged 80— l«th ult, at Greenwich, the Rev. Dr.

William Colli i-.r Hmitkers, aged 65—21st ult, at the Vicarage,
Baasingbourtie, Cambridgeshire, the Rev. William Herbkrt
Chapman, M.A., vicar of that parish, only son of the Rev.
William Herbert Chapman, M.A., rector of Balshain, in the
same county, aged 58—loth ult. the Rev. William Marsden,
13. D., vicar of Jficcles, Lancashire, aged 90—21st ult, at the
Rectory, Bridge Casterton, near Stamford, the Rev. Henrv
Atlay, M.A., formerly Fellow of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, and 33 years rector of the parish, aged 75—At Pack-
stone, Dorset, the Rev. Peter wm. Jollikfe, for 70 years
perpetual curate of St. James, Poole, aged 95.

From Germany aud Holland there are 5G0 Beasts, 2200 Sheep,
and 7o Calves ; from Spain, '200 Beasts ; from Scotland, 150 ;

and 1800 from Nortolk and Suffolk.sds
Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 8 — 4
2d quality Beasts 3 S — 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds . . 5 10 to 6

Do. Shorn
Beasts. (JO

;

W #

s
Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn

10 Ewas& 2d quality 4
2 Do. Shorn

Lambs . . .

.

01 Calves .. ..4

d
4

8
— 5
to .

d
S

8—5

8
4

5
5

8
4

Jtflai'ttet*.

Pigs .. . 4
Sheep & Lambs, 14,900; Calves, 85 ; Pigs, 3*0.

Thursday. Feb. 28.

There are a few more Beasts than on Thursday laat. Trade
is slow, but prices are about the same as on Monday. The
supply of Sheep is again small. The choicest descriptions are
readily disposed of. In some instances higher rates are
obtained. Trade for Calves is unaltered. Our foreign supply
consists of 95 Beasts. 150 Sheep, and 07 Calves. Milch
Cows 155.

-*n*ri ...

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, March 1.

The amount of business transacted is iusignificant, as the

;

present high rate of interest has paralysed all departments of

j

the trade ; also the Colonial sales being so near has been a

j
inducement to purcha* to await their commencement
previously to entering on any business of moment.
South-down Hog- s. d. s. d. Leicest. Wethers 1

Best Scots, Here
fords, &c.

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts o

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

4 10 to 5
8

S
4
4

10
2

10 — € 2

Best Long-wools .5 6 — 5 8
Do. Shorn . . . . —
Ewes& 2d quality 4 10 — 5 '2

Do. Shorn .. .. to -.

Lambs . . . . . . — .

.

Calves .. ..4 8— '5 8
.. 4 0—5

beasts. 1065 : Sheep & Lambs. 3200 ; Calves. 128 ; Pigs, 370.

Bets 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces .. \

6
7

6

6

to * .

• •

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

.•mbingMtins
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool . I

5

7
11

6

to

— 1
—
— 1

* m

3
8

a

Colonial Wool Sales.—The March series of Colonial Wool
ales commenced last night. The number of bales expected to
be sold is between 50,000 and tfO.000, M nearly 60,000 had
arrived a week previously, leaving the arrivals of six days more
to come in. The sales will comprise a large proportion of Fort
Plnlhp wool, < ape takunr the next place, and Adelaide and
Sydney in smaller proportions, followed by small quantities of
New Zealand and Van Diemen's Land. The sale last night
went ofl quite as well as could be expected. Good medium
qualities realising about the rates of the last series, and the

POTATOES.—SorjTHWark, Monday, Feb. 25.

the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by
have been moderate, but the quantity on hand and in store is

considerable. Trade remains dull, with little alteration in price.

The following are this day's quotations:—York Flukes. 150s.

to 160s. per ton ; Lincolnshire Regents, 110s. to 120s.; Dunbar
Red SoiL 150s. to ltioa.; North Berwick do. 120s. to 125s.; Fife,

Forfar, and Perth do. , 05s. to 105s. ; Rocks and Reds, 85s. to

lUOs ; French Whites, 60s. to 90s.; Belgian do., 60s. to 80s.;

Dutch do., 60s. to 80s.

MARK LA.NB.—Mohday, Feb. 25.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's
market was small , the best continues to be taken freely at

late prices, and the inferior remains very unsaleable at very
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Red
Bed

a. o.

46—65
50—70
51-72

Red
50—76
40—45
30—36
20—24
26—28 Feed .

.

26—28 Feed .

.

24—28 1 Feed .

.

35—381 Foreign.

a. s.

40—60
54—65

irregular ones. Foreign was in fair demand for the country at

I ully previous rates. Barley is Is. per qr. cheaper. Beans

and Peas are a slow sale, and rather lower. The Oat trade is

very dull, and prices are about the same as last week. Flour

is unaltered in value.
Per Imperial Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk . .White— — fine selected runs., ditto

— — Talavsra— Norfolk— Foreign
Barley, grind, drdist., 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . .Potato— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rte
Rye-meal, foreign
Bxans, Mazagan....23sto44s....Tick
— Pigeon 34s— 56s. . Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple —s to —s Grey I

Maize White

Malting
Malting

.

28—4S
34—42
40—50
33—48
40—42

Flour, best marks delivered . . per sack
2d do ditto

Foreira per barrel 30—35 (Per sack

50-

88-

57
•50

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.

38—40
40—43

20—25
21—24
20—28

•28—48

G

40—50
38—48

38-

40-

50
*.0

Friday. March 1.

Since Monday, with the exception of heavy rain early on
Thursday, the weather has been much finer than at the close

of last and beginning of this week. We regret to hear numerous
complaints of the bad appearance of the young Wheat plant
from many districts, north, east, and south. Little change has
occurred in the Wheat trade during the past week. The best
samples of English have found buyers on previous terms ; but
all inferior in quality or condition continues to be neglected,

and can only be realised by submitting to lower prices.

Foreign has been scarcely so freely taken, and in the northern
markets is again quoted Is. per qr. lower. Barley was a dull

sale, and in most instances obtainable at about Is. per qr.

decline. The value of Oats, Beans, and Peas is little altered ;

but where a change occurred it was in favour of buyers. The
sale of Flour has not improved, and in several of the chief
markets is written down 6d. to Is. per barrel and sack. Here
we observe no alteration. During the past eight days 70 vessels

have been reported arrived off the coast, viz. f 25 Wheat, 22
Maize, 12 Barley. 4 Beans, 2 Flour, 4 Linseed, andl Rapeseed.
The demand for floating cargoes has been limited, and prices
lower. The arrivals of all grain, English and foreign, this

week have been very moderate, of barrel Flour good. This
morning's market was not largely attended. The value of
both English and foreign Wheat remains unaltered from
Monday, and the business doing in the latter is limited, not-
withstanding that the tone of the trade is firm. Spring Corn
of all descriptions is a slow sale at Monday's quotations.

Arrivals from Feb. 25 to March 1.

English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

Wheat
1380 qrs.

5530 „

Barley.

1970 qrs.
mm

>>

5480

Oats. PIotir.

i»

980 qrs.

1230 „

10940 „ { 160^^
2590 sks.

it

Liverpool, Tuesday, Feb. 26.—The Corn market was well
attended this corning. Wheat in rather better demand at
the extreme rates ot Friday. Flour steady. Indian Corn
better ; mixed selling at 3Gs. 9d. to 37s. ; Galatz, 39s. to
99a, 6d. Beans, Oats, and Oatmeal without change.
Friday, March 1.—There was a fair attendance at to-day's

market ; a good business in Wheat at Tuesday's prices. Fine
qualities of Flour more sought after, and & fair business done.
Indian Corn steady. Beans rather easier. Oats and Oatmeal
dull, without change.

Averages

Jan. 19.

.

Feb.
26..

2..— 9..— 16..
— 23..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat.
j
Barley.

57* 3d 405 6d
56 7 40 7
55 6 4C
54 40 8
54 9 38 11
54 39 4

39 1055 4

Oats, j Rve. * Beans.

23* 2rf

23

23
1

3

22 6
23

23

23 9

ZU 9d
35 10
34 3
36 3
35 7
35 5

35 4

41«10rf

42 5

40 8

39 10
40
39 _7

40 9

43
42
44
41

7

7

1

42 8

Fluctuations in the Last Six Week Averages.

57* 3d—
56 7
55 6
54 9
54
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G CLARKE is m want of a ROSE and FRUIT
• FOREMAN. One that has filled a similar situation,

or has been under a good Foreman, will be preferred. A mar-ned Man.—Q. Clarke, 8treatham Place, Brixton H ill, 8.

WANTED, a respectable MAN to Sell to Land-
owners and Country Gentlemen on commission. One

able to push a good trade 'will be liberally treated with. Refer-
ence and security required.--Address, D. B., 55, Russell Street,
City Road, Manchester.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a steady experienced
Hand to take charge of the BUDDING and GRAFTING

of a large Collection of Fruits and Roses, together with aGeneral Collection of Shrubs, &c. Very UbeVaRrageii giVen -
ofi^C 8 ^ a* **** to Z., Garden*?*- Chronicle

WANTED, in a Small Nursery, near London,
-i. j « J

A
i

wel1 a^uatoted with the Business, who under-
stands Budding and Grafting, with the Propagation and
Management of Soft-wooded Plants, one who would be willing
to make himself useful in such capacity. Apply by letter!

™o»g£*?uFVre$ »nd
,
where employed.-A. B. C, Post

Office, East Hill, Wandsworth, Surrey, S. W.

T*TANTED, a GARDENER, a good practical
? Man, who thoroughly understands the business in all

its branches. Another Gardener is kept who has other duties
to perform, therefore it will be required for the Head Gardener
to work as if single-handed. Salary, 25s. per week and house.
rA PPJ.' b| le"*r *>nly. «o Mr. Coopkr, Alpha House, Coburg
Road, Old Kent Road, S.

*

WAHT PLACES.—Letters to be Port Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, mairied, no incum-
brance

; well understands his profeaeion in all its branches.

i° objection to a lew acres of Land, and Wife to look utterK1?- S™ jears* good character—W. B., ft, ?aik Cottage*,
* uric Kood, Hornsey, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single; thoroughly

understands Early and Late Forcing Flower and Kitchen

Gardens.—A. B-, Mr. Cutbush, Highgate Nursery, !N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; has a

thorough knowledge of his profession in every depart-

ment of Gardening.—Head Gardener, Loseley Park, Guild-

ford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 27 ; a Gentleman is

desirous of obtaining a situation for a Young Man In his

Establishment. Has a good practical knowledge of his pro-

fession.—W.S., Tost Omce,JKcehurst,_Sussex.

ARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-

^_^ man —Age 35, married ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches of his profession. Four and a halfyears'good character.

—J. B., Bedford Nursery. Haverstock Hill, N.W.

C^
ARDENEB (Head).—Age 40, single ; thoroughly

X understands his profession in all its branches. Has had

great experience in Early and Late Forcing in his last situa-

tion, and likewise the Management of Land. Four years good

character from his last place.—J. B., Mr. Gravors, Bourne

Hill. Soutngatc, Middlesex.
,

GARDENEB (Head).—Age 33, married, one child;

has had IS years' practice in the profession, where Pines,

Grapes, and other choice fruits, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Flower and Kitchen Gardening has been carried on exten-

sively. An excellent character from the gentleman he is just

leaving.—A. Wkldsmith, 28. Bother Street, Stratford- on-Avon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married, without
incumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of his profession

in all its branches, with good experience of Early and Late

Forcing; also the Management of Flower and Kitchen

Gardens. Good character, and can be highly recommended.—
Wm. Wood fa Son, Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, one child ;

has a thorough practical knowledge of the Forcing of

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Culture and Propagation

of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and the Management of

Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. Is now acting as Fore-

man in a nobleman's garden, where he has been for several

years. Character unexceptionable.— E. B., The Gardens,
Wentworth Castle, Barnsley, Yorkshire.

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENT«-£M£N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married ; has lived

nearly six years as Head Gardener where he has had the
management of extensive Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower
Gardens ; also a great extent of Glass. Has been a successful

Exhibitor at the London, Brighton, Crystal Palace, and
Guildford Horticultural Exhibitions. Can have an excellent

character from his present employer. Wages 7i>l. per year.

—

A. B. C, Messrs. Osborn fa Sons, Nurserymen, Fulharo,

London, S.W

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married; for several

years has had the opportunity of serving in establish-

ments where the Cultivation of Early and Late Flowers, Fruit,

and Vegetables has been carried on to perfection, combined
with first-class order and general management of the esta-

blishment ; also has had some experience in the alteration and
laying out of Grounds. Is anxious to engage where a practical

and energetic man is required. Five years' unexceptionabe
character from his late employer.—G. H., care of Mr. Veitch,
Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

C^
ARDENER (Head, oe Single-Handed).—Age

X 30, single ; has a thorough practical knowledge of every
branch of his profession ; including Early and Late Forcing.

—

H. LAW8QN, 8, Andover Place, Kilburn, N.W.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head) or GARDENER and

BAILIFF.—E. Booth, who is leaving his present situa-
tion at Belmont, East Barnet, in consequence of the death of
his lamented employer, is open for an engagement as above.
Has 10 years' character of the highest order.—Address, as
above, or to Messrs. Cutbush fa Son, Highgate Nurseries,
London, N.

GARDENER (Head), Age 27 : and TWO UNDER
GARDENERS, are open to engagements. The highest

references for ability, sobriety, &c—Josh. Fkekch, Melrose
Hall. Putney, London.

GAUDENEK, in or out of the house.—Age 28>
single ; has a practical knowledge of his profession in its

various departments. Character will bear the strictest in-
quiries.— M. N., Mr. Weeks's Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, N.

GARDENER.— Ajre 33, single; understands Forcing:
Grapes, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. In or out

of the house. Country preferred. Well recommended.—A. B.,
Mr. Williams, Gardener, Portsdown Place, Kilburn, N.W.

GARDENER.—Ae;e 35, single; lias a thorough
practical knowledge of bis profession. No objection

to any part of England. Two years' excellent character, with
other first-rate testimonials and references.—A. Z , Mr. Barnes,
Camden Nursery, Camberwell, 8.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, &c.

GARDENER.—Married, no incumbrance; T. H.
begs to offer Ins services to any nobleman or gen-

tleman in want of a thorough practical Gardener ; 14 years'
Gardener to the Hon. Talbot Agar, and many years to his
Grace the lute Duke of Leeds, at Hornby Castle, York
shire. Is now about to leave his present situation, where he
has been ctwurcd for over three years rearranging the grounds
and gardens, and in the Erection of Horticultural Buildings, &c
Has grown Pines, Grapes, Ac, to the highest perfection
Well known to the most eminent Horticulturists ; character
and testimonials unexceptionable.— Direct to T. Harley The
Gardens, Crunbury Purk , near Winchester, Hants.

'

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22; has a good know-
ledge of Forcing, Propagating and Plant growing in

general. Good character.—A. B., Belmont, East Barnet

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 TwTy^r and a-
half's good character.—J. R., Holly Lodge, Red Hill

Surrey.^ ' '

ARDENER (Unmb), or FOREMAN.—Under-
stauds Early and Late Forcing, also the Management of
and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids and terns. Two vears'Stove

and a half good character.—P. J., Tulae Hill House, JJiixloii
Hil!, S.

ORKING UNDER GARDENER or
LABOURER in a gentleman's Uar.Jen.—Age 2? ' willing

to make himself ytucrally u«ciui. No objection io look attci
Morse sad Cludrtt and small Uarueu. — A. tf.

f l\>j,t Office l'ut-
u-uhuru, Suiix\y.

H

VX Age 40; a good general pff *V
Management of Land Timhi ^ Gro»»"
a Dairy. Nine years'' SdfoS* Sto*
E. S., Messrs^Hendcrsor^rpfr^ a<»%

/^.ARDENE
VJ Aire 40 : t.h

M^W
I

Melons, Peaches, lcVKafe5,
house, and the whole routine of pi^MS
Enfield.

GardenerWbaTli^^
__ his profession in all if* h^.^X'iv>* ms prolession in all its br*™^Woman if required, five years'Toof^tleman he is about to leave - M i***i
Lymiugton. ' ut AtfcjJ

GARDENER A^D~BAlUFFrr^
_...__Jwo c^ildren » youngest 8 years old.*'"

3

applicant.

FOREMAN, wherelVdng^aiiTr
carried on to some extent. Has had

£*

ence in his profession, and can be vf-11 «J!>N
Hoo Gardens, Luton. Beds ' ^^~J
FOREMAN, in a nobleman's or ?ewL_Age 23 ; has lived s,x years at^S
Rodney s ana two and a half at BaaarTflDowager Lady Rodney, Old Alresford Ho3e.it

!

TO NU R SETYM u.i^uttivuAA (general).—Has athow^urU of Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifera, Oratl
Flowering Shrubs. Good character -Wf
Highgate, N.

FOREMAN oe IMPR0VER7bM%
age 21 ; who has been nine years in aW

—A. B., Messrs. Bunyard fc Son. Nurserymen,1

OREMAN, or JOBBING MiHj
thoroughly practical ; understands Bad£

Laying, &c. ; good hand at Roses, and knot!

Wages, II. Is. per week.—S. S., Harris, Station

Road,_Notting Hill, W. _
PROPAGATOR or PROPAGATOR^

—Will be disengaged in a week to any ooem
thorough practical man in either of tbeahmt
References will be found satisfactory.-B.Ti

Street, Hampstead Road, N.W.

KOPAUATOK, or FOKEMA.N ^1
GATOR, expert Grafter.—Age 29 ; se«r*ljaris

experience in some of the leading Londonindww
Alpha, 22, Henry Street East, St. John's Wood, >'

I

TO NURSERYMtJi.
PROPAGATOR, OR FOREMAN up ?l

GATOR. — Has had 12 years'

eight years with Messrs. J. & C. L«e of

Mr. J. Veitch, Jun., Chelsea, from whom
,

monials as to character and ability may be *""*
Mr. J. Veitch, Jun., Royal Exotic Soap, MP
Chelsea, S.W. —
GRAFTING.—A young Mant**«J*M|

stands Out-door Budding and i^**™*"
his' profession, aud can be highly wf^'STlT
employer.—A. B,

J

1
_R^oryJ»laceJ»^

-Age 18; a strongM
I
MPROVEIL—«*v ~ , - * ^

dener. Willing to pay
Sydenham. Kent, S.E.

IMPROVER,
a practical man

;

premium

wfiilUt*Age 18; » strong^

-

a ; would be found itfj*

'.rwothem is Glass aairwamateur or gardener where there ifl G
'f.^Jp

E. T. L. Harris, st^Uw^ftiug^jgJiJg^

TM PKOVKR.-Aged 25 ; who has taAjJ

± experience in plain Flower and UM
wishes for further improvement, offers;*^
Gardener on a nobleman's or gentleman s

i

;

may have the opportunity of grin"* ^m**
of Plant Growing Forcing Ac. Good ^as to moral character. —d^JlV^JL!!:

—

^M
STATE AGENCY, at *±^Z

JLJJ tical Norfolk Farmer, who tbon>u£ ;E
Draining both Marsh and Up^nd.--A^ ,

Draining Dotn marsu ww « r: v,>rfolk.

Solicitor St.
Andrew^Sorwcn^Norio^^

O practical experience of f^^oad-i
England. Would not object to go ^^
Office,_^king^SurreyJ_SJ -r^TvM I

STEWARD ob MAXAGI^J*

O Has a thorough ^^fjia^S-
Breeding. Feeding and a *oodhudge^

Farm produce ;
understands the f^Hc^

Sale of Timber. And the KyperUeun* „)&***
class Testimonials and reference w

jj
TItBgi**

gla-! to answer any inqu.nes.-i»

liurat, near Tunbridge, Kent. _rT^vttJ^
~H\ IJFF^GEN E i:AL MA^^aSB reve^nob,^"^ conversant with everv -'*-"

tc
pniin^

Heavy and Light, reclaiming*»
rf » "JS"

having had the eiUirc Managemt^ p;llt
<t

Would undertake the MMjgJJJJj iBipW^"^
L. M., Clubb & Smith,

Agricultural ^^
Fenchurch Street. E.G^___ T^r^0^jM

TO NOBLEMEN. AND O^JJ
BAILIFF.-

the Breeding
Age 45 ; has n»u ,

g
. ^/and.Mans^ento ^ OJ

rfKiuire
'

13 years' good character, W "
ft-A.

the gentleman he has jast lea. ^^_
Greenwich, S.E. _____——-——T,.n. hi*" * t#
piARM BAIUH^%& 0{ii£<
I? knowledge of Farming, »£t'**e
Buying and & »£,JS^S^S^

r on the Farm and ^J^J^^&
Light and Heavy Land, P^E-cla* ^

fr^^I
and Selling of Produce. &C. *»; Ui^ *** I

tical men.-H. U-,4, An»ptUili r^
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SATURDAY, MARCH 9, im.

S
A M U E L

CARD.
U E L N- M c G E It R O W,
General Horticultural Builder,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool,

permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout

IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.

PRICES per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high:-

Size of

mesh.

2\ inch

2 inch

1| inch

14 inch

Mostly used for

Light.

Japan-
ned.

Hares, Dops, Poultry '*' •?.

(lame Netting 4d.

Small Rabbits, llans.k 4|d.

Smallest Rabbits fid.

(ialvali

bed.

Ahf.

54.

b\d.

7id.

Medium.

Japan- Gnlvun-

ned, ized.

tronj xtra Strong,

Japan- Gmlvmn-

nedL

1

' J.

4*4.

Till.

r>\d.

Ut/.

i/.ed.

Japan
ned.

Galvan
iz«L

HOTHOrsKS FOR THE MILLION. — On the

principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton,

M. P.. combining simplicity, ( ipness, excellence, and dura-

y, being cap.ible of fulfilling, in the most perfect manner,
nil the requirements of Horticulture Lean-to Houses, 80 feet

in "»ength, can be had for less than 17f. Span Hoofs, 30 feet in

length, for 33i. ; and all other dimensions at equally low prices.

free to any Railway Station round London.—Illus-

trated Circulars, with Lists of Prices, can be had on prepaid

application to Samuel Herema.v, 7. PaU Mall East, London.

IMPROVEMENTS IN HEATING, Xc.

/TUSGRAVlvS PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTIOX

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal RjSLwmj Stations and Shipping

Ports in England; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland and Ireland.

Any width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportional I price*.

w Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will

be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18. CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

M
nM JET-

STOVE, for Warming Public Build-
ings, Hall, Shops, Conservatories, Factories,
Drying Rooms, A'C Will burn in Churches
»m Saturday till Sun evening, avoiding
tention during the hours of worship. Iu

Halls will burn day and night for weeks,
with little care. Capable of warming a large

trtmeut f r 24 hoa *t of 3ii. ; and
ring of special attentio j, because of its

. health fulness, durability, and ex-
treme simplicity. This Stove is the nearest
approach to Warming by Hot Water.

MisoRAvr Brother, now make a PORTABLE GREEN-
HOUSE ST] with "vapour chamber" on this principle,
wuich is * simple and economical

i >ns of Warming Conser-
vatories of moderate size with sat. t<> the planl

Thi« is the Stove so favourablv noticed in tl 'iters

ClrpiMc/«of8aturday, December 22, lbtiO, page 1129.

For particulars address Musghavi. Brothers, Ann Street
Iron Works, Belfast.

GARDEN ENGINES AND SYRINGES.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, W

ECK'S PATENT
HOT WATER VALVE

HORIZONTAL VALVE.

4"
A M E S AY ANGLE VALVE.

2" 3" 4"

30s.
OLE A G E N T, 17s. I 23s. 28s.

*J«
598. J. Tv lor k S. .»»' BARROW GAUD E N* E N GIN" E in

Otolin painted °ak tub, fitted with J. Tylor k Sons* Im-
LvTr1 I5raM Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader,
™cn answers the purpose of the separate rose, fan, and jet.

,.
t ,

C-ntksts ok Tl'iv:

—

gJjaMPO* . £6 \ gs gal lons .. £7 11 6
Fig. 599. Ditto T I~N N E I) 1 RON TUB.

8~»?irm« -.o ,
Contents of Tub:—

£1 ft a
1*™»°ns Iff gallons 24 trallons 30 gallons

*• v » £3 6 8 £i 18 £5 7 £0

BKGS to caU auction to U. most-^~£-£«'«„•£ Ei*3-*»" '

'

TO ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.
B.vkV l"e..t v!d™ ha. been submitted to several of the most seieutifie men of the day, and has invariably met with

unqualified approval.
a ukeral DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

CONSFRVATORIES GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, and everv oeseription of HOTHOUSE ereeted on the most improved

pru^ !ando?b'.- Serials, atthe Knve,t p..s,ible ,.rie. eonM.tent with good workman.L.p.

HEATING BY HOT WATER IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
BOILERS OF EVERY APPROVED DKSCBICTIOS, TPBTOAB,

BADULE, CONICAL, M.

JAMES GRAY, Horticultural Works, Danver's Street, Paulton's Square,

Tfintr'c RoflVJ. Chelsea. S.W.

GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SQUARES.
Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many Others.

In. by In.

^ S
iiiViISTE!l1!n *Vni\-f.E, with India-rubber
-^«wiut>e, one rose and jet .. £1 8 each.

20
20
20
20

12

13
14

15

16 oz.

I Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d.

|
Super „ 16«.

oz. Ia. by In. |
1 In. by In. Per 100 feet. 1 Per foot*

6 .. 4 8 .. 6 \ Common 14<i.

IS*. 6J .. 4A 84 . . 64 1 11*. tki.

23*. 7 .. 5 9 .. 7 [
Super. lid.

7i .. 5i 94 ~ 74 ) 12*. Od.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

T«i
Ditto ditto
ch_Pipe for ditto .

.

1 3 6
10

*•

»»

Inches by Inches.

Fig. 610. L*r*e QARDK5 SYRINGE, with one

**» *-u»!iSf
Jet

Tx. 11*. W. each
* f

S?' ? n
C ^tto ditt^ 10 3

.. ««. 8mail rtitto rj «

.. «1 LADIES GARDEN SVRING! with do. 7 6

»•

n

10
104
n
12

8

9

Inches by Inches.

124 .. H
13 .. »

12 -- 10• •

V2K
t

10*

Inches by Inches. Inches by inches.

13

134
14
14*

10

104
10
10A

15
12
124
13

• •

< *

10
11
114
ll

Inches by inches.

134 ..114 *!

14 11

4ths.
3d*.

2ds.
1st-

P. 100 fee-

12*. 6d.
1 4*. id.
18*.

21*. C"1.

P. foot.

r
2*

6U. READ'S SYRINGE, with one rose and je?,' 5 ^

^ortfe
te

UnuS
k
KnU

r

nr°
ngere "* >^B^ ^ ~^r

St^tXadtu^ Manulicturera
'
War^k Lane, Newgate

15
16
17
18
13
14

• •

11
11

11
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
90
22

* *

12
12
12
12

12
IS

10
17
20

SO
22

t • 13

13
13
13
14

14

24
SO
22
24

SO

• # 14

lfi

15
15
16
16

24

20
20

16
17

18

4ths.

3ds.

2ds.

lsU.

13*. 6(/.

16*.

19*. Sd.

24*.

• *

13d.
2

s

M

ITi^T^tit v than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.
If less qu.m KQT ^ U||TOT.ASS tui i^ a«

21 Qz__4th8> ji*!,, 8<f., aud 34d. per foot.

j
„ 8ds, &&., id., aud4i<t per foot.

GLASS
16 oz.~4ths, 13^., 2d., and 2id. per foot.

Sda, 2id., 2'zd., and Zd. per foot.

BARTMTS
GENUINE WHITE LEAD
NTl-CORROSION PAINT m 9 • •

LINSEED-OIL PUTTY

ROUGH
Not accountable for breakage.

32s. 0<i. per cwt.

34

8
»»

LINSEED OIL
BOILED ,,

TURPENTINE
• t

St. 7d. per gall!

3

2 10

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, fcc.
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ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for CONSER-
VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES, &c.

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours;
and capable of forming a variety of designs.
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen- ranges, <fec. Grooved Terro-
metalhc and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability
Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, <fcc!

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their premises as above.

LAWN IM OWERS.
DRAT, TAYLOR and CO. (late Wm. Deat & Co

)

having secured a large stock of every make of theabove machinery, solicit immediate orders to prevent dis-appointment. Green's Boyd's, Whittaker's, and Shank's allon show
;
together with the largest stock of first-class Horti-

C
AJ^I T£°1S m

r
LTd0^ % their New Central Depot, 4,

1*Z*^

lde
v
P^ London^dge, E.C., (removed frornSwanLane). N.B. Every gardener, amateur or otherwise, should

Barlots
AY

'
TaYLOB&Co '

s **» PWent Universal'Garden

J^^^d^ 28
'
CornhiII

> London, E.C.-U Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
?nflnFfT '^S^i the above addless

- CATA-LOGL BSc.
- uningPnce^andTestimonials sent post free.

PRIZE FENCING FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSESONLY >1AXUFACTORY-LIVERPOOL
-piRANCIS MORTON'S Patented Improvements in
-\. w v smtAiNED wire fencing;
T^f S

ave
,

l
2
0n

.

a
+
warded 8ILVm MED A by the principalAgricultural Societies, afford the only means of constructxl apermanent and efficient fence at a greatly reduced cost;

*
Prices fromta

.
to2#. 2d. per yard of Fence.

*

Drawings and full particulars on application to
FRAN-CIS MORTON and CO.,

Sole Manufacturers arid Patentees, Liverpool
London Office : 19, Parliam ent Street, Westminster, W.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
BURGESS anp KEY. 9S. TVW™^ c*..^* ^ r,

PRTZEHOLDERSfoi
Manufactured.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE REAPER

•sagsmss$&r$£'zr*%-
AiiI^2.RASM MOWER, fnr one Horse Price 2-1 10,pOOMBINED REAPERm MOWKR-Two-SSL MrtUn.

pCO flXED REAPER Am MOWER-One Horse Machine,

«-W sSJ^n.
inClUd8 PaCWn(? and *•* »" "V

. , ,
Testimonials.

of t££? CS£fL°£ hiRh
i
y &****« Testimonials in favour

?ollo^ng from
neS baVG been received

> •»»<»** them the

^tboiWe ot v̂
" nS«r f0r

*™L V"***
l "ouM not be1W saved^ 5SP?ett^Tb;

and
J
^ ^^^ that

™*<i it. in fact I have never vi
expense every year I have

Pays itself u shovtatime >'
J U implement which

the best Agricultural Machinery

HORTICULTURAL AGENT AND VALUER.

MB. A. CHANDLER (of tbe late Firm of Chandler
& Sons, 28, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, S., begs to

offer his services as above. Sales of Plants and Nursery Stock
arranged, and Catalogues prepared .

JVOKINS, late Vokins & Httrd, 2, York Place,

• Queen's Elm, Chelsea, S.W., HORTICULTURAL
BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS Manufacturer.

Estimates forwarded.

JOHN TURNER, Horticultural Builder, begs

respectfully to inform the nobility and gentry that he

is now carrying on all the branches connected with Horticul-

tural Works, viz., Conservatory, Greenhouse, Hothouse,
Orchard House, Stoves and Pits on the most improved prin-

ciples of heating and ventilation. Having had many years'

experience in Horticultural Works, J. T. can assure those who
may favour him with their work that the best materials only
will be used. Hot bed frames of all sizes, glazed and painted,

always kept in stock at the Works, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FITTED in every
description of Hothouses, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,

Ac, on the most approved principle by J. Meredith, Vine
Cottage, Oarston, near Liverpool.

N.B. First-class references may be had on application.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Made by Steam Power at

J LEWIS'S Horticultural Works, Stamford
• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a

much better and stronger principle than those manufactured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A flpan-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft. , with two glass ends £
'* and doorscomplete 30

TJo. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. 50
Do. do. 60 ft. by 24 ft. do. do. 90

The price ofany other size forwarded on application to J. Lewis .

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN" TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

#

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, <fcc, combining every improvement with elegance of
design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner.

J. T. <fe Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of
the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES.

Fand G. ROSHER, Cement, Brick, and Tile
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-EDGING
TILES in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red
ware. They present advantages over Box or Grass-edging in
that they afford no harbour for slugs, Ac., take up less room,
and once laid, require no further attention. They may
be had of various patterns at F. & G. R.'s premises ; Ward's
Wharf Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. ; and Kingsland
Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.

r, ^L
B"

T
Sketches of patterns sent by post on application.

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and
Balconies in stock.

PRICES REDUCED.
HJ. MORTON and CO., Galvanised Iron Works,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, and neatest Roofing in use ; also Spouting at 10^d. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and nearest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five hues of the Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2£d. per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 5$d. t 7$d.,
and 9£cL per yard.

Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,
3-inch mesh, id., 5d., and
Id. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS <fe CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS and ROSE STAKES, &c.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from ?.s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS,
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, <fec. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to
an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Laeds.

ARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS,
NORWICH.B

Reduced Prices of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.
Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, Is. per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wire

Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on application.

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARD^ in eon-
sequence of improvements in their machinery for the

manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide .

.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch

ljl-inch.

li-inch
l|-inch
l|-inch

9

ft

strong do.
intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide ..

strong, do.
intermediate, do

Galvanised.
5d. per yd.
6

7

si

10

M
If

»y

99

f

Japanned
Iron.

4d. per yd,

4i
5±
74

4J

6
a

»»

M
»»

»»

tt

»»

f»
extra strong, do. .. _.

, „ „
A!l the above kinds can be made of any width (under S feet,

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices about on«-fifth.
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, %±d. per paid, 8 feet wide,

(ralvamsed Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantrios, 2Jd. per
square foot. Wire Netting of overy mesh from half an inch
6 inches.
Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free to

the principal II illwav Stations.

J
ANT) CO.,

MAX
»*ACrc*a m

****** on Bel
KXfTES

^
SPORTSMAN, ^

Dealers in

Glamorgan |w

Sheffii;

WARNERS' IMPROVED LIQtjtd tOR GENERAL PORTABLE PuJP*
This Pump ig

»L
Warner's Patent Bucket!"
and cannot clog in action, fr
is made of galvanised imH
to corrode, and can be rai42
at pleasure on the stand, 4.

^h
i
oh foW together, and

ned with ease by one man.

Stand andPump, withscrewai
tail piece, fitted with stag
brass union for suction nil

If fitted with barrel i
planished copper

Stand and Pump, with phi
tail piece, for tying on rac-

tionpipe
2-mch India rubber andesfr

vas flexible suction pipe, n
wires, either in 10, \% or U
feet lengths .. ..perfoor

No. 43 is a similar Pump u
above, without stand, butwitin

wrought-iron straps, for

water cart or plank, price 21. 5s.

Every description of Machinery for raising WitK,bm
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fireand'te

Engines, &c.
J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue will beforwiriei^

free on application.
The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Ptoc

in town or country, or of the Patentees and Manu&rfow,

JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London. E.C

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED iff

No. 42.

mSAYNOU and COOKE'S warrant

PRUNING and BUDDING ™m*'£FLfr
Sold by all respecta
the three Kingdoms.

TO RADFORD'S PATENT WASHING —
"ichme mur"**

recommends*!
13

CHUBB'S PATENT SAFES, the most secure a-tinst
Fire and Thieves.

CHUP.P-'S FlttE-PROOF STRONG ROOM DOORS

DOOK LATCHES
ENT DETECTOR L0CK3 «* ' ^UEET

CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOXES.
Illustrated Price List gratis and post freeCHUBB and SON, 57, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E.C.

My experience of yow Machh* -^ $

accounts for its very ei^**

tiou."-Videa Purely-

For Private Families.- ^
Washing, Wrings, ««%
For Family M; *~\

For Hotel, & J.Jg
house, or other w».

Institution.. •• •'

tk>
Full particulars as toTO

utility and ««^jKi
^, invaluable machine free^

Tros. Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps,

and 63, Fieut Street London, E.C.

workg.
QuecnStwe^^lfoncW^

METCALFE, IUNdLFA, and O^g
and Penetrating Tooth Brushes,^^rfj

neres ; and every "^/^"Z^hM Be

,r the Toilet. The Tooth Brush ^^
divisions of the Teeth

andciea

tually-tbe hairs never come loose. *•>
^ tU^

delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet
and5t gp

Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles 2s. ,
3*- <* -^ ^-a*

celebrated Alkaline Tooth *°"d**j!'59*& li

lishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street,

from Holies Street. London,

Smyrna Sponges
Perfumery for

between the

JAMES AND FRED*. HOWARD
S, B E D F

•

BRITANNIA IRON W R K
0B R

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHAMPION PLOUGHS,
H
H
A
O

R R O
R S E

W S,

R A KES,
HORSE
S C A R I F

H0E s

IERS-

S
ALSO

MITH'S

AND OTHER IMPLEMENTS.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

STEAM CULTI VAT
Of winch they have sold more than ONE HUNDRED SETS in upwards of TW*N*X W*
fccctbnd, and Ireland. Catalogues, with fall particulars, and Reports from Purchasers

#m

G

E

J.

T
fafl
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G LASS FOR GREENHOUSES. third time *"<* passed.

ENGLISH CLA IS.

assume
ckllorop the Exchequer proposed a series of Presidency of the United State*. In

1 • . i
*

1^1? „ 5 a,. iL T ^ * 1^4 /• -a- i

11
coalmining SCO feet, at St Ss. per Case.

FOREIGN SHEET CLASS.

ith quality, 300 a., 1/. I9s.9d. ;
Superior, SL Us. W. ;

SL os. i
iperior, 4/. 1*.

GLASS cut to any given sizes not on List.

l«o«.-4ths, 1JJ., 2d., and 2W. per foot

Srds, 21d., 2*d., and 3d. per foot

nV-4ttaa, 2fd., 3d., and 3Ad. per foot

3rds, 3*1, 4d., and 4£d. per foot

CLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

V. 19 in \ 16 oz. 21 oz.

;££ II£1 Common 13..M. .. £1 U.

tab* 14 in [ Superior do 10 .. 13* R 15£ ) BnglUh Glass. ..18 .. 1 9

The above prices mcludo the Boxes.

AMnts for Hartley's Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Usaeed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints

<rf various colours ground ready for use.

MilkPana, Propagating Glasses, and every description ol

Q)am for Horticultural purposes.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

180, Bishopsgate St. Without, London, E.C.
'

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
ofBritifi I inufactureat prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per squire foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

LUts of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT KOU(iiI PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILB8. and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
OLAflte, < \88 MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS.
OWAAU NTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jamks Hktlkv 6 Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gcmlmer*' Chronicle of Marrh 2.
*

IPPKXHALL FIRE BRICK FACTORY, near

Farnham, Surrey.—Manufactory for Fire Bricks, White,

Red, and Black Facing Bricks, Plinth Bricks of various shapes

and colours, • string courses ; ornamental Garden Edgings,

Terra Cotta Chimney Pots, and Vases in great variety ; superior

Teaclated Blue, Black, Red, Buff, and White Paving Tiles, for

churches, entrance halls, Ac. All kinds of Ornamental Ridge
Tiles, Sewage and other Pipes, Bends, and Junctions ; Orna-
mental Garden Border Tiles to any pattern or colour.—Apply
to Mr. E. Whai Manager of the Works Agent for

Geildford. Mr. J so. Moos, Builder.

FOR GARDEN POTS. SEND YOUR ORDERS TO
and W. ADAMS, Kilns, Belle Isle, York Road, N.,
and be promptly attended to. Town and Country supplied.

ERRA GOTTA*—Warranted to stand the most
severe frost. This material is especially fitted for

earden decorations, and for all exposed work, such as
Fountain Basins, Garden Vases and Statues, Balustrades,
racery for Terraces and Parapets, Terminals. Crosses for

Gables, Capitals of Columns, Brackets, Consols, Chimue
Shafts and Pots, and all other work exposed to wet, heat, and
frost — John M. Blashfield, Stamford, Lincolnshire.
Specimens may be seen at 16, Great Marlborough Street,
London, W., and at the Works, Stamford, Lincolnshire. .

Exchequer Bills, the effect of which was to allow

them to be paid out of the Consolidated Fund and

to circulate like a bank note. The proposal met with

general approval, and the resolutions were agreed

to. Mr. Hennessy called attention to the active inter-

ference of Lord John Russell in promoting Pied-

montese policy and to the effect of that policy in

Italy. He condemned the course pursued in Italy

by the Government, and described it as unjust to

Naples and injurious to the interests of this

country. Mr. Layard defended the policy of the

Government, Sir G. Bowvkr opposed it. The

debate was then adjourned. The Parochial

Assessments Bill was referred to a select committee,

ipeech

Legialatt

journey through that State, he said amidst great

cheering that he should endeavour to take the

ground he deemed most just to the North, the

Bast, the West, the South, and the whole country

;

that he should do all that might be in his power to

promote a peaceful settlement of all their diffi-

culties, that the man did not live that was more

devoted to peace, none who would do more to

preserve it ; but it might be necessary to put the

foot down lirmly, and if he did his duty he

was sure that they would sustain him. On the

18th ult. Mr. Jei i erson Davis was inaugurated

President of the Southern Confederacy at Mont-
gomery. In his address on the occasion, he said

auu iuc uutai uutwuiuvuv **w ~—
. j -,- - pOOplC

was read a second time. On Tuesday Mr. A. were that union with the Xurthom state* was

J

ww Iww L \_* C1*1J fcJJ \_ w \J A * * % v ^ ** ^^ w ^^ a4

Mills obtained a select committee on colonial

military expenditure, and Mr. Mackinnon ob-

tained leave to bring in a Bill for establishing

equitable councils of conciliation to Bettle differ-

ences between masters and operatives. Mr. Dod-

soi* moved a resolution to the effect that the

maintenance of any duties upon hops is impolitic,

and that in any remission of taxation or

adjustment of financial burdens provision should

be made for the removal of such duties. The

motion was supported by Sir B. B ridges, Sir J.

Shelley, Lord Pevessi.y, Lord Holm i
- hale, and

Lord H. Vane; opposed by Mr. Bkk-kt, th

Chancellor of the 1a chequer, and Mr. Dis-

kaeli ; and negatived on a division by 202 to 110.

Sir J. Elph instone moved for a Select Com-

mittee to consider the present system of promotion

and retirement in the Tsavy.

opposed by Government, but was carried on a

division by 102 to 97. On Wednesday, the

Officers of Prisons Superannuation Bill was

lost, on the question of the second reading,

by 140 to 60. On the motion for going into

committee on Sir J. Tkelawny's Church Rate

Abolition Bill, Mr. New negate and Mr. Cross

neither practicable nor desirable, and that if neces-

sary they mu*t maintain by final arbitrament of

the sword the position they had assumed.

A telegraphic despatch in anticipation ot ae

Bombay mail of the 12th Feb. states that the

Paper Currency Bill is to be remodelled or aban-

doned altogether. The famine in the North-West

Provinces is assuming a more serious character,

and it is feared that it will exceed anything of

the kind within memory.

Xclli*

rn.uk

In the House of Lords on Friday the Marquis

of Normanby moved for copies of despatches

which had passed between the English, French,

and Sardinian Governments, on the subject of the

recognition of the recent blockade of Gaeta and on

other matters connected with the recent events in

Italy. LordWoDEHOUSE expressed the readiness of

the Government to produce all papers in their

possession, and after a long discussion on Italian

affairs the motion was agreed to. On Monday the

Marquis of Normanby moved for the appointment

of a Select Committee to inquire into the circum-

stances attending the appointment and resigna-

tion of Mr. Turnbull at the Record Office.

The motion was opposed by Government and was

negatived on a division by 41 to 26. The Trade

Marks Bill was read a second time. On Friday
the Admiralty Court Jurisdiction Bill was read a

second time, the Lord Chancellor at the sug-

gestion of Lords Cranworth, Chelmsford, and
Kingsdown, having consented to expunge the
clause abolishing the right of appeal. On Thurs-
day the Statute Law Revision Bill was passed
through committee. On the motion of the Earl of

Camperdown a return was ordered of the gross
net produce of the paper duties for three

yeara up to the latest date at which it could be
***« up, with the yiew of ascertaining whether
Wa

f *Llnore««ng or decreasing duty,
in tne Commonson FridayMr. Childers obtained

t committee

and to report whether anyTmprovements" could be
ejected therein. Admiral Buncombe obtained a
select committee to inquire into the constitution
and duties of the Board of Admiralty, and the
general effect of the system on the navy. Mr.
15utt obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the Tramways (Ireland) Act of last session. The
Iramways (Scotland) Bill was read a second time,
and the Law of Foreign Countries Bill was read a

The Court.—The Queen, Prince ('nsort, and the

Royal family arrived at Buckingham Palace yesterday

afternoon from Osborne. On Sunday morning the

The motion was
|

Queen, Prince Consort, Princess Alice, Princess Helena,

Prinei Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold

attended Divine service at Osborne. The Rev. George

Prothero officiated. On Wedn. y morning the Prince

Consort crossed in the Fairy to Portsmouth, and pro-

ceeded to Chichester for the purpose of visiting the

cathedral. His Royal Highness arrived at Chichester

at 11 o'clock, and was met at the station by the Duke
of Richmond and the Mayor. Proceeding direct to the

MW.VH *r.-, —*.
. cathedral, his Royal Highness was received by the

moved amendments which led to considerable dis- Bishop of Chichester, the Dean, and Mr. Gilbert Scott,

niKMinn hut at the susirestion of Sir J. Pakinoton, the architect. After making a minute inspection of
cussion, but at the su

^
tS"0U U

.

exorcsed I

the ruins, the Prince accompanied the Duke of Rich-
Mr. Henley, and other members, v>ho exprc. sea^^ u; Molcombe> whm/hk n „yid Harness took

luncheon, and afterwards returned to Osborne.

d

transporianon and it* cftUf upon colonisation,

themselves anxious for a compromise, the amend-

ments were ultimately withdrawn, and the Bill

then passed through committee. On Thuisday the

adjourned debate on Italy was resumed, when the

policy of the Government was supported by

Mr. *E. James, Sir R. Peel, the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, and Lord John

Russell ; and opposed by Mr. Maguire.

The debate then terminated, and the House went

into Committee of Supply, and immediately re-

sumed. The Qualification for Offices Bill was

read a third time and passed.

The debate on the Address in the French Senate

terminated on Thursday in the adoption of the

whole Address as proposed by the committee by a

majority of 120 to 3.

the temporal power of the Pope had previously

been negatived by 79 to 61.

A despatch from Turin announces the election

of Signor Ratazzi, as President of the Chamber of

Deputies, by a majority of 219 to 23. The Go-

vernors of Messina and Civitella del Tronto have

refused to surrender, and the Sardinians are now

engaged in the reduction of those fortresses.

A revolutionary movement broke out at Warsaw

on the 25th ult., in which the troops were

assaulted by the Polish citizens ; the troops fired

on the people, killing 6 and wounding a similar

number On Saturday the funeral of tt^UM
was the occasion of a still greater demonstration in

which 100,000 men took part. The troops howeve^

wereconfined to their barracks, so that a collision was

avoided. A committee of public safety, compos

of citizens, has since been formed for the preserva-

tion of order, and the ™^X™ C
! t̂h7^ «* * « . .

an address to the Emperor sol citing t^ " «» £«
{ R n>solution , adopted

™«».. of the Polish constitution, which 1 as
.- . ^^^ d t <_

Ln suspended since 18*1,-i*£^* J^Z^ « F£
minion of the dissenting bodies with the Church,

.vocation was then prorogued to the 14th rnst.

| The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of Lord Palmerston in

Downing Street. Another Council was held on

Wednesday*

Parliamentary Movements.—The majority of Mr.

Leader, the Conservative candidate at the Cork county

election, as given at the official declaration of the poll,

\va 589, the numbers being 6141 to 2S52.—The Hon.

E. F. Leveson Gower has contra dieted the report that

he intended to resign his seat for Bodmin in order to

become a candidate for Sntln rlandshire.—Mr. Torrens

M*Cnllagh, in reply to a requisition, has consented to

become a candidate for the new borough of Chelsea and
Kensington.

Order op the Bath.—The Queen has given orders

,ovvt _^ for the appointment of Major-( ral Sir Patrick

An amendment in favour of Grant,K.< !.§., lat mnrandcr-in-Chiefin China, to be'a

Knight Grand Cross of the Hath ; General Montauban,

Commander-in-Chief of the French Forces in China, to be

a Knight Commander of the Bath ; and of 60 officers of

the army who were engaged in the recent operations in

China to be Companions of the Order.

Lord Lieutenancy.—The Queen has appointed the

Marquis of Huntly to be Lieutenant and Sheriif-

Prineipal of the shire of Aberdeen, in the room of the

late Earl of Aberdeen.

Colonial Appointment.—The Queen has appointed

the Right Hon. Sir John JTonng, Bart.. K.C.B.,

G.C.M.G., to be Governor of New S >uth Wales.

Convocation.—On Friday in th- pf* tfc

pro,. linirsv nttrelj nsistin-n, ly ofthe

receipt ofreports. Int rHou* another discussion

took place on the amor, 1 fot 4 th anon, in

re* „c , .the tin-r text oft! I also on

th. :pediency of agreeing to homed form of

hymn-book. The i
»>" ] by he Upper

House in the Forms ofP r for * S es were

oonsiderea and agreed ith some forth. ;ge-

SonTfor amendment. On Saturday the I pper Hoasa

,. _» —~ fa~*A nnd no I « was transacted.

of n n were

an address to the ^Mrtnu* c^^ :

-

blishment of the Polish constitution which

j j -~nn ift^l and declaring that
I een suspended since 18d 1, and

^ ^
country will never be settled hi* ^<= i r

nationaiitv is recognised.

From the United States we learn that Mr.

m
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Prince Napoleon said that the duty was imposed not only on the
Senators, but also on the high functionaries of the Govern-
TYi/vnt* TIiq fli.nl- £rt**w iMtvn^mnliD r\f 4-Ur* * AA~~~~ * A.1

!J[

ocucAuui»
f uuu aifcw on uitJ iJigu luuuticuianes 01 tne ijfovern-

^ . raent. The first four paragraphs of the Address were then
France.—The debate in the Senate on the Address

agreed to
' J? the

.

sitting
^
>f Tu

f
s% paragraphs 5, 6, and 7

commeiicvd on fl™ 97ft if a v! £ \
Aa

? .
were agreed to. An amendment of Senator Pietri, referring

i°
"™

7
th

.

ulfc" and has excited grtat in - to the annexation of Savoy and Nice, was also adopted.
On the paragraph relating to Syria being read M.
Billault stated that negotiations on the question of the
r»vnlnr» Confirm «-\f rlio ft^nniirioHr.?-* V%.^T?iv*r«» ,.,,.>-« »-« nm^^A

1^3,1*
accidentally fell into the bear^%^
of the 2d inst. Before he w^ *^Zthe clothes from the W»«*flHy which Ye

- ......
**

ards

has presented a note^^3^5
ins: of the conduof. «f +u„ !,. (leraI Connd

.

iiecK. me body was afterward, .
m

** SIhough with great difficu

t

W«8S
ing of the conduct of the noli™

•'Won*;
tempt to save the life JftgSS*^

e opened at Itzehoe'eTw.-E'S
sfcei

sen

w«.^ Mfiuu mi., ttini Jlcio CAUtCU gll'ctl III-

terest on account of the important topics brought under
discussion. The following is an abstract of the debates:— , - AV

~ . ..
The ifirnnu r?o t o™,a,„; v An tt i i

prolongation of the occupation having commenced
infevouro^ ifc ™ impossible to enter into any explanation.

foiSeXpref^ The Co*ference would shortly reassemble, and there was
ItaJv n^tt^ ^f^A^\^e

J
mpena

}
Comm

\sf}
ori
g
r m reason to hope that the mission of pacification would be eon-

was los\ that th^ b? France. 0n the P«**»PA relating to Rome,
oThissD*^ MM - Julcs Favre > Darhnon.

1

PlC;ird, Emil* oilivier

tionwhc^K and Dr' Henon
>

merobera of the Opposition, proposed

of conduct ItifflSl o? ™'n nno
S° determ,?

e
,

tbeir

h

?f
the lowing amendment :-« The hour has come for applying

nlaceon their s^^^^
which she would to Rome the wise principle of the system of non-intervention,

-On Thursday ^^^^ and, by the immediate withdrawal of the French troops, to leave mitted a camm^^T™* um "* Gor^L* !

who spoke ^ yfo^^ Napoleon Italy Inistresg of her own destinies." The discussion of this cJ5 f»f^
^-lon concerning

tfc ?^>
the dfscus.ion Tav7 tn 1 n v J ""'T^ 1 amendment was adjourned to Wednesday, when the Committee

j

Constitution f 1859, and alsn

,

**4>
patoSSSTtheUlfrnV^t^^ 1° ! STSSSS'TW draught Address proposed the follow- -**«- « « '

'
* als

° *
—

Emperor at their head, made the cammimcflh the task
>nS *m

f
ndroenfc, which was agreed to :-" We remember the

of replying to the in^ulUwhichyou^ave hstened to Tne
dceds of

J«
r friend

f
of Solferino and Magenta, and it is there-

Empire represents modern society its mZresSve^tendencies ™nf°
U

-

du
S
y t0 take

,
th
?u
m into ^ns deration." The amend-

ed the liberal principles of1789^ fa
,

vour "f th
<?

temporal power of the Pope
if they rely upon Napoleon III., who will not faH in S'Su^. discussed. ^Senator Casablanca, in the name
mission. Count Heckeren, in recalling the words of theEmperor respecting Gaetn, has'confounded the words « pity'ana sympathy,' the latter being only felt by the Emperor
for the glorious cause <»f Italy and for the allies who have shed
their blood at our sides at Magenta and Solferino. The English
alliance which has been assailed by the Marquis de Laroche-
jacquelin is not with some particular Ministers, but with
the great and liberal English people. It is an alliance withwhich we can defend the great principles of liberty and pro-
gress. The Prince justified the policy of Piedmont in Italy.and maintained that the unity of Italy was favourable toPrance, of whom, he said, she was the natural ally. This

™'J,7d *ly be prevented by an armed occupation whichwould throw the Italians into the arms; of England, who wouldbe in possesion of Sicily before 10,^Frenchmen could haVe

tllfS % A1P?' and ™>uld disgust the country. It was
therefore the true policy of France to favour Italianunity. It was perhaps, a mistake to assist England in

tTh^?w T/'
m n

,
eet afc Sebastopol. He did not think

so himself, but could not deny that there was something in theargument. But those who thought so should not object to theItH / Secondary navy' in Italy, which English

?S?
S™en

M
k
??
W

' -;l
n
i Lord Aberdeen had predicted in

1J49,
would side with France in the event of a great strn^le

ti,!f
U
K k ,T^ ^ra P3thetic words respecting Venice, but said^°^i^™™l^^y^ He fore'saw that

.y-» ,
him uioiiuatcu. oeiiiitur L/aaauiiinca, in tne name

of the majority of the Committee, opposed the amendment,
and requested the members to have confidence in the
Government of the Emperor. He maintained that neither
the Committee nor the Government dreamt of abandoning the
Chief of the Catholic Church. Baron de Bourqueney and theDuke of Padua supported the amendment. Senator Barthe
likewise defended the amendment, and reproached Piedmont
for having followed the advice of England and despised the
counsels of France. M. Barocho opposed the amendment, con-
sidering the draught Address was quite sufficient. He main-
tained that there was nothing to indicate any intention on the
part of the Government of withdrawing the French troops fromHome

;
on the contrary, everything tended to show that theywould remain there. The amendment was then reiected by 79

against 61 votes. In the sitting of Thursday the whole Addresswas agreed to by 120 against 3 votes, after speeches had been
delivered by several Cardinals and other Senators. A Com-
mittee of the Senate was to present the Address to theEmperor yesterday.
Prince Napoleon will embark for Italv in ten days. A
levy of 1000 sailors has been ordered in the district of
Toulon. The Moniteur contains decrees appointing
several Vice-Admirals, Rear-Admirals, and other high
naval functionaries, and announces that Duke Tascher

Italy united" wouiailoo7'dM ?eneral Montauban have been ap-
^ttoned:-«Thediffi^^ It also announces that the interest

v
7 :

mU
"

" UI JLS&y, and also o
F^

relating to the provisional posLVS*

«

following are among the Roval nl, ^
the Estates of Holstein •-.:

J Pr°posak

"The project of a Constitution to h* vmonarchy. The establishment of Z}i valid fr*^
the Upper Chamber to be co^Lsed of^C
f« v life. A revised special ConsthSin *

me**5
a responsible Minister, inde^^Srf^ffl

«2fcpress and of association, ffi lfjn6^Tassociation, habeas corZ r^financial competency for the J^JT^
members. A di«Mni; SL5?1¥*•*»» and iBiijg

f the army of

towards the «^y

members. A distinct position for tif

8
'
and k**il

«***, contribute tw? ^i.Hoi°VotK^

1 he Austmn and Prussian Cabinets haddespatched notes to Copenhagen, regain, iff*lav before the Estat™ nf u^J. .

e<1° <*t "«>lay before the Estates *of S^'eZZrThe notes added that should tl "e«^phed with Federal execution JSThhi'Holstem. Entrland. Vv»r,n« „„a tv . Te *

w^hfenT^ £
theSJ^BT-S ^^e city o7Ko

g
m
n
e;

VnLt £ ^rnsou and a Papal budget, guaranteed by thePowers, his independence would be insured " In conclusion

a^1^Zf e8senfciall^Posed to the union of the temporaland spiritual powers, which would be a subjection of the

orc4rnaT°M,tht
tUrday

K
the

,

diSCUSsion ^continued
™™i ™ )atl6"'

n
who sP°ke i'i defence of the tem-

S?
the

P
Crown £" KT> 2fl «*«"ted the counciHors

v«Jj to
,
state whether the speech of Prince

RilL, ?t°

n
iJ

epre
i

SeUted
,

the views of the Government M
S only nleaS

»*ld
;r"^ Government of the Emperoris only pledged by those who are charged to sneak in

ulteriorconduct i„
r
^difficult a diTlomVirque^on %h°en uTT Z^ WOnl

,

d b" ^calculable, ratber than toSS^S ">^9
.

kr«'«l»Sr^^S ! IfJ.^.JM ™^_ »^ «n«^
. ^ corruption.

independence of' the' Holy F, w l^ZfW tb^ °f '?e
£m»eror has done evervtMnC £i hi.

you
»
bei,eTe that the

inteVeats, say ^dSSoty^Al^L '•? "SS! 1 ' "«*•

willing to abandon
y
the ntere«U « ?

t'h.
howe

T«
r
.

being
insults will affect neither *hl f *v

the
,

C0l,"try- These
Emperor, who will ™^e\i£toT\-n0r the

,
policy of the

interests of France theTndenpfX contl
r
nue ^ *>&»<* the just

the liberty of ^.^^85518212 ^.^ly Father, Ind

y Kills has been raised to 3£, 4, and 4^ per
cent, according to the length of time they have to run.
Lhe Momteur of Tuesday contains a report, addressed
by the Minister of Justice to the Emperor, on the
subject of the affair of M. Mires. The Minister
alludes to the prevalent reports that M. Mires had
known how to procure for himself, by a suspicious
generosity, protectors sufficiently powerful to shield
him from the chastisement of justice; and that the
evil was so general and so greet that the Government,
at the risk of saving the guilty parties, had resolved upon
allowing the affair to drop, in order to avoid scandals, the
results of which would be incalculable, rather than to

Holstem. England, France, and RussiaIt
hat Denmark should lay before thaKftthe draught of the budget for 1861

*
PRUSSiA-The investiture of [he Kin,

,

Order of the Garter took place on WediAWhite Saloon of the Royal Palace. DanWmony the Court did not wear raouniin? tZ
present the Queen, the Princes and him
high military functionaries, the Ministers of Stab
the highest functionaries of the Court. Tbek
Commissioners who had brought the insignia

Order of the Garter to Berlin werecoDrmd
carriage drawn by six horses and in t«o rf*
nages each drawn by two horses to the Bonlfr
where they were received by the Gorernora
Lord Chamberlain. The Marquis of fireask

addressed a few words to the King in English, «bsk

the object of his mission, alter which the inrafe

took place. According to reliable information Pram

has proposed a compromise on the afiin or
<

tending to the prolongation of the French cwusfc

until June.

Austria.—The new Constitution in atf pm
satisfaction to the Viennese or the Hwpmv, ta

the official telegrams from Prague, Brian, Twsj^aa,

and Gratz, state that it hae hppn hmn% nmwi

These assertions," says the Minister, « involve honourand justice in such a manner that I believe it necessary^VSS^ hv the Bohemia, M-*. «^M
are amenable to the severity of the penal law." TheMimater recalls the words of the Emperor, who at theoutse of this affair ordered that justice should investgate the matter resolutely and without attention toany personal considerations:-'* Justice will be carriedout with a care and patience which will not be baffledby any obstacles. Nothing will escape the investi-
gation of lustice. and if n^f-o™, * L i ...

iihb received instructions to regard m we \wnm
on the affairs of Syria the territorial rights of*

Porte as the principal point of Austrian p<
-3*

ence to that question, but at the same time to lain

Cardinal no 2.
y ratner

»
and vy any obstacles. Not

saaBsaraS^ ****** »? «p**^
tbe independence of the Pone JcFZ*

concinues to P^tect ™e accusations which party spirit has raised, and which
temporal power." >f . BaSche r "n ied thT^r

°

Ce °f his
I ? n Pf Pn?ated by malignity and want of reflection do notS-^?s^fe^awa,

3as.
,ts3«3

1
#.---, -r^

pressed his regret that in tiTLJ »f.
M

,

arqills de Boissy ex-
lAsrhrir '*" u T> ' "

made of thenlv^ whth would"^^T8 n° mention w<«
war with England whi^h hi T^L?Uch

J?
reat service in a

received with expressions of dL.r/^: This remark w»s I M^^IZ"?" "• ""« «««»e»oia oi tlie present Empress,
Boissy maintained^tS^b^^/^^Jhe Marquis de 2^ ™ f"™

0n ?™«*J- General Chrzanowski, On" o
been exaggerated, and declared that a. tiSf ™° .

alha,1 ce had the most eminent of the Polish refugees, has also inst^.^^^^^^-^^^l^ ^ [I
*** He -ved

«? the lrSch
a

Irm^io
U

m
submission

1

to Sc^l)ngl sh » and^?,^ ?
ng

i
and

' "«* * IT, •

campaign in Russia, in which he was taken
Persigny for baring- harangued «' a d™^"1 the

,
C°Unt de *r 80ner

*
in 1828-9 he took part in the Russian r,m

1^^^^^:^^ men ^aTntt
e

?r
ge<l l\the ins,lrrectio« of his country.Government had Mfjo«^ ;A, "°?r<

r
onsi,:ie^tion; and that thA men against Russia: af forwarda he served in T k

e then entered the Sardinian
General, but after the battle

eld a command, he retired and

7IWh*f ,i« i tV •
»'<"""». general uountlascher de a Pagene, one of the last surviving

GrTnd^ 1^"^ °f the EmPre88 Joaephine, adGrand Master of the Householdof the present Empressdied in Pans on Sunday. General Chrzanowski, Te ofthe most Pminonf ,.*• »k. 1VIU. -•.. , '. .

OI

for having attended a public dinn^ ?,f
nded ^^ Al«bassado-r

customs of a great nation ^ U accordance with the
jnsult ^^^J^^ ê%^^^ 'h9 8e»^to

e

themselves. He blamed thedSnf e",by respecting
the alliance of France and Pn«/i«fF ,!?

r with E»gl*nd., 4
the best security for^^rtv5^7^ ,0nfi: contiuue * be
3Iarquis de Bois.sy slid he^had no .nH

10^!8 °f Peace " Tfae
nor to its banquets, for he oft^n i

ntl^athy Awards England
Englishman; but he had al^«

dmed at tfae house of an
animosity,Mi^t^^^^^"^ to keep up
advantage to the dynity » ttou^h h

I

A
ad

k
w
J

>,

i
d *» of ««at

Emperor having said that Lnf, g
,

he
„.
had heard of the

would be ^t^r^iV^l^^^^th England
tradiction the President caUed\ ^^.^outaot con-
M. Dupin directed attention to th«rl .

?°1S8y to order-

and congratulated the country that fESf*"1** B
?
Rnd»to

.

the case of M. Mires penetrated S^?hi^mpoPor wou,d hav«
endeavoured to justnV his nS^? \

b° t
.

t0m
' Co,,nt « ir«eon

to. M. Hiii.Au J-. ",y ni
.

8 Participation In the affairs referred

w..»-^ vv* uuuu qucBtlUII, UUb at one aauiv "-- •-

entirely to the Western Powers to come tout*

standing on the question of the prolong^"**

occupation of Syria.

Hungary.—The Municipality of Pesth las >

deputation to the Tavernicus to request tbe re»

the Imperial police. The Judicial ConleflfiJ

resolved upon re-establishing the District*

of Justice. An Imperial autograph letter

*J
the assembling of a Servian National tcf

Karlowitz, under the Presidency of tbePJ

Itajachieh, before the opening of the Hung*

The Congress is to be composed of Stmtff

only.

Croatia.- An Imperial autograph letter^

to the Ban of Croatia, sanctions the re-e«taw«"£

theelectoial law of 18i« in that province,jr
however, the military frontier. The we l ^
on the question of the annexation ofDalmaW

RU88IA.-The sittings of the Council oT»
,

in reference to the question ot.the PJJ
approaching their termination. It 1S ,^
emancipation of the serfs will be procw *
Lent (old style). The Patrie and tne rj^
the Czar will elaborate a project ot con ^

emancip*

7 UJStlU—

"

of the battle

1831, ^^

pnssed the rest of his life in Paris.

against the partition of
P
Bo«rb^^ hi« a^Victerimmannel, aa Well as against the tranafer"Tthe P„naCTto Jerusalem. In the sitting of the Senate on TneKthe Government announced that they had reWlved on

cr^^^aSnA™t%l^ . ThMe "Umb- to ceTeb^The day/and -« {Jfc
vessels, in order tc^ prevent^L ff""V"! En

»flish 8t the appearance of the Polish ft* »
,

Ministry took the^5 to repelThe ^^ «""' ^^ »"« *"*^^ "^ *

re8ijrnationsf«i Hia ir;.^« „«,iu„.i„_. .-"utrea lneir

Russia aa soon as the question ot the

be resolved.
f/x»f**'

,Poland.~A revolutionary ^^rfft^
Warsaw on the anniversary

fought on
Russians and

the 25th of February, 1&,

d the Poles. The people«^
_i..K.„.. u^ duv «nd were «re»Jf

entirely unarmed," and everything wouhj ^ ^

off quietly if they had not been i
' ^K

gendarmes and cavalry. The troops h«« ^j
killing six and wounding a similar ninn» ^ rf

|J
sinp<» honn ^« « D * rfKi;cK*>d. and m lD

\ .^ «n

res.gnations to the King, and had respertfuIvrl T,
>>/» Majesty to form a new Cabinet

P
'r 1 ^^""r^that he u < M1 ld consider what the interest

, ofZVPl^demanded, nn<l in the meanwlnle ha8 nr »7prorogued the Chamber. * **"*»&&

oisiuroancea taking place, »
\\t vt^'^Lm

proclaimed. The town on Friday l^.^^
gloomy Hspect, and everybody was ^
The funeral of those who fell m ^a*
turbances took pl;u««m Saturday. ^
great popular manifestation, at w

rli
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rreaent in deep raoorniner, but no collision ' Cialdini has replied that for every inhabitant of the mad
all the troops and police were confined to city who might be killed or wounded by the bombard

-

Iimt barracks. Prince Gortsehakoff, the Governor, in a ment he would order an officer of the gfurrim ofthe

lanwtinn has reminded the citizens of the justice citadel to be shot. He has also notified to Gener

^hirh Rosbs has accorded to them for 30 years, and has

Slriren twnquillising assurances to a deputation from

STLrieoltural Society, which had voted unanimously,

the 24th ult„ in presence of M. Moukanhoff,

wLkter of the Interior, and in opposition to the pro-

•mme of the Government, a resolution tending to

itnte owners f the soil those peasants whom the

1 project wishes to maintain simply as farmers.

Fergola that he does not consider him as a

general, but as a rebel against King Victor
Emmanuel. According to despatches from General
Cialdini, this resistance of General Fergola arise-

from orders received by the latter from Francis II.

Turkey.—Serious di nsions prevail in the Ministry.

An altercation has taken place between the Grand
Vizier and the Kanudan Pasha on financial matters.

at Y\ eshiDgtoa for troops to assist in suppressr
hostilities.

.Mexico.—Advices from Monter Mexico, anuoun
that Mejia had entered the town of

:

iverde with 2«

men. butchered 200 men, and burnt the town.

$}<wltanum.

postponed. An answer has been delivered to the
Russian note relative to the Grand Vizier's mission.

Cape of Good Hope.— Sir George Grey continued

on the frontier. His Excellency may go to Natal, ami

of the

*m*1831. The address says :—

-Tfc« Ute events have not been caused by one portion of the

y-., but »re the deepest and most unanimous cx-

of tbe unsatisfied wants of the country, and the result

ti m*ov rear* of suffering. The want of legal organs compels

m tomakeiacrifices in order to obtain a hearing. In the soul ' possibly to the Zambesi. He was expi d at Port

rftvaryona of us there livesla strong and unalterable national Ki, Zrt }, cr.h on the 15th January. The Separation

movement is less popular. The Bishop of St. Helena,

after assisting at the consecration of Archdeacon
Mackenzie as Missionary liishop for Central Africa, took

passage in the Norman from Cape Town to St. Helena.

The site of the railway terminus in Cape Town is fixed.

Mr. Hawkshaw's decision that there shall be an upper

stratum of heavy ballast on the line has given great

satisfaction. On the Table Hay Harbour works 12,O0OZ.

has been expended in nine months. A sea wall is con-

structing at Simon's Bay, under the direction of the

Admiralty.

India.—A telegram from Bombay of Feb. 12 states

that the famine in the North-West Provinces is as-

suming a more serious character. The failure of tl

Spring crops appears to be certain. The inhabitants

of Catch and Travancore are also stnrving. It is feared

that the famine will exceed anything of the kind within

memory. Singular frauds have been detected in the

Electric Telegraph -office. The Paper Currency Bill is

to be remodelled or abandoned altogether. The tariff

on piece goods and yarn is to be reduced. The Inam
Commission is breaking up.

United States.—President Lincoln has made his

entry into Washington after having visited New York,

Philadelphia, and other important cities. He had been

warmly welcomed everywhere during his journey. At
Columbus in Ohio he made a speech in which he said

that all that was wanted ill time, patience, and

reliance on God. At New York he said he wished he

could bring as good a head as heart to the work, and

expressed his devotion to the Union. At Philadelphia

he expressed his hope that it would never become the

duty of the State troops to shed fraternal blood, and

said that if so painful a r dt should in any wise be

brought about, it should be through no fault of his.

At Trenton, in New Jersey, he said :

—

" T shall endeavour to take the ground I deem most just to

the North, the East, the West, the - nth. and the whole

country. I take it, I hope, in good temper ; certainly no
roalice'towards any section. I shall do all that may be in my
power to promote a peaceful settlement of all our difficulties.

The man does not live that is more devoted to peace than I am.

None who would do more to preserve it, bat it n be

necessary to put the foot down firmly. (Eeie the audience

broke out in cheers so long and loud, that, for some moments it

was impossible to hear Mr. Lincoln's voice.) He continued—

And if I do my duty and do right you will sustain me, will you

not '.' (Loud cries of ' Yes, yes ; we will.') deceived as I am
bv the memb ! a legislature, the majorit f whom do not

The country will never attain its development if

pics of nationality do not meet with valid recogni-

The country appeal- to the Emperor's love of justice."

Thifaddreai has already been signed by 60,000 persons,

tod ii is mid that it will be presented by Prince

Gortechftknff in person. The Emperor has summoned

\l. Karnieki, the Secretary of State, to St. Peters-

burg, in order to be fully informed as to the

real state of affairs. It is 'generally believed that

the pol of the Government in regard to the re-

organisation of the nationality will undergo a complete

hange, and that a brother of tbe Emperor will shortly

bate St Petersburg for Warsaw. Prince Gortsehakoff

huapnointed a delegation of 24 citizens, eight of whom
•re alternately to sit at the Town-hall, for the purpose of

arranging measures for the maintenance of public order.

This appointment has produced a satisfactory impres-

lion, and it is hoped that order will not again be

disturbed. The revolutionary party is small, the

people being convinced that any rising not supported

by foreign intervention would have no result. The
garrison of Warsaw is increased nightly by other troops.

The Russian General Zabalkof, who gave the order to

tire upon the people, has been brought before a

court-martial. The Minister of Police, M. von Trepow,
who was wounded in the disturbance, has been dis-

missed. All Polish noblemen holding offices throughout
the kingdom of Poland have tendered their resigna-
4
ions, and their example has been followed by all the
Poles in the Russian service.

The CarcAsrs.—A communication from St. Peters-
ire- states that notwithstanding the capture of

nyl, and the consequent pacification of the
Caucasus, as announced by Prince Bariatinsky, several
of tbe tribes tinder two resolute leaders are still

opposing the Russian forces, and much yet remains to
he done before the long campaign against the moun-
taineers will be at an end.

Italy.—Accounts from Naples state that on Friday
morning Prince Carignan paid a visit to Admiral
Moody on board the Hannibal, and was received with
great honour, all the Bhipa of the English fleet firing

royal salutes. The Neapolitan nobles who had fled

the country were returning every day. The Mint
«id some other former Royal establishments had been
•oppressed. Placards secretly printed, demanding the
focal self-government of Naples, were much circulated.

Tranquility had not, however, been disturbed. The
bombardment of Civitclla del Tronto commenced on
*S 28th ult, the commander having refused to surrender
in accordance with the King's convention for the
Jjrrer.der of Gaeta. Despatches from Rome state that
Francis II. and his Queen were making preparations

r departure to Bavaria. They were selling their
^"riages, and had dismissed their suite, composed of

JW persons, and also Prince Bisignano, the Grand
laraberlain. Prinr Petrulla, ambassador of the ex-

K 'ngat the Court of Vienna, had left for Rome with
an autograph letter from the Emperor of Austria, in-
Jtting the King to go to Vienna. An Austrian frigate
had been placed at his disposal for that purpose.
General Boaco was about to proceed to Spain. Popular
political manifestations were continually taking place

|

JL
Komc

« Placards have iin been posted up bearing
We words, -Long live Vi.-tor Emmanuel!" A fresh
£jnonst 10n bv the 8tn(lents of the Uri iVGrsH v had

_^n I 20 of their number had been expelled.

thnJT nV1 th " kman Rail wave were to be con-

EJheVn d^SSfKA "ext b*tf-y*»* payments

the

HOUSE OP LORDS.
Friday.—Italia* .{fair*.—The Marquis of Norman bt in n

ingan address for copies of despatches on Italian affairs

at peat length into the circumstances of 1

1

:ide

MM of the transfer of the fortress to the King
bitterly den-'iu

I the conduct of Italian statesmen. fa\

by the countenance of the liritish G run here
been throughout a istant abuse of high sounding tern
while, in feet, the Neapolitan iy and n.v bad sold
allegiance for a conaiderahlc s"m. II no *:i

sympathy for Italian liberty, but it was the libeii

past, not the spurioo* liberty of the present. Hedsooun.
the dkreganl of treaties an. I gross I

petrated under the oe of a regard for oat
ird ^ bhousi said thai a < -barge had U

brought against the Government by tbe nobl< p
very fill o sj nnl h«> was therefor© st a )"»>

answer it. As for tbe pa] he d« mded, th< mlj '

granted bf th* Bs inlan uncut, i were out
owcr of her Majesty's Minister*- Id judging tbe c

of the King of Hardin i a towards Naples, thee nuet look, no*.

to the individual case, but to general principles. He dented
that the British Government had attempted to infln >*»

Italian policy. Tluir uniform syr n had n t leave, * j

l tali to themselves.—The Earl of M plain i

that, in the paj I hitherto produced on the Italian quest

the moat important parts bad been omitted. He reprobated
the policy of Sardinia, which bad from tbe first shown her
designs of ambition and annexation. - L<«rd Lulkovi r, having
recently visited Italy, related various facts which had fallen

under his own observation, and which showed that the
Neapolitan population were well satisfied with the new ordc:r

of things.—Lord Normandy having briefly replied, the subject
dropped.
Monday—The Trade Marks Bill on the motion <«f the Loan

Chancellor was read a second time. Com of Mr. Tun 11.—
The Marquis of Normanry moved that a select committee be
appointed to inquire into the circumstances attending the
appointment and resignation of Mr. Turnbull in the Record
Office. That resignation, he said, had been brought about by
the direct intern s of tbe Master of the Rolls, acting und< r

the influence of letter from Lord Palmerston. Heentered at

length into the circumstances of the case, protesting again-t
the principles adopted by the Government, which made
religious opinions a bar to efficient public service.—The Karl

of ^iiaftf.sbury said th:it the secretary of the Protestant
Alliance had received formal notice that he would be pros- « uted
fbr site libel on Mr. Turnbull. As the matter would thus
come before the courts ol law its discussion in Parliament
would be highly inconvenient. At the same time he felt

bound to vindicate himself pen illy from the charge ol

improper interference brought against him. He denied that,

the objection to Mr. Turnbull aTose solely from his

religious opinions, but he was liable to bo carried away by tbe
warmth of his temperament, which rendered him incapable ot

taking an impartial view of the documents under his charge

—

documents referring to a most important epoch in liritish

history. It was as absurd to placu such a man in such a
position as it would be to make himself (Lord Shaftesbury; an
inspector of Roman Catholic schools or a reporter on ne-

dictine m> stei . He supported these 2rtions by reading
various passages from Mr. Turn bull's writings. He did no
charge .Mr. Turnbull with dishonesty, but with the absence of

that impartiality which should at id such a position.— Earl
Gran vi i said t I Mr. Turnbull had done his work well,

and his resignation was contrary to the advice of Ins lriends.

But, having resigned, it became a question as to his fitness

for the office, and it wee this view of the case that Lord
Palmerston had taken when he determined to accept the
resignation. There was nothing in the conduct of Lord
Palmerston which could in any way hurt the feelings of Roman
Catholics.—The Earl ofDKBSY said that he knew nothing of the

use except that Mr. Turnbull. in the I uage otan Irish news-
paper, had renounced the errors of Protcstan* 0, and enibr; 1

those ot Oatl -ism. The real point at ic was whether an
underhand plot had been Formed against Mr. Turnbull in

which lie had not received the support he hod a right to expect
from the (i-vernm . As far as his inf on went, Mr.
Turnbull had discharged his du'i's with probity and ability,

and it * equally itrary to justice and policy that su< h a
man shon'd be whispered out of his office.—The Marquis of
Lanrdowni; expressed his full belief that Mr. Turnbull was in

v respect competent for the performance of the duties

which he was required to fulfil in the Record Office. The only
mistake he had committed was in sending in his resignation,

lhe Government were however not responsible eith- >r his

appointment or retirement, and he did not believe that any
benefit would be derived from the ii quin .f the pr k!

committee.—After some remarks from Lord Grey, the a

divided, when the numbers were—Contents, i'6 ; non-contents,

41. The motion was accordingly negatived by a majority

ofl5 - ™ ,
Tuesday.— THrorc* Court*. — The J.otu> Chancellor gavi

iv iat on Monday he should move for a select commits e

Tee with me in political sentiments, I trust that I may have

their mice in piloting the ship of state through th

voyage, surrounded an it is by perils; 'or if it should suffer

tack now, there will be no pilot ever needed for another

voyage."

Mr. .leflerson Davis was inaugurated as President of

tbe Southern Confederacy al Uabama on the 18th nit

The spectacle if described :ia tbe grandest ever wit-

in (]' in the & nth. Tbe ioaogtirai address of Presi-

dent Dav »ys!

—

"The jodgmen' and the will of the people ar*, that union

with the Northern h is neither practicable nor desirable.

If necessarv, we must maintain by nnal arbitrament ot the

sword the position we have assumed among the nations of the

earth.

"

The Southern Congress bad declared tbe navigation of

the Mississippi <ree. At Mobile and Charleston salutes

of TOO friins were fired on tbe 18th nit., in honour ol __or iwpumwee meu.

«-:«- l.., —The Lord CHANCELLOR moved the second reading of the
Mr..Davis. Arkansas had declared tor tbe Uliumbj ^"l^ty Court Jv.ri tion JW, the object of which wae to

an overwhelming majority. The Missouri election
{ eu i iirpe Mich jurisdiction. At present, whil. e cases were

>ur of the Union can-
j an extreme importance, the jx-wer of tin irt was

The difficulties, circumscribed ; and he pro^scd to t nd it to *H shipowners
ineoimciuiieai w jm ,n Jt ]ikewi80 eropo.

tourt to grant salvage for life a« well »
onlv irranted at cert listaoces tram tbe I •Jo ed

anneal to the Judicial mn ee er in m *w.—

I iTcRAVi I

j., mat « v

w -The » Cha- !
h <

onandexj .at g away the nRh

"
th. .dt theRi «as rat Pans had

,mtfl

to inquire into the law respecting the parties who have the
' neht to sue for divorce in the courts of -land and Scotland.

would probably result in favour

didates bv a majority of 5000 votes,

between Ueoreia'and New York were II n 1.
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hould be made out for the last three years.—The Earl of

Camperdown assented, and the motion as amended was
agreed to.

Friday. —Metropolitan Labourers.—The Earl of Derby said

that he intended to move on Monday that it should be made a

special instruction to the railway committees that they should

report particularly on the effect which the schemes brought
before them would have in displacing the labourers of the

metropolis. The Qualification for Offices Bill was brought up
from the Commons and read a first time. The Trade Marks Bill

passed through committee. The Statute Law Revision Bill was
read a third time and passed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—State of China.—In answer to Mr. White, Lord

J. Russell said that no authentic information of the
occupation of Woosing by the rebels had been received by the
Government. It bad been our constant policy to observe a
strict neutrality between the insurgents and the Imperial
Government.—In reply to Mr. Fenwick, Mr. M. Gibson said

that early next week he hoped to introduce a Bill on the
subject of Passing Tolls. Colliery Accidents.—Mr. Dillwyn
called attention to the frequent recurrence and magnitude of
colliery accidents, and to the importance of the fittest persons
being on all occasions selected as colliery inspectors. He bad
reason to believe that many of the appointments were carried
by favouritism, an instance of which had lately occurred in
the appointment of an inspector for South Staffordshire.

—

Sir G Lewis said that Mr. Baker, the new colliery inspector
of South Staffordshire, had been recommended by the Lord-
Lieutenant of the county, and was, he believed, a fit and prac-
tical person, though not a scientific or literary man. Income
Tax Collections.—Sir Minto Farquhar asked the Chancellor of

the Exchequer whether he was aware that a document headed
"Immediate payment required," calling for payment of the
Assessed, Property and Income-taxes, due at Christmas last,

and suggesting the discharge in advance of taxes due on the
20th March, had been issued in certain districts in London.

—

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Government
were not responsible for the document in question, which was
issued by the local author ties. But che request for the
January payment was undoubtedly made under the authority
of the revenue department, warranted by the Act of Parliament
of last year. As for the request of payment in advance, he dis-
claimed all responsibility in such a demand, which would un-
doubtedly create great confusion in our financial arrangements.
It was entirely the act of the local authorities, and he greatly
regretted it. Thames Embankment.—Mr. Bentinck asked for
information respecting the Commission for the Embankment
of the Thames, and asked if it was to be paid out of the public
revenue.—Mr. Cowper said that the Commission arose out of
the recommendation of the committee of last year for the em-
bankment of the Thames, and ttat the members would render
their services gratuitously.—Mr. Ayrton objected to the Com-
mission as useless, and all the worse for being unpaid, as its

reports would thus be deprived of all responsibility.—Mr.
Childers moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the
present system of Transportation, its utility, economy, and
effect upbn colonisation, and to report whether #any
improvement could be effected therein.—Sir G. Lewis
assented to the motion, admitting that our system of
secondary punishment did not on the whole work in
the most satisfactory manner.—After some remarks from
Mr. Hope and Mr. Blake, the motion was agreed to.—Admiral
Dun"' Ae moved for the appointment of a Select Committee
to inquire into the constitution ot the Board of Admiralty, the
various duties devolving thereon ; and the general effect of such
system on the navy. He disclaimed any intention of assigning
blame to parties or individuals, but regarded the existing
system of the Admiralty as a cumbrous and clumsy machine,
which the inquiries, conducted by an intelligent committee,
might, he believed, amend.—Admiral Walcott seconded the
motion.— Lord C. Paget said that the present Board of Ad-
miralty had always courted investigation, and the pre-
sent motion was brought forward not only with their
concurrence, but to some extent, at their special instance.—
Sir J. Pakinqton considered that the principal point of inquiry
by the proposed committee, should relate to the very unsatis-
factory position of the First Lord as the head of the Board, and
he hoped the Government > could be careful In the constitution
of the committee.—Sir F. Baring expected little benefit from
the committee, and contended that in many cases the
Admiralty had been unjustly and ignorantly assailed.—Mr.
Henley said that the inquiry would show whether the evils
complained of arose from the want of power in the department,
or of concert in the different parts of the system, or from
faults in the constitution of the Board of Admiralty. If this
should be the result, it would be for the Government
to propose a remedy. — Mr. BCKTIKCK hoped that the
Committee would not comprise any ex- First Lords —Sir CWood did not anticipate that the Committee would find
any great change necessary in the constitution of the Board —
Mr. Disraeli was glad that this Committee was to be ap-
pointed, but he did not apprehend that the result would beany great alteration in the Hoard of Admiralty. He should
be sorry if they recommended the head of the Board should be
a naval officer

; the next step would be to take the chief of
that great department out of the House. The motion Was then
agreed to.-On the motion of Mr. White a return of all persons
receiving Salary, Prions, and Grants of public money to anamount exceeding 150i was ordered, after some objections bythe Chancellor of the KxcHEQUER.-Mr. Burr obtained leave tobring m a Bill to amend the Tramways (Ireland) Act( 8o0)Hie Tramways (S l) Bill whs read a second time. The la*
/ Forevjn Lou i BUI was read a third time and passedVosDXY.-Pa^port* in Belgium.-ln reply to Mr T Dttvcombe, Lord J. Russell stated that the Belgian Governmenthad consented to give up passports in the cW ofSepassing through the territory, but they would h* voS^Zafrom those who intended to remain in tTe™"

:»'proofsof nationality Japan—In reply to Mr. Warner/Lo^ Palmerstov said that a part of the British squadron hadI been sentto Japan not with any hostile purpose, but fo?thVp?otec«o„of Bntish interests Exchequer Bills.-The Chancellor of theExchequer moved the following resolutions :-That theprincipal moneys of Exchequer Bills issued „„h« «„?L-.-?f
of
upon

issued under authorityParliaments together with the interest, shall be charged
|D and paid out of the Consolidated Fund. That ?h.interest on such Bills shall bo payable half-vearlv h/™,™

at the Bank of England. Tha? a'n oprion Ih^t'^enTlneexpiration of each 12 months to the holders to be pai iprincipal, such principal to be paid at rho t&, i *
England; that all Bills not so

1

paidt off shS h*£currency for the next 12 months ; and tha wtenany Exchequer Bills shall be paid' off, or received}^t 'M
r
*he CommiMionerB of her Majesty's Treasury mayissue the like amount of Exchequer Bills to replace the UlU soad. He pointed our the inconveniences of the.m£ent s^teraunder which Exchequer Bills were only pcrmi . o be pa iout ot sums directly voted for the *tmy, navy, or civu *er£oCThe system also injured the public in in checkinjthocirculation of the bills. To meet this he proved to do awaywab the necessity of renewing Exchequer Bills veariv aniT to

fulVold^K
6 fixed *"d F™""* character o?rbank n̂ t

then agreed to, and leave was given to introduce a Bill founded

upon them. State of Italy.—On the motion that the House go

into committee of supply, Mr. Hennessy called attention to

the active interference ofher Majesty's Foreign Secretary in pro-

moting Piedmontese policy, and its effects. Adverting to the

former conduct ofLord John Russell, whom he charged with a

terror of Austria and a morbid desire for interfering in Italy, he

accused the noble lord of continuing in the same unhappy

course, still truckling to Austria and imprudently interfering

in Italy. He entered at length into the proceedings of Pied-

mont, all of which* both politically and financially, were

adverse to good government, and warmly reprobated the

policy of the British Government in aiding and encouraging

those proceedings. He detailed at considerable length the

injurious fiscal effects of the alteration of duties and other

measures adopted by Sardinia since the annexation. The injury

reacted upon British commerce, and yet more on that of other

nations. He went through the despatches of Lord John
Russell to prove that he had not left the Italians to themselves

as he had so often professed, but was guilty of direct acts of

intervention. — Mr. Layard was convinced that the policy

adopted by the Government was in accordance with the almost

universal bias of public opinion among the Italians, and
accorded with the honour, interest, and dignity of England.
There was throughout Italy an unanimous desire for the abro-

gation of the temporal Government of the Pope, respecting
which he gave various details to show the tyranny, ignorance,
and barbarism which characterised the administration of the
Papal States. Enormous benefits had resulted in other parts
of Italy from their annexation to Piedmont, and the time was
entirely passed during which reform was possible either in Ve-
netia or Rome. A united Italy would be a blessing to itself, and a
benefit to Europe. It would prevent the interference and leave
no field for the struggles of Germany and France in that part
of the world. To England that consummation was especially
desirable, and he should regard it as a heavy misfortune if any
Administration succeeded to power which would reverse the
policy that had been adopted towards Italy by the present
Foreign Secretary.—Sir G. Bowyer contradicted Mr. Layard's
statements as to the atrocities said to be committed by
brigands in the Papal States. He asserted that there had been
no massacre at all at Perugia, and that none were killed there
but soldiers in fair fight. As to the observation that the King
of Sardinia had not relied on foreign bayonets, he asked
whether the revolution in Italy had not been initiated by
French bayonets. He described Garibaldi as a pirate, and
preferred a long series of charges against the King of Sardinia,
comparing disadvantageously his conduct with that of the
young King of Naples, fighting in defence of his rights against
piracy and rebellion. He denounced the policy of the Foreign
Office as fatal to the interests of this country, and as a policy
which, in the end, must lead to war.—On the motion of Mr. E.
James the debate was then adjourned. The Admiralty Committee.
—Sir J. Pakinoton inquired whether it was true that Sir
Baldwin Walker had been allowed to sail for the Cape, not-
withstanding the nomination of the select committee on the
Admiralty Administration, at which his evidence would be of
the utmost importance. —Sir J. Elphinstone and Mr.
Coninqham thought the inquiry would be a more mockery if

Sir B. Walker was not to be examined.—Lord C. Paget stated
that Sir B. Walker could not be detained without detriment to
the public service, and his professional duties were regarded as
taore important than any evidence he could give before the
committee. If however the House wished it, he could be re-
called.—Mr. Henley contended that the inquiry would be
altogether imperfect without the information which Sir B.
Walker alone could afford,—Lord Palmerston said that as the
House seemed to concur in that opinion measures should be
taken to bring Sir B. Walker home again. —The Parochial
Assessments Bill was referred to a select committee, after some
discussion and a division, in which the motion to that effect
was carried by a majority of 47 to 15. -The Local Government
Aci'Amendment Bill was read a second time.—The Inclosure Bill
and the Marriages Validity Bill passed through committee.
Tuesday.—Recall of Sir B. Walker.—-Lord C. Paget said that

* telegram had been sent after the Narcissus, requesting Sir
B. Walker to return, and give evidence before the eommitte
on the administration of the navy.—Sir J. Pakington asked
if the message had not been delayed till half past 11 that
morning, and if the Avon which had been sent with it was not
the slowest Bhip in the service?—Lord C. Paget replied that
both statements were perfectly true. But as the Narcissus
had been forced to put back to Yarmouth, and the Avon was
at Devon port, it was probable that she would be in time.—
Mr. Mackinnon obtained leave to introduce a Bill to establish
Equitable Councils of Conciliation to settle differences between
masters and operatives.—Mr. A. Mills moved for a select
committee on Colonial Military Expenditure, to inquire and
report whether any and what alterations may be advan-
tageously adopted in regard to the defence of the British
dependencies, and the proportions of cost of such defence asnow defrayed from imperial and colonial funds respectively.
The question was of considerablejimportance, since it involved
the expenditure of 4,000,0004. a year, mne-tenths of which
sum fell upon the taxation of this country. His object was to
enable the colonies to realise those principles of self-reliance
which alone would qualify them for self-government.—Mr.
Marsh seconded the motion —Mr. C. Fortescue said that Mr.
Mills had greatly exaggerated the amount of the colonial
military expenditure, the causes and conditions of which
differed in different colonies, and that the doctrine that the
colonies should defray the cost of their own defence might be
carried too far. The question, in the opinion of the Govern-
ment, was not a fit one for inquiry by a Committee of thatHouse.—Mr. Baxter and Lord R. Cecil supported the motion,and Mr- Adderlkv strongly urged t»-e Government to with-^^{^oppoBition to an inquiry that might reduce a lavishand thankless expenditure, which taught the colonies

toWVPT tl
?u
m °,ther .

C
J
°Untry- "** *»" caused themto lose the strength and confidence inspired by self-reliance -Lord Palmerston said that the objects sought by the moSonr^n^T thG n

Ti
ber °f tr0°ps thafc sho»ld beStamed in each colony, and by whom they should be paid Theformer question could only be properly determined by theExecutive Government ; and the latter must be a matter ofnegotiation between the home and colonial governments Hecould not, therefore, anticipate any practical result from theappointment of this Committee; nevertheless, if it anpeared to the House that an inquiry was desinblp lL

should not oppose the motion. W morion W™ thenagreed to. The Hop Buties.-Mv. Dodson moved a resolutio
that the maintenance of any duties upon hops is impolitic and
that on any remission of taxation or adjustment of financialburdens provision should be made for the removal of suchduties. He pointed out the fluctuations in the yield of honsfrom year to year, contending that produce so uncertain was not
a fit object for taxation. The system of In™ ..„"...*„

[Maic
to have

H

'JS**?. actionSA?§
to have priority for »iSS~ -—
Exchequer said thatf«£"^-lE
turn upon the merits of the ho7d^Wto^2turning it as a source of revenL*"?' * ««Tchargeable with many peculiar evil ' >i

S *^P*precarious, and tending to nrL,?!' ^nZi

coi ectea tax, and its collection ^V* » -
duty or the spirit duty, did no-L 5,ke «* <
manufacture. The fact Was thShS^^H
a lottery, in which the duty^K^JJprizes and an aggravation of th bknk? *ii*5flduty would not remove the liahii?t„ * ,

The
fc

the growers sufferedthi^^'i^^
and though the product tS the^revenu^^fluctuation, he could not concur in th**ought, under present circumstances tnt—motion avoided all the other reraSiVbe called upon to deal-the dnS^T^
Income-tax, and pledged the Hous?^ 8Twhich it might be most imp&to^i 1

*Lord H. Vane supported Ko^jj*
that every tax was a grievanc TS u7

M
«

sarily occasioned must be rSed^n ^

of the hop duty seemed to believe that S cExchequer had a surplus to dulpo'e f^face an enormous deficiency. Every x^
duties ought to be postponed until thVff

6 "

and the financial Condition Tthe^unfemoment was critical, and the future stafe
of the revenue altogether mysterious It JS**was most inopportuno to increase the emL^l^Government. On a division the motion^^
202 to 1 10. Nam Promotion.-^ J

»

a select committee to consider the presenTStal'
tion and retirement in the Royal Naw inrlST
and position of the several classes of iiSST
report what changes therein are desirable with*mcreased efficiency of the naval service TheR.
of officers, he said, who had not just andsewJl
complaint, and he described the priSX
to show that he did not move for

insufficient reasons.—Mr. Cochrane seconded awhich was supported by Sir H. Btracey, AdmiiJS
Sir M. Seymour, Sir J. Pakington, and Lord J La,
opposed by Sir F. Baring and Lord C. Paget]*
that the officers of the navy were underpaid, b v.
the continual succession of motions and speech**"
were called the wrongs of the navy, an being oat
excite discontent and injure the service.-Lard }am
said that the rule of under pay prevailed am
every branch of the public service, mtifZ
and civil. If the inquiry was once opened, i i
not in justice be limited to the nav; ^

division the motion was carried by a majo;

Mr. Butt obtained leave to bring in a Bill to ait ?

effectual provision for the setting aside erroneoBi wifti

granting new trials in Criminal Cam ; and a Bill tokm
amend the law relating to votes given for a

date at Parliammtary Elections.—Lord Rathui

leave to bring in two Bills, one to amend!

Vict. , c. 30, for the better Preventm and

Aggravated Assaults; and the other for til

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Wednesday.—Mr. M. Milnes movedttessw-

the Superannuation (Prisons Officers)& :fyttdw*

was to induce the retirement of officers after tbet Wtwaa

incapable of discharging their duties.-* Pace««MJ
it be read a second time that day six montna -It- a

could not soe that any better case had been nadewtfc:

persons than for other officials.—Sir ^ Lna
"JJ" t

-

objection. After some remarks in favour of toBliimi

Kendall. Mr. Tollemache, and Sir S. Nobthcoj, *»
Sir B. Lkiohton against it. the House divide*,

"
was negatived by 140 to 61. The Qm.

passed through committee.—Sir J. Treuwkt
JWJ'JJ

for going into committee on the Church R
*'™~$jXg

qati-: moved as an amendment a resolutionw «

would on the following day resolve i'seU into a*TL

consider the propriety of establishing in jeuo;^J

thenceforth to be abolished, a charge on all h'WKJ^

spect of the occupancy of which church-rateiw«-_

within the last seven yea-s ; such charge to^T^
county rato at an uniform rate of P°U

'1,UK,-
being in all cases entitled to deduct from bis,m
of the charge. He made this proposition * "J^*
and conciliation, and said that its main teawn?

fixing this Church charge at 2d. in the pouno,

that the amount be collected in the »me
"JJn^-

tax. He further proposed that all s^i^jSW-
vested until they reached a sum of whicft iw

be sufficient for the rate-after which 11
wo**"£$

that parish.—Mr. Selwyn seconded tneirk-
some remarks from Mr. Ball and Mr..*™*Z. rfCP

opposed the resolution, which made the «j^
rates more compulsory than it was at p ^
destroyed their voluntary character.-!^ -\^

the resolution on other grounds, detfaw" a -^
cession or conciliation after the speech oi»r

. ^
debate on the subject. Ho felt »^t bfta^i
satisfy the party to which M

J- ?^f f cbnlChif
total abolition of tith md confiscMon or c

^ ^
Lord ESFIBLD likewise reprobated ««%
which had done more than f^Jion.-
Church from the settlement ot ^f.^jnend^
was still in favour of compromise, dub re ^
drawal of the motion. After some w"^ v

Newdegaik withdrew bis resolution. At
into committee on the Bill.-Mr. CRO^

lr

providing that no chu .vh-rate shall W> ^
parish in which no church-rate ha. been

hall^
the last seven years; that no church-»£ ^ t

*,

any person who shall declaw **"%*
:
p*

*

;

fide objects to the payment of ^urc"
vote<****

person so exempted shall be entitlea *
'

cbarcb^
in reference to any church-rate, aI1(1^^ andMj
made for any other purpose than rep ^
the fabric of the parish churchittdI ^
lamented the speech of Lord^^ontiDUe<l

***

d. -irelawn-y, .>ir. n **-..
,:> «M,ciliatW& T»wi

strongly approved the policy of cm.ci ^dtfj*^
the withdrawal of the clause and iw

d ** *̂'

Sir T £ I 0158 second
1

ed
T
tli e motion, which was supported bvSir J V. Niikllky and Lord Romsey.—Mr. Bright admitted

£Ut tbG5y dUty WaS ab*Urd ftnd ^ulous, and" uW neverDe regarded as a permanent source of revenue
; but otherimpost*, and especially the paper duty, stood before it forremission -Lord Hoi ,dale, on the contrary, contended

that the tax on hops, as being a tax on the raw material, ought

without having intercepted &n »•
ber fcst r^P

asked why the Himalaya, or some ^ .» #
been despatched in pursuit T-^bora G*«tJp
notice before he replied.-l" replj w -

J

MajorJ^
ARCHDALL, Mr. T. G. BARING ***£^H£5t
been suspended from all military.°u ^.^Iu *»

were iu, progress. The French in '
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u> Lord J. Kr said that no proposal for in-

tbe French force hi Syria bad been made : and, there-

»—. fc* Mold not state what would be the answer of the
S**. -ZZi The French army in Syria was between 7000

SpaoTSminal »nd between 6000 and 7000 effective force.

-

*w wlkmrned debate on Italy was resumed by Mr. K James,

2» SSeoled the accounts given of the material prosperity of

21 hihtramontane members. He defended with great

Hnth the conduct of Garibaldi. He justified the conduct of

Sd Pahnarston towards the King ot Naples, declaring the

•at that the noble lord had prevented the King from

the head of his troops was simply absurd. He denied

th# lauuttad ut ocean of the Piedmontese troops, but, if true,

tfcarvereftB nothing in comparison with the atrocities of the

Vauiolitan soldiery. The policy of the British Government

L~itBzawnout been in accordance with the sympathies

efltalrand the honour and dignity of England.—Sir R. Peel

wa/s»lV praised the tact and ability of the proceedings of Lord

J BMM ill in Italv. While such a policy was pursued abroad,

mattered 1 e what small differences existed in our
t^—^« ^ istration. Ho rejoiced to see Victor Emmanuel

at the head of Italian freedom. He declared that Venetia,

!• the UHJtiis— of events, must necessarily be associated

wMk Italian unit and believed that the same progress would

lead* spiritual at weu as to political liberty. He urged the

fjmammrnt to persevere in its support of Italian freedom, as

is the Italians proved themselves, as they had hitherto

ft to manage their own affairs. He trusted that the re-

ToJutinei would not close until the world had seen the spectacle

. f a united and regenerated Italy, supported by a reformed

and tariff1 rat* d priesthood.—The CHaNGKLLOB of the P^xche-

fPta denounced the declamations of those who declared that

the Italian revolution was a fraud and a fiction, and that the
people of Italy had hitherto been deeply attached to the

paternal Government which had so wisely administered their

affairs He reminded the House of Naples where perjury had
bean the tradition of its kings, and enlarged upon the flagrant

cee where the late monarch had audaciously violated the
eanetii ma to which he had solemnly sworn. No one, he said,

bad mounted a th e with fairer prospects than theyoung King
tples, and none had more recklessly thrown them away.

He then adverted to the Government of the 8tates of the
fcurch. distinguishing between the personal character of the

Pope and his Administration, that execrable system of which
ba observed the Pope was both the instrument and the victim.
He detailed various caaes of executions and outrages in the
Bomagna, long before the late revolution, acts which, whether
perpetrated by their own 'Government or by a foreign so'diery,

uJ4 Justly exasperate the most patient people. He estab-
lished by documentary proofs the fact of wanton and deli-

erste murders at Perugia, and read details of particular
Instances of illegal executions in Modena, the pet state of Alie-
ns, undar the late "paternal" Government. Italy, he said,
v u had long yearned for unity, owed much to England,
and a heavy debt of gratitude to France. But neither Eng-
knd nor France, nor even Victor Emmanuel, had mad
Italian unity ; it. was the policy which had been pursued
by Austria towards Italy that had made her what she was.—
v }*

AOCIRE del1 the allegations of cruelty and atrocity
which had been laid to the charge of the Papal and the

emments in Italy, and said that bigotry, p y
Sftfrtt, and the miserable intolerance of Exeter Hail, lav at the
ootUTO of these attacks against the Pope.—Mr. A. Russell

I Mr. JfiLVEs expressed their approval of the policy of the
jerDroentunoercircumstancesofgreatdifficulty and delicacy.

-*r. KoFBccKsaid that regarding the question simplv in its
•fleets up.:.n

i

r nghsh interest*, he wished to see Italv under one

23i
1,,

u
e

!
: ? *•

b°.ttom nf the ^insula to the Mincio.
» Mij iisuan Against the power or the ambition of Russia, of

I^r
^t!

,rWpe<
r
1

'

l,|y of Fr:t"ce, a strong and inde|»cndent king«om of Italy would be the best eafefiniard for Kurope. The great
eaager was that Italy should become the vassal of France : and
as a preservation from this peril, he exhorted the Government
Wieusein the policy which tended to extrude the Austrian*
from their Italian territory. Austria was the natural ally of
JogUnd on the Continent—After some remarks bv Mr.
BumoxT and Mr. Monsku., I.ord J. Russell said that the
Government bad mereiy abstained, and sought to make other
Powers abstain, from "interfering with the free action of the
Italian people in choosing their own rataa and forms of govern-
ment. Many questions had been raised touching the com-
parative merits of the Neapolitan. Papal, and Sardinian

nents. Tr.ese did not lie within the jurisdiction of the
Bnuah Parliament, but he nevertheless cited various

showing the injustice, the atrocity, and the

Cent. Stock, 100* to 99J ; Ditto Four per Cent. Deben-
tures, 1858, 954 to | ; Ditto 1859, 95J ; Five and a Half
per Cent. Enlaced Rupee Paper, 100f.— Foreign :

Brazilian Four and a Half per ( its, 1860, 85$ ; Bel-
gian Two and a Half per Cents., 55 ; Ditto Four and a
Half per Cents., 97; Mexican Three per Cents, for
Aect., 23|; New Granada Active, 16Jtoi; Sardinian
Five per Cents., for Aect., 81J; Spanish Three per
Cents., for Acet , 19; Turkish Six per Cents., 1858, for
Aect., 53 to 52^ ex div.; Ditto Guaranteed Four per
Cents., 99J to |.
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1. MARSHALL, Chief Caifairr.

jun,

'ter.

iiabeciUty of mle which pi tiled under the old regime
joroufbout the Neapolitan territories and the Papal States.
^•aJoed the Austrian alliance, looking upon that Empire as
Myat Conservative power ; but he believed that the retention
<» VweUa was injurious to Austria herself, and could not
*"•*!• the assum prion that England ought to interfere in any
jay v, pfWBDt tbe disrqptioil of that portion of the Austrian
1°?™°°*- Throughout the whole series of events he had

bXHir™ to
1 not a party, but a national policy. H<>

!JJ~,V?
t"** that )K»licy was shared by the country, andTOW be supported by it. After a few words from Mr. White,

2m2i * Mr Ro«b»ck's views resr-ecting Austria, the
ndroentwas withdrawn, and the House went into Com-

nSrLi ^PP'y Pro formd, the Chairman Mug immediately
«Jtred to repr.rt progress.

ll*KiL~ £*?r<?* rr ' — sir J - Trelawnt postponed the

ZS»i
yi°gI?f

.
the Church-rates Bill until the 5th of June.

21?',?' Baldwin, Walker.—Mr J. Pakinotom again enra-

EJl?. ? fASt 8tc»»neT had not been sent after the

latwit kuI *" 3
-
El -pHWBTOK« stated liis belief that to

^Ikw ha? h?"? evidence before the committee Sir B.

would wiah
Dotn

4
forced *o leave in weather wheu no person

tt» AdSmlttS^ i*^
—

L

^ C. Paukt denied the statement

;

^-7 pwi? l

v
m the,r Power to secure his return, and

riJmouth would have been able to overtake the
fLeft sitting.]

fn the f'onrt nf f, »
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ir dii;

' rh
? bankrupts and strongly^ that the 'rtifi^P

w^wcnramodationl»ill.«.,lie
efwed, hut h, Z\lm

e
fJ*l Laure"ce wouia be

•^ cloS at^i??:
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J1 * t k cum di v. ; New Thre« •»!
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to | j I.uha Stock, 221 ; Ditto Five per

Gazette of tje JltHrek.
TUESDAY — BANKRl'l'TS — C. Dawks and C. FlAMAJl,

Birmin<h«m, CotBn Furniture Manufacturer! — J Evam, Lanmri
Cardinanshirp, Cattle Dealer — S. J O. Fnr.ycn, Norton Foljra-

Chemist and DruitKist—W. QuitifSM. and J. Brdw\k, Landport, Han
Ki»»uit Manufacturers- G. Hakjeitk, Weaver Street, Bethnal Greeu, Skein
Silk Dyer— J. Hxck, Lincoln, Hairher-T. G. Job- ^. jun , Coven ti

u ine and Spirit Merchant — A. M Owm, New Bond Street Hum
Dealer— C. Powkli , Dart ford. Kent, Grocer— G. K. Walkbb, Notiinxhain,
\ ic tualler— E. \\ km.. Hank ('harabe-!«, Lothbury. Merchant.
BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED — B. Paddi, Brompton, Draper
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS- A Horwall and Comtakt. Hawkslaw

"Work*, LeTen, Fifohire, Spinners and Net Manufacturers—W. HfMrnur,
l.ennoxtown, Campsie, Stirlingshire, Contractor— K. ¥m.u, St. Andrew's,
Cnpar. Fife, Tenant of the Royal Hotel--- W'. FaBCKLBtoM. (ilaspow. lint
ami Cap Manulacturer— A. Grat and Sona. Perth, Manufacturers— D. •

M'Imyrk, G'asicow, Brickraaker and Builder-J Mit< iiki.i., Glasgow,
Accountant and Sheriff Officer— F. C. Morris. Glasgow, Commission Ajrent
— C. 1'hilp, Dunfermline, Baker
FRIDAY- BANK HI S - E. Barbslet, Old Hill, Rowley RejrL,

Staffordshire, Gas Tube Manufacturer- W. Hkssett, Nether
Somersetshire, Linendraper- W . Berrkit, St. Marj-at-frilL t ity, Licensed
Victualler—T. Eimson, Liverpool, baker—J. Karrar. Bury, « er—
W . II t.o.E, jun., Bishops Cannings, \> ills. Seedsman — U. Lai bb, \\ iirwick
Street, Pimfico, Watchmaker—E. Li-.wtuwaiik. Halifax, Watchmaker— F.
Lock, Bridgwater, . nerset shire, Miller- G. Moorb, t'erry Barr, Stafford-
sMre, Market Gardener — H. Not-TF.r, licldjcatc Street, VVhitechapel,

»tel Keeper—S. W. RicBAani, Birmingham. Hatter— A. Schrrman,
George Street, Minories, Men-hant— H. T. Tidmabsii. Stratford-upon-Avon,
\> arwickshire, Draper—J. W'aiie, Blackburn, IronmonRcr.

iflctropoits ani its T7icinitjj.

TESTrifONIAT. TO SlB JAMBB RAM.—A Dltetii

was held on Tuesday at Willis's liooms for the purpose
Of passing resolutions ** with the view of giving public
expression to the desire already recorded by a large and
influential body of his countrymen to mark in a
permanent manner their high Mope of the great public

services and eminent character of that distingruiihed

soldier and statesman. Sir James Ou'ram/' The Duke
of Arjyll, who was to have presided, was unable to

attend in consequence of the death of his father-in-law,

the Duke ot 3 itherland. Lord Lyveden therefore took
the chair, and spoke at some length in commendation
of Sir J. Oatram's career, and especially of the manner
in which he had conducted the expedition to the
Persian Gulf. The meeting w as then addressed by Sir

J. tVrgusson, Bart.. M.P., the Hon. A. Kinuaird, Al.l\,

Mr. Crawford, M.P., Sir H. Kawlinson, The Earl of
Shaftesbury, Colonel Sykes, M.P., Mr. James Burnet,
and Lord Keane. The following resolutions were then
unanimously adopted, and a committee was appointed

to carry them into effect:

—

"1. That tl. meeting desires to record its sense of the dis-

tinjruished services of Lieutenant-General Sir .Tames Otitraoi,

of his public character and private worth ; and that, in order
to give permanent expression to this feeling of respect and
admiration, it is desirable that a public subscription should be
opened with a view to the collection of funds for the erection
in London of a statue of 8jr James Outram, near tbat of his

illustrious comrade, Sir Henry Harelock, and for such other
memorials of his services as haay be determined upon. 2. Thai
the communities of the several Presidencies of India be invited
to co-operate for these objects, and that a duplicate statue be
erected in the metropolis of India. 3. That a service of plate,

or such other heirloom as the managing committee may de
upon, be presented to Sir James Outram, with an adirt
bearing the names of all those who have promoted the
testimonial.

"

Pboposed Increase op 3 Episcopate. — A
memorial, signed by the Dukes of Boccleuch an

Marlborough, the Marquis of Westminster, the Karlsof

Denbigh, Carnarvon, Romney, Xelson, Verulam.

Effingham, and Gallowav, Lords Kversley. Callthorp,

Redesdale, Leigh, Eburv, John Manners, M.P.J and

Robert Cecil, M.P. ; Sir John Patteson, Sir J. T.

rid*e, Mr. Adderlev, M.P. ; Mr. Jv,theron-

Kstcourt, M.P. ; Mr. Mowbray, M.P. ;
* nance lor

Wood, Sir William Heatheote, Bart., M.P. :
Mr Walter

James, Bart.; Sir Walter Forquhar, Hart. ;
few tt. K.

Glynne, Bart.; Mr. Hubbard, M.P. ; Mr. £ekewich,

M.P.; Mr. Ro r», M.P.; Mr. Watlington M.I . ;
Mr.

Whatelev, Q.C.; Mr. Rnund.dl Palmt Q-U| and

larjre number ot other infloeotuil 1 ay men, asking for th

adoption of measures for an increase ot the episcopal,

has been presented to Lord Falinemtou, who has pro-

mised that the attention of the (r.-vernment shall be

directed to the subject. The memorialists state that U.

Pop^tion of England and V M has more thandoubled itself during the last &0 nan/tat tlTtthe number of bishop, has been onW iawadbye smce the middle ot the Kith cti In AmeiCand the British colonies the ep ipn. may be increasedp-ordmg t, the needs of th- p, pulation, and tstj
hold that it would be reasonable and just t u si
benefit should njoyed by her Maj.>t N V Mibjeete at
home The memoralists express their opi «i that
more frequent personal interconrai than is now r«c
t.cable between a bishop and the \ Uity of big
d' se would promote unity and effi

(

labours •>(
1 1 1 « who are endeavouring to advance the

moral and spiritual welfar. I the people. They call
his lordship's attention toe. M dioeeses which seemed
to need lubdivii i, and in which i re are already
resourofiS available f< th, fbundal of additional
see-. The diocese of London c i mora than
-'.OOO.OCX ils. That diocese mi^ht he d and
another aae might b, ,i hv eonve. the .

ito Church of \V, rotor o t oaf 1ml
(•hurch, as it formerh was, and h\ He
deiin to the dignity of a bishop. Another dinofit
which requires aubdivwon is t it of 1 . It la the
most

. xtensivs ol any in England and Wales, and the
cathedral city of Exe'er is d ant about Ub miles from
the western extremity of the diocese. A similar
instance maybe found in the diocese of Durham, th.

pulation of which has increased with unexampled
rapidity in the last few years. The income of the
bishop is 8000/. a Tear, which gi >ds the
average Income of other sees. Means might thenoe be
derived for the subdivision of that populous diocefc-
and for the erection and endowment of an < copal s.

In the town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The memorialists
having also called attention to the dioceasof Rochester,
Lincoln, and Gloucester, conclude as follows:

—

"Other di< nes might be mci ncd which noedsubdivi
sfon. we consider, )i er. tbat I in) ;UnU of those
dioceses the parties most comj to express an opiuion
u Thisaubject, and th if they arc desirous of such a *ub-

diviM. i) contributions would not be wanting when once
the necessary p ers may hav. I i. ven by Parliament for
the erection ot additional sees. \ is view her Majesty's
ommlssioners for inquiring into the state of cathedral *od

collegiate churches recomj I, in 1855, that a permissive
Hill should be framed

I introduced into rarhamcut(hii<alar
to the Act 31 li nry VIII,, cap. 9), empowering her Majesty
and her Ma 's successor- i divide any diocese under
certain conri ns of territory and population, and with the
onscnt of the bishop where it is proposed to effect the division

h< ! ,ro the a nee of the see. This recommendation of ber
Majesty s commissioners, among whom were the two arch-
bishops, the late Bishop of London, tbe present Archbishop of
York, and the Bishop of Oxt rd, appear to your memorialists
to (1 rve attentive consideration ; and since as they under-
stand, your lordship, on a recent occasion, expressed an
"pinion, ii) which they entirely concur, that any qi ion o
e P's- nsion ought to be coin-id. i with reference *
the country at large, they would earn ,'y entreat your lore
si either to intl Parliament, or U . such a
I« 'afive measun as ins nable her Majesl hjects who
desire an en tension of the episcopate to prof. .y such aa
cx.-rcise of the r d Mipremacy in constituting additional
at home as has already been called into ac u and is now
operation, with very beneficial results, secular and
in the colonial dependencies of the British Crown."
The Imikmtional ExHiBmoN.-The Commis-

sioners for the Exhibition of 1862 have issue 1 a circular
stating that they propose to retain the broad principle
of classification hud down In 1851, according to which
the industrial department of the Exhibition was divided
into the three great sect ions of raw mat. -rials, machinery,
and manufactures, these sections bting further sub-
divided into numerous classes, the number of which,
however, will probably on this occasion be slightly

(I In 1831 the arrangements for obtaining an
instructive display of the industrial products exhibited
in each of ti e classes were effected by means of local

•tnrnit! in connexion with the Paris Exhi-
bition of 1855 the additional aid of trade committees
was resorted to. The Commissioners are inclined to
think that these arrangements on the present occasion
might be more simple and systematic if conducted
entirely through trade committees; but before finally
deciding on this point they are desirous of obtaining
the opinion of competent authorities with respect to it,

and also with respect to the organisation and selection
of the committees that may be determined on. With
this view, theCommissioners have requested the follow-
big gentlemen to form a committee of* advice.
The Marquis of Hartington. M.P ; Lord {Stanley, M.P. ;

Lord Xaas, M.P. ; Lord Stanley - \\d> y, the '-d Mayor
of London, the Preside? oePreMdeot of the Bnmr
1 \ P ; Th< mas F,

1 i John . <

It. Lyon Pia*
the Exhibit -f 1851 ; H < V>k\ li . c'nmtnisssoaer

te r«ns Ex I i J>*nrs». Eeq
Exhibition. 185?; the Pre*i. tb *l

(he < irrn of i Arts,

the I d Dubiii e Inatit

ivil bi«rineers, the Prenide' sfltutioa rMeebapsssl

n^ineerH, snd the Presidents of the Chambers of Commerce
of the United Kingdom.

DiOCCSI OF London The 1 of London his

conferred the rectory ol Tat the* Bethnal Greta,

Value 500£ per annum, with a glebe boose, on the Hev.

Timothy Gibson, M.A.. who has 1 i for ] irs

curate in charge of the parish. The Rev. Francis

James Holland, M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge,

viear of .St. Dunstan's, Canterbury, has been appointed

incumbent of Quebec Chapel, Marylebooe, vacant by

the pr rment of the ftee. Dr. Magee to the rectory

of Enmskillen ; and the Hev. John Trior Fanner has

been appointed minister of Berkeley Episcopal Chapel,
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Mayfair, vacant by the resig

Tate.

The Frauds on the Com^iebcial Bank.— On
Friday, and again on Thursday last John Durden and

James Holcroft were again brought up on remand, at

the Bow Street Police Court, on the charge of being

concerned in stealing various large sums of money,

the property of the Commercial Bank. Some additional

evidence was given, and the prisoners were again

remanded in custody, Mr. Henry declining to accept

bail to any amount for either prisoner.

The Salmon Fisheries op England.—During the

autumn a Royal Commission has been inspecting the

rivers of England and Wales, and inquiring into the

salmon fisheries, with the view of increasing the supply

of so valuable an article of food ; and the report, with

the evidence taken, has just been published in a volume

of considerable size. The following is a summary of

its contents:—
"Not only has the salmon fishery in England declined, but,

unless timely measures be adopted for its recovery, it is

threatened at no distant period with extinction. One point to

be considered is the capture of fish out of season. There is,

unfortunately, a ready market for cheap but unwholesome
salmon in France, where it is supposed the ingenuity of

cookery succeeds in making them palatable and harmless.

The commissioners recommend that, in order to protect the

salmon from capture or disturbance throughout the breeding

season, it be 'close time ' from the 1st of September to the 1st

of February, except for anglers, to whom a few days later may
be allowed* but not for sale. But there are other abuses to be

dealt -with. The law discountenances monopoly, and holds

with the natural law of distribution, by which all, from source

to sea, get their share of the produce of the waters ; and, for

the sake of the public interests, the law has always set its

face against artificial obstructions to the free passage of the

salmon ascending and descending the rivers in obedience to

their natural instinct, and such an obstruction was pro-

nounced by Lord Chief Justice Ellenborough a public nuisance

at common law, which no length of time will make legitimate.

Accordingly, the commissioners make the following recom-
mendations :—That all fixed engines on the estuaries and sea-

coasts be suppressed by law ; they scare away the fish when
coming in shoals seeking the rivers ; they are of modern
invention or they would have been prohibited by the old

statutes, as they are opposed to the whole aim and spirit of the
fishing laws. That all fishing traps connected with mills, or

placed in mill streams, be also suppressed, and that where
there are mill or navigation weirs (not combined with
any trap for taking fish), salmon ladders be put up as

in Ireland, making the surplus water available for

enabling the fish to surmount the weirs. There is more
difficulty in the case of private fishing weirs or traps,

because they are of great antiquity, recognised by ancient
grants, and referred to in Acts of Parliament; but as
they are at present of little value, and belong mostly to
men of wealth, intelligence, and position, it is hoped that if

they see other hindrances to the production of fish removed
by law, they will not allow any privilege of theirs to stand in
the way of the general good, and, at all events, thsse weirs
should be placed under such regulation and supervision as may
guard against abuses in the management of them, and against
any further encroachment on the public rights ; and in order
to prevent the weirs being used so as to form, in violation of
the intention of the law, an absolute bar to the passage of the
fish, the proprietors should be required to leave what is (ailed
in Ireland a 'Queen's gap,' or 'Queen's share;' that is, an
opening sufficient to allow the passage of some pioportion of
the fish to the upper waters, as the Irish Acts require. Further,
it is recommended, with the same object, that there be a
weekly 'close time,' from Saturday evening to Monday morn-
ing, during the open season. The sale of salmon roe to lie

prohibited. The commissioners recommend that some
central authority, whether a new board or on existing
department, be empowered to assist and control the local
administration of the fisheries, which might he ended on
by means of elected boards of conservators, the requisite
funds to be raised by a rate on private fisheries and a licence
duty on engines of all kinds, with perhaps, at first, some aid
from lo3al subscriptions. The expense of the salmon laddei
might be defrayed from this fund where the weirs are oJ above
20 years' standing. The central authority might nave some
discretion to deal with the subject of poisoning bv water from
lead mines; at least, solar as to require in the case of new
mines that efforts be made to neutralize or mitigate the
mischief by the application of mechanical means. The com-
missioners are convinced that the salmon fisheries are capable,
under judicious management, of supplying no inconsiderable
amount of valuable food for the consumption of the people.
That the improvement of these fisheries is a matter which
concerns the public at large far more than any individual pro-
prietor, but that any sacrifices required at the outset from
individuals will be found to be more apparent than real, and
to be amply compensated by the result in the course of a very
tew years. Every fact elicited during the inquiry bears witness
to the conclusion that an open river is the best for all, and a
recurrence to the ancient policy of tnis country, by the
removal of obstructions, the sure and only road to the
restoration of the fisheries.

Mebitekranean Extension Telegraph.—Tho
electric cable from Otranto to Corfu has been sue a.
tully submerged, and the line is now open for the trans-
mission of messages.
The Pttblic Health.—The weekly return of the

Registrar-General states that the number of deaths
registered in the week that ended Saturday, March 2d
was 1238, showing a considerable decrease on the return
of the previous week. The average number obtained
from the corresponding weeks of 10 previous years,
3851-60, corrected for increase of population, was 1387!
The present return is therefore 149 below the average
During the week the births of 1020 boys and 1008
fcirij m all 2028 children, were registered in London.
In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1851-00 the
average number was 1762.

StioT^fio^e^SSdTb^d the Bell Buoy, a mutiny broke out among the

crew, which resulted in the murder of the captain, and

the infliction of dangerous, if not indeed fatal injuries

upon the chief mate, Cunningham Campbell, who was

stabbed in 10 different parts of the body. The ship

was brought back to Liverpool, and information having

been conveyed to the police, a strong body of officers

went on board, and placed under watch the whole

of the crew. Those of the seamen who had not taken

an active part in the murder were liberated, and ad-

mitted as witnesses, and from their evidence the jury

returned a verdict of "Wilful Murder" against

Dunlevy, Collins, Kelly, and Featherstone, who were

committed for trial at the next assizes. Five of the

crew have also been examined and remanded by the

magistrates on the same charge.

Madkesfield.—The mansion of the late General

Lygon, at Spring Hill, on the Broadway Hills, was

partially destroyed by fire on the 19th ult. The

late General's bedroom, Earl Beauchamp's bed -room,

the pantry, and several other rooms near, were com-

pletely * gutted ; but the fire was prevented extend-

ing to the principal rooms. The lectures, furniture,

and other valuables, were saved by the exertions of the

neighbouring farmers and their labourers, but the

damage done is estimated at between 5000?. and 6000Z.

The property was insured. The origin of the fire is

not certainly ascertained, but is believed to have been
caused by a beam in the chimney of the butler's pantry

fire.
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LmmroOL.-An inquest wius held on Saturday ,„

|is town on the body of Captain Pjke, command,,- of
e America., S|,,p .i.neral I'arkhill. who was murderedu board that sh,p on the previous Monday. The shin

w th a"!:?SVP-" '«*> Liverpool fij Charleston^

the\m„ Zh 'ITT- Soon aftCT the Pi,ot »•«the amp, when she had proceeded a little distance

taking

Penrith.—The recent death of Mr. John Crosby,

banker, of Kirkby Thore, a man highly respected by all

classes of society, has revealed a state of insolvency

which has caused great surprise and misery in West-
moreland. Mr. Crosby died very suddenly at his resi-

dence on the 12th ult., and on his executors examining
his books after his death they found a great deficit. A
meeting of the creditors was held on Saturday week in

this town, when it was stated that the liabilities

amounted to 81,000^., and the assets to 39,000?., leaving

a deficiency o'f 42,0002. It is generally expected that

the creditors will only receive about 5.9. in the pound.
The number of depositors was large. Many small

farmers who had placed their money in the bank to be
ready for their rent-day on the 25th March will be
almost ruined ; others who had taken farms had their

money accumulating in the bank, as they thought, to

stock them ; farm servants had deposited their saving
in Mr. Crosby's hands, and have lost all. The losses

will be heavily felt in all the country side. It is sup-

posed the insolvency muse have been for a long time
approaching a crisis, but Mr. Crosby kept his books
strictly private, permitting no one, not even his son,
who was in the office, to examine them. The creditors
have appointed a committee of investigation.

Plt^ofth.—The paddle-wheel steam-tender Avon
left

^
the Sound on Tuesday afternoon, in order, if

possible, to intercept the screw-frigate Narcissus, now
on her voyage to Madeira and the Capo, with Rear-
Admiral Sir Baldwin Walker, and direct him to
ret urn to London to givn evidence before the Parlia-
mentary Committee on Admiralty administration. On
Wednesday night the Avon returned to the Sonnd
without having seen anything of the frigate.

PottT.^rorTTi.—A discovery of considerable import-
ance has been made in connection with the construction
of the new lines of defence on the western side of
Portsmouth harbour, which are executing by contract.
Great numbers of piles have to be driven at different
parts of the works, particularly at Alver Bank, where
the main entrance to the works from the outer side will
be formed, with culvert, &c, for supplying the moats
with water at tide time. The authorities recently had
occasion to draw some of these piles, and on examining
them found each pile to be not only without its iron
" shoe," but also 1 feet short of its stipulated length.
This led to further examination, and in some work
carried out by another contractor upwards of 100 piles
which were drawn out were all found to he without
their iron "shoe."

WlBBEAOH.—A Shocking tra |y occurred OH Satur-
day evening at the small villa. verincrton, Parson-
drove, seven miles from this town. Mr. Augustus
Hilton who occupies a small farm there, drove his wife
to Wisbeach Mart, and after dining t ther, left forhome between six and seven o'clock, the husband hoinir
at the time the worse for liquor. On reaching home
words ensued, which has been nearly a constant practice
dunng the two years they have been married. The
wife, who was a most respectable amiable woman said
she durst not live any longer with him, and would
leave him and go to his father's. She then left the
table where the tea was ready, and went up stairs Her
husband followed her and deliberately cut her throat
nearly severing the head from the body, and of course
causing instant death. He then drove to bis father's
a respectable farmer at Gedney Hill, about three miles
distant, and told him that he had had as good a wife
as ever walked, but he had cut her throat. Lift few
minutes he was in the hands of the police, and was con-
veyed to Wisbeach < feol. On Monday morning he was
privately taken before a magistrate, and remanded
until the next day to await the decision of the coroner's
inquest. The friends of both murderer and victim are

The Yelverton Marriage p...Common Pleas in Dublin has been ^l'^ V

1

with the trial of the cause of <<nQ?n

?
le*V

which has excelled in the interests? **i
dents all the productions of dranmt; I
The case was presented in the form 1?

**

whether the Hon. William ChirWjJ*
surviving son of the Earl of AvonnZ^
the Royal Artillery, was liab™^*fc
Thelwall, an iron master residing »£?*»
259*. 17*3*. for the »ecSj*3^
lodging of Mrs. Yelverton, and uS
inquiry there were laid before the k

*
auditory, and a scarcely less excited nXZl
of a marriage so romantic in its incida
all previous romances of the kind into frevidence on both sides has filled the 1>3» *
nearly a fortnight to the exclusion of Jl!?*
matters, several of them having omitted 1ments and even their leaders in order tosi i

the reports. The concluding speech of Mrl
for the prosecution fills 17 columns of JtL
papers, and the summing up of Chief Jnl?
ghan occupied more than six hours in \lM
The following is a summary of the evident..
sides:

—

*

The Hon. Mrs. Yelverton was the first wib*^She was sworn as " Theresa Yelverton " Mr
I

for Major Yelverton, on one occasion called berJbwwhen she promptly remarked, "I am notJIiaW
and the judge ruled that she should be addressed!
she had given to the Court. She said that«heL
Chetwood, in Lancashire. Her father was a silkmManchester, and was descended from an ancientS
mother died while she was very young, and she

«

France to be educated in a convent. 'Though be'
were Protestants she was there brought up a Rom
Her father she described as an Atheist* who treated t
severity, and made home disagreeable. After rata*
the convent in France she spent two years iu Italy,

*

completed her education. She bad two sisterij'ei

educated in the same convent. One of these ha sr
French gentleman named Le Fane, at Brakm
paid a visit to this sister in 1852 ; a?d on ber afc-

England she first met the defendant in ths

«

from Boulogne to Folkestone. She was accapi
the steamer by her sister and ber sister's hutnl

weather was fine, and as the vessel was crowded byeroB

many of the passengers remained on deck all n#t L
Yelverton was among them, and was polite and attasm'

during the voyage ; they conversed a good dal,a
one another, and he placed a plaid thrown into tfe

her sister, over both their knees. When tier «rM
London he called a cab, and parted from herirbV

station, having obtained her address, whicim it the»
dence of the Marchioness de la Belisle, where fcr4»c*j

Bellamy, was also staying. Major Yelrcrlapitfin nr

there the next day, and she saw and lend wMsrm<
him for years. She went from London to Italjvmi^k *

Naples the chance suggestion of a bante to ttoMftW

applied to send a letter to a cousin in Altw>ii,iiW"e«?

send the letter under cover to Major TehotrartMjJ

a request that he would forward ic to hercOTanbyoeCr

packet. This led to a correspondence, whichr,

years, and became warmer as it proceeded. Wte

w

tm

war broke out she .went to Constantinople

Sisters of Charity. She wore their dress, •»}"«"
vows. Wh ile attending the sick and w°«»» *Z
Hospital she received a visit from Major \eKertoo.»»

made her an offer of marriage, and asked nerw»«

-

hospital, lost she might take fever or some othern*»j

was about two years after the ^^P?™^-
But she declined to leave the hospital w*

Soon after she went on a visit
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was over.waa uvci. ouun iuici •'»» *.^w~ —
Lady Straubenzcc at Balaklava, where a*

six weeks. There Major yelverton *» -

f

visitor, and was received as her afoanced sow.

knowledge and sanction of the tJeneral and n»

whoso protection she was living. He tnenj-

mentioned bis pecuniary difficulties, »*\^J%*
marry no one but a lady who could pay m»°««
would do. She replied that her fortune *«"*£>
control, and she had but a life toferes fc infc" ,

" because he could not stay away, andP^J^*
riagtj in the Greek Church of Balaklava, town' ^,t
She returned to England in 1857 ; ^^J^g**'
burgh. Major Yelverton being then staboned m^.
tinburgh she resided with Miss > f^h7*

author of that name, a convert to the ^"j,|r
now a Sister of Chanty in London, m jw»

verton proposed a Scotch mama^anop^^
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lnd
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and
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•do
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•till

,'^y by"rending together with ^"355
vice in M iss Maefarlane'a P»^.f2& cerer

*
satisbed with m ^ j

that marriage is a sacrament, ana,.«»^ tfn*
t he table. ho was not Bfttia

union

refusedJ1T « w,th her husl-and, unless the

by a priest. The .ire sheswaW lvertoQ

In order to satisfy her scruple* M.y r '
8

Thu
la

tin*

aDd at Thorn:
verton by appointment. There ana b* *

of 3 ?
and at Newry, whither they went m^ ^brt
stopped at the same hotels, »«*<""

. priest''

they found at Kostrevor, near Namy^j^
Mooney-willing to perform the^cererc

i

dispensation from the Bishop to do it nr ^
ton had bought a wedding-ring « v <^^
wore. They met the pri ll^ne'ftV^iV

full

th«

ae

rti>

very respectable, the murdered woman beinjr the on^v
daughter of a steam mill-owner and railway contractor,
nnd she was within six weeks of her confinement

altar. She and Major Yelverton _k -
ceren3onrj#

repeated after the priest the roarri^ #0*^
omitting nothing important.

.

Wiw
> bLVM*

^

Major Yelverton gave the Pnef '^ter^ <&
peusation and one for his own lee. » theyj

9^
•and lived like married fjopjj M ?**%*'

b re. Major Yelverton had at l " m «J3
' .'atholie, and ho d not a gooa

marry
«U»

l*rot»- it, and was to*^^M^-3Jt
the marriage they went to the Giant a ^«
to Belfast, where they parted,

,
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he

jotf£

to Edinburgh. In about a tortng
^ BigrJtf* ^

and they went on a tour in •
d wlIl?

burgh ey were known as ^^11 J*J..were received bv Mr. and Mrs. in ^^
visitors' book at Doon c^le b« * "IJ^fe

. Yelverton." I [e also put her nan
t
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in a passport when they went to w»
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Brewr

Mi»U
bis*
seedbri

Mum 9. 186K]

_ quo aud wife at the faWe <TMte in the

L^Sst towrt His leave of absence having expired he

•Tableaux, where she became seriously ill. Madame
-
-i whom abe lodged, treated her barbarously after

-»-— on the pretext that she was not married at all,

living uuder the false pretence that she was a

wM now in the family way, and she told Major

that her dutv towards her child required that she

mulish the marriage, the know ledge of which he waa

•^anxious to keep from his family, as he had pledged

to marry without the approbation of his father,

Aroomore Mrs. Yelverton then went to her sister in

ahe was affecti- »nately nursed. When she re-

* to Sootland, and lived at Leith. There had

"arreli while she was at B irdcaux, but till within

period of their final separation Major Yelverton

e afl> o letters to her, affecting much
"""tatrabont her health. He then told her that he was a

SSnan unless she consented to go to Australia or New
here he promised to join her in a few months. He

•he would go to Glasgow on her way, and his

to meet her there in order to main arrangements

and for her futjura rapport She did not consent

lotfcit arrantement. She remained a: Leith, and in a few
*""

ghe heard of her husband's marriage with the widow

•I the *-e Frofeator •rbos, of Edinburgh. She therefore

martini against him in th- tch courts for her support as

wife, on the strength of th >tch marriage. He allowc

to go by dafa I paid tho money. The present

^^ , out of a 1 the same kind, made on her behalt

by Mr TtelwalL Mr* Mi <-i ton's examination lasted three

dara, two of which were occupied by one of the severest cross-

asaaabatcftoos tl has ever taken place in a public court.

Darine lata prolonged ordeal she exhibited perfect self-posses-

rton and a franx, unreserved, and dignified demeanour which

at notm eaUsced the ympathiea of the court in her favour.

At the cioae of ir cross-e* ira fclon Mr. Brewster,

Q J, the iead'ng coimsoi for M r Yelverton, addressed

u\e tf *t great length, and contended that Major

f •lvertou never had any intention of marrying Miss Long-
vorth, ImiI that si. ved him from place to place, and was

that she never could become his wife. Major Yel-

then examined. He denied altogether tho state-

ot Mrs. Teiverton, and gave a very different account of

their connection. Ho said ti when they first met on board
e steamer, she told him the history of her life, her
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anhappr relations with her lather, and said she and her
atrnr ware living In London, unknown to the world. At
tbt railway station she invited him to accompany her to her
lodging*, where he might dress, aud save himself the trouble
•ffoiaf to the United .Service Club for that purpose. He did
accompany her home m the cab, and dressed in a room to
which she conducted him. When lie visited tier in the howpital
st Gslata he sat two hours alone with her, in a small room, on
* sofa, --he took off her nun's cap. He made love to her, said
Ac was very loveable and attractive, put Ins arm round her
MM, ami kissed her several times. He confessed that there,"
on that sofa, in the hospital where she was attendiug the
ate* and wounded aol rs, he formed—not the " design," that
was t strong a word—not the "desire," that too w;is
loo strong a word — but the "idea" of making
her his mistress. Nor did he think that incompatible
with her hiily mission there, for "some of the kindcit-hearted
[• ante in the world are misttesses." Lady Straubensee wasm U»e hospital at the time of his visit, and she invited Miss
Loogwortn to gr. with her to Halaklava, which she did, and
remained rfx weeks. I Hiring that time Major Yelverton was
almost a ly guest at General Straubenzee's hut, still
iaunted by the "idea," and longing to realise it, and seeking——niuiutfos to do so while she was under tho protection of

pueraJAnd his wife. At length the day arrived lor the
tody s departure for Conatautinople. ohe was aooom-
to too steamer by General Straubeuzee, Captain

,
aaee, and Major Yelverton, on whose oar they went

oown to the landing-place. Major Yelverton went on shore
•ith the other*, and having started them otf, he stole back to
the steamer m pursuance of an arrangement which he said he
•dmede with Hiss JLougworth as they wont down on the car.
hey sat together on the poop of the ship. He put his arm
^j*>er waist, and kissed her verj' much, they were both
satJy excited, and then and there he attempted her virtue.

At this point the Chief Justice ordered the ladies t<» leave the
yS*1"! the details which followed were unfit for publica-
jwn. He did not then succeed in his object, but he said that

vi
°° a *UD8equent occasion, aTid his evidence went

how that she continued to be the slave of her

^,^^or him. He swore tiiat he never loved her "purely
•*•! hoc rsbly," that his love was based upon dishonour from
2* T

?S ltt*1 nc never thought of manying her, and that his
"laJl along was to make her his " li.istress-indaw." He«reth»t tdey had illicit intercourse in Edinburgh and in all
•e Irish hotels where they stopped, and he denied that there
•^•vir been a Sc«>tch marriage. There were portions of las
"j|ce which excited intense indignation in the audienc

^1"* leading counsel admitted that it was imiHjssible to .

^JJJJja
the ebullitions of popular feeling unress the court

I** to an open court. He produced a seusatiou by his
woof a "gentlewoman." A lady, he said, might have

^^*' ij^ 61" accomplishments, manners, and virtue,

"tuAuiT^L
n

,

ot con8iacr n«r a gentlewoman if she had not
mj^^ wood," which Miss Longworth wanted, because her

TelVL
WaS

, y a silk merchant at Manchester. Major

gJ5f~J2 oluuteered a definition ot seduction which
^™»ore astounded the audience. When asked whether he
S^r*"9** seduction laudalde, he answered that "its lauda-

tU LZ,-
BCT7i*e" depends upon whether it is found out, on

act toSthi
l
u
e piii tie8

'
and tbe blame 1C nieets with

-
U is

wnmSr^ * »

he Baid
» H tLe person seduced is a gcntle-

STaL*** haa raore to lo8e
,

and loses position.

la rtS-^ .
1

T/
48 hi88t:d by a portion of the audience.

tlMaSt!?? u*/*- Y^^erton'a distress of mind about the

w«S!i 1 !? 'fT
^mg^Jorn to shame, if the secret marriage

•^2a?wCf^C,
,Jft

,ai(1 lhat
'
in writin« *> nerthat " the

">«ia of'Sr^
<

^
uld

.

be avoided," he meant that there were
w»fch he mSmnH^UiS xt

f
cocul,i ^ to maturity." an expression

«wS to «rS^* qualified by saying that the doctors could
full timi.- 5C Sn ?tt

*?rn ilUve wi»»out letting it go to its

the chapel of Rq^; tbat he took part in the ceremony in
to+M*, but thajtPw2

r
;
Uiat ho to\d the priest he was a Fro-

*c " ed - withms vE?
1* ^"^ themselves Catholic ; that

the marrtoM acrriee in k
ou the ,udY » liand ; and repeated

t»on of makinir her h*« i!-?*
*1 wa>'« but not witb the inteu -

f^Vioos form withont wTtn!L^
avill« olllv consented to the

court. A great deal ofevii is then ,-ive-i by ho le
with reference to the be tod by Major an 1 Mrs. Yelv
in Ireland previous to the marriage ceremony at Rostrevor.
The witnesses generally broke down on a -ss-ex unination.
and in one case wh*re a servant girl was produced to
swear that Major and Ura. Velvert>m had occupied the same
bedroom at the M aide Hotel, and that Mrs. Yelverton had
called upon her to ascertain whit she could prove, a mat
sensation was produced by Mr. Wniteside c mtroadn^ with the
witness a youug woman for whom he had telegraphed, and
asking whether she was not the peraon who had called upon
her with a lock of hair resembling that of Mrs. V «a for
the purpose of bringing that lady to her recolh . .u. The
witness, pressed by Mr. Whiteside's questions, hesitated,
wavered, doubted, an it length admitted that the youi
woman there quietly looking at ir might be the p i wl
had visited her as she had detailed. On Friday afternoon Mr.
Serjeant Armstrong commenced his add. • the jury, and
resumed it on Saturday morning. Mr. Whiteside then replied
for the plaintiff in 4 speech which lasted for six hours, and was
not concluded till Monday. At the conclusion of his speech
loud and enthusiastic cheers burst forth from every part of tho
court, accompanied with the waving of hats and handkerchief
which lasted several minutes.

Chief Justice MoiiAghim commenced Hfflunfog up o'i

Monday and concluded a charge very favourable to the
plaintiff at 6 o'clock, when, amid hreat-liless silence,

the jury, who were seven Protestants and five Catholiot,
retired. At 20 minutes p fl the jury returned, and
stated, in answer to the Chief Justice—1st, that they
had found the Scotch marria<je to have u a valid

one ; and 2d, that there was a <rood Irish marriage.

The Chief Justice asked them if they found Major
Yelverton was a Roman Catholic, to which they replu

that they did. The moment the jury ami mneed their

verdict the excitement of the audience hurst into

applause, which was continued for several minutes, ami
was taken up by the immense crowd which thronged
the hall and crowded the quadrangle and quays.

Cheers were given for the jury, Mr. Whit 'side, and

the other leading counsel for the plaintiff, and the
cheers for the jury were redoubled when the foreman
was seen to hand back to the Registrar the 1

usually given to special juries. Mrs. Yelvetton

was in one of the chambers of the court, and
when Mr. Whiteside entered the room, she sprang
forward without saving a word, clasped both

his hands in hers, pressed them convulsively to

connected srith 1 wheel of the tender. The only
cause which he could assign for the carriage going off
was the tightness of the gautre at one particular point
where the side of the rail was laminated to a trifling

extent; but this was not, in his opinion, attributable

to any culpable neglect on the part of the company's
•n ants, and might have been caused by the effects of

the "packing" of the longitudinal sleepers, which, in

his opinion, were not se well adapted for the narrow
sage as the transverse sleeper?, lie thought there

should be a break-van attached next to the tender, and
also one at the tail of the train ; and it there had been
such an amount of break power it was probable, but he
woul 1 express no confident opinion, that the carriage in

which Dr. Bal? was travelling might have been arrested

at a point before it went off the line. The jury after a

msnttation of upwards of two hours found the follow-

ing verdict:—
•• The jury find a verdict of Accidental Death, and they say

this inv Igation has shown that one of the wheels of the
tender was m a very daneer. >u* statu from tho Improper way
in which the studs were Inserted, all be evidence dis-
proves thU to have been the cause of tho accident. We, the
jury, stnmifly roc mitm-nd t msideration lodiroctors
thataddi U orealc power should he applied to all passenger
trims \v.' m! o , mot disperse wfti <;xprest- • our
approval of thee in. • the guard, - me driver, »t

and pointsman for the promptitude 1 presence of mind dis-
played ou tins occasion."

lAtttu

SPRING ASSIXKS.
Northern Circuit i

New* -asti.k-on -Tvne.— SfaUtiftM Shoot-
few.

—

M»\ Will. Bewicke, of Threepwooi, n«r Hexham, wm
tried and i >nvicte<l OD tho 1st lust. I «• Mr. Justice Keating,
ofachtr#eof maliciously sho »tin;at two •heritr* officer* on
the 12th January la8tf with intent t-» do them grierou* bodily
harm, Tho case occupied the whole d;iy, an i the oourt ^ras
rowded* Mr. Rcwicko is a gentb mly-loolcin^ man of

36 years of age, an«i of good Ires*, though <>! somewhat
eccentric manners. He is the owner of a g<»od estate near
Hexham, in a beautiful dill t overlooking the vale of the
Tyne ; and about 18 months ago was * magistrate in ttte

ufity ol Xorthuniborlai.ti. Ai>»ut the time mentloued he
took it Into Ins head that the irife f one of the hin-U em-
]»I«>yed upon the estate had been guilty of theft,

her breast, and kissed them. Overcome by the violence and on that supi>ositioii had her apprehended, and
of her emotions after such a Ions and terrible tension ] wnined her in his own kitchen. He afterwards

° -Tiered her to be placed in durance, and next tnornmu,
had her taken aerol the oonaoy to a magistrate^ meeting at
EUydoQ Bridge. As there was not a tittle of evidence to
iuso the detention of the UO0lftQ the jus: s discharged lier,

and as great cruelty had been exhibited by prisoner to her
while in custody she brought an action against Mr. Hewieke at
tbe assizes, and recovered MM. damages with costs. The con-
duct of Mr. Hewieke was also represented to the Lord

of tbe nervous system, she sank down exhausted and
found relief in a Hood of tears. The excitement outside

the court when the verdict wai announced was quite

unprecedented. The route from the court to the

Gresham Hotel in Sackville Street was thron i with

thousands of persons of all ranks, a long lineot carriages

in which the ladies of Dublin had driven down to learn |

Chancellor, and his lordship ordered his nam- to l>e removed
.1 A „ u • a — !J, *v &L* -It. ni I rom the roll of county magistrates. It seems that the prisoner
tie result being drawn up on one side ot tbe street. had paid thedam^es;md l>8t9reCovored by the plaintiff in the
1 lie crowd insisted on taking tbe horses from nor

carriage in order to draw her to her hotel, and the

populace walked as a procession, arm-in-arm. After
she had entered the hotel the people amidst tremendous
cheering, waving of bats and handkerchiefs, called

loudly for Mrs. Yelverton, who in compliance with

the universal call of the vast multitude, presented the haIl window% aiid ^^ a revolver, threatened to
herself at one of the drawing room windows, and

|
8hoot him and his followers if they did not be oft ; as he swore

said:—"My noble-hearted friends, you have made me
this day an Irishwoman, by the verdict tbat I am the

action, but he refused to pay his own attorney's bill, and they
took out a writ against him, and in the early part of January
entrusted it to Mr.- Stainthorp, a sheriffs officer, at Hexham,
to eu force it. On the 11th ol inu iry he aud two followers
proceeded toThreepwood with that purpose, but upon reaching
the hall they found that the prisoner had received infornuitio

ot their intended visit, and had put his residence in a state
defence. He had a parley with the officer from one <

It

wife of an Irishman. I glory to belong to such R noble-

hearted nation. You will live in my heart .or ever, as

I have lived in your hearts this day. I am too weak to

say all that my heart desires, hut you will accept the

gratitude of a heart that was made sad and is now made
glad. Farewell for the present, but for ever I belong in

heart and soul to the people of Dublin.* Mrs. Yelverton

then withdrew amidst loud and long-continued

that be would not pay the attorneys a penny. They
however, were not intimidated by the threats, and the officer

having taken possession of the stables and cow lyers, left his
men encamped under a cart-shed all Bights About 6 o'clock
the next morning the prisoner having ascertained that the men
were still under the shed, attempted to ,4 pot" one or both ot
the bailiffs, M keeping up the fire " until the officer and several
policeman arrived from Hexham. He then opened the hall*

doorand made a rush at Stainthorp to shoot him
f
but he was

disarmed by the |>oliocman and taken Into custody. The
prisoner pleaded his right of being tried by his peers, but was
informed by the judge that he could only object to any name
In the list of common jurymen furnished by the sheriff. The

cheering. Nothing is more certain than that if Major jury, in finding him Gu recommended him to mercy. On
Yelverton had fallen into the hands of the mob lie

would have been thrown over the wall of the LiiFey, or

torn to pieces. Various rumours are in circulation

respecting the intention of Mrs. Yelverton and of the

Oown as to the ultimate proceedings, and it is ascer-

tained that the question of the validity of the

marriage will be carried by Major Yelverton to a higher
j
Beaty, at" the parish of Kirklinton, on the 2d of August

court, it was stated in Parliament on Thursday that 1**. The deceased was a passionate old man and otun

beintf placed in the d°ck on the following morning to receive
sentence the usual qMStlon was asked the prisoner, who
objected to tho mode in which he bad been tried. He was
sentenced to be kept in penal servitude for the period of four
year*. Prisoner: "I appeal against this. It is infamous to
send a gentkin.au *' With this remark the prisoner was
removed. Carlisle. — MaruiLnwjhter, William Beaty, 36,
was charged with the manslaughter of his father, David

•^ hhutmmr «ttjo in »k UJ 8 ''ana; ana repe:ueu
Won of making her m. ^•?*ufI Wav

«
but n<* with the inteu -^

. form without wTtn!^
avillg only <*>^n^1 to the

of Miss Ixngmonh ^Vl order to ^uiet the c
V
n"

"*"**• *c£tif»r WW he intended to raiike hls

"> depoaed that Major Yclv^f
Wa* the «•*• Mr

'
Mooney'

rtboii/? that »~ JL^rv™Verton «sid he was a " Protestant2^o«ic
::
thathere^the*^

*JUr rails, and
own

i

1

^, while they knelt before the
w) ii was for his

** conaWer

at he receded m oa?f
"

bei:r^h
lWl^fthe ^op .or granting the— totuder' bat he r arttTt?

16 am°Ullt Sim*^ =• did
n^s snd it waa Jr, L,^ f

them
'
but «"»y renewed their

"^ no wftnessi^hofilu
a
l,betwc" h™ and Mrs. Yelverton

iJ^rethatlhTMarortara^r^/ ^ U,e secret 8hould
P*«« » oertiocate r h*^L

Pr°testant. He had, however,
formally solS^^/™^^ ^ting that It bad been
two witne,,— ihu .;

m tbe chai»el ^ the presence of~" lftu ek »«eiice was received with biases by the

the Secretary ot* War had suspended Major Yelverton

from his military duties until the question has been

finally settled.

The Funeral of Captain Boyd. — The cere-

mony at the funeral of Captain Boyd on Friday

was of an imposing character. The body was landed at

Kingstown amid the firing of minute guns; and a

procession, including about 300 officers, seamen and

military, followed. After parading Kingstown the

procession proceeded by train to Dublin* where it was

joined by a firing party, a large detachment of military,

and 200 students. The coffin was carried on a gun-

carriage, followed by deceased's dnp, and a s nan
|

carrying his bat and sword. On the procession Arriving

at St. Patrick's Cathedral it was met by the Lord

Lieutenant, the Lord Mayor, and others. The funer

service was then read, and the body committed to tJ

grave. _

qnarrelled with the prisoner, who in defending himself as he
stated from a blow aimed at him by his father, struck the old
man on the head and fractured his skull. The jury returned
a verdict of Guilty, and the prisoner was sentenced to 16
months' imprisonment.
Western Citcuit : Winchester.— Vic Wife Murder at Ryde.—

Henry Lacey, a tanner at St. Helen's near Ryde, Isle of Wight,
w.is indicted for the murder of his wife, JftUS Lacey. Sarah
Wildey, niece of the deceased woman, who had been committed
for trial, on the charge of being an accomplice alter the fact,

was, at the suggestion of the juoge, transferred from the dock
to the witness-box. Tho jury found the prisoner guilty of
Manslaughter, and .Mr. Justice WiUes sentenced him to six
yo.iri»' penal servitude.
MmuAstt Circuit : Leicester.—Murder by a Midwife.—

<indv l, aged 45, described as a • (wife, was
charged with the Wilful Murder of Sarah Kellatn, a married

woman separated from her husband, by inflicting such internal

injuries upon her in endeavouring to produce ta iscarriagcw

tat infla ation of the bowels supervened and ended In

death. The evidence dwcloeed a shocking state of immorality

on the part of deceased and her daughters, as well as of a man
called Harrison, with wh-m she had been living since she left

her husband, though they all api>esred to be persons in a

respectable positi-m. The prisoner appeared from the evidence

to be in extensive practice in the way referred to, and to be in

the habit of receiving f«r her service* from XL to 5L from the

women wl insulted her under I pretext having their for-

tunes told. Tho jury returned a verdict of Guilt*. Mr. Justice

HatltoaiiS.
TnE Fatal Accident o>- the Sonn- Wester:*.

The inquest on the death of I>r. l {i,1
.
T - ""Jf "Ine |Cron nto

..Ijonnnnent, wns eonolu.led on Monday at MerUm .t th.

when Colonel Yo'dand of the Hoard ol lnxle. Mr. Bidder, ™ ^ ^ R ,

President ot, he. .te ofCiviJ Kngme, a.el „ her
.. , j^j^lpn»o

-

her felonious act, she
dge added that he

to deter others from

I
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pursuing so fearful a calling. His Lordship then passed sen-

ence of Death in the usual form.
Oxford Circuit: Oxford.— The Charge of Starving a Servant

Girl—Mr. Robert Ihimo Mitchell, a retired naval surgeon, of

Henley-on-Thames, was charged with the manslaughter ot His

servant, Henrietta Clarke, in not providing her sufficient food.

The trial occupied about 12 hours, but the evidence failed to

establish the charge, the deceased being a person ot weak in-

tellect and impaired health before she entered the prisoner s

service, and it was suggested that if she died from insufficiency

of food, she must herself have abstained from eating it, as

there was no attempt on the part of the prisoner or his family

to deprive her of it. The jury, without leaving the Court, de-

liberated a few minutes, and then returned a verdict ofJfot

Guilty. Mr. Justice Blackburn said he concurred in the verdict,

and did not see how they could come to any other conclusion.

The announcement of the verdict gave rise to some hissing ra

the body of the Court.

BIRTHS.—On the 1st inst, at 1, Hamilton Place, Lady
Augusta Fremantle, of a daughter—28th ult, at 34, Hyde
Park Gardens, the residence of A. Mills, Esq., M.P., the r/iteof

J. Barton A. Acland, Esq , of a daughter— 28th ult, at

Killinchy, county Down, the wife of the Hon. Rawson W.
Rawson, Esq., C.B., Colonial Secretary of the Cape of Good
Hope, of twin daughters—2d inst, at 43, Lowndes Street,

the wife of Colonel Newton, Coldstream Guards, of a son—2d
inst, at 12, Norfolk Crescent, Hyde Park, the wife of Captain
Tyler, Royal Engineers, of a daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On the 23d ult., at the British Consulate at

Nice. France, Lieutenant-Colonel C. Chester Master, C.B.,

of H.M.'s 5th Fusiliers, to Madeline Harriet Louisa, second
daughter of Sir William Curtis, Bart., of Laynham Court,

Ludlow, county of Salop.—26th Jan., at the Cathedral, George
Town, Auousrus Frederick Gore, Assistant Government
Secretary of the Colony, Private Secretary and A.D.C. to the
Governor, son of Captain the Hon. E. Gore, R.N., to Eliza
Arabella Austin, eldest daughter of the Bishop of Guiana—
28th ult, at St. Nicholas Church, Warwick, Charles Temple,
Esq., of the Bengal Civil Service, to Hannah Makia, youngest
daughter of the late Michael Thomas Sadler, Esq., M.P.,
F.R.S.—1st inst, at Cross Street Chapel, Islington, the Rev.
James Pooley, of Corsham, Wilts, to Cornelia Lightfoot,
eldest daughter of the late Major-Gen eral Lightfoot, 0. B., late

Colonel of the 62d Regiment—28th ult, at St. Stephen's,
Paddington, Thomas Francis Jeken Russel, Lieutenant
3d M.N.I., only son of the late Major-General Russel, Royal
Artillery, to Emma Louisa, eldest daughter of the late Rev.
John Peacock Byde, M.A., Pembroke College, and of Bengeo,
Herts.
DEATHS.—On the 25th ult, at Leamington, Mtldred Violet,

youngest daughter oi the Hon. and Rev. Grantham M. Yorki:,
aged 16—3d inst, at 1, Dean Street, Park Lane, Anna Maria,
widow of the Hon. Charles B. Agar, at an advanced age

—

27th ult, at Belsay Castle, Lady Monck, wife of Sir Charles
Monck, Bart.—26th ult, at Campsall Hall, near Doncaster,
Jane, widow of Charles Thorold Wood, Esq., of South
Thoresby, Lincolnshire, and only daughter of the late Sir John
Thorold, Bart., M.P., aged 77—28th ult, at 4, Shandwick Place,
Edinburgh, Miss Sophia Cumming, last surviving daughter of
the late Sir Alexander Penrose Gordon Cumming, of Altyre
and Gordons Town, Bart., aged 75—28th ult, at his residence,
Fysche Hall, Knaresborough, Hugh George Christian, Esq.,
late Bengal Civil Service, second son of Rear-Admiral Sir Hugh
Clobury Christian, K.B., aged 73— 27th ult, at Whitchurch,
Glamorganshire, Richard Blakemore Booker, eldest surviving
son of the late T. W. Booker Blakemore, Esq.. M.P., of Velindra,
ui the same county, and The Leys, Herefordshire, aged 32—
3d inst, at the Rev. F. Margett's, Duxford Vkarage, near Cam-
bridge, Herbert Molynltx Buller, fourth son of James
Wentworth Buller, E*q , of Downes, M.P. for North Devon,
* red 18—Cth in.st, at East Sheen, Surrey, Edward Penrhyn,

iq., magistrate for the county of Surrey, and brother-in-law
of the Earl of Derby, aged 66 -27th ult, at Fern Hill, Farnboro',
SUSAN Margaret Evelyn Mitchell, youngest daughter of the
late Colonel Hugh Mitchell, Grenadier Guards, aged 8—26th
ult, at his residence^ i'arklands, Gloucestershire, Major Maurk
Cely Trevilian, ofMidelney. Somersetshire, aged 64—1st inst.
at Brighton, John Walter Hilme, Esq , late Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court, Hong Kong, China, aged 56-23d Jan., at
Hamilton, Bermuda, the Hon Thomas Butterfield, formerly
Chief Justice and President of the Council of that Colony—30th
Jan., near PhiUe, First Cataract of the Nile, accidentally
drowned while bathing, Daniel, youngest son of Danicl

^
av_e» Esq-, of Cleve Hill, Gloucestershire, aged i:>—

23th ult., at Sussex House, Slouch, Thomas Gould, Esq., late
of Curzon Street, London, aged 68—25th ult., at Redear.
Edwabd Kemp, B.A., Captain North York Rifles, only son of
Edward Rounthwaite Kemp, Esq, of Layton Hall in the
county of York, aged 26—26th ult,, at Greenford Hall, Middle-
sex, Robert Rigg, Esq., F.R S., aged 6S-21st ult.. at Up
Uttery, near Honiton, Devon, Richard, third son of the Ven.
Archdeacon Rushton, D.D., vicar of Blackburn. Lancashire,
aged 2y-27th ult., in the Cloisters, i hichester, the Rev.
William Miller, Minor Canon, aged 7;t—3d inst, at Nice,
g- France, the Rev. Richard Tov :nd, J. P., rector of Ickford,
Bucks, aged 51—27th ult., at the Rectory, Baconsthorpe, the
Rev. John Anthony Partridge, M.A., rector of Baconsthorpe
and Boldham, in Norfolk, aged 66.

Jiflarket*

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, March 7.

Clover
New Clover ..

Old second cut
Straw

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 85s

Superior do. (old) . . 90 105

Inferior do 50 60

New do — ~~

Rowen — ~~" „ . _
Whitechapel, Thursday, March 7

Fine old Hay.. ..loOstolOSs " : --'<*

Inferior do 60 80

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw 36 40

90sto 115*

.. 80 100

..33 38

Davis & Co.

excepting always the inferioTm^T^^
cargoes waiting orders on the coast h =W

~

Continent, which tends to inWrt L

T

eWi
and although the high rate^^Schases on speculation, there is erStfJoperate. Barley has been difficult Sy a

• •

• •

• *

Fine old Clover . . 110s to 120s

Inferior do .. ..80 100

Fine 2d cut .. ..90
Interior do —

'

Fine New Clover . .
—

100
100

HOPS.-Borough Market, Friday March 8

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market is firm,

with but little doing.

BUTTER MARKET.—March 8.

Best Fresh Butter . . .. 18s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. •• •• 15s. ,, »>

Pork. 4s. 4d. to 5s. 0d. per 8 lbs.

uj.nKocs. in tue prices of pe« aJ S"" «f

alteration. The floating trade durinJth>not been very active, but several
I
™£ he W»-

taken for the Continent. The ST^
foreign Oats this week have been S ° f **
fair of foreign Wheat, and of bSJ?

a ^t^l
Wheat is inquired for, anS the b**2j£^i
at Monday's quotations. The at .

tes^
was limited, but foreign Wheat SS

Qoe
\

£* *?««:. B«tay. «• "low, and rather^trade is dull, and prices are unaltered
Cb|*

Arrivals from March 4 to Math t

COVENT GARDEN, March 9.

Supplies ofwinterGreenstl gh improving are still ufficient
lor the demand. Large quantities < -f excellent Broccoli continue
to arrive from Cornwall. Continental contributions are als« ill

imported. Pine Apples and Grapes have altered but little
since our last. Oranges may be obtained at about last week's
prices. Good Cobs may be hud at from Is. to Is. 6d. per
pound. Asparagus, French Beans, and new Potatoes may
now be had. Cucumbers are scarce. Cut flowers chiefly
consist of Orchids. Lily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas,
Violets, Mignonette, Camellias, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 6s to 10s I Pears, per doz. . 3s to 6s
Grapes, per lb. , 8s to 14s— new, per lb., 20s to 24s
Strawberries, peroz., 2s
Pomegranates, each; 4d to 6d

I
Apples, per doz., 6d to Is 6d

! Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10s
' Lemons, per 100, 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d
reneh Beans, p. 100, :

Green Peas. p. $ sieve, 20s
Greens, per doz., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do. , 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to 160s— per bus., 4s to 6s— per cwt., 6s to 10s
Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, 6d to S
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each, is to 3s
Artichokes, per doz. , 3s to 4a

Beet, per doz.. Is 6d to 2s
Celery, p. bundle, Is fid to Ip 1

Onions, p. £ sieve. Is fid to 2s6d
Asp igus, p. bundle, 4s to 12s
Rhubarb, p. bu ndle 1 r , . is 3d
Seakale, p. punnet i to 3s
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., fid to 3d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d
Horse Radish, p. bun., Is fid to 4s
Musi >ms, p. pott., U6d to
Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 4s to 6a
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, March 4.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by raj

.

have been very large, and more than equal to the demand,
and a further reduction in price has been the consequence.

The following are this day's quotations :—York Flukes. 150s.

to 160s. per ton ; Lincolnshire Regents, 100s. to 1 10s. : Dunbar
Red Soil do., 150s. to 160s.; do. do. Reds, 105s. to 110s. : North
Berwick Regents, 120s. to 125s.; Fife, Forfar, and Perth do.,

90s. to 105s. ; do. Rocks and Reds, 90s. to 95s ; do. do. Reds,

80s. to 90s.; French Whites, 60s. to 90s.; Belgian do., 60s.

to 80s. ; Dutch do., 60s. to 80s.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, March S.

We have no improvement to note in our trade, and the

transactions continue on the most restricted scale—so small, in

fact; that no alteration in the quotations can be made, and
which conseauently are merely nominal.
The Colonial Wool Sales continue at about the same

rates as they commenced.

COAL MARKET.—March 6.

Bell's Primrose Gas, 14s. 6d. ; Bowers West Hartley,

16s. 3d.; Buddie's West Hartley, 16s. ; Byass's Bebside West
Hartley, 15s. 6d.; Davison's West Hartley, 16s. ; Hastings
Hartley, 15s. 6d. ; Tanfield Moor, 15s. ; West Hartley. 15s. 61. ;

Walls End Byron, 18s. ; Walls End Hedley, 18s. ; Walls End
Biddell, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hettons, 1: s. ; Walls

End Durham, 17s. ; Walls End Fratnwellgate, 18s. 6d. ; Walls

End Haswell, 19s. 9d.; Walls End Hetton, 20s. ; Walls End
Russell Hetton, 19s.; Walls End South Hetton, 19s. 9d. ;

Walls 54

End Stewarts, 19s. 9d. ; Walls End Cassop, 19s. ; Walls 54

End Hartlepool, 19s. 3d. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 18s. 6d.

;

Walls End Kelloe. ISs. 0d. ; Walls End Nortli Hartlepool,

158, 3d.; Walls End South Hartlepool, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End
Thorpe, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Whitworth, 16s. 6d. ; Carway and
Duffryn Malting, 24s.—255 ships at market.

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

M

rley.
M

im qrs.

29460

ji

u

60*
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P

Liverpool, Tuesday, March 5^ThereT^
ance ot millers and dealers from the iZmarket this oiorning, and a healthy eonsun*-

1

been experienced for Wheat and Flour at tS»Indian Corn was eagerly sought after atmarket, and all offering at Friday's prices m*and Oatmeal were little dealt in. BeawTta*
were all held at fully former rates. The maker
a better tone throughout,and closed at its best

o

Friday, March 8.-The general tone of thii
remains unchanged since Tuesday last

By A.
Kwh

b .

Averages Wheat. Barley. Oats.
|

Rje.

MilJan. 26.. 56* 7d 4 Us '(I 23s U
Feb. 2.. 55 6 4G 23 3 ; 34— 9.. 54 40 8 22 6 1 36— 16.. 54 9 38 11 23 3— 23.. 54 39 4 23 35 5

March 2.. 54 2

54 10

39 2

39 r~

23 35 1

Agg. Aver. 23 35 5

.
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Fluctuations in the Last Six Week Arai

P» os. Jan. 26. Feb. •_>. Feb. 9.|FeOTFe:rii
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METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, March 4.

We have rather a larger supply of Beasts than on Monday
last, but the demand is good and some of the choicest kinds
are rather dearer. The number of Sheep is again very small

;

they are consequently readily disposed of at folly late rates.

Good Calves are rather dearer. From Germany and Holland
there are 470 Beasts, 1300 Sheep, and 63 Calves ; from Spain,
180 Beasts; from Scotland, 200; from Ireland, 100; from Nor-
folk and Suffolk, 2000 ; and 100 from the northern and mid-
land counties.

1

THE

s d s
Best Scots, Here-

fords, <fec. . . 4 10 to 5
Best Short-horns 4 8 — 5
2d quality Beasts 3 8 — 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds . . 6 to 6

Do. Shorn

2

4

» •

s d
Best Long-wools. 5 8
Do. Shorn .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 5
Do. Shorn .. ..

Lambs
Calves . . ..48
Figs .. ..4

8

6

d

DR. HOFMAXX, F. U.S., will comment
of TWENTY-FOUR LECTURi- I 01

CHEMISTRY, on MONDAY. March 11, at:

tinned on each succeeding TUESDAY and'

same hour. .- _
These Lectures will be delivered at the fej VI"

Chemistry, Ox ;urd Street, W. Fee forthe
l

»

TrenhaxRhb****
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5

10

Beasts. 3610 ; Sheep & Lambs, 15,100; Calves, 1 ; Pigs, 360.

Thursday, March 7.

The tnpply of Beasts is about the same : n Thursday last,

and the^-e is very little alteration in the trade. Purchasers are
more cauti« , owing to a decline in the dead market. There
are a few more Sheep, and the demaud is limited ; we have
therefore to quote ratlier lower rates. Good Calves are scarce
and deter.. Our foreign supply consists of 205 Beasts, 358
Sheep, and 72 Pigs. 5lhch Cows 150.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools . 5 S — 5 10
fords, &c. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 8

2d quality Beasts 3 8
Best Downs and
Half-breds ..6

Do. Shorn • .

.

4
4

10

i

6 2

Be L<< ng-wools . 5
Do. Shorn
Kwes& 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

5

to
- •

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.

Reduction in Scale an

THE KI'KOPKaX A> <L
ISSUES POLICIKS of GUiBi --'

f.r Officials in or under the tour **^%
Revenue, Board of Trade, Poor-LN tan.

jgj
other public departments, and forBHttriBBW^

and persons in commercial employments. ^^
Further reductions on the combination of lie*-"1

guarantee. Annuities granted on fov0U™TSjfc#
Forms and every infi iation 1Dii

y
^

°*5»il
Office. No. 2. it. i ice, Pal l

3

TANTED, a GARDENERS' CHBU^
' 'days old. te price per quarter.-

Menai 1 Ige^Angh "——-^vfv

good as new, price 15*-Apply fcfj*
\

riUTHlLL*S rAMrilLb^ON
\J Culture of the Strawberry, U \^™u #:

seeond edition, 1*. ; Market Garden^^
he V.ne, Is, ; on the Potato, Cumber, wtU

bird edition.-James CuTHiLklJB
just pffisa^jjj:

w
If
(with

CUu

GAJIDK
8 5

5

10

*. D.

10—65
50—70
51-72

Red

Red

• •

• • •

* • -

S. 8.

40—60
54—66

50—76
40—45 Malting. 138—40

40—4.:

Beasts, 1040 ; Sheep & Lambs. 3850 ; Calves, 120 ; Pigs, 160.

HARK LANE.—Monday, March 4.

The supply of Wheat from x and Kent to this morning's
market was very small, and met an improved sate at fully
last week's terms. The market was well attended by country
buyers, and foreign Wheat was in good retail demaud at late
prices. Barley Bells slowly at a decline of Is. to 2s. per qr.
Beans are unaltered in value. For J -i there is no airy.
Th dull iry s are »5d. tola,
per qr r. Flour rat- nand at about last
week's quotations.

Pkr Imperial Quartkr.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs., ditto— — Talavara

— Foreign
Barley, grind. Adist, 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . ,23s to 44s. . . . Tick— Pigeon 34s— 56s.. Wind
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers
— Maple —s to—s Orey

Ma ize White
FroiR, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto
— Foreit-n per barrel 30—35 1Per sack

Friday. Mareh 8.
At the cl< of last week and coin ncement of the present

much rain fell, but since the 4 th we have had less. During the
week an imp; i feeling has manifested itself in the Wheat
trade, and a better demand has been experienced at the
extreme prices of last week for both Eugiish and foreign

<>—36 Malting.

26—28 Feed ..
26—28! Feed ..

24-28 'Peed ..

35—38 Foreign

.

^-48 Harrow

.

34—4 j Longpod
»'>—50

j
Egyptian

s—4S Suffolk .

40—42 Foreign.
- Yellow..
'—57

38—50 Country.

20-

21-

20-

is
24
2s

:s—43

40—50
—48

40—50

X FLOWER PLOTS ; being a d^criP^p,

trical Rules for the Constr'iction oi ri

Lawn and Flower Garden* J to
' ^gg^

F.NT. with dhg^JS^CSEr^
1 lower Garden. By D. M'Kellab, u*

Garelochhead. ^i„„„rt«r Tobeb^
Thomas Murray & Bon, GlftS

5°pdinbur(rb.^<
ciPal8 I Shops in GL '^^^— BOOKS FOR TMt SjSgJ^L< t

Price On, Shilling' L ****£& ^
miiK KITCHEN 0*MS*j

&>. **
L GARDEN, thk roULTin ^

OURITR] E^ffiSSSigA
,., lco g,. 6d., cloth gilt.

Tin-: kitci AND
1J2SRS**»#«

And, pric, .
i.

L
s; or,K TO KNOW -^#

W LP FD »WEfl H^NCEB
TH0M90*'

»
OATHKR THEM. Hy Sp*><*s

111 OHtr.it ions. mA . . «-nk- for the V°S<V A Complete ';«t of^ * ^ ^»J*£
dtural Works for 0^»2^8S» ****^

Lond,n: H u^^
L OVKLL^EKV^^'

1

MARCH- tfft*

[iMA0A§^ Si

HOOK GARDEN Fj ;>
HOOKER'S [TISH.¥*»*%
r vF/a conch. JPSagaZ^11'?^
Ti )SC

? Hen Street
^

I. .
. .. Ili: km., 5. Henritt _^

VL
.

\,,w Heady, !>P-flow p"""J,,^,w«qTS: :l '
i

TJlLORi HON^GB J»
+**

V Flowering Plants,
™ ^

ByGEOi hiaM, Y.r.v ^fr.i

IXI«>ofKL tBNl^
OUTL]

ductory to local Floras.

LovELLREEV£,5,HennotU-
•eet,
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tpsi

New Editions of

c MENSURATION AND LAND-SURVEYING.

**m and Improved >. augmented by a Treatise on

Levelling, in l-'nio, price 6*. bound,

TREUTs PRACTICAL MENSURATION,
\ Ten Parte; containing—

• Mensuration of Haystack
Drains, Canals, .Marl-pits,

Ponus, Mill-dams, Embank-
ments, Quarries, Coal-heaps,

and Clay-heaps.
Coni >ns and their Solids.

The most useful Problems in

Ganging according to the
New Imperid Measures.

Plane Trigonometry, with its

applic >n to the Mensura-
tion of Heights A Distances.

Trigonometrical Surv I.

A Dictionary of the Terras
used in Architecture.

i, enlarged, and ;. itly improved

whirh U •dde-l %1 Levelling. The whole illus-

^hf nearly Seven I
rod Practical Examples and newly

tfoadral WnoJt-ut-<.

Ki BITS PRACTICAL MENSURATION:
on • i • ti • S '

.• SB-- r
- all Questions which are noi answered

to the Problems, Rules, and
, 4c*, by which the Solutions » obtained. New Edition,

m& greatly i roved, 12mo., price 5*. bound.

Br the tame Author. Now Edition, 8vo., with Plates, Wood-
cute, and Id-Book, price 12*.

TRKA M PRACTICAL L AND- SURVEYING.
improved, with the addition of Plane Trigon

-, Including the use of the Theodolite, and Railway Sur-
Bngineering, Levelling, Planning, Laying

m Oenes, Ac.

London: Longman, Green, Longman, <fc Roberts.

I
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LORD MACAULAY'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
On March 15 will be published, Vol. V., in Svo, price ltt. 9

TIHE HISTORY of ENGLAND from the ACCES-
L or JAMES the SECOND. By Lord M uxay.
fount the Fifth, edited by his sister, Lady Trkvklyax.

fUf List volume will con- , Fourth Volume, and, with two
exceptions, is complete and
eonsecutire. ending with the
death of William the Third A

tnplete Index to the entire
Work will be given in this

Volume.

ttin the continuation of the

Mttorj so far as the manu-
script wm lefl revised by the

Aath The narrative is intra-
medtato connection with the

London: I> man, Grkex, Longman, & Roberts.

THE OXFORO LOCAL EXAMINATIONS FOR 1861.
-v Ready, in l2mo, price 2s. &L cloth,

^HAKSPEARE'S JULIUS CJBSARa With copious
^ Intcrpn n of the Text; Critical and Grammatical

WNM; and num- is Extra from the History on which
mm Play is founded. Adapted for Scholastic or Private Study

;

25 jf^J?**
11-* fot thc Sui^*nceof persons qualifying for the

J
1*™ ninations. By the Rev. John Hi t, MA.,

fcracrly Viee-IVinci])^ of the National Society's Training
^AlH|ai Lkiti'.rsca.

By the same Author, Just Published, price 1*. 6<i,

Tbe FIRST HOOK op MILTON'S PARADISE
LOST, adapted aa above for Middle-Clo ' laud

' L : Longman, Gri , Longman, & Roberts.

In Two \
. with 24 Plates of Figures, price 60*. cloth,

HANDBOOK of ZOOLOGY. By J. Van D
HoEvof, M.D., Ac, Professor of Zoology in the Univer-

ty of Leyden. Translated from the S< >d Dutch Edition
(with Additional References by the Author) by the Rev. W.
CU**\M.D., F.R3., &c, late 'Fellow of Trinity College, and
rntemor of Anatomy in the University of Cambridge.

an Der Hoeven's Hand- text-book for beginners, but
truly as a compendium of the
present state of Zoology, that
may be useful even to the
rofessional naturalist
ince the publication of the
Animal Kingdom of Cuvier,
Van Der Hoeven's Text-book
is the only general work on
Zoology, in wl thc class of

fishes is presented in a man-
ner indicating a thorough
quaintance with that class

of animals. The treatment of

the other Classes of Verte-
brata is equally desei ag of

praise."

—

Agassiz on Clastijica-

wek oeesrvee more than a
PasBse; notice, especially since

a by Prof. Clark
u*«!7 to be in the hands of

2J7 English lent of"*»» History. The mann."Meh the characteristics of
Hismmor groups are presented

^•vl?,™06 to tae proper
?**"*» so mil. the evi-bm « of a personal acquaint-ncewnb the obj ibed

ZJ?*ni* and the freedom

3L.?1

!!!!
cTpilation 80

gjfcsworthy, that it is not"7 to be considered as a

Is

the

NEW EDITION OF RIVERS'S ROSES.
Just pub! ed, in fop. Svo, with 4 Woodcuts, price 4s. th,

mHK ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE: Cot. nin
J_ ample Descriptions of all the 1 leadh V

T
ar

Roses, regularly classed in their respective Famil . their
History and Mode of Culture. By Thomas Rivers. Seventh

lition ; with copious Addit: , the result of recent
experience.

London: Lovgmak, Grbex, Lonomak, & Roberts.

HOUSEKEEPING, COOKERY, CARRIAGES, DRESS,
DUTIES OF SERVANTS. DOMESTIC MEDICINE, Xc.

New and cheaper Edition, now ready, to One large Vol. 8vo,
with 921 Woodcuts, pn s. 6d. cloth.

WEBSTER and PARKES*S EffCYCLOPiBDIA
Of DOMESTIC KCO »MT ; compriring all such Subjee

as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping.

"There is n i sort of information necessary in houseko ng
which is not found in thi edia."—Literary Chuttle.

London : Longman, Grern, Longman, & Roberts.

GEORGE MILLS' TKEATI> tioi THBCi LTfl \i

of the PINT i: will ! reeby]>os ire« t of
. in \« >stage stamps. ronicU, J

<:n.;: Mills, Uxbridge Road, Piling, Mi-1 -«ex.

EORGEMlLLS* TREATISE on the CULT! RE
of thi: CUCUMBER, MELON, SKAKAI.K. and ASPA

RAG US will be sent free by post on the ipt <>f 3*. 6d. in

postage stamps. Bee <T<ird*ner$' Chroniclt, Jan. VI.

Georc.! [ills, Uxbridge Road, Baling, Midd sex.

DEDlCATfeO BY PERMISSION TO HtR MAJtSTY."

THE BOOK of the GARDEN. By Charles
M'Into-u, Formerly Curator of the Royal Gardens of His

Majesty the King of the Be ins. In Two Large Volumes,

Royal Octavo, published separately.

VOL. I.—On the Formation of Gardens — Construction,

Keating, and Ventilation of Fruit and i'lant Bouses. Pits,

Frames, and other Garden Structures, with Practical Details,

illustrated by 107."- Engravings, pp. 776. Price 2'. 10*.

VOL. II.—Practical Gardening.—Direc

i

the Cultui

of the Kitchen Garden, the Hai Fruit Garden, the F< ng
Garden, and -cr Garden, Including '.-'vr.-A and Plant II

with Select Lists of Vegetables, Fruits, and Plants. Pp. 863,

with' Engravings. Price 1L 17*. 6<L

William Bla wood & Sons, Edinburgh d London. __

EVERY MAN HIS OWN GARDENER.
^ 19mo, cloth, .Oa.

AWE'S COMl'LKl'K GARDENER for over

T
MRS. S. C. HALL'S NEW MAGAZINE.

Price One Shilling Monthly.

II K ST. JAMES'S UAGrAZlN .

CONDI D ht MRS. S. C. HALL
And designed to promote the Interest of Home, th*.

entsol Li
- d theAmusi tandinf : all Olaases

No. l. READY MARCH 2S, 1861.
%* The First Num her will ig Chapssrs of a

Mrs. 8.1'. 11 am VVj:

Illustrated with K m S

London: E nders, Otlev, & i
, 66, B to* Hanover

Square, W.

Gr

Month in the Year, revised and improved 1M
G. GLKNNv f P.R.BL8.

a,

ABERCIDMHII-rs GARDENERS' POCKET
JOURNAL, revised by G. Gi.r.N-sv, F. 11. U.S. ISmo,

cloth. 2».

London: William TkoO, Pancras Lane, Queen Street,

i do, 1 .

" ~
Jn the Press, Demy »,

CONSIDERATIONS ox REPRESENTATTVE
GOVERNMENT. By John Stuart Mill.

London : Parker, Son, & Bourn, West Strand.
~~

"ZZTZZ J ust Published, price 10s ,

TOl iL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
fl SOCIETY LAND. Vol. xx r , F II. N o.vi.,

ontaining—Si ; Met logy ; Public Health; and Price

ofProvi OS.

Report upon thc Past and Present .to of the Agriculture of

t l, j ii M Products, with Oompc
Tables ofSxp ts. By Harry RAiN-

On the Application of the Manure of the Farm. By Professor _ „., rt^ -„„.„- m ,r , 01 , .4U
Tannkl. Prize Essay. "\TEVV METHOD OF CURING DLsEASE witb-

On the Chemical Composition and Commer I Value of Norwe- ' J.M out the aid of Doctors and then* drugs, by studying

man tit- anish phorite, Coprolites, and r the laws of HEALTH in NATUI -Invalids cannot too

Phosphatic Materials used in Bfland for Agricultural carefully avoid pills aud other dangerous medicines, asitney all

Purpo Bv Dr. Aug stus Voeu a. I contain mineral poi is which act on the delicate fibres or

SAUCES.—

<

nrs have pronounced L»A and
Psbrins' "Wo; >TERSHIRB SAUCE' .e of the best

Iditions 5 >, Fish, Joints, and ii e and
in asing demand has caused unpi > manu-

re a spu us article; but ikwiiu" all bear i *

A I irins' name on Bottlo, LabeL ana stopper.—Sold by
!ioswe>Bi

.
.hi i :dl respectable Oilmen and

Grocers. Sole Mei ni: ;nMurers— I a a a- Pi • «
!••

WHITE AM' >olM> . . IH ) lispenemhtt
i ers and t h . , by

o pi IMWI WP'
n|>oundoil tal

9 in preset bes a Teet
rongl ' the (Huns, and u i ^ a delicate ft sfjienos to

the Breath. It i Itestes Tartar it tbo "1'oeth. removes
s{ of nt decay, and pol ss and preserves the

lamrl. to whu-h it in.) s a pearl -like whiteness. Price 2«.M.
per box.—Sold at 20, 11 nOit •'.

; ami by Chemistsand
Perfumers. r " Rown Od'.nto."

NO. 8, CROSVtNOR STREET, BONO STREET.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH on a NEW and IM-
PROVED PRINCIPLE.— Mr. Eski i PATENTED

INVENTION (protected by her Majesty's Royal Seal, July.

S60), for adapting Artificial Teeth on Moveable Bases bySeif-

sion, are without springs or any fastenings, without

p tin or extraction, restore p irticulation and mastication,

tion Impossible, and last a life' o. "An
admirail' contrivance lor remedying tho d s of nat

wit ; uow sets of teeth."—Sun, July 80l "Will

doubtli ively pat*onised"—

<

«r, July 11.
*' Unnvallcd for its utility and economy."—Morning Port,

July 20.—

<

s free. Terms strictly mo< —
8, Qro Bond Street ; < 4d Stcyne, Brighton ;

Bennett's Hill, Bigni i iam.

INNKl()i;I)'S PURE FLUID MAUN StA has

been, during 3 emphatically sai ed by tho
Medical Pn on, and universally accented by tho Public, as

the heat ly for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

I! i nd Indigestion, and as a Mi.d A| nut for

delic titutions, more especially for Ladiei and Children.

Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup, it forms an

a, 'al>' fervescing Draught, in v Vperient qualities

are much ud. During Hot Seasons and m Hot Climates,

ie i s *h -ase of this- Lraple nt remedy has been
found highly beneficial. — Manufactured (with the utmost
attenti to strength and purity) by 1 ord & Co., 172,

New 15,.nd Street, London, \V. ; aud sold by all respectable

Chemist hroughout the Empire.

LL AFFLICT E U with WEAK EYES may obtain

instant relief by using Dr. Warner's EYE WATER,
v\ all indami ion from c- dust, or

constituti 1 c i in and 4*. &l.,by
IIa \r, Oxford Street, W.

;

»rd stre^-.,7-

»

dwai uil* Churcl rd, E.C. ;H a, King William

tree t, - and all >f whom may also be

had, Dr. Warner's I.oTfO.V, a Un cure for sore and
ulcerated legs, burns, and , and bites of insects and in

isesofiu: imation isinvaluable. In buttles, 1*. 1id., and 2s. 9d

A

Statistics of Live Stock and I lead Meat for Consumption in the ing of the Bl «ach, and thus destroy the receptacle oi our

.lis By Robert Heebkrt. daily sustenance. The Advertiser v renounced incurable,

On a lrseofCr- ingadop i in Kent. By R. Hkat but, acting in accordance with the

On the Composition of tbe YeUow Lupine, and a Sea suitable -
»-•''' -«•-«—•«*•• ^ >-

to its Culture. By Dr. / fTOS Voblcker.

On the Present Aspect of Steam Culture. By P. II. Frere.

i the Composition of Oxen, Sheep, and Pigs, and of their

Increase whilst Fattening. By J. B. Lawes, Ejq., F.R.S.,

F.C.S , and Dr. J. II GlLBlBT, F.RS., P C.8.

-port on the Exhibit i
and Trials of Implements at theRe

tio,
, p. 889, note.

ndon
: Lonoman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

.tcrbury Meeting. By H. B. Calowki.l, Acting Senior

Steward. »-»«
Tho Canterbury Meeting. By P, H. FK8&B.

.n the Biding Horaesand Pomes shown at Can miry.

M

Miscellaneous Communications.

London : John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

advice he now offers,

has, bv "< Slessing." been re- ed to HEALTH and
PH ; and with ipathy for like sufferers, the

i of CURE will be sent on rcc ol name, address,

nd stamped envelope. —Addresv LES, No. 3, James
Cottage,? . II nmersmith, 1 u W»

,

i: VTINO'S ( JOU( ill LOZ E N G E S.—Statistics

show that 50.000 p mwially fall v T8 to pul-

monar disorders, including Consumption, diseases of th

chest, and thc respiratory organs. Prevention Is at all times

better than cure; be there pired during the wet and

SUTTON'S
FARMERS' MANUAL,

PRICE 1*., POST FREE, OR GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS.

CONTENTS OF THE
^LUSTRATIONS OF AGRICULTURAL ROOTS
A, -'KE AND OTHER CLOVERS
°R1CULTURAL SEEDS (present prices)

MANUAL.
Pages 4, 5, 0, 7

9, H 1

3 t

»»

>t

"TOME OP ENGLISH CROPS

VLLOWCROl MARKS OX
OVATION OF TURNIPS

* *

PAGE
18,

34

24

kohlrabi
;; ;• •*

;; ;6

*

; vbbaoe
VPE
VRROTS

PA SIP
M.WCEE WURJ5EL
POTATOES

•

* • • •

* •

• 4

• •

27

2S

2S
29
29

30

THE GRASSES:—
DE TIVETABEES..
RYE GRASSES • ..

PERMANENT PASTURE I

RENOVATING GRASSES .- „-.„.-« AV .,, t

VAT E II AL G ItASS ES A N I >
« LOVERS, REMARkS ON -1 to

-* . « nnmr\Ti • \Ij\I\i?i I.MDM - - • •PALESTINE MODI FARM

* #

* •

• » * •

r
..

..

11, 13, 15, 16

15

TRIAL GROUNDS, REPORT OF
WEATHER OF i860, THE, AND ITS EFFfct i

* »

GOODS DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE.

SUIT0N & SONS, Eoyal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Beading.

70, Ht. I s Churchyard, London. Retail by all Druggists. &c.

1)ARR'S LIFE PILLS act us a warm and balsamic

Aperient, removing without the slightest pain or incon-

venience all obstructions, and restore the whole system to a

state of health and comfort.

PARR'S PILLS
may be relied on as the best medicine for indigestion, sick

head-ache, heartburn, loss of appeti disorders oi tm naach

and hver, redundancy of bile, dizziness of the e. violent

mins across ti uead, itr memory, reatleseaeaf and

i drew tup. clozinj lency, ooetivanea* Ac.

, .•_ v._«. nrice 1< 1 *nd in I packets,

rttoreTTTRo a & Co.. **, Fleet street,

£"* *• .. *. r—ivvnirs I.I PILLS.V Ask for PARR'S LIE

Xf0 MORE PILLS NOR A f OTH1 MEI>I-

i\ PINK—We find !• Hamas'* health re&U>iing.«EVA-

fr«TA ARABIA FOul), the safest ret, hab.tual

» St? b

S I

Chemists.
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LE SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF. I /^ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married; has a[Q
HEAL and SON have patented a method of making VT thoroughf^^^f^f^^^^ °'

Y

1™.-
^ c . ,, * „„ , . .,P Pines forcinp" of all kinds of rnuts and Vegetables, tne cui-

»™«1 wF"D
S^ttreSS P°?a

-

ble
- lhe ^Vbj"&™ tuw^and propagation of stove and greenhouse plants, and the

usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavv and cumbersome. tuie «*iiu piupagowv „, J^ VitM„.n ra.-H , TTn»v•— SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF ismade in three ' management of Fruit Floner, and Ivitcben Gaiden Unex-

* parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of
j

ceptionable reference. J. H, Post Office, Sexton, near
The

separateseparate parts, ana when joined together has all the elasticity 01 j^<^t~tw*

the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool or horse-
|

loicnester. L_
hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring :

/~^\ A RDEN Eli (H

5

10
15

5
10

Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, are much below those
of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :

—

3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long . . . . £2
3 feet 6 in. „ „ .. .. 2
4 feet „ „ .. .. 2
4 feet 6 m. „ „ . . . . 3
5 feet „ „ .... 3
5 feet 6 in. „ „ .. .. 3 _. .

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF therefore combines
the advantages of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, portability,
-and cheapness.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-

Room Furniture sent free by post on application.

Heal <fe Soy, 196, Tottenham Court Road, W.

POUGEliY and FRAUD. — Understanding- that
there is at present an attempt being made by some un-

principled parties in our city to deceive the public with an
inferior Starch, made up in packets closely resembling the
GLENFIELD ST A.RCH, we consider it our duty to warn our
fair readers to be careful when purchasing to see that the word
" Glen field," and the maker's name, "Robert Wother-
spoon," is on every package, as none others are genuine.
When you ask for Glenheld Starch see that you get it, as

inferior kinds are often substituted.

. AKDENER (Head).— Age 27; a Gentleman is

JT desirous of obtaining a situation for a Young Man in his

itablishment. Has a good practical knowledge of his pro-

DR. DE JONGH'S
(Kkight of the Order of Leopold of Belgium)T IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,

JLJ prescribed by the most Eminent Medical Men throughout
the world as the safest, speediest, and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,
COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT, GENERAL DEBILITY,
w?J™£2ES °LTHE SK1X

> RICKETS, INFANTILE
WASTING, AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.

IS INCOMPARABLY SUPERIOR TO EVERY OTHER VARIETY.

SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
Dr. JONATHAN PEREIRA, F.R.S.-«It was fitting that

the author of the best analysis and investigations into the pro-
perties of this Oil should himself be the purveyor of this im-
portant medicine. I am satisfied that for medicinal purposesno finer Oil can be procured."
Dr GRANVILLE, F.R.S.-«Dr. Granville has found that

Dr. De Joughs Light Brown Cod Liver Oil produces the
desired effect in a shorter time than other kinds, and that it
does not cause the nausea aud indigestion too often consequent
•on the administration of the Pale Oil.

"

Dr. BARLOW, Physician to Guy's Hospital.—" I have been
well satisfied with the effects of Dr. de Jongh's Oil, and believe
It to be a very pure Oil, well fitted for those cases in which the
use of that substance is indicated."
Dr BAN KS, King's Professor of the Practice of Medicine atthe University of Dublin.-" I have in the course of my prac-

T uJa ?
nSl^ i\

employ
^
d Dr

" de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod
thlwS?X

ha'VG
S°

ho9it*Uon in 8tatin& that 1 consider it

my noti ^ 8pecxmens of ou whicb
- nave ever come under

iwS^f ?°?f
H'\Ua"T

J**°
ws CoD Ln'ER 0l *< ^ sold only inimperial.half-pints, 2s. 6d. ; pints, 4s. 9d. : quarts 9s • cansuied and Jabeiled with his stamp andJS^^M $

fS&none canpomUy be genuine, by respectable Chemists

Sole Agents :

Ansar, Harford, & Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

CAUTION.—Beware of Proposed S

GARDINER (Head).—Age 30, single; practical,

and understands Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers,

and Vegetables. Character unexceptionable.—C. L., 9, Coch-

rane Terrace, St. John's Wood, N.

fession.—W. S., Tost Office, Tieehurst, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, without

incumbrance ; thoroughly understands his profession in

all its branches. Good recommendation from last employer.

—A. B., Post Office, South Mines, near Barnet, N.

ARDENER (Head) to~any nobleman or gentle-

man.—Age 30, married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly
experienced io all branches of his profession.—Good character.

—R. J., Post Office, Braintree, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; i.as a thorough
Practical knowledge of his profession in ail its branches ;

two and a-half years' good character.—E. H., 15, Richmond
Street, Edgware Road, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no incum-
brance ; understands his profession in all its various

branches, the Forcing of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables. Unexceptionable character.—A. H., Ivery & Son,
Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;
energetic, sober, and thorough master of his profession

in the various branches of Horticulture. Would prove in-
valuable as a careful trustworthy servant.—Mr. Thomas Cripps,
Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells.

( 1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no incun>
VJX brance : has a practical knowledge of both Early and Late
Forcing of Vines, Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries,
Vegetables, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens, &c. Good
reference.—A. B., Post Office, Slough.

/^.ARDENER (Head, or good
VX Age 35, married, no incumbrance; well understands
Forcing of Vines, and is a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener
Wife can attend to the Gate and to Poultry.—Good character —
R. M. H.. 26. Cadogan Street, Chelsea, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—-Age 26,
married

; has a thorough knowledge of Kitchen and
Flower Garden, Greenhouse, <fcc, and Early Forcing Un-
exceptionable character. — C. P. Hennerton, Henley-on-
Thames, Oxon. J

GARDENER (Head).—E. White, Gardener to
S. J Phillips, Esq., Manor House, Ham, Surrey, can

confidently recommend a practical man, well versed in Forcing
Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, Care of Orchard Houses,
flower and Kitchen Garden. Can manage Land. Good
references.—Address as above.

ARDENER (head).—Age 29, married, no in-
curabrance

; will be at liberty on the ISth of March : hasa practical knowledge of Forcing Cucumbers, Melons, Vines
Ac., and the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants: alsoMower and Kitchen Gardens. Good character for ability from

Hmg
Kenr

an B°W Iea?to*—* S" ***** House, Forest

I

engage good.establish*
Pines, Vines, Stove and 6^7 -
Gardens, Cresswell Hall, nearTtfc^
(^ARDENER (Foreman),

iu a ^
J
J -A

p
wd 26^ single

; has had R0Jl
N

Houses, Plant Houses, &c ., and has a

ft
1
* t^v

m all
xT
its bl 'anches. G^od

,Mrs. Williams, Newton Cottages 11^
T^OREAlAN^Wxx^^.;^

a a
b
*
0ve ln

,.

a g00d establishment
mended from the employer he is lea
Timoridge, Ken"

I

v.

l">ROPA(4ATOKroJrT0KEMX GAT01l.-Well experienced
in T

Cultivation of Hard and Soft-wooded
1Satisfactory testimonials. — Honm

Omce, W.C. ^ '

B bad great experience as WorkiafW
rarius 111 Lincolnshire, Well undeSij
highest references.—A., Post Office, Beckaki]

TO NOBLEMEN ANO CEN'

STEWARD, ok BAILIFF and
was brought up in the largest

Norfolk. Has since had the management
Lands, Under Draining, Rearing and y ,-

and Selling Corn, Cattle, Timber, &c.

Buildings, together with Ornamental
.,

Character unexceptionable.—A. B., W p,

King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Steward"
-
obT~parm kailTj

practical experience of Farming in k

England. Would not object to go abroad

-

Office, Dorking, Surrey, S.

tvta

J i

ttwt

LQ

LAND STEWARD.-Young. Him
character. References can be had in It-

Mr. Waller, Greengrocer and Fruiterer. SJ> Oil

Grosvenor Square, W.

FARM STEWARD or BAILli

recommends his Bailiff, aged m
understands the Improved Systems otM
been engaged for nine years past on i

Mr. Bishop, Advertising Agent, 1, L

AILIFF or GENERAL MA

__ conversant with every branch oim
Heavy and Light, reclaiming V

having bad the entire Mauagemev
Would undertake the Manageme
L. M., Clubb & Smith, Agricultund IfflfiMfm
Fenchnrch Street. E.G.

h

B
I

Biu

I I

INSTITUTIONS.

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENEk7~VV^-
20*. pei- week without cottage.—Applv to D T> %*Biahopsgate Within, E.C.

* P1 y *
U

'
25'

£?f"£i!8
ly t0 STE

-

HEN BR0WN
'
K««eryman, Sudbur, Sufi^^JtotMgagê eferenee, and wages required.

°UQDUry
'
aul

W^SEfft a Man and Wi,e» as OUT-DOOU
part of f^OT*' ^ 5r

lM
l
a Garden^ the Woman to do

totttiVS^' Washing. She must have been used
hJ? i

g ?? fi
,
ne hnen

»
&c-> and must have a recommendi-

-A*IZ ^ *&J" whora 8he l^ washed! Nu^ass-Addres^Rev. X. A., Alford, Lincolnshire.
fe

TO NOBLEMEN AlVD GENTLEMEN.

FARMING BAILIFF. -
understands every branch offi«^

<fec. The wife has been aecust*

Poultry Yard. The most satisfact

Post Office, Fordham, near Soli

ARM BAILIFF.—MWdlt
J"

.

up iu the same capacity, a^f*^
rience of Breeding and Rearing SI

• t _ • .. , , ^_.J «), -rafter.--char,

«mWthiS a Perman»t Situation, for wUch'aM£S

»,
A taorouK n practical knowledge of the Forcing of

.x.uls, Flowers and Vegetables, the Culture and Propagation

SLSmEl
Greenhouse Plants, and the Manage '>ent of

rruit, Slower and Kitchen Gardens. Is now acting as Fore-inaniu a nobleman's garden, where ho has been lor several

iv
a1

?' Vu
&r&ct*r "nexceptionable.- E. ii., The Gardens,^ejitworthCastle, Barusle.y, Yorkshi re.

'

/^AKDKNEK (Head), or ( IAKDENEU and B
™ >F'CAge ¥' marned

»
small incumbrance

; thoroughly

for thM !£' SfS*
hadw ]

n
a?e

?-
f exteil-ive Gardens and Land

foi the last 16 years. Will be disengaged shortiy.-.Mr. ThosCripps, Nurseryman, Ac., Tunbridge Wells.

/^.AttDENKK. — Age 33. married; understaruls

*
Greenhouses, Flower and Kitchen Garden. No objection^Cc^v^ood_r^fenm

J
ces.--l}. C, Post Office, Chelm rd.

/ ^.AUDKNEK.—Age 26, singles underatands Flower
/Co.

a«? Kltchen Gardens. Good character—H J Ponf
Office, West Moulsey, Surrey.

Jl
'

lQiit

ARDENER. - Married ; thoroughly nnderstands
the Management of a Flower and Kitchen Gaiden

BiSnHnrS^ ** G°°d *"***—^ *. **oSEl

its various branches. Good
Reigate. Surrey. _^-^—-
TO NOSLEME.N AND AGRlCUL*

FAKM BAILIFF.—Age 34; M*«
on th.e Faiin and the Market

Light and Heavy Land, Drainage, ^
and Selling of Produce, &c. First-c.S;

tieal men.— II. H.,4, Amj^thill Place

.Middle-**
1

;/ : >»!-

xperienced ;
has been use^to^-

_\ J

Yii*
r

T^AKM UAILIFF.

ITiARM BALLIFF.-A Mor^re

JJ knowledge of Farmmir, }lxn%.^ U>

Buying and Selling, Improving <

p
« an give satisfactory r reiices^

I

V

G
TO AGRICULTURISTS

^°

1

AltDENKR

W^rED
'

•

A >LANT JPACKEIL-OnT^Thas
w i * *

e$l )G
l
ieu

<j
e m London Nurseries nreferred — 4nnlv^yjette^jo^^a^ers' ChronicleOffice, W. C

PPi '

WA
r
A
A^vi?p f

r0IJ
?

active i^T^lJinjER
Ilho

G
wthTto

E
^^^^^

^ter, to J. Cook, Gardener, QiJ'W^'iCS^^

--Age 32, married, no incmnbrance:
v. u

"nacrstands Vines, Cocurubers, Melons Flower inrt

ssaBBJaft^sr
1 have a good """«;-l w

.
*

1.AUDENKITI

1
Offi

WABT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid
/^.ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, one child;

-worked?
^P^^ knowledge of his profession, having

h^AA i

lk
5?
ni h

ls ^nood. No ebjection to a single-banded place.-E. P., Poet Office, llford, Essex.
g

G i£ > * \ (" BAI>)--Age 33, married; is" at

nn w a
y

. J°
0ffer hi8 ^"ices where energy and ability

oD^fnitw n°
rdf andew)nomy are required^ Has had the

wCth^lST^;11^8 0f the first establishments,

aid VoJetavSl K
atl°^ °f

a^ ^ **** lowers. Fruits

iSil nnSSi Sf ^ ****** the greatest perfection
; also has

toSniS^1
!?

16

?? iU
n

i8 ,a8
i «W«»«t in a nobleman^

moniaU unexcentionaSv frr.«?^ i ? Cn.iracter and testi-

(TA
,!!^n

JN, '

:

!

l-""A^e 23; il ?ooU knowledge of Stov'eV^S and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and Vitnh « o ,

•wo and half years' unexceo'tionuWe character T Wf"
)ffice, Waltharn Cro^s, Herts, N.

amo^aratter.-T. P., p06t

QARDENER (Singlb-hawbd).^-Age 25 single-

good character%-j: bTW^^I^^T^ £%?££*
Leyton, Essex, N.E. _______ '

gh &tleefc
»

/^ARD^ER.
:
_Middle-aged, maVried, witfcoS in-KJ cumbrance; good Kitchen Gardener can man*™ vL™Greenhouse, and Lawn. No objection to a rin<££*&?lT

\
y '

Has been in gentlemen's families ^Sf_S^ftSyears' good character ; IS years' previous.—Y Z sp.^h.2
Terrace, Forest Hill, Sydenham, Kent. '

8
'
Fark ^^

(|AKDMEIT^^
V>s rience in Plant Growing, Forcing Jko i« «. i„ D«
establishments, from whence he can betell recomm ,T\ \
E. IL, The Gardens, Arundel Castle, Sussex

rcC0mmended -

_D where he would have the m

and at the same time render JJ ^ Mr c^'
Stead v, industrious, and obhgiu&-

Bedford. r^TT^uii^-

TTaTLIFF.- Married, >vidu>u

1> .stands the M*»*%Gmc\\l°L aud ajS
Soils, having acted /or geiitlcn^

u

counties. Is accustomed to>

tM ^
i,i^A»»m^u »ti« charge ot r,u

.
' „«,' i

>

e

ml J
CI

p_tt^

Manage Poultry, &e. — C,

-'47, Borough, S. E. _ ^^ A
I C)

Bu*1*!

active experience
with an engagement M3-535
of a Busing Shop; «S*-^ Z"^
has been accustomed to accuu

wich, Kent.

years
1

williD JV
renitf

*

TO HEAD G A R D t~N E K S
/^ARDK.NKK (Second), for Improvement—WillVJ give a portion of his Wages to the Head Gardener.D. W.. Gardener** Chronicle Office, W. C.

'&

Understaiuls Flower and

I
Til PROVEK.-Under the

Joi^^1 Department to a J-gSS^ H" ^
good recomme«aatuu ^Age 2l'

;

Hromley, Kent.

IMPROVEU -. n„ft» ^ rj
desires an engagement in » T^JjjH

garden. Would W »
V HUl H'^

-M., Mr. Young

j

!

_Wes^H
!
H3^^

n

UTDOOR SBKV^^l^g
cumbrance; with tc;^ie ,lCe i» jJJSj

as Hailifl •— •"", *'" ex,,e "

-

Hne0f *

T

lv *fi£'J?3^

Mssll

31

E

Stock 1 i<
ref^tflthe Woman as Cook, and if^ble re.

Dairv and Poultry. ?»«5K5 beS 1**
0,

• ,. , Dairy and Poultry. «"»?S
(*T ^v""^«"

IW
"r'

K
.'

l "UJ-°rclng^ Early and Late Fruits, ( character from last situation t**

1

ne^r Oxford!
g°°d cbaract^r-J

- «* *»t Office, Beeklex Cu field, Sussex. _
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GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.

rx Scalb or Premilms.

ROPBAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY
IKS OF GUARANTEE at reduced rat

__ in or under the Treasury, Customs, Iul

Bo«rd of Trade, Poor-Law Board, Admiralty, and
moU. and fur Bank and Railway Clerks,

•^rvoos in oommerci «1 emj'1 ts.

on the combination of life assurance with
granted on arable terms.

tT«ry iniuruia may be obtained at the Chid
Waterloo Place, Pall Mull, Loudun, W.

MRS. S. C. MALLS NEW MAGAZINE
Price One Shilling Monthly.T HE ST - JAM is MAOAZCHE.

AAA-* CONDUCTED bt MRS. a I HALL,Ana designed to promote the Interest of Home, the Refine-ments oi Life, and the Amusement and information of all

No. 1. READY MABCB 23, 186L
>* Tic

,

FiPt dumber will contain the opening Chapters of iNew Tale, by Mrs. 8.C. Hall, entitled " CanWbono at Right !

Illustrated with Etching on Steel, by ' Phiz."
London

:
Sadx-i,™. Otlby. * Co., 66. Brook Street, Hanorei

Square, W.

piJTHILl/S PAMPHLKTS rm GARDENING:—Vy Culture of the Strawberry. la ; Culture of the Mushroom.
second edition, 1*. ; Market Gardening, third edition, \> M
The\ine,ls.; onthePoUto, Cu« .her, with 20 le#,
third ediuou.—James Cvtuill, 1 .11.11 S., Ca.nberwelL London.

SPECIAL NOTICE

P,
iCAN LIFE INSURANCE

ESTABLISHED IN 1797.

Ho. T«, Lombard Street, EC, and 67, Charinj
Directors.

OFFICE,
Xcttw of tlje UXttk.

Octavtae B. Coops, Esq.
w Cetton, Esq , DC I. J U.S.

Jean Davis. Esq
J a Oorta, Esq , M I> , F. R.S.

Hawkins, Juu., Esq.

D Hodgson, Esq.,

MP.

Henry Lancelot II :lan>

Esq.
William James Lancaster, Esq.
John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.&

tnin Shaw, Esq,
Matthew Whiting, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun , Esq., M.P.

Robert Tucker, S<cretary and Actuary.

-All Policies effected on the Return System, and
tbe let July, 18ol, will participate in tho next

of Profits, subject to such of them as have not th<

In tores for fire years, being continued until the eompl
that period.

LOAM on Life Interests in pOBUBtlOP or reversion: also
ether approved 8ecurity in connection with Life

Prospectuses, Forms of Proposal, Ac, apply at tbe
shore, or toanv of tho ('(.miunr's Admits

uu. passeu. *m .Mnmiav uic lorduiiami oh '"J""""m, »' 01 in< u< oiw. un a uivuion

rought ia a bill to remove the a y under 'motion was negatived by It! < >0, \

rhioh a marriage betv a a Roman I iatholie and w*s then cut short by the iftival el the hour fur

In erown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations, price 12*.,KOW TO LAV OUT A GARDEN.
I nfndtd as a General Guide In Choosing, Forming, orpmlBg an Estate (from a Quarter of an Acre to a Hundred

Acres in extent.) By Edward Kemp, of Birkenhead.
Jsadscst A Evans 11. Rnurprio strAnt pu» nirfni v n
The 11th edition, enlerged and improved, price 2*., cloth.

THE IIANDUOOK op GARDENING. For the
rT^PS £ V*™* wno Poesess a Small Garden. By Edwai.
iEMr, of Birkenhead.
BaAneoava E v * vg, 11, Bouverio Street, Fleet root, E.C.

F
The six h edition, in 12n cloth •«»* «-«— »•

LADIE IMPANION
riMii.i r,,

Ball* an
.

Al Phabetic;il Arrangement of all the

^SSSSXje^l^X^. *£££*• With

Evans,

efaCk -rioe»an#., witn upwards of 500 Illustrations,
g,l«*t«TABLB KLVGIM >M ; or the rue
nsssMcelinn and Lses of PUnts. By Dr. Libdlbv

-he Natural System.
*A**UkY it Kvav* 11 rtrmvn*-{,. SU-a.* ru»t O.—.* r- rj

fnits^ 1*1^ With uumcrolw Illustrations, price u.«.,ym ELEMENTS op BOTANY j Structural ami

In the House of Lords, on Friday, the Trade
Muk Bill passed through 00 uittee, .... i tin

Statute Law I: vision lliil was read a third time
and passed. On Houday tin Loud Cham k

b

whii-n a marriage

a Protestant, if performed by a K >man Catholic

clergyman in Ireland, is void. A select com nit tee

was appointed on the motion of the LOBD Chan-
cellor to consider the law respecting the rtii

who are, or ought to be, entitled to sue in the

Divorce Court in England and in the Court of

•ssion in Scotland for a dissolution of marriage,

with a view to extend the operation of the English

law to Ireland, as well as to enable Anglo-

Indians to avail themselves of its provisions.

The Earl of DtRBT moved that it be an in-

struction to the select committee on n ropolitan

railways to inquire into and report on tl number
of houses and of inhabitants likely to be removed
by the works of the respective railways, and
whether any provision is required to be made for

diminishing the evils consequent on a large

simultaneous displacement of the labouring

population. After some discussion the motion

mi agreed to. On Tuesday the Admiralty Court

Jurisdiction Bill, the Inc'osur-: Bill, and the

Hank of England Payments Bill passed through

oommittee. On Thursday Lord Lyttelton movtd
the second reading of the Subdivision of lJio«

Bill. The motion was opposed by Earl Gua.willf.

accidents committee. Mr. M. Gmsox oppoeed the
motion, and after boom discussion it was \ adrawn.
The Select Committee on the Board of Admira
having been nominated, Lord Palmkestoh movt
that the order on Sir J. Elmusbtoxe's metim of
the 5th March for a Select Committee on >
Iromotion and Retirement be discharged, and tl a;
the lect Committee on the Board Admiralty
be instructed to consider the system of promotku
and retirement in the Navy. The resolu

arried by 96 to 33. On \\"ednesday Mr. Locke
King moved the second re ad in >f the < inty
Franchise Bill. Mr. Augustus Smith mo\
as an amendment, " the previous que 1." On
a division the amendment was earned by
to 820; and the Bill was the n fore bet \.

Trelav> 1 v moved the sec- i res i* <

Affirmations Bill. Mr. IN >i moved ss a
amendment that the Bill be read a seoo:

day six months. Mr. CiunntD movu: 3

Ijournmcnt of 1 debate. On s divii

adjournment. On Thursday the House went late
committee of supply on the Army E -ti mates, vlien

tbe vote for the land forces was agreed to. On tin

vote for pay and allowances, Colon Di'N : moved
that the chairman report progress. The motion was

negati>« d on a division by 122 to 22, but it was
subsequently arranged to take three millions

on account of the vote, and the House resume-

The Red Sea and India Telegraph Bill was read
a third time and passed. In Committee of th«

whole House, Sir G. Lrwjs m -d a resolution

continuing for a term of 10 years the duties on
coal and wine levied by the Corporation of Lon-
don, the coal duty to be appropriated to metro-

politan improvements, and to be Levied only

within the metropolitan police district, instead of

in a circle of 20 miles as hei to( j«. After a

short discussion the resolution was agr 1 to, and
leave was given to bring in a Bill to carry it into

effect.

The Address of the French Senate in answer to

the Speech from the throne was presented to the

Emperor on Friday. His Majesty in reply

thanked the Senate for their approval of his con-

duct during tbe past, and for their expression of
- » * BB _ A m. W V 1

OCST.

4EVAXB,

Glossary

XJIU. llie IIlOUOIl WM UWJJOBBU VJ X^-ari \JU.\y > 1JL.LK, <*uvmunuj mc J'ua^ »i*»* *v* u.ni *"*i'» >----— "'

the Earl of Derby and other Peers, but was :
confidence in the future, and assured them thai

his policy would always be firm, loyal, and

Or-D^
1Ulf"b0Und

'
with 40° lustrations, price bt. 6U,

V^HOOL BOTANY ; or, the Rudiments of Botanical
Science. By Dr. Lixdi.ky.

WT4Bvajb, u t Bouverie 8treet, Fleet Street. 1.

•n r pn
In 8vo

-
c!otn

. Price 7*. 6d,

\ I
';rH,?

A
r

L **» ®C( )NOM [( \\ L BOTANY.
Li.vn-.Ev. With numemu.H Iilu->tnitions. A New

jfcj^AXB, 11, Bouverio Street, Fleet Street, EC.

rvtw.r.»_- Price U,

' , 'S2r i

iJl

E B0TANY; or, the Art of

iEZ^JZa?!? !?
TYiXMy in ^««>tific Language, forJon anu the Use of J- oola. By Dr. Lindley.

JLEl^j 1^ Bouverie &tw et Street, EC.

PIT*>i\ it. ?™Wn 8 Vo
'
pricc 1 6* •

cl
•

t"£.
N * 5 'ANICAL DICTIOHARYj

I^^BlSKS. »lr T
Tnes

'
m*tory, and Culture of all Plants

j^^-—mmmn, Mother with a Full Explanation of Tec

"**»SCBT Al Kvi» it — - - -

PAY -V
priC€ 33f

-
each

-
elee™tly bound in cloth,

™Vsb^P^S °AUDKX. Edited by Sir
S» B^Mkl. ^^™7. a"d D r- Lin-dlev This work sppear,

hich are still on sale, price 2*. 6d. each.

Street, Fleet Street, B.C.

T)RACTir it ,
Price *• c,otb

'I^IS^ 1^ o» PLANTING ORXA-**it •» «>e Sl^ ;^; particular reference to Conifer
•*a*ihsb] and KoS?*

8 aro p(>1 irly de3cribed. By
r * Btabb. U. Ba.

"«rie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

carried on a division by a majority of 4, the

umbers being '27 1 1 23. The Trade Harks B 11

and the Enclosure Bill were read a third time and

p id.

In the Jommons on Friday Sir Jon
Tkelawny postponed until the 5th of lone the

third reading of his Bill for the Abolition of

Church Bates. Mr. M. Milnes obtained a Select

Committee to inquire into the constitution and

efficiency of the present diplomatic service of the

straightforward. In the Corps LGgislatif the dis-

cussion of the Address commenced on Monday,
and is not likely to be concluded for some days.

A despatch from Warsaw announces that t ho

Km 1 f.kor of Russia, in reply to the address of the

Polish citizens, has conceded almost all their de-

mands. A separate Councilof State has been granted

to the Kingdom of Poland, with Count /amoysky as

President; the Municipality of Warsaw has been
country. Mr. II. B. Sheridan moved for leave

;
continued in its functions ; all official acts are to

to introduce a Bill for the reduction of the duty on be executed in the name of the Emperor as King
lire insurances. The ChaKOELLOI of the Ex- f Poland ; the system of public instruction is t

ieqtjer oppos'd the lotion, which was nesa- be completely reformed ; the municipalities n re to

tived on a difi -n by 1:38 to 49. Mr. Butt be elect d by the citizens ; and Prince Goetscha-
moved for the appoint rent of a Select Committee koff is to convoke the principal Polish notabilities,

to inquire into the grand jury presentment system in order that every necessary reform in all branches

in Ireland. Mr. Card-well opposed the motion,

which was negatived on a division by 119 to 25.

<>n Monday tbe House went into Committee on

the Naval Estimates, when the votes for the men,

wages, and victuals were agreed to, alter a longdis-

of the public administration may be proposed,

examined, and ratified.

?** I***™ «n~ pr nts, 38
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Accounts from Turin state that the project of

law for the assumption of the title " Kingdom of

"• '
4U 1 *; . .t n̂-*k ftf *k* p—a „j Italy" has been unanimously adopted bv the

cussion on the relative strength ot the trench and _. * - . _ ,. « ' .f . • .

,. f . « . «.i tj 1 c ; , 1 T„,i;„ t 1 1 i
Chamber of Deputies. The Citadel of Messina

Lnglish navies. 1 he Ked bea and India ielegraph . ,
r«r % * • c. *•

- - -- - 'surrendered on Wednesday evening a: four

.ys* tiring, and the prompt ;rrendt-r of Civitella
i > ill passed through Committee. On Tuesday Mr. T.

Dukcombk moved a resolution declaring that it was

the duty of the House to earn at the recommen-

dations of the Crown and fulfil the expectations of

the people on the subject of Reform. BirG. Lewis

.poted the motion, and at the suggestion of Mi

Brigbt it was ultimately withdrawn. Mr. Ben-

tinck moved a resolution to the effect that in con-

equenee of the great number of railway acciden

del Tronto may be daily expected.

From the United States we have a report that an

infernal machine was found under Mr. Li oln

seat in the train which cor: i him from ( cin-

nati, and that a conspiracy had 1 n formed to

assassinate him on his w Baltimore. The

report proceeds from Washing . but is not

or ited by some of the New York papers. Bo.^e3 U=. has become credited by .me of the ™*^™
desirable that Her Majesty's Government should branche9 of Congress had agreed to the an ,ded

-troduce further legislation on the subject, with

Ti

WioK^^.T^badataUtb.!-

la view to en fore the adoption by all railway
r

* of tho precautions r amen

given b re tl 1 way
^companies

Hi tho

Tarift Bill, an i it was expected to pass immediately

into law. The F inference at Washington,

after tliree v ks
T labour, had adopted a sc: ne

f adjustntent foundtd iron the limitation of
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slavery to the Southern States, but it was con-

sidered quite inadequate to effect a settlement ot

the existing difficulties.

Despatches from Canton of February 1st inform

us thatPekin is quiet, and the troops

tsin continue healthy. The treaty is

satisfactorily, and Kowloong has been

transferred to the British Crown,

ion aceedln* to the prayer of the petition. lhe

3V£2* seconded the motion. The Bishop

«?i™ «*.at.P.d various objections to the course

at Tien-

working

formally

jftomt Vitlw.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Buckingham Palace. On

Saturday morning the Prince Consort rode on horse-

back. In the afternoon the Queen and the Prince

Consort, accompanied by the Princesses Alice and

Louisa, took a drive in an open carriage and four, and

visited the Patriotic Asylum for the Orphan Daughters

of Soldiers, Seamen, and Marines at Wandsworth. In

the evening the Queen and Prince Consort, with the

Princess Alice, honoured the performance at Her

Majesty's Theatre with their presence. On Sunday

morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the Princesses

Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Princes Arthur and Leopold,

attended Divine service in the private chapel of

Buckingham Palace. The Rev. Dr. Thomson, Provost

of Queen's College, Oxford, preached the sermon. On
Monday morning the Queen and Prince Consort, ac-

companied by Prince Leopold and the Princess Beatrice,

visited the Zoological Gardens in the Regent's Park.

The Princesses Alice and Helena visited the Temple

Church, and the Hall of Lincoln's Inn. In the

evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Princess Alice, honoured the performance

at the Olympic Theatre with their presence.

On Tuesday morning the Queen, with the Princesses

Alice and Helena, rode on horseback in the Riding

House. In the afternoon the Queen and Prince Con-

sort visited the Duchess of Kent, at Frogmore, travel-

ling to and from "Windsor by special trains on the

South-Western Railway. Prince Leopold and the

Princess Louisa visited the British Museum. In the

evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Princess Alice, honoured the performance at

Covent Garden Theatre with their presence.

On Wednesday the Queen held the third Levee of the

season at St. James's Palace, at which 270 noblemen
and gentlemen had the honour of being presented. In
the evening her Majesty had a dinner party. On
Thursday morning the Prince Consort rode on horse-

back with Prince Arthur. In the afternoon his Royal
Highness visited the Horticultural Gardens at South
Kensington. The Princess Alice visited the Duchess
of Cambridge and the Princess Mary at St. James's
Palace, and afterwards went to Frogmore and v d
the Duchess of Kent.
The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of Lord Palmerston
in Downing Street. Another Council was held on
Wednesday.
Pabliamentary Movements.— A meeting of

Liverpool and Manchester merchants was held at
Manchester on Tuesday, when a joint deputation was
appointed to communicate with the Right Hon. W. E.
Gladstone, and request him to allow his name to be put
in nomination for the third seat about to be created in
South Lancashire.

Chief Justiceship op Madras.—The Queen has
appointed Mr. Colley Harman Scotland, barrister-at-
law, to be Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
Madras.
Knighthood.—At the Levee on Wednesday Colonel

George Everest, C.B., late Surveyor-General and Super-
intendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of
India, and Mr. Colley Harman Scotland, the new Chief
Justice of Madras, were presented to the Queen, and re-
ceived from her Majesty the honour of Knighthood.

Convocation.—Both Houses of Convocation re-
assembled on Friday. In the Upper House, the Prolocu-
tor and a deputation of the Lower House attended and
informed their Lordships that the Lower House had
come to a resolution on the subject of the desirableness
of uniting the scattered members of Christ's flock ; and
also presented a gravamen, signed by 20 individual
members, complaining that a book, called " Essays and
Reviews," had been published in London, containing
teaching which was subversive of the inspiration and
doctrine of Holy Scripture. The gravamen alleged
that out of the seven writers of these "Essays and
Reviews," six were clergymen of the Church of
England. The members of the House who had signed
the gravamen prayed that their Lordships would direct
the appointment of a committee of the Lower House
to make extracts from the book alluded to, and to
report thereon to their Lordships' House. Two of the
persons who had- signed the gravamen had not signed
that portion of it which related to the appointment of a
committee. The Archbishop inquired whether the per-
sons who signed the gravamen composed a majority of the
House at the time. The Prolocutor, having answered in
the affirmative, withdrew. The Bishop of Oxford said,
it appeared to him to be the duty of their Lordship,
composing the Upper House of Convocation to acquiescem the prayer of the petition. He therefore moved a 532?JM

resolut

Bishop
,

. . ,. a

of London stated various objections

nrooosed After a long discussion the Archbishop of

gSy put the uTotion when there ap^d--
for the motion the Bishops ot W n^-hester, St

;

u s

Oxford, Bangor, Salisbury, Llamlatf, St. As. ph, and

Ch Chester ; against it the Bishops of London, Bath and

Wells Gloucester and Bristol, and Norwich lhe

Archbishop, who did not vote either way, then declared

the motion carried by 8 to 4 After the transaction o

some further business their Lordships adjourned. In

the Lower House after the adoption of the motion for

Bending to the Upper House the gravamen respecting

'•Essays and Keviews," a long discussion ensued

respecting the revision of the Liturgy, and the subject

was ultimately postponed.

The Volunteer Movement.-The commanding

officers of the various metropolitan regiments intending

to take part in the sham fight near Brighton on Easter

Monday, the 1st of April, received on Monday a com-

munication from the London and Brighton Railway

Company, enclosing a form to be filled up setting forth

the number and character of the tickets they will

require for their respective corps, and the arrangements

made with respect to their issue. The document states

that no application for tickets will be attended to

without the production of one of the forms, which can

only be obtained from Lord Ranelagh, and that such form

when duly filled up must be sent to the secretary of the

company before Saturday, the 23rd March. The tickets

will entitle the holder to return by the special train on

Tuesday morning, at the following fares—to Brighton

and back, from any station, third-class, Is. 6d. ; officers

only, first-class, 5ev; officers' horses, 20s. No one except

an officer will be allowed to take or use a tirst-class

ticket, and no ticket whatever will be available

except for a volunteer in uniform and bearing arms.

The spot selected for the sham fight is in the neigh-

bourhood of the Earl of Chichester's park, between

Lewes and Brighton, about four miles from the latter

town. The position of the ground affords unusual

advantages for military display, there being a succession

of hills and a range of elevated downs which present

fine opportunities for the Volunteers taking up position,

&c. It has been proposed that the entire force as they

arrive at Brighton should be echelonned fronting the

sea, but it is not yet definitively known whether tin \

will march direct to the field of operations or whetln

the proposal will be carried into effect.—At a meeting
of the London Irish a few days since in the Floral Hall,

the Marquis of Donegal, the Colonel, said that he had
been asked to let the corps go to Brighton to the sh.un

tight, but he did not wish them to go for two reason

first that they were not sufficiently advanced in

their drill, and secondly that it would be very
expensive. It was proposed to take 20,000 men
here, and from what he knew he did not think they
could get that number into position before night.

—

At a meeting of the Queen's fWestminster) corps on
Saturday in Hyde Park, Captain Bushby said it 1

been decided that the regiment should accompany
Lord Truro's corps on Easter Monday to Wimbledon
Common. This statement was received by mingled
groans and cheers, a portion of the corps being
anxious to go to the sham tight at Brighton on I iter

Monday.—Arrangements are in progress for a grand
review of the Volunteers of W«i wickshire, Worcester-
shire^ Gloucestershire* Staffordshire, Leicestershire,
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Oxfordshire, and North-
amptonshire, to take place at Warwick on Monday the
22d of July, and from its great facilities of access it is

likely to bring together a large gathering of the
Midland Counties' Volunteers. The £ retary of State
for War has given his sanction through Lord Leigh,
the Lord-Lieutenant of the county. It is intended t

invite the Commander-in-Chief to review them on this
occasion.

France.—On Fi May a deputation from t
presented the Address of that body to the
His Majesty replied as follows:—
"The new right of examining freely all acts of the oven

ual

Emperor

"* TT "" 4"V V" !?"U1U*, too aimcuiues Which have been
created abroad by the conflict of extreme situations, we havenot abaudoned any of the opposed interests it was necessary to
protect. My policy will always be firm, loyal, and withoutany afterthought. The address of the Senate^pprovoTof mvconduct during the past, and expresses confidence in the
future, for which I thank you."

"*e

lhe discussion of the Address in the Corps Legislatif
commenced on Monday. The following is a summary
of the debates :

—
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f Piedmont, which he
reproached with ingratitude towards France. He extolled the

i?SiS., tlie Confederation
*

uaa renaerea equal services to ItalV'
J
? -

policy of the Emperor, he expreaSdVS?

gretted the ingratitude ofInM* .
same esteem for England as for FW- **
had rendered eoual Rfi^M *„ r

da
,

ce.Jt« *

**?

I

1
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I

i

public functionaries, that the b^p,
centralisation should be extendedr2d jLrgovernment of the communes- V^frS1

should be emancipated. M. KaZ^^i
unity, as thereby an alliance b«&2n£*
I ussia might be formed to drhASS*Mediterranean and secure the commuuiS"4 "

Kolb-Bernard attacked the principled
applied to nationalities, and oppo'sed the^iregard to Home. He maintained thttflLfflhad been victorious in Italy, and assert* itFrance had become, in spite of herself th.Z*l
tion in Italy. He thought he perceivedISTon the part of France to surrender Stand concluded by urging the Government
conservative policy. The moment haslr
choose between principles which give life

destroy
; and they should not lose sight ofwas something worse than a subvertedfa^was a Government which followed a ep"

Billault replied :—"The Government protd
ceding speech, and against the reproach

\

France has been lowered, and against the a*
that disturbances might break out in tbeS*
aIterwards show that the policy of France it
the same time Liberal; that it has never beat

and finally, that it will remain a French poky' i

in the name of the Government, denied a* h
ag itated , and said, " Agitation only reigns vfe
mask themselves in order to attack & l,
Emperor." On Tuesday the discussion mfjjM. de Segur, who criticized the Emperor's I&
maintained that the English policy had trio*

He said, "England wishes to surround us wis)M
and to unify Italy and Germany. I

hostile to the policy of France." M. Pbcta

general disquietude prevailed in all the

and that the armaments were universal, as if v**
approaching rupture. Tbe Emperor's Italia:

was imposed upon France by England. Hm
King victor Emmanuel, and pointed off.

rising for France if she allowed three pc»

to be created around her, by which, heat!

be threatened. He advised the Emperor

:

on the Russian alliance, and to return t

of the Treaty of Villafranca. M. Barochesaidfc*

iiey had just heard was full of gall and boa
Government of the Emperor has never bee a
violently either in England or Austria. Be tee

Plichon for having said that the name of Sua*

become the object of mistrust in Europe. Hjw«

at the praise lavished by M. Plichon on Swe^e*

against France at Solferino, and was nrffWi

thles for certain Governments, and his insnlBi*»'

ments which were the allies of France. Hew*

m sation of duplicity and intrigue made «>5"

and justified the policy of the Emperor in fflflf,»»

in Rome. On Wednesday the debate *«""£*•
who denounced the Emperor's policy tows* ar»

,

said that France had retraced her steps notmm
before an astute Power behind her, andthattwrn

lution, supported by England, personified^:.

It was this revolution which, holding boo,

daggers in the other, would establish at ftedJJJJ

State of 25,000,000 of inhabitants, mJJJJJJ
A struggle was going on between tb mm-

revolutionary kith, as in 1348. The tone to.

the silence which so powerfully awwjjj^i,
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revolution in the face, and to say that it
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" The Government of the Emperor,
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The trreat Powers have done
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iperor has alone protected hm-,,\Z K̂g^
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9th, it*
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that the Spanish Govern-

treaty, with its official
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Tetoan would be evacuated in May.

CmBAX.—The Portuguese Government has sub-

£3 to the Cartel a project of law for the reorg mi-

of the Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods of Charity.

e\, liinieteTs are i to be divided on religions

Dlessnir" likewise prevails in the Cortea,

of* Ministers may be expected, and a coalition

the Duke of Saldanha and the Marquis of

ilii k seriously spoken of.

B^taitd.—The new Ministry will be composed as

Baron Zaylen van Xy veldt, Foi rn Affairs;

M QaddtH. Justice; lUron van Heemstra, Interior

;

W **-*» Teti de Goudriaan, Finance; Colonel van
.

' m^ rrfr
» \\

r
ar ; M. J- Loudon, Colonies ; M. Streus

SSotic) and M.' Jolles, or M. Boscha (Protestant),

worth i p.

m.—The Federal Council has authorised

Ifiniftar s ? Paris to commence negotiations for

bf a treaty of commerce between France

The Sardinian Government has pro-

to appoint Commis,*'on t is for the

of the question of Ticino, and has sent a

protest to the Federal Council against the pastoral

latter of M. Man I ley, liishop of Fribourg, which

CBalaJoed s violent attack against Victor Emmanuel.

Tbsi protest was referred by the Federal Council to the

of Fribourg, which has rejected it on the

thai the French Bishops had promulgated more

violent attacks upon Victor Emmanuel than the Bishop

of Fribourg, and that the Sardinian Government had

not protested against them. A dreadful gale has raged

oa the Lake of Constance, during which two ste oners

oust into collision. The Bavarian steamer Louis sank

sad 13 persons were drowned.

SwTDlx.—The Duchess Sophia of Bast Gothland, the

of Prince Oscar, eldest brother of the reigning

n,Chailes XV.. gave birth on the 27th nit. to a

prince, who has re ved the name of Charles Oscar
BWssfl, ami the title of Duke of West Gothland.

PstnsiA.—In the sitting of the Upper House on
Wednesday, the project of law relating to marriage was

The clause rendering the civil ceremony
for the validity of marriages was rejected by

1M to 44 votes. The proposal that the civil ceremony
skoal 1 be optional was likewise rejected by 122 to 45
votes. At the request of the Minister of Justice the
farther discussion ot the project of law was ad-

journed. M. dt Zedlitz, President of Police, has
challenged M. de Vincke to fight a duel with pistols
within fanr weeks' time; so that if it is not prevented
it will take place in the Easter vacation. About t.i

same ne M. de Zedlitz will be appointed President of
Wsymcy at Liegnitz.

Acstbia.—An autograph letter of the Emperor
appoints Baron Lichteufels President of the Council of
State, and orders him to make propositions for its re-

erfasBSslson. The Archduke Rainer has heen appointed
Curator of Academy of Sciences. In conseqn* e
of tfa establishment of the Council of State Count
Tiiua, MM. Thierry, Salvotti, Haimberger, and Wolken-
essin have been relieved of their functions as members
oftheCour of the Empire. Count Mensdorff Pouilly
as been appointed civil and military Governor of Ga-
"eia, and a separate provincial government, the seat of
*hich is to be in Czernowitz, has been granted to the
takowina.

HrKGAHY.—M. Deak and If. alay have been
•Jted by acclamation at Pesth as members of the
Jet,—the former for the inner city, and the latter for
«* Leopold^tadt suburb. In the other electoral
•«ets the voting is proceeding in perfect order.
***• *' Comitats have energetically pronounced

^•JMelvea against any representatives being sent

°T tee I>ieU to the Council of the Empire. The
n of the Hungarians has been in-

by the decree ordering the assembling of a
«n National Congress at Karlowitz. A letter from

l
' Turr and General Klapka has been published,™™ng the Hungarians not to compromise tl

fWilw
140*

-

0f Hnno ary by a premature movement,
"Austrian agents are endeavouring to bring about.

•"•rate Turr and Klapka urge their countrymen to pre-
e *e,r^orce8 intact for more favourable circum-

.

Tae Vienna journals state that Prince

u -*u
» f

ne Austrian Commander-in-Chief in
««iry, has, m compliance with his demand, received

Jjaftrcements, with full powers to place, in - e ofSV?^fetes of Arad, Temeswar, Peterwardein,

intsof lw£ *•
DALMATU.-The Slavonian inha-

fcp^p^J^r
tl''

6 addreS8ed a Petition t0 tbe

with Croat*. ;S ,
IncorP°ration of their province

against th^t ?
er that they ™y be protected

—-
> ha. rwlvol V~ m

- Thp Municipality of

rnv '" P"" ^n,lins „n addr«t*Tthe
VhI'm

6 r
?:
,ncorPorHtion of Flume with

I rancis 1L and his Queen the y order
« i. orge. Prince Paskh witsch will he the bearer of I

insignia of the order.

Poland.—General Meyendorffhas arrived at Warsaw
with the Emperor's reply to the Iress of the P. -h
citizens. A separate I incil of State has been granted
by the Emperor to the kingdom of Poland, of which
Count Zamoyski has been a tinted President. Tlie
Municipality of Warsaw has heen confirmed in its

function
. All official acts are to be executed in the

name of the Emperor as King of Poland. Complete
reforms are to take place in th« u of public in-

struction, the municipalities are to be elected by the
citizens, and Prince ( iortschakoff is to convoke the
principal Polish notabilities iu order that every
necessary reform in all branches ot the public ad-
ministration may be proposed, examined, and ratified.

All the Polish officials had resolved to tender their

resignations en masse if the Emperor's reply had proved
unfavourable. Militia guards, composed o iteri*, had
also heen formed in the provinces. Tranquillity now pr
veils everywhere ; and at Warsaw. X)ci: -ni and town
militiamen alternately patrol the y every night ( hi

Saturdaymorning r ,'ions funeral ceremonies took place

in all the churches of Warsaw. Tl Exchange was
closed. The town militia, composed of citizens to th<

number of 440 men, maintained public order, with-

out the concurrence of the police. A judicial

inquiry conducted by a commission composed of Poles

and Russians, under the presidency of General

Liprandi. is impartially carried on. Notwithstanding the

Emperor's concessions the city is still in deep mourning.

The shop windows contain nothing but articles

of mourning, and the booksellers* windows nothing but

black prayer books. Ph igraphic portraits of those

who fell in the late disturbances are sold in great

quantities. The burial ground in which they were all

interred has been dec rated with a great number of

flower wreaths. The Czas of Cracow has r< ived

advices stating that the Bank of Poland has in its

keeping Russian bonds bestnging to the <. rnment.

which it is not bound to pay in specie. The Govern-

ment, however, demanded payment of these bonds in

hard cash, and on the Bank authorities refusing to

comply the Bank was surrounded by military, who
took the amount required from the metallic reserve.

The same journal announces that the Royal Castle has

been transformed into barracks.

Italy.—In the Chamber of Deputies on Monday
Signor Zrndini, President by seniority, resigned the

chair to r Ra ssja, when a debate took place of

which the following is an abstract :

—

Signor Zanolini expressed a hope that Italy wan about to

complete her unity by transporting to Rome the capital ofher
kingdom. He also expressed his confidence that the deliver*

ance of Venice was approaching, and eulogised Garibaldi.

Signor Rattazzi then took the chair, and iu his speech applauded
the r -nor of the speeches of Prinoe Napoleon and M. von
Vincke. He also paid a tribute of i

so to Garibaldi, and
expressed himself fident of a sola! tbe questions of
Rome aud Venice. Count Cavour, in predentin. >ject of

law proclaiming the Kingdom or Italy, said. " Italy is com-
pleting the work of her constitution, and is making herself

one country by laws and instituf i-ns, as she is alread ne by
win and language. On the occasion e opening of the

Pali traent you sainted V »r Emmanuel under the new title

which Italy, from Turin to Palermo, has accorded him. and
you will confirm it, a-* the Senate has done, by your una ions

suffrages." In the debate on Wednesday, Signor Broflfcrio

censured the Minister for depriving the representatives of the

>ople of the initiative in regard to the title of " Kingdom of

Italy." Count Cavonr said that the ( noent took the

initiative because it had also taken the Initiative in the

I

redemption of Italy, a fact now in course of accomplishment.

It would be a great boldness on the part of Italy to adhere

unanimously to the pr -sition of the Government, as they

might depend it would meet with opposition a ad, quoting

as proof certain Parliamentary discussions now taking place in

a foreign country. He also announced that Government would
shortly submit to the Chamber a project of law relative to the

future headings of public Acts when published. The Chamber
then agreed to the title " Kingdom of Italy."

On Wednesday Connt Cavonr announced in the Chamber

of Deputies the surrender of the citadel of

Messina. The Chainher passed hy acclamation

a vote of thanks to the land and sea forces.

From Home we learn that the Duke de Gramont has

•en charged to announce to the Pope that the Emperor

lisavowed the speech of Prince Napoleon in the

panic* of
h

fct«

Room w > the exception oi res com
Zouaves, which are still at Anagni. _
icounter a few days I *e between the French 7 1 *t Regi-

ment ot the Line and 700 Papal Zouaves. A French
Colonel was killed and 43 men wounded. How
affair ended has not transpired, llomano baa
his resignation, which has been accepted. The municipal
elections will take place on the 24th. Accounts from
Naples state that the sick and wounded brought froea
Gaeta have communicated typhus f ver among
the hospitals and in the y itself. Troops
have been sent to Lecce. Tin- Archbishop refbsed
to be present at s Te Devm celebrated for the
surrender of Gaeta, Popular disturbances ensued, nnd
he Archbishop's palace was attacked by the people.
triot orders have been sent respecting the resistance of

the prelates.

1
1 v.—The citadel of Messina surrendered to the

ardinian troops on Wednesday. A despatch
1 Cialdini, dated Messina, March 1 inounc

that the citadel surrendered at discretion •'«' >nr

days' firing, during h the Sardinian artillerymen
caused a great fire in the citadel. A capitul.i a was

<'<!. I ire Generals, 160 < thoen*. nen
were taken prisoners iOO cannon ah into the
hands ot the Sardinians, The Jfoesleur puMitfcea the
following statement:

—

" The aoi«l offices of the Government of the Kmpwor have
sc sedan m preventing a further effusion ot U..<.,\ "aiy,
aud in preserving the town ot Messina It 1 ie dangers * •

|

which an Imminent conflict threatened it. The Sardinian
Government has consented to grant te the garru- he
citadel of Messina and of Civitella del Ironto, with some slight

lodlficat Ions, the same terms as allowed t he ca, f

Gaeta, and a steamer lias been dosps ted Genera: Pergola
with aii order from King Francis II. to accept these eon us.

A s] d messenger has been sent with the same order to

Civitella del Tronto.*

Turkey.—Vely Pasha has not yet quitted Constan-

tinople. The Porte in its recent verbal answer to

the Russian note respecting tin .rand Vizier's mission,

repeats its former verbal reply, and denies all right

of foreign interfen n>e in the internal affairs of the

empire. A diplomatic conference had been held at the

residence of tl English Ambassador on the subject of

the disturbed state of the Herzegovina. Th Porte

refused to enter into a discussion on what it considered

a question of Interior policy, nnd stated that it alone

mid suppress any insurrection which might break

out. Tlie Turkish tleet, with the troops and six

months' provision* On hoard, si about to ci uise oil' the

coast of Dalmatia.

The Danube.—The damage caused by the inunda-

tion to the granaries of Gabtz aud Ihraila, especially

in the former e , is so groat that it is apprehended

commerce will be seriously affected.

Syria.—The Peril papers publish telegrams dated

Heyrout, 25th February, ; rting that the Mussulmans

had redoubled their insults nnd provocasiesef against

lie Christians nt Damascus. The Mussulmans were
said to have thrown down the crosses and trampled

them under foot, as they did before the late massacres.

The Paris papers add:—**Ifc is asserted that consular

reports confirm that the Christians are in danger."

The emigration is said to have recommeno d. The
Druses of the Haouran tl n the most implacable

veageance should Fuad Pa>ha order the execution of

the condemned Druses.

Coast of Africa.—A war has broken out on the

Gambia between the English and the Mandmgoes.
The British force was composed of the 1st and 2d West
India Regiments, the Gambia Artill- , 600 Volunteers,

a Land Transport Corps 240 str< , and a few French

Artillerymen. The fleet was composed of H.M.S.
Arrogant. Commodore Kdmonstone ; H.M.S. Falcon,

Commander Hancase ; Torch, < inlander Smith j the

Dover, and a host of small craft, the large steam
transport Avon being used for conveying the troops.

This force marched towards the town of Saba on the

2 1st February, and found it strongly stockaded, and
defended by upwards of 3000 men, infantry and cavalry.

After some very severe fighting the English I ceeded

in taking the town. The loss of the enemy exceeded

200 killed and 300 wounded. The English lost Mr.

Hamilton, mate of her Majesty's ship Arrogant, two

marines, and two seamen of the same vessel. AmongstSenate. It appears that the speech has produced great
miwbijw> „ o__

__ enthusiasm in Italy, and that a subscription has been ^'
"funded ^ ere Lieut. Harford, of the Arrogant,

ce opened among the inhabitants of Rome with the object
Lieut Martin> f the Torch, 16 seamen and marines of

in I
of presenting a token of their gratitude to the Prince.

the Arr0Rant . Lieut. Bourke, 1st West India Regiment
Cardinal Antonelli has addressed a long letter to Mgr.

Meglia, Auditor of the Nunciatura in Paris, in reply to

the pamphlet of M. de la Gueronniere. The Cardin

throws no new light on the subject, but en-

deavours principally to repel on the part of

the Pope the reproach of obstinacy in not granting any

forms, and in refusing all the counsels given by

France. A demonstration of an extraordinary

character, which mav probably lead to an eany

solution of 'the crisis now pending

Fiume
Emperor
{

said to be

aoTtos^nd an?*!?^^ »* lik^ise determined

1^2?. •TVoant ^mbo, Fodesu

uear at hand. Alletz (a Sw > bas been amwinte

commander of the Zouaves, in place
«f #J^!

,e7*
port was current fixing the date ?f ^ "r^tal

the Sardinians at 1 : ne for the 18: .
A Cons*.

ry has been held for the proclamation ot sorae^new

P^^lTl Wi^=i by* thT En

5S5J. to £1- I'"
1 a

, T 0st W™* France '

:

«W
i

to the wishes of the Venetian deputation.A—The Emperor of Russia has conferred

Bishopi. The Frenchmen Who h«d come ******

of Venice, has take service in the Papal a, taf««>^

H*«i

Arrogant
(severely), Ensign M. Clare Garcia (who had his horse

shot under him, and was wounded in both gs when
entering the stockades with the sailors) ; Lieut. Eyre,

of the 2d West India Regiment, six private* the 1st

West India Regiment, and one sergeant ot the 2d West

India Regiment. Twelve prisoners were taken, and

t King's sons were killed the town. An
armistice of three days was then jrranted.

India.—-Ti Bombay and O ta Mails hs mved

trith new* from Bomba » the 12th Pel md al-

cutta t< Jth Feb. The lowing are the details:—

Kwtk We* Pntvxnct*.—The faminecc aues to aesii a terri-

ble Character ta the North-West Projinees • pep are

dv"naatthe rate of or 600 a day. ' **
*J*°

aeeiaiattnf

inc^re in the Senth of India, whore r ners are eellmg

tjSfreuSSemM slaess I r sixpence each, that th
;
y y have

wherew thTS purchase breed, f £**&*' 1>9

Oovermmoat and the public have exrrted t uselvee with

rJlS «d mt>mptness relieve this te -1c calamity. In

^^^onXeaTyVoOO rupee. ha> ftae >lloctedj

rcmaining
i

^bowers of ra

N
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the spring crop

;

and it is therefore hoped that the worst is past, ad ult, state that on the 24th January there was a large

Coin-

accepted by Lord Canning'.
Nepaxd.—Colonel Brasyer, who took so conspicuous a partm

hunting down the rebels, asserts positively that Nana Sahib is

still alive, and in the Nepaul hills, watching his opportunity.

This is supposed to explain the disturbed state of that

rontier.
Calcutta.—Lord Canning was expected to reach Benares on

^is return to Calcutta on Feb. 12th. He was expected to pay a

flying yisit to Lucknow, and to be in the presidency by the end

of the month.
Bombay.—A meeting has been held in Bombay to expose the

systematic frauds committed in the electric telegraph

department, enormous speculations in opium, the profits of

which may be counted by lacs of rupees, having been carried

on by means of the falsification of telegraphic messages. The
Bombay Income-tax Commissioners have quarrelled among
themselves, and one of the native members has retired. No
less than 10,000 blank returns have been sent in, and of those
which have been filled up the Commissioners are said to have
surcharged at least one-half.

Singapore.—The Java cable has been lost.

Ceylon.—Sir W. Denison has |left Ceylon for Madras.

China.—Accounts from Shanghai of Jan. 24 state

that Pekin was quiet; the troops at Tien-tsin were
healthy, and the treaty was working satisfactorily. The
rebels had been defeated by the Imperialists at Ehsien,

and Sang-ko-lin-sin had been defeated at Shantung.
Lord Elgin had left for Manilla. The English Admiral
and Sir Hope Grant had arrived at Canton. Kowloon
had been formally transferred to the British.

Cochin China.—The French had been victorious at

Saigon. The French transport Weser had been wrecked.
Japan.—In Japan affairs were peaceful. The Prussian

Embassy had concluded a treaty with Japan.

New Zealand.—Accounts from Auckland of Jan. 14
state that the war continued. Several pahs had been
taken by General Pratt, and these advantages had been
actively followed up. The Boanerges had arrived with
troops.

United States.—Mr. Lincoln had arrived at Wash-
ington before the day on which he was expected, and
on the 26th ult. he was notified of his election to the

dols., indicating confidence in the progress of the colony.

Some Oregon capitalists were about to ship flour from

that State to Liverpool.

{parliament*

HOUSE OP LORDS.
Monday.—Marriage law in Ireland. The Lord Chancellor

brought in a Bill to remove the anomaly under which a mar-

riage between a Roman Catholic and a Protestant, if performed

by a clergyman of the Roman Catholic faith in Ireland, is void.

The Bill was read a first time. Law of Divorce.—The Lord
Chancellor moved for the appointment of a Select Committee
to consider the law respecting the parties who are entitled, or

ought to be entitled, to sue in the Divorce Court in England,

and in the Court of Session in Scotland, for a dissolution of

marriage. He explained that one of the objects he had in

view was to extend the operation of the new law of divorce to

Ireland, and to enable Anglo-Indians to avail themselves of it.

—Lord Cranworth saw no reason why all her Majesty's

subjects should not bs enabled to appeal to the
Divorce Court now established.—Lord Monteagle pro-
tested against the introduction of the law to Ireland,
where.

CocHRAl^E^Lord J. rWftT
hat he did so not on1h£^ a*i«3$the system.—Mr. H tt ^ound of thaJijV
a Bill to reduce thfdSty^ 4»^fef
last Session gone foll/iSo hA^* *Ubeen annually discussed. He HiJ*^ *48proposal was to reduce the du * <

°* k*?'
ham seconded the motion whfch t

m *•*
nnd supported by Alderman Smvl?WExchequer said that the effectS TiT

1^condemnation of 900,000*. ofXL epr°P*UThe proposal was made in totalISl
8"***^

the country, when if was notS^"revenue to give away, and wbethetTof financial remission if there wafQ
^ . -

meaning of the motion wsTtffA^«
icpaper duty, nor the tea dubbe put in competition with th« a, i

special selection being mge bv ?* *-^

the country, when it wasnot S^^Srevenue tn »;» ., _*""? K
_
nown whejj^

thepaper duty.VorThe STdStt^filhftnnf in „«£„„«..«__ .

ea
. ^y. nor the

^

bodies.-Mr. MALiNsTndX^* COml**
Mr Black, M, GREQs^andfe^5iPalmerston said that the Housed??!**'
present to determine wWi^°U

iew^£2present to determine whether we C0,]Mtrtax, or whether it was clear thaUM^
country ^determine to"rTmft^^
knowing the state of our finance r-

1**
°S}Z*r *P™h "™ trifling with wto^j

/emit any pafi*
finances. OmZwas negatived by 138 to 49.-Mr Rrrr^ii

mitteetoin^uireintoth^

expedient to introduce the ASV**popular election.—Mr. P. Urouhart *1

with the view of ascertaining wheth?2
,,^

here, he said, there was a general repugnance to the law of be made in the laws regjlating the
y
^"

marriage as at present administered in Sir C. Cresswell's Court, county fiscal business, and efinprfaih—The Earl of Wicklow claimed for the Protestants of Ireland -«— * * • -
!«<"'«

the right to avail themselves of the new law of marriage, or
any amendment thereof. It did not follow that, because the
Roman Catholic population of Ireland regavded marriage as an
indissoluble contract, the Protestauts who held a different
opinion should be excluded from the benefits of the new law.
The motion was then agreed to. The Inclosure Bill and the
Bank of England Payment* Bill were read a second time.
Dwellings of the Labouring Classes.—The Earl of Derby moved
that it be an instruction to the select committee on the metro-
politan railways to inquire into and report upon the number
of houses and of inhabitants likely to be removed by

Colonel Dunne opposed it.-iC2^*j
spoken, most of them against the motio?isuggested that the subject should be i£l
Lord Ffrmoy objected to this course, wbkUshelve the question

. On a division, the nafa,by 119 to 25. The select committee w tffi.Tax was nominated on the motion of Mr. Hub*

Monday.— Naval Expendilure.-SiT R Whm*
attention to the changes made bv the Tresm
priation of moneys voted by Parliament for &the works of the respective railways: and whether any , ., m ,,„ ,„..„.- ... - ,

provision has been made, or is required to be made, for H *^ f™ V!£ 5^??g l
5
at 0ut of 508

'
88*'

diminishing the evils consequent cm a large simultaneous iV^^JS^JE?, bmldln^ J7
contract, 200.MU

displacement of the labouring population. He adduced f^orf and 38 52K for machinery, the latter r

statistics on the progress of the population from the years *°™* authority of the Secretary to thehwtj

1801 to 1851. to show that while the population had in-
| ?L5£? changes, he observed

,
was to alter thrt

priation of moneys voted by the House, and itesl„tin« «* ITU-*, .1 !*_*»» mcreased, the number of houses both within, but especially
without, the city wall, had diminished. In the course of the
metropolitan street improvements made by the corporation
many of the humbler class of dwellings had been swept away,
and to remedy this evil the corporation had recently voted a

- • - -
-

but

Presidency of the United States. It was reported, in

explanation of his sudden arrival, that an infernal
machine had been found under his seat in the train *ar£e sum to erect model lodging'houses in Victoria t trect, l

which conveyed him from Cincinnati, and that he had
I &£JQ

arti
£

llar 8ite bad
A
he

.

cn s
!?

ce *>]* to
ft?

Metropolitan

n* a* i u- • t a a • •*. * -o ii.- j i \

Railway Company. Again, the Metropolitan Extension
abandoned his intended visit to Baltimore, and de-

|
Company had served with notice half the populati.-n in the

parted secretly by night from Harrisburg to Washing- parish through which it was to run, and he contended that the

ton, in consequence of having received information that ^"eat number of houses which would be pulled down by the

the wnwiii-atnrq had determined tn rim thP railw^ proposed branch to the North London from the North Western,xue conspuatois nad iletei mined to run the railway and the number of people who would suffer thereby, as well
*-«,„ <,* *\>a },na n»A AMtrn on —wi * ~- *l„ ^ by the extension of numerous lines into the metropolis,train oft" the line and down an embankment on the

i. , r
by

«r
me

, ?
T Ifie ^ 6

>

W 10
\
K P?Per8 '

Xt was dwellings due to railways, but to the increase of warehouses,
reported lrom Washington that the despatch of a ' for it was not till very recently that railways had penetrated

a few nights ago by Lord Derby, and contending that, so far
from the railroad proposed being injurious, it would be of
positive benefit to that district.—Lord Colchester, Lord
Clanricarde, and Lord Grey were in favour of the instruction.
The motion was then agreed to.ue uivuuii was men agreed to. i

House, notwithstanding what had
^Jjjj!

;'

Tuesday -The Admiralt mrt Jurisdiction Bill, the Incloture [f^Ti
ln tho "^^^taSSI*

ill, and the Bank of Engl* Pay, t.s Bill passed through that therc waa no tn
'i

h wbatf^l3to »""Tnifffla
* * r • at no previous period was the a*"^^

than at present. The Government had not ***r

commendation which had been made byuwj
mnnning the navy with reference totr«^

ana he was happy to say that we^"J^

Lincoln's adminis(ration. TJie Peace Conference had
adjourned sine die after adopting a plan of adjustment,
embodied in seven resolutions, of which the following
is an abstract :

—

The 1st resolution restores in substance the Missouri Com-
promise by limiting Slavery in the Territories to the regions B
south of 36° 30' north latitude. The 2nd requires that no committee.
Territory shall be acquired by the United States, except with Thursday.—Lord Lytteltov moved the second reading of
the consent of a majority of the Senators from the Slave and a ;

the Subdivision of Dioceses Bill, the object of which was to
majority of the Senators from the Free States. The 3rd modify the machinery by which dioceses were at present
negatives the power of Congress to abolish Slavery in any ;

divided, and to vest iu the Ecclesiastical Commissi rs the
State or territory where it is already recognised. The 4th power of providing for an increase in the number of Bishops,
provides for legislation for the delivery of fugitive slaves; the without the necessity of previously obtaining the consent ol
5th abolishes the foreign Slave Trade ; the 6th provides that no ^ "

.*—-.-. .. •-

alteration shall be made in the terms agreed upon without the
consent of all the States

; and the 7th binds the Government
of the Union to make compensation for fugitive slaves.
The New York Herald, referring to these resolutions,
says:—"All hope of adjustment has passed." Major
Anderson had written that he expected that Fort
Sumter would be attacked immediately after the 4th,
and President Davis was making every preparation for

lution,— " That the powers"of the Treasury to i

priation of the grants of money by this Ho*
defined and limited by law."—Mr. W. Willub»
motion.—Mr. F. Peel explained the circuaas

which transpositions took place of moneys Ira:

excess to another that had failed, and pointed

x

ties in the way of an exact limitation of theirnp
Alter some remarks by Sir S. Northcoh Sir

it was impossible to bind down the expenditesiri

to a particular appropriation of the sums whi k
thought the changes made should be reported tikhi

After some remarks by Lord C. Pago, Mr. fez

Colonel Sykes, the resolution was withdrati

having resolved itself into a Committee of te

et moved the Navy Estimate. The total

year 1861-2 would be 12,029,475?., beingadeMJ

pared with the current financial year, of806,t.:

of men which he proposed to take for the caar.

78,200, including all classes in the service, beaji

of 7300. The reserve force was makiDggrei:

.

becoming a part of the established /fr««

consisted of—naval reserve proper, 40W men,*

^

teers, 7000; coast guard, 4000; rawrcme^

ports, 1500; marines on shore, 8000; tog .5 "J
200«>

; making a force of upwards of WJ*
moment's notice to man a powerful tleet^w*

a bloody contest. The Texas election was unanimously
in favour of secession. A collision between the Federal

Parliament.—Earl Granville that the imperfect state of
the Bill would render considerable modifications necessary
before it passed into law.—The Bishop of London fully con-
curred with the important object of the Bill, but did not think
the present measure would effect it—The Earl of Derby thought
the Bill in its present state ought not to receive their Lord-
ships assent. At the same time, he quite agreed that an in-
crease m the episcopate was necessary. He objected strongly
to the powers which the Bill, if passed, would confer on the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners.—The Bishop of Oxford recom-
mended the withdrawal of the Bill, because, although he con-
curred with the two leading principles of the measure, he
could not agree with many of its details. After a short con-

would, In the course of time, take the^"JJ
men. Having contrasted at some ^J",
strength of the navies of France, R^aV8^
ana read statistics of ship building abwjMMJ

European Power, including Italy, wm^*
tions to build and maintain ships ofJ*^,
progress of ship building at home. g« ^
7 iron- cased ships in course of construcwj

^

Warrior and the Black Prince, were any

experiments made with the Gloire W£J
doubt that similar ships were ^otJ ôfca

vessels

emen:

/-i_ t « .« _ „,
~-" ~«—. - — —o-^ -.w"«».M.jjf ui iws ucwuin, mhcr » snort eon-government and the Texas State troops was imminent. Ter9atl°u, m which the Duke of Marlborough, Lord Redes-

General Twigg had surrendered the Federal army
and all the military property in Texas to the State
authorities. In consequence of this treachery he had
been struck off the army roll as a coward and a traitor.
1 he voting in Galveston and Houston had resulted in
favour of secession by a large majority. The
election in North Carolina had gone in favour

°a ""I? }y, * 8ma11 majority. The Californian
Assembly had endorsed the Crittenden proposition.
I he Senate and the House of Representatives had
agreed to all the amendments to the Tariff Bill, with
the exception of the articles relating to tea and coffee.
It was hoped however that President Buchanan would
veto the Bill. On the 27th ult. President Buchanan
communicated to the Senate the correspondence

dale, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Lord Lyttklton, the
Bishop of St. David's, and the Duke of Somerset took part, a
division ensued, when the numbers

'

defences, but also as sea-going ----- ^
We were building tron ™^8 *£j^--
French, in order to weetthe^ m
of projectiles, and to afford grew ^j
and provisions. With respect to ^
tinn of our fleet, he discussd

.

tM^
vantages and disadvantages

J"JJJ° of *fi

_ vessels iron-clad, and th
?. ^gS^hjstQ

lT
d^C°ine^ 27

'
x"n -content, 23". So the Bill wtt'r^a j™ "hips, "igg^jnj^ flTco.

second time. The Trade Mark* Bill was read a third time and £
,nue *? bmld

Jf®SS
c"

11f _i"ir J. PaK****S»

were, for the second

passed.
,D\Y-~"/ -~ In answer to Lord Stratford de IUd-
fk. Lord Wodeh- „1 that her Majesty's Government

dSrt£S££
ano^ cial communieatioi itb reference to the

1\ ^ ".l
68 at W

,

ar^aw btlt he could not at present say

The House ^n TESSi
'"^ obJection ^^ the p^plrs before

.PPn^ vSh?
Monday mxt.-Lord Cranworth moved the

the oh\ori c
Sf£

t^l

Chftri
[
able 0*"*W- He explained that

o?U 3
[
th0 B

\
U was to "mend the law of mortmain insome respects in which its operation had been foundT pre

thought that the measure was one which was not likelv togive any satisfaction. [Left sitting.]
y

st vote, for 78,200 ™en -° lLa

;nXrildm*£
course taken by the Government in d

^
^m

i i V-Z , -».««.«.. u^wn mis cui i tsnonuence,
and ordered it to be printed. The Select Committee
ot *ive had reported respecting the correspondence
between President Buchanan and the South Carolina
Commissioners. They conclude by saying that they
are not able to resist the inference that in the Wfamini
ot the revolutionary movements against the Govern-
ment there were relations of an extremely friendly
character between those who contemplated rebellion
and those whose duty it was to suppress it.

rJi
HTSF

l ^ol£*bia. - Accounts from British
Columbia to the 2ah January, and from Oregon to the

HOU8E OF COMMONS.
t!,!r

T
;:
W °{ Sir B

- "'oUer.-Uv. H bnlet sii«estedthat, as the vessel sent to intercept Sir B Walker hS
failed to find him, the nomination Gf the committee onAdmiralty affairs should be postponed. Aamir^D^MB
assented, but expressed his opinion that there wiT«Xno necessity for Sir B. Walker's attendance befire thecommittee, as his evidence had already been rf^en bef^e theDockyard Commission.-Mr. Bkxt.nck acquitted ?he^Governrjent of a?y intention to break faith with the Hoiie J Z
i?^ w"

In an«^er to Colonel Sykes and Sir M Farquhar
r ' Wood gave details relating to the medial charge of her

meTt oVX^6 J
r°°P8

•

in
r I?*

1 *' and ^ the
g
app,,int-™

n
n

,
of

,
<

J?
,C«" 8erv,r"?

ft
todls to staff or civil employ-

mitteo to inquire into the com ution and efficiencvof the present Diplomatic Service of the country. The n. Son
,
was seconded by Mr. Grant-Duff, and supported by Mr B

ship,, and expressed his mr*h*»^V*g,
.line in thenavy.-Wr. Baxter cm go^^
a reduction in Ml ^niates, wbjn^^
exaggerated estimate^S^
resources of France.- Mi- B»" ^
view,, and insisted that b^Sn.^.^
bad as represented by Sir J. ^g< ^
Mr. LmorxL made: a few reaurk^ ^ -J!
-Mr. Ltnlsat dwe t «Pon tbat

of ^
of the navy of England over

d^
had, he said, heen exapgef^M*
After some remarks %Jir J. *

tT&itei*
and Admiral Walcott, Mr. Bwc

^^J
ing the French preparations^as

lou ^ mp&,
and most criminal falsehood, an^

^Government in dlowiD
*
J*e

'^^oj. ar*

have reduced the Estl^J&iosl^
Palmerston said it was imp^Jg

,icy rflJJ^
and our ears to the trntb^tat^e P ^ rfJW
get up a Navy equator supen ^e ^fj.^

tion that our weaKu^ -•
. conditio !*»»

iron ships, we were not ui that^ v^^.
to strengthen ourselves. « »

tia»«
s tf,flfc« *T

that France had »V^Soth«^sVi
she could bring 600,00u taen u^ tbjffJX
posed in these Estimates..

£
>« &*££&

i, was not ^\^t*^prl
try required.— J he VU

J,
$greea m

wages and victuals, were then w

e
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m uiia Telegraph

through Commit I e e

.

• i \dkmdtnm' Fukerict.
1t^irdJo3i »5Sl said that
i«* ^Ei°Xl~Shad report*

the

qoesttoosat^ l^^a ^plated- Parliamentary
Jm "^—i -resolution

»~ la*, no further time in giving such complete effect

*
rfU^lastreign, whereby reforms were made in the
" ^atam as should carry out the subsequent

.ofthe Crown, and fulfil the just expectations

—Mr White seconded the motion.— Sir

that the House or the Government

tative

&A "exhibited*
reform, in-n«5.h** ^JST^id Mr Baines to bring in Bills to extend the

|*rke "T CiXnih' franchise. He considered the resolution

<&rV!lrt£. andwould therefore vote against it.-On
Uk^JJ™2StiAn of Mr. Bright tho motion was then with-
"• i,p j!1 fc^««T moved for a select committee to consider

of improving the Pollings of the Working Clatse* in

iS and of obtaining for them air, exercise, and

"^nTreHim to as to conduce to their health and

t-.
M

li> Willi 'ams seconded the motion.—Sir G. Lewis—"'tTTiLa the more practical way of dealing with tl

^^'^hieet which the hon. gentleman had in view

mU „, ultimately withdrawn.—Mr. Ltoon
'ii

ive to bring m a oi" "" «-uc
,

, Wl ».«.«.y ^.»^...^v ..v"7^^- BOTTOMS moved a resolution to the effect that

W **^ of the great number of Railv Ace, f\

2mLm^fw£k* had arisen from the non-ado, n by rail-

ST Mnenififf of precautions recommended in the evi-

SL^TveT before the ay Accidents Committee, it

Whseome desirable that her Majesty's Government should

Setose farther legislation on tho subject of railway traffic,

a a view to c roe the adoption by all railway companies

td those meeautions which, by the general testimony of rail-

war oficUJa, had been shown to be desirable.- Mr. Jackson

•Mmdedtheim n. After some lemarks by Mr. Thompson,

MraBaiLLiC Mr. Dcttos, Sir F. Smith, Colonel Gilpin,

J Paxton, Mr .Unas, and Mr. HaLIBT'RTon, Mr. Milner

(MOW said that the result of repeated inquiries by committees

of both Houses of Parliament was a recommendation that

there should be no additional surveillance on the part of the

Government in the management of trains. The railway coni-

panies themselves had shown no indisposition to assist in

investigating the causes of accidents, and until they did so

farther interference would be injudicious. The best protec-

tion which the public had was Lord Campbell's Act. under

which compensation had already been paid exceeding 300,0001.

Many of the principal railwav companies had adopted a mode
afeommunica' l>etwecn the guard and the engine-driver, and

he believed that in a short time it would be generally adopted.

After some fur r discussion, Mr. Bentinck withdrew his

motion.—Colonel kes culled attention, at great length, to

that portion of the papers upon China Affairs relating to events

•hangbae, and asked what line of policy it was intended to

sue In our future relations with the Taepings or national

party in China.—Lord J. Russell said that Mr. Bruce and Mr.
Meadows were right in I sting the attack upon Shanghao.

Ai religion of the Taspings was a blasphemous parody upon
anstianity hey were in fact idolators of a worse form even
»an Bn idhists themselves, and the policy which

fte English Government would pursue was one of strict

neutrality a* between them and the Imperial Government.

—

Admiral Duncombe moved the nomination of the select com-
mittee on tho / of Admiralty.—Mr. Benttnck objected
to the preponderance of official persons on the committee.
K> put o ex First Lords of the Admiralty on it would
he to ititute those gentlemen iudge aud jury in their
own ease, and to vitiate tho whole inquii e there-

a opposed the name r J. i im, Bir Barin and
8fr J. Pakiogton—Admiral Wai Mr. H. BarLLiBCon-
urred in the objection —Lord Palmerston defended the con-

•utauoo of the Committee, and reminded the House that its

missfcm was not to inquire into the conduct of private indi-

viduals, but into the working of a f- m, and that ^pre-
sence of the three ex-First Lords would be most useful for that

—Mr. Osbop.nf. was opposed to the formation of tl

ommittee altogether, as it would usurp the duty of the Execu-
—Mr. DiftBAKLi confessed he was dissatisfied at the

manner in which it was proposed to deal with this question.
1_

Opinion
- ..- I.— , -.-i—..^ n.~

Bill, but dam with fa: praise.—Mr. Heai:*
and Mr. \V. Eoertos spoke in op ion to the —
Lord J. Russell said that any f her am Iment of the 1-

stitution would be better done by some comprehensive
measure ; aud that no measure was likely to succeed which was
not founded upon a due regard to the general interests of all

classes. But it seemed to him that it was not necessary for the
House to wait for a oomprchenatve measure. The preamble of

this Bill, which declan ! thai It is expedient to ext 1 the
franchise to certain persons who had not hitherto e yed I

did not bind the House to any particular amoi to which the

franchise should be lowered, and he considered it - duty to

vote for the second reading.—Mr. Disraeli objected to deal

with the question of ex mg the suffrage in counties other-

vase than by a complete and comprehensive measure, in

connexion with the rough franchise, 1 v.-kh all t

affected the repr of the people in Parliament. He
nied that this Bill was In any degree iu ban ay a t

Bill of the late Administration, which provi 1 for local Govern-

ment and f.»r tl pro >n to the laud which was necessary 1

public liberty. Upon a division, the amendm ftherm us

question was carried by 24 S t< > 220 ; so •
1 ?ill was virtually lost.—

rj TRELAffsvmo\ 11 lie second reading ofthe A(kr*< on*B.

the object of which was to allow per* who object- 1 to take

an o it'u to make a form of affirmation in lien of an oath.—Mr.

HaRDY moved that the Bill be read a second time that day
six months.—The amendment was seconded by Mr. Mauwrn.—

r G. Li urred in the objections offered to the Bill,

which, v j as it was in its oper ns, was, he
unded upon a very narrow basis.—Mr '

adjournment of the -stc. but the m-.t i was neg* -n a

division by 183 to 50. The debate was then cut short by the

orival of the hour for adjournment .Supply,—In con tteej

of ways and means, a resolution waa passed I ', towards I

making good the supply granted to her Majesty, tho sum of

4,000,00e/ ho granted out of the cons d iund.—Mr. 1

Bristow obtained leave to bring in a Bill to exempt tho

volunteer forces of Great Britain from the Payment of Toll*.

Thursday. — The China War. — In answer to G ral

Peel, the Chancellor of tho Exchequer said that the

greater part of the vote of 860.000L on account f tho

China War had been absorbed by the army expcnditur.

and that the residue would be applied to the Indian cl >s on

account of the expedition. The Hungarian Neta—ln answ.

to Mr. T. Duncombk, Sir G. Lewis said that Sir R. Mavni

called his attention to the manufacture of Hongn a note

and under his direction had communh is li Messr

Day, and gave them notice not to suffer the n.-tes to leave

their premises. Ho was not awaic that any detect! >d been

introduced into Messrs. Day's pr Ises in the disguise of a

workman. No expense had 1 n ii '.Ted by I >yem-

inent, who had declined to be parties to the legal proceedings.

—Sir H. Cairns asked for some explani n as to the course

taken on behalf of the Crows in the recent Protect

at Armagh, and c .pinned that although there h

been rioting on both sides, the indictments were b
against Protestants only-Mr. CaBPWSLL replied that

no informations had been sworn against tl r side, ana Me

challenged r II. ' rns to produce any .case "i* h the

.vorn , .ught to h prosecuted and did not -I lit- Hon

then it into a Committee of Supply on tho Arm BMmate*,

when Mr. T. G. Baking made the usual statement, accom-

panied by details. The nu f men proposed
^
forJ hc

!!m HUli oi April; In ha r'lvo per^tiit. >ioc*i, 1im|
. i ; Ditto 1 r per Cen1 I) benturev 1888 '5|

Exchequer Hills (June), U. to 5*. dis. ; Ditto March,
St. to 6t. preni.— Fueeigs Hrmzilimu Four and a Ha.
Mff Cents., lH(kJ, 85|; Dutch Two snd a Half per
Cents., 63 J ; French Four aud a Half per Cent, ltentes,

94Tr.87|C| Mexican Three per CenU., forAcct.,21J

\; New Grenada Act 1 o£ ; Ratsian Four and a

Half per tYnts.. 91if Ditto Three per CenU., 1859,

61 i ; Spanish New 1>. :red Three per Cent*., for Aoctn

41J : Ditto Passive, 172 to 4; Turkish Six per Cent**,

1854 *» Acct.. 7.i ; Ditto 1 8, for Acct., 53| U 644

ex div.; Ditto 100/. Bond *j{ ex div.
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the "iraateVof "i860 <U by '185,7051. This ffas, hojr-

ever, less than the real decrease, which was Wo.iVol.

He noticed the improvem s which had been effected in re-

enlistments, food, and clothing. Tho health of the rmy

dnrinsr the past year had been extremely good ;
the mortality

abroad had been below the average. With regard to the educa-

tion of offic . it -vas
i

1 lor the future that every j uung

itleman paring for the army should pass one year at a

mine college. In <-rder to learn the rudiments of his profc

sion. Asumofl was Included in the eatn es lor the

expenses of the yeomanry corps, wh ere to M etlDd out for

dutv this vear. There was al.so an increase of 27,0001. und-

the'head of '• volunteers," chiefly for the pay and allowances

of adjut s. He was happy to say that there was no prospect

©ajem ot ttje c&ieefc.

TUESDAY — lANKKUrTR - W. Balmsobs, Swwiw, i>Uaaatp».
rr, Bi.w.r. and M«ker-J. Baisaaa, rlotrnc* 'i'en«ca. >•

nd, |)p]iifurd, Gn»r.r. Chrrv or, and Tr» Pralir-A. B»
mid J. S. Oawia, MsncbCBtrr, Mrrrbanti and C> ««o»> A Kcwt»-li

a, ilica Mrr.i. NewiogUw Bunt, Millmcr-T. *i.bii»m. >
»l"»

Xo.k.iniT, M«nutarturcr-J. liAtTiiwoBTa, UslifaB, lartabin 1 lumber

and i.l«i«-S. C. llAMHiios, lp.wich, lm.K«-p«r-J. K. lioasaa, A»bu»i.

.:,, l.u.e.Corn M«rrhaut-li.l»a»AM, Bil.tun, Man.»rd»lnrr, i.rojrcr a»4

lk.tr-.'. Patsa, Milt susrt. LloraSI Bqoarr, 11nraa licalcr-H.

Rawaos, AUnoliMierand WUiiebrook, ali.moui h.bin-, » riuter, stattonrr,

and Paper M an i. r— 8. J. Eosf^thai. sad 11. ft. Uo»»>t«ai "bt-

r«lilrProprieMraaa4 Bui.l.(i>-J. s> irra, Scarborou^li,

l

7Hl i^oV KATIONS-V . su,rnow.y. Baaahlrs. SMp-

buildcr-J k lu.k, KelBO, KoxburRhil entile Safoasaa--U. ItiaiiuM,

Ula*icow, Cainn alter - A. Siiphim, i«n, lluntlj ,
ASerdeeiiiiure,

Drapsr-tt. Pal . . Duu.Im-. W nt, I - M. « and J. .
ftrt 4111,^Kirk-

., Mercbant»—S. Mthsslaso, Aberdour. AbcrdeeD»hire, Fanner—

J. u'iik, ralklrk, l»ra». I*. >*"tti broeer. «..,„, ...
P1UDAS- BANK bUll--T. Bell, a. I >aaca*birr, Machine and

Rollci M ker-K. B1.0011, !-• •<• \- «»""• £*£*"
Mma, >Vand»«i)riu, Sui M*nuJ*nurer ol Material! lor Making raper—

, ,,, .,, ,r.,.. WOOUCD \.arehouaeman-B. I.I..HTFOOT,

lllw lEEkire. U»n! .ner-T. Bavaaa, Ma .tieia. twtttttj

...ilware Uealcr-H. C. », Weil Uaitlepool. Durham. l»roc*r and

Proii 1 rhant-W.Waan, Buutbbj PaRaeiL, Lmcolaahlre. r .er and

Cai Ueaier-H. WBAtaaaaitt, Kin» -.upon-Huli. Uoach Hmu>

bA .\ i-n |fcs ANNl 1 O— W. Millwabd, formerly ol lwrmmpr-

IckAbirc, aflen»aid» ..I »^ * Birminit.iain. nowol Katea

lli.l, 1 ley. W eBtorabire, Grocer and rroviaion Uealcr-1». I mi.i.trr

aaasaa, OuildbaU Chaxnbera, BaAin K ball Mreet, Importer, of

r i-reign ooodB. ^_>

•

fHctvopoUs an* its Vicmitg*

The Great Exhibition op 1862.—Tho design*

for the Great Exhibition building arc completed and

drawn. The building differs iu many essential parti.

culars froin its predecessor. It will bo much larger,

and more im % in its interior, while from without

its aspect will be of remarkable magnitude and grar.

dour. Glass and iron are no longer to be the chief

<—» * to a roval commission, which shoxild add to its inquiry

•s m* eta proposed for Sir J. Elpbinstone's Committee. He
nxwad the adjournment of the d de.—Mr. ITesi f.y said that

the absence of Sir Baldwin Walker, he objected to serve on
xmimii tee. — Lord J. Russell defended the con-

duct of the Government in consenting to the appoint*
ywt of a Committee, wiiich, he said, was always a

Popular course of proceeding in the House of Commons.—
fur some remarks from Admiral DUWOUMBK, Mr. Bright and

•wjw metnbeni, the motion for the adjournment was with Irawn,
*-» -be LtU#e asonginallynomhiatod was then agreed to.—
Jj^rd Palmer*. moved two resolutions, 1. that the order of

|we 5th inat for the appointm of a select committee to

^Wtr the present system of Promotion and Retirement in the

jjyd Xavy, and the present pay and position of the several
•sea of naval officers and to report what changes therein
*»' estrabk with a view to the Increased efficiency of the
•vaiseivice, be discharged, and 2, that it be an instruction to

"*J*-ect committee appointed to inquire into the constitution

<J
the Board of Admiralty, and the various duties devolved

J^oon, also as to the general effect of such system on the
D*Ty, to consider the present system of promotion and retire-
n-ent in the r ;r j htnotokk complained of the
wrae taken by the (J mment, but the motion was carried
n a dmsion by 96 t ;.

.Wldxcsday —County Franchise Bill—Mr. L. King moved
second reading of this Bill, and said that it was a verym««nre, the principle of which had been often dis-

and affirmed \ y the House.—Mr. A. Bmtb moved a9 an
"neatthi ls qUestion, stating that he took this
™««artof n; ngto defer the second reading for bix

or thioSTj8
**;6 w,,s unwilling to pledge members one way

*r Dp r -. Pre*ent state of the Reform question

—

<ultonr dki»L<
•eocnde<i the amendment. After a

n which Lord HemLET, Mr. Ad-

«r Cevnc \°\ Sir L
" Pa1 K - "^ Enfield, Mr. Hunt,

•r O. Lewis seMtL;*i
RP

'?T
W

'
f,nd Mr A v T0N *°ok part '

acriling the steps taken to improve and lessen the

cost of producing Armstrong guns and rifles. W ith respect to

works and fortific iti« It was iv t pro] A to take any large

vote, but land would be purchased, so that In the event of an

emergency works might reafter be added. He concluded by

moving a vote for 1 men and officers, exclusive ofthe

forces in Ir .—Col* t-.-NE, Mr. Williams. Col. Dicksos

and Mr. Hesley complained of tho enorm-us u unt -l

increase of the estim 1 in all branches of the vice—Lord

Palm frstox said that even »e seemc •
feel that t he num tier

%^1&1L%™^J^tt7^& he fe,.«„, in tl,e .le.ign, and are only to I* nscd where
?.
r

.

aii>
..
Ia,

i

,n
f_

e
L
n A. _1° 7. » n„„* wEmAwnv of 40.000 UghtneM with ornamental e fleet is needed. Externally

building will be 1200 feet by 700. The average

jbt will be 100 feet, nearly 60 of which will be

solid brickwork. Taking one of the main sides of

ie building, on the Exhibition lloud, as an example,

it will present a lefty recessed facade, from

the centre of which will rise a dome of glass

;md iron to the height of 250 feet, with a base of

160 feet uneter. These, for there are to be two,

one at each end of the building, will be the largest

interest* the country domes ever built. That of St. Paul's is only 108 feet

requirek""^great bulk of the increase in the I mates was
j n aiam r at the base, and ev< St. Peter's is only

ca fir-t, by the augmented number of men ;
and, ^condly

'\U03e domes are to be reared over the intersection

&iiJK. ! racLs^oth^r mTSS of the nave and ..septs at right angles and M the

chimes viiii'h, i as they were, all added more or t!()0rs beneath both will be elevated above the level of

less to the expenditure, and tended to swell the ^"inaUs--
the fl(>org of thc regt f the building, an unequalled

After some further 'debate the vote was greed *»•{£"*
view will be obtained from these raised floors through

S5&&S& ^,^oc^;^ rffiSgS every ,-art of U,e v
f

t interior One .agnifl-

some debate, a vote of ^en on account, and cent nave will \>e continued from this entrance in tlie

the Chairman- was then ordered to report progress. The EM
F j biliou ]» oa(j to the extreme end of the building mW 'TJ 5 ™.t a

. "r ?h
d
c ti,e ground, of the HortieuUural Soeiet^ and at the

London Coal and Wine Dnct, >ir G. Lewis moved a termination of this the second dome Will rise. lhe

nave is, therefore, to be 1200 feet long by 85 wide and

100 high. The transepts, in which it terminates

at either end, will be each 700 feet long by 85 broad

and 100 high. All the roofs will be of wood coated

with felt, and will meet ii *e centre at an angle, like

the roof of Westminster Hall and most of our old

athedrn The effect, how from the '"tenor will

resolution for

dues on co;

London, to be
including the
levied only in

wd ioat the House had, on the first night ot the

Ternmeat that u I a Large majority the decision of the

icethJeSeiSJn Z**
not disable that they should intr

franchise till »
e?tn *iTe measure for lo ring the

MWwere m? v^ZL ^ bw»«ghs. Although he felt that

ShScs x r ved fhlt ^g€'8 in I'^ccding gr^ual:y, still

:.
•-;- tl.-t the question of refofm could he ntia-

SS ttit ^Ll\% t % h
l

% more comprehensive measure

would nou; ^ *%£»» The '^^ ^f'^
eaditir^!* k

Hls vole would be given tor its

t^is not a f^ ^T, tim^ he was of opinion that the

mSLithm^! * ab
i?

°PP°rtunity for bringing the

*3he w^aSir Lt??{
dtfrat,M

a

of the House.-Mr. usbobk;
^- KWutl y

K
hC8peechof8ir G - Lewis. whoa

continuing for ten years the existing

and wine levied by the Corporation of

appropriated to metropolitan improvements

embankment of the Thames, and to be

the metropolitan police district iuste

of within a circle of 20 miles as heretofore.—Mr Ayrt

objected tl-.at no notice had been given of the reso-

lution, which, was, however, agr to and leave

wn« o-iven to brine in a Bill founded there caciieurHis. mc cm^u, »w... ...
. --

Mr CA
g
mn obtihred l"ave to bring ina Bill toe nd the ^ ^ tljat of !IU angular r0of, as the g.rders w .11 be

diction of the SI ^f J^'JZl"v arc! u.d colour. -d. On i »de walls, beneath the

obtained leave to in due to
f f ^ ^ J1;n,, nmI transepts w.ll be a clerestory

to Elect » of members of I nl
n .D„ At

»t feet hwh of 1 » *nd iron, winch, with the light

es, and the

rht as equal as it

the present one

Chancelt.oi •• .ho I iThTbadie" "hoped to
he could lys\%WC c

be able to do so the h h
; t]

toEiec: 8 of members of I ent.; f»«»«
law, ting to Jntfutfr; -™J A

r

DI^u -

-Mr. Loso gave ice that on the mo
«»J

'^^ movo
reading of the ( Hates A hoi n Bi ne ano

that it be read a third tii that day si <• months.

[Left sitting.]

I

Money Ma**BT, PMDaT.-BW « F ^; jLh« Uui^ <
' from the floor; therefore only the

ols closed at 9H to 92 \ lor Monej, and BZ| to t
1 %

bring ,1 <lne «i' nd west, lhe glared the sun

will be i iated. The ini as h. re w.ll be

entirely fttted with iron columns and girders, but

n- ,ed in more Ootbic f iiJjK *£^
keener view to mctnresqne elTect than in 1861. The

£ gnWery will rnUie whole 1 5th of the str

'

r, V
, w be l.nilt of 1 k, with n wall tlucknem

oat two feet. The pictures w.ll not be^hnng



J THE GAKDENEKS' CHR AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
tipper portion will be used as the gallery for modern art.

As this is the first instance of an International Fine
Art Exhibition in England, a question has arisen

whether it should be confined to the works of living

artists, or might not with advantage embrace a more
extended period of art. Before coming to any decision

on this point, the Commissioners are desirous of obtain-

ing the opinion of persons of acknowledged authority

in matters relating to the Fine Arts. They have
therefore resolved to request the following gentlemen
to form a committee of advice:— The Duke of Buccleucb,
the Marquis of Lansdowne, the Marquis of Hertford,

Earl Spencer, Earl Stanhope, the Earl of M.ilmesbury,

title of "Aids to Faith." The clergy of the arch-

deaconry of London will meet at Sion College on the

25th inst., when an address on the duty of the clergy in

reference to the " Essays and Reviews " will be
delivered by the Rev. B. Morgan Cowie, B.D., vicar of

St. Lawrence Jewry, and Gresham Professor of

Geometry. A meeting of the clergy of the Archdeaconry
of Exeter was held on Monday in the Chapter House,

Exeter, " to express the thanks of the clergy to the
***** £* it *

One of

others were seriously ininrS
** 1<2

explosion has not yet been Zl I
• ^^

ment inspector has arrived f T«>*Zgating the case.
*°r the

P*p*i
BuiGHTON.-The police have

Lady Otway's, aXas^£5m Adam Street West, Maryle^\"i his possession a valuable soldwl^'

Sir Stafford Xorthcote, m!p. ; Sir Francis Scott, Mr. t!

Ashton, Mr. H. Cheney, Rev. E. Coleridge, Mr. Field,

Mr. R. S. Holford, M.P. ; Mr. H. T. Hope, Mr. John
Rusk in, Mr. Stirling, M.P. ; Mr. Sheepshanks, Mr. S. J.

Stern, Mr. Tom Taylor, Mr. John Walter, M.P.; Mr.
William Wells, and the Presidents ofthe Royal Academy,
the Royal Scottish Academy, the Royal Hibernian
Academy, the Old and the New Societies of Painters in
Water Colours, the Society ofBritish Artists, the Institute
ofBritish Artists, and the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects. Another improvement upon the planof 1851 is the
abolition of local committees through the country. In
place of these will be substituted a farge trades council,
composed of the representative men of the various
branches of trade and manufacture throughout the
kingdom. The decision of this body will regulate the

extracts from their works that similar doctrines have
been maintained by eminent divines'and living dignitaries

of our Church/' The other is the Rev. R. B. Kennard,
of St. John's College, Oxford, rector of Marnhall, near
Blandford, in the diocese of Salisbury, who expresses his

sympathy with the seven writers, and protests against
the condemnation which the Bishop of Salisbury has
passed upon the work by affixing his signature to the
Archbishop of Canterbury's letter.

New Royal Horticultural Gardens, South
Kensington.—A preliminary inspection of these gar-
dens by the Fellows and their friends took place on
Thursday and yesterday, and will continue to-day. The
grounds were thronged by visitors, and on Friday Her
Majesty honoured the Society by her presence.
Decay of the Palace of Westminster.— The

the supposed perpetrator of the k?*Lady Loftus Otway's. He is n ,

LadyOt way's, ariwasca rfi« Adam Street West, Marjlebow
to In. possesion a valuable gold™,
gold chains and rings, and a m„

•

gold. He was only di charged "T* itheHouseofCoJectlon
^»a tr

amount ot space to be allotted to each branch of manu-
;
Chief Commissioner of Works, in accordance with the

facture. Only the same Council medals and certificates
of honourable mention will be awarded as prizes as on
the last occasion. Some doubt exists whether the rule
in 1851, by which no prices were to be affixed to any
article, shall be adhered to on this occasion. The

suggestion of the Institute of British Architects at the
termination of their recent discussion on this subject,
has appointed a committee consisting of the following
scientific men to consider the best means of preserving
the stone of the Palace of Westminster :— Architects

arrangements for the refreshment departments will be Mr. William Tite, M.P. ; Mr. Digby Wvatt, Mr. G G*

'Zl ItZtlTJri ^JS**™<*™™' I****' ** W.W* ™* "*• Mward Barry!Two departments will be set aside for one English
contractor, one department for some eminent French
contractor, and one for an Italian, and it is understood
that wines, beer, and spirits will be sold in the building.
The Gazette of last evening contained! a notice from

Geologists: Sir Robert Murchison, Professor Ansted,
Professor Tennant, and Mr. C. H. Smith. Chvmists :

Professor Hofmann, Dr.Frankland of St. Bartholomew's,
and Mr. F. A. Abel of Woolwich.
Lord Macaulat's History.—The fifth volume of

™«™E \

S1TnS^ltml tbf
1 ^ ^ntee now Macaulay's « History of England," edited bv his sister,

ZTl Wn The desTgn and all the Lady Trevelyan, has been published this week!C;"^ y£ U£ bu
!
ldiu§ a™ the work of It comprises the events of the years 1698, 1699,£ a£lke*

RE
/> f

T
.

he
1^e fixed/°r tb* Exhi-'1700, and 1701, including the death of Jaines II

bitioni8thesameasthatinl851-viz.,fromthelstof and the memorable general election of 1701, andMay to the 15th of October. The Royal Commissioners
meet daily to arrange details, and set in motion the
whole of that vast provincial and continental organisa-
tion which in 1851 achieved such successful results.
The "Essays and Reviews."—A meeting of the

contains that portion of the continuation of the
History which Lord Macaulay left fairly transcribed
and revised for the press. It is given to the world
precisely as it was left. Besides the revised manuscript,
a few pages containing the first rough sketch oi the

sESSs: =3 etc °f
^, r?j£s!L* ^ara^TWJKSffiCanterbury and York was held on Wednesday to

determine what course their lordships will take in
reference to the Essays and Reviews; and the arch-
bishops of Armagh and Dublin have addressed a letter
to the bishops of their provinces, calling attention to
the work with a view to their "putting their clergy
specially on their guard against the possible inroads
of erroneous and strange doctrines in this new form."
On Wednesday a deputation of considerable influence in
position and numbers, comprising representatives of the
two great parties in the Church, and head,*' by Bishop

From this Lady Trevelyan has, with some difficulty,
deciphered the account of the death of William. No
attempt has been made to join it on to the preceding
part, or to supply the corrections which would have been
made by the hand of the author.
British Museum.—At a meeting of the standing

committee on Saturday, Sir Roderick nchison's pro-
posal to open the British Museum for public exhibition
on Sundays was rejected by a majority of 11 to 1.
Lord Adolpiius Vane Tf.mpest, M.P. for North

Durham was chan I at Marlborough Street Police

ment. "" 8,x »«•%•

Road.—The Western Mornhw 7V*.
received information from a quaffed
that in consequence of the complete?

1

evidence conclusively establishing

L

murder at Road House has beZlf*Constance Kent, who states that 2*
child, and afterwards cut its throat J*
shutters of thehouse to avert suspi^i*
The report adds that Miss ConstaSJl
unmistakeable evidence of derangement^
confinement. The Bristol papers asS£
statements are without foundation andthS'
surrounding this extraordinary case bm!Z
impenetrable as ever. ^
Rugeley -On Saturday night an in^

eluded on the bodies of four men and t»kwere killed on the 8th of January last in IB
*

Wyrley colliery, near Brownhills, on the CauL
way. The inquiry had been adjourned h*>
time for additional evidence, and espec

to be examined by the Government inspect
i

careful deliberation, the jury returned a m
Accidental Death.
Trentham.—The funeral ofthe late Dotefe

land took place on Saturday in the family

Trentham church. The chief mourners wotii
the Marquis of Stafford, the present duke,!

Ronald and Albert Leveson Gower; theotkr»
including his sons-in-law, the Duke of A^ji,

Marquis of Kildare, Lord Blantyre,andEirift«r

the Hon. and Rev. the Dean of Lichfield,-

of Westminster, Earl Granville, Hon. Freder.

son Gower, Mr. Loch, Mr. Jackson, the Eiri

mere, <fec. The Duchess of Sutherland, theMn
Argyll, Lady Blantyre, the Marchioness ofDki
Lady Constance Gro3venor were alio praft 1

grace had the consolatian of being surroswttlfl

whole of his family on his death-bed.

—

Sitlanft
Meeting

meeting of all

His conduct beforeS00O
A °*V j r"-~.^ Ma cue tuurcu, including
deans, archdeacons, canons, prebendaries, heads of
colleges, professors at Universities, and beneficed clergy-
men, from which the following is an extract :—
^3LreSpe5fuI1

J .

re^ue8t your grace's attention to certainopmions contained in a volume of 'Essays and Koviews •

recently published, the tendency of which, a] it appearsTo^s
oVooT't, r^ ff^iSlft Bible M the fâ d WoM
hiJfTn'r

t0
,pJec* al1 miracles (not excepting those of our

aidiZ ^tSL mCaP
,

a
?
lG

,°
f
t
Pr0^ atd r«W™ut to reason!

Seator? tw ' * lca?» l° undermiue faith in God as the
SSiS-*

T
1

nese
1
P1Dions have been promulgated, with one32 ^ ,

clergymen of our Church holding posit ons of

£S- te^i for $0?T«
n? °PPortumties favourable in no ordi-

SSL??8^6 the dlffusi°n of error. We therefore earnestlventreat your grace to take counsel with the other meXra of

SSrfIT^^'u an
-
d
u
to devise S1ich measures as may with™™^^*7* d™ ™J$ fr°m our Church &1 wcherroneons and atran™ doctrines The opinions against which

the magistrate whs of the most extraordinary character,
and in default of finding bail in two sureties of 500/!
each, he was sent to the House of Detention. Jt is
now announced that his lordship has, under medical
advice, been removed by his friends to a private lunatic
asylum, there being little doubt that he is labouring
under temporary derangement.
Metropolitan Police Courts. — Mr. Edmund

Humphrey Woolrych has been appointed a magistrate
of the Thames Police-court, in the room of Mr. Yardley,
who has succeeded the late Mr. Seeker at Marylebone.

'

The Late Destitution in England and Wales.—A Parliamentary document has been issued, show-
ing the extent of the recent destitution in England
and Wales. It appears that in the third week in
January there were as many as 948,379 porsom in

e Siunc period
in one week of

f Roman Catholic Tsoik

- & v . „« the Pwoman Catholic bls\iops of

V

was announced to be held in Dublin on 1

discussion of the National system of fttas*

Queen's Colleges, the Poor Law $?*• *
proposed bill for the registration of births,&W
marriages. On Tuesday morning, howe

"|j!!

announced that the meeting was posty*""

middle of April.

The Yelverton Case.—It is statedm**"
Dublin papers that this extraordinary aft*

virtually settled by the recent verdict, wi.

Court of Session in Scotland early next sm*

will also be carried to the Howe tf

£
subscription has been opened with a new w

for Mrs. Yelverton, and a large tm»
been received. It has also been P^P**^
Yelverton and her counsel shall each bepre»»

piece'of'plate by \he ladies of Dublin. '$¥.

had an Inbrvlow nn SaturdaV with the aUUlw

&**
Horse Guards. The announcement of --

^
put an end to the current rumour tn.

Forbes had sailed for New York from yoepj,

the last mail. Mrs. Forbes left
^.f£*

to join Lady Ashworth and her sisters b
rffcf

authorised denial has been given «J"^
imwrtant statements in Majox[***.#_
Miss Longworth—that he could "^

™
ld |_

ww dependent upon his uncle, ww ,
{

^v
1000/. According to the following;«»

naiww !.;« rpnrPSPntation was a ^onu^ *
The Archbishop expressed his crratifWK™ h, «- ^ft-f ' t" $* ,

me
}
T0^ [* *** the "inweasT wag W^ tllis representation was

;

a

'

rorDP

^

ended Saturday, ^rarch 9, were 1279 The
average number in the corresponding weeks of 10 previous

(So
8

^ti
1 "60

'
corr

4

ecte
,
d ^r increase of population, was

1422. Ihe present return is therefore 143 below the
average. During the week the births of log«

i
rt

i n i * j • Li.
"uicgmuiuuie means muc.

raght hare the effect of protracting the discission overtwo or three years His ehief confidence, he said, was
in the answers which the "Essays" would receive

welT„„ !frfi

T,Tt

berS °f the
il
eler^r themselves, who were

well qualified to answer them; and he had no donbtbnt that each one of the essays would in this way

-TWR nMn™l0M
r
and answerable publication.

Oxford; the Ftev. Professor Ellicott. 1U).. of < ml .

bnd|e; the Rev. Professor Afansel, B.D., of On d •

cler~ TT K™*"*?"' "A-, of Oxford, an.l otto

theFin. ' r T" 3 ""•' m t^Cimrcb.have annoonce.I

in a v^ !
?

f

,

repl; t0 the " **W «•"' Reviews"« a volume which they will speedily public, un(Icr the !

ruin. These represeuUtioii

i9lol)tncfaK

Aberdabb. — On Friday morning an explosion
occurred in the " Four-feet vein "pit oft he R1ai»nfr«ri«t
Colliery, Aberdare. belonging fo Mr David'Tw I » 'JSTSSSm

pendence upon his uucle.
^Yplverton, the^Jjri

uncle, the Hon. William HonryYeb^Tei fci^

that this uncle had compelled him l

C*U «*&
amount; and, that the stipulation e

^v0fcX^V
Yelverton ahould not marry underpg^ rf

ff

-nd. He further atated that b«u^ ^*J&
being desirous that the title ^J°g^ he bad^

ia sons. Major Yelvertonjidded
thtf^

hn^JJpJ

arriage. WejtSffi-'
Hon W. H. ^'iver,on brother o

Mj^ T«
state that all these statement* o

u
^»Rj

without a shadow of foundation. ^ VFjg
truth in the story ^om begmnmg

unC |fl,
ajjjaj

never owed a single shilling to »* u^^SS
never dd have given him a °?"

h prosp«J^ij5
expectat ions from his m f?'»!Sff in lifAiS«««
he haschildren of his owiiJ^^gft*

a of the Avonmore »m
_j ^ <jg^

.. im~~ v«lr«rto!l. ^B^i^l

man to conceive f

T«t

Call
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ant.
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Eirlia

It l^e*a*_Sm
•mi: •

nt.:

4

«aw

0*
if*

1

T-

**

s*a_»

e*

s*V

isea__

s*

J2TS« trial b«tae without f..imdat on.

ful

** D,S vrrdict "ilty of Mansla hi

jnry r*tan.ed * ^? and unlaw

firSS^Ilti .7 £> trial; a verdict

Una
that i

^CSTJli' peride of impri nment

Jv«sY«ix weeki to six months, except Ta

^^afc a to 15 months' imprisonment iron,

STd^oT^ UUl iu July last. The conviction of

ta* date of c
f t importance in

H^sT 1 £*•.*" it i. th H,

the eata' dmient of the Orange S citt

p pr ^int has c uvicted an
J

of I n a party not.

,
MvKi-Kit-lhc approver Jamca

nJLnr wh~ had l*** H^'ictCH. lor PerJ ,,r>' ,n 1,:,vl,,
J

^that he liad heard aewal persons of the nam* of

ta barn n* to kill MWlurray at Ulein sjh,

acquit the only witnesses against hi

»
I

, \ht par' - >'« h,a charged with the mnrder.

r ,
Decry, on whose information -10 or

10 Mopk bad been arrested, pleaded Ghiilty, and was

Halm

Mr.

ance to the Archbishop, who 1 < nance, and subsequen

9 Bishop, ami the present was Durham to Canada,

COMUITTEC OF PRIVY C- CTL.—COM '
\lt R#0.

A P»U —Judgment was given by Lord Cranworth on Wed-

JLL to tasce** of appeal 1 light by the Rev. Alfred Poole

aaatast th* Bishop of I. n for haviug i ked his licence as

I xrata of St. Pauls, Knight idge, in consequence of his en-

lrafiac ceeuVsion and other practices in the church.

joWafpealcd In the first «~" A ~ * u " a-«kw-k«,

h*ewr confirmed the act of the

a seoeod appeal from the Archbishop's decision. It was now
by the Court that no ritfht of appeal existed from the

_ of the Archbishop, whose judgment in the matter

be held as final. The appeal was therefore dismissed.

Hobtolk Circuit : Aylesbury.—Blue v. The London and

Jfertt- Wtmern Raitway Con ay.—Frtmantle, Bart., v. lht Same.

-These two actions were tried together, and it was arranged

that tbe amount of damages, should the plaintiffi, succeed m
*^»*>Hfbfa*g their right to recover again Bt the defend;tuts,

should be ascertained by arbitration. The damages sued for

were occasioned by a fire which occurred on the 2d of Ma\

*J0, at 4 «ck in the afternoon, on premises called " Moco
' in the parish of Swanbourne, Bucks, then in the occu-

of Mr. Miss, as tenant to Sir Thomas Fromantle ; the

fi «"*|p»g the fire to have been caused by a hot cinder

from a lo- .olive engine, dragging a train of 3 >ty

moi> the Oxford and Bletchley branch of the London
North-Western, which passes the farm preud-es at a dis-

tance of 43 fast from the ri ard. The plaintiffs case was
hat the fire must have been caused by a hot cinder from the
engine, the fire break* ut within a few seconds after the
tenia bad passed, and there being no other assignable cause to

eeeountfor i i for the defendants it was contended that
the fire was not proved to have been caused by their cngim
snd further - M r. BluaJnd been p
fence in kit .; his stackvard so near the railroad. 1 U
Mtea two days. The jury aftei >f a it l

minutss returned a verdict for the plaintiff, the foreman stating

•uuiheir opinion was that Mr. BMm had not been guilty of

taitaUe negligence. A verdict for the plaintiff was then
taken in Sir T. Fremantle's case. DWnmav Circuit : Exrrm—Murd\ / a Soldur.—KobtH
Bided, aeed -29, a private in the 61st Foot, was indicted for the

wilful murder of Henrv Jones, a sergeant in the same regiment,
at Plymouth, .th of January. The prisoner, who is a

remarkably fine man, and deceased, bad served together through
the Indian campaign, and the prisoner had earned a medal for
*"

conduct in the held. On the 5th of January, Jones, tl

"

f and others were in the mess-room of the barracks at

i active the East

yeore campaigt '7 ag»in»

Sultan, including the bat iy and the siege and

stoi ng of Seringapat* down to the bsttis of B"*™.
here he was dai y wounied bad a

under him, General tie was in o
tnc.it except when disabled by wounds His defence of Ml*
*da \sith a v> -mall force against Marshal Soult and 80f»

Kivnch troops for ^5 days was oue of the great eveuts -

Peninsular war. For his services on that occasion ha wssdeco-

rate,l with the Order of the Bath, and received the Ord«rof

Charles III of Spain. IK was app ed C of the 5*1

I in 1 S47. a 54 was nominated a Ki inmander

of the Bath. He was the second son of Mr. Gillian Mac-

laine. Isle of Mull, by the eldest dan* Macquane, Chief

of Ulva.

Likut.-Gkneral s.r Lovtll Benjam Lovrll. K

K.1I, Colonel of the 12th Uincers, ditd Sftwl
, Brunswick Terrace, Bri| n, aged 75 He enterea tne

army in 1605. After serving with tl th Hussars v.

command of Sir Samuel Auchnmtv at then. g of Moxi

deo in 1807, he procee led to the Penins 1 was i

most of the principal kittles of the r, including M[fan

, 40 minor actions or skirmishes, and 7 •>•*••
J««

received the war medal with 1

1

r iiaaco, Fu

.iadaJoE. Balamanos, Vit the Pyrt

I Tonl e. Ho was ng »ted j
k ht

Bath in K5e\anda kmght of t

in 1835. He attaine<l the rank 2^"«*S2i
-,d li. -general in 180 Ho was appointed colonel of

the lilh Lancers in 1846.

Oolowel Bra G» P«a, Contr the H M«f
th 1 Leas of Kent, died on the *bth u

«J«l«hE
after a si Uness, in his 73rd year BafonBlr Qeorgr

connectevl with the Royal household, he saw ^najdars

service in the army. Henail^jtant•*&*£**
.DcnhaKen; as captain iu the »2d h rved with ™rJ<>hx\

itlavUctf

COVEST GARDEN. Mar
t plies are improving iu aey are stlU insc

fi.i.' .
' r the dem.uid. Btoeeolt aaMtaBMa v> arrive fteai Oam«

wall, and good sai. oa of Lcttuoea, Endive, Artichokes, and
Cauliflowers, come from 1 e. Pine A -ss and Grapes haet

not altered since our last. Oranges may be obtained a!

week's ] es. Good Cobs may be had at from Vs. tc i

er lb. Asparagus, French Beans, and ne

now be ad. Cucumbers are scarce. < flowera cnMBy
consist oi rchhls. lily of the Valley, Ooaaaa Frunataa,

Violets, Mignouette, Camellia*, Heaths, and &
FRUIT

Pine Apples, per lb., 6s to 10s I Pears, per daa. «ata4«

Grapes, ] 9s ta 14a |
Apple*, pardoa^. 64 ta Ui6d

— new, per lb., Ms ta Ms Oranges, per 160, 6s to 10a

Strawberries, p. os , Ia6 2s Letacc er 100. 6s to 16s

r in iiiniialii nair. ' w " ' Nuts, Cnn, par lb ,
is ta is •

BroocolL each, ed to 8d "eet, perdea.

French Beans, i
S«

ireen Peas, p. 4 sieve, t0»

Greens, per do*., 6s to Ss
< i.bages, do.,2staSs
Pot es, p •oetaltfOe
— jwr boa i is to 6t
— per cwt., c>s ta io«

*, pei i, 84 to 16d
Turn pa town, 4 i to6d

sieve, i' t.. .M

•. saob. ta to 3a

Celery, p. bundle, Is 64

"•neons, p * stave, ls64ta

lutissnia. p. bundle, 4* t

HI»b^.tamdl«,»4tolsM
jakala, aet,is64tota

ffasllrh.1

—

1K
j

^^ :

Is ta 1* 64
]a64to4a
]s6dJ^ta

he*, 4» ta 6a
l V to id

• w

• w

Art ItssBk.es', per doe., i* to 4s

HAT.—Per Load orThirty-al:

8MiTHri*Ln, Thursday, March 14.

P. o Meadow Hay 75s to 85s

Buperior do i) . . W 105 New Clover

Infers do 50 00 1 • second

u^wen
' ** .*: ".'. - " I

" " DAVisst Co.

WHiTEcaaFKU Thursday, March 14.

Fine old Hv . .^SSSitolOta Fine old Clover ..!» to lib

WiVollSe

~ 1M

.1 »Pp5toUd Pri fA Sj "."•"fg^^^T^ST

r»si ; -b
! .^ si1

-a

SePvreneos. He was cr. a bar in June. »^»- »•

marHii "n° 18 daughter of Sir^ W.toon^«dMa
8Uc, led in the baronetcy by his son George W .

t ouper, wrn

in l

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do.

Straw
* •

40 80

36 40

Inferior do
Fine 2d ci

Inferior do.

nc New Clover..

80
M

05
100

• •

Wiils AMD BEQtESTS.-The will of G !
Sir George

wSf G C B has been sworn under 5
•/.

:
«arl

:ScovelL G.C.B.. Mas ^. •,\n?
e8 ^^f 1

'

Mrs. Sarah Gould of Pctworth. 30 000/

0/. ; aflaa Maria Powell of Clapton.

HOPS.-Borouob Mawwr. FRinaY. *£* l

J-notum*
Messrs.

.

"

l« * ^^k^na^a^
fresh t. mmunieato ; the market is inacnv%«« ^.^
are preaasal to*«r P^,Jave to ^£»*%&£ Uop»
satculation going on In 18&6 and ]MH sMgss. r^ugu i

find buyers as they arrive.

BUTTER MARKET.—March 15.

Best Fresh Batter .. .. 18s,p*raoaa»

Second do. do. • • • • *«*• . ,.
»

Pork. 4s. 4d. to 5s. id. per 8 lbs.

••

Fellows. 20,0

Q.C., 100,000'. ;

Alderman Wir
•0,0001.

y. Hacked had brought with him a pensioner, who I

been-' * " ' ' A

«-«w the conversation turned on the Delhi prize money, and
m the course oi the conversation Jones jocularly said that

the nenaioaer would spin a similar yam the next day for

ier such a dinner. The prisoner said nothing at that

Out left in a few minutes, and did not return again for
'

1 U about half-past five lie came to the barrack
i— ..i. —

ld complained of the sergeant insulting his

oner). Upon this Jones made an observation,

h the prisoner rejoiued, "It was all your fault, Harry.

who was lying down on his bed, made use of some

BirtTHS.-On the 12th inst at 16, Grafton Street, tl£

Marchioness of Winchester, of a son, htillboru-Hth inst.

a n Cr a Lady Kat.; .ne Valoktort,

of ^ 'danghter-7t,h inst, at 1« ier^uaro. t"J ^
Mrs Ar Hardinoi: t a o*wabtar-6th usst, at U,}**"

'J£ Pio the I^ady Vm-ohan tar-

h inst, a hrubh xte the w, f I

BrawrrT, of a d r-6t at GogercV ,
Card.gan-

fhire the wife of P -a Lov :sq., ot a daughter-lOth

MkaaTa,^ tni Place, the :e of MTY.snnaM - Portal,

Esq., of a daughter.

M \RRI AGES.-On the 2d Jan.. at Dcyrah. K.W. Provii 9,

Bengal William James Money, . *it. atm of'David

InJE, Mo„ev, Esq., to Emily, r of Brigadier-O eneral

GiTay BonaalA y-«^h inst.. at mes'a Church. Picca-

duW Vh ^ oat DTaa, Captain 17th 1 .-

meni third I lr Thomas 1 r, Bart, ta Selen v ,. Maria

it charim. third daugl the late Rcr E. 1>- ^ ""is.

mehards"rector of St. Andrew's Glamorgan*Aira-24th Jan

at St John's Church, Gal t, William^ eldest son of the

Sunreon William I vis M REOOa, M.D and granoson of the

^fTeneralC R. Bkard-n * Bengal An Ja

MA^rRrr. youngest daughter of the lata Lieut.-Colonel .

Holm i B., of the Bengal Army.

POTATOES.—Sot thw ark, Monday, March 11.

DurtoVthe past week the arrivals both
j

coastwise an

have asraiii been very heavy, and trade is in a very dep:
1

Itata ^a great many lWbcen stored to save demutragc,

and a ftiS r red/ctlpn
§

In the price ^**$^£i
The following are this nays qiiotati. a« .—^°^

1
™

-^tmtaii
. 160s. per ton; Lmcolnshire Regents^ 100a to 1 10s

;

.
Dunhax

to 80a ; Dutch do., Gus. to 80s,

fnend (the pensi

BRITISH WOOLS.—Londow, FarnAY, March 15.

Onr q
B
noU^. SirtlU almost nominal, « ""^SKt

,,rice .t tfae "tal sales n»e put a stop to pnrcl»K» except

t£2&» sale. » d-fflNT on at a

red,.' nfroi o opening, and ««e quantity is ^tthdxnwn

most nights.

COAL MARKET.—March 13.

Bowers West Hartlcv, 15s. 6d. ;
Bysss's Bebeide West

H S 158 ««!.; Davison's Went Hartley, 15a. 6d ;
&«-

i."SV SartleV. lai. 6d. ; ward's West Hartley, 15a. 6d.j

", MooV Lis. 61. ; WeatHartiej lOs^; Wa 1. End Sh^
Hill 15s.; Walls 1 I Braddyll's H- ns, l«s. 3d., WalJS

ml HaamU Ida. 6d.: Walls End K-pier Grange, lss. 3d.;

K^Uusseil Hot , 18.. 3d.
;
Walls End South Hetton

0d . : Walls End > -arts, 19s. Wall" End Hartlc-

nool 19s • Walls A Kelloe, Ins. Od.
j
Walls End South

p°° 1
'-

'- - Walls End *• Kelloe, 18s. Od. :
Walls

mlmes, CR, of the Bengal Army
Hartlepool, 18a ; Walls End 8<

l>FATH<—On the 6th inst, at Sudbury. Derbyshire, the End Thorpe, 17* 6d. :
U alls End

una inn. »»*"_'__ _. ,«__,,». ._-» At Hbu*iranir. .— ..«.i Tmfrrrn Multimr. 24s

tlepo*-!.

':';„ vhi {Zw w^SfWfiTi- "f «* h«
V.: v : WWteJer,U, Dan.-Vtl, i., S t, st W .1 1'l^, W.IU.

vin B down on his bed, made use oi some Lady Ha* r ElizaWTH WrrnsH^i. *srs _k,^ widow of

wl,^upon toe pri e, . •___.~ |

,

. «r «; -
|
*- <„

) f^J
thSr«Wth.tat.

>,
8irW « Curtis.Barman erly

H.M/s 85th Regiment of Llghrlritotty, ._4»-*££

hack.

^a sergeant, _^ _ _ .

J2»»d smash him where he lay in his cot. The prisoner then
•aft, sad in a few minutes returned again with his rifle and
ponch. Jonas went into an inner room, and whilst standing
*taot 30 n*oe« from the prisoner, the latter put his rifle, not to

out to his hip, and shot the sergeant through the

the backbone, the bullet passing out of the

causing death fas a few minutes. When taken into
oaetody the prisoner said he did not intend to shoot Sergeant

Nat r witness he said that he did, and intended
wveral others. It was proved that the prison

had been

Captain

fJTSl^Sl^Srii e;V;^nd-gTanddaughtor of the
,

Ute General Sir Anthony Farringto .y.al Artillery-

4th inst at V Villa, Priory Street Cheltenham,

Mary £ eldest daughter of the lata Sir John

mfs, Bari., of Blackthorn, Lincoln, and Cullam m
"c bounty of Oxford, aged f«-^^^to

DS
Whitchurch, Hants, Charlotte, widow of Hart Davis,

Esq formerly Deputy-Chairman of the Board of Excise,

daughter-of the late Major-Oeneral Thomas D«ndaa,

of Fiugast, and granddaughter of Alexander ninth Earl of

HomS aged 7l-9th in.t, at 43, Montpelier Terrace, Chel-

tenham
g
Lieutenant-Coh aiel Charles tevens^ formerly of

HM's 20th Regiment, aged 84-7th inst, at his house 30,

Montaiti Squared Major Charles Bclkklkv, formerly ot^the

2d Segment of Life Guards-2Tth ul^ aj.the Ba«JJ*f; JJ™
in^ar? Ireland, Bowlaxd HWaTBOWrosr^Wa«b*«™£W
son

8
of M r H. Egerton ^aJ^ ĥer

a^«noeT^^
Barrack I r, aged ^^"%£Jum*™T I

Hall, Shropshire^ Ameua widow ol^on. ^
Esq., formerly Member of ^e Supreme^ j wJfe
70-4th inst, at Clarendon Lodge h enstog

t

d , „ t!

of Colonel JOHS Rich aro Bi.AODE«r Ha.le. oi

uJ Hlooms
< lit ncester. aged 51

-J

£

n " « ^ .ind
,.,vv . „. „w „ _--1

fLoyntonl m^
70-SthTimt, st Whit

»-"v u« noiuitted, as bv law a wife could Deputy lieutenant of thnt count. w™
^ f Linethwaite and

after the fact as regarded her husband,
j

haven, Geori.e HAaxnoN, ^j;^^^, aged_T4—7th i

rwO Ota
' penal

and'DufTryn MaMtag, 248—171 ships at market.

CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Mar-h 11.

Wc have a larger supply <>f Beasts and a very si trade.

Prices generally are lower, although there is not much reduc-

ion mecSe 5the choi kinds. »heap arc mora pl^ttfW,

and the demand is smaller. Prices for all kinds are lower,

and atveral remain unsold. Calf trade is tunltaai From

Gcnna and Holland there are 9 Beasts,
J50

Sheep, and 6,

fibres • from Scotland, 250 Beasts ;
from Ireland, 80

;
from

Norfolk Sd iffolR? 2300 J
and 120 from the northern and

midland comities.

_____?'
aveut. The defence was that the prisoner, whilst in

J^orttd state of drunkenness, had brought his rifle into the

__E__ ientally discharged it without any~owm** aatant to kill deceased. His lordship having
jury, after deliberating three-quarters of an
a verdict of GuMy, but recommended the

Mr. Justice Willes then put on the black

. „ -j—asnae of Death, telling the prisoner th

yjJJ* eaance of mercy being extended to him on
lD* Pave. The interest and < tement were

Best Scots, Here-
fords, die. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Haif-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn - - 5
4130:

8 to 5
toe

Beat Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn . . 4=

Ewes k 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs

10} Calves -- 4

d s

6 —

a

8 too
8 — 5

• •
3 — 5
— 5

d
8

B

io

d sVwrf ^ *nT-~S^wwl' Robbery.—John H dliaaa

rcbMaVa .nT'-Swl.J** indicted ^ assaulting androowng WaVam^Orchard of his purse, containing 20/. 5a, at
the n of ihe fair in 0ctober bwt, and Mary
w»e t he first-named prisoner, was charg

Ann

the^fem-h?^^^y after fieTaxsT firTBaTonTsaJ^aaldi«s lemai prisoner must be ajot be an accessor

coun

2 Pigs .

.

• « *

tfceep
V
_rLambs, 18,3, Cal»S«. 74 ; Pig*. 3S0.

THoasoAT. March I*
_.-_^«j i_*

Th* -Himlv of fresh chofce Beasts is not !««*, ^_____/e|
t™e

fr Friday being in, in the number £**£

s ssm W3t
JSS a ready sale at U«h.P™>--

# . ^HEu £x%~"
of 250 Beasts, 320

Beet Scots, Here-

fords, Ac. •• *

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

I3eet Downs and
Half-bred* .. 5

8 to 5— 4 10
4-4

S
5

10
2

Best Long- wooia . 5

>horn • 4

Ewes* 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn •• -

l^nibs
Us OS •• --4

Pigs - - 4

C—

5

8 — 5

8 — 5
. to • •

I

fr
Otfawaiv.

2S_^ilt5CmBiLr> MAC"n«, K.C.B., Colonel of the

CnmUi«Jc4 "r «n 8aturday morning at his residence in
Cumberland Street, Hyde Park, in hi ith year. He had seen

Whitehaven, in the comity or iw« Thomah Romaaow, In- « « — w . *^- -- ^
at Putney Hill, the a^MM »JK^7RnsadlSqu.ra, "Jj^™^. sheep « Lamb^ 3wS ; C_lv*a 1L ;

Pig».

cumbent of Putney, aged»^ inst. « ^ rf Ga ^ «___^ 1040. nneep

Dr. Henry Shickbcrgh ^JS^ir*!

5
5

10

Russell
red75-Sth inst, at n

_
, J___Sr7_.

t a i

Waeef Lsq.,aged

Street, Woatminster, Lionel Gisaowa, E*q.,

aged 37.

ifARK LAN B.—Monday, March 11.

of Wheat from Essex to this morning's market
1

f5^ K«nt there was a fair qnanUty, and all
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samples fit for millers' use were quickly disposed of at an im-

,
ttt a "Mm pT A npo T *,tt tt-- fn uA pAcf Po-i^

provement of Is. to 2s. per or. upon the prices of this day Wii-Wi rljJXKjJLO. .Letters 10 De rOSt raid.
se'nnight ; inferior continued to be very unsaleable ; foreign

was generally held for an advance, which checked business,
but was taken freely at last week's prices where obtainable.
Barley sells slowly at a decline of Is. per qr. Beans and Peas
are unaltered in value. The Oat trade is steady at last week's
quotations. For Flour there is a good demand at the extreme
prices lately current.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavsra— Norfolk— Foreign {50—76

a. a.

46—65 Red
50—70
51-72

Red

Red

• » * •

t • •

grind
30—36 Malting.
29—24
26—28
26—28

— Foreign., grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk ;— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
-? Irish Potato _. __— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—28

Rye 35—38
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. ... 23s to 44s Tick

S. B.

40-60
54—65

28—48

Feed
Feed
Feed .

Foreicm

• •

Pigeon 34s— 56s.. Winds. 34-42
40—50
33—4S
40—42

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk

38—40
40—42

•20—25
21—24
20—28

!S—4S

40—50
Foreign . 38—48
Yellow..

— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —

s

Grey
MAizc Whitef
Flovr, best marks delivered, .per sack 50—57— 2d do ditto 38—50 Country. 3S—50— Foreien per barrel 'o0—35 1Per sackJ40—50r Friday. March 15.
The weather during the past eight days has been fine for the

season, but broken by very heavy showers of rain and hail and
very high N.W. winds, until Wednesday evening, when sharp
Jvhite frost set in. We are unable to report any improvement
in the appearance of the young Wheat ; indeed, the reliable
accounts we receive from many important districts represent
it as looking much worse than it did three weeks ago. The
improved feeling in the Wheat trade which manifested itself
last week has since continued, and during the present week an
advance of Is. per qr. has been generally established. Barley
still declines in value, and in the majority of markets is quoted

iP
61

" q j
ower

' The value of 0ats
»
Beans, and Peas is

unchanged. Flour has met a good inquiry at slightlv in excess
of last weeks prices. During the past week only 15 cargoes
were reported arrived off the coast. The floating trade has
been very firm, and for most descriptions of Wheat betti r
prices have been obtained. The arrivals of English grain
this week continue to be very small ; of foreign Wheat they
areateo hmited good of Barley, and fair of Oats. To-day'sWWe^L^f^ attended. -Fair samples of EnglishWheat commanded the extreme prices of Monday last ; foreknwas also inquired after

; but buyers generally refusing to pay

5mTodRTn Pre™us rates, the business transacted was

StMtJ%1\ ***' ™d Pea3
.
are unalt*red ^ value. Outs

whictSst& F1°Ur " held f°r ratW more ™»>'.

GAKDENER (Head).—Age 29, married; has had
great experience in the Management of Orchids, &c.

Can be highly recommended.—R. F., Middleton Hall, Leeds,
Yorkshire.

GAUDENER (Head).—Age 34, single; has a
thorough practical knowledgo of his profession in all its

branches. Good character. — James Tego, Gr. to Baron
Hambro, R"elmmpton.

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentleman.
—Age 35, married ; thoroughly experienced in all branches

of his profession ; four-and-a-half years' good character.

—

A. B , Mr. Wood, Bedford Nursery, Haverstock Hill. N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; understands the
Forcing of Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, die,

and the various branches of his profession. Can have an excel-
lent character.—A. B., Langley Park Gardens, Beckenham,
Kent^US.

GARDENER (Head).—Aged 32, married; perfectly
understands the Management of Kitchen and Flower

Garden, Greenhouses and Hothouses ; likewise Early and Late
Forcing. Four years' good character from his late employer.
R- G., Seedsman, Prospect Place, Old Kent Road, Surrey, S.E.

GARDENER (Hkad).—Age 33, married, one child.—
D. Weblky, late Head Gardener to the fit. Hon. Edward

Ilorsman, M.P. Can have a good character for conduct
and abilities from his last and previous employers.—D. Web-
ley. 5, Alpha Road, Slough.

GARDE
stands his profession in all its branches. Has had great

experience in Early and Late Forcing in his last situation.
Management of Land. Four years' good character from last
place.—J. B., Mr. Gravor's, Bourne H ill, Southgate, Middlesex

ARDENER (Head).—Age~3o7 married, without
incumbrance; has a practical knowledge of Early and

Late Forcing, Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, Cucumbers
Melons; Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Seven years' good
recommendation from late employers.—T. C. W., Wellesbourne
Lodge, Warwick.

[S
(^.ARDENER. __e 2H

Kitchen Gardens ' fc1^ * &SSI
Chronicle Office, W.O. "^racter.J».*?

s,

Kitch^^en^fe^^^
character fmm i^f™,11 hees

. Fordn„T^
Guildford.

i^^News Agents WhoLff
~
good

30,

,

pr°S

TO HEAD CARD

y* give a portion of his waeeXk'SH2^!^J^nich Office ?C he
^ftfc

7^
'

±ZL^^characte'r.--A B
"

' Po<m«*'
J

J"

expenence
; 7 years' good .w^^

.

(jAiUTENpTUi^^^
V>* is carried on).—A^e 29 • +~„

will have an opportunitv ofimS? ^
Gardens, Brent

Page
.J
|gg'g°i^

G

English .

.

irish ....

Fereign .

.

Arrivals from March 11 to Man

~l OatsTWheat.

610 qrs.
"" t»

6840 „

Barley.

1340 qrs.

7230

>>

it

920
1220

15650

qrs.

tt

TkmrT
1C20 sks.

f 80
\ 9870 (

»»

»»

oris.

a»
J

i?P?J
0O1

H?
Ue
y
ia^ Marchl2--Grain market active. Wheat

otheraS firm^
°0m "* BeauS 3d

"
to 6d

'
dearer

- AU

tJd^finlrkS
1 15WWere

•T
S
K
a *<****** attendance at

KDENER (Head). — William Babnes can
-ecommend a married Man, age 38, thoroughly competent

to conduct the Management of a nobleman's or gentleman's
Garden, where Plants, Fruits, and Vegetables arc required to
be cultivated extensively. Can take charge of Meadow Land
Stock, <fcc.—Mr. Barnes. Camden Nursery, Comberwell. S.

ARDENER (HEAD).~=Tjn^E^CH (Age 27,
married), Second Gardener to the Earl of Carys.'ort, Melrose

Hall, Putney, is desirous to obtain a situation as above
17 years' experience in every branch of Gardening. Highly
recommended by his employer. Leaving owing to his
employer's lease having expired.—

A

ddress as above.

ARBENER (HEAD).-^Age~
brance; has a practical knowledge of both Early and

Late Forcing of Vines, Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries,
Vegetables, and the management of Fruit, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardens. Can take charge of Meadow Land The
wife to attend to Poultry or Dairy.—L M-, Mr. B. Glass, Slough.

UiDENER (Head).—A$e 29, married; is open to
engage with any Gentleman requiring a thorough practical

Orardener, having had good experience in Early and Late
forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Ve-etables ; also the Cultivation
of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen aud Flower Gardens
(rood character from present employer. -^j. s., Gardeuer's
Cottage. Oakenshaw, Surbitou Hill, Kingston, Surrey.

Age 40 ;
a good genoral Plant Grower !!LManagement of Land, Timber, and aS 'fi?

E. S., Messrs. Henderson's, Pine-AmjePlJSg
TM PROVE R.-A^ollSir^Fl
-1. with a gentleman's Gardener in orderWknowledge of Fruit Growing and Forcing

SKSffbi»iSw,f"
r g00d cbaracteflB;i

TjlOREMAN.-Age 31, mar
J- tico iu all brauches of Gardeuing. (!*><

A. C, Simmons's Lihrary, 1, Moore Park Road, ftfc]

G

**e.tns. i Peas.

40-* 8d 43-«"0d
10

FLOCT^TIONS IK THE LasTSlTwiiKTTvla^BT
Prices, i Feb. 2.

42

41
41
43

42

7

7
1

7
8

9

• t

9. Feb March 9

• •

—

m m

••
r

• -

• •

• •

• •

•

• *

f^ABDhShli (Head).—Age 35, married, one child:^ has a thorough practical knowledge of the Forcing ofevery descnpt.on „t Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetable*, the Cultureand Propagating of Stove and Groenhou.se Plants and thegeneral routine of the Fruit, Rower, and Kitchen Gardens-
also the Management of Plantations and Meadow Land'Five years good character from the nobleman he has just left!
aji.i Mr. Pearson, Nurseryman, Hempstead Road , N W.

JDENER and
horoughly under-"

:
8 u,n i" ™n

- ' "o w srement of Land. Breeding and

BaS;rR^.^v
Ilig,"-v ra-mmc "de

•

,-°- p- *>*%*£
ARDENER.—Age 23 ; has a good know ,1™ of
Stove and Green, !Se Plants, 1 vver and Kitchen

-±l£z25? k 0ffic °. Waltham Cross, Herts, N".

NURSERY FOREMAN ob FORE
PROPAGATOR.—Practical^ experiena;

Grafting, <tc, also in the indoors, the Gisfljif tf

<tc. A liberal salary expected, satisfactory rate
application.—L. C, Godaluiing Nursery, Surrey.

STEWARD or FARM BAILIFF.-E

practical experience of Farming in tm
England. Would not object to go abroai-i
Office, Dorking, Surrey, S.

FARM STEWARD ob BAILIFF.-A p»
recommends his Bailiff, aged 33, married;!**

understands the Improved Systems of Farming, k

been engaged for nine years past on 1200 acres ofI*

Mr. Bishop, Advertising Agent, 1, Lillypot Lae, I«*

BAILIFF OB (iEXERAL )I.i.v,-..

single; practically acquainted w8h |to *»

above profession, breeding aud reariuj

Purchase of Farm Produce. Has had great expenPJJ

country ; can also kill Sheep or Pigs if^tt™£
Two and a half years' character.—A. B.,

rortffl*

8 W. *-*

TO AGRICULTURISTS AND OTHEi

BAILIFF.—The Son of a small Fannerl*

where he would have the means of it

and at the same time render himself «*«»»
iJJ-

Steady, industrious, and obliging.-Mr. usm,^
Bedford.

BAILIFF,
branch of Cultivating

fed

T\TANTED, A FOREMAN A^T^IMEKFFPFR

Highway. N.
""* walkbr, Oatlands, EnseM

WAMan to unatrft *v»^ n "" —•——-w»«j .i mat-class
letter, ataSig^SfuaHnr.^

pjnmmm deMttment. Apply by
planti they 5e familS^kh S^Su'17^M whit other
»*y practical ^ow^^itnvbA^ °l

;

if
S° f ^6y h:v

be given, and if «ipp£L?.,i f. zll
rl,sl"K- A liberal sa'ary will

ChrSiicU Office. WC ^^ b^e&ts.-H., Gardener*.

G r-&/ Jox A5e 30
' M"*'*!, no incumbrance;

ssgaagcis ^iB^^^^ >>^
r* AKDEXEII.ZI^ 28, n^He^Th^liad experi-V^ ence in Growing Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, and generalrnanatren.cin, of Kitchen and Flower Garden Wife cS take

if aco.nfor able dtuation were offered. Can be wel' recommended.-f J.,' rks N (1 |,ie, Bag "y
°°m

ARDENER.

Thoroughly m™*"*
- „_ titivating "eavy and Light^
approved system, IUvlaiming Waste, 31^8 y

j

«o->d judge of Buying and Selling Stock. H«T
linnentofa-HomeKarm .

Tho^-

BAILIFF (WoKKixo).-Age 3i,

Buy ^ - .^ —
Wife understands Dairy work, an* "'-—

]

- .

ded by
-

P
' Bute:

mar.-

and W'D Aberdeenshire: underetan'Jf
Light

uying and .Selling Farm Stock, Ac ,

ana •

'iL,,n^««,fnn j<. riairv work, andtne

Gopeland,

to M. D., Post Office, Lancaster
""^'wna, reference, A

Can be highly recommen
England —B. 8., care of Mr.

. Wi ndsor, Berks.

AILIFF.-A Ol
situation for a M __

years, and whom he cin strongly'.^T^'d indti^S

r, and a tmstwort] &£&&
Hia Wi hly understands th j^
Poultry.- /

?
Lovegrores, Btao

i:« igra re. W. -—r~
\I!M !niUFF.-Mi<UIe-»?«.

go. -d character ; I

Terrace, For, enham.R.nt.
v v Threo
*• Z., 8, IU!. Road

ARDENER,

every branch of Gardening • has ni«n hoi Jh
g

*
practised in

POO acres of Land | "ck' *c~T O P.
man

1

88ement «
£dgeware_R, , W.' ^k

'
**' *' °- ^^pple Nursery,

Wffi^^j^^R who understands the

Wantkd immediately
*i*«22$^^ ******* to
Apply by letter, starine aalVrl^ ^ of

-

6 ,0 or °° acres -

_„ _. ha8«P»i

Light and Heavy Land Drainage,^ ^
and Uing of reduce AcF^t-c

; ^j

TO NOBLEMEN ANO CENTLEjvien

V^ cumbrnnce. is at liberty to engage with any T '

cntleman in want of a thorough practical Garde

I, no m-
leman or

r in every

men.

F
irh.. i *-pfM"2-!J2=S®;

t\

irstanda

Breeding and Feeding of *™ «ov.

u ,1. The Wife is » ««% Vflol* 1 ' 1 '"

cl icter from last situation.-*-

Bath—March 16. Walks,

branch of the pr «. For „ ny 'c^s r u^T!?Grace the late Duke of Leeds, a Ho, ;, v Castle Vork,°h

•

hW

S^ *!f *25 -^1 3i y« with {S, m^^^JMSSS

MERCHANTS, :?Jif

M.in
all Nursery,

. steady, a-

««u
-

f„r thXs^. ags^^:*; •»
tcnn». *c O. Z., P^.oS«; C^ .5?

idreas, statin

useful.

chai ter irom ia»v «f*v——-

10. Dr I^ne, Lond̂ J^;
TO CORN ANO Stf-D

\J »onse(in I, ^on P^^ArP^rf5
experi, e in th<

^erTra-k..
n *^^

"t .-ttrendancerenni

HOPWOMAN in a

Farther particulars may w o»

tfra N'orrls,
- tco:^ Wo.-d, ^Ji

broUH*
4
..!'

j

I

r
C*ir»

uUllt

tbe
i

Mtfl
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vaW

fcj
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EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
I

THE FIRST GRAND EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS AND
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JUNE 5 & 6, 186L

TO BE HELD AT THE NEW GARDENS, KENSINGTON GORE
The Special Regulations can be had on application to Mr. Eyles.

3

FLOWERS.

(Open)
{Nurserymen)

(Amateurs)

Class.
1. 15 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
2. 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

3. 9 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

Note.—Two plants of a genus will be admitted in

Classes 1, 2, and 3.

4. 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants .

.

(Amateurs)

Note. — Exhibitors can only show in one of the
Classes 1, 2, 3, and 4. Orchids and ordinary
Florists' flowers are excludeJ.

1st
Prize.

£
20
12

10

».

2d
Prize.

£
15
9
8

s.

8d
Prize.

6 5

£
10
6
6

s.

4th
Prize.

£
7
3

4

8.

4

5. 12 Fine Foliagedand Variegated Plants
6. 10 Fine Foliaged and Variegated Plants
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

(Nurserymen)
(Amateur*)

6 Dracsenas and Cordylines (Open)
20 Orchids (Amateurs)
16 Orchids (Nurserymen)
10 Orchids .. (Amateurs)
Orchids. Single specimens .. .. .. (Open)
9 Greenhouse Azaleas .. ..' .. (Amateurs)

13. 9 Greenhouse Azaleas (Nurserymen)
14. 6 Greenhouse Azaleas (Amateurs)
15. 9 Greenhouse Azaleas. New kinds sent out since

1856 (Open)
16. G Rhododendrons. Distinct (Open)
17. Itnododendrons. Single specimens of Sikkirn or

Bhotan (Open)

18. 15 Roses in pots. Distinct (Open)
19. 10 Roses in pots. Distinct .. .. (Amateurs)
20. 12 New Roses in pots. Two of a kind admitted (Open)
21. 6 Tall Cacti (Open)
22. 6 Cape Heaths (Open)

26.

27. • #

(Amateurs
(Nurserymen

(Amateurs
(Nurserymen)

. . (Open)

8.

9.

10
10
3
20
15
10
3
12

9

23. 9 Pelargoniums. Distinct
24. 12 Pelargoniums. Distinct
25. 6 Fancy Pelargoniums. Distinct

9 Fancy Pelargoniums. Distinct
9 Spotted Pelargoniums. Distinat

Note.—Plants in Classes 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 to be
grown in pots 8 inches in diameter.

9 Variegated Begonias. Distinct .. .. (Open)
6 Tree Ferns. Duplicates admitted . . . . (Open)

0. 12 Exotic Ferns (Amateur*)
1. 12 Exotic Ferns (Nurserymen)
2. 6 Ansectochilus and other variegated-leaved

Orchids (Open)
3 Tuberous Tropseolums, trained on columnar or

cylindrical trellises. Distiuct.

.

.. (Open)
New or extremely rare Plants in flower
Hardy ornamental Plants. New species

$SeP All new Plants will be adjudicated upon by
the officers of the Society.

N.B. The Medals awarded will not be exchanged!
or money.

6
5

4
15
10
5
5
5
8
8
5
5

5

5
5
6
5

S3.

84.

35.

3

2

S.K.
S.K.

7
7
2

15
10

7
2

10

7
5

4
4

3
10
7
4
4
4

6
4
4
4

3

36. Wardlan Cases filled with Plants. The most effec
tively arr.u 1

37. Miscellaneous. For Plants not specially mentioned "

Exhibitors are informed that Prizes will not beawarded in this Class for any Plants named in
the foregoing Classes.

In Classes 34, 35, 38, and 37, Exhibitors may com-
pete for all the prizes.

4
4
5

4

2

1 10
S.B.
S.B.

5
5
1

10

7
5
1

7
5

3

3

3

2

7
5
3
3
3
4
4
3

3
3

3

5

3

A dish
FRUIT

ish of Grapes to consist of 3 bunches ; Peaches of 6 fruits • v^ •

Strawberries of 50 ; and Figs of 10 fruits. » Nectannac,

All Fruit must be ripe and fit for table.

5

3
2

2

2

5

3

2

2

3

3
4
2

1

1
B.
B.

2

Class.
A. Collection of 9 dishes. 6 distinct kinds ..

B. Pine Apple. The best Queen .. .. *,

C. Pine Apple. The best Cayenne
D. Pine Apple. Any other variety
E. Grapes, Black. Single dish
F. Grapes, White Muscat. Single dish ..

( r. Grapes, White. Any other variety. Single dish
II. Peaches. Single dish
I. Nectarines. Single dish
J. Figs. Single dish
K. Cherries. Single dish..
L. Strawberries. 8 dishes, distinct
M. Strawberries. Single dish
N. Strawberries in pots. 6 plants
O. Melons. Green flesned
P. Melons. Scarlet fleshed
Q. Vines in pots. 4 plauts
It. Miscellaneous .

.

• V • «

Prizes will be given for fruit of superior excellence
although not specified in the Schedule.

£
6

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

1

2

2

2

4

2

a.

10

10

(1

*

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

i

1

n

%#

Special Prizes for the best three groups of FRUIT id IP

for the decoration of the dinner table are offered by C. WestwohiI:

V.P.K.H.S. Baskets of aiij material, China vases, glass dishes, or «p
r

be u i. First Pr . 10/.; Second, 5/. ; Third, 3/. ; Fourth, 2/.

Beautiful arrnn nient will be the test of merit in thisM
flowers or fruits are therefore not demanded. Each set must cow

baskets. Ladies are invited to join in the competition. The Prize;

Dy a j ul7 of ladies. The groups will be received as late asllfl^^

vided space shall hate been reserved for them the day before. Info*

nun residing in the country can secure the space required by I(

the Superintendent, I: Horticultural Society, Kensington Gore,
:r^

necessary that the articles exhibited should be grown by the exhi

i u

GRAND R S J

WEDNESDAY, JULY 10,

SHOW,
1861.

The Special Regulations can be h td of Mr. Kyles.
The Council have great pleasure in announcing that the Rev. 8. R Hols, F. li 1 1 , on the part of the

| moten of the Gr ational Roe© Show, has intimated to

Roses contemplated by the Royal florjicultura Society will render a separate Exhi ,., I ,-t of th onal Society uimccewry; and also that Mr. Hole, nth

the aforesaid promoters, consented to ^he^tncil in the end ,,r ,kc t Kxh .com,
o«m oo*« y innece»ry

,

u
___ flHonflrBJ

M
i

Prize. I*

The FOURTH GRAND NATIONAL ROSE SHOW will therefore be held in c this KxhlWttmv
Exhibitors of cut flowers to provide their own stands. Entries in each class to be exhibited

on separate stands.

The stands are to be 1 foot 6 inches broad, 6 inches high at the back, and 4 inches in
front. Any deviation from these dimensions will disqualify.

Ti!

Class.
I. 96 Varieties.
2. 48 Varieties.

S. 24 Varieties.

4. 24 Varieties

.

6. 48 Varieties.
J. 24 Varietic
r. 12 Varieties.

• *
3 trusses of each
3 trusses of each
3 trusses of each
Single blooms
1 truss of each
1 truss of each
1 truss of each

Note.—Exhibitors in Classes 5
show in Class 7.

. .(Nurserymen)

..(Nurserymen)

. .(Nurserymen)
. .(Nurserymen)
. . (Amateurs)
. . (Amateurs)
.. (Amateur

and 6 cannot also

8. 12 Varieties, single blooms -• (Amateurs)

9. 12 I: «e*. 19 varieties, in pots not exceeding 13 inches

In diamc (Open)

10. 50 Roses, not less than 12 varieties, in pots not

exceeding 8 inches in diameter . . . .
(Open)

11. 20 New Roses, not lees than 10 kinds, In pots not

exceeding 8 inches in diameter . • (Open)

Note.—No variety which has been publicly sold

for i than three yean to be accounted

new.

12. New Roses of 1860 and 1861, single trusse

distinct (0pm)

13. M sen (single trusses), he»t collection of
(J

14. Teaacc 11 ngle t russee) , (Opmy

15 Best decorated basket or vase of I • •
(Opt*)

1st

Prize.

6

6

6

i

4

I

2

3

8

3

11
2 o

2

GRAND SHOW OF DAHLIAS AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1861.

•

Exhibitors of cut flowers to provide their own stands,
exhibited in separate stands of the follow*™ dim™.*™. ._

The Special Regulations can be had of Mr. Eyles.

Entries in each class to be

48 Dahlias, 2 stands
24 Dahlias, 1 stand
12 Dahlias, 1 stand
48 Roses, 2 stands
24 Hoses, 1 stand
24 Hollyhocks, 1 stand
24 Asters, 1 stand

LcDgth.

• •

* •

• *

• •

i

4
2
I

4

4
2

ft.

•»

• <

each,
each.
each,
each,
each,
each,

each.

Breadth.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ft.

n
99

6 in.

« h
* n
«,.

fi.5a

|P
IK

: a 3* - as

Class.
1. 48 Dahlia Blooms
2 xh I ia Blooms'
3. 18 Dahlia Blooms.
4. 24 Dahlia Bloom-

Distinct.
I) net.

Fancies,
Distinct

* »

• •

(Nurserymen}
r<rrymen)

(Nurserymen)
(Amateurs)

2d I

Prise. Prize.

£, t.
!
£ s.

6 ft

8
3 2

« 8

4 th
Frize.

& 9.

1

1

2

Class.
5. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Disrimt.
'-. 6 Dahlia Blooms. DM;
7. 12 Dahlia Blooms. Fancies, distinct .

.

8. 48 Cut Roses. 3 trasses, distinct

,£' 2f £ut 3 *6"- 3 trusses, distinct
10. 24 Cut Roses. Distinct Mngle blooms.
11. 12 Roses, in pots, not more than two of oi

'• 1- IMIyhocks, in spikes. Distinct •
I f "Hyhocks. single flowers. Distinr
24 German Asters. " Quilled," distinc

• 24 French Asters. "Tasselled." distinct
l'». 24 Gladlnllta <*»»• ar,il-oo I'li.HiH'f

(Amateurs)
(Amateurs)

(Am***
(Nurserr*'*)

(Amateurs)
(Open)

.
'.

(Open)

( Open)

(Open)

(Open)
* Gladiolus, cut spikes. Distinct -• •• \/utm)

17. 12 0] histtacfc ..
(Amateurs)

18. 12 P.
|ns . Distinct Not more

than 3 in each
10. 24 PI s gfa^te trusses. Distinct

12 Phloxes, in pots. net
21 24 Verbenas. 5 mm foach. Distinct
Z3. Miscellaneous, For flowers not specified ••

(Open)

(Ope

(Open)

(Open)\

(Open) 1

A

Wf

T

%f

l

B
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIKTY.-cw,w
GRAND FRUIT AND CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,

WEDNESDAY AND- THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 & 7, 1861.

The Special Regulations can be bad of Mr. Eylks

FRUIT
Grape* tooenakt
ruiiAof each: and

Oranges, Lemons, and such

» nJUAn rd Fruit (Fruiterer* only)

£ 3EX«i of Fruit .. .•:.,.".,.;• (Private Grown)

C ttneADnlee, collection of. 3 distinct kinds

Pine Apple. Single fruit, any variety

Gr«nee white Muscat. Basket of, not less than 10 lbs. weight

f. Grapea, White Muscat *«'"»'- <««»»

r>—— Wit* Anv ninbi vhucm. canviu uisu. .

10 lbs.
O iSi White, Any other variety, single dish..

H. Grapea, Black Hamburgh. Basket of, not less than

I G ranee, Black Hamburgh 8ingle disb

J Grapes. Frankenthalor Dutch Hamburgh. Single dish

Kl Grapea. Black. Any other variety, single dish .

.

Wk.. V»l»l>v», "lav- ----J ——— . «-.

L Pears, dcatert, collection of, 1 dish of each

]l ' pears, dessert, collection of 6 dishes, extinct kinds .

.

$. Pears, dessert, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds

O rears, dessert. Single dish, any variety .. ..

P. Pears, kitchen. TJvedale's St. Germain. Single dish..

Q Pears, kitch < Catulac Single dish ..

R. Pear*, kitchen. Single dish, any variety

8. Pears. Heaviest 5 fruite, dessert

T. Pears, 8tewed, jar of

Not*.—These are to be prepared without sugar, spice, or

any colouring matter, and to be shown in white glass jars.

Ladies are particularly invited to cause jars of fruit to be
sent for examination.

Apples, dessert, collection of, 1 disb of each
Apples, dessert, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds
Apples, dessert, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds
Apples, dessert. Single dish, any variety
Apples, kitchen, collection of 1 dish of each
Apples, kitchen, collection of 6 dishes, distinct kinds.

.

Apples, kitchen, collection of 3 dishes, distinct kinds.

.

Apples, kitchen. Single dish
Apples, kitchen. Heaviest 5 fruits
Pommes Tapes ; that is to say, Apples dried in the same way

as Normandy Pippins ; of which an account is given in the
Qardeners' OironicU for 1860, p. 932. Note.—It must be
observed that this process is quit© different from that
employed in preparing Norfolk Beefings.

Oranges, Lemons, ftc, collection of l dish of each
Oranges, 4 plants, in pots or boxes, bearing fruit
"ranges, best specimen of Tangerines, in pot .

.

Melons. 8ingle fruit, any variety

£ s.

4
6
4
2 10
4
2 10
a 10

4
9 10
2 10
2 10
4

3

1 10

£ 8.

3

1

1

1
1

1

2

U.
V
w
I
T.

n

BB.
C.

EF
P F.

OQ.
UH.

• •

* I

4
3
1 10
1

4
3
1 10
1

1

4

2
3
2
2

3
9
2

2
3
2
1

15

15
15
15
15

1 10

£ s.

3
2
1

1

1

2
1

1
1

lat 1 9d
Prise,

i Prixt.

II. Plums. Single dish, any variety
J.J. Strawberries. Single dish
KK. Currants. Single dish

,

LI. Raspberries. Single dish 10

Note.—Fruit specified in the above Classes will bo excluded from MM.

A s.

9
1

10

£ «

1 10
10

7

7

Prise.

1

a

5
6

MM. Miscellaneous

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

60*., 50i., 40*., $0#.. 20*., 10t,

—

2
1

10
10
10
10
10
10

1

Exhibitors of cut flowers to provide their own stands, the f i

For 24 1 is, 1 si and 4 feet long, 1 : »1 inches broad
P<t12 ,. „ 4
For 6 „ „ 1 „ ,.

Height of stand, 6 inches behind, 4 inches in front.

Preference will be given to plant* trained in the bush-liko or pyramidal form

3
3

8

1 10
1

3
2
1

15
3
2

1

15
15

2
2
2

1

15

2

1

10
10

10
10
10

Class.
1. 6 Tlants. Distinct varieties, on single stems

1st

Prise.
2d

Prise.

3d
Pi

£ i. £ t.

•2. 6 Flants.

3. 3 Plants.

Distinct varieties, on single stems
(Amateurs)

Distinct varieties, on single stems
(Amateur*)

2
1

1

1

1
10
10

4.

5.

6.

4

2 10

r.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1

14.

Note.—Pots not to exceed 11 inches in diameter

in Classes 1 , 2, and 3.

C Plants, Pompons. Distinct varieties, on single

stems (Nurserymen)

6 Plants, Pompons. Distinct varieties, on singl.

stems (Amateur

6 Standard Chrysanthemums or Pompons . . (Open)

Note.—Pots not to exceed 8 inches in diameter

in Classes 4, 5, and 6.

6 New varieties of the current year

Single spech >, singlestcro, cither Chrysanthemum
or Pompon (Of**)]

24 Cut blooms. Distinct . . .

.

(Nurserymen)

24 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs,

12 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs

6 Cut blooms. Distinct (Amateurs

6 Cut blooms. Distinct. Anemone flowered (Open

Best group of cut blooms (Open

4

6
4

2

1

2

2

4

2

4th
Prise,

£ T

2

4

2

1 10
15
15

1

10
1

2
1

10
10

1

1

3

1

1

2
1

1

1 t

10

10
15

1
10
7

7

10

10
15
7
5
5

COMPLETION OF DR. COPLAND'S MEDICAL
DICTIONARY.

tw complete in 3 Vols., 8vo, price 61. lis. cloth ; also Vols. T

and II., price 60*. ; and Vol. III. (in two parts, comprising a
ied Synopsis of the Contents and a copious Index to the

entire work, price 21. 11*.,

A DICTIONARY op PRACTICAL MEDICINE:
comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treat-

meat of Diseases, Morb'd Structures, and the Disorders
especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different
ftwehs of Life ; with numerous approved Formula! of the
Medicines recommended, &c. By James Copland, M.D.,

&.S., &c.

•«* The 20 Parts composing this Dictionary may at present
he tad separately ; but the Publishers will be obliged by the
SeBentber* perfecting their Sets with as little delay as possible.

Eg D r. Copland's "Dic-
of Practical Medicine "

a reflex of German
•yjjwn. French acuteness,
and British practical common
•sssa. It has long had an
*5°P»an reputation, and
WJt we have no doubt, suc-

J
,™ly maintain what it has
«•*« its author so much
patient trouble to acquire."

Lancet.

" His ideas, bis doctrines,

his descriptions, and his

instructions are conveyed in

language at once terse, clear,

forcible, and condensed ; and
his whole work fs in itself a

library of pathological doctrine

and therapeutical lore, of
which English literature has
every reason to be proud."
Medical Times and Gazette.

London
: Lokoxav, Grekn, Longman, A Roberts.

OR. THOMAS BULL'S TWO MANUALS FOR MOTHERS.
The Seventh Edition, revised and enlarged, price 53.,

TnL^ rATERXAL MANAGEMENT op CHiL-
-*- DBEN D HEALTH ant> DISEASE. By Tilos. Bull, M.D.

Coxtexts :—
Introductory remarks on the great mortality of children and

the consequent duty of mothers.
I. Management of children

in health.
1. nursing.
*. f n* wet-nursea

J.
Artificial feeding.

eighth^*
year tn the

*
°l™™****,

their use and

Of va nation.
Management during teeth-
taj^and of the permanent

II. Management of children
in disease.

9. General remarks on illness.

10. Hints for the early detec-
tion of disease in the child
by the mother.

11. Accidents and diseases
which may occur at birth:
or soon after. I

12. Other accidents of infancy
and childhood.

18. Disorders of the stomach
and bowels of infants.

14. Diseases of children.
15. On the prevention of scro-

fula and consumption.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners'

Chronicle of May 12, containing Mr. NesfieldV

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gor.

is still on Sale at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Covent

Garden, W.C , and will be sent by post on receipt of *ix etampw

rTlO~iTl- »LI>, A Perfect half-bound CO VY OF THE
X "GARDE RS' CHRONICLE" from its commence-

ment to the end of 1^ —For price, Ac., apply to Rev. R. K.

Haslkhtjrst. Alrewas Vicarage.JLichJteld.

(JTHiLl/S PAMPHLET os (JARDKNING:-.
Culture of the Strawberry, I* ;

Culture of the Mushroom,

second edition, Is. ; Market Gardening, third edition, U.M.
;

The Vine, Is. ; on the Pot- Cucumber, with 20 more articles,

third edition.—̂ AMEsCuTniLuF.RHS., Camberwell, London

TTliENNY'S FORGrTKMK.NOT, for presents, 38

V T engraving. 19 stamps ; 'cloth and gold, Bl GLENNY'
ANNUAL ADVBRTIZBR, 4S pag«-s, free for the samp.
GLENN'Y'S LIST Of the best 6> } WHR SEEDS, free for

the directed envelope.—G. G i
xv, Fulham, S.W.

BORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the TIN'E will be sent free by post on the receipt of

2s. 6d. in postage stamps. See Oairdmeri Chronicle, Jan. 12.

Geqroe Mills, Uxbridgp I ling, Middlesex.

7TEORGE MILLS' TUKVnsK on the CULT! E

VjToFTn-E CUCUMBER, MELON, 8EAKALE, and ASPA-

RAGUS will be sent free by post on the receipt of 3*. 6V. in

postage stamps. <• Gardeners' Chronicls, Jan. 1 2.

Geqroe Mills Uxbridge Road, Ealing. Middlesex.

IWiPROVtD FRUlt TKEE CULTURE"
Just published, price 35. W. f

the 0th Edition of

THE ORCHARD HOUSE.
V,y Thomas RiYSML

London : IiONCUUV & Co. ; or free per post from the Author,
Sawbr i Igeworth.

This day is Published, price 2s. 64., cloth gilt, a Second
Edition of

THE INSECT HUNTKUS. By Edwaud Newman,
F L S , F.Z S.—" I bave written this little book expressly

for tliose who do not pretend t aisider themselves expe-

rienced naturalists."—Edward Newman
« Unrivalled as a First-Book in Entomology. — H amkpence.

London : Johx Van Voorst, l, Paternoster Row, E. C.

CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED NATURAL*
HISTORY, in Monthly Numbers, price 6(7.

The New Volume, commencing with the Number for April,

will contain the COMPLETE NATURAL HISTORY or
BIRDS, Illustrated with a profusion of the most accurate

and beautiful Eugravings of the h liered Tribes.

The Publishers are desirous of calling especial attention to

the 6rst number of this volume, which, they believe, will take
rank as one of the most Complete, Descriptive, and Popular
Histories of Birds ever yet issued from the Press.

The First and Second Volumes of this highly successful work,
completing the Mammalia, are now ready. Price 8#. 6L
or the two volumes bound in one, price 15*.

Cassell, Petter, & Gains, Londonand New York.

mv 'c*

Mme AUth°r
'

m«**** Edition, price 5*.

£1 H r

T

TH
H
n
ERS F0* T™ MANAGEMENT

G^N ROOM: WiRTu™
f

;
PREGNANCY akd in the

wZZilr*
W,th Hints on Nursing, &c.

ANDERSONS AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

Just Published, in crown 8va Price 6s 6*.

T? LEMENTS or AGlUCri/rrRAL CH KM WT.
JPJ By Thomas Andt », Bf.D., ^«!^m33S«.
the University of Glasgow, and Chemist to the Highland ana

Acricultnral Society of S land.

Edinburgh: Adam & Chablrs Black ;
London- Lo>o-

MAKjfc_COj m

mHB oabmSI bated book f

T flowerKn ^ - K$n
tribal Rules for the Con .

«'.^""fjS ™ it'b
lawn and Flower „* i ." 'gg&JJ^Hf fhi(S

Gt'^^v * So,G^-To ».^ at all the#»
-hops In Glasgow and Edinburgh.

KCID0 Of tl)C mnk>
"We deeply regret to announce the death of

Her Royal Hiomntw the Duchess of Kent,

whioh took place on Saturday morning at Frogmore

House, in her 76th year. Her Royal Highness

had for some time been suffering from cancer, hut

though her malady was of a nature to create

anxiety, it did not assume, until Friday afternoon,

so serions a character as to cause apprehension of

immediate danger. Her Royal Highness became

rapidly worse on Friday evening, and her weak-

ness gradually increased until half-past 9 o'clock

on Saturday morning, when her Royal Highness

expired peaceably, and without pain, in the

presence of the Queen, the Prince Consort, and

Princess Alice.

In the House of Lords on Friday, on the

motion of Lord Chanworth, the Charitable Uses

Bill was read a second time ; the Select Committee

on the Divorce Court and Dissolution of Marriage

Bill was nominated ; the Admiralty Court Juris-

diction Bill and the Bank of Kngland Payments

Bill were read a third time and passed. On

Monday in answer to the Karl of Ellen-

BOROUOH, Lord Wodehouse stated that the Ktn<?

of Denmark, in accordance with the recommen-

dation of France, England, and Russia, had

agreed to submit the "whole budget" to the

deliberate vote of the Estates of Holstein, and it

* hoped that this important concession would

av< rt the danger of hostilities with Prussia, Earl

Granville moved an address of condolence to the

n*rv» nn thfi death of the Duchess of Kent*
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between Jb'rauce and Turkey.

B

_
A convention to I Cc^urgTin^n^TlsisT^

* ^^
this effect was signed in Paris on Tuesday. I Royal Highness the ink n i.

Ke^ai3
Eroni Turin we learn that a royal decree was I

George III., by whom, whoV? Kent
»*i?

issued on Sunday by which King Victor EM-|n®5j;
oy^/ j.

J
, . t/. ?,. I Queen. The Courts nf p„ i-

0n 'y childManuel assumed for himself and his successors 1 -1" -- -' -
."""* or Uerhn *^ ?*»

the title of King of Italy. The Ministers have
since tendered their resignations, which have been

accepted, and Count Cavour has been entrusted

with the formation of a new Cabinet, in which all

the different States of Italy will be represented.

After a bombardment of four days, Civitella del

Tronto has surrendered to General Mezzacapo.
The decree for the emancipation of the Russian

serfs was issued on the 3rd inst., and has been
received both in the capital and in the provinces

with great enthusiasm. The transition state is

extended over two years, during which the

peasants will remain in their former state of depen-
dence. The latest accounts from "Warsaw state

that the Imperial rescript in answer to the address
of the Polish citizens has produced a most] unsatis-
factory impression, and that Prince XjORtschakoff
has issued a notice warning the people in a most
serious manuer against making any further demon-
strations.

From the United States we have received the
inaugural speech of the new President, Mr. Lin-
coln. He declares that no cause for secession

Xiie i&arlui Derby seconded, uie motion, wuicu was

unanimously agreed to. On Tuesday Lord

Taunton moved the second reading of the Quali-

fication for Offices Bill. Lord Chelmsford moved,

as an amendment, that the Bill be read a second

time that day six months. On a division, the

amendment was carried by 49 to 38. The Bill

was therefore lost. On Thursday the Earl of

Shelburne moved the second reading of the

Metropolitan Central Hotel Company Bill. Lord

Redesdale moved, as an amendment, that the

Bill be read a second time that day six months.

On a division the amendment was carried by
33 to 25. The Bill was therefore lost. The Red
Sea and India Telegraph Bill was read a third

time and passed, on the understanding that Her
Majesty's Government would not give a similar

guarantee without first submitting it to Parliament.

In the Commons on Friday Mr. M. Gibson ob-

tained leave to bring in a Bill to facilitate the con-

struction and improvement of harbours by authoris-

ing loans to harbour authorities to the extent of

360,000?. a year, as well as to abolish passing

tolls, and for other purposes. Sir E. Colebrooke
obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend the law
regarding the registration of county voters in

Scotland ; and Colonel French obtained leave to

©ring in a Bill to amend the laws regulating grand
juries in Ireland. On Monday Lord Palmerston
moved an address of condolence to the Queen
on the death of the Duchess of Kent. Mr.
Disraeli seconded the motion, which was unani-
mously agreed to. The House then went into

committee on the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill,

and agreed to the remaining clauses. The Post
Office Savings Bank Bill was read a second
time, after a short discussion, in .which the
Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Bill
would be extended to Ireland, and that it would
in no way interfere with the old savings banks.
On Tuesday Mr. Crawford called attention to the
levy of income tax on the same incomes in England
and India, and moved that the petitions from
merchants and others against the double tax be
referred to the select committee on the income and
property tax. The Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer acceded to the motion, but in deference
to the general^wish of the House it was ultimately
withdrawn. Mr. Dunlof moved the appoint-
ment of a select committee to consider the Corre-
spondence relating to Afghanistan, as presented
in 1839, and the same correspondence as presented
in 1858, and to report on the discrepancies
between the two, caused by the mutilation
of the despatches of Sir Alexander Burnes
ia relation to the Afghan war. Lord Palmerston
opposed the motion, and after a long debate it
Was negatived on a division by 159 to 49. On
"Wednesday Sir J. Trelawny moved the second
reading of the County Rates and Expenditure
Bill. Sir M. Ridley moved as an amendment,
that the Bill be read a second time that day six
months. After a long debate the amendment was
carried on a division by 163 to 125. The Bill
was, therefore, lost. On Thursday the Bankruptcy
and Insolvency Bill, as amended, was considered,
and several alterations were agreed to. The
question of assimilating the law to the case of the
non-trader was further discussed, and an amend-
ment for the protection of the non-trader under
certain circumstances was agreed to. The clauses
Which proposed to give power to the creditors of
deceased debtors to petition the Court for the
distribution of their estates were opposed by Sir
H. Cairns, and negatived by 135 to 119. The
House went in to Committee on the Mutiny Bill, when
Mr. White moved the omission of Clause 22,which gives courts-martial the power of infliction
corporal punishment. The motion was opposed by
trovernme^t, and negatived on a division by 142 to
37. The clause was then agreed to, and the Billing r™«i u- i m . \r ~~ «*—• warm.
passed through committee. °The Marine MutXyK
BUI and the Exchequer Bills BUI also pa^edl?'^^
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exists, and that nothing will be attempted by his

administration that will in any way interfere with
the rights of the Southern States. He considers
the Union to be unbroken ; expresses his intention
to "hold, occupy, and possess" property and
places belonging to the Government, to collect the
revenue in every state, no matter what opposition
he may encounter, and to carry the mails through-
out the South, provided they be not repelled.
This speech is generally considered to mean war,
and both parties are consequently preparing for
the anticipated conflict. The Southern Congress
has organised a standing army of 50,000 men, and
has appointed General Beauregard to take the
command at Charleston. On the other hand
the Federal Government has recalled al] the troops
now in Mexico and Texas, and has ordered all the
United States ships of war in the Mediterranean
and the Pacific to return to the northern ports.
The Lord High Commissioner of the Ionian

Islands has again found it necessary to prorogue
the Ionian Parliament. In answer to his speech
at the opening of the Parliament on the 1st inst.
the deputies denounced the English Protectorate,
demanded annexation to Greece, and adopted an
address to the Christian nations of Europe, calling
upon them to decree the independence of the whole
Greek race, and the removal of the Turkish
Government from Eastern Europe. In consequence
of these proceedings Sir Heney Storks prorogued
the Parliament for six months.
A telegraphic despatch from Bombay announces

that Mr. Laing has abandoned Mr. Wilson's
currency scheme as unsound and dangerous, and
that a new scheme is to be introduced. Sir W.
Denison arrived at Madras on the 18th February.
The area of the famine was increasing daily.
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ofTjfr*£tolled except on the death of\2 )"**
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polls. The Prince otW$?T?* <

from Madingley Hall, <£^*±.
at 12 o'clock. The Princesses S'
Beatrice, Prince Arthur, aTd Prin,^^
at Windsor from Buck n^hamS^
Princess Helena joined £?*$«*
family at Frogmore. About 7 *$£+*
evening the Queen, Prince cWt^Wales Pnncess Alice, and Princ^L^ffrom Frogmore to Windsor Castle wW?"?and the Royal family remain for'Z*}Duke of Nemours, and Prince Philip of^
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Majesty. The Prince of Wales went to Dorr
her Royal Highness and accompanied her to*.
The Duchess of Cambridge, Princess Matt
Duke of Cambridge paid a visit of coodobs
Majesty. On Monday Viscount Sydney, LordCk
lam, and the Hon. Spencer Ponsonby, ViceCli*
went to Windsor to make arrangements for tke

;

of her Royal Highness, which will trie pi

11 o'clock on Monday morning in St. Geom
Windsor. The ceremony of lying in state k
dispensed with, and the funeral will be condnfc

the strictest privacy, no tickets of adrolsfci

chapel being issued. It is understood M
principal mourners will be the Prince Cow
the Prince of Wales. The body of HerR
ness will only be deposited temporarily in tie I

vault in St. George's Chapel, and irill aerate

removed to a mausoleum, which was conn***
1

*

than 12 months ago at the desire of the Ov

favourite retreat in Frogmore Gardens, and »VA

«

when completed in the course of the ptesentiw

receive the remains of the Duke of Kent as w
those of the Duchess.
The Court.—The Queen, Prince Conwrt. aii

I

family, have remained during the week in strict r*

ment at Windsor Castle. On Wednesday the

k

St. Germans, Lord Stewart, and facon* I

Treasurer of the Household, armed from
j*

with the Addresses of Condolence to her A?

[from both Houses of Parliament. It**

announced that in consequence of the dew

Koval Highness the State apartments st

Castle are closed until further notice,. and»

Majesty's Drawing Koom, announced for Tbim

the 21st inst., will not take place. ^
Arrival of the Crown PhlxceB3 ofi^

Her Royal Highness the Crown Bjnc*£

Dover on Monday afternoon from Berlin.,

Highness on landing was received by U*

les, who had arrived at Dover on tWJ

ning, and had passed the night it£»
sir Royal Highnesses arrived at Windsor*^

Death of tite Duchess of KENT.-Hcr Royal

q ISteJ; S f
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?

e8s of
-

Kent Jied about haIf
-i>

a9t9o«-lock on Saturday morning at Frogmore House in

Al ce. Her Royal H.ghness, wl.ose health 1ms heenfa.l.ng for some time, was attacked on Friday b»severe ngor after which the symptoms assumed such adangerous character that her Majesty was suddenly sun

HerU , £
r0f10rVn «« c°u™ of the afternZ.Her Royal Highness has for several years been sufferingfrom cancer, which has of late made alarming pro?

until' Frtl,v° 'T
edi

?.
te <h,nSer ™» apprehended

until Friday, when the prostration of strengthbecame such as to cause the greatest alarm

through committee.

The Plenipotentiaries of the great Towers in
Paris resolved on Frllay to adopt the proposition
of I russia prolonging the French occupation ofbyna to the 5th of June next, being about three
month* beyond the term originally covenanted
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for the appointment of a joint committee, to

what nmn mipht bo de^ d to promote the

of mrabents for whom a compe-

i-rt»*infc»»iice was not provided The motion as

uHjto. Rev. Canon Word swortn moved a resolu-M**^
tine the proposed change in the law of

permuting marriage with a deceased wii

The motion was agreed to, Dr. M'Caul alone

rhii approval of the proposed change. 'I he

V-Joeotor then prorogued Convocation until May 14.

Tfca Voluntbkk Movement.— l^otice has been

front the War Office stating that the mourning

Wworti bv volunteers when in uniform for Hie

"of Kent will be a piece of black crape three

wide, worn round the left arm above the elbow.

—The proposed sham fight on Easter Monday at

Brighton licensing considerable agitation and il'-feeling

""
*the metropolitan corps, and it is considered

Improbable that it may eventually had to the

^^JJai f gome of the ablest commanding officers.

Karl Orosrenor, Viscount Bury, Lord Elcho, and Lord

-aro have declined to attend with their regnnents at

Hn*htoti. while Lord Kanelagh, Colonel Lindsay,

el Brownlow Knox, M.P.. and other commanding

lUVt. resolved to go there. The former intend

to bare a review their respective corps on Wimble-

don Common, which they consider mon ii table to the

piflu than a place so tar distant from the metropolis

Lrd Kanelagh will act as commander-

ia-ebief of the Brighton review, nssisted by Lieut.-

Colenel Loyd Lindsay and Lieut.-Colonel Cole as

quartermaster gener fnd other officer*. The force

which will take part in the proceedings is expected to

be under 20.000, consisting chiefly of the Middlesex,

gorrey, Kent, and Sussex corps, with the Cinque Ports

Ai

#oretgn«
—

—

FaisCE.—The debate on the Address in the Corps

Legislatif has been continued during the week. The
blowing is a summary of the discussion :

—

On ) lay the debate was resumed by M. Gillibert,

who protested against tho omission in the Moniteur of
the words, "I, who am a Republican," pronounced
on the previous day by M. Ollivier in his speech. The
Proddcnt explained that those words had escaped a member
wboee speech was iu other respects marked by honesty and
moderation, and rendered justice to the G< mment, but
V. OlUrier was at liberty to repeat the expri n. The
Assembly then passed to the order of the day, and the debate
w continued on the second paragraph of the Address.

lLde Pierre rosde a speech against the decree of the 24th of
oTember, and demanded that the responsibility of Ministers

for U»e*r acts should be also decreed. The second paragraph
wm than ad< pU :. a i were also tho six following. On the dia-

i»sk>a of the ninth paragraph several metui i insisted on
being informed whether the 1st O . 1841, was be

I the date for executing the articles of the treaty
with England. They likew demanded expla-

n ation* relative to the treaty of commerce between France and
Belgium M. Baroche replied that the treaty with Bel-
gian still formed the subject for negotiations, and said—
As regards the date fixed for the execution of the

English treaty the inquiry has produced contradictory
nmdta, and it has not yet been decided* therefore whether
the date will be advanced. Government would only take
*is step if the interests of French commerce should bo

ctotriy shown to demand it." The 9th paragraph was then
•dootfd. On Saturday, on the 10th paragraph, M. Darimon
maintained the necessity for voting the Budget by chapter,
•od not by Ministry ; otherwise, he said, there was
oriel control. He also maintained that without dif-

fafaat resources the Budget of ISO? would show a deficit

v J^ttfltOtW-t and not a surplus of 1] O.OOOf.
x. Devinck then moved an amendment in t ur of votin
**• bajty f expenses by chapter. He complained of tl.

***EijSSDcy of the information supplied to the Corps Legis-
»»u respecting the Budget, an 1 said that if tho Government
^oald promise to take the question of voting the Budget by
f
jj*jyy mto a us consideration, he would withdraw his
"SMMiBent. M. Darimon sai 1 that in that case he would take
i* "P- On Monday M. Magne refuted the arguments of
**• Devinck and Darimon, and justified the fii ial policy

H >? 90T€rtlTnCT| t and the increase of the duties on tobacco.
^•**iared that the duty on alcoholic liquors was only pro-

*?Vp

,

an^ wa8 impoaid to meet a temporary necessity
Pjwad by the economical reforms. He justified the supple-
^^7 credits, which he said were caused by the increase in

m
j ot Frencn troops at Rome, aud the expedition to

*nd Syria. He maintained that the control of theChina

IS to a committee. After a doubtful vote the proposal was
r« ± Paragraphs 11 and 12 were then agreed • On
Tuesday the debate was resumed, when an amendment red
by M. /ales F ivre, relating to tl municipalities of 1

L is, was d issed \[ Picard called attention to r w
nitudo of the budget of the city of Paris, and
the present system of ex; -n. M. Devinck and M.
Billault defended the municipal adm n. The amend-
ment was rejected, and paragraphs 13, 14, 15, and 16 were
agreed to. M. Jules Favre proposed an amendraej
to paragraph 17, regretting the re-eetablh>ln it of tl

military system of administra* i in Al * He ex]

and condemned the inconveniences of the militar ystem,
which, ho said, paralysed colonisation. On Weduesday M
Ailard, the Government Commissioner, o amend-
ment, which was rejected, and paragraph 17 was agree) t

On paragraph is, relating to the ann and N
Count Deboigne explained the m ea which decided the
annexation, one of which, he aaid, waa the an- ic

poli of Piedmont. M 1 ubonis said he shared the feelings of

sat Ul. ion expressed by Count Deboigne on a of

the annexation, but he vindicated the I at,

which was so unjustly attacked, i contested the

reproach of irr< n and ingratitude to Fr •. He
ipportcd tho policy of 1 t in Italy, wl

rt xl to tho national sentiment, 1 would h-ad

establishment oi Ean n ~>n federation or
unification. Paragrapi 1 - and 1 i agre* < >n

thepam ph relating to Syria, W Uaurain pronoesd an
am. at, tho sense of wh , alt di agreeing with the
Address, waa more distinctly expressed. V
lamented the feeling of distrust wi i prevailed in 1

He admitted that the French troops had not loft iaatti

dat :
<- 1, bnt it was only because tranquillity was not i

est hod. England -> wror. » supp -ig that, tho ohtot'

of the oecup «l«']»rivo her ol 8 route to 1: l >e

French, 1 Id, occupied Byria simply from three of 1

nitv. M. Baxoehs said that the whole nfn fthe

maintenance of (be ige of nee o Christians in

tho 1 consdd«Tcd tho Address satisfactory. Franco,

h aid, intended completely to fulfil her tt. Ho «

pressod a hope that the Internat ; d Comm 1 so*.n

ccomplish its mission, and s;tid there was i reaac i

attacking any other nation on account of I tiostion.

Paragraphs 20, 21, and 22 were then adopted. M. Blllaul

declared that the Government would cnerg ally carry on tho

expedition in Cochin China. Paragraphs 23 and 24 were

agreed to after the rejection of two amendments oi MM
Jouvenel and Lebut in forour of tho Kin; f Naples. n

Thursday M. Favre brought forward an amendment requesting

the withdrawal of the French troops from J He recalled

the hopes which were enter ned on the acct in of Pius IX.,

and said the Italians t a believed that it waa posmuI > re-

concile the Papacy with the hide] lence of Italy, i it un-

happily the illusion was of short dur n. nee then, also,

tho Pope had ret used to associate himself with the war against

Austria, and by so doing abdicated his temporalpower lie

cited documents to prove that all Europe condemned tho Roman
Goverm at. He praised Victor 1 manuel for drawing his

sword in the service of It in unit tnd the Government ofthe

Emperor for not maintainii a pusillanimous neutrality. It

would, he said, be Impollti > allow the I Frai to

remain at Rome to repress tho movement which France had

prov d. Rome was necessary to the I taliiins, as the e 1

of their kingdom, and the maintenance of the .-talui Tio was

impossible. M. Granier de Casaagnac su d tl ph

SS drawn up by the Committee, and said, that the Holy Bee

ought to understand the impossibility of isolating itself from

Italy Italy also, should understand that she could not do

without thePope. The role of France was to reconcile Italy

and the Papacy.

The Monit r announces that the Conference of the

Five G it Towers and Turkey resolved on Friday to

prolong the French occupation of Syria until the 5th

of June next; and that it assembled on Tuesday for the

purpose of signing the convention to ths The

Monitevr > announces that, in consequence of the

death of the Duchess of Kent, Hie Imp \\ Court will

go into mourning for nine days. It likewise contra-

dicta the report that M. Mocquard had gned the

post of Secretary in the Kmperor's Cabinet, that

(leneral von was to be replaced at Rome bv other

French General, and that orders had been g\ i for t lie

recall of the French troops fiom ttomc. The Prefect

of the department of the Loiret has addressed a circular

to th* functional of the department * ing that as

M. Dupanloup, Bishop of Orleans, has assumed an

attitude of political hostility to the Imperial Govern-

ment and has made himself a rallying point for the dis-

affected, all official functionaries are forbidden to visit

him, and all persons who have had rel ns with the

Prelate are expected to show their exclusive devotion to

the Emperor '8 Government.

WrnTEMBTJRG.—A debate of five days' duration on

the concordat concluded with the Pope in 1857, has

just taken place.in the Chambers at Stuttgard, and has

resulted in the complete defeat of the advocates of the

Prussia, whieh was to have taken place st KcEnigsberg
in May. has been postponed to the month of June. Th«
Crown Princess left 1 I'm on Sunday morning for
I,on i on account of the death o! the. Duchess of
Kent. No Pnssi i troops hare been sent to Vosen
n account of any apprehension being entertained by

rninetit of disturbances in that town.

Ar ia.—The ele. >ns t he Provincial Diet have
everywhere resulted in the return Liberal members.
The city of Vienna has elected the following :—Minister
Huron Schmeriing almost unanimously ; M. Kurands, a

Jew, and editor of the Oa / • 1)euttohe Post; M. Franr,

a Protestant ; Dr. Muhlfeld, a lisrristcr ; and Dr. Hergrer,

the counsel v defended Richter, and who in 1S48
was tho Liheral member of tin -crman Pailismeut

H oahy.— A ( lference of Hungejrin magnates
has been held bv the Emperor at V a, at v i his

I tjesty declared that he will respect the rights of the

Hungarian nnt e fullest exU-nt, hut will nerer

:mv infringemei the rights of the i i.

The Diet will assemble Oral at Bade, and af Is at
P Ii. The « rf the Kmperor as King

ingary will fake place in tlsfl garrison church

Duda. 1 orta had been current some
days that on ths lftth m»t., briny; th« annWersary of

the revolution at Pssth in M , isift, popular ds-

monst rations would take place in that cit
'
wing,

howi r, to the ex. i o1 I nv no

demonsti ions re m u The shops rema .pen,

and the traffic was i interrupted. The students

published led dicn stating that th \ o]

:iy demonstration. The elections at Dosing have since

iven rise to a violent P'»rty struggle, 1 brei th

parties pelted DM another with stones J i>erso..

were slightly wounded, and the military were com-

pelled to interfere. The Committee of seven mem-

bers will in the course of this week procl n the pro-

positions ot the Judicial Conference as a binding Judicial

[Provisorium for the whole country.

Cboatia.—The congregation of Fiumc has resolved

upon refusing the I njuest of tl Ben of < roatia to scud

members to the Croatian Diet, declaring that I mine

will only belong to Hungary.
Venetia..—Popular domonsti ns took place in

several Venetian towns on thellth in honour of tho

birthday of King Victor Emmanuel. On the worning

of that day all the shops at \ mice r< nned eloscd till

10 o'clock, when the police compelled them to Oi«

opened. In the evening the Lnhal uiU in the various

towns, and especially at V s "vide it a holiday and

paraded the streets. Bengal lights, of the Italian

colours, Wei e lighted on some of the eminences, borne

persons have been arrested. At Padua the military

wer. died out, but no collision took place.

. Italy.—Accounts from Turin state that m the

sitting of the Senate on Monday the Government

submitted a project of law proposing that all public

Acts should in future com nee with the following

words:—- Victor Emmanuel II., by the grace of God

and the will of the nation, Kin? 'b
T

-
iJ»

project was received with general applause, aud

its unrency was acknowledged by the Senate. The
"

on Sunday the title ot

ooutili&te

~n°,r wa* realf and favoured economy as much a3 the™r representative system, which permitted interference in

rJ,T
IDi5trative quwtions. and thereby weakened the

"J*jnsaM»t He acknowledged that the voting of the Budgety.y*1 ! ""> numb-r of which could be reduced, would
Jo great intere -viz , the independence of the
power and the intei of the Chamber to

JJJJjhe .
- i-diture. The question, he said,

Ti «.' r* ° l
*

'

,int merited Berious conaidera-

t'.^e tenant if « Tfr^"* 1 u
'
beld thc sy»tem of a com-

uf the C?b»mW S* P?!ver8 «>f the Government from those

neeaoa taeaaitwr?1H not oh^t to examine for the next
^ed to any mSSrHIt e

,

r a Cf'"»Wnation as indicated t d

^^hmltmSSm^n^' (Ti,is declaration was received

o« lWO.Tni iUtetl &it*£
n
fx
Jimi" ed the different budgets

2Mjf.O00 (., which wonid^jL1

? IT r5!
d aTT !••Mfe-SOOt Thla vmu v^ tbe al of thc dehcits to

«naUer amount bv Ui?~L, Wever
' l>e reduced to a much

fortoTU^re^u^^toa;^
Qr,,U blamed the Qovm

l
U»e nees^ty df WSJ u,V? ^

d new taxes
'
and exP^i,ied

ymrJL- .r^ "u"«w». He then examined the

In the e ing of the ( mbcr of Deputies on Wed-

nesday Count Cavour announced that the whole

Unistry had tendered iti resign >n, and that he had

Irised the King to form a Ministry according to

thc new elements of the kingdom. It was, he said, the

intention of Government to deprive the Councillors

! Lieutenancy at Naples of their political character,

nd to reform the organisation of the Council by placing

it under the Central Government, which would be

responsible for all its sets. Count Cti\ r has been

intr ed by the King wi'h I >rmstion of the new

Cabinet, and the Chamber of Deputies stands adjourned

until the Ministry has been formed. Before its ad-

journment a discussion took place on the French occu-

pation of Rome, of which the following is a-i abstract :

—
Count Cavour, in reply to a question respecting the i

o

ea«y. The foUowing resolution was a^ted b „^^^•
» »W^ ^Sf K.^^u

27 votes, and was immediately transmitted to the
(
of that q„estion wa9 both oi rtune and advantageoua, aud

Government. I promised that he would give the explanations required on the

shall be considered as not binding that they t r a protest ^~;&XS that the ChamberV ,d

against its fulfilment, and that with this view they humb; Btoine. h.guor
-
h
^/

e
t?e di«uiiou of « proposition,

request the Government to declare inoperative the decre de.h.« "»•- ^^ def vered by Bi rs Br< -^
thl 2 1 st December, 1357, re otmg the ^reemeiit .eluded Al -P^che- ^ewjd^^^ ^ mgm fef

as to the affairs of the Catholic Church, and reflate theae ^**™^'
J|

* unanimous vote

affairs in accordance v. ith the laws of the mt.y

Dekmaw awc the DWHIW.--A desp h from

Itzehoe of tbe ISth inst. i » tha ^or tne

committee ippoiiH I to examine the
] I^^"™6

Government concludes v . the fullowi .pnwls -

"That the *«-«w« •»>"«« declars that It cannot accei

constituti'

the
That U,° ?XT*r$™v-vro^ —

and
s for thefotu%°

fO^U^,

he^i

a
d gffiSS

1 am>rehension
tetoofiatereet for rai ,J^^ -*« ^^^r-mteein^aminimuna

•.••O.0W franca w£Im L y ^'^''^ an annual sum of«^ wm conT^;^ i

reqUircd for that object. Thedhv

eAW—
• S^!^i^?baua

1

tlbIe r^urces," were againena a proposal was made to refer paragraphs 11 au

~r ^ V tai. That the Awombly
tnont at the aseemolmg of the w»«» *"?,v . «— i.nent at tne aaaemuaug m i

---
h p^ :1 .

hould further decline the proje f^. ««
bo Cnamber

ly, that it shoul. '^PedeSt ^ prr.poaals of

to bring under tho n* ' tha ?**?*}£- ,
. t- t<^

••'

the Danish Government and the reply of .he K«tatee.

It is reported from Copenhagen that
:

tbe
g"«J"

consented to submit the whole bn -t to the
>

ErtatM
i

of

Holstein. The constmotion of e hworV wthe for-

tification of Dannervicl has «» ^^""f'
"nd

blockhouses have been sent to th^ronher -te.w,g

Vsx u.—The coronation of the Kmjf and Queen ot

In the Senate the Minister F resented a pr ot of

laivirrantinirelifeannnityoflO.OOOf.toGeneralCn m,

» an acknowledgment of the servicei he had r^dered

, the country.-Acconnt. i Naples »tate that h

Council ot 1 cy has been dissolved, and that the

Ministry is to be modi; ' so as to bring it into more

direct^ommunics n with Tnrin On the 190. a

enthnnattic fete was held honour ot

ibaldi'i birthday ; and another fete tool
:
piece on

Thnrsdav in his honour in the ba« Carlo rheatre and

the Hovel Palace. Perfect order and tranquility pre-

vailed, the Chevalier dc Nirih xvas present in a

private box during the fete in the theatre. tta,

President of the Associations of Workmen, delivered a

moderate speech in honour of Garibaldi. The journal

Italia del Fopolo 1 >g accused Alexander Duuui of
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having taken 40,000 ducats from the Government
during the Dictatorship of Garibaldi, Dumas has sent

a challenge to the editor of that journal. Count Teleki

and M. Winkler will he his seconds. The typhus fever has

disappeared from Naples. General Fergola, the late com-

mander of Messina, arrived at Naples on Monday,
accompanied by his staff. Although he surrendered un-

conditionally King Victor Emmanuel has consented to

grant him the terms agreed on with fcne Trench

Government before the fall of the citadel was known.
After a well-sustained fire, which lasted four days,

Civitella del Tronto has surrendered to General

Mczzocapo. On Mondny the garrison and forts at

Naples saluted the proclamation of the kingdom of

Italy. It is asserted that King Victor Emmanuel
will go to Naples and make a stay of several months.

—

Accounts from Rome state that the Pope has received

an autograph letter from the Emperor of the French.

The Perseveranza asserts that the priests are exercising

a pressure on the Pope with the object of inducing

him to proceed to Venice. M. Bellegarde is now
in Vienna, conducting negotiations to that effect.

Ifc would appear, however, that Austria fears

the responsibility which such a step might involve.

General Goyon only prevented a manifestation on the

14th inst. by a great display of military force. On the

following morning, however, placards favourable

to King Victor Emmanuel were posted up in

every street. In the halls of the Academy of the
Fine Arts and in the University great cheering was
raised by the students in honour of the King of Italy.

Several of those who had posted up placards were
arrested. During the night placards were also posted
up bearing the portrait of Victor Emmanuel, with the
title of King of Italy. Ten persons were arrested on
this account. The French prevented the hoisting of
the national flagon the summit of the Antonine column.
On the 17th further demonstrations in favour of Victor
Emmanuel took place in the University and in the
Academy of Fine Arts. On the 18th the Pope held a
Consistory, in which he delivered an address, of which
the following is an abstract :

—

"In reply to those who have asserted that the Papacy is
incompatible with civilisation, he said that, on the contrary,
the present Papacy had always contributed to the diffusion of
real civilisation. He declared that he was only opposed to that
pretended modern civilization which persecutes i he Church,
imprisons her cardinals, bishops, and priests, suppresses
religions orders, despoils the Church, and tramples justice
under foot. He deplored that the Concordat had been violated
in the kingdom of Naples. He declared that he would spon-
taneously have granted concessions, and would have accepted
those which have been advised by the Catholic Sovereigns, but
that he could net receive the counsels and unjust demands of
an usurping Government, hi conclusion he deplored the
subversion of all authority, and promised forgiveness to all
who had been misled. He confided, he said, the cause of the
Church to God, the avenger of justice and right."

Sicily.—The citadel of Messina surrendered to the
Sardinian troops on the 13th inst. General Fergola,
before receiving the order of Francis II. to surrender,'
opened fire against the works of the Sardinians, but
at the same time wrote to General Cialdini that he
would spare the city of Messina. General Cialdini
replied, complimenting him for having come to this
determination, and saying that he desired to carry on
war without passion and to terminate it without ran-
cour. Numbers of persons were wounded by projectiles
during the bombardment. A violent gale has raged at
Messina.

Ionian Islands.—The Lord High Commissioner, Sir
Henry Storks, opened the Ionian Parliament on the 1st
with a speech, in which he called attention to the
report of a Commission appointed to inquire into the
financial condition of the States, with a view to the
reduction of the export duties on currants and oil He
said they would gather from the report that the whole
system of Ionian finance is founded on mistaken prin-
ciples

; that it is uncertain and fluctuating in its
character, and that the difficulties of arriving at a more
healthy state of things were at the present moment
almost insuperable. In the address in answer to this
message, the Parliament declared that the English
Protectorate must be considered as the sole cause of the
grievances of the Ionians. One deputy demanded avote for annexation to Greece. Another read a me-
i pal directed against the English Protectorate, to be

iressed to the Governments and peoples of Europe
Alter these incidents the Lord High Commissioner pro-ogued the Chamber for six months.

*

Tfbkey -The Grand Vizier has tendered his res!*,
nation. The Sultan has refused to accept it. The
project for consolidating the public debt has been
renewed. Prince Labano/F, the Hussian Ambassador,
has offered to withdraw his demand for a Conference of
the European Ambassadors to sit permanently at Con-
stantmople on condition that the Porte will submit its
project ot reforms to the Powers. The Porte has replied
that it would communicate the reforms after their pro-mulgation by the Sultan. The Porte has just con-
eluded commercial treaties with England and France, the
principal st.pulation of which is that one uniform advalorem duty of 8 per cent on both import, and exports

*° > temporarily substituted for those now in

by
e

nfe

l°n " Sardinian LeS»tion has been destroyed

ttfoni-
E P

f
I2
l
CIP

rVJ
TIK3--The Bawbee has left Con-

stantmople for Galatz, to receive on board the arms

oy outer of the Turkish Government. The arms areprov,s onally to be held in British Passion.

Bosnia.—The news from Bosnia is alarming. The
whole Herzegovina is in a state of revolution, being

supported by the Montenegrins. The fighting has

become general. Several Turkish villages on the

frontier have been reduced to ashes, and it is said that

the Turkish troops have been defeated at Gazko. The

calling out of the Bashi-Bazouks by means of beacon

fires has been ordered to take place with the least

possible delay.

Russia.—The following is a summary of the Imperial

Manifesto proclaiming the emancipation of the serfs,

dated the 3d of March (February I9lh, O.S.), and

published on Sunday at St. Petersburgh-

—

"The proprietors of landed property preserve the rights

attached to the same. The landed proprietors are, however,

to cede to the peasants for their permanent use the dwelling s

with the ground, which will be allotted to them anew
by law, in consideration of the payment of dues.

During this state of things, which will form a tran-

sitory period, the peasants are to be designated 'tributary

peasants.' The peasants are permitted by law to purchase

their dwellings, and, with the consent of the landlords, the
land also. The peasants will then become free landed pro-

prietors. This new order of things is to be carried out
throughout the Empire within two years, and until then the
peasants remain in their former state of dependence upon the
landlords."

A committee has been appointed for the uniform regu-

lation of the affairs of the serfs. It will be presided

over by the Grand Duke Constantine. The Imperial
manifesto has been received with enthusiasm in the pro-

vinces, and has produced a good impression at St. Peters-

burg and at Warsaw. At the latter place a deputation

from the delegation of citizens warmly complimented
the Polish noblemen and the agricultural societies

which recently and spontaneously recommended the
emancipation of the serfs. They also expressed a hope
that reforms concerning the Polish peasantry would
soon be carried out.

PolaKD.—The following is the text of the letter

addressed by the Emperor of Russia to Prince Gorts-
chakorT:—
" Prince Michel Dmitriewitsch,—I have read the petition

which you have sent me. I ought to consider it as null and
void, as a few individuals, under the pretext of the disturb-
ances whish have tiken place in the streets, have arrogated to
themselves the right of judging on their own authority the
whole conduct of the Government. Nevertheless, I shall only
look upon this step as an act of impulse. I devote all my
solicitude to the important reforms which have become neces-
sary in my kingdom, consequent upon the progress of
the ago and the development of interests. My subjects
in the kingdom share equally my care. Nothing will be
found indifferent to me which may tend to their welfare.
Ihare already proved to them my desire to make them par-
ticipate in the blessings of useful, serious, and progressive
reforms. I shall maintain the same intentions and sentiments.
I have a right to expect that they will not be ignored or
paralysed by uncalled for and exaggerated demands, which I
cannot confound with the happiness of my subjects. I will
fulfil all my duties. Under no circumstance will I allow
material disorder. The attempts that endeavour to find
therein a support are condemned beforehand. They would
destroy #11 coufidetice, and would meet from mo a severe
reprobation, as their consequence would bo to throw back the
country from the regular path of progress, in which it is my
firm will to maintain it. Yours affectionately, Alexander."
This Imperial rescript has produced a most dig.
conraging impression at Warsaw. The delegation of
citizens has resolved upon placing their resignation in
the hands of the people, and to request from Prince
Gortscljakoff, the Governor, the constitution of
a new delegation by means of a general election.
The delegation has likewise protested to Prince
GortscliakoH' against the expression "a few in-
dividuals" contained in the Imperial rescrip
pointing to the large number of signatures attached to
the petition. The Prince replied, that he declined to
receive any more signatures, and should regard their
collection as an act of sedition, which he would treat in
a military manner. The delegation also represented to
the Prince that the fresh symptoms of agitation ren-
dered necessary the immediate proclamation and execu-
tion of the reforms which he had confidentially pro-
mised, prince GortschakofT has since issued a procla-
mation warning the inhabitants in a most serious
manner against making any demonstration. This
warning referred especially to a projected procession of
the women of Warsaw. M. Laszczynaki has replaced
M. Muhkanoffas Curator of Poland, and the latter has
left Warsaw. Illuminations have taken plsce in con-
sequence. A confidential circular which had been
addressed by MuhkanolF to the civil governors, recom-
mending them to exercise vigilance against what it
termed the seditious spirit, and expressing a hope that
the peasants would seize the instigators of disturbances
even should they be their own landlords, and deliver

unsounoT^nT^^eWs: a nA ^
*a

'g

J

daily, Captain Napier of H f , .Uni at Meerut.
P
nle 0lc ^^

wrecked in the Hoo*hlv
Q ** ******

United States.
auguration as Pres
Washington. The twlowlua u .

deliveredJar the m»*3£ 7C^2"Apprehension seems to exist ,1 °CC*
Southern States that by the acceSo^V1* Mitration their property, peace and

°ftRWudangored. There haf never been
P*W|£

such an apprehension. I quote onPT "***
which I declared that < I have no nnt

°f mi*3£
to interfere with the instuuUo?oTff

Se
*

d^«t
exists. I believe I have no lawful n u * i«*5t
ton, to do so. I reiterate the i$ "

?

1 *S'
election, and press it upon" XT^property, peace, and security ofno ec> fclby the incoming Administration. There ^1respecting the delivering Up of wll»*2Ilabour. The clause in the constitut&S*2l
declares that slaves whose cases coinTwifclclause shall be delivered up. All mu$*ibound to that proposition by oath. ?takeVday with no mental reservationTand with n!?*
lug the Constitution or laws by any eSep ffl>upon my task under great and peculMff.

1*
stitution of our lih£*i n«< ^l.™. "^!*stitution of our liberal Union herXrZ
formidably attacked. I hoTthaH?5^
universal State and of its Constitution tb£States is perpetual, and shall continue toeitprovisions Our national Constitution and our

fhfiT,^
Stat

£ "Tl.*
8 own mere motion

*?
the Union. Resolutions and ordmanc«v£.
are legally void, and acts of violence within *£££
against the authority of the Uuitsd states S5S
or revolutionary according to circumstanS jB
consider the Union as unbroken, and to the afaT
ability I shall take care that the lawsof the Uotaiexecuted in all the States. I trust this will n
a menace, but only, as a declared purpose of triaS
be constitutionally defended, maintains itself. TiB
there shall be no bloodshed nor violence, unfaS
the national authority. The power confided
used to hold, occupy, and to possess prop-

belonging to the Government, and to collect the dutitat
Beyond what is necessary for these objects there ri»
invasion or force. Where the hostility to the U;'.':.:.

so great and universal as to prevent citia

i

holding offices, there will he no
obnoxious strangers among people who om& \

mails, unless repelled, will continue to be ferutai

parts of the Union. I understand that a proposed

to the Constitution has passed Congress, to theeL-

Pederal Government shall never interfere with lit k
I of States, including that of peraoai I

„ ihat I have no objection to this amen*

made express and irrevocable." After an appeal

t« consider the subject well and calmly, Hr. laoakm

as follows :

—

" In your hands, dissatisfied feUwr-flC?*)

and not in mine, is the momentous issue ofdvll r

luentwill not assail you, so that you canba gtfV

out being yourselves theaggressors. YouhawwotM^N
in Heaven to destroy the Governments -
rolemnly to protect and defend it. IubM *«»'

say

from
..-.. ..... ._..., ..«s£
every battle-field and patriot grave toewylgr

in this broad land, will yet swell a chorusol nmMjWF
touched, as surely they will be, by the *!•
nature."

President Lincoln had nominated the 'P

men as his Cabinet—William H. Seward of >£»

Secretary of State ; Salmon R Chase, of**JT
of the Treasury ; Simon Cameron, of^
Secretary of War; Gideon Welles, rf W£
Secretary of the Navy; Caleb B. SmiM

J

Secretary of th« Interior j
Montgomery^

land, Postmaster-General; Edward

Attorney-General. The nomination o "»£][

firmed by the United States' Senate ©WJJ
- '

their first forofc

the 7th, hi accord*

confirmed Dy the uniceu a«ue» bw-
The diplomatic corps made their W

them up to the authorities, has since come to light. On
its contents becoming known the delegation of citizens of
Warsaw made representations to the Government against
their dangerous nature. Addresses had been received at
Warsaw from the towns of Mohilew, Polotsk Wilna
Grodno, and Minsk, the capitals of the five districts of
Lithuania. These addresses express great devotion to
the cause of progress and warm approbation of the con-
duct of the inhabitants of Warsaw, and of the pacific
movement which they direct with so much moderation
and firmness. The Guild of Merchants f Warsaw
taking into consideration the late events, and in order

> give e proof of their union, have resolved to grant
t > the Jewish merchants an equal position with them-
selves in their guild.

I>du.-—A telegraphic despatch from Bombay of
February 27, states that Sir William Denison arrived
at Madras on the 18th February. The late Mr. Wilson's
currency scheme had been abandoned by Mr. Laing as

President Lincoln on the 7tb, in

custom. Mr. Lincoln was addressed on >j

body by the representative of Portu^,

a brief speech of welcome. In the &m
Mr. Chngman spoke in condemn*^

of the President's Message, and intwpg

meaning war. Mr. Douglas, in repiy^

calculated to continue peaceful "^
promised reconciliation »et*f

"

fc^
The Tariff Bill was signed by P"«*^BJ*
2d inst., and will come into

.

operatj"

^

April. Lord Lyons had netted ^ ,

Government that the British Gorg™
f

recognise the blockade of theJgg £
such blockade be complete and ette

that the French Government ^^^
similar notice, and that this course

by the leading European /^^hi^.
Secretary Floyd had arrived at > £££

»rPose of appearing b* f

^|JL nim*
'*

*\_ r
r.„i:„4..v.n„f found agaua''

answer an indictment found agams
d

nection with the stolen 1
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iltfaia*̂

irom *uv**»©— -

,

Orleans sav that war between
.

Uk ^ p

considered inevitable. J* ^t
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now considered Bfl
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passed, and 50,000 men »- -

the field. General Beauw^J
the government of the

Routedernte

mand at Charleston. He had jrm
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noble lord laid down the principle that nation! ware en 1 to
judge for themselves on tbe form of governm*
might consider most suitable for theni Her Majesty's
Government, whilst respecting the rights and li f the
Ionian*, were nevertheless determined o shrink 1

responsibility ol maintaining thi -gri of i posit m
reference to the protectorate of these islands. —In tokwei
the Earl of Hardwicke the Duke of Somebsjct said that >

instr ons had been given t Bold win, Walker, either

directly or indirectly, to hasten his departure from is

country for the purpoaa of assuming the no 1 at the
Cape—The i: ui of Shkuiuk: red the second reading of

the Me olUan C any. — Lord Repesdale
moved as an am ths* it be read a second time i

six months. On a d the amendment was carried by 33 to

The Uill w:\saccordi y lost ty Railways and the r.—The

^^ \ i resbukv moved that the resolu g Select

n"".f«l~lTnnatnn had resififiied tbe governor- I
Committees on llailway Bills to inquire and r tbe

ttdterai i -" Wl~
• . nfuL>r. ftf the edwnl house* and inha to be displaced by the uew work— -^ thai; certain oihct i s ott. ral

bemadea order The i oi was .freed to, Th
Jit i and n Telegraph Bill was read a third ai

passed, Lord Si I Aldep.ley giving a ph
Majesty's I vernment would not givo ai tor *t*a

this sort without submitting the matter in the ftrst insti. a to

imt The Law of Foreign Court $ Bi ie Queensland

Government Bill, and the Consolidated Fund (4,000,<HkU) Bt

we i e read a sec o.

^nhatieslb iar union, and recommend the

•SftTcrUi-uen resolutions. North Carolina

Z**ds+mnin> b* holding of a state convention by

*^Z2L & IO0O The Louisiana State Convention

L'Srjtnin.t. in' secret session pa^ed an ordmm,

•to the government of the Confed- te

to aum of o3 00 dollars, the iount ot

ed and nies seised by the £ te.

Brawn of Georgia had released the bark

which was re cd foi illegal seizures

^"—petty in- w York. The Slate of Texas was ont

!/ thTunson 1 wss stated tl,at the Pe0Ple ratlfied

jL^dii-^ of secession by a maj v of from 40 to

Hi
aiX'ird that

J btlotf to

on fK

stated that certain

Washington had been offered lucrative

i oniederate States. It was reported
by the atederat

Washington that the reinforcement of Port

bad been decided upon, General Scott

Warm* dedsrsd his opinion that reinforcements

eoeU he sssily thrown in, and with little loss ot

ST jui the 'iteQ States ships now in the Pacific

Mediterranean had been ordered home i

ports. AH the troops now in Mexico and

ped also been r. I. Tha President and his

bad resolved on not recognising the Southern

ii+r*. It was stated that on their return to

Montgomery, President Davis would demand the sur*

rapier of Fort Sum . It was said that Major Ander-

Bje,pow in command of the Fort, would be nominated

to ths generalship of the Federal army lately made

vacant by the removal of General Twiggs.

MlXiCO.—Advi'.-es from Mexico /state that the

eonJscaiion of Church property continue!. 'J hirteen

Bvnntries were suppressed on the 13th of February.

F ho /•' Assent w»* given by SOmtuissloD to

Consolidated md Hill. 4.000 o ltoelo*ure. t 0(-^ ., ,„,,.,,, , „ ......jj, „, f

gro].)! Bill. Hors Fund.—U 1 call
mu waa tnansBBBB

attention to aomselreunistanosa connected wi< mda
the Bui 8 of tbe Court of Chancery. | Left bittbig.

]

iFtai'ltanum

HOU8E OF LORDS.
Fsiday.— Lord Cranworth having moved the second read-

lot of the Charitable U** Bill, the Lord CHAXcr.i.um and Lord
a opposed the Bill.—Lord Wknsi.eydalk aud Lor

in Mil in i aupportcd it. The Uill waa then read a secor

JftBM without a diviainn. The select committee on Divorce

U*H and Dissolution of Marri'ge ( Han't) f*iU was nominated.
<a^aira« H Jurisdiction BUI and the Bank of'

Englan
Faymentt were read a third tin. od passed.
MowDAV--r>«':iar/ end the thtc -.—The Barl of Kllen-

sotrrou aakad In what position the difficulties which h.

arisau between D . aud with i ect to Holstein
now etand owed the demands of the I n Denmark
and of the ormeeBatoni of Derm irk to Holstein, and described

uencea to Germany and Europe if PrussU, by en-
in war at t'ts !>resent time, should afford Franco the

of Jnterfsrinsr i" behalf of the Danes.—Lord WoDB-
esctt, having remarked upon the complicated nnturo of the
quarrel, explained the negotiations which had taken pla
batwaan Denmark and P, uipWand said that Her Majesty

ensaent had received in fori lay
Batse by the King oi 1 ,»rk, tfc "thewl

•addflkc miiiil, be f

jerste vote of th of Hoi t.in " This imi nt

•oneeaaion, he hoped, would induce Prussia t come
to an arrangement, and so to avoid t dangers
the Mace of Europe which had been pointed out. J h of the

ef Kent— Earl Granville moved that an address'

be presented tn her Maiesty on the domestic
flUction which has befallen her in the death of her mother,
the Duchess of Kent. After describing the important duties of

educating the Sovereign of a great country which had devolved
upon the late Duchess, and the exemplsry manner in which
tseae duties had b i performed, he dwelt upon the uniform

ity of her life, the happiness of which had bee:

by the nuincrr virtues of her Royal ighter ai

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday. — 37*e J .—In answer to Mr. DiTN< "VE

Lord J. Russell said that the interests of the British

Government in the Adriatic were connected srith the p -

teetorate of the Ionian Islands. In answer to Mr. Hi

TVCX he stated the nature, ext< , and date of the

information he had received respecting the Bxped- >f

artoaWiand the invasion of the Papal States, and said that

he had no objection to produce the correspondence with t

Austrian Government on the subject. The Bible in Spain.—-In

answer to a question by Sir H. P respecting tne imprison-

ment of certain peisons in b in for their religious opn ns,

Lord John 1 that he agreed in condem: »o pui >t

of persons for entertaining religious views totally unconnected

with political opinions ; but, considering how the penal code

of Spain regarded the matter, and the influence « he clerg

over the I) ] pie, he thought it incxpe t to exert

any dip c influence that would pi ably be lneffec I,

and that it was better to lesve the quest the action

public opinion. The Wine Duties.— In answer to Mr. Cs*wroan
iheCnA> i of the Exojifqoer said that the vernment

did not 1 b> propose to Parlia a c ce • b

the
i

rST of thewine trade for aim luty. »,

without further experience, 1 would adhere to the ;»le

of classil »n by the ale it. ian A' '

nswer to questions by Mr. Smollett. Mr. Pah
Mr A\ »N. Mr. In art, and Colonel vkes, ir C. V

Government of In to make ]>rov

last accounts from India were more fav ible, the distress

arising from the famine bring con6ned to a much small* a

than was apprehended Every possible means of all' .g

the Buffering would be taken by the Government. Ko alt i

tion whatever has b> made by which :ue servic India

will in future bo oj ill nat w
istcor iseofMr. T r

heOofen e

ltaetsr «' *) P Us relative to tbo appointment and re i ttion

of Mr. Tin ill. which was not included in tlie r n —
f/?rd Palmebston said that the correspondence h aost ••as

of a private or an unofficial character, and he t was

n l i en t to establish a bad preceden -;ing it to

Parliament, t
1 stated the substance of the 1- rs.

he House then went i mr ee, when Mr. Mn R

Gibson moved for leave t-^ bring in a Bill to facili' e

Cov vent of lia -s

to harbour authorities, to abolish paaaing tolls, and for otl

debtors ware opposed by Sir H. I

Mr. Ron 1 other members, who
jurisdiction they created did not
oi > * Jrted
After much n, •jectiont v /waived
understanding th:. io quer a, whether these ell

1)0 retained or on, it ted, * dd be determined on the report.
the restriction of their operation to debtors who were traders
si time death bcinj e- ^*d The m a

,^s in the Bill were agreed to, with a few uniu
amendments. Then ausesweretl ered, • a
Bill passed t ug !

. tee. Tbe 11 •..»- thenwentinto
Committee oi Wayt and M -•, whei lotion
lust ei a of the Ej r, a ret .f

3.0CK' her Majesty o I tted Fund,
•wards making good I ajrreed to On the

the second reading of tbe Post - <ari

Banks Bill, Mr. S. Estco rged various
the Bill, and th risks to v t w 1 expose Ute Oorern-
Saent, i he advantage hose banks w 1 render them
so popular that, in his opii I draw off the dej

.n the other savings oauka, for w II us»
bo pre; ed, and to endeavour to doveta i '.o two together.

—

Mr W ibstkr, Mr Hans '»ers i *• In
f. the —Tho« 'XLo* l-x '•

thougl sedsa -anks ai> •*» might
xlstaudfl »getl ae objet is Bill, th

i n ! banks. bu« to top
m to deixwit ors. e P«>-1

IrAm agalnsf

m: ine Jf Ml
thi ware raadasoc

OOOf.); paessdthi S.

Tt'sanAY.—The Au mment..- w is stated that i 1

on would, on 1 lay, m - llouas at its

rising aijourn over ths holidays The Oovornment U>"k thia

o in consequence of the n « Duohsssof Rent
being fixed r M-mday.— 77* CsnsslidnUd fund (4.000,0001]

B vaa read a ti s and panned.—Mr 'saw i osd oallsd

At • the levy of Income J -m lnesmss and Profit*

arising m India, which were already s< to an insomo tax

in that country, and moved that the petitions 1 I merchants

and otl s against t he tax be referred to the select eomr. «e

no 1 property tax. The petitioners in. »
holders of public securities in India, sum is, and pei>

engaged in industrial and commercial pun I. The ion

of the fund-holder was very mn i. by the w-

i of this ect tax, and the industry of India is so

greatly affected by it that wo should took in vein any

enaion the operations of planting la tha! ouuty.

ae tax remained upon iU present i —Sir

M Farquhar seconded the ui* n.—Mr. IIakKCI

that the Hom really nothing whatever to d

lestion of this double taxation, unless it was prepared t

that all ii i taxed elsewhere should l*s e>.

lere.—Tho Chancellor of the Excuse*;er bad no
the motion. The p ant w ild no doubt he

orad by the coo ee waa the quct a \\

an ic-tax w h was payable in India by residen here,

isspoct oi p ts ace Id also be levied in

Inglaud. Ho could r wevcr, agree that the case : U lis

t to be treated as an isolate • « ltt

lought that they v. :d be ovei burdening the oommiLtee in

n ng thess petitious to it —Mr DssstABJ also hoped the

p. na v ill not bo retain ie committee. 1 he subject

of the motioi .is a most legitimate one for j decision oi the

House ; but if it were n red to the committee it would not

nly increaae and complicate their labours, but drag b< re

them topics of a totally different character from those oriRinally

intend< to bo submitted to them. The claim for exemption,

in his opinion, v."dd not bear any shu incut what —
Mr. I right ftlt ont that if ti was reJ

tbe oommittoe it. w J lead to all la mischief to the com

-

littec iuel od i least fl-ood to t ients of his horn

i _M> rav no then \ his P Ihm

A i M —Mr. lop 1 tl j.pointment of a seleot

rec to consider the "< rresp leuce relating to AfTgha-

nistan," as presented to the Ho 9, and the same co:

Ntpondence as presented in 1 , and to report on the ois-

crepancics between the two. with a view of seeing what pre-

cat. js could be take: > secure that dojumer esented by
vernment as copies or extracts of correspondence should

sentation of the dents. Ho read extractsgive a true i

i ..i u a v >i « rt ivwn a mi imnmT« Irom the despatches of .Sir Alexander : urnes to kIiow the

. ,8 ., •. t»:,i /- _ . :.. iu^ r_ ^ «« ~e «»;, r, lnrht on the
posed by this Bill to afaist in the Sist

frsndotBdren, and by the loyalty and affection which the ad harbours, and in the oonstra f nev ans on c

wspirsd in her sul -The Earl of Derby entirely concurred terms compared with th upon which mo
In the motion, and observed that her Majesty would derive former! y the Public Work* Loan ' amis'
some consolation from the reflection that during the whole ' mm otiM M. would be- dly placed at the o

psrted of her life she had discharged her duty to her ,missioners th urt being advn >
'

P*"ot in the same exemplary manner as she had ful- authorities. The i >cy would be lent at .
r

ent

Jed the duties of her private, social, a»d public life, and the re]
.
ment would bo extended over a i>eno<l of JO

The motion was agreed to unanimous^'. Tho Lunacy Regnla- years. Provision would also bs taken to abolish all tolls

NsaAUwas read a second timo.—Earl Dk Gb>y and Ripok, ordinarily known as "jjassing tolls," now levied by harbours
m answer to Lord Lweoev, said that Lord Canning would for nDOn ships which did not enter them. All suc> -lis would

next few months at least continue to hold the appoint- oease to be collected from the end of the prose ear. Care

- _„ w irewv.t „, «..««. ,.„„ v..„v -o would be taken that creditors should not suffer by the
.

li-

md been made as to the precise time during which he would i ti n of passing tolls, as t would receive the security of tho
sow office. The r; \i f i*sa jjm pussed through committee, consolidated land. Other relief would also be given to British
T*J**f Sat mnd India Tt legraph J was read a second time.

I shaping bv the abolition of ce< n dues now levied by

£J VcoIwh for Qfflou Bilk He paid that the object of t it

Jjee^re was to repeal the declar >n hitherto taken by tl

iSm m
Ccrt*in off s under the act repealing the Test and

^rSSSStssi Acts, binding them not to use tneir offices for the
rjJPose of injuring or impairing the Church of England.—
T; WttUBtFOED could not but regard this a., a step in

SIiiii i i

tbe ultirnate object which the enemies of the
J~e"ned Church had in view. In his opinion, if the decla-

dtnkt. ^!
r* D<ra—

^

at tho Ume of its adoption, it was
r'v! J?

no^' uhcu tbe attacks of the Dissenters were*U
^22LjPfainit the supremacy of the Church. Lie

^Vi ^ an ar,) endment, that the Bill bewe that day six months.—Earl De Grey aud
the Bill. He denied that the p -ion or

TcasDAY.—Lord fan* i" the second reading of the aVitable corp rations for charitable purposes. AtaxoUOOOL
a year leviei upon the trade of Dublin in reapect of advances

made for the construction of the harbour at Tunicary would

likewise be remitted. Another provision would be made for

further diminishing tho charges upon shipping by abolishing

differential dues, and by gradually discontinuing the unjust

.mpensation now ] I for the abolition at cer-ain ports of

those dues.—Mr. Liddell aud Mr. Lindsay expressed their

approval of the Bill, and congratulated the shipping

interest on tho large measure of relief which the Govern-

ment propose I to award to them. — Lord Uotham and

Mr. Clay protested against any violation of the hts of

property. — Mr. George and Mr. Vance expressed then-

approval of tbe measure, and asked whether it was to be

extended to Ireland.-Mr. M. Gibson havi od

affirmative, leave was given to bnng in the U.-» r. Co

buooke obtained leare to ng in a Bill to amend
I

the

gardingthero,istrationofr^nry^^ m -^olonel

irch^jrould be impaired by the repeal of the
Readability of "the C rch "VestedT upon" the

d bvtha
wl»ch her services and her minist.

pen teats of tide natt?**
t
T
body of tho c -mmunity, and not

^a?:st likewiM ^f
e'~Lord Teynhah and the ^rqui

••••^entWSirEP^ the BilL On a di

f»«tly lost. In 2s2f^5 1 W.w'i the Bill was o
the
nse-

BUL ths
cal point of tS?^F2Hh

-

dwelt UP°^ the necessity, m a

tion ostsreen thi,
™ '22r

Y
lg a toleirr*Phic communica-

had no relaSon S thSoW«?t *Z
V

.J*
lned the ^resont BU

la compro1^snte r̂ I i n&Si otxl* to th0 carrj'ing out of

Ute Giremmen? Tl e Bm '^fc^ph company by ths
TaussnaY -Lafr ,"rt through c ittee.

«*ncss undar£ a Jormambt, explained the circum-

*** «at the nroc«

rwncH obtained leave to bring in a.^^JM
vrA?SJSl

regulating ,..-** Jmrp PrmntsnmUi m ^«^> '• "l\ '^
dated Fund (4,000,0001 j 1 .read a ^ndUmo. Jho Sclec

Committee on a Diplomatic *™ n l\£l
division in which a moUon for adjourning the debate

r
' ^Z^VoUnUer Shan

,

**»S££l f^J
BC« Y, Mr. T. G. Babixo ssid that th \™
objection to the pr d -^n»«gf &\w^»+*general officer would attend to report ^"T***** ^I^Tt<7hss*
Duches* of A- <.-Lord Falmebston i ed a tZZ%L
Majesty/tendering the respectful con «

«S
nt death of her mother and thee*:

deep concern at the *r*at loss her M*^yJ^^tmously
Mr. Disraeli sseonded the motion, wh^w

;

^unai»ano^y

light on tho eon f Dost Mahomed In r to this

v was steadily expunged from the official correspon-

dence.—Sir II. Wii.locohby seconded the motion.—Lord Pal-

mkrston oould not agree that the correspondence presented to

Mouse in 1 880 ' conveyed the false impression alleged

member. They not judge the conduct

of Lord Auckland and the Indian Gov* oent by the
ned by a subordinate airent at Cal e

whole argument rested upon the assertion that the opinion of

Lieutenant Burnsa ought to have been theguide of the Govern-

ment of India. That was a tl t-sighted view of tho case, and
wss not the groun-i upon which a responsible (iorcmmsnt
would have been justified scting a matter so grave and
important as the then existing state of affairs in Asia. The
object in laving papers before Parliament was to show the

grounds upon which our authorttiss entered upon a particular

. and the papers in this case were amply sufficien

to indicate all the reasons which had induced them t<>actaa

they had done. &ir Alexander Burnes was no doubt a 7/Oalous

and cnerp officer ; but, owing to his natural simplicity of

character, ho bad fallen into the mi ice which subordinates

were apt to commit, of identifying himself with tho Govern-

ment to which he was accredited, and believing everything

id to him by Dost Mahomed. At that time Russia'

adoi easures to push disturbance to tbe frontiers

of our Indian empire. Dost Mahomed was one of her

tools in tbe conspiracy, and the Govern, it of India wasquite

it in declining to bo guided by theopii iaof Sir Alexander

es. He thought it would n it tbe

nr sal of the hon. r>
" to any furth. If

•4 j\. ear I8S1 to

.

an

exs o c ei *nt.*
regard t emtions Afl^} he Jk
umittee to h<4 ! treaty of \ e

edit the bombardment of
Mr Baioirrasid thi hse ,h# motion was hepol.m

t war in Affghani* to learn » .t was

s ember of a former Government, had stooped

so low and been so 4s*. > a senss of light as to (Tar

£ the House muUlated, garbled, and sven forged

ubUc servant who had lost his life m the

%

Thsssrnee.

obCt of t5 cotti es v i be learn whsthsr it wasH
|2Cs 1 bimsstf or Lord Brougl i had Placed on th*

abl 'rsS" knowing;. UsmtL AWoni) s f~~ had been

^ndtlDd amdnst the 1 ayatost truth and they

'hri to know whoVra* s dslinqucnt, so that tbev n
' -lSt*?the ho: r or Parliam, or a few words from

S SYKesfWr. D.^aku c i i. agree with tbe nobis

i whii hHpoke of bir ^B.r»esin. tone of di

cently puro£uedThoThamUrs'" He |
s^ssTto.

*"

Tim H^^eati^ - unoa^he

remaining clauses of the Bankruptcy an* 'n™
• ,.-* o! ^ v.** ro««!W'»-j •— -7— -, -

mencing at the imh clause, ths <^*es <»T toflj I"J^ . wcre:not called upon to review t laynow. U
r*latinff tn the distribution of the estate* 01

"*
affairs^
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was not the Government of the day but the House of Commons
which was, to a grf-at extent, responsible for the position

in which they were placed. These despatches were the
subject of argument and criticism years ago, and the hon.
member for Birmingham and his friends were well acquainted
with the whole of the policy and conduct of the Government
of the time ; and yet he had gone to Willis's Hooras less than
two years ago to meet the two noble lords on the Treasury
bench and express his confidence that they were the only men
who ought to govern the country. He thought they were
asked to take a course which the preceding circumstances did

not warrant. Although the Government of the time might
nave acted erroneously, he believed they bad acted con-

scientiously, and with the glory of their country in view. He,
for one, could not sanction an attempt to brand them
in this manner, after the lapse of 20 years.—Mr. Walpole
should vote for the motion, in order to give the noble
lord the fullest opportunity of making an explanation
which might satisfy the country.—Lord J. Russell thought
it was not desirable to place on record opinions which
must have been accompanied by the opinion of the
Governor-General that Sir Alex. Burnes was entirely mistaken
in his views, and had acted erroneously, and that his conduct
had not been such as to benefit the British Government in
India. If they deprived the Ministers of the Crown of any
discretion as to the papers to be presented to Parliament, they
would then follow the example of the United States and have
a committee like the committee of the American Senate, and
put aside altogether the authority of tho Crown. That was a
plan totally inconsistent with our monarchical institutions.

—

Colonel Dickson supported the motion.—Mr. Horsman com-
plained that the foreign policy of the Government was
carried on too much by means of private letters instead
of public despatches.— After a few words from Mr.
Baillie, Mr. Baxter moved as an amendment to leave
out all the latter part of the motion. On a division, the amend-
ment was also negatived by 15S to 61. The House then
divided on the original question, which was also negatived by
159 to 49. Mr. Clive obtained leave to introduce a Bill
for the abolition of contributions by counties for the
relief of prisoners in the Queen's Prison, and for
the benefit of Bethlehem Hospital. The Recovery of Debts
Bill, and the Tramways {Ireland) Act Amendment BUI were read
a second time. —Mr. Tite moved the second reading of the
Metropolis Local Management Acts Amendment Bill. Mr. Locke
moved that it be read a second time upon that day six month.s.
The hon. member was proceeding with his opposition to the
Bill, when the House was counted out.

Wednesday.—Sir J. Trelawny moved the second reading
of the County Bates and Expenditure Bill, stating that its object
was to give a more equitable control to the ratepayers in the
management of tho county rates. It proposed, with regard to
matters which were clearly economical, such as the construc-
tion and repair of prisons and the levy of rates, that the con-
trolling power should be entrusted to financial boards, leaving
however, so much power in the hands of the magistrates as
was essential to the exercise of their judicial functions. "With
regard to pauper lunatics it proposed that the management of
the internal affairs of county asylums should remain in the
hands of the magistrates, but that the expenditure should
be vested in the new financial board. — Sir M. Ridley
moved as an amendment that the Bill bo read a second
time that day six months. He argued that no such measure was
required, and that its effect would be to create a revolution in
the management of county finances without insuring any com-
mensurate advantage.—Mr. W. E. Forster and Sir J. Shelley
supported the Bill ; Mr. Packe and Mr. Philipps opposed it.-
bir G. Lewis said that it was desirable, in the management of
local affairs, to combine, where practicable, representation with
taxation, but whether the principle of representation should
be exclusively or partially applied was a problem yet to be

nl^rd litr&iS**?*
fron

Vf,
he

,

ex
J>

er
\
en™ of the MetropolitanBoard of Works, it was still doubtful whether tho system ofindirect representation was not open to much criticism There '

were, he thought, two grounds upon which legislation mightbe required
; the one was proved mismanagement-the othergeneral discontent with the system. As to the first point themanagement was at present vested in a body of gentlemenwho were ratepayers, and possessed a strong pecun?ar?n

n̂
« an economical administration; aSd

J

ft couldnot be said that there was any general mismanage-ment In the rural districts the machinery workedsmoothly and efficiently, but in many non-mmi i

mSI^S? m 8?T ° f the
.
l)0p

,

ulous aunties, and in that oMiddlesex especial y great jealousy and dissatisfaction pre

^^T^Sl.^&lffiyf.* *• JWiatrates. On ffit

135 to 119. Clauses from 207 to 218 were accordingly struck

out. Tho Bill was subsequently recommitted for tho recon-

sideration of certain clauses, and the Attorney-General stated

that tho third reading would be taken immediately after Easter.

In committee on the Mutiny Bill, Mr. White moved the omis-

sion of the clause which gives courts-martial the power of

inflicting corporal punishment.-—Mr. Williams seconded the

motion. ^-Mr. Locke and Mr. Coningham supported it.—Mr.

T. G. Baring stated that tho punishment was limited to cer-

tain disgraceful offences, and though tho Government locked

with confidence to its diminution, they felt that its abolition

would seriouslv interfere with the discipline of the army. The
motion was negatived, on a division, by 142 to 37, and tho Bill

passed through Committee. The Marine Mutiny Dill, and the

Exchequer BUU Bill, passed through Committee. Tho Admiralty
Court Jurisdiction Bill, seat down from the Lords, the object of

which is to improve the procedure and enlarge the jurisdic-

tion of the Court of Admiralty, was read a second time. Tho
Smoke Nuisance Scotland Act Amendment Bill was read a second
time. The Gremu-ich Hospital Works Bill passed through com-
mittee.

"Fridxy.—The Budget.—Tho Chancellor of the Exchequer
stated that he would make his financial statement on the 15th
April. Bankruptcy and Insolvency (Stamp Duty).—The report
of the committee on the resolution relative to ttie stamp duty
was brought up and agreed to. The House then went auto
committee on this Bill, and agreed to an amended resolution,
moved by the Attorney-General. [Left sitting.]
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City Intelligence.
Bask Rate op Discount.—The Bank of England on

Thursday reduced their rate of discount from 8 per
cent., at which it was fixed on the 14th of February, to
7 per cent. The Bank of France on the same day
reduced their rate from 6 to 5 per cent.

appreiia

Monet Market, Friday.—British Funds : Con-
sols closed at 91 J for Money, and 92^- to \ for the 10th
of April; India Stack, 220; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock,
100d; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1859, 95J ;

Ditto Bonds, 30s. dis. ; Exchequer Bills, March, 7s. to
2s. dis.; Ditto, June, Ids. dis.—Foreign : Brazilian
Five per Cents., 1839 and 1859, 101* ; Ditto Four and
a Half per Cents., I860, 85f to 86; Mexican Three per
Cents., for Acct., 24f to $ ; New Grenada Active, 16£ ;

Peruvian Four and a Half per Cents., 93V ex dlr.j
Russian Four and a Half per Cents., 91J; Sardinian
Five per Cents., 82 ; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct.,
49£; Turkish Six per Cents., 1858, for Acct., 55i to

54J ex tliv.; Ditto Guaranteed Four per Cents., 1001.

*5an& of ffittBlanu.

Not«t Uiued
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

• • #• • * £25,304,620

£26,304.620

Government nebt ., ,. jfn.nisjnn
Other Securities .. .. ...ho
Gold Coin and BuUion . . 10,981.258
Silver Bullion 848,362

£'etv«)4,620
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,
Rest
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, Stilus
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Seren daj aaj other bills

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
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/ Government
W86.441

Securities

8.224.094
ll.l

676.si:

21 st day of Mwch.1861.
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exhibit

The Exhibition op 1862.-The Committee of

won ot 1862, to assist the Commissioners with their
counsel a, to the Fine Arts department of the Ex btion.held thcr second meeting at the Society of'Arilon Wednesday. Lord Stanhop°e, on the £km of LordLansdowne, was called to the chair. After considerX
lake, Mr. BjdgTtTe, Lord Elcho, Dr. Coleridge LordOverstone, Mr. Tom Taylor, Mr. Frederick T^or, andLord Taunton took part, the committee came to theconclusion with regard to tho foreign schools to beTS™^ J,1^e Exhibition, that it^shonld be left to

KoRd, Ac. A lofty mound of earth W*within the walls of the PalaceL>J
pi^e-jt the r being overlook dWand adjacent buildings on the south Iplanted with trees and shrubs&complete screen. The private chapel^with a new and more elegant entra
fica.ons and improvements have ben*parts ot the building. **
The Gunboat FoRWABD.-The kl±

receded despatches by which the app^tamed fo« the safety of herMajestyW
have been entirely removed. The i*.Esquimau Harbour in safety on the 25^
Metropolitan Boaed of Work"

meeting of this Board Mr. Vulliam ? v

intending Architect to the Board in tbtw
Marrable, by a majority of 7. Th
dulates.

The Building TEADE.-The carpeotai
and operatives of the building tradeW
to renew the agitation in favour of the:

question. A crowded meeting on the nkt
last week at Freemasons' Hall, and theme
penters of Edinburgh, Leith, and otfeer
t owns have already struck. Four of the b>

building firms of London—viz., LucasM
Smith (of Pimlico), and Peto&Co, ami
paying their workmen by the hour on a:

inst., in order to take away the slightest

r

mother strike in the metropolis, and it is er;

the trade generally will shortly adopt the

The rate of wages will be fa per kr .1

mechanics and 4\d. per hour for khoorn^

advance of *U. 2d. per week to the fonur, ae

week to the latter, assuming that ttyratfjjk!

per week, as at present.

The Atlantic Telegeaph.-^i«<«/
company on Monday, the report ot the iwSei «i^

that there arc now no outstandic.

amount of 875/. advanced by thediied»»"J

current expenses of carryiugontheoJ*"?

and that all the loans advanced by the

tho purpose of attempting to repair the cw

repaid with interest. The directors thai a

would be highly imprudent to wind 3*
solve the company, since by so «J

would sacrifice, without any adequate «g
valuable privileges secured to tliem

r-5i
companies, and the governments of Engit-

United States. Thev state that a*g*
laid down between Ireland and Xewioondwj

it could be worked at a large profit. 1

this proposal it will be necessary to am

bout 3,000/., and the directors hopeW»
selves contributed nearly 900/. tojra«b

holders will assist in completing the w-

voluntary contributions of moderateawj

The Street RAiLWAYS.-At the )ta£

court on Monday, 3Ir. Train, the toj,

appeared as defendant to a summons w^
Beresford Hope, charging him wi M
injuring the surface of the }*"%£
complained of had been done tor th

e
pjr#

a tramway, and it was urged hat

line would prove obstructive anU <jg

traffic. Kvidence having bee.ib^dM

the case, an adjournment was ^Tj^rfls
Dwellings fob the Poo»-f

*barbbhirt

from the designs of Mr. H.£» g^;

erected by Miss Burdett Coutts
E

bounded by Charles Street and ">#*
eonth-eeet side of Hackney Koad.

t,i. ft-^Ui dwellings i01

^ Qfiprovide comfortable

industrious classes in

suited to their means,

two, and three room 5,

J^e drying ft-2SW 5

their ne<*. , .

They e»?*?2
furnished *f~v

Lavatories %»

tf«

each country to fix tho limitations under which" its

SS?^-^fp ef bein^ -f^ of the

buildings are rive stories lug:n.
.^

^

built ol'the plainest-g-Jg §M
fi

living rooms average 13^.%^ 3^ Vj

the wash-houses 32tt. dto ^ v* *
8ft. high, except theJ^ #jfc
tenements are situated on

fits U

corridor, divided in the wf *
°

f
&}*&*#

,, which separates the rear ^
wings. Each wing contains ^
which gives access to the cor.

rea

c

H
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ir.>;

4*

Ada*

5&Jt

rasar

Us*

ire tr

to*;

!ffii>::

he ibx

Broi

dare k

idA
kte-.

iseipr

bint
tar fell

et, at:

nMjk

reros

i i

shire-

ft*

MPlv of fresh air to the toeement*. Adjoin- Diligence, 17, 200 horse-powe. . Salaiuis 4. liOO iorae-

ire t*o sculleries—one for the power ; and Albatross, 4* 200 horse-power.
MAKSFfELD.— Itthe men. the other for the women. Both

two Urines, lavatory, with washing basins,

rink waste, &c, and a plentiful supply

i water from' cisterns in the attic. In the centre of

dust shaft is provided, with a

in each corridor. The shaft communicates

.k* a large dust-bin in the basement, to which a

«rat* external access is provided. A resident

^^T_T—d^t keeps the accounts and acts as general

and a porter attends to the cleanliness of the

is stated that Newstead Abbey,
so well known as the residence and property of tl

poet, Lord Byron, has been purchased by Mr. William
Frederick Webb, late of the 17th Lancers, of Pepper
Hall, Yorkshire, for 150,000/. The late Colonel
Wildman, the last owner of the property, is st d to
have expended between 200,000/. and 300,000/. on the
restoration and decoration of the abbey and grounds.
Oxford.—On the 9th inst, at Lambeth Palace, the

Archbishop of C terbury with Lord Wensleydale and

which I since sincerely suffer. 1, tin ,n „ n^tliiu
both in mind and body. Hut that I was no- nuonetd
by a corrupt, or by any other than a benevolent or
humane motive, must be quite evident to any one who
reads the letter in which Mrs. Yelvertou applied for that
certificate. Had I in the least foreseen that it would
have been used for any purpose but the one for which I
gave it, nothing could have induced me to have written
it."—In the Outer House of the Court of Session on the
7th inst, before Lord Ardmillan, the case of " Yelvertm*
r. Yelvertou" was mentioned. These are conjoined

T.ljLT>Mra corridors, snd lamps. The rents, which are Dr. Travers Twiss as his assessors, gave judgment in the""^ " iJ —

"

%L
-
""A " rtf *~™ case ofappeal brought by three of the fellows of All Souls'

,,* in advance, are collected every week, and not more

week's arrears are allowed. As Miss Coutts's

in undertaking so large a work was to provide

for the very poorest of the industrious classes, it

M—lP—

-

1 desirable to fix the rents at a ratelow enough

the dwellings being taken by these classes, and

vet suflkiently Mgh to yield 1 net return of about 3 per

seat upon the coat. The tenements which consist of

three rooms each realise 4*. and 5s. per week, according

^ tfcgjr ssst liose of two rooms realise 3s. QJ. ; anil

those of one* room (occupied by widows and persons

without children) realise 2s. 6d. or 2s. according to their

sue. mth those rents a net return of 3 per cent, is

Obtained.

College, against certain proceedings of the Warden and
other fellows of that college. The case has been
argued at considerable length, tbs question being briefly

this—whether, after a candidate for fellowship has satis-

factorily passed his examination as to educational and
intellect ual fitness, it is in accordance with the statutes

governing the college that the eh >rs should make in-

quisition into Ids moral and social chara« ter— that this

inquisition should be conducted altogether in secret

—

and that the elect is should have power to elector
reject the candi late according to the result of this

inquiry, whatever might be the degree of his eligibility

actions of declarator of marriage, anil of putting to
silence between Major an 1 Mrs. Ytlv.rton, in which a
proof has been going on for some time before the
sheriff-commissary. The Lord Ordinary appointed the
pursuer to conclude her proof before the 6th April, and
the defender to conclude his by the first sederunt day.

ILftUh
Boost am, ArrxAui—Br*l Brock. Uarri^twitka

Ikrtased H « Suter—On Monday their lordshtos asMBiUed

ith these rents a net return of 3 per cent, is ' inquiry, whatever might be the degree of his eligibility

The buildings are always full, and there are
;
on the strength of his examination. Lord Wensley-

nts (or residence than can be accommo- dale and Dr. Twiss read a repot t stating at great length

the grounds on which they had conic to the conch >n

t hat the electors do possess the right of inquiry referred

to. The archbishop thanked the assessors for their

report, and said it was his duty to confirm their report

and to decide the appeal in accordance with it.

Plymouth.—The Queen Victoria screw steamer.

which ran aground in this port some months since,

while on her way to Rangoon with" a telegraph cab!

was floated off from Cremyll beach on the 13th inst.

She has been taken into the Greet Western Docks, and

has since been placed in the graving dock, where she

was surveyed on Tuesday in order to ascertain tl

amount of damage, and the time required for repairing.

The tenants are most orderly in their conduct

regular in the payment of their rent, and the

ral result so far as it has proceeded may be regarded

highly satisfactory. Other buildings of the sam

ilssrrintinn are in course of erection. When the whole

tro completed, they will accommodate at least 175

famines.

Management of Dulwich. College.—A deputa-

tion of members of the vestries of St. Botolph, Bishops-

nte Without t. Giles's, Camherwell; St. Luke's, Mid-

dksr and St. Saviour's, Southwark, being the four

parishes intly interested in the management and
control of Dulwich College, had an interview with Sir

George Lewis on the 5th inst. at the Home Office, for the
! Should the surveyors decide in favour of repairing, the

purpose of urging upon the Government the necessity ship will be temporarily repaired in this port, and the

of takingsome measures for the alteration of the system cable will be sent to the Mediterranean in other vessels

y which it is now governed. Mr. 11. Potter read a

memorial on the subject as follows :

—

"That the unsatisfactory nature of the provisions of the Act
of Parliament under which Dulwich College is now governed has
shown itaelf in its practical working, and has been discussed
in each of our vestries, and some means taken to seek its

amelioration. That during such discussion the destitution of
the inmates of Alleyne Almshouses, in the parish of St. Luke,

built for the purpose.

Portsmouth.—On Friday the 8th ins f .a fire broke out

in the stable belonging to a large building recently

erected in the Commercial Bond by Messrs. Cooke, of

Astley's Amphitheatre, for equestrian performances.

In consequence of the inflammable material of which

, , ..the building was composed, the fire raged with such
and fee.entire want of provision being made for them, has been I violence for three hours and a half that the large circus

memorialists the urgency of using every available means to were burned down, and eight partially destroyed,
meet the <ii«treesed condition of the non successful candidates. There were 45 horses in the stables; 37 were with

***% they also desire to call attention to the educational including " bnowdrop, ' and seven others ot the most
branch of the institution, and to the unfavourable contrast it valuable of the stud. The armoury and wardrobe,
rwtnta to the City of London school." which were of an unusually valuable character, and the
In reply, Sir O. Lewis said he would take care that personal effects of all the members of the company were
the matter should be inquired into. | also destroyed. Messrs. < >ke were not insured, and
The Pcblic Health. — The Registrar-General's the total loss is estimated at 2000/. On Friday evening

Weekly Report states that the deaths registered in ft public meeting was held to devise means to assist the
London in the week that ended on Saturday, sufferers, and it is understood that a public subscription
March 16th, were 1226. The average number in the will be opened for their relief. A strong opinion is now

generally entertained that the circus was wilfully

set on fire, and a reward of 50/. has been offered for

the conviction of the guilty patty.

Rugby.—A rumour has been current that the trus-

corresponding weeks of the 10 years, 1851-60, corrected
for increase of population, trss 1-427. The present
return is therefore 201 below the average. During the
*eek the births of 996 boys and 964 girls, in all 1960
children, were registered in London. In the 10 corre- tees of Rugby School have called upon Dr. Temple to

•ponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the average resign the head mastership of the school, in consequence
•umber was 1788. of his participation in the authorship of " Essays and

Reviews." The Birmingham papers state that there is

no foundation for the rumour. On Sunday last, while

preaching at Kugby, Dr. Temple took occasion to i er

to the volume with' which his name has become identi-

fied, and in the course of his remarks stated that the

essay contributed by him to that volume was preached

some years ago as a sermon before the University of

Oxford without exciting any adverse comment.

iholnnctal.
Cambridge.—An influential conference of about 30

' members of the University was held a few days
•nice in the Philosophical rooms—the Norrisian Profes-
** of Divinity in the chair, when the Kev. F. Meyrick
explained the objects of a new Society called the
Anglo-Continental society. He alluded to the dense
jnorance which prevailed on the Continent as to the
true character of the Church of England, most people
"broad believing that we were little better than deists.
Ine desire of religious reformation in many countries
was then touched on, and the duty of our Church to
*»« the required information was considered. The
iwicy adopted by the Society was not to irritate bv

hw '*
Tiolent tracts

'
but to Put i,,to tbe hands ° f

4i3
tt

2?? cl€tr expo«»tions, in their own language, of

discipline of our Reformed Catholic

means, an internal

Jielano.

The Yelyebton Marriage Case.—The Rev. Mr.

Mooney, who played so conspicuous a part in this trial,

has published a long letter in the Dublin papers, giving

a history of his share in the Irish marriage, and of his

subsequent conduct. He ys that this is a bimple

statement of the facts as they would have been given

by him on the trial, lead he not been subjected from

the very first to a "bullying cross-exam ination/*

. . ,-, _ .„..„,. ...... instead "ot having a fair direct examination." He

thafsW f".!?
bfc be «**pliBhed, without destroying proceeds at some length to relute the el, s which

h««£ i *

the Charch
> or splitting the flock into a have been brought against him of being -grossly igno-

IZLVh 1*5 iddresLTere subsequently rant of the doctrines of his Church, or <>f having

MmZ?P J ^d Charles Hervey, Professor Fryme, equivocated for tear of a criminal prosecut on
,;

that I

Messrs. t. wne, I>'(WV _, «£_-*_ _ l/Z2 was tampered with or bribed by the major s ******

tfe« doctrines and
im.A ~r ^m «««»vipuiie oi om

liMnimmJi^T ^ i

"6^ »«* Beamont; and it was

C^thL t?
tb

,

e C"d of the t«m.

t.a ho i ,

Lord8of the AUmirultv have dirt*

««rn 40w 1 '0r8e-P°We'-- •"'! will be pierred to

^S,rf il,[I?Z g '• n,• A(,mi«'lty orders have bee-,

Stob/fc
'o"ow"'g •crew-friwt

r*J"^ built as goon as
•""PW" have been

* With

At 11 locV deliver jutlffmont in thin rtant *pp«M.I from
the Court ufChanean- Tfi#q«MMtton w» utfetra m*rrUg%
dulysolrinnUeil on th«»th Juu 1850, %t th« *rr* <

of llan<Ubcok
9
noar Allona, in th« durhy .1 \\ *\n, in the

kinK'h»tn of Detnnwk, \>ctwoen >r\ Mi IksIrH Hr<K»k, R*q.
f

late of Mcltham HaU, n^ar HudtlcrafteM k»htre
9 and Mias

Emily ArmiUge, the aiater of hU first wife, waa or wm not a
valid marriaffc ; and whether the iaaue thoroof were leviti-

m.ita according to t he laws of England, susfc marriags
bciiiR valid and such inane being legiraltate aooording
to the laws of the Raid duchy. The Court bclowf

assisted by Sir Cresswcll Cresswell, decided that the mar-
riage was Toid, as being contrary to the 5th and 6th
William IV., cap. 54. The case was argued on the 25th of last

month, when «r F. Kelly, Mr. Malins, and Mr. G. Lake
Russell appeared for the appellants, the two sons and daughters
of the second marriage; and the Attorney-General ar Mr.
Wickens represented the respondent, the *on the first

marriage. Their Lordships now delivered judgment *ei

—The Ix>rd Chancellor said that such a marriage as this could
have been set aside bv the Ecclesiastical Court before the
statute 5 and 6 Wm. IV., c. 54. That act did not render
marriages illegal which were fegal before; and he was of

inion that no marriage was valid which, before that act

could, in the lifetime of the nartics, have been set aside,—
which, having been cehhratoa in England, was deemed un-
lawful, on the ground of being contrary to God's word. Acting

diciallv, he was bound to say, that marriage with a deceased
's sister being expressly within the statute, it made no

difference that such a marriage was celebrated in a foreign

country, where it was not held to bo invalid. There was no
doubt that marriages celebrated in foreign countries might be
regulated by the Ux loci as to the mode of contract; but
while the contract was such as would be contr to the
law of the country in which the parties were domiciled
subjects, such a marriage was not valid in that country.

Acting as a judge, and bound to enforce the exist-

ing law, he would give no private opinion aa to

the propriety of such marriages, or whether they were
opposed or not to the feelings of laTge numbers of his country-
men, but he could only state what, in his opinion, was the
solemnly pronounced act ot the Legislature, in defining tbe

degrees within which marriages should be contracted ; and
that these marriages were declared incestuous he had no doubt
No state 1 allow its domiciled citizens by a temporary
residence in a foreign country, to break the laws of their own
country. He was i prepared to admit the argument that,

if this law of marriage was declared to be the law of Ingland f

it would be operative in all the colonies, for the provisions of
that Act did not go that length. He was also not prepared to
say that the marriage in question would have been held to be
valid even in Denmark, inasmuch as the parties were domiciled
English subjectfl, contracting a marriage which was contrary
to the law of England. His opinion rested on the plain
ground that marriages of this kind were prohibited by the law
of England as being contrary to the law of God. He examined
all the authorities, pointing out that they did not militate

against the opinion he had formed, and concluded by saying
that the arguments on the part of the appellants were insuf-

ficient to convince him that the decree appealed against was
erroneous ; he must, therefore, hold that it should be affirmed,
and he was bound to say that, by the law of England, this mar-
riage was invalid. Lord Cranworth, Lord St Leonards, and
Lord Wensleydale concurred, and the appeal was dismissed.
AUcman v. Aiknian.—Scotch Marriap*~---Thia was an appeal
from the Court of 8ession in Scotland, and was heard at great
length before the House of Lords last year. The action wsa-
brought for the purjx>seof having itdeclared that the appellant.

George Robertson Aikman, is the eldest legitimate son of
George Robertson Aikman, deceased, and the heir of the
entailed estates of Ross and Broomhilton, in the county of
Lanark. The Lord Chancellor, in delivering judgment, stated
his opinion that the domicile by origin of George Robertson
Aikman the elder was Scotch, and the question was whether
subsequent events had changed that domicile. Looking to all

the circumstances as they appeared from the evidence he had
come to the conclusisn that the Scottish domicile was never
lost ; and that being so, according to the law of Scotland the
marriage legitimated the children born previous to the
ceremony. In his opinion, therefore, the decision of the Court
of 8ession must be affirmed, and the appeal dismissed with,

costs. Lord Cranworth and Lord Wensleydale gave judgments
to the same effect, and the concurrence of Lord Brougham was
also stated. Appeal dismissed without costs at the request of

the respondent, who expressed his wish that his brother should
not be saddled with the payment of costs.

Northern Circuit: York.— The WaJcejield Bribery Prosecution
— 7ht Queen v. John Baff Charlitwtrth—This was a criminal

I
information filed by the Attorney.General a* *st John Barff

Charlesworth, charging him with bribery at the Wakefield

tier?: n. There were various counts charging the defendant

with different acts of bribery, to which he pleaded Not Guilty.

Tne Solicitor-General stated the case, and called as one of his

witnesses Mr. Fernandez, an agent of Mr. Charlesworth. On
being questioned however as to whether be received money

from Mr. Charlesworth, Mr. Fernandez declined U> answer,

inasmuch a* by doing so he should criminate himself. A
roval pardon was then handed to him, and the questions were

rei*ated, but he still pertinactoosly refused to answer queHioniL

altarinfftba? 'he pardon was not suBClsnt. Mr. Justice ttiu

therefore, sentenced him to six months »?Prf*»n-

ent, and imposed a fine of MX*. 1 case timM
broke down for the want of evidence, and Mr. Justice HiU

the application of the Solicit eneral d^Aarged J^a
In the next case, The Q**e* v. John Drtgim

gates and other ves-

the aliipa which are now in —yw— «~ r^-— - - - nnrnAIP ;,s t imti-

Run, finn k
c°mpltted, v.z., the Koa,1ice», 51 oe.tiHcate in tb« manner si.d for tt* "_P°*

*™, WO norse-power
j Pactolus, 22, 200 horse-power;

J tioned I acted wror.gly and umviselj

tampered
that he took money under false pretences,

reference to the certificate giren by lnm, heinn
,

i

merely cave it to satisfy a continental priest that nn.

Yelverton was a married lady, which I knew to be

a fact. I inserted the names of witness* m. I

pro forma, because without then he foreign priest

would have regarded it as a spurious < ocu,,:en "" ^^^/''Ihe^hcltor^eneral 'withdrew the record..

Mrs. Yelverton would have been thereby pi <* maverj ^ y Cr;^r._Tbi< also w« a criminal information filed

unpleasant position. 1 now 1 that in filling np the

It is a tunlt lor

by the Attorney-General ago the defendant r bribery »t

e TSnkefi'-ld election in April, 1869. The -
,r
;
r'cne, ~

stated the esse for the prosecution, and Sir F. Kelly addreeeea

I
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the jury for the defendant. Mr. Justice Hill, in summing up 'and who had— *»*^ ^^ A^S
*ud it was obvious that briber* was very rife at Wakefield at Kancliffe's mind was not aJ& ed beyond a mere mental nace, Bath Lieurenant-ColnSi

the election in question, and that, if it was important that

bribery should be suppressed, this was undoubtedly an impor-

tant case. He then read over the evidence, pointing out its

applicability to the various counts. The jury retired at

6 o'clock, to consider their verdict, and were locked up until

9 o'clock on the following morning, when not having arrived at

a verdict they were discharged. Regina v. Jubb.—This was
another charge of bribery, arising out of the Wakefield election.

The defendant, who is a farmer at Thorn, was charged with

having called on Reuben Leighton, a gardener at Wakefield,

and offered to forgive him a debt of 51. if he would vote for Mr.

Charlesworth, and also promised that if he would vote for

Charlesworth he would induce his brother George to

give up a promissory note for 20/. which he held

of the defendant, and also to give him a further

eum of 201. The evidence in support of the charge
was that of Leighton and his wife, who had each sworn before

the Commissioners directly contrary to the testimony they
now gave, and it was suggested that they had done so by the
persuasion of the prisoner. The jury after a few minutes' con-

sultation returned a verdict of Not Guilty.

Western Circuit: Exeter. — Murder.—John Binnlcombe,
gardener to Mr. Walter Paul, near Totness, was indicted for

having administered, on the 23d October, to his fellow servant,

Charlotte Tapston, a quantity of tartar emetic, with intent

irritation, and that he was sensible to a few hours before his

death. He spoke frequently in praise of Mrs. Burtt, saying

that she had the best heart and the best head tnat woman ever

had At this point the case was stopped by the judge, who
expressed his opinion that the evidence of this witness entirely

settled the case. The jury concurring, a verdict for the de-

fendant was recorded. Dekby.— Robbery with Violence. --Patrick

Talbot was charged with robbery with violence, and also with

cutting and wounding Ann Wood, with intent to murder her.

The prosecutrix, Ann Wood, lived with her husband at

Church Broughton, and on the 16th of October last, about

1 o'clock in the afternoon, when she was alone in their cottage,

a man. who was masked, entered it, demanded her money,

and, on her answering that she had none, threw her down and

knelt upon her chest, and in so doing the mask parted irom

his face so as to enable her to identify him. He then, with a

knife, cut her upon the left breast aud right arm, inflicting

severe wounds, and, having robbed her ot a halt-sovereign,

left the house. The jury returned a verdict of Guilty on the

second count, and sentence of Death was ordered to be recorded.

. - rtl , -.-.,.,_, j . ,. j ^ Lord Lilford died on Friday last at Lilford Hall, near
to injure her. Other counts varied the charge, and stated the ' 0undle after a protracted illness. He was born in 1801, aud
noxious thing to be five grains of antimony. The poison was ' the d th of ^ father jn 1825 he succeeded to the title and
put in the puddings, and several of the other servants were
affected by it. The jury found the prisoner Guilty, and he was
sentenced to be imprisoned with hard labour for 18 months.
Oxford Circuit : Stafford.—Alleged Robbery at a Colliery,—

Adam Hickman, John Hickman, Edwin Hickman, and John
Wright, surrendered to take their trial upon a charge of stealing

10,474 tons of coal from the Haden Colliery, the property of
Alfred Haden Barrs, at Bowley Regis. Tue prosecutor was
the occupier of the Haden Colliery, at Rowley Regis, and the
prisoners, the three Hickmans and Wright, were in partnership,
and occupied an adjoining mine called the Old Hill Colliery. The
charge was that in working the latter, they had trespassed on
the prosecutor's colliery and stolen upwards of 10,000 tons of
his coal. The jury after a short consultation found that the
prisoners had taken the prosecutor's coal, but did not do it

wilfully. A verdict of Not Guilty was then entered, and the
prisoners were discharged. Poaching.—Jolin Mountjoy, Joseph
Barker, William Smith, and Richard Bailey, surrendered to take
their trial on a charge that they, on the night of the 19th
January last, armed with guns, entered certain enclosed land,
in the parish of Welford, in the occupation of Sir Robert Peel,
for the purpose of taking game thereon. The jury found them
Guilty, and Mr. Baron Wilde sentenced Smith to four years'
penal servitude, and each of the other prisoners to be
imprisoned, with hard labour for 12 calendar months.
Charles Sheldon, John Graiton, and Elijah Beardmore surrendered
to take their trial on a charge that on the night of the 6th
October last, they, armed with bludgeons and other offensive
weapons, entered the lands of Mr. Wilkinson at Norton-on-the
Moors, for the purpose of taking game. The jury found them
all Guilty, and the judge sentenced Sheldon (who had been
before convicted) to 15 months, Beardmore to 12 months, and
Gratton to 10 months' imprisonment, with hard labour
Stabbing.—Abraham Rushton, 36, was convicted of stabbing his
brother Aaron Rushton, with a knife, with intent to do him
sonae grievous bodily harm, on the 25th February last, at
WoUtanton, and Thomas Astley was convicted of stabbing
Thomas Smith, on the 20th October, at Sedgeley. Mr. Baron
Wilde, in passing sentence, said that stabbing with a knife
was a crime which could not be tolerated in this country.
His lordship then sentenced Rushton to 10 years, aud Astley
to 6 years' penal servitude.
Midlano Circuit : Nottingham.— The Nottingham Forgeries.

—Francis Edward Shipley, jun., aged 32, colliery proprietor,
and formerly sheriff of Nottingham, was charged with
forg-ing the acceptance of Thomas Pacey, coal merchant,
Fiskerton, near Newark, in a bill for 671. 16s. The fact
that the bill was a forgery was proved by Mr. T. Pacey,
who swore that the acceptance was not his, and that he
bad never accepted any bill drawn by the prisoner.
After several other witnesses had been examined, the Lord

estates. He married in 1830 the Hon. Mary Elizabeth Fox,
daughter of the third Lord Holland. He is succeeded in the
family honours and estates iu Northamptonshire and Lanca-
shire by his eldest "son, the Hon. Thomas Lyttleton Powys,
born in 1833, and married in 1853 to the youngest daughter of

Mr. Robert William Brandling, of Low Gosforth, Northumber-
land.
Lady Matilda Butler, youngest daughter of the Countess

of Glengall and the late Earl of Glengall, died a few days since.

She had only returned recently to town from Torquay, where
she had been residing during the winter with the view to
benefit her health. She was born in 1836, and was conse-
quently in her 25th year.
Admiral Sir William Beafchamp Proctor, died on the 14th

inst., at Langley Park, Norfolk. He was the son of the second
baronet by the daughter of Mr. Robert Palmer, of Sunning,
Berkshire. He was born at Langley Park in 1781, entered
the navy in 1784, and assisted in the capture of a
Batavian frigate on the coast of Norway, in which he
was wounded. In 1S01 he received the Turkish gold
medal for his services in Egypt, and in 1802 was advanced
to the rank of Commander, in which capacity in the
Zebra he served at the bombardment of Havre in 1804. He
attained flag-rank in 1841. He is succeeded in his title and
estates by his son, Thomas William Brograve Proctor
Beauchamp, married to the youngest daughter of the second
Lord Radstock.
Sir Wm. Pym, M.D., K.C.H. died on the ISth inst. at his re-

sidence in Upper Harley Street, in his 85th year. On the
previous Friday, while in the billiard-room at the United
Service Club, he was seized with a paralytic stroke, which ter-

minated fatally on Monday night. Ho was the son of Mr.
Joseph Pym, of Pinley, Warwickshire, a descendant of John
Pym, of the time of Charles I. For many years be was con-
nected with the medical department of the army, and was
made a deputy-inspector-general in 1810, and inspector-
general in 1816. He served in the 35th and 70th Regiments,
and in a light infantry battalion in the West Indies during the
expedition under General Sir Charles Grey, and subsequently
on the staff in Gibraltar, Malta, and Sicily. He was knighted
by William IV. in 1830, on his return from Gibraltar, where he
had volunteered his services during a visitation of yellow fever
in 1823.

Mb. John Henry Mandeville, late Minister Plenipotentiary
to the Argentine Republic, died on the 16th inst. He was born
in Suffolk in 1773, and had therefore almost attained the
advanced ;ige of 88. He was the oldest member of the diplo-
matic service, and his long career embraced an extraordinary
variety of incidents and events. At an early age he entered
the navy; and subsequently held a commission in a dragoon
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COVENT GARDEN, Marri,*Supplies continue to improve in qSS?
insufficient for the demand .
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Artichokes, and Caulifiowers,
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Justice informed the jury that the fraudulent intent followed
from the act. One of the jurymen then said that their verdict
waa one of Guilty, with a strong recommendation to mercy
on account of his previous good character, a recommendation inwnich the counsel for the prosecution occurred. The prisoner
withdrew his plea of Not Guilty to five other indictments for
similar offences, and pleaded Guilty. He was sentenced tothree years' penal servitude.-*^^ White, lace and hosiery
manufacturer, 32, and John Bavin, commercial traveller, 85.were charged with feloniously uttering forged bdls of exchange
well knowing them to be forged. The prisoner White has for

Constantinople, Lisbon, Paris, Ac. In 1835 he waa appointed
Minister Plenipotentiary at Buenos Ayres, where he remained
for 11 years.

WILIS—The will of Sir Richard Paul Jodrell, Bart., r.f

Portland Place and Sail Park, Norfolk, has been >rn uud<
250,000f ; William Leveson Gower, Esq., of Brook Street and
Tiisey Park, near Godstone, f)0,000J.
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were not proceeded with.
Forteoth.—This was an actBum bold, Bart., against

younger son of the late Rev. Sir J. Godfrey Thomas, Bar
nged 35—8th inst, at Oxendenti, Dunse, Berwickshire GeiHenry J. Rid] ,t,, K.H., Colonel of the 6th Raiment of Foot

BIRTHS—On the 14th inst, the Lady Alfred Taoet,
of a son—0th inst, at Stormanstown House, near Dublin, the
wife of the Right Rev. the Bi nop f Labuan, of a daughter—
19th inst. at 35, Hill Street, Berkeley S ire, Lady Emily
Walsh, of a daughter—17th inst, at Bradfield, Cullompton, the
Hon. Mrs. Walrond, of a son—13th inst, the Hon. Mrs jAMsa
Drc-mmond, of a son—13th inst, at Bellefield House, Fulham,
the wife of H. B. Sheridan, Esq., M.F., of a daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On tbe 14th inst, at Christ Church, St.

Marylebone, Angelo Collek, son of Sir Geo I f t r, Knt,
and K.SL, to Augista, daughter of Sir Richard Cfiarles
Kirby, C. B., late A *ant-General of the Army—14th inst,
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FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 6s to 10s
Grapes, per lb., 8s to 14s— new, per lb., 20s to 24s
Strawberries, p. oz., Is to 2s
Pears, per doz., 2s to 4s 6d

VEGETABLES.
Rroccoli, each, 6d to 8d
French Beans, p. 100, Ss
Green Peas, p. i sieve, 20s
Greens, per doz., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to 160s— per bus., 4s to 6a— per cwt., 6s to 10s
Carrots, per bunch, 8d to 10d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each, 2s to 3s

Artichokes, per doz. , 3s to 4s

Apples, per A*

Ranges, per it

Lemons, per 1)

Nuts, Cob, pa

.

Beet, perdu.*
Celery, p. buj

Onion8>p
Asparagus, p. k
•KAUbarb,

\

Shallots, ptr

.

Garlic, perio.

Endive, p. mob,

Horse Radfeh,

Mushrooms, i

Parsley, p. 12 he

Savory, per to*.
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Straw .. ..
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1**
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l\^
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Our Ibeelaa supply consist* of ISO Beaata, 850
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ISSU1 Of PUNCH
VOLUME II.

6tn were
Vol. I., in board* oe St., and the \ iae lor 18-41, Ji to 1 . &

1 March 1.

Vol. II., in boards,
|
riee 5#., w uldished on the 2T»tli.

Vol. HI., in boar. on 25th of Aj ril, Mud at the same time th Doalilc \ time (tl. e*& HI.
togt er,) 1812, cl i, tfilt edgea, price 10*. 6V.

PUNCH OFFK K, 86, FLEET STltl El\ E.C.; >D ! WHU'KY A \ \\. BOUVBBlK l\,^ _^^

SCHOOL BOTANY ; on, THE RUDIMENTS OF
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By Jon , I.i.VDi.i \. VI D ., F.B . &c. &c.
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WR$. S. C. HALL'S NEW MAGAZINE.
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II. Can Wrong be RJ \ Tale. Mrn. S. C.
llln tod with Btc ^teol b} *.

Ill Hollas. By «'

IV. Whal oaNinhii ci»a*Donaa Is 1 >g.

V. The Irish All Souls ight. By tbc A »or of "Paul
Fern

VI. Mauve and Magenta. By! nt. 1 I

VII. I: .h th A jo 1 Part I

VIII The Legend • »cr. By .her »

" .h II ilifax, i

IX. N s on ways end Reviewa." BjuJ. 0. U Ifli

« I, F.R.S.
X Among the 8tara—in Ap:il. B i »raysoo, ) . A

I. winn ii : 1 4a.
XII. Puir QrizaL V ThIo o' 8c md.
XIII. The Hills of L »n. By Br. U ran, F.S A.

XIV. Need of Sanitary Knowlci t Wo n. By Mrs.
Merri field.
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^? °»naactinn9 in Wheat, Flour, and Indian Corn have been
»»<7 moderate at the retail rates of Tuesday.

x '- v
<

~ n-,i«» ?vTTr ^-- Means. Peas.

F

w.

L 12i. «v/..

c

OWNES' MANUAL op CrlEMlSIUY. Edited

H WBacE Jowbb, M.D., P.E.S. ; and A. W. HoraiAtOf,

Ph.D.F.RS.
. 1 k+ JoH!* Cn ^ton Street, W.

Sixth Edil illy re ")th, fl. f>d.

PHO'I iilM'HI CHEMISTHY, incltidtng tl.

Practice of the Coll I': •ceaa. I T. Fr ick

Hardwir 11, late Lecturer on Photo; .y at King's .lege.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

%

S9,lQdii2t Id

. .

u
>»t w th* Last Six Weees Averao

fo-
1P) F eij 2; March 9. Mar. 16.

n

• »

* *

HOrX-Bn^H HAnxrt
t rftinAY , March 22.

y^rux. and Rood nounri io<;r»- S Je-»_ -* a^^

Second Edition, with 3 Engravings, fcap. 8vo, cloth, 12«. 6d.,

riMlE MKJRO» OPE and its REVELATIOH&
X By W. B. Carpenter, M D., F.R

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

Fourth Edition, ttmo. d.,

SHAW'S MEDICAL REMEMBftANCI or

Book of Emergencii In whieh are

out the immediate remedies to be a ** >

menU of danger from poisoning, drowning,

and other accidents : with tl. esth rttn

Cor ted, with Addi is, by Josai
John ChurCHIuL, New Bur »

Street,

Third Edition, fcap. 8vo, 1>

HEADACHES: Tiieir
( *««•

"JJ**
4

!^
II Wright, M.I>, M R C.P, rny

Samaritan Hospital, &c. „.„..

Kjrsoxis of benevolent inw» u^^m-. n™*

R.CS.

lire. Uy
feftaii the

tera, and per, » w «w,°
>

¥*w
^,"-^-iBd » SeaciMEa Booa

ao.wer to the inquiry may be °***™> %& ^ ^t ^ appli-
ofTyp«8, and intorma a for jw»S; TiU,. London,
cation, by Richaro Barrktt, 13, Mark Lane, i^noon-

10 9 |1S 10 3 14 19 $

Any art > to bo had ningly at the > >ricea. An Oak
Cheat to contain j above, a i relative number of Knives,

Tea •flee Sets, Dish < ers and Corner
hes, Cruet and Lfqi • ' • '"

I
onate

I. A patent prooeat.

\\ \V AKi: \ N'TED. -The most varied
aasortme >'\l I'L <' in the world, all war-

rant-id. is on ale at Wild. I AM S, BUI pneestbatare
remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. Three

I a half inch Ivory-handled le K >-ea, with high
ihoui per en ; Deseerts to match, 10#. ; if to

balance, 6d. per doaen extra ; Carvers, 4«. M, per pair ; larger

siaes from > 27i. 6d. per dozen ; ext fine Ivory, 83t. ; if

w ver Ferrules, 40i. to ?. ; Whitc-boi Table Knives,
«. per Deeserts, 5f. ; Carvers, 2*. 3d. i»er pair; Black-

horn i Knives, U. Ad. per doae aeaerta, 6*.; Carvers,
2t. 6d. ; Bl ick-wo<>l han d Table Knives and Forks, «#. per
dozen ; Table Steels from 1*. each. The largest k in exist-

of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks in eases and other-

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-
NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be had

gratis, i free by post. It contains upwards of 500 Illustra-

tions of bis lllimited Stock of Sterling Silver and Electro Plat>,

Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods, Dish Covers, Hot-
water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders. M le * nncy Pieces,

Kitchen Ranges, Lamps. « , Tea Tray
, Lrns, and

Kettles, Clocks, Table Cuth t. W Turnery.

Iron and Bra*« iateads. ,\ Bedroom ifnet Fur-

nltttre. * with iet* Prices, a P!»os of the ft* lurge

,w -is, at 99, Oxf t>et. «T- i, i v. 5, J. and 4,

:,wm«n -eet; 4, 5. ano Perry*« Place, mod 1, JMil
Mews, Lo -a. siabliil

NO 8. CROSVCNOft STRfCT, BONO STR4XT.

A RTIFFCIAL Tl U i NKf ilto LM-

INVENT! .U< u^^J-'
iiJr,

ray ell Jl
»gs or ar. it

.cts and mastics a,

rwidei i imposW laat tetlme. An
idmirabro c< r.ce r r e defeeta re

hont reaniring new seta "V ^ «. *' Will

AomSLs bl extensively pat»onfc»e- -CWirf
,
JiHy

«

"
Unrivalled for its nt y a eo -Mo™S* ?* f

j j w « free, ter , str.ctly tnoderate.--

8 irosveno, Street, Bond Street ; Old Steyne, Brighton ;

Bennett's Hill, Birmingham.
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MAKE ONE TRIAL.
HS. and J. SMITH, 83, Gracechurch Street,

• E.C. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell choice TEAS from

the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices. Private warehouse

and no shop—small profits and small expenses. A List of

prices free on application. Orders by post with a remittance

or reference punctually attended to.
_ ,

LE SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF.

HEAL and SON have patented a method of malting

a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the

usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome.

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three

separate parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of

the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool or horse-

hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring

Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, are much below those

of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :—

3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long
3 feet 6 in.

4 feet
4 feet 6 in.

5 feet

5 feet 6 in.

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF therefore combines

the advantages of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, portability,

and cheapness.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-

Room Furniture sent free by post on application.

Heal <fc Son, 106, Tottenham Court Road, W.

ALL AFFLICTED with WEAK EYES may obtain
instant relief by using Dr. Warner's EYE WATER,

which removes all inflammation arising from cold, dust, or
constitutional causes.—Sold in bottles, 2s. 9d. and 4*. 6<2., by
HaNNay, Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, Oxford Street. W.

;

Edwards, St. Paul's Churchyard, E.C. ; Hooper, King William
Street, City, E.C, and all Chemists. Of whom may also be
had, Dr. Warner's LOTION, a certain cure for sore and
ulcerated legs, burns, and scalds, and bites of insects, and in

cases ofinflammation is invaluable. In bottles, Is. lid., and 2s. 9d

0~===5¥~of DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS
taken two or three times a day, gives instant relief and a

rapid cure of Asthma, Consumption, Coughs, and all disorders

of the Breath and Lungs. They have a pleasant taste. Price
Is. W., 2s. 9d., and Us. per box. Sold by all Druggists.

KEATING'S COUGH LOZENGE S.—Stat istics

show that 50,000 persons annually fall victirrs to pul-

monary disorders, including Consumption, diseases of the
chest, and the respiratory organs. Prevention is at all times
better than cure ; be therefore prepared during the wet and
wintry season with a supply of Keating's COUGH LOZENGES,

will be given, none need apply unless perfectly competent to

undertake the direction of a Shop where several assistants are

employed, and a journey of three to four months during the

year. Character to bear the strictest scrutiny.—Age under 40

preferred.—Apply by letter only to W., care of Mr. C. Cook,

12, Theobalds Road, Red Lion Square, W.C.

ANTED, a respectable young MAN with

obliging habits, to assist in the Garden. He must be

a good Mower, and understand attending to fires well. Good

character expected from last employer. Wages 15*. per week

with lodgings.—A. B., Isleworth House Gardens, Islcworth,

Middlesex, W.
.

ANTED, as UNDER GARDENER (Staple),

, . a thorough good Kitchen Garden cropper, with a

Knowledge of Wall and other Fruit Trees, including Orchard-

house Culture. Two years' good character indispensable.—

Address A M. G.. Post Office, Sandy, St. Neofs, Beds.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDKNER, about three

miles from Londou, Married or Single, to Mow well and

look after two Cows, Poultry. <fec. — Letters addressed,

3, Oakley's Stables, Little Gray's Inn Lane, stating age,

present or last engagement, how long therein, and wages

expected, will be immediately attended to.

ANTED, as GARDENER and LAUNDRESS, a

Man and Wife for a largo Hotel. The Woman must
well understand her business, and be strong and active. The
Man to work in the Garden, milk a Cow or two. etc.—Apply,
with all particulars, to A. R., Calverley Hotel, Tunbridge Wells.

w

(^ARDENER
Frui
tionable character.-^T^T n^fi?*Wood, N.W. ' *> 9

- CocS,^**

tical
; understands ?iV

ge ^ feC
Fruit, Flowers, andTetet^^SJ
tionable characterJ^6^11

!
8- wJLIS

(Head!

Edward^^Ia

Jf^^fiSjt
rXARDEKER
Edward norsman, M p p.*!*.**
duct and abilities' from his W I* }PLV5[£?^lLi^lPbaRoad, Slough ^ **"£

VJ can with confidenceVjL^8!*
Vi°

b^mai
i,°

r gentleman in wanT of
end *'

Had tho Management of thp PnJ a *"* j£Mwhere Fruit and Flowers wJFo^^fully, and 12 years as Under GiX^noblemen's gardens in England -It"?
*

V^ married, no incumbrance • unL .
*

Forcing, Cucumbers, Melons KiC
ersU

*i

/^ARDENETT^lB^rGrJof^VX Age 35, married, no focZ?
Forcing of Vines, Ac. ; is l\S£$g?
SS 223*?^ i? the Gate*

WAKT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married ; has had
great experience in the Management of Orchids, &c.

Can be highly recommended.—R. F., Middleton Hall, Leeds,

Yorkshire. _

GARDENER (Head).—Acre 37, married; under-
stands all the branches, including Pines, Vines. Orchard

House, Ac— J. Gill, Paul fc Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts .

ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; has a
thorough knowledge of Gardening in every department.

Can be well recommended.—G. 8., Mr. W. Young's, Melford
Nursery, Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged, married;
Scotch ; eminently qualified ; can manage Grass Land etc. ;

a thorough workman, intelligent, obliging, and trustworthy.

r orcing
; also the Management ,Kitchen Gardens. Can be hiphlu^

Gardens, Sherborne, Dorset
8% eCOm°a*

V^ understands Vines, Melons (Wv
Kitchen Gardens. Good diaracta-H*
Surrey. ' u,a >a>

tV^ q v* t
.

horo"gh knowledge of Stoi,*
Plants, Vineries, Ac. ; also Fruit, Flo*,**
Gardens. No objection to a single-hail

fi.AHDENER (Under^-A^JS
V^ C. H., Munt's Post Office, Norwood, Sm

which possess the virtue of averting as well as of curing a ,

» "'orougn woreman, iiicemgem; ouiignc, una jnj^
cough or cold; they are good alike for the young or for the Wages moderate.-Y., 12, Aston Place, ftolloway Road, N.

aged.—Prepared and sold in boxes, Is. \$d., and tins, 2s. 9d., ^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, without
4*. 6d., and 10*. 6d. each, by Thomas Keating, Chemist, &c, VJT incumbrance ; understands his profession. Unexception-
al), St. Paul's Churchyard, London. Retail by all Druggists, fee. able references can be given.—N. B., South Hanningfield, near

ARR'S LIFE PILLS act as a warm and balsamic
I

Ojelmsford^Essex.

le; thoroughly
tchen and Flower

Gardening. Can be highly recommended.—G. W., Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, N.W.

P Aperient, removing without the slightest pain or incon-
venience all obstructions, and restore the whole system to a
state of health and comfort.

PARR'S PILL!S
may he relied on as the best medicine for indigestion, sick

head-ache, heartburn, loss of appetite, disorders of the stomach
and liver, redundancy of bile, dizziness of the eyes, violent
pains across the forehead, impaired memory, restlessness and
bad dreams, stuporific dozing, flatulency, costiveness, etc.

Sold in hoxes, price 1*. l^d., 2s. 9rt., and in family packets,
lis. each, by all Chemists and Medicine Vendors. " Sole Pro-
prietors, T. Roberts <fc Co., 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street,
London. »»» Ask for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

ICTEW"METHOD of CURING DISEASE with-
_L l out the aid of Doctors and their drugs, by studying
the laws of HEALTH in NATURE.—Invalids cannot too
carefully avoid pills and other dangerous medicines, as they all
contain mineral poisons which act on tho delicate fibres or
coating of the stomach, and thus destroy the receptacle of our
daily sustenance. The Advertiser was pronounced incurable,
but, acting in accordance with the advice he now offers,
has, by "God's Blessing." been restored to HEALTH and
STRENGTH

;
and with sympathy for like sufferers, the

MEANS of CURE will be sent on receipt of name, address,
and stamped envelope.—Address Capt. Charles, No. 3, James
Cottage, New Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, singl

understands Pines, Vines, Ac. ; also Kite-

highly recommended.
Pimlico, S.W.

f 2* ARDENER (Undee, or Sisgii

V_^ Age. 31, married, no incumbrance; undflr

,

and Kitchen Garden. Wife to take charge ofIk—E. P., Post Office, Ealing Common, W.

/^.ARDENER, or GAKDENEiuT
V_X —Age 40, married; ia a good general:

Understands the Management of Land, Tiote

Wil'e can manage a Dairy. Nine years' goodth».
Messrs. Henderson, PineApple Place, Edgm It!

ARDE.NEK, ou UARDENEK ,

Staid, middle aged, married, family giroc>.
acquainted with Early Forcing generally, ak> ata
the Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, and*

of the Homo Farm. Is a most trustworthy «B3|

man, has filled similar situations for manym
highest references can be given.—E. ft, Mr. Sak

man, High Street, Sevenoaks, Kent.

T B«M 19 Atlinrtm. Rtr~t HPO NOBLEMEN AND GKKTL
J. Baker, 12. Alhngton Street,

J_ ^ practic;Uly acquainted ^^
GARDKNER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;

understands his profession in all its branches. Can be

'

scientific management of Garden, Forqt,flc««»*

ARDKNER (Head).—Age 28; understands tho everything to the interest of his employer. &
Forcing ofGrapes, Melons. Cucumbers, «tc, and the various now— V Z , 18, New Street, Portlandj^g.

branches of his profession. Can have an excellent character.
A single-handed place accepted.—C. H. G., Langley Park
Gardens, Beckenham, K ent, >.K.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25; well experienced
in Early and Late Forcing of all kinds, and the Manage-

ment of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Can be well rocom-
meuded.— T. W., Mr. Dubber, Westow Street, Upper
N orwood, Surrey, S.

GA ! ID\ N I . R (I lKAD).-Age 35, married; 7 yeai
»'

uncxc« -]i tionable character from the gentleman he last
served as Head Gardener, where Early and Late Porting of
Fruit and Flowers was extensively and successfully carried Surrey.
out.-G. T, Messrs. Kay's, Florists, Finchley, London, N.

"—"~~

I710KEMAN.— Within 30 mil

1 Nino years' excellent character fro&fcj
i

GENTLEMEN WANTING GARDENERS.-Firsf
rate Men always recommended. Postages only charged-

For forms of application, address James Garaway & Co..Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

C.1
ARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married, no incura-

~M brance; has a thorough practical knowledge of his profes-
sion, and can have 10 years' good character from iii-» present em-
ployer. Will be at liberty iu a month.—J. Pukirld, Stirtloe
House, Buck <i. n, Huntingdon.

in both Kngland and Scotland.-1 B-,

Upper Clapton, N.E.

ffo THE NURSERY ANO SEED

'

SALESMAN, FOREMAN, am

the above line of business.-Age ft «K'P"
—Noblk A , 2, Fleet^e^JiODdig^^

IMPROVER.— Age 21; six V*J£

Willing to pay a premium.-A B

I M I•ROVER.—A respectable yonAV-

X his age) has had considerable expenen^

ment, u
.
an e»g ^^^3-*

nerally useful and ... ^'^ h»^3T

Post Oft*

lK>ard.

GARDEN ER (HEAD).-Age 28, married, without
incumbrance; understands his profession in all its O practical experience of ^^—

.
j

various branches ; the Forcing of all kind! of Fruit, Flowers, I Englaud. Would not object to go

ANTED, A FOREMAN AND TIMEKEEPER J
u<1 Vegetable*. Unexceptionable character.—W. Ivert & Offlca. Dorking. Surroy. «•

. on a Farm and Market Garden. Knowledge of the Utt«r
SoN8

'
P°rki»g

t
Surrey. ---— = ^.., rto 177, , \ \ FK.-Mi

in «•

v v . .. .. .. Knowledge of the latter

;

_

onlv s/fnn^
1

ii
P
fi

D?ble
-
APPlic

?
u^s tobemade by letter /^-ARDENER (Head, to any la.ly or gentleman

St^^^^^A^sJf^ TTrd
'

a,8
°-

t0 ^ re^llirin^ thc «ervices of *«*««• where three or tour

andknow^« P!^ kept). -Thoroughly understands the Management .>f

Sr«„. i ^' ; y'
ot ,*v i

ieeIer8 a^d Blacksmiths' work Stove and Greenhouse Plants Vineries Flower and Kitchen

Highway, N
^

'

TSTANTED, A PTB8T-CLA8S GERANIUM PROPA-
fiTJJl 4lS

R
*

AK
i?,R9,

WER
-
«tate the situations previously

./„,. ,

W£RK ?
NG GA-RDENER. One that has had exi>e- V7 incumbrance : h« . *L

GARDENER { Head).-Age 32. gle; thorough
practical knowledge of his profession i' II its branches

on the Utest and most improved principles, Layinff t Sew
'aid

, tho Erection ot Horticultural buildings, &c. Wages,
8W., with Cottage, Firing, VrgetaW«a, Ac-Karl, Mr. (

ban's. Wriitbani Cross, N.

A UENT ok BAlU»-»*:

Light Land in tl North ^J ^ 'pidg

th. u» p
Artificial M^STo* >

Breeding and^"'^yT^***
relerenae.—A. x., x»ir. »*» -»

Chelswi. London

PARM BAILlPr'.-T^^SS*
flW.

nence m Planting a new place on the most improved principles
such as/Vines, Orchard-bouse, Early Forcing, Ac. ; also the
Cultivation of Grass Land.-Apply, stating wages exnvcte*!,
naming at^the same time aU previous situations, reference, Ac
to M. D. , Post OtGce, Lancaster.

'

-A«e 41, married, without
incumbrance

;
has a thorough knowledge of his profession

in all its branches, with g«*>d ex^nencc o» I arly and Lateforcing; also the Management of Flower aid Kitchen
Garden. Good character, and c«n be highly recommended —
>Vm. Wood A Soy, Nursery. Maresfield, near Uckfieid 8u•aex

Wa
h
n
ou!e

d
s *i*£n

Man in
k

ih
i
™*™GiQy^PLS^sAS:

„: !_A?U?ES -
Wages 18/. per week with cottage.-R. Park. Acton, can with rm.fWn™ „^^tClarke, Market Gardener, Twickenhan^ Middlesex. S. W.

WANTED, by a gentleman, a thoroughly practical
GARDENER, married (without children preferred)

age about 30 He must well understand his work, both in
Kitchen and Flower Gardens, the Forcing of Grapes, and theManagement of Ornamental Grounds and Plantations. Mu*t
he a good churchman, and have the best references for abilityand character. There is also a vacancy in the same ema-nushment for an active young Man as UNDER GARDENER^Address F. P., Post Office, Rutland. Oakham.

T^AXTEI) IMMEDIATELY, a yonng Man, to

iJn wHWn '.
,n tbC

,
Cultl>tion of Forced Fruits, one who

S^RSr^f^^^H"^ losing reference, toHessrs. Bairrir, Barnes Terrace, Surrey, S. W.

single. — Wm.
« , . _ . ,

thschild, Gunnersbury
rark, Acton, can with confidence recommend to any nobleman or gentleman, his Foreman, H. Dow a ; has been
with him 3 years, and also in other large establishments He
has great experience in Forcing and in every branch of his
profession.

AKDENEK (Head).—Age 33>- married ; is at
liberty to offer his services where energy and ability

combined with order and economy are required Has had the
opportunity of practising in some of the first establishments,
where the Cultivation of I* arly and Late Fiowers, Fruits,
and Vegetables has attained the greatest perfectioi also has
had considerable practice in his last engagement in a nobleman
family re arranging the Grounds and Gardens, an 1 in the
Erection of Horticultural buildings, &c. < .aracter \ test
momals unexceptionable from t.ia late employer A B M
Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, Cnelsea, > \v

'

i^ige the Dap ana
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M
HORTICULTURAL AGENT AND VALUER.

A.i'HANDLKR(of the late Firm of Chan-bleb

A 8o«* 0, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, 8., begs to

abort. Sales of Plants and Nursery Stock
prepared.— VOKINS l*t« VokiNS & Hubd, 2, York Plac

. QuitTi- Bitn, Chelsea, 8 W., HORTICULTURAL
•ILoETaxD HOT-WATER APPARATUS Manufactun

Estimates forwarded,

II
OT-WATKK APPAKAIUS FITTED in every

r Hothoutoft, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,
Approved principle by J. Meredith, \'me
%x LivtrpooL

roferencos may be had on application.

|i>IIN trKXEit, Horticultural HtriLDSfi, begi
p I UMiiijIfliTTj to form the nobility and gentry that he

mall the branches connected with Qortieul-
U., Cooserratory, Greenhouse, 11 < «t house,
Stores and Pits on the most improved pril

btttintf and ventilation. Having bad many years'
in Horticultural W»rksf J. T. can assure those who
him with their work that the best materials only

be used. Hot bed frames of all sizes, gli/.od and painted,
kept in stock at the Works, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.

•aral h

TOSfci'H BM1TH, BornouvrvzAL Butldi*, Sen
Road. Hammersmith, W.. offers at the following Prices

• •

• «

801.

84
28
88
40

26

HOUSES, LIGHTS, Ac., viz :

Leea-to 60 X 15 feet, glased with 21 oz. glass
Ditto 24 X 12 ft. 6 in.

Ditto 21 X 11

»r*nRocf31 X 12 ft 01n

Ditto 24 X 15

FourUen extra stout 10 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. 2 in. Lights
risssd with 21 o*.

fl/lj 4x4 feet at 15s. each, or 361 the lot. A quantity cf
other slses, well paned, 7£d. per foot. Cucumber and Melon
ftasaesin variety. ____

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Mads bt Steam Power at

T
LEWIS'S Horticultural Works, Stamford

• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a
ssoeh better and stronger principle than those manufactured
©a Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.
A span rixrf measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass en. is £

_ _ and doorscomplete 30
Do, do. 40 ft by 20 ft. do. do. 50

_ 52 . ** 60 ft by 24 ft. do. do. 90
imtglieeofanyof siseforwarded on application to J. Lewis.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS ANO HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Jntiv3!*£.?X
,nr

'
Harrow Road, London, W.

\\u } LOli AND S0N beS t0 cal1 the attention

.fcfci »k?
t

%}?ll
t7
u*t

n
,

dfQatry to the vei7 superior manner in
-Aey fcrect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Greeu-

• °°niwninfi[ ewary improvement with elegance of
OurabiJjty of materials and workmanship.

VENTILATING APPA! rus for the Fronts and»XA of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, Ac, heated

Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

lave great pleasure in referring to mimbers of
enaraared

r^-JALK—The property
2*™*^7 disposed of in consequence of important altera-y* **» house is 40 feet long by 15 feet wile, with two

P*2J» to each, and about 2 feetdiuches of front sashes.

W<ew!Z?* reoa*r a^d of modern construction, having irons

SLraA** .P 11^6^8 and lines, locks and keys, shelves, stages

yjL^
*** wired for Vines. To be seen in the neighbourhood

55 Cl
Court ~p jr Particulars and cards *~ ~* »-

•tlBrl

id, FOR
must be

Sunbury Ferry, Middlesex.

T^y^OWLER, Jux., 28, Comliill, London, E.O.-v ^ particulars of FOWLERS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
Sin.**10*1 by aPPlvinJT at the above address. C.VTA-
»**»i«>conU Prices and Testimon at post free.

Ji
1

™ ?**' BROTHERS, 170, Hampton Street,

On i So?* **1^' ^^ Manufacturers of the Improved MONO-
L * «

O
l W00D LABELS, for Garden Borders, Flower

jy*.^ }^ b0x^ of loo each. These Labels have now stood the
*I*Wicopi

for n«2JviI
e T$ them ** supe"01" to any offered to the public,*" utility, and economy in price.—Sole Agents in
"p* Dean-k ^ Co., Horticultural Implement

_jVg»Pg W llliatn Street, London Bridge, E.C.

pERRA COTT A.—Warranted to stand the most

Q*r*m SL^?1
" This mat€rial ^ especially fitted for

^^tsin nST^^ and for a11 exposed work, such as

^fwTSLr^" Va8es and Statues, Balustrades,
sstTaees and Parapets, Terminals. Crosses for

°*. Columns, Brackets, Consols, Chimuey
Jesn ii xi

0tber work exposed to wet, heat, and

v K.
BLA8B »« B">. Stamford, Lincolnshire.

II***?*^*1 16
' Great Marlborough Street,

*^_*Hae W^g^jtamfor ,1, Lincolnshire.

Y? m r?.°B^5S!P" WOIMO TILES.

"^^^_to invite a^-»u. ^ ...... r-«-
BORDER-EDGING

STBAW MATT I SO or THATCH is the best eover-

v, * .SxYvSS
1
** **** for 1Iotb*i». Wft11 Fru Sesdings. AcV ALU IN to weave th« M.rrmr nrn lI*nnf««*M^i».< hv

Maoos A
weave the Matting are Manufactured by

Hin-dley. Bmrton. Dorset.

?

Ware. rh«i»— 4 .

••d cues laid. MnJTT? r*•»d eoea Ufcj,

Mfaus"niiVL4r^™Tlher. attention. "They may
f it ^"J?* P*1*^' ** P. 4-vjuppsr Ground Street a„ur ** •" ~""~— -*d
i

WW near the (SsTBriSj? i"*? S : and Kin8^land__i Sketches of iSenSTST; ^ndon
'
N E -

9^SBV^^ a^ 0rJJ^^^nt by p^t on application

(HS^g
i
g^^EsToa COWSKB

-

"'** SL*!»*« • n3S,!jf nS-JS*-
and ^ff colours

of Baths,
•»d other 8taHft P^+f^V. .^c - Grooved Terro-

RodattdWhSw-n^? Bric
>.8 of gnat durability,

S*fe^ fiSffija*' i^-^fiSU Terro

'PANNED GAR DEM NETTING for preservingX Seed Beds, Fruits, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight,
Birds^ Ac, and as a Fence for Fowls, Ac. 1 yard wide, lid.

;

yards. 3d. ; 3 yards, 4 ; and 4 ysrds, 6U per yard, in any
quantity, may be h*d at Chas W iohts, 37«, Strand, W.C.
Greenhouse and Floweret Sticks Varnished:—! foot. Sd.

;

1*. 4 /.
; 2, bd. ; 24, 7d ; 3, lOi. ; 4, U. 6L per dosen. DahUa

Sticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet, It, 6d. ; 4, U. Sd. ; b, ds ;

6, 3tt 6d. An allowance to Nurserymen.

TAWED NETTING at Reduced Prices.—
200 square yards, 10*. ; 500 yards, 24s. ; 1000 yards, 47*.

tSCRIM CANV\8 for WALL FRUIT. GREENHOUSE
SHADES and Tl UP OOVBB8.

ADDRESS IN I,

FREDERICK EDCINGTON,
MARQUIS FLAG, and BANNER MAN! LCI \

Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, Loudon, 8 K.

BIMITAIN'S GARDEN NETTING.—The teriout
injury done to Fruit Crops by Frost f«.r several pant

seasons has proved the absolute noce* riding pmt.

.

tion to the Trees early in the year. For thU purpose* we may
now say, without fear of c tn, that we have suoo<

manufacturing the only Fabric which is altogether unobjec-
tionable. Without unduly mining, it effectually protec-e the
>ung germ, and does not pedc' the action ht and due

circu on of air.—Nktti s:No. l.M -.*«». 2, W : No. J# 8d.
the linear yard. I'iboss, 30 yards nog, aes wide. Tir-
fanv, yard wide, fyd. per yard ; extra quality, 3c/.

Peel Street, Manchester.

NETTING for Fruit Trees Seed Beds, Uipc Straw-
berries, Ac. TANNED NETTING for Protecting the

above from l -<t. Blight, Birds, <tc , 2 yards wide, 3d per
yard, or 100 yards. 4 yards wide, M. per yard, or .

r»0 yards,
20«. New Tanned Netting, -ui id for any the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 8 yards wide, r yard ;

4 yards wide, 10tf. per yard ; 6 yards wide, 1#. 3d. per yard ;

3-Inch mesh, 4 yards wide. 1*. id. per yard.—Oen be had in ai

quantity of Eaton A Deller, and 7, Crooked Lane, London
Bridge, B.C.

GALVANISED GAME and POULTRY WETTING.
—By improved machinery at reduced prices. 2 inch

Hexagon Mesh, 24-inch wide, light, bd. ; Medium, 6dL ; Strong,
Id. ; Extra strong, 9Jd. per yard. Any lor width, strci h,

or mesh, from i, to 6 inches, at proportionate rates. Evejrj

description of Wire-work by Taos. P. Hawkiits, Msnu.acturei,
27. Dale End, Birmingham.

- T -
~ - _ _Hg^^^—T _l

T
_^_ _"LJ ^^^ _ ~_ TL "LSI ST . J

~~
B / ~^

WHY NOT PRESERyB YOUK HAY ?
BENJAMIN EDOINGTON, Rick Cloth, Marquee, and

Tent Ifanufactur 2, Duke eet, London I
Igo,

A quantity of BECOND-UAND MARQUEES, 1 TS, and
RICK CLOTHS, at greatly reduced prices.

West End Establishment. 32, Charing Cross, S.W.
An Illustrated Catalogue sent free by post.

Address Benjamin Ed 1 >uke Street. hwark, 8 E.

FOR GARDEN POTS, S ENO YOuT~OR JER$ TOJP

and VV. ADAMS, Kilns, Belle Isle, York Road, N.,
• and be promptly attended to Town andC >untry supplied.

D 1

above

LAWN MOWERS
AY TAYLOR and CO. (laU W M . DaAT & Co )having aecured a large stock of ev«ry make o

inerv, solicit immediate orders to movent dSZ
B| utment. Green's, Boyd's, Whittaker'a, aadlES*a3
<m

,?
h07v t<?*tbe\-

wilh tbm Ur*rMt •tock of fi™
cultural T s in London, at their Now Central Depot. 4.Adt le Place. London HricLr* R c /rmm^mmA * Tg !_.1Place. London Bridfa, B.C. (l „w_Lane) N. B. Every gardener, amateur or otherwise, should
inspect DaAT, TavLoaACo/s New Passat Univsraal GardenBarrowa

ll'P. NHALL F1KK H1UCK KACTOKY, n<«r
Parnham. Surrey.—Manufactory fcr Plw Bricka Whr

Red, ajid Black Pi. K Bricks, Plii Bricks of various shapes
ours, for string courses; ornamental Garden Bdriaja.

Terra Cotta Chimney Pots, s ise> treat variety : en
TesseUtod Blue, Black. Rod, Buff, and White PavtnV TOesT
^'urches, entrance hails, Ac. All kinds of < »meot
I des. Sewage and other Pipes, Bends, and JuneUona ; Orn»
mental Garde i.rder Tiles to any pattern or colour -Apply

W,,A W of the Works Axeito Mr. E . w
Gml Mr. J

PRIZE GARDEN ANO CORN SCVTHfT
JAMKs i k begt to ditwt t

" Farmer, ani Gardeners to Us improved paWat iiitngl
able Hi .os. whl. bars been i«i Prisoa, •
•».-knowledeed u> U th« be«t •mooU <« t

invented. The adjustment U neat, simple, ami
the worl \nshi|> iii>

o!

IllustrateM Circulars and Toatimoniel* on applleatlon.
Garden Scythes complete, ll« ; Corn duAo d . I \t U.
Parties wishing the above will i.leass order throngn their

Irnnmongor or Seedsman, who will suj i hem at the al>
prices, with carriags added.—Address, Jakes Payne, Iron-
monger, Kirkcudbright.

d.

J
I 'H HAVUOOD

AND CO.,

MANurACTuasaa or

PRUNING and BUDDING
KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and an kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, Ac.

GLAKoaOAN Works,

Sheffield.

ITIKKtl DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon Hones,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro
feasor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Baling Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION from theCOLD WINDS A MORNING PBOSTfl
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hah

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of HeatandCold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricnltural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, fro

win 1, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide . . . . 1«. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide .. .. 3*. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Domo" Netting, 2yards wide, l#.4d. per yard run.

EU3HA. Thokas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen
sod Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper

than mats as a covering."

ECONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE 1 CATTLE FEEDINC
I ji H. and F. Turner, Ipswich, submit the prices of
l\ie their oel rated CHI "sHINO MILLS for Oats, Linseed,

Iltij
.
MaJt, Ac They save 25

i <)sts in feed
•rses; crush Corn for Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as effica-
ns as if ground to meal; reduce Linseed to fine meal with

no loss el its oil, and bruise Malt p «tly. £ %

No.llMill(recommended also fori ng com for fowls) 8 15
No. 6 Mill for hand, £4 15, or with Bean Mill 6 15
Ne.T „ „ « 10 ., TB) ft 8
No. 2 „ „or|wwer8 „ (No. 2 B) 16 10
No.l ,, for power ..1 J „ (No. 1 B)15
No. 8 „ for steam now. 18 18 „ :\To.8B)24 B
Delivery froe to all Railway Stations In England, and to the

principal
;

(Scotland and Ireland.

At the R A.8.R. Canterbury Show, I860, K. R. A F. T. were
awarded tire prise of bl. for the best mehing Mill for Power;
the prize of 21. ushing Mill for Hand.
HI ' -ated PRICE CATALOGUES sent free on apnUesAlon.

rREAPING and MOWING MACHINES
_ \l TlIK FlRHT CONSIONKENT JH8T ARRIVED.
"Mr. Wood has sent across the Atlantic the most useful

Reaper and M-wer yet invented, and RICHMOND* and
NORTON, of Liverpool, set them agoing anywhere, and any
day at an hour's notice."

The careful attention given to the manufacture, combined
with correct principle and mechanic tl proportions, aided by
the Patentee's long experience in the United States, has un-
doubtedly placed it foremost as the most Bimplo, efficient, and
durable machine yet nude.
About KiOO of these Machines hsve been put in operation In

this country with the most • iplete success, as is amply tes-
tified by the users of them, mnny of whom have kindly per-
mitted reference to bo made to them. These Machines are un-
surpassed in lightness of draft an i qua of work, and will
cut any kind of Grass or grain at the rate ofOne Acre per ho'
Machines are ready for immediate delivery, and a Man sent

to start each (by payment of expenses). Testiro als and
further Information may be obtained on application to

Rici NDS A Norton, European Stores. Sea Brow.
Head Office .-—South John Street, LiverpooLV AgcnUfor Shanks' Patent Improved LAWN MOWING

MACH I SL

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
BUROl 3 and KEY, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.

PIUZEHOLDERSfor the best Agricultural Machinery
Manufactured.
ROYAL K!CULTURAL SOCIETY^ PRIZE REAPER,

with Bubobh A Kev's Screw Delivery Platform. Price 42L 10*.

TWSTIKONIALS.
A groat number of highly nattering Testimonials in favour

of their Machines have been received, amongst them the
following from

Mb. Jakes A knot, of Woodcote, Carnhalion.
" Having used your Machine for four years. I would not bo

without one on any consideration ; and I can safely say that
I have ssved over 50 per cent in the expense every year I have
used it. In fact I have never yet seen an implement which
pays itself in so short a time."

M'CORMICK'S REAPER for Manual Delivery. Price 25L
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, which received the last prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Society. Price SOL
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price «L 10«.

COMBINED REAPER and 310WER-Two-Horse Machine.
Price 35L
COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-One- Horse Machine,

Price S4L

The last two Machines are fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for

Rea; ,', and the plain Allen's Knife for Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any

Railway Station.

JAMES AND FRED*. WOWAMD,
BRITANNIA IRON W BEDFORD,

ItAHOVACTURERS OF

H A R R O
HORSE

CHAMPION PLOUGHS,
WS I

HORSE
RAKES, I

S C A R I F

A2TD OTHMt IMPLEMENTS.

ALSO SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HOES,
I E R S.

premises

SMITH'S STEAM CULTIVATORS,
ev Lave sold more th.n ONE HUNDRED SETS in upwards of TwBjrrr Otmn
II „!«« T cTtaWncs, with full pnticuLn. and Report, from IWmki* »t.t fre* o,
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THOMAS MILLINGTON,
.. BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-

Q.LASS FOR GRET-S^"W SHEET QLM, *£££}*

II;

87,

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Supplied to

16 oz.

SMALL SaUARES.

Mr. Rivers and many Others

Uby
12 „
13
14
18

16
19

16,.
19

'I

ft

M
99

9 9

0,

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

13
U
15
19

n„
20

17 „
20 „

9f

9 9

10,

II,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

14
15
16
20
18
21

18
21

ENGLISH GLASS

99

ft

H
99

12,

12

13
13

14

14

14 by ft

17 ,, 12

» t

• •

v t

*•

»l

• *

• *

.-•-

21 oz.

IS*.

235.

In. by In.

20 ','. 13 I Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d.

20 .. 14 | Super m 16*-

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet
20 ... 15

la. by In.

6 .. 4

6J .. 4£
7 .. 5

7* . . 5*

In. by In.

8 .. 6

8£ .. 6i
9 .. 7

Boxes.

Per 100 feet.

Common
11*. 6d.

Super.
12*. Qd.

Per foot.

l£d.

13*

of the above sizes i«. _SMALL SHEET SQUARES k-^'***
6 by 4 6i by 4 4 ^Tby's * ***
8» 6 8i„ 61 9 „ 7

10 8 mBoxes 2s. each, returnable atM£LASS FOR ORCHARD H f.

Inches by Inches. Inchet

10 .. 8 124

10* .. 8± 13

11 ..9 12
,

12 ..9 1 12*

15 ..11 1
15

16 .. 11 16

17 .. 11
1

17

18 .. 11
i

18

IS .. 12 20

14 ..12 1 1
22

9£
9
10
10$

Inches by Inches.

13 .. 10

13* .. 104
14 .. 10

14* .. 10*

Inches by inches.

15 .. 10

m 12 .. 11

124 •• Hi
13 . . 11

Inches by inches.

134 .. 114 ^

14 11

4ths.
3ds.
2ds.

lsts.

12
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20
22

• •

13
13
13
13
14
14

.

24
20
22
24
20
22

14
15
15
15
16
16

24 • • 16
20 • • 17
20 • • 18

4ths.
3ds.

2ds.

lsts.

P. 100 feet.

12s. 6d.

14*. 3d.
18*.

21*. 6c?.

13*.6rf.

16*.

19*. 8d.

24*.

P. foot.

lkd.

II
n

_ J*

20 in. by 12 in.

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in by 15 in.

As supplied by us to Mr. RiTeJ

• • • •

lid.
2

24
3

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST

1« o,-4ths, IK 2c,, and 2^ per foot. I *~-^H*..£ . «d8J*£***•
i,

3ds, 2\d.
t
24 d.

t
and 3d. per foot

HARTLEYS IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH MATE
Not accountable for breakage.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD .. .. 32s. Oti. per cwt. I LINSEED OIL

ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTY

34 „ I
BOILED „

.tmi 8 „ TURPENTINE .. .. ..

BLACK GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, Ac.

„ 2*. 7cZ. per gall.

..3

.. 2 10

Common ... .. . # J*\|Superior do. ,. Tl ,
«.

English Glass .. / JJThe above prices include the Bra
*

Perforated Glass for Ventilation. Patent j£ t
Plate Glass. Ornamental and Coloured Gls»
London Agents for Hartley's Improved Pafcrtk
Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carwrt£

of various colours ground ready for use.

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, andevmfe
Glass for Horticultural purposes.

JAMES PHILLIPS asd CO,

8180, Bishopsgate St. Without, ImH-

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-ozm
of British Manufacture at prices varyinf&t

per square foot for the usual sizes required, majfe
which are kept ready packed for immediate deli

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on»
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROF.
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, ?r
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT T
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GI13I

to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London,*

____ See Gardeners' Chronicle of Mane '.

IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING H

PRICES per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high :

Size of

mesh.

2i inch

2 inch

If inch

li inch

Mostly used for

Light.

Hares, Dogs, Poultry
Game Netting
Small Rabbits, Hares, &c
Smallest Rabbits

Japan
ned.

4d.

4\d.

6d.

Galvan
ized.

<ttd.

5rf.

5| d.

71 d.

Medimm.

Japan-
ned.

4}tf.

4fci.

7kd.

Galvan-
i/.<l.

f>\d.

6c/.

9d.

Strong,

Japan-
ned.

5c/.

Bid.
6c/.

9d.

Galvan-
ized.

6\d.

Id.

7\d.

lid.

Extra Strong

Japan-
ned.

6* tf.

l\d.
8c/.

lie/.

Galvan-
ized.

tV.

!»

1 1 \d.

13</.

ENRY J. MORTON 11

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CUW
for Cottage Houses, Ac, to contain 50 gallon* ii.1*

la. each ; and 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted wk**

the water perfectly sweet and clean; will notnM«

Cisterns of all sizes.

CALVANISED IRON PUMPS

for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 mckji

and 32*. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same a

CALVANISED IRON SWING WATEM^

for Garden or Farm use, containing about!

formed of iron, 35*. U.m^

PARKES' STEEL DIGGINGS

BURGESS and KEr,95,Newj*&

being the Wholesale and ^tJJJJV^*
brated TOOLS have always a larg«

' **J^
their Customers may select what ^"JJJ^g
ANTHON Y'S PATENT A^WC^g^,

PKIXK. w.-vs again awarded to this Oj« B«5
l0rs at the Chester*«$££&

B obtained the F«gOT^ ,»

at every Meeting since 1850. J"™*i4-fr*
|
Newg:lte Street, E.C, strongly2^>
feet Churn now in use. Fullparticular^

" msis® V:

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping
Ports in England; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland and Ireland.

Any width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices.

Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will

BRADFORD'S PATENT
-.< My experience^ J««*

Mr.

be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

BROWN

ST PANCRAS IRON WORKS
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, W

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
1'HE fKOFRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

WEEE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Agricultural Society for their IRON HURDLES & GATES
which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30.?. to 500/.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME W IRE N E T T I N G.

Professor VarnelTs Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittings.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

tS v f1™1111™1

S ™** Jt England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by thenoyal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be u#*i bv aU who

accounts for its"

Washing, Wngjjf

For Hotel, B

house, or otfc

Institution.. -
'

^mamn invaluable

»

m*TgL|#

T«os^AnroR o. ™^><f°**
"

CHUI S PATWFf DElfcL

DO( ) I* I- ATCTI

I

pFD Bo.\! ^«
CRUBD'S C ' and DE

B

V.
o ^

ORGERY and
thet s at p

FRAUD ^
'iteip!

1*!!^1 m$z***
nferior St '"SrVwe «onsid?ji5*

f» r readers tobe Jjl^g^, tfg*^
••GLEsrrELD," a»d

j*f
™

aa none «*f

.

SPCK.V," is on everyP^^eld starch *
When you ask ^.^b^totcA^^,

inferior^^^^^rC^m^

arbour bD0J:a«I*i

dial ^F^VArTrn l^WJr**d& Z*4*
The SOW MIEK

|

M£
n

. ^ Vfffij&s

hones. Tliey can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

Pancrfli
loose

PANCRAS
ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS

PANCRA

hair, it cannot

IfftttrMS i. very"^^
8 feet wide by o ie«*

S feet 6 in.

4 feet

4 feet 6 in.

tbe advantages of eta*« ^T
^nSOdCa^g^

>

C
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THE GARDENERS' CHUoyifU; AND AGRIC1 TERAL GAZETTE
T O; GARDENERS,
on Prectfeel Qardening has yet superseded

B^csopasdia of <*erdening.*'--Garimmri OronicU,

u bo mo*» sissml book than Loudon's Encyclo-
-Ayatog. wnicb treats of all manner of things."—^^^^^"

I*, 18W.

LOt'DON'S BNi \ < 'LORfiDIA ov GARDENING:
C iiii I fcsSnff ^e Theory and Practice of Horticulture,

35£ Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening: in-

all the U*est Improvements. New Edition, corrected

by >*ra Lordo*.

A oh- Mtffea of the above work, price 31'. 6d.,

k, whiak if
toe greatest

to gardeners, and, in-

to all who hire not
i to great libraries, eon-
o/lfo pages; t

•ton filled 1*29
now brought before

the puhlk occupies no fewer
: nff a soli

velum* of small prinl

IiOVQKax, Greek. Loxgmax, A Roberts.

1« l s«L Svo, with aboTe 12.000 Woodcuts, price 8i. 13«. W.

LOl'DON'S KXCYCLOPJSDIA op PLANTS;
oacaprfcinf the spool*" character, description, culture,

ktatarr appUcet**1 in the arts, and every other desirable

sjMtsm^sr respecting all the plants indigenous to, cultivated

Cor latredaced il Hr «• Corrected by Mrs. Lounox ;

by Gs»BX>» «, F.L.S., and David Wooster, late

of the lps*ricU U
T&e first edition ,.f tbil b*fpj Vt and so skiliV.Uy

engraved by Rranston, that
the plants could lways be
recognised, even by those little

acquainted with the vegetable
ingdom. The contiuu.ition

In the form of supplements is

executed in a manner more
than worthy of the original,

and brings down the subject
i the latest possible moment.

How many figures the work
contains we are unable 1

ascertain, but we estimate the
number of plants actually
represented by g 1 woodcuts
as amounting to something
more tlian nine thousand."'—
Gardeners Chronicle.

This E<; atains nearly additional pages, and
abevt MOO new Illustrations without addition to the price.

Losghav, Greek, Lonoaiw, & Roberts.

to notiuhg ao well
to s dictionary. Tb« great

rrcetnmea iutiun of the work
always been it* woodcuts ;

although orly mu ,i

neverthelessdrawn
by Mr lowerby with suob
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and
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CHEAP£R EOITION OF LOUDON'S AGRICULTURE.
Th# Fifth Edition, in One large Volume, 8vo, with nearly

1300 woodcuts, price 31*. 6*7. cloth.

T DOX'S ENCTCLOP.KDIA of A0BICUL-
ir J^55lcomr"8in» the Theory and Practice of the Valua-
os^Trsiiiifrr, Lay»ag>out, Improvement, and Management <

^•o4ed Property, and of the Cultivation and Economy of the
Aafanel and V egetable Productions of Agriculture.

ggg *" ST1
'Src"^"^

:

Printed pages, minutely classi-

i?

1»^!J^ch ofl l in all the divisions of^ r*f? p*******. Emi-
,
Laying-Out, Cultivation, Im-

TZ&fmlriSLi^E?**
,,, °" P r'>veniQnt, and ManagementT? wb

.
Q^ l

a
° Provide of large and small Farms, an

wiw
,.fc 0X1 every description of I -aide

"SL »tioe of Property; illustrated with

of .hAM"fiOA f <xf1 ' above Twelve Hundred En-« snovo Mw closely- graviugson Wood.
Ltmd^jj£ , Greek, Lo:

. & Roberts.

tb* Theory

J^nlSwKiu a 'v
P
,
8vn

'
With I llu8trationS price 3*. U.

H«I^^r^rAto^^n*°nUJ '

*

da
' ,te^ tJ "'•O

fiSltTr ^^ Cultare. By the Rev. T. <

ce» your book very
; it will do much good,
«e*ch people to thitlk

»„ ! .•* P""»e/--TROMA8
TBt Author of the •« Rose

Guide," to tbe

"This little work will be
very useful to those who wish

> try the modes of \.

training ; and it also contains
some useful hints respecting
orchard-houses."— Dr. Lino-
ley, in the Gardener* Chronicle.

Lokomax, Greek, Longman. & Roberts.

Kew Edition, in cro*n 8vo, with Woodcuts, price St. 6<£.

P mfii A
,

R
nl 0F PERFUMERY, and the

i,*"H°DS of OBTAINING the ODOURS of PLANTS-
JJJ^lnstouctions for the Manufacture of Perfumes fur theg^erchfef. Scented Powders, Odorous Vinegars, Denti-^^oinatums, Cosm€tiques f Perfumed Soap, be. ; and an

on preparing Artlficial Fruit Essences, &c Second
R03 improved.

Tlf_ _ fiy the "Rme Author, price 5#. 6d.
-HE LABOR ATOliy 0F CHBMICAL WOXDEl-

LojkJMak, Greek, Lokomak, & Roberts.

|
MAUNDERS POPULAR TREASURIES.

New and thoroughly revised Editions : each ' Treasury " com-
1
leto in one compact Volume, (cp tvo. of about m pages,

comprising about 1S00 umus of small but very legible
type, pnee 10*. cloth.

^^

MiHDFHS n:\TlFIC ajtd LITERARY
TREASURY

: A new and ] pular Encvclo{*adia of
octence and the Belles-I.i ttres. Including every subject ooj
nected with Literature and Art. Price loa

MAl'XDKR'S HISTORICAL TREASURTt Com-
prising copious general utlines of* Uniewnl History,

and separate Histories of every pri pal Natam . iTice 10*.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of NATURAL HIS-
TORY : A popular D onary of Animated Nature :

Enlivened With Anecdotes of the Instinct, fcc. of Aii
with 900 Woodcub- jeio*

—-*»»,

MAUNDER'S TREAsrilY op KNOWLEDGI
and LIBRARY or REFKRi N< \ popular C in-

dium of Universal Knowledge; viz., Grammar, Di. nary,
Gazetteer, Mythology, Chronology, Peerage, tc Mm ] Ot,

MATJNDER'8 TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY.
Phyi Uistorioal, Descriptive, and lulittoal. (

pleted by William Hughes, 1 i.) With Maps and Steel
lates. Pi i 10*.

MAUNDER'S W< RAPH1 L
Consi>iin of W Sketches, and

above 1 '2,000 B>
nded to May 1850. Pri

gW The SIX T IBS complete, price SI. el

Bach "Treasury, price 12*. CM. neatly whole bound
price 12*. bound lo roan, with gilt edges, or price bound
cloth li red, may bo y as above.

London : Longman, Greek, Longman, & Roberts.

A New Edition, in 2 vols. 8vo, with a Plate d very numerous
Woodcuts, price 8L 15*., cloth ; or ft Iv, Vol, I., 28>
Vol. II.. Part I., 21* i II., 20*., cloth.

1)KRElltA'S ELEMENTS ov MATERIA MDU'A
. and TIIl.liAPEUTI Tbe Fourth % greatly

improved, including Notices ost of the McdicinsJ E
stances in use in the Civilised World, and forming an clo-
pcrdi.i of Materia Medlca; Revised and Enlarged pr ipal

from the Author's materials by Alfred S. Ta .r, M I • A-.

and G. Owen Rees, M.D., &c
London: Longman, Greek, Lo , & rebts.

NEW EOITION OF HERSCHEL'S OUTLINES~o7
ASTRONOMY.

In 8vo, with numerous Plates and Woodcuts, price 18*. ch

OUTLINES of , ONOMY. 1 Sir Job
F. W. Herschki, Hart.. K.H., Mmiber of the Institute

of France, &c. The Fifth Edit horoughly revised and
corrected to the existing state of astronomical science.

Uniform with the above, in Svo, price 18*. cloth,
]

Sir.]. HERSCHEL'S ESSAYS from the Edinburgh
and Quarterly Reviews; with Addresses and other pieces.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Robbm*,

NEW EDITION OF DOWNINC'S HYDRAULICS"
Now ready, ba 8vo, with 8 Plates of Figur rice 8*.,

ELEMENTS of PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS
for the Use of Students in Engineering. By Samuel

Downing, LLP., Professor of Civil irineering in the
aiversity of Dublin. Second Fxlition, revised and enlarged.

"Mr. Dow nino'h work will
j

pli nd 4a not d- .nd a
be a £ .t boon to the studen arge i wledge of math

hydraulic engineering, since
.,

i in ord< m
iT"- stibiocts »re muei [>ractlce."

—

Builder.
London : soman, Gret man, and K<»berts.

NEW EDITION OF VOUATT ON THE MORSE
Just published, in 1 vol. gro. price It* U -*-^

Till. Hi>RSE. Hy Wn am YorATTwith a
^ 1 ieonDrauri W nnm^^.^V _.. ZS** ft

ons. chiefly from Designs bv W SiJlwTES f5S£!"
revised and enlarged byE. N. Ga»l7*:R.C J cTT*-
Secretary to RoyafCollege of VcterinarySuriaonaT '

YMt '

"There is a freshness and i av. r's advice, may efibct avigour in Mr. Gabriel's style ootMSderahl* eaUJVi!!^
wEich we feel certain will prove I ~m-iSl tnZZJL ^T
acceptable to those who read

pomer
- Tho m«etorttoos rank

works on this subjo< it Is so *mona* "»e beat we have ever
different from the dry, techni- *een. There are comperatlveiy
cal contents of most veterinary few artists who can draw a lite
works, that the reader is not like portrait the horse

y instructed and amused, ind-eed we think it all but im-
but is i ressed as he proceeds
with sentiments of admiration

• •ue of the mo* isonil

God's creatures. festatt's
work on the horse is one
those few books which can be
read over an .vor again with
delights >man»
persons who are owners
horses, it wj ian especial

t pages will be J ineu
found mi 'hat in instruct fv*
snd profitable The oatlae 1 nounos one «

«*«ht win be eepecVally I i.,.«t compr«henetv« w« hav«
interesting to farmers and «-<m- I ever read «m the wi\SKof the
traetofs; bys/i >g lbs NpoHis^ l^/a

Y()i; A'CTok THB IK >* i, Bvo. WoodcuU, G«., may also
be had.

Lon< l iOnoman, Greek, Ix>noman, & RoaaRTa.

•oaaible for an artist to excel
in this particular branch unless
he has himself well studied the
laftessny mtd natural hwtory
of \ s animal ; but here
we have the various brsedha
as well as the portrait* of vary
many of our most osiebratad

brads, rendered with
lew as striking a» it to

i The
sgty in*.
Kt

DR. CHARLES WEST'S
TWO WORKS ON CHILDREN'S DISEASES.

Lately published, in Svo. price 14a cloth.

LECTURES on the DISEASE8 of INFANCY
and CHILDHOOD. By Charles West, M.D., Phystestm

I itai for c Children, and Physician- aebcur
to SL 'lomew's Hospital. A New Edition, being the
Fourth, revised throughout and enlarged.

Also by Dr. Wkst, 8ec i, price If. flrf.

HOW TO M SICK CHILD!
Don oman, Green, Lowoman, A Robert*,

MISS ACTONS COOKERY BOOK THOROUGHLY
REVISED.

Newly revised and i h enlarged Edition, with additional
Platos and W -j, in fcp price 7*. <W

,

ODERK COOKERY FOB PRIVATE FAMILIES
reduced to a system of Esm Practice in a Scries of oare-

fully tested Receipts, in wl i the Principles of Baron Liebig
and r eminent writers have been as much as possible
applh 1 explained. Uy Ei.i/.a Aoton.

:\r

the

In ihU Cookery look tho
Liantity of every article nocet-

»ary for tho preparation of
ich reccij>t

(
and tbe time

required f>r it« prep ition.

are minutely statM ** A ffoc>

book in every way ; there is

right-mind icss in every page
of it, ua well i%h th- i^U
knowled c-e 1 oxpetSonoe/—
Mfdical Got*

" A much tnlargecl edition
of « uftof\il coUection of
rccoloU haa lately been pub-
lished, Tho preface aeemfl
}>arti< ularly worth attention:
t deprecates the waste 00
common in kitchens, yet shows
good cookery to be desirable
or pert d income
m v, ,.ii m fijr the wealthy."

—

0*rdt$ur+ ChronicU.

London: Lokomav, Grebk, Lonomak, *t Hoacrts.

PROFESSOR D£ LA RIVES WORK ON ELECTRICITY.
In 3 vols. 8vot

wi numerous Woodcuts, pries U. 13« h.

A r

l Vll>i: on ELECTRICITY, in Th and „ .„ .

Practice. By A. De la Rive, late Profeesoi in the Academy delivered at tbe Royal College of 8u
of Gencv Translated for the Author by C. V. Walkwi, F R.S.

ri Prof. De la Rive's work

L

* R
New ak^ cheaper Epition or

A. TROLLOP E'S NOVELS.
^ . , tf/

b
!r
hed

' ?«°Ple'8 Edition, in crown Svo. price 5*.

j
> HESTERTOWER8. l*y A strovy Tbollope,

Author of i> Qrley Farm," &<..

HF WiDnT A
;
Uhor

'

in l Vo1
'
Price 3*- Gd

-
clofcb 'nt. WARDKN. Uniform with " Iferchester Towers."

^«n^andaV
f "US *! *£? !? £?U^ *B

if^ Towers '-and i f
"^.W bas not read .^he

»^» H u. counsel &£

as soon as may be—will
know very well what is
meant by the Daily Jupiter,
and by Tom Towers."Satur-
day Review.

iJ^!^A^i
^REE^ ^oM Ay

> & Roberts.

***imb?5 Hu*Znt
-

t0^Wh5
ch k**6 teen added 20 Ilius-

BLAlNp4 V& m DC VoL
»
8vo

- 42*- half-bound,

'v^S.^^CLOPMUlj, of RURAL
D**c!lP«^e)of'aS?P Qu

Acco,mfc (Historical, Practical,

25^ W0 Wood «£fi*v£
tlng mooting, Fishing, Racing, &c .

in? j,Jf
n

-
>ew Edition, thoroughly revised

^a«mmerous additions.

^•os, itself forming an ._._

•^ £L^ a2^hy of

^ '^v^rte'Sa^ar^^^ plates' to horse-racing, hunt-
^ta»e of 12M alo-Jf-tagSS ^«mg. hawking si f

with tfi™£ Pfc.««K, cock-fi^ ag,^^
Sk

XM,
S: and P«destr n

;

we whole concluding with a

g^ ^dex Vot the
*aast attractions are the ad-

£ k T
en^' ^ s of dr

™«*pyj
I > h iind other

$?*& wl>ich are unrivalled in
the literature of rnrai life. a,
•° ful1 of life and truth as

rry the reader irresistibly

,„„ TKc-^ ;

n^o the mid8t of every descri.

^j*Z!»Wm wiST"*^
n ld araU8ement "

r— LoKOMan \^tL ,
G^rdener* Chrtnick.

furnishes us with a very com-

plete view of electrical science.

We must not dismiss it with-

out a word of praise r the

" In the study of electricity
the pupil will find the work of
M de la Rive the best of
guides,—a truly philosophical
and practical treatise, written
by one who has extended the

translator. From his thorough- boundaries of the science by
ly practical acquaintance with bis own inventions and dis-

ciectricity, Mr. Walker has

been enabled to render Fr

de la Rive's work with great

exactness; and thus to give

us in the English language

one of tho best text-books

of electricity to be found in

Europe. "—Athenttw*.

In ', with dcuts, price 21*. cloth,

ECTUR1 the VIPAKATIVE ANATOMY
and PHTSIOLOGY or the INVM:TEBRATE ANIMALS,

jeons. By Richard
Owes, F.R.8.. Hunt an Pr t . tho College. The
8ec' • 1 Edition, greatly enlarged.

Also, in o, with Woodcuts, price 14s.

PROFESS* >i: ( >WEK 1 UKF.S on the com-
parative ANATOMY akd PHYSIOLOGY of the VERTE-
BRATE AN I M ALB. Part L—Fishes.

London : Longman, Greek, Loxoman, «t Roberts.

ooveries; who has searched
with patience every avail;

source of information : wi
possesses the rare power of

jperspicuous and popular ex-
posiiion ; and who has en-
deavoured to do justice to the
van phers who have
been encaged in. tho same in-
quiries."—-North British Review.

London : L< mas, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

COMPLEIIOS OK THE
NEW EDITION OF DR. URES DICTIONARY.

Xclug of tlje £&ccfe.

Bote Ilouses of Parliament adjourned on Friday

for the Eastei holidays, the Lords to Tuesday the

9th, and the Commons to Monday the 8th of

April. In the Lords on Friday, in answer to the

Karl of Ellenborough, Lord Wodehouse stated

that the committee appointed on behalf of the

DU. URE'S DICllU.NAKX OF AK1S, A1ANU-
FACTU1 3, asd MINES. Fifth Edition, chiefly

rewritten and greatly enlarged. Edited by Robert Hunt,
F.R.S., F.3.8., Keeper of Mining Records, Ac. ; assisted by
numerous Contributors eminent in Science and familiar with
Manufactures.
" There can be no question mandy, Mr. Linton, Dr Noad,

as to the great superiority of and many others,—all able and
this work over that of Dr.

j
competent men in theirseveral

Ure • and indeed it is not ', callings, as the editor himself

with strict propriety that it Is is well known to be, not ?

now called
k ' Ire's Dictionary" . as the keeper of mining

at all : it is, to all intents and record* 1 1 as a man of science

purposes, "Hunt's Diction- generally, and, tberefcre, spe-

iry;" Mr. Hunt having not -«-"——*-*- »- ~»»*-

only been the Editor, but to a

iy competent as tbe editor

of such a work as this. The

great extent, the compiler: ^ on ^e whole. consVi

although with important aids, < an important and jjtandard
" K -- - addition to the records of the

arts and sciences."
eh men as Dr. Herapath,

Dr. Angus Smith (who wrote

the article on Sanitary

E v, a no it ure in

such work), Sir Wiiliat-

Arrnstrong, Mr. Alfred Taylor,

Professor Voelcker, of the

Agricultural I lege. I'iren-

cester: Professor R T>. Thom-
son the chemist ; Mr. G.

Sie °f
SuWJitor

nt
of ?he ference it forms nnindis

^Art^ournal ;" Mr. Fairholt ibto necessity to every good

Professor Frankland, I «T John MM.

j London : Lonoman, Gb Longman, A Hom*t*

"To those lovers of science

^rho have not the advantage of

possessing a scsentific library,

this work i Aluable, both

i account of iU ex? e

range of subjects r> the

completoneas of its articles;

e •« a standard work of

structed the President to lay the matter before

the Diet. The Charitable Uses Bill was read a
third time and passed ; and the Queensland Govern-

ment Bill passed through committee. In the

Commons on Friday the Chancellor of the Ex-
cirEQTJER gave notice that he intended to make his

inancial atafenjent on Monday, the 15th ApriL The

House went into Committee on the Bankruptcy and

Insolvency Bill, the further amendments of which

were reported, and the Bill was ordered to be

reprinted. After a desultory discussion on the

instructions given by tbe Admiralty to Sir

Baldv Walker, the recent occurrences at

Warsaw, the atfairs of Mexio*, and the future

government ot the Lebanon, the House was

counted out.

The Corps Legislatif on Friday agreed to the

Address in answer to the Speech from the Throne,

y a majority of 21 2 to 13 On Saturday a deputation

wer. o the Tuileriea and presented the Address to

t he EmrEBOR. H is Maj estv thanked the Deputies for

L_



CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

tS^confidence they reposed in him, and said that he

believed himself worthy of it by his constant soli-

citude in considering questions from only one

point of view—the true interest of France. His

Majesty added, that notwithstanding the animated

character of the debates he did not at all regret

their discussing the question of foreign policy,

and thought the country would derive ad-

vantage from it.

Accounts from Italy announce the continued

concentration of Austrian troops on the Italian

frontier, and the sudden recall of General Cial-

dini's force from Gaeta and Messina to protect the

lower line of the To. In consequence of these

demonstrations the Paris Bourse on "Wednesday

was agitated by a report that a collision had taken

place between the Austrians and Sardinians, but the

rumour proved to be premature. It is said that the

French Government has since asked the Austrian

Ambassador for explanations, and has been assured

by Prince Mettebnich that the concentration of

Austrian troops in Yenetia is only to be considered

a precautionary measure against a possible aggres-

sion of the Sardinians. A debate on the Roman

question has taken place in the Italian Chamber

of Deputies, in which Count Cavotjr declared that

Rome must become the capital of Italy, and that

they must go there with the consent of France.

All sincere Catholics, he said, would then be con-

vinced that the Church, far from suffering, would

gain by the transfer, for the union of the temporal

and spiritual power had always and everywhere

been a source of evil. "When they entered Rome
they intended to proclaim ample liberty to the

Church, and to guarantee that liberty by a special

statute. Signor Buoncompagni thenmoved a resolu-

tion approving the declaration of the Ministry, and

expressing the confidence of the Chamber that,

after having insured the dignity and independ-

ence of the Pope, and the complete freedom of

the Church, the principle of non-intervention will,

in concert with France, be applied to Rome, and

that Rome will be made the capital of Italy.

After three days' debate this resolution, on

"Wednesday, was almost unanimously agreed to.

The formation of the new Italian Ministry has pro-

duced an excellent impression at Naples, and gene-

rally through all the other provinces of the kingdom.

The Emperor of Russia has given another

signal instance of his desire to respect the feelings

of the Poles. On the representation of the citizens

of Warsaw, pointing out the injurious nature of a

circular issued by M. Muhkanoff relating to the

recent events, His Majesty has deprived that

Minister of his functions as Director of the Interior

and of Public "Worship. This concession has afforded

much satisfaction, and its announcement was
received with great enthusiasm.
The latest news from "Washington states that

President Lincoln had declined to hold any inter-
course with the Southern commissioners, and that
the Cabinet has determined to evacuate Fort
Sumter as untenable.

A telegram in anticipation of the Bombay mail
of March 1st informs us that Lord Canning had
returned to Calcutta, and that the British troops
had advanced into Sikkim, the people abandoning
the country on their approach. From Shanghae
we learn that the troops at Tien-tsin were still

by the ice. General Collineatj, Com-
mander of the French Army, died on the 15th of
January of small-pox, which was prevalent in the
French army and among the Chinese. The rebels
were making desperate efforts to go south, and
business was completely suspended. Lord Elgin
left Point de Galle on the 3d inst. on his return to
England.

shut in

JRomt Xclu*.

The FrNERiL op the iwuhhbb of jient took
place on Monday morning in St George's Chapel,
Windsor, and in strict accordance with the understood
wishes of her Royal Highness was conducted in the
most private manner and with a limited ceremonial.

rw i I 7"?
1

re
!
T,0

.

Ved
/rom ***™pe t0 St. George's

Chapel at 4 o clock in the morning, and remained in atemporary chap,l near the Princess Charlotte's mono-M^n
\ v 2

Ch
!T
ge °f the V**-tt>amberlain and the

the will
d
A
epartment ™U1 th* kour appointed for

«tH I l A comPa*y of the Scots Fusilier Guards,under the command o i Colonel Hepburn, took LS

position in the Chapel Yard as a guard of honour at

10 o'clock; and half an hour later those who had

received her Majesty's commands to attend the cere-

mony, but who were not called upon to take part in the

procession, began to enter the chapel by a side door on

the left of the altar. These included the Foreign Ministers

of the several countries connected by relationship with her

Majesty's family,—the Belgian, Hanoverian, Portuguese,

Prussian, and Saxon ; the Premier, the Lord President

of the Council, the Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, the Great Officers of State and of the Royal

Households, and about twenty other invitations. The

Foreign Ministers and the Great Officers of State were

conducted by the gentlemen of the Lord Chamberlain's

Department to their seats in the knights' stalls,

Lord John Russell, who came in with the Foreign

Ministers, taking his place between Count Bernstorff

and Count Vitzthum. Lord Palmerstou and Earl

Granville entered together, and seated themselves in

the lower range of stalls near the royal vault. At a

few minutes before 11 the bier supporting the coffin was

removed from the temporary chapel into the nave, where

the procession was formed. Over the remains was thrown

a black pall, upon which the armorial escutcheons of the

late Duchess's arms were emblazoned. The pall was
supported by Lady Augusta Bruce, Lady Susan Leslie

Melville, the Dowager Lady Couper, Lady Fanny
Howard, Lady Katherine Vernon Harcourt, and the

Hon. Lady Cust, all of whom had been Ladies in

Waiting or near personal friends of the deceased. At
11 o'clock the organ pealed forth the solemn chant,
" I am the resurrection and the life f* and as the choir

sang the opening sentences of the burial service, the pro-

cession moved slowly up the nave in the appointed order.

The chief mourner was the Prince Consort, supported

by the Prince of Wales and the Prince of Leiningen.

The funeral was also attended by Prince Arthur, the

Duke of Cambridge, the Count de Paris, the Due de
Nemours, Due de Chartres, Due d'Alencon, Prince

Philip of Wurtemberg, Prince Edward of Saxe-

Weimar, Prince Frederick of Schleswig-Holstein, and
Prince Victor of Hohenlohe. The burial service

was read by the Dean of Windsor, and at its

close Garter King at Arms proclaimed the style and
title of her Royal Highness. The members of the

Royal family were then conducted out of the chapel by
the Lord Chamberlain, while the " Dead March in

Saul " pealed forth from the organ. It was generally

understood that the Queen and the Crown Princess of

Prussia, with other members of the Royal family,

witnessed the mournful ceremony from the Royal
Closet overlooking the altar ; but no obtrusive curiosity

was allowed to disturb their private sorrow.
The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Satur-
day the Prince of Leiningen and Baron de Loewen-
fels arrived at the Castle to attend the funeral of
the Duchess of Kent, the latter as representative of
the Duke of Saxe Coburg. On Sunday morning Divine
service was performed in the private chapel of the
Castle by the Dean of Windsor. In the afternoon the
Dean performed a service at Frogmore House before her
Majesty, the Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, the
Crown Princess of Prussia, Princesses Al , Helena,
and Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold, the
Duchess of Cambridge and Princes* Mary, the Prin<

of Leiningen, and I he household of the late Duchess
of Kent. On Monday the Prince Consort, the Prince
of Wales, and Prince Arthur, with the foreign Princes
staying at the Castle attended the funeral of the
Duchess of Kent. On Tuesday the Prince of Leiningen,
Prince Frederick of Schleswig-Holstein-Angustenburg,
and Prince Victor of Hohenlohe, left the Castle. On
Wednesday Baron Loewenfelsleft the Castle for Coburg.
The Court MoOJUflAO.—Notice has been given

from the Lord Chamberlain's office that the Court will

change the mourning for the Duchess of Kent, on the
18th, and again on the 25th of April, and will go out of
mourning on Thursday the 2d May. No B lias also
been given that the public are not expected to appear in

mourning after Thursday, the 11th April.
The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
iturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street.
Consecration op the Buhop op Worcester.—

The ceremony of consecrating e Right Rev. Dr. H< nry
Phil pott, as Bishop of Worces •, took place on Monday
morning, in the private chapel of Lambeth Palace
The ceremony was performed by the Archbishop f
Canterbury, assisted by the Bishops of London and
Llandaff,

Visit of Prince Alfred to"Canada.—A despatch
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies has been
received by the Governor General, stating that Prince
Alfred will visit Canada this summer.
Parliamfntary Motements. — Lord Palmerston

was re-elected for Tiverton on Thursday without
opposition, his seat having become vacant by his accept-
ance of the office of Lord Warden of the Cinque Porte
and Governor of Dover Castle.—A numerous and in-
fluential meeting of the Liberal eh s of f ith
Lancashire was held on Wednesday at X. wton-in-th.
willows, Mr. 0. Ifeywood, of Manchester, in the chair,
at which it was unanimously r KM to ] resent a
requisition to. Mr. Gladstone, inviting him to I ccouie a
candidate for South I CHshire.

The Armt.—The colonelcy of tie 52d Foot, v int
by the death of Sir A. Alaclaine, has been conferred on

Lieut.-General Sir Will
,

latt Ro*aiTof the 19th Foot, rendered
n;Sfi

has been conferred on Major.^' *
Cloete.

T
_
HEJ°^NTE?R Movement,

Si

Theproposed sham fight on Eaaterv 7 *
causing considerable aeitatiJl.?» it

*
m f

g conquerable agitation andiZfHmetropolitan corps has beenc2'S2Iand Lord Elcho, who ^U^W*?*™
Wimbledon and Richmond wt ^
a spirit of rivalrv or nnLu:.

e
!
een£

On Monday afternoon, irfS^^i
to the mayor, a public meeting waTta?'
hall, Bngh on, at which itw.!^.
as a general holiday, in order to affed>*to all classes of the inhabitants S^M
SP*r 1^ 1

*anda*b - ^ « now**Bedford Hotel, is actively engagedw£m making arrangements for the went**
meeting of the Brighton directors and*
resolved to place at his lordship's^ '

quarters the newly-erected Industrial^
1

are situated on the scene of action in?

p'i^pi-
11

;
Thegrandstandwillbe^

Earl of Chichester, Lord-Lientenant of J!'
other distinguished visitors, with the 1*1

:

Dragoon Guards. The different corwofifc,
proceed to the ground by various routes,^:

race-course by the south end, passing bet*
lines of spectators. The whole force it a*
on the ground at half-past 11 o'clock, ni,
of defence will be formed, to meet an*
advancing from Shoreham. One deferit.

face the grand stand and extend for 6?
whilst the second will extend from the *:*-

to Ovendean. The artillery on the extra

first open fire on the enemy, and the ewk

dental to a conflict in the battle-field tg

.

carried out in accordance with a propm

most complete arrangements will be m
accommodation of the public, who, from it

the site selected, will obtain an excellent v
spectacle. —The folbwing corps are erp»

present at the Wimbledon review :-Cr

.Mounted Rifles, 1st Middlesex Light Ea

Metropolitan Light Horse j Infantry-Fee-

4th Middlesex, Civil Service Regiment, Qobr

minster), 29th and 38th Middlesex.

12th Surrey, 2d City of London, 3d fate

The various corps will march from tfc

parades to Knightsbridge and theremM
the barracks in time to march thence it II**

ceed by Fulham Road and over WJF
Wimbledon Common. On anivinr*

will bivouac, each corps providing fo^'

After resting a short time thejwiWJ^
two brigades, and perform a series ofwe*

—A pub]'
"'

Chichester *r«a i«^»v* ~.. * .^

it was resolved to establish a n8efi«»-

county of Sussex. A coancil was «»
were adopted for its guidance,^TL^
made on the spot-The Kent«££
also received considerable support m
Lieutenant and resident gentry of twjg

Btabilitf of thcassociationisno*'guara
w*

ic meeting presided over * *

was held on Saturday i W"\

elected president^
Camden lias been „„„,«...-

year.-Tbe Midland Counties
i

<*'>&
22d July is expected to be attend*^ „

of the following *"«*»£*£*
tafford, Salop, Hereford, *

Northampton, Leicester, ^h^;
intended to invite the G>mm«*>

j:

the Volunteers on the o^"*^
the Suffolk Association "*£ ^ft,**
prizes offered will be »W^ ^
the longest range will ta 1W

which have been formed in t » ^
just been united for

ad*.u.»Wt>'

battalions.

iForeign

Fr
Legislatif

m the Addf*
J

The debate m~ ^
.ted on My, ^termina

B,Jv of Fray's discus«<» *, **summary oi r i"»\r~ -
f our ot w ^

Government. M- f^ gidfl »
greaUovernmei) *»• -

ide a ^rr.'/M

been obtained lern»n< r

;Uy nor trie w»^*
iU> these t^-^

5M3T wjjg £51 -Jgg

will upon tMP^-; f Ron* -rtutf S
nepotiit The coir^tJ.fwncBJ^jjjg
French party*?' «"

*
cnWr^I ^Mg

ce." The Minister tW Qn^^ ty
despatch of the Duke a« ^ «»*5 »

Our soldiers arc,
inA"*. h h^j^lj*

votes.
'

M. O'Quiu
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e temporal power of tho Pope. Count dc Moray,

%*m*mmat theCommit tee opposed the amendment, and said

i imMfr-* of the Government durin? tho past was a

far the future. He icalled upon the Chamber

the paragraph as an unqualified vote of con-

|J"theBmperor, and to consign to his care the

of this deWi^** question. M. O'Quin then withdrew

The amendment of M. Lascases was likewise

with the omission of the words

—jooaitioo to the wise counsels " was agreed to. The words..fcdrawn. Paragraph 25

to the wise co

t,. the wise counsels" wero then adopted by 161 to

The remaining paragraphs having been voted, the

agreed to by 213 to 13 votes.

OeTsaturday the Address was presented to the Em-

peror by a « station from the Chamber. His Majesty

npied as follows:—
1 th—

*

v ths Chamber for the sentiments which it expresses
1 ^^

mij for the confidence which it places in me. If

honours me and flatters me, I think 1 deserve

h IUm my constant solicitude of only looking upon questions

to one octet of view, vi/.. the real interests of Franco. To live up

to |^ gJZT preserve of the past all that is good, to prepare

thefoturs'bv sweeping off the path of civilisation all the pre-

which obstruct it, or Utopias which compromise it,—

we shall bequeath calm and prosperous days to our
Despite the vivacity of tho discussion, "l by no

ft to see the great bodies of the State discuss the
•
.-ult questions of foreign policy. Tho country benefits

ftem H (o many respects. These discussions insti net it without

aUrminff it. 1 shall be always happy, believe me, to net in

concert with you. Issuing from the same suffrage, guided by

lbs same senti men's, let us mutually aid each other in pro-

g the grandeur and prosperity of Franco."

The PatHe publishes an article, signed by its chicf

editor. M. Leymairac, directing attention to the pre-

sence of the Princes of Orleans at the funeral of the

Duchess of Kent, and asking the meaning of such a de-

BBOMtration on the part of the Royal family of England,

•ad of the apparent intention to encourage divisions in

France. " The English people," it say*, " have no par-

cipation in sneb puerile manifestations. The two
peoples need more than ever to become united, and.

thank God! the great interests of the world are

not subordinate to the caprices of the Courts."

—

The Bourse was affected on Wednesday by a rumour
that a collision had taken place between the Sardinian

and Austrian troops, but the rumour was not confirmed.
reneral Govon has been authorised to make contracts

for supplies for the army at Rome for six months,
which would show that there is no intention of with-
drawing the troops for the present.—The Monxteur
announces that the interest on Treasury Bills has been
raised to J, 4 \, and 5 per cent, respectively.—The
case against lbs Hishop of Poitiers in reference to his
late mamd&ment on the Roman question was decided on
Thursday by the Council of State, when the
Rishop, who was defended by If. Cornudet,
was condemned to he formally reprimanded.—The
Hi -bop of Orleans preached his promised charity sermon
in behalf of the " poor Irish " at St. Roche on Monday.
He avoided all allusions to the Partry case, to the
English Government, and the Protestant church in

Ireland, and said he did not come there to add
a fresh irritation to the wounds of contro-

versy or to perforin the part of an accuser.

He held up the national points of character, introducing
some illusions to O'Connell, M'Mahon, and the assimi-

lation of the Celtic to the Gallic type of character. In
this matter he quoted a saying of Louis XIV., that

'Irishmen needed no Bill of naturalisation in France." i

The church was crowded by legitimists and other i

celebrities of the Faubourg St. Germain, and the col-

lection was made by the DocheSi of Hamilton, Princess

Wittgenstein, the Duchess de M'Mahon, the Duchess
of Fit z-James, the Duchess d'Estissoc, Marchioness de
Is Ferte, Countess de la Revorte, and Mademoiselle
li'Loyd. The Empress sent her contribution; and
some time back Madame M'Mahon forwarded to Ireland
we mm of 100/. received for this occasion. Altogether
* TerJ large sum must have been collected.

Spinr.—M. A. Barrot, the French Ambassador at
Maor.d, remitted to the Queen on Friday an autograph

-er from the Emperor.
PoRiXGAi,—The Chamber of Deputies has been dis-

solved. The Ministry, under the Presidency of the
Marq-.-a de Louie, will continue to direct public affairs.

Dsyifa&K attd the Dr/CHIES.—The preliminary
«e*»sk>n on the report of the Committee of the Estate's

2 /J
*8*6"1 appointed to examine the propositions

Of the Danish Government, commenced at Itzehoc
on the 21st inst. The Roval Commissioner warnedwe Assembly of the responsibility it was about

anml
n
!fli 4v*

M
' Vcrsman »» Rcventlow and Blome

Wortett the proposals of the committee. M. Renck

2J£» Jhem. The whole Assembly protested

^•T nf 4i
8n^e8tion which was thrown ont

lv?L?L ^che8
' thafc Holstein should dis-

* he «ZnTe T Vlth the Germanic Confederation.

t'H>oalprop«2 .!r
,eqacnUy mfulG the following addi-

h^ Sirtitttsd
1^^1^ *•* tho Danish Government

^mJl^fl ! «
he 25th inat ' th« proposition of the

KretS tl
ih
LVT0V°Z* of the Danish Government

WiSoTiK^l i?
*«<*» Constitution for the whole

put on the previous day, as the Government wished to
consider the question, and therefore agreed to a prolon-
gation of the Session. The members of tho Commit
energetically complained of the equivocal nature of this

declaration. The Estates then adjourned until tl lth
of April. The King of Denmark has written the fb
lowing letter in reply to one addressed to him 1 le

Duke of Oldenburg, in which the Duke gave him advh
in a German point of view respecting the question ;it

issue between Denmark and the t ionium Confederation :

*t

" I have examined your cointnuuic:. n with the attcnti
which it deserves. To niy sincere regret 1 bare found the views
expressed by your Royal Highness too similar to those of a
subversive party which baa already ouoe attempted a robe)
against th crcitfn of hii uitry toallow mc to enter into s
closer discussion of the subiect As Kincr, and as head of the
older branch of tho Oldcuburga, I should myself be the fii

call"! upon to appreciate tho Hoyal promises of my forefathers
and pred ssore on tho throne ox Denmark. I am happy to say
I shall never bo under the necessity of seeking a! ma
forei ,'n Pi a In any portion of my dominions to maintain
subjects In their duties ; and if I see, no less thft ir I il

Highness, in tho re-establisl ntofa good and durable m
standing between my States and (jermaaj thnhistiniianl n

r a profitable development of r- »cai intersstM, I may h
that my untiring effort*, of w)

i
I lmvo reoom i givt

proof, will finally ancosed in achieving that obje
difficult it has become by tho attitude assumed 1>> th rman
Governments, among which I hare v sorrow behold your
Royal Highness taking a prominent part"

Wurtembkhg.—In consequence of the vote by
which the Chamber of Deputies of W'urtcmberg refused

all legal authority to the Ccncordat, M. Rumelin, the

Minister of Public Worship, has tendered his resignation.

Bavaria.—The Bavarian Ministry perseveres in the

Libera] path on which it has entered. A motion bavin

been made in the Chambers for the abrogation of all

the civil restrictions to which the Jews are still sub-

jected in Bavaria, the Minister of the Interior declared

that the Government would not oppose the motion, and
that if the Chamber adopted it they would propose the

Hoyal sanction.

Austhia. — According to the Vienna journals of

Thursday the Emperor will not open tho Hungarian

Diet in person, but will proceed later to Buda for his

coronation. The steam-yacht Adler is fitting up to

convey the Emperor and his Court to Buda. His
Majesty will be accompanied by the Archdukes Regnier,

Joseph, and Ernest. Accounts from Madeira state that

the Empress, whoso health is re-established, will leave

that island about the end of April, and return to Vienna

by the Mediterranean and the Adriatic.

Hungabt.—The Vienna papers state that the reso-

lutions of the Hungarian Judicial Conference in

reference to the re-establishment of the Hungarian
laws of 18 IS, and the demand for an independent

Ministry for Hungary, have been rejected by the

Government. Tho Congregation of the Comitat
of Posega has adopted a resolution declaring the

Council of t npire to be an institution incompatible

witli the constitution of the kingdom. The Congre-

gation has also protested against the sending of repre-

sentatives to the Council of the Empire. The munici-

pality of Temesvar i .solved on Tuesday to protest

against the order of the Director of Finance for the

collection of the taxes by execution in cases where pay-

ment is refused. The Obergcspann has published a

proclamation warning the people against instigators of

disturbances.

Venetia.—An Imperial decree grants to the con-

gregations of Lombardo-Venctia the right of electing

20 delegates to the Council of the Empire. On the

18th inst. a popular demonstration took place at

Venice in honour of Garibaldi, in consequence of which

five persons, natives of Udine, two from Pardinone, two
from Verona, and one from Treviso, were arrested and

conveyed to Olmntz. Two other persons were con-

veyed to Iglnu and Hrubsehitz.

Italy.—On Friday morning the King of Italy

received the deputation of the Chamber of Deputies,

who presented to him the Address in answer to the

Speech from the Throne. His Majesty in reply said :—

"I thank the Chamber for the sentiments which they

have expressed. I have learned to appreciate the Italians in

the difficult times through which we have passed. I am
aware that I have no need to recommend to you concord ; but

at this moment prudence is equally necessary to us. For the

rest, whatever may happen, the ltaliaus know they may rely This important document was read in all the churches
upon me." f §t. Petersburg and Moscow on Sunday, the 3d inst ,

M Au vt express* his belie/ that the Oovsnuasnt of the
Pope was incompatible with the liberty and indspsodsaos of

e country and the civil rhjhtsof any rjruissd iettsm Hs
asked the Ministry whe r any nsfotiaUoa* were in
mr tho purpose of term mating the foreign mum»»j
Rome, or what other measures the Govwurasat had in
for the solution of the question? < >unt Carour said, "We
have :i right to have Rome as the capital of Italy. The

y of Turin is ready to sacrifice her position. But
wo must go to Rome with the consent of France, whan
all Miieere Catholics will be convinced that the Church, nv

•m suffering, will gain by it The ui a temporal and
il |K.wer has always and everywhere been a source of

evil. W we enter Rome we shall proclaim ample liberty to
tho Church, and this liberty shall be guaranteed by a special

itute. if the < .urt of Homo persists in the union of tho
powers of the papacy, its policy will be responsible

r the schism which may result therefrom." On TNiosdt 'is

>is Pepoli protested against ths unjust sirsatalmin
in htagai i^odmonthysomememl>emoreeitsialhrsign
1 e Assembles. Hs eulogised Napoleon III . who,
by separating tho spiritual from the temporal power, wilL
o Miid. romlcr a greater service ' the Choree »an
irlemagne by is fatal gift of temper*. ps>
fv to the lunacy Signor Boonoompagni said

th.-

]

lovemeni had nothi 1 1 offenslvs to religions
igs. H< proposed that the Chamber should vote the
ving resolution J—"The < !jer having heard the do-

tho Ministry, etv that after Having
l tiio digi «nos \

.

i ••nipleto fcSHdmn ••! tho Church, tho principle of n< (Jn-
ti n will, in concert »ith France, be at 'piled to Rome, and t

Romo will be made the capital of Italy, passes to the ords.
tl " Several speaker* of the Left proposed the si Is

proclamation of Rome as the capital of Italy, and the oalhna
upon ft lit. to hdraw his tr r Ferrari
said, "Our only political system Is alliaucs with France."
• >n Wednesday Slgnor ( 'Waves spoke against the transfer of the
capital of the king'hun of Italy to Rome ' oui
reply maintained that it was urgent that Rome should be
immediately declared the capital of Italy " Th ransfer
will," he said, "take place in consequence of a law adopted by
i be Chambers, and without any dist »es. The time for it

will be fixed by law. Wo offer to tho spiritual power of the
Fope all tho guarantees for it« liberty and moral force which a

udly Government can ever give to the Papacy. I hope
that public opinion will very soon be disposed for the procla
mation, and that France will agree with us in 1 matter.**

ount Cavour su >rted 8ignor Bnonoomnegni's i >oeaJ,

which was almost unanimously agreed to by the Chamber.
Tho debate then closed.

lie Chamber of Deputies is adjourned until T-iesday
n. xt, on which day Signor Massari will make his

interpellation in reference to the affairs of Naples.

Five vessels have arrived at Gttioa bringing hack tho

troops from Messina, These troops will immediately
proceed to Bologna, and will form a part the -lth

>rps d »rfe, under the command of General Cialdini.

The first division of this i orps has already arrived at

Ferrara, and protects the lower line of the Po, behind
which the Austrian army is assembled. It is said that

the Austrian Ambassador at Paris has since informed

the French Government that this concentration of tho

Austrian troops on the Po is a purely defensive measure.

—From Naples we learn that the formation of tho new
Italian Ministry bee produced an excellent impression in

that city and pu? lie opinion is favourable! 'ie centralisa-

tfon oft administration. The office of Director-Genera!

of the Post has been suppressed. Neapolitan noblemen
are daily returning from Rome to Naples. A telegram
from Perugia states that the Pontifical Gendarmes at
Canino near Viterbo treacherously attacked the citizens,

three of whom were killed. The indignation was general,

and addresses to the Emperor Napoleon were in progress

praying him to protect the city.—Accounts from
Rome assert that Francis II. will leave Rome for

Bavaria on the 2d of April. The Pope's allocution has
been published. It is a very long document, somewhat
more violent in tone than the last, hut precisely the
same in substance. The following is an extract:—
" Wc have made all the concessions which the most ordinary

notions of prudence did not rendor impossible. But when we
arc asked to sanction injustice, it is onr duty to refuse. If,

however, it be our pardon that is solicited, we are prepared to
grant it without restriction." Those who venture to offer re-

monstrances as to the e nw the Pope hi pursuing are de-
scribed as— '

* A postates who hold forth not in God's name but
Satan's! Their doctrines are shameful. The acme of their

hypocrisy is their recommendation a reconciliation between
the kingdom of Italy and the Holy See. Before God and be-

fore mankind wc declare it, no earthly power shall ever bring:

consent to such a reconciliation."

KUSSIA.—The Si. Petersburg Gazette publishes the

manifesto of the Emperor Alexander, announcing^ his

ihjects the emancipation of the serfs in his dominions.
' t " E --*- BBsst —_ ^-4 *b »* L J^. em*esn *^a a *-v 4- ate**A f* «e> A*fe * 1 * *-*. nl 4 \l /\ nit If«nH AS

~
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The

Count Cavour has submitted for the approval of the

King the following list of the new Ministry :—

Count Cavour, President of the Council and Minister for

Foreign Affaire and Marine; General Funti (Modencse), war;

Siirnor Cassinio (Piedmontesc), Grace and Justice ; 8. Minghetti

(Bolognese), Interior; S. Desanctis (Neapolitan), Public In-

struction - - '• - ~-% *-—•.— ««' .mrncrca:

S. Bastoi
Works ;L vWV v „

. ,

In the sitting of the Chamber of Dep >n Saturday,

Count Cavour, after reading the list of the new

Cabinet, stated that the Government intended to

maintain the lieutenancies of Naples and I alermo, but

would modify their duties so as to conciliate the spej

and was followed by solemn prayers for the prescrva

tionofthe health and prolongation of the life of the

Emperor. The manifesto and the a mpanj % re%\\-

la; is are to be it as rapidly as possible to all (he

chiefs of departments, }>r< >rs of land, and

munes of peasants throughout the c • Myriads of

copies are, of course, r aired, and some week*, it

said, must elapse befon- the requisite m her can be

distributed. The following is s summary of the leading

provisions of the manifesto:—

*CsIl< by Divine Tj lence an< y the sacred ri

inheritance to the throne of our ancestors, we took a vow in

our innermost heart eo to respond to the mission which i*

us as to surround with our affe n and ourWOUiu iiiw-iuv Uivii UUUC9 »« « . ~ i.„i infnmted to US AS W SUITOIina w»wi wir iw*" •»«» »«•

despatch of business with the prerogative of the eenti al **££&&£& onr faithful subjects of ere^

power. It was also the intention of <
rnment to

of P^^eo, 'rom
f

{

h

J^lLhL srt^o^ S
Ld to the south administrator, from the nor•hern thederenceor onnt

;;
the hn^^Jm^^

provinces, and to the north those of the ^tb^rn ^h
7™8

M
oy^

1 TO— ' - " • » ^'^—nt tn takti
lhfi0 il Patriarchal relation.-! have hitherto existed betweenSrSfom formally Teqnested the C overnment to take

steps to induce France to withdraw her troops from
HrniT • •

"pwnesinan ol the Committee the Roval steps to induce trance to wiuiurn- -»- ""*. -
^>nimi«ioner stated that the discuss"™n of the bucket, Rome. Count Cavour announced to the Chamber of

«21

f>r a. it concerned Holstein would certainlv be Deputies that the Ministerial programme hai
i

unto-

» JhfS'W thC^^ Io Si iitttS^thc gone no change -On Monday ..^^™^
Sre ^r^3?

1 Commissioner declared that he could : on the affairs of Rome, of which the following

/*t repiy to the question in reference to the budget ' abstract r—

th«»Tx»s.«ant8 and the proprietors, but as sim: ? of manners

h^Kppeared the condition of the serfs has been unfavour-

ably affected. We were convinced, therefore, that a gre

Amelioration of their totwasa mission to which we were called

by Divine Tr ience. We then took occasion to consult the

nobility, to form committees, and to consider various proposi-

tions and a nv>de of emancipation was ultimately agreed to
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with the cordial co-operation of the nobility. Russia will never

forget that the nobility, moved solely by their respect for

the dignity of man and by the love of their neighbour,

have spontaneously renounced the rights which the

serfdom now abolished had given them, and have laid the

foundations of a new future for the peasants. We therefore

call upon our subjects to carry out faithfully and conscientiously

the regulations which have been deemed fittest for the great

end in view. When the first news of this great reform became
diffused amongst the rural populations, who were scarcely

prepared for it, it gave rise in some instances to misunder-
standings amongst individuals more intent upon liberty than
mindful of the duties which it imposes. But generally the
good sense of the country has not been wanting. It has mis-

understood neither the inspirations of natural reason, which
says that every man who accepts freely the benefits of society

owes it in return the fulfilment of certain positive obligations ;

nor the teachings of the Christian law, which enjoins that
4 every one be subject unto the higher powers ' (St. Paul to the
Romans, xiii. 1); and to * render to all their dues/ and
above all, to whomsoever it belongs, tribute, custom, fear,

and honour (Ibid., 7 v.). It has understood that the pro-
prietors would not be deprived of rights legally acquired,
except for a fit and sufficient indemnity, or by a voluntary
concession on their part ; that it would be opposed to all equity
to accept this enjoyment of the lands conceded by the pro-
prietors without accepting also towards them equivalent
charges. And now wo hope with confidence that the freed
serfs, in the presence of the new future which is opened before
them, will appreciate and recognise the considerable sacrifices

which the nobility have made on their behalf. They will
understand that the blessing of an existence supported upon
the base of guaranteed property, as well as a greater liberty in
the administration of their goods, entails upon them, with new

j Pashas,
duties towards society and themselves, the obligation of justify-
ing the protecting designs of the law by a loyal and judicious
use of the rights which are now accorded to them. For if men
do not labour themselves to ensure their own well-being under
the shield of the laws, the best of those laws cannot guarantee
it to them.

^
It is only by assiduous labour, a rational employ-

ment of their strength and their resources, a severe economy,
and, above all, by an honest life, a life constantly inspired by the
fear of the Lord, that they nan arrive at prosperity and ensure
its development. The authorities entrusted with the duty of
preparing by preliminary measures the execution of the new
organisation, and of presiding at its inauguration, will have to
see^ that this work is accomplished with calmness and regu-
larity, taking into account the requirements of the seasons, in
order that the cultivator may not be drawn away from his
agricultural labours. Let him apply himself with zeal to those
labours, that he maybe able to draw from an abundant granary

trated arms on board the Banshee, at Galatz. Sir

Henry Bulwer has replied to the protest, defending the

act on international grounds.

Bosnia.—The disturbances in Bosnia have not had

any serious result. The Porte has satisfied the claims

of the Mussulman chiefs by restoring to them their

former rights.

Montenegro.—The troops under the command of

Ismail Pasha are concentrated at Trebinye. Since the

last fight hostilities have been suspended. The insur-

gents, however, are preparing for a fresh attack in concert

with the Montenegrins. All thfc places south of Trcbinye

have done homage to the Prince of Montenegro.

Servia.—The Turkish commissioner at Belgrade has

proclaimed the act of amnesty granted to the Christian

refugees of the Pashalic of Nissa. The refugees have

declared, however, that they cannot venture to avail

themselves of the amnesty, and have sent a petition to

the Sultan.

Syria.—The international committee at Bevrout had
demanded the prompt execution of the condemned
Druses. At the instance of Sir Henry Bulwer the Porte
has consented not to execute the Druse chief Seyd
Bey Hjemblat. No decision has yet been given on the

demand for the execution of Kurschid and Tahir

The execution is, however, not likely to take

place.

India.—A telegraphic despatch has arrived in anti-

cipation of the Bombay mail of March 1st. The
following are the details :

—

Calcutta.—Lord Canning returned to Calcutta on the 18th of
February. The following are the main features of Mr. Laing's
Currency Bill :—" 1. It adopts as a principle the issue of paper
only against coin or bullion, with the exception of a certain
limited amount, beyond which paper currency, it might be rea-
sonably supposed, could never fall. The issue to be limited to four
millions. 2. The notes are to be issued through the agency of
the Presidency banks and the collectors in the districts. 3.

Instead of currency circles, as originally proposed by Mr.
Wilson, the notes are to circulate throughout the country.
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HOUSE OP LORDS
Friday --Denmark and the ^hiu-hEarl of Lllenborough, Lord Wodfhop^committee appointed by the States'Tf tl!

jected the propositions
7
of tho Da"had instructed the President to iar ft?the Diet The report of the comm tteTwconsideration but the probability was tint 21Denmark would not be entertained. Wh2».

result it was not likely that war couldtaEVmonth of August next. Mexico.-la answer
oarde, Lord \V0DEH0USEsaid that theGovemaar
Juarez was using: its best efforts to repay tint
taken by Geneial Miramon from the British Cs.
Majesty's Government had also insisted on tk
400,000 dollars abstracted by General Decollator
Use* Bill was read a third time and passed ft

Government Bill passed through committee, ft
adjourned to Tuesday the 9th of April.

,
- „ „ ,

4. A subsidiary gold currency, to be adopted to the extent of
the seed which he has to confide to that land which will be one-fourth of the issue of paper, at fluctuating rates, to be fixed
given him for permanent enjoyment, or which he has acquired ! from time to time, the rates being liablo to revision after six
ior himself as his entire property. And now, pious and faithful months' notice. 5. The notes are not to be of a lower deno-
people, make upon thy forehead the sacred sign of the cross,
and join thy prayers to ours to call down the blessing of the
Most High upon thy first free labours, the sure pledge of thy
personal well-being and of the public prosperity. Given at
St. Petersburgh, the 10th day of February (March 3), of the
year of grace 1861, and the seventh of our reign.

" Alexander."

The Russian Ambassador at Vienna has been ordered

ruination than 20 rupees, it having been ascertained that notes
of a lower amount have a very small circular, i«.n, and it being
believed that their place will be supplied by the subsidiary
gold currency."

SUckim.—The British troops have advanced by three marches
into Sikkira. The country is abandoned by tlie people. Colonel
Harvey, of the 43d Regiment, is dead.

North- West Provinces.—The famine in the North-West con-

.• .i. B f M ,
. T,— .

. J
. ^ ,

ot tne neuei *«na nave aaaressea a letter to tnc Lord Mayorupation ot Montenegro m the insurrection in the of London, begging his co-operation in obtaining assistance "for
neighbouring provinces, and had sent an enereretic note ! the starving people.

to the Prince of Montenegro.

Poland.—In compliance with the demands of the
delegation of the citizens of Warsaw, sup-
ported by General Kotzebue and other persons of
high standing, a proclamation has been published
announcing that the resignation of M. Muhkanoff,
as Director of the Interior and of Public Worship,
has been accepted by the Emperor. This announce-
ment has been received with the greatest enthusiasm
by the people, and illuminations have taken place in
consequence. M. Muhkanoff took his departure from
Warsaw with great precipitation. He was unable, how-
ever, to avoid encountering popular demonstrations at
the railway terminus, which were repeated at the
other stations on his route. Major-General Gecewicz,
who is personally much liked in Poland, lias
been appointed to replace M. Muhkanhoff. The
reguktions for public instruction have been abo-
iished, and a special Commission for Public Worship
and Instruction, under the direction of M. Wielopolski,
has been appointed for carrying out reforms in matters
relating to public instruction. National establishments
or a superior class for public instruction, and especially
an academy for legal instruction, are to be opened. A
Council of State is to be established, composed of mem.
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Th8 ^ernment councillors,the^strict councillors, and the municipalities of thelarger towns are to be elected by the inhabitants

m , ^Y*~~A telegram from Constants
March 27, asserts that in

i

China.— Accounts from Shanghai of February 6
state that the troops at Tien-tsin were shut in by ic
General Collineau died on the 13th of January of
small pox, which was prevalent among the Fr< h
troops and the Chinese. At Foo-chow the treaty is

ignored, and the mandarins -decline, on application from
the consul, to adjust duties according to the new
tariff. The Taoutai was levying a heavy tax on
the native dealers. The Yang-tze expedition was to
leave on the 9th February, and its result was looked
forward to with much interest. The rebels were making
desperate efforts to go South. Business was completely
suspended.

Cochin China.—The French mail service has been
established between Singapore and Saigon. Jj

Imperial Majesty's steamer W.-scr has been lost off the
entrance to Saigon, but the stores, &c., were likely to
be saved.

Cj-ixon.—Lord Elgin left Point de Galle on the 2d
March, for Suez.

HOUSE OF COMMO
Friday.— The Bankruptcy and b wy J8

to be reprinted. The Hung m JW^-il:
asked for some further explanation with rk
"patriot" bank notes manufactured for 1L

Messrs. Day the lithographers.—Sir G. hum
Chief Commissioner of Police became posesKd^ai

consequence of its having been brought to him iy.

but that Sir Richard Mayiie had never emp'

any other persons in obtaining information

proceedings of M. Kossuth, and that until onerfflw**

placed in his band he was in total ignorance

The translation of the note into English had \»-

Foreign Office, and he afterwards gave Sir BJ

to hand it over to the Austrian Embasr. $*
In auswer to Mr. Fi;.s'\vrcK, Sir G. Lewbsb*

to make legislation effectual for the protec|

a draught upon the public treasury

hoped to be able to introduce a meas

Mr. Grkohon called attention to the CW»f2JS
Suga, nd suggested that the Governs

ibjectinto their earliest consideration.-

the Exchequer admitted the great MPj""?^
the subject; but pending the financial fljj,

quite impossible for him to enter upon tee raj

t ion.—Lord Elcho put % series offg,^
the . with reference to the a.Ug»

£Jg
r Baldwin Walker, and asked if it w»JJ» .^

been sent to him to put to sea lmraexu*^^
i.imself to be caught.-Lord C. Paget. mn*.

er the Duke of »erset» nor him**
&

ected with the Admiralty,, tod «*

inople dated

Japaw.—M. Heusken, the Secretary of the American
Minister at Jeddo, has been murdered. The reign
Ministers have retired to Kanagawa. The Prussian
treaty has been signed.

United States.—Accounts from Washington state
that Mr. Lincoln's cabinet had at length resolved on
evacuating Fort Sumter, General Scott having been
satisfied by the reports of General Totten, chief en-
gmeer of the department, and also of Captain Ward
of the Navy, that the fortifications constructed by the

r J. Pakinoton insisted that it "»*"&
pricty and of disrespect to the House

Admiralty to grant the Committee, »J» *

t -ire of so necessary a witness as &r iw
g
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mixed Commission to the Herzogevina. The same
telegram asserts that the Porte had refused to submit

in ten f i

TS
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bef°re Promu%^ion, the reforms it
intends to grant, apprehending that Russia might again
talrc np the project of a permanent Conference at

The Powers are said to have insisted

rmed by the
Irom Charleston we learn that Mr. Lincoln's

Constantinople.

inaugural speech was regarded as a declaration of war
and every preparation was making for immediate hos'
tilities. I he Southern Confederacy was ;) Jso makir;
rapid strides towards forming a substantial and per-
manent government, and a plan has already been
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«a,fttr of tfte SO* reft.

. - AXKKl - — J Booth, iu- Branny . Yorkshire.
1T

- - » fIiro '). YorH«»nrr, SmiH Manufacturer
Merionethshire. Klantirl Manufacturer K.

and kloretnu in the -»h. (Jlouccitrr-

OiB» M^ckport, otten S -J. II.

" -^laa^r* fUnnei. Builder—(. K. Jiavis. SurfflcM. Book
IK bVbmE I.arteaab|r*. Cotton Manufaeti - r -J. K l » ... Nrw
L ton Bjiflar anr*

" Maker-J Ma-iley. Liverpool,

n LbbbbbIU* "»d G. H. Noam*. Binninirhatn. Bretafoundera

-

it* »t M«orw*<* Sire** and •<( rlurkmrham Sirwt. Strand.
"

fn^fte* flosSl " >• Parthiui, Binninnbai Surf-on and
,__ff rj rati Veveattle under- l.rmr, Vrrcr and Draper

,„l«o) BMpOkaad er -P. Kathabl, i»uke Street. Mdtcate,

KVrr aad Puh!<ran-R. Snownoi. Newcastle. upon-

*vl ilSee—W. S. St*wa*t. Manrheucr. Yarn and Cloth

II»w> J n«ir>uM, VViakBB, Victualler — T. Wool. CoUlu.tcr.

B>4 *BMffe Mr

Jtf mi Wit in AM'haltr.
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B G Bmitomi.bt, Peronport. Ironmonyer and I.odKinic

«— A. B Sberleld, (Jr^cer—B. Carman and R. Baii.rt.

lm*\ f*«bir lakera and Copartners— J. r () wTi)>. Hinnni^liam,

Cratt MailBtaaae. Baker and Confer ,. r_w. J. Daltow,

^^^^^ Surrey. Builder — J Davib, Mancheaur. Manufacturer—
n» y.fr-- a, LaBraahlrc. Drapor O Drakr, Deronshir lover

m* a*e Dreaaer i. Fowlcr. Whitehaven. Cumberland, ck and
«krr on Acent-G. GRirKi>, W"al»all. Staffordshire,

Dealer—W. PaoiaaT. Wore— t. r Hop Dealer and
— T. KriAKB*. Swansea, Glainoriranshire. Grocer and

Roira, Orarr«md. Chemlat an<1 Dniirrlat — W. Shix>kr.
kalnr. lorks- Innkeeper—W. Thomas, Llantarnum, Monmouthihirt,
Itaaarp Walkkr, Manchester, Small Ware Manufacturer.
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The Indian Famine.—A public meeting was held

on TburtcU- the Egyptian Halt Jit the Ifahiion
Hrmtr. to i \$e Kmmediata measures for alleviating
• .. Uttrp« caused by the famine in Indi i. The Lord
Mayor prcaided; ami the meeting was addre fd by

Marquis of Clanricard the Chancellor of th

Tr. Crawford, M.P., Hon. A. Kinnalrd,
%.\\ Mr. tiny .I.P.. Sir Herbert Kdwardes Sir
Kdward Rystn, Mr. VajAtart, M.P., Alderman Finni-

W. l)ent. Mr. Arbuthnot, and Mr. Dadabhai
Vaoro^'•. The Chancellor of the Exchequer in liis

pescfc said that the Indian famine was one of" the

SfYerert risitations which have been sent on any
[••rt: -n Of mankind within our memory." and that the

present meeting s I one of a missionary chara<
,

ifMsmrjrh a« every Hindoo whoso sorterings would be

reb>red would he a living monument of the result* of

prsrticsl Christianity. Resolutions were unanimously
adopted expressing the sympathy of the meeting with

so' fellow subjects in India, and calling upon
country at large to contribute, to a public .b-

•cripUou for their relief. It, was also resolved to invit

* co^perut all the cities and towns in the Unit 1

Kiajdom, and a Committee was appointed to carry the

^solutions into effect. Nearly 3800/. were subscribed

the course of the day, making, with the sunn pre-

viously remit 1

i the Lord Mayor, an aggrega'
Mjwnt of upwards of 4000/.

»Nai At E x MIBITTOK OF 1802.—The foil r>g

:lassiflcal likely to be adopted by H.
Hajestj'

< ommissiom I r the Great Exhibition of
next year :~
8«Uoo I : Ra.r Material*.—Mimm;, Quarrying. Metallur^

jaMnwral PrM s
; Chemical SubsUncea and Products, and

and carefully inspected all the dockyards,
that the system of control and management of tb

dockyards is inefficient. This inem\ »cy is attributed

by the Con issioners to the constitution of the Bmrd
of Admiralty; the defer e organisation of the aub-

ordinate departments; the sfl of clear and well-

defined responsibility ; and the absence both now aa 1 in

times past of any means of effectually becking expen-

diture ving to the want of accurate accounts. The
< 'ommissioners offer the lowing suggestions, with

the view of rendering control and man igeinent more
efficient:—

"1. That a Mini y for th« N*ry dopar I b«
appointed, an 1 »h<»uldos hdd entirely responsible for

trol and management of tha dockyards t. That t lie k yards

should be looked ui><m as large manufacture shmc
rthe purpoM of building i impairing I -f yo-

Jl, y'snary. 8. That the Urn o! the rtooul
the p of aj»j^)lnting a or general acqoain

and qtialitied to manage such esUbushmeuU. 4 Thai Die
roll*) sneral shouW hare i>ower, Bu • thej*^

approval ol er. aelecliug the *«. • t

"

the different <lm leys «raareth*i sraent*

ItatatcBl Hls :aes Hhidgb

iitsi '' ThstttitsupeHnben 1

the inU sh dd, s«ib' • he ai -val o' th« Minister,

have the selectin ol (ho officers under ihtlioov

i of tho oft nU\ ttte aocointant'sand ikeepc

ments. «. Tl the Storeksjeper-'.lonoral of the Nary r! 1

he appointed by the minister, but should Iks ui

contr r .general. 7. That the storekeeper-general '
t:

navy should, eub|< \ to tho approval of the ro

.fthooracersin hia., uent 8. Thatthe dirw.-tor

nf engineering an 1 architectural works a 1 1>« appointed

ie minister, but should be uuder the controller-general.

0. That the director of works should, Hubjeot to the a|

of tho minister, have the sele- f the (»fflcers in 1

ment. 10. That the accounts reneral of tho navy should he

appointed by and be responsible to tho minister for tho n»v

department; that he should have the entire f t

whole accounts connected with the docV he

should furnish all accounts required by the general, i

11. That tho loral of the navy should have the

selection of the officers in his department, subject to the

approve* Of tin ister. 1 Hut flicersaiid men in t,

dockyards ehould be pi ler the «. i as to

ing at elections as theoffi < at the P .*t-omcc, the Cast a,

and the Inland Revenue l i. That in each dockyard the

eaptaln of the steam ordinary should lie am- ;i ;od to sti|ieiia-

i the f ships, that he should be held reap

for any devi ns fi ;e csUbllshod rules as to f

which ho may. in his Judgment, think nseesssry ; and should

be the medium of communication between the officers of tl

_ OflWBSBAJP
ictl was bed on Tuesday at Guildhall, the Lor4

Mayor presiding, $ -pose of * r

ot ie Committee for h tg the i >*c estatea,
reoommendin he demolition of Bl trs Ige and
the erection of a new one iu \U stead. 1 port
stated that the present bridge can: x ,j|

Indent state of repair a i sum than -lO.OCKK. per
areh ; that the London hathsm, sud 1>

inpany are about to erect a bri •, at a dist

little m .u 100 to the east of Hlsrk art
Br for carrying t hue across the Thames; an
hat the proposed embankm< of t ll

mse inch a deepening of its bed as -

ier any
repairs of t he present ure almost i mined
lest Mr. Vallan lirman of the committee, mored
that the present 1 Lge he taken down and s new
er. 1 in lieu I that am
powered ho i deeigM s iiimt^ for

onstruction of a new bridge, a < a i -er«'f"; -«

at a greater d ear plant t «

submitted to f irt fbr Its s Alderman
U »ae seoond> 1 tl >• »n, and said that aa n t
bad be« '\y \ on the prseent tin •£%

ye »rs as would hart defr.»yed \ .t a new on*, an t

that it would be wise econ y to i at once.
Aid. tan Dakin in vtn\, ss an amendment, that ths
consideration of the » deferred until the

embankment of the river is u wily decided upon, and
the plans for giving pra e.al i - the project are

d oitivolv icttli After ton further discussion n

frhieh Alderman Sal , M.P., Mr. H L. I r,

Alderman Phillips, 1 other members >ok part, th

motion for the adoption of t report of the oommittee
was oarried on a division by 72 to 47.

Tub Patrb Man t'ER. -A deputation of the

paper manufs t urers ol Enj id and Scotland, about 60
in number, waited on Lord Palmer* i on Friday, to

r esent to his lordship 1 gr injury done to their

trade bv th- Chancellor the I (juer's measure of

last session. They r< esented that while by tl

measure the foreign manufacturer of paper was placed

on a footing of equality with the 1 ^lish manufacturer

and tho superii lsn( f '-he d^kyard. 14. That in our marke expot on of ra^S from France and
1 the d. rtmenU of tho Admit y connected v the

t) lrr continental countries was virtually prohibited,
dockyards .Id be 1'r^jhtundcr one roof

-

J.*-
™l ™

I an hat isecjuentlv it was impoesible for English
min should l>e mi owered to emr< scSBUtioc ana » '

pracUoalm. vhc find it advisable b manufacturer* to uipete successfully with those of

ii|K»n in ns and mts connected with the continental countrit»s. They presented a memorial ta
1«. That the estimates laid before parliament

j rl i». l
i,nergtl)U praying for the appoint ment of a com-

heads
arising on one vote of tho navy estimates should not be

()11 „ f Ha muc,b importance that he would bring it
. r.i.J *~, l»_ „...,i:«^l «. mtUa ernnA n dpfiniptlPO Uil'iu . .. .... .• n.i r\ i < , tl.L. i

one it* of a vote t

of tho same vote «h< 1 be limited. 19. That x

divi I into five votes, under the heads of— 1. Timber;
2 Other BSSCSe; 3- Vessels buiit y con: t; 4. «feam

. Coals; and that each be set r

detail showing the est ishment in e ase fferent

descrip is of timber and 'herstoresto be purchase 1 ; the

names of vessels to be built by contract, their armament, horse

power, and estimated cost the ships r whi< the

steam m duery is to be provided 2 T lrn

parliament of the expense* incurred on your Haje* ships

t be ie in a prescribed form, and be laid on the table

the House of Commons, with the navy estimates.' Under the

question was the major question, and » paper dm
the minor one, and then stated that no alteration would
be made this year in the excise laws as regarded the

uties on paper.

(Jbeenwi d PRiCBloifEie.—An alteration in the con-
dition of the in-pensioners of Greenwich Hospital is

about to be made in accordance with the report of the
comuiissionetB appointed by Parliament last session.

Hitherto, the money allowance made to the pensiouers,
second hen rt-purchase of ma

"f
11*^ und« the denomination of " tobacco money," haa

the commissioners enaeetftat. the „vc cv,o •-, sspet,,., ^ ^ ^ ^^ irrf,p,rtiv, f the rank attuned iu

the service pi to being superannuated. By the new
arrangement the pensioners are to be divided into

three classes, according to their previous rank, the first

ass receiving 5t., the second class 4*., and the third

^ ~-«. VVBavv- fobstaoces used for Food, incln

JJJi.
Animal and Vegetable ib*tancea used in Manu-

*""
a52

Ction II:
'

r iner
!/ a*d E —Railway

aotive Engines and Carriage Carriages
^ith rail or cram roads, Manufactiiring Machines,

T^. *y; Machinery in general, as applied to industry;

. - .y1 Bortictltiiral Machines and Implements,
. Architectural and Building Contrivance?

- ' rmour, and Accoutrements, Ordnance
rma; Naval Architecture and Ships' Tackle ; Philo-
"•"aeots, and Pr<>ceases depending on their use;

^graphic Apparatus ; Horological Instru-

Ciit ienU
I Surreal Instruments and Appli-

ril;ifl
a,lu',a*ettm

- —Cotton ; Flax and Hemp ;
Silk

mUSf^-J**- Wor«ted, including Mixed Fabrics
*^«»CWoven, Spun, Felted, and Lace Fabrics,

OHMS 8s. per week. This al ation will not only add to

the comfort, of the old men. but will remove their

nsf

for timber, should be more divided, I that the period for

which standing contract* are entered into should be reduced.

Timbe*. not of contract dimensions, or in excess of the

ouility required, should, they say, be rejected. " The sysU

ofac ntV'they <cr- " is olaborate and minute :
b so

air as we can judge, U are not to be relied upon f

any practical purpo#e.'
t They passed, in 20 paragraphs, to

ill uatrate this, I then r- the er the head

£' fS '^nt^ V^r^T^: objects (M rtown by ttoaWaai a-ta», ^ p.B

general si bo in u*ed to frame a new system of ac- sioner^ at present compared with former years) againel

count* on »f double en :. Tu at the account-
, .,,,, .,

.

m _, ^g establishment and siirrendering th- >le of
should be made uP in the docl rds

h?r5towlmr ; th,,ir » ihc w^ption of the solitary U. be-
tod to the accountant-general by the Ml* ot the tot lowing r _.j» .i

month. $. That an annual account shoo >e 1 before Par- fore alluded to. In the classification to be made, those

liamont, jfiving a d< led statement showing how the money pensioners who have lost limbs, or been wounded and
voted for the dockyards 1 m expended on ships an

i eer-
disabled while in active service, will be included in the

&: 5

4
: T^tf.V SS5 S S^IT !?.£ ***** *- »? «*»^f» *-r^ to

-

T

k

omcers and decide upon an uniform system of cla* n of would have otherwise entitle I them. \N it h regard to

heads of service at the diffo rent yards, w
^h
jne jiew^of tue hospital schools, also, improvements have been

effected by the abolition of the distinction which has

hitherto existed in the degree of education imparted to

the pupils of the upper and the lower school, and the

whole of tho pupils will henceforth have th< p unity

tseea. The present nun
to be > I I n SOO

fchKES?^ Pn n% or Dyeing; Tapestr

J?Jr!lSS»; 8khls
- Feathers, and Hair

J rk* and Apptiaj .
; )

*nd Harness ; ArUctSS of Clothing

:

ZLi Z* t?3L
.•»* Bookbinding ; EducaUo

rHtxtortnZ^&i^ \*** Unho; ry including^^^
U«S- wSST iS* '

T
'™ Oencral Hardware,

or? aiaT^p
1/ 1 Me^» *nd thoir imit*"

«• pfTvion* Omm^. - ' Manufactures n« -t inclndr

ar

Si10
,?;/ J*™*, and TntagHns; 1 linga ar

SsBssaTTn tL^rr^iIS
U,0n 0f 185l^ere were only S5

,n **• P^opcoed one, therefore, there are five

removing ambiguity in hevling the v. aid wotkmansh

.tes, and for the purpose of enabling the controller-general

institute comparisons between the oost of similar descriptions

of work at the different yards. 6. That the storekcepei 'l|
be cashiers ; and should pay the wages at the yards. 7. Th wuuic wj yuv „B|nw „„.
the practice of Issuin stores without . luchers she be

nlka^no, f
i

'

r u a ii

immediately checked by the superin * ^ th
\
doc

^y^ V™lu* t 'ir?"-
\\£ ,

Such being the condition of the dockyar acoounts, the com r>j boysis likewi

missioners abstain from expressing a; i upon the &
• i0O0.

.uilding. converting, Ac, the •bins of the nav. -asc r.—The im; vimients at

nthedocly;^ J^^ZTrt '

*• v ment, are rapidJyadvs to^rrfscom-
_i_ inkuJiti. »k* -„£™»fa*irtn for build^ ^ •, ^^^

.

M , :ind it is confidently < xpe* 1 ths- will b
P
'nBl» r 1 hv tl April, -o as dels

Tbai exl icademyon

\tav. The old scolptnrr ry has been n
mored, and hew om Mr. Pennetl

ng rapidly. Its d

also " that with the submission (or din

troller-general should omit a eanrm

•ate of the entire c^t of the nm J"?^"
trials, Ubour, fi ig and riggmg, »*

J
l

!J

tt

JJi
in all cases where alteration or dr of *«"» 1jPro

Jt

*timate sh pre] ^ «J^JJ.

Jh n-avax, YlBI>g CoMMissiox.-Tlie report of

day,_together v ie minutes ot c

Jjould be signed by the « derG ^rad^
% f n tf|rcl|i

. .f.adran
the Engineer in Com of tho isavy. an

»
l" -,.

kl«ir tf ^^
v ^, f . . h

M^ter ShinwriffhL Chief Engineer, and Storekeopei o
i

»e
<1(mg flre jq mm%

] ng Of »' *i"

thi
-^.rr IAW>S ^ommis9ioj

«• Commiswonere appointed to inquire into the con-«^d management of h. jesty
*

8 naval ySU OH I- ridav. ta-avptbot. „ :. *l_ .„:___ L _ -1

_ 70 feet long by 50 wide and 20 feet high,

ig'about four t imes the sire ofthe former galler; d

11 be lit by a large circular skylight and side lights.

'^tamuna^ ?arS retrTuXmen^tbey nel e. may be made Ahove this the new picture gallery, wl
.

abut, upon

itnXTmpJn^ tl o? oni. y;jd.
v
T^;

lha barracks, is also Meeedinn rndtj *hr. under

mcesin ich al- ns have been
^ VnVUm^ the superintendence of Mr. IS.- the deA of the

Master"Shipwright, Chief Ei«ineer, and StAwekeepw

dockyard, where the ship is to be b ,
altersd rW™

,e I abject treated of is tbej^dftu™ h
•JfJ^

and altering ships. Under a proper ijiw^ ^ jkmAm

all* Ir^X;^ l)u ian
-
MP-

!
the Earl ofw «T H. Willougbby, M.P., who have visited under the existing system of acOflSmw.
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will be 75 feet by 30 and 32 feet high, and surrounded

by ante-rooms.

Westminster Palace Hotel. — This extensive

structure is now completed. The hotel is sis stories

high, and occupies an extensive frontage in Victoria

Street, overlooking the Houses of Parliament and

Westminster Abbey. The grand entrance has an open-

ing to the roof, terminating in a sky-light. 'The

galleries are lighted by side windows. The public

coffee-room is 90 feet long by 30 wide, the ceiling

being supported by scagliola columns. Next to it is

the dining-room, 70 feet long, with numerous reception-

rooms, a library, ladies' coffee-room, and smoking-

rooms. The other stories comprise sitting-rooms and

suites of apartments, and about 120 bed-rooms and

baths. The extent of the structure may be inferred

from the fact that there are 700 rooms in all, 140 of

which are occupied by the India Council. The cooking

department, which already supplies the India House,

is on a scale commensurate with the other departments,

and the general tariff is similar to those of the Great
Western and Euston Hotels. The hotel, it is expected,

will be a great accommodation to persons visiting

London during the Parliamentary Session. Owing to

the great height of the building and the consequent

tediousness of ascending the stairs, an hydraulic litt has

been designed, by means of which, seated on a sofa with
their luggage, visitors may ascend and descend to or

from any one of the six stories at pleasure.

The New Census.—The district registrars and
others who are to take the census on Monday week the

8th of April have arranged the division of the parishes

and townships into enumeration districts, an operation

which required that every square yard of land should be

comprised within an enumeration district. This pre-

liminary work having been completed an enumerator
has been appointed to each district, so that every house
in the diUereut parishes of the kingdom will be visited

in the course of Monday week, for the purpose of col-

lecting the householder's return previously left to be
filled up. In 1851 upwards of 30,000 of these officers

were employed in England and Wales alone, and upon
the present occasion a staff of 30,441 will be required.

They will work under 2192 district registrars and 631
superintendent registrars. In the metropolitan district

the applicants for the appointment have been exceed-
ingly numerous, and several clergymen, Scripture
readers, and others, influenced by philanthropic motives,
have undertaken to enumerate districts inhabited by the
poorer classes. Each enumerator, for his duties in
delivering the forms and explaining their object at each
house in the course of the ensuing week, and afterwards
collecting the forms, filling them up where necessary
on the 8th April, will receive a fixed fee of 1/.,

with an additional allowance at the rate of 2s. for every
100 persons enumerated over and above the first 400 in

!A*
site, have succeeded in effecting some important The husblinToTTh^rr^r
improvements. The dormitory has been partitioned by his officers, had llftr *' ^
into separate sleeping places, and has been well lighted the morning, and wenf

beil a^
and ventilated. A gymnasium and a fives court, avail- leaving his «-<•- • . - °at

able in all states of the weather, are to be established.
-*- r--

The hour for attendance by boys who reside at a dis-

tance is to be 9. A proper building or hall for the

reception of home boarders during the interval between

school hours is to bo built in Dean's Yard, and is to bo

under the supervision of a master specially appointed

for the purpose.

Inauguration or the First Street Railway.—
On Saturday the first street railway in the metropolis,

constructed and carried out under the management of

Mr. G. F. Traiu, was opened to the public. The line

extends from the Marble Arch to Porchester Terrace,

being about one mile in length. From an early hour

of the morning until dusk three carriages, each drawn
by two horses, were kept incessantly passing up and
down the tramway, thronged with visitors invited by
Mr. Train to inspect the vehicles, and to judge of the
merits of this new mode of transit. The carriages,

which were built by Messrs. Prentiss, of Birkenhead,
are exceedingly light and airy, and constructed to hold
24 passengers inside and 12 on the front and back.

The experiment was undoubtedly successful, though the
most vexatious obstacles were placed in the way of the
carriages by the incessant intrusion of vehicles of every
description upon the tramway, with the view, appa-
rently; of contesting Mr. Train's right to a monopoly
of any part of the road. In the afternoon about 350
gentlemen were entertained by Mr. Train at a collation

in St. James's Hall.

The Public Health. — The Registrar-General's
weekly return states that the number of deaths regis-

tered in the week that ended Saturday, March 23, was
1214. The average number in the corresponding
weeks of the 10 previous years 1851-60, corrected for
increase of population, was 1432. The present return
is therefore 218 below the average. During the week
the births of 991 boys and 989 girls, in all 1980 chil-

dren, were registered in London. In the 10 corres -

ponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the average
number was 17 41.

w
H « i

»w
immediately afu'.

,,"*»•

•»zors from &e d* *? )* *
Proceeded to tl e V"*^

o» and went
wife in

joining room, where shl ., L

made up for her upon, ,

* ept

up almost immed^el^ & >
one of his razors from the^ *
and then «^-~j-J* .

e ara*«

deceased was atlhe Zp"
16^* 1*^

throat on the rijrht aid . n
tke "*

instantaneously, foro^e ft*Eyoung creature raised one oftr h,>received a severe injury L 'Hgo out of bed, and Ll«Z V

^

adjoining room, where".C^
with blood. Two m
tendance, but all

unavailing After committing
fc ffthe murderess went oil L ^%

Vhe fell dea
'"**

eaicttl mea wjj*
human

aid
Ik

where she met a sergeant belong
to whom she at once stated thatfe
sister

; she then went to the n I
hands, which were covered withtfi
taken into custody, and in the coursed

wbma
Several witness

was taken before the borough ma*u »u
'

of wilful murder. SeverafS^
whose evidence completely estabi^
against the prisoner, but threw nolbht.l
which induced her to commit the enna

ifroWncfal*

his district. The duties include making a transcript of
theparticularsinthe ret turns in the "Enumeration Book."
The arrangements of the census are under the direction
of the Registrar-General, as chief commissioner, with
Dr. Farr, F.R.S., and Mr. J. T. Hammack, as assistants,
so far as England is concerned. In Scotland and in
Ireland the census will be taken on the same day,
under the superintendence of the Registrar-General
acting in each of those parts of the United Kingdom.
There will also be a census in most of the colonies'.
The Statue of Gexeral Hayelock.—On Thurs-

day afternoon the full length bronze statue of General
Havelock, by Mr. Behnes, was successfully placed upon
its granite pedestal, opposite Northumberland House,
where it forms a companion statue to that of Sir Charles'
Napier at the west end of the square. The workmen had
much trouble at getting at solid ground for the pur-
pose of laying the foundation for the pedestal. In
digging they came upon an old dung-pit and cess-
pool, supposed to have belonged to the stables of old
Carlton House, which stood upon this spot, and were
consequently obliged to go down about 17 feet before
solidity was obtained.
The Stbike w the Building Tkades.— The

bricklayers and masons in the employ of Messrs. Lucas,Mr. Kelk, and Sir M. Peto struck work on Saturdayon the ground that the masters' terms of 7d. per hourwould open the way to the systematic working of over-time and would also take away the privilege of4o clock on .Saturday It appears that the masters'
proposition instead of reducing wages would actually
increase them by nearly 2c?. a-day. The 58 hours ofwork at the present rate produce the men 33*. a-week
whereas at the proposed rate the product would beMr. Wd. It is therefore expected that as in the
strike at Messrs. Trollope's the masters will not allow
themselves to be broken in detail, but will adopt thesame course as in 1859, and close their yards till workmi resumed at Messrs. Lucas, Mr. Kelk's, and at SirMorton Peto's. In the case of Messrs. Lucas the strike
is particularly unfortunate, as they are the contrartor.
for the G[eat Exhibition building^ 1862L fi^ groundhas already been broken at Kensington, and the arenaraions advanced for laying the foundations o'fTe
that tl? ±v"T aU

Z
8t°PP

?
d

-
Thcre is *> doubt

?Af
th« combination among the men will be ajraindefeated, but at the usual heavy price of misery adprivation to the operatives themselves, and great < s*ad inconvenience to the masters.

out tte reeoluuoulrl^ftS"^,

Chatham.—Several of the daily papers have pub-
lished an account of another intended outbreak of the
convicts in Chatham Prison on Sunday last, and of the
formidable means taken by the civil and military
authorities to frustrate it. It now appears that there
is no truth whatever in the report; that on Sunday the
convicts were more than usually quiet ; and that so far
from there being any increase of the guards during the
time they were taking their exercise, a great number
of the civil guard were allowed to leave for the day.
Since the 19th there has been no disturbance, and
everything has been quiet at the prison.
Chichester.—An influential meeting of the inhabi-

tants of the county of Sussex was held on the 21ft inst.
in the Town Hall, Brighton, the Earl of Chichester,
the Lord Lieutenant of the county, in the chair, for the
purpose of raising fundi for the restoration of the spire
of Chichester Cathedral. A report by Mr. G. G. Scott
was read, stating that after minutely examining the
cathedral for the purpose of forming an opinion as to the
best course to be adopted in reconstructing the fallen
parts, and providing for the present and permanent
security of the fabric, he calculates the probable cost of
effecting these objects as follows :—Rebuilding of the
tower and spire, 25.000*.; rebuilding of the four
adjoining bays, 12,000/. j necessary repairs of other por-
tions, 7000/. ; cost of shoring up and providing tem-
porarily for the services, 2000/. ; total, 4T,,000/., exclusive
of superintendence and other incidental expenses, which
will probably increase the outlay to 50,000/. The Duke
of Richmond, the Bishops of Chichester and Oxford, the
Dean of Chichester, Air. Blencowe, Mr. Darby, Lord
Henry Lennox M.P.; Mr. If. Wyndham, M.P. ; Mr.W. Campion, Mr. Dodson, M.P.; Mr. Mitford, M.P.;
and other gentlemen addressed the meeting, and it was

EEfW* «
eSlVCd t0 °pen a •"Option, entrust thework to Mr. Scott, organise a general committee for thewho e county and appoint local committees in the prin-

S£rT f°
r

i

the
c fllecfcion <* Ascription toX

Placed in the hands ofthe Duke of Richmond, Mr. HmImHoled, and the Rev. Mr. Gnrney, as trustees of thefund Among the subscribers were the Duke of Rich-

Znl h
°

T

B
,

ISh

°S
° f C,,

'

lC
i
,e9ter

»
Lor(I Leconneld, and

Chichester 500/., and seyeral other gentlemen for hesame or smaller amounts.
HOTTNSLOW.-

however, from the medical evidence m
had been in the West Indies, aid hi
England suffering from diseased liver. \

ill at that time but recovered, and -

keep herself quiet and fre3 from eir
solicitor who attended oa her behdf a^ k
evidence was of that character that tk*
had no alternative but to commit her i

should not even ask for a remand, but, mfc
he thought it would be much the betferan

should be committed, and remoreJ im-

possible from the scene of horror. Tk»
then formally committed to take h-

murder at the summer assizes for Stirrer. Ir-

is a very tall, powerful, and rather plaia'lain

During the examination she wis la dredft!

mind, and repeatedly interrupted the pnosc

her hysterical soba and ejaculation, aw at';:

being of the most painful and dutnsrac:

She was seated at the end of thee

the side of her husband, a very wspasblMj4f»

who evidently endured consider^ **

while the prisoner held one of histefc^"! 11

during the whole period of thee»*

entreated him in agonised tonesnotto^

to wn-hall was crowded during theptocaaft*

deepest interest was manifested byersjn*

The iimuest was held on Thursday, *»

after a very brief deliberation, retard i*

Wilful Murder against the prisoner.

Liverpool.—The Liverpool «p*':
.Middlesex, 1190 tons, which sailedtoi»»

the 18th ult., sprung a teak in the te*M|»

set in about a week afterwards iatheAt"»*

dercd between the 10th and 12tbioiM'

miles off the Irish coast* carrying ***

crew and passengers. She had six
.

tt»

were destroyed except one, in which wj
the crew, and four passengers got a«JT

After being exposed for four days ana

.-ercst weather, without food or «£
washed ashore at Great Blasket hm
the westward of Dingle Bay, on tw*

of Ireland. Two of them, ***"*'

&

boat gained the land from W°

^

"
ht

Middlesex was valued a 15.000U *

^

cargo, is calculated at l/,O0W.- ^.^b
ard bound from that port tor R*J»

lost in a collision with the ship J*
lost in a collision with the snip -y
Liverpool, for Key West, wtaich o^P

coartontheiethinsfc-aiidftfi^,

tain, first officer, and ten crt na ^.

The lowoftheshipMwpj^,^
A fever of the typhoid chawc

J
he

,.

Southern Hospital, to"^$bsfc
' Egyptian seamen belonging

tot

The men

Sergehab, from Alexandria, i
ter;

,

.

Mersey in a state of fever, and^^

a -rm*,'.. U \ f"^ eVemnS ™ explosion of

llf ? ^arge ***>«? wifch «Q unusually loud
report, at Messrs. Curtis and Harvey's Powder Mill*
just previously to the cessation of work. As the
material was m a very imperfect state the damage was
unimportant, and no person was injured.

KiyosTox-ON-TH*MES. - A shocking murder wascommitted on Tuesday morning at the Militia iVirra™

most rflthy condiUon, ad-
mitted to the hospital they^tfl^
the clergyman and some oi ^V
four of whom have died,

"tendeot *£

«istants of which ^tro- ^
tlle fever which^W
assistants.

ford*

in this town,
only 20 years

assistants. It is uow s»«* ^
apprehended. «-ninff. duf^^MfPW.-On Monday^^6gR

U
rSr

ajr

.T
riu,,? flc lhc Mi,iti* B "-racks

I

ftbsence of fch
,
g0V

l\ThQV0VL^ F°
{

f***%The victim was a fne younjr woman their escape from the D
,
ril ,

prisoaf Jr
old, named Diana Wickins. who w*« dering their keeper. i« * „ f

Coof*^
m ,lirn '. T ,,

,

,iani vvickins, who was Bering tneir ^r' ton ,
Howe".^*^

woman, the wife of a sergeant-major in the 3d Surrey and were awaiting their "J #*p
Miht.a Her head was nearly severed from her bodV «d ^ony. After breaks_ :!, M PLi

the right carotid artery, the jugular vein, and the the cells to remove
windpipe having been completely divided with a razor. pinioned him, and having
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their escape from gaol. 'J turnkey I

—. . i fa gooe time in an ineesisible state, and on
'

P"^**~tV. Ufa ooofekKMnati be found that he hail been

fl'Jf hi His cries for help were at length heard by

Pr_,mmrntr't wif< who immediately liberated him.

m Mtlicn faint and bleeding profusely, having been

r—lSa in tke face, arm*, and lege, with a desperate

uroaieBt tk« pcieooeni had formed out of a piece of

^""-hKI
which they bad wrested from their night tub,

nenad into a most dangerous weapon. Every

oftbe police force was at once sent out to scour

sWeoantrr. This was done so skilfully that within an

wllr tfce prisoner* were ail captured, but not without

EmmU reiiftance, as they were making their way up

^^RaMk. Thousands of persons escorted them as

iwT w*r* brought in one after the other. The prisoners

htreii) been hetTily ironed, and placed in separate

tbxoniktaa and

llavmnm. On Sunday the executive committee

ef the weswersof South Lancashire held a meeting In

thtf ett v to consider the position of affairs in ref nee

to the peerer-loom weavers now on strike, owing to a

rMnrtioo of 7> per ceut. on their wages. Manchester,

A.i. r--n. S' ,'.>'. ii»l^.', Hyde, Oldham, Clitheroe, tad

many other towns were represented by delegates. After

a very lengthy discussion, the majority of the meeting

itrassrt that, alth rb the present turn-out was not in

afeordacce with their views, the workpeople generally

hlf overruled the advice of the various committees,

it wis now the most judicious course to cease work, as

k 1&42, until their demands were complied with. In

ith this resolution all the mills in Hyde,
Lyne, and Staleybridge, were at a stand-

still on Monday, and in the course of the day upwards
ftflSjOOO turn-outs went to Glossop and called upon the

hands in that town to turn out, which they agreed to

eV On Tuesday afternoon about 7000 or 8000 of the

A»!.ton and Staleybridge turn-outs marched to Oldham,
and tamed out the weavers in that town, and another
hod ireatened to proceed to Stockport.
Milford.—The Qi i Kastern left the gridiron on

Teesday evening, and steamed off admirably for

MiIford, where she dropped anchor at a quarter past
sever Amongst those on board were Messrs. Crooch

i '•jthergili Cooke, two of the directors; Captain
! V, Captain Hall, K.N., Captain Cragie, and !

er dockyard officials. Everything worked perfectly,
and this first trial trip was most satisfactory.

Newcastle on-Tyne.— It will be remembered that

.

r. Bewicke, a country gentleman, an ex-magistratc
jcf Northumberland, was recently convicted at the:

•seises in this town of shooting at two sheriff's officers
jbo had gone npon his estate to levy for an attorney's

hdi t and was sentenced to four years' penal servitude.
be Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital have since

taken possession of his goods and chattels at Three]
•OOd, the family seat in the vale of Tyne, and they will
be brought to the hammer. This step has been taken
nsdsr tbe authority of an old Border Act granted to
the Earl of Derwentwat er, whose estatesm NoTwRrmbrr
land were apportioned by the Government to Ore—
*ich Hospital. The Act of Parliament conferred on
le unfortunate earl, as lord of the manor of Langley,

power to seize the goods and chattels of any person
eouvictedof felony within that barony, and the Hospital
Commissioners, as trustees of the property, are bound to

prosecute the order.

Pol torTir.—The chief cashier of the branch of the
;J«twnal Provincial Hank of England in this town, Mr.
TWrtiton, absconded from that establishment on Friday
jet, with 1000/. in gold. He had been in the bank for

,

*o years, and was in receipt of a salary of 400/. per
jaBum, and it is feared that other discoveries will yet
he made. He left a note addressed to a gentleman

fed in the bank, stating that he had money suffi-

;•« to carry him to London, and intended to destroy

7
Carter, (tattoo, at

presented by ie members for the v, con /. au
rniversity of Dublin.
The Dhrrymackasii THAI*.—TtSt, the Orange-

man convicted at the Armagh Arises * manslaughter,
and whose case has been referred to several times in the
House of Commons, .was liberated on Monday by the
Lord Lieutenant.
The Belfast Inhibition Case.—This Ion jr-pending

case has at last been brought to a conclusion, du-lge
RatcliflTe has pronoun,vl judgment in the Co rial

Court to the effect that the Itisbop of Down and Con-
nor had full right to prohibit the He v. Mr. P
from preaching in Dr. Millar's church; and that great
inconvenience might result from the liberty claimed by
the latter as incumbent. Hut as different opinions
had been given on the ijuestion by ecclesiastical lawyers;
as the circumstances were novel, peculiar, and irri-

tating; as Dr. Millar and Mr. Potter did not, in li

judge's opinion, intend deliberate defiance <>i the
authority of the bishop; and as the prohibition w»<

It as an insult by Mr. Potter, the i ision of the
Court was that each party should pay his own costs, no
punishment having been sought on the part of the
bishop. The decree was, t! the Rev. Mr. Millar

should be admonished, and inhibited from allowing tin*

1 lev. Mr. Potter to preach until duly authorised and
licensed, and that the Rev. Mr. Patter should be in-

hibited from officiating within the diocese of the bishop

until licensed or otherwise authorised.

National Education.—Letters patent have passed

the great seal of Ireland, granting a supplemental

charter to the Commissioners of Nation Kducation,

and appointing the following to be additional commis-

sioners:—Earl of Dunraven, Chief Justice Monahan,
Chief Baron Pi got, Mr. James A. I.awson, lit v. John
Hall, Mr. Laurence Waldron, M.P., Mr. John LsntnlfS,
and Mr. John O'Hagan.
The Ballymotb Mfrdeb.—At the Sligo As* s a

man called Phibbs was charged with the murder of an

old man called Callaghan, his wife, and maidservant, at

Ballymote, on the 7th January last. On the 8th the

door was broken open, and the three persons w

found lying dead, with their throats cut. Phibbe, a

dissipated man, who had been their near neighbour,

was suspected, pursued, and arrested. Portions of the

murdered man's property were found in bis possession,

and also two bloody shirts. Other proofs wets strong

against him. The jury were locked up till 12 o'clock

on Saturday night, when it was announced that 31 were

for a conviction, but one held out. The judge proposed

a new trial on Monday, but it was found that the

Crown counsel in the case had gone to Castlebar. Tin

prisoner was therefore ordered to he kept in confine-

ment till the next as-izes.

The Shooting at Lord Leitrim.—At the Leitrim

assizes James Murphy was charged with firing at the

Earl of Leitrim in the town of Mohill on the 15th Sep-

mber. It appeared from the evidence that the

prisoner belongs to a family deeply tainted with in-

sanity, his mother, sister, and two i hews bring

lunatics, while he himself has for years ] ired under
various delusions. He was t her ire acquitted on
ground of insanity, and ordered to be sent to an asylum, the prisoner said**that the gun had gone o& by accident as he

Discovery of thi: >keleto »f a <iiA>T.~ As the

workmen employed in sinking a foundation for the en-

largement of the parish church of Mulliiigar wen
pursuing their work at the east end of the building,

they discovered, among the other remains of hums
beings, the perfect skeleton of a man, measuring more
than seven feet in length, and which appeared from the

immense size of the skull, bones of the hands, jaw, &*

mAuve being forced open iu the to
of his bedroom window end u« kt«d or (t^H* mmM IMM| k^

asked for braed. saying that they hsino wortuiSwwn
n data," or etarre. Mrs. i>cwin tSsraaeamBrtsSi
*ves and handed them to the

^^*^ "'*Md
also gave them 6* in money.
"Q& bleat you, Miatus ; good night " The prisoner E

i, " No, ihey hare gold, and w« wdl have It."He and the prisoner Hughes >en broke open thedoor < he house, and while one with a bludgeon stood
guard orer Mr. and lire. He win downstairs the other
men went upstairs and rifled the bedrooma lira. Dewin
was ao terrified t ist she had a fit, and had nt wholly
recovered herself at the time of Lhe trial. Erans and Hughes
then iorood Mr. and Mrs. Dewin back i bed, an noise
of sereral pe g the shop below was heard for some

e. It appeared that the prisoners had all bean drinking
together at a neighbouring puhlich»uee till * .a short
of the i

, and they were all narigatora, aloeping in huU
o) rowsbnry and Welsh pool J which is in course of
c tion, and their road horns n e publichoaae lay

t he prosecutor's house. Part of 1

1

en arty was
mnd next day in a bam near those huts, and very remarkable

evidence was given of the footmarks of four of the prisoners
and Mr. Dewin's house Bvsns and H ^hss were dearly

v Mr. and Mrs he win, and the other .ners
voices and her evidence The Jor

l'"tfhes fUrj as j als,
'

' aidin; i atwtUaW tl

" Mo, Chart* AttSea, and *« JsVcmu. three
themeri n .'

iMt oase, ware n put on their
argetl xmu. | lonaly aesaulUna W.lhmn Roger*, aud

to: •''
'
ds person a sovereign, m Voheaae boa, M>d *. ba^

i tho ' . i.! JAi.uary, at AUiernurj. On the night
I the burglary raentlone-l in the last oaea, the e*>

, who wiis a waggoner, v t t..» s \ h. Iwoas at
^ sin tho parmh oi Mberbury, whereabout adosen
men were drinking Tho prisoners were of the party The
proscctitor had vision to take out a sovereign, which he after-
wards put in a tobacco i and deposited in his pocket The
prisoner Kvans came up to him and blacked his lace an \ then
struck him. Tho prosecutor returned the blow and went out
out <>f the house and was followed, as he said, by the *
prisoners, who knocked him down, kicked him, and robbed
(Jim of hi* tobacco-box and its contents. The prosecutor was
very ill used, but altera little while he got up and scrambled
home across the fields without his hat to the residence of his
laatei 'aptain Sevcrne of Walbp. Several wit neases were
csminod, b ' tho main question was as to the identity of

tho prisoners, which chiefly rested on the prosecutor's testi-
mony. Tho jury found all the prisoners Guilty. A p» is

conviction was |. roved against Evans. Mr. Justice Blackburn
then sentenced Evans to penal servitude f<n life; Hughes,
P 1 servitude for 20 years m six years for the burglary
and four for tho >bcry, concurrent; Robinson, six yeare*
penal servitude ; Carter six years' penal servitude ; and Decley
four years' penal servitude.
S ,ii Wai.kh CiacOTI Brroon.— Tht Talgarth Jsfurder.—

IfiHiam U iltiamM, 10 years of age, but who snpesred to bo
even younger, was charged with the wilful murder of his aunt,
Ann Williams, at tho pari*h of Talgarth, on the 19th October
last. The prisoner, who lived in service with an uncle at a farm
called PenIan in Lamboder, went on the evening of the 18th

> the house of his aunt, who lived at a small farm at
Kawydden, about seven miles, distant having with him a gun.
The other inmates at the time were a sister of prisoner, his
aunt, and a lit tie boy, tho illegitimate son of the latter. About
3 o'clock on tho following afternoon tho sister went across
some fields to get hay for a heifer, taking the child with her.
1 lor brother accompanied her across the fold-yard, where he
stood while she went on. While returning she heard a gun
shot, and on the fold met the prisoner, wl said that his aunt
had -t herself. Hurrying in she found her aunt fitting
where she had left her, in an arm air, with a deep wound in
the lower part of her back, and the clothes on fire. The unfor*
tunate woman died in two minutes without speaking. The
shot had been fired eo close as not only to burn her clothe*,

,
t

i

bur to cause the charge to pass between two rails of the air
e

j
w it touching any part of it. On being taken into custody
the pi tsoner said that the gun had gone oft by accident as he
was past-in g through the door andremoviiig it from one arm
to thi otl ; but subsequently he made a statement to the
superintendent at Crick howell, m Welsh, which be afterwards

catcd In glish to the chi constable, stating that he
it int nally to get possession of his aunt's property, as be
had no home with his mother. The defence was that the
prisoner was a wretched, neglected being, who had not
snflkasnt knowledge of the coneeajneMit ei sransj to make him
legally responsible. The jury returned a verdict of 6 •,

h a recommendath to mercy on account of prisoner'j

* txbsob.—In the recent excavations in St. George's
laapel for the temporary grave of the Duchess of Kent,

f*^
*^ °[>€niri£ was ma<io into the vault which contains

T*/*T
n* ^ Henry VIII. and one of his Queens, the

^oyjane Seymour
; Charles I. and an infant child of

V*een Anne. The coffins, and even the crimson velvet

2£ r
are Placed the coronets were in a tolerable 1

f /j
I'
r?ervation ; and the spear-hole in the coffin

tienry VIII., 8ajd to have been made by one of the
woiers of Oliver Cromwell, was clearly discernible.

to have eqnalledinits other dimensions its- .online: *^$iJXtt^. IX££Z^?U3&
height. Its position was considerably deeper m the to send t rcoomnx r the jury to tl roper q uartor.
earth than that at which skeletons are generally found. T risoner, v the first time appe i to realise his

J here was sufficient appearances of a coffin to pro g* ^^^
that it had received proper interment, but everything Cartv% ^^ 22> tutor> was charged with having unlawfully
connected \v ith it indicated its having been buried for

.........
several centuries.
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ViRIAGE Law-~An important meet-

oHriyrJar
. s^

1

^ 0nday in Dublin for the purpose of

V2 W et,dmeilt of tbe marriage law in IrehTnd.

of JVotaatnnfs
gymen a"d layn»en of all denominations

i»* of tbeTr
' T JTent

' and a deputation, consist-

attended t 'l>^!\ and the *<»'^ M'Naughten,

iC^tiTi^! £ Where the movement originated.

l£ £K ,

ad
t h? tlie deputation: by the

^rwicTand off
1Clf

l
Rcv

- R ' ^saroon, Re/ Dr.

triage 7 mTIm ™l an°malous 8tate of th^

»einWof tL w
io
}
e?> h*™teer, stated that a

Sri^mm ^ °f
* nmo™ ^«« about to move

that U.U rn^-
° inV, ' ,i^ te the whole subject, and

l^lh^ for li- % ian
.

ds
- A Petition to Parliament,**3*g for legislative interference, was adopted, to be

srcotlanO*

The Westebn Bank.—A gentleman, on tbe part of

the directors of the Western Bank, has offered 200,000/.

for a settlement of all the actions at law now in de-

pendence. The liquidators, who had named this sum,

recommend it to the acceptance ot the sharehohl-

with whom it now lien whether the lit. -iou shall be

brought to a close or not.

Eabie
Oxford Circuit : Shrewsbi ry—C I If* .—Elisabeth

Grtfi*, BO, a servant at King Edward's 8- of, b ^
was charged with the wil.ul murder of her illegit ita

by drowning it in a pond on the 3d March teat, •

moor Farm, near Shrewsbury. *
;
ma

^."<M
the prisoner said she could not support her two children

and Up herself, and that statement was now .for

the defence. The jury returned a rer Si L\Z.1\
a recommend** run to mercy ^un

£,^ JS Slttha
and desolate condition. Mr. Justice Blackburn eJdtbat the

recommendation should have due weight, and Santo

prisoner to DtaV, in tbe usual form. Tbe prisoner left I

? ent]y overpowered by the sentence. ^^JJ^S'
.- 1?'. IXtlty, 21. ferna* rter% 3»,M

*J£ff* f:
• hohinton. 32. Charie* SWcea, 24. and Jd<* Bpatu, 1

! .
ahgator*

Q'iorge Robinson^

goods. Tbe prosecutor kept a grocera an -««",J
<{

at Westbury, ateut 50 yards from a tun A 'the

night of Sunday, the th of January be was asleep in bed

when he was awakened by a noiae of glass breaking, and oi

milemniscd matri ny according to the rite« of tbe church of
England in the parish church of Llangome, on the 17th August

rjt, falsely pretending to be ill holy orders. Ho was also
charged with a similar offence in the parish church of L],in-

gasty, on 31st August, 1860. The prisoner having represented
mself as an ordained clergyman engaged to perform th**

duties of the Rev. Mr. Hosfcen, in the parish of Langas,
during the absence of that gentleman from home for a few
weeks. During that period he not only solemnised matrimony
in d parish, but also officiated at a marriage in Llangorse,
•luring tbe absence of the vicar. He had represented himself
to be ' e Rev. Norman Carew, whose name appeared in the
*' Clerical Directory" as curate of Callington, Devon. That
gentleman appeared in the witness-box in person, to negative
the assumption of his name. The jury returned a verdict of
Guilty, and Mr. Justice liyles sentenced hiin to seven years*
penal servitude. He was then removed to be tned on a similar
charge at De -s. Ik* 7reea$tlt M*r*Ur.--Tku referred
•against David JDarie* the wilful murder I Price.
near T recast lc, 071 the 19th October, was ignored by tho grand

WsWnvCmcmT; l>Kvtzm&,— Tke8k*m dergyman.— /award
Scywu>vr Birch, v had previously been c ictad at the Brecon
As.* =* of a sim Tence, was found * fmUm
v illysolemi 4 matrimony accord > tl rioes of the

C > of England, not being in holy or and fslov

retending to be i rders, on tbe aber,

n MarUn, in passing sentence, remarked an

the * .us cliaracter of the o»oc* as exporing the j**rttos

wed to be marmd • ruin a miasnr, affecting

the riK»Jts of j abd the legiu' childrsiu

He said that when a, roan fcUly jireUnled to be a

clenryman the time was c > show >at the law could

and, as an example to others, he sb< i sett-

tmoe the prisoner to be kept in penal servitude

for 10 years- Tacstoh.— Th* Dundry Mur - Mati-hm

iort and < h*rU$ U'tdmort were in<iicted for the wilful

munier of Sarah Waterman. Ht« hnndry, on the »th of

a»ry. It will be re«iembered that the prisoners

were the nephews of deceased, wh 1 was the wife of an

old Chelsea pensioner, and that U» prisoners, believing



that he had saved a little money, determined to rob him
of it, and in so doing inflicted dreadful injuries on both
the old people, and causing the death of their aunt. They
were found Guilty on the clearest evidence as well as upon the
written statements of the prisoners, each of whom laid the
actual murder on the other. Baron Martin passed sentence of
Death, telling them that there was no hope of mercy for themm this world.
Home Circuit : Maidstone.—Arson.—Michael Clarke, 19, and

Peter Stevenson, 20, two soldiers, were found guilty of wilfully
setting fire to stacks and other property, with the object of
escaping from military service. Mr. Justice Wightman, in
passing sentence, said that their offence was very aggravated,
and^although they would undoubtedly effect the object they
had in view, they would find that they had not gained anything
by the change. He felt it his duty, as a warning to others in
the like position, to order them to be kept in penal servitude
for 18 years. The prisoners appeared quito astounded at the
sentence. Poaching.—Pass Collison, Charles Day, and George

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZT?m?
that he was unable to return to his residence at Ballyglunin
Park, Athenry.

Wills.—The will of Dr. Baly, M.D., F.R.S., physician extra-
ordinary to her Majesty, has been sworn under 7000/. ; the
Very Rev. Dr. Lowe, Dean of Exeter, 25,000*. ; Lieut. -Colonel
the Hon. Charles A. Wrotteslev. 9000k

Muggins, who were convicted of assaulting a gamekeeper be-
ll. Filmer, M. P., were sentenced to 12 months'hard
ttv.— William TAndemi Rfihi-.ionr, n-r. ,v,~j ,,««.. ;„

longing to Sir B. . ~ , M . . ., „ ol owwmww to l* muueus intra
labour. Bigamy.— William Lindsay Robinson, an engineer in
the Boyal Navy, was convicted of bigamy, and sentenced to
lour months imprisonment and hard labour. Lewes.—Arson—Edmund Shepherd, 36, a respectable-looking man, describedM

.S be?rshop keeper and a man ofgood education, was charged
with wilfuliF and maliciously setting fire to a stack of hay, the
property of Ralph Walker, an extensive farmer in the neigh-
bourhood of Chichester. The prisoner had given himself up to apoliceman as the person who had fired the stack, but
afterwards endeavoured to explain away his confession

Th«i^ g
3!

1Ud thf-.H^ drunk wheu h0 made it.

SJ^TiSin* sb-ort deliberation returned a verdict of

££&«- J^ d
^hlef J,

us
l
lce Erle 8aid that tae Prisoner had

«^? ol
a crime of the most dangerous description, and,

E*2!>«

T

ple t0
.
d
lter 0tbers

'
he felt ifc his dut7 to pass a

ftTSKSSS iTytrT
that hG bek^ - penal servitude

srponmg

Jifltecellaitedug*
The Sources of the Nile.—Mr. Petherick, her

Majesty's Consul at Khartum, has recently left

England to explore the sources of the White Nile,
and to aid the expedition of Captain Speke, already des-
patched by way of Zanzibar for the same direction. The
Royal Geographical Society raised a subscription of about
1100J. in aid of the expedition, to which the Society
itself gave 105/.; the Foreign Office, 100Z.; Lord Ash-
burton and Miss Burdett Coutts 50/. each. It is under-
stood that Mr. Petherick will reach Gondokoro in
November next ; he will then explore till March, 1862,
and, after the rainy season, start afresh, and continue
his travels till the end of 1863 or the beginning of 1864.

demand for good ne
* at>lth «JSwas also sonfe inq^SffiWSL

Best^EgSSSS^
Second do. $*" • .. £».

The following -L*?W th* PnC5

«

«2l Jin* fST B°-AT RACE -°n Saturday morning thegreat event of the rowing season, the Oxford and Cambridge
eight-oared cutter match, took place on the Thames on theusual course between Putney and Mortlakc. The weather was
Sww£UlVl dCSlred

>
aDd a to start was m*dc about 11LLT/!l t?u Forafe,rsecoilds Cambridge had the

ho^hl
XS Sb0rtl

? ™co™red t^ir loss, and ultimately

fntiiFS"^ Past the fla* boat at Mortlake 30 strokes

SiJhZJ^o?
their opponents the entire distance being accom

£™™ ^ «
mmUt*S 27 seco

l
nd8

-
Both crews di»ed at Willis'sWnn

Chib.
eVenU* at thG iDVitati0n 0f the Tham*s Sub-

Agra,

#>0itua*i>.
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formerly Recorder of Dublin CaUed

Government of Sir Robert Peel he w£ mlde tir.V ql
tb

*
e

times of £eat political SdtaS&H^'^J?™'" '»

from a painful malady. Tnia, SJr?w wS. 2 ? m'
1 mtensel >'

his death, which resulted fromi^22n T nofc *"<> cause of
was attacked abont^^^af^10^^ which he
his death the members of the bar n^nt 7 f

T. day8 before
through their chairman ^^^^^^^^1chapter as a Judge, and 22^S^^Z^
**&Ji

2S.& W&2JE' tt °" £? 1Mh **
was son of the fiwt baronet hv VhT ?

72
,

d year
' He

fiir Thomas Hay, Bart of p.rk t ^Z **"^r of
estates m right of his wife in Wo?

inheriting whose
assumed the name of Hw Th« I

94, *5e fir8t b net
1789, and married first m^sTo^l/ d«?a8ed was born in
Maxwell, Bart., and aec^y n fs^f^1 °I***» H^
George Hawthorn, whodiid in ?«i 'tr

dau^hter of Mr.
title and estates by his only son nffh. ^l f succ^eded in the
now Sir John Charies Da&iX*^ S'S"^^ 9»PW

i
^"P^.-Onthe 22dinst, at Glcnarm Castle, North Iro-

land, the Countess of Antrim, of a son—10th mat, at Argyll
House, the non. Mrs. Gordon, of a son—24th inst, at 33Cadogan Place the Hon. Mrs. Hay, of a daughter-20th inst'

I ?,•' ^rookl

street, Grosvenor Square, Lady Sitwell, the wife
1™

S1I ^eresby Sitwell, Bart., of a daughter-12th ult, at Mala-
bar Hill, Bombay, the wife of Sir A. Grant, Bart., of a sonand heir-24th inst, at Byrkley Lodge, Staffordshire. Mrsnewdioate, of a daughter, prematurely—20th inst, at 1J8*
Jj^aton Square, the wife of Evelyn Philip Shirley, Esq., M P

'

of a daughter-26th inst, at 25, Belgrave Square, Sfrs. Cal-lander, of Preston Hall, of a daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On the 21st inst, at Mauldslie Castle, Lanark-

shire, Major Handle Joseph Feilden, 60th Rifles, second eon
of Joseph Feilden, Esq., of Wittou Park, Lancashire, to JakeCampbell eldest daughter ofJam. s Hozier, Esq., of Mauldslie
Castle, N.B.-19th ,nsf, at the parish church of Kensington,
Lieutenant-Colonel Oakes, 12th Royal Lancers, to Frances
youngest daughter of the late J. L. K. Lennox ~-
Lennox Castle, N.B.—2d
Charles Vernon Oxendf.n, „ ^.^^^ uuiy SUI1 or tnc KevChares Oxenden, of Barham, Kent, to Xorah L, onl v

:

daughter of Martin H. Gobbins, Esq., B.C.S.-28th ult, ^Pyle, Glamorganshire, Arthur Champion Philips Willyams
FfJo*.™^ '

and C;llllli^ton Park, Cornwall, to Charlot*Llisabbth Longlevili.e Jones, second . uightcr of the Rev
£"hi?

N
?
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n";

LE 1°??*' 0f
'

"' H ' M 's Inspector ofSchools for Wales-25th inst, at the Church of the Holy Trinity
Chester, Francis Hallowell Inolefielo, Esq., Lieutenant

lt^%Tn
:
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i?-

I-» f0Urth son of th0 late Admiral Inole-

£*i?;, i™'
t0 Ha

,
n
7-
ah More, third daughter of the late

^J;
ELj01 r°N% of Liscard, Cheshire, Esq.

A,5^
THS-7°U the i3d inst" at No^h Lodge, Ealing,Middlesex, Sarah, widow of the late Hon. Henry-ArthurANNEsi.EY-25th inst, at the residence of her brother, at 3S
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>
clde»t daughter of the late Sir

Crnp^^ 5art—

i

7th inst
'
at Wcodfiirn, near Edi, rgh
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Half-bred ditto., lDown Ewes . . i
Kent Fleeces . . i
Colonial Wool
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Ditto a**
Com biiw*

Blanket,?

Flannel

evening. Firt classS*w W
out the series, but toot dWrK^ t(*
decline a few days after thecS

0118 "*«
agreed te buy only ROod woST "*?* l

and it must seen become <*&! ?*** *
both Australian and C?w thatrt

*?^^
their wool in good c^d^xSSftSwool has gone off at about lateS L

COAL MARKET.-Marc
Hell s Primrose Gas, 13s fid • r™^ •

Davison's West Hartley, 15s. 9d' dSK
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- 9d.
; Walls Enl

METROPOLITAN CATTLE WU.
_. Monday, March ii
There are a few more Beasts than on Moofcx •

dull, and that day's prices are with d&sfc-
There is very little alteration in the supply ifStar
trade for them. Prices have rather a donnj.

Choice Lambs and Calves are in demand «.
Germany and Holland there are 369 BeiM, ism
51 Calvea ; from Scotland, 280 Beasts; from Hit
Norfolk and Suffolk, 2000; and 100 from &:
midland counties.

Alsager Esq --9th ult, at°' Z£
.
fcaq., of LincolnVum, bnrrisW-

Bermuda. Duncan Stewart

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 6

Do. Shorn .. 5

Beasts, 8580

;

s d s d

8 to 5

6-4 10

4-4

Best Lo&f-fMk

Do. Shorn

Do. flhera

Lambj

Caka ..

Pigs

8to6
.. w to 5 4 .^» •

Sheep 6 Lambs, 19,260; CAw

Thursday, March 28.

We have a very moderate supply of ft**JB
i» very amal) i tht tuuot be di^waH t:

reduction of fully 2d. per 8 lbs. in all kim «|i
-1— X!JL-' 11-

»>f late. Trade is exceediop:

- • ' wrtm

ae tin

We tow

insafeik

plentiful than of late. Trade is exceediagc

proportion remain unsold. Choice Lamw m uw

mil a¥ f-hio iMsnn rtf f.hft vear. the Uu*
proportion remain unsoia. unoice i«"«";

—

ml at this seaaon of the year, thetkupj

d» Ad ; they are scarce and dear.
**"

nuinliorof inf quality, which are3 years and 9 moi 8—24th inst, at the Royal Naval I nitftT I
number of inf. r quality, ^cnawuu«--

j

pfl'm""M
' n— '- ' ~ 7 wav,u I

5°Sl
ta
H supply consists of 220 Beasts, 300She«p,rfl

J*S .o Mi.cb Cows 140.

w .«.,, wiimiiiiiRT JOHN iRf RW I? V nlrUa*

--22d mat, at Leicester, the Rev. John Win, M A vic^of afMjjrj and enfrater of Wigst„n's *$&&&££

wink

now^ John CharleT£^Vm^Haye R?f Th^" 5 -~
J821, and married-in 1847 th*»Vhiv?2

y
'

i
"? '' ho was born in

Napier. He was educated at RuJhtSXgh |

ter
2

f
,
the late L"*

the navy, served in t£ roeratioM ^n
b
*w? 1 a"d

^
avin« entered

"Jg
the bombardment of filv?out

"
d *? °f S

I
ria

'
incIu 'i"

afterwards saw much servile Rrt̂
St
^
J
^an d Acro

- and
»Md«dthe Hannibal d^rin? the R,

and China
"
He com-

•t the capture of Kerteh^d K^T^ *?d was Pre8^t
xnent and fall of SebaatSxA

K,nburn
«
and at the bombar

General Y^mas p u i:^j
Btafiordshire, in hU 824* '££^l?12^ Hilton *^.and aerved the lamnalpn «5-nbao j f^tered the army in 170
deputy-assist. ao^SCene^^o1

IS?
ln tho Peni^.U 2 i

capacity with tbi Duk^w?iiiSli
,

.

,lb8C<
'uontly »» the aamo

and was present at the battle of tIu
8 ?™S nntil Jun«. 1811

2d battalion of the «6th^ SrSvo pT1-
He flerve4 wit,

» the
txons, una, the capturb of B^??o?? ?nA

U
°\ and °ther °I^-

with the Queen's a? the reducdon'of^""^^"y wrved
Salamanca, wh, re he was alieh«??£ f f°

rfa and ^ttlo of
and Very severely at S? c

3"7
f 7h?nd

!
d e*^ «« the day,

entered bis breast and fodrad *L?Z IU
?
K>n

'
a bal1 h^«5

along two ribs. AttheexSono?fhhe hea^ af^ tcarinf
the command of his Stwi^ wiTh^I^

8 he resum^
anoua operations. nra*Si°.«. ^.Sl- whl

?
h he served in the

fl»M M
C0^T GARDEN, March SO.

Heaths, and Roses.
violets, Mignonette, Camellias,

FRUIT

O^^WfiM? 10
'

[ ĉ

P«rd. MM.M-^ '-
to 148

I
'^an^es, per ll 0a to 10a

Best 8cots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best iMwns and
Half-breda . . 6 6 - 5 10

8 to 4 10

4 — 4 8

— 4

Do. Shorn •

Do. Shorn •

Lambfl

Calves

Pigs

• •

**

Do. Shorn . . 4 10-52 r^ »

i, 910 : Sheep & Lambs. 7320 ,'
Calves,

Beasts,

ML

entered the

•Wo^ "f«»wona, preceding, during

Royal MaS ataSim his
,

T«h 7~r. I

Hampton, d

new, p«r lb., 2oa to 84a
atrawberri <.,lato2a
rears, pur doz.. 4s 6d to 8s

TW, v x. -
VEGETA E3.

Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d
trench Beans, p. loo, Ss
«reen Peas, p. 4 sieve, 20a
(ireens, per doz., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do. , 2s to 3s
rotatoes, p. ton, 90s to 160s— per bus., 4s to 6s— per cwt., 6s to 10s
Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
lurnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 6s
cucumbers, each, 2s to 3s
Artichokes, per doz., 3s to 4s

I'i nous, per 100. 6a to 10s
H uts, Cob, per lb , la to Is 6d

MARK LANE.-Mokdat, ^-

,

The supply of English Wheat to th» vxm

small, and disposed of at an _

improv men **

the prices of this day se'nnight !«"',,.

but foreign Wheat being;beld far.tato^

checked l.nsiness. and only a retail"JTO,*
week's prices were not generally exceeojo.^,

at last week's prices. Beans are firm, w
^

Oats are a .low sale ataj^^£&V>

Wh«at

Beet, perdoK.,l 8 Cdto2«
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to lsddOmons, p. 4 rtejo, Is^ to 2a6d
Aspanigus, p . bundle, 4s to 1&

ShKllnfa
P

' P
",u

net
'
,S «d tO 38Sha lots, per lb., i s ed

Garhc, per lb., 6d to 8d*mdive, p. score. Is to la fid
Horse Kadiah,p.bnn.7ls6dfo4a
Mushrooms,

p. pott/isedtoa.
Paraley, p. i 2 bunches *Tto £Savory, per bunch, 2d S 4d

una uruiii*»ij vr ..,.^

ftaex, Kent, 4 Suffolk
;
.1«$|...

^ line selected runs. .ditto w~.

.

— Talav«ra t • • »?u
Norfolk

— Foreign • • • • • •
• ' '

' chn 40-*5 "*

BABLrr. grind, i|dtot,»»'*JJ* *
_ swot,™ oTindintr and aisH^"^

5<H
r t*

barley, grmu. «.««*., -»" - ,
Histi liW?— Foreign . .grinding and dwciiu^

Oats, Essex and Suffolk . ..... •
•••••-

- Scotch and Lincolnshire.. Potato

Rra
Rye-meal,

• • ...••

in the American War.' and
MatollSs

—«- - thV-.vi^ s»5 ^^^ ^ » «^oonded.
Ma

ST"^yng during? th« «i«, h:w^,Me
- °?lway- whe"

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

t>~-~. m ,
Smithfield, Thursday, March 28Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 86s I Clover

Superior do. (old) .. 90 105 SewOhiL " -

^nordo. ..50 60 .^f^ .. m
Rowen .... ' __

Dtraw
3. 28

ttt^.

"
-. Davis A Co.

Fine old Hay . . . . g^o 1 og^ Fine old ~

Scotch and Lincolnshire.. roja-

Fo^\\\\v;::pii»id«iBww

foreign... .....•;;• •••'^28'
Maagan....23sto44s..-^

PigeoT 34.- 5«s..^j:

>reiflm •"'•:" 'nni\ana

Peas,
Maple

.

to
Wbite

,r sackfSt

9 *

Inferior do. .

.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw .. ..

bt) SO

per barrel!^

malt moderate.- ^

2d do. .

.

Foreign

The supj]

pi 1.

*r

ih'

• •

• •

3S 42

Inferior do
Fine 2d cut .*.* .'."

i Inferior do.
I Fine New CloVer .'

!

M
90
100

On ' ch and Irian ^jj '^ fl^jjK
.{—-rHTftls of Flour •^.opp

with a little Mediterranean an^ pAjJ
extremely Wm^.^^b ^^JS***

| arrival, nearly aH ^^^dayier^^^HI I J Villi iiww •^f
»—

-
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jjrti M on Monday, but that day's ad

u, i P.

ft*>

same as oi late. Tares very slow

.

but business small. Linseed and
: The trade Tory quiet

;

JMly supported,

arch 25 to March

Oats.

19*79 910

'•

»•

100 qre.

300

»sw
»'

»•

, March 16.—There was a fair attendance
mornmjc's market, and with the ad tee in

demand was anticipated ; this was,
the quotation* of last market day

Flour was held firmly at full prices,

coosun inquiry was expereneed.
Utile attention, and the rates of Frith.

Oa4* and Oatmeal dull of sale. Be
ley ui angod. The market

, but buyers show little dfupo-

No 111.

, , , ,
asitf NuMiWmu*!

be forwarded t- labor's by the 4 th, and BILLS fur in-
tertiou by the 6th instant.

50. Albemarle Street, London.—March 10,

rr\HE EDINBURGH RETlEW. So. \U"X Advert led flir insertion are requested to
be forwarded to the Publisher* immediately. AwmiMMtiiTi
and Hillb cannot be roeeieed later than SATL'RDA
ihe 6th of April.

London: Lonom«v 39. PatofaceUr Row, W.C.

pUTHlLl PA1IPHLK ok < IU) ; -KJ Culture of the Sumwberry. i» ; Oa*t*ms#ts»Mentooaai
asoond edition. 1* Market Gardenia* , tWd edlttan. Is id

'-

\ mo, l* u the Poteto, Onenndjcr, with%i* '

irde -Jams* rmmF.lt HA

*SL

Waeet. HhlWT. Oats.
1

R*«-

85* Id54J 9t 58*11

54 [ 99 4

23« Ort 40i 04
'29 35 6 30 7

64 J 99 f S3 35 1 29 7
64 * 99 11 i 6 34 6 41 8
63 8 99 7 23 84 10 . 40 1

64 • 98 6 23 10 32 11 m 1 .

64 1 39 11 23 5
!

34 9 40 2 1

Us
41

+1
48
41

1

7
s

This Day, Octa\ J 2*.

,

TKA^ftACHi>.\s op the NAlloNAL A»<>.
CI A TlON for tr vi »t IOH or BCI KNC«

.

1890. Hited by G. W. HavriNOs, LL.1J ., 4ieneral Secretary of
the Association.

The TR \ Ns At TI09JB for 1867, 18a
London : Pajuuta, Sow, 4 Bouax, West Strand.

NO. II. of mu. ItBCOH l> in ihe AST ItU
Mi:r OLOCTCAL >• be published 1st

UUlL, ana contain PmJBoaa of (

imPROVtO FRUIT ll
Jest published, price 3*. 6*\, tiw

H K Et€ U A R 1>

By Ta.mas Brra
Loudon : Lono f & Oo

CULTURC.

T ii II

of

us
niHiai MM

"

r IMIK
1 FI.

Inst
, ibed, nrit* 9*.

.

(iAKDKNK s ii i mi: viKl) BOh
OWKR PLOTS ; being a deecrtptfrc line of

Of

M \Y, md JV> I I Viol .

/ -0.

«A w.a
.

WWIR, I' } Jy at©J St rut* t

,

rpll

'At

64
64

If

Tupcrr-Anonw in the Last Six Weexs Avziuobs.

Psb." 16. KenTS!. March n ».~Mj W. Mar. 2f»

Si-
2

I

L

• •

• •

# «

• •

* *

r

• •

• *

LW *

U£

PRACTICAL GKOLOGV: KING'S COLLI L m-
f ** -Professor Thnsant, F.G.S., will give a COUl: or
LETTr " GEOLOGf, having especial reference to the
sfj^B f the science to Engineering, Mining, Architecture,

**n«1 The Lectures will commence on FRIDAYf. " ii 12, at 9 o **. They will be contiun n
onjonihm WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at the same

**g* *—. **> «£ It. W. Jblf, L) Principal.

GOV£RNMfcNT OFFICIALS.
B» OS Of SCALK OF PREMIUWS.

SAN ASSURANCE SO TV
1KB OUARANTEl t reduced i

— - ^_._ . °j; ttnder the Treasury, <"
, Inland

we'sane, aoam of Trade. Poor-Law Bo \ 1. % and
a3TJ2«?*?•,p rtto*nt,l

* and for Bank *&d Itoilway Clerks,

"SffJ* ta ©wnmercial em] 1-ymente.
^rtber reduct the c atiOO of life aworancc with

Annmtiai granted on favourable terms.

0*c *,» '

tefor,a*HM may i.o obtained a* Mti Chief^»ce
, jo. X, Waterloo Plaoa. Pall HaU, London

P>J? ^D, ! !\i)LKY-s v HL1
* KINGDOM. winlS',9 Cost 36*. Prices^ om

Wood Walton, II a

T
' In

MRS S. C. HALL'S NEW MACAZ1NE.
This day, prioe • Shi r Monthly

S T. JAMES'S IAUAZIN V|
C< » by MRS 8. C HALL

And designed to I'l-^i ii. >t.' the lot. i oat* to, 1 ftennomeale

of Life, and the Amusement and Informajioa of ail C lass ss.

Contwtts :—
I. W. James's. By Robert IM\.

IL Can Wrong be Right? A Tale. By Mrs. ft. C. Hall,

lllust rated with Etcl Q Steel by Phia.

III. Holias. ByOv Tedith.

IV. What Flor Nlphfingalo hr- » D«

V. The Irish All Souls' Night. By the Author of M PI»I
-ml"

VI. Mauve and Magen By Robert Hunt, P.R8.
VII. K the 1 A Tale, in Throe Part s.- Part L

VIII Dm Lesrend of St. .riatopher. By the Author
an Halifax, Ge »an."

IX. on "Rssaya and Reviews." By J. 0. HaUi-
well, F.R.8.

X. Among the Stare—in April. By Captain Drajrson, \

XL When I Love I For Music.
XII. Puir Grifll A Tale o' Scotland.
XIII. The Hilla of London. By Dr. F.S

XIV. Need of Sanitary Knowlcdgo to Women. By Mrs.
AI rrifield.

XV.? gof the Lark In the (""it/. J mas H
XVI. An Excursus f<>r i'ractical Paopto.
XVII. v We I wit I.

XVI 1 1. The Literature of Goa»|p.

XIX. A Bter; r the Young. By Mrs. 8. C. Hall.

Iy»«don: OVBOUs, Oti.kv. A- * >., «'., I W.

S K R I A L

tricaj Rules for the Constiftjijn of Pfower Plots adsMted fbr
Lawn and Flower Gardt w i is added aSUPPLE-
WENT, with dire* ration of the Oortagi
lower G n By l. M'Kkixax. Oardaner and Contraetir,

Uarrf 'ctiiu-aM

T«..¥as Mtrhat 4) laagow To he had at all the nrtn-
dpal flagd Nil a Glasgow at.

^ AAJDCRSON $ AGRICULTURAL CMCMI8TRY
liaW u omwn $ • ea «4V hKM h:\r9c9 AG Hh IL i llKM 1

1Hia
At<rieultur

Bdinbnrnl oaS 4t Ciuatn
Mas a <:

a A N If fA ft*
W.

in Ten One M .tiling Monthly Parts,

ARTIlirR \ XU UiMI i \\A DAR,
desc ing the buaianse neeeesary to he perltirsaed en

\;u! i kindi ol Parmt, during HflJ M oih in the y'^%r.

litfJD. Ite-wtmn, an i faded by Joua
M MoaTov. With numerous Eavravinffs,

The t Fart ear on April i.

I • i ; [{. ... ii.EDQi, WaIOTB, A RoOM
Parnngdan >*i^oL E

M' rCALFK, IUNGLKY, and < NKW
\ l i N i I KB, Penetrating Unbie*

Ho 1 rualie*. genuiue So> a Sponges, and every desc-

ornba i'.ijnmcry f* e toilet. MaTcaLVS'i
Alkalim I r, 2*.

,
\.

qiJIK UHY r.-Thli del i por-
JL 1 e was originally disoovered by one of Ttsaata's prlnciiial

attendanU. It is made frum wttd iowera, culled by tatry
In 1 I inkwhcro« cw no grows." The

ant lan the recipe hi aed for v e same dM'iee
of certainty as U the exiatence of Titaida heraelf. H la

w pri' i solely y Mucun., l',r.,o i v. 4» Oi^ Pcr-
fuioura, be., 130 a and 131. Oxford Street, London, W.—Init.-.i. i r->

p aw| saw *» es»aaw« »••«, \^

, 2s„ 9a 94.. an '.each.

L° V K h L U K ! ;
V 1 4

for APRIL.
MOORE'S FLORAL MAO \XINK S . 2*. 6d.

I'ANI MAOAZfNE. N... 1M. 9f. 6d.
Hii KK'S BRITISH FI IV. 2* •' '.

I]u V FT.] '. 2s. 6d.

HARVEY PHYCOLOOIA A IRALICA. No. 37. 8f.

PIC M .XI XL. No. 34. 'It.
•

xl Kkkv i., K« ien. W.C.

"CEfMTLEM^iV'S LIBRARV FOR
APRIL.

BOMiM'S ENGLISH

, J ;
-<.'.

LTORTKILIT H.\L GA
ivfkr5,xm*c& "' Mav 12- cr»ntAining Mr. XBriKiD'f I rnHV
O0L0UEED PLAN f r the New Garden at Kensington Gore, I «
M stfll on Sale at the Office, 41, Wellington rcet, Cov,

W.C, and will be sent by post "n recei of six stamps

R-oisda caji. 8v.». pp. 300, ornamentsil boards, price 2a|

II OF A HORSE DKALKL'.—
By Frkdekick Tatlor (Ballinaslok, of "The Field").

zfft^^' » the hi! rs, and one ,f the survivors"* «»brated Light -airy Charge at Balaclava.
V N'o work has ever issued from the Press better entitled

SJ]*? oonndence. It abounda in t: ighly oractic

l?***yp> *ud reveals every ve in Horse Dealing and
CJT? v°a&t- Whoever keeps a stable or rides a horae should
any the book.

di odwithPortrn
IT',' it 9», per '

<a.

LKITKRfl i . Woi: op LADY
I WORTLEY MONTA \ v Ix>rd Wl E.

Third I ,
with importantaddi rre »d

; rim the original m a new v fraud illu*

Notes by W. Mov . nplete in two Volume*, with
a general Index, ar-d fine portraits engraved on steel. Vol. I.

II !iy G. Boi rcet, (.-.< vlon, W.C.

HA1H UKsTOHhl), , nd la-autined, hy
theuseoi IttiWLANI MACABHaR OIL—Itprov«nU

hair i On vn^thans weak hair,

cleanses it i scurf and \ and makes it beau'. ly

soft. glossy, i hildren is especially reoom-
naiile<l,as he basis of a bea^ hcadofhair Price
3j. 7*., lfu d. (equal t- all), and 21«. per bottle.

—Askf< vi>s
f
MacasffHr Hold at 20, Hattoa

n, KG, and by < bemiataand Perfumer*.

NO. 8» CROSVtNOR STREET, BOND STREET.

AK'l CJAL . KKlli i A .NKW a. IM-
I RIN< —Mr I tu.'» PAftti'TED

IS VI >te< by her Majt aJ SeaL Jul
(or adanting Av a) Teet n I

T

London
: Ward A Lock , 1 68, Flet treet, E.C.

BOHN'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY FOR APRIL.
HE COTTON MANl'F n K o? OREAT
BRITAIN, ayeeematfoi l ly invesOsnUd ; with an i.trodnc

tory view of its comparative stale in Foreign ' .if.fl.n. By
vdrsw JJmt, MI). I R«. New Edition, revised and com-

} .lete- oresent time, by P. L. Riavowna In two eoltunea,

with s. Vol. ii T -. c:

IIckrt : Street, C i, London, W.<

T HE
Now ready, price Five SkiMngs, board*,

issui OF PUNCH.
I I.VOLUME

«• I- in boar price 5*., and the Volume for 1841, July to December, cloth, gilt edges, price 6«., were

Vol in •

publi*' iH*rca 1.
***, ;n boarda, price 5*., the end of April, and nt the same time the Double Volume (II. and III. together,

1842,) doth, gilt edges, price 10*. 6d.

^ ( H (PF I('E, 85, FLEET STREET, E.C.; AXD BRADBURY k EVANS, 11, BOUVEHU: >T., E.C.

M«ai ay sel f-

adhe* are fixed w .gs or any fasteninge, withotlt
raetion.rcs- >n and mastication,

r.-j u impoamble, and laat a lifetin, An
livance for rawed

\

is defects of nature
w re ug v aeta of tee —#W, July 20. "Will

* extent «atinniaed."---CsarC Circ-dmr, July 21
'• Unnvalle ta utility and economy "—Morning Port,
July 20.—Consultations free. Terme strictly moderate.—
8, Uiosrcnor Street, Bond eat; old Bteyoe, Brighten;
Heaae IL; :i, JHrnAgnanj. ^^
D\\\i:\ "::}>< Pi K FLUID bm

bt g 2."/ roars, emphatically sar ed by the
adical Profession, and univrraaily asoepted by the Public, aa
tli -at Re: r A lity t!ie Stomach, neartburn,
H'-adache, and 1 ^oation. and as a Mild Aix ut for

icate coti s i e especially for Ladies and Children.
?d with the Acidu I Lei R , it forms an

agreeable EiTervesci DraugJ in which its Aperient qualities
are much iacreaaed. ieasensand in IL.tClimat.es,.
the nEOfLaa use of t) o and elegant remedy has been

beneficial. — Mariuiacturod (with ghe utmoat
attei, to strength and pu v Dixkbtoro A Co., 172,
New Bond et, L . W. ; and sold by all respectable
Clieroiata through' •>: ,.1

OR. OE JONCM'9
(Kt rr or t«e ORt>ta0r Ij&pqud ov Brxoium)

LIGHT Hi:oWN i >\) L1VKR OIL,
preacrilied hy the most Kminent Medical Men throughout

the v id aa the safest, speediest, and moat effe< 1 remedy for

C< IMPTION*, CHRONIC RR« I1TIS, ASTHMA,
CO IS, RI MA M, GOUT, OtKKUAL DKIULlTV,

HISCAMS OK TIIK SKIN, RlCKBTS, INFANTILE
WASTING, AND ALL S i:<<FULOUS AFFECTIONS.

IS IKCOMPARABLV SUPERIOR TO EVERY OTHER VAR1BTY.

*** 2rf of April will be published Weekly, price 3d, Stamped k/., So. I. of a Fird-cUm Ulmlraled
Gardening Publication, entitled tie

OURNAL OF HORTICULTURE
COT'Iage GARDENER, AND COUNTRY GENTL1 \N\

Edited by GEORGE W. JOHNSON, F.R.H.S., and

5

A**W by a Stiff of

E

ROBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.R.H.S.,
the best Writers on Practical hardening-, and numerous < r.rfiapoiidents engaged in the

pursuit of Horticulture and Rural Affairs.

'

^t!;^°n WiH <orm the commencement of a New Series of that old^tabli-hed and rK^dar

i«ravin« i If
C^TTAGfi Gardener/' permanently increased to 32 pages, and richly Illustrated with ttood

- »g» m the highest style of the Art. A Specimen Number Free by Post for Four Stamps-

OFFICE: 162, FLKKT STREET, L<>NDON\ K.C.;

AND TO BE HAD OF ALL BOOKSELLERS, AND AT THE RAILWAY STALLS.

L

SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
Sir HiNRY MARSH. Hart., M.D., Physician in Ordinary

to the Queen in Ireland.— "I consider hr. do J < .sign's Ced
L bo a very pure OiL not likerjf to create dlayijat, and
a taernnentie agent of great Tuioe."

Da. LAN «, K.R.8.—Tdeem the Ood Urer Oil s«9jt

Dr. de ^preferable to any other

ui r i« geji'«iu''nees and tnodfcm.il emom
Dr. < NVILUB, I 8.—"Dr. ( has found that

Dr i)e .1 *» *Av*r otl Pr^dw*** **»

desired effect in a sh er tfme than ort.rr k*n and that Jt

does not eense the nanses a> n t^- «n<m
on the *dmim*tr»t Pslr Og.

Dr. LAW» E, PbyaWan to B.R H heDtike of

urg and itiabJ be Dr. de J<msb'a

ight Brown Cod LJrer Oil m prsftrence ^er, *****

aasnred Uut I am re oeodiog a gt 9
a
Mtw*> t"*. r

?
ot

a manutactured c« L in which the eflfeacy of tn*r xn-

TaluaUe medlclns is destroyed.
*

Dr vr JMrfl Ltoar »wt« Con Liv«r OfL to sold only la

iht-krial faali ata, 2.. «a* .

*f
9d.

;
qwrtj**^ 5 "£.

suled aitd labelled with his star signature, ffisWVMft

none can domMy bt gtwint, I
especUble CnemlSls.

Sot.s Aocrrs

:

Assar, Hamtorp, t Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

CAUTION.—Beware of PROPOStn Bobstitotions»



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZTTn?
WHAT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is a

thought often occuring to literary men, public charac-
ters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An immediate
answer to the inquiry may be obtained, and a Specimen Book
op Types, and information for authors will be sent on appli-
cation, by Richard Barrett, 13, Mark Lane, London.

AKE ONE TRIAL.—H S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-M church Street. E. C. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell choice
TEAS from the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices.
Private warehouse and no shop—small profits and small
expenses. A List of prices free on application. Orders by
post with a remittance or reference punctually attended to.

EVV METHOD of CURING DISEASE with-
out the aid of Doctors and their drugs, by studying

the laws of HEALTH in NATURE.—Invalids cannot too
carefully avoid pills aud other dangerous medicines, as they all
contain mineral poisons which act on the delicate fibres or
coating of the stomach, and thus destroy the receptacle of our
daily sustenance. The Advertiser was pronounced incurable,
but, acting in accordance with the advice he now offers.
has, by "God's Blessing." been restored to HEALTH and
STRENGTH; and with sympathy for like sufferers, theMEANS of CURE will be sent on receipt of name, address,
and stamped envelope.—Address Capt. Charles, No. 3, James
Cottage, New Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

LL AFFLICTED with WEAK EYES may obtain
instant relief by using Dr. Warner's EYE WATER,

which removes all inflammation arising from cold, dust or
constitutional causes.—Sold in bottles, 2s. 9d. and 4*. 6d ' by
Hannay, Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, Oxford Street, W. ;Edwards, St. Paul's Churchyard, E.C. ; Hooper, King William
Street, City, E.C, and all Chemists. Of whom may also be
had, Dr Warner's LOTION, a certain cure for sore and
ulcerated legs, burns, and scalds, and bites of insects, and in
cases ofinflammation is invaluable. In bottles, Is. ltf., and 2s. 9<T

PARR'S LIFE PILLS act as a warm and balsamic
Aperient, removing without the slightest pain or incon-

venience all obstructions, and restore the whole system to a
state of health and comfort

PARR'S PILL]S
may be relied on as the best medicine for indigestion, sick
head-ache, heartburn, loss of appetite, disorders of the stomach
and liver, redundancy of bile, dizziness of the eyes, violent
pains across the forehead, impaired memory, restlessness and
bad dreams, stuporific dozing, flatulency, costiveness, &c.
Sold in boxes price 1*. l±d., 2s. 9d., and in familv packets,

11*. each, by all Chemists and Medicine Vendors. "Sole Pro -

TO PLANT GROWERS._
WANTED, in an extensive Nursery not far from

London, a First-class CULTIVATOR of Hard-wooded
plants, Indian Azaleas', and such like plants. Unexception-
able references as to character, &c, required ; and for a
thoroughly competent person a liberal salary will be given,

with an increase if successful.—Address to X. Y., care of
Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, without
incumbrance ; whose Wife can take the Jcharge of the

Laundry.—Application to be made to Mr. J. Kellett, Widnes
Docks, near Warrington.

ANTED AS SHOPMAN, in a London Seed
Warehouse, a young Man. — Apply in own hand-

writing, stating age, salary required, and where last employed.
None need apply but those who are competent and who can
give good references to last employer, as the engagement will

be a permanency.—A. B. C, Gardeners* Chronicle Office, W.C.

KmG
proTeSniSd

â r> SIS;

WANT PLACES,—Letters to be Post Paid.

fl ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married; has had
V_J great experience in the Management of Orchids, &c.
Can be highly recommended.—B. F., Middleton Hall, Leeds,
Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;
understands his profession in all its branches. Can be

highly recommended. — J. Baker, 12, Allington Street,
Pimlico, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, without
incumbrance ; understands his profession. Unexception-

able references can be given.—N. B., South Hanningfield, near
Chelmsford, Essex. __^
GARDENER.—Age 26; thoroughly understands

Forcing; also the Management of Fruit, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardens. Can be highly recommended. B. C, Castle
Gardens, Sherborne, Dorset.

GARDENER.-_A G
" *ND C&N^

.
commend his late r2,

Ueman
*il!

to any Nobleman or Genf^H**Z k

ass"o^vjg^S
CastlejWareham. Cset

D' ff
-M&

character from 2/^ a°d
.
Ki*i

^ur^^r/ears'
1^1'?^*

O-ARDENERTSTGARDEXEr

'

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single, has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all its

branches. Good character.—D. C, Post Office, Grantham,
Lincolnshire.

fett

F.fc*

prietors, T. Roberts & Co.. 8, Crane Court, Fieet Street,London. ** Ast fnrPADD'O TTOC- t>tt » « wuioov,
Ask for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

T>ARTNER. — The Proprietor of an established
O- and extensive Nursery has a VACANCY for a youni?gentleman who after acquiring sufficient information may^^&g^£ bim-B

-
W- P0StQffice

>
Stolbrid^

TSJ£RENTS AND GUARDIANS-SOUTHAMP-
*r*i-J i « TSL

1
"

8
- 5AR0

^
D

'
Milliner, Mantle, Jacket, and Dress

it
a
,l

r
'
18

'
Abov

T
e *^r' Southampton, is prepared to take oneor two young Ladies as APPRENTICES, for two or three

w£ ^3*1? ^ •???• They Would have a moafc comfortable

TS5Sd£^ff£ 6Yery reSp6Ct " h6r °Wn ***-*»:

(TVENTLEMEN WANTING GARDENERS.-First-
FV,r f^A6? alwa?* rec°mmended. Postages only charged
tSOJ?

a
n°

r aPP1,catj<», address James Garawat <fc CoVurdbam Down Nurseries. Bristol.
~™-"*x a, uo.,

/^.ARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married, without
V>* incumbrance ; competent to undertake the management
of any nobleman's or gentleman's Garden, Farm, and Stock if
required. Good references.—W. W., 6a. Henry Street, Marl-
borough Road, Chelsea. S.W.

/^.ARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married, no incum-
\A brance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his profes-
sion, and can have 10 years' good character from his present em-
ployer. Will be at liberty in a month.—J. Petfield, Stirtloe
House. Buckden, Huntingdon.

G

tV5 TA §f
e 40

' married; is a eiod OTUnderstand the Management of LaniftiWife can manage a Dairy. NineyeS?Messrs. Henderson, Pine-Appl» Pi.- m
I"~TlPKOVER.--Age 20?

Gardener between 5 and 6
near Bedford.

TMPROVELi.-^e~2Tn
J- Two years' good character. Willi™ toV.W;R. Q-, Post Office. Bramley, Surrey.

W ^

IMPROVER.—A respectableToShT?
his age) has had considerable experience i hment, wishes an engagement where heotttt

generally useful and improve his AgricultSb-
where his services would be deemed an em
board.—T. U. V., Post Office, Buckingham.

thoroughly open

tore cd

»

b™nch of Gardemng.including the Propagation and Grouping
of Bedding Plants. Excellent certificates and recommendations

R.. 22, Preston Street, Maldou Road, Kentish Town, N W"

G

TXTANLKD a respectable, active, and intelligent
W f Man, under 40 years of age, as BAILIFF «fe GARDENERHo will be expected to look after the Gardens PleasureGrounds, and Woods; Pay the Out-door Wages 7nd makeldmself generally useful. No person need apply unless nrovded

JSS
DT fc "af^Ptionable references is to character andconduct-Reply by post, within 10 days, to 0. C, Evesham

Tf7ANTED, as GARDENER and BAILIFF, an

refe? to
7
A thorough knowleL^\h^ v™*™ 1*?*' to

Improvement of Grass Kn7 !?f
g

?»,
the Management and

business, and stricT inStv
t^U8Ual C0U1

.

ltry V*"****
Salary, 100Z. per annum witT&JE n*™/*7 ?d«P<m»bIe.

*J^_a£^^ with a situation by

*WA
il
TB

?' A S1NGLK HAN1)KD~GARDENFR

mended. W^esT, per wwk to I ,1
n°"8

'
and Wtj11 ^om-

yyANTEDTTMAN and his w'lFE. without c\M
Int0^^^^^^*^ underUaT]tVnage
The Wife J^Tt^L£^J^d

aTVn
,

the Garden "

Jtating
j
age, last employefa^ ^eS S a ^'VAd

T
dre88

'

26, Bride Lane, Fleet StLt_r^^S
'

to A
' B >

Mr
- Jones,

_^ CONSTAlJT '

W

its

UiUhJNhlt (HEAD).-Ajfe 28, Binirie; has a

q» n
thof°"gb practical knowledge of Vines, Pines, Orchids,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also Exotie and British Ferns
Flowers, Fruit and Kitten Garden. Three years' character.

-

A. Y. Z., Post Office, Teignmouth. Devon.

/^.ABDENEK (Head), in a KeiitlemanWamil
V>w Age 26, single; understands his profession in •]]branches

; 10 years' experience. Two years' good character fromthe nobleman's gardens he is now leaving. *No Sj£ tf*U«T>abroad--W
1C:

, Mr Sprigan's Nurseries, St. Albans, Herts
(^.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 30, marri^^li^iS,.V^ brance; has a practical Knowledge of Flower and KitchenGardens, early and l,te Forcing Vines, Peaches, StrawberriesSer8

r
aDd

i

M
f
l0n8

'
,

Cin h lV0 8even W"" good rec"rn-£^!

?
n fron

\
late employers. ~S. M. A., Houndshill flouslotratford-upon-Avon. '

FOREMAN.—Age 24;
Early and Late Forcing; also

Plants, including Orchids. Three years' gooddm
place he has just left. — G. W., Mr. Hu'i

Builder, Radnor House, Radnor Street. Kii*"§ f.

-

TO SEEDSMEff.—A person aufait it tk»
of great experience offers his services. Itisnj

his antecedents will te found of the moataittie

and his references of the highest order, iasji

amount.—Letters to D., favour of J.iHan,i<.j

terden Street, Hanover Square, London,t

MANAGER, BOOK-KEEPE (

DENT.—A Practical Gardeneritetefe*»1"H

G
\, n i f i

1!6 f
1
-,
marned, no incumbrance

; has a thoroutrhknowledge of Early and |Lato "Forcing Pines Vines PeachSMelons, Cucumbers, Strawberries ; the ManagerTent of heStove, and Fruit Flower, and Kitchen Gartens! Can blhighly recommended.--lj^B
1L
ElrnCottage, Slough.

Q.ARDENER (Head).-William Barxes can re-

rVJ^mm!u
d a„married Man. age 3S, thoroughly competent

C*%~?
UC

k
the Management of a nobleman $r gentlem i?

be cu.t^attd
r

LP^nnt^ i

FrUi^ an
1
v^table. are required to

Stock
1^^?^1

:!1^5S "c char^ of M~dow Land,

(^.ARDENER (Head). -Age 29, 8.ngle: WmVT Foksyth, Gardener to Baron Rothschild, lunnersbu^Park, Acton, can with confidence recommend tnTv nS2
w\rhMmT>

temanhi8F
°[eTan

'
IL D°WMvo,

d1 hi b2Swith him three years, and also in other large eaUbliehmcnta"

WORK "

ANTED, a MAN AND HI3 WIPE, without in-

G*to ?
E
«
N

^I"^")-^- »a.« i ;.*, late Gardener

nvioai branches, and a auccewful pil,iK ,
I" '*™ " 1" 'U

ehar^to, ._-u,„™erhm Cottaeo. ".^fham, uK£^
rate Cultivator of Plants for tbeXomtton of the^S? *

J

5™'
and Flower Garden The hicrhmt + «t ij • .

e Conservatory
competent ,Ah ^^?^lh

„?i t^t,momaIa can be had for

_. „ in the Trade. Extensive connec&ai m_

the world where Plants and Seeds are W* ^

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C. .

TO MARKET GARDENERS, FARMERS, AND

GENERAL MANAGER or SALESW-

practical Market Gardener, who has mo

to the entire Management (for the last 13 yew

including Selling the Produce at Coventw*
,

Testimonials as to character and ibiliOji

leading London Growers.-A. B., Post (W *-

Peckham, Surrey, 8.E. _-

TO ENGINEERS, HOT-HOUSE BUILDERS

FITTER.—A young man who u tJJJ
Water Engineer wishes for a constant swj

has no objection to fill up his time^JJ^jr
F. Russell, Mr. Cook, Stationer, Desboroogi

Road, W. -

A GENT OR BAILIFF.-Middle^U
J\. habits ; considerable experiencei

inicoBJJ

Light Land in the North and So^?[;S*
•cale, Reclaiming Waste, Drainage &c.

,
F^

with the use of Artificial Manures and

«

Breeding and Selling Short-horn and omer^r

reference.-X. Y., Mr. Yeitch, Nurseryn^

Chelsea, London, S.W.

O Son, age 30 ; thoroagWy^^T^
branches.^A. B, Post OfficeJiveA^ ^
J^ several years in Se kn-kshire, *

flj

the most improved *?*&$£** *&
dently recommended by Mr. ^ whoai»pr"

Cannon Row, Westminster, S.W,

be made.
A highly r

FARM 8TEWAKU.

situation as FARM fc|Ew a«u ^
requiring the same ;

has^r ^ tr
-

of everything relating to Agncu

Manage

f°?
Ie

;^ *£l* t0 P^uce goci Veferencea

w
particulars,

energetic couple, without in-cumbrance- thp M,n « 5 ^"pie, witnout in-

BAILIFF, ^rsVn^C^^^^
,MMnn "f T ^d, Breeding & l ""

t and a good di«
id GENERAL M
work and habits

-" muni oe moc*
coals and vAfro t

His Wife mua £ a^^ood C(^K«H
a^?f^ diMiP,,nari*n

Acl.lreai

Surrey,
ie time
Office,

G Bailiff
R
Mi

(
i^

EAD)
H 2? P^MNER A,D

ferred.-F., Font Office, Bat

f

Rjs^S W 0>«ntey pre-

ft^R?fS2- B (*****>>> 0R GAK1)ENER AND

Stove and OrecnhoueeT Plants tnc KitehVwdFI^T« ^ °f

Also the Management of Farii Stock, Ac Qo^llL^^-
J- C, 6, Allington -Street, Pimhcorw references.-

The highest references given.
ine niguesv rw*w»-— o _^~~"^C
posts, Southamptom T^oOT

I
ha

iren>

Steady, industrious, and

BAILIFF.-The Son of »^Vi<k
JLJ where he would ta« tb^SW**
and at the same time render h^_^ ft*

Bedford.

AIUFF, ob Breeds
i

B"pract'icaily acquainted^%fi^^
Stock, Land. ^^ing^f^f^^
tat the last 85 years. First cia»

vboja
be*^

(^ARI)LNKR.-Age28, married, one child- has a
B
g
Ts
d fi^f^knowledgo. Four years' g,,od c larac£r 1

•
B., 48, Mai,by fetreet. MaLby Park, Stratford toJx

years or

mfide**

1

manager for upwards of 3

man in whom the greatest

k-.m] DeJrywoBjan.
.

%

""Art uned.—J -. «'««*

fortable Situation » ^S^1^
M 'Mullen, Seed Merchants, o, *>-

M
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AKTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac.— Mannrartorers
in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

enry norinsserj instruction for their economical
sparation, by applying to J.C. Nesbit, P.O.8.,

of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

(
London, S. Analysesof Boils, Guanos. 8uperphos-

ofUme, Coproiites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
executed with accuracy and despatch,
of receiving instruction in Chemical

Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
siUttOeDejv.

ISTABUSHED 1821 —Universal Success or

r% BIFFIN, MORHIS, and GRIFFIN'S MANURKS.
" They havs now been tried in 20 English counties, and

jtbit testtoonv borne to their value as Manures adapted

Iks TUI MA EL WURZEL, WHEAT, GRASS,
> POTATO CROPS.

PolJ on application fc

WolTerhampton

.

LA W E 8 * 8 MAN I RES
The Manures manufactured bv J. B. Lawks for the

present season of iwi. are now rsady for delivery at his
Factories, st the following prices :

—
LAWES-8 PAT I f TURNIP MANURE, AMD BONE

SUPERPHOSPHATE oF LIMB U «
LAWES*8 SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME from

BURNT BONE or MP VL PHOSPHATES ..5 5LAWW8 BARLET, GRASS, and MANUEL MANURES 8
These Manures can be obtained of Mr Lawks, or through

his appointed AgenU, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at
paces varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guans direct from Messrs, Gibbs ; Nit rait

of Soda, 8ulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Calces at market prices.
Address John Benxet Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C. ; and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNAKD, LACK, and CCVS CONCKN I RATKI»
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF 1. 1MB; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribastc
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

be very grat ng to you, and are the best proof of t he verj

s'h agricultural and commercial value which characterise*
r concentrated sup< ate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testis.
Prices, Ac., msy be had on s ation to Br ax a an, Lack,
*Co„ Sutton R..sd, Plynu b.

TUB I DONT
Are now

MANIKK i'OMPA V
1*40.)

•sBowtng M AJTUFACTUREO
MANUftss*:—

vr«.iw»«»

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quant*
D
l???i*rTSSa

BoNM
»
M BDMlTuScM roa

1 AST l RES.
CON NTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MA RE roa >RN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE roa TOP MIBSSING.
MANGOLD MANURE.

They would csil particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
ES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

soluble and insoluble pTisjnheea, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones,

a London Manure Company also suj PERUVIAN
GUANO fdlreot from Messrs A .ibba * Sonst
SODA, SUM 1IATB* vMM md every Manure of value.

116. Fsnohurch Street, 1 few. Pi nsam vta

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH.
Warranted equal in Strkkotm to Toraoo.

"OSKIMI liAKKIt,! piera, Fltttat. l K.r
h» dealt upwards o 3 year* in the above, oan reoom-

nd ii xn the best article for destroying iy. J •«.. ;-«r.
ITjolbs.. la 1 dsrs j»ayatil« )

FOR SMOKING C R I I rw M O U S £ »

TENANT FARMERS' MANUIIK. COMPANY.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE FOR ROOTS
ODAMS'S superphosphate of lime,

IMNTFACTUIiEI) HY TIIK.

MTR0-PH0SPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITEDX

Consisting of TKXANT FARMERS, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman—JONAS WEBB, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
All particulars may be had on application at the Offices. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Offices: 109. PENCHURCH STREET. Manufactory: PLA.ISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

r

JAMES AND FREDK
. HOWARD,

BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,
MANI'KACTI liKRS OF

CHAMPION PLOUGHS,
H A R R O
HORSE

W S,

R A KES,
HORSE
S C A R I F

HOES,
I E R S.

AXD OTHER IMPLEMENTS.

ALSO SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

SMITH'S STEAM CULTIVATORS,
Of which they have sold more than ONE HUNDRED SETS in upwards ofTwnmr Counties of Kngland,
* tbad, and Ireland. Catalogues, with full particulars, and Reports from Purchasers tent free on application

NKAL'S PATENT APH1 P.\ ILS light with a
Candle, save all trout dssi f all I insets, are already

unsd In Die pal and leading Nurssries in England, II f.

and Scotland, and m.-* ed of thn
\

.» .ncit*l Seedsmen
and Nurserymen, U perj>ackc 'estll* M ifactarsr
and Patentee, J. Nrau, EdweH «et, I

A< 'SllLl(iHr(X)MPOSlTK)S
—Bxtra strong, 4«. per Gallon, miff

to make Poor. Ten Gallons and upwards.
Carriage Free tn London.
NINE VIMS' intensive manufacture
as enabled Paoe & 1 to efl< . t k-reat

itriprtrraasent in their Ulight Comjiasttion
It U prepared uj :s,

to destroy 8< HID P. Ml A I V I

RED SPI!>KR, MILDEW. AMERICAS
BLIGHT, Ac, w Injuring ^•egtU a.

1 ONDON AOKI
HrM»sss> i « ' . Vint ajile Place, N.W.
VrnvH k How, i lsea, 8 W.

trcsh t Hon, liighfrate Nuraerr, N.
Mr. Harkes, i "raery. W.
Mr. D bsphsrd'ii Hu»h. W.
Mr. (i.akk. Strsatham Plaos, 8.

Tho leading Provincial Iloussa, and < •! t s Mm irers and
Inventors, Paor A. Toooood, Royal South HanUSssd Establish-
ment, Boutl..un pton,

/ 'i ISHURST COMPOUND, for preventing and
VJ destroying Red Si r, Meal; ng, M n, Thrip, Scale,

reen and Drown Fly, Ame-
rican BUgbt« Anta, Ac., and
Red Ruga. >ntaini no dele-

terious ingredient, is reootu-
• ended in Gardenfr*'

Chronicle, "Cottage Gar-
•• -r.' Fold, Mr. KivcrV
"Orchard House," 8th c<1j-

i Mr. Hogj
ar V

1 i rectioos for tine and
particulara of the experience
« .• great ' irdeniug
auli ss are enclosed with
the boxes of Oi»hur> These
sre supplied retail through
any Nurseryman and Seeds-
man st 1«., $*., and lis. Get
each, wholesale, by PRICE'S
PATENT CANDLE CO.,
Limiten.

If the smell be disliked, make the solution 48 hours before

GLASS WARE HOUSE.—ESTA BLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings.

In

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Supplied to

by Id,
.. 12

"J
• • 13 I Common, per 100 feet, 13*.

:: It J^ ••
i6'-

SMALL SQUARES.
Mr. Rivers and many Others.

16 os. 21

IS*.

23s.

Ij. by In.

6 .. 4

«| 4i
7 .. 5

7* . . 5|

In. by In.

8 6
84 .. 61
9 .. 7

Tcr 1 feet

Common
11*. 6d.

Super.
12«. 6d.

Per foot

It*

1H.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

it

is
le
I?

It
14

f

t

11

11

11

11
12
1.

Inches
12*
13

12
1

ie
17
18
H
22

Inchea.

9
10

™L_
12
12
12
12
12
12

Inchesby Inch
13 .. 10

13* .. 104
14 ..10
14* .. 10A

Inches by inches.

15 ..10
12 .. 11

124 .. 114
13 ..11

Inchea by inchea.

134 .. 114

14 11

1 4ths.
Sds.
2ds.
lsts.

P. 100 feet
12*. 6V*.

14*. M.
If

21*. (id

P. foot.

ii*
2*

16

17
20
23
20
22

• •

13
13
18
13
14

14

24

20
22
24
'20

n
• •

• •

14

15
IS
15
16
16

24

20

M
* •

16
17

18
* *

» •

* *

4ths.

Sds
2ds.

lsU,

13*. W
16*.

*. SeT.

24*.

_1

1M.

8

qu*mtity than 100 feet is token, a moderate charge made for package.

leos.~4tfca. I«vi 9a a QLA38 CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZ >T ON LIST.

- *»» 2K. m, and id, per foot.

2J<*. per foot.

I

21 or..—Iths, 2M-, M., and 34d. p«r foot.

Sds, U<i , id., and 44<i per foot.

GENUINE WRITK TFin

LlKaBlD-OIL Pr

HART1BT8 IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.
Not accountable for hreokage,

32*. Oci. per cwt. I
LINSEED OIL

84 ..
BOILEDoj w „ TURPENTINE ..

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, tc.

• •

• «

• •

2*. 7d. per gall

3

2 10

FUMIGATING AND SYRINCING.

CGRIFFITHS and AVI* >Bi vm«, Coventry,
Toallatte >n to their T CO PAPER. It is simple

in use, safe in Application, altogether effcctiTe In the destrn
n of Green Fly, Black Thrirm, &c . nominal In price, 12*. 6*f.

per doren pounds (not indikUotf carriage), sent to any part
the kingdom on receipt of Post Office Order. T<» those in the
Trade a liberal discount on 28 lbs. and upwards. The I wimr
practical gentlemen have submitted it to every kind of ordeal,

and bear testimony it is al! we represent :—
Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox
Mr. Wm Oliver.* the E^rl of Craven C he Abbey
Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland. Trenthatn
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford. Packinjrton Hall

Mr. John Jennings, the Bsri of Derby, Knowsley Park
Mr. Thomas 1 d, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D- Ryder, Weatbrook,

Hemel Hempstead
Mr. Geo Bennett. J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. J as. Knackston, J. R. West, Esq., Alcot Park
Mr. W. H Mo.mtford, H. R II ^hes, Esq., Kinmel Park,

St. Asaph, North WaleB
Mr. Peter Conlon, C. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds,

Hoddesden
Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Richmond, Surrey
Mr. John Reeves, Ladbroke Nursery, N fill, w\
Mr. John Jennings, Nurseries, s » n-OB-Stoiir

Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, SssJsfiaa, snd Fiona 1

LeamingU>n Nursery
Mr. John Ogden, Nurse. an, Seedsman, and FT v«n try

Messrs. S. Perkins A Sons, rseryssen. Seedsmen, snd
Florists, Coventry - , ,

• • AsrenU Wanted, forserymen and Florists MHsrrso

N B Cast Fumig g Pots. T Water for Syriafioi

an^l Tohs "•«

PRIZE CAROEN AND COKN fCVTHfcS.

rAMKS PAYNE tup* to direct the m ion oi

•i Farmers and Gardeners to his fed patent adjost-

able Scythes. « taken hare been swa
(

PSTlT? *I?
acknowledged to bs the best implee^U ^ t»« k

;

nd £*
invented The ad -ent is neat, simple, end elective, and

t^e workmanship first-class.

ninsl ed Circulars and Testimonisl« on applieation.

Garden Scythes complete, 11* : Com di* ditto, 11*. fs.

Parties wishing the above will please order through their

Ironmonger c ^eedsman, who will suppl hew at the above

th carriage added.-Address, Jamw Patne, Iron-

lger. KirkcuJbright,
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A R D. ^ ^SAMUEL N. McGEKROW,
General Horticultural Builder,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout

Great Britain and Ireland.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FITTED in every

description of Hothouses, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,

Ac, on the most approved principle by J. Meredith, Vine

Cottage, Garston, near Liverpool.

N.B. First-class references may be had on application.

JOHN TURNER, Horticultural Builder, begs

respectfully to inform the nobility and gentry that he

is now carrying on all the branches connected with Horticul-

tural Works, viz., Conservatory, Greenhouse, Hothouse,

Orchard House, Stoves and Pits on the most improved prin-

ciples of heating and ventilation. Having had many years

experience in Horticultural Works, J. T. can assure those who

may favour him with their work that the best materials only

will be used. Hot bed frames of all sizes, glazed and painted,

always kept in stock at the Works, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON" beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, Ac, combining every improvement with elegance of

design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Hoofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, Ac., heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner.
J. T. A Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hotwater Apparatus Manufacturers, near the

Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

JVOKINS, late Vokins & Hurd, 2, York Place,

. Queen's Elm, Chelsea, S W. f
HORTICULTURAL

BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS Manufacturer.

Estimates forwarded.

GARDEN ENGINES AND SYRINGES.

T TYLOR and SONS, Warwick Lane, Newgate

tl . Street, London, E.C., be* to tf «gSj
!

|2l^Ŷ gJSf
superior manufacture of GARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGES

QAA CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES, and
tiVj\J LIGHTS, and from

400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept in STOCK
Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom.

IMPROVEMENTS IN HEATING, *c.

MUSGRAVE'S PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTION
STOVE, for Warming Public Build-

ings, Hall, Shops, Conservatories, Factories,
Drying Rooms, &c. Will burn in Churches
from Saturday till Sunday evening, avoiding
attention during the hours of worship. I a
Halls will burn day and night for weeks,
with little care. Capable of warming a large
apartment for 24 hours, at a cost of 3c?. ; and
deserving of special attention, because of its

safety, healthfulness, durability, and ex-
treme simplicity. This Stove is the nearest
approach to Warming by FTot Water.

Musoravk Brothers now make a PORTABLE GREEN-
HOUSE STOVE with "vapour chamber" on this principle,

Which is a simple and economical means of Warming Conser-
vatories of moderate size with safety to the plants.
This is the Stove so favourably noticed in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of Saturday, December 22, I860, p 1129.
For particulars address Mcsgraye Brothers, Ann Street

Iron Works, Belfast.

BY

LETTERS

ROYAL

PATENT.

SPARY'S FUMIGATORand MILDEW ANXIHI-
LATOR, for the destruction of Mildew in Grapes, Vines,

and Plants, without injury to the Fruit or Foliage. The effi-

ciency of its application has been most successfully proved by
practical and experienced Grape growers in Brighton and its

vicinity, and from practical experience B. Spary can recom-
mend it with the greatest confidence.

INVENTED
.

AND

PATENTED

T:T

EDWARD SPARY,

T.R.H.v,

QUEEN'S

GRAPERIES,

BRIGHTON,

SUSSEX.

To be obtained wholesale of J .hn Warmer & Son'h SoleManufacturers 8, Crescent, Cripp^jate. London, B.C.'; a.
retail of any Ironmonger or Nursery and Seedsman, in town
^J country, price 26*. each, including one dozen Cottons.

«Jh Hmt\
€r

? W,cient
(
or three famigRf f three hours

S^£m# la
.
9old

4
,n r^kets, is. 3d. each, by the I ,ntee

*W& *" /ff
nt8

' tr W D SAVAor
> 65

>
Edwnrd Street

Fig. 598. J. Tylor & Sons' BARROW GARDEN ENGINE in

best well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Tylor <fe Sons Im-

proved Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader,

which answers the purpose of the separate rose, fan, and jet.

15 gallons . . £5 12 6 | 28 gallons . . £7 2

Fig. 599. Ditto GALVANIZED TINNED IRON TUB
8 gallons 12 gallons 16 gallons 24 gallons 30 gallons

£2 15 £3 5 £3 15 £5 £5 18

FigT618. No. 1. REGISTERED SYRINGE, with India-rubber

suction tube, one rose and jet .. £18 each.

No. 2. Ditto ditto 12 6

Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto .

.

10
»•

»»

Fig. 619. Large GARDEN SYRINGE, with one

rose and jet 11*. 6d
Middle Ditto ditto 10 3

Small Ditto ditto 9

LADIES GARDEN SYRINGE, with do. 7 6

each

>»

»»

620.

621.

622.

»»

»»

»»

>>

Fig. 623. RFA D'S SYRINGE, with tworosesand one jet, 17*. 6d.

624. READ'S SYRINGE, with one rose and jet, 15

625. Improved ditto ditto large 14

„ 626. Ditto ditto ditto small 13

Garden Engines and Syringes of J. Tylor & Sons' manufac-
ture kept in Btook by Ironmongers and Seedsmen in every
part of the United Kingdom.

J. TYLOR & SONS, Manufacturers, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London, EC.

J O H N

42.

WARNER and SONS
Crescent, Cripplegate, E.C.

IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE OR
GENERAL PORTABLE RUMP.
These Pumps are fitted with

Warner's Patent Bucket and \ ilvc,

and cannot • in acti-n. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely
to corrode, and i be raiRcd or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and may be car-
ried with ease by one man to tank or

1. £ s, d.

Stand and Pump, with screwed
Tail Pi] fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe

If fitted with Barrel of
Planished Copper

Stand and Pump, with plain
Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-
tion Pipe

2-inch Patent Rubber and Can-
vas Flexible Suction Pipe,
on wires, either 10, 12, or 15
feot . . . . per foot 2 2

2 15

3 17

2 9

No. 554 J.

WARNERS' GAL-
VANIZED IRON TUB

OARDEN ENG IN E, with
Registered Spreader,
strongly recommended for
durability and low price, viz. :

—

lOgallcns ..

16
24

99

99

..£2 15

.. 3 15

..600
Larger sizes may

cither Wood or Iron.

No. 579.

TTTARNKKS' SWJN
GARDEN BARROW

(holding about 35 gallons) is
intended for all large establish-
ments where much watering
is done by the Watering Pot.
By lU use the Gardener will
eve much time and labour,
arti- irly where the Tank,
'< "• Pump is at a distance
from the Garden.

£99$.

BRASS STBIN . from to. to 21 jr.

May bo obtained of any Ironmonger or PI .ber in Town or
Country, at the ab prices, or of the Patentees and Manu-
facturers,

JOHN WARNER and SONS^
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London. E.C.

Engravings sent on application.

J.S
Shallow JJT

IRO

, GARDES I
df

e«t6incia,

3 3

43,. ^

facture Pfltti^
^ELLSwtZil
any fixing i^Jg
the ground.

PUMP8
manufacture
of Plumber:

the UnitedW
J. Tyioi

SS

PRICES RED
XewgatetoSL"

UCEDHJ. MORTON and CO., Galvanic|w
• 2, BasinghaU Buildings, Leedi

GALVANISED IRON ROC
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the char*
able, and neatest Roofing in use; also 9poutinJJI

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENC

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), feet

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist thek
and will not bend or get out of form by trap*

over. Price, with five lines of the GalvanisedSat
posts, and pronged Standards, 1*. 2^1. per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or

iron fencing ; and possesses four times the ite

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upward! oft

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY I
Galvanised. %

2-inch mesL

and tyl p«r jr.

Galvanised, *

3inch mesh, *

U. per yard. f*k

made any w&,a*

openings ofnra

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMPS

POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PR«»»
RODS and ROSE STAKES, &c.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from & perjiri

PATENT IMPROVED CAS W»
of all sizes, for the use of Private House**T
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines^ W*
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The waft*" 1

an or. Unary labourer.—Apply to n^jw-y*

B ARNARD, BISHOP, iro B^-

w NORWICH.

FURTHER REDUCTION LNT™E

P

BAKNA^,BI^O^^B^^^BARNARD, BISHOP, i>»»- Vemadea^
friends and the public tb«Vthey n

^mj*j
in the prices of Machine made

after J^J
their Nettings «« »°w G<llvani --"• -^*^
11 U *« 4

adds much to the

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide

8-inch

2 in<

2 jri'

1 5-inch
18-inoh
lj-inch
]j-ineh

M

M
ft

ft

M

09

99

9t

>'

99

r»

« •

• •

»

# •

• •

• •

•

No.W -
5

1S A
17

•• ?

19 - f
18 •• !

- s
•

If

ft

I

inch „ » "
.. „ \-4fltff

Galvanised SP^^^Netti^ * eveTT

yard, S feet wide. Wire

inch to 6 inches.

S feet 6 inchesb^^-
Fi\ wires, s

apart no wroii
4.1 W 1AA trarrfi

Fen

Galvanised
Wir^

of
«*rp

-d NettingW"
r Wire Fencing -aa *

S^rincioal Railway btation-
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G LASS FOE GKEENHOUSE8.'
ENGLISH CLASS.
s« foot, in Sheet* averaging 40 by 30, packed in

m 5L 3* per Case.

FOREIGN SHEET CLASS.
iAmKt, 300 ft .

1'. 10«.0i. ; Superior, 21. Hi 04.

;

* to. ; ftsysrior. U. U.

G * out to any given sues not on List.

l«oa.—4t ha, ltd., id., and 2Jd. per foot

. trde, *K, «K» *»<* 3d. per foot

-4th*. •&., 3d., and 3*d. per foot

Srda. 3id , id., and 4^4. per foot

CLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivera.

Islila) Mom.
tar 11 in. ' Common • . . 13*. <M.

14 in. ,
Superior do 10

by

.1

21
£1 It.

1 3

1 9
K 14 in.

" Superior do.

by I i in. ' Bnglleh Glass ..ISO
The snore prices include the Boxes.

»for Hartley's Improved Pateut Rough Plate.

cuius White Leal, Carton's Paints, Paints
ground ready for use.

Propagating Glasses, and every description of

HortieoJtaral purposes.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

100, Liibopa^ate St. Without, London, E.C.

WATERING ENGINES, PAIL-MA-
GnAKDII V«, RV »RY PUMPS, and GREEN-

>f(HBB. with all the 1 itest improvements.
Manufactured only by the Patentee,

33, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London, W.
Descriptions a awinga post free.

CREENHOUSES. ORCHARD HOUSES. 1c.nFH MAN'S Horticultural Works, Triangle,
• Hackney Established 20 years. - ibstantlally

ads Greenhouses, glased, ready for fixing, 42 feet by 13 feet.

.1 feet by 13 feet, 28£ ; 124 feet by 10 fact, 15/. Orchard
10 per cent, cheaper. A large assortment kept,
given Heating, or any branch in i

i or wood.

LIN - !. BROTHERS, 170, Hampton Street,
Birmingham, Sole Manufacturers of the Improved MONO-

BooD LAIJKLS, far Garden Borders, Flower
ev . in boxes of 100 each. These Labels have now stood the

lest of publie opini r many years, au<l are acknowledged by
•0 who have used them as superior to any offered to the public,

tttty, and ecoi iy in price.—Sole Agents in
isrs. Dkaxk <fc Co., Horticultural Implement

. 16. King William Street, London Bridge, E.C.

I DILI I GARDEN TALLIES. — Mark your
J. Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the g nhouse or

with D 9 PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
.. and they will be Indelible. Retail at Messrs Btrruot

* McCt llocb's and Mee*n-. Hooper & Co.. ' oven- rarden,
; J. Carter ft Co 87. High H born, W.C. ; T. Briodck,

Baflsray Arcade. London Bridge, 8.E. ; and all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen. Ch. *ts, Stationers, &c. With screw-holder,

1« 04. each ; will refill for U v poat for IP penn
. Wholesale by J. Lusher, 10, Holborn Hill, B.C.

;

Barclay 4 Bom, Farringdon Street. EC. ; or any other whole-
* - S^E? ;

and JoH11 Ma v
>
121

»
George Street, Edinburgh.

H.a These Peocua are unequalled for marking libly on
* whlih purpose a much finer poj in made,

*«• same pries, than that contained in the Gardener's
rsneu. Lxpoeure to light or heat renders it permanc> L

FOR GARDEN POTS, SEND YOUR OR3ERS TO
axd W. ADAMs. Kilns, Belle hie, York Road, N.,

» and be promptlyattended to. I wn and Country supplied.
J
TA CO 11 A.—Warranted - stand the most

severe frost. Thin m» I is especially fitted r
Garden Decorations, and for all exposed work, so as
Feentaia Basins, Gnrden Vases and Statues, balustrades,
yeeary for Terraces and Parapets, Terminals, Crosses for

Capitals of Columns, Brackets, Consols, Chimney
and Pots, aud all other work exposed to wet, heat, and

ftest

—

Joey M. Blashvikld, Btamford, Line 1nth Ire.

npwfaient may be seen at 16, Great Mirlborough Street*
konao*, W.. and at the Works, 8tamford, Lii inshirc.

CAROEN~BORDLR~EDGINC TILES.

Faitd O. KOSHER, Cement, Brick, and Tilb
• Merchants, hear to invite attention to their varied

eek of KNA MENTAL GARDEN BORDER-EDGING
TtUm in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic warp, and Red

T hey present advantages over Box or Grass-edging in
afford no harbour for slugs, Ae ., take up less room,
laid, require no further attention. They may

Jfhsd of tarises patterns at P. ft G. R.'s premises ; Ward's
r^fVUpper Ground Street, Blacktriara, 8. ; and Kingsland~* wharf; near the Canal Bridge, London, N.E.
~~."* Sketches of patterns sent by post on application.
wlen Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and

ir |* <.

OK IAL PAVING TILES fob ( >
rSER.

V.VT0RIE<, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BAT NIKS, Ac,
*nd d dile as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours,

., _£• <* forming a variety of designs.
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

*£**» Larders, Kitchen-ranges, Ac. Grooved Terro-
jmjne arid other e Paving Bricks of great durability,

5K?V •
"^ White Wall-Copings, Glased Drain Pipes, Ac.

*ain«d of F. e G. Rqshbr, at their premises as above.

I )
I

^f
fN HALL HUE BRICK FACTO KY, near

Rid JlfS**^^11""^ -«*nufactory for Fire Bricks, White,

end*rSm t
F*«uig Bricks, Plinth Bricks of various shapes

r stnng courses ; ornamental Garden Edgings,
T™^yyjg™yey Pots, and Vases in great variety ; superior

~» wue, Black, Red, Buff, and White Paving Tiles, for
entrance haila, Ae. AH kinds of Ornamental Ridge

SI HAW MATTIN'. or THAI f i. the best cover
ing from frost for H >t heds. Wall Frtut, lniHnu, en.

MACHINES to weave the Matting are MenufeeteeU by
Maqos A Htynixr. Bourton. I

'

r PANX
I GARDEN NKlTiNii for preernii

Beds, Fruits. Straw berries, from Frost, Bligh
Birds, Ac, and as a Fence for Fowls, Ac 1 vard wide, lid
3 yards, Sd. ; S yards, Aid. ; and 4 yards, «d. per yard, in any
quantity, may he had at Cha*. W. lours, 37«, Strand, W.C.
Greenhouse and Flower-pot Sticks Varnished :—1 foot, id.

;

If. 44 ; 2, 6d. ; 24, Id ; 3, lOd. ; 4, la */. per dosei; I>ahlia
Sticks VarnUhed, per dosen :—3 feet, 1«. 6d ; 4, 2s. 3d. ; 5, 8s.

;

6, S*. 6d. An allowance i

TANNEU NETTINU at Kbd ed Prices.
i00 square yards, 10# ^00 yard- a. ; 1000 yarda, 47«,

.SCRIM CANVAS for WALL FRUIT, GREENHOUSE
SHADES and TL LIT • .:i«.

DDRBM IN MIL,
FREDERICK EDGINCTON,

MARQUEE, FLAG, axo BANM MAN iL

Thomas Street. Obi Kent R-. i \ Ln

NETTING for Fruit I Hod*. U
berries. Ac. I \

above ft frost. liliglit. Mrs, , Jy» . wido, Sd.
yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. peryard, or Wya
SOs. New Tanned sd fbr a f the shore i

poses, or as a Fence t i oals, '2 yards wide, W.
4 yards w per rani »I yards w Id, per
j-lnch mesh, 4 yards wide, 1*. 4d. j>eryard —Cm be ha-i i

quantity >>t iIaton A Dellrr, ai rooked Lane. L<n<l<i|
Bridge, E.C.

BKlTTAiN'tf OAR I) N N I i 1 1 \ *.—The eerious
in >• done to Fniit t ^t U>r several paat

seasons has proved the absohito necesait ig pr<>iee-

tion b^ tfa roes early in the year pm se, we ma
now say, without fear of oo idktlon, that we have succeeded
in manufactut ing the only Fabric v is altogether u bjec-

ionablo. Without unduly hurting, it c'.!cctually oca the
young germ. d does not impede \ k'l't aud due
circulation i»f air.—NETTuros 1, 6d. ',0a. 3, 8d.

the linear yanl Iiboh, 80 yards long, U es wide. Tir

fan v, yard wide, 2$d. per yard ; extra quel
Peel eet, Manches

- lilKIGl lH>MO/ i

-rHtWBlBBd br her M
1? Queen, the Duke of Ncwthumherland fsrfrreR

hi. Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiawiok
feasor Lin die v for ths Horticultural Society
for the Crystal Palace. Royal BooloaW Bootety. 'late Mre
Lawrence of Baling Park, and - o3ter7B^.,e^6arSrdr
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS A V INQ FB08TS
"FRIG I DOMO," a Canvas made of patent i^radHan-

and Wool, a perfect non-eoodector of Heatand CoU. k esiRns
jver it is at ed, a Axed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and fioricultural purposes, for prsasrvinf
PruiU and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks oi insects, and from morning frosta. Te
he had in any required lengths.

Two yarda wide 1 * U. per yard ms.
Four yarda wide St. per yard.
An Improved make, 3 yards wide, U. Od. per yard run.

Also " Frigi Domo- Netting, 2 yarda wide, U 4d. per yard run.
Eusha Tnoicai Arowrr, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, annon gt , OUy E and irserymem
-eedsmen thro' t the finfdini " 1 1 to much cheaper

thee matt •*- .•• ae»eilne

|>i:\il\(r akd MOVNINt MA( HINE8
i ^ iRs mamvMsvT *vm Arrivo
"Mr. Wood has sent .v mas the A ooet usefuJ

Reaper and Mower yet In end Eli'H* »B »
of Liverpool, eet them agoing ae eere, and an/

ui in tice.

lis careful sti n given to the manofaotere, eombfcssl
with oorreet prindpk and mmhanieal propotiiona. sided by

< I ai m'i j, eaperienos in ths t vm uc
tedly placed tt foremost aa the meet simple, •moisnt, and

durable machine yet made.
Al >0 of these Machines have been \ peratton m

this co ii.i. y wit io most complots auccees, aa I ly tee-
med by the users of them, many of whom have kindly per-
mit tod i oe to be made to them. These Maehinea are un-
surpassed in llghtnem of draft and n| work, and will

out any k rase or grain at the rate of One Acre per hour

M nee are ree r immediate delivery and a Man stmt

o start each f )>aymetit expenses) Testimonials ani
hi rther nay be obtained on application to

Rn m A art pean St row.

i Office :—South Jo Street, Li

t1HUUN8.—Tueltoynl ^ uitu > I

J CHURN is the best I d. Butter oed in

12 minutes. Price 30* nd upwards.—Full pa ror-

warded on application - Ri'HOKm A Kvv. A ral ;u

Gardening Machinery Stores, 0.
r
-. Newgate

< ikVH HAY
and CO.,

%• Agent* for Shanks Patent Improved LAWN MOWING
MACHINES.

J
MAvcrAOTUUM or

PRUNING and BUDDING
KNIVES,

8PORT8M -, and all kinds

POCKET CUTI V.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, Ac.

uajroroan Works,

PAXTOrv WO:tK5, SMEPFIELD. tSTABLISMED 1 73B

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
B17KGI and KEY, 95, NTewp;Rte rent, »

i

PRi/i H<>LlJfJMB» tec best AgHonltaral Machinery
llanufacturexl.

i n/ruRAL sociirrrs prizf rfaper,
h I ttm A K»v's Screw Delivery Platform. Print 4JL 10f

.

TRaTIMOHIALB.
A great number of highly nattering Testimonials In fkvmir

of tl achines have bee received, amongst them tee
following fi"ni

M h. .1 arm Arkot, e/ WtfdcoU, OaraAettea.
" Having used your Ma< years I would not be

v i on m eon*idoration ; and I can safely my that

I have saver j ...m 50 per cent. u» t he ex jense every year I have

ted it In met I have never yet seen an Implement which
pays itsel so short a I •.«

M'CORMP RKAl> i r Manual Delivery. Price 2SL
ALLEN'S QRA WF.R, wh received the last priet

i by the Royal Agricultural Bnr y. PrlceSOt.

Al GRA M< »v, ir, for one Horse. I vice 221. 10«.

COM HI Nil) REAPER asd MOW » R—Two-Horse Machine.

Price ML
( llil U KKAJ Lit and MOWER—One Horse Machine,

The last two Machines are fitted with a Sickle Edge Knife for

A

I

r Mowing.
These Prices include Packing and Delivering at any

Railway 8tation.

T~~

I \ 1 < IWLEK, Jcb, 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full ilarsofFOWI LR'SPA NT STKAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by Rf>] ng at the above address. CATA-
.nUinir^- l'r eAs and TeatimoniaU sent post free.

HORTICULTURAL AGENT ANO VALUER.

Ml' LCHAND1 Ft (of t lie 1 ofCHAWDLBB
A So 38, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, 8 , begs to

ffer bis services as above. Sales of Plants and Nursery Stock
arranged, 'oi *red.

CAYXnp, and )KE'8 warranted PRIZEO PRi ING and BUDDING KNIVES, S IsgORM, Ac

-

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
the three Kingdoms.

PRIZE LIQUID MAN I DISTRIBUTOR.

JriM"S HORSE and CATTLE FOOD is the
cheapest and the beet, See. per owt Quality guaranteed

by ] .alyals.

v PIO and POULTRT FOon, ifa. perewt.

W. A R T( rr A Co., 6, Ooss Lane, Haeteheap, K.O.

V Agenu wanted in all large towns.

-^_^ » j iT^» ™^- Ali s-inus oi urnameniai niuge

menrnXoSSun^^theJL.,PiP^. Bends, and Junctions ; Orna-
*» *r. BTwl^VlerTl1 9 *» any pattern or colour.—Apply
TTdBiftM i7 '^":^1 Ms*nager of the Works- Agent for

'o. Moos, Builder. _*^

>> MWiim PRESERVE YOUR HAY?
** MamifactmVr SriXGToN*' Rick cloth

.
Marquee, and

A ieanti'yof siA t,ml
»
London Ul E '

RICK njm iw-i?'HAXD MARQUEES, T TS, and

5T^? red"ccd prices.

PRIZE

]

^?4 P^ t^et, Southward S E.

^LY^M^'UF \CR'CULTUKAL-PURP0SES.
RAX ^Y-UyEUPoOL,

.

«TP m-L^ „. ' 'tented Improvement* in

**** bs^ebeelawa^^ni^ "«fCINo!
********^BtSTSLiTn

^

R MEDALS by the principal

**»*a«t and efementKL .!
only mowi» of co^tructing a

Wc-ftSif? o
a gnAtly ^uced cost.

*™££Sa t\ ' *** yard of Fence -

lTltJi™^ iTB on aPT'Kcation to

L^^^^Hrftoturer. and Patentees, LiverpooL-psivmce- ljt Parliament Street, Westminster, W.

TAMES-S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-

fj BUTOR or WATER-CART, warranted not to choke up or

otherwise get out of order. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill

Crops, or Pasture Land r for Watering Streets ; has been

awarded NINE FIRST PHIZES.

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be ^-J^J^
the

Patentee, Isaac James, 1 Vaggon WorKs, Chel^ham.

N. B^-lmproved LIQUID MANUB1 «thor fixed

or portablo

.

—

-

RADFORD'S 'A'l VVAS CHI>
-«• My experience of r^^^^J^ ^d

accounts I Us verv enviable repot*

ti -..pideeP'
'f*^- Vrt .

ForPrivat. dlh . •

Washinc, W <* *•

For r
«e.«

13

F IH •*'« » 1 '

this

tber Puhlic

Institllttori .

.

.. >

Full ps ** i0 ™#
t il

nniversal afsarovnl <

xable machiDe free by poet.

me Cathedral Steps, Manehmter
| HUD. DRAurwrw, • i'*»l-|

yij

and 63, Fleet Street London, E.C. ^^
W rks. Queen Street, Sallord, Hanehester.

Thos. Braoford,

Xelu* of tlje mttk.

Ar \ nTifrom Turin announces that Lord John

B EEL bss ficially notified to the Marquis

i.'A, ilio that the QSOWMM of Ehbland will

ieoeive him as Minister of the Kino of Italt^

and that the J Ural Council of Switzerland

hes made a similar announcement to the

Sardinian minister at Berne. General Gabjbaldi

arrived at Turin from Caprera on Tuesday, and

had a long interview with Kino Victor

Emmanuel but the>ubjeot of the conference is not

known. Ho has been received with 'he greatest

enthusiasm by the eopI<% and it is said that

he has consented to receive a deputation from the

q.les. The official journal of Wedn«B<Uy

.ublisl I an important article on the Roman

cstion, in which it says that the 1 h oocupa-

t cannot be further prolxsfBd without ndering

the p ti of Franco more .difficult, and that the

na il army can fulfil with dignity the mission

f 1 French army from the moment that Italy

grants *Wi * h* tho security of tiw Pops and

a freedom of the Cbureh,

From Paris we b.-arn that all the Marshals ol

Frit o.g are sumaioned to attend an extraordinary
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Council of War at the Tuileries on Monday next,

and that the Emperor, on Thursday, commenced

a series of reviews of all the divisions of the Paris

garrison. Prince Murat has published a letter

expressing doubts as to the success or stability of

Italian unity, and offering to undertake the recon-

stitution of the Neapolitan kingdom, on being pro-

claimed Sovereign, as the son of Joachim Murat.

The Moniteur and the Constitutionnel declare on

authority that this letter is altogether of an indi-

vidual character, and in no way engages the

policy of the Government, to which they say it is

evidently contrary.

A Ministerial crisis has occurred at Vienna.

Earon Schmerling and the German members of

the Cabinet tendered their resignations, on the

ground that the Emperor was disposed to make
concessions to Hungary of which they did not

approve. The Emperor has since rejected the

democratic programme of the Hungarian leader,

M. Dear, who demanded the absolute separation

of the Administration of Hungary from that of

Austria. His Majesty has also declared that he

intends to abide by the reforms he has already

granted. In consequence of this declaration, Baron

Schmerling and his colleagues have withdrawn
their resignations, and remain provisionally in

office. The formal installation of the members of

the Hungarian " Curia Regia" took place atPesth

on "Wednesday, when the Prince Primate de-

livered a speech in the Hall of Assembly, in which
he laid particular stress on the importance of the

concessions obtained from the Government. The
opening of the Diet is expected to take place at

Buda to-day.

Prince Gortschakoff, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, has addressed a circular to the Russian
representatives abroad, stating that the Emperor
has taken the initiative by granting reforms, and
desires that what he has granted shall become a
reality and open to Poland a path of regular
progress. The latest news from Warsaw, dated
Thursday last, states that great agitation has been
again produced by a manifesto published by the
Governor, and a speech recently delivered by him.
The citizens immediately resolved to wear the
deepest mourning. The' persons intrusted with
the maintenance of public order returned their
cards of office, and a large number of the delega-
tion of citizens declared their intention to tender
their resignations. Count Wielopol£ki having
made urgent representations to the Prince Governor
on this critical state of things, the Prince published
a second address, which tranquillised the public
mind. These events inWarsaw have not been with-
out their influence on Prussian Poland. On Sunday
last serious riots took place at Kalisch, where a
crowd of 3000 persons assembled, and made an
insulting demonstration before the house of the
captain of the district. The rioting was renewed
on Wednesday, when crowds of people assembled
at the frontier station, and made a hostile demon-
stration before the house of the director. The
Government has since given orders to suppress the
disturbances by military force if necessary.

that the dispute with Great Britain respecting the

island of San Juan should be referred to the

arbitration of Switzerland.

The Revenue Returns for the year and quarter

ended the 31st March were published on Monday.

They show a decrease of 805,995/. on the year, and

a decrease of 1,683,821/. on the quarter.

Sir

\viwicnout opposition in the ^^Stafford, now Duke of SnJL^ * fcT
The Revenue.!^

U

^
e

J
land

- *
and quarter ended MarT?^ ^W
805,995/. on the year,Zu 1 ' ^lthe quarter. The vea* . ^rffc
the Customs of ZilfuiFv* *3j
105 000/.; MiscelianeTus »'
in the Stamps of 304,814/ . ?£?•>
Post Office, 90,(X)0/.

;Vwr

n

0pe^quarter's account shows a decrL^
of 1,978,000/.; Post Office ^
390,357/.

;
and an increas^Tn t 'S :

The Court. — The Queen and Prince Consort*

accompanied by the Prince of Wales, Princesses Alice,

Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, Prince Arthur and

Prince Leopold, left Windsor Castle on Wednesday for

Osborne. In consequence of the mourning for the

Duchess of Kent, the usual guards of honour and all

ceremonies were dispensed with, by her Majesty's com-

mand. On Good Friday morning the Queen and Prince

Consort, the Prince of Wales, the Crown Princess of

Prussia, and the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,

attended Divine service in the private chapel. The Dean
of Windsor administered the sacrament, and the Rev. H.
J. Ellison, vicar of Windsor, preached the sermon. On
Saturday morning the Prince Consort came to town
and presided at a meeting of the Committee of the Hor-
ticultural Society at South Kensington. The Duke of

Cambridge, the Prussian Minister and Countess
Bernstorff visited the Crown Princess of Prussia.

On Sunday morning, being Easter Day, the Queen
and Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, the Crown
Princess of Prussia, the Princesses Alice, Helena,
Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold attended
Divine service in the Private Chapel. The Dean of
Windsor performed the service, and administered the
Sacrament. The Prince of Leiningen arrived at the
Castle. His Serene Highness left on Monday for the
Continent.

The Crown Princess or Prussia, left Windsor
Castle at 7 o'clock on Tuesday morninpr for Dover on her
return to Berlin. The Prince of Wales accompanied
his sister to Dover, and returned to the Castle in the
afternoon.

Prince Alfred left Barbadoes in the St. George on
the 1st ult. for St. Vincent, Martinique, Dominica,
Guadaloupe, Antigua, Port an Prince, and Jamaica.
At Barbadoes and St. Vincent he received the most
enthusiastic welcome; and though his visit to Martinique
was understood to be of a private character, the French
governor, Admiral de Maussion de Cande, gave him a
distinguished reception, accompanying his Royal High-
ness everywhere., so that the military honours paid to the
Prince might be excused as having been paid to himself
as governor The public rejoicings on the occasion

,
in ariffaat .^mry. -—,- £-were also most brilliant, and included a dinner, a ball, ing ; Captain Deedes, Brigade • M

an illumination, and fireworks. The St. George left £,lonel
?
i

;

Le
?^

: 1?/S?iffl**
Martinique on the 10th, for Dominica and Guadaloupe.
The Jamaica House of Assembly had voted 1000/. lor
his Royal Highness's reception.

The late Duchess of Kent.—It is understood

Crown Lands, 1000/.
** '^

The Volunteer Movent.
Review and sham fight at Brightoi
the last three weeks given rise toamong the metropolitan corps, toolWything which could add to tTJ
display was in its favour. Unlike^.
metropolis, the day was all that £uBrighton,—clear, mild, and genial T
mense concourse of spectators, 80000^
come from all parts of the comu'rTl
fight. The day was kept a general I
and, in short, no accessory was nan
eclat to the whole demonstration. 1

"

of the Volunteers on the ground was tk
4000 of whom came from London. IV
ments began to arrive a little before

9

-

railway arrangements were excellent, IV
up outside the ordinary passenger gtit

outbuilding for rolling stock, capable g

5000 men. The men formed upatow
space beyond the shed, and thence marcWfe
by their bands, along the Montpelier Boad,

open space called the Level, where ther-

into battalions. About noon the EarlV

Lord-Lieutenant of the county, took aphi*

Grand Stand, accompanied by Major-Gene.

Scarlett, Military Commandant of the (fir

Stair, representing the authorities of tfat H

Before 12 the Volunteers began moving «rfk

by different routes, and were gathered input

ol'companies on the brow of the hill nati

the Stand. At a little alter 1 the mariai

menced in the following order :—

Staff of Lord Ranelagh.—Lordi Sejmoor, li D^

Light Horse ; Captain Temple, 1st Dore

1st Devon ; Captain Richardson; R. >";riDi&"*

Surrey Yeomanry ; Captain Trewman, mhSaff; ***
(

Cox, 2d South Middlesex ; Lieuteus: ft

Middlesex. Military Secretary: Capffl

>outh Middlesex Victoria Rifles. Mto*£

'

nt ridge commanding. 1st Battel* «".

4th Battalion, Cinque Ports,

Ut Brigade Infantry. — Lieut.-Colfl»J"»^

A despatch from Constantinople states that SirHenry Bulwer has presented to the Porte a
project of financial reform, embracing retrench-
ment the publication of a budget, the consolida-
tion of the debt, and the issue of guaranteed paper-

Major Atherly: 32d Middlesex GnafSy
Captain Ives: 2d South Middlesex: H»"E,
oorge's : 36th Middlesex, P»d^fc fijl

Radstock commanding; Captain UfjJJp
1st Battalion, 9th Middlesex, West

;

2dm~£
,, ... ., „„ - .Battalion. 2d Battalion, Colonel Money£

£

that the Duchess of Kent has, by her will, appointed «b ditto and 7th Islington 3dff^the Prince Consort her sole executor, and that the bulk j

™\>'^^i]^^^ *«.Sof the property „ placed at her Majesty's disposal,
j

li^^inu^W^Ti^ar. 1st^On the day of the funeral, after the household had ,
Administrative Sussex. 2d Battabon^

returned to Frogmore, a paper was read stating that l ttittalion; 2d Battalion Admingtrati^^
all the servants would be liberally provided for, her
Royal Highness having, by her will, left 3000/., to
winch her Majesty had added 2000/., to be divided in
proportions, regulated according to the time of
servitude and position in the household, and that the
servants would be pensioned on a scale similar to that
by which her Majesty's servants are provided for.

Rettrs- of Lord Elgin from China.—The Earl

l Uattanon : za r»H*i«m^—7-5: • nwfrjp
Colonel Valancy commanding, WEjp

1st Battalion Colonel Conran :
W

"JJ
.

; 4th (Havant) ; 5th (Fort mo ^
Battalion (Major Roupell,^ >^ \

ditto
2d
10th Surrey (BermondseyJ.

JJ. ^tt0
rtftr

Fletcher: 6th Surrey (Eaher); JJW 4 I.

•3d City of London ;
Brighton Cadet*,

he marching past took placeMg^-
panies. The whole bod)alien wo*» .

x-t-, •—
: r* , **" •*" vnwa•-' »« jean; of the amphitheatre in front

;

01
,

of Elgin arrived at Trieste on Friday in her Mn jesty's formed line on the crest of the^econa

steam frigate Terrible, and will probably arrive in lerv took up position on theilrf
; "JJ,

The Governor-Generalship of I ndta.—It is stated

K*««£in succession, Hie mi»« ~
;
•
—

._. Guards, and the South Mdto*££ §*
that the Duke of Newcastle will succeed Lord Canning \

right. The engagement was coi ^m Governor-General of India. ,1 that he will probably line was formed by four field p
£leave hngland during the month of May.

J
whole line immediately comment ^^

The ARMT.-The colonelcy of the 12th Light Dm- companies, upon the .e^ wm .
&..

»nna vo«Q«f K.. *u» j__., * ~. , s .juan«„ ff after landing at dw . j^.

a* m.' 1 « -'-General the Hon
Sir Charles Gore ; and the colonelcy of the 91st Foot'vacated by this promotion, has been conferred on Major'
General Charles Murray Hay. J

anllnf^K™DS--CaP^n E. G. Fanshawe has been
appointed Captain Superintendent of Chatham Dock
yard, in the room of Captain Goldsmith, whose period
of service has expired.

v

without foundation. The Porte has ordered the
blockade of the coast of Montenegro, and it is
expected that Omar Pasha will be appointed
commander of the army in Bosnia and the Herze-
govina.

From the United States we learn that Mr
i-iNcoLN sull refused to receive the Southern Com- .JH,

E
.
Channel Fleet. - The Hero, Donegal,

mwsioners, and that some of the leading members 1^'% -^"To!
a"d Cf"*" 5™. P«t of the Channel

Af *^ » »-•--•-'- •
- •

s uiemoers fleet wintering at Plymouth, have been ordered to take
in stores for Channel cruising.

R
The sofTii American CoirMAND.-Rear-Admiral

k. ii. \\ am n has been appointed commander-in-chief
on the South American station, in the room of Bear-
Adm,ral S, c Henry Keppcl, who has been superseded
at Ins own reqno-
Parliamentary Movements. — The Kight Hon.

and p

till !ii

Adm,ni8tratlon °ad expressed their opinion
hat the most practicable solution of the existing
troubles was a peaceable separation. It was re-

Fort a ?
Maj

°u

r A -VDERS0N would «™»«ta-Fort Sumter on the 23d ult. In the Senate theCommittee on Foreign Relations had recommended
|

muTBAina the «£"]%£* *
this time, whether ft«w ec « ^ **
patch of furze between the ' ^^m
was set on fire,

producing * ^ w *
village in flames, fhe « *
to receive the ene»j . '^
posed to be or. the P»"^ tber (oW „!

the fl mk ; and aOer-**«* (m M f
and formed solid sqcarM, jje ,
volley after volley, *!**%to* *,}*
Brigade, with guns and ^ ^^
fire protecting the

[

e{*\^e ti*<*$ f
further for a final stand togi

iei ,*£/
line was then reformed, and c ^^
miles, the right resting on« ^^

the brunt of tl

i reserve.
I » ^

battle, and the

^
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ffi
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. disorder by the ideal .

^^^ #
but quiet) rally i: kept up a sue-

of file and jr firing.
" T enemy w< now

to he finally repulsed, and the line I or ra

toadtanee. the rig owing out a body of skirmisher*

to frnii the rear of the flying foe. The office rs were then

H^l ^ the front, when General Sir James arlet

Volunteers in the folio wins; speech :

—

r^i Rands*h and gentlemen, 1 have much p.esanre in

««jnt to y«\ th* entire aa with which I have

^^1h* ijiuo—iMnfS trf Iff-^'r !1 ig been commanded
. . lanntti | e/ State for War to attend offlcially and

Zmsmss the evolutions o» »rce, I shall have extreme satis-

hat they have rcflec tho greatest cred

ansst you, gentlemen, wh > have c unanded brigade*,

^^^^^joa who have commanded battalions; and u;

which vou have respectively mm;. ,d.

seevuh. tth those whl it 1> as been

"froque pert ied by tho Line; and when
loeapsraUvary limited on of anem-

ia large number* oh Volunteer

ijored. I am not only ri ied. but ijietely

h« tmfeetion with • ch tho * mameuvree
bad I think tho Volunteer i roe in under

__ to Lord Rauelagh. as well for the able

* hie* he has laid down tho programme of the day's

-» tin* the en* and skilful mam in which

fc bat girir—tiM this largo > I » assure y<>u thst

U »iij be s irreet gr» >n to mo to
, <:sent so favourable a

nawet of the day •> proceedings to tho War < s tho com-
pk<» snece—* of this day warrants mc in itig."

J. Scarlett then rode alone; a part of the line and
loudly cliee; . Three hearty cheers were then

for Lord I.'.« igh„ at r wh i the corps

off by battalions headed by their respective'

to the railway station, where they were tempo-
rai dismissed for purposes of refreshment, and in the

^f the evening > -uveyed safely to their

te nutnher of troops at the H'imhledon
was probably about 1-00, composed exc ly

of Middlesex and Surrey corps, which were distribute!

to the following arrangement :— •

and i m you wars choking with dust and many of yo
comrsd** were falling beside yws, the very grosasd wm caaitaly
shaken by he**? msssss ofcavalry o*au> »na you? Cos*, i.. i

iblcyourg troopeunder s«*ca*iiensa*tanoo*woul
unstaai:i.,«. What is to overcome all st i * ar
discipline alone. By the term discipline, I do net not
the checking of bad conduct. I maan that habitaal

.

that combination of mind and bodv V to bear on a
pertain object—that sneutal and bodily ooccbinasaeo, which
takea away all individual action, and makes the company , the
battalion, or the brigade act like a machine. Now, this can
only be gained by company dnll. I regard a company as the
unit of an array, p where the men in ea
•toady and well di i, the whole inu will he steady sod well
drilled likewise. All you have learned in the way of
shooting—all your aeei and patriotism will be of no avail in
the day of battle, without a t horough knowledge of company
drill. I harp on ooeoi 11 because nothing else w to. I
beg you, therefor* > think that excellence iu snooting is

thing; it is nothing uuleas yon have perfect steadmoss
rroation under fire. n have gone t gfa a hard day's

work.gr i, and ir feet are wet I will detain
you longer, but will let you return to the homes which y are

I able to i tt
"

JfossV

The MonUemr u ishes th le, wk
reproduced by the her oslctal journals.
trmr also says that the reports of rrrlnsdwl
t ions in t lie Ministry are n\ it

h

ioundation. Aa
published stifswndsjf •%

Ud*m of t'.u-Coun .: .,f

91 in the psjshsjral httsjf

beem
nt

r
be

the

rai

ttd Feb., and
rsjsaed. < o0)

the rank of
or »e com

bold

was loudly
j

prepare 1 ko

the

1st Brifdi, eonaisting of Middlesex Corps, under the cora-
mandcfiy>rdEiinc MP. 1st Battalion.—4th and isth Middle-

ctotia s, commanded by Major Whitehead.
Cavalry —A troop of Metropolitan Light H >rse, under com-
«iandofIx>ri M Battalion. — 2i»th Middl x, Captain
Joaea. Id Battalion.- *t Middlesex (Civil Service), Captain
Uavker; SSthfArtiste), Capt Phillips; 2d City of London. < ,,t.

ttJewood flripadt, Surrey C rps, commai. 1 by Lieut.

-

CbteaslyDonald. Is- rrey liiflcs. 1st dion. Colonel"
UL Kim A.hmni-triitive Battalion of Surrey Rlflca (Croydon,
Braathasa, and Bpeosn). Jones; 7th Su Major
wistd. td i^ttalion. Major Cochrane. — 12th Surrc\

r Cochrane. 8d Battalion, Captain Freeman —1st
e. Cavalry —A troop of 1st Suirey M-unted
the command of CaptAin Miller.

The field movements took place under the command of

>nry, and in spite of the heavy rain they were
*»essed by not Jes* than fiom 12,000 to 14,000 spec-
tatora, Throughni yadri/./.hn^ miat hun- • rtl.
aarshj sjosjsuion, and nothing was seen but tw r

dri] At in»er> -, how-
*>erewas alitth ing up, and then the crowd

took possession of every 1st eminence, rryii vain
to discern what the vari hattal which had bee
on the ground for hours without doing anything, could

Indeed, it was not until nearly 4 o'clock
Sivy successful attempt was made to form th

though by Per the larger number of the troops

i heir inarch to the ground as early as hall

*1 The two brigades then took up a
position on the crest of a hill looking towards

on th« on, just on the left of the Porte*
soomtaBoad, by which a large body of the enemy was
Tjed to be advancing. After a great deal of skir-

••g through the furze and marsh, the troops having
pleated the advance of the enemy by the Portsmouth
ead, threw out a new body of "skirmishers and
•dTanced across the common to check the attempt of

JJ**J*
m

.
f to gft,n the \\"imblcdon Road. Having

JJJVWied this movement they formed in line,

wt7 «
com

I>an5es and in volleys, nnd then advanced

ntlriiili
•*- ets at tne do"b,e -

ThP operations

S- r*r w 'tn * charge made by the 1st Surrey?? Rit^ »«d tin iddlecex Light Horse,
"•etbe command of Captain Mellon The officcra
Tweihen ordered to the front, and the men having

^??*wn "P. ( ™el M'Murdo, Inspector-General of

™"J*
et*» •ddressed them as follows:—

m—wTmS^ ,^ t l necess«ivy that the movements which

it n^_l ^ay should be fully explained ; but I
"- to call your attention to tho nature of the

you have taken up. The first of the posi-

'SLSTSJSij^ ™turalTy of very great strength

A__fu -
t two-thirds of the enemy must

"t is to say, neither could his cavalry

v . .
could Ida artillery have produced

4hIT But ifc was supposed that
ttH i la»fcmn rai »k!^ tlon tr'° 8{ron ^. endeavoured to

•"•k by aoa ii# *!f 7™* *re now standing by turning
seedoD. It waa th.~5

lonf ^^^s "i tho direction of
position yon tiwSJ^K ,

^««saary that you should quit
rW esjamy ha ' b2 »g your front to the

Vi
JB^«I^»W5inS? ^ !ingthis. Hedesired

•»d be also desired bv tiT, •
as Wcl1 *» fais infantry ;

J^W^don Hoad, by ij * J *" left flank to teaci
"•fi?1- w, it is mv dS*-?^11 *1 m *rch throu, u on

toe bill, where neither c*T*hTt W
.

lo on the rngtt&l cr
Jwsa eo«p«3v3y ^r^ul^^^y «»>" reach you,
.*- R ^mr. and anyonmbar^r w5? J^'^W Youchoic I

S?*.M * WUattatatla^J..« / U are Houghton ground as

^^TgantfenJn a,nst the best trocps i

w*. "^ \L linns-Lido^^a rathcV^SeS. i

c} '^ '
^aneUady ia c^g^y ;

wag line. , they
Wthcte fkUi^l1**

!
,nQ *«^ay. ^hat would be theWM WeTC flwcpt h

- ^ artillery of the enemy,

On Leaving the ground, C nel M'Afurdo
cl it regtOMnts then

IT, s rai of the metr lit an corjw, notwith-
standing tho fatlgUQ tin had und.-rgone, prefiirrirg to

return to town on foot to the delay n\ \ i must
neoeesai ilv he incurred 1 t < the whole lin aid be
conveyed to Loudon by railway.

—

Ndw ithstajsjing tin-

gatherings at 1 j;hton and Wimbledon, a sufficient

number of Volunteer! wore found to make a display at

Richmond. The i number of men under arms at

one time was 1200. They lucladed the 10th Middlesex,

under Colonel Batharst, the 16th Middlesex (Twicken-

| under Captain Murray, and the Ontral London
Rangers (40th Middlesex), under Captain Isaacs a

Captain Woods.—Tin J<1 Tower Hamlets had a grand
review and field day. to t ho number of §00 v comprising

seven companies, on Wanstoad Flats.—The London
Iris.i mustered a( Child's Hill, Ilampefeead, and com-
peted for three Whitw* Ii lirle?, presented by Colom
the Marquis of Donegal. — The diflfatu' inpanioi

•nsi ig the M:iids!ono corps had a grand Held

day ami n r at Mote Park, the use of which
had been granted for the purpose by the Earl of Komney.

1 m periat ee lias

accords

BUte, that then ii

Of the Bishop Of Poifsfi

ordering the letter to

Rod Iph d'Ornano hat been raia.

Marshal of France.— k last <

mereiul treaty bet wee France and Iklgiom was
on Monday, end the treaty itself was signed on

All the Marshals < ranee are summoned to stteo
en ext i y Oonncil <»f War i. the TuUeries on
Monday n General I. ! It's isfam wss i

v fthe : he com. f alleries on
Thursday, and reoeired ordei ) march for the a
in the east of France. 1 Emperor is about to hold

wsofalll berriivi us garrison of Paris.

—Tliel h n ommat. r, 1 i

or into five dwBtons. V
U to he ed under the lers of an Admiral, i ee
steelpl.i'ad ^are I be attached to each d\\

rheaqnadmn ev-,1 at Toulon has fiuisW i taking
>rcs, and is making prepara ns for sailhsg, It is

aid that I division of Admiral Paris, co^ ,ng of
•ur ships of the line and one frigate, will proceed

KoMBodiately to the S\ m waters, where England is

inereasing bei naval force* M. Cliaeeeloup »ba .

Iinister of Marine, went to [/Orient last we» 1

wit mated the launch of a new 40 gun steel • phi*. 1

frigate, Ll I Oronno, of which the steel plating is

inserted l>< en l(i ible lining of timber. This new
mode of arming veeeels is said to be the invention of
C ror himself. Another steel-plated frigate, to

he called the Invincible, was launched at Toulon i the

4th i nst, and orders Lave been gi\< ing down
two more steel-plated 1 ate to be called

the H ine end the Sorveillante. During his stay in

that port the Minister went to Oavres to witness

ex nts wit h st 1 cannon, ono of which is stated to

be the invention the Emperor.
Spain.—The Madrid journals strongly opi>oso tho

demand for religions toleration In Spain i ly made
in the 1 ;lish Parliament; end di e that if granted
it wouhl prepare the way for the introduction of

Knglish principles, which they look on as a great eviL

One of the journals says that some working men have
been arrested at Seville, on the charge of having circu-

lated Protestant Bibles and tracts.

Portugal. -Advices from Lisbon state that risings

have taken place in several parts of Portugal under the

pretext of the taxes being in ually distributed. Very
strong debates have taken place in the Cortes, snd the

two

le*

rernor <>f the Inv.didcs and his entire staff. The
mperor was received on his arrival at the entrance of

the Invalidcs by the Governor and by Prim tfurat
and his son. A e line was formed by the
old soldiers, through which the 1 peror walked.
The Cardinal Archbishop of Paris re ed the
vespers in the chapel of St. Jerome. Aft

the prayers the remains of the Emperor Napo-
leon I. were carried by 21 i nt-Gai * and lo red
into the crypt. 1 tint de CambacerN, Grand
Master of the Ceremonies, conducted the cortdje. The
banners were cart ied by Marshals Magnan, Vaillant,

and Pandon. At the conelu n of the ceremony the
Emperor reviewed the old soldiers and distributed

osses.—The Tayn says, on very doubtful a lorfty,

tlrat G I liloa has arrived in Paris with a
petition to Prince Murat, signed by 7' XX) per-

sons, 80,000 of whom are inhabitants of Naples.

The Tatrie publishes a letter from Prince Murat,
in which he expresses doubts as to the success or

stability of Italian unity, and charges Piedmont
with the "most dangerous enterprises" and the
w blindest fanaticism." He says that it is not easy to

"slaughter the kingdom of the Two Sicilies, to make
Naples a provincial town, or to invade Rome i bout
regard to reasons of state or to the moral force which
supports the Papacy." If, be says, Piedmont should

persist in going to Rome, it will not only have

encounter the Austrian army but the "Neapolitan

autonomy." Should these gloomy forebodings be

realised he feels that the recollection of his father shines

as a ray of hope. He laji:—
" 8o long ss the people of'the T »es exist, *o long will

the name of Joachim Napoleon c nuean « >ct of love and
veneration ; and I, his son. would think it au hoaow to en-

counter tl dangers and troubles with which the i of

filling his place in virtue of a i
election, cann be

urrounded. I wouM only undertake so frrcat a miasfnn for

purpose of commencing the era, so necesaary tor Italy, of a

fruitful political and social elaborat . and with the will .

laying the foundat fan edi6ce which shall not ike

.e -.vorkofanne? ., held Bp only by vacillatina so r

I would guar endenca as a treasure, and I w<

share with a parUamc. ;s noble la t^e duties of a king

—the dev pment of s d acUvit y the encouragement

given to indn' to cotni c, to scisoee, to the arts,

p c works, and to every element of coMeeUve education and

of national progresa.

"

The Constitutionnel publishes an article signed by its

secretorv. M. Bonifaoo, explaining that ns letter was

only written by Prince Muiat for the purpose of giving

some explanations. It adds,—

"We are authorised ' to deaiara that this document ie alto-

adopted
Raasldff

accepted

France.—The remains of the Emperor Napoleon I.

were transferred
i Tuesday afternoon from the Chapel

of St. Jerome in the Church of the Invalides, where they
ive retted for the last 20 years, to their final resting-

place in the tomb which has b. reeled for their

reception under the Dome. This ceremony was per-

rmed in presence of the Emperor, the Empress, Prince
Napoleon, the Princes Lueien and Joachim Murat, and
the otl members ot the Imperial family, the offi s _ ^
of the Imperial Household, 1 Minis , the members vcrnment being in a minority, it was the lit that

the Privy Council, the Marshals, Admirals, the tl would d • tl bamber.
I — The Danish Giver, cut. withou

departing from its • iciliatory itude, is making
pr- ptnitions for all • tualitieS. Tl 7th and 20th
battalions are i ut to receive orders to march for Son-
derburg and ScUleswlg. On the 13th inst. the effective

of the battalions will be doubled. A battery of rifled

cannon is ready, and three others, after the French
model, will be ready in the course of next month.
M. Raaslonr, the Minister for Holstein, has been

ipelled to tender his resignation on account o^*

iving failed to declare to the I s of Holstein
that by Article 13 of the Provisoriu . the Budget
had been already sub 1 I to the 1 \ notwith-
standing that a r« lutioii bad been unanimously

in the Ministerial Council deputing M.
to make this declaration. The" King has
his resignation. M. Hall, President of

the Council, has pro\ onally assumed the portfolio for
Holstein. The official journal has published the report

' the President of the Council to the King in reference
to this affair, giving an historical outline ot that
question. The follov g is a summary of the report :—
On the 1st March th<j great Powers insisted that the

Budget should be submitted to the Estates of Holstein. The
Danish Government replied on the 4th of March that Article 13
of the Provisional Constitution of Holstein contained the
Budget. On the 15th and 19th of March tho Government sent
instructions to the Royal Commissioner at the Diet of 1 hoe,

dering him to explain clearly to the Estates the bearing of
Article 13 on the question of the Budget. On the 24th of
March the Government gave instrur os to the Commissioner
to declare to the i states that Article 13 of the Provisional
Oonstitn n gives I he Estate* the opportunity of voting
on, accepting, rejecting, or amending the Budget, even
if They ah reject all the other at tides of the Pro-
viso m. On the 25th "f March the Government forwarded
fresh instructions to the Commissioner to declare to the Estates
thmt, by Article 13 of the Proviaorium, the Diet was rendered
quite as competent on that question as if the Budget itself
were submitted to it Notwithstanding those instruction*
however, the ! Commissioner declared his inability to
re a distinct reply to the Interne ,n that question On

the 27th of March Wd Wodehouse declared to the DanishA !Mbassador at London that he understood and approved theviews of tho Danish I vomment, according to which Article 13
of the Provisorinm suflieie- led for the communica-
2 2L**! *

n
l
KlffCt

t°
tho «•***«*• Lord W« house a£odeclared that his reply to the interpellation of Loi EUen-rough waa to the same effect.

In the sitting of the Elates at Ilzehoe, on Thursday,
tl lovernment Commiasn.ner declared that documents

iting to
i

the state of the finances would be submitted
the Estate! by Government. He .aid the Estates

v

;

.r had the right of giving a definitive vote ot theBudget, either of Holstein or the whole monarchy. The" We are autnortoea to wen w»» »»»- w ...v., -•»*- rnmmirt-no »«,.«*« •„ i

,"UUrt"-»J- ino
gather of an individual character, and in no way enawgeath* ;

committee were to make a report on this cominunira-
Slicy of the Govcrameut, to which it is evident osad." D at the next sitting.

»»»umra



THE GAEDENEKS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

Switzerland.—The Turin Military Gazette having

published an article proposing to France, Italy, and

Austria the partition of Switzerland, Count Cavour has

officially declared to the Federal Council that this

article does not represent the policy of the Italian

Government. The Federal Council has, at the in-

stance of Sardinia, appointed Federal Commissioners

for adjusting the affair of the Ticino Bishopric. The
conferences will be held at Turin. The majority of

the Piedmontese Commission charged to examine the

project of a railway through the Alps which separate

Italy from Switzerland have voted in favour of cutting

the tunnel through the Lukmanier. The minority

were for cutting it through the Splugen. In conse-

quence of this decision the Bundner Oberland has voted

1,000,OOOf. towards the construction of a line of railway

through the Lukmanier.
Afstrta.—The Austrian Diet will be opened to-

day after a religious service at St. Stephen's.

Baron Schmerling and the other German mem-
bers of the Cabinet last week tendered their

resignations. This crisis is said to have been caused
by the affairs of Hungary, the retiring Ministers con-
sidering that the Emperor should refuse further con-
cessions. It is now said that the crisis is over, and
that the Emperor having adopted the views of Baron
Schmerling on this point, the Ministry remain pro-
visionally in office. The Military Gazette of Saturday
says:—"The Emperor has ordered that all the soldiers

belonging to the effective reserve whose term of service

expires at the end of June next may at once go on
furlough." Herr Staudigl, the renowned bass singer,

died in the State Lunatic Asylum, Vienna, on the
28th ult.

Hungabt.—The Emperor has decided that the
Diet is to be opened at Buda, whence it will

be immediately transferred to Pesth. Count
Apponyi has been appointed to open the Diet.
The Emperor has rejected the democratic pro-
gramme of the Hungarian leader. M. Deak, who de-
manded the absolute separation of the administration
of Hungary from that of Austria. The Emperor
declared that he intended to abide by the reforms he
had already granted. Notwithstanding this decision, it is

said that the Democratic party maintain its demand for
the absolute separation of the Administration ofHungary
from that of Austria. The official journal announces
that the propositions of the Judicial Conference have
received the Royal sanction. The Prince Primate
arrived at Buda on Tuesday, and the formal in-
stallation of the members of the Curia Regia took
place on Wednesday. The Veni Sancte was cele-
brated by the Prince Primate. After the religious
ceremony the President delivered a speech in the Hall
of Assembly, in which he laid particular stress on the
importance of the occasion, and of the concessions
obtained from the Government. The Provisional
Judicial Administration has been suppressed. A
sanguinary conflict took place at Lippa between the
German and the Itoumaic inhabitants, on the occasion
of the elections. Three persons were killed,
15 persons were seriously and many slightly
wounded. Upwards of 250 Hungarian volunteers,
provided with Moldavian passports, have embarked
for Constantinople with the intention of proceeding to
Naples.

°

tx??* t
Bannat«—A despatch from Temesvar states

that an Imperial decree had convoked a Servian National
Congress composed of 25 clerical and 50 lay members.
Itns Congress has appointed a committee of 22 members
a large majority of whom expressed their sympathies
and confidence in the cause of Hungary.
Croatia.—An Imperial decree has been issuedordering

that in place of the Government Chancellery for the
administration of Croatia and Sclavonia, now located in
Agram, a Royal Government Council shall be esta-
blished in that city, for the administrations of the
kingdoms of Dalmatia, Croatia, and Sclavonia.On Sunday evening last riotous assemblages took place

l^v gTa
\i

The
rmdowB of the police-office werebroken by the people, and the Imperial Eagle was torndown from the Government buildings

1E^YLTANI
*--The Emperor has sanctioned the

ation

to its former position of load »U-garmm^T

the French Ambassador at Vienna, in virtue of his
secret instructions, has had some confidential inter-view with Count de Rechberg, on the subject of anew arrangement for the cession of Venetia to the
Italian kingdom, in consideration of a territorial com-
pensatiou. An Imperial decree grants to the con-gregabons of Lombardo-Vcnctia the right of electing
20 delegates to the Council of the Empire. Another 1m-

FnTilwT °v
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>
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(
r
cSUmpti0n 0f P*.™entsin silverm Lombardo-A enetm, the anthorities of that provincehaving secured the necessary stock of specie. Several

cd.tors of French newspapers, who were otanexcnrsTon
to Vemce were immediately after arriving in that city

expelled by Governor Togg *
"

the Austrian Embassy at J

issports. The movements oi
i continue. Urgent orders
struction of addifcv»u*l — * i ,

of Pola.

divisions : the first to be stationed at Malta under the

Commander-in-Chief, Vice-Admiral Fanshawe Martin;

the second to be stationed on the coast of Syria, under

the command of Rear-Admiral Mundy ; and the third

in the Adriatic, under the command of Rear-Admiral

Dacres.

Ionian Islands.—The Patrie of Thursday says that

the English naval division stationed at Malta has been

despatched to the Ionian Islands, where the agitation is

increasing.

Italy.—The Opinione of Sunday says :

—

«' It has heen notified to the Marquis d'Azeglio, on the part

of the Queen of England, that her Majesty would receive him

in the quality of Minister of the King of Italy. The Federal

Council has made a similar declaration to our Minister at Berne.
'

General Garibaldi left Caprera for Genoa on Sunday

evening, and arrived at Turin on Tuesday. Immediately

after his arrival he had a conference with the King, the

!

™rirZ a -.. e iMnperor has sanctioned
proposed reorganisation of the political administr
of Transylvania, by which that province will be res!

from the city of Naples, and that he will be present at

the discussion of the affairs of Southern Italy in the

Chamber of Deputies. He has since however been
indisposed, and had not yet been present at the sittings

of the Chamber up to Thursday last. It is asserted that a

fresh order has been addressed by Garibaldi to his officers

residing in Switzerland, requesting them to be ready to

assemble at his summons within a fortnight hence.

General Delia Marmora has resigned his office as Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Sardinian army, and has re-

sisted not only General Cialdini's solicitations, but even

the King's pressing invitation to withdraw his resigna-

tion. The discussion of the 23d of March is said to

have deprived the country of his services. Signor

Brignole has tendered his resignation as Senator. In

the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies on Tues-

day Signor Massari made an interpellation in re-

ference to the affairs of Naples. He main-
tained that there would be no safety for

Italy unless she were united ; he criticised the

present organization of the Neapolitan pro-

vinces, and proposed several remedies, one of which
was the suppression of the Council of Lieutenancy.

Signor Paternostro expressed his regret that a factious

minority had caused anarchy in Sicily. The Minister

of the Interior answered the interpellation on Wed-
nesday in a speech, of which the following is a

summary :
—

He declared that the inconveniences of the administration
of Naples pointed out by thoso members had been exaggerated.
He would remedy those which really existed, and the Govern-
ment would increase the military forces in the southern
provinces as a measure of public safety. He stigmatized the
accusations brought against some public functionaries as
calumnies, and refuted the other points in the interpellation of
Signor Massari. He then considered the question of arming
the National Guard, and said that the arguments ho hid
adduced in regard to Naples could be applied to .Sicily, whore
the Marquis do Montczemolo, Lieutenant of the province,
would be replaced at his own request. He then gave explana-
tions relative to the railway, postal, and telegraphic sorvices in
Southern Italy, and drew attention to the fact that several
contracts f>r railways has been signed. fn the sitting of Thur
day Signor Ferrari, amidst signs of <1 ^approbation, spoke in
favour of the autonomy of Naples. He culoo'Hcd Garibaldi,
and proposed that he should De app intcd governor of tho

Mithern provinces. Signor Scialoja refuted the arguments of
Signor Fen an. The Marquis Pepoli said th.it Marat was the
first to proclaim in 1815 the independence and unity of Italy.

The debate was then adjourned to the next day. The
bishops of the four provinces of Genoa, Milan, Turin,
and Vercelli, have sent an address to King Victor
Emmanuel, protesting against the institution of civil
marriage. The Opinione of Wednesday publishes an
article on the Roman question, which says :—
"The French occupation could not be further prolonged

without rendering the position of France more difficult. France
maintains her troops at Rome to protect tho Pope ; but from
the moment that Italy grants the amplest guarantees for t lie
security of the Pope and for tho freedom of the Church the
mission of the French soldiers can be fulfilled with dignity by
the national army." tt

The official Gazette announces that a conspiracy has
been discovered in Modem and the Romagna, in which
some disbanded volunteers from the army of Southern
Italy are implicated. The object of the conspiracy v
to engage m a conflict with tl Austrian*. Tho
Government of the King has taken precautionary
measures

>

The news that the Austrian* had evacu-
ated certain positions on the north side of the l'o
is confirmed. This measure however is not to he taken
as a sign of war.-A despatch from Rome states that on
Tuesday during service the Pope fainted away.
Assistance was immediately rendered, and the India-
position of Jus Holiness is not of a serious nature. On
the night of the 29th nit. U) waggons of the Sardinian
army were observed near Rome, coming from Gaeta.
General Goyon ordered their immediate departure for
lerm, under an escort of Gendarmes. The Munici-
pality of Rome sent to General Lamoriciere on the 29t
ult. a magnificent gold medal which had been struck in
his honour -From Naples we learn that an unimportant
cJemonstrationhasbeenmadeby«bout.400persons,8tylinff
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•
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the.r passports. The movements of the Austinl3triaconhr.no T'*.~,>„4 j__ i

was affixed to

rian army

ot the Austrian Embassy at Paris ~ '

ssports. The movement

from Rome
Naples and in the

Thefefoundered off the"So?Canri j^_having been found in the no^T' *** <£
Russia - priuce gL c ? ^^rf

Foreign Affairs, 1 SSSS* *
20th ult., to the RussianS a '^
proof

t

hat the EmperoTfafS^
initiative, by granting reformed****
with perseverance." « tv 5 ^s
circular, "desires that wM^>

r*

"The
you wor

>

become a reality, and open to P ay

,

progress.

'

da^
Poland.— Another proclamation «a

OortseUakoff
*> *• tStftwhich says :— * '

UdS
*;

important moment compels me fads of reason. Tao inSr n
promised you guarantee theleaSfe
religion, and nationality. These inii,^earned out. Avoid distuScTS'
eaunot approve and which wouldi^*
M. Wielopolski has given order, for£of a project of hw similar to the FreSand reports are current that the cess*.
is to be abolished. It is expected thft
papers will henceforth be delivered rik
literation of those portions of them wi'r

ing to the Government, M. Wiebtt
announced to the Medical AcadeaiTfe
consider itself as one of. the faculties tf

University of Warsaw. A despatch fr

dated March 30, says that these and the

*

cessions granted by the Emperor had not*
people. The wearing of mourning had bat
general, and a much greater number of pais
in the national costume. Thejournals adma
cessity for moderation, and the concentrating

continued. Unarmed citizens, doing dutjiix

patrolled the
^
streets. The 2 1 delegates bene

act as a Provincial Municipality, hat it tk»
Prince Gortschakoff, the number of citkevaa

the Delegation had been reduced to 12.
,"

of the Delegation were provisionally held as )

Hall until the regular Municipal Council ii:

upon its functions. Count Zumoyski,

a

k

m

of his being received at an audioa

:

Gortschakoff, addressed him in aspeedafifc

following is a summary :—
" The country." said Count Zamoysld,

reforms with gratitude, but at the \<r :3A'i» :

but nominal. The country now deport9^
carried into execution.''

Prince Gortschakoff replied :

—

" It was not incumbent upon the fity»**J2
thing, but in granting reforms His Matfeaj 4aa»»R»

loyally*

Subsequent accounts dated Thursdaytat**
1

agitation has been produced by tins Jpa*'

recent manifesto published by the Got*,

citizens agreed to wear the deepestw
persons entrusted with the duty of nig

order returned their cards of office as^
authorities. A great number of the ww*

delegation of citizens declared tbemsws

tender their resignation. Count w ;•

.

made urgent

the critical state of things — ... j

lished a second address, which had m
quillizing the public mind. As, to****

had much increased withiu the pren£

Governor had taken the necessary meas^

eventualities. ., T.
tt(t

Tefssiak PoLim-Riote tool P^
Kalisch, in Prussian Poland. A "-

MOOO persons made a noisy and in»J
a

b

before the home of the Wmff*
windows of the house,

«'oresin.»1 '

fled to the Cadet School, «md!««•^
the people. HU deputy was hlw"

demonstrations afterwards ookW
of the President of the'^^
School!. Order was rc-esh bl eu

iltee, composed of » ^ '.

resignation, toum. "TSL^
representations to the lWj
itate of things, Prince G»

urn

**^

.tahlished for ^""Mjft*
surrounding country. The at ^
nesday last state that the #
Crowds had assembled at

.

t J^^
purpose of making-an ^'^wii^S
M. Szcypiorno, the Director.. A^ . ^

le.
It *

were smashed by the V*?V d„t

have arrived to suppress the oi

if necessary

Turk

br

of financial reforms to *g2jH *£
tion of the Budget retrench^ ^
the consolidation of the pu^

V̂TA
-

Porte «
:

cr

r,
- - raising unjust accusations against the

(Jovernment. General Rcoca had published an order,
to the effect that no person should wear the Oaribaldian
red flannel shirt without being able to prove that he

wi ?
nged t0 the Garibaldia* Volunteers. On

Wednesday the police confiscated some five-grani pieces
bearing the effigy of Francis II., which had been ser

guaranteed paper money,

received by the»
Mo>'TENi:gb°, V

V)5>
J Por

been hastily sent by the r^ w
on Montenegro, *hjeb «• been

if^

blockaded. Ouiar Pasl«
JJ he rf .%

Sultan and it is likely to* j^^
commander of the army ,^M ot

ft

govina. The neiys c

at Spitza in Albania is

gents in the Herzegovina

Turkish troops.

'

of . W
mere

been
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The report of the procecJings of the inter-

cwc mission at Beyrout had been r< red at

This report indicates dissension

llii il iiin

j v ^ — A telegraphic despatch from Bombay
March 12' h, atates that the Bishop of Madras

sVl at Madras on the 4th inst. Sir Robert Napier has

wti with a serious accident by the fall of hisbofM

TVere is »o news of importance.

vPI OF GOOD Hope.—1 he Cape mail has arrived

but 'he intelligence it briagl is not very Important.

TW Govern r George G ryt returned from Bri h

tfHrU Cape Town brn.iry. 1/

(dean 1 been np inted Lieu isnl

>h Cdffraria. Th judgeship baa boen
Mr. 1 son. The Cape Parliament was

hit on A 1 t'ti, when the separation project,

governmc railways, Ac, were to 1

The Miles Barton, with (he 1st battalion of

t aahorc in l Bay OH IV'.. 8. All

ed except one private. News bad been
: -ared -om t a mission, confirming tl

actoont of the death of the Bar. Mr. and Mrs. ILlmor
and the Id of Her. Mr. Price at Linyanti, and

ting an acconnt of v«ry bed conduct of Sekeluln
towards the mission n ; it was even feared that -

death* were occasioned by poison administered to them
by that chief. M Price and Mackenzie li ad since

red a* I x»ch ulatebis T. >w n at Leke Ngami, hut Mrs.
Price died on the way. Dr. Livingstone and party had
beta met on - way to Linyanti, bnt they hod m
reacbei MceeUkatze's country" up to the latter end of

two beautiful pointer doge—a male and female; and
two valuable - ithdown sheep -a ram and ewe; as
presents for the Hon. John Went wort a. mayor of that
city, in acknowledgment of his services d eg bis
Roy a) II i tr 1 i nest's riait
West Indies.—The Jamaica Lejrialature has at last

availed itself of the West Indian Encumbered 1.

paaeed by the Imperial Parliament in 1S51. and has
passed an act similar in principle to that which has
wrought neb remarkable changes in Ireland.

t

:t
|

r<*

Loud PaUOHIOJ, at his re-election for Tiverton
week, mule tlie following remarks on p<

irs :
—

" I believe tl iy eongratulato you thai the internal con-
I. of tho country is on th« * o aatisfet

W id in Ira badsuiiimer hut year, we h»r. a
of i >\ severity, and no d

in

V ***

i:

t

i»ie

and
tba

II

jrrm> States.—The Xew York Herahl publishes
in full the new^ tariffs of the S inthera and tbe United

It praises the former, but condemns the latter.
n was stat that no duties would bo imposed on goods
)'"<; t»r< Ai the Confederate States for States
beyond their jurisdiction. Mr. Charles Adams,
prmdson of the second President of the United States,
bad been appointed States' Minister to England,d Mr. William Dayton Mini r to Prance. In tho
Senate tie Committ on Foreign Relations rccom-
sjen. that the dispnJ tween Gn Britain end
M»c United states respecting the island of San Juan
JwnW 1 o referred to the arbitration of Serif z and.
Mr. Lincoln stdl refused to receive the S uthern Com-

and no definite reply had been to
by the Administration. * It was stated that
Adn Rt ration was engaged in derising

• peaceable solution of the existing troubles,
that in t opinion of Messrs. Seward and Chase

iWe one was a peaceable ee; i-

C rl « of the
i Coinmis-

to^Kuiop. rri^jf at Wasbi i on on the 22
that no doubt v> ei ained at Mont-en of the speed v r gnition of t mthern

federacy by foreign Powers. The Hon. W. 1

r
j"**7 °^ AlaDamR

» ?***& &** of Louisiana, and
Cswnel Dndlf Mann, the Special Commissioners of the

"J***™
Confederacy to England and France. • re to

•ad from Savannah on the 27th nit for B nthampton.

U.7**
exPect€^ tnat Major Anderson would withdraw

Ml fcfte fro n Fort Sumter on the 23d nit. The mode*~mU- had not bene d led. The Char n

Tl
.

ounces the commit ning of the Lad\

^
ns as tbe first war vessel of the S mthern Confederacy

*«» » armed with 21-ponnders, and is under the com-« of Lieutenant Huger, second d by Lieutenants

"J» »nd Orimbnll, all late of the 1 tfavj

bid £^]ction of iho floating battery at Charleston*» oeen celebrated by : . salute of seven guns, each
*
•IlJI!!r2

entil,s a 8ecc ' at0
* ®J proclamation of

«n? lW2*' of tho Confederate army, all voxels
j^e forbidden to furnish supplies to war vessels off

tnSr J^V '
Fort 1>ick<

'
mider P«»altv of forfeiture

SssVaSJ i

r
' ' In accordan ce with this proclama-

•wuarederal supply vessel had be.-n seized off Pensacola.

uV? .

on t! e riTCT BrMOi **& »* Santiago bed

T^H w Cred ^ Texa-" A collision was anticipated
en the Unionists and the Secessionists.

Itatedm^ 1̂

,greS8 had adJ°nnicd " llti] Ma;Sl^1
!?

t

tlie ne^ tariff. Nortli Carolina had

ffiF*? t
h
?
,
.

din? of a Convention by a majority

SonSern fW^°?.
l8iana Convpntion had "rejected the

^Stbl^K- ^ MUS0UT '

1 Convention had

E*VrJ£
lr

-

d Monday in December. The

•nbwTtrT!!
611 10n had Pawed a Secession ordi-

was suteiUat tfi^'
811 by a vote of the P^P12 - Jt

•of- fled that sbiT, i

lVr6 Customs' authorities had
* :-4 be reeeWed in?%

nghlg to tho ****** Statei

period of extreme ri iiere must have been and
irreat suffcrinjrn ainoun tho

j ums of - coo y.
ic |m«luco ol the U hxrn »t was bolow tho a *;c am

but tho i ! tli it wiio m«wuro, the al . ! ti

rotectivo d i up <\u. % bocn wonderfu
y: I which is now passing, for, al n

]

ls fallen short of t quantity, yet we ! be<

nblcd, by the wise o which some years ago w:w msdo
in the a laws of th MUitry, to profi: l»y tho h

flultles "f other coun' i where the eea^ons were re
advantageous; and, while on the one fa 1 we have thus
received greater supplies of food thau we six 1 h

hrrwlsa haxi, on tho other 1 I the productive In-
dustry of the mat irin;r districts of the country has
u d stimulus to prod .o co
which were to p for tho au] -d from abroad The
attention of Parliament has oted, and te directed i

various intern d improvements; and, even t h the Sesai<
baa hitherto been rt duration, wo have pies*
the most important atftflro in tho II" t Hill

abo ruiitcyau'l [nsolvcnc with regard to »
assure you tha* io anxious » le of all the merc.mtile a>

tr :
interests of tho country has for a long period beSSJ

aedul dii 1 We trutt t!»at that measure will gire
additional sectir t*» tho interests of commerce, and ben

d with grt i v intago to the on at largo. With
regard to mat ^ of a country, it is not to bo donied thi

st-ito of Barope nt the present ti nt affords great
subject of tinea md auxietT. We soj on all hands

an under the - i of their (. nmcuts, a>

g, both in regard to 1 in i and act. There arc qucs-
>n% pending n only as to rnal differcticos, but at

it- 1 national ea also, which may eventualljr pro-
duce results t! 1 to ltm< ibfe consc

it we trust th.it th ion of Governments and a due
regard to n at

i

' orcata on tho t of sections 1 p
In all thoae countries may, under the blessing of Providence,
eo compose and act I all questions tare at issue, that wo
may see the summer pass over without the occurrence of

oso hostilities wl ich have been prognosticated to take place
in the spring- W were told that iu the h of Alar

rds w< o drawn and guns - dd be tired, and that
>e w« I bo involved in th tlamSties of goi tl warfire.

ire] is already al M paaer o ] lias bc>
t A I like Ma will.

ding to the old saying, if it ee in like a lion g it

a lamb. T^t us hope lor a continuance atcondi?
of International peace and friend ich is so i Icu-

c the interests of all the European community.
if union atelv war were to take place, it would be
f the Government of this country to show that they

bad plac 1 tho defences of the ntry in t state
spectable i'i 'ion, I •; wo might be enabled to wi

without fear or alarm the atortn t m t rage else-

where. I trust that wo should be ablo to show that we
have in that respect performed our duty. We have an
army as efficient aa any British arm SOUId boast to
be. We have a navy st g in numbers, and well

nipped in all th constitutes naval strength, and
wo have be> at of which we aee a spec: i before
us—thoae noble bands of V< In nteera. an r now to t e-

thing like 15\0O0 incn-1 c men, v. r all com
deration sonaicaae, and frequently at great cxpenaot
themselves, devote to the acquircmen f military skill those
hours v .

perhaps, might otherwise be passed in unjv
indoletice. We cannot be too thankful to the*e brave

men* a I can assure you t e example which they have
set, and the figure which they have made, have inspired every

f the Continent with a/" nal respt for the
pati ism, the independence, and the pn spirit of the
British i n. Well, in spite of all differences that have
arisen on the itinont of Europe, e have the aatisfaction of
seeing the principle of constitutional government rapidly ex

-

i
o-eawa an&aet eWdrea. ku
». w i ha-

iVind, -loformed by dlapuU* ; «ad K

tbe federal

•Pecie mvn^u ft
6 L™!«s*i« banks I

i'Soyd iTlSol^'
Th

r
c tuo i'Hlictments against

l
-t!hcV ^Jar h,d been dismissed

ra' itwi tu. «-T; ™ "Pweb of the Gorernor
ef

'»lated the memho« P
eecU of tl,c Governor

**; recoeasnsmflr.i «^« .. 1 .

Vlslt of the Prince of

««- vSnZ&FV&P ,RW8 in ihc two

Ho»tat<
n " IC d"clpline of the

**\e*Z-tl th! " ," ™z™«™, »nd promote
««.t rtSSr ,°„

f

f Vh
\

,I»>!'- He then made a

fewfe,

relibW

tbe IV messenger—* Wte tadTSri^HiSaaTX
i

tending itself over t'ne whole face of the Continent. There was
a time towards the end of the last century when Kngland waa
the only nation that could boast of real representative and con-

• io'nal institutions. England was then the admiration, no
doubt, of '

" countries, t theii n was mingled
despair of being able to imitate tbe example act them by
ind. At the present moment we have the satisfac n of
ing that that example has borne its fruits, and that the

diplomatic and other Influence* of England have been steadily

id firmly exerted, and successfully exerted, in enabling other
countries of Euroj)e to follow our example, and to share thoae
constitutional blessings of which .ve have so long enjoyed the
fruits. Instead of seeing the Continent onsvustca f despot-

ism now, from the Mediterranean t . the German Ocean we have
the pleasure of seeing constitution* established. P< igal

has its constitutional Government

:

lin 1 i c->n-

itutional Govei lent ; Italy, now fortunately .itod, aided

by the influence and auspices of England. * h i -.ence

and au'pices have been nbly and stead d with an

enlightened spirit, directed by my noble friend Lord John
Russell as the organ of the Biitlah Govcrnmcr, i i:

B, hnati-ii.— I Ualy has now nearly comph and

we have the aatisfaction of seeing an It .n Parliamcn-

represen r n arly the whole of the Peninsula, aassnibl

disciiMring with moderation, with talent, with en ightenment

idv m, 1 common interests e who.e Peninsula

hich persons who arc adverse to the spread of c

principles told us could not be < .
by reason < local

jealousies and ancient traditions. We see also In Ira

Parliament assc ed using the utmost ^per at t u -

-nal latitude of <ii^cusaion. We have seen a constitutional

Government established, in Prussia, and re recently the

Imper f Austria, following the example of r. untr

is giving his subjects also represent* institutions The

power in Europe which yet ran beibo improved is

Ruwia ; and even in Russia we find the Sovereign, animated
- feeltnga of benevolence towards his objects, carrytog out a

great and noble work I he cman n of the serfs^ Hit!

the vast mult- f the agri. !,T^J^ntry hav
J

e
']

in a state of qualified slavery. The .peror has now ^ shed

re oouunually more and more sAsb T, ml„
we cwinot, I ^ divest ouraelres ofVouU.—..^rfs of prtdc »n refl« ^ tha .isooot. be first aad

leading asamplc, and thst most of the improvements whlek
5*75 ^°«m.

•"••bcrs have been owing to the proof w
asjUad bad ftvan .« tbe proeperUy sail e*pp£s*s whisi

»nal monarchy extends to thoas mho are haoasr
<b to lire under it There U but one .pot in tbe p

hetletiu, tbs aontcmplattan sf wnase wmm isns4rs u« «.ll
regret and uneasinesa. I mesa «e r sioas wl
now taking |>Jaee among cur couein- l .rth America, lead
•g to a dissolution he »u «.f the formerly United Sui^i

It is i us -etwee:
It i- iu io say what oogl
i ^ea ought to be m*h l.y *» t , :i m4y Us

uined or :i other i beet for the aappiaess >

section* that ti.ry snamM ssnaraci and M resBS< rslf
aasoehi us and ooufederaciea <t tsis

I

wy man who hears me, r ;||sh heart w*t ii m .u ii.il wi»h thil wh-»t«»«r may U thairt.ssass
»ult of the- Terences now prevAiuag, that recak

1,1 ah l.y ai nU, and th • world
he aavel fn in the afflicting apw f soHns
g against b<

aealng I ntato
tho nut a'

mtry wl h
polluted by the

Mr. Rowcum, one of tho m, then a ldreseed
his Lordship :—
" lis eai I the n e Lord bad spoken a good deal sbon1
reign affairs, but had pawned over domestic matters. n«

w^hyd to know what he had done witl I Reform lulL ilia
L trued out a Govern .nent far better than s own on

.«! Reform questl and what he had done hi mself? Ti. ng
i 1 Pal its aai I,— I will put some questions i

about 1 flairs. V u Whigs have had power sinoe 1851 Y
pie iged yourselves to economy and retrenchment, but I have
never sesnyou carry it out. lueexpeadi itiamounted

tic i etban4i',uiMi,000i. ayear; hut what is it now? Yon
Wh m ids a great mai i laws, but look at e cost
Of g those laws. \ Tl have filled the country with con>
missi »ncrs and useless placemen, ami u havs

edg« I believe i' i-« now time for a cl ge. You i t see it
elf. Von had a majority in t louse mis one
l'u how has it<i- llod down * Why, the majority

baa p arty oomo to a minority. I only wish I were titers
myself. 1 should walk right out of tin II use of Commons
w tho subject of reform wai discussed. You are of

g the working clsesse. but yon do not study their inte-
rests. H ass of which you are I' uler is rotten t he

re. Not members af the House have been sent by the
ire loct There are not 100 honest members in

thatlhuso. Why did you not stand by the ! form Bill, as
prouuHol when on the huatiiigs here? You did not intend to
carry it, or would never have given it up after it had been

••I night alter night. If Sir Robert I'ecl had been tbe
legiaiator ho would have died on the floor rather than h >ve
gi

i up t Reform BllL You I »e to Tiverton to gull tbe
•pie ; but this conduct does not suit the labouring classes,

who tho producers of wealth. You trust your servants
with property, with jewels, and money, but still you will not

' ti) with a vote. I have given vou Whigs s long trial.
and now I have t u you overboard altogether. I will toll
you why. I n- v. .nl m man of them who would not humble
down to the Govern

i

the sake of office. You have a
great man among i—Mr. Milner Gibson. I once thought he
waa an honest man, but the plum you gave him was too big; it
st • i his mouth. You do not attempt to lighten taxation,

t down the pay of a few men in the dockyarde earning
If. or 1/. it. a week, but why not cut down year great place-
men who are too lacy to work. You come down to Tiverton
to 11 the people, but you < t gull me, my Lord. Now, ra

s to y-u is to go back and meet your colleagues in
Doi rig Street, or where it is y-u • them, and tell th^ni
that they must bring in at, ire, and just Reform Bill,

id t pic will rally round you, but these humbi
gmg measures which v -u have introduced have onlv put off
Kef .. I tell you the people will no longer allow you to plav
thc lc shuffle. We expected that this Session you would
have brought in a Reform Bill, but not a word was add abou

\ i have refu« e an explanation on this point, m
Lord, and your majority will soon become a i >rity. Look
at I is throughout the country. The people have-
desert' d the Whigs, I a«k you, my Lord, 6SSSS more, why
vou did not bring in a Tl m Bill, and whether you intend to
bring forward one this session."

Lord Palmers plied:—
" I am glad to see people of all kinds and of all opinions,

an iriosities, amongraritios, which are always n era
of a sement, I have grca leasurc in seeing my "friend Mr.
Rowel iffe. Now. I am sorry that my friend Mr. Rowclift
entertains so bad an opinion of tho members of the House of
Commons, for what must he think of those who sent them
there? He says there are not 100 honeat men in the House
of Commons. Well. 100 honest men are a very good

;
all mce in any number of people, and, if working steadily
together, they may do a great deal. But my friend Mr. Row-
cliffc rays nothing would go right u ideas he was In t

House of Commons. Well, I advise him to try it,

J
and if be will allow me to give him a bit of ad e, not at ali
intending it to be personal, I should say the further off the
place which he tried to represent, and the less he waa known
there, the better would i>e hia chance of succeeding. Pray
understand me. I do not mean any imputation upon his

^>ual character, be a I am sure that if he were in tho
House of O nons there would be 101 honest, men there.
But what I mean that my friend Mr. Rowcliffe has peculiar
and fantastic < of tilings In general, which, if 1 under-

i ightly the character and opi ns of the British people
tbo less they are k; >», the better they would be liked. lid
has put c is to me ; he has asked me why I said
i ng about home sffairs. Why, I dealt with home afa'rs
' the pun y say charity liegins at nome andmyspei >egau ue, and began with home affairs' butwhat I stated was rather of a consolatory character • and tho
t per of my frier. Mr Rowcliffe's mind is not to be con-
soled, but to be dissatisfied, lie did not like my speech
bassuM.. 1 said s >ng good of what Parliament bad done
« ecauso I said that all things considered, though we had•ad two bad seasons, the . y was not so badly off as itmight ire been made in our legislation. I am sorry thatthese topica are t to the mind of my friend Mr. RoZsuffc
v^,n SV KW qUC8ti0n

-
IIe "*** *hydTd the

SC?K*WW iSfSS-
thB^^eTn

•need
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country at large did not urge

it ; because the objections to it came

almost as much as from
**

"
^ ^™

„pou their meters to accept I scr

from the Liberal side

5Te Opposition side, and some of those

b to it were representatives of great

—tu— n ""
^TfTwTrelief of the sufferers from the

| to finish the chattel^uTTuTlP^^^
famine mireiana, u u^^ vcre not well affected to our

x^&sa&t^ -» * to ****** thesuf-

almost as much as irom tne upposit^l^~,—"-fives f great ruie, subscnoea *u«n h-j. —-
, u fc ou ht t0 operate as

who were most adveise to it were repiesentet^^ and feringB f their conquerors^nd sure^ttac ^ ^ th(>

communities - of Edinburgh, for instancy or aair
,

lesaon tQ ug> H ng w th a stioi k .

of tho

8^C0bt5j

iiour^n, iui x"o«. ~- which
absurd to goon pressing a Bd which

other places. It was absurd^ to
,

go.ou
ft«^^ firliament

the experience of several months n^ s*°™ u
f the coimtry

rcS^^ r notS11

fault wi* by tb^elaot^ ^ja.t^^
House of Commons,
did not renew that

not geese

the
we

Bill this year? Why because

because, having seen that tne
we were not geeau , u^™v, -""° r in tll0 nrs t

?l7 Rowcliffe may think we were wron .* ; I maintain that we

were rLht and
7
I think that the manifestation of public

mnnion shows that the country sides with us. and no* with

M, Ilowcnff" But we have not had a sufficient regard to

economT My friend says we ought to have reduced all un-

nec ssTrV places. I tell him there were none to reduce. All

JffecSeJ^aS been abolished. Places now are places with

a lesson to us. a-»»ub ""Vi; .
ori tl

"'

Covornment ot tho
Indian rebellion and £«g£"gi \^ KJ all the suffer-
Qneen, shall we not show t n that^ h ^^^^^Ph

f}
l^^^^^^iaa out their

fefiow-subjeets toj^«*" * *g£ g* as Englishmen

&fi£ft»?S»JSJSS»«S- towards us,'

services

the matters which he is discussing, wu iu*« - - »•---

advantageous position for a person to stand m who addresses a

v^ an^im^;. because he draws upon his fancy for his facts,
large audience, because

anrupon his imagination for his arguments. But, gentlemen,

I suppose he means that we ought to have reduced the army
suppose

and the navy,

ex

because they are the great sources of national

whether tneywisn to see tucuiixi vV iv^«^«. »«— -—
the multitude of persons whom I now see before me whether

they think the.country is too much protected ? We have heard

~e ™.oamf. V«imRt protection in the shape of duties and

xpenditiire I wish he would ask those gallant Volunteers

whether they wish to see the army reduced. I wish he would asK

; of persons whom I now se

^.country is too much protec

of complaints against protection in the shapi

customs upon the importation of articles ; but the protection

against the importation of a foreign force, I believe, is very

much to the taste of the people of this country. Have we too

bnreanavy? Why, we are urged in tho House of Commons

to increase our iron ships ; and I am sure that our iron ships

ought to be increased, because they are not at present upon a

par with the iron fleet of other countries, especially of our

neighbouring country on the other side of the Channel, lint,

if we are not to diminish our army and navy, I should like my
friend to state where it is that he would produce such a great

reduction of expenditure. Would he wish to cut

oS the supplies that go to the education of the

poorer classes? Would he wish to continue tho reign

of ignorance in the country? It is said that in the

kingdom of the blind the one-eyed man is a king. Perhaps Mr.

Rowcliffe wishes to be Sovereign in the land of ignorance ;
he

is only half enlightened, and therefore he might be quali-

fied. I believe I have now answered his questions, but

I will state that though the Government thought it

right not to interpose and retard the general legislation of the

country by introducing again a Reform Bill, still certain ardent

Reformers have on their own account introduced Bills. Mr.

Locke King introduced a Bill to extend the county franchise,

and Mr. Baines has a Bill to extend the borough franchise.

When the debate upon Mr. Locke King's came, the Govern-

ment, though they were no parties to the Bill because they

thought it was unwise to bring in, nevertheless voted for it.

It is true that we were then in that minority which Mr.

Rowcliffe so much regrets ; and which, if he had been in the

House, no doubt would have been greater by one, unless any
speech which he made in favour of the measure might have
turned more people against him than his own vote for it was
worth. We voted for tbat Bill, and there was a majority of 28

against us. We shall in all probability vote for Mr. Raines's

Bill. Whatever the result ot that division may bo it is not lor

me to say, but it is clear to my observation that tho House of

Commons is as littlo inclined this year to pass any great

measure of organic change as it was in the Session of last year."

Lord Herbert of Lea. attended a public meeting

at Wilton on Wednesday, in aid of the Indian Famine

Relief Fund, and spoke as follows on the sufferings of

the North-west Provinces of India :

—

"You will be aware from the statements which have ap-

peared in the public papers that India has been visited by
famine, and that the numbers supposed to be suffering under
that calamity are put at the lowest estimate at 1,500,000. Now,
India is an immense tract of country, and we must not forget
that the result of that great extent is to aggravate immensely
the Bufferings of the people, because where the means of com-
munication are defective, and where, for example, there are no
railroads except one, and almost no roads, of course the
difficulty of transporting food is immensely aggravated, and
delay in this case ia death. Well, the country has been deso-
lated, not only by famine, but, within the last few years, by
civil war, which like all wars, tends greatly to impoverish
a country. Crops are laid waste, houses are burnt, the
ordinary avocations of industry are interrupted, the pro-
duction of the country is greatly impeded and diminished,
and therefore a famine which comes at such a time, when a
country is unable to meet the requirements for its own preser-
vation, is naturally attended with the most disastrous con-
sequences. Nov, i confess that, looking back upon the history
of our connection with India, and judging it impartially, we
do not stand very well in the eyes of the nations of the world.
We have gone there as traders, wo have gone there as con-
querors, and we have made a great deal of money and attracted
great prosperity to this country through our connection with
India. But I am not certain that we have done all that we
might or ought to have done for the country itself. In the
first place, I believe that we Anglo-Saxons, who are accus-
tomed to self-government—who have been accustomed in fact
not to be governed at all—who have no notions of government,
therefore, beyond that of giving security to life and property—
we have not the genius of dealing with Asiatics, who require a
mind to guide them, energy to supply the failure of that
quality, and a hand to execute what the brain imagines. We
have left the country too much to itself, and have not done
enough in the way of public works, for example, which might
have saved the country from famine. Tho irrigation effected
by means of canals and the diver-ion of rivers from their
course h^s saved those portions of the country in which it has
taken plice from the perils and dangers of famine ; but
through a great tract of country we have done nothing, and
the people are reaping the reward of it. It is often said—
I have often heard it said— that we should carry Christianity to
India. Well, we have not carried Christianity to India, and
perhaps one of the reasons is that Christians are little agreed
amongst themselves, and that Christianity, therefore, means
to the ears of the Hindoo some great diversity of opinion
amongs t the different religious sects. The people of In
that we do not agree amongst selves, and therefore they

2^™ U,n
K tQ listei

\
to u* But °n tfa i« occasion we may

good, and in attempting, as far as we >, to relieve them from

«rit» Intelligence. . ... .

The Bank of England^^f^^^^TZ
of discount from 7 per cent., at winch it was fixed on

the 21st ult., to 6 per cent.

Money Market, Friday.-Britisk Jirros: Coii-

sols closed at 9lf to | both for Money and the 10th in,;.

India Stock, 222; Ditto Five per Cent, btock, 18oJ,

1001 to 100; Five per Cent. Enlaced Rupee Paper Ul

to Wis Ditto Five and a Half per Cent., 100 ;
Exche-

quer Bills, is. to 3*. dis.-FoitEiGN : Brazilian lour

and a Half per Cents, 1860, 85}; Buenos
;

Ayres De-

ferred, 281 ; Dutch Two and a Half per Cents., W*

;

Mexican Three per Cents., 2ik to »; Portuguese Ihree

per Cents, 1853, small, 47 to 46 i ; Russian Four and a

Half per Cents., 91* to 91 ; Sardinian Five per Cents ,

82*; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 48v ;
Ditto

New Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct., 41* ;
Ditto

Passive, 162; Committee's Certificates, 5| to 1; lurkish

Six per Cents., 1854, 73£ ; Ditto, 1858. for Acct., 53& ;

Ditto Guaranteed Four per Cents., 99 ;.

Uanft of (BitfllaM).

Notes iMued # • •• • i

ISSUK DEPARTMENT.
j626,6f)8,4i0 Government Debt .. ..^11,015.100

Other Srcuritiei .. .. 3.

J

Gold Coin and Bullion.. 1

Silver Bullion 848,362

4t26,f,6S»460

BANKING DKPARTMENT.

496.668,460

Proprietors Capital.* .. 414
Rest 3.8o8.S03

Puolic Deposits (includ-

ing Exchequer, Savings
Banks, Commissioner*
of Nat Debt, and Divi-

dend Accts.) ..

Other Deposits..

Seven day and other bills

9 •

« •

• •

• 9

7.823.C69

ll.«

606 396

ment Securities

(including Dead Weight
• • 9 •Annuity)..

Other Securities ..

N Ot€% . .

Gold Aiid Silver Coiu

• ft

• t

* •

9 •

2O.aiS.06S
S.8I*.

8 .0

4tU day of April, 1801

438.477.2-J7
* * -7

M. MARSH ILL. Chief Cashier.

ffiajette of ttje flSleeft.

TUESDAY—BANKRUPTS— r. K. Ashlky, Sheffield. Common Brewer-
J. B. CortAva, Manchester, Wine and Spirit Merchant—J. Envimiit.
Cum Yniscoy. Monmouthshire, Draper— W. KanrMA.x, Helper, Derbyshire,

Builder and Contractor—J. laKKBKRG and I). Mtu«, Skirm -

Hill, Boot and Shoe Warehousemen — J. ltoutaso*. Kftst Hartlepool,

Durham, Linen and Woollen Draper.
SCOTCH <I(iUESTK\riON3 — D. AspEifo*, Abcrd* u. Baker —

T. Bo<KiM<"and J- Boskim*. jun., Glasgow, Irouxnnn*er» — K r m&
Wphuw, Lanarkshire, Innkeeper — P. Hut. WlMgow. Keiripap
Proprietor—H. limn, (ilasjfow, auctioneer anil Valuator.
FRIDAY- IUNKRUPTS-T l» CA*TKa t Blue Anchor Yard. Coleniaii

Street. City, Livery Stable Keeper-i T. CHAnasaa, Kinibury Paremeiit
and en Str*-.-t. Spitaltields, Umbrella M*nuf* - R (i. pKAN.Trty
Wharf, Up] Tbi >'r>it. Lead, Glotv, and Colour Merchant — T.
FiT/riTKicK and I. VtiT.r at*T( k, > cwark-upon Trfii t, and Nottingham,
Travelling Drapera-N. Ikmi and K. K^oRaarttisfc*, Great Tower Street,

ty. and Hunaell 8treet, Rotherbithe, Ship Chandler and Sail Maker*—
W. Moii, Marelrsfleld, Boot and Shoe Manufacturer <>a*f Hem
ton, Northnn. i^hire, Buyer and Letter of Thra<«hinK Machines for Hi

Com Tbranher — W. H. Knonit». Milton-next Grtvootnd Kei

LlceuoedYi -r.er— R. f tt nn>l \v. T. Scott, ^outham nv Tailor*—
R. vVihtk, J. U'iiitk, and ^ . Wiutk, Notllnpbum, Lace Manufa cr?».

BANKRUPTCY AlHNULLr.D — J. R. Hoaxaa, A*h;on-undr Lyilt,

Corn M'*r'4ha«t.

iHetropolts anU its Vitinit^.

20,000/. to

presidency,

proportions

Kketer.

Indian Famine Helibs Fund.—The donations

received at the Man n House up to ThurstlaP

night, amounted to at least 23,000/., and the mail

which left on Wednesday for Bombay carried out

ir George Clerk, the Governor of that

1 he distributed by his Excellency in such
as he may think desirable among the

distressed districts. The contributions transmitted to

the Lord Mayor on Monday ex< I 3600/., those
transmitted on Tuesday exceeded 6000/., and tho;- >n

Wednesday exceede \ 3500/. vera! clergymen in

various parts of the country have responded to the
appeal addressed to them by the Lord or, by I circulation i*>

having collections in their churches on Good Fi tnd a week.
Easter Day. A letter, 1 m mating from the Coma tee, ~
under the hand of the Lord Mayor, has now been
addressed to the Lord-Lieutenants of counties, inviting
them to convene public meetings in their several
counties in aid of the Fund.
The Westminster Clock and Bells.—The bells of

the New Palace of Westminster have lately 1 n play-
ing some strange \ ries. Ou the morning of Thurs*
day the 14th ult., at 3 o'clock, the great bell struck
slowly about 20 times, and at i and 5 k it struck
10 or 12 t'n 1 instead of the proper number. On
Monday hist at 1 a.m. it struck 37. At 2 and 3 o'clock
it gave the right numbers, but at 4 it struck 39. On
both occasions on Mond.iy when those numl * were
given, the striking of tbe 1 rs commen i befoi

>e ordinary quarter chimes, which came in tow Is

the close.

Mr. Spuagboh'h Metbopolita* Tabernacle.

. -total
purpose of enabling him to onen «. ,debt, was no less than 370of 11 **5
beyond the 30,000/. which half* *> *
erection, about 1200/. m0re Wô fj*co nplete the approaches and funS^ *
hat even now lie wanted bet wee 1/^
ho had no doubt of getting by tW**

were concluded. Mr Sn 11
will remove from New Park stS?!*
commence their religious services in 1^
to-morrow evening. He will preach JiL*
the morning. ***
The Savoy Chapbl.-0q Sunday fc

Chapel Royal in the Savoy, connected
of Lancaster, was re-opened by two J
ot which was preached by the ArchbSB^
bury. The restoration of the chur
be remembered, was seriously damaeedi-
uionths since, is in every way corapl-

The Royal ExcnANGE.-The scaf!

rior of the Royal Exchange was takenawT .
and the new scheme of the Gresliami

covering in the area was exposed to p^
a roof resembling an ordinary rail<pw

".

across the centre 0? the building; and ita
support this roof by cast iron columaja

fixed against the columns of the lower *
court. It is officially announced

I

intended simply as an experiment with -

public opinion; and that the Gresham Cask
been prevented from erecting a roof at tki

urea by the objections made by the air

Lloyd's who protested against any interfotM

ventilation of their apartments. The

'

mittee have therefore been obliged to havent

way of compromise, to the experiment of 1
•

levation which might suit the convent

parties, though unavoidably detracting fits',

tectnral elegance of the structure itself.

Murder of a Yorxo WoiiiN.-On &

young man named Thomas Frederick K":

committed to Horsemonger Lane Gaol, on tii«

warrant, charged with the murder of V'

girl with whom he associated, aud who* Is.

und in the Grand Surrey Canal.

The Strike.—It is said that there is t;

prospect of a permanent adjustmeni

between the masters and workmen, ami

mise b likely to be effected on terms

1 the men than they at first had aijP

The terms are that the men shallu

fwi rking by the hour, at U p,

of 10 hours each, and shall Iiav.

1 o'clock on i urday, receiving the a»

weekly earnln as heretofore. ;

men without t half-holtday are now »,

hem -rth r< ivc for 5 dayaof 10 "»» V
Sstnrday 6i hours up to 1 odod,»»

rether 33*., ictly the same an F»

,id that by this concession lossr.

Krlk will lose upwards ot 14,O0W.

«

contracts. ,
p

The Public Health. -Thi

weekly return states the deaths re

in the week that ended ******&
The average number in the

;
corr^i

10 ars 1851-60, corrected fo^
«-

uasl^so. The present return*
the average, ^ina^^^
Bnd 943 girls, ia all lW4duM£

««

London. Iu the 10 coiTespon^

1851-lRfiO the average nninberj^^

ijiciuiiumi-
p 1 lands ^

'

AshtoK.-TI..- number ot
rf

5

A.l....„. ''ff/'frti^!
tl,.. immcli-,.,. ,h< r,ctV nf them i»

^

,Wm o„ strike, bat son. of t'e A>

olOicr who wMConncto1-" Jones

«ilf„l murder f Sffgew £'** ^ ^
.booting bim with h

»«Jr;iB
giaft»5^

« «k ptee« on Sirdar
rconi =

,ol in the p« *e »^ ^ *»*

, le ,i ied P
eniten )

^l^
crg^ tat 't

'.
i

dkJ not inten W""
act to the effect of drink- He?

ass*«tf5i!
tlus

Lincolnemitted 1 f
n

.

posted on the «*»**££* the U*

Sort r the Louth 1

:
^,;oscot

!;-

%Zi tnd n» -'
-

- .. nror^.7. ws

letter ran he fu l

iB t

their wanU and neceaeitieft. t v.^^ ;,. . . ^ . ., .,

At a meeting of the eonti itors to the Tab. scle of the letter can w
0IV

Iding 1 1 id held a few < s since at the dm I, Sir j entirely cnlpates ^ ^
Ileurv Havelock in the chaii lr. Spurg i annonnc ,

from any Part
'cll\

kn0
wledg«

that the remaining sum of 3000/., a , was has brought W
of
Wr
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i days, was never dreamt of,

i# that at Peterborough the mail bags from

opened and the letters re-sorted. It hat

that two 100/. Hank of England notea

mittee were in all the num joints hasty and unfoun 1.

The whole matter will be diacuaied at the meeting of
the Company on the 11th inst.

m the parcel, and in whose safety nearly

believed, hate been cashed in France, and

been returned to this country. It is there-

Sr« eo»ehided that all the notes, amounting to 295/.,

tore been cooTerted into money.

liraRHOBOUGH.—A serious fraud has been discovered

ia tto Afbbottrhood of this city, by which the Great

VortbernRailway Company has suftered to the extent

drSTor 70/. per annum for nine consecutive years.

1W railway runs through the parish of Warrington, to

wMch the companv pay rates on the sum of 12<J5/.

Afoot tkree or four years ago, when there was a dis-

Mt« between the company and the parish about the

rat*** Mr Bowell, the overseer and collector, returned

a bnw ium to the company, stating that he had

waived an W. rate of them instead of a 6d. one. The

nauv iMrTJEg no iwptcion of any fraud paid the

m to him as usual. Lately, however, another dis-

troae with the company, and Howell on this occa-

, med them a sum of money, stating that he had

W Bliliike taken a 6W. rate instead of a 4d. one. This _ . .

a »\ ~,.« n*nv t Iiava tho matter looked into, them such a sentcn. BUlke terror into every person
Closed the companv to Ban m liumc 'ookui i to

i n Uw |B tho , ^ they had
be* it was found that Howell had been practising

d0tJe Ro ^fc,^ Harnes, Jackson, and Mawdaley to

rates

nam.
Northern it: 1 krpool — The TAvirpoal Murders.—

Thomai Donepan, aged 23, waa indicted for the wilful mu r of
Jamea Caaaidy, at Livoipool on the 26th of January, by
stabbing him in the neck with a knife. This crime aroae o
of a drunken quarrel, and as there appeared to have been no
previous animosity the jury found the ] riaooer Guilty of Man-
slaughter. Mr. Justice Hill sentenced him to penal aervitude
for life.—Joaquin Francisco, '27, a Brazilian aailor, was indicted
for the murder of a Spanish sailor, also named Fran, isoo, on
the 17th of March, at Liverpool, by stabbing him with a knife.

The jury found him Guilty of M analaughter, and he
was sentenced to penal servitude for life. Shoo
with Intent to Murder—Lot /eeasea Leather, 21, was foui

GuiUy of having, at Elton, on the 13th of 1 *r, fol

niously shot with a pi 1 Jane Mooney, with intent to

murder her, and was sentenced to 1" years' penal s<

Burglary.—Rogtr Hoydock, 20. John Barnes, iO,Jokn Jackson, 8

?» it* Matedsley, b 9, and It tchard :\ werec
with breaking Into the house of John Bourne, fanner, residing;

at Dilworth. uear Blackhurn, and stealing 44/. IS*,, and
things, on the th of rVl.ruary last They also commit
various acts of violence s outrage on or and hi*

daughter. The jury found >em all Guilt*. Mr (ill,

after commenting up. n the atrocious ci whloh they had
been found guilty, said ho felt it to be his duty to pa»

this fraud upon them ever since 1852. A warrant was

at once taken out for his apprehension, hut before it

l>j UKmill he attempted to commit suicide bj

„ his throat. He was, however, found before life

« i?inct, and it is said that there is some chance of

kit recovery.

Portsmouth.—The Glasgow, 51 gun screw frigat.-,

ass successfully launched from this dockyard last week

in the presence of many thousands of people. Her
figure-head is the bust of a Highlander, with Glengarry

bonnet and plume, with a shield beneath bearing the

arms of the city of Glasgow— the traditional salmon and
tree—and the motto, * Lord, let Glasgow nourish."

He engines of the Glasgow are to be of 600 horse-

power, and her armament will consist of 30 eight inch

gnus on the main deck, 18 32-pounders on the upper

deck, end two of Sir \V. Armstrong's 100-pounders as

pivots. According to present arrangements, it will be

nearly 12 months before any other man-of-war will be

Launched from this dockyard.
Rochdale. — On Good Friday a fatal accident

occurred on Hollingworth Lake, near this town. The
lake was crowded with a multitude of pleasure-seekers
in steamers and boats, when a collision occurred between
two of the boats, containing, it is supposed, about 18
Persona. Both boats were upset, and four persons lost

their lives. The jury at the inquest returned a verdict
of Accidental Death.
ScDBcnr.—A woman called Harriet Salmon, the wife

of a coal carter residing in the village of Edwardatone
near this town, murdered two of her children Inst v k

by drowning them in a pond. There is reason to believe

be ig insane. The jury at the inquest returned a

•diet of Wilful Murder against her.

TaC5toh.—The execution of Matthew Wedmore and
Charles Wedmore for the murder of their aunt, Sarah
^sterman, took place yesterday morning in front of
the county gaol. The culprits mounted the scaffold
nitb a firm step, apparently indifferent to the execra-
tions and cries with which they were received, but
neither of them said anything up to the last moment
** to the crime. The crowd present was immense.

12 years' penal servitude i :
Hayd wl he ked

upon :ts tho rir.gleaderof the gang, 14 years' penal ten

and Corbrid^'c. who committed tho outrage Miss Bourne, to

16 years' penal servitude. Jtaifttay Accvtent* < PrwU> ,
v.

London and North. Western Raiivay. In this case plaintiff,

a dealer in fancy goods, residing in Manchester, sued tl

company for dan os occasioned l>y the colli* whit k

ice at Roby station On the 18th of May last. The jury

immediately gave a verdict 0001. Croasdale v.

and Yorkshire Company—In this case Mr. .James Croasdale, a

cap manufacturer, recovered K)oo/. from tho Lancashire and

Yorkshire Company, as compensation for injuries sustained

during a collision near Wigan.
North Wales and Chester Circiit—< Robbery.—

Thomas Lvnch, 21, weaver, waa charged with aasaul; ; and
bbing Henry Johnson, at Ifacclss 1, on the 23d

I obruary last. ThoJurv found the prisoner Guilty, nvd Mr.

Justice Byles sent. I bio to 4 years' penal eei

Murderous attack on a Gaol " r.— 'J \as O'Brien was

charged with cutting arjd wounding Arthur Dunning, on tl

1 of January last, at the ganl of Chester Castle, wi intent

to do him grievous bodily barm. The jury almost immediately

found the prisoner Guuty, and he was sentenced to 7 years

penal servitude. _____________—__—

ADttiutrps
The Bishop of Madras (Tin R rr Rjcv. Thomas Dbam

D 1> ) died in Madras on tho 4th ol Ma in his 60th year. Ho
graduated at St itheiine's Hall, Cambridge, and after takn

ly onh rs, served in suliordinatc ]>osts in the Church un1

1835, when he waa appointed Archdeacon of Calcutta. Tl

post he held for rather more than 13 years, and on resigning it,

turned to England. In 1 849 he was appointed to succeed Mr.

Bapti N'oel as Minister of John Street Chapel, Bedford Row,

and in the same year was ap_>ointed to succeed Bishop Spenc

as Bishop of Madras. _**
Lady charlotte Bear did on the 31st ult at an ad

ace. Her ladyship was tho youngest daughter of Field-

Marshal the Duke of Argyll, by the widow of the Duke of

Hamilton, and ronseq'i ly she was aunt t" tho sent Duke
of Argyll ai iarl of Derby. In her Lady Charl«

was remarkable for Irer personal beaut and thr it life

foi the charm of her manners. She was twice mar 1— fir

to Colonel J. Campbell, of Shawfield, and secondly to tl lev.

Edward Bury. By her first marriage she had a n ^rous

tnily, only two of whom survive—Lady A. Lennox and Mrs.

\\ . Kuasell. By her set i marriage si had two daughters,

one of whom. M Lyon, is the only one now living.

Colonel H. R. Dawson, C.B., R.E., died on the 28th

ult. at Blackheath, in bis 63d year. He was originally

employed on the Ordnance 8urvcy, and on tho estab-

lishment of the Tithe Commission became ted

with that c -ission. He was ibsequently apn.inted

assistant-commissioner and head Of the ^mvey Dc t-

mentof the Commons Inclosure and Copyhold Commission.

He was made a ( panion of the Bath for his Civil serv

8iR Matthew Barrisoton, Bart., Crown Prosecutor for the

count of Minister, died in Dublin on Monday in his 7.".rd

year. He had held the very lucrative office of Crown Solicit

for Minister, for nearly 40 years. The office was worth,

ordinary times, about 4000/. a year, and in extraordinary,

Maroia Ann >mcso«, widow of AuciANoaaOi Baa flats
Member of the BmtaI Medical Board). an44t*_e? .
daughter of the Utc Major-OwMral tb« Oesu Mark Napier*
•fad 78--Mti Kgrdc de of w^t. ( mari*tts, widow
it he late Major-Gaaeral ftir Charlss Ba«oa, K %a«j «S—

At 4. Park Svjeet, Bath, Hcnkiictta. daurater of thelate Mr
Tiiomas Brruca, Bart., Garryhundou, ftsnte_MnU C*rlow—
29th ut. at her reaideooe. 16, Lansdown Piaos, Brifnton,
Catqicrike. relict of A. H. Paioa, Esq., and rou&feat daoairter
of ihe late Sir John Call, Ba»t. of W -rd Hmisa, Cornwall—

h ult. at St. Leonard s-on-Sea, Maria liaoaois*, dauj^WUr
f the late General Gent, aged 56—20th ult, at iiysrea. south

of Frauoe, Makiv, daughter of the late Lit •eaeral
B.—31st in London, Fankv, widow of the late

ltear tdmlral Wise, C.B., of Ihe Gate House. Plymouth, s
68—19th Feb , near Congo Biver, West Coast of Africa, of fe<

Lieut. CuauubWilliaiiTiia' kCRAY.lv N
,

\! s Wrangler,
youngest son of the late Gen Thackery, R.E., aged »—
list nit, at Elsfield House, near Maidstone, R tan Ficwmss*
second son of the late Fit tea am Maktw, Esq., of
Leeds Castle, aged 58-&d ult. at Cera U Walsa,
Patrick 0< Ca late of tho H. K I ^r-

o. an«I u Dcj.uty -Lieutsos f the comity of Carnarroa,
aged .'»6-24tl: ul mas LirrtAaUL Ke lighfteld.

near Urerpool, a DejuitT Lieutean of the tr, » ao-

tain in the yal Lancashire Mi <-*S»t t, at Us r
Grange, near Carli «v Jitscrn noma
M \ .

ii. Wstheral with Warwioi »rlat»L and
tl Hon of tho late V tu liidgaon, isq.. «t 'UgMea
11 t la-*? county, atfod 4S—Mtb at *hmnlb
Thomas I ..hear W mw. Ml' Tl— It, a<

7,1 risoa, Bath, lt>< uaivoBi A.i.av, ftsq., fit' . Uio
albaoi ii. •. n»»u vo<-«ucl»ei. tba

Queen, aiul burgeon Kxtraoriluary Ui the late LMsabeas of

Kent, aged 71

itlaiket*.

COVENT OAUHEX. Aj.rilC.

Cornish lb "li utinuos U< l>c furnished in excellent

condition, and good sample* Lettuces, Endive, and Arti-

kes < .mo fi France, Ss les of new Graj>es are

. an<l h i good prices. A*j>aragus, French ileana,

and now Potatoes may also now be had. Cucumbers are

.mine in plentifully. Cut (lowers chiefly consist of Orchids.

lily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas, Violets, Mignonette,
unci lias, Heaths, and Hoses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., <",- to 10s
Grajies, per lb., 1 Bf to Sis
Strawberries, p. or.., Is to ts
Pears, per doa., 4 s 6d to 8s

Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d
Frenc h Beans, p 100, IsodtoSs
Greei I oas, p. $ sieve, 20s
Greens, per dor.., 6s to 8s

bages, do., 2s to 8s
PoUtoes, p. tOB, 90s to 160s
— per bus., 4s to 6s
— per cwt., 6s to 10s

Carrots, per hum h, 8d to lOd
I urnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Spinach, j». sieve, 4s to 6s

icumbers, e;i< li. Is 6d to 2s
Artichokes, per dos. , JJs to 4s

Apple*, per £ 6d to Is 8d
• 'ranges, per 100, 6s to 10a

oa, por 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per lb , Is to Is od
VEGETAHLES.

Beet, |>erdoz. ( Is 6d to 2s

olerw p. bundle, ls6d to ls9d

Onions, p. i sieve, ls6d to 2sed
Asparagus, p. bundle, 4s to 8s

Khuha bundle, «d to lsSd
Seakale, p. j net . 1 s 6d to 2s

.lalloU, j>erlb.,ls6d
Garlic, p« r lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score. Is to Is 6d
1 Iorse Kadisb,p.bun.,ls6<i to 4i

Mushrooms, p. pott., 1sidtolsSd

Parsley, p. 13 bunches, 4s to 6s

Savory, i>er bunch, 2d to 4d

P0stoII5s

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfield, Thcrsday, Aj 4,

Prime Meadow I/sy 75s to 85s I Clover .. ..

Superior do. (old> . . 90 105 New Clover .. .. — —
Inferior do 50 60 l>o. second cut ..80 100

New do — — Straw 36 44
Rowcn — — « Da vis A Co.

Whitbchapeu Thirsdat, Aj.ril 4.

Fine old Hsy ..

Inf rdo.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do.
raw

lCOstolOSs
80 90

m m

• •

• •

• •

• • 88 42

1 ine old Clover . .110s to 120e
Inferior do .. ..85 »&
Fine 2d cut .. .. 90 105
Inferior do. ..

Fine New Clover
• •

and Kerry-

acotlanu.
RlPBtfaTfTATION OF TUB SCOTCH UNIVERSITIES.

—

The Town Council cf Edinburgh has resolved, by 19 to
to petition Parliament not to grant a member to the ^ _ _

J]_W> Universities, being thus almost the only public ^'hen^Crown'prosecutions were frequent, double «r • le that

*Wf north ot the Tweed that has actively opposed the amount It is now that the office will be divided into

•orement for Scotch University representation. three, viz., Cork, Limerick, and the united counties of Clare

Chancellorship of Aberdeen University.— It

» understood that the Duke of Richmond is to be put
in nomination for the office of Chancellor of the Uni-
T^rty.nf Aberdeen. Though his Grace mi one of
^nc petition* rs against the ordinances when they were
Jtei_»ed —* year under appeal to the Queen in council,
J»WMi since declared his opinion to be decidedly un-
_Tom*ble to any attempt to reverse the decision"then
P»t»onnced.

t_T^K
i°
P ** Migrant Ship.— On the night of

^Z™11 ul
f'

the »hip Johannes, from Bremen to Bal-C r!i i

3 P^ngers and general cargo, stranded

3 Sil n i
** Ul the *** of Newark, in the island

u
^**n«7, and will probably become a total

nor^.—Ur.aorGB Markkt, Friday, April '

Messrs. Tattenden ti Smith report that the demand for

fine yearlings hae improved, and prices for such are fully 8a.

cwt dearer. Tl.c bast jrrown samples of new arc also in

more request.

BUTTER MARKET.—April 3.

Best Fresh Butter . .. 16s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. Us, ,, „
Pork. it. Sd. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

POTATOES. —Southwark, , April 1.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been light,

but th wb* left from former arrivals, the supply is still

more than equal to the demand, and prices wit! t. alteration.

The following are this day's quotations :— i ork Flukes. 130a.
Captain Feltos Haa -,-, Inspector-General of Prisons, died TL- _„ _ - — ., .

in Diiblin on the 30th ult., aged 35. He had held the office of to 140s. per ton ; Lincolnshire I nts, 100s. to 110s.: I>"nhar

Inspect aenlI for s^ve'raT years, and discharged it. duties Red Soil So., 140a. to IMa.; do. do.Jted«^10_5s. to 120s. : North

to the satisfaction of the public.

wrec Tl puuiiuiv uetuuie <t tuwu

nndit'uboDedTnl?
1^ and crew were landed safeh

OaiAT \v
IxailUiaus*

wtern op CAWADA.—The directorfl of the^ to^^yt^ Ca,lkda »-ve published an

They state thai IT i w. comra^^ of investigation.

pS1 of th! t^Vgh ?7 *«" «ot in office at the

St Mr 1- ^ Th5cb Uve b^n brought ap

«Wicl in
ng
\
U,ey We the ™«ns of testing the

*bT s7o lo,

qne^°& aml fed H «* doty to do bo,

a^iVp e*P'anation of each charge broughtX"°" Mr. Umg as ^ell as against the directorslnp"—Urea, and asert that the statements of the com.

BIRTHS.—On the 30th ult, at 10, Lowndes Street Lady

Edwin- IIiii., of a daughter—27th ult, at Maines House, Chirn-

side, Berwickshire, N.B., the Lady Svsas Grant Suttie, of a

daughter—20th ult, at ^. 1 on Place the Hon. Mrs.

Fbkderick Byron, of a son-27th ult, at Brecon, the Hon.

Mrs. H. Gore Lindsay, of a son-29thult, at 17, Brook Street,

the wife of Lieut. -Colonel Barnard, Grenadier Guards, ol a

son-31st ult, at 5, Upper Hyde Park Street, Mrs Geor

Lyai.l, of a son-2d bat, at 77, Eaton Square, the wife ot

William Jom Loyd, Esq., of a son.

MARRIAGES.-OU the 2d Inst* at the **£ Cathnhc

Church of St. John's, Black Rock, near Dubhn the Kujht Ho

Rickard Deasy, Baron of her Majesty « Court of^E"hequer,

Inland, to Monica, youngest daajgter « f ^^ «

O SNOB, Esq., of Sackvilie-Street, jDublin-^)j***
lebone Church, Ai ^mJ^S *%li^l^-dlU

Berwick Regents, 120s. to 125s.; Fife, Forfar, and Perth do.
f

100s. to 110s.; ditto Rocks, so* to *K>s ; ditto ditto Reda,

75s. to 80s. ; French Whites, 60s. to 90s. ; Belgian do., 60s.

to 80s. ; Dutch do., 60s. to 80s.

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoKDoa, Thursday, April 4.

There have been some lots of fleeces sold at low rates by
holders anxious to quit their stocks. Ski') wool is more
inquired alter, as it is now of good length and comparatively

d. ». d. Leiceat, Wethen 1 4 to

5 to . . Ditto Hogg* I S -

6 — . . C. >ing Skins 10 -

4 — .. Blanket d: • • ° J
~

5 — 1 6 Fbumel Wc*t .10-

South-down Hog- s.

gets.. ~. .. 1

EJ red ditto.. 1

Down r:wes . . 1

Cent Fleeces . . 1

1

1

I

O

COAL MARKET—April S.

of Sir Alexander Spearman. Bart, ofb^^ --^
Louisa Ann Caroline- Amelia, only J^^^J^Tf
Edward Pellew Mainwarino Esq., *°«

f R_fhrdshire—
Bear-Admiral Mainwaring,

. of hlr M^esty's
,5th ult. at Paris, A» l^^J^r oftffpSU In
6th Inniskillen Dragoons, to daughtc:
fith mnisaiuen wrapu-, M' ""^ FrTnce—27th ult, at
TuRKCHARorr. of Nonnay-Ardeche, f™^Tq rai1am \,

vTRicK Spesce, Esq . of -St. Jamess,

'the late Hon
:

:a^Gordon. *g£j<£
Council in that island, and uiece of Gecerai u*

the
\s>r,

ofAust
Lanark-

•; late

dft er

ber Majesty's
d-

d
lJ£

eATH^n
Sh
.b
r

c- 1st lost, * CariotU Stroet, Perth

Bell's Pri se Gas,

H'djnrelL i^s. fld.;

Walker Primrose, LSs. fJ-L"* 5ST!

Wd End KeTterGrlnge, 17a : Wall- J"^"*^^
Wall- i Hartlepool,. 18s 3d ^slls E'^ "^.j"^!
A. 9d Walls End Kelt otK ; W alls End South Hartle-

,£l 16's 9d. ; Walto End Deniaon. 18a. «4. ; Oarway and

buffr>u M siting, 24s.~<$2 ships ai market.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Hondav, April 1.

,

The number of BeasU Is very si I, and w^*™"**" 1**

have advanced a trifle. Trade is, however, very slow. Wear©
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sk» ™>w Jihpnllv to "the relief of the sufferers from the to finish the chaoeTaMl^rr^

?he experience of several month, .ad shown g Parhament

famine m i " ««
has sholvn-were not well affected to our

who certamly-as time has sua* v

alleviate the suf-
rule, subscribed thei iJW ana se

was not in a temper to receive ; and the silence of the counti y

since has shown that the conduct of their members xvas not

found fault with by the electors who sent them
t
to the

that
the

the
first

House of Commons. Mv friend asked me why we

Sd not renew that Bill this year? Why,
,

because

we were not geese; because, having seen

House of Commons was not disposed in

year of its existence to pass a Bill wbicH would have

insured an early dissolution, we thought it was not

wfse. not profitable, not useful in the second yeai
r
of its

existence to repeat a measure which had been decidedly not

^eeabletothe
P
taste either of the House or <"»**£

Mr. Rowcliffe may think we were wronjr; I maintain that we

were right, and I think that the manifestation of pubic

opinion shows that the country sides with us, and not wi h

Mr. Rowcliffe. But we have not had a sufficient regard to

economy. My friend says we ought to have reduced all un-

necessary places. I tell him there were none to reduce. All

sinecures have been abolished. Places now are places with

duties attached to them, and with salaries not greater than

the labours of the offices require. My friend Mr. Rowcliue

speaks in the simplicity of his heart, with a total ignorance of

the matters which, he is discussing, and that is a most

advantageous position for a person to stand in who addresses a

] irge audience, because he draws upon his fancy for bis facts,

and upon his imagination for his arguments. But, gentlemen,

I suppose he means that We ought to have reduced the army

and the navy, because they are the great sources of national

expenditure. I wish he would ask those gallant Volunteers

whether they wish to see the army reduced. I wish he would ask

the multitude of porsons whom I now see before me whether

they think the.country is too much protected ? We have heard

of complaints against protection in the shape of duties and

customs unon the importation of articles ; but the protection

against the importation of a foreign force, I believe, is very

much to the taste of the people of this country. Have we too

large a navy? Why, we are urged iu the House of Commons
to increase our iron ships ; and I am sure that our iron ships

ought to be increased, because they are not at present upon a

par with the iron fleet of other countries, especially of our

neighbouring country on the other side of the Channel. But,

if we are not to diminish our army and navy, I should like my
friend to state where it is that he would produce such a great

reduction of expenditure. Would he wish to cut

off the supplies that go to the education of the

poorer classes? Would he wish to continue the reign

of ignorance in the country? It is said that in the

kingdom of the blind the one-eyed man is a king. Perhaps Mr.

Rowcliffe wishes to be Sovereign in the land of ignorance ; he

is only half enlightened, and therefore he might be quali-

fied. I believe I have now answered his questions, but

I will state that though the Government thought it

right not to interpose and retard the general legislation of the

country by introducing again a Reform Bill, still certain ardent

Reformers have on their own account introduced Bills. Mr
Locke King introduced a Bill to extend the county franchise,

and Mr. Baines has a Bill to extend the borough fraucbise.

When the debate upou Mr. Locke King's came, the Govern-
ment, though they were no parlies to the Bill because they I

thought it was unwise to bring in, nevertheless voted for it.

It is tme that we were then in that minority which Mr.
Rowcliffe so much regrets ; and which, if he had been in the
House, do doubt would have been greater by one, unless any
speech which ho made in favour of the measure might have
turned more people against him than his own vote for it was
worth. We voted for tbat Bill, and there was a majority of 28
against us. We shall in all probability vote for Mr. Baiucs's
Bill. Whatever the result ot that division may be it is not for

me to say, but it is clear to my observation that tho House of
Commons is as littlo inclined this year to pass any great
measure of organic change as it was in the Session of last year."

Lord Herbert of Lea. attended a public meeting
at Wilton on Wednesday, in aid of the Indian Famine
Relief Fund, and spoke as follows on the sufferings of

the North-west Provinces of India :

—

" Vou will be aware from the statements which have aj
peared in the public papers that India has been visited by
famine, and that the numbers supposed to be suffering under
that calamity are put at the lowest estimate at 1,500,000. Now,
India is an immense tract of country, and we must not forget
that the result of that great extent is to aggravate immensely
the sufferings of the people, because where the means of com-
munication are defective, and where, for example, there are no
railroads except one, and almost no roads, of course the
difficulty of transporting food is immensely aggravated, and
delay in this case is death. Well, the country has been deso-
lated, not only by famine, but, within the last few years, by
civil war. which like all wars, tends greatly to impoverish
a country. Crops are laid waste, houses are burnt, the
ordinary avocations of industry are interrupted, the pro-
duction of the country is greatly impeded and diminished,
aud therefore a famine which comes at such a time, when a
country is unable to meet the requirements for its own preser-
vation, ia naturally attended with the most disastrous con-
sequence Now, I coufess that, looking back upon the history
of our connection with India, and judging it impartially, we
ao not stand very well in the eyes of the nations of the world.We nave gone there as traders, wo have gone there as c
querors, and we have made a great deal of money and attracted
great prosperity to this country through our connection with
India. But I am not certain that wc have done all that we
might or ought to have done for the country itself. In the
first place, I believe that we Anglo-Saxons, who arc accus-
tomed to self-government—who have been accustomed in fact
not to be governed at all-who have no notions ofgovernment
therefore, beyond that of giving security to life and property—we have not the genius of dealing with Asiatics, who require amind t guide them, energy to supply the failure of that
quality and a hand to execute what the brain imagines. We
have left the country too much to itself, and have not done
enough m the way of public works, for eximple, which might
have saved the country from famine. Tho irrigation effected
by means of canals and the diversion of rivers from their
course dps saved those portions of the country in which it has
taken pUce from the perils and dangers of famine ; but

now as
their

teilow-suDjeew mjJ""*^* ~£ rg^ that aa Englishmen

duress which they showed on a previous occasion toward* us.

6
only collected, but the total'^ *£

imrpose of enabling him £ o "*fi
debt, was no less than 370c/V

he **
beyond the 30,000*. which bad £ *"
Grpction arm lit lonrw ^ ai °^U f*.mor* would £

OTitp intelligence.

The Bank of England on Thursday reduced the rate

of discount from 7 per cent., at which it was fixed on

the 21st ult., to 6 per cent.

Money Market, Friday.—British FcndS: Con-

sols closed at 91* to * both for Money and the 10th inst. j

India Stock, 222; Ditto Five per Cent, btock, 18oi),

100* to 100; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 94

to 93|; Ditto Five and a Half per Cent., 100; Exche-

quer Bills, is. to 3s. dis.—Foreign : Brazilian Four

and a Half per Cents, 1860, 85}; Buenos Ayres De-

ferred, 28J ; Dutch Two and a Half per Cents., 63;r ;

Mexican Three per Cents., 24J to f ; Portuguese Three

per Cents, 1853, small, 47 to 46 ( ; Russian Four and a

Half per Cents., 91* to 91; Sardinian Five per Cents.,

82*; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 48£ ; Ditto

New Deferred Three per Cents., for Accfc., 41* ;
Ditto

Passive, 16j; Committee's Certificates, 5f I - 4; Turkish

Six per Cents., 1854, 73* ; Ditto, 1858. for Acct., 53} ;

Ditto Guaranteed Four per Cents., 99J.

Uanft of (BttfllaM.
ISSUB DEPARTMENT.

Notei Uaued • • • • t 1 .£26,663,460

£26/,6S,460

t t

« %

Government Debt
Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion ..

Silver Bullion

• •

1

1

jCI1,015
f
l">

11,345 tt

426,665,460

BANKING DKPARTMENT.
Proprietors Capital.* ..

Rest . . •• • •• •
Public Deposits (includ-

ing Exchequer,Savin<s
Banks, Commissioner*
of Nat Pebt.and Divi-
dend Accts.)

Other Deposit*..
Seven daj aud other bills

414,553,0. >»

3,858,303

t * • •

• t

4th day of April, 1861.

7.K 59

It,f

606 295

'*»M77.2J7

Government Securities
(including Deadweight
Annuity) 410.r>0S,0CI

Other Securities ., .. 10,118.0M
Note* 6.8l!jyo

Gold and Silver Coin .. 3= b.S'c

J3M77.247
:. M iKSUlLL, Chief Cashier.

(ffiajette of tfje Oleeft*
TUESDAY—BANKRUPTS—C. K.Asnr.Kt, Sheffield. Common Brewer

-

J. B. CorhAXD, Manchester, Wine and^ Spirit Merchant—J. Knu'Aitn*,
Cwra Yniscoy. Monnionfhshire, Draper— W. Hrffma.n, Helper, Derbyshire,
Builder and Contractor—J. IsKNBEituanJ D. Mtkbs, Skinm Snow
Hill, Boot and Shoe Warehousemen — J. Uoobmon, Kast Uartl<-p *ol,

Durham, T.inen and Woollen Draper.
SCOTCH SEQUESTli.-triON's — D. A*dk**o:i, Aberdeen. Baiter —

T. BotKi** and J. Bosiim., jun., Glasgow, Ironn :er» — B. Claris.
W iw, Lanarkshire, Innkeeper — P. Ha Li. GIasjcow, Newspaper
Proprietor—H, KKin, (rlnagow, auctioneer and Valuator.
FIUDAY-lUNKItUPTS T I). Cartkr, Blue Anchor Yard, Coleman

Street, City, Mvery Stable Kecper-G. T. Chak»kb», Fmsbury Paven
and Green Street, Spltalfielda, Umhrella Manufart r-R. G. Dka>, Ti
Wharf, Uppw Thame* Street, Lead. G)M«, and Colour Merrhnnt — T.
FiTxr^THirK and H. .-'itzfatrvck, Newark-upon-Tn»nt, and Notti
Travelling Drapers— N. Iuin and F. K>oKa»BT0*as. Great row Mreet,
City, and Hu»*ell Street, H erbith*. ip Chandler* aud Sail Makers—
W. Moss. Macclesfield, Boot and Shoe Manufacturer OfcMOSD. Ilcnvng-
ton* Northamptonshire, Buyer and Letter of Thra*himc >r» Tor Hire
and Corn Thrasher — W. H. Knonn*, Milton-next Grav Kent,

reused Victualler—B. f rr and W. T. Srorr, ^ outWarn .i. Tailors—
R. Uhitk.J. WiinK, and W. Waits, Nottingham, Lace Manufa< turcn.
BANKRUPT* ANNULLED -J. U. Hormr, Ashton undc I vne,

Corn Merchant.

Metropolis ano its Tidnit^

Isdiah Famine Reiiep Fund.—The
received at the Mansion House up to
night, amounted to at least 23,000/., and

donation*

Thursday
the mail

which left

20,0OOZ. to

presidency

proportions

n» it * j ~^—jtianity _
well, we have not carried Christianity to fndia. anperhaps one ot the reasons is that Chr are little agreed

E?2h?J~*
a
TlZ

t'it£kd
*
that »H*«»**ar. therefore, means

a^J^^i tZ h «•
b°

.
Hm̂ °° 80me S*™1 <»*er«ty ot opinio,,

that ZIa*It
fferent wUgi0U

?
8ecta

'
The people of India se

are unLll- \ T amongst ourselves, and therefore tl

XSaSSSl r

tC
^u

t0 U8
V

But on thi8 occasion we m>iycmrry ChnsUanny to them. In this sense we shall w the
1

!+
erection, about 1200?.
complete the approaches and fUrnisfu,

ha even now he wantedbetire ffShe had no doubt of getting bvtk' ^j
services were concluded. Mr <J« ^ *»
will remove from New Park g*^«
commence their religious serr

M^
to-morrow evening. He will
tho morning.

ices

preacintjL/J

The Savoy Chapel —On q„ ^ ,

C,?Pel Rg| in& a^iSftof Lancaster, was re-opened bv twTJ
of which was preached by the AwwT
bury. The restoration J the fiTbe remembered, was seriously daraaaJ
months since, is in every way compl^
Iue Royal ExciuyoE.—The scaffokto,

rior of the Royal Exchange was takenS
and the new scheme of the GreshanCx
covering in the area was exposed to

p
a roof resembling an ordinary rail«Td
across the centre oF the building; anditJk
support this roof by cast iron columMl
fixed against the columns of the lower
court. It is officially announced th

intended simply as an experiment with a

public opinion; and that the GreshamCw*
been prevented from erecting a roof at &>
area by the objections made by the att
Lloyd's who protested against any interferwr

ventilation of their apartments." The G

mittee have therefore been obliged to lure

«

way of compromise, to the expert; rfta

elevation which might suit the convesa

parties, though unavoidably detracting fo

tectural elegance of the structure itself.

Murder op a Young- WoiiAX.-On

young man named Thomas Frederick ifo

committed to Horsemonger Lane Gaol, osua

warrant, charged with the murder of Vietad.

girl with whom he associated, and rtoe

found in the Grand Surrey Canal.

The Strike.—It is said that there

prospect of a permanent adjusfcmec

between the masters and workmen, ariltei«

mise is likely to be effected on terms ror »
to the men than they at first had

The terms arc that the men shall

working by the hour, at H F

i 10 hours each, and shall have

4

L o'clock on Saturday, receiving the ffl

u ekly earnings as heretofore l^«s

men without the half-holiday are n

henc -rth receive for 5 days of 1"

Saturday fifc hours up to 1 o
1

^*J*
rether 33*., exactly the same ai tfp

said that by this concession Messrs.

Kelk will lose upwards of 14,0«k.«*

contracts. „. -^M
The Public Health. - The Kej»-

aja

on Wednesday for Bombay ( ried out
ir George Clerk, the Governor of that

to be distributed by his Excellency in such
as he may think desirable among the

distressed districts. The contributions transmitted to
the Lord Mayor on Monday exceeded 8600A, those
transmitted on Tuesday exceeded 6000/., and those on
Wednesday exceeded 3500/. Several clergvnnn in
vai is parts of the untry have responded to tl

appeal addressed to them by the Lord Mayor, by
having collections in their churches on Good I'i idayand
Easter Day. A letter, emanating from the « raimtte<
under the hand of the Lord Mayor, has now been
addressed to the Lord-Lieutenan of counties, inviting
them to convene public meetings in their several
counties in aid of the Fund.
The Westminster Clock and Bells.—The bells of

the New Palace of Westminster have lately been play-
ing some strange vagaries. On the morning of Thurs*
day the 14th ult., at 3 o'clock, the great bell struck
slowly about 20 times, and at 1 and 5 o'clock it shuck
10 or 12 times instead of the proper number. On
iUonday hist at 1 a. it struck 37. At 2 and 8 o'clock
it gave the right numbers, but at 4 it struck 3i). On

'th occasions on Momhiy when those nun rs w<
given, the striking of the hours coi ien i be
the ordinary quarter chimes, which ne iu towards
the close.

Mil. RGBOK'd MeTROPOLITA* TaBERNAC I.E.—
At a meeting of the contributors to the Tabernacle

weekly return states the deaths repW;

in th/wwk that endedW«.«ft
The nrerage number in thocorro^

10 j 1851-60, corrected for « _-

,v,.s 1580. The present return . *
the.rer.ge. During thew*»»^%

London. In the 10 correspond „-

1851-1860 the nverage number^"

iJioUinttnl'

A.HW*.-The nnmber of 1«**,
:

lehton. RtnljbridM/*JftfcS» »

tl „ on strike, but son.e ot tK»
,1

strike. In H, 1K^'*t( i.f

im,„„t. nn.l in other plsce ^ &
nombnr. The •™™\«£*%*

*

drculntion is, at the lo«ett

a k. ..„. n f
B'W ^

E.tETEn.-The « *" %
soUlier who was convict^ Jo,l8 ,t f

wilfnl murder of Sergeant>U*^. &
with his riae an ..,„,;<

Bl.ootins htaWtW 7 1 ""
mrioW"1^

okptece on Saturday niorn.o^
wul!el

fj

tol in

He died

did not lh*cia« -- --

act to the effect of drink.
toffce

r^<
. An extens^e^ and j^s

fie died penitent and n^tbat^
did not intend to shoot

»e be,

this
iwn

Lincota^S*

LOTJTH.

committed between

parcel M^^JZ^' ft

pos^lonthe cvomn- he

Kirk, the Louth b»»A tt

of the t can he fully ! :„ the

chrk of

iras di l

boa:

Iding Fund held a few d.
, chapel, Sir J entirely exculpates

chair, M ^purff 1 aunoui d from any pmticipai

e^thft rion m w,z ot
r

'

Henry H.ivelock in the chair, M Spurgeon auiioui d from any P^t'^^kno^ 1

-

th-itthe remaining sum of 30(X cb was requ 1 has bi ght to ta-

s

^-
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. the last lew days, was never dreamt ot,

at, that at Peterborough the mail bag* from

and the letters re-sorted. It has

that two 100/. Bank of England note*

,,J,i,if in the parcel, and in whose safety nearly—
believed, hare been cashed in r ranee, and

returned to this country. It is there-

that all the notes, amounting to 295/.,

rerted into money.

Pjtsrboiocgh.—A serious fraud has been discovered

ia the •skbboorhood of this city, by which the Great

Xartbern Railway Company has suffered to the extent

ofWL or 7<WL per annum for nine consecutive years.

TW railway runs through the parish of Warrington, to

vfeks the company pay rates on the sum of 1295/.

About three or four years ago, when there was a dis-

pute between the company and the parish about the

{ales, Jlr. Row -11, i overseer and collector, return.

% Urzt *um to the company, stating that he had

received an $d. rate of then instead of a 6d. one. The

eoeapenv having no suspicion of any fraud paid the

rates to him as usual. Lately, however, another dig-

ate aroae with the company, and K. well on this occa-

sion letorned them s sum of money, stating that he had

by mistake taken a Gd. rate instead of a •!</. one. This

be cosopt

mittei- were in all the main points ha mdeti.
The whole matter will be discussed at the meeting
the Company on the 11th inst.

Northern- Circuit : LrraajooL — 7%t L«iwperf Murder«.—
Thtmmi Bon*** , aged 33, wu Indicted for the wilful murder of
J*°"* Caaaidy, at Liverpool on tbe **h of January, by

I

stabbing: him in tie neck with a kuife. This crime aroae out
of a drunken quarrel, and as there appaarsd to have been no
previous auimowty thejii found the prisoner Guilty ' n-
slaughter. Mr. Justice Hill sentenced him to pensl servitude

r life.—Joaquin Frmmeaeo, '27, a Rrasilian sailor, was indicted
for the murder of a Spanish sailor, also named Francisco, on
the 17th of March, at Liverpool, bv stabbing a with a knife.
The jury found I im Guilty of Manslaughter, and he
was sentenced to penal servitude for life. £
with JnUnt to Murder —Lot Icenson Leather, il, was to
Guilty of having, at Elton, on the 13th of December, few-
niously shot with a pistol J sue Mooney, * intent to
murder her, and was sentenced to 10 years* penal serri
BurgUxry.—Rogtr Haydotk. 29. John Barnes, 40,/o**t Jackson, 39.
H icdUley, *9, and Ruhard Corbridjtr, SS, wars charged
wit h ouse of J nH< urne, farmer, res
at Dilworth. near Mack burn, and stealing 44/. It*., and her
things, on the 10th of February last They also 00

1

various acts of ence a outrage on » prosecutor 1.

dau^hi The jury t ero all Gutttt e Bill,

after commenting up* n tha at f >esorimeof a-hich they had

iuU: tuple.

ny

«ass it was found that Ho

been found guilty, mid ho felt it Ui be his d t.. ]>a*a u|>on

to have the matter looked into, |

them such a aeufcenos as w ''b u terroi

'owell had been nraetisW I

disposed to violate the law in the outrageous manner they had

. . . ,

'.

owe" D" °\en Prac"Mn» done. Ho sen temped Dames. Jackson, ai Mawdsley to
this frand upon them ever since 1852. A warrant was 12 yean* penal servitude ok ; llaydoek, whom ho

taken out for his apprehension, hut before itat

rcnld be executed be Attempted to commit suicide br
his throat. lie was, however, found before lift?

extinct, snd it is said that there is some chance of

Mi re

PotTSMorTH.—-The Glasgow, 51 gun screw frigate,

successfully launched from this dockyard last week
the presence of many thousands of people. Her

is the bust of a Highlander, with Glengarry
aid plume, with a shield beneath bearing the

of the v of Glasgow— the traditional salmon and
tree—and the motto, "Lord, let Glasgow flourish."

Tie engines of the Glasgow are to be of 600 horse-
power, and her armament will consist of 30 eight inch
runs on the main deck, 18 32-pounders on the upper
deck, and two of Sir W. Armstrong's lOO-pounders as
•trots. According to present arrangements, it will be
nearlr 12 months before any other man-of-war will be penal sen-it u.!<

launched from this dockyard.
Kochdali. — On Good Friday a fatal accident

occurred on Hollingworth Lake, near this town. The
lake was crowded with a multitude of pleasure-seekers
in steamers and boats, when a collision occurred between
two of the boats, containing, it is supposed, about 18
persons. Both boats were upset, and four persons lost
mr lives. The jury at the inquest returned a verdict

Of Accidental Death.
ScDBrkr.—A woman called Harriet Salmon, the wife

Of a coal carter residiug in the village of Kdwardstone
near this town, murdered two of her children last week
by drowning them in a pond. There is reason to believe

be is insane. The jury at the inquest returned a
*erdict of Wilful iforder against her.

TiryfToy.—The execution of Matthew Wedmore and
tales Wedmore for the murder of their aunt, Sarah
"<t«nnan, took place yesterday morning in front of
the county gaol. The culprits mounted the scaffold
*ith a nrro step, apparently iudifferent to the execra-

and cries with which they were received, but
w of them said anything up to the last moment

as to the crime. The crowd present was immense.

upon as the ringleader ha gang, to 14 year*' penal se

and Corbrldge, who committed tho outrage on Mis* J .rue,

15 years' penal servitude. A wy AcxuU*tt-—Fri*ihmd v.

London and North Western Railway. In thin ease plain tin",

a dealer in fancy goods, residing in Mam heater, sued the
company for dimages occasioned by the whi< >k

place at Roby station tho 1 8th of May last. The Jui

immediately gave aver.. 80001. Croasdale v. L
an>l Yorkshire Compo —In this case Mr. James sis, a
cap manufacturer, recovered lOOOL from tho Lancashire and
Yorkshire Company, as compensation for injuries sustained
during a collision near Wigan.
North Wales and Chests* Circtit.—Garotte RoUxry.—

Thomas Lvnch, 21, weaver, was charged with aasaul rand
robbing Henry Johnson, at Maeeles n tho •.:.;<! of

February last The Jury found the prisoner Guilty, and Kr.

Justice Byles sentenced bi to 4 years* ] al servitude.

Murderous aita on a Gaol V r. — TJtoma* O'Brien was
charged with cutting and w<.ui ig Arthi Dunnii , n tho

d of January laBt, at t lie gaol of Chester Castle, • intei

to do him grievous bodily harm. The jury almost immediately
found the prisoner y, and he was sentenced feo 7 years

ll*i«-iA A»KSYtfSOK. midowof AuiXkmm m K- «beMember of the Bengal m-**«^iHlffsriL sW aLL-ii. Z*,'

Siter o lata Major-OesMral U»« Ho*. MLs****
r6-2Sth ult, at Ryde, Isle of Wig*. C«a
late M*. -u - Issjoa. 11 ISa,^ t

i. Park S^eci. Ii. Hsmustta. cwtua
TuomasB' aa, Bart arryhuadoo, BaAuaftM

» ult. at rasadbnoa. It"., Lam _
r ^^

vTaaaiKC relict of A. H Faioa, Esq., and youngaatdaliSuw
of the late Joh n Call, Bat t . of WsVaftwA Houm. Comwau-
SOth ult, at St !x»aards-ou-Saa, Maria tiaoaois*. daaebter
of t he late General Qsarr, aged M—»th ult, at 1

^^
Irmuoe, Maria, daughter of the late ieuta

CoxvsjM, C.B.—Slst ult. in London, Famst, widow of the lata
Rear Admiral Wis*, C.B., of B01 llonsa, Plvmouth, aged
3—19th Feb

, near Congo Ki»er, West f Arrica, of fever
Lieut. vrlssWillumTha wKRA s

. «.f H.MS Wrangler,
youngest son of the late Oei rhacksrj I . aged *3~

It, at Eh 1 11 .•iias, near Maidstona, R J> ricwKaa
ISOOnd tSQ of the lata Ficssss WykciaM Malms. Esq., 0?
I^edsCasUe,aged56—SMult atOsfn Mm* 1 Wales,
PATaio* Oun.vr RKBttV, Esq . Ute of the H.K 1 or-
vios, and a Dsf of the county of Csmsrvoe,
aged 50~Seth ult, Thomas LirrnmAUL Esq., o? gbfiald,
»ar Live) a Deputy Lieu tern. he /. a : Ossv

the il Lancashire MliStas—1»\ \ at Uarlcer
Grange, near Carlisle, the Ker. .' *ts»« I

M V
, mean ( Wrtharal with v

d son lie

Tiiomas TaooeitaAi
7, Farcy Place, Bail

-V.iiemarlo a
Queen, an 1 igaott' I

Kent, agod 72.

late
1

>\

;u nick, t

VMn
r

ftaWtom HodfMQ

1
l ia<»n t Burmi \<3tm^mm

»itry lu '

JtlatkctSs

COVENT GAUI-KV \j.ril «.

' nish Broccoli continues t>c lumisbed in exoaUeat
•ndition, and good * ,>les of Lettuces, Endive, and Arti-
lokes como from Franos. Ssmjles of new Grapes are

( fetch good prices. As]»aragus, Frenc) •sans,

anl now r. •tstoos may also now l a had. ( imbers are
ling m

]
' it flowers chiefly consist Orchids.

I ily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas, Violets, Mignonette,
tmcllias, Heaths, and Hoses.

FRUIT.

Abtttiarp*
The Rimiop OF Mai.ras(Thr R t Rev. THOMAS Deai.tkt,

D.D.)di. n Madras on the 4th nhis 60th jear. He
gradr. d at St atheri - Hall, Cambridge, and after Ukh

!y or. U rs, served in pulK>rdinatc posts in the Church uni

1835, when he was appointed Archdeacon of Calcutta. Thla

post be held h.r rather more than 13 years, and on resigning it,

returned to England. In 1849 he was appointed to succeed Mr.

Baptist Noel as Minister of John .Street Chapel, Bedford Row,
and in the same year was appointed to succeed Bishop Spencer

ins Apples, ]^er lb., f>« to 10s
rapes, per lb., 15s to 24s
trawberrics, p. OS,, Is to ts

Pears, per d«z. , 4s 0d te 8s

Apples, pcrdos., 6d to Is Sd
( 'ranges, per 100, ea to 10a

l> 'lis, per 100. Ss to 10s

Nuts, ( , per lb., lstolsfld

V KTAHLRtt.

as Bishop of Madras.
Lady Charlotte Brar did on the 81st ult. at an advanced

Broccoli, each, od to Sd
ren ( )> Beans, p. lot, lsodtoSa

Green Peas, p. 4 aieve, 20s
Greens, per dor.., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do., 2s to 8s
Potatoes, p. ton, Ms to 160s
— per bus., 4s to 6s
— per cwt., 0s to 10s

Car 1, per bunch. 8d to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, 4d tood
Spinaen, p. aieve, 4s to 6s
iKuiubers, c u h, Is 6d to 2s

Artichokes, per dot. . 3s to 4a

Best, per doe. Is 6d to 2s
< ekry, p. t lie, lstd t-o ls9d
Oniona, p. i sieve, Is 6 2aod
Asparagus, p. hundlc, 4* to8s

iiubarl bundle, Od to la 8d
Heakale, p. punnet, 1 s 6d to 2s
BballoU, perlh., Is6d
Garlic, ,k.t lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d
Horse Radish,p. bun.,Is6d to 4§
Mushrooms,]>. 1

•ott.,U.kltola6d

Parsley, p. 12 bunohea, 4s to 6s
Savory, l>cr bunch, 2d to 4

d

Inferior do.
New do.
Rowcn

Fine old Hay
[nft 1 1 r do.

•

«

ftctftlanV*
KfFgiggjiT^TTQy of TnE Scotch Universities.—
T. .".

Con "cil cf Edinburgh has resolved, bv 19 to
t Parliament not to grant a member to the

»yeh Universities, being thus almost the only public
***J north ot the Tweed that has actively opposed tl.

°^«nent for Scotch University representation.

« \L
1XCKLL0R8Inr OF Arerdeen University.—It

««erstood that the Duke of Richmond is to be put

IptST"^
1 * " for the office of Chancellor of the Uni-

thsvSiv
Aberdeen

" Though his Grace was one of

shU^jll
1

,

mn against the ordinances when they were
^jniw.j last year under appeal to the Queen in council,

J»~ smce declared his opinion to be decidedly un-
™mt>le to any attempt to reverse the decision then

ft* latk «a?
f
at* F*IGIUNT Ship.—On the night of

tt^TmUh l^f
P Johannes

»
from Bremen to Bal-

•nrtn^auii'T ^^g««m^ geiiersd cwrgo, ffcrandad

»^. Her ladyship was the y "geec
arabal I mice of rylL by the w w . the Duke

Hamilton, and conseqn ly she was aunt to the prtaent I "ike

of Arjryll and the Earl of Dei In 1 <ith Lad? iarlot

waa remarkable for her personal beaut? I throughout J

foi the charm of her man: She was twice married—first

to Colonel J. Campbell, -hawficld, and secondly to the Rev.

Edward Bury. By her first marriage abe had a numerous p .._ _ v __ n,_
family, only two of whom survive-Lady A. Lennox and Mrs.

f

ri™* fv* M*

\\\ Ruaaell. By her second marriage ehe had two daughters, !?'r"
or w

' "
one of whom, Mrs. Lyon, Is the only one now living. dwww
Colonel H. H. Dawson, C.B., R.E., died he 28th

nit. at Blackhcath, in hia 63d year. He was finally

employed on the Ordnance Survey, and on the estab-

hment of the Tithe Commission became nected

with that commission. lie was subsequently aj inted

assistant com mission.; and head of the ffutvey DepSffe

entof the Oommons Inclosurc and O hold Commissi--!)

He was made a C pani- I tbs Bath for his Civil services.

Sir Mat BsMir ,13 r., Crown rrosecn 1

for the

counties of Munster, died in Dublin on Monday in his 7

year. He had held the v< rative office of Crown Solicitor

for Munster, for nearly 40 years. The office waa worth, In

idinary times, about 400M. a year, and in extraordinary,

when Crown prosecutions were frequent, double' hat

amount. It is * said that the office will be divided int

three, viz., Cork, Limerick, and the united counties of Clare

and Kerry.
Captain Fki.ton Hkrvkv, Inspector- General of Prisons, died

in Dublin on the SOth ult., aged 35. He bad held 1 office of

Inspector-General for several years, and discharged ita duties

to the satisfaction of the public.

HAT.—rer Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smith field, Thursday, April 4.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 85« < lover
tcr of Superior do. d) . . 90

- • PO»tolI5s

• • 50
105 Kew Clover .

.

Do. aacond cut
Straw .. ..

..80 100
.. 86 44

Davis* Co.

TVnrTECHAPKL, Thursday, April 4.

SO 90
• •

• •

88 If

ne old Clover ..110s to 1.

* •

Inferior do ..

ne 2d cut .

.

Inferior do
Fine New Clover..

85
00

96
105

HOPS.—HoRorcn Market, Friday, April 5.

Messrs. Pattendcn Si Smith report that the demand for

fine yearlings has improved, and prices for such are fully 8a.

per cwt. dearer. The beat grown samples of new are also in
more request.

BUTTER MARKET.— April 3.

Best Fresh Butter . .. 10i. perdosen lbs.

Second do. do. 14s. ,,

Pork. 4*. 8d. to 5a. 4d. per 8 lba.
t»

wr*c«% lie
"J?.

10* ,n the Bay of Newark, in the island

„ AeinT*'
and WiU Probably become a total

snd it is hoBSaiiKE*?.
1* ftnd crew were landed s^^ lbiJ^e cargo win also be saved.

•t WetternlSf,i
C^AI>*.-~The directors of the

*wer toX r\lr r^°
f Canada n«™ published an

Tbey ^tlJt^L 5
h« ^^mittee of investigation.STtf the evenu

g
wh-7 T« not in °ffice at *

•l^^t Mr WnJ nT T Cb have been brought up

CioMi„2;.^ haV
1

C
,
the^^ of testing the

••U il^o ,"2 7-
1,
°?.'

and feel J t their duty to do sov

•^l^e.fcp °P« to defend himself. The.v

P*S llr l!l?,

ex
P' anationofeach cluirge brought

L—rel^'aud al!8
u
eH M ^«in8t the directorsTes, and assert that the statements of the com-

BIRTHS.—On the 30th ult, at 10, Lowndes Street, Lady
Edwix Him, of a daughter—27th ult, at Maines lb-use, Chirn-

side, Berwickshire, N.B., the Lady Susan Ghaut Sums, of a

daughter— 1 ult, at 48, I ton Place, the Hon. Mrs.

Frederick Byron, of a son—27th ult, at Brecon, the Hon.

Mrs. H. Gore Lindsay, of a son—29th ult, at 17, Brook Street,

the wife of Lieut.-Colonel Barnard, Grenadier Guards, ot a

son—31st ult, at 5, Upper Hyde Park Mrs. Georc

Lyall, of a son—2d inst, at 77, Eaton Square, the wife of

William Jones Loyd, Esq., of a son.

MARRIAGES-On the 2d fnst, at the Roman Catholic

Church of St . John's, Black Rock, near 1 to, the *>

RlCKARD DEASY
Ireland, to Mos
O'Connor, Eeq., of Sackville Sti .

lebone Church, Alexander Y **»**.^^I^SJ^Si
of Sir Alexander Spearman. Bar. ^l'*$d^%

i£
Louisa Ann CarO.ins Amelia, f^hJ^J£j?%
Edward Pellf.w Mainwarino, Esq., and f^di*"g°^l

<,r

liar-Admiral Mainwathi*. of Whitmore Hall, (tahwe-

tb nit. at Paris, Alfred Thompson,
r̂ ^f

f .^p**
«th Innisktllsa Dragoon daughter £ the Prince ot

Tirscharoff. of ,ay- Ardeche, Franoe-^t, It,
,

a
1
^
the

British Legation in Stuttgardt, Alexander GRabamD

Esq., Attach to herMojesty's Embassy at the irtof Aurtna.

eldest son of John Dunlop, V ,
of Gairbn *c. U»

.hire, to Mary Elizabeth Guise Gobi 7L?l^

rnTATOBS.—Southwark, Monday, April 1.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been light,

but * w Lat is left from r arrivals, the supply is still

more than equal to the demand, and prices without alteration.

The following are this day's quotation* :—York Flukes. 130a.

to 140s. per ton ; Lincolnsbira Regents, 100s. to 110s.; D'mbar
Red Soil do , 140s. to lGOs.; do. do. Reda, 105a. to 130s. : North
Berwick Regents, 120s. to 125s.; Fife, Forfar, and Perth do.,

100s. to 110s. ; ditto Rocks, a to 90s ; ditto ditto Reds,
75s. to 80s.; French Whites, 00s. to 90s.; Belgian do., 00a.

to 80s. ; Dutch do., 60s. to 80s.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Thursday, April 4.

There have been some lots of fleeces sold at low rates by
holders anxious to quit their stocks. Skin wool is no

inquired alter, as it is now of good length and comparatively

I

ohn's, Black Rock, near Dublin, the Kipht non.

, Baron of her Majesty's Court of Kxchequer n,

/sica, youngest daughter of the teta
1

He*
nf KaA- villi Street. Dublin- inst, at Mary-

South-down Hog- a.

g-eta. . — -. 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. a. d. 1 Leiceai. Wethers 1 4 to

5
B
4
5

to .. jl> Hogg* .

ug - is

iuanket
1 6 Flannel Wool .

J 8 —— 1

6-^0
10 — 1

9

draine, Al ieenshire.

DEATHS.-On the 1st inft, at Charlotte

I

COA MARKET.-April 3,

Bell's Primrose Gas, 13a. ; Dariaon^ West Hartley, 17s. Jd. ;

lilvwcll, 10S. «d. ; La. "est Hartley, 17a 3d.;

er Primrose, 13a. 3d. , West 21 'ey, 17a 3d. ; Walls

Ki. J Eden, Us. »d. ; Walls Rid Ha, ton, 15s. Jd : Walls Kod
Hedley, 15«- «d. ; Walla I /U's HeUon% Li1.

:

Walls End Framwellgato, l.> Od. ; Walls Bnd Hctton 18s. Od.;

Walls End l
range, 17a

;
Walls End

8*«**J
t*»}?'^:. :

Walls M I 1,18s. Sd ; *»lls sted Hwjh Hall*

15a. 0d. ; Walls End . 17* C.1. Watts Bad 8<wtn HarUe-

ol, 10a. 0d.; Walls End Denison. 13a Od. Carway and

thiffryu Malting, 84s -02 abips at market.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Mosnar, April 1.

Tlie number of Beasts in very amall, and conasquently pi

Street, Terth have advanced a trifle. Trade ia, however, very alow. We are
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5SlrotKaHitily supplied with Sheep, yet prices are not any

better, the demand being very limited. Good Calves and

Lambs are very scarce and dear. From Germany and

Holland there are 141 Beasts, 3100 Sheep, and 8 Calves

,

from Scotland, 310 Beasts ; from Norfolk: and Suffolk, 18UV ,

and 80 from the northern and midland coimties

s d a d

P

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

8 to 5
6 — 4
— 4

8

Do. Shorn

d s

4 to 5
8-5
8 — 5

0-4
4-8
4 — 6
4 — 5

d
8

4

2

RACTICAL GEOLOGY: KING'S COLLEGE, Lon-

don -Professor Tennant, F.G.S., will give a COURSE of

LECTURES on GEOLOGY, having especial reference to the

application of the science to Engineering, Mining, Architecture,

ad Agriculture. The Lectures will commence on FRIDAY
Morning, April 12, at 9 o'clock They

"No book on Practical r
D
J
E N UV

Loudon's EQcyclopsedU - -Qarttti- •

l

Feb. 12, 1859.
of Gardening - *

XTl

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn . . 4

Ewes & 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn . . 4

Lambs • • . . 7

6 to 5 10 Calves . . • • 5

.. 4 10 to 5 2 'Pigs .. .. 4

Beasts. 2650 \ Sheep & Lambs, 15,710; Calves, 13 ;
Pigs, 8*0.

Thursday, April 4.

The number of Beasts is about the same as on Thursday

last : the average quality is very inferior. Choice descriptions

are readily sold at Monday's rates. We have a short supply ot

Sheep, but sufficient for the demand. Prices remain un-

altered. Good Lambs and Calves are very scarce, and make
very high prices. Our foreign supply consists of 890 Sheep,

and 39 Calves. Milch Cows 140.

will be continued on P»<*te of Gardening, wnich tJLSj

hour. Fee, 11. lis. 6d. R. \V. Jblf

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn . . 4

8 to 5
6 — 4
— 4

6
10

5
5

8

10
2

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn . . 4

Ewes«fc 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs .

Calves
Pigs

* • 4
7
5
4

4 tc5
5 -5
8 — 5
— 4

4 — 8

4 — 6
4—5

S

4
4
4
4

i, VENING LEOTU KJtiH on GEOLOGY at the

Government School of Mme^ Jermyn
£
g-*«Mj

COTOsTo
N
f TEN LBCTUUB on GEOLOGY, on M I >AY,

COUKOc-oi x
continued on each succeeding

T&URSD VY and MONDAY Evening, at the same l,.mr.

tickets for the whole course, price 8.., may be had at the

Museum of Practical Geology.

KOFESSOTTTYNOALU _tf.WA.will /.m>n>on,v

P^S'of^i^^^KK Vr„VS,C

Inters' Chronicle, March 19 T of all

I Comprising the Theor
Floriculture, Arboriculture %»!? r****
eluding all the latest improved }****
and improved by Mrs. LoS "^^A Reaper EduMon of the abovenow ready.

Beasts, 870 ; Sheep & Lambs, 5965 ; Calves, 85 ; Pigs, 130.

MARK LANE.—Monday, April 1.

The Wheat trade during the past week was firm, but not
very active. The supply of English Wheat from Essex and
Kent to this morning's market was one of the smallest we
remember, quality very inferior, and its value unaltered

;

fine samples were inquired after, and for such last week's
prices would have been exceeded. There was a good attendance

of country buyers, who purchased foreign in retail at previous

rates. Malting Barley is Is. to 2s. per qr. cheaper, grinding
unaltered in value. Beans are fully as dear. For Peas there
is no inquiry. Of Oats there is a large arrival, and we reduce
our quotations 6d. per qr. Flour is in fair demand at the

prices of this day se'nnight.

8. 8.

J—62
54—68

T OUDON'S ENCTciSgfSJ-J composing the specific chaw*,.

**w

• • •

• * •

• * • •

3. 8.

36—66'Red
50—72 Red
51-72
— Red

50—781
40—45! Maiting.
30—36 Malting.
20—24
•JO—28 Feed .

.

26—28 Feed . -

24—28 Feed
35—38 Foreign

.

28—18 'Harrow.
34—42Longpod
40—50 1 Egyptian
33—48 Suffolk .

40—42 Foreign

.

Yellow..
50 57

50

38—40
40—42

20—25
21—24
20—28

28—48

40—50
38—48

Country. 38—50

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto
— — Talavsra— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind. &dist.,28sto30s. . Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
—

' Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .23s to 44s Tick— Pigeon 34s — 56s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple .... —s to—

s

Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo dittol38— ForeieTi per barrel'30—35lPer sack|40—50

j

Friday. April 5.

The weather this week has been raw and showery, and the
country is again becoming wet. The Wheat trade during the
same period has been inactive, with a tendency to deprecia-
tion in the value of new foreign aud inferior English, the
arrivals of the former in several markets exceeding the imme-
diate demand. For fine new English and old foreign, which
are comparatively scarce, previous rates are maintained.
The supplies of Barley continue to exceed the demand, and in
the majority of markets its value is declining The arrivals of
foreigr Oats here and on the east coast being good, and for
the most part of inferior condition and quality, are obliged t

be sold at somewhat lower terms ; but in the interior former
prices have been maintained ; also for Reins «nd Peas. Flour
has been in only moderate request, but we do not alter our
quotations. Since the 22d March 146 vessels have been
reported arrived off the coast. The floating trade was firm, but
quiet. The arrivals of English grain this week have been
very small, of foreign large. To-day's market was thinly
attended. English Wheat was neglected, and Monday's prices
were barely supported; the demand for foreign was limited,
particularly new ; the majority of millers par ipating in the
arrivals, which they have purchased c. f. and i., and late rates
are unobtainable. Barley, Beans, and Pee* are unaltered in
value. Oats are 6U per qr. cheaper.

Arrivals from April l to April &
Wheat

rilHE LIVERPOOL and LONDON HUE AND

JL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Offices-No. 1, Dale Street, Liverpool; 20 and 21, j™«7,
London; Sheffield, Manchester, and Glasgow; Sydney,

Melbourne, and New York.

Fire Policies cover Losses by Lightning or Gas.

Life Premiums received by any 1 rd. G uaranteed Bonuses.

Limits of residence extended, and third parties secured.

Protection during Days of Grace unquestioned.

BwiNTON Doult, Secretary to the Company.
John Atkins, Resident Secretary, Loudon.

Fire Policies due at Lady-day should be renewed by the 9th

day of April, 1S01.

TO PARTIES DESIRING A S£CURE AND AD-
VANTAGEOUS INVESTMENT.

npo BE DISPOSED OF, 500 SHARES, (in one or

JL smaller 1 ) of 1/. each, in a first class Commercial

undertaking of Limited Liability, and under the Management

of a Board of Directors of the highest respectability. The

Dividend declared at the last Meeting was at the rate of 1

per cent, per annum. Every information may be obtained on

application to Mr. Tempi im an, 1 10, Fcncburch Street, London.

i •
1 AA KEWA B 1).— It having come to the know-

sbJLyJKJ lodge of JOSEPH THORLEY, of No. 77. Newgate

Street, E.C., and S m Mills, Caledonian Road, King's Cross,

London, N., that many nnjfincipled persons are manufac-

turing and palming off on the public urioua imitations ol bis

justly celebrated oondimental F »r Cattle, and adopting

his trade marks, circulars, and advertisements: Now be it

hereby known that the original receipt of this Condiment as

compoun. and manufactured by Joseph Thorley, is known
only to himself, that all such imitation! are spurious and

utterly worthless, are di id of the condimental and fattening

pronerties of Th y's, - and the said Josumi Thorley

hereby offers the above reward of luOL to be paid to any person

or persons whom ver who may give inch informal n as will

enable the said Joseph Thorley to ] <ecute to conviction

per i or persons who may Man tincture, Vend, or Sell Cattle

Fo. use the trade marks, adopt the language of the Circula

or otherwise illegally and dishonestly interfere or infringe up.

the acknowledged and le^al right* of Joseph Thorley in 1.

own manufacture, and the Nobility, Gentry, Agn dturists,

and others are hereby duly can' .•-•! I recommended not

to pui ise or use any other Condin d Food for Cattle than

procured direct from 77, Newgate Street, E.C., the M
toiy, King's Cross, N, or fr roe oi fhisackuowfe

and appointed agents. O. F. Cooks,
Solicitor for the said Joseph Thorley,

King Street, Cheapside, E C— April 4.

"The first edition of this
celebrated work, which is in-
contestably of the greatest
utility to gardeners, and, in-
deed, to all who have not
access to great libraries, con-
sisted of 1159 pages; the latest
in our possession filled 1329
pages

;
that now brought before

the public occupies no fewer
than 1574, forming a solid,

massive volume of small print,

com parable to nothing so well
as to a dictionary. The great
recommendation of the work
has always been its woodcuts

;

which, although orly minia-
tures, were nevertheless drawn
by Mr. Sowerby with such

*»* This Edition contains nearly 250 a

above 2000 new Illustrations, without addtaat
London : Longman, Green, LoKcmiUk

"CHEAPLR EDITION OF LOUDONTaCR
The Fifth Edition, in One large Volume, b

1300 Woodcuts, price 3k 6d cloti

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA oi

TURE : comprising the Theory and Price

tion. Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement, udhr
Landod Property, and of the Cultivation indloac

Animal and Vegetable Productions of Agrieok

Loudon's" Agriculture" isnow printed pages, l

happy

engraved

the pUaJMJ
recognised,^

acquaint*.
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inthefen^
executed in i

,

than m:
and brings

";

to the latest m
How man* *.

contain! in *
ascertain, bit*
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represented

if,
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Laying-ont

provement wit*

of large aids.

every damps:

Property

;

above Tw*»B*
graving! at feA

facto

30,

English
Irish ..

..

*

Foreign..

848 qra.

32392

>>

»»

Barley.

ttlqrs.

10296

•>

»»

Oats.

167 qra.

1«82

63307

»«

>»

Flour.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW. No. CCXVIIL—
A i NTS for the forthcoming Nn or must

beforwan the Pui 's by the 4th, II.LH in-

sert i by th.! nt.

Mb- arle ^ i.— 1 6.

THE QUARTERLY Rl IEW, : CCXVIU
will be 1 lished N vT WEES.

ST I V T"4 I
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1. PEARLS Awn MO' K 1 VRLflor HISTORY.
II. EUPHUISM.

llf. LORD DUN »NALT>.
IV. si Ml! Ill VL DESTITUTION.
V. INDIAN FINANCE and LB< r.UloV.
VI i IAN, FLKMISH, AND DUTCH \\(V.

VH. AFRICAN DISCOV

I

J—LIVf.V< SE-HPEKE—
rp.THEHICK DU < il \:i MJ, &c.

VIII. STAN HOI' LIFE Of 1'ITT.

Note-IRON MA.M'FACTURB.

brought within the reach of

Bailiffs, Farm Stewards, Emi-

grants, an<i those Landed Pro-

prietors who wish to provide

their Tenants with a work on

the Theory and Practice of

Agriculture. The work con-

sists of above 1400 closely-

London : LoNOMAJf, Greek, IflsauU

Just published, in fcap. 8vo, withI!la*oti»P»

GORDON-TRAINING oeFW

Kj Vertical, BpiraL and Honzontal ite

House and Open- Air Culture. ByWiB-

"I like your book very J»JJ£*
much ; it will do much good,

an I teach people to tliiuk

before they prune."—Thomas

RrvBRS, Author of the "Rose

Amateur's Guide," to the

to ey«»**MH
training*;
80WMf^..
orcbud-^
L^inthefi^8"

* •

920 eke.

• 70 42 oris.

J .', Albemarle Street.

Nowready,in8vo,w«h3»o^
EM J. s of PBAOTCA^

NEwTDifTON OF *°X$E5v«» i.a«^v in Svo. with h
,lat«?1/

Ixmdon : Longman, Grie^L^L^
m

S

mvcreity of Dublin. ^J^fiSS*-
«• Ma. DowN.Nr. .-ork wiU gf^-

be a great boon to the student g inorir
-

of hydraulic engineering, smce
|

g^JJ
*1ia kiiliireta are much sun-

1

w.r
f
J|

the subjects are

London: LONOMAN^G^i
LoSGJU».

_ _*tt***!m
oodcuts, price J

.1. II.. Tart I.,

PKREIRA'S L« ----- ntfm
AN-D THERAPKUT «.J^^

A New Edition, in 2 vols.^:iu

o; sepa^
Woodcuts, price 3f l^clot

^ Q
.

KRBIRA'S ELEMENTS of MAI;Vol

AND
impro*

Liverpool, Tuesday, April 2.—The American arrivals since
luesday last are to a fair extent, but from other rpi.irters un-
important, except somewhat larger supplies from Egypt than
ot late. From Ireland and coastwise the receipts nre light.
1 here was a fair attendance of buyers at this morning's market
Out the business passing was chiefly of a retail character, ac
tnere is no alteration to notice in the value of either Wheat or
if lour as compared with Tuesday last. Indian I n was little
inquired after, and mixed American might have been boughton rather easier terms ; all other descriptions however wore
tally_as dear. Oats and Oatmeal are both dull of sale. Beana
and Peas from scarcity were both the turn dearer. Barley on
the contrary declined about 2d. per busheh
» Friday, April 6.—A moderate attendance at to-dav's market.
Wheat, consumptive demand

; prices in some instances Id
lower. Flour slow sale, at about 6U reduction in price. Indian
Corn steady

; mixed 37s., Galatz 39s to 40s. Beans, Oats, aud
Oatmeal without change.

Averages i Wheats

VlQZZl.

Feb. 23..

March 2 .

.

- »..— 16..— 23..
- 30..

Agg.Aver.

54# Qdi

54 2
54 2
53 8
U
55 1

54 "2

Barley.
}

39* 44
39 2

38 11

38 7

38 6

7 11

38 9

OatsTA
29$ 0<«

23
23 s

9
23 10
23 4

23 5

gLCCTUATIOyS IN THB LAST SlX WEEKS AvSRAOBk
T^WC«8. Feb. t3. M arch 2. M red 9. Mar. I -

• •

r

>iar. 23 ir. 30

fPHE EDINBllMJK RKVIfcW, No. CCXXX.
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I. DIXON'S P! VL HISTORY or LORD BACON.
II THE ! LIC oi INDORRE
in. F ITICALDl \RIB3—LORD AUCK '.'DawdLORD
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IX < COLI
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VII. AUTOBIOGRAPHY "TT: 13 or M
VIII. I- f BA1

IX. FO INI)
X. 1! f PRESIDENT 1 N* astd its Ci'N-

8EQUEN
Loi n : I.o \jan & C urrfli : A. k C. Black.

OKTH LTURAL (TaUI ^J Gar iirV
Chronicle of y 12. cont g ^.lr. Xesfifi.d's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Gardes at Kensington <; .re,

is still on Sale at the Office, 41, Wellington \ Oorent
mien, W.«'., I will l>e sent by post on recci} f six stamps

TTlE N NY'S FORGKl'-MK-XOT, lor pmetitn. 38
V • engravings. 19 stamps : ]<>th and gold, 32. GLEN
ANNUAL ADVERTIZER, 4 9 for the
GLENNY/9 LIST ©* the bfjtt 6- FLOWB1 E
the directed envelope.— « L (

1 EWifT, Pulbam, S.W.
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AM WUAL « f PHOTOGRAPHK CHKMIS1RY,
Inclu.l, the Practice of the Collodion Pr^ieee. By T.

Frederick Hardwi ; late Lecturer on Photography at

ing's College, London.
John nr.r , New Burli

.

Fcap. 8vo, 2*.,

THi: EASTERN, or TURKISH RATH; IU
Tlietory, Revival in . and Apt ion to tbel

Purposes of Health. Ry ERAMOS Wiujo
J Chlrchill, New Burlington"
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tional

M

much enlarged Edition, with

roods***, in f<T 8ro« J'nce '* * •

ODEl COOKKRT™™ ATEWJIILII

** *
"'towbich the Principles of Bar l-iebig

writers hero been ss much as possible

ilahir4 By Eliza Agios.

.*!«- a^ir both the Quantity of every article

kiF U ACTORS'-* «. • ,,, ctcil receipt, and the Time
far the prepare

^ minutely sEted. The Con-

10. Boiled Pudpisob
I. Baked PUDDINGS
j. Loos and Milk

-wset Dishes, or Entre-

MRS. S. C. HALL'S NEW MACA2
uad* e One Shilling JLnt I

THE S J A M K MAGAZINE.
CONDI ED by MRS S. 11 ALL.

And designed to promote the Interest* of Home, the
of Life, an i the- Amusement end Information of aU

L 3Auroras M. rstot, W.

AGB CLTUBAL PIL Maetin baa
s \ ACVN< reFAliMlNt; PUPIL, who oould see end

assist In trsnss ,g the ea a pwards of 13(

of Land, where a largo q yof Stock is V ,
anc-

II tneryand Implements of the most modern description

are used.— Address, Therney, near P«

CHUUU'S PATENT sa
fWe and Thieves.

mines

nirbBU riitK pro otr« \qisoom nooma.
CM PA DEI I i. LOCK* and STKIBt

lMHMi LA II•>

CHUBB**- v^H and DEED BOX
1 Rostrated Price Last gn

COUBD aw» SOW. 17 , Hi P* .urchyard, London,

FBXIi] is. STOVER FIRR-1RON ai

CH I M S KY PI ECEs —Buyers of 1 1 ie above are MiyiesVid,

brftwe finally dentdmr. to ran WILLIAM & BURToR'l
They ooartain eeeh an seem l ines* of

PnssaavEs 25. Picklb*

16. Cakes
;. COKTBCTXONERY

IS. Dssbbrt Dishes
je. Syrups, LiQUztrae, Ac.

80. coefke, chooolatb, &c.

31. Bread
32. Foreign and Jewish

___
Cookery

•oductflry Chapters on Trussing and

Carring.

«ekn, Longman, k Roberts.

CANl>t >\ ER HJL.— Visit Lokd H
of V real irden— the Rev F. V T

Head Master—the Rev. Thomas Owtnn (lens Asafsaant *
at Marlborough College) Soya are p wed fort

Schools, for the O id dm idge
' '">-

n. s ft»d for Agricultural and ial

liable at her pul hools, and a N Mai

ough College are give arly after an ex:. ion by

Univ. ! Ibad r's House, -4*

and 46*. a year eoond M ;ieUr's 1 1 1 .use, ML a year c * t

Ten logins on ,1'HH —For farther particulars sjs,

tbe Bee Thomas Gwymx, mdorer SohooL Mtteelderer

'.II
__

T\7TlTF~\\I! !. S CiiSI PRIM' ? it a

\\ thought o!> uriii:.* t«i literary mr «*©! arse-

"CHARLtS WESTS
TWO WORKS ON CHILDREN'S DISEASES.

I ale!} ished, in 8vo. price 14*. df**"

I ECrrRl> - tub DISEASES OF

I '

_ FANCY
inTbHOOD. By Charlbb Wwr, M.D., Physician

lIOMMUl ! * Children, and Pi n-Accou ur

Bartholomew* Hospit.il. A New Edition, being tl

revised throughout and enlarged.

Also by Dr Wbbt, Second Edit i, price Is. 6d*.

HOW TO Ni E SICK CHILlHtEK.
Li man. Green, Longman, t RoBrRTS.

N

hi

m

Bft

' 4Rr COITION OF YOUATT ON THE H^RSE.

Just pubUahed, in 1 vol. 8vo. price 10*. 6 I. doth,

rrHE HORSE. J Wiu.iam Youatt. Witt a

1 Treatfeeon DraugbL With nu -us Woodcut Illustra-

te chief v from Designs by W. Hu-vcv. New Edition,

larked and enlarged by u M.R.C.S., C.V S. ;

to RoyaTCollege of Veterinary Surgeons.

There Is a freshness and author's advice, may effect a

considerable saving in horse

power. The illustrations rai

among the best wc have over

seen. There arc iparatively

few artists who can draw a lifo

portrait

Ion

l!
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I on this subject : is so
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reader is not
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indeed we think it all but im-
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in this particular branch unless

he has himself well Btu« I the

si ly and natural history
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H1TE AND -!> I : IH are indi

F JRUEKY and 1 UU I).

•eha. and GBNMLAL l«OH> s ,KRY as cannot be
pi-oaefaed elsewhere, either for variety, noralty, beauty of

dcetsn r exquisrtaneas of workmnnehip. Bright Stores, with
iiui-iiU and two seta of bars, St. 1.V to aaL let.

;

Ihx.nsed Fenders, with standards, 7*. to if. 12*. ; Steel Fenders

i! I5i h ormolu ornaments, 1L IS* to
is/ ; < pieces, from 1 10 Fire irons, from
U 8rf t ne set ««. Tbe sWRTOS and all other PATKyT
8TOYLS, '

i radiat iug heart lstsa.

C0TLEKV, WAHRANTEIX—Tfci moat rariad

aasortmant of TALI K i 1 1I.RRT it. ' he world, all war-

sjajM,laaaisalas4 william S BUaHNTt at pnoc»th*tare
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•awaot Plated l*BBeflf Knive- itn.l Forks m cases and other

•

wise, and o' e new plated Fish Carvers.
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I \ MPS—W II AM s. Ill HTON invites inspects*!! of

h „ , .^yed In tn-.i large Show l«v>ms. Each
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t K < ining Sijread Eagle), sell <***C*

In.m i no chest, as rted, at wholesale prtoss.

1 warel ss and shop—small proflta and small

expenses A Ust i I prices free on apiuication. Orders by
, Nt , r reJarwaa* nunatuallr aUended to.

jvjr pair.

tb -Mcnt a.

.-ur city

ALL AI l LK 'I Kl> with WKAK KY KS may obtain

•tant relief be uving I»r. WsBnamn BTB VATER,
a ran -ea aU inftsmtnation arising froaa cold, dust, or

c, >al causes.-8old in b u.. 9rf and 4a Cd.^by

H a sv. r»x i Street, W. ; Saxoaa, Oxford Street, W^.,

Edw a rps. St. Paul's Churcbyar<l , E, C. ; U >opkr, King William

troet, .-, K.a, and all ChemlsU. Of whom may also be

I Or. Wai ft'i LOTION, a certain o ire for Bore and

ul. legs, burns, and scalds, and bites of insects,^andm
'

' * raluable. Inbott*es,l«.li<i.,an \2».*d

work has ever issued from the Press better enUtled Wto personal

abounds in thoroughly practical the 1

•

at

and reveals every move in Horse Dealing ana
Coping. Whoever keeps a stable or rides a horse should

aoythelbo?.
^Lor*ionj_WAiiD &Loc k. 153, Flc- 1 Sti t

WORKS ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; oit, The STitrc-

tcbjc CLaaarricATioN, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

Sothe Natural 8ystem In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price

# with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural and
Pb vsiological With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In

One \ hime, 8vo, cloth, with numerous Illustr..tions, price 12i.

•* The Glossary may be bad separately, price 5*. cloth.

SOL BOTANY; or, The Rudiments of
BoraincAL Sen In One Volume, 8vo, half-bound,

"*» 40B Illustrations, price 5*. 6rf.

T\y RIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art of

f Obsoubino Plants correctlv, in Scieutific Language, for
BBBST-Inatnafiinn and the Use of Schools. Price lr.

ft Eva ns. 11, Bouvcrie Street.
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KEATING'S COUGH LOZENGES.- atisticB

Show that aaUtao persene aonnally fall ricthre to pul-

MMn dieorders, i:,.-b. ling CBanem ptk>n, diseases of U
teat, and t respiratory organa Preretition is at all tunes

bett. r than rnro ; DS thcrcf....- P**^*™** InvTxrf^
trrseasonwithasm/.pi fKKATnv COUGH LOBsKGES,

which posasaa the rirsM of averting as well as of curing a

cough or cold ; they are good alike for the yoeug or for the

a ,r( ,i —Prepared and sold In boxes, ls. 1*4., and tins, 2a 9d.,

4t W and lit-, m. sach, by o*as Kkatiko, Cbamist, Ac.
? ,

im-bvard. liOndow. Retail by all Druggists. Ac.
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doubtless be extei ely ed. art .+*?*%*
"1 rivalled for iU utility and econono ^JfrX '

July 20.-Consulta free «»» /^ J >' '"g1?1?^"".

8, Groove ,-et. id Street; Old 8 Bnghbm ;

Bennett's Hill, Birminpha

rVTEW METHOD i CURING ' with-

l\ out tbe aid of Doctors and their di > by stu mg

the lawa of HEALTH in NATURE.-InYa^cannot boo

carefully avoid pi and other dangerous medicines, as they all

contain mineral poisons which a- the delicate fil i or

co^tbS of tbe st >cb, and thus dest e raaapjacletf o.:

dSly suBtenance. The; crtijer was f"^^^^
butf acting in a< dance with the adrice h« »71°fler±
ul« v^'T»od'« Ittessint?" been restored to li LTH aso

Mi \ or CUBE will be «nt on receipt of na.
:'*"»J^

Cottage

AKR'S LIKE PILLS set aa a ^arm and balsamic

A tent, removing withon he slightest pern or mcon-
veadaajceall 4* ructions, and restore the whole system to a

stats or health and comfort.

PARR'S PILLS
esse bo relied on ss the best medicine for indigestion, sick

bead ache, heartburn, loss of appetite, dUerdors of the stomach

nd liver. rudnnd:uicy of bile, dizziness of tho eyt«, violent

pains across the 1 -rehessi, impaired memory, restlessness and
bad dreams, stuporific dosses;, natnlency, oo^tivenesa, Ac
Bold in boxes, price Iff. l|d. f

2t. t-L, and in family packets,

11* Cf l»y all Chemists and Medicine Vendors. Sole Pro

-

mietors *T. Rosbrth k Co., *no C»nrt^ Fleet Street,

Condon V Ask for PA LI IK TILLS.

DR. DE JONCH'S
or THi «'«dbB5 or Lbotold or Brxoicn)

BROW COD LIVER OIL,
HI

LIGHT
prescribed by the most Eminent Medical Men throughout

the world as tbe safest, speediest, and most effectual remedy for

( sSUMPTION, CHRONIC Bl HITLS, ASTHMA,
CO !.- RllEUMAIi-M. GOUT, GENERAL DEBILITY,

DIM iASES OF THE SKIN, RICK El INFANTILE
WAST! K AJ}D ALL SCROPULOUS AFFECTIONS.
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Madioal P"Mkm and-$^'£*gSL: Heartburn,
the best Rem-ly for Acidity rS_*»Mi \perient for
Headache, Gout, and I«^es«on^and^-^ an<fJhii<ipen>
delicate c*4»tttotfons, ™?~•gjmK »y™P. iJ form» «
Combined^ w- • Ac^iUted Lemon y g^^
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SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
Sir HENRY MARSH. Bart , M.D., Physician in Ordinary

, tbe Queen in Ireland.—" I consider Dr. de .' ngh's Cod
Liver Oil to be a very pure Oib nothkely to create disgust, and

a theraueutic agent of great value.'*

Dp SKELTER, #.RS.-*«Ideem the Cod Liver Oil sold

onder Dr. do .Tonghs guarantee to be to any other

kind as regards senuumusbb and medicinal effrcacy."

I ORA> LLE, F.RS—"Dr Granri lie has found that

Dr. De .Tonghs L -rbt Brown Cod Liver Oil produces the
desired effect in a shorter time than other kinds, and that it

does not cause the nausea and indigestion too often consequent

on tbeadministr >a -f the Pale Oil."

Da, LAWL ysidan to n.R H tbe Duke of 8axe-
Coburg I Gotha —"1 invarably prescribe Dr. de Jongh's
Lig Brown Cod Liver Oil in preference to any other, feeling

assured that I am reoommending a genuine article, and not
a manufactured compound, in which tbe efficacy of this in-
valuable medicine is <
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anled and

LoU.

agreeable cnervewot* »• »«»
~*^r- and in Hot CHbbbHil

are much increased lurtogB remedy hssheen
the 1 ^i*f ««» °» th s "^r^ttSd (mth Bbe utmost

jbly ^SJWwtttCa, 172,
attention to ^rejigtu jat» 1

uj >fJJ "^ respectable
New Bond Street, Lond- >> . .

ana sw j

Chemists throughout the Emoire.

Dr. we Josoh's Lioht Brows Cod Liver Oil is sold only in
irr.KJAL half-pii fkL ; pints, 4*. 9d.

; quarts, 9s. ; cap-
ii~i ftti.t ubeiled with his stamp and signature, vithavU which

t»My bt ffcnuine, by respectable Chemists.

Sole A"

:

Harford, A Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

CAUTION.—Beware or Proposed Substitutions.



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

PARTNER- — The Proprietor of an established

and extensive Nursery has a VACANCY for a young
gentleman, who after acquiring sufficient information may
share the business with him.—B. W., Post Office, Stalbridge,

near Blandford, Dorset.

GENTLEMEN WANTING GARDENERS.—First-

rate Men always recommended. Postages only charged.
For forms of application, address Jamks Gabaway & Co.,

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

WANTED, by a Farmer and Market Gardener, a

WORKING FOREMAN ; not to be over 40 years of age
or to have any incumbrance. Must be able to take the lead

in any kind of work, set up Corn Stacks, feed Threshing
Machine, &c. Wife to take charge and give her whole atten-

tion to Poultry. Wages 21s. per week, cottage, garden, and
bush firing free.—Apply to W. G. K. Bbeavinqton, Vicarage
Farm, Hounslow, Middlesex.

ANTED, a first-class AZALEA and FUCHSIA
GROWER for the Exhibitions. State the situation pre-

viously held. — Apply to Thomas Gaines, Surrey Lane,
Battersea, Surrey, S.W. ___^

WANTED, immediately, a good Hard and Soft
wooded PROPAGATOR ; must be able to do (graft

,- .

ffc>

Roses, Coniferae, Rhododendrons, <fec, well.—Apply, inclosing
testimonials, salary expected, &c, to Godwin & Padman
Broadfield Nursery, Sheffield.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; has a

practical knowledge of his profession. Good references

as to character.—J. H., Mr. Pods, Epsom Nursery, Surrey.

/^1 ARDENER (Head, where two or three Labourers

\JT are kept).—Married, Aged 34. Undeniable references.—

S. B., Post Office, Great Bookham, Surrey.

7^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, single; thoroughly

\JT understands his profession; no single handed place

accepted.—W. M., Mr. Dcadman, SundrWge Park, Bromley.

Kent ; or Messrs. Henderson, Pine Apple Nursery, Maida Hill.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, single; thoroughly

understands his business. Has had great experience in

Early and Late Forcing in his last situation. Four years

excellent character.—A. B., Post Office, Southgate, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Head).—Single ; understands the

Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early

Forcing of Fruits ; also Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Good

character. -A. Z., Mr. Dickers, Westerham, Kent.
m

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; tho-

roughly understands his profession in all its branches.

Good Character—Wife no objection to assist in the Laundry.—
X. f . Z-, 27, Elizabeth Street, Brixton, S.

,

ARDENER (Head).— Middle age, married, no

principles
; has grown Pines

T

1Dg8 * tk
perfection, and a practical 'p?^^ ft*.'
racter and testimonials from u^ **?l
or 22, Pall Mall, S.W.

> \JC incumbrance ; understands his profession in all its

branches. Leaving on account of the death of his employer.

WANTED, Two or Three COL'N'l'KY (iARUENKRS Ten years' good character.—J. B.,5, Victoria Grove, Bayswater,
accustomed to Jobbing and Nursery Work. Constant !

London, W.
employment given.—Apply to Mr. William Moyland, Norland
Nursery. Notting Hill, W.

ANTED, as GARDENER and BAILIFF, an
experienced, energetic, and well educated married

Man, with small or no incumbrance, to fill a situation as above,
and General Manager on an Estate in the Midland Counties
(chiefly grazing land). He must have a fair practical know-
ledge of Gardening and Flowers, and be able to superintend
that department, but his principal duties will be to superin-
tend, set out, and measure all the labour on the Estate,
Gardens, Grounds, and Plantations, to keep the Weekly
Accounts, and Labour Sheets, and generally look to the
property. An agent will be at hand, but non-resident, to
refer to. A thorough knowledge of the Management and
Improvement of Grass Land, of the usual country parochial
business, and strict integrity and energy ind?.3pensable.
Salary, 1002. per annum, with House, Garden, <fcc. Apply by
letter, stating full particulars and qualifications, to Lord X.,
Messrs. Clifford, Ryder Street, St. James's Street, London, W.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, without
incumbrance ; whose Wife can take the charge of the

Laundry.—Application to be made to Mr. J. Kellett, Widnes
Docks, near Warrington.

WANTEDTin a gentleman's Garden, an UNDER
GARDENER, where Five are kept, to attend to the Con-

servatory and Flower Garden, a young Man about 20. Wages
15*. per week, Furnished Lodgings, Firing, &c—Address
G. F., Nash's Library, Tunbridge Wells.

ANTED as SHOPMAN, in a London Seed
Warehouse, a young Man. — Apply in own hand-

writing, stating age, salary required, and where last employed.
None need apply but those who are competent and who can
give good references to last employer, as the engagement will
he a permanency.—A. B. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WAUT PL fliCES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, one child,
age 12; perfectly understands his profession in every

department.—C. K, Mr. Naiden's, Pend Hill, Hatfield, Herts.

Laying-out new Gardens. Wife a thorough knowledge of
Poultry and Dairy . Two and a hal f years' good ch aracter from
a baronet.—G. W. R., M r. Huck's, Sunning Hill, Berks.

—Geo. S. Dods can

GARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married, no incum-
_ T brance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of bis profes-

sion, and can have 10 years' good character from his present em-
ployer. Will be at liberty in a month.—J. Petfibld, Stirtloe

House. "Ruck den. Huntingdon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; thoroughly undei"
stands the Forcing of Vines, Peaches, Melons,

Cucumbers, and the Kitchen and Fruit Garden, &c, in all its

branches. — W. J., Post Office, Virginia Water, Staines,

Middlesex.

(^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; equal to
^-J the duties of a first class establishment ; has had exten-
sive practice in all kinds of Forcing and Plant Growing. First-

rate testimonials and undeniable character.—S. H., Mr. Moss,
News Office, High Street, Hampstead, N.W.

GARDENER~(Head).—Age 12, married, no incum-
brance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his pro-

fession, and can have 10 years' good character from his present
employer. Will be at liberty on the 20th inst.—J. Petfiei.d
Stirtloe House, Buckden, Huntingdon.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of Vines, Pines, Orchids,

Stove and Greenhouso Plants; also Exotic and British Ferns,
Flowers, Fruit, and Kitchen Garden. Three years' character.

—

X. Y. Z , Post Office, Toignmouth, Devon.

ARDENKR (Head).—A young Man, who has
been between three and four years in a nobleman's

establishment, and is now leaving nn account of the death of
the propiietor; has a thorough practical knowledge of his
profession. Unexceptionable references can be given.—E. S.,

Mr. Hart , Bookseller, Saftron Walden, ___^
/"2J.ARDEN Kli (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 29

J

V_J four years and six months' good character.—W. K , Brook
House, Upper Clap^ »n, N.E.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—A^e27;
perfectly understands his profession in all its branches.

Three years and seven months' good character.— .Mr. J. M , at
Mr. Muske tt's, Seedsman, High .Street, Clapham. S.

Age 30,
profession in its

various branches.—Mr. Thos. Crifpsl Nurseryman, Ac, Tun-
bridge Wells, Kent.

Age 34,
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GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
single ; has % practical knowledge of bin profc

GAltDENfiR (Head, or Sinole-handed).-
marricd, no incumbrance ; thorough practical k

FOREMAN.—Age 24; wishes to e*
nobleman's or gentleman's .Gardener tiethe general Management of the placo-tai

perience. Two and a half years with Kr, h
Hoo, Beds. Good recommendations riveiL-

Road, Sutton Surrey^S. *

TO SEEDSMEN\^A person^,
of great experience offers his services. Iti.

his antecedents will be found ofthemostnfcfe
and his references of the highest order, k
amount.—Letters to D., favour of J. a. Ion
terden Street, Hanover Square, London, W.

OTEVVARL) or BAILIFF.-A
k3 Son, age 30 ; thoroughly understands h

branches.—A. B., Post Office, Five Ashes, Miffe

STEWARD OB BAILIFF.- Age 3f

understands Farming in all its brmdw, i

duce an unexceptionable character from latte

has let his estates.—W. G., Mr. Neal, Littlai*"

Sway, Lyroiogton, Hants.

ARM BAILIFF.—Age 40, single; k
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practical knowledge of Farming, both Bar
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emotionable references for the last 15 yeta-*

O . Guildford.
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AGENT or BAILIFF.-MiddM^
habits ; considerable experience iaifflij-

Ligbt Land in the North and Souds

scale, Reclaiming Waste, Drainage,*

with the use of Artificial Manures"

Breeding and Selling Short-hornandawj>
reference.— X. Y., Mr. Veitch, Jimp. 1*

Chelsea, London, S W.

qui

QARDENER (Head, or Good Single-handed).
> J Aj.

. married, no incumbrance. Well nndersUtt

GARDEN Ell (Head, age 36).-
recommend a Married Man, thoroughly competent to

crnduct the management of a nobleman's or gentleman's
Garden, where Plants, Fruits, and Vegetables are required t

be cultivated extensively.—Geo. S. Pods, Epsom Xursery,

ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married; has a
c t?

th
4

oro"£h Poetical knowledge of Early and Late Forcing
of Jrmts, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Cultivation of Stoveand Greenhouse plants, the Management of Flower and Kitchen
Garden Good references for characterand ability.-J. S., Rose's,Oak Hill Nursery, Surbiton, Kingston, Surrey.

ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 27, married, 2 children
;has had 17 years* experience in every branch of gardening.

Highly recommended by the nobleman he has just left
Wages expected, 25s. per week, with House. Firing &c
Also as SINGLE-HANDED or SECOND in a good pface ayoung Man, aged 27 ngle.—J. F., Mr. Basket, Post Office
Boehampton, Surrey.

TTaRDENER (Head).—R. Clabke, Market Gar-V^ dener can with confidence recommend his Foreman,
age 27, single, to.any nobleman or gentleman: has had the
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GARDENEB (Head), ob OARDEXEjFaND
BAILIFF.—Age 28, single; tborOUghly 1 practically

acquainted with early Foreing Fruirs, and" Management of
ove and Creenhouse Plants, the Kitchen and Flower Gardens

Also the Management of Farm Stock, &c. Good references.—
J. C, 6, Allington Street, Pimlico, W.

GARDE N E R.—Age 29, married. 1 ir years' good
character.—J. H., Page's ynrsery .

s. ham] n.

CJ.ARDENER.-Ap !; thoroughly undersUnde
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Kitchen Gardens. Can be highly recommended. B.C., Cast!
Gardens, Sherborne. Dorset.
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age 40, married, no incumbrance.—Mr. Arthur Hek-
dkrson, Nurseryman, Pine-Apple Place, Edgware 1
London, A\ ., can with confidence recommeud to any nobleman

• gentleman a trustworthy business active Man. He
thor hly practical in every branch of the m ssion : and
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Ihuiriings, and cannot be surpassed in Pine. Grape, and Pea<
WWiog, and the CulUi of Fruit rtsos in the On

H ' '•« C,) 1* ai.fi t lis Of 10 vpar« frnm two

ment • can rAnting ^T» C-ft
App^t ; would have no<*&*»£
chanctw.-A. Bloo«»-.e"-

W K)d, Umdon^J^,
m)VVMAN-'1' WOr"

j understands lu,pof d̂
, tI

,-

Wife to m Miage the D^ry «ar. >•

HOPWOMANin*

5
ôr

s

-

i

Ti

Ml

combined.- °Jl< b0

kma ,lni, : ki ».»«-, — lu 2 f* from twtmadoc, noblemen will bo fonnd to give great *tis£t:nn —<\rti<
I ilKNDUBpoN's, Pine Aj.ple gware I

obtained
by

Further particular*^may ^

Q«r£*ir* C^an^leOm^^^^
(in

ft w

a

London, W.

I xAlKVWAlI)

character^ter.—&• u -» * '

M
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iao«TICULTURAL ACEN.T AND VALUER.
- t y A CHANDLER (of the late Firm of ChanPLKB

-r hv»

Priory Road, Wandsworth Road. 8., begs to

.hort. Sales of Plants and Nursery Stockas above.
•re

FOR GREENHOUSES.GLASS
SHEET CLASS, 8tock Sizes, 16 or.

11 by t,

11

1«

IS..
M
•

l*V

1L
U.

It.

I*

*.

Bo
11 by *. 15

i „ If,
u n.
16 ,. 1*.

19.. IS,

17 „ IS.

».. «.
17 .. M.

1*.

included
by 9, H by

• l

H „ 10.

>.. li.

1«„ 12,

SO „ 11

18,, IS

« „ IS
» „ 14

11 .. 14

15
16
17

99

•9

• •

10
11

IS

3rds.

} Us. M.

4ths.

12*. 6d.

• •

• •

• •

16s. Od. 18«.6d.
per 100 feeL

IS 6

t> •

21 oa.

£1 It.

1 3
1 9

INGUSH CLASS of the shove sizos, 18*. per 100 feet.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxw.

••• H " H
10
"8 10**7.4'

fJCT^f is each, returnable at full price.

CLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by ua to Mr. Rivers.

by 12 in.
)

18 os.

by IS in. [Common 13s.6d.

9* la.by H in. f
Superior do 16

Stia by liin. I Knglish Glass .. 18

Theabove prices include the Boxes.
Perforated Glsas Iff Ventilation. Patent Plate and Polished

fists Gtaea I irnaroental and Coloured Glass.

\gents f»r Hal /s Improved Patent Rough Plate.

Oil, .Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints

ef rviom colours groi i nd ready for use.

Milk Pans, Propagating Glasses, and every description ol

£kss for liurticultural purposes.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,
180. Bishopsgate St. Without, London, E.O.

rPAXKED NETTING for Fruit Trees, at reduced
I prices ; 200 square yards, 10*. ; 500 yards, 24s. Screen

Canvas foi wall fruits ; Tulip Covers, Sun Shados, and
*atngs ; Rick Cloths, with Poles and Ropes complete

;

Tents, and Flags, for sale or hire.

ft Co., 17. Smithfield Bars, London, E C.

TANNED NETTING at Reduced Prices. -

S09 square yards, 10s. ; 500 yards, 24*. ; 1000 yards, 47*.

.SCRIM CANVAS for WALL FRUIT, GREENHOUSE
SHADES and TULIP COVERS.

ADDRESS IN FULL*
FREDERICK EDCINCTON.

MA F.E, FLAG, and BANNER MANUFACTURER,
Street, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

1 yank, 3e\ ; 3 yards, 4«<*. ; and 4 yards, 6a\ per yard, in any
Sfaeasjty, may be had at Chas. W^iohts, 376, Strand. W.C.

Oraenbonaa and Flower-pot Sticks Varnished :—1 foot, 3d. ;

2, 5a\ ; 2*. Id. ; 3, lOd. ; 4, 1j. 6d. per dozen. Dahlia
•nek* Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet. Is. 6d. ; 4, is. 3d. ; 5, 3s.

;

4. 3s.6e\ An allowance to Nurserymen.

V BTTING for Fruit Trees, Seed Beds, Kipe Straw-
*-! berries, Ac. TANNED NETTING for Protecting the

from Frost. Blight, Birds, tc. t 2 yards wide, 3d. per
Jjrd, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,

Mew Tanned Netting, suited for auy of the above pur-
as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, bd. per yard

;

yarda wide, lOd, per yard ; 6 yards wide, 1*. 3d. i>er yard ;

«**** mesh, 4 yards wide. Is. 4d. per yard.—Can be had in any
of Eaton & Deller, 6 and 7, Crooked Lane, London
E.C

BKITTAIS'S GARDEN NE'

.. i. IS
•9

15
I52 *.,w.)

VA »-i'TKEBs:

NATIONAL HEALTH AND WEALTH
INSTEAD OF THE DISEASE, NUISANCE, EXPENSE, AND WASTE,

CAUSED BY CESSPOOLS AND WATER-DRAINAGE.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Price 1*.

By the Kev. HENRY MOTTLE, M.A., Vicar of Pordington, Dorset.

*

"Cesspools.— Iiead Mr. Moule's pamphlet, published by Messrs. Bradbury A Evans,
earth or mould will deodorize the contents of cNspooU if they are mingled with it."—

G

Answers to Correspondents.

LONDON: BRADBURY ft EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

Ai rdii

Ofit .
. 1$

R B-I8SU1 OP PUNCH.
Vol. I., in boarda, price 5*. and the \ time for 1M1

(July to December), cloth, gilt edges, price 6*., were published
on February 28.

Vol. II., in boards, price 5*.. was published March 31.
Vol. III. will be published, in boar< pries \prilS0;

and at the same time the I> -nblo Volume (II. and ill together,
184 J), cloth, gilt edges, pries 10*. 6d.
Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street; and Bramu-rv & Evans, 11,

Bouverie Street, E.C.

THE QUARTERLY BKVll.W. No. i.WIll
wUl be Published on TUESDAY NEXT.

COKTEWTS :
—

I. PEARLS and MOCK PEAULS or HISTORY.
II. EUl'HUIS.M

III. LOB I) DUN DONALD.
IV. SPIRITUAL DESTITUTION.
V. GERMAN, FLEMISH, and DUTCH ART.
VI AFRICAN DI8COVIRIE8—LIVINGS I <>NB-fiPEKE—

PETHERICK—DU CHAILLU, Ac
VII. STANHOPES I.IKE or PITT.
VIII. INDIAN CURRENCY, FINANCE. AKD LEGISLATION.

V Notk—IRON M \M KACTURE.
John Murray, Albemarle Street.

L

T

rn ii

NG.—The Beriont
mjary done to Fruit Crops by Frost for several past
Da has proved the absolute necessity of providing protec-
to the Trees early in the year. For this purpose, we may

g**»*y, without fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded
?.*!**Muring the only Fabric which is altogether unobjec-" n^

j
*a, Without unduly nursing, it eflfectually protect the
germ, and does not impede the action of light and due
Uoo of air.-Nh-TTiNos: No. 1, 5d. ; No. 2, 6d. ; No. 3. 8d.

P»BB«ar yard. Pieces, 30 yards long, 55 inches wide. Tir-
****, yard wide, 2K per yard ; extra quality, 3d.—

.

Peel 8treet. Manchester.

flALVANlSED GAME and POULTRY NETTING.
K

—By improved machinery at reduced prices. 2-incb
aexara Mesh, 24-inch wide, light, 5d. ; Medium, 6d. ; Strong,

ir* *nSr%
it*,0lr* 9ld - V*r yard- Any other width, strength,

sWi r^i ^>ln * *° 6 incn es, at proportionate rates. Everj

«nS?2B.? Wire"work by Thos. P. Hawkins, Manufacture?,
rrjgg^Jgirmingham *

1 >
R°

Ĥ
s^:LORAL SHADING.—The cheapest

frees E2Jm-*k
m**er»*l for protecdng the Bloom of Fruit Trees

^C*T^»fro
?
t

' Preserving the Fruit from attacks of Wasps,W^ •n2J^^ iw^Unta under Glas8 '

o. r. m «^!T-r*«le,
Nur8eryaien and Seedsmen in pieces.

„ il » 7*rd* lon«-
JJ

"***• wide, 4s. per piece.
**

t> 4s. 3d. per piece.

12Lfc_ •• (extra stout, 7*. per piece.
ttl*2w»f Greenheys, Manchester^

WOI-IED NET

EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXXX.
is published THIS DAY.

Contents :—
I. DIXON'S PER VAL HI i or LORD BACON.

II. THE REPUBLIC or AX0OKKI
III. POLITICAL Dl A RIBS—LORD AUCKLAND ani> LORD

COLCH ESTER.
IV. ETON COLLEGE.
V. REMAINS OF AI.EMS DE TOCQUEN ILLE.

VI. ESSAYS and REVIEW&
VII. AUTOBIOGRAPHY and LETTERS or MRS. PIOZZI.
viii. Fables or harries.

IX. FORRES' ICELAND. (8EQUENV
X. ELECTION ok PRESIDENT LINCOLN and its CON-
London : I/onomav A Co. Ed inburgh : A. it C Black.

MRS. S. C. MALL'S NEW MAGAZINE.
This day, price One Shilling Monthly, No. I.

E S T. JAMES'S MA(JAZI.N E.

CONDUCTED by MRS S. C HALL.
And designed to promote the Intcrestsof H< >mc, the R omenta
of Life, and the Amusement and Information of all Classes.

London : SaUndik • »tlev. «t Co., 66, Brook Street. W.

rilHE SEVEN SONS on MAMMON.
X Ry G. A. «ala.
See *' TEMPLE BAR," price is. monthly. The First Volume,

pp. 584, price 5«. M., now ready; cases 1«. each.
nffic Temple Bar." 122, Fleet Street, London, E.O

C1I IHILI/S PAMPHLETS on GARDENING:—
J Culture of the Strawberry, Is ,* Culture of the Mushroom,

second edition. It Market Gardening, third edition. Is. td.

The Vine, Is. ; on the Potato, Cucumber, with 20 more articles,

3d edition, 2s.—JamesCithill, F.R.H.S., CambcrwelL London

This day, demy 8vo.
# 9s.,

CIONSIDKHATIONS oic KKPK ENTATIVE
' GOVERNMENT. By John Stuart Mill.

Parkkr, Son, and Bourn, W- And. Loudon, W.

In 8vo, price 1*., by post, la Id,,

A FEW WORDS of APUI.OGV for the LATE
PROFESSOR BAI POWELL- B88AY on the

STUDY or thr EVIDENCES or CHRISTIANITY CON-
A1NED in the VOLUME ENTITLED "ESSAYS an»

REVIEWS." By a Lay Graddatic
Oxford: J. H. and .Tab. Parker. London: H. G. Bohn,

Y or \ reet, Coven t Garden. «___
This day, fcap. 8vo. pp. 900. ornamental boards, price 2a,

RECOLLECTIONS of a HOUSE DEALER.-
N o work has ever issued from the Press better ent

to public confidence. It abounds in thoroughly practical

information, and reveals every move in Horse Dealing and

Horse Coping. Whoever keeps a stable or rides a horse shouli

buy the book.
London : Ward A: Lock, 158. Fleet Street, f. < L

TO GARDENERS.
"No book on Practical Gardening has yet smjetesded

L-.udon's Eucyclopssdia of Gardening "—Garden**' Cktmu .

Feb. 12, 18W.
ore is no mors general book than Loudon's

pssditt of Gardening, wnich (reals of all manner of 1hhMi
*

Oardmtrs' Chronicb 1850.

OI «>N\S EN( ',< LOIMOIA orOACI-iMN
mfatf the Theory and PraeSaos ol J

Florltolture, Arnori. uliur*. nnd LuUiksaHie Gi.

i-hi'liitK all t h« latent 1 1 > provetneuta. New sMUson, oort
au>l iiupt'i'M -1 by Mm. I •< i«,-.

A cheaper Edition ol iho abovo work, price sis. Ad., is

now ready.

London: Lomom ah, Green. Lowmian, A Eosssssm.

CHEAPtR EUlTIOrt OF LOUDON'S~ACRiCULTURt.
The Fifth Edi' i, in One large Vole >o, with nearly

1300 V leuts. price 81*. ML cloth.

OVnoVS KNCYCLOl'.KIHA k ACiUiri L-

TO RE : compriaing tijo Theory and PracUce of the \ v-

tion. Transfer, Laying-out, li and Managemen
I .anded Property, and of the Cultivation and motuy of the

A kssl and Vegetable Produ. I ions of Agriculture.

LoODOKV*AgrHnlture*'i*uow printed pages, Isssi-

brought within the reach of tied i" all the divisions of

Bailiffs, Farm Stewards, End- Layin 'it, ' .
1m-

grnnta, and those Landed Pro- ) retnent, and Management
pr « who wish to provide of large and small Farms,

L

th Tenants with a work on
the Theory and Practice
Agriculture. I he work con-

sists of above 1400 closely-

CTery description «»f Landed
lYojKjrty ; illustrated with

above TwcL> H' red En-
gravings on Wood.

London: Lonomah, QfeaV, Iaimsian', «b Roberts.

Just published, in fcap. 8ro, with Illustrations, price 8a W.

CORDON-TRAININQ of 1 'uriT-THKKS. Diagonal,

Vertical, Spiral, and UoriaonUl, adapted to the Orchard-
* " - " " ' Ry tho Iter. T. CollikosHouse and Open- Air Culture

Dkehaut.
" 1 like your book very
h ; it will do much goo

and teach people to think
bef'-ro they prune."—Thomah
Rivers, Author <»t tho "Rose
Amateur's Guide,
Author.

"This little work erlll be
very useful to those who wis!

to try t be modes of ion-

training ; and it also ooi>t;uns

some useful bints ve»)>ecting

to the I orcherd-1 ^es."— Dr. Lim.

| lev, in the Gardeners' Chronicle.

London : Longman, Greek, Lonoman. & Roberts.

A New EditioH| in 2 vols. 8vo, with a Plate and very numi
Wcodtut>, j. i ice 8/. 15#., cloth; or separately, Vol 1.,

VoL II.. Part L. 2Js ; Part J I '6s., cloth.

PKREIRA'S ELEM KNTS of MATERIA MEDICA
and THERAPEUTICS. The Fourth Bdition, greatly

improved, including Notices of most of the Medicinal Sub-
stances in use in the Civilised World, and forming an Encyclo-

paedia of Materia Medica ; Revised and Enlarged j
pally

from the Author's materials by Alfred 8. Taylor, M..l). t iu

and G. Owen Rees, M.D., &c
London : Lonoman, Grew, LoN<iJiAN, k Rni

DR. CHARLES WESTS
TWO WORKS ON CHILDREN'S DISEASES.

Lately published, in 8vo. price 14«. cloth,

LECTURES on the DISEASK3 of INFANCY
and CHILDHOOD Ry Charles West, M.D., Physician

to the Hospital for h ^ Children, and Phy n-Accoucheur

to 8t Bartholomew's Hospital. A New Edition, being tJ

Fourth, revised throughout and enlarged.

Also by Dr West, Second Edition, price 1«. 6d.

HOW TO NURSE SICK CHILDREN.
London: Longman, Green, Longman, A Roberts.

"fa*, reqnires no rewjvmltin^r^ PT(>tection ; will la

ilHet (I teen ^SsTiS ^t™™* J» »t New Tw
-5

:̂***

moZtLtSPlZ
01'** Protection

; will last 10 years,

- - iSuS.^°m ta •^ New Twine Garden
Tanned Nets. (Meat £ US ya? ' Ulf mch, 2Id. ;

Mended
**« *u5££b^l

™J**** I Transparent Sheeting for

Erse Fae^8TyTB^klb^8S^r
e
T
ya

,

r?---R Richardson, White
E*5j537iJSSrW;w^ Judd 8treet

» W-C Office
:
99,

I )ATKNT W(K)L NET 40inrK -T~OJ ^TA « feet 8 inches wide li m . Z ?* Wlde
»
Sd

- ^T J'*"1

:

TWINE NETTING banned!' tfrl,
10

-
'•? wide

'
«• 2'7 NP:w

&rt
; « yards wkie 4 / • I ^q2rod

'
l ^&rd ™*Q

>
2(i

a« j.'^T w«»e, *a.
, 4 yards wiH« e u'u .i

|
feet wide, 2s. 2d. NEW

^ "ed. 1 yard wide, 2d. per
sen otMo, 2 yards wirL, V t?" ^ide

' w - Half- inch
-ARDEN NETTING T^Me^hLJX EI-ASTIC HEXAGON
«»«»- Birds. Wasne FiSL? irl

*?* ^"^™h >
effectually

X mm j- .. ? *"*r ^ara- 1A.N NED
; NETTING, - or

Second Edition, in lemo, price 2*. bd. cloth,

A HANDY HOOK for YOUNG FARMERS
Comprising Operations for each Month in the Year ;

Directions for the Making. Preservation, and Application of

Manures ; for the Economical Feeding of Stock ; and for the

election of Implements. By Charles Lawrfnck, Member of

the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

By the same Author, price 6d.,

TO MY LABOURERS, on the Economy of Food

and the real Sources of BODILY STRENGTH; with some
Suggestions for their Improvement.

London : Longman, Green, Lonqma», and Roberts .

MISS ACTON'S COOKERY BOOK THOROUGHLY
REVISED.

Newly revised and much enlarged Edition, with additional

Plates and Woodcuts, in fcp. Svo, price ,s.M.,

T>1UCTICAL GEOLOGY: KING'S COLLEGE, Lou
JL don —Professor Tennant, P.G.8., *i» give a COUR- or
LECTURES on GEOLOGY, having especial reference to the

application of the science to Engineering, Mining, Architecture,

and Agriculture. The Lectures will commence on FRIDAY
Morning, April 12, at 9 o'clock. They will be continued on
each succeeding WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at the same
hour. Fee, It. 11a 8d. R- W Je lf. P.P., Principal.

EVENING LECTURES ou GEOLOGY, at the

Government School of Mines, Jennyn Street, S.W.—Mr.
Warinoton W. Smyth. M.A., F.R.S., will commence a

COURSE of TEN LECTURES on GEOLOGY, on MONDAY,
April 15, at 8 o'clock ; to be continued on each succeeding

THURSDAY and MONDAY Evening, at the same hour.

Tickets for the whole course, price 6«., may be had at the

Museum of Practical Geology.

1" ~>ROF ES.m m TY1M J )A 1 - L, >". 1 f»»'

a CO

L

of TH IRT V -S IX I E8 on f FflK

the Government School of Mines. Jermyn Street, 8 m on

I »DERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMIUr
reduced to a system of Easy Practice in a 8

fully tested Receipts, in which the Principles otJ

and other eminent writers have been as mucn
M

*RSH ditto

t *esaabSsiikgB& £«.»»ISS^-J«saisv

reduced to a system of Easy Practice in^^^^^
posaibie

apphed and explained. By Ei.iza Acton. „u___j Minon1

n this Cookery Book the
j

'* A much^BX^J^l€
^

M^ntityofeveryarticleneces- of this "*ftj?^~£
iary for the preparation of receipts has lately oeeo pup-

each receipt, and the time

required for its preparation,

are minutely stated " A good

book in every way
I
there is

right-mindedness in every page

of it, as well as thorough

knowledge and experience,

Medical Gazette*

at the Government
mavhay Amil 15. at 2 p.u. ', t be con' iea on escav

•

23fa£^tVe'sDAY; WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and *
DAY. at the same hour. Fee for ""£**- b^.,^Trknham ItEEKs, Bogistrar.

lished. The preface

particularly worth attenUon

.

it deprecates the waste so

common in kitchens, yet shows

.rood cookery to be desirable

for persons of limited inc.rae

as well as for the wealthy."—

Gardener*' Chrcnxde

XCUW Of tt)C aftCCfee

Both Houses of Parliament have reastembkd

this week alter the Easter holidays. In the Lords

on Tuesday the Queensland Government 1U11

passed through committee, and the Bankruptcy

and Insolvency Bill was brought up from the

Commons and read a tirst time. On Thursday
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Lord Redesdale moved that no private Bill

brought from the House of Commons should be

read a second time after the 9th July next. The

motion was agreed to. The Exchequer Bills Bill

was read a second time, and the Queensland

Government Bill was read a third time and passed.

In the Commons on Monday the Bankruptcy

and Insolvency Bill was read a third time and

passed. The Post Office Savings Banks Bill passed

through committee with some verbal amendments.

Sir Or. Lewis moved the second reading of the

London Coal and "Wine Dues Continuance Bill,

the object of which was to continue the existing

duties foF10 years within the metropolitan police

district, the 4J. dues to be applied to paying off

the corporation debt of 540,000/., and the 8d. and

Id. dues to be appropriated to works of public

utility, including the embankment of the Thames.

Mr. BoupELi moved, af an amendment, that the

second reading be adjourned for six weeks. On a

division the amendment was negatived by 135 to

20. Mr. Atrtott then moved that the coal tax be

continued for one year only. This amendment

was negatived by 119 to 10, and the Bill was read

a second time. The Industrial Schools Bill,

the object of which is to amend the Bill of 1857,

was read a second time. Sir Gr. Lewis moved the

second reading of the Election Law Amendment
Bill. Mr. H. Berkeley moved as an amendment
that the Bill be read a second time that day six

months. After some discussion the amendment
was withdrawn, and the Bill was read a second

time. The Exchequer Bills Bill, the Mutiny Bill,

and the Marine Mutiny Bill were read a third time

and passed. The Chancellor of the Exche-
quer moved that a select committee be annually

appointed to revise the public accounts after they

have passed through the hands of the Executive

Government. The motion was agreed to. On
Tuesday Sir H. Steacey moved a resolution to the

effect that Sailors' Homes were of such national

importance as to deserve the support of Parlia-

ment. Mr. M. Gibson opposed the motion, which
was negatived without a division. Sir G. Bowyer
moved a resolution restricting the votes in divisions
on questions of Supply to those members who have
been present during the debate. The motion was
opposed by Sir G. Lewis, and negatived
without a division. On Wednesday Mr. Baines
moved the second reading of the Borough
Franchise Bill, the object of which was
to extend the franchise in boroughs to the occu-
piers of houses of the value of 6Z. instead of 10/.
Mr. Cave moved, as an amendment, the previous
question. On a division the amendment wa»
carried by 245 to 193. The ;i$ill was, therefore,

lost. The Consolidated Fund (3,000,000/.) Bill was
read a third time and passed. On Thursday Mr.
Lindsay moved a series of resolutions, to the
effect that it is inexpedient to incur at present any
further expenditure in constructing or converting
wooden line-of-battle ships, or in adapting her
Majesty's dockyards for the construction of iron
vessels. The resolutions were opposed by Lord
C. Paget, and after a long discussion on the rela-
tive merits of .wooden and iron ships for war
purposes, the motion was withdrawn. Sir
J
?
H
*L .

T£elawny called attention to the state

castle. The cavalry immediately charged and

the infantry fired upon the people ; and one of the

accounts states that upwards of 100 persons, in-

cluding several women and children, were killed

and wounded. Prince Gortschakoff subsequently

published a proclamation exhorting the citizens to

maintain tranquillity, and stating that he will

otherwise be compelled to proclaim a state of siege.

The latest news states that Prince Gortschakoff

has been recalled, and that General Mouraviepf

of Kars has been appointed his successor. Up to

Wednesday last no fresh conflict had taken place.

The Austrian journals announce that the ex-

Grand Duke of Tuscany has sent to the European

Cabinets a protest against the assumption of the

title of King of Italy by King Victor Emmanuel,
and that the ex-Duke of Modena and the ex-

King of Naples are expected to send a similar

protest. The debate in the Italian Chamber of

Deputies on the affairs of Naples and Sicily termi-

nated on Saturday in the adoption of a resolution

expressing the confidence of the Chamber that the

Ministry will take the most suitable means for

hastening the administrative union of Naples and
Sicily, and for promoting the promised measures of

public safety and the execution of public works.
The debate on the Koman question has since

terminated with a vote of confidence in the Govern-
ment. A Bourbon conspiracy, with extensive

ramifications in the provinces under the direction

of General Bosco, has been discovered at Naples.
The Government has arrested the Duke of
Cajaniello, Bishop Trotta, Signor Ruggiero
and several priests ; and the police are said to be
on the track of General Bosco. The conspirators

meet with no sympathy from the people, who
regard their proceedings with great indignation.

The Diets of Austria, Styria, Salzburg, and
Bohemia, as constituted by the late Imperial re-

script, were opened on Saturday. The proceedings
were conducted with great order and loyalty, those
of Austria, Styria, and Salzburg adopting reso-
lutions thanking the Emperor for the concession

of constitutional principles. The Emperor 'has
since issued two decrees, one of which unreservedly
places his Protestant subjects on the same footing
both civilly and politically with the Catholics, while
the other confers on women the right of voting at

Ar

The CouRT.-^Thp n.T~*
Royal family centinLfeH
The Prince of Wales left (25°^•^
on his return to Cambria^ *"

Prince Alfbed hasH > .
received by an imme^e^ St«
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for Wednesday, but wast, ^i
the illness of Lord ffmK^2
Badlands by an £5?ft*fisince been able to come to tJ?* 4%
Cabinet Council held on T&*8dence in Piccadilly. AnotW^ 1

day at CambridgekusT *'°SlRetfen op Loed Eight ~i
the Earl of Elgin, late PlenipotJ
at Dover in the presence of aotS
spectators, and was presented wiSS
gratulation by the Mayor andI fofeship arrived in London on thesaa£4
Paeliamentabt MoybiehibJ;

has issued an address to the eieete
resigning his seat for that boroogU.
the punctual performance of hisdnfc
and the constant attendance at theL
questions affecting their interests mZ
ing sacrifice of his professional pL
cannot at present afford to continue

The Penny Taxes.-A depatatii r
London, consisting of Mr. Crawford, I|
glish, M.P., Mr. Moffatt, M.P., Mr.Lo^
J. C. Ewart, M.P., Mr. Somes, MP i
Hankey, M.P., and Mr. W. J. Thorns

view with the Chancellor of the Ek%:
to present a memorial suggesting the M
new taxes " in aid of charges for dlofe

l6t, the quarter per cent.; 2d,tbes»

package of goods imported, goods in btlfc,i

3d, the stamp on delivery orders; 4ft, i
warrants ; and 5th, the stamp on bilk ii
Liverpool Chamber of Commerce te i

sented a memorial to the Chancellor di

quer soliciting the immediate iboEtii of

M

on the ground that they hare flpntf * an<j \,

riously upon trade by the neeflstf which
trouble which they have occasioned,ui*

nne derived therefrom has beasififj,

no means to compensate for i?»

It appears from an official ntaW* •

on each package of goods vftiP*;'

animals produced last yeir fa«"*£;* to ihe (

Is. §d. stamp on shipping Kb^t*
dnced 30,251/. ; the U. dniynW«*T
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elections of members to the Diet. ~The Hungarian I

8595/' ; and the 8
-
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Diet was also opened on Saturday by Count APPOXTX,
above 40o0/

who announced the abdication of King Fekmxaxd
and the accession of Francis Jo ph, and said it

was the sincere wish of the King that the right
of I fungary should be maintained. Prince 1 En-

paid a tribute of respect to the memory of
Count Batthyawi, who was executed for high
treason in 1849, and said that the patriotism of
that martyr was an example for others. Count 1Iol,se

ZlCHT demanded the formation of a Hungarian
ministry, and the demand was supported by tbe
majority of the members.
The French Government has at length resolved

to curb the attacks of the Ultramontane clergy.
M. Delaxgle, tbe Minister of Justice, has
addressed a circular to the Procureurs-General
throughout France, calling their attention to tbe

affairs in the Korth
and movedla resolution in favour "of teferring t!
disputed land question in that colony to a special
tribunal after the>-establishraent of the Queen's
authority. The motion was supported by Mr
Selwyn and opposed by Mr. C. Fobtescfe, Lord
ft Hamilton, and Mr. Hope. The debate was
then adjourned.

Despatches from.Warsaw announce that a fatal
collision took place on Monday between the Eussian
troops and the unarmed population of that city.
It appears that „ the discontent caused by the
dissolution of thelcommittee of citizens for main-
taming public order was greatly increased on
Friday by the dissolution of the Agricultural
Society. On Sunday and Monday larger popular

fact that many priests publicly discuss subjects
which the law expressly interdicts them from dis-

while others criticise the acts of the

year the duty ou ail bilk, inland»

W

521,329/.

Tub Volunteer Movwut-i*

was held at Nottingham on the 3d**

of establishing a Kifle AssoeiaM«*

concert with the National Kifle i«»

giving permanence to tbe Volunteer*

offer of prizes, and for the *o*

footing throughout thecoontiy. -.

House of Commons presided- *V

moved the first resolution, declaring

meeting that it is desirable to£*

ri tie shooting as one of the £*
extending and rendering perm»
,ove.nent, by forming an««£

the National RifleA-w»%
Rifle Association. Mr. M™**%t
which was carried nnanimonsb-

:„,d other gentlemen after«rard3
aa

!md , committee was f^
sedations into o^^jX, *

Volunteers of Nottingham^to» f

U in*, at Epperstone. M
rf

was won by >ff"
*>

p y; the second by W'^

»

\Jy the third by MrJ^

^

h/ fourth by C°?Z£k ^
of the Robin Hood WW
were shot for last week by --

_ (

fe*^^15 1?Z *t:

demonstrations than usual took place, and on.the i Maories Mdly a^d" £^
tim _

occasions.

- - —- """«** ^u& piace, ana on trie \ 3
latter day a large but unarmed crowd paraded f Jthe streets, and r***

' °

Government, personally attack the Em ror and
oyerwhelm him with insults. M. Delano.,, points
out that such abuses are punishable with
imprisonment or banishment; and charts
the Procureurs to take notice of such in-
fractions of the law, and send their authors, who-
ever they may be, before the competent tribunals

;

for it is time, he says, that the law should resume
its sway.

By the Calcutta and China Mail, we learn that
the langstze expedition has started, and that
I'rmce San-Koltnsin has been defeated by the
rebels. There is no news from Tien-tsin. The
Irench and Spanish have captured five forts in,__, _-- ... ^ _ . ^Saigon, after an obstinate resistance on Nw part On **«*l*^cdW%'%
»f the Cochin Chinese. In New Zealand the ffB^^^iW.?^*.

, _ - - r s on the 23d
an. and the 10th Feb., but were defeated on

by theB

Corps. The 1***gS* *>
9

M,. ( l.«v. the ^Hheli^
the 2d. The 25 best ^ ^
points each; and berg* ^ ^ M-

has still to be tW
1*

when
»

'
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the se^
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behaU

m
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Lady Adeliza Ncj^^
mittee, forme; some ^
Oil Tbtirsdaji^^^ ^
on Barnaul fcmS &&*£
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f
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V the 16th (Sittinfcbourne), the 21th (Ash), and

(Wmgham). The regular troops consisted of

i belonging to the various infantry depots

the 4*h Depot Battalion at Canterbury. The

_ intended to represent the movements

inline and volunteers to check the approach of an

Dover, and lasted from an early hour in the

lv 7 in the evening.

dFovctcgiL

The Patrie of Friday evening

the fbOftwiag article respecting the recent

contained

letter of

•• W« Issra that the Emperor, faithful to the policy he has

folkwed in regard to Italy—a policy excluding all
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ttoo and all idea of conquest—has written a letter

toTkaea Mow* expressing these noble sentiments, and ron-

Minssf r disapproving the manifesto of the Prince."

The ifsiw/ssr of Tuesday published a circular, addressed

by M. Delangfe, Minister of Justice, to the Attorneys-

General, in ref- nee to the Catholic priests who
rest either verbally or in writing, and in

t he seercejs of their functions, matters which the law

pijasssli interdicts them from discussing. The fol-

lowing are extracts from the circular i

—

of them, forgetting that a priest's mission is to watch
lUgiou.* <truction of the faithful, criticise the acta

Government, provoking also mistrust and censure of the

ror*s policy. Others attack the Sovereign personally,

beim: g him with insults ; others trouble the eon-

Si of tnsir flocks by the announcement of imaginary
Such abuses are amenable to Articles 20l and

9*4 if :hc Noel CWe, which punish offences of the kind with
or banishment. Although these articles have

vpaapplied, they have lost nothing of their authority.

The Government would fail in its duty if it did not employ
Keen sgshMt such hostile demonstrations. The Attorncys-
nvsrai are therefore charged to cause accounts to be rendered

of an v such infractions of the law, and, when the facts

jadicjally proved, to send their authors, whoever they may
before the competent tribunals. It is time that the law

aaomld resume its sway."

e Prm$e and the Steele contain articles referring to

he late divisions in the Legislative Body, and call on
be Government for a dissolution, on the ground that

he members of the Legislative Body do not represent
he actual opinions of France, but only that alliance

between the Kmpire and the Church which was in full

•gour when they were chosen. * The Legitimist
party," tavs the Prts$e

t
" has no root in the country,

and the clerical party has no other Force than that
• h ha* be* too long given to it by the favour of
he Government/'—1 Government has resolved

to erect a new French consulate in England, and has
fced upon Leeds as its seat. M. Boisselier, the Chan-
ceUer to the Consul-General in London, has been
•pom to the new office, and M. Gleizal, Chancellor
i the Consul at Newcastle-on-Tvne, has been named to
"Wee* M. I! isselier in London. M. Thibaudier,
^eeretary of the Consulate at Newcastle, soc-
easoe M. Gleizal as Chancellor.—The Swiss papers
state that the French Government has entertained
avonrably the overtures of the Swiss Govern

-

eat for a treaty of commerce between France
*nd Switzerland, and has ordered the competent
entnoritiei to examine the details of the question.—*• reported departure of the fleet for Syria
is said by the official journals to be completely

y*/ The squadron of evolution, composed of three
dirosns, will leave Toulon in the second fortnight of
April, in order to execute manoeuvres on a large
•»* in the open sea.—M. Ganesco, the Wallachian
oeraahst who was recently expelled from Paris, has
"fcJN'ed permieeion to return to France.
iPAry.—The Spanish government is making: extra*

fiW™l7 efforts to increase the naval armaments of the

^jJJJptry. *n addition to the work going on in the royal
•tfsyards, orders have been sent to an iron ship-
••^Ming company at La Seyne, near Toulon, to build
ra the utmost despatch a steel-plated frigate, 600 tons
Tgw than the French plated frigate Foudre; with

^^ther steamer on the same model, but of larger size,

TK rwi!
be Pr0P°rti°ns of a metal-cased ship-of-the-line.r '™e *ri Duchess of Montpensier have left Seville

'"gland, on a visit to their mother, the ex-Queenwie Amehe. The committee charged to examine the

K*Z/*** "**« Presented the project of a new law to

wLaH^' Jt
he £reat LJ'ceum Theatre of Barcelona

1Z1TE2 by fire on Tuesday. Several of the ad-

22i2 ,

!C7
ere

r
also burnt

"

down
-

lt is officially

SJ^J^J^P^ect tranquillity prevails in Morocco,

'nil he ndt5ullT^L^twec* that country and Spain

po^--,
iu,,j carried out.

Portuaueet (W^****
11* to adv»ces from Lisbon the

of cotton in tbeS"?^^ "2^ the cultivation
v "TrmtLain>—Th-

Po^o^ions.

•treated a not* « fu
ex
« nd f>uke of Tuscany has

*Sj^£^^<*<^ dated from

^rfluWtitS^ recopition of the

I>KTMark and tbp tw Switzerland.

SSm of Hokf .

DrcHn»—The Committee of

toiahw^oral. re«v!fr
******* to examine the

in^h^;:!
9^^ * *»*** presented its

fhe following is a

There u ao
!y!2S!2;

of
S2o« flptaimi J ne

raluelewi ooooeiion, re*

the Esut«R in the proeent &
result beinir obtained hy mch an _,
Eetates oould not, on account of thia
nouncc the claims of the Federal Diet, and cannot, therefore,
enter into a diacueeioti of any oommunicationa reapecunf t

Budget."

At a Cabinet Council held at Copenhagen on Monday,
it was resolved that the whole infantry force should l»e

doubled. It is said that the entire army will be placed
on a war footing.

Italy.—The debate on Naples was resumed on Fridt
in the Chamber of Deputies at Turin, and was concluded
on Saturday by a vote of confidence in the Government.
On Tuesday a discussion took place on the Roman ques-
tion with the same result. The followin. I a summary
l f these debates i

—

On Friday Signor Minghetti. the Minister of the Interior*
in his reply to the various points contained in the inter
pellationof M. Maaaari, denied the alleged ex unt <f l>r

in the south, mij ,-ting his assertion by the authority of
General Arnulfo, <-i the Carabineers, who. in a communication
forwarded from Naples at tho end of last montl tfirmed t

the country was as quiet as any other perl gBSff
Valetite. a Neapolitan Deputy, said th.r the N uis
were for Italian unity, with \ 'i, tor Emmanuel r King.
But if tho Government dii not apply a prompt remod
to tho present state of thing*, if fliy sflSfred work
that had been accomplish''! to fall to pteoss agai niey
would have tho ridicule of Kur<»pe and the «uiikj of i

On Saturday the following order of the day. proposed by
'he Chi

tistra

the law shall be stri< tly executed, and being confident that

Bignori Torrearsa and Mar was adopted :—T, Thi« »er,

taking intoconBideration tbe declarations* of the V v t

^t in the sitting of Monday.
*nnmary of the report

:

ThTi? fixM ** **", and have S?
n
?8B?te for 1861 "62

£• watee have, tberefon? no ZL i*
B^e ^en suspended.

JPfe*^ Instead ofS^ rZhl «f
^^^ity of examining the

my on the Budget has been accorded to

^hw an opinion

the Ministry will take the most suitable measures for hasten
tho administrative unification of the pro \ noes of Naples and
Sicily, ami insisting on tho immediate publicati< n of the
measures of public safety promised by OaWrnni . and on

io execution of public works, passed to the order of the day
u Tuesday Signor Itocca put an interpellation to Count
ivour respecting the affairs of Rome. Count Cavour, in

reply, said that in the Roman question the Italian

Government could only employ moral means, and could
not act against Rome as aoompiuror. Es admitted that the
solution of the Neapolitan question was bound up with the
Roman question, and that it was necessary for the tranquillity
of the Southern provinces that the antagonism between the

ate and the Church should shortly cease. The Government,
he said, would energetically suppress any disorders at Naples,
but • he most efficacious means to that end w mid be the
solution of the Roman question. The hopes which he recently
expressed had it diminished. He maintained that the
Italians were not only liberal, but as much Catholics as the
French and the i^ians. The Chamber then almost unar
moualy adopted the fallowing order of dsy proposed by
Signor Matte. lcci :—•* The Chamber, having confidence in the
Government, and acknowledging tho necessity for the uni«

Home to I taly,in accompli ng which,however, the grandeurand
independence of tho Church and the rope will be gi. cd,

passes to the order or the day" In the same sitting

Count Cavour, in reply to an interpellation, gave a
formal denial to the 'iirs of s&inti ed cession of the
island of Sardinia to France. In the sitting of Wednesday
8ignor Urofforio put an intcrpell; n rel ve ( quii

which had been instituted at Genoa, at the office of the
Garibaldian committee. Signor Minghetti in reply said that an
investigation had taken place on account of the indications

an illegal enlistment, whic \ the Govern ibsolutely wished
to prevent. Signor lb rio then proposed an order of the
day, which wan rejected by tbe Chamber. .Signor I >li gave

e that on Monday next he should put interpellations rela*

re to the Soutl army and its commander.

The supplementary elections, so far as the result is at

present known, all show a great majority favourable to

the Government. General Garibaldi has intimated

that he will not accept the pension of 6000/. per annum,
which it has been propose <1 in the Italian Parliament t

vote him. The proposal has consequently been with-

drawn, ^ignor Liborio Kotnano has arrived at Genoa.
It is stated that lie is seriously indisposed. A despatch

from Rome states that the health of the Tope is not

satisfactory.—A well organised Bourbon conspiracy lias

been discovered at Naples, and with ramifications- I-

ing to the provinces. General Bosco arnvt-d at Naples
last week in order to direct the movement, which was
to have broken out on Saturday. In consequence of this

>vorv the Duke Cajanella and Bishop Trotta have

been arrested, with several 1> >urbon officers and priests

implicated in the conspiracy, and the poli ire said to

be on the track of G neral Bosco. Seven of the city

cures and numerous Individuals, bearers of important

papers, have also been arrested. On Sunds 300 rifles

were seized, and on Monday 600 muskets and ammuni-
tion were seized at Naples. Bourbonist uniforms and
important papers have also been seized in the Monastery

of Santa M aria Nuova, and on Tuesday evening the

National Guard arrested some Bourbon soldiers who
were carrying a white flap. Forty -three armed persons

were arrested on Sunday at Caserta. Attempts at in-

surrection were also made at Castiglione in the Abruzzi,

at Vico in the Capitanata, and at Volturara, Sorbo,

Salsa, Avigliano, Faviano, Racale, and Allista,

hut they were all easily suppressed. The
insurgents at Castiglione committed incredible

atrocities. The Muratists of Naples took advantage of

the excitement to make a demonstration on their own

ount by sending voting tickets to the houses of the

abitants bearing the ini ption, "Murat. King of

Pbumia.— I n the sitting of tbe Chamber of
on Saturday Baron von fliallsieU i mpinmj & he
most energetic and distinct terms his disapproval of tbe
proceedings of M. Scblippenbacb with respect to tbe

astine correspondence between General lioaoo and
the citadel of Palermo. The Minister said that be had
applied tor authentic explanations on the subject, and
would take the necessary steps.

Austria.—The Austrian Diet was opened on Satur-
day by the ( ernor of the province of Austria,
alter a religious service at St. Stephen's. Tbe
Governor, in his opening speech, laid stress on the
necessity for maintaining tat administra 8 unity of
the whole uiooarehy. IVince Colloredo, in his sja'eeb,
pointed out the necessi r union between the people
and the i}>eror. On Monday the Diet voted an
address t<> the Kuij-eror containing assurances of
loyalty to h Majest y. and praying for the maintenance
of the administrative in. the empire in conformity
with t he constitution of Fehruan 2G. i he address also
laid parti Jar stress on tbe necessity for the further
rvelopeja >f tbe Constitutional principle n Monday

BnVperor signed a patent la«r tor Protestant* e
German nnd Slave provinces of tl i

<i re. !

ding feature* ara — complete iiulapttulcneje »u
relig and < sj matters) l Mwhytetissi
form of Church gd>. iinent. but with u < oneiatory
fornu'd ol Protestants nominated by thi Kuiperor;
the right to build churches with steeples and bells, and
to acquire property in all the provin inVKiial

matters are for the present to 1hi treated in accordance
with the laws of the Civil Code. The decree, therefore,

unreservedly places the Protestants on the same footing,

both civilly anil politically, with tbe Cat h< lie*. In tbe
sitting of AVednesday, Superintendent Franz (a Pro-
testant member) proj»osed. and the Diet unanimously
passed, a vote of tl. ks to the Kmperor and tbe
.Ministry for this new law. Another law* has just been
published, granting to women the right of voting at

thi election! <>! members to the Diet.

Jmvkia, Sal/iu and Bohemia.—The Diets of
Styria, Salzburg, and li a were also opened on
Satu iy. [n those oi \riaand Salzburgaddieeees^' re

adopted thanking the ipeTwfort.herMicejsionsbehad
ranted. On \\ ednesday the Bohemian Diet adopted a

resolution praying for a general amnesty. On I nday
it has sent a deputation to the Kmperor to request bis

Majesty to go to Prague for the purpose of being
•owned King oi 1, hernia. A manuscript of John

1 1 use, bitle i unknown, was discovered a few dayi
ce by Professor Holler in the Imperial Library at

Prague. It is a fragment of a diary written at

Constance.

IU'sbia.— Letters from St. Petersburg state that in

all parts of Russia the decree for emancipating the
serfs has been re ved by the people with real

gratitude. In St. Petcrsburgh itself crowds collect

y Sunday bef i tbe Emp r's palace to applaud
him, and on the same day d stations arrive from the
provinces to express their thanks to his Majesty.

Poland.—Great agitation was produced at Warsaw
last week by the suppression of the delegation

f citizens for the mail nance of public order.

Ever zen v> t exc4 n agreed to wear the
deepest mourning, I all tbe theatres were
closed for a f light. On Thursday night a
crowd of about ;i000 persons assembled on the spot
where the victims c February fell. Prayers were
intoned Tore the picture of the Virgin on their

dialf. The crowd afierwards dispersed, shouting the"

words " I ntil we meet again." The military, which
were stationed a short distance ofT, made no attempt to

in'« rfere. On Friday evening the demonstration which
took phi "ii the previous night before the picture of

the Virgin was repeated. The crpwd s in dispersed

without being in ed with by the military.

Notice was then given by tbe governor that the
Agricultural >ciety of Poland was dissolvec, on
the ground that it was an institution which did not

harmonise with the present state of things. This

announcement added greatly to tho prevailing excite-

ment, and it was agreed on Saturday that a monster
demonstration sliouid take place on the following day.

On Sunday, accordingly, numerous bands of people pro-

ceeded to the cemetery where the victims of February
were buried, and atterwards made a great popular

demonstration before the Palace of the Governor,

in consequence of which the military were
ailed out. The Governor personally exhorted

•ople to maintain or i disperse. The
people replied thai they would do so if t

military w« 'irst withdrawn. lie Governor gave

orders to that t, and the crowd then dispersed

quietly. On .Monday another popular demonstration

A larire hut unarmed cro^d*i "

account

inhabitants, ocarina: u.,c »».—<•

-

r » . ~ ,. .. , t • iU -«—
\anles bv the vote of the neonle." Tlic Chevalier di took place in the strec
.Naples by the vote ot the peopie.

ff
.

d t] appeare ( i j, the castle, when cavalry charged and
Nigra displayed^ sreat^ nrmnessjn

Â J^»^ the iniantry fired on I peoj J* c*M telegram

states that the conflict was renev al times, thatdemonstration was without result. All the reactionary

attempts m the environs of Naples v. re suppressed by

the National Guard, and the latest news states that the

inhabitants have requested the Government to take

energetic measures against the reactionists. Asearchmg

inquiry relative to the conspiracy is in progress, and

an order has baen issued recalling all soldiers of the

ex-Neapolitan army who are absent from their com-

munes, or who attempt to disturb public crder.

city is now tranquil, and on .Monday great numbers of

the inhabitants went to the races, at which I nnce

irignnn was present.

Tl

10 persons were kili and 10 wounded, and that 6

era were killed. The French 1 journals, how-

er, assert that ! Dumber of tin illed and wounded

was much great, one account stating that they were

upwards of 100, and that several women and children

were among the number. Another account states that

30 were killed and several hundred* wounded. The

corpses of the victims were carried to the citadel, and

were buried within the fortifications. A proclamation has

been published at Warsaw, in which Prince Gort&chakoff
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exhorts the inhabitants to maintain tranquillity, and

states that he will'otherwise be compelled to proclaim a

state of siege. An ordinance has also been published

specifying the penalties which will be inflicted on dis-

turbers of public order. A police regulation has been

issued prohibiting those persons who were wounded in

the recent disturbances from showing themselves in the

streets. Another police regulation prohibits the carry-

ing of loaded canes. Up to Wednesday last no fresh

conflict had taken place. On Tuesday night last the

Russian troops, who are said to have been increased

to 32,000 men, were encamped in the squares of Warsaw,

or posted in the public buildings. All the shops, work-

shops, and offices were closed. Great crowds of people

assembled in the streets, but they were forbidden to

stand still. The national costume and mourning are no

longer to be seen. No newspapers are published. The

individuals who have been arrested are to pass their

terms of imprisonment within the kingdom. The
council of the municipality has been dissolved. At

present all is quiet, but a renewal of the disturbances

is apprehended. Demonstrations are likewise taking

place in the Polish provinces. The Governor of Suwalki

has tendered his resignation, which has been accepted.

The Governor of Lublin has left that city for Warsaw.
Prussia Poland.—The latest news from Kalisch

states that order was maintained by the delega-

tion of citizens. A civic guard had been formed

and the military maintained a passive attitude. The
Landrath, who was unpopular, had resigned, and all

the unpopular Mayors of the neighbouring towns had
been dismissed.

Hungary.—The Hungarian Diet was opened at

Buda on Saturday, by Count Apponyi, who in his

opening speech, announced the abdication of King
Ferdinand and the accession of Francis Joseph, and
said that it was the sincere wish of the King that the

rights of Hungary should be maintained. He urged
the necessity of reconciling the interest of the whole
State with the Hungarian constitution. His reference

to the patent of February last was received with low
murmurs. Prince Esterhazy, in most touching terms,

paid a tribute of respect to the memory of Count
Batthyani, who was executed for high treason in 1849.

and held up the patriotism of that martyr as an example
for others. Count Zichy demanded the formation of a

Hungarian Ministry. The demand was supported by
the majority of the members. In the Lower House
official documents relating to the abdication of King
Ferdinand and the accession of Francis Joseph were
laid on the table. On Monday being the anniversary
of the death of Count Szecheny, religious ceremonies
took place in his honour. All the shops were closed,

and black flags were everywhere displayed. The streets

were crowded with people, but perfect order prevailed.

Transylvania.—The reorganization of the tribu-
nals of Transylvania, and the transfer of the adminis-
tration of justice to the judicial authorities formally
established there, have been sanctioned by the Em-
peror.

Croatia.—The Imperial Eagle has been replaced
on all the public offices at Agram in the pre-
sence of the garrison, which was stationed in the
public squares on the occasion. The city is now
tranquil. The Municipality has decided on sending a
deputation to the King to request the removal of the
regiment Stephen, some soldiers be onging to it having
insulted the national arms.
Jovia* Islands.—The Paris Presse states that a

dispatch has been received from Corfu announcing that
several thousand persons, headed by the Archbishop,
the legislature, and the municipality of Corfu, proceeded
to the residence of the Greek consul, with loud accla-
mations for annexation.

TuRKEr.—A telegram from Constantinople of the
fifch inst. states that Sir Henry Bulwer*8 financial
scheme will probably be substantially adopted. It has
been modified by the introduction of the alternative of
a forced loan for three or five millions sterling, in the
event of the money for the deposit against the issue of
the new paper money not being immediately realizable
on the Crown lands. The rate of exchange has riaen
alarmingly, the Turkish livre being at 162, and is
expected to rise still higher after the issue of the paper
money. A loss of about 50 per cent, will be sustained
by the employes and the army. A gloomy impression
prevails m the capital, and a financial crisis appears
i uminent. The value of a gold medjidie* has already
risen to 166. During the Crimean war it did not
exceed 120. Money is scarce, and commerce is almost
at a standstill. The price of food is rapidly rising—
that of meat is more than doubled. A catastrophe is
generally apprehended. 300 Hungarians have left
Constantinople for Italy.

Servia.—On Wednesday last 91 Bulgarian families,
numbering 568 persons, emigrated to Servia, with
numerous flocks. The Turks stopped their passage,
and inflicted punishment upon 160 of them. The
agitation is increasing on the frontiers.
Momeyfgro, &c—A memorandum has been ad-

dressed to the Representatives of the Powers announc-
ing the blockade of the court of Montenegro. The
insurgents in the Herzegovina have ma«Io a fresh
at k on Poglizza, but wore repulsed bv the Turls
troop., after a fight which lasted four* hours. Ti
conflict however still continues, and places ha>
proclaimed the Prince of Montenegro.

fcYMA.—The Paris Pays states that the garrison of

Malta has been provisioned and augmented with a view

to the embarcation of an expeditionary corps. It add

that the belief in the prolongation of the French

occupation of Syria is not foreign to these precautionary

measures, and that a rumour is current at Malta that it

is the intention of England to occupy a point of terri-

tory between Upper Syria and Egypt. The Morning

Post declares these statements to be entirely without

foundation.

India.—Sir Patrick Grant, Commander-in-Chief

of the Madras army, has resigned hfs command

and taken his departure for England. The Governor-

General has summoned Sir Hugh Rose from Simla to

Calcutta by telegraph, his presence being required in

connection with the scheme for the amalgamation of the

Indian and Royal armies. A Special military ^ Com-

mission is now sitting in Calcutta to organise its

details. Major Generals Sir R. Napier, Sir R. Birch.

Balfour, Chesney, and Eyre, are members of this

commission. The news from Sikkim is unsatisfactory.
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Monday.—The House re-assemMa i
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On the motion of the Attorn oil
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Insolvency Bill was read a tS f^^CThe House then went into commiSl^ PHffBanks Bill, and the early narkTfhf
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the consideration and %!££?$ E"Jjj2

tants. The native aristocracy of the Punjaub are busy

in making preparations for the arrival of the Maharajah
Dhuleep Sing, who is at present in Calcutta.

China.—A despatch from Shanghai, of Feb. 21,

states that there is no news from Tien-tsin. The
Yang-tze expedition had started, accompanied by
Messrs. Hamilton, Michie. and Ballance. Sankolinsin

had been defeated by the Shantung insurgents. Business

was slowly improving.
" Cochin China.—Advices from Saigon state that the

French and Spanish captured five forts on the 24th

February, after an obstinate resistance. Col. Tesard

was killed.

passed trough committee, and was repoty
ewis moved thejl^

that at present a dut/w^S^^
within a radius of 20 miles of

to the House—Sir G. Lewis moved ffLondon Coal and Wine i)u/LTSl?.e
.

within a radius of 20 miles of St pffi**ton or the benefit of the City £*£tOur troops are represented as being in the heart of

the country, and finding it abandoned by the inhabi- t^f^cert^
f«nf« Tho nafiVo oricfivrapv nf th* Pnnifliih nrp hiisv mittee sat on the question of eib W *'*

came to the unanimous resolutioiwSf
**

and the halfpenny duty on Jg? £, L* *
they should be renewed for a limited S5or par of the cost of the Thamefeffi
£.„ fir

!j
c
^
ar«° UP0R them. The mST

Bill, therefore, was to carry out E JSLby continuing the duties for 10 years, res*
however, the power of directing the ^ffiduties to such purposes as it might think fit Icom mission had reported on the Thames em
regard to the 4d. duty, which the Bill alsom_
alive for 10 years, if the Bill went into conXmove the insertion of a clause appropnafo twhich he estimated at 60,0001. a year toi-
interest upon, and to sinking the capital of tkS
debt of 540,000i. So far as the radius within i

W. Williams urged the postponement of the Bi_

inhabitants of the metropolis an opportunity ::

their opinion as to the continuance of tee Ca
Roupell moved the adjournment of thedebsfc»

that the House ought to have a clear statement ofi

question affecting millions of people and a tp
of money.—Alderman Sidney defended &

Japan.—Intelligence has been received from Japan duticg should be levied was concerne, ^g
to the 28th January confirming the news of the murder confine it hereafter to the metropolitan policem
of Mr. Huskins, the Secretary of the American Lega- S^SJSJ!**^*^ P^!--^111^.^ .

11^
tion at Jeddo. Trade was interrupted.

Java.—Immense damage and loss of life have been
caused by floods. The extent of the destitution and
distress is incredible.

New Zealand.—Accounts from New Zealand to the

11th February state that the Maories boldly attacked which did" not affect the poor, while the worked*

our troops on the 23d January and the 10th February, m °s
£_^^^^i^i^^TfP1^™?!^,^*^

but were defeated. The 57th Regiment had arrived

from Bombay.
United States.—The debate in the Senate on Mr.

Douglas's resolution, calling for information as to the
policy of the administration with reference to the
seceded states, terminated on the 26th ult. in the reso-

lution being laid on the table by a vote of 23 against
11. Mr. Breckinridge and Mr. Clingman then offered

resolutions to the effect that the Senate recommend the
withdrawal of the federal troops from the limits of the
Confederate States, but they were laid over for future
consideration. The Secretary of the Treasury had ad-
vertised for an additional loan of eight millions, an
amount which he thinks will be sufficient to carry the
Government through to the end of the current fiscal

year. It was reported that the Administration would
not attempt to collect the revenue in the Gulf ports

;

that the Cabinet was considering the question of
evacuating Fort Pickens, and that there was good reaaon
to believe the fort would be abandoned within 30 days.
The Southern Commissioners were said to be on
friendly terms with the English and French Ministers
at Washington. The South Carolina State Convention
re-assembled on the 26th, and the first proposition pre-

•ented was a resolution to cut off" all the supplies and
mail facilities hitherto afforded to the garrison of Fort
Sumter. It was not thought likely that the resolution
would be carried. A resolution had been intro-

duced in the Louisiana Convention declaring in favour of
free trade between the Western and Confederate States.
All the fortifications, arsenals, lighthouses, and revenue
cutters belonging to Louisiana were to be handed over to
the Southern Government. It was said that a party
of Filibusters had invaded Lower California. A
daring and ingenious attempt had been made to rob the
New York Exchange Hank. The thieves actually dug a
tunnel under the foundation to the length of 70 feet.

They succeeded in aininjr access to the vault, but the
safe within this resisted all their efforts, and they were
obliged to abandon the attempt.
Mexico.—Advices from Vera Cmz to the 21st ult.

state that the principal roads hading to the city of
Mexico were swarming with bands of robbers. Cantain
Aldham, of Her Majesty's steamer Valorous, had been
attacked and severely wounded while returning from
the City of Mexico to Vera Cruz. The Constitutional
Government was making but slow progress.
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HOUSE OP LORDS.
TrESDAY. —The House reassembled to-day after the Easter

holidays. Denmark and Hohtein. — Lord Wodci< se, in
answer to the Earl of Ellenborouoh, corrected a misappre-
hension which had arisen in Denmark and Holstein in rd
to certain remarks he had made on the affairs of Holstein.
What he had said was, not that the whole Budget of the Danish
Monarchy was to bo submitted to the Holstein States, but
that Holstein should have the power of giving its rote as I

th< |uota which it should pay town the expenses of the
Danish Government for the year 18t The Qtuent/and
>vemment Bill passed through committee. The Bankrupt'
d Insolvency BUI was read a first time, and the second reading

appointed for Tuesday next.
Thursday.—Private Bills.—On the motion of Lord Redes-
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in Committees of Supply.—Sir G. Lewis opposed

thoaffh be believed, if carried, it would be *dv*u-

SXke OoWrnmeot for the time being. The rule of the
W v> member should vote unless he was present

toaettfcm was put If this motion were assented to it

extended to all other committees, and to all measures

es. 1¥c eftct of a rule that no member should

t bavin* heard the whole of the debate would be to

Joose to the condition of a jury.—The motion was

W Mr. Xewpfoate, Mr. Kass, and C nel

The luliuii •• uegstiTed without a division —
wT iJm «fctoin«d leave to bring in Bills confirming the
MT

-
***

45f the Charity Commissioner* relating to certain

la the parish oi Burford, Oxfordshire; the Hospital

AMMd TftoitTi at Guildford, and its subsidiary endow-
• tktbo«p*tai at Temple Balsnll, Warwickshire; ant
*

ebtfitftiii in the borough of Reading. The London

Mat W** JaWf Omtinuance Bill was committed pro forma.

I Marine Barrack* (East Stonehouse) Bill, and the

/.aw* (S,000,000f.) IM/ passed through committee.

T —n^ jwv I<np Courts.—The Attorney Gkkerai.

that on Thursday the 18th inst. he will more

^ l^** to fcrtsM[ ^ a Bill tor the concentration of the whole

court* of law aud equity , and offices connected with

In ens spot, uA for tne ap]>lication of certain funds in

rW Onrt of QfcMicory « Pu l9° of **10 *ite, and the

j^pHim rf Ihu uoocMjrj buildings thereon.—Mr Bainkm, in a

H*om oi about 50 members, moved the order of the day for

tbs seooml ildhur of bis Borough Franchise Bill. Iu doing so,

ht ilaillaalil himself for having as a private member assumed

ttl to,* of introducing a ensure of such importance, and

that superseded the executive Government in the discharge of

sdutj which ought to it* t upon them. Ho argued in behalf

of the fitness oi the working classes for the « reise of the

trmebim by reason of their advance in intelligence, industry.

rortdeoet, and virtue, since the enactment of the Reform
HI] of 1831; and in which they had greUly outetripi>ed the

incraase in population that had taken place in the interval.

Bis proposal was to extend the franchise in boroughs from a

a tV. occupation ; in other words, he adopted in its sim-

be recent scheme of Lord J. Russell ; and he estimated
is virtual effect would be to add about 170,000 to the pre-

numbemf bo <h voters, an augmentation which was in

no respect calculated to alarm the most timid of Conserva-
tives or the most jealous of popular rights. He reminded the

Hows that they had been elected expressly for the purpose of
.ring this very [measure, and that the prosperity and peace

SQjojed by this country were the fruits ot adopting
tfcoefy and useful reforms/— Mr. IJigby Seymour seconded
the motion. — Mr. Cave moved as an amendment
the previous question. He said that he took this

in preference to moving the rejection of the Bill

icr, because he and those who sat around him were not
opposed to admitting such a number of the working classes to
the franchise as could be invested with it safely. But ho ob-
jected to the measure on three d-stinct grounds. First, it ap-

" in a most objectionable shape; secondly, it was intro-

u an inopportune period ; and thirdly, it emanated
from a source wl did not command the confidence of the
country. — Mr. A. Smith seconded the amendment. —Mr.

j

b«*T a spoke in %u\ rt of the Bill.—Sir .1. Hamsdkn said
.

lost if the Rouse agreed to the second reading, it would only
;

*osd to waste of time, without a chance of carrying the Bill !

into a law Ho considered that the Government had acted
*wmj in not reintroducing the question in the present sessioc
it was now clear that abstract resolutions were a mistake, and

I

i^jras of no use to disguise the fact that Ministers had uot
prosecuted a measure of reform simply because they were
SRstill todo so. and their inability arose quite asm i

fron
tb«ir friends as themselves.—Mr i awsok an<i Mr ld

ported the 11, Mr. Black opposed it. On a di >n the
"
protons question " was carrieu oy S The >*oti-

4a*iF%nd (3,000,OOOL) Bill was read a third time and passed.

THrasDAY.— The Navy.—On the order for going into Com-
* tee of supply on the navy estimates, Mr. Lindsay moved

the following resolutions :— 4I That it is expedient to defer any
tfther expenditure on the construction or conversion of

wooden line-of-battle ships; that it is inexpedient to incur
during the present vear the expenditure requisite for the com-

t*«*** of the line-of-battle ships now on the stocks ; and that

wrtagthe present year it is not expedient to commence the

km of any wooden vessels which carry gnus on more
deck ; that it is inexpedient, without further experi-

•«, to sanction the expenditure of any money for the purpose

•J
Bfcptfag bar Majesty's dockyards ror the construction

* frw vessels." He argued that if these suggestions
were adopted and acted upon by the Admii yf

the

J*f»»Us might be reduced to the extent of l.l'AOOO' , and
«t this could be accomplished without impairing the efficiency

Jl the navy, and still enable us to maintain our i>osition a*
Wrdasi maritime power.—Sir M. Peto seconded the motion.
In future wooden ships would be utterly useless for warlike

and therefore the building of them ought to be dis-

, as had been done in France.—Lord C. Paoft
jPP<**i the resolutions, which would go to destroy all respnnsi-

2 to the administration of the navy. It was not intended
t^buildany more wooden line-of-battle ships ; but he could

*J*
•*T*e to stop the conversion of vessels of that class which

wasnowgoni; N> practical man could subscribe to the
J**trtne that wooden ships should be abolished altogether in

SV^X**^ iron vesscls substituted for them. The fact was

JZj*6 l*tter description of ships was quite unfitted for

JJJJ*?
m warm latitudes, owing to the rapidity with which

*• Wttwi fouled. In reference to the thiM resolution, there

r *»^:r;tention on the put of the Admiralty to adapt the
V^anin t dockyards to the construction of iron vessels.—

* fVI remarks f«» Admiral W the rr
withdrawn, ynt ZmUamW JSIr J . Trslaw n \ called atl
the poaitkm of affairs i 7 Um north island Zealand, *
he taid bad arisen out of a groea Lander and injurtice that
was a diagrace to our boaated ciriliaaUon. He moved a re*
Uon in favour of referring the question of title t, i the disputed
land to a special tribunal after the reaaeertion of the gueen'e
auth. y —Mr. C. Fortkbcue defended the p. J piiraued by
the GoTernment in reference to the land question. If the
treaty of WsiUngi had been a dead letter, St was solely owing
to the natives themselves, who, not understanding the ad-
vantages of such treaties, would not submit to observe ir

provisions. Up to this time it had been impossible to ostablisu
courts in the island for the settlement or these land claims,
and the only course \\h>ch had been open to the
Governor was to negotiate directly with the chiefs them-
selves. He beh d tUe real cause of the disturbances had
been the Maori King and Itfid Ittgos movement ; but it

was the determination of the Governmen t to maintain in late
the provisions of the Waitanjzi tr« .—Mi Selwyk cited the
authority of tbs UiBhop of New Zealand to shoir that the
quarrel between the c 1< is and the nat i«m hsd oommonoed
long before tin- Maori King m. existed. The real origin
of t he dispute was to be traced to the constant endeavour of tbs
settlers t" (ijspossess the aborigines ol their lands, in contra-
vention of the treaty of W.utangi; and he bsiisvsd that the
establishincxit of some special t nl for the setUaox nt oft!
questions at issue \voiild go fiu to tranquil lise the native mind
and prevent the spread and con lanoe « lis lappy war.
— Ix.rd C IIamii.tok and Mr. HorKoo irredtnt king th*
it would bo Injurious, tad paralyse the arm of th<» <

» 'overnment. to pass a resolution like the one p>"p>>sed.—The
debate was then adjoin-ned.

Friday.—Denmark- nut (he Dnchits.—\n answer \<> Mr. H
lUn.i.ii and Bir 11. \ \, I ord J. K> SSK1.1. said that thsrs
id been great obscurity in the propositions which bad be-

isdoon both sides. The French Government had ssked her
M sty's Government what course they had taken, ind all

the communications having been submitted, M. Thouvenel
siid that his course had becao njiletcly in accordance with
that of her Majesty's Gov ment. He had that day rec ->d

information that Holstein did not consider the arrangement
made on its behalf squitsbls, snd, therefore, refused to be

bound by it. The Governments of France, Russia, and Hwedeu
took the same view of the question as her Ms y's Govern-
ment ; and ho had therefore endeavoured, bv communication,
to bring about an amicable arrangement

f
Left sitting. J

as v ^, r Alexander
tfcm to

«PI»oliite4

(Hit)) InteMtgrnce.

Bank Rate of I) ount.—The Bank of Knpland

on Thursday reduced their rate of discount from per

cent., at which it was fixed on the 4th inst., to 5 par

cent.

nan, Bart, Mr. Thorns* Field
r.ibeon. Mr. Hcnr\ Hiring; Q.C.. Mr. rid*ar A. liow-
ring, and I»rd V. crick t tidish (SecreUn Mr.
J. J. M; », of the Board ol 1 1 ade, has
principal 1 ncial ofTicer.

Thk Si b.—The trades* unions connected with
the masons, bricklayers, and plasterers now on strike
have resolved to continue firm iu their determination
not to return to dutv till the masters concede the
nine hours' work with teu hours' pay. In epite this
dec': n the strike is virtually at an end, as the men
ere beginning to assert their independence of the
unions, and are daily returning to work. Durn.j
Monday and Tuesday a greet Bieny of them returned
to Messrs. Lucas end Kelk's end the her contractors,
where they had been on i ke. Meoers 1 -.caa have
now four-l is of the hands they require, and sppl

>>ns daily come in from mechanic- <>f all trades end
>m nil parts of the country for engagement* ui

the hour system of ps\m It is understood tbs'

other laadlnn. firms wills i tlie example of
Messrs. Lucas and Kell aud Adopt the hour system.
Mr. Smith lias already done so. and refuses to employ
skilled workmen on any «'t ] than 7tl. per liour.

witli lilu viy to sruve work at 1 o'clock on Saturday.
Tit* Indus 1 avunk VIkuki \ \ ST).—The amount

received by the l^ord Mayor up to Thursday evening
was nearW -10,000/.. nearly the whole of wl i has been
collected in t he metropolis. Taking into account the

donations already made by some of the principal cities

and towns, especially of Edinburgh, Manchester. Dublin*

Birmingham, Liverpool, Leeds, Huddersneld,snd Brad-

ford, the a rcgate amount of the fund in the metro-

polis and the pr i up to this time must be con-

siderably upwards of 60,000/.. although only a fortnight

has elapsed since the mbtcription was set on foot Of
this sum about 41.500/. is now on its way to India, to

be expended in the purchase i food under the superin-

tendence of the local nutli. s. Among the sums re-

ceived on Tuesday nt the Mansion House was a donation

of 200*. from the Prince of Wales.

Thk City Coai Dues.—On Friday night n public

meeting was held in the London Tavern, Mr.

Monet Market, Friday.—British- IVndb: Con
Is closed at Bl| for Money, and BL| to J for the

9th Mai : Bank Stock, 227; Three per (cuts. Reduced,

90 to i; New Thr per Cents., 90, to «K> ; India

Stock, 220|; Ditto Five per Cent. I ck, 100* to { ;

Ditto Bonds, 26t. to 20*. die. ; Fire per Cent. Enlaced

Rupee Paper, D4-; Ditto Five and a Half* per Cent., 100i ;

Exchequer Bills, 5*. dis.—FOBKOYl Brazilian old Fire

per Cents., 98 ex div. ; Ditto Four and a Half per

Cents., 1800, 86 to f ; Chilian Four and a Half per

Cents., 82i ; Dutch Four per Cent. Certificates, 98*
to | ex div.; Mexican Three per Cents., 21 to 231 ;

Bussian Four and a Half per Cents., 91J; Spanish

Three per Cents., 49*.

Nioholaj in the chair, for the purpose of organising an

- opposition to the Government Bill now before l'nrlia-

tfanfc of dPnglanu.
I8«UE PEPARTM

N«tcaU»ue« f.. ,. ^36,848,700 Government Debt ..

Otb«r Ocean tie*

Gold Coin *nd Bullio*
Silver Sullion .. ..

Proprietor* Capital. . ..

H€9t a * •* mm

Public l>epo*lta (inr'ud-

inic Exchequer, Savinc*
hank*, Commi«»ioner»
of Nat Debt, and Divi-

dend sect*.)
Other Depoait. .. ..

Seven day and other bill*

M<>7.»a

4,902^:7

StClfc*

llth A*J of April, ISfil.

* SJ

— and Mr. Court opposed the resolu-

s«wir^l ' ,Rt>
. as one of the Royal Commissioners,

tSmtK a t*
alL of them except the concluding declara-

4trv,«5,, >\ was inexpedient to adapt her .Majesty's

»a.lH|X .i
n«tructionof iron shipe.-^ir J. Paxtom

ertir \ \
m the •»"• of a few vears the fleet mnst

si fSt L?Llron
» * the best and most economical

--.- TheVtLfSd be ^'Ployed in the building of ships of

tbs nary ElK ^^ a period of transition in the history of

fcoold be «n»SaW^Iec0TnTnended that a Royal commission

*»q«ttw sad^nrT' ^^P *^ of eminent scientific men, to

CsptsJn JnrmS T.°?L
the reconstruction of the navy.—

l™»t tmnslttoTOtV
b
?
GoVernn^»t had dnne well, in the

««b«r iaSSr,?? .v
0f "^n naval architecture, in not

JmJSfibSW tbe rn^mction of wooden ships.-Sir

^^Wbaewltr.?iJ5 V
h cla8s of vessels of war must

«»«« llSib? nrnl^r " '' and hoped that no delay won!

tbs AdSnfralty

'

™ g.^ «P«riments as would enable

fter^mi^TT ^^ "" r ships were hereafter to

Mr. W,VuAn?«
re
?
a
i
k> by Mn Dalolish, Mr. Horsmas. and

saJS ^r^?^1100
' and would in fact take out of the

ipposit

went for the renewal of the coal dues levied by the

city. Mr. Lawrence moved, and Mr. A. 1J. Richards

seconded a resolution to the affect that it is inexpedient

and inconsistent with the policy cf the day to levy

enormous dues on an article of ne<3easary consumption,

and that, considering the state of the Loodo* poor last

winter, and the price of fuel, a tax on coal entering

London is a grievous burden, and ought not to be

entertained. Mr. G. Brook moved an amendment
declaring tliat the meeting while desirous of inducing

the Government not to continue the tax on

>als, is of opinion that if the Bill for levying

the tax be carried, a portion of the tax should be

applied for the purpose of doing away with the

bridge and road tolls in and near the metropolis.

The Chairman pronounced the amendment incompe-

tent, ;iv the question was whether or not there should

be a coal tax, and not how it should be applied. Mr.

Pearce said there must be some fund for paying tbe

expense of public improveraente, and he supported th<

coal dues until a good substitute was proposed. Mr. J.

fl. Taylor supported the resolution. On the resolu-

tion being put to the meeting great confusion and
disorder arose. The Chairman professed himself unable

to decide whether the show of hands was in favour of

or against the continuance of the tax, and each side

loudly claimed the majority. At length tellers were

appointed, and the vote was declared to be against the

resolution, and in favour of the tax.

Launch of tub Steam Ram Resistance.—A
further addition to our iron-cased frigates was made on

Thursday by the launch of the Resistance from Messrs.

Westwoodand Baillie's yard, near Millwall; and the

sister vessel, the Defence, will be launched to-day from

Messrs. Palmer's works near Newcastle. Within this

week, therefore, England will possets four armour-

plated frigates actually afloat, and four more of which,

the frameworks have been commenced. The Resistance

and Defence are built as steam rams. They are about

4000 tonsburthen and 600 horse-power, and are to carry

16 guns.

Fire DT the Docks.—On Monday morning the

American ship Horten ug in the London Docks and

to sail for Port Phillip, was discovered to be on

...> Tbe flames were not extinguished without much

S^aa^B^a^^SiS taSSSkA^ «»«»«*• to the cargo, when it was found that a large

• • m 1 ,** ln,100

MM.9M
11>»JIS
MM*

sfHtMt700

AHKIM. DEPARTMENT.
4)4,tt:<,itfi0

i
Gmernntmt SrrurHSr*
(including Dead Wright
Annuity) jCin.S22.MM

Other becuritiea .. M V <"'"

Noteei
Gwld and Silver Com ,. ?4H

L MARSHALL, CbifrL«a4srr.

4t.ft?rtte of tftr ?£1fcfc.
TT"r.SDAY—BANKlU'rrS—J. Bftl*TO«, itoorbridice. "VVorrcaferabire.

Licrnaed Victualler-J. Bi E»owt f
Che»tcrfie]d, Deibyshirr, Cabinet Wnkrj

-J. Coir, Great Ynrmouth, Currier— F. l»* Yki«oiti, Muftcory C<mrt #

Town- Hill, \\ine Mercbam— f\ MAaiiALt, Sbe*eld, *Saw Mannfarturer
-«J. M. Makti*, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, Ironmonger, Hratier and
OaafStU'r—W. P. Poad, Portnaoatb. Draper and Merrer—V, .

Watiov,
Gravel Lane, Southwark, Licensed Victualler—P. 11. \> ood, Manchester,

BANKRUPTCY ANNL'LLSD — E. fsttcaaa*, LiTtrpool, Wine and

Spirit Merchant. _, mm _ . „ _
SCOTCH fctQUESTRATIONS — J. Baiw, Gla»row. Bookael>r-R.

Brash, »en., Airdne. Lanarkshire, Cooper — T. C*aioi*, Dunferroln

Plun.ber-J. LAiaD.iun, fort G»aai?ow, urocer-J. M'OaEftoa, Aberdeen.

OiujfKint-J. Mvia, 1'aialey. Spirit Dealer— B. Waddfu, lilasjcow, Con-

tra( tor—A. Weih, Kilmarnock, Spirit Merchant.
FRIDAY — B*NKKl' I — H. AottlB, Bermond»ey, Manufacturinz

Chemist, DruK*i«t, and D ysalter—G. Y. B*aaATT, baker** Bow, and

(JuUdford Plate, BajcniiCKe Wells Koad, Clerkenwell-J. Calterlki. Port*-

down Road. W aid* Vale, Build--r—J. Jackson, Brighton, Hatter-J^ Ki>.

nepar.i s T. rrace. West India Dock Road, l.imebouae.Hatter
^
and Clothier g^ut to SHll for Port Phillip. W

-J. k mghion. Nottinjcham, Licenv .1 \ 'c.uR|ler-J. La «.'«•"»**• garrar. I
r»

Baiider-H Noaais and ». Noaat*. Jan., Mare Street. Hackney. Mid lie- h re.

—J. itohiMBo*. Liverpool, riuiouer,.-."- - „ .

bory, Suffolk. Bu.lder^VV. J. M m, kins Heap " « «»*
k
B*» • ^",1"^

MaiandKui Man»f.ct.«rer-J. Wmtos,
,

Lee*. ^•**££v
T£ 'wJjj!

Drnper-A.. E. Will.a- tain.bory Boad. Limetaa-^^S'^M ISSE
rW Hulme. Manchester, and Bolton te-Moor.. SateSer ass K^m
aler-8. \\ y> », L P1 franmere, Cheah;re. t ontractor. B"ckrnakcr^as4

Farmer - J. J. C.
P
fooaa. SlonebrldKe Coounoa, k i-sland, Lweatea

Victaaller.

iHctropolfe ano its Tiftntto.

liTi

thrssmrd ^T7vw.ru. j *-" mU8t 8tlU continue to do ouiit.

i aZd *; i

l rd r«»°l"tion, he thought the Admiralty

ofX W
i* -V ln ^^S the ex r neut of building

">e new iron ships in their own dockyard.—After

hibitiow of 1862.-Her M-MJesty's Comnv

of the International Exhibition ot 1862 Imve appointed

the following committees of advice :-" On all Matters

relating to the Building :" the Karl of •lburne Mr.

William Fairbaim, LL.U., F.R.S.. |""1 ^r. William

quant it v of lucifer matches and fusses m the fore h

had ignited. H is fortunat- that the fire broke out

before the vessel left the Pocks, or greater rmsch.ef

might have result, d. Had the accident accarred at sea

the vessel would in all probability have been lost.

Thk PUB HEALTH.- <• Kagistrar-Oancral s

Weekly Ret . states that the numlicr of deatti- regis-

n London in the week that ended Nitm

April f,th was 1,220. The average nam
^
eJP1

,n
. Q^

eom»pon<1in ff
weeks of 1 ten years H£ -18W,

correct. ! lor increase of popnlat i, was 13ZJ. iha

present n turn is therefore 1 below the a^ *gr

During the week the births of 1,012 boys and 9SB gir\*
t

in all 2,000 children, were r. tered in London. In

the ten corresponding wees* of the years 1 1-60 the
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Ashton.—The strike of weavers and the lock-out in

Ashton, Staleybridge, Dukinfield, and the Hyde dis-

trict still continues. Messrs. Bayley's weavers at Staley-

bridge are now out, together with those of Messrs.

Neild, Sutcliffe, & Co., Ashton, and Messrs. Sidebottom

of Waterside. The number of hands now on strike in

these districts amounts to about 30,000, and they are

sacrificing upwards of 20,000Z. per week in their resist-

ance to the attempted reduction of 7 J per cent, on
their wages.

Jersey.—It is stated that M. Victor Hugo is ill,

and, having been ordered change of air, is about to

leave this island for Belgium.
Lincoln.—At a meeting of the Kesteven justices on

Friday, a married woman, named Fanny Moore, was
charged with having on the 30th ult. feloniously

attempted to suffocate a man named Samuel Holmes,
his wife, and family, who reside under the same roof as

defendant, in the parish of Bassingham. The de-
fendant had set fire to some brimstone in a room
occupied by the complainant and his family, and stated
that she and her husband had done so to diminish the
damp, as complainant's family were always throwing
water into the room through the crevices. Two of com-
plainant's children narrowly escaped being suffocated.

As "there was not sufficient evidence to place the de-
fendant or her husband on their trial for attempted
murder, the bench could only bind the husband in his
own recognisances of 101. for six months for the good
behaviour of his wife, with the cost of the proceedings.
The magistrates expressed great regret at not being
able to punish them both, as, if the inmates of the
room had unfortunately been asleep, death by suffoca-
tion must inevitably have been the consequence.
Nottingham.—A foreigner, representing himself as

Baron Zychlinski, has been frequently brought before
the sitting magistrates of this town on remand, charged
with obtaining 400/. by false pretences from the
Rev. Henry Maltby. It appears that on the 18th Sept,
last the prisoner arrived at the Flying Horse Hotel,
Nottingham, accompanied by his courier. The Rev!
Henry Maltby, his brother, and brother's wife were
staying at the same hotel. Mrs. Maltby, wife of the
rev. gentleman, resided chiefly abroad on an allowance
of 300/. a year made to her by her husband. Mr.
Maltby had previously been staying at Bedford, from
which place he was followed to Nottingham by the
prisoner. While at the Flying Horse the prisoner
stated, through his interpreter, that he was honourably
attached to the prosecutor's eldest daughter, who wai
then at Dover with her mother, and solicited from Mr.
Maltby his daughter in marriage. He represented
himself to be the Baron Zychlinski, son and heir-in-law
of Count Zychlinski, of Zychlin, near Warsaw, and
captain of cavalry in the Prussian service. He then
said that he had befriended the wife of the rev.
gentleman when she was staying in Rome and
suffering from pecuniary difficulties, and also that he
possessed her written acknowledgments for what h
had advanced. The repayment of the money, he said
was only a secondary consideration, as compared with
being able to satisfy his family of the respectaoility of
the Maltbys, in order that he might have the consent
of his own family to take Miss Maltby in marriage
Tnese representations made a strong impression on the
prosecutor, who thought he had said enough to induce
him to repay the money said to have been advanced, if
JMr. Campbell, his solicitor (who was present at the
time), was satisfied about the matter. The prisoner
then showed Mr. Campbell a number of documents,
passports &c which represented him to be what hehad stated

; he also produced documents said to have
been received from his advocate, instructing the Baron
to commence an action against the prosecutor for the
recovery of the money said to have been advanced
to Ins wife when in Rome. The prisoner showed
»»"• and receipts from Mrs. Maltby amounting to 400/

to have been received from the prisoner. Jl

calumniated him. He also wrote to her husband

the most depraved letters concerning her, which

were entirely false. Adolphus Chaplin Woolotski said

he came from the Duchy of Posen in Poland, and

knew Count Zychlinski of Zychlin, who lias two

sons, but the prisoner was not one of them. The
prisoner was also identified by a soldier in the regiment

from which the prisoner had deserted, and who had

been sent from Berlin by the British ambassador at the

desire of Lord John Russell. Another witness, a Polish

refugee, proved that the prisoner was no relation of

Count Zchylinski of Posen, and that he
#

could never

have been, as he had represented, at the Military School

at Riga, because there was no such school in that city.

At the final examination on the 2d inst. evidence was

adduced to refute the prisoner's statement as to the

money having been advanced to Mrs. Maltby, the prin-

cipal witnesses on this point being Mrs. Maltby herself,

and her daughter, the wife of the prisoner. Mr. Ford
then addressed the Bench on behalf of the baron, con-

tending that there was no evidence of fraud. He re-

marked strongly upon the nature of the evidence which
had been adduced, and said that there was not the
slightest ground for anything else but an acquittal, as

no case of fraud had been made out. The Bench, after

some consultation, acquitted the prisoner. A burst of
applause immediately broke out in court, which lasted

for some time. The baron was then liberated, and
afterwards received the congratulations of many of the
spectators.

Sheffield.—In consequence of the dissatisfaction

felt by some of the constituency of this borough at the
conduct of Mr. Roebuck on two occasions— first, when
in 1859 he voted for the continuance in office of Lord
Derby's administration; and secondly this session, when
he delivered a speech favourable to Austria in the House
of Commons, a meeting was held in Sheffield about
three weeks ago, at which the lion, member was charged
with having been induced by a subsidy for the
Galway Packet Company to support Lord Derby's
Administration, and with having invited Lord Palmer -

ston's sympathies to the case of the 30,000,000 tnbj<

of the Austrian Empire struggling for political rights,

in preference to the claims of certain nationalities.

A resolution was ultimately adopted calling upon him
to explain his conduct in person. On Monday the 1st
Mr. Roebuck accordingly attended a meeting of the
electors in the Temperance Hall, to answer the charg.
made against him. All attempt^ however to address
the meeting failed ; the Hall was insufficient to hold the
number desirous of hearing his explanation, and a larp-
body in the street joined with those who were closely
packed and half suffocated within the building in
demanding an adjournment to the optn air. Mr. Roe-
buck said his health would not allow him to speak in
the open air, and he declined to accede to the demand.
A scene of indescribable uproar and rioting ensued; and
amid hootings, cheering, and jeerin-. Mr. Roebuck put
on his hat and left the platform, after which the
meeting was adjourned to the followin- morning
in the Surrey Music Hall. At this adjourned meeting
Mr. Roebuck, having obtained a hearing, addrened
the electors at gr- length, denying that he had
any pecuniary interest in promoting the Galwa
contni or that he was infh d in his advo v of
Austria l»y any but patriotic i ingg, which had satis-
fied him that the destruction of Austria would lead to

Mrs. O'Connell, the wifp"^ , - ^
of Clare; Miss b' Con^l L?>^^_who was at St. T^^*W*£^.
evenings before, and to mJf ? ^E?»
The two last and the

T

ch£u ^ft
to Mercer's Hospita . tti?6^
Hospital, where

P
ever ITt^* tak*Hanimation but withou? effec \ *«<on Monday and continued bv adion^**!

do not attach anv blam« S rand c«al1
believing that all exerted t &ny

,

of ^p£*
judgment on that ocSiot

^

themse1** to^
The jury at the same time called t^Rathmines Commissioners toR

>

at the canal and sufficient light oft*Mr. Wilson the proprietor, wa! r3«breaks on Ins omnibuses. ^
The Crown Solicitoeship of kucrative office has been divided intoflS

has been conferred upon Mr. Croker ft-the late Sir Matthew ; and aiiotl^
agent of Lord Fermoy. l

«
T

fi

E **HIBI™* CASE.--The JW
the final decree in this case at the Pah*?
the 2nd inst The decree inhibited^
Miller from allowing the Rev. Mr. Potter.»
assist in the performance of Divine serriceiv
Church, Belfast, or in any other plae*

until duly licensed. It also inhibited tat
Potter from preaching or performing Dili*.

&c, in St. Anne's Church, or elsewhere in to

until duly licensed. An appeal, m fa
entered, for which 30 days are allowed fc

decree becomes absolute.

The Yelverton Case.—It appears tktk:
ton affair will shortly come again before tk'

the Major having lodged an appeal, wikr

be argued before the 12 judges next ten
'.

tions were taken to portions of the judge's <a

well as to some points connected with therac

evidence, so that nearly the entire of tiemi

gone over again before the Court of Appeil

Iiatlfoa$.

Great "Western of Canada.-At the

(ireat Western of Canada Railway ^^
day, to consider the recent report of tkData

Investigation, the resolutions prop xM
Directors were carried.

Halu*

Commit ion of Lvxac\\—Case of tkHi***

Inquiry Into the state of mind of theEa:

oned this week in Bl Clement's H^WJ^V
Q . one of the Misters in Lunacy. For

*22r»
proceedings of his lordship have fnvai iBJJg^

friend' nd his mind had evidently wj^/J
serious losses._ he sustained through ttejj»'

Mr. Sadlcir. Drs. Onnolly, M"n^^SK
n the j..rt of the petitioners, and stated,*-

his lordship was undoubtedly of unsoupdm.

Mr. Seymour, his lordship's coumJ»J

Seymour had been r* , nestedJiyhlm w^

aaid

pressed for immediate" payroentVas he wisheTto" leave

tlL f i «
at aft

.
enioon for Germany. Mr. Campbell

«~ W° ?l*
P
f
,9

lner t0 Me88r8
' Wriglitfi bank, and

Nottingham prosecutor gave his consent for t prisoner's
marriage with his daughter, which was arranged totake place at Dover, and which was consummated. Soon
atter the marriage however an inquiry was made as tothe position of the prisoner, when he was found to bean impostor, being in fact a deserter from the Prussian
service, m which he had been serving as a private
soldier. On the prisoner's character becoming known
the prosecutor took his daughter away from him, and

I 2 » *
Seen for 80me time l,ntil las* month,

when he called at Mr. Campbell's office, and was im-
mediately apprehended. JVIrs. Maltby admitted that
she had fallen into pecuniary difficulties at Rome, and
that being ashamed to apply to her husband for more
money, she had signed a paper stating that the prisoner
had lent her 400/. She did this at the suggestion of
the Pnsoner who was then engaged to her daughter,
and who told her that the money would be got more
easily from her husband in that way. She exposeherpam m making this confession, and said she had

and the result of his interview wa3J^S
had no prepared to say, but rather the contrary, i ^

confidence in the Emperor Napoleon or his policy. Ae °P* »« in the noble lord's mmd"*™^
to jot * for Lord I vrby he had ne so roJiontionsly. ftnd^SSnfr het d e mXthe co^.

and as long as he sat in Parliament he i continue -
Tha

^
be,ng S0

:
h^-^^n^W^

to vote as he thought best. The following reaolu; tig

were then proposed :

—

1. "That this meeting is perfectly satisfied with Mr. Roe-buck s explanation* in newer to the calumnies that had been
cast upon him. and avows its full confidence in his personal
integrity and political worth ; 2. That, bavin? heard Mr
Koebuck s exposition of his views on the sub s of Austrand Italy, this meeting agrees with him in desiring that the
principles of conatitn d and commercUl freedom should
prevail m Austria: but also reiterates its ardent svmpathy
with the efforts of the Italians to free their countrv fr
internal tyrants and external domination, and its hope that
before long Venetia and H me may be peaeemlly united to the
Italian kingdom."
Tboiii bn was carried nnanimoi rwitbknd »rn» «*» «- • - w-urw jw -t-cheering, and the second was carried v a >mall i

onermigl 'OJ'^^^^nwithanf;
number of o>.

j Mr. Roebuck then thanked "'^-*fiWmS»« £the meeting for thoconfidoi which tl <»xpr«*d
"r M 7' J ^---'-' *•«». ^ed —

-

m his honesty and worth as their representative
VVALToy.nN.TirAMES.-On Saturday night Bmfcfl)

J ark, one of the finest mansions in the county of Sui
the seat of Mr. Francis Thomas Bircham, solicitor
fcouth-Western Railway, was almost entirely destr-
oy fire. The flames spread so rapidly that the furniture,
paintings, and pi were either destroyed or buried in
the ruins. Mr. Bircham himself was severely burned in
endeavouring to save some part of the property.

irrtano.
Fatal Omnibus Accident.—On Saturday m>ht as

an omnibus was returning from Rathminea to Dublin
it stopped on Portobello Bridge to let out a passenger
when the horses became restive and backed into the
canal. Six of the passengers and the horses wa

muici. i int* ^ui^ *^« -~
„<.; n o* his nope**

draw from the case, merely^T^SS^
lord, in the heavy affliction which had r*

age, would receive from his family

j
sympathy which ho was sure <*« £^8**
extended to him. Mr M. Chamber*^exp^.
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2S b2t «Tw. Annetrong. Vtawotm and
H***? 5*^:J!»!aic Lord Chesterfield's Baron ]

British Grenadier, Lord ol the Tees, and

fiWAT 7J
I V'lS

it

She
J

irX— JPottrto Plate. Gem Hesse

to_ Oliver and 5 others.— lF«/fon Staktt. Kildonan

Barbition, and 3 others.—Sew Tvo Year Old Stales.

hMt Patriot Walpole, and 8 others.—Balak lava

Bernard beat Otho and Wolsey.—Durdans Stakes.

Ltatt beat Vulture and Sharpshooter.

vQDUUrU])-
Harriettr Bury, aeoond daughter of the late Earl

^^^of Charleville, was accidentally killed on the

feaet.
faUinp- from the top of the stairs

rear bad bean ecnti
LT\..MMrr to waab

JJ*^"3Jb8gin sliding down the banister of the principal^ «f *>»« mansioi
When thus amusing nerseit sne lost ner naiaiu-t-,

ES^aUadUunce of between 10 and 15 feet, and when taken

iJTL. fcn ^t she was dead, the spine having been dis-

B deceased was a lively and intelligent child, and
- ik# most engaging disposition. Immediately after the

of bar fcther she, with her brother and sister, were

wards in Chancery, and resided vs Ith one of their guar-

ibf Hon. Alfred Bury, in the family residence, Charle-

ville Caetlo. The jury at the inquest, which was composed of

the meet respectable inhabitants of Tullamore and its vicinity,

jUmaad a verdict of Accidental Death.

Tmk Hon. Frederic Byron, M. A., barrister-at-law, died sud-

denly on the 4th inst at Lord Byron's town residence, 48, Baton

Place He was the second son of Vice-Admiral Lord Byron, by

the daughter of Mr. Sachevercll Chandos Pole, of Radbornc,

•erbyshire, and was born in 1822, so that he had only just rom-

pleted bis 39th year. 1 was educated at Westminster School

and at Bail iol College, Oxford ; graduating B.A. in 1843, and

M A. in 1845, and was elected a Fellow of All Souls. He was
ceiled t • bar of Lincoln-inn in 1848, was appointed captain

of the Sherwood Kifle Rangers in ]859, and was also a deputy
neu tenant of Essex. He married in 1851 the second daughter

of the Rev. William Wascomb, rector of Langford. Essex, co-

beireasof Mr. John Emmerton Wascomb, of Thrumpton Hall,

Hotts, and Langford Grove. The eldest son of Lord llyron had
married hi 1843 a sister of the Hon. Mrs. Frederic Uyron, and
as be had no Issue by his marriage, the deceased was heir

presumptive to the title—a position which devolves upon his

youthful son by his premature death.
Rear-Admiral Robertson died suddenly on the 6th inst.

at Bath, in bis 75th year. He entered the navy in 1803,

and took part in the battle of Trafalgar. He after-

wards served in the Spencer, 74, in the expedition
against Copenhagen. He was taken prisoner, but escaped
in May, 1809. aud in August the same year joined the
Victory, 100, flag-ship of Admiral Sir James Saumarez, in

the Baltic. In 1818 he joined the Isabella, Captain J. Ross, in
which vessel he was employed in exploring Haffin's Bay. and

ng into the probability of effecting a north-west passage
to Chin* After serving on the South American station he,
in 1818, joined the Galatea as Flag Lieutenant to Admiral Sir

Thoasas Hardy, under whom ho escorted t> Lisbon a body of
troops intended as a reinforcement to the Portuguese Consti-

ionaliata. He was actively employed up to 1837, and
attained the rank of retired Rear-Admiral in lSf.7.
Mr. Thomas Plowrr Ellis, Recorder of Leeds, Attorney-

General of the Duchy of Lancaster, and one of Lord Macaulay's
executors, died on the 5th in»t. at his residence, 15, Bedford
Place, Russell Square, in bis 66th year.

Wills and Bequests.—The will of the Dowager Countess of

Haddington has been sworn under 20,000'. : the Rev me Earl

iolldford, 200,000/. : the Hon idy Matilda Butler, 12,000/.

;

William Spence, Esq., P. R.B., the Entomologist, 10O.000L

W

Milton

-1st inst, at Rownhams. HanU. Canouin Mai ird,

daughter « 1 I ieut-Colooel Wh. Paths, aged 14—f th inst. at S3
-. J ames's Place, Lieut, Colonel Hevky lUwaJWi, laU the

Fusilier Guards, aged 72—2d inst, at 5. Park Terrace, West-
bourne Park, Col. Gto. Stills*, late Royal Artillery, aged «f

—

13th ult, on board the P. and O. steamer Beugel, between Aden
and Sues, Captain Henry Pombelle -iDDOim, Esq., Sd Madras
Light Cavalry, and Commandant of the Hon. the Governor's
Body Guard at Madras—SOth ult. at Kxater, Eleanor Mary
Elizabeth, widow of Mr. Edward Hawk Locrkr, late Com-
missioner of Greenwich Hospital —j'0th ult, at Lydart, TnoMAa
Oakley, Esq., a magistrate and Deputy Lieutenant for the
county of Monmouth, aged 87—3d inst, at bis residence,

Newark Park, Gloucestershire, Lewis Clutterbcck. Esq.,

Deputy-Lieutenant of the county of Gloucester, and J. P. lor

Gloucestershire and Wilt aged 67— 5th inst, at Finedon,
Frances, widow of the late William Souicasrr 1>.>lben, Esq.,

of Finedon HalL N. rthamptoiishire, aged 78—Sd inst, at No. ».
St. James's Place, Alexander Milne, Esq., C.B., aged 80-

th ult, at Wembley. Middlesex, the Rev. Brown taw Villiers
I.ayard, rector of Uffington and vicar of Tallington, formerly
Domestic Chaplain to bis Royal Highness the Duke of Kent,

and eldest son of the late Dr. Layard, Dean of Bristol, aged 8

2

—2d inst, at Winterbourne, Tefgnmoutb, the Rev. William
Pace Richards, LL.D., rector of Stoke Abbas, Dorsit, aged 88
—31st ult, at Genoa, the Rev. Archibald Bertram M<
B.A., ol 1 nm. Coll., Cambridge, only surviving son of the
late Saml. Mounsey, Esq., of Rochdale, Lancash ire.

arioos of this NC Hat The
ded ; nevertheless no progress could be mads with

reign Wheat except at a similar decline; ol
sl.wly and In retail at about last week's prlcea Barley * a
slow sals at a decline of la. per qr. Beans are Is. ner qr.
dearer. For Peas there U no demand. With a very large
arrival of Oats the trade is dull at a reduction of felly la. per
qr. Flour Is difficult of sale ; American barrels meet be quoted
6d. to Is. shear sr.
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COVENT GARDEN, A 113.

The supply of most things has become greatly im-

proved, and trade is brisker. Cornish Broccoli continues

to be furnished in excellent condition, and good samples

of Lettuces, Endive, and Artichokes are received fi<

France. Samples of new Grapes are offered, and fct

good prices. Asparagus, French Beans, Qreeu Peas, and

new Potatoes may also now be obtained. Cucumbers are

coming in plentifully. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids.

Lily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas, Violets, Mignonette,

Camellias, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.

33;

Apples, pcrdoz.. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10s
Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

Pine Apples, per lb., 8s to 12s

Grapes, per lb., Ss to 15s

Strawberries, p. oz., 6d to Is

Pears, per doz., 4s 6d te 8s

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d

|
Beet, per do*.. Is Cd to 2s

French Beans, p. I00,9d to ls6d
Green Peas, p. 4 sieve, 20s

Greens, per doz., 6s to 8s

Cabbages, do. , 2s to 3s

Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to 160s
— per bus. , 4s to 6s
— per cwt., 6s to 10s

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd

urnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s

ucumbers, each, 9d to 2s

Artichokes, per doz., 3s to 4s

Celery, p. bundle, is 6d to lsOd

Onions, p. i sieve, Is 6d to 2s6d

A>l»aragu8, p. bund 4sto8s
ibarb, p. bundle, 9d to Is 3d

Seakale, p. punnst, Isffd to 2s

Shallots, per lb., ls«d
Lrlio, per lb., 6d toSd

ndivc, p. score, Is to ls6d
Hone Radish, p. bun., 1 *"

M ushrooms, p. pott., 1 s.Jdtols6d

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 8s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Essex, Kent, A Suffolk
— "— fine selected runs.. ditto
— —

^
Talaven

^™ lSorfoiK • • •••••••• -•••••• •••••*.

— Foreign
Barley, grind. & di*L, 28s to 30s. . Cher.
— Foreign., grinding and distilling

Oats, Esaex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Unoobashire . . Potatf
— Irish Potato]
— Foreign

Rye . • • . oieij

a

Rye-meal, foreign

Beans, Masagan _3s to 44r— Tick
— Pigeon 34s— 88s.. Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... -e to —e Qr^f
Maiee White
DOR, best marks delivered., per sack
— 2d do d. jSfi—

.

— F01 cijrn cr WraflsL
Fkidav, April 12.

fnuos thU day week the -mud baa been from tht N R . tb<

weather cold and dry, with -white boat. This auapteVon

change was much to be deHlre-1 (field work being e<naiderabl

in arroar). and haa enabled irreat progress to be
sowing spring com. l he Wheat trade throughout

has been depressed; the quantity of Wheat shown 1

different country markets has not varied in qualltv

heretofore, nor unproved in condttsen, the price of the best

sen i
s having been the turn in favour of the buyer,

whilst low sorts have given way la. to 3a per at Witsv

tho Wi iivourable from the N h of Europe, ships have

made quicker passages, and the arrivals here as well as at the

other nut ports havebeen nsiderable. The best descriptions

of foreign Wheat have scarcely receded in price, but holden of

ordinary and out-of-conditionod parcels had to submit to a

decline of Is. to 2s. ;
jr. in order to effect sales. Barley

continues to bo a dragglna trade. Oats, in consequence

of very large supplies, have docUned la. to 2s. per qr. Flour

has given way 6d. and Is. per barrel, aud fully la. per eaek

.

The arrivals of English grain oontsone to be moderate, good

of foreign Wheat, and large of Oats and Barley,

>>een little addition since Tuesday. To-day'i

vory thinly attended, and the few millere present evmoed

great indisposition to purchase. Wheat was freely offered at

Monday's prices, and in some instances a dc-line on those

, atcn heen a pted on new descriptfcms. Barley

is a very h!< nalc at barely Monday's prices. Beans aro fully

as dear. White Peas cheaper. For Oats there is nther more
inquiry at a decline of M per qr. Flour dull, and to effect

sales holders bad to accept lower prices.

Arrivals erom April 8 to April

OatsTW heat.

Load of Thirty-six Truss

Smithfield, Thursday, April 11.

English .

.

Irish • * W •

• •

• •

Clover
New Clover
Do. Becond cut .. 80 100

Straw 30 44
Da vis 4k Co.

Prime Meadow Hay 76s to 85s

iperior do. (old) . . 90 105
Interior do 50 00
New do. .. .. .. — —

•

Rowen — — . ....
Cumberland Market, Thursday, til 11.

Sup. Meadow Hay..ll4stol20s 1 Ii ior Clover .. 80s

Interior do 63 98 New do — —
New do — — Straw .. .. 42 48

aperior Clover ..115 123 | Joshua Baker.

Whitechapkl, Thursday, April ll.

90 qn. 230 qrs.

90sto 115s
Foreij?n , , 20570

88

M 7010

tt

•1

8M qn.
1600

68720

t*

88

l<>UT\

ItiiO

»•

1280 „
1210 oris.

108s

BIRTHS —On the th inst, in Chesbam Place, the Lady
Burohley, of a daughter—5th i :>t, at 10, Grosvenor Place,

Lsadon,U»e Lady Lilfokd, of a sen—1st inst, the Lady Anna
ChasdosPole, oi a son—7th inst, at Acton Place, Saflolk, the
Lady Fiorence BarnardistOR, of a daughter—ith in 4,

HH1 Street, the Hon. Mrs. Auousn s Halford, of a daughter
inst, at Cranmer HUl, Norfolk, Lady Jombs, the wife of Sir

Ighby Jones, Cart., of a son—9th ult, at Malabar Hill,

Boaibsy, Lady Arnould, of a daughter—20th ii at Antony,

JJ".
*ole Carew, of a daughter—6th inst, at 64, High Street,

Oxford, the wife of the Dean of Wklls, of a son.
MARRIAGES.—On the 2d inst., at the Parish Church of

Hove, Brighton, the Hon. Spencer James Pomerot, only pon
« Viscount Harbertou. of Carberry Castle, Kildare, to

JRRCE Wallace, only daughter of William Wallace I

aeq., of Malone H -use, Antrim—Sth in , by special licence,
at Sain ndrew's Chapel, Brighton, the Baron De Teissier, to

^.
AT « Maroaret, eldest daughter of the late Thomas

Walpole, Esq., and Ladv Margaret Walpole, of stsgbury,
Onrrey—At St. James' I hurch, Edoab BURT, Esq., sou of the
to William Bury, Esq., of Burv, iAncashire, to ( key
arioajl, daughter of the late Sir Edward Bowyer Smmth,
*•«*•. of Hill Hall, Essex, and widow of the lato Henry

t-Lock. Ksq.
f f Faulkbounie Hall, Essex -4th inst., by

hcence, at King's Worth v, Hants, Baron Hambro, of
Abbey in the County of 'Dorset, and of Bochampton,

• ^° Ellsa Frances Greathed, widow of Hervey Harris
wreatned, Esq. , of the county of Dorset—'.'th inst , at St. George's,

"rF w 8<*ua,
'

c
- Frederick Cecil, youngest sou of tho late

WLy- u
- Aldkrson, Baron of the Exchequer, to Katharine

vwLADYg second daughter of the late Sir J. J. Guest, Bart.,

tli;:,f^lai « House, Glamorganshire, and Oanford Manor,

TtiS"~u * v' at Chew Magna, the Rev. Edward Octavii

G TtJ? * \.'u
lcar of Portbury, Somerset, son of Admiral Sir

BW." K
:
u

» "f Cottrell, Ghimorgansbire, to Charlotte

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do.

.raw

..1<

80

ne old Clover ..110s to 120s

• * * •

40 45

Inferior do
1 ine 2d cut
Inferior do.
Flue New Clover ..

« f

• • 70

95
1<

85

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, April 12.

Messrs. Pattcnden ii Smith report that there is an im-

proving market for all fine samples of both old and new Hops.

BUTTER MARKET.—April 12.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 16s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. •• 14s. ,,

Pork. 4s. 8d. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.
•t

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, April 8.

Although considerably larger than on Monday last, the

sunnlv of Beasts is by no means excessive, consequently that

day's prices are fully realised. There are also a few more

Sheep ; the demand has. however, increased, and in soi

in s wo quote higher. Good Lambs and CsJv*s co

tinue to be very scarce and dear From Germany and

Holland there are 202 Beasts, lliO Sheep, and ^Calves,

from Scotland, 330 Beasts ; from Noriolk and Suffolk, 1800 ,

and 100 from the northern and midland counties.

s d s d

Liverpool, Tuesday, April 9.—This morning's market haa

had only a small attendance of country buyers, and the demand
has been quite on a retail scale, sollere generally making a
concession of from Id. to 2d. per cental on Wheat. Flour —
difficult t" move. id mnst be quoted from 3d. to «d.

barrel cheaper. The quantity »f Indian Corn offering

ill, and 1 !en were firm at the extreme currency of last

market d Oats and Oatmeal attracted little attention.

Peas brought 6d. per qr. more money. Beans and Barley, on

the contrary, were both < per qr. cheaper. The market wa»
of an irregular character throughout,

pat, April 12.—The market has been dull, and there is

hardly any c» e to report since Tuesday, the transactions

being restricted to the an y of present wants, and buyere

generally have obtai ned a slight advantage ~" ~
~
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Last Six Weeks Avera<

Mar. 80.1apriTMar. 1

• m m m

•

i hJT
Ug
u

ter of the Rev - Edward A. Ommanney, M.A,
Preatburv tZ*.

Mag
?a» a°d Prebendary of Wells—4tb iust, at

^^L Tv.^e8tersllire
» R. F.Eaton Edeveain, E£q., of

Lr?fen of th© late Captain Edeveain, R.N.,
Middl
nephew of—*« aepnew of Captain,fah, widow oftheblnf Great Oakln• iEii ^1tarthur de uapell hkokk, nan .,

ushire—4th inst, at St.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn - . 5

8 to 5

6 — 4 8

4 — 4

8 to 6
to 5 4

B

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn . . 4
Ewes & 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn .. 4

Lambs . . . . 7

Calves .. ..5
Pigs .. ..4

d s d
fi to 5 10

8 — 5 2

8 — 5 4
— 4 6
4—8 4
4 — 4
4 — 5 4

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, April 12.

The aspect of our trade is more cheerful in consequence of

money mattem becoming more settled ; still the same caution b--

manifested by manufacturers, who continue to purchase only

such articles as they require for immediate consumption.

South-down Hog- s. d. ad. Leicest. Wethera 1 4 to .

.

• •

Nicholas
h M \ „*""'""""> me Rev. Morris Edgar St vn-

A ££l '* Hr^R,^ youngest daughter of Sir

r^ * IxlTt.

^\7h;Z tStZfl* l** Bil£chaei A, Fleming.

DEATHS VIS*****Aw
'

Av«\- *~~0n tho 5^ inst.the 5th inst, at Rydal Hall, Westmorland.
'.abeth, widow of Sir Daniel Fleming,

Beasts. 3030 ; Sheep & Lambs, 19,680; Calves. 59 ; Pigs, S70.

Thursday. April 1 1. ,../..,
There are a few more Beasts than on Thnnrfay las

^ ^ ^°
demand is good, and Monday's quotations^^"mai'it.
The suppl/Tsheep is f«^£g^^llSSZ
S^JShiSS* SLSaAflff tSlmlfnot quite'so brisk. Cahjj.

apply consists of 1.0 Beasts,

Cows 140.

gets. . M
Half-bred ditto..

Down Ewes
Kent Fleeces .

.

1

1
1

1

5
6
4
5

to

1

Ditto Hoggs .

Combing .-skins

Blanket ditto .

Flannel Woo.

1

1

3
10
6

1

1
8
6

are rather lower. Our foreign

300 Sheep, and 129 Calves. Much

Br.f w) CnlM-.v; ,~ J,:|
» ^ed 42—3d Feb., at Victoria,

*A?^?£)^* d?m}?' EDWARD NATO* BERKELEY PORT-

WSSSt te Portn,tt
- Dean's Court, Dorsetshire.

ColoneJj n ul'
at

1
Ch

J
eltenham, Susan Louisa, wife of Lieut.

-

of the late.u.i
1-^*1*^ H o>"se Artillery, and third daughter

tasl Lor , A fVr' fn
'r

li ^^dell C.K Madres Army-8d
•
^CIaA

» afth daughter of Lieut.-Colonel Dickinson, aged

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4 8 to 5

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn . . 5

6
4

8

4
4

6

5

Best Long-wools . 5

Do. Shorn • 4

ves& 2d quality 4

Do. shorn • • 4

Lambs .. »• •

Calves .. •• •

Pigs -- 4
• •

6tc5 8

8 — 5

8 — 5 4
0-4 4

— 8
— 6 D

4-5 4

Beasts,

POTATOES.—* HWJ . Monday. April »'.

During the past week the arrivals coastw have been mode-

rn trade mues dull, and very little alteration in price.

The following are this a uotatiasss:—York Flukes. 130s.

to 140a per ton ; Lincolnahin Regents, 100s. to 110a; Dunbar

Red Soil -1 140a to 160a ; do. do. Reds, —s. to --a : North

Berwick Regent* 1 d8a. to lS0s.; FI*, Forfar and Perth do.,

lios. to Ills.; ditto Rocks, 85s. to 95s ; ditto ditto Reds,

7oT to 85s.; French Whites, 68s. to 80s.; Belgian do, 80s.

to 80s. ; Dutch do., 60a to 80a

COAL MARK -April 10.

BowcreWest Hartlsy, ,18. • Burnhor^ Gas, 13a ; Htfti«ool

w~t Hirtlev 10*. 6d. : tolywcll, 1' Lambert a

West HarUoyf
17a 9d ; ^d Moor, 13a 6d^ Walker

PrtorosV li: Walls Haiton. 15s. 9<L ;
Wall, tod

HeSw 15s. 6d.; Walls End *» 15s. 3d.; Watts End

Braddyll'^
1

HettonV. 17s. 3d
; ^*

,

K
"^F

~3|f«ai
16% 6d. : Walls I South Hetton, ISs. ^d.; Walls End

-"-"^•«m A>iunaeiL u.u., maaras Army—*>" .

—-t- °. , , mamn)„a\
daughter of Lieut-Colonel Dickinson, aged |

ceptmg the piuked samples)

MARKLANE.-MONDA-., April 8.

The supply of English Wheat from Essex and Kent to
. jjj^jj-m ^ . y^ gid c^p

is morning's, market wa. sm^, and
I

»jt •*£*,«<
' peol, .18s. ; Walls End Heugh U.

V
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Kelloe, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End South Hartlepool, 16s. 9d. ; Walls
End Thorpe, 17s. ; Carway and Duffryn Anthracite, 20s. ;

Carvray and Duffryn Malting, 24s.

—

So ships at market.

GRICULTURAL PUPILS.—Mr. G. Martin has
a VACANCY for a FARMING PUPIL, who could see

and assist in Transacting the Business upon upwards of 1300
acres of land, where a large quantity of Stock is kept, and
Steam Machinery and Implements of the most modern descrip-
tionare used.—Thorney, near Peterborough.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—-Age 30,

single ; has a practical knowledge of his profession in its

various branches.—Mr. Thos. Cbipps, Nurseryman, &c, Tun-
bridge Wells, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed), or where
two are kept.—Thoroughly understands growing Grapes.

TOpLERK or

& Co., 237 and 238
,^2?^.

PARTNER. — The Proprietor of an established
and extensive Nursery has a VACANCY for a young

gentleman, who after acquiring sufficient information may
share the business with him.—B. W., Post Office, Stalbridge,
near Blandford, Dorset.

GENTLEMEN WANTING GARDENERS.—First-
rate Men always recommended. Postages only charged.

For forms of application, address James Gakaway & Co

,

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.
SEED TRADE.

V¥TANTED, by a London House, a FIRST-CLASS
f SHOPMAN, from 30 to 40 years of age, and who has

had some experience on the road. He must be of good
address and be able to furnish unexceptionable testimonials.

—

A. Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Office.Jff^C.

WANTED, a married Man with good address, to
attend Customers, to put up Orders in a small SEED

and NURSERY BUSINESS, and to make himself generally
useful in Growing a small collection of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.—Apply, by letter, to Messrs. Pamplin & Son,
Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

WANTED, a young Man of good address, from
18 to 21 years of age, as CLERK ; he must be an

•efficient Accountant, write a good business hand, be acquainted
with Plants, of good general character, and be willing to engage
occasionally in the lighter duties of the Nursery. To those
whose testimonials are unexceptionable, and whose ability is
equal to the office, constant employment will be given.
Apply, own handwriting, to F. & A. Smith. Bulwich, S.

Surrey.

a

w

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
v^ STEWARD.—Age 40 ; a first-rate General Plant Grower.

Understands the Management of Land, Timber, and Stock.

Wife can Manage a Dairy, &c. Nine years* good character.—

S. E., 7, Cuthbert Street, Hall Park, Edgeware Road, N.W.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head) and BAILIFF.—Age 31, will

be open to engagement about the end of June next ; has

had 17 years' practical experience ; a thorough knowledge of

his profession in its brauches ; would prefer a large establish-

ment' where Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Flower, and
"Vegetables is extensively required. Can take charge of

Woods and Plantations, preparing Planting and Drainage of
new plantations. Also, measuring felled and growing Timber
and general management of Timber Sales ; has a thorough prac-
tical knowledge of Farming on the most improved principles,
Breeding, Feeding, Buying, and Selling of Stock, Farm Pro-
duce. <fec. Has 13 years' good character from present aud last
employer.—H. C. M.. Post Office, Wavertree, near Liverpool.

GARDENER.—Accustomed to the Forcing of Fruite,
Flowers, and Vegetables. Well recommended from last

situation.—W. E., Post Office, Buckingham,

GARDENER (Single-handed, Out-doob).—
Age 26, single; understands his profession.—A. S., Mr.

Haigh, Nurseryman, Plaistow, Essex, E.

(^1 ARDEN

Richard sBa

tf respectfully to inform the ™kt^ _M now carrying on all the hi., v
nobUlt

f «d^ T» E

I

tural Works viz rZ,
branch« «u>S!^-'

Orchard House, Stoves ana ?^' >3B
ciples of heating and venaiS^H^
experience in Horticultural Work' fr«Jmay tavour him with their workThat Jh°>will be used. Hot bed frames ofX; "*^
"i^yfJ^tiustoclcaUh^,^g,*£

sive fitted up fo? any oSJ^'ffi°&
?w!n

£
entS

; Suramer H<™<* **tlS

round. It is also necessary that he should be a good Pine,
Melon, Peach, and Plant-grower, &c—Apply to J. Meredith,
Landscape Gardener, Vine Cottage, Garaton, near Liverpool.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a GARDENER who
understands Jobbing : IS*, a week given.—Apply at

9, Clephaine Road, St. Paul's Road, Canonbury, Islington.

ANTED, as GARDENER, an active, steady Man
understanding a Greenhouse, Vinery, and Melons, <fcc

Not a large family. A member of the Church of England
Wages, 20*. aweek and Cottage. A Boy kept underthe Gardener
Apply, A. Z., Post-Office, Spalding, Lincolnshire.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, without
incumbrance ; whose Wife can take the charge of the

Laundry.—Application to be made to Mr. J. Kellett, Widnes
Docks, near Warrington.

WANTED, in a gentleman's Garden, a LAD, age
from 16 to 18 ; one who has had some little experience

preferred.—Address Mr. Geo. Tranter, Westbrook, Hemel
-Hempstead, Herts.

G

WABT
GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; has a

practical knowledge of his profession. Good references
as to character.—J. H., Mr. Pods, Epsom Nursery, Surrey.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no incum-
y*A brance ; thoroughly understands his profession ; 24 years'
vnexeephonM? character. No single-handed place accepted.—J. if., Faradise Nursery, Seven Sisters Road, Holloway, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Single, age 36. Any noble-
man or gentleman requiring a thorough practical Man of

«i^™»c
m?
en^n^e ',

may find 8Uch by applying to Mr. John
y, Bagshot, Surrey.

R (Head):

GARDENER (Peactical).—Age 32, married, one
child ; thoroughly understands his profession in all its

branches. Highest references.—C. S., Bedford's Nursery,
Hampstead Road. N.W.

ARDENER.—Age 26, single; thoroughly under-
stands the Management of Vinery, Greenhouse, Flower

and Kitchen Gardens. Four years' good character.—J. C,
Post Office, 146, Waterloo Road, London, S.

GARDENER.—Age 40; can milk a cow ; lived with
a gentleman four years on Barnet Common, who has just

left the neighbourhood.—J. H., J. W. Sharman, Welhng-
borough, Northamptonshire.

ARDENER, age 31, married, 3 children.—Thos.
Cripps, Nurseryman, <fcc, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, has

great pleasure in recommending to the notice of any lady or
gentleman a good practical, industrious, sober and trustworthy
Man as above, where one or more are kept.

GARDENER.—Age 28, married, no incumbrance;
thorough knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vineries. Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. No objection to
a Single-handed place. Good character.—W. W. W., Messrs.
Dawson <fc Sons, 74, Cannon Street, City, E.C .

AKDENER. — Understands Vines, Cucumbers,
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Early and Late Forcing.

Wife to take charge of Dairy or Laundry if required. Five
years' character.—A. B., 8, Wynyard Terrace, Kenuington
Lane, S.

GARDENER.—Married, no incumbrance; Wife can
Manage Dairy and Poultry, or undertake the Cooking

lor a moderate family. lie has had the Management of Vines,
Cucumbers, Melons, and the usual garden operations. Can be
well recommended. No single-handed place accepted.—J J .
care of Charles Noble, Bagshot.

P '

WER GARDENER.—Unde7-
Good reference.—20, Little Russell

Factory Bidborough Street, JuddXtuEtiBton Road. Londom N

w

om*M;.
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IMPORTANT TO~CARn7al

ARDENERS and Others are 2l
SCYTHES

ry
a,
P
tt
YNE '

S P\TENT awSftbO YTHES, as they are sure to give the mosta?being at once the handiest, best finK *adjusted implements in use ; price 11* each*
Illustrated Circulars and Testimonials on jn*^

Address James Payne, Ironmonger, gSB
ODD'S PROTOXIDE FT~
largely used by the Clergy auu uenir

Builders, for Painting Stucco, Brickwork. fiSS
Ironwork. It prevents the latter from corrST.
decay, and masonry from damp.-Manufactmrik
Brothers & Pott, Nine Elms, London. SW

HAT WILL THIS COStIoIe
thought often occuring to literary men,

•

ters, and persons of benevolent intentions, ia i

answer to the inquiry may be obtained, and a Sv
or Types, and information for authors will bj

«

cation, by Richard Barrett, 13, Mark Lane, Ink

CHUBB'S PATENT SAFES, the mostam
Fire and Thieves.

CHUBB'S FIRE-PROOF STRONG BQOIDWB
CHUBB'S PATENT DETECTOR LOCK ri fi

DOOR LATCHES.
CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOXES.

Illustrated Price List gratis and jks St

CHUBB and SON. 57, St. Paul's Chor

ur.
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• *
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X
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GJ.AKDKNKH OR I

* stands Propagating.
Street, Blooms!.my, \\

ARDE
. -Age 34, married; lias had

. a ..K1*^ exPenence in Early and Late Forcing of all kinds,and the Management of Flower and Kitchen Garden. U years'
goc^character.-A^^,_B^for^ursery, Haverstock Hill.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, one child,

>^ _?8e 12
J
^Perfectly understands his profession in every

en's, Pend Hill, Hatfield, Herts
(^.ARDENER

% r r-w ,n,, Hwro)l u .VX understands the Management oTFoTcin^Vine^M^on^
Cucumbers, and Flowers, 1c. ; also Kitchen Garten! NowS^Vnfre

c
ba
!
de
? ^e

-
Qood eha.acter.-S. T.?Liversage, Florist. Sydenham Rrarf Pr^ ftn n^ o '

i w K (Wead).-A young Man, who has

68^1^1^ oT ^ree and four years in a nobleman's

*2? «i ,«? ? ' ^ U DOT leavin» on amount of the death of

SofeffiS^pJ" S
ih
Z°

Ugh
e
Practical knowledge of hiprotejsion Unexceptionable references can be given.—E SMr. Hart, Bookseller, Saftron Walden.

8 '

(1^DENER-(Fead, age"36)._GEO. S. Dodb"S5

GfiS^1 ' »] 3t" marn,d.-MrT ( F.

& f̂l

a
nf\

tb0r0U
?
hl
^ Pract,cal "Perienced«e™ta all1^$J%^^ -d ^timoniairofVh'e

G
knowledge of his"proFession ^all' itrbranXs^ForyS
^Safl* fr°m lasfc place

- First-c^ referent ItZ(if required) from previous places.—A B Mr P., t«. n

/ 1AKUKNEK (HEAD)._Age 35, married, no mem-VT brance
;
thoroughly experienced in Forcing of PinS

GA
co^

Nf^^^^
toiondTcU^iS£ftM 2H* 1*«*«
Garden *het*1to^Fmito^^*T?f °T ^nt,eman '«

extensively, WTCSftn^lT?W,
l *** cu,t4*«**i

t^>ck, »c. Yoxix"tSv ™£~J: take charge of Land,
Nursery, CamberwellT

reference—Mr
- Barnes, Camden

FOREMAN.—Age 25; thoroughly underst a n« Is Early
and Late Forcing, also Stove and Greenhouse Plant* &cGood referepcea.—H. C . 13, Fisher's I, Turnham Green . V

FOREMAN, in a gentl.inan'g Gard.n.—Age 1'

single; uiiflerstands Forcing, Ac, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Good referenco can be given.-W. S., 10, Lavender
Ten-ace, Battersea, 8.W.

UliSERY FOREMAN (Out- Doob). -Middle-
aged

; was bred a practical Gardener, but has had irreat
experience m Nursery Work, and thoroughly understands
the Growth and Management of Fruit and Ornamental Trcceand Shnibs, Roses, &c. Unexceptionable references can be

chtL7H.wr ^ of Mn Veitch
- "^ Exotic Nurecry'

TO SEEDSMEN.—A person an fait at the road and
of great exi>erieuce offers his services. It is suairested that

his antecedents will be found of the most satisfactory character,and his references of the highest order. Security to anyamount.-Letters to D., favour of J. A. Moore, Esq., 2. Ten-
terden Street, Hanover Square, London, W.

'*""*•
»

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN
T AND STEWARD or BAILIFF.—A*e 40; wellJ-J understands the Norfolk system of Farming on Li«ht

Gisborne Arms, Franchise Street. Derby. '

13AILIFF ob GB2
JUJ VTAra.—A(Eeas

; thorotighly|ni,dei stands cvcry'bran'chof his proresaion
; Coftivathigan.i Reclaiming Land on rho^mSmoder,, svstem the Management of W Timber Ac whIwould Manage Dairy No obj n to Irolan* The hireierence.--T. Y.. 4, Hungerford Str Charing Crow W C

BAILIFF. -Age 30, single; practically acnluiintcd

of Stock. ,Would have no objection to assist a gentleman unSlhehas secured a permanent situation for a smaU rem^ neraUonGood reference- A. B., Garden^ Chronicle Office, WC

S
T O S E £ O S M £ Nf "

—

~

!~

HOPMAN.—Young; has been in the business inLondon five years, and can assist at the Books. G<wvireferences can be given.—R L., care of Mr Mav S^i-ri^
Wellington Street, Strand, WC. _ *' 8eed,man

'

TO SEEDMERCHAN T~i
~"

TRAVELLER oe CLERK.-Age22; living a
-A. knowledge of h arming and Gardening, wiehaa for asituation as above. Has not been in the Seed TradT beforewould be willing to give • short time. !.*£ mted wrthmost of the growers near Lxmd. n. Security if requ red -MrF. Jowaa, Kast Hill, Wandsworth, SW. ' requirea.-Mr.

FENDERS, STOVES,
CHIMNEY PIECES.—Buyers of theitenejg

before finally deciding, to visit WILLUK i JTff
. ,

SHOW-ROOMS. They contain such a wtm * * 4

FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, CHIJI

IRONS, aud GENERAL IRONMuMBT**'
approached elsewhere, either for ^n**"!*

-*

design, or exquisiteness of workman^^5
ormolu ornaments and two sets of^.f-T^L,
Bronzed Fenders, with standards, ;

31. Us. to III.; ditto, with rich orm*«»***J
18i. : Chimney-pieces, from 11. 8*. toW.;»»

2*. ft* the set to 41. 4i. The BURTOJi^* 1*.

TOVES, with radiating hearth-plates.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.-!* * *
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY

ranted, is on sale at WILLIAM S. BURT

remunerative only because of the la^88 ™"*

and a half inch Ivory-handled TaWe Kk*
J|

shoulders. 12*. 6d. per dozen; Desserts to«»

balance, 6rf. per dozen extra ; Carvers, 4*»P
«_

aiaea from 20*. to 87«. M. per dozen; efjjw.

witli Silver Ferrules, 30f. to 50*. ;
WtateJ"*

6«. per dozen ; Desserts, 5s. ;
Cajvew, *«£;.

horn Table Knives, 7s. Ad. per dozen, ijjj.

2s. 6d. ; Black-wood handled Table £w«»*
.

dozen ; Table Steels from 1*. each. \m««p»

ence of Plated Dessert Knives and iom

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

PLOCKS, CANDELAE RA, BR

his Stock of these, displayed in two Unje

arlicleisof guaranted q^^v3^'^^:
Virtu, the prodiicUon of the first maButo!^

whom William bj Blrton imports them^^

Clocks .. .
- fr°m

J 6

6
tol61°

,!t

Candelabra . . •
• • • "

18 o to 1G 1'

Bronzes •• •• »' « o to 9 °

Lamps, Moderateur
Illustrated Catalog

39, Oxford Str

4, 5, and <-. I'errys nace^^i^i- ^ t

XTA PATTERN TOOTH BR^^es, and
e«rjj

Hair Brushes,wnn^XS^^
of Brush and ^»mb and Ptrtumer ^
celebrated Alkalii>o Tooth Powd^;- ^j del

THE PAIRY BOUQIM;
fTir

fume trnaoriginalU-d^^^^ ««JJ
attendants. It *™^^t*^W2i
hands from " the bank thereon ^&
authenticity of the rec.p^

^onm
^

of certainty as is the existt^ **?%*
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Special Notice.

LIFE INSURANCE
Established in 1797.

Street, EC, and 57, Charing Cross, 8.W.

Directors.

Henry Lancelot Holland,
Esq.

William James Lancaster, Esq.

John Lubbock, Esq., F.K.S.

Benjamin iw, Esq.
Matthew Whiting, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., MP.

gobsrt Tucker, Secretary and Actuary.

all Pottciss effected on the Return System, and
^"£" laljuiy, 1861, will participate in the next

!!•«/ Profits, subjsct to such of them as have not th«

^H It ISrflT* ytf"-. being continued until the comj>:

'{aJ?S! Interests in possession or reversion : also

approved Security in connection with Life

of Proposal, &r., apply at the

[or tom of the Company's Agents,

BsdfSM. Esq

s

Mrs. S. C. Halls Hew Magazine.

Ready on April 26, price 1*., No. 2 of the

T. JAMES'S MAGAZINE.
COKTEHT* FOR MAT :

—
L What thk Kicrt are Doing ran TnE Poor. By

Stasmm O. Grady.
II Mart William*. A Pastoral Story.

HI Tas My*t*rv or Water. By Professor An i>, F R
1 Wnovo se RlOHT T A Tale by Mrs. 8. C. Hall,

Ilitintrated with Etching on Steel by Phiz.

V. The MiDDUE-Ar>T: Woman. By Dr. Doran, F.S.A.

VI Twilight Dreams. By Adelaide A. Pkocter.

L The LrrrLE Oh**. By Thomas Hood.
Ill A Night ix the Catacomb*. By Thomas Heathy.
IX Rami the Bailiff. A Tale. Part II.

X. British Diamond*. By Robert Hunt. F.RS.
The Dove. A Paraphrase.

XII. Post Office Savings* Banks.
XIII. Dr Johnson and Mrs. Thrale.
XIV. A Story for the Totmo. By Mrs. S. C Hall.

London : W. Kent & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

To Gardener*. I

-o book on Practical Gardening ha* ret superseded
I. udon's Encyckttsrdia of Gardening.'* Hur$im*rt* Ckrmictt,
Ftb. 12, 1859.
" There is no more general book I an Loudon's Encyclo-

paedia of Gardening, w rests of all manner of things ."

—

Gardmeri' Chronicle, March 12, 1SSS.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of GARDENING :

Comprising the Theory and Practice Horticulture,

Floriculture, Ai ulture, and Landaca|* Gardening: in-

cluding all the latest Improvements. New Edition, corrected

and improved by Mrs. Lounosr.

A cheaper Edition of the above work, price sl«. 6<L, i*

now ready.

London : Longman, Greek. Lonomax, A Roberts,

Cheaper Edition of Loudon's Agriculture.
The Fifth Edition, in One large \ a% i ih nearly

1300 Woodcuts, [.rice 31«. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA op AGRICUL-
TURE : comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valua-

tion. Transfer, Laying-out, 1 1 orement, and Manager
Lauded Property, "an 1 of the Cultivation and Economy of the

Animal and Vegetable Produi - <> Agriculture.

Looi lture"isnow
brought within the reach

illiffa, Far Rewards. I it-

grant*, and those Landed Pi

pi >rs who wish to provide
their Tenants with a work «>n

the Tl ry and 1 tice

Agriculture. The work con-

sists of above 1400 closely-

CVMitaSth^ tfcg

Wow ready, price Si. %4.

,IA Ol ' Tart II
conclusion of

Parts 1 \ 1 II.. priced W. each, may still be bad.

J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W

F°,

printed pift^minir
fled i all

Lftjrlnf-out. < Im-

I
T.-Tt-niciit, and
largo and nxu.iW Farina, mi

every description L*>>

Property ; i.luatnitmi with
atntvo Twelve Hundred En-
graving* on Wood.

Jlcto* of t!)f &Urk.
In the Houte of Lord* on Friday the Law

of Foreign Countries Bill patted through com-

mittee. On Monday the Lunacy Regulation Hill

passed through committee. I »n Tuesday the

B lukruptcy and Insolvency Bill was retd a second

ti . The Law of Foreign Countries Bill, the

Mutiny Bill, the Marine Mutiny Bill, the

quer Bills Bill, and the ( .nsolidated Fund

Bill were read a third time and patted. On
Thursday the committee on th< Bankruptcy and

In? Bill was postponed to the 3d May. The

il ili vision of Dioceses Bill was referred to * Si

oonn tee/and Hie t.untcy Uegnlation Bill was

read a third time and patted.

London: Lomomak. Orkf.n, Lokom- ibekts.

T
Ready, on April 26, price 1#., the May Number of

E M P L E B A
Contents :—

R tern So** of U ammok. A 8tory by Geo. Auo. I

XUI.~Embarraasment8 of a rich young Man

H

XIV.—Mrs. Armytage's Impulse.
V—Quia custodiet ipsos custodes?

Jovml Bunor.
Bnoan awaee.
Th» Keal aj»d thk GOnvektional NfOGtB.
Fom Brrrrs roa Wor^k.—Chapters X\ L, XVII., XVIII.

—No. 5. iiclgravia.Lo.vno.v

CUXD*.
f No. 'J. Elizabeth Bcrkeleiffh, Mar-
t gravmo of Anspach.

-The t* *
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i tA

neofKt
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d Xhymer
with the 5
itania

W

reet,^"

*, DfcioRTFRs or Eve
S. Jo*** Wjfe.
It Ox Quack*.
11. Is thc Temple Gardeks.
I* Tsatt Timis.
t.B.—VoL I., pp.

r
»S4, 5a M. t and Binding Cases, la, ready.

: Office of Temple Bar, 122, Fleet Street, EC.

owreadv, In On* Volume, 8m, with atiapand 8 1 1 1 uatrations

in Chromoxylography, price 14*. cloth,

TEN WEEKS in JAPAN. By Ckokoe Smith,
L».I>.. Bishop ef Victoria (Hong K« ng).

London: L< man, Green, L c-. K
:
Hobf.rth.

New and Cheaper Edition.

Second Edition, now ready, in fcp. 8\ price 4«. 6U

fTliii-; last of the OL0 8QUIKES: a Sketch.

JL By Ckdric Olda . Esq., of 8ax-Non .bury, son

time of ( rist Church, Oxon (John Wood Warter, 1).

Vicar of West ring. BuasexX formerly ChapUin

British Embassy, and Honorary Member of the dcandinavian

snd Iceland Literary Societies, C<»|»cnhagen.

London : Lqwomax, Gkekw, Lokomas. t Robert*.

Foolscap 8to. 2s.,

THE EASTERN, ob TURKISH BATH
its History, Revival in Britain, and Application to the

Purposes of Health. By Erasmih Wiuotr, I US
John Churchill, NtW Ihirlington Street, W.

This day, uniform with the " Illustrated Boy's Own TreMury,'*

price 5.t
, j. p. 490, full of Engravings.

THE ILL! JTBATBD 01*1/8 OWN TREASURY.
This volume has been especially ]>rupared for tl im-

provement and entertainment of the female mind. It iaa

thoro ily O**fol, am»>Hing, and instructive book, and the most

complete wotIc for Girls.

London : Ward It Lock, 158. Fleet Street, E.C.

This day, fcap 8vo, pp. 300, ornamental boards, price 2*.,

RECOLLECTIONS of a HORSE DEALER.--
work has ever issued fmm the Praaa better entitle*

public confidence. It abounds in tbor»u jchI inf-r-

eveals every move in Horse Dealing and Horsem:it: -n.

Coping,
the book.

hoever keeps s stable or rides a horse should bi

London : Ward A Txxnc. 158. Fler trcet, E C.

This day is published, a Third Edition. Enlarged,
la large Svo, with numerous Engravings on Wood, price 11 10«.

THK FORESTER. A Practical Treatise on the
-a. Planting, Rearing, and Management of Forest Trees. By
ia* si Bsown, Wood Msnager to the Earl of Seateld, and

of Woods in general.
we have often stated in these columns we now

__._ A
. test the Book before us is the most useful guide to

€<»d Arboriealture In the English language.

—

Gardener* Chron.

* * Blackwood & Son Minburgh and I/f.ndon.

«M Ta>v Volamea, large octavo, with upwards of 600 Engravings,

price 31., half-bound.

'THE BOOK of the FARM. By Henrv
Stephens, F.R.S.E.

»as best practical book I have ever met with."—Profumr

One of the completest works on agriculture of which our
-atare can boast."—Agricultural Gazette.

Willia* B kwood A Sons, Edinburgh and London.

In Crown Octavo, pries 6#.,

HANDBOOK of GEOLOGICAL TERMS and
^ .

OBOU \\ By David Page, F.G.8., Author of M Text-
|*ss*» of Geology.'*

Willur %ckwood A Sons, Edinburgh and London.

H~
__ Wit: 4 Kngraviugs on Wood, price 6s. €>d.

ANDBOOK of the MECHANICAL ARTS
|

3d edition, 2>.

fJOnr^nia^ U

Dr. Winslow on the Brain and Mind.

On the 26th instant will be published, the Second and Revised

Edition, K doth, price 16s.,

ON OBSCURE DISEASES of the BRAIN and
IMSOUDERS or the MIND. By 1 es Wins W,

M.I I ».•.!.., Oxon.
t^„,l™- John- W Davie*. 54. Princes St. Leicester Sq . , W.

In one thick volume, the Twelfth Edit price V>
.

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE. Forming a

compreho re Medical Guide for the Clergy, Families,

I
Emigrants. By T. J.Graham, H.D., Licentiate of tl

Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, and Member of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England.

'•Of all th< M. lical Guides that have come to onr hands.

this is by fsr the l>est. For fulness and completeness they si 1

yield the palm to Dr. Graham's. "-Banntr.
" Far excelling every publication of Its class. •

Standard, February, 1869.

London : Published by Simpkin, Mauto all A: Co., Stationers

Court. E.C. ; and Whittaker & Co., Paternoster Row, KC.
8old by all 1 '. • ksellers.
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-
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James CUTHTLL, F.R.H.S., Camberwell. London.
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'
PhD

' F.R.S., &c. &c.

RanHT^VT ».
8TO ^^ 5s. 6U half bound."M^T * Eva**, 11, Bouverie Street, E.C.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5f. 6d.,

free by post, 5*. I0d.,

U Pw A L CHEMISTRY.
_w By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G. 8.

Honorarv Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, Professor of Chemistry to the HortiailturalSoci.

London, Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co. s Military

Seminary at Addiscombe, Ac, Ac
J. Matthews, 41, Wellington St. , Covent Garden, W <\
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THE RE-ISSUE OF PUNCH.

THE DOUBLE^OLUME FOR 184
Hsudjoroely bound

pet, price 10,. 6d., and THE THIRD VOLUME, in boards, pice 5,., will

both be published on the 29th.

Orders received by all Booksellers.

London : Beadbubt & Evass, 11, Bouverie Street ; and PrycH Office, 85, Fleet Street.

la the House of Commons on Fridsy, in answer to

Mr. H. Baim.ib, Lord .loir- ... tw.ii. Mttedthtt

her Majesty'sGovernment were making every effort

to brinj? about an amicable trranjemtftt betwttft

Denmark and Holstein, and that France, Kussia,

and Sweden took the stmt view of the

question at the English Government. ^
Mr.

Loc King obtained lesve to bring in a

Bill to afford facilities for performii vine

service by ministers of the Church of England

and Ireland. The Annoyance Juries (Westminster)

hill, and the Charitahle Uses Kill were read a

second time. The Post Offioe Savings Bank Bill

was read a third time and passed. The adjourned

debate on Sir John TrklawnVs motion on New

Zealand was resumed, and after a short debate

the motion was negatived by 38 to 24. The Houte

then went into committee of supply on the navy

estimates, and agreed to several of the votes.

On Monday, the Chancellor of the Kvheqtjk*

made his financial statement. He said that the

actual expenditure of last year vras less than the

estimated expenditure by 822,000/., and that the

estimated income of the present year will exceed

the estimated expenditure by 1,928,000/. This

surplus he proposed to apply to the reduction of

the Income Tax from lOd. to M.t
and to the

abolition of the Paper duties, leaving a balance

in hand of 408.000/. He also proposed to double

the duty on chicory, to impose on house-agents an

annual licence of 2/., to give wholesale spirit-

dealers the privilege of selling by r til on pay-

ment of an extra licence of 3/. a-year, to reduce

the stamp duty on agreements to let furnished

h ses from 10*. to 2s. 6</., to reduce hawkers'

licences from 41. to 2/. a year, and to tax smoking

rooms kept open after a certain hour on the same

scale as refreshment houses. He proposed to con-

tinue the Income Tax and the tea and sugar

duties for one year only, in Older that Parliament

may be U It free to make further remissions next

year. He concluded by moving a resolution

doubling the duty on chicory. After a brief dis-

cussion the resolution was igreed to, and ordered

to be reported to the House. The Births, Deaths,

and Marriages (Ireland) Bill was read a second

time. On the motion that it be committed, Mj\

Scully moved as an amendment that it be

referred to a Select Committee. On a division

the amendment was carried by 100 to 94.

The Harbours Bill, the Trades Marks Bill, and

the Queen's Prison Bill were read a second time.

The Statute Law Revision Bill, snd the Registra-

tion of Births, &c. (Ireland) 'ill were read a

second time, and referred to a Select Committee.

On Tuesday, on the motion for postponing t -r a

fortnight the se id reading of the treet Rail

Company's Bill, Mr. Scully moved, at an amend-

ment, that the second reading be postponed for six

months. This amendment was agreed to. and the

Bill was therefore lost. Mr. A. Smith moved for

a select committee to inquire into the rights of the

Cro*n and individuals in connection with the

foreshores and tidal waters of the Lnited

Kingdom. The motion wat opposed by Sir

J Hanmeu and the Attob>-ey-General, and
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67.was negatived on a division by 176 to

Sir F. Smith called the attention of the House to

the report of the Dockyards Commission, and was

proceeding with a motion for a revised estimate

for the building and conversion of ships, when the

House was counted out. On Wednesday, on the

motion for going into committee on Trustees of

Charities Bill, Mr. Selwyn moved as an amend-

ment that the House go into committee that day

six months. On a division the amendment was

carried by 200 to 171, and the Bill was therefore

lost. Mr. M. Milnes moved the second reading of

the Biil to legalise marriage with a deceased wife's

sister. Mr. Hunt moved as an amendment that

any measure that would have the effect of placing

the law of marriage with regard to the prohibited

degrees on a different footing in different parts of

the United Kingdom would be highly inconvenient.

On a division the amendment was carried by 177

to 172. The Bill was, therefore, lost by a majority

of 5. On Thursday on the motion for going into

committee of supply on the army estimates,

Colonel Dickson moved as an amendment that

their consideration be deferred, with a view to

their revision. After a long discussion the motion

was negatived. The House then went into Com-
mittee, and agreed to several of the votes. The

Charitable Uses Bill was read a third time and

passed, and the select committee on public accounts

was nominated.

Accounts from Warsaw state that the city is

completely overpowered by the military, and that

three generals have been sent from St. Petersburgh

to assist Prince Gortschakoff. Fresh troops are

continually arriving, and numerous arrests are

made daily. The number of killed, wounded, and

arrested is now said to amount to more than 1000.

Count Zamoyski and M. Lewis ski have refused

to take office under the Government unless the

military be withdrawn to their barracks and a

eivic guard established throughout the country.

The exasperation of the people is increasing in all

the provinces of Poland, and disturbances have
already taken place at Lublin, Kiew, and Cracow,
some of which are said to have led to fresh con-
flicts with the troops.

Prom Vienna we learn that a riotous demon-
stration took place on Monday in the square of

St. Stephen's Cathedral, and ended in the arrest

of several individuals. The Diet of Istria and the

Communal Councils of Venice, Verona, Padua,
and Piacenza, have refused to send deputies to the
Council of the Empire. The Galician Diet has
demanded the autonomy of that part of Poland,
and the Upper House at Pesth has called for

the re-establishment of the Hungarian laws
which were in existence prior to 1848.

A despatch from Turin informs us that General
Garibaldi took his seat in the Chamber of
Deputies on Thursday, and delivered a speech of
such violence on the reorganisation of the
Southern Army, that it excited a tumult in the
Chamber. Count Cavour protested against his
offensive allusions to the Ministry, the President
of the Chamber put on his hat, and" the sitting was
suspended for several minutes. General Bixto
amidst loud cheers, recommended concord ana
conciliation, and after some friendly remarks from
Count Cavour, General Garibaldi expressed his
belief that Count Cavour loved Italy, and con-
cluded by explaining h; s reasons for desiring the
reorganisation of the volunteers in Southern Italy.
The debate was then adjourned.

The accounts from the United States are of an
alarming character. The warlike rumours and
naval preparations of the Government caused a
panic on the New York Stock Exchange on the
5th inst, and both at Charleston and at Washington
there was a general impression that the country
was on the brink of a civil war. The Senate
has postponed to the next session the decision
on the proposal of Great Britain to submit the
determination of the San Juan dispute to arbitra-

The eastern portion of San Domingo has
been annexed to Spain with the assistance of the
Spanish forces from the Havannah, and it is said

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort and the

Royal Family continue in strict retirement at Osborne.

On Saturday the Judge-Advocate-General had an

audience of her Majesty. On Sunday morning the

Queen, Prince Consort and the Royal Family attended

Divine service at Osborne. The Rev. George Prothero
,

officiated. On Tuesday the Queen held a Privy Council.

Yesterday morning the Prince Consort came to town,

and returned to Osborne in the afternoon.

The Levees and Drawing Rooms.—Not ice has been

given that the Prince Consort will hold Levies on

the part of her Majesty at St. James's Palace on Satur-

day the 4th, and on Wednesday the 15th of May.
^
It

is understood that the Queen will hold two Drawing

Rooms at St. James's Palace towards the end of June.

Prince Alfred.—Her Majesty's ship St. George,

with Prince Alfred on board, arrived at Tortola from

St. Kitts on the 24th March, and left the next day for

St. Thomas. He left that island on the 27th ult for

Barbadoes, where he met with an enthusiastic reception,

and proceeded thence to Santa Cruz and Jamaica,

where preparations were making to give him a mag-
nificent ball. The Prince had visited St. Lucia,

Martinique, Dominica, Guadaloupe, and Antigua; and

throughout his tour had been received by the people

with joyful demonstrations.

Parliamentary Movements.—The nomination for

Marylebone took place on Wednesday, when Mr. Harvey
Lewis, Mr. Wingrove Cooke, Mr. J. C. Marshman, and

Mr. Harper Twelvetrees, were put in nomination by
the Liberal party, and Sir Robert Carden by the

Conservatives. The show of hands was declared to be
in favour of Mr. Lewis, upon which a poll was
demanded on behalf of the other candidates. Mr.
Twelvetrees and Mr. Marshman however subsequently

retired fro n the contest. The polling took place on
Thursday, and terminated in the return of Mr. Lewis
by a majority of 2657 over Sir R. Carden, and of 2900
over Mr. Cooke, the numbers being,—for Mr. Lewis,

5269; Sir R. Carden, 2612; Mr. Cooke, 2369.—There
are three candidates in the field for Tyae mouth, Mr.
Richard Hodgson, in the Conservative interest, and
Mr. N. G. Lambert, and Mr. Arthur Otway, brother-

in-law to Lord Clarence Paget, in the Liberal interest.

The Volunteer Movement.—An influential meet-
ing of officers commanding Volunteer corps was held at

the Thatched House Tavern on Tuesday, for the pur-

pose of conferring with Lord Elcho on the measure lie

is about to bring before Parliament with the view of
obtaining government aid to Volunteer corps. Deputa-
tions attended from some of the principal towns in

England and Scotland. The Mayor of Rristol occupied
the chair. Mr. Sheriff Bell, of Glasgow, moved, and
the Hon. Col. Egerton, M.P., seconded, a resolution
declaring the opinion of the meeting that, in order to
meet the great expense of the Volunteers, an amount of
11. per man should he asked from government I

• 'liable the Volunteers to meet tin use of* drill and
musketry instruction, drill halls and drill ground
keeping and maintaining arms, practice r.mires, ami
travelling expense*. The resolution was carried unani-
mously. A si nd resolution, which was to a certain
extent confirmatory of the first, was also sg reed to on
the motion of Sir J. Shell , M.P.. seconded bj Lord
EUnelagh. It was also resolved to impress upon all

members of the Bouse of Commons connected with the
various districts from whir.h the deputations came the
propriety of giving every aid in their po toward*
obtaining from Government the assistance contem-
plated in the resolutions.—A numerous and in-

fluential meeting was held on Saturday in the
Shire Hall, Dorchester, for the purpose of promot-
ing the formation of a county rifle association. The
Earl of Shaftesbury, lord lieutenant of the conn
presided; and the Earl of Ilches . Lord Digby, Sir J.
H. D'Oyly, Bart., and General Michel took part in the
proceed ii . Resolutions for the formation of" a Dor-
setshire Association, offering prises i Volunteers of all

arms, and for assisting- in the payment of the ex] •uses
members of rifle and artillery Volunteer rps when

attending battalion drill, were' unanimously n< ed,
and a council was appointed to carry them inf .—
The principal m. opoli n corps marcl 1 out on
Saturday Inst, or assembled at t r head-quarters f«

drill. The Inns of Court C j to the
Waterloo Station and proceeded thence by South-
western Railway to Richmond Park; the Queen's
Westminster apd KiHe Rangers (40th Middlesex)
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ffcsyc*.—An immense sensation has been caused in

tf* publication of a pamphlet entitled " Lett re

I'Hktoire de France." It is written bv the Duke

aSTand signed with his name, "Henri d*Or-

a»d if intended as a reply to the recent attacks

Napoleon in the Senate on the Princes of the

family. Tho Government lost no time in

the pamphlet to be seized, but many thousand

meanwhile been sold, and after the order for

had been issued it was smuggled from hand

^ u-^^ gad copies of it were sold for fabulous prices.

Tna an abstract of its more important

of Prince Napoleon on the dissensions of the

and the weaknesses of some of its members,

the answer that iu the history of the House of

Prince Napoleon is allied, are to be found

of family feud, and that the Prince himself

Habere of a reigning family may be raised

and high functions without having given any j-r.-of

rtnber that you can no longer judge princely

wnnnnV rigeor of a Republican philosopher. You
_ia floe day a Senator, a Grand Cordon, a

of XMvsSoa, a Prince of the Blood—not by your meri

was than unknown, but by right of birth ; and your

of view ought to have changed with your fortune.

may be said there Is no such thing as a parvenu
at the Palais Royal or tho Tuileries. Sovereign

you, I suppose, claim to belong to one—know but
—their founder. That title, for it is one, history

to the obscure sub-lieutenant of artillery, who,
after he left the school at Bricnno, placed upon his

the cr<>wn of Charlemagne. But the man who set up his

right o i«burg and Boulogne, who passed with-
from exile to power, and who callt himself

111., is no patten*. Tou talk now in very magnificent
about the coup tf/tat of Dec. 2. But you were not found

^^ day among the group of faithful followers who assem-
*d at the K !

to commit themselves courageously to tho
dictator. Neither were you with the repre-

ivse of the nation who protested at the mayoralty of tl

tth arrondissement and elsewhere against the c< » ttion of
the laws of their country. Where were you then ? To this hour

would know, were it not that among the resolute men
in that trying hour whether it was not their duty

to fiaht behind the barricades, there are some who remember
ug seen y< i appear for a moment, but only to dis-

appear when, fortune having pronounced, the police came
to arrest them in the name of the conqueror. Believe me,
den't boast so much of your tardy zeal, and, in your retro-
ipeetjve enthusiasm, beware, out of regard of your Italian
friends, of instituting between the lucky conspiracy in question
end Garibaldi's enterprise a comparison which probably would
•si be to the taste of the patriot of Caprera. One thing

wl that is that the Duke of Orleans, my grand-
o favour in your sight, for you, like him, sat on

Deleft sis* of a republicen assembly. There, indeed, the

^_ as* ••pa, tor he expiated his fault He left the
aUonaJ Convention to mount the scaffold, while you descendedy, "»

.
benches of the Mountain to enter the splendid

JJJ*™*
ia which (ho Duke of Orleans was born." The

pasapUei then describes in sarcastic terms the humble advances
* 7

fL *?!
*"d hia 8on to King Louis Philippe just hefo

rseruary, tbc kindness of the Kin, .permit' atrance
IMS France of II rtense and hor son. the present Emp , in

i—an opportunity which the la* used u-

^^ with the Republican /. It then inveigl
-stott the Sard in Government, defends the unfortunate
Da* of Staples, interrupted in his career of reforms, and cx-

-

commiseration for General Lamoricftre, crushed when
in a holy causa, and called " in these time of con-

and falsehood, a general separated from hia country !"

makes the following remarks in condemnation of the
policy:—"You treat affairs with as much justice as

Jes so persons, and in dwelling upon the outward appearances
ef psrhswientary government, you have had good reason f »r

r*y*yag ha realities. The first necessity of a government
ids in the presence of a free assembly Is to have an

policy, and to defend it against the opinion of one
by leaning loyally u< the opinion of another ; but
Peocy has hitherto consisted In deceiving everybody

promises and hopes to nobody. You have two
and you daily show them both. You say to the Catholics,

It i*°°
no^ know me any longer? I am the jovurnment

Hito sent the expedition to Rome, which loaded the Pope
Whits sympathies before, during, and after the war, which
^IJ}*1 the peace at Villafranca, which reinforced the garrison
peme, while it recalled its ambassador from Turin, which

kept its fleet before Gaeta.' You say to the extreme suj
^<6f the Italian revolution, ' Why do you^ >ect me, a:
|act to the presence of my troops at Rome? Have you for-

jjjf
**** * originally consented unwillingly to the Roman

TSroon
; that I wrote tbe famous letter to Edgar Ney ; that

^.')e>et cf Villafranca has been a dead letter in my hands;
I wished him who set out for Castelfidardo bon voyage;
"^•e ^id I recalled my fleet from Gaet.i, and that there

of Holland from Louis, to remove Joseph from the command
of the armj of Spaiu. and Jerome from that the corps which
he was leading to Russia? Hsve vou not a cousin named Louis
Lucien. if I mistake not, who, iu tbe very orisai of the con-
tinental blockade, was born in England, whithat his father
was a refugee? And Murat in 18U. But here I stop. For
he at least led our squadrons to victory a hundred times over

:

and, moreover, I have that respect for the conquered ai

the dead which you so imperiously demand for tho fortunate
and the living You, rinoe, dream of great changes in
Europe. I form a wish f. .r France, and that is that my country
may be relieved from a state which renders her liable bo be
launched into great enterprises which she dose not sanction
beforehand, a state which leaves her asleep under the rtgimt

protection to wake up in the armi of free trade ; to pass
without transition from peace to war, from prosperity to
ruin ; that she may, in short, be delivered from the r/ffime

of 'good pleasure,' under whatever form it may be disguised.
Whenever the nation, whenever every Pre -man shall

enjoy tho same security, the same liberty, the aame in-

violability, then we shall have a right to inscribe at the
head of our constitution the prii lee of 's9, freed from
the Utopias of '01, the crimes of *V3, an he hypocrisy of
another epoch. I stop—it is useless to add a pang t.. the
sorrows of exile, to dwell too !on$ n woes and dangers
of one's country. But you who treat with the a

good fortune, and the iiijuatiso inseparable from undeserved
success, those ancient races which reigned so long •v*r a
gen us nation, and which, *uc«ce*ively rejected and restored

by the tide of revolutions, were finally associated * i

liberty as they were t crly with her grai ar—you *
enjoy the accumulated fruits of so great TaUur, of no mv.

Wisdom, and so much glory, and who every day imperil the

destiny of the nation, be well assured that if you do not qu

the bad paths in which you are so deeply entangled, it is

to the I rbona,iti8 not to the Orleanists. who were ne

obnoxious te such a n iach, but it in to i and yours that

the words of your uncle to tho Din ry will be applied,

« What have you done with Prance ?'
"

In the sitting of the Corps I a ilatif on \Vednes<j:iy,

after some remarks from several deputies, the proj.

of law exempting from stamp duty newspaper suppb

ments containing the accounts of tbe sitting ol the

Chambers was unanimously adopted.—The Monitwm* of

Sunday published n report addressed to the Emperor by

M. de Persigny, Minister of the Interior, followed by an

Imperial de . which chanpes the whole don icaiul

innicipalg nmentoftlio Prench empire. This decree

decentralises the existing system by giving power to the

prefi and sub-prefects to decide on cert I depart-

mental and communal affairs and on various other

injects which, until now, were decided by the different

Minittri —The Monit • publishes aa account of th

indirect revenue for the first three months of th

pi t year, which shows a decrease of 5,931,000 I r.

as compared with the same period in 18G0.—Vel

the new Turkish Ambassador to th

Court of the Tnilrries, hss arrived in Pari*.—

The Emperor reviewed on the 11th inst, in the courtyard

of the Tuileries, the 2d Division of Infantry of the

First Corps <rArwte and three batteries of the 2d

Regiment of Artillery. This division, commanded 1

ueral Vinay, having under his orders Brigad

is G and Gaul:, is < . !><.-. <i of the 5'

R i of < rs h- Pied, :
the 6th, h.

97th, and 103d I: im< f Inft ry of the Lin

il detai -« of infantry r ments and of tl

rifle battalions hare irrived at Paria by rail, from

is in the ii rior of France, and are on th ray

to Chalons-sur-Marne to be employed at e preparatory

orks for the installation of the camp which is to 1

formed almost immedi ly. Special trains have 1.

running from Paris on the Strasburg Railway since

Monday, carrying ammunition and various warlike

stores. 200 mules and 50 baggage waggons 1

for the same direction on Tuesday. It is not y

known whether these stores are ii ided for the

camp of Chalons, or for Metz and Thionville.

Kklgitjm.—Aft< r spirited speeches by tl Ministers

of War and Final eneral Chazal and M. i the

' !hamber |of Deputies on Wednesday voted » .it of

15,500,000f. for artillery by a majority of 63 to 32.

Austria.—A riot nitration took place on

Monday at Vienna in the square of ephen's

C dral, and ended in the arrest of several in-

viduals. Strong patrols, mounted and on foot, w<

stationed in St. rpheu'fl Square and in the adjoining

streets of Graben and Kohltnarkt, two of the principal

thoroughfares of Vienna. The crowd, unmolested,JH ncither Roman States nor a kingdom of Naples.' „

TP\ ttc?inK to France, and pointing out both parties
| quietly promenaded the street-, which prescn i a very

ceSSn^S f^^ed by turns, you extract f i the very *
: mated apnearance. On Tuesday an immense crowd

^™JST0n of your acts a last vanity; you erect this contra-
ammsieu appeiiau^c. i T . i

ctory eonfuct into a system, and you say, 'See what com- again assembled in 8 ephen s Square, ihe palace

^^s are brought against me; am I not moderation in f the Archbishop was occupied by a strong body or

«l*aibrium f jfj.
n°t contrived I to maintain a prudent

sou ieTS ;UKi numerous mounted patr;>U and gt-ndarmes

^^^' e
- i "itto ^"a^lrt^th!. traversed the streets. The people were very quiet, and

kce of Euron« fhaf vmi Viova oivfin frAftdom

tt of as an insult to the Magnates, and orderinp lbs
publication c f a reply thereto. The wording of tbc reply

was intrusted to s committee, among the aiesjjhin of

which is Count leki. The recent eulogy on the
memory of Count Batthyani was not delivered, as has
been stated, by Prince Batarhary, hut by Count Michael

Setarhazy.
IsTRiA. -The Diet of iatria baa refbaad to

deput ies to the Council of the Empire. A second

for the election of Deputies took place on Tuesday,

when the number of votes given not being suracesnt to

elect an\ : reaentaUve, th< Diet was prorogned.

Moravia.—The Emperor i^oshred on Monday a

dei>utation with the address of the Moravian Diet. His

M . in reply, said that he had imposed upon
hi mission of sseoring at the eau. the

in iry ind ndence of his provinces an be pswsr

andstrc th of tin* u Monarchy < \ustris.

( The Diet was opened on Monday. Tbs
Ban was honoured with a ]><>} ovation on the

occasion. Neither Dalmstis nor Fiuqas has sent any

iv^s to the I'

Oaucu.—TbsOal in Diet was opened at Lemnsfs;

Pufftday. An address « \\»rsssive of loyalty to tht

Kmperor, but demanding the a»lf*i « i omen I tbafc

pai '. I'ol.md. w; isad by aeolamatlon.

Vkkitia.—Th. ubliea of tin- » llorsofths

commune* of \\ nice, Verona, and Vicenaa, for the

pnrj>ose ot electing Deputies to the Connc of tlaa

Empire at Vienna, liave led to no result* aa re was

not the number of Councillors present prescribed ly

law. At Padua not <e Councillor appeared. The

.minimal Council of I dine has appointed as Daputiea

three '.ens who are at present prisoners in the

fortress of Ol'

Itai y. The discussion on the projnst of law on ton

new Title oi v. nun. A cts, coaamsnosd on Tuesday

in the Chamhei ol Deputies at rin. and osnduded on

Wedn m the adoption of the project of law, aa

l.roposed b> the Committee, by a majority »J !74toSS.

A i'i. et
('.« law r« ve to a commercial conventson

with the Hanseati< Ponmi wss also agreed to. On
Thur.-day Garibaldi was pr* d the sitting, and wan

riMWived with eueli an outbsjat of applause that tha

husiucas of tie Chamber was temporarily suspended.

« .eneral Garibaldi took his seat on the Left, at the aide of

Signor hi, and :dt«i wards tddicaaj he Chamber.

The following is a summary of o debatea:—

In tboattttoB of tho 11th Inst the Minister of labile Worka,

replyinptoaninteri»eUaUon. declared that the ).rogress of the

works oft... Roman Hail waya left nofcbingtobe .loeirod. "The
oment," he said, "does not ana the project by which

the nominal value of each sharo w< .old be reduced to 400f. TnS
M inister stated that, the st f 88,00 (Of. was still required

to carry on tho works. He expressed hopes that ia,0Qo,000t

would 1 ed by the liquidation "t 1 . jjuW estj and

considered that by dem.inding the full amount of 50#f. per

share, an d by issuing tlie ligations which had not been

taken up, all future emer>,ei s could be i
led for. Ia

Satin v's sitt the Presid read a letter a Garibaldi.

, re f, > a reply he had mad' an address c Milan

workmen, in which be told them that Ialy must beconstituted

to d. of the sad efects produced by a policy of

vassalage" urns of the y, and ' the herd of

"lackeys'* by whom it policy was upheld, and at the same
time in: *ted that the King '\should be made to do his

In the present letter Garibaldi declared that be had
n< mi. i of ofTending ier the King or tbe Parliament;

,at his u to the King was too well known, and that.

consequently, bis oonscisnss would not allow him to descen '

iself against the charga of oaendinar his Majesty.

Hi* tain favour lie camtry were too notorious to allow

it to be supposed that he wished t asult it. He added that

te mat i w ae Army had been treated

filled his soul with disd and -icludud by proposing a pro-

ject of law for a vast national armament. No sign either of

«Uon or disapproltation marked the reading of this letter.

Tl ni Baron Hicasoli put hia interpellation relative

to the Army, and requested the Ministry to state

their motives for disbanding the Army of Southern Italy, and
what prompted the measure* ordered to be taken «r its

reorganisation. General Fanti, the Minister of War, defended

the mea> s which had been t ,
and said th the

system of volunteering was not always favourable

to discipline. He said it was impossible to incorpo-

rate all the Garibaldian officers in the floyal army * i

the rank they previously held. H neo .e measures

wh had been taken with regard to the Bourbon army, and

concluded by reviewing the state of the Royal army. Gen. Gari-

baldi then pronounced a speech so violent that it excited a

tumult in the Chamber, lie made offer e allusions to the

Ministry, and accused them of having fomented the fratri il

war in Southern Italy. Count Cavour and the majority of tbe

members protested against this accusation. The President

of the Cham l*r put on his hat, and the sitting was suspended

for several momenta. Gen. Garibaldi, on resuming bis

speech, spoke with more n eration. Ho defended the

conduct of his comrades in arms, and asM that tbe

to tK
Europe that you have given freedom

JOnW 5T*^ of Franc«- You had better have lb 18 rcpwi(CU lUlll) „w„ „._ .

few^^ lUr^,^.rra1oJ^ fro,„ .Madeira, the Emperor a

^ben the Bonapartes threaten to shoot different provinces of Austria.'*—"- K
HryoABT.-

m
' »—•-

isfai"

sre*»^

fit"

hat illtrienrosaW J

ied UDon - And note this, prince.

**y one Trpou^rtSTr * ,® °y J°u and yours, that is the

•at tbe present rlLX1
' rely- F<>r It must bo admitted

been in manv resnxia-^L .^^ment, all fortunate as it has
less

the

t «pix>mi*£<££ m JJ?
««ccessful as regards the fulfil-

• -J Republican Const?
tbin^- 0ne m:m onIy 8W

,

oro

4&s bS*«r^rrf-*
* Italy was to bo free _ ..„_ «,

*»*»d Ihtkes

IbereJ*

- 'The empire is peace/ and
*he Crimea and Lombardy. In

J°
the Adriatic ; Austria U still at

»„ v« ^poral power of the Pope was™ Doses are alillT\what has become of that, and the

ta anjisnnced[ Iw th7 * for tbeir restoration, which

MippteSaSt the% P6^ 0f YiUafranca. After your

^ta a^egVric on
e

^n\
n^ym^er Bourbon, you in

-

i2» the Paters^rfTrial this
W "* The XaPoleons

gf^hat surprising.

involve

use of the plural number is

i or vntt» a • ,
Don't you fear to diminish the

aS th? ftm1?
ni

?
g0?r tbe Empen.r-by attempting

.Tilf 11; \
n llis glory? Wc know what con-

ations of
all

es thoutrhf U Cu
* «"'ry ; *»e Know wnw cou-

to t y the crown House

^..«— . The Austrian Gazette dew in

most positive terms the news published by the V lenna

papers of Saturday, that the Government '"tends to

Uintani ndeut Min ry to Hungary and that

it no longer requires I
Hungarians to send deputn

to the Council of the Empire. The n its
r

of h

Upper House at Pesth dem:u d on !
inla.> tl

re establishment of the Hungarian laws which were in

existence before 1S48. The Libera party of the

.untry demand the maintenance of the lav ulopted

in 1848 by the Hungarian Diet. The Mttmga of 1

Lower rfouse bavTbeen (joamad for eight days.

A Conference of Ma >tes was held at estb on

Monday for the purpose of taking ntocons.deratn a

eWr addressed by- ^^^J^^Zl^iM, in «a» - — r

&^!Z^£1# tSS^IS <,ueral ranti present,, inthe Chamber

lament- Gen<
recomna led

— s» received with

ippUusejr^cWuV Cavour said he secerned the word. ^of con-

a expressed in tbe speech d B^°-^ %Z
ued that he would -ct the m asan ent of the

rtin„ „rt vesr x pi sn at ions respecting

Jhe armaments, » ed by lajdng sUsss •« Ae taj-

nortanos of the present *se of the ru- <«l movement

;..5rSarlbaldi explained
1

several facte u led to by Count

our and expressed his bt '.'avonr ^ Itsiy.

e demanded thaT the nati be armed i n tbe same

SeoneTeeln EngUnd. Heaesign I the Frj
, ^JJ?"

ancmr of Italy, because pie iie He indicsteo%ae

rnSn-forScondlingthedifci^ntr «**[*'*
J'

the reonranisetion I He arr teers, and its inane-

dUte^XrtJhto the Two Sicilies, for tbe s«pprcs«onofall

Krb^csT *^^«&&^Jr ,rOP°^
and the discussion was adjourned to the next day

The official journals publish a royal decree relative

, the Sontl o Army, ordering the formation

Volunteer Corps, to comprise three divi-

which the Garibaldian officers will hold

on Satur-

of a

oar
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day a project vt luvv lor levying 1»,000 men in the

Neapolitan provinces. Signor Guerazzi, Opposition

candidate, has been elected member of the Chamber of

Deputies. The authorities of Sinigaglia have brought
the Bishop before the tribunals for having given

instructions to the confessors to undermine the authority

of King Victor Emmanuel. The Opinione publishes a

correspondence from Verona announcing that numerous
Austrian emissaries had crossed the frontier of the

kingdom of Italy on the side of Lombardy.—An official

despatch from Rome says that the Pope is better ; but
his unsatisfactory condition gives the greatest anxiety.

The ex-King of Naples is about to fix his quarters at

Castel Gandolfo, the Pope's Villa on the Lake of

Albano on the high road to Naples. A letter written
by the Prelate Liverani against the temporal
power of the Pope, and printed at Turin, is circu-

lating at Rome. Cardinal Antonelli is said to be
preparing a reply.—The official journal announces that
the National Guard have energetically repressed the re-

actionary attempts in the Neapolitan provinces, whither
troops have been sent, and that tranquillity has been
everywhere re-established. Forty persons coming from
Rome have been arrested at Naples, where another
dep6t of arms and very important papers relative
to the conspiracy have been discovered. The
garrison has been reinforced by 10,000 men. Except-
ing a demonstration made by the women of the Chiaja,

tranquillity prevails in Naples.
Russia..—A resolution of the Imperial Council, dated

the 11th inst., and published on Wednesday, permits
the merchants of. Kiachta to trade unUmitedly with
China, either by barter or by payments in gold or silver.

The resolution also permits, from April, 1862, the im-
portation of merchandise by sea from Canton into
Russia and Poland.

Poland.—A proclamation of Prince Gortschakoff was
published on Friday, in which he accuses the inhabitants
ofhaving thrown stones at the troops, and thereby caused
the death of two soldiers and wounded 10 others.
Three generals have arrived at Warsaw from St.
Petersburg to assist Prince Gortschakoff. The Council
of Municipality of Warsaw has not been dissolved, as
was stated, but its functions have been restricted.
Troops are continually arriving at Warsaw, arrests
continue to be made, and the system of repression is

extending. The troops bivouack in the public
squares, and foreigners entering Poland are subjected
to a strict examination. M. Alexander Nieurarowski,
editor of the journal Pszczoka, and M. Nicolas Upstein,
son of the banker of that name, and a director of the
railway company, and two members of the former

Ckauow.—In consequence of the recent events at

Warsaw popular demonstrations daily take place in

Cracow, whereby order is disturbed. Public processions

are likewise held, but have been prohibited by the

authorities. The Czas publishes an article earnestly

exhorting the people to remain quiet, and thereby avert

the misfortune with which the city is threatened.

Turkey.—The Government scheme for the issue of

new kaimes has been published. It states that the

total amount will be 1250 millions of piastres, which

will be issued by March next. In the meantime the

issue will be at the rate of 30 millions per month. An
Exchange Bank, with a capital of 375 millions of

piastres, is to be established. The new notes are to cir-

culate all over the empire, and are repayable in 18

years. The French Ambassador demands the execution

of the Hatti Humayoun.
Seryia.—Prince Garaschanin has gone to Constanti-

nople, to demand the evacuation of Belgrade by the

Mussulmans. Adespatch from Belgrade states that on the

10th inst. 91 Bulgarian families, numbering 561 persons,

emigrated to Servia with numerous flocks. The Turks
stopped their passage, and inflicted punishment upon
160 of them. The agitation is increasing on tbe
frontiers.

The Principalities.—The Paris papers publish a
telegram stating that th n Porte has sanctioned the
union of the Danubian Principalities under Prince
Couza, and has demanded that the conference at Paris

should take official notice of the fact. It is stated that

neither the Austrian nor any other diplomatic repre-

sentative has offered any opposition to this measure.
Dixmatia.—The Patrie of Friday evening says that

the news of the disembarcation of Italian volunteers at

Spitza has been confirmed, and that the number of these
volunteers who have taken refuge in the mountains of
Dalmatia is about 500.

Montewegho and Bosnia.—Omar Pasha has been
appointed Generalissimo of the army in the Herzegovina,
and will conduct the inquiry in Bosnia. The conflict

in the Herzegovina still continues. Several places have
proclaimed the Prince of Montenegro.
Albania.—The Turkish Government has officially

communicated to the European Powers a memorandum
dated the 27th March, stating that the coasts of
Albania, from Durazzo to the neighbouring coasts of
Austria, have been placed in a state of blockade, and
that the Turkish naval forces are charged with carrying
out regularly the said blockade, commencing from the
13th April.

Syria.—The report of the Syrian Commission is so
voluminous that it will be sent back for revision and

Delegation of Citizens are among the persons arreted, abbreviation. All the commissioners, with the excep-
The number of the killed, wounded, and arrested
amounts altogether to 1000. It is said that 85,000
Russian troops are now in Poland. The Governor has
refused to grant an audience to citizens of high standing,
and has been ordered all dealers in arms to de-
liver the whole of their stocks to the Citadel. General
Paniutin, the Military Governor, has published
a proclamation sternly prohibiting the wearing of
political emblems, and limiting the followers of a funeral
to the family of the deceased. The city of Warsaw is
ordered to contribute daily the sum of 2000 roubles for
the maintenance of the troops, and to pay 1500 roubles
to defray the expense of burying those who fell in the
recent disturbances. Two popular Poles, M. Michael
Lewinski and Count Zamoysk', have been invited by
the Government to take office, but their acceptance is
at present doubtful. M. Lewinski was called to assume
the functions of Minister of the Interior for Poland

r.

ut
^
C,£*de hi9 aCcePtance of the office dependent on

the fulfilment of three conditions, viz. :-That Count
Zamoyski should be appointed President of the Council
or State that the troops should be withdrawn into
the citadel and barracks, and, finally, that citizens
should be again allowed to do duty as constables. Count
Zamoyski also refused to accept the Presidency of the
Council of State unless the military were withdrawn to
their barracks and a civic guard established throughout
the country. The Government has not yet agreed to
these conditions, and consequently the negotiations at
present remain without rewlt. M. Wielopolaki will
shortly proceed to St. Petersburg, the Emperor wip-ing to have a personal conference with him on the stateof things m Poland. The women of Warsaw refuse to
discontinue wearing mourning, and are organising- apilgrimage to the shrine of the Virgin at Czenstochowa.
The exasperation of the people is increasing throughout
the whole country, and the news from the pro-
vinces indicates the existence of an irritable
feeling among the peasants against the noblemen.In every district petitions have been signed expressing
gratitude and confidence in Count Zamoyski, who waf
formerly President of the Agricultural Society, recently

Wkz happen
6

1'

1"1

- ^T^ °f"^"***wicz, has been diMnu* d for leaving his post without
Pernnssion. In he absence of all the Russian author,,
ties, authority ,. exercised by the municipality underthe.presidency of the bishop. General ChiuIefT ismarching upon the city, and rumours are current of abloody conflict having taken place
The UKRAixE.-Dis:urbances have broken Offt inKiew the capital of the Ukraine, in consequent of

coXlZT
e

nl

f°r
ft

VicUm
?
*W~

? Aol^dP
Tl?l t£±]*" >**«** the inhabitants and theRusa

tion of the representative of France, recommend the
appointment of three Kaimakans for the Lebanon

—

namely, a Druse, a Maronite, and a Greek. The
French Commissioner insists on the appointment of
only one Kaimakan, to be a Maronite. The Commis-
sioners are to remain at Beyrout.

India.—The Calcutta and Bombay mails have arrived
with news to the 27th March, of which the following is

a summary :

—

The Governor-General had Invited the attention of the
several local Governments in the cotton-producing districts, to
fuggest measures whereby the power of Indie to meet the
increased demand for cotton nay »>e augmented by the help of
Government. The dct.iils of Mr. Lamp's Currency Hill have
been slightly altered in committee. In ooaaequence of repre-
sentations from the mercantile community a 10 rupee note has
been conceded in those districts in which the Government
consider it advisable to introduce it. The accounts of the
famine were as serious as ever, though everything had been
done to mitigate its severity. In the Delhi district thousands
were dying, and many who managed to escape from starvation
fell victims to crime. Frequent and terrible murders were
occurring daily. In Umballa there had been a good tall of rain
whicn lasted three days. There had also been a little rain
at Kawul Pindec and Bareilly. Throughout the Central Doab the
distress was universal. Fears were entei 'lined that the famine
would extend to the Madras Presidency. The accounts from the
maigo diBtncts were also ofa very alarming character. From Sik-
kim the latest intelligence is that our force had advanced within
an easy distance of Tumloong, the capital of the Rajah. All
prisoners previously taken by the enemy had been restored,
and several missing men had turned up. The Bhootiai had
been dispersed, and it was stated that the Rajah had acceded
to our demands, which were,—the extradition of the Dewan,
the restoration of stolen property, an 1 the surrender of
criminals The next account will probably bring us intelii
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i mittee was still sitting at Calcutta. The renilt of ,ta de-

nfJCHSf
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,

a\,n, *' lh 1* "Wait by the army. Lieut. Fryer,

KIn r IV'^.^h
drowned at Meerut on the 16th. ColonelKnollys, of the 75th Foot, has died suddenly.

Lionel

.1
C^HIN CHINA _Advice8 from Sa.^on gtate thftt ^

tne 24th *eb. an attack was made by the French and
Spanish forces (the latter only 200 men in action) on
the Anamese, and, although the allies came off victorious,
it was a much more serious affair than was expected.
Five forts were taken, and also a fortified camp, with *
large quantity of ammunition and arms. The loss of
the Anamites cannot be ascertained, as they invariably
carry off their wounded. 20 prisoners or.lv were made,
I lie loss of the French was Lieut.-Colonel Tesard and
Midshipman Le Regniere killed, the General and live
officers wounded, and 300 rank and file killed and
wounded. The Spanish lost five killed and 35 wounded.
A Spanish colonel also was wounded. A new expedition
was to be organised to follow up the succew, and it was
hoped that part of the country where large quantities
of era in wore stored would be secured.
United States.—The New York HeraUl of the

oth inst. stn » 'that warlike rumours and the naval

panic prevailed aino^rr5
ton correspondent of th

k0pe^
Watea' frigate Powhatt^ "J^K
Atlantic, which with !?

ch«W|t
mi*ois, would sailW,J\6 Ni*A despatch (Cc^Sl

^

terrible moment. « v;/.Tn ' <tael

~~
i

^revai18- The highest^present state of things canWwThe exdiementieiufin^F>
Beauregard had decl»^ JI had declared to M,

»te Fort Sumter,
'or

hours. Major And*
Ot immedi&tAltr ^Lp t

must evacuate ftrtfaite JSwithin 48 hours. Major And!be cut of imm^ioJ. *VaaHj
had received no intelligence aor several days. This

8

*J
the fort had been
communications
General Lamon,
to Charleston,

and reported
of Fort Sumter,

cut
attacked

off by ,
President

Lincoln whad returned
t» \

favourably
npon

-

but<>i j5orc aumter, but was fullv sZ
forcements could not be intrZ
serious collision, and that the ife
duce them would be of doubtful |Z
forces at the command of the AdminZ
scribed the military preparation! of theb
of great magnitude, and very skilfally?'
Lincoln had become severely indispoad fn
exertion. Judge M'Lean.ot the Saprene OjThe Secretary for the Treasury ha rtfc
any bids for the new loan under 94 M
came into operation on the 1st im
trouble, confusion, and annoyance.

I

Commissioner for Europe embarked it J:

the 31st of March. The election of me*
gress in Connecticut will probably real

the Republican party. It was stated Uk
visions, and ammunition were cocstatV*

Southern army. The Senate had &
present session to enter on tbe prw

Britain to refer the San Juan qoeaiikiiU

San Domingo and Hayti.-TM

Domingo to Spain is on the pointofki

It seems that a system of Spaniai

going on at that island, the emjptfto**

when the proper time arrive4*W^'

and invoke the aid of Spa. &«*
16th ult., nuich to the astaWi^^M
natives. When the news i*&^*
frigate Bianca, fully armed, andi&i*?*

troops on board, was despatched»»*

screw frigates were soon to folio*,™*

A large naval and military force is»**

from Spain to Cuba. It wasstiW»g

soon share the same fate as tbatofsw

the consent of France. The Hayt«f»

publish a proclamation against sp

slat „ig that the only way to save*'

revolution.

V

pu-itamtnt

HOUSK OP LOB^

FRn>AY.-#/r<a.-In answer to the
&'

WoDKHorsE sjiid that her Majesty s Goverr

•trongest manner tbat »dd Bey *«^
The French, Ku.ssian, and 3™»S5*
bad urged the carrying out of the on?

of Foreim Countrits Bill F»sedW
(3,000,0000 Bill were read a second IW

mittee, with an amendment ^°^fl *
the Vm\ of Sh.fi irv, by **«*

uDdff

appointed to take cb;VO&r
CoSrt of Chancery, instead of fljpj U
Mutiny Bill, the Marine ^ f*%.; Bi

and the OmuriidaUdM (i>
m^

ofIheXuv«;,',y aajlJgaft S-J

that tbe objections &*"§, BiU before
tf,

lordships had been met jy
D

es,(ary Jg
the present system Xh^th-tjW;
official cbarpes,-evils winch c» w

the Court of Bankrupt »nd w
tbe stateoJ

up private^- BrJ«ny touch ng P.^
rf

tradaijj

vency, the aboliUoaof the dwti proceede4t

and the proposed alterations, ^ lengttT

of the hill and --red at
•

«-»' *»entered at °»^ jjjj

alterations, would hardjyj^cqt ^ ^ )argerr

fida-T

a* *;.

ss>

Assignees to a - r
be
^eea^,

of the distalUOJ rftIt
garbetween

tbo abolition

i, he si

hoy^X that tnc
r
-

woBth tuu«»"- .

mittee.-Lord CRANW niode w

excellent pr p°"jjji between
tra^e

h the distinction «^ the
r*tn

ft±PiJS«
,

S^-*!S'i2rt
irt

toab h the
d that

0l?

lan troops, and many were killoil ami ,.««-, i ,i •
--»*, -....,.-,,,«, ium llIU „« Vf..

O0e account states tLat the number w ;,9 i5o.
P^parHtion. of the Government ha.l created intense

could be °™°a-
ele; s of tW "5,

excitement throughout the city. On the 5th inst. a
j

between traders and n

i^saVisfactory ^^;stcutr^»
tl..^ A i., lUu» was to a cu^.

(

.m of^^J

u

dM

<5;
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ourst£?

Oni]r
:;

t offing*

M»M?%
, or-w

to fire qedttoi s wtnm«7 powers in the

in the letter cue it would leed to many hard-

ia tbe eeee of Inexpenenoed young men. He
the appointment of a Judge, ee he thought ten

quite capable of dealing with the matters

_ The Bill would leed to greet eoufusion,

M -et expect that it would conduce to leeaen the

rf hankruptcA He hoped that the Bill would be
^ . y T akodlned in committee.—Lord Wbmslktdalk sup-

'*f!k.M — after a replv fri.m the I/»rd Chancellor, the

Tl second time.
* The Law of Forrvjn. Countries Bill,

mat th*3iar>n< M*ti*y BUI, the Excktquer Bill* JW ,

F*%d (5,000,000L) Bill, were read a thi

making a
there won11

• . •

Sin!

rceiiaM

;
stated

bat of Sato*

Hay* If
1

inst 8p*«

Witt

) the E*

!

Govern^

should d«

ian CM"*
8 car lt8,f^
1 thro"?1

*

d time-

,» 10 Pf
>duced itg

one me

toM
iatics

' F
ref M

I* thc
/f-

,,000/.;

e Bl1W

,erel«
rt,£$«^
t tho.r;

it

c«
Bftl»e^

and the
screed to. City Railways.—Lord >-m mtxhburt

» petition from the Corporation of the citj Lon-
all railwsy companies whose railway* ei

Indemnity, 7S0,0OOt; Miscellaneous, LOOM
total of

| l (tts,0*0/ AoeordW to this celculal
be a surplus of l,»SMMt, Some small alteration, at.
cations would be made which he expected would yield a s<
of about 50,000c a year, while they would afford i f t

certain classes. He proposed to double the duty upon
chicory

; to make house agents Uke out an annual license of
fu. ;

to g,ve wholesale dealers iu spirits the privilege of retail-

'g small quan w on payme i.t of an extra sum of St a year ;

to reduce the stamp duty upon agreemenu V iroished
houses for a less period* than IS months fr 10*. to U. M.
to reduce hawkers' licenses from <L i year to SI ; an
to tax smoking room* kcj open after a certei
hour on the same scale aa rsfre cw. nouses. With n
the disposal of this balance the Government had come to |

iclusion that it was too large a sum to retain in hs
Hitherto two classes of taxa . I been )>oeed upon the
- untry—vi/ , direct and indirect. As Chancellor of the Kx-
chequer he had been compiled to resort to both, and tl

appeal which he had thus mode to the national resources
had been met with au ungrudging hand. He felt. l.owovc
that direct taxation had now reached a p< «hi *-

came desirable to apply the process o( reduction. II

In wi
- ft

' Of
i t he mm, and tbt «UU of tbt Uw afftotitf tbW

i of iwoMMtl —OadUih ' rnTTI nuaiUil tk« -m^

—Tht ootnmittad on the Bankruptcy and In*ol-

tportpooodto the id of JUy —Lord Lytieltok

tlmi uJtHiM*< '* °f Dioc€tt$ Bill be referred to a^^ —The Bishop of Carlisle said he would u

» but urged that tho prootodhifft of the com-

be carefully •crutinued, and that no rash and
aboald be taken for the in< reaae of the epitco-

— AfUr tome ditcn««ion t In which the Bishops of L.s-" OlK». I**** Oranvillk, Eiurv Kedwdale. _w K1VW.^ .w .. r,_
liuke of Marlborough took pai% the

| aware that some penmu* held thr -j-uilon that he ought t » re-

I^eal the iuc o-tax without fi .^ a subntitwle, nu 1 were it

iK>Mible he would foel hut too haj.j»v to he the
the Excbequ who, hke f^ady Mra. was take sway

tftSaU be wquti^i to run cheap trains daily. The ]1he tax, and build himself an evet .if name. 1 ^
Hutr.iton BUI was read a .eoond j hc wu not without hops, he feartxl that u he .nutty waakp Jiu umkrntt

the ImmAcy Jttfttlmiion BUI was read a third time and

Fsi: a.. if /<«/y.—Tho Earl of KLLKKBOnoroH s«ked
sent was en^:n?od in any correspondence

*ith the o<^set of rsooncilinjf the spiritual independence of the

sat of Bosh » the exercise of temporal sovereignty within

K BMaan territory of tho King of Italy. He considered it

||Ml BHM AsoU M t)ie capital of tlM new
and that the future position of the Pope should be

by a commission of the Catholic Powers. As to Venetia.

be felt that Austria had not been fairly treated on the question.

let it was bar interest to come to an understanding with Italy

It. By giving up Venetia, Austria would become
In herself, and the maintenance of Austria in her full

wss ess tal to the balance of power in Europe.
[Left sitting.]

J. H a \Mca sppi iss l it. He deniad tbat this
.itmud by i two ; it had existed in

the < 'onquest. The law of the seashore was plain ; tbe
»wn was a legal right, ant, if disputed, the gassttoa

oou * decidad by a court of law—Mr <lit su^oried
motion. The question hvi produced irritsttao aod aai

•wards the I and there was ao better way of
it t an ni<{ nry by a select committee —Tbe Artoavxr

ual said that the propneed inqu embraced not <mly
• rights of the Crown a& f the put Hit <rf in

and | -o rerolntiooary crt sragat* t>f

been suiMnittod to the House. Hs expiai ie legal prte-
pie undfr whteb the property in quest: rested in the

Cown, and was transferred to the Oommiastoweni af Woods
and T rests in trust f *r the p uWie, aod it was their bouudea
duty to make the best of the propert The 1 >ctrtne that the

wn's right was only fiduciary, would disturb tbe title of all

the grantees, and h >ped the use wo not f a metwant
entertain a th«t wc shake t! »uadatkm of pre*
l^rtr. t )u a division the motion was negtUvad by 1 :« to «7.

! Smith called attenUou t he report of the
iers appoii i to inquire u *e act 1 and

v<\mir * </s, aud wa» wading ia bis nvmm
rations when tbe Haass waa counted amL
Wki»wi r.— Tru*$*t of Chirbtr* Jh//.~ • tbe order far

going Committee upon thi* Hill, m< < * M >•

CdjUsnt to be governed on an expenditure of s^ty-ftve ^ r fa.**,, sst lUU. in * nln^, i

"
111 l Hill

inilhons, it would be futile to think o| i, j^allug the U- aula in prinul|Aa. au danfer-ua, and •«• .si, thai U Ml b
Tho OoTernmetit were, however, prr pared to make his. pose lu furti. r igresa, awl maea .t he
a commencement by remitting the p. nny wiiich was o»intnittad ths- day mix moms Tbs ametidmai waa
added to the tax last year. Thu tax collectable

therefore in the <urront year w 1 be at the rate

of 9(L in the pound on ii nee of 1 and upwards, and 6d

HOUSE OP COMMONS.

OB incomes under 150t pm antnun. The loss which the rare*

nue would sustain by the psiaisstoo of one penny on the
i.eome tax would be 860,0001., whicb, if deducted from the
surnhiaof l

9
9t!S,(KKM. v

would still leave 1,« 73, 000i. A portion

of this amount it waa intended to devote to the repeal of an
indirect tax, namely, the paper duty. This was a subject

which he hoped miirht now be approached without awaketa
adverse feelings or arraying class against class; and in this

expectation it was j *ed that the duty on paper should bs
repealed on the 1st of October next The remission of the

paper duty would cost 675.OO0J., and in addition there would
be a loss on customs commodities in connection withMiemanu

FanuT—Church Service*.—Mr, L. Kino obtained leave future of psper of 15,000/., making the total loss by tho repeal
%» bring in a Bill to aftord facilitieg for performing 690,0001. From this, however, there was to be deducted
Divine service by ministers of the Church of England |a sum of 25,000*. ff»r the saving which would be effected in

tm& Ireland. Tlie Smoke Nuisance (Scotland) Act Atncndmcni
I atetionerv and establishment charges, leaving I net lossd. The Smoke Nuitance (Scotland) Act Amendment
\ atationcry

through Committee, and the Industrial Schoob Bill A* 005.000
. » 1 * a fV^ i a a M i*r j \

seooii.lr.l by Mr. lu . . n«»rT— Mr. M a defended the UiU,
iheslmpls wliii !» wu to maks all |wrant>a, without
reffsni I., their religious niot • n not r led hj the
words of ths foil r, «1ikII'h- to he alerted at «tees of
ohariuble ehoob.^llr. (1. Hakdy said that tbe Bill was a
covert attack u|«.n endowmenu throughout the r .«mtrr,

and that t <o who were strenuous advocates of the
luntary principle were ptrpetoally etririiijr to get h-.l

Of ci wmenti, to be used for political parposes. — Mr
iMixwric <lercaded the Hill, and lyord H (Vrti pointed oat
what he believed would be ita mi^hiaeous efl^ts under the
active ageaey of t!i e I : i teration Hooietj- — M r ii <ir.Mt.T> denied*

that Dissenters corot^l tlie endowmentsof the Cljurch.—Mr.
4DDKELKY aai-1 that the Hill, t urh Innooenton th«i face of It,

would, if paased, f wninatc from these echoola all religions In-

st tion.— Mr. lUtLsaid he had hitherto sup|*»rt#d the BUU
but he had been since* Tenr much influenced by ti»e repreeen-

t* i of the Wealeyan l»ody that it w. ul-1 be Tory injurtooj t^
tli.ir society. A large portion of the Dissenters were likewise

committed pro formd. The Annoyance Juries (We$tmin%(tr)
eS4 wee read a second time. Tho Pos> Office St. ;« Banks

was read a third time and passed. The Charitable U*t$ Bill
' a second time. Tbe adjourned debate on Xete Zealand
nedbyMr. LoNcriKi.D, who spoke in support of Sir. J

IVelawny's veeolution.—Mr. 1x>we cited the deetaration of
Wlrtora Klngi as evidence of the case act up on his behalf—that,
confident in his power, he defied the Kncrlish Government
t was no question of law or ri^ht, but an effort to »et a-i-le the

^•esa's authority by force. The decision of a tribunal weald
have © effect upon a man who acknowledged no right but
(ores, no law but his own will.—Mr. Adderi.ky remarked upon

diAmity of discussing native rights in the House <f
Coessaoeja, and urged that these question* could be more
IvafitageousJr considered in the colonial Parliament.—Mr.
***** l *r> Tcgmtusd that nothing like conciliation had fallen

the Government.—

(

NE bore testimony to the
«r of Governor Broe —Mr. Dostop \ ta pronpect
be held « the natives of • tribunal that would d

jostice. >n a division, thcamei >ent waa negativ< d by
it to 14 The House then went into a mmittee of supply on
ths Assy Estimate*, when certain votes were sgrced to, after

L The total remiaaion <»f taxation would there- more inclined t-- •oet than to sup|>ort the

Monday— The Budget —Tlie CnANrrLi»R of the Exen

re be 1,515,000/., leaving a balance or surplus of -

He proj>osed, with the view of leaving the hands of Par-

liament fre^ to make further remissions next year,

that the Income tax and the tea and sugar duties should

be imposed for one year only. With regard ••

manner of lsvying the income tax they would return t

the normal mode of collection, and out quarter would be col-

lected at the rate of 10**., and three quarters at the rate

of .'.!. in the pound. In laying thi* » ement before the

House, and leading it, as it were, through a wildcrneaa of

figures, he could not do justice to his own feelings without.

referring to what he believed to be tho danger of unbounded
excess of expenditure. Thin, In Inn opinion, was not only a

pecuniary waste, but a moral evil ; and much as ) Lepreoated

sweeping and rash deductions, he confessed that ho regarded

the tendency to excessive expenditure with feelings of un-
itigated apprehension. N< -a her was there, he thou any

: reason for breaking down 'he bounds and limits

pel The re- nces of the country were amp)
the spirit he people vvhs exct There never was
a nation in history no willing to bear wit irraur-

ing the heavy burden imposed upon it. or so generously
disposed to k the errors <>• <c by whom it was
governed. For his own part, he thought that i intry

s in Committee of Ways and Means made his fi .cial wouid «teadily and v rcmr Li wise in the use
HelsaMnt He commenced by .serving that In taking a r treasure as she was quailed in its produi as

moderate in the exercise of her strength as she was rich in ths

possession of it, she i
• well in ge the hope that a was

reserved for s great mission, an isny generat et

to come she would continue to l»old her former place among the

nations of the world. The ri«ht hon. gentleman concluded a

speech exactly throe hours ainil loud and general cheering

by placing 1:1 the hands o isehairman^ resolution imp iga

double dutv upon chicory.—8ir8rarro*D Nor.THOOTssaid that a
million of *Ex quer bills would 1*9 paid off in 18M-6
which in all probability wou'd Interfere with those fut

remissions of taxation to • reference had been made, and

I assumed surplus ii ap .-edefklency.—Mr.

JUi-riELD expressed his regret that some portion of the firo

isurancc duty had not been remitted.—Mr. I i, Mr. Ball,

Mr. Bestinck, and other members re|s-escntinsieeTKultural

,ve view of the last year he would have to make the
only enfavourable htateoient which it had been his l<u to lay

|ths House of Commons. It was a year in which tl

f protective duties was abolished; a year of the
taxation and the greatest expen ever knowr

•n the midst of a European wa nally. it was
by a succession of seasons—S|»ring. gumm« imn,
isr—the most unhappy which it had please i rYovidenoe

to visit ia with for half a century. The c* lated expenditurs
govidsd by the House in the' »r I- I was 73 ,000/.
"TsspetUve of the sj al vote for fort! s. while the
•otoslsxpenditure waa 7-j.842,00flL, being a diflerence of 822, (

'.

is favotir of ^De country. The revenue of the financial
«r lJtt»-00 was 7l.OS9.000/., and that of 1 860-01

R2S$,000|.
f being a deficiency in tbe latter year

•f •OS.OOof. a consi< ible portion of this deficit
"as, however, be traced to the exceptional circum-

that for all financial purposes the year 1800 « 1 was
by three days than its predecessor. The year 1

^ lg*P y«sr, and contained one additional day ;
the yHy* ®a«an and ended on a Sunday, thereby losing one day ;

di* in lbOO-6l there were two Good Fridays, whereas, to
the matter, strange though it might appear, there

he no Good Friday at all in the year 18(51 The
i in tl revenue by the abstraction of three days

gy.tfceyesr 1&60-61 accounted for 506,000/. of the 806,000*. to

SISt,,*y had raferred. The taxes remitted last year"^sd m round numbers to 3,000,000/., but as 3,000,000/.
»4Ja4 WPTs* faJ*« i-«_ 1 ax . * _•

. J _• —-._•.•—.

MrllKSlSf th< ltitbaUtrto !•&• the qu<*ti<m» artmlnf la

i«M cum t a cotirt I
Uw.— Mr HuxTOa nmid he had com©

*n to the Houm inUndlog to—

p

oort tho Bill, hut- what ho
bad hoard in<luood m to change hla intention.—Mr. Whit*-
hidk oomnlained that, on arooaaure which affected the iuati-

u« of theooantry, and re»*»luti<mlaed the law of e* :euce#
the OjTernment had not favoured the floute with the a- It Ice

of the law ofAef-ra of the Crown. On a divUUm. the amend-
«Mit waa carried by 200 to 171 ; ao the Kill wa« loot On tho

next order, for the aecond reading ol the M<xrri&y Mw Amend-
mtnt BUL, legalising marriage with a doooaaod wife's aiat^r,

moved by Mr. M. MttVM. Mr Hirirr. adverting to the clauao

exempting Scotland and Ireland from IU operation, moved aa an
amendment a roaolut ion declaring that any measure that would
have the elfc placing the law of marriage with regard to the

prohibited degrees on a different looting in ditlercnt parts of

the United Kingdom would be highly inconveniooL

—

J4r. reAHKsupp- -d the Dill—Mr. Ken Skvkek eafd that tho
law of the Und had always held tbe*e marriage* to be illegal.

and tho argumoot in favour of an altera* i of it derived from
V freqti would he applicable to bigamy, which waa
©quail frequ The prnctic*- foreiflTi Protestant countrloa
ojM-ii I .is well a« other pomtfl eh be BO guide to us.—

r ML Pcto said the Nonconformist* did not condemn mar-
riages of this nature, lie regarded this as a poor man** que*-

-n f
and, treating it merely a* a *oclal one, he should support

the Bill.—Mr Lvootf read a petition in favour of polygamy*
the arguments in which were, be remarked, identical

with thoae employed by the advocate* of thi* Bill,

—

Mr. DurMAN was of opinion that the law a* it

existed was inexpedient ; that it was i oceosary and
unfair to keep un the restriction, and that tho
law ought I altered.—Mr. WniTMtDK said that the highest
legal a ties had pron cd against the proposed altera*

Um 'lie law, and that the present Bill, excluding Scotland
and I

r would create endless confusion ifl regard to the
inheritance of pro;«;rty — Mr. Milmgs having replied, tho

! I »u*e divided, when the a tit was c?t ni by 177 Up
}'. The Bill was therefore lost.— ;

- Admiral*} Court Jurtx-
n t and the 8m*ke tf*i*ancm(Sc#Unl) Ammdment Bill

were read a third time and passed —Mr. Hravd brought u]

con«ti ^ncio*. oontondo-lthat.nl ind hops were tit mi r the report of the c dtte* on Ways* X *.—iSir <

the in L/entconaiderat ernment.—Mr. Gi > ,rki t, obtained leaf* to bring la a Kill to diminish th
E

ilgent .

a hearty approval to the scheme, and cmfrratulated '

Chancellor of the Ercheque poo the nappy slcill w h h«

enabled him to convert what half the world believed would be

a deficiency into a surplus.—Mr. Mai.tss said that as the pro-

1 position with regard to the paper <1 wa« cal tied to nut

an end to a fruitful source of irritation in the country, ind to

restore the two Houses of Parliament to their former amicable

relations, he hoped that hon. member* on his side of the

House woull not off' r itany further opposition.—Mr. Obborne
thanked the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the statesmanlike

manner in which he proposed to deal with tlie paper duty, *n*

e

*lt 800,0001^ and on spirits OOOf.
1;ltc yeaM<_After some further discussion, the resolution wss
agreed to, and the: H. .use resumed. Tbe Bi nUs, IhUhs, and^^rLiU Z °n c"rn 1,ad »

however, produced
"• the duties on tea, sugar, and tobacco

ii*.
l •*" nar>"- The estimated lo&s on

** *^«aat ^j^.*".!^'0001- ;
the actual loss, however, was

Um

JUS? tufcrrei in
treaty, and rsud

* *" ^tswThTir™
9 wtl̂ increase in the consumption of

\V?m wjthi" the year was 3,'i31,000 gallons.

alTk* l "> tbe operation of the French

end Vi*H,
comPliment to the manner in which

a silrvey^ibTJl!Ji
Ve,

?
lri,ent nad ff« vcn effect /o It, he

* -resent tlsoe .^^i !
ul extensioi taxation from IS

*» the imtl^ i

od
» M

a

« illustration, that whereas

•^'•W., i„ lsa©5TtneK? L^1 «Pci"liture
,

was "nder

t.««.«no/
, whilethVi!i; V l exi>endit'ire alone rose to

ntS^ u toui of '£*rlTjZ*r<n(h^™ amounted to 13.00 Ktf.

**• »** of sercn vewT f 'r ai
J

in^^ of 2o,00< «H., in

«. the u^wtid «Ml ,

ycar
-- With re^ard to thc ye:ir

W J^ w/. on account
Jor tl)e

account of tho Chin^»nd 1X7Q00I.

rt^ofthechi^^l1^ ^ Ttha^rincKding.a
lif000,0004 T|— —**'"' "'* exPe««e of tbe census, was

*sve a turt»lua
_
^r^Z ,ndemn «ty. Was71,823,000*., which v

a- ; ^rP,ns ^ revenue over expenditu, H
lowin
tun pa,

200,00! i/.

^••d that ii,o r«J '
«*l'«nauure oi i i.t*~ Custom. I

ev
.
en"e

A
Wo»ld °« made up of the

i^^rnSe28
V ;

Excise, K. 4 ;

Marrinq>s (Ireland) BUI was read a second time, after

able discussion. On the motion lor referring the Bill to a com-

mittee of the whole House, Mr. .Si lv moved a* an h

mentthat it be rcfen to a select committee. On a div n

the amendment was carried by 100 I H. Several other h lis

wereadvanced a stage. The ArroRKar-GEFEiuu in c'*"™^!
of the whole House, obtamed leave to bnng ma Bill to amend

the law relating to Copyright in Works of Fi.n Art.

TvtxDAr.-Street Railways -Mr Chu.dem moved, at the

instance of the promoters, to postpone
r/'f*J '[j

]>

\ 'J
order of the day for reading thi reet Rail < onanj s BOlJ
•ee»nd time-Mr. u.v objected to *W***
empowers single co,n,,*ny to lay down Sj^fff*'!
thatln operation between the Marble Arch and N »tt rf

1.

in the strTeU of every t .wo in tl sto, ^ n • -«
amendment

iig diacussi

ngcr incirred by Brrranlt * ,17 u ,*•« — Mr. Baxtfr
ted leave to bring in a Bill to facilitate the transfer of

Railway Mortgages in Scotland.

Friday—Army K*timatc*.—On tbe order for going into a
I ee of Supply on the Array Estimates, Colonel Dickbok
oot i i plained of the enormous amount of thc eatlmates in relation

to the number of the troops, pointing out, among other item*
susceptible of reduction, the Medical Staff, tbe charges for

oops in the colonies, thc Staff of the War-office and the
H.rse Guards, and barrack-building, and concluded by moving
that the consideration of the estimates be deferred, with a
view to their revision. — Mr. T. G. Baring said that

the matters referred to could be discussed in the
Committee. — Colonel Duhne called attention to : ;ie ne-

cessity of further returns as to thc e: re of atorca.

—

OlW com j ned of thc money expended at A
which liad been wasted, ho aaid, upon a iftea a job—-an
indifferent preparatory school for forming indifferent gwnerals.

wh'ih Was at ones "*<;]*>" and demorelLRBH; Oekwsi North,

General Lr> oloriel GiLPfw bore testimony to the

utility of Aldcrahott.—Mr. Mo?r mparing onr War
Estimates with those of France, considered that we were in-

a wild expenditure that would, if persevered in, cause

„ac3on in the country, and the amount v .wn

below what it ought to be.—General Past expressed an opinion

that the • ' rnment had not taken money suouftit for

the number of men they proposed - bord P*wiKit-rroR said

here never was a wiser application of the p«MC money

than • t at Aldershot t The object waa to proVila a place to

Err, combined movemawta. and he appealed to e^sry rnil.Ury

own v .er tbe scheme had not been auccesef The land

Tit ^>e sold at any time for more than it* original purchaae--
f||

. ., ... 1 »un

chairman ot committees, atate«i vn»v «-"«» *

and purposes a public Bill, and « % ,-=,,„. .va_ thn ,
a private one Thc. the second read,ng w

a^
negatived, and the an dment was carried^ The Bill i<

negauveo, wu u.c amur.,.,c ..
-> Mith moved

there! virtually loel fT'^'his of the Jr-wrTa
a Select Committee to ii into tne ri ^^f

wSPmSm • '"come T 11.200.000/.; Public, as.well as of
^
indiv: -.a, ^ the manm^

3.500,000/.; Crown Lands, 21*5,000/.; Chinese \ shores and tidal waters of the L mteel ningw ,

>ney . A -e ruruwr diaciissi the amendment waa
.1— i T| |0 |i, >u«e then went ' ' oatmlttoe ofSupply >-n

the Aim. T>timatea, when Colonel Dickno* moved to reduce

\h(, %
.cal sUf the sum of »23$/., being the

etweeu the estimate f«ir last year and this. On »

n the motion was rejected by 06 to
4J

and the vote waa

agreed to.—Loid A ' hikciiiu moved the omit* the

item of 103S*. 14». 7d. for the major-general commanding the

brigade • '
1 i Is and hi* staff.—On a division the moUon waa

rod by 89 to 03. Tlie vote was thou agreed to. Severn
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°ther rotes were agreed to, and the House resumed. The
Queen's Prison, Ac, Bill, and other Bills, passed through Com-
mittee. The Volunteers (Tolls Exemption) Bill -was withdrawn.
The Charitable Uses Bill was read a third time and passed.

On the motion of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the
Select Committee on Public Accounts was nominated.

Friday.—Religious Persecution in Spain.—In answer to Sir

R. Peel, Lord J. Russell said that the Spanish Government
had intimated to Sir A. Buchanan that they were not indis-

posed to grant facilities for religious worship, but that they
had ascertained that seditious assemblies had been held under
the guise of religious meetings. Indigo Planters.—Mr. Layard
called attention to the correspondence respecting the Indigo
Planters in India. [Left sitting].

world those blessings which we wish for oiirselves. But I the step thev harlTXl \

need not, I am sure, remark that the influence which
fc
£

J *<i taken when
inf

a country can exercise by its sage and prudent counsels d" enn -

<Kitg Intelligence.

Monet Market, Friday.—British Funds: Con"

sols closed at 92 to £ for Money, and 92£ to J for the

9th May; Bank Stock, 229^ to 231; Three per Cents.

Seduced, 90* ; New Three per Cents., 90£ to f ; Thirty

Years' Annuities, 1835, 15| ; India Stock, 223 to 222

;

Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 101 J to 102£; Ditto Four
per Cent. Debentures, 1858, 96J to J; Ditto Bonds, 13.?.

dis. ; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 94± to 93£ ;

Ditto Five aud a Half per Cent., 100i ; Exchequer
Bills, 2*. dis. to 2s. prem.

—

Foreign: Brazilian Old
Five per Cents., for Acct., 99, ex div. ; Ditto Four and
a Half per Cents., 1860, 86£ to | ; Dutch Four per

Cent. Certificates, 98|, ex div. ; Portuguese Three per

Cents., 1853, for Acct., 46£ to £ ; Russian Four and a

Half per Cents., 91f to J ; Spanish Three per Cents.,

for Acct., 49i ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, 70£ ex div.

with others must necessarily depend on its own in-

ternal and defensive strength, and unless a nation is

able to boast that she is secure against any foreign

attack—that she is in a condition to repel hostilities,

come from what quarter they may—her couusels may bear the

appearance of timidity on her part; she may seem to be

discouraging war because she is afraid of its recoil on herself,

ind her advice therefore would naturally have proportionately

less influence and weight. The state of the world at present is

such that the useful influence of this country may perhaps be

as well exercised as at any former time. There are questions

pending in different parts of the Continent, which, it judiciously

made use of by those who wish to disturb the peace of the

world, may furnish at least half-a-dozen respectable wars. Yet

there is not one of those qm stious which may not be amicably

and honourably settled without any appeal to arms, and I trust

that the wisdom, good sense, and good feeling of the rulers

of the nations and of the leaders of parties may lead to such

* happy conclusion. I trust that the clouds now lowering over

some parts of the Continent may be dissipated and dispersed.

I trust, at all events, that the glorious consummation of the

unity of Italy may be accomplished without any
check or hindrance. There is no subject to which,
I am sure, the wishes and feelings of the people
of this country point with greater intensity than the
accomplishment of that object. I can only say that the
influence of England, as exercised by her Majesty's Govern-
ment, will be directed to the maintenance of peace, and that,

whatever may be the aspect of affairs in some quarters of the
world, I do still trust that the year 1861 will pass over as a year
of peace ; and that the apprehensions which were at one time
entertained that the spring and summer of this year would be
disturbed by the clash of arms, and stained bv the effusion of
blood, will be disappointed, and that we shall arrive at the
termination of tlie year with that happiness which pea<

confers, and enjoy that prosperity which our security and our
industry must afford."

end.
Duchy op Lancas

1

of Lancaster, has retired(Z^*of more than 30 years w
01
? *"«<««a

Consecration of
ton.—On the aftern
n._n,. u» „a„

Atl puns'
(jjjj

«.inRto„ 55o*£ owesT, p*"?<S

2V«tei iiiued •

«

3Sanft of <£nglantr.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
4626,843,850 Government Debt

Other Securities .. ..

Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver bullion .. ..

^26,843,850

• f » •

• •

411,016,11-0
3, »v\>jt>o

11,530.488

848,3.

j£26,813,850

Proprietort Capital..
Beat .. .. .. ..

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
• •

*' 14,553,000

Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, Savings
Hanks, Commissioner*
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.) 4,195,906

Other Deposits 13,379,936
SfTen d*j and otker bills 6*5,1>33

18th day of April, 1861.

,999,695

Government Securities
(including Dead Weignt
Annuity) ^10.272,928

Other Securities
Notes
Geld and Silver Coin

• t

• •

1S.4I4.769

6,548,635

435,999,695
M. MARSHALL, Chiel Cannier.

©alette of tije mittk.
TUESDAY-BANKRUPTS - R. K. Boormai*, Marden. Kent, Cattle

Dealer— fc, Bkzzzb, lungswinford, Staffordshire, Grocer and Provision
Dealer-UL.Chows, Sheffield, Shoe Dealer-.!. Cowderoy, late of Acton
and Brentford Lane Acton, but now of ppckham, Surrey. Innkeeper—
J. Durvmn and W. R. Divbkk, Sheffield, Grocers-S. Grf.fnhaigh,
Bury, Lancashire, Confectioner—W. H. Hambi-rgh, Hitch Strrrt, Poplar,
tpholsterer-E. T. «. Jbxkus, Victoria Park Square, Bethnal Green.
Cigar and Snuff Manufacturer — M. T. Levitt, Vlinories. Middlesex,
Chronometer and Watch Manufacturer—W. A. Potman, New Oxford Stre
Middlesex Glass and China Uealer-E. R.ae, Eastcheap, Cifv, Commission
Agent^and Merchant-J. M. Roytow, near Oldham, Lancashire, Cotton
Manufacturer. '

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-P. and A. Cofklano. Newtyle, For-
farshire, General Merchant-J. OvffiOK, Glaagrow. Cheesemon«rer-A. Him.,
Edinburgh, Wood Can er-J Lochf An, Ardrishia*, Arey leu hire. Merchant—J. SBATO!»,Muaselburffb, Hat Manufacturer-J. M. WMof, Edinburgh,

,

FRII,A,Y-BANKRUPTS-P. W. Adam., Kin* Street, Coven t Garden

H»mm7S S' i^'H>™*«™- Timbe^ Merchant-NY .T

cSLT M .
r

krP
nt
.

] TT»S -
hWm

h *'*&*'• p,»". Hampttead Ron.l

dSiSIj Mf. . !
D1 C

.?
b° tmr"; - O M'Kat, Liverpool, Ship's Store

o2wT ^"• ,'a
;
8t»tfo"1-«non.A»on. Warwickshire, Guilder ana Timber

W P»LP, S °R
l

\,

Hh(
1
X

' &**{£ "took and Share fimV.r-

•treet, Pimlico, Wine Merchant—J. 1
Strand, Printer and Publisher.

Seedsman — J. Piff.r, Clarrndoft
Tallis, Strand, and Water Street

Ddweb to heb Majesty's Ministers at the
Mansion House.—On Wednesday evening the Lord
Mayor entertained her Majesty's Ministers and
a distinguished company at dinner in the Egyptian
Hall. Lord Palmerston acknowledged the toast
ot her Majesty's Ministers, the Turkish Ambas-•dor that of the Corps Diplomatique, the Duke <

Somerset that of the Navy, the Lord Chancellor tt
ot the House of Lords, and the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer that of the House of Commons. Lord Pal-
merston said :

—

occupy, to be able to congratulate the public, as I think wemay, on the internal condition of the country/ After a season

SZr
11}^™* 1

'
wh^ in _ former Umes might have produc,

£llT\0r a
t
fiD^ ci;l1 crisis the Chancellor of the Ex-chequer has shown to Parliament and the country a surplus ofW U

r.°J-
r
?
xP*n? t«« whi<* has enabled him ^ pro ose alarge rem,fifil0n of the burdens of the people without

SSIf
18^ m

,
the

t f'
lfihteat de^ee those rniSta? and

om- norT^n f°K

defenCe
'.

aDy dimtoution of which onWW* 2" the
,
P^ent state of the world, would

tallSfa? * ^/fi °f the trust confided to us. I say that

5?wS! pro,2u
S
tlve Dature of the national industry, that, in

S^S^? '^rtunate circumstances, and notwithstanding

of th^xpWn°
n
l
0f tfati0

!,
made St I™* the ChancelW

favn,,lw ^Uer has ^^able to present to the natioa so

««?f
^^'- 8UDm,tt€d t° Parliament. Gentlemen this is moat

Enl^d^ S^ t° OUr «xternal relations. The function of

w£2l i« m?"!!!^' °y that infl 'Ience ^nich she justly

KffiS^?nt*; l
v
6 P*^ of ">e world. She lis no

wm^5?Sfe^%*- PJ
***"«** Pohcy ; she has n

Messtow o^Tr^fK„f * wwb n?t vu[y ourselves to enjoy the
Wmflue^L^v5wW^,^3h by the ] Umate ««-«toe ofeuee with other countnee to secure for the rest of a

The International Exhibition.—Her Majesty'8

Commissioners have received communications from the

French, Belgian, and Swedish Governments, stating

that active measures are in progress for the formation
of commissions to represent the exhibitors from those
countries. The Minister of the Interior in Belgium will

in the meantime communicate with Her Maj y'g

Commissioners. In Hanover the directors of the Society

of Trades, and the committee of the Society of Arts, will

act as the Commission for that country.

The Indian Famine Rki.ikk Ftnd.—The iggregale
sum received hy the committee at the Mansion II <e

amounted on Thursday to upwards of fi 1 .<X)0/. This
sum is exclusive of the subscriptions now in progress in

Liverpool, Edinburgh, Dublin, Manchester, Glasgow,
and other large towns, the total amount of which can he
little, if at all, short of 20,000/.; thus augmenting the
fund to upwards of 74,000/.

Improvements in Hyde Park.—On Monday, by
order of the Right Hon. W. Cowper, the Chi Com-
missiomr of Works, a number of workmen were
employed in converting the un htly circular gpaei
formerly a reservoir, on the east Bide of Hyde Par!
near Grosvenor Gate, into a irden d« rated with
ornamental fountains. The Wellington Vase, which waa
remove* I to this site, has been taken away.
The Stih Railways.— It will be teen from our

Parliamentary report that thesecond readingof tin net
Rail Company 1*111 in the H« eofC is wns post-
pone! on Tuesday for six months, i h is equivalent
to the rejection of the Bill. On Monday a new line of
tramway on Mr. Train's principle was opened in West-
minster, it «

m<i< from Westminster Abbey to the
Victoria Railway Station nt Pimli and is about a
mile in length. A larj number < -sons travelled

i the line throughent the day, and the event was eel

brated by a dinner at the V jtmini r Palace II 1.

On Saturday, the vestry of Islington resolved, hya Inr
majority, to allow Mr. Train t«, l.iy down a fine from I land Institute,
the end of King 'reet, Lower Road, southward to the
bridge in New North Road. Meanwhile M u-dley
has given judgment at the Marylebone Polio* Court c

the summons issued against Mr. Train, nt the instance
of Mr. Heresford II for Injuring and 1 ,ng
the Uxbridge Iload. Mr. Yardley said that the Com-
missioncrs of Turnpike Roads had gone beyond their,
•werin -ranting their licence, and that they ought'

not to ha gli their li nee for laying down a tram.
Ho thei re d d that the line was not consistent
With the General Turnpike ,\< t. and fined Mr. Train in
It. i I costs, in on that thev lit appeal a
higher com In spite of this op th« new rail-
ways appear to be becoming ext lively po] ar. and it
is stated that on tnday last as much r ,ken
in twopenny fare hy t two-horse carriage on the
Bayswater l?oad.

TZ>a
"" "• n,Lerno°n of the q'^wLondon consecrated the ^Jl^i *

Jhe model orwho8;oe3^
been erected. It is huilt ;„ «.

rck|U
south aisles, north and south traS*
with a chancel containing ampS*
service. The seats are all open, gSJ
tion for about 1000 persons. T

(Shave cost 25,000/. hut it is no^
pulpit in the interior and the tower w

1

an unfinished state. The Rev u,
Trinity, College, Duhlin, Crfand btepney, has been appointed

thekilhe church, which is a consDicuo«2

White, of Wimpole Street.
^

Thames Emeanement.-A
largemfor the embankment and improvement

I names has been sent into the commim
to inquire into the subject, and it i3J
they will commence their labours forthwith

The Commercial Bask ?um.-
the prisoners Durdin and Holcroft wereat

before the magistrate at Bow Street, fir ir

animation. It was stated ia evidence &
account shows gross payments into the a.

of 153,000/., and that fictitious entries to i

of 55,000/. had been made by Durdin to

Both prisoners were fully committed ftr ta

various charges, the counsel for the praa

pressing an opinion that at present fe

sufficient evidence to sustain an indietsac

against Durdin.

The Public Health. - The figevfc

weekly return states that the total kk

in the week that ended Satoidiv, Jjd I

1209. The average number in tk

weeks of the 10 previous years lSaJ
increase of population, was 1288. ftp

is therefore 79 below the avenj **•

the births of 1012 boys and 99*1

dren, were registered in Lonik

iding weeks of the yesif*'

lunui is 1723.

15iumin«.iiam.-T1ic first <w*^S
of Birmingham waa lonnallyope^»»

in the presence of the Major, the

»J»
than Vorke, the Rev. Dr. Miller,

aiair

d influence, about 120 of f»J^
assembled at breakfast at the W
library, in connection with «*
,nt:iins4000volun 1

Three otberrf^

be establi d in conveaiejtr*

in addition to which it i«^^»Si
ference library, to be a kind ot sq

CAMBBiDGE.-Lora John Bandl^J

tter to the Prince Consort

rjniver8 ,
bating that he JiU

nominating as candidate, to €^1^

Civil Service Commissioners tor

Interpreter in China orf^^
the Tnivcrsity whom the Cilice „,

mav recommend. The age

Lord

of the
0*

c Hfl«o.n A Binnlar onex .

Kio^ 1

Close of the Strike.—Tbs> great majority of the
hands in the building * *

which the masten

a^tonintteon^^^ei*
bom calk Martha Wearer, .^i

returned. On P^wkd;but^

Jg
trades bay. -pted the terms been elTi

!

-
the cliii

^ gtflap-

had agreed to offer, and the strike floor, death having been •

g r

may be considered at an ( I. The most important step
towards putting an end to the dispute was made by tl

lea at Messrs. Lucas's on Friday, when thev held a
meeting and decided by a large majority, in defiance of
the trades union, that they would accept the Saturday
half-holiday and the hour system of pavn it. On
Saturday therefore the pay-booka were opened before
1 o'clock, and the nun left off work at that 1 r,

iving under the new system the same wages as th<
did for working through the Saturday j,

, [„
the course of the day between 40 and 50 workmen,
belonging to the different building trades of Paris,
arrived in Lond oro I r, having come over at
their own expen . in the hill persu that tl

would be readilj nga._ I by the matter builden t

rephf theopei ves who had withdraw m their
empi ment. They;! ed however gi Mv to regn

Jury at the Inge*
retm

Murder against, the woman

committed for trial.
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- pSumootii on Friday for .Madeira, calling at

Iiam on the may out to coal.

^«05.—The bank of Messrs. Pedder A: Co. (tb<

^Qj Bank) baa stopped payment It did not issue «

notes, and its conn ions were chiefly among

It was est iblished 83 .years ego, aud

title ai next

It own

MP^aneaMsV :

iSoLor 600,000/. .- - --
LTZJlVand mortgages on lands, and a iavourabie reali-

imm is ooesidcrtd
probable.

Bu.1) -Several London and provincial papers last

that Mr. Kent, of Road House, and bis

Mb. were **** to ,eavfl tW
'"•""V' :

vml
,

tra
V'

1

flXrasd. Itsppeais tha; there is no foundation tor the

fgSTr-* end that on the ewitenry, Mr. Kent has

d, and has now Wider consideration, the offer ot

and a better appoiutmei under Governinen

kim in terms ot great sympathy and conside-

W'Uh the consent of the family an

itive, together with a critical commen-

tary on the social and - ntilic aspects of the case and
• position, by Mr. Stapletoa, surgeon. Trow-

eridfr*, will !; v:\\ he published in London. It will be

id by a ground plan of the house, and by

several engravings from photographs of the hoi and

ground*, taken expressly for I i purpose.

grociFOET.—On Tuesday an inquest was held in this

town , >dy.T a child 21 yen-sold, which ha 1

keen found in a hrook covered with bruises. It

appeared that the child has been murdered by t\

etker ekildren, only 8 years old. According to their

Own confession the act was done with win ion delibera-

te. Tkej v the child into the water, pulled him

end beat liiin with sticks till he was dead, and then

thre*- the body <>nce more into the brook. Both the

boys were committed for trial at the assizes on the

charge of Wilful Murder.

the Hon Wi h ua NoeJ who entered the : y in

served in the Burma** wmr in 1*25-4, and was present at the
battles of Promo and Tai i.

I ady Lb Fleming m 5th last 8ebe was born
and »m the only chjM of Sir Michael Le .-. Bart,

ot Rydal Hal' \, 1. by the oi irrs r

of tlie 14th Ear! Ik. She married ' in 1^ 7, her ii,

r 1 >aniel lie Fleming, who had succeeded to hi-r fathers til!

the year before, and ing in isil was succeeded by his brother
the Rev. Richard. Rector f (iraamereand Wind* ere

Lokd Sidhev Ooi in Ossomm died on the i inst i

his seat, Bartram* -tead, where he had h» in letire-

meut for a long t. Hi* lordship was th otdyano of "

•h Duke of Leeds, by his second marriage with t < iter

of Mr. Thomas Anguish, Aeoountant-Gencra! "f the of

Chancerv. He was born in 1789, and was*educated st Eton

and Christ Church. He was half-uncle to the laU and to ths
preseut Duke of Leeds.
Tut Dow.' : I.ai.v i bes, of Newe, Aberdosnsl. > .

di<

on the 14th inst. at Chester House, \ led«»n. She via*

daughter <>f Major Cottrrave, H K.l md married in

Mr. Char! I ..rboa, of Newe, Aberde. aire, a merchant
Dotnbay. who was created u bn-one- R> m hhe bad

fours and a daughter. The eldest sou, who married a
daughter of Mr. II. L. Hunter, of Bet I, Bsi died in

1 leaving isstie a son, who became Ud bemsMt on the death
grand!. er in 1849, a ed o early age of 1 9,

in 18 J. w hen the baronetcy was I rited by the second son
f the deceased lady.
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K*d

Wills.—The will of II It.H ths l»ur\,aasof Kent hasl-

sworn under :<o,000{. ; the D hees Dowager of Cleveland,

ft. : lAdy Harriet Wetherell Warneford, 180,0901.

scotlanin*
< 0SO1LLOKSHIP OP THE UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.

—At a meeting of the general council of the University

of Aberdeen on the 10th inst., the Lord Rector (the

Solicitor General) pee.^dinfr,, the Duke of Richmond was

unanimously i I Chan . llor of the University.

aporting

Lady

CRAVEN RACES.
vdat—The Craven Plate. Mr. Sarjeant'a Crater beat

Malta, Palsissau. and 9 others.—Sweep Lord id's Little

Iv beat Snapshot, Conqueror, and Snorting Life.—//' '/»

Mr. Johu Day's Monastery beat Nicholas, Shingle,
Gourieux, Baron R..thscuilda b. f.. and Ck>nnundrum,—Match.
Lord Glasgow's Brother to s hiedam beat .Montenegro.—
Headtca/) I'laU. Baron da Niviere's Cosmopolite bea The
Bare, General Heaa, and 7 others.—The ttvennr Plate Sw*p*.
BarOB Rothschild'f nuaba rbineer, I VNi ic,I
Sheen, and Reveille—A Sweep*. Lord Stamford's Irr.nus

walked over.—The Forty-Seventh RiddUnevrth Stake*. Duko of

Bedford'! Paste walked over.

TrtgDAY.—The Newmarlit Handicap. Mr. Gratwicke's Ebon
est Parmesan, Sawcuttcr, tbers.—Sweep*. Mr. Merry's
tarli beat Nauti 'th Sale Stak-s 'Tr. T. Parr's

Kildonan beat Imaus, Captain 1 ortibus, and Ncrr. .—First
Tear of the Third Sewmarket Biennial Stake*. Mr. Merry's

beat Yorkminster, Asteroid, and 14 others—Handicap
Mr. Mm land's Benbow beat Angelo, King of tl

nd Contadina.—Sweep*. Duke of d's Shingle

Grenadier and The Greek.—Hme^'l qf 8wtep*. Mr.
Merry's Starlight beat Tomvris and Hllci o—The Second
Tmr •/ the Second Jfewmarhf Biennial Stale*. Mr. Parr's
Avalanche beat Umpire, Vanquisher, and 5 others.

rasnaoAY.—Sweep*. Duke of Bedford's Memo boat L«

West—.«uW €. Baron de Nivicre's Cosm -lite

•fit Malta, and "> others— Sxecpt. Duke of Bedford'8

Plum beat Ad> . Cantatrice, and Savannah — //<

Lord ( itry'b Mousetrap beat Amy.—Plate. Lor

»rd's Bailerino heat Olive Branch, Tolurno, and S others.

"£°#P'- Mr. E. H.ll's Fravola beat Emily —The Column
•*« I

i F.xeter'8 Knight of St. Patrick beat Folkestone
d West End.— Sweep*. Baron Rothschild's 1-

mper and Pnidence.—Handicap Sweep*. Lord Clifden's c.

aySurplice beat Mdlle. de Chantilly.
Thtrsoay.—S>ce»,>*. Duko of Bedford's Asteroid b

Carbineer and \ tigeur.—Sweep*. Lord Glasgow's b. c. by
St Australian beat Folkestone and Zingar

BIRTHS—On the16th Inst, al iborough Had. market,

the Ladv FkanCES Pettiwaud. of a <1 -4th inst, at I,

Hill 6 the lion. Mia. A» *rus H so, of a daughter

—9th i i . it Pipewell Hall, W&rthatnptonshin Hon. Mrs.

Hambrocoh, ofason, etillh..;.! loth r ndsor, '

Ho. Mrs. Bnwn. WiNonMA\ ef a eon— lfith inst, at oft,

Square, the wife of W. P. Adam, Es'j., fa son

—8th Inst, at Wiesbaden, the wife of Lieut el 0, F.

Ma: pxl, of a daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On the 18th Inst, at Potersl

,
Church, tt

Rev. I Montaou Villi ess, eldest son of the Hon.

Right Rev. the 1 top of Durham, and i >e E-

Clarendon, to Viotob.1 v

,

id daughter of the i ' i '"-

Lord .Ions H M I'.—ltith inst, at Mnmhcad. Devon, the

Right Hon I 0», to CaROLIBJK, i wi daughter of

,e 1 r Robert Wh. Newman, Bart., sister : the

present Sir L: n Newman, Bart., of Mam! — loth ins-

at. Lamesloy, Colonel Sir David Wood, B ' . K H, to^Mj
Hon. Mi.-s Liddeli iter of L Ravenswortl

oi Bavenawortl c.-istle. Durh . and F. o, Xorthun

rland - h Inst, at All Saints', K |h«» !««. " N
.

youngest son <>( tho late Thomas Bali; I

M , to Isabella J ank, second daughter. Iat«

Lambton Lorain e, Bai -f the thu I—
17th inst, at St .lames's Church, Picoadilly, Captain BlacKI

ream Guards, to Geosfltaha Fra < C« .-. i

daugi f thu late ^ir AMSBBW Cok . Bart., ol Acton

I! oald, Shropshire -11th inst, at I \lphoge< ureb, (ireen-

,i.i wi i inw a l l. Esi j., Secretary to the General

Post Office in [t nd, sou of John Cornwall, of Browi »n

Hon-. <
'... Meath, Esq., fee Iuzabeth Gn\«-i ungeat

daughter of Sir William Cunnmnuuam C. Dalyi:i.l. i wt., Ol

urns, Linlithgowshire—11th inst, at All Shu iulham,

the Rev. Edmund Batty, eldest son of Wilha i .,

of Woodham Lod^ Wandsworth, to Iran ens J bice,

. .nng« of M "i >r Geueral SirJoshua J> . K.CB.
DEATHS.—On tho 6ah rtr In v of

Wexf an, v. >WAi v-

ni iatiikk, formcrl - Lord Chief .Til -
:.th it. at Ryd.il H .11. v rmoreland. Annj **-

betii, wi. v of Sir Daniel F >rt., and tor

»f the late Sir Michael le Fleming, Bart., of Rydal Hall, aged

77—4th inst, in Lond r.TAMEsC. A .
Bart., late of

Buttovant Castlo. county Cork, aRed 03

—

at ;-

heath, Lady Br n. the relict of the late Si) el

Brown. R fV rugh Lodge, BUcl i, K t—7 Feb.,

! I Bdan, 16s. fd. : Wal!« Bad
Walla 1 ll'a Hattons, 17a. Ad

.
Walla

wallgate, \«s. i» Walla l.nd Itatsea . 17». Sd. . Walls

lnd Oaaaoii. 17* Sd. ; Walls End HarUapnel, lta. Sd Wale
,i ii. u^i Hall, lea. ed ,

Walls End aataealfs, lie, Sd.

Walls I nd Tl liSY, 1*«. »d- ;
*•**• na TnoV*t ,7*- ;

Walls Sad Trln n Th ley, lT.a. ; Carwsy and Duflryn

Anthr. r 2ls. Od. ; Oowjien Hartley, 10a. ed.—7» ahips at

market. ____^
TIOPS—Boaonoa Market, Friday, April It.

Messrs. Patteadett eY sssth f\» a much Wttarde-

luand for yearling Hope, as well as for ths beat pewn lSWa.

at Improving prices.

BRITISH WOOLS.—Lw now, Friday. A 1 19.

Our tnvie is health v but with .
itcm< ^ratfana

being carried on merely for the supply urrent orders.

which hive been on the whole satisfactory of late—In fact,

better than was anticipated.

nth down llog-s.

ota. . .-

Half-bred ditto..

I 'own Ewes
Kent Fl

1

1

1

1

d. a d.

5 to ..

6 — ..

4 — ..

6 — 1 ti

Wctbcri
Ditto H

ng skins
Hlaaaet ditto

i .annel Wool

n •

* «

l

i

o

1

4

S
10
s
I

to

1

o

1

I
6

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKBT.
Monday, April 16.

We hare a few more Roasts than on M lay last, trade is

nsequently dull. Ch-n-e qualities, however, are not muen
wir There Is ab an average eupply o< Sheep; the— >i «. «„«- limttnri and it. ia difficult to realise late rates.

ai

Calves and I .bs are not quite so much in d« tuand as tbe>-

lately l>oen. From Germany and Holland there are

410 Boasts, 1550 Sheep, 76 Calves, and 40 PiK . from Scot-

land, 410 ; usts; 1 tn Norfolk and Suffolk, 2000; and 89
fr< lt ,,' tun Mfwt.ni-rn and midland c dies.

d s d
Best Scots, Here-
fords, arc. - . 4

Hest Bh rns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Boat Downs and
Half-brods

Do. Shorn . . 6

3800; Sheep

to 5
— 4
— 4

8to6
too

Best Long-woola. 6
Do. Shorn . . 4

8 Eweaai 2d quality 4
' Do. Shorn .. 4

Lambs . . 7

Calves .. ..a
4 Phre .. ..4

Lambs, 20,030; Calves. 116;

d a
4 to6
I
8

•

4

5
5
4
8
ti

r>

d

4
4

4

Thursday. April ]8.

We have a short supply of Beasts, but trade is dull, ai

Mond es are not fully realised. The number of Sheep ia

r than of late: the demand, however, is vary

h «ed, an hey cannot all bo disposed of. The Lamb trade
at > dney. New S Wales. lean IZ*BET" ,

lD,r
2 active, yet rates **» not hisi^Calvee are rather lower.

daughter. ir Ali hief J aged 21 ;
and *!~ l

VL. _ m^\
shortly afrerwards, on the same d lea tha,

m er ot Lady Staph and widow ot the late I .William

Bsni [>,D.D.,aen1 tin of Tasmania, aged 7:»—11th inst,

at Afon House, Mortlake, Surrey, Anne. the

late ROW. Willbs , Es Barrister, and grand ter of .ludgo

Willes, aged 88—1 . at Tool, in Prance, Isaioila

niCA, wife of the Baron Victor d'Huart, and daugl

of the late I lonel William Granville El R.A.—

1

inst, at Baskerville Hooee, Worcester, Lieut.-O iel Jahwr
Taylou Hai.u late of the Coldstream Guards, aged 63.

consists of 202 Beasts,

Calves. Milch Cows -

Best Scots, Here
lord*, ate. 4 8 to 4 Id

COVENT RDEN, April SO.

Tlio suppl] f ordinary Vegetables ia insufficient for the

deman tnd prices for things in that way are high. ' -rnish

Broccoli continues to be 1, and good samples of

Hest. Short horns 4

2c i quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 6

Shorn

4 4

4

8 — r,

0—5

8

10

2

Best T/>ng-wonts . 5
Do. Shorn . . 4
Ewes6 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn .. 4

Lambs .. ..7
Calves .. ..5
Pigs ..4

4 to5
8—4 10
8 — 6 2
-4 4
0—8
0—5 10
4—5 2

„ , , a__Subscr,,,i:on J^ttuesn. Endive, and Ar wkes are received from France,
'Tele. Mr. Fl ing's P««l nuiford heat Soutlmort. Rosedale
J»wi$ others.—Second Year of the Seventh A**t Proiluce Stakm.

£2j*J~Ua»'l'8 Carbineer walked over—Sweep*. Duke of

J?™*' roid beat The Rambler.—Handicap Sweeps. Mr.
. 's Infanto beat Doubloon.—Sweep*. Lord Stamford's
ijnaus beat Conjurer and Doe foot.—Ha,vli< Vote. Lord

SJ «-_ fc _ _ _ w _ > 1

n's b
^"•—Tbe Ciaret Stake*. Mr Merry's Thormanbv beat

Sv-T
%nd Thunderbolt.—Sjowp*. Lord Stamford's Emily

~Kea OTcr —ewasps. Lord Stamford'a Estrelda walked over.

Im'kk
~~Sw^P'- Cowley beat Canto. — Sweeps. Plum

«PS. Walloon beat Hesper, and 2

* othaffa^^^011 Stakr*- Wing beat Prince Plausible and
S eeJajf»:_'.ftr*t?

M-

J .
Ma<ke Wildfire beat Palaiseau, and

aWbw fdiyTand 7 !
'
PlaU

- Nof, Pb ytc beat ?°uthport,

.New (ivapes are onereo, aou icico iwi !»'«»,» «» Straw-

berries there is a tolerably good supply c ing the season.

Asparagus, French Beans, Green Peas, young ''arrots. and

new Potatoes may also now be obtained. Cucumbers are

coming in plentifully. Cut rowers chiefly consist of Orchids

Lily of the Valley* Chinese Primulas, Violets, Mignonette,

Camellias, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.

1 1 i. nnorn - a «/ — « * ' * *«- • • • • » » — *

Beasts. 870 : Sheep & Lamba, 6160 ; Calves, 206 ; Pigs, 140.

MARK LA —Monday, April 15.

The supply of English Wheat from Essex and Kent to

is morning's market was small, and all samples in tolerable

udition were cleared at the prices of this day ae'nnight

,e ; -mce was good, and foreign Wheat met an im-
proved demand at the rates of last week , excepting the inferior

and on i.ned new, which it difficult of disposal, and
can only be sold at irregular prices. Barley is unaltered sn

value, fine qualities being in better demand. Beans are Is.

to 2s. per qr. dearer. Peas dull at former prices. The •

trade is steady at the prices of this day se'nnight. For Flour

tbcre is a moderate demand at rather under the prices of tbia

\
day week.

Per Imperial Quarter. is. s.i

Pine Apples, per lb., Sato IS

Grapes, per lb., Ss to 12s

Strawberries, p. oz , Gd to Is

Pears, per doz.. 4s 6d to 8s

Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, fis to 10s

Lemons, per inn. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per lb , Is to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.

, Essex, .— — fine selected runs.. ditto

— — Talavsra
— Norfolk
— Foreign ••

BARLBV.grind. £ dist. , 28s to 30a iev.

i ;im..BTindincr and

86—"5. Red
s. s.

52—62
54—<^

5 others.

J*' 1 Port Stakes. Wizard walked over.
Men Webster beat Bivouac, Anthem, and

^Sln5^\on?sn!?^ " lt hia Seat
'

Cronhill.near

born

Broccoli, each, 6d to Sd
French Beans, p loo,9dtols6d
Green Peas, p. h sieve, 1 Os

Greens, per doz., 6s to 8s

Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 80s to 200s
— per bus., 4s t', 6s
— per cwt., 6s to 10s

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each.Od to *Js

Artichokes, per doz. . 3s to 4s

Beet per doz.. l a Cd to 2s

Celery, p. bundle, Is Sd »d

Onions, p. 4 sieve, Is 6d to 2a6d

Asparagus, p. bundle, 4* « o 8s

Rhubarb, p. bundle, 9d to V
punnet. Is6d to 2s

Shallots, per lb., Is 6d

Garlic, per lb., «d to 8d

Mndive, p. «core, is to isM
Horse Radish, p. bun., Is'M u>4a

Musi m s. p. pott, 1 *3d toitOd

Parslev, p 1 Je9
-
4s to ie

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

tr e-«t>«w«** •*

most
and hie L»" ;

"et.-'iurs in jfinglanu oi nerei<'.-«

He oh .ill!" ^s ar° modela of order and r.eat-

*«ricnlt4,rajS2!r
nu,T prises at the shows of ths Royal

-^ STOaliL222?*y*
!\
l IJir»«ingham, at the Smithfield shows,

extnu»5i!f!L
m U

i
e, P^o^nces. His genius as a mechanic

IWtbnliP' a
u
d he wafl a first ™te rifle shot. He tookI«t in pohtjcs, but the family are Conservative. He is

50—72 Red
51 -72

1

Red
50—T8}

SS—40
.__ „,40—42

Oats. Essex antfSuffolk [20-24
~ '

-lushire.. Potato'**
•otatoi

_ Foreign Polsad and ,^^
Ryk '** ISiFxjre

MEAL

^^^^.•"^.--^..•.•Winds 34-42 I»ngpod

- Foreign -S™* 1

Peas, white, Essex and Kent .. Boilers

- Maple.... -s to -e .Grey

Maizb \ Whr
Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack

- do dU '

- Foreicm perbarrsi
Friday. April 10.

The weather during the past eight days has been An**™
sold easterly winds In some the prmc.pal markets of the

firmness has been observable in the Wheat

to ««•. p« —,— —- „-,. - sa^-a. - MortD m«ie vum ^^ , Mat at the same time there has been a want

Bed Soil do., 140s. to 160s. ;
d R

*5"'J^* ri A £'*£ do of activity. Some fallirg oft in the arrivals from abroad may,

gcrv. R. its, .s. to 130- r:fr>dZ£uTr*tot
however, now be looked for, particularly from America, whence

100s. to 115s. ; ditto Rocks, 80S. to »*"•»

POTATOES.—Southware. Honda; ^J^Vfl hai
Daring the pa ok the arrivals coastwise

j,
^d by bare

28—4^

40-5e
lo—50 = Egyptian

Ik .

40—I
'J Foreign.

— Yellow..
50—57
38—50 Country. 38—50
30—36 Per sack 40—50



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

importations during the next two months will be compara-
tively small. Barley has not undergone any alteration in

value. Prices of Oats have been fully maintained, and the

late large arrivals having ceased, dealers evince more disposi

tion to purchase at the extreme rates lately current, which
have been occasionally exceeded. Beans in some markets have
improved Is. per qr., and are generally held firmly. The
latter may also be said of Peas. Flour this week has been
more pressed upon the market, and the sales effected have
been rather below the previous currency. Since Friday last

35 vessels have been reported off the coast. The transactions
have not been extensive, but there is rather more demand for

Wheat, holders having reduced their pretensions. The arrivals

of English grain, foreign Wheat, and Barley this week have
been moderate, of Oats small. The attendance at this morn-
ing's market was not large, but included several country
buyers, with whom a fair retail business was transacted in

foreign Wheat at Monday's prices; English is unaltered in
value.

^
Spring Corn of all descriptions is steady at Monday's

quotations.

Arrivals from April 15 to April 19.

Oats.

English .

.

Irish 4

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

1120 qra.

13320

>>

tt

Barle

'2V60 qra.

2020

• >

»»

10 qra.

400

Flour.

1710 aks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; lrns a

practical knowledge of hi* profession. Good references

as to character.—J. H., Mr. Pods, Epsom Nursery, 8urrey.

GARDKNKR (Head).—Age 31, married; under-
"

stands his profession, Including Tines, Vines, Orchard

House. Ac—J. G., Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Oheahunt, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 20, single; thoroughly

understands tho Forcing of Vine*, Fines, Peaches,

Flower ami Kitchen Garden. -n years' good chut aetor.—
A. B. C , Mr. Cuthush's Nursery, Highgate, N. ^_____
/GARDENER (Head). — Ago 40, married ; has a

vJT thorough knowledge of Gardening in every department

GARI)EXER.-AeeSQ.- 7-
ei

profession. Hic-hW VT * ; wellSheen,,, Harlow. Sex
n*°**W^

house* anH **!»**
?

l»gle
; Un

|

Jn .
ulorstandsVines, MeQ ^"STW]

fden. i •an Wv* n
*
. , T 8- Cucumber,

»

(x
A

To Noblem

Can be well recommended.—G. S.,

Nurseries, near Gqdalmin
Mr. Young's, 31 il ford

g-

QAUDEN tUt.-lurpZe

G;^

8380 :: f
720

»•

• »

brl s.

Liverpool, Tuesday, April 16.—This morning's market lias
lad a very fair attendance of buyers, and holders of Wheat
showing more firmness a moderate consumptive business has
resulted at the quotations of Friday last. Flour is little
inquired for and is nominally unaltered in value. Indian
Corn attracts little attention, and must be note i the turn in
buyer's favour. Oats and Oatmeal support late rates in retail.
Beans and Peas are both fully as dear. Barloy slow sale. The
market closes steady for Wheat, but dull for most other
articles.

Friday, April 19.—Since Tuesday the trade has been in a
rather languid state, and purchasers being restricted to retail
quantities for present use, there is scarely any variation to
report in prices of Indian Corn, Wheat, or Flour. Oats and
Oatmeal quiet.

Averages

March 9..— 16..— 23..— 30..

April 6..— 13..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat.

54* 2d
53 8
54
55 2
56 4
56 10

arley.

38*1 Id
38 7
38 6
37 11

37 8
37 5

Oats, j Rye. . Beans. [Peas

.

!\rt

34* 6*
S4 10
32 11

36 7
36 4
85 11

38 2 I 23 9 | 85 2

23* 6'/

23 9
23 10
23 4
24
24 1

t
41* Sd 43* Sd
40 1 41
40 1 40 g

40 11 43 4
41 8 40 2
41 H 40

41 0"l'41"

f^ A it J) E N E 11 (Head).— A»;c 38, practical ;

vT thoroughly acquainted with tho Culture of Plants and
Fruits. Forcing, Kitchen and Flower Gardens.— II. Edmunds,

News Office, Clapham, S.
^

f^ ARDKNKR (Head).—Ape 30; perfectly under.

vT stands his profession in all its branches. Good chai ter.

Can be strongly recommended.—S. W., Mr. Allman, Nursery,

1 1orsham

.

^^__
GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incum-

brance; understands Vines, J'ines, Aw. Unexceptionable
character. N ingle-handedplace accepted.— Y. Z, Tost Office,

Folkinghani. Lincolnshire.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28; has had 14 years'
practical experience in some of tho best Establishments

in England and Scotland ; unexceptional character for ability,

honesty, and sobriety.—S. T., Mr. Forsyth's Nursery, Rectory
Road, Stoke Newington, N.

,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, one child ;

practical ; thoroughly understands growing Fruits,
Cucumbers, Melons, Grapes, Flower and Kitchen Garden, Stock
if required. Two years' character.—C. S., Bedford Nursery,
Hampstead Hill, N.W.

VJ -Age 26, married; strong andexcellent character from his preLnt
lived a. Foreman for the last fowl
hurst, Tunbridge Wells, Kent

J

V^S man a family—Age 21.—X Y Mr'
serymanani seedsman^ Clapham

*'

Cl AKUKJMEH (UNiiij^^TT.
M or gentleman's Establishment w^

Growing is carried on to some extent. LOf his profession. Good character.-Joaxli
11 '"''•" Hall, Brentwood Essex

"*****

G ARDKNKR, on GARDEXER
*

GARDENER (Head).
crreAt exiH^rience in ear!

Fluctuations

Ta7CES.

th* Last Six Weeks Aver\urs.

March 9. Mar. ie. [Mar. SSTlfar. 80,1 April (*.. April 13.

M
55
54
54

53

,0d

4
• *

• •

2 V •

9 —
8 •L

• •

• •

• •

BUTTER MARKET.—April 19.
Best Fresh Butter . . .. 16s. per doren lbs.
Second do. do u*.

Pork. 4s. 8d. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

GENTLEMEN WANTING GAKDEXERS.-First-
rate Men always recommended. Postages only charged.

•—For forms of application, address Jam«s Garawat <fc CoPurdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

ANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, by a Mar-
ket Gardener ; one accustomed to Market Gardening

?I?
U11

n
°n >n Preferred - Waees. U. per week.-Address

Israel Coleman-. Market Gardener, Kin* St., Sandwich, Kent.'

TI^AXTED, by a gentleman, a firtt-rnte GAR
~! j tT

N
"KR

;
who can «TOW fir» fc c,aM Grapes all the yearround. It is also necessary that he should be a good Pine.Melon, Peach, and Plant-Grower, Ac-Apply to J. Mereoit.

Landscape Gardener, Vine Cottage. Qaraton. near I-ivenwoj.

\\TANTE1>, for a Nnrsery and Florist Establishment

•n? *K
W
L
th? l0

.
mile9 of ^ndon, a PERSON' well acquaint.-!

with the best and most expeditious mode of I i n -wing ft andHarl-wooded Plants for Market; a married .,, fr 25 t

4.» years of age preferred, as he will live in the Dwelling Hoih«,on the premW This application offers great advantagesioany person baring • small capital for a start in businW-
rlSL *n U"

sStOMOf. Fruiterer, Grand Row, Coven

t

^^lJJL^^ElP ^ Waraery
, Epson n rrey, 8.

VfTANl'ED, a GARDHNKK.-A Man who is~5iid;

mlJf «r
a
?ir-l

n
u
Ust

JJ
ou? and who undersUnds the Msnaua

f^t v,
* k,tchei

\
Garden, Shrubbery, and the Growth of Out-door Flowers m abundance. In 12 or 18 months there will be

th^grr24

re
K
DhoU^' 2l9-

l
l>eT ™* wages at present, and

TVT rtED, ak 1 m GARDENER, without

llSk?Lr wP catl
?
n to U mmde to Mr

'
J

- Kellbtt, Widnet

T\TA>, l Bl), s respecUble well-educated ^ ithTfrnm

^hVMPM ritItI^SL ^f aj
L
6
*
w *n APPRKNTICK t the

hsaa^JfIv^iU^ S? t
he S° ĥof *-'"tlind. One whonasasliE Pledge of the Bnsiness will be preferred _Application to oe made to Mr. Wiixiam CuTiiBawiSw Printer

winEr Ann
?
n

' ^"W^bJre, N.B. A small pr ,

will be required —Annan, April 20.

Seed TradeT

ingle, a£c«l 40; has luul

great exj>enence in early and late Forcing of all kinds
i

Fruit, Vegetables, and Flowers, and likewise in the Management
of Meadow Land. Four years' excellent character from his late
employer.—Q. S. F. P Office, Scuthgate, M . ii . V.

GAR I ) I : V E R (Head).—Age 34, married, no inrnir. -

brance; has a thorough pra< »1 knowlc<ige of Early
and Late Forcing Krnits, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Cultiva-
tion of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Management
flower and Kitchen Ganienn. Good references lor character
and ability.—J. C, Mr. Glass. High Street ugh.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 80, married, no incum-
brance ; hsis a practical knowledge of Flower and Kitchen

Gard , Barly and Late K ing Vine»«, Peaches, Strawberries.
CuiMimbers and Melons. Can have eeven years' good recom-
mend ation from late employers.—8. H. A , Houodshill Home,
Stratford-upon-Avon.

ARDENER (Head, age 3rj).—Geo. S. Dods can
recommend a Married Man. thor ,'hly competent to

conduct tho management of a .bleman's or gentleman's
Garden, where Plant*. Fruits, and Vegetables are roouired to
be cultivated extensively.—G»o. 8. Dons, Bpeom Nurst-
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).
Son, Nursorj-raen, Gl

-Meetrs. J. C. Wheeleb A
Gloucester, can highly recommend a

first-class Gardener, age ?.">. rn.irriei, no incumbrance*. High
wages are not so much his object as an opportunity of showing
hi« skill.—Further particulars <•" application.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 35, married, no in-
cumbrance; thoroughlyun i* Flower and Kitchen

Gardens, Stove and Greei u«e Plain -f every deacrin
*n years* good character.— F. , Mr. Young < Surm

Milford, near G^>da1rniiig,

( VM.'hKXKIt (Head).-(*. Cock bur5, 37 Years
V « • »rdener tho Barlof Mansfield. I'aen Wood Gardens,
Himpstead. Ixmdon. N can with coundenoe recommen l a
Hi .ugh practical . need je 84, married
Seven years' unexce] nable character from the gentleman he
last served as If •• id G.irriener.

age 40, married, no incumbrance -¥rperson. Nurseryman, Piue-Apple Place

'

London, ran with confidence recommend
to

or gentleman a trustworthy business active k]thoroughly practical in every branch of the'

has had great experience in the re-arrannn? r
Park 1 Pleasure Grounds, the Erecting iM
Buildings, and cannot be surpassed inPine,6rwl
Growing, and the Cultivation of Fruit Trees ia &
Honae. Character and testimonials of 16 ves.

noblemen will be found to give great sati^ict

1 1 K»naaaoaJe> rim.- Apple Place, Edgware Rod, I

To Noblemen and Gentlemen

GARDENER, or GARDENERan SI

W. M., age 3 '•, is open for engagement ia ot^

tho above ca| lies, having studied Gardeoia:

branches in the best conducted establishment-

in Scotland, and for eome time in one of&
establishments in Kngland, where the pnctwofio

is such as not to bo excelled ; the Foraaria.Fi:

After- Management of Plantatioiu, whetisiiii

obuin Timber for Sals, Shelter, Efieet,orftBt

general routine of Management on the to lir.

grehending Arable and Pasture Land; tie fa^*

lock, whether for Feeding or Dairy pspa;iii«

practical knowledge of the working of Si:

vator: Draining, Formation of Rwi, CbJJW'
Combined with th- ibovo W. M. poss^jj^^!

j

knowledge of th. irveying of au tetfjaasw

erally come within ran(;erf**«^5

Layingoat, and Planting of tm— »_u;.„_» nre

t

Ac—Forfwl .

Chi*wick NuncU

FOR KM AN, in a gentleauAJjg^
thoronghly un.lerstands Em* 1*"Sir

the Management of -Stove and Ontf"
h

Ac. Can be highly recommended.---

Sutton, Surrey.

sying-out, and Planting of Jf*^ordinary Architecture, kc—r^W^i
Mr. Hi,

I

)KOPA(JATOK. :r^. ^I^rdi
fSt"

t

A th. . -^h prartical Msn. WW
8. V.. 7 ft. tages, VettTMtoJ!!*

jlil'KnVKK. AgeaOjto**^-
r ti ve or si x years.—a.w—

tj ail ikk. oak i MK%;
tho 'h of his p*. sston. B«*KT**

GARDENRH (llru.).
T native of So | ; ., taodl hii pnT^elon. in-

cluding Pinea, Vmw, Stovo and Orwsnbonee Plants Flower
and Kitchen Ganlcn. Can undertake the Management of
Plantation and Land. No siog)e*han !c 1 place accepted. No

-jection t» Ireland. The heel te»tio)..ntala as to character
and abilities.— A. It.. Post Office, f

Ag {'>. marr ne child.
bad considerable experience in the p™««.«'» ... •• - ..

orth.
Management of all kinds of Ear.y and Late For, incln ling known gentleruen in tne u

I'incs. Grapes, Peaches, Orchard Bou»es. Ac, ai he general H^erstock H vU W_.W;

-urine of Gardening U\* been a successful exhibitor at tho I > \ | LIPK &C—
metropolitan and other show, Chsracter for ability. *a, will

J ) .» u his business mj
nnV ,irioUS^bear thortnetest invr ^ati -J I ine Street, Cm- ^ ,£ Land, Roott. RJJM

GAKDKNER (Head
The advertiser has ba.

mercial Road, fast Mi tllese

GA R DENEB .Head), or
n AI LI KP.—Married, two ! _ _

un-IersUnds hi* profissak.n. also St- and Lai *"n tn
rjfeofaf' y. I recommended-

^* -m. Hisrh Mtreet. W k-.d«w. rrer «
'

and Cottages, Coll ing small Kent., ^
will be gifeu-JouN Kikk, Boy«

—
To Gentlemen and £** Wft

pertenoein ;^ and
^4,«J

profsJSTon in all its bran.
;
h ^8

M . S^
^rVied, no^

B„.i««. end the )f.ui*B

!. fe-

ints. Under*

KDKNKU AND r-dtry. Refcn^ces *w
; li( ^

n. y-Mngeat 11 years; g*! ' "
„ nf1 nentloneB-

GAUDKNER (Uf:a.>), oh (JaI
BAILII Age 4o

: a | iss Grow*. „,_„„,
other Fniits, and other Plants, t Fo,
tables required; has had the ca; ' w Plantatlona.

To NoWemen and «-ft
BAIUP?

hli a
of Granee and

I -nntlemandjtheWo^ ^ fCattlH
•avv c .

M
*2S.-fc Dcrby^^-2lleaw S.il

Oisl

WAVTFn K,r „ t i ti n .
»° ,e" requiren; nas had the care of \\<«*\* Plantatkm.

MA V Ik
h?£ L°nd0i

J
H°U8e

'
fl first -clj,ss SHOP- Timber Measuring Pasture Land. *k, *c, and the

Bxnpwini «n ^Ut
J6^ °f ***> and who has had some ?.

n Fstate ,n general. Nine j „• ff,vxt character. WinTiSiBxpenence on the road. He must be of giwd address and \1 M-wage a Dairy.-K. S.. 7. Cnthbert Sb^T w.li t>f!P

^i^M^W^1"90^ ^moniaEi.-A /...Gardener,'

TITAATJiD, an active and industrious YOUNG MAX
JtlsS?* *??'

in Iookin^ UP Orders. Packing, Ac, also to^ k^T occas
J2

naI1-v- One from the sSlith preferred!

*«&a*te7.
t0 W*' °°t* N,irserie8

'
Withing^on. ne*;

Manage a Dairy.— E.
! Igeware Road, W.

S., 7, Cnthbert .Street, Hall Park,

(t
AKDEN Al.— In the prime of life, married; well

Vv* rersed in his profession. Three and a half vcars
,,

exccl

•

Hiud.g
h
a
J

re

a

N
er'"^' ***

'
^ "' B°dki,,X "•* W«it H.'l,

AIL! ok ^J^W$
..„„r.i Manaircment ™

d ^
I ^eoer.il wNf^JJ Seeding/"^ ""J

the Mansgeme t c^^SS^
,.t character.—"- - •'JZl^-r-^^TZ^ M

WANT PIACES.-Ietters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER.—Age 35, single; has a thorough
practical knowledge of his protest , in all its bran

with two years' unexceptionable r er , with other testi-
monials and references of the highest -r, and ha* no ol.fec*

i to any part of England.—A. Z., Mr. Rune* ' u
> ursery, ( *n.bcrwell, 8.

^Q.ARDENER (Head).—A^e 42, married, no inenm-

n» liUS * ;

*tt
h
°!?Tl

hly P"^ 11**1 aTl '1 tnistworthy peraon.

Sntilil wh^ 'i
Gardener nearly 20 years with three

GAHDKXKK.—Age 30, single ; understands th-
roughly the MeBiigement of Greenbesfesaa and i.laas

Flowers, the the death of his eeapforer and the

^^^'^^^^^^^^vlr I^-1
---^-. '^^ n** ^•o,eetab!ishmoBt Ha,

, excellen't cb,

about ISl'^Q. *.?fto
r7

bed

1 the anny in -r & sad.i-ffj, «fi

income*

S ^ven^AT. !

I,^ J
TOUT

_ the fan^ of a ^en
IltBI, 5,

iearn the I ac*.-^ _
K

wishes to obtain
b

and
jo Id

of farm" ^ about ^^
imselt useful. tdii^S-J
«, oiven.-A.. »

. m
..
he6 to Wj

A
London, 3.

^Ibiou

To Nurserymen
*u
sMA s.<

ns ^^^ f r
£•"? year^ (i leais standing. The neighb-nnm given for leaving Wages, Apply to Kobt. F. Daaar, TbeNu

l
Uloticestersbire.

Liddle, Poet Office, Woodford ^ N.B.
raeriee t irencestcr.

Seed Trn'1C
'

in &1 9
»u

:

r
Jc: i.. w* ^ ffit0'

I
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Card.

S-AMUEL N. McGERROW,
General Horticultural Builder,

Kuotty Ash, near Liverpool,

permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout

Q-art Bnumandh^Bl: - -

"" ' Greenhouses, Orchard Houses, Ac.

IT FREEMAN'S Horticultural Works, Triangle,

J n«rknev N E. Established 20 years. Substantially

J" ^,^hoase•, glazed, ready for fixing, 42 feet by 13 feet,

5?flfe»t^bYlS feet, 28f. ; 12* feet by 10 feet, 15/. Orchard
ST..'.

-

in per cent, cheaper. A large assortment kept.

ZmZb given for Heating, or any branch in iron or wood.

I TORN TUBI
f P respectfully

nr carryingw ui k«» »*»—-~—~- --— —

—

•«—-—»«

tnrml Works, viz.. Conservatory, Greenhouse, Hothouse,

Orchard House, Stoves and Pits on the most improved prin-

clSwoV beating and ventilation. Having had many years'

Zttwriencc in Horticultural Works, J. T. can assure those who

but favour him with their work that the best materials only

will be u*ed.

Hot bad frames of all sizes, glazed and painted, always kept

io stock at the Works, Cheetham Hill, Manchester

HOTHOUSES tor the MILLION. — On the
principle invented and patented by Sir Joseph Paxton,

M. P.. combining wimplicity, cheapness, excellence, and dura-
bility, being capable of fulfilling, in the most perfect manner,
all the requirements of Horticulture Lean-to Houses, 80 feet
in length, can be had for less than 17f. Span Roofs, 30 feet in
length, for 33/. ; and all other dimensions at equally low prices.
.Delivered free to any Railway Station round London.

Illustrated Circulars, with Lists of Prices, can be had on

fJ2?
id *,,piication to Samuel Hekeman, 7, Pall Mall East,

West of EnglandT^reTand, and Wales!

iQOoo3i

y SKINNER (late Partner with J. Weeks & Co.),
» • Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparati

Jam m« turer. Establishments Heated on the ONE-BOILER
BioTEM. Plans and Estimates on application. MBlcjtc

Bridewell Street, Bristol

"pELTHAM and TRUSS, Manufacturers of Hot-
-*- Water Apparatus of every description for heating Con-
servatories, Offices, Churches, and Public Buildings, with
TRoas's Patent Pipes and Elastic Joints.

«-

TVOKINs, late Yokins & Hcrd, 2, York Place,
• Queen's E .m, CheW 8W.. HORTICULTURAL

BUILDER akd HOT-WATER APPARATU8 Manufacturer.
Estimates forwarded.

WILLIAM HURL), Horticultural Builder and
Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturer, Radnor

House, Radnor Street, King's Road, Chelsea.

TUBULAR BOILERS from 31.

SONS,JOHN WARNER and
Crescent, Cripplegate, R-C.

WARNERS' PATENT VIBRATING 8TANDARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST IRON PUMPS for Farms,

Cottages, Stable Yards, &c., where the Well

does not exceed 25 feet in depth; fitted

with Warner's Patent Metal Bucket and
Valve, which cannot clog in action. Those
Pumps can be made right-handed, left-

handed, or with handle opposite the nose by
removing four screws only.

Diameter. Height. a> «. d.

2i in. short lft. 7 in. / Fittedforlead, ^ 1

2J „ long 3 „ 3

3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „
3£„ ditto S„ 6 ,,

», ditto 3 ,. 6 >•

1

2

2

I

1

10
4
9
18

gutta percha
or cast iron
flanged pipe
as required.

2£ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2}., long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

The short-ham 1 Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space for the supply of Cop|ters and Sinks
in Wash-houses, with soft water from tin-

No. 35. derground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and
Plant Ilouses ; theymay be fixed, when desired, under the 8tagc.|

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FITTED in every
descript ion of Hothouses, Manskmi, < uurcbee. Chapels,

tc on the most approved principle by J. Mekhnth. vine
Cottage, Oarston. near Liverpool.

N I J . First -class references may be had on application.

Horticultural Works and Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufactory.

Konsal Green, Harrow Road, London,.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, vineries, Green
houses, Ac, combining every improvement with elegance of
design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of 11 -uses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, - hools, Entrance Hills, Public Buildings, Ac., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner.
J. T. A Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and get by whom they are ex tensively engaged.

JOSEPH HAYWOOD
urn CO.,

MANirACTURKBS or

PRUNIN(J akd BUDD I

N

Q

K N IVES*

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kiwis

of POCKET CUTLERY.

No. 5544-

WARNERS' GAL-
VANIZED IRON TUB

GARDEN ENGINE, with
Registered Spreader, is

strongly recommended for

durabilityand low price, viz.:

—

10 gallons . . . . £2 15

16 „ .... 3 15

24 , 5

Larger sizes may be had in

either Wood or Iron.

No. 579.

VTTARNKKS' SWING
VV GARDEN BARROW

(holding about 35 gallons) is

intended for all large establish-

ments where much watering
is done by the Watering Po
By its use the Gardener will

save much time and labour,

particularly where the Tank,

Pond, or Pump is at a distance

from the Garden.
Price £2 10«.

BRASS SYRINGES, from 9s. to 21«.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in Town or

Country, at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Manu-
facturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London. EC.
"*—" Engravings sent on application.

Garden Engines and Syringes.

TTYLOR and SONS, Warwick Lane, Newgate
• Street, London, E.C., beg to call attention to their very

superior manufacture of GARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGE

r-Fig. 59S. J. Tylor & Sons' HARROW GARDEN ENGINE in

best well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Tvlor & Sons' Im-
proved Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader,
which answers the purpose ef the separate rose, fan, and jet.

15 gallons . . £5 12 6 I 28 gallons . . £7 2

^ Fig. 599. Ditto GALVANIZED TINNED IRON TUB.
8 gallons 12 gallons 16 gallons 24 gallons 30 gallons

'£2 15 £3 5 £3 15 £5 £5 18

its chVpmSjSSt i°n the* «n P™ ^* consist, not only in

executed, dispensing entiS? .\°
n with which the work "!

"pensive mode of jo n [n/
Wlt

j th° Present tedious and
<fewderatum in the fivcili v witWL-^pD^'in« an i™^?*
'tmected and removed wSl}7h^h the ^P68 may be dlS '

• either Pipes or Joints th^T"
1 Ut &"»*+ without inJ ury

J?
be perfectly Un £ ff'^a™gmnent being so simple as-

Estimates giv^n "by the va^' •

°f
,

an wtelHgent labourer.

application at their Offices
' "Eluding every charge, on

53, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C

Fig. 618. No. 1. REGISTERED SYRINGE, with India-rubber

suction tube, one rose and jet . . £l 8 each.

No. 2. Ditto ditto l 2 6

Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto .

.

10
»»

Fig. 619. Large GARDEN SYRINGE, with one

rose and jet •• •• •• ~ Vf •
„ 620. Middle Ditto ditto 10 3 ,.

„ 621. Small Ditto dUj*. £ 2
622. LADIES GARDEN SYRINGE, with do. , 6 »»

Dealers in Gambia Garden
Khears. Scissors, Syringes, Ac

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

Paxton Works, 8heflield, Established 17o8.

CAYNOR and COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
k.' PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Ac.

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchant* in

the three Kingdoms.

Bee-Hives

—

Prize Medal awaupkd to G. N. A Sons, fok

Bee-Hives and Honey, at the Parib Exposition ok 18^5.

NEIGH HOUR'S IM-
PROVED COTTAGE

BEE-HIVE, as originally

introduced by Gkorqe
Neighbour A Sons, with all

the recent improTementa,
three glasses, and thermo-

meter, Price 35*.. securely

packed for the country.

This unique Hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
prorit, by the most timid;

its arrangements are so

perfect that the Honey may
be taken at any time of the
gathering season without at

all injuring the Bees.

Early applications ad-

dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sours, 127, High Holborn,

W.C., or 149, Regent Street.

London, W., will receive prompt attention. -**
.

"*

Their newly-arranged Catalogue of other Improved Uivea,

with drawings and prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Aosam :—Liverpool . - JaMKs Cithbcrt, 12, Clayton Street.

Manchester . J. Wilson, 50, King Street.

Birmingham J. H. Cottrell. 15, Bull Ring.

Dublin .. J. BPMoyPSOK&Co.,61,Pame8Jreet.

TYLOR Ain> SONS'
PATENT IRON PUMP

with reversible handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot -Houses,
&c. Price 25*. 6d. each.

»»

»»

Fig. 6-23. READ'S SYRINGE, with two rosesandone jet, 17*. 6d

624. READ'S SYRINGE, with one rose and jet, 15

625. Improved ditto ditto large 14

„ 626. Ditto ditto m
ditto small 18

Garden Engines and Syringes of J. Tvlor A Sons manufac-

ture kejit in stock by Ironmongers and Seedsmen m every

part of the United Kingdom

J. Tylor A Sons, Manufacturers, Warwick Lane, Newgate

Street, London, EC.

J

IRON YARD
t

1 AND
GARDEN PUMPS

3 feet 6 inches under spout

2J 3 34 inch

43s. 53*. 60s. each.

J. Tvlor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require

any fixing below the level of

the ground.

PUMPSofJ.Tylor A Sons*
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tvlor A Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane».
Newgate Street, London, E.C.

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE.—" My experience of your Machine fully bears out
Mr. -'8 recommendation, and
accounts for its very enviable reputa-
tion."— Vide a Purchaser.

For Private Families . . . . No. 2
Washing, Wringing, and Mangling.
For Family Mansion . . . . No. 4
For Hotel, Hospital, Work-

house, or other Public
Institution No. 6

Full particulars as to tbe' practical
__ .

utility and universal approval of this

TmJ»Z t, 1
,nvalURole machine free by post.

Works, Queen Street, Salford, Manchester.
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NEW IMPROVED PEEMIUM WIRE NETTING.
0BBA3 IMPROVEMENT WITH REDUCED PRICE.

Both the Galvanized and the Japanned Netting have been much improved. The Galvam/'edT^et^nlled Netting has a
after being made, and is thus much stronger and more durable, with an improved appearance

>°'l Se nrices are much
very durable and bright chocolate varnish coating and looks well. With these increased advantages tue pru,t,

reduced, as under :

—

PRICES pEit Lineal Yard, 24 inches high :— _

Size of
mesh.

Mostly used for

2* inch

2 inch

If inch

1£ inch

Hares, Dogs, Poultry
Game or Poultry Netting
Small Rabbits, Hares, ccc

J

Ad.

Smallest Rabbits §d.

Light.

Galvan-
ized.

Medium.

4c?

.

\d.

6tf.

Japan-

'

nod.

Ad.

A>\d-

ted.

Galvan-
ized.

Id.

$d.

7d.

Strong.

Japan-
ned.

41 d.

5rf.

Id.

Galvan-
ized.

6d.

6\d.

Id.

9d.

Extra Strong

Japan-
ned.

5R
G\d.

Id.

9d.

Galvan-
ized.

7d.

Sd.

9d.

lid.

-These prices being a reduction from £d. to Id. on the S£-inch mesh, and Id. to 2d. per yard on the smaller meshes, will, it is

believed, stillfurther stimulate the more general use ofWire Netting, which is already so extensively used for various purposes.

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports i»

England ; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland and Ireland.

Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved icill be

exchanged or mag be returned unconditionally.

J. B. BROWN k CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

WEBE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY for their IRON IIURDLKS and GATES,

which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30s. to 5007.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.

PROFESSOR VARNELL'S ENAMELLED AND "WROUOHT-IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by (he
Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furnituae* and full-sized stalls and Loose
boxes are erected for inspection at Sfc. Pancras iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

Opposite Old St. Pancbas l'iittbch.

GLASS WAREHOUSE—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR HORTICULTURE, PICTURES, AND DWELLINGS.
ORCHARD-HOUSE SOU

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many others.
HALL H^UARES.

Moz.In. by In." _ 12 ^
.. 13 I Common, per 100 feet, 13». (kL
.. 14 J&iper „ 16t.
... 15 )

21 oz.

18s.
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11*. M.
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14*
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10 .. 8
104 .. 84
U .. 9
12 .. 9
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124 -. 94
13 .. 9
12 .. 10
124 .. lOJ

Inches by Inches.
13 . . 10

13J . . 104
14 . . 10
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Inches by inches.
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13
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• •
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114
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Inches by inches.
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• •

• »
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11 16
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12 [ 20 ,
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1 2*. 6d.
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IS*, to
16*.

19*. 8d.
24*.

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT OX LIST.
16 oa.-4tha, ljd., 2d\, and

. per foot.
| 2 1 oz.-4tha, 2frf., Bd.
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LACTOMETERS, for Testixo thk^hFour Tubes .

.

4*. Gd.
| Six Tv. I

\r-ii t. •.

Wltn Standa compleuMilk Pans and every description of (Lpurposes. * l "^
James Phillips&Co., 180, BishepsgateStW
OHO CUCUMBER ib MEL-.V.,
*J\J\J LIGHTS, and nm
400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITS of allm*Ulazed and Painted complete, readr fcr ir

Packed and sent to all parts of the kiugdoa.

James Watts & Co., Hothouse Buiidor
Apparatus Manufacturers, near the Groat
liofid, London, S.E.

KJ and SWING WATER BARROWS. Doaa^t

Rkad, 35, Regent CireugJ,'

For Garden Pots, Send your (Me

Tand W. ADAMS, Kilns, Belie h!e,

• and be promptly attended to. Town udCoc

TODD'S PROTOXIDE PALNT-1

largely used by the Clergy and 6a*y,i

Builders, for Painting Stucco, Bricbr

Ironwork. It prevent* the latter from ants.

decay, and masonry from. damp.

Manufactured by Francis Brothers i(P-

London, \V.

TANNED NETTING at Red:

200 square yards, 10*. ; 500 yards, ik;I«JB

SCRIM CANVAS for WALL FRUIT, 8MB
SHADES and TULIP COVESi

address nr no,

Frbderick Edginc.ton, Marquee, flafc^^'

facturcr, Thorn; i t.i cot,j)ld KentM^
T'"aS* S I- 1) N ET riNO lor Fniit L^ «<

prices; 200 square yards, 10i.; Si
JJJ*"

Canvaa foi wall fruits; Tulip ^3*^
wnings; Hick Cloths, with Polfflg^"^

Marquees, Tents, and Flags, forsaietf«

Ifrx.iNoTON-

.

, IT, SmitbM*-

rpANNED GARDEN ^ ffX Seed IJeds, Fruits, Strw-J^^
Birds, «fcc, and as a Fence for

2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards 4jd.
j

^fflgi
quantity, may bo li^d at Chas. W

Greenhouse and Flower-pot St^JJfJ
1*. 4 i. ; M: 24. 7d; 3,M$$&
Sticks Varnished, per dozen :-S (M*

.3*.6d. An allowance ^"!?C^rM

j> injury done Fruit Crops^bj.^^

.oiwonsbJ proved thoabsoliiteae^Et

tion to the Trees early in the year. "^.bjJ
now say, without fear of c J^igg

i manufacturing the only rabnc w
.

ti iblc

yttmig gcrm^
Oircubi .nofair.—Nbtt

the linear yard. I'/kces, WJ-^J
****. ^rd wide, ^^|gjgcg

( i alvax\7seI7oam1^o^ f

ijT -By improved machinery at ^x
liiUcn Meshr-,4-inch*A UgAjJ otberj*

7W. ; Extra strong M. P» proportionatt*
or mesh, from i to 6 inch

e^

jtprj
fey ^

Every description o J^ingbato^

iteffecw

Without "Hduly nwrnnsj,"

crm, and does not impede th >*

ioisrtil«»»J5

J

>k:k
V^ Marquees,

Trees, &c., Scaffold i

tting

Hope. Twme, -> ;-^r^
Id l »•

""* Norton *

WHY KOI? ^fS&sr
Benjamin Edoinoton^ Br;dge,

.U.^ufact, , 2, D«k««tr^Sr BQOJft-Matoufacturer

A

i:i<,l DOMO."

id\ 2\d., 2i^., and 3d. per foot.
»» tda, Sirf., 4d., and 4i<f. per foot

OESVTSF. WRTTK LEAP
ANTI-CORROSION PAIN
LINSEED-OIL PUTTY

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.
"Not accountable for breakage.

.. 82,. (W. per cwt
|

MKHEED OIL It. 7*. pergHI.
•• w* J » I ROILED „ ..SO••8 „ | TURPENTINE g i

BLACK, GREf and all other kinds of PAINTS, V 'NISRE8, BRUSHES, 4c.

B

• •

• •
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wherever it fi •PP 1"?* SoricaltufJj^^
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Horticultural Agent and Valuer.

-% I~K V. CHANDLER (of the late Firm of C'handlee

M* as*** •*, Prt°«7 o"*^ Wandsworth Roa i. S., begs tc

•ia tarries* as abov*. Salsa of Plant* and Nursery Stock

n

'-:':.

w

WATEtt tour GARDENS cheaply ami « vpe-

u-«? INDIA BUBBKB FLEXIBLE rUBlNG.
la cheap and good. Brass Hand Branches with

_ Rosea, and every description of Garden Tubing
for lUustrated Price Lists, apply to W. R.

*4 OoaweU Road, London, E.C.
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HANDY LAWN MOWER. — Fkkuaiikk's

Ir can be worked by a boy, and is the most
Machine yet produced. Price 4.L 10*., carriago-

^way 8tation in England.

rs A Co., Phosnix Iron Works, Stroud,

London Warehouse : 75 k. 76, High Holborn]

Important to Gardeners.

r*
assWaVVKRS and Others are respectfully solicited

T to try PAYsTsrs PATENT ADJUSTILLE ' GARDEN
EA, as they are sure to give the most entire satisfy n,

at osM the handiest, best finished, aud most easily

in uw ; price 11*. each.

and Testimonials on application.

*%s*V«*- -wPaTira, Iroiv- iger. Kirkctv; ght.

Garden Border Edging Tiles.

[7* and O. RO>HKK, Cbictht, BiiicK, and Tile

Ti

UrmcwAVTH, beg invite attention to their varied

ot i v >f . PAL GARDEN BORDER-EDGING
t Terra Gotta* Terro-Metallic ware, aud Red

They present advantages over Box or Grass-edging in

ttau they afford no harbour for slugs, fcc, take up less room.
aoJ coot laid, rt re no further attention. They i

bs had of various patterns at F. & G. R.'s premises ; War!K—
'. Upper Ground 8treet, Black friars, S. ; and Kingsland
Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London, N. K.

X Sketches of p.ittems sent by post on application.
anion Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and

BalcTQfrs i <.

RVAMENTAL PAVING TILES fob CONSER-
VATORIE3, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES, Ac.,

at Asap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours,
awl capable of forming a variety of designs.
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths-

Dafaies, Larders, Kit i ranges, Ac. Grooved Terro
metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,
Otekars Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c
To bs obtained of F. &. G. Rosubr. at t.hoir premises as above.

f'MtKA COTTA.—Warranted to stand the most
X asfere frost. This material is especially fitted for
wdsn Decorations, aud for all exposed work, such as

noataia Basins, Garden Vases aud Statues, iialuatrades.
Terraces and Parapets, Terminals, Crosses for

*Nte, Capitals of Columns, Brackets, Con* Chimnc
hafta sad Pots, and all other work exposed to wet, heat, an
frost.

Jew* M. BiASHrtEU), Stamford, Lincolnshire. Specimens
* ••*• at 16, Great Marl borough Street, London, W.

1gWorVa
2
ljlMaford< Lincolnshire.

J IN'
f >VVT It Ji ., 28. Comhill, London, E.C.-

Fnllpar- <Urs of FOR* S PAT T STEAM PLOUGH
ff

n
ar

tJr*,<B*d °y applying a he above address. CATA-
MSM* i tUj n iiiePricex an(j Testim onials sent post free.

CHI VS.—The lloyal A g , i

,

•

,

u tami Btaeissssfi
Churn U the beat invented.

U minutes. Price 30«. and npv, ^^^^^^
Pull particulars forwarded on apnlir Bcrobw A Ket,
friownral and Gardening Machinery Btores, 9 Newgate

^^^ 3 Prize
Butter produced ia

Parkes* Steel Digging" Forlo.

BURGES ^ and KKY,95,New^it. ., K.CM Tendon,
bfing: the Wholesale and Retail A pent* for them cele-

brmted Toois, have always a large Stock on hand from which
thrir Customers raav select what they tnav require.

A H05VS PATENT AMERICAN CiiURN.—The FIRST
FRIZR wit again awarded to this Churn in Comp* n with
yy*I otbers at the Chester Electing of the Royal Agricultural

^fV : ^ ^^^ obtained the First JPrise % a by the Society
^ •T«7 Meeting since 1850.

^Ujjy
1

- BcFoms A Kbv, 95 f Newgate 8treet, EC,
*JJ«f*T recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
**** Particulars sent on application-

JJ E aN R V CO.,J. M O B TON and
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern
g* Cottage Houses, Ac, to contain 50 gallons. 26*. ; 80 gallons,
*U each ; and 140 gallons, 37#., and fitted with tap, keeping
JJe water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.
<**•«• of all aiaes

_ Galvanised Iron Pumps
mZ* m*!? M*111"^ °r Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 50s."a Ma 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from 10</. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
tardea or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron. 35*. O.f. each.

PATKNT (il'TTA PERCH A SOI —
iMroaraxT ro G a rpevk**.—The Gutu Percha Company

rJIT
6
^lEfT^T8 to tckno,^«»i« the receipt of

letter from b. Guajnr, B^., the oelebrated Florist.:-

„_ 41 ^. " 4J0, Btraad, London.
"GenUemaiL-I have worn Gutta Paroha Bole, at ieels

tbese two years, and being to much in a garden as I neces-
sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all atatea, 1

d on no account be wit bout them. As a matterof economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they mu
repair the worn part at all times by warming the materul .
tfce fire, and pressing it from the thick parts u> the worn part*.
as easily as if it were so much dough 1 think it the duty of all
person, who must oooaaionallr wet their feet to adopt a
material tliat completely denes damp. Many a gardseor would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles

" Your obedient servant, G. GLawMT."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, «uch as Mill Bands,

Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Hue* eta, Fire Bucket*, I
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottle*. Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Kinga. Galranic Batteries,
Calbotypo Trays, Ac. manufactured by the Gutu 1V»
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town ox
country.
The Gutta ]' aa CoicrAjrr, Pateatees, 18, Wharf Road,

City Roa/i, London, Efi. C.

UNI V EKSITY COLLKGE, LOXUO
LECTCLECTUIIKS <»N BOTANY

I'rofessor Oliver, F.L , will comraenoe his COUUSB
WK BBDAY, May 1, *t 4 ck. i m !

In the Finn Division of tin- C'.urao, termteating ebout ti

iddle of June, the class will bo o<-ruj.iod with the General
Principles of Structural, Pi logical, an yst<

The Becon.i l >ivi*«i< »n, tei a; at the .lu

devoted to Instn ion in the Characters of the Natural Orders,
with stant i r- uco to t Medicinal and other product.;
Exposition in <L -tail of Vcgetabl arc, the Deve ent
of Orpins, Minute Anaton md the Chemical composition i

Tissues and "t" the principal'Cell content*.
During the Lectures, fresh specimens will bo furnished to

Students, and the I swill be abundantly ill l.iy

a very extensive » 9 of Drawings and Diagrams, Herha m
and Museum xpecin s, Ac.

Occasionally (probably on Saturdays) the class will have the
opportunity of accompanying the Professor in Excursion*.
Fee for a Summer Term, 3/. ; Perpetual, 41. A jrso of

about Twenty Lectures for advanced students, designed
especially for candidates for Degrees ia Science, will be com-
menced in October. Fee U. 10s. F< I I

both Course*, Fee 5L
John E. Erk kn, V i of the Faculty of Med o.

Richard Pottkr, A M\, Dean of the FacultyofArts and Laws.
Caus. C. Atkjnsow, Storatary.

LIFE A 1 : A
M

• K.~Spboial Notjob.—The next
investigation into the profits of the Life Departmeot

puiL stall attendance in

Br*Dr. T,
Eeapul& and Mowing

"KG ajtd KEY, 95, Newjrate Street, E.C.

^*airfactoSj
lder9 for tbe best ^g"01111111^1 Machinery

wi?BiiLf?Jll
,
Ci:LTl:RA

-L SOCIETY PRIZE REAPER,-» ^aaaj» & kE1-a Screw Deavery platform. Price 42L 10*.

Tkstimokials.

c

m!ti!S2£L ^l^hlS nattering Testimonials in favour
been rec d, amongst them the

r
-
Joa» Rjchard^

jBtt,vi^- to Dr. N. Cabne, Jhmland
" 1 b»g to certify tha^i*'

GUs "w n-

"l«sa 4 Kev'i n2f
X b*Ve for five years worked Messrs.

so tmmh.i VfBPcr« m m

the SCOTTISH UXi LNsUHa: 3 COMPANY will be
mado at August 1, 1861, parties taking out Policies

be e that date will particii divi n.

625 New Polios**, for »O4,70«., yieldii *S2»l. 6«. 24. of now
premiums, were issued d i»g the year ending August 1, 1SC0.

Thirt ys' ce allowed renew Li irance* and J.
r
,

days to renew Fire Insurances, during which time, <<n payment
of the premium, the Company bold themselves liable.

No extra premium charged for members of Volunteer or
Rifle Corps within the United Kingdom.

Ix)ndoh Board.
PruUUrt.—The Right lion, the Earl of Mansfield.

Dot'
Anstr sq. H. M. Kemshsad. Esq.

Cnarle- , Esq. John Kingston, Esq.
Robert • Hum, Esq., M.D. J. B. Robertson, Bsq.
J. K. Goodhart, Esq.

,
Hugh F. Sandeman, Bsq.

George Ramsay, Esq , Manager.
& ry.—F. G. Smith. Esq.
Burgeon..— W. Duffin, M.D.

SoiieUon.—Messrs. Olivanon, Lavie, aod Peachey.
A copy of the last report, forms of j noaals, and pro-

spectuses, may be had at the Offices, 87. < »rnhill, London,
E.C. ; and of the Agents throughout the B gdom.

Frkdk. G. smith, Secretary to tbe London Board.
No. 37, CornhilL London. E.C.

^

RYSTAL PALACK.—8BASON 1861-2.— 'I eti
for the NEW ASON, commencing Wedneeday, the

1st of May next, and terminating the 30tl . 1862, are now
ready for issue. They are of t» ' asses, viz. :

—

Two guinea*, admitting free on all occasions.

<j guinea, admitting free on all occasion* when tbe price

of admission to tbe Palace on the day is under It., but admitt-
ing on those days which the price of admission is &*. or
upwards on payment of 2#. 6<f.

The days already fixed on which the jyrioe of admission will

be 5*. or upwards, are,

The Great Festival Performance of Haydn'. Creation, on
Wednesday, May I.

The Twelve Opera Concerts, on Fridays, in May, June, and
July.
The Great Flower-Sbow, on 8*turday, May 18.

Season Tickets for children under 12 years of age will be
Issued at the uniform rate of half-a-guinea.

Tickets and the published programme of the season at the
usual agents; at the Crystal Palace; or at -. • xeter Hall.

By order. G ;e Grove, Secretar~ KYSTAL PALA( —Season Tickets.— 1 otending
Season Ticket-holders are respectfully invited to provide

themselves with Tickets, and to MOH them before the opening

day, in order that they may be spared from delay and incon-

venience at the entrances to the Palace ou May 1.

it
. . — my master's Home Farm, and

P«Hag tbsabc^mLS^, Unt **> tel :t* on tno estatc "

JfWthan L0OO scnia^r^Sx P«nod the Machine has not cut
anifes a* first had Jl*»r»t

1I,d8 of crops, with the same two
#**n up farming thU *,. v,

Maclline- Vr. N Came having
anantifr. D ThonWirf, ine is »ow in tbo h!inda of bis

M'CORMICK'S RFaPfd?"^ and isin excellent order.
'

AI.I > GRASS Aimvpr7
M^^IDelivcry- Price 25

L

fi^-en by the Royal Agrio!In?', ?hich received the last prize

A" * GRASS^m r '

f
,8oc«ety. Price 30/.

COMBINED RBATehl a« SJ5?6 U"rse
'

Pricom 10''
*-

357.
Al fca ^^ MOWER-Two-Horso Machine.

j^OMBiNED REAPER akd MOWER-One Horse Machine,

*<&*S, *5tt!s^^SS l^vwith a Sickle^^ Knife fOT

Tbese Price, mc£ pi ^ ? Kn,fo for ^"wing."w*. include Packing and Delivery at any Railway

jjltb)& of tt)t meek.
lie the House of Lords on Friday, in answer

to the Karl of EllkKborouch, Lord tt >e-

hot said that ber Majestt's OoTcrn-

ment, in accordance with their policy of strict

"non-intervention, had determined to leave the

settlement of the Papal question to the Roman

Catholic Powers, and, with regard to the Venetian

question, had uniformly advisfd both Austria and

Italy not to be the assailant, but to leave it to time

to bring about a peaceable solution of tbe diflicu ".

>n Monday the Wills of Personalty by British

objects Bill, and the Tost Office vmgs Banks

Bill were read a second time. On Tuesday, in

answer to the Earl of Carnarvon, the Duke of

kw< A8TLE stated that he had taken *"*f"rtt
for remedying tha abuses in tba oonvict establish-
ment in Bermuda, and he intended to reduce the
number of convicts with the view of ultimately
abolishing the establishment altogether. The
Marriage Law Amendment Bill, on the motien el
the Lord Chancellor, was read a second nme.
i >n Thursday the Leases by Incumbents
tion Bill, and the Bills of 1Exchange end Promis-
sory Notes (Ireland) Bill were read a second time
The Post Office Savings Banks BUI passed through
committee.

In the mmone on Friday, in answer to Mr.
Latakd, Sir C. Wood expreesed his regret ths

the Legislative Council of India should have
sanctioned the introduction of a Bill in oppo» on

bs ><<ri el fin Indigo Commission, and stated

that he had sent a despatch to Indie which would
no doubt lead D> the withdrawal o fhrr mtirnrr
»r. Cow inn obtained leave to bring in s Bill to

enable the OoiMaiaeieaers of Works i Tire the
silr i i- the erection of the new rt* of justice*

Mr. K i n d obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

provide additional means for the establishment

id maintenance of reformatory schools in Scot-

land, and Mr. I'ristow obtained leave to bring i

a Bill to exempt the Volunteer force of Great

Britain from the payment of tolls. On Monday
the House resolved Itself into Committee of Ways
and Menus on the Chancellor of the Exchs-
quer's iiniirjcial statement, Mr. T. Baaing
examined the Budget in detail, and expressed hit

opinion that it would be impolitic and unwise to

repeal tho Paper Unties, which, if once lost, could

not be re-imposed in case of emergency ; and that

it would be better to remit the war duties on tea

and sugar, the increased consumption of which

would ultimately recoup any temporary loss the

Kxchequer might sustain. A long discussion

ensued, in which the Hudget wee supported

by Mr. White, Mr. Baxter, Mr. Dodson,

Mr. Pollard Ubqtjhart, Mr. W. Ewart,
Mr. Nonius, Mr. Black, Mr. Warner, and
Sir J. Pa \ ton; and opposed by Lord R.

Montague, Mr. Stanhope, Mr. Blackburn,
Mr. Baiu,le, Mr. Long f/ eld, Mr. R. Lon&, Mr.

Bi rrvcK, and Sir S. North rs. The debate

was then adjourned to Thursday. On Tuesday
Mr. lb v rkklet moved for leave to bring

in a Bill for the protection of electors in voting
for members to serve in Parliament. Sir C.

Douglas seconded the motion. As no other

member rose to take part in the debate, the Home
immediately divided, when the motion was nega-

tived by 279 to 154. A motion by Mr. T.

I >uncomre for copies of the correspondence relating

to the recent seizure of arms by the

Moldo-Wallachian Government was opposed
by Levi J. RtMtKLL and negatived on
a division by 110 to 33. Sir F. Smith again

called attention to the report of the dockyards com-
missioners, and was proceeding with his motion

when the Mouse was counted out. On Wednesday
the Universitv I lections Bill, moved by Mr. I>o»-

80N, was referred to a select committee on the

recommenduti m of Sir G. ls*vWis. Sir M. Pxrro

moved the second reading of the Nonconformists'
' Burial Bill, the object of which was to allow the

ministers of all sects of Dissenters to perform their

funeral services in the burial grounds of the

Church of England. Sir W. Heathcote moved as

an amendment that the Bill be read a second time

that day six months. On a division the amendment

was oarr ied by 2 J6 to 1 , The Bill was therefore lost

.

The Common Law Procedure Act (18.54) Exten-

sion Bill was withdrawn. On Thursday the ad-

journed debate on the order forgoing into Committee

of Ways aud Means was resumed, when the

Budget* was supported by Mr. M. < son, Mr.

[ARSH, Mr. Dutton, Mr. Pe Mr. Bazlet,

Mr. I kne, and Mr. Ma and opposed

by Mr. S. 1 irzGERAU., Mr, Ball, Mr. Karrbb,

Mr. Beach, Mr. Ho«sfall, Mr. VANernAtT,

Major Hamilton, Major Par* Mr. Moef r,

Mr. Wnrn. , Mr. Haliburt ,
and Major

Fjiwards. The debate was then adjourned to

Monday.

Accounts from Warsaw inform us that the
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Consort,Minister of Pub, ic Worship has prohibited national On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince

- - - and Royal family attended Divine service atprayers in the churches of "Warsaw, and closed

some':, of the higher schools, but these rigorous

measures have failed to intimidate the people.

The negotiations with the leading men of Poland

have been broken off, and the Russian army con-

centrated in Poland already numbers 80,000 men.

The Hungarian Chamber of Deputies, having

been definitively constituted, held its first sitting on

Friday. M. Ghtczy, the President, in his opening

speech laid stress on the equality of the rights of

all citizens and all nationalities of Hungary, and
urged the necessity for maintaining the integrity

of the country.

The debate in the Italian Chamber of Deputies
on the reorganisation of the Southern Army
was continued on Friday and Saturday, when
Count Cavotjb explained the position of the

Government in relation to Rome and Venetia, and
said that they would not take the initiative in a war
for their recovery. After some further explanations
on botb sides the discussion terminated in the
adoption of a vote of confidence in the Government
by a majority of 120, the numbers being 197 to

77. A serious breach subsequently took place

between General Ciaxdini and Gabibaldi arising

out of the speech delivered by the latter on the
preceding Thursday. The latest news however
announces that a perfect reconciliation has taken
place between Gaeibalbi, Count Cavotjb, and
General Ciaxdint, and that it was brought about
by the influence of a very high personage, who
induced them to come to frank explanations and
an open reconciliation.

A despatch from the United States contains the
important news that civil war has commenced,
and that Fort Sumter has surrendered to the
Secessionists. It appears thatGeneralBeauregard,
the Commander-in-Chief of the Southern Army,
having in vain summoned Major Anderson to
surrender, opened fire upon the fort on the
12th inst. After a heavy and continuous bom-
bardment of 40 hours from the batteries of Sulli-
van's Island, Cumming8,

Point, and Stevens'
Buttery, during which every building in the fort
was destroyed by fire, Major Anderson struck the
federal flag and unconditionally surrendered. No
one appears to have been killed or wounded
on either side, and the fleet which had
been sent to Charleston by the Federal
Government took no part in the conflict.
Major Anderson and his men were conveyed to
Morris Island as prisoners of war, and Major
Anderson subsequently proceeded to Charleston
where he is now the guest of General Beauregard.
An extra session of the Southern Congress has
been summoned

; 20,000 troops are concentrated
in Charleston, and each Secession State has been
summoned to send its contingent. This news has
caused great excitement at Washington

; the
Volunteers, Militia, and the Regulars had been
placed under arms, and telegraphic despatches
have been received from every free state, assuring
President Lincoln of their enthusiastic support o°f
the government with men and money.

Osborne. The Rev. G. Prothero officiated. On
Monday afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, ac-

companied by the Princess Alice and Princess Beatrice,

drove out in an open carriage. Her Majesty will hold

a Privy Council on Tuesday next, at Buckingham
Palace.

Court Arrangements.—The Queen will hold

Drawing Rooms at St. James's Palace on Wednesday,
June 19, and on Thursday, June 27. All persons

attending the Drawing Room on the 19th of June
will be expected to appear in mourning. Her Majesty's

hirthday will be kept on Wednesday, July the 10th,

but there will be no Birthday Drawing Room.
Court Appointment.—The Queen has appointed

the Duchess of Wellington to be Mistress of the Robes,

in succession to the Duchess Dowager of Sutherland.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street.

Lord Lieutenancy.—The Queen has appointed
Lord Kensington to be Lord-Lieutenant of Pembroke-
shire, and the Duke of Sutherland to be Lord-Lieute-
nant of Sutherlandshire.

Parliamentary Movements. — The Tynemouth
election terminated on Tuesday in the return of
Mr. Hodgson, the Conservative candidate, by a
majority of 47 over Mr. Otway, the numbers being
421 to 374.—The election for * Southwark, rendered
necessary by the appointment of Mr. John Locke, Q.C.,
to the Recordcrship of Brighton, took place on Wed-
nesday, when Mr. Locke was re-elected without oppo-
sition.—There is a vacancy for the Montgomery boroughs
caused by the death of Mr. David Pugh.—Major Gordon
Duff has retired from the representation of Banffshire
from ill health. A requisition is in course of signature
inviting Mr. Abercromby of Glassaugh to come forward
on Liberal principles.

The Volunteer Movement.—A meeting of com-
manding officers was held at the Volunteer Service
Club, St. James's Street, on Saturday, Viscount Elcho,
M.P., in the chair. There were also present the Mar-
quis of Donegal, Lord Grosvenor, M.P. ; Lord Truro,
Lord Radstock, Lord Bury, M.P.; Lord Ranelagh, the
Hon. T. C. Bruce, Lieut.-Colonel Money, Lieut.-
Colonel Wood, Major Creed, Captain Glover, Major
Wilkinson, Captain Meller, Sir J. V. Shelley, MJP.j
Lieutenant. - Colonel McLeod of McLeod, Captain
Templer, Lieut.-Colonel Bathurst, Captain Phillins,
Lieut.-Colonel Colville, Lieut.-Colonel Hicks, Major
Hughes, Lieut.-Colonel Macdonald, and Lieut.-Colonel
Walker. The following resolutions were passed :

serve the ^oUrI, ~T tuese expr^***^
public „,)inipyS4&"2fc«&

his accession to the thS t
by^Wthe emancipation of the^'J*^lB?N

desire to likewise Ci8e
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,

Russian em^ e
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ntey oftl^
Sovereign."
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It is currently reported that ft^

Aftl

Jkl'61

.. . }\ That Wlth a Vlew to the efficiency of the Volunteer force,

w 1S £«,rable that *>"%*&* field days, as sanctioned by theWar Office memorandum, of the 6th of June 1860, should beheld
by private arrangement between officers commanding corps in
the metropolitan district. 2. That it It further desirable that
field manoeuvres on a more extended scale should be held at
least once a year, in the course of the summer, at some con-
venient and suitable place. 3. That these field manoeuvresshould be organised by the War Office, and directed bv military
authority, the command being intrusted to some" military
officer specially appointed for the purpose, and that those corps
only should bo permitted to take part in these manoeuvres

GeneriUUo dTS/'
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'
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nas protected the^T
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Sacconu-The Emperor revL!? *V
of Pans, consisting of the mv-S
and the 33cl 34th%7tWK
Line, under the orders of Gener>
altogether about 6000 men. On Tsreviewed a division of the cav
chainps.-The Bank of rranceh^two proposals which have been £parties in Constantinople and in2
necessary guarantees to enable thet«r
Marseilles which have lately 83
yum

i

e business.—The opera of ChariaYL*
in the theatre of Bordeaux on Friday
terval of 20 years, and produced an£The passage in which the Baophia k"France shall recover her lost liberty

1

,with a tempest of applause, and theeb
that "the English shall never rale in Fibj

a scene of extraordinary excitement %
have since forbidden the repetition of the

—The Emperor received on Sunday in pri*

a deputation from the Royal Society fort

of Cruelty to Animals, consisting of fc

Gurney, M.P., Mr. John Curling, for.JUs

General Sir J. Scott Lillie. The depart

His Majesty a statement touching tkt

schools at Alfort, Lyons, and other piiea,

«

most cruel experiments were pndMifc

animal.
^
They prayed his Majesty to litis

making in England either to prito *m
generally, or rigidly curtail its improperoaesi

penalties. They stated that during 1? nki

year, between March and July, ooaiW?

Thursday at 9 o'clock in tbe morai^ *>'

wretched horses, previously bought it ifrj"

kept from 24 to 48 hours withontnyW^
" cast " on the ground, and renWJs*'*;

thereupon separate operation* ml*'*
most exquisitely painful cW
by no less than eight pupM*
5 o'clock in the evening, the«*** J
meantime the most excrucUfol^jj, j
pupils practises upon theey* ***

,J
uses cupping, another removes iW?^
operates for (imaginary) stone. ^^jC^
Kia aurrtriao of flia PviatPHPfl 01 tn€S- •

France.—The
orders have been

foreign

A despatch from Shanghai of the 6th March
states that the Yang-tie expedition arrived atNankwg on the 21st February. Everything so
far had proceeded satisfactorily. The frost con-
tinned at Tien-tsin. A famine prevailed at Pekin
and the insurgents were gaining ground. Accounts
from Japan state that the English, French, and
-Dutch Ministers had returned to Jeddo, on the in-
vitation of the Japanese authorities.
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Ministerial papers announce that
transmitted to Toulon to complete

the fitting out of the transports intended to bring
back the troops in Syria. It is therefore inferred that
the French Government will evacuate Syria, according
to the stipulations of the last convention, by the 5th of
June. The Pays denies the report that it was intended
to withdraw the French troops from Rome. TheMomtmr officially announces that Prince Napoleon, on
learning that a prosecution had been commenced
against the publisher of the Due d'Aumale's " Letter
on the History of France," addressed a letter to the
*.mperor, requesting that the prosecution might be
stopped. It says, however, that " it has not been
thought possible to ac to the Prince's wish by
interrupting the course of justice." It has been cur-

abo ftoT^ / T

r°n
*,
h **»*•***"• Napoleon was

Uie WdS™ 7 rd°n
*?

demnml exPUn** ' fromtie Due d Aumale of some observations in the pamphlet

i^sr^r 1^ vrce]w™° ^ hS ESSA Cornell de Famlle, however, has declared itself
entirely opposed to such a step, and the Kmperor
is said to have expressed his approval of their resolu
tion. M. Mocquard, Private Secretary of the Emperor
has addressed a letter to the papers denying the Dued Aumale's statement, that whilst the Duchess de St.Leu the mother of the present Emperor, was entreat.
in«

:
favours from Louis Philippe, Loni. Napoleon him-

self was conspiring against him. He states that the
Lraperor s "sentiments at that time were so little
opposed to the government of Louis Philippe that he
applied

I

to the King for permission to serve ks a private
in the French army, and that although when in exile
or in pnson he wrote pamphlets containing on-
favourable allusions to the government of the day, he
never allowed himself to attack the person of the King,
or any member of his family." The Moniteur of
fnesday contains the following article on Poland—
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of the j ;• - -uian Provinces in the

.. jiM. Ho^kf. 1 e dec s the appointment

o/the ••hew lor t :<, Hungary, Mavonia, and

u 1 the qu ion us to the manner in

provinces stall be i n seated has been

the members appointed sre the l'm-

inptrmt. ndent, the three poets—Francis Grill-

paruer. Anaetasiu*

Saron Rothschild.

Hi v .aey.—The Clianiber of Deputies having been

MMtrreW eoaatrtnted, held its first sitting on Friday.

H. Gbvciv, the l'r nt, in his O] filing speech, laid

the equality of the rights of all citizens and all

ties of Hungary, and urged the necessity f

the integrity of the country. He

¥ M

Grim, and Fmlerick llalm—and

The Turin G< Its of Tr iv published » 1 t l n

General Cialdini to Garibaldi! i -^ tl>« friondsbip

and admiration be bid always
)

<d tor him, but

(! xfmg that his last acts p; fully affected him.

He says:—
! " You are not tho man 1 thought « arc not t 'JaribaMi

I loved. The charm I* broken, and with it the Affection that

j
bound me to you vanishes. I am do lonper your Mend, ai

freely, openly go over t tne ranks of your adversaria* Y
dare put youreelf on a level with the King, and sp*ak of hi

with the affected familiarity of * oomrMi I u j>rer

place yourself u a oor uKSfres by iiresei kg yoomlfattbe
h.itnDerina strange fantas' eostume i»Iaoe youn*

o t he G< - vcnmient by calling i ters traitor
they are no! subaen you. ^ - .ice yt^un*

Pariiamcnt, and overwhelm with < xgtm (be d»

not of your own way of lkinr v sir—If

A 1

** »*

t tie it wou <* supedluotts to mmttrnt ban

•I -ver I —

i

rroognteed at all asand ail Govern*
Hows 1 the Holy Father can new idiatl i « U|

'I Italy/ ^arrocatosto
self, • ppoaadbotbt unit* an M «
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nora, he prot««U in tlie moet absolute ai
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tary of State begs your ency to n u t

ernmtnt ia a made i <• uameof His i

assured that it wiil ad o abs>hite prcmrlety of it, a

by joining in su ton it will oon
in nee to \\g about an en ate

which has for *a long a time dea be oitonate ltah
l c5uinsula.—Cardinal Antmmw

M -

tv

tamilBJ ahnve the country, and tn' ncod« cirir« i <r*ciw\j na

I rejrret at the absence of the suits you. Wll. (Jenoral, tharaare nun ill j-r<-\iared inbror^k

.— *# lYanavlvania CVnatin Slnvnnin ^1 t)).it, and I nm ona of 11. ,,,, I : .ia a Una U> al\ tynumy,
ires of Jrsnsyixan Croatia, Mavoni... wlu ,thcr it ^ c]aA in blftck or in r<y,

(
nj „n win flgl „nr%

stssilitenr frontier, and the district or rmnie « faWrow*Hka an ther. I awaroofthe lemjrlvanhy

/ama. Tho Diet of Zara has voted an address ex- you and yourato< mcl Tripoli, that wo n ht
i

©ocirad

oi loviiltv to tho Kmneror and has elected in ,ne Ahruz/i with bullets. 1
know tho yt * upokan by

j ..yajty w tne emperor, anu nas eictieu ^u H |n p ^ thow th yowaolf od.and,

ng them up to their r n, I arrlvo at the secret

lea or ur party, which alms at renderinK Itaelf rowter <

the armv and ths <oun . thrsatsnli ooo^

Ith il war. I do not kn< at the i

this; but I can assure you that tho array feara not ir

threata ; it is only afraid of • r r 'N u have

ason t. a»«t of your sreat and marvell priae, hut

111 the other communes, es,u daily in the pro. yen exsmjste Ita «emilts W v. - ;d
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,
J... l Volturno, in a vcrv had nditio: The fall Canua. Oaeta,

a/na, the elections remained without any Messina , and chit. lelTronto was i brought about by

ssembers to the Council of the Empire.

Cboatu.—The state of siege in the city of Fiumo

has been raised.

VnriTlA.—The Vienna journals assert that out of

§49 Venetian imnnes 431 Lave n ilarly taken part

in the elet as of Deputies to the Council of tl

SBSBire.

towns,

lit, and the Austrian Gazette of Wednesday states

e Central Congregation of Venetia has refused

to send representatives to the Council of the Empire at

Vienna.

Italy.—The great debate on the proposed reorgani-

sation of the Southern Army terminated on Saturday
a a vote of confidence in the Ministry. The followin

b a summary of the latter portion ol the debate, 1

commencement of which was given in our last iber :

—

In tho f ntf of Friday Hignor Liborio ltomano defended
the conduct the Neapolitan army. General Bixio said

your operations. .'»''•ooo Bourbon «oldiora were listen and dia

perse<l by us. It i« thoreforo incorrect to say that j
»vo

deli ed tho kingdom of the Two 8icilies. Our army ar

fleet took some part in the work i loatroying more t i half

the N n army, and also took i I believe

l know the ai ciontly well to be r-urc that it i the

feelings of diacust and sorrow wl >e intcm)>eranes dis-

j.l you and your party has raised In my mind."

(iaribaldi has published a reply to this letter, in which

1 Mjt:

—

"St <g in my conscience as an Italian soldier i -n, 1

will no ndoacend t«- justify myself againat these accusations,

ail in i"y
i

|
the Kins and t io
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i army. I know nothing of the rs said to h

T£ 22^K?rLff^ff^ *^^ ,
' me to Colonel TripoS I ga nlersthat the 1

ave been given

thtn nrtmf*^ «n AHi«. ,,<• *\\ a«„ 4«„;-*;«t „".,nn ,i,a c„-„ dv me io v;oiouei Trie I gaveonlera that the Italian soldiers

hsKS^a^^v^ vftinSi "f the Northern Am!y^ be rocoiTod aa brotbem,

:

ls?SrIfcinMSarahou1 L«a ! w^h, ac g to tho words addreaaed by Sip Fariui t«

whan^b^hS obtr^i v,

* necessary supplies and
n]

'

,,, %M ^^^ In mc . lb v that in ,

»ush?i^M^f^Tn"\ a
M ?y they would ^ ablc

character,. 1 1. „uty 1 have stated to the Chamber a few of the

sTlbo ^7 wnTes^r^ t k
^ wrongTwhi .the Southern army has sustained at the

Sasu^'officKn^^ a iandJof the Ministrv I believe II a right to do so.

anny. hignor < <igia«* <irtad the decree orterin ^ t

«tlsietdivi> lunteera, and onposed the protx^iti*
sMakn. On quitting thrhall « rSndGen. llum ' H

,

V umo we were

were cheered by an immense concourse of people, j

in ft ba<i c" ,,c,,1: As flu- as I know, t

manifestations expreaued the desire of the people for a
reconciliation between Garibaldi and Cavotrr. In the sitting

The IntMpemlanc* it publishes a
which is at present u rated from h her quart*!,

to the «: • thfl l»ope, w it e senetton of f

cardina haa constituteil Cardinal Wisoman the rrpn
sent stive oft h. y in the nas* of 1 <leath, or hia

forced or voliu ahdj snd that dunne; the
ii-ir. w ]

ill probably elapee

tion of a new Pope, Cardinal Wi
ndmii r 1 ho affairs of the ' bunder

lliaX., the *cn : the 1 r tin tin

i.Mtd to Kiifrland. en students liave been
)>clled from the University of r. too. Aa aftesJUpro-

tot, tho t lot- Biur has been hoiat« d i>n tho students

at the University.—The reaction: movements in the
provinces of Naples have been completely suppressed.

Kit ro, Melii, V. a, liarile. and Vleo, the la*t

retreats of the insurtrents, have been i -si by

Piedmont oie troops. The disturbances at Coeeuia are

nt an end. The Mum >ality has been expelled, the

Prefect being suspected of aympatnising with the

lies* mists. The trial of those concerned in the con.

Bpiracy at Naples will shortly take place. The nt ar

of persons to be tried 1S6\ A popular demonstra-

tion in f ur of Garibaldi took j oe on Wedneedey
i the Yi i Toledo. Order boerevcr was not distoi

The Municipality of Najdes has contracted a loan for

carrying on public works.

1 ola >. — Prince Oortsch >ff has rcwl to tho

OooncU of Administration ol Warsaw a l< tter from tin

Emperor, expressing the sutl 'ties of the city his

Majesty's thanks rbr the re-estahliahment < order. M.
Tr« . Director of Police, has been diamiased, with

n of 20,000(1., to be paid t of the Polish

Tv. .. Several arresta have taken place at

Warsaw, in POneeqneme ot tho ninjrinpj of patriot \,

songs in the churches, and the Minister of Public

Worship has strictly prohibited national prayers in thi

church, s of that city. T I higlo r classes of th

lladom School have been closed, and Prince Gortechakoil'

has applaud'
e free and moderate words of r D*T"ity. to w m

tho 1 n honour has been an f worship all his life.

If an ne is d at me for speaking in my own name
•f Saturday Signor Conforti su,>portcd tne order the day " ™\ onc

.

"
IVrn n, V V

'
.oJ J^ \? a nZ* A f i «•

saupoaad by garibaldi. . nnt Cavour defended Genori m^i} ^l^ lZZJ^^\}^ti^ • v
J

uuJWtject of law, and declared that the Mmiatcr of War w
f
rdlL l de ' tho osUbliahment of a na. monarchy,

bad no intent ion of wounding the feelings of tho Garibaldian The TtsrtN GaSMm also publishes a letter trom deaeral
^*" *" whom _ the Ministry highly esteemed, and whose Sirtori, exjue.^ing rejrret at the publication ol (reneral

a-A^SS*^ 4uct
l
v
! -,^ ,,

!?
nTab^TO?^u

,

cnoe%!Ciahlini ,

s letter, and jrivinjr tome fxplanatio.i in
1 defended the decree of April, ordering the format

n

m of .
'

i
• i> v * i i

bos of Volunteers. He examined the orders of the reference to his recent speech in Parliament, to whichJftraa ^visions
ngpiapuatd by Garibaldi and Baron Ricasoli. and wed the
•nValtia* fai the way of immediately placing the Volunteera
?****** service. If. he said, after the speech of al
m»to, the Government were to jnve him tho command of tho

it would be a kind of declaration of war. The
ment had frequently declared to Europe thnt the aim

•f the Italians was to conujdete the king. of Italy by the
yyjyastkwi of Rome, but that it would be done peacefully ai
**" the consent of France. Tho Government had kikewl
•edared that it would not take the initiative in a war for the

Of Venetia. A spark might set all Europe in a blaze.

W K-J
1** Poeitiveiy delared that she would bo against thosewaosnenld provoke such a flaerati ••,. It was therefore ne

General Cialdini alluded. Genera ai expre

by delegates of the citizens. In the manuractuin
hi or Lodz the i nan manufa irers hrok

the bouses of then- Jewish compc'it in the night of

the 21st inst,., and entirely den d their factories.

The peasants in the immediate neighbourhood
came to the assistance of 1 Jews, and a sang-uinary

oouliict ensued. One person was killedAand many were
wounded. The Cossa I have set fire to the city ol

('helm for the pur; u of plum ing it. but the fin

was extinguished. There ore now in Warsaw 2i\ ,'»00

H tnxips, and the whole of I'ussian Poland suanns Sfitl

desire for cone I, and says that Italy is pen tied in soldiery, the army already numbering 80,000 mei
the Parliament and in the Kin^. A 1< r from Colonel 'j'he troops are i . vinir th

Tripoti has also been published, denying the assei n

made by General Cialdini that orders had been given

to receive the Sardinians in tho Abru/zi with musket-

ahots. He declareH that, Oil the contrary, Garibaldi

DJoined him to receive the 8ai dinians as brothers. The
outhern soldiers belonging to the garrison of Mondovi

have also protested against ihe letter ofGeneral Cialdini,

. muatsntothe advioe of friendly Gt vernmentsiiier to
j

and arrests have been made in consequence. A perfect
••H a conflict between I 'aly anri another Power. The Minist reconciliation has since taken place between Garibald

He^mJ»Jff?K?
the

°L
d
vf

°f
r
h
f ,f

ay
.

prop0Md
,

by Garib
1

CountCavouT,and General ( ialdini. It was brought about
- A-imitted the possibility of following a contrary pohev : . .

.

„ r , x i
•

i imm* .v_ ,. ..r j . . a . * x i

|jy t
i
ie jniiuence of a very 1 personage, who induced

tlicni to meet and come to frank explan; ins and an

open reconciliation. Garibaldi and General Cialdini

•^^**u, it would be necessary to declare it openly. In such
~*~* members of the Cabinet, a«» Italians, would co-operate^ otstv poaeible means. < teral Bbdogave explan; ns rc-

j^gB^j.
^* resignation of the Garibaldian officers, which were

SrTVi 1 aPI''*u8e - General Fanti also gave some satis-

iSLTLZSi * l!t
'
and ifc wa-s tlien stated that the resignn-

ZSZyy tt
.
c°oseqnence be withdrawn. General Garibab

brav» cotii^ ^*" be owcd nearly all his successes to his

CaTcnr »»i*?
IUO?* *? anns- H° then put a question to Count

sn^aaSiuS «. r
armin^ of the nation. Count Cavour, in

«d Mact^pU^." ^? tne regular army was concerned, they

nbraced each other as reconciled brothers. Garibaldi

afterwards left Turin, and proceeded to the Villa

Pallavicini. The papers state that great joy was
manifested by the people at the announcement that

Garibaldi and Count Cavour bad become reconciled,

and the
superior officers have exp

at* the result. An attempt o v\ e a popul;

"ncsdoy evening at

^uK>m!SrS^ S: • ^^ U- ^reets.-Tlie folk ng
,

e*.of tl

be reovjrajslaed, and Q
•Smmand. Gari
m+tMntkma, aa all the

majority cf Garibaldi's former lieutenants and
officers have expressed their satis.'aharn ludY**^ i J**

11**** lUUy, and one levy was ordered in

1 <roa»tJtT of *„ in Sicil >' also was under consideration.

T Itnaaaaaai iTil. required was almost completed. — •

^ atkiendlvp
"** nf artiilcrv

-
an< ansa to tl manife .turn ws made on W <

hraisxito^v^
|

h °y had also a great quant Milan by : tit 100 Gari'

troojis are receiving tin hlitional payment
usually granted them when placed on a war footing.

It is rumoured that a war-tax amounting t

r,,000,000 tl. will be imposed upon the country.

In spite, however, of the severe military govern-

ment, tl vemerit is extending to A lhynia, Lithu-

ania, and Poaen. The Goverr ^nt baa decided on
riding M. I'latanoff instead of M. Wielopolski, 1

St. Petersburg. It is said that the Emperor himself

will designate the persons who are to be called t

official f <. The report that the Government
had imposed a war contribution on the city of Wars

r the mail ice of the troops is said to he witho,

foundation.

Ti —The Vn and Pay* assert that a Russian

army, numbering 50,000 men, has been conc«

on toe Prutb. and placed on a era* footing in com
auence of the fermentation pr tiling in Europe.

Turkey. Austria has taken similar measures, but w

i

not in any • rder her troops to cross the n tiers.

ho new ial !ias been pub J.

It differ* u f "» that
|

posed by

Henry Bnlwer, and . ives g il -oianicti

It is i • dafc, at the t teat of the Turkis!

4

by Ca
Rome :

—

" A Catholic King, forgetful of every reli is principle in

c. mpt of all ri trampling u: r foot all law, aft.

_ .»* unn. «« ««-«. ing by degrees dos,>oiled the. august chief of t atholic

«e fonnauon of three dTvTalon?Sf
C
v ** that the decree foc

«
hurch of thc ,ar^C8t aild ""S ^[f^f JTuSll ' Bv ^hisw' aivw,oas of\ ( ,i1Jnf^r.„, ill k- fouhhilltr ' «n«ism.iona. now t*V** th«. title of 'Kmg Italy »} tins

ic:

at

on

the Kino-^iT -"*;rM "-?' "«nirconvin<g^tog wid actnely occupy itself

waa alarming. Ho inaaitZ
8

Il°
m the interior and thc exterior

!** Southern Army Tho r?
ef'*re

» on thc reorganisation of

"rder of the dav nrn^K1" then adopted tho fol-

i 77 vc4ea:---Th, ^Sfd
,
by Baron Ibcasoli, b- 7

Uons of the MiniAtry and SK '
hav'ng heard the declara

the formation of three dhUaion?5fTr;n<^ that the decl fr>1
, , . ^.r «r itait i

rented, and that the GnSJL^ oluntcer> wil1 he faithfully possessions, now takes the t :
bmg of Italy j

the brare *m*h™ l?!?™1™™ ^ will suitablv nrovide for - put the seal on the H « ««ur

proceed to Constat iople '

ices of the Empiiof

l'

*» brare Southern Arm -2w\V*iU Stably provid
*»" to increase and J^^ th

.
altheQ°vernment will k

as-^i.^t in an investig .. •.

with a view to U id-

nt >n some defined basis. K i ofl ds ai

said to have already readied Constantinople on

nilar errand.

Mo> negro.— < nar Pasha arrived on the 231

Antivar nd immed h ded to Trebinye. I!

ki whtehnsTl already'ac^mpiished, «»d which his Govern-
hftg^ been nominated to the command of the arm

_» v «r—*_i xu. ,_.„.., ;.^ ,.f ,omn. \^ ib
^ ^ \n Iloumelia. A special Conference of the F<f»»Der ; ai>d. finailv hX^IS.

°Ur
iorces hi an effi- ment has manifested intent of cemp

Ife^^^^occupy^^ theGovernmen nsnse of the patrimony of the HofrhjJ -*2y- ^.p^ptutives is likely to be held on the afi s ol

feSsfSr^stfS » SAX ^cr^ fSstt «j. , Tlie Consuls of the different Euro-
^^,-r^ pasaaa^to the order of the day." In the ing of ! he is no* is less obliged to make a fresh test agw iat

ffl ?Q r, ri .,,b.nt at Mostar have, Ull^ the^acM Tri n(Sm*v H Pn
y the Cham I

pursuance ol

Prince "Xik.ol.in-.
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to conclude an armistice with the Turkish troops, and

to withdraw the Montenegrins from the siege ot]^lk
.

1 -

This town, which contains a population of 4000, is

reduced to the last extremity, and fears are entertained

that cruelties may be practised upon the inhabitants.

The Principalities.—The Elective Assembly 01

Wallachia has been convoked for the 22d of April.

The National Assembly of Moldavia has voted by 34

against 16, for re-uniting the two assemblies of Mol-

davia and Wallachia, in order to deliberate in common

upon a new law in reference to the relations between

the peasants and their landlords, the definitive settle-

ment of which question is considered urgent by

the Assembly.
SrEiA.—A despatch from Beyrout, dated the 20th

inat., announces that the English squadron arrived in

the roads on the 19th inst. The English Admiral

afterwards left Beyrout, accompanied by the English

Consul, on an excursion to the mountain. Troops and

money have been sent to Beyrout from Constantinople.

China.—A despatch from Shanghai, of March 6,

states that the Yang-tse expedition arrived at Nankin

on the 21st February. Everything, so far, had pro-

ceeded satisfactorily. The frost continued at Tien-tsin.

The French and the Hon. Mr. Bruce's despatches had

been sent to Europe via Chefoo. A famine prevailed

at Pekin. The insurgents were gaining ground, and

business operations at Shanghai were restricted.

Japan.—The English, French, and Dutch Ministers

had been invited and had returned to Jeddo.

Cochin China.—Advices from Saigon to the 14th

March state that since the affair of the 24th Feb. there

had been no further hostilities.

Siam.—The Siamese Government have determined to

send an Embassy to France.

President of St. Domin-o had issued a proclamation

officially announcing the transfer of the Government

to Spain.

parliament
HOUSE OF LORDS.

arising from the uncerto^r5^!

Lords Mc.nteaoli:, DE^Yftr^the Bill was read a seoonH r "^
ifermudov-The DukeS^ 5*
Harvon, stated the mL^Z^V^TL
vestigato the truth ?£ ^h^Iv
Bermuda hulk againStthe2d D̂

e

b

?*Vconvicts confined there tyI
P ne ^ fe

had received instructions o JaV^^into the system pursuedat&QHer. Majesty's Government=,^£diminishing the numher ofSft**!view of ultimately abolishing ittTw* *•

Marquis of ^Li.k-RY commroA tCSC!

with the object of reconciling the.spiritual indepenuenee oi u

e

see of Rome with the exercise of ^^fi""&£{ Zt he
the Roman territory of the King of Italy. The subject tor tne

consideXnof the House Wfri not the past misgovernment

o? the Italian peninsula, but -how the SSL^SSffifi
begun could be best completed for the haDpmes?oi the JUlidu»

and the benefit of Europe. The means by which he nity

Italy had been brought about plainly ™^J^tf|E*X
Providence, but the keystone of the arch was wanting untu

Rome should become the capital of the MwBteto. Tbe

acquisition of Rome, on account of its central position *nd

ancient renown, would suppress local jealousies^ and JjttO lp

one general feeling the whole of Italy, which would then

constitute a nation. The occupation of Rome, however by

French troops precluded that unity, placed France ma false

position, and did not even conciliate the feelings of the trench

clergy. It would be more advantageous both for France ana

the Pope that the present state of things should cease. Tho

dignity of the Pope would be better consulted by the separa-

tion of his spiritual from his temporal authority, and by

assigning him a liberal revenue, than by leaving him In

possession of a nominal power and dependent on precarious

offerings. If such alterations were to be made in a liberal spirit,

the French clergy would probably be satisfied, and Rome might

at once assume her proper position as capital of Italy. With regard h O TT mr c\v ,««
to the relations of Austria and Venetia he felt that Europe owed * jj* £L ?°? Xf

-

much to Austria for her gallant conduct in the great war, and .

*™ DÂ ~**r
: p

AT /
^attention I

That she had only carried out the intentions of the Congress of dence respecting the Indigo PlMm * *,
Vienna in maintaining herself in Italy; but the tirre had at whether, notwithstanding the minute

length arrived for her to reconcile herself with tho Italian Governor of Bengal on he
i
report of ft, y

people. Not only was Venetia a cause of endless expense to »l?n, a Bill had been introduced into theid

Austria, and since the improvements in artillery, of eompar

tively small value as a strategical position, but the retention

of Venetia by Austria threw Italy into the arms of France,

former over the latter, which he hriSLS?
reason of its defectiveWnSl^ *k

1 hursday.-TIic Learn, <fcc Uwand the *Ms of Exckangt anil &£ftSwore reau a second time. TheiCM
mitt

r

ee
SOm

° prellminar
y conversation,*

Fbiday.-TAc Government of huk
sented a petition from the inhabiu.-'
eutta and of Bengd proper, coipS,
Government in India, and asked whj.
the measure relating to the GovenW
brought forward.-Earl De Grey andhL
state the precise time at which it would ffJ
noble friend m the other House to brinsf fori
to the Legislative Council of India • butE
forward state, and would be brought onlr
the House very shortly. ri^:

United States.—Hostilities commenced at Charles- whereas it ought to be the policy of Austria
1^™»jie «"n""°"

U
„„„_ cause with tho Italians, and to look on Italy as her vanguard

ton on the 12th inst., and Fort Sumter has sur

rendered to the Secessionists. General Beauregard,

on the approach of the Government vessel, demanded

the surrender of the fort. On Major Anderson's

against French aggression. He deprecated, however, any

interference of the Italians in Hungary, and said that he

should consider any one desirous of r ng a war in Hungary
against Austria as criminal in the presence of Europe. For

— ,-,,,,,. , « . - t i , „ ^„ n_ i 45 years he had cherished hopes of Italian unit

ietu-al 3
Fort Moultrie commenced tiring at 4 a.m. on the

| and
J
be rej oice(i that ho had been permitted to hvo

°
to see those hopes and aspirations almost gratified.12th inst. Fort Sumter replied vigorously. Seven

Charleston batteries then operated against Fort Sumter. Lord Wodehouse briefly stated the reasons why the Govern-
uiauwiuuudiiciico uu«* F *

fP11n arit ment had not thought it becoming or desirable for a Protestant
Major Anderson and his comrade^ after * gallant ™\^

:

take thSlnltiative in the l d question. Every-.ountry
thing depended on the withdrawal of the French troops

from Rome, and her Majesty's Government had not disguisj

their opinion that it was desirable those troops sh 1 no

withdrawn. With regard to tho Venetian question, the advice

given to both parties was not to be tho assailant.— The Earl of

Clarendon said that the Roman question was one of vital

importance to Europe. Rome never could become tl ipital

of Italy without the consent of France. He believed that tho

Emperor of the French would be extremely glad to recall h

army from its present humiliating position at me, if it

were not that ho feared to compromise the independence of

the Popo ; and that his reason forgiving permission to General

de Lamoriciere to take service In the Papal army was In the

hope that the French army might thereby be ultimately with-

drawn. — The Karl of Derby entirely agreed with tl

remarks of Lord Ellonboron-h on the rights of Austria

in Venetia, and the Importance of removing all

differences between Austria and Italy. Ho also heartily

concurred with the principle of strict non-intcrfi

inthetettli »nt «>f the Romish qti n laid down by rd

Wodehouse. To this country, considering tho numb >f its

in Catholic subjects, it was of the greatest importance
that the Popo should' be independent, and not subject to tho

clictat i of any foreign Power ; but the extent of his temporal
power wa> itirely d net from his in endonce. Foi mo

rs the Pope had enjoyed only a nominal power, but until

of India to enforce contracts for the dete

tnral produce; and, if so, whether such mm
introduced with the sanction of the GoTenns

Sir C. Wood expressed his regret tha

had sanctioned the introduction of the act r&
stated that he had sent a despatch to Indiseiprar

opinion to that effect. He trusted therefor* tul

withdrawn. Volunteers at £/«ctioiu.-Geoenl Pbj

Palmerston if it was true that at the re

ho was escorted to the Hustings by the Votantee

it was the intention of Government to sudans*

of Volunteers with their arms at elected

-

mi roN admitted, as a general priaopfc.

a proper that armed bodies should par

He had found, in going from his hotel to tit te

that the Tiverton Volunteers wished tomm t

as there was no contest, he though

prudery if he objected to walk with theaiaj.

aside their weapons, they anmnd, top i»
tho quality of unarmed citizens. Itai**-

to issue a circular stating that it
*tig*

Volunteers should take part in any

In answer to Mr. HoPB, Mr. C. Fob:

was under the consideration of tk

enable the Governor of New Z

assent of competent persons in

confidence of the native P°^^^M__
d ling questions relating to ^JJT^
the ownership of lands. ^i'a"-:ajT.
J. Hrsaan. said that Mr. Alco*****^
had abandoned Jeddo on accounldW^
which had been pursued tow;

the refusal of the Japanese

£

n'
e
-jft -.

protection.-*!* Cowpbb oWmmJWJ^
enable the C ionersofberju.

site for the i -a of jKw CoufM

offices longing to the M™ftj-£^

-

, bring In a Bill to provide jdjitio^

aintenance ot ft « ,p
M r . i m obtainedkm

jjj
*>

x

..luntccr lorcesof Great Bnlg^J, =

Tho select ce littee •
tho ?g

n- 1. The Queer 6*

second time. ^(WWiW1*

{ were read a third lif2; _Iu
-

Monday. -^ffrjcuUurat W**
{0

ns said that he pnW*
toSir G. Li wis

but it was a desire

struggle of 40 hoqift' duration, in which he sustained a

heavy and continuous fire from the batteries of the

Secessionists, which not only greatly damaged

the fort, but also set on fire the wooden structures

within it, struck his flag and surrendered to the

revolutionists. No accounts are given of the casualties

of the Federal forces. It is stated positively, however,

that none of the officers of the garrison were wounded,

and that none of the State troops were killed. The
fleet off the harbour took no part in the conflict.

jUiijor Anderson and his men were conveyed to Morris

Island, and subsequently Major Anderson proceeded

to Charleston, where he is the guest of General

Beauregard. Troops had commenced swarming
into Charleston, and it was stated that 20,000

men were concentrated in that city. An extra

Session of the .Southern Cougress had been sum-
moned. The Southern Government had called on each

Secession State for 3000 troops, except Florida, which
was to furnish 1500. The citizens of the Arizona

territory have held a convention, and have voted - , .. • f .. -
. Aia, ... „,„„ f

- „ , , ¥ ._A„u i,„
*, / . ., .. . . t ,

. .. .me solutio* oi tho present difficulties was found it wnu Id bo
themselves out or the Union. Despatches desenho fmneesihle to ur«e upon France the withdmwul of her I ps.

Washington as in a frantic, State ot excitement. He would not express m> mganopl n as that i' ee should

Business is half suspended. The Republicans are wild ?f necessity be the d of l- dy, as, in his t alon, it would
... • j. ..

x
i ., « i rri c nnvc been better to tortn a north and south kinj<«loni m I'al

with indignation, and curse the rebels. The free inwhichoMe Rome would hare lain between thS two, and the
states have telegraphed to President Lincoln, assuring solution of the quest ion would have been oaay. As, however,

j

»» « »-— -- -~r„
t quarter «e

him of their enthusiastic support with men and money, thero was now only one Italian kingdom, it was a natural ?<>«" ty ™«£ • dQSimble

An intense bustle prevailed at the v\ ar Department.
The Volunteers, Militia, and Regulars were under arms,

and an attack on Washington was anticipated. The
President is described as being calm and composed.
The announcement that hostilities had broken out
startled the public, but there was no panic. The
Southern minissioners have sailed for Europe,
without having been officially received by President
Lincoln. The steamers Atlantic, Baltic, lllinoi

Ocean Queen, Fashion, Thomas Freeborn, Coat-
zacoaleos, and Yanl , had been chartered by the
Government for the conveyance of trooj • »rders had
been issued by the Navy Department to have the Star
of the West, Empire City, Wabash, Vincennes, Savannah,
and Jamestown frigates, fitted for active service with
despatch. The Powhattan frigate was to sail imme-
diately under sealed orders. The chartered
ports Baltic and Illinois, with 500 troops
quantity of war material on board, and the
Harriet Lane, sailed on the 8th inst. under
orders. It was understood that the Hying artillery,

cavalry, and > ippers anil miners were to proceed to
Texas, to co-operate with General Houston, for the
restoration of the Federal authority in that fcj e,

while a portion of the fleet has to reinforce Fort
V'ieltens and other posts on the Gulf const
Bbitish Columbia.—Lady Franklin has arrived at

Victoria. It was reported that the British Govern-
ment had determined to build a naval depdt at Esqui-
mault, and that 150,000 dols. was already set aside tor
••U..A. _... - « • t • ,

'_,.,

session "£I

trans-

and a

cutter

sealed

that its object was to amend the present law in reference ti»

tho will.- Hritisu sul ts abroad. At present it was impos-
sible for a British subject resident abroad to tell wbeth ly

will he ide was in compli e with the law of this counl
or was not invalid in < nee of a non observance of

dn forms Upon which tho person making the will had l

opportunity* ling ii inai I3y the present .
Ih'.l i

•oposod to r icr wills \ 1 whether pr» red mi lan<

with the law of »nti In which the testae. r was <1 'in i-

.1 at the time of his de or i oe with the jronei
law of KiikI -L W vi>al >pposed tho [Jill; I

LordCha and I itAUV th supported it.—Lord
8t. Lf.oxah assente<l to the principle that a will should I

valid if made in accordance with tho general law of England,
but dissented from the prop< 1 that the will should be raliu
if executed only according to the laws of the country in which
the testator was domiciled. The Bill was read a second
time. — Lord Stanley of Alderley then moved rh
second reading of the Post Ojfice So >ft$ banks £ill

t brief r
cxplained its scope and object, and dwelt i the utility of
such a measure to the poorer clause* f the country. Lord
I >u hestfr did not oppose the Bill, as he th /ht, if it were
carried out, it would be a very excellent measure. But it was
not quite t r how rural post in af- were to be remunerated
for the additional troubl* vst "n them, or how the money was

- be transmitted.— Lord Mostkaole said the Bill ntcd
> a subversion of the present savings-banks, and that it pro-

vided no adequate machinery for adueting tho new Initi

tutions. He also condemned the possible spe a
Chancellor of the Ex< ler with a capital of 40,000, (KM..
which, with the knowledge ho possessed, would reeemi

, . gambling with loaded <i .—Lord kepesdai.R feared that uuder
that purpose. The miners were working as high up the the scheme ch the 11 established the ac» s could i

Frazer river as Lytton City. The weather had been ic
i ,les,>rved from oonfusi he Marquis of .ricari-

Yerv favonrablp fnr thoii* nnotof ;^na anth lUyi that the me;uurc would prove a failure, and

7.in!„! ae
operations. increase the expense as well as labour of the Post I iffice. *

»AS DOMINGO.—A Spanish squadron, with 3000 men Bill was read a second time The Lonaey RqpOaiitn /; -'l was
and war materiel of all descriptions, had left Havannah read a lhirrl time, and passed.
for St. Domingo. It is stated that an army of oecuna- „ Tuesday - .i/arr * Law AmendiaenU BilL — The Lord
tion of 7000 men would W ^nf «V™» Tl ^

i 4? ^haxcbllob moved the second reading this Bili and stated<uuu men would be sent from II amah. The that the object of the measure was to remedy the evils alpresent

dther satis* 7J* J

J

*££» of

asked whether It ^Jff,^^J*
„,i would »« fc ^Sn and when thi

increased consump^n.^ If there

J
Imposed when once reuvove: je

udence in d,,iluig mthou
t ^

j

•kinffat the future, nej>* The ^ff^ autionw, :iuiate

-quer ^Stt *«* *£
4 payment ot i -

tu;ii p*j
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Apul 27, IS6LJ

rested, and urged <** expediency of hiving

iT in existence before taxes were repealed.—

Cwchaet supported the repeal of the paper

-"ki. be said, heft great boon to Ireland.—Mr.

*D*tbe repeal of the paper duty, which * id

. to the propri rs of the i
uewa-

ur W FMTConslderedtheBudgetewisesnd sensible

^r l x. rX argued that the avnilabls surplus was

— Vnd that there waa in trv. ency of revenue.
r*^i ^tTtweTettod that the speech of Mr. Ruing was n
*r

*V We* ntawTat ondu mdIt he had n
'
"

;LL>dinent in position to the Res, lutiona of the

Sthe Bxceequcr.-Mr. Norris Mr. Black and Mr.

"neorted the repeal of the paj>er duty. — M

25s>d ncellor of the Exchequer of cat ry ing

if Free Trade to an extravagant length. It hu<

i

ib that the great mass of the people could I

the lepeal the paper duty, whereas tl
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be

I

J?th7ws • » «ug*5 "would >*
a
jjostti v.

nod - the

duty a* very

the
between different set bee stiau He
ha 1 taken no part in t qritation got up by the erai

Society, and he believed that their i
rocwsdlngs, in coujiinr

with those of the a sues Assoriatinn. had done
much to retard the progn-as of civil and religions
The only object which he had in introducing the BID was to
temedy a grievance, ai achieve a
triumph.—Mr Rautm seconded the motion.—Sir \\

'. IIka

ootk regarded the Bill as a most aggressive measure, t anwet

fwl iw. 1 be tHliMiduvertoIHssantoretheuno.i
user of the burial-: mds of the Church, and to legalise any
sor. ceremony. Under these «dmimstsness, he wit bound
t ove a« an amendment he Bill be read a seen*

thi lysix ».—Ix.rd lh ky said that bis opi n

prac d gi ie listed in country dlstr t h

-w- He asked what those who called themselves the
*

^Tane osauls wcrs abou why they were prepared t

l ftSsar? 1 arr >ts of the Chancellor.)! the

_-? He* *lv° but tWo P°»ible
' »/'

—* «i the Buds* one was to reclaim the waver wig

J«.iSlataiP«tioii''fthcs»ipp«.rteniof the Govorn-

>JTother was to < , ho would not say insult, the
'

of the Legislature. Hs denied that there was
» it was real uld not b> issible the

^^^j^ Bxchequer in nnothor year to fall back u"ST B £rge in-reaso of the in • tax.- Sir .1.

Kve^smttsted that the rep'- '1 "f the paper d would bo a

i^^^TbaDU to t >crs of paper, though he admitted

SbTb-itved the psnermsker«. as a whole re against

^jmriiI hn "• would interfere with their mon —
&\ostiiooti said t the Budget had its polit

1 side

Zd its naatK-isl nide ; the dit< •" h id turned on the latter

aad to that side he sboull cntine himself. He believed that

t aortal surplus, and that, taking the revenue as it

i without the redrnpositi^u of duties, there wss

krre dsociency, the accounts laid before the Ihniso

dna that wo had added to our debt hut ye

oaf. besldss a large reduction of the 1 in

Um r'x. hc'iuL-r. Before revenue was thrown away, the IIou.>e—^ to know e both of the ex] litnreandrev lie

into call *• regaiding tho financi »f I '; to

that they would have a deficiency of revenue to tlit

It probably of 900,000/. In the condition of our trad.

ury branches of whieh showed a marked decline, and In the

Sof foreign affairs, there might be reasons for a pr. nal

ke t tfl present ; but this was not a time for introdu

ito it the surrender of a Large amount of revenue, and he

the Bouse not to commit itself irrevocably t,

proposition, since it must contemplate the possibility of

further demands.—On tho motion of Mr. 8. Fi '• the

was adjourned. Sentiiah Poor law.—Mr. Di slop ob-

leeve to bring in a Bill to make provision for tho disso-

of combinations of parishes in tland as to the

^awant of the poor.

Tusanav.- Ch 1 *kov> in the Paris.—Mr. Cowfer. In reply

ftr J. Pa Xros, stated that in compliance with the request

ths Bsyal Agricultural So. y ho had given his t <

their hoULng an ex f stock in oi »f tho metropoliian

par^ og the summer of 1862, « > that foreigners who might
•?OrsstFxh a mi«ht see what the British Ian

I do in rear stock of tho be lescripl He had n.

jrever. vet decided in what p ; the cxhihit ihould

held. Tie Ha, *af«f.—In iswer to Mr. c 1 nscK,
Air. Cowrsn .» tliat hi.s predecessor in office had given pel

mission to erect the statue of Sir I iry 1 lavelock in Trafalgar

Hsuare at the end of l&itf, and ha i also
attaestotuo an edeatal in iiig of

year. F>.r himself he miRlit i had •
th

fcrm of the pedestal, and ) -presented to Mr. ncs, the

Mculpter, and the « it tee of ^ulecribers, that 1.

BeWronortiouate to the sutue iUelf, and m' too high for

Jrtion where it was placed. The ' — H.

Bouisley moved for leave to bring In n Bill for the pro-

testtsa of electors in v >g tor mem Iters serve in

i-arusment. *
i io sketched the sc which were enacted

and ths pra- tices resorted to at elections nun

ssngss from the evidence taken before the select committee

nrtrnrpt practices to show the extent to which briberv

4sgal beating, and intimidation prevailed, and argued it

tea ballot or secret voting would prove an effectual cure Tat

svils and be an ample protection for the elector.

-

as seconded tho motion. The House immediately

divided, when the motion was negatived by t to 1.01
.
**e

<4 Ar,m on tlu Danube—My T. 1>< ube moved for

— relating to certain arms nveyed last year under the

Sardinian flr.g. from Genoa to the Bast, and seised by the

h»-Wallachlan G..venwnent; and to the bn back the

-arm* from OalaU to Genoa in her Majesty s ship Banshee.

~b*d J. KrssBLL objc 1 to the production of

papers as i nient to the public service, o-,ssTvn\g

»St th" arms were not desired by the Moldo-WaUs
:

™i
Jfnviness, which were not in any way u

Hungary. lie had no desire whatever
setwesn Austria and Hungary : all he could do was

wish that ide Austrian Government and the H
Wat r. ight come to an agreement, that those promises of

liberty which the former had given would he iulfilled, ai

that the Hungarians would find that they had -uch ample
•ecuritiea for freedom of d a and freedom of the press,

and *nch grantees for pers' 1 li by, that they might
wKruuue to live under the Government of the king of

iungary. On a division the motion was negatived by 119

* SeUct ComuuU't*.—Mr. W. Ewap.t m< I a resolution,
that the number of members constituting Select Committees

' reduced to 7 or ; and that they be chosen by the
nittee of Selection op account of their acquaintance

J*th the subject submitted to their conside ion. — Sir

Lewis 'ertaincl some doubts as to the policy of the
rtastole upon which the motion was founded, and showed

«*a* there would be difficult in applying it. The LionI,™ without a division. The Dockyar<t*.—>ir F.
eailei attention to the report of the commissioner

totMiursiato the control an lanagcment of her
-val yards, but before he had conclu s speech

cow.

was t jgalise the burial of Dissenters to Church of Rngla ight not to be that on paper. He sad asear
burisl grounds He referred to the objections entertained by papermakers objected w the i w irtsaVja of the
the High Church pa: • er ehUdree who had been liaptiaed kurtlul to them. raal bensfit would have
by Dissenters, and deprecated the hoattttty whieh « xistsd upon the om « rwdiacttoa of the du

and sufa rh * * h*ve l*«n rspteaaa
i bust at a the reantenon weald I

have been a r. the agricultural inter est.—Mr M
ug ofl the duty upoa paper would btagrsater

ef t > the worki ••es thai the removal of - war
ies upon tea and sugar, whik it got rid • !

q>sred trade.--llr 1 arrer recommended the

ftbedut> paj «r, and t be repeal of the war awUeo < <n

.i and sugar, wi i would fulfil a -.mi las made to the
try.— Mr. I likewise tho* »*»

to remove at, of a lermsnant natu
roasod so Ihzhtlv «•» ttie c- muuityss Uie paper d -

Mr. DiTiosaa f there was any ta-. ili« epaal She
should prefer to that of ths pajier duty It waa ths melt u
rod fw h woul -e a grant U-n to the agrtevitnrel

li bs bettor to
v P.ud ass Lord Isokstre said tat. d

^ a surplus, s - ' 'ken <-f! the

1 1 o-tax it the vrardtr u tea and sugar should

removed.--Mr. Dkase be! d tha <ie had
repeal paper y, whieh taftsrfrred wi: > edejoati<>

i« people.—

M

t sal -,k at ths

general taxation Si tl.« ciniliy. »i. . .*hiny ^StSSMlftt
aonBaw^, . tasjsssa to mev

tfeades of the SteU and be
laved th: '• -he

frut ifioov.-d \t. Vawsi aapnortad tb» twrnotpU*
to,:. or. lata .i -.vii hv Mr. T. aWlna.-OU lu?m bab<^-"Miaw
then |

ot th« |NM«jvdut> wa«Vn nj a great the
lust, n - buses.—Major Ham u.ton sal .«< rsatorkip <•! the

Soti.-uid desired that the duttes on teaaadsuff*
l.ouhl ba taken In eference to the papsr dut y —M
uinsaidt ibsUt vest, and th« prospect.

ll.tODuntrv ipplv! - .M I
u, next harvest, would

probabl • tho ,
the Bu t -Mr.

M ATT li OW - 1 '

ostimates in tho Budget, and whet her th.

surphi Ho dwelt ih.u the glat

small t ss upon . ial oeeu last.

year, as nth ing g md for tho doul lis had e s4,

and suggaatod r reasons for ug ths e-

a eurplus. Ol ths 740,00 '»» "•
not 100,OOM. w I find its way

r.-Mr. WniTawOa cm '» the

ingeno'v displayed in tho Bu-lgct in the Haw|mM» of a

mat get rid of the jiajHW 'y. and

imaginary surplus. An to tho duty the Ocjvernmont

ratted u| an abstract resoluti But tM H .uss waa

oppreaaad with alisti'sct re^ »s; thavs had bean ons .
u the

ectof n ostog the oxUtenoe of a surphih, the

h, been tigmstisod bj lisnosUor of the

oqucrssan imnmral tax, whi I not i»>eeJ

painar utv: why, than. kl tlie former be ret

and the latter ret ed So v ,
th war <•

i tea sugar.—reason and hw rscom-

ssj rather than ths pain-r dut

I! f the 1 ve„ by Mr. Barin;

was -nest Budget—Mr .

Hai.i.o >uosd

Parliai was bound to provide a remedy —Mr Mi \r»

M«ed the Hill, believing it to be one of a series of mea
were intended to e, and .lest

o country.—Sir G. Lewis t admit

was any cons r funds d objactloii to tin- seaend

raadi of the Bill, » theisj waa on the statute book I

Plunket'l Aet Ireland legislating on the ss

He thou ' -use sho «

|

e n« tho grievM i comi f By the

can jrwasb t tMjfler any dels %
a cor|*e which was bro- m. according to the

th. k ol Prayer. Tho 1 ties

o Il( . ,t, and »t tin i'

right of the
i

I to interment, any person wh< d In

c parish might be brought to the parish churchyard, s

ergyman was bound to allow 1 lent, s to i> in

tl oovor the b- , provi.led the deceased,i «»n

was ii nwuunicated, had d violent \ \* \\\

blmselt . or had t received 1 Ism. Itwasti the

tiste who did not practise infant baptism wi to be

excluded, but he thought that cletjj ash I not be or

„; 1 in their inquiries upon this p Its d t,

h er, think t the Diaser. -> bad rstsbhshed acsseto

justify a measure like that pro|..«ad, and he could not

his sup — I rd H. Oku. loi.ked uih.ii tl as

a nu o whieh was wit.iided to ci

Established Church iniite as much as if it ne d-d a

el o to allow « rial Wlaeti.a.i to perform mass n
Wef meter Abbev.—Mr. Brk.ut snggeetod th.it tho 1!

should read the BUI a second i o, so as to

mittee such ai lents or modific * would make tho

ill resemble that which had been pa«sod Iteland mm
years ago. He denied that it was the I I'

to undermine the Established t'hui I hat ontaati u, v

ever it oceurred, would, he b iL l»e brought s iU

vu members, and by the differences wr. .
ed so

extensivel l>oing bro« a ci -Mr Nmw.eoat.

o,.,>osod tho Bill, and lacommanded that it s Id bo wit)

drawn ss unueoessaril ffonsivo to the age 0* Chun

m s thought tho Dissenters had a serious pra

tical grievance, and that they were entitled to the redress

limcl— Mr.WAi.H.iKsaid that tho Bill i*ead ' odress ths

muiimum of ; vnnoa by the maximum of lnpoii\ e.

nly grievance of which Dissen' 1 <
"

was that their dead n ' be I
fro^ '•« who

in life they loved; and if any pro, Hilton were Intn-du

ovemment which could n. at objection, it won .

fiea his support-Mr usraw d the best course - lid

bctawith.lrawthc Bill and introduce another to the details

of which there d be no obj ection.-8ir M Pkto otTered to

withdraw the Bill if Sir W. Heath -. would withdraw his

iamendn.eiit.-41 \\. W vk od ra^,„
irG. ed etorecon-

-Mr rnsRARLi hte *urpr

it the nment had not undertaken to deal with t

matter. Instead ing so, however a Cabinet Minister had

suggested the wit >e amendment n s

promoter oi the BU ight have an or nH} T

showing v unskilfully and irawaisafsctorily he could deal

with the quest i. The House then divided, when the amend-

ment was carried by to lis. The Bill was const ntly

lost The' awPw'ureji i) hru*$u>n l hi) was

wit' dr. kwn. The << <mpani« Jtf^rfc^ fVwa

la,. was read a The Bu isays of DaHin Bill

was read a third time and passed.

THuaanAT.—Au, '—In r. to Mr. G: m,
Lord.

I

:ll stated that it was true that .1000 of th- ex-

,ke of V. os had lately been phiced on the Ital

frontier of Venetia. but he haw) recciv. d an aSSUranoe iro„, t he

Austrisn G rnmant that there wss no bite i
tl

p-irt to loake any attack upon the Italian kingdom. -Mr.

\viui ' a f,iturc day be will .ve a

eerier raaclii is condemnatory of the exUUng system of

Atonal E • Irelmmd. I'Sw adjourned d< n the

order for going in t o c ™r» •« fi rnoanR v *iidc
I

ted with that the < cellor oi <chennar hadjot .Wlfarlj

to interfere and candidly with the House, lie pointed out examples

of What he considered to be u r and dace, ,Hvo

statements, and qu xl the acciiracy Mr. Gladstone s

estimates of the ex, ire for the currant year, and his

anticipations of the re He could undcrstend the

grounds u . which be had calculated that he would receive

g. | o China, inferring from the details be read, and

from the- tion r the Treaty of Tien- ^»l\
farthing of this sum aid c .me into the Exchequer, with

regard to the paper duty, he denied that the I tons.
,
was

.T-j i *~;tow,,~«i Ait.hAr >.v its resolution or by the BUI of

of

My

nner in win the p wcro 1 <ieed uiK»n by delusions

oodsonthesu i ofthcexiwnditurc neceesai or

the de ce of th. Ho asked wh.t' v person

eould imagine that the tea and sugar duties
i
and the paper

dutv stood . tho same footing. To call ti a tex

Lodge wits d i cant — Mr. Ossornb saia

that the Budget, like all Budgets, dealt in ant ns.

Ho btlr .1 ti i was a surplus of 1, and

iiat • .ore ought then L. be a wsion ol taxation.

Tbe first tax re -ught to be < I -mc V«o the

n#xttl V. o Honour of tho H if Com n I

was, in hi " thfa question; and ho

rt the i uenl in their |
.osal to repeal it

— ]k waros hail corno to tho i- n that, instead < »f

a surplus, there was a , and that we were

a position to reduce tax -Mr. >' ire said

tho pap ire was nost imfn.rt.ant one; it

i an harrassed con ir i. and that the use

bound by ise roado to the t He showed the prcK-

m the maim tun , which was

Imost v it m Ireland. The abolil

i paper would he one of the greatest boons conferred

upon the onuntry, and nation upon I'arliii
,

tore-

peal it was si ig—On the motion of Mr. Uobsman, o

was ag adjoin M lay.—The R' 1 Csswsaaies

Mortw*{ .-(cs«') /a'f jiasied thrtmuh oommittes.

Fru'av —///,"* of iU Speaker.—A letter was read ft tbe

Speaker, stating thai he was < i^Ued to be absent ant

is, but ho trusted to 1» well enough to appear on

:r. Masskt irman of committees, according to

he standing orders of the House then took the uhsir. Qase ey

aptain M'i —In answer to l>>rd 1. and Mi

\] A , herstok said that r. essi. -ns could bo too

etrong to st. -w the conduct of th<- Prussian authorities

rin towards Captain MacdonaW. The whole proceedings

wero ef the most unfriendly character on the f»art of the

I»r Hi Gov lent He thought tbe i vn

this matter would acquire and the indignation with wh
this proceeding would inspire in every British subject would

be a si. warning to tho Prussians. Syr-' —in answer

F. 1 < aousoN, Lord Palmmsstos said he did uot consider

it ] lent to lay any papers ou the table as to t iture

government, oi i. The question was not yet settled.

<ITW

•rer^y BUetUnu BiU.-On the order for

"'C's? on
, ' Bill, Sir O. Lewis ex seed a

£t«f^w^ v «* d»rp f it, would consent to

r rr^nbers iTthT, ^ ^ P»P° ,!
'

' l V°te8

r«na^sn^tbat afc '

1Ver*itie« should bo proxy

i^TtStd r? n^L^?nl
1

ar?n,a al "ice of dec: s w

?'?': v|'NHL ;-
,th -""MJ-^»-f'LF. said that the details

•ink^Uaime' liw^It ™?k ^ iUat ^fore thc'"T
s^awBultSul be r^flrr^tn^^' «tremsly de »t

Sueved Uasx\hTRil hES?J^ H
?ect omittee.- Mr. Wa »

\\w££t *u
Bill Yrou ,] freate

, evv mtitoene

rt' tot?
ff

thi
e
r^H

1"^ th€ !•* 't Sectors and thr iwin

W*1 *he pnnciple of the Bill but approved

ord7 n wRawi^lS .

comTnittC0 ^Sir k Hkathcote and

«^S. m
were 1>:>in »Jourof referring thc Bill to a

?£T"0L A(t*T * "to"* discMeiou, the BUI wj"

ConHvni W.nemanW the Po/k.-Inanswer to Mr. NxwnwiATa,

. „. Lord Palxkrston said ho had seen tho statement relative to

the the proposed elevation of Cardinal Wiseman to the Papacy,

ffcVmTtlx^ndthrtoa and sugar war duties, and, if there was but her Majesty's Government bad received no informal

a ^reS°"S» of revenue.^ should be applied to the bearing out the rumour. ILeasi ig.]

remission of duties that would relieve the great bulk

of the peoplc.-Mr. M. GinsoR said thc « sUmated yieldoftl

Excise anil Customs had henestly made m com

ith the heads of those departments of the
»
»venufc He com-

that none of the opponents of the Budgrttoad sug

gaawff^wStttato^ 'wwvSjoythj
quately for the public service, and bad£
of taxation that w n their o P ,^%v!fth

m<
rt4SeTton be

,o gen 1 interests of the com ^fgc; ^
had told the Government that

.

«
i
sum _ot

;
uld be paid during thc^nnancial^yest^ wnic

ffiiU> inUlliaencc.

Mom Makkkt, iRWAY.-BniTisH F« *: on-

sols closed at t^ •»«• W rtl h

May, Bank *. Thr. '•

tu ;» is New riiiw p- ^ m •
' y

to * select oommittee.--8ir
jtf. Peto moved the sec mi

ot the ^encoa/orsiMts Burial Bill, ttbe object of which

wouia ne paiu uurmg m« r Ani»

I rateably to the Govornm^
l

,irX ths statements
tents, and, b ,g their opinion

J

011^^ t

the only person \Jf.t least T ^^ would
tho Government Icrcd that » jj* . msoftl
be received by the British Kxcbequer. H^~

mdulgin
tra a order to eh.m that t»erc was

«J^\^ A u„ of

gloomy auticij :
and^e^t pnTpose aomeVemte-

- venue, tl Government were o°'»m i

[x»t ren
sionol "'' ,f,ntend

!

d wto^a«<ltft ndthatihe
won bob ^

et'j0r
^Td conX'^ : '!

rument had taken a^th
c.°^S if this duty would

cotm It had been sari that the JP^^j that it wa» a

benefit only cheap newspapers, ou»
that the agricultural

landed as well a commercial auesw . , _r - »»»

MM to ; New iliree per

y .' Annuity 1» »««» •",*'

l.:,:,?„tu, *»oi
: >^v:Li's

, ,». Kv,l„.,,..,r B.1K 8.. fc-roMtlOK: 1
W.hb

Wamla Ulfprr s, 18.VS S7 "rand

„ ',> r «•.,,!,. TS60.S7I ,UnFoUr.»d.

relief by thc removal of a tax

1

li^i'per 782]V Dutch ra i Halt jver Cento..

in Four and a Half per Cents., ill

sT-a^cttc of tije ££trrts

interest wouw expeueute «» -»-
manufacture of paper.-

which checked the oxp^lonoi^a man^-—^^^ {

Mr. Ball naid that if there was to be any ""»«-

T l i

Ro»i. «. HtcSer *r\A

l>erbf j.liif*'. H
E nd. PrtCTbo«t»oc«. ^™"-"'; jTr^TNeVcrs-'. Osiaito* Proprveisr

bmtc
rocer, ftlM
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Fhire, Ironmaster—S. H.Hanley, Stoke-upon-Trent, Staffordshire, Furni-

ture Dealer, Tailor and Draper—G. IIicke.s, Pnrtwond, Stockport, Cotton

Manufacturer — T. Hughes, Digbeth, Walsall, Staffordshire, Licensed

Victualler—G. II. Kikkpatrick, Liverpool, Urapcr-A. Moork, \\edncs-

bury, Staffordshire, Cbcmist and Diujcjcist-J Nkech. Norfolk, Miner ana
Coal Merchant — H. J. Norfor, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, Bunder— 1.

Owens, Ho'yhead, Anglesey, Baker, Grocer, Flour and Provision Dealer—

S Shbfmsy, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, Chemist and Druu'icist-T. Swift
and K. Wigfall, Manchester, Coal Merchants - \\ Tm mlktt, Lpton
Uelions, Devonshire. MiMer-G. Trick ktt, Great Winchester Street, Uty.
Metal Merchant and Factor-S W H Wapk, Leeds, Yorkshire, Wine and

Spirit Merchant, and Produce Merchant. ,,
FRIDAY— B*NfcKU:'TS-J. A m.en. Kadcliffe Bridge, Lancashire, Small-

Avare Manufacturer—J. T. Ballard. Leicester, Draper—**, S. Bartleri.
Oldbury. u 6rcestershire, Grocer and Piovision Dealer—P. Bati s, i roydon,

Surrey, Draper— W. Clark, jutu Southwark Bridge Koad, and Rockingham
Row, New Kent Road, Timber Merchant -F. KLLTETT, Portsoa. Hants,

Hatter- W. Gibson, Leeds, Provision Merchant-.!. Golbard, Karl Soham,
FrHinlingham. Suffolk. Draper—S. GoOSRMAN, Great Grimsby, Lincolnshire,

Innkeeper, Licensed Victualler, and Livery Stable Keeper— P. Hayses,
James Street, Old Bethnal Green Road, Silk Manufacturer -J. Ji:kks, jun ,

Wharf Koad, City Road, Manufacturer of Patent Furnaces—T. Mott,
Salisbury, Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer—T. P. Peterson, Bristol and
Downend, Gloucestershire, Scrivener, Dealer in Howe*, Cattle, Corn, and
Timber— F. Sanbkrsos, Dublin, and Tutrenham Street, Fitzroy Square,

Coachmaker—J. Toxks, Birmi n^ham, Victualler.

more they are made prominent by any attempt at

ellishment. Mr. Godwin stated that it' the present

Notes issued • i

Proprietors Capital.. .*

Rest
PuDlic Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, Saving*
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.)

Other Deposits..
Seven day and other bills

Uanfe of ffingiairtr.

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
436,802,900 \

Government Debt ••

Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver Bullion .. .*

*?R.S02.960
BANKING DEPARTMENT.
. % 414,553,000 Government

a m

jCI 1,01.5,100

8,469,900
11,437.103

890.S58

^•^802,960

3.1SU.435

• t

m •

• «

* m

thdayof April, 1861.

-I.757.f>fl7

12,604.075
693.9i 4

486,782.021

Securities
(including Dead Weight
Annuity) 410.272,938

Other Securities .. ., 17,956,119
Notes 6,763,975
Gold and Silver Coin ., 788.989

'f'ib 782 0-

1

M. MARSHALL, Chief Casoier.

Jftetropoltg anti it$ Vicinity.
The Exhibition op 1862.—The French Govern-

ment have appointed a commission under the presidency

increase in the size of the glass, could
§

make more

tolerable an expedient which was vicious .m principle,

and the defects of which would be only more apparent

the

embell—
. ., , •.. j.

scheme was carried into execution, the architecture

would be disfigured, and the city would get little more

than a railway shed, with' many serious inconveniences

attaching. .. ,

The London Poor.—An influential meeting, called

by the Lord Mayor in compliance with a numerously-

signed requisition, was held on Thursday in the

Council Chamber, Guildhall, to consider the causes ot

the late destitution among the labouring classes of the

East-end, and in relation with that the subject ot

equalising poor rates. Alderman Sidney moved a reso-

lution expressing deep regret that during the late

severe winter many thousands of the labouring popu-

lation of the metropolis were dependent for support on

funds administered chiefly by the clergy and magistrates,

instead of receiving assistance from the legally consti-

tuted authorities established for the relief of the poor,

and expressing the opinion that the defects of the law

require supervision and amendment. Mr. John Locke,

M.P., moved that the best remedy for these defects will

be to equalise the charges for the relief of the poor

over an extended area of chargeability, so that every

description of rateable property may be made to bear

an equal share of the burden, and that petitions

founded on these resolutions be presented to botli

Houses of Parliament. Both resolutions, with a

petition to Parliament founded upon them, were

adopted.

Attempted Murder at Islington.—On Sunday

evening an attempted murder and burglary were com-

mitted at the residence of Mr. Q. HiggiflS, butcher,

47, Chapel Street, Thornhill Koad, Islington. It appears

Midhurst.^A mortal
55J °' °*my the S
.Johnson clmracteraed as

"«fc

British drama » has reeentlvl ^^i
church of Trotton, of X,« p>*!t!

hj» been defrayed by a deZ,
who, several £

P

of Prince Napoleon to organise and arrange in (-lasses from the depositi ns of the servant girl, Mary Ann
of science, arts, manufactures and raw materials the RedkjS0T1 which wer

of exhibitors

of the Grand
communicate

various articles intended to be sent by French exhibi-

tors to the international display of next year. The
Netherlands Minister of the Interior has invited the

Societies for the encouragement of Industry at Haar-

lem, Amsterdam, and the Hague to nominate a

commission, which, if approved by the Govern-

ment, will represent the interests

from that country. The Government
Duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz will

direct with her Majesty's Commissioners on all questions

relating to the Exhibition ; as will those of Hanover,
Oldenburg, Brunswick, Saxony, Saxe-Coburg Gotha,
and Saxe-Meiningen. Her Majesty's Commissioner
having had the subject of Registration of Patents and
Designs under their consideration, have decided that,

looking to the alteration which lias been made in the
law since 1851, it will be unnecessary for them to

apply to Parliament for any alteration on this occasion.

Her Majesty's Commissioners have named the 1st of
May next as the date before which all applications for

space must be sent in. By far the larger portion of

the space which can be allotted to British exhibitor
has already been applied for.

The Indian Famine Belief Fund.—The total

sum remitted to the London committee down to Thurs-
day night was upwards of GG,430/., exclusive of the sub-
scriptions ill Manchester, Liverpool, Dublin, and Edin-
burgh, which probably by this time amount in the
aggregate to more than 20,000/. The mail oflast evening
carried out to the Governor of Bombay 10,000/. from
the Mansion House, which, together with 50,000/.
despatched on three previous occasions, makes a total of
60,000/. The mail of last week took out more than 3000/.
from Liverpool, a second instalment of 2500/. from
Manchester, and 1500/. from Dublin. At the last
meeting of the committee it was resolved to address
letters to the Governors of the colonies, and to all the
Ambassadors, Ministers, and Consuls abroad, requesting
them to open subscriptions in aid of the Fund.
Roofing the Royal Exchange.—A meeting of

the Gresham Committee was held on Tuesday to con-
sider the ultimate mode in which the quadrangle i the
Royal Exchange shall be covered, when a resolution
was adopted empowering the Lord Mayor and tl
Master of the Mercers' Company to confer with tl

Committee of Lloyd's, with the view, if possible, to pr
vail upon them, in deference to public opinion, to waive
the objections they have hitherto urged against roofing
the building at the higher level on the ground that it

would interfere with their light and air. The Lord
Mayor and the Master are to be at liberty, If they think
tit, to avail themselves of the advice and assistance of
Mr. Tite, M.P., the architect of the Exchange; and
Mr. Smith, the surveyor to the Mercers' Company, in
the interview. Mr. Tite had previously addressed a
letter to the Lord Mayor, protesting against the speci-
men roof recently erected over the area, and stating
that the merchants' court could never be sufficiently
ventilated by the louvres in such a roof; that a heavy
fall of snow, which it would be difficult if not impos-
sible to remove, would put the who place in darkness,
and that lie could not see h water was to be ^

conveyed away. Sir Joseph Paxten and Mr. ( targe < tod-
win had also addressed letters to the Tim in cond -

nation of the specimen roof at the lower level. Sir J.
Paxton in his letter stated that a roof properly con-

1

ructed at the top of the building would not only leave
|the present ventilation uninjured, but in the hot weather

-Wmme p

W°UldT11 i,nprove*^ creating a constanthang, ot air; and that no aiding or ornament, or

e taken by the magistrate at

the hospital, that the family had gone out, leaving her

alone in the house, when a young man, called Frederick

Strugnell, about 18 years of age, who had formerly

been in her master's employment, called on the pretence

of paying her a visit. Alter a short time she heard a

noise m the house and wished to call in the police, but

was prevented by Strugnell, who attacked her with a

knife or chopper, and indicted such dreadful injur

h

that she immediately became insensible. The man
with three others connected with him escaped by getting

over the wall at the back of the house, taking with them
an iron chest containing 105/., the money of .Mr. Higgins.

The neighbours, hearing cries for help, broke open the

door and found the servant girl lying senseless in

the shop, with extensive injuries to her face and head.

The nose was smashed into the face, the bones being

completely broken. There was a dangerous wound on

the forehead penetrating the skull, another on the back
of the head, and lacerated wounds on the left arm and
forefinger of the left hand. She was immediately taken

to the hospital) where she remained for some ti

10 iisible from loss of blood. She rallied in the course

of the night, and on Monday v i in such danger that

the magistrate attended at her bedside and took In

deposition. She had previously stated to her master
that the out rage had been committed by Strugnell, who
was accordingly taken into custody, and whose guilt

was conclusively established by the deposition which was
made in his presence. The prisoner w then r< led

for a week. The police have since succeeded in

apprehending two of the other men concerned in the

outrage. They are both butchers residi in the

neighbourhood. They were taken before the magistrate

at Clerkenwell on Thursday, when it was proved that V'^'^T^Men
they had been seen leaving the prosecutor's house on render, u

the evening of the robbery, and eirrying an iron box
corresponding in app ranee to the one lost. The
prisoners w i remanded till Tuesday. There is now
some prospect that the poor girl will tm notwith-

standing the dreadful nature of her wounds.
The Late Strike in the I'.< Trade.—

Messrs. Trollops, of Pimlioo, who, in 1^ . had to bear
the 1 ie then protracted stri I last,

week a writ i request from their workmen to be put
on the same tooting as those employed I Messrs. Lucas
and Kelk, wh neat has been I to.

The Public Health, The IJ istrur-Gencral's
Weekly Return states that the total number ot deaths

win,, several years since, helde«_Sussex, comprehending the niunor^
NEWCASTLE-ON.TYNE.-The

iroJ^Defence was successfully launched^
entering the water she took the£side ot the river, but floated off o!S>
without damage. The Defence i, *
and 54 feet in breadth, with a ni-
tons, and engines of 600 nombalW'
Plymouth.-A deliberate muii*

circumstances of great ferocity tool
night, on board the Cork Steamslu-
lying in the Great Western Bocks'"

between three Irish seamenbelong
Minahan, Harrington, and Hart, and*
which Hart stabbed Minahan to the hem"

of course instantaneous. Hart was takes

on the charge of murder, and Harris

apprehended on the charge of assault^

man. At the inquest on Tuesday the ]t

verdict of Wilful Murder against Hart,

:

nutted for trial at the assizes. The other

admitted as Queen's evidence.

PoRTSMOUTn.—On Monday morning at

svas made by a party of convicts emp!

cable store of this dockyard on the two n
had tliem in charge, and but for the prom;

which arrived there is every reason tol

have ended in murder. It appears that a a

of the worst characters among the convicts

in the chain-cable store, in charge ot'

named Lawrence and Edson. The latter ac

unusual noise behind him looked round rif

convicts rushing at Lawrence and striking

iron hooks, about 3 feet long, with whid i

been moving the* cables. Edson at

»

the assistance of Lawrence, but w» aatf

pow A ; he however made hi3 eaojje te

a.«- . and getting out of the bdUkf is

tor help. This door opens directly onMM
alongside which is the gridiron foi

nail craft, and on which at the time kmi-

Majesty's revenue schooner Arga w^Jl
scrubbing her copper. TheeaWJJJf
heard and understood from tke»f
a few moments a party of %

^""J:
officers of the vessel, dashed***" '

cutlasses and confronted the«fffc«

pletely alarmed by the sudden HJ*»,
body of armed men. Three of tojjg

building before they could be p***.

stood in advance of the rest imd^»

do their worst. This extrenutr^
by the convicts surrendering tnra ^
Ivc life, for the seamen were

Uwrence, the warder, was found I m=

injured, having received a severe*«^

from one of the chain
f̂ĉ Jj5«

on the face and body, bati^J"^LT^amrictBwhohadwii^^y
archc >ffto] ^ifsata**6

_. the first appearanee of the sau

distance off, two of tiieai ^gff^d
the other with a hammer.
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registered in London in the week that ended Saturday
April 20, was 1210. In the corresponding ^ i of the I Necropolis

Company* "^ ^}Um
<

10 years 186160 the aver, re number, corrected r lishment 6 Knup
.

• . > in
,ction

ot *

ordi ry rapidity in tne
Uey

0P

selves. It nas

work of incendiaries.

increase of population, was 1225. The pre at return
i- therefore 1"> below the average. During the week
the births of 1007 hoys and 054 girls, jn R]j ly61
children, were registered in London. In the 10 corn
sponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the ave
nnmbi * 1713. Srotlanfl

On

JJroumcial.
Lrecox.—The execution of William Williams, wh

was convicted at the re< at ass * for the wilful

inrder of his aunt on the 19th October hist at Pawyd- ' The municif

• *--5.SS^g
week tlic Karl of

Ki -
'

. the noig"""", ^.
X**^^** .b*r

"""'i oi inn num. uti tue i»jui wiuuer i;is( atrawyu- *»" ; « > .1 :., at i»u -
i^LjiB

d irth, took place on Tuesday morniiig in front 1 »VJ his lorow f ^^m ^
of thfi pnnnfv .r*n ] \,* thp nrwnco n? 1. ,-«i , ,„nu» /»f arrival nresenteu puiiduc^' ,of the county gaol, in the presence of a Test number of
persons, who showed a 1 ling of commiseration for the

llprit on a nit of his extreme youth and his lauien-

ihlc state of ignorance. After hanging the m 1 tim<
the body was cut down and buried 111 the precincts 0;

the • »1.
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or**

he

jreat

„,? ex"

the*
hey ^i

»wiy nwsn

in negotiating, and took some credit to himself

amount of bene! he considered they were cal-

___ to confer on the country. The following is an

itrart from his speech :—

I has* boon for many years, very much,

o much of a wanderer, but I have not been an

this eountry from choke. When I first entered

in 1841 1 little expected that duty woull call me
this country. I waa received in the House of

with that courtesy which is so uniformly extended

lit assembly, to a new member who shows a

to take an earnest and patriotic part in its delibera-

I bad been many weeks a member of it, I sue- i

otUmity which not only deprived me of an

parent, but. in point of fact, seemed for the

ft» sntirel? interrupt my public career; for, by

H> s Scotch peerage, I was exj>ellod from the
|

tggfjfumtm without being admitted into the House
,

At that time the Earl of Derby, then Lord Stanley,

hfch honour to ask me to undertake the goveru-

-t^JJga, In the position in which 1 found myself, 1

H mT duty to obey that summons. To Jamaica I

HfSsnsinsd there five years. At the end of that time

hack, and found myself still in the same position as a

^•JsV. J was then invited, in the most gratify ii

bvtbe then Colonial Secretary, with whom I was not

UyeMuatnted. to undertake the government of Canada.

H

psw aw i lly
the post, and remained there eight years,

rn I was asked to go to China. I -1 >n't con-
t

%t*m after sbv return
W -^u taat there were some of my friends who rather

* from undertaking that task. I was told that the

owing to circumstances which will be fresh in

and the divided state of feeling in the

a very ticklish subject to meddle with. I waa

it was a task, if I succeeded, in which success would
the consciences of some people, and if I failed, failure

hurt the pride of England Hut I considered that

ike simple rule in such a case for a public man—a rule I

always followed in life, and which I trust I shall

t the end—was to undertake any public duty in

Which he thought that his services might be valuable to his

itry. I undertook that task, and I need not ask you
I hare any reason to repent of it Well, gentlemen,

I am, after all I have gone through, after a good many
set quite used up yet, but still not so young as when
of us first became acquainted. This is not an occasion

going at length into these matters ; but there is one point
which I wish to say something to the people of Dunfermline.

I went to Japan in 1858 to negotiate a treaty I found
myself in a very difficult position. In the first place, I had
only s fortnight and no more—owing to an obligation which
I was under to return to China to arrange a tariff with the
Chinese Commissioners—from the day of my arrival at Yeddo
to perform the whole business. It was a curious thing, but I

sever allowed more than a fortnight for such negotiations.
bs I went to the United States, in 1854, I was

allowed only a single fortnight to negotiate a treaty
which has admitted the whole produce of British North

to be brought into competition with the pro-
of the United States in their own markets ; and

which likewise put an end to the risk of collision on the sub-
test of the fisheries between this country and America, which
was the most serious risk which had presented itself during
•he whole time I have been a public servant. I was in the
same position in Japan. I found that the American Minister,
who had been resident for some years in the country, had

in obtaining a treaty which involved a very con-

^^^ icceesion on the part of the Japanese, and was a
great advance on the former state of their relations with
xarefgn countries. I found that the Japanese were exceedingly

m *° ^yond the conditions of that treaty. They
*»ste willing to givs me a treaty on the same conditions
as they had negotiate 1 with the United 8tate«. but they
were very unwilling to go beyond the provisions of that
treaty. And you will understand that their disinclina-
tion was not very unreasonable when you reflect tbat
by those treaties we deprive them of the same control
"** the fiscal affairs which we enjoy in this country,

we want in this country to make any alteration on our
or any other fiscal matters, we get our Chancellor of

the Exchequer to deal with them as Parliament or the nation
thinks they require, but we bind these Oriental nations by
treaties which deprive them of any power, whatever exigencies
Jiey arise, to impose other duties. It is very desirable, there-
fcre, and it is only fair to them, that these treaties should be
alias nearly as may be in the same terms, otherwise merchants
W*|M ff> and pick and choose among the articles, and the result
^'nM be an amount of confusion which neither the merchants
y* *hs Japanese could disentangle. I therefore agreed to

the American treaty. If yon compare my treaty wkh
which was my own making, with the treaty with Japan,

^^ was made with the American Minister, I think you will

JJ™Jps agree with me in liking the Chinese one the best. In
ftl**ng alterations on the Japanese treaty, I confined myself
*• nmen as possible to things which were of the greatest im-

; and one thing which I considered to be of the greatest
»ce was to obtain a lower rate of importation
far articles likely to be in most extensive

In the American treaty, I think 25 per
the ad valorem duty imposed on all foreign im-

£"; and I knew that if we could induce the Japanese
TrJJJJthat duty with regard to a few articles of large con-

*i—the thin edge of the wedge having betn inserted in
-in a short time we should, in all oases where we

it, obtain a 5 per cent, instead of a 25 per cent, ad
*wv- Well, we had a great deal of difficulty and dis-

•Joutthia I found the Japanese exceedingly iutelli-
pKintora, very tenacious, and properly so, of their
at length I succeeded in inducing them to agree to an

—lamfkii
1* y*°/ • P61* ceQ t in the case of cotton and woollen

•o obtain ^20* '
%

l was ^te aware that it was useless to try
~ lbo».»y ™*ation as to linen manufactures. This waa

LTii™» <* .
Te*7 great importance, for at tl

proposed restoration lias been prep*- 1 by the
architect, Mr. Cousin. It will be an octagonal struc-

ture of open Gothic columns supporting a balcony,
from which the Scottish heralds will read the Royal
proclamations, and in the centre of which will stand
the old pillar surmounted by the unicorn ratupuut
bearing a St. Andrew's cross.

The Episcopal Church in - "otland.—A com-
mittee, consisting of the Archbishops of Canterbury,
York, and Armagh, the Karl of Morton, the Hon. G. F.

Boyle, Sir M. S. Stewart, M.l\, Mr. William Stirling,

M.P., Mr. Cayley, Sir Archibald Campbell, tin Bishop
of London, the Hishop of Bangor, and other gentlemen,
has been formed for the purpose of carrying out the

following objects in connection with the dioeess of

Argyll and the Isle*. 1. The augmentation of the epis-

copal income, which is now little more than 200/. a- year.

2. Assistance to the clergy in the diocese. 3. ipport

of education, especially of students for the Gaelic

ministry. 4. A reimbursement of tl Hishop for the

great pecuniary sacrifices made by him in past years,

nearly the whole of his private fortune having been

expended for his dioctss, which embraces a tern

extending from the extremity of the island of Lewis on
the north, to the front of Ctntjlt on the south, and
from the island of lona an the west, to the district

Glengarry on the east, above 200 miles from north to

south, and 120 from east to west. The episcopate itself

possesses no resources beyoud the small endowment of

the late Bishop Low. The present Bishop has struggled

with its difficulties from 12 to IS years, and last year

came to the conclusion that, unaided, he was unequal to

the work. His resignation he has deferred in the hope that

something may be done for the diooess which will render

it unnecessary. In a recent letter he states that exp.

rience has shown him that so extensive and destitute a

district as Argyll and the Isles cannot be administered

under an annual expenditure of from 700/. to 800/., while

the revenue belonging to the episcopate from all

sources is little over 200/. Liberal subscriptions in aid

of the objects sought to be accomplished have been

made, in addition to those of the committee, by the

Duke of Buccleuch, the Duke of Grafton, the Marquis

of Lothian, the Bishop of St. Asaph, the Bishop of

Lincoln, Lord Calthorpe, Mr. Henry Hoare, Mr. Corn-

wall Simeon, Mr. J. L. Hammond, Ac.

UaU)
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guard himself against the expression <

The Queen r mihV was enpttsnbU U>
h migl ake \ •laos, for IbIbimmi, in the

or on board aliip. and in which the nrssmm of a
could not be Gained —Lord Wawsum<M c aaid thai
one igee consulted in " Tic t^ueem MUha." he had
considerable u arriving at a nuanlnsiiis.

he could not satisfy himself that be should give an
on contrary to his colleagues h waa, by

ldgment of their Lordship'a House, irrevocably astiisl
thtt tbe marriage of two persona without the prsesnos of a
\ not waa absolutely null and void, audit

sod that a priest who married a wo
with those duties which a priest supposed to be the third par
had placed in him. >e reasons advanced by the learned
iudjree who delivered their ontaasna, and those states bis
learned friend*, the judgment of the Court below must be
reversed — Lord Chkijsjpovd agreed, 'with ' >e gisats
luctanoa, in the view thi. ad been ex pressed by his

and learned friends. It was impneaiblo that he
rwise when he regarded the position the

whose » U statu*, ariains from the cohabitation >

by their Lordship*' gsaeat he so aasjsh altered. Hat,
i trmrf desire to come to an -pi oonclnsion, he felt

with his noble s leunod friends 1 c case of e
Queen r. Millis" was binding upon i n. and that a marriage,

be valid, sn b* celebrated in fa erefore la

liis opinion 1 1 udgmei't of t ho Court bsseer must be

:

porting.
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T r>AV—The Trial 8tak*$ Huron Ntvifcra's Palai-cau (•eat

llellcnua, Wh.ieweU, and TmailIan.—The IxtncaMer Spring
llavthcap. Mr. Saxon's The Monk boat Ijrtiwich, Alderman,
ralaiseau,and7<>thors.—1 Hop4ful»akm. < I.wneley's

1 mi»cr cebeat Junu Frau, Hannerdale, Bir L and fl others.

—The Lontlttbonrngk Piatt. Captain Little's General Hess beat

Lnpcatcher, K idea, and 7 others.—The Municipal BUkm. Mr.

iwkes's Hirdlime beat Bookalootn. Hut tercup. Twinkle, and
Noiny.—The$hsi«/ Mafe. Colonel Towneley'e Wentewell beat

8ad Polyolbion. Morvyn. and Old Towler.

WKnussDAV.-Thc Htttuyi Room State*. Captain Whi
Jung Frau beat Bird hill. Tommy Jones, J- iy Armstrong,

i Wcthorby—The J,v atU tolling Stain. Mr. Over's Fugle-

man's Daughter beat Old Towler and Harrogate.—The Cketter-

fir hi /' Baron Niviere's Cosmopolite beat Lopeatchcr,

Tressilian. and Cothera.-The Scurry &ak<> Ilamdiemp. Baron
Niviere's Palaiseau beat Vixen and 1 .rctop.—The /nahsej»sr«

Slake*. Mr. T. Bancroft's TWttywinkS t*at Twinkle and

lcling.—Han licap BuriU Rom. Mr. Saxon's Vixen walked

over.

CHjttuarjK

dntiee

*%hts.

19th ^•Wgcnd.'were' that time I
not at all, or hardly at all, known in ships

in

——» «.v «»i, \JL IIIUUIJ Ol 111', 1.UU..U-.
*hk i am happy ^ gay that the principle ui>on

IIotjbe or Lords: Appeal.—Beamith e. PeamuA—Their

Lordships on Monday delivered judgment in this case, which
was an appeal from the Court of Exchequer in Ireland,

affirming a judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench in that

country. The jnrint in dispute was whether a clergyman was
legally able to perform the marriage ceremony betwoen him-

self and another person. This question the Court below

decided in the affirmative, and agiinst that de< n the

present appeal was brought. The case had been argued during

the two last session*, and the judges before whom it was heard
were of opf n that the marriage was invalid. The L-

Chavckllor, in delivering judgment, said this was a writ of

error from a judgment of tbe Court of Exchequer Chamber in

Ireland, affirming a judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench
in that country, pronounced in an action of ejectment brought
by the respondent against the appellant, his uncle, to recover

lands of which John Samuel Beamish, the grandfather of the

respondent and the father of the appellant, had been seised

in fee simple at his death, which happened after the death ol

e Rev. Samuel Swayne Beamish, the father of the respondent.

Tbe question turned entirely upon the validity of the marriage

between the respondent's father and mother, which took place

under the following circumstances :—The Rev. Samuel Swayne
Beamish, a clergyman of the Church of England, on the

'27th November, 1831, performed a oercra -ny of marriage

between himself and Isabella Fraser, the mother of tho re-

spondent, at a private 1 *c in Cork, by reading tbe form of

marriage from the Prayer Book. There was not any clergy-

man present besides the respondent's father, and the only

witness was a woman who saw the esremony through the

window. Had tins case been brought before the House pre-

viously to the decision of " The Queen v. Millis " in 1H44, he

should not have hesitated to advise their Lordships to affin

the judgment of the Court below in favour of tbe validity of

the marriage and the legitimacy of the respondent. The
parties believed they had contracted a valid marriage, and
before the passing of Lord Hardwicke's Act in 1763 this

would have been sufficient U> make the marriage valid

even without the presence of a priest Tbe canon law held

such a marriage legal, and, according to Lord Stowell and

numerous other authorities, the canon law regulated our law

of marriage until Lord Hardwicke's Act was paased. However,

it must now be considered as determined by that House that

no marriage was legal without the presence of a priest He
had deemed the decision in "The Queen v. Millis " so un-

satisfactory tbat he had deemed it his duty to enter a pro-

test against it, as be considered there ought to be a public

form to which no person could object, and which might, by

registration, be of easy, safe, and perpetual proof, the addi-

tion of the religious ceremony being highly desirable, although

not absolutely necessary. He would have asked their Lord-

ships to reconsider their decision in "The Queen v. Millis
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only he felt bound by it so long as it was the settled law of

the land. The question then arose whether the clergyman

could officiate at his own marriage. He thought not Could

a testator witness his own will? Could a donee witness his

own act in executing a power? Surely not He ^Mfind
neither principle nor authority to support the Judgment

appealed against and, therefore, with much re ucU.n he

must advise their Lordships to reverse the Won of the

Court below.-Lord Cramworth said he conrairsd with the

,licium laid down by Chief Justice Tmda, that tie con

tract of marriage never constituted a full

J Ĵ*™^
marriage unless made in the presence of a m™tsr UiW
orders. He thought it quite clear that a m 'n

d̂
m

t^ ^
present at such marriage, and mu-t be ath»rd Person,

and not one of the contracting P*ru*e> *™ ^irnnM of
such minister was not required merely for the purp^e

securing religious sanction to the contract. It was nis autyj

ViCE-AnMiRAi. Aru* died on the 14th Inst, in his 71st year.

He was second son of the late Admiral Fetor At>lin, and grand-

nephew of Christopher D'Oyly. I sq.. M.P.. o roller

general of accounts during I>ord Norths administration. Ha
was born at Berwick-upon-Tweed, in 17S0, and entered the

navy in 1801. While midshipman of the Terjmichore he served

in her boats, cutting out from under the batteries of St. Denis,

Isle de Bourbon, the French corvette Tourterolle in INS. In

1813 ho commanded the Arrow, schooner, and waa officially

noticed for his activity on tho coasts of France and Spain, par-

ticularly at Quimfer, Quiberon, and He do \U, aud at the siege or

St. Sebastian and Santona. He subsequently served for some time

on the coast of Newfoundland as commander of tho Grass-

h .or sloop of war. He obtained his flag in 1 864. He
married in 1816 the ingest daughter of Vice-Admiml
D'Auvcrgne, Duke de Bouillon, by whom he had three sons,

one of woorn Is in the army, and another in the navy.

'rsarsKAL ACocrt Rki ;tox, C.B., Colonel of the 41st

Regiment, and father of Lady Herbert of Lea, died on the

loth inst. at Armington Hall, near Tarnworth, after a pro-

tracted illness. General I ington was the ingest son of

r William Pierce Ashe A'Court, by his second marriage with
the daughter of Mr. Henry Wyndham, of the College, Salis-

bury. He was born in 1785, and married in 1815, the oijly

d bter of Mr. Abraham Gibbs. He entered the army in

1801, and for 16 years saw much active service in Italy, Sicily,

and Spain, having been present at Tarragona 1 ie action of

ilia Franca, the occupation of Leghorn, capture of i
<>a, al

of Savons, and the surrender of Naples in 1815. He i

Bar some time one of the Poor Iaw Commissioners. In 1 sis he
was made a Knight of the Hanoverian Order in recognition of

s military services, and in 1831 was made a Companion of

Bath. He was also a Knight of 8t Ferdinand and Merit
of Naples, and a Knigi I of st Maurice and Laxare of Sardinia.

In 1844 he was appointed Colonel of tbe 41st Foot
GKWsaAL Sir Cham.ss Paslev. K.<; B , Colonel-Commandant

r.f the Royal Engineers, died on Friday night at 12, Norfolk

'?nt in his 81st year. He had seen much service in the

Royal I i,; iueersat Maida.Gaeta, Capri, and Corunr- and in

the Walcharen expedition. He waa also well known for his

successful operations in blowing up the wreck of the Royal

George at Spithead between 1839 and 1841. Ho was the auth<

of several w< rks on military subjects, and wasappointed Colonel

Commandant of the Royal Engineers in 1853.

Mr. David Puoh, M.P.
k
for tbe Montgomeryborough8,diedon

Saturday, at his seat. Llanerchydol, Welchpool. He had sat

during three Parliaments for these boroughs in the Conserva-

tive interest, and had served the office of high sheriff for the

county.
Mr. Robert Jamieson died at his house in Gloucester Square

on tho 5th inst He was well known for his exertions to

civilise the native races of Africa, and in 1839 he built and
fitted out at Liverpool the Ethiope steam-ship, which he sent

under the command of the late Captain Beacroa t xplore the

great rivers and their tributaries on the Atlantic coast, in

which expediti she ascended to higher nt- some in-

stances than had ever prev y been reached by Europeans.

rrat * of these voyages were published by Mr. Jam,

-

i others are given h ie Journal of the I *ogr*f

Society. The success of his plans was marred by the inter-

ference of Government, and when the unfortunate ' HVfr «zP«'
dtition"wae projected, Mr. JamissssL sstngj "^SMSsdoi the

nnso'indness he scheme, publishe ^LS^^tSL ul
nroiect When tho disastrous consequonose followed which he

E2 foreseen, the orders that he had glren to the,B,

enabled Captain rleacroft to rescue from destruction her

A also extensive transsensus «

America, Braail, India, and China.
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Wins,—The will of the Earl of Cawdor has been sworn under

.onJSSr- Robert Allies. Esq., of Hill House, Worcester,

If, suflord PricT E*t! 'of Hendon Hosaa, IHddlesex,

SO.OOOf. __---- —
BIRTHS —On the 18th inst at Kedlcston, Derbyshire the

Lady Scarsoale, of a dsughter-Hth inst, at Ampney Park,
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the Lady Gifford, of a son—21st inst, the Lady Hester Leeke,
of a daughter—17th inst, at 42, Tkurloe Square, the Lady
Beaujolois Dent, of a son—16th inst, at Hollybrook, Skib-

bereen, Ireland, the Lady Emily Becher, of a daughter—18th

iiist, at 23. Rutland Gate, the Lady Blanche Dupplin, of a son
—18th inst, at Scaldwell Rectory, the Hon. Mrs. Arthur
Douglas, of a daughter—8th ult, at Lahore, Punjaub, Lady
Oakkley, wife of Sir Cnarles W. A. Oakeley, Bart., of a son,

stillborn—16th inst, at 56, Eccleston Square, the wife of

W. P. Adam, Esq., M.P., of a son—21st inst, at Oxford, the

wife of the Rev. William Thomson, D.D., Provost of Queen's

College, of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On thel7th inst, at Wardour House, Alfred
Joseph Tichborne, Esq., only son of Sir James Francis

Doughty Tichborne, Bare, of Tichborne Park, to the Hon.
Teresa Mary, daughter of Lord and Lady Ariindell, of

Wardour—23d inst, at St. James's, Piccadilly, Cecil van
Notten Pole, Esq., only son of Sir Peter van Notten Pole,

of Todenham House, Gloucester, and grandson of the late Earl

of Limerick, to Frances Anna, eldest daughter of the Rev.
Henry Rice, and grand-daughter of the Hon. and Very Rev.
the Dean of Gloucester—20th inst, at St. John's Episcopal

Chapel, Edinburgh, Mayor R. J. Hay, R.A., second son of the
late Admiral Hay, of Bel ton, East Lothian, to Georoina
Harvey, youngest daughter of the late Sir Alexander
Ramsay—9th inst, at Crickhowell. Breconshire, Sir Joseph
Russell Bailey, Bart., of Glanusk Park, to Mary Ann, eldest

surviving daughter of H. Lucas, Esq., M.D., of Glan-yn-afon

—

17th inst, at Christ Church, Bayston Hill, the Rev. Lionel
Corbett, son of UVedale Corbett, Esq., of Aston Hall, Salop,
to Frances Harriet, daughter of* the Rev. Robert Hornby,
of Lythwood Hall, in the same county—9th ult, at St John's
Church, Trichinopoly, Lieutenant A. G, D. Logan, 37th
Grenadiers H.M.'s Madras Army, son of Major-General
Archibald Logan, Madras Army, to Maria Eugenia, second
daughter of T. Harris, Esq., Civil and Sessions Judge of
Trichinopoly — 16th ult, at Dinapore, Captain Walter
Colquhoun Grant, 2d Dragoon Guards, to Jane Eliza, eldest
daughter of the late Ven. John Williams, Archdeacon of
Cardigan.
DEATHS.—On the 20th inst, at Edinburgh, aged 6 months,

the Hon. Arthur FitzClarence, fourth son of the Earl and
Countess ofMunster—Ather house, in Edinburgh, Miss Dalyell,
the youngest daughter of the late Sir Robert Dalyell, of Binns,
Bart.—19th inst, at 15, William Street, Lowndes Square, Lady
Nicholson, wife of Captain Sir Frederick Nicholson, Bart.,
R.N.—17th inst, at Hayward's Heath, Alexander Thistle-
thwatte Collier, only son of the late Rear-Admiral Sir Francis
Augustus Collier, C.B.— 15th inst, atTorquay, William Latham,
second son of the late J. Bailey, Esq., MP. for Hereford-
shire, aged 18—At his residence at Bruges, Belgium,
Lieut. -Colonel Christopher Chapman Bird, formerly
Secretary to the Govemnment of the Cape of Good
Hope, aged 90 — 19th inst, at 5, Langham Street,
Portland Place, Anne Elizabeth, relict of the late

Thomas Dax, Esq., Senior Master of the Court ot Exchequer

—

11th ult, at Mhow, after a very short illness, Sophie, the wife
of Major Winckworth Scott, of 13th Native Infantry, Bombay,
and elder daughter of the late Jeflery Amherst Sinclair, M.D.,
Surgeon-General. Bombay Medical Board—28th Dec, on his
passage to New Zealand with his Regiment, the 57th, Captain
H. Douglas M. Shute, youngest son of the late Thomas Deane
Shute, Esq., of Bramshaw and Burton, Hants—10th ins*., at 1,

Harley Street, Major Charles Gonne Southey, of H.M.'g
3d Madras European Regiment, eldest son of H. H. Southey,
M.D., aged 41—21st inst, at Grove Place, Walthamstow, Essex.
Robert Thorp, Esq., the last surviving son of the late Samuel
Thorp, Esq., of Walthamstow, many years senior member of
the Corporation of London, and brother of the late Alderman
Thorp, MP., aged 81—17th inst, at his residence in Hertford-
shire, Henry John Grant, Esq., ofWormley Burv, Herts, and
theGnoll, Glamorganshire, aged 81—17th inst, at South Hill,
Henley-on-Thames, Louisa, the wife of Jo<kph Gwilt, Esq.,
aged 78—16th inst, of bronchitis, at the Rectory, West Dean,
near Salisbury, the Rev. Francis Glossop, M.A., rector
West Dean, aged 73

ittcirfttte*
COVENT GARDEN, April 27.

The supply of ordinary Vegetables is insufficient for the
demand, and prices for things in that way are high. Cornish
Broccoli continues to be furnished, and good samples i

Lettuces, Endive, and Artichokes arc received from France.
New Grapes are offered, and fetch fair prices, and of Straw-
berries there is a tolerably good supply considering' the season.
Asparagus, French Beans, Green Peas, young Carrots, and
new Potatoes may also now be obtained. Cucumbers are
coming in plentifully. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids.
Lily of the Valley, Chinese Primulas, Violets. Mignonette.
Camellias, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., Ss to 12»
Grapes, per lb. , 8s to 1 2s
Strawberries, p. oz., 6d to Is
Cherries, French, p. box, 8s
Pears, per doz., 4s tfd to 8s

VEGETABLES.

Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, fis to log
Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

Broccoli, each, fld to 8d
French Beans, p. 100,9dtols6d
Green Peas, p. 4 sieve, 10s
Greens, per doz. , 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do. , 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 80s to 200s— per cwt., 6s to 10s— new, per lb. , 6d to 2s
Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each.Od to 2s
Artichokes, per doz. , 3s to 4s

Beet, perdoz.. Is fd to 2s
Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to lf9d
Onions, p. £ sieve, Is 6d to 2s6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 4s to 8s
Rhubarb, p. bundle, <» I to Is 3d
Seakale, p. punnet, Istkl to 2s
Shallots, per lb., Is 6d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d

COAL MARKET.—April 24.

Bell's Primrose (ias, 13s. 3d. ; Dickson's West Hartley,

16s ; Lambert's West Hartloy, 16s. Od. ; Tanfield Moor

Butes, 13s. ; Walker Primrose, 12s. 3d. ; Wylam, 16s. 6d. ;

Walls End Bell, 15s. 6d. : Walls End Havton, 15s. 9d.
;

Walls End Braddyll's Hettons, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Wharn-

cliffe, 16s. 3d. ; Walls End Haswell, 19s. Od. ; Walls End
Lambton, 18s. 9d. ; Walls End South Hetton, 19s ;

Walls

End Tunstall, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Hartlepool, ISs. 3d. ;
Walls

End Kelloe, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Elm Park. 15s. 6d. ;

Carway and Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d. ; Carway and

Duffrvn Malting, 24s.—45 ships at market.

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, April 26.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a good demand for

both new and yearling Hops, at gradually improving prices.

1855's and 1856*s are also inquired for on speculation, as well

as for consumption at slightly enhanced rates.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, April 26.

We have no change to report in the value of either fleece or

skin wool. The latter sells freely at former rates, and as fast

as pulled, but advances, although required, are not accedod to.

BUTTER MARKET.—April 26.

Best Fresh Butter .. .. 16s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 14s. ,,

Pork. 4s. Sd. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

French might
was offered freely," and ^Jjgf

'

made,« shlpT^deenneTif^"^ ^way 6d. Oats and OiS .

8>^V 2?

Fair sale for Wheat at fi«*i 7 atte»to*

demand. Beans steady.

AveragebTW
Mar.

0a* and 0**
£ J_j c„

Flu ctuations in the Last Saw
Prices. MalTlo^ETaTMarTsoTl
56il0d

9
4
2

8

5C
56
55
54
53

S

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, April 22.

The supply of Beasts is shorter, and the weather is favour-

able ; consequently, although the trade is dull, prices for

choicest kinds are rather improved. The number of Sheep is

smaller ; the demand is not large, but a b etter clearance is

effected at rather hi ?her rates. Good Calves are dearer. Trade
for Lambs remained unaltered. From Germany and
Holland there are 540 Beasts, 1200 Sheep, 51 Calves, and
20 Pigs ; from Scotland, 430 Beasts ; from Ireland, 50 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 1900 ; and 120 from the northern and
midland counties.

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn . . 5

5 to 5
6 — 4 8
4—4

8 to 6
to 5 4

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn . . 4
Ewes <fe 2d quality 4

Do. 8horn .. 4
Lambs . . . . 7
Calves .. ..5
Pitf* .. -.4

d s

4 to 5

• •

8
8

4
4

5
5

4
8
6

5

d
8

4

6

4

Beasts. 3610 ; Sheep dfc Lambs, 17,620; Calves, 65 ; Pigs, 580.

Thursday, April 25.

The supply of Beasts is about the same as on Thursday last.

We have a brisker trade, and prices on the average are better.

Sheep are by no means plentiful. Trade is rather slow, but
Monday's prices are fully maintained. Good Lambs continue

to be scarce and (for; inferior qualities are with difficulty dis-

posed of. Calf trade remains unaltered. Our foreign supply
consists of 190 Beasts, 400 Sheep, and 100 Calves. Much
Cows 140.
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5th

Best Scots, Hero- 1
Best Long-wools .5 4 tc 5 s

fords, &c. ..4 10 to 5 Do. Shorn ..4 8 —
Best Short-horns 4 8 — 4 10 EwesA 2d quality 4 8 — > 4

2d quality Beasts 3 8—44 Do. Shorn . . 4 — 4 6

Best Downs and Lamb* .. ..7 — 8
Half-breds ..5 8 — 6 1 Calve* .. ..6 4—6

Do. Shorn . . 5 — 5 41 Pigs . . . . 4 4—5 4

Beasts, 910 : Sheep <b Lambs. 5630 ; Calves, 240 ; Pigs, 160.

MARK LANE.—Monday, April 22.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morn-
ing'.** market was small

; good and dry samples were taken
readily at the prices of this day se'nnight, l>ut other descrip-
tions were difficult of disposal. Tin tttndance was tolerably
£ood

f bal buyon of foreign insist."! m i (teeUMt vrkfteh being
generally resisted by holders, the amount of business trans*
acted was limited. Barhy brings last week's rates. Beans
are 2s. per qr. dearer. Peas are neglected. For Oata there is

a fair demaud, and the best qualities bring an advance of fill,

per <|t\ The Flour trade is steady without alteration in value.

Frr Imperial Quarter, is. s.i

Wheat, Kesex, Kent, A Suffolk. .Wh!te|3<5—46 Red— — fine selected rune, .ditto
— — Talavsra
— Norfolk— Foreign

BARLET,grind. <fcdi*t.,28sto30s. .Chef.
— Foreign., grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk

s*
i.

• .

.

•0—72 Red
61 -72— Red
50—78
10—j Milting.
30—8 Malting

.

10—24
Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potat —'jh Peed • •— Irish Potato

— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rte
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .25s to 46s. . . . Tick— Pigeon 86s — 68s.. Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peae, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple —s to —s ' y
Maize White

• «26- Feed
*t—•> Peed ..

35—88 .Foreign.
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!—
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54—68
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Mrs. S. C. Hall's New Migiai

Now ready, price k, No. 2 of te
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Wiiat the Rich are Doisg foi 2
Standish G. Gradt.

II. Marv Williams. A Pastoral Stay.

III. The M ystkey of Water. BrM» .

IV. Can Wrong be Right? ATakbrh
Illustrated with EtchingoiM iyhi

V. The Middle-Age Womae ByDr.CdU

VI. Twilight Dreams. ByAMumlAn
VII. The Little Ones. ByTfloMisflia

VIII. A Nigiii in the Catacombs. %taffe

IX. Ralph th Bailiff. ATik tall

X. Huitish Diamonds. ByRonrfi

XI. The Dove. A Paraphrase.

XII. Post Office Savings' Base J

Mil. Dr. Johnson and Mnltauti

XIV. A Story for the Yoras.W
London : W. Kent* *??*^
Now ready, price li,fc*P*
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The Seven Sons of Mammos. *7£~ ^

Chap. X 1
1
l.-KrnbamwmeBfc«»2n

Xrv.-Mrs.Armytage.iMJ*.
\ v.—Quia cu8todietlp»
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Mh
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t
Daughter* of Eve

J.. un's Wife.

On Quacks.
In the Temple Gardens.

Tm Times.
«jd Binding ?X.B.-Vol. I., pp. 58V£*. W- "^{^

London: OfnceofTBiW*ff5il^;
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—w. English Gentlemaa 8
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tee portraits engraved on
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Street

CorentG^- in. „ .

KkneyG. Bohn. York

Bohn's

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

-. „ ,
Smtthfield, Thursday, April 26.Pnme Meadow Hay 75s to 8f3s Clover

Superior do. (old; . . 00 105
Inferior do 50 60
New do —
Rowen _

r, best marks delivered . . per sack
— 2d do dittois*—:>0>Conntry. 38—60— Foreim per barrel |JJ0—85! Per *©* 40—60

Friday, April
The weather during the past week has been v-ry fine, with

one or two sharp night *ts. The v d was N. E. until the
, t . ^,»ww* 24th, wh> inged t ,.W. P ng the above in terral t)

HorseRadish,p.bun.,ls6dto4« v tr 4 been dull, but holders generally show great
Mushrooins,p.pott.

tl83dtolsAd indisposition to make any concession in price, and sales have but with the
c equently been limited. Fine malting Barley has been Ur.NRY
rather more in request, and former rates were ftdly realised

; On May -.
in other descriptions there is no alteration Peas coi me to I rpRRY'S BKITISH

Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 4s to 0s
! Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

IUustiated &M^
j ONGFELLOW^ ^J&
J J run, inci..:iiW?^£ff«*#

Fine old Hay
Inferior do. .

.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw .. ..

95stollSc
Xew Clover .. .. — —
Do. second cut . . 80 100
Straw 30 42

Davia* Co.
Whitechapbl, Thursday, April 25.

.
. 100stol05s i Fine old Clover .. 1 1 5s to 1 20s
ro m

• f

• * 30 42

• •Inferior do
Fine 2d cut
Inferior do
Fine New Clover .

.

00

no
105

be difficult of disposal. Beam as well as Oats have been in
good demand, and commanded a slight improvement in prices.
The Flour trade is heavy, and in some instances rather lower
ites have been accepted to make progress. Sine Friday last
2 v< Is have been reported off the coast. The floating trade

has rule 1 quiet, and the transactions have been lii -d. For
Barley there I ither more demand^ The arrivals of English
grain, and foreign Oats this week have been small, moderate

trated with 24 full V^J^'r^
engraved ™ stcel

; ^2 ^ price 3i **• ,
* with the ^r^'efcavealG^

(;. Bohn, 1 S^V^RiS
^^imSfl WILD 1

^ be completed in 20 M°n^^ ^
P^88 of n£*Z wilfbe compW^^

John Vak Voorst,

\

pa
i

OoTTw

fW Ao

u

B

H«d

POTATOES.—Southwark. Monday, April 22.
During the past week the arrivals have been very large bothoy rail and coastwise, and trade exceedingly heavy at reduced

prices. Second-rate or interior samples are unsaleable.

ft i.5,
owtog

4
are this day's qnotatir :-York Flukes, 120s.

SL5 a iP*l
l^n

; Lincolnshire Regents to 10.
r
)3.: DunbarRed Soil do., 120s. to 160s. : do. do. R< -«. to -s : North

SST^lS.iSf
8*11

*?.

A

15^ *° L ; Fife
'
Forf-ir- andp K

70s' £ a2f
S
: Vdltt

°v ^ • t0 8
!

dit: " ditto Reds,

«» eve, , Dutch do., 60s. to 80s.

HLTSE DOGS ^*f£ft
this morning's market was very limited. The value of ^"^^nt in health, f°r^U»<
Fnalish Wheat is noniinallv thn same as nn M««^„w . k..-;„— I their managemeu^ MrtAc£ oV^Z^tiW

t
iliD&

patem^

"p.ibuVhed" by joH-y^ae^a

TV ^ ^^Wk
— mOVc *** -IflftJ*

n
English Wheat Is nominally the same as on Monday; busineee I

«e
'L^rnfaece of ^^^JlSpo^i*

in foreign was confinci to a few retail purchasers at about late
the Porfo.

rmadcZa froining ol^^gg,^
rates. In the value of spring corn there is no alteration.

Arrivals from April 22 to April 26\

Ban.-v.

the
1SSS^j^JXS^

on breeding and jca"^

Dogs, Ac. Wtt^WlS 1

favERpoor^ esday, April C—At this morning's Eaarket
Wheat was held firmly at former prices, and some descriptions,
such as choice amber and winter red. were from scarcity even
a shade dearer ; only a small retail business however resulted.
Flour was difficult to dispose of, and both American and new

So work

0*
nuition,

Coping
the book.

Whoever keeps -

133,

p*f

London :
Ward
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To Gardeners.
1 Gardening
Gardening.

has vet
aask

*ta m non asms al book than Loudon's Encycio-

.Woitaff. wnJeh treats of all manner of things "-

?S^5rK m—h **• lM*-

^St8WCYCLopa:i)IaofGaiii): ing:
OU

Theory and Practioe t :
H ulture,

*>— and Landscape Gardening: in-

late* Improvements. New Edition, corrected

-_ A i-^-m w& Mra. Lot-Don.
* ™* g^t of the above work, price Sir. 6U, ia

j
Longman, G reb*. Los-ciiAy, & Roberts.

' Loudon's Agriculture.

large Volume, 8vo, with nearly

_„^roodcuts. price Sir. 6<f. cloth.

LnrDOm" ENCYCLOPEDIA of AGRICUL-
f iLprtrfng the Theory and Practioe of the Vahia-
" " ' Ulhli Improvement, and Management of

of the Cultivation aud Economy of the

'Teretablc Production* of Agriculture.

printed pages, minutely classi-

fied iu all ttir divisions of

Laying-out, Cultivation, Im-

CUTHtLL'S PAMPHLETS ok GARDENING:—
Culture of the Strawberry, la : Cu Ii e Mushrooe

second edition, la ; M.trk. Unletting. U edition, la. «4
The Vine, 1b. ; on the Potato, Cucumber, with M more arUosta,
3d edition, 2*.

Jambs Cr thill. F.R.H.S.. Camberwell London

NEW GARDEN TH
grouv r bottom beat

R

RE-ISSI'E of the rLoWKKlMi l'LAM> or
GREAT BRITAIN, bv Anws Pbatt. Medium 8vo. It

has been decided to issue the above valuable aud interesting

work in Monthly Parts—price 1 Each Part* contain 5
coloured Plates and lo pages of descriptive letterpress. The
First Part to be published o o 1st of May.
SOCIETY PROMOTING C ISTlAN KN0WLE1X

1 sitoriea:— 77, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

W.C. ; 4. ItoyaJ Exchange, E.C. ; lfi, Hanover Square, W. ; and
by all Booksellers.

r OVELL

Seeds, price
instruments 1

now includes tht >tt*ge

stage, 15*. §d Maximum 1

ttermometer. 4*. 6 tenses'

M est, Sa. I>eeoriptive Lists for t

4ue Scientific, Optical

a, IU.

L. i ASEtx* Maker to the Admiraitv and
OlieorvAi. tries throughout the worst, 23, lisrace Qesdem,

IEKULIR E K V K ' 8
._ for MAY.
MOOT. ; FLORAL MAGAZINB, No. XIII 8a 6e\

URT1SS BOTAN1CA1 MAGAZINE 3a W.
HOOKER'S BRITISH FERNS. No. . 2a. «rf.

IMoKKI. ARIi No V. 2*. Otf.

RKEVE'8 CONCHOLOGIA Parts 20*.

Ixivkll Uekve, H curiett. i street. Oi

CHUBB S PA'1'i-.NT SAFES. tl»t Mat «HH
Fart- and Thieve*.

CHUBR'S FIRE P«0OF8T!^-Nh i K)M DOOaW.
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those Landed Pro-

o wish to provide

with a work on
Practloa of

The work con-

2400 close*}

NT l'ETBCTOK LO I
1>< iKS.

CH

L

Ml ami DEED BOX RS.
Illustrated liiea Liat gratia and poet Iran.

bb sr Son. at, St. Paula (Churchyard, London,

MET

* b

provemen^ and Management
large and small Farma. and

every descri] n of Land d
Property ; illustr.. with

|

above Twelve Hundred
gravlngs on Wood.

n. Longman. A Roberts.

mES

e Volume, 8v<>, with a nap ana » illustration!

romcxylography, prioa 14s. cloth,

WKKI J AN. By George S tii

1 ». I » . Bishop of Victoria (Hong Kong).

I,.n ion

Airica and the Africans.

Oa Thursday next will bo pul hed, in 1 vol. square fcp. 8v<

with a Map and about 70 Woodcut Illustrations,

'•PH AFRICANS at HOME: Being a popular

I DieuayduM of Africa and the Africans con ised from

Ike Aeeoamta of A frican Travellers, from the time of Muugo
ISrk to the Present Day. By the Rev. R. M. Macbratr, M. A

Aaakeref the " Mandingo and Foola Grammars," <tc.

Umd , GliKKN, IX)NOMAN, <fc ROBKRTS.

New and Cheaper Edition.

Second Edition, now reedy, in fcp. ice 4i. Od.

THE L«\>roF the OLD SQUIRES: a Sketch.

By Cedbjc Glu-.' re, Esq., of Sax-Normanbury, some-

af Christ Church, Oxon (John Wood Wartcr, B. I >

of West Tarring. Sussex), formerly Chaplain to the
•. and Honorary Meml>er of the dcanduiavian

Literary Societies, Copenhagen,
i oman, Green, Longman, A Robeiij

Tins day, uuilbrm with the" Illustrated Bov^ Own Treaenrj/

price 6a, pp. 41X!. foil of Eagravinga.

THE IXLUSTRATED GIRL OWN 1 REASHM
This me has been eapecislly ad fort) im-

ovoment and entertai emale mind. It iaa

thproughly > ntising, and instructive book, and the mo»
i complete v k, for •

!. Urn: Ward* Loos. 1 \

.1 published. Part I . ]
o !#.,

New Work by Profeator Gamgee.

Issued in Monthlv Parts, prioa U. t acompu-t- 'Parts,

OUR DOMESTIC ANIMALS m HEALTH a >

DIS By John Gamgbi, Principal of the New
Vetcrii Lege. _ . „ , . _ .

This ^ : is destined for the Breeder, Feeder, and Greater,

n , than for the Veterii y profeaalon.

Thomas C. Ja . Princea* Street, Edinburgh; and ell

Booksellers. —
I ly, fcp. , ornam boards, price 2*., or in cloth,

lettered, M. oooii>letc,

CRIMINAL C K L B li B I T I B 1;

By Labi ellbb WbaxabX.
Being Vol. III. oftbe^First iss Librarj/'acollecUon of^f.rst-

class Copyright Works, each une compwU in itseli.

ondon: For the Pi s, W. h r k Co., Paternoster Bow.

FENDERS, STOVES, riHK-lROV A
< HIMNBV PIBOBH— Barren aeebaweara

before &neUy deeidang, '•>» aajast |V»

SHOW-H(K)MS. They ontiUin such an
FBM»KRh STOVE KW HlMNI^ PtROaV aUa.

I IMS and < WEJtAL iMWoN 1 V as oaaanet to
preeohad elsewhere, either for vartet

aniaayn. or exquaalaenees at wtsraMseaaBhap

ornt..lu ornamenta nnd tare sols of liars, »/ 16« to %M. lea. ;

I enders, with standards, '. o W. It*. ; Btael Fenders

81. 16. tu ii( .ib rich oraeeht orwaeeente. «. lie. ««•

C

\

teraX

«na»«W

baliaVad, la ' Drawing-room Edition, 2*. fid.

SoM by G. Vtoarya, Angel Court, and all 1booksellers.

THE FISHES OF THE BRITISH ISLAM")S"

ByJoN^TiTAxCorcH, leq. f
F.L.S. In Monthly Parts,

eynl Sra^Price U , each eontaiuiug 4 Coloured Plates and
& age, fr rawings by Author,
pleted. i La work will bo the verj' boot, and
hi? -itash fish that has ? been pub-

reae ia o be rehed upon f

m> n and clever description, while the ii:

o beet, without exception, that we have ever

—Bta* Wetkly MuKttger.

BIRDS of EUROPE asd their EG<
m the Blitish Isles. By C B. Bree, Eaq.,

fn Monthlv Parts, Royal 8vo., Price I#., each

oloured Plstea—3 of Birds and 1 of Eggs;

ment to Morris, Yarrell, or any other Work
^ Birds.

on. I. and II. ready, in cloth gilt, price 17a

5, Paternoster Bow, London, I .

In fcap. 8vo, One Shilling, boards,

ITISH BIRDS' EGGS and NESTS.
Rev. J. C. AnumoK.

Alao, price 3«. 6d. cloth ; or, jrilt edges, 4*

,

A 8UFBRIOR EDITION < THE ABOVE,
With the Illustrationa Printed in Colours.

Roctlxdoe, Warns, b Routledoe, Ferringdoi. >treet.

W

B By the

HAT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is a

ten rring to literary men, publi.

tors, and persons benevolent iutci na. An 3

answer to the inquiry may be obtained, and a Specimen <k

or Types, and n ation for authors will I* aent on appli-

:,, l Barrett, 13, Mark Lane,

I10RGERY a- FRAUD. — Un- ;
Hint

'
there is at present an attempt being made by Borne un-

principled partaaa our city to deceive the public with an

inferior Dade up in packet* iaembhng the

GLEN KIEL I RCH. we consider it our duty to warn

fair readers to be careful when purchasing to see that the word
«•< NfTEl and the maker's name, " Iioassasj W..tb»-

spoon," is on every package, as none others are t? une.

When you ask for Glcnfield Starch see that you get it, as

Inferior kin are often substituted.
,

Le Somnaier Elastique Tortatu.

HEAL awb SON have pat. nt.d a method of) king

s.rinff Mattress portable. The great o ion to the

usual ur Mattress ts being so hea id cumbersome.

The MIER BLAST 10, RTATIF ismade ii.

aeparate parw, and when joincl t-Tgether has all the claaticityof

thel rinKMattreea. As it has no stuffing of wo >r horse-

hair it cannot I arbour moth, to which the usual Spr,

Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, arc much below shOSS

of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :—

3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches luag . .
..£'2 5

3 feet Gin. ,. „ •• ;

4 feet M »» •• " ; a
4 feet C in. ,, ,. -• " J ?
5 feet „ n •• • • J ,J
a feet 6 in. „ , .. 3 10

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATI I

the advantages of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, portabOit

and cheapness.

An Illustiated Catalogue of Bedetead«, Bedding, and Bed-

Room Furniture sent free by post on app

Heal ft H . 196. Tottenham Court Road, W.

i.

.

(i per pair

TTTILLIAM

ki 1

RE-ISSUE OF PUNCH.
THE DOUBLE VOLUME FOR 1842,

r bound in cloth, gilt edges, price 10*. 6d.f and THE THI11D VOLUME, in hoards,

will both be published on the 29th.

CAL

ithoat
&

RB-I

colour^!

root*'

5ml
°( *2&\

Orders received by all Bookse rs

Londo

pveesa, t » ll. k.. t.. itn.i.
.

»ir« irons, aVaan

Id the set U. 4/. 4a. I h. Id i «S and aU other PATENT
S, w i radiating bos ates.

riiSRY, WARRANTED.- THs most
: < i;y In the world, all war-

ran, merstivc only l«ocanee o: t.ho laWHlass of tba Nks. TJ.r^e

and s hall ' fled Ta l-

shoulders. 12*. fid. per dosen ; DeeaerU to match, 10a.
;

if to

moo, („/ per dosen extra; Carvers, 4a. 3d, per )

sires fr m 2 '*. to J7«. »•' l^-r Hne |v. * ;
It

r I urruloB, 30j. to Mine Table Knives,

«,. pel ,:.,.:, ; Desserts, 5«. ; Carvers, 2*. Id. per pal Black-

h. I v ch, 7«. 4d. per lieeaerU.fi.

2, I led Table Knives and Forka, «/. psr

dosen : Tab!- steels from la. ea Tho largest stock in ejrJSV

,.,,!
|

Dessert Knives and si' *ses and oCMr-

wise, and ol the new plated Fish Carvers.

CLOCKS CANDELABRA, BBONZ1 Aim
I, \ MI'S.—William 8. Ribto oa inapectlon of

l,i8 g «•, ibsplsy- j n t w o large Show *.Each
• of guaranteed .

. and some are < fCr*

\ i, theprodn .
. i-s of Paria, rrOBi

Whom Will.iaM fi. lii rts them «1

t. d. £ M.

Clocks from 7 bo '26

Candelabra „ » 6 to 16 10

ISronses n 18 to lo 16

Lamps, Moderatcur .. „ to 9

s. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-
NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

had gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 600

Illustrations of his allimatod Btock of Sterling Silver and

i Plate, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods,

1 Covers, Hot Water I b shea, Stoven, F< ra, Marble

C cces, Kitchen Ranges, Lam]*, Gajstiaga. Tea Tra

Urns, and ettles, cka. Table Cut i«ry, Bstl let Ware.

T .Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Be ng. Bed Room and
let Fur. re, Ac, with Lists of i ea, and Plaua of the

• large Show 1 aas. 30, < 'xford reet, W. ; 1, 1a, 2,3,

and t,
• oan Street ; l, 5, and 6, Perry's Place; and 1,

Nowi Mows, London,

Prize Medal, Paris Exhibition 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, AHD CO.'S New Pattern
l Penetrating Toot b Bninhes, Penetrating unbleached

Hair Brushes, I rove' mdCi ' lesBi bes,sndgenuine
-ns S]»onges ; and every descri ption of Brush, Comb, and

errun rthc Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
betwei e divisi s of the Teeth end clean them most effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose.

M., B., A Co.'a new and del >us perfumes the Fairy
• and tho Oxford and Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles

2a., ^*. 8d., and 5a Metcalfe'r celebrated Alkaline Tooth
Powder, 2». per box

.

Sole Establishment, 130b and 13], rd Street, 2d and 3d
doors West from Holies : London. W.

No. 8, Orosvenor Street, Bond Street.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH ox a NEW and IM-
PROVEI) PRINCIPLE.—Mr. Ekkf.ll's PATENTED

INVENT! Cprctected by her Majesty's Royal SeaL July,

I
M for ada 'ig Artificial Teeth on Moveable Baeee by Self-

adhesion, are fixed without springs or any fastenings, without

pai r extract , restore perfect articulation and mastication,

rei< action impossible, and last a lifetime. "An
admirable contrivanca tor remedying the defects of Nature
without requiring new sets teeth."—San, July 20. " Will

nubtleas be extensively patronised,
H—Coitrt Ciradar, July 21.

• Unrivalled f« .r its utility and economy. '—Morning Pert, July 2(\

—Consultations Free. Terms strictly moderate.

8, Grosvcnor Street, Bond Street, W. ; Old Steyne, Brighton

;

Bennett's Hill, Birmingham.

On the lrf of May vtill be Published, to be continued Monthly, I'rice One SUUing, No. I. of

H-IK WILD FLOWERS OF GREAT BRITAIN
ILLUSTHATED BY COLOURED DRAWING- OF ALL Till SECIES.

By CHARLOTTE G0WER.
AKD BOTANIC! V m POPULVRLY DESCRIBED, with COPIOUS NOTICED ok thf.ir «fOS? um

By ROIWRT HOGG, LL.D., F.R.H.S., and GEORGE W. JOHNSON, F.R.H.S,,

Elitobs op the Journal of HoBTicrLTtritE amd Cottagb Gardener.

H prev

9* ^
HOI"

-,.. Jiu™be,
:
wi11 ^ontsm Four Plates, life Pize of the Wild Flower* of the'British !•!<*•

.

a
J»JJ^™d•tfb of art The botanical descriptions^! hsIVll Sad nomalar, as well as scientific ; aud the histonoaU^

•nabrsee all that is known relaUv?to tneil- 1 ab£ tSf places^whcre they arc found, and their usesbot

•by. It will form the cheapest, fullest a^dh^t^'illustrated English Flora that has ever been published.

rfl*

3,a*

ŷ JotTtNA L

,. . „ _.-.. „ bsir,

it from scurf and dam! riff, and makes it beautifully

soft, pliable, and gloasy. For children it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price

3*. (>d., 7»., las. dd, (e d to four smallX and 21«. per bottle.

Ca m—Ask f IIowlakd's Macassar Oil. 8old at 20, Hat-
ton Garden. K ('

. and bv Chemists and Perfumers.

NEW METHOD of CURING DISEAsj with-
out the aid of Doctors and their drugs, by studying

the laws of HEALTH in NATURE—Invalids cannot too
oarefully avoid pills and other dangerous medicines, as they all

cont- al poisons which act on the delicate fibres or
coating of the stomach, and thus destroy the receptacle of our
daily sustenance The Advertiser was pronounced incurable,
but, acting in accordance with the advice he now oflers.
has, by " <i >d*s Blcasing." been restored to HEALTH Iajto
TR1 HI ; and with sympathy for like sufferers, the
MEANS Of CURE will be sent on receipt of name, address
and stamped envelope.

Address Capt. Charles, n . 3, James C ttage, New Road.
Hammersmith, London, W. *
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-H. S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace- . XXTANTED, a thoroughly competent and energetic

ioinino- Spread Eagle), sell choice V V Person fo undertake the management of an established
1 a.* _ L _u6_,_/!„i_ _._„ retail SEED BUSINESS. Must have been accustomed to that

particular branch, and have practical knowledge in carryirg

out a regular system. Parties applying must give their full

name, and state with whom they have lived. A liberal Salary

will be given.—Address, by letter only, X. Y. Z., Mr. W.
Symons, Lansdown Road , South Lambeth. 8.

IMMEDIATELY, a Man well ac-

MAKE ONE TRIAL,
church Street. E.C. (adjoining Spread D—„

TEAS from the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices.

Private warehouse and no shop—small profits and small
expenses.
A List of prices free on application. Orders by post with

a remittance or reference punctually attended to.

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has
been, during 25 years, emphatically sanctioned by the

Medical Profession, and universally accepted by the Public, as

the best Remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
Headache, Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient for

delicate constitutions, more especially for Ladies and Children.
Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup, it forms an
agreeable Effervescing Draught, in which its Aperient qualities

are much increased. During Hot Seasons and in Hot Climates,
the regular use of this simple and elegant remedy has been
found highly beneficial.

Manufactured (with the utmost attention to strength and
purity) by Dixneford <fc Co., 172, New Bond Street,
London, W. ; and sold by all respectable Chemists throughout
the Empire.

ARirS LIFE PILLS act as a warm and balsamic
Aperient, removing without the slightest pain or incon-

venience all obstructions, and restore the whole system to a
state of health and comfort.

PA RR'S PILLS
may be relied on as the best medicine for indigestion, sick
head-ache, heartburn, loss of appetite, disorders of the stomach
and liver, redundancy of bile, dizziness of the eyes, violent
pains across the forehead, impaired memory, restlessness and
bad dreams, stuporific-dozing, flatulency, costiveness, &c.
Sold in boxes, price 1*. l£d., 2*. 9'/., and in familv packets,

11*. each, by all Chemists and Medicine Vendors. " Sole Pro-
prietors, T. Roberts <fe Co., 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street,

WANTED
quainted with the Planting of Tiees, Digging, and the

Packing of Goods; must understand Writing. A married Manacking
preferred. iuuw .o .% m'«^« - ~ r-~ ~ ~,—
employment for a Boy if he has one.—Apply by letter in the
preferred. There is a cottage on the premises for his use, and

first place, stating particulars, addressed to A. 13., Mr.

I layward's, Stationer, East Uriustead ; 'or to A. B., Post Office,

Pound Hill, Worth, near Crawley, Sussex.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, without
incumbrance ; whose Wife can take tho charge of the

Laundry.—Application to be made to Mr. J. Kellktt, Widnes
Docks, near Warrington.

London. * * Ask for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

CURES of COUGHS, COLDS, and ASTHMA by
Dr. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.-From Mr. W.

J. Dale, Chemist, 65, Queen Street, Portsca, "From the
immense sale I have had of Dr. Locock's Pulmonic Wafers
throughout this populous locality, I must do you justice to say
that I consider them invaluable for Coughs, Colds, Asthma, izc.
They have a pleasant taste." Price 1*. l±d., 2s. 9d., and 11*.
per box. 8old by all Druggists.

Br. de Jongh's
(Knight of the Order of Leopold of Belgium)

LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
pronounced by the most eminent Medical Men throughout

the world to be incomparably superior to all other kinds.

CONSUMPTION.
The investigations of the most experienced pathologists

have conclusively proved that Dr. de Jongh's Oil is unequalled
as a remedy for Consumption, and that no other Oil can
possibly produce the same salutary results. Allen G. Chatt-
away, Esq., the eminent Surgeon to the Leominster Infirmary,
writes :—" Having for some years extensively used Dr. de
Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, both in public and
Erivate practice, in the treatment of consumption, I have no
esitation in stating that its effects are very far superior to

those of any other Cod Liver Oil."

GENERAL DEBILITY.
In cases of General Debility, the restorative powers of Dr.

de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil have been remark-
ably manifested, and it has been resorted to with the most
beneficial effects, after the whole range of ordinary tonics had
been in vain exhausted. Benjamin Clarke, Esq., M.R.C.8.,
Jr. US., in testifying to its extraordinary efficacy iu his own
case, observes :-«• Having myself token both the Pale Oil and
Dr. de Jonohs Light-Brown Oil for Debility. I am able frommy own experience, to remark upon their effects and com-
parative usefulness as remedial agents. After the Pale Oil.and all other remedies that I could think of had failed, I triedmerely as a last resort Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Oil*:
I received immediate relief, and its use was the means of my
restoration to health." y

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; perfectly under-
stands his profession in all its branches. Good character.

Can be strongly recommended.—S. W., Mr. Allman, Nursery,
Horsham.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single ; understands
Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens, early and late Forc-

ing. Good character.—W. M., Uatton Hill Nursery, Windle-
shain, Bagshot, Surrey.

G~ARDENER (Head).—Age 27l"thoroiuihIy under-
stands his profession. No single-handed place accepted.

No objection to any part of the country.—W. M., Mr. Dedman,
Sundridge Park, Bromley, Kent, S.E.

ri ARDENER(HEAD).-Age 32, married; thoroughly
V^J understands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Fruit,
Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Family leaving their residence.
Good character.—Y. Z., Bedford Norsery, IIampstead Hill, N.W

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (H ead).—Has had many years' practical
experience in some of the first establishments in England.

First-class testimonials. — A. B., Post Office, Ballybrittas,
Queens Co., Ireland.

ARDENEK (Head).—Age 34, married; has had
great experience in early and late Forcing of all kinds

and the Management of Flower and Kitchen Garden. Four
and a-half years* good character. A. B., Bedford Nursery,
Haverstock Hill.

IRDKNElt (Head).—Messrs. J. C. Whmlbb &
VJ Son, Nurserymen, Gloucester, can highly recommend a
first-class Gardener, age ?5. married, no incumbrance ). High
wages are not so much his object as an opportunity of showing
his .skill.—Further particulars on Application.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incum-
brance ; understands Vines, Pines, and Melons, also

Stove and Greenhouse plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden.
Three years' character.from his last employer.—Y. Z., Post
Office, Folkingham.

ARDENER (Head).—Can be highly recommended
as to capabilities in Horticulture and 'Floriculture, the

managing of Ground Work, Kitchen and Flown Garden, Hot-
houses, Ac, the Growing of Exotic Fruits and Plants to any
extent.—William Hopps, Mr. Vei ten's. Royal Exotic Nursery
King's Roao, Chelsea, London, 8.W.
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CAUTION.—Beware of Proposed Substitutions.
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GARDhN KR (Head).—Ao ( - 34, married ; thoroughly
understands Growing Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants and Kitchen Garden, &c, 1

objection to a Single-handed place ; L'ood character.—X. Y.,
W. Livcrsage, Florist, Ac, Sydenham Ro;id, Cn.ydon Common!
Surrey. S.
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Po-r Office, Kardisley. Hereford.
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th ughprut 1 knowledge of the g ng of Pines.
vines Peaches, Melnns, and Cucumbers; also On !* an
Stove House Plants. Good character from his present employ.
No object.- »n to any part of En?Und.-C. C, No. 3, Blor
Place, Crouch End, H-.rniey. N.

GARDENER ( 1 1 bad).—William Barnes can re-
commend a married Man, age 38, thoroughly competent

i conduct the Management of a nobleman's or gentleman's
Gard.-n where Plants, Fruit, and Vegetables are cultivated
extensively, or for exhibition. Can take charge of Land,
Stock, &c Four years' reference.—Mr. IUrnes, Camden
Nursery, CamberwelL 8.

--.- - Inferences

—C. J.. J. C. Macphee. Esq-JM^

GENERALW

\RDh.\hK (Head).—Ajre 40, unmarried; a first
class grower of Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Cucumbers,

Melons and Stove and Grecnhouso Plants of all descriptions;
has had the Management of I„and and Stock. Woods, Planta-
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nORTKlLTUItAL GARDENS.—The Gardener*

Ckr^ueit of May 12, I860, containing Mr. Neshh-d'*

AITKED PUN* for the New Gardes at Konaingtou Gore,
,

y^LTZrg,^ ^t the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Coveut
j

mm ~ gjj^ wUl bo at by post on receipt of *ix stani]*.

I

, m̂ m^^^g Uiustraiol C »? em, at tue unUorni price of
"^ ' One Shilling each,

SD181 tfSABLB HANDY BOOKS,
ii rimkrrr deaigoed aa Practical Guides on all subject* of

and usefulness. Contributed by the beat

JUMIN'C BOTANY" aud BRITISH FERNS and MOS8ES

Ward t Lock, 158, Fleet Street, E.C.

mo 5*. cloth. (Postage id.)
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PHK HIM >RY, STRICTURE, ECONOMY, and
| j v|0 or the SHEEl*.—Illustrated with line En-

hem Dm* * by W. Haryjcy, Esq. Hy W. CJ
Mi, . . ; Author of the "Structun

t[f tii0 i Letf of the Horse;" I nor of

me," and White's " Compendium of the

Spoooer 'On the Sheep* is as good a book aa

'—i. teneri Chronicle, A}>r\l 2714, IStil.

LootwooD & Co., 7, Stationer's Hall Court, E.C.

10 V K L L ~K E B V E' S SERIALS
J for MAY.
MOORE'S FLORAL MAGAZINE. No. XHl. 2#. (W.

;OT\MCAL MAGAZINE. No. 197. St. 6d.

Mr

HiXiKEU'* HliIThH FERNS. No. V. 2*. 6d.
vKK> GARDEN FERNS. No. V. 2*. W.

KEWfl OONCHOLOGIA. Parti -JO'"' 6 2u7. 20*
Lvybu. Rkktr, 5, Henrietta Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

Second
'*

lB.Fm<

noun
. 6ooddB

< the 1st of May, price One Shilling,

THE PHAK ICEUTICAL JOURNAL.
Series, No. 23, containing the

Tii W -ACTI0X8 or the PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY.
Oorrtarra.—The Census—National and Pharmaceutical—The

Aktiewtrt again—On the Preparation of Smelling Salts—On the
Prevention of Tincture of AcUea—Two Remarkable Indian
&D+.n—Notes on Chinese Materia Medica—On the Colour-tests
Jar > - - yebnia, and the Diagnosis of the Alkaloids—Results of
Physical sod Chemical Investigations and Applications in the
rt*—On the Useful Plants of Paraguay—The Sponirr Fishery

e< tos Bahamas—The Kreuznach Waters—Suspected Poisoning
%Amnk, Ac, Ac.

4 K I , Second Series, may be had in boards, as well asi"

To Gardeners.
N • book on Practical Gardening

I. ndon's Eacjetopssdia of Gardenius
Feb. 12, 185».

^^
"There is no more genual book than London* Enc

pa»dia of Gardening, which tromU of all manner of things."—
Gardeners' CkronxU, March VI. 1S5S.

LOUDON'S BNCYCLOPJEDIA OP GARDENING :

Comprising the Theory and Practice ol Horticulture,
Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening: n
eluding all the latest Improvements. New Edition, corrected
and improved by Mrs. Loi'DOK.
A cheaper Edition ol t.ie above work, price Sl«. W.t Is

now ready.
London : Lonoman, Greict, Lqkomak. Ax Robert*.

New and Cheaper Edition.
Second Edition, now ready, in lop. I prtoe 4s. td.

THE LAST op the OLD SQUIRES: a Sketch.
By Cedbic Oldacre, Esq., f Sax rmanburv. some-

me of Christ Church, Oxon (John Wood Waiter, R.I) ,

Vicar of West Tarring. Sussex), formerly ( lain to

British Embassy, and Honorary Member of the Scandinavian
and Icelatidi. literary Societies, C hagen.

i> m : Lomoman, Gre i i^komaw. t BosSWSS,

New, Em aroed. and ». . Imjkovsd Im*»"ii n or

The Artisan Club's Treatise on the Steam En* \
On Tuesday Next, in < hi quai h 91 Plates and

10 Engrai n Wo '•
i K) new in t'

ATREATISlTov TBI STEAM ENGiKl in iU
saiooa Applications t. \1isa, M11U, Steam Navigation,

Railways, and Agriculture: v 1 iisoi -al Invo«tigaUon««

respecting the Motive Power of Heat and the Propoi

team Engines; Tables of the right Dimensions ol every Pan
and Practical Instructions f.«r the Mn,u! u-ture and Manage-

ment of every species «•! Engine in actual use. By .Ions

Boi RNE.C.E. ikmg the Fifth l^iiUon ol the Artisan ClubV
Treatise on the Steam Engine.

The present edition of the substituted ;
an appt iX

Artisan Club's welli^nwwn has been introduced c> n-

Treatise on the Steam- Engine
has been almost entirely re-

written by Mr. Bourne, which
accounts for the dc in its

appearance. The v now
comprises an account of the

recent discoveries respecting

the nature of heat, and par-

ticulars of the most im-

portant and modem im-
provements in boilers and
engines, iucluding examples
of tthe most approved forms of

apparatus for ^super-heating

the steam, and of the i

noted engines for working
with economy of fuel. A large

niimlwr of new plates and
woodcuts have been added and

log a large number of useful

les, practical spe- .na,

and other ini|«trtant data : and
the whole inforsnation which

e work contains has been
i.t down to the present

state of engineering science,

so aa to Afford an accurate

reflex of the most advanced
condition of engineering prac-

tice in thin country, so far aa

relates to the aul I the
steam engine in its various
adaptations to mines and
waterworks—to mills and to

loeo on — and to the
numerous mUccllancous pur-

poses to which the steam
.tfine Is now applied.
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preceding volumes, price 12*. Gd. each.

I Johs Churchill, New Burlin n Street

;

acsiax a Stewart, Edinburgh ; and Fannim A Co . Dublin.

The Seven Sons of Mammon
APPEARS IN

X P L E B A R, No. VI. for May.
A London Magazine for Town and Country B i i. rs.

Conducted by Georoe Augustus Sala.

HS '*" '
k •« oe, pp. 5S4, price 6a, eVL, now feedj : also

ii^2 Binding Cases, price 1j»., each
<**-

H>f " Temple Itar." 122. Fie.

Mrs. B. C. Halls New Magazine.
Now ready, price 1#., No. 2 of the

JAMES'S MAGAZINE.
Cowtewts for May :

—

What the Bich are Doiho for the Poor. By
Stasdish G. Grady.

Mart Willi mis. A Pastoral Story.
ar. M ery or Water. By Professor Assted, F R.S.

IT. Cax Wroso be Right! A Tale by Mrs. S. C. Hall.
Illustrated with Etching on Steel by Phiz.

J- The Middle- Aoe Womajl By Dr. DoitaJI, F.8.A.
I- Twiught Dreams. By Adelaide A. Procter.

;"H- The LiTn.r. Oses. By Thomas Hood.
VIII. A Night in the Catacombs. By Thomas Heaphy.

LT, Ralph th. .Bailiff. A Tale. Part II.

X- British Diamonds. By Robert Hunt, F.R.S.
XL Thf. Dove. A Paraphrase.
XII. I'.-t Omoi Savings' Banks.

XIII. Dr. Johnson and Mr*. Thrale.
XIV. a Story for the Young. By Mrs. S. C Hall.

London : W. Kent A Co., Paternoster Bow, E.C.

p^ 'THE Ql AIUERLY REVIEW, No. CCXYJII.,
sitoiifr'

-1-
is Puulished THIS DAY.

Contests:
I. Pearls and Mock Pearls of History.
n Ernromt.

v 5f,IUTl:AL Destitotion.v German, Flemish, and Dutch Art.
i African Discoveries—Livingstone—Speke—Pethe-

vtt o
*,CK -Di- Chaillu, <fcc.

Fill ?TAXH0PK * Life of Put.
ivnuMCcRRi r, Fimamce, and Legislation.

%% Note—Iron Mam factcri:.

EDITION of thk QUAKTERLY REVIEW,
No. 217.

Johh Murray^ Albemarle Street, W.

London- Longman. GRUff, I -MAN. A BoBEltTS.

ling ffl»5

I Co*
-

ay.ifK?

On May 1. Part I. of a RE ISSUI

SOWERBYS BRITISH WILD fcfLOWERS. To
be completed in 20 Monthly 3«. Parts. Each Part will

contain four plates, comprising 80 coloured figures, i eight

pages of descriptive letterpress. The Introducl n, Key. and

I ntroductorv Plates will be completed in the first t Parts.

John Van Voo rst, 1, Paternoster Bow, E.C.

This day, uniform with the " Illustrated Boy's Own Treasury,'

price 5*.. pp. 4J»o, full ugi ng*,

THE ILLUSTRATED GIR1 OWN TREASURY.
This volume has been espe repari the im-

vement and entertAinment of the female mind It is a

th ily useful, amusing, and instructive book, and the most
complete work for Girls.

London : Ward & Lock, . Fleet Strcot, EC.

In fcap. 8vo, Is., boards,

THE COMMON OBJECTS of THE MICROSCOP1
By the Hev. J. G. WoOA With 400 Illustrations by

Tuflen West.
Ab», price 3*. 6d., cloth, or gilt edges, 4a,

A Superior Edition of the Above, with the Illustrations

PRINTED IN CuLOURS.
don: Routledge,Wa A- RorTU» ngdon Street

.

Just published. Part I , | • la,

Kew Work by Profeteor Gamiree.

lamed in Monthly Parts, price la . to be completed in 20 Psrts,

OUR DOMESTIC ANIMALS in HEALTH ami
DISEASE. By JoMM Gamgee, I'rincipal of the New

Veterinary College.

This Work is destined for the Breeder, Feeder, and Grazier,

no less than for the Veterinary profession.

Thomas C. Jack, 72, Princes' Streot, Edinburgh ; and ail

Booksellers. .

Foolscap 8vo, 2s.,

THE EASTERN, oh TURKISH BATH:
its History, Revival tn Britain, and Application to the

Purposes of Health. By Erasmi- Wilson, I l: 3.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

life. Of
Mr.

"

[
person-'

With Forty Eugravings on Wood, post 8vo, 2« <W.,

DR. UNGER'S BOTANICAL LETTERS to a
FRIEND.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

jaCIds of tijc cilcck*

In the lioute of Lords on Mondty, in answer U
the Karl of MalMBUVUT, Lord V dehotjse amid

that Her Majesty's I crum
, after mature

deliberation, had decided that it was not desirable

to intrude their advice or counsel unasked on the

United States Government or on the seceding

ates. The Post Oihoe Savings Banks Bill was

read a third time and pasted. The Bills of

Exchange and Promissory .Notes (Ireland) i

passed through committee. The (iunVi lrison

&c, Bill was read a second tune. The lmkeof
Newcastle brought in a Bill to amend the Pas-

sengers' Act. On Tuesday the Queen's Prison

&c, Bill passed through committee, and the Bills

of i xchange and Promissory .Notes (I:
) Bill

was read a third time and passed. Oa Thursday

the Marriage Law Amendment Bill and the Leasee,

&e.
t by Incamh is Itesti »n Bill passed ti h

ooniMiitt and the Queen's Prison &c, Bill was
read a third t&sae and vasaed. Last night Karl

Gran\ ii.i.r. brought up a message from theQusEV
announcing the approaching marriage between.

the Princess A ii ce and Prince Lot i> Of Hekse.

His lordship mOved a suitable address to 11 kr

Majesi'v in reply, which was seconded by the

Earl of Debut and unanimously agreed to.

In the Commons on Monday the adjourned

debate on the Budget was resumed by Mr. Hors-

man, who opposed the abolition of the Paper

Duties, and spoke in favour of the remission of the

war taxes on tea and sugar, and of a further re-

duction of the income-tax. Mr. Brikht, Mr.

O'Brten, and Mr. ( \ uym son supported the Budget;

Sir J. Ferguson, Mr. B. <
•< iiuane, and Mr.

Liddeel opposed it. The OsAJTOKtOt of the

Exchequer in reply defended the accuracy of the

Budget, and expressed his belief that unless the

current year was one of universal convulsion, it

would be found that the estimates of the Govern-

ment had been framed with the extreraest caution.

Mr. Disraeli contended that Parliament was

solemnly pledged to remit the war duties on tea

and sugaT. lie would offer no opposition to the

first resolution for the reduction of the income tax,

but with regard to the second resolution renewing

the war duty on tea and sugar, the member for

Liverpool, Mr, Horsfall, would move the

remission of that tax instead of the paper duty.

Lord Palmerstow admitted that the course pro-

posed to be taken by the Opposition was a consti-

tutional one. The House then went into com-
mittee, when the resolution fixing the income tax

at 9d. in the pound for the current year was
put and agreed to. On Tuesday, 40 members not

being present at 4 o'clock, no House was made.
On Wednesday Mr. HODGR*J\^ON moved that the

House go into committee on the Recovery of

Debts Bill. Mr. M'Mabon moved, as an
amendment, that the committee be postponed

until that day six months. On a division

the amendment was carried by 121 to 23.

The Bill was therefore lost. The Constructive

Notice Amendment Bill was referred to a select

committee. Mr. Locke Euro moved the second

reading of the Religious Worship Bill, and stated

that its object was to enable any clergyman of the

Kstablished Church, after having been duly licensed
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Joux MrjBBAY, Albemarle Street, W.

by the bishop of the diocese, to preach or pray in

any parish without permission of the incumbent.

Mr. Sotheron-Estcouet moved, as an amend-

SSCm -v be°oSLS^^r.AS; |

ment, that the Bill be read a second time that day

six months. After some discussion the amend-

ment was carried on a division by 191 to 145*

The Bill was therefore lost. Oo the motion

for the second reading of the Presentment

Sessions (Ireland) Bill, Mr. Lo>«, field moved,

as an amendment, the previous question.

On a division, the amendment was carried by 86

to 66. The Bill was therefore lost. The Com-

bination of Marriages Dissolution (Scotland) Bill

was read a second time. On Thursday, in answer

to Mr. J. C. Kwart, Lord J. Resell said that

the Government had directed an adequate naval

force to proceed to the coast of America for the

protection of British shipping and British property

in that region. With regard to privateers sailing

under the flag of an unrecognised power, the
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questions involved were of so moment im^ a

character that he had determined on referring

them to the law officers of the Crown for

their opinion, in order to guide the Govern-
ment in their instructions to Her Majesty's
Ministers in America and the Commander
of the British squadron in those seas. His

lordship concluded, amidst general cheering

from both sides of the House, by saying, "We
have not involved ourselves in this contest, either

by offering advice or by any other act, and being

free, for God's sake let us, if possible, keep out of it.

The House then went into Committee of Wavs and
Means on the Budget, when the Chancellor of

the Exchequer moved a resolution continuing

the present duties on tea and sugar until the 1st of

July, 18H2. Mr. Horsfall moved to amend the

resolution by reducing the duty on tea on and
after the 1st of October to Is. per lb. Mr. Hex-
xessey, Lord Holmesdale, Sir S. Northcote,
and Mr. Disraeli supported the amendment

;

the Marquis of Hartington, Mr. Paget, Mr*
Norms, Sir G. Lewis, and Lord Palmerston
spoke in favour of the original resolution. On a
division the amendment was negatived

-
by

299 to 282, giving Ministers a majority of 17.

The resolution of the Government continuing the

tea and sugar duties was then agreed to. Last
evening Lord Palmerston brought up a message
from the Queen announcing the intended marriage
of the Princess Alice, and gave notice that on
Monday he will move that the House go into

Committee to consider Her Majesty's Message.o
The two Houses of the Austrian Council of the

Empire were opened on Wednesday with a speech
from the throne. The Emperor expressed his

hope that Austria and Europe at large will enjoy
undisturbed the blessings of peace, and declared

his conviction that free institutions, accompanied
by a conscientious protection of the equal rights of

all the nationalities, and the equality of all citizens

will lead to a safe reorganisation of the whole

monarchy. With this aim in view he had, he said,

sanctioned the introduction of tried constitutional
forms, and determined to develop a liberal policy
equally in all parts of the empire, with special

regard for the historical traditions of the provinces,
and for the inviolable foundation of the unity and

i ndivisibility of the whole monarchy.
From the United States we learn that President

Lincoly has issued a proclamation calling out the
militia of the States to the number of 75,000 men,
for the purpose of retaking the forts and public
property seized by the Secessionists, and has con-
vened an extraordinary session of Congress to meet
on the 4th July next, to consider and determine such
measures as the public safety and interest require.
In another proclamation President Lincoln has
declared a blockade of all the ports in the seceded
States, and has announced that Southern privateers
will be treated as pirates. On the other hand Mr.
Jeffersox Davis, President of the Southern
Confederation, has met Mr. Lincoln's proclama-
tion by calling for a levy* of 150,000 soldiers, and
has issued a proclamation authorising letters of
marque. The great State of Virginia has seceded
from the Union, has closed the mouth of Norfolk
harbour to prevent the egress of the Federal
ships of war, and has taken possession
of Harper's Ferry, the arsenal of which had
previously been burnt by the Federal commander.
North Carolina has seized the forts in her terri-
tory, Kentucky and Missouri have refused to
supply troops to the Federal Government, and a
Massachusetts regiment, while passing through
Maryland on its way to Washington, had been
attacked by the people of Baltimore, when many
persons were wounded, and some killed. The Gover-
nor of Maryland has since informed Pbesident
Lincoln that he would send troops for the pro-
tection of Washington, but not for the invasion of
the South. All the northern regiments will, there-
fore, be obliged to proceed to Washington by sea.

and arrived shortly before 7 o'clock at Buckingham
Palace, alighting at the garden entrance. By her

Majesty's command the usual guards of honour and other

ceremonies were dispensed with. On Sunday morning

the Queen and Prince Consort, the Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold,

attended Divine service in the private chapel of

Buckingham Palace. The Dean of Windsor officiated.

On Monday the Queen gave audience to the Right Rev.

Dr. Philpott, who did homage on being appointed

Bishop of Worcester. Sir George Lewis had an audience

of the Queen.. In the afternoon the Prince Con-

sort visited the gardens of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society at South Kensington. On Tues-

day the Queen held a Privy Council at which

Her Majesty declared her consent to a contract of

matrimony between the Princess Alice and Prince

Frederic William Louis of Hesse ; and directed

her consent to be signified under the Great Seal.

Earl Cawdor took the oaths on being appointed Lord-
Lieutenant of Carmarthenshire, and Lord Kensington
took the oaths on being appointed Lord-Lieutenant of

Pembrokeshire. The Duke of Sutherland had an
audience and delivered to her Majesty the Insignia of
the Garter worn by his father the late Duke of
Sutherland. Earl Granville and Lord John Russell
had audiences of the Queen. The Prince Consort
presided in the morning at a meeting of the Council of
the Duchy of Cornwall, and in the afternoon at a meeting
of the Councilof the Horticultural Society at South Ken-
sington. On Wednesday afternoon the Queen and Prince
Consort, accompanied by the Princesses Alice, Helena,
Louisa, and Beatrice, left Buckingham Palace for the
White Lodge, Richmond Park. Prince Arthur and
Prince Leopold accompanied the Queen to the White
Lodge, but returned in the evening to Buckingham
Palace. On Thursday morning the Prince Consort rode
to London, and visited the Exhibition of the Royal
Academy.
The Prince of Wales arrived at Buckingham

Palace on Tuesday from Madingley Hall, and returned
to Cambridge on Wednesday morning.
The Pbmtcess Alice.— The Darmstadt Gazette I !

Thursday contains the official announcement of the
betrothal of her Royal Highness Princess Alice to Prince
Louis of Hesse.

Prince Alfred arrived at Jamaica on the morning
of the 2d ult., and landed amidst every conceivable
demonstration of ri icing. The festivities an xcitc
raent are described as unprecedented in the history of
Jamaica; but the arrival of the mail with the intelli-

gence of the death of the Duchess of Kent, suddenly
put an end to all the entertainments, and the Prince
privately embarked on board the S r on the 6tl md
immediately retjmed to Port Itoyah His Roval High-
ness was to leave Port Royal for England on the 10th alt.
The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury, in Downing Street.
Chcrch of Scotland.—The Qt n has appointed

Lord Belhaven to be her Mnj, '* High Conui.is> a
to the General Assembly of the Church of S land.

Tiie Chajotbl Plibt.—The western division of tt
Channel fleet consisting of the Donegal, Aboukir, Con-
queror, Centurion, and Hero, which left Plymouth about
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towards the expenses.

Helgium.—The Plenipotentiaries rfk
Belgium signed on Wednesday a treaty rf at
convention concerning navigation, and'a e*j

-Tuaranteeing literary, artistic, and nfe

rights. A disturbance took place on Sunt

caused by a strike of the weavers and t

nation or the masters to supply their pta

fresh hands from the country. The pslier

pelled to use their weapons, and nur pa

seriously injured. On Monday the dfoit

renewed, and assumed so serious an spec

:

necessary to call out the military. Aeisrr

persons have been arrested.

Prussia.—-In the sitting of the Clunkis

on Thursday M. von Vincke put i qua*

Ministry relative to the affair of CaptiaJIdi

I'onn. Baron Schleinitz, Minister fcrftnir

promised to reply on Monday not

Austria.—The Empress of Anstraurr

on Tuesday, from Madeira, in theM
and Albert. Both Houses tf & fa*

Empire were opened on Wediw&rjrfrg 1
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person.
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"It affords me the greatest*^}Sk
this assembly the Imperial Prinft-

Church, and the heads of them*"J"— .
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Provincial Diets. I consider them u*""^
which is rich in hope. I am conra»
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ed the introduction of'
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tor* the h

SrtsSf

an insurmountable obstacle to *

Austria is powerful enough ^miliW*'

because we

was afterwards prorogued to the 4th of Juno. MM.
Dinnitnrav and Beau, the publisher and printer of the
Due d'Aumale's pamphlet, are to be trie to-day
(Saturday) before the Corr ional Police, on the charge
ofmcitin to the "hatred and contempt of th >vern-
ment." They will be defended by MM. Durante and
Hebert, both of whom are at the head of the Paris bar.
M. Dafaure was one of the OOOI fur ant de
MonUlembert at his trial in 185ft and was one of Loui
Ihihppes Ministers. M. II srt also v Keeper of
tin ,18 under the same Government. Th< Minister
ot Marine has sent orders to place Chei bom in a state
of defence. At present the sea batteries are unprovided
with e,uns, and some of them have been greatly in-
jured by the inroads of the sea. The Patrie denies that
the French army is to quit Rome, where, it says it
remains not only to protect th« Holy Father but to
secure peace to Italy, and to prevent a conflict between
Austria rnd Piedmont. For these reasons, it savs all
the Powers, with England at their head, see without
regret the prolongation of the occupation. Another
detachment of French troops has embarked at Mar-
seilles tor Syria. The Temps asserts that Turkey has
proposed that 1.000 French soldiers shnnbl b« Uf* -t
Bey rout until the reforms which have been decided
upon by the European Commission have been com-
pletely carried out, It also says that Kngland insists upon
the complete o\ nation of Syria by the 6th of June.
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which •bouts of "Ling live Garibaldi!" were raised.

The assembly a as dispone I bj the tioosl Guard.
Ionian Islands.— I , s that the Lord

High Commissioner of the 1 Islands has issued A

proclamation declaring tliat, should the disturbances
which ha broken out at several points eon ue, the

country will b, Laced ma state of siege. It also asserts

thut Corfu is militarily occ-ipied, and that the troops

are encamped in the squares and streets. At resent

ther s no confirmation of these sta' ients.

Russia.—The Journal J« St. PiUnburg of Wed-
nesday publishes an article which says:

—

" The last war iu Italy, the auooasaof a fortuuata soldier,

the contagious example of Hungary, h
the foreign press ou tne p< developiognat slitiea, have
exercised a great iuflneuce ou Poland 1 1

<• t, how-
ever, can reckon on tho supp the rural population."

Poland.—An ordinance of the Governor I
Polei

was published at Warsaw on Monday, ordering i

codings to be taken, without any reserve, against si 1

lergvm n who maj excite the people by their preach-

ing in th. lunches. A number of the principal in-

habitant! have be .-hidden L r- 19 Com p.

tl r houses. Aprojecl for organising the Cou

St ate has been sub 1 hv <• neot to rviJBn

of tl Polish inhal mh Warsaw in whom it pi d

mlidence, quoting them i press an oj n

thereon. They have, however, declined 1 lo SO. The
]>,-,

i the ' Ippeal at Modlinhasde red

all the persons who were made prisoners during the

late events t » ha not guilty.

Tikk ,—By an arrai ten! between Sir Hem
Bulwer and the Port e, the sequestrated arms 1 i been

stored in the Seven Towers.

The Principalities. -The Porte has notified H

consent to th m of the Principalities during tl

life of the present Hospodar.

Herzegovina, Bosnia, and Montenegro.—Tl

Eur pean consuls arrired on the 25th nit. it. the d

of Douga, and en ed into negotiations with ti

insurgent Christians, who, in deference to the Great

ui *»* ™ ««*« powers, abandoned the defiles of Donga and Christach.

.... ,000,000. Letters fliey i 1:lV( > however again risen in insurn

from Turin state that prior to the recent re- demand local self-government The consuls arriv.

* siege

House has elec I Prince Charles von

iU President (the Archduke Albert

_ declined the appointment), and Baron Krans as

».President. The Chamber of Deputies has

. ^j pr# Hein President and Herren Mazzuchelli

« Hasner Vice-Presidents.

fisxiaA,-The whole of Galicia has taken part in the

embers for the Council of the Empire,

HmeftaRY—Tne funeral of President Palvezy took

.test P«ath on Monday. Nearly all the inhabitants

P*** __
t hut no disturbance took place. All the

pVaped with black; national songs were

W the students, and patriotic speeches were
^ Ac liar has been is d by the

atxusf. Committee of the Financial Administration

JTJEf erderiug the Directors of Finance in the
"—

i districts to summon the communes to pay the

Sejwb'K-h sre due, and to threaten them, in case of

with the » doyment of re measures.

CaoATU.- Magnates have declared that they

rill sot send any t
resentatives to the Hungarian

so long as the relation of Croatia to Hungary

rajs*!** unsettled.

YjyjTiA.— a 20 representatives whom Yenetia has

to send to the Council o( the Empire have been elected.

\ tiong an eitrmordtnarv

4th of Julv:—
«• By sssnsjrf of mr Ik

PBOOLAXATKW

States have
sad the
JareUes,

bvoeei1U 1 (

"Whereas the laws of Ux
e |«st, and i

icted. in t iie States of

Florida, Mississippi, UmbW
powerml to be suppressed by the or-' count* ot judicial

.•osediugs, or by tbe powers Tsatad to the M sr«bak by law

:

•re, I, Abraham I uooln, Pioatdnn

Bute«, in virtue of the power in ms Tested by the OanetH istlsm
an l tiio lawa, have i forth, and b osll

forth, the i f the several v * of tbe I

aggregete rm or of 000. in order to suppress said ooabi-
is>t ions and to cause the lews to be duly executed

details for this object v be immodislely cm
the State authorities through the v

eal to all loyal ;ns to ft 'acAltate,

i i effort to maintain the nosjar. Hal
ti. astatic

*nd Counts Reredin, lialmarare, reuegnni, ^ltuuena,

Canodilista, Fresclii, and Bellatr.rre.

ITA , —The official journals announce that the

Kings ot igsl and Greece, the Emperor of Morocco,

the Bey of I'mm, and Prince Couza, of the Danubian

ave followed the example of England

sad recognised the new kingdom of Italy. The

Itachess Regent of Pinna has published a protest

Sgainft the usurpation Of the title of King of Italy by

Ykter Emmanuel. In the sitting of the Chamber of

Deputies on Monday, the Minister of Finance present'

s the establishment of a great book of the

public debt of the kingdom of Italy. The Minister
-* stated that he will shortly present a Bill for

ing a loan of 600,000,000 " '' J-

g sent for them to his study, where they

met Generals Fanti, Lamarmora, Durando, Cosenz, and

Biiio. M. Ratazzi, though indisposed, was also at this
(

important meeting. The statements made by the King
respecting a general armament were considered satis-

factory by Garibaldi's generals, for Btxio left the sane
evening for Mondovi, and Sirtori for Fori, in both of

which places there are depots of volunteers. The
oung men of Pa via honoured Garibaldi with an

oration while he was visiting a friend near Pavia. On
leader morning Garibaldi arrived at Genoa in order

Abe present at the marriage of his daughter with
Canzio, a Garibaldian officer, which took place

on Wednesday. After the iribaldi returned

place has since been raised, and they were a it to pro-

ceed to Piva and Conpch < hnar Pasha is t) bear.

the exi«teuas of our national l M
[lular government, and to redness w

i. ,igt stid tired. I deem it
i
•• j" : t - say tt.at

as assi d t.« < orebyealled foiihi

bo to reimsseao tbe forts, place*, sad pi

been seised the I and la -n l

care will be f » hse»
sny deetro*

ir any dlsturbanoe c.i iieaoenal cltisen* la amy
part iftfeoountrr : ani I i <«eby he pirssns asm-

^ aforesaid i >erse and retire

th«ir rime i • abode* * ksw >c affairs

presents at» extrs a\-j aooaefcm, l hereby, in vtruss of

• power in u»o v«> «»e both

eref<ire sunn 1 to aaeemhle their respective

iMffn at i k, n iri»dsy. the f of July

next, then and there SO consider at etermtne wicb ssea-

suros as. In their wisdom, the pul safety »• Urest may
seem to deman.l low ess where"!'. 1 hsve 1 oret

. set my
band and caused m., seal of the Uuitad Maaea to hs

t
aAsad.

Ii,.!,. : ,t IWasbitn imiith day of the

yaar lstil.and ihe lndcj»ei m-c «i ilioUniUd

Bute* t he 85th " AaaaHAn sou

••By Wa. H. Bstwai.- .Secretary tsto.

Presid l. - In had also issued a proclamation

declaring the blockade of all the ports In the seceded

States i it was announced that the I ral Govern-

ment would condemn as pirates all pri <•« r vessels

which mighl be seized by Federal ships. B tore

provision r arms were allow* . go South. Nearl

allt! N .them and Wes1 n States wen raising and

ingtroops and volunteers with great em y, in

snsw.r to the call of the President. Mom m
of a proclamation from the titan, aesur ; Hie liberally tendered Iron, all tpiarttre to support the

., „ ^. Bos . .

them against the Montenegrins. The latest despatches

announce a concentration of troops at Yenib ir against

Mon iegro, and assert that the English and Turkish

drons had r d orders to act in concert. '1 he

Turkish squadron has received provisions from the

arsenal of Corfu.

Sykia..—Advices from lteyrout. to the 22d ult.

announce that five darkish vessels, with troops on

board, h arri 1 from Constantinopl and that

a, b, nch troops was on its v Syr

On fhoir arrival Vnn'l Pisha will have 35.000 men at

cere

to Csprera.
"

Tin- Turin journals contain articles

applauding the r t reconcilia' i, and state that the
hj, disposaL An address was in course of sign

'

sews has produced an excellent impression in all parts of
^jj,,^ U]r}U t |ie ]; ro

,
, Powers to s • q«

the provinces. An attempt to excite a popular mani-
t |on o( indemnity, and to take energetic measures for

station was made on Wednesday week at
tl)(i pr()tection ol

r
the Christians in Svria.

Milan by about 100 Garibaldians, who ran Bhonting
Qood HoPB _The (>pe Parliament was

through the street,. A telegram from \ eronn aeserts ^ ^^ nn ^ 9R?h ftf AnrfL Tiu , m0tt imi ,0!f .4Ht

«1»tslennlai»inMilan.--Unthe25tnuit.aaenion»^
exceg§

.

th<> r ,
,

f \n
,
U( e

of an increase in the Government e> uses, i »n-

ro< n of roads, and the redaction in Um - urcei of

nne. Va: ions schemes had been proposed* 4

pi—- -— made at Naples by some insubordinate N mal

'tttrds against Signor Spaventa, in consequence of his
]

hsvi. issued a circular prohibiting the National

Gaardi from wearing their uniform unless on doty.

Vhout30 National Guards entered Signor Spaventa S

.

!»nse, and uttered threats against him. The National e <*

•nard afterwards arrived and re-established order.

nee Carignan on Friday issued a proclamation urging

upon the inhabitants to maintain order and t wjmllxt

*hich produced an excellent effect. On Saturday
*ft *>n the drums of the National Guard
***t a general alarm, and numerous patrols traversed

reets. Several arrests were made among
"imiuals who had escaped from prison and
•sanmed the uniform of the National Guard. These
events were the result of a Bourbon conspiracy. In
the provinces also a reactionary movement was made by
•wne Bourbon soldiers and brigands, who were pre-

to march on Naples in the belief that the

iary movement had succeeded there. Five
hundred brigands had entered the Roman States in the

F^
.
* Aquila. Four vessels having left Civita

,

«tthia for H.«u. wilh ]>()Ur i)0n goldierS and brigands- Napl

heoOcer.

hoard,

oonohs
leofta
e ent

•hat

C

th^
Ve UW

i
***** CTSsSivsS^declaring

at they m rtrf to drfend Govcrnment They

r ---•-. A^'_f«a •*_ra* «««*«•« 7-

«n Italian war vessel has gone to meet them.
* also been despatched to the Roman frontiers.
"loftf " *•

°°n«, PUDhshetl n protest

wen aespatcnecl to tne tvoman iruiiuei"-

the National Guard have, in the name of

also

V disavow

* regular army. Order has been completely
ed, and no further demonstrations are expect.

place, i he functions of Commander-in-Chief
national Guard have l»Pn an„«„„n*.i o„,l sitmnr

lonal Guard is also about to off-r a grand banquet

rs^tor^
T

^ -

a™ T
' ?rdcr ha8 ^n MW^y

9 Uke

S^h^ GUanl!^>iS3iS Signer
Afflitto has been appointed iiovernor of the provinces

Jtl?
V, ^e bodUi8 of tr^ps embarked at

noa on Thnnklay for Southern Italy
biciLT—Accounts from Palermo to the 26th nit,

*ete that a popular asscmblv had hoon h^hi there, at

the exigencv. A comi n had been a (tinted tx> make

Htry arrangements for representing my

forth sing Exhibition in I don. The

upreme Court had d ded the canei the Bishop of

Town .-gainst the R VT. L in Favour of the

bishop. Considerable progress had been de with the

works connected with the I SOS Town railway. A por-

tion of the line would soon Ite open. The laration

movement continued. The affair was, however, m much

the same state as it was two months since. The frontier

districts and the Eastern Province were favoui le to

the movement; the Northern and Midland district

however, were opposed to separation. The Western

Province was neutral. The League was calling upon

members of Parliament to resign. Several agricultural

meetings bad been held in Cape Town. The vintage was

a great failure, the produce having been only a tenth o

the usual quai.titv ; 500 tonsof sulphur had been ordered

for the purpose of endeavouring to cure the disc.

The Rev. Mr. Price and the Rev. Mr. M; nzie had

returned in safety from the Makoloto misnon. The

Rev. Mr. Ilelmore, Mrs. Helmore, two; betr children

Mr. Prices child, Mrs.Price, and eral native ««»*«£

Ol the expedition perished in quick «;^u>n,andtlure

is now reason to fear, that their^deathsj^ .sed not

by the fever of the Zamlieei, bnt by the poison of t

Makoloto Chief. Their treatment.^^'^"^
alto: her barbarous. Great anxiety was felt a ,t

("ape was looked forw^th «-A»^^SZto*
the Livingstone expedition, ieit iwi

Mr. Rain- >f

ring" Up rtlsot 5001

floodsintVNethcrlahytli

President Lin< **

000

id the

to takUnitkt) Stvtbs.

following proclamat

c

,
oops

it VVashingl Prom all points. On the tOth ult.

6000 men were under arms at Washington. On the

other hand the I mnU from the neutral States were

r the gravest character. The) great Virginia

had seceded, and the Governor had issued a pro-

clamation recognising the Southern Confederacy.

Virginia had also closed Norfolk harbour by sinking

ve sat its mouth, in order to pr egret -m

tl naw vard. A Federal ship < toned to

level t wn if the obstructions wen not removed.

The Governors of Kentucky, N h Carolina, and Mis-

i
}, a(i refi o supply ti ps to the Federal

Government. North Carolina bad the f sin

the tte, nd all the ** appeared t be

arming in d of the P nth. All th- bridges have

been destroyed 1 ween H imore and Washington. A
Masssi loisetts r«viment, while going to Washington,

was acked in Baltimore by the mob. Eleven were

killed OH both sides, and many wounded. Martial law

had been proclaimed at Baltimore. I Hickebad

declined to all the Federal troops to pass through

Maryland, and had informed Pr lent Lincoln that

he would send troops for t pr ctioo of Washington,

but. not for the Inv >n of i - Mth. All the Northern

regiments will tbi re have to proceed to Washington

by sea. The Massachusetts r< nt reached

W tgton n the 19th. 'J 1 1 troops

from Philadelphia will be forwarded via Havre

de Grace and Annapolis. ()n the 18th nit

I. . Jon the Federal Comm diet at Harper's

n y, 1 ig pressed by 1000 Virginians, destroyed

the armoury, ars. !, manufactory buildings, and 15.000

stands of arms. He then withdrew his met. into Penn-

sylvania, with tl loss of three men. The \ irginian

troops, to the number of 1500, are now in possession of

the town at Harper's Ferry. The Southern loan had been

all taken. President Davis had issued a proclamation

authorising letters of marque, and the Confederate

Government was about to issue a call for 150,000

volunteers. A naval commission had be appointed

for the purpose of purchasing or contracting for a

certain number of gunboats, ship d pr dlers

of 1000 ns burden, capable of car ng at least

10-inch and t -
' *» ***?

aret 111 light dree «.

dtable for tl. « More trot tod left INew

ii t.-r Pemmcola. All t. 1-1 been

I until May. Im i»nt«t,e^ ns of

drivings vannah. A feders v esse left

Anderson l his men. The I -eral t 1
ad also

left Charleston on it, 1 irn to w sork. ncrnl

m egard was at jtheuing y poaitjon. He had

,

\™ gimcnU h i A I Georgia, and

10 000 troops a »l c At Columbia

ery man from 16 to 60 was under arms.

civaRa-The defic'nr.ev m the puhl revenue of

Canada for « p« ear is 760,000 rs A destruc

tiveti re occurred at Montreal on the 15th ult. Con-
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siderable damage had also been occasioned by a great

rise in the river.

Nova Scotia.—The Legislature at Halifax was m
Session on the 13th, when the telegram arrived announc-

ing the bombardment of Fort Sumter. The following

resolution was immediately moved amid
^
intense

emotion, and passed unanimously:—"That this House

has heard with deep sorrow and regret of the outbreak

of civil war among their friends and neighbours in the

United States; that this House, without expressing any

opinion upon the points in controversy, sincerely laments

that those who speak their language and share then-

civilization should be shedding each other's blood, and

desire to offer up their fervent prayers to the Father ot

the Universe for the restoration of peace."

The Bbazils.—Advices from Rio de Janeiro to the

9th ult. state that a dreadful earthquake had destroyed

part of the city of Mendoza, in the Argentine Republic,

by which 7000 lives and 2000 houses were destroyed

the loss of property being estimated at 14,000,000/.

sterling. The city of Meaiioza is situated almost at the

extreme west of the republic, on a rich and well

irrigated plain near the Andes, within about 100 miles

of the Chilian frontier, and it has long had a large

population and active transit trade.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—General Peel asked what steps the Government

had taken to ascertain whether the report of the Murder

of Captain, Brabazon, of the Royal Artillery by the

Chinese was true. His relatives entertained doubts of the

truth of the report, and he thought there was no absolute
,

proof

of his death.-Mr. Gregory also stated facts tending to throw

3 maoo to ascertain u«» num. a^*** ~«~* — .*.
sympathised with the relatives of OsptainBraoazon m their

anxiety to ascertain the real truth as to his fate but he was

afraid the only consolation left to them was that ho had

escaped the lingering and barbarous torments to which his

unfortunate comrade? had been subjected. At the same time,

e assumed the House that Lord J. Russell had taken every

means that could be employed to ^ «P the nj^
Brazilian Claims-Sir H. Cairks asked for mformatwm

as to the suspension of the proceedings under •

"j!nS?;
vention for the settlement of the claims between this conn try

and Brazil.-Lord Palmerston said that the proceedings

had been suspended in consequence of the Gove
.
ni™en* <,

,f

the Brazils putting forth claims which were considered inad-

missible. Flogging in Prisons.-Ur. Kinnaird called attention

to the returns on the subject of flogging children and others in

prison. A desultory debate followed, in the course of which

Sir G. Lewis gave explanations as to the classes of cases in

which flogging was inflicted, and the persons who sanctioned

the punishment. The subject, he said, was under the^ con-

sideration of a committee sitting upstairs. See of Worcester.—-

Sir J. Pakington moved for a copy of all communications with

[May 4, 18^
justifying his own calculationI~~Heln^eT^^nr
of the amount to be received from Chiii7i«

he

he demurred to the doctrme thai the S.T^*paid first The estimates of ^ ^emerchants^framed with the concurrence of able and tXZS ¥* *
and he showed the cautious manner in t£ffi5Sthe income-tax had been computed ThTv^ pwS
based upon the expectation ot an ordinarfZSordinary circumstances, and he never had ?^«conviction than that there was UkeW tniL ^
over the estimated revenul wffi re^/Vsecond question, how the surplus w™ fn kl I?
he balanced the claims of tTand ,1^and paper on the other"' The TeducUoT T C£upon articles of popular consumption was not dAobject kept m view by Sir R Peel in i<Jo• w *i. «J
tion and extension of trade • this nri cinL l'a^t JS*

**

our reformed financial policy, and ffi*$j£&£££Budget In asking the House to consent to a resolution J?

SPweS th?^ dutie\^h ™uld close tie Con?r?ot 1S60 the Government had done that which tcouMapproved he believed, by those who brought a candida v ew of the question before the House.-l.Nfr Dm *elm

$T£?* ^\?Te had nofc ***« treated ^thfran

'

and candour by the Government, and warned Che House toceed with more caution than iu respect to last vear's BuThe deficiency of last year appeared to have been suppli
increasing the liabilities and diminishing the resources ,
country, by diminishing the balances in the ExcheqJ
increasing the debt. Aa to the question of a surplus]
Chancellor of the Exchequer confessed a surplus, it vrajJ|

business of the House to prove he was mistaken. |j

>!

liarltammt*
HOUSK OP LORDS.

Friday.— The Government of India.—Lord Lyveden pre-

sented a petition from the inhabitants and taxpayers of Cal-

cutta and of Bengal proper, complaining of the system of

Government in India, and especially of the oppressive nature

of the income and indigo tax. and of the absence of public

works They also complaiued that while the people were

burdened with taxation, the Government proposed to give the

Mysore princes half a million sterling, which was equivalent

to 50 per cent, of the income tax. They therefore demanded

that changes should be made in the constitution of the

Legislative.Council.-Earl De Arey and Ripon explained the

nature of the arrangement with the princes of Mysore, which

he said was on the whole beneficial to the public service, as a

very large claim for an annuity bad been capitalised by the

payment of a given sum of money, for which the Governm ent

received an abundant equivalent by the annexation of the

territories of the Prince of Mysore. The Government intended

iu the course of the present session to bring in a Bill for the

regulation of the Legislative Council. After a few words from

the Duke of Argyll, the Earl of Ellenborouoh expressed his

deep regret that he had been induced to give his assent to the

Legislative Council. He now admitted that he was mistaken,

and he hoped that the Council would be abolished with as

little delay as possible.—The Marquis of Clanricarde suggested

that the Government should introduce the Bill for the re-

modelling of the Legislative Council iu their lordships' House,

and not in the Commons.—Earl Grey expressed his hope that

the miserable farce of the Legislative Council might be done

away with as soon as possible. The House then adjourned to

Monday. __
Monday.—Civil TFar in the United State*.—-The Earl of

Maluesbury asked whether Her Majesty's Government had
usetl their good offices to avert hostilities in the United States,

or whether tbey were in correspondence with any of the other
European powers for that purpose.— Lord Wodkhouse said that

Her Majesty's Government, after mature deliberation, had
decided that it was not desirable that this country should
intrude her advice or counsel on the Government of the United
States, as it was highly probable that a great and independent
nation like the United States might not welcome advice given
upon her internal affaire if that advice were proffered without
being asked. Lord Lyons, therefore, had been instructed to

-give no advice unless asked for by the contending parties,

tut at the same time to express on every fitting occa-

sion the earnest desire entertained by Her Majesty's
Government that the differences between the North and South
might be peacefully arranged. He also informed the House
that the Government had not been in communication with any
foreign Government on the subject. The Post Office Savings
Banks Bill, after some remarks from Lords Monteacle and
Stasley of Alderley, was read a third time and passed. The
Bills of Exchange and. Promissory Notes {Itelandl BUI passed
through committee. The Duke of Newcastle laid on the table
a Bill to amend the Passengers' Act, which was read a first time.
The Queen's Prison Bill was read a second time.

Tuesday.—The Royal Marine Barrack* (East Stonehov.se, Devon)
Bill was read a second time, the Queen's Prison, ice. Bill, passed
through committee, and the Bills of Exchange and Promissory
Notes (Ireland) Bill was read o third time and parsed.

Thursday.—The Marriage Law Amendment. Bill and the
Leases, <fcc, by Incumbents Restriction Bill, passed through com-
mittee ; and the Queen's Prison Bill was read a third time and
passed. Scottish Poor House*.—In answer to inquiries by Lord
J)ERBYand Lord Wicklow relating to the religious instruction
"t Roman Catholics in Scotch poor-houses, the Duke of Argyll
said that he did not consider there was any necessity for a
ihange in the law, or for any alteration in the Poor Law Board
of Scotland as at present constituted. The Italian Parliament.—The Marquis of Norm anby asked for a copy of a report made
to the Parliament at Turin with regard to the lato Italian
elections, and lorwarded in a despatch to the Foreign Office by
Sir J. Hudson.—Lord Wodehousk said that as no such des-
patch had been received from Sir James Hudson, none could
be produced. He had the authority of Count Cavour for say-
ing that the Parliament now sitting at Turin might be regarded
as a fair exponent of public opinion in Italy.

one
of

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners with reference to a transfer founded upon estimates ^oUhe great branches of tb,

of the Episcopal residence of the Bishop of Worcester from

Hartlebury Castle to Worcester, and of all minutes and pro-

ceedings of the Board relating thereto. The motion was agreed

to. The House then adjourned to Monday.
Monday.— The Berwick Election.—Mr. Hodgson, inquired

what steps were iutended to be taken in reference to the

charges of bribery brought against him by the Commissioners

of Inquiry into the election practices at Berwick-upon-Tweed,

and entered into explanations in relation to Ids conduct.—The

Attorney-General stated the grounds upon which he had

come to the conclusion that the hon. member had been guilty

of bribery, and said that he should forbear from instituting a

prosecution on account of the absence of a material witness

who bad absconded from justice, and the difficulty of making

him give evidence if he could be brought back. The Budget.—

The adjourned debate on the order for going into Committee ot

Ways and Means was resumed by Mr. Horsman. who said that

he couldhardly understand how the Chancellor ofthe Exchequer

had again this year brought oo the question of the piper duties

and the difference with the House of Lords. ^ ith the whole

ocean of finance to navigate, and in a calm sea, he had run the

ministerial barque on the only rock that was laid down in the

chart. When the right hon. gentleman determined to take

this course his colleagues yielded to him ; for he was felt to be

the keystone of that arch which now bridged over the chasm

between Birmingham and Tiverton. He doubted whether

there was any surplus at all. The Chancellor of the Exchequer

indeed admitted this, for he reproached the House for the

extravagance of its ex penditure. But that expenditure had

risen from 40 to 100 per cent, during the administration of the

right hon. gentleman. England was not the only country that

was arming. There was not a country in Europe that was not in-

creasing its expenditure ; and every country declared that its

s terror was France, the destroyer of treaties, the rectifier

... boundaries, and the champion of nationalities. In France

itself the expenditure for the present year was estimated at

75,000,000*., and a new loan of 30,000,000*. was about to be
negotiated, making an addition of 180,000,000*. to the public

debt in France within the last 12 years. Yet this was the Em-
peror who had declared that his mission was peace. Such
being the state of Europe, he did not believe the House ought

to part with any taxes ; but if the-o was to be a remission it

ought to be given to the poor in the shape of a cheapening of

tea and sugar rather than to the capitalists among the paper

makers. In taking this course he did not believe they would
endanger the existence of the Ministry. To resign after a

defeat on this question would be as little creditable to the

Premier's patriotism as to his philosophy- He called on the

House, therefore, to reject the Budget, and thus not only save

the finances of the country but avert the insult aimed at the

House of Lords.—Mr. Bright taunted Mr. Horsman with his

fondness for prognostications, and their constant falsifica-

tion by events. His own creed, from which he hoped
never to depart, was, that whenever » Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, of whatever party, declared there was a surplus,

always to believe him. He believed, therefore, that there was
now a surplus, and the only question was how it was to be

disposed of. Now, apart from other consideration?, he con-

tended that the remission of the paper duties would be a

greater boon to the working classes than the reduction of tea

and sugar duties, because it would stimulate the trade and
industry of the country. The excise had, in fact, strangled all

the little paper manufacturers, and concentrated the trade in

the hands of a few rich monopolists. Turning to the political

view of the question, be contended that those who were most
anxious to have this question quietly settled were the best

friends to the constitution and to the House of Lords. He
believed that the Budget was a just one for the Parliament to

Pass, and that it would be beneficent to the people ; and there-

fore he gave it his hearty support. If England alone were
1 tranquil, it was to bo attributed to those budgets, which
he had always supported, and which hon. gentlemen
had, unfortunately for their reputation, always opposed.—
Sir J. PerGUBSON said that the surplus was illusory; and that

if the reduction of taxation was as opportune as it was the
contrary, the paper duties were among the last that desetved
the consideration of the House.—Sfr.GReGSOK said he would
vote this time for the remission of the paper duties, but he
hoped this would be the last year that the House would be
called upon to continue the tea and sugar duties.— Mr. B.
Cochrane objected to the reduction either of the paper or the
tea and sugar duties, and insisted that every remission of

burden which the House could afford ought to be made

and he made it a rule not to question those estimates. %S
therefore to deal with a surplus, though the mode bJH
was arrived at was very peculiar, by the retea* *
renewal of war duties. The proposal was to rtp*t

duty on paper. He examined what he termed thepwen
this question. It had been assumed that the Ho»*
pledged to repeal this duty; but he contended that itnt
so pledged. The object of the motion of 1850 was to Its.

press from the taxes on knowledge, and that c-bjecthiifc

accomplished ; the result had been a vast multipfiat

cheap newspapers, and the duty on paper then beae

financial question. The alleged pledge of 1S5S vra*ie»

tended, no pledge at all. There was an understood cafii

that the war duties should be first removed. We hadati

income tax of 9d. and war taxes on tea and sugar, atfnr

taxes were left upon the people in time of peace, whxpsr

was there, if an appeal was made to them here*;**

would come forward and bear their share of the

burdens? The Chancellor of the Exchequer ha<T
that the expenditure called for by the country n

obstacle to the repeal of the war taxes ; but ft

not the country nor the House that forced tfab

penditure upon the Government. He claimed for the S

the privilege of expressing an opinion as to the distriboos

a surplus of revenue for the relief of their constituent*. I

Opposition had shown no desire to embarrass the Gowns!

iu their financial plans, but bad supported torn under

-

culties. They, therefore, claimed the nght of deJiterattj

to the appropriation of the surplus revenue. He sftouli*

no opposition to the first resolution as to.the income

With regard to the second resolution,.for the ™ewil«*

duties on tea and sugar, his hon.^^5
propose the remission of the war tax on tea;^*«*
paper duty, and he prayed that the dec.™ ot the£***
of Ways and Means might be for the«^«C*££S3
and the maintenance of its commerce.-^%"/^to*
the only question, now that a ^"XffiJSb*.
it should be disposed of, and the P^T

,

Disraeli had given notice was a fair quesuonJo ft
-

He preferred the repeal of the«JjffiS^
opinion, was recommended ty^Xfow*. *
its bearing on its relations ™*™^Z***<*
Mouse then went into a Committee ™^ impoaBgt

after considerable discussion, tberes^uaoa rj

come tax was agreed to, and the Chsirnnn^^s
Tuesday. -As there were not 40

members p

4 o'clock, no House was made. pm on tbe order**
Wednesday.—Recovery of Mk» " hodgB***

into committee on this Bill, movid wja. .

effl^
M'Mahon said that the Bill was uncalled™^

Vt»*
principle new to our legislation ;

and W
.

n
£&

mmittee for three nionths.-Mr. MUA^ u *

Mr. Collier, and Mr. Henley also
>
°PP'^

t( ,

division the amendment was airnea u
J -

ittee 3:

as lost. On the order for going into
.

w^^
constructive Notice Amendment Bill, *e™

d refer *3
Walpole moved to discharge the oraei ^ )g-
to a .elect committee.-Sir F. Goldsmid,^ #

notice of his intention to move ^
iS!l

n
i1o a select.

was
Con

ittee for six months,

Bill, and explained that its onj^« «

~

rish,

»

of the Church of England to go into »l r
t ^

obtained licence from the bishop, hut m #
incumbent, to officiate in any P Iat

.. Wli9a con
-"

religious worship. Ho argued tD** 1 "

d *as «»

aud equitable to the parishioners, '

mita&f
possessed by the members ot otnei

lhe ,

ent that
Estcourt moved as an amendment ^"^fcdt*
second time that day six months, xi

r

as one for introducing a riv.d ^Jj^^nieiu

Friday.—The Marriage of the Princess Alice.—Earl Granville oa the Income-tax. — Mr. O'Brien- supported the repeal
brought up a message from the Crown, which was read by tbe
Lord Chancellor, communicating to the House her Majesty's
intention to sanction a marriage between the Princess -Alice and
the Prince Louis of Hesse. Tbe numerous proofs her Majesty
had received of the loyalty of that House, and of its attachment
to her person and family, left her no room to doubt the
willingness of their lordships to make such a provision for
this marriage as might be suitable to the dignity of the
Crown.—Earl Granville said that this was not the time
to go in detail into the subject of her Majesty's mes-
Lge, but at present it was his duty to ask their

lordships to agree at once to a suitable address to her Majesty.
They would have the greater pleasure in doing this at tbe pre-
sent moment when her Majesty bad so recently suffered a
severe domestic affliction.—The Earl of Derby cordially con-

of the paper duties.— Mr. Liddell said that if taxes
were remitted, they should be those which fall upon the
necessaries of life, rather than a "duty the removal of which
the poor would not value.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
remarked upon tho transposition of the constitutional duties

of the Government and the House which had appeared on this

occasion. The Government said they had a surplus of 2,000,000/.,

and proposed to surrender 1,500,000/. of taxes, and this propo-
sition had caused a number of members to rise up in arms.
Accmding to the doctrine of the Constitution, it was the duty
of the Government to take care that too little was nr.t asked for

the public service, and the duty of the House to see that it did

not grant too much. There were two questions to be con-

sidered—first, whether there was a surplus, and, secondly, how
it was to be dealt with. Now the opponents of the Budget were

incumbent in every parish. H wt,uia ^- rf ki,

religious discord, which was the ^-V, event«

into the parishes of England, and *oi
e w0

the p-.r.-.chial system. He hoped tu*
fessed oM

Bill so meagre and unguarded, tne 1 rEvn

could bo attained by other means. --di tbe
™

required the consent of the incumoeuij.
niere

Bishop, and if the object of the M 'u
*^ve hfe

with the former, he was prepared us ^t 9

second reading. It did not appear to u
.f it

interfere with tho parochial *y st
,
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nrros. as the frarner of the Bill, Mid its real object was to
•rasneipare the laity from the despotism of 1*,000 clergymen,
j> were at liberty now to do as they pleased, and not to inter-
re with the parochial system.—Sir W. Hkatiicotb pressed

•pesi the attention of Sir G. Lewis that every one of the medi-
cations suggested by him, and upon which he had justified
ssTote for the second reading, had been disclaimed by the
ramer of it— Mr. Horsfall supported the Bill in the
aterests of the laity. —Mr. L. King, in rep v, signi-
ed bis readiness to adopt the suggestions of Sir «. Lewis.
<n a division the amendment was carried by 191 to 145 : so the
..1 was l«.st. On the order for the second reading of the Pre-

stwtment Session* (Inland) Bill, moved by Mr. Butt, Mr.
Lovcfield moved as an amendment the" previous question,
contending that there was no urgent necessity for legislation
en the subject, and that it should be loft to the Govniiment to
ami with the whole grand jurv system.—Mr. Paw.-on seconded
lw amendment.—Mr. Butt and Mr. MMahox defeuded the
1—Colonel Dunne opposed it.— Bfr. Cardwell said ohat the

ill would require most material alterations. On a division,
he previous question was carried by 86 to 66. The t v, ', , na-
im 9/ Marriages Dissolution (Scotland) Bill was read a second
t me.

' Thursday.—He Civil War in imtrim ¥l J. Ewart
asked whether iu the possibility of privateering U-ing i>cr-
mltted by t)je Southern Confederation, ber V »ry*a Govern-
ment had placed a sufficient force in the Gull oJ Mexico. to
protect Bntiah ship ing and British property on board .

jsrican shij s ; ana if privateer* sailing under the flag of an un-
r« unisad !' wer would be dealt with as pirates. -lx>rd Jon*

1 l replied that tho Government had directed an
Mdequate naval force to proceed to tho coast of America for
the protection of British shipping and British interest* in that
toart of the ui-rld. With regard to the latter part of tho ques-
tion, tho matters which it involved were of so momentous a
character, that he had determined uj>on takii.g the opinion «.f

ae law ofneers of tli«.- ( rown thereon U>r the guidance and in-
Itruction of our Minister in America, and the commanders of
er Majesty's ships in those seas. The accounts which reached
Government daily as to tho civil war now going on in the

tates were of a most lamentable description, and nothing but
imperative duty would justify our interference in any way.
?e had not involved ourselves in the contest either by offering

eor otherwise
; and. being thus free, for Gods sake let us

U possible continuo to keep out of the quarrel. (This state-
ment was received with loud cheers from all parts of the
House). Ionian Island*.—In reply to Mr. Cochrane, Lord J.
RtWEr.L said that no* intelligence had been received at the
Foreign Office in corroboration of the announcement in the
French papers that a conflict had taken place at Corfu between

ie British troops and the citizens. The Budr/et.—Un the order
• the day for going into committee on Ways and Means, Mr. )Hubbard moved an amendment to the effect that it was not

expedient to remit taxation to such an extent that the annual
produce of the remitted taxes should exceed the estimated
:rplus revenue in the budget for the current financial year.—

s'r. Newdeoate seconded the motion.—After a few wordsmm the Chakcellor of the Exchequer, tho motion at the
suggestion of Mr. Disraeli was withdrawn.—The House having
-rone into committee, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
-noved the resolution continuing the duties on tea and sugar
*s at nresent nursed, until the 1st of July, 1662. There were
21K,f f

i

w° 1ucstio,1«—tho absolute merits of the tea duty,'

SwJ^i
C!*,m8

\r
r
f.
TOlMio« »» comparison with those of the

SS?ot 2- « ?' ^cussed the relative merits of the proposed

aSued^?T>
ParCd ^lth tho

r
re{,eal of the I«P^ duties. Heargued that the remission of duties non- recuperative was in

mfrstox brought up a message from her Maiosty, stating that
a marriage had been agreed upon between Princess Alice and
the Prince Louis of ILsse. It would be the duty ol the H<-use
to express its feelinj u the snbj< '. and to take the earliest
opportunity of tbankiiur her Majesty f-r the communication.
All whohad had the honourofseeingjthe Princess Alice kn that
she inherited all those eminent qualities of head and heart
which so greatly distinguished her royal parents. He con-
cluded by proposing an address to her Majesty 00 the sub
—Mr. Disraeli seconded the motion, which was agreed to

—

Lord Pai.merstoj* then gave hottst that on Monday he wool.

1

move that the Rout go into committee to consider her
Majesty's Message. Business of th* //ottat—Lord PaUfSBBTOB
moved a series of resolutions relating to tho business of the
House in accordance with the report of the select committee
recently appointed on the subject.—J*>rd John Bt r.i.

seconded tl e motion.- Mr. Bbktim k moved an amendment to
the effect that it is not exjKxlient to hoi -n the proposed
alterations in the standing orders, and in the practice of tho
House.—Mr. Kkiohtlbt seconded the amendment.

(Left sitting
J

Wf (tity EntrHigmrr.
Money Mahket, Friday.—j.mtifh Fr>*ps: Con-

sols cloafcd at '.11 to • for Monty, and 91{ to 92 lor the
Hth inst.; Hank Stock, 232* to 2'A'l ; RedaOed and New
Three per (.' nts., 90 to J; India Slock, 222

\
Ditto

Five fM-r Cent. Stock, 101 J U> 102; Ditto Scrip, 101$ ;

Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1S5S, «MV, ; Five and
a Half per Cent. Kufaeed Rupee Paper, 100 \ ; Exehe-
quer Hills, 3.t. to 0*. dis.

—

Foreign : Mexican Three per
Cents., for Acct., 23 1 ; Peruvian Uribarren Four and a
Half per Cents., 82$ ; Russian Four and a Half per
Cents., 91 J ; Spanish Three per Cents., 50£ to 2 ; Ditto
New Deferred Three per Cunts., for Acct., 42i ; Ditto
Passive, 17; Turkish Six per Cents., 1864 for Acct., 72
to 71£ ; Ditto, 1858, 57* ; Ditto for Acct, 58 to J ;

Ditto 100/. Bonds, 58* to 61; Ditto Guaranteed Four
per Cents., 100*.
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QSaitttz of t\)t HZUcK.
TtTESnAY-BAXKRUPTS-J Anr.^r. Fleer s.^-et. Innkeeper a»l

Licenced \ irtnnller-T. Bit^riRi.n, Nane»fon, Warwick-hire, Innkeeper
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tne people and the general prosperity of the country.—Mr.noRSFALL moved as an amendment that the duty on teaoerednced after the 1st of October next to It. per pouro

and Apothecary— H. W. K»nar», Waltonon-tbe-llill. near I.iv.r,
Lanoi..hm\ Chemivt and I>nnzi«t — T. Mono, Sudbury. IWbyiO.i
Farmer- G. Pfab«o>. .''tore Street Milli. Manchc»ter. Maehine Maker-

'rrasi, Minorje«. Sail Maker and Ship Chandler — J. Pi hrott

The House, he said, had pledged itself to "reduce

iSLr 11!? ^ Jjf' lonS before any pledge was
had

regard u> the paper" duty, and a"Coram"itfee *"

B-vSu°
en a considerable reduction of the dutvne oelieved that if the reduction were carried out, the revenue^uid recover itself in three or four years. 1 he repeal of the

irrirLi i
y ne was not °PP09ed whcn tQ" proper moment

r;
*».but nc considered that the labouring elasses 1 I a

Hjp»
to thc ren ission of the tea duty. The Marquis of

/P-7LVGTOK, Mr. PaOKT, and Mr. Nonius supported the repeal
• 100 paper duties; Mr. Hennksssi nnd Le rd H
SPT"*4 tlj e amendment.-Sir 8.
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1 1,st . — Sir G. Lewis replied to what * he

dtferSL £ ,e cobweo lOeTic" of Sir Stafford Northcote, and
cakfauf?j,

e P^'Positions of the Government, as on the whole
to give the largest measure of satisfaction to the

I

< ommon Brewer— A. ffiu.uin, Melcombe Retf* and Weymoutn, Doriet-
ahire Biilder.

t R11JAY-IUNKRUPTJ5-H. Bi.ak*. Shi.Ie. Newport, Ule of Wiaht.
Mn!t«tcr and Corn Mi-rehant. and I'nrtsea, Brewer— o. Br«ddo*. Hollo-
war. U.oal Merchant- S Ceoaa, NottinirWam, Buihler and ProTtaion Deal
—J. I'ay. Coventry, and Nob e Mreet, //ondon. Ribbon an.) Trlmmina-
Manafacturer-W, l)ow>r«, Wolrcrbampton, Grocer and Tea healer—
G. Eva > a. Tynrhon. near the Valley. An^leaey, Com Mmhn" I F*ia-
ntn«T. Ormnkirk, I^ancanbire. (.roeer-h. Gam ( olney Ha'rh Statioa
Middlcaex, H.iilder-U. R. Ifat?ia, feyonahtte Terraee. Camden Hnad.

Chp|«r«
f HuiMor-F .Toi.ua, * m.lW liftth

f Rowlry Keicin. Mnfford»hire'
J.rnrf r and Frovi-i n l»f>alrr-T. Tbomko\ Halifax, Stuff Manulartiirrr-^«.

'I f%nKir.riK
f \Varr f Hrrtfordahire. Pmper and i.rooer— B. J. U uto^

hQ4e>l Stiret, lx>nic Acre, Carver and Gilder, Picture Dealer.
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urn, tin, h 5"Ce °f ,hVlrtic,e k «'id fallen considerably
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DtmnrB to Lord Derby at the Mansion House.—On Wedn \tn efening the Lord Htjor gave a State
naTiquet to the Earl of Derby and the leading members
of the Conservative party at the Mansion House. The
Karl of Lucan acknowledged the toast of the Army, Sir
John Pakington that of the Navy, and Lord Colvillc
that of the Volunteers; the Earl of Derby returned
thanks for the Conservative party, the Duke of Rut-
land tor the House of Peers, Mr. Disraeli for the House
of Commons, the Marquis of Salisbury for the Macis^
tracy of Middlesex, and Mr. White-ide for the Bar. Ti
following are extracts from Lord Derby's speech :—
T
/'^.^ Mayor, I may say that never during the period

i nave been connected with the Conservative party have I felt
'•arerprifie, never have I felt a hiuher admiration for their

r*JiiJ?"
th

." other
J
h '"> d

>
the Bxciea Duty on xr/jlrj Wive to the trada - «Mnliit<A%ias u»a u.t

VJJiM P^f

the present moment.
ieir uii fortunate di*»

stood so hi^h in the
the present moment*

h fen » * _
8°rae persons call the cold shade of Opposition

t_ .!
le<i to «».pate their zeal or diminish their numbers.

,
rf

__ r , in nunibeni

f™^.^
1^ 1?^ J

> fresh election 'bears testimony to the
increasing hold their opinions and principles have on the
country. XCotthatI would wish to bo understood assaying
that the feeling of the country is reaotionaiy, but 1 believe

rip on ta IJJfl, have they at any time

hL fetSl
u
^

,ai8°n,u Persons call the col
nws ranea to dissipate their seal or dim. ri theii
in the country we see them day by dav increasing iMySg'. B^»y fresh election 'bean testim^

t instit n

»

and the

~*~ * «v
t^ou^ that is

im-it is little t « j^om vexatious Jp^S^toZGovernment in which you place no confidence~u i« Sam tr>
abstain from vexatious division and hosUle movement '

but tt
is no flight thing when a party for the support of the Gov«n-ment to which they arc oppeaod sscrifice all t\*&t pergonal

slinga, all idea of personal resentments, all feeling ocprivate
or party interest, for the purpose of coming down day after
day, not to offer any active opposition, but to give a cordial
and zealous support to the Ministers of the Crown, although
the conduct of those Ministers be not such as to inspire that
confidence. And yet this is the course which day after day
we have the nride to see the Conservative party pursue. My
Lord, it is well known that if the < rvative party were to

-ase thc vigilanot of their attendance iu Parliament for the
protection of her M -ry's Government, thc noble viscount at
the head of the Government would very shortly sustain
the fate of Actnon, and be torn to pieces by hi*
own dogs. We know that the jsrring elements of
which the Liberal party—God save the mark !— is now
composed are kept together solely and entirely by their

apprehension and fear of the united i*>wer ol the great Con-
servative party who opj*>ee them: and, if for one siugl*
moment wo were to relax our vigilance wc know that t

dhtconU would break ool into "Jhw i lion, and that the
yueen's Government could not be sustained during the
session I>ay after day and week after week t he c ^onservativo
members ol tho )l >n*e of <' nsareiyoing down tt> th.-u

ll.'use for tho purpose of annisting her Msjesty's Govcrnrnctit
in their weak and half hoartod opposition Ui measures of
which they know the «langer, and supporting and asM^ting
than Sgalnst their own lilies in the great Liberal party, and
not un frequently repeating the ttiumpb which Wednesday
alter Wednesday has seen— .protecting, not, indeed, the
Ministers of tho country, but that which ia more im-
portant than any Ministry—thc jfreat institutions of the
country against the combined attack of the aupi>orten
of the Ministry, and the half-accorded and feeble sup-
port occasionally given by that Ministry itself. it

is little indeed for one who, like myself, has attained, very
undeservedly, the highest honours a public man can attain to
— it i* little for one who has held, and may hold again, dis-

tinguished station to wait their time with forbearance and
Jattenos ; but there arc young and laudable ambitions panting
or opportunities of distinguishing themselves, conncionn of
their own powers, conscious of the powers of their own party;
and I say that to see them restrain their personal and political

feelings, to see them give a daily aup|K>rt toa Government they
distrust, is an act of self-command, of forbearance, and disci*

pline which in a corps like themselves, essentially volunteer
may well put to shame the discipline and tactics of a trained
army and of a disciplined leader ; and depend upon It, gentle-

men, as in war so in politics, self-contr..l. forbearance, disci-

pline, waiting for the right time, if they an not move
effectual in winning a battle, are certainly more el tual

in winning the campaign than the DUMft brilliant valour
and daring onsl lit. It is this quality, 1 say, I most
honour in the party winch has done mo the houotjr
to follow my advice. But I say again, why do we Uka
this course? Why. because we are firmly convinced
that, whatever our personal advantages, it is for the advantage
of the country, whose n-tcrest* are, and I trust always
will be, the prime object of our Conservative attachment,
that there should not be constant changes of Government,
We desire to see a strong Government. I fear we have
not one at present, and I must confess honestly I do not
see the mode of forming a strong Government; but
that which is most to the prejudice of the country is a succes-

sion of weak Governments, and a perpetual change creating
embarrassment and inconvenience—eiobarratsment to the
Sovereign, embarrassment in all* our foreign And diplomatic
relations, embarrassment and want of steadiness in carrying
on the domestic p y of the country. And we know by past
expert » that if, by any hasty move or any imjatience, we
were to do what it is little to say any week or fortnight we
have the means of doing—compelling the resignation of the
present Government— thc union of the Conservative party
in office would lead again to those renewed combinations of the
advanced sections of the Liberal party which might again
cause another change, disturbance, in the eodal and political

relit ionsof thc c ry. If I may be itermittod to allude but
shortly tot l»e state of political affairs, 1 must say there never
was at any time a moment when it was more important
that those who have to deal with ]>olitical affairs in
England should exercise thc i-eatcst amount of moderation.
of temper, of judgment, and of forbearance. With regard to
foreign policy, I h ve that as to the 1 ;g:i policy that ought
to be pursued in this country there is little if any dzlferenceof
opinion my class of Englishmen. We all of us have a
national sympathy for countries desirous of extending their
own liberties and rights; we all sympathise with their efforts
ti> obtain and maintain tho constitutional liberties which we
have long enjoyed and know how to value; but, on the other
btDd, every KntfHshm.tn desires that those rights should be
won by those a tries themselves—that they should not be
obtained by the intrigues of other Powera—that other coun-
tries should not be * aulating and exciting secret intrigue*
and fomenting discontent among the population of count riea

with which they are in alliance. We have no object to pursue,
no ambition to gratify ; all our desire is—and I believe it is the
desire universally of every Englishman with regard to our
foreign policy—that thc influence of this great country should
be need for the purftose of maintaining the peace of the world
—for thc purpose of conciliating differences—lor thc purpose
of securing to all that amount of peace which is the surest
herald of prosperity, and which wc ourselves know how
to enjoy. But in the present state of Europe un-
happily we are compelled by the necessities of our posi-
tion to incur heavy and grie70its expenditure, to submit to
an oppressive burden of taxation, because there is one obiect
and one primary object in comparison with which every other
inks into insigni6e*ne% and that is the maintenance of the

military, and especially the naval power of this great country.
It may be desirable for other countries to increase their naval
power; ft may be desirable for them fc> increase their armed
forces I ti amount we cannot pretend to rival ; but it we once
permit any Power, or any two Powers, to be jKiwerfuJ

than ourselves at sea, from that rooment the inde|>er» ice of
this country is in jeopardy; an S ha calamity, if

her nations make great warlike preparations, this country
will cheerfully and willingly submit to any sacrifice, to any
amount of taxation, to any burdens, for the purpone of jasurtny
the independence an > promoting the strength of atry. At

Is moment a quel u is pending in one of the HousesotParlia-

ent'asto the applicationofthe surplus oi the present year. I do
that the Hoiiee of Commons will cordially and dili-

gently consider the various tnor.es which may be pro-

sed to them for thc distribution of that presumed surplus.

I have a very strong opinion that one portion at least ot the

mode in which the Government propose to deal with thus

question is not the mode which, financially or politically, xb

„.„.„„.„, „. f.,2"lX™
that the country i8 becoming awaki tothe couvu '„ "that"the '»<>»t desirable ; and i believe it the country were lulled from

On the oth*r h**A *k» t-L^'n vv w c%ery other
j
greatest promises are not alwav

* J *~ **"" ,J * " ~ "~ *"

per was
\ that the *reat cause of social ad J __

much boasted shibboleth of civil ai d reiigiotis

prays the greatest performers one oiid to the other— it would almost reconcile me to that

advancement, of legal improve- favourite nostrum, that skulking hole of poiitieal cowards, the

ibboleth of civil ai d reiiirious Vote hy ballot, if I could put before the country for their
at the least as safe in the hands of the Conservatives deliberate decision the question whether they would give for
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the advantage of the country l,25n,UU0J. tor the abolition of

the duty on paper, or 1,25 ',000?. on the remission of the duty

on tea. That is the question which the House of Commons
will have to decide this week; and I think, without pretend-

ing to be afraid of the consequences, I can venture to say. that

if her Majesty's Government should find themselves m a

minority on the question they will not appeal to the con-

stituencies of the country to confirm their policy. Nothing

I should like better than for the Ministry to go to the country

with such a motto inscribed on their banner, " Down with the

Duty on Paper and up with the Duty on Tea." I have said it

is a question for the House of Commons seriously to consider ;

and I say emphatically the House of Commons, because no

man is more ready than myself to say that to that House

belongs exclusively the imposition, and mainly, if not ex-

clusively, the regulation of the taxation of the country
;
and

that when a surplus has been established to the satisfaction of

that House, and they have formed their judgment as to the

best mode of dealing with it, they need not apprehend what

some persons pretend to apprehend, any collision upon the

subject between the two Houses of Parliament. It is quite

true that last year, when circumstances had altered, when the

Chancellor of the Exchequer came forward with an amended
budget, entirely falsifying the previous calculations, showing a

manifest deficiency in the revenue, the House of Lords did feel

it their duty to exercise an exceptional, but at the same time

a perfectly constitutional right, by interposing to diminish the

extent of the deficit by retaining the million and a quarter of

the pap^rduty ; and although the Chancellor of the Exchequer
was very angry with his colleagues for pocketing the affront,

he with the greatest possible composure pocketed the additional

million and a quarter, and thereby to that extent improved his

own position. . It is for the House of Commons, then, to decide

how that surplus shall be applied, and I do not hesitate to

say that, however that question may be decided, they very

little know the spirit that actuates the House of Lords who
believe that the moderation prescribed by the Constitution

will be exceeded by that branch of the Legislature, or that

they will be templed to forget their own dignity or resect any
petty pique to provoke a collision between the two Houses."

The New Houses of Parliament.—The Fine Arts

Commissioners issued their 12th report on Saturday.

They state that with regard to paintings, they have

found that, under the existing conditions of lighting,

oil pictures prove altogether unfit for the purpose, and
they have therefore restricted the works now in pro-

Tess to fresco or to the water-glass process which has

ieen for some years practised with good results in

Germany. They report that there has been unneces-

sary delay in the instance of the Peers' robing-room,

to be painted by Mr. J. R. Herbert, R.A., but they

believe it is to be attributed rather to repeated experi-

ments and a conscientious study of the subjects by the

artist than to any feeling of indifference or interrup-

tion from other occupations. Mr. Dyce, R.A., under-

took to complete the painting of ^he Queen's robing-

room by June, 1855 (afterwards extended to June,

1856), and had at that time received the stipulated

remuneration ; but the work is, to the extreme morti-

fication of the Commissioners, still unfinished. The
delay now is understood to be from ill-health. They
regret the more any impediment to the completion of

this work, since the portion already executed is in

their judgment highly creditable to the artist.

In one of the large compartments of the Royal
Gallery Mr. Maclise, U.A., is painting the meeting
of Wellington and Blucher after the battle of Waterloo;
and, finding fresco painting imperfectly adapted for a
multiplicity of details, he has adopted thestereochromo
or water-glass method of painting, of which a full

account is subjoined. The commissioners add that such
is the encouragement now extended to painting by
opulent lovers of art that the artists could in almost
every case be more profitably, though not more honour*
ably employed in other and less aiduous undertaking.
With regard to statues, a committee, consisting of the
Prince Consort and Lords Stanhope <\m\ Hanover, have
recommended, in addition to Gibson's marble statur of
Her Majesty, already completed for the Prinr-e's

Chamber, a series of 37, comprising Edward the Con-
fessor, Harold, and then from William the Conqueror
downwards; 12, including the Sovereigns of the Houses
of Brunswick and Stuart, to be placed in the Royal
Gallery; 5 (the Tudor series) in the Queen'* Robing.
room; 16 older Sovereigns on the principal landing-
place and in the adjoining porch, and the four most
ancient of the series, selected as representing the Saxon

i'tie ornamental shields,

on the

These will

London, but even in Europe. The ornamenta,

which are to fill up the Gothic quatretoils

spandrils of the arches, are not yet placed. T

be of cast iron, and emblazoned with the arms of

Westminster and England in gold and colours. The

crown of the arch is more than 11 feet lower than the

hi-hest point of old Westminster Bridge, lie entire

space allowed for waterway under the new bridge is

750 feet, and of this no leu than 140 feet are now

occupied by the remains of the old piers and the scat-

folding necessarily erected for building the new. In a

few months these will be removed, and tor the first

time for the last 20 years the tide will flow unrestrict-

edly, and with greatly increased facilities for its passage

up the Ti.ames.

Decay of the Stone at tiie IUnk ot England.—

The stone-work of the Bank of England has beciin to

show a rapid'deeay, similar to that of the new Houses

of Parliament*. In order to arrest the progress of the
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1796, and partly rebuilt in 1824. adjudication wis untrue biZ!
The Royal Mist.—The office of resident engraver **
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and Norman periods, on the lower landing place, the
j
churches are to be thus removed.

to Her Majesty's Mint has become vacant by the super-

annuation of Mr. James Wyon.
Departure of the Great Eastern.—The Great

Eastern left Milford on Wednesday evening at 7.50

for New York, with 100 passengers. The vessel was in

the most perfect order. The Waterford steamer accom-

panied her for some distance, and brought back the

directors, visitors, and the Government pilot. She went

away at a rapid rate with both screw and paddles, and

it is expected that she will make the passage out within

nine days.

Indian Famine Relief Fund.—The total sum re-

ceived at the Mansion House up to Thursday evening

amounted to 77,230/. By the mail which left last

evening the Committee sent out another 10,000Z. to

Bombay. Taking into account the sums subscribed

in the provinces, the total amount of the fund must be

now upwards of 100,000/.

Club for Working Boys.—The Rev. Henry
White, incumbent of the Chapel Royal of the Savoy has

established a u Youth's Club and Institute "at the Low-
ther Arcade Exhibition Rooms, where he has now about

170 young men and boys who are constant attendants.

These lads have the instruction of an ordinary evening

school by means of a library and reading-room, with

classes on every necessary subject. The institute also

gives them the opportunity for free and friendly inter-

course with lads of their own age, by meant of a cheer-

ful well- warmed room, provided with a large variety of

games—chess, draughts, dominoes, and the like, while

daily and weekly newspapers and other periodicals are

amply provided.

The Union of the City Benefi 8.—The Bishop
of London has i led ft commission to the Lord .Mayor;

the Rev. B. Gibson, rector of St. Mary Abchureb and
St. Lawrence Pountney ; the Rev. Michael Gihl>g,

rector of Christ Church, Newg: Street; the Ilev.

Samuel Rowsell, rector of St. Christopher-] ocks;
and Mr. Bloom field lmrnell—to inquire into the ex-

pediency of Uniting as one the benefices of St \lhnn.

Wood Stre< ; £ Olive, Sil reetj St. Michael,

Wood St net; and St. u-y iningj also St.

Margaret, Lothbury; St. I' tholomew • by - the-

Kxchange, St. Christoplur-le-Stocks, and part of St.

Stephen, Coleman Street; also the rectory of St.

Augustine with St. Faith, and a portion of St. Mary
Magdalen, Old Fish Street, with St. (in rv; the

rectory of St. Paul's Wharf with St. Peter's, Paul's

Wharf; and a portion of Si Mary Magdalen, Old Fish

Street, with St. Gregory. This inquiry i* preliminary

to the pulling down ol several of tl old <ity churches,

and rebuilding them in other parts of the metropolis

where church accommodation does not exist. About 20

ta.
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4000 persons were present. The fid

stated his opinion that the operatives^

inff their own interests by goingtowc rrhoi in 1

price, and it was ultimately resolved tc
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Thursday morning.

Oxford.—A meeting of the ftoror

Queen's College was held on Tdb&t:.:
,

. .
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20 on the landing-places to be of metal, the other 17
of white marble; and they recommend that Mi. Tbeed
be invited to undertake two of the latter (William 1\
and George IV.), and Mr. T. Thorny »lt other two
(Charles I. and James I.), at 800/. each. Accordingly
the report proposes that the vote this year be 3200/
instead of the usnal 4000/., for the balances of former
grants in hand for payment of works in painting are in
advance of those works.
The Special Services at St. Paul's.—On Sun-

Thk "Old Wi mivstebs" Memorial.—The monu-
ment erected in the Broad Sanctuary by Westminster
men in memory of their schoolfellows who fell in the
Crimean and Indian wars, was completed a lew days since.

It i »f a umn of red Aberdeen granite, snr«
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St. George and the Dragon, and rises to a height of
about 08 feet, the wl • having 1 designed by
Mr. G. G. Scott, the architect The fonr sitting figure
are: Edward the Confe r t founder of tl originalday last the special evening services under the dome of school; Henry III., second founder; Queen Eliz th,

at. Fauls were brought to a close. The series was founder of the present school j and Queen Vi.
commenced on Sunday, Jan. 28, so that there have been Round the column are shields, with armorial hearings,
only 14 services, being far less than in previous years, and the names of the old Westminsters who Jell are
J he first sermon waspreached by the Bishop of London, engraved on the plinth. There are no railings, but
and the others were preached by the Bishops of Dur- kerb-stones will be raised r und the column, and there
bam, Cork, Ripon, Carlisle, Canon Bale, Canon Words-
worth, and other clergymen.
Westminster Bridge.—Before very long all that

remains of old Westminster Bridge will have dis-
appeared. The removal of the last arch was accom-
plished last week, and the remaining portions of the
original structure are principally under water. All the
ornamental iron-work, parapet, and balustrades <>f the
western half of the new bridge have b n put up, so
that a good idea of the effect of the who structure
when completed can now be formed. It is simple,

wfli
^ ai

V
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b€a,
i
tiful m the extreme, and when finished, _...„„. „WM lvt „uc .„„„. UIJtlIJJI M liUir_. .

win doubtless be one of the most beautiful, not only in within a few \ards of 71 miles. The length executed at

will be two Gothic lamps at its b

Fire at Woolwich Steam Fiour Mills.—On
Sunday morning, at an early hour, the steam flour

mills of Messrs. Boss <^ rivener, New I; d, Woolwid
were di ivered to be on fire. Owing to the want of

water the tlames for three quarters of an hour COi

nued tl r ravage- unchecked. Tl interior of the

mills was nearly conew , and the adjoining property,

consist $j of dwelling-houses, was much damaged.
Metropolitan Drainage. The total 1< h of the

sewers intended to be constructed by the .Metropolitan

Board of Works for the main drainage of London
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Jackal, Gaylad, i al Sovereign, and b era.—

•eep*. LordBUml s Bllertou beat Lady 1 -y, hnaj^l
Amy, and 4 • w*ep*. C am James's I beat

Stanton, and hers.

—

Hew* j tl aep*. I

a > I be —The One Thou* tf hi sens
&at**. Mr. Fleming's Nemesis beat Fairwatcr, Uucliesa. and
9 others.—Hut. • f-wetp*. Mr. W. awfordV
beat M"ily, Gallus, Tiara, Ingwttrc, and Hockley.— 'I -ie A'cw-

m< it. liarou H -child's \\ ingravc
at Marigiion, DiHcretioo, 1 Is, and 19 • are.—A Pia.

Duke ot Bedford's Asteroid beat Mdlle Cha lly and
Promi- d.

Iiudav.—SewmarhH Slate*. Inissley beat Knight of S

Patrick : Wing —Match. Lady Blanche bea. —100/.

tcup Plate. Asteroid t U*d hqu .
— i>0l. J-

Uro<> Arrow best BAf . and .
».

—

beat Dr r, snd 4 others.—

.

». a Lisa 1 rs.

—

jtuvum.
n\RT>KS. May 4.

The supply of urdinary V««eUbUa to etSU laautt
ft be do« , snd prices f<>r ti..» m-sy
high. Bi tumtsn* S xosaTi •inantstssa, sn<1 food
samples >

I ve, and Aitioaokea are reset

v

ed
ftom Franee. >ew Grapes fetch Uir prtoes. Ktrawlwrrtes
there is a 1 ly gotxl nupply eoosi^er s season.

A i, French I • ans, Gr*en Peas, young Osrrois, an*
now rotables may also now be obtain.

coming iti
i

tnt i< owars chiefly eoasist of"

I. ily tbe Valley, G ess Primulas, Violets, Mignonette,
Hesili-, and K.mms.

FHUIT
Tine Apples, per lb oils

j
Apples, per dot.. «d t^ Is «d

(i .os, per lb., Ss to 12s |
Oranges, per 100, Os 1 Oe

Strswberries, p. os , fai (o Is
i
lisesonf, per IW. *>• l<> 10s

errioa, Fr« box, 8a I M«ta, Oob, per lb , is to Is Sd
rests, per do*. . 4s ed U Se

VE0KTABLB8.
Beet, per doe.. Is fd

Celery, p. bundle. lsOd to ls9d
Broeeoll. each, M to 8d

Boaus, ) 1 > la6d
Green Peas, p. I sieve, 10s

Greens, per dor., 6*> to 6s
Cabbages, do.,2i 3s

Potstoos, p Urn, 80s to 200s
— porewt., OstolOs
— now, per lb., Od to t*

Csrrots, pt , 8d lOd
irnipf", per bunch, 4

S| p. sieve, 4* '»s

Iters, «icb,i'd 1 *

Artichokes, per do*., 3s U> 4s

ions, p i sieve, is Ad to *s8d
Asparagus, p. I lie. 4s 1 n

lbarb, p t.u I: Ito Is 84
Beakale. p punnet. Isdd to«a
Shsllots, per U> . Is Od
Oai |Ksrlb.,0d tofd
Endive, p score. Is to IsOd
I! eBadish.i in.,lsAdto4s

Mushrooms p i

*t « jK'.dtolsOdfc

araley, p. Is bunches. 4s to ie
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4

d

H AY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

KMiTtmr.M), TucaanAY, May 2.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 86s . Clover . . .

.

uperiordo 1)..90 105 New Clover .. .. — —
Inferior do. .. -.50 60 Do. second cut ..80 100

New do — — Btraw .. .. .. 80 42

Uowen - - _ ^ Davis & Co.
' umberland Markjct, Tin r&dav, May

05sto 118a

.Bis

:illbe^

Bismt-r
i beat K: cr,

w*. btarlight beat it.

Ofcttuarn.
?tr BTkdwo i Wilmamsov, Bt Iit?d on the 24th n!t ,

. U Uh year. He w*\b bom in

ucceeded ra and cftUt^n *

p. Meadow Haj...l >ll5s

f^ d'' **9

evv —
Superior Clover ..US 120

• *

In ver
ew do. .

.

Straw
JosntA

90S 110b

40 A?>

W0rrEcnAFCi<, TiiraaDAY, May S.

FineoldHay.. ..I00s1 line old Clover ..115stol

Inferior do. .. ..45 80 Inferior do .. ..00
Prime Now Hay .. — — Tin dent .. ..90
h rior do — — Inferior do —
u-aw 38 42 I Fine New Clover . .

—

700
10*

** Femawie*.— The Late WakejUi 1 n.—l 1 Chief .

e:llly^ of 13 on b, fa ,

a r

onS»-

' ft

is^
omit*"

^judgment Tuesday in this case. He aaid it was
asoved for n habeas corpus b» bring up the body of

in order t liacharged out of custody. The argu-
ted s considerable tune, at the end of which tbe

sad little doubt that the writ ought not to issue, but
of law they took time b insider their g-t Toec, i raised was whether the Court ol Assizes

••aaptrior ourt, and there! t obliged to set out the

gyssapt of court for which the defendant was c tnitU

bad considered the whole case very atrei rely,

to the conclusion that Mr. Justice Hill, who was
e Court Vssiae on the day in quest in, wss quite

t br08$V J " k >ng it to be a superior i rt. and wss. ther«

„• fijlH^
5 — .

t**l»a to set oi ie caus« of commitment There would

thtfi #!3??ntly ** no n,le » Bnd tne babeas would not issue.
morel*- n*tt or Ch* ^r.— lhe Apoth. Comp < v. Royal

tance b
e 'a*.—This was an information filed by

'

, ^at ompany to restrain the Collep I Physicians

Mttr J»»J
eti,>,lf ',I>on the resolution adopted by them in April

i
apJ ,u ??, ,

sranting licenses authorising their licentiates to com

-

f
31' the medicines they prescribe, or in any oth

nf
h"-dVZ. i

f e Recalling of an apothecary. The defendants
eu

. l
\t rmation. The case was argued at gre

-» both sides on Tuesday, 1 on W< esday Vice-
w Wood gave judgment to the effect that the plaintiffs

)U"

dm*-

ocw

0/., <*

be ho*

nan,

"

,e to I*

He married, in 1826. v « bite Lor 1 Ravens« h,

and f ar of 'he March ess ma . the "*s

'

Aicke, Visoountess Han i, and Lady 1

He was educated at St. John's College. Cte ridge, where be
graduated M A in IS10 ; and n 1847 to 1S53 b« sented

in th' li iS.

PsjomeoB Porteb nl Dublin died suddenly on Sunday
m ieag< 71. He was years surgeon of

Heath Hospital, and for 2 xn IVo-essoro!

K. f Surgoons, and wa^ • represtn ic

rgeons on tl- 'Jeneral Medical " d ol

Regisl n. He wss the author <•%••
-r ledicsl

works, which were muc val- . not only .n this country, but

in America and on the C :nent.

.\t.DERM*N KiNAiiAif 4 lin died suddenly on the 29th u;

,4, } v, L n. He was the bead of one oi the

largest mercantile estal its in Dunlin, an extensive

employer, and a member of tbe c in all

relations he was respected by all parties. He was to a great

extent the architect of bis own iort e, and by his 1

character and laborious industry be sod himself U> the

highest place among the merchants ol Dublin.

BIRTHS —On the h ult., at 40 < bark treet, the Bon. I

Mrs. Cuiizok, of a son— 25tb ult, at 1, Queen's Gate, Hyde

POTATOES.—SorTHwaas, Monday, April JO.

During tbe past week tbe arrivals coastwise have still been
greater than the demand, and trade very heavy ; there is no
alteration in price b- n-.te. The following are this day'equoU-

ua:—York Klukcs, 120a. to 150a. per ; Lincoinahire Be-
gents, 0« 106s.: Dunbst Red Soil do , 120s. to laos.; North,

km k ltegents. lifts, to 130s.; File. Forfar, and Pettb do.,

to 105s.; tto Kocka. 80S. to 85s; ditlo ditto Bods,

Us. to 80s.; French Whites, 60s to 80a.; Ueigfen do , ft9s-

to 76s. ; in itch do., 60s. to 75a>

COAL MAIIKET—May I.

"s Primrose '-i. Wa. M
;

Bates' West Hartley.

I** • U s ^ Hartley, 16s. Od. ; Tanfield Moo
I s, 12s. West Hartley, 1 *. 6d. ; Wylam, 16s. 3d.;

Walls V lmont, 15s. Od. : Walls End Hetton, 18a, 6d. ;

Walls Enl Braddyll's ibttons, 17a ad. ; WaUs End HaswelL

18s.6d. ; Walls i K Grange, 17a WaUs^nd Busaale

IP 'ton, 17s.; Walls rind »outh H n, l»s. 6d. ; WalU
Knd TunsUlL lfls. dd. ; WalU End HartlepooL 18s. ; Walls

Ind Kelloe. 17s. 6d. ; Walls End South Durham, 16». 3d.;

Walls 1 Toes. 18s, 6d.; Wails End Trirodon 1 rnley, 15s. ed.

:

Carway and Duflryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d. ; Carway and

Duffrvn Malting, 24s.—fl ships at market.

(

Lrf

•ot esUblished their case, and that the College of Phy- - ,. fc _
T>

-
, , t .,..

*J*- d in the course thev were taking? ****, tbe Hon. Mrs. Clifford Bcrtr.R, a daugbtor-

aiioxl x S.— ;n ,s'in Banco. (Before Lord ult, at Bru held use tbe Lady Biinrno. of a daughter^
-IsfJoM

Uustices Willes, By Us, and Keating).- MARB1AG .-On tbe 3oth ult, at St d a, Knighabridge,
f^ttf^-m,, Cbsap«v.-.totbis case there bad been Colonel Henry Powsokby, Grenadier Guards to toe Hon,

SSTi, *"
'

r -
: '

v
- 'dan award was made in beowol Mary Euzabkth Bulteel; and at the Fame

=

time and P^e*
mtof^OOuT Anacticnwaacom- Edward Chaklk* Ba o, r>q., to Lot tofCH*

resent
^ f

n
?».

t
J

l^ward
'
and » t ial bef're the Lord Chi f

irof Mr «„
01

VT
tb

^
nd ^e and J" ry '

he ^^Zt** mr. Rnsstll. On Frid; i motion was made
J f irroujsd that the s y f

?
ra r,,le f a "ew trial

-
on the

nice e^MesffdlSrSs.^21 ^ «ceeded their authority in

,iivi^rSsiSlS^«Ssed^r^ x

ng under the contract. Their

.Hild,
^ ' * their suthorityT h

l*xt the arbitrators had not
1 »* r tbe amount t ttl?7 that consequently the verdic'

P iCSfeSEd ^^^^.Uikcoifnselonb.half

d by i t wss Uw» sm» .v
com

P*n > »
? ' »e only propertyny u wsa the great ship, w| dv-rtised to sail

i

Bui.TEKL-24th ult, at the Jv pal <
Melrose, Sir

|

Gforok Bi ctor Leith, Bart., ol Roas Pru I m , r n bartons

to K liz/ aroliki:, only child Tho.v/ 1 .d
,
Esq. .of Dry-

grange, X.B.- d ult, at Mary's b. C tenbar

immander Charles ^ v Ho« yal Navy. 011)3.son of

the bite Bear-Admiral ' iarles Hone, to Klle> a

LiZAHKTii, eldest daughter of G. .J. Jo
p
B
j^nkWhir£

I .geon's-ford, Cardiganshire, I
N-hdae, Pern ^kesbirs,

and grand-daughter of tne late b^r John «>sren Bart, MP.

HOPS.—Borouoh Mareet, Friday, May 3.

Messrs. Pattendcn & Smith report the demand good for

the beist samples of new and yearling Hops, at firm rates,

1855's and 185o'b are also in request, and 1 es for these are

fully as dear.
.

.

BRITISH WOOLS.—Tjovdov, Faros r. May 3-

Tho state of our trade c "es healthy, and sales for im-

mediate n continue to be > le at former rates,

.enextse nial V SsJes sre a- rti^ed to com-
^looo bales are expected to be aold.

;- :

i*

R^l4«2lbl^^ the jurisdiction of the

nd Mr ftnsil1fn^K?L belbcr 8he wo»ld ever conie

S^ rJ;?3%J?X ^ u«erly unable to enforce his

MR. Lord

^el for the cr.m|ieny r.piM>ted the application,

stepson of Co'onel Lloyd Vangban fllWBJ.
<^^

Lieutenant of the county of Brecanock to kiau. y ?****

daughter of James BenxrVt. Eaq.. of Osdbury Hou* a

county Of Somerset- «5th ult. at Fussa
'

cl, near hi ime.,

ict

TlJ^cn^^^^^^^ askXf'leaVeTi ! D^S 0'< t Esq" of Darrynane Abb^eMe** ,
;

n

•i, «br the
« ,nrt of Queen's Iknch had ri^d"Sid of the " Libel and late U^\^TL^S•m oramon against this award^l^hSr lordeWps Isabella, eldest daughter of Don Shine Lav^lsr, Eaq

,

rice on the 9th.

O. i-dowu li"g- s

gets 1

11 1 1 f bred ditto . . 1

Down Ewea . . 1

Kent Fleeces .. 1

s. d. eicest Wethers l 4 to

5 to .. Ditto Hoggs .. 1 * —
«— .. Combing Hkins 10 — 1

4— .. Blsnket ditto .. 6 —
6 — 1 6 Flannel Wool .10—1

9
8

BUTTER MABKW—May S.

Best Fresh Butter .. 16s. per dofSn lbs.

Second do. ".. VA*. ,. w
Pork. 4s. Sd. to 6s. id. per 8 lbs.

1
Born

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Mokdav, April W

The supi ly t* Beasta is small snd tbe demand for chotoe

kindssctve, consequently in some instances jdvsaosd rate*

are realised ; on tbe avwage, there is not «"«ch .«jMm^ £
nrfce. The number of Sheep and Lambs is abovl the sams m
on Monday last, and the prices of that day are fully cfcteined-

Calves are not selling quite so well. From Germany and

arrangement would take place.
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Holland there are 183 Beasts, 1000 Sheep, 95 Calves, and

23 Pigs ; from Scotland, 500 Beasts ; from Norfolk and Sufloll;,

2000 ; and 80 from the northern and midland counties.

ads
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horus 4 8 — 5

2d quality Beasts 3
Best Dowub and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn . . 5

8 — 4

8 to 6
to 5

d

2

4

4

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn . . 4

Ewes & 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn .. 4

Lambs . . . . 7

Calves .. ..5
Pigs .. ..4

d 8 d
4 to 5 8

8 — 5
8 — 5 4

— 4
— 8

— 5 8
— 5

Beasts. 3580 ; Sheep & Lambs, 18,480; Calves, 107; Pigs, 350.

Thursday, May 2.

r We have about an average supply of Beasts. Trade is not

quite so brisk as on Monday, but that day's quotations are

pretty well maintained. Good Sheep are not plentiful, and

are readily sold at late rates. Trade for Lambs is rather dull,

and prices not quite so high. Good Calves are in demand, but

there is very little alteration in \ price. Our foreign supply

consists of 190 Beasts, 470 Sheep, 122 Calves, and 50 Pigs.

Miich Cows 135.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. .. 4 10 to 5 2

Best Short-horns 4 8— 50
2d quality Beasts 3 8 — 44
Best Downs and
Half-breds . . 5 S — 6

Do. Shorn . . 5 — 5 4

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes& 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs ..

Calves ••

Pigs

• •

* m

5 4 to5 8

4 8—5
4 8 — 5 4

4 0—4 6
6 8—7 8
5 — 5 8

4 0—5
Beasts, 965 : Sheep & Lambs. 5540 ; Calves, 232 ; Pigs, 200.

HARK LANE.—Monday, April 29.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morn-
ing's market was small ; best selected samples were taken
early at last week's prices; but other qualities moved off

slowly. The attendance from the country was good, but the
amount of arrivals induced the majority of buyers to postpone
purchasing, and the business transacted in foreign was limited ;

fine qualities remain nominally unaltered in value ; to force

sales irregular and lower prices must have been submitted to.

Barley is steady at the quotations of this day se'nnight.

Beans are Is. to 2s. per qr. dearer. Peas are unaltered in

value. The Oat trade is firm at last week's quotations. The
top price of town-made Flour is reduced 2s. per sack, and
foreign is rather cheaper.

s. s.

36—60
50—72
51—72

50—78
40—45
30—36
20—24
26—28 Peed
26—28 Feed

Red
Red

Red

• *

Malting

.

Malting

.

24

35
28
38

30-

3o
50
44

33—44
40—42

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.

s. s.

52—62
54—68

33--40
40—42

20--25
21--24
20--24

30—50

40—50
33—48

33—50
40—50

Peb Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs, .ditto

mmm ™^ x<u<*Vwr<* ••+•*•»*•# • • * •

— Foreign
Barley, grind. & dist, 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign . .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato

" — Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan....25s to 46s.... Tick
— Pigeon 36s— 58s.. Winds.— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple .... —e to—s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 1 50—55-— 2d do ditto 38—50— Foreitrn per barrel|30—35|Per sack

Friday. May 3.

Since the 27th tut., when there was a heavy fall of rain and
sleet, the weather has been dry, with two or three sharp night
frosts. The dullness which has prevailed in the Wheat trade
during the past month has rather increased this week, and in
the majority of markets throughout the kingdom Wheat has
been purchaseable on rather easier terms. Holders in general,
however, prefer to warehouse, and take the chances of markets
in preference to forcing sales at a decline^, which decision
appears to be favoured in some degree by the civil war in
America. Although in New York up to the 16th April no
interruption to the supplies from the West was looked for,
nevertheless the diminished means of transport (from the pro-
scription of American vessels), and consequent increased
expenses and risk of transit, can scarcely fail to diminish our
arrivals, the extent of which must depend on the energy and
means employed by the seceding States. Barley has under
gone little alteration of value, but the sale is inactive. Oats
rirm, and for the most part rather dearer. Beans in many
markets are also quoted Is. per qr. higher ; Peas a slow sale,
without alteration in price In Liverpool, Glasgow, and New-
castle Flour has undergone a decline of Is. per sack and barrel

;

here the top price of town-made was reduced 2s. per sack.
The arrivals of English grain, and foreign Barley and Oats
this week have been small, but of foreign Wheat fair.
To-day's market was very thinly attended. English Wheat was
neglected, but we do not alter our quotations. The demand
for foreign was particularly limited, but as sales were not
pressed prices remain nominally unaltered. Spring corn of all
descriptions is very quiet at Monday's prices. In Flour there
L
is very little J^r,*.

*

Abbjvals from AprU 29 to May 3.

Barley^

English .

.

Irish • • •

Wtieau

1410 qrs.

Foreign . . 17820
I

>t

»i

4-20 qrs.

1390

»»

»»

~0»ta.

150 qrs.

1940 ft

11770 „

FTourT

Liverpool, Tuesday, April —There has been only a
small attendance of country buyers at this ruo/niiix's market
and the demand for Wheat is quito in retail, without motable
Change m value. Flour is scarcely asked for, rv" .ices aresomewhat irregular. Indian Corn attracts httlo *ctenti..n
and being freely offered all descriptions have given way Od per
quarter. Oats and Oatmeal remain as last quoted. Beans are
more plentiful, and 6d. per quarter cheaper. Peas and Barley
very slow. The day is fine, and market dull throughout.
Friday, May 3.—Moderate attendance at to-day's market

TV heat rather better; sales at full prices. Flour nominal.'
Indian Com frm ; 35s. mixed. Beans without change. Oatsand Oatmeal at late rates.

TVheat; "Barley.

38* 6d
:>7

37
37
37
:.7

11

8

5
3

11

Oats. I Rye.

23«10rf

55 10 37 9

29
24
24
23
24

4

1

5

a

23 11

32allrf

36 7
36 4
85 11

37 10
32 8

ISe insTTFeaa^

40« ld;40* 9d

35 4

40 11

41 8
41
42
42

41

6
3

7

6

IS

40
40

40

40

4
2

*;

3

?
Fluctuations t n the Last Six Weeks Ave

Prices, to

ERIOES.

56*1 Od
16 9
A6 4
55 8
55 2
54 —

• •

• •

• •

• •

•• r
^^

»r- 3U April \ pril 16. April 29 . April 27

LT
• •

• •

T
• -

• «

AGRICULTURAL PUPIL.—Mr. John Algernon
Clarke will shortly have a VACANCY as above. Refer-

ences given and required.—Long Sutton. Lincolnshire.

GENTLEMEN WANTING GARDENERS.-First-
rate Men always recommended. Postages only charged,

—For forms of application, address Jamks Garaway ii Co ,

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

WANTED, a thoroughly competent and energetic

Person to undertako the management of an established

retail SEED BUSINESS in Loudon. Must have been ac-

customed to that particular branch, and have practical know-

ledge in carrving out a regular system. Parties applying must

give their full name, and state with whom they have lived. A
liberal Salary will be given.— Address, by letter only, X. Y. Z.,

Mr. W. Symons, Lansdown Road, South Lambeth, ».
_

WANTED, a ROSK FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR.—The undersigned are in want of an active,

industrious Man, to take the entire charge of the Rose depart-

ment of their Nursery. He must be thoroughly experienced

in the propagation of Roses by Budding, Grafting, Layers, and

Cuttings, and be able to write respectably. State former servi-

tude, references and wages expected. — Francis & Arthur
Eicxson Ae Sons. Upton Nurseries, Chester.

WANTED A YOUNG MAN, accustomed to the

Propagation of Soft-Wooded Plants.— Apply William

Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney ,
N.E

WANTED, A SHOPMAN, about 30 years of age,

of good address, and who has a thorough knowledge of

his business. A preference would be given to one who has

taken the journeys. He must be able to furnish the most un-

exceptionable testimonials.—Apply, by letter only, to Minier,

Nash, & Nash, Seedsmen, 60, Strand, London, W.C.

WANTED, A DAIRYMAID, between 20 and 30
years of age, in a gentleman's family. She is not re-

quired to Milk or Bake.—For particulars apply to Mrs. James,

Feteham Park, Leatherhead.

8. the

Land, Stock,"^a^*^*ft
years good character \Se of * I

Stove and other Plants th.V^the care of Woods!&„**?°
*̂Z

K
7, Cuthbert Street, Hail Park fifV
(^ARpENER^Married^1VT understands hi3 wl '

n0lD^
Barter < )ffiee, CrfiP?10n Mfl

u
of Forcing and cSSi?**?**

charaeter.-A. B Mr jk* in *i
Bfa-t, Chichester, *

Newmaa
. *4

GARDENER^wlftT^r^
Flower and Kitchfn rl 2

° !*L
soft). Forcing, late and earlv^' PSHigh Street, Cjlaphgj^- Good <£%

thoroughly exptrlenced' in̂

QARDEN^ZXgelTr^i
V^ thoroughly understands all W
also Land and Stock

; has had goodSSEng and. Wife could managedK
good character.-M. N., Five Ashafr

(^ ARDENER (Hkad).— Single; practically an

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married; under-

stands the Management of Cows. Two years' good cha-

racter.—A. G., Gardener*' Chronicle Office, W.C.

GARDENER(Head).—Age28, single; has a thorough
knowledge of Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and

Gardening in all its branches. Three years' character.—G. C,
3, Rose Ten-ace, High Road, Lee, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; thoroughly under-

stands his profession in all its branches. Can have an
excellent character from last situatiou.— J. B., Post Office,

Potter's Bar.

d

_ thoroughly understands his profession in all its branches.

Also Cows and Pigs. Character and abilities unexceptionable-

—A. B. C, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 21). married; can 1

highly recommended to any Nobleman or Gentleman by
his late employer as a thorough Pr ical Gardener.—W. X..

Barney's. Stationer, 9, Middle Row North, Kn'ghtsbridge, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no in-

cumbrance ; thoroughly understands Flower and Kiteh*

Gardens, Stove and Greenhouse Plants of every description.

Seven years' good character.— F. C, Mr. Young's Nurseries,

Mil ford, near Godalming.

GARDENKR (Head or otherwise).—Age 85, ninr-

ried, two children; no objection to the management of a
Cow. A Clergyman" unily preferred. Good character.—
T. W. T., Mr. Smith's, Florists, Dolwich, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Wohking).—Age*:i7, mani.-d ;

has a practical knowledge in Forcing all kinds •
I its,

Flowers, and Vegetables ; als > I verand Kitchen Gardens.

—

A. [$., Post Of! ullford, irre£

GARDENER (Head).—Acre -10, single; mat expe-
rience in Early and Late Forcing of Vines, Melons, and

Cucumbers ; thorough knowledge of Flower, Fruit, and
Kitchen Gardens ; had the Management of Land in last

situatif n. Four years' undeniable character.—A. M., Graver's,

Bourne Hill, Southgate, Middlesex, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 43, married, do incum-
brance ; has had 20 years' practical experience in all the

branches of his profession ; is a first class Plant cultivator and
Forcer of all kinds of Fruits. Flowers, &c. Three years' cha-
racter, and testimonials unexceptionable.—W., Mr. A. Hender-
son's, Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Road, W.

CI ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, bo incum-
"X brance : has a thorough knowledge of Early and Late

Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Cultivation
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and the Management of Flow-
and Kitchen Gardens. « 1 references for character and
ability.—»A. B., Mr. ' Hi reef. .^ igh.

GARDENER (Head).—Ag- 29, married,no tncum-
brance; thoroughly understai wis Growing Grapes, Melons,

Cucumbers. ve and Or-;, nhoiu h, and Kitchen
Garden. Has been Head Gardeni n England and Scotland
Good character.— R., Mr. Udall's, Grocer, Putney Low<
Common. Surrey, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Ap- 42, married, no incum-
brance ; a thoroughly practical and trustworthy person,

who has lived as Head Gardener nearly 20 years with three
families where gardeninc has been carried on extensively, and
is well acquainted with Forcing of all kinds of Fruits and
Flowers, the formation of Vine and other Fruit-tree Borders.
Good Flower and Kitchen Garde er. Nearly six years' good
character. Satisfactory reason given for leaving. Wages
about 75/.—G. W., Mr. Liddk. Post Office. Woodford, N.E.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age30,
married, no incumbrance ; unders* is the culture

f the Greenhouse, Conservatory, and Stove Plants; also the
Forcing of Vines, Cu hers and Melons, and the Manage-
ment of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. No objection to live
in a Lodge. Can hive a good ch ter from the gentleman
e bas just left.—A. B., 2, Pe rry H ill, Sydenham, Kent , S.E.

GARDENER (Head) ob GARDENER and
BAILIFF. --Ag' .single; thoroughly at ted with

every branch of the above profess, s, for t* ence, 4c
G. O., Messrs. Milne 4z Co., Camellia Nursery. \ idsworth
Road, London, S.

H

Sussex.

To Noblemen and (tab

GARDENER and FOREST
quired his profession by much wrhome and abroad. If applied to wiL

lities, which will be found all to theini
Y. Z., 18, New Street, Portland

1

Town. I

GARDENER (SecondVI'
Forcing Vines, Cucumbers, Melocj

Gardens, <&c. Three years in last stoat

Hall Gardens, West Wickham, Kent

GARDENING asd ESTATeIS
SUPERINTENDED, by a F.B.ES.

in Horticulture and Agriculture, preposyb

Gardens ; Farms, Building, Draink -
8tcck, &c. Excellent reference.-B. Doe,!!*

and News Agent, Upper Southwick Stm

To Nurseryna

PROPAGATOR, ob FditEMlV

GATOR.—A person of firsts da

many years' experience in someoftk.

provincial nurseries.—A. B., Meant

Nursericp, Wandsworth Road, Lomisi

T 1

fc
1 bi-STEWARD and GL

MANAGER—Age 40, marrie

Steward and Gardener to a nobloiM"

has had the entire Management often.

ing, Feeding, Buying, and Selling of*.

Produce, and also the Managenw:

Estate, Timber, Woods, andPtoKn*',

of the Kitchen and Flower WMf
He is now leaving his present**"

of his lato employer. The

will be given as to char

2f., Broad Street, Worcester.

S^TEWARD oe BAiLMjL
derstands Farming in£a^Si^

unexceptionable reference fioj»J

this country on her M^tf^ta
Arnewood Farm, Sway^yrnine^

LAND STEWARD ob MP
,

incumbrance ; a native "JJJ^
able experience in the ManajJ*.

15 ng, Selling, and Managemen^i

and Reclaiming Waste pfjgk
Testimonials of the highest cM»^

Rhayader, Radnorshire^^ ^<

JO energetic business habib

Agriculture on the most »<*«»-_

I rops, Woods, Drainage »d^SSj

Cannon Street West, London^

A
culture

UBNfTTSlLI^ig
• Age 3(5. 8M« :has

hiSh2^
in all its branches bav^^j

experience in the Breed^JK-J
dp.scrintions of Stock J

the ^^and al»>

Improvement o: md
; *£ ^ej

Ix.th Corn and Cattle *
' ,,„d ana v;
Ireland

.oiled a ff
I d^"by obtained m>

England, ^ bas thereby ^

.

ticiil in for- to*- r^rkshire.
Office.

RichmondJorKsu^
Tost
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Special Notice.—The next

dUitim into the profits of the life Department of

,H UNION INSURANCE COMPANY will be"""
* 1, lMl, and parties taking out Policiee

will participate in the dirision.

_ m, tor 3O4.70SL. yielding 0828/. St. fc*. of new
were ie»ued during the year ending August 1, 1S60.

grace allowed to renew Life Insurances and 15

•tot to ill ITT ffare Insurances, during which time, on payment

Zfifee in ssslsm, the Company hold themselves liable.

9e eatra premium charged for members of Volunteer or

Corps within the United Kingdom.
Losdon Board.

rruuUnt.—The Right Boa. the Karl of Mansfield.

Director*.

To Gardener*
"No book on Practical Gardenia

Loudon's EucTclopeedia of Gardenia*
Feb. 12, I8|a.

"There is no more general book than London's Kacyclo
peedia of Gardening, which treaU of all manner of things."—
Oardmert' CkronicU, March 12, 1*50,

L0UD02 I NCYriA»lM;i)IAoFG\i:i»KMNG
Con. sing the Theory and Practice 11 leulture.

Floriculture, Arboriculture, and landscape Gardenin* : in.
eluding all the latest lmproTemenU. New Edition, corrected
and improved by Mrs. Looms.
A cheaper Edition of the abore work, price Ha M., U

now ready.
London : Lose*ax, Gim I oswmak. a ]

:ate m
F.R.E-

-.

<B.Doc,8*

iclcSa*,fr

iryma
;

IKEkT

rat-da sk
leof&ks

less I

Esq. H. M Kemshead, Esq.
. Esq. John Kingston, E*q.
Esq., M.D. J. H Robertson, Esq.
Esq. Hugh F. Sandcman, Esq.
George Ramsay, Esq., Manager.
Stcr.tary.—F. G. 8n i. Esq.
Smryton—V. W. Dumn, M.D.

SoitcUen.— Messrs. Oliverson, Lavie, and Peach cy.

A eopy of the last report, forma of proposals, and pro-
mctaass, may be bad at the Offices, 87. Cornhill, Londo
EC : end of the Afents throughout the Kingdom.

Faros. G. Smith, Secretary to the London Board.
CorahUL London, E.C.

\*k\l uV KIN, HK1K8, to, WANTED: being
JLl exact eopWof Adrertisements from the Times, Gazette,

Now ready, in One Volume, Svo, with a Map and 8 Illustrations
in Chromoxylography, price lis. cloth,

r PKN V KKs in JUWX, B> umbos Siinn,X D. D. . BUhop of Victoria ( Ilong
"Looking at the book as e | rarelv die

work of ai •ere is a bril-

liancy of colour about it at

would charm e pre Raphael! te.

The Bishop has sn eye t be
resque and a dash

romance in his composition,

Loodo IjOmuman. Q

an
tsttoaj dignity ais book ia

pregnant with :eesas well ae
facta, and the style BSattru

iiire•»•- I
tx. r hat it

era! readers as well as t h
who take a ipsa! 1 nttsrsat in

an."—. i QomLi
Ix>numan, 4 Worn

Ckrvnirte, Herald, Provincial, Colonial, and American
Newspapers, for the past 60 years, relating to many thousai
ejeness and descriptions of |>ersons wanted to claim property
pe United Kingdom and various parts of the world. Sent
sfcoe fnr 11 penny stamps, per return post punctually, by the
PcMsher*. Fishkk * Sox, Kingsland, London, N. E.

"

"Worth its Weight In Poll"— Time*. Not. 28. 1

Just published, in square fcp. 8vo, with a new Map and about
70 \V lout Illustrations, p » 7«. 6*. cloth,

npiIK AFRICANS at HOMK: Being a popular
JL Description of riot and the Africans, condensed from
the Accounts of African Travellers from the time of Mungo
Park t | Present Day, By the Rev. R M. Macrrai*. M.A
Author of tho " Mand ro and Pools Grammars," «c.

London: Lonum a Gazcy <** **, a Romrts.

r> + f\

±
VT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is a
Right often occurring to literary men, public charac-
persons of benevolent intentions. An i lediate

to the inquiry may be obtained, and a Specim: »ok
a and information for authors will be sent on appli-
by Richard Barrstt, 13, Mark Lane, London.

'I'HL glAKlKRLY REVIEW, No. CCXVill.,
*- is Published THIS DAY.

< TKNT8

:

II f ™? AKD MoCK pEARLS OK HisioRr.

,!!" J*"* 'DONALD.

V ?IMTC*«' DaWTTOTIO.V.

vr
(™,A *- P'EMisa, and Dutch Art.

> i. Armir^n n,««~- LiviaoaroKK—Speke—Pethe-

Bein-deer Stalking in Norway.
Id post 8v witli S ire 1 Maps and 4 Illustrations In

Chroj ifraphy, price 10a 6d.

WILD LIFE on- tub K.IKLDS op NORWAY.
By 1 is M W\ nam

Lond- n: I v, QaaaTf, Lowo m si)

New and Cheaper Edition.
Second Iditlon, now ready, in

. price 4f. 6d.

rTlHE LAST of the OLD SQUllll a -kctd
X By Cedric Oldacre, Esq., of Sax some-
time of Christ Church, Ox« hn W.jod Warter, !U»

ir i West Tarring. Sussex), formerly Chaplain to
Hutish Kmhissy, and Honorary Member of the Scandinavian
and Icelandic Literary Societies. Copenhagen.

Lon i: Ix>NO¥AN, Greer, Ix>komam A lteama.

ArRirajr Disooveril

lrr S ,
wc,t-Dv Chaillc, Ac.

;// ?J
A *Bn™ • L'pe or Put.

llL 1SDU
•

I AND Ll
-.<— Isk>!» M

VTION.
- —vlACTU.

-toV* I . ^^^^^^Bso. Now Ready. ^sw^sar

£ ; ,
win EDITION «» P tiik (H'aRTERLY REVIEW,

No. 2 1 7.

Johtc M« rrat, Albemarle 8trect, W.

B,
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Bad*jjJ
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DU CHAILLU'S ADVENTURE
QUATORI AL AFRICA is publUbed this day.

Johx Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

IN

c
New Novel, by Mrs. 8. C. Hall,

» WRONG BE RIGHT?
^ appears in
8T. JAMES'S MAGAZINE for APRIL and MAY.

Price One Shilling Monthly.
lassion: W. Kext A Co., Paternoster Row, EC.

T E

I

The Seven Sons of Mammon
APPEARS m

M P L K BAR, No. VI. for May.
A London Magazine for Town and Country Readers.

Conducted by George Auoustus Sala.
» • The First W pp. 584, price 5*. M., now ready : also

Binding Cases, price 1*., each.
:

>ce of remple Bar," 12S, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Tl "XDRl
i ONE THAT THl"CONF SIONS

-» a or a Horsk COPER." by Baiitsabloe, eompries the
*yjkisi Revelations in Horse-dealing ever submitted to

Price Is. 6d,
Oborok Vickers. Angel Court, Straud, W.C.

rriu r.
Thi-d*y' with 120 Illustrations, price St. M.,

J- BooJ
LLUSTUATKI) GIRL'8 OWN STORY

Rath anS v
; 00

Suinin8.—Sophy's Sorrows—Treasure Trove

-

v«Was»s? ?2L The Litt 'e Be««AT Girl—Little Joseph—M Dw Tkb?7 " Blind Thomas—The Twins—The Grate-

'sismwrkVT ?T,
bWu—The Little Acrobat—Tales of the New

eSBssii Sli iS_
e O,,*ton-The Lazy Littie Girl-History ofWZSL^ "•^-Brother and Sister—The Lost Child

^^ ftinmph of PerssTerance.
rman—Beware of

Loca, 158, neet Street, E.C.

In 8vo. withco red Fn sceanl Woodcuts, price 14 s.

\\/HH I V K I KR 1 \ \ R V A RT : CooUining brief
t\ Obeervatinrm on the ConsU »n and Managemctit

the Stable; a popular Outline of the Sir are and Bconoov
and a more extended Account ol the Nature, Symptoms, ai'id

Treatment of the Diseases of the Horse; the best Methods .

rming various important Operations ; Advice to Purchasers

;

and a copious Materia M< dica and I'harmaopoeia Nineteenth
Edition, entirely reconstructed: with considerable additions
•ud alterations, bringing the Work up to the present state of
V. . Science. Uy W. 2. >poqner.

Also, in Svo, with Plate, price 0*
white's dRiNiinwr ..* cattle

MKDICIN) h BdrUon. rearranged, with copious Ad
and tee, by W C. Spoorer.

Loj«oiiar A Co A Co.; WhittaeerA Co •

Hot lstow A Wriqwt; and W. Troo.

In appropriate Illustrated Cover*, at the uniform i»rice of
One Shilling each,

NDISPKNSAIU HANDY BOOK
popularly designed as Practical Guides on all subjects of

universal interest and usefulness. Contributed by the best
aut re.

I. MARINE BOTANY. II. BRITISH KERNS Aim MOSSES
Now ready.

London ; Warp A Lock, 1S«, Fleet Street, R.C.

Price Is. 64., free by post, 1«. 7d.

rAI'.ELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
J OORStsTIRO Or THE KAMER OP THE

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
or

PROFESSOR LINDLKY'S "TBGETABLI KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, tl. at they can be cut out and pasted

into Tu k Herbarium.
J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,

AKE ONE TRIAU—H S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-
church Street. EC. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell choice

TEAS from the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices.

Private warehouse and no shop—email profits and small
expenses.
A List of prices free on application. Orders by poet with

a remittance or reference punctually attended to.

HAIR RESTORED, improver!, and beautified, by
the use of ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—It prevents

hair from falling off or turning prey, strengthens weak hair,

cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully

soft, pliable, and glossy. F:>r children it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price

3s. (yd., 7*., 10*. 6d. (equal to four Bmali;, and 2l» per bottle.

Caution.—Ask for Rowland's Macassar OIL Sold at 20, Hat-
ton Garden, E.C., and bv Chemists and Perfumers.

RE-ISSUE OF PUNCH.
month;*

led*

dene*

1

nob
!>v

I

Lonrlon

THE VOLUME FOR THE YEAR 1842,

Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges, price 10*. 6d., is now ready.

Bkadbuit & Etaks, 11, Bouverie Street ; and Punch Office, 85, Fleet Sir*

A 1

RE-ISSUE OF PUNCH.
VOLUME III.,

in boards, uncut edges, price 5?., is now ready.

London
i Bradbury & Eyaxs, 11, Bouverie Street; and Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street.

jlctoS of tl)t jarrk.

In tbe Hotuo of Ix>rdson Friday tha Bankruptcy
and InsoltVMy Bill, on the n of tha Earl
of l>KsiBT, waa referred tx> a select committee, la
reply to the Earl of Carnarvon, Eatl Grantilli
aaid there was no truth in the statement in the
French journals, that a fatal eolliMon had
place st Corfu between the troops and the

On Monday, in answer to tbe Earl of Caimarvon,
Lord YVohf. use aaid Diat the diftetiltiee of con-
structing the Suet Canal were e?t ry day developing

themselves in a way that rendered it more than
ever doubtful whether i t would succeed. 1 f, how
ever, contrary to expectation, the canal should be
constructed, guarantees would be takea ().»

ftould no' be used to the detriment of foreign

Powers. The report on tl Marriaife law At 1-

ment Bill was .uglit up, and ( 11 v d
to be recommitted. On Ttieeda\ the Wills o

l'ersoiuilty by British Subjects Bill was inferred

to a • Committ<i. The Smoke > sanoe

(Sootland) Act Amendment Bill, and the Railway

Companies Mortgage Transfer (Sootland) Bill were

reads second time. On Thursds being Ascension

I>sy, the House did not sit.

In the Commons on I riday Lord Palmkrstow
moved a series of resolutions to give effect to the

recommendations of the Select Committee on the

Business of th<- II i>u>-. . Mr. Bi -c moved,

an amendment, that it was not < vj- » sanc-

tion the proposed al at ion*, "n a division the

smendment was negatived by : J to 98. The
resolutions were then discussed separably, and
agreed to with the exception of the 5th, whioh
was withdrawn for further consideration.

Lord John Kitiikll annoi ^ed that Hkr
Majestv's Government were in communication

with several Po* s of Europe, with a view

of making a proposition which might lead to a

settlement of the differences between Denmark and
the German Confederation on the question of the

Duchies. The House then went into Committee of
;upply, when certain sums were voted on account

for Civil Contingencies* On Monday in answer
to Mr. Gregory, Lord J. Russell stated that the
various que. txons likely *

> affect British interests

arising out of the civil war in the United States

had been submitted to the Law Officers of tho

Crown ; but he was not yet in a position to state

the conclusion at which they hod arrived. "With
regard, however, to the outfit of privateers by the

Southern States, Her Majesty's Government had
come to the resolution to recognise the belligerent

rights of the Southern States. The House then
went into committee on the Queen's Message re-

secting the marriage of the Princess Alice, when
Lord Palmrrston moved two resolutions, the

first granting a dowry of 90,000/., and the second
granting an annuity of 6,000/. per annum to her

Royal Highness. Both resolution were unani-

mously agreed to. The House then went into

Committee of Ways and Means, when the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer moved that the Excise

duties on paper should cease on and after the 1st

of October next. After considerable discussion

the resolution was agreed to, on the un-

ders* ^d'ng that the general policy of the

financial scheme will be discussed at a future

stage. The resolutions imposing stamp duties on

house agents and agreements for hiring furnished

houses, on hawkers' and pedlars' licences, and on

foreign bills of exchange, empowering wholesale

dealers in spirits to sell by retail, and legalising

the sale of table beer, were agreed to. The reso-

lution extending the licensing system to Refresh-

ment Houses was withdrawn f< consideration.

The Copyright in Works of Art Bill, after some

discussion, was read a second time. On Tuesday,

on the recommendation of Mr. V »le and Lord

Palmebston, Mr. Hossfall withdrew his in-

tended motion on the subject of belligerent rights

at sea. Mr. Magufbe moved for papers relating

to the special mission of Mr. Gladstone to the

Ionian Islands, and to the subsequent pro-

ceedings of >ir H. Storks as Lord High Com-

missioner. The motion was opposed by Govern-

ment and ultimately withdrawn. Mr, Serjeant
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Pigott obtained J leave to bring in a Bill

amend the constitution, practice, and

cedure of the court of the Island of Jersey.

House went into committee on the Tramways

(Ireland) Bill, and agreed to the first two clauses.

It was then moved that the chairman report pro-

gress. On a division the motion was carried

by 181 to 79. The report on the Queen's

Message respecting the marriage of the Princess

Alice was brought up and agreed to. On the

motion that the report on Ways and Means be

agreed to, Mr. Disraeli and Lord Robert Cecil

opposed it, and Mr. R-. Long moved as an amend-

ment the adjournment of the House. On a divi-

sion the amendment was negatived by 160 to 93.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer then gave way

and agreed to postpone the reception of the report

until Thursday. On Wednesday, on the motion of

Sir L. Palk, the Labourers' Cottages Bill was read

a second time and referred to a Select committee.

Lord RAYNHAii moved the second reading of the

Cruelty to Animals Prevention Bill. Sir O. Lewis

and Mr. Henley opposed the motion, which was

ultimately withdrawn. Mr. Blackburn moved

the second reading of the Valuation (Scotland)

Acts Amendment Bill. The Lord-Advocate

moved that the Bill be read a second time that

day six months. On a division the amendment was

carried by 146 to 78 ; and the Bill was lost. The

County Voters (Scotland) Bill was read a second

time. The House then went into Committee upon

the Tramways (Scotland) Bill, and agreed to the

clauses with amendments. Mr. MacKinnon
moved the second reading of the Masters and

Operatives Bill, which proposed Councils of Con-

ciliation. The Solicitor-General opposed the

motion. After considerable discussion the debate

was cut short by the adjournment of the House.

On Thursday, in answer to Mr. Forster, Sir G.

Lewis stated that the Government intended to

issue a proclamation, under the provisions of the

Foreign Enlistment Act, cautioning Her Majesty's

subjects against any interference in the hostilities

that had unfortunately arisen between the

Northern and Southern States of America. The
Princess Alice's Annuity Bill passed through

committee. On the order for resuming the ad-

journed debate on the report on Ways and Means,

Mr. Disraeli intimated that, if the Government

would give the House a fair opportunity of express-

ing its opinion upon their financial propositions,

he would assist in passing the resolutions at once.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that h

proposed to take the second reading of the Bill to

be founded on the resolutions as the first order on

Monday. The resolutions were then passed, and
leave was given to bring in a Bill to give effect to

them. The House went into Committee of Ways
and Means, when the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer moved a resolution to the effect that from
and after the 1st of October next the Customs
duties on paper shall be repealed. Mr. Maguir
moved that the Chairman report progress.

On a division the motion was negatived by 100
to 54. The resolution was then agreed to. The
House went into Committee of Supply on the army
estimates, when the first vote of 196,000/. for the
expenses of the departments of the Secretary of
"War and Commander-in-Chief, after a protracted
discussion, was carried on a division by 124 to 103.
The Edinburgh Assessments Bill and the Roads
and Bridges (Scotland) Bill were read a second
time, the latter being referred to a select com-
mittee.

Despatches from Italy announce that many
thousands of the inhabitants of Rome have signed
an address to the Emperor jSapoleox requesting
him to withdraw the French garrison from that
City. The Chamber of Deputies at Turin on
Monday approved of the Government Bill for
raising 36,000 men in the Neapolitan proviuces,
to be furnished in two levies.

A despatch from Pesth informs us that Count
Telekt, one of the leaders of the extreme party in
Hungary, has been found dead in his house, but it
has not yet been ascertained whether he was
murdered or committed suicide. Great agitation
Has been caused by the announcement that the

1851.
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Austrian Government had come to the resolu-
|

jg^ST Omittb^
tion to compel the payment of taxes in Hungary,

and had despatched large bodies of troops to the

non-paying districts to assist the collectors. The

Congregations of the Comitate have protested

in a%ody against these proceedings.

From the UnitedStates we learn that Washington

been in danger of falling into the hands of

the Secessionists, but the anxiety for its safety has

been allayed by the arrival of a sufficient body of

Federal troops to protect the city from the

apprehended attack. The United States officers

have burnt the Federal navy yard at Norfolk

and 11 vessels of war, in order to prevent their

falling into the hands of the Confederates. Fort

Smith, in Arkansas, has been taken by the state

troops. The union sentiment in Maryland is

increasing, and in some parts of that State the

people have threatened to hang their represen-

tatives if they vote for secession.
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$ome $ltto$

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Princesses continue at White Lodge, Richmond Park.

On Saturday the Prince Consort held a levee on the part

of the Queen at St. James's Palace, at which 120 noble-

men and gentlemen were presented. The Queen drove

out in the morning with Princesses Helena and Louisa,

and again in the afternoon with the Prince Consort.

On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family attended Divine service at the White
Lodge. The Dean of Windsor officiated. On Monday
morning the Queen drove out, accompanied by Princess

Alice. The Prince Consort rode to Kew Gardens.

The Duchess of Wellington had an audience of her

Majesty, on her appointment as Mistress of the Robes.

On Tuesday the Earl of St. Germans, Lord Steward,

and Lord Proby, Controller of the Household, had an

audience of the Queen, ami presented the replies of the

two Houses of Parliament to her Majesty's Message on

the marriage of the Princess Alice. In the afternoon the

Queen, with the Princ es Helena and Lou , drove out

The Prince Consort and Prim Alice accompanied her

Majesty on horseback. On Wednesday d niug the

Queen and Prince Consort diove out. In the afternoon

her Majesty and the Prince again drove out, accom-
panied by the Princesses Helena and Louisa. The
Prince Consort rode on horseback, and visited the
Cambridge Asylum for soldiers' widows at Kingston-
on-Thames. Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold
visited her Majesty, and afterwards returned to London.
On Thursday morning the Queen and Prince Consort
walked and drove in the park, accompanied by the

Princesses Alice and Helena. According to present

arrangements the Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal
family will leave the White House, Richmond, on the

17th or 18th inst. for O roe, where it is her Majesty's

intent ion to remain until a few days after In lay,

the 24th inst., and then return either to Windsor or

Buckingham Palace.

*The Puivce of Walks.—It is understood that

his Royal Highness will employ the midsummer
vacation in the practical study of military duties and
movements at the Curragh of Kildare. His Royal
Highness will probably be attached to the 1st Brigade,
nd do duty with the 1st Battalion of Grenadier

Guards, in which corps he will go through a course of

military instruction.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on M >n-

day at the official residence of the First Lord of the
Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council wa
held on Tuesday, and another yesterday.

The Army.—The Queen has appointed His 1 1

Highness the Duke of Cambridge, K.G., ( Com.
manding-m-Chtef to be Colonel of the Royal Artillei >
and Iloyal Engineers.

The Volunteer Movement.—His Royal Highness
the Commander-in-Chief has consented, at the reqoes
of the Secretary of State for War, to hold a review on
Wimbledon Common during the month of July of such
metropolitan Volunteer Corps as may wish to be present
The ordinary arrangements will be observed with'
regard to applications from corps desirous of attending
on the occasion ; but it is understood that sanction will
not be given for the attendance of any corps
which is not previously reported to be sufficiently

advanced in battalion drill to take part in the
review. — The general meeting of the National
Rifle Association will be held at Willis's Rooms,
on Monday, the 27th inst. His Iloyal Highness
the Duke of Cambridge, President of the Association,
will preside.—On Saturday last nearly all the metro-
politan corps assembled at their headquarters and
marched out for battalion drill. Some them had a
brigade field day in the Regent's Park in accordance
with the recommendation adopted by 24 commandite
officers of the principal metropolitan corps at th
recent meeting, and sanctioned by a memorandum from
the War Office.

The Census.—The returns for many of the principal

|
provincial towns are no* made up, anS will be perused

inhabitants,
#the folio

some of the most imported

,

Ipswich .. 87,717
Lincoln .. 20,095
Brighton .. 77,828
Scarborough 18,350
Hull.. ..105,000
Preston .. 82,888
Lancaster .. 14,480
Swansea .. 80,316
York. -.40,151
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. .109,000
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King's Lynn 16,510
Stockport .. 54 907
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Leeds ..207,134 ..17V_58
Bradford ..106,203 ..103,786
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nltTwould be afforded by pledgfiTmyadf to iresl xe Uon

and to renewed sacrifices, if such should be necessary, in

order to justiiy the confidence which was then so generously

Sveu to me by way of anticipation. I trust you will not

think that I have altogether failed in my endeavours to redeem

that pledge. The Canton quarrel of four years ago was an

event which produced feelings of considerable anxiety and

disgust in the country. It affected the course of our domestic

poUtics, brought a powenul Administration into collision with

the House of Commons, and placed the House of Commons in

apparent antagonism with the constituencies of the country

With the heavy responsibility which devolved upon mo

I left England for China, but before I ha#reached my desti-

nation I was placed%in the strangest difcnima in which any

public man ever found himself. I ha"d to choose between a

course of proceeding which would no dcubt have seriously

imperilled my own success in China, and another course,

which would have deprived my friend Lord Canning of the

military aid which would be important to him at the time

of his greatest need in India ; but after mature and careful

deliberation, I preferred the former of those risks to the latter.

I attach greater value to contemporary accounts than those

which have been delivered after the event, and the most

gratifying of these was contained in a letter which I received

from the late Sir Henry Ward, then governor of Ceylon, who
expressed his belief that in placing at Lord Canning's disposal

the troops of the Chinese expedition, I had secured the safety

of India and served the interes^s of my country. I think this

is a testimony, coming: as it does from such a man, of which

any one'may be proud. After this sacrifice had been made I

proceeded to China. The Canton question had become already

so complicated that it was impossible to come to auy terms

of arrangement with the local Government in that neigh-

bourhood, and the capture of that city was a matter of

absolute necessity. But as soon as that capture was effected

—and I am very desirous to impress this on your minds,

because it is not sufficiently understood in England — I

deemed it my duty to take every postfble step iu order to

received at the Mansion House up to Thursday evening

was about 85,900*. The committee aent out by the

mail of last evening another 10,000*., making the total

sum remitted by them, 85,000*. The Dublin subscrip-

tion now amounts to 4000/., and that of Glasgow to

5510*. m „ „. . ,

Sale at tiie East India House.—The sale by

auction of the furniture, fittings, and other articles at

the East India House, preliminary to the sale oi the

hum building itself, commenced on Monday, and was

continued daily until Thursday. The articles lound ready

buyers and realised good prices, and all that is now left

of 'the once thriving and populous establishment in

i>
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Ceadenhnll Street are the walls of the c csertcd house,

which wilt also be sold in the course of a week or two. _
It is supposed that it will be applied to th^tension

,

by Captain Wilson,

of Leadenhall Market, or converted into * railway *— ~ —
station or offices. The East India House warfcuiltin

1726, and the present portico was added to it in 1797

from the designs of Mr. Jupp, the company's surveyor.

Kettjrn of Mr. Cobden.— It is stated that Mr.

Cobden has arrived in Paris on his return from Algeria

to England, and during his journey tl rough France

has been occupying himself in collecting Hie necessai

information for the elucidation 61' the important questio

of a fixed import duty on French wines in Englao

The Globe states that Lord Palmerston, gu-Uiti part ^^
the Government, has signified hit desire tt * *e l#T wrt of that month Mrs. Brown n-

Majesty to best iO t a bar 1% and the" r t^fc time Mrs. Wilson wsw
distinction of Z*vi*$ CouncilUa * b i*.^*tttoJgj^^to

good" understanding with the Chinese GovenimenT^wYth carry inA*t thej|et> >f th ^nnmmm»\m^f twent to London, whe*fcr
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nnntml .tertamment in Tr. Igar naj^tTOanirurisswWsfc them ; they wjre me

tha opening of the exhibition. The Duke of Cambr wffo conducted them

returned thanks for the army, the Duke of > unersefcfc*
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bring the war to a close, and to arrange terms of peace and

good understanding with the Chinese Government With
this view I persuaded not only my excellent frienjINpon

m ismVItta United

PlenipotMi
arrange ail

tries there
Pekin, was

b4s#&
but they

umely. It w
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Earl of Jbl^in, and of General Sir Hogg
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acltrowledged the toast of the Visito

able to find a negotintdf^Bff treat with us. As soon as we found

him we made a peace, and concluded that peace in the most
solemn manner. The Emperor of China, influenced by the

aame evil counsel which had persuaded him net to send an
Ambassador to meet ps at Tien-tsin in the fall of the year, put
obstacles in the way 8f carrying out the treaty, and the conse-

quence was that that great expedition was fitted out and sent
from this i

mnitjgr liii ]\ has achieved such wonderf-il success
in so short a period of time, and which has arranged all our
difficulties with China in the capitafm that great empire. ^ /,

I a^Pfuite aware that that narrative must be rather tedious t

you, but I am anxious that it should be understood in this

country that we have not acted harshly or ungenerously tow Is

theCPunese—that at every stage of our proceedings we b

offered reasonable terma and conditions, and only resortftA to
lorot *hen the dbstinate perversity of the Chinese drove n
that alternate. But I know that another question li bebiivl
which yill probably be more interesting to you than thisj^^_ . .

revie«M^the j>ast, namely, what re the advantages we ag :o,
' l[,in 'r a ffinction at

likdj^^^Btivc from the new privileges and rights we *

OLBQj^VHner the new treaty with China? That qu4
oneil*- w0* a wide field for speculation. If we can succee

that of her Majesty's Minister^ the

Ea^hequcr that of the Intntjw of Li

(fpjmille tliat of Her M sty's C-nnniiMJ

Kx^ition of 1862, and General Sabi

MKHOPOUTAH DRAI
Hani district now ext

the depth of the ^ aUx^j
the surface of the higki

Barking Civ. 1* wiT!

la will ap id li

t, Uoth ot

tiMTor

l-rt* f*

establizhinggiendly relations not only with the Government,
but with tHC people of China—if we can persuade them t

adopt some of our tastes and habits and though (hey
very averse to change they are not, like many other ChipR
nations, CuW>ff from all cawmunian with us by the inveTerate
prejudice* of caste—if we can succeed In i ^ objects it

possible to nut a limit t he amount of trade which is llfeejy

to gsbwAK>etween two nations so industrh us and mmetclil
Butthel^Bone particular aivantag»«^l)ich is likely t

from hawrTg 1 arabaasador of thajifriecii at Pck in, and it is
remarkaT^ illustrated by what has lately *curred in .]. n.

A serious crime was perpetrated in that country. A European
;not a British subject—was murdered under circumstances

ih showed culpable indifference on the part of the
iese Government. What followed? Our Minister,

actrag with excellent judgment, retired a short distance from
the capita^He did not threiten war, but ho threatened what
we all unjprstand in Europe by the ces-ation of diplomatic
relations. ^1 f our former experience in China is any guide t

-us, we may conclude with absolute certainty that if such a
threat were made to a subordinate Chinese functionary it
would be of no effect whatever. That subordinate would
report to his superiors that he had kicked the barbarians out,
and would claim all manner of honours and rewards for his
services. But #r. Aicock was resident in the capital of Japan,
and in relation to the Supreme Government, and, seeing their
danger, that Agrernment took alarm at his mer.ace. and
withift^few d.m they talked of his departure as one of the
greatest cT*m^
implored ou?
any guarantee
I am quite aware

B
lOTuRMnr of in

works will be completed in Angus
British .Muskum.—The tw© vacant

trust of the British ATasenm have been ti)ie«l _uf>
!

l.y the election of the Duke of N lUmub^tMfr ' in

and Sir Thomas P^ipps, of Middle-hill. ^MF K r"

The I Lie Health. — The Ke^istritr-dBenil's *t

weekly rei urn stales that the dcatlis in London regi-- the

tercd in 1 week tlmf enJ^l Satard ifay ^JVgw
rose to 1261, being more than have been * vn in s\n|f

previous r irn biub* t lie first w#ek in feurrh.

The average number in the corfespondtng weaki
the 10 previous years islt-60^ corrected

increase of population, was 1220. Tli* prjesent rrfurn

cution was n

inga feeling

he thought

is therefore 41 above the average. During the w«-elf> to grant tht apph^ti ..

stands over to the next *e*w

istbeen

^nly $
'

IsoThad mr

.lifetobiH^J

nstitnted If}

iaW *i-
•try to

6 wt.ich could *8ibly befal Jeddo. They

the births pf 961 boys and 1057 girls, in all _X)8
children, were registered in London, hi the 10 corres-

ponding weeks of the ye^rs 1851-60 the average
number was 1717. f

tarda?
SiiBFFinLD.—On t

robbery of a most dsrmg

%w

chi

\ *

l Hi

-'

IJrobtnctaU
Caei I3LE.—A case of mm • and suicide has for

<me days boon under investigation in this city, and

an old man nam

his housekeeper, a

ed MP* **% S

called Samuel «}**JJ i

previously obtained a^^
KUe pretence*.and o

grntleman to ask WR ^
liter to go back again, and offered bin has occupied the coroner's court at severnl adjourned t i

binfl
lollt

\f ''[ill
he^

. '£ S'.'W ^SZtZJ" -»*V Thed .ed per^v , Mr.. I.ivhton. the hW w.tU a^tar ^then too* m» rt
.- j

e ff
a.

• timc, "LV1
window »nd »»««*'% h

went to hi. « » t-hich
I*

trace* of the brntj ty^ A
xvas nearly

and China, and that advisers »f the Emperor of w if« of a respectable man who is the landlord of tl

S;*?re
ftf TnL8"**1

! ^V-'
11^ * * ° M fcbose of the Pa(k H ,,!i »•, and hi * >n- in-law, a younirEmperor of Japan

; but 1 feel confident that . threat of mftn u Ti
J *

!XX
nfiV^d,p

l
0matic >*hition« will now have f me \ , , /

li ,m
//.

l,

\
«

effect at Pekin m the prevention of war and the presorvn t |

deat'

J

11,"" kltc " f'n Wltn ^ ,,s l'^mlkerrl t wisted tij<ht

cov<

ittcb
»

S!,?^!:
a8

Ii
1

l
n8

[
eoen * 1y h^1 at '7eddo. At the > e tirne, I I

round his neck, in a crossed kn with a i f h\o<S^tUt; rtf^ZOZ&S&'l] ft
hU

.

^hicl,h»d l from h „«£ Ont.,,
British representative there has to deal We send ont

'
followin£ morning the 4ss%lier-in-law died after violent Tl >r

... „lSl ,l8i«.»-honourab/e merchants and devoted m'ssonariee, who scatter j

sickness. The dress she w. t the night before had Hirher hiniselt w»
. ^

aS&fT7!^ °f tbe
4

con° try they ** if
>
^d elevate the marks of blood upon it, and there were many st ains of

~"

standard of civi n. but unfortunate v there slin ont from ' ti i i . n* i . ..
J ". 1,,,s "»

among us dishonest trad«»-r,iffi"!; Jll :lfJl^l
l

y^. ^°J1 h^od upon her apron. The evidence at the inquest
left little doubt that an immoral intimacy fed submit.ted

f*Pni

jcted in China Tffie sMbachs 1

which we had: Horsley as bi

between the parties, and that it was chiefly

the woman's intlnenoMrer her son-in-law,

in endea d^aftt an end #-> it. #1

-uwFeui examination and

amoDg us dishonest traders—ruffians who di.^rrace"our nam.
and set the feelings of the people against us. Public c don
in this country can do much to ei .urage the one class
ot persons and to discourage the other, and I trust tlr»t
the efforts

i

of this great city wtfl besjirected t that end.When addressing the mercl A ,

them it was my intention to ain a t-e^ss^ssVr

Sifwi e" ,?7
!e

.

,ind f|iPIom^y had efi ^InChJisl
?i^ th«y could legitimately effect, the work which we had
to do in that country would he only at if mmencemei;;St

? e,
;
ie',t I repeat now. General ( rrtSfn hissword to its scabbard, and dif-lor bae ui t

m««i?
Xle

.
80^.and its Tndostrl mnjm the ^-.T7

•fcives in din iflincr rKrAn^KA«f *i*- u * \r\<W

111 !##*• %

Utted
$ as s

iflf Lord
(

•srma

MP*1

tWrg«,

Convex r<

that Mrs. Davidson must have stran d

e lay asleep, and afterwards poisoned
herself by swallowing arsenic. On this testimony the
jury r irned a verdict of Wilful Murder and Suicide

TO K03U^

» '»>"»'"
l
to a J**, d*

b,e»»» J
<

be awp
mghter

I *- ihi Wc<lne»day niurninR tUU town »nil lio«.ver, w
i^SSof the

Sn? l

?K V
8m

? i
hrouft ,fc tbe w ' r^

chant^r
e

thi
,tIed w

*
fit Uk^ rt i; iat tb^»m

Asi>iak Pamis. Ueuk» >d -
|t>

w.ll-

aghbourliood were visitc<l with a very heavy fall of
snow, wb ed without intermission for nearly
seven h r*~-focUed, SO heavy was the fall, that i

»f snow c Ted the ground in some | irts. 1"

tbealternoon a rapid thaw St d there was some
tfliieimtf awirebension of a frost.

difference of r<^ ^111

rT
' '^com.

murd<
wieleU'in

Westmc .itU.
It </

»-n
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it de Marc<dlus died a lew da

IJur a abort illness, at the age of 61. He was

of embassy at London when M. ie Chateau-

bajeador. He had a considerable literary

discoverer of the Venot of Milo,

likely to have been elected to one

vacant in the French Academy.

—

Sunday in various parts of France as s/el 1

The hills in the neighbourhood ot >t.

overed with a thick coat of snow, and

fell continuously the same day from 1

1

to 3 in the afternoon. The telegraph

mow also fell at Nice on Sunday, and

tains in that neighbourhood are as white

e winter. Despatches from all the depart-

U state thai the fruit ' P 1S ir lDb loj»

tfcrttbe eontinnal fiosts have jeopardised the

A terrible fire broke out on Monday at

pgaa, which destroyed a whole quarter of the tov

Tuesday at noon the tire still con tin' !. The

prssVrt was seriously hart by the fall of a beam.

teals.—The Madrid journals state that tl Spanish

n assembled at Algc«iras, not to

Ui uaunilcin nf the treaty by the Moors, hut

I

to protect the African possessions of Spain. Tl
~ be t • n ill soon be closed, The G rn-

uot yet taken any definitive resoln m
fee proposed annexation of San Domingo to

ial journals state that tl mnexation

1 be accepted, be. nit slavery is not to be in' ed,

at the lation will be the same as that now
j the Ant -.

Fbaakioet.—In the sitting of the German Diet on
fejtardav tl..' Danish representative declared hat the

Stect of 185'J would he submitted to the Estates of

jaaatfin to receive their ratification, although there

Sjakl be no power to cancel it. II-- also refuted the
recently raised by the F«tates again the

>f tl Da h Government. In the sain

the Diet passed a resolution respecting the

military organisation. The division of the

Reserve is to be maintained, I an inrr.ase

^^^ .roops furnished by each contingent was also

rssoU«i upon.

511.— In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies
on M mdav, M. von Vincke'a 'quest ion with
Ike atT, onceming Captain Macdonald was discussed.
M. von Vsncke expressed his regi at what he tensed

he tirades'' pronounced by rd John Russell at

sd Palmaeaton. He spoke of the mm in which
Brnaeia had always held the English nllian. recalled
|s historical t raditions, and said that the alliai with
^^|*,a "'^kewise a necessity for England on n unt
tW positrons taken up by the other great Powers.

Sc'doiftjsm MaJetntfrr F ,m Atfaira,

lata
Asms my»t.lf

u.

two GoTemmenu, a
the inieeat of both I cannot,

sccusatfcmeof seen ikisi
•ton, without around or justification, has raise!
Government and the lavs of Prussia, are wall oalceJ*
excite in the Prussian people an 111

stent the leader of which has aw sisftsiinst m eaasssas
condition of Pros* - lamentable. If eneh en ill fscllas
should result in an alienau n of the Govtrnmwi of Pn
and England—which I should deplore in the highest degt
the Prussian Government would, at least, bear no blew* la
the disturbance of the good understanding with lfeagUnd
which it has always honestly Uhoure-1 - footer and promote.
I beg your Excellency to reed the present deepest h t lead
John RuaeeU, and to deliver to him a c>py of it.

Austria.—The Empress of Austria left Seville on
the 6th for Gil Iter, w i nee she will proceed direet to
Trieste. The F etei was about to go to ltiestc to

meet her Majesty on her arrival. Tin Emperor
has granted an annual pension of KXK) florins

to the widow of the late Minister of Finance, Hat

•on Brack. The Austrian UmmiU of Tucadsv publish*

e letter from Herr von 1 be j » -sent Mir
Finance, in which he te> es to the h> and
teg of the late Baron von Bruck in the discharge < was snUlllj wiIIkm

of his official duties. ,,),, ,, «• Zanta, osnstd by a drunken

SA> *> eendi. "a asm
bentl sieat to carry on a d war. 1*

Florer.cc states that the. Jockey dee of
effaced the name of the Marquis of K<
its list of members, as a mark of their imiiyaaims at
the hostility which his lordship cram* towards Urn
national cause.

Sicily.—The ramonrs which were earreet hereof
the proclamation of a republic at i'alermo hate prosed
entirely false. The, origuaated in an attempt a

baldi demons!ration made In th: <*ty on the
Mth ult. Ths members ot m rotted Psssiiissmli
Association succeeded however in trar. In? he
peopU. Gonnral Cartel has taken the comtasnd of the
National (iuard at Palermo, N . jtonnler rnsng has
taken plaos a Messina, 1 hfinrt one was ssaiiisnl
rent iinsnsiness, bowerer, prevails there. >c troops

are encamped outside the town, for (ear of 1-eing taken
by mrprlse. The ionop of St. Andrea and three

tt Is kJ proprietors bare been arrested.

in IttsNDS.—The report of an nntnrntk at

>f

tkai.
i,

•portan* w»-V "V a#»

He said that the impression produced in IVussia by th

words of Lord Palmerstoli with referent his affair

most lamentable and painful. He said :
—

Lwd Palmerston does not recognise in a neighbouring
pf equal rank with England the same noble aad just

nsailsatkieanijuu with which he directs the destinies of a great
n. ' thotit underrating the value of an understanding

w -** lasjiaad, I may eay that Prussia, thank G neod not SB
gay way sacrifice her independence for the friendship of any

Hr/woABY.—-In the s ng of 1 11<

vVedneaday, M. Ghycay, the Pi no* ed the
ajonrntul tidings that Dount Teleki had n found
nmrdtied in his lxmse. On this am the
1 1 -use raised a cry of despair I several ladies in ths

galleries were carried awn? minting. M. Desk, in a
nearly stifled by en n, pn »sed thai the

'.tings of the House should be iirned until Mond*
It is alleged that 'I Unt i commit ta*d *n

hut th- tatement is d !>ted. The city is hijrhl

1, and gn i prevails throughout tlie

whole country. Large bodies t h have 1 oen

d bed to several places in various < ats I

iforce paj nl of ths taxes. The Con^egations «

e Comitate h.iv tested in a body against these

mendings.

Croatia.— '1 Ban of Croatia has left for Vienna,

noooiKpanied by a num. is ation, in order t

make representation i • he Ktnperor respecting t

if t litarv frontier in th« mat tan

I) . and the admin incorpora" lofDalmatia
with Croatia. The Congregation of the district of

Fin tl unanimously adopted a • solu re; ng,

the third ti . 1 lie rei 1)0 ant!

. sen.l dep otnec. . , I

V'knbtia.— 1 he military movements in Venetia

}n\e. qui e of the desert <•* three

Hungarian Beers the garrison of lliva dc Trento has

been changed.

Italy.— Hie Cli of Deputies in its sitting <

Monday, appn 1 the Go l'ill for raining

'•,000 men in the Neap<ditan provinces, to be furuialied

BsjamBslsmms ot t

•quaNh its and t he srs, of

" On ths evening of M«

took place between the h
Kna-lish garrison.

S

ness

bOBK

M
Off, w

ioient
aw

jt(ntio8

'

3 hoc-

,ich^
,
a **
^ li
;ea

m

.,n im two imttss. I > < iv i

1 I IBS'

It rr, and Ieo !\f -«1 Sa
in the ranks they held in the corps <>t Italian Volu
teers. I r d ee Lie General Bixio is

appointed a member of the committee for considering

ts i is of the officers of that corps, in lien of Lieut..

iralCoseti/. The anniversary of Garibaldi's

to has been celebrated at Genoa.

Perfeet order prevailed. >ignor Torrearsa has

been sent on a mission to Sweden aad Denmark.

Avon Schleinitz then communicated to the Chamber It is said that K \ Bmmcnoel
sssMlowing note, which he had addressed to Count

j

proeeed to Naples at t nd .is mouth, and will

reside there for two months. Prince • >m and the

Chevalier d« Nitrra are shortly expected «• furin, 1 be

appointment ot the Commander de Martino as \,

tnt of the King at Ma les has been di ied upon.

On Tuesday last about 200 limrbon soldiers

defes- I by the National Guard at a villeg

Capua, They are now surrounded at Caserta Vecchia

mm ^^ m^ tnMmn m and Marroni by the National Guard and a d

al takTta* g matter thVsanie Sttw m tbs Prussian tachment of Kersaglieri. »00 troop*
*"~

. but we might have taken it fr granted that army have arr 1
f N iples. Military ins

r
are continued against the insurgents in the Judicata.

A lett.r addressed by the Director of Public Worshi

to the Archbishop *of Naples has hern publish

in which reproaches the Archbishop with

having forbidden public prayers for King Vict

Emmanuel, and warns htm that if he persists in

such a course he will be prosecuted according to

law. The Bourbon bands, commanded by Chtavone,

between tl

Dseefs publishes t

itiuit* «»f the te»
; ue i

»a\> it 20. ebo" >eeveamg » tiers

exc irets in < \*
six] strut ers wr tietr haveaet* has porwoed
xm as far as the principal cht , frrnn which they were
riven back. They re wd * iafsrssm snta. The tnha*

hsi b) weed h ber, and, toore than
1 i the soldiers, tip >n whose heads
ftonesani :es were t ir.wn Irom the wlndewe. The peones
mod selves with I poles. 1 a>

a leevoured i inha \ were
t. liem wmsmor .• w

>ents ha> arrived on the nd and
cvonets against the crowd, nf lasSS si-fly dispersed, but

return* »ere that the troops were compelled
repeatedly to 1 us to i

owered.
was ossi the cssn-

Minlsalionfc hotwe< as different »treet» Ititafuepted, and the

mssetaee
evr evening, and at night strong ndxod patrols

parade (to streets.**

1 on-K aordinary sittings of the incll of

8tate have been held for sererel days past at Warsaar,

on a> un1 Pionn pSBsaotS having ret perform.

the forcel Ial r required of t The latsnt newt

a' oss that in * di the peasants are less

n • >ry. Ii ised prteanl isry mesaurea of a
lilitary charact liai I taken at V saw on

a< n Baa «. « 'annon have

b i planted in I
ho Cathedral Arrests and

jmVu I inqu eaeytl beacon to be
made. Co unicntion wi1 Warsaw is difficult, as the

is said to inter. ,
i /

was at Warsaw sf an h-

st mg re- rtS t! rr
*

it
beens^

inlr f

aadniir

•TO

^is wife. ' tmatoff, the Prussian Ambassador at Ix>t in order

tW c'^ ^b« ensainunicated to Lord John Itussell, and expreesed

and tb » *sepe that the good understanding which was neces-

to all Kurope would not be disturbed :—
have observed from the public nrnals, with as m
he as deep regret, the manner in winch Lor 1 Pal-
ton replied to the questions addressed to him in the
• r»f Commons on the 26th of last month on the sub
«f Captain Macdonald. We could not expect that he

V le«vw

e prom h< mow, the late

t ..I Police, to the rank of --Gem I, and
f General Z>

; general who gave the

rder to fir- the 27th » the Ministry
f War i< Peters as spread indignation amontf

ti peopl". The Mum slity of Warsaw have placed
tl •• r ms in t hands of ' r^l t ewich.

11 is Said I I Paniutin, the Militar\ <iovernor,

and < sneral -a* shave di-; /.seed, and that

the iner will be anoeeede y General Lambert.
The report that the School of Med ne at W;. »w had
been 1 is without foin

5** -r & Engiaad, fully cognisant of the cir

stated by us, would abstain from heaping
reproaches on the Government and laws of Prussia.

J**-"'
al 1 sot do • lerwlse than acknowledge met the

-ct of the Prussian officials had been in ace ance with
ZT

^

r
V5?

lan Jaws
- And, in truth, the Prussian Court pit

laaftirof Captain Macdonald the mildest interpreta-
"•robylaw, and merely inflicted i n him a slightary One. Those whose signatures were affixed to the
g"w protesthave been, it is true, condemned by the judge,
ff^are escaped punishment, because the Royal amnesty

BotKii, Movtk Ac—Advioss from Constanti-

without reserve to the British Government its
*»ae oeeomnA. ilaelf< llow^ in m clear a cj^^ tbe

pie to <? 1st met. * hat Omar Pasha was to

leave the following n k f>r liosnia, sccompar v a

dsiegatiou comfKieed of one attache from each Embaasy
rreal Pue The t ihh has been

ipplh vith provisions, socor he arrangemen^t

ide between the for.ign Consols and ie t istian

inhabitants. It was said that tlte Christians had

attacked a convoy in the defiles, and ki lie 50 Mus-

sulmans. The Porte has agreed that the Iviropean

nmission shall proceed to the Hernsgovina.

8rniA.—A Fr am«r h\d prrKseeded to Beyront

to ring back tbe International Commission to Con-

stantinople.

Th e P&I5CIPAXTTTES.—Prince Couza in replying, afew

\\s ago, to the deputation wbic.i br up the

lress of the Chamber in favour of the union of the

two assnmhlies, said :—

can be reproached wi having neg-
w*»

:

- rnbtnt on it as a great Power, and
a friendly rehvions With England, eve

****h has not succeeded in showin

sn»'

on

I

a

aa> what

Lard r
Waentld.

for which t
l

eaami
,
S!!

teslI);in m*kes mention of t n
m ases anaf

,K5 Pers<,na!ly grateful to him—
nsesfhtand h*hHSoraia i'

Tny *",owledge of the 7
ie of

isstisify*1" Pe°Ple » I cannot, before all

*n England whJS
00 thAt dl,ring the several years of

lueame with Jr T7 official ^t,on atT^rded m
—n.hv which is eveSilXL*? 1 " ,han tbe 8Cn9e of

Ne, and whkh isaCn^XTly^^ in
-*S ^ "

cannot mn,^, .., r!rlin r«^I»ect forj n-

^rsonoTamEL nW*Ua
J s

«

in a^« the oonntry in VhWm
?
n ' » Ti '

'

ltioD of ,k lftffl

W he p«aSS Tnd whL h
?,

** l>een residing had

f^ Omirn themseTveT J-* ^ l a'lvisers the

i?^«^i kn°v ?e that tbe pro-

-arryin* nvAihThS^? "iih the the

^^^ojiiaWo^?
the^umL^? °f

°S.
9 ^"^v the judi

^**^Zm2toZlo whShSl' H?°lhcr n arstome t to««ce watch omli disturb the mutual i i of

fugitives were pur

Some disturbances at Nola have been asily

_ >een received from Turin, con- i«^^
firming Garibaldi's grant to the English residents , I

fc
^ .

a piece of ground for the purpose of building rq

From Rf>me we learn that the Papal ( rorernm has na , «i v lie tw 1

{»»

^fcg«tsks been

^ ^*V In earn

"Gentlemon. ! asmrecUte tbe gram* of tho t m you
»a P- ! ave ha; bdoj. ^t ^

pressed. Orders had been received from Turin, con- l» ^'
rill prora, »t» of wicked

-M.^w.te^* I at> id « '-a <»•

or id C.a„t Christ »d tw»>b«
f

F en j— - r« «*••«---

-sbtia.— Pi c (taratscha vho • « >astonU-

Zr isspc I missfe an nVrv dnsed from

UUrj r'ighU for reigning family of

iTjTttkd Status.—The account* frmi w York to
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government bad thrown up defences and barricades

round the capital and the public buildings, and taken

every precautionary measure possible. Four New York

regiments had since arrived at Washington, and the

capital was supposed to be strong enough to resist any

attack. The route from Annapolis to Washington was

kept open by Federal troops, but the Baltimore rail-

road communication was still interrupted. Fort Smith,

in Arkansas, with property of the estimated value of

800,000 dollars, had been taken by the State troops.

The Confederate flag had been hoisted on the

fort. The Governor of New York had made a

call for 21 additional regiments. The Governor

of Delaware had responded to President Lincoln's

call for troops. The Federal Government was

chartering all the available steamers for transports and

gunboats. The Union sentiment in Maryland was

increasing. In some parts the people had threatened to

hang their representatives if they voted for secession.

The Southern troops were reported to be marching on

Washington in detachments. Planting was neglected in

the South. The growing crops were in danger from

want of cultivation. The New York Herald
says that the slaves are emigrating in masses
from the Border States, and that in consequence
of this movement a kind of border warfare

has already commenced. In consequence of the
secession of Virginia and the closing of the entrance of

Norfolk harbour by the State authorities, the Federal

officers stationed at Norfolk on the 28th ult. set

tire to the dockyard and ships of war to prevent
their falling into the hands of the Secessionists.

All the most valuable property there was des-

troyed, including the line-of-battle ship Pennsyl-
vania, the screw frigate Merrimac, the sloop of war
Germantown, the brigs Plymouth and Dolphin, the
frigates Colombia, Potomac, and Delaware, the line-of-

battle ship New York (on the stocks), and other vessels

of less value, together with the arms, munitions and
stores, shiphouses, and storehouses. The Governors of
North Carolina and Missouri had refused to supply troops
to the Federal Government. Kentucky had declared
herself neutral.

San" Domingo.—Official advices have been received
at Washington stating that General Santana surren-
dered San Domingo to Spain on the 18th of March.
General GefTrard, President of Hayti, has formally pro-
tested against it, on the ground that Spain " has no
more claim to St. Domingo than England or France,
and that she might just as well lay claim to Mexico,
Columbia, or Peru, or any other republic of Spanish
origin." Advices from Havannah state that an
additional number of Spanish troops had gone to San
Domingo. Mr. Seward, the American Secretary of
State, has addressed a note to the Spanish minister, pro-
testing against the Spanish expedition to San Domingo,
and reminding him of the good faith of that govern-
ment in all its transactions with Spain. Copies of the
protest have been forwarded to the British and French
legations.

domiciled when he made his will ; and why, ho asked, should
he not have the same power of disposing of his personal pro-

perty consistently with the laws of his country. That, how-
ever^ was the only object to/ which the measure was
directed. He thought that frequent intercourse between
foreign nations was calculated to remove prejudices and
increase their mutual respect ; and although Lord St. Leonards
had expressed some apprehension with regard to the possible

effect of the isill, he could a.-sure him that it had been intro-

duced with no covert design whatever ; and when it had passed

through committee he was satisfied that it would accomplish

the laudable object for which it was intended.—-Lord St.

Leonards said ho was willing to approve of the principle of
" "they col*

*
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enjoyed at home. One object of the measure was to get rid of

the law of domicile, but that law was the law of nations, and
unless they could induce other countries to agree with them
the Bill would have no effect, except so far as regarded

personalty within the jurisdiction of our own courts.—After
some remarks by Lord Wensleydale, Lord Chelmsford, and
Lord Kingsdown, the Bill was referred to a select committee.
The Smoke Nuisances {Scotland) Act Amendment BUI and the
Railway Companies Mortgage Transfer {Scotland) Bill were read

a second time.
Thursday.—To-day being Ascension Day the IIouso did

not sit.

Friday.—Civil War in America.—In answer to the Earl of
DERBt, Earl Granville said that the Government intended to

issue'a proclamation in accordance with farmer precedents
warning her Majesty's subjects to preserve that neutrality
which it was the desire of this country to maintain
in respect of the struggle in America.—Lord Brougham
expressed his sincere regret at the state of things
that prevailed in America, and agreed in the necessity
of such a proclamation as that referred to.—The Earl of
Hardwicke denied that privateers were to be regarded in the
light of pirates If fairly conducted their position was a very
different one. State of Syria.—Lord Stratford deRedcliffe
called attention to the French occupation of Syria,
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—Business of the House.—Lord Palmerstok moved

a series of resolutions for amending the practice of the
House in the conduct of public business, by fixing committees
of supply and ways and means for Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, and for any other day when the House meets for the
despatch of business ; constituting Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays, " order days," with the right reserved
to the Ministry of placing Government orders at the head of
the list on every order day except Wednesday ; directing that
the House at its rising on Friday should stand adjourned until
the following Monday without any question being put, and
that while the committees of supply and ways and means are
open, the first order on Friday should be either supply or ways IWU, mB ,BuiiK uuuu iu» ujhuuikuiu ««,*/«.«
and means; .and making other provision for the despatch of which it would introduce.-Tfae Chahceilob
the public business.—Jx>rd John Russell seconded tie -»-'— J J ' •-**— «— »-*—"- ~«~u^-
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Friday.—Bankruptcy BiU.—On the order for going into
committee on this Bill, the Earl of Derby moved that it be
referred to a Select Committee Such a course would greatly
facilitate the passing cf the Bill, and, considering its length
and technical nature, it would be much more satisfactorily
discussed by 18 or 20 persons familiar with the subject than ifdebated in tho House itself. He was sure their lordships
would not deal with the Bill in an obstructive spirit, but therewere some of its provisions which would require serious con-
sideration, especially those clauses which brought the non-trader under the operation of the Act. - The Lord
fi
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! 6ra*ville absented to the motion, andthe Bill was referred to a Select Committee of 18 members.Ionian Islands.—In answer to the Earl of Carnarvon EarltrRANvir.LE said that., the | Government had no informa-
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- In all cases of die-pomuon of freehold property it mattered not where a man was

motion.- Mr. Bentisck moved an amendment to the effect
that it is (not expedient to panction the proposed alterations
in the standing orders, and in the practice of the House.
He contended that the resolutions, if carried, would
be a serious infringement on the rights of private
members without materially facilitating the public
business. — Mr. Knightley seconded the amendment
which was -supported by Mr. PAULLand Mr. Henley.—Sir J.'

Graham, as chairman of the select committee, and Mr
.^otheron-Estcourt supported the resolutions. On a division
Mr. Bentinck's amendment was negatived by 95$ to 98. The
several resolutions were then discussed seriatim. Several
amendments were moved on matters of det til, but, after con-
siderable discussion, were negatived or withdrawn, and resolu-
tions wore ultimately agreed to, with the exception of the 5ti
which proposed to invebt select committees on public Kills
with the Junctions of committees of the whole House which
was withdrawn for further consideration. State of Poland —In
answer to Mr. Cociirakk, Mr. MKvov, and 8ir H. Vekvk.v.
Lord J. Rr ll said that he had never, in any despatch of
his endeavoured to excite nationalities. It was Impossible not
tofeel sympathy for Poland J but he should be reluctant to say
anything that might induce the Poles to expect that their
nationality would be restored by any efforts to be made in
their behalf by Gnat Britain. He di 1 not believe that any

irty in this country, or any Government which could be
formed here, would be likely to take up arms for the restora-
tion of Polish independence; and if they were not prepared todo that he did not think it was a case for diplomatic dcspatciiee
or exertions. .- -eof X-.pies.-l-x answer t> Mr. Hennessey,

i u V Rrs8KLL eaid tn?it tranquillity prevailed at Naples,
although the provinces were disturbed by the disbanded'
soldiery of the late King, who were excited by money and
arms supplied to them from Rome. Dtnmark and Hoi-

?•?? TIn a™wer t0 s,r H - Verney. Lcrd J. Russell f
that her M.-.jestys Government were in communication
with several of tha Powers of Europe with the view, ofmaking propositions which they thought would lead to an
arrangement between Denmark and the German Confede-
ration.— Sir W. 8omervilt,f. obtained leave to bring in aBUI to extend the provisions of the Acts to facilitate the
improvement of landed pro
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vide tor the erection of dwellings' for the labouring poor in
Ireland—Mr Peel moved the order of the day for going into
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Government any proposition to modify the canon in relation tobaptismal sponsors. An opinion had been given that themodification of the canon was inconsistent with an old law onthe subject m Civil War in America.-ln answer to MrGregory, Lord J. Rcsskll stated that the opinion of theQueens Advocate had been taken on the auction of theclaim of the United States Government to levy dues on vesselscoming to the ports of the Southern 8tates, and the answerwas still under consideration. With regard to the belligerent
rights of the Southern Mates to issue letters of marque a
precedent for allowing them was to be found in 182when our vemment recognised the belligerent rights

a ?
In8,lrgent Greeks, and in accordance with that pre-cedent the Government had come to the conclusion of re-cognising the rights of the Southern States as belligerent
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CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

upward tendency for feeding kinds. The Flour trade has been

everywhere quiet, until towards the close of Wednesdays

market here, when we experienced an extensive demand at

Abe extreme rates lately obtained. Since Friday last 76 vessels

have been reported off the coast, viz. , 35 Wheat, 23 Maize, 7

Barley, 2 Rye, 1 Oats, 1 Beans, 3 Flour, 3 Linseed, and 1

Cottonseed. The transactions have not been very extensive,

but during the last few days more demand has been ex-

perienced, and Maize has partly recovered from the decline

quoted at the beginning of the week. The arrivals of English

grain this week have been to a trifling extent, small of

foreign Barley and Oats, and of Wheat moderate. This

morning's market was tolerably attended. We observe no

alteration in the value of English Wheat. Foreign was more
inquired after, and a fair amount of business transacted at the

extreme rates lately obtainable. Spring Corn is firm at

Monday's quotations. For barrel Flour there is a good demand,

and in some instances a slight advance is obtained.

Arrivals from May 6 to May 10.

WANTED, as WORKING GARDENER, an active
intelligent Man ; he would also be required to look over

the Estate (nearly the whole of which is let in Farms), and
report intelligently to tho Loudon Agent as to the various

crops and mode of cultivation pursued.—For further par-

ticulars apply to Mr. E. Cooling, Mile Ash Nursories, Derby.

Wheat. Barley.

English .

.

Irish # • •

Foreign .

.

Oats.

10
1590

11310

qrs,

»»

tt

Flour.

S80 sks.

{

M
400 „— 'oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 7. — There has been a fair

attendance of buyers at this morning's market, and a good
consumptive demand has been experienced for Wheat at the
full rates of Friday last, and in a few instances an advance of

Id. per cental has been obtained on medium qualities of

American Red. Flour was in fair request at the improvement
of6d. per barrel established yesterday ; sacks unaltered. Indian
Corn is held for an advance of 3d. per qr., which checks
business. Oats and Oatmeal steady at full prices. Beans are
€d. per qr. higher. |Pease and Barley unchanged. The market
.closes with a steady tone of feeling.

Friday, May 10.—A good attendance at to-day's market.
Wheat meets a ready sale at an advance of Id. per cental.
Flour good consumptive demand, prices a shade dearer. Indian
corn rather more doing—mixed 34s. 6d., Galatz, 36s. to 36s. 6d,
Beans without change. Oats and Oatmeal rather better.
Sales at extreme rates of Tuesday.

Averages Wheat. BarleyT

Mar. SO..
April 6\.— 13..— 20..
— 27..

May 4..

Agg.Aver.

GAKDENER (Head).
brancc ; good practic

Fluctuations n the Last Six Weeks Averages.
.Prices. Mar.

S6*10d
56 9

April l3.i April 20.iApril 27T"May 4

.

I

• •

1

* •

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, May 10.
Messrs Pattenden A Smith report the demand steady for

flood yearlings and 1860's, at about the same prices as this day
•week Sound and well kept old Hops are also in fair request,
at fully as much money.

BUTTER MARKET.—May 10.
Best Fresh Butter . . . . 15s. per dozen lbs.
fiecond do. do 133.

Pork. 5s. 0d. to 5s. 8d. per 8 lbs.

BRITISH WOOLS. -London, Friday, May 10.
The state of our trade continues healthy, and sales for im-

mediate consumption continue to be made at former rates
The next series of Colonial Wool Sales are advertised to com-
mence on the 9th. 70,000 bales are expected to be sold
JBouth-down Hog- a.

gets.. M .. 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

d
5

6
4
5

s. d.

to • •

1

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs .. 1

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool . 1

4
6
10
«

to

1

1

• •

6

8
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Nursery and Seed Trade.

ARTNER WANTED, who can command 500J., in

™ mni
h
?PT

r0vi
J
,g and hi«h]y respectable locality, within

?1 ™?> °r

Lon
1

don
' ?*** an Express Station. The facilities

-are great for making this business one of the best of its kind—Apply by letter only, A. 2,, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

W Nursery and General Foreman.
ANTED, a Man of intelligence and great

.%, .
experience, of thorough business habits, to act in theabove capacity It is most essential he should be a successful

CYopagator and Grower of Roses, and a good Salesman and
Manager of Men, and have a good general knowledge of the

*SS*? m the
.
OÛ °2r Apartment, and the Propagation

A^r£~i
agement °f ^wooded plants generally underclass.

wlrh^Sfa
8ala7 w

i
,

i.
be

5 1**"--- APP»y in own band-writing,

Vn^^S^i w ,ht
fr

*nte«rity» **. * Edwin Hollamby,
Nursery and Seed Merchant, Tnnbridge Wells, Kent.WTo Gardeners.

ANTED, a Man who thoroughly understands the
Management of VINERIES, and to act as GARDENER

£1 *i?
entleman 8 G^en- He will be required to take thewhole management of a Flower and Vegetable Garden. State

- Must also take
_. w - _„ Must be fully up to hiswork. Wages 16* a week. A boy is kept who works underhim.-Rev, L. Baoot, Leigh, Cheadle, Stjgordshire.

WANTED, as PLAIN GAROKNEK, an active

*.
Man without children, in the country. A small cot-

tage, and 12j to 14#. per week is offered. Good references
required. -Address Rev. A. M. B.,Noyes's Library, Chippenham.

WANTED, AS SECOND GARDENER, an Indus-

An *
tnww and energetic young Man, who thoroughly un-

%Z2?!*££}y?£ ***• Forcto*» and the Cultivation of Fruit

ilV ViS"**1? House»- Tne strictest inquiry will be made

Sand* Bed *encral &*** coquet.—A. M. 0., Post Office,

TITANTEF, a GARDENER and his WIFE, without

«iL * o
n
n°
nrabr

S?
ce

»
tb« Man strong, and a practical Gnrdener,

*oout 30; the Wife a Laundress, Ac. in a small familv

—

Apply at 4, Strand, Trafalgar Square, W.C.
7'

WANTED, a GARDENER.
charge of Cows and Stable, ft

TTTANTET),
»? to do the

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Heap).—Married ; thoroughly under-
stands his profession. Can have an excellent character

from his last situation.—J. B., Post Office, Potter's Bar,

near Barnet.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; baa a prac-

tical knowledge of his profession in all its branches.

Good references.—T. T., 15, Cedar Terrace, Wandsworth Road,
Surrey. 8. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Has a thorough practical

knowledge of Forcing and Gardening in all its branches.

Good character.—A. B , J. Newman tfe Co., Nurserymen, <tc,

South Street, Chichester. ^
GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; 12 years'

practical experience in best establishments in England
and Scotland. Can be highly recommended for ability,

honesty, and sobriety.—R.B., 23, St. John's Wood Terrace.N.W .

ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 35;
no objection to the care of Meadow Land and Cows.

Wife thorough Cook. Two years' good character.—A. B.,
26, New Church Court, Strand, W.C.

C
^1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no incum-
A brance ; understands Pines, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dens. Can have a j?ood character from his last employer.

—

G. B., 16, George Street, Croydon, Surrey.

Age 33, married, no incum*
practical knowledge of Pines, Vines,

Peaches, Cucumbers, and Melons, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardens.—J. R., James Carter & Co , Seedsmen, 237 and 238,
High Holborn, London, W.C.

ARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentlc-
man.—Age 30: has a thorough practical knowledge of

his profession in all its branches. Satisfactory testimonials as
to character and ability from his present employer.—W. S.,
Rev. W. Sinclair, Pul borough Rectory. Petworth, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 26, single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all its

branches. No objection to any part «»f the country. Can pr
duce first class references.— \V. M., Stanstead Park Nursery.
Forest Hill. London, 8. E.

GARDENER (Head).—Acre 34, married; has had
_ F great experience in Early and Late Forcing of all kinds

;

and the Management of Flower and Kitchen Garders Four
and a half years' good character.— J. B., Bedford Nursery,
Ham pstead Road, London, N.W.

GAIU)KNUR"(Head). — Age 30, married; ex-
perienced in every branch, Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable

Forcing. Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Character highly
satisfactory.—8. B., 19, liuutsworth Terrace, Portman Market
Paddingtou, N/W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married; thorough
knowledge of Early nnd Late Forcing, Fruits, Flowers

and Vegetables
; Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants

the Management of Flower and Kitchen Garden. For charac-
ter and testimonials,—J. D., Mr. Dedman, 8undrid#c Park.
Bromley, Kent, 8.E.

(^.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 43. married, two
v-" children, aged M and 12; thorough knowledge of rjy
and Lato Forcing Fruits and Flowers, Laying Out New
Gardens, <tc. ; understands Meadow I.nn 1 and Stock. Two
years' good character, and excellent references for 16 previous
y****£Z*- H -

•

Tl1 "dens, Ecclesfield House,Ash f< rd, Mdlesex.

GARDENER (Head), where fir lags Gardening
is required.—Age 3?,, married ; has had great experience

in Early and Late Forcing, is a first class Grape and Pine
Grower, and understands the Culture of Orchid, Stove, and
Greenh -e Plants; has had 20 years' experience. Six years'
good character.— II S. Mr. William Bull** ablishment for
New and Rare Plants, King's R 1, Chelsea, London, 8.W.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).- Age 40, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands bis pi ofession in all its branches;

can undertake the Management of an Estate, &c, if required,
and fully understan-Js the Laying out of new Grounds and
Plantations. Member of the Church of England. The highest
testimonials as to character and ability.—For particulars apply
to Mr. B. R. C Vuraeryman and 8eedsman . Colchester.

>. COCK-
rr ,. j .. ,-„ - - Mansfield,
Hampstead, Middlesex, can with confidence recommend to
any nobleman or gentleman a thorough practical experienced
Gardener, fully ipetent to undertake the Management of a
first-class place where Early and Late Forcing is carried on
extensively. To any nobleman or gentleman requiring a
thorough business Man, tho Advertiser's energy and skill can-
not fall to give sati ion .

To Noblemen and Gentlemen!
~~

GARDENKR (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly comment ( uduct the Management ofany nobleman's or gentleman's Garden in every department

Has lived several years as Head Gardener with a nobleman
and leaves owing to the death of his employer. The mo-
unexceptionable references will be given as to character and
res

1
notability by several noblemen and gentlemen of dis-

tinction.—W. F., Mr. Stone, Bookseller, 3, Hauway Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. ^* * S

A HUE NEK (Head), oe UaRDENEK and
BAILIFF.—Age 40 ; a first-class Grower of Grapes. Ac

Store and other Plants, the Forcing of all Vegetables ; has had
the care of Woods, Plantations, Timber Measuring, Pasture
Land, Stock, <kc ., and the care of an Estate in general Nine
years' good character. Wife can Manage a Dairy.—E. 8.,
^Cuj^bert Street. Hall Park, Edgv> Road, W .

GARDENER.—A^re 35, married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly practical. Has had 20 years' experience in

first class places. Town or country. Indoors preferred.
Wife as Laundress if require*! Good character.—J. W„
24, Bayham Street. Camden Town. N W
GARDEN KK. — Age 30, unmarried; thoroughly

acquainted with his profession, also the Construction of

GARDENER (Head, age 3*, married).
bi-rn, 37 years Gardener to the Earl of

(^ARDENER^A^T
VJ! Management of Gnw? lnarned-

VJT thoroughly undeiu;i\?arMlaThree years' good charactel--T #**S£Str^ Uppe K̂enn5ng
^W l(^

VJT Thoronchw „«vr?E! °r S^:VJ Thoroughly underst^ S* ^
and Flower Gardens • Gre^h ^ ^^

V^ several places where GardentS^ -
spirit both in Forcing and FlowerS>Tlbe well recommended from UrtfiSf***3Gardener, Norwood Grove -!j v^i^il
Streatham, Surrey, s.

W
"
Ml D

'» h

^ *ncilm^n<* J. understands Giikl'and Flower Gardens, or can taVp 3?*"*
Heavy Land, Buying and^mt^fto Lodge or Dairy, &c. Wages iLiRtable situation.-!). R, Post Office (^SfGTo Noblemen andGSL"

ARDENER, ob GARDElS
tt.

(age ^ married
. no incnoiJ:*

Henderson, Nurseryman, Pine-AppleTKi
London, W., can with confidence recoajjj
or gentleman a trustworthy businesa-.
thoroughly practical in every brauchoffci
has had great experience in the re-ammfrB
Park and Pleasure Grounds, the ErS
Buildings, and canuot be surpassed in Pu«'
Growing, and the Cultivation of FruitK
House. Character and testimonials oT U vnoblemen will be found to give great n&
Henderson's, Pine- Apple Place, EdgwareR

To Noblemen and Gentloe

GARDENER oe STEWARD.-D.B.
to offer his services to any nobleoar

want of a thorough practical Gardener of n.

ence in Cultivating Fruits, Flowers, and h
person competent to Superintend the vanWr,

Plantations, management of Men, payment 4 *c

Accounts, and other responsible duties wb&r
the care of a Land Steward or General Mwr:
man's establishment. Twelve yeais' unexeflia

and testimonials.—D. Brighton', Botanic Gm
Park, N.W.

STEWARD and GARDENER, ob
•

M AXAGER.—Age 40, married; his M
Steward and Gardener to a nobleman, and dr.

has had the entire Management of the Faro «jj»

ing, Feeding, Buying, and Selling of ad the

»

Produce, and also the Management of all

"JflJ
Estate. Timber, Woods, and Plantations, £»*2J
of the Kitchen and Flower Ganlens, andmm
He is now leaving his present situation om*l
of his late employer. The most

J
B^2*gTj

will be given as to characterm ivp*a<**J

26, Broad Street, Worcester

-Age 23, single; R^^S'tS.
Jaheb Dikox. Casl^Em^^t-.

FOREMAN in a laree fe*«.-^
lived under three nobleo«iGg2 *

first class references from last pu»

StokeJ^ochjTorxlGr^^

1JROPAGATOK, OE ^SS«^L GATOR.-Abletoundertaketne«k^
Canvdlias, Conife ^r

C^£nfBull's »*!
wooded pl.ir.ts.-S. V. Mr.W^ "jgt.
New and Iiarg Plants, Ku?jjj3^-^^

"
TotaeTrade.^

PROPAGATOR ob JOREM^g
JL Soft and Hard-wooded Plan^

ter ^^
satisfactory references as to

^ skerton,
1^*5

Messrs. Sticker's. th^Nureenes^ .

To Nursery^

•

PROPAGATOR, SALESM^j^j
r MANAGER, either•J^?^^^understands his P™^M"order. d». f
new Grou*.ds in the k^^and $
Good references as to character

JO n.end his Farm Foremw^ to^
9 years of age), whom he is 00W ^%
change in his establtehment ^ W*X*

Roads, and other works connee
£ ĵ

w
f

,ates, the Mawjjjnj* ot^
Farm l

?
«,

portable, .and most of the rno
rf * ^

Land Measuring, Ire.; » f.gJUiy steady

w^>rk, and. above ^»?£$t*i*l *$
would be an acquisi^n to any ^.
500
Nottingham

t

Seea**

branch of P'«tlcal "n„i „f the "»g>
: ,bt Soils, the M»nW»e^enM0Bw*y
Dalrv. &c. Many years exi*" r. »,

?Z] take the »»»»*$ ° W.C

fcTaton (t Son^J-onfl^

1 friendsofa^outMSy^i^t^^

A

a married Man, with a small family,

u^^. . „.
G
u
e

.

nera
],
w?rk <^n * «nuai Farm. He must

^-ti^t^J^ ^Son:^3hment~aiX
'
17

'
^-^-.et.WestBromptoii,

of !£$***$
Wnt'hsiDft^Sel'^

the course or »-- ^ acquiring^^ &Wff
good opportunities 01 ^tands **\ x%

3*
K
wte f.»r V*****! Ztki^^ \^< %
rell educated and intall g _^^ J

t

well
London, W.

Horticultur.l Br s. &c. Can have a good r«. commendation also Breeding and

from the gentleman he has just 1< in consequence of a change useful. >yif« a g
"•- ---»... -• - .. „. -*___> . ^t situation-—

A

London, W.C.

™rm bailiffa^S> *$**&
otoan- {joooA

linn —A. &'9
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C
Hew Hovel by Mrs. S. C. Hall,

K WRONG BE RIGHT?
appears in

gT. JAMES'S MAGAZINE for APRIL and MAT.
Price One Shilling, Monthly.

London: W. Kent 4 Co., Paternoster Row. E.C.

The Seven Sons of Mammon
APPEARS IN

M P L E B A R, No. VI. for May.

A London Magazine for Town and Country Readers.

Conducted by George Augustus Sala.

-jfcg pint '• woe, pp. 5S4, price 5*. M., now ready : also
*

landing Cases, price 1*. each.

Qttceof "TempU Bar," 123. Fleet Street, I. ndon. K.C.

Just published, post 8?o , cloth, i«.

THE CL1 \li: op EGYPT: Meteorological and
Medical observations, with Practical Hints for Invalid

XrareJJera. '" Halrymple, .M.I'.

Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

T

Juf t published, foolscap Svo., 2*.

TUB EASTERN, ob TURKISH BATH. Its History,

Revirsl in Britain, and Application to the Pui poses of
Health . By Erasmus W i lson, r.tt.8.

JoH.t CnuacniLL, New Burlington Street, W.

Jutt published, Fourth Edition, fcap. 8vo, 2«. 6d.

ADVICE to a WIFE on the MANAGEMENT of
her OWN HEALTH. With an Introductory Chapter,

•specially addressed to a Young Wife. By I've Henry
OurASSE, F.R.C.S.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

New Works on Botany.
In One Volume, 880 pages, price 12«.,

HANDBOOK op the BRITISH FLORA; a
Description of the Flowering Plants and Ferns Indi-
te, or Naturalised in, the British Isles. For the use of

and Amateurs. By George Bentham, F. L S.

In One Volume, 550 pages, price 16*.,

FLORA HONGKONGENSISj a Description of tlie

aTtowsrinj? Plants and Ferns of the Island of Hongkong. By
4aomoc Bestkm, V.P.L.8. With a Map of the Island.

¥• ity-five pages, stitched, price 2s. 6d. t

OUTLINES op ELEMENTARY BOTANV, m
alrodndory to Local Floras. By I >roe Bentham, V.P.L.S.

In Monthly Numbers, price 2*. 6d. coloured,

THE BRITISH FERNS; or Coloured Figures and
DsscriptJons, with the Needful Anil ran of the Fructification
and Venation, of the Ferns of the British Isles, Systematic illy
^rranged

j Sr W. J. Hooker, Kll, D.C.L., Lc. The
drawings I

0- v . * r y. ^^^^^
in M >b«ra. prk» 8k Srf , coloured,

OAT S ; or l rnres and T).

-tffiptfons, with the Needful Analyses of th ication and
Venation, of the Ferns best adapted for Cultim i >n the
harden. H •-•th'--use, and ConserratoTv. By W. '. H-'Ker,
K-H , D.CL., &c. The Drawings by W. Fitoi. No. V. now
ready.

Royal 4to, price 61. lit. coloured,

FIT/ICES EXOTICA; or Century of Exotic Ferna,
Particularly of such as are most deserving of Cultivation. By*V 3. Hooker, K.H.. D.C.L. 100 Plates by W. Ifrcs.

Fcap. 8po, price 5*. coloured,

FERNY COM RES. A Ramble after Ferns in the
Glsns and Vallevs of Devonshire. By Cn a rlottkCh a ntfu.
Second Edition. With 8 Plates by W. Fitch, and a Map of the
County.

Imperial 8vo, in Voftthly Numbers, price 2*. 6d\ coloured,

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. Comprising Ficures
J»d Descriptions of Popular Garden Flowers. By Thomas
Mookk, F.L.8., F.R H.S., Secretary to the Floral Committee of
toe Horticultural Society. In Monthly Numbers, each con-
wnlBg 4 Coloured Plates by W. Fitch. No. XIII. now ready.

Lotkll Reevk, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WORKS ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, Th» Strvc-
ttre. Classification, axd I'sa or Plants. Ill

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8to, cloth, price
36#., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.
r PHE ELRMENis OF BOTANT, Structural andX Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms In
One Volume, bvo, cloth, with numerous IHuatrattossa, price 12*.

\m The Glossary may be had separately, price It. cloth.

SCHOOL BOTANV; or. Tub Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half-bound,

with 400 Illustra- va, price 5*. M.
DESCRIPTIVE BOTANV; or, The An or

Describiku Plants correc in Scion ti ! language, I
Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price 1«.

Bradbury A BtaJH, II, BouTtfle

PROF sor LINDLEY'S lNTRODiriTON TO
BOTANV. 4th Ed . with Corrections and Additions.

in Two Vols. 8\ itt Six ( <>pi>er Plate* and numerous Wood
Bngravings. Prii-e24«. cloth.

London : Lonomax, < Jreek, Loxoman A BonrnTs.

on Thursday next wilt be published, in square
a Map, geologically coloured, and memus I lustrations

drawn and engraved on the wood by the Author,

A WEEK AT THi LAND'S END. B\ J.T.RltoHT,
Author i-f " Ancient C rosses and other Anil tip* •

•i-nwnll :
" aaniittod. ii> *> >, hy R- H \ Kaq. ; In

Ichthyology, by It. y. Ooitoh, Esq.. M.lt i. , ai»d m i tany,

by J. HAi.ra, Bsq , M.KC.S.
Lonl >n : L« m \n, '^weew. Lomqmaw, A RoREETa.

Now ready, in Ono Volume 8vo, with a Map and Ktght lllus-

trations in < hromoxylogrsj . price 14«. <

THE BISHOP of VICTORIA'S WORK o
JAPAN.

The general reader may ofthissingxuar people from, the
form a very good idea of the
nation.il character and habits

pages <>( lis very agreeableBM
tid:md Interesting volume, stm.Z

London : 1 mak, Orees. 1"\(;«ai, A Roberts,

Just publistud. in square fcp. 8vo. v a new Map and about
70 Woodcut Illustrations, pries 7*. 6d. cloth,

THE AFRICANS AT HOM1 Being a popular
Description of Africa and the Africans, condensed from

tho Accounts of African Travellers from the time of Mungo
Park to the Present Day. By the Rev. It M. Macbrair, M.A
Author oi the " Mandingo and Koola Grammar*," A

London : I> , Greek, Lomqmaw, A Roberts.

Rein-deer Stalking in Norway.
In post 8vo with 2 coloured Maps and 4 Illustrations in

Chromo-lithography, ;
e 10*. 6d. cloth,

WILD LIFE the FJELDS OF NORWAY.
I KiMsr-m M Wyn-dram

London: Loxomaw, Qeeeb, Ix>komaii, A HoBERTa,

In 8vo. with coloured Frontispiece and Woodcuts, price 14*.

WHITE - VETERINARY ART I * amine brief

Observations on tin; Constru and Management of

tho Stab- a popular Outline of the Structure and I « ..nom

1 a more extended Account of the Nature, Symptoms, and

iittog of tl)c UXttk.
In th* Houer of Lordi on I lay Lord

Stratford dk Redcxiffe moved a aerie* o( mt-
lutiona on the affairs of Syrii, affirming ih«

expediency of not prolonging the French occupa-

tion beyond the 5th June, and the necstany of

inducing the Tuikish ( rnment to reform their

system of revenue and administration. The motion

was opposed by Lord Wodeuouse, the Marquis of

Clanricaude, and Earl Gkanyji.lr, and alter

long discussion was withdrawn. On Monday tha

Princess Alice's Dowry Rill was brought u rota

he Commons and read a first time. I he id of

Shaftesbury moved for copies of the < lence upon

which the report of the Education Commissioners

relating to ragged schools was founded, charactern-

ing the report as untrue, unfair, and ungenetowu

The Duke of Nkwcastli opposed the motion, and
expressed Vila opinion that the report was on* of

the fairest and most impartial docums&ts ever

laid I) re the House. Alter soma rcmatk* from

Lord Toutman and Earl Ora>vii.i.k, the motion

was withdrawn. Tho Passengers' (Australian

Colonies) Bill and tho Marriages Vsl Rill

passed through committed. On Tuesday, Lord

YV0DEHOU8K, in reply to Lord RkoiohaM, said

that the Spanish Government had informed Hast

Majim - Government thst they did n intend

to introduce slavery into that part of Ssn Domingo

which was about to be re- annexed to Spain. The

Princess A 1. 1< I Annuity Kill was read a second time.

On Thursday the Earl of KixEtfborough Raked for

information respecting the terms employed in the

Proclamation which had been issued by the Qri I

in Council enjoining on all I'ritish subjects a strict

neutrality during the civil war in America.

Karl Granville in reply said that if a blockade

were maintained in proper form and manner, and

with such a force as to make it effective, it would

be a lawful and actual blockade. As to articles

contraband of war, many were obviously of such

Veterinary bcience. Uy W. C. Sf.

Also, In Svo, with Plate, price Ss. ^B^

WHITE'S COMPENDIUM of CATTLE
MEDICINE. n. rearranged, with copious Additions
ami tea, by W C. Spook ER,

Ion : Ijokgmak & '• ', WHrrTAKEE A Co. ;

HoT-ucr..* ai W hit ; and W. TsOQ.

THE < PSION'S OF A H( iPEl

fiy Ba!T.tv\sloe, contains the mont curious Revelationi

in Horse-deal injr. Erery more a».d < Id. Price It. 6d.

QroaoR "• na. Ai Strand, W.C.
'

In approe elllu*' ' :«s«r*, " saEssRSg each,

I NDISP USABLE HAN I> V BOOK
1 Dcsifroed as Practical < les on all w ! oi

Ulti i usefulness Conti ^ best so

I. MAKIN I VNV. II. BRITISH 1 D«(
Now ready. M _ _

Loodor. : Ward k Ele« Gj

WHAT WILL THIS COST TO 1'KINTP is a

th- >ften occurring to literary men. t charac-

ters, and persons of ben t intention*. An immediate

answer to the inquiry may be ob cd, and a Specimew Book

of Types, and information for a«»th"rs will be sent • d-

cation, by RichaeD Barrett, IS, Mark T me,

MR. DU CHAILLU^S

ADVENTURES IN EQUATORIAL AFRICA
IS XoW READY.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.
-

CHARLES KNIGHT'S

HISTORY OF ENGLAX D.
"H* 8aj»tnth Volume, price 10s. 6<f.; and Part 55, price 3*. 6J., will be published on the 1 b inst.

RRAi>BrRT & Eva , 11. Bouverie Street, Fleet Street. E.C.

THi: FIFTH AND CONCLUDING VOLUME OF

LORD MACAULAY'S

ISTORY OF ENGLAND
18 now ready» Pnce I2#.

f and tnay be had of all Booksellers and at all Circulating Libraries.

London
: Lokgma^, ObssV, LowGstAJT, & Roberts.

Prize urU. The Earl of Derrv thought that

he Government ought to come to some under-

standing with the nited States as to the exact

nature of the blockade to be established, and also

that privateering: should not be treated as piracy.

The Princess Alice's Annuity Rill was read a third

time and passed.

In the Commons on Friday Lord J. Russell,

in answer to Sir .1 FjBEOlTSOir, described the pre-

sent position of affairs in ria, and said that he

had every reason to rely on the good faith of the

ExntOB of the PjbVBKCR to compete the

arrangement into which he had entered. The
House then went into Committee of Supply, and

after a long discussion agreed to certain votes. The
Princess Alice's Annuity Bill was read a third

time and passed, a- d the Lords' amendments of

the Savings Banks Bill were agreed to. On Mon-
day Mr. Roebuck moved for a Select Committee

to inquire into the circumstances under which Mr.

Steuabt voted in the recent division on the Tea

duties, stating that be bad been brought down to

the House to vote while in a state of mental

derangement. Mr. Macaelay, Lord II. Lennox,

and other members denied this statement, and

declared that Mr. Steuabt, on the night

of the division, was as perfectly well in

mind and body as any member of the B se.

After some farther discussion the motion was

negatived without a division. On the order for

the second reading of the Customs and Inland

Revenue Bill. Mr. Mact trouoir, Lord J. > v-

krs, Mr. 1 it, Mr. Whitest pe, and L r R.

L, spoke sgsinst the Bill; Sir J. < \HAir,

r ,T. Gow Mm, Mr. Cot t, and Lord JoH*

j; ell supported it. Mr. DUUAJCT moved the

adjournment of the debate. On a division, the

motion was negatived by 247 to 164. Mr. Bex-

tinck then moved the adjournment of the H use.

Lord Palmerston resisted the motion, which was

negatived on a division by 233 to 145. Colonel

Dickson moved the adjournment of the debate.

Lord Palmebston, upon this, gave way, and
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to
the debate was adjourned

#

On Tuesday Sir H. Cairns moved the appointment

of a select committee to inquire into the law

affecting the contracting and celebration of mar^

riage in Ireland. Mr. Whiteside seconded the

motion. Mr. Scully moved as an amendment an

address to the Crown praying for a Royal com-

mission to inquire into the marriage laws ot

England, of Ireland, and of Scotland respectively.

After some discussion the amendment was with-

drawn, and the motion was then agreed to. Mr.

M'Mahox obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

enable religious congregations in Ireland to obtain

sites for places of worship. Mr. Angerstein

moved for some returns connected with Woolwich

Dockyard, but had not completed his speech when

the House was counted out. On Wednesday Mr.

Butt moved the second reading of the New Trials

in Criminal Cases Bill, the object of which

was to give the prisoner the right of

appeal in cases of treason and felony. Sir

G. Lewis moved that the bill be read a second

time that day six months. On a division the

amendment was agreed to. The Bill was therefore

lost. The House then went into Committee on the

Annoyance Jurors (Westminster) Bill, the clauses

of which were agreed to, with amendments. The

Piers and Harbours Bill, and the Reformatory

Schools Bill (Scotland) were read a second time.

On Thursday, the adjourned debate on the Customs

and Inland Revenue Bill was resumed, when the

Bill was opposed by Mr. Dtjcane, General Peel,

Mr. Horsman, Mr. Newdegate, Mr. Malixs,

Sir J. Nobthcote, Mr. W. E. Ditncombe,

and Mr. Disraeli, and supported by Sir W.
Heathcote, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

Mr. Puller, Mr. Whalley, Mr. Locke, and Lord

Palmerstox. The Bill was then read a second

time without a division, and ordered to be com-

mitted on Monday week. The Excise and Stamps

Bill was read a second time.

In the French Senate on Wednesday, M. Bil-

lable stated that transports had been sent to

Syria to bring back the French troops on the 5th

of June in accordance with the convention , and

that if the withdrawal of the troops should lead to

lamentable consequences, the responsibility would

rest not on France but on Europe, which had

refused to prolong the occupation.

The Emperor of Austria received on Tuesday

the members of the Lower House of the lleichs-

rath, who presented their address in reply to the

speech from the Throne, expressing their hope

that the indivisibility of the Empire would be

maintained, and that Hungary would be induced

to accept the new constitution and send members

to the Reichsrath. The Emperor, in reply, said

that it was his intention to maintain not only the

unity ot the Empire, but also as much as possible

the autonomy of the provinces.

From the United States we learn that 18,000

Thursday. ^ ^ The lce had giv
;

n way m
the Gulf of Pecheli, and the mails had at length

reached Tien-tsin. The Chinese Government had

issued a decree establishing a Board of Foreign

Affairs at Pekin.

The COURT.-The Queen, Prime Consort and the

Princesses are at Buckingham Palace. On Saturday

alt SnC Mnjesty visited Hampt on Court accom-

panieTby the Princesees Alice, Helena and Uum.
The Prince Consort came to London and visited the

exldbition of Antiquities and.objects of Ai a Iron-

Law AppoiNTMEN^MTTTr^
of Petitions to Private Bil ,'£fc

F

Speaker to the office of Tax J!,!?**
< lommons, in the place STtoV *
salary of the office has been&£&a year.

u^urro^j|

FOREIGN EnLISTMENT-The Pm, *
CA.—At the Privv fin^n i^Y 11 *UiRICA Privy Council held

White Lodge, RichiondTa^o^W
mg Proclamation was issued ^*
neutrality during the hostility inAinS;

?R0CUw

mongers Hall. His Royal Highness afterNvards pre-

" ded at a meeting of the Council of the Duchy ol

Cornwall. Prince Arthur left Buckingham l^alace for

Cambridge on a visit to the Prince of Wates a

Madineley Hall. On Sunday morning the Queen and

Prince Consort, Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,

and Prince Leopold attended Divine service m the

White Lodge. The Dean of Windsor officiated. On

BY THE QUEEN.-A
Victoria R. ^M^^^^^

Whereas we are^happily at peace with alla^and States: And whereas hostilities w!**
menced between the Government of tv
America and certain {States Rt*iin<. ivJ .

'

America and certain States styling themSi*
rate States of America :" And $h«2£
with the Government of the United StataiL?
1 loyal determination to maintain a strict «?*
trality in the contest between the said ti
•• We therefore have thought fit, by ajj
of our Privy Council, to issue this our h-And we do hereby strictly charge andi:

. .. _ loving subj ects to observe a strict neutnfr*

On aforesaid hostilities, and to abstain from t

.
. „ , ii. /,• *j n ing either the laws and statutes of the re

Monday morning her Majesty and Princess Alice drove tbe law of nation8 in reiati(m theret0( Jl
., J ^ -.

. _ rr«u„ u_: r*«« ort^*- oo/»r»»T\na»nnfi hpr I tne contrary at their peril. And wherea§«to Kew Gardens. The Prince Consort accompanied her

Majesty on horseback. In the afternoon the Queen

held a Council, at which a proclamation enjoining

neutrality in the civil war in America was agreed to.

Earl Granville and Lord Palmerston had audiences of

her Majesty. On Tuesday morning the Queen, accom-

panied by Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, drove to

Sion House, and walked in the gardens. The Prince

Consort went to Cambridge University, returning in the

evening to Richmond. In the afternoon the Queen

drove out in an open carriage with Princesses Helena

iind Beatrice. On Wednesday morning the Comtcsse

de Neuilly, with the Princesse de Joinville, the Due de

Nemours, and the Comte de Paris, visited the Queen

at the White Lodge. Intheaftern<> m the Prince Consort

held a levee on behalf of the Queen, in St. James's Palace,
potentatA colfmyf province> orpanail

at which 180 noblemen and gentlemen were presented.
or of auy perB(lU or persons exercising or

—

After the Levee his Royal Highness rode out on horse- t iie powers of government in orowrsyN

ta£ u£ZS+* \w, QLn, a.con^ed by.U.e .*. P-^orpanof^p^
Princesses Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, arrived

natural-bom subject of Ma lij

at Buckinchatt Palace from the White Lodge,! h -
| ieave or licence as aforesaid, aecept»j»»a»

„,ond Park* Oo Thursday the Qneen heW .Coort at Xl™™™^^^*
himself, to serve as a sailor or w*<«

statute made and passed in the 59th year
r

George III., entitled '• An Act to preve:

tagement of his Majesty's Subjects to

»

ervice, and the Fitting out or Equippii

Dominions, Vessels for Warlike Purposes, ii

Licence," it is, among other things, c

follows :—" That if any natural-bom s

his heirs and successors, -without the la-

Majesty, his heirs or successors, for thatpp
obtained, under the sign manual of hi§ fa-

successors, or signified by Order in Cound.c'r

of his Majesty, his heirs or successors, 4h
or shall agree to take or accept, m:
mission, or shall otherwise enter Ml

service as a commissioned or non-commisia

: bhall enlist or enter himself to enlist, or iLl »

or to enter himself to serve as a soldier, or :.

shall serve in any warlike or military opaia^^^

of or for or under or in aid of anr fin?: mnrt
Potentate, colony, province, or part ofanypw U»

•fsayi

he set, nn

tott»
tl W€

'CI

ngaged, or shall w^J^*^;

J Is*

Buckingham Palace, at whieh Mirza Djafer Khan-

Muchir-ud-Dowle, Persian Amhasaador, attended by hn
cii||^

Secretary and Interpreter, had an audience to take war, or in und oh ^arf any tfijff

leave ; the Hon. George Mifflin 1 tails; had a* audience, or equi,^ ^^^^
and delivered his let' * of recall as Minister from the

incQ gUt0> potentate, colony, pranj

United States; and Mr. Charles Francis Adams had his vinco or people, or of anyPjfjJ

first audience, and delivered his credentials as Min assun g t<\
eXOrc^

e
m

t

rS2i
PtaSffiy from the Umted State.. Prii ar ^-^ «*-*

visited the Duke of Camhridge at the Horse Guard?. w ithcmt such leaveandli#p

In the afternoon the Prince Consort rode on horseback. " '

"""*

The Prince of Wales met with an accident while

boating on the Cam on Friday. Tl boat upset at the

back of Trinity, and bis Royal HighnoM and Capt.Grej

were precipitated into the water. Assistancr- was at

hand, and the Prince and bis companion were ii on

shore again, with no other inconvenience than a i ting.

Prim t. Alfred lefl Port Royal, Jam in the St.

George on the 10th all m a cruise of three v. »,

after wl i sin as to proceed t<> Bermuda to and

return thence dii • to England.

The ( 'a in vet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

"Wednesday at the official residence of the Fir.-' Lord of

the Treasury, in Downing Street.

Order of the Hath.—The Queen has conferred the

Companionship of the Hath on Mr. Henry Loch, private

secretary of Lord Elgin in his late mission to China,

and on Mr. Thomas Wade, Chinese secretary to the
M« * m * a 1 1*4*** A

of I

fcy

baud

w 1 1 hou t si ic u ienve »nu **».---

agree to go, or Bhall go, toanjwj
^

vmce, or port of any p

sww, with an intent orajrts' »
with int. to serve, in JJ ..

whatever, whether by 'a^" l

B,<*flfl
under or in ai f any fore^PT^t
>rovinc rpaitofWPy22is^

!„• fororunMerormaido^&
or fuauming to exerciae tbe Po j
ny foreign c.mtry, cM^s*
cr^ple. »»er as an &g£ 0*
military capacity, or as

J^Jd j**jfl
such ship <>r vessel ij

^

8^pay or roward shaU nj™

of the cases aforesaid &*$% W-
any person to or_ for^Jp^^.
whatever, witom

d, or any p
country, c

"r"'"x1a i (̂ tv em ""

X Jl yiU vt 1 W U III V^V4 Iks/ Vii \n^O it \^ itul ii tliuv aw*wv *»--^- -^-- —— - w — *

armed troops have been concentrated in Wash- »«ion at Shanghai, who acted as chief interpret,

r during the expedition.
ington, and no fears are now entertained of the safety

of the Federal capital. President Lixcolx has

issued a proclamation declaring a blockade of all

the Southern ports, and has called for 42,000

volunteers,—23,000 for the army and 18,000 for

the navy.

SOK

Parma mektary Movkmexts. — Mr. Hughes, of

Kinmel Park, sind Lord Richard Grosvenor, son of tl

M.irquis of Westminster, are mentioned as Candida

for Flintshire, the former in the Conservatire, tl

latter in the I. .1 interest. Capt. Johnson, R.N
' / -—*

--- -
i gon-ni-law ol lie late member, has been returned for

e navy. On the ether hand, President J ei Ett- I the Montgomery boroughs in the < interest

w Davis has convened the Southern Congress without opposition; the Liberal candidate, the Hon.

Ireland, or any part of
JjJflJ^sjJij

Ui any country, -'^Sy, 8b»U ^Jj
to or subject to ^JSd^^f
procure, or shall attempt,<* &*Vl
proc. any percon or•^ t0

be0$

.ice or c

or

at Montgomery for the purpose of devising means
to replenish the Treasury, and of providing for

the defence of the country. Fort Pickens has been
successfully reinforced without resistance on tbe

part of the Secessionists. Fort Smith, in Arkansas,

has been taken by the State troops, and a body of

Federal troops has surrendered to the Tex an s.

Worth Carolina is virtually out of the Union and
is equipping for war ; Tennessee has gone over to

the Seceders, but Maryland and "Western Virginia

are true to the Union, and Kentucky is still

neutral.

By the Overland Mail we have news from Cal-

cutta to the 18th, and from Hong Kong to the 1st

April. The accounts from Calcutta represent the

prospects of the indigo crop as very bad , no rain

having fallen up to the 18th April. The ar.g-tse

expedition had reached Hankow, and the three
trading ports had been selected. The expedition
had met With HO imnpdimPTit frrtm iha roKclo wlin

,er in land *~
v0t*Z

aid of any foreign |
nuce

, ^
or part of any Pr^ e^i"
of any person or ^^tagafoie»^*,

any pUers of government
w

rf^
jTor embark ^^Jto^^%
the puvpo-se or ^J^bethet^
or employ** as *<<>*»£# shsUbJjJJ-

eonvic^d • :«*£$**%
be T^M ^a

<Xrt beforef

hiiT.t

or arni, or w
arm, or P«?*£rii#
r arm. be equi

or arroe«i, or
lishing,

iid, f
fitting p*-Mu*

Captain Tracy, having retired from tbe • test.

Hishopbic of Madras.—The Qu has d d

letters patent to pass the Great I of the I nited
Kingdom, nominating t . Fr< k Cell, B.D., to

, the Bishopric of M.idras, in the room of the lat Kight

I

Rev. Dr. T. Dealtry.

Colomaj. Bishopric—Another colonial bishopric has

|>een founded, nndthe Rev. John Coleridge Patteson t M.A., or ar.u^., -
fnrui9wng,

-:- ^d^T^'
of Merton College, Oxford, eldest son of the Right lion. ir

^ "2231
in
5ith inten* ^^ «•

Mr. Justice Patteson, has been appointed the first gjjf be' eD0Plo^ftate,
oT

.

of
r V$&

bishop. The diocese comprises the western islands of state, or P^
f ^y prov^6^ v>*

|

the Pacific. The ceremony of consecration was per- v
"2vJmis

P
e^ercising <*

a

over p^plr'

formed at Auckland by the Bishops of New Zealand, ^^ »' ia ** —^ -"

Wellington, and Nelson. Mr. Patteson has been for

some years past an active missionary in the Polynesian or svr* ^f\>rin«n» stawj
~

v
&jAZjf:

Igkni.
ngain8t_«nv

;K
P
ciig of ^.^ ^^gjPjg

The ARMY.—The Colonelcy of the 41st J
by the death of General urt Repi

been conferred on I neral Sir K iiani Rngis»<«. -;^ colonv 'W^esty ^^f;
G.C.B., and the I neley of the 60th Fo vac-.ted by ^th

g
v « bis ^ited^^

t In* •n™;ntm»iit. has h«*Pii miiforrpd nn Mnlnr.flpneral fthftlL Wlthm u setW to ^

*aich

^QOWQ
tjuktij U

su

tads*
for a
totty

pr<

100 kil

* ---H-iT-iJS&L%ZIF,

prince,/^ ^against anyP^'of vX-iST* %

** an

this appointment, has been conferred on Maj< nerai «haii, ^"""•'
in any ^bj^ }L $**

G. Morton Eden. I. ieut.-General \V. Redman Ord has d
2
m
'Zcl!"boiongi?sV^

r

ioX
snyjp ^

been appointed Colonel Commandant of a 3a <lion of
2eliv

r

er any c°??*& ves^1 ^
he Royal Kngineers in the room of the late Sir Charles

] that socn swp

Pasley.
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in want ofsailors He moved m hrr
for oomhU ration to the Ministers oi M. ontiiii of a few bowste, we* ceesi
and *oreigu Aflsire. M. > bevalter and M Fridsv nlfht. The public bB
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And shall upon oonvictinn thereof, upon
or indictment. I* punished by fins and ;

orehkerof them, st the disrr n of the Court
nil—In shall be coavieted ; sad every such

with the tackle, apparel, and fumituiv,

•a. all the materials, arms, ammui 1 stores

tjilnnf to or be on board of any such ship or Teasel,

and it shall be lawful for any officer of
Cbstsms or Excise, c i any officer of his

,, u»tt. who is by law empowered to make seizures, for

ncurred under any of the laws of Customs or

be laws of trade and navigation, to seize such ships

l-tJVesssU siiiess'd and In such places and in sueh manner

fevfck* the ofloers of his Majesty's Customs or Excise and
K. atVinn r/ sr Msiesty's nary are etnj>owered respectively

r^kt as***"*** under tiie ^ 19rn or* Customs at xcise, or

as kws ef tt«de end navigation ; and that every such
:h the tackle, apparel, and furniture,

with all the materials, arms, ammunition, and stores

btionc to or be on board of .such ship or vessel, may
sdt»3 condemned in the like manner, and in such

>asset may be prosecuted and condemned
C"s0y breach of the laws msdo for the protection the

Bpawses of <** end i ise, or of the Laws of trade an

^wVaU"c " And »t is in an i <y the said Act further enacted
If any person in any part of the United K

of Uvsat Bntain sad Ireland, or in any part of his Majesty's
• beyond the teas, without the leave and licenat

Maj***- trpose first id and obta as
Pall, by adding to the number ,« gui.

or by ehengtng those on board for oth< uns,
addition of any equipment for war, i oaae or

or procun he increased or augment- I. ahall
knowingly concerned in increasing or au Ing >e

force of any ship or vessel of war or iser, or other
reaasl. which st the time of her arrival in any part

if the 1 ted Kingdom, or any of his Majesty's dominions,
,

.

, . . .

was s ship of war, cruiser, or armed vessel in the service a
!

oncee, eerUin f>ereons had eccepted a great reepon-

f (.. n

•era on

Rouher opposed the in t ion, which was supported b
Admiral Qsf ile. Tbe debate was adjourned to Monde
when the motion was supported by Admiral Rigeult de
Genouilly, Cardinal Mi eu, and other Senators, an.

I

opposed by M. B ir d test Piesident of the Council of
tate. The m was t mately agreed a

majority of to 14, In the > g of Ttseaday'tl
peti! i in favour nnation oi Syria was die*
cussed. Tl Larocl iqnehu, Csrdinal Donne
MM. Chapuyi t> vjlle, Baron Dupin, •

elbajtc, and Count Segur d Agueeseau oppoaed the
proposal of the *e to r»j. he petil i. 1

passing; to tbe ler the Jay. M. Snaky supported
it. The discussion was adjourned » Wednesday, when
M. Pillaul \*e an historical outline of the events in

ft, of which the following is a summary .—
The almost powerless stats of Turkey had obliged

great Pow spectioa. Ai
ng ncg rls wee

agree m» was afterws esjedunt:
etsrlthetan ii .... ,,i, ItHttiona Ki^i-m i oniv esssssmttd be

sX

'is express condition that
thelas' rm. U • regard to the orgej . ihs

eminent had wc >• reasoim lor

Ml ian chief only, w *h>

wl o poj mint ion of Mount Lebanon, had great chaoses <>! being
adopted. The only l [to bo »no,

ex itc s convention. I evacuate on t

June. If the withdrawal of our troops si %ve lameu

of say foreign prince, seats, or potentate, or of any person <

exercising or assuming to exercise any , owers
in or provin< r pa

Me or people b iging to the subjects of any such prii

or petentate to the inhabitants of any <

r part of any province or country m r the cont
y person or pereone eo exerefsing, or assuming to

ofOoven

the

/

Sthility. bi..«.d be shod because the
ranco had been misunden vild call Europfl
noes to t iso reenonsi is ii rred. It was

n« t trance who evac <xl Syria wee Km When
France suj tod a cause of her a, ii or acts were tree, and
el lid withdraw. Whatv w be tho

«

he
Emperor? I ranee would rjret luty. With t

transports which wore to bring back the troops would sail six

vessels, which would cruise in the waters iieyrout* and be
the terror of the i i was aware of this, and
assoc i herself \ Vance. Her flag will : the

•y side with t hoes of Prance and Russia, s

if necessity requi measures, would be take
M. Billault read the circular of M Bouvenel, dated May g,

explaining tl mrse wl i France w -"., and <

cln led by 'saying tl Prance, being fre'd fr. in t »tc

pe in regard recovered a 1 1 I *1 lilterty.

lie then \ osod that tho Senate should pass to the order
the day.

The Marquis IaafOt

the .Ministerial d

vote for tli hi n.

s engines were destroyed.—Tbe mtsnben of thai
< fovernmeni of Genera hsire teosWed tlstir
in a body on account of tbe iil-t*eatmen jsal by
M J ames Fasy , Chiefof u* Cantosi ef
Geneva, not having been found by tbe Jsjry to conetitssse
a vioUtion of his official dignit v. I ' ng tbe recent
visit oi rriuoe Napoleon to tbe LaV <* Oeaeea, tbe
appearance of tbe 1 reach flag on the Lake canard sosne
alarm, and was the cauae of many absurd r.poKs.

1 uawefoet.—In tbe sit i the Federal Diet en
tl representative of (Jothe urged 1 1 Diet

> a decision on t roposal of Hesse Darosstetlt
• si tin nsl .Vast on. In tbe aaae
sitting the representative c a made a
deoUi a with n oaal seat re-
•pert ing the command in c luef of i < rederal army.

I u—M. Pa . the ebb s
eat Berl i noa son on a forger)

earsthst M .- licad

.

e, whose
was to have ba • \t. i pre bv order

he ( liim ee da is

latter took advan 1 ..•. «d' to encct his earn; He was
tmed at Tsta
Havauu The ilavnria bambers have nnaUj

adopted a prop M. Ptur, reasoning the res 1 >

ti i to which tbe Jews were s & cert udus-
tiial pi ns. Tbe Archbishop «.f M

B Hisli f Ajgsburg9 atid the President the Ottsat

a»J

asl

Ihs powers or Government, every such person s< iing
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall, np
SSnvieted thereof, upon any information or indictment,
etshed by fine and in .ment, or at

ion of the Court before which such of ler shall be
.Vow, in order t: none of our subjects

. render themselves liable to the penalties imposedm the sasd statute, we do hereby strictly con d,
that do pstesa or putbum whatsoever do commit any
ac^ matter. ng whatsoever contrary to the i

2J"^«
f tke »asd eUtute, upon pain of tho several penalties

the sasd statute imposed, and of our high di assure.
do hereby further warn all our loving subjects, and
aBwhataoev entitled to our

]
tect . t*S y

shalljrjreeiime, ii nteropt of this our Roy i-

snd of our displeasure, to any a« n -i ga-
01 tax y, as subjects of a neutral sovereign, in the

or in violation or contravention law

au, - . "J** behalf—as, for example «ore eepeciall
rT esaering into the ilitary service of either of tho said con-

perues as commissioned or nou-commissi »rs

l^-.
. "•• °f by serving as oincers, sailors, or marines on

aTsJthaTTni*
'* TVm*1 of war "r trnnf,

l
K,rt of or in the service

2sw*^ orfas aeld contending parties ; or by scrvingas officers,™ '
*• °T ma"nes on board any privateer hearing letters ofFjj^jjor from either of the said pan

KZPr?,a£i ~stt "gft^y^PJflfttaSHj^&sysgi^sf^ fs^s^^M^aMlaMjHron uOMji ti

as

in < vpreatcil his sa' n

lion, and sail I hat he should

The order of the day was tl

lop nost unan'n isly, there being only t

dissentient votes. Ad fi I n states that, and the irresponsibility of ip h oi 1 membe
f « ** % a> • * M 1 * * » « i i*Jl t»*t it- la\t 1 _A*el- _il._li*.a 'Is
the whole .-<j n stationed there has receiv. .1 . n-dora

to sail on the 20th insL, with all the steam t isports.

M. Thonvenel has addressed a circular to the French
consular agents in America, recommending them t

observe the strietest neutrality in the events now
taking pla^e in that country. and the French Government

. voted tor the proposi n.

AlflTKiA —The Bui] »r reoeived on 1 esday the
membereof the 1. House the l:. who
presented to his Maj* --.ty the add roes in reply to the

speech from the I This a Idress, like tl;

LIppei House, ex)iressed a wish 1 ie inaintcnance of

the Constitution, and the in isibility of the I pire.

It also expressed a hope that Hungary may be induced

to send represein \e* to the 1 ismtli, \ that

ace may be maintained, i I declared that the
H ^c \\ah ready to makes* ess if required. The
up r, in bis reply, said that it was bis intention to

maintain n»L only the unity of the empire, but also, as

i as possible, the an my of the provinces. In
the sitting of the two 1 1 uses on Saturday, liaron

ihinerl Minister o( State, prese -d 11 Bills,

among which v e a new press law, a matrimonial
lww, and a law decreeing inviolability of the person

at basse

"' • eaw^ '• "»v«sx TV, hf?r sWisajr^SaWx ~w UUI
*br0vvl

t otb€ri to do mo; or by fit

r eqirippitur any thip or retwel tn bo em
• •hip t I Wll or piTvaUMl or trMMpOrt, by cithrr of fhn said

or by br6*ririn£, or endciroiiring' to break,
lawfully and actually ettr: ^bod beh

•fAbw of thf aaid coulwwMug partiw ; or by carrying offlcen.
arm*?, military st^rea, or material^ r any

bv articles oonaidcred and deemed to be contraband <

A

i&>
sdosa"

eW^J

ilenB*^

id

os»*'

dOtBff

ice f
forest

sip

t*

m

i he »n of I" mmer It is

c> •amships, the frigate Doses
the corvettes Lavoisier and Pro: and the slo«

JCorvaL Tbe t. *ir- >mmis lent to Kirope by
tbe President of the Son n C u have
arrived in Paris. Tl have vetb ed bt the
Einp« r, but have 1 m interview with M. Thorn ie!.

eeeording to the law or modern usage of"7. .'fbr^ne j
^' Kossuth has passed through Paris, but it is no

of either e said cont all known if his movement! have any political meaning.
I. Lonis \ illot has just published a pamphlet under

the titb Waterloo, rj which he : ues that the
battle of Waterloo was a triumph of P -itai rer

Catholicism; that the ttpedition Rome, and the
restoration of the temp 1 i>ower of the Pope in 1819,
was the revenge of Catholic nations for their defeat in

1815; and, lastly, that the Pi ant nations

plotting a second and more terrible Waterloo against
their C ioHc rivals, by conspiring to overthrow the
temporal power of the Pope. He concludes with a
complaint that the bishops are not permitted to reply

in their own newspapers to the attacks of the Lil

so offending will incur and bo liable to the scTeral
and penal conseouen by the said statute, or by the

^cf aattons, in that behalf imposed or denounced. Ari-1 we
|hsuuj declare t 1 at all our subjects 'and persons « ;d 4

*__
y>oteuUun who may mi-conduct themselves .o

[Jwe»_will so at their peril and of their own w ig, an
in nowise obtain any protect from us against

Ues or penal consequences, but will, on the contrary,
ear high displeasure by such misconduct. Given at our
«t the White Lodge, R monrt Park, this 13th day

J, tn the year of our Lord 1861, and in the !i year of our
Pi- <» d save tho Queen.

"*» A er Movement.—The prize meet ing on
•Wedon Common will begin on I'hurtdav, the 4th

saes!!
7

'i

imtetld of
.

Monday, the 1st of Jul An ofl ,1

•J*
°cpu issued earnestly requesting officer*

ding Volunteer P i tie Corps to reply, without
j*".' he circular of the 13th of March, to enable

rtion to make the necessary pr irations for

J. 1280 circul have been issued, to

•mher°r
-^" ^phes have been received. Tl

kno»T-
mtenu»ng competitors should be made

aWtiT?kl
ni

JS!,aHy; theIr names wiU not be required* "** «6tii of June.

of tbe Hi i tl deputies bo tbe Diet. The
(1. te on the address in the Chamber of Deputies

was of the most animswed cbaracler, and lasted

ight hours. The Czechs, Poles, and the aristocratic

party of great landed propriet I proposed amend-
ments in favour ol" a federal sys i. These amend-
ments were reji d by a is current,

wli . h r, requires « n, thai I »lish

and Czech members will have the Ileichsrath on
of this d< ii.

II \ry.—A« unt n P h place the fact of
Count Ti ci having died by his own hand beyond

lestion. He sb ! iiimself with a pis , and for some
iys previously had excited the attention of his friends

by the - te of nervous excitement under which he was
labouring. In the sitting of the* nnber of Deputies
on Monday M Deak exhorted the Assembly to act
with prudence and moderat i, aud moved that the
wishes of i country should be submitted to the
Emperor in the form of an address, demanding the
independence of Hungary, the Constitution of 1848,
and a responsible Ministi This proposal was received

h applause by the majority of the Deputies.
The debate on ftf. Desk's motion commenced on Thurs-
day when M. Tisda said that an understanding with
Austria was impossible, and that he did not wish the
adoption of any Address until the rights of the country
had been restored. He requested the House to pass a

press, and that they are threatened with exile, im- resolution giving a greater extension to the proposition

commenced on

-*

tiL*a£°*
tant d'»ca98»on

^ 'UhS^T \pet
\
Li

.

on
i ^ntGd hy

T .

JH8es «rom the shipowners, masters,
»n the northern fisheries, praying

and seamen
» repeal»w* • repeal of th

northern fisheries, praying

bstr reducing tlsa*«K?
V M in the Anglo-French

?r©d ;**?£
•

ty °n fi9h ' 8:llt 'Hl or fresh '

BJ liberies, from 48 f.

-la**; a;
wj»««-,»3is to lOf. per

that this red. ion will

fed in the h- ing S,!!!,' i
' especially those

^^•n advantageous terms twP\ °. c I>ete with them

r-&fc —on, inT *;, U^^ ^ted that under•^AWa > lV tlie Eini>cror
*

'I,
] ':• P-tection of the

Sitwi '^^eaeed bv isnan — 7*^' :,on maritime had

prisonment, and banishment if they attack the
Government.
Spain and Morocco.—Solyman, the brother of the

Emperor of Morocco, with some Btabjle tribes, are said

) oppose the payment of the war indemnity to Spain.

The Emperor, however, shows himself firmly resolved
to pay it. It is reported that the Moors have humbly
explained the difficulty they will have in paying the
portion of the indemnity due at the end of May, and
offer to pay as much as lies in their power. The latest

news states that there is no fear of tranquillity being
disturbed in Africa, and that it is not true that
England has diplomatically interfered in the question.

Portugal. — The Portuguese Chambers will be

opened on the 20th inst. It is said that the Council of

tate has propo I to the King to create 15 new Minis-

terial Peers in order to overcome the Opposition Peer

of M. Deak. Some deputies spoke in favour of and
others against the adoption of the Address. It is

understood that in the < nt of M. Deak's motion
being adopted, the Diet will be dissolved, and
that the Government will appeal to the country.
The official journal of Wednesday says, that if the in-

habitants of those communes of Hungary, the taxes of
which are in arrear, should still refuse to pay them,
notwithstanding the requisition of the Special Com-
missioners, tbe communes will be militarily occupied
until two-thirds of the arrears be paid. On Sunday
evening a crowd of peo] . partly armed, endeavoured

liberate four deserters from the Hussar Regiments
who had been consigned to the military prison at Raab.
Their design v . howe. , frus! d by the garrison.

Three of the rioters were killed and 15 wounded. The
sentry of the military prison was stabbed to death.

P

K

» of tl/pr«ye^f ?ho L?'•
• >

ct«J that in the
-ri~ won , Z ro?„«|T tf

tl0^rs * the
way,

ance would be left

y

MM. Cabral and Avila are among the persons recom- veral soldiers were wounded.

mended for peerages. The question of the Sisters of Croatia.—A report is curient that Croatia has deter-

Charity continued undecided. It was probable that mined to send representatives to the Ileichsrath.

the Portuguese < Jovernment would issue a decree dis- Vrnbtia.—The Austrian oHicial organ says that all

solving this religious body and ordering the French the gentlemen whose election in Venetia has been
sisters to leave the country. Asubscription had com- announced have declined to take their seats in the
menced for establishing a new order compatible with I mil of the Empire, on the ground that they cannot
the laws of Portugal. The Portuguese Commit r consider that a few communes represent the will of the

country. Even Count Aloise Moncenigo has with-
drawn his consent to be nominated as a member of the
Ileichsrath.

|
Russia.—It is asserted that M. de Budberg will

the Universal Exhibition of 1862 bad been inaugurated

under the presidency of Don Fernando, The Portu-

guese war si uner Mindello had been withdrawn from
Civita Vecchia.
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replace M. de Balabme as Ambassador of Russia at the

Court of Vienna. A letter from St. Petersburg states

that the recent disturbances at Kasau originated in an

impostor, who declared himself a descendant of

Peter III., and the real heir to the throne of Russia.

Some of the misguided peasants believed in him. He has

been captured and shot.

Italy.—The Opinione of Friday contains an article

explaining that the moral adhesion of France to the

Kingdom of Italy is not sufficient. The article con-

tinues thus :

—

«' The time has arrived in which France shouU explicitly

and officially recognize the new state of things. Such a course

would deprive the enemies of the Kingdom of Italy of any

pretext. The enemies of France would then no longer oe able

to say that her policy is equivocal."

The Bill for the abolition of feudal rights was voted by

the Chamber of Deputies at Turin in the sitting of the

11th, by 151 votes to 54. In the same Bitting the

Minister of Agriculture and Commerce brought in a

Bill for au Italian Exhibition of Agriculture, Manu-
facture, and Arts, to be held at Florence in September

next. Another Bill was brought in for calling in all

the old copper money of the JEmilian provinces, and

replacing it by a new coinage. On Wednesday a

Government Bill for a line of railway from Naples to

Ancona was laid on the table. On Monday Signor

Ricciardi will put a question to the Ministry with

reference to certain events at Naples. The report of an

approaching modification of the Ministry is contra-

dicted. M. Salamanca left Turin on Wednesday, after

having signed a convention for the construction of the

Romtm railways. The National Guard of Naples gave

a grand dinner to the army on Tuesday evening in the

San Carlo Theatre. More than 9000 persons were

present. Signor Toppulli proposed the " Health of the

King of Italy and of the Army," which was drunk with

general euthusiasm. The Chevalier di Nigra and Signor

Durando replied to the toast. Much regret is expressed

at the approaching departure of the Chevalier di Nigra
for Turin. It is generally believed that the French
garrison will soon quit Rome, where the Bourbon party

is preparing fresh expeditions to the Abruzzi. The
French Gendarmes have seized two boxes containing

coins, which had been struck in Ho ne, with the effigy

of Francis II. They were directed to the Neapolitan

provinces. General Goyon lodged a complaint with
Francis II., who denied any participation in the affair.

The enlistment of soldiers for the Bourbon service

and the vexatious interference of the police continue
at Rome. A priest in the service of the Reac-
tionary party, and bearer of compromising papers, has
been arrested at the Roman frontier. The city

and suburbs of Perugia were visited by a shock of
earthquake on the 8th inst., in which several lives were
lost. The shock was felt also at Montepulciano and at

Citfca della Pieve. At the latter place several houses were
thrown down, one person killed, and several wounded.
A committee has been formed at Florence, under the
presidency of Marquis Bartolomini, Gonfaloniere of
the city, and with the co-operation of Baron Ricasoli,

for the purpose of collecting subscriptions for a national
crown to be presented to Victor Emmanuel, as a substi-
tute for the iron crown withheld by Austria. Branch
committees are to be established at Turin, Milan,
Genoa, Bologna, Perugia, Ancona, Naples, Palermo,
and Cagliari. /

Malta.—The Royal yacht Victoria and Albert, with
the Empress of Austria on board, arrived at Malta on
Monday afternoon, and was afterwards followed by the
Osborne. The health of her Majesty is much im-
proved. It was doubtful whether she would land.
The yachts were to leave on Tuesday for Trieste.

Tubkey.—Omar Pacha left Constantinople on Thurs-
day for Kustendje, with a conciliatory proclamation,
promising a reduction of the taxes and a remission of
all arrears, granting the right of free election of the
mun ;cipal councillors, and allowing the Christians to
have bolls on their churches. The International Com-
missioners arrived at Constantinople on Wednesday.
A great fall has taken place in the value of money.
The Principalities.- All the great Power?, in-

cluding Austria, have now agreed to the union of the
Danobian Principalities.

EGYPT.—It is rumoured that M. de Lesseps has tart
returned from Egypt to Paris, to raise further funds
for the prosecution of the Suez Canal. According tosome accounts about 800,000*. has already been spent
without adequate result, an expensive dyke on the
Mediterranean side having been washed away.

^m°1
ST

m
F AFBIC^-Accounts from Cape Coast to the

14tli April state that affairs were in an unsatisfactory
state m the Bight of Benin : the King of Porto Nuovo
had defied Mr. Consul Foote, and had fired into the
Jtfrune, when the consul summoned him to come on
board. A dispute had also arisen between the Governor
of Cape Coast and the King of Anamaboe, but was
speeddy brought to a conclusion by the governor dis-
patching 100 men to Anamaboe, when the Kin

ff sur-
rendered, and was reprimanded and fined 50/ At

ha,lTh7oi- Va
r
5Uina

,

ry Proceeding« of the Kin* hadhad the effect of nearly putting a stop to trade. Anatrve missionary who witnessed the - *rand cn-tnm "
states that more than 2000 males and about as
females and young children, besides enor us nuraoc
01 deer, turkeys, buzzards and other animals were

1 he W-ett African herald sa that

take to put down the abominable kingdom of Dahomey,

which is the terror and scourge of one of the finest

portions of Africa."

India.—By the Calcutta mail we have news from

that presidency to April 10, and a telegraphic despatch

has since arrived with news to April 18. 1 he following

persons were killed̂ Tur^^
the fire of the fedta «£**
Jefferson Davis into aST* « i

congratulates the CaroU^^

is a summary :

—

There are very bad prosp ects for the next Indigo crop. No

rain has fallen yet. The ryots still refuse to sow in Lower

Bengal The plan of the Secretary of State for amalgamating

the local European force with the line has been published

Officers and men are to be asked to volunteer ;
those who

decline will be formed into regiments for local service. Three

regiments of cavalry and nine of infantry are to bo formed out

of the existing force and added to the Line The Madras

Government has decided that only such works of the Irrigation

and Canal Company shall be proceeded with as are not likely

to exceed the guaranteed capital of one million. The renal

Code is not to come into operation till the 1st of January, ISO-

The duty on Malwa opium has been raised to Rs. <00 per

chest. The duty on salt has been raised 50 per ceut. me
famine continues chiefly in the Delhi district.

China.—Mr. Bruce v*as expected to go to Pekin on

the 20th March, and it was reported that the Emperor

was to return to the capital. An Imperial edict had

appeared, establishing a Board of Foreign Affairs at

Pekin. The ice at Tien-tsin had broken up, and busi-

ness was likely to be resumed with activity. The river

Yang-tse had been declared open above Chinkiang and

as far as Hankow to British vessels. The navigation,

however, is found so difficult that only steamers can be

used. The towns where Consular establishments will

be placed are Chinkiang, Kinkiang, and Hankow, and

vessels of war will be stationed at these places and

Nankin. In a communication held with the Taepiug

authorities, by order of Admiral Hope, the former

agreed not to interfere with British vessels. Admiral

Hope, with the fleet, was close to Hankow on the 11th

ult. The foreigners who visited Hankow had been

courteously received by the Chinese authorities.

New Zealand.— The news from New Zealand is

more pacific. An armistice of 48 hours had been

granted to the natives at their own request.

United States.—The telegraphic communication

between New York and Washington has been re-

established. Eighteen thousand armed troops are now
in Washington, and the capital is said to be perfectly

secure. The prospects of an imine itc collision have

diminished, but the levy of troops and war preparations

continue with great zeal throughout the Northern and

Southern States, and President Davis has answered

Mr. Lincoln's proclamation of war by convening the

Southern Congress at Montgomery to provide the waja
and means necessary for defence. President Lincoln has

issued another proclamation, calling for 42,000 volun-

teers,—23,000 for the regular army and 18,000 seamen.
He has also issued a proclamation declaring a blockade
of all the southern ports. The blockade has already com-
menced at Norfolk Bay, and 50 additional vessels, with
steam transports and 20,000 men, are ready to sail. A for-

ward movement of I", deral troops from Washington on
Virginia is daily expected. Tin? President will demand
the restoration of the Norfolk Navy Yard, Harper's
Ferry, and Arsenal. LeeJ Lyons has contradicted a
report that he had solicited an armistice, and Mr.
Seward, the Secretary of g to, has published a similar

contradiction, stating that " that sort of hu*incss ended
on the 4th of March." The North Carolina Legislature
has been convened. The State is virtually out of the
Union, and is equipping for war. A deputation from
Western Virginia has informed President Lincoln that
Western Virginia will support the In ion if the people
are armed. A report on Federal relations, very Inutile

to the Federal Government, has passed the Man land
Legislature. The m <rity of the committee are re-

ported to be Secessionists. Baltimore is quiet, and the
Federal flag has been re-hoisted on the Custom House.
The Governor of Missouri, in his Message to the Legisla-

ture, condemns the action of President Lincoln's Adminis-
tration. The Governor of Tennessee has informed Presi-

dent Lincoln that he will furnish no troops to the
Federal Government, hut will rather furnish 50,000

before, and heroism, darin.
the bombardment of Far I ** «*sT*
the discretion .„, i

*°? S^W?S*
fleet offChar^^^^l
any attempt to rdie^&£

jr«

CANADA.-A severe gale ^snowstorm, visited the mifi*****

"

Four ships
the 25th ult rour ship, v

" ?
tour others were lost i„ «*? "?«*
saved. The steamerCe3Wy
Quebec, was also lost on ft iC? » «
passengers, with the eiceotion rf

^«*
were saved and takent&£"£
Parhament a division on*££*~

xEstimates resulted in &V011r
„*-• "-»

majority of 10 votes.
*«a*T^

HONDUBAS.-A despatch fa*
an insurrection had broken out«3
that Capt. Dunn's West IndkW '

for the scene of action. The
^^™

give up the island of Ruatan
Honduras accepts it or not. Id
arrived in the harbour on the 22dJ
same day for Belize.

ontkT M

-The
fcade 1

men against the North.
Tennessee < ration hat
Kentucky will maintain

It is rumoured that the
a secession ordinance

neutral position. It is

ported that a propoM n has betn made by the
G< -rnor of Kentucky to theO^v.-rnorof Ohio, that the
Governor* of the Border states proj>oso the
United States Government to b< me arbitrators
between the contending parties in the present diffi-
culties. The chartered steamer Atlantic has arrived;
she reports having reinforced Fort Pickens successfully,
and without resistance on the part of the Secession Uhs!
At India Vill fexa 150 Federal ops, under Major
Sibley, have surrendered to 800 Texans, under
Colonel Vnmdorn, after having tirst attempt* o
escape in two sailing vessels. They were overtaken by
steamers. ""

P"*f

HOUSE OP LO

Friday. —Civil War in AmittL-bm l*M»
attention to the rumour that lettn

received in this country from the Serif«tf tl» *
and ex pressed a hope that the pj|.isilw St
issued by the Government, with rek-T" •* apam
English subjects to take service ittfclfc* 'w
distinct and emphatic in- warning 4
interfered on either Bide iatheifc '

had broken out in the United fan,*!**** &
npon their own heads, and that itwi-
country for protection or redreM.-L

the proclamation would be so waded:

warning to all her Majesty'ssubjeca,

it had been delayed was that its lapprj ^JTJ
1 *'

considered. After buch a prodattn^

captured as a privateer and (rata
1

«i£J

entitled to claim the official pic:

State of Syria.—Lord STRiTFOSDSltti

resolutions to the effect tints

with extreme regret any dosi'

continuance, however brief, i a

Syria beyond the 5th of la fsnuT
sidered the late calamitous jk '?•
clusively attributable to loo! s

to the general state of till*

in point of revenue and adoaii*

was deeply impressed with

Porte a prompt adoption

measures as might best

1 1 at thomayoon of 1856, a

ef those sanguinary confls*

to the support of the H*^w^
ilculated to strengthen tbHj.^

the 8ublitne Porte the xf*
re ms in the internal wJJJj
\V< >dkhou8E said that a poaa

|

to the dangers appearuy «£J,
The difficulties which the

some degree traceable to W«n
which was found inaupwWji
difficulty arose from tl» JJr-
remedy for this evil constttea"*

the Porte upon a sound bate» .

vision and examination, *"%*"
more high sounding cbart^^j

would not press hw hwjwj"
.

of Clanricarde »told jya
French Gorernnunts ^Stori*-
from Hyria ; but was conyincww
be serviceable to Turkey;^*JJf4
would propose such a tD'^tofBji«

point of Turkey was her
«J*£ ^

Suae thought thatTurUy^^gtlye
interference, and th^/Ss^'
the original cause of tue

p~HSfllg
complaint was niade

;',tftraced

dition of Turkey was to Mg^lj
atont interference ?J'M
urn for the last SO HJ" ^ *tf

because their rea »wng
8t^

draw his resol utions m *» PJ^J
adoption. The retoloMBiJ^,^
from the House °/

fl
?^rrt-»f.RS* *• <

which the P!lrtJ
fJJi^^C* "i«

relating to*^j£%g*^Z&£*
that the ^"^M^etatWJjK

equally SPP 1"*^^ warmth,

school syftem wi*J chapuu* ft
that rn^tratesj^^nJ^H
the cnmiual aaa. ^ ^up

borne testimony w m

JTbe Duke ?L£*ndi<a
the

I.1M

san ^

The
one of

-

SI B"

most W« w* "few

Bis tii

Tl; men will be allowed either to join the\^V^»™J%&»i*'
Confederate army, or to take oath not to serve I inst ?he statistics «i^£j and*V
the Confederation. Fort Smith, in Arkansas, with sch«>lin»«n»^

nid„ntl^^Srir
property of the est i n,ated value of 800,000 dollars, Xca^aUnstitution^ P^J
had been tiken by the ite troopa, The < ofed £™t*ofp< c

n

^ld *b*k?(*

rate flag hid been h ted on the I \ desi ch full credit to
'
^^ititle ^5}.

from Harrisbtirg: states that it was currently ret* ed ^"^OsASViLtf^w^V»
that e*President Buchanan MlrarrMlyd 1 of ^.ubject-A%&S^rJl
his farm at When nd, and Ud to ,. in c se« the otio" ^ the

HartM*

quonce of threatening n irks made to him by the CoUmi**)^ ^#*?5Q
»liio tr m, who are quartered 2000 strong at Lan- c ' ,

?;Sn^^*,g^iA 9t»^
ercy wnen some civ ilued power shall under- lor 5000 additional troops. It is now said that several i

»ent bad learnt from

Kir

inanv

slaughtered
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» BirdRoek

)ur of k J

'

i fcom

oat ma

he

anon

>t. An

:he22d|

ad of St. Domingo, and he was
tu aoeompanled by an

fto allow the re —tabhab
.The Pnice** AUcet Annuity BUI and

ftocUast) ^«< ^emasbs**/ SiM were read a

ruiiHjrr- (
*

' — 'w—'~* -"—
»

* w-

4tM were road a thiid time and

; Proclamation—The Eari of

to hor Majesty's proclamation on the

c-rt# of the OoudWerated States of America,

inadequacy of the language employed t

legally and practically, by the

article* contraband of war.
H—

that if a blockade were main-

Jbrm, and with such a f rce aa to

if not impossible, for vessels to get

that waa both a lawful and an
article* " contraband of war,** certain

],,Am] upon by all nation* aa contraband,

In which the determination of a Prise

be neccaeary .—Tho Earl of Derby waa not in-

J~ Tt —*th the term* of the proclamation, aa it waa

seYlrs ear* «ientiitiona aa would ii. i ido all caeca. It

he considered, that the Northern 8tat«a ahould

this country would not recognise any blockade

mor would admit the p. wci assumed by

frleajteeting piracy and inflicting the

^f deegh for such an act, as auch a course

^M fa, contrary to tho law of nations.—Lord^^
_ that privateering was, by the lsw of

Miy subject, however, Joining in en expedi-

„ .,,, POWWalMSM With her Majusty VS4 guilty

Bsi act. and his blood miut rest on his own head.—
anted from Lord Brougham's opinion that

•ubjeetsjoining in privateering expeditious would

piracy —The Loan.' hanckllor said that, although

f joiuing a privateering expedition would violate

of thM country, still if he accepted a commission from

n* rA.Jhsr* the bsJMgereute be was carrying onia juttum bfUum,
Or M: uabi9 to the penalties for piracy.—Lord Kisosdown

«a.-li|i| teat if the Northern States chose to consider the

tt lettai;Astern States as rebels, they bad no right to consider and

the Sod- subject* foreign States as such because the

the [LaLBWlTB States had been recogniaed by us as belligerents. It

itht& • l«W— ffil I to define contraband of war. Tho Prince**

'imiS^mAMmUf Mill was read a third time, and passed. The

arnint!5hT S^wmce (Scotland) BUI passed through comn cc.

fni: »t —The Jloyal Auent was given by commiaeion to tho

mom A Annuity BUI, the Law of Foreign Countriet

2tit3*sni severs! private Bills. The S.nok'. Nuiwnce (Scotland)

2m2^mdmmt BJl wmtmA a third time and passed. The Stade

mJHK—The Karl of Hari.wicke a.skod whether the question of

nhSiS* ***• Du«* hrvi °r h:vl not llCCfl ******* Within tne last

hear* ; andfwhether England would have a sum of money
SJSfsy kaooesi- .-it; -n — Lord Wopeiiouse declined t » answer

1MB"
pr:x-

MUtkw

jj£
HOUSE OF COMMONS.

r*ai: %v -Afmenof India.—Sir C. Wood stated, in reply to

wARTand Mr V it-tart, that the Government had iv

eeeliei l anyomdal information, on the subject of in cree*^p feoibties of communication between India and Thibet ;
but

^hevhed learnt by pmAte letter from Mr. Eden that a treaty

fe"! heeu concluded with the Rajah of Sikkim for the pur|<ose.

regard to the contemplated reorganisation of the Ii

metiL be h ped to Introduce a measure on the subject soon
mf"**** 1' AuUna and Italy
Sffcm mm

.
ttee of »upt4 .

to be the true policy of tho former in rclsmsn to her

homraainr and, not in a spirit hostile to Austria,

«vmg her to bo our natural ally, he suggested th e

Hal best consult her interests by withdraw from

and coacentrsting her strength within her own
ovincos. He eonaidered that Lord J Kumli's foreign

served the gratitude of the country, and moved for

any despatches which have been received t i our

Vienna describing the nature of th- Constitution

Emperor of Austria to the various provinces of

r. St. Aubyic also eulogised the foreign policy of

IT— nil, and < birred in thi ng that the Austrian

v id do well to retire from Vcnetiaand the Pope to

m Rome.—Mr. Co* hrawk, on t- : . ther hand, con-

foreign policy of the Government, which, in hia

calculated to prejudice English interests, and he

in severe terms Lord J. Russell's doctrine of

fcry.-Lord J. Ruaa«x said he did not think it woold

able to produce the despatchee moved for. On tlie

of the new Austrian Constitution, he pointed out the

lea which cmb 1 att pU at constitutional

eve i t»r — Iit» not iu Pis t» ] tue
Lavard urged that >yria was to he wa|

ahouUi be left to the Peru 1 isnied that
systematic oppression of the Christians by the Turkish

authorities— After some observations by Mr irrosn and
Sir H. Vermet, Mr Ma—mi quoted the opinion of Lord
Dufferin that Maronitas and Druses would live in perfect
harmony if loft alone. It was the Turks who were to be eon-
trolled, and the French troops ahould not be removed from
Syria till some sy«tem of government had boon introduced.—
Mr. Freeland believed th* .e blasas rested almost entirely on
the Ottoman Government, which must bespoken to vary plainly.

—After some remarks I Jsjrrrre, the motion was with-
drawn—In answer to Mr HadpiELD, Sir G Lewis aaid the
Indemnity BUI was always brought in at the end of the Session

and printed like other Bills. The House want into a
Committee of Supply upon the Army E*ornate*, when eertain

votes were agreed to, after a long debate upon each. The
Princote Alice't Annuity Bill was read a thir me and passed
The Report of the Committee of hTayi and Moan* was brought
up and agreed t... and likewieo the Rep rt of the Com mi Use
of Supply The V amendments of the Pott-offa Saiimgo
banks liiil were agrocd to. <> lis were advanced
The House then adjourned t<> Mmidsy.
Monpay.— AVi es.—Mr It t u

quosUou <>f privilege, which, he subon d. was «resl

interest snd i •ortsnee. On the division eadutio
Friday week Mr. Andrew Steusrt, one of the members for

Cambridge, who for some days previooaly had been ai

f a private lunal esUblisbmet e nelghhomrhood of

Ri I mond, was conducted to the lobby of • House, where he
recorded his vote It .m reared that with a i>reselsnoe of

NWS

-h

« a pure
House to reduce duties exceeding

wfcioh the Government
Loubtei the fact

budget.—Mr. UdCAKa moved the adjournsaent of

The CuAjiosxum of the ffiinaysjnsjsj afp iss l

DtsmaJBU cootended thi. arthsr nnp nrtmmttm euft
afforded for disauosmg the hudsrei a* 1 whale —Lord I

stom mid that no oppeeUmei had been offered m the
res g of the Hill, and, if further discussion

there would be several other opportunities for that

and he must oppose the adjournment On a dt

were for the adummmeet, 1M ; against , 147 ; majority

against it, M -Mr. Hektihc i moved the adjoumment of the
llouae On s diviaioe there wore f..r the aM lseejejipit, lit

against I tSI; naajortty against iu ts -Oolsmsl DtoKew
then moved the adjournment the debate —Lord raim erst
upon this gave way, and the debate was aooordingi

I . nanav.—Marrmet Law %n JrmamtL — Sir eWhw
moved for the appointment of a select commit

.» tho law sffectiag the contracting end oslshrstiesi AI
am e in Ireland lie said that he had
accidepLal circumstances
last

markabSe trial t nt

>ed the existing
o.l tk.- various
as e IC».U

(

v

.1 eEoeotion

sj If Uwof
of Christians

v t be law as « Ac 44

iloges whwh were enjeyed by the

pals
oared

stsuaii

f *t the

\»r.

esUbbahmeut,
been received there on the oertiftoaU of two medic

representing him to be a lunatic who was dangerous V* himself

and others. I or these obmimsUnom • thought that

Mr. 8teuart's being brought to the House to vote _wsa

a reprehensible act , and in order to fasten the respon-

albility upon somebody he moved the appointment ef

a select committee to inquire Into the drcumstsooae under

which Uio hon. member voted in the last divnd^
—Mr. Macavlay deprecated te

Roebuck in bringing such a matter be

dsys before the division he received s letter from Mr. Bteuart,

stating that, having boon labc tig under mental depression.
L - %---? placed himself in the hands of Dr. Winalow, snd h..ped

lUpUsts, and MethodUi* mi
•v« 1. and the foirj «» 'tew

Under the present law. therefore, persona twhmntn« » u*xj <d

t i>om persuasion* had to go before the civil regUtrar . nettoe

«if thnr intended marrtare must be ir»»en at ' aroe

siiosassive meetings of the board of guardians, and If

the parties desired to have their union eanewmed by a religious

y in their own place of worship. It must he in the

osstion.

in a short time to be able to ret urn to his Par ntary dnti

He had also seen him on the night of the division, and could

assert that ho had n lie slightest trace of insanity or mental

derangement about him. and was, in fact, as sane and respon-

sible for his action! as Mr. Roebuck himself.—Sir G.Lwii
thought the House was not in p aw-inn f «umfl|a»

inf n to enablo it to deal with the mat-:

case had been investigated on oath by the C
missionera in Lunacy, and the better eouim would

be for the Home Office to call upon t OommlsmoneTS

to mskc s report, which could be laid on the Uble of tlie

House.—Mr. Hail aaid t e action taken by Mr Roebuck

was Indelicate and jng. and reooni mended that

Houses] i notdiscum it— ' 1 i'ai.heswto* «»ght it

the matter involved her and higher c-msideraUons

those of s pcra- aracter. It wm a very icrious thing t

a MPtlaiiilll labouring under a mental iaftramcw, Hd ;it th«

moment under medical care and treatment, r preeei

iself to the House to vote on any quostioo of public Interes

He deemed it desirable that steps shoul 1 be taken to

the recurrence of such a proceeding, and recon led that

Mr. I ick should withdraw his motion, and content him-

aelf v ho offer made to him by the hecretary of State. Mr.

Horsham nuggeated that Colonel Clifford tho member for Here-
f I w 1-- mmm**.*Jt llwt nnlyi^l I !i .11 III lBMUllinrtt IU LUIiaCV.

LL>uid

i iminni or Uio registrar, who must su|»piy them with

noato that he had married them. Thb was felt to he a great

grievance by the various Dissent ing communities, and ins ln-

oonvenience was not confined so them, for it sometimes

hsppcue<l tliat several persons were married at the asms Urns in

d.mrent flmPtsf n t -e same dihtrtid, tttd the registrar not

being gifted with uliiquity. t..uoh annoyance and trouWe was
t he result. With regard t^. R-man Catholic marriages a priest

t marry persona his own persuasion when and how h«

pleased: but in the esse of s mixed marriage the law was.

that if slther of the parties had rofessed the Froees-

tant religion within 1 ha before the osremoay,

auch marriage was held to be void > law. a ilsU of

igs which •truck him as the vory perfection of

abeerdlty—Mr. Wiiitkmpe atooaded the motton, and pointeA

he anomalies and la presen t system.

i
y
1 <1 I

colleasru

IS

to

.of*

ft***?
ndalous

tation wmmmt eomsa^sjsieaamc

Mr. Dot v kri contended that evei Mr. ht id been an

irresi <i\Ac agent at ment he voted, the House had no

juris nit .c maf He hoped the nv Id

be met by a negative —Mr. Mule* said that be also had seen

Mr. Stsuart after the division, and that he was quite as se

stblc and collected as any me- Hosme.-Lord I

LawifoE, Mr M mith, and other menibera described Mr.

Steuart's condition on the night of the division s> t. of a

sane person, sod characterise sotion as unwarranted ai

unfeeling. Af\«r some further dsscusston. tin motion was

negatived without a division —

<

reading of the Casfow* and 1 1 venue Bd„, Mr M •

aaid > hat the Chancellor of the Eechequerw
clu img the whole 'd tho finatxiiilpr pagM OMOfthe UO 111 UlBtM

in one Bill. There was no instance in which s Bill rejected by

the II ise of Lords 1 been afterwarde introduced s

supply BUI for the y*sr and passed : that the only s pi

w ii bad been made > the reign of Queen Anne) hs
nig "was always condemned byunsuccessful ; snd -— „

HK-.UI. N »». the© itltuti was now placed u ; ban >y

s So of the ConUne and Parliament. He called upon the Chancellor of
»i«n " " . '»u«- nr.t *« »hr<iw down a dsftanos to the H d l^ords, and

conflict of national partis* acting agonal each other not to tttrow a mm *aMnm*9*l^~*jaw
eWferlc of

pronouncing a dogmatical opinion uj ths subject, to exhibit to the ™*?. ^» p?^^ -s"' J OiJKsis^mid
asasid wrcnn nf Vlr Peacocke'rt wiv of thinking an irritated and di itod 1 aTliament -mi j. v»raha» bwu

Ft?. *lL™Ucy of
r

V ^wltr reference .t! tb-t theCha, the Exch istifl^ in unlt.ntj

Austrian statesmen had found great burdens iro h,s nronositions in one Bill He believed that toe If

r*P<» them by the

IP

'

^0**S? *• ^^^sn poaieasions

MB

titW

Lords had last year exercised an inherent right in j

the Bill f>r the repeal of the paper d »ty iwt that tbs

was doubtful, and that the right itself hid been pushed

Ths

»od, so long as Venice belonged to Austria, it coul i

«pected that Austria and Italy, or Germany and Italy,

lin^CI.
°m Ulole torms of amity so necessary for the mainte-

t
w. ;^C> *** balanos of power. He trusted that a day might

3
f<^CKL iT***

tW-
S**6*1100 could be settled without war. It was

rou*?.tff o be seen what the Austrian House of Commons would
taxes which the Austrian people would have to

r Italian possessions ; but these were stri

Jj«h it waa for the people to settle with their
Themotion wasthen withdrawn. Affuirtof —

directed attention to paper.-* recently pre-*°fej
.rmtb.***

thai

__ionof the Be'-gian provi

had bi ^ht similar burdens.

y, at the same time, that the acaisa-

Jch .hoW«l dUlikB Md di^fleCi.. U,W«d. 1 «» w» , t»^. «J^5«^
ahould move a voteof want ofconfidence in Ministers. Something

had been said lately of " Down with the paper duty, and

up with the tea duty ;" but he ventured to predict that if a

cry were raised of "Up with the House of Lords, and down

with the House of Commons." the country would confirm by

a triumphant majority the power, usage, and au nty of t

House ot Commons. - L.rd J. Maseeh* warned the House D

to raise an issue which might involve the two Houses in

collision.—Sir F. Golihshd supported the Bill— Mr. Bolt ad

-

ft
—~i a*mn«cm to paper, reoeuuy ^ fitted the right of the Housejo^^|**JJ^t

'

»Tria ; and moved an addroas for a copy he one Bill but urged that it
.

wsj
•

• I^J<~ «
of the international commission for the | assert a triumph of the Houawmw ^l-oras oj mm

— — • esssaav tULUI saaaLl* MlAi \*V * II UllCQl' •** svs »«.^

. of the L !»anon : and asked whether Minis*
1 to—"^- adoption - -'-

„ &*eroment of Svria upon the Porte.—

^4tae earn— «*u— '"7^*. present peeltlon of aflaira in Syria

It £f£r7 * Government as to the best solu

7 *'
itmm5^mV Letsjms^lL "' ** to «"» **<** of the Government

IJ^T^liil.JaaBo^^lTig^y.* ^ differences of non b

«I1 tftVtsr^^y^^ tiTt?iTsmtae!l iSv*!?' Wao#e fi,,ml re|>ort had been

found to tmri-it-'Tv.
H* h 'Pod, be said, that means

mm£l_to improve
-* -oiTof the people of the

["here

B the anbjecte

tbisduH __n
'dtotake"u*ndii
belo,

t the evacuation
had, he said, ev<
faith at AmT w"'

ery
!i t rely UP-« of the Imperor of he French. It

o

d^mJ7ndiYoct"toS^ 7*^Z^£*£ 5
the House had availed itself of the «t.W course open to it In

rder to maintain its privileges and avoid a «conflict witl. the

House of Lord.. He recommended the,
House to J»H

a scond time by a large majority.-Mr Wi-

the Government and rtera with an a^^^
tho conscience of the Ho <* L*£

|
?n and

their patriotism. He regarded this as ^""ijfj'i"gZ^T,
uramonable ex, it, and •••«»'"•«; 2Tt£S

I ord-i.—Lord J. Hvmku. ren led the ".^^Ji^ui.
pSSon before it was the privilege of the.House

£

%

„at precedenU were n -r '"^JT^S i
use hsJ carried Bills similar to the present trsmdfer ths

^ijustmant uf the rlnanem of the^W*
'rf^ple brought in a Bil. to %%+EaI

wee-sod taxes which bud *^**Z% ^i £> with-
income tax instead, which the ^££1 rprfae that,

demur It Was he th nght
•«JJJ that tfa, fturp iu,

aithouah the Opi>osiUon bad first asserwu «»»* r

mmu w^w _n amendment, that

to hor Majesty, praying for a royal alsmw
mqu.ro Into the marriage Uws of England, of Ireland, and

land respectively.—Mr. Cannwcu. assented to
'

th«^^
pointmetit <»f the piooosed oommlttee, sad expressed a hope.

Scully w i not persist v . his amendment.

n. Um Might n would be better under the eiwimsteaees to

oonflne t 1 1 eland, U the House desired to legislate

effecUvely and u» iy in the present asssion, the law of

marriage I gave general aatlaU n, whilst in

Bootland the insUtutioti of any inquiry would give rise

to great jealousy and alarm. - Mr. Pkcl Dawsom. Mr.

M'Maiiom, and Mr. Bun x pressed their approval of the com-

mittee, while Mi. M O Kakrkll protested against iU Mr.

lly conaentod t/» withdraw his amendment, and the

motion for tho committee was agreed to —Mr. M'Mahok
buiuod leave to bring in a Bill to enable rcllg * c»ngroga-

Uons in lralaud t i *<tu for places of wot o.—Mr,
i m<»ved for copies of the report* ot the oncers of

iv.kiIw u-d, and of the principal omesrs of the

A alt- he errors referred to in the l$th clsuse ot the

drd head of the report of the Dockyard Commiooionert. Hs
was . ' pasaagse from the report in support of his motion,

when the H «s was oounted out at 10 minutes to 7 o'eiock.

W«. *r.—Mr I ved the second reading of the

Sew Trial* in Criminal Ca*e* BUI, the object of which was to

c for the f i of a tribunal to review erroneous
n < una! oases. Ho proposed to abolish the dis

ti ion which now existed between felonies and mis-

:mcanon ii ; to give a rh appeal in the former as in the

tet cases ; and to enable the C t of Queen's Bench to send
A wrlt i any court of criminal jurisdiction, la

rder th o vet ay be reviewed —Sir G. Lrwia moved,
as an amendment, that i 1 be read a second time that day
six months. It was substantially the same aa the Bill which
was negatived last year, and he thought that harm rather

ban e i would result from the alteration of tho law which it

content plated. The object of the Bill was to make all indkt-

ments f«»r treeen lad Weuy removahlt by certiorari, and to

give power to s superior court to grant s new trial. Bu»,

according to the evidence of very high authorities, the con-

viction of an innocent person was a matter of vary rare occur-

rence, at. I an appeal ware given to the prisoner without a
rresponding apjKial being given to the prosecutor, the feeling

Of merciful hearance which was now tbs characteristic of

our criminal ad mi Uion would be very much diminished.

After a few words from Mr. M'Mahon and Mr. Butt, the

second reading was negatived without a division The Bid

was therefore lost The Annoyance Jwfor$ (WeumineUr) BUI
through com ttec The isn and Harbour* Bill and

„„ '<>rmetorie« School* (Scotland) Bill were read a second

time. The FicWiou* Saving* Bank* 301 passed through

mittec pro forma, — The Cha? R of the Exctti

obtained leave to bring in a Bill to increase the facilities for

-ansfer oi stocks and annuities transferable at the Bank of
inland, and to make further provision respecting the mutual
transfer of capitd iu certain public stocks or funds transferable

at the Banks of England and Ireland respectively ; and for

other purposes. _ _
Thursday.—The Galvay Packet Contract.—The Gh* =xu>b

of the K i Bviuea, in reply to Mr. Ba I that toe Post-

master General had ^iven a il notice t ic Atla Royal

Mail steam C . that, in the bar** of bis public duty,

he bad no altorn;. it to exercise the pow* eservoa to

him and declare the coutract for carrying e mails betweeti

Galway and «***•*.*« S?i~l£ tSSSsA t«^rto*
Stiucby. Mr. GiasoM stated that he intended to bring

i„ in I amend the Merchant Shippi** Art* as soon as

r,*«ibleafter Whitsur The taper Jh ~Tb*
B^J<

t!iiT^
.bats on the second reading of the Caatom. and Inland

Revenue was resumed by Mr. I who said

he would not dispute thar , .e Chs**aOor «f thcBa^squer-wa.

in iweseesion of a san>lu». •"«* that the l mates had bean

framT..,.* a so .^bss*; but tlm mwMa.
J-J^J

tan ie ffredual , <<* *&**UX
y thar the Paper ^^P^TSL.

bjeetlonsbic features of an Kxciseduty , ^""^ .' ^^..
dmousid di -its repeal., or that wov oe greatly

class
aaid that

Sne to the ^^econd"re. i of the Bill involved the

.nTof t use and the Yj*^^"
n-io wbid Mr. Walpole eotomued-thal.there

thiug unconsUtuUonal in the form of the BilL and
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•it did not interfere xntfe the pririleges of the Lords.—
General Peel said the question whether there was a

balance of revenue depended as much upon the accuracy

of the estimates of expenditure as upon those of

income, and he suggested grounds for doubting whether

all tbe items of charge had. been taken into account.—

The Chancellor of the Exchequer complimented Mr. Mac-

donogh upon the ability with which he had raised the consti-

tutional issue on a previous evening. He then discussed the

^question of " tacks" to Bills sent to the House of Lords, and
having cited several precedents relating to purely financi

measures, argued that everything contained in the Bill in the

shape of combination was supported by the practice and usage

of the House. The practical question now at issue was,

whether the power of adjusting the income and charge of the

year was to remain in the hands of the Commons. Did the

House, or did it not, claim that as a right which appertained

exclusively to itself? If it were determined to assert that

claim, then the course recommended by the Government was
the most convenient, respectful, and considerate to the Lords.

If, however, it was not so prepared, let it at once
rescind the resolutions of last year.—Mr. Horsman said that

4he constitutional right of the Lords to reject a Bill of supply
was settled by the committee of last year, and this House must
abide by the decision. It was said, however, that the right of

the Lords was dangerous to the privileges of the Commons and
ought to be restrained : but he thought that what was most
to be guarded against was the inordinate growth of the power
of the House of Commons. He warned the House that in

countenancing the Government to break the compact of last

session with the House of Lords they were doing that which
they might hereafter have reason to deplore.—Mr. Puller
approved of the course taken by the Government in including
the whole financial scheme in one Bill.—Mr. Newde-
qate contended that the Bill unduly curtailed the
rights and privileges of the other House, and was
not sanctioned by anything in the resolutions. — Mr.
Mellob, Mr. Whallby, and Mr. Locke supported the Bill;

Mr. Maxins, and Mr. W. E. Buncombe opposed it.—Sir S.

Northoote said that by the Bill before them they proposed to
vote "upwards of 20,000,000£. of taxation for ono year only.
Henceforward, therefore, the tea and sugar duties and the
income tax would be dependent upon the annual votes of the
House ; the result of which would be to unsettle trade, and
excite class against class.—Lord Palmerstox congratulated
the House upon the success which had attended the dis-
cussior of the different questions raised in this debate.
There was no dispute now as to the existence of a surplus;
the House had acquiesced in the expediency of abolish-
ing the Paper Duty, and also in the arrangement
of the matters to be sent up to the House of Lords.
In the midst of this general harmony, however, in stepped
Mr. Horsman with the torch of discord, and attempted to sow
dissension between the two Houses of Parliament. It had
been said by high authority, " Blessed ara the peacemakers,' 1

but what was to be the reward of the sowers of discord and
piomoters of quarrels had not been so clearly defined. He
hoped it would not be an opposite fate.—Mr. Disraeli eaid
the Government had created an artificial surplus in order
that they might perpetrate a financial caprice. By a bare
majority of 18, who so voted because they shrunk from
the responsibility of disturbing the Government, they had
succeeded in passing a resolution which was not to be
submitted to the revision of the other House of Parlia-
ment. He complained of the occult influences which were,
he said, straining the Constitution. If the repeal of the
Paper Duty was sent *~

it not be done now? iu wa» iur una ooject or notnmg, _
deprive the House of Lords of a power admitted to be legal
and constitutional, and which had been exercised in a manner
the nation had ratified as sound and politic. The Opposition had
not assented to the policy of the Government, and would hold
themselves at liberty to take any course with reference to the
Bill which they should deem beneficial to the country. The
Bill was then read a second time, and ordered to be committed
on Monday week. The Excise and Stamps Bill was read a
second time.
Friday.— The Whitnun Recess.—On th motion of Lord Pal-

merston, it was resolved that the House at its rising should
adjourn to Thursday next. Betiyious Into Itrance in S

}
».— In

answer to Sir R. Peel, Lord Palmerstox said that full
instruction* had been sent by Lord J. Busbeix to the
Ambassador in Madrid, to lose no opportunity of
making representations to the Government of Spain,
not only with regard to the privileges of British sub-
jects there, but also on the laws and pr ices which render
Spain bo intolerant in matters of religion, I atiwi in
Ireland.—Mr Whiteside moved a series of resolutions on the
robject of National Education in Ireland. | Left sittiug

)

perton, Wiltshire, Common Brewer- R. KinnY, the younger, Leicester,
Butcher—T. Kheath, Swansea, Wine and Spirit Merchant-& Leicmixg
and J. Hill, Batley Carr, Yorkshire, Woollen Manufacturers — C. B.
Mather, Newbury, Berkshire, Tea Dealer and Grocer — C. Nicholson,
fc. Pascall, and W. Stone, Cannon Street West, City, Warehousemen—
It. Overburt, Henley in Arden, Warwickshire, Hotel Keeper— G. J Paris
and W. H. T. Paris, Liverpool. Provision Mercuants-G. Penrose, Eagle's
Bush and Eskyn Collieries, near Neath, and Vaie of Neath, G lamonfan-
shire, Coal and Coke Merchant— R. Read, Newport, Me of oi^hr, Tailor
and Outfitter— J. Smith, now of (reed Place, Maize Hill, Greenwich, and
late of Great Portland Street, Oxford Street) Ironmonger—W. G. Wilson,
Cannon Street, City, Engineer and Iron Merchant—J. VVuoi>foro, Upper
B routchton, otherwise Broughton Sulney, Nottinghamshire, Carpenter and
Builder.

^attft of ^ngiantr.
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ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
Notes issued i

«

91 •

*

aK6,020,9S5 • • »tGovernment Debt
Other Securities .. ..

Gold Coin and Bullion ..

Silver Bullion

^11,015,100
3.459,900

10,883,008

662,977

Proprietors Capital.,
Rest .. .. .. ..

,*W.W0>985
BANKING DEPARTMENT.

j£26.0:0,9S5

«)4,&53,000
3,-261,606

Public Deposits (includ-
ing1 Exchequer, Savings
Banks, Commissioner*
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accta.) 6,725,187

Other Deposit 11.591,539
Seren dar and other bills 661 019

Government Securities
(including Deadweight
Annuity) jei0.lS0.9as

Other Securities .« »• 19,7q6,757
otes 5,978.195

G«ld and Silver Coin .

.

336,461

16th day of May, 1861.
480,792.351 .£36,792,351

M. MARSHALL, Chief Casnier.

Jttetropolte antt it* YTitinit$.
International Exhibition of 1862.—The

guarantee fund up to Wednesday Light exceeded
400,000£., and further subscriptions are expected. The
building for the Exhibition is proceeding most satis-
factorily, and the demancs for space by intending
exhibitors pour in daily to an extent far exceeding what
wa» ever contemplated. Notifications have been
received by her Majesty's Commissioners from several
foreign Governments of the appointment of commis-
sioners to represent the products of the respective
countries. Information has also been received that
local committees have been formed at Birmingham,
Belfast, Bath, Gravesend, Gloucester, Thurlington,
Hertford, Newark, Neweastle-on-Tyne, Staffordshire
Potteries, Stockton-on-Tees, Stafford", and Walsall, to
assist in preparing works of industry for the Exhibi-
tion, and intimation has been received from nearly
every town in the kingdom that it will be represented
at the Exhibition.

National Gallery.—After an interval of eight
months the National Gallery was opened to the public
on Saturday. The changes it has undergone aremo v/uusutution. xi me repeal or tue «nnawloraKlo Iwu ««. »« j *i i -u- ' ° * /,

t up laat year as a separate Bill, wbv should
|

COnSKle,abIe
' °oth ns regards the budding and the

?_ It ww for thie object or nothing.—to j

arrangement of the pictures. Sir Charles Eustlake has
added three new purchases to the collection. Thej

GAZETTE

received at the Mansion lS
FuSB—

of a collection from the Y?£i ** tj* <S

was held on Mondav pw ^*Ml
Robert Goring, aged ^ ?g °n 3
shooting himfif on theV

h° «**
4th insl It appendV;

P£*S
adduced at this and theTwo^
deceased committed the jJT PreTl8,

«

and after he had secedid
n ***<

Romish Church;^t^
who had refused to'marrf ><*
written paper he had left at £ LjLproperty consisting of 7«.?&&c., at the disposal of the W^' **
whom he had been convrted^.^
tracted deliberations refused ftpverdict than that of Felo-fo.*Z^ '

post-mortem examination of tkw"!,*
tion was accordingly made, andl**
evidence of the medical men theJ*
of Felo-de-se. J

<

x,r
T^ PUBLI HEALTH.-The-

Weekly Return states that the deatk?
week that ended on Saturday, May ll^Z.
average number in the corresponding
years 1851-60, corrected for bSmil
was 1202. The present return is fl*
the average. During the week the

"

and 876 girls, in all 1848 children, m *London. In the 10 corresponding v.

1851—60 the average number was 16&

T

S£r

(at i

rml

the 18C

• kick ]

Thi
kale t

are

;

fflttg Intelligence.
Baitk Rate of DiscouNT.—The Bank of

m tempera—viz., a Predella, in five compartments, by
Fra Angelico, which was formerly in the church of San
Domenico at Piesole; an "Entombment," by Roger
vender Weyden the elder; and the "Baptism of
Christ," by Pietro della Franceaca, recently purchased
at the Uzielli sale. The five beautiful and pern [y
preserved Fra Angelicos 1 ight at Home, and tor which
the Papal Government exacted an exportation fine of
/20^., being 20 per cent, on the purchase money, are
among the most valuable acquisitions made during Sir
Charles EjistlaK-e'a administration. The subject apj rs
to bo "Christ A* mbling the Blessed, after the hast
Jadgment." Mr. IVnncthorne's akcr.iMons of the
budding, which have been air rj described in this
Paper, are very generally approved of.

Bbitish Museum.—The" estimate of the sum
quired to defray the salaries and expenses of ....
British Museuyi, inciu.I j the amount required for
builvlings, furniture, fittings, &c, for the

J >r ending
,

is 100,414/. The total number of'

BA9SINGBOURN.—On Sunday hA, tfael

Barber, of Queen's College, Cambridge

•

Bassingbouni, a village near Cambridge,M

^

in the reading desk. The Te Dm n
the choir, when he was observed to be«s;i

congregation, thinking he was tired, tokai

the circumstance. When however tbe

concluded, he was found to be quite

he shortly afterwards expired. Hhedetmei,

a very abstemious man, died, according to (bar

opinion, of serous apoplexy, and the jen- r:

verdict accordingly. His wife and k

at a watering place at the time of bk u*

Barber was formerly scholar of lis oofcf

author of a "Translation of B

Cambridge.—The Prince Co,

town on Tuesday. Hi ml *

Cambridge by special train shortly i>

proceeded to Trinity CoW^A^; * m

was in waiting. From Trinit* ^JJ^jSr
Professor Kinsley's, where the ftwiJJJ «—
attending lecti i. At two. Mm^
Robert Bede's lecturer, delivered a k

uate-house, on « The Historj
r

of 1^
The Prince Consort and the Pnr

,

ll

present, and the Senate-hooae
'

^"'
the town and neighbourhood. M^TJ
Professor Willis's lecture the P«^]
Prince of ^'alea went to Madmgiey^

fc

Me •

Autee,
Am
rtuoe

the

,m K no. 3l8fc March, 1862,on Thursday raised their rate of discount from 5 per

,

.

cent., at which it was fixed on the 11th of April to Per80nB admitted to view th ;en 1 collections, exclu-
6 per cent. .

* ' sive of readers in 1860, was 536,939, buing an increase
of 19,044 over 1859. The visitors to the readinjr>rooni

Mo-et Mabket, Fbidat.—Beitish Yysds: Con-
*««-—

• •

sols closed at 91f to i for Money, and 91J for the 6fch
oi June,- Bank Stock, 232; Three per Cents. Reduced,
89| to J; New Three per Cents., 89| to |; Thirty
Years Annuities, 1885, 15| ; India Five per Cent. Stock,
1011 to \ ; Ditto for Acct., 101i ; Ditto Four per Cent.
Debentures, 1858, 96f ; Five per Cent. d I;,:
Taper 94; Exchequer Bdls, 6*. die.- Pra-
/dian Old Five per Cents., 9<H ; Ditto ar m . Half
per Cents I860, 88i ; Bn Ayres Six per Cent,.,

?^ Ai

?

lU£ D*f
GT*ed

>
28* J CWBM Six per nts., 100

** • 5^tch Foxir PCT Cent
- Certificates, 100 to 99i

;

Mexican Three per Cents., 22* ; New Grenada D.
ferred, 5j ; Russian Four and a Half per Cents., 9U •

Spanish Three per Cents., 61* ; Ditto, for Acct., 51,'
Ditto iSew Deferred Three per Cents, for Acct., 42,;

ftoA fT^'
16i

'"
TOrkiSh SiX 1>er Cent8 •, 1858'

<&mttt of \\)t JSHrefe.

liveiWl, DSJIr!!j' u™^*V* "n
.

1 ?ttmr Dealer - E. Hardin
ArleX^, BwSSibMiihlw"kill?*!?1 Le*t

,

h<!
£
D** le T "««».

ansen. GUmr
H ..- Town,

. lorkahii* rnrpi-»_i -r- .- ' >««arp. ^i^z Town,
Warned tSEni?*

Comer-J. T.ojimo,, Wak^flekl, Vorkubire. Yarn «ix]

8' rcfisE

sai

Wat

were 127,7r,:), being 5339 more than in 1859. The
daily average last year was 37 readers; each reader
consulting, on An average, 9 volumes per i . The
num of volumes added to the library last year
amounted to 30,1)1!), including ran , maps, and nc
papers. The total number of articles received, includ-
ing broadshh allads, and various Ian it piecei,
w. 071, of whi<h 419 re re< 1 mid
national a treat The add »ns ide to th
ma- ript department in the course of the year were
as

^
follows:—To the general collection: MSS , 815-

original charters and rolls, 90; original 8 < and im-
pressions, ?,L To the Egerton collection: MSS., 32
Ihe departments of antiquities and geology received
numerous and remarkable acquisition a. The total
number of additions made to the departments of zoo-
logy, geology, and mineralogy durinjr the vear
above 45,: >.

B "

The Di8pute iy the Btrm>nro Trade.—The
system of hour payment, at in d ratea, which the
masters adopted in answer to the strike for the nine
hours' movement, appears to be r idly extending.
Messrs. Trollope, M< lementa, and M ( "»rs.( mon
ave adop i it, and have found the system work so well
»at they are rot to ext< I it to all the men in their
nploy. The w^orka < tfeaart. Kelk and Lucaa are in

full u ivity, and the latter firm bare more applicants for
empio; nt than they can find work for. All the
works of Messrs. P- to and Messrs. lith are likewise in
full etnp!

. It is tl re thought im| bable that

turning thence, the Prince Consorts

re- shortly before five o'clock. . ,,Wwx,
Gateshead.-Oh Saturday last the a*

named Stoker, murdered two o *«^,
ting their throats and attenvardsco.

the^illageofEightonBa*^^,
the discovery was made the urn

still alive, but she died on^^
naked aa to Ler motive ahorf* 4
„a» c;^ fi,« hrth of her youngs

head." Since the b rth ot ™Tffi*
been depressed in spirits, «ad ^J^
beratwed by the faet

^jierhaJ^
and « >le to work during tto>*»

about 34 ream of%*«*]lg^
a gtetoj p

y

was

„ a wife and a mother

husband, who is said to oe

Ilkesto.x.-A ) oung amnj

a

a twiit hand, a few dayj m
j f

Joseph Smith, a shoemaker ana £
residing in Bath

B^*£ The f

him in the head with a p-to
L

j;

the eldest son of deceaaed, a»a
d ^

tnte of principle. Un fK j^
abstracted**^*£JS> J
cessful attempt to ^ I

failure HJ
.l.posited. Exasperated b) m

de8ig„ of murderuig k-Jg ,

,
provided himaelM^^th»P

going home at ^dnl^L^ f**K*
thfr'i brains as he oi^Jg &*#f

hii night-shirt, to re«^ He
J^j

late and aakmg the baw
Belto*V

itten a note to ^g^^ ^

Ami
MlDLl

Atom
tbe ar

Paddr

laaka
the «
nvey
Great

fla

from

W«1
aHo|
trai*i

Coi

S2,

Uli

en

nian , a„a would, I'' wf„«t ,n^»?!l h#

aaving l
.i H«cl

bankrupts - b. Bimis, Norwich, T.a Dwkt and !
there will be any general strike. The report that the ' about 50 yards from

he piato* was found next

the hoo#>
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1*7 a
1

rM«5 *

1^1 cuatodv, and lms since been eosn-

J |hr |f*i« tke clMfge of ^ al

The failure of the P. rborough*

. Thranst* ' Bank °* Messrs I>. Yorke k Co-

l^j o,, Wedn * bank was esta-

L^irs saT^end enj.ved an authorised note

_#itii&/ ihe liabilities are not supposed to

1 bank of Messrs. Yorke &
n snd Kettering, is in no way con-

utl Mi' i hell was re-eaamined last

borough magistrates on the charge of

to mui Mr. Ralph Barber, who,

,arvire#, hss sustained injuj its of so seri-

tfcat i h**v may vet prove fatal. Several

proved ha g seen tb -oner leave the

*# arTBsrber i,aatily about the time of the

o! the p: t niaaiiml a pardon from
in the present state of the criminal law should tx

an a riaed declarati a Mr lUtel.
ear kdlanUne, who had bem snjsaed by

Mr Batch's ccunwsl. was • 1 »teted thai
toself entirely rat

called on the trial. Oa oaday the Lor i

up, and tbe jury after an bear and a qu*n*r'
returned a verdict for the piaiutifl, wi
verdict was received wit u load c

when the amount ol

J«
V« have ve? e busatftsM to

*

(Dlutunijn

other evideoee

Urn. The

ml** I strongly to fix. tb

t rates committed bin t

tie*

m

WBB—Tim.-The excavations of t Roman City or

e been suspended during the

—w __ resnmeil with mcressvd

^IJsteVId, M.r who hss so liberally contribi o

«sea««t nti during the last three yem- a a

^A asbsr of 50 guineas on « m that &0

^w^> aajaaijntisns of not less than a guinea each am
|t obtained. Tl rich collection of coins, hronsss,

Eetfsry, t collated pavements &c\, which DATS been

posited in the Shrewsbury Museum atte>t interest

as site ! intended that the open, ns of the

tssssi season shall include, the examination of the site

ef the H (ism n cemeterv. in addition to the remains

sd-smr •» the Old Wall," but until further fauds are

the excavations mu-st of necessity be #u a

ra

M •:::

tOteiS*

rfW
1

n

CoBWt*

i

Hj

Mi

trefantr.
To PirscR of Wales's Visit to Ibei\>d.—In

of the Prince's visit to Irelami, s large

of troops are daily assembling at t l»e Corragb.

pecUd th val Hi-hness will arrive ab<

18th inst., and occupy during his stay the quarters

Lord Beaton had whilst at the Curragli

tl "Exoi.rs" from America.—The local papers
itatc that although the stream of emigration to the
(states from Ireland ssems to have sulh i.-d little cheek
pes the outbreak ol lie civil war in the -Tinted

States, every vessel which arrive? at Liverpool from
aeries brings back whoh unities Irish, wi pri

fchnr safety in V. in'ry to risking the
of w.ir in that of their adoption. Not a few of

* v »si ned wave lm- Irai

n v iy^'wer-? reate

the reports of these hoim ind emigrants it

tliat hundreds Iri*h families are solHug off

op- v in the United States and rettir

Ism"
Thi Nation at. Petition.—A meeting of the com-

nuttee which has charge of this document has been

WW, sad an arrangement made for forwarding it to

the (FDooogl . I said to bear 420,036 signatures.

To YiLVBBTOir CASE.—The 1 *ing Mail is

TCQiested to con diet the stal lent tl M rs. ( rbes)

elrerton has arrived in Dublin with Major YeUerton,
the tact Wit.p that since the verdict she bs* been

h her mother. Lad v Ashworth, in Brichton.

The Dcxa or BcDroan. K.O., wbo b«* r
past been leclluing healt! ,

- i on Tueaday afternoon at

wobum Abbey shortly after t o *. I»rd John Rwaatll u
Mr K 11. Russell «ere summoue y tekfiaph at an ©

ir, and arrived at > 100 to be pro-cut at the

Duke'adest c late lit* t U«.n I >, Oukc asd
K.u 1 ot IJoif.-rJ. Mar.^ulaoi I ... (.. k. U.irwfl It naaall of Tl; n )

mi« iaron Bowlau fikitrt

erauo of jrlan-U was tho ablest son of
"

rriasw with tbe 1 eorvfana .

rofttiofou jrHasto Ho
born In I7sh. and married in « . Lad/ Aj.ni Marls

Stanbope. eldest dau**t> »c laU Karl of 1 1 arringtast, by
«»m, % bo died m iiia Grace leaves issue aa only ana,

\s am, Marqulu of Taviat<<ck f Hedmrd Tne
ceaaen

i
cor wan c ated at Wew minster ftsh • ense be

lt.,T' d|re, %o oowjplsis <*••.

J< >o beaTaduated aaM .
a iu ifjsi ae had tons «ae ^ rof

•uro af a t\.oae daya. On » ret

asiiual be otitossd tb. Ilousi ol 'ocumona as H.T
iordsbiio, which ssnufv i*o reprsM-ntcd m m aecaUra

iuts, u bowasaumi n 1832, t<« the 11

da in hla baron: M wtand.

aarosr m " t Lower ll« «nao LU Urace toted on nil eweaaions
h the Whigpsi and all! U aii uiilreqasnlspsshsr in

tl Kouawof Pesrs. invariably kunaMSSd the views wo

Mire*-! tbcWbitf OoeaajjajasjlU. On thS slsstirol biSSSSlsr,

;9, bo ^ eeded to the Dukedom b isi6< be was
snnarica. and on

t
,' c lat waa SMdeLord l.^uteii

of fie<i ,. j A bo was made a member lie 1

1, a tho year bowing a I the Oart« m
\ Macaulaybe becsnit* II h Steward of Os*

\mt uv i,»8 the es «» wiUtes belonsjlaa; to tbe

house of Itusaell in lh*\ l»bire, Devonshire, Uerts,

brklaeshire, an le^ex, as well as the dar »,

.jToUauiH"; .'^n. apreaentD was born in

1^ 1 whs M I' i r T ' IMS to 1841.

lih Sum i4»Mfeoe(
Mi', died a few daya aince in I

R /Street, i.'
» • Braduatci M I

) : is

University of Bd uiwh in ISfS. was eeueor of tbe College

beosaee a fsilow in 1848 He was

, a F. ft Mc xtoal SceSstv. r^yuseiwa so

th« Middlcaex al and b . 1 he Marylebone Diapeuaary.

„, iM^ . v <i n»e, ef

Hart ram . H ^ «d, sworn;

arkc. V* f Bssufov Terrace, Maids Vale.

a Owen A
ettteedll IhSB Say Uli»re, Snd tuiaitaa i*»«»«»,u»i

a. d. a. d Letosst Wethera I 4

I & to . . Ditto Hssss l S
H oo.. 1 S— .. < Oeeabtac Alas S 10

..1 4 — .. ' Blanket ditto I t

Kent rieeeea . . 1 8 — 1 8 Flanael Wool . 1

ui Wuol Salks —Tbe May series oemmaaes
.ist. m ub a fair attendance ef buyers;

ConunentaL Tbe prieea rsihss il west
Last series, with the exception of Ca|
much am; aa sold at higher

j

ja adreruwsd ia only
xnected, in conaeausnee of the oon-armal of veasa la

Lelared by adverse winds.

K<.twithst
in the

u a n i > a way i r

bsnaethst tss UkenpUce
Ksr. Brocooti

!

SB Stt

I

esssOeeaew
laaTnslets. Mig

\ • .. . lea are -

-«. m Cornwall, and g -od

«. an> rtioh

8trn» os there Is sow s i

aragiia, French Deans, Otvee
i my s now be

nonetta, Heaths, and Roe**.
FRUIT.

.ne Apples, per to 11a \
Apple*, pet doa. .«d to U ed

Qrapoa, .8a to 18a \ ' angea, per lo«, Sato 10s
iw berries, \*. or. , «'.d Lcmoua, per 1<K>. 0« i

U.x, 8s Ki . i»er lb., la to U 8d

ears, perdoa, 4a «>,i t. Ha \

Broor . . each, od to ed
1 i. iub Deans, f. luu,t»dtols6

as, j. iaicve,8s!

reens, per do*., 8a to 8s

bagea, , 2s to 8a

atoes, p. ton. 80s to 130s
— new, per lb., tkl to 8s
— — « 10s

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to

1 umlps, por bunch, 4d to 8d
,iacb. j». aieTO, in 1 • 5a

lS ra, eaob,Pd to 2s

ah,, .okea, per doa , 8s to is

.

Beet, .

-lory, p. bundle, Xa8d to laM
oiona, p. * ««ve, la 8d to 2sod

Asparagus.p bundle, is to 8s

H andle. Sd to It Sd
Seakale, p. punnet, 1 s «d to 8s
Shallots, ]»>r lb , laSd
C it lie,

J-

fssdive
Hoi

la to la 6d
iLhth, i.lsodtota

Mushmomap p"» »hsl«i JaSd

Faraley, p. it bunehes, is to 8s

S* . i>er bunch* 8d to 4d

BinTHS.-On the 111 \ s* .
I'

.
L*dy

~r n ,r»- (..r—'i'M miit. at 17. < loakao 'reet.

JIBTROroldTAN CATTLE MARKET.
Mos-nav, May 18.

Tbe number of BeasU is eeneidetal 1 y larger than for a

time naet. " ,! '° sverage
,
rices are low«9

, n- »ot4on in tbe choicest dsserlp-

,.b aaep and Lanibaiaaboiit th< ^iii.o aeon
ndavbii H, and price* are ecercely as «»fss

/es sre in demand at iwAner Mgusr

Oea. From Qermany and Uoibuid there are a Besatu,

S80S Bhosp. and in Calves; tv> msa, M Bsssfes: Brosa

StotasnT^O; fmss Narfssa sssl feS ^»o :
and 120 from

rttosrn and midland counties.

pre*'

-

*
&

llaaiuajrtft
Amitxjamation of the Gbkat Wfsterk AHD West

MrDLiND.—An agreement lias been arranged In the
j

Chairmen of the Great Western and West Midland for

tne amalgamation of the two companies. It is stated
,

*Jat the ajrreemcnt binds the Great Western to lay
I

do* unroisHstdj, the narrow gangs from Reading to

^•ddington, so as to give the West Midland an un-

••Eam gauge between the whole of their system and
tte SMtropolis. It is understood that at the end of

Jfre years Use West Midland is to be merged into the
Great Western, with a division of receipts in the pro*
fOrtion Of 82k r*»r ront 4^ fbo ln + f^r And 17i to the

Qeeat Wbstee* of Canada.—The Overland Mail
tromlndia lias Wought Mr.Laing's reply to the recent
rj*°* ^e Committee of Investigation of the Great

altntri t a".
C*^a Railway. It denies tbe charges^FWT * ™ •fcowe by minnte details of all the
that the charges are untenable.

t

>-

he"

Corar
sn action
Lewis and

Ualu.

*W

brouabthv 'Tf o y
- v '*>* and le»i*.—This was

LawrhiL^S R
r- Mr

- Hatch against steasra

larv. to rewreTSSL^i ief Baron RDd a "t*****^^^%£?7^1^^^^ in , conducting bis

\re? rhSL ***** Bailey. T he negligence

attandsnea^S *L ? ^
aVin« Called witnelsss who

Su^mSTand thf.
m]

.

to rebut the evidence

Bawd
(wtbe

xamined
free pardon

1a<". B8,of ason~»thMarch, Urea* >e

I adv PftAWCSS HAtMir. of R son—fth insf. at 6. 'ireat (,oi»bST-

kand fctrect, tho U MrB «1^ J
»°n-

ut^iawt u,tbe Hon Mr*. Fakklll, v .A. rarr**1 .

Ben r« V sn. * f>n 'je rest"

ar rn AS *n* vn,

e » fR. mn>HAM Cust , ! Bengal

49lTil 6«r*ic * son.

1VRR1 -On the 14th inat, at Well* Cathedral,

BswtntT Hbwhv l>araaasoit. *wq . aeeond son of tf

liam Ibc i, Esq.. "f K^TUiawesSeu H;**** 1"";
ic Hon, satiLv in lcibbuji Ibcs; dsmsjMsr

j: i. and Bi, lev. r.-ed Aoeat.AVO, Lord Bilbao

lanlWella-r at Christ ireb. f* Hyde

ran. Qsidsns \ i^sjsjsjb, fifth sou : tbe Lad} isncnrssod

e late Sir was Bat.; «arr sec-

daughter of Tn-.y^a ALrxaxnaa, Beq y- pur II

trkOa ns, an raua, Ire 1- tt, atK) n

lurch War ,
M.; aspar© l.r MAacBairr Tt rraa,

oral Horse A M aav Chas^tte, el daughter of

ie late Sir CHaRLM U. Smith, Hart., of 8v
,
Haas*—

Uth inst, at St. 1 -XI maa^usrc ,o»vJW.O.

FaiantAD. Esu., Bengal Ai-u: y, caaeet sod
i

of the at*

CaaHss OeorgTi-airiielo; Esq., formerly of the ScoU Fuailecr

Juarda, to Agatha sophia, aeeond daughter of Osaaa St.

1 1 »aie, Ea riai aeater. Arrucoa

Hoodie. ger aon of tbe late A. Mot' K»q.,

DauMtlsss '* "^^ Wh1^ to '

H *a«ST Lambs, only child as U*e I^i^lSS ^ll
and niece of Lweon William Lombe, Km 1 Htsjaaruwaaori

.
.^ear

H*rufsrd-14tb inst, in Westminster Aboey, Bdwabd H»bv
Mat, Euq , of 6H, Pent- ille Hoed, »«r5aon, t^ iBa»Au. Un>d

oWhterof the Ber James LurroM of tbe Qoistera, West-

m
DEATHS.-On tbe 6th inst, at Mount Pleaawut Terrace, 1

mouth Lady Elll , widow of the late Cmptun Sir Wm.
I] , I Naw. <;.R, K.C11 I. ^.•^•«^* ^
MM-fA.O, ^L Html ^Esq.,

B »d widow of the '.
4Dixweu

.
sq.,

son of tbe late Sir Henry On a, Bartf, o< Dene, in

——Ay of Kent, aged 38-8th inst,
•*J'

o
rd^J P̂!i!KS:

Hear-Admiral Euward Histo cott, agedit 3-At 1,
.

Benti ,

Charlotte, widow of Hieut^nant-Genaral O Loohu

aeed 90— 10th met, at ber residence, 37, Eaton Place, Mar

widow of the late C« 1 .nel Georoi: cJabpexter, commanding 4 1st

Regiment, C.B., who fell at the head of his regiment at Inter-

man, and daughter of tbe late General G. Gardew, B*

Engineers- h inst, at Richnv Surrey,
n̂ '^ J^fJ'

J'

Lieutenant-Colonel Georoe a aotjl '^

Hbnrv Cli> MAarrs. retired, B \ArUUery inas,

at 4, Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park *
-

iluam uaaa
J

. n
Esq., M.D., F , Ac, aged Sl-Qth uu

^jESSE*-

s <i

•est Scots, Here-
Is. &c. •• 4

Best Short-horns 4

I quality HeaaU 3

lis red* .. 8
n

8to5
S —

4

4 — 4

S4tt6
o saw

10
4

Best Long-wools. .

Do. Shorn . . 4
Ewes* 2d quality .

Do. Shorn .. 4
Lambs . . • . 6
Uvea ..6
^ ..4

dad
to ..

8 — S

— 4 U
6-7 o
— J 8— f O

Besets. 4480 ; Sheep A Lamb*, t1,9M>; Quires, 111 ; FlfB, SflO.

TurMDAV, May 16.

here ia rery little o in r j.ly of Beasts, but the

Mddeu change of weather baa caused a decreased demand, and
a cons t re- are well supplied -with

•cep : iJirnlis; trad* la exceedingly dull, and
ell be r *cr prices are su ttSed Oal

sJeo sre lower Oar foreign supply constat* ef 963

i i Sheep, and 190 Calves. Much Cows SS.

I J«st Soots, Here-
""

fords, etc .. 4

Beat Short-borns 4

Id auabty Beast* a
<>wna and
•red*

Shorn .. 5

!x»ng-wools .

C to 4 10
j
Do. Bboru . . 4

4 — 4 8 Ewes* 2d quality
— 4 I Do. Shorn .. 4

Lumbs ..6
Calves ., .. 6

— 5 21 Pigs . . . . 3

. tc ..

8-4 10

I

4

I

5

4
4
6

HARK LANE—Mobdav, May! .

The supply of Bag Wheat to thie merriiuf/a market
was small, and disposed of s he extreme rate* of Mi day
lent. u. sosae instances Is. porqr. advance wa* rualiaed, T)ic

market was tolerably well .hi. Foreign Wheat was held

at the opening for a similar imp' erncut, but as little ptusTreas
he made it was not generally established. Barley,

Beans, and Pea* are firm at the prices of this day se'nnight.

The Oat trade is steady, and fine qualitiea are in demand at

full prices. Barrel Flour brings an adranee of 6d. upon our

week's quotation*.

Ira Imperial Quarter. IS. S.\ |S. a.
86-66 'Red 48—62

selected runs . . dittoBo—7 2 Red
— — TaJarera 151—72
— Norfolk — Bed
— Foreign 60—78!

Barlet, grind, stdist, 28s to 30s.. Chev. 40—45 Halting. i<

— Foreign .. grinding and distiiliar "" " •

*'-" :—
Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincomshire. . Potato]2C—28 Feed
— Irish Potatojto—

:

— Foreign Poland and Brew. 24- Feed .

RTB ....?• '—

"

"****

• *

* * * •

30—36
20—24

•

140—12

20—25
—24

Mazagan
Pigeon 4'Jh mads Ijongpod

46—44

*J3 0-W

fa—60

of ber Majeaty'a

daiingwr lamorgan, the nee
. - "——^ ^^t

Icrgy
uwlyst

at

fas

Rbtuoiaml

ion, aged i — iota mw., «»-^rr-.
er Luton H

vjie, wife of James Fraa«r, Gardener, luhw

Beds. , aged 46.

Park

Foreign small 42—

S

Peas, white. JBsacB and Kent . . B .ilersfw—4 lOolk

!r*Haple....-sto-s < -4il
l°

t^
MAIZa ,. W — Fellow..

FWSB, bet merit. deUverad. .per^jg^jL
,i ,] a -8— vonatry.

Z Fon ,',*., \*r barreibo-a:' Per sack 40-60

FiudaT. Hay 17.

,ght, rince when it has b*ea fine, warm, sad f^J"™
wheat trade a f*ir ameunt of lassiseas aws been g*06™"/

e0»o weU supported. Tb« ***** ** 'to" *• to0eIV
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less active this week in the country markets. Barrels never-
theless must be quoted 6d. dearer in the country markers.
During the past eight days 63 vessels have been reported off

the coast, viz,, 25 Wheat, 22 Maize, 6 Barley, 1 Flour, 2 Rye,
3 Linseed, and 4 Cottonseed • The tone of the floating trade is

firm. The arrivals of English grain this week are comprised
in 650 qrs. Wheat and 93 qrs. Barley; the supply of foreign
has been to a fair extent. The attendance at this morn-
ing's market was small. The sale of English Wheat slow at
previous rates. The demand for foreign limited, and chiefly
confined to retail purchases of secondary qualities for the
country ; we observe no alteration in its value. The trade for

spring corn is quiet at Monday's quotations. The business
doing in Flour is limited, and prices are unaltered.

Arbivais from May 13 to May 17.

"1 Oats^

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

650 qrs.

13160

9*

>»

Barley.

93 qrs.

3570

tt

•> 22300

qrs

M

{

i lour.

1695 sks.

2364 \]

6542 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 14. —The imports of Wheat,
Flour, and corn during the past week are on a pretty liberal
scale, chiefly from America ; of Spanish Wheat and Flour
there are also a few arrivals. Other articles in light supply.
There has been a larger attendance than usual at this morn-
ing's market, and a healthy consumptive demand has been
experienced for both Wheat and Flour at the ex treme rates of
Friday last. Indian Corn attracted a fair inquiry at an
improvement of about' 3d. per qr. Oats and Oatmeal both
steady. Beans, Peas, and Barley each support late rates in
retail. The market closes with a steady tone, and sellers of
good useful qualities of American Wheats are not disposed to go
on except at a slight advance, these descriptions being now in
narrow compass.
Friday, May 17.—The market to-day has been rather quiet,

and trade generally inactive, and quite of a retail character.
^Former prices only sustained.

WANTED, for the North of England, «

married couple ; the Man to be a good comm —

.

WM
Gardener, and his Wife to do the Washing of an extensive
establishment. A House, Coals, Soap, Candles, &c. t is allowed
together with 30*. per week wages. No persons with a young
family accepted, and first-class testimonials indispensable.
Apply by letter only to Mr. Abbott, Archer Street, West
Hartlepool.

ANTED, a PLAIN COOK, who understands
Baking, in a small family; ago about 80.— Fur

particulars apply to Mrs. Holland, Fetcham, Leatherhead.

GAZETTE.

^££

GK^»jlo££8*

WANT PIACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, two chil.
dren; practical, and thoroughly understanis growing

Fruit, Cucumbers, Melons, Grapes, also Flower and Kitchen
Gardens.—A. B., Mr. C. Nicholas, Chessington, near Kingston.

7^ ARDENER (Head).—Has a thorough practical
* _X knowledge of Forcing and Gardening in all its branches.
Good character.— A. B., J. Newman & Co., Nurserymen, <fcc.,

South Street, Chichester.

GARDENER (Head).—-Age 39, thoroughly prac-
_ I tical and well acquainted with the Culture of Plants and

Fruits, the Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Groundwork and
Plantations.—J. H., J. F. Muscat, Florist, Clapham, S.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no incum- \
ft'wSl^mmSfMK"!

brance : has a thorough knowlAdcre nf fiardpnino- In nil ua Gardener. Narwvwi n*S-l » ^

G
Qar5en^%^^^ a respectable t^l?

Ad?e«ii^r
energetic and mdns^^ZZ*
every branch of hS .

U8
e G^S*81 »

Hampstead, N. W. " ™*£^ >
ardeiTeT^
thoroughly undt^r^e 3?

ake henJr^1?^ hi,to m

ledge of Stove aS(i7
a
? 3

*C. Good reference Zfi
l

Sg 2 P^fiPutney, Surrey, S Vv\
'
H

' *- V(fe

V^ several places where fe£i 8*

Averages
April 6..— 13..— 20..— 27..
May 4..— 11..

Agg. Aver.

Wheat. Barley.

37j Sd
37 5
37 3
37 11

36 10
36 4

Oats.

24s Orf

21 1
23 5
24 8
24 7
25

Rye. ("Beans."

36s 4-'

35 11

37 10
32 8
35 2
30

37 3 ' 24 35 7

brance ; has a thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its
branches. Eleven years' good character.—W. P., 12, Gloucester
Grove East, Old Brompton, S.W.

«
G
Four and a half years' good character.—A. B., Bedford Nursery'
Haverstock Hill, W.

i
a

Fluctuations n the Last Six Weeks Averages.

5t>«10rf

36 9
56 4

ces. April 6~ ApriU3.|April20. Apr£27Tj^ay^'»IayJL
• *

55
55
15

8
4

• *

L
« #

• *

flAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses]

t>«: „ j Smithfield, Thursday, May 16.
Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 86s Glover
Superior do. (old) . . 90 105 New Clover *.'.

Inferior do 50 60 Do. second cut . . 80

£ewdo — -
,
Straw 30Iioweu .... — _

95sto 118?
• A

Whitechapel, Thursday, May 16.

100

42]
Davis & Co.

Fine old Hay . . . .100stol05a
Inferior do 80 90
Very inferior .. ..35 60
Prime New Hay .. — —
Straw ... M ... 38 42

Fine old Clover .. 1 00s to 1 23s
Inferior do .

.

Fine 2d cut .. ..

Inferior do
Fine New Clover .

.

SO

so
1

108

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, May 13.
During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by
Zl^e ee? m° ê moderate

> ^ill more than equal to the

ffi nt flowing are this day's quotations:—
{
/^sYorkshire Flukes. 120s. to 140s. per ton : Lincolnshire ( T

RDENER (Head). - Middle-aged, married**
sminently qualified in every branch, untiring in his

duties, a thorough workman, trustworthy and obliging
Wages moderate.—A., Post Office, Finchley, N.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 34, married; has a
thorough knowledge of Early and Lnte Forcing, and

Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Nine years-
unexceptionable character.—C. Neave, North End,Hampstead

GARDENER (Head)?—Age 3^1narriearniis' had
great experience in Early and Late Forcing of all kinds, .

and the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Six I

years' good character.—Z. Z., Woodbine Cottage, Nunhead
Green, Peckbam Rye, Surrey, 8. W.

GARDENER (II had).—Age 45, married, no incum-
brance ; understands Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen

Gardening. Can have a most unexceptionable character of
nine years' standing from his last place.—A. J., Mr. Francis's
b ursery, Hertford.

GARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-
man.—-Age 30: has a thorough practical knowledge of

his profession in all its branches. Satisfactory testimonials as
to character and ability from his present employer.—W. S.,
Rev. W. Sinclair, Pulborough Rectory, Petworth, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, no incum-
brance; good practical knowledge of Pines, Vines,

Peaches, Cucumbers, and Melons; Flower and Kitchen Gar-
2
en,?*~J -

U
' C:irter * Co., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, Hirti

Holborn, London, W.C. 6

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single; has had
good experience in growing Pines, Vines, Orchids. Stove•and Greenhouse Plants; also Flower, Fruit, and KitchenGarden Three years' good character.—J. W. T., 32, Dorset

Place, Dorset Sqi. are,

Gardener, Norwood Grove.^j
Streatham

, Surrey. S.

\X can Milk a Cow or two, o7drg^oharacte,-,. H., nesnh

r

et
GTo Noblemen^Te^

ARDENER oe STEWARD^
to ofFer his services to any tffawant of a thorough practical QudSLence in Cultivating Fruits, pS?ft

person competent to Superintend iLnfcPlantations, management of Men, WT*»
.

Accounts, and other responsible& »

I

the care of a Land Steward or Genmiman s establishment. Twelve jeais' noewak

Park* N
l

W
<miaU,~"D

'
BRIGHTOIf

'
Bo^

OTEWAKO and GAKDEXfiTT
KJ MANAGER.—Age 40, married; hu Lis

Steward and Gardener to a nobleman ode
has had the entire Management of tfc

ing, Feeding, Buying, and Selling of all fc

I

Produce, and ulso the Management of aii 4»i

Estate, Timber, Woods, and Plantation* ab fc

of the Kitchen and Flower Gardens, and F*
He is now leaving his present situation o*i»

of his late employer. The most uotxaptiifc

will be given as to character and

26, Broad 8treet, Worcester.

d)-~Ap» 15, marrii'd, no meant-
. "gh ical knowledge of the treat-ment of Orchid* Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcintr of

?1
S

' « an°
S

:

;

xr

ditt0
u^ks

« "* *°
'

808
5 *«o ditto Reds!

j SSK B
ii

FrUltfc a"d *• *»f«™«t of Fruit in«J Kitch,
70s. to 80s.; French Whites, GOs. to 80s.; Belgian do., 60s! I S?!z!?*...

Vi*?V£* ;xcellent character.—J. U., ft, Victoria

T1A]
JD hi

to 70s. ; Dutch do., 60s. to 70s.

HOPS.—Borough Market, Fiuday, May 17.

corSnn,^i^ft"^ ^° accou^ from the plantations

^kw«r3 ^.«i?k

5i
e

^
iDe With *«y few exceptions is iua backward and unkindly state ; a few flies are reported.

r Won- v a tx °°W MARKET—May 15.

WaU« vlf J^Ta^K 179
-
3d "' ™ to Eli(l Hartlepool 17s ;

Grove, B&yswster, London, V

G v KUhiN fcK (Head).— Aif M, nmrricd, Scotchmwi;
thorough practical knowled^- his profession in all its^ranclies Kar md UteForcirig, tht M ot of Flowerand Kitchen Gardens. Character and abilities in nds of

letsworth, Oxlurdshire.

(I age

„ ,
, . . . » *&h, West Hill, Wandsworth,

would be ad to recommend to any lady or crenrlenien inwant of a Gardener a young man who has been his Foreman
between three and four years, but who i- now seeking for a
situation as Gar.i ner.—Address as above.

WANTED in th
a London Seed

G
e Countmo; House Beparement, of iZTf 1-

!,

a FJnt Cass Ura,>e
»
Peach

'
and Pine Orower. and

1
Establishment, a Gentleman of load pw h"^ 110 CUltUre of 0rchid

- 8to^ and Greenhouse
ly understands the, bush^anrf^ i S??5*L^e Management of the Kitchen and Flower Gardens.

To Noblemen and

STEWARD or BAILIFF.-ff» W
perience in the Management xod lBHf«ra>-

both in Scotland and England ; Bearing Btp^m
of all kinds of Farm Stc-ci, the Metrn^

Timber, and the Erectii ^M
sequence of the estate fe*

F. S., 1, Columbia *
l
uaK,H»to«sl?4.V»'*

BAILIFF.—Ajje 25jtW»«Jj
—D. W., Messrs. Page •l«p»fl,W»"

amptnn.

ARM IUILlFF."=Aic^SS*

1

has had the management of »ta?J»

seven years; understands LigWfflMiJWJJ*
f

of stock, has gained Prices for Ox*
Jj

«ft»
|

oil. and keep Accounts. Can be bigttjgJJ
present cmpN.ver. Wife can Bag" "3^
req»ired-P L-, Bmy, n^rjaidenaejj^

branch of his duties, »dg£
Buildings, Reclaiming Wastes isd ***

&
Purchasing, and Selling Stock, c%T

Si*»
B. ili on the most approved system w?

Mossrs. Carter, Seedsmet^^^i^--^

T71ARAI FOKEMAN.^A Baronet f*

F mend his Farm Foreman (H^
9 years of age), whom he is coy«j;
change in his ««f»»hin^J2d. Dr

Accountant, practically miderst u ^#
Roads, and other work8 ^f^t^e,Koaos, ana n-"er n«'« —- o m foipm
Kstates, the

^
Management.

otflt-g^

Address, who thoroughly understands' the lush!

. good judge

thoroughly

w
retail ^ ID~B««n™X"£/

,

Tr"!

"'aiMI»e°,eni °^ an established

H? W%^m
T
be ^"'^ddre^ by letter on,^ 5rTf. /«r. W. Symons, Lansdown Road, South Lambetbj.

not be under 30 years of age: must have a cmn*

HoS2
er,

A
RD

1 ^^ t0 ft8Si8t ^ionally in the PoSnt
? ?i 2:TT

App
L
y at

f'
Upper Woodcote Place, Lower Norwood

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, about
of good address, and who hi

his business. A preference would w m„m w „„e wno n

.N^r^^V^edsm ,et^r "B&i *> »"«^

Greenhouse I work, and, above all, is tb^ug
Jard a*.

Gardens. | would be an acquisition to snj ^ ^^
3 (are of man or gentleman, and is ^.K^M^-V^

^»..u ,w..« olouk, zu years experience. Two and a half years'
good Ch cter from a Baronet—H. Ra.vdai.l, Arbour Vale
Cottages, Plough.

presentTen years in prsse «.

-

,n Manor, near Nottmgn^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
r^ARDENER (Hbad).—Married, 1,0 incumbrance;v^ «ghly c *.ent to 1 luce the Management ofany jmau s or g< lem-m'i G n in ev. rtmontHas

- 1 ,ev
!
years as Head Ga tier with a S<l$££nand leaves ov g to tho d ,f h p ioyor. gJJ '^

unexcept nable references will be given is to charactered
respectab.i.ty by several noblemen%iid Jentier?,^o? ?

saasfoaj^r Book8el,cr
' 3f^ ^5

V^ hasai,,f„ ,! knowledge of Forcing all kinds of Fruit*
Flowers, and Vegetables

; also a good Kitchen and FlowerGardener—A. O. V
, Post Office. Guildford, Surrey

xiywtr

'sorg
Ituddington

OILMAN (*" n0
^ifSS"c-Age 21 itf&M* Hunti^e

Jakes Pixok, Castle Hill Game ,—
To Head Garden**

(ORE \fAX.-A,e 26;Jn^«F
l

nian'. Garden T^y-
;̂ ^

LOUGHMAN &c
?

in
. ^IIb*:PLOUU H M a «^ «"? -. OUI1g^

or any of the ColonieSj-A y ^
small family, who has been bred to

• <™od PlouBhman ;
has ^^ss

^rood r

G
nobleman's establishment, and has left by rea 1 f the death

employers—J- B-. ->,r U
J1_1-

y

A
To Nurserymen *-

,
about 30 years of a^e, of the proprietor, has a thorough knowfeugeTf h^ftsSS i&SSJESi «M «» ^gj?WJ-Shas a thorough knowledge of Unexceptioi, ref«re.i I be giveu.-A. B. t ^ost Office, K^fcTtSn & Son, College^ '• -^ |

Id be given to one who has Trim ley Bt. Martin, Ipswich. Jlessrsjwjj
:K 11 rsery^fl

eI1, vL
able to furnish the most on- TTaIuTk \ E k fHBt n\. r,P P,ibi 5 , »o .

-
!

To Gentlemen, *»
f:B> in

V I B.MLIIF.-Age 40: a first-class Qa***nm, vnrtm^r ' /^AM'KN I Ml •*'
... ^n M^

H

\\ ^^'u A3
w C0WJ«AN, a person who nnder-

f o?W.b ^?*gT6Dt
f, 00" 8- "'"'I make

£re>rrrla W?^JT, 8ener»"y ,<W>ful. A .! -aged man
/ 1 ARDENER (Ukder), OB R>I;K\1 \N i n a noble-V * man's or gentleman'' liahinent.—Age 21 ; has a
pract

1 knowledge h pro; n , nnd enn be' highly
recommended.—J. \V., Mr. Wilson, Le/tonstone, Essex, H.B.
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ULY OF \VATKK-(<>I."I U TAIN nxG.

IBS FIRE PROOF «W< *>* DOOtt.
;mrs fa r detector loces sad
DOOR L AT. 11 Eft.

JBB*8 l and DEED BOXES.
Illustrated Pries U»t gr»ti* uid port free.

I 8ok. &?. 81. Paul'* Churchyard. UCUUBB F.0

V i 40 Engierings on Wool.

T^\tt. UN* B - isoTA \L 1

Job* Ciiiou
FR1EN l

T» A

1

uis daJ,

> R A

,J deliver tbi

..^ • Adolphi. 10 a.m. toer.*."^
, Shilling. -Catalogues, Sixpence.

By Order of the Committee.
Lotoba Gass, Secretary.

of Art. 43, Queen Square, W.C.

g^J&5\^&<»* <* *• M»ol will

$ JN of MKDALS an I PRI/.Kslo

) -Students of the fem am-, iool o» art and
I / thi»ru«J«o Metropolitan Districts School* of Art.

Smui, K L01^ President of tho c
v*^

- aod Prises the 8tudent>

useum of Geology, Jerayn street, on

15 o'clock.

SSm^To' the Wort« of Fc male 8tudonta will open at

^TiSa John r Adil i the tame day,

iExhioition of Works illustrating the History

Psfelsng
,

r_ apoulk ....^B.—Special Notice.—The next

«««____« into the profits of the Life Department «l

SoBrfEltJNlON IN8URA- B COMPANY will be

S Amrust 1. 1861. and parties taking out Policies

that date will participate in the division.

Ifew Polide*, for304,70!>l.. yielding 1*8281. 6s. 2d. of new

__-J_I wwtoeued during the year ending August 1, 18*0.

TnsrtV says' grace allowed to renew Life Insurance* and 15

4_U to renew fire Inauranoee, during which time, on payment

he pranlem, the Company hold themselves liable.

*• *_tr» premium charged for members of Yoluni

Corps *ithin the United Kingdom.
LoitnoN Hoard.

.—The Right Hon. the Earl of Mansfield.

Dir<ctn,-».

ALL aPFLlCT
obtain instant relief by

WATER, whi. removes all inflammation arsssax «ru«. w«..

dust, or coastituUaaal ceases-Sold in botxlav U. 9d and

4*. *L, by Ua vY.Oxford Surest, W ;
oo, ox lord Street,

W. ; EDWABna, b Paul's Churchyard, E ; JJ«rtn. Eiaf
William Street, Citv. I i all Cbsmieta. Of whom may
so lie had. Dr W abbbb's N , a oartain cure for sore a

ulcerated legs, burns, and scalds, and blue of iMMta,*
ofInflemmatiou u invaluable I i bottles. Is. I ft and 2s. Sd.

plete in 1 Vol., p
I B I E i L

By Ocstaa t aim*iu>

surneesns. in deep absorbing interest,

1_ nf Indian Is and AdiatttQH

VHPSsV
w K R.

^ar^f^oold, remrtUd f>o»t_eproUi .^^^
have

^B *

In spproprtaU Illustrated Covers, Oat

IN DISPENSABLE HAN HY BOOK

<T

Balfour, Bs
Eobsrt CoUum. Bet

J. EOoednart.

H. M Kemshead, Esq.

John Kingston, Esq.

J. R Robertson, Esq.

Hugh F. Sandcman, Esq.

George Rsmsay, Esq., Manager.

Sicr.tary.—F. O. Smith. Esq.

Sxrpe**.—E. W. Duffin, M.D.

Wkifert.—Messrs. Oliverson, Lavie, and Peachey.

h of proposals, and t>"

2
>iTem, may oe osa si mc umcM, 37. CornhilL Lond

C. ; and of the Agents throughout the Kingdom
Fbxdx G. 8mith, Secretary to the London Board

Jo. XT, CornhUl,

Dr. At Jongh •

(Kmoht or the Oxncsor Lwtold or I tvu)

LIGHT BROWN C»l) LlVl OH
prescribed by the most eminent Medical Mem

the world as the safest, speediest, and most effectual remedy 1

imo-.. i-*JU>« HaoMHiTta. Asthma, CnvOIW,

Ri m, Gout, aniiJ UBiiiM of the Skiw,

Rii KKTS, 1 I Wami.no, and all SOi
Is incom.arably superior to 9rmj other vsrMjK

Hcuk-t Mar rnrsoita

Sir I :RT MA ua«r.. M.D.. FnysieUn In Oj

to the Queen in Ireland.--- I conaider .is J * Osd

Uver Oil tu be a very pure • to crsnU disgnst, and

a theraoeutu asrent of great value." ....
dP&IAN VT1.I.K. 1 -" Dr O^^.^JS?!

Dr. de Jongh*. Ight Brown od er OUprtJoj
desired effect in a shorter time than other kinds,^ •***

dossnat cause the nausea and indigestion too often consequent

on the admiuu he Pa;. OtL

Dr. LASKESTKR. CUB.-" I deem the CM UverOlUol

under Dr. de JonKh's (ruarantee to *!**;£*** "^ **
kind as regards Kenuineness aud men nal smescy

Dr LAWRANCE, Physician to _«. ^e >^k
.\ °.

f^
Coburg and G a.-" i variably prsscribe .Dr •€_-

,1 in preference to any other. Mini a^ured that I am rsMm

_indin7* gnnnine an ..and"^^^J^ajgS^
in which the efficacy - his o.mbie med»*ae todestio>ed

Dr de Joxom'h Lioht Br, v Coo Live. 1 rtL U soId
I
only in

OffaWAL half-pints, la U .sa W. ;
quiru>. •^^

and labelled with his -Urn p and •Iff^t-^n^SL
kome can rossinLV se oMUUVB. by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consiokees:

Axsar, Haeford, A Co., 77, Strand, London, W.U

CAirnoir —Beware of Proposed Substit

Practical Guides on all subjects

, >fulness O01 bntad by the bast e«

I MA 1 K DOTA v i 1 UUi FERNS am>
ow ready.

ixmdt Ward A LAOL lftfi. Fleet 8trset, E.C.

IflBDnrUlEvery week. One penny, 1 2 pages,

who age Picture, superbly oeien
art, giveu \ 1 every sltsrnste
II.'mirations, every w«ek, from origins! designs lexact.

I

.1MK BAIT am) rit « III

1 11 \ -

mdon <J \ne

A

H

,. \v.. »t«d in a «A4 type, en Imp.
< lie, fine paper, wiu *pUndii iUn»uaUon» a»d a Oelsnred
llcturo, price 1 , N. 1. May 24.

.I'RS AT HOM An lllustrabjsj Magat
Amusement and Instntction for CbdArsn.

London : Ononnc Vioacas, Ansel Court, w rand. %

CONFKSSinM or a lloKSB CnPKR.
By Bai asloe, contains the at curioaja Revelations

In Horse-deallug. Every more and dodge is told Price is. od.

GronoE Vjceers, Angel Court, Strand, W.C.

A copy

La Sommier Elastique Portatif.

HEAL aur >N have patented a method of making
a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the

Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome.

I SOMMIKR ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three

operate parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of

Mt Spring Mattress. As it hss no stuffing of wool w horse-

hmir. it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring

Mattress u renr laebie ; the prices, also, are much below t.

of the bee* asariear H> ;.mr. -1- —
3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 iuchea long . . . • *2 5

3feet8in. ,.
••

J J?
4 feet m .. •• *•

J
1*

4 feet fl in. »• ..
•• •• • J

8feet n n ••

;; \ £
The SOMMIER ELASTIQT PORTATIF therefore co

the adTanUges of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, port

Bohn'i Illustrated Library for Juan.

MIXTON'S POETICAL WORKS, -Un • Memoir

and Critical Remark, bv Jakes MoirwiiEiiT^n Index

to Paradise Loat. Todd's Verbal Index to all the Poems, «w»
.election ol Explanatory Note*. Illustrated with 12« wood

with Memoir. Notes, and Index^ Post£^d^ *V WQ
Hora-r G. BoOT, York «_ sut Garden. I>mdon, W.O.

Bobn's Scientific Library for June.

URE'S PUILOSOI'HY OF MANCFACTUURS, or

an Expomtion of the Factory System ofOreatBrrtain.

Third Edit -ued t
i

resent time by P. h.

Snsnoiri*. 8.8. et 8to. (double volume, upwards of 808

p*iree,)< h. 7#. «. __, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Hrkrv G Bohr, Tork Street

T
I.

II

III

VI.
vu.

\ III

l\
x.

Xi.

n May 28, price 1*.. the June Number of

K M V I K
t'oRTesrrs:—

The Seveh Sohs or Ma** A
Frawcois Rabelais. —I Ox
AMT.
Mr At'NT AKn 1

AHasn»^ HcrrsLi axn AatERiosK Fooa.

Anotnt Classical NovxusTa
The Dr.AD Bast.
1 on Bnrrtn roa Wonsa. A lioaaaoa.

Fn na aho Tor-Saw

v

A Hai-htkd Live.

ArTEa Loro Yr.sna.

B A l:

Sala.

London : Office of " Temple Bar," 122, Fleet Street,

s
K.

Coven

t

Bnaxrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, snd Bed-

Boom Fnrniture sent free by poet on application.

Beal A Soy. 1&«. Tottenham Oonrt Road, w.
^

pKNUERS, STOVES, F1KK-1KONS, i5i

. English Oentleman'i Library for June.

Handsomely printed in demy 8ro, and illustrsied wHfc

PortTAiU snd PUtes, at 9*. per T,?»ume,

THE ENTIRE CORRESPONDtNt.'l if HORACE
WALPOLE, with the Prefsces of Mr Croksr. Lord

Dorei; and others, the Note, of all previous Editors, and

additional NotsTby Prrxa Cchhihoham. innstratad nrt

mimer^ftner^rn^es^rsvadcnst^ To be completed

o vols. Vol. IV. _._.-.„
11 -tt.v ft Rohk. York Strse^

HORTI-

CHIMNEY PIECES.—Buyers of the abore sre

anally deciding, to visit William 8. Bur

B0fr-R0OM8. They contain such an
r Jf"™*™"]

-™
FtXDERS, 8TOVES, RANGES CHI MS Ei -PIECES, FIRJ-
fR0NS,^md GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be

d elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of

exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with

>maments and two seta of bars. 3f. ISrto »3f. 10#. ;

Fenders, with •tandards, 7i. to 5/. 12-. ; Steel Fenders

st 15a to \u. : ditto, with rich ormolu ornamenU, 2t. lii. to

m ; Cblmney-pieoss, from 11. Bs. ^.l0,,
f:

'•

,

Fl
lT ^J't^t

ax id. tbe set to 41. 4». The BURTON and aU other PATEN

T

STOV ES, with radiating hearth -plates.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.—The most Wied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

rsnted,h on sale at William S. Burton's, at prices that are

retire only because of the largeness of the sales. Three

hail inch Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high

es, 12t. fid. per dozen ;
Desserts to match, KM. ;

if to

bsJenca, fid. per dosen extra ; Carvers, 4«. 3d. per pair ;
. J*rge.r

•*»Mfrom2>*«. to 27*. '6d. per dozen; extra fine Ivory, 32x ;
it

with Silver Ferrules. 30s, to 50s. ; White-bone Table Knives,

Jx per dosen ; Desserts, 5«. ; Carvers, 2s. 3d. per psir; Black-

Sam Tank Knives, 7s. 44. per dozen ; Desserts, ft*. ; Carvers,

Black-wood handled Table Knives and Forks, 6r. pel

Table Steels from Is. each. The largest stock in exis

-

* Plated Deeeert Knives and Forks in cases and other-
end of tbe new plated Fish Carvers.O LOCKS, CANDELABRA, BRONZr and

____VK? 7"? 11-"** 8- Bi-rtox invites inspection of

s^aajtaaJ fS_t_;_t^s
[!?.

in two Urge *h
2?'F^H*kt

km of}
BiraToM __a

». d. £ a
. . from 7 6 to 25
•• ., 13 6 to 16 10

T nr_ lf«rl*r*L^V " " n to 16 16
tjanjps, Moderateur

%i 6 to 9 v
\\riLLlAM - Ri' TON'S fiFVPRAL FUR-

.
*nd BriUnnia Meul Goods,

VKRSCH\FKKl/r8
COLE—The Nutntx

ILLUSTRATION
„ for May contains the following

aetelt. Nurseryman, Ghent

(BelghTm).'' ' ThuT inbaasting"work sppears reijularly

month. nvicel4*. «'. free.

In post 8VO, Willi O in«B».r»»M«Mt»

original sketches, and 4 Route-

ALIMN i: BYWAYS; or I

1B5» and 1860

chromo litbograpt
r*> r>r:fp 10«

On Monday. May 27, price One Shilling. No. t of the

T, JAMRS'3 M A ii A Z I N
(NiKTBMTI FOB Ju»*:—

I. Th« Post Orrux
II Home at Last. By Thomas Hood.

ill " N adrjon k BrxTMiosE :

M WTSMaiFuLrn.i.r.n. A Tale,

in Three Parts. By the Author of " Paul Ferrol

"

IV. The Last Day»o» SHAXESWAB.E, By J. O. HalhwsU,
v n k

V. Use asd Abuse or Coloubj* in Dress. By Mrs. Merri-

VI. A Few Woane about Saxto Domisoo. By Professor

VII. Cak Wroko be Right? A Tale By Mrs. S. C. Hall.

VIII. Pri eoes or the StAoa By Robert Bell.

IX From a Sick Bn
X. The Hero or 1H60

XI Ralth the Bailife. A Tale.—Part III.

XII. Hi«ts to Lady F-QiESTaiAKs

Xill Sir William Woootill. A Ballad. By Mary Howitt.

XIV Some Dinners ik Rome, By Thomas Hespny.

XV The Limbo or Imfasts.

XM SovvDa
m

_ _, .

XVII. A hroRV roa thi Yocjro or the HousEHom. By toe

Author of '* A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam."

London: W. Ki A Co., Paternoster Row
:^ A^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^I^Bi^^HfBlfefl^S^HiVHtailSjIfeaa^l^l^V^I—^B^^^^^^- ^JSlBlBilinSSB^BSlSBi^WSiiajBBB^H^^BHB^H^^^^^^P^^^^^^''^^^^^^''^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Now Ready, price 4j.,

riiHE JOURNAls of TMt HATH and WEST of
I EHGISNDAGUICI LTURAL SOCIETY, VoL IX., Part t,

1861.

James Ridoway, 169, IToonduly, W. ; W. Ro»«sW% Exeter ,

and all Booksellers.

in

ly>ndon : Ty>NOiiAi_ , Lqkom a n I

Italking in Norway.

In post Bvo. with 2 coloured Maps and 4 Ulustrattons in^ Chromo-lithography, ] e 10s.^6d. «lotht

WILD LIKE on' the NBLDb oy NORVnAi.
By rsaaca M. Wyndham

London: IxiyoMAW, Qbeem. Lo^om*!*, A RoBEaTa

readv i» One Volume, 8vo, with a Map and H lUustrations

in Chromoxylography ,
price 14s. cloth,

TEN WEEKS in J A VAN. By George Smith,

D.D .
. Bishop of V i c toria f^Hong Kong).

"The work has the charm

of abounding in pictures of

people, drawn by the hand of

akeen bu tbenevolen t observer,

anri traced in lines of singular

^ Vvtar in v iHsjlH

htn, U»a pmlmetkm of tneTrVt manufactuTe'rs ox" Paris, from

d.

per pair.

grace and beauty

toms which prevaU amongst
,
teresttog^ volume^csn hardly

b Rosaats.

pries 10s. as below,

rpHE^^iiAlHJATEl) 'SERIES ^^^^
1 LF.SONBOOK.S.withExplan^N^o^sds^^e^
Progressive Course of Reading, for all Classes 01 «g ^

.ools and Families :—

•

..10
Boo* the First. 192 pages

.

/£?• *T°; "
.. ..16

BooaU. 2-^4 pages, BaioadEditMm ..2
Book III. 312 p*ges, Second Edition •• •• ..2 6
B,*>k IV. 440 pair Third Ed*un " ..3
Book tbe Fifth, 4W pages, now-rc^T •

.
.„ conoex ion

V A detailed analysis of the ^^^cc^pantsd by

Tw->. "" - - '-"" 'n^"w-.»
_

r\', -—* ontanma mcw»i v^vw^
1 with the Contents ... --— ~^, Vrt-i ^r tAachinar toe ar* ui rwu.11

SSL^Sl."'»?•? t,
Dl "he

"v
SloYe«. Fenders, Marble Uroe observations oti.the method^of^J^ Ex Unat ,rv Pnos-

Ohiameyn4ea» Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays,
,n u8e in English School is pvven »

»
^ « Lesson Books,

T^SJf, K-Ulea, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware. I PECTCt of the Graduated S^nes o, JJ«J free of postage
anery. Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room and which may be had gratis of

»J
l„^k^o ^"PJemostirR^w,

ith Lists of Price* and Plans of ihe onap ""

30, Oxford 8»ree\ W ; 1, U, ', i Loj
I, 5, and f, Perry's Place ; and 1,

j

4. K
tWsaaeal. 1

8tl#trt .ondon : Lokgmas, Grekx, Lffifoxa^

iletog of tt)c mttk.
In the House of Lords on Friday the Royal assent

was given by commission to the Prinoeas Alice'

»

Annuity Bill ; the Offences in Territories near

Sierra Leone Prevention Bill was read a second

time, and the Smoke Nuisance (Scotland) Act

Amendment Bill was read a third time and

passed. The House then adjourned to Monday

next for the Whitsun holidays,g^^^^
la the Commons on Friday, in answer to

Sir K. V y, I >rd Palmebstow snid that her

Majesty's Minister at Madrid had been instructed

to make a representation to the Spanish Govern-

ment on the subject of the persecutions of

Protestants, and he was glad to tar that the

xecutive Government had evinced every dispo-

sition to extend to British subjects free power to

perform religious ceremonies in their private

nouses. Mr. Whiteside then submitted a scries

of resolutions on the subject of national education

in Ireland, the object of which was tc obtain a

participation in the Parliament r grant for t se

schools which declined to subscribe to the rules of

the National Board on the subject of regions

t

instruction. The 0'Cosoe Dos opposed the
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motion, and at the close of his speech the

House was counted out. On Thursday the

House re-assembled after the "Whitsun holi-

days. On the motion for going into Committee

of Supply, Sir F. Smith called attention to

the report of the Dockyards Commission, and

moved a resolution to the effect that such reforms

should be made in the control and management of

the dockyards as will tend to promote greater

efficiency and economy in those establishments.

Lord Clarence Paget said that it was the inten-

tion of the Admiralty to oarry out many of the

recommendations of the Royal Commissioners; that

anew system of accounts had been agreed upon, and

that a correspondence was now in progress with

the Treasury with a view to unite the two branches

of the Admiralty under one roof. After some dis-

cussion Sir F. Smith said he was satisfied with the

assurances given by Lord C. Paget, and withdrew

his motion, The House then went into Committee

of Supply on the Navy Estimates. On the vote of

3,489,477*. for naval stores for the building, re-

pair, and outfit of the fleet, steam machinery,

and ships built by contract, Mr. Lindsay

objected to the amount which it was pro-

posed to expend for the purchase of timber,

and moved as an amendment that the vote be

reduced by 300,000/. On a division the

amendment Was negatived by 66 to 30. Mr.

Lindsay then moved that the item of 271,757/.

for metals, &c, be reduced by 71,757/. After con-

siderable discussion the amendment was negatived

on a division by 76 to 32. Mr. Lindsay next

moved that the sum of 100,000/. for iron for an

iron-cased ship to be built at Chatham be omitted,

on the ground that the commissioners had reported

that it was not advisable to build such ships in the

Government dockyards. On a division the amend-

ment was negatived by 66 to 31. The Chaieman
then reported progress.

Count de Peesigny has issued another circular

to the prefects, calling their attention to the

prosecution arising out of the publication of the

Due d'Aumale's pamphlet, and exhorting them to

prevent for the future any publication emanating

from persons who have been bauished or exiled.

The Toulon squadron sailed on Monday for Syria

to bring back the army of occupation.

A despatch from St. Petersburg announces that

Prince Gortschakoff has addressed a letter to

the Russian Ambassador in Paris calling the

attention of foreign Cabinets to the danger in-

curred by the departure of the French troops from
Syria, and declining to share the respoi bility in

regard to the results of their withdrawal. The
death of Prince Orloff, President of the Council

of Ministers, is announced.

From Italy we learn that the exiled Hungarian
chiefs are exhibiting much activity in Italy.

Kossuth has arrived at Turin to have a conference
with General Klapea, on his return from a visit

to Garibaldi at Caprera. The petition addressed
by 10,000 inhabitants of Rome to the Emperor
Napoleon, requesting the evacuation of Rome by

State, to the American Minister at Paris, requesting

him to inform the French Government that the

Federal Government will never allow a dissolution

of the Union. Meanwhile, the Southern Congress has

recognised the existence of war with the Federal

serrat, Nevis,
Jamaica.

The Volunteer Mow™,.
National Rifle AlSfflSJ1

will be a Public Schools I
Meeting at Wimbledon in hZm^*i
C«p, value 50Z., will be eWpnt?

eXH

•The r.w

and has passed an Aot granting ,. , „ 1U ue glven
,

North Carolina, Tennessee^^^
from eacl

11 makinggate score, and the challenge'
winning school until the next 1? ^
the Association. 2. Actrthe Volunteer Service Gazette

Government,

letters of marque. «««- :
~, --r , the competitors to bell?

uuenroUed^«
and Arkansas have passed secession ordinances,

{
wm be awarded to ti?tt

?dlld
«i

and Virginia was formally admitted into the 1
o the li n..^ - .

Southern Confederacy in a secret session on the 7 th

inst. The Virginians have commenced operations

by taking possession of the heights on the Mary-

land side of the Potomac, which they are engaged

in fortifying, and Washington has been again in

such imminent peril that 21,000 Federal troops

have been concentrated in the city for its protection

A our nlue_«,«in On

the members of the winning n ^
property of the winner. Dist „ » I
shoulder; 500 yards Hytbe posit^
to have five shots at each dktu«/J?
thosem use in the school. ^2lm*school. Schools t*

The Federal Government is making extensive 52^^^^^^
preparations for the impending conflict. The

blockade of the Virginian ports is complete, and

Charleston, Savannah, and New Orleans will be

blockaded within a week.

under General Butler have taken possession of

Baltimore without resistance, and martial law has

been proclaimed in the city. The Maryland legisla-

ture however has adopted a resolution condemning

the war, and discountenancing the interference o*

the Federal troops. It is stated that 300,000

volunteers have offered their services to the

Federal Government, and that the Southern

Confederacy is in a position to send 150,000 men
into the field for a year's campaign.

The Overland Mail has arrived with news from

Bombay to the 27th, and from Calcutta to the

29th April. The scheme for the amalgamation

of the British and Indian armies has been

published, and is considered an equitable arrange-

ment. The duty on cotton twist and yarn has been

reduced to 5 per cent. The large sums sent from

England in aid of the Famine Relief Fund have

been received with feelings ot lively gratitude,

and have greatly tended to alleviate the distress

in the North-West Provinces.

*Th~e CotTBT.—The Qneen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family are at Osborne. On Friday the Queen held a

Court at Buckingham Palace, at which the Karl of Klgin

had an audience of the Queen on his return from China,

and Sir John C'ntmpton, her Majesty's Minister at

Madrid, had an audience of leave. Sir (j. Lewis had
an audience of the Queen. The Prince Consort rode on
horseback. On irday afternoon the Qneen, Prince

Consort, and the Royal family left town for Osborne,
travelling to Gosport by a special train on theSouth-
Western I lway. The journey was performed in the
most private manner, th ;on.es nsnally observed on
such occasions being entirely lispensed with. The
Royal patty arrived .ttOsbori rtlv before 7 o'clock.

On Sunday morning Prince Louis of Hesse arrived at

Osborne from Otteudin her Majesty's ship Black Eagle.
The Queen, I'ri nee Consort, the Princesses A'i .«•, Helena,
and Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold attended
Divine service at ne. The R< <». Prothero
officiated. On Monday the Queen and Prince Consort,
accompanied by Princess Alice and Prince Louis oflcii

Hesse, drove out. On Tuesday the Queen and Prince
Consort, with the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,
and Prince 1 lis of Hesse, d out in an open
carriage. On Wednesday the King of the Belgians

There NviU be no competition nnlemtl*
enter. Should there be a sufficient nuZ
notice will he given of the day ftxed fori!—A company is now forming for estaW

The Federal troops
J<

raimn£ ground near London. AnMr
r I

been chosen for this purpose near ff
15 miles from town, on 'the London ac
The plan has been approved by t

commanding officers. The main* obit

taking is to enable Volunteers,
ei:

individually, to obtain the advantt

practice and instruction, which will fag
the system carried on at Hythe.

capital will be 100,00$., divided

of 21. each.—On Saturday the Im f

teers, 450 in number, paid a < »

j

volunteers of the University ofCinlrik

M'Murdo reviewed the two compania a

Piece, in the presence of the Prince of I

the usual military evolutions the Tfeitm*-

at the various colleges, and returned

'

evening.—On Saturday the City ofLooteSU

to the number of about 500 men ad £
panied by their cadet corps, 160 'im

Guildhall, and marched for bat"

piece of vacant ground m the noj
layers' Arms Railway station, the w«f*!

been granted to the brigade &'»«*«*

sideratiou by the committe

Managing the Bridge Hous*
'*"ffii

dlesex went by water on

Pier to Wimbledon, and we* ^7*
City of London marched to &&*•- *
Cricket Ground, Chalk ft**

Sir William Dc Bathe-

was delivered to the H*^*

teers (21th Surrey) ^^jfut
an old comrade of the kte^u^

pted the honorary col

londayagrand field fol^TZltm
Park, under the command ol

ing corps taking part iii **Jj *

Artillery, 2d or South M^f Ttf
West Middlesex, Lord B^j'Sr
Colonel Lin« j and Capto*J^
Paddington, Colonel Woodj8»» n

Guar*, the Hon. C. T.
Bruce^

£

I. olonel Money; the Hor^.

of the 7th Middlesex. Tae««JJ.,

dly execu the only <**

hehaviourofthemobl
whic^

(tft

the Volunteers, many of wno» ^
while no less than three ho* ^ tf

were maimed by deliberate^^
ii cumstances, Lord wneisg ^
ots » peril his men mlroni"

Queers VV,stmh r,^*>
and the London ****&
-nt to Windsor onJo

n̂d of »*

A popular demonstration has taken place at
j

Pnn< >ns- , with the King of the Belg
m against the Capitulary Vicar, who had nrn- l

out in tha b U. ibe Prin t Wale

Queen and Middlesex, under the comm
t

ns,wal ud their dot company, nea
t0 fl*

al arrived at I band for the first tune, nw^

attained her 42d year, but in consequm, _ ^
Majesty's recent b< m« the da was k« in Killmrn. and pr« e(letl

T A.... cinw He*til

groun
Oaborne from Camh

the
i
French troops has been despatched to Paris, L nd the Co0nt of F1;lT1(1(r9 ^^^ a , ,

lt to }ier neM movements m
notwithstanding the efforts of the police to prevent Maje* - On Thu mon j; the
it.

Milan against the Capitulary Vicar, Vfho had pro
hibited the clergy from taking part in the aj

proaching national fete. The people tore down
the escutcheon from the door of his palace, and
would have proceeded to acts of a much graver
character had not the National Guard interfered

and restored order.

The QrJEEfr op Spaik on Monday signed the
decree for the annexation of San Domingo to Spain.
An official declaration has been published stating
that Spain will not re-establish slavery in thelsland-

From the United States we have the Message
addressed by President Jefferson Davis to the
Southern Congreaa at Montgomery. It asserts the
light of the seceding States to dissolve connection
with the Federal Government when they find them-
selves hopeleaaly in the minority, and recommends
the Congress to sanction the issue of letters of

Yesterday the Q- n where went tnr0"fyiix (Vict*

» ofberlevohri -The 1st^^^1
and proceeded3^^ fie»j

privacy at Osborne, and 1 iblie celebration of the of havinjr h field day on
^ ,

ld ,
eseX)

a**

event was deferred to the second week in July. and Westminster (
A
f \Z c0Xam^

°

[

Tut. King of the Belgians, accompanied by the lineton Barracks under " p^all*
Count of Flanders, arrived at ' >sborne on Wednesday h ^indnMwW^^ihl!
on a visit to her Majesty. His Majesty landed at H\ 1'ark, where^/l Arch^ia^i
Dover from Ustend and proceeded thence to Ports-
mouth by a special train. At Portsmouth his Majflftv ewerw ••-— -

hte tucj •

was met by th# Prince Consort and Prince Louis of the Horse Guards, *"
he corps <^

Hease. who accompanied him to Osborne in the Royal was the first occasion of thelr^
yacht Fairy under the usual salutes from the garriton, public, and of the app»

.

fl
Gr; jj

TSS&5S&masinc through tnei«« j.„ Street,

»

and from the ships of war in harbour and at Snithead.

'

40th Middlesex awejo ^&t thev ,

The Prince of Walw left Cambridge at an early bv dlway to ^?
tl

^'Scarlett-"^ !L: ^
hour on Thursday morning for Portsmouth, where he the Hon- Sir J. * or

\ t \he Bn^
e

tbeH
embarked in tin yal yacht Fairy for Osborne. P.y

" **"***" ^enmir w ,.-.-r to

his Koyai Highness** request the visit was considered a

, Monday evening
din»* »Z4I

Bridge, bei»g « ^g^^ ffiM
private one, and consequently the salutes usual on each non-comroissionet ^ ^xer^^Q
occasions wer lispensed with. tin was a gran" r

place,
ne

f

r ^]i
PRiifd Alfred has arrived • P. inda in the Corps at Springtiei

itb ^ «
•*5s»!S^marque, and to take steps for the organization of a ^ ?e on h,s ret"r" to K|V 1"1 ' 1

- l>urinfr l.i» tour Vo\»" teers * e"
.,. -\w - _d0i-

arge atandinsr armv. We have also a desnaich
amonP t

t
he f«» ,»di« lslftnd«» '»' *«?»> Hi«hot« h« •-"«' w

f
r,

;
eS trie en tot^L^

addressed bv Mr Sfw*J th» vl/ T« d«»P«tch , ttIt<!d b^u,^ .Vincent, st Lucia, Ma, ,iqne, -bat the total l.Tte*
^ the gre^auuressea by Mr. sl» aw>, the i ederal Secretary of Point-au-Petre, Qnadaloope, Dommic., Antigna, Mont- review passed off «"
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drorngm
Fiakcr.—Count de Persigny, the Minister of the

f-tfrior, has addressed the following circular to the

PreJeet^ Wiwill>g i:ulv attention to the prosecution ot

«v • r'nUT and publiahee qf the Dnc d'Aumale's pam-

SSgTentitled "A Letter on the History of France,"

lea nW&nJ them to watch with care for any attempt

. M^^tion which may be made in The name of

^irbo hare been either banished or exiled :

••Paris, May 13.

It Prefect,—The judicial proceedings carried on

, mniit pamphlet baa raised a point to v .1 think
jL- jo call your attention. The Question haa been

traona banished or exiled t n the territory,

placed beyond the reach of the common law,

^ by* their very position from any j adicial aetion,

Prance the benefits of publicity by sheltering tin

jd s printer or a publieher ? In the work in question

an attack so characterised againat our institutions,

the Palace on the occasion of b* r Majesty
ment, which it now shot • vpeoted. It al*

that the little Infant* Donna Coocapeion. who had
been exceedingly ill. > out of danger. The Queen
haa signed M>e decree for the annexation of San
Domingo to Spain, and order* hare bean sent t i the
island to establish without delay electric telegraphs
and to construct roads. (Jeoeral Santana will remain
in command of the military at San Domingo. I

Portugal.—-The King opened the C »rtea on Mon-
day. The Speech from ti i ne was not of poh al

importance. It stated that a loan would be contracted

for by Portuguese capitalists, that the financial state of
the country was satisfactory, and that the colonies

required the attention c he Cortes. The proposal

the Council ot State with nee to the creation of

15 new peers has been approved b\ the King. Among
the futm pears are MM. Avila, Herculano Franz m.

llaliuau

Sti/est an excitement to hatred and contempt <>rthe
|

Costa Lobo, Paasos, Manoel Fostoa, Brancamp, and 1

ajtet, that the praiseworthy eagerness of the magistracy It is ex pt .1 that a measure will be hrongli
taditioua writing was called for by the very

tod wjyyi once entered on, justice must have

raa. You are, however, aware, Monsieur lo Prefect, ofK
( taoocTenleDce* of such proceedings. On the one hand,

e wriVr, by a publication of several thousand copies, may
'
facility for •preadiug insult and calumny on i>ereons

on the other, he is protected, he and hit. b

judicial leisure iteelf, against any reply and any rocrimi-

aod it Is 'bus that a representative of the policy of

Jt baa been able with impunity to address to the oon-

of Selfcrino this strange question, • What have you done

with Trance' However this maybe, it is to be presumed

th%! piStaBStaOS %" clearly avowed will bo again reproduced,

the example given will be followed, and that the Govern -

a has drawn France out of the abyss, may be again

exposed to the insults of those who allowed her to

fall into it I have been already informed that writings

of the same kind are being now prepared ; tha

Setter advised, the instigators or the authors of those

rxj saanosuvres flatter themselves on escaping, even
he persons of the printers the rigours ofjustice, by artil

ef wording and j lication, thus hoping through the fissures

« law to pen ot rate with impunity into the very heart of

iaatitation* But the Government cannot tolerate the
renewal of such scandals. As far as I am concerned, the more
1 endeavour to remain faithful to the liberal idea of the 24th

of 5- vember, by favouring liberty of discussion, the more I

preoccupy myself with defending the State against the
ita enemies. I request you therefore to carefully

ver any attempt at publications which might be made
be name of persons banished or exiled from the territory.

Of whatever nature those publications may be, and under
whatever form they may appear—books, journals, or pamphlets
—yea must immediately proceed to an administrative seizure,

of the fact, and wait for my instructions.—

F. de Persic vv"'

be printer and publisher of the Due d'Aumale's

hsve declined to appeal. Prince Napoleon

elected Grand Master of the Freemasons of

ance, by a majority of two thirds of the votes, in

the place of Print Lucien Murat, who had offended
the Order by his recent vote in the Senate in favour of

tea to reduce the duties on sugar, and ths

duty on salt fish will be lowered, which is important

parties interested iu the Newfoundland fisheries. Baron
Forrester was ac< ntally drowned in the Doer
the lath inst. The w of grapes is excolWot. bi

symptoms ot the vnu- disease are strongly -loped.

Ukloium.—The Chamber . : Deputies on Saturday

voted, without altera', i and unanimously, the new

Treaty of Commerce with France.— 1 he Nxjietv for

Improving the Ilreed of Horses and developite; Horse-

racing in Belgium has been reconai t Brussels,

under the patronage of the Duke de Hrabant ai

Count de Flanders.

SwrrBBtLAND.—A >rding to an ofledal report, 500

buildings were reduced to ashes, 3000 people were ren

dered homeless, and tour persona were killed or burnt

by the i ent fir t< us. The loss in money value

is estimated at 8,000,000 fr. The councils ot Heme and

Argovia have each voted 20,000 fr. for the relief of the

sufferers, and these examples have been imitated with

the utmost, generosity by other cantons, so that

hundreds of thousands of francs in ready money, and

dozens of carts laden with food and clothes, have been

despatched to Glarns.

Sweden.—-The Swedish Government has joined the

mediating Powers, France, England, and Russia, to

prevent the conflict which would take place 1- veen

Denmark and Germany it the threats of the Diet of

Frankfort were put into execution.

Denmark.—An address, signed by 7 1 ,006 electors,

was present* to the President of the CouBfaU <

Ministers, on Friday. Tl President, in reply, dwelt

fly on the necessity for granting to Holstein an

independent position in the monarchy, and expressed a

be temporal power of the Pope.—The whole squadron I hope that the desire for peace might be realised. The
at Tonlonlem that port on iuesd Syria. Six dlowing is the ofi dr. it ol ch:—
vessels will remain in rt —The
Prefect c ret announced at the la agisenltntal

how at Orleans, that it is the intention of the Kmperor

has been settled. The statement of aoi

urrals that ( 'ount Tele* * h< nommt
\ received a letter from Kossu' informing him

that the foreign Cabinets were little disposed to suppotf
the movement in Hui irted.

Croatia.— In Sat' ay's sitting of the Diet of
Croatia, documents relating to the abdication of King
Ferdinand were laid on ible. Lb* tUctirm or*

deputies from the district of Flume u» th« Croatian

1 took place on Tuesday. Only 1478 persons took

part in the proceedings.

Kussia.--- The Jcmmal ds St, riUrabcmrg of

Wednesday publishes a letter, addressed by Prince

iortschakoff to Count Kiaaelen, the Russian Ambas-
sador in Pans, calling the attention of the

Representatives o Cabinet* to the danger
incurred by the dep» ire of the French t 'ps frum

vria. and declaring that i. swa declines t<i share the

reaponstbility -gard U) the results <1^ s resolu*

n, the consequent's ch she has foreseen and

I
ted out. Tli death of Prince off. Prss .!

ie Council of Ministers, is announced. Although the
Nvs has been already opei na MR, it was OR

ndsy suddenJx red with thick ir* coming
Lake Ladoga. Mai raejeU were d aged, and many
hargea, laden with grain, sunk. Tl»e losses caused were
very considerable.

Polahd.—The <>ffUti*l GauiU of Warsaw says thai
the Hills relating to the reforms to be introdu he

kingdom t 1'oLsnd have new been drawn up. Mil.

Platnnoff and Kamicki have It Petersburg for

the purpose of ob' ; the Imperial sanction t bf

Hills. A portion o( the troops have been withdrawn from

the public squares of Warsaw. The Archbishop having

been sum d to the Palace ot the <J< r, he was

re<jue d t^> prohibit the ging of the V* nal

II m by the clergymen. The Archbishop de* dly

refuted to a« demand, and said that he

to give medals to veteran ploughmen and farmers in

the same maimer as a military medal is conferred on
soldiers for d nguished services. The medal will

confer on the bearer the right to an ann f lOOf.

a year.—The French Academy has decided, by a
majority of 18 votes to 11, to recommend to the

Government that the biennial prize of 20,000f. founded
by the Kmperor should be conferred on M. Thiers for

the hat volume of his " History of the Consulate and the

Empire."—A general meeting of the Suez CanalCompany
nas just been held at Paris, at which M. de Lesseps read

ild not »1 pe< f that w h alone

afforded them consolation in their pri-

ITALY.—A despatch from Turin states that Denmark

is acl iwledpeo tl v kingdom of Italv. In the

sitting of the Chamber of I) ies on M day Signor

Minghetti, Ministei I nterior, stated that adminis-

trate lifflculties existed in the Neapolitan provinots,

that there was no political danger. In the sitting

sdav Signer I liio called tlie at t l
of the

ll< use to the recent circulart issue<l b\ Count Hech-

berg on the state of affairs at \ He said that

the people of Venice did not, 6 re the dm of

iistria, and that the opposition to Uv Austrian

(iovernment in V* t/ia was not provoked from without

He concluded by recomnu nd'mp; Venctis to the

attention of the King and the Italian Parliament.

Count Cavour thank* I Signor Te< ebio for having

brought the question under the consideration of

TV .vernmont -han, the view. «xpreeaed in the address, < House, He said that I hio bad

osawider that they have acted in accordance wr them, proved by his speech that what Count Kcchberg: had
iey await the moment when a more complete statement can

j a]]ejfe^ jn
*
bis circular notes was wrong. He did not,

be made - the D Iamajrinj? the interests of

country byan anticipation of theresn he nefctiatlons which

are Still pending. Neverthcless I will Mate that it Is the con-

viction oi the GoTernroent that a solution of the quest now
the subject of controversy Is urgenUy necessary Pah

red Hence baa ceovfneed me that a * tlon i" only

attainable when such an indej>eivient position i* granted to

Uolateto as may enable the King, without allowing any
encroachment on the Governnn irta of the y
which d-» not form part of the Oerroan Confederation, satisfy

the demand* made he Federal Diet on the Duke
Holatein, even if they be not founded on Federal right,

riendly Powers have acknowledged the conciliatory nature of

the steps taken by Denmark, and have adi ed th<

of leavfng th c question open . I may therefore be pt *

• report, stating that, whatever the Knglish Ministers expresa a hope that they will adopt the view of the Oovern-

*ay have said to the contrary, the works of the canal ment that this is the only P°*M; ^g *. ?lftcontrary, — _. ^ .

are proceeding rapidly, that the company have found^ f^>?o7apeacer^

'to ^5

it***

quarries close to the canal, from whuh an abundance of
g°od stone can be obtained at a small cost, and that the

number of workmen at present employed is 8000. The
report also stated that the whole of the fresh-water
eanal, and about half of the salt-water caual, will

ne finished this year, and that next year tl

two seas will be joined. M. de Lesseps also

that the cost of the canal would be far

the estimates. The report was approved and
ooRfirmed, and it was resolved to make another call of

lOOf. per share in July.—A meeting of the American
residents in Paris was held a few days since, when
several thousand francs were subscribed to purchase
nfled cannon, which are to be presented to the Govern-

S** ** Washington,—During the past week a body of
SwBritish workmen have been visiting Pans for
*|^etton and amusement. Mr. Layard, M.P., Sir J.

*22?* aC ^^ ^r ' ^fcrr°ld accompanied the excur-

!:'',_ ™ «>ndly aided in procuring them facilities for

!P^2i ^* and looking after their comforts.

to haVTan. if ^ fine
'
tbe trip may bf

" "^
oVnht b« «!J!?j CTery expectation, and will no

^t«V K?*- ~~A ^nuscript missal of the 15th

~ S6 al ^"g * *«^ of St. Lo, at Rouen,

w —Til' i

WsTi?p at MOOf.. ™« the biddings

I^S,*Z y ^ la000f" ** at that moment th

Hct the si f

MoR
f

0CC0 -:The official journals contr:

dav that IhH

1

h tt

PnbUS
r^ ™ *• ^meme of

the town b
*e
J»tton«* °f Tangier are arming, and

Xad£ C «^e
r.u

UpP
2
i€d with provisions. The

•***ng forth what d.gmtariea of State are to'attend at

ual conflict, but. they "till retab

lent and a re-establiubmen fgood

rcla is between Denmark and Germany, which are both

natural and desirable/'

The official journal announces that tbe majority of the

soldiers who were lately called in will be allowed to f^o

on furlough at the end of the present month. Three-

urtlis of the army will then be placed on a peace

footing.

Austria.—The Empress of Austria arrived at Trieste

on S rday morning in the Royal yacht Victoria and

Albert, which was accompanied by the Osborne. The

Kmperor, accompanied by the Archduke Maximilian,

left Trieste in the yacht Fantasia at 7 o'clock in th

morning, in order to meet the Empress at sea, followed

by five steamers, containing a number of invited

persons. The Emperor and Empress disembarked at

Miramai, where they passed the day. A salute of 450

guns was fired in their honour Irom the forts of Trieste.

The Emperor has granted a full amne>- o all those

persons who had been condemned for political offences

by the military authorities of Trieste.
^

* Hungary.—Tbe adjourned debate on M. Dealt •

motion in the Chamber of Deputies at Pesth was

resumed on Friday, when the principal speaker

hi the

was

rch
diploma of February last, granting

to Austria and Hungary, was irapractw

sitting of Saturday M. Lonij* ieclared that Hungary,

reserving her rights, was ready to bear her share of the

common hurdensof the State, and wouldi

enter intonego-

tiations on the subject with the Council of the Empire.

he collec p of* the arrears of taxes by mil.

execution is to be suspended the Hungarian Diet

having intimated its intention of P^ywionjUly *"*>

turning the amount due until the question of the taxet

alleged

he said, doubt the present liberal intentions of tbe

•i Minis s; but they would always meet with

insurmoun obstacles in V. rietht; and this tact was

principally important from its influence on public

opinion in rmany, where liberal ideas were now pro-

greasing. The following order of the day was then

adopted :

—

" The Chamber having heard with extreme interest the
recital of tbe sufferings of Venetia, passes to the order of the
day."

ie municipal elections are everywhere proceeding

ularl; The number of persons voting is numerous,

ral Klapkn has left Turin for < rera, to pay a visit

to Genera] Garibaldi ; and will r :rn to Turin to meet
Kossuth, who arrived at Turin on S irday. M. di San
Marti no, tl w Lieutenant of the King, left Turin on

Sunday for Naples. 1 1 e has since issued a proclamation,

expressing his intention to govern with power, energy,

and unity of ax n. He declares that all loyal citizens

are in favour of the union of .e Italian peoples. He
requests the support of the country, and promises im-

provements in the public services. Prince Carignan

and the Chevalier di Nigra arrived at Turin on Wed-
nesday from Naples. Before his departure from fbe

latter* city the Prince Carignan issued a proclamation,

in which he mentioned the reforms he had carried out,

and thanked tbe people and the National Guard for

their co-operation. 100,000 ducats, destined to pay the

Reactionary bands, have been seized at the house of a per-

son attached to the 1 ! >urbon party at Naples, and a depot

of spoil, the results of the late plundering cpedi f

ie Reactionary bands, has been discovered at laeroia.

he number of Italian soldier* killed and wounded in

the suppression of brigandage since the 6th April is

und 0.—A unts fmm Rome state that the petition

addressed' the bitants of Roane to the Kmperor

Napoleon, rr questing the evacua? i of Rome by tbe

ch troops, and bearing 10.000 signatures, has been
• " •' —--*-

>f tne
which

has been published by some Italian papers is inanthentic.

ardinal Antonelli has addressr rcular to the

diplomatic bodv at Rome, protesting against the esse

by the Italian 'Government, of the couventa and other

Church proper and warning intending purrhantn

,e guilt they incur and the risk they run by
" tbe spoliation of the Church,

be intrusted with the affairs of tbe

Haron Eatva.7 who *^*Z*£% ££, TttTStiZ^XTZtti

par X in

M. de Cadore will

French Embassy in tin capital during ths absence «f
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the Duke de Uramont, who will return to France hi J une

to drink the waters of Vichy.—A despatch from Milan

states that the Capitulary Vicar has prohibited the

clergy from taking part in the approaching national

fete. The canons and cutis of the city have replied m a

respectful letter, that they will obey, but that they dis-

approve the measure. Some popular demonstrations

have since taken place against the Capitulary Vicar.

The escocheon on the door of his palace was destroyed

by the populace, and the demonstrations ultimately

assumed a subversive character. The mob were about

to attack a liqueur manufactory, but the National

Guard and the troops re-established order. The city is

now quiet.

Sicily.—A despatch from Messina states that the

decree ordering a levy of the people for the army has

been published, and received with enthusiasm.

Turkey.—A despatch from Constantinople dated

the 22d inst. announces that on the previous day the

International Commission on the affairs of Syria held

their first sitting at the residence of the Marquis de

Lavalette, the French Ambassador.
Seeyia.— Omar Pasha arrived at Belgrade on

Thursday, accompanied only by his suite.

ItfDLA..—By the Bombay Mail we have news from

Bombay to the 27th, and from Calcutta to the 29th of

April. The following is a summary of the news :

—

The announcement that two lacs of rupees had been sent

to India by the mail of the 3d of April in aid of the Famine
Relief Fund has been received with feelings of gratitude aud
admiration by British India. The famine is still severe ; but

the Relief Fund is greatly alleviating the distress. There has

been a fall in the price of grain, and there is reason to hope for

a still further reduction. Calcutta bas contributed about two
lacs ; Bombay about 1$ lac ; and Madras about half a lac.

The amalgamation order was published in the Government
Gazette on the 25th April. The arrangement is considered

equitable ; there is to be no examination for members of

present Staff; and the native corps arc gradually to become
irregular troops. The Sikkira force is broken up and the
native troops are returning to their several stations. The
railway line from Kurrachee to Kotree is completed, and the

first engine has run the entire length. Mr. Laing has pub-
lished his defence to the charges brought against him in con-

nexion with the Great Western of Canada Railway ; and it is

universally considered a satisfactory vindication. The state-

ment that the Duke of Newcastle has been appointed to

succeed Lord Canning as Governor General of India has been
received with great satisfaction. The duty on cotton twist and
yarn has been reduced to 5 per cent.

United States.—The American papers publish a

long message to the Southern Congress at Montgomery
from President Jefferson Davis, of which the following
is an abstract :

—

After describing the events which followed the War of Inde-
pendence, and the provisions of the Constitution of 1 787 in
reference to the Sovereign rights of the individual States, it

enters into a history of the disseusiona which have long
embittered the two sections of the Republic against each
other, in order to prove that secession was a necessary remedy
for intolerable evils. He states that the Abolitionist Associa-
tions and the opposition to the Fugitive Slave Law were suf-
ficient injuries to justify the Slave States in withdrawing
from political association with the North, and that it was a
piece of knavery in the people of the Northern States to
attack the "institution" after they bad made money by
selling their own negroes to the cotton-growers when slavery
was no longer profitable at the North. The slaveholders, he
ays, bought the negroes "without harbouring a suspicion
that their quiet possession was to be disturbed by those who
were inhibited not only by want of constitutional authority,
but by good faith as vendors, from disquieting a title emanating
from themselves." Another cause ofsecession was the conflicting
interests of the two sections—the one being purely agricultural,
and desirous of free trade, as producing the most valuable staple
in the world, while the Northerners "have endeavoured to
render the common Government subservient to their own
purposes, by imposing burdens on commerce as a pro-
tection to their manufacturing and shipping interests

"

He criticises President Lincoln's proclamation of April 15, and
sneers at the "paper blockade" which he has declared. He
says that the five millions loan has all been taken, but thatm
??\r

rl£T,ey wil1 ** need«d- He states that he has in the
field 19,000 men, and that 16,000 are marching to Virginia-
and he recommends the formation of an army 1 0", 000 strongHe admits that the navy of the Confederacy is but a small
affair at present, but predicts that it will soon be larger. He
concludes oy saying :-" We feel that our cam* is just and
holy

;
we protest solemnly in the face of mankind that we

desire peace at any sacrifice save that of honour and inde-
pendence; we seek no conquest, no aggrandisement, no con-
cession of any kind from the States with which we were lately

n?I k^ : a11 We Mk Kto ** let aIone
i that those who

SfIS *i P "* 1
" °£?rui ,hou,d '"* now ^tempt our sub-

dW^tL^8
-

J
iu

We Wil1
'
this we mu8t ™* to thedirest extremity. The moment that this pretension isabandoned the sword w, 11 drop from our grasp, and we .hallU re

!iy A 6ntCr into treatie* <* «»»tyMd commerce thatcannot but be mutually beneficial. So long as thS iiretenaSln
fc maintained, with a Arm reliance oo^hTtDUine Powe wK
struggle for our inherent freedom. ind«T«mH.««- -^^ —

S

government.
freedom, independence, and self-

Mr. Stephens, the Vice-President of the Confederate
States, has also made a warlike speech at Atahmta. He
deckred that if Maryland seceded the Confederate
States would claim Washington, as the district of
Columbia would

I

fall by reversionary right to Maryland.He said that the Southern State, could call out a
million of people, if need be, and when they were cutdown could call oat another and another, until the last

.T °tt ,k t
}n
ft.

IDefc
.

a b,oodJ *rave r**her that
aabmifc to the foul dictation of thp V,.rfh ti»«q««4idictation of the North. TheSoutllern
Congress at Montgomery has passed an Act recognising
the existence of war with the United States, and alsSan Act for granting letters of marque and reprisal, 30**• to be allowed to United States' ,eme£ now in
Confederate ports to quit. It is also understood to bemaking arrangements in secret Session for the vigorous
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dlt,0,lof defence
- lt Sauted that itnas sufficient ordnsmcP L it it a-
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lated that it with the content of the President has

new for a year's campaign. / Government has telegraphed to New 1

in a secret session on the 7th, Virginia was admitted

into the Southern Confederacy. It was thought pro-

bable that the seat of Government and the Congress of

the Confederate States would be removed to Richmond,

Virginia. The Governor of Virginia has issued a pro-

clamation, declaring his intention to resist any invasion

of that State, and authorising the General of the State

army to call out as many volunteers as may be neces-

sary. Large bodies of trooj s, said by one account to

number 50,000 men, are advancing into Virginia from

the South, and every able-bodied man from 16 to 60 is

compelled to take up arms. The Virginians have set

fire to the forests on the mountains at Harper's

Ferry, and have taken possession of the heights on

the Maryland side of the river Potomac, which

they are engaged in fortifying with a number of

Secession troops. They bave also seized the steamer

which communicated between Old Point and Norfolk.

The President of the Defence Committee has tele-

graphed to Albany to the Governor of New York,

requesting him to send more troops to Washington, as

reliable information had been received that the capital

was in imminent peril. 31,000 Federal troops are

now at Washington. A priv. te letter states that the

Confederate troops at Harper's Ferry which number only

6000 are badly provided with arms and provisions.

The Governor of North Carolina has sent a warlike

message to the Legislature, urging the immediate

calling of a Convention of the people to declare for

secession and condemn President Lincoln's policy. An
ordinance of Secession was read in the Legislature on
the 2d, and a resolution was passed by both Houses

authorising the Governor to appoint a Commissioner

to represent the State of North Carolina to the Govern-

ment of the Confederate States, at Montgomery. The
president and directors of the Bank of North Carolina

had tendered to the State a loan of 500,000 dollars lor

purposes of defence. The Legislature of Tennessee has

passed a secession ordinance, subject, however, to a

vote of the people. Arkansas passed a secession ordi-

nance on the 6th inst. by a majority of 61 to 1. A
despatch from Fort Smith, Arkansas, states that the

United States troops are about to evacuate another of

the United States forts, Fort Washita. Despatches

from Pensacola state that General Bragg is making
active preparations to attack Fort Pickens with

6000 men. The United States ships-of-war Powhattan,
Brooklyn, Sabine (storeship), Supply, Wyandotte, and
Waterwitch, were off Fort Pickens. A partial blockade

exists at Pensacola, where the entrance to the channel
has been obstructed by sinking vessels to prevent the

entrance of ships of war. As there are several English

ships inside the harbour, it was expected that this

blockade would < nuse the immediate interference of
England. The Pennsylvania Legislature has passed
a Bill for a loan of 4,000,000 dols. and 15 additional

regiments beyond what the President has called for.

The preparations of the Government at Washington are
most vigorous and extensive. The blockade of the
Virginia waters is complete. A precautionary notic

has been issued for all vessels to leave those waters
within 15 days. Charleston, Savannah, and New
Orleans will be blockaded within a week. TL
Government has sent agents to Kurope to purchase a
number of modern gun-boats of light draft to complete
the blockade. The frigate Minnesota has sailed from
Boston under sealed orders, and the Niagara is

on her way to blockade Charleston. The steamer
Pembroke has left Boston with reinforcements for Fort
Monroe. All the bridges except one have been repaired
between Baltimore and Washington. Fort M'Henrj
in Baltimore, has been reinforced. General Butler,
with 2000 troops and a section of artillery, has taken
possession of Baltimore without resistance. Martial
law has been proclaimed in the city. The Maryland
legislature has adopted a resolution condemning the
war, and discountenancing the interference of the
Federal troops. Large numbers of Secessionists
have left Maryland to join the Virginians at
Harper's Ferry. Several British vessels con-
signed to Norfolk were in Baltimore awaiting
orders, being prevented by the blockade from ent g
Norfolk, which the authorities were fortifying in all
directions. Upwards of 400 vessels of the fishing fleet
have passed Father Point. The Great Eastern in now
lying below New York. The Government is in treaty
for employing her as a transport ship. The cutter
Harriet Lane has arrived at Annapolis, bringing up a
privateer schooner which she captured off the Virginia
Capes. Upon being chased the crew of the privateer
abandonee bcr with two exceptions. General Frost's
Brigade of Missouri Militia, numbering 800 men, has
been captured near St. Louis by Federal Volunteers.
On arriving at St. Louis the mob threw stones at the
Volunteers, who thereupon fired, killing about 20
people. The Governor of Kentucky has issued a pro-
clamation, recommending the Legislature to call a con-
vention of the people to declare for or against the
Union. The rumour of a negro insurrection in Ken-
tucky, published in the New York papers, is said to be
unfounded. The Governor of Indiana 1ms refused t

join the Governor of K< •ntucky in a league for I
'1

peace, and has called upon Kentucky to stand by
tl Federal Government against rebellion. Major
Anderson has been promoted to the rank of lonel, and
wifh the conaptif ni tha ProaiAont Im. accented the

The Federal
telegraphed to New York for 5000

stand of arms, and the Secrst. - Hat
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South America.- The recent
f

Argentine Republic has proved mor
was at first supposed. Though tbet imimii
eight seconds the cities of fiend* •*" **

San Luis were reduced to ruing, is
*
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by the San Juan river, which kft Bi
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Friday.— Delhi Priu Mom.-Mbfa*
in reply to Lord Bernkrs, «pla^~^
had prevented the distribution of lie fifcp

and said that as soon as the nana W to****

different regiments the rates goott ttffl***

distributed. On the motion of tote

Offtneei in Territories near Sum
*^J*

a second time with the full oaw*

The House then adjourned ittH*

holidays.
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1mi—rod oo the paper, would nut

theaame adTantaice* aa they would
Church, and their interpretation might

House wh oounted oat at Norm baaed
'

Hank of tpngian*.
ISSUE DBPABTMENT.

*• - i • • DaS*

How* ii asanmhlot to-day after the Wbit-

f*4 Uaotyarrfa—Sir F. Smith called t.

«/ the Commia«ioi»erB appointed to inquire into

Dt of her Majeaty'a naval yarda.

Kuoea, eatabliahed by the evidence, of

ed waat ot due control in the yarda, and to

msendationa of the C .mmiaaionera, who had
,.lot their opinion that "the control and

ofSa dockyard* ia inefficient ;
" and he moved a

^2 H * expedient that such reforma ahould be

^a tend to promote greater efficiency, and con-

teteore rreater economy, in thoee establishments.—m~ knowledged the importance of the subject,

w*a to aay what the reforms ahould be,

end estimates.—Lord 0. Paget said

_^ to carry ut many of the recom-

o7the CoanmlaaiooerB. With regard to the im-

of aoeounts, forms, on the double entry

aad baas prepared, and it was proposed to submit the

T^ fnAed to an ottear at Somerset liousc, so that

the coat of each ship sb< 1 be earlier lai

t Xhe llmiralty were also in oc4Taapoodanot

fee Treaaurv with a view to promote the greater

of the asrvioe by uniting under one roof the two

as* the Admiralty now at Whitehall and Souicraet

bl. therefor* hoped that the motion would

after some remarks by Admiral Wauxjtt,

Wiixocoiist, Cent Jams, and Mr. Whitbread,

eaid be was not satisfied with the auawcra of

pointed out charges in the report which he

required explanation. Better account*, he said,
"
" the Admiralty to build ships at lees cos

well ii iibail system there might be a earing

in our naval expenditure, lie expressed doubts

ships were of the rignt form.— Sir J.

ooroar thought that Mr. Lindsay's sUtement as to the

State; men-of-war in the dockyards was calculated

lbs public. He considered the answers of Lord C.

be satiafactory. The motion was then withdrawn.

I ^j^ laafrls aaaf Halt — In answer to Mr Griffith, Lord J. Russell

i, .ami the Ooreressant had no in formation as to the alleged removal

iilfiisnim troops from Venetia, and declined to enter U|K>u

rewt i i » eaKosskn of the questions between Austria and Hungary.

thik** mf ****** *eeeteiwUoi— 1 n reply to Mr. Scullt, Lord
.^•PautaartosT aUted that a further dest^tch had been receivedW * reapestiaf the caae of Captain Macdonald, and that he had no

J f« «| nhjestioa to ky open the Uble a copy of the despatch and of

iJur^tbeattfweiT.r her Majesty's Qovemment ss soon as the latter
I* i

1 %-a .^j Batiin.—The llr>u»c went into a CtmmuOm »f

•hen, on the motion of Mr. Peel, 7,2S5,MM. was
to nay off and discharge Exchequer Bill* Oulttanding.

^^^^ aasaiUee then resumed the consideration of the .Vary
W £*.aaBJr*. commencing with vote No. 10. which Mr. Lindsay

" ad to amend by reducing the sum of WX\L, 'or

. by JOO.ttKW.—Lord C. Paoet opposed the amendment,
ftfirj!*

,1.^*r«ii'l that the U -use was in a manner pledged to the
the Qwiiiiisnl bad entered into contracts for the
of Umber. After a long and interesting discussion.

Amendment was negatived by 66" to 30. Mr. Lindsay
ovad that the Chairman report progress, in order that

he contracts for timber might be laid be B the
ittee. Some information was given regarding these onn-

the motion to report progress was negatived.—Mr.
i?"?

4* ^1 nmed to reduce the sum of 271,767*. for metals,
or s 1,7571. la the debate to which this amendment glj

"*• P^raUve m.r.t* *>»i ,
- .1 the Admiitliy

«l UM ip.tmw'a -ti.clu.T* were dsaeSMSOd. The *mon<f-
*as negatived by 76 -Mr. Lindsay tl to
the sum of 100.00 r iron for the I -aeed a! - he
at Chatham, objecting to the building of iron ship* in

"tnunent yarda. This amendment was, after much dis-

»^P"Sea, negatived by 06 to 31.—Tne I hairman wae then
t>*yeud to report progress.—In a Committee of Ways and

as^nhesi, *n the motion of Mr. PBX**SQfliof 10,000,0001 »*.-

of the Consolidated Fund. Certain Bills were
a stage,

si—At 4 o'clock, there being only 34 members present,

stood adjourned.

4H.ou.li*
»,*a>

•A4,»«<

BANKING DEPARTMEM.
.. 4I4.UMSS

Pnolie Deposits (inc uj-

Eankt, CowMikai&ncfa
of Nat Debt, and Ui»i.
dead Arcu.)

Other Uepoaiti
Sevea day and other bill*

day of May, IffL

W.

«.«*,iss
ILSSUIJ

ami Soawkka
ladiBC Uaa4 Wettat

Ann. ).. • •

9«

ti -Id aad SUvar Coia
t *

• *

• •

4lM*ft.

a.s»i.wa

ARSH ALL, CL lef Catutri.

s

irlrtropoli* anU its Vtrinttji.

International iiibition op 18f»2.—A few days

since a summons was tnken out against Mr. John

••Ik, the builder, for baying ci.minenoed tlis works of

the Exhibition on the north *'uU- «
'

• rotmrdt Road.

nth Kensiiiurti.n, without giving two days' notice to

Mr. T. L. DOQsddson, the tlUt riot surveyor, asrsqun-a
l»y the Metropolitan Building > Mr. DonaUUm
contended that the building contravened the piovisiona

of the Act, which proridos that no bi ling shall ba

constructed bwJOttd s certain extent (210,000 cubic feet)

without party walls and iron doors. At the adjourned

bearing on Tuesday, at the Hammersmith Police Court,

Mr. Finch, the solicitor of the defendant, produced a

communication from the inperhitandlng architect of

tlie Metropolitan Hoard of W rks, dated the 17th inst.,

addressed to the Commissioners of the Kxbihition,

stating that the board had approved of their plans for

the construction of the building, and also informing

them that on two sets of plans being furnished one

of them would be tent to the district Miiveyor.

He also contended that the building being for

a temporary purpose and erected under Royal

Charter was exempt from tin* operation of the Act.

Mr. Donaldson held tha? t he Act applied to buildings of

a temporary character, as well as to permanent

bank. Aa soon as the piping is computed, th *e of
e stream will be diverted into it, and tne bed of e

river fi'led up. The New River Company are also
removing their old reeervoirs and building on tne sites

they occupied.

The Great Eastern arrived at New York st 11.30
a.m on t 11th inst., after a passage of 9 days 15
hours from Miliord Haven.—The Qremt Ship Cotnpativ

held a meeting on Friday for the purpose of considering

the present state of the company's affair*. The report

of the directors stated that the decision in the Court of

mason Pleas in favour of Mr. Russell hsd thrown an
additional liability on the company of ahot: ML,
and that great loss was sustained in passengers by the

uncertainty created by the writ of execution. The
directors hsd paid BUBL in cash, and had given s

mortgage to Mr. luissell for I1.340L, together with

other i tgages amounting in the whole to 35,00(

I nder these circumstances the directors proposed to

raise the sum of 35,000/. on d«-U'titures at 12 months,

at 10 cent. ; the security to be a first mortgage on
the x reset If the money was raised • I s

month after the return of the ship t

would be aold by the nun 1200 M< ? •» had
offered 3f, per head for a paaeage, but the directors

thought it a low offer, and declined The Chairman,
in reply to some questions, said that it was imo«.*»ohl«*

to say what would he the result of the x age to

America. If a sale were el ted, it would ne con-

ditional on the approval of the )
nrietors. Of the

35,000*. required, upwards of 26,000f. was subscribed!

during the meeting, and about 2000/. or 90002. more
was promised in the room.

Arrival of M. HhONDni.— Among the passengers

by the Hn-men, which arrived at Cowes on Thursday

from New York, was M. Blondin, the celebrated rope-

walker of the Falls of Niagara, who, after a short stay

in Southampton, left by train for London, (or 1

purpose of compter the arrsngements nt the Crystal

Palace f<>r his first ascent on Saturday the 1st of June.

I Hi New Floral Hail. Coteict Garden.—On
Wednesday morning the Floral Hall, adjacent to

Covcnt Garden i bentre, was opened for the use of the

public, with a collection of flowers of every kind, all of

which are marked for sale in plain figures. Entering
buildings, and that the Metropolitan lioard did not which are marked for sale in pisin ngures. r.nwsring

supersede the jurisdiction of the district surveyor, trom liow Street, tables are laid out with open spaces

A-ter a long argument the summons was adjourned to at regular distances, so that visitors may —^ •»-«*

Wednesday next to give tune for the transmission of

the plans to the district surveyor, and also to allow the

magistrate to consider the provisional ot the Boyal

Charter. Her Majesty's Commissioner* have appointed

Citg Sntclltgrnce.

Moxet Market, Friday.—British Fcxds : Con-
^^ssmrJssedat 9H to i tor Money, and 91J to | for the

fji*^ of June; Bank Stock, 2334 to 232; lhree per
***£!**' ^nced* 89| to i ; New Three per Cents, b»l
ieas* to

J Ihirty Years' Annuities, 1885, 15}; India

^5£i ; ^K'ian Four and a Halt per Cents., <J7 ; Dutch

5*jJ5Li<kr teilt" Ct-'rtln^u's
' 99*. Mexican lhree per^ «^ for Acct., 22| ; Russian Four and a Halt per

'^VSr-91^ ^P*nUh Tl'n-e Per Cents., 51; Ditto lor

?
u"?

° l{i Committee's Ctrtiticates, 5i ; lurkiah SixE . ^ for Acct '» 71| to i; Ditto, 1858, tor
**>.' SO i>4.

the following committee in connection with the Classes

relating to railway plant, manufacturing machines and

tools, machinery in general, civil engineering, archi-

•ctural and building utrivances :—The Duke of

otltorland ; the Karl of Caithness; John Anderson,

Esq.; Frederick J. B iwell, Ksq.j Joseph Cob Esq.;

James Fenton, |.; John I nie, Esq.; CapUm
Douglas Galton. R.E. ; T. E. Harrison, Esq.; G. W
Hernsns, Esq.; Sampson Lloyd, Esq.; J. K. M 'Clean,

Esq.; H. Maudslay, Esq.; John Feun, Esq.; and John

Scott Russell, Esq. The Commissioners have sppointed

the following commit • in connection with Military

Engineering, Armour, Accoutrements, ( )rdnance, and

s-.mdl Arms :—Major General the Hon. Jtunes Lindsay,

M.F.i Colonel Shafto Adair, Suffolk Militia Artillery j

Captain Tyler, R.E.; Major Porter, H.E.; Lieut.-

Colonel A. Lane Fox, Grenadier Guards; and Captain

A. C. Tupper, Brecknocksh re Rifle Militia. 1 he

Commissioners have also appointed the following com-

mittee m connection with Philosophical Instruments

and Processes depending on their use:— Sir David

Brews'er, F.EU*.; IVotessor B. C. lh ie, F.I ;

Mr. Charles Brook. K.K.S.; Dr. Carpenter,

Dr. Frankland. F.K.S.; Mr. Francis aitoo,

Mr. J. P. Garriet, r.R.S.; Professor Tyndall,

and Professor Wheatstotie, F.R.S.

The Steeet Railways.—On Saturday a memorial

alk about

without interruption. In the centre is a large circular

bed, filled with mignonette and stocks.

The IYblic Hkat.th.—The Registrar-* eral's

Weekly Return slates that the deaths in London in th

week that ended Saturday, May IK, were 1219. The
average number in the corresponding weeks of the

10
popu

previous years, 1851-60, corrected for increase of

ulation, was 1171. The present return is therefore

48 below the average. During the week the births of

1013 boys and Hs, En all 1935 children, were re-

rcd'in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of

the years 1851-60 the average number was 1<>22.

F.I .;

F.R.S.;

F.R.S.;

liJrobtnriala
Abtjndel.—Mr. John King, bricklayer and farmer,

died on the 3d inst., after a week of severe illness,

in his 52d year. Many of our readers doubtleei

remember the brutal attack made on him by a man
named Charles Puryer, a native of Pulborough, five

years since, when Mr. King was frightfully cut and
wounded. It was thought that he could not possibly-,

mi % and indt-ed he never hut partially recovered

from the wounds he received. The next morning after

the attack the man Purver was found asleep in the

cabin of a barge near Hardham Mill, having in hie

possession a clasp knife, covered with fresh blood, the

point of the blade being broken. It was considered to

have been recently done, bat Puryer positively declared

that the blade was broken before the attack. Since

Mr. Kiiie*s death his head has been examined by a

Acct.,
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Lee* Hall,
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grant a continuation of Mr. Train's line to Shepherd's
j

Hush, with a double line ot rails. It appears that

Mr. Prowse, the chief surveyor ot roads north ot the

Thames, has been engaged for several days past witti

his assistants in making a return of the numbers avail-

ing themselves of the tramways in Victoria Street and

Uxbridge Road. The number of passengers carried by

one car on week days, and two on Sundays, on the

Victoria Street line, since its opening on the loth ult.

amounted to 31,500. On the Uxbridge Koad and

Marble Arch line the two cars running on week davs,

and the three, and occasionally four, on Sundays, have

yielded a return of 120/. per week, which, at 2d. per

head, makes the number ot passengers amount weekly

to 14,400. The traffic on the latter line has so much

increased that an extra carriage has been put on tor

permaneut running. Lines have been commenced on

the Surrey side from Kennington Pa* to Westminster

Bridge, in the Sout! i*f Koad, Hackney, and King's

Road, Islington. _
Thf. Xew Utter.—The northern suburbs will soon lo*

he si>rht of this stream, that portion of it fnvm Cob

brooke Row, close to the cottage once the residence ot

down to the New Kiver H I, betB^

about to be filled in. The water will tor the ft re be

nveyed through iron pipes, about 5 feet in diam

Sad sank about 3 feet below the level of the present

Cambridge.—An extraordinary Congregation wag

held on Tuesday for granting honorary degreesand for the

public recitation of the University prizes. The Vice-Chan-

cellor presided in the absence of the Prince Consort, the

Chancellor. The Trince of Wales was present, and

was received with the most uproarious cheering by the

oudergraduiitcs. The honorary degree of U.D. was

conferred on Dr. Gell, Bishop designate of Madras, and

the honorary degree of LL.U. upon the Eirl of Elgin.

Lord ratfbrd de ReJciiffe, Sir W. R. Hamilton, r

Roderick Mnrehison, Major-General Sabine, I>r. Robin-

son of' Dublin. Mr. Motley, the historian of the Dutch

H iblic, and Mr. Grote the historian of Greece. This

remony was followed by the recita n of the prizes,

the most interesting of which was, of course, the

English poem, "The Prince of Wales at the Tomb of

Waal <•"/' l>y Mr. Myers. In the evening the Vice*

liancollor entertained the l»rincc of Wales and a Urge

party Of distinguished visitors at Mapdnlcne College

Lodge- I he death of the Duke of Bedford has ren-

dered vacant the High Stewardship of the borough

imbridge, to which his Grace succeHe n the

death of Lord Mscnulay. The anointment is in the

ot the Town Council, who are said to be anxious to

mduce Lord PaUnentoa to fill the post. His Lordship

graduated M.A. in 1806, and for some time represented

the University in Parliament. The other names men-
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tioned are those of Lord Broughton, M.A. 1808; Lord

Carrington, M.A. 1815; Lord Monteagle, M.A. 1833

;

Lord Stratheden, M.A. 1846; and Mr. Monckton
Milnes, M.A. 1831.

Chenies.—The funeral of the late Duke of Bedford

took place on Wednesday in the family vault in the

church of this parish. The body was removed from

Woburn Abbey on Tuesday evening, escorted by a

large number of the tenants on the duke's estates in

Bedfordshire, and was deposited in the library of the

rectory until 1 o'clock on Wednesday, the hour fixed

for the funeral. Lord John Russell officiated as chief

mourner, and was attended by the Rev. Lord Wriothesley
Russell, Lords Edward, Charles, Francis, and Alexander

Russell, Lord James Butler, the Marquis of Abercorn,

Lord Foley, the Earl of Strafford, the Hon. F. Byng,

the Earl of Harrington, Mr. Sand ford, Mr. F. H. Russell,

M.P., Lord Foley, the Hon. Edward Russell, Messrs.

John, George, and William Russell, the Mayor and
Aldermen of Bedford, and several personal friends. The
service was read by the Rev. Mr. Cumberlye, Vicar of

Woburn.
Clifton.—The census returns for this town show

that the population consists of 13,603 females and only

7772 males, so that in 100 persons there are 64 females
and only 36 males.

Habwich.—About 50 years ago, when it was deter-

mined to erect a redoubt in this port, large quantities of

stone were dredged up and carried away from the
neighbourhood of the harbour—a proceeding which had
the unexpected result of removing the sea's natural

barrier, and leaving the sand and shingle to be driven

.along the beach and deposited at the entrance of the
harbour. Some years since the Government deter-

mined to carry out a jetty for 800 yards to stop this

process, but only 500 yards were executed, and it has
now become manifest that the mischief is increasing.

Captain Washington, hydrographer to the Admiralty,
reports that a large portion of Landguard east beach,
including two martello towers, built in 1808, and a part

of a graveyard, has been swept away, while Landguard
Point has advanced 700 yards; and that the channel,
in which there was a depth of 42 feet at low water, is

now a dry beach 6 feet above high water, being a filling

up of 60 feet perpendicular—a rate of increase unknown,
he believes, in any other part of the British isles. The
extension of Landguard Point, which has averaged
12 yards a-year for many years, threatens in short to

block up the entrance to this important harbour, w hich
is reduced now to a width of little more than a cable's

length. Harwich would be of great use in case of
another North Sea war; it is the only sheltered port
between Sheerness and the Humber in which a coal

depot could be safely moored ; it is the entrance to the
fast increasing port of Ipswich ; and it is also an im-
portant strategical point in the defence of the country,
the north-eastern approach to the capital being one of
the least defended, and the most open to attack.
Captain Washington considers that the extension of the
jetty would no longer be efficacious, but he thinks a
groyne in a different spot, about 300 yards in extent,
and not costing mpre than 10,000/. or 12,000/., would
effect the object in view. The subject has been refern
by the Lords of the Admiralty to the Treasury for
consideration.

Richmond.—The Bishop of Ripon has ordered the
removal of a tombstone placed on the grave of the late
Mr. W. Priestman, in the parish churchyard of this
town. The stone consisted of an ornamental cross, with
a crown of thorns encircling the monogram " I.H.S."
The stem of the cross divided the front of the stone
into two compartments, on the left side of which was
the following inscription:—"Of your charity pray for
the repose of the soul of William Priestman, who de-
parted this life September 6th, 1860, aged 62 years.
R. I. P. Eternal rest give to him, O Lord" Running
down the stem of the cross are the following words :—
*• Miserere me, Deus." The bishop's interfei ence was
caused by the purgatorial doctrine implied in the in-

scription, which is contrary to the Articles of the
Church of England. After the stone had been up for
about a week, the rector received an order from the
Bishop directing that it be at once removed. This
having been notified to the family of Mr. Priestman,
they declined to comply with the Bishop's order. The
church authorities thereupon directed the immediate
removal of the stone, which was carried out on Satur-
day week. No such occurrence could have taken place
in a public cemetery, but by the common law of the
land the rector has the freehold in the churchyard.
Romsey.—Lord Palmerston is about to build a chapel

at bis own expense at Lee, on his lordship's estate in
this parish. Some parts of the estate are three mih
from the parish church, and the walk in winter is not
only a long but a very dirty one. His lordship also
intends to give the ground, and to build a cottage near
the chapel for a resident schoolmistress.
Salpoed.—At a recent sitting of the County Court a

person who passed as Thomas Green, and was employed
as a mill hand in this town, was sued on a jndg

a page and took her abroad with her. On returning to

this country she continued to dress in male attire, and
was in the service of another lady 10 or 12 years. She

is now between 30 and 40 years of age, and has for some

time been married to a female in Salford. The pecu-

liarity of the affair is increased by the fact that although

she has on two previous occasions been committed to

prison she has continued to preserve her disguise.

Salisbuby.—The Bishop of Salisbury has addressed

a letter to the Archdeacon of Dorset, stating that ho

has informed Dr. Rowland Williams, whose name is

prefixed to one of the essays in the book entitled

" Essays and Reviews," that he has determined to in-

stitute legal proceedings against him in the Court of

Arches. His lordship says, that as he believes on the

very best advice that the writer of this essay has

brought himself within the reach of the ecclesiastical

law, he cannot escape from the conclusion that he is

bound to endeavour to show that the Church of Eng-

land does protect her members against such false teach-

ing as is contained in different parts of Dr. Rowland
Williams's essay.

Southampton.—Workmen are now employed in

digging the foundation for a statue to Dr. Isaac Watts
in this town. Lord Palmerston has been invited to

attend the inauguration of the statue.

Wakefield.—The fine of 500?. on Mr. J. L.

Fernandes, for contempt of Court, at the last York
assizes, has been paid, a Queen's messenger having
visited Wakefield and obtained the money.

t lie question.
Ulp

P^ponedW
tence of dci

muted to penal seXdft^ «
v.few a most profligate 1 "

that it was i„ eonsequeno" tfT"thaUie committed thV-io,^

'

Slfei^S

half. Workmen were immediately ear
up the walls and houses, and to stop&
pipes, for both being full on, great dam
apprehended. The forecourts and the*
south side are very much cracked,

state.

iafo.
'House or Lords—Appeals.-^ CMHtffktv

Court of Session.—General Shmrt -. Lady &*4\
Colonel Stuart v. Marquis of Butt.-hiMs'a&

appeals, two from the Court of Session in tMfct JjJ
1** 1

from the Court of Chancery in England. 7ka rJJ*
volved was as to the guardianship of the Vina. 5L£*.
minor. The marquis is the son of the lite wc ^* • *

second wife, the Lady Sophia Frederics

second daughter of the first Marquis ofHafrft

at Mountstuart House, in the i^and of An,

September, 1847. His baptism was «*<*% to

:

of the church of England. His fatherw tat att^ J
in England; and, in addition to the hwlvwarns* D
he kept up establishments at Cardifffo^fe*i«» t|
at Luton-Hoo.in Bedfordshire; atI* ateMP* g^
and at Stuartfield Lodge, Jknm E. V*

People's Paek foe Dublin.—The Freeman's
Journal says that Mr. Benjamin Lee Guinness, the
munificent brewer of Dublin, who recently restored St.

Patrick's Cathedral at his own expense, has become the
purchaser of an extensive piece of ground, which he in-

tends to present to the citizens for the purpose of a
park and cricket ground. It also states that he in-

tends making many improvements in the gardens for

the benefit of the people.

The Relics of the Defendeks of Derby.—The
local journals are indignant at an act of sacrilege that

lms been committed at Derry Cathedral. In order to

make room for the introduction of hot air flues and
atmospheric air under the new flooring of the church, it

was deemed necessary to excavate the ground to a

depth of 3 feet. In carrying out this work, however,
it would seem that no provision was made for

collecting the remains of the defenders of Derry
in the siege of 1688-9, many of whom were buried
within the cathedral. About 150 skulls, with the
principal bones, have been turned up by the exca-
vators, wheeled into the graveyard, and there, it is

stated, left in a heap to be carried away for ships'

ballast. The Apprentice boys held a meeting last week,
and adopted a series of resolutions expressing their in-

dignation at the proceeding, and Vailing upon the
churchwardens to take prompt measures for reinterring
the remains within the walls of the cathedral.

Convocation in Ireland.—A memorial signed by
the bishops of Down and Connor on behalf of the
diocesan committee of Down, Connor, and Dromore,
has been addressed to the Lord Primate, stating that
the province of Canterbury has been permitted by the
Crown to take legislative action on the proposed
alteration of the 29th canon, and requesting his Grac-
in conjunction with the Archbishop of Dublin, to take
steps for the purpose of making the voice of the Irish

provinces of the I ni ted Church he heard in Convocation.
The Lord Primate, in reply, states that when it was
announced in Parliament that the ro I license had been
granted to the Convocation of Canterbury to repeal or
alter the 29th canon, he had consulted Sir Fitzroy «»«»«»» *~~ 1T hP kept "P

m r** *
Kelly, Sir Hus?h Cairns, Mr. Archibald J. Stephens, and ^STountlSt* Ho^e. It *£«> «V

^atltoapj.
ACCIDENT AT THE Mpto™^

accident of an alarming2> **
morning at the works JE*! ««J
Road.St.Pancras.forthefo™^*
or nndergronnd, 'railwa-^
mormng the earth on each swTo lhas been excavated from kerb ^ WStreet and Wilstead Street L^L'waj, and as the earth continued^
along the foot pavement wasstopJM
were warned of the danger. ACof the earth in front of the paveZ
the pavement itself, and the walka^"

ret'*1
*

The whole of the gas, wate"^ telegr*
tell in, and were destroyed, and t£
for supporting the earth on either j*

of eight houses, fell in, shaki.
and causing the inhabitants to

,**£

m

1848, at Cardiff Castle, and ms kind t- -

will was in the English fbm,ud *******

will. As it did not cA^mW3^^^ -

ship of the infant marquis, »*»J™T£^
mily descended, a petition™ V*£**m K

Chancery, and his mother, the ™™*»*
i * fl

his guardian. In 1S48 Lord Jwjgfjg, * 5
cutors of the will, obtained nJ*"*^

ive to the said infant, but taJ^T^
person of the marquis, The m«rijj« d

1850, and by her will W^JfJS** :
* I

would appoint Gener^^

*

^ ;

*

- .„.„«,-„ son. Sir Francuiffiffm
kingdom, General Stuart and^ ^11*3

Gilbert, Bart,

guardians to her son.

I860.

a,.i tinted guardians to*9^\Elb**
with the latter at MountstuartW^ m ten

after some correspondence Lady

1C, 1860, left ^^\^a$™«2!
proceeded *o Edinburgh. .£5^*1**
by the Vice-Chancellor for th

,

eow ^ p*

residence of the Marquis, toJJ^

,

consented, by which he ^ *£**•
until August, I860 when he ^s t

afterwards to a public school, m ^ *

War

Mr. Jebb on the course which he ought to recommend
to the Irish provinces of the United Church. The
opinion of those eminent lawyers was that in tiie event
of the repeal or alteration of the canon hy the Convo-
catians of York and Canterbury, it would not be
necessary that any steps should he taken with a view
to preserve uniformity of discipline throughout the

Church, inasmuch as the repeal or alteration
of that canon, even if sanctioned by her Majesty,
wouhl he inoperative, because the rubric prefixed to the
order of baptism in the Book of Common Prayer
(which is a statutable provisioi ind conseqin ntly n
only be altered with the consent of the L* iture)
requires that every child shall have three i Iparenti,
who, according to the terms employed in the rubric,
must be persons other than the natural parents. The
Primate therefore did not see the necessity for acting
on the prayer of the memorialists.

ana jhuuijiom""" —

—

pntitiw

which the Marquis was en£ ^
in Wales, Bedfordshire B^ *
Durham, the l^eedsJ

f

^
Ik

and of estates in Scotland

93,000/, a yffhi9 1 Jmaking together 9Ww'.^VoT his n*^
wasor'L tobe^Jjf^to^..
™;«™~irt- Ociioral htuai i im »

v ir
o yminority. General """y^oeiiVoon,^

the marquis from Lady Eligw ^ {
mm

the Court oTC^nom^J^^
dis. rging her Iron.the gua

G er

Lir.

dative

ment summons for a debt of 1/. 14*. 6U, being the
balance of a tailor's account for a suit of clothes. The
result was a committal for 20 days to th< Sew Hail
where it was discovered that, though attired as a man, th
prisoner was of the female sex. She was su ntlv
liberated, a portion ot the debt having been p i. Ir
has since been ascertained that the female, when very
joung, wasjn the serTice of a lady who dressed her up as

£cotianDu
The Yklyerton Case.— In the outer house of the

Court of Session on the 14th inst., before Lord
Ardmillnn, the conjoined actions "Yelterton v. Vcl-

verton" came on. The proof in chief for Mrs. Yelv. r-

ton was closed on the 6th of April ; that on the oppo-
site side was appointed to be reported on the 20th of

May, but a farther prorogation has been applied for.

Mr. Miller moved that before the proof of Major > el-

verton is closed, the ap; Is taken in the course of the

proof on the other side should be disposed of by the

cceeded his law
!

"
M ^g, „

ve In Scotland of the*^on soj^

the p. on to the Couj-t^Se
y ElizaJ

the proceedings,
bywhicn *

custody of the ""J^fcr Km g
having been made t« ^n3

rf^
Galloway F«»dJ

D
*J^Jfe to Q^£i**

ladyship took the ***§*£ which, gv
avoid this arrangement to

n
^ei-

of the Earl of G^
lo

^
a
fnterlocutor,J**,£

of 8ession made an n
fa0 e% i

„ should P"™" 1
;,..* i„

V

ffl« 1
The Lord Chancellor, >j^ M.

he

Inde-T^ county ^fi,

»1
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•
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bejel ;.

fro*.
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it I eealing Scottish or imperial

kh ought * i-aas undar the Great Seal of
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wherever. In this respect there Is
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:i- Ur tt jurisdiction \va>

tt make the slightest Herenco that the werd

this dispute 1 arisen was a pet and he

m be denominated a peer < <f Son tl* •(

teapot r a peasant Eft i»t

'hetrvlewoft >uesti"ii i risdkJtlon was

by any comparison between the m< of the

.and the law of England re*: tin* minora.

it fr rirxMient thai a lx>y ahould beeoma hfaown
„, wer Of mana«i' ist

as bepsatttd. or making a will, »-•
i

'

to hie own f« , or entirely uegle*

|«n*ed U» i : 'he interlocutor of .Inly 20. 186

in prccoo: • prudence were to

tfaeltwoH la»l, and tin 1aw of

>

I cub-

to the co fa guardian till they reached

of 31. On a full out. oration of t cause,

_^ that the < ourt of Session had t

to the i tor, he was of opinion that

mtartocntor of i July, I860, must be reverted.

M raleriocntoft of the Oourt of Bee- agai

tried, the order* Of the rt of

nJtjBcl of the third appeal, become wholly immato-

by consent they ware to be vacate.!. It r

Kuse, an the t I of
.

} .peal fi the Court

,

ropounce i gment as to th» p
marquis, and hia education nice,

bat Major-General 8tuart should be confirmed aa

i, hii minority, or till further ord- >f

< haiiocr> s arrangement ou. to be ci

Bg< aequMaoad in by the young marquiF, and, from tl i-

they bad of his good senao and right feelings,

•t that *uch would be the result, not.with stand-
iagthaaaairtiom which Lady 1 ibeth Moore had i

bar easjaeal to make contrary. The scheme proposed
m Che ward's education met with bis entire apn
and ha did trust that thin in stingy i, being aware that
-asitsja n ««jae judicially lained must be obeyed by every
goad aabject as the law of the land, ft that their on! nxi
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Mr- Robert Dmummoxp Ha Uow of All Bools' College,

Oxford, died a few d.t \ s aiuoa at the residence of Lad • am
ton ter, at Malta, after a .agaring illnsas, in hia 7$
year. He was for - voara private aaoCetar to the lata

•count Melville, when First be* the Admirs and was
aubeequcuUy Under-Secretary m Cokmial Departmei.t

inst, at

•adaUni Mi "W|
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Sgum surprise may be excitfcfl by tl

ftct made apparent by an ollic'ml return that in the last

15 irs K062 i
eraona have emigrated lmm the
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United
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i eon of late Bdward Ash,
-Id teas, at Uaflat, laaaof Man. Lawia Buesu
IJeutens --sJ Marinaa, a*d I*

l^.r i « keon'1 terehle VteteBr afti r&-Uthte^
grovei, Beat lUruet, llertfordahirt aat>teaoa
ma0strHte and dtHmty-liautrnsnt fcr that cx>%nty.

ft — uth i . at Barton amis* Needwood, th«

• iiw^»n, M aged tS— UtU last, a ha

v\ i *k*hjre. tie Rev Hi a.

l«th ii at Cranaley Yuan.
l-.v-v. JamjwWiluaV tJARnrjfm. M \ --o- aat,

ng,t' fcoadr

aged SO— 14t -\.tx- ord riact, Btrit*

ace,, the ! Kim *vvjr end
,st enoa, deerd H .

.-

itev. • Mrm ag«l «S-1 -^ai

the parish ofSw that
THoa. Wild*, M inst. In 1

>\i m, M \ iftnt «.t West
tiger eon o *«*• II v

VVehlai Park, Kofteld. Middles, x, and of

Surrey, aged 40— 16th teat, at H .tchaaa

Iteotoro! H.tr ham. andM Univei sJty • i Oaaabrftire.
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idea, ]»erdot., 6d la
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t Cranworth. I < Td Wenaleyds

f^d, ann l Kingsd. mco iiTed. Ti -erloctitOW
vmrt of Session were reversed accordingly, the coata of

of the infent'B eaUU

The great preponderance obtained by the Tnited States

vu denv, i from the Irith emigration, thi rrli.

jfioifciand political influence*, and, Mibteqoetitly, family

tiet. Wlia' Infloi e the preamt ditturbancea rnay

i ajfton tin- Republican territory as an ami n

Held it is < .oofn»<- impossible to prdlaol • —y «

hardly ser arable « tfian urn

are* tly of tbii opi m, and tlteir uti

divert the tide of emigration to their own flboret.

Thi aibet of emij_ lion to Can ela have, however,

it will be teen, i. U e ilar ill tuccett, forll it

now only ooe-1 rtb aa pular as it. waa 15 ; ra«in

the ligrantt to Hritath Ameriea t^vinu numbered
Aa a»q in 1S46, •« eomnnred with 9.786 in 1 860. Thit,
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* yea^ Ife was brother of t >rd Ttrowidow, ai

feneral >\x \ Iwsrd Cost, master ot the ceremonies to the
ts\ and Colonel 1 Trine Cast He was st , .

I. and has consequently held povntment
ears. He also b imily liv

.edfordshire. to which be was ?d in 1A • Lady Annie Maria Needham. aiater to t

who survives him, and by whom he
ns 1 two >-iffhtera. One of hia sona, Mr.
''aat, M. A., of Trinity C ridge, waa

^__j. tra'- g ba« 1 ra of that I an
tratltr at law. and uow secretary of the West India Eucun
tBTadsVatss 1

.i mission.
L' izabrth TollkmaCh*e die u Mot Pr n

ta year. She waa born in 1778, was the

y*fJtJfcrof :':..• tlir i Earl of Aldborough, by thedtu^ht r of
the fier Ft? ier;.; H iniiltou, eldest son <' I-'-ri Archibald

'
i was a* h non of the third Duke "t Hai

•jtfti-
. Rear-Admiral John Hichard Delap I i-

^m *• < the name of T >ilemache by »u?n mauua^fc toother having been Lady Jane Tolfamacbe, younger
e«a. r w j co-heir of Lionel, third Karl of Dysart), and did
? Her ladyBhip had io three a d aeveral

() 8 the eldest is Mr. John To .ache, -

"J
Tolk, id Pecktorton Cast'.e, Chefthire,

- r%—u=__ of the d- rhLer.«. »rrif in

rl of Cardigan ; and the youngest married
wper, M.I1

., son of Karl <

mertton. and now Cliief Committioner or
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Cbetbire
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of
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WwrsRDa c on the 19th inst. at Boyle Farm,

tr
tou- °u the 19th inst. She was the y child of

alKnapp, and married, in 1808, Mr. Edward Burten-
bad been called to the bar by the Society of

af mil
x lhe

l'reviou» vear, who became King's Counsel
P * General in 1829, Lord Chancellor of Ireland,

•wjdly in 1841, a ad finally, in i Lord Chan-
^**d; «* which occasion he was raised to the

ua- I ynR ^p
1^ St ^eouards.

* **:u
' \-R.8., one of the founders of the British

*Wb wEB* f63'^ d*y8 8lnce, at the advanced age of

•t* tke bsst "«• QOt n mucn hefore the public

part which wE*"** M he h*d retired from the
J^^e«nL2Sltook *** the scientific world. His

of fiaadSaVSy,?
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8 ^^hlwurliood, and hia works
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MIRTH'S.- On th. i
in«t. at 40, Que the

Lady . r—i?2d Inat, is, E-

j^lie T 'rg 1 Ca rn,

,THiu>v;rfA«. hter—lc'tl Hat i.

lira Uncav Bakrinoto a da- - 17th the

angers L Ige, H **< f a

atm—17th intt, at the Ho near F farnharr. Dublin,

vfy BCRKa. wife of fir Bernard 1 <e, Ulatr fa son— 19th

at 23, Chapel ? txnvo ^ ire. t eofLieat-
Colonel VtaacMovLt, Grenadier Guarda, of a dan^hter. _
MARRIAGES.—On the 21at Inat, at St George'a, TIar

GRAJsvtLU 1 ver. ! <ey V*r\c,

8urrey. to the Ho: Whia I da the

late, a sistei 1 t* —15th
Cburcl Kr '• [ E

- X 1 e
General Milman, to Marv Rott,

aneral Wai.tok, Colonel of the 0th dlicra-lffth i St.

Mar n n-thc jldt, HrwRY. sr»a of the late Rev. H. I

. [>.D., and (rrandaon of the late at Be
Thotnaa Elrintrton, I . Lord ; I> md
Ferns, to Mary M. Packbkha* Marsh aecond daughter

varl Marsh. Baq,, of Suave M» and Ivy

hurch, county Kent, and Netheraole House, Bath—
Ml list, at Weatbu ui»on-Trym, t;

^
iceaterahire. the Rev.

GfcoRQK Blto5, cileea, Solneraet, to Ca* Oounmtk
Codrikcton, youngest daughter of the late Rev. J. J. Goon-

enouoh. D.D., formerly Fellow of N< :w College, and Rector of

Broutfhton Pogis, OxfordBhire-14th inst, at mabaa,

K.-nsmuton, the Rev. \ km Broughtok Smyth,

liridfield. Suffolk, to Mart, daughter of Sir Geor-
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BRITISH WOOLS—Lownon, roAY, May 24

iBtneaa continuea of a v^ry limited character,

id r y are tmall, the one being ti tiy regulated

by the o«m»—the hand ' h By« aattneas betag the

dy one «v adopt' dealera and <.-.. era. At the saroo

«hne thi reventa the violent fl aa in pricee which
have taken place in f »rmer years r/nsequtaoe of derange-

menU in general buaineas by ftr leas irtaiit than that

occasioned by the pratant atate Of A u> erica. The trade

country is however so moch more eateaaave that it ia

iudspendent ofany particular dbnMr than tt uted to be.

th-down Hog- b. d. b. d T^iceat Wetbera 1 4 to

gets.. ^ ..15
H ed ditto.. 1 «

Down Ewet . . 1 4

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5

to a *

- •

1 6

Ditto Hoggs ..10
dmhintr ftidaa 10

Blank« to .. 6
Flannel Wool . 1

1

1

6

< otnAL Woot S*w«.--Theae tales bave progreated very

aiformly, good wool having sold relatively at better rates than
tm*inr descriptions, which are very much neglected. The

auetatoed by colonial merchanta th' gh the inferiority

wool conaigned of late to theae auctions mutt be very

tatt. at St. Lukrfi .ham, Captain naiderable, and this must-react.on **£^J%™ *&who teem to act aa if it were more jrontaole to get up tneir

wckiI in bad condition than in a good marketable atAte. They

will, however, discover that in the long nin honesty ia the

best policy in this as in other matters, and take care that their

wool be got up in a more respectable manner.

gate

^-*oa meda' for hkBcfeSnc^rviL!111 **** W,th £e

WI:** itya] and oelTa offSfi^ «• *« - ««°^!
of 3^ ***» on the eariybMorr ot vmtiZzJ
** *A and other periodkah^7 "*****
•'-.jt-H11 »*• Fan

~
the Quarterly lUvievo

mi the ir,-f .ft J *
f̂ ,
01 ^ Albans Hall.

'took . Xhin? •? lI,DC* °f WV6ral Week8'

rsaaaw .f Braaenoae. He wm «iJ>f«i f« *h«

James Mkszikb Clay hiUA, 7th Royal Funffiera, second son

of G. D. Clavhills Henieraon, Esq., of Hailyards. Perth-

shire, to EOOENiAC eldest daughter of the late Vice-Admiral

Watob, C B., of Alma House, Cheltenham—23d inst, in the

Church of the Holy Trinity, Upper Chelsea, the Itev. Rkynolds

Hole, Vicar of Caunton, Notts, to Carouse, eldest daughter

of the late Johk Franckltn, Esq. ^nalaton.

DEATHS -On the 16th inst, at BeIgrave Square. Monk

v

town, the Lady Jankt. daughter of the Slat Earl of Mar, anal

wife of Edward Wilmot Chetwode, Baq., of W.v4brook, P

arlington, aged 50- 18th Inst, at Vaietta, Malta. »«**»
WaLLB«r. Esq., of consumption taWett t«of Ael\*U

Richard Wellealey, Esq., and grandson of R
.
3^a™l**^;

Wellesley, aged th inst, at Brighton, Udy
JJJ

A»™
ToLttMACKaf w w of the late Admiral T ;^h£5
inst. at his seat. 8k- we Hall, rfelk,

f"""tfJKaS
EaraiMB Durr irU, aged M-lSth mtt a-

Square, Lady L wife of Vicc-Adnnra ^Sir IT Leek^

K.C.B., M.P.-lOth inst, at Knlghtsbridge, A"*"**^
rrn, wife of Hen* tt ^

'r nil
Major-General -ir Sigis- nd Mff«i

"
*in«tt

at Lewes, Sussex, Arthor Rekn.e By *, » •

JSn of Sir John Briggt, of Brighton, tged - «tt

t at 77, South ^h, *wj
t
°/

w*™.

General roe Oxfr Carlton I^^^fll- -

ToUgo, Edward 1»ver SaKOtntoa. Esq., Chjef Ju

WaXand one of the Judget of the Circuit^?l^o\t
the Windward Islands, aged 51-19tb

t xna^Jt ^^^7,^
deeply regretted. Colonel St. John Bbowne, R/gJf -1 A ',Z*
aged 45-llth inst. Edward Morgan. E*q.. £fi[

l*l°™Z+
3*7°.. V« * t :„.^ * v.i „r *ua nnxrai Merioneth Militia, agedW—

BUTTER MARKET.—May
Best Fresh Butter . . 13*. P«r
Second do. do. "**,.,

Pork. 4s. 4<L to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.
»» *•

i ick ftu

BOPS-—Bnaoiron MAftstT. Frioat. «iy
Pattcnden AS- rep »t the acceunjbj from

the Hop plantations this mornfag aft** • te^aanot

fly, ^
lc*f

' "3?w
sion. IfaVket very firm, v

Duty 130,0001. ..

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Moansr, May 30.

"

The number of Heaatt it eonaifiVr^lT taialler that.aa

^LyUat; but bei.»g hojtdayweek the demand »^tnAad.

thnarm weather alto i^»*£f* ah^ia^K^ofa.
hotter than on Thuradty. The tapply « poeea w mwh»
r^irfa number, but deficient in quality Trsdeit *Jj^ba*
Today's quotationt are well • *L Trade it duOfor

.'
i ^ i.ut there 1^ riot rn'ieh alteration in pnr rom

G^y and Holllnd there are 432 B«t*4880 Sheen,

^??Sy
rt.i2i • ftv.m Snain. 200 Betttt : from SboUand, 750

;
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from Norfolk and Suffolk,
and midland counties.

1500; and 100 from the northern

d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords. &c. . . 4
Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn . . 4

8 to 4
6 — 4
4—4

10
8

10
to
to 5

ft ft

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn ••

Lambs
Calves
Pigs

d s
a

to ..

8 — 4 10

« •

• •

+ •

• •

4

6
5

3

0-4 4
0-7
— 5 6

8—4 8

Beasts. 3540 ; Sheep & Lambs, 20,460 ; Calves, 143 ; Pigs, 390.

Thursday, May 23.

The number of Beasts is about the same as on Thursday last.

Trade is very dull, and Mouday's quotations are with difficulty

realised. Sheep and Lambs are not quite as plentiful as on
this day week, but the supply exceeds the demand ;

prices are

not much altered. Good Calves are in demand, but inferior

kinds are not selling. Our foreign supply consists of 210

Beasts, 1700 Sheep, and 14S Calves. Milch Cows 90.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. V. . 4 8 to 4 10

Best Short-horns 4 6—48
2d quality Beasts 3 — 40
Best Downs and
Half-breds *. . . — .

.

Do. Shorn ..410 — 5

Best Long-wools . . . to .

.

Do. Shorn . . 4 8 — 4 10
Ewes& 2d quality .. — ..

Do. Shorn ..4 — 4 4
Lambs .. ..60—70
Calves .. ..5 — 5 6
Pigs .. ..3 8—4 8

Beasts, 930 ; Sheep & Lambs. 7S20 ; Calves, 258 ; Pigs, 170.

maintained. Trade dull at the following quotations:—
"Yorkshire Flukes, 120s. to 140s. per ton; Lincolnshire

Regents, 80s. to 100s.: Dunba: Red Soil do , 120s. to 14Us.; North
Berwick Regents, 105s. to 120s. ; Fife, Forfar, and Perth do.,

80s. to 100s. ; ditto Rocks. 70s. to 80s ; ditto ditto Reds,

70s. to 75s.; French Whites, 60s. to 80s.; Belgian do., 60s.

to 70s. ; Dutch do., 60s. to 70s.

COAL MARKET.—May 22.

Walls End Stewarts, 17s. t.d. ; Walls End South Hetton,

17s. 6d. ; Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool, 16s. 3d. ; Walls

End Hartlepool, 17s. ; Walls End Braddyls Hetton, 16s. 6d.

;

Widls End Russell Hetton, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End South Hartle-

pool, 15s. 9d. ; Walls End Wharncliffo, 15s. 3d. ; Walla End
Kelloe, 16s. 3d. ; Walls End Thorpe, 14s. 9d.; Walls End
Tuustall, 16s. ; West Hartley. 16s. ; North Percy Hartley,

15s. ; Davidson's Hartley, 16s. ; Hastings Hartley, 16s.
;

Carway and Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d. ; Curway and
Duffrvu Malting. J4s.

>
e °fhis»i

VT thorough knUrJ** 0r

Good chara? er ™t*% of^
Town, N.W. A-

GA
1!L

E» Z

GARDENER.^ M

MARK LANE.—Monday, May 20.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was very small, and all good-conditioned parcels cleared at the
full prices of this day se

fnnight. The sale of foreign slow, and
chiefly confined to retail purchases for immediate consumption.
We do not alter our quotations. Barley is very difficult of
sale, and rather cheaper. Beans and Peas are unaltered in
value. With a large arrival of Oats, fine qualities barely
support last week's prices, and secondary are fully 6d. per qr.
Iswer. The Flour trade is very dull.

PARTNERSHIP.—A Nurseryman, owner of a hrst-

class Provincial Nursery and Seed Business, wants a

PARTNER, who will keep the Books of the business and of

another Trade in which the Advertiser is engaged. The party

must bring in a Capital of at least 1500f.—Apply to Mr.

Chandler, Horticultural Valuer, Vauxhall, London,^

WANTED7I~HEAD
_
GARDENER, experienced in

the culture of Vines, Pines, Ac. together with the
ordinary routine of the Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Character
will be carefully investigated. A man of God would be highly
valued.— A. B., Post Office, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

WANTED, to live in the House, a Single Man, as

GROOM and GARDENER ; he must be well up in his

profession. A good character indispensable.—Apply to Mr.
Waostaff, Stifiord Clays, near Grays, Essex.

S. 8.)

36—66 Red
50—72
51—72

« « • *

50—78
40—45
30—36
20—24
26—28
26—28
24—28
35—38

40—41

42—52

Red

Red

• • % •

• 8 •

Mai tins:

Malting.

s. 8.

48—62
54—68

8 8

• *

40

50—55

Feed
Feed
Feed ..

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.
Per sack

33—40
40—42

20
21

20-

•25

•24

24

40—44

40—50
38—48

38—50
40—50

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign....

Barley, grind. & dist, 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato

'• — Irish Potato
PP— Foreign Poland and Brew
Kye
Rye-meal, foreign ,

Exams, Mazagan....38s to 42s....
— Pigeon 42s— 46s.. Winds.— Foreign Small

Teas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack,— „~— 2ddo ditto 38—50— Foreign ^ per barrellaO—36

Friday. May 24.
The weather on the 18th was dull and cold, with N.E.

•wind, but improved on the 19th, and has since continued
fine and warm, which is greatly improving the appearance of
the growing crops. The shipments from New York during the
fortnight ending the 6th inst. were large, but are likely for
the future to be considerably below what nas been anticipated,
owing to the state of politics there, and the consequent dis-
turbance of the currency and distrust. The weather and large
foreign arrivals have caused a dull trade in Wheat throughout
the kingdom, but holders have for the most part shown con
siderable firmness, so much so that a decline of la. per qr. can
scarcely be called general. The demand for Barley has been
limited. Previous values ot Beans and Peas were supported,
and also of Oats, excepting in this market, where the large
arrivals of certain qualities have compelled factors to concede
to a reduction of fully 6d. per qr. The sale of Flour has been
limited, and previous rates difficult to realise. During the past
eight days 86 vessels have been reported off the coast. The
floating trade has been heavy, but prices unchanged. The
arrivals of English grain this week have been very small, but
of foreign and American Flour considerable. To-day's market
was thinly attended, millers being generally indisposed to
purchase, and holders not inclined to press sales at a reduction.
The value of Wheat, both English and foreign, must be con-
sidered nominally tho same as on Monday, and the amount of
business done limited. Barley, Beans, and Peas are unaltered
in value. The Oat trade is very heavy, and all but the finest
qualities are 6d. per qr. cheaper.

Arrivals from May 20 to May 24.

Oats.Wneai.

English .

.

Irish
770 qrs.

Foreign.. 33110

f

»»

Barley. |

40 qrs.

4790

••

»»

Fiour.

60
1310

47740

qrs.

*«

»»

1190 sks.

( 370 ;;

I 40760 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 21.—Wheat has had only a slow
lale at this morning's market, and on several parcels ex quay
a concession of Id. to 2d. per cental has been made in order tomake clearances. Flour is difficult to move, and must be
noted 6d. per barrel and sack cheaper. Indian Corn is offered
at a reduction of fully 6d. per qr., without finding buyers, andsome sales of mixed American are reported as low as 33s 6dex quay. Oats and Oatmeal steady in price, from scarcity!
^eans. Peas, and Barley are each fcd. per qr. cheaper. The
Sy^v 1"8

J**
11 pretty weU attended, but a dull tone hasruled throughout. .

Friday May 24—The market has been very dull to-day

£l *«.? ™ ce of buyer* quotations are almost nominal!
Wheat 2d., Flour 6d Indian Coru Is. to Is. 6d, Beans 6d.,Oats Id., and Oatmeal 6d. lower.

'

AVERAGES

April 13..— 20..

WEeat.
|
Barley.

| Oats. | R> e.

66il0d
W 9

245

23
24
24
25
85

Id
5
8

7

1

35*11*/

37 10

24 f,

82
35
30

82

8
2

Beans.

34 9

41«

42
42
42
43
44

42

|Peas_

tidliorod
3

7

U
10

11

30

40

M
40
40

40

6
8

8
11

J
4

WANT PIACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, 1 child;
has a practical knowledge of his profession in all its

branches. Good character, with testimonials.—A. B. C, Post
Office, Acton, W.

/^.ARDENEK (Head).—Age 36, married; under-
\T stands his profession in all its brauches. Wife understands
Dairy or Poultry if required.—A. B., Paul & Son, Old Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Herts.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, one child

;

understands his profession in all its branches.—Three
years' good character.—E. D., Post Office, Great Berkhamp-
stead, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-
man.—Age 30: has a thorough practical knowledge of

his profession in all its branches. Satisfactory testimonials as
to character and ability from his present employer.—W. S.,

Rev. W. Sinclair, Pulborough Rectory, Petworth, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, practical

;

great experience in Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers,
and Vegetables ; also Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Four and
a half years' character.—A. B. C, Bediord Nursery, Hamp-
stead_Road, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, married, no taenia-
brance ; understands Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen

Gardening. Cau have a most unexceptionable character of
nine years' standing from his last place.—A. J., Mr. Francis's
Nursery, Hertford.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance

; thorough practical knowledge of his profession.
Eight years' excellent character from the situation ho is now
leaving on his own acouut. Wages 6 per annum, with
Cottage.—Q. L., Mr. Baskett, Post Office, Roehampton, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no ii.cura-
brance ; thoroughly understands Growing Grapes.

Melons, Cucumbers. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and
Kitchen Garden. Has been Head Gardener in England and
Scotland. Good character.—E., Mr. Udall, Grocer. Putney
Lower mmon, S.W.

( ^J
ARDEN EH (Head).—Age 34, married, no incum-

^* brance; thorough knowledge of Forcing all kinds of
Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, Move and Greenhouse Plants,
and the management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Highest
references for character and ability.—C. M., Mr. Glass, HiKh
Btreet, Slough.

CVARDENER (Head).—Age 40, single; thoroughly
A understands his profession in all its branches. Great

experience in all kinds of Forcing. Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers,
Flowers, Vegetables, Ac. Four years' excellent character from
the gentleman he has been living with.—J. B., 9, Great North
Street, Edgeware Road, W.

GARhKNER (Head).- Age 39, married; thorough
knowledge of Early aud Late Forcing, Fruits, Flowers,

and Vegetables, Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens.— For
character I testimonials aj ply to J. D., Mr. Dedman,
Sundridge Park, B; jy, Kent. S.F,. -

GARDEN ER (Head).—Age 34* married, Scotchman;
thorough practical kuowledge ot bis profession in all its

ranches, Early and Late Forcing, tha Management of Flower
and Kitchen Gardens, Character and abilities in hands of
present employer.—A. H , Gardener, Adwoll House, near
Tetsworth, Oxfordsh i re.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 43, married, 2 children
(10 and 12 years); has a thorough knowledge of Early

and Late Forcing of Fruits, Vegetables and Flowers Pleasure
Grounds and Kitchen Garden in all its branches, also Meadow

11 years

SSaSJSS
is kept) -Acre 2??E

,"
H^ "

years' goo/cLX^Ti>J '
IEssex.

u- a
-> *» Bn^.

J

VT kept)-Age 34, manS^SV -i
^ inery, Melons, and CunnS? ' ***
AJ^OColle^

J

yj character, and can be;-/Woodham Lodge, Lavender Hilt $2*

T".

I
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(^.ARDENER (O^jj
V>* has a good practical knowkSGrowing, both Stove and GreenhoSl
Mirsery, Forest Hill, LondwK8.R

/^.ARDKNER (Ue^eUaP\A Greenhouse, Flower and iRfoiGood character -S. S, The ioSM
Upper Norwood , S.

^

ARDENEK "(USiuT
or GARDENER in a small*

commended.-T. W., Mr. E. Um\
Lincolnshire.

ARDENrHT(USjrilij
and of good character. Wi&attt

A. B., Library, Lower Edmonton.

To Noblemen, flwtk»
i

GARDENER, or GABDESBa
Age 40, married, no inenmhrt

leave. Can be recommended wi pc s
Arthur Henderson as a trustworthy, xtfcsj

is thoroughly practical in every brad

has had great experience in the foemezi

Parks and Pleasure Grounds, the te

Buildings, and Heating by hot was;

Pine, Grape, and Peach Growing, b

and understands the CultmwntfM
House. Unexceptionable cbandf aitat fw*\

jj j
years from two noblemen.-iraBta* I

Place, Ed

g

ware Road, London, f.

ARDENER, GR0M,«f«l
—Age 40 ; can Milk weU &WJ >

4 years, who is now travelling. Wfrssu* p^.

the Chapel. Horsell, Surrey, n»*£__^ I/O
To Noblenflrifc*1 -* *

LAND STEWARDdg
of Norfolk ; P^i

£*J?!
profession and the entuff^1

Franchise S treet, Derbj.

AILIFF.-Age 32(S*^
persevering; pracWJJE

of modern Agriculture onH^.^T^
Breeding and Management fltjjjgn

Has had great experiencecn^,
would refer.—X. X., J»r -

,w*"'

Chelsea, 8.W.

ARM BAlLl7r>M45rJ
brance ; thoroughly"Jjj^

J

Light Soils, and can hare a*"^ fls4>

employer for 10 years.-*- *

Mitcham, Surrey^_____.——-- ^
^ARMING MAK^Jjtfg
JO stands the manageme«toi

fJt*%
ofStockofallkindsak,Uji ^ j

H

Good character..-k^JZ-^^^ « *
To I^111*^^^

/GENERAL OTB^^
(jT MAN.-Aged 30 ^be^' )

N

abiliUes and moral ^»S»^-
croft, ^ri\ivM^SS3^^0
FOREMAN (inano^S;
Jj -Age 23, ^aotrdei^ f\
James DixoN^astk^HiU^^, ( )
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Flqotuatiowb If th« Lsst S ix Wkbks Atersoks.
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POTATOES. -Southwark, Monday, May 20.

lariS^^* P**t Week tbe ^'^ coastwise have beeniarge ^r Oie season, and the prices of the former week were not

Land and Stock. Two years' good character
previous, and references of the highest order.
Oftman 'a Nursery, Sunbury, Middlesex, S.W.

To Nohlemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly competent to conduct the Management of

any nobleman's or gentleman's Garden in every department.
IL.s lived several years as Head Gardener with a nobleman,
and leaves owing to tne death of his employer. The most
unexceptionable references will be given as to character and
respectability by several t iemen and gentlemen of dis-
tinction.—U F., Mr. Stone, Bookseller, 3, Hanway Stree
Tottenham <t Road, W.

LARD J Ai (HhAD), OB r >RES I Kit AND
* BAILIFF.—Age 40; a fi class Gardener, Forester,

and Baili£f. Nine years* good character. \v n manage a
were not

| Dairy.—A. B., 29, Princess Street, Edgware Rood, W. I
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• •
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Parson's^ee^^W^^^^^ rry^

JT understands ^^i ****
.

Sutton & Sons, Be.il _^ -

j

ico^r^w^^
good opportuni jes d^wfjfi
Uste for drawing. lUgent^
well educated ana ^^^,
London,W_ ^^/H^
GHOP^AK-AgJT>^%£
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SATURDAY, JUNE 1. 1861.

NT OPIV HI8TOKV or WATER COLOUR
mmk —An 'Exhibttiun of Paintings from Private

MUmtisK the History of the Art, at the Socle

fcirect, AdelphL Daily from 10 A.M. till 6 P.M.

S-'l

Mow Ready, price 4* ,

l- iflOtlf \ L OF mi HUH axd VBTOI
vGli TUBAL SOCIETY. Vol. IX , Cut 2,

BBfmir, 180. Piccadilly, W. ; W. Robert*. Er

ae»4

J
S K K I A L SK K K V E * S

FOB J I NE-

FLORA I M \ZINI IV 2* 84

BsTTAKICAL MAGA/INI N 108. 3«. 8d.

\RDK> *. No. VI. 2l 6J

« BMlTttH FERNS No. \ I

;r«PH 'jOGIA AUSTItAI.K A 88.

4taM00FiC M

'

I N K. • U. 64
4 Henrietta Street, Coven t Garden. W C

8a

I

in t-

BBS

ffff
*

I OalHL iNO H<H>iv OF ANMAI.S. By
Wu fn •Mrecor, Author of "The English Flow.

lira." Ac <• -en Lnformatiao which every gardener

BnWBlB, Marsham.. A .and all H rs.

in 1 VoL, price 8a, Ornamental Hoard*,

I R I E 1 L O W I R.
By Gcstave Aim Aim

Ail Work surpasses, in deep abe^i lung interest, any of the
Talea of Indian Life and Advent ure that hare

the prolific pen o( its mo- opular writer.

Ward A Lock, ISA Fleet Street EC
It appropriate Illustrated Cover*. Oik H billing each,

IH 1)1 PEN IDLE HANDY BnnKS,
Designed as Practical lea on nil Mibjecte of uidversal

lnees Contributed by the best air

a 1XE BOTANY. 11. 13R1TISU FKRNS and MOJ"

: Ward A Lock, 15S, Fleet Street, E.C.

One penny, 12 pages. Crown I crial Folio, a

^^^^^^ re Picture, superbly c ured in the first style of
ft, gTven with every alternate N 'ber; magnificent
Illustrations every week, from -1 designs .executed

t
wyn swy far this work). Nos. 1 and 2 ready.

HE BATTLE atd no BREEZE; being StobDhi
._ or Advebtire rt Land and Sea.

B—ten : Omot <bbr. An rand, W C.

eekly, uted in a clear, bold type, on Imp.

IK! Fi««V totpRper. with *i leudid IUuatrations and a Coloured«• IVtnre, price let. Net, 1 and 2 ready.

F f
VRS kT ] MK: An I!lustrafed Magazine of

1 *- Asjimeutaod Instruction for Children.

lAfltf-^ ' mim: Ommn Vnwwm Angel Court, Strand, W.C.

ItcvUtlons

w

Qsorw
S~£* .3 OF A HUH

My Baui ,. th« nuMt
very move ai

Oboroc Vice ens, Angel

SERB, fcp. HVO,published, fr a Ed i, carefu
cloth, 7a 6W

aft*' pHOiYK.KAi'iiK' CHEMISTRY, including the

£*2V * Prac * °* of lhe Collodion Process.
Stfl* By T. Frederick Hardwictt.

pte Lecturer on Photography at Kind's College, London.
PORN CnrRCHiLL, New Burlington Street. W.

V

Bet

:

with nearly 1200 Engravings on Wood, fcp.

8vo, cloth, 12*. 6VZ.,MANUAL of BOTANY.
By Ibbrrt Brittle y, F.L.8., Professor of Botany, King's
le, end e PoarmaceutiosJ society

Jo«B Chcbchilu, N.-v irlington Street, W.

^^ Juat published, poet t»vo, ckitu, 4*7,

THE CLIMAIK of EGYFI : Meteorological and
Observations, with Practical HinU for Invalid

By Donald Dairy* pix, MD.
Jf>nn Churchiu, New Burlington Street, W.s^ ,

-flt^ -n
J<m fwbUahed, Secona fcdition, fcp. 8vo, 2s. *L,
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WIZUR1B; their Causes, Pathology, and Treatment
ward H Sievekino, M.D., FRCP, Physician to, and
^wer upon Materia Medica at, St. Mary's Hospital
fOBN HrPCHiLL, New Burlington Street W.
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Outta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.
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pleasure to scknowledge the receipt of the following

TBtfietes -<w« Mr. J. u, < > Boswbu. Middletob
Jalla ' Uoldk rneni Bout, wear HtUL

•T have had 400 : • your < u iVrcha Tubing, In

4th* of ] oo feet each, with union joint, in use for the last

12 months for watering these gardens, and I fin i it to answer
better anyt g I have ever yet tried. The pressure of
the water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest

effect on the g. I msider this tubing be a most
valuable invention (or Gardeners, Inasmuch as it enables us to
watei gardens In about one-half the time, and with one-
half the labour required.

n

V the Gptta Perch* CosirAB-. Patentees,
18, Whsrf R«sd, i ity Road, London, B.C., and sold by their
w'holeeale Dealer wn ani countrr.
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The House of Lord* re-aosemnled on Monday

after the Whitsuntide recees. The Offences in

Territorr near Sierra Leone Prevention Kill paated

through committee. On Tuesday, on the second
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reading of the New Provinces (New Zealand) -Bill,

the Duke of Newcastle stated, in answer to

Earl Grey, that, in the present condition of New
Zealand, Hee Majesty's Government had thought

fit to re-appoint Sir George Grey to the gover-

norship, but had no intention to suspend

the constitution of the colony. On Thursday

the Lord Chancellor brought up the report of

the Select Committee on the Bankruptcy and

Insolvency Bill, and stated that the amendments

made by the Committee were of sufficient import-

ance to demand the serious consideration of the

House. The Marriage Law Amendment Bill was

recommitted. The Duke of Somerset moved the

second reading of the Officers of Reserve (Royal

Navy) Bill, the object of which was to enroll

officers of the merchant service as a naval reserve

in time of peace, and to give them the

rank of Master or Mate in the Navy in

time of war. The Earl of Hardwicke moved
that the Bill be read a second time that day six

months. On a division the second reading was
oarried by a majority of 3, the numbers being 59

to 56. In answer to the Earl of Carnarvon and
Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, Lord Wodehouse
said that the Government had received posi-

tive assurances) from Lord Dtjfferin and the

Turkish authorities, that the death of Said Bey
had arisen from natural causes, and not from
poison ; and that the conference at Constantinople

had at present a proposal under consideration

for the appointment of a Christian governor

of the Lebanon, but that no decision had yet been

arrived at.

In the Commons on Monday, on the motion that

the House resolve itself into committee on the
Customs and Inland Revenue Bill, Mr. Newde-
gate moved, as an amendment, that it be an
instruction to the committee to divide the Bill so

that each of the taxes to which it related mi°-ht
be separately treated. The Chancellor of the
Excheq,tjer opposed the motion, which was nega-
tived on a division by 196 to 34. The House then
went into committee and agreed to the first three
clauses. On the question that clause 4, repealin
the duty on paper, be agreed to, Mr. Kek
Seymer opposed the clause on the ground that
it was inexpedient at the present moment
to part with a source of revenue which pro-
duced 1,500,000/. per annum without inflicting

hardship on any portion of the community.
The clause was supported by Mr. Mil.nes, Mr.
Pollard-Urquhart, and Mr. Ayrton/ and
opposed by Mr. Lygon, Mr. Hennessey, Sir J.
"Walsh, Sir J. Eamsden, and Sir E. Peel. The
debate was then adjourned until Thursday. The
Public Offices Extension Bill passed through com-
mittee. On Tuesday, in answer to Mr. Buncombe,
Mr. BoDVERXE, and other members, Lord J. Eds-
sell said that he had received a notification of the
blockade of the ports of South Carolina and
Virginia; but no communication had yet been
received in reference to the blockade of other
ports. Her Majesty's Government would recog-
nise these blockades when they were carried out in
a regular manner. With regard to the protection
of British interests, instructions had been sent to
Admiral Milne to be present on the coast
with a sufficient squadron for that purpose.
On the motion of Lord P.ilmerston, it was agreed
that the House at its rising should adjourn over
the Derby-day. Sir S. Northcote obtained a
select committee to inquire how the education of
destitute and neglected children may be most
effickntly and economically assisted by'any public
grant. On Thursday, in answer to questions from

The clause was supported Dy Mr. MELLOR, Lord^J.
J

J^Osborne^tor^London. The Queen and ItyTj
*noon the

of rhe &

Princess Alice rode on horse^T?

Russell, Sir J. Y. Shelley, Mr. Lindsay, Mr.

Osborne, Sir J. Paxton, Mr. Coblen, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Lord

Palmerston ; and opposed by Mr. Disraeli,

Capt. Talbot, SirW. Jollifee, Sir M. Farquhar,

Mr. Monsell, Mr. Bentinck, Mr. Baring, and

Sir J. Paeington. On a division the clause was

carried by 296 to 281, giving Ministers a majority

of 15.

In the French Senate on Saturday the Govern-

ment Bill for calling out the contingent of 100,000

men was carried by a majority of 230 to 7. In

the Corps Legislatif on Wednesday, the Bill for

the modification of the import duties on grain,

flour, and other alimentary commodities was

carried by 228 to 12. In the sitting of Thursday

a Government Bill on the press laws was laid on

the table, and it was announced that the session

had been, prolonged to the 19th June.

3/h*™*;"" ^uuuii. xue ^ueen and RovTu^walked in the grounds In the afternoon tt&drove out accompanied by the King of the ft2*Princess Helena, and Princess Louisa, ivff
Consort and Prmnflss AH/.o ™,i. ... i Ul»

expected that the Queen, Prince Consort^*
Royal family will arrive at Buckingham Pala?£on Monday or Wednesday next for the season,^
the Queen will occasionally visit White Lod ' h
mond Park, during the season.

ge,b^

Prince Gortschakoff, the Governor of Poland,

died on Thursday at Warsaw. He had previously

received leave of absence for a year on account of

ill health, and General Sotjkhozanett had been

provisionally intrusted with the administration of

Poland, with the rights of a lieutenant of the

Emperor.

Accounts from the United States announce that

Charleston is blockaded by the Federal frigate

Niagara, and that British ships have been refused

entrance into the harbour. No collision has yet

taken place between the forces assembled in the

neighbourhood of "Washington, but both sides are

actively preparing for the impending conflict.

Baltimore is oocupied by Pennsylvania troops, and

General Scott has ordered the occupation of

Arlington heights by Federal artillery. Advices

from Montgomery state that President Davis

will command the Southern forces in person.

Ammunition and heavy ordnance continue

to arrive at Harper's Ferry from the South.

The Secessionists have threatened Fort Monroe,

but were compelled to retire. An attack on a
large scale is, however, anticipated. The report

that the "Virginians had removed the remains of

Washington from Mount Vernon is said to be
without foundation. The Federal Governmen
is said to have notified to the foreign Ambassadors
that it will cease to hold intercourse with any
foreign Power which recognises any commissioners

from the rebel States.

By the Indian mail we learn that Mr. Laing was
to produce his budget on the 27th April. The
scheme for the amalgamation of the Queen's and
Indian forces was oflicialty published on the 22d
April. Mr. Bruce arrived at Pekin on the 26th

of March.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, the King
of the Belgians, and the Royal family continue at

Osborne. On Thursday afternoon, the 23d ult., the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the King of
the Belgians, the Count of Flanders, the Prince of
Wales, Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, embarked
in the Royal yacht Fairy, and steamed up the South-
ampton Water. The .Royal party returned at hall-
past? o'clock. On Friday the Queen and Prince Consort,
accompanied by the King ot the Belgians, the Prince
of Wales, the Count of Flanders, Princesses Alice,
Helena, and Louisa, and Prince Arthur, drove out in
open carriages. On Saturday afternoon the Prince
Consort, accompanied by the King ot the Belgians, the
Prince of Wales, and the Count of Flanders, went to
Portsmouth in the Royal yacht Fairy, and visited the
new lines of defence erecting for the protection of the

The Drawing Roou.-Notice has been gimkat the drawing-room on the 19th inst. all ladWexpected to appear in mourning. The ladies^

J

Corps Diplomatique, the wives of her Sto*
Ministers, and of her Majesty's Household, wiKdeep crape mourning with black ornaments. ' All2aches attending the Court will appear in black,*black feathers, lappets, and gloves ; diamonds markworn. Ladies to be presented on their marriaee,'*
young unmarried ladies to be presented for the k
time, may appear in white.
The Prince op Wales on Monday, in no*

through Spithead. on Vis way from Osborne to (5
bridge, paid a complimentary visit to the officers of*
Hero line-of-battle ship, in which he made his rum
to America. The Prince remained on board about'tm
hours, and received the usual salutes on bis arrivaland
departure. His Koyal Highness will de?ote his mid.
summer vacation to military studies, and Colow
Sergeant Hazlewood, of the Grenadier Guard*, who k

acting as drill instructor to the Cambridge 1'iiiversin

Rifle Corps, of which the Prince is honorary Coloni

has received instructions to attend twice a-week it

Madingley.

Prince Alfred, who is now on his way to C«udi
is expected home for a month's leave of absence towvds

the end of August.

Prince Lotjis of Hesse has been attacked bj

measles at Osborne. The symptoms first appeared

«

the 23d ult. The disease, which is of a mild cb>

racter, is passing through its natural course, and to

eruption is now disappearing.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held t

Wednesday at the official residence of the First Ir

of the Treasury in Downing Street.

Lobd-Lietjtenanct.— The Earl Cowper, graifca

of Lady Palmerston, has been appointed to succeritte

late Duke of Bedford, as Lord-Lieutenant of Mid-

shire.

The Deanery of Ejetee, which has been sok
vacant, has been offered by Lord Palmerston to tk

Rev. Charles John Ellicott, of St. John's College, C»

bridge, Professor of Divinity in King's College, Londaj

Parliamentary NoYWEyis. — The election id

Flintshire took place on Tuesday, wben Lord Ricto

Grosvenor, the Liberal candidate, vaa AwteA VH|
majority of 318 over Mr. H. R. Hughes, the num*f

being 1253 to 935.

The Channel Fleet.- Bear-Admiral Entaj

division of the Channel fleet, now lying at bpittas

comprising the flagship Edgar, 91; DjjW*
Hero, 91 : tying Fish, 6; and Diadem, 32, alli£

steamships, has received orders for sea, and is e*~

to sail from Spithead in the course of the *ee*-

The Volunteer MovEtfENT.-The fj^jg
of the National Ki tie Association ^as held oaM
at Willis's Rooms, the Dnke of Cambridge p^».

in the chair. There were also P^V^fiTst
Newcastle, the Duke of Buccleuch, ^J\
Ripon, Lords Elcho, Radstock, Ducie, Colviie,

Tankervillc, Trnro, Bury, and A. Hay; ueu

Seymour, and Hay; Hon. H. Law, Hon - r
'r'

F̂

John Ogilvie, Sir John Shelley, and to£

western side of Portsmouth harbour and dockyard.

various members, Lord Jo«tf JU^sm^^^
the statement which had appeared in a morning
journal to the effect that the Government had
entered into a compromise to continue the Galway
contract for six months, with the view of obtaining
the support of the Irish members in the approaching
division on the Paper Duty, was totally without
foundation, and a calumny on th character of the
Administration. The House having again resolved
itself into Committee on the Customs and Inland
Revenue Bill, the adjourned debate on clause 4,
repealing the duty on paper, was resumed.

On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince Consort, the
King of the Belgians, the Prince of Wales, Princesses
Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and Prince Arthur, attended
Divine service at Osborne. On Monday morning the
Prince of Wales left Osborne for Cambridge. In the
evening the Prince Consort, accompanied by the
King of the Belgians, the Count of Flanders,
and Prince Arthur, went in the Fairy to Spithead,
where they went on board her Majesty's ship Edgar,
on a complimentary visit to Admiral Erskine. The Royal
party returned to Osborne at 8 o'clock. On Tuesday
the Queen, accompanied by

^
the Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, drove out in an open carriage and
four. On Wednesday morning the Count of Flanders

His Royal Highness, in opening

meeting, spoke as follows :

ofEU^.
"Centuries ago tho archers and bowmen ^

out the world for their P^Thl**9*noted throughout
that rude weapon..-.-. i°'-^rSiS^S
more rapidly, and to a greater extent ny r^sgtm
than any other description of weapon, ana L

Te0«Bttg

to consider how we could best adapt ih0B
f'r fentf& 3

to derive from them the greatest »mount ' .^dt9 £»
object could not be accomplished JitDoi ^ &w
trouble, and without frequent '»ec*ia

^!Jj Otoo^
gross made in the use of the national

.

w
^*igS

ociau'aii **

,

reason of the great necessity for their jj^hflg^

movement made by tho Volunteer f^U v-ii**3 "J
country. The expenditure necessary Jor^^jw^
connected with the last meeting at "'S^jif.^ ?^'
to a considerable sum—no less than

^'J^. :. ft *jjL»eis
thought, was a large amount, especial 1UT ffl«™^3' "

n had theS°i^ irfvAr
«-,--.» Much of the

' %^i%
\V

rimbledon meeting had been incurred tovj ^ ot)j9
co 3

lected that the Association had then

paying little over 12001.

butts, <fcc, and some outlay had taken P.^totely tt2J
the committee had since found were noC

'

mbe' *ST
"

There had been a slight falling off in the nu
o{^

fortius year, yet on the whole *he
'J? gacb »

?

u"

were augmented and amounted to
13J*-

e^cotoM^w
might possibly cover the expenses ofU"^ that *£
don meeting in July, though
this sum would be required. There woo

there
fore^

hand at present of 5511., and in this respet ^. .^^
of the Association were by no means «* "J-nces it**^
as could be wished. Under these circunisu

^ella9
*ap^

that the Association might be benefited ^^tio^ ^
union with the various county Kine York^W

j_ ^—t,««~ rjlocestcr, sbtoP9^

Xottingham, and it waa also Pr°P°?fLrs to r^.*^*!

bv union with the various county **«" YorK*ai\L:

those established in Cheshire, Glocestcr, gbtopj^'

Kent, Berkshire, Dumfries, Angus, rj* instit^^l

Rifle Dei by . obledon, the conop^ltoae *# ^rf
fee of U. per head, open to all comers. vari^£JC
from the returns of the Association t&as ' ^ be«0;
did not subscribe to it to the extent t^ ^wrp
wished. There was no doubt that eatu^^^v
penses of its own, so that some possum
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jSdtfiis ; yet it was almost a pity to find that only 254 1, had

tJen subscribed last year, and not more than 431 for this.

With regard to the prizes to be offered at the meeting this year

the report was most satisfactory, and the list had been ex-

2£d*d by several additional gifts. There was a new cup given

rS Prince of Wales, value IOOZ., a members cup of 501., a

Tobtic schools* cup of 50?., and a cup given by the editor of the

Ydwdeer Gazette, value 25J. Last year the various prizes

bid been distributed at the Crystal Palace, but it had been

frit that much more interest would attach to this ceremony

V it took place on the very ground on which the triumph

btd been achieved. That course, therefore, would be adopted

with the distribution this year, and it had also been arranged,

*he thought most judiciouslv, that the ceremony of distribu-

tion should be followed by a Volunteer review of such corps as

chose to take part in it. Thus, the early part of whatever day

was fixed upon would be set apart for allotting the prizes, and

the remainder to the evolutions of the corps on the ground.

He looked on suoh assemblages of the Volunteers for field days

and brigade drill as most important aids to their improvement,

bat, at the same time, it was absolutely necessary to their

success that they should be so arranged as to insure their

perfect good order and their being carried out in the best

manner. He was delighted to say that the Volunteer move-

ment had been carried out in the Colonies in the most successful

and praiseworthy manner, and the Kifle Association established

in Canada under the presidency of Sir Alan M *Nab, showed
this year a subscription list for prizes amounting to 1600?.,

actually an excess over the subscriptions to their own Associa-

ion. The Queen's prizes were, of course, open to all these

Colonial Volunteers, and the Volunteers of Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, and New Brunswick were already in com-
munication with the society."

The Duke of Newcastle, in moving a formal resolution

that members of the County Rifle Associations shall

be entitled to admission to the National Association on
paying 10*. per annum, or hi. for life membership, paid

a high compliment to the Robin Hood Nottinghamshire
Regiments he had recently reviewed, and especially

bore testimony to what he had seen of the high
efficiency of Canadian Volunteers. The resolution was
agreed to. Earl de Grey and Ripon moved that an
entrance fee of 10s. be required from all Volunteers

bill for calling out the contingent of 100,000 men

army in time of peace, and pointed out the drain

CenTl Al? A'"
C°Untr^ b°th in men ™* ™»ev.

ZZd rW
ard

' °n the paH 0f the Government,
ar rued that an army of 600,000 men was neces^wry for the defence of the country, and the
Senate passed the Bill by a majority of 230 to 7.In the sitting of the Corps Legislatif on Wednesday,
the Bill for the modification of the import duties on
grain, Hour,and other alimentary commodities was agreed
to by a majority of 228 to 12. In the sitting of
Thursday it was announced that the Session had
been prolonged until the 19th inst. A Govern-
ment Bill on the press laws was laid on the
table. The Chamber voted a pension to the mother
of General Bosquet. The Moniteur of yesterday
published a decree by which all the French seaports
and the Custom Houses at Lille, Valenciennes, Turcoing
and Roubaix are open for the importation of cotton
yarn of certain numbers. Another decree orders that
all the articles of the treaty of commerce between
France and Belgium shall also be applied in favour of
England. Other decrees relate to the treaty of com-
merce between France and Belgium. The Moniteur
reprints an article published by Dr. Veron in the Con-
stitutionnel against a dissolution of the Corps
Legislatif. An imperial decree has been issued order-
ing that the French Commission instituted for the
International Exhibition of 1862 shall submit all

their decisions relative to that object to the approba-
tion of the Emperor; shall organise all measures
for the execution; shall for that purpose correspond
with the prefects and other authorities, through their
president or secretary-general acting for hiw m. M.Rouher,

, ,. c ,v . - c Ai_ a • i.- .
Minister of Commerce, is to preside over the commission

contending for the prizes of the Association, except in the absence of Prince Napoleon ; and M. Le Play,tWW. hv™,„w fl cnb™W~ f.„ ^ a—~*.-. Councillor of State, is named Secretory-General. The
Government have withdrawn the licenses of Messrs.
Dumeneray & Beau, the publisher and printer of the

those sent by regiments subscribing to the Association
to the extend of 11. per company. Such a step as tin's

was absolutely necessary to keep the funds of the
Association in the state in which it was necessary they
should be maintained. The resolution was carried
unanimously. In reply to questions, Lord Elcho stated
that those who contended for prizes open to all comers
could use whatever rifle they chose. The public
schools would use whatever rifle they had been
instructed in, but the Queen's prizes could only be shot
for with the long Enfield. Colonel Lindsay then
announced the intention of the St. George's
corps to present a challenge cup, value 150Z.,
to be shot for at the meeting in 1862, the
amount derived from the entrance fees for such cup
to go to the funds of the National Rifle Association.—
A joint-stock company, incorporated under the Limited
LMbdity Act, has just been formed, for the purpose of
constructing in the neighbourhood of London a per-
manent practice ground, with an ample supply of butts,
at the various ranges up to 1000 vards, sufficient to
accommodate all the metropolitan" rifle corps and
accessible from every part of the metropolis. A piece
ot land has been already secured at Kensal Green,
*P*«us of 1100 yards in length. Forty-six targets
™» he erected upon it, in the first instance, so placed
* to allow the whole of them to be used with perfect"ety at all the ranges and at the same time. To
J*»m interruption by bad weather the firing stations
"£w partially covered. The electric self-registering

j*p* adopted by Government will be used, by which
* Point struck by each shot is instantaneously

vZ-Ta ,
at the fipiu& stati<>»- Ample space will be

ST! a •

sPecfcators of prize contests. The price of
IT™* is expected to be about 30,000Z. The pro-
^capital of the company is 60,000*., to be raised m
AM) shares of U. each. The terms suggested for the

Prine a
range are

'
for individual Volunteers one

The if*
i0T a corPs of one company 25 guineas.

Karlr
°raiy directors are the Duke of Wellington,

Pin 7
r?venor

.
M-P., Lord Ranelagh, Lord Frederick

Genp i c
°-rd Radst°ck, Lieut.-Colonel Lindsay, Major-

UvT% rT
J' Yorke Scarlett, Lieut.-General Sir F.

and t •

r

f

D
n
ancan M'Dougall, Lieut.-Colonel Bathurst,

Meterr te r?
lonel Hicks- The ordinary directors are

K*tod
I V p

nVr
;
H"£hes» A ' Johnston, jun., R. W.

™' M.P., F. Mildred, and H. Vavasseur.

Due d'Aumale's pamphlet. The members of the different
Academies of the Institute of France assembled on
Wednesday, and by 96 against 50 votes confirmed the
choice of M. Thiers for the Emperor's prize of 20,000f.
for his "History of the Consulate and the Empire."
The Chambre des Mises en Accusation has decided on
sending M. Mires for trial before the Tribunal of
Correctional Police, and the case is expected to come on
early in the present month.—The relations at present
existing between France and the Pope are illustrated

|Soliman. The SpanishJournal,- K^Und
also favours the pretensions of Soliman

aJT^f£*£ ^ ClerC
l'

tbe Frem* "Vtintor forthe treaty of Commerce between France Ind PraT
has concluded his nmsion to Berlin, and the i>eeoSl
turns will not be resumed uutil Crust'ia ahall havTcam*
to an understanding on the bases of the treatv wUk
the other German States who have an interest i* &,Some demonstrations against the police authorities have
taken place at Berlin, and several arrests have taken
place in consequence. In the sitting of the Chamber of
Deputies on the 27th ult., the Minister of Justice in
reply to a question addressed to him in reference to the
right of citizenship of those persons who had received
the King's amnesty, said that the right of Prussian
citizenship was forfeited by a stay of 10 years abraaL
The amnesty only cancelled other disqualification!
which had been pronounced against the refugees, the
right of citizenship being a public one, and not belong,
mg to the category of those the forfeiture of which
constituted a punishment remissible by amuesiy. The
Government assumed, however, that the persons who
had received an amnesty were no longer to be sns-
pected on account of the offences which had been for-
given them. The Bill on Military Reform wa* dia-
cussad in the Chamber on the 28th ult. Tl Minister
of Finance, in reply to a question which was addressed
to him, said :—
" The right cf the representatives of the nation to vote the

supplies for the maintenance of the army does not admit of a
doubt. If ever there were a conflict between that right send
the rights of the supreme Commander-in-Chief of the artty.
the solution of the difficulty could not be sought for apart troth
the Constitution, but in the Constitution itself."

Austria.—An inquiry has been instituted by the
Criminal Tribunal of the Voralberg with refereasje
to the fanatical persecution of the Protestants by the
people in that province.

Hungaby.—In the sitting of the Lower Honse ©n
Tuesday, Count Zichy spoke in favour of a pacific
arrangement, and said that there was no doubt that
the Emperor had the loyal intention of governing con-
stitutionally. This speech was much applauded by the
Assembly.

Italy. — In the sitting of the Chamber of
Deputies on Friday questions were put by several
members respecting the approaching celebration of the
national fete. Signor Minghetti, Minister of the
Interior, in reply, stated that the disturbances at Milan
had terminated. The Official Gazette of Saturday
contradicts the report that the Italian Government
Jl •. ii »1j n i as mm *•% * ma

Fras«•—The
dfrrtfepn

Havrerto m£!H EmPer°r lett Paris on Tuesday for

MaW„ ^_.Pecfc the works of the Lowor fl«iM. His
[ to Paris in the e
th_e Tuileries with

Majesty ljJSS lbe works of the Lower Seine. His
Thursday

left +v*° ^ar 's m the evening, and on

Paris. One of these, entitled " Our Holy Father the The municipal elections are everywhere proceeding
Pope," purports to test the Pope, his Government, and regularly. The number of persons voting is numerous,
his proceedings by the precepts of the Gospel and the ^M« di San Martino, the new Lieutenant of tin

King at Naples, has inaugurated his Government by
several severe measures against the Mazzinians, among
whom numerous arrests have been made. He
has also issued a proclamation, expressing Us
intention to govern with power, energy, and
unity of action. He intimates the intention
of the Government to uphold legality above tbe
movements of political parties. He declares that
all loyal citizens are in favour of the union of the
Italian peoples. He instructs the functionaries to

whom the circular is addressed to listen to all com-
plaints and diverse opinions, but not to entertain any
accusation unless accompanied by proofs. In conclusion,

he urges the strict execution of all orders transmitted
to them by the Government. He has also despatched
orders to the provinces to suspend the execution of the
brigands who had been condemned. The trial of tbe

Duke of Cajanello is drawing to a close. He is treated

with great kindness. A reorganisation of the National
1 r

: j art I is expected. On Monday last a band ef
brigands, commanded by Chiavone, appeared in tbe

suburbs of Sora, and threatened to enter the eity.

The National Guard and the troops exchanged some
shots with the brigands, and pursued them for a

distance of three miles. The brigands then recrofiSed

the Roman frontier, alter burning the village et

Castellucoio. — Accounts from Rome state that

the Papal Government has entered into negotiations

with the Powers for the preservation of the Papal

territory. Secret orders have been given for the

organisation of reactionary committees in the Pontifical

provinces which have been annexed to Sardinia, and it is

asserted that eaeyclical letters are secretly circulating.

and- the Prj: T tuileries with the Empress
official noticp f

XmPeriaI for Fontainebleau. An
to the doors of

0l

tl
the ^fect of Police was affixed

announcing rh Qf « ^emasons' lodges, on Friday,

Gr*nd Orient wero
meetin*s at the lod3e of

?
Iie

** a«j"oumed ,,,n TPended, and that the assembly
tllese proceedin.r p •

tober next In consequence of

^ce of Granrl'\r Napoleon has resigned the

**ve Paris iT
Masfcer of the Freemasons, and will

QotHde. on
™orrow, accompanied bv the Princess

^'a. It is l

of two months in Portugal and
*°b»blv Svr- i

S
/id that they will visit Algeria and

^al ioorW i
0re their ret*ro t0 France. The

W*uals thit p y the statement of the Belgian

Imperial aZ nt Cavour is about to visit Paris.

^- Brenier !? q
have been Published nominating

deb*te tool- J}
ktourm as senators. An import mt^ place m the Senate on Saturday on the

example of the Founder of Christianity, and might
have been written at the time of the Reformation. The
following are extracts :

—

" Always the same tune ! In the street and at home, in the
newspapers and in conversation, at church and at the pot-
house, we hear nothing else but discussions on our Holy Father
the Pope. All this noise becomes tiresome. The poor dear old
man may have made some mistakes, that is his misfortune

;

but it is his own look-out If, as is said, he has broken faith
with his people by making promises to them which he has
never kept, I think that, after having exhausted their stock of
patience, they have a right to say to him, * Holy Father, we
beg you a thousand pardons for leaving you, but we prefer to
have for a temporal leader a brave and gallant King who keeps
his word,' If he mistakes obstinacy for dignity, the
non possums for magnanimity, Castelfidardo for a glo-

rious battle-field, the abductions of Mortara and Bluth
for acts of heroic virtue—truly the infallibility of
the Holy Father appears to me somewhat at fault.

If he followed in the steps of Christ, proving to us by his
conduct that he is the first disciple of a kind and loving
master ; If, instead of reminding us of Peter's pence and the
patrimony of the Church, he spoke to us of a celestial kingdom
and of the treasures of faith and morality ; If he busied
himself a little less with rifle 1 cannon, and a little more with
the spiritual weapons with which he would teach us to over-
come injustice, idleness, and debauchery; If, following in the
steps of the Lord, he would drive the vendors out of the Temple,
that the whole edifice should contain only works of purity,
charity, and piety ; If, in a word, he only gave us as a com-
mand the holy Gospels,—Oh, then we should vie with one
another togive him a welcome ! A thousand voices would shout,
' Hail to the Pontiff we want ! Long live the Holy Father !

'

But if he refuses to take one step to place himself on a level

with the age and to agree with Him who is the master of all

ages, we have but one choice—to do without him. Let thin

alarm no one. His fall cannot hurt us, because it is not he who
saves us. His name is not to be found on the lips of Jesus
Christ or of the Apostles. The first Christians did without
him, and were none the worse for it. Let us, tken, not trouble

ourselves about the fate of the Pope. Let us acknowledge
j

-™— —
7*~Z— ~~

tY. •**^i_*' „-^.M. «£*'
Jesus Christ as our only master. Let us take as a guide the with tbe object of exciting agitation among- *ne

Holy Gospels, and leave to those whom it concerns the right
j clerpv. Christen, one of the military leaders of

of settling the affairs of Rome.

Spaix and Moeocco.—The ofiicial journals state

that there is no fear of war with Morocco, the Govern-

[ ment having decided not to undertake a war on the

question of indemnity. All accounts received from

Tangier are entirely pacific. The Moors are anxious to

pay the indemnity, and do not desire war. The Emperor

of Morocco has dismissed the Pasha of Tangier for being

inimical to the Spaniards. A great movement however

has taken place among the vessels stationed at Algesiras.

Admiral Pinzon has proceeded to Tetuan for the purpose

of holding a conference with the commander of th

Spanish forces. Two Moorish personages of rank are

expected at Alicante. It k believe I that there is a

probability of the fall of the Emperor of Morocco with

whom Soliman Abbas disputes the throne. I he Kabjles

support the Emperor, while the army is favourable to

Iergy, _. , . .

the reactionary movemont, has returned U> Kerne.

The French poiice are on the alert to prevent the enlist-

ment ofbricrands. The budget of expenses of the Papal

wernroent for 1S61 lias en covered by the sale of

the Campana Museum to France. General 6^y>an

has restored t money bearing the *flgy of

Francis II., which he had s. d on tbe frontier,

believing it to he destined for the reactionary

bands in the Abroad. Tbe presence of Franc* II.,

who does r, intend to amt Rome, is bettevyd

to be compromising to the Papal Government. The

acts of Mnnsu r de Merode are, it is thought, carrying

the Papal Government to rds a crisis. 1 very Im-

pressive popular manifestation took pi on Monday

: st as the Pepe wan passing through the streets. A
-reat Liberal mnnift»rntion is ort using at Rome ft>r

to-morrow the 2d June. On the 2&d ult. several
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students oi the University were arrested on account ot a

demonstration which was made at the burial of one ot

their fellow-students.

Russia.—The Emperor left St. Petersburg on\\ ednes-

day for Moscow. By a decree of the Emperor, Admiral

Paniutin has been appointed Minister of Public In-

struction in the place of M. Kowalewski, who has

tendered his resignation.

Poland.— Prince Gortschakoff, the Governor ot

Poland, who had just received leave of absence

for one year on account of ill health, died on

Thursday at Warsaw. General Sonkhozanetfc, Minister

of War, has been provisionally intrusted with the

administration of Poland, with the rights of a Lieu-

tenant of the Emperor. He is to be assisted by General

Milatine, who will direct the Ministry of War.

General Merchelewicz, Military Governor of Warsaw,

India will be formeTintoinocarforce, In which they will

• ^ J"
ue jori

cuaranteed to them on enlistment.

All
M
KSmS?teW ?etafn their honorary distinctions »

before the amalgamation. In the native army very large

reduction! are to be made, and the enormous "levies which

have bee^Rowing up since the mutinies are to be swept away

bodlv nE commissioned officers whose services are d s-

pS wfth are to be?*^&^^F*S*
allowed to retain their swords and the privilege of being

seated in the presence cf European officers.

Chika.—The news from Hong-Kong is to the loth

of April. The expedition up the Yan^tse River was

looked on as perfectly successful ami the beneficial

results likely to ensue from it absorbed public attention

There is no news from Tien-tsin. Mr. Bruce arrived

at Pekin on the 26th of March. M. de Bourba on, the

French Minister, made his entry into the capital on the

previous day. The rebels, as usual, were troublesome,

and increasing in ferocity. „„,,., , A ,„„
Cochin China.—The town of Mythd has been taken

[Jcne i
(^

Tangier, about 30 miles distant from B aiTp- ,extent and richness to attract tml? ^^
of persons. The gold is said tot ?iu

hera lar
&e*

-d, judging^£^^«^
to separate i from the rock inXh ?m^

m Belize have been threatened tIbv v"*

J«*

had i,reviouslv been intrusted with the supreme control Cochin CHlNA.-me town or jmjw.u ...»---
• -

.ft?,? ^vi administration MM. Platanoff and and occupied by the French force under Admiral

SL2£,,
C
, 1 W™i: tved ofJ functions, and the Charner. The possession of this town, which is situate

Karnicki have been relieved of their functions, and the

latter has left with his wife for his estate in Lithuania.

On Monday and Tuesday conflicts between the police

and the people took place before the Carmelite Church

at Warsaw, occasioned by the former taking down the

names of tbose who sang the national hymn. Gensdarmes

were despatched to the scene of the disturbances, and

re-established order. A proclamation signed by the

Governor's deputy has been posted up at the corners

of the streets exhorting the people to keep the

peace, otherwise, it says, severe measures will be

taken.— The law relating to the redemption of

compulsory labour by the peasants in Russian Poland

baa been published. It indicates four different

methods by which the redemption may be effected.

The peasants will be finally relieved from all compul-

sory labour on the 1st October next.

Gbeece.—Several officers of high rank and some

subalterns have been arrested at Athens. The Ministers

have been summoned to meet in Council. Domiciliary

visits have taken place. The motives for this measure

are unknown. Public order prevails, but great unea-

siness exists among the people.

Turkey and Steia.—According to telegrams from

Constantinople, the International Conference, in its

third sitting, accepted the proposition of France that

Syria should be governed by a single Christian Chief.

The Marquis de Lavalette, the French Ambassador at

Constantinople, is expected to return to Paris at the

end of this month.
Hebzegovina and Montenegro.—Omar Pasha has

arrived at Bosna Serai, and is about to address a note

to the Prince of Montenegro urging him to observe the

stipulations of the Convention of 1859. It is said that

an ultimatum will afterwards be sent to the Prince,

which, if rejected, will be followed by hostilities.

There has been another massacre by Montenegrins of

Mussulmans, who were escorting a convoy of provisions

destined for the city of Niksich. The International

Commission on the affairs of the Herzegovina held

their first sitting at Mostar on the 25th ult.

India.—By the Overland Mail we have news from

Calcutta to the 22d April, and from Hong Kong
to the 4th April. The Governor-General held a

grand durbar on the 16th ult. for the reception

of the principal Talookdais of Oude and the native

gentry of Calcutta and the neighbourhood. The scene

wag very imposing. Mr. Laing was to produce his

budget on the 27th inst. It is said that it will be more
favourable than seemed possible six months ago. Mr.
Beadon, one of the members of Council, has been
obliged by ill health to leave India. The famine in

the North-West shows no sign of abatement. The
amalgamation scheme, which had been looked for with

so much anxiety, was published on the 22d in a

Gazette Extraordinary. The document is of great

length, occupying 14 columns of the papers. The
following is a brief summary of its leading features :—
" There are to be three regiments of cavalry and nine of

infantry formed out of the different regiments of Europeans
formerly in the East India Company's service. These are to be
officered by volunteers from the officers of the respective arms
of the Indian service, and are to be called the 19th, 20th, and
21st Light Dragoons, and the 101st to 109th Regiments of Foot.
Officers of regiments ordered to serve out of India will be
allowed to count Buch foreign service year for year, but officers
volunteering hereafter for such service will have to count two
years abroad as one in India. Officers of old regiments volun-
teering for the new will retain their present rank, and all the
advantages, they are now entitled to from the various funds
They will rise according to the system of seniority
to which they have been accustomed, as high as
the rank of major, after which promotion is to be
regulated by merit. The remainder, under the rank of
colonel, are to be absorbed into a staff corps, or by service with
native regiments. Officers now holding staff appointments
will be permitted to retain them, but are to have the option of
taking their chance in the staff corps if under the prohibited
rank. The term "staff employ" is understood as embracing
all civil and political employments whatever, all military
appointments on the general and personal staff, and the
appointments of commandant, second in command, adjutant,
interpreter, and quartermaster; but the staff corps will be
divided into two great departments, civil and military, with
wo-divisions for the sake of convenience. No vacancies will be
caused in their regiments by officers joining the staff corps, or
volunteering for general service, but their names will be entered
in italics, to regulatepromotion from the lowerranks. With regard
to the Artillery and Engineers, their position is to be much the
same as the corresponding branches of the Royal army ; a certain
number of brigades will be added to their strength, retaining
their present privileges, as in the case of the cavalry and
infantry. Officers of all arms who may prefer retirement to
any of the terms offered, are to be allowed bonuses, the
amount of which is to be determined by the Secretary of State
lor India. As regards the men, they are invited to volunteer
jor general service, for which thev will receive a handsome
nounty

; while those who prefer n«. t to be liable to serve out to

at the southern extremity of Cambodge, gives France,

soys the Patrie, "the entire command of a country

which may be considered one of the richest of Asia,

and which, from the amount and variety of its produce,

will become a nourishing colony for France."

United States.—The Federal Government is said

to have notified to the foreign Powers that it will

cease to hold intercourse with any foreign Power which

recognises any commissioner from the rebel
^
states.

General Scott has arrested several spies at Washington,

many of whom had registered their names at the hotels

as coming from the North. It is probable that they

will be summarily dealt with. Secretary Seward had

written a letter to a New York firm virtually declaring

that it is an act of treason to sell vessels to Secession-

ists. General Mansfield has issued an order prohibiting

Adams' Express Company from carrying any express

matter, including letters, farther south than Washington.

The Government, in pursuance of its programme, has

appointed collectors of customs at the different

Southern ports, selecting men who can be relied upon

for that office. The duties will be collected on the

decks of ships of war at all hazard. President Lincoln

has issued a proclamation, setting forth that insurrection

exists in the State of Florida, and directing the Com-

mander of the forces of the United States on the Florida

coast to permit no person to exercise any office or

authority upon the islands of Key West, the Tortugas,

and Santa Rosa which may be inconsistent with the

laws and constitution of the United States, authorising

him at the same time, if he shall find it necessary, to

suspend there the writ of habeas corpus, and to remove

from the vicinity of the United States' fortresses

all dangerous or suspected persons. Earthworks

are to be erected all along the railroads from the

North through Maryland to Washington, which is now
completely encircled with encampments, controlling all

the railways. The Massachusetts Legislature has appro-

priated 3,000,000 dols. for the war, and has authorised

the Governor to lend 7,000,000 dols. The Boston banks

have offered to take 5,000,000 dols. of the Federal loan.

Baltimore is at present occupied by Pennsylvani

troops, 2200 muskets and 4O0O pikes have

been seized in the city, and the manu-

facturer has been arrested. Two schooners laden

with arms have also been seized. The Governor

of Maryland has called for four regiments to sup-

port the Federal Government within the limits of

Maryland, or to protect the capital. The Secessionists

have threatened Fort Monroe, but were compelled to

retire. It is understood that a Federal army of 15,000

men is to be concentrated at Fort Monroe, and an attack

on a large scale is anticipated. Ammunition and heavy

ordnance continue to arrive at Harper's Ferry from the

South. The batteries of the Virginians at Harper's

Ferry and on the James and York riv» ra are said to

be of the most formidable character, and are mounted

with the heaviest Columbiad and Dahlgren guns. The

report of the removal of the remains of Washington

from Mount Vernon by the Secessionists is said to be

totally false. The Virginia papers report continued

arrivals of Confederate troops, and their departure for

points not designated. In Western Virginia, a propo-

sition has been made to a Convention of Delegates to

separate from the eastern part of the State, and form a

New Virginia. More than 40 counties were repre-

sented in the Convention which met at Wheeling.

It refused to pass an ordinance for the division

of the State, but resolved to call a general Conven-

tion for the 11th of June. The Governors of

Ohio and Pennsylvania have pledged their States

to protect the Unionists in Western Virginia.

Advices from] Montgomery state that President

Davis will command the Southern forces in person.

It is rumoured that General Scott has ordered the

occupation of Arlington heights by Federal artillery.

The Kentucky Legislature has passed a resolution

maintaining the neutrality of the State, and approving

the Governor's refusal to supply troops to the Federal

Government. Charleston is blockaded by the United

States' frigate Niagara. British ships have been

refused entrance into the harbotr , but others have got

in, in spite of the blockade. It is rumoured at

New York that a secret agent of the French Govern-

ment is travelling through the Southern States. The
remaining division of the Federal troops in Texas is

said to have surrendered to the Secessionists.

Nova Scotia..—A gold field has been discovered at

Iterlfament.
I
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Colonial Governments—The Duke of Newcastle said th
cultivation of cotton in tbe colonies did notdepend «Lupon soil and climate as upon a supply of labour. Ue Comment bad taken measures to promote tbe emiCTati*;
Coolies from India, in order to supply tbe wantofhfil
the West Indian and other colonial markets. TheDobl
Newcastle moved the second reading of the Je* PmriLm
(New Zealand) Bill, the objectjof which -was to gire efteTto
certain measures passed by the New Zealand General AwdWt
for the creation of new provinces in that colony.-EarlGmS
no objection to the Bill, but thought it ought not to be puni
without attention being called to the deploraUe &te ^
things in New Zealand. "We had already suffered md infiktad

much damage, and tbe reinforcements we had been obliged to

send thither would have a material effect in diminishing tfc

surplus of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. He regret

that a policy had been pursued in total opposition to tfc

general principles laid down by the late Governor, 8irG.Q»

who, not contented with mere laws, had done his best ton
the affections of the natives. Had Sir G. Grey's polfcyto*

I carried out this great end might have been reached ; bat*

blame could be imputed to the Governor, as it was

»

possible for him under the present constitution of ft

colony—a constitution granted to the colony befjwi

was fitted for it—to carry out any definite line

:

policy. He urged, therefore, that her Majesty's (km

ment should at once take steps to put an end to ft

sacrifice of the interests of the natives to the

»

gencies of a popular Government by temporarilysum
the constitution of the colony, and by sending out Si

''trey with special powers to deal with the emergencr.-le

Lyttelton was, on the whole, quite satisfied with theeji

taken by the Government.-The Duke of Newc»3tli£
was convinced that the Governor was right and Winffll*

was wrong-an opinion corroborated by that of ttojj" I

Chief Justice of the colony-for the only principle••
Wirimu Kingi acted was that of might ™^«£J
proceeded to vindicate the course pursued by the Govs*'

contended that, although the piece <**^**%£{

insignificant, the principle involvedI
was mart;

WJ»
Havintr shown that no undue haste had been »
naviug ww^^-j _m„„ an <i purchasing the m
settling the right of selling ~~

ftlj^f , trite

in question, be_gav0/easons
why^insUt^n of*

for the decision of claims tetvewcow^^i
would not be of the advantage expected tottjg*

„f^ I

occasion to animadvert on the conductor hem* ^

J

Zealand and his missionaries, wbo ^J*^*.
cates for the establishment of web tnbuwft ^
terms, observing that both the interference « f

the tone of his pamphlet were a great i

^
v^^

question of land was a mere pretext, id ^

^

ot«,™i «f ^ntinnulities—a movement wine" *u

1dated by the Maories for some years in
f ^ j

dispute bad now assumed the aspect,of a.trw^
rf^

betweel
was imL
assertion that representative go .--

,

, -> i ^
state of things, but admitted that the en ^^

dispute naa now assume *-; «~r • Ring, ana <n ^
between Queen Victoria and the jyJ^8

'

Hedisp*

was impossible for us to yield on tnatj*> '^^t*P» . • • - -.vemment h*o
^

tution which took place^ in 185-
with tbef

ixxver of tho Governor m ^7ted Bho«i HfJ

fac New Zealand Assembly, however
the^g

debates no disposition to press hardly up
war

^fij

tants. With regard to the expenses oi
rf

^jm

ment had repudiated the deman
,

d
°ifS^

F
hetroo*j5

that this country should pay not
,

only tor ^ §]ii^
Militia and Volunteers employed. an^.^^^nstoeW

•*:

id volunteers erop^- ~
.

.„,, means w ---

the New Zealand Government was tawnK
chanceiof

*

expenses. Having reviewed the i»re^e
Q^^t p*

peace, he stated that, as the £
es

.
e"

gty
-

s Go«r^
office was nearly at an end her M. jes* ^^^
thought fit to appoint Sir G. Grey at^r« ^m^
of New Zealand, and at the same time, ^ apPjS*

in the present Governor, tbe Go*er?n,

w
GBgYinqitf*Ji

to another Colonial Government.-"*^ fthe*^

it was intended to suspend the c^^tire, rfjL
, >l

Duke of Newcastle replied in .™° "^ with the

^

would not be just to punish the innoceu

Bill was then read a second time.
y
s
f
1^. 1

Thursday. - Bankruptcy o^J^tf^jS*
Chancellor laid upon the table-the reg $00* +
mittee on this Bill, and sard that sever

^

dre
qatf>£>

made in it by the Committee, ^^wj"$**
consideration of the House. Tue jh« $00?
Bill was recommitted.-The Duke >j^:
second reading of the Officers of &str\t[^ ,» 0f̂
provided that officers of the merchant * n^^
manded ships of the merchant navy on V^fJ^fi *
production of certificate of competency ^k « #•

J
Shipping Act become entitled to y^WLl^.*
mate in the Royal navy in case oi ' r \ ^
naval reserve only in time o,f

. Jgi^y i&'
Hardwicke opposed the Bill on toe

to *%*<*
it would inflict hardship upon on* merely
was not likelv to be popular with t

ber
o^

The Earl of Malmesburv did not ^>*S>
principle of the Bill, but thought it oog , tbe^
an emergency arose.- Earl Gre^JPP^ ptftj

1

^
ing that it would be :

l

ment to defer until

might be necessary to

>se.-Earl Grey suppjr ptft ',^
be most unwise on^^ *. J
ntii the emergency ^ji*!* 1*?
*rv to meet it- .<*>„/ Syr* nrtT

reading was carried by 59 to 56. 4tf«
tb of & ^

Carnarvon called attention to the <*e
kedif ^^J

Said Bey, in prison at Beyrout, ^.^j S^^
he had been i*>isoned was true. which

»
• „«#

cliffe asked whether the teleg am ftbe Le%r i»

appointment of a Christian Governor ^ ^
and whether due arrangements bad

s^i#
evacuation of Syria by the Frenc^ tU^Z^
said there was every reason to bejie TWF^P
not from poison, but from natural

i

ca*
teban0u

appointing a Christian Governor
oi w ^wi

consideration at Constantinople. jfaval)*

Friday -Officers of ^^rvt(/^. andexp^H
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T— c r«C^ice -TheDuke of Somersetthoug

^,-Softhe Merchant Service, in
for the reseut

J*£ld be better to, p<*tpo*€>t* '

Qn the motion of

jnkSw* ^ iOTittaiS» read a third time Salmon

Crd Lvttelton ^,£^3^ called the attention of the
JS^-TheEarlofMALMCsB^ dations of the Com-

fit
on thSmo ^Fisheries of England and Wales.

Bitfioners on the ^m0
[Left sitting . j

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
« li. nr^r for train* into Committee upon the

MoSBAT.-On the ^Kffi"
Mr.

Newdeoate moved that

<*„*, and ^ ^^Xe^mittee to divide the Bill, so that
abeaniiiBtructiontothecom

fc fee geparately

5di of the ^xes to which it r «
form tfae H

ot.ted. In .P"8^™
to an practice and precedent and be

.oold be acting contrâ °h^ sV^taKem in order to force the

jading itself ^ an unworthy stratage ^^
"ESs through the House o Lo^- ^ *

g ot the Lord8,

the House, while thus atwcKiug
^ving to the Crown or its

^d be parting^ lt»^^d
B^SSol over the public

-resentatives in the
.
Co™^^uHonai and was the pecu-

SEces that was utterly^J ^NCElLOR of the

fcr function of thii House^ inc
eedi did nofc

Exchequer said that thetonQO v
&nd that ^

limit the powers of tbê °^^Lop6sal8 of the Govern-
comblnation of the several finaucml prop

rtunit for

meut in one measure f
d
fo^ n^^iiii So far from that,

the form of a vnhmmary^^but^&m} connected.

override the Lords ; for that House might not only reject but

SteMhe Bill ; and he argued that the course proposed was

Sy in accordance with the principles of the constitution as

UriuguponthennancialpowersoftheCommons.-Mr.Spootteb

Sppofted the resolution, and said that although the House

of Lords had the power of altering a money Bill, as well as

wiectinjr it, it was well known that if they ventured to make

wch an alteration it was invariably thrown out by the

Commons.-Mr. Horsman opposed the motion because it

would not elicit an indication of the real opinion of the

House. He therefore recommended Mr. Newdegate

to withdraw it.—Mr. Knightley preferred going into

committee and moving the omission of the objectionable

clauses, to adopting the motion ©f his hon. friend. In the

general principle of the motion, however, he perfectly con-

curred ; but thought its introduction at that moment was ill-

umed.—On a division, the motion was negatived by 195 to 34.

—TheHouse then went into committee; and the first three

clauses of the Bill were agreed to, after a short explanation by

the Chancellor of the Exchequer with reference to the mode
and time of making the new assessment for the income and
property tax.—On Clause 4, repealing the Excise Duty on

Paper, Mr. K. Seimer opposed the clause, on the ground that

it was inexpedient, at a moment like the present, to part with

a source of income which produced 1,500,0007. a year without
inflicting hardship upon any portion of the community.—Mr.

MiLNES spoke in favour of the clause, and contended that any
lots which the revenue might sustain by the repeal of the duty
would be amply repaid by the stimulus it would give to a most
important branch of manufacturing industry.—Mr. Ltqon was
at a loss to know what great interest in the country required
the abolition of the duty. He believed that its repeal would
only benefit the manufacturers cf paper and a few individuals
who were in the habit of using paper to a large extent.
— Mr. Pollard Urquhart and Mr. Norris supported,

« **' Eessessy opposed the clause.—Sir J. Walsh
mm that the Opposition, in objecting to the measure as a
mttcnierous on^ were but acting as the exponents
flt public opinion; and he felt convinced that even in that
Hon* the proposal had been accepted by a majority through a
eombination of parties brought about by the more advanced
™al section of the House.—Mr. Ayrton said that the sole

JJ« of the Conservatives in prolonging discussion was delay,
«!*• hope that some circumstances would arise to enable
J»m to give character and colour to their opposition. In hi
Wnent the paper duty was ofall others most obnoxious, am
JJJMto be immediately abolished.—Sir J. Ramsden said that
«jwrenue derived from the tea duties was almost .stationary,

JEa consumption was checked by the high duty,

_™f„
e revenue from the tax on paper was a constantly

jr*jy one, proving on the other hand that the impost was
«» Kverely felt. He had always understood that a surplus£ wner cash m hand, or something in an equally tangible

iiiahniif
surPlus of the Chancellor of the Exchequer

of »k; i
uP°n

,
calculations, hopes, and conjectures, every one

™»ch was liable to turn out as fallacious as the bubble

J2JJ*
8 of any speculator on the Stock Exchange. If,

JJrf, the Chancellor of the Exchequer persisted in his

JJJ"y~
be would be acting in the teeth both of this House

3£nf i
?
ountl7. and exposing himself to the charge of rash

attPm » ;
lmPrUQ, e*ice. Considering, then, that this renewed

which e
rep

?al the PftPer duty on the faith of a surPlus .

of u-t

entsmight prove to be as illusory and artificial as'that

«b©8en f

Car
l
WaS unfair to the country; and that the time

tk
or the experiment connected it so unmistakeably with

Detiik^L^^8 of iast year as to impart to it a mean and

ttust hi
cha

5acter, which was unworthy of the House, and

aeainJ *t
mDarrassing to the House of Lords, he should vote

5SuL % anae - Sir R
-
Peel said that the financial

him or f?
e Chancellor of the Exchequer reminded

command5VWorda of Flavius when Timon of Athens

coffersin 1EQ to give great gifts out of empty
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his

and

t*»ded to
He declined to support a scheme which

^onev fmJ^pv?
the c°untry dependent upon the receipt of

Paper dutwV S^ and argued that, whilst the repeal of the

only, even tK? be for the advantage of a limited interest

•i^dv nil resulfc would be achieved at the expense of the
tbreateninrL rdened tax-payers of this country. The
France inTLS*^ of affairs in different parts of the world—

? tbe Alps nfl0n of Syria» Rome, and the southern slopes

^^onof pSccaneer»ng Spain seizing St. Domingo at the

*f
d the model^th Hungary in the throes of a revolution,

reading of the Thames Embankment Bill, promoted by the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company, proposing to
take advantage of the embankment for their railway, and to
levy tolls on passengers, Mr. Cowper moved that the Bill be
read a second time that day six months, on the ground that it
contained a clause affecting the public interests, inasmuch as it
provided that it should be lawful for the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests to purchase out of the sums of money that
belonged to their department all the lands adjoining the river,
and to appropriate to the company such portion of these
lands as might be required for their purposes. After a
short discussion the motion was agreed to ; the Bill was,
therefore, lost. The Galicay Contract. — The O'Donoghue
inquired whether it was the intention of the Government
to carry out the views of the Postmaster-General, ex-
pressed in a recent letter, and to annul the Galway con-
tract.—Lord Palmerston replied that the communication
made to the Galway Company by the Postmaster-General was
the decision of the Government, and it was competent to the
parties concerned to make any representation they might
think fit with regard to that communication. The corre-

spondence had been ordered to be laid before the House,
which would then have an opportunity of judging of all the
circumstances of the case. Civil War in America.—Lord J.

Russell, in laying upon the table the correspondence relating

to the blockade by the United States of the ports of the
Southern Confederacy, stated that the Federal Government
had notified that a blockade had been established of the ports
of Virginia and South Carolina, but upon Lord Lyons inquiring
from what date it took effect he was informed that it would be
from the day on which it might be declared by the naval com-
mander on the station, and that 15 days would be allowed to

the ships of neutrals to come out. The blockade of the ports

of Virginia had since been duly notified by the naval officer,

and her Majesty's Government were prepared to acknowledge

them in all cases where they were efficiently instituted.—Mr. T.

Buncombe asked what protection the Government intended to

give to British subjects in the Slave States of America. He re-

ferred tooutragesin those States, ofwhichhe saidhehad received

reliable information in private letters, and he suggested that

immediate steps should be taken to increase our squadron on

the coasts of the Southern States.— Mr. Osborne protested

against the line taken by Mr. Buncombe, as prejudging the

question, and said that he had reliable information that gave

the lie to the alleged outrages.—Mr. Bright said he thought

nothing could be more injudicious or more unfortunate than

that statements should be made in the House upon this

subject on the faith of private letters. Whatever quarrel there

*ts oim inherent ^?\,c across the Atlantic falling to pieces by

?ah *ad exnen^^^a-rendered it most desirable that a
«bould not tegmental syRtem of legislation like the preseut
w the charge ifUK?410 - The House had already laid itselfopen

™ZW that " Ww -t
88 exPeQditure. He warned it, therefore, to

preserve that imm en and how to husband its resources and

JJ. ^
ur grasp, in? Wealth which Providence had placed

^ht anydayjm
°rd

,

er to meet those eventualities which

rMr - *ellor nOT^ Political and commercial greatness.

J>«Raeu exprtJLJ
ed

.the adjournment of the debate.-Mr.
t»oned by the G^L* hoPe that if the proposal were sane-

°J
^e House wonM ?meut» gentlemen on the opposition side

J^les t0 th
°uld oe no more reproached with interposing

JPng diacussion
Pr°?re8s of the public business, and encou-

*AL ssion^MtHSTON8aidh
W

f,

en discussion was unnecessary—Lord

2 fraT"^
*"

debat" --* -^1Qa Murine the remainder of the session

certainly not object to the motion ;

would be in theZ^ exPres«ed hi«\
nouia certainly not object

TL
me frame of t? ^°Pe that the Opposition v

5e^bate was S?d durinS the remainder of ..«,
.

jU?Hr,'h* Rr* ^Journed to Thursday. The Boundaries

r „ * OMcft K?!*
10* (Gotland) Act Amendment Mil, and th

*\ ^Pcrta of thf
e
Z*

u>n mil
> Passed through Committee. The

A v
«y*anrf Xf.11

tomr*ittee or' Supply and of the Committee oj

subject of the withdrawal of the subsidy. That statement
would be considered by tl.e Postmaste' General, and as soon
as it had been answered the correspondence would be laid
upon the table.—Mr. Bkamish asked if the contract was at an
end.—Lord Palmerston said there could be no doubt of th©
advantages of a rapid communication between the United
Kingdom and America, and that Ireland was that part of the
kingdom from which it could best be established. Her
Majesty's Government would not be indispo«*ed to take into
consideration any proposals that might be made for that
purpose, founded upon the principle of open competition, and
which might appear to them calculated to accomplish

the object.—Colonel French asked if the House was
to understand that it was not intended to continue

the contract.—Lord Palmerston replied that the House was
already in possession of everything that had pissed upon the

subject. Civil War in America.—Lord J. Russell, in reply to

a question by Mr. A. Eoerton, stated that he had that day
received a communication from her Majesty's consul at New
Orleaus to the effect that a British subject, enrolled in the

militia there, had been arrested ; but that upon a representa-

tion to the state authorities he had been released. It had also

come to the knowledge of the Government that other British

subjects had been enrolled in the militia, but immediately

liberated upon proof of their nationality being adduced in the

proper quarter. The Paper Duty.—The adjourned debate on

the order of the day for going into committee on the Customs

and Inland Revenue Bill was resumed by Mr. M kllor, who
urged the benefit which the remission of the paper duty

would confer upon trade and upon the consumers of paper.

It had been reported that they were on the eve of a
dissolution, in consequence of the resolution of the Government
to terminate the Galway contract ; but he did not believe that

the Irish members would lend themselves to a system of

tactics that had been adopted to bring about such a result.—

Mr. Disraeli said if the House entertained a conviction that

there had been on the part of the Governmant such financial

and political negligence that they had not provided for the

exigencies of the State, it would be its duty to declare a want

of confidence in the Government ; but he thought it was m the

present case bound to accept the statement of the Minister

that he had a surplus of revenue. The question then was, to

Minister, ne xnougni. uo v>«*= j^«»™- --- . ... L7nir
this year was unwise, unnecessary, and impolitic, Demg

calculated to provoke a collision with the other House. As-

suming, then, the existence of a surplus, which he had never

mtfht'be between the Northern and Southern States, they denied, he laid it down as a principle m our financial policy

were both anxious to avoid any cause of quarrel with this that in the remission of taxation war taxes should have_the

• policy was neutrality, and we should avoid as !
preference, and that, upon every ground ot policy

ible discussions which might add to the difficulties aj^political ^economy, ajjMIe c^tract^w^^thecountry; our
much as possi

of the Government in pursuing this wise line of policy.—Mr.
Gregory likewise deprecated statements founded upon private

communications.—Mr. Boctverie wished to know whether
the mercantile interest were to understand that an
actual public notification had been given to this country

of a blockade of the ports referred to, or whether it was
merely an intimation that a blockade would be notified to the

neutral ships when they arrived off the ports.—Lord J. Rus-

sell said that the papers on the table would give full informa-

tion upon the subject. When Mr. Seward was asked if he

would give a public notification, he refused, on the ground

that there was no precedent for taking such a course, but he

said he should leave it to the naval officer in command on each

station to declare that a blockade had been instituted, and

that upon such declaration it must be considered that the

as well
nation

The income-tax was not

essentially a war""tax, but'if the whole surplus had been

appropriated to its reduction he should not have objected
,
the

remission of the war duty on tea, however, would not only

relieve consumers and stimulate consumption, but give an im-

pulse to our trade with China. Although the House had re-

solved not to remit that duty, he insisted that the Opposmon

should not lose any opportunity of urging the inexpediency of

repealing an Excise duty upon paper, affecting only;a .
hm ted

industry, rather than reducing another indirect tax which had

80 many claims to a preference He gave, therefore his

sincere opposition to this clause, which stood in the way of the

question whether the war duties on tea or ™.^^™°*
remitted. In conclusion, he took the opportunity of contradict-

ing the rumour that he had given a pledge to any personl con-

nected with the Galway Company on the subject of the Galway
blockade was regularly established. With regard to the pro- «w«~ ;—;— t"r'i7«ki\ declared that the Government were
tection of British interests, instructions had been sent to contract.-Lord J. Resell'

Jf;J™^""^ in a morning
Admiral Milne to be present on the coast with an efficient altogether dear of the .^g^^^^ ^toa^ompro-
squadron for the protection of British interests ; and instruc- newspaper, to the efiect that thej had ™te™"™£ L^ a
t?ons had been Riven to the Admiralty to dispatch some addi- mise to continue.theMw^y^^t^Bix^^Jit^

;t» ill! tkl A»A.igwA**v** v - — * — r

that the House at its rising should adjourn over Wednes

day Ranged Schools.— Sir S. Northcote moved for a select

committee to inquire how the funds voted by Parlia-

ment for the promotion of national education might be

most efficiently and most economically applied in the

case of neglected and destitute children. He observed

that the amount of grant for the education of the class

below the middle class was S00,000f. ; and it was distributed on

such conditions that upon reaching a certain level they arrived

at a noint below which, though above the industrial schools,

*u«;» fl« «H11 noorer classes of children for whom the fund was

meut should alter their decision rorsueu «* ku '*wot» " " "V,~-
""

Sat 10 Ministries should fall and that Parliament should be 10

J ?mes diSSiS and it was matter for consideration by the great

P^yo^totaoTte they had favoured such an attempt:£
force the Government to adopt an opinion that they did not

entertain He then discussed the constitutional part of the

quest^n%nd proceeded to consider the subject of the applica-

Son of the surplus, contending that in applying it.to the

remission of the paper duty the House would be granting the

uSest amount of relief to the industry of the c-.untry.-Mr.

into the whole subject of the administration or tne gr

Mr Lowe said, as far as the Government were concerned, there

would be no objection to inquiry into the subject, and

he should rejoice at any good result from the inquiry.

to tl

rincipl

of the Privy Council made grants

the motion should be amended so that the Committee should

be instructed to inquire how the education of neglected and

destitute children may be most efficiently and most economi-

cally assisted by any pubhc funds.-Mr Hanbury spoke m
commendation of Ragged Schools, which he considered

were pioneers of much good. - Sir J. Pakinoton said

he was glad the Government had consented to the

motion which he had understood was to be resisted.—

Mr H Seymour hoped that the Committee would finish their

labours this year, and that no obstacle would delay the next

step in the general education of the country. He did not

coincide with Mr. Hanbury in his views regarding Ragged

Schools—Mr. Adderley protested against overlaying the

inquiry of a Royal Commission, just completed at a cost of

40 OOL't by a fresh inquiry. Where, he asked, were these

inquiries to end? The Commissioners had made Ragged

Schools one of the objects of their inquiry, and this fresh

inouirv would do barm.—Sir G. Lewis thought the motion

not an unreasonable one. The subject of Ragged Schools was

only one into which the Commissioners had mauired. and Sir

S Northcote differing from their recommendations asked

for a Committee, in which there was nothing un-

gual or unreasonable.-After a few remarks by Mr

Dillwyn, Mr Cave, and U^^as^'the* ob^
sell concurred in what he beiievea "**

, _ u„^Lwi

Sir J PaXTON supported it.—inr. wdi;^ ^'fr 4^ ~"~ "jt

o the paper duty?ind said that it was the large manufacturers

who originated the opposition to it. As to the surplus, it there

reaSy w?snone he would hold the Government responsible for

it \ great deal ofdiscussion had taken place in reference to the

exDort duty on French rags ; but so far as regarded the French

Government^ had acted not only with good faith in deahng

with "hat subject, but had shown an enlightened appre-

ciitiou of the business which it had in hand, and

taken especial precaution that there should be no mis-

**EBDaY* -It?
Were bought up and agreed t

~* flame* Rmhctrtln-AtYit fVn the f\y,\iRmbanhment.—On the order for the second

of the inquiry. He inclined to tbink^^ere^tag-
Schools were conducted by PJ^MJ^^ere^eficTal. by
the means of the parents, these schooswereoene c

, y

affording education to children whe.would^tberwi^^
na

education at all. He shouldI re«.t-W^temg on
PJ ^

the Committee to go beyond the mimeo ^ ^ ^
inquiry. The motion as W>f£™* WH3 appointed to
motion of Mr. Norris, a . elect Comm»"J*^rfee Expor .

inquire into the laws o^ 'oreign cou^™8,
J^ bril̂ in ;/B|H

tation of Rags Sir G. Lewis obune«e^e^ g ^ ^
to amend the section of the Municipal - ^^^ *

btained
precedence of Mayors of Corporations,

an
•

a , , |#f-

*caveto brim in a Bill to confirm.e^^ to^ district-

under the Local Government Act, "Jujre gromsgrovc, ai.d

of Brighton, East Cow, s, Preston. Morpe n

Durham. &™$^™«*^^iHM*»™*. in

Thursday.— 2%« Galway Contract^ ^ ^ received

Mr T Baling sa?d tbaUf MrTCobden would poU the country

htw^uld find it the opinion of the people that it was not the

duty on paper that should be removed but that if our financial

nrosnects oermitted the remission of taxation at all, the war

£S£had the firet daim.-The Chancellor of the Fxchequer

rares^d a hope that the past career of Mr. Cobden. and the

servicTwhich he had rendered the cause of free trade, would

induce the House to regard him as a higher and better

Shority
b
on fhe present "occasion than Mr Itanug. who had

steadily opposed it throughout his public life He then pro

elided
y
to show that the duties on tea and sugar in their

Present shape were not war duties, having been in»P°a*l

»

Hmeof Sand not for the purposes of war ;
and tauu ed

.aper
6ST Tne proposals of ^^ov^n-^ -re

&0f0rm^S1^^ 2S wXSt view he put it

upon as sound P^fj^^^"the approval of Parliament
any proposalI that had «ce^a « »l ^ he ahou,d

J^unst
1" 1

Ton the ground th it the Budget ofthe

SSSRS Fx^uer^ffi^SZSX the
that it was

,

ftuancally un**^^"^SvSS it involved
interests of party and not of^e ^mt^ an^^^ ^ ^^
^"rT^Srot? e

n
x°presseY^satisfaction at the return of

-Lord
^
ALMERrr^

t
,Jl

l

in ausWerto an inquiry fnmi Mr. Ben-
Mr. ixien and stated, in answe

r

^ i m0rican Aftain
t,nck, that there was nothing^n^^^^ „ r to lettd to

U, call for iiicreaaed armament* t>y»e» or
. q

iy serious i»terrupUon of^nrexpor^^ niI0 d{.Hve^
he was conhrraei by the im t n.

j fa end_

from custo ns, •^'^^^hSTmiUion fue receipts for
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a single member had risen to defend the paper duty, but had

treated it as an impost that was no longer defensible. He
looked with confidence to the result of the division. The
committee then divided, and the numbers were—For the

clause, 296 ; against it, 231 ; majority ior Ministers, 15. The
announcement was received with immense cheering from the

Ministerial benches. The remaining clauses were then agreed

to, and the Bill was reported, with amendments, to the House.

Friday.—Appropriation of Seats.—Sir G. Lewis gave notice

that on Thursday next he would bring on the Bill for the

appropriation of the four vacant seats. Commercial Intercourse

with China.—Mr. Doulop moved an address to her Majesty

praying that instructions may be given to her representative

in China in the exercise of an impartial neutrality between the

two contending parties in that empire, to afford to British

subjects equal facilities for commercial intercourse with both.

—Mr. Baxter seconded the motion. [Left sitting.]

the Sunday

>%

ffltts fnteiltflence.

Mokey Market, Feiday.—Beitish Funds : Con-

sols closed at 911 for Money, and 91£ to 92 for the 6th

of June ; Bank Stock, 233* to 234 ; .Reduced and New
Three per Cents., 89f to i ; India Stock, 227 to 228

;

Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 101i to £ ; Ditto for Acct.,

1011 ; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1859, 96;

Ditto Bonds, 30s. to 20s. dis. ; Five and a Half per Cent.

Enfaced Rupee Paper, 99^; Exchequer Bills, March,

6s. to 5s. dis. ; Ditto advertised, 3s. dis., par.—Foreign :

Brazilian Five per Cents., 1839 and 1859, 97£ ; Ditto

Four and a Half per Cents., 1860, 89^ ; Equador New
Consolidated, 12; New Grenada Active, 16; Ditto De-

ferred, 5i ; Portuguese Three per Cents., 1853, 48 to

47i ; Spanish Three per Cents., 51 ; Ditto New De-

ferred Three per Cents., 43| to f; Ditto Passive, 16i ;

Committee's Certificates, 5£ ; Turkish Six per Cents.,

1858, 56£; Venezuelan Three per Cents., 19; Ditto

One and a Half per Cents., 9fc.

Notes issued~ „

JSanfc of Q&rtglaitt.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

• .. j625,812,530 Government Debt

carrying freight and passengers. She may, therefore,

be expected in the Mersey on Monday or Tuesday next.

Dinnee at the Mansion House.—On Saturday

evening the Lord Mayor entertained the Duke of

Cambridge, the President and Council of the Royal

Society, the President and Council of the Royal

Academy, and nearly 300 other persons connected with

art, literature, and science, at a dinner at the Mansion

House. The principal speakers were the Duke of

Cambridge, the Duke of Northumberland, Sir Roderick

Murchison, Sir C. Eastlake, Earl Stanhope, Major-

General Sabine, Mr. Milnes, M.P., and the French

statesman, M. Fould.

Westminster School. — The Dean and Chapter

having renounced all purpose and intention of changing

the site of Westminster School, are now taking steps

to make the dormitories light and comfortable, and

have already provided a covered playground for the

use of the boys. They have, however, declined to

remove the obstructions between Great and Little

Dean's Yard, or to allow the boys into the col-

lege garden. With respect to the play, the statutes of

the college require the performance at Christmas of a

Latin and English play, either tragedy or comedy, by
the scholars and choristers, with a view to their improve-

ment in pronunciation and action ; but in carrying out

that rule the Dean and Chapter consider they are

bound to remember that the moral and religious inter-

ests of the school must be their first consideration.

Indian Famine Relief Fund.—The total amount
received by the London Committee up to Saturday

j

batteries of Southsea Castle and the new fort at

evening was 97,6942., of which 90,000Z. had already are to be supplied with two each. Others aie"uT
been remitted to India, and 5000Z. more were trans- *

**" —.-_..
mitted by the mail of Monday. It is understood that

the amount now contributed will be found sufficient,

and that the subscription will be forthwith closed.

Explosion at Waltham Abbey Powder Mills.—
On Monday morning at 7 o'clock a series of frightful

explosions took place at the Government Gunpowder

following' • and ;». -,
notoriety which has been Z; ,

^im* .

.

iderable curiosity was™ nK ¥^\ T*
Ration assembled to hear h I '•

"d a lara_
local ministers ofPrions !ij

*"'?'' indu<^2
strangers. I„ the oourHft?

MM,

S?*
tiw» «£

Bishop of Chester had served H^" " b°*<*
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tU
f
Rev

- *• M»2
bidding him tottlg^ft**-£
take any part in divine service ^ v

h
f to ?***

and the consequenceITt^^ltoT^*£reverend essayist ma -imnli- ™ i- * P"-"*^
sermon, which JTre?t \h^ to *•
other

.
two sermons^ £» «** »

?:iz:;
ke— Vthe &.^.^

position It is also rumoured that the forties ithe breakwater is not to he constructed
*

Portsmouth.—The fortifications of Portm^
about to be strengthened at the salient pointeTftiy
sea face and the approaches to Spithead *
100-pounder Armstrong guns. The nt* aeW^T
receive them on the town Hues cwnSr
pivot platforms of the three traversing 6&-vguns on the St. James's Gate, the Semaphore
shell battery, and the King's Bastion. The at

Other Securities
Gold Coin and .Bullion .

Silver Bullion ..

Works at Waltham Abbey. The mills had been cleared
'.'. *.'. 3',459>o 1

for repairs, when one of the men applied a crowbar to

»\8 12,530

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

10,824,972
bV2,bbS

.£-25,8 12,530

placed at Blockhouse Fort, Monckton Fort m »
Browndown batteries, and the remainder will be if

.

buted between Hurst Castle and the forts of Uiffc

and Victoria, near the Needles.

Ireland.

* *Proprietors Capital.,
Rest
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, Savings
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend *«•«•- *

Other 1

rpoait
Sever, daf ma . otker bills
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force a roller out of its position to enable him to sweep
the powder from under it. It is supposed that the

crowbar came in contact with the iron plate, caused
friction, and ignited the powder. The man who was
using the crowbar saw the flash, and remembered
nothing further until he found himself extricated from
a stream of water into which he had thrown himself I ford), Mr. Alexander Parker, Mr. Malcolmson

The Galway Contbact.—A numerous and if

ential meeting was held a few days sir

the large room of the Rotunda, the Lord It

in the chair, to express the feeling of the m
on the conduct of the Government in pik

an end to the Galway postal contract. The near

was addressed by Mr. Guinness, Alderman Y*m

the Right Hon. j. Whiteside, M.P., Mr. Fisherfli

I i30th day of May, 1861.

jg36,827,l!l I je86.8J7.il 1

. MARSHALL. Chiel Casuier.

as^tttt of tf\t %mtt%.

head foremost to extinguish his burning clothes. After
the first explosion the flames rapidly penetrated into
the three adjoining mills, for scarcely a moment
elapsed before they exploded. The effect of each
was most destructive. The iron roofs, sides, &c, were
blown about in all directions, and large pieces were found
many yards off, standing in the ground into which they
had been forced. A large number of workpeople were
speedily on the spot, and rendered valuable assistance.

One unfortunate man, named James Woodham, was
TUESDAY — BANKRUPTS — R. J. Baykibld and J. V. Needham,

Birmingham, Gun Manufacturers—£. A. Burger, Bristol, Merchant—
T. T. Buttbrworth, Birmingham, Licensed Victualler—J. Clarke, B.
CiABKE, and J. R. Clarke, VVorsley. Lancashire. Cotton Spinners—R. found lying in the loilCT graSS in front of the mill, hisKdmk8to5 and T. Hicham, Birstal. Yorkshire, Stuff Manufacturers—B. | „i_i.i -j _ _*£ a TT - % .

Gadsbt, Birmingham, Brush Maker— G. W. Hall, Lime Street, City,
Merchant—J. Lbmerb, Victoria Row, Old Ford North, Bow, Oil and
Colourman— W. 8. Marshall, Durham, Cooper—T. Owens, Holyhead,
Anglesey, Flour Dealer—P. Preston, Liverpool, Boot and Shoemaker—
J. Savile, jun , Leeds and Wakefield, Patent Manure !>ealer-G. Simons,
Leicester, Manufacturer- W. Whitibm, Meriden, Warwickshire, Grocer—
S. Wilmott, Nottingham, Lace Manufacturer.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED—W. F. and J. Hooper, Bermondaey,
Leather Factors.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS -J. Bbowslik, Wishaw. Lanarkshire,
Hotel Keeper—J. Frrcuso, Glasgow, Grocer— W. Thompson, Granton,
Mid Lothian, Commission Merchant—J. Watson, Hamilton, Lanarkshire,
Accountant.

FRIDAY — BANKRUPTS-E. C. Browne, Birmingham, Music Seller
and Agent—J Chapman, Sidney Street, Cambridge, Boot and Shoemaker—
T.F. Diamond, Blue Bear Court, Friday Street, City, Warehouseman and
Comnusnon Agent--R. Hargravb, Leeds and Bradford, both in Yorkshire,
Worsted Stuff MerchantT J. Hill and W. Hill, Nottingham, Coal Mer-
chants-J. Parkks, Birminjrham, Warwickshire, Coal and Brick Merchant
-•G. p. H009KX Lvrerpoal, Licensed Victualler and Builder-J. Smith,
Bradford, Yorkshire, Stuff Manufacturer- K. Trood and E. Troop, the
younger, Bndgewater, Somersetshire, Grocers—J. Wadeson, Fleet, Lincoln-
Bhire, innkeeper aad Common Brewer—G. WooLroRD, Lydiard Millie, nt,
WUts, Butcher. ^

ittetropolis an» its Uuiturfi.
Iktebnation al Exhibitionof1862.—Her Majesty's

Commissioners have appointed the following Committee
in connexion with Naval Architecture and Ships'
Tackle :—Captain Arrow, Trinity House ; Rear-Admiral
Bethune, C.B. ; Captain Close, Trinity House ; Captain
ColUnson, C.B.; Captain Fishbourne, C.B.; Mr. John
Laird, Birkenhead; Captain Sir Frederick Nicolson,
.Bart^, C.B.

; Captain Nolioth ; Captain Washington,
Admiralty; and Mr. Clifford Wigram, Blackwall.—The
case against Mr. Kelk, the builder of the Exhibition
buildings at South Kensington, for not giving two days'
notice to the district surveyor before commencing the
works, was resumed on Wednesday at the Hammersmith
Police Court, when Mr. Ingram the magistrate decided
that the defendant had no right to begin the works
before giving two days' notice, and inflicted a nominal
penalty of 1*. and 2s. costs. Mr. Donaldson applied
for larger costs, as it was a question of some importance
to the district surveyor. Mr. Ingham ultimately allowed
a guinea costs, which was immediately paid.

Dbaikaoe of London.—A return just made by the
Metropolitan Board of Works states that it mav be
expected that by about the end of 1862 sewage will be
diverted from the Thames to the extent of 50,000,000
gallons a day, besides the rainfall.

- T™s

.P J*^
TfiAS™t».--The latest accounts fromwet mted States mention that tfea Great Extern was

lading at JSew York with grain, ftour, &c, for Liver-
pool, and was advertised to sail en the 25th alt.,

clothes in one mass of flame. His apparel was torn
and cut from his body as rapidly as possible, but before
this could be accomplished he was so frightfully burnt
that his life is despaired of. Three others were also

badly burnt. The Board of Ordnance have instituted a
searching inquiry into every circumstance connected
with the explosion.

Destbuctive Fires. — On Wednesday a fire

broke out in the factory of Mr. Bunsmead, piano-
forte-maker, in Chenies Mews, Tottenham Court
Itoad, and was not entirely extinguished until
Thursday morning. The factory and its contents were
entirely destroyed, and the school-house and lecture
rooms of Mr. Phillips, the premises of Messrs. Oetzman
& Plumb, pianoforte- makers, and some stables and
other buildings adjoining, were seriously damaged by
fire and water. The value of the property destroyed is

estimated at from 10,000?. to 12,000?.—On Sunday
morning a fire broke out in the steam rice mills of
Messrs. Yearsley, Dock Street, Whitechapel, which
entirely destroyed those immense buildings, as well as

man of the Atlantic Steam-packet Company),

W. Maunsell, Alderman Carroll, Mr.J.Map«I

George Morris (Galway), Sir Edward Grogsn, V
the Mayor of Kilkenny, Mr. J. Kennedj (Belfeft

M. Darcy, Mr. Edward Fox, and Mr. LJL
T "

Resolutions to the following effect vm pad

raously:

—

1 . That they heard with feelings of mfJ*
indignation that her Majesty's Government toiww

the cancelling of the postal contract made D
> V*

Government, and confirmed by theP^jra
of ParUament. 2. That the reasons assigned tor we <*—
ot Parliament. 'Z. xnat tne reason* r^TL-a
are most unsatisfactory and inconsistent *«? J^fc ]

which the subsidy was originally granted ;
3. u»

.

it now is a grievous and intolerable injury ww
interests of Groat Britain and Ireland; 4

-J i

"L
tta fti

'

positive hostility on the part of the ^fKXZ»l
g7ess of this country; 5 That, » Mf^ff!
invested money in the enterprise, all ot wniu

u ^
if the subsidy betaken, the Government tfiatw

unworthy to be supported by the represents^^^
6. The Irish representatives of every shade oi

j££
therefore be present in the House when t^ ^
cussed, and should .withhold ^suppor^ ,
ment which perseveres in inflicting an "^"^ &*

t Ireland; 7. That.th.^^^the people of
should petition Parliament for tne restore

8. That a deputation be appointed to wait up ^
9. That a petition on the subject be ^^Jfa^
10. That a committee be appointed to carrj _ J-10. That a committee be appointed «"*-"' ^
A meeting to the same effect was "^^
Limerick, and requisitions have been <***:£

in Drogheda and Waterford, calling ?PJ» ^
hold public meetings to protest^mMm*
of the subsidy. A deputation from t ^ ^

panied by the Lord Mayor, waited ^ r

Lieutenant on Friday, requesting ^^g*
the large stock of rice they contained. The Seamen's

j
influence with the Government to g ^

Church, the rectory, and the Sailors' Home in close
proximity, were placed in great jeopardy, and were
more or less damaged by the fire.

The Public Health. — The Registrar-General's
weekly report states that the total number of deaths
registered in the week that ended Saturday, May 25,
was 1237, a mortality as high as that of the last week
of March, when the air was many degrees colder than
it has been lately. The average number in the corre-
sponding weeks of the ten years 1851—60, corrected for
increase of population, was 1157 ; the present return is
therefore 80 above the average. During the week the
births of 892 boys and 934 girls, in all 1826 children,
were registered in London. In the 10 corresponding
weeks of the years 1851—GO the average number
was 1640.

restored to the compan.y. Bis.^ ^paw^

his concurrence in the views ot /"jSrf*'
said that he had not been «^a

!?
iy^ /

arguments on the other side. **
e

^
recommend their case to the favour**

of the Government.

#robutctal.
Liyebpool.—On Friday evening there was a service

gtotlm* „
The Custody of the Mabqtji* ®

rf

Court of Session, on Saturday, the^ ^e
of the young Marquis of Bufc%fuar

TO
Lordships, on the part of General ^ j^ *
judgment of the House of Lords. * ^t*
Clerk, in a speech of considerablePy f SJJ
entering into a defence of the

q *^
reference to its recent decision on ^ -

before them. His lordship conclw* ^flrfJL

loss to understandbow ^JJ
n truly Involved^ ^ i-S

** I am quite at a
Court can have been

at ht. Chrysostom's Church, Everton, of which the i enhanced—by its proceedings xa this ^

-

ty,
eX<?JeV

Rev. John Macnaught is the incumbent, for the pur- t0,?ed t0 ~ck.*he gf°T™£<o^duty- J'jLw
pose of opening a new organ which has 'recently b'een

;
fiSS^^fee»erected in the church. It had been advertised that

the Rev. Henry Bristow Wilson, vicar of Great
Staughton, and author of one of the " Essavs and
T) n

•-
a >, ., . ., .- 4~ ability. We have also another duty _ ^

Kewews, would preach on the occasion as well as on
i

which is to carry out the orders of the »«

to rest our reputation on a faithfol o f Scooj

office, which binds us to administer-t nt. ^ tw

we strive to do so with theWs
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=^r; n:d opinions, luuTtolhis duty wo address

•2J2£rfunv. and with the fullest reliance on the

M& mS honourable House. But we are now I

w fcr the filS time required to execute a judgment of the

*£ rf Lords without the possibility of knowmg whether, if

tfhinZed to consider and decide the case, our

-JlJtSddor would not have been m accordance with

Jf 1*!* ^SJS «f Anneal The form of the order will be to

SR^-^ent P
md in terms thereof to authorize and

^L^^n^martTud he Earl of Galloway to deliver the

^S£tS?to t£l^eUtioner, and to this effect to recall

Verdicts form

THE GARDENERS- CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

Kaotra*
AcciDnrr os the Glasgow and South-Westee*

j£> Wednesday night, as the train due at Carl.de at

^r.M. was pusiDg the village of Dornock, about

w£ -iles from Annan, the carriages ran off the line,

SfUnyofthem were overturned. The mail guard,

SSli** killed on the spot; Mr. Thomas Bate

SL, corn merchant, a member^ of the Carlisle

a, Council, received such serious injuries that he

died in the oomrse of two hours; Mr. Carr, manure

merchant of Carlisle, sustained a serious compound

rartnre of the leg, and kl in a precarious state
; Mr

V lion, corn merchant, of Carlisle, received a wound

on theforebead 3 or 4 inches in length ; Mr. Blamire,

I
different fifth Royalheu sixth, the others, heaied by I mans,

,

Kildonan, and A herstone, came in at wide intervals beaten" tt

!

along way the last three being Lupus, Rouge Dragon, andSeven T)m\^-Manor Pla'e. Mr.V Day's Deserter heft JennyLonglegs Dartmoor, and 4 others.—Bentinck Plate. Ceptain
Coates s Hesper beat Curlew, Neophyte, and 10 others.-Burtih

MontebeUo"'
Ty S CallioPe filly beat Grant, Nomad, and

THOESDAY.-7%e Shirley Stakes. Lord Stamford's Ellerton
walked over.— The Grand Stand Stakes. Lord Lincoln's Lupus
walkei over.— The Two- Year-Old Stakes. Capt. Coates's Patriot
beat Baliyerne, King of Hearts, and o others.— The Epsom Cup.
Baron Niviere s Surprise beat Lady Trespass.— The Walton
Makes. Mr. Hughes's Broad Arrow beat Revolt and Hedgehog.—The South-Western Stakes. Mr. Mellon's Sporting Life beat
Twilight, Gallus, and 7 others.—Ihr Majesty's Plate. Mr. Parr's
Avalanche beat Allington.— The Epsom Four-Year-Old Stakes.
Mr. Ten Broeck's Umpire beat Loiterer.
Friday.—The Oiks Stakes. Brown Duchess beat Lady Ripon,

Fairwater, Silverhair, and 13 others.—Ewcll Stakes. Neophyte
beat Lopcatcher and Deserter.—Derby a»d Oaks Stakes. Dux

;
beat Gazelle and 9 others.—Surrey Foal Stakee. Undergraduate
walked over.—Durdan Plate. Lady Ripon beat Industrious,
The Don. and 5 others.—Glasgow Plate. Miss Emma beat Miss
Julia, Fractious, and 7 others.

barns 1 louse, Berkshire, aged 27-22d nit, at Antony, CoruwalL
William Lyttklton, third son of W. II Polk Carew Ew
aged 6—26th ult. at 15, Iuverleith PUoe, EdinfaoKh Ksmuit
Fernie. Esq., formerly of Tottenham, and blew Surrev J Pand Deputy-Lieutenant for the county of Middlesex. a«ed ""a—
£0th ult, George Olliver, Esq., of Kingston, naarlrundel. a
Deputy- Lieutenant tor the county of Sussex, a^ed 01— "1st ultl atEaton Hall, Congleton, Gibbs Crawklbd Astrobus Esq aged07—5th April, at Madras, Dr.Ramsa v Si vdkn, PhysiciknGenerAl
aged 7S--4ta ult, at Silver Hill, Torquay, Dr. Alei I^bkit
Sutherland, M.D., F.R.S., aged 79—23d ult, at Dovar Dr
Henry Urmston Thomson, M.D., aged 76—16th ult, the Rev"
Richard Foley, rector of North Cadbury, Somerset, aged 59
—Ji'd ult, the Rev. John Preston Reynolds, rector of Nectou.
in Norfolk, aged 66—22d ult, at Surbiton, Surrey, the Rev.
Terence Livingstone, rector of Bigbury, Devon—224 ult, at
his residence, Nycol's Nymett, near Bow, North Devon, the
Rev. H. A. Hughes, M.A., aged 80.

itTarkcts.

&auL

a

innkeeper, Carlisle, was slightly inj urea, as were aiso

crt Ismay, a butcher, and a woman from Wigton,

who had a child in her arms. A platelayer on the line

had h ;h fractured, and another platelayer bclong-

2to Gretna, was ranch shaken and bruised. Many
ra weie much injured.

ACCIDEXT ON1 THE NOBTH EASTERN.— Oil the

ercning of the 22d ult. some person or persons placed a

pair of wheels on the line of the Leeds and Thirsk

bianch of the Xorth Eastern, between the Pannal and
irrogate stations, and the consequence was that the

tne-driver of a train was killed, the stoker injured,

, much damage done to the train. The company
bare offered a reward of 100/. for any information

which shall lead to the detection of the perpetrators of

*be crime. There are circumstances of a strongly sus-

picious character against two or three " navvies," and
steps have been taken to have them apprehended.
Tee Mid-Devon and Cornwall Bills.—On Tues-

day, to the surprise of both parties, after an expensive
contest of some days, the Committee of the House of
Coaaaonstun a- out both the Mid-Devon and Cornwall
aad Devon Central Railway Bills, without assigning
aaj specific reason, beyond the intimation that the
preamble of neither Bill had been proved to their
^ttftftction.

Court of Exchequer.—(Sittings in Banco, before the Lord
Chief Baron, and Barons Martin. Bramwell, and Channell.)—
The Rev. Mr. Hatch's Case.—Hatch v. Lewis awl Levis.—The
Lord Chief Baron on Tnursday delivered the judgment of the
Court in this case. He said that a verdict had been obtained
by the plaintiff with 40s. damages in the action brought by
him against the defendants, for negligence in conducting the

plaintiffs defence at the Old Bailey on charges of assault upon
the two girls Flummer, and that a rule nisi for a new trial was
afterwards moved for on the grounds of misdirection, improper
rejection of evidence, and the inadequacy of the damages. If

the judge had misdirected the jury, which the Court did not
admit, still as the jury found for the plaintiff, it was of no conse-

quence. With regard to the rejection of evidence, the Court

were unanimously of opinion that it was properly rejected.

As to the inadequacy of the damages, there was room for very

great differences of opinion; but as the Court could not say

the verdict was altogether wrong, there would be no ruic.

Rule refused accordingly.

COVENT GARDEN, June 1.

The supply of Vegetables generally continues to improve,
with the exception of Cauliflowers, which are scarce. Good
samples of Lettuces, Endive, and Artichokes come from
France. Tolerably good English Peas may also now be obtained.
Grapes fetch fair prices. Of Strawberries there is a good itipplx
and large quantities of French Cherries have been imported this
week. Asparagus, French and Broad Means, y< * Carrots, and
new P>' may also now be obtained. Cucumbers am
coming in more plentifully. Cut iiowers chiefly consist of
Orohida, t.tly of the Valley, Chinese Primulas, Violets, Ml«-
nouette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pino Apples, per lb., S* to 12a I Cherries, French, p.box,4* to Os
Grapes, per lb. , 6s to 1 Os
Strawberries, p. oz., Gd to Is
Melons, each, Os to 10s
Peaches, per doz., 15s to 30s
Nectarines, do., 15s to 24s

Pears, per doz.. 4s 6d ts 8s

J
Apples, per doz., 6d to la 6d
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10s
Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d

I Beet, per doz., Is 6d to 8a
French Beans, p. 100,9dtols6d '

"*" *

Green Peas, p. i sieve, 8s to 10s

Sporting*
EPSOM RACES.uymr.-r/.c Cmven Stakes. A dead heat between Lord

litT??? and Lord Derby's Cape Flyaway, beating

SKm i.i
***"?*', and 8 0thcrs

- deciding Heat-The stakes

5Ti£S '- „ ,

CaI
J

t,no talked over.-r/ie Rous Stakes.

TV mZto
?

8
£
u
f
lewr b£* Lava

' Rapture, and 13 others.-

2*K2Wn ?a*w
'

i

Baron R°thschild's Wingrave beat
orook^ Coulon and 9 others.-^ Brixton Slakes. Mr.
s 8 Touch Me Not beat Palaisseau, the Don, and 15^T™* Hor.on Stakes. Mr. Onslow's Southport beat

^ »."*& jtevolt, and^ Nomad. -T/te ffeathcote Plate. Lord3^ 7 others
y ^aliverne, Sister to Morella, Miss

tartTff^"'""^??* T9wn Plate
- ^on Niviere's Wedding

Xttw.TE11
' ^f^us, Vulture, Wildbird. The Don,

tstsmhJ?^;?-^ ™ by tiiree lengths, a head separating

2LSi
^*?J

le
,
andahalf

- -33 subs. Value 6450/. Colonel

Vice-Admiral Moorsom, chairman of the London and
North-Western Railway, died on the 26th ult., at 5, Montague
Place, Russell Square, in his 68th year, from the effects of

an operation rendered necessary by the results of a wound
received so far back as the battle of Copenhagen. He was
born in 1792, and was the eon of Admiral Sir Robert Moorsom,
K.C.B., by the daughter of 3Ir. Thos. Scarth, of Stakesby, near
Whitby. He entered the navy in 1S09, and served in various

ships on the coast of Spain, the Brazils, and North America.
Ho commanded the Terror bomb at the bombardment of

Algiers, in 1816, and subsequently commanded the Ariadne and
Andromache on the Cape Station. He afterwards commanded
the Prince Regent line-of-battle ship, bearing his father's flag,

down to 1827, since which time he has not been afloat. For
some years past he has devoted his attention to railway
matters, and has for a long time been a director of the London
and North-Western, of which railway he was appointed chair-

man on the recent resignation of the Marquis of Chandos. Ho
married in 1822 the daughter of Mr. Joseph Maude, of Silaby

Hall, Durham, by whom he has five sons and three daughters.

Wills.—The will of Lord Lilford has been sworn under
90,000?.; General Vernon, C.B., 18,000?.

Greens, per doz., 0s to 8s
Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 80s to 120s
— new, per lb., 6d to 2s
— — per cwt., 10s to 10a

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each, 9d to Is 6d
Artichokes, per doz., 3s to 4s

Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to ls9d
Onions, p. £ sieve, Is 6d to 4s6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 3s to 6s
Rhubarb, p. bundle, 9d toU 3d
J -unatoes, p. doz., 6s
Shallots, per lb., Is 6d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d
Uorso Radish,p. bun. ,1s6d to 4a
Mushrooms, p. pott. 9 ls3dtols6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6s

Savory, per buncl^ 2d to 4d

Clover
New Clover
Do. second cut
Straw .. „.

95flto 118a
• *

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, May 30.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 86s

Superior do. (old) . . 90 105

Inferior do 50 60 Do. second cut . . 80 100
New do — — Straw 80 42
Rowen — —I Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, May 30.

Sup. Meadow Bay.. 108stoll7s I Inferior Clover .. 80» 110s
Inferior do 65 98 I New do. .. .. — —
New do — 65 [Straw .. .. 40 46
Superior Clover ..118 123 I Joshua Baker.

"Whitkchapel, Thursday, May 30.

Fine old Hay
Inferior do. j..
Very inferior .

.

Prime New Hay
Straw

95stol05a
60 80

.. .. 36 40

Fine old Clover . .110s to 120s
Inferior do .. ..80 100
hme 2d cut .. .. 9S 10S
Inferior do SO 90
Fine New Clover.. — —
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ttledru°1
. ^ Rataplan, beat Dundee, Diophan-

SSEntuK * fT;
Be

«JS*--3
t0 X a*st Dundee, 4 to 1 agst

StkE' rL1 agsfc Dlctator, 7 to 1 agst Klarikoff, 12 to 1

*5tST? : ^ agsb RouSe dragon, 16 to 1 agst Kettle-

JyT-.1 a^fc Royal] ieu 25 to 1 agst The Drake, 40 to 1
g^iwtimnster, and 1000 to 15 each agst Atherstone and
yS3?'.«5r?

c
,

y at thc time set dowu the horses left the

ulhw «.J?°£ ,
their Preliminary canters, after which Mr.

'-baaingT? them in line> and in due course handed
Bnitt? ?

c1^tody of the starter, who lost no time in

^iloiirf?
1

-^
e ^osfc

'
and after one slighfc failure the flag

tferwp^
eo. amid the shouts of the anxious spectators, and

B&Sff ,
8 - 2*-to an indifferent start, Rouge Dragon,

^ »et^off •

LuPua being left many lengths behind.

*o the frf i
11 their places, Royallieu immediately went

«dY„rHt
' ^ with Imaus, Diophantus, Kettledrum,

*" bes- nTop !l
lying closo UP» cufc out the work at

*^ wm«? '
•

rear division being headed by Dundee,
Odon»rT f^i

Dn^g in the centre, Atherstone, Dictator, and

«*lS«i Sm^L'?
1 hia wake

'
RouSe dragon, Klarikoff,

^Stcratinn thif
eni? in the rcar

-
With little or no

to tfce » TVn
n thus t0 tfae " furzes," when Diophantus, a*

*•**» Kettledn
USHIld »" ""oed to the front and took a slight

R
ii ^?hf %°mZ on second close at his girths, with

Desce»dmff tv,a vu ne
- and Aurelian in close attendance.

*** btforl the t,
Klarikoff began to improve his position,

Dionhant
Was made was on equal terms with his

ie&dZ °n entenng the straight, still held a con-
* "wbip kanT J?

at tMs P°int lvinS second. Kettledrum

J2?»
Cre«pnic nn ' ^wikoff, on the lower ground next the

*!n\»and thS faVVn^!
fourth

' then came Atherstone, Royal-

!S J
be last oftS the others presenting a lengthened

2? ?^en DU18 i^.^g Rouge Dragon, Russley, Lupus,
?wch Atherst. ne «„ w waF they ran to the road, crossing

JWe, and in mA^orved
» and drove Royallieu out of h

yy^t wtis in
°?™S sent him on to Dundee, who at that

Cfy knocked hil
acfc of coming up on the outside, and

SPj** "avJd SmT but instance fortunately had him in
*W been reached n

r
?
m falling, but before the distance

2rT strides further i
lriee was observed to falter, and in

2.^° the half d ii?I
roke down badly, but gamely struggled^ Kettledrum ^^i wher6 ho Joinod Diophantus, who

Jgje onW
ther w!!relian

. and Klarikoff closely laid up,
OI

>ilock
caijed nnJ ^ entrance of the stand enclosure, where

*nd in It. -2s hor8°* who answered with great
" — - -

- Dundee at

j to "act"

^. ,-,.«, defp^f-
ne

' lnd was beaten^ after a game strugg'-

£?** nionev T?1^, Diophantus by a head only for the

^"^ffiwho n«l ktter beating Aurelian by a neck.
"ever fairly got to hia horses, finished an in-

BRITISH WOOL3.—London, Friday, May 31.

Our trade is characterised by a general indisposition to

operate on the part of all parties concerned. A large failure of

a merchant at Bradford has contributed to general discourage-

ment, and the general idea is that prices must be lower.

South-down Roz- a. d. ». d. ! Leicest. Wethers 1 4 to ..

gets.. «• . . 1

Half-bred ditto . . 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces .. 1

5

6
4
5

to

1 6

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing bkina
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .. 1

6
10
6

1

1

Colonial Wool Saj.kk.—These sales progrese as before for

first-class wool, but second and lower qualities are taken
lower quotations.

BUTTER MARKET.—May 31.

Best Fresh Butter . .. 13s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. lis. , t ,,

Pork, 4s. 8d. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

COAL MARKET—Mav 22.

Walls End Hetton, 17s 6d. ; Walls End HaswelL 17s. 6d. :

Walls End Stewarts, 17s. Gd. ; Walls End South Hetton,
17s. Gd. ; Walls End Triradon Hartlepool, 16s. 9<L ; Walla

End Hartlepool, 17s. : Walls End Braddyis Hetton, lGs. 6d.

;

Walls End Russell Hetton. 16s. Gd. ; Walls End South Hartle-

pool, We.; Walls .nd Heugh Hall, 15s. 3d.; WaUs End
Kepier Grange, lGs. 3d. ; Walls End Cassop, 15s. »d. ; Walla

End Eden Main, 16s.; Walls End I rpe, 14s. Gd.; TunstaU,

15s. ; Bell's Primrose, 13s. ; Howard's Hartley, 15e. fid, ;

Tti-nhprfa Hartlev. 15a. 3d.—115 shins at market

*e

BIRTHS.—On thc 23d ult. at 3S, Brook Street, Grosvennr
Square, the Lady Gwendoline Petre, of a daughter—20th ult,

at 7, Ainslie Place, Edinburgh, the Lady Charlotte Fotherixo-

ham, of a daughter—21st ult, at 1, Great Cumberland Street,

the Hon. Mrs. Horatio FitzRoy, of a son — 25th ult, at

Wa^-hen HalL Beverley, Yorkshire, the Hon. Mrs. Blakkm v.

prematurely, of a stillborn daughter—23d ult, at 4, Queen's

Gate Gardens, S. Kensington, the wife of M. K. Grant- Duff,

Esq., M.P. of a son—21st ult. at Pentre, Pembrokeshire, the

wife of Arthur H. Saunders Davies, Esq., High Sheriff of

Carmarthenshire, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 28th ult, at St. Nicholas, Brighton,

Lieut. Charles Webber, Royal Engineers, to the Hon. Alice

Augusta Gertrude Hanbury Tract, fourth daughter of Lord

Sudeley— 28th ult, at All Saints, Paddington, the Rev. Thomp-

son Phillips. M. A., incumbent of Holme Eden, near Carlisl.

to Eliza Catherine, the second daughter of General Sir

James Wallace Sleigh, K.C.B., Colonel of the iHh Lancers—

23d ult, at Stamford Hill, J. C. Lamh, Esq., of Ryton H e,

county Durham, to Isabella Anderson, second daughter of

the late P. Hutchison, Esq., Hon. East India Company's Ser-

vice and niece to t lie late Col. Sir Alex. Anderson, K.C.B.—

22d ult, at St. Paul's Church, Bury, Lancashire, Captain

Hales Wii.kie, H.M.'s 29th Regiment, eldest son of C. K.

Hales Wilkie, Esq., of Chislett Court, Kent, to Eleanor,

youngest daughter of Wm. Walker, Esq., of Lark Hall, near

Bury, Lancashire, and of Summerfield Bowden, Cheshire

—

22d ult, at Enfield Parish Church, the Rev. Claude Bosanquet,

incumbent of St. Osyth, Essex, second son of Samuel

Bosanquet, Esq., of Dingestow Court, Monmouth, to Amelia
Eleanor, younqest daughter cfCaptain C.J. Bosanquet, R.N.,

of Wildwood, Enfield.

DEATHS.—On thc 20th ult, suddenly, at Dingwall, X.B.,

the Hon. Charles Annesley—27th ult, at Exmouth, Devon,

the Hon. Mrs. Wellington,! second daughter of George, 13th

Viscount Hereford—23d ult, Louisa, eldest daughter of the

Hon. Gustavcs Russell, aged one year and nine months—
21st ult, at Cranbourae Lodge, Dorset. Mrs. E. Douglas,

daughter of the lata Right Rev. Dr. Douglas, Lord Bishop

of Salisbury, in her 89th year—23d ult, at Ramagate. Ethel

Gertrude, luth and roungest child of the \ cry Rev. I >r.

Saunders, Dean of Peterborough, aged 20 months~-28th ult,

at 6, Eaton Square, Lot isa Anne, eldest daughter of the late

Colonel George Hart Dyke, Coldstrea-n Guards, and mece ol

Sir Charles Lemon. Bart -27th ult, at ^^^.^SSTrf
shire, after a short illness, Ali oeb MACMHTOea,

Mackintosh, the 2Sth Laird of Mackintosh^nd the CWef

Clan Chattan-28th ult, the Ven. James William

LL.D., Archdeacon of Aghadoe, ^T^xlTcrJf%)'t^Z^
of Limerick, and Rector of Aghadoe and Tank own,

Killarney-2Sth ult, at Richmond, toTW,*™™*!™*
son of Isaac Burr. Esq., MP, aged 13 ~

;

l8* '

«
Heavitree, near Exeter, Margaret, the.™ or aw

General P. Faddy. Royal Aniltegr-1^ ^ Nl^
camund, Lieut.-Colonel Francis I U '

N
-'

T I rowVf
3t, at Pembroke Dock, Colone &i- J«»J J.

-

Royal Artillery, youngest son of the late ^tenantl.ol.^ej
, Ha

Arthur Browne, Lieutenant-Governor of Charley D Shol

Kinsale, Ireland, a^ed 46-22d -J^-*^ ^Ish Ccufsul-
T«mee, Edinburgh, William Marshall. asq.Y^
SSSi-'for Sc„t£d-,lst altg» g-S?,SjfSU

C
rf » "•—«' of B*«. i.^t «»»<»« »« »-«»* «-

Gabdiner, fourth son of Wilhak jx>wv*o, —» i

»
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HOPS.—Borouoh Market, Friday, May 31.1

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that nothing conld be
worse than the accounts from all parts of the Hon plantations

this morning, and there is now every appearance of its proving

the severest blight known for years. More business doing in

Hops of all descriptions at advanced prices. Duty 100,00W.

METROP' FTA.V CATTJ.3 MARKET.
Monday, May 27.

There are A few more Beaats than on Monday Iast> but there

is a demand for them, const If prices are not lower;

indeed some of the choicest have reached Se. Sheep and

Lambs are also rather plentiful. Trade is ve for them,

and last week's quotations are well supp .
and tn

-,e instance* exceeded. Calve, are ^^.^f.^*1™
as on Thursday. From Germany and Holland there are

Mi BeaX^SO Sheep, and 119 Calves; from Sgwi, W»
j3caats * from Seotland, 700 ; from Norfolk and Soft**, IW0 p

..r,A no fmm tJifl northern and midland count!**.

» d
Best Scot*, Here-

fords. &o. . - *

Best Short-horni 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Dcat Downs and

8 to 4

6— 4
4—4

8

5 D

to
to Ty

Best Long-wool*.
Do. Shorn . . 4

Ewes* 2d quality

p, Shorn .. 4

Lamb* ••

Calve* .. ••
'»

Pigs ..5

d a
to

5

9

4

5
4

*

s

Beasts. $790 ; Sheep A Lambs, »,U0; <

Thursday. May 3*0-



The trade is brisn, ana tue exceptional price of Monday last is

currently given. Sheep and Lambs are rather more plentiful:

there is, however, an active demand for them at advanced

rates. Calf trade is slow at Monday's quotations. Our

foreign supply consists of 80 Beasts, 1240 Sheep, 250 Calves,

and 30 pigs. Milch Cows 105.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn . . 5

10 to 5
6 — 4 10
6 — 4 4

5 6

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND A&RICULTU1UL GAZETTE.

WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, an experienced

first rate Gardener, married, without children, age 40.

-Apply at the Counting House, 34, King Street, Holborn,

W.C. ; if by letter, toJ^Fjt .
.

—

ANTED, bya^Clererynian in Norfolk, a single Man
as IN-DOOR SERVANT, and to manage a small Green-

house and Flower-Garden. A good character indispensable.

Address, The Rector, Wickmere. Norwich.

Best Long-wools .

Do. Shorn
EwesA 2d quality

Do. Shorn
Lambs .

.

Calves
Pigs

.. tc ..

5 — 5 2

4 4--4 8

6 0--7
6 0--5 6

3 8--4 8

Beasts. 865 : Sheep & Lambs. 9110 ; Calves. 434 : Pigs, 220.

MARK LANE.—Monday, May 27.

To-day's market was fairly attended, including some buyers

from France. The little English "Wheat on sale was disposed

of at the prices of this dav se'nnight. Buyers of foreign

continue to be cautious, nevertheless former rates were gene-

rally insisted upon for granaried samples, but where it was

necessary to clear a quantity from the ship, a decline of Is. per

qr. was submitted to. Barley sells slowly at late rates.

Beans are la per qr. cheaper. Peas are unaltered in value.

The Oat trade is heavy at a decline of 6d. to Is. per qr. For

Flour there is but little inquiry, and American barrels must oe

quoted 6d. to Is. cheaper.

Per Imperial Quarter. Is. 8.1

IFheat. Essex, Kent, <fc Suffolk. .White 36—6<5, Red
fine selected runs.. dittopO—72

— — Talav3ra 51—72
— Norfolk —
— Foreign {46—76

Barley, grind. &dist.,28sto30s..Chev. 40—45

— Foreign.,grinding and distilling 30—36

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20—24
Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 26—28

26—28

Red

S. 8.

48—62
54—68

WANTED in a large Establishment, where several

Labourer's are employed, a YOUNG MAN to attend the

Glass department.-ALPHA. Post Office, Worksop, Notts.

WANTED, as SHOPMAN, an active intelligent

young Man, who must be well acquainted with the

Retail Seed Trade, and should have some knowledge of Plants.

—Apply, in own handwriting, stating terms and references,

to E. Cooling, 18, Irongatc, Derby.
,

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, well acquainted with the

Retail Trade. If accustomed to call on Farmers and

Gardeners preferred. Active, sober, and^^y/X*8

age, wages. &c, to J. H. Cottrell, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

WANTED, in London, an ASSISTANT in the

Retail Seed Trade. Apply by letter, stating age, and

where and how previously engaged, to A. U, Garaeneis

Chronicle Office. W. C.

VT -Aged 30, married. Fir^t £. 1^°^ana moral character will kT •*'*•«» M__i
Northwic^Nurs^^citer *"*-*- B" * £
"M'URSE * z -1—— ~*

- '
the charge of the child from til P ^ :

recommended by a medical lllTi
montb

- C«*
^rgh Street, ClapLa^Su*ey

gefeman-E- L. JJ,^

facturer, Th^si^oT^B^l^TS
J- pnces; 200 square yards 10i ""on i^? ICanvas for Wall Fruits Tniii W M y2

rd*» *
Awninc- • n,«£ >"- ^lh

g ,

Covera
- * «**,

Ropet

square yards, 10*.

~ *
Fru

Awnings
; Rick Cloths, with Poles and

EpoiNOTON^ Co., 17, Smithfield Bin, .__

npANNED GTm3EiTl^fTlMriS
JL Seed Beds, Fruits. Strawberries, from Pro* fft*

Malting. 38—40

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, in a gentleman's
| 2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards, 4*d. ; and 4 yatdTi*.

family, a strong, active GIRL, about 25, who thoroughly
' "

- -
-

24—28
35—38

40—43

42—5-2

33—44
40—42

50—55

Malting

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

40—42

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.
Per sack

20—25
21—24
20—23

40—43

40—50
38—48

38—50
40—50

— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign

Beans, Mazagan . . . . 37s to 41s.... Tick
— Pigeon 41s — 45s.. Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
Fiour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto|38—50
— Foreign per barrel!30—34

Friday, May 31.

The weather during the past se'nnight has been fine, warm,
and very ge.iial for the growing Wheat, which although
generally somewhat thin and patchy, has considerably im-

proved in appearance. The Grass and spring crops would be
benefited by rain. The fine weather and a continuance of

good foreign arrivals of Wheat at the chief ports of the king-

dom have had their usual effect upon the trade ; a decline of

Is. per qr. both upon foreign and English has been submitted
to throughout thekingdom. The demand for consumption has
bsen limited, but here we have experienced some inquiry for

1 >w priced Wheat for France and Belgium, and for the former
country several cargoes, both of English and foreign Wheat,
have been taken, and also cargoes waiting orders on the coast.

The sale of Barley, Beans, and Peas has been dull ; but the
value of Oats was fully supported. Flour has beeu in very
limited request, and a reduction of 6d. to Is. per barrel upon

understands the Dairy, Baking, and care of Poultry. A person

brought up in a farm-house would suit. Good wages given to

a competent person.—Apply to Mrs. W. Billingbear, Woking-

ham, Berks.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

G^ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married ; has a
r thorough knowledge of Early and Lite Forcing, and the

Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Nine years'

unexceptionable character.—C. Neave, North End, Hampstead.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married; perfectly
understands his business in all its branches.—A. B.,

Mr. Moyland's. Norland Nursery, Notting Hill, W.

Age 39, married; has a
thorough knowledge of his profession in all its branches.

Can be highly recommended. Has upwards of nine years'
character.—J. S.. Hatchlands. Guildford.

w

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, no incum-
brance ;

good practical knowledge of Pines, Vines,
Peaches, Cucumbers and Melons, Flower and Kitchen Gardens.
—J. R., Crystal Palace Nursery, Perry Hill, Sydenham, 8.E.

-Age 36, married ; expe-
every department, including Forcing, Kitchen

and Flower Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, &c, and culture of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants for Exhibition if required. Good
reference.—T. M., Mr. Bryant, Florist, Brixton, 8.

/?<ARDENER (Head),

/GARDENER (Head),
'J rienced in every departm

unng
63 cargoes. The arrivals this week of English grain and
foreign Wheat have been moderate, good of foreign Barley,

and small of Oats. To-day's market was thinly attended.
Wheat, both English and foreign, is held for Monday's prices,

but very little business was transacted. Spring Corn of all

descriptions is steady at Monday's quotations,

Arrivam from May 27 to May 31.

Oats.

English .

.

Irish * * •

Wheat.

1450 qrs.

Foreign . . 13090

»»

>»

Barley.

1010 qrs.

600

3810

»»

»i

120 qrs.

1880

8770

»»

M

Flour.

870 ska.

3200 "

110 oris.
f 32(

|15l]

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, married, no incum-
brance ; understands Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen

Gardening. Can have a most unexceptionable character of

American pretty general. The fresh arrivals of grain and seed- ŷ^e^?ng fr °m ** laSt P1"*--*- J
>
Mr

'
Francis's

laden vessels off the coast during the last week amount to j rJ :_
GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; 12 years'

good practical knowledge of his profession. Excellent
character from his late employers, and well known to Mr.
Bennett, Osberton Hall, Worksop, Notts, who would be happy
to answer any inquiries respecting him.

GARDENER (Head).—Age~35, married; under-
stands Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Forcing Vines,

Melons, Cucumbers, &c. No objection to Manage Land, Hay-
making, Cattle, &c. Wife can Manage a Dairy if required.

—

M. D., Mrs. Deakon, 2, Lime Cottages, Lower Norwood,
Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; has had
practical experience in Forcing Vines, Pines, Melons, the

Management of the Orchard House, Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dens, and is a good Mushroom Grower. Character will bear
strict inquiry.—A. B., Mount Field House, Bonchurch, Isle of
Wight.

i ^.AUDENER (Head or Single-handed).—Age 37;
\J no objection to the care of Cows. Wife very good Cook

;

no objection to the Dairy. Two years' good character.—E. B.,
M r. Pavy, Florist, King's Road, Chelsea, S. W.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Nurserymen.
GARDENER under a First-rate Gardener.—Age 21.

Four and a half years' good character.—C. W., 33, Gray's
Inn Lane, W.C.

GARDENER (Second or Assistant).—Where
Forcing is carried on to some extent. Two and a half

years with Dr. Butler of Woolwich. Satisfactory references.
—J. M., The Gardens, Red Lion Street, Woolwich, Kent.

/^ARDENER (Under).—A^e 22; has had sevenVJ years
- experience in noblemen's and gentlemen's Gardens

in England and Scotland. Satisfactory recommendations.

—

J. W., Mr. Wilson's, 19, Edgeware Road, Hyde Park, London, W.
ARDENER, ok GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 39, married, (native of Northumberland) ; thoroughly

understands his profession. Unexceptionable character.—A.
Dixon, Horticultural Gardens. Kensington. London. S.W.

/~^_ARDENER and WIFE.—Ages 35, without in-KJ cumbrance ; Wife to do the family's Washing. Good
characters.— P., Burton Cottage, Wanstead, Essex.

IMPROVER.—A Gardener's Son, aged 17 years, is
anxious to enter the garden of a nobleman or gentleman

where he would have the opportunity of learning the profession
w^ll. Has a knowledge of Plants, and would pay a small pre-
mium.—A. B., Mr. John Perkins, Nurseryman, 52, Market
PI ice, Northampton.

BAILIFF.—Age 32 (Son of a Farmer); active and
persevering; practically acquainted with every branch

of modern Agriculture on Heavy and Light Soils, Woods &c.
Breeding and Management of all kinds of Stock, and Dairy.'
Has had great experience on noblemen's estates, to whom he
would refer.—X. Y., Mr. Veitch, Nurseryman, King's Road
Ch lset. S.W.

'I/HJREMAM.—Age 2ti ; has a thorough practicalX knowledge of his profession. Three years' good character.—M. N.
t 2, Devonshire Street, Hammersmith Gate, W.

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 28.—This mornine's market has
been pretty numerously attended both by local and country
buyers, attracted no doubt by the large arrivals from America
and the expectation of buying on much lower terms. In this,

however, they were partly disappointed, as holders were not
disposed to give way more than from Id. to 2d. per cental on
Wheat, and 6d. to Is. per barrel on Flour, at which reduction
only a moderate business resulted. Indian Corn declined to
318. per qr. for American mixed in large parcels ex ship, and
white and yellow were also reduced iu the same proportion,
but round descriptions are held more firmly. Oats and Oat-
meal dull but not cheaper. New Egyptian Beans gave way Is.

per qr. Peas and Barley unchanged. The market closes
without animation, and sellers have the worst of it.

Friday, May 31.—There was a fair attendance at to-day's
market. Wheat steady, with a consumptive trade at Tuesday's
prices. Flour firm in price, but not much business doing.
Indian Corn rather better inquiry ; mixed 31s., white 33s. 6d.
to 34s., Galatz 34s. tid.to 35s. Beans Is. lower. Oats nominally
in favour of buyer.

Wheat.
|
Barley.

|
Oats. , Rye. , Beans. iPeas. '

56* 9rf

55 8
55 4
55
54 4
55 3

55 5

37. Zd
37 11
36 10
36 4
35 11
34 11

36 6

-
23« 5rf

24 8
24 7
25
25 1

25 2

37*10*
32 8
35 2
30
32
33 8

24 8 34 3

42s Bd
42 7
42 11
43 10
44 4

"43 5

39* 6d
40 8
40 8
40 11
40 5
39_9
40

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averaubs.
Prices.

56* 9rf-
55 8

April20.|Aprir27.j May 4.iMay 11. May 18. May 25.

55 4
55 3
55
24 4 1

2
L.

L
POTATOES.—8outhwark, Monday, May 27.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise and by rail
have been good for the season, but owing to the very warm
weather the consumption has fallen off more than one-half,
and trade very dull at reduction in price. The following are
this day s quotations :—Yorkshire Flukes, 110b. to 130s.
per ton ; Lincolnshire Regents, 80s. to 90s. ; North Berwick
Kegents, 100s. to 110s. ; Fife, Forfar, and Perth do., 70s. to
»o*. : ditto Rocks. 66m to 7r,s.

; ditto ditto EUd& 60*.
to 70s.

*

"PARTNERSHIP.—A NURSERYMAN and SEEDS-
1

MAN
» ot a hrst-class business, wants a PARTNER totab- charge of the Book and Cash matters. An excellentincome guaranteed

; capital required about 15001.—Apply toMr. Chandler, Horticultural Valuer, Vauxhall, London, S.

quantity, may be h»d at Chas. Wright's, 376, SuZJrVj 1*
Greenhouse and Flower-pot Sticks Varniah«d -III* «*

1*. 4'/.
; 2, bd. ; 2£, 7d. ; 3, lud. ; 4, 1*. G</. per doi fti

Sticks Varnished, per dozen :—3 feet, 1«. 6J. ; 4, U li'^T
6, 3*. (id. An allowance to Nurserymen.

HAW'S TIFFANY toe SHAD ^t
Sold in Pieces. p«r pite*-*, 4

No. 1, 20 yards long, by 38 inches wide . . .. j .

No. 2, do., do., the same material, mamifactored witta
Patent Mineral Solution to prevent it from rotting | |

No. 3 (double strength), 18 yards long by 39 inch* wife'.

No. 4 (treble strength), 18 yards long by 39 iuche* wkk
Sold by all respectable Seedsmen. See that erery pit

marked " Shaw's Tiffany," Manchester. Samples &od Cnfc
sent free by post.

John Shaw & Co., 29, Oxford Street, MaocbwUr.

ENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOi
New and Second hand, with Poles, & .

Benjamin Edgington's MARQUEES asd TEXTS, teg
Second-hand, and on hire.

Benjamin Edgington's FLAGS and BANNERS 4

Nations on hire.

Benjamin Edgington's NETTING for Fruit Trw;

"Brittaiu's Patent."

Address, 2, Duke Street, Southwark, London Bridp.ll

A Warehouse, 32, Charing Cross. No other e

B

HORSE fl

SCA.R1FV;

And other lap

rriENTS, &c—A quantity of Government Bed to

JL and Marquees, suitable for Rifle Compui* 0m

Clubs, &c. ; also Rick and Hay Cloths, Ropes, tc^ ft»

application to John Mqrisqn, 25, Norton Folgate, \l

JOHN FOWLKK Jun., 28, Cornhill, London, KJr

Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT'STEAM ?UM
can be obtained by applying at the above address.

Catalogues containing Prices and Testimomab-

TAMES and FREDk. HOWARD, Bnt«ii

O Works, Bedford, Manufacturo* of

CHAMPION PLOUGHS I HORSJR*™
STEAM PLOUGHS or CUL-
TIVATORS

HARROWS . .

Catalogues with full particukrssentft^n^ggw^

Garden BordeTEdgiiig Tiles.

Fand G. ROSHER, Cement Beici,^;

. Merchants, beg to invite attentm^to**

Stock of Ornamental Garden *^^&SJU
Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware and Red ware.•Wfaw*t
tages over Box or Grass-edging in ttatt^wj
for slugs, Ao., take up less room, and once uuu, *^-

further attention.
t v fc G. V*f

They may be had of various patterns
f

tt^y
mises ; Ward's Wharf, UpperGround

Stree^uic ^
Kingsiand Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridj,^^0
N.B. Sketches of patterns sent by 1** ^j^*

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes ^^
Balconies in stock. fTTTT
i^RNAMENTAL-Fi™ TiLEb tor Wg
U tories, Halls, Corridors Balwgjj^^ *.*>
durable as Stone, in blue, red, and bull

of forming a variety of designs. . WsUi iW
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for £n1Q*

GrtK*d£&c.
Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, _.

metallic and other Stable Paving Jw^..
Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings,.W* ^
™ i_ - _l._: j ~e v> ir n RrwHKR. at tneir H_jz^-^|p

1
a*?

£
To be obtained of F. & G. Rosheiu

METCAL FE, BUS«V*£» penetrating

PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES
J^^

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna &P0U«f;he t^et I

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery forw^

celebrated Alkaline Tooth P^aer, ;*' P*' tffrt
rriHE FAIRY BOUQUET^rb-^5^
± fumewas originally discovered .by0^^m
attendants. It is made from ?.

d
J?dThV^^*,

hands from "the bank whereon the wiia.^00*f*
authenticity of the recipe is vouched tor j^» ^
of certainty as is the existence ot wjj,, tj% ,

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, d y^p,

fumers, Ac, 130 b and 131, Oxfora Stre*

bottles, 2s., 3s. 6d., and 5s. each
:_________^g^

Le~SomnxLer Elastiqae ?at
~^t*fr

HEAL and SON have patented a » ^
a Spring Mattress portable. The g ^0**

usual Spring Mattress is its being so^ • ,
f friH*^

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE ^IrW^^S^
separate parts, and when joinedtogeine^w jrf

fchfihest. Snrin* Mattress. As it has no stm» ^xfi+ft

hair, "it "cannot"toarbour moth, ^^re *•*
the best Spring Mattress
hair, it cannot harbou. _
Mattress is very liable ; the prices, au*>,

of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :—

3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long

8 feet 6 in.

4 feet

4 feet 6 in.

5 feet " •• ,— e»*
5 feet 6 in. ,, „ TIf iher#*^0

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE POB^A^eanline*
r*

the advantages of elasticity, durabnity, ^ ^ ^w

tf f*

99 t*

»> F»

»> t*

ff 99

9

• •

• •

• •

• •

# •

I

To Nurserymen, Florists, &c. » ""7i;'^V *"
&<&£&

'

FOREMAN, OR GENERAL MANAGER.—Ex-I An! Illustrated Catalogue of Bedste^^
f

perienced, middle age, industrious, 9 years' character.— Room Furniture sent free by P08' °" fvjart R°*^A B., Mr. Sbillinglaw's, Walthamstow, Essex, N.E. » Heal & Son, 196, Tottenham w
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SATUBDAY, JUNE 15, 1861.

*

WOMEN.
-pMPLOTMENT op ™^™? torment of

I'i The «W*Tt .^^J -

1

requested for the GRAND
M» I«1

J Wonsen
,

w 5ST5 tie UUII-1'ING FUND of the

^ uJSs?-ssaassawt?Mil:
i

FRIGI DOMO.
Queen, the Duke ot iwthumneriana lor eye© Hon-

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gardens, Pro-

Patronised by her Majesty the
Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for >n H

Prospsctusoi
Locisa Gann, Secretary.

Goven^enl|—^ s C j A T T N,
Hb

4», Strand. London, W.C.
*

T__n» tn. iSurity of Consols for its Policies.

l

i UwSk S^iSSSYo insurers Os.Demand at any time,
"

,'iw, . H-»lf of ull Premiums Paid.

0-ifitt5S f.M M«5 with a liberal Rate of Interest.

ASoda3wTliMa»~ a large Capital, subscribed by

Hundrt »f Shareholders.

f _M MMiaaUnn mav be obtained on application to
rmu»""

Thomas H Batlis. Managing Director.

PELICAN- OFFICE

Oetavin* E Coope. Esq.

W.Cotton.lsq.,D.C.L.,F.R.S.
Jrthn Davis, Esq.

J \ iordon.Esq ,M.D.,F.R.S.

Edward Hawkios. Jun., Esq.

EJrkman D. Hodgson, Esq.,

M P.

Special Notice.

1 ) E L I CAN LI MB INSURANCE
I ESTABLISHED IN 1797.

No. 70, Lombard Street, EC. nd 57, Charing Cross, S.W.

directors.

Henry Lancelot Holland,
Esq.

William James Lancaster, Esq.

John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Matthew Whiting, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., M.P.

Robert Tucker, Secretary ami Actuary.

BONUS —All Policies effected on the Return System, and

tiH^f on the lat July, 1861, will participate in the next

Arista of Profits, subject to such of them as have not then

in force for five years, being continued until the comple-

of that period.

)ANS on Life Interests in possession or reversion : also

apoa other approved Security in connection with Life

MMMMB.
V" For Prospectuses, Forms of Proposal, Ac., apply at the

above , r to any of the Company's Agents.

! ASSURANCE.—Special Notice.—The next
ntltatSon into the profits of the Life Department of

SCOTTISH UNION INSURANCE COMPANY will be
at Aujmst ], 1861, and parties taking out Policies

that date will participate in the division.
S*«-w Policies, for 304,705*., yielding 9828/. 6s. 2d. of new
•a, were issued during the year ending August 1, 1SC0.

Tlrirty dayt* grace allowed to renew Life Insurances and 15
*s to renew Fire Insurances, during which time, on payment

4 'h* premium, the Company hold themselves liable.

lie extra premium charged for members of Volunteer or
Mi&§ Corjm within the United Kingdom.

London Board.
.—The Right Hon the Earl of Mansfield.

Director*.

L

Mnstnithor. Fsq.
Balfour, Esq.
Collum, Esq., M.D.

Goodhart,

II. M. Kemshead, Esq.
John Kingston, Esq.
J. R. Bobertson, Esq.
Hugh F. Sandeman, Esq.

George Ramsay. Esq., Manager.
Secretary.— F. G. Smith. Esq.
Surgeon.—E. W. Duffin, M.D.

Solicitor*.—Messrs. Oliverson, Lavie, and Peachey.
A conv of the last report, forms of proposals, and pro-

may be had at the Offices, 37, Cornhill, London,
^1L H Am A— S A "* K k —— —— ^ atr

um» «u*y oe oau at tne Unices, 37, Corn hi
au; and of the Agents throughout the Kingdom.

Fredk. G. Smith, Secretary to the London Board.^n
L
Copl5iU.^x>ndon, E.C.

J.
N \) E R'STSTOVES, FIRE-IRONS, A^^

,A CHIMNEY PIECES.—Buyers of the above are requested,
|

JHJ*
finally deciding, to visit William S. Burton's 1

5vL WM ^ Tiiey contain such an assortment of
fJ>I)ERH, STOVES. RANGES CHIMNEY-PIECES, FIBE-
'OJia^and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as esimot be
W^^ebed elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of

, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with
* ornaments and two sets of bars. Zl. 15*. to 881. 10*. ;

a
~d Fenders, with standards, 7«. to 5*. 12*. ; Steel Fenders

S • r»w?
IT.

; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, '2!. 15*. to
»*; Chimney-pieces, from \l. 8*. to 10')/.; Fire irons, from
~**£Je set to Al. u. The BU RTON and all other PATENT
7m? ^^ radiating hearth-plates.

MUTLERT, WARRANTED.—The most vanel

,V *»Ttment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

—•
"

i?"
1 mlt *t William S. Burton's, at prices that, are

^"^ only because of the larsreness of the sales. Three™ inch Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high
12*. 6d. per doaen ; Desserts to match, 10*. ; if to

a^J* per dozen extra ; Carvers, 4*. 3d. per pair ; largergJ«^to27*. 3d. per dozen; extra fine Ivory, 32*. ; if

wiver Ferrnlea, 30*. to 50*. ; White-bone Table Knives,

Wrn TmV ^^^rts, 5*. ; Carvers, 2*. 3d. per pair ;
Black-

•*..«? Knives, 7*. Ad. per dozen ; Desserts, 6*. ; Carvers,
'

-Km a* ha»dled Table Knives and Forks, 6f. pei '

lSl?r??
ls fr0m ls

- eacb - The lar»e8t 8t0ck in eX18 '''"

."*« Dessert Knives and F«>rks in cases and other-

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Roval Zooloirical Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Baling Park, and — Colin r, Esq., of Dart ford.
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS k MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-eondu r of Heat and Cold, k ping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

|
all horticultural and floricutural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. .. Is. fid. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also " Frigi Dorao " Netting, 3 yards wide, 1*. 4d. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C.. and ot all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering.
w

CHUBB'S PATENT SAFES, the most secure against

Fire and Thieves.
CHUBB'S FIRE-PROOF STRONG ROOM DOORS.
CHUBB'S PATENT DETECTOR LOCKS and STREET

DOOR LATCHES.
CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOXES.

Illustrated Price List gratis and post free.

CnuBB & Bon, 57, Bt. Paul's Churchyard. London, EC.

MAKE ONE TRIAL,.—H. B. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-

church Street. E.C. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell eh..ice

TEAS from the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices.

Private warehouse and no shop—small profits and small

expenses.
A List of prices free on application. Orders by poBt with

aremittance or reference punctually attended to.

GLENFIELI) PATENT STARCH, used in the

Royal Laundry. The ladies are respectfully informed

that this Starch is exclusively used in the Royal Laundry,

and Her Majesty's Laundress says, that although she has tried

Wheaten, Rice, and other Powder Starches, she has found

none of them equal to the Glenfield, which is the finest Starch

she ever used.
Wothepspoon & Co., Glasgow and London.

RADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE
" My terms of delivery as usual—A month's trial

before payment—a severe ordeal for

a domestic machine, but which I

have now the greater confidener and
pleasure in submitting to Intending
purchasers."

New Improvements in Bradford's

i, UF-7T II Washing Machinery.

lHj(5^fcJ| I It is with pleasure that I give pub-

licity to the improvements and addi-

tions made in my Washing Machines
during the last, tew months.
My original Machine has now been

before the public four years, during which, time and experience

have fairly te-* d it, and while proving its excellence, have also

suggested improvements, both in construction and mechanical

detail ; the result is, the labour of working is reduced to the

smallest possible minimum, while the efficiency is increased,

and a compactness and convenience of detail in the arrange-

ments for both Washing. Wringing, and Mangling attained,

that at once wins over prejudice, and secures the congratula-

tion of my customers in a manner to cause me regret, that

the Machines of my original customers (to whom I am so much
indebted) do not p -seas the same advantages.

Most obediently, T. Bradford.

Thos. Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester;

and 63. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Works, Queen Street, 8alford, Manch c r^

ETCALKE, H I N <7LEY, and CO.'S NEW
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every descript

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery ft* the toilet. Mrtc-lfe s

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2*. per box.

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious ppr-

fumewas originally discovered by one of Titania's princip

attendants. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy

handsTom "the bank whereon the wiM Thyme grows.'' The

authenticity of the recipe ie vouched for with the same degree

of certainty as is the existence of Tit a herself. It is

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, »'^lft «t (Do Per-

fumers, L., 130 b and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.-In

bottles, 2*.. 3*. 6d.. and .0*. each.

Charles Mackay'i Uew Magtxine, every Week,
Twopence.

No, 1. on Saturday, July s
# }$6L

" "D O B I N G O O 1) F \ L L O W7W A Weekly Journal of Fact and Fiction, conducted by
Charles Mack at, LL.D.

Ortu , Fl< Street, Lond

In Weekly Penny Number*. . rgeouhh ilvwtrateii with
Coloured Engravings.

NEW ILLUSTRATED PERIODICALS.
1. Gri mii'h Goblins.

2. HoUH at Bom . Magazine for Chili ren.

3. Battle and the Brli , being Steries of Adventure by
Land and Sea.

4. Gulliver's Travels.
5. Peter Wilkin*,
6. Tn»: Wild ani> Wokdebi n.
London : QtOBOE Vukkrs, Angel Court, Strand, W.C.

Just Publisi . No. 14, price 2*. 6d., of

q^IIE FLORAL MAGAZINE, by the Secretary of
*• the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural &

containing highly finished Colour.. 1 hrawintreand !'»< ia

of the newest varieties I F hat h-'tvt beoome esta-

blishe ivouritcsin tin -n, UM, an i « ^ervatory.

Lovell Rekve. 5, Henrietta st reet. Co+m i rden.

|)I,\('K'S GUIDE ROOKS FOE K-NOI.W1).
I > SCOTLAND, and IRELAND. N.wand frrmtly in.|r..ved

Editions of the»e works havo recently U nul ied, contain-

ing ;i\l tiialatnrt InfMrmatlon.
Edinburgh: A. A. < Iu.ack. London: Smith 4 Son, 153,

Strand, W.C. and sold by all Booksellers.

New Country Books, with Coloured IUnttrmtioni.

Price It. « h, cloth, or with gill edges, 4#.,

BRITISH FERNS, and thkiii ALLIED PLANTS.
By Thomas Moore, P.L.S Illustrated by Coleman.

BRITISH BIRDS' EGGS and NESTS. By the

Rov. J C. Atkinson. Illustrated by Coleman

Every species in these volumes is popularly descru>cd in the

simplest possible language, with the illustrations beautifully

printed in colours. — . . ^ _ ..

London : RourLKDOE, Warmk, A R i.edoe, Farring«Inn

This day Is published, in ( vn Octavo, price 6*.,

HE PAST and PRESENT LIFE ofthk GLOBE:
Being a sketch in Outline of the World's L ,t*m

;

By David 1 e. F.G.S.. Author of "Text B.K.ks of

Geology," Ac. With 50 illustrations, Drawn and Engraved

expressly tor this Work.
Wn.i.i am Blackwood & Sons, 1^ inhurghand_Lon.i on.

In 8vo, with Portrait and 05 V ictiU, price 7«. 6d.,

ON HEAT IN IT8 RELATIONS TO WATER and
STKAM; embr-ing New Views of Vaporisati-.n, Con-

densation, and ErploHions. By C. Wye Wii.i.iams, A.I.C.E.

Sccon.l Edition, revised and extended.

London : Lonoman, Qbeen, Lon < m an, A RonEHTs.
*

In post 8vo, with 48 Woodcuts, pi IU. cloth,

ON FOOD AND ITS DIGESTION. Bcinp nn Intro-

duction to Dietetics. By W. Brinton. M.D., I'hvilfltan to,

and Lecturer on Phy8lolog>- in, St. Thomas's HospiUl.

London) Losoman, Queen, Lohoman, k, Roberts.
,

The Fifth Edition, with JO coloured Plates, 8vo, prlot 14f.

TJONALDS'S ELY -FISHER'S ENTOMOLOGY,
JLV illustrated by coloured Representations of the Natural

and Artificial Insect: with Observations and I tions

relative to Trout nnd Grayling Fishing-. Th« whole work
thorough I v revised by an experienced Fly Fisher, and the

Plites < ured after improved patterns.

L.-ndon : Lonoman, Gbfen, Longman, k Roil^W.
~ A Lady'i Travels in the Alps.

In post 8vo, with 6 Illustrations in C hography from

original sketches, and 4 Route Maps, price 10#. od. cloth,

ALPINE BTWAY8j or, Light Leaves gathered in

1859 and ISfiO. By A Ladv.

T

" Her book is thoroughly

feminine; it i* written in a

fresh sparkling style, which

never wearies or lags, and

never degenerates into com-

monplace. In proof of what a

ipital climber this lady is. let

us cite her description of tl

Ascent of the Schilthorn
"

" Her style is literary and
flowing, her powers of inte-

resting very great, and if only

as a memorial of what a travel-

ling lad\ n do. and how well

she can tell us afterwards what
she has done, *' Alpine By-
ways'* will l>c read with plea-

sure by all who take it ntO

their hands."—Court Jiwrw>'

London: I>onoman. Greek, T m an. A RoHHHTS.

•iU

c M«rU
s

- CANDELABRA, BRONZES and

MtK?,LLUM S. Burton invites inspection of

r-^hof wSSl?******** in two liir*e Show-Rooms Each

Vlrte» thTnSST?1^ <w»lity, and some are objects of pure

wkeni w?iSTiT
,

,

r

;

n " f the A"* manufacturers of Pans, from
**»*« 8. Ijruroj, importa them dii

Oocka j. d. &
• •

• •
• •

$. a. *> *•

from 7 6 to 25

13 6 to 16 10

18 to 16 16
it

»»

d.

.

per pair.

£»£ Moderate*.'

^ NrVmvl s - BURTON'S' GENERAL FUR-
W- J

frati?^LH #
IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

52^^ free by post. It contains upwards of *>00

tv-S^PUte vl ,

llm^ 8tock of S^lin
ifrGoo^'

T>i* Covvn^0 lckel Silver. and Britannia Metal Goods

«^SSCl.H^. Wslter Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble

R^S^; Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers Tea Trays,

Tnrn^.^K Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware

S^Vurnit^rl I™* B^^eads, Bedding, Bed^Room and

•Wn Ji™ 1'^' *c -» with Lists of Prices.

•»* 4 X«2![
RfK

?In ». «t 89, Oxford Street,

**"^ WfflEi: 4
'
5« and 6'

Perry
'

PIPER COLLARS (any pattern), 6d. per do/., post

free Id.. W 6#. per gross

Patentee Arthik Granger. Pa|>er Drapery and Cheap

Stru'onery'store, 303, High Holborn. W «

'

Ac iUppliedT

^cnts wanted. „

Just out, in appropriate bindings, price 1*. each.

HANDY BOOK of GARDENING, and MONTHL1
CALENDAR of OPERATION* gifjng Pain and

I>ractical Instructions in the Cultivation of Fruit, Flower and

Kitchen Gardens.

HVNDY BOOK or WILD FLOWERS, inowing

where to Gather them-IIow to Preserve them-and their

Medicinal Uses. Illustrated with many beautiful specimens

t%The ab<ive constitute Nos. 3 and 4 of the "Indispensable

Handy Book," each book complete in itself.

London : Ward & Lock, 158. Fleet 8treet. W .C.

This day, price 1*., ornamental cover,

NLY A WOMAN. A Novel. By Captain

Lascelles Wraxall.
London : WTard A Lock. m_Fleet Street, E.C

This day, price 2*-,

npHE TRAPPER'S DAUOffTBItlh; *****
X Aimard. Author of -«"*<*?morTst^ini ^Jenes
It Ls impossible f.r 1 mguage to depict more si«rw g

or to inspire more thrilling interest. ^^ ^^^t. m, c.
London : Ward '• T^K ,58

"
FleW

LAtelv imblished, in «vo, witn oi piai«i, pnee «^. wuw, v.

with the Plates coloured, 41. 4«. cloth,

BRYOLOGIA BRITANNICAl Containinp the

Mosses of Great Britain and Ireland j-ystematioally

raoged nnd described acc^ ng to the Method of Bnich and

8chirnpcr:with 61 illustrative INates, inclu«Bf » new o

engraved for the present work. Being a w Bd «, w

m«iy addition! and alterations, of the Musec ia IJntanrucj

of Menws Hooker and Tayh r. By William Wilson, President

of the Warrington Natural History Society.

London : Lonoman, Gnats, Lonoman, A Roberts

O

Hooker's Flora Thoroughly Revised.

In a thick Volume, 12mo, with 12 Plates, price
J**

cloth
j
or

with the Plates coloured, One Guinea, cloth,

THE BRITISH FLORA; comprising the

Phamozamous or Flowering Plantsi
and the Ferns. The

Fit/nth Edition, with Addit * and Corrections :
and2 oiJT Figures illustra , of the Un.belhf^U. |^n|S

the • ;x»Re Plants, the Liraa-es, and ** *^wl\
y
K ??

W 1 Hook eh, F.R, A. and 1 . tcj and
' !**', J

An/or"! F. 1 * «A Kd., B^ue Pr**ss~r oi BoU^r

jnt iverslty of Glasgow. »>„„«*«
London: ^nom*n. Green, fowsw, ft Rohewh.

jltb)p

luality,

it. Price

H E
E.

Iir the Houi

rKAimXLl moved

T " " " X " Profusely W"*££
H ncw era in uite-

The removal of the Dut ; >
PA^r^.b\e» the com bination

rature : it c s cheapness ;
and it enaw

of Muality wit mantity. Henee, "£*£ Montbly Perineal
Sixpenny Magazine will be the cxh»f*—

ever attempted ; the , . ou:U,tity of matter, t>

Sixpenny Magazine will becqnal^*^ wh)]e

iu quality nf contents, to its b^^K* HndgScral scope, the

in purity of tone, vigour of expresss

SixreNNV Magazine will be the vi
Magaz

ay. No 1 Ready July h rrv - ^^
London : Ward ft Lock, 158, rmm****

of tbt &lrriu
of I»rd« on riday Enrl

the teoood rending of the

Cu7tom7Vnd" Inland Revenue Dill.The DnV

of RrtbAND n ved as u amendment that

the Bill Ihj remd a aeoond time that day mi months.

The Earl of P*KBT aaid he could not concur in

the amendment, and expreaaed his hope that it

would not be preaaed to a divisi n. After a diaeus-

*ion in which the Puke of Argt ,
Earl Gkft,

and Lord Monteaole took part, the Duke
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of Rutland withdrew his amendment, and

the Bill was read a second time. On
Monday the House went into committee on

the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill, when Lord

Chelmsford moved the insertion of a clause

exempting existing contracts and liabilities on the

part of nontraders from the operation of the Bill.

After some discussion, the clause was carried on a

division by 98 to 61. The remaining clauses were

agreed to, and the Bill passed through com-

mittee. The Wills of Personalty by British

Subjects Bill, and the Customs and In-

land Revenue Bill passed through committee.

On Tuesday the Greenwich Hospital Bill was read

a second time. The Government of the Navy
Bill was read a second time after an important

speech from the Duke of Somerset, in which he

described the recent experiments in naval archi-

tecture and gunnery, and assured the House that

the Admiralty are taking all necessary steps to

maintain the maritime supremacy of the country.

The Customs and Inland Revenue Bill was read a

third time and passed. On Wednesday the Royal

Assent was given by commission to the Customs

and Inland Revenue Bill, and other Bills. On
Thursday the Railway Companies Mortgage
Transfer (Scotland) Bill passed through committee

The report of amendments on the Bankruptcy and

Insolvency Bill was received and agreed to. The
Wills of Personalty of British Subjects Bill was
read a third time and passed.

In the Commons on Friday Mr. Gregory, in com-
pliance with the unanimous wish of the House, ex-

pressed by Colonel Wilson Patten, consented to

postpone sine die the notice whichhe had placed upon
the paper in favour of the prompt recognition of the

Southern Confederacy of America. The House
went into committee on the Army Estimates. On
the vote of 133,276/. for the Volunteer service,

Lord Elcho called attention to the wants of the

Volunteer corps, and urged upon the Government
the importance of contributing towards their per-
manent expenses. Mr. T. G. Baring in reply
said that, although the Government was opposed
to any money grant to the force, still that it was
not indisposed to do something in the direction of
finding drill instruction, targets, &o. The vote
was then agreed to. The Excise

-SOtamps Bill

was recommitted with amendments. The Report
of the Committee of Supply was brought up and
agreed to. On Monday, on the order for going
into committee on the Appropriation of Seats
(Sudbury and St. Albans) Bill, Earl Jermyn
moved as an amendment that the House
go into committee that day six months, on
the ground that Sudbury and St. Albans were too
severely punished by the Bill, while other
boroughs still more corrupt were allowed to
escape. Sir G. Lewis opposed the amendment,
which was negatived on a division by 338 to 44.
The House then went into committee. On
clause 1 Mr. Collins moved its postponement,
with the view of hereafter proposing a division of
the West Riding of Yorkshire into two portions,
each returning two members. Sir G. Lewis
opposed the motion, which was negatived on a
division by 118 to 81. Colonel Dunne moved as
an amendment that the county of Cork be insertedm the clause instead of South Lancashire. Sir G.
Lewis objected to the amendment, which was nega-
tived on a division by 228 to 67. Mr. Bazlet moved
as an amendment that Salford should return two
members instead of one. Sir G. Lewis objected
to the amendment, which was withdrawn. Clauses
1 and 2 were then agreed to. In clause 3 Mr.
-Knightley moved as an amendment the omission
ot the words "the parishes of Chelsea and Ken-
sington. ' The amendment was opposed by
Government, but was carried, en a division, by
47* to 172, being a majority of 103 against
Ministers. The further progress of the committee
was then postponed to Monday. The Industrial
Schools Bill passed through committee. On
luesday seven Bills for the consolidation of the

cW
Q

vi l
aSSed lhr°Ush com^ittee, certain

clauses having been reserved for consideration on

Javour of the claims of Mr. W. H. Barber to

further compensation. The motion was opposed

by Sir G. Grey and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and was negatived without a

division. Sir J. Trelawny moved a reso-

lution on the affairs of New Zealand, and

was proceeding to enter into details when the

House was counted out. On Wednesday the

adjourned debate on the motion for the second

reading of the Affirmations Bill was resumed,

when the Bill was lost on a division by a majority

of 136 to 66. The Locomotives Biil'passed through

committee. On Thursday the East India Loan

Bill passed through committee. The Indian Council

Bill, the India High Court of Judicature Bill, and

the India (Civil Service) Bill, were read a second

time. The Excise and Stamps Bill was read a

third time and passed, and the Queensland

Government Bill passed through committee.

The French Corps Legislatif, in its sitting of

Thursday agreed to the whole budget by a majority

of 242 to 5. The French Government has adopted

the same line of policy as that of England with

reference to the struggle in the United States.

The Moniteur of Tuesday published an Imperial

Decree announcing that the Emperor intends to

observe the strictest neutrality during the struggle

between the Government of the Union and the

States which pretend to form a separate confeder-

ation. It announces that no ships of war or

privateers will be allowed to remain with their

prizes in any French port or roadstead more than
24 hours, or to sell any portion of their prizes in

such ports ; it forbids all French subjects to enter

the service of either of the belligerents in any
capacity whatever ; and it declares that all French-
men, whether in France or elsewhere, who act

contrary to this decree shall have no claim to the
protection of the Government. It is reported that

the Emperor has determined to recognise the

new kingdom of Italy without further delay.

A despatch from Pesth states that M. Deak and
the members of the Right quitted the Chamber of

Deputies on Wednesday, on the rejection of their

proposal to insert certain words in the address in

reference to the abdication of King Ferdinand.
It is currently reported that M . Deak intends to

withdraw the address.

In the Italian Chamber of Deputies onWednesday
Baron Ricasoli announced the formation of the
new Ministry, and declared that the policy of the

new Cabinet would be a continuation of that of

Count Cavotjr. He said that Italy had a right
to constitute herself as a united nation ; that the
basis of the new Ministry would be respect for the
constitution and the laws, and the maintenance of
public order ; and that their first care would be
zealously to continue the armament of the country,
and to develop the resources of Italy.

Accounts from Constantinople inform us that
the Syrian question has at length been settled.

At the sitting of the Conference on Friday it was
resolved that the governor of the Lebanon should
be appointed for three years, and should not be
subject to dismissal unless with the joint consent
of the Porte and the Great Powers. It was also
unanimously resolved that the governor may be
chosen without distinction from among the Christian
subjects of the Sultan in any province of the
empire.

From the United States we learn that the
Federal Government will make a conditional call
for 100,000 men. The Federal troops are rapidly
taking up positions around the city of Richmond
the head-quarters of the Seceders, who are concen-
trating large reinforcements in that neighbourhood.
The Federal steamers have attacked the Confederate
batteries at Aquia Creek, on the Potomac, but the
result o£ the engagement is not yet known. Lar<*e
bodies of troops are moving upon Harper's Ferry
from Pennsylvania, with a view, it is supposed, of
cutting off the Southern forces from Richmond.
General Butler is awaiting reinforcements from
the North at Fort Monroe, preparatory to an
attack upon the city and dockyard of Norfolk.
On the other hand the Confederate troops are
menacing Alexandria. Western Virginia has
declared against secession, but in the other

B

division

150,000. It is ««W~iSfSJSgiven up all idea of ca„ 1 ,"t,k»
New Orleans was Moll! ^ F°rt PiV
the blockade is rqS^^^«*"Q
points in the Gulf/

7 extei"H to the fa^
By the Overland Mail we W.

Calcutta to the 8th May,LZt*^*
Mr- Un* is suffers f*m .

1st of May. Mr.&?*£
;

B««W*5

reception by the authorities and people Jl*have been friendly. The ChineseS™has resolved to establish an EngJT^H
rtf lo'fV. m ?! WKew ZeaUn«l terminated,
the 19 h March by the unconditional surreal
the natives. p

Home Jlefos*
The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort vA

Royal family, with the King of the BeWot
Prince Louis of Hesse, continue at BuctoatW
Palace. On Thursday evening, the 7th inst., theSS
of Flanders left Buckingham Palace for Dublin 011
short tour in Ireland. On Friday morning the Pri*
Consort and Prince Louis of Hesse visited the Exhifc

tion of the New Society of Painters in Water Colon
and the British Institution. In the afternoon tk

Queen, accompanied by the Princess Alice and Prints

Louisa, took a drive in an open carriage and four. Tk

Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Louis of Hen,

rode on horseback. On Saturday morning the Pr*t

Consort and Prince Louis of Hesse rode on honetaa.

In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the Prac«

Alice and the Princess Helena, took a drive in an opt

carriage and four. The Prince Consort and Praa

Louis of Hesse rode on horseback. On Sunday monar,

the Queen and Prince Consort, the King of the Belgi*

Prince Louis of Hesse, and the Princesses Alice, Hela.

and Louisa, attended Divine service in the private cbf

The Dean of Canterbury preached the sermon, i

Monday morning the Princess Alice, Helena, and Low

rode on horseback in the Riding House of Bockingtai

Palace. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied hj

the Princess Alice and the Princess Helena, toot i drift

in an open carriage and four. The Prince Cmt
accompanied by Prince Louis of Hesse, rode <m ***•

back. On Tuesday morning the Queen talked fflj*

gardens of the Palace. The Prince Consort.vy*»
,

a meeting of the Council of the Duchy ot Cow*

Prince Louis of Hesse visited the Tower ofUdon.W»

afternoon the Prince Consort, accompanied oy im
Louis of Hesse, rode on horseback. OnWednesdavnwm

Earl Cowley had an audience of the Queen. tte£

of the Belgians, the Prince Consort, the rw*
Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and Prince Louis ot»

visited the Exhibition of the Koyal Botan* »fl"l
,

the Regent's Park. In the afternoon the (JJ»,
Prince Consort, accompanied by the flnnces aw

Prince Louis of Hesse, took a drive in an °PeQJrJi
and four. On Thursday morning the Queen ww»

the gardens of Buckingham Palace.
J

1

! 7*1^
the "Prince of Wales arrived at Backing**,

.

from Cambridge. The Prince Consort,^ ™£J|
the Prince of Wales and Prince Louis ot na*

on horseback. ^ §4*

Prince Alfred arrived at Halifax,

on the 22d ult, and attended the rt ^
honour of the Queen's birthday on

On the 29th at midnight his Ko^' ^
landed at St. John's, New Brunswick, ^V^gg*
by the Governor and civic authorities. ^.
large torchlight procession by the hxe ^\
uniform. On the 30th the Prince le* ^i»
for Frederickton, and it is supposed he rj^fr
Quebec by the River St. John anV i;« W**"
Hiver de Loup. After visiting Canada 1V^id*
ness will return to England in a small

time in August. &i&^
Prince Arthur has had an attach >

t
M+

Buckingham Palace. His KoyalW 1* ^tfl*

favourably, as are also the Princess Beat£ ^
-

Leopold, who were previously attach

malady. ^ fc#'

J

The Cabinet.-A Cabinet Council ^vjM
Saturday at the official residence ot t» ^gfi^
the Treasury in Downing Street.

Anotn

held on Wednesday. . . g;r
t fjj

Board of Admiralty.—Admira} £ nm»**r150ARD OP ADMIRALTY.—A"1"""' u JJt^T^
K.C.B., and Commodore the Hon. J'.^

oD€rt<<I

C.B., have been appointed Lords Comm> dW*
Admiralty in the room of the late bit* ^
The Channel

division of the C

Aumiraity in toe room ot me i*"w
.

and Admiral Pelham, who has retired

- r? stf*t&screw steam-ships Edgar, 91; Hero, aJ
^ ^y #*1

and Trafalgar, 90; left Portland on -^i* j

for Leith. The Plymouth diviSJ?\
irion,

8° J

Aboukir, 90; Conqueror, 101; ten*

Revenge, 91, have arrived in the Do*n
.
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7 nx ftATED Ships—The Iron Plate Commission, ' proceeding to the vote on the Budget for the

STkMbeen for some time past sitting in Victoria Ministry of the Interior, M.*Keller criticised the statev h has been for some time past sitting m Victoria

tender the presidency of Captain Sir John Dal-

. Htv R N , has called to its assistance a consulting
TrB,

mittee of eentleinen whose occupations make them

STSceUv toiHar with iron structures. Messrs.

r>d Satnuda, Scott Russell, Fairbairn, and Palmer

J^mwdk those who have been applied to for advice.

%*, Abmy LV Noeth Amebica.—It has been

^eUnnined to send three regiments of infantry and a

the

V

,„,, * amount of artillery and munitions of war to

Enforce the garrisons in British North America.

earrisons had been so reduced of late years as

It to afford sentries enough for the protection of

fc puW buUdings at the most important military

and, as their weakness seemed even to invite

it has been thought desirable to place them

i«rD08ition to command respect from any irregular

Wt which in a moment of excitement, might feel

tssspted to' assail a place which seemed incapable of

Vhe CE>*srs.—By a summary of the results of the

kte censos, published in anticipation of the detailed

end revised tables, it appears that on the 8th of April,

7861. there were in England and Wales 20,061,725

persons. Of these, 9,758,852 were males, and 10,302,873

females. The population of the metropolis on the day

of enumeration was 2,803,034, giving an increase, since

3861, of 440,798, or nearly half a million. During the

kft decennial period the actual increase of population

in England and Wales was 2,169,576, which is about

12 per cent. On the night when the census was taken

there were 3,745, 103 occupied houses, 27,580 building,

mud 182,325 uninhabited.

Church Rates.—The following scheme of compro-

mise has been transmitted by Mr. Sotheron Estcourt to

^ir J. Trelawny, and published in the form of a Parlia-

mentary paper :—
" Abstract ofa Bill to Abolish the Jurisdiction of Ecclesiastical

Courts in respect of Church-rates, and to Alter and Amend the
law relating to Church-rates. 1. Jurisdiction of ecclesiastical

courts In regard to the validity and enforcement of chuich-
rstes to be transferred to the same tribunal as the poor-rate.
2. Each ecclesiastical district to be a separate parish for
the j.urposes of this Act. No rate to be collected in any
district, except for the church or chapel of such district.

t. Churchwardens to be empowered and required once in
their year of office to publish on the church door for three
successive Sundays, and after publication to levy and
collect an owner's church-rate, not exceeding one penny in

pound, upon all property in respect of which the occupier
been assessed to a church-rate within the last five years,
» rate to be solely applied to the following purposes, viz. :

—

asfiair of church, church clock, bells, belfry, and maintenance
of the churchyard. Providing of books required for registers,
•ad for performance of divine worship, according to law.
lasaranoe of all the above against fire. Payment of fees due

* T'
^^ ra*e to ^e payable by tenants, and deducted from

2!nJJ
Ue **> the landlord. 4. Church vestry, as hereinafter

«"Dned, to have power to levy an occupier's church-rate lor any
porpjas connected with Divine worship. Such rate to be col-
lected only from occupiers who are members of the church
jeftry. The church vestry to consist solely of owners Who
awe been rated as aforesaid, and of all occupiers who shall
•snag the preceding 12 months have paid any church rate.
«r, being ratepayers, have contributed to any subscriptionm lieu or in aid thereof, and who shall not decline to
be members of such church vestry, by delivering to the church-
jardens before Easter in each year, a notice in the form set
Wtoin the schedule. 6. Church vestry to have under its
s»nrol the audit of churchwarden's accounts, furniture and
Wags of the church, salary of officers, appropriation of seats,
Bau^expenditure incurred for the benefit of the congrega-w. '-bmall Tenements Acts to be applicable to occupiers'

under this Act. 8. All rates under this Act to be
according to the poor-rate. 9. After this Act comes

a proposal

sittings of

represen-

obtained,

operation, no church-rate to be assessed or levied except

^r^ce with the provisions of it. 10. Saving where
gweyis due on security of rates. 11. Saving provisions of

Tk? fS8, 12, This Act *° come into operation on Easter
**7. 1852. Schedule.—Form of Notice. To the Church-
winiene of Paiish. I, A. B., give you notice that 1

to be a member of the church vestry of this parish for
**• *•* • Date. . (Signed)

• \1Xce'~Ih the general discussion of the Budget

th
C°rpS Le*gislatif tne financial statement of

the Government was severely criticised by M. Koenigs-
**£€r' who said that though the Ministers took
^"t for not asking for a loan, they were never-

ihffk *)
eavilv indebted to several companies, and

v * "amities exceeded their assets by more
"an H000,000f. He proposed, as a remedy for this

€f*(Vttn^
in£s

' to reduce the military expenses by

and 1 n
t0 dimlnish the number of functionaries,

two »!!/
to imP°se an income tax. The last proposi-

mUtT**.
received by the Chamber with evident dis-

8**rS
10\Iu tlle discussion of tne different budgets on

,

y ' ™u*e for the Ministries of State and Justice

of things in the interior. He condemned the revolution,
and deplored the exceptional laws for general security,
which he said, bad been made against the revolu-
tionists, but which would soon be turned against the
old political parties. He then attacked the Govern-
ment and the magistracy of the country, and com-
plained of the tolerance of the Government towards the
revolutionary journals, of its attacks against the Church,
its hostility towards the Pope, and its " persecution *

of the bishops and the clerical papers. On Monday,
M. Ollivier, an Opposition member, refuted what he
called the Jesuitical abuse of M. Keller's speech in the
previous sitting. M. Baroche likewise replied to M.
Keller in the name of the Government. M. Darimon
explained his amendment in favour of the suppression
of the laws for general security, which was, however,
rejected. The Budgets for the Ministries of the Interior

and Finance were then adopted, On Tuesday the
Budgets for the Ministries of War and Marine were
voted without opposition, and on Thursday the whole
Budget was voted by a majority of 242 to 5.

In the Senate, on Tuesday, a debate took

place on the petition of Madame Libri, setting

forth the unjust condemnation of her husband

on a charge of stealing books from the Royal Library.

M. Merimee vindicated the reputatiou of M. Libri

against the aspersions of his prosecutors. On the other

side M. Dupin, M. Delangle, and M. de Roger, the three

law officers of the Crown, denied the possibility of the

French magistracy not being actuated by the purest

motives, and said that, next to her army, the magistracy

was the greatest' glory ot the country. The Senate

passed to the order of the day. The Emperor is said

to have sent off an autograph letter to King Victor

Emmanuel on receiving the news of the death of Count

Cavour. The Debats announces the opening of a sub-

scription in Paris to raise a monument to the great

Italian statesman Cavour. A funeral service has been

celebrated in his honour at the Madeleine. The Am-
bassadors from the King of Siam, bearing presents for

the Emperor of the French, have arrived at Toulon.

The artillery of the Syrian expeditionary corps has

commenced disembarking at Marseilles. Count and

Countess Trani embarked on Monday evening at that

port for Civita Vecchia, The Court has gone into

mourning for four days for the Princess Bathilde Bona-

parte, Countess de Cambaceres, who died suddenly on

Sunday in her 20th year. She was the youngest

daughter of the Prince de Canino, son of Lucien.
^
The

Count and Countess de Persigny have left Paris for

Fontainebleau, to which place M. Fould has been

summoned by the Emperor. It is said that there is no

truth in the report that he will thence proceed to

Turin.—The French man-of-war Donauwerth, with

troops, has arrived at Messina from Syria, and will sail

for Toulon after having been supplied with provisions.

—The Moniteur publishes the following declaration in

reference to the Civil War in America :

—

** His Majesty the Em{>eror of the French, taking into con-

sideration the state of peace which exists between France and

the United States of America, has resolved to maintain a strict

neutrality in the struggle between the Government of the

Union and the States which propose to form a separate Con-

federation. In consequence, his Majesty, considering Article 14

of the naval law of August, 1681, the 3d Article of the law of

the 10th of April, 1825, Articles 84 and 85 of the 1 eual Code, 66

and following of the Decree of the 24th of March, 1852. 813 and

following of the Code Pinal Maritime, and Article 21 of the

Code Nation. Declares :-l. No vessel of war or privateer of

either of the belligerent parties will be allowed to enter or stay

with prizes in our ports or roadsteads longer than 24 hours,

excepting in case of compulsory delay. 2. N o sale of goods

belonging to prises is allowed in oar ports and roadsteads.

3 Every Frenchman is prohibited lrom taking a com-

mission under either of the two parties to arm vessels of

war, or to accept letters of marque for privateering

purposes, or to assist in any manner whatsoever the

equipment or armament of a vessel of war or privateer of

either party. 4. Every Frenchman, whether rt mg m
France or abroad, is likewise prohibited from enlisting or

taking service either in the land army or on board vessels of

war or privateers of either of the two belligerent parties.

5. Frenchmen residing in France or abroad must likewise

abstain from any act which, committed in violation of the laws

of the Empire, or of International law, might be considered as

an act hostile to one of the two parties and contrary to the

neutrality which we have resolved to observe. All persons
oiu|ii wuo imukUl^ w w .„„

acting contrary to the prohibitions and ™cowme™^''™?^' concluded by expressing his full confidence in the support of
tained in the present declaration will be Vr^u^fryi^<i p rf

.

t 'j ^ iho good ^^ mA patriottan of the
conformably to the enactments of the law of the 10th ot April, i

1825, and of Articles 84 and 85 of the Penal Code, without pre- !»"»»

change of Ministry Is not impossible. The l'ort*jrueee
Govermmnt baa proposed to Spain a mutual abolition
ot the duty on cattle. A royal proclamation prohibiti
"W open-air meetings convened on Sunday bt the
atriotic Society. It is said that aeditious

manifestoes have been distributed among the troops,
Frankfort.—In the sitting of the Federal Diet on

Thursday, Prussia proposed the formation of a coast
division by Prussia and Hanover, and that those Powers
should also form the reserve division. Prussia also
communicated her views in reference to the command
in chief of the Federal army.
Hbsse-Darmstadt.—In the sitting of the Second

Chamber on the 7th inst. the Ministry proposed to
raise the appanage of Prime Louis of Hesse from
18,000 gulden yearly to 40,000, in consequence of his
betrothal to the Princess Alice. The increase is to
commence on the 1st April of this year.

Bavaria.—The marriage of Count de Trani, brother
of King Francis II. of Naples, to the Princess Matilda,
Duchess of Bavaria, took place on the evening of th
5th, in the Court CtafML All the members of the
ducal family were present except the Kinpreaa Elizabeth
of Austria and Queen Mary of Naples, liarc de
Sclnenk, the Minister of the King's Household, was
the only member of* the Cabinet present^ the emony
being kept as a strictly priv.ttr one, NvitUmt any
official state. On the morning after the marriage the
Royal couple left for Home by way of Lindau. Switzer-
land, and Marseilles.

Austria.—The Fays denies the report that Austria

intends to reduce her army. The Polifh and Czech
members of the Lower House have ttadfl

that the Emperor should prorogue the

the Council of the Empire until a
tation of the whole Monarchy be
and that he should immediately convoke the

provincial Diets. In the sitting of the Lower House
on Saturday the Minister of Finance declared that the

landed property possessed by the National Bank was
the property of the State, and never formed part of the

provincial Crown domains. The Minister also stated

that the sale of the property was to be deferred until

the new regulations of the bank should have been agreed

upon. The proposals in reference to Ministerial

l'-sponsibility and the periodical assembling of the

Keiehsrath were adopted.

Hungary.—The diseuasion on the paragraphs of the

Address proposed by M. Deak,the presentation of which
to the Emperor had been agreed to in principle, was
continued on Wednesday In the Chamber of Deputies.

M. Deak ami the members of the Right left the House
on the rejection of their proposal to insert certain

words in the Address in reference to the abdication of

King Ferdinand. It is currently reported that M.
Deak intends to withdraw his proposed Address.
The collection of taxes by military execution
is everywhere carried out with the greatest

severity. The Municipal Council of Pesth have re-

solved upon farming a civic guard on account of the

personal security of the inhabitants becoming more
endangered.

Italy.—The Turin Gazette announces that the new
Ministry has been formed as follows .-—
Baron Ricasoli, Foreign Affairs and President of the Council

Signor Minghetti, Interior; Signor Bastogi, Finance; Signor
^cialoja, Commerce ; General Delia Rovere, War ; General
Mcnabrea, Marine; Signor Dc Sanctis, Public Instruction;
Signor Cordova, Agriculture ; Signor Peruzzi, Public Works.

In the b ing ofthe Chamber of Deputies on Wednesday,
Baron Ricasoli announced the formation of the new
Ministry. He said :

—

'* In accepting so great a task, he and his colleagues had
yielded to a sentiment of duty. After having dwelt on tho
immense loss sustained by Italy in the death of Count Cavour,
he continued, * No one has bent under this inisSorttine, nor
have we lost our faith in the destinies of Italy." He then
explained that the policy of the new Cabinet will be a con-

tinuation of that of the "one presided over by Count Cavour.
who, he said, united boldness with prudence. He maintained
that Italy bad a right to constitute herself as a united nation,

and said:—'The basis oi the new M ^try will be, respect for

the constitution, respect for the laws, and maintenance of

pubh< order. The first care of tbe Government will be
zealously to continue the armament of the country, and at tho

same time to devclope the economical forces of Italy, and to

establish the balance of the revenue and expenditure.* He

were arif,, i
J1 tue miiusv-nco vi ^»«vv, «•—

*«irsm
P
aI '• When the budSet for the Miuistr v̂ of

reviewed t» . cam* under discussion, M. Plichon

if fr2h v
Syrian question since 1840, and said that

Fnwce r8t7sti sho«ld thHrart the P°lic>' of
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*> the Government might depend upon the

?ttl!^lW forSUm^

new Ministry took the oath ot allegiance on

or^fS^^
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In the CiJLr of Depute a 1U11 ^ UM on the Ubl-

ove t£t7verV Frenchman contravening the present enact- for the con*t; Lion ot a naval and military arsenal
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against any acts or measures, wfcat^rthey^»ay be
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ould soon
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to stat. ? ? mt0 inopportune details, but was happy
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lat the Corps Legislatif, as well as the 9 sal
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> *«& the whole country,
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* Were cognisant of their duties, had

the ft?
tbem in «>• V**> and would fulfil them in

TheP ^e* Lcmd cheers followed this declaration.

^aget for Foreign Affairs was then adopted. On

belligerents might exercise ^or decree.

Minister of Foreign Affairs.

ThP Soanish squadron lately stationed at

^iKuielr,ction , ^ *£**

,
motion of its President has decided that a marble

[statue of Count Cavour should be placed in the

Hall of Assembly. The Mu j»ai rence

has resolved to erect a mausoleum '»e Count at

Santa < and ! municipality of FoHg has voted

a sum of 6000 i'r. towards the m mv. at be erected

or morocco snouia not **—-- -.— ,<;
,ingMf .rinn f to the unt at Turin. There U reason to believe ths

Mogador. the Sp.nl* «,•»*- »J^rSTT «, '
^

! de of Count Cavour witt h-g. £."«£»£
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tions, so

present will not be tbe cajHtsi of Italy, it appears

that Count Cavour's mind was perfectly composed when

he died, and in his delirious moments he frequently gave

examining the result of the^^"^^J"^* utteranCt to the words "It*, Borne, Venice,

ment are unable to count upon a wagwuy, »-

C
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Napoleon/' and added, " 1 will have no state ot siege.

Italy must regenerate herself by liberty.
^
Italy cannot

perish." He sent for his confessor some time before his

physicians deckred his death to be near, and had every

religious consolation. A deputation from the Munici-

pality of Turin demanded that his remains should be

interred in a conspicuous part of the cemetery

of Turin, but the Cavour family would not consent,

because the Count expressed a wish to be buried

in the city of Santena. His funeral accordingly took

place at Santena on Friday evening, and was performed

with almost royal pomp. All the bodies of the State,

the authorities, and various deputations joined the

procession, which was followed by the whole population.

A number of Polish and Hungarian refugees were also

present, with General Klapka and Kossuth at their head.

During the funeral ceremony frequent discharges of

cannon took place, and all the houses were drapedinblack.

The body however will only be deposited temporarily at

Santena, as the King has ordered it to be interred in

the royal Basilica of the Superga. The report of

Garibaldi's illness is positively contradicted. The police

authorities of Milan have been instructed to institute

an inquiry with a view to discover and prosecute the

authors of the proclamation lately posted up at

Milan, in which the Hungarians were called upon to

take arms against their Government.—The national

fete was celebrated in all parts of Naples on the 2d inst.,

and everywhere passed off quietly. The societies of

working men who are devoted to Garibaldi declared

their meetings permanent, and held themselves in

readiness to put down any opposition to the popular

rejoicings. Demonstrations and speeches were made
in favour of the deliverance of Rome and Venice.

The Neapolitan provinces are struck with consternation

at the death of Count Cavour.—A despatch from
Rome, dated the 6th inst., announces that the

Pope had experienced some shiveiings on that

day, which were followed by slight symptoms of fever,

and prevented His Holiness from taking part in the
religious processions. His health, however, is now entirely

re-established. The Princes Leopold and Ferdinand of

Lorraine are shortly expected at Rome. A subscription

has been opened at Rome for the future erection of a
monument to Count Cavour in the Capitol. Four of

the Roman Princes, Piombino, Fiano, Rospigliosi, and
Gavotti, having refused to withdraw their signatures
for the withdrawal of the French troops from Rome,
have been exiled by the Pope. They are now on their

way to Paris, and will present the address of their

countrymen to the Emperor of the French.
A notary has been arrested, and 15 physicians have been
exiled, in consequence of the discovery of proclamations
and tricoloured cockades. About 50 peasants, who had
taken refuge in the Papal territory to escape the con-
scription for the Italian army, were arrested, but were
afterwards set at libert*

.

Sicily.—At Palermo all the shops were closed on
receipt of the intelligence of Count Cavour's death.

Poland. — According to advices received from
Warsaw, an ordinance has been published there enume-
rating the articles of dress which the inhabitants are
prohibited from wearing, namely—square caps, Polish
tunics, amaranth coloured waistcoats and neckties,
coloured boots and shoes, and any dress ot a showy
colour or unusual cut. It is said that the Grand
Duke Michael is expected at Warsaw.
Tuekey and Sybdl—A telegram from Constanti-

nople announces that the International Conference in
its sitting of Friday last resolved that the Governor of
the Lebanon should be appointed for three years, to
reside at Der-il-Kamar with the rank of Mushir, and
not to be dismissed without a previous understanding
between the Porte and the Great Powers. At the end
of the three years the Porte is to come to a fresh under-
standing with the Powers respecting the government
of the Lebanon. The Conference also unanimously
resolved that the Governor of the Lebanon may be
chosen, without distinction, from among the Christian
subjects of the Sultan in any province of the empire.
Order is to be maintained in the mountains by militia,
recruited from the inhabitants of the country. Turkish
troops are only to advance into the Lebanon on the
requisition of the Governor.

Cape op Good Hope.—Intelligence has been received
ot the meeting of Dr. Livingstone and Bishop Mackenzie
at the mouth of the Zambesi. From the lateness of the
Bason and the unhealthiness of the Zambesi, it was
resolved, at Dr. Livingstone's suggestion, to alter their
plans, and instead of proceeding up that river, to try
the Ruvuma river for transit into the country and seat
of the mission. The party accordingly re-embarked
and proceeded to Johanna, one of the Comoro isles,
where the staff of the mission party is located, Bishop
^Takenzie, Dr. Livingstone, Dr. Kirk, and the Rev.
Mr. Rowley having proceeded in the Pioneer up th
Ruvuma, which is above the line of the P< rtngues3
territory. Dr. Livingstone, after having made full in-
quiries, thinks the Makololo missionaries fell victims to
a pestilential fever, not to the treachery of the Mako-
l >lo chief and people. k

iNDiA.—By the arrival of the Overland Mail we
have advices from Calcutta to Mav 8. 'ihere is no
news of importance. The pnpers are still dUcuss.n*
-'IT. Laino- 8 nnnnr»tnl maagnraa ,..1,:-U i.! i_ i

resigned the

accounts from New
York press interprets

mg's financial measures which continue to
popular. Mr. Laing, however, has been suffering tron
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att?k °f d*sentery- He was to have gone to

not equal to the exertion. The volunteering tor the

new regiments of the line, formed out of the local

European Corps, has been almost universal. A gentle-

man has been appointed to report [on the districts in

Bengal which are capable of producing cotton. It is

reported that the Madras Chamber of Commerce has

applied to Government for the services of a gentleman

to visit the cotton districts. Ten thousand Shans have

emigrated into British Burmah, where they have been

allowed to settle.

China.—The British and French embassies are esta-

blished at Pekin. The flags of both nations were

hoisted in the capital on the 26th of March, with

every appearance of satisfaction to the inhabitants.

The best understanding appears to exist between Mr.

Bruce and Prince Kung. The Emperor, on account of

ill-health, has postponed his return to Pekin till the

warm weather is over, which will be about the end of

September. The Chinese Government has resolved

to establish an English school in Pekin. Our forces

at Tien-tsin are in good health, and enjoying the return

of spring. Our traders had already begun to take

advantage of the opening of the Yang-tsze-kiang.

The rebels were moving in the direction of Hankow,
and there had been some fighting in the district of the

Yang-tsze, but with no marked result.

New Zealand.—The war in New Zealand has ter-

minated by the unconditional surrender of the natives.

Peace was concluded between Governor Brown and

Kingi and his allies on the 19th of March. The
Waikatos at once departed for their homes. Kingi re-

treated from the disputed territory, and friendly rela-

tions were resumed between the native tribes and the

settlers. Major General Pratt, bavin

command of the forces in New Zealand, returned to

Melbourne on the 12th of April.

United States.—We have
York to the 1st inst. The New
the Queen's Proclamation as a quasi recognition of the

Southern Confederacy. The Federal steamers have
attacked the Confederate batteries at Acquia creek,

the terminus of the Richmond, Fredericksburgh, and
Potomac Railroad, about 55 miles below Washington,
on the Potomac. The result is not known. The
Federal Government will make a conditional call for

100,000 men. A man has been shot dead in the streets

of New York for expressing secession views. The
blockade of the Southern ports would seem to be
extending to the furthest points in the Gulf, as well a3

along the Atlantic coast. New Orleans was blockaded

on the 28th ult. Western Virginia has declared itself

against secession. The Federal troops have taken
possession of Grafton, in Western Virginia, but in the
other division of the State the majority for secession

is 150,000. Other Federal troops are strengthening
their positions on the heights along the Potomac.
Recruiting and the war excitement continue through-
out the Northern States. The capture of Hampton by
General Butler has been confirmed. No attack

was made on Sewall's Point, and General
Butler has returned to Fort Monroe, where he
is awaiting reinforcements, on whose arrival an imme-
diate attack will be made on Norfolk. No less than
450 slaves, including women and children, have fled

into General Butler's camp, and reported that a general

rising of the slave population was expected. Ten
thousand Southern troops are at Harper's Ferry,

towards which large bodies of Pennsylvanian troops

are moving, and it is expected that the Federal forces

will endeavour to cut off* the Southern troops from
Richmond. The war steamer Minnesota was to leave

Fort Monroe for the blockade of Charleston, and will

be followed by others. General Beauregard has re-

linquished the command of the forces around Charleston
to Colonel R. H. Anderson, and has arrived at Memphis,
to take command of the western division of the Con-
federate army. Twenty-three prizes have been taken to
Fort Monroe, and several British vessels laden with
tobacco have been taken into Hampton Roads as prizes,

for attempting to break the blockade. It is reported that
the Secessionists are throwing up entrenchments at
Monassas. They have effected a junction at Alexandria,
and expect reinforcements from Richmond. The report
of fighting at Alexandria has not been confirmed, but
strong entrenchments have been thrown up command-
ing the town. It would seem that troubles are not at
an end in Baltimore. The mob made a hostile demon-
stration on the guard of the 12th and 13th Regiments
while protecting the baggage, which had been thrown
off the track by the rioters. Cheers were given for
Jeff. Davis, and three shots were fired at the troops.
The Ex-Governors Pratt and Lowe had been arrested and
sent to the Washington Navy yard. From St. Louis
it is stated that the Unionists in Missouri are deter-
mined to crush out Secession by force, and that
General Harney has been removed from the command
of that department, and General Lyon appointed in his
place. The steam transport Philadelphia has arrived
from Fort Pickens. She reports that the Secessionists
had entirely relinquished all idea of attacking the fort.
I'he death of Mr. Douglas from cancer of the stomach
is hourly expected at New York. The New York
Express states that the next Federal Congress will
levy a duty on tea and coflee. The New York Herald
states that Cortinas has organised a large force of
Mexicans for the invasion of Texas.
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there *as a surplus, he did not see wtaVXLand sugar duties should be passed over in favour t?£propnetorsof penny newspapers and th© makers of btadjLIhc majority of the House ot Commons had, hovreyardSI*

in favour of the repeal of the paper duty, and h^^
admitted that, upon a question ot repeal of duti*^^^
cial arrangements generally, it wasniost inexpedient ttojiW
lordships should, unless in exceptional cases, iuter'tniS
thejudgment and discretion of the House of Comswm. H.
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advising their lordships to set themselves on this occMioe h
opposition to the decision of the Commons. With regard to the
amendment he hoped the Duke of Rutland would with irsv k
and leave with the Government the heavy responsibflity if

having dealt with the public finances in this in

rate and reckless manner. — The Duke of Argyll <j

the Bill on financial and constitutional grounds, and deaU
that the remission of the duty would only benefit tfc

producer, contending that by the extension of the paper tnfc

and the cheapening ot literature, it would be of vast benew
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subject of the paper duty. He took it as admitting thatftt

lordships had the right to exercise a control over the tmm
of the country. At the same time, he readily vne

with Lord Derby that the right should be enforced «t

judgment and discretion, and that, unless in extra

cases, they ought not to interfere with the financial amap

ments that had received the sanction of the Home 4

Commons. He considered that the Budget was an emina*

speculative one, and that the present was not a fan*

able momeut for such a policy. He called upon ft

Government to enter upon a new career of judicious retmfr

ment, and, whilst maintaining the efficiency of the natm

defences, to exercise a wise and judicious ^tj*01^^"
Mokteaole said the budget was open to all the Ogam
which had been urged against its predeeeswl«ty«

With regard to the form of the Bill, the combinatwBonj

repeal of the paper duty with the other financul
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jm 15. 1861.] THE GARDENERS' CHMICL
S~far it was his opinion tliat we ought to construct our

iSelv of imn. None, however, of the armour yet

SSd resist the tremendous power of the Armstrong

^d in consequence the Admiralty had ordered,

ft wWurored that ships could not be mide ^secure

AND A6BICULTDRAX GAZETTE.
mto financial detail* in reply to Mr. Berkeley. Alter a

Ita

B?

be desired, that our ships should have the best

of offence and be armed with the Armstrong guns.

Gotsrament h*i no official information of what was

tatt?|French dockyards; and he censured Admiral

Sr his exposure of what he had seen there. He

the eMnreof vacillation and change brought against

& Aiainky, sUted the measures taken by the Government

rini the harbour of Malta, and expressed bis con-

thatif need were, we could soon, by means of the

«*Bs and private yards of the country, produce a fleet of

£• taips frr greater than all the other Powers of Europe

meter In eonclu-don he assured the House, that the

SSi. were fully alive to the importance of the present

tad that he and the Government of which he was a

were determined, come what would, to maintain the

ipremacy ot En*land.-Earl Grey expressed his

a with this statement The Bill was then read

lime. The Customs and Inland Revenue Dtdxes Bill

a third time and panted. Ragged Schools.—rhe Earl

rTMBCBY moved for certain returns m order to test the

,)ntM o: the statements contained in the report of the

m.^^ Oommieiloners on the Ragged School system. He
1firmed the Duke of Newcastle of having, on a former occasion,

reed carNe-i extracts from the report.-The Duke of New-
*«tl« protested against this charge, and vindicated the

Tl! j 1m in 1 from the attacks of Lord Shaftesbury, which
wwe by bo means just ihod by the report. After some remarks
by L. r . OfBMMBl and the Lord Chancellor, the motion
•H withdrawn.
tttnxcaiMY.—The Royal Assent was given by Comtnission

to the CuMto.+» and I- land Revenue BUI and several other Bills.
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nt co^idered the Yeomanry as !

landmen !h °voTe~ofm^T^vT^ T^^TS S"
Britain, was agreed to or'w' 1

^ oltmteer Corps in Great

discussion •h5«7i?J5:
0ther votes were P^sed after much

furtbei amendnJ^* -?
U
l ??f ««o™«itted, and received

TheXw™ orT^!" ltS
.
dGta U

'

after a g°0d deal of debate -

a "reed £, Th« r
Co,*"lM* °f h'u^y wae brought up and

'f"^/ 1™ Society Bill, and the 7Va„*/Vr of Stocks LidSSt5 read a
,

Sfond tirae
- The remafnnig bus^ness hating been disposed of, the House adjourned to Monday

Bi^Ti^n'^i
PnTHf l°n

-
f ^^ <-

Sull>" ry ™* St. Allan,

F*ri t«2™ a
T f°r gom* i,lto wmmittee on this liill^i"^^^ ^' ?• ftn amendment, that the House go into

runmal Statutes itepea bi L all at
7-

^*.":

—

deration.—\t the evening sittWlSr inT . ,
reply to Mr. Oooair, that theT^fenf

r

of teS^f's*" 1

were in lavour of opening the fioCaiiTftcS^tri!^ ^Sundavs 1.1 the same way as Kew and H iSpS tt Co«^T
°*

opened, bat that it eouJd only control th^irVjhe
beft^re

directors by withdrawing the estimates, which woS&tJthe House m a few days. Keep, 3 C^^ia. - u aa,werto Mr. Adderlev. Mr. T. G. Bariso stated the?
T"

reginjente of infantry and a battery of field wtiller?
111 addition to the regiment that was previously ni;orders, were about to proceed to Canada in thj GreUEastern. The expense had alrea been provided for in thtestimates of the year. Affair, of Syna.-Lord J IlS»tL!informed the House that the Conference at Constant noplJhadS7?uly *rt t0 recommend that a Christian Swnwshould bo app dnted over Syrii, in subordination to th« Sulu*ColopUinthe Ann-y.-Qcnv.*] Lindsay moved an address*
r'iir?, °»u

ake
"I

10 ^'"^enition the position of the officerspromoted to the rank of colonel for distinguished service in t««'^ in 1S55 and WW, who when the llet of colonels was
field

revised iu 1S5S were unfortunately overh^oked.
several instances to show that iu consequence of

He stated
the revision

(Beers were farther removed from obtaining the rink ofthan if they had never seen any service at all.— Mr. T.
ment of bribers but he tA3 h ,

Wltl1 the
f

«>«»«"«•- u
«
"ariko, on the part of the Government,

been too .severeiv'ZZlStt^l^^S!&^ *** S^A a "' .^1 «? ra° conversation the u
1 tod

them, and
the forfeit*

sideration.
franchised
had been
enjoyment
question,
scapegoats

was by no means so extensive as that which
committed by other boroughs still in the
of the franchise, and, as ho viewed the

Sudbury and St. Alban's had b ?en made
for the electoral sins of those boroughs —

Sir G.Lewis said that the amendment was an attempt to

TetaiDAT.— Tht French Dockyards.—The Earl of Hardwick e
•Mspbunod of the language which had been used by the Duke
rfJatoereet on a previous evening with regard to Admiral „„ „ u . ., , e .

,

- , - -Eu and his recent visit to the French dockyards, and ^'^ftate the defunct borough of Sudbury; but if Sudbury
insinuation thrown out by the noble

w
? *° bave lfc

?
1
?
sfc franchise restored to it, he did not seewhy Grampound should not put in a claim, and Yorkshire be

asked to surrender the two members which it had received
upon the disfranchisement of that borough. Sudbury had long
been notorious for corruption, and both sides of the House had
concurred in regarding its disfranchisement as a final act. Mr.
Disraeli had so treated it in his Assignment of Seats Bill, in
1853, and again when he introduced his more general measure
of reform in 1859.—Major Parker condemned the disfranchise-
ment of Sudbury as the punishment of the manv for the ofTences
of the few.—Mr. Scully protested against such a miserable
Reform Bill. It was no sort of fulfilment of the pledge upon wuich
Ministers had taken office, and having failed to perform that
pledge, they were in his opinion bound to resign their places —
Mr Stirling could not vote for the amendment, although the
Bill did .tardy justice on the offenders of Sudbury and St

vannly deprecated the insinuation thrown out by the noble
•ate fiat the admiral had acted as a spy. The visit had been
Mes publicly, uikhi the ordinary understanding, and it was
hot at all unusual for officers of the military or naval service to
MMMUicate to their friends the results of their observation-;.

rhe Duko of Newcastle said that the First Lord of the
was absent on public duty, and expressed his belief

the course taken by Admiral Elliott in making his infor-
oa public, instead of confininghimself to an official report,
viewed with disfavour in France. The Railway Companies
. 7V«»V<r (Scotland) Bill passed through committee.

let report of amendments on the Bankruptcy and Insolvency
received and agreed to, the Bill to be read a third time

i& The WiU* °f PersonaltlJ °f British Subjects Mil was
third time and passed. Mail Steamers.—On the motion

•Mas Marquis of Normanby a return was ordered of thegjwt breaches of contract committed by the Cunard. thej~w">j' «»<i Oriental, and the West India Mail Packet
WBpaniea.

»iIl£t
Y ": 2V J,rrtty-—In answer to the Earl of Hardwicke,™

5J^2i!l?
)MER"SET 8aid thafc the recent experiments with

anamoog.gun were superintended by scientific persons
hk regret at the course Admiral Elliott had
jard to the French Dockyards. The Public Officesmi was read a second time. The Greenwich Hospital

tnrougb. committee.

A— zZSTvf^m™** w,«««W'M»auiuie consideration of theGovernment. Ho admitted that the Government had formerlyawarded Mr. Barber a sura of money in corapenaation for his
sufferings; but he contended that was insufficient, ant tie
asked now for S700L more.—Sir G. Grey said the sum formerly
voted was 50CM., and far from its then being thought
insufficient, many persons thought it too liberal, and it was
only obtained after a division. 1 lo hoped the House would not
listen to this renewed claim.—Sir F. Kei.i.v said the principle
of compensation to Mr. Barber was admitted, the only question
was one of degree. The 5000/. formerly granted him replaced
the sum of money he had actually lost. The sum now askeo
for was that which he had spent in seeking to be restored t*
his position asan attorney.—The Chancellor of the Ex. , ' ca
reminded the House that the principle now urged was that
person unjustly convicted should receive a money compensation
trom this House. He hoj>od the House would not listen to
such an appeal.—Mr. Lonckield and Mr. Serjeant Pioott
opposed the motion, Mr. Maoii re supported it.—Mr. Malinj
recommended Dr. Brady not to press his motion, but the
Chancellor of the Exchequer refused to allow it to be with-
drawn

; and it was in consequence put and negatived.—Sir J.
Trklawny rose to move a resolution on the subject of .tfrw
Zealand, and was entering into details, when the House was

Alban's. At the same time he thought that those boroughs counted out shortly after 8 o'clock.

He
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e 1wage in A con,est of thisgreit war had occurred in modern timss in which
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«at
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he had S^en to call the attention

Oefc^ft of Promptly recognising the

•Stff}wl tREQORY said that hitherto the^ totoe BrfH-h '

Southern States had been
•''ieir and 5? ,3?

pe-°ple eutirely from the Northern
to *t*e tffsouUi^

1
'^ PJUtting the notice on the PaPer

had reason to complain that guiltier parties than themselves
had not been included in the raea-ure. such, for example as
Gloucester, Wakefield, and Berwick. For ids part, he should
much prefer, m redistributing the four vacant seats, to create
two new constituencies In England, one in Scotland, and one
in Ireland. — Colonel Dunne contended that Ireland was
not sufficiently represented, and that one of the vacant
seats ought to be appropriated to the great county of Cork
rather than to South Lancashire or Chelsea. — Sir H
Willouohby apprehended that the House was about to
enter upon a controversy with reference to the respective
claims of various constituencies, which was full of daugerOn a division the amendment was negatived by 838 to 44. The
House then went iuto committee.—Mr. Collins moved the
postponement of tho first clause, conferring an additional
member on the West Riding and South Lancashire, with tho
view of proposing the division of the West Hiding into two
parts, each returning two members. The West Riding was
entitled to this distinction by reason of its occupying the first
rank among the English counties for territorial extent, wealth,
and population.—Sir G. Lewis opposed the motion, which
wou'd have the effect of giving three out of the four vacant seata
to counties and only one to a borough.—Lord J. Manners
supported the motion. After some further discussion the
motion was negatived on a division by 118 to 81.—Colonel
Dunne moved as an amendment the omission of South Lanca-
shire irom the clause and the iusertiou of the county of Cork.—
Sir G. Lewis objected that the four seats to be distributed were
English, aud that to assign any of them to Ireland would disturb
the present arrangement ot the representation between the
two countries. After some discussion, the amendment was
negatived on a division by 228 to 07.—Mr. Bazley moved as
an addendum to the clause, that the borough of Salford should
be entitled to return two members instead of one.—Sir G,

-

e^ij^tod to consid

who

TJi^a
l
P
he ^neral wfsh

U
hewo^d postponTthe molton

L^1S^ thut ^ ***** WM * "uburb ot' ***«**. the

'*«Sd^L
!'?8ros enounced that the first Morkinn ff

cCfc

"V?
6 ar"endment wo,dd ^ V XT\ "? *?^ ldtt?r

t
w£«watbe taken on Tuesday next when the Homqa I"ace nofc less thaQ four niembew. It should aiso be borne inuse mind that it was proposed by the Bii! to fire an additional

member to South Lancashire. The amendment was then
withdrawn, and the first clause was ordered to stan i part of
the Bill, as was also Clause 2. On CI ;. which assigns
one of the vacant seats to Chelsea and Kensington, Mr.
Kntohtley moved the omission of the words parishes of
Chelsea and Kensington.— Sir G. Lewis sail that it wis only
fair to award one of the four seats to the metropolis on account
of the great increase of population. The same proposal had
been made in the two last Reform Bills that were introduced
into the House.—Mr. Disraeli intimated that it was not
contained in the Bill of L<«rd Derby's Government.—
Sir G. Lewis said that it was in the mea- ire of last
sessiou

; and he considered that on account of their
great magnitude and imprtance, Chelsea and Kensington
were fairly entitled to one member.—Sir J. Graham supported
the clause, and said that should Mr. Knightley's araeudment
be carried, he would move, that the member be given to the
Uuiversity of London : although he admitted that he was iu
favour of giving weight to the question of population.—Mr.
Walpole was of opinion that the reasons givan by the Govern-
ment for appropriating a seat) to Chelsea and Kensington

a of »k^ • t the series of Bills for the
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1 eserciiuv?ntaffe8 uP°n the country over whose

4 iral «T2 ^^dofTTrn .°. Powerful an influence for good.
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hat he bad lived a life. " to point
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and although hia death was prema-

8» 4rmL P he Hones th/n
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!»»«do«^ ,,Unteercorn m Ci'U3d attention to the

Wednesday.—The adjourned debate on the second reading ftf

tho Affirmations Bdl, and Mr. G. Hardy's amendment, to defer
the second reading for six months, was resumod by Mr.
Dillwvn, who contended that the Bill would afford relief to a
large class of her Majesty's subjects who were at present sub-
jected to serious disabilities on account of holding sincere con-
victions on theoretical and speculative opinions.—Lord R.
Montaou opposed the liill.—Sir G. Lewis said the Bill proposed
to relieve those to whom objections were made, and not
those who conscientiously objected to take an oath.
It proceeded altogether upon a wrong basis, and threw
upon the judges an obligation which they could not
discharge satisfactoi ily. Upon these grouuds he felt himself
compelled to vote against the BilL — Mr. Roebuck did not
regard the administration of an oath ae a guarantee of the
truth of the witnoss, and therefore supported the measure.

—

Mr. WALrER opposed the Bill, on the ground that it would
destroy that principle of conduct which was the main distinc-
tion between man and beast.— Mr. Deskax argued that the
measure would he the meins of bringing to the surface in
courts of law a great deal of truth which would otherwise be
unobtainable.—Mr. M. Smith opposed, aud Mr. J. B. Smith
supported, the Bill.—Sir W. Heatucote and Mr. M'Mahon
opposed the measure at some length.—Mr. Locke explained
the difference between his Bill (the Criminal Proceeding Oaths
Relief Bill) and that under discussion, and stated that the former
was not open to many of the objections urged against tho
latter. On a division the amendment was carried by 136 to
66. The Bill was therefore lost. The House then went iuto
•mmittec on the Locomotive Bill, the clauses of which were

agreed to after a discussion for some hours. On the order for
the committal of the Criminal Proceedings Oath Relief BUI, Mr.
M'Mahon urged various objections to the Bill, and moved to
defer the Committee for three months.—Mr. Locke aud Mr.
Ckauford supportc 1 the Bill, the Solicitor-General and Sir
EL Cairns opposed it. The debate was then adjourned.
Tin rsday.—Aff.ursqf Syria.—Lord J. Russell, in reply to

a question by Sir J. Ferousbon, said it had beeu arranged that
there should be a Christian governor of the Lebanon, but it was
not specified whether he should be a native of the Lebanon or
not, and in that arrangement the English envoy had con-
curred. France and Italy.—In answer to Mr. Craufurd, Lord
J. Russki.l said that he bad received no information as to the
King of Italy having left Turiu for the frontier of France, for
the purpose of meeting the Emperor of the French.—On the

j

order for going into committee on the East India Loan Bdl, Sir
• C. Wood replied to various objections which bad been
urged against the loan, and expressed his willingness
to insert a clause in a measure to amend the Real
Property Act, allowing trustees to invest in this and
other loans raised for the purpoaee of India. He de
clared his general confidence in the present state of Indian
finance, and said that at this moment the balance in the
Exchequer was one million sterling higher than Mr. Laing
had estimated in February last. Except for the railways, he
did not anticipate the necessity of borrowing a single shilling
for Indian expenditure during the current year. The Bdl
then passed through committee. «_>n the order for rending the
/t</ian Couticit Bill a aecon i time, Mr. VaWBTTart. Mr. W. it

EZZ?* * of encoii^r *
and urged upon the Government

E?*aent •xpe£2*!nK «*«n by contributing towards

ei-At-rT
1I(J estimated the number ofnoir iJIlfj

,

._ „..„„wv» „,.„li^ upon ^thH?
8 at 1"*7,000.Tnd*the

V
araount they

fJUn
J

!!
rnni -ht wo ,.rl

ei ' li P"ient at a million and a h ill.

******* to mLf l?
w a sum of from -'0#. to 25*.

^UftTj w°nid trivL ZK ,

e exPenses of drill, practice-
aia^.nangor,-,,^ J£ vitality to the force ; for be thought
Sa^nT*011* from thu^ 1 -

,Itte uPOQ the continuance of

Wer£r1,r H. RfrJI! lcwhich had hitherto flowed iu

JT^yCavaln

*

K
fLEV .

ca»ed attention to the defect,

te2fnito »nvoth*5
,larJln8r hiil««lf

. however, against
!*** this DarT «f S^** lh:in w 'int ot ^cipiiue He

*• OommanH the 7ote fr >ra 91,00i-(. to 32,000/.—^mander of a Yeomanry Corps, entered

were not conclusive, as other places had increased in greater I
Forster, Mr. I.o*rd, p K <'(.i.ebrookk. Colonel Stkbs, and

proportion. He felt bound, therefore, to give his v>te tor the oth
,

er members, made reraarlts on it» details.—Sir C. Wood in
reply aaid that the publication of the reports of the pro-
ceedings in Council, was a question which would he
left to the discretion of the Indian Government. With
regard to the desire that had been expressed to obliterate
all distinctions I between the conquerors aud the conquered,
by associating natives in the Government, that principle

amendment.—Mr. Barrow animadverted upon the undue in-

fluence which the large number of borough members exercised
in the House, and which, he observed, was generally used to

swamp any efforts to do justice to the rural populations.
ommittee_of Supply on 0n a division, Mr. Knightley's amendment was carried agaiust
of 133,i7u7. lor the tne Government, by 275 to 172.—Sir <i. Lewis then moved

that the Chairman report progress.—Mr. Drraeli aaid that

the proposition of the Government was a reasonable one. A
main feature of their Rill had just been rejected, I he
thought it only fair that they should have time to consider the

position iu which they now stood respect to the measure
generally—The Chairman then reported progress, the com-
mittee to be resumed on Monday next. The I/ldustrv <hooU

Bid was further considered in committee, an he other busi

ness having been disposed of, the Houee adjourned.

UlL^

Tuesday.—Criminal Law Consoiidatio*.—The House had a

nv<rniug sitting lor the tir.st t.rue fcfate MMioti, for the con-

Bideration m committee of the following Bill* for the cons ta-

rn ot the criminal law :—Offences against the Person Bill,

Larceny, *tc., Bill, Malicious Injuries U> Property Bill, Forgery

Bill Coinage Oifences Bill, Accessories aud Abettors Bill, i of the ci vil serrice of India, he believed it would rather improve

ran through all the Bills. Natives would be admitted
to seata in the council and in tho court* of judicature.
aud to offices in tho civil service from which until now they
had been excluded, lie was anxious to convince toeni that it

was for their own interest that British rule should be perpe*
tuat* and that there should be no distinctly between the
subjects of tiio Queen, whether Native or Europeau.—Tne Bill

was then read a second time, as was also the Eu* IndUa (High
Courts of J*<(*catun) BilL On the motion for reading the EaH
India (Civil Service) Bdl a second time, a long discussion

ensued in which Mr. Va vmttart, Mr. LiDDELi* Mr. Layard,
Lord tanlev, lie Hknlky, and other members took
part and suggested various amendments.—Sir J. Elphiuhtoxk
moved the adjournment of the debate,—Sir C. IfuOO said that
so far fron the Bill having the effect of injuring the int
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had no objection to insert a clause contain-

f a seven years' residence ; but with regaratheir position. He
ins the limitation of a seven years' residence ; out w*n* »«»-

to the test of language, it was difficult to define such a regula

tion. He would, however, consiaer iu what form
™fJf

1^^"
might be dealt with, in order to introduce 9. regulation onthe

every firm within the pcst.il district which r :fused to pay

on the terms of the compromise offered by them, viz.,

6s. per day for five days, with 3*. for the half day on

Saturday. They have therefore not only struck against

rnigQt oe ueait wnu, m w.u«4 ^ ««.-. --«
^phate fhrw* firms which have adopted the hour system, but

subject in committee. The motion for adjourning the^debate those farms wiiiccij

i

f
whether their contracts

was then negatived, and the Bill was read a second time. The ^Aimt every one which has not, VI nether their conwat

Excise and Stamps Bill was read_a third^G^dJ!^±a jgf | were in town or country.

**

ana scamps z>«t w**o *^c*^ ~ «-.*- —-—
- . j,„rt0 7?;//

Queensland Government Bill, the Courts oj M™*^Xowk
and the Tnw^ff 0/ Mocks and Annuities Bill passed tnrougn

committee. Anxrvw
Friday.-^**;*' *««*. BiU.-In answer to Sir ^ AojjEW,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer said that this, biii*ouiu

extend to all parte of the United Kingdom. Tke Vacant toats^-

In answer to Mr. Duncombe, Sir G. Lewis said it was.not the

intention of Government to propose any measure
>
this session

relating to Gloucester and Wakefield but they would proceed

with the allotment of the four seats on Monday. ,G*lway

Contract-Mr. Gregory moved for a select committee to

Squh-e into the circumstances attending the termination of

•this contract by the Postmaster-General I

Left sitting.]

(Bits inttUiQtnce.

Money Market, Friday.—British Funds : Con-

sols closed at 89| to 90 for Money, and 904 to $ for the

10th of July; Bank Stock, 231; Reduced and fcew

Three per Cents., 89| to \ ; India Five per Cent. Stock,

98* to S, ex div.; Ditto, for Acct., 98| to 99, ex div.;

Ditto Four per Cent.' Debentures, 1858, 95| to 96; rive

per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, • 94£ ; Ditto Five and

a Half per Cent., 100 ; Exchequer Bills, March, 2s.

to 6s. dis.; Ditto June, 4*. prem.—Foreign: Brazilian

Four and a Half per Cents., 1860, 87* ex div. ;
Mexican

Three per Cents., for Acct., 22} ; Russian Three per

Cents., 1859, 61| ; Sardinian Five per Cents.

78i, ex div. ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854,

:7li ; Ditto, 1858, bbh

for Acct.,

for Acct.,

Notes issued • • ••

13anft of ffinfllairtr.

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
^25,585,230 Government Debt

Other Securities
• •

« 1

• •

• *

-Proprietors' Capital. . .

.

Heat
Public Deposits (includ-

ing Exchequer, Savings
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-

dend Accts.) .. •• •• 7-567,50H

Other DepjMts 10,952,235

Seven aay and otter bills 5s^ ^

^€11,015,100
3,459,900

Gold Coin and Bullion .. 10,747,688

Silver Bullion 36-2,542

,585,230 ^25.535,230

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
Government Securities
(includinR Dead Weight
Annuity).. .,

Other Securities
Notes
Gold and Silver Coin

«g J 4,553,000

3,236,606

• •

m i

• t

Uth day of June. 1861.

jg36,898.234

Ji 9.888,607
19,866,813
6,241,140

901.674

*H6,898,234

M. MARSHALL, Chief Casnier.

©alette of tf)e $29ee!t.
TUESDAY—BANKRUPTS — C. Collier, Swindon, Wiltshire, Cabinet-

maker. Upholsterer, Dea'er in Furniture, China and Glass, and Auctioneer

—U. Croot, Exeter, Licensed \ictualler-W. J. Hearn, Dover, Draper—
G. Heath, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, Builder and Contractor-J. Gomersall
and J. Berrt, Heckmondwike, Yorkshire, Carpet Manufacturers- J. Josks.

Wrexham, Denbighshire, Draper—J. Plat?jaukr, Carpenter's Building.

London Wall, Dealer in Prints and Picture Frame Maker— P. Powell, Ton-

hridjfe, Gun Manufacturer and Ironmonger — M. Si. Legkr, Batrm^e
Wells Road, St. Pancras, Victualler — A. "Wood, Huddersfield, Woollen
Cloth Manufacturer—J. Wood, sen,, Birmingham, Builder.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—J. Crlicksha^k, Forres, Elginshire,

Wine Merchant— J. Fairweather, Dundee, Forfarshire. Merchant—W.
pLEMi»G,Tradeston, Glasgow, Pawnbroker—G. Key, Edinburgh, Merchant

—A. M'Lare.n, Dunfermline, Fife*lrire, Grocer—T. Hutu erforp, Paisley,

Renfrewshire, Carrier—T. W. Smith, Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire, Chemist.

FRIDAY— BANKRUPTS-G. Ames, Sible Hedinjrham, Essex, Cattle

uuey,
Tailor—J. Cuskfr, Manchester, Cotton Waste Dealer—T. Gfddes, Liver-

pool, Draper-G. Hartley, Sheffield, Common Brewer—T. M. Heathor*.
Stafford, Brewer—S. Higgs, Dudley, Worcestershire, Grocer, Provision

and Corn Dealer—G. H. Hobsom, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars Road,
Pump Manufacturer and Wholesale Ironmonger—T. Holt, Leeds. Retailer

j

of Beer— R. Jerram, Nottingham and Lambley, Nottinghamshire, Inn-
keeper and Cattle Dealer— S. Langscalr, Nottingham, Trimmer and >

Dresser of Hosiery and
k
Calenderer— H. W. Lvpton, Liverpool, Licensed

J

Victualler—W. Mellor (and not Mellox, as previously advertised),

AJderley, Cheshire, Butcher and Cattle Dealer—T. Taylor and a. Banks,
Salford, Lancashire. Cotton Manufacturers — J- Turkkr, jtm., Little

Ormond Street, Licensed Victualler—A. Wickens and S. Palmbr, Mark
Lane, City, and Seymour Street, Hi^h Street, Deptford, Manufacturers of
Ivory Black and Sacharra, and General Commission Merchants.

ittctropoli* anil its \Ticimtg
The Great Eastern has been chartered by the

^Government for the conveyance of 2500 men, 100
officers, and 122 horses to Quebec. The troops will

include the 4th Yield Battery of the Royal Artillery,
consisting of 7 officers, 220 men, 20 women, 25 children,
and 110 horses; the 30th Regiment of Foot, consisting
of 39 officers, 868 men, 80 women, 120 children, and
€ horses ; the 4th battalion of the 60th Rifles, consist-

•ing of 39officers, 868 men, 80 women, 120 children, and
6 horses. In addition to these the ship will take out
4 officers, 102 men, 9 women,and 19 children belonging

w t/
_ Meanwhile the four firms

which originated Ihe hour system have obtained their

full complement of hands, who refuse to strike, having

thrown off their connection with the Trades Unons

altogether. Thus, the very contractors against whom

the blow is levelled are in full work, while those who

lately adopted the hour system, or who never adopted

it at all are left entirely without masons, bince

Monday the following firms have acceded to the terms

of the men, who have accordingly resumed their worts,

viz. -.—Messrs. Johnson, the contractors for the new

bridge at Westminster ; Mr. Wythes, the contractor

for the new railway bridge at Hungerford Market;

Mr. Bowes, of Millbank; Mr. Glen, of Kensal Green;

Mr. Moore, of Paddington; Mr. Eason, of Wands-

worth ; and Mr. Woodruff of Pimlico. Among other

works almost entirely suspended are those of the Duke

of Buccleugh's mausion at Whitehall ; Baron Roths-

child's at Piccadilly ; the London Bridge Terminus

Hotel, and some large city jobs. It is understood that

the master builders will hold a meeting in a few days

to consider the steps they shall pursue under present

circumstances.

Indian Famine Relief Fund.—At a meetinsr of the

committee on Friday a discussion took place as to the pro-

priety ofclosing the'subscription. Sir John Lawrence and

Sir Charles Trevelyan read letters from Upper India,

stating that though the famine had been locally severe, it

had not extended over so large an area as the public were

at first led to believe, and that there were indications of

its abating. On those grounds they urged, as did also

Sir Edward Ryan and Sir F. Halliday, that the sub-

scription should now cease. Sir J. Lawrence moved,

and Sir E. Ryan seconded a resolution to this effect,

but it was lost on a show of hands. An amendment,

moved by General Alexander, and seconded by Major

Macgregor, was then carried by a narrow majority,

authorising the sub-committee to take such steps as

they might think requisite for closing the fund, should

the official information expected by the next mail be

such as to warrant that course.

Total Destruction op the Surrey Music Hall.

—On Tuesday afttraoon this fine hall, in the establish-

ment of which more than one fortune has been wrecked,

was totajly destroyed by fire. The building, which was

erected for musical performances, was opened in July,

1856. Since that period it has been the scene of many
of M. Jullien's triumphs, and has also obtained some

note from Mr. Spurgeon's preaching. From that time,

however, it has somewhat degenerated, but the present

lessees, Messrs. Caldwell & Bishop, had been for some

months making great exertions to restore its reputa-

tion. Numerous concerts had been planned, and engage-

ments entered into with several of the leading per-

formers of the day, both vocal and instrumental. The

gardens were in excellent order, everything had been

repainted, and the finishing stroke was just in progress,

in the shape of some repairs to the roof. But as this

involved the employment of plumbers, andthe use of a

portable fire, negligence or accident is supposed

to have been the cause of the catastrophe.

The fire broke out in one of the western towers, and it

is said that a few buckets of water would at that time

have extinguished it entirely, but the alarm of the

workmen and the difficulty of getting water to such a

height caused great delay, during which period the

wind, which was blowing strongly from the south-west,

fanned the small beginning into a mass of flame, which

before the engines arrived had got such hold that the

water offered no obstacle to its progress. The fire

continued its course along the whole of the roof,

gradually igniting the interior until the ball was one

entire body of flame. The two eastern towers were

soon reached, and as speedily destroyed, and in little

more than three hours nothing was left of the hall but

its four walls.

The Attempted Murder at Islington.— On
Monday Frederick Strugnell, William Liney, and

440,798. The new comers are nearlv^ILv*1 *

to the total inhabitants of any oT iett^Europe, except Paris and St. Petersburg!^**

Jl

llfroWitctaL
BLAZENEY.-On Wednesday evening )m .murder was committed " "

A

hlZ
place

-
, V'

e paris

'

h clerk
-
™™d s^ fc-™

, r ^l^et so™ beer for supper, aad^

c

i

mi i

Umi

n

I

Blakeney, a village between NewnhaTand t£lon the South Wales line, and about four mikft
;lerk, named

, . . « ^eer for suppe
turning for some time his wife went to the *house in search of him. She was told he haik'
there, but left as soon as he got the ale, and th*
he might have called at the church, which waaTkiway home, she went there and found him lying*J
floor strangled, his handkerchief tied in a tiAt*
round his neck. Some strangeiB, supposed tolfct

the Forest of Dean, had heen seen in the vilkn^
the day, and it is conjectured that tW ImA-*
the church by means of a false key for the juiij—
stealing the plate, and that the clerk, oberrint

door open, went to see who was there, *hwi tfe

attacked him. They probably did not intend to

murder, but finding the man dead tbej qmttcd

church in alarm, leaving their key in the door,

thing in the church was found untouched. TVr
marks of a severe struggle having taken pkot, &
fortunate man having apparently been drag^T

the floor for a considerable distance. No ch*fcfc

murderer or murderers has yet been discovered

Cambeidge.—The election to the high si

of this borough, vacant by the death of theft

Bedford, took place on Tuesday, when thelhtf

Devonshire was unanimously elected. His Gnt

distinguished member of the University, birfcii]

out as second wrangler in 1829, the present

Worcester being the senior wrangler of the jar. I]

Rev. Churchill Babington, B.D., F.L.S., fcft»

John's College, was on Wednesday elected Pr

Botany in the University, in the room of ft

Professor Henslow.

Clatcross.—A fatal colliery accident tonkjftj
||^

Tuesday in the Black Shale Pit, in the ne^mm JggJ
of this town. The workings are very exteam

scending to a depth of 160 yards at the tott»«

J

shaft, and thence rising to a higher lewLn

neighbourhood there are the pits and g£fcr*

deserted mine, filled with water. Towtrdi

stalls of the Black Shale Mine have Ml

extending. A collier on ToHfej ^^V
part of Ids stall to try if *•^JRS
through, would flow faster, when »£*£"
the thickness of his pick handle. H

?!fJ*J
and the men rushed from all parte ot the™

pit-bottom, to be pulled up. ^e^^
entrance to the shaft, being the ***$£*>
first blocked up by the rising wa er.

the top of the pit became awareo«
the news spread, and the wives ^c^w

engaged below rushed to the spot, i*

sent down and brought *P ^Vfils,****
speed, each time bringing a ^™S* •

By 6 o'clock, however, the waterJ% *
to shut out all hope of saving ©or

;

"

man saved swam to the chain )*J*^ww>
within the mine, from want of veni

suffocating. Nineteen me^^ &.
yet accouuted for, and it is sun ^J
some others below who belong to net ^
When it was *****

±

£**
bottom of the shaft an attemptww^ #

j
the water, but though great ^ «
" " * * night, cue) .

f

rise of the flood. 64 horses were
emF

during the whole nig m*
and were all drowned.

j s
\0*

Kendai,-A shocking marder^
o^

by the keeper of a toll-bar^£i^;~i,w onrl this towm
Vf%i»i<^r5Keighley and this

GeoT^^iWr^ta^^bo^bwve been in custody a Holdsworth, lived with
_

state of great unhappiness o
^
#f frfi*

considerable time, were brought up on remand at

Clerkenwell Police Court, charged with the murderous
assault on Mary Ann Bedkison, and stealing an iron

box containing 105Z., and other property, belonging to

her master. The unfortunate young woman, who has

conduct.

tojhe 16th, 17th, and 100th Foot, and the Canadian
j
heen in the hospital ever since the brutal attack, is now
so far recovered that she was able to attend and give her

evidence, which was confirmatory of the depositions

taken by the magistrate when it was feared the case

might have a fatal termination. At the close of the

examination all the prisoners were fully committed
for tria'.

The Public Health.— The Registrar General's

weekly return states that the deaths registered in

London in the week ended Saturday, June 8, were 1101.

The average number in the corresponding weeks of the

10 years 1851-60, corrected for increase of population,

was 1093. The present return is therefore 8 above the

average. During the week the births of 963 boys and
884 girls, in all 1847 children, were registered in

London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years

1851-60 the average number was 1594. The same

Rifles. All of these are to be accommodated in standing
berths, which are to be fitted up by Mr. Laird, Birken-
head, the Admiralty supplying the bedding. The
tioops are 'to be victualled by the Great Ship Company,
and are to be embarked in Liverpool, the ship being
under orders to be ready for sea in about 10 days.

Besides the Great Eastern, the Golden Fleece has also

been taken up to convey the 47th Regiment to Quebec.
The Regiment consists of 39 officers, 868 men, and the
usual number of women and children, and horses. They
are to embark at Dublin, for which city the Golden
Fleece sailed from Liverpool on Thursday.
Renewed Strike in the Building Trade—

The whole of the masons in London, and a large
number of the bricklayers, plasterers, painters, and
carpenters, struck work on Monday morning, the
*"k"~—' committee withdrawing their men *

tunate woman aeau «« vr;v jjfui J|^

have returned a verdict ot
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come to* take herawaj from
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REiaATE.-On Monday n^
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residence of the Rev. S.
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B. *'-
tbe^
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Halliday, the parish^^ ofJIr^
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last seen ah»v «» . ~ ^ tru. r^
hfl^j
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went on Tuesday morning
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the house it was found that the burglars had

tn entrance at the kitchen window where

^ oat one pane of glass, hut found the shutters

fcMTed TUey afterwards went to the rear of

^.w-^wdbY the aid of the trunk of an old tree

•J Z^ifce roof of a low building, broke a square of

^"^d opened the window of Mrs. Halliday's room,

s iroDOsed to have immediately heard them, and

2i*ptod togive an alarm. ™-—l~ * *
f"™*a

w d
id°i

hSV /i€

u?- f
a
-,
w'«'* *"'«« SteJbe*. Lord SUmtord's ' ttwlly. Cut flowers chiefly consist ofOrchid* Lilr ofAmP^

2flHS2!!S£^ Chinese Primulas, Violets, Hi«an «5? H^tti sad l££s7'

The burglars had turned

Mr. Merry sThormanby beat Fairwater, Parmesan, and 4others.
,W on with ease by two lengths ; Parmesan a bad third. St. Pine Annies, ner Ih <utnl«aAlbans, who broke down in the off lore leg, fourth, and QrW nei^ 5s to8.Royalheu next, the others pulled np and trotted in some time sSSSsffii u vmm \ to 6safter Ran m 4 mmutes SO second.-A Plate. Mr. a Ten M^rSS &??£"' *

Broeck's Satellite beat Rattleboue. Gallus, and Gibraltar.—
"***"**-—**-***"»•

The New Stakes. Mr. W. Day's Alved >n be.it Buckstoue,
Hippodamia, Wiegrave, and 9 others.—The Royal Stand Plate.
Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Optimist beat Lady Ripon, Surprise,
Sporting Life, Umpire, and Queen of the Vale.—A Plate.

FRCIT.
Cherries, French, p. lb., 2s to 3ft
Pears, per dot. . ** <>d t* 8e
Apple*, per do*., to to u 64
Oranges, per 100, 6s to lo*
Lemons, per 100. 6s to ids
Nuta, Cob, per lb., Is to is 6d

—j1 'thing in the room, but had not broken into
|

Captain Coates's Libellous beat Leontes, Acco, The Principal,
B

. t> li__ v. ,.„<.* Iiav'incr if. i« wmnnswl and 9 others.

i

^^ *
t of the house, having it is supposed

m Armed by the noise made by the village school-

- wb0 ih at a short distance from the parsonage,

J^groed home late at night about the time when

be wfer must nave been committed.

ft

fa

<ee*r or Ctafeycaw.—(Before the Lord Chancellor and the

Itffdi Jestices ).
— /*< Emperor of Austria v. Day and Kostuth.

-Thto was an appeal from a decree of Vice Chancellor Stuart,

,

perpetual injunction to restrain Messrs. Day from

any notes purporting to be notes of the state of

B intmwf, 3 ordering them to deliver up to be cancelled 23

pns went of such n-'tes already manufactured by them by
E*er or the defendant Kossuth. The Lord Chancellor, in

ftrfaf judgment, stated that the decree of the Vice Chancellor

Friday.—(By Electric Telegraph). —Sk-<*p*.—Brown Duchess
beat Walloon. 50*. Plate.—Cheesecake beat Vixen. First Class
Wokingham Mates.—Gibraltar beat Moorhen, Caraerino, and 7
others. Second Class Wokingham.—Nutbush beat South nort.
Confidence, and 6 others. Queen's Pfofc.—Dulci Delia "beat
Moorcock, British Prince, and one other. Extra Wokingham
Stakes.—Dead heat with Sister (to St. Albans and The Sage,
beating two others. 501. Plate.—Juliet beat Rosalind.

#luttiai*n.
Lady Dorchester died on the 7th inst. at Greywell, near

Odiham, the seat of Lord Dorchester, in Hampshire. II

ladyship was the daughter of W. J. Wauchopc, Esq., and was
married to Lord Dorchester in 1837. She died without Issue.
The Hon. Arthur Leooe, R.N., brother of the Earl ot Dart-

mouth, died on the 8th inst. at Brighton in his 26th year. He
was born in 1835, and was the third son of the fourth Earl of

Melons, each, 3s to 8s
'.'caches, per doc ( 15s to '24a

Nectarines, do., 12s to 20s

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, each, 6d to 8d Beet, per doz.. Is 6d to Is
French Beans, p. 100,9dtolsGd
Green Peas, p. quart, 2s 6d
Greens, per don., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is fid

Potatoes, p. ton, 80s to 120s— new, per lb., fid to 2s
— — per cwt., 10s to 10s

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to lOd
Turnips, per buuch, 4d to fid

Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each, 9d to Is fid

Artichokes, per do*. . 3s to 4s

Celery, p. bundle, Is fid to ls9d
Onions, p. £ sieve, Is fid to 4sfid
Asparagus, p. bundle, 3s to 6s
Rhubarb, p. bundle, 9d to la 3d.

Tomatoes, p, oVml, fie

Shallots, per lb.. Is fid

Garlic, per lb., fid to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is fid

H orse Radish, p.bun . , 1 s fid to 4s
M ushrooms, p. pott. , Is'.ldtolsfid

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to fis

S tforjr, per hunch, M to 4d

x.. •obeatBtmed, but not on the ground that the prepa- Dartmouth, by his second marriage. He became a mate in

• I

I

the notes was for the purpose of promoting revolution

j. J n his judgment a person in this country, under
allegiance to the Queen, was not allowed to do acts

b would be injurious to the rights or property of a foreign
reign, and the Court of Chancery had jurisdiction in such a
to restrain such persons by injunction. In this case it must

that the Emperor of Austria was King of Hungary, and
Ibe circular ion of the notes in question in that kingdom
li be spurious in reference to the currency of the realm,

mi would thereby inflict an injury on the Sovereign and
of that country. Persons who resided in this country

og been driven by persecution or revolution from
petite lasd, enjoyed this asylum on the condition that

etft resident in England they entered into no conspiracies
« ptott against existing governments in foreign states, which—" *- an infra. a ot our municipal law by native-born

He was therefore of opinion that the decree appealed
ought to be affirmed, and that the appeal must be dis-
The Lords .Indices concurred. On the question of

u.^JJ
**Br *** made on tne Parfc of the Emperor to forego

wTlfiS condition that the notes were destroyed. This was
zr.'CJ*' ^ •«* ifc was arranged that the notes should be
sowed, and the paper, when reduced to pulp, sold by

Day, at the market price ; the plaintiff to have the
««tbe appeal

W*T*At Criminal Court.— Ttie Commercial Bank Robbery.—
- -- ._-. fo ftnd «fa™« Uolcroft, 50, were indicted for
gssMseeersl sums oi m,mey the property of the Commercial•n wijichestablianment the former had been employed

weld be

the Royal Navy in 1855, and received the rank of lieutenant
and a medal for his services in the Russian war.
Lady Carew died on the 7th inst at Haccombe. Devonshire.

She was the daughter of the late Major-General Taylor, C.B
,

of Ogwell House, and was born in 1817. She married, in 18-^7,

Sir Walter-Palk Carew, eighth baronet, of Haccombe and Tiver-

ton Castle, Devon, and had issue one son, Walter-Palk, born in

1838, and two daughters.

BIRTHS.—On the 12th inst, at 50, Portland Place, Madame
Van De Weyer, wife of His Excellency the Belgian Minister,

of a daughter—2d inst, at Chiswiek, Gabrisllb, Vicomtesse de
Torre Bella, wife of Russell Manners Gordon, E-o,., of a
daughter— 9th inst, at 54, Sloaue Street, the Hon. Mrs. Henry
Maude, prematurely, of a son. stillborn—9th inst. at 18,

Abbey Place, St. John's Wood, the wife of Major R. C. Law-
rence, C.B., Military Secretary to the Punjaub Government,
of a daughter—7th inst, at Headingley Hill, Leeds, the wife

of Thomas Wolryche Stansfeld, Esq., of a son—9th inst, at

The Hall, Wem, Salop, the wife of Henry Corbett, Esq., of a
daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On the 6th inst, at St. Pauls. Knightsbridge,

Mark Robert Pechell, Commander R.N.. sou of the Rev.
Horace and Lady Caroline Pechell, to Ki.i.en Maria, youngest
daughter ofC DSSBT, Esq., and niece to Sir Samuel Fludyer,

Bart.—6th inst, at Queenstown, Captain Duncan M'Nui.l,
Scots Greys, third son of the late Captain Alexander M'Neill,

of Colonsay, to Fanny Charlotte Emma, second daughter of

Rear-Admiral Charles and the Hon. Charlotte Georoiana

POTATOES.—.Sot Tii ware, Monday, Juno 10.
During the past week the arrivals coastwise and by

lil have been good for the season, and with what was left
from ion iter arrivals more I i equal to the demand, and
the trade still continues v hoa The foil i aro
this day's quotation* -.—Yorkshire Flukes, \U>*. to 140s.
per too ; Lincolnshire Regents, 80s. to 90s. : v.rlh Berwick
ltogents, 100s. to 110s.; b'lte, Forfar, and Perth do., fiOS. to>

85s. ; ditto Rocks, 00s. to 70s. ; ditto ditto Rods, fiOs.

to 70s.

BUTTER MARKET.—June U.
Best Fresh Butter . . .. Ills, per dozen lbs.
Secoud do. do. .. .. lis. ,,

Pork. 4s. Od. to 4s. Sd. per 8 lbs.
t»

t fi a- i« i
— -—...«...«** ~*,w» ^ui^^u

rt ear-Admiral uhaiu.es ana me lion, l-haulotte ueorc.iana

liTe^S*^ 11^11

?
83 *? a

^ofc a"d *hoe
.

maDU"
I
Talbot—30th ult, at the Church of St. Pierre, and afterwards

. « ssssssaJTI^jT
1
? u

ged thafc
' ,,naer colour of keeping an

"1 UaaTrir^5wl TT* eUad aided iu these fraudulent transac-

>4 WhwfSJf .if
8U? of 70>M<U; all of which appears to

'. 'o v«sfv Bum- L-i.KLy?.* through a person named Ramsay iu building
1 T^Tmtmmm, joe Property^ so built being at present under

wingli Pfijf^/te extent of "nearly 40.000Z. Owinar to the

SLdrnnTS,^
Ury r

^
tui

?lin^ ^° court they said theyWed m opinion as to the guilt of Holcroft. Mr. Baron

at tlie British Embassy, Paris, Eu(;e.\e de Castillo n de
Ba llyhione, of the Imperial Guard, second son of the late

Baron de Cantillon de Ballybigne, to Georgina, only daughter
of the late Anoi.ruus Cottin Murray and l^ady Murray, of
Ardley, Bury, Hertfordshire—6th inst, at Monken Hadley,
John Phillips Thomas, Esq., only son of J. Thomas, E*q., of

COAL MARKET—June 1*.

Walls End Hetton, 19s. ; Walls End Haswell, 19s. : Walls
End South Hetton, 10s. ; Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool,
JSs. 3d. ; Walls End Hartlepool, I8s. fid. ; Walls End Braddyls
Hetton, 17s. fid.; Walls End South Hartlepool, 17s, 3d.;
Walls End Hough Hall, 17s.; Walls End Ceepicr Grange,
17s. fid. ; Walls End Oaesop, 17s. fid. ; Walls End Hvton,
17s.; Bell's Primrose, 13s.; Byron, 17s.; Wylam, lfis. 3d.;
Hastings Hartley, 15s. 9&— .'19 ships at market.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, June 10.

There are a few more lieasts than on Monday last; the
demand, however, is good, and Thursday's quotations aro
fully maintained. The number of Sheep sad Larabe is about
the same as on Monday last, but trade is sl'nv and prices are
not quite so good. Calves are selling about the same as on.

Thursday. From Germany and Holland there are 600 Beasts,
',50 Sheep, and 229 Calves ; from Scotland, 700 Beasts; from

Norfolk and Suffolk, 1800 ; and i!50 from the northern and
midland counties.

S d s d d s d

*"tf* forwiffilSL'l^l
examined ^d the mass of evidence Bktsoe >took°BedXrdshir&lo Julia pioxm'eidesTdaug^ter

*W. ^U\m**Z"i^$*A 'mit$S[i* case till a of tho ^^ sir Richard Plasmt, K.C.M.G.-fith inst. at the
l xv. *

Catholic Church, Cheltenham, William, sixth son of the

late Sir Edward Mostyn, Bart., to Clementina,
fourth daughter of the late Edmund Jkrmnoham, Esq.

DEATHS.—On the 2d inst, the Hon. .Mrs. Knclleb, wife of

J. L. Kneller, Esq.—3d inst, at Grasmere, Lady White, wife

of Sir Thomas Woollaston White, Bart., of Wallingwells, >tts

—2d inst, at the Rectory, Copford, Essex, the Rev. K nett

Chamtain Bayley, second son of the late Right Hon. Sir John
Bayley, Bart., aged 62—2d inst, at Tumby Lawn, Lincolnshir.

Catherine Anne, wife of Major 8mart, and eldest daughter of

the late Sir Henry HaWley, Bart., of Leybourne Grange, in

the county of Kent, aged 53—3d inst, at Malvern, Arthinoton

Best Long-wools. . . to ..

to5 2 Do. Shorn . . 4 8 — 5

8 — 5
]
Ewes & 2d quality . » mmm* » •

8 — 4 4 Do. Shorn . . 4 2—4 *
1
Lambs . . ..5 8 — 6 4

, to . i «
{
Calves . . . . 4 fi — 5 2

to 5 4 'Pigs .. ..3 8—4 S

either ftZ** ^
hem that

' in tbat <*» they could not

t**«GJi£*Ki^Qn i*

th *y*
th*"*°re, return^ a

*m JtDon tShli't^
Thure<Uy th« Prisoners were again

•XtW. ot !f
ment8

'
CharciD^ them with stealing

f ** iJSShm msd/'ri hSn?^ ?l
the Commercial Bank

8

nt¥Ttf£ Xmii? ^.
0t the Prisoner Holcroft, to^ yiWwS J£L

n?^ 8e^ion
' was &ranted -

The
?* J^nSrned I t^f*¥ Wltb

' and^r a long trial

mE^e chltlt
Ct

- °^ JZ
uiU,J

- Baron Bramwell,
^•^L^r^tensed the offence as one of a most

sP^SSmatKSr01^* pIunder t0 the amount of

"*S2Sl the. nJL^^
16*1 punishinent allowed by law.

^-Sa&ru!KDer
fe.,
W years> Penal servitude.

^s^Lf,Z7a mUon
>

a ^ery fashionably

* 5£»oS?tnf «
t0 aDS?ver aa indictment for con-

7k**!K?SfilSf* °ff a child «n her husband as her
*>» ohUb :\I rem^f

011

*k
D 8tated that

a

writ ofw^ariA «3h? tneremrJ
mS

,

th
i^e into the <*>urt of Queen's

**•»* BaS waJ „
Mked

J
that defendant should now

'*• m bOOI^nH\t
n

°rdered and put in, in three

LI?*** Market th?
ered *° ^ke bis trial for sending

Si^feed The1,^
rC
2
8eS 0f seven 8heeP ^ a state unfit%. Dorset, a

** ]

v!"&
A«l**t*d him. John Cox, of High-

A hue of 2W » •

fIJaD, was convicted of a similar
"it of his age.*

lmPosed in lieu of imprisonment

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5

Best Snort-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn . . 5

Beasts. 3940 ; Sheep <fc Lambs, 2d,4fi0 ; Calves, 270 ; Pigs, 440.

Tin rsday. June IS. ^^
There is a very considerable increase in the number of

Beasts. Trade is very »low at a reduction of fully I. per
8 lbs. from Monday's quotations. Sheep are also more plen-

tiful, and prices lower. I.ambs and Calves meet with an
exceedingly dull sale. A large number remain unsold, although
prices are much reduced. Our foreign supply consists of 46

Beasts, 1470 Sheep, 473 Calves and Pigs. Milch Cows 95.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, <fec. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn . . 5

Best Long-wools
8 to 5 [ Do >'horu

6 — 4 10 EwesA 2d quality
8 — 4 2 j

Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves

— 5 2 PiKS

4 8
to

5

* •

* •

• *

* #

4 — 4 5
5 4 — fi

4 0—4 S
8 8—4 6

Castle, county Wickdow, and eldest daughter of the late

Sir Richard Steele, county Dublin, Bart., aged 61—fith inst. at ^ ^ _
Ramsgate, Gborgk Keble, ninth and youngest surviving child markct was small, and tho general quality very inferior, wo

Beasts. 1375 : Sheep & Lambs. 11,130 ; Calves, 700 ; Pigs, HO.

MARK LANB.—Monday, June 10.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's

t

A
Sporting*^JV ^e°t

T RACES.
!**«» Weddin- \ Lord Portsmouth's Buccaneer

- D
- Uae's &S and 8 others.—^ Handicap Plate.

^r^dld Pa*
r°Port;beat Lisbon, Gaberdine, and 13

i-fP' •** 5 otW •^^e's Parmesan beat Silverhair,

^&£ i?Poiax^T£A{«teen Plate. Mr. Merry's The

7JtlJri^^M%rhsi
l
lthe

' and 15 others.— Z%« Third

15^ **« of Dkm "F* *take8' Lord Ailesbury's St.

**• Ten SI T' Allington, and Plumper.— The
Bendsm^ CV Optimist beat Intimidation,
*y'« Ww dl° others.—The Queen's Stand
17 othenT*^

116 ***** Marignan, Gabrielle

Asr

*»
**1>KY

eesx

Burleigh, Carisbrook, and

a others."
l
l
T Kerry's The Knave beat Alerte,

—The aZT,***!*' Mr. B. Brayley's Ladylike

Lord Portsmouth sHunt

i* *

*'

-

7?*-A p(<Ue xjy 1
' Baron Munchausen, Lava, aud

Tl 10^ 6 otho^T ™- Thomas's Dux beat Iucitatus,

MuT^ beat^ The Virtorj Plate Mr. Payne's

%*». Conn, i,^?' ^cophant, and other..- Tfte

j^^ivernA a
* * df Lagrange's Marignan beat Brown

tt^^^d's O.T1
4 others.—The Coronation Stakes.

V*'
Fthorn and n

Q of the Vale beat Juno, Pardalote,

T9* 5«»Mia? »
Freceptre8s. — The Second Veer of the

I^^d BrttSK?". Mr T - Parr's Lupus beat Janu-,^ The Por1
h
J-

rince-S™eps. Sir H. Des Vreux's
[q^

vf>e, Handsome Jack, .Miss Emma, Apolio,

8lrB
-I>es Vn» ^ ^-^on's Big Ben beat Oashio.—«ox sSnapshot beat Nuthatch, Sycophant,

of the Dean of Peterborough, aged 3 years and 5 m..nlhs-4th

inst, at Hampton Bishop, licref-r i, Ann", the widow of the late

Colonel Wkabe, K.H., Aide-de-Camp to the Queen, aged 71—

10th inst, at 9, Sussex Square, Hyde Park. Mary Annr, wife

of Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Rogers—.*>th inst, suddenly, at

Edinburgh, Lieut.- Colonel Anderson, Fort Major of Edin-

burgh C.istle-6th inst, at 14, Princes
q
Terrace, Hyde Park,

Albert John Hambrough, Esq., F.S.S., F.G.S., of Stoenhill

Castle S W., aged 4"—9th inst, at Halesowen Vicarage, AVor-

cestershire, Auolsta Maria, widow of the late Jooth T.

Host Esq., Barrister-at-Law, and a Bencher of the Middle

Temple aged 85—8th inst, William. Vjauros Mitford, lato

Lieu tenant- Colonel i>th Bengal Cavalry, eldest son of the late

Bertram Mitford, Esq, LL.D., of Clontarf, county Dublm,

aged 52—1st inst, at Belfast, James M'Adam, Esq., F.G.S.,

President of the Natural History and Philosophical Soci.t v of

Belfast—1st inst, at L*o\ Wellington Square. Hastings, the Rev.

Jajies Frederick Latewakd, rector of Perrivale, Middlesex,

aged 73.—13th inst., at his father's residence, 12, Harewood

Square, Regent's Park, of coma, Richard, the eldest son of

Mr. Richard Stains, of the Yorkshire Stingo Brewery, aged 27.

jflariurs. jmrnk
HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Tune 13.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 86a

Superior do. (old) . . 90
Inferior do.

New do. .

.

Rowen .

.

WHITECRAPEL, TtfUBSDAY, Ju
,

n°/J
tie old Hay . . . . 100stol05s Fine old Glorer

Inferior do 60 90
Very inferior . . . . — —
Prime New Hay . . — —
Straw - - •• 34 38

95sto USe

50
105
60

Clover
New Clover ..

Do. second cut

Straw .. .. p-^^co.

consequently reduce our quotations Is. to 2s- per qr. We had
a good attendance to-day, and a better tone pervaded the»

trade. The forced sales of Friday were not continued. On all

good foreign Wheat the prices of this day se'nnight were
realised, but on some of the low aud out of condifionc

qualities a decline of la. per qr. was submitted to. Barley is>

a slow sale at about last week's prices. Beans and Peas are

. per qr. lower. The Oat trade is very heavy, and to effect

sales it is necessary to submit to a decline of 6d. to Is. per qr.

There is no alteration in the price of town-made Floor, but

American barrels are 6d. to Is. per qr. cheaper.

Per Impkrial Quarter-
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Sunoik. .White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto
— — Talavera,

— Norfolk
— Foreign |46—76

Barley, grind. eWist . 28a to 30s. . Chev. 40—45 Malting . {38—40
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato Feed
— Foretan Poland and Brew 24—i Pa*

Rtk . l$6-& k orm&s
.

j

s. s.
i

46—66 Red
50—72 Red
51-72

8. S»
48—62
54—68>

Red

30—36 Malting. 40—42
20—24]
26—^8 Feed ..]20—25

2L—24
20—»

geon 41s— 45«..Winds
i

80 100

UMigpodl

Inferior do

Fine 2d cut .. •

Inferior do. •• •

Fine >*e* Clover.

110s to 130s

80 95
1'

seek 14J—50

— Fofeitfn
'.'.'..'.'. 8mmU\*2- gyptiso/ —

Peas, wbit£ Base* and Kent . .BoUers «6-4 *8>!k .|*0-H[

_ Maple .... —e to —e Grey(40—t 'S*^''
Maise ••• ••"* Wh,t

t
:u^-

*«**'

_ Foreijrn pee bssrelflO *|*sr saek

Fridat. Jtids H.

M«rhrain fell between the Sth and 11th. b* he

fc-Jf staoTSen fine sod wurm. The Wheat trade hss

cos varying from U *>J*^2*J*J?L jff
COVES T GARDEN. June 15. ^ ^U The forced ^«J™^J Û^^

The supply of Vegetables is «jjw^
Q ^\. account of the bo^Wll^ to*

ffi

jekere bUto •*£•!

maud, and prices are lower.
^Good^^Q^ ^^ , ^un*.^"JS?SSiSto 4a ke i below tho rates

«, which has neoesssrily afceted mow or

des of new. The sale ofoW Is very umated,
ira " K^ThSnTin feT'hsnds nearly former rates are insisted upon.St««bSta thcto I. a. totally «<£%%>%* ££^
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15,^
purchaseable at a reduction of about Is. per qr. The sale of

Flour has been of the most retail character, and prices tendin

downwards. During the past eight days 88 cargoes have been

reported off the coast. Very little business was done, and prices

declined Is. per qr. on most articles. The arrivals of Engiisn

grain this week have been small, of foreign Barley good, ana

of Wheat, Oats, and Flour moderate. The attendance of

buyers at to-day's market was exceedingly limited. Jinc

English Wheat commanded Monday's prices ; otner qualities

were neglected : very little business was transacted ™ foreign,

but to have forced sales a decline of 2s. per qr. upon the rates

of Monday would probably have been required. In bpimg

Corn there is but very little business doiug, and with the ex-

ception of Oats, which are 6d. per qr. cheaper, there is no

alteration in prices. For foreicn Flour there is no demand.

Arrival from June 10 to June 14.

intelligent AGRICULTURALW LABOURER to act as FOREMAN under the Master, in

the cultivation of about 8 acres of Land, including about an

2!X5?S3f Harden Ground situated at Edmonton. Wages,
acre and a half Garden G
20s. a week. ~ *

dening will be prefi

d

June 26. Those deemed
on a future day.
June 18.

One having some knowledge of Kitchen Gar-

. „rP fH1Ted —Applications in writing to be ad-

IrSSfd tTthe KSSSSi of \L Poor of the Strand Union,
i.essud to tne

i

WQ f)r before TUESDAY,
lA5

B°^^r

deemed suitable will be requested to attend

By Order,
Jamrs Kilner. Clerk.

Wheat.

S20 qrs.

11020

99

tf

Barley^ j
Oats.

qrs.

4010

?»

»t

70
230

15160

qrs

»»

>»

our.

1610 sks.

f 1430 ;;

I 90S0 oris.

English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

Liverpool, Tuesday, June 11.—ThenTwas a fair attendance

at this morning's market, and a good business doing in choice

samples of Wheat, but middling and inferior may be quoted

2d. to 3d. less. Flour finds buyers at a reduction of 6d. on

barrels and sacks. Indian Corn commands more attention,

and there being a good inquiry holders are more firm. Oats

without change. Oatmeal 6d. cheaper. Beans and Peas quiet.

Barley unsaleable. Market closes rather dull.

Friday, June 14.—The Corn market was very dull, and

buyers only supplying immediate wants. Prices nominally

unaltered, but sales can only be effected at a further decline.

Weather splendid. Attendance limited.

M^GE
;? °f first.crasTH^uUur

tiiral and Estate Improvements •W-dens, Planting, Buildin* LE '
ayin* <*tt

long or short enSjiuj vT* *?*• i9 *>
Upper Southwick?g^W. '

D°DD
'
Kew»P^M^

X -A first-class hand at Training vJ£J*SBudding. Ac.
;
well understands Roses lc -G?TkCottage, Kensington, W.

•w.-i*. a. T.,^

—L>. U, 18, Church Koad, Battersea, 8. W.

S£*ta£& Nations inr*^*fZ?3S2? A
Glass as very little or none is required in that climate, a

yoing married couple with not more than one or two children

preferred. Unexceptionable references will be required.-

Applyinthe first place by letter only, stating terms, go., to

D
P
H , Mr. James Veitch, Jun., Royal Exotic Nursery, King s

Road, Chelsea. 8.W.
.

ANTED, in London, an ASSISTANT in the

Retail Seed Trade.—Apply by letter, stating age, and

where and how previously engaged, to A. C, Gardener*

Chrvn icle Office, W. C.

• 5A?-Mlddl8 ^ed, married ; has a thorourt »?

I
„^"1

"??'i
5 ''aflln«. °r layering, and has al7£

I
situations as Foreman. Good reference as to char**

5faS: a""fea"»-°- *• Q- Huntingdon

Surrey

AvthAOES
|
Wheat.

55* Ad

Barley.
|

Oats. Rje.
|

TJeans.

May 4.. 36sl(W 24* Id 85s 2d 42.illrf

55 86 4 25 80 43 10

— 18.. 54 4 35 11 25 1 32 44 4

55 3 34 11 25 2 33 8 44 6

June 1.. 55 5 34 3 25 8 33 1 45 11

— 8.. 54 5 32 8
1

25

1 25 3

80 t$

I 32 10
_44 JL
44 SAeer.Aver. 55 35 2

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

yRICES.

5j 5d
55 4
55 3
55
£4 5
54 4
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• •

May IS.
|
May 25.jJune 1. June 8.
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PARTNERSHIP.—A Nurseryman and Seedsman of

a First-class Business wants a PARTNER to take charge

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—18 years' good practical

experience in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing,

Kitchen. Fruit, and Flower Gardens.—A. W. Hube, 5, Surrey

Place, Wandsworth Road, S.
,

C^i
ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, single ; thoroughly

X understands the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Stove ana

Greenhouse Plants, and Gardening in all its branches

Three and a half years' good character from present employer-

—J. S. , Mr. Perry, First Cross Road, Twickenham, Middlesex-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, married, no incum-

brance ; understands Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen

Gardening. Can have a most unexceptionable character of

nine Years' standing from his last place.—A. J., Mr. Francis'snine years' scanaing
Nursery, Hertford.

of the Book and Cash Matters. An excellent income
guaranteed. Capital requireJ, about 1500/.—Apply to Mr.
Chandler, Horticultural Agent and Valuer, 28, Priory Road,
"

Wandsworth Road, London, S.

GARDENER (Head), age 35.— J. Tandy, late

Gardeuer to E. Saunders, Esq., is now disengaged.

No iucumbiance. Understands nis profession in all its branches.

Eight years' excellent character. Good Florist—J. T., Jas.

Shrimpton, A. J. Doxot, Esq., Putney Heath, S.W. ^^^^^
GARDEN EK (Head).—Age 37, married; has had

20 years' practical experience in a Garden where Flowers,
AJNXJUU, AS JTUKUMAJM AND rnvjrAv**L kjix,

j FmitSf ^ vegetables na^e been successfully grown. Will

a sober, steady, active, industrious Man, well acquainted ^Q at liberty the first week in July.—T. P., Mr. Quickenden's
with the management of Vines, and the general routine of the

. Harefield, Uxbridge, Middlesex.
Nursery business, in-doors and out.—Address, stating age,

reference, wages, and all other necessary particulars, to T. G.,

Post Office, Coventry.
"

To Propagators.

WANTED, in a first-class Nursery, a short distance

from London, a thoroughly competent PROPAGATOR
of all kinds of Hardy things, more particularly Conifers,

Rhododendrons, and Roses. Every encouragement will be

given to a good Man, and the Salary regulated by ability and
success.—Applications, stating terms, references, &c, to bo
made to A. B. C , Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

GARDENER, where cne or more are kept.—A very

active young Man, of clean methodical habits. Can have

three years' first-class character trom the place he has just left.

—M. T., Mr. H. McMillan, Coombe Wood Nursery, Kingston,

Surrey, S.W.

STEWARD, or STEWARD a*d BAIL!
Married, without incumbrance ; has had great eiaojfc

in the" Management of Stock and Land, "Woods andPiinJt
and general Management of an Estate. The I *
monials for integrity and ability.—F., 28, Queen 'iBaildbi
Brompton, W. ^

ARM STEWARD or BAlLlFT^MiddSTer
".

thoroughly acquainted with every branch ot culdrSJ
Heavy and Light Soils, Drainage, &c, also PttrcteaMi

Selliug of Stock. Reference to noblemen with whom h

lived, where the most approved system of agriculture tail k«|

studied.—T. Y., Burgess fc Key, 95, Newgate St.. London
,U

AILIFF (Working), or GAMEKEErliRjuCj
stands both. The Wife has no objection to a bm

Good reference can be had from late master.-L R,f«i

Office, St. Alban's, Herts.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Ten years' experience in Louiiai

Provincial Houses ;'has a thorough knowledju

branches of the Trade ; also Bookkeeping. Uneimh

references.—J. E.. 40, Wynyatt Street, Goswell BoajtC

ROOM and COACHMAN, on GROOXjb

JT GARDENER.—Age 28, married, no incumtanee.

Drive a Pair and Wait at Table. Two years' goodchwfc-

j Q , Hackwell. near Rochford, Essex.

SHOPWOMAN in a SEED or FLORIST'S SHOfJ

both combined.-Has a good knowledge of theM
-Further T

>articulars may be obtained by address

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

r^OOK (Vbuy G00D).-Ap;e 32; no objectioHto

U Dairy. The country prefen-ed. Good ^™»r,

2> Clyde House. Brixton Hill, Surrey^

LTSommierErastiqae Portetft

EAL and SON bave patented a method of

G

:naracter.-l'

H a Sprinor Mattress portable. The gr*\'^g^
usual»Z Mattress ta to bein^ aohea^^
The SOMMIBRELASTIQUB fOBn»'

p«^j!!&^^^S55&-se (yr

WANTED, as GAKDKNEK, a steady married
Man without family or more than one child. One who

well understands the general routine of Forcing, Kitchen and
Flower Gardening 4c. f the Mowing being done by the aid of a

Machine He will have two or three men under him, and his

"Wife will be required to attend to the Lodge Gate. His
character must be such as will bear strict investigation.

—

Apply by letter to Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden
Market., London^W.C.

WANTED, an industrious WORKING MAN to
look after Fruit Trees. He must be a good Budder,

Grafter, and Trainer.—Apply to John Cranston, King's Acre
H'nrserift*. np^r Hereford.

W" AjYIEO, 6 or 8 tiist-rate BUDDKKS and
GRAFTERS.—Liberal Wages will be given. Appli-

cants must state how many years' practice they hace had, and
in whose Nurseries.—Address B. Vj. D., Messrs. Hurst &
1£ Mullen, 6. Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

WAtfTKAJ, Two or Three good HANDS who can
BUD and GRAFT well, either Roses or Fruit Trees.

None need apply who have not had several years* experience.

—

John Cbanhtox, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

ANTED, Two or Three MEN well versed in the
general routine of Out-of-doors Nursery work, includ-

jing the Layering, Grafting, and Budding of Hardy Trees,
]

Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Ac.—Address, stating wages required, to
Thomas Cripps, Nurseryman, Tuubridge Wells, Kei.r'.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a GARDENER for
a Market Garden, 20 miles from London ; who has a

practical knowledge of Forcing Peaches. Grapes, Melons,
Cucumbers, Strawberries, and Mushrooms. He must also be
a rood Plant Grower.—Apply personally or by letter to Mr.
(tr bush, Nurseryman, Barnet, Middlesex

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, as BAILIFF and
GARDENER, a middle-aged Man, to take the Manage-

ment of a Garden and Small Farm, he must also be able to
Superintend the General Repairs to Cottages and Farm Buil-
dings, also Selling of Underwood and Timber on a Small
E ate in Bedfordshire. Salary 507. a-year, with Cottage on the
Kst»te.—Address L. S., Post Office, Saffron Walden, Essex.

WANTED, A GARDENER and LAUNDRESS.—
A married couple without incumbrance. The Gardener

t> thoroughly understand the cultivation of Vines, Fruit, and
Flowers, with aid when required ; Wife to be experienced and
competent to take the management of the Laundry. Lodge to
live in, with fire and candle ; Gardener's wages, tfi. per week

;

Laundress, according to time employed. — Address, with all

particulars of ages, length of services, and capabilities, to A. B.

,

Messrs. Cartwright'8, Law Stationers, Chancery Lane, London.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married ;

_ r has a thorough practical knowledge of the Culture of

Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing of Grapes.

Peaches, &c, likewise Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens

Can be highly recommended.—J. B., 5, Victoria Grove, Bays-

wuter, London, W.

ARDENE/GARDENER (Head) where two or more Men are

yJT kept.—Age 38, married, no incumbrance ; eminently qua-

lified for the Management of a large Flower, Fruit and Kitchen

Garden, and Forcing; the Management of Plantations,

Meadow Land, &c, having served in a similar situation for six

years. First-rate Testimonial! as to ability ; trustworthy, and
very obliging.—A. B., Shenley Lodge. Barnet, Herts, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Aged 40, married; begs to

offer his services to any nobleman or gentleman as an

experienced Gardener in the culture of Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers; also Orchids and Stove Plants, and Flower

and Kitchen Gardens. Can have 2± years' good character from

his present employer.—C. C, 3, Bloomtield Place, Crouch End,

Hornsey, X.

ARDENER (Head), ob FORESTER and
BAILIFF.—Age 40; a first-rate Gardener. Nine years'

unexceptionable character from late employer. Wife good

Dairywoman.—A. B., 29, Princess Street, Edgware Road, \V.

G~
ARDENE R7( Foreman).—A. e 25, single; eight

years' experience in first-class establishments. Good
recommendations.— D. Y., Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest

Hill, London, S.E.

GARDENER (Foreman). — Age 25; 10 years'

experience in Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flowers,
Veg» Wee, <fcc. First-class testimonials.—T. Brodik, 15,

Carr Street, Leeds.

GARDENER to any gentleman requiring a good
X>ractical Gardener.— In the prime of life; first-class

testimonials, and 8 years' character.—A. B., Mr. Hinchliff,
Tottenham, N.~

"1 AKDEXEtt.—Age 23; thoroughly understands his
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elXst>que>btaW*£«
leonliness,

the best Spring Mattress. Ab it^g^^
hair, it cannot harbour moth to

J^ Vwlo*

Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also,m m

of the best Spring M'Stresses, via.
;

-

3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long

8 feet 6 in.

4 feet

4 feet 6 in.

5 feet

5 feet 6 in.

The SOMMIKR . iTO_ c

the advantages of elasticity, durabUity,

•^ffffiSad Catalogue of^S t̂

\V to personal*"**£ B0WLA>'^.f
the proper mastication of food. » ^ topd*\\
Pearl Dentifrice, coinoounded of One

tifying^j

strengthening the Umns and togf^ the l«b*
the. Breath.^ IiJ eradicates W^£*S>
estimable value in preserv.^

^ v
m<raaeii»«vr^

the Gums, andinpvm« tbeTeA^

spots of incipient decay, ^r
&ewbit«**^

enamel, to which it imparts a pearl iik
,

per box. v c . and
byChe^

1

F
Sold at 20, Hatton Gard^LE6donto.''^

fumers. A«k for " B^nJ^lS^rfK^^
puke ^ [[

l;:
eflJ

pluiticall^
bftbepf

i

DINNEFOKD'S
been, during 25yeaw. e«-j»»- tei *£-**

Medical Profession and umversaiy m
the best Remedy for Acidity ot * ^
Headache, Gout, and l*^?*^*^"*
delieate constitutions,

t̂^u^^'
Combined with tl AciduLl^^hicb^fjSw*
agreeable EiTenreacing Draught in ^fid^L

&

agreeable
e much it.creasea. ••

/l
.

l, 'V^
l
Tleaud

the reguiak >** of this simple ane much increased.. ?« ri?£52 JSSeW^
1^

G profession in all its branches ; accustomed to Jobbing,
Grafting, Budding, and has had great experience in the Culture
of Grapes ; also Management of General Nursery Stock, &c.
Good Reference given.

—

Wm. Jervi.s, Gardener, Kingsbridge,
Devon.

GARDENER (Single- Handed, where one or more
are kept).—Age 32. married; a practical hard-working

industrious Man ;
great experience in Growing Plants, Fruits,

Vines, and also in the Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Two
years' character. — Y. Z., Bedford Nursery, ilumpstead
*Hill,_NVW\

GARDENER (SECOND).-Ry a respectable young
man.—A. H., Park Place, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

found hiffhly beneficial. .

Manufactured (with the utmost-

purity) by Din'NKFOkd

w w

'LonXi, WJ. ; ^d sold by til *W*
the Empire

IVJEW METHOD of

the lawn ui jtt*»«j-*-- Haneen/w- .

UW JM rJ I nuv "* ~ , their ^
out the aid of Doctors |nd

R&^
aws of HEALTH in >A1^

contain mineral poisons ^ "'"
""destroy^ tt0,

coating of the stomach, and
L
tb us ^ jgo

be

j^n- fl .. a vA»An /.» The Advertiser ^ lCe

H^'

WANTED, an UNJDEtt GAUDENER, who could
take charge of Houses. He must understand the neces-

sary work connected with Stove and Greenhouse, Conservatory
and Vineries, also Early Forcing in all its branches, the Pro-
pagation of Bedding Plants, &c. A married Man would be
preferred, who would look on the situation as a permanencv,
and to whom every encouragement would be given.—Apply to
Ar. Daniels, Swynconibe Gardens, Heuley-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Undkh), in a nobleman's* or gentle-
man's family. — A^e S2, single. Nineteen months'

good character. Highly recommended. Leaving through a
death.— A. R., Woodham Lodge, Lavender Hill, Wandsworth
Road, S.W.

GARDENER, ob GARDENER and HAlLlFE.—
Age 45, married, no incumbrance; sound practical know

ledge of his prof ion. Twelve years' reference from last situa-
tion.—J. C, Mr. Dods' Nursery, Epsom.

H

daily sustenance. The -^ '"'.".[ the

but, acting in accordance * iUi ^
has, bv H God's Blessing. Dceu ^
STRENGTH; ami with:£*£U°'

(MEANS of CURE will be so"

and stamped envelope.
q jame9

Address Capt. Charles, I*o. o, ^^-f
Hammersmith, London, "^ T^vVEA^,.^

A LL AFFLICTED ^TI

U«.^V
J\. obtain instant relief py^^gt^. U
WATER, which removes ^SoU
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THE GABDENER8' CHEONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

lixt ©arimterg' Cfirmttclt

SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1861.

THE \E\V EDITION (10th Thousand) op Mr.

DU CH\ILLU'S ADVENTURES in EQUATORIAL
AFRICA is NOW READY.Ar

John Murray, Albemarle Street. W.

LiUly published, in 8vo, with 61 plates price,4 'Is. cloth; or^^
with the Plates coloured, 41. As. cloth,

BRYOLOGIA BRITANKICA : Containing the

Mosses of Great Britain and Ireland systematically

amiwd and described according to the Method of Bruch and

&hi7per ; with 61 illustrative Plates, including 25 new ones

£n£d for the present work. Being a New Edition, with

£Ey additions and alterations, of the Muscologia Britanmca

d Jfewrs. Hooker and Taylor. By William Wilson, President

ih« Warrington Natural History Society.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

Hooker's Flora Thoroughly Revised.

In a thick Volume, 12mo, with 12 Plates, price 14s. cloth ; or

with the Plates coloured, One Guinea, cloth,

THE BRITISH FLORA; comprising the
PlKin. famous or Flowering Plants and the Ferns. The

Eighth Edition, with Additions and Corrections ; and
numerous Figures illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants,

the Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. By Sir
W. J. Hooker, F.R.A. and L.S., «tc. ; and G. A. Walker-
Ar.vott, LL.D., F.L.8. & R.8. Ed., Regius Professor of Botany
in the University of Glasgow.

London : Longman, Green, Lonoman, & Roberts.

In post 8vo, with 48 Woodcuts, price 12s. cloth,

ON FOOD and its DIGESTION. Being an Intro-
duction to Dietetics. By W. Brinton, M.D., Physician to,

and Lecturer on Physiology in, St. Thomas's Hospital.
London

:
Longman, Green, Lqnqman, & Roberts.

Gardening and Wild Flowers.
Just out, in appropriate bindings, price 1*. each,

ANDY BOOK op GARDENING.H
HANDY BOOK of WILD FLOWERS.

»%The above constitute Nos. 3 and 4 of the "Indispen-
sable Handy Book," each book complete in itself.

London : Ward & Lock, 158, Fleet Street, W.C.

It- * t. t,
Price u- 6d ' free by P°st> l*- 7d-T ABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,

rH .... . , consisting of the names of theCLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

<5^
R
-°+
F^S(

?
R LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM "

So printedm large type, that they can be cut out and pasted
t -»r

mto TllK Herbarium.
J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,

London, W.C.

/^LENNY'S GARDENERS' GAZETTE, 3d., or bv

T^n.
[
i?

n* 4
n'

Monthly. Published by J. Allen, Warwick
IKS Zl- '

Conducted by G. Glenny, Fulham, S. W.

BookMlUrs
30

^
11** tU1 tbe 24th °f CaCh month

-
Sold by a11

HPHE MIDLAND FLORIST, the only work of its
J- kind, published Monthly (84., or by post 4d.), is in its 15th

7-
ea

.

1 '/?d has been that time the or8an of Floriculture. Pub-
lished by George Vickers, Angel Court, Strand, W.C.
Advertisements received till the 24th by G. Glenny.

Fulham, S.W. 'TNow ready, price 4s.,

HE JOURNAL of the BATH and WEST of
B ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. Vol.
Part 2, 1861.

Summary of Contents :—
On the Development of the Agricultural Resources of

Cornwall. By Nicholas Whitley, Truro.
Some Lessons of Recent Agricultural Experience. By

John C Morton.
Causes of the Increasing Difficulties of Turnip Culti-

vation. By Professor James Buckman.
On the Embanking and Reclaiming of the Marsh Lands of

the Manor of Heanton Punchardon, North Devon. Bv
Nicholas Whitley.
On Poultry Considered as Agricultural Stock. By W.

B. Tegetmeier.
The Comparative Economy of Grazing and Corn Growing.

By A. Burnett.
On

ithe Disease of Sheep commonly known as Rot,
Coathe or Bane. By Professor Brown.
The Profits of Small Farms. By Joseph Darby.
The Note Book, <fec.

James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly, W. ; R. E. Peach, Bath
;

"W. Roberts, Exeter; and all Booksellers.

G. Lewis giving notice that on bringing up the
report he will propose a clause to give four mem-
bers to the West Riding, and to separate the
Riding into two divisions. On the motion for
going into committee on the County Surveyors
(Ireland) Bill, Mr. Scully moved, as an amend-
ment, that the committee be postponed to that day
three months. On a division the amendment
was negatived by 152 to 59. The House then
went into committee on the Bill, and made
some progress with the clauses. The Bills of

Exchange and Promissory Notes (Ireland) Bill,

and the Transfer of Stocks and Annuities
Bill, were read a third

9,

On July 1, Price 2*., fcap. 8vo, Ornamental Boards,Tales in the cabi n
or Nights on the Ocean. By a Ship's Surgeon.

-^ t^^*30 by the same Author, Price 2?., fcap. 8vo,
RECOLLECTIONS of a PHYSICIAN;

Or, Episodes of Life during 30 Years' Practice.
London

: Ward & Lock, 158, Fleet Street, E.C.

Out xr
Thi8

,
daY. Price 2s., ornamental cover,MT A WOMAN. A Novel. By
Lascelles Wraxall.

if25™nj_WARp_,& Lock. 158, Fleet Street, E.C.

Captain

T

<r,r

Quantity, Quality, and Cheapness.

u n *A
July lat» Price 6d-» every Month.HE SIXPENNY MAGAZINE,

tk« - i * a,
-Profusely Illustrated.

Jurl T^ of
1

tb
!

I)^ty on Paper creates a new era in Lite-

Stariit*

^

P
~

cb
/.fPneT

a
T
8

J an<* ^ enables the combinationequality with quantity. Hence, the New

«£Zl*4?£r WiU be the Chea*est Monthly Periodical

KK?rrf»n -

tS
'
t0 1}* hah -cr°™ contemporaries

;
while

CKw mTo'Z\IT Sf
pPZewfoa, and general scope, the

-*«»y. wo. 1 Keady July 1, Price 6d.London
: Ward & Lock, 15S, Fleet Street, E.C.

fa TTeAw p
W

ii
d and Wondwfol.

^Jured
n
Fn
y
aJJ

?nibe^ gorgeously illustrated withVp^^^awngs
; also in Monthly Parts, 6d.,

-> i LMM'
L
r
LUSTRATED PERIODICALS.1 ^ bp.iMM b Goblins.

3-B^L^ ;

x?
******** ^r Children.

23 J£?£?
BR™Bi W"* St^ries of Adventure by

i pS-
Uv
^r

'

3 t«*vels.
f Jeter Wilkins.
•• 1he Wild and Wonderful.^n±^^t^^L Aneel Court, Strand, W.C.

1 pubUsaed with nearly 1200Engravings on Wood]

A M A M t?'
*V0

>
Cl°th

'
12s

' «SAb^V AL 0F BOTANY.
00^ and to Ihf p

K
JLEy »

P'LS- Professor of Botany, King's

Jo,.v r-

FharnQaceutical Society.
-

oii^hurchill, NewBurhngton Street, V.

THE GF\4TT^lished
'
8vo

'
doth, 14...

^tedfrom iL?GY 0F CREATION, newly trans-

$****; »howin»*i npointed Hebrew Text of the Book of

£*mogony of Muse &e»eral Scientific Accuracy of the

Edited by G. A. Sala.
On July 1, Price 5^ 6d. t Vol. II., pp. 576; also Binding Cases,

price Is. each,

TEMPLE BAR : A London Magazine for Town and
Country Readers. Conducted by George A. Sala.

Office : 122, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

On July 1, Handsomely Bound iD Scarlet Cloth, gilt back,
medium 8vo, pp. 502, Illustrated with Etchings on Steel by
Hablot K. Browne (Phiz), price 5*. 6d., Vol. I. of the

ST. JAMES'S MAGAZINE,
Conducted by Mrs. S. C. Hall.

London : W. Kent & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Charles Mackay's New Magazine, every Week,
Twopence.

No. 1, on Saturday, July 6, 1861.

"T30BIN GOOBFELLO W."
X\j A Weekly Journal of Fact and Fiction, conducted by

Charles Mackay, LL.D.
^ Office: 122, Fleet Street, London, E.C. m

Just

N

Hejiry fY'Moses and the Philosophy of Creation. By
'wciana of London "' Member of the Royal College of

r^S^Sr|gg^«w Burlington Street. W.

PH(jTOGRApu,?,thEdition -
fcP- 8vo

»
cloth

>
7s

-
w"

# Pl^tice of th? n CHEMISTRY, including the
«ardWicH)

^EL Collodion Process. By T. Frederick
London. w ^cturer on Photography at King's College,

~^^^^ Burlington Street^
,

Spi >T' second Kdition, fcp. 8vo, 2*. 6d.,

BvV THl NG and SEA AIR.
joh.v CmT ^^e Hartwio, M.D

.

——pgggjLjjjjjw Burlington Street, W.

THE EASTPR

v

UbU8bed
'
foolscaP 8vo" 25*

bT^^^i in r^'. * TURKISH BATH. Its History,
e*lth

- By ErasW& and Application to the Purposes of

rr- Jom»CmnS W,LBOS
»
F-«- s -

*"* P"^ncTi r~
ILh

> New Burlington Street. W.

AT ^ctures forSV011 (Incorporating the Gulatonian

X EpTT p!^
r 18b0X post 8vo, cloth, 7s. M.,

c^ Amwiox7lC ^ otheb CONVULSIVE
?*W.E8 Bland p. 0F THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. By

Lecturer on U
A
PCL.

1FFE
. M.D., F.R.C.P., Physician to,

In the House of Lords on Fridav the Public

Offices Extension Bill was read a second time,

and the Greenwich Hospital Bill passed through

committee. On Monday the Edinburgh Assess-

ments Bill and the Excise and Stamps Bill were

read a second time. The Public Offices Bill and

some other Bills passed through committee. On
Tuesday the Bankruptcy and InsolveDcy Bill,

after some discussion on the alterations made by

the select committee, was read a third time and

passed. On the motion for the recommitment of

the Greenwich Hospital Bill, the Earl of Hard-
wicke moved that the Bill be recommitted that

day three months. The Duke of Somerset

defended the Bill, which ultimately passed through

committee, and was ordered to be reported to the

House. The Excise and Stamps Bill passed through

committee. On Thursday, being the anniversary

ot the Queen's Accession, the House did not sit.

tlo->
I*

*-^*TUrer on TUo* • ,"• aiu'» *.«.«. *\, rnysician 10,w<
*tnunater Hospiuf

erU Medica and Therapeutics at, the
J°HH Chl;Rchill, New Burlington Street, W.

In the Commons on Friday Mr. Gregory moved

for a Select Committee to inquire into the circum-

stances attending the termination of the postal

contract with the Royal Atlantic Steam Navi-

gation Company. After a discussion which occu-

pied the whole evening, the motion was assented

to by the Government, and agreed to. The East

India Loan Bill was read a third time and passed.

On Monday the House went into committee on the

Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury and St. Alban's)

Bill. On clause 3, Mr. Knightley moved as an

amendment that the county of Middlesex should

in future return three instead of two members.

On a division, the amendment was negatived by

236 to 186. The clause itself, at the suggestion

of Sir G. Lewis, was then negatived. Mr.

Scully moved that the chairman report progress.

After some discussion the motion was negatived,

and the House divided on the clause giving a seat

to Birkenhead, which was carried by 163 to 26,

I The remaining clauses were then agreed to, Sir ' Virginia, and with the exception of some outpost

a tMrd time and pass*
On Tuesday the East India Council and High
Courts of Judicature (Salaries, &c.) Bill passed
through committee. The House went into com-
mittee on the Harbours Bill, and agreed to the
first six clauses. Lord R. Montagu moved an
Address to the Crown on the question at issue
between Denmark and the Duchies of Schleswig-
Holstein, and was proceeding with his motion when
the House was counted out. On "Wednesday Sir

C. Burrell moved the second reading of the

Window Cleaning Bill. Sir F. Goldsmid moved
as an amendment, that the Bill be read a second

time that day three months. On a division the

amendment was carried by 79 to 38. The Bill

was therefore lost. Sir J. Trelawny moved the

third reading of the Church Rates Aboli-

tion Bill. Mr. Sotheron-Estcourt moved,

as an amendment, that the Bill be read

a second time that day three months. After

a long debate the House divided, when the

numbers were equal, viz., 274 for the third

reading and 274 against it. The Speaker gave
his casting vote against the Bill, stating that he

gathered from the opinions of the House that it

was in favour of some settlement of the question

different from that contained in the Bill. The
County Voters (Scotland) Bill passed through

committee up to clause 10. The Poor Assessment

(Scotland) Bill passed through committee. On
Thursday the House went into committee on the

East India Council Bill, when some new clauses

I were brought up and agreed to, and a motion was
I adopted substituting two ypars for one year as the

J
term of office for the members of the new Council.

The Industrial Schools Bill passed through com-
mittee. The Salmon and Trout Fisheries Bill was
read a second time, and referred to a select com-
mittee. The Queensland Government Bill was
read a third time and passed.

The session of the French Corps LSgislatif has

been prolonged to the 27th inst. The note of

the French Government on the recognition of the

kingdom of Italy arrived at Turin on Tuesday,
and will be published when the reply of the Italian

Government shall have reached Paris. The French
Government has declined the proposal of Austria

and Spain, that the question of the temporal power
of the Pope should be settled by the Roman
Catholic Powers.

A despatch from Madrid announces that the

Spanish Government has resolved to preserve a

strict neutrality in the civil war in America.

The discussion on the Address in the Upper

House of the Hungarian Diet commenced on

Monday and terminated on Thursday in the

unanimous adoption of the Address. The Vienna

papers assert that in the last Ministerial Council

it was resolved that the Address should not be

accepted, and that the Municipality o£ Pesth

should be dissolved.

The Emperor of Kussrv has issued Imperial

decrees granting reforms to Poland. These reforms

are conceived in a liberal spirit, and make satis-

factory concessions to the country. The military

have been withdrawn from the streets and squares,

and the Club and Theatre have been reopened.

A despatch from Constantinople states that the

Sultan is so seriously ill that a physician has

been summoned by telegraph from Paris. Davad
Effendi, an Armenian, nowdirectorgeneralof tele-

graphs, has been appointed Governor of the Lebanon.

From the United State* we learn that the

Federal troops are making further advances into

I
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skirmishes, have met with no opposition. It is

expected that the Secessionists will make a stand

at Manasses Junction. The officers of the Federal

frigate Susquehanna resigned their Commissions on

arriving at Boston. There is still a highly hostile

feeling against England in the Northern States,

caused hy the impression that her policy is

favourable to the Secessionists. The Federal

steamers have abandoned the attack on the Con-

federate batteries at Acquia Creek, for want of

ammunition. Mr. Douglas died at Chicago on

('irrular "»» been issued from" theW^rwT^
Lft* Lieutenants of the differentiJL*£?* *

War Office

m

' flaring observed that in several im*n„ Sffi5 J«*-
have aa*.tnblod under arm? for S„^S?^ Volunfa*4

ith drill. pande. or rifle practkfe?l thiK*? TQT<
B that no Mich anemhlZ SL^M**^ tola*

with

y

the 3d inst.

the

On
A

the 28th inst., on a visit to her Majesty of MM than

two months' duration. The I^yal }
acht Victoria and

Albert will h'ave Portsmouth to-morrow for Antwerp.

for the purpose of bringing their Royal HigkneMea to

Prince Le0I>0LD arrived at BucUiiuham Palace on mamv wwemniies ought to take"nffl
;?"w wqi*

Wednesday from Osborne. His R**al 1 U*Unm* £S 1U^
convalescent Iron, ths Nib, as are aln .

the Princess J~» SjJEjg* ^P^ent 8hould^
Beatrice and Prince Arthur.

,

to the Sectary of Bute ne^Tfe?hSiSSS T"1 **
Tin Cabinet— A Cabinet Council was held on with the oin-.Jar memorandum ofS 5 V?^

• - £ =S war - - "" u"' * S5iSs=i=iii
.ernv tor the consideration ofthe course _» of *»y msd *boo> ^ ^toen^o?^
isaule to take on the nhjeeft si CboMB "leetiona and toreaueat thi *J^™™L™ ™™¥

rates. Upward* of 200 members of the Hoose of

Commons were present.

Order of tih Hath.—The Queen has appointed

Lord IHifferiu ami t/hineboye, late Hril oniMloner

In Syria, to be Knight l nder ol the Bath.

Convocation.— Both Houses of C nvocation of the

Province of Canterbury assembled on Tuesday at

Westi istar for the despatch of business. In

the Upper H use a request which had been

election*, and
amouandta^offloer.* of all Vo'lunTeer corps within the

of

vaf.ve members was held n Monday at the residence

ot the Earl of Deri

it might be ad\

The Coitrt.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and

Royal family continue at Buckingham Palace.

Friday morning the Prince Consort maided at

meeting of the Council of the Horticultural Society,

at South Kensington. The Prime of Wales rode

on horseback. The Princeseee Alice, Helena, anil

Louisa rode on horseback in the riding-house.
^

In

the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the Prin- _ . . . _ , U1W

cess Alice and the Princess Louisa, took a drive made by the Lower House for the appointment command, and the review went off with great auccesa.

iu an ooen carriage and four. Th* Prince Consort rode of a joint committee to consider a new Chnrcn —Several influential gentlemen are orgamaing an
f ™*

ft _M % ~* Wm • M ** r * * sVsal Issil^a AAnAMrvasA^lAn a^sflfl I a*t IjaMMI rAliteai nAti AAttt\fl \1\ f l\i\ WIAinA^Al!- V* \ si.

on horseback, accompanied t

Prince Louis

with a visit nu "^ o—~.~, ---
r ,

a , . . *^*\.«i^
It was also agreed to send an intimation to toe L#o

House that their lordships did not approve of the

alterations which had been mad.- in t 29th canon

affecting the sponsorship baptism. In the Lower
com-

SaSSuii v
k

i

y? wiU give di«*tfons to 4.

heSSC^^^^ a *** «S the tZinS
• elaslion in any ccmnty or borough in tho neiKhw2

°f-!S
r ^•d-*»***» ™ during the progress of any2S

election in any town to which they may belong.-I have?
Herbert."'

A grand review took place on the great lines'

a

Chatham on Saturday, at which the City of London
Bine Brigade were brigaded with the troops of the
line in the garrison. Major-General Eyre took the

of the Belgians went to Claremont and returned to

Buckingham Pafflsfe iti the afternoon. On Saturday

morning the Prince of Wales inspected at the Freuch

Gallery~Mr. George Brown's picture of the " Bay .

City of Xew York," presented to his Royal Highness
j

House Archdeacon Denison, a* hairman ot toe

by the citizens of New York. "Hie Princesses Alice,
J

mittee appointed to examine the " Ksesysami Uevt

Helena, and Louisa visited the Fancy Bazaar in aid jf\

the building fund ofthe Female School of Art, at the

new rooms adjoining the South Kensington Museum.

Prince Louis of Hesse visited the National Gallery and

In the afternoon the Prince

*w»V

the report agreed to hy the committee. This

i contained an analysis of the lead: principles

Westminster Abbey.
Consort presided at a meeting of the Fine Arts Com-

mittee of the Horticultural Society at the society's

gardens. The Queen, accompanied by the Prine

Alice, the Prince of Wales, and Prince Louis of 11

went in a carriage and four to White Lodge, Richmond

Park, returning to Buckingham Palace about 8 o'clock

On Sunday morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the

King of the Belgians, Prince Louis of Hesse, the Prince

of Wales, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,

attended Divine service in the private Chapel. The

Rev. W. H. Brookfield preached the sermon. In ths>

afternoon the King of the Belgians vi d Prince

Edward of Saxe-Weimar at his residence in Portland

Place. On Monday morninir the Prince of Wales

and Prince Louis of Hesse rode on horseback. In the

afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the Princess

Alice, took a drive in an open carriage and four. The
Prince Consort, accompanied y the P.incc of Wales

•ltd IVince Louis of Hesse, rotb on horseback. In the

evening the Prinee of Wales and Prince Louie of Hi

N rth America, and other dependencies ot the Crown.-

Ktlbrts are making to raise a Volunteer Marine

Battalion of six companies, the head-quarters of whics

are to be in London, the First Lord of the Admiral^

r r the time being to be ex officio honorary colonel ft

proposed to raise one company for the metrops,

and the remainder on the seaboard of Great Briisn,

or at a distance not exceeding 12 miles inland. Me
event of Invasion or urgent circumstances requiring

tne assistance ot the battalion, they will be liable tobe

called upon to serve in marine fortresses, or on board

guar I or block ships; hut should their services be

irther required they will be allowed to volunteer toe-

dotj as Marines on board any of her Majesty's shipjst

read

report contained an analysis

of the work, a statement of the several doctrines of

Srripture which are denied or disparaged in it,

and many closely -prin ted pages I extract*, showing

in paralh-I .muumi their opposition to the articles

of the Church. The report one ted by saying

that it appeared to the committee that, "while the

professed intention of tin mln was the ' free hand- A distance of not more than ten miles from the ccst

ling in a becoming spirit religiesss subjects, 'he -

nil tendency and effect of the volume waa unduly

to exalt the authority ot human reason, to lower the

authority f Revelation in remd to things Di ind

spiritual, to unsettle fisitb, and to consign the read-

a hopeless sc titism." Alter some- dincusaion it was

reeolved to inform the Upper House of the presentation

of the report, accompanied hy n r.«que- the Lower r < «d. m
House might pro< d to its consideration. On Wednee- eloqn . demanded the •uppre»ou"

ê^
iUy in the L'pper U we, a depuUti..., irom the Lower tr.itive rr^isse of the press, and the w-«tw^^

foreign*
pjijCP.—Tlie MonUeur of Wednesday announce

that the sMion of the Corp* LegWitif is pittorf

until the 27th inst. In the sittiiig of tto Coi^-

Utif on Tuesday the new law as ^ pr« "«
«J

.JnliFavre/i..^rfs-iS£

tUy in the L'pper Hoisse* a depnUtion from the Lower tr.itive r/yisse of the press, ami tne « «

^

?q^
House brought up the report ot the committee on the the law of 1819. M. »illault, »n^J W1 *

{ ^m
«' Essar^ ami Rwewi," and .Mved permission from f ., replied In detail to the arguinemsJ^^
their lordships to act open «t. Leave was also tfiven for and the Government Hill was adopted.

i'l.KI_ ored the performance of "The Colleen Bnwn" nt

the Adelphi Theatre with their presence* On Tuesday

morning the Prinee Consort, the Prince of Wales, and

Prince r.esne of H went to Alderskott, and were

present at a review of the troops in camp.

In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the Prin-

cess Alice, drove out in a carriage and four, and onl'i

on the Dowager Dnchess of Northumberland, and h-

Royal Highness the Dnchess Ir*Anma1e at Twicken-
ham. In the evening the Count of Flanders returned

to Buckingham Palace from a tour iu Ireland. On
Wednesday the Queen held a Drawing Hoom, t tirst

of the season, at St. James's Palace, when 211 ladies!

had the honour of being presented. After the Draw-
ing Room the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice

Princess Louisa, and Prince Louis of Hesse, drove out.
j

in a carriage and four. The Prince Consort, with the
Prince of Wales and the Count of Flanders, rod u
horseback, On Thursday morning Prince Louis of HeSM
visited the British Museum. The Countess de Neuii

should 1). ostponed until FehruaryiH .in conseqt nee

of the differences which existed between • t*
Prance will

however, ace. ing any

ips co act upon it. wiyr wm »ipi m»en iot ana tne uurtrniim-iiw •#•»• «»*» *—*
.

article statar

•e appointment of a committee to eonssUr an increase Sunday reproduces from tl Vatnt ^ ^
theer A pr. p«H,.l wm aliw reeeiee*l from the that negotiations have been

Pf
ne

m^
Lower II ise that the dis n o« the 29th Canon nition of the kingdom of IW.V/LJ witki

w>gniee •«»Pto

^
l

fc ^he tt»
og any «^^,l,en

lS«TheBr
Houses on the subjeet Aft sotr. li««Mission it n»- v^. »1^ «.nti»in» an article entu », T!--Blt

was resolved, on the motion of the Bishop of

Oxford, that it was in. ditmt to defei to a dis-

tanl see- -\ the considert n of the 29th OalKm,

and that the Lowei House shn I be rec*e«l I

brrng up any difnculties, in order that the two Houses

m»v tog»uh< on else matter. A proposition

to institute a weekly offertory for t he purpose ol lap;

menting the resoin i poor incumbencies was dis-

cussc at considerahle length, and a committ as

sppotnted to consider thi t in detail. In t!

Lower House th-- Rev. J. Feudal 1 submitted a resolutfon

r leave to frame a canon expressing th inion ot the

Church with regard the era s ami ^tments to

be used in the service of the Church. After some dis- I Hon is entirely unfounuea, »u« ""^v^ ^atf

I...- Pa^M also contains an arv.«j ---" .
^ ^

dom Italy- signed by-it. enief * ^^
stating that the death of Count Ca^r

b

D

France,to

the recognition of tl kin«dnm of Il

f> ^kingd*
hat, although France will recngns*^ the m ^

her troons will remain at Rome.
.J, vi^ aboat»J

»r?»s

It
expresses

..
(

. thepsfcyol the issperor will sn«j

the

.itmsr the anewe «" • .a-noiuP*.

,;:
'

• '.n between Italy and ^
Vnnercati. the ^-official jepresenUt.v^

^

left I'iris on
tnent is awaiting \wc mn -• , reW«WM\\

in order to give an official form to^J^
\M said that the report of new tertiter ^
.demanded hv France as >mpensAUon

tion o{0J

I tlon II entirely unfounded, and that tl* q ^
ussion the m- >n was withdrawn. The amendments of * cession «.f Sardinia basnever been ra ^afl^

- ntcuto i»e
, 0for»Je Upper House on th »h Canon were in th nain R- d. who has been appomtcu

t|ie
1/tn '%

agreed to awl reported, i >u Thursday in theUpper Hou*e Inerican sUtiou, sailed from
£

r^umeg
bis*>

D1^
nn ad "ss to the C wn mi agreed ng her w ln.lie«. and as soon *• ne

york,
' ^fttf

suse an r »a1 will with kis *!ttii<
|

ron
L.?^kAafitd ^?&

^ssVas i<reeaated I oth< r oorts of tl

visited the King of the Belgian* at Buckingham Paia«ss
In the afternoon tb« Queen and Prince Cons accom*
panted by the Princess Alice, the Prince of Wales, and after harvest > be proclaim a repOTt was present*
Prince Louis of Hesse, went to Windsor, by a special on the sul t .,t misaionary h and the SBth
train on the South Western Railway. At the Datchet

|
Canon as amended was a rssl w -s afterwa

station the Prince Consort ami the Prince of Wales
j
sign, d by both Houses in due form, a ceremony whiok

left her Majesty, and went to attend the meeting and lias not been performed for upwards of 200 years. In
bazaar of the Windsor Royal Association, in the Home the Lower Ho e Archdeacon I) m moved a reeolu
Park. The Queen proceeded to Frogmore House. The tion that in the opinion of the House then- were
Royal party returned to Buckingham Palace shortly sufficient grounds for pr. I'm- to a synodic d
before 8 o'clock. In the evening the Prince of Wales ment on the book entitled " Essays and Keviejsm
ind the Count of Flanders honoured the performance of The Rev. Dr. M'Caul se< <le<l the motion. The Rev.
the Royal Italian Opera with their presence. Her Sir H.Thompson moved an amendment, stating that
Maj y and the Prince Consort, accompanied by the

;
the House was not prepared to i immend a «v nodical

Princess Alice and the youthful members of the Royal judgment on the Bonk. Cmon Wordsworth mo\ nn
family, are ex oected to leave London on the 4th July for
Osborne, or the season.

. r por ,f the Atlantic Aunu*^
trive/at Toulon in lor to form a

njy
{&*

I solemn service for the repose ^fcfloW'^
Cavour took place «t the *^%&**Jfi
l.ad all the U*g«~«2^2 *£&
church was filled to suffocation,

were unable to gain admission

formed by M. Dagnerry
J

* »
;

j,

and was a nded by Marshal \ suW
B ,t

de^
Imperor*s Household; *^fJ&W^&
d-A I v. Cnmrnande-in-Chtcf ot tn

t
de J

The King of the Hsxgians and the Count of
Flanders close their visit to the Queen on the 1st July,
when they will leave England for Ostend, on their return
to Brussels.

Thi Prince of Wales is expected to arrive on
Saturday next at Powerscourt, in the county of Wicklow,
and will make a g stay in that part of Ireland.
The Caowir Priwce ajcd Pbijciss of Prussia,

with their son, are expected to leave Berlin for London on

the gentlemen of the Italian ^"Sie a^ff
Switz< Persia, and Sweden. R

rW^flS*

amendment, that the 1 lesiastical Courts were the. , „

proper tribunals for the trial of heresy. These amend- and Jthe Princess Mathihle, the

roents having 1 n objected to as improper, were'
nejifatived or withdrawn. The Archdeacon <>i Staff »rd

tlnm moved an amendment, declaring th- pit n of

the if net hat though there were sutnesent grounds
for proceeding to synod ical judgment, it was not
expedient to revive the power of synodical action under
the existing circumstances of the Church. After a long
discussion the dehnte was adjourned.

Thb Volunteer Move went. — The following

jj-ji^ p

moat respe. hie British subjects i"^ ^s
en of Poles and Hungarians, ^m **§J

m& an unusual number of the
k tbe^

the I'** journals. Ou Thursjy ^Jg>
and Empri. attended e ^^urs. WJfi

>au, which lasted three &
leave on the 1st of J«ly for

B
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. TC^iTAmbaisadors at Rome, ;Constantinople,

;?lld Berlin, Vienna, and probably St. Petersburg,

^ten summoned to meet his Majesty. The

• ?m corvette Prince Jerome, with Prince Napoleon

td the Pr ncess Clotilde on board, while on the

"i
*

to Algiers, grounded off Cap de Fer, near Stora,

rriL ffot off by three steamers, which were sent to
but WaS got Oil "J

f
, ^KfoSned nn
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her assistance, The Government has obtained an

formerly Minister, was defeated. The Ministers, in
their addresses to the electors, expressed themselves in
favour of the independence of Holstein, and the incor-
poration of Schleswig with Denmark on the broadest con-
stitutional basis.

Switzerland.—The English Minister at Berne has
protested before the Federal Council against the
assertion of France that the opposition offered bv

mense majority in the elections for the members of
|
England to the annexation of Savoy and Nice was the

Ji Conseils Generaux which have just taken place,
j

principal reason why France had not ceded the neutral

nt of 1000 members elected, only 12 belong to the territory of Savoy to Switzerland.

Position The Prefect of Police last week seized a
^
Prussia.—A despatch from Berlin states that there

UVV° .
*

, __i *.:4.\~A « v,i 0a anr la Gouvernoment is not the least foundation for the report of a resigna-
tion of the Prussian Cabinet. The official Gazette
states that the Prussian Ministry intend to put an end
to all further explanations respecting the Macdonald
affair by abstaining from giving any reply to the last

note of Lord John Russell. It says that diplomatic
relations with England are not to be interrupted, but
orders have been sent to Count BernstorfF, the Prussian
Minister in London, not to communicate with the
English Cabinet except on the most pressing affairs.

Austria.—The Empress will leave Vienna to-day

The Prefect of Police last week seized a

iX^phed work entitled « Vues sur le Gouvernement

de UFrance
- written by the Due de Broglie but not,

it appears, intended for publication The Duke

LXtely summoned the Prefect of Police to restore

hb property, on the ground that it was illegally seized

0D his warrant and by his agents. This summons not pro-

ducing any effect, the Duke in due form demanded of the

President of the Civil Tribunal of the Seine permission

to summon the Prefect before that Court. The President

mplied with the demand. The Prefect has accordingly

been summoned to appear before the Cour*-, within

eight days from the date of the summons. Meanwhile for Corfu, her Majesty's health having become more im-

the Government has ordered the Due de Broglie to be
,
paired. The Vienna Gazette publishes an address

*" .•••»-« •» which the dignitaries of the Roman Catholic clergy,prosecuted before the Correctional Police, on the

ground that printing or lithographing a book is tan-

tamount to publication. The Moniteur announces that

the printer and publisher of the Due d'Aumale's

pamphlet, whose licences were withdrawn, are to be

allowed to sell their property and transfer their

licences. The Editor of the Courrier du Dimanche,

who was expelled from France a few months back, by

order of M. de Persigny, has been allowed to return to

Paris. Judgment was given on Wednesday evening in

the affair of the Monde newspaper. The charges of insult

who form part of the Council of the Empire, have
presented to the Emperor, praying him to maintain
the Concordat, the prerogatives of the catholic clergy,

and the laws of intolerance. They beg the Emperor
to remember that his mission is " to defend upon this

earth the kingdom of God in the succession of St.

Peter." None of the Hungarian prelates have signed this

petition. In the sitting of the Lower House of

the Council of the Empire on Wednesday, the Minister

of State announced that he was authorised by the

andlibelbroughtagainsttheproprietorswereadmittedby Emperor to declare the Bill proposed in the Provincial

the Tribunal. M. Taconet was fined 500f., and M.
Crampon was sentenced to 15 days' imprisonment and a

fine of 500f. Blanqui was tried on Friday at Paris, on a
charge of belonging to a secret society. The Court
found him guilty, and condemned him to four years'

imprisonment. Three of his accomplices, one of
whom was a woman, were sentenced to terms of im-
prisonment varying from one year to six months.
The iron cased frigate Gloire has just made the
passage from Toulon to Algiers in 66 hours, being 6
hours less than the shortest passage ever made by the
fastest French steamers, and without using her full

propelling power.—In the recent debate on the budget
of the Navy in the Corps Legislatif, the following
speech, which throws much light on the actual condition
and future strength of the French navy, was delivered

L
3/

;-Dui,uJ <^e Lome, the builder of the Gloire , who
attended as Councillor of State in behalf of the
Government :

—

He said that in 1857 it was found necessary to reorganise the
fleet, and it was resolved that the navy should consist of 150
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Diet of the Tyrol against the emancipation of the

Protestants to be inadmissible. The Emperor has pro-

mised to grant an amnesty to those persons committed
j

students of France, in reply to the one issued by the

inhabitants. The confessor of the late Count Cavour has
arrived at Rome. It is asserted that he is the bearer
of a message from the deceased Minister to the Pope
The Patrie says :—"We are enabled to guarantee the"
incorrectness of the statement that the priest who
administered the last sacraments to Count Cavour
either obtained or demanded a retractation of his acts
and opinions." A despatch from Florence, dated the
18th inst., states that on the previous day some journey-
men bakers attempted to get up a manifestation, with
the object of obtaining an increase of wages. The
coalition did not, however, succeed.—The recent
indisposition of the Pope was caused by an attack of
erysipelas, but he is again ill. On the 30th inst. he
will go to Castel Gandolfo, on the Lake of Albano. It
is said that the Pontifical Treasury now contains
13,000,000f. in money. Francis II. has proposed to
the French Government the sale of the Farnese,
Farnesina, and Caprarola Palaces. This alienation has
been sanctioned by a Pontifical rescript. Popular mani-
festations have taken place in the Aliberti Theatre. Cries
of " Victor Emmanuel for ever" were raised. Tricoloured
bouquets were showered on the principal ballet dancer,
who was afterwards arrested. The Theatre has since been
closed in consequence of this national manifestation.
A sanguinary collision has taken place between the
Pontifical Gendarmes and the workmen employed on the
railway near Velletri, caused by the latter shouting
" Viva Garibaldi." Disturbances have also taken place
at Amelia, originating in a demonstration against the
priests who abstained from taking part in the national
fete of the 2d inst. The Neapolitan towns of San
Marco and Bignano having risen in insurrection, have
been taken by assault by the Italian troops. Four
Piedmontese were burnt alive by the inhabitants, 20 of
whom were shot for having been concerned in this

atrocity. Both towns were afterwards set on fire, and
the inhabitants deported into the neighbouring villages.

The students of Pavia have sent an address to the

for political crimes in Bohemia who should request

his Majesty's pardon. The official Gazette of Saturday
contains an ordinance of the Minister of Finance,

ordering the resumption of the payment of the interest

of the National Loan in specie.

Hungary.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies

on |Yiday, the revised Address was agreed to, and sent

in the Upper House. The discussion on the Address
in the Upper House commenced on Monday, when the

Address was supported by nearly all the members who
spoke on the subject. Bishop Haynald declared himself

in favour of the union with Transylvania and the main-

tenance of the connection between Austria and Hungary.
On Tuesday the debate was continued, when the Primate
of Hungary laid stress on the necessity for a recon-

ciliation between Hungary and the Emperor, and for a
revision of the laws of 1848. All the members who
spoke were in favour of sending an Address to the

Emperor in the form proposed by M. Deak in the

Lower House. The discussion on the address terminated

on Thursday, when the address was unanimously

agreed to. The Vienna papers of Thursday assert that

in the last Ministerial Council it was resolved that the

Address should not be accepted, and that the Munici-

pality of Pesth should be dissolved.

Croatia.—A third attempt to elect members in the

district of Fiuine to the Croatian Diet took place on

Saturdav, but without any result, not a single elector

having been present.

Italy.—The Opinione of Thursday announces that

the note of the French Government on the recognition

of the Kingdom of Italy arrived on Wednesday at

Turin, and that it will be published when the reply of

the Italian Government shall have reached the Em-

peror. The note is said to state that the Emperor, in

acceding to the demand of Kinar Victor Emmanuel,

thinks it necessary to call the attention of the Italian

Government to the obligations created by the events

latter on the death of Count Cavour.

Russia.—The Northern Bee of Wednesday says
that up to the end of May last insurrections of peasants
had taken place in 141 villages of Podolia, containing
altogether a population of 71,000. These disturbances

arose from a wrong interpretation of the Imperial
ordinances. Order has now been re-established.

Poland.—A courier arrived at Warsaw on Monday
with the Imperial decrees granting reforms, which are
said to make satisfactory concessions to Poland. The
statutes of the future Council of State for Poland were
published at Warsaw on Tuesday. The military have
been withdrawn from the streets and public squares.

The Ressource Club was re-opened on Tuesday, and the
theatre on Saturday. The Emperor has appointed
Prince Alexander Gortschakoif, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, and brother of the late General Gortschakofi^

to be President of the Commission for drawing up new
laws for the kingdom of Poland. The Commission will

meet on the 1st of July at Moscow, and will remain
there until its labours are terminated. The following

is an abstract of the Imperial decrees :

—

" The new Council is to be composed of the members of the
Council of Administration, of members appointed by the
Emperor, the members of the superior clergy, the Governors
of the provinces, and the President of the Agricultural Asso-
ciation. Its functions are to examine and give a deliberate
vote on new laws, on the Budget for the year, and on all

charges brought against public functionaries. The sittings

of the Council will be secret, and its resolutions are not
to be published before having been approved by the Emperor.
The laws regulating tb.9 election of members to the Provincial
District and Municipal Councils are conceived in a liberal

spirit. The eligibility of members is in no way affected by
their religion or profession. The electoral franchise is very
comprehensive. No person under 25 years of age can be an
elector. The Judge of the District will be the President of each
District Council, and the Burgomaster that of each Municipal
Council."

Turkey and Syeia. — The Sultan continues ill

from a complication of a cancer in the stomach and
* **

* A physieianZSSZ»TO-3-*A annon„oe, ^Jmm rf^ ^^»™.^ ^
that the occupation of Rome will be continued, until

the necessary guarantees shall be given to France for

the safeguard of those interests which she intended to

protect in occupying Rome. To-morrow (Sunday) the

King will receive Prince Piombino, who was exiled from

Rome for hiving refused to withdraw his signature
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Effendi, an Armenian, and now Director-General of

Telegraphs, is to be Governor of the Lebanon.

Accounts from Beyrout to the 7th inst., state that

Fuad Pasha was proceeding through the Druse districts

and engaging the inhabitants to preserve tranquillity.

The Paris papers state that immediately alter the

departure of the French troops from Syria disturbances

broke out near Mouktara, which were, however, speedily

suppressed by Faud Pasha. One Druse chief was

executed. Tin's example, it is added, intimid d the

Druses K" f faa *-e nf retaliation were entertained.
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ubseqaeot accounts state that the destruction which

„.ie Druses committed was confined to the demolition of

the roofs of the houses in a village.

The Principalities. — A new Ministry, selected

from the ranks of the Left, has been formed under the

presidency of M. Cartagi. The Minister ^Foreign

\ffaira has announced to the Legislative Assembly that

the Porte has consented to the complete union of .he

Danubian Principalities, and that an international con-

ference Will shortly assemble at Paris for the purpose

of settling this question in a satisfactory manner. The

National Central Commission has been convened. The

Georgius barracks, valued at four millions, hare been

destroyed by fire.

Servia and Bulgaria.—Accounts from Belgrade

of "June 10 state that the extortions of the Turkish

functionaries cause increasing distress among the
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people. It is asserted that in Bulgaria the Turkish

authorities have, under threats of death, extorted the

signatures of the people to addresses favourable to the

existing state of things. Some districts are agitated.

Herzegovina and Montenegro.—In the recent

fights between the Turks and the insurgents, in the

Herzegovina, the former were defeated. Dervisch Pasha

-was marching with 4000 men against the insurgents,

by whom his vanguard was beaten. His troops were

discouraged. Omar Pacha, immediately on arrival at

Mostar, ordered measures to be taken to prevent the

Montenegrins from perpetrating any further massacres.

The Beys, or Sub-Governors, of the provinces have

refused to recognise the concessions made to the Chris-

tians in Omar Pasha's proclamation, as being in opposi-

tion to the dogmas of the Koran.

Coast of Africa.—Accounts from Sierra Leone of

the 21st ult. state that the war was still carried on

between the King of Lagos and the British. Portanova

had been bombarded and was captured on the 26th of

April. The Niger expedition was at the mouth of the

Nun River, and was to proceed in July. The British

war steamer Torcli captured a slave schooner on the

10th of May at Debreeka. The United States steamer

Saratoga bad captured, near Congo River, the American

ship Nightingale, from Liverpool, with 960 slaves on

board, and ready to carry 1600 in all.

West Indies.—Accounts from Jamaica to the 24th

ult. state that a large public meeting, convened by the

Mayor in accordance with a numerously signed requisi-

tion of the citizens, was held in the old Court house on

the 18th ult. at which a memorial to the Queen against

the proposed transfer of the Republic of St. Domingo

to Spain was adopted. Late advices from Hayti

received at Jamaica state that a most unsettled and

threatening state of things exists in St. Domingo.

The native population have taken up arms against the

Spaniards in several of the country districts, and are

determined to fight for their independence. The ques-

tion of cotton cultivation is occupying the attention of

the Jamaica press, the most influential portion of which
is decidedly favourable to the enterprise.

United States.—The Federal troops are making
further advances into Virginia, directing their move-
ments towards Fairfax, the occupation of which is said

to be their first object. They are also reported to be
advancing on Cairo. With the exception of some
skirmishes of outposts, they have not met with any
serious opposition, but it is supposed that the Seces-

sionists will make a stand at Manasses Junction,

which they are making strenuous efforts to

defend. The attack of the Federal steamers on the

batteries at Acquia Creek lasted two days, but was
abandoned on the 3d inst. for want of ammunition,

and has not since been resumed. The Secession

prisoners captured at Alexandria have been released.

The officers of the United States frigate Susquehannah
resigned their commissions on arrival at Boston. The
Board of Underwriters have advanced the war risks on
American ships to 6 per cent. The policy of England
in the present crisis is the general topic of discussion in

all circles. The impression prevails that Southern
privateers will be able to sell their prizes in English

ports. This causes a highly hostile feeling towards
England in the Northern States. The Evening Post
states that the Confederate Government will send an
agent to Brazil to try and form an alliance. A despatch
from Washington, dated the 3d inst., announces that
the Kentucky Brigade, encamped near Cincinnati, has
received marching orders for Louisville, and adds:

—

4< This is highly important, as the advance of Federal
troops upon Kentucky soil will bring the loyalty
of that State to a test."

HOUSE OP LORDS.
Monday.—The Galway Contract.—The Marquis of Normanby

called attention to a statement of Mr. Cardwell in the House
of Commons on a previous night, that the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland had not been consulted upon the subject of the with-
drawal of the Galway contract ; and said that if that principle
was to be acted upon nobody would be found to accept the
office of Viceroy in future.—Earl Granville said that the
statement referred to had undoubtedly been made, and very
properly so seeing that the Galway contract had nothing
whatever to do with the Government of Ireland. The questionwas simply whether a particular company could fulfil itsengagements, and if not whether it was wise to continue a
contract with it ; and to have asked the Lord Lieutenant for
his opinion would have been to place him in an unfair position,
ihe Edinburgh Assessments Bill and the Excise and Stamps BillW
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The Public Oft™ mi and some
other Bills passed through committee.
Tuesday.—Bankruptcy and Insolvency BilL—On the third

reading of this Bill, the Earl of DERBy asked Lord Granville
wnether, as he had not opposed the alterations made by the
select committee he would use his influence with his colleagues
in the Lower House to induce them also to agree to them : orif any alterations were made in the Bill, it would be sent backin sufficient time for their lordships to consider them.-£an Granville declined to pledge himself as to any course theW ^>nt m
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*1 L^*1* ^°,uId ** their duty, if alterations were made!
k to their lordships as soon as possible.—
pressed his opinion that the alterations

amendment was ultimately withdrawn, and the Bill passed

through committee. The Excise and Stamps Bill passed through

committee.
,

Thursday.—To-day being the anniversary of the Queens
Accession the House did not sit.

Friday.—Church Rates.—The Earl of Derby, on presenting a

petition against the abolition of Church rates, expressed a

hope that the recent division on the subject would lead to a

satisfactory settlement of the question. Standing Orders.—

Lord Redesdale moved an amendment to the standing orders,

that no provision authorising any company to raise money for

the undertaking of another company shall be introduced into

any Bill which is not brought in by the company thereby

authorised to raise money. [Left sitting.J

HOUSE OP COMMONS.
Friday.—The Galway Contract.—Mr. Gregory moved for a

select committee to inquire into the circumstances attending the

termination of this contract by the Postmaster-General. He ad-

vocated the appointment of the committee, not upon the ground

that a joint-stock company or a particular town would benefit

largely by a restoration of the subsidy, but that the contract

was regarded by Ireland as a national undertaking. If the Irish

people and the Irish members viewed the withdrawal of the

subsidy in a political light, they were forced te give it that

complexion, because the Government had exhibited a strong

animus and feeling against the Galway Company. The mis-
fortunes and difficulties into which the company had fallen

were in great part to be traced to the doubt and suspicion
thrown on the undertaking by the present Administration.
If the committee were granted he believed it would be shown
that no further concessions had been granted to the Galway
Company than had been extended to other undertakings of a
similar kind in England. So convinced was he of the justice of

his case that he was quite willing to leave the matter in the
handsofa committee composed exclusively of English members.
—Lord John Russell having stated his belief that the Rev. Mr.
Daly had not been authorised to threaten Lord Palmerston
with a deputation of Irish members, said he would not go into
the merits of the question, inasmuch at the Government were
prepared to accede to the motion. He hoped the result would
be that if any injustice had been committed either to the
Galway Company or to Ireland that injustice would be
remedied.—Mr. Baxter approved of the appointment of the
committee, because he was satisfied that the more investiga-
tion there was upon the subject the clearer would it be made
apparent that the Postmaster-General had only done his duty
in terminating the contract. He contended that the company
never had sufficient capital to carry on their business.—Sir
Hugh. Catrns said that the company had been remodelled,
and was now conducted by gentlemen of energy and ex-
perience. The feeling in Ireland was greatly in favour of a
transatlantic packet station at Galway.—The Chancellor of the
Exchequer said, if postal subsidies were to be granted as matters
of grace and favour, the result would be to open up a fountain of
political corruption so large and foul, that all such transactions
of former times would sink into utter insignificance by com-
parison. The simple question to be considered was, what
service was necessary for the country as a whole, and next,
what was a just remuneration to be paid for that service. The
view of the Government had been to concede everything that
they could, and even to grant more indulgence than had been
extended in any similar case, and when any question of doubt
had arisen, that it should be decided rather in favour of the
company than against them. In coming to the conclusion,
therefore, that it was their duty to put an end to this contract,
they had done so in the belief that, after so much indulgence,
if further relaxation were allowed, it would establish adangerous
precedent and prevent them from enforcing the conditions of
any contract for the future. The motion was supported by
Lord Dunkellin, Mr. Hennessy, Mr. Clay, and Mr. Blake,
—Lord Naas commented upon the manner in which the
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland bad been treated in reference to
the matter, and insinuated that his Excellency had never been
informed of the step which the Government were about to take.
—Mr. Cardwell assured the House that the Lord-Lieutenant
had been informed of the intentions of the Government ; but
that as the question was viewed as an imperial, and not as a
local one, his opinion upon it had not been invited.—Col.
Frencw, Mr. Maquire, Mr. Ennis, and Colonel Greyille
approved of the course adopted by the Government, but
hinted that it was dictated by a sense of self-preservation.

—

Mr. Dunlop said the Scotch members were opposed to all

Government subsidies —Mr. Osborne was of opinion that, in
granting this committee so readily, the Government had
shown symptoms of weakness ; that they had acted too hastily
either in terminating the contract, or in turning round
and assenting to this motion. — Mr. Disraeli vindicated
with confidence the policy of the late Government in
having granted the subsidy, and complaiued of the
manner in which their successors had systematically
blackened their character by attempting to raise an
unjust odium against them on its account. If the object of
the Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1858 was to make a corrupt
bargain to gain political influence in Ireland, would he have
drawn the contract in such a form as to make it subject to the
annual criticism of the House of Commons. The motion sub
mitted to the House by Mr. Gregory was substantially a vote
of want of confidence, for it was an appeal from the decision
of the Cabinet to a select committee. This being undoubtedly
the case, the Government had, by conceding to the motion,
placed themselves in a position of unprecedented humiliation.
—Lord Palmerston said that it was unnecessary to discuss the
merits of the original contract, although much might be slid
upon the point. The Government had acted without passion
and prejudice in the matter: and they felt that when the
company failed to perform their duty the only course left was
to put an end to the contract. With regard to the Cabinet not
having remitted to the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland the decision of
the matter he had only to say that the question was an imperial
and not a local one, and that it would have been unfair to have
thrown the responsibility upon the representative of the
Crown.—Mr. Bouverie contended that there was no use in
appointing the committee, as all the facts connected with the
contract were already known.—Lord J. Manners recom-
mended Mr. Bouverie to take the opinion of the
House if he really thought the committee was unnecessary
After some further discussion, in which Mr. Herbert Mr
Newdegate, and Colonel Dunne took part, the motion was
agreed to.—The East India Loan Bill was read a third time and
passed.—The other business was disposed of, and the House
adjourned to Monday.
Monday.—M. Blondin's Exhibition.—Sir G. Forster asked if

the attention of the Home Secretary had been drawn to the
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and that the Riding shoftdivided.-Mr. Ayrton protested against the four seat*.Z!given to manufacturing districts in the Sorth.-MrbJj

objected to trifling with a question of such imDerut
portance, and recommended that the Government ahooWi
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two divisions. After some further debate, the clause ipp*
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orders were then disposed of.

Tuesday.
and Wok Courts of Judicature (

Sala
™'fiZ^int*

committee.-Mr. M. Gibson moved that ^^SSSm »
mittee on the Harbours **K.-Mr. Lbmai" caUrf<*«theHousegointow*

the various important alterations which bad
toJJJJj*^ u»

Bill since the second reading.-Mr.TW^^^
Bill be referred to a select committee.-*" -V ^ Bill a*
the amendment, which would practically aew ^ %

said the alterations which had been made*
. . tofJlWll

.

was still intended tojabolish passing toJ««^»^^
next, but the dues levied by charitable» cwg^ ^
be continued to them for 1°. y^JJLntintocomini*.
withdrew his amendment, and the House «<=

withverb»L*

when the six first clauses were »fiW l

7tb ciaU5e wbe*

rations. The committee was engaged on^ __^ the^
hour for adjournment arrived. /{•^°*,

ps
;ion nut to»•

sitting. Sir G. Lewis, referring to the ques« ^ ^j
Monday respecting the performances oi i ^^
infant daughter at the Crystal Palacv«» ^ portkMJ

secretary to the company, i^^f^repeated. J*"^*
Blondin's performances would not ben* ^^ M »

the Duchifs.-hord R. Montagu movea
^
^m

Crown, praying that steps might bei ^ry ngW
J

foreign interference with the ancient here^ ^^
succession in the kingdom of Denmark

^ ^ ^j*
Schleswig-Holstein. He ^mP^

ne
p?en

e

nt iu the
v
*2

attempting to crush the German eieni
undert00k»£

contrary to the rights of the peop.e.
,
tein were cJJ

two things-first, that Schleswig and Hou ^**

together from the earliest times, a»dJ
5
*,, duchiesijj^

at all times an intrigue to separa^
the int€gn, .

other, or, as the phrase went, to Pre;; •

t8 he entajJJ^

Danish monarchy. In proof of these»pouw ^ duC*
historical narrative of the c°nnf^the Hou*

**

Denmark, and with each other, when

out at 20 minutes to 8.

Wednesday. —Window Cleaning Bill.
_SirC.Bc***>

urn
the second reading of this Bill, »»*"$.% reinj ***
humanity, which bad induced ^- oD .^Sir F-^j*

.though it had failed^ ^f^olf*^i»t«nj

to send the Bill back to their lordships as soon as possible,

mShlT ^ expressed his opinion that the alteratioi

Shi t£ ?
e 3el

£
ct committee had materially improved the

wTJ^^ ?
RD CHAi

!
c^LOR thought the Bill had been muti-

i tTn detenorate<i »y the abolition of the Chief Judgeship.

vlctSs thtfZ°oW^ L°rd Wra«™>AL« stated their coL
r2Ti r

6fjU^e was unnecessary. The Bill was then
SELuf lrd t

\
me

,
and P"***. On the order for going intocomanttee on the torn** hospital Bill, the Earl of Hard-ffijf ^%e Bl11

'
on the 8™** that it would

L place

Ind n^J3uf-«
C thaVVer

™vder the Lords of the Admiralty!«SS? m amendment that it be recommitted that dfv*hree months.-The Duke of Somkbset defended the BUL The

humanity,
measure, tuirugu i« u»v» «~

—

r r
giving credit to the hon. member hj ^
pointed out the inconveniences ana ^^ ft ^
minute legislation would occasion,

j^""onthft-Trf^
read a second time that day three ^jw^jplr
opposed the Bill, Mr. S. Estcourt and

. »^ W ^
it. On a division, the amendment was

»^mJJ5(iijJ
so the Bill is lost.—Sir J. TrelawnyJ^ei^f#*£
of the Church Rates
Bill, and said that
did not contain the elements of a ^"""iT

one
,,,

4 |d^.
question. There was, in his opinion. on^^Mr. » ^
with this .tax, and that was^h^.#
said he objected to the Bill on two

>

na*--
erdfj^d *

Z

place, it prohibited parishioner?
>

from ^Jfet*

.-Sir J. TR^^N
^c<f5T^Si

.--.- es Abolition *vL^*^*IL**3L\
Bill, and said that the compromiseg^jt^J

was an innereut vice oi ws*",- i„*inn oi t airtJ ""l

stood in the way of a practical wto^d jffip
eluding every attempt at compromise,^ .

fc

*- ~

against an amicable arrangementJ .

?
the^^^

nrnwc .. .

f
, n , . _ . a -

A
- keep open to the last. Without d**u*

he fc^g5*£proceedings at the Crystal Palace on Saturday, when M. Blondin offered ineffectually as a compromise, d #» w
had introduced a child of tender years as a sharer in his dan- I considered to be the principle upo«»*

tfMVJ
gerous exploits.-Sir G. Lewis said that the circumstance had

|
should be based. The only safe <f^urCb-r*

te-$&been brought under his notice, and he had felt it his duty to as possible from the old system of£B» a» ^rVj
writethe directors ofthe Palace conveying to them a warning man to exempt himself personally'

ta nie^pofj
on the subject, and he trusted that that communication would support a Church of which he wasju» The w ^ gj

w™2 frlL
ut/aid thafc °y ,§"'"« one of the seats to that —Mr. Harvey Lewis --»-.

f
„ ^^ doorough all the four seats would be distributed over a limited opposed it, on the ground that i

d ^ »

area in Lancashire, and therefore declined to support the a compromise. He thought it w

Sum

tkfiill

«*e, »ii

Wt"

0t^»t'«
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£. question to allow every man to oe .

idLST***"* that he objected to the

^rSSd he was prepared to vote for the third r

^i!Zr imA «-s ready to .listen to any compromise

^fCprC^ Ms view of the subject, the best
wI£Zm te

I

totay the charge upon those who we»*

7?he Church Ld who testified their membersh

.a^fat the church. Let them form a vestry and

t£Z r.a, upon themselves, the rate so ii,,p..se.l to We

!J?and to possess all the legal qualities of a rate.

« would bTno " ticketing of dissenters, whilst a

tod would be provided for the maintenance of the

Skrf the church.-Mr. Newdegate opposed the Bill and

SIS S? effect of the Home Secretary-s proposal would be

JT-Sket" churchmen, and lay a tax on them only for the
*

rf the whole coaimunity.-Mr. Buxton approved the

«ise oropowd by Mr. Estcourt.-Mr. Bright said all

tw. ifc^hichWbeen proposed did not hit the grievance,

&5*wa» to get rid of every shred of what the Dissenters

SlSdL the aupremacy of the Church of England m relation

SSwticular question ; to place the Church and other sects

tofiV-pect upon an equality. The resistance to Church-

wITnot grounded upon the amount; there must be

p^hing deeper in the matter than money. He should vote

*r fee third reading of the Bill ; but he was ready to assent to

a compromise bv which the compulsory power of levying the

rat* s£ou.d be* withdrawn and the term of total abolition

AsteTrt
M - Hcbbabd and Mr. Whiteside opposed the Bill

—

IJTsraKsrLLD supported it. On a division, the numbers
proved U> be equal,— fur the third reading 274, against it 274.

fbe 8WAKER, iu giving.the casting vote, said that, having

collected fn»m the course of the debate that the opinion of the

Honee was in favour of some settlement of the question

different from that contained in the Bill, he thought he should

bsst discharge his duty by leaving to the future aud deliberate

determination of the House to effect a change in the law, if it

taoujht right to do so, rather than take upon himself the
responsibility of that change. He, therefore, gave his voice
with the noes. The Bill is, consequently, lust. The House
went into Committee upon the County Voters {Scotland) Bill,

bet fot through only a portion of its clauses. The Poor
Ammtnmt (Scotland) Bill passed through committee.
Thursday.— Church Rata.—Mr. Cross gave notice that on

Moods? next he should move for leave to bring in a Bill te
Modthe law of Church-rates. The Pope.— In answer to Mr.
AairriTH, Lord J. Russkll said that he had received a cora-
saicatiou from the French Ambassador to the effect that a
proposal had been made to the French Government by the
Austrian and Spanish Ambassadors at Paris in general terms
that the Roman Catholic Powers should act in concert in pro-
Mtaff the temporal Power of the Pope, and that this general
proposal had been answered in the negative. The House then
went into Committee upon the East India Council Bill, and pro-
eiwedwith the consideration ofthe clauses and amendments pro-
psed by private members. The only important change effectedm»s Bill was the adoption of a motion substituting two yearsrene year as the term frr which the members of the new
uarool are to hold office. Sir C. Wood also undertook to send

iWetroMolis anh its 'SJictnttg.
International Exhibition of 1862. — Her Ma-

jesty's Commissioners have received the gracious inti-
mation that the Queen and Prince Consort will contri-
bute from their collections any pictures, statues, or
articles of virtu which may be thought desirable for
the Exhibition. The Commissioners have given notice
that no demands for space, either from local committees
or individual exhibitors, in the United Kingdom, Isle
of Man, or Channel Islands, will be received after
Tuesday, the 1st of October next, and that the allot-

ment of space will then be made on the returns sent in

up to that date. Where no local committees are
formed, provincial applications for space will be referred
to, and determined by, National or Metropolitan Trade

The masons' committee
employers have accepted

Committees. In addition to the general committee in

connection with the Fine Art section of the Exhibition, I tion at the Metropolitan Markedshould boVetunied
the Commissioners have requested the following cren- to them.

pe—contrivance, however, adding very con

-

*~ the cost, and requiring constant and careful
The trustees, aaer considering these
re resolved unanimously that they would
fied in allowing the collections" of the

British Museum to be open at any hour which would
require gaslight.

The Builders' Strike.
report that four additional

the terms of the compromise, viz., Messrs. Gibbs, of
Chelsea ; Pearce, of Garden Street ; Nixon, of Lambeth

;

and Deard, of Blackfriars, and that many of the large
employers had expressed themselves favourable to the
compromise. The committee on Monday paid about
GOO men their dividend from the subscriptions received
from the country. There are more masons now out
than there were during the lock-out of 1859-60. The
bricklayer! on Monday evening withdrew their men
from the works of Messrs. Cubitt, of Gray's Inn lload.

The Orpheonists' Visit to London.—At the last

meeting of the Court of Common Council it was
resolved that a sum of 350/., paid by the Orpheonists of
France, on their visit to the Crystal Palace last year,

for the use of the two hotels belonging to the corpora-

to them.
M. Blondin's Exhibitions.—The exhibition at the

requested tne touowing gen
tlemen to form a committee of advice and selection for

the class of Architecture:—William Tite, Esq., M.P.,
| Crystal Palace on Saturdaywas attendedby 12,500persons.

F.R.S., President of the Institute of British Archi-
j

The performance comprised, in addition tolas former feats

tects ; A. J. Beresford Hope, Esq. ; Prof. Donaldson
;

|

his wheeling a barrow filled with gardening implement,

j

G. G. Scott, Esq. ; Digby Wyatt, Esq. ; Sydney Smirk,
(

across the rope, and afterwards returning with his

Esq.; James Fergusson, Esq.; and Arthur Ashpitel, Esq., daughter in the barrow, a child 7 years of age, who
with J. B. Waring, Esq., as Superintendent. The Com- distributed to the audience bouquets of flowers bound
missioners have also appointed the following gentlemen with white ribbon, on which was inscribed in gold

as a committee for the class of Paintings in Oil and
\
letters, " Souvenir. Adele Blondin." At the conclusion

Water Colours and Drawings—Sir Charles Eastlake,

President Royal Academy ; Sir J. W. Gordon, President

Royal Scottish Academy; S. Chatterson Smith, Esq.,

President Royal Hibernian Academy; F. Y. Hurlstone,

Esq., President Society of British Artists; F. Tayler,

Esq., President Society Painters in Water Colours;

H. Warren, Esq., President New Society Painters in

Water Colours; and R. S. Lander, R.S.A., President

National Institution of Fine Arts, with H. Redgn.ve,

Esq., R.A., as professional assistant. The Commissioners

iimiI. -1 . ™,
xue in<M*iriai zcnoois jsai passed

«w^*oomtT,ittee. The Salmon and Trout Fisheries' Bill was
oZ»«iS? and referredto a select committee. The
r?™**d (tovermntnt Bill «*s read a third time and passed.

oaihis Rm "i
*» ««.-Tbe House went into Committee

SdjEi.SnV*
hen
,?r-M- Gibson said that the Government

PtotSw TrT Sm?
6*" 1^ with Ramsgate Harbour under the

la unSS™ f Blll
> and withdrew the clauses relating to it.

fiflw«« 22il
1 "°' ed hy Mr - Lisdsay to substitute 1SC7 furg» was aegtwed by 128 to 28. After a good deal of

STSS wirnr^S?TTQ a*w*dto with amendments, and«t urn was ordered to be reported. [Left sitting.
|

©ft$ intelligence.

*S—™' J"DAT.--BHmsH Funds s Con-

tf Ji

*i tM ^°> 89
M° * ;

'

Ind^" **<* P^ CentTs^
ti ex dlV.: Dirtn !?«,,« ««- rt-ll t^ . .

Tbret

ln«,*l „7^nT. '
, 7

^ai.—ujkitish ±'UKDS: Con-

T\ 1 "J
l

? Kf°r Mone* and 90 to i for the?3,;
.

Ba!*. Stock
- 23H5 Reduced and New

?°w and
j Half-

Five per Cents., 98i ; Ditto

A. H. Layard, Esq., M.P. ; J. H. Foley, Esq., R.A.

;

and R. Westmacott, Esq., R.A. The Commissioners

have appointed the following as a committee for the

class of Etchings and Engravings— W". H. Carpenter,

Esq., British Museum ; D. Colnaghi, Esq. ; G. J. Uoo,
Esq., R.A. ; R. J. Lane, Esq., A.R.A.; and W. Smith,
Esq. The Commissioners have appointed the following

as a committee for the Department of Art Designs for

Manufactures :—the Marquis of Salisbury, the Earl of

Dudley, Sir J. P. Boileau, Bart. ; D. Maclise, Esq., R.A.;

C. D. Fortnum, Esq.; Monckton Milnes, Esq., M.P.; H.

Cole, Esq., C.B.; Godfrey Sykes,Esq.; Digby Wyatt, Esq.;

and J. H. Bowler, Esq. TheCommissionershaveappointed country people was beyond all description; nothing

the following as a committee for the class of Surgical In- ' like it has, probably, ever been witnessed in this country,

struments and Appliances—William Lawrence, Esq., His second provincial engagement was at Bradford on

Joseph Henry Green, Esq., James Moncrieft'Arnotr, Esq. Wednesday, when he made his ascent in the presence-

John Flint South, Esq., Caesar Henry Hawkins, Esq.,
j

of a large assemblage of persons ; he will repeat his

James Luke. Esq., F. Seymour Haden, Esq., and James performance in that town to-day, and will visit Liver-

of the performance the shouts of applause were
enthusiastic in the extreme. It will be seen from our
Parliamentary report that the Secretary of State hay

taken steps to prevent the renewal of this exhi-

bition so far as the child is concerned.—On Monday one
of the workmen employed in fixing the rope across the

lake, over which M. Blondin took his perilous walk on
Tuesday, missed his footing and fell to the ground
from an altitude of nearly 100 feet. He sustained a severe

fracture of the spine and other injuries, and is now lying

in St. Thomas's Hospital with little hope of his recovery.

—M. Blondin made his first provincial ascent on Monday,
at the Botanical Gardens, Sheffield, in the presence of

upwards of 1)0,000 persons, the great majority of whom
were brought by excursion trains from all the great

towns of the district from an early hour. In the after-

noon business was completely suspended. The rope wras

about 400 feet in length and 100 feet high. M. Blondin
went in a carriage to the Gardens, and so great was the
enthusiasm that it was with difficulty the crowds
assembled were prevented from taking the horses from
the carriage and drawing him to the spot. The ascenfc

comprised the same feats as performed on M. Blondin's

first appearance at the Crystal Palace on the 1st of
June. The astonishment and excitement of the
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Paget, Esq. The commission presided over by Prince

Napoleon, for furthering and promoting the interests

of French manufacture at the Exhibition, has issued its

first circular. It says :

—

" The great competition in question will open under better

auspices than any preceding one, that of 1851 having followed

close on a revolution which had shaken most of the States of

Europe, and that of 1855 taking place in the midst of the

struggles and hszards of war. At the present time peare

reigns in almost all the nations of the world ; communications

have became extended and multiplied ; and the barriers which

had before closed the extreme countries of Asia have fallen

before the victorious flag of civilisation. The French school of

the fine arts is now called on, a* it was in 1855. to prove that

sound artistie traditions are still perpetuated in the country.

The Exhibition Palace in London opeus its doors to all the

chefs d'otuvre of modern art. The circular expresses a hope

that the offer thus cordially made will be eagerly accepted,

and that merchants, manufacturers, and agriculturists will do

all they can to uphold the credit of France. Such peaceful

relations must strengthen move and more the alliance between

two great nations, and tend to remove all feelings of hatred,

prejudice, or mistrust"

British Museum.— Mr. Braid wood, the Superin-

tendent of the London Fire Brigade, has given his

opinion as to lighting the British .Museum in the

evenings with gas. He says that, independently of tl

danger of explosion, to which every place where gas is

used is liable, notwithstanding the accuracy or the

fittings, the use of gas desiccates everything within its

reach, especially ceilings, rendering them much more

pool on the 27th, 28th, and 29th inst.

The Public Health.—The Registrar-General's

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London regis-

the week that ended Saturday, June 15, were 1121.

The average number in the corresponding weeks of the

10 years 1851-60, corrected for increase of population,

whs 1099. The present return is therefore 22 alx>ve

the average. Duri.ig the week the births of 101T
boys and 926 girls, in all 1943 children, were registered

in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the

years 1851-60 the average number was 1541.

IJioinimal.
Addiscombe.—The Royal Military College at Addis-

combe, at which so many officers distinguished in Indian

history received their education, was finally closed

after the recent half-yearly examination of the cadets.

Sir Charles Wood, Secretary of State for India, Sir J.

W. Hogg, and several other members of the Council

for India, and a large number of visitors were present.

Blakehby.—The alleged murder of Richard .Steel

the parish clerk, in the church of this place, has provecf

to be a fiction. At the inquest a very rigid inquiry

was instituted, when the wife after having first firmly

adhered to her former statement, admitted on crow

examination that she found her hmfcand lying on the

. a M , . • „ w]lflt would otherwise be a floor of the church, and dragged him to the belfry steps

inflammable, and making what W0U1" °Y .. .
, h he ir ,

,iL Ifc appeared that dec«*ed had had
tririing fire a serious conflagration. Besides which the

|

where ne ej
.J,

1

*,,.,, i.j. wife thomrht he was
j^'WUrer--T ," re- tntin "'"l" "ire. Licensed * iciuai t-r-v• »« ""-.

w**»*e]d ^7u/***i\ S^'-H. Kipp, Stockport. Cheshire. Cotton

CSl«^l&Xk
Vhir «-. Com

e
£> Sheffield, fie Manufacturer-T. Pbmbs.

T^r-i. T?} ffrn-.CWllller-W.T. Smith and » Casbos, Liver-

*** *«!?."' *«w£*2ll

te Tr«ders-T. Smc*., WinjCton, Leather

-hlD4,
^ Scrivener -J. Tirana, Bury, Lancashire,

inT,? 8l*«t, aSlft.'' b '*lbfiklp, Wellington Street North

JurV^'.Wer-1 D l?J
d Square, and SUin«. Middlesex, rapier

!^wT?fr£V ! - C°or'E;
nd
,J

V
; Brows., Maccleafield, Chester Ml*

*»«7Il. trp
. >tanWi ^utfaBinpton. Taiior-T. CuoriB and H. »•

— U* 1 u-i|«t55d*l*» *«!« and Maltster. (T. Coorr.R, Inn-

5^

*UB
• >ai Di,,

u ^"PPlenate BuildinK.7 City. Straw Hat Manu-
' C^elteni'.««, ?er,a" <l« Boot and Shoe Manufacturer — *"

^•Mooa^* Un -MaUr-S. W. MooB. .Nottinffbaui. Lace
*"0C". T. MooRHota*, W. MooRBOtas, K. Mooa-

beat and fume, evolved by the co.nba.fon of p. arc nn attack.^« apo

decidedly against the preservation of any vegetable or ntox.cated.an.l

animal iubatanee*., and tend to di«olour stone and

marble in snch a manner that it is very difficult to

restore the original colour. He maintain* that on 1

eonsideration should the British Museum, ikRmi
such invaluable property, be subjected to the r,5k of

gaslighting. Mr Smirk, the architect to the Muaenm,

111 reported that he doubts the expediency of intro-

ducing g»» '"to the British Museum, but

ttack of apoplexy, and that his wife thotigt

t§ x icated, and was desirous of taking him home un-

observed. A warrant has been issued for the appre-

hension of the wife on the charge of perjury.

Bristol.—On Saturday evening the iron steam

Alarm blew up under the bow of the Minerva, We*"

Indiaman, in this harbour. There were four men and

* lxn on board at the time. The boy was below ant

went down with the hull. The men were on deck and

were thrown to a considerable disUnce, but only one

seriously hurt. The cause of the accident is not
«Vft<5

ducing gas into the British .Museum, but that with

X^***-***^ b""W^rvveS IUiSW had been meddimg with the machinery
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Caedigan.—A woman living in a cottage in the

yaUey of Cly Hwr, Llandissil, in this county, who
married in December last, has poisoned her husband

with phosphoric powder, commonly used to destroy

rats. An investigation has taken place, which has

resulted in her committal on the charge of Wilful

Murder.
ClatcbosS.— There is no longer any doubt that

23 men were drowned or suffocated in the recent

accident in the Claycross pits, but a week or 10 days

will probably elapse before the water can be sufficiently

lowered to recover their bodies. The loss from the

horses alone, without calculating the expense of the

operations for relieving the pit from water, will exceed

1500*.
Hotjghton-le-Skerne. — The Bishop of Durham's

son-in-law, the Kev. E. Cheese, has given his formal

consent to the endowment of the district chapelry

of Sadberge, in this parish. In 1856 the Ecclesias-

tical Commissioners obtained an order in Council

which severed Sadberge from the rectory of Hough-
ton; but, as no endowment could be made without

the consent of the late rector, Dr. Bandinel, it

remained a dead letter, and no incumbent was ap-

pointed by the Bishop of Manchester, in whom the

patronage was vested. This want has now been sup-

plied by Mr. Cheese's assent to the arrangement made
6 years ago by the Commissioners, setting aside the

tithes of Sadberge and another township in the parish, I

so as to provide 335?. 18s. 4d. for the incumbent of

Sadberge. This arrangement has been accompanied

by a graceful act on the part of Lord Palmerston, who,

finding that the Bishop of Manchester had allowed

his patronage to lapse, at once yielded to the solicita-

tion of the Bishop of Durham, and appointed in the

name of the Crown to the newly-endowed chapelry the

Rev. David Piper, who had been for 35 years the curate

of Dr. Bandinel.

Kendal.—On Friday, John Holdsworth, the toll-

bar keeper at Hawcliffe, who shot his wife as she was
leaving the house to escape from his brutality, was
taken before the magistrates at Keighley, and com-
mitted to take his trial for Wilful Murder. He was
also committed on the charge of wounding his wife's

brother, who received a part of the shot while walking
by his sister's side,

Manchestee.—Mr. Edward Williamson of Greenfield

House, the Manchester agent of the Royal Exchange
Insurance Company, who has hitherto moved in the

first circles of society in this city, and has been supposed
to be a man of large property, was brought before

the magistrates on the 13th inst. charged with having
obtained money from the principal office in London by
representing, through forged documents, that losses had
been caused by fire on the premises of persons insured

in the officet when in point of fact no such fires had
taken place. He was also charged with having
increased the amounts of bond fide claims made by
insurers who have incurred losses by fire, and with
forging signatures endorsed on bills which he had been
ordered to draw, to pay some of the fictitious claims
which he' had made. The only case entered into on
Thursday was a claim for 600Z., which he had made on
account of an alleged fire on the premises of Messrs.

Moon & Co., in Lever Street, no such fire having
taken place. After evidence had been taken in sup-
port of the charge the prisoner, who seemed utterly
bowed down with grief, was remanded. It is under-
stood that the amount of his frauds is from 50,0002. to
60,000Z.—At the City Police Court last week, Mr.
Frank Atkin was brought up on remand, charged with
obtaining, by false pretences, from Messrs. Milne,
Saville & Co., cotton spinners, Mosley Street, 3000
pieces of calico, valued at 1106Z. The depositions of
several witnesses having been taken in support of the
charge, the prisoner was committed for trial at the
sessions, bail being refused.—On Friday night the exten-
sive India rubber manufactory of Messrs". Hamer and
Nephew was destroyed by fire, when one fireman was
killed and three others 'injured by the fall of a gable.
The loss of the property is estimated at nearly 14,0002.
On Saturday evening the machine factory of Messrs.
Parr, Curtis, and Madeley, at Ancoats, was destroyed
Dy fire, the loss being calculated at upwards of 100,0002.,
and about 1500 men being thrown out of employment.

Oxtotid.—The Rev. Osborne Gordon, B.D., student
Of Christ Church, has issued a card, signifying to
members of Convocation that he is a candidate for the
Camden Professorship of Ancient History.
Reigate.—A packet of papers has been discovered

in the Parsonage of Kingswood, which had been acci-
dentally dropped by the murderers before they left the
house. These papers show by the names and addresses
on the letters, that the murderers were Germans. One
of the letters was addressed by the writer, a man
s^ning himself Adolphe Krobn, to Madlle. Ti«tjens,
the eminent singer, soliciting pecuniary assistance;
another was a book with which each working German
is provided by order of the State, and in which the
owperis described as Johanna Carl Frantz, of Konig-
Stein, in Saxony. It has been ascertained by the police
that Madlle. Tietjens declined to give the man who
called upon her any assistance in money, but handed
him a letter to Mr. Krool, the proprietor of the Ham-
burgh Hotel in America Square, for the purpose of pro-
viding him with a passage at her expense to Germany,
accompanied by another German. Instead of pre-

5 this letter, the man, accompanied by another

German, walked down to Reigate, where they bought

a ball of stout cord, a portion of which has been identi-

fied with the pieces of cord with which the legs and

arms of the murdered woman were tied together.

They then left Reigate for Kingswood, and there made
particular inquiries of two persons respecting the Rev.

Mr. White, and found that he was away with his

family. They were last seen at Sutton, where they

stated that they were on their way to Old Pye Street,

Westminster, but all trace of them from that point has

been lost. All the accounts agree in identifying them

with the German who called upon Mdlle. Tietjens and

with a German mechanic who was afterwards seen in

his company, and the police confidently anticipate that

they will soon be in custody. Detective officers have

been placed at every seaport, and every vessel starting

for abroad is closely watched. The foreign cafes and

the sugar-baking district of Whitechapel, where a great

many Germans congregate, are also narrowly watched.

Two men who were supposed to answer the description

were apprehended on Wednesday near Chichester, but

as they satisfactorily proved that they were at a

considerable distance from Kingswood on the

night of the murder they were discharged. A
reward of 1002. has been offered by Government,
and an additional 1002. by Mr. Alcock, M.P., for the

discovery of the murderers. The body of the unfortu-

nate woman has been interred in Kingswood church-

yard, her funeral being attended by all the inhabitants

of the district.

Sheffield.—A labourer named James Windle, about

45 years of age, has been committed for trial by the

borough magistrates for attempting to poison with

strychnine. He had paid his addresses to a widow
named Liversedge, with whom he had lodged, but his

addresses were rejected. Meeting the widow's son

on his way from a public-house with a pot of beer,

he dropped something into the mug. The lad told

his mother what had happened, and she threw the

beer into the sink, when a bluish powder was seen

at the bottom. A small portion of it was preserved,

and sent for analysis to Mr. Bingley, a chemist, who
discovered it to be a preparation of strychnine, known
as " Battle's Vermin Killer." Windle had been heard to

say that if Mrs. Liversedge did not marry him he
would be the death of her.

Shoebueyness.—A series of interesting experiments

has been made at Shoeburyness, with a view of

testing the effect of heavy shot on iron batteries, which
had been previously found to stand any amount of

pounding with the lighter projectiles from a 68-pounder
smooth bore. The battery was built up as a solid wall

of iron, 10 inches thick, on Thornycroft's system of
dovetailing, and was backed up in the strongest

manner with heavy timber, and braced with iron bars.

It conveyed the impression that, after having stood the

brunt of so much firing, the battery might, for all

practical purposes, be considered indestructible. The
first shot was fired from an Armstrong 120-pounder
shunt gun, with a projectile weighing 1261b. ; and such
was the effect of this mass, combined with its velocity,

that at a distance of 600 yards it cleared out one of the

plates 10 inches in thickness, and, at the same time,

carried away the back fastenings. The second shot was
fired from an ordinary 100-pounder Armstrong, with a
solid projectile weighing 110 lb. This struck the
battery at another point, bat without doing equal

damage with the first shot, yet making a breach clean

through the entire structure, and so weakening it as to

insure its entire demolition by the third shot, weighing
like the former 1101b., and fired from a 100-pounder
gun, which brought the whole battery, above the point

struck, immediately to the ground. A second series of

experiments took place on Friday in the presence of

Lord Herbert, Secretary for War ; the Duke of Somer-
set, First Lord; and other members of the Admiralty;
General Bloomfield, Inspector-General of Artillery;

General Sir R. Dacres, and a large number of Artillery

and Engineer officers. The target was, as on the
former occasion, composed of a solid wall of iron plates,

10 inches thick, backed by heavy timber-work, braced
with iron bars, and constructed on Thornycroft's system
of dovetailing. Instead of the former range of 600
yards, it was attacked at 400 yards range by the 100-
pounder rifled Armstrong, and" the 120-pounder shunt-
ing Armstrong, which broke the bars with almost every
shot, producing cracks in the bars both above and below,
and drove back the 10-inch screen one or two feet,
while the masonry which supported the 8-inch screen,
at the points where the screen rested, was forced bodily
back about three-quarters of an inch. The remainder
of the masonry was cracked through and through from
top to bottom, showing that the heavy rifled ordnance
of Sir W. Armstrong is the most destructive agent
known in modern warfare.

Woecestee.—On Sunday morning the wife of the
Dean of Worcester, who has been for some time an
invalid, took by mistake a copious dose of laudanum in
place of some other medicine, which she supposed to be
contained in a bottle standing in her room. The un-
fortunate lady remained for some time in a state of
syncope, with a few partially rallying moments, but she
is now in a fair way towards recovery.
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. VM(nfld.T to have the nile enlat god, when
» 2f»laJJKSd?Lrhe had consulted all the judges

~U~^JSt«o of thera thought he ought to certify for

7*t ** Tk.vL ouaht not ; that the two barons who— •* tW°^ «rUff were not quite agreed as to the

^TlSfking he ought to certify h the v ews
* - baron* were correct. If there had been

who thought he ought to certify he would

«. h-t as the other members of the court were

*a h* thouirht he should follow his own opinion.

of that Opinion were, that with respect to the

««nop«miid for giving more, and as three

X. 1 «»* wp«» of that opinion he considered he
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SiSS?«r SS?for if a
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man is only entitled to

w ta^oTjusdfied in incurring expenses which he was
* * ^Wrom 500L to 600/. After some discussion

^jnla^od, so the case stands over till November

r>.™fAT Court -Great SiUc Robbery.— William,
C*M

Jtar*£ shoemaker, Peter Debock, silk

ef^ J^h!S±^^!2!!"!" his injuries are of M Wells, to the Ht. MmRnow^
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extend to the base of the brain. Hurst is now under the care
of an eminent surgeon iu London.
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briJTol^TworthlOOi., the property ofttie St«/«JU ifcwfoa, ailk dealer, were charged with

f ailk, *.—— - -...
Dock Company. The evidence which was very

t«i the whole of Friday and Saturday. The

Crane, and Barker, and returned a

fl^lHy against Debock, who was sentenced to 18

fepriaooment. ^^^ R(ybbery of Gardens.— Charles

mm Saair who] have been living together as man
wife weie 'charged with having stolen a number of

aflrfuo. in pots, the property of Sir Edwin Landseer, of St.

Eha'« Wood Road. ReadiDg was in the service of Thomas
"Arthur, a gardener In Maida Vale, who is employed to keen

r Edwin Landaeer'i garden aud'grounds in proper condition.

rmt* had on many occasions been missed. A policeman who

hkl rectired unformation of the fact, concealed himself at 5

m Wednesday morning in a spot adjacent to the garden,

avi at ftse Minutes past 7 saw the woman Shaw walk up and
•vera! times. She presently stopped, when Reading
over the wall a basket, which she took and went away

efch It The officer followed and stopped her. On asking
vWrc she bad brought the geraniums from, she said from
Cartfale Place, and that she was going to take them there again.

took bar int istody, and on the way to the station house
being toll what she was charged with she said, "If I

aire them I don't think I did much wrong." After she
vm locked up he returned to the garden, and seeing Reading
rt workbook him also. Reading, on being asked what he had
•my rer-lied that the geraniums were his own, and that he
bed potted them himself. He admitted having handed the
kant over the wall. The female prisoner had nothing more
jjatT/than that she was going to take home the plants, which
aw believed to belong to Reading. After some further
endence the prisoners pleaded "Guilty" rather thau go for
fcfcl Mr. Tardley thereupon sentenced Reading to three

and 8haw to six weeks' imprisonment.
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W
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Wm. Hrrr, ofdbside. M.P., PaymaaUr Qcn.andVioe-Praaldent
of the Board ol Trade, to Fawwr Ajcw Ja»k Hrom, dao(ht«r of

ie 11 "ii. Sir F. and Lady Stanhope, and niece of the Karl of Har-
rington—13th inst .. at the paribh chin*ch, Tayntoa, Glooceater-

|
shire. Capt. A. G. Onslow, 97th Regt. , eldoat eon of Rich. Foley
Ooalnw, Esq., Oxennall. Glouc rahire, to Maev, fifth
daughter of the late Sir John Owen, Bart.. M.P, Lord
Lieutenant of the county of Pembroke—18th inst, at North.
Cray Church, X evils, third aon of Sir John W. Lubboce,
Bart., of High Elms, Farnborough, Kent, to Harriet Char-
lotts second daughter of Western Wood, Eaq., of North
Cray Place, In the same county- 13th inst, at Nether Wmchen-
don. Bucks. Joseph Napier Biggins, Esq., of New Sahara,
Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-law, to Sorma Elizabeth, youngest
daughter of Thomas Tyrihgham Bernard, Baq , iTp.—
11th inst, at St Mary's Church, Cheltenham, Thomas Rox-
bukgh PoLwm i.k, Esq., M.A., only son of Major General
Thomas P.ilwhele, and nephew of Lieut. -Colonel Richard
Graves Polwhele, of Polwhele, Cornwall, to Fanny, only child
of the late Thomas Carne Eaq , and granddaughter of the late
Joseph Came, Esq, P.R.8 . tc, of Penzance, Cornwall—10th
inst. at St. Georges Church, Hanover Square, and afterwards
at the Chapel of the Russian Kmbaesy, Counr Nicolas Roa-
ToVTZorF, Aide de-Camp to his Imperial Majesty the Emperor
of Russia, to Mary, eldest daughter of l>r. Bridoeman. Wool-
wich Common—5th inst, at Trinity Church, St. Mar> •one.
the Rev. Cha kbE Donne, B.A., son of W. I'.odham l».tme,
Esq., of MattishaD, Norfolk, a Deputy- Lieuteaant of that
coTinty, to Mildred, daughter of the Lite J. Mitchkia. Kemuls,
Esq., .M.A —On the 80th inst. at St. Rndeaux, near Plymouth^
by the Rev. H. W. 8. Valla«-k, James Rai ieff., Eaq , sldesc
son of the late JameR Rvlcliil'c, Esq , of Bath, t<i Mary Lynr.
onlv child of Alexander Pontry, Esq., of Plymouth.
DEATHS —On the 12th ult, at Coonoor, NciUrhcrriea, Kaky,

eldest daughter of Sir William Denison, K.C B., Governor ol
Madras— 17th March, at Waitara, New Zealand, in an engage-
ment with the enemy, Lieut Edmund Charles Macnaqhten,
Royal Artillery, the youugostson of Sir Edmund Macnaghten,
Bart., of the county Antrim, Ireland, aged 22—10th inst, of
whooping-cough, at Chantry, near Frome, Charles Dacre
Dyson, youngest child of the late General J, F. Dyson, aged
15 months— 2.'d April, on his journey from Pallamcottah
to the Kcilglterries, Alexander Eraser Tytler, Esq.,

Lieutenant 17th Regiment Madras Native InLmtry,
eldest son of the late Patrick Fraeer Tytler, Esq —
14th inst, at Sydenham, Ann. relict of the late Robert Weltok,
of Wickham Market, Suffolk, ami mother of Mrs. Jerome
Rogers, of Chelsea, aged 80. Goodness, kindness, end
amiability were the great characteristics of her long life—
14th inst, at Torquay, Captain Bruce Roxburgh, formerly of
the 6th Bengal Cavalry, aged 64 -17th inst, at 14, Belgrave
Square, David Uaillik, Esq., of Hill Park, Sevenoaks, aged 74
—13th <t, at Heidelberg, Charles D. Fin. ii. M D., late of

Tulsc Hill, Surrey, aged 42— 13th inst, at his residence, 8, Wilton
Street, Belgrave Square, Henry Gray, Esq., F.R.S., F.R.C.S.,
aged 34— »lth inst, at his residence, 77, Gloucester Place,

Portman Square. Benjamin Phillips, Esq., F.R.S., F.R.C.S.,

aged 56-14th inst, the Rev. William Glaister, M. A. .rector

of Beckley, Sussex, sometime 1'-How and Tutor of University
College. Oxford, aged 66—15th inst, at Tunbridge Wells, the
Rev. John Lyow. incumbent of Bardsea, aged 43.

Admiral James Pattisox Stewart, C.B., died at Pisa on
the 3d inst. He entered the Navy in 1797, and had \-ed in
the flagship of Rear-Admiral Cochrane at the action off St
Domingo. In 1S11, in the defence of the Island of Anholdt,
he distinguished himself by the chase of 16 of the enemy's
gunboats and armed vessels, two of which he succeeded in
capturing. From 1813 to 1S15 he was employed on the Baltic
and North Sea stations. In 1813 he was attached to the in-
shore squadron off Walcheren, and volunteered to command
the boats of the fleet under Admiral Young, and to attempt
the capture of four French frigates at Flushing. He was
appointed a Commandei of the Bath in 1815.
Major Charles Nasmyth, the gallantdefender of Silistria.died

on the 2d inst. at Pau, in the Pyrenees. In 1843 he was no
minated a cadet of the East India Company's College at Addis-
combe, and in 1S45 was appointed to the Bombay Artillery.
In 1853 he was sent to England on sick certificate and was
recommended to take change of air to the Mediterranean.
After a short stay at Malta he proc. i to Constantinople,
and thence to Omar Pasha's camp at Shinnla. From Shumla
he visited the Dobrudscha after it was vacated by the Turks,
supplying information to Lord Stratford de Redcliffe regardta :

the state of the country. Having reached Bflistria be lore the
siege had commenced, he made his services available to the
garrison, and for so doing he received the approbation of both
English and Turkish governments, the latter accompanied by
medals for the campaign of the Danube and the siege of
Silistria, and by the Order of the Medjidie. The hardships and
anxieties of that period again shattered his health, and he w
for bouie time afterwards invalided at Constantinople, having1

lost all bis personal property. In 1S54 he was transferred fro

the East India Company's service to the Royal army, with
which he served in the Crimea, and obtained the medal with
clasps for Alma, Inkermarm, and tiebastonol. From the Crimea
he was invalided and returned to England. He was then
appointed to the Kilkenny district as Aatistant-Adjutantr
General, afterwards iirigade- Major at the Curragh, and later

Brigade-Major and Deputy Assistant-Adjutant-General in

Dublin. At the Curragh his health became further impaired,

and he was transferred to Australia; but he was invalided
home at the end of 1852, and proceeded to Pau, iu the south
of France, where he remained until his death.

Mr. Gforor Bi>hop, F.R.S., the well known astronomer,
died on the 14th inst. at his residence. South Villa, Regent's
Park, in his 77th year. He successively filled the offices of

Secretary and Treasurer of the Royal Astronomical Society,

and was elected President of that body in is:>7. His observa-

tory, which he maintained in activity for nearly a quai tcr of a
century, has contributed, in addition to incidental work, au
extensive catalogue of double stars, 1 1 ne v planets, two comets,
and upwards of 25 variable stars to our list, besides a remark-
able star which suddenly became visible in 184s

f the only one
of its nature which has been seen since the year 1070. He
took a deep interest in the dissemination of astronomical
knowledge, munificently employed his wealth in the pro-
motion of the science, and threw open his private observatory
for the use of all who were desirous of a practical acauaintance I

with it.
|

The Rev. Lawrexce Ottlkv, M.A., Canon residentiary of
Ripon, and rector of Richmond, Yorkshire, brother in-law of

the Lord Bishop of Ripon, died a few days since. He graduated

at Trinity College, Cambridge, and was presented, in 1837. by
Earl Howe, to the rectory of Acton, Suffolk, and in 1S50 the

Lord Chancellor gave him the rectory of Richmond, Yorkshire.

He married the elder daughter of the Rev. John Bickentoth,

rector of Sapcote, Leicestershire, and on her brother's elev.i- Carrots, and new Potatoes may also now be obtained; the

tion to the see of Ripon he was appointed his lordship's chap- ]a

COFE.VT GARDEN, June 22.
w The supply of most things continues to improve. CoodsAmj
of Lettu . Endive, and Artichokes come from France. Good
English Peas arc plentifliL crapes fetch fkir prices. Of Straw-
berries there is a good supply from the open ground. Large
quantities of French Cherries have been imported this week,

and al>o Apricots. Asparagus, French and Mr ki i Heaas, young
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lain, and was subsequently appointed a canon of Ripon

Cathedral. Mr. Ottley was one of the most popular and

laborious clergymen in the diocese, and was also rural dean,

surrogate, and a proctor for the clergy of Ripon in the Con-

vocation of York. •

The Rev. Patrick BrontE, B. A., incumbent of Haworth, in

the West Riding, died at his parsonage on the 7th inst. He
was father of Charlotte, Anne, and Emily Jane Bmntg, the

authoresses originally known as Currer, Acton, and Ellis H-!l.

He was born in J 777, and was consequently in bis84th year. His

health had been declining for a considerable time, and lor*.roe

hours prior to his death he was unable to art .ate. Mr.

Bronte' was himself an author, having at different periods

written and published two small volumes of poem-, chiefly on

homely and rural subjects, 1 two j <e compositions, one a

tale of Irish life, and the other a narrative ent.tled the " Cot-

tage in the Wood ; or, the Art of bee- mo ing Rich ann Happy.

MR. Johw Murray, of Sark Bar Hotel, the Gretna Green

blacksmith, died a few days since at the age ef 63. He wee

the successor of the original blacksmith who riveted so many
matrimonial chains in the old dayi of run iway matches. On

his death Mr. J. Murray succeeded him. and he in his tun r

many years drove a brisk trade in performing the ceremony

for the manv hundreds of couples who sought his offices.

M*jor-General Moxrss, Colonel of the Sth .ent, died

on Sunday last, at his residence, Castle Hiu, Warmer. E
entered the army in 1814, and served with the 52d Light

Infantry during the campaign of 1 , and was prc-en* at the

battle of Waterloo. He afterwards served, with the Army oi

Occupation in France. Deceased's officer's commissions bore

date as follows :—He attained the rank of y r-General in

1854 * and was appointed Colonel of the Sth Foot, in 1860.

Wills.—The will of Lord Braybrooke has be worn under

80,000/. personalty: Mr. Joseph Taskcr.of ^^JJ^
:ssex. 500,000*. ; Mr. Alexander H e. CB rmerlyone of

the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, 12,W6>

latter fetch 2d. per lb. Cucumbers are coming in more plen-

tiiully. Cut fljwers chiefly consist ofOrchid*. Lily of the Valley,

Chinese Primulas, Violets, Murnonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 8s to 12s

Grapes, per lb. , 4s to Ss

Strawoerries,p. pun , Odtolsdd
Melons, each, 3s to Ss

.''eaches, per doz., i a to 24s

N eottn ucs, do. , 1 2s to 20s

Cherries, French, p. lb., 2s to 3s
Pears, per doz.. 4s Od te 8s
Apples, perdoc. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, da to lOe
Lemooa, per 100. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

VKOETAKLBS.
Cauliflowers, each, *d to 8d

ch Beans, p. 100,9d to ls6*l

Green Pees, p. quart, In to Is *d
Greens, per doz., fls to 8#

Cabbiiges, do., 1b 3d to Is M
Potetees, p. ton, BV to 1 20e
— new, per lb., 6d to 3s
_ — per cwt., 10s to 10s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d toW
Carrots, new, do., ls5dto ls6d

Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, 9d to Is 64
Artichokes, each, 4d to 6d

! Beet, per doz., la 6d to 2s
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s6d
Onions, p. i wero, UM to 4e6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, .'istoOe

Rhubarb, p. bundle, 6d to 9d
Tometeee, p. dea,ee
SheUots, per lb.. Is 6d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to Sd

lire, p. score, Is to Is 6d
Horse Radish, p. bun. , 1s6d to 4s
Mushrooms, p. pott. Is.idtolsOd

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6e
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, June 17.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

moderate, but owing to the excessive heat of the weather very

few wdre wanted. As this week will finish the sale of Ola

Potatoes, this will be our last report for the season.

The quotations are : — T orksbire Flukes, 110s. to 140a.

per ton ; Lincolnshire Regents, 60s. to 80s. : North Berwick

Regents, 6u». to 90s. ; File, F rfar, and Perth do.,_ Ms^fee-

70s. ; ditto Rocks, 60*. to 70s.

;

to 70s.

,
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TIIE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

fly having again made their appearance, and lice greatly

increase. Large sums are offering against 70.000L Prices are

very firm.

IBUTTER MARKET.—.Tune 21.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 13s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. lis. „
Pork. 4s. Od. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.

ii

\" BRITISH WOOLS.—Londok, Friday, June 21.

• The new clip has begun to arrive, and each few days brings

a lower price, in sympathy with prices in the North of

England, and in consequence of the state of things in America,

which completely paralyses a ^considerable branch of our

trade for the manufactured article.

Leicest. Wethers 1 2South-down Hog- s.

gets., mm •• 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes .. 1

Kent Fleeces . . .

d. 0. d.

3 to 1 34
3 — 1 3*
2—1 3

to

Ditto Hoggs .

Combing Skins
Flannel Wool .

Blanket ditto .

1 3
10

1

6

* •

1

1

5

5

• 9

the week. Flour difficult to move, and must be quoted 6d. per

barrel cheaper. Corn in fair request at the decline noticed

above. Oats without change. Oatmeal heavy. Beans Is.

lower than on Friday. Peas and Barley attract little attention.

The market closes irregular. Weather magnificent.

Friday, June 21. — The Corn market was moderately

attended. Wheat in demand at Id. to 2d. lower. Flour slow

sale, at 6d. per barrel and sack decline. Indian Corn dull,

at 2Ss. 6d. to 29s for mixed, and 29s. for yellow. Beans in

moderate request at 32s. for Bakera, and 33s. to 33s. fid. for new
Saidi. Oats and Oatmeal dull, prices nominally the same as on

Tuesday.

ouse, Ponder'a End,

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, June 17.

The number of Beasts is nearly the same as on Monday last

;

trade is very slow for them at reduced rates. Several remain

unsold. Sheep and Lambs are rather more plentiful. The
demand is small, and consequently prices are lower. A con-

siderable number of inferior Lambs remain unsold. Calves

also are lower. A considerable number of inferior Lambs re-

main unsold. From Germany and Holland tbcre are 600 Beasts,

5100 Sheep, and 312 Calves ; from Scotland, 800 Beasts ; from

Norfolk and Suffolk, 1600 ; and 300 from the northern and
midland counties. ids
Best Scots, Here-

fords &c. .. A} 6 to 4
Best Short-horns 4 4 — 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn . . 4

Averages
j

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans. Peas.

May 11.. 55* Od 36* 4d 25* Id 30* 0d 48*10rf 407lld

— 18.. 54 4 35 11 25 32 44 4 40 5

— 25.. 55 3 34 11 25 1 33 8 44 6 39 9

June 1.. 55 5 34 3 25 2 33 1 45 1 40 7

— 8.. 54 5 32 8 26 30 6 44 10 39 10

— 15.. 53 9 34 3 25 2 41 2

34 1

44 3

44 6

44 1

Agg. Aver. 54 8 34 9 25 4 40 5

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Prices,

55* 5d
53 3
55
54
54
.03

5
4
9

May 11. May 18.

• •

May June 1. June 8.!June 15

VJ knowledge of hi* iwl. ^1*° ; **•

^Lhr *£x»« x^iedg/o,t
&. x-., rost Office. Acton, W.

w **
tXi. Middlesex, W ' "^ ***** *~ *<*

J
1jJ^kc1

M.r8e1Tn1an, WiuchmwTlfflrESCT

muoSS? •

wi8he9 to *~»£-^hirSL.

,

GAUDKNKR (Hv^ * i., —
man.—Ago 30, married; good praot^l

dener. Good character. Wages, 601. a yttri
X- Y. Z., 24, Cochrane Terrace, St, John'*'\W<al

10

8

4

to
8 to 5

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn . . 4
Bwes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn . . 3
Lambs .. ..5
Calves .. ..3
Pigs .. ..3

d s

, to
6 — 4

8-4
— 6

8 — 4
8—4

10
< •

4

6

6

JBeasts. 3820 ; 8heep <fc Lambs, 28,460; Calves, 383 ; Pigs. 520.

Thursday, June 20.

We have a larger supply of Beasts, and a very dull trade.

Quotations are almost the same as on Monday last, but a
clearance cannot be effected. The number of Sheep and Lambs
is larger than wo have had on a Thursday for a long time past,

consequently prices are not better, although there is more
activity amongst choice qualities. Calves are very plentiful

and cheaper. Our foreign supply consists of 320 Beasts, 2560
Sheep, and 490 Calves. Milch Cows 105.

COAL MARKET.—June 21.

Walls End Haswell, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End South Hetton,
18s. 6d. ; Walls End Hartlepool, 18s. : Walls End South
Hartlepool, 16s. 9d. ; Walls End Kepier Grange, 16s. 3d.

;

Walls End Thorpe, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Harton, 15s. 9d.

;

Tanfield Moor, 12s. 9d. ; Bebside Hartley, 15s. 6d.; Straker's
Hartley, 15s. 6d.—41 ships at market.

GARDENER (HEAD).-AKe 37, ****.
20 years' practical experience in aG«4« *tJ

Fruits, and Vegetables have been minmdjh _.
be at liberty the first week in July.—T. p J, Ejj^
Harefield, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn . . 4

6 to 4 10

4
4

4
4

8

5

Best Long-wools

.

Do. Shorn . . 4
EwesA 2d quality
Do. Shorn .. 3
Lambs .. ..5
Calves •• m* 3
Pigs .. .. 3

, to ..

6 — 4 10

• •

8

8
8

4
6
4
4

4

4

4
Beasts, 1235 : Sheep A Lambs. 14,340 : Calves, 745 ; Pigs, 250.JJ

HARK LANE.—Monday, June 17.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market was
small; best qualities must be written Is. to 2s. per qr. lower
than on this day se'nnight ; but the inferior were very un-
saleable and prices irrogular. The attendance was good, but

PRIVATE TUITION.—The Rev. G. Henslow, Son
of the late Professor Henslow, and M. A. of Cambridge,

who took Honours in three triposes. Mathematical, Divinity,
and Natural Science, has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
preparing for the Public Schools, Ac, or for the Universities.
N.B. Geology and Botany form a part of his system of education.
Further particulars on application.—Address, Rev. G.Henslow,
Steyning, Sussex.

WANTED, a MANAGING FOREMAN in a
good Market Garden. He must understand the Man-

agement of Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Mushrooms, Ac. One who
has had the charge of a Market Garden would be preferred.

—

Address, stating terms, references, Ac., A. B., Box, Kingston-
on-Thames.

WANTED, as FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR,
a sober, steady, active, industrious Man, well acquainted

with the Management of Vines, and the general routine of the
Nursery business, in-doors and out.—Address, stating age,
reference, wages, and all other necessary particulars, to T. G.,
Post Office. Coventry.

TX7ANTED, A WORKING UPPER GARDENER,

C^ARDENER (Head), where one or

J kept.—Age 22, single ; understand* u»
Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, F'.ower %nd
Highly recommended.—A. B., Mr. Barnes,
Camberwell, S.E.

in a retired place in the Country, where two only are
kept. He must be a good Florist, and thoroughly capable of

_._ _ , «_ . Growing Grapes and Peaches under Glass in perfection.
buyers acted with great caution. Old and grananed parcels of Character for conduct and qualifications must be unexcep-
foreign Wheat were held at previous rates; but on sales tionable. Wages 20*. a week. Cottage, and Vegetables. No

8. 8.1

46—66 Red
Red

Red

• «

• •

50—72
51—70

40—75
40—45 Malting

.

30—36
j
Malting.

20—24

8. 8.

46—62
52—68

j>ressed from the ship a decline of Is. to 2s. per qr. and in
some instances even more was acceded to. Barley sells slowly
at a decline of Is. per qr. Beans and Peas are unaltered in
value. The Oat trade is very heavy ; good Corn was 6d. per
qr., and light and inferior Is. per qr. cheaper. In Flour there
is scarcely any business doing, and prices are about the same
as last week.

Per Imperial Quarter.
"Wheat, Essex, Kent, A Suffolk..White
— — fine selected runs .. ditto
— — Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind. Adist., 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and 8uffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
.Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan....37s to 40s Tick— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds.

Foreign Small

application will be noticed which does not contain full par-
ticulars of service, age, and family.—Address T. K., Post
Office, Fakenham, Norfolk.

26—28
26—28
24—2S
35—38

40—43

42
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers 36—40

40—42

50—55
-50

Feed ..

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.
Per sack

WMmiM — /GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, wftjAM ED, by a gentleman with extensive Orna- \JT engage with any nobleman or
.8*™JJJL „»

mental Gardens, several Vineries and Peach Houses, an —**«»» **<» oa„ r inaa ftfo +>mrnn<rh Dractictl u«? »»-—i

GARDENER (Head), or FOK1
BAILIFF.—Age 40; a first-rate Gtrtatr. Smjt

unexceptionable character from late employer. H
Dairywoman.—A. B., 29, Princess Street, Edfrmitfc*

GARDENER (Head Working)-*!*?* i

cumbrance ; has had a thorough knowledjt dU
Late Forcing, .and the Management of Flow wsilm
Gardens. Character unexceptionable. — G. ' ft* fci

Clapham Common^S.

ARDENER~7Head).—Age 40, mtrrieJ

thorough knowledge of the Cultivation of Tna #»

classes, and the Management of Stove and GTtnkmTm
Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Can h»v« tmutiW*
good character from his present employer.—A 1
Hanley Road, Hornsey Road, Holloway, N

AKDENER (Head), to any noble*

man.—Age 37, married ; a thorough

Has had for six vears the management ofa

where Plants, Flowers, Fruits, and VegeUbks *rt

the highest perfection, and by whom hecan fttip

mended.—J. P., Mr. Bragg. Star Nursery. Stog*.

|^l ARDENEK(Head).—A?e 40, marrwM

Or acquainted with his profession, h****.rjL

practice in all departments of HortfcoJture IW

the cultivation of Exotic Fruits and PUnt'

ment of the Flower and Kitchen Gwte>-

aud Arable Land.—Wm. H., 8, Souta Street a. ***

West Brompton, S.W.

require tne services of a thorough praci
i . .uvum.1 uaiutno, odiciiu iiucwca <*uLi j. u.u^u jiuii3U3, .m rcijiuie iuu services ui <t iuwu«k u r 1-

'Frtt
energetic practical GARDENER, who will be expected to pro- I great experience in Early and Late Forcing «* ^
duce well coloured Grapes in succession during 10 or 11 months and Vegetables : also the Management « owy

38—40
40—42

20—25
21—24
20—23

house Plants. Character and abilities

investigation.—A. B., Mr. J. Veitcb,

Nursery, King's Road, ChelseaJSjV

Jun^ *W~

40—43

in the year ; who has experience in supplying Forced Fruit
and Early Vegetables, as well as a constant supply of the usual
Vegetables required for Kitchen use the year round. He must
be accustomed to keeping Accounts and the Management of
Men, with a good knowledge of the routine of a Flower Garden
and Producing Early Forced Flowers for Decoration ; the Plea-
sure Grounds and Walks are to be kept in the highest order.
There is an excellent Cottage and all conveniences in the *»*"» .^1/^^, **.*.. — _—- ^ ^
Kitchen Garden, therefore a married man, with little or no in- f^\ ARDENER (SINGLE- HA>'D*d)-~"'*»Lla
cumbrance, would be preferred, and not to exceed 35 years of I I TT nriA ohU H » R P(V,

fc office, Hatnp^"
K^ —

age, and well versed in the modern art of growing Fruit and
v~^ one cnua

'
A

" " Z^Tm

GARDENER (FoBEMAs).-Age^JSL
years' experience in first-class eatt

recommendations.— D. Y„ Stanstead rvfc

-

London, S.E.

lor «**%£

40-42
35—38

38—50
43—50

— Maple —s to —s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo dittol38— Foreign per barrel

Friday. June 21.
During the past week the weather has been fine, warm, and

generally reported as very beneficial to the growing crops.
Wheat is now coming into ear, and its most critical stago (the
nlooming) consequently approaching. The wind has been
-easterly, chiefly N.E. The depression in the Wheat trade
which has prevailed during the last four weeks continues
unabated, and a further decline of la. to 2s. per qr. has taken
pkv m its value throughout the kingdom. All descriptions
of hpring Corn have also been obtainable at reduced prices

;

Barley and Oats about Is., Beans Is. to 2s., and Peas in Liver-
pool and Glasgow 2s. to 4s. Flour has been extremely difficult
to quit, and sales could only b* made at a decline of Is. per
barrel and 2s. per sack upon foreign, but we have not hearcfof
barrels being sold here at this reduction. During the past eight
days 55 cargoes have been reported off the coast. The floating
trade has been very inactive, and we have to quote a further
decline of about 2s. per qr. for Wheat and Maize, and of fully
Is. for Barley The arrivals of English grain and foreign
Wheat and Barley this week have been moderate, of foreign
Uats large. At this morning's market there were very few
buyers of any description of Com. Business in Wheat, either
J-ingiwn or foreign, was confined to a few forced sales from ship
which could only be effected at a slight reduction upon the
prices of Monday. For Barley, Beans, and Peas there is nodemand and on the little business doing in Oats there is a
decline of 6d. per qr.

Abbitam from June 17 to June 21.

Wheat.

growing
Flowers with a large amount of Ventilation.—Messrs. Waterer
& Sons, of the American Nursery, at Bagshot, are enabled to
give further particulars to those who can furnish unexception-
able leferences as to their capability, integrity, and experience,
without which it would only be loss of time for them to apply.

WANTED, an Industrious WORKING MAN to
look after Fruit Trees. He must be a good Budder,

Grafter, and Trainer.—Apply to John Cranston, King's Acre
Nurseries, near Hereford

.

WANTED, 6 or 8 first-rate BUDDERS and
GRAFTERS.—Liberal Wages will be given. Appli-

cants must state how many years' practice they have had, and
in whose Nurseries.—Address B. U. D., Messrs. Hurst &
M 'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C
\\7ANTED, a Young Man in the House, who under-
_y V stands Gardening, Milking, and can take charge of a
Horse and Chaise. —Apply to Messrs. May & Co.. 15, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, a GAHDENElt, and his Wife as
T ? LAUNDRESS, Ac., without incumbrance. The Man

mu*t be strong, and willing to make himself useful in a small
family.—Apply at 4, Strand, Charing Cross, S.W.

/ ^ AKDENER (Single-handed p
VJ Age 23, single ; understands Foreg*-^

Kitchen Garden. Best refer—" «* w *

James, Falcon Road, Batterse
Best references can w I

L Battcrsea. Surrey, »•>

entl
**

GARDENER (Second), in a ^"^JJ •

man's family not far from Tou^^e*
Three years' good character.—*. "•»

'

Camden Road Villas, Camden Town^

GARDENER, or GARDNER £^ i*

Possesses a thorough PwC"5Lbi** W
dening, both Kitchen, Flower, and wg «—
objection to Laundry or D^JJL
rcterences furnished.—

Y

. Z.
,
JPost Office;.

To Nurserymen. ^
FOREMAN, ob PBOPAGA10B gjj-*
Jj in the Plant Department.—A «ew ,^i-i*-

had 16 years' experience, principally iu^

undertake for market or exhibition.

O. P. Q., Post Office, Clifton, Bristol

t*Z*

cum

English..
Irish ....

Foreign .

.

960 qrs.

14420

»»

»»

Barley.

qrs.

2680

»»

»>

Oats.

30 qrs.

2580 *
59890 „

{

FToli

710 sks.

1660 \\

6130 oris.

Both must perfectly understand their duty in all its branches
and have unexceptionable characters.—A udress, stating full
Particulars of age, capabilities, Ac, to J. C, Post Office
errard's Cross, Bucks.

'

WANTED, a Man and Wife, without incumbrance.
—The Man as UNDER GARDENER, to take charge of

Cows, &c„ and to be generally useful. Wife, Laundry and
small Dairy. — Address by letter to Mr. Carey. Oak Hall
Wanstead, N.E.

' '

BAILIFF.—Middle-aged; hw Jip-:

of everything relating to ^rzT^^^.
experience on Arable and P'^tuTeJ^A *&^+ •*
Woods, Erecting Buildings, &c. " ^ea--1

Poultry. The highest testimonies b
^ ^^,

Corner of Half Moon Street^lg^HI^gJp^ 1^
MANAGER of a Small ^'^Lf. fc *

*

-No incumbrance ;
experienced.

13,JHigh Street, Stoke Newiiigton, *• ^y p

LAND STEWARD ok BAfU' %***£
has had practical experience m F<**<V

ing, and Improving of I^nd ,
Beari'

^ ^
Selling of all kinds of Farm *™*&atlP*2Lj£
Repairing of Farm Buildings, tne ^cefr^r
the Measuring and Value ol ^"P^ 47,

W
ence as to character

{
given.—*•

lria
I

2?J2?
L, Tu

^?
day^une IS.-Tradeis still quiet, and the

unchanged^alSe!- ^^^^TSS^^ ""*+>*«* ^cioryTchTadl"^

WANT PIACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, no incumbrance;
has had 26 years' practical experience in Forcing Vines,

Melons, and Management of Orchard House, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens, and the Management of Land and Stock.

Strand, W.C. _____^
ARM BAILIFF (

VVoBK̂ frefe
JJ a native of East Lotnian

character, Ac.—A. W., PostOftce
erU*

^.f^rtd »j*j!

1

SHOPMAN.—Age 26; ---
deA

perience. Can be well rec

£

m™
rf<

ofi<*

Augiist.-W. S. L., Gardener*'
(**»**

*
f

z\

n

H
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^
movea ior a select committee

Tk\? if>ar&CHCTS
,

(CUVOUtClC more efficient weapon than th
• III ^c** •

be provided for the u«iA of tv

ilcuisnapcx
mAjiBDAY, Ji.yj-: 29, 1861

T
HE

Security Life Policies.

CONSOLS ASSOCIATION,
411. fltrsnd. London, W C.

Security of Consols for its Policies.^^
to Insurers 0« Demand at any timo,

Vw-H»lf of all Premiums Paul.

tifor^loney with a liberal Rate of Interest.

LUMiissriT a Urge dpital, subscribed by
rabaroholder*.

oar bs obtained on application to

tWmas H. Batub, Managing Director.

,^ m.—Special Notice.—The next

taSotbs wonts of the Life Department of

U L'SsOV iKoRANM: COMPANY' will be

8L and parties taking out Policies

rtldpaU in the division.

*4>i. yUkUng MiM. 6*. 2d. of new
!- -1-i-t-ir tiie year ending August 1, 186o.

rXve*m« alkwrad to renew Life Insurun.es and 15
T ****

fin Insurances, during whk-li time, on payment
Company hold tbemseives liable.

ssu ^y prwnium chargt i for members of Volunteer or

Ctfps »ithin the United Kingdom.
London Board.

—The Right Hon. the Earl of Mansfield.

Director*.

to inquire whether
Kniield rifle may not

. ,_i army without addi-
tional cost or serious inconvenience to the service.

After some discussion the motion was withdrawn.
The House then went into Committee of Supply,

_ _ _I J _ sa at ** * ssm^ *

at Penang in improved health. The famine Y.

.

been effectually relieved. Sligl disturbance*
have taken place in the South-Western provinces
and the indigo districts, i our Bombs regiments
have been di -handed. The amalgamation order is

h the officers, but the volun-
and made some progress with the Army Estimates, teering for general service is making gnat progress
On "Wednesday the adjourned debate on the second with the men.
reading of the Masters and Operatives Bill was

J % S"fc_ A — _ SSI _

L~T7aTi
law

TTl

resumed, when Sir G. Lewi- amendment that

the Bill be read a second time that day thru

months was carried without a di\ Uion. The Bill

was therefore lost. The Labourers' Cottages BUI
passed through committee. Mr. Serjeant Pigott

moved the second reading of the Jersey Court Bill.

Sir G. Lewis moved, as an amendment, that the

Bill be read a second time that day three months.

After some discussion the Bill was by 1 ^ with-

loo in c

>rt, and the
i alaee. On
and Prince

The CornT.—The Qu««-.i. Prince Com
Royal family continue at Bucking

S iturdsy raoroiu* the Prim I Wales

Louis of Hesse tisited St. rani's Cathedral. In Lite

alterooon the Queen, accompanied by th<

\liee, took a drive in an open carris. and four. The
Prince c- n>nt, aeeompti *d by the Pi Wales,

the Count of Flanders, and Prince Loub of He*
it on horseback. The 1

- of the Belgian* visi:

drawn. The Industrial Schools [I dland) Bill,
Sf

l

j smes'i P
and the Pnncess

asssnsthsv. Esq.

a*l

; r i , M.D.

H. M. Kemshoad, Esq.
John Kingston, Esq.
J. R Robertson, Esq.
Hugh F. Sandcman, Esq.

George Ramsay, Esq., Manager.

Smiary.—F. G. Smith. Esq.
ferpeoa.—E. W. Duffin, M.D.
—Mowrs. Olivcrson, Lavic, and Peachey.

copy of the last report, forms of proposals, and
may be had at the Offices, 37, Comb ill, London,

I.C ; sad of tot Agents throughout the Kingdom.
Facna. 0. Smith, Secretary to the London Board.

CoruhilL London, E.C.

X
TO-

fktog of tl)C ZtBccfc

Ii the House of Lords on Monday Karl
Gailvilli announced the sudden death of Lord

icellor Campbell on the previous day, and

Heaths immediate adjournment of the House as

s mark of respect to his lordship's memory. The
attita wsi unanimously agreed to. On Tuesday
dat Excise snd Stamps Bill, the Railway C mpanies
*<xi#*ge Transfer (Scotland) Bill, the Edinburgh
Assessments Bill, were read a third time and passed.

The Kaat India Loan Hill passed through com-
The Public Offices Extension Bill was

reported with amendments. On Thursday Sir

iiCHAKD Bethell took the oaths and his seat as

Lard Chancellor by the title of Lord "Westbury of

WaAbory, in the county of Wilts. The East
Loan Bill and the Public Offices Bill were

«•* s third time and passed. The Church

w Acts Amendment Bill wa? withdrawn.
! the Commons on Friday Mr. B. Cochrane

a resolution that the system of civil

examinations should be modified in

to meet the requirements of the public

After some discussion the motion wa?
*l*tivtd without a division. Sir M. Peto calle<

***ion to the proposed fortifications at Spithead
•Hgested that the defence of Portsmouth

be committed to iron- clad ships instead of

** fortifications. Sir F. Smith, Capt. Jekvis,

J*
Lard Palmerston, supported the building of

5utt*' Admiral Duncombe opposed them.
*• Hoase then went into Committee of Supply on
^•Araiy Estimates, an <i after some discu on a

rT^ 179 »407/. for civil buildings was agreed to.

**" Mr. Scully moved an address to the
Q for the removal of Mr. Adair from the

IWsiim*^ °^ *^ e V^^Q on account of the

tw!i?**k evictions. Mr. Cardwell opposed
^t which was negatived without a division.

tflKe Place '

^Tfl Qb ,LTt
nt into Committee of Supply on the

that Ifcrk •

mates
»
when Mr

"
A

*
SMITH n0Ved

was n!!!, ,
mtn TePO*t progress. The motion

<*nXl! on a divi»ion hY 148 10 "• A vote

Pn2k«i '

?
n a0C0Ull t was then agreed to. Tl

****^ Burgh Schools (Scotland) Bill was

and the Attorneys and Solicitors (lr- land) Bill imsort. the Kin
passed through committee. <>n Thursday the

report on the East Iudia Council Bill, a*um« i>i> i,

was brought up and agreed to, after two divisions

on amendments moved by Mr. D. Seymour and

Mr. Layard, which were negatived by large

majorities. The East India Civil Service Bill,

alter two divisions, passed through committee

with amendments. The East India (High Courts

of Judicature) Bill also passed through committee.

The House then went into Committee of Supply,

and agreed to a vote for the Packet Service.

A despatch from Constantinople announces the

death of the Sultan Abd-ul-M edjid and the

accession of his brother, Abd-ul-Azi>. The new

Sultan has published a Jfatt declaring that he will

follow the present foreign policy of the Turkish

Government, and will introduce great reforms in

the interior in favour of all his subjects, without

distinction of religion. 31 a concludes by insisting

on the necessity for economical and financial

reforms.

In the sitting of the Italian Chamber of

Deputies on Tuesday, Baron Uicasoli, President

of the Council of Ministers, announced that the

Emperor of the French has recognised Victor

Emmanuel as King of Italy. In a long »eech he

described the great services rendered by the PVench

Government to the cause of Italian independence,

and assured the Chamber that the recognition

of the kingdom of Italy does not involve any

condition or any insult to their national rights.

In regard to the Roman question he said that the

Government has no intention of allowing it to rest ^^.^ ^^^
and that the difficulties surrounding it Can onl} be ^ ; { aianoen „ r> ini! kisWMi her Majesty's hai I

.• .r ___ -:il At.- 17«--«««
on hie appointment Tin- Prince Consort.presided *

s— *

< >n Sund*\ oeo snd nrln<

of the Belgians, IVinn L * of

Uiw, tl>M Piiuee of Wales, V < \i'.hur. the

Prineesses Mid Helena, and Louisa attend. • I 1'v'im

service in the nvate chaptL Tin lUv. J. Ugli

chaplain to thi'Tr ii I 'onsort,preached th« n. On
Monday morning the Prince of Wales and Prince 1. *

f Hesse irere present at the Oaralry inspection at

Wormwood Bcrnbs. Prince Arthur and Prince l^«o-

pold left Buckingham Palace for the White I>od

Richmond Park. Earl Granville. Lord President of the

Council, had an audience of the ', i,m. and delivered to

her Majesty the Crest Seal of England. 1 Queen

and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princess

Helena ami the Count of Flanders, wen* t the

Horticultural Gardens at South Kensington. The Prince

( '.msortafterwnrds visited the SoutliKesslinirton Museum.

The Duke of Nemours snd the Count !>*Eu visit. 1 her

Majesty, and the Queen Mi lie visited the King

of the Belgians at Buckingham Palace. The Count of

Handera visited the Duke of Cambridge at (i 1
.center

House. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by

the Princess Alice, the Princess Helena, and Prince

Louis of Hesse, took a dri in an open carriage and

four. The Prince CooSOft, the Prior.- of Wales, and

the Count of Flanders rode 00 horseback. On '1 lay

morning the King of the Belgians and the Count ol

Flanders took leave of In Majesty on their return to

Belgium. The Prince Consort went to tin- Trinity House,

Tower Hill, and was sworn in on his re-election as Master

of the Corporation. Prince lx»uis of Hesse paid visits to

t he Duchess of Cambridge and the Duchess of Hamilton.

In the afternoon the Q»- i and Prince Consort, a ..

pan fed by the Princess Alice, the Print* of Wale*

and Prince Louis of Hesta, went to Clare

moot and visited the Countess 6V Neuilij. In the

vening the Prince of Wales honoured the performance

•he Royal Italian Oners, Coven t Garden, with his

presence. Oil We lnesday morning her Majesty the

Queen held a Privy Council, at which Sir I hard

Bel 11 was sworn as a Privy Councillor and took his

aeat at the Board, nfter which he received from her
He then took the

overcome by negotiations with the Emi OR

Napoleon, expressing his conviction that the*e

negotiations will ultimately lead to such a result

as will meet the best wishes of the nation. TU "

Governor*

Crown Prince snd Princess of Pruasis, with their

two children, Prince William and Prince* <hai-

lotte, ar-ived at the Palace from Berlin on a v

Pope continues seriously ill, and great doubts are
|w Mai , « t v> i n the afternoon the Queen, aooompani

Th

entertained of his recovery.

From the United States we learn that war-

like operations have commenced in earnest.^ A
;
-.^--^

amlPrince T/ ,f He.ee rode on horse-

hark. On dsv the Qoeen held a Draw

by the ( «n Prince* of Prussia nnd the Prin

Alice, took a drive in an open carriage and fcor.^

Consort
~

in . James's Palace, at which 131 ladies had tl

Q Prussia,

Princess Alice, ana I'rinee Arthur, urore w«i •«• »

carriage snd four. The Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Prince of Wales, the Crown Prince of P™»»8

and Prince Louis of Hesse, rode out < i. h .rsebsck.

Prince Arthur and Prince Ixjopold arrived from the :

White Ivodge, Bichm Park.

TBI KlKO OF the HrjXriAlfS, aorompanied by the

*tsY*
tt?°lld tiaie

- 0n Tuesday, on the order

Wif. *n
,nt° comr"ittee on the London Coal and

^Jr*?^^ Bill, Mr. Ayrton moved a series of

fc
V*7u°o» to the committee, empowering them to

^nd,Hou8e- P—
5r>o.

___. The motion was opposed
j

•— - w
-

th the Norlh<
Lewis, and negatived on a division by ** ^ _i._j m.;i Im

federate position at Fort Bethel on the night of the

9th inst., but were repulsed with serious loss.

The Confederates have, however, been obliged to

evacuate Harper's Ferry, which they did in great

haste, previously destroying all the Government

property. They subsequently abandoned the

whole line of the Po'omac with the intention of

concentrating their forces at Manassas Junction,

where a ireneral engagement is daily expected to ^^ of y^n^r^ \e(t DuckinKham Pahux on Tuesday.

The (Queen's proclamation excluding on fj^ retum to Pr. Is, <r*\ to I «r by *

the nrivafcers and armed vessels of both parties »p. tin from the fsrlsiUa.vets Arm* *Utim.
Tb<*

the pnvaieers ana arm
. £ Conmyrt and the Vrm<^ Wales » d

from bringing prizes into B" twh T*™» " °?f n ;. M »j«tt m, the Palae* to

sidered favourable to the ISortb. Mr. Adams, tne
^ (UiJ^ni o! ^

new Minister at this Cwt, is «id to haye sent Tmm Cl i-*nr« sfp Vh^
«JJ
» »2J*

home a despatch conveying th assurance of H wi ,
*m

M

***<» '.

John Russ^l that he had expressed no sympathy „k
;

-*£%£&
with any attempt to overthrow the G ewment of ^ ^^i^^Tiinm »U «t

the I "ted SUta; ud Mr. DALtAi the late
Ivioet 0wtart, The ^ ? el jssrty PnterejJmr

lister has declared at Philadelphia thst the (i ih ^~%£^^
British Government have no other intention than ^V^^U^JS^^ ^n^ > * ««
that of strict neutrality, and that the s^ympathies

11^^~ ^ ^^^ZTt
Hestriee, and P nee I*ow« < < Hesse reo«H*1 htr lftsyat

both of the
people

The House then went into committee,

**** to the six first clauses. Mr. ViviA*

The Overland Mail has arrived withnewsj^m

Bombay to the 27th ulu

,tors at the entrance ot me **rsT. "*«.
s??sL.«M ... Wiiri.ill leave town this won.

MT U^g hal VrriVed
j
ing for It+mi. to t she a ron«»d of mihUry dutv
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Camp at the Curragh. His Royal Highness will embark
this afternoon at Holyhead in tbe Connaught for Dublin,

and is expected to reach Kingstown about 5 o'clock.

He will there receive an address from the com-
missioners, and then proceed to the Viceregal Lodge.
It is officially announced that his Royal HighneBS will

visit the Art Exhibition in Dublin on Monday.
Peince Alfred visited the Saguenay on the 10th

inst., and arrived at Quebec on the evening of the 12th.

He was received by the civil and military authorities

and a large concourse of spectators, who cheered him
heartily. The Prince drove at once to the Governor-

General's residence. He visited the citadel on the fol-

lowing day and rode through the upper town. There
was no formal demonstration in honour of the Prince's

visit, but he was greeted everywhere with enthusiastic

expressions of loyalty and respect.

The Dttee and Dt/chess of Montpensiee and
their family, embarked on Monday in a Spanish war
steamship at Santander for England. The Royal party
will land either at Plymouth, Falmouth, or South-
ampton.
The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street.

Ministerial Movements.—Sir Richard Bethell,

the Attorney-General, has been appointed Lord Chan-
cellor in the room of the late Lord Campbell. It is

rumoured that either Mr. Justice Wightman or Mr.
Justice Hill will retire to make way for the elevation
of the Solicitor-General to the Bench, that Mr. Roun-
dell Palmer will be appointed Attorney-General, and
that either Mr. Collier, Mr. Mellor, or Mr. G. Denman,
will sncceed Sir W. Atherton as Solicitor-General.
New Peerage.—The Queen has directed letters

patent to be passed under the Great Seal, granting the
dignity of a Baron of the United Kingdom to Sir
Richard Bethell, the new Lord Chancellor, and to the
heirs male of his body lawfully begotten, by the title of
Baron Westbury, of Westbury, in the county of Wilts.
Parliamentary Movements.—The elevation of Sir

R. Bethell to the peerage has caused a vacancy at
Wolverhampton. Mr. Weguelin, the banker, late
member for Southampton, and Mr. T. Lloyd, ex -Mayor
of Birmingham, are candidates for the vacant seat, the
former in the Liberal, the latter in the Conservative
interest. There are two candidates in the field for
Westbury, Sir John C. Dairymple Hay, R.N. in the
Conservative, and Mr. Smethurst in the Liberal interest.
The Channel Fleet.—Rear Admiral Erskine's

division of the Channel Fleet, consisting of the Edgar,
Donegal, Hero, and Trafalgar, joined Admiral Smart's
division, composed of the Revenge, Aboukir, Conqueror,
and Centurion, in Leith Roads on Saturday evening.
It was expected that they would leave that anchorage
early on Wednesday morning to proceed northward by
the Moray and Pentland Firths, and subsequently visit
the north of Ireland and the Clyde.
Diplomatic Movements.—Lord DufFerin, British

Commissioner in Syria, arrived in London on Sunday
night from Constantinople. Lady Dufferin, who pro-
ceeded to Syria on learning that her son was suffering
from fever, accompanied his lordship home.
Convocation.—On Friday several amendments to

Archdeacon Denison's motion on the subject of " Essays
and Reviews " were moved, expressing in different terms
the opinion that it is not expedient to proceed to
synodical judgment. After a long and animated dis-
cussion all the amendments were rejected ; Archdeacon
Hony s by 29 to 10 ; the Dean of Ely's by 24 to 13 ;
professor Jeremie's by 26 to 16 ; Canon Selwyn's by
28 to 13, the Rev. F. Vincent's finding no seconder.
Several riders were then proposed by Canon Words-
worth, Sir H. Thompson, Mr. Woodgate, Mr. Massing-
berd,and Dr. M'Caul, but they were also lost by a
majority of voices. Archdeacon Denison's original
motion was then carried by 31 to 8, amid loud cheering,
l he resolution was communicated to tbe Upper House

to J \ q
report

'
and Conv°cation was then prorogued

Order ot? Knighthood for INDIA.-The Gazette

\rJt*^ contam(£ the allowing, document, dated

ipwoS V £™\!-5, jouncing the creation of anew Order of Knightnood for India —

-

r^& K??JS!™ 2 afford*? to the princes, chiefs,

[Jtjjti
2J,i|jfc

fate of all other sovereignties,ing that the oldest, as%ven * £™e *y«df t
traditions do not anoear L th

? njo^ *xm kZ"*
that England. P™?^*^ "?* tiatHLNl

Vienna h* a

them to the Indian Empire, merited her Majesty s favour.

The Queen has been further pleased to ordain, constitute, and
appoint the Right Hon. Charles John, Earl Canning, G.C.B.,

and her Majesty's Viceroy and Governor-General of India, to

be the first Grand Master of the said Most Exalted Order of

the Star of India ; and to nominate and appoint his Highness
Nizam-ool-Moolk,NuwabTuyinat AliKhan, Nizam ofHydrabad

;

General Viscount Gough, K.P., G.C.B., sometime Commander-
in-Chief of H.M.'s forces in the East Indies; his Highness
Jyajee Rao Sindhia, Maharaja of Gwalior ; the Lord Harris,

some time Governor of the Presidency of Madras ; his High-
ness Maharajah Duleep Singh; General Lord Clyde, G.C.B.,

late Commander-in-Chief of her Majesty's forces in the East
Indies ; his Highness Runbeer Singh, Maharajah of Cashmere

;

Sir George Russell Clerk, K.C.B., Governor of the Presidency
of Bombay: his Highness Tookoojee Rao Holkar, Maharajah of uo w
Indore ; his Highness Maharajah Khunde Rao, Guicowar of gravest dangers which LI y "^ Govern
Baroda ; the Right Hon. Sir John Laird Mair Lawrence, Bart., of the Holy See come ft 2 t^ea^ fc

^e temPoral
G.C.B., late Lieut. -Governor of the Punjab; his Highness if the occupation of Romf^'i1

*

? tx^diu f>

Nurendur Singh, Maharajah of Putiala; Lieut. -General Sir —

*

^
-

or mme nrovid«* *» fk«

James Outram, Bart, G.C.B., late member of the Council of the

Governor-General of India ; her Highness Nuwab .Sekunder,
Begum of Bhopal ; General Sir Hugh Henry Rose, G.C.B.,
Commander-in-Chief of her Majesty's Forces in the East
Indies ; and his Highness Yoosut Ali Khan, Nuwab of Ram-
tore—to be Knights of the said Most Exalted Order of the
tar of India. The Queen, in order to mark the high sense

and esteem in which her Majesty holds the said Order, and to
give an additional proof of her affectionate regard for his
Royal Highness the Prince Consort and his Royal Highness
Albert Edward. Prince of Wales, has been pleased to nominate

Ster fhe nam. .» i

D0W
",

b
I'

and h ,Te for eT«- ^ere-

fan h«S a *.?** and honora*7 knights as her Majesty

y£~a
ccess

?rs » ,
kings and queens regnant of the mid IT ni tori

aSRiS. £?#»™ I

J» <* the^ -"«t exaUed o?der
time hrfncr *? iT

1?"07 *nd Govemor-General of India for the
Srf.5? * 'i

11 be Krand ma8ter of the said order and that
?hVor^er

1D

And^that^' *»•?*^ and P^Pal kTigh'of
i^»«wi u_ ? .

tbat the 8aid most exalted Order shall be

^^SySJSdh^ °i
dina"c^ to be from tfmelo* titnl

sovereigns of fh^/r^J M*e
4
rt* hw *»«. and successors,

ehall bf
9

C0
°
m^t

e
en
a
^

'

d °
r
rd

tf-
*nd to ordain and direct that it

confer^fT 1 ! r ,
tbe Sovereign of the said Order to

and appoint their Royal Highnesses to
the saia most exalted Order of the Star of

Knig

»

4F0KfgtU
France.—The Moniteur of Tuesday officially an-

nounces that the Emperor has recognised Victor
Emmanuel as King of Italy. It says :

—

" In notifying this determination to the Cabinet of Turin,
the Government of the Emperor declared that they would
decline any solidarity in enterprises of a nature to disturb the
peace of Europe, and that the French troops will continue to
occupy Rome so long as the interests which caused their pre-
sence there shall not be protected by sufficient guarantees."

Count Vimercati, who arrived from Turin on Friday
night, left Paris on Tuesday for Fontainebleau. Count
Arese is on his way from Turin, accompanied by Signor
Artour, with the official reply of the Italian Ministry
to the communication from the French Court. It is

asserted that Marshal Niel is about to proceed to
Turin to notify officially to the Italian Government the
recognition of the Kingdom of Italy by France.—The
Corps Legislatif was prorogued on Thursday. Count
Morny, the President, in his closing speech congratu-
lated the Corps Legislatif on having fully appreciated
the new privileges granted to them. The Depu-
ties dispersed, shouting " Long live the Em-
peror f—It is said that the Empress Eugenie will
shortly undertake another tour to England, and
will then join the Emperor at Cherbourg, to witness
the trial trips of the iron-plated frigates Normandie
and Magenta. Their Majesties will then proceed
together to Biarritz, and the Empress will pay, alone,

"*uuu restored to the Pora "TiL
"""* ^OrUgal/tiyl^
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Italy differs in a SS7 fc theu" P°8iti<>n with naj?
have se^n with rSrtttSf^S "T^ of Ft^^
and of Zurich w^^S^££2S ^J^mhave wished that the monarchy Jti^^JS*™**
been overthrown

; nevertheless, the march o/^S-J
M *

contrary to its wishes, has not affected ttaeiLJIS'ment so direcdy as it has done the CunrtiVfl
Madrid. Without according our approbation towta k~ 4.CT
place, and without being disposed to nrot«* u, ^7?"**
the existence of the new state of things,nahZSSHH
prevents us from establishing relations with^J^5?5
Italy, and the obstacle to its recognition oriy eikifclT

E

the difficulties inherent in the affairs of Rome. htTewSS
of non-intervention which has preserved the peace a/fewEexcluding now, as it did a year ago, the employment <nS
there exists in our eyes a close connection between feem*
larisation of the events which have so greatly mtfBaftC
situation of Italy and the solution to be given to the Ron*
question. The Emperor's Government would thereforeben»
happy to learn that Austria and Spain consider it ponibk I
enter also into the sole path which seems to it likely to m
without new shocks to a practical result; but it dew
hesitate in any hypothesis to give th« assurance tbat lark

part it will not adhere to any combination incompstibls 41
the respect it professes for the independence and dignity offli

Holy See, and which might be in disaccord with taeoqjett i

the presence of its troops at Rome.*

Spain and Morocco.—The Emperor of Mans
has issued a proclamation, announcing his detenus*

tion to fulfil the treaty with Spain, agreeably to h
request of France. The Correspondence Autogrji

of Saturday says:—" The Spanish Government kk

the propositions acceptable which have been subAf

to it as a solution of the Moorish question, di
indulgent to Morocco on account of the present an

of things in that country, and of the good int«ti»

of the Moors, especially of Muley Abbas"

PoBTUGAi.— The Lisbon journals assert that tfe

Portuguese Government has.refused to acknowledge^t

new Italian kingdom. Th^ Official Go^Ue ofTm^r

publishes a Roval decree finally snppreaiug
;"•««

of Sisters of Charity. The Duke of Wto»
published a letter, in which he dedarcs to.\*%

willing to form a new Cabinet, but will not take ttiejaa

a visit to the Queen of Spain. It is also said that """"* " -1
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U1"^ ^^uence of the

Count de Persigny is about to visit England for a course °f
an? revolutionary party. In.^P™^

of sea-bathinff. and that hianonfc will h* filial ,*/Z i«/*««i air meetings of the Patriotic bocieiy a jof sea-bathing, and that his post will be filled ad interim
by M. Billault. It is rumoured that Count de
Persigny will not resume his post in the Cabinet, but
will replace Count de Flahault as French Ambassador in
London. M. de Lessens arrived at Marseilles en Tuesday,
from Suez.— The Moniteur says, that numerous
deputations having manifested their intention of pro-
ceeding to Vichy during the sojourn of the Emperor, it

is authorized, to prevent needless trouble, to announce
that liis Majesty, who goes to Vichy for the benefit of his
health, will not receive any deputations or any persons
who ask for an audience. It is rumoured that the
King of Prussia has invited the Emperor Napoleon
to the great manoeuvres which are to take place in
the autumn near Coblentz, and that the Czar
will pay the French Sovereign a visit at Chalons.
—The Abbe Cruice has been appointed Bishop of
Marseilles. He is of Irish descent and is the author of
several works remarkable for their style and the clear-
ness of their ideas. He was appointed by the late
Archbishop of Paris to the direction of the School des
Carraes.—The following are extracts from the more
important portions of the despatch alluded to by Lord
John Russell in the House of Commons, as having been
addressed by M. Thouvenel to Prince Metternich and
M. Mon, Ambassadors of Austria and Spain, announcing
that the Emperor of the French declined to accede to 1
proposal made by those two Powers for a common action
of the Roman Catholic Powers in favour of the temporal
authority of the Pope :

—

*' TbG Emperor's Government has deplored, as much as ithas blamed, the aggression on the Pontifical States ; and iflhepave, political considerations, which Austria and Spain atoStook into account, did not permit it at the timetTreaciagainst accomplished events, it neglected nothing calcuK
to limit the consequences of them. The army of occunatiowRome was increased withont delay ; and the Pope behE ableto remain with security in his capital, in the midst nffvlf

S^k^* a
?
itated Italy

'
owed t0 fche P^SS of SoFrench troops the preservation of part of his territorv TheEmperor's Government does not hesitate to render hrnn«Whas tested, and still does so, the profound and invariXesympathies which animate it with regard to the Chief rf«2C

i
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e PrecaTi<ms station in which circumstances haveplaced the temporal powerofthe HolySee doesnot thelesTeSr

painful anxietyamongthe Catholic nations : and as iti»oSS
aooe to the peace ofconsciences tbatsuch serious questionsSffinot remain too long suspended over the world? it is certainlvthe duty of Governments to unite their efforts tn^tSiwthem, and to facilitate their solution. I do^£0w™^sider useful to discuss here, with the necessari devdotfmeS"the system by which the States of the Pope andUhe?£tv ofRome would constitute, so to speak, property in mainmort

y
B?tapart to all Catholicity, and placed in virtue of a^S whtehis inscribed nnTOhova «k««« +u«. ^.ti. _ , . i
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air meetings 01 tne Jratnowt uvw^ Tvwt^
prohibited by the Government, the friends ot libenyw

on the 16th for the purpose of electing a *w®m*

present a petition to the Cortes. TheBnhsHtfJ

ment has sent to this country the report of uw*w»

Chamber of Commerce upon Portuguese woofc£

Department of Public Works is now^ in
» rTT

to make known the suggestions contained inw*T

for the amelioration of the article in Portugal.

DENMaBK.-It is reported that tU 0«W
fc

Empire, representing Denmark and *&*-?»

summoned to meet at the beginning ot ucrom \^
Hesse Cassel.—The Committee for ^^TjJ,

of the Constitution has unanimously
*!f
rL-p^

declaration to tbe Diet, stating that it is 1 rr^
to carry on Parliamentary business, ana m^^
that a requisition should be made w

demanding the re-establishment ot tne

of 1831.

Bavaria.— Count von Leiningen, t

^ __

cavalry in the Bavarian service, was/T^^d
20th met. to the daughter of a brewer at ji

^

,

Floosmann, 'by which marriage fe u*Llrt
citizen of Munich becomes allied to uus

-

of England. c^lM<f*"5
Petjssia.—The anniversary ot the w

^ |^
was celebrated at Cologne on the up ^ j, m
popular f&te. The celebration opened *|*fc*
morning by a salute of 18 gnns, an** .^^jeflj

night by a similar salute. The French JWLtfp «*

the fete, asks whether the name ot ^ rf
}0

placed between transparencies bearing

and Auerstadt. vtnra& ****

AFSTEIA.-The condition of the^^ *

serious anxiety. After remaining a
tandp**

Corfu, her Majestv will proceed to^ $ of
9J

winter in Cairo. Both Houses of tne r^torf
sent deputations to the Emperor 00 »^^ *£
their sympathy on the occasion. 1

^g-or0ed $*K.
tbat these demonstrations of loj»K^. ^.^sU^^
consolation under the melancholy ^^tioB "J
semi-official journals contradict tne

dor »t VT
French papers that the English Amo*. ^^iT
had, in an interview with the Enipew*

solution of the Hungarian question.

"Htngary.—The agitation in Hu*j^ near*U
Thirty thousand men are concentw m^r
The Lower House of tbe Hungarian ^p
that the address shall be presented w
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^e^ToTthe L^TH^^nd a member of

5 rpp« Hoiise.
.

fcti of the Chamber of Deputies

?££ B^nt^li, President of the Council of

S^rt made the following statement on the recog-^ «7thTkinsdoui of Italy by France:-
tjlgm of the kingu

to^ounce to the Chamber an

« fbe Government
whapP^^

satisfaction by the
- ^hich wUl be receded w J^^ ^ rec0?niaed

E"*16
!-i !. ?imr of Italy. The right of our
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IS F^rone The recognition of the Kingdc

•"SPS^iSJS and^gland definitively determines „ur

"SJ?JlS^rlr Italy is now placed among the other
u3Hwi * Europe. "JJJ. - h pface which has long been
5^—i- nations, and occupies wo.P1^,.^ „..

—

A— 6
ig th[j nations, auaj^v™- ~-x

Kingdom

IB itSKf nfltoto of~ shortly after S
Rational bodies of State of rra ^ ^ jr
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- - £S,

m̂
*SlStsrtmTpeace for the happiness of

tST^JSZ^^^ and the peace of Europe.' The
Italy, tbc g^tnew 01 r^^ a fresh ofof the
Chamber will certainly ac^uow*r^ r _Mwi. k«» >»o niuttm fr«.
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lt
w «£ Fmneror of the French in July,
by the Emperor^o

congratulations of the
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unpi

>f tl

e, ai

wlU
^^rf^!fm"nminTitoelf which he has chosen for^^^em^S his intention to

^Wnamful to Italy the great misfortune by which she

Kn^eSkan. Italy will !see in this fresh cause for being

^^to^bogwrons nation whose genius and noble instincts

JE^SpwW oKeraniBnt so well represents. I do not consider& I Showering the dignity of Italy in declaring that she

jSJht to be thankful to France Do not fear that.our

latitude towards France can demand of us the least

Mcrifice of our rights or of our interests. Between

France and Italv there cannot be any conflict of interests.

liberty progress, and humanity will henceforth be the sole,

common aims of civilised peoples. Italy and France will go

hand in hand to this noble result. Such is the new basis of the

po3cy of the Emperor of the French inaugurated by the

war in Italy, a policy which will form the best title of his

dory, and which will give to the world that which it is most

in need of—namely, peace founded on justice. Let us rejoice

at this new success, but do not let us forget that our worlc is

not yet completed. We owe this success principally to

wisdom, constancy, concord, magnanimous emulation, efforts,

and sacrifices. We still require these virtues, the effect

of which cannot be compensated by any friendship or

fbreign support. These virtues are the true motives

of the past, and the most sure token of the future.

There is at present no Ambassador of Italy at Paris, and no
French Ambassador at Turin. This part of our relations has

not been settled, but will be so very shortly. As regards

Rome the Government has no intention of allowing the ques-

tion to rest It is too important for the Government not to

incessantly occupy themselves with it. The Chamber will,

however, understand the gravity of the question, the difficul-

ties of which nmst be orercome solely by way of negociations

with Napoleon which are continually going on. I flatter

myself that in time, the period of which I certainly cannot
nx, we hall arrive at such a result as will meet the best wishes
of the nation. In the meantime I can assure you that the

of the kingdom of Italy does not involve any con-
any insult to our national rights."

Jn the sitting of Thursday Baron Ricasoli laid upon the

teble of the House the diplomatic correspondence ex-

cbanged between France and Italy in reference to the

recognition of the Kingdom of Italy. The following is

a summary of the freucb, note :

—

"The Emperor, on the demand of Victor Emmanuel, has
recognised him as King of Italy. But by this recognition he
does not approve the past policy of the Cabinet of Turin, nor
does he encourage enterprises of a nature to compromise the
general peace of Europe. The Emperor regards the principle
of non-intervention as a rule, but he declines the responsibility
•of any project of aggression. The French troops will continue
to occupy Borne so long as the interests which brought France
to Borne are not covered by guarantees.'*

Baron Ricasoli, in his note in reply to the foregoing,
thanks the Emperor for the recognition of the Italian
Kingdom. He recalls the programme set forth in the
recent votes of the Chambers, and expresses a hope
that the wished-for solution may be brought about
without interruption. He says :—

thi' Su*
Wisn ia to resti0re Rome to Italy, without depriving

weChurch of any of its grandeur, or the Pope of his inde-
gndence. We hope that after a time the Emperor will be
•Jjeto withdraw his troops from Rome without exciting the
•Jjrehension of the Catholics. Wo leave it to the high
™omofthe Emperor to determine the moment, and trust
jw France will not refuse to bring Rome to accept an arrange-«* which would be fruitful in happy consequences."™ Chamber of Deputies on Monday, after an animated
Gebate, adopted the Bill on the national armament by a

Ju-
ty of 218 to 30 * In the sittin& of Wednesday

tne Bill relating to the loan for 500,000,000f. was dis-

eased. Signor Ferrari opposed the Bill, and attacked
«ie political, financial, and administrative systems of

^Government. He, however, highly eu'ogised

JJ*nt Cavour. Signor Desanctis replied, and showed
j£w the present Cabinet had maintained the system
miiowed by Count Cavour. The discussion was resumed
«Ahwsday when Signor Joachim Pepoli, although

2E2,
m& the Government on political grounds,

<2CS toe Bill for financial reasons. Signori

i*T3r**d Brofferio also spoke on the sub-

WhernfV ^*^ Polishes a letter from the

Omrch 1 ^ favour, denying the assertions of the

COBmSiS
1^ V*** t0 the circumstances winch ac-

-*E.?e laat reii8ioiis acts of the ¥sis
of& i

r0ln N»*» state that the National Guard

VeS^a have tested a band of brigands on Mount

otKnt i C°mmis* l<>K *»J u9t
been aPP?infced^ 0Td

fl
the «?M -

\

ICtor Emmanuel to examine plans tor

Bay rf v^^ of a great commercial port in the

X°f/>K which his long been desired by the

K\ UrAccouats from Rome state that the

al2Si ' - h is extremely precarious. He has an

JT**?
1"'the right leg which infects his whole body.

.£2™«b> Ja able
«

audienCes, much un-

5»ness>» manifested by the Cardinals as to the result

de»t? i
neS8

' Ifc » reported that in anticipation of his

Si Austria bas made arrangements to receive the

^^e of Cardinals in one of the fortresses of Venetia

fjr the election of a new Pope. Cardinal Antonelli
was officially informed bv the Duke de Gramont, the
French Ambassador, on the 20th inst, of the recog-
nition of the Kingdom of Italy. In reply, the Cardinal
said, " This is where we have been led by the solemn
promises made by your Emperor at the beginning of

the war." The Duke de Gramont will leave Rome for

France on the 30th inst.

Sicily.—The official Journal contradicts the report

that 120 Bourbon partisans had disembarked near

Syracuse, where they were surrounded by Italian

troops and 23 of them shot. It states that only three

brigands in the pay of the Bourbon party have landed

there from Malta.
Russia.—Their Imperial Majesties returned to St.

Petersburgh on Saturday from their journey to

Moscow.
Poland.—M. Wielopolski had proposed the forma-

tion, under the title of Polish military, of a flying

column of 6000 men to maintain public order in the

country, instead of the Russian troops. Prince Waldi-

mar Czetwertynski has been arrested and sent to the

fortress of Modlin. Count Tyszkeiwicz has been sus-

pended from his functions of Marshal of the Nobility of

Wilna, and the countess, his wife, exiled for having

made a collection for the purpose of giving an Easter

banquet to the working classes. The laws in connection

with the reforms recently published have in no way given

satisfaction. The privileges granted to the Council of

State and the Municipal Councils are found to be so

insignificant that their proceedings promise no results.

The dissatisfaction of the people is increasing, and

the aspect of affairs in general is most gloomy.

TURKEY.—The Sultan died on Tuesday morning.

His brother Abdul Aziz Khan was immediately

recognised as his successor. The new Sultan, on his

accession, published a Hattt
declaring that he will follow

the present policy of the Turkish Government. He
also announces his intention to introduce great reforms

in the interior in favour of all his subjects, without dis-

tinction of religion. He concludes by insisting on the

necessity for economic.il and financial reforms. It is

stated that a modification of the Ministry is probable.

Riza Pasha, the Minister of War, will, it is said, be re-

placed. All is quiet at Constantinople.

India.—We have accounts from Calcutta to the

24th, and from Bombay to the 27th May. The

following are the details :

—

Calcutta.—Mr. Laing, who has been dangerously ill with

dysentery, was put on board the Government steam-ship

Australian as soon as it was safe to remove ^him, and sent to

sea for a cruise. He arrived at Penang on the 24th May, and
had then nearly recovered from his illness. The volunteering

for general service is going on briskly among the men, but the

officers are holding back. 7039 men of all arms have
volunteered for general service, 393 for local service, and 399

have claimed their discharge. Of these many have since

decided for general service, ^^^^t^
Bombay.—Four Bombay regiments—viK., the 29th, 90th, and

31st Native Infantry and the 2d Jacob's Rifles—have been

disbanded The Indigo Contracts Bill has been referred to the

Bom bav Chamber of Commerce.
The 'PromnctB.—The famine in the North West, has been

effectually relieved. The relief committee are bus:ly dis-

tributing the large remittances sent from England, which it is

thought are more than sufficient to meet the emergency.

Slight disturbances have taken place in the South-West Pro-

vinces and Indigo districts. All is quiet in the Santhal Per-

gunnas ; the causes of the late excitement arc unknown. A
thorough inquiry has been made regarding disturbances at

Jessore. All is now quiet in that neighbourhood. Measures

are in progress for the amalgamation of the Surat and Broach

Collectorates. Lieut. Hughes, of the 68th Foot, has been killed

by an elephant. Captain Merywether has died at Simla.

, China.—Accounts from Hong Kong state that the

reported capture of Hankow by the rebels hae not been

confirmed; but the insurrection is spreading and no

effectual measures of repression seem possible to the

Imperialists. The Foreign Ministers continue to reside

peaceably at Pekin, but Mr. Bruce has declared his

intention to grant no passports at present to British

subjects to visit the capital. Fresh captures of English

and American subjects in the service of rebels and

Imperialists have been made on the banks of the

Yang-tsze.
,

Cap* of Good Hope.—The Cape Parliament was

opened on the 26th April. The Governor, in his speech

on the occasion, expressed confidence in the mainten-

ance of peace and progress on the frontier, and in the

general prosperity of the country. The Estimates ot

the revenue submitted to Parliament were far below

the expenditure. A Bill for separating the provinces

had been introduced, but it was considered likely to be

thrown out. The Home War Office had asked tor

30,000*. towards the expenditure on accooint of the

miiitarv forces in the colony. l\™^™&££
granted this session. The exports of wine ha follen

from 35,000Z. to 15,000/. Hnrse sickness and lung

disease were prevalent among the stock. Both had

proved very destructive in tlie^ ^^YoVk'to June
United States.-Accoun*.from:

£

e

^

ing the earnest belief and hope tl.at the result would be
perfectly satisfactory to the President of the Tinted
States. Mr. Dallas, the ex -Minister to England, bad
visited Philadelphia, and stated privately that the
British Ministry had no other intention than that of
strict neutrality in the present struggle, and that the
people of England were radical in their sympathy and
affiliation with the North. Several skirmishes have taken
place in the vicinity of Washington, but without any
serious result. Some excitement has been caused by a
rumourthat Gen. Beauregard is marching on \\ ashington

at the head of a large force. Advices to that effect

have been received at the War Department, but are

not relied on. 3000 Federal troops left Fort Monroe

on the night of the 9th to attack the Confederate

position nine miles distant. In the darkness two

Federal regiments fired on each other with fatal effect.

At daybreak the Federals advanced, but were repulsed

by masked batteries of heavy rifled cannon. Hrigadier-

General Pierce, commanding the Federal forces, is said

to have lost presence of mind, and the Federals, after

having been exposed for one hour to a galling fire,

retired to Fort Monroe. General Butler reports

the Federal losses at 14 killed and 45 wounded.

The news of this victory has been received with great

enthusiasm in the South. Harper's Ferry has been

evacuated by the Con ederates in great haste. They

attempted to destroy the railway bridge, but failed.

All the Government property has been burnt. The
Confederates have abandoned the whole line of the

Potomac, with the intention of concentrating their

forces at Manassas Junction, where a pitched battle

is daily expected to take place. The Federal troops

are advancing from the eastward by three routes

on Harper's Ferry, and General M'Chelland's

forces are rapidly moving towards the same point

from the West. The Union army in Western

Virginia was said to be assuming formidable dimen-

sions. It is reported that General Butler has com-

pleted his preparations for an attack on Yorktown.

Three companies of Federal troops, while making a

reconnaissance in the direction of Vienna, Virginia, were

fired upon by a masked battery. 20 men were killed,

wounded, or missing. The Virginia Convention at

Wheeling has passed an ordinance vacating the State

offices and providing a Provisional Government. It is

stated that 1500 troops were entrenched at Charles-

town, Virginia, with 6-pounders ready mounted ; and

that they had two or three members of the Wheeling

Convention in gaol there. It is asserted that one of

the first acts of the Virginia Provisional Government

will be the raising of 10 regiments for war. Five

hundred Secessionists have been routed at Romney,

Virginia, by an Indiana regiment. Several people

have been shot at St. Louis by a detachment of

Volunteers, in return for the reported wounding of their

captain by a sliot from a house. A serious fight is immi-

nent u\ Missouri. The Governor of Missouri has issued a

proclamation calling for 50,000 State troops to resist the

Federal usurpation. He and the State officers have

abandoned Jeflerson city, and burnt the railway bridges

west of that point, with the idea of concentrating their

forces at Arnow Rock. General Lyon, with a large

body of Federal forces, followed them in close pursuit.

At the election of a member to Congress in Maryland

the Union party triumphed. Eastern Tennessee has

given 10,000 votes against secession. A doubtful report

is current that the Confederate troops are moving

towards Cairo. The Federal troops at that place are

considered sufficient to meet all emergencies. The

first privateer captured by the Federal ships has been

taken to New York. The vessels at the New York

navy-yard have been ordered to keep up steam in order

to be able to start at a moment's notice. The steamer

Vanderbilt, which has been chartered by the Federal

Government, has sailed from New York with Colonel

Wilson's New York Zouaves on board, it is reported for

Fort Pickens.

Newtoundland. — The riots at St. Johns are

attributed entirely to political causes, the Radical party-

demanding vote by ballot and an extension of the elec-

tive franchise accorded to them by the British Govern-

ment. Two Madi.a! members were returned to Parlia-

ment, but the House refused to receive them. A collision

thereupon took place between the military and the

people, in which four persons were killed and several

wounded. The rioting continued from day to day. and

the dwelling-house and stables of Mr. Ha vies, the leader

of the Government, were set on fire by t,u» moband

destr ued. The mob was ultimately tr»^u ' ,

'i
J,ed_^

the Roman Catl bishop and hi fergj. The flrf
troops sent from H.difox were found to be in *mt,
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'i'iio liatitcay itioUyiUjcn \ocOMKna) Irunsfei' But, and tut;

Edinburgh Assessment Bill passed through committee. The

East India Loan Bill was read a second time. The Public

Ogkes Extension Bill passed through committee.—The Duke of

Somerset, on bringing up the report on the Greenwich

Hospital Bill, said that, as ho understood the Bill was con-

sidered objectionable in point of form, and was threatened

with powerful opposition in the House of Commons, he should

•not proceed with it. At the same time he repelled the imputa-

tion that he wished to use the patronage of the livings at the

disposal of the Admiralty for political purposes.—After

a few words from Lords Ellenborough and Hard-

wicke, Lord Grey said that the best way of getting

rid of such imputations was by selling the Greenwich

Hospital property, a course from which an immediate

accession to the income of the Hospital would arise. The Bill

was then withdrawn.—Lord Monteagle presented a petition

from certain Natives of India, complaining of their exclusion

from the public service. He urged in strong terms the claims

of the natives generally to a share in the administration of the

empire, and deprecated the obstacles now raised to their ad-

mission.—Lord Herbbrt explained that, after mature con-

sideration, it had been determined that the natives of India

could not be allowed to compete for service in northern

climates, but that it would be competent for them to do so in

reference to colonial employment in warm latitudes.—Alter

some remarks by the Earl of Ellenborough and the Marquis

of Claxricarde in favour of employing natives as medical

officers the petition was ordered to He on the table.

Monday.—Death of the Lord Chancellor.—Lord Redesdale, as

Deputy Speaker, took his seat on the woolsack in the room of

the late Lord Campbell.—Earl Granville moved the adjourn-

ment of the House, as a mark of respect to the late Lord
Chancellor, who had so recently as Friday last presided over

their deliberations. He said that on Saturday he had met his

noble and learned friend at the Cabinet Council, and again in

the evening at, his own house at a social gathering. By a

strange coincidence the Lord Chancellor lately made a state-

ment to a friend which was equivalent to the expression of a
preference for a sudden death, rather than one preceded by a

lingering illness. His lordship concluied by asking the

unanimous assent of their lordships to a motion for which
there was. happily, no precedent in the records of the House.
—Lord Brougham and Lord St. Leonards expressed their

sense of the merits of the late Lord Chancellor, and highly

eulogised his professional character and attainments. The
motion was unanimously agreed to.

Tuesdat. — The Railway Companies Mortgage Transfer

(Scotland) Bill, the Edinburgh Assessments Bill, and the Excise and
Stamps Bill were read a third time and passed. The East India

Loan Bill passed through committee. The Public Offices

Extension Bill was reported with amendments.—The Duke of

Somerset moved for a copy of the regulations under which
masters or mates of merchant vessels may be enrolled as officers

of the Royal Naval Reserve, and explained the provisions of the
Bill for the purpose of admitting officers of the merchant
service to the navy. The principal object would be to give to

officers of the merchant service commissions in the navy as

lieutenants to serve under captains in time of war, and to retire

with honorary rank at its termination. The motion was
agreed to.

Thursday.— The New Lord Chancellor.—Sir R. BETHELLtook
the oaths as Lord Westbury, and then assumed his seat on the
woolsack. The East India Loan Bill and the Post Office Extension
Bill were read a third time and passed.—The Bishop of
Chichester withdrew the Church Buildings Act Amendment
Bill. Turner's Pictures.—In answer to Lord St. Leonards,
Earl Granville said that the question of a suitable building in
connection with the National Gallery for the reception of the
pictures bequeathed to the nation by the late Mr. Turner had
not yet been decided on, but in the meantime the pictures
were perfectly safe, as they were in a gallery universally
admitted to be well adapted both for their exhibition and pre-
servation.—Lord Overstone admitted the difficulty of carrying
out the conditions of Mr. Turner's bequest, but thought the
nation was bound in some way or other to comply with
them.—After a few words from Lord Monteaole and the Earl
of Ellesmere the subject dropped.—Lord Redesdale moved
for a select committee to inquire into the progress made in the
wall-paintings of the Peers' Robing Room, and to report when
the room would be ready for occupation. The motion was
agreed to.

Friday.—The Royal Assent was given by Commission to the
Excise and Stamps BUI, East India Loan Bid, and several other
Bills. State of Turkey.—In answer to I«ord Stratford de
Redcliffe, Lord Wodehouse said that the Turkish Ambassador
had assured the Secretary for Foreign Affairs that the new
Sultan would carry out the policy of his predecessor in foreign
affairs ; and in internal politics would inaugurate new and
important reforms. Annexation of Savoy. — The Earl of
Carnarvon called attention to the prolonged occupation of
Northern Savoy by France, and asked what arrangements had
been made to give effect to the treaty of Vienna, guaranteeing
the independence of Switzerland. [Left sitting.]

HOUSE OP COMMONS.
??

IDAY "~San Dwningo.—In answer to Mr. W. E. Forster
Lord J. Russell said that he had received assurances
from the Spanish Government that slavery would not
be introduced into the island in consequence of its an-
nexation to Spain, civil Service Examinations. — On the
motion for going into committee of supply, Mr. Cochrane
moved a resolution to the effect that the evidence taken
Detore the select committee on civil service examinations proved
inac tbe system of examination should be modified in order tomeet the requirements of the public service. He read extractsol the evidence, m which heads of departments and practical
offit

.

al men testified that no advantage had accrued to the
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ot the report, Lord Stanley vindicated the fairness of
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J
ch Was *«K*tiv«i w'thout, a

Lieutenant 01 Ireland with reference to the Government ot that

country; and whether the Earl of Carlisle intended to retain

that office after the slight put upon him in reference to the

Galway Contract.— Lord Palmerston said that the relations

octween the Government and the Earl of Carlisle were those

founded by law and usage, and that there was no reason to

suppose that his excellency was unwilling to continue to fill

the office of Irish Viceroy. Indian Army. —Sir C. Wood stated,

in reply to Colonel Sykes, that the Native Regiments of the

Rengal Army had been changed from the regular to the

irregular system some time since ; that the change would be

made in the Madras and the Bombay services very gradually

;

and that no officer would suffer any loss in position or emolu-

ment by the change. The Spithead Forts.—Sir M. Peto called

attention to the fortifications about to be erected at Spithead

with reference to the great changes now taking place in naval

armaments, and inquired if the Government intended to

reconsider the question whether floating batteries wouht

not prove more effective for the defence of the arsenal

than the forts proposed to be constructed on the shoals

He suggested various points which, he thought, ought

to induce the Government not to be precipitate, but to recon-

sider the question.—Sir F. Smith differed from Sir M. Peto, and

&*** 29, 1^
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great expense in building forts on the ^oals.-Captain Jervis
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Whaworth rifie, and ^cited the opinion of the^S-
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Hardinge and General Hutchinson in favour^ the hP ^also complained that Mr. Whitworth had not muLS??- *
at the hands of the committee on small arms • ,„7 .'
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i .11 urged tint

urged the necessity of building the proposed forts.—Lord

Palmerston declared himself in favour of forts, which would

require fewer men than floating batteries, and could be made to ^
resist artillery of the greatest power. It was absurd to say that an inquiry would establish the efficiency and su

permanent defences would serve as buoys to guide foreign ships
"*

of war into our harbours, as authentic charts were to be had,
.

.
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showing precisely the manner in which a ship should I already engaged in testing the 'merits of Mr. vS^^S?,*!
be steered into them. If an enemy's fleet should get to Spit- '

s" ! Jtl- -**~ J =_„-_- - : *»!*

head, he had, he said, no doubt that the forts, armed with

Armstrong guns, would very soon send the ships to keep com-
pany with the Royal George. After some further remarks
upon the subject by Mr. Bentinck, Sir H. Verney, and Mr. T.

G. Barino, the House went into a Committee of Supply upon
the remaining Army Estimates, and certain votes for civil

buildings were taken. The Durham University Bill was read a
second time. The ClwXham Dockyard Enlargement Bill passed
through Committee. Other Bills were forwarded, and the

House adjourned at half-past 1 2 o'clock to Monday.

Monday.—Export of Salt to France.—In answer to Sir J.

Pakington Mr. M. Gibson said that no arrangement had yet
been made with the Government of France for the admission
of British salt into that country, but that an inquiry by the

French Government was now going on, and there was every
reason to believe that it would soon be followed by a reduction

of the duty on British salt. The Derryveagh Evictions.—On
the order for going into Committee of Supply, Mr. Scully
moved an address to Her Majesty, representing that Mr John

fi fc wfiich inclllded a snm of 7<W(
George Adair one of the Justices of the Peace for the county

f£
e

h w t Aldershott Mr. 0sB0RNE attaeW
of Donegal has recently ejected all the inhabitants from a [^^ scneme Q f the military establishment at Aiders*
tract of land in that county under circumstances which appear w«'"««<"«'u™»* J

to this House to affect seriously the general peace and well
and praying for an inquiry.

rifle over every other—Mr. T. G. Baring oSSSelSHl!**
the ground that a committee appointed byth^mBST"*
already engaged in testing the merits of Mr.V&w*?
in comparison with other descriptions of small armt S*some remarks by Mr. Newdeoate, Capt. Jervis, Mr MosuSLord Elcho, and Mr. Crossley, Lord Palmirstos said hew
fully sensible of the importance of furnishing the ararc *i£
the best possible weapon ; and the Government were i thnmoment occupied in a scientific inquiry with the view of aaocr-
taining not only what would be the best weapon, but whether
the superiority of one weapon over auother was so m*
as to counterbalance the expense and inconvenience of effectirf

a general change in the armament of the service. The moti*
was then withdrawn.—Mr. Slaney obtained leave to bring to

a Bill to amend and extend the act for Co-optratm ud
Provident Societies.—Mr. M. Smith obtained leave to bring hi
Bill to amend the act 9th George III., c. 16, for quieti^

Possessions against the Crown, and certain acts relating to nfe

by the Duke of Cornwall ; and LordC. Paget obtained leave ti

bring in a Bill to amend the law relating to Greenuich Hotpiu.

—On the motion of Mr. Gregory the select committee on tiu

Galway Contract was nominated. The House then re*

itself into a Committee of Supply ou the remaining Ant

being of the district ,

with a view to consider whether it is fitting that
Mr. Adair shall continue to hold Her Majesty's com-
mission. He detailed the circumstances attending the evictions,

examining the reasons alleged by Mr. Adair for the course he
had taken, and insisting that there is no ground whatever for

j

depopulating the lands by a system of eviction which, though
strictly speaking within the pale of the law, was nevertheless
fi aught with the most disastrous consequences to society in
Lel«nd.—Mr. Hennessy seconded the motion.—Mr. Conolly
de 1 ended the conduct of Mr. Adair, who was fully justified in
evicting the tenantry of Derryveagh in his opinion. There was
the be.-t evidence that the whole of the male adult inhabitants
of that district bad been acting in complicity with the Ribbon
conspiracy in the recent murder of his steward. Mr. Adair
found himself hemmed in by that society ; his own life had
been threatened ; and if he had not taken the course he did,

he woild have been driven either to give up his estate, or hold
it subject to the control of these midnight conspirators.—Mr.
Butt denied that the tenantry of Mr. Adair were implicated
in the Ribbon conspiracy, and expressed a hope that
the House would agree to the motion for an inquiry,
so that the facts of the case might be put beyond all dispute.—Vr. LeNQFiELD and C<tpt. Lewis opposed the motion.— Mr.
M'Mahon and Mr. Maouire supported it.—Mr. Cardwell
said that the question was, whether the Crown had neglected
its duty in not superseding Mr. Adair in the commission of
the peace. On a former occasion he had stated that there was
no sufficient ground to justify the Government in doing so,

and he remained of the same opinion. He regretted, and he
bad expressed his regret, that Mr. Adair should have taken
the course of ejecting so many families ; but the question was
whether the Government would be justified in removing from
the commission of the peace a gentleman not charged with
any violation of the law, but who had acted within the limits
of his legal rights, and he thought they would have no ground
on which they could have vindicated such an act.—The amend-
ment was negatived without a division. Canada and the United
States.—Sir J. Fergusson called attention to the recent augmen-
tation of the military force in Canada. He considered the subject
of great importance, as one likely to interfere with the resolu-
tion to take no share in the disputes between the Northern
and Southern States of America, while nothing had occurred
there or in the colony to justify it. It the reinforcements were
intended only to strengthen the garrisons it was not necessary
to send them at this critical moment and in such an
ostentatious manner.—Lord Palmerston said that the Govern-
ment had expressed, in a solemn and public manner, their
determination to abstain from taking part in tbe contest
between the Northern and Southern States of America ; and,
so far as the people of Canada were concerned, they 'reliedupon their fidelity and loyalty most implicitly. It was the
ordinary practice of all Governments, when war broke out in a
neighbouring State, to take the precaution of strengthening
their military force on the borders, and it was a laudable pre-
caution. This force, a small one, was only sent out incommon prudence to reinforce our garrisons, and was
sent at a proper time and in a proper manner
Mr. Disraeli said that what engaged the attention of the
country was the policy of sending out these troops at the timewhen a conflict was going on in the United States. He
thought it was a very serious step on the part of the Govern-
ment ; he doubted its wisdom ; he feared there was a feverish
character about it, and thought it would havo been better toshow more forbearance. Spain and Morocco.—In reply to Sir
R. Peel, Lord J. Russell explained the present position of
the questions in dispute between Spain and Morocco and
added that the good offices of England had been requested bv
Morocco, and that terms of settlement had been proposed and
were now under the consideration of the two Governments.
The House then went into a committee of supply on the Civil
Service Estimates, when Mr. A. Smith moved that the Chair-man report progress. After a discussion on the expediency oftaking votes ou account, the motion was ntgatived by 148
*° "• ,

A v"te on account of-830,0001. was then agreed to The
• Parothial and Burgh Schools (Scotland) Bill was read asecond time.

.
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as a permanent camp, the enormous expenditure incurred^
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the Aldershott establishment, and the amendment wmmj
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tived by 54 to 49. Another division took pace on the voj

before it was finally agreed to, when the Chaibma.v reportei

progress. The remaining orders were then disposed ol
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— .Kniild be extended to other offices tiiat had not yet the whole of this nrnnortw «^ „ „«.^-

^jSn«i tiD -Mr. Vaxsittaht moved as an amendment thebarewalk hI
1

' } 0t ? vMl$* remains but

£l££?at on should be confined strictly to those offices
J
l,e bare walls and an immense chasm of fire, which has !

** **
ataady been opened up. On a division, the amend- been burning fiercely all the week and is likely to do•»» 7. ^ la^a..** to «i_ on tfta ?d «n fnr many days to come. To be added to this vcrv

Zted
nSative'd by* a majority of 46 to 31. On the 2d

«n addition by Sir C. Wood was agreed to, that un-

Tj -ervants appointed to office shall have resided for

Jure iu India.—Mr. Adam moved an amendment, that

JTTgEald also be subjected to the same teste as those that

zZL\*m or might hereafter be applied to the covenanted

**ZJtL 'on a division the amendment was negatived by a

SSrv of 66 to 61. Another amendment by Mr. Adam,

SErine this new class of servants to the same

SSrtkma as the covenanted servants, of not receiving

ZEST or engaging in trade, was opposed by Sir C.

CS^^neSLy. ^d was negatived by 76 to 57.

iSvm then passed through committee. The House again^
tatn^committee on the East India (High Courts of Judi-

\\ BilL After a long and desultory discussion on the

clauses the Bill passed through committee.—The House

vent into Committee of Supply, when a vote of 250,0001. on

.at was granted for the Packet Service.—On the motion

Uathird reading of the Courts of Justice Building Bill, Mr.

LittW considered that the site for the Courts had not been

doty floosidered, and moved that the Bill be recommitted.

-

\ •"<* same discussion, the amendment was withdrawn, and

the Bill was read a third time and passed.—The Scotch Pub'ic-

kcuMi AcU Amendment Bill and the Government of the Navy BilL

w«i« read a second time.—The local Government Supplemental

I and the Labourers' Cottages Bill passed through committee.

—The Pters and Harbours Bill was read a third time and

ing

Ynway. —Irremovable Poor Bill.—At the morning sitting Mr.
Villi i:ks moved that the House go into committee on this

BUI.—After considerable discussion, in which Mr. S. Estcourt,
9r J. Graham. Sir J. Pakington, Mr. Henley, Sir G. Lewis,
and other members took part, the motion was carried by
117 to 44. The House then went into committee, but no pro-
gress was made before the hour for adjournment. At 6 o'clock
the House resumed. [Left sitting.]

Qtits intelligence.
Moxet Market, Friday.—British Funds: Con-

tois closed at 89£ to f for Money, and 89£ for the
10th July; Hank Stock, 229; Three per Cents. Re-
dnced, 88* to |; New Three per Cents., 88* ; India
Phe per Cent. Stock, 98f to f, ex div. ; Ditto for Acct.,
9SJ,exdiv.; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 95J

;

tto April, 1864, 95f; Ditto Bonds, 14*. to 18*. dis.;
Exchequer Bills, March, 10*. dis.; Ditto June, par,
8».iU; Ditto Small, 2*. prem.—Foreign : Brazilian
lour and a Half per Cents., I860, 86i; Mexican Three
per Cents, for Acct., 22} to £; Sardinian Five per
ntsySitoi; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, 7l»j

i. tto for Acct., 72; Ditto, 1858, 57£; Ditto for Acct.,
•
to 57* ; Ditto 100/. Bonds, 59.
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Government Debt .. •.£11,016,100
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serious loss is the destruction of the whole of the western
range of Alderman Humphrey's warehouses flank
the new dock, known as Hay's Wharf, the burning of
tour warehouses and a quay, comprising Chamberlain's
Wharf, adjacent to St. Olave's Church, besides 12 houses
in Tooley Street, 11 houses in Hayes Lane, and a sloop
and a barge moored to the quays which the state of
low water rendered it impossible to remove. The saddest

i

S
r i» *}' however

>
was the deplorable accident which

befell Mr. Braidwood, the director of the London Fire
Brigade, who perished at an early stage of the fire. It
appears that the lire broke out in the first story of a
warehouse, which was perfectly new, and constructed on
approved principles of architecture ; strong party walls,
provided with iron doors, dividing the fabric, and the
warehouses in the vicinity were reputed to be fireproof
also. The workmen were still on the spot, and one of
them actually discovered in a small heap of sinokin"
jute the germ of that conflagration which before mid-
night was represented by three acres of flame. Un-
happily, the smoke at that early period was so dense as
to forbid all approach, and the flame was left to do its
work. After the steam floating engines had been set to
work by Mr. Braidwood a large number of land engines
took up their position in Tooley Street and prepared
for action, but no water could be obtained from the
mains for nearly an hour. Mr. Braidwood there-
fore posted his men where the best command could
be had over the fire, and proceeded down the avenue
leading to the wharf nearest St. Olave's Church,
where four of his men were supporting and directing
two branches from the floating engine. He found the
men in a very distressed state from the intense heat, and
was in the act of giving them some brandy when an
explosion in the warehouse flanking the avenue
suddenly occurred. In an instant it was seen that
the frontage of the second warehouse was coming
down, falling outwards into the avenue. Mr. Hen-
derson, the foreman of the Southern district of the
brigade, who was standing within a few paces of Mr,
Braidwood, shouted for all to run. The men dropped
their branches. Two, with Mr. Henderson, escaped by
the front gateway, and the others ran in the opposite
direction to the wharf, where they jumped 'into the
river. Mr. Braidwood made an effort to follow Mr.
Henderson, but was struck down by the upper part of
the wall, and buried beneath some tons of brickwork.
His death must have been instantaneous. Several of
his men rushed to extricate him, hopeless as the task
was, but another explosion occurring they were com-
pelled to fly. The sad fate of their chief had a most
depressing effect upon all, and to add to their trouble,
the conflagration now assumed a most awful ascend
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rescued by some boatmen, amidst loud cheers from the
spectators. Another barge took fire and was scuttled,
and it has since been ascertained that several person*
were burnt to death in boats while endeavouring to
collect the melted tallow which was floating on the water
One poor Irishman had his neck broken by the chain of
the floating engine getting round him. Four men
were also taken to St. Thomas's Hospital badlv burnt
one of them dreadfully so. At Guv's one person is kin*
badly injured by a fall. The body of Mr. Braidwood was
found on Monday morning quite dead but little burnt

;

but the body of Mr. Scott, who had a large sum of
money on his person, has not yet been found, and it is

considered very doubtful if it will ever be recovered, the
intense heat having probably long since reduced it to
cinders. Her Majesty the Queen sent on Sunday morning
two messages to the scene of the catastrophe, to know
whether Mr. Braidwood had been killed or not. The
Prince of Wales also visited the scene on Sunday, and
SirRichardMayne,CaptainHarris,CaptainBalmondiere,
with the other principal officers of police, took possession
of the principal thoroughfares leading to the premises,
by which means the immense crowd was kept out of
danger. This precaution has since been continued
daily, the immense mass of burnt and toppling walla
being in such a dangerous state that it is perilous to
approach them. These walls are so numerous, stand to
close together, and are of such enormous height, weight,
and thickness, that the fall of one would bring down
half the others, almost from the mere concussion. It
is understood that the Ordnance authorities have been
applied to for the use of cannon to fire on and level the
most dangerous with the ground, but in consideration
of the danger of the operation, they have refused to
have anything to do with the matter.—The inquest on
Mr. Braidwood took place on Tuesday, when several

witnesses were examined at great length as to the
cause of the fire, and the circumstances which led to

the fall of the warehouse wall. It appeared from the
evidence of the officers of the Fire Brigade that the
explosion which preceded the fall was considered by
them to be an explosion of saltpetre, but the store-

keepers and others connected with Mr. ScovelPs
warehouse, deposed that no explosive matter of anj
kind was kept on the premises, and that the first explo-
sion of saltpetre took place in a distant store some
hours after Mr. Braidwood's death. They stated that
the upper floor of Mr. Scovell's warehouse was filled

with bales of cotton which had been packed by hydrauldc
pressure, and that when the fire reached that floor the
bales expanded, causing the beams to give way, and
with them forcing out the sides of the building. The
coroner in summing up told the jury that if the fall of
the wall arose (rem an explosion of combustible matter
on the premises, the parties keeping such matter
on their premises in a crowded neighbourhood
were liable to be indicted for a misdemeanour,

ancy. It was said that there were three men standing even if no fire took place or loss of life was sustained

;

by at the time, and that they had perished. It lias but when death ensued from such a cause, the offence
however been ascertained that Mr. Braidwood is the ! would be one of manslaughter. He, however, left it to
only member of the fire brigade who has been killed, the jury to say whether the fire was occasioned by the
all the men having answered to the roll. A gentleman explosion of any combustible matter, and whether such
named Scott who had some property in one of the ware- explosion caused the falling of the wall. There was,
houses, perished with him. The exertions of the brigade however, no evidence that it was caused by an expk)-
were quite powerless to check the progress of the flames, sion, and if the jury were of that opinion, their verdict

would be one of accidental death. The jury, after
a consultation of an hour and a half, stated that they
desired an adjournment for the production of Messrs.
Scovell's books, and an explanation of what were the

which rapidly spread into Tooley Street, destroying
several warehouses and houses of tradesmen in that

street and crossed thence to the North Kent Railway
Station, where the heat became so great that the
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ground-glass windows at the side could scarcely be contents of the warehouse and the portion of building
. u_j Ti„i. #__ _ -1. .i> _„;_j _x *i.:_ —:A--'

jn w iji ch the saltpetre was placed. After some discus-
sion several witnesses were called to give explana-
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fifes hntrin« nnonrrfd there. It

touched. But for a change of wind at this critical

moment the Greenwich, North Kent, South Eastern

and Brighton Stations, and half South wark would have

been reduced to ashes. During the night the flames were
visible not only through the metropolis but for 30 miles

round. During the whole week the work of destruction

has continued without cessation, and the flames are still

burning fiercely in the ruins, tilling the Pool at times

with dense masses of smoke. Great danger has

been apprehended from the extension of the tire to the

vaults running under the street as far as the London
Bridge Railway, which contained 15,000 casks of

tallow, besides oil, butter, bacon, turpentine, and
other combustible materials, but it is now understood

that they have nearly burnt themselves out and are

well saturated with water, the engines having been
playing into them day and night since the outbreak of

tion on these points and on the mode in which the ware-
house was built. The jury again retired, and on their

return the foreman delivered their verdict as that of
Accidental Death, and, on behalf of the jury, passed a
high eulogium upon Mr. Braidwood, and expressed
their regret at his death.

Election op Shebipfs.—The liverymen of the CHy
of London met on Monday in Guildhall, in accordance
with ancient usage, for the election of Sheriffs of London
and Middlesex tor the year ensuing. The Aldermen in

rotation for the office and the other principal citizens are

said to haveevinced an uncommon desire to postpone their
pretensions for a year, until the heir apparent to the

Throne attains his majority, for a reasou well under-
stood and appreciated. Only two gentlemen therefore

the tire. On Saturday evening, when the news j
were put in nomination

—

Mr. George Joseph Cockecell

of the magnitude of the fire had spread all ovtrland.Mr. William Holme Twenty in mi, who on a show of

the metropolis, the number of people who flocked / hands were declared to be dnlj d.

to London Bridge was so great as to render the Harrow SniooL.— The fir>fc stone of the "\anghandge was so gre

bridge and the Borough quite impassable. The balus-

trades and outside coping of London Bridge wer

fringed with thousands of spectators, and in on
Jf°
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th« bonded warehouses belonging to fell over into the river and was drowned. All

*drk_ .
'• iiiey had an extensive river frontage, the roofs of the houses on the north side of the nv.r.

Library n will !>•* laid by Lord Milmerston on Thursday

next, July 4, immediately aftertlie speeches. Thi« build-

ing, intended to commemorate the Head Mastership of

Dr. Vaughan, will be erected from a design furnished

by Mr. <i. Qt. Scott, who was also the a itect of the

chapel. The subscription to the library fund an nts

*>ries in
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The Strike in the BritDnro Trade.—On Monday
evening one of the most important and influential

meetings ever held in the budding trade took place at2^ wit,
»"v7luHhi

hree a°reS
* The?e buildi "88 weie

*£** <Ws tl

*H and ern-n
1

Hr* and ta, "» oil*> brt,e* oi coUon '
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have been loaded with goods, and of , was

j! BPP*r flCon . a,
merchandise of every description. In '

m
1** and bah, 3*X Wcre stored thousan.is of chests I

f^sofk?.
H> ot8llk,while in the lower were immense

thousands upon thousands of spectators. The Wer
itself was never seen so thronged with small f.oats.

From far below the Custom House to above London

B.idge the stream was actually covered with them

One of these smalt boats and a barge were drawn into

vortex of the fire. The boat with one man

aid to
in^it'i'sTupjposed'V" have" been burnt; the baige

j

also burnt* but three men in

ttmiley's H. tel, to consider the stepi to be taken by the

masters against the determined combination ot the

trades unions. Nearly the whole of the leading firms,

oving nine-tenths of the building labour of tbe

it were J
metropolis, werepresent,and the senior partner of the firm
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-rfCubitt & Co., of Gray's Inn Lane, presided. After a

Ihort discussion it was resolved, without a sing e dis-

-sentient voice, that on and after the 1st of July the

-system of payment by the hour, which *«*£*£!
?o work so advantageously with the gnat *****
have already adopted it, should be carried into effect by

all employers as the rule for all their business engage-

meSVthe future. On Saturday evening the mason

of London and its vicinity called a meeting in the

Westminster Eoad, at which it was^l^ «k™
Council of the Royal Institute of Architects to arbitrate

between them and the masters. The Council have

expressed their readiness to do so if each party con-

•sorted to abide by their decision, but it is understood

that the masters have refused to reopen the caw.

M. BLONDIK.-On Friday evening M Blondm gaye

a private performance at the Crystal Palace

the presence of the directors, on a rope only 10 feet

from the ground, in which he surpassed all h» pre™us

feats, dancing in baskets, on stilts, and m wooden shoes

without his balance pole, traversmg the rope m a four-

legged chair, and playing the violin and drum. It was

.on the whole, the most extraordinary performance of

the kind that has ever been witnessed, and was
>

infinitely

more interesting to general spectators than an

y

dangerous exhibition on a rope at a great height from

the ground. A notion has got abroad that M. Blondm

has offered 10OZ. in vain for some one to consent to be

-wheeled in the barrow across the rope, and this erroneous

impression has led to his receiving nearly a thousand

letters from all parts of the country, offering the services

*>f the writers in return for the money. No person,

however, is needed, for no future attempts of the kind

will be made at the Crystal Palace.

Sailing op the Geeat Eastern.— The Great

Eastern having embarked the troops for Canada on

Tuesday and Wednesdav, sailed from the Mersey on

Thursday on her voyage*to Quebec, steaming down the

river with both paddles and screw. An immense

concourse of people assembled to witness her .departure

and loudly cheered her as she passed, while salutes

were fired from the landing stages and the forts.

Mitbdeb and Attempted Suicide.—On Monday

•evening a married woman, named Palethorpe, residing

*t 15, Northampton Street, near the Old St. Paucras

Eoad, attempted to murder her three children by

poison, and subsequently to commit suicide by the same

means. The unfortunate woman, who is 37 years of

age, occupied the first floor back room of the house, and

had three children, aged 6, 4, and 2, whom she sup-

ported by slop work, from which at the most she derived

liant^hls
-^ men bad on

1

two pairS

of troupers and likewise wore their usual bearskin

c PsX~ht ^ocks. The battalion left^^
6 o'clock in the morning. On arriving at Cobham each

man hud a pint of beer and bread and cheese, which was

paid for by the officers. On the march some idea may

be formed of the state of the men from the fact that on

a^W at a horse-trough in front of any public-hou^e

^ey dr°ank out of it and dipped thread, m the

watpr About 21 miles from Guildford, a private

Sted Norton fell out from the extreme heat of the

wSSLS b«t was ordered to fall in agam, as hid
but a short distance to walk. He did so«
that he would not fall ont again, but would rather tall

dead on the road. Just before entering the town

however, he fell down, and died m the course of the

evenine The battalion came into the town, mil

Seceding to their respective bil ets two otter

men, named Griffith and Horner, also fell mttato*
from the same cause. A post mortem, examm on was

made by the assistant-surgeon of the reg.ment, who

ascertained that death had been caused from congestion

of the brain, produced by a long inarch miner a hot

sun. The jury, after some consultation adjourned the

inquiry, in order that the surgeon who attended de-

ceased when he first fell out and the sergeant of the

might attend. On Tuesday both these
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officers ^ere examined, and at ,the close of tteir at^ti™^peac^ *•££%£ ***»
to all the expenditure upon it, and while lastyttrevidence the jury returned a verdict of Death from

Natural Causes, the result of sun-stroke received on the

march between Kin-ston and Guildford. The deceased,

who had a good conduct stripe, and was much respected,

was buried on Friday in this town with military

honours. . _, , ,„.,

Manchestbb.—On Wednesday, Mr. Edward Wil-

liamson was again brought up at the City Police

Court, charged with extensive frauds and forgeries com-

mitted by him whilst agent in this city for the Royal

Exchange Insurance Company. Two fresh charges

were brought against him, and at the close of the

evidence in support of these, the magistrates com-

mitted him for trial at the assizes.

Reigate.—There is little doubt that I ranz, one ot the

perpetrators of the Kingswood murder has at length

been discovered. A German was apprehended on

Friday night, on a charge of being in one ot the houses

in the City of London for an unlawful purpose His

dress and general appearance corresponded exactly with

those of one of the men, and after he was lodged

in Newgate it was ascertained that for several days

he had been living at a lodging-house in Wentworth

Street, Whitechapel, under the assumed name ot

a miserable pittance of 5s. a week ; her husband having ^'Donald, and some articles of clothing were found
-

- -- " *
^- **—»—

tended strongly to strengthen the suspicion

evening she was informed that her husband had a few

days ago sailed to America with another woman.

This had such a depressing effect upon her mind,

that she visited several chemist*' and surgeons'

shops, and purchased a quantity of laudanum,

of which she gave a portion to the children and took

the rest herself. When the neighbours were alarmed

by the continued stillness of her room, the second

child was found dead in her arms, but the three others

with the mother herself were still alive, but in so dan-

gerous a condition that it was necessary to remove

them to the Infirmary of St. Pancras Workhouse,

where they are likely to recover. In her room were

found two bottles containing laudanum, and a letter

stating that she was in great distress, and wanted her

goods sold, as she was about leaving this world, and the

proceeds to be applied towards paying her bread bill

-and other expenses. On Thursday the mother was

taken before the magistrate on the charge of murdering

the child, and was remanded ; but she was so ill that it

was ultimately considered proper that she should be

-committed at once, in order that she might be placed in

the infirmary of the prison.

The Public Health.— The Registrar General's

Weekly Return states that the total number of deaths

registered in London, in the week that ended Saturday

June 22nd, was 1077. The average number in the

oorresponding weeks of the 10 years 1851-60, corrected

for increase of population, was 1119. The present
return is therefore 42 below the average. During the
week the births of 882 boys and 867 girls—in all 1740
children, were registered in London. In the ten

corresponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the average

•number was 1632.

baron
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Aldeeshot.— No less a sum than 1,421,153?. has

been expended at Aldershot in the purchase of land,

erection of barracks and huts, supply of water,, and
other works. The Government have approved of further

works which will cost 91,563/., and a vote for 54,563/.

towards that sum will be proposed this session.

Biemtngham.—The whipmakers of this town are on
strike against the employment of women in the trade

of whipmaking.
Gtjildford.— On Wednesday, the 19th, the 2d

battalion of the Scots Fusilier Guards marched from
Kingston to this town on their way to Aldershot, the
distance being 18 miles. As the regiment was to be
absent from barracks for five weeks the men were
obliged to carry all their things or lose them, and con-

against him. Several persons were subsequently

brought up from Reigate and Kingswood, who identified

him as one of the two men who were seen there at the

time of the murder. At the Mansion House on Thurs-

day he was brought up for examination, but as there

was no person present who could identify him, the

prisoner was remanded for further examination. The

necessary evidence as to identity was given yesterday,

and the Lord Mayor ordered the prisoner to be taken

before the local magistrates for examination. The jury

at the inquest returned a verdict of Wilful Murder

against some person or persons unknown.

Rochdale.—Mr. Cobden paid his long promised

visit to the electors of this borough on Wednesday

evening, and was received with enthusiasm by crowds

of people on his arrival, and afterwards by a public

meeting of some thousands of the inhabitants, presided

over by the Mayor. Mr. Cobden spoke for an hour and

a half, his observations being directed chiefly to refute

the opinion that the French Emperor and Government

were to be held responsible for the increase of the naval

armaments of England, or that the French navy had

been formidably and unduly augmented. The follow-

ing is a summary of his speech :

—

While reserving the expression of any judgment as to the

Volunteer movement in general, he wished now to say, after

no small experience in France, that so far as to there being

danger from that country to warrant such a preparation, in his

opinion they acted with perfect propriety in refusing to form

a Rifle Corps in that town. When they came to that decision,

the French Government were entering on the subversion of

their commercial {system, by throwing their markets open to

the products of this country, ami opening the markets of

England to the productions of France. Was not this prima
facie evidence to make us pans© before believim? what was ' the

said by certain Admirals, who offered no fact in proof of their

assertion, that the rulers of France were meditating an inva-

sion of England without cause of quarrel or grievance

assigned ? On this fallacy was based a claim upon the pockets
of the English people, which must be counted by millions

sterling per annum. But he spoke to them also in the
character of their representative, who was placed in a
responsible and delicate position in reference to this

very question. At the time so many meetings were
held and such strong language uttered in England to

encourage the establishment of Rifle Corps, he was in

Paris with the known object of promoting a Treaty of Com-
merce between this country and France. If the French
Emperor had, then, any such design as to make an attack
upon England, would it not have convicted him of the most
absolute folly that he should at the same time have been dis-

turbing all his commercial interests, setting ironmasters and
cotton spinners and all the great capitalist" in France against

him, when he would have required the support of all these

interests to abet him in any attack upon Great Britain ? Look-
ing on the Emperor of the French as an intelligent being,

which was his great characteristic, for he was a remark
ably intelligent man, what must we have said of his con-

duct in proposing at the same time to adopt a policy

which would knit these two countries in the bonds
_ * A - U K M
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yntt\keFr^
voted 30,400 men and boys for their navy, we tad &t,W a«
own. Even with the addition of all the abLe-bodiad m
in the French mercantile marine their naval force lutjvj

would not be brought up to the number of cur own. He«»
advocate for reducing our navy in any degree below tktp
portion to the French which the exigencies of oar Mrtf

quired. On the contrary, if the French Government AtmL
sinister design in increasing their navy to equal on*
offering every explanation in order to prevent ait
absurdity, he would rather vote 100,000,OOW. 8terlo|k

allow the French navy to be raised to a level with o»i

The answer to the question how it was there shouldhr
colour of evidence to warrant the cries of alarm for UmImb

superiority of our own naval armaments was to be foe

the recognised fact that the affairs of our Admiraltyr—i

deplorably mismanaged, and the money at its

disastrously thrown away. He then referred to what k

the most lamentable, the most deplorable civii strifenr

on in America. He hoped our Government would o*

fere, and he deprecated our having sent 3000 troopejW
.since there was no prospect of an attack beine mijrf**-

by Americans, and the act might engender wjJJ»"
breasts of the Americans towards us. After oneipw^

of co-operative societies and Parliamentary reform, k

his seat amidst great applause.

Saddleworth.— On Saturday a destructive I*

occurred in the Greenfield Valley near this town^

water rushed down from the bills with terrific

sweeping everything before it, and tatami

P

to an immense amount. An old womm ber

daughter, and another child, were washed oat or

house by the torrent and drovftieu.

The Catholic U^^Tute fSwW*
Very Rev. Monsignor \\oodlocl, late r ^
hallows College, was ol^!"11^^
this University in the room of Dr. ^ ^
bishop Cullen, in the Uoi^J Ctap*g;

Green. The ceremony consisted i ^
creed of Pope Pins IV. hi^ Jhe^
faith, which he did kneeling before ^
who occupied his throne upon the u

mitre with white vestments.

-r On Tuesday.

The Wallace Moxvument.'
kburIlj tbe

anniversary of the Battle of Ban*^
t ^

tion stone of the WaUace Mon^e
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Duke of Athol^on the Abbey^ ^
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Freemasons, Odd Fellow*.- ^ -
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and Sir John Graham. &ir *g . ^£
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Fatal Accident on the Xorth Western.

-The inquest on the bodies of the two men i"
Z the falling of the goods train through

wjfce between Leamington and Kenilworth ter-

23id on Friday. Captain Tyler, the Govern-

«eat inspector, who was examined, said that

tdm companies were getting into the habit of

pitting more traffic on their lines than they were

mnally constructed to bear. It would, he said, if

milted in, lead to many accidents. The jury by their

rtrdict support this opinion, for they ascribe the

aoatat to the insufficiency of the bridge. They find

that there was a crack in the second girder which had

cxatod long enough to allow of its detection.
^
They

eo not asaeit that the omission to detect this flaw

Mounted to criminal neglect in any servant of the

company, but they find that Elliot Sewell, the inspector

of t he permanent way, had not satisfactorily performed

his duty, that the girders, even if originally sound, were

^sufficient to sustain the strain of an engine weighing

upwards of 30 tons, and that this fact ought not to

hair* escaped the notice of Henry Woodhouse, the
engineer in charge of the line, although they do not
hold him to have been criminally culpable. Thev

»^^^ ScarleU
Baroness Stratheden i**?&*

hj
J*

1?™*- ?h
£ was created

since, he leaves issue tt»rJ JT'
and

J

w
<.

ho *** »!*** 15 months
William Frederic?"1

1J^!™12* f™**^*"^™*.

R daughter of Gtoao
Lancashire—20th hist m* »->wtt1

son of Lieutenant Colonel c\

Z"S23?"^^ *»*-•» "be Hon. HallybuT^u

CamXu
B
dT^n m^T111- 1^ of the late ^ Chancellor

nearXkmg °The°St H^T"" *?W ?e ?5i,y
»
8eat

'
i

Mo»y and Rose-13th toir.t"lEc"£cl
Abinger, ofTbmg^^g^- Jf£g*l Scarlett lUron

! ^set Lieut -Colonel Jo^ A*D.i "to
the three sons of Sir John Sr^uA ^vf. ^!f' 1^??i™1

°_
f

i iaHKhte.
r
_
of ^e Hon. and Rev. Williaj

Wt^T^m \ <J
ld B^ Lan<^^ to Sueak £2£2£Wioram, eldest daughter of the Lord Bishop of RwwiTlbth inst at K w, the Rev Dacbj* Outieb, Moood«mnfLieut.-Colonel Olivier, ofthe Manor House, PotterselWuT toEmm. B^nu aw. faurth da/Qghter of the Lord Biah^p 5

Ajxcu,

. late Thomas Howe, Em.
Michael's Church, Cheater 8quare, Colonell,harlh3 Conway Mills, S4th RegL ^^

Bedford"
°f SAMU*L Charles Whitbread. Esi,

'~X~~trgm^

expend to their verdict a recommendation that the
rendent engineers and superintendents of locomotives
efcmld in all cases inform each other of facts necessary
to ascertain the strength of the permanent way, in
relation to the weight to be carried by it.

Acodbct ov the North Staffordshire.— On
Friday ereuing an accident of a very fearful character
took place on this line. The train was in full speed
ikoct two miles from Burton-on-Trent, when the engine
aid guard's van broke away, and were precipitated over
tke embankment. The driver and guard were killed
• tfcespot; the stoker was so dreadfully scalded that
»*ed on^ Saturday morning ; one passenger, Mr.
wren of Uttoxeter, received a fractured leg, anothermw ear cut off by the force of the shock, and about
Mothers were more or less injured. The inquest was
2«ea on Monday at Tutbury, and was ultimately
Mjourned for a few days, in order that the Secretary of
"•might be communicated with in reference to a
weniment inspector being sent down to investigate

the three sons of Sir JotoSearlaS, who waS crelted a r^er on M SlSfV* **^ and Rev
'
WlLUA* H Soott, rec^orTf

being appointed Chief Baron of the Exchlq^er He w^ bom KSt. r
ewton

.
Ac-*'* inst, at St. Paul's Church. Knights-

in 1794, and was educated at Trinity fe ffi» ™ S'JW 1? Haktopp
' <* ««> *°y* Horse Guards, etdeat

Jaw^Jl^K %\* 131S - H-w^u^to^S "- * Ĥ toJ^ .*?v «" of Dalby Hall, Leices£-

1w h*
cal ed to the bar of the Inner Temple in 1818. In

t
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'
late Ch

;
ef Justice of thti Mauritiuf. bywhom he leaves issue an only son, Lieut.-Colonel the Hon.

T^T F
E!

den<£ *2rl*% of the Scots Fusilier Guards, andtwo daughters, the Hon Henrietta Elizabeth, married to £sHon. Otway P. Toler. and the Hon. Frances Mary. His lord-ship was brother of General the Hon. Sir James Yorke Scarlett,
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i^
enen
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^
Exce»encv the Hon. Peter Campbell

Ba^a^^SSir 1* t0^ C°Urt
°
f TU3Cany ; -* the Utfl

Rear-Admiral the Hon. Frederic Pelham, C.B., who sc
recently resigned his office as one of the Lords of the Admiraltv
died on the 21st inst. at his temporary

of
Paria,

AttgWTON the South Westebn.-Oh Thursday,

Jnnrr *
T

leri0U8 accident happened at the Kingston

•cSSS t^n
C

r!q^CG
°/ ?.

a?Pton *"** several

empty to

^niLincnt mto the fields below, causing the destruc-ol a considerable amountofproperty, but unattended

J2ht7 •

,fGA Hmb
- The Southampton engine%btly injured, but otherwise the train sustainedrtenal damage. The line was bloeked .in for mmp

©liftuara

S^SSr^ SUtdenI^ on Sunday morning at
^liSSh^SS^ 1*^ Knightsbrid^e. On Saturday

il

,. . . . Chichester by the
eldest daughter of the fifth Duke of Leeds, was born in 1808
and married in 1841 the daughter of Mr. Rowland Mitchell bywhom he leaves a youthful family. He entered the navy in
1823

; and saw much service in the Mediterranean, the coast of
Spam, and other stations. During the Russian war he
distinguished himself in the Baltic, and was nominated a
Companion of the Bath for his services in 1855.
Rear-Admiral the Hon. J. F. Fitzgerald De Ros died on the

19th inst. at his residence in Piccadilly. He waa the yomgest
son of Lord Henry Fitzgerald, third son of the first Duke of
Lemster and Charlotte Baroness De Ros, and brother of the
present premier peer of England and the Countess Cowley.
He was born in 1804, and at the age of 14 he entered the navy
and served on the Mediterranean and South American Stations.
He was a Fellow of the Royal Society, and was the Author of
"Travels in the United States and Canada," and of '* Observa-
tions on the Maritime Resources of North America, and the
State of the Dockyards and Navy."
Mr. Samuel Leigh Sotheby, the head of the well known

firm of Sotheby A Wilkinson, the literary and artistic auction-
eers, was accidentally drowned in the Dart on the 19th inst.
In the course of last summer he removed from Norwood with
his family to Buckfastleigh Abbey, for the purpose of enjoying
trout fishing in the river, the right of which he has tafcen
great pains to preserve. On the 19th he left his residence
about mid-day to take a short walk, and, not returning as
expected, his family became alarmed, and as night closed in
without his return, the alarm increased, and parties were
employed to make search for him. On the following morning
his body was discovered in a shallow part of the river, lying on
the left side, quite dead. Mr. Sotheby was connected with the
literary world, not only in his business capacity, but as the
writer of several important and expensive works of considerable
value. His " History of Biock Books" is one of the gems of
literary antiquarianism, and he was just on the point of
publishing an elaborate work on "The Autograph of Milton."
Mr. BRArowooD, the Superintendent of the Fire Brigade,

who was killed in the Great Fire at London Bridge on Saturday
evening, was a native of Edinburgh. His father was a cabinet-
maker in that city, and under him be served an apprenticeship
to the same business. In 1824 he originated the Edinburgh
Fire Brigade, previous to which the insurance offices had the
management of that department. He continued superinten-
dent of the Edinburgh Brigade from 1824 to 1832, and in 18SS
he published a pamphlet on fires, their cause and prevention,
which attracted so much attention that, immediately after its

appearance, he was offered the situation of superintendent of
the London Brigade, which he accepted, and retained during
the long period of 30 years. It was through his ability and
exertions that the force attained its present efficiency. On all

matte? s affecting the security of the public buildings he was
consulted by the Government, and of late years he held an
appointment as superintending inspector of the Royal Palaces
and Government establishments with reference to their protec-
tion from fire. He was conspicuous for watching over the
movements of his men when they were likely to be placed in
great peril, and would not permit them to take up a position

D LATHS.-On the 24th inst, at Dovsr, Henry,Henry Bold Hoghtow, Bart., aged 18—20th inst, atAlexander Fraser, son of Sir John Chbam, ami 7 mo"th mat, at Wells, Somerset. Frano* Gould Ti'dwav. relict

$Ah^t ? * >£ ^^y- *^» M p
- to Weik, aged 7f-

r 4i ,'

at 5
' Ch08 - er ^rot't, Groevon«r Place Marian, widow

V-- . i,
attJ MrtJ ,,r-<Seneral Gabriel, aged 71—20th insL at t.King s Terr.u , , South**. General William Hallett Connolly!

*^°i ,
Royal Marin©s Light Infantry, aged 70—2»d in*Uat Cheltenham, Susannah Ann k, widow of the late Lieut-

Colonel George Procter, of the Royal Military College. Sand-
hurst, aged 67—10th mat, at Ewenny Abbey. Lieut.-Colonel
Turbervill, of the 12th Regiment of Foot, a magistrate
and deputy-lieutenant of the county of Glamorgan, aged 70—
16th inst, at Fluder House, King's Kerswell, Devon, Lieut-
Colonel

1

Edward Mason, aged 68—17th inst, at Brighton^
Lieut. -Col. John Jorp, late of the Bombay Engineers, aged «8—
2«th March, at his residence, Corio Terrace, Geelong, Australia.
Roger Kelsall, Esq . late Lieut. -Col. Royal Engineers, age67—
21st inst, at 5, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, Joseph
Hollingworth Adams, Esq., Commissary-General to bar
Majesty's Forces, aged 80—18th inst, at Harwich, from the
accidental discharge of his rifle while at carbine practice,
Henry Nunn Cox, only surviving child of the late Anthony
Cox, Esq., of Harwich, Essex, Banker, aged 19—19th inst, at
Hatton Castle, Douglas, J. M. Urquhart, wife of Garden W.
Duff, Esq., of Hatton, and third daughter of B. C. Urquhart,
Esq., of Meldrum and Byth—15th inst, at Durham, Honor
Eyre, of Alfred Street* Bath, daughter of the late Rev. Anthony
Fountayne Eyre, Canon Residentiary of York, aged 76—23d inst,
at 9, Bedford Square, Dr. Clement Hue, M.D., Fellow of the
Royal College of Physicians, for more than 40 years Phy-
sician to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, aged 82 — 14th inst,
at the Rectory, Nymphsfield, Gloucestershire, the Rev.
Charles Thorp, rector of NymphsGeld, aged 57—18th inst,
at Boulogne-stir Mer, suddenly, the Rev. Brooke Lake Witt*,
Incumbent of Hcrcham, Walton-on-Thames, aged4*~24ttaina^
at Dalston Nursery, Mary, the wife of Mr. W». Harrinotok,
Nurseryman, of Kmgsland and Dalston Nurseries. Middlesex.
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app^redX^T11 gowning Street. To hisWeSnt^^ ful1 of mental vigour. In
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2 ° clock hia lordshiP bade

i^y raomhi KW?i J^rAw^«room » and ^tired to bed.
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was 6*rea"y alarmed to find his lordship #reat peril, and would not permit them to take up a positioi:

from hi. mo,,Ju
^s, with his head thrown back and blood

i

°*" to enter any Plaoe imtiI he ^s satisfied that they

at o
approach he found his lordship were not opposed to unnecessary risk. He was in his

—-edi n gave alarm to the household. Medical 61st year, and has left a widow and six children. He was a

>Wbeend I
sent for, but they declared that his member of several scientific institutions. The Rev. Dr. dimming'

*** * Tttnti .^ least two hours, death having been m the course of his sermon on Sunday at the Scotch church,
of the Wft^ ne °f the principal arteries in the Crown Court, referred to his death, and said that Mr. BraidwoodW John Cam ^"ff

1 Dleedi«g causing suffocation. The had ^en upwards of 15 years past a member of his congre-

f^^j* ioq off thT d ^ Lord Campbell, was the second and fiction ; a leading and influential member of the educational

3?* ^ the oni a
V' Dr* George Campbell minister of and benevolent committees connected with the church ; that

f?*»*ace. ulL ™&hter of Mr. John Hallvhurton. of he was marked in all his opinions and suggestions by no
ordinary good sense, devotedness, and energy ; and that to his
wisdom and discretion he personally owed much of the success
that had crowned his exertions as a minister. Of all the men
he ever met, Mr. Braidwood was the most practical, self-

denying, and disinterested. He had known him spend two
days in investigating the elements of a difference between two
good men on the same committee, and rejoicing with no
ordinary delight on finding, or rather creating, a happy issue

out of all. His was real genius, whether in dealing with a
material conflagration or a moral dispute. Patience, forbear
ance, rich common sense, and a general sympathy that endeared

!

COVENT GARDEN. June 29.
The supply of most things continues to improve, and that of

Vegetables is now nearly sufficient for the demand. Good
samples of Lettuces, Endive, and Artichokes come from
France. Peas are plentiful. Grapes stiH fetch fiur prices. Ot
Strawberries there is a good supply from the open Krottad.
Cherries are also everywhere plentiful ; also Asparagus, French
and Broad Beans, young Carrots, and new Potatoes ; the
latter fetch 2d. per lb. Cucumbers are coming: in more plen-
tifully. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Lily of the Valley.
Chinese Primulas, Violets, Mumooette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 8s to 12s | Cherries, French, p. lb., 2s to 3s
Grapes, per lb., 4s to 8s

| Pears, per dot. 4s 6d te 8s
Strawberries,p. pun., Odtolsfid

J
Apples, per dos.. 6d to Is 6d

Melons, each, 3s to 8s
j
Oranges, per 10©, 6s to 10s

Peaches, per doz., 15s to 24s Lemons, per 100, 0s to 10s
Nectarines, do., 12s to 20s ] Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 8d

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 6a* to 8d j Beet, per doz.. Is 6d to fa

cans,
- -

-

^ ^
Onions, p. £ sieve,' Is 6d to 4s6

T
ct

Asparagus, p. bundle, 8fe to 6e
Rhubarb, p. bundle, 6d to 9d
Tomatoes, p. doz., 6s
Shallots, per lb., Is 6d
Garlic, per lb„ 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is Gd
Horse Radish,p. bun.,ls6d to Is
Mushrooms, p. pott., Is3dtols6d>
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6a
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Green Peas, p. quart, Is to Is 6c"

Greens, per doe., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d
Potatoes, p. ton, 80s to 120a— new, per lb., 6d to Ss
— — per cwt., 10s to 10s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Carrots, new, do., Is 3d to ls6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s
Cucumbers, each, &d to Is 6d
Artichokes, oech, 4d to Gd.
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- Peel t ^??ce iu 184«. after the resignation^^^Che^,^ Campbell joined the Cabinet, and

yP *01^ Un?T.». .

f
>he Duch3r ^ Lancaster. In 1850

JZL}° Lord n^ ef Justice of the Queen's Bench, iu

C22iSession J!"!2:
He held that post until Lord

and successful efforts to do good—for these were I yerv inferior
hinor f>-vnf>Ut»nr>it>a nf his friend. Dr. Cnmmixwr

said he felt his sudden removal no ordinary calamity to his

flock, to his Scottish countrymen, and his own labours as a

Christian pastor ; but " he died eo the post of duty, and

whether it wee the battle-field, or at the bead of the

brigade, the holiest plaoe on earth on which to live or die

not on encaustic soil, or on tesselated pavement, but at the

of duty."

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six 1

SMirariELD, THruDAY, June 27.
Prime Meadow Hay 76s to 84s * Clover &0sto 120»
Superior do. (old) . . 88 100 j New Clover . . M — —
I nferior do 30 50 Da second cut . . — —

•

New do 50 80 j Strew u M .. W 4eV
Rowen — — ! Davis ft Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday. June 27.

Sup. Meadow Hay. .108stoll8s I Inferior Clover .. 84a 108a
Inferior do 70 98 I New do. .. ..70 9t
New do 70 00 I Straw .. .. 3S 45
Superior Clover ..114 120 | Josbua Bajucb.

Whjtschapsl, TarrRSDAV, June 27.

. . OOstolOO* Fiam old Clover ..110s to 120a
..60 89 loteriordo .. .. SO 100
.. — — | Ftoe 2d eut .. ~ «• 105
.. — — i Inferior do. .. .. — —
.. 36* 3$ Fiae New Clover_ — —

Fine old Hay .

.

[nferior do.

Prime New Hay
Straw - -

kord Chancellor. lordship married j
second son

BrRTHS.—On the 28d inst, at 28, Princes Gate, Lady

Constance Grosvenor, of a eon—22d lost, at II, ^nce,'_^a*e»

Lady Skelmeesdale, of e da«*htar-2 *tti inst, at ^er»Joke
House, Hants, the Lady Charlotte Powtatol****-"-* ,M*

at Riseholme, near Lincoln, the w,fe of the»fcopo(

of a daughter-19th inst, at 10. Great Georje 8treet, West

minster the Hon. Mrs. Johit Gilbert Tai^>t, of a son-2#tfc

££ at Canontdgn House, Devon, the wife of the Hon. IWr
»~Jn p«inr of a con—17th inst, at Bedfords, Essex, the

Z°n MrfH W PFTRE?of a son-22d inst, at Edinburgn, the

wife'of J. T. Hopwood, Esq., M.P., ofad«ighter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 25th inst., hy special license, at

Caoeruuray Church, the Hon. William SpajCKR Flowrr,

£3ond son
7
of Viscount Ashbrook, to Augusta Madelixk HexJ

HOPS.

—

Borouok Makkxt. Fridat, June 28.

Keaars. Pattcnden * Smith report that the plantation/

accounte at Maidstone market yvsterday were very mucik

worse ; the strong and vigorous Middle Kent grounds

daily becoming more infested with lice and fresh fly.

nunirti from other district* are also worse, with the m
portion of Worcester sad Osuusi lmi y Market very hi

il deacriptiona of Hope at foil poces. Duty <50,**tfor ail

7«.

BUTTER MARKIT
Best Fresh Butter .

.

Second do. do. — -. 18s. n
Pork. 4s. ed. to 5s. 4d per 8 lbs.

.. Me. eer doses ibe.

COAL MARKET.—June 28.

Bell's Primrose, 13s.; ByaaVs Bebskle West Hartley,

15a. 6d.: HolvwelL 16s.; Lambert's West Hartley, 15s. 3d.;

Tanfield MfK»r, 12s. 9d. ; Walker's Primro««c, 12s. 3d. ; West
Hartlev. 15s. 6d. : Wylam, 15s. 6d. : Walls End Gosfortlu
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Walls
is ad. ; Walls End Helton, ISs. tW.; Wails

Kepier Grange, 16s. 9d. ; Walls End Cassop, 16s. Od. :

End Hartlepool, 18s. fid. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 10s.

Walls End Trimdon Thornley, 15s. 3d.—13 shins at market..

BRITISH WOOLS..
Our market continues in

prices merely nominal.
.

South-down Hog- s. d. s.

gets.. M ..1 3 to 1

Half-bred ditto.. 13 — 1

Down Ewes . . 1 2—1
Kent Fleeces . . . . — .

-London, Friday. June 28.1 '*»"*f

a dull state, and for the most part

d.

si
3

Leicest. Wethers 1 2 to

Ditto Hoggs .

Combing Skins
Flannel Wool .

Blanket ditto ,

1 3

10
1

6

1

1

5

5

and 300

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, June 24.

The number of Beasts is smaller than for many weeks past

;

the trade is consequently active at higher prices. The supply

of Sheep and Lambs is rather smaller. Trade is slow, but on

the average prices are higher. There is also a small improve-

ment in the Calf trade. From Germany and Holland there are

010 Beasts, 4430 Sheep, and 182 Calves ; from Spain, 260 Beasts;

from Scotland, 450 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1500

from the northern and midland counties.

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords. &c. .. 4 10 to 5 2

Best Short-horns 4 8 — 50
2d quality Beasts 3 8 — 44
Best Downs and
Half-breda .. .. to ..

Do. Shorn . . 4 10
Beasts. 3210 ;

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn
Ewes<b 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves

. . to
4 8 — 5

to 5

4 0—4 6

5 4—6 4
4 — 4 10

3 8—4 6Pigs
Sheep & Lambs, 26,750 ; Calves, 285 ; Pigs, 440.

Thursday, June 27.

We have a large supply of Beasts, but the demand is good,

and Monday's quotations are fairly supported. Sheep and
Lambs are not quite so plentiful as on Thursday last ; a better

clearance is therefor
(

,effected, and in some instances prices are

rather better. The number of Calves is again large, but
trade is rather more active. Our foreign supply consists of 382

feasts, 1180 Sheep, and 301 Calves. Milch Cows 95.

Best 8cots, Here- Best Long-wools . . . to .

.

fords, Ac. .. 4 10 to 5 2 Do. Shorn . . 4 8 — 5

Best Short-horns 4 8 --5 EwesA 2d quality .. — ..

£d quality Beasts 3 8--4 4 Do. Shorn . . 4 — 4 6
Best Downs and Lambs .. . 5 4—6 4

Half-breds . . . . - • • Calves .. ..4 — 4 10
Do. Shorn . . 4 10 --5 2 Pigs .. .. 3 8—4 6
Beasts, 1335 : Sheep & Lambs. 11,410 ; Calves, 621 ; Pigs, 180.

HARK LANE.—Monday, June 24.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this n^orn-
iog's market was very small ; nevertheless a redaction of 2s.

per qr, upon the rates of this day se'nnight was necessary to
effect a clearance. The attendance was limited, and the
demand for foreign Wheat much so ; business was confined to
such cargoes as continued to be forced from the ship, which
could only be done at a decline of Is. per qr., and in some
instances 2s. per qr., upon the rates current on Monday last.

Barley is a slow sale at about last week's quotations. Beans
and Peas are rather cheaper. The Oat trade is dull, and we
reduce our quotations 6d. to Is. per qr. For Flour there is

very little demand, and barrels are Is. cheaper.

Per Imperial Quarter. Is. s.i

TThiat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. White 46—63 Rod
— — fine selected runs.. ditto 50—76 Red— — TaJavora 151 —6?:

— Foreign (40—74
Barley, grind. <fcdist., 28s to 30s. . Che v. 40—45 Malting . [38—40

• • • .

• • •

• • •

a. ».

46-60
50—65

•30 Malting

.

•24

•28 Feed .

.

28 Feed .

.

•25! Feed ,.

40—43

42—52
36—40
40—42

50—55
38—50
26—32

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.
Per sack

40-42

20—25
21—24
13—23

40—43

40-42
35—38

50
-50

— Foreign..grinding and distilling 27-

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20-

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 26-

— Irish Potato 26-

— Foreign Poland and Brew 22

Rye-meal, foreign

Beams, Mazagan . . . . 37s to 40s . . . . Tick— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 50

—

55— 2d do ditto 38—50 Country. 38— Foreign per barrel 26—32 Per sack 42

Friday, June 28.
The weather during the past week has been warm and

showery, and is reported as highly beneficial to the growing
crops. Wheat during the past week has again been offered
more freely than buyers could be found for it, which has
caused a further decline of Is. to 2s. per qr. throughout the
kingdom. The decline, however, is at last inducing some
reflection on the part of holders, and in several markets during
the last few days less disposition to force sales has been evinced.
A renewed inquiry has also arisen from France, and during
the week several floating cargoes have been disposed of for
that country. Spring Corn continues to follow Wheat ; Barley
and Oats In the majority of maikets were written 6d. to Is.
lower

;
Beans and Peas Is., in some instances 2s. Here the

top price of Flour has remained unaltered, but in many of the
country markets English, and here foreign, has been obtain-

tV !L
at

.J
8

*
to ft Per,

8ack and 6d
- to ls Per barrel decline.Jhirmg the past eight days 144 vessels have been reported offtne coast A further decline in prices and some demand forthe Continent have given a fresh impetus to the floating

trade, and a fair amount of business has been transacted in
cargoes off the coast. Most of the Wheat cargoes sold have
been directed to France. The arrivals of English grain this
week are small, of foreign Barley large, and of Wheat and Oats
moderate. The attendance at this morning's market was not
ii

1^; * hefct
» both. English and foreign, was held firmly forMondays prices, but the business transacted was limited

Spring Corn sells slowly at about previous quotations.

Arrivals from June 24 to June 28.

Wheat. Barlev. Oats.
English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

420 qrs.

14510

f

>t

qrs.

9200

'

• I

qrs,

12530

»»

•'

Flour.

7(50 sks.

/ 6990 wm

\ 10500 brlh

ajterpool, Tuesday June 25.—This morning's market ha."a better attendance of both local and country buyers than o
late, and a fair consumptive business has been done in Whea«
at the quotations of Friday last. Flour was not much aske.
lor, but there is less pressure on the part of holders. India]Corn had a fair inquiry, and American descriptions brough.an advance of 6d. per qr , but most qualities of round on th.

cSSST* g
Jf"*! P ?

ntifu1
'
weie <W. cheaper. Oats an.Oatmeal are without alteration. Beans and Peas have eac>

Barley unchanged. The market close.
given way l 8. per qr.
frith less depression.
JainAT, June 28. There is materially no change in tht

market to-day, but the downward tendency appears checked,

and the little business done has been at the full prices of

Tuesday.
' lc— "! 3= *seas7

May 18..
— 25..

June 1..
— 8..

— 15..
— 22..

Agg.Aver.

! Wheat. Barley. Oats.

32* 0*

Beans.

54/ 4d 35*11'./ 25s Orf 44s 4rf

55 3 34 11 25 1 33 8 44 6

55 5 34 3 25 2 33 1 45 1

54 5 32 8 2b* 30 6 44 10

53 9 34 3 25 2 41 2 44 3

52 8 32 6 25 2

26 5

35 5 44

44 6"54 4 34 1 34 4

40* 5d
39 9
40 7

39 10

44 1

33 8

40 1

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averaors.

Prices.

55i~M
55 3
54

H
53

52

5
4

9
8

May 18.! May 25. r June 1. June 8.|Junel5.

J

» -

n

* * « *

• •

1

June 22.

PRIVATE TUITION.—The Rev. G. Henslow, Son
of the late Professor Henslow, and M.A. of Cambridge,

who took Honours in thr. e triposes. Mathematical, Divinity,

and Natural Science, has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
preparing for the Public Schools, &c, or for the Universities.
N.B. Geology and Botany form a part of his system of education.
Further particulars on application.—Address, Rev. G.Henslow,
Steynincr, Sussex.

Oxford Incorporation.

WANTED, as GARDENER, lor the INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL at Cowley, a single Mau or Widower, without

incumbrance, not less than 25 nor more than 45 years of age.
Salary 201. per annr i, with Board, Lodging, and Washing,
and such further sur. as the Council of Education may direct.

The person to be appointed will also act as Porter, and must
be fully competent to instruct the Boys in Gardening and the
Cultivation of about 7 acres of Land attached to the School.
•—Applications in the handwriting of Candidates, together with
recent testimonials of character, endorsed "Application for
Situation of Gardener/' to be forwarded to me sealed on or
before Wednesday, July 10. The Election will take place at a
meeting of the Board of Guardians on July 11.—By order,
Oxford, June 29. H. Jacob, Clerk to the Guardians.

WANTED, 6 or 8 first-rate RUDDERS and
GRAFTERS.—Liberal Wages will bo given. Appli-

cants must state how many years' practice they have had, and
in whose Nurseries.—Address B. U. JD., Messrs. Hurst &
M 'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

WANTED, a sober industrious Man, a good hand at
Potting Plants, Painting and Glazing, and who would

make himself generally useful. Constant place. Wages 1/. per
week, which may be increased.— Apply to Mr. Bird, Nursery-
man, Green Lane s, Stoke Newington, N.

ANTED,
place, a steady, industrious, and intelligent Single Man,

from 40 to 45 years of age. He must be a good Vegetable
Grower, and capable of managing a Lawn and Flower
Garden. There is no glass, with the exception of a frame
or two. A man who could milk occasionally, in the absence of
another servant, would be preferred. He will live in the
house.—Address, by letter only, with references, 257, Midland
Cminlies Herald Office, Birmingham.

WANTED, as GARDENER (Single-handed, with
aid if required), a married Man without incumbrance,

or only one child. He must thoroughly understand the culture
of Vines, <fcc, but no Early Forcing required. If Wife is

experienced in Laundry or Needlework she will also be
employed. Lodge to live in, with fire, candles, and milk

;

wages 17s. per week ; Wife to be paid as employed.—Address,
with all particulars of ages, length of service and with whom,
to A. B., Messrs. Cartwright, Law Stationers, Chancery Lane,
London, E.G. _^__
WANTED, an intelligent AGRICULTURAL

LABOURER to take charge of about 30 boys labouring
on a Farm of 20 acres. He would be required to devote the
whole of his time to the duties of the Institution. Also a
HOUSEKEEPER, who would be required to superintend the
house work of the Institution. A married couple without in-
cumbrance would be preferred. Some knowledge of Cows and
Butter making is absolutely necessary. Coals, lighting, rooms,
and 20s. offered to a really useful couple.—Apply by letter,
The Governor, Reformatory, Blackley, near Manchester.

AS GARDENER in a single-handed

WANT PIACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32; a thorough prac-
tical knowledge of his profession in all its branches,

including Early and Late Forcing of Fruits and Flowers.
Satisfactory references.—X. Y. Z . Post Office, Reigate. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Married; has. a thorough
knowledge of his profession. Can also Manage Land, &c.

Testimonials are of the highest order.—A. W., Elliven Cottages,
New Road, Old Brentford, W. ^^
GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—Age 32,

single ; understands Early Forcing, and Gardening in all
its branches. Good character.—B. A., Mrs. Reaves. Rossivn
btreet. Hampstead. N.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 45, no in-
cumbrance

; understands Vines, Strawberries Melons,
and Cucumbers. Good recommendation.—A. A., Hart & Son
Guildford, Surrey. '

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; a practical
industrious Man, has had great experience in Forcing of

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables; also Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Four years' good character.—W. M , Bedford Nursery
Haverstock Hill, N.W. J '

/^ARDENER (Head).
" "- Age 30, single ; has a

thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all its
branches. Can be highly recommended by the gentleman he

' left, having been in his service five years.— F. W.
i*. Lower Cltpton, N.E. *

" "'

has just
8lon Hon*

/ > ARDENER (Head).—A^e 37, mairied; has had
KA 20 years' practical experience in a Garden where Flowers,
Fruits, and Vegetables have been successfully grown Will
»e at liberty the first week in July.—T. P., Mr. Quickenden's,

i iarefield, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

G1AKDENEK (Head).—Age 34, married; has a
* thorough practical knowledge of his profession every

iescription of Exotic Plants, Fruit, Flowers, and Kitchen
larden

; Early and Late Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches,
>lelons,and Cucumbers, and Earh Vegetables. Can take charge
i Plantation* and Grass Land if required. Highly recom
..ended -J. F Mr. J Veitch, Jun., Royal Exotic Nursery,
tung'a Road, Chelsea, S.W.

J

[Jr*m
QARDEXEK (H^AVte^v^ no incurnhmtin*. 4v . . **/"

4

of

no incumbrance • th«-«*-.„.j AjtHL

^C^rao^^rTJ
VJ experienced in Earlv W«ig 12'

mt** ]*i

Kitchen and «»ZrG£X%.
a%?~

Road, Chelsea, I.*;
U"Ch

'
Jun- Bô i ***>*

v^ Age .H t married
; well sldlUH in —.«,

m9^

gtauoner^outhampton Street, CaShS^U 8
ARDENUK

(
vHead).~A^~30

acquainted with his profcion. tuufcr hJpenence in Early Forcing of Fruiu. KiwJJ
the Cultivation of Stove and GrccnlKwt
general routine of Flower and Kitchen Q^.
agement of Meadow Land. Can be hirWr
having left in consequence of a ehamje aTSTt
George Davey. 17, South Street, 8t
Brompton, London. S.W.

*«k

GARDENER (Head), or FOKtSttl
BAILIFF.-Age 40; a first-rate

unexceptionable character from late

Dairywoman.—A. B., 29, Princess Street,

GARDENER (Head, or 1'ndbb).-a^
understands the Management of Lead t»4 Cm

produce first-class testimonials.— B. B., Port Uftct, CM
Heath, near Brierley Hill, Staffordshire.

ARDENER.—Age 42, married; who pe*
understands his profession. Tea yean chueeUr

Post Office, Brentwood, Essex.

GARDENER, where one or more

Age 28, married, samll incumbrance;

profession in all its branches. 2 years' good

Post Office, Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Age 35, married;

Greenhouse, Vines, Flower and Kitchen Gvim k
years' character.—W. T., Mr. Colletfi Libi£
Middlesex.

have a good character trom prese

Moat, Charing, near Ashford, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed or

Age 2:5, single; understands Fur^ £* •Jr".'
Kitchen Gardening. Excellent reference!can ftegwa-

Mr. James. Falcon Road. Battersca, 8. W.

ARDENER (UNDER).-Age

:

good character from last pkce. -A. &, *

Hammersmith, W.

G\
ARDENER (UNDER^Age tV „

T six years' experience in the generalJJ^^
-d reduces. Willing to_ pay *™am *>

six
ing. Good
ments.—W. <t>>, Hall Park. MjudaHilUJ^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen. *
/*1 ARDENER, ok GARDENER » ^
VJ" any nobleman or gentleman.-Age

fe(||j
brance ; thoroughly practical and «xl*"^
of his business ; has grown Pines. w»P»'

Fruits and Plants to the highest pen

icoUTT-U
itbeiHjja

obtained first class prizes at the L^U***
Flower and Vegetable department is P1™ „
attended to. Has had much expenence «£"
of park plantations and pleasure ^"p^
heating of horticultural buildings, JJ^
duties. The most unexceptionable rerere ^m
from two noblemen, with whom he nasi ^
which wiil give entire satisfaction.-

•*•

Curator of the BotanicGard^n^J^eii

—

' Layin^^TSSw^J^Utt
FOREMAN.—To conduct ^J^^t

and Planting new Gardens, tan

required. L S. D., Mr. Cook, B« "•'

Harrow Road, W^ onVVfcl

TURKMAN OR SECOND ^BPb-,

JO single ; thoroughly understands^ ^
jp

JJ single; tnorougny """£.;" Forca*
Plants, fine Foliage Plants, * erns, ^
monial8.--A. B., 12, ^oy^J^^^j

ROPAGATOK, OR PliOPMUf
X

X

MAN
rt

-Fira"-class^references.-^Jj

and Rare Plant Establishment^King

UDDER. 5Srf55"oid s**iW
Boa* M

O^de'rVtands^the Budding o( ^ i

Training, Nailing, Layering. «c- u "

Portland Road. XottingJlu^Jl^

BAILIFF.—A practical A,?
n
JJJJU* ^

has had great experience in ^W«^ r

Cultivating Land, Breeding^^^S^S^
Stock.—T. R. 8. , Mr.JJgwman_ ^^^
STEWARD OR BAlLlFF.-%^e^O ample practice in the East. »««^ip^JTfW1

where Machinery was extensive^ ppp^^
Planning and Erecting B 'uIf^_A. ^

and Woods. Character first-class.

Hampstead Road, N.W.
iSK^iSaAND STEWARD OR ^

i tical experience in <»e *m»;S pu«««T^
proving of l^^^nn^J^^
kinds of Farm Stock; also _
Farm Buildings, the purveying

blere
krt

and Value of Timber. U»«xcc^,f Stf*^
given.-F. 8., 47, Wellinjgtoiijg^-f^>

T M PKOVER.—A steady, Hctiv^^,-,

_L to engage with a nofctemanonf ^
Forcing, Ac, is extensively carr

postow^
Can be well r^copmiended^^U---gR #
NURSERYMAN'S CAK^ blT

man's estate.-Age 21 :^V**

"

-

;

r«i

i

LA

i

f AMI

**! • &•

Mil

Cwr

M

&

*CDi
to,

and Grotto work. Good ret«*en • E

Mr. J. Allen, No. 9, Bath Stxeet, w-

•f
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SATVnDAY, JULY 6, 1861.

t Security Life Policies.

. ON SOI 3 AS -OC I AT I OX,
4J9 Strand, London, W.C.

ty of Consols for its Policies.

to Insurers On DsmahO at any time,

Om+Halfot all Premiums P
1^ Hooey with a liberal Rite of Interest,

a large Capital, subscribed by

tamisr be obtained on applic iti- >n to

TaoMxsii Bat Lis, Managing Director.

Li
rn \«UKANTE.—Special Notice.—The next

.^Mikm tato the pmfiuof the Life Department of

< I2&8UIU E < ir\NV w»ll be

A \. 1» end parties tan out Policies

Ue in the division.

Sr IKTfSL. Yielding S828J. 6f. 2d. of new
during the year eutl.iiLr August 1, IstO.

._ JesV frees allowed to renew Life Insurances and IS

JiitTrisnii Ketnanrnnosa. which time, on payment
#/ the swesafosm, the my ho! 1 themselves IhiLhr.

y* «stra presetem eejsyi '«»r members of Volunteer or

the United King 1 >m.

LoSt* \ lloARO.

—The Right I I
i. the Earl of Mansfield.

birtcUit.
If M Kcmshead, Esq.
•hn Kingston, Esq.

J. B. Rob- .iii, Esq.
Hugh F. Simleman, Esq.

Ramsey, Ksq., Manager.
i*sry.—F. «;. smith. Esq.

v, Duffln, M.D.
Olivcrson, Lavie, and Pcachey.

the hot report, forms of proposals, and pro-
Sssy be had st the Offices, 87, Corn hill, London,
•I the Arati throughout the Kingdom.
Faros G. Smith, Secretary to the London Board.
tonsil L London, E.C.

;

So,
Ctfess, Ksq , M.D.

Keq.

A Fortune may be gained for Twelvepence.V EXT of KIN WANTED who here been Adver-
> ties! for, being exact copies of Advertisements from the

Cftrestcir, Pott, MHbowrme Arau*t Sydnto lltrald,
SSS, and American papers. Cape Mail, Ac, for ti

covering many thousands of names and descrip-
n peresMot all classes entitled to property, and money

teseveral millions value, and now laving <l<rmant
its, being property of persons in the United
Monies who have died intestate. Tin* new book

•*) to worth its weight in gold. Hidden trees • for
•re tx» be found in this exti dinary publication,

fret, to any part of the United Kingdom for 1.
ssastuallv per i irn of post.

*8o*. rui.liaoers. Kingsland, Ixndon, NK.
Established 1847.

(
l'A 1 KM' SAFES, the moat secure against

l'ireaud Thieves.

^ ~ v om DOORS.
hi mm Fati vr DBTi :it LOCKS and STREET

K l.\TOH
ra^tl * Unn* D£ED BOX R8.

Cfcrr- r?
4!*^1 ***** Luit *™tis il"d post free.

» * Sox, 57, BC Paul's Churchyard, London, E.C.

r
L£NFIKM) PATENT MARCH, used in the

nW EFL L*?*dr5'-
,

The ,adiea are respectfullv informed

mSST*, «xd«-» v«ly used in the i: val Laun.irv,
laxity s Laundress says, that although she has tried

fvLS * "J
other Powder Starches, she has found

winem equal to the Glenfield, which is the finest Starchgj—d—^"thowpoon & Co., tilaegow and London.

i rrrJTiLe Meda1
'
Paris Exhibition 1855.

\E?^LFE» B^GLEYfim CO.'S New Pattern
r*L«* fenetratmg Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached

.improved FleshandClothesBruahes,and genuine

JS? Lan,

d ever** description of Brush, Comb, and

»fc?J • i

To,Jct
- The Tooth i Irnshes eearch thoroughly

Memnsionsof the Teeth and clean them most eflec

j|- ^•••jrs never come loose.
°-

" ncw ar»^ delicious pei fumes the

y JOxford and Cambridge Bouquet, in bottl-

box.

STB
rcALFK't celebrated Alkaline Tooth

ent, 130B and 131, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d
•lies Street, London, W.

inpuE EhiNHrutiii i:k\ ik.vv. \ , « y \i
will be pnblhh*! on ^ a :DAV T

X '

I. POPCL^R EDIVAtSOM is Knot AND
II. LITERAKY RXMAWS Or ALMSt

III. t aRTHAQII
IV. Novels or FsnxAv arills*o
\ . \N atbok's Life or I'.tsox

VI. The CouxTess or albakv, the Last Stiarts, o
ALrTERI

JH ! J!'
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In the House of Ix>rds on Monday tiw Kast

India Council BUI was brought up '
ra lh« Com-

mons and read a first time. On Tnsadar tf» SnV
iMsion of Diooesan Bill was lost on the question

of going into oommittnt bv 68 to 11. TW
Landed lVojui Improvement (Ireland) BUI
r I a nd tin.i. The Ofiioers of

(I: \ al XaTy) Bill passed through eornm On
Thursday the Harboun Bill and the LooottOtiTe

BIO were road a second time. The Portpstrick

Harbour Bill and the Officers of lienrv. (lloyal

Navy) Bill were read a third time and pateed.
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THE PAST ahd PRESKN1 LIKKofthe OLOBK:
Being a sketch in Outline of Hie Wort -i'* Li'

David 1 I 1 B.. Author of "Text-H * of
Ge<.1 ." Ac. With illustrations, Drawn nd Engraved
• xprea»)y f i* Work.

Wiiiiam Blackwood t **, Ediuliurxh and Ixmdon.

Ju*t Published, No. 14, price 2«. 6dU, of

THE VLOUAL MAGAZINE, by the fi iry ol
tin -Flo vl Committee of the Royal* 1 1 • • i * liural

containing h lied C urcd bi ngs and Uescripl us
of the newest varieties of i »w«n» that have become esta-
Minhed i lrites in the Garden. Hothouse, ani « /.

In the Commons on Friday Mr. B. CocimiKt
tuovtl that the existence of the Gariba* and

akd THB]°r of any Iter society, form#d lor the purpose

"t raising funds to assist a rerolu ns:

party in any country with which we nre in stfi< t

allia-.-
, ih im U-nt with the y 1< if

non-itiU'rvnition. Tue motion was opposed l»J

Lord .1. Kt -i i.i. anl other members, and waa
ultima- y withdraw u. Major Li»w auhs m9f«d
the issue of a writ ior the liorough of Wakefield.

After three divisions on motions for adjournment

it was agreed to adjourn the debate to 1 rid;

'I'he House then wmt into com .ittee of suppl;

and agreed to the remaining votes on the Army
1 stiraates. Votes were also tsken for the < ' ms

and Inland Htftmu Departm-jits, and the General

Post (Ml . Tbt London Coal and Y> Duties

Dill pass- (1 through comniitt' . ind th< Last India

inncil Bill was read a third time and passed. On
Mondax . on t lie order for eoneideri the Appropria-

on of Seats idbury and Ft. Alban s) Kill,

amended, Mr. T. lh.\ »MitE moved as an amend-
ing nt that tlic or.hr be po^poml far three m onths.

( >n a <i vision the amendment was rejected by

204 to '.
. Mr. siiuunq t aen awrcd to leave Wit

the first clause, and in lieu thereof to insert

another enabling the Lriiv* r.-iti ^ of Scotland to

return one member. After s one discussion the

motion was withdrawn. Sir .1.QR4H4X also with-

di- v the motion of which he had given notice in

reference to the iim of the University of l^ondon.

LovkllR, .HenriettaSt n . w.C.
"

I

*r <*•'} ^'\ then moved a clause d.ndiag tilt

Now ready, with ( I Fronl . Svo, pri- tf.
West ^wmg Into two division*, each to return two

doth members. The clause was agreed to ; and on a
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fu Tj4enat<?ry \< »^ss.

forms of Exotic Vefsisti< I ' -ink the Plates-! Herr I

The author, with artistic skill llts the nearest n we

f a very high order, made .are to the accurst toto-

mo*t careful drawings of the grapby, and I strongly advise

manyremarkablesceoeevisited
j

you to pines the work within

from Chili to Kamtscbatka by the reach of English readers.

thfn

ivil

Ltttke's expedition to the

Pacific Ocean ; and afterward
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WakefieM, by to 67. The Hoot*

went into Committee of Supply on the

:e Estimates, and agreed to ssveral votes*

I he micipil ''orpomtiom Act Amendment
(No. 2) Bill and the ^ dsor Suspended Canonries

Iii II were read a second time. On Tuesday, in

answer to Mr. HadM I/ord PAiMEESTOir

stated that it is the in! ntion of the Government

to proceed with the Bankruptcy and Insolvency

ill. Lord Lvmkld moved an Address to the

Crown lor ?he appointment of a LoysJ •

to inquire into the operation of the Do j and

Cem 1 ry Acts, with a view to give compensation to

the incumbents of parishes in England and Wales

e loss of fees occasioned by the closing of

churchyards under the Acts. Sir O. Lewi * op*

]
posed tl motion, which was negat \ d on a d v uion

hv 69 to 48. Mr. Hfxxbsst called attention to

the r« cent events in 1 and, with reference to the

treaties of 1815, and moved for the production of

the correspondence between this country and Russia

on Polish atfairs in tl- wars 1831-3:1 Lord J.

KusWaXL and Lord 2'axmi

mo n f
which

osoved a resolution d^tiU'

the frotcrnmeot to compel all

suffix ntly s < anehe

y tested as to strofltf

n was opposed by tfc< <i

negatived without a divi.ion. Mr

milufiea IM « faH )"^mry wm mwmmry v eftU

ie jnsistniices of the DtrryvnagY a

e d -. -n the moUon was tM*ative<l ly *H to 2.1.

Co Wednesday t h* Itones ouisslsrirl in eosnsaitlee

ll,e \; Elections Bill a* attended I the

Coassittte* °a the first cUnse, M »5

4 the omissaoii of the provision allowing

aeaeatod to the

.1 n r> v*
! to be t hi* doty <rf

r» and chains
i workmaasirtp.

ovtrasisBt, and
lUrrr mov>d a

: i i *°*
'lectors to vote by pmxy. On a dm*** the
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provision was carried by 120 to 74. An amend-

ment moved by Mr. Butt in reference to the time

for signing the proxy papers was negatived by

138 to 86. The remaining clauses were then

agreed to. Mr. "Walpole moved the second

reading of the Indictable Offences (Metropolitan

District) Bill, the object of which was to abolish

grand juries in the metropolis except in political

cases. Mr. Hunt moved as an amendment that

the Bill be read a third time that day three

months. Mr. Newdegate moved the adjournment

of the debate, whioh was agreed to. The Labourers'

Cottages Bill was read a third time and passed.

On Thursday, in answer to Sir R. Peel, Lord J.

Kussell said that in consequence of the refusal of

Morocco to comply with the stipulations of the

treaty with Spain, the Government of Madrid had

announced their intention to annex Tetuan to the

Spanish dominions. He hoped however that an

arrangement would yet be effected by the media-

tion of Her Majesty's Government. The House

then went into Committee of Supply on the Civil

Service Estimates. On the vote for harbours of

refuge, Mr. Baxter moved that the vote of

9O,OO0Z. for works at Alderney be disallowed. On

a division, the motion was negatived by 65 to o0
#

On the vote for public buildings in Ireland, Mr.

Gregory moved that the sum proposed for the

Eoyal Dublin Society be disallowed, on the ground

that the Society had refused to comply with the

wish of the House in regard to the opening of the

Glasnevin Gardens to the public on Sundays.

After a long discussion the motion was withdrawn

on the understanding that the annual vote would

be withheld until the Society had given a pledge

to open the Glasnevin Gardens subject to the

restrictions which are in force at Kew. The vote

was then agreed to. The East India (Civil Ser-

Tice) Bill as amended was considered and agreed to.

The Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury and St.

Albans) Bill was recommitted, and some new

clauses were added.

In the Italian Chamber of Deputies on Saturday

the Budget of 1861 was voted. On Tuesday the

National Loan Bill was voted by a majority of 242

to 14, after a speech from Baron Bicasoli, in

which he emphatically declared that he would not

cede a foot of Italian soil to France as the price ot

her recognition of the new kingdom, and that he

intended to fulfil the policy of Italy in regard to

Venice and Rome. On Thursday the Neapolitan

Railways Bill was voted by a majority of 215 to

19. The Government is said to have informed

Garibaldi that attempts would be made on his

life, and that measures had
k
been taken to watch

the entry to Caprera.j

The Emperor of Atjstria has refused to accept

the Address of the Hungarian Diet, on the ground

that it is disloyal and hostile to the rights of the

Crown. A royal rescript announcing this decision

was sent to the Diet on Sunday, with an intima-

tion that if the Diet refuses to alter the form and
contents cf the Address, it will be dissolved.

An imperial Ilatti was read on Monday at Con-
stantinople, announcing the policy of the new
Sultan. It confirms in their posts the Grand
Yizier and all other Ministers and public func-
tionaries, with the exception of Riza Pasha, whose
accounts are to be investigated by a commission.
It confirms all existing laws, guarantees the
equality of all subjects before the law without dis-
tinction, and recommends the Ministry to intro-

duce order and economy in the administration of

the finances. The Sultan has since set the
example of reform by dismissing 500 Palace
servants, and by reducing the civil list from 75
to 12 millions.

From the United States we learn that the

ment has been surrounded at Cumberland, in

Maryland, by a force of more than 10,000 Con-

federates, and all chances of retreat have been cut

off. An immense quantity of ammunition has been

found on the premises of the Marshal of Baltimore,

who has been arrested by General Bankes on a

charge of treason. Three British ships have been

captured by the Federal cruisers.

The Revenue Returns for the year and quarter

ended on Sunday show an increase of 445,507/. on

the year, and an increase of 1,578,420/. on the

quarter.
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panied by the Princesse^Tw""
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Railway. * *
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honour of knighthood, and were mrStedffiinsignia of the Order with the usual cere™L
Oedee of the BATH.-The Queen hewTcW

ot tnis Order on MnnrW TO >ln„ t- VOrder on Monday, when W.
Gdttilfe

The Coubt—The Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Crown Prince and Princess of

Prussia, and the other members of the Royal family, left

town on Thursday for Osborne. On Friday morning

the Prince Consort, accompanied by the Crown Prince

and the Crown Princess of Prussia, visited the two
Water Colour Exhibitions. The Duchess of Cambridge
and the Princess Mary visited the Crown Princess of

Prussia at Buckingham Palace. In the afternoon the

Prince Consort went to Snaresbrook and laid the

foundation stone of the Merchant Seamen's Orphan
Asylum. His Royal Highness afterwards proceeded to

Wanstead and visited the Infant Orphan Asylum. The
Prince of Wales, the Crown Prince of Prussia, and
Prince Louis of Hesse rode on horseback. The Crown
Princess of Prussia, the Princess Alice, and the Princess

Louisa took a drive in an open carriage and four.

The Princess Beatrice, Prince Leopold, Prince William,
and Princess Charlotte of Prussia took a carriage drive.

In the evening a State concert of sacred music took
place at Buckingham Palace by command of the Queen.
The Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, the Crown
Prince and Crown Princess of Prussia, the Princess
Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse were present at the
concert, but the Queen passed the night in retirement
at the White Lodge, Richmond Park, accompanied by
the Princess Helena. On Saturday morning at 7
o'clock the Prince of Wales left Buckingham Palace for

the Curragh of Kildare. The Queen, accompanied by
the Princess Helena, returned to Buckingham Palace.

The Prince Consort presided at a meeting of the Provi-
dent Institution in St. Martin's Place, and afterwards
presided at a meeting of the Council of the Duchy of

Cornwall. The Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia
visited the British Institution. In the afternoon the
Queen, accompanied by Prince Leopold and the Princess Infantry; Col. " W. H. Miller, Ihfc&s ±™%!

Louisa, took a drive in an open carriage and four, The c<& J- H Smyth Bengal Artil/er/; Lw- t *.

t> .:„„„ n~ 4- +i r> o • in- n calfe, Bengal Infantry; Lieut. -Col G. a. r.

Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess of Artillery ; Brigadier-Gen. W. Sutbm,tote*Ute
Prussia, the Princess Alice, Prince Arthur, and Prince ~ -.«_»«
Louis of Hesse visited the Horticultural Gardens and
the South Kensington Museum. On Sunday morning
the Queen, Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and
Princess of Prussia, Princesses Alice, Helena, and
Louisa, Prince Arthur, Prince Leopold, and Prince
Louis of Hesse attended Divine service in the private
chapel. The Rev. Dr. Moberly, Head Master of Win-
chester, preached the sermon. On Monday the Queen
held investitures of the Orders of the Thistle and the
Bath at Buckingham Palace. Her Majesty afterwards
held a Court at which the Right Rev. Dr. Gell kissed
hands on his appointment as Bishop of Madras, and Mr.
Hastings Russell had an audience, and delivered to her
Majesty the insignia of the Order of the Garter,
worn by the late Duke of Bedford. The Crown
Prince aud Princess of Prussia paid a visit to the Dow-
ager Duchess of Sutherland at Stafford House. Prince
Arthur and Prince Leopold took a drive in an open
carriage and four. In the evening Prince Louis of
Hesse took leave of the Queen, and left the
Palace for Dover on his return to Germany. The

James Hope Grant, Major-General Sir PatriA rw
General Sir Arthur Benjamin Clifton (Wil
James Archibald Hope, General Sir Thorn*
Brotherton, General Sir Thomas WiNsVire
Admiral the Right Hon. Sir Maurice Frederick
hardinge Berkeley, and Lieut-General Sir Harry
Jones, were invested with the insignia of

Grand Cross ; Rear-Admiral Robert Lambert
Lord Dufferin and Claneboye, Major-General

Hall Macgregor, late Bengal Artillery; Yice-AaW
Henry William Bruce, Major-General William Br*

ton, and Colonel the Earl of Longford, havingmm
the honour of knighthood, were invested wilt:

insignia of Knights Commander, and the foBnt

received from the Queen their respective decoratoh

Companions of the Order.

Major-Gen. Farquhar, late Bombay Infantry ; Capfc. i

Hand, R.N. ; Lieut-Col. G. W. Williams, late commafc
Meerut Volunteers ; Lieut. J. W. W. Osborne, late Mb
Agent at Bewah ; Mr. Henry B. Loch, Private Secrear

the Earl of Elgin in China ; Mr. Charles Pressly, Chairau

the Board of Inland Revenue ; Lieut.-Col. Archibald Afca

unattached ; LLut.-Col. W. K. Stuart, 86th Regiment ;Um.

Col. J. Ross, Rifle Brigade ; Lieut. -Col. R. M. 8utheriatt4,k

92d Regiment; Lieut.-Col. G. A. Lockhart, 75th feat*

Col. A. Shepheard, Bombay Infantry; Col. V. 8W
Bengal Infantry; Col. R. R, Young-husband, Boa

; t wu^-

UHt

G. M. Reeves, <)9th Regiment; Major-Gen. B.*vj .

2d Regiment ; Col. E. W. Crofton, Boyal ArUUjyj»
Pattle, 1st Dragoon Guards; Col. F. G. ^"Vf J
ment : Col. C. P. B. Walker, 2d Dragoon Guards, u».^

Gascoigne, Royal Marines; Lieut.-Col. A. Bro*ne
,
*»£

meut ; Lieut.-Col. T. Addison, 2d Re^nti"2Lj%i
Ambrose, 3d Regiment; Lieut.-Col. v>.

;
>

-Jry Tj
Artillery; Lieut.-Col. J. O. Travers, Royal Msnn<a,

Col. A. a*Court Fisher, Royal Engineers ;
lnipewr-

Hospitals, W. M. Muir, M.D.

"The Cabinet.-A Cabinet Council t

Saturday at the official residence ot the in*

the Treasury in Downing Street. ^^
MlNISTEKIAL APPOINTMENm-SirMllUa

has been appointed Attorney-General ^^^
the present Lord Chancellor, and » Jmj^-

Mr. Roundell Palmer in the office of boiici «
.

MOVBMBSTS.-ML Bio^K
,.,i.„ «^« for Mr. BonnJjJ

Parliamentary
from Richmond to make room for Mr

the Solicitor-General, who is expected *°^
without opposition.—The election torV1

tfr
.f**

Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia honoured "the per-
formance at the Adelphi Theatre with their presence.
On Tuesday morning the Prince Consort visited the
Duchess of Cambridge at St. James's Palace. Prince
William and Princess Charlotte of Prussia visited the
Zoological Gardens. The Duke de Nemours, ac-
companied by the Princesses Marguerite and Blanche,
the Count d'Eu, and the Duke d'Aleneon, visited the
Queen and the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia
at Buckingham Palace. In the afternoon the Queen
accompanied by the Crown Princess of Prussia, the
Princess Alice, and Prince William of Prussia, took a
drive in an open carriage and four. The Prince Consort
accompanied by the Crown Prince of Prussia, rode
on horseback. On Wednesday morning the Prince
Consort visited the Horticultural Gardens. The
Right Hon. T. E. Headlam, Judge Advocate-General

terminated on Tuesday in the return ol *^
the Ministerial candidate, by a «S.fc
numbers being, for Mr. Weguelm, 1#»» ^fr
(Liberal), 772; Mr. Hill (ConserraW

the Ministerial candidate, by a ^.fffli
r Mr. Weguelin, 13M, •^

-mi Mr. Hill (Consei*M
; ^

elevation of Sit W. Atherton to the^
ship has caused a vacancy at Durbam. ^^k
General offers himself for re-electio*

rf|fc|
j,

opposed by Lord Loughborough, eldest *»

of Rosslyn.
jfoj***"^ I

Consecration of the Bishop; < *J6*f*
consecration of the Rev. Frederick ^uj&t**
of Madras took place in the chapel** .^
on Saturday morning. The Archtejj^

rf^o**5

^^..i 2. n ,i . .
had an audience of the Queen, and submitfpri fn

!!
"al

,

tT ,°
f

,

the
.

Amerlcal1 Press continues her Majesty the proceedings of some CourU-Lartial!
The Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia went to
Claremont and visited the Countess de Neuilly. Their
Royal Highnesses afterwards proceeded to Hampton
Court Palace. In the afternoon the Prince Consort
presided at a meeting of the Fine Arts Commission.
The Queen, accompanied by the Princess Alice and the
Princess Beatrice, took a drive in an open Carriage and
four. The Prince Consort rode on horseback. On
Thursday morning the Crown Prince and Princess of
Prussia visited the Exhibition of the Royal Academy.
In the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

B

hostile to England. An engagement has taken
Place at Boonville between the Missouri State and
Federal troops, in which 300 of the former are
said to have been killed. A battle is con-
sidered imminent at Fairfax:, towards which place
the outposts of the Federal army are gradually
extending. Several minor engagements have
taken place between the Federal gunboats and the
Secessionists on the Potomac. The Indiana regi-

officiated, and was assisted by the J*
^

r
fleS

Durham, Chester, Carlisle, and W^tf***
was preached by the Rev. J. Y. -N icri

of Aller, Somersetshire. profess*

Deaneey of Exetee.—The Bev.
, ^ j

B.D., to whom Lord Palmerston or* ^
of Exeter a few weeks ago declinea

r

but at the request of the Bishop^^^
Premier has since reconsidered ,1S

,.
nCf tbat be

'

accepted the office, on theja^^^^
allowed to hold with the deanery

pW
We

new Theological College for
#

the
hop rf

towards the foundation of whicli ™
Gggtf,&

has given the sum cf 10,000^ liie

nonn^el,t

therefore contains the official a

appointment to the deanery. , 0$ ^^j
The Aemy.—The Colonelcy ofJbePn coo&J

by the death of General Monutf. n»f Colon***

Major-General Gerrard Ball; ana u»
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.ft. Foot, Tacated Ly this promotion, has been con-

SL on Major General C. A. Windham.

taXiVr -Captain Sir F. TV. E. Nicolson, C.B., has

fcji appointed
Commodore-Superintendent of W oohvich

^^oRKVENrK.—The Kevenue returns for the year

quarter ended June 30 were published on

v The total revenue of the year was 71,862,094/.,

-ad that of the quarter 18,397,594/., showing an

Mite of 415.507Z. on the year, and an increase of

nSTIaOZ on the quarter. The year's account showsW
-

"

in the Stamps of 314,912/.; Property Tax,

WM

5».1&4J • Post Office, 50,000/.; Crown Lands, 55S9/.;

iTa decrease in the Customs of 692,261/. ;
Excise,

58,000/. • Taxes, 101,000/. ; Miscellaneous, 613,917/.

TvTuuarter's account shows an increase in the Customs

of $7,223/. ; Excise, 57,000/. ; Stamps, 117,758/. ; Taxes,

9080/ ; Proper t\ Tax, 1,409,1847. ; Crown Lands, 1000/.;

and a decrease in Miscellaneous, 192,745/.

Tni Volvnteer Movement.—The second annual

of the National RiftV Association commenced

Thursday on Wimbledon Common. The weather

_j exceedingly unfavourable; the wind being so high as

to interfere materially with steadiness of aim, and the

hmrj rain at times almost obscuring the targets from

view, to that as a whole the shooting was not up to the

mark that was expected. The firing commenced soon

after 12 o'clock with the first stage of the com-

petition for the Queen's Prize, open to all home and

colonial volunteers, at a range of 200 yards. The list

of names, printed in extenso, fills nearly three columns
of the daily papers. The highest score gained during

the day was by Mr. Dickens, of the Victoria

Rifles, who marked 13 in five shots, being within 2

of the greatest number that could be reached by
hitting the centre each time. After him came
8ergeant Dougan, of the 26th Lancashire, who
leored 12. Several scored 11, 10, 9, and 8. Mr. Ross,

the champion shot of last year, who was suffering from
in inflammation of the eye, and who shot with the
Cambridge Corps as a member of the University, only
•cored 8, and was therefore in this first stage beaten
eiiily by several. In spite of the unfavourable weather,
the money paid by competitors amounted to 450/., and
there were 710 entries for the Queen's prize, and 312
fcr that given by the Prince of Wales.

dfortftjm
Fiuiw.--The Emperor arrived in Paris on Wednes-

n>J,»nd presided at a Council of Ministers. On Thursday
Jut Majesty left for Vichy, where he arrived the same
•WKwur and was warmly received. Count Arese was
ifcared by the Emperor on Monday at Fontainebleau
H Ambaeeador KxMprdmary from the King of Italy,
So thank m Imperial Majestv for the recognition of
the new kingdom. The Prince de Piombino, bearer of
the address signed by a number of the inhabitants of
Borne, petitioning the Emperor to withdraw his armyMB that city, has been received by the Minister of
iweign Affairs, but simply, it is said, as a private
aOmdnal, and not as delegate of the petitioners.—The
Maaese Ambassadors were received by the Emperor on
**** at Fontainebleau, when they presented to hisgy tbe Order of the White Elephant, studded with
«<»ds; a crown of massive gold, covered with
™jnds; a gold waist-belt, with a plate ornamented
MjMjamonds; gold dishes, richly enamelled, of enormous
T«gnt; and a number of palanquins, thrones, arms, &c.
^entering the Emperor's apartment they went on

J»
knees and advanced in that way to the foot of the

"rone of their Majesties, as they do in approaching
"*»owh Sovereigns. The First Ambassador handed

wWh r^*"* ™ address from the First King of Siara,

J™ *ather Renaudie, missionary and interpreter to

7rW*7' Fead in French to their Majesties.—CountT^^y returned to Paris on Wednesday from

fo?*'
*° have an interview with the Emperor before

£ departure for Vichy.—An Italian who is said to

«0 a >f
ent °f Mazzini» has been arrested at Marseilles

Heha* ^e °f consPiracy against the Emperor's life.

to
n^^fergone a first examination, and is to be sent

aaa^T for trial.—The Imperial Court delivered judg-

7^ ? Monday in the Patterson-Bonaparte case.

ti*t t^
rt dismissed the appeal, and declared

suit instituted by Madame Pattersonand
the

er son, Jerome Napoleon Bonaparte, is not
j

J^ 0lir"~*J
e

» and condemned them to pay the costs,

lljj^^of the Jnge ^Instruction has stopped the

and Sr
66?^ instituted against the Duke de Broglie

QotsZL fr
j

Bter of his work entitled "Views on the

Of sllS?* of France," and has ordered the restitution

**d nrw *?** seized by the police. The "»*••

actional 2?y ^clined the jurisdiction of the
The Duke

Cor-

MMM Pol,_ *e,on the ground that by the Imperial

Of the'l
.** in 18^2 and 1858 Knights Grand Gross

"tteH; ?gi°
n of Honour could only be tried before

*M of k
C°9^ °* * ustice."-M. ( itier, the tutor of

^ris ., r
8on8 of the Duke de Nemours, arrived in

L^don
e* days since from Madrid, on his way to

ttrit-T*
«e was arrested about an hour after his

j

the n
;

i

Uken ^ the Conciergerie, where he spent

MttthS Vn 8»ol. His trunks and papers wei

U ^?.; bat
* as nothing was found among them but

^pe* of the Due d'Anmale'e pamphlet, he was

frigate Solfcrino was launched at Lorient with complete
success on the 21th ult., the anniversary of the battle.
The steel-plated frigate Normandie is about to commence
her trial trips at Cherbourg. A new military harbour
is to be constructed opposite Alderney, at the bottom
of the bay between Cherbourg and Cancale, behind the
Cbaucey islets. The place offers great natural capa-
bilities, and affords a secure - elter against north-west
gales. An entrenched camp for 40,000 men is to be
constructed in the neighbourhood; so as to be equi-
distant from the new harbour, Brest, and Cherbourg,
with all three of which it will be connected by railway.
Spain.—The Correspondencia Autografa of Saturday

says that the Spanish Government has resolved to
abandon its claims against Morocco, to declare Tetuan
the property of Spain, to render it impregnable, and to
colonise the territory. A band of 300 Republicans
has risen in insurrection in the environs of Loja. They
were vigorously pursued by the Royal troops, which
succeeded in surrounding them at Loja. The in-

surgents have offered to surrender on condition of their

lives being spared. The authorities, however, require
them to surrender at discretion. Two waggons, laden
with powder, have been seized on the road to Loja.

The latest news states that the insurrection is entirely

confined to Loja, and the troops now surround the town.

The insurgents are shouting, c< Republic for ever ! Death
to the Pope !

"

Portugal.—Prince Napoleon has arrived at Lisbon

in the yacht Reine Hortense, on a visit to the King. He
was conducted in the Royal barge to the Palace of the

Necessidades. The political condition of Portugal is

giving great uneasiness to European diplomacy. The
Government has recognised the Kingdom of Italy. The
recent decree dissolving the Order of the Sisters of

Charity has caused great agitation in tbe Upper
Chamber. A popular demonstration in favour of the

Duke de Saldanha has occurred in the public gardens.

The duke, however, did not countenance the enthusiasm

of the people, but left the place, as also did the Kind's

father, Don Fernando. The tradespeople are getting

up meetings to oppose the new regulation of weights

and measures, which, after the 1st July, are to be on

the French system. Accounts from the port wine dis-

tricts are all to the effect that the disease is committing
great havoc among the grapes.

Switzerland. — The National Council and the

Council of the States were opened on Monday. Mr.

Rainer, member for Berne, was elected President of

the National Council, and Mr. Escher, member for

Zurich, Vice-President. Mr. Hermann, member for

Uri, was elected President of the Council of the States,

and Mr. Vignier, member for Solothurn, Vice-President.

The Council of the States in its sitting of Wednesday
voted the sum of 100,000f. to defray the cost of an
expedition to Japan for concluding" a treaty of com-
merce with that country. In the National Council on

Wednesday it was decided to treat the affair ot Savoy

as an open question, and to energetically protect the

rights of Switzerland. The Marquis de Torrearsa, who
has passed through Berne, from Turin, on his wav to

Copenhagen, has officially notified to the Federal

Council the elevation of Victor Emmanuel to the

sovereignty of Italy.

Hesse-Cassel. — In the sitting of the Second

Chamber on Monday, the proposals of the Committee

in reference to the Constitution were unanimously

adopted. The Commissioner immediately read a decree

dissolving the Diet.

Saxe-Coburg.—A military convention has been con-

cluded between Saxe-Coburg-Gotha and Prussia, The

Coburg Contingent to the Federal arrav passes over t

Prussia as it now stands—officers and men, guns and

ammunition, and the Prussian military code will hence-

forth be law in Coburg.

Sweden.—The Marquis di Torearsa, Italian Ambas-

sador, has arrived at Stockholm and been received with

great enthusiasm. He has also been honoured with

marks of distinction by the Kin. md the people. In

the course of next week a grand banquet will be given

in his honour by the principal inhabitants of >ckholm.

Italy.—The discussion on the Loan Fill in the

Italian Chamber of Deputies was suspended on Saturday

in order to consider the budget for the last six months

of 1861. The proposition of the Finance Committee to

extend the war tax of a decime to the Southern

provinces created an uproar in the Chamber. The

majority of the Southern members strongly opposed the

proposal. The budget was ultimately voted. The dis-

cussion on the Loan Bill was resumed on Monday

when Signor Musalino opposed tb dl and declar

that he had no confidence in a Ministry that "}****>

maintain the alliance with Fran He said that

England was the only true friend of Italy, and that

France should be compelled to ^^1™**}*™?!
Rome. -The Italians." he continued, -«»£«£
for an indefinite period the good P"««i* ^ ' *££
Power, which, to speak candidly, defei the w,«Ay -

SitsStS^; ":
^

k

^^ next morning. It is said that a police spy

r^Panied M. Gautier all the way from Madrid, and
8 e notice of his arrival at Paris.—The steel-plated

and the Emperor for many blessing*, j* **»2^J
historyand ourselves will^W^JSkl
Baron J li delivered a important ipeecn, or wim»

the following is a M™™*?^
of ^e national territory

•
« We arm not only for the de

/
elrL

I

t

n]e.# ft_to restore i

^ch M it actually t»- *»tfiZ^SriiEwTwaMMl **•

Its natural and Ultimate ——

the happiness to sunouuoe to Parliament that, with the
ception of Austria, iU friendly relations with the principalPowere of Europe are of the most satisfactory IdaST Tbe
Itdian cause enlists general eyn.patiw, and" can still oosmtupon having; allies. The reoogTiition of the Kingdom of Itslr
by 1 ngland and Fiance and other Powers U a solemn proof of
the confidence which we inspire in our friends, and we have
reason to believe that it will not be hmg before these examples
are followed by Europe generally. Thanks te the pnnoipXeof
non-intervention, our nationality will very soon be mdfoesaaUy
and solemnly acknowledged, as well as our incontestable right
to complete our u iopendor.ee I have heard people tallc
about 'cessions.' Allow me, gentlemen, to scout with all
the disdain of my soul the very word and thought of it The
King's Government, I repeat it, the King's Government knows
not of an inch of Italian land to be given up, not one inch will
bo given, not one inch must bo given. What the King's Govern-
ment aeea is a territory to defend, a territory to recover. 1%
sees Rome ; it sees vantos ! To the eternal city and the
queen of the Adriatic it turns the thoughts, the hopes, and
nergios of the nation. The Government feels the heavy task

that lies before it ; with i; .J's help, it will fulfil it. Opportu-
nity matured by time will open our way to Venice. In the
meantime we think of Rome. I os, we will go to Rome. Shall
Rome, }x»liticully severed from the rest of Italy, continue to be
the centre of intrigue and conspiracy, a permanent throat to
the public order ? To go to Rome i« for the Italians not merely
a right, it is an inexorable necessity. Bat b ware we to go
t here ? The King's Government will be open and precise upon
that even more than upon any »ther subject. Wo do n<>: wish
to go to Rome by n rcctional movements, unreasonable,
rash, mad attempts, which may endanger our former acqui-
sitions, and spoil the national enterprise. VTe will go to
Home band in hand with France. Gentlemen, you declared
it in the memorable sitting of the 27tb of March. The
Government cannot depart from the resolu. f Parliament.
We wish to go to Rome, not as destroyers but as builders,
affording to the Church the means and opening to her the way
for self-reformation ;

giving her thatfreeaom and indepomftcnee
which may enable and stimulate her to regenerate herself in

the purity of her religious feeling, in the simplicity of her
customs, in the severity of her discipline, which so greatly

contributed to her honour and dignity during' her vcnemble
primitive times."

The Loan Bill was then voted hy a majority of242 to 14.

At the name sitting Signor Broflferio presented a

petition, signed by several thousand citizens, praying

Parliament for the' repeal of the Royal decree deluding
RCazrinJ from the amn -t.j given to all political

offenders in 1309. Signor Broflerio asked the Chamber
to declare the " urgency" of the petition, in order that

it might be taken into immediate consideration. After

I short discussion the Chamber TCted the "order of

the day pure and simple," by which it declared

the petition vexatious and unworthy of further notice.

On Thursday the Chamber passed the Neapolitan

Railways Bill by a majority of 215 to 19.

The elections resulting from the change of Ministry

have taken place ::t Turin. Baron Bicasoli, President

of the Council, was elected in the first, and Signor

Minghetti, Minister of the Interior, in the second

electoral assembly. The Government have informed
Garibaldi that attempts would be made on his life;

and that measures have been taken for watching
the entry to Capr u It is said that a mysterious
society, whose members are partisans of Austria, the
Duke of Modena, and the clergy, and can command a
large amount of money, had sent four emissaries to

Genoa on two different days; they embarked at Genoa
with letters of introdnction to Garibaldi, but in the

icantiine their plot had been discovered. Two of these

emissaries are said to belong to a religious order.—From
Rome it is reported that the French have evacuated

Civita Vecehia, and are abo about to evacuate

Vitorbo; but the Palris of Thursday^ says that

France is about to increase the garrison of the

frontier towns of the Patrimony of St. Peter.

Six hundred bricands have left Rome for the Neapo-
litan frontier. Tiic Pope officiated public lv at mass on

the 29th alt., and was to receive the Dipldmatic Corps

on the 1st of July. Accounts from Naples state that

two Bourbon Committees have been discovered in that

city, several arrests have been made, and 5O0 muskets
have been seized by the police. General Cialdini will

replace General Durando in the command of the

army of the Southern Provinces.

PRUSSIA-— Baron de >cl nitz has addressed a
despatch to the Prussian Minister at Washington, an-

nouncing the intention of Prussia to observe a strict

neutrality, and recommending the United Stsitsjs

Government to adhere to the "declaration of Paris on
maritime law. At the same time the Prossian Govern-

ment has addressed a proclamation to all the ship-

owners of its ports, forbidding them to participate in

any act contrary to the strictest neutrality. The judg-

ment given in the affair of the late duel having

been coniirmed, X -General Manteutlel was sent on

Fridai j Ma*, burg to undergo hit ssarfence of three

months' inr ^ounient in the for."

ArsTRU-—A Cabinet Oonuci u 1 I at mA on

S :• eainar, wfcen it wm rem

•end a Royal rescript to the fHnm I > «a4ag'

to accept their a/idrsas. This rear wa» read on

Taesd iv i the Ippst Hie* tJ ouncil of the

Empire and was received with ,Te*' rnthnsiasfn.

Count Clara-Galles proposed tlaj* the H«ie *b<mW

fcefcre that it < nsfcleTed ai laftion of the Impmal

dignity and rigwte as an attack against the whole

monarchy, and thus the Gorernn CO not only

on tbe concurrence and derr of tb<» Uonm*.

bat also on ts* active «o-or«Tstion ofthe whole empire.

proposal was received with ch-rs and aaw»d t

On Wednesday the Emperor received a deputation

deputation his

H n ngary , thsj policy anno
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opeuiug ot the UeiehsratU. 'Count Uechberg,

Austrian Minister for Foreign Affairs, has addressed to

Prinze Metternich a despatch in answer to the note ot

M Thouvenel to the Courts of Vienna and Madrid,

relative to their proposal of intervention m the a£ir

of Rome. The following extracts contain the most

important portions of this despatch :
—

-?W hasten to "1™%^^^g£^XL
receive the assurance by M.™ ene

' wetoany combina-
of the Emperor of the,

I^ncfcl will»*£*£*,£ y^
tion incompatible with he gspect it pro ^.^ ^^ ^
and independence °/. *f.fX mesince of the French troops
variance with the object of

"^J***™^ the fact that the

at P^i, SWTSmB Orennne^ofthe Emperor .of

sentiments inspirea in y™ „ , Father entirely harmonise
Austria by ^^^^Xe^ntitsOt experiences,
with those which the ^ncli w e

fc and
iS ° f

i

a ^swSch the late manifestations of the parlia-
apprehensions which,

tne i ^^ rf Austm
mentofTmin haaciea^

mouthpiece of those appre-
and Spain ™^

f

tl^s

|enCe in the intentions of France, we
heusions ;

full of conhcience
strenathened in the conviction

desired, nevertheless, to
,
be
n *fXd Hs «»ad position become

that the Holy Father would noUftmThw sad po ^ ^
yet more painful, and that the^overe

^ ifctJ his capital
reduced to the cruel

I

aKei
"jXtor^ We wished,^ short, to

or of sharing it ^h his spo™
lend to France> when

Btote onc« more that^ were^ ^ rying ^ ind
she deS1̂ \t^r eager c^n ^ suffice then for
pendence of the crnei 01 i

Thouvenel that the highest
the present, to proclaim ™£^^ social interests in re-
expediency ^"^^he Church should maintain himself
quiring that the ctaetot

predeCessors for so many cen-

?^ We ?e\nTtc France with confidence the care of

^uS^wSS^ regards fhe basis of all social order.;

Hithgabt. -After the decision of the Cabinet

Council held at Vienna on Sunday evening declining

to Lcept the Address of the Diet, the President of the

Hungarian Chamber of Deputies immediately returned

to Perth The Royal rescript was at the same time

lint to the Diet, in which the Address was stigmatized

^disloyal hostile to the rights of the Crown, and .such

a could not be accepted by the Emperor. Ihe Diet

was aho requested to alter the form and contents of

fl,P Address with an intimation that in case of refusal

MWdi-oWed. On Monday when the rescript

was laid, sealed, on the table of the Lower House cries

were rased of "Return it unopened '
After some

remonstrances, however, on the part of the President,

the rescript was quietly read. It was read in the

Upper House without disturbance.

Croatia.—The Croatian Diet has

the union with Hungary, unless the

assume a different position m her

^Greece -King Otho is about to visit Germany.

The Queen will act as Regent during his absence.

RrjtsTA —The thousandth anniversary of the existence

of the Russian Empire will be celebrated next year, and

in Novgorod a monument which is to be erected for the

occasion has already been commenced. A money crisis

is becoming daily more imminent at St. Petersburgh.

Both gold and silver coin have disappeared from the

market Discount has risen to 9 per cent even at

which rate money is very scarce. The export trade is

stagnant A fresh issue of Treasury bonds to the

amount of 6,000,000 roubles is announced.

Poland—In consequence of important news, an

extraordinary council of the high functionaries has been

w^M ;™ t.hft Governor's Palace at Warsaw. Fresh

the T
investiture was to take place on the 4th. His Highness

has ordered the construction of a new armour-plated

vessel, to be named the Mahmoud. Mehemet All

Pasha, brother of the Viceroy of Egypt and son-in-law

of the late Sultan, has died suddenly at Constantinople

from apoplexy. The Bulgarian Patriarch, who was

recently consecrated by the Pope in person on becoming

a convert to Catholicism, has scandalised all the

Catholics of Pera by lapsing back into Greek

"orthodoxy." The English steam-frigate Terrible

anchored at Constantinople on the 28th nit., after

declined to accept

latter consents to

treatment of that

held in the Governor5

popular demonstrations having taken place in the

Saxony and Krasynsky gardens in tha„ city, the

Government has taken strong measures to prevent an

outbreak, and the gardens have been suddenly trans-

formed into a military camp. Much agitation prevails

in Warsaw and the provinces.
§

Tuekey.—An Imperial Hatti, conceived in a very

liberal spirit, was read on Monday at Constantinople.

It confirms in their posts the Grand Vizier and all other

Ministers and public functionaries, with the exception

of Riza Pasha, whose accounts are to be investigated by

a commission, and commands them to faithfully

discharge their duties. It also confirms all existing

laws, and guarantees the equality of all subjects before

the law without distinction. It further recommends

the Ministry to introduce order and economy in the

administration of the finances, and directs sweeping

reforms in the Imperial household. It directs the dis-

missal of the civil employes belonging to the Palace,

with pensions in proportion to their rank and time of

service, that the military officers and employes shall be

incorporated in the Ottoman army, that all the women

in the harem who have no children shall be married off,

and that those who have children shall be suitably pro-

vided for ; the debts of the household to be paid out of

the Imperial purse. The Sultan has also dismissed 500

Palace servants, and has reduced the civil list,

which was previously 75 millions, to 12 millions,

stating that this sum will suffice for the wants of

himself and family, independently of the revenue arising

from his own private property. The Sultan has also

conferred upon his nephews, the sons of the late Sultan,

the title ot Pasha, with a suitable appanage. Two of

these nephews, at their own request, will enter the

Military School at Constantinople. The Sultan received,

on the 30th ult, the Patriarch of the Armenians, the

Catholic Archbishop, and the chiefs of the other

Christian communions. He assured them that the inter-

-est3 of the Christians of the Ottoman empire should he

the object of his anxious solicitude. The Sultan has since

received the Ambassadors in solemn audience, and his

having obtained from the Porte the firman required by

the convention relative to the Straits of the Dardanelles.

Syeia. — Daoud Effendi left Constantinople on

Monday for his post in Syria. The evacuation of

Syria by the French troops commenced on May 60,

and was completed on the 10th ult. The troops

amounted to about 8400 [men, and were embarked on

board 14 ships of war and transports in perfect order

and without excitement among the populace. General

Beaufort and his Staff, after the embarkation of the

troop?, remained at Beyrout for a frigate to convey

them to France, and were expected to sail on the 17th

ult. in the Mogador, which had arrived shortly before.

At the latest dates tranquillity continued to prevail

in that part of Syria and in the Mountain.

China.—Accounts have been received at St. Peters-

burg from Pekin to the 29th of April, which state

that the famous San- Wan, Commander-in-Chief of the

Tartar armv, has been repeatedly beaten by the rebels.

In the last battle the Imperialist army was completely

routed, and San-Wan narrowly escaped falling into the

hands of the enemy. The insurgents then marched

rapidly against Pekin, and were menacing that capital.

The English and French envoys were living quietly at

Pekin. After their installation the Russian Mission

paid them a visit of ceremony. The English and

French representatives were living in the Palace of the

Princes, near the Russian Mission. The French Pleni-

potentiary had employed 700 operatives to rebuild the

Palace of the Embassy. The Palace thus restored will

bear the stamp of the European style of building com-

bined with the Chinese. The Emperor of China is still

residing at Geoke, where he proposes to remain until

next autumn. The state of the country, caused by the

progress of the insurrection, renders his return un-

certain. The Russian priests and monks sent into the

Chinese provinces to convert the idolators have had

immense success.

Cochin China.—Vice-Admiral Charner, commanding
the French naval force in Cochin China, has solicited

his recall, in consequence of ill health. The troops are

said to be suffering greatly from the climate.

United States.—The general tone of the American
press continues to be hostile to England. The New
York Herald declaims against its " tortuous policy/'

calls upon the Cabinet of Washington to "send back
the British Ambassador to his Government," and
asserts that "the speeches and the circular of the

Minister for Foreign Affairs are remarkable samples of

that blackleg and Puritan policy which has character-

ised the dealings of England with other nations in

times past." Another journal says, "There can be no
doubt that the issuing of the Proclamation of Neutrality

was produced partly by the despatch of Mr. Seward,
warning the European Powers that our Government
would hold no further diplomatic intercourse with
them if they recognised the Commissioners from the
Southern Confederacy." Mr. Dallas also is now re-

ported to say, in conversation, that the Federal

Government cannot depend upon the neutrality of

England, that he believes the British Ministry to be
hostile to them, that "the great arbiter is cotton," and
that " if the war shall not be over by the time the next
cotton crop shall be ready for the market, the fleets

of England will be employed to raise the blockade."

All is quiet in the vicinity of Washington, though a

battle is considered imminent at Fairfax, towards which
place the outposts of the Federal army are gradually
extending. Northern troops are reaching Washington
at the rate of 5,000 a day. The Indiana regiment of
Colonel Wallace has been surrounded at Cumberland,
in Maryland, by a force of more than 10,000 Con-
federates, commanded it is said by General Joe Johnston,
and all chances of retreat cut off. The Confederate
forces have not abandoned the line of the Potomac in
the vicinity of Harper's Ferry, but still continue to
annoy the Union troops on the other side of the river.
An engagement has taken place at Mathias Point, on
that river. The rebels fired on a small party from
the gunboats, killing two men and wounding several
others. Several minor engagements have taken place
between the Federal gunboats and the rebels on shore.
The steamer Alliance, which has just returned from a
cruise up the Potomac, reports the capture of 11
Southern vessels which were endeavouring to supply
the enemy with provisions. General Banks has arrested
the Marshal of Baltimore on a charge of treason, and
bas appointed a Provost-Marshal for the city.

'

An
immense quantity of ammunition was found on the
premises of the Marshal at Baltimore. The British
ship America, bound to Charleston with contraband of
war, has been captured and taken to Philadelphia and
the British ship Forfarshire has been captured in the Gulf
of Mexico by Federal ships.

^
The Columbia District

Court has given an opinion in the case of the English
schooner Tropic Wind for violating the blockade of the
\irginian ports. The Court held that such conduct

[JnT
entailed the forfeiture rtf »i r—-^

22 000 dols T f

ot the v^sel and c«r«,UUU aoIS
* Ifc reserves its nltimat

Judge Sprague, of^^t^cZrfon^ "
charge to the jury, said that tf^1£?*J

question of fact respecting tL 11 * *«***
strict kw of bloS fn t ^ ^^
to Mr. Cbegor>7in^b^TtbeBSfttSthe purpose of defining *hl

Parhtai

nne and imprisonment. The FpdmJ r~ fc

recoo-nised tln» r,*™ t> • • \ 5,
Meral Go™rntt«

The forces „ d. ^Provisional Government ofinerorces under the command of General M<t3are rapidly concentrating in Virginia frorX w2

SSssaaasssssS
journals assert that the Southern troops are falhIhe commander of the Federal troous in Mil
issued a proclamation declaring Vis intention mdown the rebellion of the State auth. -

engagement has since taken place at
between the Missouri State and Federal
which it is reported that 300 of the former were
after which the Governor of Missouri fled. SqImmm
accounts state that the Missouri troops w\nrTS[
concentrated in large force at Independence,

moved to Lexington, where it is thought tUeyinteii
make a decided stand against the Union armj of

Lyon. A vesseljust arrived reports having been chaiei

privateers. Several New York joumals strongly
,

the hanging of the crew of the privateer which hu
captured. A slave ship has arrived at Xew

'

from Monrovia in charge of a prize crew. Wh«
tured she had 1000 negroes on board. It is

that Mr. Secretary Chase will propose

income-tax.

Parliament*
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Friday. — Annexation of Savoy. — The Earl of

von called attention to the prolonged occupatiw ot

thern Savoy by France, and asked what amngeaew

been made to give effect to the treaty of Vienna, g-

the independence of Switzerland. He described the

of confiding the passes of the Alps to a Power strong

to defend, but not too strong to abuse them, and cnai
that the French occupation of Northern Savoy mBM
decision of the Treaty of Vienna, as it practically tamtam

those passes from Switzerland to France, andJaaMm
Switzerland, bound hand and foot, to that Powr-4*

t

Wodehouse stated that the question remained in F*aaj* I

same position as last summer, and that no **&**"*
1

taken place in regard to it, because theotkergmtt***
t

parties to the Treaty of Vienna, had not thNgl'

to enter into such negotiations. It™M**«
with the dignity of this country, or even poltoc, to

discussions that could lead to no practical resoiu-

Clancarty moved for the production of «

relative to the opening of the GfomvxnM***

Dublin to the Public on, Sundays.-An aro°»* D
UluM

ensued, in the course of which Lord Talbwm^J
Earl Granville, the Earl of Donoughmorj ww JJJJT
the Earl of Eci.inton, and the Bishop of lX)J>ex^--

approval of throwing open the gardens, «Moy»
to abridging the means which they ™f**^
relaxation from toil and recreation to toe w .- -

whilst the measure received the unquaunea wu ' ^
Lord Clancart v and the Bishop of URUaj-.^
Road BUI and the PortpatricJc Harbour m F—

-

committee. _ , , \f,RrB0isca^
MONDAY.-C/iwrc/i Ra'es.-ThQ Duke of ^JJ^tf

nounced that, as a Bill had been recently^n"JTJ^I"
other House for the settlement of the ^".^j**-
should not proceed further with his measure u

rf^
The Bishop of London, in presenting a w™ ^
agaiust the unqualified abolition of

p£
ur£Sn?**

was authorised by the Archbishop of Canter j^
his Grace was desirous of seeing a speeu >

rf ft

question on the basis of the recommenad ^
committee of last year. He also express* ;

spoke the sentiments of the whole H-P1*^ *****

siid that they would deplore any arr^k
ftb**S,

excite a feeling of rancour in the °re««.
.

brethren. — The Cork Infirmary f
u\ vZ^(i%**

n.ittee.—Lord Brougham moved f0T *;
n% &*j

signed by 3700 persons, addressed to
^ g, tm

State from Jamaica, against the Annm* ^ pr
m .<?«„,•» tt« attacked the conduct^ ft*
to Spain. He attacked
Government in regard to theijroverument m regaru w -— „„finn
rnently protested against the annexau" ti*Sf
as it would give an increased f^fL^S
The Duke of Newcastle regretted tftM^

rf
^*i -

lord should
these

iiould think proper, in season ^"^JSfri*
rnese charges against the Spanish ^°V£j*f:
it was calculated to do injury to the non

\fiw"i

*

so desirous to serve. The Governmen t a. ^ *m
,

repeated and emphatic assurances *J~^25**
annexation of St. Domingo they would ^j^w*^
slavery in the island under any form-

c rf0^f*>
Redcliffe thought that the Soanis\Za0*2&
give more positive and satisfactory ass ^ap*
V\f\fn.vn. 4-V,« .,r,««,-nt;An nrno ..II •IrTlOWleO.tfeU . _ -I

motion was then agreed to.-The ^Wi B«t£5fi
a third time and passed.-The P°W%j ftJJ^
Bill passed through committee.—!^ ^^B*
was

Tr.

brought up from the Commons a»

7ESDAY.—The Grand Duke of ^ ixt.*
Normanby gave notice that, on Mono, ^tutf*
for copies or extracts of any dispatcne*

millisttf£ rfi

the duch5 of Modena from her Majesty _^ tb«j£.

Central Italy from 1855 to 1858 incluei^ t tbeJJJJ
ing to the charges recently brought a» ^icMJJ^
the Chancellor of the Exchequer,^ fc

uere **!^

*

his Highness that he had declared* w ^ ha* ^
truth in them he should consider himst ^
guilty of murder.-Lord Brougham *

oftbe?2«l^;
much more conduced to the vindication ^tf^J^Zjm
he been defended in the pl^e where i

otjfjt*
made. He plainly perceived that the ^ ^
partly to defend the Duke of M^^^uis °{ ±*%*&
Chancellor of the Exchequer -Thejjw J haveb*W
that Lord Brougham's comments *™ ^ the or^
if the noble and learned lord had rew—

Jr
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the committal of the Subdtvi*ion of

mkii The Bishop of London stated several objectionsM JlZrntncnded that it should be with-

al a more general nature for improving

law introduced in its stead.—Lord Over-

in this recommendation.—The Duke of Marl-

bope that his noble friend would not

L^kr
ttM reauest which had been made to him—The

2a? lm?and the Earl of Malmesbcry urged Lord

•fKL^^^TuT^rem.the measure, seeing that it was not

uSIJSewtliiianction "f the other House in the present

7STLttteltov intimating that he should persist

mil their lordships divided, when the motion for

^^LntueewaTnegativedbyOStoll. The Bill was

^W-The Marquis of Clanricarde moved the

3LXnior the Undtd Property Improvements (Ireland)

&tJ3£ct of which was to enable the tenant for life to

irwn low for the purpose of improving the

%j the labouring classes on his estate. —
i^ y.J. rf Bath said that all the powers sought

PlP&t wme alreadV i» force
-
under the Leasca and

* - JSJaS. after some discussion the Bill was read a

£1 lS*ifaMt wont int.. committee on the Officertnf

7£zHiSrf)flU'.-The Earl of Hardwicke moved an

-hat omeers of the merchant service should be

ie same examination as midshipmen of the navy

W received the rank of lieutenant.— 1 he Duke of

Lid that the result of the amendment would be to

the action of the Crown in the face of a sudden cmcr-

—flwfttfi of Eixcfborough, although concurring m its

surprised that the Bi'l should have been mtro-

,»» the Government had already the power by

in Council to do all that the measure contemplated.

rodmeet was negatived without a division, and the

t through committee. The Cork Infirmary Bill pas.se.

i

committee.
Tbumim Thn Harbours Bill, which had passed through

. je Common*, was read a second time after some discussion.

—

TVs fwewtnfii ii Bill, the object of which is to legalise the use of

rtca-a carriages on common roads, and to regulate the tolls to

be levied upon them, was read a second time.—The Port-

smtnek Harbour (Scotland) Bill and the Officers of Reserve (Royal

JKsey) BUI were read a third time and passed.—The Marquis of

hcarde a«ked what steps the Government had taken to

m mtabllih a direct postal and steampacket communication
bstoeen Irtlaml and North America.—Lord Stanlky of Alder-
un declined to answer the question until the Committee of the

of Commons had reported on the subject. Ireland at

it enioyed communication with America by means of
weekly services, and he therefore did not think any in-

eould be experienced.
—Consolidation ofthe Statutes.—The Lord Chancellor
the five Bills for the consolidation of the statutes had

__
referred to a select committee, and returned to the House

wBh scarcely any alterations ; four of them had been passed,
and Wd been read a first time by their lordships. With regard
•e the fifth, the House of Commons was in doubt whether
oanmlracvto murder should be made a capital felony or only
» euademeacour. This would shortly be settled, and he hoped

lordships would then pass the Bills as speedily as
—Lord Brougham concurred in this hope.

[Left sitting.]

HOUSE OP COMMONS.
'tour.—On the motion for going into Committee of Supply
?_/""* Estimates, Mr. Cochrane called attention to the
P?****"W» of a society advertised as the Oaribildi Fund for

J*J

«

'

. which was presided over by the hon. mem her

v*zZI
iv,ir*^*« white other members of that House were

•he cnami* management ; and moved a resolution to
the effect that the existence

•n ao much admired some 10 y > apo.-Lord After-some discussion the motion was negatrrad by 86 to 77 -"
. ___!».*_1 ~f *Ko .QuMll-KlAH of Mr \)V1\T.U11I mn...^ a\. . . -i . 1-Mr. Coningham moved th tee adjourn « n I

the motion was again negative! by M to 74 -Mr. Lockemoved that the debate be adjourned. -Sir G. Lewis, in t
state of the question, expressed ad ibt whether due notice
of this motion had been gircn by laajor Edwards. After some
debate this formal objection was overruled bv the Chair.—
Major Edwards then moved tlie adjournment of the debate to
Friday, which was agreed to.

Monday—Appropriution of Staff (.< '.nty and St Atba )

Bill—On the Rei>ort upon this Bill as amended, Mr. Din-
combe moved the postponement of the question for three
months, contending that the measure in its present farm was
not the one which the Bouse had sanctioned on the second
reading. It would be better to abandon the Bill altogether
than submit it to a process of tinkering wholly inconsistent
with its original design.—Mr. BOOLLY seconded "the motion.—
Lord J. Rissell said that no case bad been made out to
induce the House to reject the Bill, three out of the four pio-
positions which it contained having already met with approval.
—Lord Fermov supported the amendment, and argued that
the Government wire to blame for not taking a manly stand
upon the Bill iu its original 6hape, and declaring th f it were
not carried in that form they would appeal to the country.
On a division Mr. DnnoombVa amendment was negatived
by 204 to 28.— Mr. .Stirling then moved the omission
of the first clause, and the substitution of another en ing
the universities of v tland to return one member. Par-
unont had given a pledge that it would consider the case of

|

the Scottish universities, and he argued th If such a c I-

tuency were created, it would fairly n the educated
mind of the country and be thoroughly independent. The
number of persons whom it would enfranchise was nearly
equal to the electoral body of Oxford, double that of the Uni-
versity of Dublin, and larger than any existing constituent

In Scotland except Glasgow.—Mr. C Brick i Bonded the
motion.—Sir G. Li wis admitted that the universities of Scot-

land had a strong claim to be considered in any scheme for the

re-distribution of seats, but as the four forfeited seats had
been taken from boroughs in England, it w nly right thai

they should be assigned to English constituencies.—Sir J.

Graham, in withdrawing the claim of the University of London,
expreaaed a hope that on some future occasion it would be

taken into consideration fa common witli that which had
been put forward by the sister institution in Scotland—
After some observations from Mr Blackburn. Mr. II. Baji.lh

Viscount Hamilton, Lord J. Hcssell, and Colonel Svkks,

Mr. Stirling withdrew his motion.—«r G. Lewis daot<

clause* dividing the West Hiding of Forkahire into two
divisions, to be called the northern and southern division, and

ving two knights of tin- -hire to each.— Mr. Bainbs protested

against compromising the borough interest by conferring

upon comities three out of the f< »ur seats taken from DOT s.

The clauses were agreed to, and after some discussion upon
the comparative merits of Pom fret and Wakefield, the former

on a divi> ti was constituted the place of clc< u for the

southern division of the West Hiding, by 97t->«;7. The Bill

was then ordered to be recommitted "n a fu'ureday, with a
view to the introduction of the necessary verbal amendments.
On the orte ol the day for going into a Committee of

Supply, Captain Jervis drew attention to the present

state of Harwich Harbour, which be complained was
gradually filling up with silt and fast becoming
useless ; and moved that it is the duty of her
Majesty's Government, before applying to this House for

grants of money to construct harbours ol refuga, to take steps

that the natural harbours of refuge of this country bo main-
tained.—Mr. M. <; i us. in- admitted the importance of maintain-
ing the natural harbours of refuge, especially one so commo-
dious and convenient as Harwich. He promised that the

I% and oouM not u Tusaflinl unkssa
rmed. There was, however, no fond *rT>i

Tri^l
mention for loaaaa arising from the «ff«et "/iaeaW mm

law. except —assuming that a claim conm be established---by a
large on the rates of the pariah ; and this would be ri seller

"

1 um urate in another form. Under these atf*omn«tanoea
It it t<> be his duty, relucts v. to pa* the m*rtfrm

Sir G. (iret said, that, alt igh cases of hardship had
under this great sanitary measure, ad r«*ulted from no
failure on the part of the"Government or the Legislature. The
amendment having been withdrawn the j^nsl n «n was
negati' i ision byM to 48. Poland.—Mr.
called attention to the events in Poland, with reference to the
Treaties •>! 1815. lie entered ujK>n a long historical narrative,
oommenciog with the partition of P<»land, <.f the kdaataC
the Continental Powers towards the P -lea, and arguid that the
destruction of the indej»endenceof Poland and iu incorporation
with Russia tally affected the interest of England, as
well as the political and commercial irope*
lid-nit events in Poland, he nght, ju>tinad the II use of
Ooott

n

oons in making an effort to serve the Poles, as soma
atonement Ibt the past conduct of E He n ad for

copies or • ktracts <>f oorre- nee on the si '
I -land

in lv land 1832 betwev . liovernmcnU sat llriUh
and liusaia.— Mr. M: | saonodad the motion .

— Lord J.
Ki-antLL said that the great » felt his power

> restore the in ieooe ol Polai- ch
OOllld be doll. . -n dip]
dona at the Congress of Vienna ; but whaterar Lord CaeGereafh

Igh i vi- be able t.. ac< )i was *Krt,a*idaojr

the landing Napoleon ln.m t ;.o island <»f Klba, and a l»x

still In i.uMla and ;»t st I'ete lual P«>

should t enioy larger go*. He defended the
Government of this country from the « -barge of complicity in

tho treatment of the Poles. In gland, ho said, had been aito-

gcth< i hostile to tho partition of Poland. With regard to
llussi t. ho urged the delicacy and t langer of any inter-

renoeon behalf of the I'oles, and even war on their

behalf would not accomplish the object, or be for the Interests

of Poland, Greater hopes might be ontertaine 1 from the
peace Tile progress "' I dig «:nt and knowle«lgc. He did

not opj»ose tho product i
of tho papers moved for.— After

aomc remarks by Sir H. VsaHEV, Mr. J. Whim, and Mr.

Sci i.i.y, Lord Paijcimton said there was no objection to

tho production "f the papers, which would show that the

English Government had protested against thai inhjuil

act—the struc n of Polish nationality It was imp
for anv man with a loye of liberty in his breast not to admire
the Polish character; or for any one th a just sense •

wrong, not to lament the misforti « had befallen the

Pole.- from the first partition of their intry down to the
present moment; but he bought with his noble 1,

that any interference by this country in their affairs was
oal< nlated rather to retard the isummation of their

m ti promote it. The n 1 was then agreed to.—Sir.T.

UMMXBTONE led attention t • the report of tbc Select ( »m-

eon i >sand Anchors ot I860; and moved that, in the
opinion of the lb use, it was the duty of her Majesty's Govern-
ment to take measures to ensure that all • Ing vesseU.

aspeciaUy those employed in the carriage of paisengers, should

besu! -ntly supplied with anchors an ins, properly tested

as to st" ngthand wo nanship.—Admiral Waixjott seconded
than um.—Mi d <.ihson and Lord C Paget opposed it on
the ground that it would entail upon the <> nment the

exp use and responsibility of not only tM g. but of re-tosting.

the an. rs and chains of all merchant vessels, which woui

lead to an amount of interference intolerable to the owners.—
Mr. I'.KMiNCK and Mr. Hashari) supported the motion.—Sir

It. Sk.ymouk opposed it. Tho motion was negatived without a
division.— Mr. lluTT called attention to tho D< ih Eviction*,

lecte-i^ M
i d as* tbs •

tLe

r

_ of any society formed for the pur-
paw of raising funds to assist a revolutionary party in any
•entry with which we are in strict alliance is inconsistent

JJ the principle of non-intervention.—Lord J. Russell, in
aj|lf, said that so far from the society being revolutionary in
«aracter, its object was simply to raise funds to maintain
Mkiewof the Italian kingdom.—Lord J. Manners in-
"d whether the noble lord meant seriously to contend that
•ascriptions raised by the society were reallv for

5!l

-i! I

m!
" f the 'ta

' VA
'i
uo-~Bir G. Bowna calleds bohcitor-General to say whether the raising

ptions in this country, with the Avowed object of

iwii"
a

,

fraimSt a Power with which we were in alliance,
sex illegal.—The Solicitor-General said that the resolu-
»wa mere abstract proposition, which it would not bem the House to discuss ; and which, if discussed,
as productive of the greatest mischief by giving a handle
iwnelves to foreign Governments—After some remarks

m7(V:, ^? !?8
!
t

* Mr
' Serjeant Pigott, and Sir J .

Walsh,* ««acrrRD defended himself from the censure conveyed in

aaiSSwi/b exPreS8ed his warm approval of the objects of
"" TftUL nd'~"Mr Henley pointed out the inconve-

5 tiEf
iV1 " (? a rnotion which simply declared a truism

wtS**
a*8istiu& a revolutionary party in any country in

yourselves would be inconsistent with the principle

m

"'•nsi

""/Wtion. The motion was subsequently withdrawn.
rsuittSToN called attention to the state of the Business
• At the present moment there were not less than

• »L uPi?Iy to ** djsposed of, and a great many Bills,

fcr ahJJSrt.
08 unde8irable to drop. As the session was so

**- ^Wa
,
he suggested that hon. members should on
days refrain, as far as possible, from interposing

the question that the Speaker leave the chair to go
ittee of Supply, unless in cases of great urgency, or

i practical object was to be attained.—The suggestion

J* a discussion, in the course of which Lord J.

jyp•ined of the great inconvenience arising from
•the privilege of raising questions on a motion for

of any great grievances, but questions which

^ t
£**ec* on notice nights, if thev were worthy of the

tea n House at alL The "time must come
^T^J^se must adopt some remedy for this abuse,

5*l*ted a rule which would have that effect

tten, at the unusually early hour of

Wpply ^*** 8 o'clock, went into Committee of

X?Vp*& to the remaining votes cf the Army Eui-

eaaZi!?** als° taken to defray the salaries, allowances.

aa-fTET}** of the Customs and Inland R> venue Depart

-

«•nno^k^ po*t Office. Tlie House then went into com-
4 9MJx t

**
t

i<*1on Coal and Wine Dues Cora%nua,.c> BUI^wea toaj iu clauae8. In a Committee on the Inland

***Ktk.?lL ? th« motion of the ChaNCBLLOB of the Ex-

W^mmSr^ p«»olutions were agreed to. The Report

mst I*du1?V **Pply was brought up and agreed to. icie

^ 5*1 V
01^' *c, BUI was read a third time and P^sed.

?*« iS **"* L^Hation Bill, and the Book Unions hxl

I

^anTV "^nd time. The Wai-fidd Writ. - Major

« fca&Z!? 4
lD«ved the issue of a new writ for electing

ir Wtt r
i^Te in Parliament for Wakefield in the room of

**t-^it* ^uam, whose election had been determined to be

••aw 7v^.i
lje*nt Pioott thought that at that late hour the

•atadSl. not do justice to this important question, awl

*»aaLiwT
tne House do adjourn.—Sir G. Lewis supported

* Wlw ^ent» aod said that they could not dissociate the case
^**er,eld from that of Glocester. On a division the aroeivi-

***£! ^gatived by 93 to 76. Mr. W. Martin moved t

^"•» he adjourned. Sir G. Lawia supported the motion.

subject should receive- the fullest consideration on the part of I
ai " J submitted a series of roaolutiou^ m lavour -

.instituting an

the Board of Trade. The motion was then withdra . and |
inquiry by means of a Royal Gomm

the House wont into Committee of Supply on the Civil Service

Estimates. Various votes were discussed, and. among them, a

vote of 20.80V.. to complete the House* of Parliam**, was
subjected to a rigid scrutiny, which extended to the fres %
the cause of their decay, the preservation of the external

stonework, the statues, including that of Oliver Cromwell, and

other incidental toptea. It transpired In the course of the

discussiou, that the vote was for completing only those por

tions of the building which are now in hand, exclusive of that

portion to be built in New Palace Yard, and of the filling up

of thorough wall in the clock-tower. With referei tlie

four statues of Sovereigns of England propose 1 to be placed

in the Koyal Gallery Mr. Grboory cor ved there had been

a departure from an understanding last Session that they

were not tj be in a chronological series, but to be

selected from our most distinguished princes, and 1 that

the sum of S I. proposed for the statues be utted from the

vote This amendment was, however, negatived, and the v

agreed to.—Tho votes for fie South Kens. tusrmm and

the Public Parks were also discussed at some length, and a

motion to reduce the former was negatived by 1'.' to i'. —The
Chairman then reported progress. < »n the report u|»n tho

Sa*t India (High Courts of Ju> dure) Bill, as amended, c rtain

amendments were moved by Mr. lkrr. and negatived, and

others moved by Sir C. Wood were adopted. The report of

tho Committee of Supply was brought up and agreed to. The

Keport upon the // <' Revenue Act* was likewise agreed

and a Bill was ordered to be brought on. The Mum
Corporations Act Amendment (ife 2) BiU was read aJJc .n

time —Sir G. Lewis moved the second reading of the l» ,r,-i*or

Su'pcn'lcd CanonrM Bill, explaining its object -Mr. Borvcu

and Mr. Decdes strongly objected to the Bill upon principle.

\fter a sh<«rt debate, the Bill was read a second time. The

Co.n.f.i Surveyors &c {Irelawl) BiU passed through committee,

Mr. Cardwell having given up the clauses relating to super-

annuations.

TL ,AY —At the morning sitting the House went into com-

mittee on the Parochial and Burn). Schools [Sc I )
/M/, when

progress was made as far as the 6th clause—Tho White Herring

Fish*™ (Scotland) Bill passed through comm e -In tho even-

ing Lord Palmers-ton stated, in answer to Mr. H/ ud. that

th • Government intended to proceed the Bu >**A

Insolvency BiU, but that owing to the •*>*»"•£'; %
General he was unable to name the day on w»h the iMals

£ adments would be t n into oond^ra ion

and H«traaW.-Mr. H. Banaaurr gave.not

be woul< ove that a writ be issued for the of m-i

hers for Glouceeter.-Sir G. Lewi* &*> «*"•

Mr. Cardwjhx
opposed the motion.—Lord Palmer*- foam me<j theinterfer-

ence of the House in a ca.«c whore a landlord b^ nly enforced

s legitimate rights, much as the extreme measure he bad
resorted to was to be regretted.—On a d n 'he motion was
negatived by 88 to 28. Mr. Cardwell obtained leave to }>ring

in three Hills to reduce and alter the rate of d payable on
proceedings under the uitd Bttates Act of 18.38, to provide

for the costs of certain proceedings to l>e taken under the

Landlord ami Tenant Law Amendment (Ireland) Act of I8*W, and
to enable justices in Ireland to commit to Loc ' BridewdLt

persops convicted of drunkenness.—Mr. Peel obtained leave

luce a hill to make arrangements as to the disposal

and management of property belonging to the University stf

/: <i, and to rcimiate the appl. of the annuity of

25)01 ptyable from the revenues of tbo h r'vur and docks of

Leith. I he Metro fan }• ret Pennons B4U and the
/, »tri. Scotland) BUI passed through committee.

Several other Bills were advanced a stage.

\X:ns i 'W.— University Elections //<«.—The House went
Into committee oi .is Bill as amen >y the Select Com-

;o. I the first lse, Mr Avrtow more 1 that the pro-

vj a allowing electors to vote by ?»roxy sb I be struck

out—Afters long discus* . in wL o system of g
xy was opposed I Br ii Lawn and Mr. Heklkv, the

provision was earned on a division by ISO I ^4 —Mr. Bptt
moved an am Iment, the effect of which was that the proxy
papers should signed till after the nomination.—The
amendment was negatived by 1 86 —The remaining clauses

were trone through, and the Bill was ordered to be reported.—

Mr WALroL* moved the second rea 4 of the IndictabU

r,nce* (Met t District) BUL which had come down from

the Lords. The object of the Bill was to supersede the action

of the grand jury within the limits of the entral Criminal

uirt, and to send a prisoner direct to a jury if he had been

committed for trial by a police magistrate. All political

offences were exempted I 1 the operation of this Bill, and

persons charged with thane offences would still have all the

piotectlon that could be thrown round them v the grand

jury system. In ordinary offences he contended that the in-

1 that.

wdi'en'Mrr Berkeley broV r™
t£ ftwTafitbe 'verE

take the opportunity of stating
for Wake The

ment with reference to the writ tor w~«~
and Cemetery Act*.-.\,rd K>nn^moved « •jj'ml0
appointment of a Koyal ©oinmt*eio«

1
1 > > i ^

, .pSration of the Burial and O-gKi^S SsTlngland
i,.cuml.>ents and ministers of p*nsftes ao«

oeaapansaU*m,

tf ,„y, to be provided for tee lues 01 fW? .m ^ churchyard*
privileges occasioned to them ^.J^f^T—Mr. B. ^ '***»

Ld burial-grounde under theJ^J^*„ „ mm
seconded the motion.— Mr. Ha pri—S.Tl^ ©om prised in the

that the moti be limited to th« <-—~ * ^ *
Hr Rosscj

m \§ of Mortahty.-The motion f" *1jnfawianaTB, Sir M
a„d Mr. BAi.fKs, and »upiwrtf

d^.'1
Prro, and Mr. WiiiTmDa.-»ir G ^B"

the change of the law, there
_ very ©msmevw

terventionof a graud jury was a rwsitivo oostiu >n

thau a help to justice.— Mr. Avrto> j.posed th i wluch.

/said, if once adopted in thv tu^^ssoiitsm 4k*tt*t,n-ouM
m bo «xteotfed er the w ? kingdom. He re-

ended that the Hi be w a.—Sir G Lrwjs

rapport** the Bill and aafcl thwe wav no

between tho met; «»d the rest f

Mr HOW said th Ue gr»nd jury was a

,,e down from their forgathers, tfc.

Jrore* a safeguard of prJlciaal hberty,^-^toT-Sr,
were to ret^ ! *> ***{< }

ir\ l

th*™!^£ar
lK 1: aa reed aiiiainn rf 1 tiaat ^ftl «m- 'hi i

„". . , ,r Mr : .. - --. a%< Aaaaaa wm adj -o-uajn

Z^JLnwmmi his C**are*-r«W BUI to Wednesday,

2T« \x\72Emsr the nrat open day which be «woM eeenre nw a

ZZpenmonM I < nUd the Jr****** mm*) Act

T *^«^ •sLL^L'tt *2 jss*s:
• and fls/'ifitor* i Ir*bmd) MM, mm mm srtnmc ssmmw

a4) Mitt passed through committee

ma.at —The X«ne/^» BiU was #1 *f
m*j£*t

i«Yi«. and reed a first time. On the order for going late

j4 19*1441

A»m

Tn

^ngtrded bnrial fees, they were

E

waJd, so

srraofemeots, be limited ttoose

ii* is given, and
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masters.— Sir G. Lewis opposed the motion, which was

negatived without a division. Spain and Morocco.—In answer

to Sir R. Peel, Lord J. Russell said that since the friendly-

offices of her Majesty's Government in the difference

between Spain and Morocco had been accepted, informa-

tion had been received that it was not the intention

Jflrtropolte ana its Vicinity
The Great Fire.

at London Bridge has

During the whole week the fire

been burning without cessation

iJfftt
6, Ijh

tion naa Deen received mat it was nut wjc hi*cmv««*
. t * n • *,\ ~ - ~.,i4 rr<u n i n„A ««/!

of the Moorish Government to comply with the stipula- 1 among the oil and tallow m the vaults. The land and

floating engines have been continuously pouring water

into the ruins, and fresh outbursts of flame have

occurred daily at intervals owing to the bursting of

the tallow casks. On Sunday afternoon and again

on Monday night the flames rose above the highest

walls of the ruins, and dense volumes of black smoke

were carried over the railway and Bermondsey, filling

the atmosphere with the smell of burning tallow. It is

now admitted that the tallow in the vaults must burn

itself out, and that it will probably take another week

to do so. The water having no effect upon this mass of

floating grease, Pkillipps* patent fire annihilates were

tried on Saturday, but with only partial success, and it

appears that London is at present without the means of

suppressing a conflagration of such vast magnitude as

that which has raged in Tooley Street for the past week.

The operations of shoring up the dangerous walls next

Tooley Street have commenced, as have also those for

the recovery of salvage, the amount of which it is now
admitted will ultimately be much larger than was at

first anticipated, although manyweeks—several months,

in fact—must elapse before those goods which are

uninjured either wholly or in part can be entirely

disinterred from the superincumbent mass of fallen

brickwork and rubbish. Yesterday afternoon the men
employed in searching for the body of Mr. Scott

tions of the treaty. In these circumstances, the Spanish

Government had stated that the alternative was either a

renewal of the war, or the taking possession of Tetuan ; but

that they were ready to receive any overtures from the

Moorish Government. He still hoped that an arrangement

would be effected.—Mr. S. Fitzgerald expressed a hope that

the Government had addressed the most vigorous remon-

strance to Spain against the occupation of any part of the

territory of Morocco. — Lord J. Russell did not think it

advisable to enter into a discussion as to the importance of

Tetuan, or that it would become Her Majesty's Govern-

ment to say that Morocco was not bound by the obliga-

tions of the treaty. Reports of the Debates. — Mr. Scully
complained that the reports of the debates in the daily

papers did not do justice to his speeches, and made him
ridiculous in the eyes of his constituents. — Mr. Bass
expressed his opinion that the speech just made by the

hon. member was not calculated either to improve his reputa-

tation or add to the dignity of the House. It was absolutely

necessarv that the House should curb in a high degree the

licence of too much speaking, which was at present exercised

by many members, and by none more so than the hon. and
learned gentleman himself. The House having gone into Com-
mittee of Supply on the Civil Service Estimates, Mr. Baxter
moved to reduce the vote for harbours of refuge by 90,000i.,

the sum asked for works at Alderney. After a short debate, in

which Mr. Ltddell, Sir J. GRAHAM/and Lord C. Paget took part>

the motion was negativedby 65 to 50 . The vote was then agreed

to. On the vote for public buildings in Ireland, Mr. Gregory
moved the omission of the sum of 23821. for additional repairs

and alterations of the Royal Dublin Society's buildings, and for

the erection of a new palm house at Glasnevin Gardens, on the
ground of the Society's refusal to open the gardens to the
public on Sundays. After considerable discussion Mr. Card-

day of tlle *^™Tsv^^ n _.were entertained by' the*dvoX i??,****masters would not receive snffi • f tUe«W*tt
them to carry on tS^^? 1"^*
mistake, for when the varTlo ' WeT*. .
complement of menZjouZ?T* ""**
case at the yards of .?

0Dtai
;
etl

- This wasespiS

selves thoroughly satisfied wWK f .
" "P"**1

which enable them to ,™Ti
'* *ew amn

please, and to ea™ »„
8S

,
mmf >">»»«

at the'end of theZk fT^ .T' of3
1«"B as they have Wth rto L? rf^ toHwere subjected to a creat at % T'ie meaH
bands of the unionistf wl.o ^ ,

P^atioaJ
body at the difent yard to^ ^^
^entered, and ftt?g*-* '

;& SEE tefilSSSS
registered in London in the week that endedJune 29, were 1092. The average number alt*from the returns of the corresi ondinff JlZ J!P
previous years 1851-60, corrected foAnc^L^
latum, was 1220. The present return is tiZSLl
below the average. During the week the SrtSrf
boys and 941 girls, in all 1904 children, werTSJ
in London. In the 10 corresponding *eduofE
1851-60 the average number was 1661

suca

well assured the House that, unless the Society conformed to I
discovered among the ruins a gold watch, a gold chain,

several half sovereigns, and some silver, all very much
burnt, and some small bones, which have been examined
by the district medical officer, who pronounces them to

be those of a human being. The chain has been identified

as that of Mr. Scott.

the wish of the House, and consented to open the gardens as

dee'red, subject to the same restrictions which are in force at

Kew, the annual grant to the Society would not be brought
forward by the Government. On this understanding Mr.
Gregory withdrew his amendment. The vote was then
agreed to. A vote of 50007. for the repair of Highland Roads
and Bridges was opposed by Mr. White, Mr. Williams,
and Mr. Collins ; but was carried, on a division, by 72 to 59.

Several other votes were agreed to, and the House resumed.

—

The East India {Civil Service) BUI was committed pro forma,
with the view of introducing certain amendments, in accord-
ance with suggestions made in the course of the recent debates.
—On the report on the Industrial Schools Bill, Lord R. Cecil
moved to defer the consideration of the report for three months.
After a short discussion, the amendment was negatived, and
the report was, with a few amendments, agreed to.—The
Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury and St. Alban's) Bill was re-

committed, and certain new clauses were added.—several other
Bills were advanced a stage.

Friday*—Irremovable Poor Bill.—The House went into com-
mittee on this Bill. On clause 1, Mr. Locke moved an amend-
ment constituting the metropolis a union in itself.—Sir G.
Lewis opposed the amendment which was withdrawn.—Mr.
Knight moved an amendment, making five years the claim to
a settlement. The amendment was rejected, and clause 1 was
agered to. Clauses 2 to 7 inclusive were also agreed to. On
clause 8, Mr. Ayrton moved as an amendment that this Act
remain in force for a period of five years. The amendment
was rejected, and the clause agreed to. [Left sitting.]

Funds: Con-
and the 10th

©tip fnteUtflence.
MOTTET MAHKET, FRIDAY.—BRITISH

sols closed at 89f to J , both for Money
mat. ; Three per Cents. Eeduced, 88-J to | ; New Three
per Cents., 88J to J ; Thirty Years' Annuities, 1885,
15|; India Five per Cent. Stock, 98| to £, exdiv.j
Ditto for Acct., 98£, ex div.j Ditto Four per Cent.
Debentures, 1863, 96 ; Ditto, 1859, 95| ; Five and a
Half per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, lOOf ; Exchequer
Bills, June, 5*. dis.—Foreign : Dutch Two and a Half
per Cents., 63£ ex div. ; Greek, 7£ to \ ; Mexican Three
per Cents., for Acct., 22£ to \ ; New Granada Active,

15 ; Ditto Deferred, 5£ ; Portuguese Three per Cents.,

1853, 46f to £, ex div. ; Russian Three per Cents.,

1859, 61| to i ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct.,

74£ 5 Ditto, 1858, for Acct., 60 to 60*.

Notes toned

S3anfc of ©nglantr.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

• • • « • • jKo.696,910

5.696,910

» •Proprietors' Capital,.
fc«t •. ., .. .. ..
Fuohc Deposits (includ*
in* Exchequer, Savings
Banks, Commissioner*
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.)

Other Depots
Seren aar and other bills

3.307,315

4th dftj of July. 1861.

7.291.844

12.092.482

620,913

j837j865
i
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©alette of tfje WLttt.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION. F.ashk, Gla,gow, Restaurant Keeper-

The Funeral of Me. Bkaidwood took place on
Saturday in Abney Park Cemetery in the presence of

an immense concourse of spectators. Seldom, if ever

before in London, has such a marked tribute of public

respect been paid to any private individual. The
London Rifle Brigade, the Tower Hamlets Volunteers,

all the public and private fire brigades, with a large

number of the city and metropolitan police, and the

representatives of the great fire companies, attended on
the occasion, and formed part of the procession, which
extended upwards of a mile in length. The hour fixed

for the departure of the cortege was 3 o'clock, but long

before that time every avenue leading to Watling
Street was blocked bv a dense and almost impenetrable
crowd, while throughout the entire length of the route
along which it was to pass, every path was thronged, and
the windows and even roofs of the houses were crowded.
Before 3 nearly all the shops were shut up, and at some
houses the shutters were closed and the blinds drawn.
Every bell from the city churches rang out a funeral

peal, excepting only St. Paul's, which only tolls on the
death of some member of the Royal family, and of the

Lord Mayor during office. The funeral was attended
by the Duke of Sutherland, the Earl of Caithness, and
the Rev. Dr. dimming, who read the service on
arriving at the cemetery. The body was buried in the
grave of Mr. Jackson, Mr. Braidwood's son-in-law, who
was killed by a similar accident in 1855.—A public

meeting was held on Thursday at the Mansion House,
Alderman Salomons in the chair, at which it was
resolved to raise a fund by public subscription as a

testimonial to Mr. Braidwood's family.

Anntveesaby of American Independence.—The
85th anniversary of American independence was com-
memorated on Thursday by a public breakfast at the
Opera Colonnade Hotel in Charles Street, St. James's.
The Rev. Dr. Patten, of New York, presided, and was
supported by about 120 American gentlemen resident

or staying in the metropolis, by a few Englishmen
chiefly ministers of religion, and several ladies. The
speeches delivered were strongly in favour of the

r ni,)fnin.-rR,m-" iT'u ft'«« i

^nion an(* expressive of unabated attachment to thebold Coin and Bullion.. 11,149,946 .,
. •, t .,, ,. . , ,»

Silver Bullion 71,964 mother country, coupled with disappointment that
England did not respond so sympathetically as they had
expected.

Sir Benjamin Brodie.—Within the last few days
an operation for cataract has been performed on Sir B.
Brodie, the result of which is said to have been most
favourable.

Mr. Sptjrgeon.—-During the service on Sunday last
Mr. Spurgeon stated that the excitement of a visit to
Swansea and Merthyr Tydvil, where he had during the
past week addressed large multitudes, had brought on
a tremulous feeling, accompanied by indisposition, from
which he was still suffering. His medical advisers
had informed him that unless he abstained from all

labour beyond that connected with his own chapel he
might lose his voice for ever. He had resolved,
therefore, to preach nowhere but in his own chapel, and
he begged Ins friends not to countenance any attempt
to induce him to break through his determination. *

Close of the Westminster Abbey Special
Services.—On Sunday evening the scries of 26 special
services at Westminster Abbey for the present year

$rototmial
Chippenham.—On Tuesday evening, as the fi.

Mr. West Awdry, Under Sheriff of Wilts and

of Sir John Awdry of Nottou Hall, were i_^
themselves in boats on the river Avon, accomp^rf J

the Misses Lowther, of Derry Hill, one offrfcfcl

1 containing Mr. W. S. Awdry and the MissaWfe
accidentally upset and threw its occupants

river. The elder Miss Lowther clung to Mr.

who made a desperate effort to carry ber

Although a good swimmer, the young lady

him so tightly that all his attempts to me heri

himself were unavailing, and they were bothdrcn

The younger Miss Lowther was rescued by thek

Mr. Clarke, who happening to be near boldly pbj»

into the water, and brought her to land jut as& •

on the point of sinking.

Coventry.—On Thursday night, the 28th

rectory-house of Bagington, near this city,w«

scene of a shocking accident, which has resulted :

death of Mrs. Gooch, the wife of the rector of

parish, the Rev. F. Gooch, and daughter of tk i

Right Hon. W. Yates Peel, brother of the toe

Robert Peel. It appears that the unfortunate A

retired to her chamber about Mlf-psk Ifii
oflflft.

the purpose of going to bed. Previous to doing «

had resort to a bottle of I limrnel's toilet vin^r*

purpose of fumigating the apartment, but nisw

pourine some of the liquid into the small ironM

which it was to be heated before exposing it»
of the fire, she seems to have incautiously maoeii

hot first, by holding it over the candle,^and tw

in the vinegar. The liquid consequently at on

and overflowed the vessel upon her dress, »to

muslin, was in a blaze in a moment, ^j

Government Debt
Other Securities

* *

• •

411,015,100
3,459,900

4 25.696,910

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
4iH,553,0(*\

| Government S#"curltl««»
(includintr, Dead Weight
Annuity).. * 9.98S«02

Other Secuntiet |.. .. 21,401,680

£°f" •• 5,633,830
G*ld and SUrer Coin .

.

849,862

loudly for help, and, with unusual presen* '

unloosed the skirt of her dress, but

«

garments aflame also, she ran down tne i.
-

drawing-room to her husband, who snc^Jt
of the hearthrug in subduingthe flames, Dy* ^

at that time become almost wholly w™r»t
aid was obtained as speedily as P°^V^|
avail. The unfortunate lady was so won

she expired in the afternoon of the}
m\\^-

inquest was held on Saturday morning, m

Accidental Death returned. j^^
Hull.—The screw steamer Baitofc?

from Hull to Cronstadt has been *^k
!Jwli

Ground, near Dagoe, not far from tlie

^
Dagoe is noted for its powerful

™*f
m^ {

and this steamer and several other ^^
been wrecked in its vicinity, from no

the derangement of the ship's compas^
• ^

Keigate.—On Monday the Ger
1

m
,%*5f

the name of August Salzmann, hut 0fll**\

of the Putfd*

M. MARSHALL, ChiefCMoieT
1

to be Johann Carl Franz, one

the murder of Mrs. Holliday, was
«J'

r

J^
Several,^Wmagistrates in this town. ^— .^

examined, who proved that the pf*^

seen in the town with another

been se»
had
in Reigat*,^^

10th ult.; that they
the Cricketers' Arms, ^
and that some cord which ^{iJTtfP*'

s exactly ;
l

•

He "* *

showing the prisoner the book wluC
a ##!£

Mrs. Pitcher, in Reigate, was esaw^ jui*

with which the prisoner's bundle was ^
with which the legs of Mrs. Bou>» • ved

Mr. Coward, superintendent o£ P^'Jltfe*
showing the prisoner the book wluc ^^
the room in which the murder w >m
looked at it for a moment, turned P*

1 '

tbflrt
»

down his head, and seemed absorbea ^ *»

now said that the book had no retere
^

r

there were many Germans about
owner

ju#

description given in the book of the

to him

Victualler. that their case is altogether hopeless. It was the first

to any other German as well as

in denying any knowledge of the mi

then applied for a remand, saying
\\d

#
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KTLtablUh the identity of the prisoner with the

of the book. The magistrates remanded the

• and he was taken back to prison.

n

Ireland
T« pbeccb of Wales's Visit to Ireland.—

ir-Roval Hi-hness landed at Kingstown about half-

SYflw Saturday afternoon, under Royal salutes

the ships of war and the forts, and amidst

tW most enthusiastic cheers of the vast crowd which

wTl m mbled to irreet him. His Royal Highness was

H at Kin^town by the Lord-Lieutenant, and after

UrtiviDe an°address from the commissioners, proceeded

Sthe Viceregal Lodge. On Sunday morning the Prince

Lnded the Chapel Royal, where the Dean of Down

•Whed His Royal Highness afterwards honoured

fetael White of Woodlands, with his company at a

,,,1 'planted ft tree in the park. In the

1

i**v

I

'

W"
4

mniBS the Prince dined with the Duke of Leinster at

Carton On Monday the Prince drove to the Castle m
an open carriage and four, accompanied by the Lord

I ttenant, and received an address from the Corpora-

tion of Dublin in St. Patrick's Hall, to which he

returned the f blowing reply :

—

"My Lord M r and Gentlemen,—I receive with most
heartfelt pleasure the cordial address, which, emanating as it

doe* from the Corporation and citizens of the Irish metropolis,

I recture to regard as expressing: sentiments entertained by the

«ountrv at large. Although, in compliance with my own
wishes, public formalities were in a great measure dispensed

with on the occasion of my landing, tho enthusiastic welcome
fpooUncousIy tendered to me by the vast and important com-
munity which you represent was not only grateful to myself,

bat afforded the most unequivocal evidence of their affectionate

eerotion to the Queen, my mother, and to her family. That you
ifeouM discern in me any promise of the virtues and exalted
qualities which have so endeared her Majesty to her subjects is,

fear, due rather to your generous partiality than to my own
dewrts But you may be assured, at least, that I am pro-

fcudly sensible of their inestimable value, and that to learn
to imitate them is my earnest study and fondest desire. I

eone here, as I have visited other parts of the country, for the
jeroose of self-improvement, and specially on this occasion to
profit by the great advantages which the plains of the Curragh
pnMDt as a school fur practical military instruction. My time
eft be chiefly occupied in this pursuit ; but I am most anxious
to acquire a more full acquaintance with the material and
tatatrial resources of Ireland, and yield to no one in my

of their importance and in earnest desire for their
•e and development."

e conclusion of this ceremony the Prince proceeded
to the Art Exhibition in Kildare Street, accompanied
Vj the Lord-Lieutenant and suite. Dame Street,
Ceflege Green, Nassau Street, Daws©n Street, Moles-

s
treet, and Kildare Street were thronged with

^*rtttoB,and the enthusiasm was extraordinary. On
iWriay his Royal Highness proceeded by special train
to the Cnrragh camp, where it is supposed he will
nnuin for about six weeks. The quarters occupied by
* a commander-in-chief, Lord Seaton, have been
"ted up for the reception of his Royal Highness. On
lis arrival at the Curragh the Prince was received by
1le Commander- in-chief, Sir George Browne, and a

al salute was fired by a field battery of Horse
JWillery as he rode to his quarters. On Wednesday
wRoyal Highness was present at a grand review and
«m fight, in which about 10,000 of the troops in
«»p were engaged. The Prince was loudly cheered
«5^ crowd of spectators.

Scotland
tottSAL OF Loed Chancellor Campbell.—The

ace on

itious

H,°j the late L <>rd. Campbell was removed from
«taoen Lodge on Friday the 28th ult, to Hartrigge,
£*»t m Roxburghshire, and the funeral took placewaay in Jedburgh Abbey in the most unostentati

—

^jner.and without any of the pomp usually attendant

SSI *

eral of a person of such bXsh dignity- The
rch of England service was performed by

"*- *.opranger White, his lordship's son-in-law.

3&atlioa2}0*

arch of H
F k TxJNNEL-—On Tuesday evening the stone

trier D,VUnnel which is in course of construction

t3fl», p
on Hal!

> on tue new line between Buxton

lj*«
Rowsley terminus of the Manchester, Buxton,

52 an
v
d Midland Junction fell in, by whieh live

*,&:. * horse were killed,"andseveral!others received*n°* injuries.

Sporting*
. tie*.. ^EWMARKET JULY MEETING.
2** mS*n ndieaP Plate Mr. H. Jones's Eastern Prince

S»m£3w Predictor, and 5 others.—The Plate. Lord

VX» «i t
<Uta beat Kildonan, Pastime, Brother to Spanish

^anobJ* Vapeur.—The July Hakes. Mr. T. Parrs

WiDxter^^ta, Sir William Armstrong and 7 others.

fm^^^^Sweepi. Mr. Merry's Chieftain's Daughter beat

**Hati l
Qtch- Mr - Barnard's Wolsey beat Bayonet.-Han<h-

S*1 » ©aW' bench's Leontes beat Jacinths, The Prophet,

5^bejZrJ'~-S«wp«. Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Reporter beat

JbtUchflrf'.H*' Evangeline, and Twinkle.-Stewrjw. Baron

5* PUd* tanus heat Walloon and Begonia.— The Stam-

***r*L Mr- Alexander's Thunderbolt beat Stampede,
*lO «<> 8 others.—Sweeps. Lord Clifden's Barb Pigeon

-The Town Plate. Mr. H. Jonos's Easternover.

»t LaH^*fy
—Han Heap Sweeps. Lord Stamford's Little i-aa>

*ch'« t
erhy> Apollo, Bavard, and Herman.— Sweep*. >Ir-

Vhild'
°ntes walked over.—Handicap Sweeps. Baron

t» ViSv
f beat Boabdil and Jaeintha.—Handicap Plate,

a
* *!? re*

8 Cosmopolite beat Waterwiteh. Mr. Gndding'sc,
L_ otners.^The Midsummer Stakes. Lord Stamfords

tus beat Russley and Grouse.—The Chestofrk

-PtaJe"^wSJ ^ruHo. Sifter to Fravola. and 4 othe,

and Cotters.'
* * Bosalind beat Mr. Harlock's £., Snake,

aged 01-lRt uist, William ^u^aSTM aitlam*. E*n at
Loujliton Hall and Woodford. K^x,^LimJC^JTSi hiaresidence,Jn the Cathedral -close. HJSS^^T H

q^pSS^ ?°N;
SlR J

t
Patte9°n died on the 2Sttt ult. at his

seat, 1 eniton Court, near Honiton, Devon, in his 71st year. Hewas the second eon of the Rev. Henry Patteson, of Drinkstone,
Suffolk by the daughter of Mr. Richard Ayton Lee, a banker
of London and was born in 17P0, at Coney Weston, Suffolk.He was educated at King's College, Cambridge, where he

?,
r
?ffl

at
S?

M
\A -. in 181 «. and was called to the Bar at the

Middle Temple m 1821. In 1S30 he was appointed one of theJudges of the Court of King's Bench, and received the honour
of knighthood In 1852 he resigned the judgeship, and was
then made a Privy Councillor. In the following year he was
made a commissioner to inquire into the corporation of the
city of London. He was twice married ; first to the third
daughter of Mr. George Lee, of Dickleburg, Norfolk; and
secondly to a daughter of Mr. James Coleridge, of Ottery St.
Mary, Devon.
Sir William Ogilvie, Bart., of Carnousie, In the county of

Banff, died recently at Christchurch, New Zealand, in which
colony he had for some time resided. He was born in IS 10, suc-
ceeded his father in 1S24, and married, in 1838, the daughter of
Mr. James Grange, of the Treasury. He was a claimant of
the barony of Banff and the earldom of Findlater.

Hanmer Morgan. B.D., canon
church of Hereford, aged 78.

of the cathedral

iftarktt**
COVENT GARDEN. Julyo.

The rapply of most things continues to improve, *ad that of
Vegetables is now sufficient for the demand. Good etmplea
of Endive and Artichokes come from the Continent- *Uo
Apricots and Green Pigs, Greengages in large quantities, andnew Apples and Pears; the latter come from Lisbon and
Oporto. Several cargoes of West India Pines have also
arrived. Peas are plentiful. Grapes are still reaUsint
good prices. Of 81 iwberries there is still a good supply.
Cherries are also everywhere plentiful ; also Asparagus, French
and Broad Beans, young Carrots, and new Potatoes ; the
latter fetch Id. per lb. Cucumbers are coming in more plen-
tifully. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids. Lily of the Valley,
Chinese Primulas, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and R

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 5s to Ss
Grapes, per lb., 2s to 7s

of enormous
made its np-

A New Comet.-—A brilliant comet
magnitude, even exceeding that which
pearance three years ago, was discovered on Sunday.
Its nucleus is well denned, much larger and brighter
than a star of the first magnitude, and its tail extends
nearly 30° in length. Its position when discovered
was directly under the pole star, about 20° from the
horizon, and the tail extended faintly to near the pole

star itself. It was at first supposed to be the great
comet of 1556, which induced the Emperor Charles V.
to abdicate, and which has been expected by astronomers
for three years past ; but Mr. Hind, who calculated the
motion of that comet, has written to the Times stating

that it is certainly not the comet of Charles V. He
adds, that "its distance from the earth on Sunday
evening was rather over 13,000,000 miles, and a little

less than 15,000,000 at 11 o'clock last evening. It is

therefore receding slowly from us, as well as from the
sun. The apparent length of the tail on Monday night
was 70°, corresponding to a true length of 16,000,000
miles. The nucleus, which is extremely brilliant, is

about 400 miles in diameter."

Strawberries, p. pun., 6d to Is
Melons, each, 2s to 4s
Peaches, p. r doz., 16s to Sis
Nectarines, do., Its to :

Apricots, do., Is to 3s
VEGETA1U.KS.

Cheni lb.,6dtols
Pears, per doz.. 4s 6d te 8s
Apples, per do/... 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, da to 14s
Lemons, per . 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, pur lb., Is to U 6d

Cauliflowers, eat V. Od to 8d
French Beans, p. lOO/.tdtolsftd
Green Peas, p. quart, Is to Is 6d
Greens, per doz., 2s to 4s
Cabbages, do.. Is 3d to Is Gd
Potatoes, p. ton, 80s to 120s
— new, per lb., 2d to 6d
— — per cwt., 6s to 10s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to od
Carrots, new, do., Is to Is 3d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s
Cucumbers, each, 6d to 9d
Artichokes, each, 4d to 6d

Hoot, per doz.. Is 6d to 6s
C« y, p. bundle, l»6d to 2s6l
Onions, p. 4 sieve, 4s 6d
Asparagus p. bundle, :Jsto7s
Rhubarb, p. bundle, OdtoML
Tomatoes, p. doz. , 6s
Shallots, per lb. , Is 6d

rlic, per lb.,6d to 8d
Endive, p. doz., 3s to 4s
Hor8eUadish,p.bun.,l8o\ito4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., ls-idtols6d

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 0s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Truasei.
Smith field, Thursday, July 4.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s Clover
Superior do. (old) . . 88 100 I New Clover .

.

90sto 120s

• •

Inferior do 86
New do 50
Rowen —

50
SO

Do. second cut .. — —
Straw 30 40

Davis A Co.

BIRTHS.—On the 2d inst, at 15, Park Road, Regent's Park, the
Princess Victoria Godkamma, the wifeofLieut.-Col.J. Cami kfix,
of a daughter— 25th ult, at Holly Lodge, Campden Hill,

thn Countess of Airlib, of a son—27th ult, at Rutland Gate,
Lady Edward Fitzalan Howard, of a daughter—28th ult, at
38, Upper Grosvenor Street, the Lady Mary Herbert, of a
son- 27th ult, at 42, Belgrave Square, Lady Octavia Shaw
Stf.wart, of a son—25th ult, at Springwood Park, Kelso, Lady
Scott Dougi of a daughter— 30th ult, at Sutton Vicarage,
Isle of Ely, the Hon. Mrs. Charles Spencer, of a son—1st inst,
at 35, Eaton Place, the Hon. Mrs. Adderley, of a son—20th
ult, at Duflfryn, Aberdare, the wife of H. A. Brucb. Esq., M.P..
of a daughter—20th ult, the wife of WiLUAM Bovill, Esq.,
M.P., of a daughter, stillborn—28th ult, at Swareliffe Hall,
Yorkshire, the wife of John Greenwood, Esq., MP., of

a son.
MARRIAGES.— On the 4th inst, at St. Peter's, Eaton

Square, the Right Hon. Lord Rendle=ham to Lady
Eoidia Montoomerie, daughter of the Earl of Botarropff—26th ult, by special licence, at the Royal Chapel,
Windsor Great Park, David Erskink, Esq., of Cardross,

Perthshire, to Horatia Elizabeth, eldest daughter of

Major General and Lady Emily Seymour—26th ult, at St.

James's Church, Paddington, Alexander Young Sinclair,

Esq., Captain H.M.'s Bombay Army, eldest son of Sir John
Sinclair, Bart., of Dunbeath, to Margaret Crichton, eldest

daughter of the late James Alstox, Esq , of Bryanston Square
—1st inst, at Bishop's Lydeard Church, Somerset, Edwaii-
Raleigh Kino. Esq., late Captain 13th Light Dragoons, eldest

son of Bolton King, Esq , of Chadshunt. Warwickshire, late M. 1

for that county, to Susanna Octavia, youngest daughter of Sir

John Hesketh Lethbridue, Bart., ofSandhill Park .merset

—

27th ult, at the parish church, Dromohnire, Edmund Yates
Peel, second son of the late Jonathan Peel, Esq., of Culham,
Oxfordshire, to Louise Longridge, eldest d liter of the lite

Henry Palmi r, Esq., of Shriff, in the county of Leitrim—
5th inst, at Halifax, Nova Scotia, Major Richard M. Poclden,

late of the Royal Artillery, son of the late Rear-Admiral
po\ilden, to Elizabeth, youngest daughter of the late Chief

Justice the Hon. Sir Brenton Halliburton—1 Sth of May, at

Singapore, J. Brooke Brooke, Esq., of Sarawak, to Jilia
Carolink. second daughter of the ltte Bknjamin Welstead,

Esq., of Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire.
DEATHS.— On the 25th ult, at Kempsford, the Lady

Georgiana Bourke, widow of the Rev. Sackville Bourke, and
daughter of the late Earl of Bessborough—27th ult, in Park

Crescent, Mary, widow of the late Right Rev. William Carey,

Lord Bishop of St. Asaph, aged Si—27th ult, suddenly, Mabel
Beatrice, youngest daughter of Lieut.-Colonel and Lady Emily
Cavendish—27th ult, at Bruges, Carolink, eldest daughter of

the late Lieut. -Generai Sir James Bathprst, K.CB., and of

Lady Caroline Bathurst—2Sth ult, at Debdale Grove, Fined*

>

Frances Juliana, eldest daughter of the late Sir Dicky
Mackworth, Bart., of Cavendish Hall, Suffolk, sged 71—26th
alt, at Dover, Emilia, *ife of Major- (

nd X uam
Nepean. and daughter of the ^„&*<*< °^

r2r
°^

aged 65-^0th ult, at Caversham Hill, Readi f£ A
.f*

.zabeth, relect of the late Major-GeneralJ^*"^££
•h May. at Hazareebagh, ofdysentery, G*"W*CA«J

A£^3SS
. C.B., late ForeigTseeretnry I he Government of India--

J
May, at Thayet 5yo, Pegue^ from ££"»*£

M
ITUTC
Wells, uektrude 1 1 oinrN-KtwE, bw« ^s--—— WiTokfield
Holden-Roee, late 17th Lancers, and

g
f The r erns. w

jj
Sussex-let inst, at Roskrow,n^n^ «>«a«J£Y t

Eeq., of Berwick ] , y, eged[*£-*** "^ oVrvrh
,«d Piece Llovo H. ^fl^^Tin^^
U&JS ?£^Jg±22m oh iey^k, Shr.

las—23d 'ult. at

• •Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Very inferior ..

Prime New Hay
Straw .. ..

"Whiteciiapel, Thursday, July 4.

97stol05s
60 SO

• *

40

Fine old Clover ..110s to 120a

• «

Inferior do ..

Fine 2d cut .

.

Inferior do
Fine New Clover .

.

90 100
108

S.

—

Borough Market, Friday, July 5.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report no improvement iu
the plantation accounts, except, a portion of the W rooster
district . There is a fair trade doing in Hops of all descrip-
tions at firm rates. Duty ,0001. to 70,000*.

BUTTER MARKET.—July 5.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 14s. per dozen lba.

Second do. do. .. .. 12s. ,,

Pork* 4s. 4d. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.
• •

COAD MARKET.—July 8.

Bell's Primrose, 13s.: Hastings ll.ivtU'y, 15b. 3d.;
Tanfield Moor, 12s. 6d. : Tan field Moor Bates, 12*. od. ;

Walker Primrose, 12s. 8d. ; Wylem, 15*. 6d. : Walls End
Acorn Close, 16s. 3d. ; Walls End Braddyls Hetton, 1 7s. 6<L ;

Walls End Haswell ISs. 6d.; Walls End H tton, ISs. dd. ;

Walls End South Hettrm, ISs. 6d. ; Walla End Hartlepool,
18s. 3d. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 16s 3d. ; Walls End
Kelloe, 18s. ; Walls End South Hartlepo.l, 17s. 3d.; Walls
End South Kelloe, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End Thornley, 15s.; Walls
End Trimdon Hartlepool, 18s. ; Walls End Trimdon Thornley,
15s 3d. ; Walls End Pea?es West, 14s. Cd. ; Carway and
Duffryn Anthracite, 21s/ Gd. ; Carway and Duflfryn Malting,

24s.—76 ships at marker.

BRITISH WOOLS—Londow, Friday, July 5.

The present clip of wool has begun to arrive from the
farmers, but not in sufficient quantities to establish any price.

The general tone of the trade is not worse than last week and
deep grown wool is rather more inquired for.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Mo? v, July 1.

We have a larger supply of Beasts, but the demand for choice

qualities is good, and the price is not lower. Traic is not
quite so brisk for inferior kinds. The nun beep and
Lambs is about the same as on Monday last. Tra ie is dulL
and on the average quotations are lower. Calves are aelling

about the same as on Thursday. From Ger ny and Finland

there are 750 Beasts, 3770 Sheep, and 256 Calves; from France,

Calves: from Scotland, 600 Beasts; from Norfolk and
iffolk, 1500 ; from Ireland, 70 ; and 250 from the northern

and midland counties.dad
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. .. 4
Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breda

Do. Shorn . . 4

Beasts. 35jQ ;

10 to 5

8 — 5

3 — 4 4

10

to
too

Best Lon g-woola. ,

Do. Shorn .. 4

EweB A 2d quality .

Do. Shorn .. 4
I^atnba • . # - .

r
>

Calvea .. ..4

d 8 d
tc * . •

8-•4 10
-

0--4 I

4--6 4
0-•4 8

8 -•4 6Pigs .. .. 3

Sheep A Lamb . Calves, 341 ; Pigm, 510.

Thitiwday. July 4.

irea tereapp fieutt, and the trade for tbem is

about the ramc as on .M ay. b«*P and Lambs ore moro
pfent ma on Thursday last. Tr.*de H sweeod fulL

and i es are lower. A aaranoa eaaaot ba eftet* ' C-alrm

are jilUnir about the same as on Monday. From (tormmny mud

Holto there are 250 Bea> *•• Oalw»%

40 Pigs . I
<poin, 20" Beasts^II

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4

Be.-? hort-homs 4

Id y Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breda ••

10?
•— 5
8 — 4

B!

4

Beat Long-wools

.

Do. Shorn . 4

Ewes* 2d quality

. tc ..

6—4 8

• •

Castle, iraiibigiisfure, agea ia- »jr "^ n^i f

Charlks Kynaston Mainwarow, Bsjl- *!, "JfT

Do. Shorn
Beasts,

10 — 5

Do. Shorn
LemtM
Calt
Ptai

• •

4 0--4 f

i 0--«
4 0--4 8
1 8--4 1

15 : Sheep A Lamba. 14,080 : Calves, 8R ; Pigs, leff

.

daughter, of JamwD' -as, E9^:. w of the bee Qmo*o*
aeex, CATHEsme, 7™°^,™^ Lukm. Dean of

foae, Henl«3T-on-Thamea,

i Admiralty, WbllilhtD,

Southend,

Stakes. ' Jobs

MARK LANK.-Mowdat, July 1.

The supply Wheat fr Essex and Kent to this

Wa m arSt wal small e r the season, and taken off at

15
g * r£ZmlTZu day ae'nnight. The attendaoee was net

'toTbSaineSV**+*?'^ heat was cM, «-fined to

JJtaS pareheeaw from the country at late n*m Barley and

H^ns at* each la. and Peas 2a. per qr. ebeaper. ^TheOat

quJetT fine sweet Cora bring, last weeks zmUe.
Beans
trade is
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Jiflrtropolis anJJ its Uicinitfi
masters.— Sir G. Lewis opposed the motion, which was

neeatived without a division. Spain and i/drocco.—In answer

to Sir R. Pekl, Lord J. Russell said that since the friendly - _
. ^ _,__! mn ,

r
.* _ n ra

offices of her Majesty's Government in the difference The Great FlBE.—During the whole week the tire

between Spain and Morocco had been accepted, informa-
j,ondon Bridge has been burning without cessation

tion had been received that it was not the »^°n o
.

the^^ The knd and
of the Moorish Oa^.^^0^^^

*J gg^ ^V engines have been eontinuously pouring water
JiU~ '

into the ruins, and fresh outbursts of flame
^

have

occurred daily at intervals owing to the bursting of

the tallow casks. On Sunday afternoon and again

on Monday night the flames rose above the highest

walls of the ruins, and dense volumes of black smoke

were carried over the railway and Bermondsey, filling

the atmosphere with the smell of burning tallow. It is

now admitted that the tallow in the vaults must burn

itself out, and that it will probably take another week

to do so. The water having no effect upon this mass of

floating grease, Phillipps' patent fire annihilates were

tried on Saturday, but with only partial success, and it

appears that London is at present without the means of

were entertained by the advocSS SET*
makers would notLeiv^ffictf

*****

[Jntttej j*i

of the treaty.

Government had stated that the alternative was either a

renewal of the war, or the taking possession of Tetuan ;
out

that they were ready to receive any overtures from tne

Moorish Government. He still hoped that an arrangement

would be effected.—Mr. S. Fitzgerald expressed a hope tnat

the Government had addressed the most vigorous remon-

strance to Spain against the occupation of any part ol tne

territory of Morocco. — Lord J. Russell did not think it

advisable to enter into a discussion as to the importance of

Tetuan, or that it would become Her Majesty a Govern-

ment to say that Morocco was not bound by the obliga-

tions of the treaty. Reports of the Debates. — Mr. Scully

complained that the reports of the debates m the daily

papers did not do justice to his speeches, and made him

ridiculous in the eyes of his constituents. -Mr Bass

expressed his opinion that the speech just made by the

hon. member was not calculated either to improve his reputa-

tation or add to the dignity of the House. It was absolutely

necessary that the House should curb in a high degree the

licence of too much speaking, which was at present exercised

by many members, and by none more so than the hon. and

learned gentleman himself. The House having gone into Com-

mittee of Supply on the Civil Service Estimates, Mr. Baxter

moved to reduce the vote for harbours of refuge by 90,0001.,

as

new
many

ppears

suppressing a conflagration of such vast magnitude as

that which has raged in Tooley Street for the past week.

The operations of shoring up the dangerous walls next

Tooley Street have commenced, as have also those for

the recovery of salvage, the. amount of which it is now

Ss£a5a*2».--Potass I
ffS&r^^^e^SlS^

the motion was negatived by 65 to50. The vote was then agreed i

jn fact—must elapse before those goods which are

to. On the vote for pubUc buildings m Ireland. Mr. Gregory . .

d
.

fch wnolly or in part can be entirely
moved the omission of the sum of 2382L for additional repairs 7? .

J
ureu

, ,
"" V *

nr.zn *\,prxT «,«„ of fallen
and alterations of the Royal Dublin Society's buildings, and for disinterred from the superincumbent mass otlalien

the erection of a new palm house at Glamevin Gardens, on the * •* *
a --"-'-'- <w~j.—a

ground of the Society's refusal to open the gardens to the

public on Sundays. After considerable discussion Mr. Card-

wt.ll assured the House that, unless the Society conformed to

the wish of the House, and consented to open the gardens as

case at the yards of Messrs. Ual M—. WMessrs Kelk, at all of whichST^"* *

wvt
th«??*My *fefied with thTwhich enable them to work

at the end of the week if thev we ZS£long as hey have hitherto donT ^fe
*"

were subjected to a great deal of p^imhands of the unionists, who placed
P^ecoU"

body at the different yards J enticehad entered, and in a very few
doing so.

The Public Health. -The Re**m eekly Return states that the deat^?***
til

registered in London in the week that eofed
June 29, were 1092. The average \
from the returns of the corresrouding
previous years 1851-60, corrected for

lation, was 1220. The present return m _^_
below the average. During the w«k U» Wtbrf
hoys and 941 girls, in all 1904 chWdrea, vo* r

in London. In the 10 correspondingwfa^
1851-60 the average number was 1661

brickwork and rubbish. Yesterday afternoon the men
employed in searching for the body of Mr. Scott

discovered among the ruins a gold watch, a gold chain,

f
.. _ several half sovereigns, and some silver, all very much

des'redrsubject to the same restrictions which are in force at
! Durnt and some small bones, which have been examined

Kew, the annual grant to the Society would not be brought ,
district medical officer, who pronounces them to

forward by the Government. On this understanding Mr. DytneaisiniDmeuiuiuuiw , ^ _^ ^ MiW.««ml
Gregory withdrew his amendment. The vote was then

agreed to. A vote of 5000J. for the repair of Highland Roads

and Bridges was opposed by Mr. White, Mr. Williams,

and Mr. Collins ; but was carried, on a division, by 72 to 59.

Several other votes were agreed to, and the House resumed.

—

The East India (Civil Service) Bill was committed pro Jorma,

with the view of introducing certain amendments, in accord-

ance with suggestions made in the course of the recent debates.

—On the report on the Industrial Schools Bill, Lord R. Cecil

moved to defer the consideration of the report for three months.

After a short discussion, the amendment was negatived, and
the report was, with a few amendments, agreed to.—The
Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury and St. Alban's) BUI was re-

committed, and certain new clauses were added.—Several other

Bills were advanced a stage.

Friday*—Irremovable Poor Bill.—The House went into com-

mittee on this Bill. On clause 1, Mr. Locke moved an amend-
ment constituting the metropolis a union in itself.—Sir G.

Lewis opposed the amendment which was withdrawn.—Mr.
Knight moved an amendment, making five years the claim to

a settlement. The amendment was rejected, and clause 1 was
agered to. Clauses 2 to 7 inclusive were also agreed to. On
muse 8, Mr. Ayrton moved as an amendment that this Act

remain in force for a period of five years. The amendment
was rejected, and the clause agreed to. [Left sitting.]

CTttg intelligence.

Money Market, Feldat.—British Funds: Con-

sols closed at 89f to J, both for Money and the 10th

inst. ; Three per Cents. Reduced, 88-} to | ; New Three

per Cents., 88J to | ; Thirty Years' Annuities, 1885,

15f; India Five per Cent. Stock, 98| to £, ex div.;

Ditto for Acct., 98£, ex div.j Ditto Four per Cent.

Debentures, 1863, 96 ; Ditto, 1859, 95| ; Five and a

Half per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 100} ; Exchequer
-Foreign : Dutch Two and a Half

be those of a human being. The chain has been identified

as that of Mr. Scott.

The Funeral op Me. Braidwood took place on

Saturday in Abney Park Cemetery in the presence of

an immense concourse of spectators. Seldom, if ever

before in London, has such a marked tribute of public

respect been paid to any private individual. The

London Rifle Brigade, the Tower Hamlets Volunteers,

all the public and private fire brigades, with a large

number of the city and metropolitan police, and the

representatives of the great fire companies, attended on

the occasion, and formed part of the procession, which

extended upwards of a mile in length. The hour fixed

for the departure of the cortege was 3 o'clock, but long

before that time every avenue leading to Watling

Street was blocked by a dense and almost impenetrable

crowd, while throughout the entire length of the route

along which it was to pass, every path was thronged, and

the windows and even roofs of the houses were crowded.

Before 3 nearly all the shops were shut up, and at some

houses the shutters were closed and the blinds drawn.

Every bell from the city churches rang out a funeral

peal, excepting only St. Paul's, which only tolls on the

death of some member of the Royal family, and of the

Lord Mayor during office. The funeral was attended

by the Duke of Sutherland, the Earl of Caithness, and

the Rev. Dr. Cumming, who read the service on

arriving at the cemetery. The body was buried in the

grave of Mr. Jackson, Mr. Braidvvood's son-in-law, who
was killed by a similar accident in 1855.—A public

meeting was held on Thursday at the Mansion House,

Alderman Salomons in the chair, at which it was

resolved to raise a fund by public subscription as a
Bills, June, 5s. dis.-

per Cents., 63£ ex div. ; Greek, 7} to £ ; Mexican Three

per Cents., for Acct., 22| to * ; New Granada Active, testimonial to Mr. Braidwood's family.

15 ; Ditto Deferred, 5£ ; Portuguese Three per Cents.,

1853, 46$ to J, ex div. ; Russian Three per Cents.,

1859, 61f to | ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct.,

74J 5
Ditto, 1858, for Acct., 60 to 60£.

Chippenham.—On Tuesday evening, nfht

Mr. West Awdry, Under Sheriff of WflU at
of Sir John Awdry of Nottou Hall, were

themselves in boats on the river Avon, accompli

the Misses Lowther, of Derry Hill, one offc|«

containing Mr. W. S. Awdry and the Xknufc
accidentally upset and tbrew its occupanti i

river. The elder Miss Lowther clung to Mr.

who made a desperate effort to carry bcr

Although a good swimmer, the young Wj
him so tightly that all his attempt* to am at

himself were unavailing, and they were botaMJ

The younger Miss Lowther was rescued bj t»#

Mr. Clarke, who happening to be near botfj ?*
into the water, and brought her to land jut m *

«

on the point of sinking.

Coventry—On Thursday night, the 28ft «.

rectory-house of Bagingtou, near this c;

scene of a shocking accident, which Las rod

death of Mrs. Gooch, the wite of the netor»

parish, the Rev. P. Gooch, and dangi^ * *
Right Hon. W. Yates Peel, brother of tM

Robert Peel. It appears that the<«
retired to her chamber about W-?& »£»
the purpose of going to bed. J^"?
had resort to a bottle of Rimmtfi«™*
purpose of fumigating the apartment, d»j

pourW some of the liquid into the sma

which it was to be heated before esp***"

of the fire, she seems to have incautious!t
tow

hot first, by holding it over the candle^ anauu

in the vinegar. The liquid consequently isu-j

and overflowed the vessel upon her are*, *»»

muslin, was in a blaze in a moment.

loudly for help, and, with unusual

unloosed the skirt of her dress, but »—
garments aflame also, she ra^?",!,™^.
a

. . i * i \^-.nA who SUCC<

• M

9

is

to I

M

find**
1

Notes mued • *

ISanfe of ©nglaiw.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
af?5,6%

l
9l0 Government Debt .. .. jeil,01S,M0

Other Securities .. .. 3,459,9(10

Gold Coin and Bullion., 11,149.916
Silver Bullion 7 1.964

^mpnetors' Capital.

.

jK6^96,9iO ^^^^
BANKING DEPARTMENT
., *H.:Sr*3,000 i Government

«i*2\696f910

Puoitc Deposit* (mt*ud-
int* Exchequer, Savings
Bank*, Commissioner*
«f Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.) ..

Other Dep>* rs..

Seven uav and other bills

4thd*yofJuly,lS61.

1*307.315

• «

9 •

• •

f •

7.291 .844

12,092.482

620.913

7tS6S t
554

Securities
(including Deadweight
Annuity) ..

Other Securities 1..
*ote*
Gald and Silver Coin

• • •J1.401,fifiO

5,6 ,0

849,862

M. MARSHALL, Chief Ua.oier

©a?ctte of tfft W&Lttfk.
TtTESTUY -BANKRUPTS - R. Batlst, Park Vfllajre East. Regent's

Part, Timber Dealer- II. Domlbvy, New York Brinsworth, Yorkshire,
Qlaas Manufacturer — J. Gtarns and P. A. Tarrant, Bucklersburjr,

Anniversary oe American Independence.—The
85th anniversary of American independence was com-

memorated on Thursday by a public breakfast at the

Opera Colonnade Hotel in Charles Street, St. James's.

The Rev. Dr. Patten, of New York, presided, and was

supported by about 120 American gentlemen resident

or staying in the metropolis, by a few Englishmen

chiefly ministers of religion, and several ladies. The
speeches delivered were strongly in favour of the

Union and expressive of unabated attachment to the

mother country, coupled with disappointment that

England did not respond so sympathetically as they had
expected.

Sir Benjamin Brodie.—Within the last few days
an operation for cataract has been performed on Sir 13.

Brodie, the result of which is said to have been most
favourable.

Mr. Sptjrgeon.—During the service on Sunday last

Mr. Spurgeon stated that the excitement of a visit to
Swansea and Merthyr Tydvil, where he had during the
past week addressed large multitudes, had brought on
a tremulous feeling, accompanied by indisposition, from
which he was still suffering. His medical advisers

had informed him that unless he abstained from all

labour beyond that connected with his own chapel he
might lose his voice for ever. He had resolved.

drawing-room to her husband, who so ^
of the hearthrug in subduing the flames, uj r^
at that time become almost wholly

I

M
fa

mouthshire. Innkeeper — J. Moasor, Liverpool, Provision Dealer — J. A.
Mowatt. Crawford Street, Mary lebone. Boot and Shoemaker— J Preston,
yiv&SP.,. .P.**

1, Tobarconist-J. Shgurn, Sydenham, Kent, Builder.SCOTCH SbQCESTRATION-J. Frasb*; Glasgow, Reatauvant Keeper-
FRIDAY — BANKRUPTS - J. D*w2«a, Sneinton, Nottinghamshire,

draper and Milliner-8. Flkkt, Audlem. Cheshire, Mercer and Diaper—
lL. u

L
V o*1 W

ii
rU>y. Kaaex. Army Clothier and Tailor-C. Habdik,

.SI u h
-
Stre

D
ft

'
La

J- w »rehonaeman-G. Hillim, Trowbridge, Wilt-

fhli. "">•
r?
tonL Deftl"-J. Laws, New Church Street. Marylebone,

liww?. 0d P™**1*1 *nd Oraniba* Proprietor- H. Lbjcox. Liverpool.

(H«« w Martiw. Faversham, Watchmaker and Jeweller — H. F.

CmimVi'.. t« n
f' £entl ^wIct-S. Vago, commonly known as Sam

8jJl»^i5w2d v(
l

u
Pnd0D

* Mi^esex, ™w of Gower Place, Bedford

Close of the Westminster Abbey Special
SERViCES.-—On Sunday evening the series of 26 special

services at Westminster Abbey for the present year
were brought to a close, having been successful through-
out in drawing immense congregations, principally
composed of members of the working classes.

The Builders' Strike.—On Monday the unionists
who are out on strike sustained a defeat which shows
that their case is altogether hopeless. It was the first

of the hearthrug in subduing the flamevg, f

at that time become almost wholly e^TC.
aid was obtained as speedily as F*";^
avail. The unfortunate lady was w .

she expired in the afternoon of the
.T^J.rf

inquest was held on Saturday morning.

Accidental Death returned. ^
Hull.—The screw steamer iW"SJ

from Hull to Cronstadt has been^^
Ground, near Dagoe, not far from tu ^
Dagoe is noted for its powerful magnei

and this steamer and several otner m

been wrecked in its vicinity, from no

the derangement of the ship's compa^^r
Keigate.—On Monday the GerD3^^

the name of August Salzmann, W'^^
to be Johann Carl Franz, one of tne

/J*P*J
the murder of Mrs. Holliday, was *Zj£
magistrates in this town. Sevei ^w^
examined, who proved that the

seen in the town with another

10th ult.; that they had been ~ *
the Cricketers' Arms, in Be^nl
and that some cord which tue ^^
Mrs. Pitcher, in Beigate, ***-***?&+
with which the prisoner's bundle «» *«*

with which the legs of Mrs. B°» W
Mr. Coward, superintendent of P '^*^
showing the prisoner the book

^
hlC°

tf

the room in which the murder *»* ;u|

looked at it for a moment, turned p* $0p\

ft

ft.

V

-

at

l

*t

ft*

*L

down his head, and seemed absorbed w {

now said that the book had no re»^ ^
there were many Germans ab?"

the *n^Jy
description given in the book of »

;

i ^ H*

.

to any other German as wel
) ^ border- JL

in denying any knowledge of tne n^ ^ ^kj

then applied for a remand, saying
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by the next examination be

iht identity of the prisoner with the

^ the- book. The magUtratea remanded the

BE* be wtf taken back to prison.

>uld be ]
Mr. Man
—Plate
and 6 < era.

Xurul la. Slater tn l'avo)a,snd 4
Mr. GrevUle's Boaaliad beat Mr. llarloct't i

I I I
deli *»

-*

Ireland
of Walk's Visit to Iselakd.—

I loial Hidto^ landed at Kingstown about balf-* Saturday afternoon, under Koyal salutes

of "war and the forts, and amidst

cheers of the vast crowd which

__ to |rr*M him. His Royal Highness was

TTT^toen bv tlu Lord-Lieutenant, and after

--JLr mn addrees from the commissioners, proceeded

lS-Vi«of***J Lodge. On Sunday morning the Prince
'

m Chacel Royal, where the Dean of Down

His Royal Highneos afterwards honoured

Whito. of Woodlands, with his company at a

. J3l pUnted a tree in the park. In the

tbe Prince dined with the Duke 0< Lemster at

Oe Me«4ay the Prince drove to the I'astle m
mod four, accompanied by the Lord

ivod an address from the Corpora-

of O+m in It P.itnck's Ball, to which he

jn^d the f llowlng reply:— _ . _
Mr Lord Msyor and Gentlemen,—I receive with most

MbMolesenre the cordial sddress, which, emanating as it

fjeenftheCorporatiou an I ens of the Irish inctropoli

to retard as expressing sentiments . ntc rt. lined by the

it large. Although, Id compliance with my own
pabUe formalities were in a great measure dispensed

the oeoMfon of my landing, tho enthusiastic welcome
Isndiiiwl to me by the vast and important com-

_ you represent was not only grateful to myself,

the moat unequivocal evidence of their affectionate

to ths QiiMn. my mother, and to her family. That von
Sstrn in me any promise of the virtues and exalted

which have ao endeared her Majesty to her subjects is,

rather to your generous partiality than to my own
u maybe assured, at least, that I am pro-

of their inestimable value, and that to learn

is my earnest study and fondest desire. I

I have visited other parts of the country, for the

mrmtt <4 self-improvement, and specially on this occasion t

sjstt by the great advantages which the plains of the < urragh

hool fur practical military instruction. My t e

occupied in this pursuit ; but 1 i most anxious
• Bjseirs. More full aemamtanee with tho niaUii.U and

i of Ireland, and yield to no one in my
ef their importance and in earnest desire for their

wind development."

it the conclusion of this c< mony the Prince proceeded

to the Art Exhibition in Kildare ?tr. ,
accompanied

W %i Lord- Lieutenant and suite. Dame Street,

Ohp Green, Nassau Street, Dawson Street, Moles-

Mfc feitt, and Kildare Street were thronged with

and the enthusiasm was extraordinary. On
Royal Highness proceeded by special train

to t** Corragh camp, where it is supposed he will

*% about six weeks. The quarters occupied by

* commaudiM , Lord Seaton, have been
•ted n of Ids Royal Highness. On

arrival at the Curragh the Prince was received by
Commander in-chief, Sir George Browne, and a

Isjal salute was fired by a field battery of Horse
*rtfiery as he rode to his quarters. On Wednesday
^bjal Highness was present at a grand review ai

figh- n which about 10,000 of the troops in

engaged. The Prince was loudly cheered
*f*t crowd of spectators.

The Right Hon. Sra J. Pattesoh died on the 2htu ult, at hU
•eat, Feniton Court, near Hour

. Devon, in his 71st veer. He
was the second ron of the Rev. H.-nrv Patteson, nks
Suffolk, by the daughter of Mr Ruiiard A Lee, a bar.
of London, and waa born in 17 at Con. Wesson. Suffolk.
He was educated at King's College, Cambridge, where he
graduated M.A. in U . and was called to the Bar :it the
Middle Temple in U21. In 1SS0 be waa ai Otod one of the
Judges of the Court of King's Bench, and r. v *d the h sjr
of knighthood In 1852 he resigned the igeship, and was
then made a Privy Councillor. In the following year he waa
made a commissioner to inquire into the ral n of the
city of London. He was twice married; first to the thirl
daughter of Mr. George Lee, of l»u-klebuiy. Norfolk; and
secondly to a daughter of Mr. James Coleridge, of Ottery St.
Mar3% Devon.
Sir William Ooilvie, Bart., of Carnousie, in the county of

Banff, died recently at I aristchurch, New Zealand, in which
colony he had for some time resided. He was born in D, su<
ceeded his father in 1S24, and married, in 1833, the daugl
Mr .lames Grange, of the Treasury. H<» waa a claimant of
the barony of Banff and the earldom of t'ntdlatsr.

era 'aged 61— 1st in* >*

vkc, I an Hall and V .•dfarl,
' i the Cathedral
Hakmbh MoaoAK. BI
church of Hereford, aged 78.

H
-4*h nit, at bis

rotord, the Br? Brnx
ef the

COVKKI GARDEN. July€.
The sapply of moat things continues to improve, east that ef

Vegetables is now sufficient for the domsojd rood sawples
f Endive and Artichokes come from eat;
aprl Ls snd Green Figs, Greengages in large qua
new Apples and Pears; the latter come from Lisbon
Oporto. Several cargoes of West luuu. Inee have
arrived. Poas are plent !. Grspea are still reallaOog
good prices. Of Strawberries there is etui a good supply.
( lurries are also everywhere plentiful ; also Asparagus, French
and Broad Beans, young Carrots, and new atoes ; the

•h Id. per lb. imbers are coming in more plan
tifully. cm flowers chiefly constat < J Orchids. Luy of tbe Valley,
Chinese Primulas, Violets, Mignonette, lieatha, and Boats.

FRUIT
berries, English, p .fid to is

of • norm*

made its ftp-

Jrltgccllaiwou*.
A New Comet.—A brilliant count

magnitude, even exceeding that which

BUtancc throe years ago, was discovered on Sunday.

Its nucleus is well defined, much larger and brighter

than a star of the first magnitude, and its tail tends

nearly 30° in length. Its position when discovered

was directly under the pole iter, abont 20° from the

horizon, and the tail extended faintly to near the pole

star itself. It was at first supposed to be the gr

come! i>t' 1556, which induced the Kmperor Charles V.

to abdicate, and which has been ex I by astrononu rt

for three years past; but Mr. Hind, who calculated the

motion of that comet, has written to the Timm statii

that it is certainly not the comet of Charles V. II

e

adds, that " its distance from the earth on Sunday
ning was rather orer 13,000,000 mile*, and a little

lessi n 15,000,000 at 11 o'clock last evening. It is

therefore rending slowly from us, as well as from the

sun. The appan tgth of the tail <>n Mondav night

was 70°, corresponding to a true length of 16,000,000

miles. The nodeoe, which is extremely brilliant, is

about 400 miles in diann r."

>e Apples, per lb., :»« to Ss
oa, per lb., Ss to 7s

Strawberries, .., fid to ls
Mel.-ns, each, Us

Peaches, per do* . K* to Sis
Nectarines, do., 12s to 20*
\prioo , is t<- 3«

VROKTAT
( Aulifl , each, fi- . s-i

ii< ii. h Beans, , I is(Wl

tin 1*0**,)'
.
«|najl.,lsU» ls 6d

Pears, per dnc. . 4s fid U Ss

i
pies, per do* . ed to l ed

r. rl00.ee to 10s
n au, Oofi, per lb . lstulsid

Or. I
1
>er c :^ i t • 4a

I'iitfoe, do., ls 3d to ls fid

Potatoes, ]>. t<>n. 80s to 120*
— i per 3 . 2d to (kl

— — per cwt., 6e to 1

'

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to Od
CarroU, now, do., ls 3d
Spinach, i>. sieve, 1h to 2s

I ii< umbers, e.ich, 6d to M
hokea, each, 4d to 0d

litH-t, per Aoa . IsM to Ss
Wy . p. ouudie,UM to Seftd

Onion*) p. t «mcv«, is 04
A*paraKU»*, p. V»u- Ue, S«to?s

ibarh, p. I >*, >.dio9d
l itoea, p. doa , 0a
halloU, per lh , lsod
larlic,

i
»..< Sd

Endive, p. doe., Sa to is

li >res LUdlsh, \
. idtois

M uahrooma, p. ,
\ tdSolsOd

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, is to 6S

Sa\ per hunch, 2d to id

HAT.

eostolMa
* •

Per IxmmI oi" Thirty-six Tru
nrtMLD, T iUtt>AT, July 4.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to Sis
(

Clorer .

.

Supcn do. (old).. «8 100 New Clorer ..

Inferior do 96 ;-<> I >> aeoood cut
New do 60 SO Straw .. ..

Roweii — —
WerriecHAMtL, T»u*hdat. July i.

Fine old Hey . . .. OTsto105s Fins old (ver ..110stol20s

40
DavisA Co.

9 *Inf« r do.
\ ory inferior .

.

I'mme Now Hay
Straw .. ..

• •

• *

37 iO

• •

. •

.

.

i

mo 2d cut
Inferior u ...

Fine New Clover .

.

J*t»

M
100

ios

ScotlanUi.
L OF Lobd Chawcellob CaMrBELL.—The
the late Lord Campbell was removed from
;n Lodge on Friday the 28th ult, to Hartrigge,

S*** m.
Roxburghshire, and the funeral took place on

': Jedburgh Abbey in the most unostentatious
»nd without any of the pomp usually at' font

•«• fooeral of a person of such high dignity. The

SJj J*
Kngland service was performed by the^t- w

» Vanger White, his lordship's son-in-law.

itt op a Tunnel.—On Tuesday evening the >ne^
n tunnel which is in course of construction

Biddoii Hall, on the new line between Buxton
owsley terminus of the Manchester, Buxton, _
*nd Midland Junction fell in, by which five

|

gWjJJ g^ »-™ ^e^'^^L;.
.
t horse were killed,^and several,others received Lord Bishop of Asaph, aged -*7th nit

jnries.

--

IT

porting^
NEWMARKET JULY MKETP
Bmtficup Plate Mr. H. Jonee's JSaetern Pnncess
. Predictor, and 5 others.—The Ptat±

o
'•

sa*
J
?,lta h«»t Kildonan, Pastime, Brother to Saenish™ M

» Vapeur -Tho July Stake*. Mr. T. Parr's

•poata, Sir Wr.liam ArrostronR, and . o^f*;^^.
<pa Mr. Merry's Chieftain s DMfttter beat

««• Mr. Barnard's Wolaey beat B«T^-^f
*• French-s Leontea beat Jacinth*, The Prophet,

9*erpt. Mr R. Ten Broeck's Reporter

•» Erangeline, and Twinkle.—8

fui~' ?•«» beat Walloon and Begonia.

*TLa ?r* Alexander's Ihm beat ^»P^
i|*J •* • others.-owenu. Lord Clifden's Barb PnW"

l!!lr Th« Town Plait. Mr. H. J *
J ,

F
^,

te^
.?** ^«lta and Ducat.—PI Lord -taroford s Donn*

BIRTHS —On theJdin-t ,at1.
p
sPark Boad. Rsgsjnt*s Park, tho

PrinceeaVicToRiAOou*AMMA,tbewifeofLic uf.-ColJ.CAii' ' f 1 1.,

of a daughter— 25th ult, at Holly L<»<ijro. Oampden Mill,

thn Countess of Aifue, of a son— I ult, at Rutland <

Lady Edward Fitza Howard, of a daughter—28th ult. at

88, Upper iirosvcnor J cet, Mm Lady Mary Herbert, of a
sou '27th ult, at 42, Behrrava Square. LadyOcTAviA Shaw

|

Stf.waut, of a ion— h ult, at Springwood Park. K- . Lady
bcorr L of a - lughter— .>uth , at itton Vicarage,
Ieleofi the Hon. Mrs. am.« Sisastia a, ofasoo—l»ti

at 35, Eaton Place, the V a. Mrs. Adderlev, of a son—Httn

ult, at Duffryn, Al»erdare, the wife of H. A. Bn <. JSm\.
t
M.P.,

of a daughter- Oth tilt, the wife of K UAH Bo \ ill, K*q.,

M.P., of a daughter, stillborn—2Mh ult, at Swaroli! Hall,

orkahire, the wife of Johh Greenwood, Esq., M.P., of

a son.
MARRIAGES— On the 4th inst, at St. Peter's, Eaton

Square, the Right Hon. Lord Rctolb«ham to Lady
Boidia Montoomerie, daughter of the Earl of Eg
—26th ult, by special licence, at the Royal sj>el,

Windsor Great Park, David Erskinf, Esq., of Cardross,

Perthshire, to Horatia Elizabeth, eldest daughter <

Major General and Lady Emilt Set* a—26th u at

James's Church, Padding' . Alexander Touso S .air,

Esq., Captain H. M.'s Bombav Army, eldest son of Sir Jo),

Sinclair, Bart , of Dunbeath, to Maroaret Crichtor, c)d»

laughter of tho late Jam** Albt Esq , of Brysnstonf

—1st inst, at Bishop's leard < ireh, .Somerset. Edward
Raleioh Kino. Esq.. late Captain 13t Ufbt I »ragoona, eldest

son of Bolton King, Esq , of -lunt.Warwickshire, late U.V.

r thatcountv, to Susai»Ra Octavia. youngest <langbt> f Sir

John Hkskcth Lrthrriooe, Bart f S:. ark, S<>merset—

ITth ult, at the parish church. Dromohrtirc. Edw mi*
Peel, second son of the late Jonathan PeeL Esq.. of Cull j,

xfordsWre, to I nw Lohortdo*, eldest danghter of 1st*

Hixry I'ALMRR, Esq , of Sbriff, in the county LeHrtrn—
5th inst, at Halifax, NovaSeotia, Major Bsosard M. P« lML
late of the Koyal Artillery, son of the late Rear-lArjiral

Poulden, to Elieabith. y tg©«t daughter c late

Justice the lion. Sir Bhevto* Halubcrtox— I V

n{rar»ore, T. Brook* Broorr, Esq., of Sarawak. i

raROLTN*. second daughter of the Ute Berjawik Welstead,

Esq., of Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire.
[> Til- -On the 26th ult, at K' 9 Lady

Geoboiaxa Bovrke, widow of the Rcr. Sackville Bourke, and

dauchter of the late Earl of Bessr>oroutfh-27th ult, in Park

^ suddenly, Mabel

Beatrice^ youngest daughter of Lieut.-Ooluel and Lady Emxlv

CAVKHDisH-27th ult, at Bruos*, Carouse, eldest daughter of

the late Lieut -Generai Sir Jams* Batik rst, J Bi*?l?f

Ladv Caroline Bathurst—28th ult, at Delxble e, rjnedon.

Frances Jcliaxa, eldest den«rht< f x^t^n th
Macrworth, Bart., of Csvendish Ha^ SaJ -«J
ult, at Dover. Emilia wife of Ms "g^*^*;
Nrpran. and daughter of ^M^°S^ fcLi •

aged 66-30th ult, at Caversbao.£**&£*^TfSJf.
Elizabeth, rclect of theto*^*?f£2fS^JESw
Esq ,C.B„ late reign Seeretery tolas' *^_j^ to thm mB

h May, at 1 /et My Pegue, from «P—"",„,., m

noPS—BoRemo MARirr, Fridav, July I,

Messrs. Pattendcu utth report no
,
roveasent in

the i>lantition aooonnts, except a portion sj| tho Woroeetsr

.linti There is a fair trade doing in Hop« of all descrip-

tions at firm rat**. Doty 60,0001. to
'

BUTTER MARKET.—July 6-

Best Fresh Butter . . Its. per dosen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 12a. ,,

Pork. 4s. 4d. to 6*. Od. par 8 lbs.
»•

End

<JOA I MAR K IT —Jm*y 9.

Bell's Primrose, ISs. : Hastfr is.

Ta? i Moor, 12s. «<i ; Of Butes, 12s.

VV.ilker Primrose, If* * Wylam, Ida. f,i
j

V Is

Acorn ClossL J«s. 96 Walls Eod Brsddyla Hetten. JTn. 6d. ;

Walls I II iswell Ifl*. f WhIIs End Netton, I
1--. *d

Walls End South I? i, ISs. <V1. ;
v. :d]» I n I.

18s. .M.; Wall** »•! H ' Hall, ISs 3d. Walls E
Kelloe, 18« : Walls End 8o«t>> Hartlej . 17s. tst.; Walls

End s..ut.h K. :;.*, 17s. M.: W*tt*Ejsjj Thondey, lis ; Walls

End Trimdon Hartlepo- Wails End Triaadon Tbornley.

Id* 3d Walls End sj West, 14s. Cd. ; Carway and
Dufl nthratitc, 21a % 64- ; Carway and Duffryn MsJUng
Ms.—7« shin* at market.

BRITISH WOOLS.—Lovoo*. Fridav. July I.

1 present of wool has beirun - irrire from the

farmers, but not la snflessnt qua * to establish any price,

he fsasra] tone of the trade I worse than last week
grown wool is rather more inquired for.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MovDAr, July 1.

Wc have a larger supplv of hoio*

qtialitiesls good, and the price i« not lower Traie i- not

quits so brisk for tefwter kinds The number <£"!"?'25?
bs is aboat t he ssase as on Monday last Traie is dull,

ad sa the sveragi <r • •• tm m lows* Qslves -.r< selBEf

abont toe same as or. rsday. From Germany and SMkaa
there are 750 Beasts, 3770 Sheep, sad 2i6 Calves ; trom Franco.

< .Ives: m So 500 Besets; from Norfolk and

Snffo IreUad, .
and 260 from tho northorn

and idland countiea.
ds d s

Boot Scots, Hero-
fords te. . . 4 10 to 5

Best i oms 4 8 —
2d quality Beasts S 8 — 4

Best Downs and
Half-breda ... te

Do. Shorn ..4 10 to S
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8. 6.!

46—63 Red
50—76 Red
51-67
— Red

40—74
36—40 'Malting.
27—30 ! Malting.
20-

• • 9

• • •

m m 9

8. 8.

46—60
50—65

but out-of-conditicmed parcels arc very unsaleable and cheaper

Flour sells slowly at about last week's prices.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. White
— — fine selected runs., ditto
— — Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. &dist, 26s to 27s. . Chev.
—» Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato

j

26

— Irish Potato 26
20

35

24
28 Feed ..

2S!Feed ..

23
' Feed .

.

37 Foreign.

40—43 narrow

.

Longpod
52 1 Egyptian

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post'^iGSSit^
Forcing nlsa

£*e
i, *?_d

.

^hen Gird.

34
33

36
36

20—24
20—24
19-21

40-43

33—39
35—38

— Foreign Poland and Brew
Bye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .37s to 40a Tick
— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds.
— Foreign Small

1

42 --„„
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers 34—3. Suffolk

— Maple .... —s to —s Grey[40—42 Foreign

.

Maize White, — Yellow..

Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack!50—55
— 2d do ditto 34—50

j

Country. 34—50
— Foreign per barrel '26—32|Per sack|43—58

Friday. July 5.

The weather dining the last eight days has been fine with

occasional showers and a somewhat lower temperature, on the

whole very genial for the growing crops, which improve in

appearance. The wind was N.W. until yesterday, when it

changed to S.W., with heavy showers, which continue.

Business in Wheat has been inactive, but no further decline in

prices has been submitted to ; indeed, in a few markets a

slight improvement upon fine qualities has been established.

Purchases of some extent continue to be made for export to

France. Little variation in value has occurred in Spring

Corn, but where such was the case it was in favour of buyers,

and the same may be said of Flour. Although the arrivals off

the coast have been small* during the past 8 days (amounting
in all to 20), an active inquiry has been experienced, chiefly for

the Continent. The arrivals of English grain this week have
been small, of foreign large, and good of Flour. The attendance

at this morniDg's market was moderate ; nevertheless, an
increased disposition to purchase Wheat was evinced. English

met a ready sale at the extreme prices of Monday last, and
fine qualities of foreign commanded in many instances an
advance of Is. per qr. upon the rates of that day, as did also

American. Barley, Beans, and Peas are unaltered in value.

The Oat trade is quiet at about Monday's quotations.

Arrivals from July 1 to July 5.

Oats.

GARDEXER(HeV))-—Age 32, single; has athorough

practical knowledge of Ms profession. No single-handed

place accepted.- J. Clews, the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Kensington, S.W.

p ARDENER (Head).—Age 30,^ married, one child;

vT perfectly understands his profession In all its branches ;

can hive five years' excellent Character. Wife a good Needle-

woman.—A Z., Mr. Ward's, Statione r. Camberwell, S.

GARDENER (H bad, or Single-handed).—Age 40,

married, no incumbrance; understands his profession in

all its branches. Three years'good character.—E. T., Protheroe

& Morris, American Nursery, Ley ton stone, Essex, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, no incum-

brance : practical knowledge of Early and Late Forcing,

Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—J. R., 2, Queen's Place, Queen's

English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

940 qrs.

24520

»>

»»

Barley.

qrs.

5610

»»

»>

7C0
20

38930

qrs,

»»

9*

Flour.

1120 sks.

r 1770 ;;

(10970 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, July 2.—With a goad attendance at
this morning's market a healthy consumptive demand has
been experienced for both Wheat and Flour at the rates

Street, Hammersmith, S.W.
m

G~~
ARDENER (HEAD).—Age 3J«, married, native of

Scotland; has a thorough practical knowledge of his

profession in all its branches. Good references produced.—

G. H., 83, Portland Road West. Notting Hill, London, \\.

GARDENKR (Head), to any gentleman requiring a

good Gardener.—Age 2S ; has been engaged in one of the

largest establishments in England. Can be highly recom-

mended.—T^lfJJloomfiel^^ S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married; lias had
2C years' practical experience in a Garden where Flcwers,

Fruits, and Vegetables have been successfully grown- Three

years' good character.—E. F., 3, Bloomfield Place, Crouch End,
Hornsey, N.

7^ AKDEJSEK (Head).—Age 26, married; has a

VJT good practical knowledge of his profession from his

boyhood. No objection to a single-handed place. A native of

the North of England. Three years and nine months' good
character.—A, B., South Bar Street, Ban bury.

("1 ARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-

^T man in want of a thoroughly practical Working Man.

—

Age 30 ;
good character. Highly recommended. Wages 601.

per annum, with Cottage.—A. B., 24, Cochrane Terrace, Si.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

/""l ARDENER(Head, Single-handed or Otherwise)*
VJC —Age 28, single; 11 years' experience; accustomed to

Gardening in all its branches. Has lived two years with
present employers. Good character.—A. B., Mr. J. Moat,
Bookseller, 9, Nelson Street, Newcastle on-Tyne.

GARDENER (Head).— Middle age ; industrious
and thorough practical. Has had great experience in

Forcing and the general routine of Flower and Kitchen Gardens.
Can be highly recommended.—A. 13., Mr. John McHutcheon,
30. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.

the moment commands from 6d. to Is. per qr. more money,
Oats and Oatmeal were not much inquired for. Egyptian
Beans, Peas, and Barley were each held firmly at Friday's
prices. The market closed steady.

Friday, July 5.—The market was moderately attended.
Wheat in better demand at the extreme rates of Tuesday.
Better qualities of Flour more steady ; inferior dull at
Tuesday's rates. Indian Corn : mixed in good demand, at
*28s. 6d. to 29s.; yellow, 29s.; Beans a shade firmer; Saidi.
32s. ; Dahera, 30s. 6d. Oats and Oatmeal dull.

Averages
|
Wheat.

|
Barley.

55i 3d 'Sislld

1 Oats.
1
Rve.

|

May 25.. 25s Id 83* Sd\

June 1 .

.

55 5 34 3 25 2 83 1— 8.. 54 5 32 8 26 30 6— 15.. 53 9 34 3 25 2 41 2— 22.. 52 8 32 6 25 2 35 5— 29.. 51 31 3 25

1 25 4

39 4

Agg.Aver.

'

54 33 10 1 34 11

Beans.

44$ 6d
45 1

44 10
44 3

44

_43 J
~44 4*

Peas.

39#~9d
40 7
39 10
44 1

3S 8
37 1

39 10

Fluctuations in th e Last Six Weeks Averages.
Prices . May 25. |

June 1. June a. .June 15. June 22. Jane 29.

554 5<J

55
P.

53
52
51

3

5
9
8

• •

• •

• •

# •

::L
• •

• •

•• •

•

• • • *

• • • • ..~L

s

PRIVATE TUITION.-The Rev. G. Henslow, Son
of the late Professor Henslow, and M.A. of Cambridge,

who took Honours in three triposes, Mathematical, Divinity,
and Natural Science, has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
rePa-ring for the Public Schools, &c, or for the Universities.
i.B. Geology and Botany form a part of his system of education.

Further particulars on application.—Address, Rev. G.Henslow,
Steyning, Sussex.

Vancouver and British Columbia.
fTiO FARMERS.—A gentleman about to settle in
J- this thriving and important Colony is desirous of
meeting with a practical FARMER who would join him in
tne working of a large Farm. ^Respectable References givenand required.—Address Vancouver, care of Mr. G. Street,
Colonial Newspaper Office. :i0. Cornhill v- r.ce, :i0, Cornhill, E.C.W Â 1 ~D '

6 or 8 nm-rate BUDDEKS and
GRA.FTERS.—Liberal Warn. «»ll v« „; a„.»,:

M'MuIIbd, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

WAITED, a GARDENER and his WIFE, with-
out incumbrance; the Man about 30 to 40 years oli

strong, and a practical Gardener. The Wife will have the
Washing and Cooking for a small family.-Apply at 4, Strand,
near Charing Cross, S.W.

AM TED, as GARDEN LABOURER, a middli-
aged Man. Must be a good Mower of short Grass, and

understand the management of Shanks' Mowing Machine —
Apply by letter, stating particulars of former service andwages expected, to Mr. Coopkr, Stationer, Hounslow, W.

To Parents and Guardians.

\VA?TED>
in the North of England, a respectable

i' w llt
,

h
'.

»]*>«* 1,7 years of age, to assist in the SEED
I> £ ' 7OT$ m the N L

R

SERY, &c . He will be treated as one
oi the family ; one with little experience preferred.—State
terms expected, &c, to Messrs. Jacob Wrench & Sons, London
Jpridge. S.E.

TXTANTED, as an APFKEN 1 ICE to the Seed Trade,

r,™Lnt
r
?i

peCtAble ^-^ucated Youth. Can reside in the

man, 4, commutation Row, LiverpooL

Grape Culture. Will be shortly disengaged
tion he now holds in the County of Essex.

—

Hortus, Mr. Smith,
Tollington Nursery, Ho rnsey Road, Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Aged 40, married; has a
thorough knowledge of the Cultivation of Fruits of all

kinds, and the Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Can have three years' good
character from his late employer.—A. B., Lodge, Hanley
Road, Hornsey Road, Holloway, N.

p ARDENER (Head).— Single; age 33. W. Howard
VjT is desirous of entering into an engagement with any
nobleman or gentleman requiring the services of an expe-
rienced practical working Gardener, thoroughly understanding
every branch of the profession.—W. Howard, "Roselands,"
Waltham Cross, N.

GAKDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; steady, in-

dustrious, and well skilled in every department, having
had several years' practical experience with families that
required all kinds of Early and Late Forced choice Fruit, Flowers,
and Vegetables. Unexceptionable character.—C. B., Mr. Barnes,
Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-Handed).—Age
36, single ; thoroughly experienced in Early Forcing

Pines, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, &c, the Management of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardens.
Good character.— C. B-, Mr. Neal, Nurseryman, High Street,

Wandsworth, Surrey, S.

f*t ARDEXER (Head).^AiT Employer who is de-
VJT clining Horticulture, wishes to recommend his Head
Gardener to any nobleman or gentleman in want of a really
trustworthy competent Gardener. He has lived with him 6
years, and thoroughly understands his profession in all its

brauches.—X. Y. Z ., 43, Corn Market, Oxford.

GARDENER (Head).—Aged 40, married; wishes
to engage with any nobleman or gentleman who may

require the services of a thorough Practical Gardener. Has
had great experience in the Early and Late Forcing of Fruit,
Flowers, and Vegetables; also the management of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. Three years' good character.— C. D., Post
Office, Crouch En d, Hornsey, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, one child;
thorough working practical Gardener ; understands

the Management of -Greenhouse and Stove Plants; Forcing
Vines, Pines, Straworries, <fcc, Orchard House. Growing
Specimen Plants if required. A good Kitchen Gardener
Wall Trees, Ac—W. W., Mr. Wm. Young's, Milford Nursery'
nearGodalraing, Surrey.

'

G1
ARDJENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-

I man.

—

Age 29, single ; has had considerable experience
In some of the largest places in England, and perfectly under-
stands the Early .Forcing of Cucumbers, Pines, Grapes, Peaches
Melons, and other Fruits ; also all kinds of Vegetables the
Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, having had exten-
sive collections under his charge; also a thorough knowledge of
Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Gardens. An excellent character.—A. B. C, Mr. J. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road
Chelsea, S.W. ° '

GARDENER (Head). -I can recommend to any
nobleman, lady, or gentleman, who may require bu

services, a thoroughly practical Gardener, who has had long
and good experience in Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables, at all seasons of the year, in large Establishments
also the Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants the
fenerai routine, good keeping, and cropping of Kitchen and
lower Gardens, &c, and if required, will form, construct and

complete on good practical approved principles,' a New Garden
or Gardens. Can be well recommended. Character and
abilities will prove all that can be desired.—John Butcher,
Nurseryman and Seedsman, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire.

I.ate Forcing also th;
e
M

and Kitchen GartwT
Houses. Can MauVe Lnd"XPT* *«!•his present emplove? 'by^Whel^T n*S0D*

racwsrful Gardens tefng
gSauT»? :

'e
H
nCe " KU*

longer required Can ^;Tf, g0ne abroad md "

sobriety l,one,Tv SS * hl»hly Recommended for

with &ttagel^'X trTj^hm
^\- w *«l*

Godalming^SurreyT ** XWmf* Nunier* m

Dairywoman.-A.B^ Prmcess Street, Edgwart R^l,

(^ARDENER._Age 28,.u»gta; tl5=|CV^ stands Vmes, Stove and Greenhouse PtaL
J

dening in all its branches. Three years' "c/J™LMiose Terrace, High Road, Lee, Kept, s.E.
^^m

GARDENER.—Married, nolr^umbranV Mile
stands Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, OucomirTS

and Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and KitcheuSi
Lived in noblemen's and gentlemen's plucea Goodmonials.—L. M ., Post Office, Roehampton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26,"i
has a thorough knowledge of Vines, Cucumber*,

Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitcheu Garden*,

character from last place.—T. M., Post Office, Kingiimd'

M . E.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Age 35, married, three cfaifej

youngest 5 years old).—-Charles Grant, nr>wi

the last 8 years Gardener to Robert Fellowe?, Esq., Sbt*
Park, Norfolk, will be disengaged on the 1st of Octobe*

and is now at liberty to treat with any nobleman or

man who is in want of a thorough practical Gardener,

had great experience in the general routine of

including the Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables.

class Grower of Plants, and has been a successful

at the London and other Horticultural Exhibition!

Kitchen and Flower Gardener, and has had

experience in the Planning and Erection of H<

Buildings of various and approved descriptions. S

reference may be obtained on application to his

employer, R. Fellowes, Esq., Shottisham Park. V
R. Fellowes, Jun., Esq., Bitteswell Hall, Lntonj

Leicestershire ; Mr. Turner, Royal Nursery, So*i

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, bt.Jotoi*

London.—Shottisham Park, Norwich.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 23, single; three

good character.^.^BjC^5^DowDStrejt, PJcodi

Gl ARDENER (Under).—Age % m&;
J*

T six years' experience in the g«ww/r ' <* <*

ing. Good references. Willing to ?ay aiPremiaoi vjil

ments.—W. P., 92, Hall Park^jfajdajj^

To Gaxdeneri.

GARDENER (UNDEu).-Age 22; welljop

general routine of his profession;, to ^
experience in some of the best Establishment*

and Testimonials highly satisfactory.-*- *•.

Hatton House, Hounslow, W.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

n ARDENER, or GARDENER w> ^
i mVT Scotch, married, no incumbrance, »*£

Grower either for market or private use.ww ^
and Planting of Vineries in different parts

which have given the greatest satistact on.

London Market Garden System of Growing

Seakale, and Cropping in general. Is highly
-A.&.*

It:.

the gentleman, where he lived five yej»'

Royal Botanic Gardens, Regen^s^arJ^^

p ARDENER, or GABDI^B^J
VJT Can Drive a Horse and Trap, or Milk, or

^^
Land. Four years' good character. i*»-

Post Office, Wokingham, Berks1_____ rf-^J
pENERAL NURSERY FORBM^.^
UTgATOR-A erstclass Man ;

under,^.
Improving Gardens, <fcc.—J- p* »y_^

"~~ri»F

ROPAGATOR, or MOPAGATOR^
MAN.-An industrious, middle-age^ ^ I

racter; first-class references.—J, «m 'w
Exotic Nursery, King's Road^hjlsea^;.

P
To Noblemen and Gentle**

^MANAGER, &c.-A Person of con

ence in Farming, Building, **%*&,,+*
and Thinning of Plantations, Sale

.

oi l*jfim
Managing a large Lauded Property. *

references, and security if required.—»*

Office, W.C. »

LAND STEWARD.—Age 35(**5jji
stands his profession, and has b^ !

^^
kinds of Stock, Machinery, and Hops, ujjjj

given.-G. L., Post Office, Edenbridge

LAND STEWARD or BAlLlFF.-jij

B

tical experience in the Manager^? -J

proving of Land ; Rearing, Feeding,jw ^ ,

kinds of Farm Stock; also the J
ri*„Taod*

Farm Buildings, the Surveying ofJ~ZceX&fi*'
and Value of Timber. Unexceptionable£ ^
given.-F. S., 47, Wellington Strej^tru»^

AILIFF.-No incumbrance; hashaJL
^

.*_, in the Management of Lands ana ^k
w

Buildings, &c. Purchasing and ^""^tira^S
ke Dairy or Poultry. The highest tts

et
U£

&C. --T. Y„ Burgess <fc Key, Q^ewg^g^^;^
xMPROVER, in a nobleman's^^

Age m-J. X. P., PggtOffig^
5-

.

To SeedsmeiL ;eor
*

HOPMAN.-Has bad gra*
t

G

boroug^»
r^ Wholesale and Retail Trade, and is

ferenCe
^

with every branch. Unexceptional^ wC#
House.—P. P., Gardiner? CArowcU^

I
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Government Security Life Policies.

fflHE CONSOLS ASSOCIATION,
I 4», Strand, London, W.C.
"7 Provide* the Security of Consols for its Policies.

i UWnd*. or returns to Insurers On Demand at any time,
X

about One-Half of all Premiums Paid.

-Aanbtod Security for Money with a liberal Rate of Interest,

"jj^option possesses a large Capital, subscribed by

lundreds of Shareholders,

fall xnfonnation mav be obtained on application to
**"*

Thomas H. Baylis, Managing Director.

LIFE ASSURANCE.—Special Notice.—The next

ivasttaation into the profits of the Life Department of

th* MOTTlSl UNION INSURANCE COMPANY will be

•aaaU at August 1, 1M1, and parties taking out Policies

before that date will participate in the division.

6*3 New Policies, for 304,7051., yielding 9828J. 6s. 2d. of new
i«). were issued during the year ending August 1, I860.

Thirty days' grace allowed to renew Life Insurances and 15

dsjs to rasir Fin Insurances, during which time, on payment
oi the premium, the Company hold themselves liable.

Xo extra premium charged for members of Volunteer or

Bine Con* within the United Kingdom.

London Board.
Frmdmt.—The Right Hon. the Earl of Mansfield.

Directors.

P. Anstruther, Esq. I H. M. Kemshead, Esq.
Balfour, Esq. _ John Kingston, Esq.

J. R. Robertson, Esq.
Hugh F. Sandenian, Esq.

George Ramsay, Esq., Manager,

Secretary.—Y. G. Smith. Esq.
Surgeon.—E. W. Duffin, M.D.

Solicitor*.—Messrs. Oliverson, Lavie, and Peachey.

A copy of the last report, forms of proposals, and pro-
Bsctuseiw, may be had at the Offices, 37, Cornhill, London,
1.0. ; and of the Agents throughout the Kingdom.

Fredk. G. Smith, Secretary to the London Board.
Vo. 37, Cornhill London, E.C.

GLENF1ELD PATENT STARCH, used iu the
Royal Laundry. The ladies are respectfully informed

that this Starch is exclusively used in the Royal Laundry,
sad Her Majesty's Laundress says, that although she has tried
Wbeaten, Rice, and other Powder Starches, she has found
soot of thera equal to the Glenfield, which is the finest Starch
she ever used.

WoTHDtspooN & Co., Glasgow and London.

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has
bean, during 25 years, emphatically sanctioned by the

s AUCE. — LEA and PKKRIKg
their^rW-"nowne^

e PuWie ***>»*' SpUriOUS ImiUUons rf

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.
Purchasers should

Ask for LEA t PERRINS' SAUCE,
Pronounced bv Connoisseurs to be

• • e u i^. V THE 0NL* GOOD SAUCE."
* bold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors,

Worcester
; Messrs. Crosse k Blackwell. London, Ac., &c,and by Grocers and Oilmen universally. ^^

H1TE and SOUND TEETH are indispensable
to personal attraction, and to health and longevitv, by

the proper mastication of food. ROWLANDS' ODON TO, or
Pearl Dentifrice, compounded of Oriental ingredients, is of in-
estimable value in preserving and beautifying the Teeth,
strengthening the Gums, and in giving a delicate fragrance to
the Breath. It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes
spots of incipient decay, and polishes and preserves the
enamel, to which it imparts a pearl-like whiteness. Price 2s. 9d.
per box.
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, E.C. : and by Chemists and Per-

fumers. Ask for Rowlands' Odon to.

"

BATHS and TOILETTE WAKE.— William S.
Borton has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted ex-

A Lady s Travels in Egypt. Turkey, and Alia Kino:
On Friday Next will be published in 2 Vols post S*o with

Illustrations in Chromo-litbowwi *nd^>F*
Drawings by the Author, and a Map,

^^^

EGYPTIAN SEPULCHRES and SY1 \N
SHRINES: including some 8tay in the Lebanon, at

Palmyra, and in Western Turkey. By Emily a. Brxorow.
London: Longman, Green, Longman. &
The Eev. F. Metcalfe's Travels in Iceland,

"~~

On Friday Next will be published in One Volume, post 8to,
with Map and Illustrations,

THE OXONIAN in ICELAND; or Notes of
Travel in that Island in the Summer of 1860, over ground

not visited by any English Traveller for Fifty Years; with
Glances at Icelandic Folk-Lore and Sagas, By t <• Itav
Frederick Metcalfe, M.A., Fellow of Lincoln College.
Oxford ; Author of *' The Oxonian in Norway," Ac.

London : Longman, Green, Longman. & Roi

Jicuisf of the &ICCR.
In the House of Lords on Friday the Earl

of Shaftesbury moved an address to the Crown

Robert Collum. Esq., M.D.
J. E. Goodhart, Esq.

Htdtoal Profession, and universally aocepted by the Public, as
tkt best Remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
Headache, Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient for
dettcate constitutions, more especially for Ladies and Children.
Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup, it forms an
•frseable Effervescing Draught, in which its Aperient qualities
are much increased. During Hot Seasons and in Hot Climates,
the reoi las ma f ^hia simple aud elegant remedy has been
»nnd highly beneftcvaL
Manufactured (with the utmost attention to strength and

cority) by Dikneford & Co., 172, New Bond Street,
London, W. ; and sold by all respectable Chemists throughout
the Empire.

LL AFFLICTED with WEAK EYES may
obtain iustant relief by using Dr. Warner's EYE

WATER, which removes all inflammation arising from cold,
•t, or constitutional causes.—Sold in bottles. 2s. 9«i. and
4a 6d., by Hannay, Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, Oxford Street,
W^Kdwards, St Paul's Churchyard, E.C. ; Hooper, King
wllam Street, City, E.C., and all Chemists. Of whom may
•obehad, Dr. Warner's LOTION, a certain cure for sore and
"rated legs, burns, and scalds, and bites of insects, and in

ofinflammation is invaluable. In bottles, Is. 1 \d and 2s. 9d.

most distinguished In this country. Portable Showers, 7* M.

;

Pillar Showers, SI. to 51. ; Nursery, 15*. to 32t. ; Sponging, 14*.

to 32*. ; Hip, 14*. to 31«. 6d. A large assortment of Gas Fur-
nace, Hot and Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths.
Toilette Ware in great variety, from 15#. 6d. to 45*. the set

of three.

THE BEST SHOW of IRON BEDSTEADS in
the KINGDOM a WILLIAM S. BURTON'S.—He has

FOUR LARGE ROOMS devoted to the exclusive show of
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate
Bedding and Bed Hangings. Portable Folding Bedsteads,
from 11*.; Patent Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints
and patent sacking from 14a. 6d. ; and Cots, from 15«. 6d. each ;

handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads, in great
variety, from 21. 13*. 6d. to 20/.

WILLIAM S. BUKTON'S GENERAL FUR-
NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

had gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 500
Illustrations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and
Electro Plate, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods,
Dish Covers, Hot Water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble
Chimncypioces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays,
Urns, and Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware.
Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room and
Cabinet Furniture, &c, with Lists of Prices, and Plana of the
20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W.; 1, 1a, 2, 3,

and 4, Newmau Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and 1,

Newman Mews, London.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXIX., will

be published NEXT WEEK.
Contents :—

I. De Quincev and his Works.
II. Montalembert's Monks of the West.

III. Translators of Virgil.
IV. Maine on Ancient Law.
V. Scottish Character.
VI. Russia on the Amoor.

VII. Cavour.
VIII. Dkmocracv on its Trial.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

On Friday next, in 8vo, with Woodcuts and 5 Plate*,

POPULAR TREATISE on COMETS.
J\. Francois Arago. Reprinted from Araoo's " Popular

BW METHOD or CURING DISEASE without

o#w *i

h
J ^d ° f docfcors Rnd their drugs, by studying the laws

tLmij ^ Nature_Invalids cannot too carefully avoid pills,

JjJWMed "Life Drops," "concocted" for gain, and other
"MWrrns medicines, as they all contain mineral poisons which r

-R . wnisJRonthe delicate fibres or coating of the stomach, and thus Astronomy »
jwytoe receptacle of our daily sustenance. The Advertiser

|
London : Longman. Green, Longman <fc Roberts.

^-PronouDoed incurable, but, acting in accordance with the
'

JTOcehenow offers, has, by "God's Blessing," been restored

tUluin *°?n
trength

; and wifch sympathy for like sufferers,

•J*™**
of Cure will be sent on receipt of name, address, aud

Ss.K.5 ™ ope —Address Capt. Charles, 3, James Cottage,
t
=
!^W

1
JamTi1ersmith, London. W.

Dr. de Jongh's

L
T rt i?

0HT or TH *: Order of Leopold or Belgium)
JGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,

ts* »?!5
Cnb

^
d by tne most eminent Medical Men throughout

SSii! ,af68t
» 8Peediest, and most effectual remedy for

sWw;!!?
^,T,

£
v, Chroi"c Bronchitis, Asthma, Coughs,

tism, gout, General Debility, Diseases of the Skin,
,
ixfantile Wasting, and all Scrofulous Affections.

u ^comparably superior to every other variety.

ttfvdt- *.
^elect Medical Opinions.

* *To«i •

kKm
' Bart-» M.D., Physician in Ordinary

li^OifSw ln Ireknd._«I consider Dr. de Jongh's Cod

clusively to the display of Baths and Toilette Ware. The stock I • rA„n„ m A #> ^i a„Ai nt. m-WIU —**&* «'» 1~AU
of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied ever m favour of extending public Works in India

,

submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate wfth a view to the promotion of irrigation, the
with those that h.-ive tended to make his establishment the ., r . * . . , . f. .. ,

growth of cotton, and internal navigation. Earl

De Guey and It i von aaid that the Govern-
ment had allotted large sums iu the Indian budget

for railways and public works, and the financial

condition of India made it inexpedient to incur

any larger expenditure at present. Lord Draft-

stone moved the previous question, which was

agreed to. On Monday, in answer to Lord

Lyttelton, Earl Granville said that a minute

of Council would shortly be drawn up in pursuance

of those recommendations of the Education Com-
missioners which were of an administrative nature,

and that other measures which would require

legislation to carry them out were under considera-

tion. On Tuesday, the Poor Assessment (Scotland)

Bill), the East India Council Bill, and the Courts

of Justice Building Bill were read a second time.

The Railway Companies Transfer (Scotland) Bill

and the Landed Property Improvement (Ireland)

Bill were read a third time and passed. On
Thursday the Tramways (Scotland) Bill, the

Tramway (Ireland) Bill, the Industrial Schools

(Scotland) Bill, and the Metropolitan Police Force
(Pensions) Bill were read a second time. The
Poor Assessments (Scotland) Bill, the Inclosure
Bill, the Local Government Supplemental Bill, and
the Transfer of .Stocks and Annuities Bill passed
through committee. The boundaries of Burghs
Extension (Scotland) Act Amendment Bill was
read a third time and passed.

In the Commons on Friday the Irremovable
Poor Bill was considered in committee, and pro-

gress made as far as the 8th clause. Mr. M'Mahon
moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the

evictions from the estates of Lord Plpxket at

Partry. On a division, the motion was negatived
by 66 to 15. Mr. Kixglake called attention to

the danger arising from the continued occupation
by France of territories which had been declared
to form part of the neutrality of Switzerland.

Lord J. Russell said that her Majesty's Govern-
ment had declined to recognise the cession of Savoy
and Nice as a part of the public law of Europe, and
that the neutrality and independence of Switzer-

land, having been guaranteed by the Treaty of

Vienna, remained as it was before the cession. The
adjourned debate on Major Edwards's motion for

rpiiE EDINBURGH KBVIEW, So. CCXXXL,
JL is published THIS DAY, July IS.

Contents :—
I. Popular Education in England

II. Literary Remains of Albert Durer
III. Carthage
IV. Novels of Fernan Caballero
V. Watson's Liff. of Porson

VI. The Countess of Albany, the Last Stuarts, and
Alfieri

VII. Buckle on Civilisation in Spain and Scotland
VIII. Du Chaillu's Equatorial Adventures
IX. Church Reformation in Italv.

Lonuon: Longman * Co. ; Edinburgh: A. <fe O Black.

I5y

Now ready, with Coloured Frontispiece, fcp. 8vo, price 2#. 6.

cloth.

IN-DOOR PLANTS, and How to Grow Them for the

Drawing-room, Balcony, and Greenhouse : containing clear

Instructions by which Ladies may obtain at a small expense a

constant supply of Flowers. By E. A. Maling.

Smith, Eldf.r, A Co., 65, Corn hill, E.C..
.

EXHIBITION, 1862. — Pre-INTERNATIONAL
paring for publication. Some Account of the Buildings ' ^ e i88ue f a

signed by Capt. Fowke, R.E., for the International Exhi-
new writ for Wakefield was resumed.

_ fit. OfUir

**red

a very pure iL not likely to create disgust, aud

*• * Joi£vJ
L
!
jE

' p*.S.-"Dr. Granville has feund that

j£j°« %ht Brown Cod Liver Oil produces the— "wSnLV *hort<* time than other kinds, and that it

1X1 **» •dmSL^-na,Mea and indigestion too often consequent

^.LAVKp^l

;
,n^thePaleOil." a ,. n .. M

*«r Br ^ t ^ P-R.S.-" I deem the Cod Liver Od sold

*^MiL2L. n*h
'

8 WWantee to be preferable to any other

D*- LAW1U vSEainen*» »*<* medicinal efficacy.

Q^V*c&2E' Ph^oian to H.R.H. the Duke of Saxe-

™tom£tn?t

5
a-~-'' 1 invariably prescribe Dr de Jongh s

*^n?. ™°C
? *<> •ny other, leeliig assured that I am recora-

* whiej ?i5?
n
2lne art*cle, and not a manufactured compound,

designed
bition, 1S62, with Illustrations. ,.„_.,. . .

London : Chapman & Hall; and of all Booksellers, and at

Railway Stations.

Just Published, No. 14, price It. 6d., of

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE, by the Secretary of

the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

containing highly finished Coloured Drawings and Descriptions

of the newest varieties of Flowers that htve become esta-

blished favourites in the Garden. Hothouse, and Conservatory,

Lovell Reeve. .0. Henriett freer. Covent. Garden. W.C.

ly Is published, in Crown Octavo, Pric« 6*'»

ST and PRESENT LIFE ofthb.GLOBE:

D*.

the efficacy of this invaluable medicine is destroyed.

*»£t2A? ?8 LlOHT Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in

*M Ubellil
Pin^' 2 »- k*-

; pints, 4t. 9d. ; quarts, 9*. ;
capsuled

*«CAT£LW'th °i« stamp and signature, without which
po«ibly bk OENuiNE, by respectable Chemists.

Anrab tt Sole Consignees:
•* ***, Harfobd, A Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

Caution.—Beware of Proposed 8 bstitutions.

Tim day

expressly for this Work.
Minhnrgh and Ix>ndon

:Wiluam Blackwood A Sons, r>» ^jg" "r^ —
New General Atlai,

This day is published, in Imperial -. half-bound in ru«la

or morocco, price 51. i^ «».

rfHE ROYAL ATLAS or MODERN
X GEOGRAPHY: in a

Authentic Maps. By Alex K
eoiirapher to the Queen for ooow«« ' V - - Ac> Boaut;

„cal Atlas." the-
- ^tiot^ryof 0»*rM^^^ Wj(h

Engraved and Coloured ty*-*!^ referewws to nearly
Complete Index to each Map, cowa"*"**

mw places in this Atlas. *#***& and London.
William Blackwood it »>**. V° ,7l__

8

Sold by all BookseU

Series of Entirely Original .:

ivEirH JohnstonJ.K5 ^JjJ:
Geographer to the Queen for Scotland ;

An
m ^ B««i».fiilf«

After considerable discussion, the motion was
negatived on a division by 173 to 123. On Monday
Lord Elcho moved a resolution declaring the

opinion of tbe House that it was not desirable that

the new Foreign Office should be erected according

to tiie Paliadian design now exhibited in a com-
mittee room of the House. Lord Falxkustok
opposed the motion, and after a lon^r diseu^fen it

was negatived, on a division, by I$8 to 95, The

House then went into Committee of Supply, and

agreed to several votes of t be Civil Service Estimates.

The East India (Civil Service) Bill, as amended,

was considered and agreed to. On the order for

the consideration of the Appropriation of Seats

(Sudbury and St. Alban's) Bill as ame*de«L

Mr. C >*» moved to substit - Wakefield

for Pontefract as the place of election for the

Southern Division of the West Riding. On a

division, the motion was carried by 107 to 94. Th*

nrham University Bill passed through committes.

On Tuesday the Irremovable Poor Bill was further
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considered in committee, when some verbal amend-

ments were disposed of. Mr. Cochrane moved that

the case of the Naval captains placed on the reserved

list by Order of Council in 1851 be referred to the

Attorney-General for his opinion. On a division

the motion was negatived by 60 to 33. The

County Voters (Scotland) Bill passed through

Committee. The House then went into committee

of Supply on the Civil Service Estimates, and agreed

to numerous votes. The East India Civil Service

Bill, and the Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury and

St. Alban's) Bill were read a third time and

passed. The Municipal Corporations Act

Amendment Bill passed through committee,

after an amendment moved by Mr. Newde-

gate, for the omission of the second clause

had been negatived by 91 to 21. The Turnpike

Acts Continuance Bill, the Turnpike Trusts

Arrangement Bill, and the Local Government Act

Amendment Bill passed through committee. The

County Surveyors (Ireland) Bill and the Copyright

of Designs Bill were read a third time and passed.

On Wednesday Sir F. Basing moved that the

House go into committee on the Fictitious Savings

Banks Bill. Mr. W. Fobsteb. moved as an

amendment that the Bill be committed that day

three months. Sir 0. Lewis supported the

amendment, and after a short discussion the Bill

was withdrawn. Mr. Hubbard withdrew the

Church-rates Law Amendment Bill for the present

session. The Vaccination Bill passed through com-

mittee. Mr. Tite moved the second reading of the

Metropolitan Local Management Act Amendment
Bill. Mr. Locke opposed the Bill, and was speak-

ing when the hour arrived for the adjournment of

the House. On Thursday the House went into

Committee of Supply on the Civil Service Esti-

mates, and agreed to the remaining votes, includ-

ing that for public education in Great Britain and
that for the Royal Dublin Society, the latter being

voted on the understanding that the Society has

consented to open the Glasnevin Gardens to the

public on Sundays. The Salmon and Trout
Fisheries Bill passed through committee.

The Moniteur publishes a letter addressed by
the Emperor to the Minister of Marine, putting

an end to the engagement of negroes on the African

coast for the French colonies. His Majesty
announces that he has signed a treaty with
England authorising the French Government to

engage labourers in India for the French colonies.

He therefore orders the Minister to take measures
for prohibiting the introduction of negroes into the

French colonies after July, 1862.

The two Houses of the Hungarian Diet

unanimously adopted on Friday the Address
originally proposed by Mr. Deak. The Presidents

of the two Houses have since presented the Address
o the Emperor at Vienna. His Majesty replied

in a conciliatory speech, thanking the States for the

readiness with which they had met his desires, and
promising an early answer, which he trusted would
be received in a similar spirit.

A despatch from Madrid announces that the

republican insurrection has been suppressed, and
that the principal leaders of the party are in the
hands of the B,oyal troops. It is understood that
an interview will take place between the Emperor
of the French and the Queen op Spain during
the stay of his Majesty at Vichy.

The Italian Chamber of Deputies on Saturday
voted a fresh levy of 24,000 men, to be taken from
the different provinces. It is reported that King
Victor Emmanuel will shortly proceed to Naples,
and reside there for some time.

From the United States we learn that there is

no truth in the report that the Secessionists have
made propositions for peace ; on the contrary, the
Federal Government is said to have received
information that the Confederated States intend to
prosecute the war with vigour. Skirmishes occur
daily between the outposts of the contending
armies, but no seriousmovement has yettaken place.

' - .
|

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Eoyal family, with the Crown Pnnce and Princess of
Prussia continue at Osborne. On Friday afternoon the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Crown

Prince and Princess of Prussia, Princess Alice, and

Princess Louisa, drove out. On Sunday morning the

Queen, Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess

of Prussia, and the Royal family, attended Divine

service in the private chapel. The Rev. G. Prothero

officiated. On Monday morning the Queen, the Crown

Princess of Prussia, and the Royal family, walked in the

grounds. The Prince Consort and the Crown Prince

rode on horseback. In the afternoon the Queen, Prince

Consort, the Crown Prince and Princessof Prussia, Prin-

cesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, drove to Carisbrook.

On Tuesday the Queen, with the Princesses Helena

and Louisa, and Prince Leopold, drove out. The Prince

Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia, and

Princess Alice, rode on horseback. Prince Arthur also

rode on horseback. On Wednesday the Queen and

Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess of

Prussia, Princess Alice and Princess Helena, drove to

St. Clare, near Ryde.

Pbince Alfeed arrived at Toronto, Canada, on the

24th ult., and was enthusiastically received by 9000

people. His Royal Highness was at Lachine on the

27th and Montreal on the 28th, and was expected to

reach Quebec on the 29th. On the 1st hist, he was

expected to embark in the steamer Victoria for Mingan.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downiug Street. Another Council was

held on Wednesday.
Pakliamentaby Movements. — Sir William

Atherton, the Attorney-General, has been re-elected

for Durham without opposition. Mr. Roundell

Palmer, the Solicitor-General, was elected for Richmond
on Tuesday without opposition. It is understood that

Mr. Gladstone will retire from the University
^
of

Oxford and become a candidate for South Lancashire,

as soon as the bill creating a new seat for that county

becomes law, and that Mr. Roundell Palmer will offer

himself to the University as his successor. The Con-

servative electors have determined to bring forward Sir

Stafford Northcote in opposition to Mr. Palmer, if the

result of the preliminary canvass which is now in pro-

gress should justify their doing so.

Convocation.—The two Houses of Convocal
ion for

the province of Canterbury re-assembled on Tuesday.

The Upper House at once proceeded to take into con-

sideration the resolution of the Lower House, affirming

that there were sufficient grounds for proceeding to

synodical action on the book entitled " Essays and

Reviews." The Bishop of Chichester pointed out that

the Bishop of Salisbury had lately instituted a suit

against Dr. Rowland Williams, one of the writers of

the book in question ; and that as the Archbishop of

Canterbury and the Bishop of London would most
probably be called on to act judicially in that suit, it

was not expedient that their lordships should proceed,

under these circumstances, to discuss the resolutions of

the Lower House. His lordship accordingly moved a

resolution to that effect, which was carried unani-

mously, and communicated to the Lower House. Con-
vocation was then adjourned to the 13th of August.
Indian Council.—Colonel Durand, C.B., has resigned

his seat as a member of the Indian Council. The election

to fill the vacancy thus created will take place in about

a week.

The Volttnteeb Movement.—At the prize meeting
of the National Rifle Association on Friday the
conclusion of the firing for the Queen's prize at

200 yards, which had been interrupted by the rain on
the previous day, was got through before the regular

business commenced. In consequence ot the more
favourable weather the average of the shooting was
decidedly higher. There were no numbers made as

high as that of Mr. Dickens, marking 13 ; but there

was one of 12 and several of 9 and 10, while

all below those numbers showed good averages.

After this the competitors proceeded to shoot for the
second stage of the same prize at 500 yards, and for the

first stage of the Prince of Wales's prize at 200 yards.

At 500 yards there was one of 19, and several of 17.

For the Prince of Wales's prize 290 competitors

entered. Mr. Ross made 12 points (the highest possible

numlier in his five shots being 15. On Saturday the first

stage of the competition for the Queen's prize (with the
exception of shooting off the ties) was brought to a close.

Sergeant Dng-gan, of the 26th Lancashire, gained 23
points; bis five nearest competitors, Messrs. Hendrie,

for the Queen's Pr

[JriT 13, ]m

ties at 18 and 17™^\"^^rtS^^
which of the compeltna v"?**

b *"K!
19 were entitled to thTprtuniSr? ^"^V,worth rifle, and to claim «« J pnze of tbeM
on Wednesday wereT /aTt^ the **^
The competition for the Prti^Jt^
then brought to a close M? P ^aW ** I
his five shots at the 600 J£$ *°" mv* fo*«
i

.

at the fifth, thU

e

sssjff^r^rwinner was Captain Robertson! of th^Oth^Jftiwho marked 21 noinr« ti 1 «
Fer«l

19, four of 18 an'd 16 ;f IT^TiT I* 1
were commenced fort£ tw ^ Tuesday the ««
that given ^1^
such public schools as have enrolled £ST^Ldecisive was done towards winnin7th75uJ.*Iand the score was therefore not pubfisl ed Tit]
d^nnit? n

e

r
bliC 8Chr18

'
h-ever, .t bJu^lriinmte conclus.on, and after a mos t excitingbetween Eton, Rugby, and Harrow JuK,winning the prize by 2 point* over Harrow,

6 over Eton—the difference between Eton andbeing however only 4. At the close of $mm
Earl Spencer offered a prize cup worth 20L to km
peted for at 500 yards by the best shot oft** of flS
three schools. Three gentlemen-Mr.

Anjinll
Rugby, Mr. Harley of Harrow, and Mr. J. Ho7i
Eton were accordingly selected, and compiUi *tfk
shots each, when Mr. Howard of Eton won by 9
beating Rugby by 5 and Harrow by 4. OnW_
the 40 competitors for the Queen's prize (hot

Whitworth rifles at 800, 900, and 1000 yutf
One of the competitors being absent, the remainwl

were formed into two squads and fired at difcj

Five of the candidates retired durwfctargets.

contest, and the interest of the match lay pn^
with the following—Mr. Jopling (2d South Mi%
Mr. Bingham (Bristol), Lord Bury (Civil **
Mr. Brooks (12th Middlesex), and Mr. Rowe(lstHB^

In the last round Mr. Brooks and Mr. Rowe etdlfti

point, and were thereby reduced to the second nt

but time after time the signal nags responded tot

shots of Mr. Jopling, Mr. Bingham, and Lord Br

and at the close of the match their scores eit*k*

triple " tie " of 18. According to the rnles of tiki*

ciation, Mr. Jopling, having distanced the ofr

competitors at the previous ranges, wu tie

declared the winner, his total score amounting to*

while Mr. Bingham, the next highest, had mock

Mr. Jopling, in gaining the Queen's Prize,nwd

a

it the Gold Medal of the association, and faafc

become the champion shot of England, flekidi

in the office of the Adjutant-General, andWagtei

10th (War- office) Company o£ the 2d SotHMOOm

On Thursday the prizes given to the AM-mm****
peted for. They consisted of six prizes tfSi,wa

35?., and seven of 50Z. Those who shot pert inW
the prize-takers received copies of engranngipJJ

to the value of 250/., by Mr. Garle Brown.
J**?

the prizes given by the Duke of Cambridge, tbe

of Wellington, and the Prince Consort, and «

Derby were finally competed for, with a w*P

given by Lord Dudley to be shot for by pnxe*»

only; but the results were not known when wew

press. The Volunteer Rill, which *» ""TT
take place at the Royal Italian Opera last era*

litv v»

The distributionapplications for tickets. The disuwu^ -r

will take place on Wimbledon Common tnuwj
countermanded in consequence of the small

i- i- /-. x?_i__a_ rru~ ^atrihutlOn <* P

after which a review of the Metropolitan ad

Volunteer Corps will be held by his WJJi JJ
the Commander-in-Chief. It is Pr0.7

ie

9Tt
3

aggregate strength of the corps on tne g

exceed 10,000 men.

ft!

Ayrshire Rifles ; Moir, Stirling; Kirkwood, 2d Renfrew;
Brooks, 12th Middlesex ; and Jopling, South Middlesex,
making 20 each. The score at the close stood thus :—

1

competitor with 23 points, 5 of 20, 5 of 19, 14 of 18,
and 18 who have marked 17, or 43 competitors in all.

The 11 competitors who marked from 19 to 23 there-
fore secured their right to a Whitworth rifle and
a place in the contest for the Queen's prize, Sergeant
Duggan taking the silver medal as the best shot in

the first stage. Mr. Ross, the champion of last year, only
made 16 points, which was not high enough to make
him one of the 40 qualified to shoot for the 250/. or
Queen's prize. The preliminary shooting for the Prince
of Wales's prize was also continued on Saturday. For
the extra prizes (all comers) there were 230 competitors.
The best shooting for these on Saturday was Leece,
Manchester Rifles, 9 points (with one shot more
to fire at the same range); Captain Eaton,
3d Manchester, 8 ; Ingram, 1st Lanark, 7 ; Wylbie,
Royal Artillery, 7; W. Gratt, 1st Berks, 7;
and Colour-sergeant Hall, 7. On Monday the contest

B

FBAWCE.-The Monlteur of Tuesdaj££.
following letter addressed by the top

Minister of Marine and Colonies:— ;J*

« Monsieur le Ministre,-Since the «g5j
slaves our colonies have tried^ procureuu^ a

of Africa by way of redemption or by ^irjj
engagements which assure to theiW""^
which they may perform. These *ng#££
five or seven yearsVafter which the k^£!>U7
taken to their own country, unless im ^^
in the colony, and in this case ^

tne
y
^ jjp^case

reside there by the same right s

Nevertheless doubts have been raisea

quences which these engagements ^^^
African population. It is asked ™***

Qt**L4*-
redemption does not constitute a'P^^tin**JK*
I gave orders for the cessation of^ ênjflrf»T&
coast of Africa, from which some ^'^kj*,*
I afterwards directed that all °peraUor* o

j^
prevented on the west coast also. _i«

Afiflg»

questions which might arise relative w y»m

should be examined with the 8"^^ *J5|
sijrned a treaty with the Queen ot urea ^r^
BrRannic Majesty consents to juihojj Jg£-g
labourers for our colonies in tha,£©"^ oijjjjfcg

tlie Crown, on the same condition^

as i ^d
gard to the English colonies. We ougnc ^imtries*«COUB 1

ssuch circumstances i uewe i^-v -- abaP^^ •£
of redemption shall be completely cooel^;^

traders from the day when the trg%^^ %

Majesty shall come into execution, *" ^ to

oMts duration. If this treaty^or^tion^
only be in virtue of an express JJ^yft ^d *»-

i ingf if it be recognised as indispenw^

.—.-
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resorted to. You win, tnereiore, uxkx me

""U.7r— in order that this decision may receive

SSSTfiS- the 1st of July 186-2, and that the in-

!^°^eVrecruited after that period on tne coast

ZL h?totordicted into our colonies. In conclusion,

-W^haveyouinhisholy^pin^ ^^^ n

*%. Monitor says that the Emperor has been received

^ iE Wtfeit enthusiasm by the peasants of the

•"* tiding Vichy, and that hs Majesty makes

dailv in the environs of the town. Hie

DhTiicUn, Dr. Rayer has been summoned

p.,4- but it is affirmed that his Majesty s

^fard. no ground for uneasiness. It is under-

^ tktt the Emperor and Empress will meet the

<Em of Spain somewhere on the frontiers of Spain

y^. the close of the summer. The Empress presided

^kv at a Council of State at Fontaincbleau. It

meed that Prince Napoleon is about to sail from

for the United States, and that the Princess

will accompany him. The Jfoniteur contains a

nominating the Marquis de Lavalette Grand

of the Legion of Honour ; and another decree

jtinjr M e Lagueronniere, late director general

ofthepresa, a member of the Senate. General Beaufort

<FHautpoal has arrived in Paris from Syria, and the

Duke de Gramont has arrived from Rome, and pro-

vided to join the Emperor at Vichy. Count Arese

left Paris on Thursday evening for Turin. It has

become doubtful whether the King of Prussia will

visit the camp at Chalons.—The Moniteur announces

that the snbscription to the 300,000 bonds, re-

ntvable in 30 years, will be opened at the Bank of

France on the llth, and is to be closed on the 16th

fast. The bends will be issued at 440f. each, bearing an

annual interest of 20f., and redeemable at 500f.

Tbi amount realised is to be applied to the con-

ftrectton of railways.— The scarcity of gold in

Trance having obliged the banks to pay in silver, the

old-fashioned five-franc piece is again in circulation.

—The Emperor is said to have decided on the foundation

of a second school for marine artillerymen. It is to be

established at Brest on board the steam line-of-battle

ship Louis XIV., in which a school for midshipmen
already exists.—Judgment was given on Thursday in

the aflair of MM. Mires and Solar. Both were cor-

dexnned to five years' imprisonment and a fine of 3000
francs. Count Simeon, member of the Council of Sur-

veillance of the Caisse des Chemins de Fer, was declared

civilly responsible for the losses of the depositors.

CUatsepot, ML de Pontalba, and Count de Poret,

ssastu of the Council of Surveillance, were
acquitted, n not having acted with knowledge of the
freed* committed by MM. Mires and Solar.

Spilt.—A Ministerial circular has been addressed to

the Governors of the provinces, recommending severe

meacurea for tue maintenance of public order. The
Queen has invited the diplomatic corps to accompany
ber to Santander. The insurgents last week fled from
Ixy'a, and dispersed themselves in the neighbouring
fountains, where the Royal troops have since captured
•earlv all the chiefs of the insurrection, and it is almost
certain that none of them will escape. A letter from
Cordova states that a republican movement has taken
tfses in the city of Iznar in that province, and that
aWttalion had been sent to the spot from Seville. The
ftgfch Consul at Tangier has gone to Fez to offer the
Emperor the mediation of England for the definitive

•Mement of the difficulties between Spain and Morocco.
Switzerland.—The Federal Assembly has elected
• Stempdi as President, and Dr. Furrer, Federal
Gjwncillor, Vice-President of the Swiss Confederation
Wf 1862. 130 deputies were present at the election, of

*j»» 94 voted for M. Staempfli and 71 for Dr. Furrer.
T« Federal Council has received another note from
*»« French Government, asserting the rights of sove-

JJJ?*?
of France over the valley of the Dappen, but

«clinmg to enter into any further discussion ot the
^•estkm. J

*WWH. — The official Staatsanzeiger of Friday

C™J« a Royal Manifesto, countersigned by all the

J^
IUit€n

» according to which the coronation of the

f^g and Queen of Prussia will take place at Konigs-
.^rg ln October next. The ceremony will be performed

$£"**<* of the members of both Houses of the

from u \?
tbo8e Personages who will be summoned

"^ all the provinces of the kingdom as witnesses.

J^^—The Presidents of the Upper and Lower
"* "~~» Hungarian Diet reached Vienna on

Cabinet Council was held the same

originally proposed by Mr. Peak, by both H
which also resolved to present it to the Emperor in the
same manner as the Addreea of 1790. Both House!
assembled on Saturday evening for the purpose of
signing the Address, after which the Presidents of the
two Chambers left with it for Vienna. The

;

Vice-President of the Hungarian Chancellery has
tendered his resignation because the proposal submitted
by him to the Austrian Government at Vienna, to

postpone the military execution for the recovery of the

taxes until the termination of the harvest, has not been
agreed to by the Ministry.

Venetia.—The Austrian Government has ordered

all the Venetians who, for political reasons, are im-

prisoned in Moravia, Bohemia, and Styria, to be set at

liberty and allowed to return to their own country.

Italy.—The Italian Chamber of Deputies on Satur-

day voted a fresh levy of 24,000 men, to be taken from

the different provinces. On Monday the Chamber
passed the Ravenna, Bologna, and Ancona Railway Bill,

and the Bill relating to the reorganisation of the Roman
Railway Company. It is asserted that King Victor

Emmanuel will shortly proceed to Naples, and reside

there for some time; and that Baron Ricasoli will

proceed

China.—Accounts have reached St. IVts

from Pekin, stating that creryihiag wee tranquil in

that city on the 12th May, 1 \* rebela were rapidly
approaching. The death of the Kinpeter wa* daily ex*
pected, and the Chinese authorities had already sent

the carriages necessary for the imperial funeral to
- hing-Yang (Moukden).

United States.—The Secretary of State has autho-

rised a denial of the statement published by the

New York Tribune to the effect that the SecessionUu

had made two propositions of peace to the administra-

tion on the basis of perpetuation of slavery, the recog.

nition of the Southern Confederacy, and an annual

subsidy of 5,000,000 dollars from the United State!

for giving them protection against foreign and domestic

enemies. The semi-official journals also deny that there is

any prospect ofa compromise like t hat of Mr. Crittenden,

and assert that on the contrary the Government has

received information that the Secessionist* intend i

prosecute the war with great vigour. The Federal

Government had resolved to defer all offetei mo

raents till after the meeting of Congrtit> when
epn rations will be perfected fiong tfci whole line from

th. Potomac to the M issippi. It is reported that

proceed to vicny w> meet uie cuiperur i»»juh:uii, m iw™ uju"» ~»'v* «« ««••»« »«. v.K .. — _aseao.or_ —
order to become more perfectly acquainted with his Washington intend to remove their head quartera to

Majesty's views, and to establish a complete accord Baltimore, until the national trouble* have been settled.

the Cabinets of Paris and Turin, The police have sel/.. d, at the office of a merchant
between
as was
ministry.

the case during Count Cavour's

M. Kossuth arrived at Turin on Friday.

There is no truth in the statement that General

Lamoriciere will again take the command of the

Papal troops. The Italian papers still assert that

the Pope's state of health is very serious,—Despatches

from Naples state that a Fourbon officer had been

arrested. He was the bearer of several lists of

persons in the pay of Francis II. The sums paid

daily to these persons were also specified in the lists. A
strike of workmen had taken place at Naples, and some

arrests had been made in consequence. General Cialdini

will replace General Dnrando in the command of the

army of the Southern Province!.

of New York, a petition with numerous signature!,

praying the Federal Administration to suspend hos-

tilities."

5

The New York Herald, in its late issues,

urges an armistice, and a coalition of the Northern and

Southern forces for the purpose of invading Canada.

The case of the British ship Hiawatha, seized by the

Federal navy for an alleged infringement of the

blockade at City Point, Virginia, is still pending in the

District Court at New York, and is regarded with con-

siderable interest, as involving the whole question of

the blockade. Skirmishes daily occur between the

outposts of the contending artnies, but no serious

movement has yet taken place. It is reported

that Colonel Stone has entered Harper's Ferry, and is

Kr-Tr^uJaT and
•

cohere!*, crisi, in prepared to bold it ; and that the Preside.

t

Russia has become so serious that the g at manu-

facturers are beginning to close their works. The

largest distilleries and many industrial establishments

are either sinking or have already suspended business
j

and several companies are winding up their affairs.

Poland.—No disturbance has taken place at Warsaw,

but the agitation which prevails in various parts has

caused the Russian Government to take precautionary

measures.
TrjEKET.—A despatch from Constantinople announces

that the Sultan haa dismissed his seraglio, and has

ordered all the diamonds, jewels, gold and silver orna-

ments to be sold to pay the debts left by Abd-ul Medjid.

It is thought the amount realised will cover all the

liabilities. The Sultanas who have children will be

repudiate General M'Clellan's treaty of alliance with

.vernor Magoffin, of Kentucky. The Secessionists

are ere ng defensive works in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Fairfax Court House, and are felling trees in

order to render the roads impassable to the Federal

t loops. The fortifications round Alexandria have

assumed a very formidable character. Then- are no indi-

cations of immediate movements further into Virginia"

Since the arrest of Marshal Kane, of Baltimore, by Gene-

ral Banks, martial law has been virtually established

in that city. A letter dated Fort Monroe, June 25, gives

an account of an engagement between the Federal

steamship Monticello and a body of Confederates, in

which several were killed and wounded. A movement

is on foot in the southern portion of California to join

aiiowe'dto rii^l Paiaee." His Highne. on,y ^Southern 0&-&22*?****-**
retains one wife. A similar reform is ordered in the

Court ; the expenses are to be reduced, and the func-

tionaries changed. The Sultan is making a tour ot

inspection of all the public establishment*, and has

declared that all new European improvements are to be

immediately introduced.

The Principalities.—The Legislative Chamber, m
its sitting of Friday, passed by 32 against 23 votes a

vote of want of confidence in the Ministry for having

permitted the circulation of a petition advocating

electoral reform and the union of Moldavia and

Wallachia; because, also, they had not presented the

Budget to the Chamber, and had done nothing to

accelerate public business. This attitude of the Chamber

dissat

that large bodies of Missourians are concentrated on

the Arkansas frontier, where they are r iving arms

from the South, and awaiting troops from Arkansas,

Mississippi, and Tenneswe, for the purpose of making an

incursion into Missouri.

Canada.—The elections in Canada are progressing

without disturbance. The returns generally are favour-

able to the Government candidates.

New Brunswick.—The elections are also progressing

in New Brunswick, and so far as known have resulted

in a decided victory for the late Government.

San Domingo.—The Madrid paper! of Saturday

publish a telegram from Cadiz, stating that

the Haytiana had invaded the territory of San

firmness, and on their having everywhere m«.nt «d

and
recei?ed bv the Emperor, to whom they pre-

The foUowing is the Emperoraddress.

^ which
<r^ed *tth satisfaction the dutiful readiness

bar.:H}^ .Estates JnStha representatives _

of Hungary

• «tatea* £"7J5«
an<* the representatives of the

to th* Af*me spirit the reply which !_

country

• ^ tUt*?** »PWt the reply whichil am about to

-^try.S^S* of the Diet, solely in the interest of the

"^2 a^otZ the F™™1 Sood of my people, I will give my
oon M posBible."

order and trancpiillity, notwithsUnding the jntnguesof

the old political parties. The Metropolitan has refnsed

tj vote against the Government.

Coast of AMic*v-Mr. Foote, her Kaies « Consul

at Lagos, died of fever at that place on the 2<th May,

afterthe attack on Porto Novo Eyo Honesty IL,

Kins of Old Calabar, died on the 22d May. Her

M,jeW's ship Falcon had captured the American slaver

Fliht, of Boston, with 554 slaves on board. The prize

waf at Sierra Leone on the 8th June. The Sunbeam,

belonging to the Niger expedition, was at Nun Ln cr

IvniA.-The Calcutta mail has arrived with news to

June 12. The follows «w t^^ta:-
Calcui -Mr. Laing sailed for Enfipena in

the 9th inat. , between tbe Nawah i

Bhmw*tpore.—A rnpture too!
•

P""*"-. on n*y 25th. The
Bhawnlpore and his minister Ahmed gg^onw^ ^^
miniater jrarrisoned his h<^ ^u"^ and overpowered the

The Xawab'e troops attacked tue "^Thj^i ftfffettntr nmnrA
minister, who, with two brothera, w» ^ #X-Nawnb
hand. Measure* will be taken to

gJJJ^ ^ pWvent inter-

« — csecls,

troops, had been despatehed from Havanmh.

cial affiurs at Havannah were in a bad condi a.

jJarltamrnt
HOUSE OF LORDS.

FRIDAY._7>u&Hc WotH in H -The Earl of SilAFTt*-

bdry moved an addreas to her Majeaty, aesddpf h«r that

their lordabir* had regarded with jrreat satis factton the

PTwress of public works in various p*rts of I ndia, and

Us^hing her Majesty that, wita a ^ooafarfarther

t^enenu n that eountry, ^ J^g* ^ ,
JE?7L

«"<££ -r*Xho«e M - wid^f- psessl^

-

oit tbe obrtosa ^r^^J^LT^ ^
oouttrwitkr. f works <t v™*"**^!^
»d aifwd that, hi the pty^jsssggste

off in the cotfrm mipfAj. the »«^ **f?I*fL

rSSZU •--***** tar tint «m saorfKr
.

»n w»?***"r

tAe
try Kka ledla,

end

«il nnderstood

w
rda

Unrariai
ister, propo-ses that negotiationfi

the

-*""»ier, proposes tuai ueg»»ci«.i,i«»° —--
"Pened with the deputation from the Hungarian Diet.

V^ARY.—The result of the Conferences which

^Pkce
wae idopti

Bhawulpore, and to m
ferenoe. w^atabad eXf***—* *°_ .

ifyrferafta<I.-The Nizam of H
J!*2se W* rohilstsif, 8a*ar

Renident Me determination ** ^fTTS* ainieter.

jang. He ha« rinee been reconeilea w bMken w. t
j
a

Bars*«A.~An insurrection w
^Tonkin, *• Aenssi. «»d *fc-

hamt. She ii «ipp<»«l to be .o"^ 1-— uMed,

5T^s^rssiSi^sss ^*n.

«*- ••'* ;js S'tis'So*—.— «*j-»
£J*tod«M.- ta^.—«"»* *»

mn 1

th of J • 1

KEEK.VjZT «tarf for tta,

ttader an Mnperta.

Bilit tel

Sttd be did

tMscre! or lew, em- yetf**Sa"S» fial* tn tbe faasjje- «yfj

ricken provmota, and the ••*

C

the

•sontry or thetsu

fortber ow*i«y

a •
uLeisl

ee ef m»
pMttinn ef India iteesf w..«ld

41c work- ia that eeeetiyat

the previous qaestsem, and t

A Mm ef
ef reUwsys

iv t tSJBBk that
of Una
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<»i AKiiVLL urg«u cuo uouie earl to wiihuraw uu iuoUou. —L
Haanfa instanced rho success of works of Irrigation in In

by reference to those n which he himself was acquainted,
and whose completion he predicted would yield Iran*
•turns upon the capital invested in thorn.—The Earl

vItcsbcrt expressed his satisfaction st the att

which had been made In - arse of the debate with regent
to the importance •>( the question, and intimated that in

these circumstances he had > • lection to withdraw hie
notion. The previous question was then agreed to.

Movdat —The Marquis of Clissicaroe wit -ew the
Qalmiy Harbour Bill, the packet contract having tern. meted —
V>rd Ltttixtos called attention lo the report of the Rl***tim
(hmmtMumer*. and asked whether the Government Intended t.»

propose any naeasuree, or t- uvuis a ttes tu
i

ifensnee of
the recommendations of the iVmrnlesionsrw in their able and

ruinous report—Earl Osawvills replied that those |«>rtioas
the recommendations which required legi*Utli»n to carry

them out had not yet been luffleten ly considers 1 by the
consequently they were not prepared with any
the subject. A minote of council on education I

would, however, he shortly drawn up i reference *o sneh or*

1

the recommendat ions as were of an administrative nature— I

Lord BapconaJ* expressed his approval of the report, and urged
the propriety of establishingatown and borough educational rals-

l *n extension of the system of InspectMn of m
schools.—The Duke of Nswcastis said that the Coma
had not dealt with ins osnetioo of iliUli i'i -mealIon.
eussequee*ce of having seen spoomtod chiosl y t» s
best ssssmoofjamnnjagnod isspresmg slssasnUry 1

•f the Commiminacrs. he sWed that ifcm iseitlsssesK^< »>— taitieariint tn isilginas use irtlini On the eoutrerr I

they were of opinion that isngfcm not ©ul* formed a materiel
clement, bat Uy at the basis of all sound education. -The
Maruum ef Soajtasrsv naoanead Ms tntentien to

future day the motion of which he had grren
to the sjflrs of the Dmckf e/ Medea t.-Lord Br.

expressed his gratification at hear,
ie hope that nltimstsl y the aimqels would drop
altogether. — The Joaaoarwa e/ bursas

(eVetland) Bill, the rental
> Juror, ( ffmai iastn ) Mil were read a ssoued time

The /m» Inn i if fnsannssf) MO was
In which the Bart of

ckdowx. the larl of EoListoa*. and other lords took part.
rmaa/rrfw ilm BiU arm rend a third

__ i tOarraad
reading of the But fmdm QmmeU Bi
the ifones of Gammon s, sad the objects endw|
""L*5 ***T «tpUii 1 1 -The iarl of aaxeun

•md hmsmtf sdveree to them ftiqsaul euaagus la the

. . l«lred by the necew.it r of ten
to be governed urons^ end for the people

ne wee of oaomon that the Bill was in its

»*«. .w sii.—%; »hn\—The Duke ef Am
«*t the BUI enVeted such Immaterial a*,,,*,,, In the
government of India that the MaUll I li ! ms ef theMan w»re sJtegether um
whatever m the tnasliii of the
jonnri' umi so far m it
?—**<* the former m the event
louulrs vigorous end
principle of the B wee the MipHslliiH in ef
^Mlpnsj end the iHirBiisaum eraemeally ef
ommisiiiismsij — Lnrd Ltvrmw *ie
of hnproving the workjam

"ft >t would hare been «u leieat to
Act oe-vning the aeneurs «4 the t^sUtrUTTMucnsV *

loo.—It- Fvrf of Dkkav neausen the
ronriery of gi vteg the proposed tneiease of power to the local

«fln The present Council needed remrmmg. se a Utile
ParliAmr-nt w^s wholly unsuired to the rugjo»inionts <

'Bam.— Earl Gsasviixs stated that
«y pnyicitr tojhe ja^eeedmge of the Coween m Ito axseotire
mpecity. The am wee I

TnrneTMT -The Jlsewf Jmmi was g\-**n hy
TV JVweai Anew - Urd Hafl

an 'Toremma which he had nmn in a

to

exp
n-

If

of 8* n

mi .. oj u«r JtAj«» • "rWMs n Autfiat
to he ennidently looked forward lo a. •

"mcuHng the neutrality and ladspasdmcs of the Ihriss C
federation." and whet her, penataic the aageeanneas referred

iu that M|ieeeh. the juulhw i I oani|istlen by rransn of

territories U sanctioned 'T k teional agreement
understanding between the guaranteeing Powers —ear II P« r

said he nnneidsn I the aaneaatlon of envoy to France as a /e»i

eneeipli . but. as ysgurnsd •- wiiaevlait V we w.re t A U» een>

aider the >iuesttun ef the neutralised tec r » publi. put

ew. Ho was md to admit that i eatAng ihn majmt with
•sitasrUii l tlor m <Jensenaisal he>i aessn with s»«*iu

an i .pint, and ae trusted they wwald anew i um u, the

annexation by rranm ef the whole uf Imvnv until the nshu ef
* * ttseriani had been aesineaiedfed by the _
uropc- If It were l-Aiie .Va^olem. • desire to aaae

»

had expssieaans a treaisaw .ith the aniujman. for

ra leaders la owitsnrtaad win were hggnVi Issjsthir hy tan
solemn pledges, end
how to Inspire eeery

of *dcofjot.--Lord Jons KlsslM I ana that

i Itahaa war. m I

la between the lam net ef the
Prime Mlalatsr ef the King of AortUte. by
heed out that. If the King ef tiardmsa ehenM he ill he
Anstru. sad the result shenM be u> gtw Lemharny sssi
Vaaetia lo hi Hsli, rmvoy sad JTlm were ls> he enesn to

sfthe wsx t

T

that as
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la answer to Mr. CaAwrosn, Mr. HGimohbi
apply the annual tvirplu arisiae
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Mr. B. CocssAJitmoTedthtttJssj

i the Reserved List by Order ofCo*
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of them oftosra, md calledma
jesthn The notkm wu Meagb
supported by Sir J. tu-Hmi,
the Cfsaim he bad beiorssptf,
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of retiremtQi being under the sah-
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wonM
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•s. Am^— nar.aTsiL^ *• *••
lVsm.s>r ef sserss emw A as

rwse/ AWsAs
ss>i a third time

to the

75S ff,?*"«
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"TT^vution to tne Bill till tho hour of adjourn-

W? 9CimTS«'i"wi*© «« w» read . third Urn.
menu *"*

^d passed. ^^ ^_ In to ^r
Thursday. J

«*
t Ha

.

d thafc th0 r)0naitic8 for delay

flowfAi*,
ljoro

^ flhi had nofc been enforced

B8^ «S Jitcritions had been made at the riiiggcNtion of

feause many
f£'

l™n*
VVGd full powers to impose fines

^ ^^wo^kor^proper materials. National Education.
forimperiecjwy ^ into Committee of Supply.
_0n the order of the <uy k ^ attention to the report
SirJ.PAKWGTONatsomoicnK

to the valuable informa-
of ^f^^^^S^^it^rM on the Important
tion and fU

™JJ£„ It was the Commissioners' opinion that
subject of education It ~Jf f tho pubHc grants shouli
a
supplemental 8> s^™'

c^ rnendod for that purpose a res.rt

be adopted and they'™*™™„
tablishment, in combination

*2 * CT of tocil Tnspcction and control. The deficiencies
therewith, ot '^ ™8^ k^ by a committee sitting in
of the present system ™[^rt n̂d locttl superintendence,
London, unassisted by local em°"

f kc$ whether lhe
could not ^J^Jj^^Xwiport of the Commia-

JeXTSSSderation during the recesa ;
but he.warned them

+w ?f tw nroceeded to legislate upon the basis of the Com-

SS^^^a^SdStoS thev would find the taak a moat

SfficXmc. The report stated that, of 900 OM children one-

fourth only received a satisfactory education ; that the m-

sfawtion was too ambitious, and too exclusively adapted

to the elder scholars, to the neglect of the others.

The House then went into Committee of Supply, when Mr.

Lowe moved a vote of 643.000/., the remainder of the educa-

tional
' grant. He explained that the estimate last year waa

70S 000/., and the number of children, 880,000 ; and this year

the estimate was 803,000/., and the number of children 962.000.

He then reviewed the criticisms of the Commissioners upon

the existing system, and said that, notwithstanding the faults

they had found with it, they nevertheless recommended its

continuance. Having given the question the utmost consider-

ation in their power, the Government had determined on
adopting certain alterations in details, with a view to the

improvement of the system, part of which would be shortly

embodied in a minute of the Privy Council, and the remainder
in the draft of a Bill to be laid on the table of the House-
Mr. Adderley expressed his satisfaction with this statement,

and after a discussion in which Sir G. Lewis, Mr. Puller, Mr.

Bainks, and Mr. Bruce took part, the vote waa agreed to.

Among the other votes, that for the R»yal Dublin Society raised

a short discussion, in which it was stated by Mr. Cardwell
that the Society had signified its desire to comply with the
wish of Parliament to admit the public to the Glasnevin
gardens on Sundays, and the money would be paid on that
condition.—Lord W. Graham moved the omission of 15.000/.

in the vote for Schools and Residences at South Kensington ; but
on an explanation from Mr. Lowe he withdrew the motion.

—

Mr. Cardwell in moving the vote for Public Education in
lnlxvnd, gave full details of the number of schools and of
scholars (amounting to 804,000, of which 608,000 were Roman
Catholics), the classes of which they consisted, and the nature
of the instruction the pupils received, explaining the prin-
ciples of mixed education m the schools. He insisted that the
results of the system had established a just claim to the confi-
dence of the people of Ireland and to the support of Parliament.
An animated discussion followed, which waa interrupted by
the Chairma.v being ordered to report progress. The House
then went into Committee upon the Salmon and Trout
fisheries Bill, the .clauses of which were agreed to after a Ioor

^ajctte of tije <L&*eek*

GooDwin. Manchester, Auctioneer and General Dealer-J. Geekk, Swan-
•ea. (.laiuorKaiialiire, Licensed Victualler — G. Hobksbt, *N est Front,
KiniCRland I lace. .Southampton. Oaafittcr and Engineer - J. I bbott.
fcoiiienbam. Huntingdonshire, Builder—T. Lbkbs, Korwood, Sumy. Con-
tractor-T. L Moil, Kd Kware Road. Jeweller-H. P. Ovbbdbh, Maidstone,
Kent. I»r*per (and not Dealer *nd Chapman only, as before advertised)—W.
rABNUAM, ItottinKhMin, Licensed Victualler and Dealer in Tobacco-C.
«.?"• mT ." , StHfford«»'»re. Butcher -J. E. Shiiurd. Bristol. British
Wine Manufacturer- NV. B. Shbitkvb and C. Shbbbvs. Burton upon-
Ir.-nt. Butldrre-L. SoLOHOB, Undon Wall, City, Cap Manufacturer and
TriiiiuiiiiK Seller-T. Wilson. Clarerley, Hhrops ire, Saddler— tt. Wilson,
Leeds, Flax Spinner.
BANKRUPTCY ANNULLtD-J. Collibb, Menston, Yorkshire, Top

Maker
PKIDAY -BANKRUPTS- J. O. Anobews, Charles Street. ITatton

Garden, Middlesex. Licensed Victualler — J. W. Bestow, -un Street,
Bi*hopspat-. Picure Frame Maker-J. BBAiMB.!Methl"y. Yorkshire. Grocer.
Joiner, and Parmer -1. Biuws, late of Brabant .Court. I'hilpot Lane. City,
Wine Merchant -P. Brown, Paddinuton Green, and West Place. Islington
Green. Middlesex, Lead snd Glass Merchant -J. Bbuton, Hereford, Dealer
in Corn. Chandler, Wood and Manure Dealer—C. Cocbatmb. Cannock
Chase Burnt* ood, Staffordshire,: Builder and Licensed Victualler— E.
Dvfbieb, Kuston Hoad, and Gordon Square, Gas Metre, Stove, and Bath
Manufacturer— K. Hall, Great Warley, Essex, Army Clothier and Tailor—
J. P. Inolbpew, Brighton, Coal Merchant and Furniture Dealer— A. P.

possible, on the same tooting as the Volunteers.
resolutions were unanimously adopted and will be
embodied in a memorial to be presented by the chairman
to the Duke of Somerset.

International Exhibition op 1862.^Mr. Macliae
R.A., has received instructions from the Royal Com-
missioners to prepare a design for a prize medal. The
Commissioners have applied to MM. Auber, Meyerbeer
and Rossini for three new musical compositions,

destined to represent France, Germany, and Italy, to

be performed at the opening of the Exhibition. M.
Rossini has declined the invitation on the ground that

he no longer belongs to the musical world, but
M.M. Auber and Meyerbeer have accepted it. The
Commissioners have requested the following gentlemen
to act as a committee in connection with the Class of

Agricultural and' Horticultural Machines and Imple-
ments :—the Earl of Clancarty, the Earl of Erne,
Lord Talbot de Malahide, Lord Portman, James

13anfe of ©nglatVO.

Notes iisued • • •• ••

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
£'20,421,435 |

Government Debt ..

Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver Bullion .. MI

% •

*•

o •

jen.ois.no

,

3,034,900
,

I0.77l.43o

4CS5.121.439

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

4e2S.42l.43a

Proprietors' Capital.. ..

Rest
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Eiebeqner, Savings
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and DiTi-
dend Aeeta.)

Other l'epo«'ts

Seren aar Bad other bills

llthaayof Juir.iMi.

4fl4.SS3.000

£,344,194

3.255.613

13.9I4.S9S

616 192

JHLHS

Government Securities
(including Dead Weight
Annuity) ,. A 9.616,!

Other Securities .. .. 19,900.501

Notes 5,263.940

Gold and Silver Coin .. 902.864

4r3S.683.597

M. MARSHALL. Chief Cssnier.

discussion.

rRIDAY.—rarochial and Burgh Schools < Scotland) BUL—Tb*
|

House went into Committee on tfls Hill, the clauses of which '

were agreed to with some verbal amendments. IrremovabU i

Toor Bill.—The Committee resumed the coosidsration of this
BUI, and the provision moved on a previous occasion by Sir J.
Pakington to be added to clause 9.—Mr. Hf.nlet moved that
the chairman report progress. On a diviskn . the motion was
negatived by 115 to 3.J.—Mr. Peacock* moved that the
chairman leave the chair. On a division, tho motion was
negated by 104 to 24. r Uft Bitting. 1

Metropolis an» ftg Yficinitjh

The Queen's Birthday.—Wednesday being the

day appointed for the celebration of her Majesty's

birthday, was observed as a general holiday in the

metropolis and the outports, and with the usual

military and naval salutes. In the evening her

Majesty '8 Ministers and the great officers of State gave

the usual full-dress banquets in honour of the day; the

Duchess of Wellington gave a grand reception as

Mistress of the Robes; and the club-houses and other

public buildings were brilliantly illuminated.

Attempted Murder by a. French Nobleman.—
The Morning Post of Thursday contained the following

paragraph :
—" A very painful story is current, which

we trust is not well founded. A foreigner, well known
in English society, \* suid to have attempted to murder

Stirling, Esq., C.E.; H. S.Thompson, Esq., M.P. ; and
Professor Wilson. The Commissioners have requested
the following gentlemen to act as a committee in

connection with Educational Works and Appliances :—
The ;Right Hon. C. B. Adderley, M.P. ; Right Hon.
W. Cowper, M.P. ; Sir John Acton, Bart., M.P. ; B»
W. Lingen, Esq. ; the Dean of Hereford, the Dean of

Christ Church, the Master of Trinity, Rev. Dr. Temple,

Rugby ; the Rev. B. M. Cowie, Harry Chester, Esq.

;

Rev. S. Clark, Rev. F. C. Cook, J. G. Fitch, Esq.;

E. Hamilton, Esq. ; Dr. Hooker, Rev. M. Mitchell, W.
Portal, Esq. ; J. S. Reynolds, Esq. ; Rev. W. Rogers,

Philip L. Sclater, Esq.; and the Rev. A. Wilson. The
Commissioners have requested the following gentlemen

to act as a committee for sanitary appliances in connee-

|
tion with the Class of Civil Engineering, Architectural

Machines, and Building Contrivances:—The Earl of

Shaftesbury, Viscount Ebrington, the Lord Bishop of

Bath and Wells, the Lrord Mayor, Sir Morton Peto,

Bart., M.P.; John F. Campbell, Esq.; E. Chadwick,

Esq.; B. C. W. Fairbairn, Esq., LL.D. ; Captain D.
Galton, R.E. ; G. Godwin, Esq., F.R.S. ; Philip Holland,

Esq.; Owen Jone3, Esq.; Dr. Letheby, John Simon,

Esq., F.R.S. ; R. Rawlinson, Esq., C.E. ; A. Strutt, Esq»

;

Dr. Sutherland, M.D. ; and T. Twining, Esq.,jun. The
Commissioners have requested the following gentlemen

to act on a committee in connection with the Class of

Chemical Substances and Products:—W. T. Brande,

Esq., F.R.S. ; Warren De la Rue, Esq., LL.D.;
Professor Faraday ; Thos. Graham, Esq., F.R.S.;

Dr. A. W. Hofmann, LL.D.; Dr. W. A. Miller, M.D.;
Dr. Lyon Play fair, C.B.; Dr. Theophilus Redwood,
LL.D.; and Dr. J. JSteuhouse, LL.D. ^^^^^^^^MM
M. Blondin made his tenth appearance at the Crystal

We
1C-

CTttp fntriligmcr.
Mexican Bondholders.—A deputation of Mexican

bondholders had an interview with Lord John Kussell
on Monday at the Foreign Office, on the subject of the
Mexican debt. The deputation was introduced lay Mr.
Kobertson, M.P., who stated that the* were three
Pomts the deputation wished to urge on his lordshio;
nrst, the restoration of the 660,000 dollars which had
oeen abstracted ; second, the enforcement of the arrange-
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Money at at,
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: Friday.—British Funds i Con-

7th of A„JLr ** for Monev. and 901 to 5-16 for the

supposed to have been unable to pay over to him. \

withhold the name, in the hope that a speed v contrad

tion may be given to this almost impossible statement

1 he same journal yesterday gave full details of the

attempt, stating that the noblemnn in question was

Baron de Vidil, who married in 1835 Miss Susannah

Jackson, co-heiress of a wealthy Hertfordshire gentle-

man ; and that the attempt on his son's life was made

in a 'lane near Orleans House, Twickenham, as they

were returning on horseback from a visit to the ex-

Queen of the French at Claremont. The Morning Post

adds that the Baron has fled to France, and that several

detective officers are on his track.

Public Library por the City.—A meeting was

held on Thursday in Guildhall, under the presidency

of the Lord Mayor, for the purpose of determining

whether the Public Libraries and Museum Act should

be adopted in the City of London. After a long dis-

cussion the motion for the adoption of the Act was

negatived by a large majority

traordinary teats, turning

wards and forwards, walking in a sack, and wheeling

a barrow filled with a figure of ** Mr. Punch," which by
on ingenious arrangement of strings was made to bow
and wave its hands, so that from the floor of the

Palace it actually seemed a living figure. In addition

to this he gave some displays which taxed the

spectators' nerves even to look at them, such as drop-

ping on his stomach on the rope, striking out as if

swimming, hooking his foot over the cord, and so hang-

|
ing down from the giddy height, head foremost. As a

wind-up he ran swiftly backwards along the rope, and

then crossed it on stilts amid tremendous cheers. On
Wednesday after running along the rope from the

centre to the south mast, he bandaged his eyes and

enveloped himself in a sack, aud thus accoutred started

back, making many feints of slipping on his way. On
arriving opposite the centre transept he placed his feet

in baskets, and his legs and arras in chains, and in this

condition made his way to the north mast. He there

took off his shackles, and seizing his pole ran swiftly

Royal Nayal Reserve.—A public meeting of back ^ Btopping a t intervals to stand on his head, or to

shipowners, commanders, officers, and others ot the - ...-..*.
mercantile service was held on Tuesday at the London

Tavern, to consider the regulations issued by the

turn a somersault or two for a rest ; then fastening his

pole to the rope he performed some of his most perilous

, ~ ,
feats, such as hanging by his legs and arms, or by one

Government under which masters and mates of
; j^ ^ turmUg over aT1a ver on the rope many times. He

merchant vessels may be enrolled as officers of the
wiPi give a gpeciai performance this afternoon.—Since

Royal naval reserve, and also how owners, masters, - - -
*

New Three n*; n
ee *** Cents. Reduced, 89J to § ;

ties, 1885 if,,"18" 89* to }; Thirty Years' Annui-

to99i- Ditrnf ? ; Indian Five per Cent. Stock, 99

DebA f0r Acct- ox> *~ a . n;rf« Pnnr ner Cent.Four per Cent.^entuZ ,rZ \CCt" 99 to | ;
Ditto _ . .

fcnU., 49n h
6
h ^-—Foreign: Austrian Five per

A)res Six '.frT [^ 0,d Five per Cents., 99; Buenos

Balf Per"(4„I.
^k., for Acct., 88; Dutch Two and a

tificates inn ii
*» exdiv-5 Ditto Four per Cent, Cer-

far Acct 2W. exican Three per Cents., 22i ;
Ditto,

46* to 1.7 ; P°rtuguese Three per Cento., 1853,

VnishUn,' ; I)itto
»

for Acct " ^ ex div * J

€x div • rv .

eferred Three per Cents., for Acct., 41,

**r Cent T iJ^ttefc'* Certificate*, 5* to f ; Turkish Six

% Ditto i?
'
for Arct.,61J to |; Ditto, 100/. Bonds,

for
Acct i01

marauteed Four per Cents., 100i ; l>^to,

and others can most effectually assist the Government

in procuring the number ot seamen required for the

same force. Mr. W. S. Lindsay, M.l\. presided, and the

meeting was addressed by Captains Height, Congleton.

Kyle, Evans, Mangles, Wright, Irwel I. and Thatcher,

Mr. Jackson, Mr. Green, Mr. Bramley Moore, and

Admiral Hamilton, all of whom ^Pressed ^the

feeling that the officers in the merchan service

should co-operate with the Government, but that

thev ought to be equal and not rank after the

lieutenants and sub-lieutenants, and ^J^SUZ
posed restrictions as to qualifications must be

^»J«£K first resolution ass,rted thatyuMJP^g £
form a national reserve, and that *w "»X "»«! " there wa., an offer to

,

pbc;«£-«'
nrowr footing The next resolut.on «f

re**"

^nTon that tie rank, of lieutenant and ^tenant

will be accepted by masters and mates f they ropg

equality with the corres (londu.g ranks w *

Nuw and that they shall not have to serve nnoe y

our last notice he has made four ascents at Liverpool

from the gardens of the Zoological Society, where in

addition to his other extraordinary performances, he

wheeled a young lion belonging to the Society, weighing:

upwards ot 60 lbs., across the rope, the wind blowing a

complete tempest the whole of the time. On the 3d

inst he appeared at Cheltenham ; on Monday and

Tuesday last he exhibited at Aaton Park, Birmingham,

in the presence of 80,000 persons, and on Thursday

appeared at the Malvern Hills.

The Kensington Ride.—A deputation on the

subiect of the horse ride in Kensington Garden* Us**

an interview with Lord Pal.nerston on Monday to pre-

sent the resolutions agreed to at a numerously attended

meeting held in the Vestry Hail, Kensington, on the 1st

"st Mr. Russell Gurney, Q.O, Recorder of London, in

the chair. These resolutions expressed the regret and
i
sur-

prise of the meeting at a renewal of the horse ride in Ken-

s

P
| gtou Gardens, Mr. Cowper, the First Co«nj»<"«;5

fflS* having stated last year that he should be guided

by public opinion as to the maintenance or removal of

the ride, and public opinion having answered this chai*
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lenge by a petition against the innovation, sigued by

upwards of 43,000 persons of all classes.

Indian Famine Relief Fund.—At the last meet-

ing of the Committee held at the Mansion House it

was reported that the total amount received had been

107,585*. 75. 6<Z., of which 104,500Z. had been remitted

to India, It was resolved that the subscription list

should be closed, and that if any amounts should here-

after be received they should be sent out, always

leaving a balance of 150*. in hand. A vote of thanks

was given to the Lord Mayor, sub-committee, and

officers for the efficient manner in which they had

-discharged the duties imposed upon them.

Murderous Affray in Northumberland Street.

—Yesterday morning, shortly before 12 o'clock, some

consternation was occasioned in Northumberland Street,

Strand, by the report of pistols, and a loud outcry on

the first floor of No. 16, occupied by Mr. Roberts,

army agent. It appears that Major Murray had called

upon Mr. Roberts respecting some money transactions

which had passed between them, when an altercation

took place, in which Mr. Roberts fired two pistols at

Major Murray, and inflicted two bullet wounds in the

neck. Major Murray, although thus wounded, finding

that Mr. Roberts had locked the door and was in

possession of another pistol, seized, it is said, the poker

and tongs, and commenced a fierce onslaught on his

assailant, inflicting the most fearful blows over the

head and face, so as to thoroughly disarm him, and

render him insensible. Both gentlemen are now in

Charing Cross Hospital in charge of the police.

The Great Fire.—A public announcement was made

an Saturday by the officials of the Fire Brigade that

the great fire in Tooley Street had at last been ex-

tinguished, and that nothing but smoke and steam

arising from the water poured on the heated ruins

remained. Unfortunately the announcement was pre-

mature, for between Saturday night and Sunday

morning a sudden outbreak of the flames took place in

the immense vaults under the wharves. Some explo-

sions also occurred in the course of the day, but the

flames in the course of Monday were so effectually

extinguished that the floating engines were removed

after having been at work without cessation for more

than a fortnight.—On Monday afternoon Mr. Serjeant

Payne held an inquest on the few charred bones of

Mr. Scott, which were found under the ruins on Friday.

Mr. O'Connor, partner of the unfortunate gentleman,

identified the watch and chain, and a surgeon identified

the bones as those of a human being recently killed.

The jury found that the remains were those of Mr.

ScDtt, and that he came to his death accidentally by

the falling of a wall at the fire.

Batswatrr. Road Tramway.—At the adjourned

meeting of the Metropolis Road Commissioners in

reference to this tramway on Friday, it was resolved,

bj a large majority, that the present tramway should

be removed and the road restored to its original state.

The Commissioners gave Mr. Train to the 4th of

October to carry out their directions.

Cht/rch-bates in Camberwell.—A hard-fought

contest on the subject of a church-rate has just been

decided in the parish of Camberwell, where party feeling

among Churchmen and Dissenters runs unusually high.

A rate of 2d. in the pound was asked to repair the

parish church, m accordance with a report of Mr. Gilbert

Scott, the architect. A poll of the parish, excepting

certain districts which had become separate parishes by
the operation of law, was begun on Monday, and con-

tinued without intermission from 8 o'clock in the

morning till 8 in the evening, when the senior church-

warden declared the result to be,—For the rate, 981

;

against it, 873; majority in favour of the rate, 108.

The Journeymen Bakers.—The Secretary of State

having appointed Mr. Seymour Tremenhere as a Commis-
sioner to inquire into the condition of the operativejour-

neymen bakers, the commission was opened on Monday.
Five delegates attended from London, with others from
Bath, Bristol, Salford, Manchester, and Liverpool.

After the petition to the House of Commons praying
for the redress of their grievances, and complaining of
the number of hours they were obliged to work, had
"been read, evidence was given of the number of hours
worked in the trade, varying from 18 to 22 daily,
while in many shops the working hours were from
Thursday night till Saturday night without inter-
mission, the average wages being from 16s. to ISs. per
week. A list of about 20 bakehouses, in a most frightful

•condition, having been handed in, the Commissioner
said, that before proceeding with the inquiry, he should
personally visit the bakehouses named, and should
also get the number of youths employed under 18 years
of age.

^
Mr. Edwtn James.—It was reported a few days

since that Mr. Edwin James embarked for Quebec last

week in the Great Eastern, on his way to New York, to
«eek a new fortune in the United States. It appears
that there was no foundation for the rumour. He was
married on Tuesday at the British Embassy in Paris to
Mrs. Hilliard, a rich widow, whose income is settled to
ker own use ; and after the wedding they left Paris,
but not for America.
Scafpold Accident.—A serious accident took place

on Monday in Great Cumberland Street, immediately

had been removed, and a new and very heavy cornice

erected in its place. The materials consisted of bricks,

tiles, and cement. It is supposed that the ram of

Saturday and Sunday soaked into the mass and

destroyed the binding qualities of the cement. On

Monday morning shortly before 11 the coping fell

forward upon the scaffold and carried all before it, the

poles snapping under the weight. A man named

William Moore and his two sons were precipitated to

the ground with its fragments. Moore fell upon the

spikes of the railing below, which entered his side below

the ribs, and causing blood to flow profusely. He was

released from his horrible position and conveyed to the

hospital, where it was ascertained that he had also frac-

tured his leg. His eldest son, 20 years of age, has a

bail for

[July
1^ j^

dislocated collarbone and a broken leg, besides other

injuries. The other sou, who is a boy of 10, has

sustained injuries still more severe, and lies at the

hospital in a perfectly insensible state. The father

died on Thursday, and little hope is entertained ot the

recovery of the two sons.

Fatai Boiler Explosions.—Shortly before 6 o clock

on Thursday the 4th inst., the boiler of the engine at

the factory of Messrs. Tubbs, Lewis & Co., manufacturers

of india-rubber webbing, &c, Wilmer Gardens, Hoxton,

suddenly exploded. About 50 persons, men, women,

and children, are employed at the works, and the time

of commencing their work is 6 o'clock. Only seven of

them had assembled when the explosion took place,

all of whom were seriously scalded, one of them so

severely that he died in six hours. At the inquest on

Saturday after a long sitting the jury signified their

wish to hear some person who was present when the

occurrence took place ; and also, that some scientific

gentleman should examine the boiler, and make a report

on the cause of the accident. The proceedings were ac-

cordingly adjourned. On Wednesday morning a large

boiler connected with the manufactory of Mr. Minchin,

near Victoria Park, exploded, causing a great destruc-

tion of property, and in one instance loss of life, with

serious injury to a number of persons. Unfortunately

the people were all at work when the disaster occurred,

and were with difficulty rescued from their perilous

situation. An ad joining factory, the property of Mr.

Spill, was also much damaged.
The Public Health.—-The Registrar-General's

Weekly Return states that the total number of deaths

in the week that ended Saturday, July 6, was 1043.

The average number in the corresponding weeks of

the 10 years 1851-60, corrected for increase of popula-

tion, was 1129; the present return is therefore 86

below the average. During the week the births of

870 boys and 877 girls—in all, 1747 children, were

registered in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks

of the years 1851-60 the average number was 1509.

Probincial
Bradford.—At the Court House on Monday Mr.

William Randall Mackley, surgeon, of Great Horton,

was charged before the borough magistrates with

having wilfully made and uttered a false certificate

of the cause of the death of Martha Curtis, his house-

keeper, who died at his house on the morning of the

25th ult. under circumstances of suspicion. It appeared

that Mr. Mackley is 32 years of age and unmarried,

and that the decased, who was 30 years old, had for a

long time lived with him as his housekeeper. No
third person dwelt in his house. On the morning of

the 26th ult. deceased died after an illness of four days.

Mr. Mackley was her only medical attendant ; but her

mother and sister were present when she expired, and

they deposed to the kindness with which she was

treated by the prisoner. The parents of deceased living

at Wilsden, near Bingley, a few miles from Bradford,

her corpse was removed there in a coffin at night by

desire of her family, and interred in the Wesleyan

Chapel burial-ground in that village. The prisoner gave

a certificate that death was caused by enteritis after four

days' illness. Private communications were subsequently

made to the Home Secretary, the result of which was a

coroner's inquest, followed by the exhumation of the

body :md its inspection by the surgeons, who found
that deceased had died from peritonitis, and that from
four to six days before her death she had been delivered
of a child of five or six months' growth. It also

appeared on inquiry that the prisoner, in the certificate

he had given prior to her interment, had represented
her to have died on the 23d of June, whereas her death,

as previously stated, did not take place until the 26th.

A portmanteau belonging to the prisoner was found in

a garret of his house containing the under clothing worn
by deceased at the time of her confinement. There was,
however, no proof that the prisoner was aware of her
having had a child, and the surgeons for the prosecution
admitted that in that case he might have mistaken
peritonitis for enteritis. For the defence Dr. Macturk,
of Bradford, deposed that if the disease progressed to

death, whether it commenced with enteritis or

peritonitis, the one would pass into the other both
ways. He did not think it possible for a person to die

of either disease without both being present. He should
not blame any one for giving this certificate. Some

\Z\a {
"M "ypearance.—On Tu^w~^^held by order of the Secretarv of \£m

"3*

James Field, surgeon, of Dudley ffil\J?1?**on the 17th June Mr. MacldevStL^
best mode of procuring to^tu^*same time that he had made various ItJ>1young woman he had with chnTS^?^
evidence in corroboration, the jury ^tQ^vV^? died from the effectTtfllwhich Mr. Mackley used to procar a^'
wT,Va,

,
d thafc the verdi<*—ftWilful Murder The chief constable of Brlithe accused into custody about midnight oT*on the authority of the Coroner's warrant.
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'~™« lw™* ^ the screw corvet*
snake, 21 guns, took place at this dockyard onk
afternoon, with complete success. The RattJ
one of the largest of the class of 21-uu
vettes, and is 1623 tons.

°

Reigate.—On Monday the German who*
prehended on suspicion of being one of the aa
of Mrs. Holliday, at Kingawood, was broarih
the magistrates of this town for farther exar-
AIthough he had given the name of Auyutt^
his real name was believed to be Johann Cad
and it was supposed that he was the oirneT of u»
and papers which were found in the room inW
crime was committed. Witnesses were examined

identified him as one of the men wbo were sees

neighbourhood on the day before the murder, ti
cord with which his bundle was fastened was i(

the maker as part of the same ball trom which

was taken with which the legs of the murdered

were tied. The prisoner then made a long

the effect that the property in possession of tkjst

his property, that he is the person described

i

document, and that his name is in reality J?hs Cr

Franz. He further stated that, while tuf-

t-he company of two German sailors, thejnfc

of a bundle containing his clothes and them
question, that the men who robbed him mot k

murderers of the unfortunate woman, and intfci

the articles referred to were taken to the \m\

leadina: to suspicion being fastened upon him, i

was entirely innocent, this statement was

the prisoner, after which he was again i

On Wednesday a communication was receiv,

Foreign Office from Dresden to the effect th,

left Konigstein, in Saxony, in April last, sua *

time nothing has been heard of him there; that ill

an indifferent character ; and that he bad I*

custody before. Another person sospecfed «
*J

concerned in the murder has been tatim

Driffield, in the East Riding of Yot^W
seen by persons from Reigate, he w»w»»*»|

man wanted.
Trentham.—On Monday morning i wffj

excursionists left Crewe for Trentham 1
ar^i

the Duke of Sutherland, where they ;';'«

variety of sports until 4 o'clock, when aW* r

storm came on, accompanied by torrents
.^

showers of hailstones, which in^ waT^
the entire surface of the park. A\ hen™T^
a number of persons ran for rielt*

"J yrfT
noble elms which stud the park- inej •

there a few minutes when a flash oi ug

seven of the party senseless to iw

remainder of those who were un
?f™ ^ *l

fied from the spot, and a consideiabte ^
before any one would venture near. ^
the least timid approached, ana, ou

^
-

unfortunate people who were ljiog
: ^j

discovered that one of them, a 7^**
Crewe, 'named Roe, was quite oeau, ^
remainder were perfectly "!

n̂

SlWf>
removed with all the expedition v^^^^H

Trentham Inn, and medical aia,

^
delay, was procured. Some of tue ^^
tained serious injuries, but it is n *

recover.

opposite the Marble Arch. A house taken by General evidence was given for the defence as to the deceased
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sojourn of her Majesty. It is also^^#

Sir De Lacy Evans was undergoing thorough repair, a
scaffold, consisting of six stages and 50 feet in height,
naving been erected in front of it. The old parapet

having suffered from a stomach complaint and consti-

pation. Ultimately the magistrates determined to

commit Mr. Mackley for trial, but consented to accept
j
displays havin

in the neighbourhood. It
JJ
exp**^ #k<[

will arrive in Killarney on Monday ^ nj#T

,
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"~Mi5er of the County, has also published an

tBJoii.inp the brethren not to have any demon-

<m the 12tb.

UriDiB Br Poisottcnc —A brother and sister,

*££U 'nd Bridget Griffin
'

e
?
e

S -;mSLd (or trial at the ensuing assizes of Clonmel

ETcrime of administering poison to their late

. James Griffin, of Cullen, in that county. Dr

o of Dublin, has deposed that the stomach ot

contained arsenic in sufficient quantity to

ktb.
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rn Athibsxosb Accident.-Two action, were

&i the 29th ult against the London and Wh-
W-MT. Com^y for damages for injuries received m

feSent at Athentone on the 16th November last,

SS a cattle train being shunted at the time when

£?U Office and passenger train was due at that

Stion, which resultediuthe deaths ot several persons

«d In aerioas injuries to many others. Among the

Utter we Mr. Hill and Mr. Laughton, both clerks in

tW Post Office, and plaintiffs in the present actions.

«ne former, whose case was tried in the Court of

Kicheqoer, obtained a verdict with 1501. damages; and

the Utter in the Court of Common Pleas obtained a

[ict with 275/. damages. Two other actions by

[gsatlemen in the service of the Post Office, arising out

a* the tame circumstances, were settled without the

'la rcntinn of a jury. On the 2d inst. another action was

kooght ngainst the Company in the Court of Exche-

qmbj Mr. Collins Ray Brown, a gentleman 39 years

of age, and a p.trtner in the firm of Brown and
j

Mackendo], auctioneers at Glasgow, for injuries received
j

by bim in the same accident, when the jury by consent

jftvned a verdict for the plaintiff with 1300/. damages. '

*
0)J*J

** *

US*

i

2.aui.

Cocet of Cbanceby.—Ca&irt v. The Victoria Station and
rmlko Railway Company.—The suit was instituted by the

Iraatasfi of the will of the late Mr. Thomas Cubitt, for the

purpose of obtaining the declaration of the Court that, accord-

ing to the trne construction of the Victoria Station and Pimlico

Railway Act, 1858, the defendants, the Victoria Company and
tht Brighton Company, are respectively bound to cover in the
nflway with a roof on the north east or station side of Eccleston

Bridgs to the extent of at least 30 yards from that side of the
bridge, and to enclose the railways so as to prevent the escape
of snoke, vapour, and noise, on the said bridge and the
approaches thereto from the railway passing thereunder. The
aifTUMDta in the case turned entirely upon the construction
of the company'* act. The Vice-Chancellor gave judgment
substantially in favour of the plaintiffs, but without costs on

Com or Qitxdt'b Bench.—Sittings in Banco at West-
miBMUr.—(Before Lord Chief Justice Cockburn and Justices
Wightaum, Onomptou, and Blackburn).— The Queen v. Charles-
wenk.—ln this case tin* defendant was indicted at the York
•Me, before Mr o YliU , for bribery at the Wakefield
auction. An important witness, named Fernandez, refused

the questions put to him, and was committed for

pt of court The Solicitor-General then stated that he
oa^unable to make out the case for the prosecution, and

' to have the jury discharged. The judge acceded to the
ition. and accordingly discharged the jury. On the part

•itoiofence, it was contended that under the circumstances

JWg* had no power to discharge the jury, and ought to
sandtfected a verdict of acquittal to be entered. The case

f^00 of. T?Lemployed M » domestic servant, for the IPurpose of robbery, and on the prosecutrix attempting to rive '

an alarm, the prisoner made a most savage attack upon he?with a knife and a chopper, and inflicted injuries fronTwhich
it was almost miraculous that she recovered. The jury found
the prisoner Guilty, and Mr. Justice Wigntman ordered
sentence of Death to be recorded, with an intimation that the
extreme sentence would be commuted to one of penal servi-
tude for life. George QuiUer, ii, William Lvnty, 21, and
Frederick Mrugnell, the prisoner who had just been convicted,
were then placed at the bar to take their trial for the robberv
committed m the house of Mr. Higgins. The jury
found all rhe prisoners Guilty. Mr. Justice Wightman,
after observing upon the very grave character of the offence,
sentenced Quilter and Liney to five years' penal servitude.
No further sentence was passed upon the other prisoner.
The Alleged Murder at King's Cross.—Jane Paltthorpe, 37, was
indicted for the wilful murder of her childThomasPalethorpe, by
poisoning it with laudanum. The circumstances of this case
will be frej>h in the recollection of our readers. The prisoner,
who had been deserted by her husband, had vainly endeavoured
to support herself and family by needlework, and having
become utterly destitute, had purchased laudanum and
administered Bome of it to each child and taken the remainder
herself. When discovered she was in a state of unconscious
ness ; one of the children died aoon afterwards, and the rest
recovered. It was suggested for the defence that, as there was
no evidence of malice, the probability was that t-he merely
administered the laudanum with a view to induce sleep. The
judge, in summing up, said that they must either convict the
prisoner of wilful murder or acquit her altogether, and if they
had any doubt as to the intention with which the laudanum was
administered, they would be justified in acquitting the pri-

soner. The jury, after a short deliberation, returned a verdict
of Not Guilty. Attempted Child Murder.—Ellen Connor, 24,

married woman, was indicted for feloniously attempting to
suffocate her infant child, with the intent to kill and murder
him. The prisoner was lodging in the Caledonian Road,
Islington, and moans of a child being heard, some women in

the house went into the room, and found the child with a
piece of rag stuffed into its mouth ; its life, however, was
fortunately saved. The Jury found her Guilty, and recom-
mended her to mercy. His lordship, in passing sentence, told

the prisoner she had had a very narrow escape of being tried

for her life; and after some remarks on the enormity of the

crime, ordered her to be kept in penal servitude for 15 years.

Fraudulent Bankruptcy.—James Denny Chapman, warehouse-
man, pleaded guilty to two indictments, one charging him
with not surrendering to pass his examination at the
Bankruptcy Court, and the other with embezzling and
secrecing a portion of his goods. He was sentenced to four

years' penal servitude. David Bassett, corn-merchant, of

Uxbridge, was charged with unlawfully obtaining goods
within three months of his bankruptcy, and also with
obtaining money by false pretences. The latter counts,

however, were withdrawn, the judge having expressed
an opinion that they were unsupported by evidence. The
prisoner was acquitted, and verdicts of Not Guilty were taken
upon several other indictments. The Commercial Bank Frauds.—
John Durden and James Bolcroft were indicted for stealing

several sums of money the property of the Commercial Bank.
The jury were unable to agree to a verdict on the first indict-

ment, and on the second the Crown consented to a verdict of

acquittal for Holcroft. Port-Office Robberies.—Harry Lock, William

George Bunting, and Thomas George Smith, three post-office

letter carriers, were convicted of stealing letters containing

valuable property. The two former were sentenced to three,

and the latter to four years' penal servitude.

tion. The nucleus, instead of being hollow like tbe
half of an egg-shell, like most of the ooaaets already
observed, presents the appearance of a sua composed of
fireworks, the beut rays cf which burn in the —^
sense. The tuft is eccentric, and composed of six curved
and radiant branches, each not more than a minute in
length. The comet in these and other particulara
resembles none hitherto observed, and it is not yet
determined whether it is periodical or not. It is

rapidly moving away from the earth, and astronomers
will only be able to follow it for a month longer. Mr.
Hind expresses his belief that in the course of Sunday
week the earth passed through the tail of the comet
at a distance of perhaps two-thirds of its length from
the nucleus.

., argued at considerable length upon a rule to enter
"Wgment for the defendant, and the court had deferred

28R?L The Lord Chief Justice now gave judgment to theWt that the rule must be discharged. He did not consider

2r«5
r Justice E" 1

. in discharging the jury, had exceeded
SMite of his judicial authority, or that the discharge of the
£#«perated virtually as an acquittal of the defendant. He
y"g» the Court ought not to interfere in the present stage

5JJJ
Proceedings, and if on the second trial the defendant

JJJ"ttnfortunately be found guilty, he could move in arrest
*£J«»ent or bring his writ of error. The other Judges con-

SSSi ,2 rulewa8 discharged. Queen v. The Inhabitants of

J2~*»
{carriage wiUi a Deceased Wife's Niece).—This was a

^a" t° the settlement of a pauper, and involved the question

•TaomSf
1^6 with a decease<* wile's niece, the daughter

Chief JwKi"
1^ 8tster

-
was a lawful marriage. The Lord

—*-*- iSJS
m dellvering judgment, said that the united

max *

<

l?
Urt was that the marriage was not lawful, and

*b* sailsr 1L the "dement failed. The illegitimacy of

*oaldb7, ^t^ affect the question, and they thought it

•sart eXif? j
1"*1"1 8candal if it were supposed that the

"Xttfciitv i?
n
5Vor * moment the opinion that legal con-

nate /m.^T °" to ^ural consanguinity, was necessary

Wer« sbun^!7
1*gQ

u
Withm the Prohibited degrees bad. There

*>say th»* »v
auihoritie8 upon the point ; but it was sufficient

*ae/aSilS
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.

lrt repudiated the doctrine that the illegiti-
^jL «*M

l

the invalidity of a marriage within the prohibited

&*£ or <§£
ent

SP*81 tbe settlement.
*** Special ?

MoN
,

Pl'EAS—(Before Lord Chief Justice Erie
*r***!u^l^

Tj''~ T''rnbuUy
- Bird.—Mr. Tumbull and the

*ar^bun Ute^^r?"3 was an action brought by Mr.

•s^asTllr wi a
0ftne calendarers in the State Paper Office,

BIRTHS-On the 5th inst, at 120, George Btreet, Edinburgh^
Lady Louisa Brooke, of a son—4th inst, at Trebolgan, eouuty
Cork, the Lady Fermot, of a daughter—4th inst, at Felton
Grange, Shrewsbury, the Lady Frances Lloyd, of a daughter
—3d inst, at the Norest, near Malvern, the Hon. Mrs Xorbuby,
of a daughter—10th inst, at 73, Baton Place, the Hon. Mrs.
Pastesham, of a son—8th inst, at 16, Portland Place, W., Mrs.
Herbert CRiOHTOjr Sttart, of a daughter.
MARK] AtiES.-On the Sd mat. at Affane Church, en. Wasar-

ford. Sir Charles Whbeler Cnrrs, Bart., of co. Kilkenny, to
the lion. Pauline Btcart, daugfaasr of the Right Hon. Lord
Stuart de Dccies, of Dromana, co. Watorfora—Sd inst, at
Walesby, Nottinghamshire, Sir Gaoaoa MacrRaasoH Grant.
Bart., of Ballindalloch Castle, Morayshire, to Francos Eliza-
beth, younger daughter of the Rev. Bdoer Pocklinoton, vicar
of Walesby, Notts—2d inst, at St. Peter's, Netting HilL Mr.
Archibald Lewis Playfair, H.M.'s Bengal Army, youngest
son ot the late Lieut-Colonel Sir Hugh Lyon Play lair, LL.D.,
of St. Leonards, St. Andrews, to Isabella, eldest surviving
daughter of the late George Huntley Ord. Esq., Manchester—
9th inst, at the parish church, Clapham, Frederick Pollock,
Esq., formerly of the Bengal Engineers, eldeet son of General

Sir George Pollock, G.C.B., to Laura Caroline, only sur-

viving daughter of the late Henry Seymour Montagu, Esq.,

of Westleton Grange, Suffolk, :ind Thurlow Lodge, Clapham—
9th inst, at St. George's, Hanover Square, Thomas William
Booker, Esq., of Pelindra, near Cardiff, Glamorganshire,
eldest eurviviug son of the late Thomas William Booker
Blakemore, Esq., M.P., to Caroline Emily, youngest daughter
of the late Robert Lindsay, Esq., of Ulan Afoo, in the same
county.
DEATHS.—On the t>th inst, at Arundel Castle, Charlee

Bernard, son of Lord and Lady Edward Fitaalan Howard,
aged 10—'_'7th May, at Calcutta, Rkiiak Trench, oldest

surviving son of the Dean of Westminster, aged 2&—6th inst,

in London, George FaROuasoN Fcllerton, Madras Civil

Service, second son of the late Lord Pullerton, Edinburgh—
7th inst, at Upton House, Alresford, the Hon. Thomas Crawlkt
Onslow, late Colonel of the 2d Surrey Militia, and Lieutenant-

Colonel in the Scots Fusilier Guards, aged 82—let ins^ at

Maisonnette, Devonshire, Aktiicb William Olive Holds-
worth, Esq., aged 62—8th inst, in London, Edward Hohson,
Esq., of Stoke Park, Gloucestershire, aged (X)-6th inst, at

Cuddesdon Palace, the residence of her son-in-law, the Bishop
of Oxford, Mary, widow of the late Itev. John Sargent, of

Lavington, aged 82—29th May, at Bombay, whilst waiting for

embarkation to England, Nathaniel Gould, Esq., of H.M.'s
3d Dragoon Guards, only son of Nathaniel Gould, Esq., of

Tavistock Square.

©tntuari)*

,.2SA ^jeretary to the Protestant Alliance, to

C***tsd by TJ« r° ^eged libels, contained in a memorial
F^fctfrs atmo^m tion to Lord Palmerston against Mr.

5?^ *> iff ^eDt ^ details of the case are already

Si?*10**"* on W^iT
6?- Tbe trial lasted three days and

E^sly in favour ^?*£y» *ben the Chief Justice summed up

2^^ whether *J?
e
J>

lain tiff, leaving it to the JWT«*>
*** frw-hr andTL def«adant*s coraments^upnn the plaintiff

*"*•* d^Wmion^"^ made. The jury after nearly three

s*?17 O' P*o^Ufned * verdict for the defendant.

5?**'* mdiSr^^^kurtt v. Tomlins and Oilier*.—Dr.

•S1^^ StoSli'^J °f Mi» Sanks.Siv C. Cresswell on

T^thttrstl-iT-—* hadI kT**8 of -the testatrix, on the ground that

2?T* n^nth? J-
con*icted of felony, and sentenced to

5J*. The h.H
pr,80nme»t, and bad thereby forfeited h

v¥? rtght*j ili
decided that the plaintiff was not deprived

•w^L CRj,i
eg;itee

' but was folly entitled to prove the will.

E***^ 17 wa-
^ CouRT.— The ldiuqton Outrage.—Frederick

5*y Ann. pHL
1

!

1^ 1***1 tor feloniously cutting and wounding
?*°" and re<ikuiaou. with intent to murder her. Tl

*°u*eof M^°Tt'.
lber naeu, it will be remembered, went to

•sir. Higgin^ a Dutcher, at Islington, where the

Bra Charles Ibbetson, Bart., died on the 7th inst., at

Denton Park, his seat in Yorkshire. He was born in 1814, and

succeeded to the baronetcy on the [de:tth of his father, the

fourth baronet, in 1S39. He was formerly in the army, and

held commissions in the Yorkshire Hussars, and the West

York Militia. In 1847, ha married the widow of Mr. R
Perkins, of Ashworth, Durham. In default of issue the

baronetcy devolves on his uncle, Mr. J. T. Ibbetson Selwyn,

of Down Hall, Essex. .

Sir Francis Palorave, K.H , deputy-keeper of her Ma-

jesty's Records, died on Saturday last in his 73rd year. He was

of Jewish origin, and assumed the name of Palgrave in lieu of

Cohen He was born in London in 1788, and was called to the

bar at the Inner Temple in 1827, and was one of the

Municipal Corporation Commissioners. In 1832 he received the

honour of knighthood for his general services and attention to

constitutional and Parliamentary literature. He married the

daughter of the late Mr. Dawson Turner, of Great \ armouth.

MR Richard Grainger, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, the architect

and builder of all its newest and most magnificent streets and

public buildings, died on the 4th inst. in his 63d year, after

half-an-hour's illness. Of Mr. Grainger it may truly be said

that he found his native town brick and left it stone. Through

his energy and genius the range of streets comprehending

Grey Street, Clayton Street, Market, Grainger, Nelson Hood,

and Shakespeare Street*, with the theatre, Central Exchange

the new markets, which are among the finest covered

markets in England, the branch Bank of England, Messrs.

Lambton's bank, the Arcade, and innumerable public build-

ines were erected. Like the elder Stephenson, and oUier

eminent Newcastle men, Mr. Grainger was self made. His

father was a porter on the quayside, and died short y after the

son was born. His mother followed the employment of laun-

dress to maintain her children, and Mr Grainger received

what education he got in the »t. Andrew's Charity School. He

served his time as a house carpenter, but from early youth he

appears to have been fired with an ambitmn to eflect great

improvements in his native town, and the magnificent streets

and noble public buildings that grace it are wonderful monu-

ments of his genius and indomitable perseverance. Some

years ago the immense magnitude of his transactions tem-

;.orarily embarrassed his affairs, but the progress of trade

greatly improved his property afterwards, and in recent

ears he reaped the more substantial results of hfs energy and

intelligence.

TV nxs.-The will of the Duke^f^^f of^h?DowSJ
under 1,000,000*. personalty ^f^^SSfl^ ***££
Countess of Strathraore, 40,000*.; *^*7v£IAd^SrSuMe-
140,000*.: Lady De Lacy fiv ia«, W»- ' "T u 40 000*.™ l a ooOL ; the H«m.W Rev. Osoige Brodnc*, 4V,SW

txrktt0*
COVENT GARDEN. July IS.

>f most things continues to improve, and that

. now sufficient for the demand. Good samp!

of Endive and Artichokes come from the Continent; also

Apricots and Green Figs, Greengages in large quantities, and
new Apples and Pears ; the latter come from Lisbon and.

Oporto. Several cargoes of West India Pines have also

arrived. Peas are plentiful. Grapes are still realising

good prices. Of Strawberries there is still a good supply.

Cherries are also everywhere plentiful; also Asparagus, French

and Broad Beans, young Carrots, and new Potatoea ; the

latter fetch Id. per lb. Cucumbers are coming in more plen-

tifully. Cut flowers chiefly conmst of Orchids, Lily of the Valley,

Pelargoniums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.

Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to 7s 1 Cherries,English, p. lb.,6d to Is

Grapes, per lb., 2s to 7s
J
Pears, per doz-. Is te Is 6d

Strawberries, p. pun., Gd to Is | Apples, perdoz., Od to Is

Melons, each, 2s to 4s Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

.

Peaches, per doz., 1is to 24s Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nectarines, do., 12s to 20s I Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d
Apricots, do.. Is to 3s" VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d » Beet, per doz.. Is 6d to 6s

French Beans, p. 100,9dtols6d
J

Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to 2§6d

quart. Is to Is 6d j Onions, p. i sieve, 4a 6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 3s to 7s
Rhubarb, p. bundle, Od to dd
Tomatoes, p. doz.. 6s

Shallota, per lb., Is 6d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d

Greens, per doz., 2s to 4a

Broad Beans, p. bush, 3s6d to

Cabbages, do., Is od to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 80s to 120s
— per lb., ldto4d— per cwL, 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Carrou, new, do.. Is to Is 3d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, Gd to 9d

Artichokes, each, 4d to 6d

Endive, p. doz., 3s to 4s

Horse Radish, p. bun.,Is6d to 4s

Mushrooms, p. pott. , l&*dtols6>

1

Parsley, p. Is bunches, 4s to 6s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to id ^

THE COMBT.-From a ***** *" £?J™JZ* of Sciences the^ -^^3^
to agree with Mr. Hind that the com

,0* fhe comet of 1556 wl
;

ja«d£
«

B^I]pote(l

Carles V. Accordmg to M.^a^^u olcol
)f a , y brilliant nu a um.DOUs^aureo ^^
.iderable brea( th, a tutt on the *

ifce direc.

hK« «rm. and a lan?e straight tail in rr

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-aix Trim
SXITHflBJUft, IHUSSDAF, July 11m

Prime Meadow Hay 75a to £4* iovar

Superior do. (old; . . S8 100 j
New Clover . .

SSriordo. .. .-36 W l Do. —0*d cut

New do. ^ *• J

Rows© ~ "~J
WmrnxmArm., Tnuaswi -. —

,

;; - — j Fas* fd emt ..

79 M j
Inferior do. ..

*"
89 « I Fine New Clover

lafcriordo.
Vary inferior .

.

Prime New Hay
traw .. ~

POato

.".' 30 40
Davis* Co.

..llflstoao
sfes%.

7S

HOPS.—Bosxhtoh Maaasx, fssvat, +wj »•

uc-J^ ratlssSsTITSnuUi report th* plantation swonnto

aJ"tte^o2tSS^o"e- 8o»V^rs^si~t
#

lj»sty a. to
fty tfae snow. P^**^^ j-^^ Yx^eaUT. Tbmm m a flaw

Sl^^toKteVj^r oifUpflMM

COAL MARKgT.TJnjy10^

WalKer Pnn.roae, ^^^SdHs Hettai, 17a. M.

;
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Walls End Kepier Grange, 17s. 6d. : Walls End South Hetton,

18s. 9d. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 17s. ; Walls End South

Hartlepool, 17s. 3d. ; Walls End South Durham, 16s. 9d ;
Walls

End South Kelloe, 18s. ; Walls End Thorpe, 17s. ;
Walls

End Trimdon Hartlepool, 18s. 3d.; Walls End Tnmdon
Thornley, 15s. 9d. ; Carway and Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d.

;

Carway and Duffryn Malting, 24s.—30 ships at market.

BUTTER MARKET.—July 12.

Best Fresh Butter . . .. 14s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. . . 12s. „
Pork. 4s. Od. to 4s. 8d. per 8 lbs.

»»

BRITISH WOOLS. —London, Friday, July 12.

The present clip of wool has begun to arrive from the

fa rmers, but not in sufficient quantities to establish any price.

T he general tone of the trade is not worse than last week and

deep grown wool is rather more inquired for.

South-down Hog- s.

gets.. «• . . 1

Half-bred ditto . . 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces • •

d. 8. d.

3 to 1 3£
3 — 1 3*2—13
— i..

Leicest. Wethers
Ditto Hoggs .

.

Combing Skins
Flannel Wool ...

Blanket ditto .

.

1

1

10
1

6

2 to

3 —
1

1

5
5

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, July 8.

There is considerable increase in the supply of Beasts from
Monday last. Trade is dull, and prices are lower. Several

remain unsold. The supply of Sheep is about the same as on

Monday last. The demand is smaller, and it is difficult to

clear out at our quotations. Trade remains unaltered for

Lambs and Calves. From Germany and Holland there are 1080

Beasts, 4640 Sheep, and 236 Calves ; from Spain, 90 Beasts

:

from Scotland, 700 Beasts ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1000

;

from Ireland, 105 Beasts and 18 Calves ; and 500 Beasts from
the northern and midland counties.dad
Best Scots, Here-

fords, Ac. . . 4
Best Short-horns 4
2d'quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn . . 4

8 to 5

6 — 4
6 — 4

. . to

10 to 5

10

2

Beat Long-wools.
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves

4 6

d s

to
-4

9 • • •

• •

• •

•

4
5
4
3 8

— 4
— 6
— 4
— 4

4

8

6' Pigs

Beasts. 4170 ; Sheep & Lambs, 26,510 ; Calves, 322 ; Pigs, 330.

Thursday, July 11.

We have a short supply of Beasts, but the demand is nob
great, and it is therefore difficult to maintain Thursday's

quotations. The number of Sheep and Lambs is smaller than
of late, but quite equal to the demand. There is a pretty

good clearance at Monday's prices. The Calf trade is without
alteration. Our foreign supply consists of 290 Beasts, 2280

Sheep, and 461 Calves ; from Ireland we have 57 Calves and
200 Lambs ; the number of Milch Cows is 95.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools . . . to .

.

fords, 4c. ..4 8 to 5 Do. Shorn . . 4 6 — 4 8

Best Short-horns 4 6 --4 10 Ewes& 2d quality .. — ...

2d quality Beasts 3 6--4 2 Do. Shorn . . 4 — 4 4

Best Downs and Lambs M .50—60
Half-breds .. . . -— • • Calves .. ..40 —48

Do. Shorn . . 4 10 --5 Pigs .. ..3 8—4 6

Beasts, 1015 : Sheep & Lambs. 11,130 ; Calves, 716 ; Pigs, 140.

MARK LANE.—Monday, July 8.

The supply of Wheat from Essex to this morning's market
was small, from Kent we did not see any ; the former was
taken freely at an advance of Is. per qr. upon the prices of

this day se'nnight. The attendance was tolerable, and a

good retail business transacted in foreign at the extreme rates

of Monday last, and on several descriptions an improvement
of Is. per qr. was realised. For Barley, Beans, and Peas there

is rather more demand at last week's prices. Good Oats
bring fully late rates, but inferior and out-of-conditioned

parcels are very unsaleable. For Flour there is rather more
inquiry, and in some instances American barrels bring a
trifling advance.

s.
'

a.

46—63
50—76
51-67

40—74
36—40
27—30
20—24
26—28
26—28
20—23
35—37

40—43

42—52
34—37
40—42

Red
Red

Red

* • % •

• « • *

S. B.

46—60
50—65

Malting

.

Malting.
34—36
33—36

m

• #

50—55
34—50
26—32

Feed
Feed
Feed
Foreign

.

Harrow.
Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.
Per sack

20
20

19

24
•24

21

40—43

38-

35
39
38

34—50
42—58

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto
— — Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. A disL, 26s to 27s. . Chev.

— Foreign..grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Bye
Rye-mbal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan....37s to 40s . . . . Tick

,
— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds.— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers
— Maple .... —s to —s Grey

Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered . .per sack
— 2ddo ditto
— Foreign per barrel

FRinAY, July 12.

Previous to the 8th inst. we continued to be daily visited
with thunder showers, but since that date the weather has
been finer, with summer temperature ; the wind chiefly from
the S.W. The crops are reported to be progressing favourably
towards maturity, with the exception of Beans, which in some
localities appear to be much blighted. In the markets held
during the earlier part of the week an improved demand was
experienced for Wheat, and an advance of Is. per qr. was
generally realised. No quotable alteration is observable in
the value of Spring Corn. Here and in Liverpool tull prices
nave been realised for American Flour, in Glasgow previous
rates were difficult to realise." During the past 8 days 37
cargoes have arrived off the coast. The floating trade has
been inactive, but Dot lower. In Paris (July 11) there is very
little doing in both Wheat and Flour, buyers confining their
purchases to their immediate wants, as holders show no dis-
position to accept lower prices. The arrivals of English grain
during the week have-been small, of foreign Wheat and Barley
large, and moderate of Oats. This morniDg's market was
tolerably attended by country millers; nevertheless the amount
of business transacted was limited, and both English and
foreign Wheat are unaltered in value from Monday. Barley is
a slow sale. For fine Oats there is rather more inquiry at
full prices.

m
'Arrivals from July 8 to July 12.

T Wheat.

retail business passing. Indian Corn i3 still offered quite

sparingly and is difficult to buy except at an advance of 6d.

perqr. ; the late arrivals are not fairly in the market yet.

Oats and Oatmeal slow sale. Beans are 6d. per qr. dearer.

Peas and Barley command full prices. The market closes

with much steadiness, and holders show no anxiety about

get ting clear of the late heavy arrivals.

Friday July 12.—The market was rather firm ; Wheat

sells quietly at full rates of Tuesday. Flour steady at late

quotations. Beans, Indian Corn, Oats, and Oatmeal in

moderate consumptive inquiry at current prices

Averages

June 1..— 8..— 15..
— 22..
— 29..

July 6..

Agg. Aver.

WheatT^Barley.

55*
54
53
52
51

bd
5

9

8

50 10

53 5

Oats.

25s
26
25
25
25
26

2rf

2
2

25 6

Bye. .beans. Peas.

33s \d 45s lrf 40s 7d
30 6 44 10 39 10

41 2 44 3 44 1

35 5 44 38 8
39 4 43 3 37 1

35 9 43 11

44 4

39 11

35 7 39 9

Prices.

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

July

55s
54
53
52
51

50

bd-

5
9
8

10

June 1.

• *

June 29.

1

6.

English .

.

Irish

Barley.

Foreign..

FIc^rT

• 9 •

li!30 ska.

M

\ 27890 brls.

Liverpool, Tuesday, tfuly 9.—This morning's market haa
been well attended both by local and country buyers, and
Wheat has had a healthy consumptive demand at the extreme
rates ol Friday, whilst the menium qualities of American red

5SVn tt
me ^^es brought Id. to 2d. per cental improve-jneut Flour la bd. per barrel and sack dearer, with a fair

PRIVATE TUITION.—The Rev. G. Henslow, Son
of the late Professor Henslow, and M.A.. of Cambridge,

who took Honours in three triposes, Mathematical, Divinity,
and Natural Science, has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
preparing for tbe Public Schools, &c, or for the Universities.

N.B. Geology and Botany form a part of his system of education.
Further particulars on application.—Address, Rev. G.Hlnslow,
Steyning, Sussex.

O PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—An excellent
opportunity now occurs for placing a YOUTH in a large

Forcing Horticultural Establishment, where he would have a
comfortable home, be kindly treated, and taught practically

all the various branches of the profession.—Address Y. Z.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, a married GARDENER, where a
second is kept. He must be under 40 years of age, and

without children—the Wife to attend to the Entrance Gate.
He must well understand the Management of American and
other Hardy Evergreens, Kitchen and Flower Gardens, a Small
Vinery and Orchard House, and be a successful Grower of
Melons and Mushrooms. Wages 20*. a week, with Cottage
and Vegetables. An unexceptionable character for industry,
honesty, and sobriety will be required.—Particulars of quali-
fications and former services to be addressed B. G., Post Office,

Sunning Hill, Staines.

ANTED, A WORKING GARDENER, to take
charge of Stove, Greenhouse, and Pits ; Flower Beds

also which he will have to supply with Bedding Plants.
Assistance given him when required. Wages, 18s. per week,
with House and Fire.—Apply, by letter, to P. E. P., Post
Office, Cardiff.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR, that can strike Rose
and Conifer Cuttings in quantities. First Class refer-

ences of his capabilities will be required. State what wages
expected.—Address to Geo. Jackmax & Son, Woking Nurseries,
Surrey. immhuji iTl^^^iMl inwniaiiaifi i n"

ANTED, a BAILIFF, to manage a Home Farm
of 250 acres, and Superintend the Buildings and Repairs

on an estate of 3000 acres. Salary 901. a-year, with a House
rent free.—Address, stating full particulars as to age and quali-
fications, to B. <fc N., Blagdon's News Office, Court House Place,
Marylebone Lane, London, W.

WANTED, as AN APPRENTICE to the Seed Trade,
a respectable well-educated Youth. Can reside in the

house or otherwise.—For terms apply to Henry Brown, Seeds-
man, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

1

w

haying b*^^j£*U«l «.£***
quired all kinds of Jvw"J*,1*™™1 ."ift

W

Understands tfcKaSm^ Tf ? eve* «
Bookseller, Maida HiU, N

****-*.
B..1JJ

ARDENER (Age 35, married, three *youngest 5 years oldy-Cmnus Grist 7-^- the last 8 years Gardener to Robert Yellows pL
i.

I

Park, Norfolk, will be disengaged on thsfijpand is now at liberty to treat with any nobZmZH
fctolt;

man who is iu want of a thorouch practjea? f£*Er
had m^at AvnaM'AMAA 4~ *v~ —L, ""wwse
incl

class Grower of Plants, and has been a succe«!ul

had great experience in the general routine
including the Forcing of Fruits and YereUliVegeUMet.

at the London and other Horticultural ExUbrtim.
Kitchen and Flower Gardener, and naa h»l
experience in the Planning and Erection of
Buildings of various and approved description*.

reference may be obtained" on application to bk
employer, R. Fellowes, Esq., Shottisnam Park,
R. Fellowes, Jun., Esq., Bitteswell Hall,

Leicestershire ; Mr. Turner, Royal Nursery, W>
E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, ;

London.—Shottisham Park, Norwich.

ARDENER ok BAlLIFF.-Age 34,^
incumbrance ; Light or Heavy Land, Tm Ifa,

Flowers, «bc. Good references.—D. Roads, Hom,%b
Oxford.

BAILIFF.—Can have an excellent chantey
gentleman whom he served as Woodreeve at:

Bailiff for 16 years. The Wife understands Dairy

and Care of Poultry.—Reference can be mide ft I

Brown, Land Agent, Tring.

BAILIFF.— Age 25, married; a Farmers

understands the Breeding and Rearing of Strria

capable of taking the whole Management of a ¥m,4

keeping of Accounts. Good reference as to chin*

ability.— F. W. F., Mr. Gough, Windmill Lane,

AILIFF—Age 40, married, no incomlmj

Lincolnshire man ; is a good judge and msuigaj

and a good Accountant ; has been accustomed to St

vation and the use of all Agricultural JbduDsr
-

Bailiff, Down Place, Guildford, Burrey._

Hivin.' W 30 }

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, married, one child

;

understands the Management of Vines. Pines, Melons,
and Cucumbers, &c. Good character.—A. B. C, General Post
Office, Clapham Common, S.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married; capable
of taking charge of Stove and Greenhouse ; Farm, or

Meadow Land if required. Good character.

—

Gardener, Post
Office, Bromley, near Guildford, Surrey. S.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession. First-

class Fuchsia and Geranium grower. Good character.

—

The
Gardener, at the Cottage, St. Julian's Road, Streatham,
Surrey, S.

/^.ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thoroug

h

\y
V_X understands the Management of Pines, Vines, and
Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen* Gardens. Unexceptionable
references given.—A. B., Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's
Park, N.W.

/~Ji ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, active,
V _T industrious ; has had extensive experience in all
branches, and has made the production of fine Fruits his
special duty. Can take charge of Grass Land and Plantations
if required.—J. B., Mr. J. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

ARDENER (Head), age 33, single.—W. Howard
is desirous of entering into an engagement with any

nobleman or gentleman requiring the services of an expe-
rienced practical working Gardener, thoroughly understanding
every branch of the profession.—W. Howard, " Roselands."
Waltham Cross, N.

(_j ARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married; has for
V-1 20 years upon the most improved principles successfully
cultivated Pines, Vines, Peaches, Hothouse and Greenhouse
Plants, with General Forcing, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen
Gardens. Three years' good character.—A. B., No. 3 Bloom-
field Place, Crouch End, Hornsey, N.

'

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30; has had great
experience in Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens ; is a

first-rate Forcer of Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, &c. ; also
the management of Stove, Greenhouse, and Orchide'ous plants.
Would also undertake the Laying Out of New Gardens. Hot-
houses, &c—D. G., Mr. J. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery. King's
Road , Chelsea, London, 8.W.

GARDENER (Head, Woekino).—Age 30, married,
no incumbrance ; has had good experience in Growing

Pines, Vines, Melons, Cucucubers, Stoveand Greenhouse Plants,
Ac. Understands the Management of Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Unexceptionable character.—-F. H., Mr. Steel, Post
Office, Clapham Common, Surrey, S.

**rtr

STEWARD or BAILIFF,
ample practice in the East, Southj^wJJJ

where Machinery was extensively eaip»p~
Planning and Erecting Buildings, UndrDtmE?

and Woods. Character first-class.-A. % U"**
Hampstead Road, N.W.

LAND STEWARD and BAILIFF/-,

thoroughly and practically expenw*.*
J

systems of Farming, Fattening of tef q^f
Buying and Selling, breaking-up Land, w m
disengaged. First-class Testimonials ftom th *
now with, and with whom he has toed 10 J*

Pall Mall, London, S.W. r~

T AND STEWARLWAge 35; tho^*

JLi stands his profession, and has **» "JE,
kinds of Stock, Machinery, and Hops, oooa

given.-G. L., Post Office, Edenhndg^Keni-

To Noblemen and totleme:

of consider*MANAGER, &c—A Person -
ence in Farming, Building'£$*$»£

and Thinning of Plantations, Sale oi

Managing a large Landed Property i« ^
references, and security if required.-*,

Office, W.C. p-ifj

YOUNG MAN, who hasjuf^P^
^_ at one of the leading AgriculturalCM£
good testimonials from the same, is aesuv .

fd__

npO NOBLEMEN'S STEWARD?

situation in this country or to

fluently.
in this country or to &*"£&&
B. D., H. Greenwond^If^Jt--

higfcerf

,ingh^

X AGENTS.-A young Man/tJ'^
accustomed to business, a good Accw^,^*
practically acquainted with E^S^iiLio**
carrying out of Improvements ana ai

. _

references.—A. B., Post Office, Birm

C\ AMEKKEl ,ER(HEAD),age33^nj-(it^

sooer ana industrious naDios. w--.
particularly goodDog Breaker, ana una

of a Deer Park.—Addres^Mj^A^BEE.

To NoblemenTand ^L^I

MASTER CARPENTER on^^
-Age 32 ; formerly used to W»

firt jj.

ings, Labourers' Cottages &c,
,J*"Jfie«5l>

must eminent Horticultural Builders " ^wj. -*

understands Horticultural Building,^ter
*

&c. -Satisfactory reference as to
' toD|

&*

A. B. C, 20, Chelsea ViUas,_Westjro^

O HOPMAN, oe CLERK A>^^bce»

take an active part m mo ""'"^r-aJmen.
-A. B., Messrs. Wood A Sons, Seedsrn^

son of a country Nurseryman » ot|W

an active oart in the various dfl ^ v*

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, TRAVELLER, *^ ,BdJJ„
practical knowledge ot**^ 0££>

acquainted with the Nursery Bul
1^*-

class House. Unexceptionable rei*

Norwood, Surrey, S.

SHOPMAN.—A young nian £ -g
experience at Counter *»*?£* &*»"

recommended.—H. D., Messrs. n 1"

Street, London, E.C.

i
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rpHK or\RTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXIX.,
W

published THIS DAY.
Contents :—

I De Qciscey and his Works.

II MONTALEMBERT'S MoNKS OP THE TV EST.

Til" Translators of Virgil.

IV Maine on Ancient Law.

V Scottish Character.

VI. Rt A ON THE AMOOR.

VII. Cavour.
VI II. Democracy on its Trial.

John mi-rray. Albemarle Street, W.

JS

Wil be retdy on the 1st 01 Augu»i, *« * *. w

mHE i . UL PLANTS op GREAT BRITAIN.

T r'utoSS by John E. Sowerby, Described by C. P.

JotoS^To be completed in 12 Parts, Coloured, at 3,. per

VSf^A Part wiU contain 24 Figures and Descriptions.^^
mav be had on application toJohn E. Sowerby,

Place, LamL
Row, B.C.

trusted would end in a satisfactory solution of the on the Durham University Hill

question in dispute. Mr. Macaulay called atten-
; "J ** '"* *

l u~ ,,e

tion to the Danish claims of 1807, and contended

that the public faith was pledged to satisfy them.

The claims were opposed by the Attorney-
General and the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
and after a short discussion the subject dropped.

On the order for the third reading of the University

Elections Bill, Mr. Coningham moved, as an

amendment, that the Bill be recommitted. On a

division, the amendmentwas negatived by 165 to 80%

The Bill was then read a third time and passed.

The Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Bill was read a

second time, and the Vaccination Bill and the

County Yoters (Scotland) Bill were read a third

time and passed. On Monday Mr. Butt moved

a resolution to the effect that it was inex-

Irish

Now ready with Coloured frontispiece, iup. ovu, ynw **. w.
cloth,

IN-DOOR PLANTS, and How to Grow Them for the

Drawing-room, Balcony, and Greenhouse : containing clear

Instructions bv which Ladies may obtain at a small expense a

supply of Flowers. By E. A. Maling.
Smith, Elder, & Co., 65, Cornhill, E.C..

Orchard Houses.

Juit published, price, 3*. 6d. t the 9th Edition of

rFHE ORCHARD HOUSE. By Thomas Rivers.
X Also by the same Author, the 10th Edition of" The
Xiniaturc Fruit Garden."
London: Longman <fc Co., or free per post from the Author,

Sawbridgeworth.

Jlehig of the WLttk.

In the House of Lords on Friday, in answer

to Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, Lord Wode-
bouse gaid that her Majesty's Government
did not intend to offer any advice to the new
Svltax in regard to the administrative reforms

which he has commenced, believing that any
interference at the present moment would deprive

him of the credit to which he might be entitled in

the eves of his own subjects. The London Coal
and Wine Duties Bill was read a second time.

The Labourers' Cottages Bill was lost on the

Hueation of the second reading by 16 to 13.

The Book Unions Bill was lost without a
division on the question of the second reading.

On Monday, on the motion of the Marquis of

Clanricarde, an address to the Crown praying

for a Royal commission to inquire into the con-

stitution, practice, procedure, and fees of the

superior Courts of Law in Ireland was agreed to.

Lord Stratheden moved a resolution in favour of

the re-establishment of a British consul at Mozam-
bique, in order to assist the Portuguese Govern-
mer^jn repressing the slave-trade on the east

***t of Africa. The motion was opposed by
Government, and was ultimately withdrawn. On
the motion of Earl Granville a select committee
wag appointed to consider the proper measures
to be taken respecting the Turner and Vernon
^quests. The Industrial Schools Bill was
***d a second time. The Poor Assessment
(Scotland) Bill was read a third time and passed.
On Tuesday the House went into Committee on
the East India Council Bill, and agreed to all its

pauses without amendment. The Public Works
(Wand) Advance Repayments of Moneys Bill,

«* Attorneys and Solicitors (Ireland) Bill/and the
tters and Harbours Bill were read a second time.

^Thursday the East India (High Court of

tT*l?"0 Bill, the East India (Civil Service)

™» the CoUnty yoters (Scotland) Bill, the
^pike Trusts Arrangement Bill, the White
^rnng Fishery (Scotland) Bill, and the Yaccination™ !

. ^re read a second time. The Chatham

a£** Enlargement Bill, and the London Corn
*""* WiQe Dues Bill, were read a third time and
Phased. p

In the Commons on Friday Mr. Cross with-
?jew his Bill on the subiect of Church-rates.

pedient, in distributing the grant for

education, to enforce the rule of refusing aid to

all schools in which religious teaching is made

a part of the general instruction. The motion

was opposed by the Government, and negatived on

a division by 36 to 6. The House then went into

Committee of Supply, and resumed the adjourned

debate on the Irish Education vote. Mr. Williams

moved to reduce the vote by 13,000/., being the

estimate for agricultural colleges, with the view to

apply the amount to the augmentation of teachers'

salaries. On a division the motion was negatived

by 98 to 8. The vote was then agreed to. The

vote for the extinction of the Stade Dues and

various votes of the Civil Service Estimates were

also agreed to. On the report on the Offences

against the Person Bill, Mr. Henley moved to

amend the 4th clause by making the offence of

conspiring to commit murder a felony instead of a

misdemeanour. The amendment was agreed to, and

on the motion of the Attorney-General the

punishment for the offence was reduced to a minimum

period of three years. On the report on the

Municipal Corporations Acts Amendment (No. 2)

Bill Mr. Newdegate moved the insertion of a

clause limiting the right of a mayor to take the

chair at meetings of justices. On a division, the

amendment was negatived by 137 to 32, and the

report was agreed to. On Tuesday the Irremov-

able Poor Bill passed through committee. Mr.

Coningham presented a petition from Mr. G.

opposed, but was
oirried, on a division, by 116 to 21. A long dis-

cussion ensued, which led to no practical result,

and the Chairman ultimately reported progress.

An attempt to assassinate the King of Prussia
was made on Sunday morning at Baden-Baden. As
his Majesty was walking on the promenade,

native of Odessa, at present a student at Leipsig,

fired a pistol at the King, but the shot fortunately

inflicted no injury beyond a slight contusion on

the neck. The assassin was immediately arrested,

and is supposed to be a political lunatic.

A despatch from Vienna announces that Baron

Vay and Count Szechen, the two Hungarian

Ministers, have tendered their i esignations, which

have been accepted by the Emperor. These resig-

nations have been caused by the determination of

the Government to maintain the constitution of

February. The Imperial rescript in reply to the

Address was to be despatched to Pesth yesterday.

The United States Congress met in Special

Session on the 4th inst., and the President's

Message was delivered on the following day. The

Message is of a very warlike character, and asks for

400,000 men and 400,000,000 dollars to suppress

the rebellion. The Secretary of the Treasury, in

his report, recommends a heavy duty on coffee,

sugar, and molasses ; a light direct taxation, and

loans to the amount of 240,000,000 dollars.

General Patterson, with his division, crossed the

Potomac on the 2d, and came up to the Southern

forces, said to be 10,000 strong, near Martinsburg.

1 An engagement immediately ensued, which termi-

nated in the defeat of the Secessionists and their

consequent retreat, with considerable loss. The

Federal army has since crossed the Potomac, and

commenced its advance on the Secessionist lines in

several directions. An early engagement may

therefore be expected unless the Secessionists should

retreat and make their ultimate stand at Richmond.

A despatch from New Zealand, received by way

of Calcutta, announces that the natives were pre-

to renew hostilities, and that a general

native insurrection in the neighbourhood of

Auckland was anticipated.

paring

The CotrBT.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and thi
UOH«»Ji*» F"—— - r"7" *;:".;;•• "fiKoyal family, With the Crown Prince and Prin-
O'Mallet Iewin, containing a brief history of,W

J- 0sborne_ 0u Thurs .

the Royal Atlantic Mail Navigation Company>• day^ the ntl^ the ,»rinc . Consort, the Crown

and charging Mr. John Orrell Lever, the mem- pr'inCe and Princess of Prussia, and Princess

Kpr for Galwav, with gross fraud in connection I Alice, drove to Ventnor and the Undercliff. The

Mr. Roebuck moved that the petition

On a division the motion was nega-

Pro 'Went Societ

the Industrial and

provident
Societies Bill for the present session.

™ H. Verney called attention to the affairs

?
f Schleswig and Holstein. Lord J. Russell

J*
*eply said that the King of Denmark

"Ad £nr«nni«J a. r li --

—

M.1-A! which he

therewith.

be rejected.

tived by 84 to 75. The petition was then withdrawn.

The Crown Suits Limitation Bill passed through

committee. The Metropolis Local Management

Acts Amendment Bill was read a second time.

The Metropolis Local Management Acts Amend-

ment Bill (No. 2) was withdrawn. The House

then went into Committee of Supply on the Miscel-

laneous Estimate*, and agreed to several ivotes,

including those te the National Gallery and the

National Portrait Gallery, both of which were dis-

cussed at some length. The Offences against the

Person Bill, the Municipal Corporations Act

Amendment (No. 2) Bill, the Salmon Fisheries

Bill, and the Parochial and Burghs (Scotland)

Bill) were read a third time and passed. On Wed-

nesday Mr. Sheridan moved the second reading

of the Mines Trespasses Bill, but after some dis-

cussion the measure was withdrawn. The Criminal

Proceedings Oath Relief Bill and the Metropolis

Acts Amendment BUI passed through committee.

The reports on the Local Government Act Amend-

ment Bill and on the Removal of Scotch and Irish

Poor Bill were received. The ^"^J™
Bill, the Turnpike Acts Continuance Bill, an he

Public Works and Harbours Bill, were.read .third

time and passed. On Thursday the Trade Mark.

t*-ii - iU j „n On the order for considering

f^ WratXnU^ the Ban^y -,

Insolvency Bill, the f^^T^Zt
that the clause ap^mnng* J f

ruptcy be restored to the BU ^^^
motion was carried by 1^ ^ adjoarned

Queen drove out, accompanied by Princess Helena.

Princess Louisa, and Princess Beatrice. Prince Leopold

walked and drove in the grounds. On Friday morning

the Prince Consort, accompanied by the Crown Prince of

Prussia, left Osborne for the Wellington College, where

his Royal Highness laid the foundation stone of a new
chapel. The Queen and Crown Princess of Prussia

walked in the ground*. On Saturday the Queen drove

out, accompanied by Prince Leopold. The Prince Con-

sort, the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia, and
Princess Alice, rode on horseback. Prince and Princess

Augustus of Saxe-Coburg, accompanied by the Prin-

cesses Clotilde and Amelie, arrived on a visit to her

Majesty. On Sunday morning the Queen and Prince

msort, the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia,

Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Princes Arthur

and Leopold, attended Divine service in the private

chapel. The Kev. G. Prothero officiated. The Crown
Prince of Prussia afterwards left Osborne for Baden

Baden, on the receipt of a telegram announcing the

attempt on the life of his father. On Monday morning

Prince and Princess Augustus of Saxe Coburg, with

the Princesses Clotilde and Amelie, left Osborne. In

the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, the Crown

Princess of Prussia, and Princess Alice, drove out.

Princess Helena and Prince Arthur rode on horse-

back. On Tuesday the Queen, Prince Consort, the

Crown Princess of Prussia and Princess Helena drove out.

On Wednesday afternoon the Queen, the Crown Prin-

cess of Prussia, Princess Alice, and Prince Arthur
drove out. The Prince Consort, Princess Helena, and
Princess Loni;*a rode on horseback. On Thursday the
Duke and Duchess de Montpensier arrived at Osborne
on a visit to the Queen. In the evening the Crown
Prin of Prussia arrived on his return from Baden.
The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the, First Lord of
the Treasury in Downing Street.

Ministerial Movements.—-It is understood that
Lord Herbert has been obliged by continued ill health
to resign the office of Minister of War, and that Lord
John Russell wilt shortly be summoned to the House
of Peers, and be appointed a Knigbt of the Garter
Parliamentary Movements.—In anticipation of
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the vacancy in the representation of the City of

London, caused by the elevation of Lord John Russell

to the peerage, a requisition is in course of signature

inviting the Lord Mayor to allow himself to be put in

nomination in the Conservative interest. It is also

announced that Mr. Western Wood, son of the late Sir

Matthew Wood, and brother of Vice-Chancellor Wood,
will become a candidate in the Liberal interest.—The
Conservatives of South Lancashire have determined to

bring forward Mr. Charles Turner as a candidate for

the third seat for that division, in opposition to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Indian Council.—At a special meeting of the

Council of India, held on Thursday, Colonel W. E.

Baker, of the Bengal Engineers, was elected to the seat

in the Council vacated by the resignation of Colonel
Durand.
The Bishop op Dfeham.—The Hon. and Right Rev.

Dr. Villiers, Bishop ofDurham, is alarmingly ill at Auck-
land Castle. Dr. White and Sir John Fife, from New-
castle-on-Tyne, have been in attendance on him, and on
Thursday Mr. Fergusson was telegraphed from London.
The Bab.—On Thursday evening at a Parliament

held, after many adjournments, Mr. Edwin James,
Q.C., was disbarred by the Benchers of the Inner
Temple, and the fact was ordered to be communicated
to all the Judges of Law and Equity, and the other
three Inns of Court.

The Volunteer Movement—On Friday the con-
test for the Rifle Derby took place at Wimbledon, for
which important prize there were nearly 300 entries and
npwards of 170 competitors. At one time it seemed
certain that Mr. Ross had carried off this great prize,
haying scored as high as 26. Sergeant Gibbs, of
Bristol, however, not only attained the same score, but
when the ties were shot off beat Mr. Ross, and thus
became the winner of the prize. There were two scores
of 25 each, 2 of 24, 4 of 23, and 7 of 22. The Association
Cup was won by Capt. Ross, 6th Kincardine, fathe-
of Mr. Ross, after a spirited competition, which was more
evenly fought than any of the matches. Captain Ross
scored 14; Capt. Wigram, Coldstream Guards, and Col.
Lindsay, St. George's, scored 13 each; and there were
10 scores of 12 each and 8 of 11. The Prince Consort's
prize, which was shot for at 800, 900, and 1000 yards, was
won by Major Moir, Stirling, who scored 21 ; there were
2 scores of 20, 3 of 18, 2 of 17, 1 of 15, 2 of 14, and 3
of 13. The Duke of Cambridge's prize at 500 and
800 yards, was won by Captain Ross, by one point,
and after a very close contest. Captain Ross scored 16,
there were 2 scores of 15, 1 of 14, 2 of 13, and 3 of 12.
The Dudley prize at 800 yards, was won by Mr. Rowe,
1st Devon, beating Lord Feilding, 4th Flint, and Mr.
Simons, Victoria Rifles, by 1 ; there were 3 scores of 8,
5 of 7, 1 of 6, and 4 of 5. The Duke of Wellington's
prize was won by Sergeant Potter, of Hythe, by a score
as low as 7 points. The Volunteer Ball, which was an-
nounced to take place at the Royal Italian Opera on
Friday evening, was countermanded in consequence of
the small number of applications for tickets. On Satur-
day his Royal Highness the Commander in-Chief dis-
tributed the prizes to the successful competitors, in the
presence of an immense concourse of spectators, esti-
mated at from 60,000 to 70,000 persons. Previous to
this a private challenge match between the Universities
of Oxford and Cambridge was shot off, the ex-champion,
Mr. Ross, and Mr. Peterkin representing Cambridge,Mr Ivorsworthy and Mr. Owen representing

™™ * 1
ranges were at 80°, ^OO, and

1000 yards, and so utterly was Oxford beaten,
that the .owest score made by Mr. Ross for Cam-
bridge was better by two points than that of both
the Oxford men united : while the total score was
Cambridge, 60 ; Oxford, 27. The proceedings of the
meeting were then brought to a conclusion with agrand review of upwards of 11,000 of the metropolitan
Volunteers by the Commander-in-Chief. The rain fell
heavily

;
but despite this disadvantage the whole affair

passed off successfully, and is said to have been one ofthe best managed and most brilliant Volunteer reviewswhich have yet taken place. At the close of the"r/U thYe^nts —cbed paittbe Dukot Cambridge, and were loudlv cheered. The 10th

c^
mP

ona^
the S

K
°uth

.

Middle-x »*d laurels in tlcap of each member, m honour of their comrade,Mr. Joplmg, the hero of this year', meeting.

dPowgtn
France —-The Moniteur of Monday says that there

>s no truth m the report that Dr. Bayer had been

if;!ifi
8 ' am

!.
tbe E.mperor continues to derive much

Monday. The Moniteur announces that General Fleury

left Paris on Sunday for Turin, for the purpose ofdeliver-

ing to the King of Italy an autograph letter from the

Emperor, replying to the notification made by Count
Arese. The Siamese Ambassadors will make an excur-

sion to London. M. d'Artom has been appointed Officer

of the Legion of Honcur.—Orders were received at

Toulon on the 12th by telegraph from Paris, directing

the first division of the squadron under the command
of Admiral La Capelle to be in readiness for departure.

The iron-plated frigate La Gloire will accompany the

squadron, the destination of which is Cherbourg and
other ports of the Channel for instructions in naval

evolutions.—The Moniteur of yesterday contains a
report, addressed by the Minister of Marine to the

Emperor, which is followed by an Imperial decree,

approving the conclusions of the report, and ordering
the levy of men for the navy to be as follows :—1. From
among those sailors who have not yet served the state.

2. In case of an insufficiency, from among the class who
have served the shortest time of their period o£ service.

Another decree establishes bounties for those sailors

wiio re-enter the navy after their period of service has
expired. The official journal also contains Impe-
rial decrees modifying the import duties on foreign
sugar, coffee, and Swedish iron, and suppressing the
export duties on soap.—The Moniteur publishes the
correspondence that passed between the President of
the French Academy and M. Thiers on the subject of
the prize of 20,000f., founded by the Emperor for the
most remarkable work appearing during the space of
10 years. Among the competitors were M. Jules Simon
and Madame George Sand, and the votes were
nearly balanced. Then came a dead lock, as neither
party would give way. A sufficient majority, however,
declared for M. Thiers, and the decision of the Academy
was approved by the Academy at its general assembly
of the 29th May last. M. Thiers however has declined
to receive the money, requesting that it be offered to
the Academy to be applied for the encouragement of
letters in any way it may think proper.—M. Mires has
appealed to the Cour Impenale from the sentence pro-
nounced against him in the Police Correctionnelle. The
sentence was the maximum prescribed by the Code for
the offences of which he was found guilty. The Cour
Imperiale may see reason to diminish the punishment,
but it cannot increase it. Should it merely confirm the
sentence, ST. Mires, it is thought, may be provoked to
make disclosures as to the facilities afforded
him for carrying on his gigantic projects. Count
Simeon has declined the jurisdiction of the Court,
which pronounced him civilly responsible for the losses
of the depositors, and has claimed his privilege as a
Senator of being tried by the High Court of Justice.
M. Solar, the partner of M. Mires, is, it is said, about
to publish at Brussels a pamphlet containing the most
complete details of everything connected with the
affairs of the Caisse des Chemins de Fer. M. de St.
George, formerly director of the Imperial Printing
Office, has been appointed Consul in Australia.

Spain.—The Queen received on Monday the new
Ambassadors of England and America, and afterwards
left for Santander. Rumours continue to circulate that
fresh disturbances have taken place in the provinces. The
Ministerial journals in reply state that full guarantees
have been taken for the maintenance of tranquillity.
Judgment will soon be given on the prisoners taken at
Loja. The result of the census which has just been
taken in Spain is that the population numbers only
15 millions.

Portugal.—It is said that there is no truth in the
report that the republican insurrection in Spain had
ramifications in Portugal.

Holland.—It is asserted that the Dutch Govern-
ment has decided on recognising the Kingdom of Italy.
Denmark. — The Copenhagen papers contain an

official denial of the statement of some German journals
that the Danish Government had issued a circular note
announcing that it \ i not their intention to incor-
porate Schleswig with Denmark.
Wttrtemburg.—The King of Wurtemburg has had

an attack of apoplexy, which, though slight, has caused
uneasiness on account of his Majesty's advanced age.

Prussia.—On Sunday morning an attempt was made
on the life of the King of Pj sU at Baden-Baden.
His Majesty was taking exercise in the Lichtenthal
Avenue when a young man went behind him and fired
two shots in quick succession. Fortunately the weapon
was overcharged, and the shots took an oblique direction
His Majesty received a slight contusion in the neck
one bullet having penetrated the collar of his coat and
torn his cravat. His Majesty continued his walk to
Lichtenthal, and was the first person to communicate
the fact to the Queen. The contusion on the neck has

[Jult Jo

o\\ijwa,££ft ?-?- Lou.Jr
of the Tyrol and VoraTber/a^\P?**%*<£*w.tz has been appoint*/':™ .

Pllf Charles^?
mener Zeitung publishes an n

P'aCe
- T1>« **and expenditure in 1860 IcL-

00^ of the

an increase m the formerTfe *"<*«***
decrease in the UtKxg^®"^
pared with 1859. The deficit

•

Zl7Jot™< «« a*
amounted to 65,062 8in flT-
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by the Emperor Tn„Tti Wlneh have b<*° a«5
ci.aMcello/o fluno rf tW *?•' been a3
in tl„. T .-.., ,

un°'lry-. The Constitution mJJJJ
and the Imperial rescript in reply to aJTHT^

proposal for the spnoraH^T™" "*?*!

flnni-ri. tv ~»"B«j jesteroay.a^fe?^ Clonal

Hungary b/l20 to 3 votes?
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the siting of the Chmberoflk**.
on Friday, Signor Min^hetti, in reply t* qwtiXSby Signori Donato and Romano, acho^tai Cpubuc security was seriously compromised in i£Neapolitan provinces, but said he was cedent tktthe patriotic sentiments of the peoole, together2
the firmness and good intentions of the GovemmS
and the support of Parliament, would lead to a sokb
of the difficulties. The Chamber then ataj
the following order of the day:—"The ChSr
having heard the declarations of the Ministiri
confident that they will employ all legitfe

means to re-establish public security in the sosfe

provinces." In the sitting of the Senate on Wfc.

day, Baron Ricasoli gave some explanatiai

reference to the changes which have been made it
Lieutenancy of Naples. He declared that the Motor

had been unanimous in all the resolutions reaaff

taken. The resignation of Count San MartinoU

been accepted, and General Cialdini had been ippontf

his successor, but with no exceptional powers, his pottkc

being identical with that of General Rome, tkt

Lieutenant of Sicily. The Bill for the constnctia

of a naval and military arsenal at Spezzia, and Sffol

railway Bills, passed the Chamber of Deputies <n

Saturday. In the Senate the national loan was voted

by 65 against 3 votes. Count Arese has arrired r

Turin, and has been appointed by the EmperorW
Cross of the Legion of Honour. Count Fleer

'&

arrived from Paris and has been received bj Stm

Ricasoli. On Thursday the King recei^fneCbarfa

solemn audience at Turin. The Minister&^&y*
expected to arrive yesterday.— Accounts from ap
state that General Cialdini has published au orte

J**
day, in which he expresses a hope of being able torn**

blish tranquillity in the Neapolitan provinces bymjj

them of the bands of assassins. He reckons on thef-

operation of the army and the liberal and Pg
sections of the country. Some persons who had a*

the peasants near Naples to revolt have been ane*

Several conflicts have taken place between theJap

*~~„~„ ~„.i il. u • j_ _• i:„u flio latter Wtroops and the brigands, in which the lattcr
JS?3

fered great losses. The provinces of Avell»

Basilicata are tranquil, and flying columns
i

haTBiJ

despatched to the district of Larino. The W»»
Catanzaro has demanded reinforcements. M^
formerly belonging to the Bourbon army, who n»

acknowledged by the Italian Government, are
PJ

compromised.—Accounts from Rome to the 1

state that Francis II. has had a secret coniereno

Chiavone, the brigand leader. The arnis or»^

Bourbon army, which were stored in the c .^
Angelo, have been distributed among the wj^J
bands. It is said that there is no truth m^r
that the French army at Rome is to be increT^fr
Russia.—The National Bank has raised its"^

count to 7 per cent. Orders have been fjj0
issue of small silver money to the amount^ ^
roubles, the standard of which is to be 7*

jjj*
of silver and copper money to the amount o

The Russian General Ouchafc.

roubles

Poland

speech to the officers, in which he said \

was near at hand, and though he did r ^^
present when and where they would be sfl^

was not the less his duty to warn them, *
S**

-™~ ^ ix.o nHjtfsty. il is said
iperor on his return from Vicliv will na^

STcSrf ri?

r

ineb
lT'

and "fterward/proc eS tothe Camp of Chalons, whilst the Empress will proceed

%J:Z-*T^:™a ^™ .*» Bia'rritz, wheTthe

heS %£r# P,ace »™»«<>ns invitations will

after ^k^6 ?*?*"* *<* the Princess Clotilde,

^tCl™^ v
rt,

'f
S °f Gibralli"-' ''^ embarked

Adam rl » -
e

,

^Pok011 for New York. PrinceAdam Czartonski died at Montfcrmeil, near Paris on

named Becker, who is said to be a native of Odessa, and
is supposed to be a political lunatic. A letter was found
upon him, in which he says that he esteems the King of
Prussia personally, but does not consider him competent
to deal with the German question. He declares that he
has no accomplices, and that he does not belong to any
society. Seals have, however, been affixed to the doors of
his residence at Leipsic. The Crown Prince of Prussia
arrived at Baden on Monday night. It is said to be
certain that Baron Schleinitz, Prussian Minister for
foreign Affairs, is about to tender his resignation,

B

9 jj*
had been effected

1

in the War Budget. ^^ f£
been appointed Minister for Foreign ^f^doi *
Pasha, President of the Councils of Just*

*
• ^^

Tanzimat, for the elaboration of laws, }f of
&*

tration of the Interior, and the rev#w ^M
sentences. Saffeti Pasha and Hassib W ^smijjj

of the Civil List and Mint, had r™ { tte^
\farloum Bey had been appointed ^}nlS parft^
List, in place of Hassib Pasha. S'S^foopIe.^
the Marquis de Lavalette had left Cons**^ for

V*

Marquis de Lavalette had previously oDW"\nth. £
Pasha a pension of 40,000 Piastres *

kier^
inquiry into fcfee accounts of the late bei
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Tlie V erov of E_npt and Prince Couza

«peetod »t Constantinople. The Sultan, among
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reform* is turning nu» «*«,«.»v« ~ -—
-
"»—

«f the Ottoman fleet, and has decided on sending

s_JUr officers to England and France to examine

T*hTlatest improvements m shipbuilding. He has

^ g iven an instance of his liberal views by appointing

2S Christians to important offices at Constantinople.

i ^VT A teleoraphic despatch has been received m
^i^tionof the Calcutta mail of the 15th nit. The

Mowing are the details :—
. . Jl __Mr T^aintr returned to Calcutta on the 7th June,

v
'

J'. ... V.-'-v ill that it was found necessary that he

J£oJ££SiSSatdy for England. Heavy rains had fallen

r^SSTand the young indigo plants were suffering in

taken place at Niekerson's Wharf. Boston. A salt

warehouse, salt mills, 10 vessels, 400 hhds. of molasses,
a large quantity of marine stores, and 7<» dwelling-
houses were destroyed. The loss is estimated at

1,000,000 dollars.

Canada.—The elections at Montreal and Toronto
have terminated in favour of the Ministry. The Great
Eastern arrived at Qui hoc on the 6th July.

e nd Ilnrbov,™ B\ w.rx
other Hills were advanced a
TuyRsnav.—Jjasf 1 tfigk Court ^f Jndicatwre) Bill—Bart

Dr. Grst and kuxin m *• second i | tbJa BtU,
which had rec ed the sanction of th, H«w, .m

UavUamcnt

i I Pr&iHttt *^e PaPers uunuiiu mc uuvgiitpuu;

Mto the copious fall of rain throughout the North,

Western Provinces, The further progress of the famine had

been fortunately stopped.^^
-An uncontradicted rumour had been in circulation

Ar some time, that Sir William Denison had resigned the

governorship of Madras.

Chi —Advices from Shanghai, to the 18th May,

«Ute t'lat there is no truth in the report that Hankow

had been taken by the rebels. The people were return-

ing and the prospects of trade were good. Mr. Gingell,

bar Majesty's Consul, had taken up his residence in

Hankow. At Tien-tsin great confidence prevails as to

the future prosperity of that port and Chefoo.

Jiriy.—Admiral Sir James Hope has returned to

Hong Kong from Nagasaki. The relations of the

Consols with the Japanese Government were satis-

fcetory.

New Zealand.—A despatch from Auckland, dated

May 11. states that the natives are preparing to renew

hostilities, and that a general native insurrection is

Sfflticipated. William Kingi and his followers have

retired from Taranaki, and no further hostilities are

anticipated in tliat quarter at present ; but there are

very threatening accounts from the north of the island,

and it is generally supposed that the next scene of

operations by the insurgent natives will be Auckland.

I'mtfd States.— Congress met in Special Session

on tli iii inst., when Mr. Grow, of Pennsylvania, was

•let I Speaker. On taking his seat Mr. Grow
ssade a strong Union address, and affirmed that

not one foot of American soil can be rescued from the

jurisdiction ol the United States till it is baptised in

fee and blood. The President's Message was delivered

on the 5th. It is strongly warlike, and calls on Congress
fcr 400,000 men, and 400,000,000 dols. to suppress

tbs rebellion. It is, as usual, a very lengthy document,
filling nearly four columns of the daily papers. The
following is a summary of its contents :

—

The greater part of the Message consists of a review of the
P* n of affairs when Mr. Lincoln entered on the duties of
*he Presidency, followed by * vindication of the long for-

beaxaaHoe eC tb» Government and of the measures subsequently
n by the PresWnt on his own responsibility, such as the

ieliberate abandonment of Fort Sumter, the organisation of
the volunteer army, the orders establishing a blockade of the
Southern porta, and the suspension in proper cases of the writ
f habeas corpus. It then discusses the measures taken to

preserve the Union, the course of Virginia, the neutrality
juestion, the declarations of the Southern President, the
sovereignty of the States not in the Constitution, and the
distinction between "Secession" aud "Rebellion." He
doubts whether there is a majority of the legally qualified voters
«lany State, except, perhaps, South Carolina, in favour of dis
•ton, andsays it isworthy ofnote that while in theGovernment's
jjoar of trial large numbers of officers in the army and navy
oaje resigned, and proved false to the hand which pampered
*«sm, not one common soldier or common sailor is known to
nave deserted his flag. The forbearance of the Government
aad been so extraordinary and so long continued as to lead
some foreign nations to shape their action as if they supposed
we early destruction of the National Union probable. While
Jjus, on discovery, gave the Executive some concern, he is now
JPpy to say that the sovereignty and rights of the United
states are now everywhere practically respected by Foreign

wf^i and a Eeneral sympathy with the country is manifested
wttoughont the world. In regard to the course of the Govern-

towards the Southern States after the rebellion shall have

nnrrwi!?
Ppre!?sed

' \
ho deems it proper to Lsay it will be his

»rPp* then, as ever, to be guided by the Constitution and« laws, and that he desires to preserve the Government,

jjr
tt may be administered for all as it was administered by

«e nwn who made it. He calls upon Congress to place at the
*g«nl of the Government at least.400,000 men and 400,000,000
gjjjr*- That number of men, he says, is about one-tenth of

2,"* of proper age within the regions where, apparently,

J"*re willing to engage, and the sum is less than a twenty-
r"™ Part of the money value owned by the men who seem
£»ay to devote the whole.

*J*
Secretary f the Treasury, in his report*

'•ommends a heavy duty on coffee, sugar, and

y» a light direct taxation, and loans to the
wurt of 240,000,000 dols. The expected movement
>entral Patt, r>0 ,r s w Irmm of the ^raiul army across

«« rotomac took place on the morning of the 2d, and

fZJ^ by a battle with General Johnstons

£** 10,000 strong, near Martinsburg, which resulted

retreat ^ °f th« Secessionists and their precipitate
«reat, w, h considerable loss, while the loss on the side

woJfe Federa* troops was but 3 killed and

Sg**^ according to the despatch from General

ES? ? to the War Department. Other large

,,-;- * 5**il troops are .still crossing the IV>tomu.-.

mr^f ^tle is imminent, unless the Secessmn.sts

J2?**;
The B«nk statement shows the amount of specie

HOUS OF LORDS.
Frioay.—State of Turkey.—-Lord Stratford de Redcuffe

moved for copies or extracts of corre >ndence between the

Foreign Department and her sJestya Embassy at Con-
stantinople on the subiect of financial or administrative reforms

in Turkey, since the late Sultan's Hatt-i-hooin yoon of It-

arid more particularlv since the accession of th • reignln

Sultan. He urged the necessity of this country persevering

in the same line of policy that had hitherto marked our

relations with Turkev, especially in reference to our inufac

turingand commercial interests, and said that we were bound

by every tie of honour to give her our full and vigorous support

in case of need, anoVto help her to carry out the reforms which

she had undertaken.—Lord Wodehoi said that asth <n

had inaugurated his reign with salutary reforms, it would

be better to wait and see whether he perse i the con

he had commenced, than for the British ( nment
to deprive him of the credit dtie to him by ten-hrm

premature advice. Important economical changes had

already been made, and he thought it would be wiK-r to

allow the subjects of the Sultan to understand t hat the reforms

inaugurated were not pressed on him by fori ign Powers, but

were his own spontaneous acts. He would not object to tl

motion if modified so as not to include the correspondem

with the present Sultan.-The Earl of Haudwickk:
expressed

his pleasure at hearing this statement The motion being

modified as suggested, was agreed to. The London Coal and

Wine Duties Bill was read a second time. The Labour*™

Cottaqes Bill was lost OB a division on the question of'the

second reading, the numbers being for the Bill, 13 ,
against it.

lG.-Lord Brougham moved the second reading of the Book

Unions Bill, and briefly explained its objects.-Lar On

moved, as an amendment, that the Bill be read a nd tune

that day six months -Earl Granville ported the amend-

ment, which was carried without a division. The Bill was

th
tloZll°- Trea sure Trove.-hord Talbot m •TALAinnE

called the attention of the House to the present ite of the

law of Treasure Trove, in the hope of faciht iting the preser-

vation of ancient articles of gold and silver as works of art.

He asked whether the Government had taken any steps on the

subject, and moved for correspondence *V™}™J*f\™-Z™Z
Lord Chan.-ellor said the subject wa* full of difficulty, owing

to the fact that this particular prerogative right of the Crown

had been made the subject in former times of a variety of

grants. He was not aware that any steps had been taken by

the Government in the matter ; if anything could be dons he

would bring it before the Government. After a few words

from the Duke of Argyll in reference to Treasure Trove in

Scotland, the motion was agreed to. Ir,*h Law Court*.-! he

Marquis of Clanuicarde moved an address to the Crown

praying for a Royal Commission to inquire into the constitution,

establishment, practice, procedure, and fees of the Superior

Courts of Common law in Ireland. He iM»^{* *££**
result of not extending the reforms of the English Comtsto

aud the provisions of which he briefly ex] 4
-'

Ellesborough was of opinion that t lU wcnt far beyond
t he necessities of t case, and was well adapted prod
discontent from one end of India to another, apposed to
appoint English barristers as judges, who would know ~^***r>g
ol the laws, languages, caste, and customs of the country. It
would also entail an additional coat of uo lees than •262,00©: —
The Bishop of London said that as the 1 stood the courts
would have jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters, some of the
judges of which would be Mahommedane.—The LoedGhan-
». ellor sai i that the Government, in order to remove all tears

upon that point, intended to substitute the word " testamen-
tary " in place of "cccleais -al." The Bill was then read a

second time.—Earl De Grly and Ripon moved the second
reading of the East India Civil Senkt Bill, and said th he
object was to legalise appointments already made and to define

the powers of t G rernor-General in making future appoint-

ments either from the covenanted or nnoovenanted service.—

The Earl o: I Bl lenboRoi hi aid not think th. ill just to the
present civil sen , interfering as it did with ir rights

and privileges.—Lord Lo den objected that un. .
onauted

servants were not required on appointment to submit to the

same examination as the convenanted service, nor was any
provision made lor the employment of native*.—-The Duke of

and Lord ClanRic a J supported tl. II, w h was
read a sseon 1 time. The t y YvUm (Seotl ') Bill, tin

Ttcrnpihe T<-.>*tr Jrranperntn' R U'L, /'

(Scotland) Bi i, and the Vaccination Bill wore road a second
time. The Chatham Dockyard Enlargement Hill, and the London
Coal and Wine Due* Conlinu M JhU wore read a third time
aivl passed.

Friday.—Public Statu**.— In answer to a question by Lord
Taunton respecting the reported intention to place the

statues of Brunei and Locke in the vi of the

House, Earl Granville said that the Commissioner

for Public Works intended to reserve spaces round

St. Margaret Square for 28 statues. On the side facing

the Hon <>f Parliament none but men who had become

famous In the Legislature would be placed. On the other side,

however, statues of other persons would be allowed. Poland,

—The Earl of ifarrow by moved an address to the Crown for

the correspondence between this country and Russia, or other

untries, in the years 1831 and 1 J, with reference to the

Of Poland. I
Left sitting. J

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Futday.—Mr. S. EsTroup.T stated that it was not the in-

tention of Mr. Cr • persevere in moving the second

reading of his Bill for the Amend U of Church-rate*, which he
proposed to withdraw.—Mr. StA* withdrew the Industrial

and Pro Societies Bill, which stood for s< aid reading.

•he B -iff.—In answer to Mr. W. Forstrr and Mr.

Heyoate, Lord J. RUSSELL said that the Belf.- i Government
had ; ured that of her Majesty that whatever terms were
granted to French manufactures under the new tariff would be

ranted to British. Denmark and the Duchies—hi answer to

.Jr H. Vei. ud Lord H. Yam, Lord J. Russell said that

the King of Denmark had consented to an arrangement by
whi.h further negotiations would be entered upon, which

he hoped would issue in a solution of the question,

though he could not v* what terms would be deemed reason-

able by both the parties. The Danish Claim*.— Mr. Macaulat
called att >n to the addresses to the Crown by this House,

i , « i^j T.J. «
lmg l

f SXS^lrih and the Treasury minutes issued thereon, empowering the
Ireland had led to a great *^Z*J££Z*£%^ 1J533 Commissioners for Danish Claims to examine and judicially

extravagant expenditure^ tor the luaiciai
dctermine tbo cUims of certain BriUsu subjects for losses

arising out of the Conns, ion by the Danish Government of

id cargoes in lfiuT. He contended that the public faith

wa.- pledged to the satisfaction of these claims, and
no excuse had ever been alleged for the non-fulfil-

ment of the pledge.—The ATro* Of ial contended
that after an in 1 of 57 years it was unreasonable
to expect that the H< . e of Commons would take up
the question, more ecially as it had repeatedly been
inquired into on former occasions with results unfavourable to
the claimac —Mr. Locke supported the claims, which were
opposed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, on the ground
t t no injustice had been done, and that all power of tracing
property rights had ceased long ago. The ubjectthen dropped.
—On the motion for the third reading of the University Election*

Hid. the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated his objections
tlie Bill, which he said would introduce a strange and start-

ling innovation in our electoral law. It was no longer a
ill to enable non-resident voters to vote by means of voting

rs (a principle to which he was not friendly), but it

was a measure rise all electors, resident" or non-
ent, to ( to pr

, who are to be the bearers of
>rity, to 9 or .s they please.—Mr. Dodson

gopported the Bill, and argued that the vcrye* e of a proxy
wa. that ? son! r it should represent the views of

le pel ffiYing it— Mr FI orted, and Lord Pal-
mkri roppofl the Bill—Mr. ConinghaM move I that it be

1, but the motion was, on a div u, negatived by
SO. The 1 was then read a third time aud passed.

The' ''( ,c as r lase id time. The
Vaccina* I a third time and passed. The House
then 1 to Monday.

day.— V,- Civil If"

r

—Lord J. Rcssell stated,

in repl Mr Dtn'OMBE, that he had not receive iy fresh

m plalnti Of outrages iuflic upon British (subjects in the
Sece*- • ^tates America mal Education <n Ireland.—
Mr I ved a resolution that it is inexpe in distri-

buting the grant for the r-urp s of Iri lues to enforce
Hip rule of re ins: aid to all sc Is in w h r us teach-

istruction

suitors, and to an
establishment. — Lords Wensleydale Granville, and

Bbodojiam expre 1 their opinions that a ir «

been made out for inquiry. The motion, ^sfhtfy modiflc

was then agreed to. Slave 7 rade.—Lord Strath, nr.v moved

a resolution for the re-appointment of a Bri C ill at

Mozambique, in order to assist the Portuguese Government in

repressing the Slave Trade on the east coast of Africa -Lord

Wodehousb stated that this motion last year had beer, earned

bv surprise, but the Government ^were of opin on that the

appointment of a Consul on the east coast of Africa would be

useless without a large squadron, and wouhjlp»•..bably lead

to much correspondence and useless exasperation. The

Portuguese Government earnestly desired to suppress the

Shlve Trade on the t as effectually as they had already

done on the west coast, and he Imped the House would

leave the matter to .he discretion of the Government.

1 Lord Brougham believed the Portuguese sir. em

&£Er^n»
r

W
eal authorityJU there • -squad, ,1;;

5SWgS3 TZ^Z tne
conrnder and report P"%M

b
™

rmluttrial Schools 1

SZZtJ 1^J^^ (Scotland .

of the Indian uouncu --;-^—
{ thal therc T t be

Parliament.—Earl Dl bRB ana
fucctiona of the Indiag

some misapprehension as^th^u^u ^^^
theCouncil and the mode in which their 1 ? wna.con

or a
lCil and the mode m

,

w
"'^eD ,uade v h, in I

request.would not bs,.e been m ^.^ ^
interests of the public ^^^lttod , the Coun
The Earl of Ei.lknboroDGH regretted tna

transacted business .in snen ^

Jo the Bill

ment to the
;

cont' 1 that, as a system of united educ e Jfa nal

sy6 had utterly failed, L, if so. and if Protestants and
Koman Catholics were receiving edo on in diatinct schools,

he as I w h u t i usti iere was 1
1 j • > s ing this restric-

held f/Tv
Rnk statement i

hTl?
b
f.
OV€r42'000,000doLs

iL -

* e" York banks, the stagnation of trade is

Rasing. All the Baltimore Police Commissioners have

3n arrested, and the military remain posted through-

?2 t,"* city. The Tennessee Secession troops have

2** ^noxviUe in order to prevent the advance
^
ot

e*e**l troops into East Tennessee

• ^4s7S>aa* t^*-^ ,_-^-_^ — ^ ^^^ - . - ^ v ^ ^r^ * ^* -

ti ; j g tl de edi n would bo made more
advantageous to the n s,— for it could not bean advan-
tage Je r and the grant would be a real boon

ciJ :

.,-.
:

! ,mtry.—Mr. Lf fro* w.e ol opinion that Me present

« to have "nolsvf a did or the ProtesUnt or the Roman
Dll *u _,,,„- The « r'ut thc lition, and pressed upon

record of its pr<Seedings to ^ e
J

ao»t the importance of

wpiU into TommPtce on the BUt h mdation of secular education.—

Grey moved aT amendment to tl , and hoped Parliament
m^« « t^o a,.vpr General in

nri-™irn»'-.n tne faults of t N atonal
a^inVafso^ fXfiS^te. «•, not desi?e thai

and consideration of Ws W w '—*—
which shall consist u ___„ _ .. ^ ^ ^ m{^ ^ ^

the memoeni ch .~->»^»i *• —•-« --

ns, i
,

thH quest; should be a

- ^FJiS"?*

possible

m -The KLLf
S
beUcrealeTbctter

'

tW 1 to rec o^to come in and
ipiwrt, as itt ****Z?a oursclYea.—Tne I

accept it, so a make the system of education reallv national

had
agreed to after* » fm {/reiand) Bul and the . withdrawn his confidence from the National system wbich:
ae Attorney* **
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ho had at first supported. — Lord John Russell was m
favour of religious instruction as it was given in England.

But in England, among all their differences, there was

a general agreement in favour of the Bible being the

basis of all religious instruction. Was that the case

in Ireland? So far from it, that if it were adopted
in Ireland, it would lead to continual bickerings and
contentions in that House. Of the 280,0002. no* voted

for Irish education, at least 2t0,000J. must be given to the

Roman Catholics, and if that were so the opposition now given

to Maynooth would be increased tenfold.—Mr. Monsell com-
plained that the same principle, with reference to the grant,

was not applied to the Ireland and England. — Sir G. Lewis, or.

the contrary, maintained that, in respect to the administration

of the grant, there was not the smallest difference.—Mr. Bott
expressed his wish to withdraw his resolution, but as Mr.

Hennessy objected to that course, the House divided, when
the resolution was negatived by 36 to 0. The House then went
into Committee of Supply, when the adjourned debate on the

Irish Educational Vote was resumed.—Mr. Maguire called

attention to the inadequate salaries of the national school-

masters, which did not amount, on an average, to more than
9s. a week. — Mr. Williams moved that the sum of

13,000/. bo taken from the Agricultural Colleges, with a view
to add it to the salaries of the schoolmasters.—Mr. Cardwell
said that the Government were aware of the hardship to the
masters, and were doing their best to remedy it. On a division

Mr. Williams's motion was negatived by 98 to 9. The vote was
then agreed to.—The vote for the Theological College of Belfast
was opposed by Mr. Hadfield, but was carried on a division
by 120 to 20. The Stade Dues.—Mr. Peel, in moving a vote of
155,0002. for the redemption of the Stade Dues, stated the
foundation of the claim of Hanover to this toll. The amount
received by Hanover from the toll was 30,0001. a year, which,
capitalised at 154 years' purchase, amounted to 465,000/., and
the proportion to be paid by England for its redemption was
one-third, or 155,0001. The vote was agreed to. The House
then went into Committee on the remaining Civil Service

Estimates, and the resolutions were ordered to be reported.
—On the Report upon the Offences against the Person
Bill, Mr Henley moved to amend the 4th clause by
making the offence of conspiracy and solicitation to
commit murder a misdemeanour instead of a felony. He did
not object to the punishment a*sijjned to the offence ; but in
cases of felony the police had power to enter an accused
person's house and ransack his drawers for papers, &c,
whereas'in cases of misdemeanour they had no such power.

—

The Attorney General defended the clause as it stood, and
insisted that the punishment assigned to the crime was not too
severe.—Mr. Walpole said there was no dispute about the
punishment ; the question was whether the police should be
armed with extraordinary powers to get up the cases, which
were extremely liable to abuse. — Mr. Ayrton and Mr.
Coningham opposed the clause, and Sir G. Lewis said, as it
was not proposed to alter the nature of the punishment, he
should not object to the amendment. The amendment was
then agreed to.—On the motion of the Attorney General,
the^ punishment of the offence was reduced to a minimum
period of three years.—Lord Raynham moved to increase
the punishment for aggravated assaults upon women and
children. The amendment was opposed by the Attorney-
General and negatived. Another amendment, proposed by
Lord Raynham, met with the same fate. On the report of the
Municipal Corporations Act Amendment Bill being brought up,
Mr. Newdegate moved a clause to the effect that no mayor
should of right take the chair at a meeting of justices unless he
had acted asjustice for three years before his election as mayor.
All he contended for was that the same security should
be taken for the administration of justice in other boroughs
as existed in the City of London, where a man must have
acted as an alderman and a magistrate for some time before he
was elected Lord Mayor.—Sir G. Lewis opposed the amend-
ment as opposed to the whole spirit of the Bill. On a division,
the clause was rejected by 137 to 32. On the report of the
Salmon and Trout Fisheries Bill being brought up, Mr. Henley
objected to inspectors for the preservation of salmon beiug
paid out of the public purse. The House divided, when the
clause was retained by 85 to 4 7. The other business was then
disposed of.

Tuesday.—Irremovable Poor Bill.—The House went into
Committee on this Bill, recommencing with the 9th clause,
which had been already under discussion in two morning
sittings, and which raised questions connected with some of
the most difficult problem? of Poor Law administration,—
settlement, removal, and area of chargeability. Ultimately,
the Bill passed through Committee. The Removal of Scotch and
Irish Poor Bdl likewise passed through Committee, all refer-
ence to 8cotland being omitted from the Bill. The Galvtay
Contract.—Mr. Cosinoham presented a petition from Mr.
George O'Malley Irwin, relating to the origin of the Royal
Atlantic Steam Navigation Company, and charging Mr. John
Drroll Lever, the member for Galway, and other persons, with
gross frauds in connection therewith, stating that Mr. Lever
had announced the existence of a fictitious fleet of ships,
with fictitious names, captains, and tonnages, and that his
proceedings in regard to the company were of such a flagitious
nature as to call for the fullest inquiry by the House.—
Mr. roebuck objected to the reception of a petition which con-
tained a gross libel upon a member of the House from a man
of the notorious character of the petitioner. He moved as anamendment that the petition be rejected -Sir J. Trollops
recommended that the petition should be withdrawn until the

^i^Tu™.™ 1^ now 8ittin& °n tb« Galway contract had com-
pleted their labours and made their report to the House.—Mr.

major, conferred upon him lor distinguished conduct in the

field.—Sir D. L. Evans seconded the motion.—Mr. T. G.

Baring admitted that Colonel Henry was entitled to every

consideration as an officer who had been wounded in tho

service of his country. That consideration had been shown to

him, he had received a year's pay as gratuity, a pension of 1007.

a year for the loss of a limb, full pay as colonel in the Royal

Artillery, and 1002. a year allowance for commanding the riding

establishment.—Lord Palmerston said that great inconvenience

would result if constant exceptions and departures from their

regulations were forced upon the War Department by motions

in that House. On a division tho motion was negatived by G3

to 34. Consulate at Pesth.—Mr. T. Duncombe moved an address

to the Crown praying that a consul might be established at

Pesth. He complainod of the recent withdrawal of Mr. Dunlop

from that city, seeing that the nearest British consulate was

800 miles off. at Galatz, at the mouth of the Danube —Mr.
White seconded the motion.—Lord J. Rossell said there was

no present necessity for the appointment of a consul at Pesth ;

but if peace continued, and the internal prosperity of Hungary

advanced, there would be no objection to making such an

appointment hereafter. The motion was eventually withdrawn.

The Crown Suits Limitation Bill passed through committee.

Tho Metropolis Local Management Acts Amendment BUI was read

a second time.—Mr. Tite moved the second reading of the

Metropolis Local Management Act Amendment {No. 2) BiU, ex-

plainiug that its object was to apportion the debts incurred

under the Main Drainage Act more equitably towards the

parishes ofCamberwell and Wandsworth.—Mr. Ayrton opposed

the Bill, and Mr. Layard moved to defer the second reading

for six months. This amendment was seconded by Mr. T.

Duncombe, and the Bill was ultimately withdrawn. The report

of the Committee of Supply was brought up and agreed to.

The House then went into a Committee of Supply on the re-

maining Civil Service Estimates. On tho vote for the National

Gallery, Lord H. Lennox called attention to the unsatisfactory

nature of the present arrangements for the reception of

national pictures ; and Lord Palmerston explained that the

intentions of the Government in regard to the removal of the
Royal Academy to Burlington House had undergone no change,

but he wished to provide accommodation for science as well as

art The vote was discussed at much length, with reference to

various topics connected with it,—the proper site for a National
Gallery; the alterations made in the building in Trafalgar

Square ; the resources for the enlargement of the space for the
reception of pictures ; the Vernon and Turner Collections, the
removal of the Royal Academy, &c. The vote was ultimately
agreed to. Thenextvote,of2000f. for the NationalPortrait Gallery,

was objected to by Mr. Spooner, who thought that too macli
was spent upon pictures and the promotion of art, and mowed
that this vote should be disallowed. He did not propose to
divide the Committee on the motion, but only to protest, he
said, against the continuance of such tomfoolery. Several
members complained that the collection was not properly ex-
hibited. The vote with others were ultimately agreed to. In
a discussion on the Colonial Estimates, Mr. Adderley called
attention to the large portion of this expenditure which, in his
opinion, might be advantageously discontinued. He considered
it anomalous and mischievous, throwing a burden upon the
resources of this country in relief of the taxation of the colonies
for purposes of their own.—Mr. C. Fortescuc pointed out the
difficulty of establishing by any exact rule a distinction be-
tween Imi>erial and colonial objects, especially in military
expenditure. Of the civil expenditure, many of the charges
were temporary and expiring. The vote was then agreed to
and ordered to be reported. The Offences against the Person Bill,

the Municipal Corporation Act Amendment Bill, the Salmon
Fisheries Bill, and the Parochial and Burgh Sdiools ' (Scotland)
Bill were read a third time and passed. The other business
was then disposed of.

Wednesday.—Mines Trespasser Prevention Bill. — Mr. H.
Sheridan moved the second reading of this Bill, the object of
which was to give a judge at chambers the power to issue an
order to inspect mines in cases in which it might appear to him
that surface property was endangered by excavations under-
ground.—Mr. Paull opposed the Bill, explaining that he had
unadvisedly allowed his name to be placed on the back of it.

—

—Mr. Clive characterised the Bill as a measure to authorise
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^ho loevhi- *™ «w ¥ t-'™*-™™* Henry, Royal Artillery,

befori^•U^S*r hoMte ^"Spd of an important battery
« ceoaitopol, holding at the time the rank of brevet-

Relief Bill, and the amendment to defer the committee for
three months, was resumed by Mr. Denman, who stated that
justice was often defeated in consequence of the unwillingness
of conscientious persons to take an oath. The amendment
was negatived, and the Rill then passed through Committee.

—

The order for the second reading of tho Sheriffs' Courts (Scotland)
(No. 2) Bill was read and discharged, Mr. Caird stating that in
consequence of the late period of the session he could not hope
to carry it. The Irremovable Poor Bill was read a third time
and passed. Tho Metropolis Local Management Art* Amendment
Bill passed through Committee. The Public Works and
Harbours Bill, and the Turnpike Acts Continuance Bill were read
a third time and passed. The Leases, dec., by Incumbents
Restriction Bill passed through Committee.—Mr. Clive obtained
leave to bring in a Bill to continue the Act further to amend
the Acts relating to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and the
management of episcopal and capitular estates in England

;

and a Bill for amending an Act passed in the last Session to
amend the law concerning the Making, Keeping, and Carriage
of Gunpowder, and the manufacture, sale, and use of fireworks.
Thursday.—Consular Service.—The House went into Com-

mittee of Supply on the Civil Service Estimates, when several
items ir. the vote for consuls abroad underwent considerable
discussion, and it was suggested that the consular service,
especially in Germany, should be subjected to a thorough
revision with a view to the reduction of expenditure.—Lord J.
Russell stated that some of the consulates in Germany would

— .
cease altogether on the death of their present occupants ; andof

1
referring to the Embassy in China, announced that he had by»* ' the last mail received accounts from Mr. Bruce of a most
satisfactory nature; that our mission at Pekin were re-ceived and treated without the strangeness which had
characterised their earlier communications with the native
authorities

; and that there was every prospect of esta-
blishing commercial relations with China on a better
footing than they had ever hitherto been placed. The
order for committing the Trades Marks Bill was discharged
and the Bill withdrawn for the session. On tho order for
considering the Lords' amendments to the Bankruptcy and
Insolvency Bill, the Attorney-General, in a speech of great
length, moved that the clause providing for the appointment
of a chief judge, struck out by the Lords, should be restored
to the BilL He contended that there was an almost universal
concurrence on the part of the mercantile community
in favour of the institution of a chief judgeship
Mr. Bovill supported the Lords' amendments, and said

Lirenned \ unller—W. J. Wisdram aim *. o. »--- -
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that the appointment of a chie*"judge would be simply a waste
of the public money.—Mr. Collier, Mr. Malins, Mr. Crawford
Mr. Turner, and the 8olicitor-General supported the
appointment of a chief judge ; Mr. Rolt, Mr. Horsfall. MrHenley, Mr. Walpole, and Sir Hugh Cairns opposed it Ona division, the motion for disagreeing to the Lords' amend-ment, and restoring the clause for the appointment of a chiefjudge, was carried by 173 to 129. The consideration of theremaining amendments was postponed to Monday —Ob the
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, m h7tad"beenacqiiainted for many years.

* W|»m be ** landed till Wednesday.

** PT mornfn- an application was made to the

T^Mtke"he depositions of Rivers at Twieken-

v wl hroken a bloodvessel and his life was

•^ «f Vr Corrie said that it would be suf-

ftf the depositions were taken by some local

hut it would be necessary thac the Baron

W, «,,, should be present when the deposition was

—a H> therefore gave orders for removing the
&**•

r ™ the House of Detention to Twickenham,

5?o rmmoning the son by telegraph from Ware
Ipd ior Mm* o u ^ laa hftfin staying with his
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SEv Herts, where he has been staying with ms

.1'J. f«milv since the occurrence. In the meantime,

S$££ .K applied for a copy of the son's in-

Eutoi upon which the warrant was granted, and

fiSfta the interests of justice had not hitherto been

• u. Thin document, which contains the only

::Sl^^7^ affair which has yet been

rublwlied, is as follows:—

«, x i*rA« ^r Mfrpd John de Vidil :—I live at No. 40,

tatfeT W^mtaSS?
1

I am the lawful son of AlfredPe
SSmTSii Vidil commonly called the Baron de Vidil. On

Tetsth tf JuneTast/l was invited by my father to go

IhWmonthat day to Claremont to visit the eX Queen of

to French I went on the said 28th of June to the Clarendon

btel in Bond Street, where I met my father and thence pro-

ded with him to the Waterloo Railway Station, and arrived

train at Twickenham, where two saddle-horses were await-

i us. We went and made the call at Claremont. On our

urn just before we came to a public house where a side road

d» to the left, he said, ' I shall ask which will be the best

which astonished me, as he knew the road perfectly

He did not ask, but, without saying a word, took the

I said, ' I can't understand your coming here.' He gave

i" to understand that he was suffering from bowel com-

it. I said, 'Won't you turn back and go to the

The lane was quite empty when we entered it, but after-

Sards a woman appeared at the end. He said, 'Will you
fbold my horse ?

' I said, ' How shall I hold it '—meaning,
vm I to remain on my horse or get down ? He said, ' Oh,
.tver mind !

' The woman was at the end of the lane. We
walked back into the main road. In passing the inn I urged
torn to take some brandy there. He said, ' No, no, thank

it does not look a very nice place.' When in the lane
told me of his stomach-ache. 1 said, ' If I had known

that I would have dined at Hampton, as you asked me to.'

He said, 'That is very kind.' On returning to the main
road he said he should go to the Duke d'Aumale's, which
astonished me after his saying that he had the stomach-
ache. The road to the Duke d'Aumale's is by a lane lead-
ing to the river side. There are several other lanes also
leading to the river. The Baron took me down the first of
these, and on my expressing some surprise he said he did
not know whether there was a road at the end of it or not.
There was no road at the end of it. We returned to the
main road. The Baron took me down the second lane,
•which we both knew did not lead to the Duke d'Aumale's.
We then went on to the lane leading down to the Duke
d'Aumale's, but to my great surprise he did not go into the
house, but went on along the lane which turns to the left, the
end of which is parallel to the road. It turns again to the left
into the main road. I made some remark as to his not going
into the Duke d'Aumale's. I had just got a little way up the
lane leading to the main road, when he said we had made a
Bistake and must turn back' I turned back without saying
**ord. It Is very shady \n that corner. I saw no one near.
I jot a little ahead of the Baron, he being on the right. I had
tone a pace or two when I telt a violent blow on my head. I

toned round, being all right on the saddle, and saw the
irons hand uplifted with something in it. With this he
wrack me auother blow, and again raised his arm, when I
toried on my horse, and having got on a little way, I got
jwra quietly—putting my leg over as usual, and ran on to
*bere a woman aud man were standing. I caught hold of the
woman s dress, and clung to her, praying her to protect me. The
**ron soon arrived on loot, very red. He got over a gate en

Pi

gate en therr^yu iunveu on root, very
|«V and, as I afterwards discovered, hurt his hand in doing so.
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give evidence, Mr. Corrie informed
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Justice demanded that he should
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ne<'essary proof in support of so grave

persiti
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i8 8ti11 adhering to his first resolution,
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liis refll8al

» the magistrate ordered him
v till yesterday, and remanded the prisoner to f

the same day. Alterwards, on the intercession of counsel,
and the representation of a medical man that confine-
ment was likely to prove prejudicial to his health, young
Mr. De Vidil was handed over to his friends, who
became responsible for his appearance. An application
to admit the baron to bail was refused. The further
consideration of the case was resumed yesterday, when
Mr. De Vidil again refused to give evidence. Mr.
Pollock and Mr. Ellis consequently withdrew from the

but huddled up in a heap in a corner of the
room. Notwithstanding the appalling injuries he
had received, he was conscious when the police came,
and though unable to answer questions, kept waving
them away with his hand. In a few minutes, however,
he became insensible. Not the least of Major Murray's
risks appears to have been his jump from the window.
Though assisted by the water-pipe, he had still 18 feet

to fall to a narrow strip of pavement between two
prosecution, leaving the magistrate to deal with the ! areas and rows of iron railings, and how he escaped
case in the ordinary way. Mr. Corrie then remanded

|
appears a miracle. Mr. Roberts, on his removal to the

the case to Monday, with an intimation that he should i hospital, was found to have sustained three distinct

in the meantime refer the matter to the Secretary of fractures of the skull and a bad fracture of the cheek
State, and leave it to him to take what course he
pleases. Mr. De Vidil was then bound over in his own
surety of 1000/. to appear again on Monday, and the
Baron was remanded to prison.

The Affeat in Noethumbeeland Steeet.—Mr.
Roberts, one of the priucipals in this mysterious en-

counter dieVi of his injuries at Charing Cross Hospital

on Thursday evening. He was unconscious for many
hours before his death, so that the expectations enter

bone, as well as terrible lacerated face and scalp wounds.

His life was quite despaired of from the first, but after

a time he regained his consciousness, and tbough still

in the most imminent danger he continued to progress

favourably until Thursday, when a change took place

which speedily proved fatal. Major Murray, tbough

going on well, is still in such a critical state that it

was not thought advisable on Thursday night to inform

him of the death of Mr. Roberta. The worst and most

tained that he might, in his last moments, throw some dangerous wound he received was from a bullet which
light on this extraordinary affair were not realised. It

remains, therefore, with Major Murray, if h« recovers,

to disclose the mystery enveloping the circumstances

of the affray. The police are incessant in their

efforts to clear it up, and are said to have dis-

covered a clue which is likely to lead to important

disclosures, and to explain much of what now
appears incomprehensible, and it is said that a woman
will be found to be the true cause of quarrel on one

side or the other. Major Murray has made a statement

that he never knew Mr. Roberts before; that the latter

accosted him on Hungerford Bridge, and offered to

advance him money for the Grosvenor Hotel Company
of which the major was a director ; that on this offer he

accompanied Mr. Roberts to his chambers, and was

there shot in the back of his neck ; and that on recovering

entered the back of the neck, and which therefore

must have been fired from behind. This bullet was
extracted after his removal to the hospital, where he
still remains in the custody of the police.

Dinnee to Mb. Cobden at the Mansion House.
—On Wednesday evening the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress gave a complimentary entertainment to Mr.

Cobden, M.P., and a number of his personal and poli-

tical friends, to celebrate his recent presentation with the

freedom of the city of London. The dinner was to have

taken place several weeks ago, but was postponed in

consequence of Mr. Cobden's delicate state of health.

After the usual loyal toasts, the Lord Mayor said that

on the present occasion he should introduce an innova-

tion and propose a toast to the Emperor of the French.

The toast was received with loud cheers, and was drunk

his senses he seized the tongs, struck down his assailant, ! with all the honours. Mr. Cobden, in returning thanks

and made his escape by jumping from the back window. ! for the toast of his health, spoke at great length on the

Mr. Roberts also made a statement some days ago in
' subject of Free Trade, and said that the recent Treaty

before Friday last is but an extension in a modified form of the principlewhich he admits that he had never before Friday

spoken to Major Murray, that his conversation with that

gentleman was commenced by himself in Hungerford

market, and that it bore reference to a loan which was

required for the Grosvenor Hotel Company, which he

was anxious to arrange on behalf of a client. When

of Free Trade which this country adopted in the case of

the Corn Laws. He expressed his conviction that if

peace be preserved for five or 10 years, the treaty will

have opened the door to such a commerce between

France and England as will surpass the commerce exist-

questioned as to the identity of his client he gave the
j
in* between any other two countries of the world.

'Mi Michel Chevalier, and Mr. Bright, M.P., sub-

sequently addressed the meeting, and were loudly

cheered.

Haeeow School.—The foundation stone of the

Vaughan Library, commemorative of the head master-

ship of Dr. Vaughan, was laid on the 4th inst. by Lord

Palmerston in the presence of a distinguished company,
including a large assemblage of old Harrovians. Lord

Palmerston afterwards addressed the meeting on the

eminent claims of Dr. Vaughan to the memorial which

they had determined on, and on the success with whicn

Harrow has held its place in public estimation and

name of a gentleman named Anstruther, whom he

described as anxious to advance the money. He admitted

having invited Major Murray to his chambers, and

stated that on his arrival there the major first shot

himself in the back of his neck, and then attacked him
with the tongs. On being asked whether any alterca-

tion had occurred previously to Major Murray shooting

himself, he replied distinctly "No." Both of these

statements are considered extraordinary and improbable,

and they appear to be contradicted by the state in which

Mr. Roberts's chambers were found when the police

effected an entry. The chambers are on the first floor,

and consist of a front and back drawing-room, com- public service by furnishing men distinguished in all the

municatine by folding doors. A description of them careers which they may have chosen for their future life,

reads almost like a chapter from a French novel. The Thames Embankment. — The Commissioners

front room has been furnished in the most luxurious recently held a meeting for the purpose ot

and costly style, decorated with watercolour drawings, ascertaining the views of the railway companies

statuettes, copies from the antique, costly buhl cabinets which intend to carry their lines across the river

and inlaid tables, on which are all sorts of ornaments by bridges abutting on the intended embank-

under large glass shades. The whole of this rich furniture, ment, as well as to take the views of the Benchers

tatuettes, and vases—even the very of the Inner and Middle Temple on the mattei.

cussed the matter, and had come to the conclusion that

the outer edge of the embankment would be 130 feet

from the face of the existing abutment of Blackfnars

Bridge. The Bridge House Estates Committee were

nee tlie uiiu^s were in si/ piaueu. w »»^u * »——--- —

-

there many years ago. The back drawing-room was as out into the river. The Commissioners

richly furnished and as dirty as the front, but as it was

the scene of the affray it bears evidence of the deadly

struggle which took place in it. The furniture is

l^rnl^n nnd overturned in hideous confusion ; the walls, — — - D - _ . ,. , ., ,

thfJuded tabl s backs of clmirs, and sides of inlaid now "having designs made for the ne«r bridge at

^hmetsLstreaWd and smeared with bloody fingers. Iilacktriars, and would consequently have to adopt

TllTwalls ar^I^Tahed^ with blood, while over the flu. « »->-»> «~ -—tion w.th the engmeering

shades and doors of the cabinets it has fallen like ram,

as if from a bloody mop. One escritoire had apparently

been forced, for a contest seemed to have taken place for

the possession of some of the papers that lay clutched and

crumpledabout. All these are now in the possession of the

police, and the contents of some have given the clue

already mentioned. Beneath the window from which

Major Murray made his escape there are, on the inner

this datum line in connection with the engineering

designs for that structure. With regard to the evel

at which the embankment and the railways would have

to join, it would have to be determined and governed

by the level of the new Blackfriars Bridge itself. That

as regarded the embankment at Hungerford Bridge, the

idea of the Commissioners was to expel all the water

there and to carry a solid embankment over its whole

width, as far out into the river as the fistingjpter-at

sfdrseVe-ral-irregular pools 'of blood among a pile of Hungerford ^^^jf^t ^JtLT^l
scattered papers, which are smeared and saturated with hue ot ^h^ ™£ °

n ^f of the Charing:

blood and wine. In the corner there are some bottles
( f^^Z^- ^^^id that he had, as regarded

of wine, one or two ot which have "™»^£™£ ^Tri^e a^d prorS' Ztion at Hungerford, been

the papers, which, however, appear to have lain 1 hera ™. D
™J th

_
iu£25tioii that the embankment wouldpapers, which, however, :w~» - „w f» rhP actine oil the supposition that tne emwflh^--—

-

some time. In this corner of the room, close to-the act,ng o»^ne pp™ proposed embankment

window, the traces of the conflict are -ore visible^than be ^tended to tb^p ^^^ .^ the railways

^ an oth7r ParT T!.^ an ornamental U«.«J ««-£ -
erTh7^amesTt would be. great advao.

buhl cabinet Leboard, which only leave
.
|Q*^ ^aR°nvenience, but he.was afrai^ J"-^

enough to enable a person to approach ^"intom. n g ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ fchafc thl8 coaM „ot be

is evident that Major Murray here made '» "

8truggle to escape, for the blood is t --^^
like heavy driving

a<"om plisbed. Tin- railway company was at w«^°£
StC out the Railway Bridge, be proposed to

, iur tue www w -

—

!*.««„. rn piirrviniaT out me i\auw»y *««*-R ~t -— «--
.

rain, over everything around far and In"$£* or ningg f 100 feet over that

ul volence was nsed there that it grw_ ««« •£

^

er to be devoted to the embankment.

on either .side. we_re. }***JZu* there* ^T3."»-" «• &N «tended

E'wTrf pinion thaTthire wonld be an objection

£ ma" ng an inclined road from the embaukment,

SnSW. on the «.ge of the^-^
spot, thou'h Mr. Roberts was
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"bridge, and would disfigure Blackfriars

—Mr. Cubitt, on the part of the London, Chatham
Dover Railway, intimated that the points adverted to

by the Commissioners should receive consideration in

connection with the works of that railway.—Mr. Nelson

and Mr. Yeates, for the Benchers of the Middle Temple,

said that, while objecting to any embankment, the

Templars, if it were an unavoidable public necessity,

would wish it to be on as low a level as possible, without

a railway or docks in front of the Temple, and not to

rise above the level of the gardens.—The Lord Mayor

said the probability was that the embankment would

begin to rise before it left the Temple Gardens, but not

for any great distance, possibly 100 yards, or it might

be 30 or 40 yards, so as to give as much headway as

could be conveniently obtained for the wharves, City

Gasworks, and other establishments.—Mr. Gray, for the

City Gas Company, said that the proposed embankment
would not be objectionable, provided their works had a

waterway of 70 feet and a 7-feet headway for access in

and out.

The Bxumsii and Stephenson Statu"E3. — The
committee have determined that the statues to the

memory of these eminent engineers shall be placed

near the statue of Pitt, in the gardens of St. Margaret's,

Westminster, facing the House of Commons, in Old
Palace Yard. They are to be executed in bronze by
Baron Marochetti.

Greenwich Hospital.— In accordance with the

recent Act measures have been taken for improving the

condition of the pensioners. New clething has been

made up within the establishment,and is a great improve-

ment, both as respects quality and pattern. The ugly

cocked hat, universally disliked by the inmates, has been

superseded. The allowance known as " tobacco money "

has been much increased. Many minor details have

been arranged, under the superintendence of the

Governor, which have given the utmost satisfaction to

the inmates,

Mfbdeb, in Woolwich Gabeison.—An inquest

was held on Tuesday at Woolwich on the body of

Sergeant Martin Murphy, Royal Artillery, who died

on Saturday from the effects of blows inflicted by

Gunner Peter Masterson, of the 6th battery depot

brigade, with the barrack poker, while deceased was in

the act of entering the charge of Masterson absenting

bimself from the garrison without leave. The jury,

without hesitation, found the prisoner "Guilty of

Wilful Murder/' and he was committed for trial at the
ensuing assizes.

The Public Health. — The Registrar-General's
weekly return states that the deaths in London in the

week that ended Saturday, July 13 were 1106.
The average number in the corresponding weeks of

the 10 years 1851-60, corrected tor increase of popu-
lation, was 1130. The present return is therefore

24 below the average. During the week the births of

S45 boys and 957 girls, in all 1902 children, were
registered in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks
of the years 1851-60 the average number was 1532.

Bridge, stances, Bedford may suddenly become the seat of some
1 occurrence took place andhiT^ ~~

am, and very violent outbreak of disease. As a striking ex- municate the intelligence tn v**•**&—<* *a ample of the distance to which foul matter will travel before the commission of th» \a i

*
'H*

through this porous subsoil, it is mentioned that the left the hous*w ^a- v._
e aeed>aub^v

water in some wells 500 feet from the gas works has

ProWmteL
Aldebshott.—A grand military rifle match com-

menced at Aldershott on Tuesday morning, and was
continued on Wednesday and Thursday. The prizes

were shot for by officers and soldiers of the Line,
except the Rifle Derby, which was open to all comers.
This contest is intended to be annual, and to be for the
regular troops what the contest at Wimbledon is to the
Volunteers.

Bedford.—Mr. Simon, the medical-officer of the
Privy Council, in his annual report on the proceedings
of the year 1860, calls attention to the typhoid fever
and diarrhoeal diseases which prevail in this town every
autumn. Mr. Simon states that the cause of this
visitation is not at all difficult to ascertain. In the
valley of the Ouse, which flows through the town, there
is a considerable deposit of porous alluvium, which
contains soakage water—land water on its passage to
the river ; and it is this water that fills the wells of the
town. But cesspools unfortunately are almost uni-
versal, and they are constructed so that the liquid may
soak away from them rapidly into the surrounding
soil, a local Act "forbidding the drainage of any
cesspool matter into the sewers." The wells from which
the inhabitants drmk, mostly shallow, are frequently in
close proximity to these cesspools. The sewers and
drains, also, are not properly constructed, and in some
instances of sewers at little depth foul liquid filters
through them into the cellars of houses. In short,
almost the entire system of sewers, drains, and cesspools
is one of percolation and saturation of the subsoil ; and
it is almost impossible, with the liquid refuse of 13,000
people constantly passing into such a limited body of
water as is in these few feet of gravel, that any portion
of the supply can escape more or less pollution. Speci-
mens taken from three different wells were examined
by Professor Miller, who reported that they must have
been derived " from a source largely contaminated with
decaying animal matter." Mr. Simon remarks that, to
any one conversant with medical science, it can only be
matter of surprise that Bedford has not suffered more
severely from the diseases which depend on excremental
infection of air and water ; but the importance of the
ease depends less upon the amount of illness that has been
actually undergone than upon the danger still hanging
^ver the population that, under not improbable circam-

gas

been found so impregnated with soakage from gas-tar

refuse as to be unfit lor use; and attention is called to

the fact that injurious matters in solution in the liquid

of cesspools are not removed by filtration through

gravel, however bright the water may become, and that

typhoid fever, like malignant cholera, is one of the

great group of diseases which infect the ground. Mr.

Austin, the principal engineer of the Local Government

Act Office, reports that nothing but a new and complete

system of drainage and water supply will bring the town

into a proper state, but that there will be no difficulty

whatever in the execution of the works. Mr. Simon

states that at Christmas last the Town Council deter-

mined to appoint a committee of their body to report

on the drainage of Bedford, but that no information has

been received of the results of that measure.

Bulcote.—A violent thunderstorm passed over this

part of Nottinghamshire last week, during which the

lightning struck the church of this parish, and brought

the whole building to the ground.

Cambridge.—On the night of Sunday, the 30th ult.,

a youth named Ilumbelow, the son of a labourer, did

not return home, and his parents commenced an anxious

search for him in all directions. These were continued

without avail until the morning of Friday, July 5, when
the body was discovered in the river Cam. An inquest

was held, and after 30 witnesses had been examined,

the jury returned a verdict that deceased came to his

death by violence; but by whom inflicted there was

no evidence to show. The statements of the witnesses

were so contradictory that, coupled with the medical

evidence, the jury had no resource but to return this

verdict, which was come to on the 9th inst. Public

excitement, however, went on increasing, and the

police, who took the matter in hand at the conclusion

of the inquest, have been since indefatigable in their

endeavours to bring the guilt home to the proper

parties. On Monday the Mayor and a large bench of

magistrates were engaged for some hours in inspecting

the depositions taken before the coroner, and finally

they issued a warrant for the apprehension of a young

man of 17, named Pilson, who was immediately taken

into custody, and brought before the Mayor and a large

bench of magistrates on Tuesday. It was then proved

by several witnesses that the prisoner was in company

with deceased on the night of the murder, and a woman
deposed that she heard them quarrelling as if about to

fight, affer which the prisoner threatened to throw

deceased into the river. The magistrates ultimately

remanded the prisoner for a week, refusing to accept bail.

Diss.—A man named Charles Sheldrake recently shot

himself at Walcot Green in this [parish, to

evade apprehension on a charge of murder. He was
only 2Q years of age, was married and had two children.

He was a returned convict, and was taken by his master

with a ticket of leave which expired about a year ago.

His brother, who lives at a neighbouring village, kept

company with Susan Garrod, his master's servant girl,

and the affair had only been broken off on the Monday
before, in consequence of the objections made by the

girl's parents and by her master and mistress. It is

supposed that the deceased, Charles Sheldrake, though
a married man, had himself some designs on the girl,

and that he felt provoked at his own disappointment as

well as his brother's. In the afternoon, during the

master's absence, deceased began to take liberties with

the girl, who resented the attempt, and threatened to

tell her master. She went out soon after into the

orchard, and Sheldrake, who had taken his master's

gun from the chaise-house, fired at her and shot her in

the left breast and face. She rushed into an outhouse and
bolted herselt in, when he followed and threatened to

break open the door with an axe. After some time he
went away, and she then made her escape into the house,

where she was found, covered with blood, by her master
and mistress on their return three hours afterwards.

A warrant was obtained for the apprehension of

Sheldrake, who was found on the following morning in

a wheat field, having concealed bimself in a ditch all

the previous night. When he saw the two policemen
approach he slightly raised a double-barrelled gun
which he hud in his hands. The officers, supposing he
intended to fire at them, jumped over the hedge and
made a rush at him, but he instantly put the muzzle
of the gun into his mouth and blew his brains out on
the spot without saying a word. The jury at the
inquest considered that he had deliberately shot
himself, while in a sound state of mind, to escape the
consequences of the crime he had committed ; and they
therefore returned a verdict of Felo-de-se. Susan
Garrod, who is only 20 years of age, and a good-looking
and intelligent girl, was for some time in a very
dangerous state, but isnow in a fair way towards recovery,

Epworth.—A dreadful tragedy was perpetrated at
Westwood Side, a village in the Isle of Axholme, near
this town, on the 9th inst., a woman named Wilson
having murdered her three children in a shocking
manner. The woman, it appears, had ^ot up in the
night, and, and, taking the three sleeping children from
their bed, had forced them through the man-hole into

the cistern. She then calmly looked on, with their

death-cries ringing in her ears, until life was extinct.

The husband was away from home on business when the

ett the house and made herwan^ShameW where her husband wa^^*question from him as soon as 8l e^aTLi*
«
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She *" then *%take her trial at the ensuing Lincoln assi*HmAH.-It will be remembered thaT*
ot Ihreepwood, who was at one time aaf
trate, and is a gentleman of extensive UqS
in the county, was convicted at the XortE
Spring Assizes of shooting at two slierifTkd
sentenced to four years' penal senitafa
Quarter Sessions held in this town lmtw&l
was read, stating that Mr. Bewick bad beta
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rty of Lord
at Newstead Abbey. Four papicrmfok
stands were sold at l5s., the positive value of
about 4d. The model of a frigate sold at J£

value being less than half the sum. A
portrait of Lord Byron, realised lfo. A rm
of a Sleeping Cupid, sold at 15s. The fet

copy of his early poems, with automk,
vigorous competition brought only 6/., and i

brass candlesticks used by his lordship in

for 3£. 10s. His lordship's punch-bowl,

repaired, and not, perhaps, worth U,wm«U
A marble bust, life size, of Charles I., on

column, chiselled with great delicacy, sold ftr

a bust, in the same size and style, ofWiffi

the same price. Musical instruments and

music, the former including flutes, guitan,

musical boxes and harps, and the latter

T«U

The various effect* formerly t
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».t "Newstpad Ahhpv Fmw ««^. _«

best operas and standard classical music, to?*'
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Portsmouth.—At the Quarter ***»»

inst., before Mr. Coleridge, Q.C., the »e«r»

topher Edwin Theakston, late cashier tf
«J

Bank of England, was charged with «

sum of 100/. There was another charge

for embezzling 1000?., but that w«n«

prisoner was carried into court or mi

gaol in a state of extreme ill-healtb.

pleaded " Guilty," his counsel made*

Court on his behalf, calling attent^J
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for 30 years, and cashier in the
;

*«?*
J*

mouth for 20 years. Mr. Coleridge m£«
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fhe tot.U population of Ireland on the 7th

5,76*543, lew by 787,S42 than it was in

is a decrease of 12.02 per cent, on the last

•erjod. On the previous decade there was a

S\tS5 per cent. The diminution has been

"in Minister, where it is 19.08 per cent., the

of Tipperarv showing 26.32; the South

gsfl; Ltinster, 13.9-i; the city of Kilkenny,

ffflWn v «oonty, 21.11; Connaught, 9.77;

d Galway, 29.43 ; Galway county, 14.65.

the population of Ulster has been

All the cities show a considerable

except a slight increase in the suburban

of Dublin, and a large one in the city of

the only noticeable increase in all Ireland.

39,972 uninhabited houses in Ireland, and

JM7 kOMCjin the process of building. The Com-
— pBBCf* ascribe the decrease to emigration, as there

*lsL bean no other powerful cause in operation, such

i imio*, nestilence, or war. From the Report of

Commissioners it appears that

to left Ireland during the last

JUd from the returns obtained by the

Immnd, it is fonnd th-ti of these 1,174,179

down m "permanent emigrants." There is,

|jr, no registration of births and deaths, so

be ascertained what efforts nature has

fill the void created by the famine. The
of the returmi expected with most anxiety is

which relates to the religious denominations, of

tktn li.i- mm no return since 1834. In obtain-
thete returns the enumerators met with every
lj from the clergy and people, and as the Com-

bave had only 15 complaints about them,
infer that they are nearly correct. The
Dg are the results : — Roman Catholics,

members of the Established Church,
Presbyterians, 528,992 ; Methodists, 41,532 ;

ts,5062; Baptists, 4165; Quakers, 3812;
Christian sects, 8414; Jews, 322. The
number of Protestants in Ireland is

IT sS80, ing the Roman Catholics a majority
fS£16,623; or about 31 Roman Catholics to on*

at some period or other, formed th»
While .till .young she broke a bfcod vessel in the lun^ md

of her inquiry

lift her ™fc torT"" \"S*« J^.TT.^. rtS, .»

ancient cUaacal poets, and thonrnp imbuin* her mind
1 r

th n Spmt
-

In 18U 8ho Published the first collected
edition of her poems, and soon alu arda married Mr. RobertBrowning the poet, and accompanied him to Pisa. In 1850

itineot ; also A priest*

Several cargoes of West India Piose~have ska »^L<T
are i lciaifxil Grapes are much cheaper 01 8hw«%snW t£

«w new aeeies

is etill a moderate supply. Cherries my he had • aW>
and Broad Beans, young Carrots, and new P*
latter fetch id. per lb. Cucumbers are irnhej, In-—

• I— -—• vwf«uJvvio MS HUH (B Q
titully. Cut flowers ohiefly consist ofOrchids. Ldyoftheldr
Pelargoniums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Eeses,^^*

FRUIT.

Congress, all of them remarkable for their generous impulses,
fine imagination and attachment to all that dignifies an English
wife and mother, coupled with a social and ^litical wisdom in
regard to public questions, and a spirit of sarcastic indignation
against tyranny and oppression. Her ideas were at times
clothed m fantastic and rugged language, but there was an
earnestness and truth about all she wrote which made them
immediately appreciated by all who knew the depth and
character of her intellect. She was engaged, shortly before
ner death, m preparing for the press a volume of hitherto
unpublished pieces, which the public will now anxiously look
for at the hands of her husband. She has left one child, "a son
about 8 years old, who is said to inherit much of her genius.

Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to Cs
Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5s
8ti awberries, p. pun., 6d to la
Melons, each, 2s to 4s
Peaches, par doz., 12s to 21s
Nectarines, do., 10s to 15s
Apricots, do.. Is to Ss
Cherries,English, p. lb.,6dt Is

VEGETABLES.

Currants, p. a sieve* 5s
Gooseberries, do., 5s
Pears, per doz_. Is te Is Gd
Apples, per doc. 6d to Is
Oranges, per 100, 6s to I4*j
Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 64

Wills.—The will of the Hon. T. E. M. Lloyd Mostyn, MP.
for Flintshire, has been proved under 16,000/. personalty : Mr.
1 homos Farmer, of Gunnersbury House, Ealing, 120.000/. ;

Rev. Dr. Edward Cardwell, Principal of St Albans Hall.
Oxford, 45,000*.

Cauliflower*, each, Jd to 4d
French Beans, p.pun.nd tolsOd
Green Peas, p. quart. Is to Is 6d
Broid Beans, p. bush, 3s6dto4s
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 64
Potatoes, p. ton. 60s to Ms— per lb., Id to 4d

|
— — per cwt, 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 64
Osrrots, new, do., lsto Is 3d
Spinach, p. sieve. Is to 2s
Cucumbers, each, 64 to Od
Artichokes, each, 4d to 6d .

Beet, per dot. Is ed to to
Celery, p. bundle, lifid to
Onions, p. i, sieve, 4s 6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, Ss to 7s

J

Rhubarb, p. bundle, 6d t > > 9d
Tomatoes, p. doe. . 4s so 4s
8nsJ lots, per ib., 1» 64
Garlic, per 1 b., 6d to 8d
ndive, p. do/.., Ss to 4s
HorMl<adlsh,n.b«n.,ls6dto4s
Nushrooma,p.pott. ,le3dtols6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

. •

.^ - . - % —man Catholics to one
r
IrC

***'"*' In VUur the ProP°rtioni ire—Established
,br»CV':., »0,1»; Prcsbytmuns. 511,371; Roman

963,687. The Morning News points in

, _ .
to tbe majority of Roman Catholics in the old""i of Protestantism. For instance, in

• uai ieoM ^ '

'

ster " tuere is a Roman Catholic majority

i- j-J- ^ tlld iD l>erry of 3415 * In Enniskillen,' Dun-
•tayanoo.tnd Bundon, they have also <rot ;i majority.

*"*t]J
B
'!^

in::
.

tk«e returns with those of 1831 we obtain

V?* Z"*? ? results -—During the generation that
*** uce that census, the population of

dnith«d by 2,190,217; the Roman' V ion 'by 1,015,217; the Church of
-d (including the Methodists) by 129,907 ; the
enaitt by 114,666. The other Protestant de-
tjons have been diminished about one-half.HI VRAS AvynrEB8ABIES.— Tlie 12th of July
oa without disturbance in Belfast, Armagh,
}, Aewtownards, Ballygawley, Clough, Down-

<sV«r™
:

,

lortadown, Lurgan, Coleraine, and other

JJ2£*wgh there was some rioting in the country

ftatltoas**
OS

goods
the Noeth Kent.—On Saturday

«.., ,
tr:un

' consisting of 30 trucks, ran o'ff

L ;. .:'
' t

?
nael between JStro<,d and Maidstone._ action of property was very considerable ; and

called Whitehead who was travelling Id

w ^the^K>t
0ntrary to the comPany,s rule8

»
was

!LaUh
l—1^2'^VY Council —I^ Case of the Rev.

« «»eir lortSff
******* * Coleridge gave the

tthsdiJS? ^ m the aPPeal of the Rev. Mr. Bon-
^ *»aao^!S ^ of

.
tbo Court of Arches, whereby, on

*•W hW? U
-

fc in regard to a young lady called

tar \~Sleprived of his benefice and condemnedteir la
ftUssSS!

ipS
r
U?anirnousl y dismissed the appeal

^^e proceed •
Court he10^- II mav ** men "

*nd thaf ?k
n?s m t^8 Case commenced just two

^_ «ac the coats of the Bishop of London, the
«*ve reached 2000Z.

^Situarg.

BTRTJTS.—On the 1 6th inst, Laiv Somerville. of a daughter
—15th inst, 9, Herbert iStrcet. Dublin, Mrs. Williau
Pakenham, of a sou—nth inst, ;d Beccles, Suffolk, the wife of
Lieut. -Colonel W. Cross, lateol lLM.'s 3Sth Itegiinont Madras
Native Infantry, of a son—0th inst, at Kyrewood House,
Worcestershire, the wife of E. V. Wheeler, Esq., of a son—
15th inst, at the Dane John, Canterbury, the wife of Captain
Withixgton, 7th Royal Dragoon Guards, of a eon—15th inst,

at Sunday's Well, Killarney, Co. Kerry, the wife of Alexander
3JORPHY, Esq., of asou— ltJth inst, it Appletou Hall. Cheshire,
Mrs. Hknrv Lyon, of a son, stillborn.

MARRIAGES.—On the ISth inst., at 8t. Martin a-in-the-
Fields, Captain Boerton, of the Coldstream Guards, eld son
of Sir Philip de Malpas Grey-Egerton, Hart., of Oulton Park,
Chester, to the Hon. Henrietta Pentsox, eldest daughter of
the late, and sister of the present Lord Londesborough ; and
at the same time the Hon. Amm n Wrotteslev, eldest son of
Lord Wrottoslcy, to the Hon. Augusta Den ison, second
daughter of the late, and sister of the present, Lord Londes-
borough. — 18th inst, at St. George's, Hanover Square.
Theoi'Ork Henry Brjnckman, Esq., eldest sou of Sir Theodore
Brinckman, of St. Leonards. Windsor, to the Lady lia
AuooBfTA, youngest daughter of the Marquis of Conynoham.—11th inst, at St. George's, Hanover Square, the Rev.
John- R. Ffeilden*, rector of Baconsthorpe, Norfolk, to the
Hon. Fanny Beamoke Anne, second daughter of Lord
Calthorte — 10th inst, at St. George's, Hanover Square,
Major Dickson, of the 13th Li>;ht Dragoons, of Bclchoster
Hot; bo, near Coldstream, to Charlotte Maria, daughter
of Lady Grey de Ruthvyn and the late Hon. and Rev.
William Eden, and widow of Dudley Lord North—16th
inst, at Trefnant, Lieutenant-Colonel Wilbraham Oates Len-
nox, Royal Engineers, second son of Lord George Lennox, to
Mary Harriett, daughter of Robert Harrison, Esq., of Pi
Clough, Denbigh—10th inst, at St. .James's Church, i'lccadili
Charles Sutton. Esq., t Vlice Drxre, eldest da

u

of
late Sir Wolstan Di: Bart, of Bosworth Park, I estershire—10th inst, at St. Matthew's Church, Guernse Jonas Watsov,
Esq., of Fairwater, Glamorganshire, to ! mily, youngest
daughter of the late Major-General Sir Octavius Carey, C.B.,

K.C.H.—11th inst, at All Soul's Church, Marylebone, William
S. W. Vaux, Esq., M.A., of the British Museum, to Louisa,
eldest daughter of Francis Rivington, Esq., of Harley Street

—11th inst, at Sawbridgeworth, Herts, William Henry Bubb,
Esq., M.A-, W.idham College, Oxford,,of Cheltenham, to Annie
Sarah, youngest daughter of Taos. Rivers, Esq., of Saw-
bridgeworth.

DEATHS.—On the 16th inst., at Broome Park, Betchwort

Surrey, Anne, wife of Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie, Bart,
and third, daughter of the late Mr. Serjeant Sellon, aged CA.

—17th inst., at Appleton Hall, Cheshire, Vanda, wife of

ThoxaB Henry Lyon, Esq., and d rhter of Colonel Wilson

Patten, M.P.—12th inst., at Putney, 8tair Dor, las, Esq.,

third son of General Sir dames Dongta*, G.C.B., aped

33—loth inst.. atT.iolow, Hardinoe Gs vrd I i.rrr. Lieu-

tenant 7th Royal Fusiliers, second son of the late Sir William

Webb Follett, aged 22—11th inst, in London, after severs

illness, Johnson TfroRP, Esq., second son of the late R. Wsfi^v

Thorp, M.D., and brother of the Archdeacon of Bristol—nth
inst., at 34. Snriug <;.irdcns, George, eldest son of Lieut.

-

General R. H. Wynyard, C.B.. Commanding Division, and
Lieut-Governor of the Cape of Good Ho|»e, late Major a

Regiment, aged 34— 1 i inst., at his house in St John's Wood,

Flmtober Wilson, Esq., Danish Consul Gsnsral and Knight of

the Uoyal Danish Order of the Dannobrog, aged 72—
14th inst, at 1, Chandos Place, Clifton, Colonel Gwynne, of

j

Monachty, Cardiganshlro, magiptrate and deputy-lieutenat f

that county, aged 77—13th inst, at his residence. Bnrley Hi I,

near Leeds, James Holdtorth, Esq , J. P., aged 83—At Lagos,

West Coast of Africa, Henry Grant Foote, Esq., H.B.M.'s

Consul, of fever, brought on by over exertion and exposure at

the attack on Porto Novo, aged 39—12th inst, at Torquay,

Captain Edward John Lkks, 86th Royal Regiment, eldest son

of George Lees, Eso.., of Werneth, in the county of Lancaster,

and Lansdowne House, Cheltenham, aged -— 12th inst, at 19,

Great King Street, Edinburgh, John Schamx Moi.s, Esq

Advocate, LL.D., Professor of the Law of Scotland in the

University of Edinburgh.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six
Smith field, Thursday, July 18.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s Clover .

.

Superior do. (old) . . 8S 100 New Clover .

.

Inferior do 86 50 ! Do. second cut
New do 50 80 I Straw
Bowen

to 120a

• •

• •

00

40
Davis 4 Go.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, July 18
Sup. Meadow Hay.. 108stoll5s I Inferior Clover .. 84i 105b
Inferior do. .. ..65 98 I New do 70 100
New do 165 fJ.

r
) [Straw .. ..40 45

Superior Clover ..114 120 I Joshua Baker.

Whitechapel, Thursday, Jmy IS.

Pine old Hay . . . . 100stol05s Fine old Ciorer . .118s to 124»
Inferior do.
Very inferior .

.

Prime New Hay
Straw M M

• • 7"

72
39

85 Inferior do— Fine 2d cut ..

88 Inferior do. ..

42 Fiu e New Clover

• % 90

.

» * m 98

HOPS.

—

Borough Market, Friday, July 19.
Messrs. Pattenden A Smith report the accounts from Mid

and Bast K nt, Worcester, a small portion ..! Weald of Kent,
and Fsrnham are rather more favourable, but the other portions
of the plantations are completely blighted. The market
remains quiet. Duty IOO.OOOl

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Mondat, July 15.

Although the number of Boasts is nearly as large as on
Monday last, there Is a considerable deficiency in weight. Con-

ucntly choicest descriptions are dearer. The supply of
sheep and Lambs is small for the time of year; trade is slow
and prices without alteration. Calves are selling about the
same as on Thursday. From Germany and Holland there fare
720 Beasts, 4800 aheep, 226 Calvs*, and 40 Pig* from
Scotland, 280 Beasts; from France, 37 Calves ; from Ireland,
200 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1100 Beasts; and 800
Beasts from the northern and midland counties.

s d s
Best 8cot8, Here-
fords. Ac. .. 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 8—5
Id quality Beasts 3 8— 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. .. to .

Do. Shor» . . 4 10 to 5

Look'-wools.
Do. Shorn .. 4
Ewes* 2d quality
Do. Shorn .. 4

j
Lambs ..5

|
Calvws .. ..4

OPijrs .. ..5

2

d s
to

6 — 4

0-4 4
— o
— 4 10

8—4 5
Beasts. 4140 ; Sheep A Lambs, 25,490 ; Calves, 323 ; Pig*, SW

Tiittrsdat. July IS.

We are moderately supplied with Beasts and the demand is

food. Monday's quotations are well supported. The trade is

risk for best descriptions of Sheep, at rather higher rates.

Good Lambs are in demand, but the so y generally is of
ferior quality, and with difficulty cleared off. The Calf trade

is about the same as on Monday. Oar foreign supply enesSsf
to Besets, 17,611 Sheep, and 400 Calves. Ike number of

Milch Cows is 00.

Best Scots, Here-
fords. Ac. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds ..

T>o. Shorn . . 5

10 to

8
8

r,

4
4
!

- *

5 f

1
Best Long-wools . * ' * *

.
1
•

Do. Shorn 4 10--5
EwesA 2d quality B • ™~ • M

Do. Shorn .

.

4 »-4 1
Lambs .. 5 0--«
Calves .. 4 0--4 10
(CM S 8--4 5

Beasts, 1060 : Sheep It Lambs. 13,040 : Calves. 090 ; Pigs, 170. \

MARK LANfi.—Mowdat, July 15.

The supply of Whea* m Essex end Kent to thi* morning's

iarket was very small, and taken off at the full prices of

this day se'nnight. The market was well attended, but
holder* of foreign being very rm in their demands, only a
audi business resulted at previous rates. Barley, Beans, end
Peas bring last week's prices. The Oat trsste is steady, and
good sweet corn Od. per qr. dearer. The little business doing

ju barrel Flour is at the extreme psices of this day

Pot Imperial QrARrxa.
Whxat,

Bart . died on the 13th inst.

S* :*• ^MlSffi?*. Whitehall, Essex, in his 37th

«* Is socce3K baro»et, and was born at Bodiam. in

fil^^JttTS,]^ ¥* eon. now 8 years old. The fir

***' i0 **2L£?
e W"h remainder to the issue male of

torrtVri which his brother succeeded him,

ZLUAMKtn n aod Present baronets.

Pi*1 fi*lJfi,Rtrr Browning, the poetess, one of the

nereoee «! vnien of our own or of any other age,

tie danohl
the ^th ult. She was born in London,

H»u7J2 of u* Barrett, of Wwapole Street, a

Kent, A Suffolk. .Whfte/«S—#r
fine selected runs. .dHfcoiM—78
Taiarer* ....-- J

*

Wor^'^^^en of our own or of any other age,

*r in a.

*°J«i^d nZTT?? Clrcumstonces
l**mXrPm* *T ,i

ntinaate knowledge of ancient and
•"Buent circumstances. While still under

-j becam*
v ^year» of »ge she wrote a tragedy, and

°f thesW a
.
frefl«ent contributor to the periodical

eesVioĉ
Rn7 Published * metrical translation of the

rega^j
cJ*J *n the hterary circles in which she moved

k*s »M r
8 9ne of the most learned women this

at home in

been difficult

br owiTu*
11^ remarkable work either in prose or

o iiterature or that of France, which had not,

Ass ever j ot the mo9t iearneaM Cla«ri«?-
Uced

- Snc was equally

•entSS -
taro

»
ftnd ffc wr",ld hAve

BRITISH WOOLS—Lokdok, Friday. J

There has been a fair business doing st our qoMOsat.

South-down Hog- s. d. s. d

Haif-bred ditto.. 1 4- .. Co»Wn*bkins 10

Down Ewes -.1 3- .. Fls»sJ JjJ I «_ .

Kent Fleeces ..1 4-1 5 Blanket drtto^t • -
Colonial Wool SAL«.^n»c« f™

tK^S^mVmm\
with a good attendance at about ltd. amasm «* —
mVnmm.

• * * *

- * * -* * -.-„**

ml a.
'«»—<*>

- * * * I

w .14—:«
dsstflliay^ itpa

ess dorag « var Mw«iv«—

.

L Leieest Wetber. I 2 to 1

4 Ditto Hoggs .. 13-
; n ,.. 1

1

ist whir" oio — i

i

5
5

BUTTER MARKjET.Wuly 1* __ ..

Best Fresh Butter .. 14s. per dosw B*.

Serond do. do. 12s.

Tneenpr^y
the dean and.

Pork- is. 44. to 5s. Od. per I lbs.

ill ' Sen
,^ !! II » ! -

COVKNT GARDEN. July ». ^. te
of all descripti ^ods » now qw*2K»
Endive aid Artichokes stal cowe "~»«nst

Foesi§Bs«

r, ffrind.Adi^j**
Fnrsrfsrn . .jptedtofj

Oats, Kssex and Soifoik.-..... ^ _ r_ ^, „_^

Z irtih7 ^ w-^B^1

itrr mkal, f I'ssgfi >

-«-o.—-w
Bsaxs, llsMSjs«....J7eleets..i.T1pk

*«-^.i Hsjtew

_ pSotT Us -46s..

*

l**m**\

^* - and Kent . Boilst* Jbdh

to —

e

*rey«4e—43 ?<****

Ma ,29
white! - rm**.

— Foreign perbsaie||* Sljfw *«]
FftmsT. JuljrlA

fiilltfm the ]2th inst. we have best a

and fine wether with paitisi snowers, wbien to so»e V***

Pkal wUitft^

» * •



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,

were very heavy, but do not appear to have damaged the

crops : they are favourably spoken of with the exception 01

the Wheat plant being thin. The wind was south-easterly

till the 16th, and has since been S.W. and S. The Wheat

trade has been dull throughout the kingdom, and full price*

were only obtainable upon fine qualities, inferior or out-oi-con-

ditioned parcels being very difficult to realise. A few sales

continued to be made for export to France, notwithstanding

which the supplies of American here, as well as m ^rpooi
and Glasgow, continue to exceed the demand and on tnese a

decline of Is. to 2s. per qr. has been submitted to. Barley is

attracting rather more attention, and late prices were well

supported. Fine sweet qualities of Oats have brought rather

more money here, but were generally a dull sale. ™f™
also the case with Beans and Peas. Business in Flour^was

inactive at barely last week's rates. During the past 8 days

72 cargoes have arrived off the coast. The floating trade

has been steady at about previous rates. The arrivals oi

English grain during the week have been small, and ol loreign

moderate. The attendance included a few small buyers from

the country. Wheat, both English and foreign, is unaltered

in value, with the exception of American, upon which, where

necessary to force sales from the ship, a reduction of Is. to

2s. per qr. is required, the demand being limited. Barley,

Beans, and Peas remain as last quoted. The Oat trade is

steady, and good sweet corn brings the extreme quotations

of Monday. In Flour there is very little doing.

Arrivals from July 15 to July 19.

Flour.

JtLY J^

WANTED A WORKING BAILIFF, whose Wife

can manage a Dairy of 10 Cows. None need apply

unless the strictest investigation can be gone into.—Applica-

tion to be made to H. E., Post Office, Havant.

ANTED as AN APPRENTICE to the Seed Trade,

a respectable well-educated Youth. Can reside in the

house or otherwise.-For terms apply to Henry Brown, Seeds-

man 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool,
j

QARDENER (Undeb)^^ 2̂ 7
W

-
H- M-gJ- Pi^ensonXUxbridge McwllLyi

(^.ARDENER, ob GARDENER
Married

; understands his
ASD B,

and been used to look to a Farm iS?
l

Ji2 i|1
'

R. Daw, Crayford, Kent, S.E.
SU™ *yemr

English .

.

Irish * • * *

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

830 qrs.

Barley. Oats.

qrs,

15970

•»

»» 720

ft

ft

100

14580

qrs, 870 sks.

»»

» (t
20
920 oris.

»»

Livtcrpool, Tuesday, July 16.—This morning's market has

had a fair attendance of both millers and dealers, but the

demand for Wheat has been chiefly confined to retail require-

ments ;
prices ruled fully as high for fine old samples, but the

new American being short of condition was found a little

difficult of disposal. Barrel Flour was more pressed for sale

ex quay ; sacks firm. Indian Corn had a fair consumptive

inquiry at the full prices of Friday for old ; new is however

irregular in value, according to condition. Oats and Oatmeal

are without change. Beans 6d. per qr. dearer. Peas and

parley maintain previous quotations. The market closes with

a quiet feeling.

Friday, July 19.—There was a moderate attendance.

Fine qualities of Wheat maintain Tuesday's prices ; inferior

sorts are Id. to 2d. cheaper, with fair amount of business

doing. Flour a shade easier, and limited demand. Rather

more inquiry for Indian Corn ;
prices slightly in favour of

buyers. Beans, Saide, 31s. 6d. to 32s. ; Beheira, 30s. 6d. to

moderate sale. Oats and Oatmeal dull.31s.

Wheat. |
Barley. ( Oats. Rye. , Beans. Peas.

June 8.. 54« bd
— 15.. 53 9— 22.. 52 8
— 29.. 51

July 6.. 50 10
— 13.. 50

Agg.Aver. 1 52 7

32s

34
32
31
31
30

8c<

3
6
3
9
4

26*

25
25
25
26
24

Orf

2

2

6

30* 6'/

41 2

35
39
35
33

5
4
9

44sl0rf

44 3

32 5 > 25 5 35 5

44
43 3

43 11
42 4

43 11

WANT PLACES.—Le tters to be Post Paid.

/GARDENER (Head).— Age 30, single; has a

\JT thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all its

branches. Can be highly recommended.—W. D., Ward s rost

Office, Lower Clapton, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, married, one child;

understands the Management of Vines Pines, Melons

and Cucumbers, &c. ;
good Character.«-A. B. C.,1 general

Post Office. Clapham Common, Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; has a good

knowledge of his profession in^all its branches ;
Early

and Late Forcing, also Land and Stock. Two-and-a-half years

good character.—G. G., 9. Benham's Place. Hampstead, N.W.

G"
ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; thorough

knowledge of his profession ; can manage Land, &c, to

any extent. Testimonials of the highest order.—A. B., Messrs.

Dobson, Seedsmen and Florists, Isleworth, W.

/GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; has a

VT thorough practical knowledge of his profession. No single-

handed place accepted.—H. Clark, Royal Horticultural

Gardens, Kensington, S.W. ______

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;

has a practical and scientific knowledge of his business

in all its branches. Four and a-half years' character.—T. B.,

Mr. Coleman's, Melbourne Terrace, Claines, Worcester.

{^ ARDENER (Head), married.—J. Smith, at

VJT Bro mley Palace, will be shortly disengaged, and will be

glad to meet with any lady or gentleman in want of a thorough

practical Gardener.—3, Park Place. New Bromley. Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; thoroughly under-

stands Early and Late Forcing, and the Management of

Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Good references.—W. B.,

Messrs. Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head), or FLOWER GARDENER.
—Age 33, single; competent to undertake the above m

all its branches. Leaving present situation to better himself.—

C. A., Post Office, Witney, Oxon.

m

GARDENER
(Foe^I^^^ST?\J can with confidence recommlnd his EL?first-class establishment. He his « wi*1

n«fo,d
t,nen

i
Wlll

fi
rove disabilities eqiLT£*

profession.-PiNE, Post O ffice, Batters* Rh^
TjlOREMAN—Age 25,8ingle; thorou,
J_ his profession

; has athorough knowledge
house Plants, Fine Foliage Plants, Ferns, F

Establishment, Chelsea. S.W.

PROPAGATOR, oe PROPAGATOR^
a ^

IAN-7"First class references. -A. B.. Mr. W«j
and Rare Plant Establishment, Chelsea, S.W.

- hi.

Wild

To Nurserymen.

GENERAL FOREMAN or SALESMjUU,
married ; practically acquainted with bii

First-class references.—T. E. B., Cook'sCottim
cester.

LAYING OUT GARDENA-0ttju7
from Plans ; is experienced in Laying oat

in Ornamental Planting. Can complete the i

Department. Understands the Management of

Mr. Davies, Bookseller, Maida HU1.N.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

MANAGER, &c—A Person of considenlfc

ence in Farming, Building, Draining. Plant

and Thinning of Plantations, Sale of Timber, am
Managing a large Landed Property. The nv*«
references, and security if required.—M, Ga>-d*<"

Office, W.C.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Land

IV/TANAGER, &c—A young Man of high

_ bility is desirous of obtaining a situation

Manager of an Estate or of Farms in hand. Hi

accustomed to Business, and is at present with m
acquiring a practical knowledge of Engineering and

—Mr. Frederick Murton, Land Agent, Smeeth.

'
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Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Tune 8. June 15.1June 2 2. 1June 29. 1 July B7l July 13.
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COAL MARKET.—July 17.

Walls End Tees, 19s. ; Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool,
18s. 9d. ; Walls End Hartlepool,! 19s. ; Walls End South
Felloe, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End
Kelloe, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Thorpe, 16s. 3d ; Bell's, 16s. 6d.

;

Wyiam, 15s. 6d. ; Tanfield Moor Butes, 13s. ; Buddie's
Hartley, 16s. 6d. ; West Riding Hartley, 15s.—26 ships at
market.

PRIVATE TUITION.—The Rev. G. Henslow, Son
of the late Professor Henslow, and M. A. of Cambridge,

who took Honours in three triposes. Mathematical, Divinity,

and Natural Science, has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
preparing for the Public Schools, &c, or for the Universities.
N.B. Geology and Botany form a part ofhis system of education.
Further particulars on application.—Address, Rev. G. Henslow,
Steyning, Sussex.

WANTED, A FOREMAN, to undertake the Stove,
Greenhouse, and Bedding Plant department. One who

is versed in Growing and Training Plants for Exhibition will

be preferred. Wages 18*. per week, and if successful will
receive encouragement.—Address, stating references, &c, to
G. C, Post Office, Swansea.

XX7ANTED, a GARDENER who understands the
V V general routine of gardening, and will make himself
generally useful.—Apply to 15, Hatton Garden, from 10 to 4.

WANTED, as GARDENER, at the Sussex Lunatic
Asylum, Hayward's Heath, a young married man ; one

who has lived as Under Gardener at a gentleman's seat
preferred. Wages 17». a week, with good House, Coals, Milk,
and Vegetables.—Apply, with reference, by letter to Dr.
Robertson, at the Asylum.

WANTED, two youngMen in the FRUITFORCING
DEPARTMENT; ene at 14*. per week, of not less

than five or six years' experience, and can be trusted with
Airing, Watering, and the necessary requirements of several
Vineries and Pine Pits; the other at 12a., to be immediately
under the Foreman, of not less than three years' experience,
and 19 or 20 years of age. Must be strong and active, and both
with satisfactory characters.—Apply in own writing to C. F. E.,

Post Office, Cardiff.

WANTED, A PROPAGATOR, that can strike Rose
and Conifer Cuttings in quantities. First Class refer-

ences as to his capabilities will be required. State what wages
expected.—Address to Gko. Jackman & Son, Woking Nurseries,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child;

thoroughly experienced in his profession ; has a practical

knowledge in Laving-out and Re-arranging Pleasure Grounds,

Gardens, and Horticultural Buildings. References of the

highest order.—G., Mr. Wyatt, Castle Street Nursery, Salis-

bury, "Wilts. — -

—

GARDENER (Head, to any nobleman or gentle-

man).—Age 32, married; thoroughly practical; has had

great practical experience in every branch connected with Gar-

dening. Testimonials from late and previous employers, which
will not fail to give every satisfaction.—A. B., Mr. J. Veitch,

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.

GAMEKEEPER(Head), age 38, married.—A gentle-

man is desirous of obtaining a permanent situation (in

any part) for a strong, active, and intelligent Man, of strictly

sober and industrious habits. He is an experienced Keeper, and a

particularly goodDog Breaker, andunderstandsthe Management
of a Deer Park.—Address Mr. A. Bee, Exwick, Exeter. Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, one child •

is a most successful grower of Orchard House Fruit;

understands Early and Late Forcing Grapes in pots ; Pines,

Pe iches, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries, Mushrooms ; Aso
the Management of Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens.

Unexceptionable character for industry and sobriety.—D. E.,

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Cam herwell, 8.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married; has a

thorough practical knowledge, especially of the Forcing of

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables ; the Culture and Propagation

of Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; Management of Fruit,

Flower, and Kitchen Garden 1

?, and the General Management of

an establishment where energy and order are required. Un-
exceptionable character from the gentleman he last lived with.

—R S., Mr. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road,
Chelsea, London. S.W.

GARDENER.—Married, no incumbrance. Wife can

undertake a Dairy. Can have good recommendation.

—

G. M., Post Office, Speen, Newbury. Berks.

7^1 ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 38, married,

\JT one child. No objection to a cow. Can be well recom-

mended.— A. B., Post Office, West Wickham, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER.—Age 36, married, no incumbrance:
has a practical knowledge of his profession in all its

branches.—Seven years' character.—G. L., Collett's Library,

Sunbury, S.W.

GARDENER.—Age 33, married; where Early and
Late Forcing is carried on ; thoroughly understands his

profession. Five years' good character from present employer.
State terms -—R. K., Port, Vale Lodge. Hertford. Herts.

GARDENER.—Age 27, single; thoroughly under-
stands his profession. Four years' good character. No

objection to a Cow.—-C. B., Mr. Ashwell, 1, Jones Mews, Queen
Street, Golden Square, W.

LAND STEWARD and BAILIFF.-

thoroughly and practically experience*

systems of Farming, Fattening of large quionoa<
Buying and Selling, Breaking-up Land, 4«. Wffllif

disengaged. First-class Testimonials from theartM

now with, and with whom he has h\ ed 10 rem.-*

Pall^all,_London, S.W.

AND STEWARD or BAILIFF, to__l*

gentleman.-Age 37, married ;
has

,

Wp**
ence in the Management of »™^"^Jj9'
Rearing, Feeding, Buying and Se ling «"j»
Stock ; also Machinery and Repairingjrf* •
Unexceptionable references as to cnanctff en » p»

C. H., Post OfficeJSdenbridge, Kent.

BAILIFF.—Age 40, married, »
Lincolnshire man ; is a gooci

and a good Accountant ; has been \

vation and the use of all Agncw*

Bailiff, Down Place, Gui]djordJ3um?_

To Noblemen and Gentt**,

MASTER CARPENTER on a G^-^,
-Age 32 ; formerly used to

'J**™*,
ings, Labourers' Cottages Ac.,

*fXdayS*
,

most eminent Horticultural Builde"oW J^
u]

understands Horticultural Building, JMkjj
%

&.c. -Satisfactory reference as to
- %%

A. B. C, 20, Chelsea Villa^JVes^Broin^
SHOP*

SHOPMAN, ou CLERK a*d ^ b-l
_

son of a coun' *
T ma

take an active part in mo *°""r- - *n ji^ks.

and can be well recommended.-*. .
g _

£#

son of a country Nurseryman-^ Bfl£j
n„ ar.tive mrt in the various depan ^M

Seedsmenr&c.', Old J^tBeajJfgfe
: To Seedsmen.

HOPMAN.-Has hadUy^JS
and Country Houses.

Unexcepi

OT incumbrance. Highly ^^ooldJJ-
character from his last employer. WnA ncur

to take charge of the Laundry.—"*-arge

Kingsbridge, Devon

Dr- de J0??!^<
(Knight of the Order of u

LIGHT BROWN p }*^*
prescribed by the most SUiem ~*

,

P
orld as the safest, speediest an^

WANTED, A BAILIFF, between 25 and 40 years
of age, to take the entire Management of a Farm of 160

acres, principally Heavy Land. He must be thoroughly com-
petent and understand the management of Stock, and produce
testimonials of his ability and steadiness from his last era ployer.
Situation 50 miles north of London. Applications by letter
only, stating salary required and other particulars, . to be
addressed F. S., Post Office, St. Neot's.

GARDENE 11 (Second or Single-handed).—
Would not object to Cows, or make himself otherwise

the world as iuo o»iocw, -r—- • _HlTi3,
—- -,

Consumption, Chronic ^g^v, Djj
Rheumatism, Gout, General DWji^^^

useful. Good reference.

Ealing, W.
L., Mr. Hayles, Post Office,

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed). —
Age 25 ; a steady industrious young Man. Can have

good character from present employer.—T. K., The Moat,
Charing, near Ash ford. Kent.

CI ARDENER (Under), to a Head Gardener.—
X Age 20, single ; has some knowledge of the profession.

—

J. R., Post Office, Willesden, Middlesex, N.W.

To Gardeners.

GARDENER (Under). — Young ; steady, active,

and industrious. Can be recommended by F. W. Durrant,
Waresby Park, at. Neots, Hunts.

GAUDENEK (Under).—Age 26, single; wishes to

improve himself. No objection to a small premium
Four years' good character.—A. Z.

t
Mr. Brown, Gardener, East

End Finchley.

. General DebiUT^^
Rickets, Infantile Wasting, an^a

pveJ
13 incomparably superior to e

.

Select Medical Opi^

Sir HENRY MARSH. Bart.. M.^VJj^
to the Queen in Ireland.— *

n
c
,

u
ukeiT5»^

Liver Oil to be a very pure Oil not" ^
a therapeutic agent of great ™™?'

Gt^T^\
Dr GRANVILLE, F.R.S.- »*\ y^Jf

Dr. de Jongh's Light Brown C oa ^^
desired effect in a shorter timeJ

u ^ t*^
does not cause the nausea and »1UV
on the administration of the i ale v ^q.

(

Dr. LANKESTER, F.R.S.-- iq
beP«fSJ

under Dr. de Jongh's guarantee ^S^^0
kind as regards genuineness ana" ^ ^

n

Dr. LAWRANCE, **W^&£y*£&
Coburg and Gotha.-"I «n^^g#*°%£
Oil in preference to any other ieeu ^^u^^
mending a genuine article, and^ ^
in which the efficacy of thisjn^ ^^
Dr.de Jonoh's Light Brown Cod^.

q^
imperial halt-pints, 25. Gd. \ V™*\

8igo^
and labelled with his stamp ana^^
NONE CAN POSSIBLY UK GENUINE J

Sole CONSIO^ uiT

Ansae, Harford, & Co^jj

nf proposed
»°

CAunoN.-Beware of **>v
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SATURDAY, JUL? 27, 1861

S
HOOTING —Wanted, in the Western part of Kenc

Surrey or the Eastern part of Hampshire, from_ la— of Shooting ; a fair proportion of Wood
—TZ^t A «mall house would not be objected to as
!*y™y-

E Qardfrurt' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington

W.C.

K
Inrffrixn Pleas

jTT^pT^^-pKR^^ DESTROYING
TOWDER-Poultry, Dogs, and Plants, are effectually

Em FkM and all other Vermin with which they are

bj the abore Powder, which is quite harm ess to

S The Farmer the Gardener, or the Sportsman,

r,, m^a
it uiTsluable. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,

_ EfJira, *** eTefy other BPeciea of In8ect are also

*"2uin P^keta. ii 2j. W., and 4s. 6J. each, or post free for

«£bUsl-for 36 pottage sumps by Thomas Keating,

. St Paul's ChurchyanVLnnnon, E.C.

CHASH'S BEETLE POISON.—The most effectual

DeUroysr of Black Beetles and Cockroaches, also Rats
mi Mice. Testimonials from the Rer. Edwin Sidney, Cornard
Pvta Rectory, near Sudbury, Suffolk; James Veitch, Jun.,

In., of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea: Lucombe, Pince,

k Co.. of Exeter; K. G. Henderson k Son, Wellington Nursery,

8t John's Wood ; C. Loddiges, Esq., of Hackney, and many
•Utera Sold in boxes at I*, each, or free by post for 20 stamps.
".Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, June 17, 1861.

Dear Sir,—Your ' Beetle Poison ' is an excellent remedy for

Um destruction of this troublesome pest. It cleared all the
Banks from the Plant-houses at Chiswick in a few davs ; it

real]? dors all that you profess.—Yours truly,
•Mr Vhass" "Geo. Eyles."

Chase, Chemist, 14, Holborn Bars, London, B.C., and
all respectable Chemists and Nurserymen.

Dr. de Jongh's
or the Order or Leopold or Belgium)

LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
prescribed by the most eminent Medical Men throughout

the world as the safest, speediest, and moat effectual remedy for
Cos***rrion, Chronic Bronchitis, Asthma, Coughs,

Ootjt, General Debility, Diseases of the Skin,
iKfAXTiLE Wasting, and all Scrofulous Affections.

Is incomparably superior to every other variety.

Select Medical Opinions.
m* HENRY MARSH. Bart, M.D.. Physician in Ordinary

*» the v n-en in Ireland.
—"I consider Dr. do Jongh's Cod

IJrtr Oil to be a very pure Oil, not likely to create disgust, and
a IherapMftUem»t of vcreat value.
Da GRANVILLE, F.R.S.—"Dr. Granville has found that

Pr. de Jonsh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil produces the
Jamred effect in a shorter time than other kinds, and that it
soas not cause the nausea aud indigestion too often consequent
sa the administration of the Pale Oil."
Da. LANK ESTER, F.R8.—M I deem the Cod Liver Oil sold

Dr. de Jongh's guarantee to be preferable to any other
i regards genuineness and medicinal efficacy."

DaLAWRANCE, Physician to H.R.H. the Duke of Saxe-
VJJwrg and Gotha—"I invariably prescribe Dr. de Jongh's

iV1* erence to any other, feeling assured that I am recom-
T"f*f a genuine article, and not a manufactured compound,
wnth the efficacy of this invaluable medicine is destroyed."

E* de Jonoh's Lioht Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in

Siutiiifi
f'pints

*
2'- M' ; Pints -

4 «- 9d - :
quarts, 95. ;

capsuled
^eeiled with his stamp and signature, without whichw CAX possibly be genuine, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees:
R, Harford, * Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

Caution.—Beware of Proposed Substitutions.

NK
tt!

*!ETHor) <>* CURING DISEASE without

"fflsSf -
'octors and their drugs, by studying the laws

MiJtsZi™ r

*t,lro-— Invalids cannot too carefully avoid pills,

\JJ" i?
e DroP8." "concocted" for gain, and other

sctoa^kTJiif
,clnes

- M they all contain mineral poisons which^^»«e aeticate fibres or coating of the stomach, and thus

*atwtm™ ^P**01® of our daily sustenance. The Advertiser
^j^J^^nred incurable, but, acting in accordance with the

teasskh "°7
.

re
'
has

« °.Y "God's Blessing." been restored
~

Meaner

n

tren^h "> and with sympathy for like sufferers.

STL Vure Wl11 °« 8en t on receipt of name, address, and
envelope —Address Capt. Charles, 3, James Cottage,

gJl^inegmith, London. W.

^EFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has

tor*~2
ng 25 years- emphatically sanctioned by the

t p^yn. and universally accepted by the Public, as

O^y for Acidity of " the Stomach, Heartburn,

~ '>*C«Mrtit».*
Pd ^digestion, and as a Mild Aperient for

^^^bsd wu? ;?*' more especially for Ladies and Children.
*7T*ti*»a RffenLir Acidulated Lemon Syrup, it forms an

!F *** InSsIl^^i^^nt. in which its Aperient quahues

!*• WaTSirL D,»ing Hot Seasons and m Hot Climates,

D

]\ TAKE ONE TRIAL.-H S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-

TF\^ 3 n
treet

:
EC

' («4Jolnin» Spread Eagle), sell choice
It,AS irom the chest, as imported, at wholesale prtoes.
Private warehouse and no shop-small profits and small
expenses.

A List of prices free on application. Orders by post with
a remittance or reference punctually attended to.

SA U C E. — L E A and PERIUKB
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitations of

then- world-renowned

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.
Purchasers should

Ask for LEA & PERRINS* SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be
"THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE."

%* Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietora,
Worcester ; Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, London, Ac, &c,
and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

O LENFIELD PATENT STARCH, mod in the
VJT Royal Laundry. The ladies are respectfully informed
that this Starch is exclusively used in the Royal Laundn
and Her Majesty's Laundress says, that although she has tried
Wheaten, Rice, and other Powder Starches, she has found
none of them equal to the Glenfiold, which is the fiuent Si Ii

she ever used.

Wotherspoon &. Co., Glasgow and Ixmdon.

ALL AFFLICTED with WEAK EVES nmv
obtain instant relief by using Dr. Warner's RYE

WATER, which removes all inflammation arising from cold,
dust, or constitutional causes.—Sold in bottles. It. Orf. and
4*. 6c/.. by Hannay, Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, Oxford Street,
W. ; Edwards, St Paul's Churchyard, EC. ; Hooper, King
William Street, City, E.C., and all Chemista Of whom may
al(-o be had, Dr. Warner's LOTION, a certain cure for sore and
ulcerated legs, burns, and scalds, and bites of insects, and in
cases ofinflammation is invaluable. In bottles, It. }$d. &nd2s.9d.

WHITE and SOUND TEETH are indispensable
to personal attraction, and to health and longevity, by

the proper mastication of food. ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or
Pearl Dentifrice, compounded of Oriental ingredients, is of in-

estimable value in preserving nnd beautifying the Teeth,
strengthening the Gums, and in giving a delicate fragrance to
the Breath. It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes
spots of incipient decay, and polishes snd preserves the
enamel, to which it imparts a pearl-like whiteness. Price 2#. 9d.

per box.

Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, E.C. : and by Chemists and Per-
fumers. Ask for " Rowlands' Odonto."

METCALFE, BTNOLEY, and CO.'S NEW
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Brushes, genuine 8myrna Sponges, and every description
of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2». per box.

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious per-
fume'was originally discovered by one of Titania's principal

attendants. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy
hands from " the bank whereon the wild Thyme grows." The
authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the same degree
of certainty as is the existc f TitAnia herself. It is

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, BtVOUrr, & Co., Per-
fumers, &c, 130 B and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.—In
bottles, 2s., 3*. 6d., and 5*. each.

PRIVATE TUiTIOX.-TLe Rer. G. Hevslow, Son
of the late Professor Henslow, and M. A. of Cambridge,

who took Honours in three tripose*. Mathem al, Divinif
.

and Natural Science, has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
preparing for the Public Schools, Sic, or for the Universities.

N.B. Geolojry and Botany form a part of his system of education.

Further particulars on application.—Address, Rev. G.HairgLOW,
Steyning, Sussex.
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d^»eford & Co , 172. New Bond Street.
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P^8 NOR ANY OTH^MEDTcIN^

^Ta aba nRF Barry's delicious health-restoring REVA-
*KABleA pood the safest remedy for habitual con-

'

J*2Jlon (dyspepsia), acidity, henrtburn. flatulency,
«ebality, atrophy, haemorrhoids, consumption,

2**£_*»thma, bronch ; tis, diarrhoea, nervousness,

the liver, &c Andrew Uie, Ml>.,

Bborland. Dr. Campbell, Dr Wurzer.
^•Si™ r£ i?

rl),rlity of the liver, &c. Andrew Uie, M.D..

I*»iid\£ 4
•*nrey ' Dr - Bhorland. Dr. Campbell, Dr V

u «iWiI2 ** with f«" inbtmctions, lib.. 2*. W. ;
21ns.,

Bm."'?;, 111
; 12 lbs., 21$. ; 24 lbs, free of carriage. 40*.

**. Gr^l?ARRT * ^50., 77, Regent Street, I,ondon, W.
;
also

O^y2°«J»rch Street. EC. ; 4. Cheapeide, EC. ; 63 & loO.

£??• W
! 2» ft 330, Strand, W.C. ; and through all

">.e Grocers and Chymists.

i^etpsi of tfte mttk.

In the House of Lords on Friday, on the

of the Earl of Harrowby, an address

Crown for copies of correspondence be-

the Governments of Great Britain and

in 1831 and 1832 on the subject of

was agreed to. The Appropriation of

Seats (Sudbury and St. Albans) Bill was read a

second time. The Industrial Schools (Scotland)

Bill and the Industrial Schools Bill, were, at the

suggestion of the Earl of Derby, referred to a

select committee. On Monday, on the motion of

the Marquis of Norma*by, an address to the

Crown for copies or extracts of despatches

relating to the affairs of the Duchy of Modena

from her Majesty's Ministers accredited to the

Courts of Central Italy, between the years

1855 and 1868, was agwed to. Lord Ebuby

gave notice of his intention to move, m the

next session, that the terms of subscription to

the Thirtv-nine Articles should be relaxed.

The Locomotive Bill passed through Committee.

The Kast India Council Bill, the Fieri and Har-

bours Bill, and the Turnpike TrusU Arrangements

were read a third time and pajeeo

Tuesday Lord WOMBBTOWl moved ttie

reading of the Irremovable Poor

The Annoyance Juries
V
\N tuinsltr liill suid

the Landlord and Tenant Law Amendment
(Ireland) Act Proceedings Bill passed through
Committee. The Voters (Ireland) Bill, the Uni-
versity Elections Bill, the Salmon Fisheries Bill,

the Dublin Revising Barristers' Bill, the Lunatic
Asylums (Ireland) Bill, the County Cess -eland)

Act Amendment Bill, the Naval Supfleimntal
Fund Society Bill, and the Local Government Act
Amendment Bill, were read a seeond time. The
Vaccination Bill was read a third time and pasted.

The Bishop of London laid upon the table a Bill

providing for the repair of the residences of incum-
bents. On Thursday the House went into com-

mittee on the East India (High Court of Judicature)

Bill, when the Earl of Ellenuoroi <»H moved an
amendment, reserving to the Governor- General the

power of appointing some of the judges. On a
division the amendment was negatived by 48 to 42.

The clauses were then agreed to. The Kast India

(Civil Service) Bill, the Couuty Voters (Scot-

land) Bill, the Univ.rsities Election Bill,

and the Irremovable Poor Bill passed through

committee. The Copyright of Designs Bill was

read a second time. The Public Works (Ireland)

Advances and Repayments of Moneys Bill aud the

White Herring Fisheries (Scotland) Bill were read

a third time and passed.

In the Commons on Friday Mr. Coningham again

presented the petition of Mr. G. 0. Irwin, complain-

ing of the conduct of Mr. Lever, the member for

Galway, in connection with the Atlantic R<.>yal Mail

Navigation Company. After some discussion

a motion that the petition lie on the table

was carried by 98 to 78. Mr. Kinglake moved
an address for copies of any further correspond-

ence which might have passed respecting the

cession to France of the Island of Sardinia. Sir

R. Peel seconded the motion. Lord John Russell
in reply said that he could not at present produce
the papers, but he believed that the Emperor of

the French would not attempt so serious an act

of aggression as the annexation of Sardinia, which
would at once put an end to the alliance between

this country and France. The Pensions (British

Forces) India Bill was read a second time. The
House then went into committee on the Scotch

Salmon Fisheries Bill , but was immediately

counted out. On Monday Mr. Coningham moved

that the petition of Mr. Irwin, relating to the

Royal Atlantic Mail Steam Navigation Company,

be referred to a Select Committee. After a short

discussion the motion was negatived without a

division. The Marriages (Ireland) Bill and the

Markets and Fairs (Ireland) Bill were withdrawn.

On the order for the further consideration of the

Lords' amendments to the Bankruptcy and Insol-

vency Bill, the Attorney-General moved to

the Lords' amendment substituting

trade assignees. The motion was

The Lords' amendment striking

the retrospective clause was agreed

The House then went into Committee of

Civil Sertiflt Estimates, and
annual vote for the British

considerable discussion on

the Museum, and the

Bill

Bill.

On
second

Lord

disagree to

official for

agreed to.

out

to.

Supply on the

agreed to the

Museum after

the management of

arrangement of the different collections. The

Durham University Bill passed through Com-

mittee. On Tuesday the Inland Revenue Bill

passed through committee with amendments.

Colonel Sykks moved a resolution in favour of

admitting native Indian surgeons to employment

in the British Arm I after a short discussion

the m on was withdrawn. Mr. H SUYMOtr*

moved a resolution to the effeet that it was the

duty of the 'iovemment to i&UuiiWM • aseasuro

for "the amendment and nfnrm o( the eeclesi-

astical law. After some discussion the metm

was withdrawn. Mr. B*jrUf called attention to

the present state of the law respecting the pre-

station of fires in the metrop and Mr.

§n»LTN« called attention to the rn of civil

.t pensions, and more especially of the pensions

ferred for literary and scienttfi* - -sprvioes.

Lifford moved as an amendment that the Bm be c*
wd &e ?

Act Ass«idment Bill and
•
a second time that day iix months, ^s JU»^r~ ^^ ^^ ^.^ m pM^d

read

division

[to 31, and

40
the amendment was negatived by

was read a second time.
the Bill t

brough committee. On Wednesday Mr. Cbo»
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formally withdrew the Church-rate Law Amend-
ment Bill for the present Session. The Church-

rates Commutation Bill, the Votes for Disqualified

Candidates Bill, and the Grand Juries (Ireland)

Bill, were also withdrawn. The Indemnity Bill

passed through committee. The Lunacy Regula-

tion Bill was read a second time. The House went

into committee on the Lace Factories Bill, when

Lord H. Lennox moved an amendment limiting

the age of children employed during full hours to

13 instead of 11 years. After some discussion,

the amendment was carried by 60 to 56. Some

other amendments of minor importance were also

carried, and the Bill passed through committee.

The Episcopal and Capitular Estates Act Con-

tinuance, &c, Bill, and the Newspapers, <fcc,

Bill, were read a second time. The Durham
University Bill, the Metropolitan Gas Act

Amendment Bill, the Passengers* (Australian

Colonies) Bill, the Trustees (Scotland) Bill,

the Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Bill, and the

Metropolitan Building Act Amendment Bill were

read a third time and passed. On Thursday the

House went into committee on the East India

Loan, when Sir C. "Wood made a statement on the

Loan, from whichlt appearithaT *m r,/,-^been subscribed for. The Monit^^^
Roy

VI

ffiomt $jltto$.

Twe Cottbt.- The Queen, Prince Consort, and the nitude of the amount, and the eager^fJL

^

tvoyal family, with the Crown Prince and Princess of
|

the public to subscribe, as a proof bothof tk??*
Prussia, continue at Osborne. On Friday evening the

|

power of the country and of the confidence «*!!>
Prince of Prussia arrived on his return from Government of the Emperor. The EmnJ*?***-"

to leave Vichy to-day, and will immedSSifi*
is thought, to the camp at Chalons. Th **£*
inent adopted by his Majesty at Vichy Cwl*ejects An approaching visit of the fcTrf^to the Camp of Chalons becomes more 2 1?*
bable.--The French Government haslodjdt!^with the Papal Government against the 2^Poitiers for having, in the Allocution JJfc
nounced in his church on St. Peter's Daii* *
sive allusions to the Emperor NapoWaS1

him Herod III.—The Moniteur of ThursifeSj
a decree, appointing commanders for l25*
lb also contains a decree declaring tl*T?J
the improvement of the port of D^?

.

of public utility, and opening a credit of fli!
francs for this purpose.—The Pays annowTc
France is about to establish a "corps of«J
in China/' and that 1200 men are to be aS
in China, and a smaller force at Tien

Crown
Baden. On Saturday the Duke and Duchess of Mont-

pensier and Princess Isabella left Osborne. The Queen

drove out, accompanied by Princess Helena, Princess

Louisa, and Prince Leopold. The Prince Consort, the

Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia, and Princess Alice

isited the Royal Military Hospitalat Netley. On Sunday

morning the Queen, Prince Consort, the Crown Prince

and Princess of Prussia, the Princesses Alice, Helena,

and Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold,

attended Divine service at Osborne. The Rev. G.

Prothero officiated. On Monday morning the Queen

and Royal family walked in the grounds. Jn the after-

noon her Majesty, accompanied by the Crown Princess

of Prussia and Princess Helena, drove to Ryde. The
Prinre Consort, the Crown Prince, and Prince Arthur,

crossed to Gosport in the Royal yacht Fairy, and
went over the lines. On Tuesday the Queen and
Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess of

Prussia, and Princess Alice drove to Newport. On
^

Thursday the Queen held a Privy Council at Osborne,
i

Constituiionnel publishes an article from
. . -,

J ~. -^ i . -^ , -r^ ,

J
-rx > o..,;ii«4- ...i.:„u „.i.:i_i. _i.i-._i •

at which Sir Robert Peel, Bart., was sworn a Privy

Councillor, and took his seat at the Board. Sir George
Cornewall Lewis received from the Queen the seals of

the War Department, and delivered up the seals of the

financial condition of India, and moved a resolution, H^e Department. Sir George Grey gave up the seals

giving power to the Secretary of State and Council

of India to raise 5,000,000/. by way of loan for

railway works. After a long discussion the

resolution was agreed to. The House then went

into Committee of Supply. On the vote for

25,000/. for Civil Contingencies Mr. Osboene
objected to the vote for the Fine Arts Commission,

and to the charge for the patent extending the

Brougham peerage. Mr. Collins moved an amend-

ment that both, thes items be omitted from the

vote. On a division the amendment was negatived

by 76 to 50. Mr. G. Bentinck then moved to

reduce the vote by the charge for Lord Brougham's
patent. On a division the amendment was negatived

by 62 to 48. The vote was then agreed to.

The Imperial rescript, in reply to the address of

the Hungarian Diet, was read in both Chambers on
Monday. It commences by stating that the

relation of Hungary to the whole monarchy has
been for three centuries a real union as far as war,

finance, and foreign affairs are concerned; and
that when the constitution was granted to th©

country the constitutional necessities of the whole
monarchy were taken into consideration. It says
that the laws of 1848 cannot be wholly re-estab-

lished, because in many respects they are incom-
patible with the present constitution. The Diet is

requested to proceed to a revision of these laws,
to send representatives to the Council of the
Empire, to come to an understanding with the
Croatian Diet in reference to the relation of Croatia
to Hungary, and finally to draw up a law relative
to the use of the national language and the develop-
ment of the non-Hungarian inhabitants. The
rescript declares the union of Hungary with
Transylvania to be for the present impracticable,
and in conclusion, promises an amnesty on the
occasion of the Emperor's coronation as King of
Hungary.

Desp atches from Naples state that the Bourbon
party are making the most desperate efforts to
overthrow the new Government, and, with the
assistance of the brigands, are actively organising
insurrectionary movements in various parts of the
kingdom. General Cialmni has given orders for
the mobilisation of 15,000 volunteers from the
National Guard, and is adopting other vigorous
measures for the suppression of the insurrection.

From the United States we learn that GeneralM Clellas has attacked the entrenched camp of
the Secessionists at Rich Mountain, in Western
Virginia, and completely routed them, capturing
all their guns and camp equipage. On the 5th the

l^e tr°0pS
'
t0 the number of 1200

>
stacked

4000 Secessionists at Carthage in Missouri. The
Federalists finally retired with the loss of 8 killed
and 45 wounded, while the loss of the Secession-
ists is Said to have been 250. Congress has passed a
Mil for the employment of 500,000 volunteers, and
appropriating 500,000,000 dollars for the war : and Ithe House of Representatives has passed
authorising a loan for 250,000,000 dollars.

of the Duchy of Lancaster, and was then sworn as

Secretary of State for the Home Department, and
received the seals of office. The Right Hon. Edward
Cardwell received from the Queen the Seals of the

Duchy of Lancaster. Lord Palmerston and Earl

Granville had audiences of heT Majesty.

Ministeeial Movements.—Lord Herbert having
definitively retired from the office of Minister of War,
Sir George Lewis has been transferred from the Home
Office to the War Office ; Sir George Grey, resigning

the Chancellorship of the Duchy of Lancaster, has

resumed the office of Home Secretary; Mr. Cardwell

has succeeded Sir G. Grey as Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster; and Sir Robert Peel, without a seat in the

Cabinet, has succeeded Mr. Cardwell as Chief Secretary

for Ireland.

Lord John Russell's Peerage.—It is said that

Lord John Rus9ell will be raised to the House of Lords

by the title of Earl Russell, and that the second title,

to be borne by his son, will be Lord Ampthill.

The Berkeley Peerage.—It i» understood that it

is the intention of ber Majesty, by the advice of her
responsible Ministers, to create Admiral the Right Hon.
Sir Maurice Fitzhardinge Berkeley a Peer, by the
title of Baron Berkeley of Berkeley Castle.

Parliamentary Movements. — The Ministerial

whitebait dinner will take place on Wednesday next,

the 31st inst., at the Trafalgar, Greenwich ; and it is

expected that Parliament will be prorogued by com-
mission on Tuesday, the Gth of August.—The Ministerial

changes which have taken place this week have created
vacancies for Radnor, Morpeth, Oxford, and Tamworth,
but there is at present no sign of any opposition to
the re-election of the Ministers.—The election for

the City of London will commence on Monday,
when the Lord Mayor and Mr. Western Wood
will be put in nomination; the former in the Con-
servative, the latter in the Liberal interest. In
the event of a poll being demanded, it will be taken on
the following day.—Mr. Coles, of Middleton House,
Longparish. is a candidate for Andover in the Conser-
vative interest in the room of the Lord Mayor, now a
candidate for London. It is not expected that there
will be any opposition.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
has declined to offer himself for the third seat for South
Lancashire, in compliance with a requisition signed by
upwards of 7000 electors, on the ground that if he were
to surrender his present trust it would be und<
circumstances unfavourable to the constituency of the
University of Oxford, and at the present moment
especially prejudicial to their interests. The Conserva-
tives of South Lancashire have determined to bring
forward Mr. Charles Turner as a candidate, and Mr.
Cheetham has accepted the invitation of the Liberal
electors to become a candidate in the Ministerial
interest.

The Bishop of Durham is said by the latest
accounts to be progressing satisfactorily towards
recoverv.

Public Schools Commission. — The Queen has
directed letters patent to be passed under the Great
Seal, appointing the Earl of Clarendon, K.G. ; the Earl
of Devon, LordLyttclton, the Hon. Edward R. Twisleton
Sir Stafford Northcote, Bart., M.P.; the Rev. Professor
W. H. Thompson, M.A.; and Henry Halford Van- ban,
Esq., M.A., to be her Majesty's Commissioners for
inquiring into the endowments, management, and
system of studies at Eton, Winchester, Westminster, the
Charterhouse, St. Paul's, Merchant Taylor's, Harrow,
Rugby, and Shrewsbury Schools.

a iJiU
;
_FBANCE.-The French Minister of Finance has issued1 ,. ~i,WI"

—

xu« -rrewcii ^mister or finance has issued
ms report on the subscription to the Thirty Years'

guillot, which, whilst attacking the speech «f 1

John Russell on Friday night, denies in tkr
explicit terms that the French Government h
slightest intention of annexing the island of Set
The appeal of M. Mires and Count Simeon will fe fa

on the 12th of August. The Duke de Bnp.
dropped the action which he had commenced *
the Prefect of Police, all the copies of hb p»
seized by the police having been restored 5
Monthyon prize (which takes its name from ujb

de Monthyon, who founded it in 1782), for theiu

most useful work published within the year, !* I

awarded to M. Xavier Marmier, author ofn
important works on Scandinavian history andlim
for his new work entitled "Gazida," contamflf*

graphic sketches of Canadian life. There wmvfm
of 100 competitors.—On Friday a fire brokf«

the property-room of the Grand Opera, and toto*

scenery and other effects to thevalueofamilBifi*

Spain.—The Queen has arrived at YaiWii t

has been warmly received. The daughter of tk D»

de Montpensier has died at San Lucar. Itisin«*

that Senor Bermudez, formerly Spanish An

Naples, will return to Francis II. Tbe ^*~
Loja insurgents has been strangled. HetfW*v

person who has been condemned to death.J*f£
have been condemned to 20 years' ^^"f^L
galleys, another to 15, and a fourth

warehouses at the Madrid station of ttifc

way were destroyed by fire on Tuesday, i g
train and a great number of carriages were*

The loss is considerable, but the *«»
materiel were insured. ^luth
Switzerland.—Dr. Furrer, ^e-Pre«»•

^

Swiss Confederation, died on We
°22i* i

Rajratz. He was President of theConfederae*
j

1852, 1855, and 1858. The negotiations wn-

commerce between France and Switzeriffl

opened before October next. The Conncua

^

has voted 275,000f. for the construction

roads. . . ^b*
Hungary.—The royal Rescript in ^L t̂

Address of the Hungarian Diet wm^JL**
the Lower House, and was listened w ^
impatience. The House was crowded ™ jf
In the Upper House on the contrary^ ^
were present, and the royal RcscrlpLj^
profound silence. A resolution was pas**

^ % t

Rescript to be printed. The foUowing-

the most important part of this docun«»-

" The Pragmatic Sanction formerly s^8^ t**

and good understanding between ^£/o**S
countries of the monarchy. The patent ^g^
the constitutional influence over a ia

,

r^3ig»*K
Hungary henceforth will he governed aw» ^^
constitution, alike in form, system, anu -j,,w^

rej -s the idea of an amalgamation, "gjjjj,
autonomous administration, and, at xu

jtfjfijf
military, diplomatic, and financial^£ ^0^

#

empire. A purely personal unity ^

Six months after the promulgation oi 9
broke out, and led to the total overturow ^» t

The Emperor will spontaneously restore
'2fl*«^#

tution of the 20th of October under the c^flraf
the development of the whole empire-

tf ?Jg*
the laws of 1848 concerning the aboun, J*£*
of the nobles, of corvdes, and "StfdfJJB;
admissibility to public employments ^

^Tj •;

session of landed property, that reiawjj^ ig^
taxation and recruiting, and, lMVS ha c0**J3f
electoral rights of the lower classesi; but ^flgjj^
aws of 1848 hostile to the rights of tne»

pfl0"J£**
of the Hungarian countries and t0

,.%iQXl$aiifZyt?
which must be modified before ^S^^'^Jx^
the coronation diploma. The JDi^J3^re^ZM

*

attention upon this revision. It is t3^Lga^ &*%
its attention upon the mode of electing""^^ f
of tho Empire, according to the fund

«j£ tttin »^
February, and to send provisionally *?*(/»^ *

sittings of the Council of the Emp^, g&esdjftf,
influence of the country upon the

are to be debated and settled in

Tho union of Hungary and oi.
- c0p^

mined upon in 1848 without
a ^ ^pc^

"Traatf^

Roumans and of the Saxons, *"^«Atel7- ,*L £•
wishes, fcli to pieces almost "nraeu^^
therefore, now to "re-establish

'mJS^^S^i&i^
representation of Transylvania,

1»J xxd^zS
1*

Hungary can only be resolved by * . z&sflP^

Croatian Diet. The Hungarian vw

I

B
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S^Hon to those conditions, the basis of which are the

pajf-goTernment of Croatia, and its position towards

ml Jmpire, in accordance with the Federal union

ft and Hungary. It is summoned to take the

__ ef a law guaranteeing: the rights of the non- Magyar

SStants of Hungary. The Emperor reserves the initiative
"*"

J)^|g tne rights of the Serbs on the basis of the wishes of
""

WaSonal Congress. The abdication of the Emperor
having alluded distinctly to 'all the kingdoms com-

BEmpire of Austria,'any further document would be

j. On the occasion of the coronation the King will

j_ Yiew the wish expressed that he should pardon

^fa-,! offenders. Ho awaits the assembling of the Diet for

EbWmJ atttlement of the points indicated. lu the meanwhile

£ tews connected with finance will remain in force."

Jbthia.—An Imperial decree was published onThurs-

frr dissolving the Diet of Istria, on account of its

^L~ i to gend representatives to the Council of the

TIIEGAEDENERS' CHK0N 1, ],| AM> AfiMCPLTPBAL GAXlxn
basis of which are the tor iWio-n Afi:,; ~,m-^tt; == -- =

Sapire, notwithstanding the repeated request of the

«3ernment. The same decree orders new elections for

the Diet.

Italy.—Accounts from Turin state that when the

King had read the Emperor's letter, brought by Count

Fleoy, he said :—« I am happy to see that my august

illy approval the line of policy which my Government

hat followed. The pood news that you bring will fill

aJJ true friends of Italy with joy/' The Official

Qaittle says that two individuals, named Groehen and

Aosteritz, have been arrested at Turin on a charge of

enlisting recruits for the pontifical army. They had
Papal and Austrian passports. Lists of men enrolled

since 1860, and a quantity of Bourbon and Papal

portrait* and decorations, were also found on them.

They were about to enter the Italian army in order to

attempt to corrupt the soldiers. The Official Gazette

also publishes a Royal decree establishing a great

book of the Public Debt of Italy. A decree has been
•published fixing the terms of the National Loan. The
bankers have subscribed for a considerable portion of

the loan, and it is said that it will be neeessary to

reduce the amounts they have applied for, before the
public subscription is opened. The confessor of the late

Count Cavour has been summoned to Rome by the Pope,
who desires to learn details of his last moments.—

A

Consistory was held by the Pope on Tuesday, at which
be pronounced a short Allocution, expressing his satis-

faction with the conduct of the episcopacy and the Italian

clergy. He deplored the aberration ofsome ecclesiastics of
IClan, Modena, and the kingdom of Naples, and
lamented the spiritual loss caused by the vacancies in

certain dioceses. The Pope also intimated that he was
grateful for the occupation of Rome by the French
armj, without, however, dissimulating the abuse which,
be atid, the enemies of order have made, and will
nuke, of the painful act of France in recognising the
Atogdom of Italy. The Pope has received fresh
•auraiices that the" trench army will remain at Rome.

neral (ioyon Ws \>token cif all official relations witli
Consignor de Merode. It is stated at Rome that the
brigands who are ravaging the Abruzzi have been
armed by Francis II. with the 30,000 stand of arms
•eized by General Goyon, when the Neapolitan army
fled to the Papal territory after their defeat at Capua
and Gaeta.—Accounts from Naples state that General
ualdini has issued a proclamation expressing Ins con-
1«ence in the people and the National Guard, and
"Wading to the whole Liberal party to assist in dis-
Paang the Reactionary bands, and therebv defeat the
nan who pays them and directs their movements from
a distance. He has ordered 15,000 volunteers from the
-National Guard to be enrolled for mobilisation. Several
wibaldian officers have accepted appointments in this
«jje. Brigandage has recommenced around Naples,w * Bourbon committee, presided over by Monsignore
wenatempo, has been discovered at Posilippo. Letters™ registers containing the names of the confederation

Mcm£
G SUm °f money have been seized

-
The

°**JJ>nore and five accomplices have been arrested.

*tSlA°
mTnUnes in the Terra di Lavoro have been

Wi!r p..
tue Drigands have been repulsed, and their

7** Uiavoue has been beaten bv the Italian troops .

Sri
A baud of brigana*s invaded the town of

iamfi!
6 a ^y* since» and forced the inhabitants to

«!!;«;, The^ burned the national flag, killed the
» the Syndic, and several Liberals ; and,

Pandering and devastating the place, ad-
°n other narta nf the countrv, where,

meed
ig^ u Parfcs of tne counfcry> where,

the tmL, y mefc wifcn strong resistance from

who w2?
and the National Guard. The brigands

WW .
concentrated at Montefalcone have been

^aaaaerg t

thei
.

r cbief» wbo was the author of the

8eteral rJZ
iIilefco

> bas been arrested and shot.

and the i? ?
8 belonging to the Reactionary party,

haveW,

of the Reactionists at Monte Silvano,

AvelliZ T^' Nearly 50° brigan Is still threaten

Cntfdini ha
5°have been made prisoners. General

gents w),
^red the troops to shoot only those insur-

reaMfJ"
10

fe taken with arms in their hands. A
the pZI/e 1 has been formed at Toscanella in

to PrJ£' **»<*, and troops will be despatched

journal. £/
em from crossing the frontiers. The

the briff. i
*°Polo and L'Italia announce that

miles of V i

have Siven a banquet within eight

Jrancig T |
pl
£? to celebrate the approaching return of

War has 1a
e ^azional says that the Minister of

the \a7-
0rd

,

ered the distribution of 30,000 rines among

Trto Guard ^ the Province of Naples.

^ounciL T'~~~
Safetti Pacha, President of the Grand

thn A ,. {J*
8 been dismissed. Fuad Pacha succeeds^ Pacha has been definitively appointed Minister

Foreign Affairs.

leir privileges aud salaries, contain a M.graphic d^patcb,^VSfg*-. £}*?
has been nnre«d »„., „. I whl( .h ^^^ ftc ,1^^ }E££l*Sh

been broken by priv. r60n8( ,.

X

J£Z£\£*
dent Lincoln and Gencial Butler; tSat tbTfaaU m£e

and hngland might soon be expected h

organised.

India.—By the arrival of the Bombay mail we havenews from that Presidency to the 27th and from
Calcutta to the 16th June. The following are the only
items of public interest :— J

™S6ayTT
Il
e amount of income tax collected by the com-m ssioner for the town and island of Bombay is S* laca -toStcollected by the special commissioner is 3 lacs ; miking 'in dl

Bombay
,000 '• , which ** half the estimated «im ft£

Calculta.-^lr. Lainp left Calcutta on the 9th inst. in the

India
mer for EnglaQd, and is not expected to return to

'North West Provinces.—The accounte from the famine dis-
tricts continue favourable. The famine relief committee atLahore have resolved to remit 1* lac of rupees in equal pro-
portions to Delhi, Hissar, and Cis-Sutlej, /or the purchase of
cattle and seed grain. Colonel Baird Smith has published hisreport on the famine, from which it appears that bv relief

consequence. The corporation oi >ev Orleana had
offered a reward of 500 dollars forth, deteoftm and
conviction of any person who mig be engaged in
furnishing provisions to the blockading squadron
The brig Amy Warwick has 1 i captured off
tort Monroe. The brig John \\ b from Cuba to
England has been captured by the privateer Jeff
Davis off Cape Hatteras. The san privateer has cap-
tured five vessels, and sent them to Southern ports
Three revenue cutters have left New York and two
cutters have sailed from i I on to endc no capture
her. Mrs. Longfellow, wife of the poet, died at ( a-

spontaneous relief sought m emigration has influenced nearly
half a million more, and that the whole body of sufferers can
arcely be less than from one and a quarter to ono aud a half

millions.
^^

houses, rehof works, and ordinary public works, half a million bridge on the 9th from severe burns. The lYoftaor°f
*1JS£!$I!?JS Z?!L£^^1« • ^ the w«» much injured in trying to save her life.

Canada.—The eh ons for the Caua.lian rarliamont
are nearly over. Vail-, - are very . qually balanced, but
the Ministers have & slight majority. The Hon.
Maurice B. Portman, son of Lord Port a, baa been

Furrackabad.—The Nawab of Furrackabad, who was exiled
to Mecca for his share in the rebellion, is producing a great
impression on the pilgrims by prophesying that in five years
the empire of India will be regained by the Moslem.

China.—Accounts from Shanghae of June 2 state
that affairs are tranquil in Pekin and Japan. At Tien-
tsin trade is progressing. According to the latest

accounts Blakiston's (?) overland party were 1203 miles
from Shanghae. The natives are returning to Hankow,
and trade is being resumed.

Singapoee.—The Free Press states that a "seaquake "

has caused great devastation on the island of Simo

;

778 persons perished.

Australia.—A splendid sword for Garibaldi, sub-

scribed for in Melbourne, arrived from Australia by the
last mail, and has been transmitted to him at Caprera.
United Statbs.—We have accounts from New York

to the 9th inst. The President's Message and the report

of the Secretary of the Treasury are generally approved
in New York. Congress has passed a resolution to con-
sider business concerning naval and military appropria-
tions only. All private Bills are to be referred for con-
sideration to next Congress. Bills have been introduced
for the repeal of the tariff of 1861 and the adoption
of the 1857 tariff, and also for abolishing all ports

of entry below Baltimore. The Senate and the House
of Representatives have passed a Bill authorising the
employment of 500,000 volunteers, and appropriating
500,000,000 dollars for the war. The House of Repre-
sentatives has also passed a Bill authorising a loan for

250,000,000 dollars. In the Senate Mr. Saulsbury,
of Delaware, offered a resolution for the amendment of
the Constitution on a plan similar to the Crittenden
compromise. The Senate has expelled the members from
the seceded States. The House has passed a re-

solution asking the President for the correspondence

with Spain relative to the incorporation of St. Domingo,
and what protest, if any, the Federal Administration

had made against " the insolent and aggressive con-

duct " of Spain. The President has replied that it was

not advisable to produce the correspondence at present
™ i i m i- . i • -J r_ m.Af t !*l _ a..

man,
elected for the East Riding of the eouut Middlesex
in Canada West, defeating the anti-British candidate
by a large majority. The central part o! the province
was visited by a sharp shock of earthquake on the 11th
jnst. It was felt severely at Montreal aud at Ottawa,
in which city chimneys were shaken down and walls
split.

JDavliamciW.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Friday.—Poland.—The Earl of Harruwbt moved an address
to the Crown for the correspondence between this country and
Russia, or other countries, in the years 1831 and '. J, with re-
ference to the affairs of Poland. I Je said that recent events in
Poland had caused people to ask whether (he state of affairs in
that country was su is was contemplated by the Powers who

,nied the Treaty of Vienna, and the publication of the papers
mitfht tend to check the tyranny under which the Poles
suffered.—Lord Wodehouse acceded to the motion, bo far as
the correspondence with Russia was concerned. He expressed
his sympathy with the Polish cause and said ho looked upon
the recovery of Polish independence as an impossibility, con-
sidering the overwhelming forces w) dd be brought
against Poland by three powerful nations. The attitude of tho
Polos during the late events at Warsaw had t \n great
moderation and gave promise of better days. Russia would,
doubtless, as liberal ideas progressed, give the 1 s greater
liberty of action as well as those institutions to which they
were entitled by the Treaty of Vienna,—The Earl of Ellen-
borough expressed his astonishment that Russia should not
have done ber utmost to conciliate so great and noble a people.
It was for the interest of Russia to conciliate tl P.les, for as
long as they wciv .tented tnu iiuasia was
paralysed in Central ' pe — a cfr wee almost as
injurious to Europe as to Russia itself. !{<>w could Russia
extricate herself from such a position? By a frank reconcilia-
tion, and by restoring to the Poles self-government.—Th< arl
of Malmesbdrt said if the Poles contrasted their present
position with their position seven or eight years ago, they had
every reason to congratulate themselves. He hoped nothing
said in this House would encourage the PoJes to attempt
impossibilities. After some remarks from Lord Breadalbajte
Lord Stratford de Rbdcuffe, and Lord Tai.imjt de
Mala hide, the motion, as modified, was agreed to. Tho
Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury and St. Alban*) Bill and other
Bills were read u icoad time The //< a School (Scot-

Colonel Taylor h^ arrived in Wailnn.ton with a flag £*> SfetL&J '^3£\ n̂g *T«£°S$~f fmtiA hpanno- dpsn.itp.h«« from Prpsidpnt Tiavta tho Vaccination, Bill, and several other Bills paoood tLoujli
committee.

'
* ^

Mo \v. — The Duekv of M<xU*a. — The Marquis ofN'sMavbt moved fn address for copies or extracts of any
despatches relating to the affairs of tho Duchy of Modern from
her Majesty's ministers accredited to the t entral
Italy, between the years IS56 and 18*8. In a speech sff con-
siderable length he replied ,to the charges of craelty recentlv
brought by the Chancellor of the Ex -quor in the House of
Commons against the administration of the ex-I)uke of
Modena, and declared that he was armed with abundant
.thority to prove that they were utterly falla im> more

particularly the ono referring |to the execution of a youth
named ( i ai , under 1 7 yws of :e by an ex pit facto law.
Lord WodehoWB protested against the conduct of Lord
Normanby in bringing charges against Mr. (iladstone in
a plaos where it was imjwssible for the object of them
to repel them. He justified the charges which Mr. Glad-
ax>ne had made, and contended that they were drawn
from documents of which the g icnese had never
been questioned.—-The Earl of rbt th ht the con-
duct of Mr. Gladstone as a Minister of the >wn highly
improper in bringing charges against th Duke of M a not
justified by the evidence, and which the accused party was
precluded from answering. There was no proof that the
papers on which the charges were 1 were - an<i
ven if they were, they were ineufScient to essttbDen tho
charges made by Mr ' >ne. If the paper* wer not

j

duced, the inference would be that they would n ear out the
"

" been brought forward by Mr. Gladstone

of truce, bearing despatches from President Davis

to President Lincoln, but has been sent back

without any auswer. The contents of the de-

spatches have not transpired, but are reported to be

frivolous, and the sending of the despatches is supposed

to have been only a ruse to gain information respecting

the Federal army. On the 9th a mutiny broke out

among the Garibaldi Guard because they received

muskets instead of rilles. They remained under arrest

when the despatch left Washington. A battle occurred

at Carthage, Missouri, on the 5th inst., by 1200 Federal

troops attacking 4000 Confederates. The Federalists

finally retired with the loss of eight men killed and

45 wounded, while the Confederates, it is said, lost

mere than 250 men. General M'Clellan's division has

attacked the entrenched camp of the Confederates,

numbering 2000 men, at Rich Mountain, Western

Virginia. The Confederates were routed, and all their

guns, camp equipage, and waggons were captured- Sixty

Confederates and 20 Union men are reported to have been

killed. General M'Clellan has occupied the entrenched

camp of the Confederates and is now moving forw !.

There was some brisk skirmishing on the 10th near

Laurel Hill, Western Virginia, between the Federal

troops
a /v.lftTK.1 fiJmJth hi« hwn I

— Eari Osukvills sttld tHat the dettimeats in question w
and Colonel >mith has oecn

j bJJBhtd in iaw by^ & fact k,Tenwwnt of Modena, i

Missouri, and has routed the
, f,c C(ml(i not understand how the I hike Modena couldreinforced at Monroe, Jansoun, »uu IUM

/,
lv" l",

r.
w''

/-. r- , , .11 ^,ini«i him. (renerai 1 at-

Mart The
Urnorant of their

worth printing, <

advanced skirmishers of his force were fired upon by

kfaerr comrades in mistake during a •^m.sh with the

Confederates, near Martinsburg, but the casaalties

were trifling On the same day * £*£«
bv tho

the 15th Pennsylvania Regiment ire*
>

captnr bv the

Confederate, The Fe^«£& te^
carelessness. Lirjre^^T£ neighbourhood
to be Jfiimng Governor JacSso^^^^.
of Martinsburg, but the ^J^SmnX Lyon, Federal
to intercept them. By or*ro

^^^ ^ ^
troops have entered the^ hihlted the publication
gl Lotus, seized the^Pfv^^e nttwnpted to destroy
of the paper. The SecessioniiU ua* r j

» ««« no diveeuuu #n the cart
of the ti->vmmnmt > produce them. — I. rd Bnor»n A ir
tfaoufffat Mr me had made out bis case if the £f
meats were not forgeries. The motion was then ump-i

?ndSl eF^Aes? -Piggy/ P*"*™ * *™« ofa Bnimm e/ mm* of Common Prayer, said that next roarwould be the See* anniversary of the Act of Unifornutr andhe hoped then that the term. subscription wouii*^moomm. He intmtd next year t-. i.rwmm fK«f fu. *
'

.inscription to the lhlrtrnffA r ^ZSt^\SSi^The Wehop of Loimoif wasglad that Lord Ebnrv had c^firT^

rcTiatenTli bis opinSn^eVnt^oTvKe «h!j^??W" 8Uch
time. Soeh chamVes had been l\J*W£ELa }*" V?*?mt

reforms he wished to22K *eac. lwIII18l
thought the terms of subeenpt
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so rigid aa generally supposed, if it were desired, the services

of the Church might be considerably shortened, but to this
course the laity, and not the clergy, were the chief obstacle.

truth of any such denials is confirmed or shaken by the in- in granting orders of discbar^e^TT
formation which her Majesty's Government may have clause, on the motion of the Solicit
received from other quarters. He pointed out the vast import-

The Locomotives BUI passed through committee. The amend- ance and value of the island to France, since the possession ot

ments to the Tramways (Ireland) A ct Amendment Bill and the it would give her a commanding influence m the Mediter-

amendments to the Attorneys and Solicitors (Ireland) Bill were
|

ranean, which it was the object ot theFirst Napoleonto make
reported. The East India Council Bill, the Piers and Harbours

' "
'

-
A1--

Bill, and the Turnpike Trv.sts Management Bills were read a
third time and passed.

Tuesday.—The Annoyance Juries (Westminster) Bill passed
through committee. The Voters (Ireland) Bdl, the University
Election Bill, and the Salmon Fisheries Bill, were read a second
time.—Lord Wodehouse moved the second reading of the
Irremovable Poor Bill, the objects of which were to diminish

*". «iu a provisoT^

the period within which a settlement could be acquired from
five to three years' continuous residence in any particular
union, and to effect a change in the mode of raiding 1 the fund
by which relief was to be afforded.—Lord Lifford moved as
an amendment that the Bill be read a second time that day *ix
months. He regarded the measure as a first step to the
destruction of the English parochial system, and a consider-
able advance towards the establishment of a union or national
system of rating.—The Earl of Devon supported the Bill on
the ground that it would promote the freedom of labour, and
any measure that accomplished such an object was worthy the
encouragement of the Legislature.—The Earl of Stradbroke
objected that the Bill would produce a vast increase in the
number of irremovable poor. So far as union rating was con-
cerned, it might be advantageous in towns; but he did not
approve of its being engrafted upon parishes in rural
districts.—Lord Redesdale and the Earl ofCarnarvon opposed
be Bill, and the Duke of Newcastle supported it.

On a division, the amendment was negatived by 40 to 31. The
Bill was then read a second time. The Dublin Revising
Barristers Bill, the Lunatic Asylums (Ireland) Bill, the County
Cess {Inland) Act Amendment Bill, the Naval Medical Supple-
mental Fund Society Bill, and the Local Government Act Amend-
ment Bill were read a second time. The Drunkenness (Ireland)
Bill, and the Landlord and Tenant Law Amendment (Ireland) Act
Proceedings Bill passed through committee. The Vaccination
Bill and the Attorneys

9 and Solicitors* (Ireland) Bill were read a
third time and passed.—The Bishop of London laid upon the
table a Bill providing for the repair of the Residences of
Incumbents

f
and explained that it would enable an incumbent

to borrow from Queen Anne's Bounty a sum of money to
repair his residence, on condition that a rent charge should be
laid upon his life interest in the benefice. The Bill also con-
templated raising a common fund in each diocese, under the
charge of the archdeacons and deans, for the necessary
expenses. His lordship added that the Bill had received the
approval of both Houses of Convocation.

Thursday.—.fib** India (High Court of Judicature) Bill.—On
the motion forgoing into committee on this Bill, the Earl of
Ellenborough expressed doubts of the wisdom of amalga-
mating, as the Bill proposed to do, the Suddar and the
Supreme Courts.—Earl De Grey and Ripon defended the Bill,

and explained at length the intentions of the Government in
proposing it.—Lord Kingsdown apprehended that the Bill in

occurring before the passing f the aT^S <*,have been liable if the Act; had w et
» to *bieTJ

then appointed to draw up the Z^Tt' A
amendments of the Lordl^Ht^T 0r *

jnuseum. ue reviewed the manLpL?! Vot* ** tk
pointed out the necessity for^fS?^ «* *

went into a Committee ^Sup^y^fc^^T^
grant of 10^414!., the remaffi 3*?*; tiSftMuseum. He reviewed th* ™n„ " tlle

a French lake. He referred to the communications which had

taken place between the English and French Governments on

the subject, to the grounds of suspicion furnished by the

conduct of France and Piedmont in regard to Savoy and Nice,

to the symptoms of an agitation in Sardinia itself by com-

mittees of annexation, and to private information he had
received from Turin and Paris. Putting all these indi-

cations together, he thought most serious grounds existed

for great anxiety. He suggested reasons why we should — vu„ mws nr
not trust to the moderation of the Emperor of the at the conclusion that, with such an

lhe
J

I
French or to the firmness of Baron Ricasoli, the successor of as gas, it would not be safe to adn f

gCat *
1 Count Cavour, who might not possess his knowledge of the Mr. Gregory had hoped that the Govern

8Uch *

matter. He moved for copies ot any further correspondence prepared with a scheme for the enlar<«!r?
ent Wo*~

and urged the necessity of carrvW !?.!
m
.?
nt <*

the subject of opening the bui'lH-
tn2Tunler consideration; but after fit?* *Ti

toe architect and the late Mr.Br*?* °5 ^ *

severe blow at our commercial interests and the maritime

supremacy of this country.—Mr. Cochrane and Mr. G. C.

Bkntinck contended that if her Majesty's Government had
pursued a more vigorous and straightforward course with regard

to Savoy and Nice we should have heard nothing more about
these annexations.—Mr. Stirling said it was the duty of the
Government to declare in courteous terms that the cession of

Sardinia to France could not be allowed under any circum-
stances. He believed he should be understating the amount
if he said that the existence of a despotic government in

France cost this country not less than from 15,000, OQQl. to

20.000,000£. a year.—Lord J. Russell said that the subject of

debate was a very important one. He admitted the importance

of Sardinia, and he had repeatedly declared in despatches that

the cession of the island to France would be a great disturbance

of the distribution of power in Europe and especially in

the Mediterranean. The transaction was not one that could

take place between France and Sardinia ; it would involve the

interests of other nations, and put an end to the alliance

between this country and France. But it was not his opinion

that the Government of the Emperor of the French would
consent to annex Sardinia and brave the consequences that

would follow. He did not believe that Baron Ricasoli, a man
of the highest honour, intended to give up the island to

France, and M. Thouvenel had not only contradicted the
rumour, but had disavowed the proceedings of French agents

in the island. He believed it was the desire of the Emperor of

the French to preserve the peace of Europe, but he was not sure

that the public opinion of France, or of the French chambers
or the French army, might not alter his whole policy. He there-

fore readily admitted that we ought to be watchful in regard

to the events occurring in Europe, for great move-
ments were going on in different parts of Europe of

popular bodies and of whole nations aspiring to better

Government. There roust, therefore, be uneasiness leading to

remM

arrangements of the British Musenm miSTiw!
outlay of money with dispronortinniik J5? T

which may have passed respecting the cession of the island of _____.. „ ..„_ Ulir rh
Sardinia to France.— Sir K. Peel seconded the motion, and i of the select committee of last year to n, V**
insisted that there must be some grounds for the rumours and in Montague Place, with the view of r.^- a

apprehensions regarding this cession, which would strike a accommodation. He also advocate/Vu "
•'

* '
J " :^— mediaeval collection, with the excentinn „-V

illustrative of British history, whXr p '"*
The remainder he would distribute amo^Sl °^
museums of the metropolis, where tCS ..V
control of the national trustees He J^ 1

Government intended to propose next yS?^
the natural history collection, and itsW***
smgton. A gainst this he earnestly protend?1 '

them to adopt some plan that would atS£
the national institution and make it th???*'
country.-Mr. La yard made severe eiX/*

i.u *. a ,
disproportionate njff Tuopinion that there should be separate i

for science and art with distinct e*u£I
stafis.-Mr. Milnes advocated separation «T™the Government to meet the difficultT *MThe Chancellor of the Exchequer said that tbeJl
of the administration and arrangements of the Hntkiwas rather disheartening. The Government waT.
that the case of the Museum called for cooato
they were embarrassed by the differences of opiST
that debate exhibited examples. They were not
act upon the report of the committee. Theythot—
Museum admitted of great structural improveaSj
portions of ground might be occupied bo u
dimensions. Besides these two] sources of inu
medation, certain classes of the collections, i:

agreed, might be removed. During the recess the_
would take the whole subject into consideratifl^i

tiou with the trustees.—After some remarki r
Jervis, Mr. Tite, Mr. H. Seymour, Mr. Coskgli
Kinnaird, Mr. Walpole said that when the Goran
a recommendation to the trustees, it would betkfc
object to take the matter into their earliest coqubk

examine all the plans, and on their responsM

the House the conclusion at which they had im*.

was then agreed to, and ordered to be reported bm
University Bill passed through Committee. SeraiH
were advanced a stage.
Tuesday.— The Inland Revenue Bill was furtk»

committee, when the 40th clause referring; to :*•
duties was abandoned, and the 15th clause jam

licenses was postponed. National Gallery.-^****

H. Lennox, Mr. Cowper stated that plaus wn*f
sion for erecting a building at the rear of £:.

for the reception of all pictures that werei«#**
after be placed in the custody of the truavkW*
however, to give an assurance that none ofa^**
be executed w»thout previously submitting- -'**

Isthmus of Suez.—Lord J. Russell stated, in "flJlS
fith, that he had read an article in a foreigna**2

Government of this country should be vigilant. He trusted

their eyes would not be shut ; but to be always expressing
suspicion would be not only a very puerile but a very
mischievous policy, and it had been the endeavour of the
Government to reconcile those among whom discord had
arisen. He trusted that no narrow spirit of saviug would
induce this country, in the present state of Euiope, to main-
tain an armament inferior to the position it should occupy, in
which policy, not only the greatness, but the safety of the
country was concerned. So far from this policy bringing on a
war, he believed it was, on the contrary, a strong weapon in
the hands of this and of every Power that sought for inde-
pendence and liberty, and a great security for the peace of
Europe. In conclusion he said he could not consent to produce
the papers moved for at present.—Mr. Stansfeld eulogised

its present shape would not work satisfactorily, and said that civil disturbances; and this alone was a reason why the

it did not supply a remedy for the preseut system of appeals '

"~ ~"* «r#w- ~™«»w «v»™,ih h* ™,i™<- tt« f«, *^
from India.—The Lord Chancellor believed that the amalga-
mation of the courts would be accompanied by the better
administration of justice, and would thereby diminish the
number of appeals.—The House having gone into committee,
the Earl of Ellenborough moved an amendment reserving to
the Governor-General the power of appointing some of the
judges.—Earl De Grey and Ripon and the Lord Chancellor
opposed the amendment, which was negatived on a division by
4S to 42. The Bill then passed through Committee. The
Bast India Civil Service Bill passed through Committee, and
was reported. The Purochial Schools (Scotland) Bill was read a
second time. On the order to go into Committee on the
University Election Bill, the Bishop of Oxford said that by the
present Bill the resident members who were the special life of
the University would be swamped by the numerical majority
of country voters, a great number of whom would be thrown
into the hands of certain resident members, who would then
sway the election as they chose.—The Earlot Derby supported
the Bill, and said that if the principles of voting-papers, as
applied to the Universities, were successful, he should be glad
to see it extended .—The Bishop of London thought the Bill
would inflict great evils on the University of Oxford.—
The Bishop of Carlisle on the other hand thought it would
elicit the real opinions of the University.—Lord Dungannon
and Earl Fortescue supported the Bill.— Earl Granville said
that though the Government did not oppose the Bill, they
agreed with the opinions of the Bishop of Oxford—The Duke
of Newcastle moved as an amendment that the Bill should be
considered an expeiiment, and that its operation be limited to
three years. At the request of the Earl of Derby the amend-
ment was withdrawn, and the Bill passed through committee.
The County Voters (Scotland) Bill, the Volunteer Tolls Exemption
BxU, the Irremovable Poor Bill, and the Salmon Fisheries Bill

the party of Young Italy, and said that the policy which, in his .

opinion, the kingdom of Italy should pursue was a national
|

effect that Mr. Colquhoun. the English consul

policy, apart from any foreign alliance.—Sir G. Bowyer con- with the English consul in Alexandria and

demned the foreign policy of the Government, which he con-
sidered was accommodated to the state of parties in this country
and to the securing of votes, and that its effect had been to lay
Italy at the feet of France. He gave a fearful picture of what
he represented to be the present condition of Southern Italy.

—

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in reply, said that Sir G.
Bowyer, who had charged the Government with promoting
revolutionary movements in Italy, was himself the chief agent
of the revolutionary party in that House. He entered into an
explanation, which he had imperfectly made on a preceding
day, ofthe charge he had brought against the administration
of criminal justice by the Duke of Modena, stating facts and
circumstances in justification of the charge, as explained.—Mr.
Layard defended Count Cavour in relation to the cession of

had visited the works of the Suez Canal, and

satisfaction with what he had seen and b6*™*^!
was unable to say whether the statement waiccr

Employment of Native Indians.--Colonel StkbooJJ ff

candidates were incited to compete for empwPJJ
Crown, British subjects born in India should

»

Savoy and Nice, and denied that he intended to deceive the
^„ D„„ , ., , ., r — — —.- ,

English Government. He knew that the Count pertinaciouslvpassed through committee. The Dealers in Old Metals Bill, the , refused to assent to the cession, and only yielded at last to ararochiaL and Burgh Schools (Scotland) Bill, and the Copyright
\

pressure which it would have been imprudent to resist. After
oj. vuujns bill were read a second time. The Public Works I some remarks by Mr. Griffith, Mr. Hennessy, and Mr{Ireland) Advances and Repayments of Moneys BUI and the White
Herring Fisheries (Scotland) Bill were read a third time and
passed.

Friday.—Business of the House.—The Earl of Derby called
attention to the present state of public business, and asked
what was to be done with the mass of Bills now before
parliament. Before Whitsuntide 68 Bills were introduced into

7?„i »i?o
of C°mmons

'
and since then *><> more, making a

rejected, 23 withdrawn, and there now remained 44 Bills
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deration of the Lower House. In their
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^
e were 48 BiUs waiting attention,! for 18of which no day had been fixed. [Left sitting ]

"^ HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday —Mr. Coningham pursuant to notice, presented a

petition from Mr. G. O'Malley Irwin, with reference to the
Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, gravely incul-
pating the conduct of Mr. Lever, the member for Galwaywhom it charged with fraud in relation to the company The
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?' Mr ' BouvER'E suggested, as a point
of order that Mr. Lever being present ought to be heard before

io£
**

Ji!°
n
* u?

8 received.-Mr. Coningham moved that it be

l^V^..table-Mr. Lever then rose, and declared, most
emphatically, that t.ere was not the slightest foundation fora single allegation contained in tho petition, and invited theHome, as a matter of justice to himself, and for the sake ofnis own character, to appoint a committee to investigate the
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ed again8t Wm.-Lord J. Manners recom-mended that the matter of the petition should be referred to a
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the House divided.
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tbe "" of ™«nbe« onlv. This motion
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The Jf,and °f tardinia.-Un the
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f*L?^^nt° a <*>™»ittee of Supply. Mr. Kin

Kinnaird, the motion was negatived without a division. The
Pensions (British Forces) India Bill was read a second time.
The House went into committee on the Scotch Salmon Fisheries
Bill, but was counted out at 20 minutes past 2 o'clock.
Monday.— The Qalicay Contract.—Mr. Coningham moved

that Mr. Irwin's petition relating to the Royal Atlantic Mail
Steam Navigation Company be referred to a select committee
to inquire into the allegations contained therein.—Alderman
Salomons seconded the motion.— Sir G. Grey suggested that
the House should adhere to the course pursued in those cases,
and, having heard Mr. Lever in his place and his denial of the
charges, should proceed no further in the matter.—Mr. Lever
having read the petition paragraph by paragraph, and given

GLARE
to dJnv that 5h?VT ^?^ 18^ Italy aild France contmue
2«ihWL il *i

ng
,°f

Italy bas entertained a project for<*<ung to France the Island of Sardinia ; and whether the

__„_ „M—„ — „„ twmm ,_-iX „ # i ahwuius, colonel
Dunne, SirG. Lewis, and Sir J. Graham expressed their opinion
that the charges d id not concern Mr. Lever'sconduct as a member
of the House, the motion to refer the petition to a Select Com-
mitte was negatived without a division. The House then
resumed the consideration of the Lords' amendments of the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill. — The Attorney-General
moved that the House should disagree to the Lords' amend-
ment substituting official for trade assignees, and should restore
the clause to its original form. The motion was agreed to after
a short discussion.—Mr. Malins moved that the House should
disagree to the Lords' amendment depriving the Bill of its
retrospective operation in the case of non-traders.—Mr.Henley supported the amendment, protesting against the
application of the retrospective principle, especially in relation
to marriage and other settlements.-The Attorney-General
and Mr. M. Smith recornni.-nried Mr. MaUns to withdraw his
motion. The motion was subsequently negatived without a
division, and the Lords' amendment agreed to. A new clause
(inserted by the Lords), providing that the debt of the
petitioning creditor of a non-trader debtor must be con-tacted after the passing of the Act was, with certain
qualifications suggested by the Solicitor-General, agreed to.
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that the recent prohibition of Indian meoical«»ri

petiug for the office of assistant surgeou id «
was unjust, impolitic, and uncalled i<x--f:J~L
the motion.—Mr. T. G. Baring opposed :«*

veying a censure upon the Secretary of W» ^1
explained that the prohibition of tbe n»1

!
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competing for the office of assistant surgeon mi

was founded upon the opinion of the ^f^]
India in Council and the reports of tbemfJTi'
authorities who had examined these gentle*

that although they had no delect that ^"^
from employment in tropical climates, tney^^
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ally unfit for service in the various bw
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in which the British army was req^j^.

Mr. J. B. Smith supported the motion ;

wjj^
it. The motion was then withdrawn. <<*"%

,

the order for going into Committee of BnppJ »^ ^
moved that, in the opinion of the

*f*!Ai'm
ecclesiastical law in England and Ireland, ^"^^
which it was administered, and esnecy

^^JJ
called the Clergy Discipline Act, require* i ^F\
reformed, and that it was incumbent °°^*

that pwr

is*"*
direct a measure to be prepared for tw

land seconded the motion.—Sir G. Lew
maintain that the ecclesiastical c°urts

Kfk|
stitc. If the Government had brougnjj

session it would have had to be abandoi-eu, ^
present say when he should be able to orrm

subject.—After some remarks by Mr &ij*f
;

field the motion was withdrawn.—Mr B>>^
to the present state of the law respecting

rL

in the Metropolis, and complained of tbe
n
,">*£*

arrangements for the extinction of fire. »»
f
jfir^t

well as moveable property to the ^alue t *£,
exposed to serious risk without any a^tjn *5«
tectum.—Sir G. Lewis, whilst admitting ^p
one ot great social importance, «xr ,al,jSBntr^
stood in the way of carrying out any en*

be>
«t^

—Maior Parker aaIIpH attention to »*.-< i Zd
the Peruvian Government upon ^Zrt&ffit
urged the necessity of the British wy ^jM

to obtain its reduction.—Mr. Stirling* ^
the return of Civil List Pensions, ^"Zfa V^
pensions conferred for literary and scie

M
V

the manner in which the Royal bounty^
> cases pensions appeared to fi»* e^^Lttn
iry, whilst in others the only ^fL^liM."?^

some
inquiry
voured

fumily
more
Palmerston was not aware that »u

rt f w«-

pensions had been granted to weŵ iH^^L^
and, in generil, the amouut was so siu

.gtocrac?,^
tance to persons connected with thei

. ^ ^m*
was the assistance it aflorded ren
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^Kict C.oae. " to whom loo/, had been granted

Hon for recalling his pension, he had recoro-

it^t person to the Royal favour under the impression

^^^Je^ervinK object. The House then went into

that next iyear course should be followedMr Gregory and Sir G. Bow,-«r exwSS thrfr
'°"owed ~ «*«*

,

mAn *• **>™<* * t*k* that he should not
,

with Mr. Osborne's oninin^Tv • *i^PT?^ u J **«r*nce * ^°1* attempt. Her MaisrtVwSl?5

JJ£.'3d agreed to several votes of the CM| the art oFrte eountrv -M, iV™'17 3" *?"PP
The Gmp»*Jtr *e. ^rt X nlCTdmnt( BUI and by 1456;. 16, beiuFsv1? u \ .1™*^ 1 wdm

'

^ /"Who** Jrili**

—Church-rates Lav> Amendment Bill—On the

the second reading of this Bill, Mr. Cross moved that

be discharged, on the ground of the impossibility of

it in the short interval remaining before the pro-

_jir M. Pffro said that nothing could be more objec-

tion this Bill; for its inevitable effect must be to

the state of the law of church-rates more widely opprea-

•fa.fttai.it was at present.—Sir G.Lewis deprecated further

on the subject, and advised the House to proceed with

•w tt order* of the day already ou the paper. After some

<iiscuseion the order was discharged and the Bill witn-

The Caurca Kates Commutation BUI of Mr. Alcock, the

for PiAjtahned Candidates Bdl, and the Grand Juritt

-J
) Bdl were also withdrawn. The Indemnity Bill

through committee. The Attorney-Gkkeral moved

Kseaood reading of the Lunacy Regulation Bill, which had

emaa down from the Lords, and the objects of which were to

amir* the better visitation ofChancery lunatics and so diminish

of procedure.—Mr. Henley requested that the

BUI should be postponed lor a week, in consequence of the

h domestic affliction, of Mr. Walpule, chairman

e to
e the vote

patent, and
On a division the amend-

and consider whether
spent. You

to redtT^the^
6
? *«2 l

'
"—** G *«™* then moved

mten On aS *? S* **• the char*e for *• Brougham
fs Th« ™*

dlvm
l
on th« amendment was negatived by 62 to

48. The vote was then agreed to.
*

Sunnlv^nd^iiT1
?,
6 HoU8e wcnfc into ft Committee ofSupply and agreed to the vote of (WJ9.1MI. for the expenses ofthe packet service On the vote of credit of 1,000 000/. to pay

m3if«
Pen' C8

?
f the Cni»» war, in regard to both naval and

down m
intimation of my with to reUre *froel 21TJ!L

i"? l,

\
U|,

!

m
I**

intention to elevate me tod* peelrsii" , £ .V1* 1

,

1' **

to bid adieu to those who have BiipiKjrSdWS *IZ~ \^*
report and through evil report. for'Stol?a '^T**! *2°?
• aid hardly l„ acting fairif5 you « bTm^^l -Idtice some retrospect of the period tWT« ,11 !?

whether it has been usefully or u«Ls2i
. -

will remember that the first time I wipZrS
before you was in the beginning of the (Treat iK^Sbetween Free Trade and* lYoUction

; aJdI vou^Sj.mo your support on the principles of Free Trade We*ere then defeated as a party, but in principl

abiitto**

and oi,

% u J
at the*]
ie Hr.ut

atwei

coi

u ii ^ fu ;^e
.

ed lh*t the war had been very costly, but
believed that this vote would be more than sufficient to meet
tne extra expenses. The vote was ultimately agreed to. The
vote of 00.692*. for Westminster Bn-lge was agreed to. The
vote of 250,000/. for iron cased ships was postpoued. The
Drainage of Land Bill passed through comm ittee. (Lelt sitting.

J

ditfi fntelltgrnrr.
Money Market, Friday.—British Funds : Con-

sols closed at 89f to £ for Money, and 891 lo 90 for the
7th of August; Bank Stock, 232 to 230; Tlir. p«-r

Cents. Reduced, 89 J to *
; New Three per Cents., Rfl

to i ; Thirty Years' Annuities, 1885, 15* ; India Stock,
219 ; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 99| to i ; Ditto Scrip,

100 to i ; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1863, 96 1

;

Ditto Bonds, 11*. to 10s. die.; Five per Cent. Knfaeed
Rupee Paper, 94± ; Exchequer Bills, March, 10*. <lis.

;

Ditto June, 3*. dis., par.

—

Foreign : Austrian Five per
Cents., 1859, 65, ex div.; Brazilian Old Five per Cents.,

98£ to 99* ; Ditto Four and a Half per Cents., 1852, 87

;

Chilian Six per Cents., 102J ; Ditto Four and a Half
per Cents., 81J to \ ; Dutch Two and a Half per Cents.,

63J, ex div.; Ditto Four per Cent. Certificates, 99J;
Mexican Three per Cents., for Acct., 224 to}; New
Granada Deferred, 5£ to }; Peruvian Uribnrren Four
and a Half per Cents., 85| to 86, ex div.; Portuguese
Three per Cents., 1853, for Acct., 47, ex div. ; Russian
Four and a Half per Cents., 90 to 89*, ex div. ; Sar-
dinian Five per Cents., 79; Ditto for Acct., 78; Spanish
Three per Cents., 48|, ex div.; Turkish Six per Cents.,

1854, 78* ; Ditto, 1858, for Acct., 67* to *.

Canfe of (England

Note* irruf J

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
• t •• 4C26.5 17,480

urv'ttgti

at the itiect committee on lunatics, who entertained strong:

objection, to the Bill, believing: that it would prevent the con-

ton of the laws relating to Chancery lunatics, recom-

OMOrfeJ by the select committee. He moved that the debato

be adjourned.—The Attornky-General consented to defer the

eocnriiittce for a week, and upon this understanding the

Bcodnu-iit was withdrawn, and the Bill was read a second

Use. The House went into committee on the Lace Factories

Mui t
when Lord II. Lennox moved an amendment limiting

the age of children employed during full hours to 18 instead of

11 rears. After some discussion, the amendment which was
wtrmlr opposed by Ministers, was carried by 60 to 56. Some
etheramendment* were also carried in opposition to the Govern-
meot* and the Bill passed through committee. On the motion
for reading the Episcopal and Cup tvlar Estates Act Continuants,
4c , BUI, Mr. Uc.vlcy said that the measure contained clauses
retetiag to matters that were not of a continuance character,
sad intimated that he should divide against the Bill unless the
Government agreed to strike out these clauses.—Sir G. C.
Lewis acceded to the suggestion, and the Bill was read a second
time. On the order for the second reading of the Prostcutiuns

BUI, Mr. Henley objected to the principle of the Bill.

G. Lewis said the Bill was intended to obviate complaints
of the insufficiency, in some of the counties of England,

of U>e scale of allowances to witnesses in prosecution, causing
a !ailure of justice ; and it permitted the magistrates tosupple

t the allowances out of the county rate.—Mr. 8. Estcourt
that the Bill should be confined to Yorkshire and

Lancashire, the only counties, as he understood, where com-
plainU

i
existed.—Sir W. Miles said that the complaints were
but argued against the principle of the proposed
The debate was ultimately adjourned. The Hie%cs~

<frc, Bill was read a second time. The Durham
rHuwrily BUI, the Metropolitan Gas Act Airundmtnt Bill, the
f^mmftn (Australian Colonies) Bill, the Trustees (Scotland) BUt,
«e Cmjvgai kighti (Scotland) BUI, and the Metropolitan Building
Act Amendment Bdl were read a third tune aud passed.

TvuatDAT.—Army Expemliture. On tne order for going into
committee of supply General Pekl called attention to the
**<*•» of array expenditure over the grant for the year ended
<* the 3Ist Much, I860, and which he stated amounted to
M6i,4&U»—frit Li. YfiiuwouBY also called attention to the

itatnucli larger number of men had been maintained
wor the army than was voted bv the House.— The Chancellor
of the Exchequer said that at the time the estimates were
prepared it was not within the knowledge of the War Office
"h*t would be the expense of the troops on service in India
aad China, and how much was due from the Indian Govern-
ment on that account. China.—Mr. T. G, Baking stated
reply to Colonel Sykes, that by the last despatch

21* v v
Bruce

»
our minister in China, it appeared

«mtne had deemed it necessary to retain one regiment
"htish troops at Tieu-tsin. The House then went into

^ ttee on the Bast ln<tia Loan, when Sir C. Wood moved
•™WlUon empowering him to raise money bv loan for the
"nceof railroads in India. He stated the amount of railroad

S? e dunn£ the past year, and the probability that the

Sl!2L W0Uld ^ re(luired for the present year—namely,
^"* 8>W0,(KKk. The sum which he expected the railroad

would be able to raise was about 3,000,000/., and he

Kft<rft Jut
Mlc for a diacretionary power to raise by loan the^« 3,000,000*., not one sixpence of which would be borrowed

SS«th
r rail*a? Purposes, and unless the companies should

g™«the aid. tie then proceeded to give an exposition of

maw**?*?** *

of IlMla
. expressing hisopinion that Mr. Laing

v

a . _
•actuate for the ivir i^, ., .

F
i ~e WOT „..«A Vtt i

T. Got rlat, Bradford, Yorkr hire, T>r«p*T— K Ha
*MMI w» ? y«arl8bi-02 showing a surplus of revenue ot

St . Helen^, Lancaster, Bnil<lert and 'r^mbrr M«

"JJ3d be I^U ' ?n ***> fayourable a view, and that there
- -

"oulddiaa

Governmrnt Debt .. .. jeil.OlS.KK)
Othrr Srruntift .. ., 3,634,900
Gold Coin and Bullion .. U/'7.4HO
Silver Bullion .. .. ..

« a

ee

Proprietor*1

Capital.,
»***t •« •* mm ••

Puolie DepoalU (indud
init Exchequer. SmrinRt
Bunk*, Commintionert
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Acct..) .. .. ..

Other Depu.>r.
Seven ua? and other bill.

jKS.5 17.490

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
JE25.5J7,4H0

4f)4,5S3,000

3.401,174

4,123.4«0
1I.9S4.CL7

626. ott

Gotemraeni Seeurltiea
(Includinn Dead YYeiicfat
Annuity) M 9.fi#«.?79

Other Securities .. .. 18.fcS4.7H3

5otM 5,374.715
Q»ld and Silver Coin ,. &2.610
- *-— —

25th day of July. 1861.
^34,688,387 LMU87

IT. IfARSUALI, Chief t'ataler.

©a^ftte of tf)t mutt.

daiiKcrousandalinoitdcstrucUTO innovation—wu that there
should be a fixed duty ou corn, a considerable dtflonoiial dutym favour of colonial sugar, and anothi iifferential du v trn
tav<.ur of colonial timber. But, although we triuu.i.hed thote
propositions did not triumph, but larger and better propoaitiona
than the compn.mise which we recomuMB i nn l with
success. We have had the total abolitma of the duties om
corn

;
we have had the duties on foreign and colonial suear

redu.
-

i and made equsl ; we have likewise had the duties on
Colonial and IVtxgn timber equalised. Thus we hav vi once
more the lesson, so often . peated, and so often repeated In
vain that those who resist moderate proposals .T isforn d\,
n-.t thereby prevent innovation. Wei!, there is another
topic on which I then oddrsesed you. and it «m that tho great
work, of reh|(i"UH liberty ought u» be oon oted. Upon that
question, ««*in, we had a serious struggle, and it was not
nil alter many years that my Mend and collaagu^. Harem
Hothschild, was able to take his seat in lh. I ommous Houaa of
Paruamenc lint that asuse, too, triumphed; and as the
liicHentoil from the Church had before been, o likewise than
were the Jews admitted to the privilege of a constitution
which ought to take no notice of differences of religious belief
which the greatest King who ever ruled in this country truly
declared to be God's province. There is another subject upon
which there are still endeavours to be made, still improvements
to be accomplished—I mean the amendment of the representa-
tion of the people. Upon that subject we introduced a Bi/1
la«t year, which was thought to be a dangerous innovation*
because it proi*>sed to exteud the suffrage to householder
paying 61 of yearly rental. Great alarm was felt by some, and
afiected by many, at that proposition. But it was a proposal
in itself exceedingly nif»derate— a pro|>osal which ought
not to alarm any of the lovers of the constitution, becauco
it is not among the ratepayers—it is not among the house-
holders of this country that are to be found those who
wish to destroy any of the essential parts of that constitution.
You do find here and there a philosophical theorist who
conceives that we might bo better off with some new lorm of
government. But it is not among the people, not among the
householders ot this country, that that notion prevails. They
are as loyal to the Throne, as much attached to the constitution
of this realm, as any other class of persons withiu it. But it is
a matter of fact that there exists considerable indifference on
the subject of further improvement in the representation of tho
people. The reason, 1 believe, is that when Reform was
undertaken 30 years ago there were abusec so flagrant that
they made every one indignant, and \ r -duced that general and

ithusiastic feeling which then prevailed throughout the
kingdom. At that time Lord Grey having formed his
Administration, one of his colleagues. Lord Durham,
sent to me and said that the Premier had commissioned
him to bring together some of the members of his
Governnieut in order to draw up the heads ot a measure
of Kelorm. The men were soon chosen — viz., L*>rd
Durham, myself, Lord Jies«f>orojjgh, snd 81r James Graham,
who still h;ifi»ily »it« in the House ot Commons. To the
meeting of these four persons I proposed that there should
be a change with regard to the places entitled to represen-
tation. At that time grass mounds, a very beautiful park,
and a town which had been desti -yed some 10 centuries
ago returned members to Parliament, while Manchester,

— * — -.-
- - — _ posed to that meeting that 50 boroughs should be disfrarv-

chibed, that 50 other boroughs should return only one
member, and that Manchester, Birmingham, and

... .w^ vru ww mvuuuuiu ;i view, tiwu vuav n«^««
dehcit of about 1,000,0002., but that this deficit

^Pected**^
1!^ iu the following year when a surplus might be

K.^, llt! reviewed the prospects of the chief sources of

been nJlf
TeTme

' observ»"g that the increased salt duty had

•freadrhH

P

1?^^6
, and that 620,000 bales of cotton had

»e etnspi!?
•b
i*

,Pea t0 u,is country, and 400,000 more mignt^KL retrenchment «»f expenditure in the military

troop, h^j??? carried to a very great extent, the number of

'

tf» **»*«;

i
> iA

4

expen

Kaviv, ~u
—••« k-v <t very great eiica^

ng oeeu reduced by i:U0,000 men, who had been
"Jto the police force or by the increased demand lor

HUSO^ Couii tiy. The military expenditure, which in

*5r a^?
Unted to 24>75U,000f., w 5i8 now only 15.500.u00w.

**2nZ tnJ!l
lnUtion of charg^ «> the extent of 9,000,000/.

Hftfcibv i
r^hUcal state of India he eulogised the policy

^adholdfcf i?
banning towards the native Priixes ana great

6m^k hwas calculated, in his opinion, to establish
„ % ^^y the !um.<u, r i,.,.:.u -owerii, India. After

resolution was agreedm
that

i
-*, -«w caicuiHtea, in Las

7afHlouXidations of British power in India. After

I oS^ °n ludiau affairs, the I

**r»y«.-lu answer to Mr. D
h»H\ g0oa8 of 13 persona in the town of

* /*tl1 seized and sold by auctiou to enforce

money claimed by the

Walton, Kinirston-upon-Hull, Corn and Seed Merchant— W. Pb(Ktor, New
Wortley, Leeds, Yorkshire, Joiner and Builder—J. Siddem., Wath-upon-
Dearne, Yorkshire, Auctioneer — J. W. Stotrbridgf, Victualler — G.
Turner, New Radford, ltoitin?hamshire, Brewer and Maltster — T.
\\ ii.mvs New Wortley, Yorkshire, Stonemason and Bnilder.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-J H. BicneAa, Glasgow, Com Mer-

chant—A. Fi5latso?», sen., Thornliebank, Renfrewshire, 5nirit F>ealer—
L. Frebdma!*, Glasgow, General Outfitter—R. Mir^r and w. Y. Hodgr,
Dundee, MerchanU — J. Rrid, A^r, Grorcr and Spirit Dealer— M. F.
Stewart, Lennoxtown, Stirlingshire, Saddler— A. Walker, Inverness
Hotel Keeper.
FK1DAY—BANKKUPTS— D. AerLETARn, T. Wigglesworth, J. Eoia t

ton, and E. Clegg, Leeds, Machine Makers— A. Abm.t, Tudor 8treet-
Hlackfriars, Drysalter Rnd <k>lourman— A. Artill, Lonfrhboroasrh, Leice«ter-

shire. Ale and Porter Merchant— \V. S. Borsriam, lale of Dopes, late of
Grove Lane, I>ulwich, Engineer and Trader— D. Brtce, late of Amen
Corner, Paternoster »tow, Bo«tkselIer and Puhlisber — J, Cacdwbi.l
Southwell, Noitimrhamshire, Coal and Coke Merchant - H. < orKMAsf, late

of AI(ler?K»te, (lilman, but now of Bexley New Town, Kent. Shopkeeper—
RRTS05 and J. Shrrratt,
erchants— W. T. Hn»»\

Brijc*tock, Northamptonshire, Sunreon and Apothecary — J. Irrott,
Somershsm. UuntiiiKflonshire, Builder—J. Large, Cfton, Berkshire. Cattle

and Sheep Salesman— C. Lowell, Great Marlborough Street, Re^r-nt

Street, Glass Merchant and Dealer— A. PtMftiM, Stanley Ko*>d, St.

Thomas's Square, Hackney v
Builder and Contractor—J. Rhodes, Birken-

head, Cheshire, Dealer In Coal— F. J. Russell, Salisbury. Witts, Linen-

draper—J. Strtrhs, DerbT. Jeweller and lversmith—J. TirrvftAMsf,
Roy^ton, Cambrldjrethire, Miller and Seed Mercbsnt — J. Whttrhead,
Sheffield, Joiner and Builder—J. Wrigmt, Kedditch, Worcestershire, Grocer,

Butcher, and Timber Dealer.

jj***v?i.--ln answer to Mr. Diixwth, Bir- G-Ltwis

of 13 ]

ized and
Y 8»ali suras of money ciajuicu ^j- *««

b"»A on? ,or l^wter ofleriugs, but there was

^JUrtiirti* peac^ and thereiore no ground which

?c qiiTio^ the Executive Government.

*• EEL^1 the ^alitv of the seizure might be tned^by

lE^J*}**** & acdon oi treBpaw; and bis own ini-

"^'omblet^' J!^8ter offerings were a voluntary gilt, not

««pplv o, ?>*• The House then went into Committee of

ttrw tontv^^ Vote of 26,0«0t f the balance of the charge for

*»*«i£siV
C* *' Mr- ObBORNE objected to the item tor the

*"»5aiwL ^l
m 0J ''"rayt. and to that for the Ftne Art*

ritr, and d' T* proceedings he criticised with much seve-

?toliarLM?t
n
,
b€d lbeir ftesSics and statues m the Houses

,

*t»ej -Ik ,
,Mllure,,

» Evolving a profligate waste ot public

ftsfcttta *t
' 'OWpfcH defended the c in mission, and argued

*re*kaiil* .
8aLd Rescues of the two Houses were highly

SfcLf»,..r° l,ie artistic taste of the country.— The Chan-3Ra*«rf,wV,e wtistic taste

FateDt bv +c
LxcHEQti.R justihed theci arge tor the Brougham

*« item i

re,ertnc« to various precedents ; but admitted tna.

*"-
th

^^ Pin* Arts Ct.mnnssion ougi.t to have beeu
m* subject of nreviuus estimate, and promised

**cc

iflrtropolte anH its Vicinity.

Lokd John RrssELi/s Farewell to the City.—

A meeting of the electors ot the City of London was

held on Tuesday in Guildhall, at the invitation of Lord

John Russell, who wished to bid them a public fare-

well on his retirement from the position of one of their

representatives whicli he has held for the last 20 years.

The hall was filled in every part with an audience com-

posed of citizens of all classes. On tho motion of Sir

J. Duke, seconded bv Mr. R. Hanbnry
,

3I.P.
,
Mr.

Thomson Hankey, M.R, was called to the chair. Lord

JohnR was
ocsell, on presenting him«elf t •

meeting,

received v h entbusiw and pronged cbcen^
u-..:. i 4.„...wl hia lordship addrslMfl

iTence having b7en"restored. his lordship addressed the

electors in a long speech, from which the follow..* M
extracts :

—

^^^ .

••Gentlemen. I come to this place,^"S^fi*™
.o ofun been accustom ecilto address lj^^Son TSw
ing smiles, or to return thanks ^^tSpS ng

ieto return thanks t- ti for •w
/f7*" \*^ * r ^^

should be represented in Parliament. That was a gre
change. The proposition, though not exactly in the form in
which I suggested it, was agreed to, and afterwards drawn
up as a Bill and proposed by Lord Grey to the Oabiuet.
Ami when the nation heard that there were 150 seats to bo
distributed, that the nomi: on boroughs were to be dis-

franchised, and tho great seats of riches, of roanufacturesv
and of commerce were to be enfranchised, there prevailed

that universal enthusiasm throughout the mrry that thers
was no force in either House of Parliament able successfully to
oppose the measure, and it accordingly became law- There are*

no such abuses no>v, and the qnss us to be considered are

questions which require to be weighed nicely in the balance,

to be paused upon, and to be modified, and therefore, although

the pros|*ct is still lair, yet, until the |»e -pie themselves show
a stroiiK feeling upon the subject, it will I* of no use for the

Ministers of the Crown to come forward with a pn n.

With regard toother questions which still require the attention

of Parliament, and « mil require the support of Use
popular voice—I mean the questions of the improvement of the

fa,*— I have bad occasion just lately in the House ofCommons
to vote in favour of a proposal with respect to which alL

the best informed of the principal films of bankers and
merchants in London have given their unequivocal assent.

There are also other labours still to be undergone, other

triumphs still to be achieved, and 1 hope that I may
bear some share, however humble, in those triumphe

and those achievements. When we look back at tho

great improvements which have been made iu legislation,

we see that men of very different tempers and of very diflerent

Doliticai narties have c n bu ted to toe in. he name* er*eneh

Lena. kr. Canning, «r H uskiss^ Sir Kooert n£l**
Grey, Mr. ' en. and Mr. Bright belong Jo v*rv different

p ICal partJes, be ey are men who aj din*resi.t t m*. have

worked for these great ends, who have e4*fccr la^t . «^P»»/«f
rsiigkMM liberty or nused tl»e sUndardofJieo ttexf* and

earrSsdit through e IswdL or have "£3«d
t
^• toW

reoreeeotative svstem. *hr, ta««» "*a*f
a

there may be degrees of ststogws betieeso ••J*^-^ .

m-hrn there is a oreat cause Mere them sod a greet oatue so

b# MLT

<me ro»a n

Reformers. Come are m a toon wnu\4 wish to

at tbt 'i
I'ckest possime; others are more

come

reprtsen? this great "city. **»/* iSSw^Vies .' oUaW ojjftadjs ibaj.m^7^^ wny ^ ^ way ahmo,
continued to enjoy that honour snd to jainiii *»*-^ ... 1 - „.a dteelnline. and in cam way, esse w— -# ^—^
which belong to it. But after

city, and 47 years sj-ent in the

,r tTld to «—J^J,"^ 1 UDU« and «** and m ul ^^
>r 20 years of rspres* t inis

DteeeBt a trout which caamot oe susss, « w«

HdHCC of Cram' ns, with all its »'"^^fEsf march from trinmph to triumph. 1 have toU<W
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I shall watch the proceedings of the city of London the assumed name of Nicholson & Co. It appeared

that Mr. Roberts was in the habit of writing letters in

the names of these parties, and of sharing with them

the profits of the transactions in which they were

engaged. There was a conflict of testimony on the

question whether there was a previous acquaintance

between Major Murray and the deceased. It was

years. . „ .

with the greatest interest I shall expect to see you act in the

game spirit of free trado and in the same spirit of liberty

which has animated your ancestors and yourselves, which has

built up the great fabric of this constitution, and which has

destroyed all the strongholds of monopoly, of restriction, and

of protection. I shall expect to see you going on in the same
spirit ; cheering those who are prepared to advance, and to dis-pirit ; cneenng tnose wno are prepa_
play that flag of freedom which I am sure will ever be held ... „ „„i.i„ wn *. „„,i
aloft in your hands. Whatever may be the chances of those asserted on one hand that they had frequently met, and

combats, I can assure you that deeply in my heart will rest

engraved the feeling of gratitude for the support I have

Teceived from you. and for the means of boasting that I repre-

sented London in the Parliament of the United Kingdom. It

*was that which strengthened my voice and animated my exer-

•tions, and to the last day of my life I shall remember your

benefits, and be grateful for the support you have always

extended to me.

"

The Chaege against Baron De Vron..—The
final examination of Baron de Vidil on the charge of

having attempted to murder his son, Alfred John de

Vidil, took place on Monday at the Bow Street Police

Court, which was again crowded to excess. An intima-

tion had previously been received by the magistrate

from the Home Office to the effect that the case must
be dealt with in the ordinary way, and that it was not

•the intention of the Government to take any unusua,

step, by coming forward as prosecutors. The sou \va

in attendance, and looked much better than at eithe

of the previous examinations. The prisoner, as before

kept his face covered by his hands throughout the

inquiry. Several persons from the neighbourhood of

Twickenham, who were on the spot immediately after

the attack, were now examined, and corroborated the

evidence given at the former sitting. At the close of

their examination the son was sworn, but he again

expressed his determination not to utter a word in

•evidence against his father. Mr. Corrie then said that

he had resolved to commit the prisoner for trial. With
regard to bail it was necessary to consider the nature

of the punishment to which the prisoner was liable in

the event of his conviction, and then ask if he was

likely to forfeit any sum of money rather than expose

himself to the risk of such punishment. Looking at

the question in that point of view, he thought it his

duty to decline accepting bail. He felt the less

hesitation in coming to that decision, because there

was an immediate appeal from his judgment if the

prisoner's counsel liked to avail himself of it. There
was a judge in town to whom he could apply, and who
could reverse the decision within 24 hours if he were
disposed to do so. The witnesses were then bound over
in the usual form, and the prisoner was committed to

'Newgate for trial. On Wednesday an application was
made to the Lord Chief Justice sitting at chambers for

the release of Baron de Vidil from custody, on bail.

Two sureties were tendered in a large amount for the
^fearon's appearance to take his trial at the ensuii
sessions of the Central Criminal Court ; but after hear-
ing the arguments in support of the application, the
-Chief Justice declined to interfere with the decision of
the police magistrate. The baron therefore will remain
in Newgate to await his trial.

The Fatal Affray in Northtjmbeeland Street.

that business transactions had taken place between

them, while the statements of other witnesses went

altogether to establish a contrary conclusion. The son

of Mr. Roberts swore that he had seen Major Murray

call frequently at his father's office, that he had posted

letters to him from his father, and had frequently

heard his father talk about him to Mrs. Murray.

On the other hand two witnesses deposed that young

Mr. Roberts, when at the bedside of Major Murray at

the hospital, had distinctly declared that he had never

seen Major Murray before he saw him in the hospital.

Two police constables were also called to prove that

young Roberts had denied knowing Major Murray.

One of them, however, said that after the young man
returned from the hospital he stated to witness that he

knew Major Murray well, that he and his father and

Mrs. Murray had dined together at an hotel some three

months previous, and that there were money transac-

tions between his father and the Major to a considerable

amount. After a sitting of nearly nine hours the

inquest was adjourned to Thursday. On that day Miss

Anna Maria Moody, the person described as Mrs.

Murray by the previous witnesses, was examined. She
stated that she has lived with Major Murray, by whom
she has one child, for about seven or eight years, and
has known Mr. Roberts three or four. Her acquaint-

ance with the latter was made through a trifling

pecuniary embarrassment, and by the advice of a female

friend she applied to Mr. Roberts as a money lender

for a loan of 15?., for which she gave her acceptance

for 201. at three months. Before the time elapsed Miss

Moody finding herself unable to meet the bill, called on

Mr. Roberts and made an appeal for time. He was

touched by her beauty, if not by her supplications, and

offered to cancel the bill if she would leave Major Murray

and become his mistress. This proposal Miss Moody, know-

ing that he was a married man with a family, said that

she indignantly refused; but, notwithstanding, she

continued to visit him frequently up to the very week
in which the tragedy took place, and wrote and received

from him the most affectionate letters. She declared

that in pursuing this course she was acting under awe
of him, and that though pretending to entertain an

affection for him she was far from feeling it, or willingly

playing false to her protector, but adopted that course

as a piece o£ " craft," being afraid to inform Major
Murray of what had occurred. She represented Roberts
as madly in love with her, and said that he had shown her
his pistols and intimated that he was ready to commit
any act to possess her. When asked whether Roberts
had any motive in killing Major Murray, she said
" Yes," and when pressed for a reason answered, " He
wanted me." It was during these frequent interviews

—-A coroner's inquest was opened on Monday at Charing that Roberts acquired a knowledge of Major Murray
Cross Hospital, on the body of Mr. William John ' and his affairs, but Miss Moody emphatically denied
Roberts, who died in consequence of the injuries

j
the statement of young Roberts that there .

-received in the contest with Major Murray on Friday,
|
any acquaintance between the Major and Roberts, who

was

the 12th inst. The jury having been sworn proceeded
to view the body, which was laid out in one of the
rooms of the hospital. It presented an awful appear-
ance, the head apparently being almost cut to pieces.
The marvel seemed to be that death had not followed
instantaneously on the infliction of such fearful
injuries. The surgeons of the hospital described the

was not even known to the Major by sight, though she
admitted that Roberts had taken her to the Crystal
Palace and other places, and had introduced her to his

wife as Mrs. Murray. Major Murray was next examined
and repeated upon oath his narrative of the affair, sub-
stantiating his previous voluntary account of what took
place. He stated that Roberts having accosted him in

nature of these injuries as ascertained by the post the street and invited him into his office on the pretencemortem examination. They stated that there were! " " " " '"
~ ~

13 wounds on the head, each caused by a distinct blow
with some blunt weapon ; the temporal bone was frac-
tured into several pieces, the frontal bone and the roof

?u
^k °rbits were fractured into three or four pieces,

the cheek bone was broken, the right temporal muscle
was reduced to a mere pulp, the forefinger of the right
hand was fractured, the hand itself was much lacerated,
jnd the right shoulder blade and left arm were much
bruised. Death was caused entirely by the injuries on
the head. Several witnesses who were on the premises
or in the neighbourhood where the affray took place were
then examined, but their evidence added noth'i to the
tacts already known, except that Mr. Roberts n

of negotiating a loan for the Grosvenor Hotel Company,
he took a seat at a table in the back room, to which he
was in the first instance admitted, with his face towards
the window and his back to the folding doors. Having
asked Roberta for his card of address, the latter pro-
ceeded, as he thought, to search in the drawer of a
table behind his back to find one. Immediately after-

wards he felt a slight touch on the back of his neck,

residing at 114, Warwick S ra- ,day she was riding through tb?ran away with her, and soon L_
™

- ,
r
,

0n
?

the
.
"l^e. the hor*

J

*•
round and threw her from her seat
iron palisades of the square and
wound in the left groin, and otk*^just over the lefc eye, and on tK£> ;

besides a fracture of the collar bone22?*rupture of the pulmonarv arterr £*
had seen the accident had her L-

-*
in a cab to St George's HospiS «fcJdied before arriving there. At the!

^
day it was proved that the hor*. Land in great request as a lady'ihomWi
bear a spur. The deceased was a ffoshe wore a spur on this occasion within
of the owner of the horse, and taenMilr*
the spur was the sole cause of the u3u^ »

returned a verdict that deceased diedfcZ
of the pulmonary artery, caused bv
from a horse.

The Public Health.—The
weekly report states that the .
London in the week that ended
was 1171. The average number
ing weeks of the ten years 1851-60,
of population, was 1161. The p

'

fore 10 above the average. Dori»fc
births of 905 boys and 914 girls, in at

were registered in London. la tie W
weeks of the years 1851-60 the

was 1574.

tfroWnrial.
MlDDLESBOEOTJGH. — A police

Richard Buckle has been arrested is

charged before the magistrates witk

poison his wife. Complaining of

received from the prisoner some m
his peculiar demeanour, excited gospidq

her to take it to a chemist, who, qpj
discovered a considerable quantity o" r*ir

prisoner was remanded for further in

Sheerness.—Her Majesty's ship

been removed to Shoeburyness to lern

experimental purposes, was consumed If

since. A detachment of Royal Artille*

shot and shell during the Jay, and

about 9 p.m. the vessel was in one

stem to stern, and continued to bu

until destroyed. A large nnm q

on the beach at Southend sm<" i

spectacle.

Town Milling.— On Friday am
labourer named Atkins, employed on

James Graham, at New Barnes, mar*

stabbing her in the neck and aft

throat in a field to which she had W
appears that for years he had treat*

manner, in consequence of his extr**

jealousy. He was immediately

Wednesday afternoon the jury at toe

a verdict of Wilful Murder again*

accordingly committed for trial at a*

ft*

fr

Iwlaitf

The Debetmacash Afjbat-*ff
the Orangemen of the fatal **aI*£r
brought to a close on Tuesday. ™JrJ*/
guilty to the minor charges agT.^
Attorney-General consented to a

on the more serious charges. Thej^
them to various terms of hnpriso1118^
two to eight months. ,- ^
Murder in King's County-

heard the report of a pistol, and fell paralysed to the a police sergeant named Lawlor *
ground. Roberts, he believes, then went into the other in a field, having been shot throi-

room. Presently feeling his strength returning, he
raised himself on one arm, when Roberts returned and
shot him a second time, wounding his temple. The

'"V

f

dis^u^ LW '
6XCeP

Vli f
r
*
R0ber

,

t8 Wf a bU1
:

bkedin& frora th*s 8econd wo™d wis considerable andduconpter by profession, and that be introduced himself had the effect of removing the uaraW IZa
the first. He

s vaao paralysis caused
then simulated death, and

to Major Murray under the assumed name of Gray, bv bvwhich name Ma jor Murray continued to speak of him Wf
after the affray, until put right by those who knew Mr.

j

to u- mmu mm ».
Kooerts s real name. The inquiry was then adjourned to

| that he could not overpower him, he seized a wine bottle

„A.nw it„ «. - ... ,". v \
~~ ~r " when Roberts had walked away a few naces he sr>rano>tZll^:^^.^ * th08
.

e wh°.knew ¥*
!

to his feet aDd attacked him with the to^ butSi

*-

and of accompanying him to the Crystal Palace and
the Surrey Music Hall, but it was not proved that she
*as any connection of Major Murray. It was also
proved that though Mr. Roberts ostensibly carried on
the business of a bill-discounter in his own office, he
was connected with a person called Walker who had
an office in the same house, with a person called Hill,

the doors were locked and that his only means of ecsape
was by the window, as already related. He added that
what he did was in self-defence, and that he should
certainly have been murdered if he had not succeeded

in a field, having been shot _
1

posed by some person whom pea*"?

carrying unlicensed arms, or, P*^B
serious charge. An inquest *•

when the jury returned a verdi'

against some person or persons un?T^
The Glasnevin Gabdf«>'s-"T^

Society held a meeting on Thursdf

majority of 125 to 111 on at -J^r . m
Botanic Gardens, with the con<WJ^ **

Government, viz., the free opening*

public on Sundays. , ftp*
Great Libel Case.—At tb*£S^

action was brought by Fatner v*^
Oranmore for libel in publish)"*

his conduct, as having tenth
to

returned a verdict of Justifiable Homicide, with the
expression of their opinion that Major Murray acted as

2?s?ahtr'sssris^sssrr"s
clapping of hands fo,kW tL ~--^t

in disabling his assailant. TheJury immediateiy
|
crime. His'lordship pleaded aJjJJJ;

several days, and at

Oranmore had just!

letter of Father Lavelle had

lasted several days, and at its^

'lection with a trial relating to the sale of commis-

hm?«
m

• "I™1'
and who have latel* beeQ carrying on

htismess m the same house with Mr. Roberts under

verdict.

Fatal Accident.—On Saturday a frightful accident
soccurred in Eaton Square, resulting in the death of an j
murder of Harrison, and out

unmarried femalenamedJaneAnnCooper, 19 years ofage, I verdict of 6d. damages and cowsv

Lord Oranmore had justed ^J^
letter of Father Lavelle had «^
agrarian crime, and that ,^B^0-
proper, disorderly, and ^8r*Kfc
however, that Lord Oranmore rj

statement that Mr. Lavelle^M ^*

**k
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BUTTER MARKET.—July 26.

Beat Fresh Butter . . .. 14s. per dozen lbs

Second do. do. .. .. 12s. »> • •

Pork. 4s. Od. to 4s. 8d. per 8 lbs.

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, July 26.

Messrs. Pattenden A Smith report that although the account

from the plantations are anything but satisfactory, there is

but little business doing. Where sales are effected full prices

are obtained. Duty llu.OOOf. •

BRITISH WOOLS —London, Friday, July 26.

There has been considerable activity in our business since

our last report, and advances have been made on all descrip-

tions of wool. This has been brought about by the fact of a

deficiency of the present clip in the Down wool districts having

become evident to the buyers, as well as to the present prices

being considered a safe investment, as the quantity on hand u
by no means so large as might have been expected, considering

the falling off in our trade with America, and with any favour-

able occurrences in that direction the price of wool would no

«2oubt advance considerably, as the general trade of the country

continues on a larize scale.

also held more firmly, particularly the spring-American

qualities, which are chiefly taken for export but the amount

of business transacted continues to bo limited Barley, Leans

and Peas are9unaltered i» value. The Oat trade w firm, and

fine qualities are scarce and fully as dear. For Hour there is

rather more emand, and in amne instances a trifling advance

was obtained. I _ . „ _ . .

Arrival FROM July 22 to July 26.

Barley

English
Irish

« •

• •

qrs

3730

»•

M

Outs.

120

1840

M

M (

lour.

830 ak*.

*~ ••

6350 oris.

Bouth-down Hog- s. d.

gets.. m
Half-bred ditto.. 1 &

Down Ewes . . 1 4

Kent Fleece* ..1 5

to 1

1

1

d.

5

3

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing skins 1

Flannel Wool . 1

2 to

3 —
—
—

6 —

1
1

1
1

3
4
5

5
- .. Blanket ditto ..

The Colonial Wool Sales continue at about the opening

rates.

COAL MARKET.—July 26.

Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool, 19s. 9d. ; Walls End
Russell Hettons, 19a. 6d. ; Walls End South Kelloe, 19s. Gd.

;

Walls End Heugb Hall, 19s. ; Walls End Eden Mam, 18s. 6d. ;

Walls End Thorpe, 17s. 9d ; Walls End Whitworth, 15s. Gd. ;

Wylam, 15a. od. ; ianneld Moor Butes, 13a. 3d.—22 snipe

at market.
.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday-, July 2*2.

We have a few more Beasts than on Monday last, and con-

sequently there is on the average a small reduction in price.

The number of Sheep and Lambs is ibout the same as on

Monday last. Trade is brisk at Thursday's quotations.

There is no alteration in the Calf trade. From
Germany and Holland there are 1450 Beasts, 6520 Sheep,

246 Calves, and 120 Figs; from Scotland, 300 Beasts; from

France, 38 Calves ; from Ireland, 145 Beasts ; from Norfolk

and Suffolk, 600 ; and 1100 Beasts from the northern and

midland counties.

Foreign .

.

Liverpool, Tuesday, July 23.—Prices have remained firm in

the interval since Friday, though the business passing has been

quiet in retail, and buyers shy to operate. We had a fair

attendance of millers and dealers at this morning's market,

aud a good consumptive demand was experienced for Wheat,

the finer qualities bringing fully Friday's prices, but new and

red. such as Canadian and Milwaukee, declining about 2d. per

cental. Flour was not much dealt in, and no change m value

occurred. Indian Corn had a good inquiry at previous rates

for all qualities Oats and Oatmeal dull of sale. Beans steady

at Friday's quotations, with buyers for forward delivery. Peas

and Barluv uiu-haiured. The day is showery, the barometer
standing at a low point, and holders not in the least anxious
to press sales.

Friday, July 26.—In consequence of the unfavourable

state ot the weather there is a general opinion prevalent that

the harvest in this district cannot be ready before the 15th of

next month ; the trade, however, continues without excite-

ment. The transactions in all articles being on a moderate
scale, no material alteration is reported in prices.

AVERAOB 1

A"GARDENER (Head or Single-havZT
thoroughly understands his profess^ ?^-0- H., Post Office, Colney Hatch Par^N ^

(XAKDKNKR (Head), or laowlRfl^JritVX -Age 33, single; competent to^^WBjl

MESS Ek*>t**Sl^
art v.

und
;f

stands Early and La°te Forcing LKitchen Gardens. Six years' unexoS' ^
Q. Q., Pgrt Office, Chiselhurst, Kent s g aWe

thorough

Juno 15..
— 22..
— 29..

J uly 6.

.

— 13..— 20..

Agg.Aver.

VI *it.li.

r,3g 9d
5- 8
51
50 10
50
50 7

25 1; Id

Rye.

Slf
45
31'

35
33

36

l.t

5
4

9

i

4

Bea

FLUCTUATION! IN THE LAST 8lX WkHS AVXRAOKS.

Prices. June 15. June ff Juue£. July 6. July 13. July 20.

!
-53i 9<f-

39 S .. L
51 • •

50 10 • •

50 7 • •

30 • •

I

• •

• *
I

I
• •

r

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c. .. 4

Beat Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-breds
I>o. Shorn . . 5

Best Long-wools.
Do. 8horn . . 4
Ewes A 2d quality

Do. Shorn . . 4

Lambs .. ..5
Calves .. ..4
Pigs -• 3

. to
10— 5

• •

4

I

4 8

6
4 10

4 6

Beasts. 4360 ; 8heep A Lambs. 25,290; Calves, 357 ; Pigs,

Thursday, July 23.

We are very scantily supplied w ith good Beasts, consequently

Monday's quotations are well supported, and in a few inatances

exceeded. The supply of Sheep is shorter ; trade is lively at

rather higher rates. The demand for Lamb has decreased, a
Clearance cannot be eftectod. Trade is worse for Calves, in-

ferior qualitv is scarcely saleable. Our foreign supply con-

sists of 290 Beasts, 2600 Sheep, and 515 Calves. The number
of Milch Cows is 95.

Three Counties Lunatic Asylum, near Arlsey,

Bedfordshire.

WANTED, a FAKM BAILIFF to manage the

Farm attached to thin Institute n. Salary 80/., with an
Unfurnished House and Gas. aud 1* rood of Garden Ground.
The duties to commence on the *J9th of September next.

Applications in the hand writing of Candidates, accompanied by
Testimonials, to be transmitted to the Clerk to the Committee
of Visitors, St. Cuthbert Street, Bedford, on or before SaTUR-
DAT, August 17, of whom further particulars may be
—Bedford. .Inly 27.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools . . . to .

.

fords, Ac. .. 4 10 to 5 Do. Shorn . . 4 10 — 5 2

Best Short-horns 4 8 — 4 10 EwesA 2d quality .. — ..

Id quality Beasts 3 6 — 40 Do. Shorn ..4 4 — 4 8

Best Downs and Lambs .. .50—6©
Half-breds . . . . — Calves .. ..3 8 — 4 8

Do. Bhorn . . 5 — 5 4 Pigs .. ..3 8—4 6
Beasts, 975 : Sheep A Lambs, 112,320 ; Calves, 735 ; Pigs, 120.

HARK LANE.—Monday, July 22.

The supply of Wheat from Esaex aivl Kent to this morning'*
market was very small, and commanded the full prices of
[Monday last. The market was tolerably attended, and a
moderate business was transacted in foreign in retail at late

rates. Barley, Beans, and Peas are firm at the prices of this

<lay se'nnight. The Oat trade is steady, and tine qualities

kring an advance of 6d. per qr. Flour is quiet, without
alteration in value.

Per Imperial Quartitk. 8

• * *46W,3 Red
50—To Red ....
51—671
— iRed

40—74 >

36—40 Malting

.

s. s.

46-60
50—65

34—36
•j7—30 Malting. 33—36
20—24
•26—28
26—28
20—23

Feed
Feed
Peed

3.3—37 Foreign.

40—43, Harrow.
Lonf^pod
Egyptian

20—24
20—24
19—21

40—43

38—30
—38

Wheat, Essex, Kent, A Suffolk..White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. A dist, 26s to 279. . Chev.
— Foreign . .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

rtk . ...:
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .37a to 40s Tick— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds— Foreign Smalt
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boiters|34—37 Suffolk;— Maple —s to —s Grey 40—12 Foreign

.

* A1" % "White — lYeUow..
Flour, heat marks delivered ..per sack

j
50—55— 2d do ditto 34—50 Country I :U—50

i — Foreign per barrel|26—32 Per sack|43—58

Friday. July 26.

Since the 19th inst. the temperature has been summer-
like, the weather has continued changeable with more or less
rain daily, without, however doing any serious injury to the
<rops. The wind blew mostly from tbe 8. and 8.W., yesterday
heavily. In the markets of the interior the Wheat trade was
generally dull in the earlier part of the week owing to the
large arrivals principally from America, and to effect sales ex
ship in many cases an allowance of Is. to 2s. per qr. was
necessary, varying according to condition of the bulks, but
during the last few days no iuvther decline seems to have been
submitted to, as the inquiry for export to France and Belgium
is again on the increase. Barley supported late rates, butOats
were easier to buy in the outports, wbi . the prices stiffened
in London

; good sweet heavy corn is seaice everywhere.
Beans and Peas continue to attract but little notice, though
they are less pressed for sale. or baa sympathised with
the Wheac trade, and the value receded 6d per barrel and Is.
per sack, particularly in Scotland and Liverpool, where the
American supplies are most felt. Since Friday last 56 cargoes
have been reported off the coast. The flouting trade has
been very quiet, without any material alteration in prices.The arrivals of grain and Hour this week bave been moderate.
To-day s market was not largely attended. E.glish Wheat waa
inquired after at the extreme ratea of Monday ; foreign was

WANTED, a WOUK1NU GARDENER.— Wages
SOt. per week. No cottage.—Apply A. B., 25, Btshop-

ite WlrhinHKP^^^^
ANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER for the
Nursery and Seed Trade.—Apply by letter only to

Messrs. Mn.yr. fcCo.. Camellia Nursery, London, S.

\\TANTED, as GARDENER akd COOK, a Man
VV and "Wife, without incumbrance.—Apply by letter or

personally at Priestwood If misc. Bracknell.

WANT P LACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.
ii ii_i_jr ! --_ — I^SSSSLS—

GARDENER (Head, age 33, single).—W. Howard
is desirous of entering into an engagement with any

nobleman or gentleman requiring the services of an ex-
perienced practical working Gardener, thoroughly understand-
ing every branch of the profession.—W. Howard, Messrs.
Rollissou, Nuraery, Tooting, 8.

/ i ARDENER (Hbad).—Age 36, married; has had
V T great experience in nil kinds of Early and Late Forcing,
including Pine», Grapes, Peaches, <fcc, aud the General
Routine of Gardening; the Laying out and Improvement of
Pleasure Grounds, Ac. Five years' good character.—H. S , Mr.
J. Veitch, Lxotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, to any nobleman or gentleman).
—Age 42, married, no incumbrance ; good practical know-

ledge and experience ; is thoroughly acquainted with Early
and Late Forcing, and a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener.
Can have two years' good character from the place he is now
leaving.—J. B., W I »dge, Shooter's Hill Castle. Ken t, S .v.

CVARIjKNEK (Head, to any nobleman or gentleman).
Jf—Age 39, married ; thoroughly i ractical ; 23 years' expe-

rience in Cultivsting Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Can
take the care of Plantations, and can have a most unexcep-
tionable character of 14 years' standing from the place he is
about leaving. 1 reason for leaving Lb death of emp er.—

. Halvburtom, the Gardens, Barro. k Pai near Carl

r^AUDENER (Hi ad).— Age 40, married, no in-
VU curobrance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of F
ing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables; the Culture
of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Al in the Fruit, Flower,
and Kitchen Gardens, and the Management of an establishment
where energy and order is required. Nearly five years in his
last situation.—J. K. L., Mr. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery
King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, single; thororj|?hlv
experienced in Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens,

Also a first-rate Forcer of Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, &c.
A good Grower of Stove, Greenhouse, and Orchideous Plants.
With a good knowledge of the Erecting of useful Horticultural
Buildings, Heating by Hot-water, &c. Can be well recom-
mended.—J. Wells, Mr. J. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery,
King'a Road, Chelsea, London, 8 W.

To Noblemen or Gentlemen,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no in-

enmbrance ; thoroughly practical and experienced in
every branch of his profession ; has had the charge of Pines,
Grapes, Peaches, and other Fruits and Plants, which have
obtained First-class Prizes at the London Shows. Arc. ; par-
ticularly versed in the Flower and Kitchen Garden depart-
ment ; has had the opportunity of gaining much experience
in the rearrangement of Park and Pleasure Grounds, the
Erection of Horticultural Buildings, Ac, First-class referencee

I
and^ test s, which wiil give entire satisfaction—-F. H.,

j
1, Vale of Health, Kiiburn Lane, Kilbura Gait, London, W.

•H

GARDENER (HEAD)^m^T
stands his profession

; having paiedT^'
establishments. Four years' character In J?MNew North Road, Jslington, NJ5.

U
'

Ullta2

QAUHKNER (HEA^-Age 31, marrie^
V_* has hud 20 years' practical experience of k* 1

Excellent character.—F. Willgrkss, hISt*
Twickenham, S.W. '

eaUl k

ARDENER (HeadJ.-A^S^W,
understands Forcing Flowers, Fruit »/%

and Gardening in all its branches.—N 'p i?»;|
Cheshunt, Herts. *

» *%{

GARDENER (HEAD)^^elo7has
a a

tical knowledge of Pines, Vises, Peache-
Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Gardens.-i. R
Nurseryman, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER (HEAD).-Agelo^y;
brance ; well understands his profession.

charge of Poultry if required. Can be well r

A. X., Cutbush, News Agent, Highgate, N.

ARDENER (Head,WoBKi5o)-Aj^J
brance : understands Vines, Strawberries, F»

Two years' character.—A. A. Davis, 2, Albion iB
Court, OM Brompton, Middlesex, S.W.

(1 ARDENER (Head, Wownro). -Ii
~$ Gardening in nil its Branches and ManagetMM

Wife understands Dairy. Eight years' good

A. B., Mr. Goddard, High Cross, Tottenham, N.

GARDENER (Head, Wobxing). - fc
understands Pines, Vines, Stove and GreenWs

Flower and Kitchen Gardens, &c. Character uoop

from present and previous employers —G. C, Its

News Orfi\ e, Bromell's Road, Clapham Common, I

•.'. r

Tie
ra

Fj13

1

GARDENER (Head) or STEWARD it..

DENKR.—Age 36, married; extensive pacta:!

Management of large Estates ; is a first-class Getorii

branch of his profe8M< n.—Horticulturist, San."

Hanmor Nurs- « , Edgeware, Middlesex, N.V.;

ARDENKR ( F i K8T.CLASs).-Age 36, «nti

child; has had extensive experience ifl iwr-

f Gardening; also a practical knowledge of Gnai

Understands the Management of Woods if requital*"

oft e highest order.—liARDENER, Enderby, nw

W

I

11

,C1

1

I I

GH^ARDKNKRrwbwTeither Manorfyij*- e

Aire 28, married ; can have a good ckKjWi n ]]

last place.—J . Q , Post Office, Priora MarMonjg^,

AKDKNKK.-Age 27, single; ttaj#"J

\ sUnds bis profes»i..n. No object^^^
.aractrr. —H. £. Mr. T. Harris, 6, D*****'—

Road, Ken vn, N.W. —
"Tki

J nearly 5 years' experience in various
'"JJ^

Orors Nurnen-, where g.K>d references can begna

Middle Barton, Oxf- ^hire. pr-

/i j-KK, OB GARUBNJSBA5DBJ-

Flower ud Kitchen Gar •. Und and atoa

good char:utsr.~M. T. .
MottlnghamJ^L-^

ARDKNEK, OB GARUKNKKa^P
MarriM. I ht years' good jhgjr

«

ili

a

J
M

•mpjoyer. - Ii. fJ . Morb-y'* I.ihraiJ

FOREMAN, SAl.K>MAN.
I

Wstford.

OE> :U.MAN-AflBR-Ag.^tto*:
with every branch of the^ trade ;

well w
-

methods of Growing Hard or SoiVwooOeo ^
Market or Private Trade, Ac.-I. L

> '

Chelsea, 8.W. ^-——rr^^^
GENERAL PLANT PKOPAUAlOJ^

experienced ^raon. Une.cepU^e

given.- C. 1«, Waterloo Street. Han.m ^
To Nohlemen and •£*£

MANAGER, &r.-A I'erson'of

^
® ^i

ence in Farming. Building ^2.%, to*

and Thinning of PlanUtions. Sale™ • ^ *
Managing a large Landed/j^.^' __#, Gori***

references, and security if requi

Office, W.C.
in^J

X.1ARM BAILIFF.- Age 39, ^>
F both Land and Btnck. Oeod A co^^
high testimonials of honesty, »»™"?y

?
-^*

34?Qra7t4' r^Tt Bas r <'^^Si^^f^L
BAll,ni:-A»re 27, iimrrie.l ;

a ^
understands the Breeding and "^H|

capable of taking the whole man
f̂
"^ ^jfi-

vn.

.0,

ve

w
i

1

a

". n

IT

- ai

(
fr:-d

esl

.tn

Qi

:-. Ha

3ol

- o

•en

N

l^Keeping of Accounts. Goo<l re

To Noblemen and G«D^
J>AILIKF.~A^e 33; is *«**<

:' :-

with Fanning, is a ^Ac
.

cl r^S
stands Measuring Land. Can »• o|h.^ jr.

baronet; also by a Member of ^ ."&
references which can be given as i°

M jjuilet-

conduct.—J. C, Meaem Hurst * » ^
Strtct, London, E.C.

I

Estate tt^sJi

M
To Noblemen, Gentlemen, --

y

ASTKrt CABPENTEB^cotW*
Used to Farm Building*,,

*^j,
lM

acquainted with Horticultu'

Water. &c. Unex
Builden, «tc —

A

X aged 21, of several y^JZ&\x^l*W*
cedentS, and all the requisite quahnc* ^
meut in a London Warehouse.

The Royal Nursery, Sloug^^..—TTuTTpS^

II

pet

•etc

Jest:

as

Mvic
*o he
e3

am

V
la r

lU

plKRK, o& CLBKK AK^^
KJ Warehouse.- Age 20; h« J^^i^
Seed Shop. Good references. —fc-

V

6, Leadeiihall dtreet, Loudon, «- v
'
—
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Government Security Life Policies.

CO NSOLS ASSOCIATION
429 Strand, London, W.C.

L tw -Aaa fh* Security of Consols for its Policies.

{ Kids orreSTo Usurers On Demand at any time,
1 iw One-Half of all Premiums Paid.

;
- • wSid Secur ty for Money with a liberal Rate of Interest.

1f2^^%««* , a large Capita1
'
subscribed br

Si Hundreds of Shareholders,

^information may be obtained on application to
j on miurixia

Thomas H. Baylis, Managing Director.

"LEXF1ELD PATENT STARCH, used in the

< C Royal Laundry. The ladies are respectfully informed

,v iniB Starch is exclusively used in the Royal Laundry
"

Her Majesty's Lam dress .-ays, that although she has tried

''eaten Rice; and other Powder Starches, she has found

pone of them equal to the Glenfield, which is the finest Starch

the ever used.
Wotherspoon <fc Co., Glasgow and London.
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Le Sommier Elastiqae Portatif.

HEAL and SON have patented a method of making
a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the

al Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome.
The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three

- irate parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of
• best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing- of wool or horse-
• -, it cannot harbour moth, to winch the usual Spring

•tress is very liable ; the prices, also, are much below those
of ;he best Spring Mattresses, viz. :—

8 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long . . . . £2
3 feet 6 in.

4 feet

4 feet 6 in.

5 feet

5 feet 6 in.
' he SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF therefore combinesr advantages of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, portability,
u i cheapness.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-
jm Furniture sent free by post on application.

Heal & Son, 196, Tottenham Court Road, W.

MHE BEST SHOW op IRON" BEDSTEADS in
/ the KINGDOM is WILLIAM S. BURTON'S.—He has

CJR LARGE ROOMS devoted to the exclusive show of
< 1 and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate

i * -ding and Bed Hangings. Portable Folding Bedsteads.
.- a 11?.; Patent Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints
and patent sacking from 14s. 6d. ; and Cots, from 15*. 6d. each

;

' dsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads, In great
<v, from S. 13*. M. to 20/.
LA UI1NS, of London Make only.—The largest

•*- assortment of London made Tea Urns in the world (in

-

Jing all the recent novelties, many of which are registered),
a sale at William S. Burton's, from 30*. to 61.

[MPlKR-ltACHE a.*o> 1KOX TEA-TRAYS.—An
wwortme-nt of Tea-Trays and "Waiters wholly unpre-

mted, whether as to extent, variety, or novelty,
v- oval Papier-Mache* Trays, per set of 3, from 20s. Od. to 10 gs.
co, iron ditto 13s. od. to 4 gs.
vex shape, ditto ; ts.Gd.
adand Gothic Waiters, Cakcand Bread Baskets, equally low.

UT1LLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-M NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be
gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 500
stations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and
*ro Plated Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods,

£.mr,
•"' Hot Water Wishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble

n™?"SJ^t Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays,

ST. Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware.
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K^n,?'8 PERS1AN INSECT DESTROYING
id fmrn vf

R~Poultry, Dogs, and Plants, are effectually

Mt«il vL
as a

,
nd ^^other Vermin with which they are

* iimI {if? -R?
a
S0Ve pcwder, which is quite harmless to

.1 therSL i !.
Farmer

» the Gardener, or the Sportsman,
. J^ajfiw find it invaluable. Bugs. Cockroaches, Beetle.
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36 Postage stamps, by ThomasKeati.no,

^r-^JH^jg^rchyard, London, E.C.

N Wefi°? n
PlLLS K0B ^Y 0THBB MEDICINE.—

•-NTA \r a D?n

»

Barrt'

8 delicious health-restoring REVA-
rtion indi^ V-

A
?00D the safest remedy for habitual con-

:

«»«aU)n. dp^i-
(dyspePsia)» ac^ity, heartburn, flatulency,

ttRhs, coldV
ly

* atr°Phy» haemorrhoids, consumption,
Uo«snesa. ti«?5?ma> br°nchitis, diarrhoea, nervousness,
R S. • Br w?ldlty ot tue Uveri <fcc. Andrew Ure. M.D.,

backed in 7
arVe

Zj
Dr Shorland, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Wurzer.

1 lb. , 2*. 9d. ; 2 lbs.,

^ nn Bll- PA08- 22*.
; 24 lbs.,

.6d
, _

Barry free of carriage, 405,
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i^ tteaidof .w °F NUKING DISEASE without

2 ?«»th in Natul ? and their drugs, by studying the laws
intended "Lii n~*Inva"ds cannot too carefully avoid pills,

*ffi:ero«8 medicine8'" "concocted" for gain, and other

£ on the deliCa£^ they a" contain mineral poisons which

Sftroy the recent

S

res 0r coating of the stomach, and thus

t

?* Pronounced r
a le of 0Ur daily sustenance. The Advertiser

Rce he now offl
l

?ble
' bufc , acting in accordance with the

l heaith andgHS oy « God's Blessing," been restored
-' ^c-ans of Cnr« 5-,, i

and ^ith sympathy for like eufferers

t^ped envelono .
be sent on receipt of name, address, and

P^Road. Ha-r,™
Aadress Capt. Charles, 3, James Cottage,

TT-^S52S?th, LonSon. W.

htahf^^S
-" " ~4

HAlb, 1TJRBANS, and WIDE-AWAKES onlv ! relating to the offieiaf^Td «**AU i ~i
n |# A^ 8" 1 each

> (Box included) sent to any partofthe
reWUn

; .

t0
.
™ ^^ ,

a
r

nd ^creditors' assignees
Lnited Kingdom on receipt of amount. ~

Arthur Granger, Patentee, 308. High Holborn, W.C.

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACIilXK
—"My terms of delivery as usual—A mouth's trial

before payment—a severe ordeal for
a domestic machine, but which 1

have now the greater confidence and
pleasure in submitting to intending
purchasers."

New Improvements in Bradford's
Washing Machinery.

It is with pleasure that I give pub-
licity to the improvements and addi-
tions made in my Washing Machines
during the last few months.

#
My original Machine has now been

before the public four years, during which, time and experience
have fairly tested it, and while proving its excellence, have also
suggested improvements, both in construction and mechanical
detail ; the result is, the labour of working is reduced to the
smallest possible minimum, while the efficiency is increased,
and a compactness and convenience of detail in the arrange-
ments for both Washing, Wringing, and Mangling attained,
that at once wins over prejudice, and secures the congratula-
tion of my customers in a manner to cause me regret, that
the Machines of my original customers (to whom I am so much
indebted) do not possess the same advantages.

Most obediently, T. Bradford.
Thos. Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester

;

and 63, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

m
Works, Queen Street, Salford, Manchester.

TOURISTS, TRAVELLERS, and OTHERS,
exposed to the sun and dust, will find the application

of Rowlands' Kalydor both cooling and lefreshing to the face
and skin. It allaj'S all heat and irritability of the skin,
eradicates eruptions, freckles, tan, and discolorations, and
produces a healthy purity and delicacy of complexion. Price
•is. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per bottle. Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and
by chemists and perfumers. *** Ask for Rowlands' Kalydor.

Prize Medal, Paris Extdbition 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO/S New Pattern
and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached

HairBrushes,ImprovedFleshandClothesBrushes,andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery forthe Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose*

M., B., & Co.'s new and delicious perfumes the Fairy
Bouquet and the Oxford and Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles
2s. , 3s. 6d. 9 and 5s. Metcalfe^ celebrated Alkaline Tooth
Powder, 2s. per box.

Sole Establishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d
doors West from Holies Street, London, W.

SAUCE. — LEA and PERKINS
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitations of

their world-renowned
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should
Ask for LEA & PERKINS* SAUCE,

Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be
4'THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE."

*** Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors,
Worcester ; Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, London, &c., &c,
and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

MAKE ONE TRIAL.—H. S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-
church Street, E.C. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell choice

TEAS from the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices.

Private warehouse and no shop—small profits and small

expenses.
A List of prices free on application. Orders by post with

a remittance or reference punctually attended to.

PRIVATE TUITION.—The Rev. G. Henslow, Son
of the late Professor Henslow, and M.A.. of Cambridge,

who took Honours in three triposes, Mathematical, Divinity,

and Natural Science, has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
preparing for the Public Schools, &c, or for the Universities.

N.B. Geologyand Botany form a part of his system of education.

Further particulars on application.—Address, Rev. G.HtNsLOW,
Steyning,_Sussex.

Qiiantity, Quality, and Cheapness.

This day, No. 2, price 6d. Monthly, 256 columns of closely-

printed matter, with Thirty-six Illustrations,

THE SIXPENNY MAGAZINE.
Contents :—Italy and Cavour.—The King of the Moun-

tains Chap. III.—Trips after Health, bv Dr. Thomson.—The

Mad Grenadier.—Jack Nettlethorpe.—The Picture Hunter.—

Window Gardening, and the Cultivation of Plants in Rooms.—

The Three Bouquets.—The Slave Ship.—Tales of the Musicians ;

No II Friedemann Bach.—Pen and Pencil Sketches of the

Picturesque; No. II. Furness Abbey.-The Stolen Rose.

-Gems from Abroad.—Invective.—The Round of Wrong;

Chap III. The Wedding.—Parlour Occupations. Flower

Painting.—Animal Life in the Ocean.—The Captain of the

••Vulture."—The Blacksmith.—Literature of the Month.—

Law and Crime. „A „ ... . _ -,

London : Ward & Lock. 158, Fleet Street, E.C.
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ant relief b7 ««*ns Dr- Warner's EYE
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mo^^ all inflammation arising from cold,
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°

xford Street, w- * Sanger, Oxford Street,
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Paul'8 Churchyard, E.C. ; Hooper, King
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Jt EC -» and a11 Chemists. Of whom may
lted le^s k
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S LOTION, a certain cure for sore and
°^inflam^ I

11118
' and scalds, and bites of insects, and in

• *mmation is invaluable. In bottles, Is. 1 \d. and 2s. 9d.

was not insisted on. On Monday Earl Granville
moved that the House resolve itself into com-
mittee on the Appropriation of Seats (Sudbury
and St. Albans) Bill. Lord Steaiheden moved
as an amendment that the Bill be referred to a
select committee. The Earl of Derby and Earl
Granville opposed the amendment, which was
ultimately withdrawn. The House then went
into committee on the Bill and agreed to all

the clauses. On the motion for the second reading
of the Municipal Corporations Act Amendment
Bill, Lord Wexsleydale moved that the Bill

be read a second time that day three months. On
a division the amendment was negatived by
44 to 27, and the Bill was read a second time.

The Enlistment in India Bill was read a second
time. The East India Civil Service Bill, the Irre-

movable Poor Bill, the East India (High Court of

Judicature) Bill, the Volunteer Tolls Exemption
Bill, the Copyright of Designs Bill, and the Crown
Suits Limitation Bill, were read a third time and
passed. On Tuesday the Accessories and Abettors

Bill, the Criminal Statutes Repeal Bill, the Mali-

cious Injuries to Property Bill, the Offences

against the Person Bill, the Public Works aud
Harbours Bill, and the Durham University Bill,

were read a second time. The Enlistment in

India Bill, and the Municipal Corporations Act
Amendment Bill, passed through committee.

On Thursday the Boyal Assent was given by Com-
mission to several Bills. The Commons' amend-
ments to the Leases by Incumbents Restriction

Bill, and to the Portpatrick Harbour (Scotland)

Bill were considered and agreed to. The Metro-

polis Gas Act Amendment Bill, the Lace Factories

Bill, the Gunpowder Act Amendment Bill, and the

Episcopal and Capitular Estates Act Continuance

Bill were read a second time. The Industrial

Schools (Scotland) Bill, the Industrial Schools

Bill, and the Enlistment in India Bill

were read a third time and passed. The
seven Bills introduced by the Government for the

Consolidation of the Criminal Law, the Public

"Works and Harbours Bill, the Durham University

Bill, the Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Bill, and the

Metropolitan Buildings Act Amendment Bill passed

through committee. The Consolidated Fund
(Appropriation) Bill was brought up from the

Commons, and read a first time.

Price 1*. 6d., free by post, 1*. 7d.

LABELS FOR the HERBARIUM, consisting of

the Names of the Classes, Affiances, Orders, and Sub-

Orders, of Professor Lindley's w Vegetable Kingdom.

So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into Tuk Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Jiefog of tbt meek.

IK the House of Lords on Friday, on the order

for considering the Commons' reasons tor disagree-

ing to their Lordships' amendments on the Jjanfc-

ruptcy and Insolvency Bill, the Lord Chancellor

moved that the House should accept the reasons Oj

the Commons for their disagreement, and consent

I allow certain of theirI^^»^^°
be strnck out. Lords<^^^™JTj
and Wensleydale opposed tne wu »

auu. "*
^trnA to insist on their

division the House resolved w
uiviaivix

flnnointment ot a chief

Bill,

Bill,

Acts

In the Commons on Friday the House went
into committee of supply on the Supplemental

Estimates. On the vote for iron-cased ships,

an important statement was made by Lord
Palmerston and Lord C. Paget in regard

to the efforts making by France and other

nations to increase their iron navy, the result of

which was that the opposition to the vote was
withdrawn, and the vote was unanimously agreed

to. The Drainage of Land Bill passed through

committee. The report on the East India loan

was brought up and leave given to introduce a

bill founded upon it. On Saturday the Appropria-

tion Bill was brought in and read a first

time. The Windsor Suspended Canonries

the Gunpowder, &c, Act Amendment

the Episcopal and Capitular Estates

Continuance Bill, the Edinburgh University Bill,

and the Revenue Departments Accounts Bill, were

read a third time and passed. On Monday, on the

order for the second reading of the Consolidated

Fund (Appropriation) Bill, Lord R. Montagu
moved as an amendment that the second reading

be deferred until the Bill had been printed and
delivered to member3. After some discussion the

amendment was negatived without a division, and

the Bill was read a second time. The East India

Loan (No. 2) Bill, the Militia Pay Bill, the Militia

Billets Suspension Bill, and the East India
Council, &c, Bill, were read a second time.

The Drainage of Land Bill, the Public Ofiices Site

i.ill, and the Pensions British Forces (India) Bill

were read a third time and passed. On the
motion for going into committee on the "Wills and
Domicile of British Subjects Abroad, &c, Bill
Sir G. Bowyer moved, as an amendment, that
the Bill be committed that day three months



the GABDENERS' OHHONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [Attgtjs*

After some discussion on the relative merits of this

Bill and of the Wills of Personalty by British

Subjects Bill (prepared in the other House by

Lord Kingsdown£ Mr. Malins suggested that

the better course would be to compromise matters

by passing both Bills through committee. Lord

Palmebston assented to this suggestion, and the

amendment having been withdrawn, both Bills

passed through committee. The Officers of Reserve

(Royal Navy) Bill was read a second time.

The Government of the Navy Bill and the Corrupt

Practices Prevention Act (1854) Continuance Bill

passed through committee. On Tuesday Lord

Palmerston stated, in answer to Mr. Gbegort,

that her Majesty's Government had considered it

their duty to observe a policy of strict neutrality

in the differences between Austria and Hungary
;

hut they attached due weight to the maintenance

of the Austrian empire as a great Power in the

centre of Europe, holding a balance between oppo-

site and conflicting interests, and should consider

it a great evil to Europe if that empire were

dissolved by any internal convulsions. The Con-

solidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill, the East India

Loan (No. 2) Bill, the Militia Pay Bill, the Militia

Ballot Suspension Bill, the Statute Law Revision

Bill, theParochial Offices Bill, the Local Government

Supplemental (No. 2) Bill, and the Officers of

Reserve (Royal Navy) Bill, passed through com-

mittee. The Treasury Chest Fund Bill was read

a third time and passed. The Lunatics (Scotland)

Bill was withdrawn. On Wednesday, on the

motion for going into committee on the Lunacy

Bill, Mr. "Walpole stated various objections to the

measure, and Colonel Fbencii moved as an amend-

ment that the Bill be committed that day three

when the

body of the Federal army under General

McDowell left Arlington on the 16th nit. for

Manasses Junction with a view to bring about

a general engagement. It met with no senou

resistance until it reached Dulbram, a fortified

position three miles from Manassas Junction, which

it attacked on the 18th,

guard was repulsed by the Confederates

position, however, was afterwards earned by the

Federal troops. On the 16th another division of

the Federal army entered Fairfax without re-

sistance, the Confederates having fled at its

approach. On the 20 th the contending armies

were within a mile of each other near Manassas

Junction, and a battle was hourly expected.

advanced

The

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, the Crown

Prince and Princess of Prussia, and the Royal family

continue at Osborne. On Friday the Queen, the Crown

Prince and Princess of Prussia, and Princess Alice drove

out. On Saturday the Crown Prince and Princess of

Prussia and Princess Alice crossed to Southampton in

the Royal yacht Fairy, and went by special train to

Winchester to see the Cathedral and the Hospital of St.

Cross. The Royal party returned to Osborne in the

evening. Prince Philip and Prince Augustus of Saxe-

Cohurg visited her Majesty from Worthing, and

returned in the evening. On Sunday morning the

Queen and Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and

Princess of Prussia, Princesses Alice, Helena and Louisa,

Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold, attended Divine

service at Osborne. The Rev. G. Prothero officiated.

The Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal family after-

wards walked out. On Monday morning the Crown

Prince and Princess of Prussia and Princess Helena

crossed to Southampton in the Fairy, and went thence

by railway to Salisbury, to see the Cathedral. The

Queen, Prince Consort, and Princess ^Louisa jlrovc

out.

the Indian Council. Mr. Danvers, of thiSf
has been appointed to succeed the uJ S^>

opposition. The election for SdkS^T3
the retirement of Mr. Lockhart, termin^'J
nesday in the return of Lord Henry Scott!?,
vative candidate, hy a majority of 2* oWilliam Napier, the numbers beino- Kc J?JV,
The Channel Fleet has been r*Sl*LNorth Coast of Ireland. It sailed»

Lough S willy on Sunday morning thati?
crews who were ashore on leave were UOn Tuesday morning the fleet was comJJi
of weather to put into Belfast Lou^h S :

again on the same evening for Plymouth.'
Indian Council.—Colonel Thomas To^-w,

C.B., of the Madras Engineers, has b^
Military Secretary to the Secretary of Sto
in the room of Colonel Baker, appointed t!^

*~ r. Danvers, of thikj
ppointed to succeed the late £k?

Melvill as Government Director of the

Companies.
Colonial Appointments.— The q^ .

pointed J. S. Bushe, Esq., to be Colonial Secrtt

Trinidad ; James Coleman Pitzpatrict

at-Law, to he Judge of British Caffraria
•"*

?
Saunders, Esq., to he Treasurer of Ce\Vm«

Jacobs, Esq., to be Attorney-General for

Caffraria ; and Henry Pering Pellew Crease, Et
Attorney-General for British Columbia.

The VolunteeeS.—The London Rifle BrJ
accordance with a suggestion made a skit trip
his Royal Highness the Commander-iu^y

public meeting, resolved last week to undergi

encampment at Aldershott for the purposed

the practical duties of military life in

the regular troops. The War Office, how

refused to furnish the Brigade with camp*

ments for their proposed encampment, then

notified to the corps that all orders relating

cancelled.

France.—The Emperor arrived at Foni

Wed n esday evening from Vichy,havingpa^«M

. , ----- On Tuesday the Queen, the Crown Prince
to Chalons in order to stay some days with frl*

months. On a division the amendment was carried and Princess of Prussia, and Princess Helena drove out.
before pr0ceeding to the Camp. His&#*

Without a division, and the Bill was conse- On Wednesday morning the Prince Consort came to - ~ .
*1

• . ~ *.. -* = «<*»

quently lost. The Consolidated Fund (Appro- town, and presided;«fc a meeting of the Council of the
H ."!

.
* rr„ ,, ^ . - « TftOT1 ,V; r

9x Duchv of Cornwall and at a meeting of the Royal
priation) Bill,

^
the East India Loan (fco 2) AgH(Tlutural Society. His Royal Highness afterwords

Bill, the Mihtia Pay Bill, the Militia Ballots visited the Horticultural Gardens at South Kensington,

Suspension Bill, the "Wills and Domicile of British and returned to Osborne in tbe evening. The Queen

Subjects Abroad Bill, the Wills of Personalty and Princess Helena drove out. The Crown Prince and

by British Subjects Bill, the Statute Law Revision
1

PHnc
.

GSS
1

of Prussia
'

and Princess Alice rode on
HOI SO OUCICa

The Aechdtjke and Abchdtjchess Maximilian
of Austria were expected to arrive at Osborne
yesterday on a visit to her Majesty. On Thursday

by St. Germain-des-Fosses and inangurffldt

branch railway from Nevers to Monte

of Prussia has accepted the invitation oftbijf

visit him at the Camp about the !&**

Bill, the Corrupt Practices Act (1854) Continuance

Bill, the Landed Estates (Ireland) Act (1858)

Amendment Bill, the Metropolitan Police District

Receiver Bill, the Parochial Offices Bill, the Local evening their Imperial Highnesses paid a visit to the

Government Supplemental (No. 2) Bill, and the '
Horticultural Gardens at South Kcumatan.

Government of the Navy Bill, were read a third

time and passed. The Indictable Offences (Metro-

politan District) Bill was withdrawn. On the

order for considering the Lords' reasons for

insisting on their amendments in the Bankruptcy
and Insolvency Bill, the Attorney-General
moved that the House should not insist upon its

disagreement to the amendment made by the Lords,

as far as related to the appointment of a chief judge
The motion was agreed to. The "Volunteers Tol*

Exemption (No. 3) Bill passed through committee.

On Thursday, on the order for the third reading

of the Officers of Pteserve (Royal Navy) Bill, Mr.
Lindsay and other members expressed a hope that
some understanding would be come to between
the Governments of France and England for the
purpose of limiting the naval forces of the two

The Late Duchess of Kent.—The mausoleum of

the Duchess of Kent in the grounds of Frogmore. Lodge
was consecrated on Monday by the Bishop of Oxford,

and the remains of her Royal Highness were removed
on Thursday from St. George's Chapel to the mausoleum
in the strictest privacy.

Ministerial Movements.—Mr. Layard, who was
for a short time Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs in

Lord John Russell's Government, has succeeded Lord
Wodehouse in that office. Earl de Grev has resumed
the office of Under-Secretary for War, and Mr. T. G.
Baring has returned to the India Office as Under-Secre-
tary of State.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury, in Downing Street.

The Peerage.—The Queen has directed letters

pntent to be passed under the Great Seal, granting the
dignities of Viscount and Earl of the United Kingdom
to Lord John Russell and the heirs male of his body
lawfully begotten, by the titles of Viscount Amberley,

countries. Lord Palxerston in reply said that of Amberley, in the county of Gloucester, and of

he did not think it consistent with the dignity or
~"

' ' " •*-•-*

honour of a country like England to enter into

negotiations with any. foreign Power as to what
should be her force either by land or sea. The nature
and extent of that force must depend upon peculiar

circumstances, and he could not therefore hold out
any hope of the suggested proposal beiDg made.
The Bill was then read a third time and passed.
The Probate and Letters of Administration Act
(Ireland) Amendment Bill was read a second time.
The Lords' amendments to the Naval Medical
Supplemental Fund Society Bill, the Salmon
Fisheries Bill, and the Dealers in Old Metal 'Bill

were considered and agreed to.

From the United States we learn that General
M'Clellan, since his deft at of the Secessionists
at Rich Mountain, has occupied Beverley, where
Colonel PoGEAii surrendered with 900 *or 1000
prisoners. Another Federal force has routed
the Secessionists under General Gaunett, who

Trill «*1 _~l.I1. 11 • i .

Ardsalla, in the county of Meatb, and Earl Russell, of
Kingston-Russell, in the county of Dorset.
Loed Heebert.—The benefit which Lord Herbert

was expected to receive from a sojourn at Spa has not
been realised, and in consequence of increasing feeble-

ness his lordship has returned to England. He landed
at Dover on Sunday from Calais, and has since left

town for Wilton House, near Salisbury.

The Goveenoe-Geneealship of India.—The Earl
of Elgin has been appointed to succeed Lord Canning
as Governor-General of India.

The Indian Oeder op Knighthood. — Her
Majesty has conferred the Knighthood of this new
Order upon Lord Combermere and Sir George Pollock.
Paeliamentaby Movements. — The Ministerial

whitebait dinner which precedes the prorogation of
Parliament took place on Wednesday at the Trafalgar,
< - reenwich.—The City of London election terminated
on Tuesday in the return of Mr. Western Wood, the
Liberal candidate, by a majority of 506 over Alderman
Cubitt, the Lord Mayor, the numbers being 5747 to
5241. Sir George Grey lias been re-elected for Mor-
peth, Sir Robert Peel has been re-elected for Tam-
worth, and Mr. Cardwell has been re-elected for Oxford
all without opposition. Mr. Coles has been elected for,

grand review and manoeuvres wiUbfajj* '

expected that the King will visi"/»» .

returns to Berlin, and it is stated»«• .1

the King the Emperor will go to BruhU

Prussian military manoeuvres. Them
expected to arrive in Paris on the '»*

Fleury arrived at Vichy on Sunday nip^J

and the Chevalier Nigra arrived to™**£3

to represent the King of Italy at the co«irta"»

The rumour ofthe recall of General faqya^T

unfounded. The Siamese Ambassadors are

ports of France. It is stated that tte^

the treaty relating to the coolies was

Tuesday, and that the publication m «»-

shortly follow.- The dissatisfoction
ca*J

speeches of Mr. Kinglake and Low j«

the " Sardinian question " is ff*^H
debate on the armaments, by the vm ^
say that he had been misled[\™£
authorities, and, above all, by tw

which the money was voted, aiw *

d^
« Tho extension of the maritime po ^

other limits than her resources ana ne ^
no other, and never will we allow we ^ ^
foreigners to fix any. France £ "^ fr fflrf*

,

maritime superiority of England, »« "^^ i
j

tion to make the development anu v ^ $
subordinate to the jealous oap"^.-.- Ut*%
endeavoured to make up for lost u •

fc

]$w

English can do is to follow our aw
J^iJJ

whatever credits they deem necessi«y >
. # » ,

multiply their arsenals, if they so^^f^M
gate to themselves the pretension to ^jji

Mit for them. The use of iro^^^jiri
arro
to w
adopted in France only. R 11

,

881^

-

ap Jw „
building on that system. If tbe no«e«^
dockyards prevent Mr. Lindsay nv

cannot help it." d^
The Moniteur declares that the^
Russell on Sardinia, and the dj^

armament of France, have met
dfGStfp

throughout England, and that •#¥ ^
TTnnaa nP P^.«imAtie share lftrge'

a„H » Z.

.

the G°'ernI,1>i*House of Commons share

Mr. Disraeli that — u^^A'
countries might come to a

tabHi*£j
their respective maritime « #&*>,

hostility of the Government to ^rfH?^
Orleans family has reached sue*

Count"Walewski to forbid tbe S£j£ ^jji
complying with an order sent

^^ ^jpj

Wis killed while raUyin- his men Th* ««?„ a 7 • °PP0Sltl0n - M
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oles h«s been elected for,rou^in,, nis men. ±ne mam Andover, m the room of the Lord Mayor, without

ex-Queen of the French. ^ aCtioO
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Seine on Saturday dismissed "
miDeriJ^

M. Leon Masson against M31- gogftg
8^

heim for refusing to fulfil tlie ^^
and publish a translation of tn«

g[ld ^
at the Literary Fund Dinner, ^v*
Masson in the costs. M. <*&$ *fif
Nemours' sons, was tried on -»

charge °L|'

of Correctional Police, on tno ^ pro

Duke d'Aumale's pamPmet,nhlet i»
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had three copies of the p*mPa
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teveral other books which he was taking to

flferovia in ' »in. The Court gave judgment to the

effect that M. Gautier was not carrying those copies

for the purpose of hawking, in the legal meaning of

the word, and dismissed the charge, but ordered the

tfcree copies to be confiscated.

gpinr. — Another of the Loja insurgents named

JfeUado, h«s been condemned to death and executed,

and two others have been sentenced to 20 years' and

three to 12 years' hard labour.
^
New" arrests of persons

located of having taken part in the insurrection have

feten made at Fuenta-Serna and Alhama, and con-

jMucntlv the number of individuals in the prison of

riitinjr trial is not fewer than 413. The powder
—ina at Villa Feliche, Arragon, has been blown up.

One hundred mills were burned down. Twenty work-

sen were killed or severely injured.

roKiTGAL.—Dktebnces have broken out in the

of Aljpwve respecting the new law of taxation,

and Che insurgents have been in collision with the

military. The corvette Estephania sailed from Lisbon
oe lite 19th alt. for Tavira with troops. It is said that

Van i is also disturbed.

SwiTlifiLAyD.—The President of the Federal Council
has recei I a despatch from the Swiss Minister at
Turin, stating that the Italian Government has with-
drawn the permission accorded to the Swiss troops,
formerly in the service of Francis II., to remain atNaples,
on the ground that the people regard them as the agents
of the . King. The Federal Assembly has elected
V. Dubs a member of the Federal Council by a majority
of 90 to 3L M". Dubs declared that his policy
with respect to internal affairs would be the liberal
development of Switzerland in a Federal sense,
and in regard to foreign questions, neutrality.
M. Fornerod has been elected Vice-President of the
Confederation. On Friday the National Council
agreed to the resolution of the Council of the States in
reference to the construction of military roads over the
AJps by 44 against 32 votes, whereby it became a Federal
Miration.

AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
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Diwya
Schleswig

fhe\

Duchy, arrived at Copenhagen and met with an enthu-
aitic reception, in which the Choral Societies took

and the .Mayor of Copenhagen delivered an address.
Tuesday evening the inhabitants of Copenhagen

grand banquet in the neighbouring forest to
the visitors from Schleswig, at which 2000 persons sat
<fc>*n. The King placed his hunting castle at the dis-
P°,a

k
of .the guests. Several Schleswigians made

•PJ*cnes in fav0ur of the rights of Denmark over
c which were received, with great cheering. The

Marquia de Torrearsa, the Italian Envoy, arrived at
Copenhagen at 4 p.m. on Sunday, and was received with
great enthusiasm. He was conveyed to his hotel in a
u>urt carnage. He afterwards Visited the President

uv r?unciL In the evening there was a grand

X°f /{?
^Procession in his honour. The Marquis will

tot the King at Sonderburg,
AusrBiA.--A stormy discussion on the question of

^nationalities took place on Friday in the Lower
S5t „ ,

Reichsrath. All the members of the
**™, with the exception of three, left the House ; pre-2 n°wever, reserving to themselves the right of
3g*"in

£ their views on a future occasion.' In the
*«»& oi Saturday the President declared that the
j^rement of the members of the Right on the previous

m^nKo
96

J
0m a mi8aPPrehension of his words. The

moers of the Right thereupon resumed their seats.

loan *nS
la[J°urnals contradict the rumour of a new

cxnmM. TV? the reven«e is sufficient to cover the

<Jfl££j?
ot the state, while the military expenditure is

the MiJ'7~ t Qtfewl Gazette contains a report from
-unwter of Finance to the Kin? on the result of the

report i» r°n
am°n? the bankers to the national loan. The

to 5640ftn (SET
1 by a R°yal decree- Tenders amounting

^Derr t k have been accepted, but will be reduced

OfferedS «; ,
hundred and fifty millions are to be

and mW -u
pubIic at the Price of 70f. 50c. Bankers

*WBda tT 100,000f. and upwards will be

Jght a duel with him. w£^*XX£S.
tered himself behind his ecclesiastical character

wol ^°y0
u
replk

:
d tbat in "* «* the Monsignore"would retain the stigma inflicted by his words. Hethen ordered a search for the Papal soldier, who was atlength given up. The French Government has bou-ht

the iarnese Gardens at Rome from the ex-Kim? of
^Naples for the sum of 90,000 crowns (about 500,000f )Ihey are situated on the Palatine, where the Palace of
the Csesara formerly stood. The French Government
is about to make further excavations on the spot.—The
news from Naples respecting the suppression of
brigandage is more satisfactory. A despatch from
General Cialdmi announces that during the last three
days the Reactionists have attempted a combined and
simultaneous movement in several provinces, but have
been everywhere defeated. In the provinces of Terra
di Ban, Otranto, and in the Basilicata and (' ipitanata
many Reactionists were killed. An attempted invasion
at Sora, on the Roman frontier, has been repulsed.
General Cialdini says, "Our losses are inaignifican
The morale of the National Guard has been raised, they
having sustained the brunt of the engagements. The
disbanded soldiers are returning by hundreds. Two days
more of good fortune and we are masters of the
situation." The Archbishop of Naples has not been
publicly arrested, but is under arrest in his own house.
Two French officers of the Papal army, M. Quatrebarbes
and Colonel Devillani, and the Abbd Quais, a Roman
priest, were arrested on Monday.
Syria.—The Patrie says that the French and

English squadrons will remain off the coasts of Syria
until next winter.

Cape of Good Hope.—The Cape Parliament had
rejected the Bill for the separation of the provinces.
Sir George Grey had not left for New Zealand. The
Finance Committee had recommended a loan of 200,000/.
for the service of the present year. It was proposed to
increase the revenue by 100,000Z. by reimposi ng transfer
duties, by an increase of the Customs' duties, a per-
centage on Bank paper, a stamp tariff, and legacy and
succession duties. A Bill had been introduced for the
establishment of the voluntary principle in regard to
Church-rates, and for the withdrawal of the State grant
for religious purposes. This measure was progressing
in public favour. The winter, though late, had set in
with great severity. There was a frequency of stormv
weather. The stocks of wine were low. The losse's

sustained by the wool speculations in the Eastern Pro-
vinces were very considerable. Plans were afloat for
training schools for masters and mistresses within the
colony. Nothing further had been heard from Bishop
Mackenzie. The barque Berenicia, which left England

p ^ t

on the 25th of Marcli, was wrecked on Roeben Island I Quaker City "had raptured *th» brig "Amy Warwick,
on the 16th June. Mrs. O'Liff, Mr. Van Boork, four from' Rio Janiero for Hampton Roads, and taken her

PJP' Vn the 16th the advanced imard entend

the con? T 7
mTi \r^r * *£V -5£the Confederates had blocked up the road Anembankment which the Confederate, had thrown up

that the Confederates drew up in order of battle
as if prepared to defend the town, but suddenly
retreated with considerable hurry. Tin main body
ot the rederal army, under General MacDowell
commenced its march on Richmond on the morning
ot the 17th. It met with no a. >us resistance
until it reached Dulbram, a fortified position, three
miles from Manassas Junction, which it attacked
on the following day, when the advanced guard was
repulsed by the Confederate*. The position, however,
was afterwards carried by the Federal troops. It is
reported that the Confederate force at Richm i num-
bered 10,000, and at Manassas Jun< - i.OOO. On
the 80th the contending armies were within a mile of
each o*,!icr, near ManaeraiJunction, and a bat was dully

ted. General ITCMlaa had previously reported
officially to the War Department that Colonel l\>irram
has surrendered with 600 Confederates a' Beverley;
and that General Morris ha^ pursued and routed a large
body of Confederates at St. ileorge. < leneral < nirnett,
commanding the Confederates, was killed. The Federal
loss is reported as 13 killed. The loss of the Con-
federates was 200 killed. Seven guns and 1000 prison era
were captured. General M'Clellan's despatch concludes
thus:—"Our success is complete, and I firmly believe
Secession is killed in Western Virginia." On the 16th
800 Federal troops went up ahead of the passenger train
as far as Millville, 30 miles above St. Charles, on the
North Missouri Railroad, where the track was torn up.
The Federal troops were fired into, when an engage-
ment ensued, resulting in the loss of seven Confederates
killed and several taken prisoners. One man who was
caught with a gun in his hand was immediately hung,
and another who attempted to escape was riddled with
balls. The fighting still continued when the passenger
train passed. The Federals had lost three killed, seven
wounded, and 30 of their horses had been cap-
tured. General Patterson has been superseded by
Major-General Banks, who is to be succeeded by
General Dix. The Government has decided that no more
fugitive slaves shall be allowed in or to follow the
army. The steamer York Town has been seized by the
Confederates, who have iron-cased and mounted her
with eight 64-pounders. Advices from Fort Monroe
to the 17th state that two Confederate steamers had
landed troops at Sewell's Point, where formidable
preparations- were apparently making to annoy the
Federal shipping, and perhaps the for ss itself. The

ticrintion mi
r 8UD9Criptions. The ,p Bill raising the

children, and one sailor were drowned. The Bishop of
Cape Town had held an ordination in St. George's
Cathedral. An English brewing company had been
established in the colony. The Volunteers continued to
increase in proficiency.

United States.—The Senate has expelled five

members " as conspirators " against the Union, and the
House of Representatives by a majority of 121 to 7t

has agreed to a resolution pledging itself " to vote any
amount of money and any number of men which may
be necessary to insure the speedy and effectual suppres-
sion of the rebellion and the permanent restoration of
the Federal authority everywhere within the limits and
jurisdiction of the United States." Bills have also been
reported, voting 3,000,000 dollars for a temporary
increase of the navy, and for the more efficient suppres-

sion of privateering. The House has adopted a resolu-

tion authorising Mr. Van Wyck's Committee to inquire

into every contract made during this war by any depart-

ment of the Government. The Committee is to remain

in session during the interim of the meetings of

Congress. The Tarid Bill is meeting with unexpected

opposition in the House, and the duties recommended
by the Committee of Ways and Means on sugar, coffee,

and tea will probably be reduced. Senator Simmons is

reported to have prepared an entirely new Tariff Bill,

which he proposes to offer as a substitute for the House
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««uore ae Merode would divest. bimanlP nf hi« and encamned on Bunkers

resolution has been offered providing for a national

convention for the restoration of peace, but as

lost by a vote of 92 to 5L Mr. Sumner presented a

petition fbr the abolition of slavery, wi i propo§e§

that slave owners shall be remunerated from the

United States Treasury. During the discussion on the

Bill, Mr. Sumner approved the President's acts. Mr.

Breckenridge made a stron peecb, leclaring the acM

President Lincoln, especially the suspension oft!

Habeas Corpus, to be an unconstitutional usurpation

of power. He said the country was rushing with rapid

strides from constitutional government to militar

despotism, yet so great on one side was the passion of

the hour, and so astonisliing the stnpid ame^mmt of

things were tak« as nut oral and

to refusal to adopt the

se and wished the eoentry to

know that Congrese'had delibermtely refund e

last effort to avert the horrors of internal

warfare. Pennsylvania has offered Uadd.tronal regi

-

ments for the Federal service. On the 1. n ult th

r.^a..»i «_. i^.OOOstrong, moved
towards Winchester

Rotor's ifdl for the night, aRer a

into Boston. The captured vessel was laden with
coffee. According to a despatch from Memphis of the
17th, the Confederate cruiser Sumter had entered
Beswick Bay, with a cargo of 55,000 Enfield rifles and
rifled cannon, taken from an English ship bound to New
Orleans, which had been ordered away from the Belize
by the blockading squadron. The Cuba, one of the vessels
captured by the privateer Sumter, has got free; the
prize crew put on board having laid down their arras,
preferring to go anywhere rather than to rejoin the
Sumter. Two of them are Englishmen. Accounts
from Charleston announce the singular appointment of
Bishop Polk to a major-generalship in the pro-
visional army of the Confeder States. They
also state that the British Consul at Charleston
has forwarded to Lord Lyons documents on the break-
ing of the blockade of the Chesapeake by private
persons, including passes signed by General Buller
permitting vessels to pass the blockade. Tiie news of
the death of Mr<. Longfellow so deeplv affected her
father, the Hon. Nathan Appleton, aged 83, that he
died the next day.
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HOUSE OF LORDS.
Friday.—B\mneu of th* Haute.—Tht E«rl of Derby in calling

attention to tbe present state of public business expressed hi»
opinion tbat it was impossible to deal with the Bills before the
House in a satisfactory manner, and recommended that such

icm as were not of positive urgency should be with-
drawn.—Earl Geaxvjlle replied that several of the BUla
were continuance Hill*, and would not require any delibe
tion

; and with regard to the rest bo could not then say w
of them would be abandoned. The } -at ion BUI was rtad
* third time and passed. On the Order for cnnaiderine: theCommons' reasons for disagreeing to their lordships' amend
.cnts on the Bankrmptcjf ami Insolvency Bill, the Lord Chav,

or.u>.r moved the H< to accept the reasons of the Comn.
fr>r their disagreement with the amendment of their lords}
which had struck out 1 he clause the appoint ment of WchSJ
|»dtfc. lie complained that the ositum to the Bill in that« had been founded™ party motives and not on theinwSSestents oi tneriteofthe measure.—Lord CRAvuv.or,, „ \iv?

8,c
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Fish Curera—A. Gobdo*. Banffshire, Cabinet Maker—6. Hcsier, Kdin- the Strand or Fleet Street, and at the same time facilitate the
S5&.fSSrtO.^ ®-Wr'

Baker-J
-
MAB8UALL

'
MotUe™ ll

'| construetion of the sewer eastward of the emWkSent We
are not prepared to recommend the construction of an embank-

_*. .. .,. .
c , * present ; but if hereafter it should

iry to embank any portion of itr
for the Middlesex side will not
With regard to that part of our
commanded by your Majesty to

report on ttio costs ana means of carrying the same into
execution,' we beg to report that we estimate the cost of theBmkkion, Hatley, Yoritthlre, ting Merchant.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED - J. Dates and B. Oatb«, Dewsbury,
lorkkhire. Woollen M&nufecturen.

, . . , rrnrnAr* -«« (1854) Continuance

EZ& SHU ^ §
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i the Local Government *npp ^ tirn0 ftnd tl

^^^^Mei^thehord^ reasons for Insisting
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In Unkruptoy,
Sativing tlij i^"S that although the Government

the
ArroRNEY-GKMRAL sa

ftmendment mutilated

Shared to the*-K^ Su «i be icW t if the amendment
the BUI, yet./^ the measure

declaro tho ri . :li|lIie ^
Were now

rejected ,
it«

'

wj ° ^ thcrefor0 moved that the

theGovern^nt to accei
opposition to the am, nd-

House should not
™h«firence to the apiwintment of a ohief

mentoftheUrdawith^erence ^T. Craw roan and

judge.-After
some^r^°Bgnoa to. The Volunteer, Toll

J

Mr. Bovill, the
£,, £1^ thwugh committee.

mm®* (No •
3}H^ZIn answer to Mr. Griffith. Lord

Thot8DAT.-S«« Canal, i
Qur wM , d on the

Palmerston said that 3no ™"
h labourcr8 were paid by

works of the Suez ^naUnd U»rU j^^ ^ Palmemto£
the company.-In answer

of^ Government«idthatt^^^^S^lica i Trtto ^ce, which
to propose any revision *™ might ^ deemed ad-

^&^Th?LSSi^SdmSS to the Parochial and Burgh
visable. The ljoroaiaui«

agreed to. — On the
Schools (Scotland No - f^/^^ f the Officer, ofa^trA.L.W Mr. Stan.land, and

JfrWHiTE called upon Lord Palraewton to sUte his opinion

5to the practicability of coming to an undemtandmg with the

French Government as to the relative amount of the naval

armaments of the two countries.-Lord Palmerston said that

the question was one of great difficulty and importance.

Though such a course might, at the first blush, appear prac-

ticable, he thought that any British Government should pause

long before entering into an agreement for limiting the

amount of our naval or military forces. The agreement

suggested could not be with Franco alone, but must in-

clude other naval Powers, such fas Russia and the United

States, and even Spain, whose navy was growing into import-

ance. The limitation of our navy must therefore be made, if

made at all, not with reference to any one Power, but to a

possible combination c fall. Such an arrangement would lead

to interminable disputes and questions of breach of faith, and,

instead of tending to peace, it would, he believed, provoke
war. He feared, therefore, he could hold out no hope of such
a proposal being made. Tho Bill was then read a third time
and passed. The Probate and Letters of Administration Jet

(Ireland) Amendment BUI was read a second time. Tho Lords'
amendments to the Tramways (Ireland) Act Amendment Pill,

the Naval Medical Supplemental Fund Society Bill, tho Salmon
Fisheries BiU, and the Dealers in Old Metals Bill, were con-
sidered and agreed to.

Friday.—Spain and Morocco.—In answer to Mr. Griffith.
Lord Palmerston detailed the causes which had prevented
the Emperor of Morocco from paying the indemnity due to
Spain, and had thereby led to the lengthened occupation of
Tetuan. Her Majesty's Government were endeavouring by
their good offices to bring about an amicable settlement.
Convocation.—\n answer to Mr. IT. 8eymour, Sir G. Grey said
that Government had no knowledge of the proceedings of the
Convocation of York, in regard to the 20th Canon. Nothing
could be done until the two provinces make a representation
to the Crown. No application had been made from Ireland.
The Strike.—In answer to Mr. Ayrton, Sir G. Lewis said that
as the men considered the employment of Sappers on the

m m .
barracks at Chelsea an interference on the part of the Govern- lishiug a spacious thoroughfare 1 een West :cr Bridge
ment in the strugg\e now m. he had given notice that and Blackfriars Bridge, by mc < of an embankment and
from the 1st of September this assistance should be with- ' roadway; an<i that the new thoroughfare thus created should
drawn.—Mr. Ewart moved a series of resolutions relating be continued on eastward from Blackfriars Bridge by a new
to the Busine** of the House, but st the suggestion of Sir G. street, ace Ung to the line formerly 1 rid down by Mr. Bun*
Grey, the motion was ultimately withdrawn. ing, the City's architect, from the west end of Karl Street

across Cannon Street, to the Man-ion House. Without such

a street no relief whatever would be given to the crowded
thoroughfares of Ludgate Hill, St. Paul's Churchyard, and

petde. The line of embankment at Westminster would

coincide with tho terrace of the Houses of Parliament, and

a thonce to Blackfiiars Bridge would uearly follow the line

Id down for the corporation of the City of London in 1S41 by

Mr. Walker, Captain Bullock. Mr. Senders, and Mr. Leach.

The general level oi th»; ni.bankment and road would be 4 feet

above Trinity high water. The road would commence at

Westminster by a asy descent opposite the clock tower, aud

be continued on, 100 feet in width, to the eastern boundary of

the Temple Gardens ; from this point tho road W3uld be

reduced to 70 feet in width, and carried on a viaduct supported

by piers of masonrv, rising to the level of Black friars Bridge,

so constructed as to leave a breadth of water for the con-

venience of the City gas-works and the adjoining wharves of

about 70 or 80 feet. Tho spaces between the piers under the

•ecending road would be left available for barges to lie, and afford

easy access to the water between this structure and the wharves.

From Westminster Bridge to the tern boundary of the

Temple Gardens the embankment—sustained by a river wall—

would be solid in its whole breadth ; which breadth opposite

Richmond Terrace would be 220 feet from the existing river

wall At Hungerford it would be 320 feet from the existing

wharf; at Somerset House about 120 feet : and at the Temple

about 220 feet. The plan accompanying this report sets forth

the entire scheme. WT
ith respect to tho appropriation of the

reclaimed land, we would recommend that so much, of it as

shall bo in front of tho Crown property—which will be about

120 feet in width in its narrowest part—should be laid out in

ornamental gardens for the accommodation of the occupiers of

the houses, and that tho portion in front of tho Temple Gar-

dens, also about 120 feet wide, be placed at the disposal of tho

i be dealt with in a similar manner. The other portions

of the reclaimed laud may either be kept open for the health

and reation of tho public, or bo applied to building purposes.

We propose that communications sh i be m.i with the

intended roadway from Whitehall, opposite the Horse Guards,

and also from some of the streets in the Strand; and

'that a new street should be form passing through

the Savoy to Wellington Street. The frontages on these streets

would offer eligible es for building, »sJ™u|d J^.'lfX fi[
frontage of the new road
so to utilise the ground,
recommend that while economy and utility — - _ n
disposing of the ground should be kept ^^ nienous work
should be made to invest this new and <»™»™™1^£:
with some elements of interest and beauty, l- or tmm
provement of the navigation wo r «««* SSdJETanoSS
Lcr Rhoals between Waterloo and Westminster Bridges aneoia

ittctropolfe ana its 'Vitinit^

Tbe Thames Embankment.—The commissioners

appointed to examine into plans for embanking the

Kiver Thames within the metropolis, so as to "provide

with the greatest efficiency and economy for the relief

of the most crowded streets, by the establishment of a

new and spacious thoroughfare, for the improvement of

the navigation of the river, and which will afford an

opportunity of making the low level sewer without

disturbing the Strand or Fleet Street, and also to

report upon the cost and means of currying the same
into execution," have submitted to her Majesty the

following conclusions and recommendations:

—

u The nature of the inquiry entrusted to us was made known
to the public by advertisement in the newspapers, and more
than 50 designs were presented for our consideration. The
main features of the majority of the plans are an embanked
roadway on the north side of the river, and the formation of

docks with the view to retain all the existing wharves; in

others, railways in addition to the roadway and docks have

been proposed ; whilst in a few, a solid embaukment and road-

way without either docks or railways have been suggested.

Amongst the latter is a plan submitted by Mr. Sheilds, some of

whose suggestions appear to us to afford in a greater degree

than an of the other designs the basis upon which

an efficient and economical scheme may be founded. We
highly appreciate, however, the gjeat engineering skill and
ability that has been displayed in many of those designs

which contemplated the construction of docks and railways.

The wharf property between Westminster Bridge and theTemple
Gardens la for the most part devoted to the coal trade. We
find that great facilities are now afforded for the distribution of

coal by the new system of unshipping in the docks into railway

waggons, and by various depots on the railways in and near

the metropolis. We are of opinion that public convenience

no longer necessitates the continuance either of the coal

or anv other trade in this immediate locality. We, there-

fore, think that it would not bo expedient to construct and
maintain docks for the sake of preserving the existing

harves between the poiuts we have mentioned ; whilst

their removal will greatly simplify the formation of the

embankment and add to the beauty of the river. The wharf
property, however, between the Temple Gardens and Black-

friars Bridge cannot in our opinion be so treated ; and that

eastward of Blackfriars Bridge is so important in a commercial
point of view, that we do not recommend any interference

' with it. Having regard to these and other .considerations, we
' are of opinion that we shall best fulfil your Majesty's instruc-

tions and provide for the requirements of the public by estab-

ffittg fntfiltgcnre.
Bajtc Rate of Discount.—The Hank of Kngland

on rhursday reduced the rate of discount from 6 per
cent., at which it has stood since the 16th Mav, to
o per cent.
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land, making compensations, constructing the embankment
and roadways, and also acquiring the property in the City for

and forming the new Btrcet to the Mansion House at 1,500,000?.

This amount, however, would be reduced should it be thought
right to dispose of any of the reclaimed land on the bank of tha
river for building purposes. Parliament having appropriated the
coal dues to provide for the outlay necessary lor this great work f

it only remains for us to express our opinion as to the means ' of

carrying the same into execution.' Looking at the magnitude
of the work, the important and varied iuteresta, both public

and private, which will be affected, and the urgent necessity

for its early completion, we are of opinion that the control and
management of the undertaking should be entrusted to a
special commission, appointed by your Majesty, in order to

ensure speedy and economical attainment of an object so much
needed by the public, and affording so favourable an oppor-
tunity for the improvement of the river and adornment of the
metropolis. Witness our hands and seals, this 22d day of
July, 1861.—William Ci'BItt, Joshua Jebb, Douglas Galton,
Edward Burstall, Henry A. Hunt, John Robinson-

M'Clkan."

Akother Fiee at London Bridge.—On Thursday
morning another great fire broke out on the premises

of Messrs. Curling at Davis's Wharf running from

|
Tooley Street into Dockhead, near the scene of the

former fire. The flames were not entirely extinguished

at 9 o'clock at night, and the loss of property was very-

large, two of the land-side warehouses, containing, it is

said, nearly 10,000 bales of jute, having been burnt

down, and the adjoining premises of Messrs. Johnson «fc

Co. and Messrs. Raible Brothers having been nearly

destroyed. There are 24 warehouses forming the

wharf, the bulk of the merchandise stowed in them con-

sisting of palm oil, tallow, jute, hemp, hides, provisions,

saltpetre and turpentine, all of which for a time was in

imminent danger. It is believed that the fire was the

work of an incendiary.

The Wesleyan Conference.—The 118th annual

Conference of the Methodist ministers has just been

held at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, when the Rev. John
Kattenbury was elected President, and the Rev. John.

Farrar, Secretary for the year 1861-2. The votes were

as follows:— For President, Rev. John Rattenbury, 145;

Rev. Charles Prest, 122 ; Rev. Dr. Osborn, 5. For

Secretary, Rev. John Farrar, 235; Rev. W. L.

Thornton, 18.

Forgery of a Will.—On Monday Dr. Griffiths

Jones, a hydropathic doctor, was brought up on remand

at Guildhall, charged with forging and uttering what
purported to be the will of Mrs. Sophia Belli*, a lady

who had been under his care as a patient. The prosecu-

tion was directed by the Crown in consequence of what
transpired in the 'probate Court, when the defendant

' sought to prove the will. It was then sworn that the

signature to the will was not in the handwriting of the

deceased lady, and that she was mentally incapable of
acting for herself or of disposing of her property. It

was also ascertained from Dr. Jones himself on cross

examination, that although he had stated on oath that

he obtained his diploma at Aberdeen, he never was at

Aberdeen in his life, and that somebody else obtained

the diploma for him by personating him at that

University, while he was living at Chipping Norton.

After the examination of several witnesses, Alderman
Hale committed the prisoner for trial on the two charges

of forgery and perj ury.

Public Offices Extension.—The work of demo-
lition for the new public offices has been commenced,

and workmen are busily engaged in pulling down the

houses in Duke Street, Charles Street, and Crown
Street, Westminster. This will open a large space of

round south of the present Foreign Office for the new
buildings.

Blackfriars Bridge.—The Bridge House Estates

Committee of the Corporation of London, in conse-

quence of the increasing settlement of the principal

arches of Blackfriars Bridge, recently called upon the

principal engineers in England for designs for a new

bridge, leaving them quite unfettered in their arrange-

ments and designs. Twelve designs, many of them

most elaborately drawn, with details of construction,

were sent in by the following engineers :—Mr. Barlow,

Mr. Brereton, "Mr. Goodchikl, Mr. Brunlecs, Mr. Joseph

Cubitt, ««rs. Bidder and Clarke, Mr. R. W. Mylne

Cjrrandson of the engineer of the present bridge), Mr-

&wler, Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr. G. Beanie, Sir John

Kennie, and Mr. Page, the engineer of Aew West-

minster Bridge, now rapidly approaching its com-

[.MARSHALL. Chief Uatbier.

ro^d 'fflTSKa ireroartV- be thought tu I jjjjj^ of these designs the committee have finally

S ^.however feel «
"*J?a«d I

decided to select the design oi
:
Mr. Page, and have

mi,, ^nnnmv and utility m lajiog out aua
,

inted him fche engineer for its construction.

Alleged Mfrder and SricrDE.—Rumours have

for some days past been circulated in the neighbourhood

-•«- ~ ~~^— .

tpr BrWwi sn0uia ,
of Claphain that Mrs. Amelia Littleton the wife of a

rLf^A-i^ ' Snaui Com,non^d been murdered± her h^anoV
width from the embankmenl ^^^^^J^ftSm It was reported that ' they had been seen near the spot
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*,Vk« Rivor Thames. TUe em-
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bankment and street we have pwpo^JJ Without dUturbing
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nity of making the low level sewer wimu «
committed suicide pending inquiry
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of the death of his wife. The evidence given at the
inquest on the first day (the hody not then having heen
identified), proved that it was fovnl in the Long Pond
about 5 o'clock on the morning of the 22d by a gentle-
man who WHiit Mier* for the purpose of fishing. Two
witnesses deposed tha: they heard cries of murder in the
direction of lira common. Accoiding to the evidence of

a surgeon, there were no marks of violence on the body.
It was elegantly dressed, with several rings on the
fingers, but the flesh having greatly swollen by being in

the water, the rings had to be filed before they could be
removed. An adj« urnment of the inquiry then took
place, and on the following day Mr. Littleton identified

the body as that of his wife, and it was interred on
Saturday, Mr. Littleton following it to tlie grave.
On Monday, on the re-assembiing of the jury, it was
announced that Mr. Littleton had committed suicide
by cutting his throat on the previous afternoon. It
appeared from the evidence of the housekeeper and
other witnesses that there had been a quarrel in the
afternoon of Sunday week, and again at night; and
that Mr. Littleton about midnight called up the house-
keeper and said that her mistress had lelt the house
in a passion, and that he had followed her without
finding which way she had gone. He went out
again to look for her, but could not find her, and
returned at 2 o'clock. A witness deposed to having
seen a man and a woman quarrelling violently under
the trees near the pond, and another witness deposed to
hearing screams of a woman in distress about half-past
12 on the night in question, but there was no proof
that the cries and quarrelling proceeded from the
deceased. It was also proved that Mr. Littleton had
expressed great dread of the adjourned inquest to be
resumed on Monday, and that he committed suicide on
Sunday afternoon by cutting his throat. After a short
consultation, the jury in the case of Mrs. Littleton
returned a verdict that she came to her death by
drowning, but there was no evidence to show how she
got into the water. A subsequent inquest was held on
i;he body of the husband, when the jury returned a
verdict that he destroyed himself while in a state of
temporary derangement.

Patal Affray in New Cavendish Street.—At
Marlborough Street Police Court on Friday Mr. Richard
Austwick Westbroke, solicitor, was charged with causing
the death of Mrs. Cathray, with whom he had been
living for some time at 3, New Cavendish Street. It
appeared from the evidence of the persons present at
the affray that the parties, who were old friends, had
been to the opera with other members of their family,
and that on their return a dispute arose at the supper-
table, when a knife was thrown by the prisoner, which
wounded the deceased lady in the stomach, and soon
afterwards caused her death. The defence was that
the affair was the result of accident, but the magistrate
remanded the case till the coroner's inquest had been
held, accepting bail in one surety for 250Z. At the
inquest on Monday several witnesses were examined
whose evidence was contradictory. The immediate
friends of the parties appeared anxious to show that
the affair was an accident, the knife having slipped
from Mr. Westbroke's hand, as he was throwing it
about, while others deposed that Mr. Westbroke and
deceased were frequently quarrelling, and that the
lormer did not throw the knife as alleged, but had it
in his hand when the blow was struck. The jury after
some deliberation returned a verdict of Manslaughter.
-On Tuesday, Mr. Westbroke was again brought before
the magistrate, when the son of deceased deposed that
the prisoner had a habit of swinging his hands about
Tvhen speaking, and that the conversation had been
going on for about a quarter of an hour before the
accident happened. The magistrate ultimately com-
mitted Mr. Westbroke for trial, but agreed to take two
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Duke of Leinster, proceedinTZ^T
carnage to Newbridge, therfcp I ,^
hatch, where he was met W thrift*Swere waiting to convey hisWn\**Carton. Shortly after his3 P»i.

. of Wales's M^\tFon the Prince of Wales's
demesne.
nooth College and mozi'oHZ^l^
own were illuminated, and by K*
habitants a grand display of ITZ^tlSunday morning the Prince atwJ*
in t ip n«»;.i, „i r. - "tended

fc*

in the parish church of
Majmootfc,

K
news of his presence attract f°!I he sermon was preached by the 1U 8?the rector of the parish. IC ** *
Highness visited Maynooth £C*«.carriage accompanied by the Marcll*dare, Mrs. Colonel White, and ££'i
party attending his> Roval Hui ^ I
Duke of Leinste*r, the jfi^fr 1

curry, Lord William Fitzgerald r
Colonel Keppel, Colonel While, Mr H*Mr. Blacker, the Rev. Mr. K^J fr*Otho Fitzgerald. The carriages o2:7

w

Highness and the ladies who acZS*
driven up to the principal entranceofZ,
he was received by Archbishop Coll
diately recognised by the Prince as having
the Irish College at Rome, the Very R«• iT.
President, and the Very Rev. Dr. Whii
President. The Prince was then conducted^]
through every part of the establishing

fl
arrangements of which he expressed himself*
Among those who had the honour of beiajr.

to his Royal Highness was Dr. O'Kelk^j
medical attendant to the hospital for morlj
century. This being the long vacation tin

students in the college. Having conrtat,

leave of the Archbishop, the President, rik^
President, the Prince returned to Cart*

number of the nobility and gentry of tie a
country were invited to meet his Royal

dinner. The president of the college, the

parish, and the parish priest were

honoured with invitations. The Prince

Currngh on Monday. ^^^
The Galway Conteact.—The report of fcl

Committee on the Atlantic (Galway) Mi

^robmctaL
Ta?^r"r-~A

c
severe thunderstorm visited theEast R.d.njr on Satarday. At E.,k, a villa- tW

5 lilTu"*
t0Wn

'
a man named Patrick a

g
„d threeot his children were ona»^ri ;„ „ «.u i__ , . .

ee

They sought refuge from the rain under a wide-

spreading tree, where the whole party were struck by

lightning. The man and two of the children were
killed on the spot. The third child was stunned, and
lay in a state of insensibility for some time. On
recovering her senses she crawled on her hands and

knees to a neighbouring house and informed the

inmates of what had happened. An inquest was held

on Tuesday, when a verdict of u Accidental death"
was returned.

Chelmsfoed.—The sentence of death passed at the

recent assizes on 3\'Iartha Weaver for the murder of a

neighbour's child at Danbury, by strangling it with a

shawl, has been respited during her Majesty's pleasure.

It is understood that the sentence will be commuted
to penal servitude for life.

Dewsbtjry.—At the Petty Sessions last week Alfred
Shepley, labourer, of Koberttown, near this town, was
charged with brutally kicking his child, a girl not six years
old, on Saturday, the 20th ult., whereby he had caused
a wound which had entirely penetrated the left cheek.
The child was brought into court by its mother, and it

was evident to all that it had suffered from gross ill-

usage for a length of time. Its face was bound up
with linen cloth, and the appearance of the little

sufferer was that of a child not three years old, it being
much stunted in growth. The evidence showed that
Shepley went home on the afternoon of the 20th ult., in

a state of partial intoxication, and seeing the child
playing on the floor of the kitchen, deliberately kicked
it on the face with his iron-shod boot. The mother,
who was in the house at the time, hastened to the child,
and having rescued it from her husband endeavoured to
stanch the blood which flowed copiously from the
wound, but being unable to do so she took it to a
neighbouring surgeon, who found its left cheek entirely
cut through, and on examining the body ascertained
that both its right arm and left thigh had been broken
and crippled in consequence of having never received
surgical attention. A police-sergeant said the child
was the offspring of the prisoner and his wife, but it

had been born before their marriage. The prisoner had
often ill-treated it, and had caused the injuries not only
to its arm and tjiigh, but to its cheek, though the
former had been done some time since. The child did
not weigh more than 181b. There was proof to show,
if necessary, that it had been grossly neglected by its

mother also. The mother, who behaved in a very v^-mu^.v,-..,.,,^—
I

flippant and unfeeling manner in court, was severely pany contract has been published. It jutfe**
censured by the Bench ; and her husband, the prisoner, master-General in putting an end to the

who pleaded "Guilty" to the charge against him, was ' -1 --•<»* * -

committed to the Wakefield House of Correction for
six calendar months with hard labour, and ordered, at
the expiration of that term, to find sureties for his good
behaviour for another six months.
Exetee.—At the sessions on Friday, Mr. William

Dawton, paper manufacturer, of Erwick, was charged
with defrauding the revenue by altering the writing on
pertain parcels of paper, and introducing other paper
into them not charged with duty. The indictment
contained 11 counts, charging frauds to the amount of
18,800£. Defendant pleaded guilty to the first count,
under which it had been agreed by the Inland Revenue
to accept a judgment for 1400Z.
Liyebpool.—At the borough police-court, on Friday,

Captain Wilson of the American ship Express and
Severn was brought up for final examination on a
charge of having caused the death of a man named
Henderson, who acted as steward on board one of the
vessels commanded by the prisoner. It was proved
that deceased had been cruelly beat and kicked by the
prisoner while he was suffering from disease, and that
his death was accelerated in consequence. The defence
was that the man died from yellow fever. The magis-
trate said there were undoubtedly discrepancies in the
evidence, but lie should leave the case to a jury, and
commit the prisoner for trial at the assizes on a charge
of murder. The case of a seaman named John Evans
was then brought forward, when several witnesses
deposed that Evans was so brutally abused by the
captainfor his steering, that he said frequently he
would jump overboard, and one evening, on the 13th
April, when it came to his turn to go to the wheel, he
was missing, and was never afterwards seen. It'was
stated that there were several other charges of violence
against Captain Wilson, but the magistrate said there

J™ ?° ™*essity to hear any further evidence.
Captain Wilson was then formally committed for trial
Winchestee.—The Crown Prince and Princess of

Prussia and the Princess Alice paid a visit to this city
on Saturday afternoon, and, after a full inspection of
the Cathedral, drove to St. Cross Hospital, where they
partook of the time-honoured hospitality there tendered
to travellers, in the shape of bread and cheese and ale.—A committee, consisting of Viscount Eversley Vice-
Chancellor Sir W. Page Wood, Sir William Heathcote

%?k JK* 5 £ w
-
Awdry

'
Barfc

" Mr- Sclatej!
tfootn, M.P., and other gentlemen, have reported upon
the best form of testimonial to be raised to the memory
of the late wardens of Winchester College, Thev

ground of inefficiency, but recommeiidifrapr

favourable consideration in case it shoal.***

re-establish a postal communicationkk*6**
of Ireland and America. Thisreconi--.'/vM

partly on a belief that the company ffcfc*

of a fleet of efficient steamships in to *
present year, and partly on the cooiWj 11

"misfortunes " they have hitherto encoa»

Midland Circuit: Derby.— The Bk&*'v'iM
Smith was indicted for the wilful murder of MJ»

|

Smith, at Ilkeston, on the 1-t of May last

"J"
disputes between father and son, caused V»
habits of the latter, who had held conversation-

persons previous to this occurrence, S" ^?^
templated his father's untimely death, and uojj'

as to the property he would himself acquire>mm*

dying intestate. On the night in q^tiMMJJy
and shortly afterwards his brothers who bafl£
the sound of a pistol shot, and on ruDniD? o^j
their father lying on the ground quite deMJJ*

the head, which it was next to imp^ff^j
inflicted on himself. The pistol with whicn _^
as well as the powder and shot, wer

®J n^m
purchased by the prisoner a few days ^JL-j 1 4

The jury after a short deliberation,
reran.-.

Guilty, and Mr. Justice Willes hf^f.W
proceeded to pass sentence of Death. \

aJ^
the sentence by making a long "^"JLj,
innocence, after which he turned to tne Cj^^i
the seats behind him, and told themtaw » -

by imprisonment if nis ljoruamK "V-fab
sentence. When he was silent his *« ^
there was no wish to add to the misery %*

. fc . Thev
recommend the restoration of the tower of the college
to be called " The Tower of the Two Wardens." '

Tite Prince of Wales in Ireland.—On Saturday
the Fnnce of Wales, accompanied bv General Rnu»P —~ ~- -^ - —me *«•* *z,
Mr, Bruce, and Colonel Keppel, pa& 7*£ to ttS aZE^^3ES5»'*1-

in part the cause of his death, and was
i

wjJW v^
by imprisonment if his Lordship tnoug^ ^j*

wmcn ne was placed, but tne ^"'•^'T'J^^bfc
that of a guiltless man, who grieved

I ^***
but the bravado of one whose conscjoj" ^
thoughts which had ended in his M^Md
him that there was no hope, his ^«BWl5
the sentence of death. Ltncoln.—r/f^icte

dfort

Ann Wilson, a married woman, ^^Jw-^m
der of her three children. The Pn^°*'

9bep«*!*I
during her husband's absence from noro ^dnJJ
dren into a cistern of water, *h^:Jto)i0fi+%
she said, was in order that they mignWF f tb# *J
up to suffer from the contaminate" ^ &v*
satisfactorily proved that the prison ,

religious mania. The jury there* n>
^

^

ground of insanitv and she was oraer

ment during her .Majesty's pie*3"™- ^lk*n *fy
Home Circuit: Maidstone.—^-^ • bou*i t

charged with setting fire to » d*^V«r

showed that the prisoner's fc£er
n?t hat **»*

thatched house at Stourmouth, an"^ t0 tVW^M

bed the house was set fire to ana
tbreate^#r

the previous day the prisoner na« ^ndW^
account of his father reproving n'^-jeS » 'jjL-
in the public-house. The jury recu^*^
Mr. Justice Blackburn directed *B*C

\al0e **^A?\
be recorded against him, but at tu

d ^ iM^T^
tions that the state of his mind? flotneOgJi^,
that a report should be made ^In^r*^&Z
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word
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noticed at the time

- *m ' -?v*™ and they were now established by the
fjonncial News, and tney

defenco set up for the
r ^e

JSS iiTwtoes-i were died in support of
,

rSto bis lordship* direction the jury returned a

. SffwS" on the ground of ^^mty and the
of 3»t <»«OT * "

Kft , * in safe custody during her
ordered

-rt^^cbarired with attempting to administer five

40, ws» tu»-b
Sarah Liversedge, a widow,

rf 8tiycbum« to **
at Sheffield, on the 27th

1

*?* He "IE? found Guilty and sentenced to
.» *"*« H

imalP servitude for life. The Attempted

* ** J" «BEh.-£o*. «***» 30 private in the
,

•^M^areed with sh-oting Sergeant Jilliam
WooT %7-J'^wSiment with intent to murder him, at

A-tto , of the «me regimen ^^ been im_

&£**.&J. <* tho^cant tor ill-

2TwS and 01 being discharged from prison hfl

thTsJwant's room while he was taking tea with his

S?hun in the neck with a rifle bullet. The

conveved to the hospital, where he remained

„«at daWr, but gradually recovered and is

wife, eldest daughter and co-heir of Charles Brandon, Duko of
Suffolk, by Mary, Queen Dowager of Franco, and daughter of
King Henry VII. He was bom in 1707, and married, in 181i»,

Lady Mary Campbell, second sister of the present Marquis of
Breadalbane, by whom he has surviving issue the Marquis of
Chandos, and Lady Anne, born in 1S20, and married to Mr.
W. H. Gore Langton. The Duchess obtained a legal separation
from the Duke in 1850. The late Duke was educated under a
private tutor, and subsequently pursued his studies at Oxford.
After be had attained his majority he was electe 1 for Bucking-

DEATH<.-0n the 1 nit. at Solihull, Warwickshire,
Fkkdkkick James Pkrckval, Esq., second son of the late Right
Hon. Spencer Perceval, aged 03—84th ult, at Colev Park, Read-
ing, Lady Waller, wife ol Sir Thomas Watrkk Waller, Bart.
28th ult, at Baldovan House, Dundee, the Lady Jane Ooii.vy—
24th ult, in Beaumont Street, Elizabeth, relict of the l.ue Rear-
Admiral William Fisher— 20th ult. atLlandulass.Kurih Wales,
Major-General John Lawrie, H.M.'s Madras Army, ago! 69

—

23d ult, at Apsley House, Frances Dale, widow of the late

j juuulu - •— — v.^ B j

Colonel C. Hervly Smith, of Apsley House, nearWoburn, Beds,
hamshire in the Conservative "interest. To his strenuous aged 7S—27th ult, at ;;, Norfolk Square, Hyde Park, Johanna
opposition to the Reform Bill the country owes the "Chandos Martina (Van Renen). wife of the Hon. Joseph Barry, Esq.,

clause," which extends the country franchise to tenancies of M L.C., Cape of Good nope—30th May. at St. Helena, Harriet,

50l ; and he shared with the late Duke of Richmond the the wife of W. Wilde, Esq., Chief Justice of the colony—

honour of having been the chief advocate of the agricultural

interest. In 1S36, his lordship, as Marquis of Chandos,
obtained a select committee of the House of Commons "for
the consideration of the grievances and depressed state of the
agriculturists." He remained an active member of the Com-
mons until the death of his father in 1839. On the late Sir

Robert Peel taking office in 1841 he was appointed Lord Privy

Seal, and held that office until the dissension in the Cabinet on

t . __, . Esq ,,

of'tho Council of the Island of Grenada—24th ult, at Rams-
gate, Robert Denby Woodifield, of 24, Connaught Square,

London, late Inspector General of her Majesty's Customs,

aged 74—22d ult, after a few days' illness, James Neynoe
Vivian Willyams, Esq., a magistrate for the county of Corn-

wall, and late a Lieutenant in the Royal Miners Artillery,

eldest son of Humphry Willyams, Esq., of Carnanton. in the

the question of the repeal of the com laws, when the Earl of same county, aged 3S—29th ult, at Whitburn AVest House, m

itrfrt*^nt of Death
Burglary.

a

Tkampton,

viokax
w.m chargea witu uuigmiy, tt^u^i Fl*ia*^

„, the dwe:iing-hou»e of George Storey, and steal

^:aanrxt iiAffl. some bottles of spirits, anc

Harqa,
igainst

Fibiwell or Madame Grist.— Seven years ago,

on the 7tli of August, 1854, Madame Grisi took a

liberate farewell of the London public, but in spite

of her decaying powers she subsequently returned to

He iceoe of* her former triumphs, and has since con-

tintied to be the prima donna of the Royal Italian

Opera. Last week she took her final farewell of the

public in two of her greatest characters—the

in "Norma,*' and Valentina, in" the Hngue-
oto"—and on Wednesday she had a "farewell

totival" in the great Handel Orchestra of the Crystal

Palace, in which about 300 of the principal performers

now in London, led by Mr. Costa in person, took part.

flke Bang on this occasion with Signor Mario and
Madame Didiee, the duets " Un tenero cofe," from
Donizetti, and * Ebben a te ferisci," from Rossini,

and the aria, * mio Fernando/' from " La Favorita."

Aa art* received with great enthusiasm by thousands
of tiiitore, and retired amidst the most tumultuous

\

portmg*
GOODWOOD RACES.

Ti7BK)ay.—Th. ctn Stakes. Lord Portsmouth'd Buccaneer
MMMto, ia«V\«. do Gbantillv. and .5 others—The Grat-

V». Mr. Merry's Starlight beat Kfiight of St. Patrick,
Stanley, Jingling Johnny, and Lady, Blanche.—The

Laraxt Stukti. Mr. Merry's Express beat Peignoir, Tarragona,
and 3 others.— tifiy Pounds added to a Sueepstalcs. Baron
NiTiere's Shingle beat Sir Philip and Diadem.—The Stewards'
ft*. Mr. 3(urphy's Croagh Patrick beat Man-at-Arms, Knight
«f8t Patrick, and 42 others. Won cleverly by a neck, 31 an-
kt-lrmi aew-nd by half a length from Knight of St. Patrick.

a« Sun fourth,. Cosmopolite and Sir "William fifth and sixth,
itwgide, Lava and La Vapeur finishing the next two.—The

***mkts. Mr. Alexander's Lorelei beat Hubert, Coalition,

JJJJtfners.—Sweeps. Mr. E. Hall's Seclusion beat Gazelle,

«25*n(* Ellerton.—£ic«»*. Mr. A. Nichol's The Wizard
w«*»a over.

fJ^aSbAY-—p°st Sweep*. Lord Stamford's Adrasta beat

;"JlHawthorn and Conspiracy.—The JIurstbourne Stakes.
•^aattmford's Bertha beat Lorelei, Ace of Clubs, and Gorse.

«p Plate. Mr. W. S. Crawfurd's Winton beat Wombat,
— ajd " others.—The Goodwood Derbv. Mr. T. Parr's

JJ"«no«t Snapshot,—The Goodwooi S'ahs. Lord Coven-
JCUO Dent S+OI-lrn T>~!1 J n -i.1 T1-. .-. Tirnin'.nti-

Derby (ti.en Lord Stanley) also left the Administration. Soon
after he quitted office, the incumbrances which had been
weighing on the family estates for three generations reached
their climax, and the mansion and estates at Stowe, with all

the priceless heirlooms which had been accumulating through
many generations, was scattered to the wind under the

auctioneer's hammer, and the Duke of Buckingham found

himself stripped ot his heritage, the owner of little more than

the titles of his ancestors. After this disaster he entirely

withdrew from public life. He was made a Knight of the

Garter in 1842, having previously in 1835 been created by the

late King William IV. a Knight Grand Cross of the Hanoverian

Guelphic Order. He was also a Vice-Lieutenant of the county

of Bucks, and Colonel of the Bucks Yeomanry Cavalry. He
was the author of " Memoirs of the Courts and Cabinets of

George III.," and was engaged on another work of the same
historical character, when he was seized by his fatal illness.

His Grace is succeeded in the family honours by his only son,

Richard Plantagenet Campbell, Marquis of Chandos, who was
born in 1823, and married in 1851 the only daughter of Mr.

Robert Harvey, of Langley Park, Bucks. The present Peer

was from February to December, 1852, a Lord of the Treasury

in the Earl of Derby's Government, and was for a period Keeper

of the Privy Seal to the Prince of Wales and Special Deputy
Warden of the Stannaries, and has held the post of chairman

of the London and North-Western Railway since 1853. Ho
represented Buckingham in Parliament from February, 1846,

to April, 1857.

Admiral the Hon. Sir Fleetwood Broughton Reynolds
Pellew died at Marseilles on Monday last, in his 70th year.

He was the second son of the first Viscount Exmouth by the

second daughter of Mr. James Frowd. and was born in 17S9.

Entering the navy at an early age, he was engaged at the

destruction of the Dutch naval force in the Indian seas, and
continued to serve on the East India station till the reduction

of Java in 1811, especially distinguishing himself at Samanep,
in the Batavia Roads, and near Samarang. In 1813 he assisted

at the capture of a French convoy in Porto d'Anzo. He served

from 1818 to 1822 on the Mediterranean station. In 1852 he
was appointed to command the Indian station, but was
recalled in 1854, and became an Admiral of the Blue in 1858.

aged

24th ult, 'at 20, Grosvenor Street, Grosveuor Square, from
accidental injuries by tire, Elizabeth, wife of Bernard
Edward Brodhi rst. Esq., aged 32—2fith ult. at Brighton, the

Rev. John Heni.v Young, rector of Kirby M allory. Leicester-

shire, aged 41—25th ult, at >, Randolph Road. Maida Hill

West, Anna Maria TaSR, relict of the late Cornelius Tree, and
mother of Mrs. BradahftW, Mrs. Charles Kean, and Mrs. Chap-
man, aged 90.

JWavk cts

the demand,
new Apples

COVENT GARDEN, Aug. 3.

Both Vegetables and Fruit continue equal to

Apricots. Figs, and excellent Greengage Plums,

and Pears, still come from the Continent. West India Pines

may also be had in gr«at abundance. Peas are plentiful and

cheap. Grapes are abundant. Of Strawberries the supply is

now rapidly decreasing, and the same may be said of Cherries.

Broad Beans, young Carrots, and new Potatoes may be had

in quantity. Of the latter, many samples are, however, dis-

eased. Prices for them are 10s. a ton lower than last week.

Cucumbers are coming in plentifully. Cut flowers chiefly

consist of Orchids, Lily of the Valley, Pelargoniums, Violets,

Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 3s to 5s Currants, p. £ sieve, 5s

Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5s Gooseberries, do., 5s

Strawberries, p. pun., 6d to Is Pears, per doz.. Is to Is 6d

Melons, each, Is to 4s Apples, per doz., 6d to Is

Peaches, per doz., 10s to 15s Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

Nectarines, do., 6s to 12s

Apricots, do., Is to 3s

Cherries, English, p.lb.,6dt Is
VEGETABLES.

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d
French Beans, p. pun,9d to ls6d

Green Peas, p. quart. Is to Is 6d
Broad Beans, p. bush, 3s6dto4s

^^, _«. - Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

In recognition of his services he was created a Companion of Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 80s

the Bath in 1815. and a Knight Commander of the Guelphic — per lb., Id to 4d

Order in 1836. He was twice married, first in 1816 to the only — — per cwt., 4 s to 8s

daughter of the late Sir Godfrey Webster, who died in 1849; Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d

aud secondly, in 1851, to the daughter of the late Comte
Elouard de Slelfort, from whom he was divorced in 1S55. He
was appointed Naval Aide-de-Camp to the Queen in 1842.

The Hon. Colonel Mannering Onslow, son of the late Earl

Onslow and brother of the present earl, died at his residence,

Woodbridge, near Guildford, on Tuesday night. He served in

the Scots Fusilier Guards in several engagements in Egypt
under Sir Ralph Abercrombie, and in the Peninsular war. He
was born in 1779, and was consequently in his 82d year.

Major-General Swinburne died on the 27th ult. at Upton,

near Southampton, in his 73d year. He served at the siege of

Copenhagen and the campaign of 1808 in Portugal, and was

wounded in the head on the ie*reat to Vigo. He was in the

campaigns of the Peninsula until -1S12, including the battles of

Coa, Fuentes d'Onor, Sabugal, Busaco, Torres Vedras, the

subsequent advance in pursuit of Massena, and the actions of

Pombal and Redinha, where he was wounded. He subse-

quently joined the Duke of Wellington's army at Brussels, and

was present at the capture of Paris, and remained with the

army of occupation until the end of 1818. He had received

the war medal and two clasps.

Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

— •-• tr~t t '
—

Carrots, new, do.. Is to Is 3d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2a

i
Cucumbers, each, 6d to 9d
Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is to Is 6d
Artichokes, each, 4d to 6d

Beet, per doz.. Is Cd to 6s

Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s6d
Onions, p. £ sieve, 4s 6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 3s to 7s ]

Rhubarb, p. bundle, 6d to 9d
Tomatoes, p. doz. , 4s to 6s

Shallots, per lb. , Is 6d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. doz., 3s to 4s

Horseltadish,p.bun.,ls»>dto4s
Mushrooms, p. pott. , Zs3dtols6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 6s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Thirty-six Truss
Smith field, Thursday, Aug. 1.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s

Superior do. (old) . . 83 100
Inferior do 36 50
New do 50 SO
Rowen •. — —

Whitechapel, Thursday, Aug. 1.

Clover
New Clover .

.

Do. second cut
Straw ... ...

90stol20s

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.

Very inferior .

.

Prime New Hay
Straw M —

..Hi0stol05s
80 90• •

• • 7S
40 40

.. 30 40
Davis & Co.

..115s to 123aFine old Clover
Inferior do .

.

Fine 2d cut .

.

Inferior do — —
Fine New Clover „ 80 100

.. 80

..100

95
105

all «0r* ^T
rd Ailesbury's c. beat Vinegar Hill, Conqueror,

•wtouiers -The Findon Stakes. Mr. Naytor's Caterer beat

I.T3 Alvediston, and 12 others. The Cowdray Stakes.
r. i. Hughes s Trovatore beat Diana, Gaberdine, and 6 others.

Flat^ Mrs. Osbaldeston's Camerino beat Maggiore,

Dli^«,1r' «
lia» and 12 others.—Sioeeps. Lord Stamford's

•^JJJTOM walked over.

b6rtwSi*
T'"'T

ie Racin9 Stakes. Mr. Payne's Copernicus

tS" niTd Year of the Ninth Bentinck Memorial

HnTi^r£:i]eiihviTy's Plumper beat Roeisa, Ebony, Ellen,

BUTTER MARKET.—Aug. 2.

Best Fresh Butter . . .. 14s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 12s. ,, ,,

Pork. 4s. 4d. to 5s. Od. per 8 lba.

BRITISH WOOLS.—Londok. Friday, Aug. 2.

xu^otateof our trade continues buoyant, the fine harvest

weather imparting confidence to all holders of wool.

U*

uJfl- Exeter's Knight of St. Patrick beat Caniermo

^™J? Ailesbury's c—Sweeps. Lord Stanford's Malta

klitTH.*t- e G<>odv>ood Cup. Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Starke

WirJiT^' Pt«mist, and 6 others. Won by a head

w • ttT
e,eatin8 Optimist by three lengths for the second

Doir
^^ky » bad fourth; Mon Etoile fifth, Wallace

'

ftnT •

" next
- and Royallieu and Lady Ciifden the two

lL
4 minutes 50 seconds.—The Molecombe Stakes.

S * Ace of Clubs beat Villette, Master Fenton,

<j^£f
»• Des Vceux's f.—The Chichester Handicap

JjT^J^ristie's Spicebox beat Asteroid, Gibraltar,

_ — IItJ Z*16 First Year of the Eleventh Bentinck Memorial

h** ClTde-' £JrTatt
'

s Bertha beat Margery, Otho, Deceptive,

** J«lT#SJ ^r
' W " S - Crawfurd's b. f—The Sussex Stakes.

*»IDay 4fi!'r ,

rtl11 walked over. „ , _ ,

bwt '7JX,
E«*ric Telegraph) -Nassau Stakes. Parda-

£*#*£?'' Lady Chesterfield, and Vapour.-Duke of

*«*£?« Audrey beat Furious and Black Lily.—A ur-

South-down Hog- s. d.

gets., mm .. •- to

Half-bred ditto.. 1 5 —
Down Ewes . . 1 4 —
Kent Fleeces .-1 5

1

1

1

d.

5

6
5

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins 1

Flannel Wool . 1

Blanket ditto ..

3
4

6

to 1

1

1
1

4
5
5
5

sad

BIRTHS.—On the 25th ult, at Sudbury Rectory, Derbyshire,

the Hon. Mrs. Anson, wife of- the Rev. Frederick Anson, of a

son-26th ult, at Abbot's Moss, Cheshire, the Hon. Mrs. Chol-

mondeley, of a daughter—19th Juue, at Madras, Lady Bittle-

ston wife of Sir Adam Bittleston, of a daughter—29th ult, at

Surbiton, the wife of Rear-Admiral Nias, C. B., of a daughter—

6rh June, at Madras, the wife of Colo; iel Htbkrt Marshall,

Military Secretary to the Government, of a daughter— 25th ult

at 19, Gloucester Crescent North, Hyde Park, the wife of

Lieutenant-Colonel C. A. Orr, Madras Engineers, prematurely,

of a son, stillborn. ..,„,.., , t> ..

MARRIAGES.—On the 27th ult, at St. Mary's, Bryanston

Square, the Earl of Mexborough, to Agnes Louisa Elizabeth

youngest daughter of the late John Raphael, Bsq.—30th

ult, at St. George's, Hanover Square, Lord Augustus H. C.

HeV.vey, second son of the Marquis of Bristol, to Mariana,

youngest daughter of the late H. P. Hodnett, Esq., and widow

of Ashton Benyon, Esq., 63d Regt., of Stetchworth Park—2, th

ult at St. James's Church, William, eldest son of William

Bernard Ha.court, Esq., and Diece ,o the Ma^n,, ^Ha^ure I ^ $,£&?%?$. ,*«£&•£
Malting, 24s.- ships at marker.

Colonial Wool Sales.—These sales continue to go oflf fully as

well, and thero is a talk of shortening the sales a week, unle*

the prices should improve.

COAL MARKET.—July 31.

Craghead Steam, 15s. ; Basting's Hartley, 17s. Od. ; Tan field

Moor?13s. 3d. ; Wylam, 15s. 6d. ; Walls End Byron, 18s. 6<L ,

Walls End Braddyls Hetton, 18s 9d. ; *aUa End Durham,

i\;« • Walls End Hetton, 20s.; Walls End Ruaael's Hetton,

Lord Boston—18th ult,

at George's, Hanover Square, Major the Hon R

Biv^H and 5 others.-,S»€eps. Pupil won.—Qu**
uac heat 3 others.

over Square, Robert

t^ . ©Intuarin
^OttitW °P BrcnWHUM, KG, died on the e^hult. at

fi* GiW ^P7
"

11 H°tcl, in his 64th year, after a short dlnesa.

CfcndW' R 'chard Plantagenet Temple-Nugent- Brydges-
^^•^renvi]ie> Duke and Marquia of Buckingham and

°«Sto ft «.

tSrl Temple of Stowe, and Viscount and Baron

aWJr ?r Kent, in the peerage of the United Kingdom. Earl

afCiL™ Ireland, and co-heir with the Marquis Townshcnd
* BL*r,n7 of B°uchier. was the only child of the first Duke
|^r««ngham, by Lady Anne Eliza Brydges. daughter and^oi th© third and last Duke of Chandos, and sole repre-^^ e of Henry Grey, Duke of Suffolk, and of Frances hit

Malcolm, Esq., M.P., to trie lion

daughter of the Jtight. Hon
over

Church. Eaton Square WiuMJ'»« ^/fifiS.«
John- Slade, Bart , to Cecilia Looiaa,

CHARUBDrs Voacx. Bart., and P^^^.. ^nxr9f ,w»-«
cheater-26th uit, at St. Oeorga'a, Hanowsq^

.

TEKP.ST Rick .xts, Esq.,^J^l^TESEm of JoiW
Bart, to Amelia Hklw,

.

eldej
;^^ SSof the R.ght

teuart. T3m.. of Dal«uise Perth-hire^ndmew hw
Hon. Lord fiibank-24th ult. at tb^lSTfiSal Dmgo<»na
Manchester, Capt. Richard Moi*2SS5 rT.; andnephew
aldaat son of the late H,n. Capt M2fcTf5laT Louisa, eldest

f the present Viscount Molesworth, tc>* *
of Whal|ey

daughter of Charles A^ ^ * Stew*| . A^rew., Church,
Dam/e. near Manchester—24th t.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday-, July 29.

«• t. « «,„«!, i-nrpr mmniv of Beasts than for some time

., Hand counties.
d s d

Kelso, James Hekrv, eldest son
^Jstadent nf Christ Churct

at 1 ,ff. in the county of ^rth and^^nt ^
Oxford, to Elizabeth Mart ^HaM^y^,^ in ihe
William Scott Kerr, Esq., of Cha ^""V Kent, Thomas

Bast Soots, Here-

fords Ac. •• *

Beat Short-horns 4

Id quality Beasts S

Best Downs and
Half-hreds .. . •

8 U>4
6—4
6 — 4

to
to5

10
8
('

Beet Long
Do. Shorn
Ewes* 2d quality

Do 8hom • 4

Lambs .. •• 6
Culvea -.8
PilfS ..8

S d s d
.. to ..

4 10 — S

• *

4

I

6

4
I
4
4

S

8

Eaq., of Chiselhurst
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«r£ rL7.J? y supplied with Sheep, and choice qualities

Sentffnt
y
ThTS
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°£ ^ ful1 rates

' Lambs *-<* Calves are

ftranlJi demand is small, and prices are low. OurS? S
T?^

y CO?1StS °f
,
420 Beasts

'
^7S0 SheeP> and 411

*5 Cahres
n^mber of Milch Cows is 90. From Ireland,

Best Scots, Here-
fords, <bc. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Dd. Shorn . . 5

5 to 5 10
6 — 4 8

4 — 4

5 4

Best Long-wools .

Do. Shorn
Ewes& 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs .

.

Calves
Pigs

. . to .

.

4 10 — 5 2

• #

5
3'" 7U,U •• o u — o * trigs

Beasts, 1160: Sheep & Lambs. 12,140 ; Calves, 631

4

6
6

4
5
4
4

8
10
6

8
Pigs, 13 0.

50—55
34—50
26—32

Red ....

Red....

Red ....

Malting

.

Malting

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Feed ..

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.
Per sack

s. 8.

46—60
50—65

MARK LANE.—Monday, July 29

trln?*? I??
only ^ limited supply of Wheat from Essex andKent to this morning's market. The weather being fine thetrade assumed a more quiet tone, sales being slowlv effected at

5f oo?
S

i
u,7er

l
cie8

- The imports of foreign Wheat were
«f«= qjs-. out there was only a retail inquiry at previous

l * u J*
arley for gTiuding purposes maintained its value,

n?f« «?
a
o
a
?.?

was
_
not £y *n7 means large. The arrivals ofOats were So87 quarters from abroad, and the trade remained

brisk, fully last week's quotations being readily obtainable.Beans and Peas were unaltered in value. The floating cargotrade remains quiet, but holders are firm, there being still aninquiry for the Continent.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. White
** — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavera _..,—

, Norfolk _, _— Foreign '///
Barley, grind. & dist., 26s to27sV. Chev.— Foreign . .grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Iffeh , Potato— Foreign • . . Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign..WW. '. '.

'.

"

" \
" ."!.*."!!

Beans, Mazagan. . . .37s to 40s. . . . Tick— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
J lour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto— Foreign per barrel

1 3. 0.

46—63
50—76
51-67

40—74
36—40
27—30
20—24
26—28
26—2S
20—23
35—37

40—43

42—52
34—37
40—42

34—36
33—36

20—24
20—24
19—21

WA2s 1ED, a married MAN, with good address, to
attend Customers, to put up Orders in a Small Seed

and Nursery Business, and to make himself generally useful in
Growing a small Collection of Greenhouse Plants.—Apply by
letter to Messrs. Pamplin & Son, Nurserymen, Lea "Bridge
Road, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

ANTED, a GARDENER.—He must reside in a
Cottage on the Premises, be a good Mower, and make

himself generally useful. A married man without family pre-
ferred—Apply to T. J. C., Mercury Office, Hertford.

ANTED, a WORKING GARDENER without
incumbrance, who can Milk. Wife to attend to Poultry

and Laundry.—F. W., Post Office, Battle.

TTTANTED, CLERKS.—Two Young Men, ages from
V 23 to 2S, who have been accustomed to the Seed Trade

;

one to keep a set of Stock Books, the other to write letters
from dictation. It is indispensable they should be good penmen.
—Apply by letter only, J. G. Waite, 181, High Holborn,
London, W.C.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, in a gentleman's
family, a strong active GIRL, about 25, who thoroughly

understands the Dairy and care of Poultry. A person brought
up m a Farm House would suit. Good wages given to a com
petent person.—Apply to Mrs. Littledale, at Scarlet's, two
miles from the Twyford Station, Great Western Railway.

"

:
:

40—43

38—39
35—3S

34—50
43—58

JFriday. Aug. 2.
The weather since the 26th ult. has continued to bear theWfflecbincterM f late ; the heat has increased, but less rain
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he Wheat trade in the principal ports of the
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Arrivals from July 29 to Aug. 2.
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.

Irish * • • t
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.

3190 qrs.

»>

42500

160 qrs.
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1000 „

Oats.

30
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32750

qrs
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WANT PLACES.-Ietters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, single ; understands
«.« _

Foi
£
mS Fruits

> Flowers, and Vegetable, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardening.—A. B., Collett's Library, Sunbury, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, married, thoroughly practical).—J. Smith, at Bromley Palace, will be disengaged on
the 12th of August.—3, Park Place, near Bromley, Kent, S.E.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, married, one

child ; practical ; is leaving from his employer giving up
his establishment.—H. H., Oak Hill Nursery, Surbiton, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; undej-
stands Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Early and Late

Forcing ; also Land and Stock. Three years' good character —
A. B. P., 18, High Street, Hampstead. N.W.

r^ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child;
v^ thoroughly experienced in every branch of Gardening

;

has also a practical knowledge of Ground Work. First-class
references.—

T

he Gardener, Enderby, near Leicester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26; has a good prac-
tical knowledge of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers,

Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—A. B., Mr. Little,
Nurseryman, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 43, married ; thoroughly
understands his profession in all its branches; also

Meadow Land and Stock. Two years' character and good
references.-S.M., Mr. Collett, Stationer, Sunbury, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; has a
thorough knowledge of his profession. Can ManageLand to any extent. Testimonials are of the highest order

A. W., Elliven Cottage, New Road, Old Brentford, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married, one child;
good practical knowledge of Gardening in general. Three

years' character.— F. Willgress, Heath Lane Lodge, Twicken-
ham, Middlesex, S. W.

GARDENER (Head, indooors or out).—Age 23,
single; has a thorough practical knowledge of his

profession. Character will bear the strictest investigation.—
A. L., Mr. Higgins, 2, Capland Street, Lisson Grove, N.W.

ARDENER (Head), or FLOWER GARDENER.
—Age 33, single ; competent to undertake the above in

all its branches. Leaving present situation to better himself—
C. A., Post Office, Witney, Oxon.

GARDENER,
. understands Flower* aTd K^F"

G

a

Married, noinc,1II!bni,--« and Kitchen ĜEarly Forcing „*«£

!^«__ir^^
J
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' UD<i«fc
and Cattle. Iix yeaKod^h^^jS
Nurseryman, Eghjm̂ _Sun^f^

aracter-^
-

^«^____^i3?F

^___ ___^ lirSPS
ARDENER -- Has had gooa exp^Forcing of all kinds of Fruits •

theS?Kitchen and Flower Gardens • the L? ^*«%
of Hothouses and Hot-waTer Ap^XT^Hgood character from the employe?W_£_&** «>

__?^t_n_HajL_neM8tockEor^ M^^Z
GARDENER (Married).-lTBrwr^ *

service to a gentleman whe may reqIL?* 1petent to take the charge of a Lari G_£
l

_5_Flowers, and Vegetables are required^J

S

and 111 constant succession throughout the voT_*desirous to obtain a good sphere of action forth7_2_experience Character and testimonials"22D.B..Mr. Veitch's. Exotic Nursery^jgglg^
QARDENER(SingmL^I^
^ m a large Establishment). -Single; voum 2industrious. Can have a good character from PSs_?—J. K., The Moat, Charing, near Ashford. Kent.

ARDENER (UNDEB).-Age 197hTh*_
experience in Kitchen and Flower Garden

W

&c-.—S. H., Mr. T. Charms, Seedsman and FloSS
btreet, Exeter.

^""*

QARDENER (UNDER).-Age 21; has wml
y>J Garden for a number of yean, and wo_l—
situation where Forcing is done. Two years' use

character.—H. F., Post Office, Staines, Middlesex

IMPROVER.—Age 22; has been under a
enced Gardener between 2 and 3 years. Good

W. Evans, Bodorgan Gardens, Anglesea.

•

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, 4c

FOREMAN, or GENERAL MANAGEi-fr
roughly experienced. Good references.-!. X,Jfcl»

man, Newington Butts, London, 8.

FOREMAN oe PROPAGATOR.-^*
acquainted with the Propagation of Roa>WJ*i

Good references.—J. West, Mr. Vertegan'sNi
Birmingham. y
NURSERY FOREMAN or P1H

Has a thorougft practical knowledge of fc'JJf
of Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, Conifen, Bo«k-U
Oan/eners' Chronicle Office.

GENERAL PLANT PROPAGATOR.-*
experienced person. TT«««r/umHnn*bIe refu*^

given.-

1C10 8kB.

___________ . 134120 brls.
Jjiverpool Tuesday, July 30.~This morning's market was

percental ™ InJ «
&y f°r fine sorts

'
and an ^vance of Id.

Hour Sad TbXr ?n
W
?
fe Prri0u

^7 80 much depressed.

Indian Corn w_;^M?Ulry
'
hn
} COuld nofc be called dearer.

checked b^mSsOats
r S^n 1

?
08 f 6d"-Per qr" which

Beani Y», ™1a I
Uats and 0atmeal without alteration

perqr dea?et bX^TK^ V™*™* ***• Peas fully 6d.

request^ \tte%r?^l±^ attended
'

Wheat in ***
prices, oat TaSd Oatmeal Ln^n^ 8teady demand ** full

Corn mostly held for in adv^JL ^a™ °PT firmer
' ******

offered. "* advauc®. -»d sound parcels not fully

Vheat/T

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; is a good
Grower of Pines, Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, Peaches

&c. ; also understands Early and Late Forcing, and the
Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Good references.—B. W. t Messrs. Lee's. Nurserymen, Hammersmith, S.W.

AROENER (Head).—Age 36, married; has a
good practical experience in all branches of his profession

with General Forcing and Plant Growing. Unexceptionable
reference for character and ability.—C, Murch's News Office
Norwood, S.

W. C, 16, Waterloo Street, Hammersmith.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

ANAGER, &c—A Person of considenJJ

ence in Farming, Building, Draining, flirt*J
I

and Thinning of Plantations, Sale of Timber, *&,*g

Managing a large Landed Property. J
he

.
ra(

zJJJ_r
references, and security if required.—M, bam*"

Office, W.C.

M

y~~££ZZ™l _™ Six Weeks Atewoes.

52 8

6.
1
July 13.

!July

Three Comities L__ a8ylu_
; near Arla

W Bedfordshire.

The. duties to comm^J:^-
a
5?_

1
* f?

04^'harden Ground.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; has had ex-
tensive experience in Early and Late Forcing, Floral and

Kitchen Gardens ; in fact, is conversant with the various
branches required for the judicious Management of a Garden
Can have the best testimonials.—S. R., Messrs. J. Weeks &
Co., King's Ropd, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 37, married, small
incumbrance

; is a thorough practical and experienced
working Gardener; has good taste for the Decoration ofFlower Gardens and Pleasure Grounds, together with the

^Sfff^ffcgN$«"-*•*» Mr
-
SheDton

>
HendonPark

/^VARDENER (Head, to any nobleman or gentleman)V^ Age 29 married, no incumbrance ; has a thorough prac-
tical kuowledge of the Cultivation of Fruits of all kinds, andthe Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower andKitchen Gardens. ^ single-handed place accepted. Can behighly recommended from his present emnlover —F t
5, Park Place, Sheet Street. Windsor.

P y ** l >

f_1
ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 34, murri^i~r^^.

V_^
I

brance
; has had great practical experience in all branches

of the profession. Disengaged in consequence of very exten
sive gardens being broken up which were famous as a Forcinc
Establishment. Excellent reference as to character and abili-
lities from late employer, whom he served four years.—-E M

"

Mr. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W
-

'

ARDENER (Head). - Age 34, "iD^rTedTlia's
served as Head Gardener many years, and has trained athorough knowledge of Horticulture in all its modern branches •

is particularly well versed in Pine and Grape culture and hashad great experience in carrying out every description of new\\ork connected with the Pleasure and Kitchen Gardens with
the Erection and Heating of Horticultural Buildings on thebest scentiac principles. Can be highly recommended -!
Mr. RxJiMSERa^Elsepham, near Bishopstortford.

GARDENER (Working HiI5)^ Prizeman in
Botany of the Society of Arts Examinations, 1861 Six '

years Head Gardener at Carshalton House. « A most likilfu'l (

^rCa^LnV H°°ker-THE GA~
*
CaL^|

STEWARD ob BAILIFF.-Middle k

great experience in the Management ofAiw ,

ture Land, Purchasing and Selling of Stock, 1WJ-
&c. Wife would take charge of Dairy or n^.
monials of the highest character.—W., ^essa.

Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, W. ^~*

LAND STEWARD or BAILIFF toji^jj

gentleman.—Age 37, married; ^}fj^[i
ence in the Management of Draining anVSfHn*rf*
Rearing, Feeding. Buying and Selling :

w
Stock ; also Machinery and Repairing^^ ^ pr\

Unexceptionable references as to c

C. H., Post Office, Edenbridge, Kent —
-DAILIFF.-A Scotchman of th(J*Q
-L> experience in the Management oftne

and Rearing Stock, the Modern System
J*
m

Machinery, Farm Book-keeping and *" p^
tionable references.—L. M., Bedford JNm»;

Hill. N.W. ——i^1*^

BAILIFF.— Age 40, marr
i
ed?JJU^

wishes for a re-engagement. Is ^^Je^rJ
the most modern style of Farming, a gooarj^ 9^
of Stock, and a good Accountant.—1>. o., ^^,
Office, W.C. ^"
FARM BAILIFF (at or before f$p*£

Age 40, experienced; comPjTh H^rv^JfV
Management of a Farm ; used to botn

jj^
^^t,

Unexceptionable references.—X. x. 4-t

East Dereham, Norfolk.

TO WHOLESALE SEEDSMr*
aged 21, of several

cedents, and all the requisii

ment in a London Warel
The Royal Nursery, Slough

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Erta*
'fj/Pfa

MASTEH CARPENTERJ^Vfi^i,
Used to Farm Buildings,

Labovrrers Haf^{j

A

Used to Farm liuiiaings, ^-- ,^g *""#*,
acquainted with Horticultural ^Js ftg^S-
Water, &c. Unexceptionable test™«"*&W?>
Builders, &C.-A. B. C, I>0, Cjû ^eaVj^U^-^^

J ODGE KEEPER to a Oentle^, «
,

ijg

J_J wishing to retire from service* chgrtC
wr° -»*

g'

standing. Wishes for some ixnv- ^ hleS
.

object to assist occasionally in the a*

Buckingham.
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Government Security Life Policies.

Tur CONSOLS ASSOCIATION
" E « Strand, London, W.C.
«j, jv. Security of Consols for its Policies.

1* {TSSToV re'turns to Insurers Ox Demand at any time,

JwSTone-Half of all Premiums Paid.
M
*lflflCnritT for Money with a liberal Rate of Interest.

„"L_,«mm si larpe Cauital. subscribed bv*—oebtion possesses a large Capital, subscribed by

Hundred of Shareholders.

information may be obtained on application to
information xn

T
>
H0MA8 H Baylis, Managing Director.

C/rTKE USE TRIAL.—H. S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-

\ L ifcurcb Street, E.C. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell choice

TEAS &om the chert, « imported, at wholesale prices

pu«gL warahowe and no shop—small profits and small

55" of Price8 ft"00 ^ application. Orders by post with

or reference punctually attended to.

SA t'1'fi.-L E A AND P E K KINS
be* to caation the Public against Spurious Imitations of

wood •renowi 1ed
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should

As* for LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs to bo
"THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE."

•/Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors,

Worcester : Meters Crosse & Blackwell, London, &c, &c.,

and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

BdQot

rpHE BEST SHOW of IRON BEDSTEADS in
_L the KINGDOM is WILLIAM S. BURTON'S.—He has
FOUR RGE ROOMS de%'oted to the exclusive show of

Iron and 1Jrass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate

BrVVwff and Bed Hangings. Portable Folding Bedsteads,
from Hi. ; Patent Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints
end patent sacking from 14*. 6d. ; and Cots, from 15*. 6d. each ;

_nda_Dc Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads, in great
nriety, from 2L 13*. Gd. to 20/.

TEA URNS, of London Make only.—The largest
assortment of London made Tea Urns in the world (in

etadtng all the recent novelties, many of which are registered),

_ on ttle at William 3. Burton's, from 30*. to 6L

PAPIER-MACHE and IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
—•ortnient of Tea-Trays and Waiters wholly unpro-

•satnted, whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.
% *wonl Papier- Macho" Trays, per set of 3, from 20*. Qd. to 10 gs.
"^

ditto ,, 13*. Od. to 4 gs.

ditto . . . . . . • . „ 7*. 6d.

•thic Waiters, Cakeand Bread Baskets, equally low.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-
KISHInG IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

kid gratia, and free by post. It contains upwards of 500
(wfeatioos of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and
jjactro Plated, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods,
jJMfa ' Water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble
ffcfcam.i u'.u . KV-'-v^n ffctnercs, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays,
Una, and Ket*U s Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware.
Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room and
Cabinet Furniture, &c, with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the
JO large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W. 1, 1a, 2, 3,
and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and 1,
Newman Mewg. London.

Br. de Jongh's
LCKkioht of the Order of Leopold of Belgium)

1GHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
tk* U5crib*<i by tne most eminent Medical Men throughout

rwla'S the 8afest
» speediest, and most effectual remedy for

^CWwumptiox, Chronic Bronchitis, Asthma, Coughs,
2*W*ATi*jf, Gout, General Debility, Diseases of the Skin,
Kam, Infantile Wasting, and all Scrofulous Affections.

Is incomparably superior to every other variety.

fc-rrr-vrr,,.
8*MCT MEDICAL OPINIONS.

_» a5!P * MARSH. Bart., M.D., Physician in Ordinary

Lw r*r?
e
l
n in Ireland.—" I consider Dr. de Jongh's Cod

jrooil to bo a very pure on> nofc Uk
.

tQ creafce disgust aud

Sn? a?ent of 8reat value-

lni.1 u ILLE- F.R.S.—"Dr. Granville has found that
• •« Jonghs Light Brown Cod Liver Oil produces the
Tr.tfect 1Q » shorter time than other kinds, and that it

not cause the nausea and indigestion too often consequentU* administration of the Pale Oil"

M* tw
N
J
CE

t
3TKR

»
F-R-S—" I deem the Cod Liver Oil sold

SLVx i
0ngh'

li guarantee to be preferable to any other
-^"regards genuineness and medicinal efficacy."

cfim»tSR ,

VVCE
'
Physician to H.R.H. the Duke of Saxe-

jf^iani Gotha.—<«l invariably prescribe Dr. de Jongh's
™F«erence to any other, feeling assured that I an^recom-

ti?
11

*?
ne article

» and not a manufactured compound,
we efficacy of this invaluable medicine is destroyed."

t*—*lftiw°?
*

9 Li°ht Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in^ labelUl"
pm^' 2'' **• '> Pints, 4*. 9d. ;

quarts, 9*. ;
capsuled

«»aa«i»fr_.WltQ hls stamp and signature, without which
*°"«bly be genuine, by respectable Chemists.

Axaa» tx Sole Consignees:
*» «AiiFoRD, & Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

action -beware of Proposed Substitutions,

doctors

^ !——-——™^»^^____—_^^^^_ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has*T
__ teen, during 25 years, emphatically sanctioned by the '

Medical Profession, and universally accepted by the Public, as
the best Remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
Headache, Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient for
delicate constitutions, more especially for Ladies and Children.
Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup, it forms an
agreeable Effervescing Draught, in which its Aperient qualities
are much increased. During Hot Seasons and in Hot Climates,
the regular use of this simple and elegant remedy has be
found highly beneficial.
Manufactured (with the utmost attention to strength and

purity) by Dinneford & Co., 172, New Bond Street,
London, W. ; and sold by all respectable Chemists throughout
the Empire.

Now Readv, Part I. of

THE USEFUL PLANTS of GREAT BRITAIN.
Illustrated by John E. Sowerby, Described by C. P.

Jon nson. To be completed in 12 Parts, Coloured, at 3*. per Part.
John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth, 8. ; and Messrs.

Kent & Co., 23, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Now Ready, with Coloured Frontispiece, fcp. tjvo, price 2*. Qd,
cloth.

IN-DOOR PLANTS, and How to Grow Them for the
Drawing-room, Balcony, and Greenhouse : containing clear

Instructions by which Ladies may obtain at a small expense a
constant supply of Flowers. By E. A. Ma ling.

Smith, Elder, & Co., 65, Cornhill, E.C.

T I QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCX
now published.

Contents :

—

I. De Quincey and his Works.
II. Montalembert's Monks of the West.

III. Translators of Virgil.
IV. Maine on Ancient Law.
V. Scottish Character.

VI. Russia on the Amoor.
VII. Cavour.
VIII. Democracy on its Trial.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Murray's Handbooks for^the Continent

The following are Now Ready.

HANDBOOK — TRAVEL-TALK, tn English,
French, Italian, and German. ISmo, 3*. Qd.

HANDBOOK—THE RHINE, from Switzerland
to Holland, the Black Forest, Vosges, Haardt, Odkn-
wald, Eifel, Moselle, <fcc. By .E. Baedeker. Map
and Plans. Post 8vo, 4*. 6d.

HANDBOOK — NORTH GERMANY. Holland,
Belgium, Prussia, and the Rhine to Switzerland.
Map. Post 8vo, 10*.

HANDBOOK—SOUTH GERMANY. The Tyrol,
Bavaria, Austria, Salzburg, Styria, Hungary, and
the Danube from Ulm to the Black Sea. Map. Post
8vo. 10*.

HANDBOOK — SWITZERLAND. The Alps of
Savoy and Piedmont. A New and thoroughly Revised
Edition. Maps. Post 8vo, 9*.

HANDBOOK— FB A XCE. Normandy, Brittany,
the French Alps, Dauphine, Provence, and the
Pyrenees. New and Revised Edition. Maps. Post 8vo, 10*.

HANDBOOK — SPAIN. Andalusia, Grenada,
Madrid, &c. With a Supplement of Inns and Railways,
1861. Maps. Two Vols. Post 8vo, 30*.

HANDBOOK—PORTUGAL. Lisbon, &c. Map.
Post 8vo. 9*.

HANDBOOK—NORTH ITALY. Piedmont, Nice,
Lombardy, Venice, Parma, Modena, and Romagna.
Maps. Post 8vo, 12s.

HANDBOOK—CENTRAL ITALY. Ltjcca, Tuscany,
^ Florence, the Makches and the Patrimony of St.

mm Peter. Maps. Post 8vo, 10*.

HANDBOOK — ROME and its
Map. Post 8vo, §*.

HANDBOOK — SOUTH ITALY. Two SrciLiFP,

Naples, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Vesuvius, Abruzzi, &c.
Maps. Post Svo, 10*.

HANDBOOK—GREECE. The Ionian Islands,
Albania, Thessaly, and Macedonia. Maps. Post Svo, 1 5*

#

HANDBOOK—EGYPr. The Nile, Alexandria,
Cairo, and Thebes. Map. Post Svo, 15*.

HANDBOOK—SYRIA, PALESTINE. Sinai, Edom,
Syrian Desert, <fcc. Maps. Two Vols, Post Svo, 24*.

HANDBOOK—INDIA. Bombay and Madras. Map.
Two Vols. Post 8vo, 24*.

HANDBOOK — DENMARK, NORWAY and
SWEDEN, and ICELAND. Maps. Post Svo, 15*.

HANDBOOK—RUSSIA. St. Petersburg, Moscow,
Finland, &c. Maps. Post 8vo, 12*.J

John Mirray. Albemarle Street, W.

ilctog of tjbc SHctK.
Parliament was prorogued on Tuesday by

commission. The Queen's Speech announced

that her Majesty's relations with foreign Towers

are friendly and satisfactory, and expressed the

hope that there is no danger of any disturbance of

the peace of Europe. It alluded to the union of

the greater .part of the Italian peninsula under

the monarchy of Kzvo Victor Emmanuel, and

expressed an earnest wish, that the affairs of that

country may be settled in the manner best suited

to the welfare and happiness of the Italian people

.

It briefly stated that " the dissensions which arose,

some months ago, in the United States of North

America, have, unfortunately, assumed the

character of open war," and while lamenting this

calamitous result, declared her Majesty's de-

termination, in common with the other Powers of

Europe, to preserve a strict neutrality between

the contending parties. After announcing

the restoration of order and tranquillity

in Syria, and the withdrawal of the

French troops, it noticed with satisfaction the

rapid improvement in the internal condition of

India, and the progress which has been made

towards equalising the revenue and expenditure in

that part of the empire. It thanked the House of

Commons for the liberal supplies granted for the

public service, notwithstanding the sensible reduc-

tion of taxes which has been effected during the

AME. BOOK

<* Haalth fa v * octors an.* their drugs, by studying the laws

prH^aV1 ..r
a
/
Ure--Invalids cannot too carefully avoid pills,

*aSE »,i;.
e Drops," "concocted" for gam. and other

•*mZZ2!?lcl*"- as they all contain mineral poisons which

**^»^T*t* fibr<* or coating of the stomach, and thus

l5£j„
W9,tacl« of °«w daily sustenance. The Advertiser

^*«Winced inr»i^w« k,,*- „««;»<* in n.r.cordance with the

|?SSff27 ^era7hasrb7:; GodTB"l"es8fng." been restored
"-^ZL* ? gfrength

; and with sympathy for like sufferers

*-y» of Cure will be sent on receipt of name, address, and

«f
ajnvelope.-_.V(Wrea8 Capt. Charles, 3, James Cottage,

iTT-L^!Der8mi,h
' London, W. „A^ AFFLlCtEI) WITH WEAK EYES mav

*ATPR^L k^nt relief by using Dr. Warner's ETb
C| j

whi<* removes all inflammation arising from COld.

4i2i TLf^titutionai caueea.—Sold in bottles, 2*. 9d. and

W ?»* °* H^wnay, Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, O x ford Street,

WfliiS a
J

i
RDa

» 8t Paul's Churchyard, E.C. ; Hooper, King™^.Street. Citv. E.C. and all Chemist*. Of whom may
had,

VT The Sportsman's Daily Register of Game killed, and how
disposed of, with Weekly, Monthly, and Annual Totals.

Octwo Edition, price 2*. Qd. Double, 5*. Quarto size, 65.

Double, 10s. Extra Large 4to, 16 X 13, Half-bound, 21#. Free

by Post.

B. W. Gardiner &, Son, Princes Street, Cavendish Square,

LondonJ_W_:

VERSCHAFFEL/FS ILLUSTRATION HOKTI-
COLE.—The 7th Number for 1861 is now ready, and con-

taias the following Coloured Plates :
—

1, Rhyncosia albo- nitens I 3, Astrophyton myriostigma

2, Erythrina Marie Bellanger | 4, Coleus Verschaffeltn

A Specimen Number can be obtained Free by writing to the

Editor, Ambroise Verschaffblt, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.

Price 14«. 6d. per year (or 12 Numbers), forwarded Free.

Price One Shilling,

A FEW HINTS ow the CO> PRUCTIOX and
MANAGEMENT or ORCHARD HOUSE*. I*y J- R-

I^mdci : Hall, Virtue, & Co Paternoster Row, I

«,* \rna <>«.<, tt,-i_— Jr \fr.«ri— r.r.v. 6. Leadennai treac,

Quantity, Quality, a-d Cheapnes

"^2_y_&s_»_a

r^ iega' bums, and scalds, and bites of insects,

ormfienunation is invaluable. In bottles, 1*. 1W. a

commences in this Nambcr. _ rt
—. . Cf«-* F C

London : Wabi. * L.«JB8L
»ta«*JtrMt- _£

*hU day. irfc^Onam."'- B-rd».

TEST akd EAKNE8T; on. The I^blak Pirns*

Thisd price ?#., ornaweotal
coven

"f
»-*£»S_r:

lwi_M£ SfiiartKS aa

session. It expressed her -Iajesty's deep grati-

Ucatiou at the devoted patriotism, which, continues

to animate the Volunteers, and her admiration of

ENVIRONS- J their rapid progress in discipline and military

efficiency. It then alluded to the principal

measures of the Session, and stated that her
Majesty had given her cordial assent to the

Act allotting the forfeited seats of Sudbury

and St. Albans, to the Act for the Amend-
ment of the Law of Bankruptcy and Insol-

vency, the Acts for consolidating the Criminal

Law and promoting the revision of the Statute

Law, the Acts relating to India, the Act

for the Improvement of Harbours and for relieving

Merchant Shipping from Passing Tolls, the Act
relating to the Relief and Removal of the Poor,

and the Act for facilitating arrangements

connected with the Drainage of Land. The Speech

expressed her Majest's heartfelt satisfac-

tion at the spirit of loyalty, order, and obedience

to the law, which prevails throughout all her

dominions, and her hope that^by wise legislation,

and a just administration of the law, the continu-

ance of this happy state of things will be secured.

It concluded with a fervent prayer that the

blessing of Almighty God may attend the exertions

of Parliament and guide them to the attainment

of the objects of her Majest's constant solicitude

—the welfare and happiness of her people.

Parliament was then formally prorogued to Ttteeday

the 22nd of October.

In the House of Lords on Monday, on the

motion of th Earl of »OT*~, an address to

the Crown, praying for an inquiry into the employ-

ment of women and young persons in trades and

manufactures not already regulated hf law, was

agreed to. On Tuesday, in answer to the Marquis

of Clamp ARPE, Lord Stan letch ALOfnuar «aid

that though the Committee had reported that the

Government were justified in rescind™* the

Galway contract, t) re prepared, in the «*ent

of the Atlantic Mail Company being next ye«r m
a condition to carry out the contract, to give any

proposals they might make the mo* various con-

sideration.

In the Commons on Fridav, in answer to Sir G.

TtawYEH. l**& Palmeb»* exprttKd hit hope

of cloaely
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^it General Ci \Li>rxi ami the Italian Govern- r This address does not differ materially from the first
j

retire from East Somen*:. * g—^=5

tent would succeed in freeine the Neapolitan address. It refutes the imperial rescript, declines Arthur Elton bare announced tk**^
the seat in the Liberal interest/^

menr, would succeed in freeing the Neapolitan

provinces from the revolutionary agents " worse

than brigands " who had been sent across the

frontier with arms and money from Home to dis-

turb the tranquillity of the country and to
11 perpetrate every description of atrocity."

On Tuesday, in answer to Mr. Brady, Lord

Palmerston made a statement similar to that

made in the House of Lords by Lord Stanley of

Alderley, to the effect that when the Atlantic

Mail Company were in a position to show that they

had capital and ships to enable them to renew the

service, the Government would give a favourable

consideration to any application they might make
for a renewal of the contract. In answer to Mr.

Wyld, Lord Palmerstok stated that the Federal

Congress had passed a law empowering the

President of the United States to station ves-

sels off the ports of the Southern States for

the purpose of collecting customs duties upon
foreign merchandise. That proceeding, if carried

out, would he a practical supercession of the

blockade, because customs duties could only be

levied upon the assumption that the ships were to

enter. No official information, however, had yet

been received as to the intentions of the President.

The first 'great battle in America between the

North and South was fought on Sunday the 21st

of July at Bull's Run, about 5 miles from Manassas

Junction, and with the most disastrous results to the

Federal army. On that day, with a view of retriev-

ing the reverse sustained on the 18th by General

Tyler's division
k
the whole army, under General

M'Dowell, advanced on the Confederate position?

and after nine hours' hard fighting succeeded in

oapturing three of the batteries. During these

operations General Beauregard, the Confe-
derate commander, was opportunely reinforced

by General Johnstone with 25,000 men, while
Mr. Jefferson Davis, the President of the

Southern Confederacy, arrived from Richmond,
and took command of the centre in person,
General B v. vxtrt.oabb commanding the right, and
General Johnstone the left wing. The Con-
federate army now assumed the offensive, and
advancing upon the Federal army on all points,

drove them in disorder from the field. The
Federal troops were completely panic-stricken, and
fled tumultously towards Washington, notwith-
standing the utmost efforts of General M'Dowell
to rally them at Centreville and Fairfax Court
House. The Confederates pursued them as far as

Fairfax and captured the whole of the Federal
artillery of rifled cannon, with large quantities of
other arms. The loss on each side is widely esti-

mated at between 2000 and 4000. The repulse had
created a deep sensation at "Washington and New
York. The New York press and the Union
Defence Committee attribute the disaster to the
incapacity of the Cabinet, and General Scott
has admitted that he was forced into battle
contrary to his judgment and before he was pre-
pared. General M'Dowell has been superseded
by General M'Clellan, who recently distin-
guished himself by his operations against the
Secessionists in Western Virginia. An additional
army of 80,000 men has been voted, and Congress
and the people of the North have declared their
readiness to make any sacrifice of men and money
for the purpose of retrieving the dis-race of this
defeat. The latest news states that the War
Department has received information that the
Confederates are advancing to attack Harper's
Ferry, and that an attack on Washington is
apprehended.

The Knre or Sweden and Fringe Oscar
naye arrived at St. Cloud this week on a visit to
the Emperob. It is now announced that the visit
of the Krxo of Pet^a to the camp at Chalons
will not take place, but that an interview between
his Majesty and the Emperor will take place at
Straaburg on the 6th October. The Minister of
the Kingdom of Italy was officially received by
the Emperor on Thursday.
A despatch from Pesth announces that in the

to send deputies to the Council of the Empire,

declares that the Diet must cease to transact any

Parliamentary business, and concludes by stating

that further negotiations are broken off. The

Croatian and Sclavonian Diet has resolved not to

send representatives to the Council of the Empire.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Osborne. On Thursday

the 1st, the Queen, Prince Consort, and the Royal

Family passed the day in complete retirement,

in consequence of the solemn event which took

place privately at Frogmore. On Friday the Arch-

duke and Archduchess Maximilian of Austria arrived

from London on a visit to her Majesty. The Judge-
Advocate-Genenil had an audience of the Queen.
In the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort drove
out, accompanied hy the Archduke and Archduchess
Maximilian, the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia,

Princess Alice, and Princess Helena. On Saturday
afternoon the Queen, Prince Consort, Princess Louisa,

and the Royal visitors drove out. On Sunday morning
the Queen, Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and
Princess of Prussia, Princesses Alice, Helena, and
Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold, attended
Divine service at Osborne. The Rev. G. Prothero
officiated. On Monday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Archduke and
Archduchess Maximilian, the Crown Prince and Princess

of Prussia, Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,

embarked in the Fairy and steamed towards Cowes.
1 ler Majesty afterwards held a Privy Council, at which
the Royal Speech, on closing the Session of Parlia-

ment, was submitted and approved. His Excellency

M. Musurus, the Turkish Ambassador, had an audience,

and delivered his credentials. Mr. Roundell Palmer,

Solicitor-General, was presented to the Queen at an
audience, and received from the Queen the honour of

knighthood. Lord Palmerston, Earl Russell, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer and Earl Granville had
audiences of the Queen. In the afternoon the Arch-
duke and Archduchess Maximilian left Osborne for

Worthing on a visit to the ex-Queen of the French. The
Prince Consort and the Crown Prince of Prussia accom-
panied their Imperial Highnesses to Portsmouth, where
they visited the forts. Her Majesty, accompanied by
the Crown Princess, Princess Alice, and Prince Leopold,
crossed over in the Fairy at a quarter before 6, and met
the Prince Consort at Portsmouth. The Royal party
returned to Osborne about 8 o'clock. On Tuesday
morning the Prince Consort, with the Crown Prince
and Princess of Prussia, Prince Arthur and Prince
Leopold, embarked in the Royal yacht Victoria and
Albert for Portland. In the afternoon, the Queen,
accompanied by the Princesses Alice, Helena, and
Beatrice, Prince William and Princess Charlotte of!
Prussia, embarked in the Fairy, and steamed towards
the Needles, to meet the Prince Consort and the
Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia on their return.
In the evening the Princess Charles and Princess Anne
of Hesse arrived from the Continent on a visit to her
Majesty. On Wednesday the Queen and Prince Con-
sort, accompanied by the Crown Prince and Princess of
Prussia, Princess Charles and Princess Anne of Hesse,
Princess Alice, and Princess Helena, drove out. On
Thursday morning the Prince Consort and the Crown
Prince of Prussia went to !the camp at Aldershott,
and were present at a review of the troops, return-
ing to Osborne in the evening. The Duke of Oporto
arrived on a visit to her Majesty.
Prince Alfred was expected to arrive at Prince

Edward's Island on the 13th of July. The Prince was
to visit Lieutenant-Governor Dundas and Mrs. Dundas
at Government House, where the Countess of Mulgrave
and Lady Ltmra Pbipps had arrived to meet his Royal
Highness.
The Archt>t/k:e a>t> Archduchess Maximilian of

AtjStbia left Claridge's Hotel on Thursday for Belgium.
The Duke of Oporto.—The Portuguese steam

frigate Bartholomew Dias, commanded by his Royal
Highness the Duke of Oporto, arrived at Southampton
on Thursday, for the purpose of conveying to Lisbon
the Prince of Hohenzollern, who is about to marry the
sister of the King of Portugal. In the afternoon the
Duke of Oporto proceeded to Osborne, on a visit to her
Majesty.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury, in Downing Street. Another Council
was held on Monday.
The Peerage.—The Queen has directed letters

Q.C., will be brought forwird by tWi*
Governorship of New Zlujmuj

last evening announces that the^~~
Sir George Grey, K.C.B. (now
Government of New Zealand) to U
Commander-in-Chief of New
pendencies.

New Bishopric tor the S
Some time since a committee, cc«
of Oxford, Lord Robert Cecil,'M.P HrYM.P., Archdeacon Grant, Arehditeoa
Beresford Hope, Mr. Manley HopfcW
Consul-General, the Hon. Dorig»i2<w2
gentlemen, was appointed for tbt«3
sidering a despatch from the _
the King of Hawaii, expressing V»
to receive a mission from the I

headed by a bishop, with a view of
in the Hawaiian islands. The remit _
been the appointment, with the conststiffcA
Canterbury, of the Rev. Thos. Xetrfei
of Queen's College, Cambridge, prinA^
School at Wandsworth, to the HriMaiu Tk
the bishopric will be at Honolulu, t at?

besides its native population, about

American residents. The Frenca
possess a cathedral there, with a bissjotM
the American Congregationalism bm fc
worship. The King oHers, on hisowifcfc

of his subjects ami residents who dent*
ment of the English Kpiscopal Chorta,!*
ment of 200/., with a site for a chord td-m
The authorities of the American Ihnrtk wm
undertaken to select and maintain thre* tip-

assist the bishop, who will also hold tbc tfc<*

to the Crown Prince. The opinion tf tk» *•

of the Crown has removed any apprehesM

»

legality of consecrating the new bishop.

The Church.—The Bishop of Puxsat/

pointed the Rev. Carew Anthony St. J4|

many years rector of St. Mary's,

archdeaconry of Essex, vacant by the

Venerable Hugh Chambres Jones, trap*

Paul's.—The Kev. John Mee, M.A..rfHi

Foreign Bible Society, has been appoint

of Grahamstown, South Africa.

TirE Navy.—Rear-Admiral J. J. ShpWB
appointed Conservator of the Thames.

The Channel Fleet.— Ite; &jj*
division of the Channel fleer, consists/***p

91; Trafalgar, 91; and Hero, 91, r

harbour on Sundav. Kear-Ailaiirsl *^*T
consisting of the Revenge, 89; ^"Jr |^
rion, 80; and Conqueror, 99, anchom*^
Sound on Wednesday afternoon. U^A
The Ikon Clad FiuGATES.-Ctptt*"**;

Cochrane, C.B. has been appointed to tlssj

the Warrior, and Capt. Richard Asis**^

been appointed to command the Def€B*«

hoisted her pennant for the first time *
made her first voyage from Black™ »

She had the assistance of three P**T.
under steam herself, and answer*! her **

as to be always completely in hand,

notwithstanding the very stiong ™J? g
in the river, she proved as mau^>J*^
steamboat, and within two hours *J*\fa
leaving the Victoria Docks was quietlyjy^
anchor a little above Gravesend. A

the river she answered her helm "7^3
though the wheel worked stiff and

**•*»

vet a very few turns did all that ww

Keppel, Sir F. Nicolson, Commodore

modore Eden, who were on board, *«* ^
the perfect ease with which m
times held in hand. The enSlD* i*i
ease which, considering their imm«* ^T
was almost marvellous. Not * fr2k***f
alteration, easing, or even a^J

ns
T7fBf**

whatever. The highest speed at^^

<M

passing Woolwich, when the tide

height, though on the whole slightlvg*

Going at rather less than 50 t*™^**
the rate of 144 knots. At no tim^fJ|l^
was changed from slow ahead to fnl* ~-^
the vibration of the screw more

tit

41 (

4 I

*

r

« »,

tk*

patent to be passed tinder the Great Seal, granting the
dignity of a Baron of the United Kingdom to Vice-
Admiral the Right Hon. Sir Maurice Frederick Fitz-
hardinge Berkeley, G.C.B., and the heirs male of his
body lawfully begotten, by the title of Baron Fitzhar-
dinjre, of the city and county of the city of Bristol—r™ AWM1 auuuuncea mar in thP i,

P^JAME>'TABY MoYEMENTS.-Mr. H. A. Herbert -, _ . ™
ttttinj? of the Lower Hnn«o17! 1 a ,!

has wntten to tbe local PaPer9' contradicting, as armament, with the exception °f£

*anl^r^ without foundation, the rumour that he was strongs on the upper deck, wilier

meriDt nf^ha P^!

&

e X)*et in answer to the recent
I

a^ut to be elevated to the peerage, and that there entirely of solid smooth-boreJ^P ^
mnA LH1 ,

MPER0
.

R was proposed by M. Deak,
|

"o*}& consequently be a vacancy in the representation but it is intended eventually^ »£ fgt0
0m

practically speakinu, either in ***, sf*^
quarter-deck. With a wooden ?*7^r«^L
length and power, the shake of tw^ ^
been excessive, but the iron ^^^j s *f
the Warrior have made it ** ^ll&jT/
that now remains to be done to «* *i*m
way of internal fittings her JWJL f*f%
complete. The outside is }**

. Jfrt~
workmanship, the plates tit tinSj

jt is

ness of a coat of varnish, •»» &
to detect with the eye *bere *£^
After taking in her heavy 8***

kt |it*

Warrior will, early next month, « p^tssrfJ^Lj*

by going round under ste^sa J^ tffrf^?
armament, with the except i« a

1

or ^p**

km

l_

reacriot nf ih* v**™ -« ^ c* ^ mereuenu
|

"^ '«* ^ ue eievaieu to tue peerage, and that there entirely ot solid smoomw -

and ,,«.«•
*jM2R0R was proposed by M. Deak,

|

"™}& consequently be a vacancy in the representation but it is intended eventually to

u uaamn. jualy and enthusiastically adopted.
of the coxmtJ of Kerry.—Sir William Miles is about to 1

100-pounders, except only the

m ^



Ml Ml^] TUB GAIUtf.M'KS' CH II AND AGEKTLTUUAl.

he 4iV|*ound€r Armstrong*.
, Minuter of War

- round from minding that the
the yew Loot) art to be

J

tfct Thames Iroo Work*. If

%,, nuun, Mr. ****** ****• *
Mr.

W.ftirood A. lUillit^

Aw amasuung tnr** more iron fr'S*1**-

to be JO feet Vonger and 15^ inches

mm**-"** 4C0 ftet ^^ bT
Tbeir depth is to be the

tbeir tonnage 6680, *

, nominal. They are to

•h the tame draught of

^ to be entirely coated from stem

of 5| inste»i d M ltu-iir,

^^ZilkML as*** pfUeent arrange 1, ia to be a

*JI^jl-. «f iolid teak. The Admiralty, bow-

tpthem**olvea the right of altei * this

within the neit three months,

'.be thitkiit-sH o( thai if »n to 8{

Mi| «»th the teak altogether, or

nod. In feet, 1

to tee the results of the

a circular oocs of new treaty ia conJsinUly «

wmtian of t
v
.r c oanMBei oi

bled at the depot* formed

Nil 4

countries.

>*\o«T._In the law
for the

of I k-tober,

\ oar. 5 pedal iattraction! have been addremed" bj t he
Minister to the military authorities whose duty it ia to

carry the circular into execution,—Tbt Imperial *}<j*eal

Court of Amiena haa given judgment in the great will

case of the Marquis de Ydlctte. The marquis 1 hi*

large landed property to the Bishop of Moulins, Mgr.
de Ureux Bread, a member of an aristocratic fan

•NT of tho fteeeem \m

otson ofyoung alnsor i durinj. ue month* f Saxony the sew Cavil ( -u was adopted by a
Viwanbii, and I>ecember of the present majority of 62 to 4.

tm n JLiKLam.—The Count of Chamboru arrived at
Wartegg. in the vi< v of Noracbacb, on tbt lat ineU,

itooom}>«nied be hia sinter, the Docbeaa Louisa of Parsnsu

I bear Koyal Highnesses will remain for a abort tAm* m
te nttt .or of > " ; : srrland to confer tbere on lanuly

a: r» with aome membera of their family.

AriTWA.-A ding to recent new a from Corfu the

cloaely allied with the Legitimist party. The vahdiu
of the will waa contested hy the Crown on the ground
that the htehop was in' reality intended to he a

rustee for the Count it Chambord, who, by a

•pedal statute, is incapable of taking t>r«uertjf in

France, The bishop solemnly ptodfed bimenlf tl

lie was not a trustee, and the Tribunal of tbt First

Instance at Clenn led. contrary to the pleading

of the minister, that tbere was no nun
1

it proof of tho

trust. This decision has now been reverend. The

health of the Kmpreas of Austria ia improving daily.

m air of Corfu is said to agree well with ber conetU

tion. Count t'orgach, on *a»uming onto aa Chan*

cellor of Hungary, haa declared to tie Conn ioraof

ie Aulic Court his del 1nation to act according to

the constitution and tbt « i»hee of tbe natio

Hi Mix —In the sitting of »e Lower lloose on
uursdav. the drought of an Address from the

the i. nutm wm prngomi by If. Dunk The demand*

nasal

<

i..a Addreaa do not differ from tbont OOn*»m (
. . n *. «• me rnvuiii <«i m.- rnisi. 1 nis uenunuu nas now euuu leimnuo. me mauc in una auq**ju* «" n™ mum bsubbiw««*'^ « mw *

Mr Kairbelrn's plan of iron only for Appeal Court. :« hn the good faith of the bishop, in the first Address. It refute* the Imperial Rene
a * a • 1 Ate ^ ft n %• i ^1 te x \ 1 I I If* * — ..nnnnnnm *

s

fXj* 10 see bow the target which is now
plana* the Warrior's aide will atat id

it will snort If receire at Sboehurvueas.

<>f these new vessels, whether

or iron only, is to weigh 2,100

of tbe Warrior I ring very

Tbe spar deck U to be of

of, as with our presen t ahipe,

all the lower decks are to be of

and strengthened a rose with

bracee of iron, in tbe usual

tner bows nor stern are to overhang. The

Ie bt sharp snd wedge-shaped, rising straigK

water, like that of the Great Kastcrn. The
ale We eeiU round and almost straight er than

s leaden are required at the Admiralty
I for three such veasels to be

. ana tenders for three more will be

ft is said, in the course of the autumn.

indulgen lmt that the moot

c

Jrorcign
fUXs>-Tns Monit+ur of Sunday publishes a

by M. Itoulnnd. Mimeter for Public

ta tbe bssbope of France, relating to the
af tbe Emperor's fU* 00 tbe 16th inst^

eg is a summary :
—

t%ef hi* Majsaty flrmlv maintain*
V^r%ne*. whleh ojxjneia a ffo*pel

gSjjr ' th« K . and efficaciously

of opinion that tbe t« or mea m to he a ineut ionath«« right* tif th««li«»l ati andtiattsOianorowna,

trustee lor the Count de Ch.vnbord, and that the d< hully d« nea to send deputiei from the ll'-mgarinn

devise U t herrfore void. [t. further d« led that a Dine to list Oeunnil of the Empire,etat «-» tlmi vim Hun*

subs iry devise to M. Alfr.d de M mtreuil. uho pro- garlan Diet tun* .e tranas ng mv Parliansoni v

dueod evidence againet the bishop in the bonn of buaineaa, and declares in conclu- nthat luither iiegotia-

getbing the estate for himself, is also void, as tainted tions are broken od. This Address was unani usly and

with in illegal tnist, and that the ifcht 1. errs are enthinatastsoally adopton. and it was rea Wed to send it

entitled to the property. Tbe Hishop of Monluis and to the Upper Honea, An ordinance from the Minuter

M. Mont 1 were therefo declared trustor*, and con- of Finance orders that, at present and during hsirvejat-

denmedintliecofta.— An elderly woman, named ever time, Hungarian taxpayer* wfco are really i"di. it

near. '
!

» wife o( the Due d'Aumale's valet, was tried on are to be t reatod with

irday before the (our >f Correctsonsl Polioi. r

" intro f
m the ootebruted fiamphlet into France.

It eppear* that *he arrived from Kn gland a few weeks

ago—and the police, having probably had due notice of

her emmet!..!! with sVkUnhattaj Bwawnhwi her UnVnCe
with great mi nTiteuees. (hie of her boxes contain* 1 a

umber of empty jam pots, and in 4 these K»eoj.ies

of the pamphlet were discovered. Madame Gnuvcmc&r
was sentenced to S5f. fine.— Padre Ventura he cele-

br.« 1 Italian orator, died at VeraaiDni on Friday, tn

his G9th year. His funeral tor»k place on Monday, hut

only three or four person* followed him to the grave.

— M. Thier*. «ho has been taking sslt-weter bethe a

P near I> .pe, narrowly escaped a fatal accident

He had left I)i 1 a lioat, with some

cnoffOth) measure! of severity »rc t be en I

p^nhml lolvcnt jht>bm wlm rtfum m pnf the latea,

iaiKSVi 1 a ma.-—Tin Ihoial Wiener Z* n$ of

Wednesday publishes an autograph letter addressed be

the Kniperor the Aulic 'hancellery for Transyl-

vania, ordering the necessary \
nrnls in reference t •

theaasem rig of the Tratttylvnninn I he > be made
Ixl-re the 10th August.

Ji« <ii km 1 a.—On the n ;gh" ftb< . the .lev

quarter oi Prague wee the aoeneof (lieturbances, in \\ inch

< raj p< le were « udod. The Synagogue and
some bou were damnged, and much propirty waa
< .11 ned off. More than 100 persona were arretted. On
the following day no serious di»turbance occurred. T Irw-

inoh only smashed a few windows of the bouses in tin-

members of his family and friends, to take a eail. The immediate 1 iibourhood of the Jews' market. At
io 1 having suddenly risen, the boat, which was light. 10 P.M. the streets were wholly deserted. Of the per-

The Pope, in a
f_l r tha support and tho aeeurity
'adsubtadty there atill remain gTave
bat tbe solution must bs the work
cirrussspect policy. Tbi* sol')' n

Is PmrHaooa XM. BS leaHlv pray that the
,r M*je*tje*, toa*5*i*t them

fcr the peace of nationh, and the
of France."

addressed to the President 1'

.
of the church of tire Confbnilon of

**9**% of tbe Central Jewish I'onsistorv, and of
«•» of the Reformed Churches. 'Hie 'Emperor,

linger of eapi ng, but the steamer from ,
«ons arrested 24 have been lercd 1 trial on tho

New-haven f«*ll in with it, and t wed charges of cutting and wounding, v\t it mg to revolt,

conu.nitltnl acts of vi nee on public authorities, Ax^
and 82 imve boon suuiu^riiy punu»hcd y I jxaUcO
magistrame.
Ckoatia.—The ' 4tian an 1 onian Diet haa

paeolved by :» formal vote not to send any repreeentat 1 \ ce

to tbe Con: 1 of tin

Italy.—The subecr ns to tho National I»an on
tbe irt o( the blic amount -o 900 millions, and will

probably be euhj. to a Ptdnwtlon of 7 per cent. The
I* is said to have declined to els ss Mot

^ hi

m •

M the Prince Imperial arrival at Use

y from FonUinebleau and proceeded
the evening. The Empress left Par

f WOannw for Bani Ilonnes. The King of

nied by Prince ( >*car, landed at ttwrt
inf, and arri?e«l at St. Cloud by special

nnwW sAernoon. The Emperor, attended by the
•f the Crown and his Military Staff,

was in some dat
1 >iepp*» to

it ly into port. M. Thiers has since returned

to Paris.—A new and onespeeled incident baa ariswn in

the Mirei affair. M. Solar, his former partner, wh
was acn 1 hv default to imprisonment for tiv

years, and t 1 a fine 2000f., has appealed from that

, bttt as be did not eppear on I «dav

re the Tribunal his appeal wee dismissed.

M. Caley wee condemned in a fine of 8000f.

>r ha .g par ipated in the distribution of a

dee dividend.- re opening of the French

National Itifl« MnVh took j lace on Sunday at Vhv
;

de M erode on account of his recent quarrel with

ennes. Tlie regimente stationed in the lterior of * •• noral Goyon. Tbe 1 aoomo, who ettended
France each sent 5 of their beet men to comni •

• « mt Cavour in his last shaving been

bon in Paris ench moned to Borne to et plain to ththe priiea, and the re^rimenU in garna^n

sent 100 men. Nornerous first-rate shots an reeent

from " ^rland, <iermany, England, and Help n,

• ,e latter of whom bavealroady eefocially distitfuiabed

SfAty.—The MiliUry Tribunal at Loje ha*

lei 11 ned an ber of other persons to 12 and 15 year*'

»«nHal wne«'s at the gates of the park, where hard lalioar in th for participation

•••gnu. Mie Majesty cordially embraoed the r . nt insnrrertion. The (.tnnwin jourrule s

t r

in ibe

that

he the

ihear. and escorted them to the three poor per*

g1
Wednesday the Kinj? paid a visit to the dealer, and a t

J
" and in the evening accompanied the lodged in priaon

era. In honour e/bJe Majesty's visit

to bold a gran<l review of tlie

and of the garrison of Paris

in the Champ de Mars. Tlie

by way of Cherbourg, where the

aonndron is to aeeemble in a few days,

J
*^ »*»»ew is to take place. The Gloire and two

frigate*, the Normandie and the

another a

the V pe what had taken
psnsje in the |a>1 moments of the Minister, has had an
andien 1 <tg whidi tbe Pope endee re4

from him what had ta The prieat declined to

. nlge the >rifeaeion, on tbe pies - .* such ** <to»

nmunications are never <bvu%ed. < >n tbe foil

day tbe eemfeaeor wae handed over to the H (Bon

1 give an account of bis conduct, and was conf. n

the apartments of tbe In<|uiattion. He was ailerwardf

and on Monday he arrived * 'to on bm
a publ

Onarl

return to Turin. The Court m ft me has dej ed

of having di.tribntwi him of bis beneiee. Tbe TtaUmn

1 roteetant* works and defended Proteetao ines at Mazzinian organ of Milan, j.nhii»hee a circular

Albania, Trigo, Luno, and MaUsnoraa. It - added

that the nanjrlish ai. Granada were liberally ptwvidint

far their want*.

PoRTrGAL.—The Cortes have coiunsenced tbe di«

cussion on tbe budget It is said that Prince Kaj

during his recent visit to Lisbon, proposed to tbe

1' {ueac government to build a line of docks on tbe

.

)+** built at Lorient and " ^ iff ff» l'"k» of tile T*»B»» providing a i mpany .with

1-.

n

ieion of tbe equndron. It it now suflMbn* renftal *>r the pur rmt tlse proposal w*a
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appointment as Governor of the Kingdom of Poland has
arrived at Warsaw, and that M. Wielopolski has in
consequence determined to resign. It is reported that
the peasants in the environs of Mlawa, to avenge a
pretended violation of the church, have entered that
town armed with s cythes and axes, and have driven
awaj the garrison. Great crowds of people assembled on
Sunday week before the residence of the English Consul
at Warsaw, and deposited bouquets of flowers, amidst
shouts of " Long live Queen Victoria !" These bouquets
were offered to the British nation as a grateful acknow-
ledgment of its sympathy for Poland. The police made
their appearance after the crowds had dispersed. A
funeral service was afterwards celebrated in all the
churches of Warsaw in honour of the late Prince Adam
Czartoryski. All business was suspended. The Arch-
bishop officiated in the cathedral. On entering he
carriage the people unharnessed the horses, and then
dragged it to his residence. A great crowd followed.
Turkey.—General Ignatieff has had an audience of

the Sultan, and presented to his Majesty an autograph
letter of congratulation on his accession from the
Emperor of Russia. On the 31st ult. Sir Henry Bulwer
had an audience of the Sultan. His reception was
most warm. In replying to the congratulations of
Sir H. Bulwer, the Sultan expressed his deep sense of
the friendship of England, and his determination to
effect large reforms. Pensions have been granted to
the recently dismissed members of the Grand Council.
A forthcoming general circulation of kaimes is an-
nounced. Aali Pasha has been appointed Grand Vizier.
The Imperial Halt, dated the 5th inst., in announcing
this appointment to Aali Pasha, states that it had been
deemed necessary to relieve Mehemet Pasha of his
functions, and says :—" We are convinced that by
fidelity, intelligence, and prudence you will be
able to worthily fulfil my instructions relative
to the great affairs of Europe/' Fuad Pasha
has been appointed Minister for Foreign Affairs,
and Kiamil Pasha President of the Council of
Justice. Fuad Pasha will return from Syria imme-
diately to enter upon his new office. Halil Bey has
been appointed Turkish Minister at St. Petersburg.
The Sultan has again ordered several reforms in the
army, and is about to remodel the uniform of the
troops on the costume of the French Zouaves and
Spahis. His Majesty is also personally superintending
the reconstruction of the Navy. He has ordered the
keels of two new line-of-battle-ships to be laid down,
and is about to be present at the exercises of the naval
school, m order to satisfy himself of the progress made
by the pupils. He rises every morning at daybreak,

!? ^La very early hour leaves his Palace to inspect
the different public administrations. He has none of
the ordinary habits of the Turks. He never tastes
spirituous liquors, and does not smoke, which is conse-
quently beginning toget out offashion at Constantinople.
Officers have been sent into the provinces on a tour of
inspection. A treaty ofcommercehas been signed between
Turkey and Italy. The emigration of Circassians and
Tartars continues.

Montenegro.—The Paris papers state that, in con-
sequence of a rupture of negotiations between Omar
Pasha and the Prince of Montenegro, the former has
received orders from his Government to reassume the
offensive against the insurgents. He has consequently
addressed an ultimatum to the Montenegrin Chiefs.
The Pacha's army now numbers 30,000 men, and is con-
centrating with the intention of vigorously carrying on
operations, which will, it is said, be pushed as far as
Ce.tigne. The conference between the European
Commissioners and the chiefs of the insurgents at
butorma has led to no result, and the Commission has
therefore been dissolved.

okYu
1^ States.—Accounts from New York to the

r?
Ju

\y» announce that the Federal army, under
General M'Dowell, has experienced a disastrous defeat.
Early on the morning of the 21st the whole army
advanced on the Confederate batteries at Bull's Run.

*nT
fc>ave

r7 T*
3 displayed by the Federal troops,

tnLrfS
mn* h™™' fighting they succeeded in cap-turing three of the Confederate batteries, but withheavy loss on both sides. At this time Generatel t re™orcei *y Gene*ai joh-^
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,
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>
8<^e<*the Federal troops, and the whole army fled n open

disorder towards Washington. General M'Dowell en?deavoured to rally his troops at Centreville and Fairfax
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l08S 18 e8timated *t from 500 to 2000
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her a<*ount estimates it at less than 1000,whde another declares that it does not exceed 150Many colonels and officers of all grades were killed!The loss of the Confederates is estimated by the FederalParty at between 3000 and 4000, ~*-*- -

ber

the different papers, contains all the leading incidents

of the battle :

—

On the morning of Sunday, the 21st of July, the whole of
the Federal army, supported by their artillery, rifled cannon,
and the Rhode Island battery, advanced upon the Confederate
position at Bull's Run. Their course lay along the level

country between the Orange and Alexandria Railway and the
high road, having the railway upon their left and the road upon
their right. Three miles from the Manassas Junction is the
Bull Run Station, where there are some mills, and where also

a stream falling from the Bullrun Mountain crosses the
country, intersecting both the road and the railroad. General
Beauregard, the Confederate commander, having this stream
in front, and a road and a railroad on his flanks, had
used these facilities to their utmost, and had con-
verted the place into a very formidable position,
protected in front by a series of detached batteries.
The battle commenced at dawn with an attack upon these
advanced batteries by the Federal army. Three of the bat-
teries were won and lost by each side three or four times in
the course of 11 hours' hard and bloody fight, but at 4 p.m. the
Federalists held them. At this time Mr. Jefferson Davis,
President of the Southern Confederacy, came up by rail from
Richmond, and took the command in person of the Con-
federate army. General Johnstone also joined with a foice
of 25,000 men, having left a strong rear-guard to deceive and
occupy General Patterson, the Federal commander, who had
been sent with a detached corps to prevent his leaving his
former position. President Davis took the command of the
centre, while Gen. Beauregard commanded the right and Gen.
Johnstone the left wing. The Federal army, like the English
and French at the battle of the Alma, forded a small river, and
were advancing up the slopes which led to the higher ground,
when the Confederate generals changed their position from
that of defence to one of attack. They suddenly opened, from
their centre, a whole line of batteries which had been hitherto
masked, while their whole army made a forward movement
on all points. After an instant of desperate effort to make a
stand, the Federal centre gave way—the left soon followed—the
right for a time held its ground but in vain, and at length the
whole Northern army turned and fled. Some of the New
York papers assert that the flight was originated by the team-
sters of the waggon train galloping off, but other accounts
say that the panic first seized the three months volunteer levies,
who fled saying that their time was up, and that the teams
were three miles in the rear at the time the flight began, and
that in fact they were ridden over by the fugitives. Never
was such a sight seen on a road after a flying army. They left
standards, baggage, ammunition waggons, rifle cannon, all
their batteries, their commissariat, havresacks, blankets,
tents, <fcc. In fact, one paper states that the men threw away
28,000 stand of arms in their flight. The wounded also were
abandoned by hundreds along the roadside, and were, with
stagglers and camp followers, ridden over by the streams of
flying thousands. The whole army participated in the panic, and
fled in utter disorder back to Centreville and to Fairfax Court
House, where General M'Dowell in vain attempted to rally it.

General Beauregard here recalled his troops, but the Federal
army, seeing their pursuers still in view, fled from the town
and started again on their disastrous flight, finally retiring
within the entrenched defences at Alexandria and Arlington
Heights,^which cover "Washington, more than 20 miles away.
The Confederates took an immense number of prisoners, in-
cluding the Hon. A. B. Ely, one of the numerous
fcorthern senators and members of Congress, who had
gone out to see what had been boldly proclaimed as

«vJ£i
Pro

il
chin° victory of the Federalists. The battle wasprobably the heaviest ever fought in America ; whether

as regards the number engaged, the number killed, wounded,

Vl«™£
en

'
°r the ferocifcy of the fight. There were in all about

140,000 men engaged. The Northerns had exactly 65,000 men on
whe held, ana the Southerns probably at least as strong a force,
l tie loss of life on both sides is represented to have been fright-
mi, tne number being placed at between 4000 and 5000 on the
side of the Federal army. But intelligence from the war
department states that this report is greatly exaggerated, and
tnat tne troops that reached Washington returned in much
netter condition than could have been expected under the cir-
cumstances. The New York Herald in fact states that the

i?a mf
8 °L th

,

e Union army in kiiled does not exceed
iou ine attack is said to have been premature, and
contrary to the programme laid down by General Scott, whooid not intend that any engagement should take place until
General Patterson had come up with his forces. But
General M Dowell supposed that General Patterson wouldmake his junction at the time expected, and as he failed
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lana ot General Scott were thus
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u J?sh n°torieties served with the Federal
S°Ps
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the battle. The one was Thomas Meagher, of

48 celebrity
; the other Col. Corcoran, the individual wh6 refused

Th£ Wf m«aj"*en the Priuce of Wales visited New York.

Mr mI rS badly wouaded, and is said to be a prisoner

:

?£• Meagher was reported among the killed, but it appears

p«? „,!
es3*d

.

un£urt- Th* 09th (Irish) regiment was awfully

rvL^L
Captain Hags:erty was killed, and the Rev. Father

ZIJZa
7

-' fu
Vl
*
m'JQn on the field

- You°g Jobn Mitchel™,^ the Southern army, and has been publicly com-

^ti^fe^piwoted to captaincy iQ the south

The latest accounts state that this defeat has created
a profound sensation in the Northern States, and that
vigorous preparations are making by the Federal
Government for a renewal of offensive operations.
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,
the voluntc<* spirit, and

t ousands of fresh troops had offered their services to

«n n^G°Vernme^ Which has «lready accepted
80 000 men. The defences round Washington Cebeen reinforced, and are stated to bf stvnZ

the effecTthat it is the polic^S?5
nine a regular army of 150,000 *£*%
to concur m the House amendment ' The^
the military eetM^m^^^^priatmg 2,000,000 dollars to supply lut*the rebel states with arms, and a R,^a.eson^ported arms, were pi^the Bill to promote the efficiency ^ -
forces was taken up for the s^ f tW Tl

allws the President" to di?4jl^
capable or inefficient, or violate T?* ^
Mr. Wilson said that thL w

* *

measure. Many regiments were
utterlv a.by the incompetency of their officer!

other day showed the effect of their ^Ji*
officers ran several miles before tCH^
thought the time had come when 2>
called to these things. Mr. ShermantW^time to complain of any one. There ne**1

army than the one repulsed. Ther i?
perform for the future, and should kZ
thought the repulse of the armyw

0ll]d>*rousing up the spirit all over the coiZ
*

was discussed at considerable lenoti w'
was arrived at. On the 25th amotiTtfl
a select committee to inquire into the qrLof the surrender of the Federal wbtU
Pensacola, and Harper's Ferry w« *JAmong the Bills passed was one providing fry-
ing of an iron bridge over the Potomacat 1

one ordering a Board of Commissioners to^
compensation of all the officers of the Goiibb
to punish fraud in Government contract*,

and punish conspiracy, and one to prwfc
suppression of rebellion ; besides a joto s^
declaring that the supremacy and integrity ~

.

.

must be maintained. The resolution for ti»
nance of the supremacy of the Union *

«

with only one dissenting vote — tins i I
Breckinridge, who denounced the pn

Government in regard to the South. In£
Representatives on the 22d Mr. Crittak

Kentucky, moved resolutions to the tk.

the present war has been forced on tk

by the Southern Disunionists ; but tilt

theless the only object of the Goram
prosecuting it is to maintain its integr

unity of the entire country, and that when ail

shall have been accomplished the war shall

"

These resolutions were adopted with only two

votes. A resolution in reference to the(!«<*
national forces at Bull's Run, declaring**
confidence in ultimate success, wasiwW*
referred. Following this, a resold"**•
the effect that the preservation of toe $*
is a sacred trust, and that no disasters, toa* 1

!^

representatives from the performance oft

A bill was passed for reimbursing tk y^
states for expenses incurred in fitting out re^»

the support of the national Government

gency. On the 24th the Senate Bill, sot

President to accept the services of 5OO,000ilJ

was agreed to. In the course of the debate It^j

son described a conversation at which he

between the President, General Scott, and

which General Scott declared that he had*

battle to be fought against his judgment, Mj^

ought to be removed for doing so. AW
,

having observed, that the General's renal*

that he had forced him to battle, General»£
" I have never served under a Presidentw
kinder to me than you have been.

Scott did not relieve the President £
fact of the latter having forced him wjj

if

fedeiS^^ but
.
thG 0ffidal aCCOuntSs of tlie Cm-

enough to resist any attack by the Confederates*
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management of the campaign inWestern Virgmia has been marked with great sweeisGeneral M'Clellan has arrived at Washington to takethe command and to superintend the reinforcement ofthe Federal army. Congress has passed an Act enablingthe lederal Government to station vessels off theSouthern ports, and to collect import duties. In theSenate on the 22d, a Bill wag passed to provide for
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battle. General Banks, in command «>

found it necessary to arrest several P^^|
sionist tendencies, so great was the r

9^J^
Federal defeat in that city. The »'^L*
received information that the Con

!fL^
vancing to attack Harper's Ferry. A*

f
Confederates were actively engaged «*T£*
batteries. The Missouri Convention on

to 21, declared the Presidency vac^^
Robert Wilson, the former Vice-P^&g
President unanimously. A large bofl* #W
from south-east Missouri, were ^r^"
Knob, the southern terminus of

.

t^ lt^'
Railroad, and Colonel Bland, station*^

had sent for reinforcements. Three * ^ „,

have returned to New Yorfc, and m» ^ <*

siastic reception. The New York pre» *

Defence Committee attribute the a^
Em to the incapacity of the f^tf
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forced General Scott into action W^^^
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to the Events which have occurred

Je struggle- " We may well rejoice,

^ we have lor ever severed our connection

^fcafova

4^*-^3 wld be paraded." Southern

^'battle at Bull'?,
Bun report that five

\Lm*«ila were killed—viz., .Barton, ot

*^tXA Carolina; Kirkby and Smith,

.ml also Colonel Johnson, of Hampton's

*—-V *
"i Upflureeard had his horse shot under

h^tS^^^m^ the following bulletin *°
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bled at Richmonc
" Manassas Junct

¥*]" fl

rErenemy was routed and fled precipitately,

^^t^MSSnt ofarms, ammunition, knapsacks,

*Z SSSd was strewed for miles with those

•p. -^yr. VEfm^iiaea and the ground around were filled

to»*aad*« •KS^S^continued along several route,,

•*• *"&**£. -™i rpntreville, until darkness covered the

4—«* ^S^turedYeveW field batteries, stands of

"ijj*

JitSn^ cannoToe oestowed wither for thet a SftrtST* f<* th0 K^tnr of all our
k -* I

ffieVes mainly fought on our left ;
our force

Oatof the enemy estimated at 35,000.** w Jefferson Davis."

1 B*auwgard had refused to permit flags of

to enter his lines for any purpose. Balloon

-rplorations are said to have shown that at latest dates

StSeceaaionisU had a considerable force at Fairfax

Out Howe, and for a mile on the Washington side of

fet place, while large numbers extended from Fairfax

toManaaas Junction. The Secessionists had pushed

their pickets up close to the Federal lines; and

w«ra nearer Washington than they have been

fcr the previous four weeks. Several vessels which

had put into northern ports reported having been

eb«e*l or overhauled by privateers. On the 7th

July the schooner S. J. Waring was seized by

tfa'Jefferson Davis, which put a prize crew of five men

m board, after taking the captain, mate, and two

•nmen of the schooner on board the privateer. On the

16th July, when off Charleston, the steward, a coloured

named Tilraan, taking advantage of the prize crew

^aaleep, killed three of them with a hatchet and

threw them overboard, and, having intimidated the

other two, managed to navigate the schooner to New
York. The brig Cuba from Trinidad for London,

captured by the Sumter, had been recaptured by the

captain and taken into New York. Prince Napoleon

arrived at New York in his yacht on the 27th ult.

Cum.—Advices have been received from Havannah
to the 10th inst. The privateer steamer Sumter had
captured eight American ships laden with sugar on the

**th tide oi Cuba. One was burnt, and the other

ppm «» lakeubv prize creu 9 mto Cienfuegoa. One
of the prizes had been released by the Captain-General

of Cuba. The remainder were detained to await in-

structions from Madrid.
Mexico.—According to advices from Mexico, Juarez

had been elected President. His reactionary advisers

were triumphant. A state of siege had been pro-

claimed. General Degollado was dead.
Sis Domingo and Hatti.—The Commander of

»e Spanish squadron before Port-au-Prince, granted
w« Haytian Government a delay of 48 hours in order
to obtain compliance with his demand for a salute and
* JJKn^iary indemnity. Both were granted, and the
datalties between Spain and Hayti are now satisfac-
torily settled.

——^^~ — ^^^m^m-^^^^m^^m ^ »

The Earl of Shaftesbury movvi an address to her Majesty,
praying for an inquiry into the Employment of Children and Young
Persons in Trades and Manufactures not already rep;ul.it «.i by
law. The measures which had been already passed had done
much to mitigate the e^s pointed out by the Commission In

1842, but abuses still existed of so aggravated a character as to

demand the closest investigation. Quoting from the report of

the Commission of 1840, he showed the terrible effects of too

long hours of work, of defective workshops and factories, of

night work, and of the treatment of the children by their

employers, on their physical and social and moral condition,

and concluded by stating that, in the opinion of Mr. Senior, the

treatment of some of these children so employed was infinitely

worse than that of the slave children on the worst managed
plantation of America.—Lord Stanley of Alderley assented

to the motion; and admitted that his former apprehension

that legislation on such a subject was dangerous, had not been

fulfilled. After a few words from Lord Monteagle the motion

was agreed to.

Tuesday.—New Peer.—Sir Maurice Berkeley was introduced

and took the oathsand his seat as Lord Fitzhavdinge.— TJu Galway

Contract'.—The Marquis ofClanricarde asked what were the in-

tentions of her Majesty's Government in respect to the Galway

Contract.—Lord Stanley of Alderley said that the result of

the investigations of the Committee was that the Govern-

ment were justified in the course they had taken in rescinding

the contract with the Atlantic Steam Navigation Company.

At the same time, should the company be prepared next year

to carry out the contract, the Government were prepared to

give any proposals they might make the most serious con-

sideration.—The Royal Assent was given by commission to

several Bills.— The Prorogation.—The Commons having been

summoned to the Bar. the Lord Chancellor read the Royal

Speech proroguing Parliament, as follows :—
" My Lords and Gentlemen,

" We are commanded by her Majesty to release yeu from

further attendance in Parliament, and at the same time to

convey to you her Majesty's acknowledgments for the zeal and

assiduity with which you have applied yourselves to the per-

formance of your duties during the Session of Parliament now
brought to a close. . .

.
" Her Majesty commands us to inform you that her relations

with foreign Powers are friendly and satisfactory, and her

Majesty trusts that there is no danger of any disturbance of

the peace of Europe. -.
. .

" The progress of events in Italy has led to the union of the

greater part of that peninsula in one monarchy under King

Victor Emmanuel. Her Majesty has throughout abstained from

any active interference in the transactions which have led to

this result, and her earnest wish as to these affairs is that they

may be settled in the manner best suited to the welfare and

happiness of the Italian people.
.

44 The dissensions which arose some months ago in the

United States of North America, have unfortunately assumed

the character of open war. Her Majesty, deeply lamenting

this calamitous result, has determined, m common with the

other Powers of Europe, to preserve a strict neutrality between

the contending parties.
" Her Majesty commands us to inform you that the measures

adopted for the restoration of order and tranquillity in Syria,

in virtue of Conventions between her Majesty, the Emperor of

Austria, the Emperor of the French, the King of Prussia, toe

Emperor of Russia, and the Sultan, having accomplished their

purpose, the European troops which, in pursuance of those

were for a time stationed in Syria to co-operate

parliament

Conventions,..*..-—. ——_ ,, - , v - ..«..

with the troops and authorities of the Sultan, have been with-

drawn ; and her Majesty trusts that the arrangements which

have been made for the administration of the districts which

had been disturbed will henceforward secure their internal

tranquillity.
. ., ., .

44 Her Majesty has seen with satisfaction the rapid improve-

ment in the internal condition of her East Indian territories,

and the progress which has been made towards equalizing the

revenue and expenditure of that part of her empire.

"Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
" Her Majesty commands us to convey to you her warm

acknowledgements for the liberal supplies which you have

granted for the service of the present year ; and her Majesty

has seen with satisfaction that, after amply providing for the

wants of the public service, you have been able to make a sen-

I sible diminution in the taxes levied upon her people.

•• My Lords and Gentlemen,
" Her Maiesty commands us to express to you the deep grati-

fication with which she has witnessed the spirit oi devoted

patriotism which continues to animate her Volunteer? forces

;

and the admiration with which she has observed their rapid

progress in discipline and military efficiency.
P
-Her Majesty has given her cordial assent to the Act

for completing the number of the members of the House of

ComTons by allotting the forfeited seats of Sudbury and St.

A
" He* Majesty trust* that the-Act toJ-P™^ the laws

earth. The disturbances in the Neapolitan provinces had been
cated by revolutionary agents worse than brigands, who -were

sent across the from bat and fur lied with arms and money
from the Holy City for the commission of most unholy acts, to
disturb the tranquillity of the country, to murder, to rob, to
burn alive, and to perpetrate every description of atro-
city. The Government was determined not to extend
any sympathy or assistance towards these men, for whom the
hon. baronet desired impunity. On the contrary, be trusted
that Generals Cialdini and Pianelli, by the vigorous use of
their movable columns, would mete out just punishment to
these wretches; and that the population of the Neapolitan
States would be freed from the misfortunes which they had
brought upon them. The Neapolitan people, he was sure,

were fully sensible of the benefits likely to accrue to

them from forming part of a new kingdom of Italy

constitutionally governed, instead of being subjected to

the iron despotism under which they had so long groaned.

Monday.—The House sat for about an hour and transacted

some business of a formal character. The Lords' amendments
to the Industrial Schools (Scotland) BUI were considered and
agreed to.

Tuesday.— TJie Galway Contract.—Mr. Brady asked what
were the intentions of the Government with respect to the
renewal of tho Galway Contract—Lord Palmirston repeated

the opinion he had previously expressed, that a speedy postal

communication between Ireland and the American States

would be productive of great advantage to the mercantile

interests of the whole empire, while, at the same time, it

would tend to develope the industrial resources of Ireland.

Tho application of public money to such a purpose, therefore,

was in every way justifiable. If postal communication was to

bo established between the two countries, Galway appeared
naturally to be the best point of departure. Under these
circumstances, and looking to the report of the Committee on
the subject, the Government was disposed to give a favourable

consideration to the claims of the Galway Packet Company
whenever they were in a condition to show by the

capital they possessed or could command, and by the

shipping in their service, that there was a reasonable pros-

pect of their being able to fulfil their engagements. Under all

the circumstances of the case the Government was of opinion

that it would not be fair to throw this contract open to general

competition, but no contract would be entered into which
would not be subject to the revision of the House of Commons.
The Civil War in America.—Mr. Wyld asked if any communica-
tion had been received from the President of the United States,

or from the British Ambassador at Washington, that it was
the intention of the Federal Government to station vessels off

the ports of the Southern States to collect and levy duties on
foreign merchandise.—Lord Palmerston said that Congress

had passed a law -to enable the President to do so ; but ifdone,

it would be practically a supercession of the blockade. It

was evident that ,a Power could not blockade ports to

prevent ships entering them and at the same time levy duties

on the assumption that the ships did enter. The British Go-
vernment had not yet been informed of the intentions of tho

President on the subject. State of Naples. — In answer to

Mr. Griffith, Lord Palmerston stated his belief that a large

number of the muskets surrendered at Gaeta and stored in

Rome had been given by the Roman Government to persons

who had proceeded with them to the Neapolitan territory and
committed acts of atrocity there. The French Government
had nothing to do with the matter.—Sir G. Lewis stated, in

reply to Colonel Dunne, that on a trial the Breach-loading Rite

had not proved as successful as had been anticipated. Some
improvements in it were at present under consideration.

Review of tlte Session.—Mr. Scully called attention to the acts and
omissions of the Government during the session, especially as

regarded Ireland, and was proceeding with bis speech when
the sitting was cut short by the appearance of Black Rod,

in the ceremony of prorogation. On their return the Speaker
read the Royal Speech, and declared the House adjourned to

the 22d of October.

-^ hUUSB OF LORDS.
V""****—The Consolidated Fund Appropriation Bill was

tSfcL*?
!0
i?
d time-—The Lord Chancellor, on the third

1TT* ?
f™e Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill, said he regarded

SsIm? ,ts
1

altered shape, as a great benefit to the commer-

S3Er Although, in compliance with the directions of their

J2J"JJpa,
he had buried his Chief Judge in Bankruptcy, he

SI— *
,
M in sure hope of his speedy resurrection. The

YE*mJ
amendments on the Wills of Pen " *

"-•*-•-*

rSTi Abr^dBi^ Statute Law Revision Bill,

i~ A.?.'*^ 'W'ere agreed to. Tho Metronoh

©its fnteHfgence.

Money Maeket, Fbiday.—Beitish Funds: Con-

sols closed at 90* for Money, and 90£ to f for the 10th

of September ; Bank Stock, 234L to 236 ; Three per

Cents. Reduced, 90$ ; New Three per Cents., 90* to f ;

India Stock, 219; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 99| to

100; Ditto for Acct., 100*; Ditto Scrip, 100* to |;

Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures*, 1863, 96g ; Ditto,

1859, 96*; Ditto Bonds, 4*. die.; Five per Cent. En-

faced Rupee Paper, 94} to £ ; Ditto Five and a Half

••tier jnaiesiy iru»«— »~ - --, ~ , per Cent., 102; Exchequer Bills, March, 11*. to 16*.

relating to Bankruptcy and^l^^J^ff^J5&^f
Sig.; Ditto Small, 11*. to 16*. dii. ; Ditto June, 3*.

^rMlT/nas I
dis.i Wtto Small, par.-FoBEiGN: Mexican Three per

British
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Amendment

to*2TZZ? and c,*i*M<*r Estates Act Continuance Bill, passed
r^RD ?°mmittee. The Accessories and Abettors Bill, Criminal

rJ3?L B '

tU
* Larceny Bill, Malicious Injuries to Pro)>erty

VVBdl, Coimine Offences Bill, Offences against the Person
nunc ir«+j and Harbour8 BiU Lord clerk Register (Scot-
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Ba*t India Loan (No 2) Bill.

—*mu «fV^ Muuia B«Uot Suspensions BUI. Wills and
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passed.
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The Newspaper, &c, Bill waa

YWmmnceBill, Landed Estates (Ireland) Act Amena-

rSmfWftaii Police District Receiver BUI jprochuU

Ba^J?*1 OmmmesU 8*ppUm«*d (2) fidl, Volunteer

a \hST^m^ <-ir%L-~J.L.nh~t Fund miL were read

^thdriwn. * *^

JUL """J
1* M«ropoli* Go* Act Amendment BiU

,
Lace Fac-&s <**P»>d*rAct Amendment Bill, E^opaX and

***£Bft*i
Act ^ntinuance Bill, Consolidated Fund (Arpro-

~u% Will* and Domiciles of Bnti*h 8*b*t*

I Practices Prevention Act Continuance mi,

HH^Tn ??*" ^tland) Act Amendment JNfl» J^WSgJ^*ee »•"*« Receiver BiL Parochial Offices Bill, Volunteer Toto

**». Treasury ChJ Fun-' Bill, and the l^J0V^
Z*?***** BUi were read a third time and PJ««aA *be

MtytZ** amendments to the Officers of Reserve iX's^AW)
« cL72^>n8idered and a****1 to--In answer *?.,% ?!fSS
•a i^f

RICAiu>E
» ^rd Stanley of Alderley said that it was

Siz!?*'011 <»f the Government to institute an inquiry nit,'

^eonditit* of the office for the Registry o/ Deeds in Ireland.—

soIdaUng^^rassnni^ing the criminal law of^ England and

Ireland and for promoting the revision of the statute law.

-Her Maiesty has given her assent to important Acts which

she tnSta will have the effect of opening more largely employ-

mentTn the public service to the European and native
,

mha-

bitonU of India, of improving the means of legislation, of

furthering the ends of justice, and of promoting the content-

Sent ^S! well-being of all classes of her Majesty's Indian

BU
» He? Majesty has assented with pleasure to the Act for

the Improvement of Harbours on the Coast of the United

KmirdomZTfor Relieving Merchant Shipping from Passing

Tolb and also to the Act for improving the Administration of

the Law reUUng to the Relief and the Removal of the Poor.

"He? Ma?ity trusts that the Act for rendering
;
more

:

easy

arrangements connected with the Drainage of Land.~di a**ist

agricultural improvements in many parts of the United

K
«^Maiesty has gladly given her assent to many other

mea£res
M
of pubnTufefuh?es% the results of your labours

during the Session now broughtito rtsjclose.
wioIli tfae

*• Her Majesty has observed, w" n
.

*\. „
*
trt * h* law which

spirit of loyalty; of order, and of <>^^^^thLtl^
prevails throughout all her dominions

J ^d
f

9

fhVSw, thu co/
wise legislation, and a i***ff^^£££££ __ ...

o __ rasped

have important public duties to P^[^h
r

tv

a
God*may attend

fervently prays that theW«^
t°L5S the attainment of the

your exertions, and may guide y^Jitude-the welfare and
objects of her Majesty's constant soucmuu*

happiness of her people." ,, ,L«clared
fie Lord Chancf.iW then ^f^ffeXSSZ^

stand prorogued to Tuesday, the 2»» vcwi~ .

Cents., for Acct, 22h Peruvian Four and a Half per

Cents., for Acct., 981 ; Ditto Uribarren Four and a

Half per Cents., 88* to 89* ; Ditto Four and a Half

per Cent. Dollar Bonds, 82J ; Portuguese Three per

Cents., 1853, for Acct., 46| to*; Russian Three per

Cents., 1859, 60* to 61 ; Spanish New Deferred Three

per Cents, for Acct., 41f ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854,

for Acct,, 791 to 80 ; Ditto, 1858, 71 i ; Ditto for Acct.,

71J to J ; Ditto 100Z. Bonds, 72*.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
acuiLii Sfc-Utt-ilKAliONis,— H. Dobbie, Glasgow, Hesi.er — J.

Dt'N>ET, Stromnees Urocer — A. Forbes, Dunfermline. Flesher— M.
Macavlay, Island of Lewis Ro»g. 8hire. Farmer — J. Scott and J. F
JIamiltoit, Glasgow, Biseuit Manufacturers.

_ FR1DAY-BANKRUPTS-G. Bab^ktt, Felix Terrace, Liverpool Koad,
Islington Middlesex, Butcher — F. W. Fitt, Selborne. Hampshire,
Machinist- F. *. Fox, Fenchurch Street, City, Tailor- J. Garto*. Notting-
ham, and l) Brown-, Manchester, Hardware and Fancy Goods Dealers—
J. Haigh Wakefield Yorkshire, Common Brewer—R. H. Hartley, Hali-
tax, lcr«cshu;e. Merchant—N. A. Joseph, Vine Street, Mhiories. City,
lmportei of Foreign Good*-G. K. Lee, Sunderland, Linen and Woollen
J>raper, and Hosier—T.J. Nicks, Tower Hill, City, Provision Merchant—
»>. fAssLEy, Martock, Somersetshire, Builder and Cabinet Maker-T.
<AGLANr>, U igan, Lancashire, Stationer— G. Wilkinson, Swinton, York-

shire, Butcher,

Jftrtropolts an» its Vicinity.
New Drinking Fountain.—A drinking fountain,

which for some months has been in course of erection in

front of the Royal Exchange, was dedicated a few days
since to public use by Mr. Samuel Gurney, M.P., at whose
cost it has been erected. It consists of a pedestal and a
circular basin 5 feet in diameter, composed of polished
granite, supported by three dolphins in bronze. Upon
the basin is a circular plinth of white marble, forming a
base for a half-draped'female figure in bronze, represent-
ing Temperance, in the act of pouring water from a
vase. There are four streams of water, one from the
base of the figure and three from the plinth upon which
it stands, with as many drinking cups of white metal
and gilt inside, chained to the masonry. The fountain,
erected at a cost of about 300Z., is placed in the centre of
the area, between the portico of the Exchange and the
statue of the Duke of Wellington.

New Blackfriahs Bridge.—The bridge which
Mr. Page has undertaken to carry across the Thames at
Blackfriars will be built of mixed granite and iron,
but so arranged in its architectural features as to be
most graceful in outline though enormously massive in
its details. Such colossal proportions were never
attempted in any bridge before, though the slight
curve and enormous span of the arches give to the
whole a light and graceful effect. It will consist of only
three arches, the centre one being of the gigantic span-
of 280 feet, or 40 feet wider than the centre arch of
Southwark Bridge, and the two side arches being
220 feet each. From the springing of the arch to the
crown the rise will only be 20 feet, which in a span of
such

^
extent only amounts to the most gentle curve,

and, in fact, when seen from the river the outline will
appear to be almost straight. The spandrills cf the outer
rib on each side will be closed, but filled up with figures in
bas-reliefandrich ornamental scrollwork. The cornice be-
neath the parapet is of an exceedingly bold and handsome
design, with a parapet above of solid granite. The piers
however, will form the most massive features of the
whole. These will be four in number, all of granite,
of immense size, width, and depth. Each on its
extremity will be surmounted with a column of polished
red granite, for which in size and massiveness we must
look for parallels among the rock-hewn temples of
Egypt. They will be Doric columns, 40 feet in height,
23 feet in diameter at base and capital, 18 teet diameter
in the column, and though built hollow, weighing
upwards of 500 tons each. Their capitals will reach to
the summit of the bridge, and it is intended hereafter
to surmount them with colossal groups of statuary.
The whole structure will only be a few feet longer than
the present bridge, but its width will be nearly double
namely, 76 feet against 42. There will be two foot-
ways of 14 feet each, instead of as now two of 7.
There will be two tramways of 8§ feet each, in the
centre ot the bridge, leaving two roadways of 16 feet
each, for the light traffic and omnibuses. The area of

^a™?d
A
/°°tway wiH be nearlv 78 >000 feet

>
inst*ad of

41,000, the area of the present bridge, which cost per
square foot of surface 31. 15*. 6d. The cost of the new
bridge is estimated at from 245,000/. to 250,000/.,
which is at the rate of rather less than 3/. 6s. a foot, or
size for size, nearly half the price of the old one.
Buckingham PALACE.-The Chapel in Buckingham

-Palace is to be pulled down and entirely reconstructed
on a larger scale The fitting up of the Chapel Royal,
hi. James s, for the marriage of the Princess Royal wastound to be very expensive and inconvenient, and the

nosed t'n^
'

thVhapel at B^»gbam Palace is sup-posed to have reference to the arrangements for tLmarriage of the Princess Alice.
anSements *>r the

The City WEixs.-The Sanitary Report for the

to liht t°W f
a
Jf\

th? thG neW &™» has boughtto light the fact that the population of the Citv hasdecreased 9 per cent, since 1841, and 12 per cent.^ince
18oi having been at the latter date nearly 130,000and being now only a little more than 113,000. Thehouses also have diminished 15 per cent, since 1841ft ft* - P

th
e

1 r€dUCed P*P«^n
C

is -re
vears Thip "'*! t

1

he
1

ar- er Papulation of former

ouJitvnf ti Tf **?* aV°me length an the badquality of the City water, which, instead of onlv anaverage of 19 grains of solid matter, which Snd
r««t? ??• ,

the pump of Bwhopsgate Street Without

I
e

"l tbe order of foulness." The City pumnssays the Report, « are not only charged with decaying IS^ but also with {he JL p-Vuct-tTtf I

This has given to the water the agreeable qualities which are

so deceptive. In reality, the water from the City pumps is far

worse than that from the muddy river. Many of the pumps
are in close proximity to the fat graveyards of the City, and it

is more than probable that they all of them derive their water
chiefly from those sources. The ammonia is a sign of present
putrefaction, and the alkaline nitrates of a past, besides which
the existence of so large a quantity of common salt is sugges.
tive of the filthiest impurities."

Post-office Sayings Banks. — The Postmaster
General has taken the first public step towards the
establishment of the Post-office Savings Banks, under
the recent Act, by the appointment of the comptroller
of that department. The gentleman selected to fill

this office is Mr. Chetwynd, who for more than 20 years
has been engaged in the Money Order Office, and who
thas taken a very active part, in conjunction with Mr.
Scudamore, the accountant-general of the Post Office,

in arranging the details of the plan on which these
banks are to be conducted.

Case of the Baeon de Bode.—On Friday the select
committee of the House of Commons, appointed, on the
motion of the Hon. George Denman, to inquire into the
claims of Baron de Bode, brought their labours to a
close for the session. It was expected that they would
have made their report as to the validity of his claim,
but after considerable discussion it was determined not
to offer any opinion as to the merits of the case, but
merely to report the evidence, and ask to be reap-
pointed next session to renew the inquiry.

St. Philip's, Stepney.—The Queen has confirmed
the decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council depriving the Rev. James Bonwell of his
benefice, and the Rectory of St. Philip's, Stepney, has
been declared vacant. It is worth about 3001. a-year,
and is in the gift of the Principal and Fellows of
Brasenose College, Oxford.

St. Baenabas, Pimlico.—The long-pending suit
between the Bishop of London and the Rev. Alfred
Poole, formerly curate of St. Barnabas, Pimlico, has at
last been brought to a close. After the Bishop had
withdrawn his licence on the ground that he had
encouraged confession in the vestry-room of the church,
an appeal was made to the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council on a point of law raised for the first time,
whether stipendiary curates have any appeal to the
Queen from the Archbishop's Court. The Council
decreed in the negative, and the Bishop of London's
taxed costs amounted to 3221. His lordship issued an
attachment against the person of Mr. Poole, and in
order to prevent him from being sent to gaol, Mr. C. F.
Trower, the barrister, took the debt upon himself, and
paid the money in person to the bishop. A subscription
has been set on foot among the High Church party, in
order to repay Mr. Trower. Mr. Poole is at present
assistant-master in Harlow Grammar School, in the
diocese of Rochester.
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whose education provision can h.children who have acquired crimiSi
***

vision is made by the InduS^ TW^measure has been tried no other ^^mT^the State should be made forS ST-!«&door paupers, destitute orphans '
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upon in the evidence are worthy of attend
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this subject. It has been suggested ?«S
tMr

Committee of Council on Educ^ion^;
admission of children of out-door pauL^S1
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Government aid; but your coSte?!1*
evidence on the subject of this «««?.• **'«

refrain from expressing an opinion ^SST°kindoor relief are provided for in union diibbschools. Provision, however, ought tou^boards of guardian's to maintain&&£?«
efficient state than they are generally inktS?erect district schools. After all theV^dJSremains a residue to be dwelt with, though of?.committee have no evidence. Aid to «£5"
other institutions where children ar* fJ^T^i
is really aid in relief of the noor ra\e X ShSwhen the aid is given as a salary to tie £l£payment sets at liberty an equal sum T*^feeding or lodging. The only ragged «cLu J?1

which relief can be given, are those v,*^£*
clothe, and the only children requiring tC*residue which remain after all the aboVZLSj
evidence of Mr. Rogers shows ' that wherejX
exertions are made?' the poorest and lowaX1

towns are capable of supporting schools m*? 1

Council; and that the poorest parents maybciL2
small f«es towards their children's education Mexists which has not yet been reached by anvotwl
than a ragged school; and the question 'rem*
ragged schools, which have undoubtedly been of(^
benefit, ought to receive further assistance fmsS
than at present. The London Ragged School Cn«
Lord Shaftesbury at tkeir head, are opp*- Pgovernment grants being made to ragged schosat
that such grants would interfere with their «u
missionary character, and relax the interest rm-mi
them. Much difference of opinion, howerer, ymm
this subject among the managers of the schoosfi

and the managers of refuges, which are likewise i

of a religious and missionary character, take a vbirfe
view of the question. The withdrawal of the G
grant to schools capable of being certified under tk

Acts touches refuges, but not ordinary ragged aefada

ordinary ragged schools, if they give industrial tasi^

have certain allowances from the Privy Council fe»
raw materials, and are permitted, even without pn|
trial training, to earn any grant from theCwaoU
pliance with the conditions prescribed to other stall

rules have yet been suggested on which furttoiB*

public money could safely be made ; and thepwtap*

raw materials has been grossly abused, and itasridkr

tinued. Ragged schools closely resemble ftasy i

a missionaryi£*
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fixations, for thev £L°1 l£i™?™™* are dangerous I

Registbation of Births.—The Registrar-General
stated the other day, in his evidence before a parlia-
mentary committee, that the number of births in
England which every year escaped registration is pro-
bably 20,000, or 3 per cent, of the whole number of
births—a large omission, sufficient to affect considerably
calculations based upon the returns. At the recent
census the number of persons in England and Wales
was less by 126,460 than the number that might have
been expected to be found, from the mere excess of
registered births over the deaths since the census of
1851 ; but of course allowance has also to be made for
tlw 200,000 births that are estimated to have escaped
registration in the interval since that census, making
altogether a deficiency of no less than 326,000—appa-
rently the 10 years' excess of emigration over immi-
gration m this part of the United Kingdom. The chief
part of these 20,000 births which annually escape regis-
tration m England are illegitimate births in London
and other towns, the parties wishing for secresy. There
are streets noted for such cases, and in 10 days or a
fortnight after the birth the parties have disappeared.
The late Fatal Affbay in Northumberland

STBEET.-Major Murray, who left the Charing-cross
Hospital m the early part of last week, and was con-
veyed to the residence of his mother and brotheratNo 35

S^""*^ ^
aven

£
ish " s<l«are, where he is still con-

*W?$
a
f

Ue"1ed ^^.Canton, is fast recovering from

previous to the fatal encounter between him and Mr
s on of all the furniture and other property in Nor-

5SSSS?*1 bcIongine to Mr E^« *
Education of Destitute Chiedeen.—The selectcommittee appointed to inquire how the education of

dentate and neglected children may be most efficientlyand economically assisted by any public funds, haveagreed to he following report by a majority of 6 to 4the majority consisting of Mr. Lowe, Sir J Grihim
Sir B. Leighton, Mr. Liddell, Mr. A<h£' ^7/Bruce; the

'

minority including Sir J. Pakington, Mr.'Hanbury, Mr. Black, and Mr. Cave. Sir Stafford
Northcote, being in the chair, did not Tote Thereport is dated the 23d of July :—
»v'
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more advanced stage. They are comparatively <m> m
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parents, whom they relieve of the care of chilara
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of order, industry, and attention. Your cobbWJ
recommend that one or other of the measures 'to
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adopted, whereby admission into Government "^
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be secured to destitute orphans, deserted cnuwj

children of outdoor paupers ; and that
y
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not reached by tbe Industrial Schools BllIn0*W*»
Parliament, or by the proposed measures, w*,^
sionary exertions of the ragged school roaDa

J^L tf^
further interference by the Government than e*«-

British Museum.— On tbe recom^^

Professor Owen, the trustees of the ^^0
have purchased the principal ^J6^81

?
1

!*^
collection for 500^. They include the *"*

^
Gorillas," the large specimen which has

exhibited at the rooms of the Geograpn'^

the younger specimen, called "Joe ^^^0
lecture, and another skin ; the skin ot

Ape, the new Antelope and the African-
g

their skeletons, and the skins of 80me
*~J|frr

The valuation of these specimens was m •

Stevens. The purchase of M. Du t^^
of birds is still under the consideration

o ^ ^
India Museum.—This Museum, J*#|£

removed from the Citv, and rearrange ^0*
Whitehall Yard under the superintend^^-W
Watson and Mr. Digby Wyatt, is * **L&**
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Friday J

Secretary of State for India. $#*
Sale of the Gbeat Giobb.---t * ^fi

curiosities, relics, models, &c, &**%*&
Mr. Wyld at the Great Globe, in UK* ^
sold a few davs since by public auct>oi^^
was erected "in 1851, at a cost ot m?.

. ^
at first contained only a model of tbeei

UlUI-aiUMn NI1U UUJCI BlUW'v- t^jM
things forming a gallery of itself.

..
e
&iwt&\i

for the sale is the expiration oft
^.\

lZj^K
use of the ground, so that the m^^
down and the square restored to J

,,
ld l

*&*,
50,000/., irrespective of the c*t °f

' ^ *?

the Arctic' collection found in tlie •e*
ril,

^-i-*
r

sale comprised the collection or
lv*^f

trophies of the Russian war
.

g
Qt\#PjA

1-

c
as

tm

Sebastopol, an

Franklin, and other small matters.
Xhep ric^
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rf the article* were »u^.u-v y~~ ~>
h

ided to tLeir museums at a trifling cost. A
* t*ft i;fp.Rize fieures in lurkish and other

M tbTsrticTeswere absolutely ridiculous, and

^ 165 life-size tig
1
„««« described as "the Oriental Museum,"

^^""r Se dioramas of the Rhine, Italy,

^Ulndis, brought respectively 55?., 55/., 150/..

nort/ The ttreat model of the Earth, 60 feet in

5* «S 188 in circumference, sold for 900/. The

uT rorourisine the leaden dome, the iron stairs,

aSJ^Smrife of brickwork, fetched 880/. The

oJ^Srlborough and the Crystal Palace Company

J*T iJoL the purchasers, and the fine models of

SlkMUMwere bought for the Copenhagen Museum.

twm latx Fibe at London Bridge.—In conse-

of the heavy losses sustained at the recent fire the

insurance offices have given notice of their inten-

*> to raise the rates of insurance on all property stored

fawWrff docks «fcc.,to three times the former amount.

U cod* *e' of this determination the leading

MihMtT and brokers connected with the colonial

_tat markets presented a requisition to the Lord

Mavor requesting him to call a public meeting to protest

teiV' the r <**& increase in the rates of insurance.

« meeting mil held on the 25th ult, when resolutions

men adopted to the effect that the proposed rates are

vjust and excessive ; that they will tempt persons to

•Attain from insuring, and will lead to a degree of

^prudence hurtful to the mercantile community ; that

tfc* market value of the shares of the leading fire

OflVrt proves that the previous rates were amply suf-

loent ; that the meeting will use all lawful means, by

tke formation of a new company or otherwise, to oppose

ta* new charges, and, finally, a committee was appoiuted

to consider the best course to be pursued towards

Ottend.

The Lite Mb. Braidwood.—The fire insurance

in London have decided to subscribe among
Wes the sum of 7000/., to be invested in the

names of trustees, for the benefit of the widow and
eaildrenof the late Mr. Braidwood. The amount is to

be contributed by each in proportion to its London

MoNfMENT to Loed Melbourne.—By permission

of the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's, preparations
are in progress for the erection of a marble monu-
ment on the north side of the cathedral, midway

*««n the north and west entrances, to the memory
' he late Lord Melbourne.
IIITEOPOLITAN LOCAL TAXATION AND GOVERN-

HHrc.—The Commons' Select Committee on the Local
Taxation and Government of the Metropolis, whose
report has just been issued, have had to deal with an
fret of 75,029 acres, on which stand 360,237 inhabited

with a population of 2,803,034 souls; the

12,450,416/. j 7000 persons are employed,
7 w T*TwKW, in duties connected with the local

government of this vast body. Schemes were suggested
to the committee for a comprehensive system of muni-
cipal Government of the whole metropolis under one
Cad, with minor local affairs administered by the
authorities of the several wards or districts, and the
i^ort m framed by Mr. Ayrton pointed to an enlarge-
*j«t of the city corporation, or " an improvement of
tw constitution of the Metropolitan Board of Works,"
wtne committee struck out these clauses, and,
°**™ng that the question involved Imperial as well*
~*T "Crests of vast magnitude, reported that they2»ed the discussion of these plans should form the£» of future inquiry, and they therefore wished to

T" no Pmion as to the comparative merits of the

23*f\r^'sted in the evidence taken. Of the

mfcHMi. °

i

Fk8 the cominittee content themselves with

da«w L te«dency of the evidence leads to the con-

reV *

th°Ugh this bod^ as now constituted, is

/CMnpetent to discharge the duties imposed upon it,•^w authority would attach to its deliberations were

bv th?
IYlected directly by the rate-payers, and not

H£ t

trymeiL The committee, alter recalling,

tu5. f things, the suggestion made years ago

fltkrh™ y terraini should be connected with each

tUiti/t
ay

'
so as t0 take a11 through traffic off

^ofkTsr, n
C
?
Ulmend that the Metropolitan Board of

connnitt^
i

emP0Wered to appear before railway

w±* .

ea "ecessarv, to watch over metropolitan

dtaTjr^T protect the interests of the inhabitants. A
•ftheTh

mcnaill£ that the planning and execution

*« Ie
;"a

t

m
f
embankment be intrusted to this Board

li^Uon ,f°

U a divisioH
- The question of the

another co •

^le P00r -rates is not touched, because

tie coal anT
lUee Was considering the Poor Laws; and

<*t of ti T?
Wine duties were also regarded as takt

-^_ . dsnf «.i. - ix*— l— p..t:amAnf in
., :

n
.f«of the committee by Parliament in

appro* ,

t0 continue them for 10 yean and

Ihe: I ,

em to metropolitan improvements.

**« onlv t

Je sul)Ject of taxation, the committee

lacknev L •

rc'Con>mend that so far as the tax on

a ren,iff!!I
nages «ceedt that of the country, it should

cal D
" e<J 0r applied in aid of the rates levied lor

tutth/ s(tlie < ' 1
Ject for wl b ifc was in,Posed) ;

. ZJiOP or corn ongnt either to be abolished, or,

" ''; : "' «a ill the inhabitants, applied for their

benefit
; that, as railways and omnibuses will

federal

compete, the taxation ought to be on the same

•ft th*
*' Ul boUl ^stances on the miles run, or in both

tf tLe J
*8 receipts; and that the unappropriated y

tomi t
."ties the city was authorised to raise, now

gT-w^ting llie Lo]1(|on ^ndge Approaches Fund,
^* **> be applied for the beuetit of the

inhabitants of the whole metropolis, whose taxation has
redeemed the permanent annuity which the city was to
pay in discharge of its own debt. With regard to the
administration of justice, the Committee think it

deserves consideration whether the Central Criminal
Court should not sit as often as might be requisite for

the trial of minor cases, reserving the more important
for the monthly attendance of the judges. They see

no reason why the county court system should not
extend to the city ; and they think it matter for con-

sideration whether it would not be advantageous to the

inhabitants if arrangements were made for the trial of

all metropolitan causes (not cognizable by the County
Courts) at a central court of Nisi Prius, analogous to

the Central Criminal Court, instead of some being

tried at Guildhall, some at Westminster, and some at

the Surrey and Kent Assizes. The Committee advert

to the subject of public property in the metropolis,

which is connected with that of local taxation in so far

as such property can be justly applied to purposes

otherwise to be provided for out of local taxes; but

they did not inquire into the varied interests in all

the public property belonging to local bodies in the

metropolis, as it would involve many complicated

questions. They content themselves with observing

that it is a subject worthy of the most careful investi-

gation.

Thames Embankment and Deodorisation of the
Sewage.—A public meeting of the ratepayers of the

metropolis was held on Wednesday evening in the

lower room of Exeter Hall, to consider a resolution

relating to the Thames embankment, and also to con-

sider resolutions condemning the plans at present

contemplated by the Metropolitan Board of Works,

with regard to the deodorisation of sewage. Mr.
Henry Hoare presided and said that the deodorisation

of the sewage was the main question for discussion ;

and, although its utilisation was a subject of extreme

importance, yet there would be no time for remarks

upon liquid manure, or upon the details of the embank-
ment, to which, in some form or other, he hoped that

necessity would drive them. With every disposition to

place a general confidence in the Board of Works,

they felt the board was, like other people, not infallible;

and if a mistake had occurred, or even was thought to

have occurred, it was better that a friendly and public

must be. that the latter "will never eotntniugle with Xhm
but will continually ebb and flow on tbemrface, whilst the
Pilt and other settlement matter* not lifted bv the pump* will
n' ssarily accumulate at the bottom ; and th»t, there being
no longer the ancient direct outfalle into the river, the sewer
itself along the foreshore being nearly on a dead level mav boou
become inconveniently, if not in \r. s entirely, choked up—
a result, the consequences of which would be of a malignant
character too horrible to describe."

Mr. Some seconded the motion. Another long discus*

sion followed, and several speakers maintained that the
language of the resolution was very strong against the
Metropolitan Board of Works. The Chairman said the
conduct of the board had, as regarded the matters to

which the resolution related, been very bad. He was,

however, willing to modify the terms of the resolution

if the meeting desired it. No amendment was proposed,

and the resolution was carried with a few dissentients.

The Public Health.—The Registrar-General's

weekly return states that the deaths in London in the

week that ended Saturday, August 3, were 1225. The
average number in the corresponding weeks of the 10
previous years, 1851-<»0, corrected for increase of popu-

lation, was 1251. The present return is therefore 26-

below the average. During the week the births of
898 boys and 779 girls, in all 1077 children, were
registered in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks
of the years 1851-60, the average number was 1590.

Buckingham. — The body of the
J
late Duke of

Buckingham and Chandos, K.G., was removed on

Monday morning from the residence of Mr. and Lady

Ann Gore Langton, in Grosvenor Square, and conveyed

by railway to Wotton Underwood, in this county,

where it was deposited in the family vault in the

presence of a numerous assemblage of relatives, friends,

tenantry, and Bucks Yeomanry Cavalry. The coffin was

covered with crimson silk velvet, with silver gilt

handles and ornaments, and an inscription plate bearing

the name and titles of the deceased, with the dates of

his birth and death.

Bideford.—A few days since Miss Frances Ann
Rowland, 41 years of age, who had been governess in

the family of Lord Clinton, at Huish, for upwards of

20 ytars, came to this town to spend a few days with

,
Mrs. Wilcocks, with whom ',in early life she had been at

discussion should take place than to wait till further sc)loo\ m Soon after her arrival she complained of indis-

progress had been made, involving as it would a further
: position, when Mrs. Wilcocks went to the shop of Mr.

expenditure of valuable resources. Mr. Churchwarden ------
Marshall then moved the following resolution :

—

" That the grateful thanks of this meeting are due to her
Majesty the Queen and to both Houses of Parliament for

securing by recent enactment the continuance of the coal and
wine dues, with a view to some embankment on the north side

of the river, between Westminster and Blackfriavs Bridges, the

construction of which the ratepayers would naturally wish to

see entrusted to the Board of Works elected by themselves.

That
req
utility

and th
Temple
the use of barged and other craft on the river.

The motion having been seconded, Mr. Delany moved

an amendment to the effect that the embankment of the

Thames ought not to be entrusted to the Metropolitan

Board of Works. The amendment did not tind a

Thomas Griffiths, chemist, and asked for three penny
worth of tincture of rhubarb, and three drops of

laudanum, stating at the time that it was a prescription

which had been given her by a nurse. Miss Rowland
took the draught and died in the course of the after-

noon, exhibiting all the symptoms of narcotic poisoning.

The evidence at the inquest, founded on the results of
the

strong-

that

nadvertently

supplied by Mr. Griffiths instead of tincture of rhubarb.

Clay Cross.—The adjourned inquest on the 23 men
and boys who lost their lives in the Clay Cross pits on

the 11th of June, was brought to a conclusion, after a

protracted investigation, on Friday evening, when the-

seconder, and the resolution, after having been sup- j urv returned a verdict to the following effect

:

ported by various gentlemen, was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Fetter then moved the following resolution :
—

" That this meeting piays the said board immediately to

direct its impartial attention to the 1 dng plans lor dcod- -using

the sewage, taking more care than heretofore to promote

adequ-ite demonstrations of such plans. In order that, then-

feasibility or otherwise may be fairly ascertained and becoa

publicly known;

"That the death of the deceased was caused by the water
Accumulated in an old pit breaking into the workings, in

[tience of the coal in the old pit having been worked for

a distance of 42 yards beyond the proj>er boundary, but there

was n" evidence to prove by whom or under what circum-
stances such coal was worked beyond such boundary. The
jury recommend that in all cases where workings are ap-— . - _ , , I,reaching to a distance where a barrier is proposed to be left,

the comparative merits c* the several
J lotic .e 8hould be given by the owner of the collieries to the

"of the mine;
for coolowners
are working.

workmen were
colliery rules,

they recommend that in tne aoaence or any ordinary

be disregarded in this particular locality, it being considered

that both those processes in combination should be made to

precede the action of the pump, in all cases where such action

required."

Mr. Parsons seconded the motion. A long discussion

ensued, in the course of which several speakers main-

tained that the resolution cast an unwarranted censure

on the Metropolitan Board of Works. The Chairman

said the object of the resolution was to bring public

feeling to bear on the board, in order that it might be

induced to institute further experiments with the view

of ascei

tion. ,

the opinion of this meeting, the deodorisation or the

sewage of London is impracticable in London ;
and tin

the only plan to be adopted is to remove th.

the country, where it will become of the great, Ine.

Mr. Ellis seconded the amendment vu;:
;;
n, on being

I ho Chairman, on

declared that it

he resolution was

then put and carried. M>. Latcblord propo^i the

third resolution as follows:

—

. ...
fll

. latest
•Th* this m, tog cannot but r

;

; JS^TO
repugnance tLe

,
posal to P"mPJ2Lf ar.d to propel the

level north sewer or elongated © .

'

„, „. «n hr.nm

l LO institute luum-i tA|n.n»n.uvo ....... *..~ .j~..

rtaining what was the best system of <i lorisa-

Alr. Pedler moved, as an amendment, "That, in

Mr. r.ms seconded the anient....*.. ...

ptrt, obtained * ht or nine i • /*

taking the show of hands l
jjj

was lost by at least two to one. *'

iS lorm, at all hours
volume so pumped up, in its "Vi'Ie^ of the City, fiom

e day, in a tunnel through ^ Mjw ^^
Qncenbithe or elsewhere to W«t IU«.' > ^e \ f r of

Btron -t mam.er the n.i on on e-
- ^ been

„^« ratilcR. or ronervoirs- Irom which Ibe aewvBi ?„.—

.

tea-water greatly exceeds that ot the

deputy, a well qualified person shall be appointed to fulfil the

duties of such deputy."

Cambridge.—The inquiry into the circumstances

attendant upon the death of Harvey Rumbelow has

been twice resumed since our last notice, but the nume-

rous witnesses who have been examined have thrown

little new light on the circumstances of the murder.

A surgeon stated his belief that deceased was alive when

he fell into the water. Other persons deposed that a

quarrel took place on the night when deceased lost his

life between him and a woman about some money, of

which he accused her of having robbed him, and that

tin risoner and another man waa seen ill-using the

deceased on the common. This man has been put under

aurveillance, and has been ascertained to be the friend

!oi i woman «J«" waa charged by deceased with

robbing him. the other priaoner was remanded.

QQy ,._The annua! regatta of the Koynl i acht

madron commenced on Tocaday with the contest for

the IV naoit's Cup for cutters of the squadron.

The prize was won by the Arrow, 102 tons, belonging

to Mr. Cham on, healing the Osprey and the

Brunette. On the tame day there waa a match for

100/ l*t u the Alarm and Camilla •cboonera, the

lflttcr V the prawn t nameof the celebrated Aim a,

which ca3cd so mo aatoni.hn t b* her sailing

JSEi on bar arrival from lb..1 ^l^Utea m ^> .

He Alarm, »hich belong* to Mr. V* eld o Lai worth,

and ba, R on alma* erery pro; for which she has con-

...mb,l. was the victor on th,„ occasion, be.hug the

*aMa by 37 mmutea. 1 he ^ueen and Prince Coasort,
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-with several members of the Royal Family, left Osborne

in the Fairy shortly before the start, and witnessed the

commencement of the contest. On Wednesday the

annual dinner of the squadron took place, the Earl of

Wilton in the chair ; and on Thursday the Queen's Cup
was sailed for by schooners of the squadron only above

100 tons burden. After one of the finest contests ever

seen, run in a shorter time than has been known for

years, the cup was won by Mr. Wild's Alarm beating

the Aline, Albertine, and the Galley of Lorn.

Debby.—George Smith, who was sentenced last week

to be hanged for the murder of his father at Ilkeston

on the 1st of May, has made a full confession of his

.guilt. He states that he went to Nottingham on the

day of the murder for the express purpose of pur-

chasing a pistol with which to shoot his father ; that he

took the pistol home loaded, and found his father lying

on the sofia ; that he could not summon resolution to

-shoot him, although he measured the distance of his

head with the pistol. He put the loaded pistol into

the drawer, left the house, and went to a public-house

and got a quantity of drink. He then returned home
for the purpose of shooting his father, but the latter

had gone out. He again went back to the public-

house, partook of more drink, and had a quarrel with

a man. He then returned home for the last time, and
found his father sitting on a chair, with his head

resting on his hand. His father complained of his

coming in at all hours of the night, and said he did

not believe he got any better, but worse. The prisoner

'then thought he would make an end of the matter, and
"with the loaded pistol in his hand went behind his

father's chair and shot him through the head. The
confession was a written one, and signed by the

murderer. He was very calm and penitent after he
had made his confession.

Exetee.—The local Board of St. Thomas's in this

city have succeeded, principally through the exertions

of Mr. Pince, the nurseryman, and the surveyor, Mr.
Ellis, in deodorising the sewage of that parish by the

use of M'DougaH's disinfectant, which has been in suc-

cessful operation for some time at Carlisle. At a meeting
of the Board on Monday, Mr. J. W. Buller, M.P., in

the chair, Mr. Pince spoke in favourable terms of the

fertilising qualities of the sewage f/fter deodorisation,

and gave a practical example of its effects.

Liskeabd.—On Wednesday night Mr. Bernal
'Osborne, M.P., paid a visit to his constituents in this

town, and delivered a long speech on public affairs,

from which the following are extracts:

—

" Finance is the question upon which everything turns, not
only in this country, but in all other countries,—the pivot
upon which all affairs of national welfare turn. I wish there-
fore, to sayTa few words upon it, though I am not a Chancellor
of the Exchequer. Now, the public expenditure of this
country is becoming most alarming. The public expenditure
for the year 1861-2, this current year, equals 76 millions ; and I
find, by a parliamentary paper, which is confessedly incom-
plete, and which, therefore, does not ffive the real and right
figures, that the local taxation is laid at 15 millions ; making a
total of 91 millions. Now, that is a most alarming sum. And
here you will remember that year by year that sum has been
increasing. In fact it has been increasing somuch since the year
1853, that I may quote to you the very remarkable opinion ex-
pressed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1859 upon
that subject. And, observe, it is not now an independent
member of parliament giving you his views ; but the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, in his place in parliament, expound-
ing to the country the state of the national revenue. And
what does he say? Since the year 1848, the miscellaneous

• civil expenditure had increased to 2,225,000Z., and he told
the committee how it had increased, namely, the vote for
education, science, and art, 930. 000L per annum. Now I don't
object to education grants, but we know of science and art,
that there are a few gentlemen called the commissioners of
the fine arts, who put their hands into our pockets to spend
on matters of taste, but which are really disgraceful to taste,
and that is one of the ways in which the miscellaneous expen-
diture is swollen. Then for those extraordinary buildings,
the Houses of Parliament, 660,000*. per annum, which were
to have been completed for 750,000/., but which have ended
in costing two millions of money, besides the Bill for
keeping them up. Not only that, gentlemen, the outside
te falling to pieces, and really, I think, it would be a happy
thing if the House of Commons, as at present constituted,
would follow its example. Then for ordinary works there is
1«">000Z. per annum; for law, justice, and police,
-332,0002.,; superannuations, 19,0001; and the cost of col-
lection of revenue increased 300,000/. In seven years the ex-
penditure has increased 20 millions. Select committees
are sitting and evidence is given, yet there is nothing done,*nd nothing will be done until the country and the con-
stituencies take up the subject, and insist on a retrench-

*?S? ? f Publl
c expenditure. There are also the votes for

Aidershott and Alderney, and as I sat in my place I had a
\brush with the Prime Minister, saying that the money for

Aldersnott was shamefully misspent, but it was denied, yet no
proofs were given, and I consider the same of Alderney ; and
if you only turn to that you will consider that has been a
shameful extravagance. Well, then, we are going on with
fortifications, and I have a word to say about them. We have
been called upon, and they don't dare to put it in the annual
expenses, for a loan of 11 millions for fortifications. I quote
no opinion of my own, but the opinions of official men ; and
what is Mr. Gladstone's opinion of their necessity, and it is
really very curious, for it is the opinion of a man in office, and
behind the scenes. Remember this, there is a loan of 11
millions for fortifying Portsmouth, not only on the sea side,

i
or
i ™ countlv *ide» ^d a great deal of meney is to be laid

out at Plymouth, I am told. On the 18th August, 1860, he
KUd the public voice was in favour of augmentation rather than
reduction of expenditure, and he could not help thinking there
was a great deal of exaggeration in the public mind as to the^W™! existed for increased expenditure on this head.

«*£ vl J e Ho
,
u
J*
e of Commons and the country these thing*,

™L\ i
?ousf?

f Commons'goes on and votei the money, and the

^S^L" P^^y satisfied to pay it. Therefore I sly this, it

!5iS *im
quai

TelhDg about £t
'
if y°u constituents of Cornwall

thi«Sw*1

? ^^fied your members should enter into

+Si ™i L
ra*h ' and improvident expenditure—you can't think

SSS£ttS
,

™£?
B
l
,lelveg

,

Wi11^e ™? very «"* interest in

iSdpS^SS^I7, Un
J
e
!! ?acked UP by tfieir constituents.^ I mTv SrtninWc

1111^^11 to construct the ministry*» a may certainly say that the united ages of those in the

cabinet would puzzle the oldest inhabitant to state. He is

most active in mind, and most energetic ; and the fault I find

in him is not his age, but ' the follies of youth ' He has turned

extravagant, laying out all bis money in firearms, guns, drums,

and fortifications, and these are 'the errors of youth.' The
fault that I find in him is not that he is too old, but that he is

too'young; he is never satisfied unless he is squandering the

public money. That's the fault I find with him ; and I think

he is a most expensive minister. He is a most able man ; but

the country is paying very dear for him. There is no doubt that

as long as he lives he will
;
not listen to the [remonstrances of

Mr. Gladstone, but will go on spending money as long as you
are content to pay it. It is called a ' re-construction,' a sort of

hocus-pocus—one man jumping into another man's place—

a

presto pas8. I am not surprised at it in a muster of 77, with

rising young men who are between 60 and 70. Rising young
men have been put into cabinet places. Now the government,
I think, should have formed their cabinet on a younger and a

less expensive basis ; but it is the aboriginal sin of Whiggery,
which I am not surprised at. The fair vacancies have not
been filled by the supporters ofthe government. Contrast the

conduct of Sir R. Peel with the small coterie of Whigs. He
found a school of statesmen who have handed his name
down to this day; and he took them without reference

to rank, fortune, or connection—a school, the members of

which the present Prime Minister is very proud to adopt.
What is the case with the Whig coterie ? They are unable to
propagate then principles or creed, and have not the properties
acceded to the phoenix—too timid of defence, and too fond of
power to resign. What have they done ? Reconstructed the
old family party we thought we should never hear of again

;

and we have got these old gentlemen shifting from place to
place, and, like the bishops, living much longer than other
people. Well, the worst of this is, that the party have got
rather dissatisfied, and have rather an idea that this policy is

preparing the way, slowly but surely, for the advent of the
Tory party to power. Let us look at the recent appointments.
In appointing a war minister, I think it was the bounden duty
of the government to take the best man, whoever he was,
whether in the House of Lords or in the House of Commons ;

because the office of Minister of War is a most important office,

and only half organised in consequence of the lamented death
of Lord Herbert. It requires the best man the country has to
retrench the expenditure in that office. I have no doubt wlw
the best man would have been. If I am asked I should say it

would be Lord Grey, who [has an intimate acquaintance with
the office, and who is one of the cleverest men going ; but to
whom I don't think Lord Palmerston will ever give a
chance, because he is so clever. If they don't like to take
him, let them take Lord de Grey and Ripon, who is a rising
young man. If they tell me it is necessary to have the
War Minister in the House of Commons, there is a man
with whom I have had the honour of serving once, and who, I
am satisfied, is the best man in the House. That is Sir
Charles Wood. He is an excellent administrator. But they
take one of the most able and accomplished men, Sir George. C.
Lewis, from the Home Secretaryship, and turn him into
uniform, and make him the War Minister. By universal consent
every one will tell you it is a most UDlucky appointment,
because he has no connection with the god of war. I can only
account for his selection on the same principle on which the
American corps have made generals from most amiable and
excellent lawyers ; and you see with what success. Sir G.
Lewis is like Michael Cassio, ' Forsooth : a great arithmetician,
that never set a squadron in the field, nor the division of a
battle knows more than a spinster ; unless the bookish theoric,
wherein the toged consuls can propose as masterly as he

;

mere prattle, without practice, is all his soldiership.' They
have lifted him into this position because he is a good Whig,
and must be provided for ; and no one objects to him. But
accordingly he is removed from the Home Office, and the
control of the new police, to the control of the army of Great
Britain. Well, directly he left the Home Office, we expected
to have a little young stuff. But Sir George Grey is dug back
again—resurrectioned into public life. He is an amiable
man, but he retired from public life seven years ago on account
of ill-health, and he is put into the Home Office ; while Mr.
Cardwell, who is a glutton for work, and who is a most exem-
plary man. is consigned to the genteel seclusion of the Duchy
of Lancaster, with nothing to do. He was in office as Secre-
tary of State for Ireland—a country with which I am con-
nected ; and I think it is a very great misfortune to remove
him from that post, because he is a safe man, and offered no
violence to people's prejudices—a very difficult thing to avoid
doing in Ireland. He was to be depended on, and he sur-
mounted all difficulties; and after doing so is consigned to
private life. I have nothing to say against the appointment of
Sir Robert Peel—and I think it is a great thing even to get a
man bearing that name—and he is undoubtedly a clever man
back into public life. Some objection may be raised that it is
not fair to take adversaries and put them into office. But that
has always been the present Prime Minister's policy. I re-
member Mr. Hutt, who was afterwards made the Vice Preai-
dent of the Board of Trade, always moving for the abolition
of the slave squadron, which cost us a million a year.
He run the minister hard once or twice, but he put
salt on his tail, and put him into the Board of Trade. Mr.
Gibson, who was opposed to the China war, he treated like a
poor relation. He has recently taken Mr. Roundell Palmer,
who also opposed the Chinese war, and put him into office

;

and he offered to make Lord Stanley Secretary for the Colonies,'
but Lord Stanley refused it. I don't object to it ; but it is
for the people who sit behind to say whether it repudiates
the ties of party. The Liberals will stand a good deal, but I
think the day will come when even they will have had toomuch of it. With reference to Sir Robert Peel, I believe
b."".to be

*
an

,
able man

'
and 1 am of opinion that the respon-

sibility of the great office he has undertaken will restrain
iand check his impulses; and that when he has fully studied ithe country to which he has gone, he will become more

Irish than the Irish themselves. And I believe this isthe best compliment I can pay him." The hon. gentleman
after some few further observations on the appointment of
Sir Robert Peel, and congratulatory reference to that ofMr. Layard, thus resumed and concluded:—"What is the
state of the Liberal party ? It is becoming somewhat of amongrel nature. We have now got into a state of confusionand if you ask one man what he is in politics he will tell vou
Liberal-Conservative ; and if you ask another, he will sav he is
Conservative-Liberal What is to be the end of all these
political differences? Unless some energetic measures aretaken by her Majesty's government to meet parliament withmeasures entitled to public approbation, not only about spend-
ing money but cutting down and reforming the expenditure,
I believe that question will be taken out of their hands andthey will be consigned to the outer darkness of opposition
I do not despair of the Liberal cause. If the old Liberal bannerbe unfurled, which was unfurled in Lord Grey's time with thewords

|
Peace, retrenchment and reform ; ' whenever that
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and l b°P<> youwill be found at yours, and will send me again to do mv dutvin the House of Commons." J *

Oxfobd.—The Earl of Derby, Chancellor of the
University has appointed the Rev. William Charles
Salter, MA..Vice-Principal of St. Alban's Hall, and
r ellow of Balhol, to the Principalship of the Hall, in
the room of the late Dr. Cardwell.

PLYMOTJTH.-The new fort at V .

,

the most important of the neir coa
'^port, was formally commenced Wt ŵhrst stone above high water mark w *£>the Hon. Mrs. George Ed»comhp •
?***!'

Earl of Mount Ed^beTo^^
to be erected. The fort will be a

£°°*
work of 560 feet in length and it^mount 60 heavy guns.

POBTSMOTJTH.—

A

length,

***,
x-uKTSMor/TH.-A court-martial has v_

board the flag-ship Victory, to try jj?
ship's steward on board the Mermaid t2? "

Dauntless, for having two loaded pistols^*
and for advancing towards his conmJJL
Lieut. Tracy, in a threatening manner i?*
apparently with the intention of firing?*
Court found the prisoner guilty of both*^
sentenced him to seven years' penal serri2*; *

Salisbury.—On Thursday mominelfc,
Salisbury commenced the triennial y^T
diocese. In consequence of the prosecS*
lordship has commenced against the Rer V&
Williams, vicar of Broad Chalk, on account^??account

offc*' .Hansen's Biblical Kesearches,"
in

..£"*

Reviews," there was a very large attcndoSk
clergy and laity, in the expectation that
would be adverted to in the charge. Things
was not disappointed, his lordship having2
the subject in the following terms :—
There was one matter which he had passed <*»<

different considerations. He had felt precluded
™

proceedings in which he was then engaged fa»,
a subject which would lie closer to all theirhe«»3
those upon which he had touched, and one farmaS
their deepest attention. They would all undent*
was alluding to a book, professing to be the *
clergymen and one layman, called "Essays and I*
though he was not going.howover much hemigiutai
^o do so, to break the rule of silence which circ^u
imposed upon him, still he felt that he owed it life
both to the clergy and laity, to explain to them,w«
words, the reasons which had led him to adopt the

which he had now entered. He had instituted

against the reputed writer of one of those esaa
much to dissuade him from acting as he had done, hv
was that there was not sufficient power in eitfc-

to exercise any permanent influence over the mkim
This was one cause of hesitation. Again, he wuDotfcn

fear that legal proceedings would extend ^
the influence, whatever it might be, and further kit

think that the constitution of our courts ofM
as well fitted as one could desire to weigh, tb

truth on many of the questions which muit

submitted to them. Then there was another cm ir»

tation; the dictates of a righteous caution, it* i

against a reckless and ruthless attempt to pi 4«

fabric of Christianity to its foundation njp*
forget the claims of charity and justice. »•!.

difficulties in the way of instituting legal p«j*F-*
on the other side, there were pre]

for formally submitting the " Ess.-

bishops Court, and to show that-WW*^
proved it. The Church allowed P* J"'**
there must be a limit somewhere. At »»*.

,,

consecration he (the bishop) accepted the
jJJJJ^

keeping the teaching of his clergy TOthm WJ*"
Again, the archbishops and bishops of w

«J*
England had testified by a public "co™""!^

while the Lower House of Convocation and huojJJJ

given in their adhesion to that testimony. .^Tj,
helped to force the conclusion upon his minauj»
beyond the bounds of toleration, and hadpj^,
sibilities upon it. Upon the writers of tnj

•

Reviews " this record had had no effect. W wjj
frequent publications they had challenged tnejjj

thatltheir views were inconsistent with tne aw«

England and her ministry. He ^jrLV
writers had protested against informal acfc, *» -

t#
in the name of justice a decision from «|°JVj#
decision on such uoints belonged. The mauerj-^

burden upon him, but loyalty to his Ch*™££*f
adopt the course he had taken. W-S, Si* P*
shown him to be cowardly and unfaitwm ^
lordship proceeded to speak at soirieJengw» ^
justification by faith, and the other d?^^
' Essay and Reviews," contending that upw

whole Christian system.

Sheffield.^— * ,,
in

the poet, was unveiled on the 28th uifc»
p

the presence of a large concourse or spec

^^J

H

The monument to Jam
«*J5
rtat

died in April, 1854, and was buried on» ^
amidst such demonstrations ot Tegf«e ^

paid to any individual in Sheffield wj ^
desire was expressed that a m°niaT

^

erected to his memory, a subscription ^
Mr. Bell the sculptor was commission* ^
monument. But the subscription uK**1?*
or seven years the matter seemed to M* #1+*
until the Sunday school teachers ot b»- -

the question ; the result of their &^^
erection of a monument at ^ fjL^ti*1

.

was a large procession through tae i ^

j

the statue, and the day was ke;pt v ^
•

whole town. The mayor deliver

address. . p^, *{J

TRURO.-The celebrated
Colonel „

qM

obtained such world-wide reD^^ fefr\

Englishman," in consequence ot ta ^^
he performed with his rifle^'^&
army of General Garibaldi, was eu

Cor0jj^
quet at Tywardreath, by his ^^dowafj
Monday evening. 190 gentlemen * ^J
Mr. Kendall, M.P., in the chair.

heA
\^t^

in responding to the toast of &*
d tb«
^

speech on the past, the VTf
enz

' &&*'*
Italy, from which the following «*^ ^ ^f.

Since he left England a great ™f%^y
titf^**

he meant the Volunteer moV
f,

m^rngU^oiB'

sured, was a movement they allj a*

At
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w
*T *-!/ .rtiilprr Volunteer Rifles who knew how to

-#«mTine the p»s«€s, would defy any army

S*nS£? He had h
irr

elf beeQ a v ee
to go

teer with

w^risAr«m ****** the Ticin° with
j
600 men -CnMim s «° h

m the r
-

ver int0 tbe enemy <

s country.

.. Eb after thev fell In ^ ith shoot 8000 of the

^i.?.rtme^andcavalrv. Well, what did they do? They

Ti^n The7at acked their artillery with their bayonets,
* ?—

'

toSl They heard no more of them that day. Of

mr **w but vefv little. None of Garibaldi's men had

tiro months, and some not more than three weeks

!

S^ Ai—rf tbeee 6000 foes. They pursued them more than
**J

"^""Jii feme of tliem retreated as far as twenty miles.

to. ami support with heart and soul. Cornwall was 'rather unpleasant to us in petting our supply of cotton. But It lor the Pope, who, though violently assailed bw all the*^!SeVthat could P-sibly^Joj-Iolun^r they turned to Italv he thought that with three or four years' enemleg \ God and of^Ugion]lJ^ withafi™
hand the bark of Peter." While other princes and
statesmen present a lamentable picture of weakness and
perfidy, and are tossed about like fragile reeds, be
upholds the principles of eternal justice and the rights
of the Church and of society with undaunted courage,
at the same time edifying the world with the example
of his meekness and all the virtues that adorn Christ's

Vicar on earth. " What a happiness," he exclaims,
" that God has given to the Church so holy a Pontiff to
guide her in these troubled times 1 " He enlarges upon
the evils of the poor law, and upon the shortcomings of

the Church of England—upon the " sterility of Protes-

tantism and the vitality of Catholicity," as shown
by the census returns; and rejoices in the fact that all

the persecutions of centuries have not impaired the

"vitality of Catholicity!" The practical conclusion

which Dr. Cullen draws from the Census is that the

Established Church ought to be abolished. "Were
such on institution," he sivs, "discovered in Naples or

Modcna, with what accents of fiery indignation would it

not be denounced by the very men who defend it here in
a *J

Ireland ! Let us hope that the liberal spirit of the
age will not tolerate the continuance of so frightful an
abuse, and that the overwhelming majority of Catholics

in Ireland will no longer be compelled, in despite of

justice and common sense, to support an establishment

the existence of which is an insult to their feelings and

their religion." Dr. Cullen hopes that the Census will

open the eyes of the subscribers to the Protestant

Missionary Societies, and " teach them to put little

trust in the stories fabricated by missionaries, sent

certainly not by God, who is a lover of truth, but by
the father of lies; fabricated undoubtedly for the

purpose of promoting their own interest, and con-

dav they fell in with 10,000 of the enemy, whom

<awUe put to night. Why r The volunteer was fighting

ETlTTwifc child, mother, and sister. The others were

•Sllcri'of a tyrannous house. How would they, En-

ttkcto have th .8 country parcelled out, and foreign

wt In MtMSfion ? Huw would they like to he tortured

JJJJa^l-BOt^only they themselves tortured, but those

^ igtrmt to them tortured ? That was the case with

4 Mtrianc in North Italy, lint there was a certain excuse

fcr tJwm—thev were l ners, and did not care what they did

wit* th* Inhabitant*. They made the Italians pay for the sticks

• a which they beat them ! After they had flogged them, they

MX in thn bill to tbe family. But when they came to Southern

lair. *»*>r what was called the Italian stock, the House of

they exerdssd the most abominable tyranny. With
the P< pe's Government of Kome— they were the

in the world. They would be shocked if he
: :«»ll them of the horrible barbarities which they practised.

At PalSBDo they had iron caps and screws with which they

People were bound in iron chains, and pans of heated

were pat to their feet! This was to extort confession.

Ona act torturs was specially savage. It was performed by
Haabeakhl, the head of the police at Palermo. He wanted to

Caame information with regaid to the males of the family.

Woe tha mother and a child, put one on one side of the room,
the other on the other side of the room, and then told the

that if she would not confess she should see the child die

her eyes. Yet when Garibaldi got possession of Palermo,

tbfe Maniscalchi actually came to him and begged of him that
he vooM protect him. He thought the General was too good a
aaa. He did protect his life. This Maniscalchi put on a red
tairt to screen him, and he was taken to the fortress. He (Col.
Paard was no admirer of revolution, ^though he had done his

In Enthrone a monarch; nay, he had done his best to de-
tban one. But they were such m on arch s that he

^ prond to do his best to dethrone them. He might be wrong.
TWn tu a lawyer sitting by his side, and he would set him
?%ht If ha was. He thought there was a mutual compact

prince and people. They had done the same
in EagUnd. Therefore they could not blame the

"•nana. England did it in 1688. What was the result v

*j 7' ***f had a Government and a Queen of whom they might
yj*»f he prond. They had their laws duly administered, without
•••'••rf without affection. The law was supreme. Therefore
••^••'e free ! In Southern Italy, in the greater part of Italy,

rrtry P*t of Italy except Sardinia, there was no law, there

,

no fret a. What did they think the salaries of the judges

Ta^"t^""*~***
ky ^*«t«? The judges of the second class—he

tat knot »W they would call them—got 361. a-year, paid•

JJWtwIy. H c didn't know, it miirht be paid monthly. Could

Z.ILfTf* * -
1ud £€ t0 8"PPort himself and his family as he

JSJStr Bat be kept his carriage and horses. He lived as a
JWfe ought to do. Could he do it out of 361. a-year? No, he

it oy ukmg bribes from his clients. He went to the district

vH. i Vi PP°,nted
- He called on the butcher, and said,

^<ry jriad to see you. I am come here as judge." He says,
i am very happy to fee you." " You may be engaged

"Yes," says
" Well," says

u - ...... you—l shall have my meat

Tk^-
T
j
r5r hijrh nonour

» Signor Judge," replies the

a«a7»i. J
-

** Walk* away and pavs nothing for his meat,

*ft iuarT
glV

u
S dec>sions in favour of the butcher. So

^ J-S* goes through every departmsnt of trade. Such was
The

"JJJ
J'urrel with those who deal with you."

2J?*r r
>
J

ver7 probable, Signor Judge."
JVwtht Judge, "I shall deal with vou-l'sha

T*at

nt
*PP?"\t,nS »ucn officials upon such stipends.

j" wished to show that they were carrying on them a
m
Very econ°mi<*al wav . But they pocketed

!*!? Thl
Wa* a 8amPle of the Government they had

with the **^!f
Was

P° comrr»unication throughout the country,

^a £!!!?
IOn

?[ the Sreat posting roads. He would give

i aTtolfkV )W theF made road«- In SiciIy th«y com'

"«o netween Palermo and Messina. It was to be 250&T of
,
lh| 8 6o mileg yc t remained to be com-

m ux
7
f

p8n ifc in 1822
»

and Government had

••rtii! ThLt *
the PurP°«e of making it, 18.000,000?.

** to "he m.H making 250 miles, 60 of which were
7^" waioB* i

'*°r at least over which wheels could not go.

«* KTnti
08^06 0f the Paternal Government of the late

•Mried on i» *f ,

hi8 famil7- As to the brigandage which

Wt thev w •
'
and of wh!ch they saw so much in the

kalievnd . #
not the regular brigands, into whose hands

*"**U. ThG n
Cr M - Pfor tbis country, Mr. Pendarves.

andneo. Th?
1^*111 bnSands were the miserable creatures of

*•** gnlitv of
7 W€re ^^ardly assassins, equal to any cruel

^•TtauW i> I1
»
ver

J-
enorinity, and pillaged and destroyed what

Ct**rta ewld nlj
nner

» honester set of brigands than those of

Sr*iS w»
ex,8t

!

II had been stated that the King's^^ nothi?
nnP°Pu'ar. He said that it was no such thing.

""•MMnn^? Italy two months, and he said that it

•**% had Uiifti
1"- excePt in the case of a few discontented

u •» ««« the r, i

Ir emP,oyment because they were dishonest.
*• *a* t«|y on- }

* men interested in keeping np disturbances.

^•fKi! ation to make ab.iut the popularity of the

*"•• to \ vf
3

' Francis II. Garibaldi came a distance of

for ship-building ? Well, we could not get finer oak anywhere.
It was the oak which was most valued in ship-building. Did
they want corn ? Under the beautlul sky of Italy the husband-
man could cultivate his fields, and depend upon the weather.
He could look forward to three months' fine weather, with the
exception of an occasional thunder shower or storm. They
could get corn, oats, barley. As to wines, the wines of Italy

equalled, and in some instances surpassed, those of F ranee, and
it was not much further than France to bring them. There-
fore, as a nation of shopkeepers, they might look to the Italians

to give us an immense deal of what we wanted. But Italy, they
must recollect, was not a manufacturing country. She again,

therefore, would take our manufactures In return for the produce

which we should take from her. That, as a nation of shop-

keepers, Euglishmen had a right to look to. Talking about

education in Italy, he would give them another instance, and
that was with respect to the Government which was supposed to

be the most paternal in the Peninsula. He alluded to that of

the Grand Duke of Tuscany. He was a good old sleepy man.
He did what the Austrienstold him, but never did anything for

himself. His Government was supposed to be the best in the

Peninsula. The head of the college at Pisa sent in a memorial
to Government proposing that Government should educate men
according to the respective talent they displayed. They
thought that if a man displayed any particular talent for

painting, sculpture, &c, just as his natural talent seemed

to point out, that he should be so trained. This memorial

was sent in through the Minister to the Grand Duke.

Well, the Grand Duke sent back an answer to say

that " the Grand Duke was astonished to hear that any officer of

the Government should propose for a moment that the people

were to be educated beyond their sphere!" Therefore, accord-

ing to the Grand Duke's theory of man, it was that he should

remain in precisely the same situation in which he was born, and,

although he might be the son of a goatherd or a shepherd, yet

he must still continue a goatherd or a shepherd, though he might

have the genius for painting of a Giotto. It was thought by
some it was a great pity that the Italians did not at once get

Venetia—that thev had not yet got the Venetian territory. He
held it a great thing for Italy that she had not yet got Venice.

I le looked at it very much in the light of the injunction that

was given to the Israelites of old, that they should not at once

drive the Canaanites out of the Premised Land. Having the

enemy before them they were not likelv to be identified among
them. Colonel Peard then referred to Villafranca and Solferino,

and the effect of the Villafranca Treaty. For t<-o many years

Italy had been split up into petty States. It had always been

the policy of her masters to keep her divided. He held it as the

great safety of Italy for the next three or four years that they

should not get the Venetian territory. They did not like it, of

course, nor would they to have half of England, say, from the

west of the Thames, overrun by foreign invaders, and the rest

free. Still he firmly believed that that country being In the

hinds of the Austrians was one great means they had of conso-

lidating the kingdom of Italy. They did not want at present

o fight. That was not the object of Italy. They wanted peace,

that they might organise. They wanted, as he said, to have
schools, to have roads, that they might communicate, to make
the people acquainted with each other. They wanted to develope

the resources of the country and to improve the people by bring-

ing forward and carrying into effect good measures.

Wakefield.— It will be remembered that at the

Yorkshire Assizes, in March last, Mr. J. L. Feraandes,
of this town, was called as a witness for the Crown in

the case of " The Queen v. Charlesworth"—one of the

prosecutions for bribery at the last election for Wake-
field—and that, as he refused to prive evidence, lie was

fined by Mr. Justice Hill 500 J., and sentenced to six

months' imprisonment. Various steps were subse-

quently taken on his behalf before the Court of Queen's

Bench to get a remission of tbe sentence, but they all

failed. At the recent assizes for the county Mr. Fennindes,

who was imprisoned in York Castle, was brought up by

habeas as a witness on behalf of the Crown in another

prosecution for bribery at the same election. He then

pave evidence, and at the close of his examination

Baron Martin, considering that he had purged his

contempt, intimated that he would support any applica-

tion that might be made to the Home Secretary for a

remission of "the remainder of his imprisonment. Mr.

Fernandes acted on the suggestion, and on Sunday last

a free pardon was received at York Castle from the

Home Office, and Mr. Fernandes was at once liberated.

He had suffered nearly five out of the six months'

mprisonment, besides paying the fine of 5007.

ealino- the signal failure of all their efforts."

uo
et». u* f^j*** *nd he was only accompanied by eight

£«*• city tqA "•* *o soldiers within 100 miles of him. The
J*°P»oftb8 «i,, °*« man to receive and welcome him. The

******** dyn*«ty were in the fortress, looking through

J^r^mo/Tr p*nbaldi went through the city, under the

"•MlM..?6 fortress, but there was no hostile shot. All

*f** ofuST .?*' the C»T of " Liberty ! " He thought that by

****** «nrf t

ey W0«ld be able to cultivate the most intimate

~Fr.rL ^"'anding with Italy. There was a great

rau*l"7*--that went to war for an " idea." But this idea

•T*«- Ha tk
,d °ne- Their idea was a couple of nice pro-

fc*»«3drLUght England might assist Italy with an "idea

I**'* koow .
ke their produce instead of their provinces. He

r* ^tfZJ^l Produce of Italy that wouldn't be of use to us.

S*f wito em P for their cordage and sails for their ships 7

a. n?."HPPJy them with it, and that of finer qnality than
^"tt. Ha k j r 3 l "*ui witn il, ana mm wi nuei h ,*»"*-' ".

•** trtii^!
8^ il w^en or eight feet high. Afterenumerating

•naremM??' he sa'd, Did they waut silk? They had hundreds of

Ireland
The Queen's Visit.—It is understood that he**

Majesty and the Prince Consort will leave Osborne on

the 20th, and land at Kingstown on the 22d inst. The

Lord Mayor of Dublin has received a communication

from the Lord Lieutenant stating that as the Queen's

visit on this occasion is strictly private, her Majesty

cannot receive the address from the Corporation on the

throne; but the address must either be sent to the

Secretary of State, or handed to the Queen by the

Lord Mayor personally at Kingstown, or nt the V zc

regal Lodffe, no answer being made at the time of

presentation. This course will also be adopted with

the addre« to be presented by the commijrfPJWM*

Kingstown. The Corporation have *PP°;nt
f;

*

mittet to draw up an addre* to her ««£.
another to the Prince Consort. A Tndee^journal *Ut«

that there will be two stag hunts during the Queen .

stay at Killarney. , . .

a com-
and

•*

from Dr. Callcn wM read on Sonday in
^.CflffiilW

Dublin. The tronble. of the Tope and he£«.r»l ««

condition of Catholicity in Iretad
1

«• **£%&
topic, of the letter, but a r»«g£?M— * *«
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The Telyeeton Case.—On the 20th ult. the First

Division of the Court of Session gave judgment in the

reclaiming notes against Lord Ardmillan's interlocutor

In the case of " Yelverton v. Yelverton." The Lord
President said that a certain relaxation of the rule in

regard to the exclusion of hearsay evidence was made
where the statements made were truly part of the res

gestae, but the relaxation must be carefully watched,

otherwise the rule would be entirely broken down. In
the present case he thought the pursuer had got the
full benefit of the relaxation. Indeed there were one
or two of the evidences in her favour wnich the Lord
Ordinary had erroneously admitted. The Lord Ordinary
was quite right in allowing" proof as to the footing on
which the parties were living. The declaration of mar-
riage was partly laid on the ground of habit and repute,

and therefore evidence of the footing on which the

parties were living was quite admissible. As to the
competency of examining the pursuer in order to prove
the loss of certain documents, his opinion was clearly

against it. It was settled law that a party to a con-

sistorial action could not be examined as a witness. In
regard to the question proposed to be put by the

defender to the pursuer as to au alleged certificate of

marriage shown by her to the priest, that could not be
allowed. The question was plainly pointed at the cer-

tificate being a forgery, and for that no foundation had
been laid by the defender. As to the documents in the
possession of Mr. Parker, solicitor, in Ireland, who-

declined to give them np, he thought the Court should

oblige them to be produced, so far as concerned the

objection that they had not been produced before the
record was closed. In regard to the other documents

the Court reserved its opinion.

Mtjbder at Glasgow.—On Sunday night Robert
Pattison, aged 48, an assistant-inspector of poor in the
city parish, residing at 3, Caithness Street, Port Dundas,

murdered his infant child by cutting her throat, as she

lay asleep in bed. He had been left a widower about

three weeks since with four children, two of whom
were his wife's by a former marriage, and

#
has since been

drinking hard. After the murder he went to the

Police-office in such a state of intoxication that he could

not state what he had come for, and was accordingly

locked up till he became sober. During the night the

officers heard of the murder, and on examining the

prisoner found his clothes stained with blood- wkat*

charged with the deed he had committed, he pretended

to ehow ignorance of the whole matter.

A CoAirl'ir ov Finn.—A fearful eoabpft accident

occurred on Wednwiajr «t the -rjmmerlee coal-pit,

situated on the farm of l>.vk*head, about three miU*

from milton, ^longing to MeMrt. Wilson* and Ob,

The pit is upward* of 40 fathom* in depth, and some

boon before the accident, at hant 3 mend- sntfad

the shaft for the purpose of commeneaal work. Aboa*

one o'clock in the afternoon sraoae was *w*rve<l >*mmg

from the shaft, and was shortly afterwards fol owed by

flam* which ipeedily reduced the framework at the

pit.head to a heap of ashes. A. soon •. the.Jmm
Lild he got under, measure* were t*ken to extricate

Se men fn the pit. Two miners defended at great

!!rJmal risk, ami other volunteers followed, and by

SnT o'clock at ni*ht 28 <*«*»« ""« ^^v^
nt in such an exhausted *tate that one of them

almost immediately expired. The majority of these
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men were working at a considerable distance from the
bottom of the shaft, and none of the survivors can
account for the accident. From the appearance of the
men who were last brought out, it is feared that those
who were still in the pit must have perished from the
effects of the choke-damp.

Hafo.
Court of Chancery.—Tite Bankruptcy of Lawrence, Streatfeihl,

<fr Co.—This was an appeal to the Lords Justices from a decision
of Mr. Commissioner Holroyd, refusing to the bankrupt, Mr.
Thomas Laurence, of the firm of Streatfeild <fc Co., of London,
and Laurence, Mortimore, <fe Co., of Liverpool, leather and hide
factors, any certificate, and directing, in effect, that if he should
be taken in execution he should not be discharged until he
should have been in prison for the period of six months. The
appeal was argued at great length a short time since, judgment
being reserved. Their lordships now gave judgment to the
effect that the bankrupt's conduct in drawing bills upon insol-
vent persons and obtaining discounts under the pretence that
the bills were accepted for value in the ordinary course of trade,
was tantamount to a fraudulent misrepresentation, and con-
stituted an offence which it was impossible for the court to
treat with leniency. It would, therefore, be a departure from
the principles on which the court acted, and from the duty
which the public interest required at its hands, if it acceded to
any extent to the prayer of this petition of appeal. The petition
"was consequently dismissed.
The Assizes: Home Circuit: Croydon.—The Kingston

Murder.—Martha Bradish, 42, married, was charged with the
wilful murder of her step-sister, a young woman 20 years of
age, by cutting her throat with a razor. The prisoner, who is

a tall powerful woman, is the wife of a serjcant-major in the 3d
Surrey Militia, and lived with him in the barracks at Kingston.
In March last deceased, on the prisoner's invitation, was on a
visit of a few days to her and her husband at the barracks, and
on the morning of the 26th the pr souer rose from her bed, and
going to where the young woman lay asleep, deliberately cut
her throat with a razor. The facts were not disputed: the
only question raised was as to the state of the prisoner's mind
at the time of committing the act. On this point it was
f>roved by medical and other evidence that insanity existed in
he family, and had manifested itself in the form of suicide in
several instances ; that the prisoner had been in India and was
affected by the climate, and that, from her period of life, com-
bined with her state of health, she was extremely likely to be
seized with a sudden mania. It was also proved that there was a
total absence of assignable motive for the murder. The jury
at once returned a verdict of Acquittal on the ground of
insanity, and the prisoner was ordered to be kept in custody
during her Majesty's pleasure. The prisoner, who appeared per-
fectly calm andjcomposed, and who exhibited no emotion during
during any portion of the trial, was then removed from the bar.

T Tn'Kwowood Murder. — John Charles Franz, 24, a German,
described as a shoemaker, was indicted for the wilful
murder of Martha Halliday. This trial occupied the Court two
oays, but, as the facts were all very fully noticed in our
Provincial News at the time, it will be unnecessary to give the
evidence in detail. The deceased was an elderly woman, the
-wife of a labouring man, in the service of Mr. Alcock, M.P.,and during the absence of the rector was employed to take
charge of the rectory at Kingswood, and was so engaged at thetime she met her death on the 10th of June last. There
appeared to be no doubt that by whomsoever the crime wascommitted the object in the first instance was plunder, andthough in carrying out that object the life of deceased was
sacrificed, all the facts went to show that this event was notcontemplated by them. The murder appeared to have beencommitted on the evening of the 10th of June, but no dis-covery took place until the following morning, when some
of the neighbours found deceased dead. She was in her bed-room m her nightclothes, and had evidently been disturbed inher sleep by tho intruders. The cause of death was suffocation :a stocking had been forced down her throat so violently as to•carry her tongue with it, so that death must have taken placealmost immeaiately ; and it appeared that, in order to avoidtne possibility of her giving any alarm, her hands and feet hadDeen tied with a piece of strong cord. Only some articles of

££!«£! *!?•?? bGen removed from the premises, and toaccount for this it was suggested either that the robbers were

;
but she was unable proper quarter.—Exeter.- T^'JriifS^^Bi

show that the prisoner John Hart, a sailor, ag.-d \5 w*\!f**^«
application was made, inquisition with the' wilful m,',3!I! *?**"* « i

East Stonehouse. butThe^r^^^
the prisoner was indicted for marliELS?*1
deceased were seamen on board th*was lying at Millbay, Plymouth, *

the**evening of that day some of the creJZ?ensued, during which the prisoner Sfithe heart with a knife, causing almost!jury returned a verdict of G*ST La *.sentenced to 10 years' penal servitude *
Norfolk Circuit : Ipswich.-^^ k .Tram.—Alfred Lord, a youn* mm lKJL 1^^
wiC™T •> Wctherden

3

, suireSeredJX**wilfully placing a piece of wood ac-oasS/SI?**Counties Railway on the 10th of JuW^fJft?*

relief was made to her, and to identify the document found I the recommendation of the
in the bedroom of the deceased; but she was unable

to prove anything that tended to show that the prisoner

was the person by whom the application was made,
and the probability appeared to be that if the prisoner was
really concerned in the murder, it was his companion who
applied to this lady. For the defence the Hon. George Denman,
Q C, who was specially retained by the Saxon Embassy, in a

speech which occupied four hours in the delivery, contended
that there was nothing whatever to show that he was ever in

the house or near it, except from the pocketbook and the

papers contained in it. and that there was nothing to show
that the statement of the prisoner that he had been robbed of

this pocketbook was not true, while there were many facts in

the case which tended to show that it was so. The prisoner

was not only deeply steeped in poverty, but entirely ignorant

of our language, and though suspicion might be created by the

evidence against him, it was not sufficiently cogent to justify

the jury in saying upon their oaths that the prisoner was guilty

of a crime for which his life must undoubtedly be forfeited.

Mr. Justice Blackburn having summed up, the jury, after

deliberating about an hour, returned a verdict of Not Guilty.

There was some applause when the verdict was pronounced.
It was said that when the jury retired 10 of them had made up
their minds to return a verdict of guilty. The prisoner was
immediately discharged from custody, and it was stated that
means were afforded him by the Saxon Embassy to return at
once to his native country. The Chertsey Murder.—Henry Hasell,

26, labourer, was indicted for the wilful murder of Emily
Martyr. This case was postponed from the spring assizes in
consequence of the illness of a witness. The child whose death
was the subject of inquiry was illegitimate, and about 14
months old, and the mother, a young woman 22 years old, the
daughter of a labouring man residing in the neighbourhood of
Chertsey, was confined with it at her father's house in
November, 1859. When her health enabled her to do so she
went into a situation at Chertsey, where she became acquainted
with the prisoner, who offered to marry her. He was
well aware that she had had a child, and had stated
that he would "own" it. The marriage took place in
October, 1860, and for a short Lime afterwards the prisoner
and his wife lived at the old man's cottage, and then removed
to a cottage of their own near Chertsey. Shortly after the
marriage, owing to the severity of the weather and other
causes, the prisoner became reduced to a state of very great
poverty, and felt very much the burden of having to support the
child. The prisoner's wife was in the habit of going out to
work every Tuesday, and it was usual to send the child to the
house of its grandfather, but on Tuesday, the 15th January,
the day of its death, the prisoner kept it at home. No one
but the prisoner and the child were in the cottage, and no
cries or any alarm were heard during the day, but towards the
afternoon the prisoner went to the house of a female neigh-
bour, taking the child with him, «nd asked her what was the
matter with it. She looked at it and saw that it was
in^ convulsions, and apparently dying, and she told the
prisoner so, and requested him to carry the child home
and go and fetch a doctor. The prisoner did as suggested,
and procured the attendance of Dr. Eady, a medical
gentleman residing at Chertsey, who, upon seeing the child,
observed at once that it was in a very dangerous state, and it

died the same night about half-past eleven o'clock. Some
marks of violence were observed upon the head and face of the
child, and when the prisoner was asked to account for them he
said that the child, which he had left upon the bed while he
went out to cut some wood, had fallen upon the ground, and
that it was by this fall that the injuries had been received. A
coroner's inquest was held and adjourned, the injuries received
by the child having been found to be of far too serious a nature
to have been caused in the way the piisoner represented.
He then stated that after he had picked up the child
from the floor he was very much frightened, and let the
child fall a second time, and he said it was to this second
fall that the fatal injuries were no doubt to be attributed.
These were the principal points of the evidence
against the prisoner ; but it also appeared that he
had been 4I chaffed " by some of his companions
about marrying a woman who had a child, and that this made
him very angry, and he was repeatedly seen to slap the child,
and to utter exclamations of ill-will to it. The cause of death
was stated by Dr. Eady to be an extensive fracture of the
skull, caused either by a blow with some blunt instrument, or
a violent fall ; but, in answer to a question put by the judge,
this gentleman said he would not take upon himself to state

certain carriages, and to endanger tie fil^travelling m them. This case excited JSA
the grave nature of the charge and tha
prisoner. It appeared that, on the ~
the

, p.m. tram from Cambridge wag «Hwhen, between Elmswell and H.iughlev tan obstruction on the line. The er£u*i
breaks put on, but, notwithstanding• *»»*
guard irons came in contact with some hem
completely through it On the drmr i

getting down, they found that a heavy iLnhad been placed across tho rails, aud STL.
cut it through, scattering the gravel « 3

1

the moment of the discovery of the ohnwnJV
going at a rate of 35 miles an hour, the ttaebttt
incline at that spot, with an embankment t%2
feet. These facts coming to the knowledge ef toin London, a detective, named JacksonTw*
after numerous inquiries ascertained from ha
that the prisoner was the culprit. The jar?£
cf nearly an hour returned a verdict of 4wfc
mended the prisoner to mercy on accouut oJliii
Chief Justice Erie in passing sentence said, "T«
convicted of a most serious crime, accomraaiei
malignity. The purpose, if carriod oat, wonU k
great many deaths. It seems that you and tat^K
infest the lines of railway to procure these tco6^B
are too young, but you are old enough to kao«fl|
quences. I follow the recommendation of t&t*
cannot help thinking you have displayed ununel
this affair. You are liable to be kept in pent] i.

life, but the sentence will be that you be kept a
tude for four years."

(Sftttuan).
The Earl of Traquair died on Friday, it Tnpt

Peebleshire, in his 81st year. His lordship, ate

adherent of the Roman Catholic faith, hadbealr

in feeble health, and since the death of

almost continuously resided in seclusion it Thearfc

which is believed to be one of the oldest i&hberf m-

Scotland. The magnificent avenue leadinf t» At fr

mained entirely grass-grown and unus< :era»a«:

Earl's father, the late peer having made a

pass through it after it had been traversed by iri

cession. The great staircase and entrance to
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the7 became positively that the fatal injury might not, "in so young a child,

OTig£5oWect& carrying their have been caused by a fall from a bed or from a man's arms
«•«- found hVi™ 2 u '• "X*

Upon the room where the body The Drisoner's connsetound being searched there was found a pocketbook con-
prisoner s counsel on this evidence submitted that there was
case to go to the jury. Mr. Justice Blackburn said he

the Royal House of Stuart. He has die ! "*^^Jr
title becomes extinct. He has benucat\)ir»t*~*" ««aj|
was not entailed, to Lady Louisa Stuart, (JJ*T Mm*
ladyship's death to a Roman Catholic fM0Mf*W

The Dowager Countess of NewburohJ**
her seat Slindon, near Arundel, at ^^fjrj
She was the inly daughter of Jo-eph we*M !

House, Wilts, and married, in 17 ea™~
{ *

burgh, who died in 1814. By her death
J JJ»

reverts to Greenwich Hospital. She receivedtw^^
death of her husband, the late earl, ™°i*f
Charles Ratcliffo, third brother of the Earl «

who was executed in 1715 for high treason, or

2500Z. as a rent charge upon the estates of
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parliament to Greenwich Hospital in lo».

The Bishop of Durham died vested

quarter past 7 o'clock. His lordship had mm
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account of her great age, an announcement which was followed
by murmurs from several in court. Baron Bramweli then
passed sentence of Death in the usual form. The prisoner
remained cool and unmoved during the whole trial
Western Circuit: Bodmin.—Child Murder.—Charity Ho*l-inwas indicted for the wilful murder of her illegitimate ch4d at

Truro, on the 5th of June. The prisoner was a person invervhumble life, and had passed most of her days in extreme
poverty. A few years ago she married a person named Hoskinby whom she had three children, two of whom were dead and
the other lived chiefly with the prisoner's mother. Four or
five years since her husband deserted her, and since that timeshe had been in the very depths of poverty, generally living in

1 different workhouses. In April last she went into the work-
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wing year while in command of the

BIT the Bocca Tigris, ho conducted the at ack
subsequently headed the oncral s

bits, the Chinese poniti n near Whamp -a,

In the same year be assisted at e

retaking of Chuean, the reduction

the surrender of Ningpo. For these services in

ted a Knight Commander of the Bath.

appoint ed commodore on the Brazil station.

of the junior lords of the Admiralty under
ef9erthumberia]<-l. Ho represented Dartmouth in

et Ossmiiisii from 1852 to 1*57, but contested that

.Irjr in 1859. He attained tho rank of rear

MS; and that of vice adm i ral in 185
rir. C.B., died on the 5th inat, in his 59th
the army in 1823, an 1 commanded the

c Alurabagh, in 1- and subsequently
when the enemy attacked the po>. n in

be Motilrie, and was successfully repulsed.

rank of colonel in 1854 ; and that of general

TJw 1st. PawnrDAUT Hr.Knr.RsoB, M.A.. Prel>endary
•a Pae/a, Rector of Messing. Esaex, and Rural Dean of

Baall on Sunday, being rue* with
^^^WBtaln ring the Sacrament in

He was admitted a Queen's scholar at West-
Is) IMS, sod was elected from that school student of

Oxford, in 1820, gradu ng IV A. in 18J4,
in nH. ne was preaented to the Vicarage of
the Bar f Verulam, in 1828, and from 1831 to
also the Rectory of Col ne Wake, near Ilalstead.

IMJ th* late Bishop Blomfield appointed him to tho
of Censmbei lalns wood in St. Paul's Cathedral. He
m bia-h repute among the clergy of his district as a

lastic attainments.

•v

—The will of Lord Chancellor Campbell has been

mm m^J** J»,000C. personalty: Vice-Admiral the Hon.

C.^BS »*•" Dundas. K.O.B., W.00W :
General

chief of the London Fire Brigade, MAI.

JftitttlLvxtowi.

s/flbtu!
'* Aeroiite —Tlift Iter. A. H. Denham,

WClsjiWj iWtory, near Lancaster, has addressed u

JJ^tolbe Timet, under date August 1, from which

2!"*J
w,nK *re extracts:—" A* I was driving my

JJtM Children to-day in tbe vicinity of my house, a

Jyit^od, gradually increasing in intensity, made
•w beard, nntil at last, witb a roar and a scream,

Ml seem to ring in my ears, a flaming mass
itself into the road at tbe distance of a few

~ -*"»y pony's head . My w i fe and t u-o eh i 1dr

i

»•*** ?* **tnr*llf much alarmed, so I directed some bay-5 7?!* **> w«re at work in an adjoining field to dig

^ ZLTajy* l drove *° a friend's house close by. The

i^lZT**** mto a profuse perspiration, trembled all

*owed erery sign of the greatest terror. On
to the spot, after an absence of about

I found that the labourers had succeeded in

Jfwhttprored a most magnificent aerolite.

»* '*—eguUr ellipse, the m r axis bein

Jiinor axis 7| inches ; the weight is

••••en who dug it up informed me that it

.. ,
|Wf nearly 6 ft. in the ground, and was red

^2*^ reached it. Indeed, when I r. ;l it

-* £?> ^ touched with impunity by the naked
W* tilling, the crystals assumed, while con

-

the most beautiful prismat.c hues.

W JLZIT »7*T,ty I navc satUfactorily ascertained to

ill uT? tk»n that of iron. At the moment of its

rTr8 *J wm perfectly cloudless. A strong smell of

\lE?!*m diffused immediately after the descent, and

^J* **nd sereral crvsUU of that •lament in the

ijr^L^ toe nppor surface, which have escaped

TJ*»» frwn the soil."

tjy*>p E.\rn>in<nr tbom Chiva to I^pta.—

S|2PI*C* ftmf J™* D€en received from Captain

ZZr*** of the RotsI Artillery, one ot «n exp ^ng

T^T »ow engage in examining the routes from Chma
Thibet and tbe naasM of the Uimalay

?«^
.

11

tarted from Shanghai, and pro- • and cheap. Grapes are abnadatrtB
'

. is now
India. The expedition ~.~. w>. ....,

ceeded 700 miles up th \ang-tse river in the vessels of
the squadron of Admiral H jr.. Hevond this point tin

proceeded in one gunboat and a small iron stammer to

Foo-cbow, 140 miles above Hankow, where the > easels

will remain until the return of the party. Captain
Blakiston is of opinion that the objects of the expedi-
tion uill not be accomplished until the summer ot 186
At present the party lias penetrated to a p at beyoi

Ih>

Of f*rawherries tbe aupplf
over ; and with tbe exoapefcs* of Morallo, the sssms n.av

said of Cherriss. Broad Beans, yessBsj Oarmta, and oew
]' as mar he had in quantity of the latfr many
aai>. j.Vs are, however, diseased. <>acnmbers are cowrhif tm
pleni ily. Cut fl>wers chiefly oosssst of Orehid* 1 ily of
the Valley, Pelargonium a, Violets, Mi»ruoaette, lleatba, and
Rosea.

FRUIT

tpean

has stopped all ti

here wtie judical

Pine Apples, per lb., S« to 5s
Grapes, per lb. , is to is
strawberries, p. p\. 0d U» Is

Melxns, each. Is to 4s

«»—Has, j>cr dot., lu to 15s: c

PI"'

prosperity, the stream being crowded with junks, and

the adjacent country being thickly populated. Captain

Blakiston has forwarded to Mr. Whiteley, ->f Woolwich,

ises containing birds shot on the upper 1 cachet of the

river, including the eagle, haricr. cormorant, ki'e. mbi
pheasant, ^.c, which will be depot-iied in the Koyal

Artillery Institution.

HI!. I Its.—On the $d innt., s! ITarewood House, Hannrer
tare, the Oountses of II a hi «<»<»d. ot i «»n—4ih Iwst, at l'-dne-

bnry Park, CranbrcK.k, stack Crx:ii, ol a »on, still! d

—:;oth ult, at Blith I, ^tafl 4iirc. Uie Lady BaoOT, of S
daughter— :.th inat, at No. 1, Montags Square, tho Hon.

Mrs. I hoar Drcmmoni., of a daughter—Li inht, nt l.mma
I 'lacs,

v
'>»o. Devon, tho wile *«f Captain tho Hon. 1-.

Iddikoton. Roval artillery, of a son—1st Inst, at . Klgin

i; ad. • wife or Major-Gcneral W. U OoanaXD, of a daughter

—3d Inat, at Osborne Ci'ttage, tho wifo of Captain F. Saves,

offtMl, _
. _

MAIUIIAQES.—On the f.th inst, at I/eaminj?b.n, Hai.ph

h, Esq., lato Captain 17th 1 >t, eldest son "f Robert

8mvth, Esq., of Oraybrook, county West meat b. It I, to the

ina ( >tan< e, fourth daughter '•( Vice Adminu I

oiiKRVi h ult, at st. Margaret's Church, Horsmonden,
Knot th* v. Pierck Hitler, rector of Ulconibo, Kent, son

of the late Hon. General Butler, and nephew of the third l irl

irrick. to CATHKRiifl TwnDKV, seconrl daughter of the

Rev Wm. M. 8mitii Marriott, r.ctor of Horamondcn. grand-

lUghterofthe late Sir J. Wyld^re Smith. Bart, of Hydling

and the Down H»uso, Dorset, and of Thomas Law H^ges.

*q , late of H«»msted. K^nt-SOth ult. nt Peter's Church

1 aton Square, Wii.i.iam Hicks, son of the late Sir Joiw Si.adr,

H.irt.. to Cfcimv Loi as, ^laughter of the late Sir CtiAaucs

Mas Voxrx, Bart, and nleos to the Marquis of Winchester—
24th ult, at Lowton Chun h, Capt. Jon* Charlies Shi rnrt.n,

21st KuHlllors, third son.. f -R. Shcmcld. lit.. Nnrmanhy I 'ark,

nshirs, toMaETSAisAH Hr lestdaughtei I <.

Butlkr Stoney. Esq . of Portland, county TipjK5rary—::oth tilt,

at Bkipton, near "Much Wenlock, Richard Orlkbar. Esq.,

eldest son of Richard Orlebar, Esq., of Iliuwick House,

Bedfordshire. V> 1 dejuca St. John*, youngest daughl

o lato Sir W. K. BOOH BouoiiToa, Bh I -6th inst at 1
1
init v

Church. Padlington, Faasas O. A Fuller. Ksa . H d

Horse Guard* (Bluc\ to BuSAJSn, oi daughter of the late

tlr Robert A. D< lak. Bart., of Glenborvis, Scotland

—

l^tlnst, at t. John's, Pa<ldinjrton, Cm mknt T. SWaNSTON,

.Tnu.. r>u., only son of Clement T. Swnnston, B> i . Q.C.,

to AitKE, eldest daughter of Sir Jons Romilly, Maater of

the Rolls.

DKAIHS.—On tho 5th inst, in Lond Fran Llyssbs,

third son of tho Earl of CLONMr.LT., aged II—4th inst,

Ospringt House, Fsrershsm, Lady Moxtresor, relict of the

late General r Tho«. Gage Montresor. K.C.H . & ag- <1
c

— -2.1 ult, at Branches Park. Hesi.v, infant son of Sir Henkv and

Lady Pioot—2i»th ult, at New Cross, of cotasumpti<.n, Ch a s

Akctrtther Wilkivsok, youngest son of the lata 1

Wilkinson, Esq.. of Kly Lodge, Gravescnd, and grandson of the

II.n Colonel David Leslie Anstruthcr, aged 22—4th inst, at 7,

India Street, Edinburgh. Mrs I aroaret Caroline Lindesa^ .

relict of Patrick Orr, Esq . W.S., and last surviving sister o(

the late M * or-General Sir Henry Lindesay Bstbune,

Bart,, of Kilconquhar— Sd Inst. at Harrow Scho-.l,

William Edward Parry, youngest son of the ate

R lrairal Sir W. 1 i.WARn Parby, aged 15-.,oth ult,

t Paris, Emma, widow of the late Y rt jttii.

Esq., Puisne J' ca of the Supreme Court on—2Tth
ult very s- ienl at 10. I tkad T. rraes, 8omhesa, Com-

mander' Johk Al.DER.-HAW irasT. RV.
J

ngSSt *"*'>(

the lato Commotes Walter Bsthurst, h -2 .st, at DubUB,

Cokmsl V Commandant of the Royal H»bern.an M^itary

School- Ult. at tbumberland r^***?™****
Fra a , widow of the late Edward U oww,

Csptsin Ri«e B. . and daughterof the e-Wllbam PoweU,

Esq., Waterloo.. ItoU-SOth nit, at Henley-on-Thames Fav^
wife of Colonel nsMKia Talbot. 48d Light Jnfantry-lst inst.

U Fr» rK Leary, Esq . Librarian of the Bouse of Lords

list in, hi. residence, Upper T«rrac<% I ,ropstoad

Heath, after long illness, Edward Maora *U

eoretarY of tbe Athenssum, Pall Mall, * R > • J An —
uu7st Fairfield CotUge. 8unninK Hill, « a^jljj

>q., of Sunnburdaie, s» eJ-Slst ult, "J^ tW**£.
Torkshire, the Roy. Jobs J. T. •fomon, rsctf*^»f B^;f«^
-ft- 1st insL at The Park, iarf»m. * >e Rev H tsWOT

OpIerU B.'a second son thsTsta Richard Orlebar, Esq

of Hinwick House, Bedfordshire^ ««d ym»e • Ojrol

Podinjrton. in the same county, aged 53-24 inst, at Ssvenoaks,

Kent, the Rev. Thomas Craws, rector of the parish,^aged^S-
30th ult. at 8omerton Rectory, Oxfordshire, tbeRsY. R C.

Clifton, rector of Sotcerton and canon of Manchester, agc4.>l

-1st inst, at 5, WUton Place, the Roy. Johs Hollier STEpnaa-

BON, rector of Corringhani, Essex, aged 62.

NocUjiiios, do., 6s to 12s

\) ota, do.. Is to 8a

i horrioa,BBMUsh, p. It

VEGETABLES.

irranta. 5 aleve, 5s
Ooosehemea, do., &s
Peaia, pi r doc. is to Is 6d
Apples, per do*., ttd to Is

Oraafsa, per loo, os to us
Lsmooa, i«r 10ft. 6s to 10s
N uts. Cob. per lb , Is to Is

market*

• «
#0*tol2Ot

cnt

HAT.—Per Load of *

BMiTwriELD, Thlrsday, A

Prime lleadow Hay 75s to 84s
,

CloTer .

.

iperior do. (old) .

.

Si
j

*«W_2TI5
Inferior do 36 50 ! Do. ssSJSwa ^ ^
New do 50 9$ •»" '•

p'/ris* Co.
flciwen — — «.,» •

' MRERLAKD HaRKYT. TfTTBWIAT, an

Sbp Meadow Hay i 15s I ******* VWWm
i > ew «o. • •

• *ferior

Superior dorsr

riaSoWHay
InlerioY do.

PHtne New Hay

/ft ft*

m *» 1

..1R 120 I

nscsjApBT, TsrsspAY.
••wssisws f*»«2J ._
sa sa is^sVswd

a

I»«srtord

rm9 2few ChrrerInferior .. ..55 7$

Straw «... . »0 ss

Veget»s4es and

mT^^tt*2£2!!!!^ rlss are
may also st os had » great

CHulifl«.wera, each. 2d to 6d
t< lu-hlleans, i> |nn.r*dtoln6d
reen Peas, p. quart. Is to ls6d
i -.«l lh*:i!ia

f p. bush, 3s6dto4s
Cabbagea, do.. Is Sd to Is 61
P'tatass. i- u. 00s to 60s

M told
i
orewt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per buns*. 4
•, new. . Into Is 3d

8|>i \\, p «ieTe, In i

icninlx i f, i- ,( ii, od t <> '.'I

\
. . Mairows,p doa,lstols6d

AiUchokea, eath, 4a tood

per 1> .

Beet, per doz . Is Cd to 6s

rdiary, P . lie, is 6d to 3t6i
I •aloos, p. 9 sieve, 4s 6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, .'«s to7s

]

Rhubs . i.undlo, odtodd
unatoes. p. t! .4s (m

Shallots, per 11 . is 61
Garlic, per lb,, 6d to 84
L'tidlSfc ] d. -' .. SftO ll

ll>»rsslladUh,| »64 ! 4«

Muabrooms i ,i »sd
atu s, * to 6a

Savory, per but) , 2d to id

IHllTISH WOOLS.— Ijokoob, Friday, aug. 0.

Our trs/ie c-mtlnuea ab<.ut the same. MOM unsitersd

;

perhaps hardly as much activr

d.

to
fs..uth-downliog-s
geu.. M ••

Half-l -rod ditto.. 1

Down Ewee . . 1

K«-nt Kl«M'co« .. 1

' i.oniai. Wool Kalis.

about the aamo rates.

6

4

I

1

1

1

d.

6

I

1 *t. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs .. 1

Combing Skittl 1

Flannel Wool .. 1

Blanket ditto ..

4

6

to l

l

l

l

4

5
5
5

These sale .- progress

COAL MA HK FT.— Aug. 7.

Craghoed Steam, lis. : J Listing's Hartlajr, lss> 94. ; Haswell

M. Lm. '.•!.; Holywell, 16s. <k1. ; ljatubert's West Hartley,

1 ;s. 6d. : Walker Prln »se, Pis. Pd.; Walls A A -a

17s. :M.; Walls End Eden, 17s. Sd.; WalN 1 i liedley,

16s. (id ; Fdt-n M i, 17s. 34. 1 Walls End Howell, IPs.;

Walls Knd Tunstall, 17s. ; Walls En i Csssop, 18s. 6d. ; Walls

End llcngh Mall, 17s. 8d. ; W End Kolloc, 18s;
Carway and Duflryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d. ; Carway and Duffryn

Malting, 24s.

METROPOLITAN CATTT.K MARKET.
Movday, Aug 5.

The number of Deasts is conslderalily less than on Monday
• CI e finalities are readny disposed of at a<i 1

s. The supply of Sheep Is about i ho same as on Monday
last; and ) cs ret Itered. liambs snd CalYes, tho

n .-rage quality f v\ alch Ls \hv middling, meet srith -^ heavy

sale. From Cormany and H'>llancl thero arc 1510 Beasts,

i) fiheep, and 210 Calves; fr-.m France, 'J3 Calves; from

Scotland, 1«0 ; from Ire 1
. 1. Vlu BeasU ; audi 2000 from tbe

northern and midland counties.
d s d

4 If) to
Best Scots, Here-
ford* Ac.

Dest Short-homs 4 8—4
2d qua Hoasts S 4—4
Beat Downs and
Balf-breda .. .. to

Do. Shorn . . 5 0'

o

10
2

IJest Long-wools.
I Hhor? .. 4-

EwesA 2d quality
Do. Shorn .. 4

I.am be .

.

. . •*»

Calves
PJiTS .. ..3

d s

to.
10 5 9

W #

4

8

I

'•

8
20

4 6
4 6

BeasU. 4720 ; Sheep A Lambs. 27.1 IK); Calves, 204 ; Pitfs, 410.

Tut •BSDay. An if. 8.

The number of Leasts is about the same as

The demand is by no means ax o, and it is difficult to main-

tain Monday's <p »ns. The supply oep i« rather

shorter; quite sufficient merer, for the demand. 1 ss aro

scarcely as good ss on Monday. Lambs and Calves m h

s Yerr dull sale at late rates. eign supply consists «
Calrcs. From Ireland, 5t

C is 90.
320 Beasts. 2AM Sheep,
aires The number o! Milch

Best Scots, Uere-
fords, Ac. . . 4

Best E rns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
ilalf-hreds

Do. Shorn . . 6

8 to B

n —

4

4 — 4

8

0—5 2

ri

Bes »g-wools .

Do. n ..4
Ewosi . quality
D... Shorn .. 4

.

.. 3

- • ft

alves
i'lgS

8 — 5

. • •

2 — 4 r»

0-5 8
C — 4 6
6—4 <

B Lambs, l2,t/20 ; Calves,

MARK LANK—Mokday, Anp
Tb« supply of Wheat from Essex and K<- this raornin^'i

market was small. The former was cleared at rices of

this day se'nniffht, while on the latter a decline of fully Is. per

qr wasscoepted. Business in fmeign was almost cnfinclto
American descript' * in betid for export to France :pon

which an advance of 1 v per qr. was realised ; the value of

•.her kinds continues to be nosafaially tbe same a> late.

There were s few samples of new Kentish Barley at market,

quality and weight aood ; and It was sold at about 40s. per qr. ;

Id Barl*y rather cheaper. Beans and Peas are ercd in

value. Oats are a alow sale, sad 6d. to Is. per qr. lower ia

price. The Flour trade is quiet.

PHI IBPFT.IAL QrjARTKR. IS. S. IS. S.

tfasAT, Essex, K .W
M — fin* selected runs. . dKtof.50— . <_• lied j3«—

»

— — Taiavere jal —
j— > Ik ^*d .

.

"
~ ... ..... ....

Baau: i*t f~~ **
— Kircign. t g and dtstillllsj —3*

Osts. Bssex arfSuff "'^
4> M

bcotcb
IrUh »

«

i

•—24

y^S-l* p.Mand and Brew 20—M Feed

Rys
KYK-amAt^
BKAsa Mass
_ Pigeoa
*• P<S"SlflSl

***> s»W
- sfaj^le

M»t«s
FuBVB, beet
— 2d do.

s> * • L • » - •

m * # •

i

• *

17* SS 4

,41s — 45f.

and Seat . . B«iM»<»

to—

s

I

White
. .per sack

5

40" U

—na
—at

s * * *

* # f t * < * * *

matct

!

FasBsv. Aug. 9.

we es0"j«l sssssirsjri wesss

.STImtilHi svsSfof tSeTssV wbesi

V!SL £a Dsbi Peas st SBiirkst. qnslay s*s wswlit of all
to " arsTwi^a^sTw SatZ ruswa essaC mads
gssA



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
62s. to 66s.; Talaveraupto 72s.; Barlev, 40s. to 42s. ; Peas, 36s.
The yield of the Wheat is represented as about one-fifth to one-
eighth below what had been anticipated. The Potato crop is

worse reported of daily. The Wheat trade during the above
interim in the majority of the provincial markets has been
dull, and in several sales were made at a decline of Is. per qr.,
buyers being doubtless assisted by the weather. Here, how-
ever, as well as in Liverpool, Glasgow, Manchester, and
Bristol, owing to considerable purchases of American Wheat
and Flour for France, former prices have been fully maintained
for Wheat, and an improvement of Is. to 2s. per qr. realised
upon these descriptions. Old Barley has been less easy of sale,
and rather cheaper. No alteration occurred in the value of
Beans and Peas. Flour has attracted more attention at late
rates, and Indian Corn afloat has met an improved inquiry at
extreme prices. The arrivals of English Wheat this week
have been} moderate, of other grain small, of foreign Wheat
and Flour large, and of Barley and Oats small. To-day's
market was thinly attended, and there being little inquiry for
France, a limited business only was transacted in Wheat at
Monday's prices. Barley, Beans, and Peas bring that day's
quotations. The Oat trade is dull, and Russians are 6d. per qr.
cheaper. In Flour there is no alteration.

Arrivals from Aug. 5 to Aug. 9.

Wheat.
English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

1830 qrs.
—~ »»

27290 „

Barley.
| Oats. fiour.

120 qrs." »t

2430 ..

80 qrs,

490 „
140 sks.

12320 »«
( 250 „
\ 23630 oris.~

Liverpool, Tuesday, Aug. 6.—There was a good attendance
of millers and dealers at this morning's market, but the
weather being bright and fine they seemed more inclined to
bold off than pay the advanced rates at first asked ; at Friday's
extreme prices, however, a fair consumptive business subse-
quently took place, and several parcels of common American
were bought for French account. Flour had a moderate
inquiry at previous rates. Indian Corn was offered sparingly
and there being plenty of buyers an advance of Is. per qr. was
obtained. Beans, PeaB, and Barley were each Is. per qr
dearer than on Friday. The market closes with a very steady'
feeling. * J

Friday, Aug. 2.—[Fair attendance at to-day's market.
Wheat

: moderate] consumptive demand at full prices of
Tuesday. Demand for France still continues for low qualities.
Flour a shade firmer ; rather more doing. Indian Corn in fair
request

; 30sw 6d. to 31s. for old mixed. Beans steady at the
late advance. Oats and Oatmeal dull.

Averages WbeatT~BarleyT

WANTED, a PRACTICAL GARDENER ; first-rate
|

reference. Wages 245. per week.—Apply B. C, 25,
Bishopsgate Within, E.C.

To Seedsmen.

WANTED, for a Seed Establishment in a large
town, a SEEDSMAN, of ability, experience, and energy,

to take the principal charge of the Retail Department. He
would require to have a thorough knowledge of the business in
all its branches ; to be acquainted with Book-keeping and
Accounts, and to be a person of good Address. Satisfactory
evidence as to character is indispensable.—Apply with testi-
monials, stating salary required, to B. D. F., Gardeners
Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, an experienced SHOPMAN.—Apply to
E. P. Dixon, Yorkshire Seed Establishment, 57, Queen

Street, Hull.

WANTED, a GARDENER and GROOM, in the
Suburbs of Liverpool. — Must be fully acquainted

with the duties of a Gardener, and the care of Horses ; one who
can ride and drive. The duties will be light, the situation a
permanent one, and a Cottage Residence provided in case of
need, and Clothes.—Address, stating wages expected, either
with or without residence, age, and whether married, and with
references, Hortknsis, Mr. Greenwood, Advertising Agent,
Castle Street, Liverpool.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, in a gentleman^
family, a strong active GIRL, about 25, who thoroughly

understands the Dairy and care of Poultry. A person brought
up in a Farm House would suit. Good wages given to a com
petent person.—Apply to Mrs. Littledale, at Scarlet's, two
miles from the Twyford Station, Great Western Railway.

__ I

GVuTer^taXVuTefp^6^ *
Greenhouses, PropaStb?^^ F
manage a Laundry?*^ta« H^

%i

G Kitchen and Flower <W mkrr*
iced in Land ,„T5 ^"JkwTSgperiencedin Land and allS en^

fE^tfc. Middi^'^%
VX without incumbrance • hasw^lStove and Greenhouse, FraW ^.ffSGardens

; and has a good chuS^r^

V^ stands Forcing and Kitchen and£2Hbe well reconimended-H H ., PostO^Q

June 29..
July 6..— 13..— 20..— 27..
Aug. 3 .

.

Agg.Aver.

Oats. I Rye.

25* Orf

26
24 6
25 9
26 10
24 11_

6

39s Ad
35 9

3
5

3

Beans.

42 10

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.
Prices

51« $d~ __
51 2
51
50 10
50 7
50

• •
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m-ED, a GARDENER "'and GROOM bv a
-arried
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maTw1thou[
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stables to li™ ta«SVS« Preferred. Cottage adjoining
to time in last™S?J\2!?L?**- PCT wee^ GoodTeferences J

WANT PIACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single ; thoroughly
understands Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens Six years* unexceptionable character.—G. G., Post
Office, Chislehurst, Kent, S.E.

/^ARDEIS'ER (Head, or Single-handed).—Married,
V>* one child

; understands his business in all its branches,
btock if required. Good character.—A. B., 21, Leverton Street,
Kentish Town, N.W.

ARDENER (Head).— Married; has a practical
knowledge of Forcing Fruits and Flowers, &c, and

Gardening in general ; also Land if required. Wife under-
stands Dairy and Baking.—M. Y., Post Office, Guildford.

GARDENER (HEAD).-Age 27, single; thoroughly
understands his ' profession in all its various branches.

Three years' good character from last employer.—A. B., Mr.
Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical in all branches of his profes

sion
.
.N o Single-handed place accepted. Wages, 601. with Cottage

'

IS years first class character.—J. B., James Carter & Co/
Seed Merchants. Nurserymen, &c, 237 and 238, High Holborn '

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; under-
stands the Stove and Greenhouse, Pits, Frames, Flowedand Kitchen Gardens; can manage Land and Stock in all

P?t^ w /e^ y£a™ good character.-G. G., 9, Benham'srlace, Hampstead, N.W.

/^.ARDENER (Head).— Age 43, married, small

l^.i y
fV
thoroUghlyunderstands his profession in all itsbranches. Two years' unexceptionable character. Goodreferences.

-

T . E„ Mr.Willmer. Auctioneer, Sunbury, Middlesex

(
^.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age40, married ; thoroughlyV^ practical and industrious. Can manage Land, 6c. Fiveyears in last situation ; can produce the highest testimonials.

(^.ARDENER (Un^Z^VX -J. C, Stockwell Houie, B&fcj

VJ Age 25; understands Flower ^ -mEighteen months^character.-A A pfiofiSB

T_ t0 Cows. Five years' goo^ch^
Terrace, Maiden Road, Kentish TbwrMiy

(
l AKUENER (UHDiipASTiriiVJ Man of good experience; three yewTE. B., Brown s Nursery, Hendon, N W

( -^AKDENER (UraE^SSTF k^VJ
I

experience in first-class establiabT;
Fruits, I lowers, and Vegetables. CanbTSlby his late employer.-A. B., 9, St. M«|Brompton, S.W. -«»^

(^ARDENER (UNDEE).-A^el6^f

r ^
nô Seof his profession, andwOh'

useful. Eighteen months' good character
Nurseryman, Plaistow, Essex, E.

ARDENER (Undee), oe IMPROV]
has been under an experienced GaiAmet

three years. Can have a good character fr—W.E^, Bodorgan Gardens, Anglesey.

(^ARDENER, and GENERAL^!
VS small property.—Wm. Hardib, late Gm
Marquis of Northampton more thanl2y«nki
extensive experience in all the different parti &'i

including Woods, Grass Land, Roads, *c-F
Veitch's, Royal Exotic Nursery, Kings BoatQ»

GARDENER, oe GARDENER a.h

Age 36, married ; thoroughly undent*!

Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Hi.
Land and Stock. Two years' character.-fi I

Street, Lewisham, Kent. S.E.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, Si

Age 38 ; thoroughly proficient ir.

irym

r> ARDENER (Head).—Single; has a thorough know-
m^ #e

. ?
f F^*I,S

.'

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines,Melons, Kitchen, Fruit and" Flower Gardens. Can be well re-com mended.—E. R., Post Office, Chorley.

/I ARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentleman-
a
AP l

5
'J

in
$}

ek 12 yenrs ' Prac^ce, and highly recom-mended.—A. B., 32, Crown Square, Crown Street, Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman "or
gentleman.—Age 29, single: has' had the benefit of 12year s practical experience in the culture of Pines, Grapes

pS
10

?.
68

: ^5l0n8i
*t
arly Vegetables, Stove and Greenhouse

£\f°i
8

' o ^
aS a t

^r .

ro"^h knowledge of Fruit. Flower, andKitchen Gardens. Highly recommended.—P. P., Mr. VeitchRoyal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
ri ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 30, married, a native of

u £
C0
V
a
/

1
.

d
; thoro«Rlily experienced and practical in everybranch of his profession. Unexceptionable references. Nomngle-handed place accepted.—The Gardener, Wanstead Hall,

formance of every branch of the Ti

Beaufort Street, Chelsea, S.W.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, k-«
in his profession, good Salesman, itf*

jJJ
business. First-class references.—E. J, «•„",• "i

and Rare Plant Establishment, King'jjotjy

FORESTER oe WOODMAN to anj

gentleman.—A Man, of 12 or 15
]

perfectly understands his profession - - -

Fencing of any sort made of Wood or m™
Hedges, Ac, done in first class style; any
where one is kept for the use of his aeps™»B
references will be given.—J. M., Post 0m
Glasgow. ^^^^^^^
NURSERYMAN " (Iif and'Ouj-wj*

Propagate and Grow Plwte/ffj^JjLi
Mr. Williams, 21, South Molton »"* «^
London. W.

To Landowners.

MANAGER of an ESTATE, aft*

Owner or a. principal **%**
mmy years' experience in wfJZ*
Breeding and Fattening Stock, Ma*w»J'n,J

routine of Country Business. His prf*^
man with whom he has lived many j

testimonials of the highest class.-^- *" *
London. S.W.

/^.ARDENER (Head).-Age 37, married, small

w^kinTfln^wV. \ a thoro"^h Poetical and experienced

^^^n^dens.-A.B., Mr. Shenton, HenJon^

(
i AKUENKR (tfiSJ^Age 30, marHedTn^ln^rn*.

house Plants, Early and Late Forcing, &c . : Flower and

M
Tte"f.

To Noblemen and Genti*?-

ANAGER, &C.-A Persoc»

of co

ence in Farming, Building, I^Pfc

and Thinning of Plantations, Sale w

Managing a large Landed Propertv. „&**
references, and security if requires-*'

Office. W.C. ^
To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Est*18

1V1 Used to Farmluildings, LabomJ

acquainted with Horticultural Bmo^^
tow^tiS

ARDENER (Head).—A respectable marrieTm^
Cultivation^ Fr^tToV "aR&j t̂t?£M*> <«*%
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower' "dK^TS^
lived several years as Head Gardener in a NoblemanWah?
K
Sh

!?
C
2i

and leaveS of 1** to the death of his empWr Canbe highly recommended by several noblemen3SS-wS
ofdngtjnction.-B. E. W. 8, St. NichojgKS^?Worc^

Water, &c . TJnexceptioiiable testim^,
Builders, &q—A. B. C., 20, Cheh^eaW^

BAILIFF,
perience in tne j»ianmjo»«"— -. -Y^T^d

Woods and Plantations, Drainage,^ •

%^ W
^No incumbrance;

JJ^|
perience in the Management^^f^

A._B.. toepp Caatle Gardeps, near Hogm Sullen

Lyham Road. Clanhnm S *'•+* ^^lotte Terrace,

of Stock. The highest reference.-^

Seedsman, Down Street, KccaaW»J^

BAILIFF. — Thoroughly
Tgf{Uj?5

Farming, both Heavy andUJ A<
^^^

J3 Thirty years' experience, jo 11*2. %
ins, 13, High Stre^StotofiS

T3AILIFF, oe

Steven
inpUfr

m
J3 rience in the Midland and ^ ^,
thoroughly practical in the most

JudgB *
*-

Heavy and Light Land, and a g<^
Deacon's, LeadenhaU Street, Lon^

To wholesaiS^ep^^^
aged 21, of several y^w&+£i*'

cedents, and aU the requisiteQ^n G**
ment in a London Warehouse.

The Royal Nursery, Slough.

M
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GBEEVS PATKNT LAWN MOWERS have

moved to bo the best, and have carried off every prize

*w EL* been g»v«n in ail cases of comPetition-
Thev are

iu working, self-sharpening, self-cleaning, simple in

j^t mid easier to work and less liable to get out of

than any other Lawn Mowers extant.

nee Lists may be had of Thomas Green, Smith-

^jJlionW' rks, Leeds; or 2, Victozia Street, Holbom Li ill,

H.E- Old Machines repaired and made as good as new.

1 1^1 BE NETTING, Id. per yard; Galvanised do.,

\\ •»,/ —Quantities of 100 yards and upwards delivered

at all Railway Stations ; also Garden Arches, Flower
urs, Hanging Flower Baskets in great variety, and

arerr kind of Ornamental and Plain Wire-work for Horticul-

tural an.l oth< ureses, at Fox's East Central Wire Works,

.$ Holbom J
-' <l°ors East of Hatton Garden.

lttostnued Catalogues forwarded on application.

Wind Power!
'

R. PEILL. 17, New Park Street, Southward, S.E.,

to inform intending purchasers that he has now
facilities for Manufacturing the Patent Wind Engines

lor Pumping, Grinding, Cbaffoutting, Pulping. <fcc.

Proopectuaof and all information may be obtained by
eadeei&gr mm postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
iar hw tn«iwtod n" tho r»rpmiso« daily.

Gutta Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.

HMHE GUTTA PKKCHA COMPANY have the
JL pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Tmtimo*ial from Mr. J. Farrah, Gr. to Boswell Middleton
Jallaxd, Esq., of Holdemess House, near Hall.

"I hare i 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in

lengths of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last

12 months for watering these gardens, and 1 fin I it to answer
Utter than anythiug I have ever yet tried. The pressure of

the water is very considerable, but this has not the slightest
effort on the tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most
Taluebb invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
watei ardens in about one-kalf the time, and with one-
half the labour required."
Manufactured by the Gutta Perctta Company Patentees,

18, Wharf Hoed, City Road, London, E.G., and sold by their
Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

•T^KIGI DOAIO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
Sj Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

bit Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gaidens, Pro-
fessor Lindiey for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Pax ton
for toe Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
raoracmoN from the cold winds t morning frost.
"FRIG! DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

M<i Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving
Fruite and Flowers from the scorching raye of the sun, from
wind • >m attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be

{' i Lngths. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^"** 1w»<y*M*Mrta* - - Is. 6d. per vard run. *
Four yards wide .

.

. . 3*. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.

Al*o " Fngi Dome " Netting, 2 yards wide. Is. Ad. per yard run

.

Eusha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7

,

"ifjjy Lan°. Cannon St., City, E.C., and o( all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.
- -

" H is much cheaper than mats as a covering/' /

rpri: best show of iron bedsteads i*
JL

f

thi KINGDOM is WILLIAM S. BURTON'S.—He hasrum LARGE ROOMS devoted to the exclusive show ofTO and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate
£Wding and Bed Hangings. Portable Folding Bedsteads,™ 1U.

; Patent Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints

K|?S jacldng fro ni 14.?. 64, ; and Cote, from lo>. Qd. each ;

™S?".e Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads, in great

J™*
!i;ni w ikW. to 20/.

I^A LRNS, of London Make only.—Tbe largest

"wi-
M8<,

f,
tment of London made Tea Urns in the world (in

anauigall the recent novelties, many of which are registered),

T?a«r^WlLLTAM B- Burton's, from 30s. to 6*.

pAPIKR-MACHE ato IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
i-J!2>rtmcnt of Tea-Trays and Waiters wholly unpre-
^«w«, whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.
^ewoval I apier-MAcW Trays, per set of 3, from 20*. Or/, to 10 gs.E^T^ •• • •• •• » 13*0d.to 4gs.

fc?S j
ape

' dittn » 7*-M-

^onnaand (><>thic Waiters, Cakcand Bread Bask. . equally low.
TyiLLlAM B. BURTON'S GSN1 AL *TJR-
** NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

"'«• w

^

S> an(* free °y Post- Ifc contaius upwards of 500
{"oatrations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver andK 1

";
1 p,ated, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods,

X** re, Hot Water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble

Frt?
yplec Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays,

^j' and
. Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware.

JJj^ge Show RoomsVat" 39, Oxford Street, W. 1, 1a, 2, 3,

Newrn xf
mau Street; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place; and 1,

THE IRISH WASHING MACHINE foe thk
MILLION.—Provisionally Registered on the l«t day of

November. 1S60. " The perfection of Machinery consists not
in a complication of appl ces however beautiful, but in rigid
simplicity." It ctn be n.a<ie from 20*. to 50«. to suit from 12 to
18 in family, and has not been inaptly termed "The Poor
Man's Machine." As a trial is the best expression of its utility,
parties may judge for themselves without incurring much ex-
pense, giving 2*. 6J. fur the Design and Directions for making
and using the same. Also a Model and Testimonials of its sur-
prising efficiency may be had Gratis, if required.—Address
John Kelly, C.E , Brook Lodge, Roscommon.

Agents appointed on liberal terms.

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE—" My terms of delivery as usual—A month's trial

before payment—a severe ordeal for

a domestic machine, but which I

have now the greater coufidenco and
pleasure in submitting to intending
purchasers."

New Improvements iv Bradford's
Washing Machinery.

It is with pleasure that I give pub-
licity to the improvenn nts ;md addi-

tions made in my Washing Machines
during the last few months.
My original Machine has now been

before the public four years, during which time and experience
have fairly tested it, and while proving its excellence, have also

suggested improvements, both in construction and mechanical
detail ; the result is, the labour of working is reduced to the
smallest possible minimum, while the efficiency is increased,

and a compactness and convenience of detail in the arrange-

ments for both Washing, Wringing, and Mangling attained,

that at once wins over prejudice, and secures the congratula-

tion of my customers in a manner to cause roe regret that

the Machines of my original customers (to whom I am so much
indebted; do not possess the same advantages.

Most obediently, T. Bradford.
Tnos. Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester;

and 63, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
Works, Queen Street, Sal ford, Manchester.

AKE ONE TRIAL.— 11 S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-
church Street, B.C. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell choice

TKAS from the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices.

Private warehouse and no shop—small profits and small
expenses.
A List of prices free on application. Orders by post with

a remittance or reference punctually attended to.

A U C E. — L E A and P E R R I N 8
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitations of

their world-renowned
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should
Ask for LEA & PERKINS' SAUCE,

Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be
"THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE."

*
#* Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors,

Worcester ; Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, London, &c, &c,
and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

rpOURLSTS, TRAVELLERS, and OTHERS,
JL exposed to the sun aud dust, will find the apphcation
of Rowlands' Kalydor both cooling and lefroshing to the face

and skin. It allays all heat and irritability of the skin,
eradicates eruptions, freckles, tan, and discolorations, and
produces a healthy purity and delicacy of complexion. Price
4.*. Cd. and 8.?. Gd. per bottle. Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and
by chenii nd perfumer*. *** Ask for Rowla >^ K.-tlydor.

Prize Medal. Paris Exhibition 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, AND CO.'S New Pattern
and Penetrating Tooth" Brushes, Penetrating unbleached

Hair Brushes,Improved Flesh andClothes Brushes, andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery forthe Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose.

M., B., & Co.'s new and delicious perfumes tho Fairy

Bouquet and the Oxford and Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles

2s. , 3«. 6d., and 5s. Metcalfe's celebrated Alkaline Tooth
Powder, 2s. per box.

Sole Establishment, 130b and 13lfOxford Street, 2d and 3d

doors West from Holies Street, London. W.

with WEAK EYES may
obtain instant relief by u-n% Dr. Warner's FY

WATER, which removes all inflammation arising from cold,

dust, or constitute X causes.—Sold in bottles. 2«. 9d. and
.. by Hannay, Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, Oxford Street,

W. ; Edwards, St. Paul's Churchyard, B.C. ; I >pkr, King
William S'reet ity, B.C., and all Chemists. Of whom may
also be had. Dr. Warner's LOTION, a certain cure for sore and

eerated legs, burns, and scalds, and bites of i ts, and in

cas^ of inflammation is invaluable In bottles, 1*. 7$d.andi '/.

s

ALL AFFLICTED

NEW METHOD of CURING DISEASB without

the aid of doctors and their drugs, by studying the laws

of Health in Nature.—Invalids cannot too carefully avoid pills,

etended "Life Drops," "coneocted" r gain, and other

mgerous medicines, as they all contain mineral poisons which

act on the delicate fibres or coating of the stomach, and thus

destroy the receptacle of our daily sustenance. The Advertiser

__ was pronounced incurable, but, acting in accordance with the

7,
Jron'and' Br^Bed steads" Beddhi^Bed'Toom and I advice he now offers has, by "God's Blessing." been restored

t Furniture. Ac., with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the to health and strength ; and with sympathy for like sufferers
' "the Means of Cure will be sent on receipt of name, address, and

stamped envelope —Address Capt. Charles, 3, James Cottage,

New Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

MR. DU CHAILLU'S TRAVELS.
#

Tenth Thousand, with Illustrations, Sro, 21 v^

ADVENTURES IN EQUATORIAL AFRICA,

Now Ready, Part I. of
*T1HE USEFUL I'l ft f T BRITAIN.
X. Illustrated by Joux E. Bowbuy, Described bv G P.
Johv >bec pletedinl. Tart*., t'v.loured stS« per Part.
John E BowntST, 8, Mead Place, Lambeth, 8. ; and Messrs.

Kent & Co.. -3, Paternoster Row, B.C.
«»—«».

This Day, price 2«., Ornamental Boards^

JEST and EARNEST; cm, The Ludlah Papbbb.
By Godfrey Turn eh.

London : W. Kent & Co., P.tternoster Row, E.C.

Quantity, Quality, and Cheapness.

This day, No. 2, price 6d. Monthly, 256 columns of closely
printed matter, with 36 Illustrations,

THE SIXPENNY MAGAZIN E.
N.B. A New Novel, "The Captain of the Vulture,"

commences in this Number.
London : Ward & Lock. 15S. Fleet Street, E.C.

This day, pri( *., Ornamental Cover,

THE FREE HOOTERS.— Ky Gustavb Aimaed,
Author of M Prairie Flower," &c.

It is impossible for language to depict more startling scenes
of Indian life, or to inspire mor thrilling interest.

London: W \ i :
: i A I ajok. 156, Fleet Street, E C.

Krery Wednesday, One Halfpenny,

H E W E L C O M E liUEST.
Reduced in price from Twopence to One HalfDenny, Weekly,

light l.irgo Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

London: G. e VICE ;
, Angel Court, Strand, W.C.

T
Halfpenny Series of the "Welcome Guest.'*

RECOLLECTIONS of a LONDON DETECTIVE
POLICE OFFICER. See "Thk Welcome Guest."

London : • orgs Yickeml Sold Everywhere.

Halfpenny Series of the "Welcome Guest."

1\ /7 A K ITANA the GIPSY; or, tbe Poisoners

1YJL of Madrid. A Romance of thrilling passion. Illustrated,

see "The W come Guest," Weekly, One Halfpenny.

London : George Vickers. Sold Everywhere.

Halfpenny Series of the " Welcome Guest."

E A - S I 1) E SKETCHES.
Illustrated by W. McConnell. See " The Welcome Guest."

London: Georgk Vickers. Sold Everywhere.
s

T T.

l.

o
(*>-

8.

4.

5.

Halfpenny Series of the " Welcome Guest."

THE B

A

DDINGTON PEERAGE;
Who Won and Who Wore it. A Tale of the Best and Worst

Society. By George Augustus Sala. Illustrated by Phiz.

Sec "The Welcome Guest." Every Wednesday, One Halfpenny.

London : .George Vickers. Sold Everywhere.

Every Wednesday, Price One Halfpenny.

HE WELCOME G U E S
Eight Large Pages, Weekly, profusely LUustratod.

Contests :—
Muiitana the Gtpsy; or, the Poisoners of Madrid.

Romance ot thrilling passion. Illustrated.

The Haddington Peerage. A Novel. By G. A. Sala..

Wonders of Nature and Art. Illustrated.

Deeds ov Daring. Illustrated by Phiz.

Rl- COLLECTIONS OF A LONDON DETECTIVE POLICE OFFICER.
tj._PoETKY.-i-. iys and tt&etcl. -

'
->
rbt to be

known.—•Wit and Humour.—Household Hints and £feeAil

Receipts.

J",—-Notices to Correspondents.

London : George VrcKERS, Angel Court, Strand, W.C

tpO CAPITALISTS.—WANTED, 2OO07. to 5000/.,

JL at lo per cent, interest. Ample security will be given.

Apply to W. II. Waller, Esq., 2, Duke Stree t, Adelphi, W.C
Government Security Life Policies.

HE CONSOLS ASSOCIATION,
420, Strand. London, W.C.

1. Provides the rity of Consols for its Policies.

2. It lends, or returns to Insurers On Demand at apy time,

about One-Half of all Premiums Paid.

Undoubted Security for .Money with a liberal Rate of Interest.

The Association v>ossesees a large Capital, subscribed by
sev I Hundreds of Shareholders.
Full information may be obtained on application to

Thomas II. Bay lis, Managing Director.
--- i

—

-r _ j_ ii i ik^i^ibh i_h -„
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Farm Buildings.

r()\XS may be obte ed under the General Land
J Drainage till Improvement Company's Act for the full

amota > I required I -y the 1 >wners of s< ud Estat Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c., for the erection of Farm Houses,
K.irm Buddings, and Labourers' Cott :s designed by their

own Agents and sari y the I ncl-ure Commissioners.

The loans are repaid by a Rent irge on the estate for any
term the Landow r m fix, not exceeding 31 years.

investigation of title being required or notiess givea to

R( uers or MorigHgeee» no legal expenses are incurred.

The Con. y fur: 1 designs of every description, and
undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

IncloMire Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices ol tho Company, :•-, Parliament

Street, London, >. \v

T

r
The J .-.<;. Hg^frow, Son

«.f tbe late Ps seor H-enhlow, a M.A idtfe,

ar„; ;,.,.„..,. > :.e. h»m VACAM* for TWO PUPfM

pHTVATE ITION.

ivcrsities.

CA*NIBALS

WITH ACCOUNTS OF THK

Axn OTHER SAVAGE TRIBES, and of the CHASE I the GORILLA, the

By PAUL B. DU CIIAILLU.

i:ST-BUILDlNO APE, *

n* nmes.-«Thi* extraordinary production. Wcimjstgj
•* to the voyages of La Perouse and Captain Cook and

$5°* *> the days of wonder which followed the track of

^mnabus, for novelties of equal significance to the age of their

7E°*«ry. M. Du Chaillu has struck into the very spine or

^foca, and has lifted the veil of the torrid zone from
w««tern rivers, swamps, and forests."

Saturday JM*.-"*. D« CbaUln's narrative will not

di.vpoint tbe expectations wb.ch it to exited. Ito

literary merits .re ^oSd««*K »rtt !• eto, lire

^ fi^Ti ,,S^ ^^Tt
,S^

t

»^rU«^ -Ti-*-- exjt.udtoremamm Londunfor a few days frr

I which are the condition of Afrfcao tmmL
n

\ lfo«. if ov ap rhteey»teni of education*

Furthe. lawowap|^«^on,--Addr.^Rer. auisfcow,

Stcyniitg, «sex.

ilclus; of m ZZlctk.

Tur. King of Swedw and 5ohway, acooa-

paoied by his brother Prince OiCAJt, arrived at

< tsborne Jq Mondav frea iari-s on hi* first visit

i this country, liis ILuMtrt has sdace visited

Portsmouth dockyard, ths camp at Aldershott,

^ h ^V»enai, ac the Crystal PaJaoo, and is

John Mtjbbay, Albemarle Street, W.

the purpose of visiting other public establishmejits.

The Expebor oi i n l i* mtscH, on the ooeslkn
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of his fete on Thursday last, remitted or com-
muted the punishments of 1236 prisoners, of
different categories, who had been condemned for
civil crimes. On Tuesday the Empeeok inaugurated
the new Boulevard de Malesherbes, and delivered
a^ speech on the occasion, in which he expressed
his satisfaction with the embellishments of the
capital. His Majesty said that certain interests
necessarily suffered by the execution of great
works, but it was " the duty of the publio
administration to have as much regard
for these interests as possible, to in-
fuse activity into labour, to protect the less

favoured classes, and to oppose an increase in the
price of articles of the first necessity." The
Empeeor added, that " since the treaty of com-
merce the exportation of articles of Paris had
nearly doubled," and he recommended the muni-
cipality to " reduce, as much as their finances
would permit, the town dues on goods of the first

necessity." His Majesty left Paris on Wednesday
for the camp of Chalons.

Baron Ricasoli has addressed a despatch to the
representatives of Italy abroad, in which he
reviews the history of the recent Parliamentary
session, and states that Italy has constituted her-
self, although a portion of Italian territory is still

in the hands of others. He says that Europe,
seeing the strength and fitness of the Italians for

constitutional government, must be convinced of
their right to possess the entire peninsula, and will
find a guarantee of repose and peace by favouring
the restoration of the part that is wanting to them°
while at the same time it will be persuaded that
the Italians, as a people essentially Catholic,
nnderstand better than any other the true interests
of the Church when they ask her to divest herself
of the feudal rights given to her by a barbarous
age. The enrolment of brigands continues in
Rome, and the action of the French authorities is

paralysed by the Papal Government, which main-
tains that the French police has encroached upon
the authority of the Pope.

The Address of the Hungarian Diet to the
Empeeoe of Austria, as proposed by M. Deae,
was adopted by the Upper House on Saturday by
acclamation and without amendment, and was
presented to his Majesty on Wednesday by the
Presidents of the two Houses. The Emperor
replied by a short speech couched in general
terms, and his formal resolution is expected to be
made public to-day. The Cabinet Council demands
that the Hungarian Diet shall be dissolved, and
that an imperial manifesto shall be addressed to
the different peoples of the Austrian empire. The
Hungarian Ministers are strongly opposed to the
latter proposition.

1856. In consequence of this concession the

German Diet, on the report of the Committee on
the Schleswig-Holstein question, has resolved to

take no further measures in reference to the

execution of the Federal resolution of the 7th

[August it

February last.

From the United States we learn that General

M'Clellan has taken the command of the 'Federal

army, and has already infused a new spirit into

the disorganised corps. Congress ha
#
s passed the

Tariff and Direct Tax Bills—the former increasing

by 10 per cent, all the duties to be levied under
the Morrill Tariff, and the latter imposing a tax
of 3 per cent, on all incomes above 800 dollars.

Bills have also been passed levying increased

duties on tea, coffee, sugar, cocoa, chicory, brandy,
and otherspirits, and imposing an ad valorem duty of

50 per cent, on wines, and 40 per cent, on silks.

A Bill ordering the confiscation of property used
for insurrectionary purposes has also been passed.
The Federal prisoners who have escaped from the
Confederate camp state that General Beauregard
intends to remain on the defensive, and is fortify-

ing Fairfax. Governor "Wise has retired with his

force from Western Virginia, leaving 1000 muskets
and kegs of powder in the hands of the Federals.
General Pillow has issued a proclamation, stating

that he will drive the Federals from Missouri, and
has promised Governor Jackson to send 20,000
Confederates into that State. The Federal troops

have evacuated Hampton in the neighbourhood of
Fort Monroe. Prince Napoleon has arrived at

I*
proceeded on biarTTu^c^euf^

hto accompany him on board heV M,
'Vlt^^Royal salute was fired by th Tvl ^•iSft

was in attendance on he^T' %**4Sweden and Prince Oscar, wlthtkJ^ *£!
received by the Queen on tie deck nfAand AlhPi* w l»?-.u : j. . ,

ueck of theand Albert, which immediately retn^L^Lord Palinerston, Earl Russell vf ^ * <*£
fte Swedish iS*
the evenin *

B;

London, arrived on
had a dinner party,
arrived on a visit to teM^iST' iTt^**

h'^

meet the King of Sweden on hiareturn'from
P,The King, Prince Consort, and" Royal'Z2

Majesty's yacht at 7 o'clock, audi
board her
Oaborne. In the evening the Queen^hadTdm^

2^trS^tW!9 of ?™*? .»*&

"Washington.

By the Overland Mail we have news from
Calcutta to the 15th July, and from Hong Kong
to the 28th June. A deficit in the Indian revenue
is apprehended in consequence of the fall in the
price of opium. The indigo plantations in the
Tirhoot district and in Bengral

suffered seriously from the excessive fall of rain.

A good understanding prevails between the foreign

representatives and the Chinese at Pekin. Mr.
Bruce has relaxed the prohibition to visit Pekin,
but how far the restriction has been taken off is
not yet k nownT^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Affairs in New Zealand continue in a threatening
state.

Another collision between the people and the
military occurred at Warsaw on the 8th inst., in
which one person was wounded, and several were
arrested. On Friday Warsaw continued in a very
disturbed state, and troops and artillery were
placed in all the public gardens and squares of the
city. On Sunday the Governor caused placards to
be posted in the city, warning the public to abstain
trom making any demonstrations at the national
Jete on the following day, and prohibiting, under
severe penalties, all festivities and the closing of
shops. Notwithstanding this prohibition, the fete
was celebrated on Monday in the usual manner
The Bourse, counting-houses, and shops were closed •

the churches were filled by large congregations;
and m the evening the city was illuminated.
An imposing military force, with artillery, was
stationed m the streets, but though some arrests
took place, there was no collision with the people.
On the same day an important popular demonstra-
tion took place at Lublin in Eus.ian Poland, in
which several persons were wounded, but it was
suppressed by the military commander without anY
loss of life.

J

The Danish Government has made an important
concession to the German Diet in regard to the

i° Ho1^- ^ has consented to allow theration of Holstein from its special revenuestothe common budget of the monarchy to be pro-Tuionally hmited for the current year to thequota allotted to Holstein by the normli budget of

Sedition is rapidly spreading among the
natives, and the Governor has found it necessary to
issue a proclamation demanding universal sub-
mission to the Queen's sovereignty and the
authority of the law, the restoration of all plunder,
and compensation to Her Majesty's subjects
European or native, for the losses they have
sustained.

took leave of her Majesty and left Osborne TW
accompanied by the Prince Consort and thTfi
Prince of Prussia, went to Aldershott CamptoS
the review of the division stationed there. PriadS
crossed over to Portsmouth to go through' the do*2
After the review at Aldershott the King proonZa
London, where his Majesty was joined by PrioceOfc
In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the (k
Princess of Prussia, Princesses Alice, Helena, andl*
and the Duke of Oporto, embarked in the Futj
met the Prince Consort and the Crown Prince a'fc

return from Aldershott. The Queen and KotiIb

accompanied the Duke of Oporto on board tbefe

guese corvette Bartolomeo Diaz in Southampton I*
where the Duke took leave of her Majesty. Th

and Prince Consort, with the Crown Prinai

Princess, and the Princesses, returned to Osbcnu

half-past 8 o'clock.

The Crown Prince and Pbincess op Pom
with Prince William and the Princess Charlotte, d«

•otcvub ah mo ;
their visit to her Majesty on Thursday, andaM

generally have *n ^le 3Dorne, Admiralty yacht, for Ostend, « tte

_ . p it "i • I way to Berlin.

The King- op Sweden, accompanied by bii Infer

Prince Oscar, arrived at Osborne on Moudij ewf
from Havre on a visit to the Queen. Onapjwdir

Spithead, his Majesty was met by theQwM*
Royal yacht, and returned with her Majesty toftint

On Tuesday the King and Prince Oscar *&!&
mouth Dockyard. On Wednesday his ttajesfr -J$*

Oscar left Osborne, the former for Aldershott towtaB

a review of the troops, the latter for PortsmootkUji

another visit to the dockyard. In ^fl
the King arrived in London, and proceeded*

his suite in several of the Queen's an*

which were in attendance, direct to the*

dence of the Swedish Embassy, in Grwenor

»

where he passed the night. After his amwltbejj

honoured with an interview Chevalier Tottie, M<*

ffiomt J^elus
The Court.—The Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by the Princess Alice, arrived at Windsor yester-
day from Osborne. The Royal party intended to dine
and sleep at Frogmore Lodge last evening. To-day,
after luncheon, her Majesty and the Prince Con-
sort, with the Princess Alice, will return to the
Isle of Wight. On Friday, the 10th mat, Count
Brandenburg, Earl Russell, and Count Goertz arrived
on a visit to her Majesty. Count Goertz, on a special
mission from the Grand Duke of Hesse, was presented
to the Queen at an audience by Earl Russell, Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs. In the afternoon the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Crown
Prince and Princess of Prussia, the Duke of Oporto
Princess Charles and Princess Anne of Hesse, Princesses
Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and Prince Arthur, took a
cruise in the Royal yacht Victoria and Albert, returnino-
to Osborne at a quarter before 8 o'clock. On Saturday
morning the Duke of Oporto took leave of her Majesty
and returned to Southampton. Earl Russell and Count
Goertz returned to London. Princess Charles and
Princess Anne of Hesse left Osborne on their return to
the Continent. In the afternoon the Queen and Prince
Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess, and Princess
Alice, drove out. On Sunday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, the Crown Prince and Princess of
Prussia, Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Prince
Arthur and Prince Leopold, attended Divine Service at
Osborne. The Rev. W. R. Jolley officiated. On
Monday morning the Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal
family walked in the grounds. In the afternoon the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by I he Crown
Prince and Princess of Prussia, Princesses Alice, Helena
and Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold era'
barked in the Royal yacht Victoria and Albert! and

honoured with an interview Cheval ^
sul-Gener.il in London. On Thursday morning

Oscar visited Messrs. Maudslay's extensive **£

ing establishment. The King, accompanied bjn»

Oscar, afterwards proceeded by special train »

Great Western Railway to Windsor, wbefl MfJJ
visited the Queen's apartments and the frT*
the Castle, the Round Tower, St. George s

IMP*

the Home Farm, in which his Majesty t !™
JjJ

interest. Before returning to London, themr
visit to Eton College. Alter luncheon * ,,e *

'jfc

ceeded in the Queen's carriages to the^ ^
where his Majesty was received by the d,m

wj^
Mr. Bowley, the general manager, by "T^grrf
attractions were pointed out. His MajesJ ^^
pleased with the Palace, and passed more

fc

hours in inspecting the building and its cou

the evening his Majesty honoured the per ^
the Haymarket Theatre with his Vre9*

nce
' t *

Oscar and suite attended the P^^rf
Adelphi. Yesterday the King and Pn**™j1+
the Bank of England, the Mint, the loff*.

wich Arsenal.
The Queen-Mother of Spain, -jj^**

Christina arrived at Folkestone ^om
cf

JXUT^
7th inst., and proceeded by the aft&**» &
Redhill, on her way to the Royal tre**

^^
Brighton. Her Majesty is

accoinpaniea
^

band, the Duke de Rianzares; he'
„tDenS

ier; 5
daughter, the Duke and Duchess de AW"^#
a suite of 15 persons. The ex-Queen orw ^j*
the Prince de Joinville, who are sta>' in

fOB )|oi*!
,

J
visited Donna Christina on the 9th; ana ^^>
Majesty and her family dined wiW c" ^W
Worthing. Queen Christina and Her

Brighton for Rome in a few days. ^ ££
The Abchdtjke Mlximiiian of * lve p»J

the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich on ^y^fi^
having expressed his desire to see t ue

{

^&w
the Armstrong guns, was conducted tul^ario*W
shoos, where the process of forming

f tb«^

of the gun is carried out under the age
.

tfae
#**

^insF^ot Sweden and Prince Oscar towards Osborne. The ing branches of the rifled ordnance to

r-nnce Consort immediately went off in the barge and I Imperial Highness stated his intentio

B
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M»y«

.
. -i in a few days to witness the tiring of i persons was 71, the amount of income 535,765/. In

wemns. The Archduchess Maximilian on 185S-59 the total number of persons of all classes
of the ffu

x i n/tfla nf nnfi» thfl Tftww charged was 95,063, the gross amouut of income
17,720,229 ; in 1859-60 the number of persons was !

98,437, the amount of income 17.S20y113*.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages.—The Registrar-

General's Report for 1S59 has just been published. It

TisiUd,

Bank c

-er which she was conducted by the Lord

On Wednesday the Archduke paid a special

v .w SSnoTand Corporation of that town, the details

*JE*wi.l be found in our Provincial news.

p .rfiittHTARY Movements.—The nomination for

STlSSire took place on Wednesday The show

was in favour of Mr. Turner the Conservative

*l^JTn7a"polYwas demanded on behalf of Mr.

SEES. The polling will take place to-day.

iE«Cha-*el FLEET. — Rear-Admiral Smarts

Jr*n of tu, bannel Fleet, consisting ot the screw

ZUshii* Kevenge, 89; Donegal, 99 j
Conqueror,

T\n& Centurion, 80, were under orders to leave

S^gU -ound on Wednesday-tor Holyhead, to join

the t«t division of the fleet, for the purpose ot

taoortiag the Queen to Ireland.

Isanti *m. Property Tax.—A Parliamentary

nrtarn has been issued showing the number of per-

•m« dureed to the income tax for the years end-

M oTSeth day of April, 1859 and 1860, under

M-btdultf D and K, the amount ot income charged, &c,

fcjiM
' !

r the number charged in each of the

TAriou* classes. As regards Schedule D, it appears that

in 1866-oi* the number of persons in Great Britain with

MOM under 100/. a year was 41,928, and the amount

ef income charged against them 2,225,619Z.; in

1669-60 the number of persons was 16,978, and the

mount of income 1,082,65R In 1858-59 the number

of persons with incomes of 100/. and under 150Z. was

100,!**. the amount of income charged 11,120,100/.;

ia 1859-60 the number of persons was 128,570, the

mount of income 12,607,998/. In 185S-59 the number

of persons with incomes from 150/. to 200/. a year was

41,276, the amount of income 6,478,655/. In 1859-60

the number of persons was 41,687, the amount of

income 6,566,480. In 1858-59 the number of persons

with incomes from 200/. to 300/. was 35,553, the amount

ef incoce 7,877,513/. ; in 1859-60 the number of per-

sons was 36,535, the amount of income 8,067,090/.

In 1858-59 the number of persons with incomes from

300/. to 400/. was 15,867, the amount of income

$.062,145/.; in 1859-60 the number of persons was

16,608, the amount of income 5,278,639/. In 1858-59

the number ot persons with incomes from 400/. to

500/. wo 7829, the amount of income 3,283,706/.; in

1859-60 the number of persons was 8130, the amount
ef income 3,399,038/. In 1858-59 the number of

persons with incomes from 900/. to 1000/. was 889, the

•mount of income 826,432/.; in 1859-60 the number of

V*wm*» ^w^.lW amount of income 836,251/. In
1858-59 the number of persons with incomes from 1000/.

to 20001. was 5556, the amount of income 3,677,570/.;

in 1859-60 the number ofpersons was 5932, the amount of

income 7,646,382/. In 1858-59 thenumber ofpersons with
incomes from 5000/. to 10,000/. was 816, the amount of

icome 5,421,796/.; in 1859-60 the number of persons

>ru8S7, the amount of income 5,952,739/. In 1858-

59 the number of persons with incomes from
10,000/. to 50,000/. was 489, the amount of
uwnne 9,266,S73/. ; in 1859-60 the number of persons
*«* 512, the amount of income 9,909,842/. In
1358-59 the number of persons with incomes of 50,000Z.
and upwards was 54, the amount of income 4,969,359/.

,

« 1859-60 the number of persons was 59, the amount
tf income 5,379,722/. The number of persons of all

«»»« charged in 1858-59 was 267,173, and the gross
enonnt of income 80,221,419/.; »n 1859 tlie total

number of persons charged was 273,745, and of income
-090/. As respects schedule E, it is stated that

we number of persons in Great Britain with incomes
«r.aer 100/. a year who were charged with the income
t«x wa„ i n 1858-59, 29,891, and the amount of income
«»e95,61l/.j while in 1859-60 the number of persons
*; 121, and the amount of income 1,241,743/. In
W58-69 the number of persons under this schedule
*'th incomes of 100/. and under 150/. was 29,219, the
jwent ot income 3,296,950/. ; in 1859-60 the number

J» Persons was 3ft S1Q fl,a «nmm<: nf inmme 3.832.000/.
Inl«

150/.

*.W,/69/.; in 1859-60 the number of persons

Vs
* 17, the amount of income 2,111,414/.

J**868-59 the number of persons with incomes
tt0*v 2007. to 300/. was 11,412/., the amount of

2,780,905/. ; in 1850-60 the number of per-

in io
WM 12>°37, the amount of income 2,811,430/.

i^Jwo'j the number of persons with incomes from

fSf: *> 400/. was 5124, the amount of income

VOill in 1859-60 the number of pe«oni was

tVUhe amount of income 1,756,027/. In 1858^59
«• number of persons with incomes from 400/. «»«»'•

2" 2381. the amount of income 1,065,968/.; m I8o9-60

^'umber of persons was 1475, the amount of income

M» r>.&63/. In lft 38-68 ttw number of persons with

^aei from 900/. to 1000/. was 231, the amount ot

income
232,877/. ; in 1859-60 the number of pereoiw

J* »*. the amount of income 227,759/. In 1858-*®

^number of persons with incomes from 100W- to

***>/. was 1307. the amount of income 391,568/. ;
in

?S59^o the number of persons was 151, the amount ot

,D.come 353,916/. In 1858-59 the number of persons

w,th incomes of 5000/. and upwards was 70, the

^ount of in^mp Mfl.572/. : in 1859-60 the number ot

persons

supplies the latest summary of the great facte of human
life in England and Wales,end exhibits some interesting

results. During the year to which the report applies,

upwards of 335,000 men and women married. Of
these, 137,000 bachelors married as many spinsters, and

8161 widowers married as many widows. Upwards of

7000 bachelors married widows, and 15,193 spinsters

married widowers. Fourteen per cent, of the men
marrying were widowers, and 9 per cent, of the women
marrying were widows. Six out of every 100 men, and

19 out of every 100 women, who married were under 21

years of age. Out of the whole 335,446 persons who
were married, nearly 108,000, or about a third of the

whole, signed the registers with marks—a number
which is not equally divided between the two

sexes—the women who did not write being to the

men In the proportion of 37 to 26 per cent. This is an

improvement, however, upon the marriage registers of

20 years ago, when 32 per cent, of the men and 48 per

cent, of the women were unable to sign their names.

The births registered during the year 1859 were nearly

690,000, exceeding bv upwards of 34,000 those regis-

tered in the preceding year. Of these about 350,000

were boys, and about 340,000 girls, giving a proportion

of about 22 boys to 21 girls. About 45,000 were regis-

tered as illegitimate, which would give a per centage on

the entire number of births of about 6fc. The correct-

ness of this conclusion is, however, open to doubt, owing

to the temptation of the parents not to confess the

irregularity of their connection, and also owing to the

fact that they are not legally obliged to register the

birth at all. However, as the statistics stand, 1 in

every 15 children born during the year in Eng-

land and Wales was confessedly illegitimate.

The deaths registered were upwards ot 440,000, which

was less by nearly 9000 than in the previous year, and

the rate of mortality was slightly below the average.

The mortality of the male sex slightly exceeded that of

the female, and the winter, as usual, proved the most

fatal season of the year. The general results show that

the deaths were 1 in 45 of the population, the births

were 1 to every 29, and the marriages 1 to every 59,

persons living. The report also contrasts the statistics of

disease, so far as we are possessed of them, of two cen-

turies back with those of the present day. It takes

London as an example, and says that the destruction ot

life, like everything else in London, is upon a scale of

grandeur; and that if its dead of a single year could

be brought to life they would people a large city. Yet

the rate of mortality in London is very different from

what it was 200 years since. In 1660—1680, out ot

100,000 persons, 357 died annually from smallpox ; the

deaths from the same disease are now 42. The mortality

then by fever and ague, with scarlatina, quinsey, and

croup, was 759 ; it is now 227. Eight in the 100,000

die now of dysentery ; then, out of the same number,

763 died annually of that disease ; by diavrhma, how-

ever, a milder form of disease, 120 die now, 11 died

then. Women are not yet exempt fiom peril m
child-bearing ; the mortality is 17, but it was

then 86. Consumption and « diseases of the breathing

organs were very fatal; the deaths were 1079; they

are 611 now. Children were rapidly cut down ; of

convulsions and teething, 1175 died then, 136 now.

Dropsy, a result and sign of scurvy and fever, was ex-

ceedingly fatal ; 829 died then, 26 now. Scurvy and

purpura bear testimony to the imperfect nutrition ot

the population ; the annual deaths in 100,000 were 142

then, and are now 2. In addition, London was then

ravaged by the plague. On the other hand, apoplexy,

paralysis, epilepsy, affections of the brain, and suicide

are more fatal now—151 now, to 5/ then; and ot the

violent deaths some are now more frequent, as the

forces by which thev are occasioned are greater. Poison

is more accessible, fires are probably more common, and

dresses more inflammable, but drowning and suffocation

were then twice as fatal as they are in the present day.

The Registrar-General reminds us that the diseases

would revive if the same causes came again into action.

The supply of food, and particularly of vegetables and

fresh meat, was defective in the winter, so that a large

portion of the population became scorbutic. 1J

houses were nearly as close and dirty as the ho s now

are in Constantinople and Cairo; **~*%™^>Z?*
* •*.•-. :*%a£w*ha and diseases or t: skin

imperfect.and paras.t.c m«eU »«>a ^^
betrayed its impurity, the uirv

foreigners The sewers were defective, t he soil gave on

w,th the fifth of succes^gp^*
t

natiol ad<U the Regi.tru,Genera ^ J«* g
*•

progrea. ofiU manufacturer £** f '^ffiherV*
progrea. of the health of .ueep '^

,V()rk out
grm » m the b«nd.of theP^^^f Prprideoc

„f unnatural di8e^J^ %fi*J&%«Zr I

fidelity that tbowdieeai^ill be K
g

The year 1859 was the first in wl i diphtheria obtained
a distinct line in the tables ; it had previously been con-
founded with cynanche, and when the two are put
together the rapid progress of tins great epidemic
becomes evident; the deaths in 1855 having beeu 3S5;
in 1856, 603; in 1857, 1583; in 1858, CGwi ; In 1859,
10,184. Epidemics of diphtheria are clearly de-
scribed in the 17th century by Italian and Spanish
writers, and its frequent association with scailntina

justifies the inference that the diphtherine, its maieries

morbi, is some modification of scaratiuine. Of the whole

deaths of the year one-fourth were referred to zymotic
diseases. Smallpox destroyed3848 persons,chieily children

who had not been vaccinated, an instance, as Dr.

Farr remarks, of the rigour with which the infringe-

ment of sanitary laws is visited, for the children perish

and the parents lose their offspring by the neglect of a
precaution of the simplest kind. A fatal outbreak of

erysipelas at the Winchester Infirmary was traced to a
cesspool. Of the parasitic diseases it is remarked that

the ova of worms must be derived generally from im-

pure river waters, into which the refuse of towns is

poured. We have but an imperfect conception of the
number of deaths from excessive drinking ; but 315
were directly ascribed to intemperance mid 545 to

delirium tremens, 890 in all from the two forms of

alcoholism. Passing next to constitutional disuses,

gout is described as nearly stationary ; it is considered

that, thanks to the more intelligent system of dining

which the wealthier classes, wearied of this racking

disease, will probably introduce, we may hope to see

gout rapidly decline. The deaths from tuberculous

disease have decreased since 1853 ; those from bronchitis

have increased very greatly of late years. Among
local diseases affections of the three vital organs

—

the brain, the heart, and the lungs—caused nearly

a third of all the deaths of the year. Fright

was the cause of seven deaths (not all children),

grief of eight, including seven women, rage of five,

including four infants, anxiety of one, a man ;

mental shock of one, a woman ; melancholy, of 21 men
and 26 women. Above 25,000, chiefly infants, died of
convulsions. 27,104 deaths are referred to the decay
of old age without any disease. 14,649 persons were
killed: a sad confession, says Dr. Farr, for a nation

humane, civilised, and skilled in all the arts, to have to
make. Annually 75 persons in 100,000 thus die a
violent death. 13,056 of these deaths in 1859 are

ascribed to accident or negligence ; among them were
279 by poison. 1,248 deaths were declared by coroners*

juries to be suicides; 338 murder or manslaughter.
18 persons were killed by lightning, nearly all persons

of outdoor occupations, for the house is s afer than the
field. Of the total deaths in the year no less than
184,264—two in every live—were of children under
five years of age ; and above half of these—105,629

—

had scarcely seen the light, and never saw one return
of their birthday. A very large number of these early

deaths were from debility and causes which prove that

the children never had much chance of lite, but many
were suffocated, or otherwise killed, accidentally, care-

lessly, or worse. In the last five years, within the me-
tropolitan district alone, at least 278 infants were
murdered; above 60 were found dead in the Thames,
or the canals or ponds about London, and ma ny more
than 100, at all events, were found dead under railway
arches, on doorsteps, in dustholes, cellars, and the like.

It is a proof of the healthiness of England that the list

of deaths included 25 men and 56 women who had
attained 100 years. The oldest man in the year died

at" Sunderland, aged 107 ; but a woman in Wokingham
district, Berks, was 108, and two women, one in Mon-
mouthshire and one in South Wales, reached the age of
110. Of these centenarians 8 were found in London;
the county that could boast the largest number is So-
mersetshire, in which there were seven.

The Volunteer Movement.—A scheme has been
proposed, under the title of ''The Nation's Gift," or

Volunteer Camp and Club House, for the purpose of
providing adequate facilities for enabling the volunteer*

of the United Kingdom to attain efficiency in rifle

practice and for being brigaded w ith the regular troops.

It is proposed to purchase a piece of land, in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the camp at Aldershot, suffi-

ciently extensive for rifle practice, and to erect on it a

club-house with a thousand chambers, for the volunteers,

with a library, baths, and butts tor rifle practice at all

ranges up to 1200 yard*, and to make similar purchases

near Wimbledon and Wanstead—these different pro-

perties to be all \ 1 in trustees, and to be presented

bv the ladies ot the United Kingdom to fcb* vol-

unteers, as a tribute of their apj tl the self-

•acrificim; efforts which have led i o arm and to

train themselves for the tiat: si d It is uj r-

gtood t t the financial arrangements connected with

cheat* «ri!I be att led with no great difficulty, in

consequence of the readiness ot tbt prop u>r at Aid

Bhot to c **e ot the required land on most favourable

terms. For the conveniem <>i professional men in

L >ndou, to whom the expenditure ot moii > often a

much less serious consideration than the expenditure of

time, it is proposed to connect the volunteer • op and

club-house b>* telegraphic w ires both with the City and

the West-end, so that they can be intUntly summoned

back to town should any necessi arise for their return

The project comes before the public recommended not

m er. its own merits, but by a numerous and influ-

ential 1x4 of patrons, including the names of Lord Com-
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bermere, Lord Clarence Paget, Lord Raglan, General
Sir Howard Douglas, and Lieut.-General Fox.— Colonel
M'Murdo, Inspector-General of Volunteers, after an in-
spection of the Durham and Northumberland Volun-
teers, held at Newcastle-on-Tyne last week, made the
following remarks on Volunteer marching :—
"I have noticed, and other general officers have noticed,

that a great difference of cadence in the time of marching
is perceptible with corps. Now, I cannot too strongly im-
press upon all these corps, and especially upon smaller
corps, that have not the opportunity of meeting together
for constant marching out, how necessary it is to have
one uniform cadence step. The reason is this—I have found
as much as 20 paces a minute difference between the
marching of corps. Now, just consider what 20 paces a
minute will do in six hours ; my own calculation is that
it would cause a difference in the marching of bodies of
men of three miles and upwards—of three miles and a-half
--in six hours, or half a day's march. Read the papers
of to-day, and you will see in all great battles,
in all great operations, an army cannot follow one
line or road. An army must have several roals
in order to come in front of the enemy and deploy
there. Therefore it is necessary that the bodies of men
marching along these different lines towards the enemy
should march exactly with the same pice, or else if there
is a difference, which I have perceived of 20 paces in a minute,
one column would reach the enemy, while the other column
would be some 3£ miles short of reaching the front where the
battle

_
should begin. An active enemy would not be slowm taking advantage of such circumstances by falling in and

crushkig the first enemy that showed front in his presence.
He would have an enemy to throw back of superior force,
and even beat that enemy in detail. Therefore I hope that
I have shown the necessity of having one uniform step
throughout the force, and that is the regulation step of 108
paces in the minute. Now, most of you have bands ; and I
hope that you will make your bandmasters have a plummet,
and that plummet going at the rate of 108 strokes per
minute. You must exercise your bands throughout the
winter in marching at that time ; and so it will take the
ears, and so come to the feet of the men. Autumn, as you
know, is now approaching, and with it will come the
marching out. I have seen a great deal of Volunteers
in this country; and I am delighted with what I have seen
this day, because I see you are on the high road to efficiency.
I hope that m your marching out for the winter you will not
assume it to be a mere promenade, but try to knock a little use
out of it. When you march along the road, always form your
advance and your rearguard. This is laid down in a section of
the book, and it will be extremely useful not only for the
officers commanding battalions, but for the officers command-
ing the sections or companies of men. Both of these might
consider as they march along the road, ' What shall I do if theenemy were supposed to be in the neighbourhood ? How shall
1 approach the turn of the road ? How shall I enter the villagem Iront ? All these questions should pass through the mind of

officer as he walks along the road in his marching out. Itwould be of great benefit to himself and to the service, because
tdere is nothing more important in the marches of great bodies
ot men than the advance guard and rearguard being intelligentmen, and the officers knowing their duty."

L^-tGr

Emperor afterwards set out for Chalons. The statement
that the Emperor will accompany the King of Prussia

into Germany is without foundation. On Friday, in

honour of the visit of the King of Sweden, the Emperor
held a grand review of the Imperial Guard and of the
garrison of Paris in the Champ de Mars. On Saturday
the King of Sweden and Prince Oscar went to Chalons
and were present at a review of the troops in camp, re-

turning to Paris in the evening. His Majesty was received

by Marshal M'Mahon, on whom he conferred the Grand
Cordon of the Royal Order of Sweden. On Monday the

n n^another attenda^^bKTf^T====
handsomely rewarded bv the ICi„ "">• t*
who first swam to the Prince reoT ?**»-t
medaisfor saving fife^^^serv.ee was held on the island on sL.?

'

Austbia.-A ,l„spatch from V̂ J*
Sto^£»^1&

address of the Hun

replied to the address in
general terms.

a£

dissolved,

Hungary.—In the sitting of the
the Diet on Saturday the draught Addr^

Deak was read, and on the *<>£&*
M.
Szapary was unanimously adopted bvwithout any amendment. The Address*
to Vienna on Monday. ~
considered quite certain. The Moderate

Vienna on Monday. The dissolution ofJ?siaered mute p.ftrtn.n Ti,~ m„j .:7T^ ?"lw" tum
- lue moderate rm*lparty of action are now united. Many demit

dFortlcjtt
France.—The Emperor on Tuesday performed thf

ceremony of inaugurating the new Boulevard de
Malesherbes m the presence of an immense number of
persons. The weather was magnificent, and the inau-
guration was performed with much military and civic
Pw P *

,Jhe Em Peror> attended by the grand officers of
state, the members of his household, and the civic
functionaries, entered a tent prepared for his reception,
when M. Haussman, Prefect of the Seine, delivered a
long speech, to which the Emperor returned the follow-
ing reply:

—

» Messieurs.-Thc inauguration of a new medium of eom-^^vM^fino^BBr7 at this *** "Sli: Souw Ztnave marked it by a public ceremony if I had not wished totestify my sympathy to the municipal council whiclToccuDiesitself with constant zeal in the interests of the cTtTmv satis

KwhoWJfl li
gja?

d
,

obJect, and my approbation

ments of t e r«n?faTH Seconded «wir efforts. The Vmbellish-
tton but during '

°nC& c
?raPlete<*. excite general admira-

development? to ZZtT^ ^J^ls which impede their

oppos^anTncreLse totofJ&lV*^? ^ c,a88e" >
and to

order to obtain the first ofw articles of first necessity. In
a great stein w ™, -i n

these
.

rf8ults the Government made
effin offfl o?inm

m with feUre that since the con
of articles of^^hL^^^^^t1^^^^^
the admini^ra\ion rf fh« n>

y
-

°Ubled
-

In a11 that concerns
tbeforUfi^atio^Ldm^lS y

i

carvy
!
nS the octr°i wall up to

the centreK i^at?nd^
g^

^

r°^a t0 the ^tremities from
the priTott^i^^X^^^thiB vast metropolis
deprived quartoS^ occanSn ?. ^'J

1^' and value fc° the
gent to^~e°«

âdopted to ameliorate the fate of the

rescript, was presented to the i?«,l
by the Presidents of the twofcJ

short
speech,e^

s resolution 2?
Cabinet(Jon*^

place on account of the non-arrival of the Mediterranean
squadron. Before their departure the Emperor conferred
the military medal on his Majesty and Prince Oscar.

The Empress arrived at Tarbes on the 5th, accompanied
by the Marquis de Lagrange and a lady of honour. Her
Majesty was received by General de Bourjolly, but there
was no official ceremony. The Empress left again on
the same day, on her way to Eaux-Bonnes by Ossun and
Pontacq. Some surprise has been expressed in Paris at
the departure of her Majesty at the moment when a
friendly Sovereign was about to visit the French capital.
General Fanti has arrived in Paris from Turin, and will
shortly proceed to Chalons. The Emperor's fete took

j

ing a dissolution; are ''^l^x^^T^
place on Thursday in Paris, and was a brilliant affair.

|

On Friday deputations from the mwLrL^
I he illuminations were very fine. The Moniteur of electors congratulated M. Deak onhUlt •

Wednesday announced that, on account of the fete, hnf. *»» »a#WoQj « „ a—* • , ., "J***!
the Emperor has either remitted or commuted the
punishments of 1236 prisoners, of different categories,
who had been condemned for civil crimes. It also
published a numerous list of appointments to the
Legion of Honour, and announced the following nomi-
nations to the post of Envoy Extraordinary:—M.
Benedetti to Italy, M. Reculot to Bavaria, and
M. Damremont to Wurtemberg. It also announced
numerous promotions in the navy in honour of the
Emperor's fete, comprising three Vice-Admirals, six
Rear-Admirals, 15 Captains of the first class, 20 Cap.
tains of the second class, and 120 Lieutenants. Wed-
nesday being the fete of the Assumption, the Bourse
was closed.—The hearing of the appeal of M. Mires has
been postponed to the 19th inst.

Spain.—The Madrid journals of the 6th publish a Mv ±a 1C .,V1UCU umu ucucrju
long address to the Queen from the Archbishop of Tarra-i enter the Cabinet as Minister for
gona, in the name of himself and his suffragans, entreat- ~
in * her Majesty to take measures for preventing the
spread of the errors of Protestants. The Ministers of
Finance and of Grace and Justice had left Madrid to
join the Queen at Santander.

Portugal.—Disturbances have taken place at St.
Ubes on account of the imposition of fresh taxes and
the introduction of new weights and measures. Troops
were despatched there on Tuesday. The disturbances in
the Algarve have been quelled for the present. The
ecclesiastical authorities still refuse to allow the Italians
to celebrate a mass for the repose of the soul of Count
Cavour in any of the public .churches. The English nuns
of the ancient sisterhood of Sion House, who have been
established in Portugal for more than two centuries, are
about to return to England, where they have purchased
a convent. The recent rains and damp weather have done

a Mt ±y^ua. uil flis life
but he refused a serenade which they offend?
Italy.—The Official Gazette of Saturd

a despatch addressed by Baron Ricagoli to

d

sentatives of Italy abroad. This despatch rewiemfc
history of the recent Parliamentary Session, atJ
tions the absence of those deputies representing
favourable to the former Government. ItS
by saying :

—

" Italy has constituted herself, notwithstandiDp tk»
tion of Italian territory is in the bands of otheiTk
beholding us armed and strong, will become persank
right to the entire possession of our territory, and *£
guarantee of repose and rest by favouring the noma
the part of which is wanting to us. It will alnto
persuaded, that we, a people essentially Catholic, ™Wt
better than any other the true iuterests of the Cbod«
we ask her to divest herself of the feudal rightim.
barbarous age gave her."

It is reported that General Delia Korea ri

War. %
Bastogi, Minister of Finance, has* been rawd If fc

King to the rank of Count, and appointed fi«

Officer of the Order of St. Maurice and Lam I

account of the services rendered by him iDtieafc

sion of the loan. General Fanti has left forCUh*

in order to be present at the military niwea* i

religious ceremony took place at Turin

the Church of the Lazzarists, in honom;''"'

Napoleon, and was attended by many Frencri *
The report that General Goyon is about toleml»

is without foundation. Notwithstanding then**

Giorgi, the bandit chief, by General Goyon, tlM»

ment of brigands continues in Rome, and ttedy

the French Gendarmerie is paralysed by theWf
Government, which maintains that the Frew*

has encroached upon the authority of the Pop

Archbishop of Chambery, the Papal Nuncio £»
• - - Qnagw*

most numerous rIn «»««»« wu', ,r~:

—
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g
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i
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tbe glory ofourTrm8 ana IS^SSS>n

-
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i

lt8 Which reca11
and arts, she doe* IS Wa ? Te gemus 8hown ™ science
tions which bear"StaS? ^»r

.

h«»^ by creating institu-
those who sufler 2nd S .« v t

lncessaut solicitude felt for

the real heart of FrSnCe w®W WVuf^ who form
and prosperity." '

Ch beata Wlth her for her glory

K^^^ had an audience ofPeror to take leave on his return to Vienna. The

Senator of France and Prefect of Marseilles, was
with her husband crossing the Gemmi, one of the
highest mountains in the Oberland, the mule suddenly
fell on the brink of a precipice from 200 to 250 yards
deep, and the unfortunate lady was hurled into the
abyss. She uttered one piercing cry, and when some
persons hastened to the bottom of the precipice they
found her dashed to pieces. The Baron d'Harlincourt
was so dreadfully affected at the spectacle that he
almost lost his reason, and would have thrown himself
down the precipice had he not been prevented bv
the guides.

Denmark.—The Danish Government, in compliance
with the demand of Germany, has agreed that for the
current financial year the contribution of Holstein from
its special revenues to the common Budget of the

2ft 2"ff
^ Pro^ io»^y Hu.ited to the quotaallotted to Holstein by the normal Iludgct of 1856

FBANKPOBT.—The Federal Diet held an extraordi-nary sitting on Monday, in which the last communica-tion from the Danish Government was discussed. TheCommittee on the Schleswig Holstein question declared
that, m consequence of this communication, there wasno reason for proposing further measures in reference
to the execution of the Federal resolution of the 7th of^ebruarylast-Herr Passavant, the celebrated writeron Art, has died at Frankfort, in his 74th year
PEUEBIA^-The King of Prussia has authorised the

acceptance of voluntary contributions for the formation

ith i>
r

n?K
MVy

i £• coron
.

ation is ^ed for the15th of October, and the entry into Berlin will tako
place three days after.

i IH
N0
^,R

'"lThe Crown Prince of Hanover nearlv

•7 ^%xT
e

?
few dayS Since

'
wh,,e batliin

ff at theisland of Norderey. The Prince's attendant wal throwndown by a wave, and before he could recover himJel
'

the Prince ventured too far out to sea, and couM nothear the cry of warning uttered by the attendan In

iiem on Lne locn or oeptemoer. rimw ^-n-

appointed Papal Nuncio at Paris. Card'iial *»

President of the Congregation of the Inda"£

dered his resignation on account of .
haviD

Monsignor Liverani's work to be heretical wi»»

concurrence of the Congregation.^ Roffle *^
and the Neapolitan reaction^ diminishing. -

Russia.—A letter from St. Petersburg, oi

'

inst., states that the unexpected visit °[m *2^

Sweden to the Emperor of the French J* grj

some sensation in the political circles m^jy
is the more remarked because the King ^V" j^i
months since, was to have paid a visit to ^
Alexander, but has not yet done so. *'*^ji

Schonhausen has exerted himself to W^*
susceptibilities of the Court of Kussia. lr^gt
ment of the visit of the King of Prussia toxv^
of the French is attributed to the desire on^ ^
of

resi

rf-BBerlin not to offend the Emperor ot
:

xcsignation of M. de Schleinitz is explainea _

reason. The character of the reception r^ f

Torrearsa, the Italian Minister, in Den^Vwd
*&

tbe

a few seconds the Prince was also overpowered by the

I?Zl
a
"A

S?«?e
ig
roand from under his feet.^

conscious of holding possession ot ^. \0^
German provinces, regard with suspicio ^ptf
which might lead to arrangements by n

able to them. ^m^L
PoLAND.-On Thursday the 8th ifjf

c°

ilitir*
Mj

at Warsaw between the people and the m
^
^w

sequence of the latter having interfere
^(0^

illumination of the city. One Per90nJ^ «#£
several were arrested. On Friday ' ^,-fp^
in a very disturbed state. A great con"

ttt
Mr

assembled in the Methstrasse, not* ^ ffi&

request made to them to disperse. ^^ &
marched up, but were afterwards ^..Ltrer'^J
_U^: _:i~, rv a and W^^^gagitation prevailed. Troops and

f^endan

t

st^g?led hard to reach the Prince, and at .._.. „.
and sunnnrtmr* i,;JL «.:i / JlHLo.Z.1 iT 1v« JL~ ~~~~*in& the

*&
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a 17, 1861-:

==-^75*n.onstrSm^Tthefollou i ,.g day,

g
of the former union of Poland witli

_ *n
,

d
the ctin "o shops. Notwithstanding

S**» » 1 ".
1 '^1 national fete was celebrated at

Sn***1^ Tl c Bourse and all the counting-
"

'
"!I t« were closed ; the churches were filled

•"i'^ttn : and to the evening the city was
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luge congregat

i^^ed^n^ 8t?eeTs, and some anvsts took

^ itit^ned in
Warsaw is very much

€f°t*1 1 till soon be established. A newspaper

^•f*rnI5
?
tn
V*i« nf the PAare has for some time past

f circulating in Warsaw On Monday

i-!SSt Dopnlar demonstration took place at

u nnponint ^ Pnlqnfi The military commander,^ toW. S'v, suppressed the conflict

t&V JE serious consequences than that a cer-

•^«JSi of nersons were wounded. A arc- 1-- *-•^ nnm%°dSutetl, warning the judges

;nce of the Government m trj

inrinff the iate disturbances at

A circular has

not to

i

4

jUttto
m—

of Poland will be canceueu, m.u i»»« -.. « .—*.

•ffl be appointed in his stead,

^SnT-rhc fall of the Minister of Finance is
,

J*** terv Phortlv. The contemplated change m \

S^niform of the military officers has been ordered,

ind important army reforms are in progress. 1 he arrears

rf the garrison of the capital are about to be paid m
frtofc a eommWon has been named to reconttder

the tcheme for a general Kaime circulation. In consc-

ience of the state of things in the Herzegovina,

fervia, and the Principalities, the Porte has decided

to wnrf all the available troops of the array into

Roameli A large number of persons were present at

the mass celebrated on Thursday at the French Embassy

on account of the Fete Napoleon. The Sultan has

pten e deputation from Moldavia and Wallachia a

Terr kind reception. The international commission

Wdecided in favour of the Porte on the question of

the lettlement of the boundaries of the mouths of the

Danube, pending between the Porte and Moldavia,

rhc Turkish government is actively progressing with

financial reforms, and is making preparations for the

establishment of a national bank. A great tire has

taken place in the Turkish quarter of the town of

Smyrna. The Porte has sent assistance to the inhabi-

tant*. The cholera has broken out at Tebiemi (?).

Mo!ttb>'EGEO.—The Paris papers state that the

Trince of Montenegro had demanded of Omar Pasha

that the Porte should recognise his independence, and

the .rht of inheritance in his family. He also

di d the concession of a port on the Adriatic-,

* A h mttXeracnt of the frontiers. The Porte

r- fated to accede to these demands, -and had sent

•rdersto Omar Pacha to reassnme the oflfeneive againat

the insurgents. The Pasha is indisposed, and is now
at Mostar.

Stbia.—The JPresse asserts that at the end of July

great agitation prevailed in Damascus and in some of

taa other towns of Syria. The Ulemas endeavoured to

excite the people to rise against the Maronites, but the

ation ceased when the arrest of the Ulemas was
ordered by Daoud Effendi.

Egypt.—The Pasha of Egypt is following the

cample of the Sultan in effecting retrenchments in

trions branches of the administration. It appears

that his Highness owes about 7,000,000?., and is liable

for nearly 3,000,000?. more in connection with the Suez
Canal Company, in addition to which the revenue of

the country has already been anticipated to the extent
of an entire quarter. Having failed in obtaining a loan

from Messrs. Laffitte of Paris on satisfactory terras,

tbe Pasha has determined to cut down all branches of

expenditure, private as well as public. The army has

been reduced at a few days' notice to 5000 men, and
even the police constables have been disbanded in great

numbers. The Viceregal household has also been sub-

jected to retrenchment. All the horses in the Pasha's

•table have been sold, except about a dozen for his own
Even the plate from his own table has been dis-

£*ed of, and the silver helmets of the Life Guards have
oeen despatched to the Mint, to be turned into money.
Abi kia.—The Pays of Saturday states that a

"** pretender disputes the throne of Abyssinia with
"« Emperor Theodore.

>Vest Coast op Africa. — Her Majesty's ship

M°oaetheus has captured two vessels fitted for slaves

J
«je Congo river; and a Spanish schooner—the

•*Clnto
- The Wrangler has taken an American barque,

^Pposedto be the Ardennes, with 495 slaves on board.

i*e notorious slaver Storm King had come into Mango
Grande »ith the Araerican flag and papers, bat hearing

S*6 w«re slaves to be had, threw her cargo overboard,

Z**"! a large number of slaves, and got away. The

2**^ General Miramon (formerly the Greenock) had

^PPed a cargo at Kasinda in four hours, using Amen-
**. Portuguese, and Spanish colours to suit the

Risers she happened to meet.
, ., .

'

I.YLIA.—By the arrival of the overland mail, we ba%

^vices from Bombay to July 12, and from Calcutta

*o July 15. The following are the details :
—

ikm&ay.-TUiin has fallen in great abundance aJlovcrlndja

The pre** ,ea8on bid , fur in this respect to form a pa»ue
to tfcat *hich succeeded the famine of 1837-38. In some

P}ac« the young rice plants, the sugar cane, and tne lnuigv

plant* have suffered severely

Calcutta.—A deficit of 1,4( in the iwonua is »p is said, :i body ot ex nt and nt officers J in his
hended in conseqm a of the fall in " Tito

SL ,cond order be commands the instant i lrn to their
indigo plantations in the Tirhoot district are in a bad

y°V.
lil '

"l several camps of the offi. s and loldlCtt ft t.red

round Washin a at hotels and boarding-houses, re-

niindin hem that duty requires their prrsexw e at the
head-quarters of their regiments to restore order

and discipline among the men. Colonel Porter

has been appointed Provost Marshal to carry out this

order, and he has already begun his work by closing

up the liquor saloons in the capital, around which

much drunkenness and riotous conduct has existed.

General M'CleHaa has made a requisition on the

Government for as many batteries as possible, being of

the opinion that it will be an artillery war. A regi-

ment has been sent to him to extend the line of pickets

along the Potomac to Harper*! Ferry, and several addi-

tional regiments have been sent to Chain Bridge, where

some Secessionist engineers had been observed

making observations. The Sanitary Commissioners

have made their first report, stating that they found

the Federal camps in a wretched condition, the troops

and their clothing shamefully dirty and infested with

vermin, no convenici s for washing, bathing, or

cleansing, and the whole neighbourhood of the camps

mdrained and pestilential. Con-ress has passed the

tion in consequence of the excessive fall of rain. The indigo

produce in Bengal is also bad. The cotton movement m
England has {riven rise to great exertions on the part of tbe

officials to make India an efficient substitute for the Bout n
States of America. The new staff corps has been formed, but

the majority of Indian offi s of 20 years' standing hang back

from the amalgamation till the decision as to the amount of

pension to be offered for their retin ent is made known.

There is but little prospect of the Commander-in-Chief in

India and the Head Quarters Staffof the Army leaving Calcutta

for the hills this year. .. ,_ . _ M m

Madras.—Sir William Denison returned from the district of

the Godavery on the Sth July. It is reported that the

Supreme Government has ordered the Godavery works to be

proceeded with immediately. _
North. Wtsf Province*.—The Famine Relief Committees are

continuing their labours in the North-West. Nearly 10,000

people are daily fed with cooked food in Delhi alone, and fully

that number in the district are relieved in the same way.

About 1000 poor widows obtain weekly relief in money, at the

Delhi Gate. One thousand rupees a month are distributed

to families of respectability now reduced to poverty, but

ashamed to be seen seeking charity. About 10 000 persons are

employed dailv in some kind of work by the Relief Society and

government. "At Agra about 2000 are daily employed on the

relief works, and on the Futteghur branch of the Ganges

Canal about 4000. Great and increasing distreaa prevails m
Peshawur. Villages are depopulated. Famine is said to exist in

&
Bok'hara.—Tho King of Bokhara, worsted in an encounter

with the rebels, applied to the Kussians for aid. and toe

Russian general to*^**^™*?™!***!^

Asia. Dost Manomca nas given uiuu . », ~- *-—-~»r v,
-

Khan, to give all possible aid to the rebels in the event of the

Russians assisting the other party.

China.—Accounts from Hong Kong to June 28th

state that a good understanding prevails between the

foreign representatives and the Chinese at Pekin. Ihe

river Yancr-tse has risen above Nankin. The country

about Hankow is under water, and the inhabitants are

becoming alarmed. Mr. Ihnce has to some extent

relaxed the prohibition to visit Pekin, but how far the

restriction has been taken off is not yet known. The

Imperialists and rebels continue their struggles with

varying results; but otherwise the political atmosphere

is calm, though the Emperor still absents himseli from

Pekin.

Australia.—In the colony of Victoria Mr. Heale s

Ministry has been defeated, and has appealed to the

country. The shipments of gold since last mail amount

to 89.645 ounces. Nothing had been heard of tne

exploring expedition into the interior of the continent,

and serious fears were entertained for the safety ot the

gentlemen composing it. Great floods visited New

South Wales in May, but at the end of the month the

waters had pretty generally subsided, after having

caused very extensive disasters.

New Zealand.—The intelligence from New Zealand

is most gloomy. Sedition is spreading among the

natives, and it is asserted that the insurgents schemed

for the temporary cessation of hostilities in order that

they might gain strength by a reorganisation of their

forces. A complicity has been established between the

Waikatos and the X-atiruanhia tribes, by which the

former have transferred to the latter an immense

amount of plunder, which they will not surrender, in-

cluding a large quantity of settlers' stock, carts, farm-

ing instruments, and plunder of all descriptions. The

Taranaki and N-atiruanhia tribes are also leagued

together in support of the native king movement and

they have all resolved to make no terms with the

"Pakehas," the proposal being seriously debated of

making, once for all, a clean sweep of the Europeans.

The Governor has issued the following proclamation

to the chiefs and people assembled at Ngatiruanhia :—

I can now only look with sorrow and displeasure on what has

been^oSe in the name and by the adherents of the naUje

Kin* 1 An authority has been set up inconsi nt with

7lnm; £ thp oueeo ai in violation of the treaty ofCS 2 A uSo number of the adherents of the native

Kinz ha?e interfered between the governor and other native

rLV^a PrVin which they had no concern; they have

liSS war^inst"the Q?IUn. mmrht against her
;
troopj and

btlrned and destroyed tbe proj y of peaceful nbjeeta.

Other^iherents of the Ki hav fisted, encouraged^ and

harboured men who have committed these outrages. 4. A war

nf-W of several hundred men some time since assembled. *nd

advanced within 40 miles of Auckland, for the purpose of inter-

ring 4h the due course of adminUtration of justice

5 Her Majesty's mail has been stopped, mmdiction

been usurped over her Majesty's European subjects and

other offences have been committed, fc> the subversion oTher

Tariff and Direct Tax Bills. The former increases

by 10 per cent, all the duties to be levied

under the Morrill Tariff, and is expected to raise

45,000,000 dols. of additional revenue. The Direct

Tax, or Income Tax Kill, imposes a tax of 3 per

cent, on all incomes above 800 dollars, and is ex-

pected to realise 40,000,000. Congress has also passed

a Bill levying a tax upon carriages varying from

1 dollar to 50 dollars, a tax upon watches, an Excise

duty of 3 c. on cocoa, 2 c. on chicory, 1 dollar 25 c. per

gallon on brandy, 50 c. per gallon on other spirits, an

ad valorem duty of 50 per cent, on wine, and a duty

of 60 cents a barrel on fermented liquors. The ad

valorem duty ou silks has been raised to 40 per cent.

Bills have also been passed levying a duty of 15 c. on tea,

4 c. on coffee, and 2 c. on sugar. A Bill ordering the con-

fiscation of property used for insurrectionary purposes has

likewise been passed, which, without using the word

"slave" strikes a severe blow at that species of property.

Apprehensions of a Confederate attack on Washington

are still entertained. The Federals have evacuated

Hampton, near Fort Monroe ; and Governor VS lse and

his force have retired from Western Virginia, leaving

behind them 1000 muskets and kegs of powder in the

hands of the Federals. The Missouri Convention has

appointed a provisional Governor and State ofiicers.

General Pillow has issued a proclamation stating

that he will drive the Federals from Missouri. He
has promised Governor Jackson to send iiO.OOO Con-

federates into that State. The Marshal and Police

Commissioners of Baltimore hav.: been removed as

prisoners to Fort Monroe. 8* al European officers

are said to liave arrived at New Voik, for the purpose of

offering their services to the United States Governm ent

—A writ of habeas corpus has been taken out by the

British consul in New York for the United States

authorities to produce Purcell M'Quillan, a British

subject from Charleston, who took his passport, issued

by the British consul at Charleston, to be vis&l by the

Secretary of State at Washington, so that he might

return to Charleston. He was, however, arrested on

the 28th J> , examined by a commissioner in Wash-

ington, and then, by order of Secretary Seward, sent

manacled to New York. Since his arrest, however, he

has had no hearing before the authorities. The mili-

tary Commissioner of Fort Lafayette has refused to

obey the writ, and tl2« Judges of the United States

Supreme Court have refund to order iU execution on

the c round that it has been ^obeyed by order of

General Scott-the judges, in the pre-ent condition of

the country, not being inclined to urge a cOUH'ct with

the civil and military authorities.—The statement that

Admiral Milne had reported the blockade of thrf"

Southern ports to be ineffective is entirely without

foundation.—Prince Napoleon has arrived at Wash-

ington from Ne-.v York. He will make a tour through

the West, and return in a few weeks to New York,

where the imperial yacht will await his return.-—

A Federal officer who was taken prisoner at Bull's Run,

and m?de his escape into Washington, reports that the

U o.a 4.~, i,nxra imt. less than 240.000 men in

sty the Queen to ,nprress I* - ^ that

establish beyond r. -Hon her "^^ what his » J -- •-*>

aaland. The governor
,

8^ £K£™rierve to the Q n'»

arc:-l. From all submission ™™l

{ o From (
wr

sovereignty and tbe authority ot «n.
r08t

.
g E ,jrope™

are in possession of ,
.der token \i££* S. From tbo«

or native subjects, re ration of th « » ^ t

who have destroyed or tna* ****
n-nVe, compensation for

her Majesty's subjects, European or n*w

the losses sustained. .. , . , n^.

UKOTD State?.—General K
mand of the army in the P,aceo*

-, r[t

is said to be already in in* » *** »P» *

ores uised corps.

into the di*-

Gen ilBeaur f : allied <lve,

ndiefori ine Fairfax

.

*/ asserts

thatthe. a&n f ° **$*?•

v " dril I
end ar -

in.l d for

defensive c*perati Al ™*
!
8

l^reUrvott m Conffrese. i i ir mat.on w
^nr-«i to be I

fro*" olf5c!al «°or««- Tbe

h ftt city in

>rre*pon-

He is rei>"i', , . ™, sterJie,r' l72w that he mwt be master i
U* JJSjSta ™r«

wind exeert u D.ctator.rtrt' '»> ^ ,
lMjonw ^.^

nrC
V

,e

'Jt roffie- rahfUr.lt «**£, "„, , parti h.B been
• department or «i

| , n his first general ord, r - /»
f in ,h British Bubjecta

said, ha. been conceded to him. «
comprUing, it

i P«
*«>. A ™™ W

he announces the uppoir.traent 01 uw» . i
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had been improperly seized are mentioned by the consul

and acknowledged on behalf of the Confederate govern-
ment. Efforts appear to have been made, however, to

procure the immediate release of such persons when
their cases were made known. Mr. Stephens, Vice-
President of the Confederate States, made a speech on
the 11th ult., on the College Green in Augusta, before

3000 persons, from which the following are extracts :

—

" This is a fanatical war, and whenever fanaticism gets
control of reason yon can make no speculations in regard to it.

This is a war against reason in every sense of the term. In the
first place, many of those engaged in it are engaged in a
crusade nominally to ameliorate the condition of a portion of
our population. They are engaged in a crusade to make things
better than the Creator made them, or to make things equal
which he made unequal. It is impious ; in that a great deal of
the fanaticism of the war springs. Were they to overrun us
and drive us away, these very people would do as some are now
reported to be doing in Virginia (of which I neither affirm nor
deny the truth), capture the black population and send them
to Cuba for sale. But there is one thing certain, that they can
no more carry out their fanatical designs than they can make
the Savannah run to the mountains ; for the great Creator, the
Ruler of the heavens and the earth. He that made man
and fashioned him, made one inferior to the other, and mado
some to differ from others, as one star differs from others.
This fanatical sentiment of the North will no more make the
negro equal to the white man than it will make the leopard
change his spots or the Ethiopian his skin. It is a war
against the interest of those who wage it ; and of all the
people who will suffer by it the New England States will suffer
the most. We wished to continue to trade with them, but
they would not perform their part of the compact, and I cannot
account for it except on the old Roman maxim, that him whom
the gods want to destroy they first make mad.' This is a war
against the principles which their fathers and our fathers
fought for, tbat every state government derives its power from
the consent of the governed. These were the principles of
Hancock, Jackson, Madison, Randolph, Pinckney, and others.
The enemy rely upou numbers, and they have got them ; we
rely upon the justice of our cause, upon the valour of our
men, fighting for their homes, fireside, children, and every-
thing dear to them ; and in such a cause we have no doubt the
God of Battles will smile upon us."

Jeweller—P. Terrt, Povt. Sin th and tEntrineer—E. Weviil, laverpi o ,

brottir and Commission and luh-iance Agent-J. C. B. Wili>, St. Mar>
Axe, ( itv, i.icen-ed Victual er.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED— W. P. Walton, Kingston.upon-Hull,
Corn and Seed Merchant.
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Canada.—The Canadian crops are reported to be
satisfactory.

West Indies.—A report was received on Monday
by way of New York, stating that Antigua had been
destroyed by an earthquake, with the loss of 2000 lives.

The Atrato has since arrived with advices from Antigua
to the 27th ult., but they do not contain the slightest
mention of any catastrophe of the sort.

Cttg intelligence.
Bank Kate of Discount.—The Bank of England

on Thursday reduced their rate of discount from 5 per
cent., at which it was fixed on the 2d inst., to 4£ per
cent r

Money Matutet, Friday.—British Funds: Con-
sola closed at 90£ to $ tor Money, and 90| to J for the
10th Sept.; Bank Stock, 233 to 235; Three per Cents.
Reduced, 90f ; New Three per Cents., 90* to j ; IndiaFrye per Cent. Stock, 100 j to } ; Ditto for Acct., 100|

;

Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1863, 96|; Five per
Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 94£; Ditto Five and a
Half per Cent., lOlf ; Exchequer Bills, March, 14*. to
8.s. dis.,- Ditto June, 2*. to 3s. dis.—Foreign: Brazilian
Old Five per Cents., 99 ; Ditto Four and a Half per
Cents., 1852, 88; Equador New Consolidated, 13£;
French Four and a Halt per Cent. Rentes, 95fr. 50c;
Ditto Three per Cent. Rentes, 67f.; Peruvian Four and
a Half per Cents., 98£ ; Ditto Three per Cents., 75£;
Spanish Passive, 16; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854,771;

JvJi JL^V 78 ; Ditt0
'
1858

>
f°r Acct., 682 to i;Ditto 100/. Bonds, 69* ; Ditto Guaranteed Four per

Cents., 100J to 100 ex div.

33an6 of ffinglamr.

Holes issued
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

• • • • ^26,391,980

*26,391.9€0

Government Debt ..
Other Securities .. .

Gold Coin and Bullion.
Silver Bullion .. ..

• i 411,015,100
3,634,900

11,741.980

rrm^u* .„ , ,
BANKING DEPARTMENT.

Fropnetortf Capital.. .. *u,S53.000 Government Security

Jt'2(J,39 1.980

Puolie:bepo"slt«" (includ-
ing Exctiequer.SaYinirs

.*?. » ton*"»»»»ioner»
of Nat. Debt, and DM.
dend Accta.) ..

Other DejK,*.t*.. .". "
Seren u*> and other bill*

3,528877

3.926.855
12.092.801

"25,776

Mth daj of August, 1861.
*34,827,

lincludinjc Deadweight

M. MARSH 4LI* Chief Casmer.

Jttctropolte an& its! Tiritinitn.

The Great Exhibition op 1862.—The Exhibition

building at South Kensington is advancing with great

rapidity, and every day adds visibly to its growth. C
the thousands of columns, girders, brackets, and railing,

of cast iron, nearly one-fourth are already actually in

their places. The remainder are rapidly arriving, and

all are to be delivered on the ground before the 30th

of September, at which time the delivery of the iron-

work for the Exhibition of 1851 was only just com-
mencing. In all about 4000 tons of cast iron will be

required. Mr. Barrow, of Staveley, has been intrusted

with this portion of the works, and has been enabled to

complete all these castings of first-rate quality in an
exceedingly short time. The columns are of un-
usual size and strength. There are 1100 of them,
and if laid end to end they would reach from
South Kensington to the Crystal Palace at Nor-
wood. Early in October the Picture Gallery
will be roofed in, so that the walls will have
ample time to dry before the grand opening on
Thursday, the 1st of May next. By the 12th of Febru-
ary the building will be completed and formally handed
over to the Royal Commissioners, when the event will
be duly celebrated by the contractors, Messrs. Kelk and
Lucas, with a fete in the centre nave. After the 30th
of next month no further applications for space will be
received by the Commissioners, from whatever quarter
they may come. In the Exhibition of 1851 the classes
of exhibitors were arranged under the heads of animal,
mineral, and vegetable manufactures, &c. The same
rule was followed at Paris in 1855, and led to numerous
mistakes, to avoid which the classes of next year's
Exhibition will be arranged under trades, irrespective
of the^ materials used in manufacture. Her Majesty's
Commissioners have requested the following gentle-
men to act as a committee in connection with the
class of mining, quarrying, metallurgy, and mineral
products :—Sir R. Murchison, D.C.L., F.R.S.; Prof.
Warrington Smyth, F.R.S. ; Prof. Percy, M.D., F.R.S.;
Prof. Ramsay, F.R.S. ; Prof. Maskelyne, F.R.S. ; Hussey
Vivian, Esq., M.P. ; Samuel Black well, Esq.; Nicholas
Wood, Esq.; Thomas Sopwith, Esq., F.R.S.; R. B.
Grantham, Esq.; and J. Rawson Barker, Esq. The
following general announcement relative to the cata-
logues in connection with the forthcoming Exhibition
has been officially published :—" Her Majesty's Com-
missioners intend to issue three catalogues; two relating
to the Industrial Sections of the Exhibition, and one to
the Fine Arts Section. Advertisements as well from
exhibitors as from the general public will be received
for all three catalogues. The catalogues which have
reference to the industrial sections will be called
respectively * The Industrial Catalogue/ and 'The
Illustrated Catalogue;' the third will be 'The Fine
Arts Catalogue.' All matter which is intended for
insertion in the body of the catalogues must be sent
in to the Secretary of her Majesty's Commissioners,
F. R. Sandford, Esq., 454, West Strand, before the 1st of
February, 1862, after which date no alterations or fresh
insertions can be guaranteed. Advertheme its will be
admitted if received before the 1st of March ; the rate
of charge will be doubled between the 1st of March and
the 1st of April, after which day no further advertise-
ments will be received for the first editions. The

M

Sale of the Sultan's jBWei , .

blage ofmounted jewels, in vario^T*
stantinople, the "property of^S*? ^sold by public auction by Me*r B,^
ot necklaces, ear-rings, bracelet* k ,M
and head-dresses, &} Tt&feand splendour, and of exquisite fe^wreaths and groups of flowers, of natSent,rely of fine brilliants and ro" e £some cases surmounted with diamond^
t,on boxes of gold, beautifullyS*w.th bnlhants and rose diamonds™"
and other des.gns ; watches and chatel
to the eye masses of diamonds of the gSfc-ibeauty, the whole forming a more .pKJSof jewels than has ever before been olkS*
competition. The sale lasted two duii2*
137 lots. Tl,o fi.at ,1..„>. ...... ".r*!.•>•»*
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insertion of all advertisements is subject to the approval
of her Majesty's Commissioners. All communications
relating to the catalogues should be addressed to the
secretary, and be legibly endorsed on the outside of the
envelope, 'Catalogues/ 'The Industrial Catalogue'
will be a list containing the name and address of
each exhibitor, and a very brief description of his goods.
It will be in one volume demy 8vo, will be sold for one
shilling (,n the Exhibition building), and will be pro-
duced wholly at the cost of her Majesty's Commissioners.

t i
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P
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Catalo&ue, will be the same as the
Industrial Catalogue in size of page, print, and price,and will also be produced at the cost of her Majesty's
Commissioners. 'Advertisements' will be inserted indouble columns, printed in ruby type, in both thesecatalogues, of each of which her Majesty's Commig!smners guarantee an issue of 250,000 copies <Thl
IUnsteated Catalogue ' will be an extendedTorm of The(Sliilhng) Industrial Catalogue, containing in additionmatter which especially affects the interests of the e,"hibitors. It will be printed in super-royal 8.0 so that irmay range with the catalogues of 1851 and I855 andwill be published in parts. °The name,M^SdbS
ness ofevery exhibitor will be printed in large type Call
P,<?KW1

,

th
u
a brief Zeneral desc^'ption of tfie^oE

exhibited by each. The printing and paper nfrhU
portion will be provided at the cost of he? Mat Jl
Commissioners. One or more classes will form a nirrand each part will be sold for one shilling (in the building) Editions of 10,000 of each part ft& be printedoff from time to time. The exhibitors may inser anvminute descriptions of the articles they exhibS wUhprices or otherwise as they may think fit, also a not ceif they have obtained medals at previous exliihS?nn«

H \
n*e

\l*V* of charges. Exll'tor, wh w' Lto^lustrate their descriptions matt provide theTr ownwoodcuts or engravings, which will be inserted on the

Abuttal of the Great Easter* k 1

Eastern arrived at her mooring in the 'i[ml
on Thursday evening. She left Quebec it 4?,!
the morning of the 6th inst., and was detS?'
12 hours crossing the bars in the river $'

She had 366 passengers—241 cabin and''
The Experiments at Shoebury*K8.-3

stated last week that the Admiralty had deM
ascertain the exact amount of resistance iS
broadside of the Warrior will offer to 6s2
pounders. The experiments at Shoebnmei
hitherto been almost exclusively conduct Mfancy targets, which are not likely to be osd*
ship's side ; but it is now intended to trv tl*

shot and shell on a broadside manufactuied^
Warrior.

^
For this purpose the Thames Inr

are building a target 20 feet long by 10 high,*

port-hole in the centre, of precisely the samel

tion of plates, teak, and all other matemki,

Warrior itself. This will be sent to Sboeba
the course ol five or six weeks, and will then be

at till destroyed, when the country and the Gpb

ment will know exactly how much or hor l&l
present class of iron ships can be depended 01

Lambeth Bridge.—The report of the ductal

this bridge states that the working plans keb
approved by the Admiralty and the Conserwtat'i

Thames, and that the deposit required h k k*
insure the completion of the work has beenjii ex-

tracts with Messrs. Newall & Co. for the aih ti

with Messrs. Porter & Co. for the mb/*
works, have been duly signed, at pric

complete the works for less than 28,0ft- "J*

»

tractors taking payment of 12,000Z. of thatf*»

paid-up shares. Arrangements have also tea»
for the purchase of nearly the whole of *»
required. The directors state that the capital"*

will be more than sufficient to meet every contfl

and express their hope that the bridge W1^*5|
sufficiently early in 1862 to benefit by the tra»<»

International Exhibition. The report of 3MJ
the engineer, states that the bridge w

equal spans of wire cables, made with cliJRJ*'— « . . a: -i— suppo<»each span being 280 feet in

wrought iron platform, with rigid lattice fflt^JJ

to a girder. The river piers will consist e*a«

cast iron cylinders 12 feet in diameter, dm^-

into the bed of the river, and filled with codbwj i

brickwork. The bridge will have a double
j

oW
and two foot ways, the total width being 3- kj

The Outram Testimonial.—A sum ot newij

has been subscribed towards a testimonial u

tion of the great public services and emmenT£
of Sir James Outram. The accounts are w

forthwith, and the form of memorial nnaur

Indiax Famine Relief Trnw^wj- ^

evening an additional sum of 1000/. w *•#
Calcutta mail from the Mansion House 1

committee in that city. This makeg t«
j

transmitted to India bv the central co^
London 107,500/. exclusive of the large<s^ .

amounting to nearly 50,000/., which wwgj^,

direct from Liverpool, Dublin, Manchester^,^
and Glasgow. Since the subject was las'ij^
tional sums, amounting in the whole to-

^

have been received at the Mansion «° >
412/. from Oldham, 8347. from Bn B&« #

from Paris, 23/. from Geneva, 23/. fro* * '

448/. from Rio de Janeiro. «

ai
Cfl^?

Union op City Benefices.—A ?P£
|t <rff.

Common Council was held a few days^sinc ^ ^
for the purpose of fixing the Clt

{

g

J^r
revised commissions for the union of ben

. ^
city. The Lord Mayor, on taking t ne ^
in March last the Bishop of London1 1*»

^,o0tm
for the union of 21 benefices in the W:, ^$0

d

1 1,

T

w

Mi
tin

meetings had been held weekly at the ^'^

-

and the work was proceeding i" a **
. for'r^^i

that there were already 13 group3 ^^h^Jj
favourably upon. With regard to* ' #1

«

there were certain difficulties m tn

g
£fr

Bishop had been recommended to 1

^ O^^
sions for these unions, which were ' -j,;,^*

1

The perpetual curacy of Allhallows d
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.. lcllI ieL\>if«n.i.i ; die perpetual curacy

«*** ^ Sl««* free, and the donative perpetual

' * 5 ijame; linked Place; the recto* of St.

ickcUurch. and the rectory of St Margaret

ith<t Gabriel Fenchorcbj the rectory of St.

u2«lnh Lane, with St. Botolpb, Billingsgate,

L rartorr of St. Mary-at-Hill, with St. Andrew

j*2!l«tbe"rectory of Allhallows, Lombard Street,

fjtkTrectorv of St. Benet, Gracechureh Street,

*T
h
yT^fMt'lV. Eastcheap. The corporate seal was

seised to these coin missions.

nfG 0F Great TrjKNSTiLr, Holborx.—At

«*ting of the Metropolitan Hoard of Works a

broocht up from the superintendent-
•

llirt proposing, for the accomplishment of this

ETtbat the whole of the houses on the west side

£ Turnstile, and two printing warehouses in

Court, »hould be removed. The width of

.
itreet would be 17 feet 6 inches at the northern

A.mMUj increasing to 50 feet in the centre. He
7?J^yi thit on the west side of the new street, and

of the Robin Hood public-house, there will

set

Wi
X*

fBui
± ^fa ,,,- building land with a frontage of so feet,

ind anaverege depth of 36 feet, which he proposed to

Erraagr into plots for five houses for a set of offices,

UiUble for solicitors and barristers. He considered

it the cost, together with the expense of forming

Eriafe and footway?, and lamps, would be 28,080/.,

adading the return which might be obtained from the

It of vacant building'ground and old materials. He
jmibti considered tuat a more complete improvement

foakl be effected by clearing away the five houses and

•oo shops on tlie west side of Newman's Row, by doing;

waits the width of the new street would be equal along;

ti whole length. The report and plan were referred to

be Works and Improvements Committee for consider-

ate.
Thi Bsaidwood Testimonial.—In consideration of

he Insurance Offices having made the handsome dona-

|fao of 7000/. to the widow of Mr. Braid wood, and
of the property left by him having been sworn
at 5000/., the public subscription which was opened for

the benefit of his widow and children has been sus-

tssetd, and it is to be hereafter decided whether the
1001. which has been subscribed shall be given to his

wo listen or returned to the subscribers.
Thi Coinage.—In the New Coinage Act, which will

"•ke etfect on 1st November, there is a clause making
' a nrisdameanour to deface coin by stamping words

under which an offender can be kept at hard
shear for one year. Further, it is declared that the
•eadsrofcoin so defaced is not a legal tender, and a
*aalty of 40*. can be recovered on conviction of any
person ut taring the same. The prosecution is to be
a Ok tk« rorwrrt, tf \.\\e Attorney-General.
Thi Xiecbaxt Slavics.—It appears from an

»aal return, that in the year 1860 there were
PjUld British vessels, txcusive of river steamers,
employed in our h >me and foreign trade, the
J&regate kinase of which was 4,251,739. Tiiev were
**M»«jby 191,888 persons. The masters were 20,296
a^aber; the mates, 21 069; petty officers, 13,26-1;

• ». leamen, 62,787; O. S. seamen, 17,514; apprentices

' ^Jf. "ho during the last ten days has
ally fulfilled engagements at Nottingham,

ifc» T
•• Ca,nbri(1£<N Oxford, Norwich, Bristol,

*' :

j
;'. '"

u»«pool, nod 8elby, made his 17th ascent on
ajJL g? ;,!

,

* Crystal Palace, when, in addition to hit
<- •. * t,,e ,nnS rope over the fountains, he repeated

penorinauces on the slack rope suspended in mid

Ele If T*r
lnS last B8cent at thc Palace for 80me

hUu j ,

tmvn on Tuesday to fulfil engagements
i?™ 1 &ml Scotland.
'*i Feu

tatal OCOUftftttfca at Notting Hilj -Mr.
Charles Rontled-e, residing at 13, Elgin Crescent,
Notttng Hill, was brought before the magistrate at
Hammersmith Police C< art on Monday, charged with
causing the death of his son, a lad 17 vears of age.
The evidence in support of the charge showed that on
Saturday night, in his own bouse, the prisoner had a
quarrel with his son, which terminated in a scuffle,
when the son was seized with a fit and almost imme-
diately expired. Mr. RotlUedge was remanded till

Wednesday, and bail accepted for his appearance. On
Tuesday a coroner's inquest was held, when a surgeon
deposed that he had examined the body of the deceased,
and could find no external marks of violence, but there
was a thickening of the left ventricle of the heart, and
the brain had the appearance of congestion, and he wa6
of opinion that deceased died from congestion of the
brain, which as lie was subject to fits might have been
brought on by excitement. The jury on this evidence
returned a verdict of death by apoplexy. On Wed-
nesday Mr. IJoutledge was again brought before the
magistrate, when the surgeon repeated the evidence
given before the jury, and stated his opinion that death
was caused from excitement, and not from violence.
The magistrate under these circumstances ordered the
prisoner to be discharged.

TnE Public Health. — The Registrar-General's
Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in the
week ending Saturday, the 10th of August, were 1172.
The average number in the corresponding weeks of the
10 years 1851-60, excluding the deaths from the cholera
of 1854, and allowing for increase of population, was
1232. The present return is therefore 60 below the
average. During the week the births of 881 boys
and 878 girls, in all 1759 children, were registered in

London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years

1851-60 the average number was 1577.

DroUinxial.
Beaconsfield.—Mr. Frederick Charsley, of Great

Missenden, a solicitor, and one of the coroners for the
county of Bucks, went on the 4th inst. to the White
Hart Inn at Beaconsfield, where there were at the time
several labouring men, and offered to give any person

half-a-crown who would remove the wire of the tele-

graphic post erected in the public highway opposite to

the inn by the United Kingdom Electric Telegraph
Company. As they would not do so for the sum offered,

he said he would give 10*. 6V. to an}' one who would fetch

an axe and saw and cut down the post. The post was
accordingly cut down, and the effect was that all com-
munication was interrupted. On Monday last a Petty
Session was held at Beaconsfield for the trial of the
labourers who had cut down the post, and of Mr.
Charsley, who was charged with aiding and abetting

j

M.A., incumbent of St. John's. Deptford; the Rev.

them. For the latter it was maintained that the post | W. H. Fremantle, chaplain to the Bishop of London ;

wl.uh were uenerally put under his pillow. The only
person living in the house with him was his house-
keeper, Jane ('.room, a middle-aged woman, of dashing
appearance, whom he had engaged on the recommend*,
tion of a relative who had met her accidentally m a
public-house. Some time ago Mr. Howard counted over
his money, with the assistance of Groom, when 100
sovereigns were put back into the chest, the key being
restored to its place under the pillow. At the end of
last month the housekeeper left without having given
any notice. It was then found that Mr. Howard's
pockets had been emptied of the money they contained,
and the chest robbed of its contents. Mrs.' Groom was
apprehended after a sharp chase at Halsham, where she
had a clarence in waiting, hired for the day at an
expense of 15*. It has been ascertained that she was
previously known as Mrs. Harrington, and that she
suffered imprisonment in Bury Gaol for robbing a
clergyman, to whom she was housekeeper in Suffolk.

On Monday the deposition of Air. Howard was taken,
the alienation being made in cross-examination by the
prisoner's counsel that the relations or visitors of Mr.
Howard have robbed him. The prisoner was remanded
for a week.

Derby.—The ex ition of George Smith for the
murder of his father at Ilkeston took place ye>tirday
in front of the county gaol, in the presence of a large

number of persons, the greater part of whom weie
women. The culprit had previously made a full cona

fession of his guilt.

Keith.—The Archbishop of Canterbury consecrated

the Church of All Saints, Keith, a few days since under
peculiar circumstances, several dissenting ministers

having been connected with the performance of the

ceremony. The Belvidere estate, on which the church

has been erected, belongs to Sir Culling Kardley, Bart.

The church itself was erected as a dissenting meeting-

house, and during the time of the Great Exhibition

sermons were preached there by the Rev. Adolphe

Monod, the Rev. Dr. Krnmmacher, the Rev. Thomas
Ihnney, and other gentlemen. In May, 1856, tho

building became connected with the Church of England,

and the Rev. J. H. Bemau, formerly a missionary in

connection with the Church Missionary Society, was
appointed its minister. Lately it has been made over

to the Karl of Shaftesbury ,
president of the British and

Foreign Bible Society, the Earlof Chichester, president

of the Church Missionary Society, and Sir Culling

Eardley, chairman of the Evangelical Alliance; with

whom thc patronage will henceforth rest. Under these

circumstances the archbishop undertook to consecrate

the church. Among those present at the ceremony were

Lord Cranworth, the Dean of Canterbury, the Rev. Pre-

bendary Burgess, the Rev. Thos. Binney (Independent),

the Rev. IV. M. Bunting (Wcsleyan), the Kev. (.-. Money,

****ester.

was a dangerous nuisance, and that he had a right to

remove it as such. The magistrates, after hearing

the evidence on both sides, were of opinion that there

was not sufficient danger caused by the post to justify

its being removed as a nuisance, instead of waiting

until the next assizes to get rid of it by indictment.

The prosecutors having stated that they wished a

nominal verdict merely, the defendants were convicted

in the penalty of Is., and ordered to pay the damage,

estimated at 5/., and the costs, amounting to 21. 3*.

Bishop Stortford.—At the last meeting of the

County Court in this town, a tallyman named Car-

ruthers brought several actions against labourers for

arrears of debts. In reply to an inquiry by the judge,

he admitted that in the course of the vast year he had

taken out hundreds of summonses, while his cousin had

the Rev. S. March (Independent), the Rev. Mesaa
Thomas, and several other clergymen and dissenting

ministers. The consecration service having been per-

formed, a sermon was preached by the Dean of Canter*

bury. A dinner party afterwards took place, at which

Sir Culling Eardley, who presided, proposed u Tho
Health of his guest, the Archbishop of Canterbury,"

and expressed bis hope that the interests of the Church

of England would always be under a presidency

animated by the Christian spirit which marked hia

Grace in all the duties of his responsible position, a desire

in which he felt assured not only members of the

Church of England but his Nonconformist brethren

would unite. His (J race having replied, other toasts

were given, among them being that o' the Rev. T.

Binney, the Independent Minister, who, in acknowledge

"**»*iJed

L
^f
KL0NDnr«— Considerable excitement Hertford. In commenting upon the numerous actions

°n Monday afternoon in the vicinity of brought by tallymen, the Judge stated that at his last

•at ski t

8 on account of the announcement

4ott tl
* B herself the " Female Blondin " was

*e tardJ*
08

?
the river 0Tl a t»gbtrope extending from

^JJr
n
?

to a wharf at Battersea. Through some

i^HTl
ln tne gnide-ropes, the feat was not com-

•iwsifr!
C0l

?
p,I8hed

'
and when tne la«y. who had

fcerDrril"

1 Bil
.

tter8€a, bad performed about four-fifths

** ta In i
i°urnev » s»e was compelled to sit down,

*J*annd
F

i

eU"

.

into
.

a l,oat
'

The cou™ge dis "

qrtaXtr
Cr ese trvinS circumstances created almost
*aiount of admiration than would have been
nafl she walked all the wav from Battersea to

tot tL.
at

i?
of ner ability to perform the feat there

*• •'"ghtest doubt. Both sides of the river

rouged, and, though the performance

ere ictrcer^
f
*Past 7» tne r0ftds leading to Cremorne

m

T passable at 9 o'clock on account of t i

e experiment will be repeat<

the four following Mondays, when

tilXK P
nh wil1 & ,ve a8 maT,v special feres

no less than 150 cases at one sitting ot the court at ing the compliment, expressed the gratification he had

derived from being present at the solemnity of the

morning, and said that he had been deeply impressed

with the great simplicity and beauty of certain portions

of the prayers in the consecration service. There was>

he said, nothing in those prayers which could give

offence to any individual. His feeling with respect to

the Liturgy" was well known ; he seldom attended

Church without a deep feeling which often found its

expression in tears.

Frome.—A dreadful murder was committed at a short

distance from this town on Saturday last. Three
labourers, who were on their return home from an

engagement as reapers at Warminster, had a quarrel

abjut the division of the money they had made. One

fi» r.y"; :-« width

Bery.— Serjeant Spittal, of the City of

sj*^ ^wtive force (who recentiv effected a clev-

lea icuL*^ bonded bankrupt m South A»rica), has

«t ta •
hy tue Prussian Government to investi-

^""poriant bank robbery which has just been
*** «t Dusseldorf. A confidential porter of a

7 the Bank of Prussia in that town, having I restore

IS*

9 •re has been ollered for his apprehension.

court at Sudbury there were 13 cases, and "the

aggregate sum of the whole amount sued for was 1/. 3s.

;

and as the creditor in these cases has the power of

throwing the legal expenses for the recovery ot the

debts on the state, these summonses cost the country

no less a sum than 3/. Be.
!

" The judge denounced this

as a "profligate expenditure" of the money of the

country; and said that " this system of giving credit

to poor creatures like those brought before him
demanded serious inquiry, in order that it might be

remedied."
Cambridge. — The execution of Augustus Hilton, - .

. .

the farmer, who pli led guilty at the r assizes of of them, Byard Greenland, dtew has knife and stabbed

murdering his wife at nkffeoa Drove, a villag r one of his companions, a distant relative called Uriah

Wisbech, by cntting her throat, took place on Satarday Greenland. The third tabovrer went to the aa> ance

in front of the county gaol, in the presence of many of the fallen man, and h :ng placed him against the

thousand p r? ins, including many w en and children, bank on the road-fide, returned to Frame and pro-

The convict met. his f : ite with fortitude and i ition, cured the sssistanc. f a surgeon, who, on his arrival at

thc scene of the attack, found the unfortunate man
quite dead. The prisoner has a wife and eight children,

* In In the deceased had one child, and his widow is in

x pectation of beinjr s^n confined. The prisoner was
taken before a bench of magistrates on Monday, and
reman led till Saturday. Meanwhile the coroner's jury
have i -trued a verdict of Wilful Murder against him.
Grimsby.— An extraordinary attempt at parricide

formed the subject of magisterial investigation in this

town on the 8th inst. A young shoemaker, named
Benjamin Betts, living with his father, John Betta, the
sexton of the parish, having re ved some religious

impression.*' laboured under a high state of excite-

ment, betraying evident symptoms of insanity. A tow

)d from thetimeof themurderexpieseedgreat penifc ce

and a desire to die.—About sUyears ago a Mr. Howard,

residing at Hiwxton, in this com: is t ^50

in gold. He was at the tine so sev h jars a

severe b« ing with a bludgeon that his life whs for

days despaired of. The perpetrators of 1

1

rage

were discoveted. and two of them were transported.

A part of the moi.ev was also recovered, and 100/. of it

restored to Mr. Howard. He was advised to deposit

^to the-^t:>ffice7o7'a par^l of banknote?, the sum in a p-aee of safety.™^«^»^^ «nd i8 believed to be at present in London. |
put

;

it with.some other funds in the very cue*t from

,
U*eof the'SSZmTh lohV'wiiliam'Rishnou • I which the 850/. had been taken. ^ Hejsj^£» <^»f

JQA Vti,ne of the notes is 16,000/. A reward of | and as he is bedridden he had the chest p'stsd at his

' bedside, and kept the key in the pocket ot his trousers.
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nights ago he told his father that he would not sleep in

the same chamber with Hollmgshead, a lodger, for he was

a " fiend," but would sleep with him, to which the

father assented, and about 11 o'clock the son retired to

his father's chamber, leaving the latter up reading. At

1 o'clock the son came down stairs and said he was

hungry. After eating something they both went to

bed, the son taking with him two of his shoemaker s

knives. After a short time the son got out of bed,

locked the chamber door, and returned to bed. He

afterwards got out twice, and on getting into bed the

last time, he attacked the old m»n with one of the

knives. A struggle ensued, in which both fell out of

bed, and the struggle continued on the floor, the son

making the stabs at random. The father at last ob-

tained°possession of the knife, and ran to a neighbour

for assistance. The room presented the appearance of a

slaughter-house, and the old man was covered with

blood, which was running down from several severe

wounds in his side and legs. Seeing that he was faint-

ino- from loss of blood, the neighbour asked for some

brandy, which the son, who had come down stairs,

obtained, and gave to his father, showing every anxiety

to render him assistance. A surgeon who was called in

found several stabs in the side, which, taking an oblique

direction along the ribs, were not of a dangerous

character, and also several stabs in the thighs and legs.

The old man is in a very weak condition, but is pro-

gressing favourably. The son, while attending to his

father, said that he had let the devil out of him, and if

he had not done so he would have gone to hell, but if

he had only killed that " fiend/' pointing to the cat, lie

would have been saved. He was shortly afterwards

taken into custody, and on being locked up he com-

menced whistling and singing hymns. He was re-

manded for a few days.

Hull.—Mr. Travis, the stipendiary magistrate with

the concurrence of Capt. Harris, the Nautical Assessor,

having reported to the Board of Trade that the fine

steamship Baltic was lost in open day through the

default of the master, Captain Buchanan, vyho had

left the ship in charge of a common seaman in a well

known dangerous locality, called Nickman's Ground, in

the Baltic, the Board of Trade have cancelled the

master's certificate without naming any time at which

application may be made for its return.—The screw

steamer Z. C. Pearson has been lost on her voyage from

Riga to Hull by collision with another vessel, and it is

feared that 27 persons have perished with her. This

is the third steamer belonging to the firm of Pearson

& Co. that has been lost since November last, and the

eighth Hull steamer which has been lost since that

time, with not le^s than 100 lives.

Nabberth.—A singular case has recently heen

heard in the Court of Arches, before Dr. Lushington,

the dean, in which the Bishop of St. David's was the

plaintiff and the Baron de Rutzen the defendant. The
suit was instituted by the bishop against Baron de

Rutzen, of Slebeck Park, near Narberth, Pembroke-
shire, for having, in 1844, desecrated the parish church

of Minwere, by causing it to be unroofed and portions

• of the fabric to be taken down and removed, and by
applying to profane uses the materials of the fabric and
the fittings and ornaments without lawful authority.

" The baron was a Russian by birth, and his late wife had
owned the greater part of Minwere parish. He was
charged with having, in 1844, ordered his gardener,

John Lewi?, and others, to unroof and dismantle the
church, and in accordance with that order it was
alleged that the roof had been taken ofF, the bell

removed to another parish, the freestone window frames
removed, the floor taken up, and all the pews, orna-

ments, and fittings stripped from it. It was further

alleged that the freestone window frames had been put
up in a lodge at the entrance of the grounds attached
to Slebeck Hall, that the tiles taken from the floor had
been used to repair flues and hothouses, that the
communion table and the font had been placed in a
house attached to a farm belonging to the baron, and
that the font had been used as a trough for pigs. In
consequence of this proceeding there had been

j

no public baptism in the parish for many
the incumbent being compelled to

of the united parishes, and that since the consecration .

of the new church the parishioners of Minwere had had

convenient sittings and accommodation therein.

The baron also denied that any of the materials

of the old church had been applied to the pro-

fane purposes mentioned with his knowledge or sanction.

In delivering judgment, Dr. Lushington said it was

clear to him that the Baron de Rutzen had removed the

church without lawful authority of any kind and had

thus for many years past deprived the parishioners of

the opportunity of public worship. He censured the

archdeacon on account of his having made no personal

visitation of the parish, and the incumbent for having

so lono- maintained silence instead of reporting the

state of the parish to the bishop. The order of the

Court would be that the Baron de Rutzen be ordered at

his own cost, within six months, to rebuild, restore and

re-instate the parish church of Minwere, with its fittings

and ornaments, andthathe be condemned in the costs of

the proceedings.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—A young man called William

Atkinson shot his brother dead in the village of

Dewley, about seven miles from this town, on Saturday

last. The facts of the case are very painful. The

father of the brothers is bordering upon extreme old

age. He has occupied a cottage and about 5 acres of

land, under the Duke of Northumberland at Dewley en

the edge of Throckley Fell, above 38 years; and at the

time of the tragedy there were living with him, in one

room, the deceased, his wife, and three young children,

and the elder son William, who has been an invalid for

12 months, and is apparently dying of consumption.

William has the character of being a steady and indus-

trious man. The deceased was a powerful man, of

violent temper, especially when in drink, and of a some-

what disreputable character. He was a small horse-

jobber, cadging on with old cart-horses at fairs and

markets, and very often in the hands of the police for

drunkenness. On Saturday last he came to this town

to sell potatoes, and, after purchasing some meal,

returned home drunk about 7 o'clock at night. "\\ hen

he reached home he found his brother William sitting

near the fire, and without a word of provocation went

up to him and struck him a violent blow on the head,

and then with his fist knocked the poor invalid off his

chair. He then went towards the door apparently to

go out of the cottage, when William got up from the

floor and seized a loaded gun which hung on the rafters.

His brother turned towards him on the threshold of the

door, when he discharged the contents of the gun into

his breast, and he fell dead. The fratricide is suffering

great remorse, and from the condition he is in it is not

probable that he will survive to take his trial at the

winter assizes. He is at present in the custody of the

county mngistrates, but in themeantimethecoroner'sjury

have returned a verdict of Manslaughter against him.

Nottingham.—On the 7th inst. a young man named

Francis Fretwell was brought before the sitting magis-

trates at the Shire Hall, charged with the wilful murder

of Elizabeth Bradley, at the village of Bilborough, in

this county. From the evidence it appeared that the

prisoner and deceased were servants to neighbouring

farmers and resided in the same parish. An intimacy

commenced between them, which resulted in the

woman becoming enceinte, and to avoid exposure he

gave her some corrosive sublimate for the purpose of

procuring abortion. Immediately after she^ had

swallowed the poison she was seized with violent

fits of vomiting and convulsions, and a few days after-

wards she expired, A post mortem examination proved

that death had ensued from irritant poison. The

prisoner reserved his defence, and was committed for

trial at the next assizes on the capital charge.

Southampton.—The Archduke Maximilian, Lord

High Admiral of Austria, accompanied by the Arch-

duchess, who is a daughter of King Leopold of

Belgium, paid an official visit to this town on Wednes-
day, and experienced a most cordial reception from all

classes of the inhabitants. On their arrival by special

j train from London, their Imperial Highnesses were

received by the Mayor and Corporation, who presented

speech, and the ImperiaTpartY" ao«^_Mayor and other officials, imitfSTSI
riages which were m waiting, zUnL****
docks, where they visited the plf?*5

steamships of the great mercantile
**

other objects of interest. The? tha
steamer and took a cruise down th* t^Water as far as the new hospital atX*w^
return to the town, their ImperiafHU *
entertained by the Mayor at a grand is*
Victoria Rooms. There was adistinguL^
and the town clerk read letters from h$
and Earl Granville, stating they were^
in consequence of their presence being

\

signing of the marriage contract of the

After the toasts of "The Queen," "_
Austria," and " The Royal Family," u7
honoured, the Mayor proposed "TV ioJ*
nand Maximilian, Lord High Admitf/
expressing his hope that their illustrin-

enjoy as happy and serene a life as onrC
and her Consort had done, and wishing t^
prosperity, and happiness. The Archdnk
in reply, said he was deeply moved at tie

in which they had received the toast,

"The Prosperity, the Power, and the

England, the elevated model of all free,

industrious nations." His Imperial HW
wards proposed the health of the Mayor,

other toasts was one in honour of " the Hoi

mons," which Mr. Roebuck acknowledged!

** If ever he felt diffident of his powers it wafc

to reply in return for this toast in the presencetf

the near relative of a great monarch who hi
bring about in his own dominions constitutional

in doing which he would have to meet ail tW
those ignorances, and those mistakes that constad

men who endeavoured to do good to their :dk|fl

had not attempted to make any one part of the

«

over the rest, but to render all alike, and to

the Imperial Parliament of Austria. Though

would be thrown in his way, he would bee

his path by all well-conducted and well-tbinkk.

who would endeavour] to do all they could

great and magnificent work. Their Imp*

inspected the Southampton Docks, which wenttr

individual enterprise, and that had been allowdir

end because of the good government here oulfite

government attained simply by enabling thepiJJJ

their own laws, and it was owing tothistklp

pied the position she did among the natifljrf**

was not the magnificent fleets or the maanaclwj-

whieh rendered her great, but it was m«m
people to the laws, and that obedience arose?,

the people themselves made the laws thiaajjg

Commons. He expressed his congratul&iHiJJJ

guests on constitutional government bangs*

and assured them of the warm support ofWJ
It was true that sometimes our Ho]» *'J^
mistakes ; but he would ask, when M*""*
would there not be a fool among them ?W~
among them nobody was more ^^Jji*
He underwent that from day to day. aewj

of Commons was a great assembly, ana

England worthily. He believed, as one ™
there for 30 years, that if they got rid of itt*T

of the distinguishing mark of Wf^en

JS
people, free to speak that which theyM,»
they made mistakes, that was a ff2 " &#?
nature was liable, and none were so reaoy

them when they did it Grumbling;

ife, and whereas in a«pw»

hey felt tempted to takeg

Government, it was not so infVn^,^
felt he had a grievance wrote to his m

.

bar. He only wished they knew^the le

ri»**

an address to the Archduke congratulating him on his

tSTin nXarTlT^ ¥?"* T^!^ * A?* visifc to her Majesty, and expressing a hope that thetue in private houses. It was charged against the commercial rel£tio£ of EnXnd and Austria will heharon that he had failed to erect a new church as he
had promised to do, and which was more than ever
required, as part of the church of the adjacent parish of
Newton, also belonging to the baron, had been blown
down, and the remainder used as a cow-house. The
answer of the baron to these charges was that his late
wifewas the tenant for life of the Slebeck estates, and also
of the three perpetual curacies ofNewton, Slebeck, and

largely extended for the permanent benefit of both coun-
tries. The Archduke replied in English as follows :

—

"Mr. Mayor and Gentlemen,—1 thank you cordially for the
nattering words in which you have been pleased to address me ;

but, above all, I thank you for the way in which you have
welcomed me, associating me, as you have done, with your
own beloved and honoured Queen. It has, indeed, been a
source of boundless gratification to the Archduchess and myself
to feel that close ties of relationship unite us to a Sovereign

Minwere; that subsequently to an order in council of more exalted even by her own private virtues than by the
1844, whereby those perpetual curacies were united
into one benefice, he had ordered John Lewis, bis
gardener, to remove a portion of the roof of Minwere
Church, the roof being then in a dilapidated and dan-
gerous state, by reason whereof Divine service had not
been performed in the church for two years previously

;

that he had not ordered that the church should be
pulled to pieces or dismantled, or that the fittings and
ornaments should be removed ; but subsequently to the
union of the three parishes he and the baroness, with
the tacit assent of the inhabitants of Minwere parish,
m number about 46, determined that the new Slebeck
Church, which was consecrated by the Bishop of St.
•David sm 1848, should for the benedt and convenience
ot all concerned be the only church for the inhabitants

almost unexampled greatness of the nation over whom she
reigns. I rejoice, too, that in me you should do honour to that
noble profession to which England owes so much glory. I am
proud, very proud, of being a Bailor, and the object of my
utmost ambition and constant efforts will be to contribute as
much as in me lies to the development and prosperity of the
Austrian navy. My country is now a constitutional one like
your own, and as it is full of aptitudes for freedom, and as it in
many respects resembles England more than any other Euro-
pean land, I live in the conviction that each day will m
stronger sympathies spring up between Great Britain and
Austria, and that thereforo the two empires will be politically
and commercially drawn towards each other. It is always
with the most heartfelt delight that I revisit England, for no
one admires more sincerely than I do her greatness and its

causes, and nothing could afford me more genuine satisfaction
than the warm greeting that I have this day received from the
representatives of so important a community as Southampton."

Loud cheers followed the delivery of the Archduke's

jui . nt-MiiM ,wouw-» j rumor**"*
he did not find a voice it was very re* ^
and the fool had always found a ^^J
always found a voice in that How e

oi ^
therefore, he returned thanks, f^_Z\[^^
would be of the same value to trie res

government had been to England.

to the toast of" The Commerce

in the following terms :— ^
« I find it very difficult, I "s^ffle. **

"

sense of the honour you have au ^ *

Englishmen^^^

Count Apponyi, the Austrian Ara^

wm

them when they did it J^^l^t r»
great business of life, and whereasjg1^ g
were coerced till they felt tempted to taw^^ m

And it is not only the many

past which should attach the two ^
also a certain "^emable resj

e
n wj

and pursuits. Whilst am calie *&**
Emperor, my master atg^gjg «*£*
Queer., I have happily often baa* grf^T

various classes of society, all that

i

[d£^
England; and it is with since^^£*
towards Austria, I recogni*M»^ ^IJ
capacities for goodness ana gy those Agji*
freedom. It is the fond bchtt* ^tof*,

this country well that thrown ™V^JPj ,.
formed upon her model than f*™^]&*ttt
For my o£n part, gentlemen,^^^ ^
the ever-stronger union oi cm ^ -

fact that all their interests «^hich tt

possible to conceive any case
s

m ^--'
Vustria could clash. ™{eartfelt*^

u permit me to tender op «

hive done me by couyhng ^ by

and Austria could clash. ^{eartfelt
te%

Again permit me to tender my^e ^ ^
you hive done me by coupling ^ bf*>

expressed for the welfare ox
,

community as this.' ^ p*"

TRiTRO.-The sentence of**
r^m

assizes on Charity Hoskin,
<£ ^^

merston as

Walmer.—The ceremony
cu,r -,«

Lord Warden of tie
^
^-m

place on the 2Sth inst
,

.whenJ «^|
i„ueh of the tmmi«5 P<lJ
to the ceremony. ^ defini** fed!*
occasion has not yet^Jgwtf ' ft*
understood that^^^
Dover, together mth «S^ th6

K^.
ports (Dover, Sand*.'J, » of H **£,l

tin^s), the two ancient to*
aL
0sr

\-

LJ
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the 28th, for tho purpose or receivin

V cession will there be formed, i

r

111

B

TTJ^^t. and bv which the new Lord \\ arden

Jt^edto the Drop Redoubt on the Western

*Sre a Court of Shipway will be constituted

•tettdent manner by the suitors who attend in

toSlonkfcip's mandate.
Here the Premier will

Viqpbriy

**

EEwtbiud himself to conserve and maintain the

oririleffesand immunities of the Cinque Ports,

Wales, and return t

stated that her Majesty

the Chapel Royal on

•try wifficient reason that those peculiar

^d immunities have no longer any substan-

tia part of the proceedings being cob-

mqnet will be siven to his lordship in the

Hall whicii has recently undergone extensive

It' is thought that, though capable of seat-

400 or 500 guests, the hall will not suffice to

all the ap an*8 for tickets. The

of Tentenlen, in their eagerness to do honour

li the Preen r. threaten, it is said, to move upon Dover

and claim for themselves alone the lion's share

hols available pace. A meeting of the

of D ver was held on Thursday, the Mayor

nalhr to make the arrangements for the banquet.

1 proposal was msde for holding the dinner in a large

specially < :ted for the purpose ; hat after

_.jsta it was determined to adhere to the

Un, which offers this advantage, that it will

$&td in opportunity of inaugurating the newly-

decanted hall-—a matter to which the desire of some to

fapsrt a more popular character to the banquet would

soesssarily ha to give way. Lady Palmerston and the

figfct Hon. \V. Cowper are now staying at Walmer
. the official residence of the Lord Warden, where

smectid

Si

;.'. *

w

\*4
h :-\"

\t

t(P"

I
is if

uTOX.—The funeral of Lord Herbert of Lea took

fbec on FVida n the family vault beneath the chancel

of the Romanesque church at Wilton, erected by his

BBiiesDc. in aeeordance withe wish exprsssed by
ha Lord-hip a short time before his death, the funeral

was conducted as privately as possible. Notwithstanding
Mat, t considerable crowd assembled near the church

time before the hour appointed for the ceremony

;

the shops in the town were shut, while at Salisbury
of the tradesmen testified their respect for his

I^rdsbii'% memory by pa rtially closing their establish-
cots, sad the bell of the Cathedral was tolled for some
t:mo in the course of the day. The funeral procession
IsftW .lton Houseabouthalf-pastl2o

,clock,thebody being
•SfB* by bearers in relays of eight each. The mourners
V^* >• three sonsandtwo daughters; Lord,

•'"''^BKjlJfcMhwre, Lord and Lady.Ailesbury,
Lord and Lady l)e Vesta, Lord Normanfcon, Lord Shel-
prne,Mr.aiHl Mrs. A'Court,Lord Gilford, Lady Selina
poo, L

1 Dunmore, Ladv Constance Murray, Mr.
g»*j "wade, Lady Adine Murray, Mr. George Vesey,™ **•*'* Miss G

- VcSe
.
v

>
Mr - E - Vesev, M Us B. Vesey,

|*rd Somerton, Mr. .Agar, Lord and Lady Nelson, Lord

~J*™°'
L

>n\ Bath, Admiral Gowen, Miss Mont-

JJ*^.
and M-istj Parodi. After these came the

- friends of the deceased :—The Bishop of
Mr. Edward Hamilton, Hon. and Rev. C.

U,**^**'
F

' Loar
' The Dake of Newcastle, Lord

1+tS?1 *
Sir Jam es Graham, Mr. Gladstone, Lord*«wt Connt Strzeleeki, Lord Clyde, Sir E.

tu^T Mr
- Jn<»b. Mr. Hinxman, Captain Hozier,

2. !!*.vnard . Mr. Wyatt, Mr. Hewett, Mr. Nicholl,

SsaU tk" ?'
Mr

' llohsor-> R11(l Mr. French. Then

J«
«e domestic?, followed by a large number of

^HUhire tenantry and tradesmen from Salisbury.

favu£!!*
at Uie cnurclb the body was deposited at

M 2s*-
l

°f tlle aisIe
*
wn^e tlie service was read

t*ar

*ea

now complete. The Queen a ill remain in Dublin until
Friday, the U3d; and on irday she will proceed
by special train to the Curragh, to be present at
grand review. On this occs n her Maje f will 1

accompanied by the Prinee < ;> i•:. the royal \ tees and
princesses, the Lord-Lieutenant, Barl Granville,
and the lords and ladies in waiting. After tie-

review, the royal party will take luncl m at the
quarters of the Prince of
Dublin by special train. It is

will attend Divine service in

Sunday, the 24th, and that she will leave Dublin for

Killarney, by special train, at noon on Monday the
25th. It is expected that the royal party will arrive at

Killarney about half-past five o'clock. A large section

of the Lake Hotel has been taken by Lord Castlerosse

for the accommodation of her Majesty's suite; and a

state barge, purchased in London by his lordship, for

the purpose of convening her Majesty and the royal

party through the Lakes, has arrived safe at its i-

nation. Her Majesty will return to Dublin on Wed-
nesday, the 2Sth ; and on the following evening will

ave Kingstown for Holyhead, and proceed by a nigh

train to the Warrington Junction, and thence to Edin-

burgh, where the royal party is expected to arrive on
the evening of the 30th. Her Majesty will remain tw<

days at Holy rood, and will go on to Balmoral On

Monday, the 2d September."
The Corporation Addrkss to Her Ma.i ty.—

A special meeting of the corporationof Dublin was held

on Tuesday, to receive and consider the drafts of the

addresses to the Queen and the Prince Consort, to b

presented on their approaching visit. The addresses, as

prepared by the committee, were read, and were not

disfigured by any objectionable topic, the proposed

allusion to the Galway contract having been omitted.

Mr. Plunket, however, proposed the insertion of a para-

graph calling her Ma :y's attention to "the decrease

in the population of Ireland," which he attributed to

the operation of bad laws, and requesting her Majesty

to direct the attention of Parliament to the subjecl

with a view to devise such measures as would remedy

the evil. The mayor b gad Mr. Piunket. not to per-

severe in a motion of such questionable taste; but the

proposition was pressed to a division, when the addresses,

as proposed by the committee, were carried by a ma-

jority of 24 to 6.

The Duke of Cambridge at the Cttrragh.—The
Duke of Cambridge arrived in Dublin on Sunday and in-

spected the troops at the Cnrragh at a grand review on

Monday. His Royal Highness was accompanied by Sir

George Brown, Commander-in-Chief in Ireland, Sir

Richard Airey, the Adjutant-General, and other officers.

The Prince of Wales was pn nt at i i view ut the

head of a company. The Dnlce of Cambridge, during his

stay at the Curragh, resided in the Prince's quarters.

On* his return to Dublin his R d Highness visited

the barracks, the military hospital, and prison, but was

has aw < as it* avowed prfoeiplt U»#
x tension of slavery, now for tta fUat u

T"

JfOi

lau

1

1

i and
be

i in itael ,
wi1 rTenoa to cither part v in this

nieutablti < 'Lest, wo may breathe a vriab tUat tfee leaet of
the war'a evils—iU heavy t- x ]

•
.

-uae—were be«U<wed upon the
mptioa of the coloured race, ujwn the amieabU reeaoval

of iho greatest obati in tit u that u to A mcr-teas prosperity
the greatest biot that re«ts on tbe American name. Humbly'
but deeply, i / we be thankful for the bleating* we eujoy
under our free an-.i well-poised constitution, which leaves us

irds «.t her nations without 'hatred and all uncharitabls-
ness,' and certain ly witbo- ;t envy ; the blessings of being able

continue our labours in secure possess. f freedom from all

ranny, whether of one or of the mult, .do—of individual

caprice, so galling to our pride, or of the mere insupportable
ruination of the mob, so omnipresent that nothing is too
gh tor it to reac nothing so humble and obscure as to

escape. We have been sur\ ng tiie progress of the past year,

and have only had time to touch the higher joints in the out-

lino, leaviu; necessity much that is of im
|
m rtance untouched.

The past 1 is encouragement ho lbs future. Let us then
persevere to the end. Hut let. us not forget that all our efforts

to improve the condition of our fellow-creatures, and make
them worthy of their destiny, are as nothing corn-

p I with "the progress in higher things. These are

io great aim and end of our being. In ail our
pur -. in our * le existence, an iusti e sense attends

n ve are unsatisfied. The want of so ermanent
ever ! i s us. Whatever exertions we have made, what-
ever Buoosss had, whatc gratil n received, only makes
usfeil how holh it all Is—now much wo desire Uiat which
endures. The scenes of early days, which we revisit, now

ome dim from time, peopled with the < whose
memory they sadly recall, make us long lor the bright scenes

thai can nev< r I ide, and for rejoining friends to put no more.

The present doul.t, and the struggle, and the darkness, is for

the hour; the prospect is cheering, audit is for ever—and so

it is with our National Association, which commands our

logiancc, and justifies tho hopes it inspires. Undaunted

by resistance—undisturbed by faction- und; d by real

coldness or •• ontempt, we perse in our course of

social labour ; but wo lift our views higher, to scenes far abovo

io darl as of ignoranco that shrouds one region, the mists

of doubt that obscure, the storms of passion that vex another,

and behold the lofty summit shining in the faith and adoration

f God, glowing with universal benevolence to man."

The Lord Lieutenant then moved a vote of thanks to

Lord Brougham for his speech, observing, in the

course of his address, that no preat cause has triumphed

within the memory of the present century which is not

associated with the name, the labours, and the triumphs

of Henry Brougham and of Lord Brougham. Che

Right Hon. Mr. Justice Fitzgerald seconded tho

motion, which was supported by the Duke of Wellington,

and carried by acclimation. Lord Curriehill then

moved a vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor, who had

kindly put the hall at the service of the Association.

Mr. \\ »rdcr Hill, of Birmingham, seconded the motion,

which was carried unanimously. On Thursday morning

the sectional meetings commenced in the Law Courts,

when the Right Hon. Joseph Napier delivered an

address to the Jurisprudence Department. Yesterday

morning Sir John Shaw Letevre was to deliver an

add s to the Education Departnu- , and to-day the

Attorney-General will deliver an address to th« Hiifsmii-

tories Department, and Lord Talbot de Maiahide will

deliver an address to the Public Health Department. On
M< n lay Judge Longfield will deliver an address to the

unable to inspect the troops on account of the Social I .nomv Department. On Tuesday and Wed-
t» • i -_ _t • -r»__i.i- i •_ . «, -.V. i y-ii »• _ __ mi ,i i. ^ „., n.M.nnn

'rector, assisted by the Rev. T. 11. Buchanan,
10 the family of the deceased. The body was

_«^yed to the entrance of the vault in the

toZft?!
i. wii.-.-e the remainder of the ceremony was

Wfirongh. The coffin was of foreign oak, without

LJ' '["'eh polished, with a solid oak cross upon^ .
*

At the foot was the following inscription on a

Ua- wf *

:

r~
' Si(lney Herbert, first Lord Herbert of

A^aslTsfi ,}
Qlh of Member, 1810 ;

died the 2d of

T* ool." At the head was another brass plate,

fedaZf
«xt •-"Blessed are the dead, &c." On the
leaden coffin were inscribed the words,

ef liwjj ,
rbert

' Guilder of this ehnrch ,- died the 2d

[erf

Su rjfr^mfr Visit to Irelajtd.—The Free-

QtBtB,.
Wr*^ pives the following programme of t)

g^-
•Pproiching visit:- "The Queen, the Pnn-

•rrw/i ,?
d ot»« members of the royal family will

^5 « the Warrington Junction of the London and

unfavourable weather. During his stay in Dublin his

Royal Highness is the gnest of Sir George Brown.

The Social Science Association held its first

meeting in Dublin on Wednesday, under the presidency

of Lord Brougham. His lordship, accompanied by the

Duke of Wellington, landed at Kingstown on Monday

night. They proceeded to Dublin by train and im-

mediately drove to the Viceregal Lodge, where they

joined a large party of distingu ed visitors at present

staving with the Lord-Lieutenant. On Tuesday morn*

ing Lord Brougham drove into town early, and visited

the Lord Mayor at the Mansion Hon . He next pro-

ceeded to the Btik of Ireland, and inspected carefully

the several departments of the Bank. He remained a

considerable tine in the chamber once occupied by the

House of Peent, and then proceeded to Trinity

College, where he was received by several dis-

ting lied Fellows of the University, who accompanied

him through the library, the museum, the exammation-

hall, and the new building. He subsequently went to

the R il Irish Academy, which has been placed at the

service of the Social S nee Congress for offices during

nesdavMons. Michel Chevalier will deliver an address

t) the Department of Trade and International Law,

after which the concluding meeting of the Association

will take place. On Thursday, the day fixed for the

arrival of her Majesty in Dublin, excursions in con-

nexion with the Association have been announced—

namely, to Lusk-common and Malah ,
to see the

Irish convict system; to Delgany, to see the Protestant

orphans reared on the family system ; to Powersconrt

ami Bray; to Glen< > Roman Catholic Reformatory;

to Enniskerry, the Vale of Avoca, and the mines in

Count v Wicklow. On Thursday evening a conversazione

was held 1 the Boyal Dublin Society; and on Tuesday

next the Dublin Statistical Soci will hold a conver-

sazione at the Muienm of [rish Industry. Promenades

will be held at the Zoological Gardens and Art Exhibi-

tion; and on Monday evening the Lord-Lieutenant will

receive members and associates, ladies as well as gentle-

men, at the Castle.

The Irish Church.—A petition signed by the

archbishops and bishops of the Irish branch of the

Fnited Church of England and Ireland, has been

the meetings. His Lordship having been conducted
pres( , nt( ,(lto her Majesty, stating that the Convocation

through the building by the -
;
tary of the institution,

.

^f Canterbnrv and York have received a license to

returned to the Viceregal Lodge. On Wednesday
( „ot^ ftl hha 5Qhn Mnnn anj Tiremre new snecial services

evening his Lordship delivered his inaugural address as

President of the Association. It occupied upwards of

*. ^"tem—« j.wuw8v aooui iiuuii «»»« »——-—i/F

btr "^. th°y will be received bv tbe charman and

•ST Jm*1* of th« company/ Her Majesty and

£J J"
1 proceed thence by special train to Holy-

Wm»??e the roval y«hk Victoria and Albert will

i«
'

.r*tlQg to con'vev the royal party to Ireland. It

«ticipatc(l that the"Queen will arrive at Kingstown^e evening of the same day, proceeding by special

TwLv I)ui>lin
' «»d thence to the Viceregal Lodge.

^*of apartments intended for her lfanetty arc

two hours in the delivery, and entered in detaii nil

the various social, legal, and ] ibltc questions whicli

will be brought 1 >re the Association at this

concluding with the following r rence to : he con-

dition of the country as contrasted with the present

ate of North America:—
« Tho friends of .Social Science. iodisseteMy bound It

UitTpe^, exult in cantwnpWJr $£^£2*
country, and in reflecting

j

that
,
the ^ jg^SK

be shaken by eny . polWcians fcbeme^or ^SLiEwTof

bavlXwn that they 'must be not -^JJ^^" "g;
eyestwted. before an invasion of thera

we in eaeihsghud n ke eoneoUtion

Ubecomw i« to abstain from whatever rn.ght be deemed to

we *ff n2 bTS^a^eerneetXpe for the teminattoo of a

WWt^t origfn^wh.h^ bee« theJim^gj^
faction

if we
civil war,

ment of

M if to*

origin
rhe thirst f«?

more

I

repeal the 29th canon and prepare new special

and praying that the advice not of one or of two pro-

vincial synods only, but of a general synod of the

Vn i ted Ch urch of England and Ireland n be obtained,

before any change is made in the doctrine, worship, dis-

or government of the Church.

The Orange Anniversaries.— iday, being the

ii of A i ist, the anniversary of tbe relief of l>erry,

apprentice hoys celebrated It by walking in proces-

gion, wearing crimson sashes, and firing cannon. Flags

were also h ted "ii ^^"alkcr
,

s monument and the

ithedral, and bells w« mnp at intervals dorina tbe

day. The authorities did not interfere, and everything

passed off* pi

Tun Sliqo Mi bder.—A man named Phibbs was

found guilty, at the recent assises, of the murder of

persons in -ligo—Mr. Callaghan, his * , and

their servant. He all alon# asserted his innocence ; but

a few days since he confessed the crime, and told his

gaoler where he had hidden the pla? and a sum of

money taken from the premises of the murdered

^^^^ people. The plate and other articles have been found
been the diswppoint-

j ]n tuc p} ftce indicated, but the money, amounting to

\ZTmJfnrtS** 1 1*. hai not been discovered.

ir

fthflslBM

Uic
tbe
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The Summeelea Coal Pit Accident.—The whole

of the men, to the number of 50, who were ascertained
to have gone down the pit on the morning of the fire

were brought to the surface on the next day. Eleven
were then found to be dead, making with the man
who had previously died a loss of 12 lives. There
were therefore 38 workmen rescued; but many of
them are now lying in a very precarious state, and
some not expected to survive.

two little boys S years of age, were indicted on the eharge of after severely censnrino- *» —

^

the wilful murder of George Burgess, on the 11th April last, at him to 15 vears' nor, ,i
*

•
COn(iuctGf

Accident on the North Eastern.—On Saturday
evening as the mail train from the south was approach-
ing the Gateshead station of the North-Eastern, and
slackening speed for the purpose of putting down some
passengeis at the station, the fore axle of the engine
gave way about 50 yards from the station. The engine
though thus disabled continued on its way, tearing up
the rails and chairs until it reached the bridge across
Hill Street, a stone structure of great strength and at
a considerable height from the ground. Adjoining
this part of the line is the station, a flat-roofed build-
ing, covered with lead, and

t
between five and six feet

from the level of the rails/ Grazing the wall as it

passed along, the train rushed violently against the
bridge, knocking down a portion of the parapet, and
scattering the stones into the street beneath. Checked
in its further progress by the luggage line of rails

which intersect the passenger ones, the engine then
dashed upon the roof of the first-class waiting-room,
and there stuck fast in a partially inverted position.
The shock to the building was immense. One of the
chimneys was completely demolished, and thrown into
the luggage-room on the basement. Two of the broken
wheels fell into the street, but with all this damage to
property there was no sacrifice of life. The engine-
driver and fireman stuck to their post, and kept the
carriages on the line, so that they and the passengers
escaped uninjured.
The Dividends.—The Great Western dividend is at

the rate of 2£ per cent, per annum for the past six
months. The London and North-Western is 3J per
cent. ; the Brighton and South Coast, 5 per cent. ; the
Great Northern,

3-J- per cent. ; the London and South-
western, 4 per cent.; the North London, 5 per cent.;
the London and Blackwall, 21. 15s. per cent. ; and the
Midland, 6\ per cent.

Stockport. The prisoners lived in Stockport, and were utterly

neglected and uneducated, and accustomed to brutal sports and
habits. The parents of the deceased child, who was only two
years and nine months of age, were working people at
Stockport, and. as they were all day occupied at a cotton-mill,
they were in the habit of sending the child out at nurse. The
last time the father saw his child alive was shortly before 2 on
the 11th of April, when he was playing: with another boy on
some waste land near the Star Inn. The nurse a little later

saw deceased playing en the same spot with a little boy.
There were several other boys near. The nurse mi9sed the
child half an hour afterwards, and ineffectually searched and
made inquiry for him. She never saw him alive again. A
little before 3 o'clock the two prisoners and the deceased were
seen in Love Lane, going in a direction from the place where

d nurse had seen the child, towards Hempshaw

J*3

Sain*
Chester Cntcurr : Chestkr. - Attempt Murder.— MartinDoyle was indicted for wounding Jane Urogine with intent tomurder her and to do her grievous bodily harm. The prosecutrix

^Amar
-

ned WOm
,

an
'
bufc had ^n for about a year livingwith the prisoner. They were both tramping on the 3uth of May.

£?*£k^-lrom
Q
Holm

,
W ChapeI to Newcastle-u.ider.Lyne

£iS5?S? 6
;

Soon after passing through the Linley Lane
!S i

gt^^
G
l

Sat
Su
Wn * re8t

'
aDd the Prosecutrix complained

of a headache The prisoner drew her head on his lap, and

*W ±G
f

WeUt ^° 8lCep
-,

Accordin* to her statement she

m£L?? i ^ U\ anQ
u
th

?
n 8he woke and ^Dd theprisoners band on her head was lying pressing against

IfJft *
It ^ld him

v
to take his I**"* oft as it made her

Y^tSE* T •

8 weght
> and, moreover, her bonnet would

iSrt «• ^P1606
,!' v

He
,

then *ot UP and 8aid be would goand see whether it had left off raining. In about th4»
oHerW^^^r^^ a «"»* 8t°ne at the *** sidew wfad

' ^ /®ndered he«" senseless. He then jumped on

Lrtw n
nd tned

V\.
Strangle her round the *ec£, andforced her tongue out of her head. She implored him to spare

™fj V glV
.t

ner a d»fferent death. While she was
anY she

f

TaW
r
,

CLth
f .^^

aQ battered her bead with a 8t

™
^H fflif

6hC felt the 8tone cutting into her headand face like an oyster shell. He then got off her chest

at bX?Tdg h^ Sh
°<

8tm breathed
'

he gotAas Deiore, and hammered away again on her head untiltl^ suffocated in ner own blok When she appealeddead he got off her chest and went away and [bewoman fainted. When she came to again she heard"a cartcoming by, and shouted as loud as shfcould The man did

knees' wh^'^ 8he
.
crawled u *> the b*^ on her SandKnees, when the man in the cart saw her and took her un At

would die He form, I « ~?V u
time he thought she

her head face n^ a^at ?UmheJ °r cuts and bruises on
wentSugh%£riuSf skin^1^ f\

th08e °n the head
bare the bone. There were 14 of thL h^?^ Uid laid

^^rkS^^hJ" trh^TwUTad
d

Bramwell proceeded lo^tL^ncl\eZ^^ DoT
<M^^tE$^™™>™ ** without anxious
not be dou£ mv dutv to th? w-

th
.?

c
T
onclusicu that I should

of death upln y^u^mth theS^Ja ?H DOt pa88 8entence
and committed the fewful a^?-?1

*??""^

^

0U plauned
iorfeited. you h-Tvl2 ,

•

for
.
wnlc> ?our life is now

fatally the woman ^lly injured, and probably eyen yet
^er hUd*recTS*£*"^/°u liv

,

e
? • ^ur wile! WUh

inflicted 21 avvfuiwouS 1 WX" medltated this crime; you
atones you picked ud^S TL ?

th°8e learlul instruments-the
duty, and my duty ^to sent fcn^^^k I

mU8t now do m*n
?
txl you be^ad, and^

n
the 1 ?°?£° * hanged b>' tne Ee^

™« Stockport MurdZ^f' lS™"1
„
haYe merc>' on yoursoul."

ry Barratt and James Bradley,

the father aud nurse Uu« ~Vw* *«- ^... i .«, ».v .» M1»v.« j^ ,

Lano, near where the body was found. Soon afterwards one
of the prisoners was observed striking deceased with a stick,
aud going towards a brook in the fields ; the deceased was then
naked and crying. On the following day he was found iu the
brook lying on his face, with his nose flattened, and bruises
and scratches upon his head, body, and legs. The prisoners
were apprehended, when they said to the policeman—" We
went up Love Lane to Ford's fields, we saw Geo. Burgess in
the laue ; we took him with us until we came to a hole with
some water in Ford's fields." Then Bradley added—" Peter
said we must undress it. We did so, and then pushed it in
the water. Bradley then said he took his clogs off and fetched
the child out again. Peter said it must have another dip
in the water, and we put it in again. Peter got a stick out of
the hedge aud hit it." and Baratt answered "Thou hit it too."We then hit it with the stick until ic was dead, aud we left it
in the water. We beat it over the head, back, and legs. For
the defence it was argued that the prisoners were mere babies,
and that it was impossible for the jury t© find a verdict of
wilful murder, unless they thought the children were actuated
by malice. The j ury returned a verdict of Manslaughter, and
u a .

u
t
tlce Crompton sentenced the prisoners to one month's

hard labour, and Ave years in a reformatory.
Oxford Circuit: Gloucester.—Arson.— William Willey,

4U beerhouse keeper, was charged with the capital offence of
leiomously setting fire to his own dwelling-house, his wife and
six children then being therein, on the 16th of April last at
Bristol, lhere was a second count charging him with setting
lire to the same house with intent to defraud the Suu
insurance Company; and a third count charging the same
onence, with mtent to injure the landlord of the house. It
appeared that the prisoner had effected au insurance with the

omce, through their Bristol agent, for the sum of mi.—
viz., loot, upon the house, 76*. upon his furniture, bl. upon
engravings and pictures, 101. upon china and glass, and M.
upon stock in trade. In the early part of the present year heattemPt«d to effect another insurance upon the same property
xorduiw. with the Royal Insurance Office, but as the agent of the
latter company took the precaution to examine the property,ne reiused to insure it, anu told the prisoner there was not be.worth ot property to be insured. On the night of the 15th of

, Jri!
° USti was found to be on fire, the street door wide open,w th

%J

P
ri

?
,ner dreB8«d. and with his hat on, in front oi the

nouse. l he nre was extinguished, and it was then found that therewas nre in a cupboard in the front parlour, in the cellar, in the

SrwS^S?"
Up8Uin,

»
aud iu shors iu every Part of the house,

Ju?? i!
was 8tated was burnt in as many as 14 different places.

exVJ.V^f
8cai'

cuiy «n article of furniture in the whole house,

rnmn in?*k
^dstead and a flock bed and mattress, and everySitl S8^^10 ^^ beeu spared for a rapid

sUc*?^! I

°Urds had been taken LP tiom the floors, and
corners fn

S
»

haVlu^ "«** underneath. On the stairs, in

shavLus uul «°h
G
t' ?

nd
a

c"Pboard8 ** immense quantity of

nre ana burn -^ Lad bccn «*il!ully arranged so as to catch

been thro ŵ n7
Uh

.!;
al,i

?
it^ ^ a lar«e quantity of tar had

sameo^ect tT^ "haVil,g8 and flo°»'' aPPa™tly with the
"0 veirs' tilLi VrlSouer was found UuiUy and sentenced to

nounced K t 8ervitude
- A» soon as the sentence was pro-

e^ualled tE^*^ plaC° iu COUIt whlch » not °'^
mostiiS? e and aau&hter of th« Prisoner uttered the

to an ad,^ ^
g ScreaUi8

'
and, although they were soon removed

oouS^Z^f/00
!

111
' il Was 8omc llme betoie tbe rwJs «T *>»<"

Hn^OlrZTfr ?
e
f
ho With their cric8

'
ChUd Murder.- Vathe-

of her ittleJu.f
a

v.

01e
?J

was char&ed with the wilful murder
May atLifsf

,w i

Utllda01iver
'

a«*1 3 ^ars
' "» the 26th of

Pleaded (•„£* " ^

^

e
*i S

U* Priso"er was called upon to plead she

J ulav deserved h"^^ that bh(i was *»** be,ortt^ a"dS ,,iea /, til? .
h

'.

EUd that 8be had «^ned herself guilty,

as th?i h -. !
Jy t00k tho f,i«ud8 ot tue P"«oner by surprise,

stood fhattheH
1^ 1611 °0mi8f

1 t0 defend htr
'
and * wM under:Se J? deleuce was tbat wbeu she did the act she was

repeated ihJ™^' h
?
wever

'
refused to alter her plea, and

mfX be the ,
8he

J ustl? deserved death, and hop.d that

thefcase till ,h *
Ml

"
Ju8tice Keating thereupon adjourned

eaol thonld
G DeXt day

»
and directed that the surgeon of the

the next a^th
ln ^^uce. At the sitting of the Court on

-Not (}ni
ayt

.?
e ^lsolier

' when calied upon to plead, pleaded

that Rh. r TV Td the trial Pr"ceded. It was^ then proved

she haa m^rH ^V cbildren
'
blX ot whwm bad died

,
and that

ofwe bv^ K
W youli«e8t child

>
a little girl three years

niJwh «
hask^m» bcr to a nedsteau, on the 26th of May, and

cust, tivu,
g

f

Ullti
1°

th° I>0hcQ atation and *iven her8elt ilito

um^fn 1111
^ tbafc 8he ba,i committed the murder in conse-

of h£hL a
11
1
treatmo^ of her husband, that she was weary

to ll'
6,^ iad rathw di,i thau live. Evidence wasgivea

bubl^tto enii 1-
W
2f

U r^ioua but eccentric personfaud

months impnsonoient with hard labour.-^,^ JtofiSfj?
X-M

l,1

l*^ c-nvictcd of the Wilful Murderof hSISfiS

Norfhern Circuit
: ^i^rvool.- William Seebrook Chalkslate secietary to the Liverpool Tradesmen's^oa^fUmuanv(Limited) was arraigned upon four indictments the^charging him with embezzling the sums of M and 1(HW - utesecond and thiru with having iorgedand uttered twe/promLo

v

notes lor the payment of -loot, and 350/. respectively and nlfourth with having obtained by false pretences two ordew ea^hfor the payment of 1S5<. 5*., and a third lor the Z^utZ r
3201. VJS. The prisoner has for mauy years held ah "

SStouin Liverpoo not only by his buf intss talents, bu trv ref.u ,dPiety and philanthropy, lie was considered as one ot the i "iTlocal -lights" of the methodist body, and -is thl ?..„
g

<•

the Tradesmen's Loan bociety he^enjoved t / f,^ °i
confidence of the numerous shareholders a?m

"U^"^
months ago he suddenly decamped, leavm* tt Si It
several thousands of pouuds in his aJcounts

g SbSSfW ot

United states, but retimed in 6^S^Zo£fft where*he was at once accidentally recognised in the street hv nLiverpool lady, one of the victims ot his, *v lXuU w y
leaded Not Guilty to the charge of forgery Ld « mL..?f "°7
but Guilty to the minor chaige%i obtaffi^tuey^oSffipretences. The prisoner was then tried upon" t^uc^ charit ofhaving forged aud uttered a promissory note h,r »uS o,f^
tound ***, of feloniously SSJ^'^fe1]^

for shooting *~^^^JZ^board the ship Panama on ^l
n ?*»* HiT

coucealing and harbouring c'bt 'f M>^5
offence. At the timo l£^-l^ Wk2
Mersey preparedtoXtf^^was the mate of the Panama^ InTT*' *

ho^ °f C
T

°l0Ured ^ameTwhot'ur^

Plained that the provision SS,
Rnd

.
tt,S5

ordered to leave the shi , Thl* ^ f»5
clothes. Some white m»am<£Ti •

ow *^s
alongside, the blaci meTwer ^u^^ «-
into the boats, the officer tellC?^would be sent after them \s 5, n

ett **
encountertoo.c place; and'wbt ^^JJZ
Pistol Johnson immediately 25 SKrescued and conveyed on shore The £*complaints as to the provisioning of theS

1 *
1

<
the black sailors outnumbered the i^

1 :

i

conduct was very violent, and that fZ \with knives the prisoner was ledtoe^J^
defence. The refusal to allow tbei^?5clothes arose it was contended, from tie fe*
tT,^K

ad/fh
.-
reCei

J
6d bl hl adva^e ODrt,that the detention of the luggage wasmaSS

at least part of that money. The priaoSL
Guilty ol unlawful wounding, and w^^wSTimprisonment, The other was diachargeiffi
Insurance Forgerits.-Edward hUliaitm,]^L
Chester of the Royal Exchange IasuriT

<

arraigned on four indictments dbargin;? Ida lthat company of very large sums of money brdocuments representing fictitious claims He

.

dejected, and in a low and almost inaodtblM
Guilty to all the indictments. Sentence defemt it-

A\ estern Circuit
: Wells. - 2fe»iictioi>

*'JEMachinery.—John Berrymin was charged ibj
malicious libel with intent to excite labourer* aJ
property of such of the inhabitants of the puM
and its neighbourhood as should use mowingi?
Newton, parish clerk of Portbury, proved Quite

ing placard affixed to the church door on Snakt,
22d of June :— " Caution, — In consequence it
machinery brought into the agricultural dub
known has deprived many honest famik i

necessaries. The threshing machine, for inwat m
to work. Well, this took two men's labon an

winter on every farm of very few acrei S» i

approaches so many men are not wanted. Ttei.

I have worked for you all the summer. Ok, an
will give you work on the roads. Youcueni
day cracking stones; and that a man can d:

work, all weathers, and break up his auto)

t here is an order for the union workhouse. Ik
off quiet. For why ? If I get a litde betidm} »

able to make it up in summer reaping and Mriffc

work 18 hours instead of 12 to get myself« rf* '
*

now this piece of machinery known as ti»«*f*
brought to work, and it is high time to aa
going to live winter and summer. But *-**|!E^-work on their farm must look out. WhI^
have his premises burnt, or iose bis c*fc''"^%, ,

He must write to the office, state the a %bbw
then the money is forthcoming, generdjWjJm^J
claimed as the property destroyed. But ^."^JJSfclrttj
are not too strong, if ih6re is a great pull osj'

give way. So do not all depend on insurant

Three officers of the Somerset county consttt^

the prisoner was iorraerly in the force, *w oh i

writing of the placard as that of the pr*»
.

produced a half-sheet of paper found at "*g3|
which corresponded with the half-abeet;on

•»
written. On cross-examination it was elicueaiijg

on leaving the force entered the service*

merchant, of Bristol, residing at ^ortb^'ft^
em j .loy. Mr. Abraham Paruell, a farmer, ot rj»j.

that he hud used a mowing machine^on D>"»

before the placard was exhibited, and P 1^
understood it as a threat to set foMPJJJJp
Prideaux, on behalf ot the prisoner, ur^ 1^
bad not made out the case. It was no

:

"JJj
that the placard in question was in hu "JLjp
clearly not a seditious or blasphemous n°»

any individual ; and if it were a mei ^
kindly but mistaken feeling which so^.^Jrii
to the effect of the introduction of macuawj^.

classes, it would not sustain the cuar?e

The learned counsel also relied 6
;
r0%y

h£ »
position the prisoner had held and stm u

^

Mr. Beloe, as strong presumptive prooi^

jeopardise the character he had hitbert0 .^
libel in a matter in which he was totauyi ^ ^
Channel having summed up, the J

11!/^^
returned a veruicc of Guilty, and the pn-

six months' imprisonment with bara wot

Sporting. *l
Cricket.—The second annual Cnck^^ ^i*

employee of the firm of Thomas bipos *jj^#
Moon Street, and Minier, Nash & ^°-» re-
took place on Saturday, the lOih va*u «
Putney. The crame cuinmonced at i-

on till the finish, when the hrm of Me»»^*W
decared the winners by 10' runs. ^rf^C
was much less than last year, wt

|

euJ
u

ti)/
„(Be

were the winners. Tue play«« diuea *

•to

Boat Building by W*SL\ »

Thompson, marine engineer of
^ ^*

irarK, a lactury ioi wwv.

—

under several patents wnich

country, and for working ^"^

formed. Mr
foe

i

I

special advantages. i»e
that P^^^^li

and accuracy of construction, so
ucUUrr^

is not only attained, but aitf ^^ tfgj

ished in duplicate at a
.

t |,e i9^p
[id is the expedition seeurea

orre^
furn

second is tue expeuitiw..-— .

much as a boat 30 teetlonjra|lU

der
i„gft

may be delivered to a Per9
°a
^ ft

le^
1^

the same day, but even w«u
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Jn

h »li > hol l

- --- ,
- , application II

freed from monopoly. The merit of invention seldom lies in the

_j— The th'ntl is the economy of the I

which will never be reduced to practice bv tho*

^S^'peon affirming that the amount of
|

J^but ^J^-^^-pabie of u^fnia

Whwben performed manually in

'Sd would cost 16/., can under

iSSElf-15'. or 2/.; and so

3£e if his facility of construction

"*31t"b7 extended application of this

yOO boats could, on an emergency, be

£» days. Sir John Pak.ngton.St Branc.s

irrational, therefore, than to give equal privileges to the mere
schemer and to the man who gives actual tffVct to an invention.
Primary ideas ought to be the common property of all in-
ventors, and protection, if we are to have it at all, should be

idtfttllrvuii;^ — ---
. -irn . i. n»«f«;« , fPar»ng^y awarded to those pprsons alone who bv their labour and

S- iimiral Walcott,M.R, Admiral Lliiot, Captain lntelkct give available reality to ideas. Apart from the im-
"• /T -

n ^hirird O-born. Mr. Lindsay, M.t\, policy ot our present indiscriminate system, its operation is

mWm% UpW« OUK
_

4

c-fttt KusselL Mr. Trotman, unJ ust - Philosophers who furnish the light of science to guide
. *

^

—

^ mr emit
to useful discovery, go altogether unrewarded and unrecognised.

SErn. Mr. John Penn, F.R.S., and Mr. T. Chap- Practical men, who, like Watt and George Susphenson/'devote

118 hlW teen the system 111 operation, and the best part of their lives to perfecting inventions of immense
rJ**-»

. * *.._*.• « f*-» M-a flnn/»pca • and importance to the world, seldom derive from patents any greater
!r \Lm 1i1a testimony to its success ; and importance to the i

fafWW>le ^ l

£ff f ^Voolwioli Dock- emolument than w
„, matter ri»pwr.ght of Woe.lw.ch Dock

^?f

fW>rted to the Admiralty that both the

il rtrenSh of the boats built by the new

^Joold be tuperior to that obtained by the

Btftfcod.

fcm WlLUAM AlMBTROSG ON IMPLEMENTS OF WAR.

At tktfwnl mul wwrtng of tin members of

Inrtitutloo of Mechanical Engineers at Sheffield,

m Armttrong, the President, delivered an

a of which the following is an abstract :—

would flow to them without the aid ot a restric

they are frequently involved in tormenting
litigation about priority of idea. On the other hand we see
numerous cases of disproportionate wealth realised by persons
whose only merit has been promptitude in seizing upon and
monopolising some expedient which lay upon the very surface of
things, and required no forcing atmosphere of protection for its

discovery. Finally, injustice is done by the existing law to those
men who have no desire for monopoly, but who are compelled to

become patentees for no other purpose than to prevent their h**ing

excluded from carrying their own ideas into practice. For my
part, I incline to think that the prestige of successful Invention
would, asa rule, bring with it sufficient reward, and that protection

might be entirely dispensed with. On this point, however, I

speak with hesitation; but it is at all events certain that ex*

tensive reform is urgently required in this branch of legislation,

and that the advance of practical science is now grievously ob-

structed by those very laws which were intended to encourage
its progress. Having now called to your remembrance the

triumphs which have already been accomplished in mechanical

: • i1 *f*a-l»f at th« blatory of mechanical science during the

^•MtfTftri we §e« bow entirely our successes have beenm^£Zm fo v ntwlnn nf that metal (iron) with which the

"Jf^ttun hav supplied us in the greatest abundance. I

ipoton only of the mechanical arts as applied to

.oipeact, but I have yet to refer to the darker

-tit At Bieture in speaking of thtir application to the pur- science, and having directed your attention to some of the sut>-

Jr Our warlike neighbours, the French, always jects which at the present time merit your consideration, it only

remains to express my hope that the genius, enterprise, and
intelligence which have hitherto distinguished your profession

may continue to bear fruits worthy of the past, and that the

proceedings of this institution may serve to guide and stimulate

the efforts of its members/'

Lieutenan* C ael St. Lo Mauw, 'UeFontmelH se
unty ot Dorset

—

latin ;it Norham Church. I.auth Nicbol-
son- \Yokni m Esq.. Natl ual Gallery, 1 ion. to Hamukt
Agnes, youngest daughter of the late Captain Ki
Thornton Park, N rtuumberland—«th lust, al ftt Jamoa'a,
Paddington, Rkginald Stiart POOC^ Eaq . of tha British
Museum. t> Euz\ Christina., eldest daughter of «?iluam
Forlosoe, Esq.. of Melbourne, Victoria.

DEATHS.—On the 9m inst, at the house of Major Petrce.
Portislu'id, Lady Whisk, relict of the Lata Lieut eneral Sir
W. S. Whteh, ELC. a, of the Bengal Artilbry, a^ed 71—Sth
inst, at lloniton, Devonshire, after a severe and protracted
illness, the Ven. E J. Burrow, D. D., F.RS, Archdeacon of

Gibraltar, nged 76—Sth inst, at 4, Champion Terrace, Old
Charlt n, Major-Gen. John FoRBtt3—Uth iu&t, at , Imperial
Square, Cheltenham. Sarah, relict of RoAr-Admirtl Richard
Byron, G.B.f aged 78—24th ult, at Ayiesford, N^va Scotia,

I harle8 Ikglis. Esq., eldest son of the lata Right Rev. John
Inglis D.D., Lord Biabop of Nova Scot ia^Oth inst. at Beechfieid.

Doncaster, John William Sit roes, Esq., J. P., and a Deputy-
Lieutenant for tho West Riding-*Sth inst, at his real icnoe,

OakticM Court, Tunhridge W^lla, Demetrius Grkvis James,
Esq.. J. P. and I) i. tor the county of K nt. agedSS—7th inst,

at Morley Hall, Wymondham. Norfolk* John Pi kvkrGraver-
Br 'Wve, raagf^rato for the county of Norfolk, agad 55—
7th inst, at Wilburton, Cambridgeshire. Mr. Read Takslet
Camps, youngest »n of trie 'ate William < »h, Esq., High
Sheriff of dm brid^^shtre and Huntin/ii»neliire— lit inst, at

Worthing, Cbarlks IImk, Esq., of WoIUatou Hmihc. Second
Major <»f the Northamptonshire Militia, aged &0—9th inst, at
Nice, Signor VutcEKT Novkllo, of Lood aged 81 -7th inst,

A. A. T Casamajor, of anourt^ni of the heart, aged 25—Sth
inst, at Deal, the Rev. Chaki.ks C. CiintsTiE, ln< ,l>cut of

Sidcup, Kent, aged M—41th inst, a*# tho Rectory. Sodlescombe,
Sussex, the Rev. John Pratt, roctor of that pxrish, ag»>d 88—
4th inst, suddenly, at Mousing Vicarage, tho Rev. Thomas
Henderson, 34 years vicar of that parish, an i formerly student
of Christ Church, Oxford, aged 62—6th inst, at Charlton-next-

W»x>lwich t at the house of his youngest ton, the Rev. Thomas
Boulton, late of Graham's Town, South Africa, aged 67.

9i war
ia tvtrything appertaining to war, have of late years

* jutjrt their energies to two most important subjects— the

i #̂
w of ortnance and the application of defensive armour to

nitQfZT Their advances have necessitated similar steps on our

P*ni3w^ia4 «t have certainly no reason to suppose that we are

•rui^ U* 9 - lh«n in \L*> race. With the lirst of these subjects 1 have
T^onaHy much concerned, and I have also had oppor-

^#h»crving the merits and defects of the various kinds
plates with which experiments have been made by the

ol ber Majesty's Government. I need scarcely say that

t time cast-iron has been almost exclusively used
traction of heavy ordnance; but guns made of that

have not been found adequate to resist the more severe
to the use of elongated rifled projectiles. This

of strength becomes the more decided as we
the magnitude of the gun, and since a growing de-

fer more powerful artillery, the use of cast iron for

seems to be entirely precluded. It is said, and
with troth, that in America the manufacture of cast

has been so far improved by applying water to

m tmi the ttrtttf from tbe Interior as to enable serviceable guns
^* : *f this material to be produced of much larger bore than have
[4£ hen Mis ia England. But it appears that these guns have

Olutuara.
Madame Catherine Haye^-Bushxell died on Sunday night

at Roccles, Sydenham, at the early age of 40 years. She was
born at Limerick of parents in a respectable station in life. Her
musical abilities were very early developed, and Dr. Knox, tho

then Bishop of Limerick, took a great interest in her. and
assisted in supplying the funds to procure for her the necessary
instruction. She went to Dublin to study under Signor Sapio,

thence to Paris, where she studied under Signor Emmanuel
Garcia, the master of Malibran and Jenny Lind ; thence she
went to Milan, and ultimately to Marseilles, where she made
her first appearance in "Puritani" in 1845. Her appearance
was hailed as a success, and afterwards she appeared at

iWarfeet**
COVENT GARDEN. Aug. 17.

Vegetables and Fruit of moat kinds continua equal to tho

demand. Aprlcota. Figs, Greengage Plums, uni Apples

and Pears, still come from the Continent. West In-iia Pines

are getting scarcer. Peas and Beans are plentiful and cheap.

Grapes are abundant. Strawberries now consist of only the

very latest sorts ; and with the exception of M -rello, Cherries

are nearly over for the season. French Beans, young Carrots,

and new Potatoes may be had in quantity. Of the latter many
samples are, however, diseased. Cucumbers are coming in

plentifully. Cut flowers chiefly couaiat of Orchids, Lily of

the Valley, Pelargoniums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, aad
Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 3a to 5s I Currants, p. 4 sieve, 5s

Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5s Gooseberries, do., 5s

Strawberries, p. pun., 6d to Is |
Pears, per d«>&.. Is to 4i

Melons, each, Is to 4s

La Scala, as Vrima donna't in the character of Undid! Oh* Peaches, per doz^, 10s to 15s

mount. From Milan she went to Vienna, thence to Venice Nectarines, do., (.stoKs
«*rf»« sen riflsd. tad are only intended to be used with hollow m0«n »- "9™ m

.

uan Hn« w,™11
'

l" "^,7" w * eu 'co
Apricots do Is to 3s

BSWrthi- Thi.iu.eEM, therefore, affords no reason for coming and to all the principal Italian cities. In IS. i» she made her £^£ £ ; <

LfrtiCs sUhNWt eooetsstoii »s to the unfitness of cast iron for the appearance at Covent Garden with great success, also in the merries, fcngnsn, p.
,

part of Linda. Her countrymen, the Irish, were especially

enthusiastic, and when she subsequently visited Dublin and
the principal cities and towns of Ireland their admiration

of rifled guns designed to project solid shot, espe-
j^T 'hen tbe dimensions are large. Even when strengthened

bVJms hooDa, the tendency of cast iron in a gun is to ; , . . . ., . ,. . , ., , , ,

t - > , r; TV raeostttw discharge. This is owing •'
kll<"w no

.

bounds. «mI they repeatedly took the borne, from her

rtcturea occurring in the bore, generally in the carriage in order to enjoy the privilege of drawing it themselves.

In 1851 she entered into an arrangement with a London music
ninnt* fractures

Ity of th* vent, and gradually extending until they ter-
ra is the rapture of the gun. If, therefore, cast iron guns

|» be sulised tt all as rifled ordnance, it can only be by
to hollow projectiles and light charges; but,

Indulgence were extended to wrought iron guns,
ncy would be obtained with half the weight of metal,

this ground alone the superiority of the latter Is
After stating the difficulties with regard to wrought
w. ArmstroDg said—"It will be a great era in

< m̂t- -/
vb*n * notorial possessing the toughness and

aVlri I r

wroagnt iron
» combined with the homogeneous^wmqtrtf t cast metal, can be economically supplied in large

S^K-SlJ *?
Ver the march of improvement may effect, I^^ woatttr audi blocks can yet be produced at a cost which

»t of their extensive application. I am glad, how-

.<rL2!i
P*!*™ are ^ he read at this meeting which

i JUT to bear upon this important subject. With
t^C#^T gT** t V ,e»«on of the ultimate effect of artillery

»>S
a
protected by defensive armour, I believe that

...'I, ^ f
l
f iron ma7 be adopted, guns will be con-

«paw« of destroying it. At the same time I am of
iron-pUted ships will be infinitely more secure

tv«r»
!T

Liy
an tlmher 8hiPS. The former will effectually

Si ,,Ke
2 ^ exP,08ive °r incendiarj- projectile, as

*'
h
hi

i**3 STlrSi 'LU
1 '" Umber 8hips

' The former wl11 effect uslly

k*4•« a« mL *JTT^ of explosive or incendiary projectile, as

hTI!L ;° /
r0m aI1 but the heaviest guns, which can

e»a m large numbers against them. In Bhort, it

question between plated ships or none atrjltesittobe a
Mat* r.f* .. a

^'hitiSp/?!*.*? - ..
as line-of-battle ships are concerned.

" 'ity of the material best adapted to resist
subject is engaging much attention in

and the iron districts generally. So far*T eva

publisher to take a journey to America, but owing to some dis-

agreement, arising out of the conduct of the agent who was
deputed to accompany her, she resolved to perform the journey

at her own risk, and accordingly paid a large sum in forfeit to

the publisher to enable her to do so. The journey was most

successful in every point of view. In the United States,

California, the Sandwich Islands, Australia, Calcutta, Bombay,

Ceylon, Java—wherever she went, she gained fame and

fortune. As with Madame Lind, her charitable disposition,

as much as her sweet voice, won for her the hearts of every

one, and it is the most striking proof of the consideration in

which she was held from a social as well as from an artistic

point of view that, since she has returned to London, her

house has been resorted to by the most distinguished colonists

who have visited England. It was on her return from this

Kreat musical tour that she married Mr. Bushnell, who had

been her secretary in her travels round the world. Her

domestic happiness, however, was not of long duration, for

Mr Bushnell died shortly afterwards in the Pyrenees of a

rapid consumption. Since that event she has avoided rather

than courted the popularity which she never sought for in

vain. The great fatigues of the professional tour round the

world had borne heavily on a constitution never very strong,

and a severe accident which happened to her in America, when

a horse fell with and rolled over her, produced effect* from

which she never thoroughly recovered. She died on Sunday

night after a short illness, resulting from the breaking of a

blood-vessel.

Apples, per do/... 6d to Is

Oranges, per 100, 6s to I4t
Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d
a to St
VEGETABLES.

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d I Beet, perdoz.. Is 6d to 6s
French Beans, p.pun,9dto\»6d

|
Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to 2a

Green Peas, p. quart, Is to Is tid
, Onions, p. £ sieve. od^g

Bro id Beans, p. bush, 2sGd to 3s [ Asparagus, p. bundle, S3 to
Rhubarb, p. bundle, »>d to 0d
Tomatoes, p. doz., 4s to 6s

Shallots, per lb.. Is 6d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 81
Endive, p. doz., 3s to 4s
Horse Radish,p.bun.,1s6dbo4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2* to 3a
Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 4s to 6t
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Cabbages, do.. Is 3d to Is 6d
Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to S0»
— per lb., Id to 4d
— — per cwt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Carrots, new, do., 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve. Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, Gd to Od
Veg. Marrows, p. doz, lstols6d
Artichokes, each, 4d to 6d .

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Aug. 16.

We have no change to report in price. Our transactions are

on a restricted scale, and merely to supply immediate demands.
Stocks are lighter than usual at this season of the year.

South-down Hog- 1.

gets . . •» .

.

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces . . 1 %> —

d. a.

. to 1

5 — 1

4 - 1

5 —

d.

5

6
5

Leieeat. Wethers 1

1

1
1

Ditto Hoggs .

Combing ."Skins

Flannel Wool
,

I Blanket ditto ,

3
4

6

to 1

1

1

1

4
5
5
5

tb*

ooservation and experience go, I may say that
-^lamination are the conditions most essential to
yjjjwijing a plate the tendency of the shot is tojT™11 t0 Pieice the material. When penetration

-
* v J8 of a Droken character, and not such as

|
0y ™e cutting action of a punch. The softer,

"on, the less injury it will sustain, and I appre-
j'Jj^in every form, will, from its greater hardness,
„«ii*cu?e than wrought iron, while its cost would

hwi i?
r

" As rt£aida lamination, it has been
oefl that a given thickness of iron made up of

«f
,.1~* °f thin plates is very much weaker for the

v^JrJWJhan the same thickness in the solid form.

_»^ frbte, by which I mean a plate having the

-^efiLi
1 ^perfectly united, must be regarded as an

ty J, -,??.*** Pl«tes, to that the strength derived from

•hviat* II?

j

ng
' lf ,m'

8 tendency to lamination could

*• fafci ^ plates would, in my opinion, be prefer-

+ **£,£/Xi8tence «f ™* "•Wlity appears to turn the late James Bal
fnr»!-_ *. a.. j_i i. >l. Aiatant whpn and irranaaon <

Wills —The will of the Duke of Bedford has been sworn

under 600,0002. personalty; Sir George Maclean, K.C.B.,

16,000?. ; Robert Forest, Esq , 45,0002.

*rgi

BIRTHS.—On the 8th inst, at Bedgebury Park, Kent, Lady

Mildred Bfresfobd-Hope, prematurely, of a son—5th mat, at

Canford, the Lady Louisa Ponsosby. ofa daughter—Sth inst, at

Southgate, Lady Lawren'ce. wife of Sir John Lawrence, ot a son

—12th inst, at 5, Oxford Square, Hyde Park, the rebideuce of her

mother. Lady Grant, tho wife of Clinton Hmuw, L,q.,

Rifle Brigade, of a son and heir—7th inst. at Ely the Hall,

Coleshi^"Warwickshire, tbe wife of J. D- Winofielx> Digb-.

Esq of a dautfhter-Sth inst, the wife of the Rev. Dr. Batmos;,

Master of St. John's College, Cambridge, ofa
f^fJ- . RaH.hnrvMARRIAGES.-On the 7th inst, at the Cathedral, Salisbury.

Major Philip Arthur, fourth son of the % «oa wd Rsv.

Frederick Pleydkll Bouvcrib. to Caroline Mart only^child

*a« «--- fe°e!aanJSSSwt

Wsto 120s

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-tix Tniates.
8MiTBriELD, Thursday, Aug. 15.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s Clover

Superior do. (old) .. 88 100 New Clover .. .. —
Inferior do S6 50 Do. tecond cut .. — —
New do 50 80 Straw .. ., .. 23 S4

Rowen — — ' Davis&Co.
WfirTECHAPEL, Thursday, Aug. 15.

Fine old Hay .. .. 05stol0*'t

Inferior do 50 80
Prime New Hay . . 80 88

Inferior 55 75

Straw M .... 80 40

Fine old Clover . .115s to 120g
Inferior do .. ..80 90
Fine 2d cut .. .. — —
Inferior do — —
Fine New Clover .. — —

BUTTER MARKET.—Aug. 16.

Best Fresh Butter .. .. 14s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. . . •• 12s« .»

Pork. 4s. 4 i. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

••

w

grandson of the late Rear-Admiral Sir

HOPS —Borough Mar*ct, Friday. Aug. 16.

Messrs. Pattenden A 8 h report that, thejaocoH>nts or

hole ars r* r more favuurabJe. Market uuiL Duty

1! 002. to 1 002.

METROPOLITAN CATTLK MARKET.
Monda r, A

,

The number of Beasts Is ne tbe
'

ssroe" °"^^^T

difc^rT5" *«th mechanical progress, but upon wmen
in B>:|r*

of ©Pinion may exist. That dauntless spin r

aof commerce has led this country to cast off
°i

f
protection. h«s resulted in augmented prosperity

I*ii20w,n
s" th« injurious tendencies of class legisla-

•*! SiSlT *° general freedom of action. Would that the

Nt tTn, *
'Shiened policy wtre extended, in some degree

"UtoT 1'™ of invention. Under our present patent
was down with an excess of protection. We

Fusiliers-8th inst. at the parish church of Kingw, ,-
S>dro> William Mooar Esq ,« ^^ca£. I.V
Trent, only son of William Moore, Mttr« °\ ' , -

iS Stafford, to Eliza Jane, only *»&«« Thomas.
near Btannro, w im^a -ai.^, «.»/

rfjJwoe9wood H use.
William FLrrceER Esq, M.A.,F.RS..^i^
K.ngswinf^d, *^*»»»»

"^Q^f ^1 £nlt' C
Edmond Walks, Esq., M A., Fellow « Co
Oxford, second ton_of Henry Warre,^-^ ^^^ a

rrt
,r^n\l

FnfB^ufand root tW norths and

midland counties.
d s d

Best Soots, Here-

fords, *c- ••
7

Best Short-horn t 4

id quality Boasts S

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn
W5S

8to4
4-4
0—

•

I

10

• *

4 10

to
tod

Rett -ng-wools.

Do. So.PT" • • 4

Ew«»* 2d quality

Do. Shorn . . 4

*xni+ .. ..5
Csivot
Pig* .. 1

ft «

» t

1 t
to

8 — 4 10

3-4""4
0—5 8
e-4 «
4—4 4

•T uown with an excess or proiecuuu. .^ -—-_ Flobe,ce Dora,
Jn every direction by patented inventions I

Somerset, w -•

Sheep * Lambt. 80.280 . CsJvss, 288 , Pigi, 510.



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE iND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
Thursday, Aug. 15.

The number of Beasts is smaller than on Thursday last.
Choice qualities are in demand at fully Monday's quotations,
and in some instances they realise rather higher prices. The
supply of Sheep and Lambs is rather shorter. Trade is
active, especially for Lambs, and prices are a little better.
Trade is very heavy ,for Calves, at low rates. Our foreign supoly
consists of 266 Beasts, 2240 Sheep, and 410 Calves. From
Ireland, 47 Beasts and 120 Lambs. The number of Milch
Cows is 105.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn . . 5

S

4

4

to 5
4
3

8
10

0—5 2

Best Long-wools .

Do. Shorn . . 4
Ewes& 2d quality
Do. Shorn .. 4
Lambs .. .5
Calves .. ..3
Pigs .. ..3

. to .

.

8—5
• *

2
4
4
4

4
6

4
4

6

4
4

Beasts. 995 ; Sheep & Lambs. 11,260 ; Calves, 641 ; Pigs, 190.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Aug. 12.
The supply of Wheat to this morning's market from Essex

was moderate, from Kent small. The total quantity of new
may be estimated at between 1000 and 1200 qrs., quality
generally very fine, weight ranging from 61 to 6.3 lbs., and the
prices from 5Ss. to 66s. per qr. ; one extraordinary parcel of
Talavera, warranted 66 lbs., realised 70s. per qr. The attend-
ance was unusually limited, and the few sales effected of
foreign, either for consumption or export, were at barely the
rates of last week. There is no alteration in the value of old
Barley, Beans, or Peas ; new Barley was sold at 32s. to 40s.
¥er qr., and new Dun Peas (quality very fine) at 34s. per qr.
he Oat trade continues heavy, and Russians must be quoted

6d. to Is. per qr. lower than on this day se'nnight. Flour is a
dull sale.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk..White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign
Barley, grind. & dist. , 26s to 27s. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign ..

Beans, Mazagan 37s to 40s Tick— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple —s to —s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d do ditto
—- Foreign per barrel

End Stewarts, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Cassop, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End
Hartlepool, 18s. 3d.; Walls End South Durham, 17s.; Walls End
South Kelloe, 17s. 6d ; Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool,
18s. ; Walls End Trimdon Thornley, 16s. ; Walls End Whit-
worth, 15s. cd. ; Walls End Peases West, 14s. 6d.

;

Carway and Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d. ; Carway and Duffrvn
Malting, "24s.—Ships at market, 91.

Notice.

MESSRS. E. G.HENDERSON and SON hereby
give public notice that Mr. John Edwards, their late

Traveller, is no longer in their Employ ; and their customers are
respectfully warned against paying the said John Edwards any
accounts or moneys on their behalf from the date of this
notice, from which time they will not acknowledge any business
transactions which may be carried on by him in their name.
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N. W.,

August 17, 1861. '

FARM PUPIL.—At or before Michaelmas next a
Faimer in Derbyshire, occupying a Farm of upwards of

300 acres, is anxious to take the Son of a Clergyman or Gentle-
man as a Farming Pupil. References will be given and re-
quired.—For further particulars address R. B. H., Post Office,
Burton-on-Trent.

(^ARDENE^
EM*

served as Headfowa '*

'

thorough knowS?^>-,^is particularly welf^SfapS&»552
l«ad great experience in caS^ »***Work connected with the pSg °« «*?!the Erection and HeatiL oT^e «*22

^^^enham, near Bishop

VJ no incumbrance; well aS-?
6Hl

men, Manc&ARDENER (FowaciS
gentleman's Garden —a J'

in

*tt

%:

s.

56
60

GO

G.

•63

-76

67

40—74
36—40
.17—30
20—24
26—28
26—2S
20—23
35—37

40—43

42—52
34—37
40—42

Red
Red

Red

• • •

• • * •

• • •

50—55
34—50
26—32

Malting

.

Malting

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Feed ..

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.
Per sack

8. 8.

56—60
60—05

34—36
33—36

20—24
20—24
19—21

40—43

VITANTEIJ, at Michaelmas, a GARDENER,
t V fully equal to the charge of a Greenhouse, Flower

Garden, and large Vegetable and Fruit Garden. About 30
mi es from Loudon. Also a LAUNDRESS Wanted.—Apply bv
letter stating wages, to A. L. C, Messrs. Pottle, 14 and 15,Royal Exchange, London, E.C.

ANTED, an EXPERIENCED FLOWER GAR-
DENER.—A thorough Practical Working Man, about

35 married, and who has lived as Head Gardener. Must
understand Early and Late Forcing, and all the duties of his
profession Wages 205., with Cottage, &c. The strictest in-
quiries will be made as to character and general qualifications.
—Apply to C. L., Esq., Scarlet's, near the Twyford Station,
Great Western Bailwo y.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical Man to take
the management of one of the oldest Nurseries in the

Kingdom. He must know how to manage men, as well as be
able to superintend both in and out-door Propagation of all
that appertains to hardy Stock.—Apply to Donald <fc Son
Goldsworth Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

'

recommendcd.—LeWM-V^a"1 c,
,
UiPW

Belfast, will be •ttaSdto**"4 «V
(^ARDENER(age37,«i^
\-A for the last three vear* r^wi

>H*-
ford Hesketh, Esq., G^gSf^S
engage with any gentleman £ theM itchell, Gwrych Castle^K™Jj?!

V^ angle
;
thoroughly

understandi

i

branches. Twelve months' goodIdLnedy-s Post Office, Blackheath ffili gj

H-AUDENER^MiaMle~^^r
t a

hi» P™fe?si°n k all its bmncheaTLand and Stock. Wife would takec£»3c
First-rate recommendations. WaSa!*
House &c-J. F., H. Davies, ££morn FJ W ' "•»*"»

38—39
35—3S

34—50
43—58

Friday. Aug, 16.
With the exception of a few slight driving showers on the

14th and yesterday, the weather during the last eight days has
been highly favourable for securing the crops, with which rapid
progress is being made ; to-day, however, is wet. The Wheat
trade has been dull throughout the kingdom, and a decline of
Is. to 2s. per quarter (in some instances more) was general.
Here on Wednesday a portion of Essex old Wheat (nearly the
whole was left over from Monday) was disposed of at a decline
of lully 2s. per qr. upon the rates of last week, and forAmerican descriptions in somu UUHU lu wui pHUes were
accepted m order to realise ex ship. No material alteration
has occurred in the value of spring corn, excepting on the
spot, where the forced sales of Russian Oats for the account of
insolvent houses have reduced prices Is. to Is. 3d. perqr Flour
continues to be neglected at late rates. Since Friday last 42
cargoes have been reported off the coast. The floating trade
Has been inactive, exceptiug Maize, which fully maintains
previous rates, and continues in good demand. The arrivals of
English Wheat this week have been comparatively large of
other English grain small, of foreign grain and Flour good.
To-day s market was thinly attended

; good new English Wheatwas inquired after at the extreme grates of Monday. Oldmust be written 2s. to 3s. per qr. lower than last week.
Business in foreign was extremely limited, and sales ofAmerican from ship difficult to effect, even at a slight abate-ment upon former prices. Spring Corn is unaltered in value.

Arrivals from Aug. 12 to Aug. 16.

WhiaTT"

in;

English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

3170 qrs.

»»

13990 „

Barley.

80 qrs.

?»

2280 „

our.

1490 sks.

9f

I20100brls.
Liverpool, Tuesday, Aug. 13.—There was a good attendance

oi millers and dealers at this morning's market, but witha nne bright sunny day they showed little disposition for
Business, and m the small amount passing holders had tomake a concession of about 2d. per cental from Friday's prices±lour was slow of sale, but not quotably lower. Indian Corn
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WANT PLACES.-Ietters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).-Age 31, married ; thoroughly
understands his profession ; also Land and Cows. Three

and a-half years' good character.— F. W., 3, Albert Street,
Wandsworth Road, near Clapham , Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; thoroughly
practical in Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens, &c. Good character.—J. S., 3, Park Place, New
Bromley, Kent. S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child;
thoroughly experienced in every branch of Gardening :

has also a practical knowledge of Ground Work. First-class
™terences.-G., Mr. Wyatt, Castle Street Nursery, Salisbury,

I V^ children: thorn- ' v understands r'orcfng of rruits

S°F&r
a
«nd

C^Ce
i

VT ta
i
,lcS

'
With ^eueral Managementof Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—H. Clark, Royal Horti-cultural Gardens, 8. Kensington, London, S.

^ARDENEK (HEAD).-Age 29, married, no incum-

r^oncT/ manyyeard' experience in Flower and KitchenGardens, and perfectly understands every branch in his pro-fession. Good character can be given by his present omploVer-E. Touoir. 5. Park Place. Sheet Street. Windsor. °
mpioyei -

fi ARDENER (HEAD).-A^e 35, married, native of
V_* Scotland; thoroughly practical in Forcing Fruits and
*P°T™iii

th0
f
M
?
na£era

?
nt of Kitchen and Flower Gardens,

K C m^ Pnir
f^;

nceA°r

m tho employer he has lately left%^
li. C. 83. Portland Road West. Netting Hill. London, W.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
r< ARDENER (HEAD).-A.ae 30, married, a native of

h^oh
C
nf ?•

; thoroUKbly experienced and practical in everybranch of his profession. Unexceptionable references. No
Ess

g
cx, n!e

P accePted -THE Gabdener, Wanstead Hall!

/^.ARDENER (Head). -Age 37, married, smallV^ incumbrance
;

is a thorough practical and experienced

FlowS
fir

r?i
rd0ner

''a

h
5? g°°d

Jf
Ste for the Decoration ofFlower Gardens and Pleasure Grounds, together with the

/GARDENER (Head). - Married" a^e~40~.V^ thoroughly practical
; understands the Forcing of Fruits

of all classes, and the Management of Stove and Orchidaceous
Plants; also Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Two years' goodcharacter Testimonials from two gentlemen. Wages, U perweek, with Cottage—Z. Y.. Post Office. Crouch End* Hor^E"

HARDENER (UNDEEJ^geli^\J ledge of Plants ; would prefer a pi'carried on to some extent. Two years' J3T
Gardener he is now leaving.-W B iv2
CasUe, Tetsworth, Oxon.

'

AKDENER, oe GAKI
Age 3S, married, two chQdren

; tnda^ment of Plants, Forcing Vines, Pines, f3
Grapes, &c, also the Flower and KitchaS
branches. He likewise understands •

and Land. Testimonials will bear stri-tSS
gentleman he is about to leave, with whom
years.—R. E., William Bull's Establishntt
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, 8.W.

PROPAGATOR, FOREMAN, cr *
aged; energetic and industrioos. (ki

mended; three years' good charact«r.-I

Royal Exotic Nursery. Chelsea, 8.W.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR,
Age 3S ; thoroughly proficient in u* as.

formance of every branch of the Tmk-Bza

Beaufort Street, Chelsea, S. W.

To Landowners,

MANAGER op an ESTATE, «*
Owner or a principal Agat-JfM

many years' experience in the Jtapst

Breeding and Fattening Stock, Hii***

routine of Country Business. Hi
man with whom he has lived mfW
testimonials of the highest class.—

u

London, S.W.

I
To Noblemen and Gciaj

AND STEWARD oe AGKST-**

experience in the Management ofLJ

pertv, and has also a thorougli biowWJ*

has himself held a large Stock Farm ftriJJ

be happy to devote his practical knowlft.

any gentleman requiring his services, it

can be given.—Rev. A. C, M.A.,Kr.&

Cross, London, E.C. .
—

AND STEWARD OB BAILIFF »»«

gentleman.—Age 37, marrieu; WJ
rience in the Management of DraaujJJJ

Rearing, Feeding, Buying and belBDg

«

Stock ; also Machinery and ^P*1"?*^
Unexceptionable references as

i

to aw*-*

C. H.. Post Office, Edenbridgv^ent.

L

F

AYERAQm'lv'heat: Barley.
July *6

0ats -
|

Rve. iieans. li^eaa.

Fluctpations in the Last Six Weeks Avebagbs.

? r—'"^l
El ••

-

L

51 2
fil

50 10
50 7
50

* «

• •

I
# • - #

9 «

• P

COAL MARKET.—Aug 14

*w*ui4, u>3.i,a.. 3 Walls End fcouth Hetton, 18s. 6d. ; Walls

Oakdea'EK (HEAD).-Age 45, married, withoutV^ lncurribrao. e
;

has a thorough knowledge of his nro-fession in all it ranches, with jro^d exi)eripnp«i« *\L \t
P

ment of Pines Vines EarlyM&^S^S^SSS^house Plants Ferns. &c. ; Flower and Kitchen Gardens Sov^years' good character.—A. B., Mr. William BulUvS^Lu .KrTew and Rare Plants, King's JloTc^̂ f^^11̂

GtRJ??NB? <HE
f

AD]--A?e 34 married, one child •

srs;sess^^f^^ir^sS^Unexceptionable character for indus^V md soh^Mr. Barnes, Camden Nu»er^ CagW»). S
sobnefcy—D

-
E >

GTo the Nobilit^anJ~G€ntrv!
ARDENER (HEAD).-Has a general and Pxt^n
si ve knowledge of Gardening either in FraU /

Floral, Shrubbery; or Kitchen de%? rneuts h^ 'hJ^T^
references from those by whom he £J been mJStn ^

i°

f

employed, and in the meantime begs ^ refer tLm?nS°"
Sly

John Wekks & Co., King's Road, ??hSsea «W "who wiuTehappy to answer any application addresasd to D JGTo Noblemen or~Gentiemen.
ARDENER (HEADj-Age 36, married; has had
great experience m all kinds of Earlv and r a.L v Li^,

Fruits. Flowers, &c, the general routinfjQ^?/2Sffi-t»r: the nl=P^^-^S
&R^cSea!r

r# S
' * *3S C^urs^:

To Gentlemen Wanting
_

ARM BAILIFF (at Mich«eJ"

had considerable experience m*£#
Counties, and is thoroughlymf^ rf

of Farming, the Rearing And^e67rk
stands the Management of Woodlaa»

sible Management. Leaves hia PJJJV
quence of his employer deelmiug r -^^sw
take Dairy and Poultry. Highest^
J. W., Henry Curtrs^s^Offic^SW^^-

Age 42, carried; ^'
pi

BAILIFF.- ~e ...
Steam Cultivation and the use ^

nery. A good Judge and 3I^^iliij
Accountonl-C. 1)., 18,

Pentonjille^^

BAIL I FF.-Aee 3D, single
; gjJj

be highly recommended, ana

of honesty, sobriety, and ™P™™ l

/ c
J0r*

to Ireland if required.-^- T '
di'

Street, London. W.C.

Q HOPAIAN, &c, in ^^fttof,O Has had 5 years' experience in- ^
and Seed Trades. Can Corresi'ona

fc

18 months' in the London Trad*

Office, W.C.

KITCHENMAID in the Ki*
nobleman or gentleman requ ^,

respectful Servant.—Age 19; w01*

—L., Post Office, High-rate, 3^ ,

DINNEFOIU)'S~Pl'KE &®-
been, during 25 years, ©^ m

Medical Profession, and u^ff^th* - m
the best Remedy for Acidity .« ^ jj*g
Headache, Gout, and Indigart^jbrlg
delicate constitutions, more eap^-^n -

Combined with the Acidulatea ^hi^
agreeable Effervescing Drang trfc

SP*"2JTp1"
are much incrcwed. Dnrivg •» ^ $/0P

the reouiab use of this simP'e
'

f 4

tound hitrhly beneficial.
fc
atte»tj" p

Manufactured (with the otjw*
l7

* W^d
purity) by Dinneford * i^lei*
London, W. ; and sold by aU *"*°^

the Empire.
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iirVBDAr* AUGUST 24, 1861.

«rviTC TUITION.—The Rev. G. Henslow, Son^ w/ Professor Hekslow, and M. A. of Cambridge,
* ^^«Tthree triposes. Mathematical, Divinity,

_,^ H«2J«
m^ e

VA(3ANCIES for TWO PUPILS

•*S2tS P^lic Schools, to., or for the Universities.

! *€ W ZtTr ,,*nv form a part of his system of education.

"^^J^nlpptotioS.--Address, Rev. G.Henslow,

^^rmjpiL^-At or before Michaelmas next a

L \£Lr in Derbyshire, occupying a Farm of upwards of

£ JSTTfiStious to take the Son of a Clergyman or Gentle-

*• **** v^

\

n r Pupil. References will be given and re-

" -Fcvto^r^-ticulars address R. B. if, Post Office,

(tawnment Security Life Policies.

mUE CONSOLS ASSOCIATION,
I'
n "

4», Strand, London, W.C.

i iv»*41m the Security of Consols for its Policies.

J' iTSSTor returns to Insurers On Demand at any time,

fit One-Half of sll Premiums Paid.

n^oubted 8ecurity for Money with a liberal Rate of Interest.

flJTJigoolstion possesses a large Capital, subscribed by

_ iJa i Hondreds of Shareholders.

fall information may be obtained on application to^^
Thomas H. Baylis, Managing Director.

TTOVKRNMK N T~~SCHOOL OF MINES.—
( j Director.

gfcritoDtaicK Impev Murchison, D.C.L., M.A., F.R.S., Ac.

DurlasT the Session, 1861—2, which will Commence on

OCTOBER 7 the following COURSES of LECTURES and

ftiCriCAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given :—
1 Chemistry—By A. W. Hofmann, L.L.D., F.R.S., &c.

I Metallurgy—By John Percy, M.A., F.R.S.

1 Natural History—By T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.

*•

JI^IJJ
1087 ?By Warixgtox W. Smyth, M.A., F.R.S.

1 Geology—Bv A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S.

T A nplied Mechanics—By Robert Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

I. Physics—By J. Tyndall, F.R.S.
Instructions in Mechanical Drawing, by Mr. Bixns.

lae Pee for Students desirous of becoming Associates, is 30?.

in ons sara, on entrance, or two annual payments of 20/.,

uriaslTB of the Laboratories.

Papfli sre received in the Royal College of Chemistry (the
Laboratory of the School), under the direction of Dr. Hofmann,
sad in the Metallurgical Laboratory, under the direction of Dr.
Fsrcy.

l*fcsts to separate Courses of Lectures are issued at \L 10#.

sal ft. each.

Oftemin the Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, acting
Hhrfag Aetata and Managers, may obtain Tickets at reduced

parsing 1 he brigands who had been sent from Rome
by the Bourbon party to support the reactionary
movement. The brigands are flying towards the
Papal frontier, where the French troops appear to

bd co-operating against them. The rumour of

General Cialdini's resignation is unfounded, and
it is now said that he will remain at his post until

the accomplishment of his mission. The English

fleet has arrived at Naples from Malta.

A despatch from Constantinople announce? that

the Sultan has resolved on displaying a concilia-

tory spirit in Servia and the Herzegovina. The
French papers state that Omar Pasha, after

defeating the insurgents in three engagements,

has issued a proclamation declaring that the

Sultan has accorded all the demands made by the

Montenegrins.

From the United States we learn that General

Lyon has defeated a body of Confederates, undt-r

General M'Cullocit, at Dug Springs in Missouri

;

and that a party of 1000 Confederates has been

ras a disposition to cheer, tut it

i«s;*Cttul fTmptHiy ui' U

much privacy as possible during her 1

Her Majesty and the Royal lamity innnediaU-U
entered the State carriage on the railway, atteu I

by the Lord Lieutenant and a numerous staff of
officers, civil and military. The train proceeded
at a rapid pace, and reached Westiand Row
terminus at a few minutes past 11. Her Majesty, Wan-
ing on the arm of the Prince Coufort, proceeded) along

the platform of the station, and ascended the
steps of the Royal carriage, which was in waiting ou

side. A guard of honour of the 87th Regimen!
flanked right and left by a troop of the 15th

Hussars, was stationed in front of the static n,

and was the only appearance of military display in

attendance on her Majesty. When the Queen entered

the carriage, the crowd, which filled every available

spot from the street to the house-tops, could not

restrain a cheer, and a numerous array of flags

and banners formed a very imposing j;ht along

the line. On her .Majesty's arrival at the Vice-

regal Lodge she was received by the Lord- Lieutenant

and the Wince of Wales, his Kxcellcncv having pre-
ana mat a party 01 iuuu uonieaerates nas Deen wdtd ner MajC8ty for tUat pur pose. The Prince of

repulsed with loss in an attack on Athens in the . Wales afterwards returned to the camp at theCurragb,

Csrtitcsted Schoolmasters. Pupil Teachers, and others
in Education, are also admitted to the Lectures at
fees.

^If.Rojsl Huhness the Prince of Wales has granted two
uouxtions, and others have also been established.
^nn Tin ii i ufc.—AjMeHHmniion. apoly at the Museum of
Practical Geology, Jeravyn Street, London, W.

Trekham Reeks, Registrar.

same State. The Confederates have burnt the town of

Hampton, near Fort Monroe, and are concentrating

in great force at Fairfax, which they are strengthen-

ing hy entrenchments. General M'Clellan is

actively occupied in reorganising the Federal army,

and withholds from the press all information con-

cerning his intended movements. The privateer

Petrel has been sunk by the Federal frigate

St. Lawrence, off Charleston. Prince Napoleox

visited President Lincoln at "Washington on the

3d inst., and has since visited the Confederate

camps at Fairfax and Manassas.

The Moniteur of Monday published the text of

the convention between France and England for

regulating the immigration of Indian labourers

into the Frenoh colonies.

&tto$ of the »efc.
The Queen, accompanied by the Prince

OttsoRT, Prince Alfeed, the Princess Alice
•ad Princess Helena, landed at Kingstown on
Urorsday morning, and was received by her Irish
•objects with the most loyal and considerate
W*thy. Her Majesty is said to have fully

floated the deportment of the people, and
weir respectful deference to the motives which had
Hwaced her to bespeak as much privacy as pos-
nbk

s
throughout her Irish tour.

Xbe Emperor of Austria has dissolved the

r™g*nan Diet. The Royal Rescript was read to
•"* Houses of the Diet by Count Haller, the
jgw Commissioner, on Thursday. It stated,

kid Xl^
1>iet ta(1 not ooeye<i tllQ requests whkhw been addressed to it, and as no further

facial action could be expected from a Diet

as to a ?
entire,y misunderstood its mission

» declare the way absolutely closed against any

JJ^We arrangement, His Majesty had con-

* luWif
nCCeSSary todis3olve the Diet, reserving

'•twaalu
tJle ri° ht of assemt>lius a new Diet,

flT**v Wltt»n six months from this time." On
F^otis day the Lower House had adopted by

olllj)*^
011 a resolution moved by M. Deak,

Dietbe*
1*11

•

the House
>
in the event of the

t^ t

ln
& ai*$olved, to enter an energetic pro-

*• fcrfrf

118
* ^e yiolation of tne constitution and

"
TK

Tf acts committed by the Government.

The Queen's Visit to Ireland.—Her Majesty

and the Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred,

Princess Alice, and Princess Helena, left Osborne on

Wednesday morning at a quarter before 9 o'clock, for

Holyhead. The Royal party crossed in the I airy to

ceeded thence In the royal train belonging to the

London and North Western Railway Company, who had

prepared a superb new saloon carriage for the use of

her Majesty. On leaving Gosport the train proceeded by

the South Western line to Basingstoke, where Viscount

Sydney, Lord Chamberlain of her Majesty's Household

joined the train. The Queen left Basingtoke at 10 '

minutes after 11, and proceeded by the Great

Western line to Oxford, where Earl Granville

joined the train as Secretary of State in attend-

ance on her Majesty. At Leamington her Majesty

alighted for 20 minutes and took luncheon

in a suite of rooms which had been fitted up for the

purpose by the railway company. The Royal train

passed through Birmingham without stoppiug, and

arrived at Bushbury Junction near Wolverhampton at

40 minutes after 2. The line had been kept perfectly

clear for 15 minutes before the approach of the train,

an arrangement which rendered unnecessary the Ota of

a pilot engine over the Great Western. The train now

proceeded on the London and North Western line to

Whitmore where it stopped to take in water. At 2

minutes to 4 it passed through Chester without stopping,

and proceeded on its way to Holywell, where it stopped

to take in water, and arrived at Holyhead at a quarter

before 7, five minutes before the appointed time.

accompanied by Prince Alfred, who intended to remain

at the camp till to-day. On Thursday evening the

Queen drove along the Lucan Road, but in so un-

ostentatious a manner that it was almost in the strictest

incognito. The Prince Consort, accompanied by the

Lord-Lieutenant, Sir Robert Peel, and General Grey,

visited the Art Exhibition, Trinity College, and the

Albert model farm at Glasnevin ; but these visits were

of the most private character. On Friday the IVince

Consort went to the Curragh camp, returning to Dublin

in the afiernoon. The Princesses Alice and Helena,

and Prince Alfred visited the Castle, Trinity College,

aud the National Education Board. It was expected

that the Queen would visit the Art Exhibition in the

afternoon.

The Court at Osborne.— < >n Friday morning the

Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia, with Prince

William and Princess Charlotte, left Osborne for

the Continent. In the afternoon the Queen, Prince

Consort, and Princess Alice left Oaborne lor Frogmorc

House, where her Majesty passed the night. On Satur-

day, being the birthday of the late Duchess of Kent,

her Majesty passed the day in retirement at Frogmore

House, and visited the mausoleum in which the body of

her Royal Highness has lately been depositee
1
. In the

evening the Queen, Prince Consort, and Princess Alice

returned to Osborne. On Sunday morning the Queen
and Prince Consort, Princesses Alice, Helena, and

Divine service at Osborne. The Rev. W. R. Jolley

officiated. In the afternoon Prince Alfred arrived at

Osborne from North America. On Monday Count
Glciehen arrived on a visit to her Majesty. On
Tuesday afternoon the Queen, with the Princesses

Louisa and Beatrice, drove out. The Prince Consort,

Princess Alice, and Prince Alfred rode on horseback.

The Duke of Oporto visited her Majesty. On Wed-
nesday morning the Qtieen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by Prince Alfred, Princess Alice, and Princess

Helena, left Osborne for Dublin. In the afternoon

Prince Arthur, Prince Leopold, Princess' Louisa and

Princess Beatrice, left for Buckingham Palace, and on

Thursday morning left town for Holyrood Palace on

their way to Balmoral, where they will await her

Majesty's arrival.

Arrival of Prince Alfred.—On Saturday after-

noon a telegram from Queenstown announced that

Prince Alfred was one of the passengers on board the

Mail steamship Arabia, which would arrive in Liverpool

in the course of that evening. As soon as it was

known that the Arabia had passed Holyhead, the

Mayor of Liverpool, accompanied by Mr. M'lver and
iptain Luckcraft, R.N., embarked in the steam tender

Satellite, and proceeded seaward in search of the

packet, which they met a little beyond the bar. His

illegal

^•olutio:

Wed
tf
gy"""" uie dissolution will be the precursor

lr 4L
e even ts, and this apprehension is increased

ij J2i*^
0u"cement that the collection of taxes

p^ aiT execution has already commenced at

AV \J l/IV;R a*iU.i *&a»? *»wj«*i *.*-.^..~^w~
MT

(topped, and no cheering or other demonstrations on the Mayor's state carriage to the Lime Street

the part of the companies' servants was allowed, the
j
station of the London anil North Western Railway,

ohiect being that her Majesty should be perfectly where he entered the saloon carriage which wm» waiting

undisturbed daring the journey. The directors and prin-
t

for him, and started for London at a quarter past 11

eff officers of thf different railways, however, received o'clock- His.Royal Hi?h„e* arrived at Oabome at

he
P
r Majesty on her arrival, >£~£g«&.*£ <

* gTcSwS"SS^TET P«nc«i or Pk^st.,
tram ... its passage

:

over the« "£«2f ™^„.
t

"
e L;';, ,!„ir two child™, left Osborne on IViday for

^^g^^^^^^l^i^^^^l^K,, „„d not on TWlav, x* st*<ed tast week.
ships of the Channel^ fleet assembled

^'

Ĵk"^ ^'^^ „nd Prillcc (Wrn (he Prinze, Alice,

™ a manrPfi THp Roval vacht sailed for Kingstown at

Ac*
to

- — -UOitO AUIVILU Ufl WU<*V Via*/ -i-*vj—
-» under General Cialdisi are rapidly dis-

was moored. The Royal yacht sai

nnarter past 7, and arrived safely in Kingstoivn

Harbour shortly after half-pajt 10, havmg made

the voyage from Holyhead in httle over three

hours. The .nen^f-war in the harbour were a!

most beautifully illuminated, and notwithstand-

ing the latent of the hour the crowds on the

piers were excessive. The Queen passed th<
s

night

on board the Royal yacht, and lauded on the Carlisle

p"er at Kingston at 11 o'clock on Thursday monung

in

of

er at Kingston at 11 o'cIock on i.m.»-j
. * I" ,p.i tnencc

the present of vast numbers of people, who, in «mte
{

ceeded thence

the raiu which fell at intervals, had *«embled to I Arsenal, wnere

accompanied their Royal Hi^hrHMses on baard the

Osborne. After remaining a short time on boa the

Queen, Prince Consort, and K -al family rc-embarked

in the barge and returned to the pier. The Urtiome

immediately started for Antwerp.

Tub Kino of SwBDiif.—On Fnday mommjr the

Duke oi ambridge, the Grand Duke Mali milun o«

Austria, and the Duke of Oporto v.sited his MWerty.

The Kinff and Prince Oscar afterward* visited the

British Moeeum and St. Paul's Cathedral, and pro-

led thence in the Queen's carnages to Woolwich
garrison
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staff of Artillery officers were in attendance to receive

them. The arrival of his Majesty was announced by a

Royal salute fired from a field battery ; and a guard
of honour, composed of a company of Foot Artillery, vmt
drawn up in front of the banacks to receive the Royal
party. After partaking of luncheon in the officers*

mess-room, the King was conducted through the labora-

tory and over the various departments of the Arsenal,

including? the Armstrong gun factory, where his Majesty
spent a loinr time in thoroughly examining the mode of

manufacturing that weapon. Before taking his de-

parture the King complimented the commandant and
the officers of the Artillery upon the soldierly

appearance of their corps. His Majesty left under
a second Royal salute, the band of the Royal
Artillery playing the Swedish n tional anthem.
Prom the Arsenal the King proceeded to the dockyard,
where he embarked in a river steamboat, and proceeded
up the Thames to Greenwich, where the Royal party
landed and inspected the College and Chapel. Again
embarking, the King: steamed up the river to Waterloo
Bridge, where the Queen's carriages were in attendance
to convey his Majesty to Grosvenor Place. In the evening
the King entertained Chevalier Tottie, the Swedish
Consul-General, and a party of Swedish gentlemen at
dinner.^ On Saturday morning, at an early hour, the
King visited the new Houses of Parliament,Westminster
Hall, and Westminster Abbey. His Majesty afterwards
visited the Duke of Cambridge and the Duke of Oporto.
At half-past 3 the King left the residence of the
Embassy for the Bricklayers' Arms station of the South-
Eastern Railway, and proceeded thence to Dover, where
he' was received with the usual military honours.
Prince Oscar left the Victoria Station, Pimlico, by the
10 A.M. express train for Sheerness, to take leave of the
Swedish squadron, which, after disembarking his
Majesty at the Isle of Wight, had proceeded to the
Nore, where the ships have since remained at anchor.
His Royal Highness proceeded on board the screw steam-
frigate Stockholm, and, having hauled down his vice-
admiral's flag, took leave of his officers and continued
his journey by railway to Dover, where his Royal
Highness arrived shortly before the King. His Majesty
and Prince Oscar proceeded from the station to the
pier, and embarked immediately for Calais. The King
proceeds to Lnbeck direct, and will embark thence on
his return to Sweden. Prince Oscar goes to the baths
of Pyrmont, where his princess is taking the waters.
The Queen Mother of Spain. — On Saturday

Queen Chiistina, accompanied by the Duke and Duchess
of Montpensier and their suite, visited the Crystal
Palace, and afterwards had a banquet a la JRusse in the
new rooms On Monday the Queen, with her husband
the Duke do Rianzares, left London for Vnl lrp«fr.miA
where they embarked o ruesday for Boulogne:

—

x
The Duke and Duchess op Montpensier.—The

^——*

—

may rely that every care will be taken that the general inspec-

on ordered by the Act shall be held each year at the time best

suited to meet the convenience of the Volunteers."

[Aratn

dForcf&m
France.—The Moniteur on Monday published the

t-ext of the treaty concluded between Great Britain and
Prance for the free emigration of coolies from India

into the French colonies. It also published a letter

from the Emperor, directing M. Persigny to prepare a

Bill for the Corps Legislatif next session, sanctioning the

expenditure of one million sterling for the improvement
of country roads, and in the meantime to come to an
understanding with M. de Forcade for the immediate
appropriation of a " first credit n to the improvement
of such roads. Prince William of Baden arrived at the

camp of Chalons on Monday on a visit to the Emperor.
Among the other visitors are Nalim Pacha, brother of the
Viceroy of Egypt, an Arab chief from Algeria, several
foreign officers, Prince and Princess Murat, the Prin-
cess Anna and Prince Achille Murat, General Fanti, and
two other Italians, who arrived on a special mission from
Turin.

^
The latter have been received with great

distinction, and are residing at the Imperial head-
quarters. The Arab chief has also been honoured with
especial notice, and has received from the Emperor the
Cross of the Legion of Honour. Since his arrival in
camp the Emperor has been actively occupied in superin-
tending experiments with rifled cannon, and various
reviews and sham fights in which tlje troops have been
engaged. The Prince Imperial has accompanied his
Majesty on these occasions, and is extremely popular
with the troops, who are delighted with the interest he
takes in their manoeuvres. It is understood that the
Emperor will rejoin the Empress at Eaux-Bonnes about
the 26th inst., when their Majesties will proceed
together to Biarritz. A letter from Eaux-Bonnes of
the Ilth says that on the previous day the Empress
went to the English garden, accompanied by her
Majesty's gardener at Biarritz, in order to give her last
instructions for the completion of the promenade. Seats
are to be placed near the different shrubberies ; flower-
beds will be arranged at intervals to improve the aspect
of the place, and a fountain will completethe decorations.
Her Majesty has ordered the works to be completed
as rapidly as possible, in order that she may see the
effect of them before her departure. The Empress leads
a very retired life, and appears to be in the enjoyment
of excellent health. The Pays says that the reported
intention of the Sultan to visit Paris and London, and
the rumour that the French Embassy at Rome is to be
reduced to a Legation, are without foundation. The
Ah"

applying for permission tona^T^
26th inst. The Court I?^ *

application, decided that thJil
delib**J

that the pleadings of tfc^*^*
postponed to the 26th, as requ^t

Spain-.—The Queen ha* o™.: i

Infanta Christina has been"t\' **Hl
Prince. Don Joaquim Na 1 *t J *W
chiefs of the rebellion of T^i, °

f ^
IznajarontheGth inst. A rett^ed

"*
nicated to the Captain-General rtr ,

dition of his life being smred a i
s?^*

in the rebellion uumbeLg^feconsequence of which numerous a rl*Nplace A deputation of Catalog^>about to leave Barcelona for MadrU *

Generals Prim, Cervina, and R^ ^honour m acknowledgment of their mil
Africa. At Cordova the police had «*
booksellers' shops to seize prohibit*
especially those of a Protestant charactl

Switzerland.—The proposals of the hik^
ant in reference to the Ticino Bi,hJ!-*>prie

Spanish war-steamer Ulloa, commanded by Don Fer-
nando Guarro, has arrived at Southamptor from
Ferrol, to receive the Duke and Duchess of Mont-
pensier, on their return to Spain.
The Duke of Opoeto sailed from Southampton on

Inursrtay evening on his return to Lisbon.
The Bishopric or Durham. -Dr. Baring, Bishop

of Gloucester and Bristol, has been selected to succeed
Bishop Vilhers m the See of Durham.
The Bishop of London held a confirmation at

Calais on luesday morning, another at Dunkirk on thesame afternoon, and another at Bonn yesterday.
Parliamentary Movements.—The election for

feouth Lancashire terminated on Saturdav in the
return of Mr. Turner, the Conservative candidate, by

9680to 8843 °
W *'' Cheetham> the im™h™ ^4

*
T£E

T?
LI
?7EE

f
Mo^MENT.-Messrs. Cook, Son,

%> I 5
^"Chester warehousemen of St. Paul's

Churchyard have issued the following notice to theCn™ -

he
Ti '

empl0y
.\T" ? i3 4«e.ted that all2tK ^establishment (h°klin« »«•««W J. -n^ salesme» who have joined the Volun-teer corps will at once send in their resignations to thebrigade, or leave this establishment." g con eq aenceof this notice some efficient members of the IriTandother corps have been compelled, very uJSlU&S

d?v in\
h
i

Gir ^S^ons.-A volunteer bri a le fie dday took place on the 3d inst. upon Wansfead Flat?and proved ^instructive and effective, tl.e whole o'thetroops for the day bein* under the comoiaod o a ffeneraiofficer, that Lieut-Colonel Palmer purpose w*h the

delivering a seditions speech at Chinon, near Tours, in
which he attacked the campaign in Italy, and spoke of
the Emperor and King Victor Emmanuel as "Crcsars
out of place, surrounded by soldiers armed with swords,
lances, and rifled guns." He was found guilty, and
sentenced to three months' imprisonment and 500f.
fine, and to be imprisoned until the fine be paid.
It is said that the Government has determined to
punish the Bishop of Poitiers by dividing his

ment
acceptable to the Federal" " Comcif

U

th W
resolved upon the temporary suspeMb
conferences on this question.

^^ f|

Belgium.—A congress of artists was <w*
17th inst. at Antwerp, the object of
adoption of measures for securing to theaitfcZ!
pertyin his own works, and to prevent the tZ
counterfeits or forgeries which robs Lira of fcS
of his own industry. The Congress, which**
ded by several English artists, took pl« v
the patronage of the King; but, owing to luW
absence, the proceedings were conducted d
auspices of M. Rogier, the Prime Minister, ui
sident.

Saxe-CobtjeG.—An official letter from ft* t

that the statement published by some Fiends*
asserting that the princes of the male bnt

House of Saxe-Coburg Gotha had refused tocm
the incorporation of the army of Gotha wit L

Prussia, is a mere invention.

Atjstbia.—The Empress of Austria catimt

derive great benefit from her residence at Cmki

the Emperor has left Vienna to join her %»
that island. It is said that orders bare beai*

place two more corps d'armee on a war ftffflti

which is to occupy Austrian Poland.

Hungary.—Field-Marshal Count Halhrfltt

Pesth on Wednesday with the order for tbi

of the Hungarian Diet, and on Thursday

OTYimi>sioner, read to both H
ing Royal Rescript in reply to tiieir reoflt

" Seeing that the Hungarian Diet has not obey*

which have been addressed to it, and that wl

expect any further beneficial action from a Dielw**"

great disadvantage of all concerned, soent
:.relyr~

its highly important mission in such difficult

f

v«j uciiiMo vu-v way lu ue uusuiuicij' uhjbwu agau»l

arrangement, because its demands, which a **.
exceed the bounds of admissibility coald n

J.J
,,

{J-we find it necessary to dissolve the present Die.

diocese into two and appointing a new bishop U>\Z^l?%^*^£$ZX
the new and better half. The Moniteur denies the '

"
"'"

take a mrr in f
J SlFe ^y p0rtl0n of their corP* to

? * Pf fc ,n the Proceedings are requested to maketheir wishes known to Colonel Palmer, Nazin* Park

f̂
,r G*^Cornewall Lewis, Secretary

g
f StatelitSri** mow** c—-'icatin to beJ™?1 to ^e officers commanding Volunteer corns

ToW
he 8Ul,je

f °f Whafc constitutesHS
ItttZ^T^ t0 the ***** of the A"

"

^^S^te^^^^'f^^ of Reconditions
visiona of the Volunteer Ac? it"*** ,

qccordi«* to the pro-

S*Hm it desirable ^ ^ o.
SfretaIy of State for War

Volunteer cor, s that no S2mL U
l ^ «<«» commandir.g

^less he hai attended 2 fij
)er 8h°U

\
d be "turned effective^

the corps, oris accountedi\,lLTUa
i
general "^P«ction of

Officeroom^^ «^ent «ith the lelve of the
B- umcers commanding Volunteer corps

report that M. Saint George bad been superseded in his
post of director of the imperial printing establishment
for embezzlement in the finance department, and says—
"The reasons for this change have nothing to do with
M. Saint George's management of the establishment,
upon the honourable character of which no imputation
is cast/'—The Court of Cassation has pronounced
judgment in favour of the French Protestants of the
department of the Haute Vienne in their appeal
against the sentence of the local courts, by which they
were forbidden to employ a private tutor for the
education of their children. It appears that in 1818,
when the Roman Catholic hierarchy began to have great
power m France, the Sous-Prefet of Bellac shut up all
the Protestant places of worship in that arrondisse-
ment- In 1852 all the Protestant schools of the arron-
dissement were shut up. In 1856 the places of worship
were re-opened, as a concession to some diplomatic
interest imde for them, but the schools remained
closed The Protestants then resorted to private tuition,and M. Jusnel, the deprived schoolmaster, went about

T?
m

i !™
8e

*°, H°
USe

' ^vinS lessons as a daily tutor.The bishop and clergy determined to stop this systemand M Jnsnel was visited by a Juge de Paix, acco.n-named by gendarmes, to whom he at once admitted
that he went to people's houses to teach children, toone house where he taught four children, to another
where he taught three, to a third where he taught
three, &c. The tribunal of Bellac, upon this, fined him
50 irancs. He appealed to the Imperial Court of
Limoges, but the sentence was confirmed. He then
appealed to the Court of Cassation, which after hearing
the arguments of M. Jules Delaborde on the distinc-
tion between public and private education, and onthe right of Protestants to have private tutors
»or their children, reversed the sentence of theCourt below, thereby affirming the right of
I .otestants to educate their own children, and to have
it they please, the assistant nf n Pmfw„„*. *_!.__ n

'

m

Diet, possibly within six months from this tin*

The Lower House assembled on Tuesday and«**

in secret sitting, to discuss their fat"*

conduct, and in the sitting of
^'edD

T*;Sj*
acclamation a motion proposed by M.I)eak,cii|

the House, in casa of the dissolution ot

enter an energetic protest against the Yl(^kJ

Constitution and the arbitrary acts <»f*J^
Government. Baron Vay afterwards^

taT^
and was enthusiastically received. ^JJJtf
braced each other before separating.^ U« ^^
day the Upper House concurred 1D ^t^f
passed by the Lower House, that the <

J**JJ^#
Diet is an illegal act. It is generallyWP^
dissolution of the Diet will be the Pre^^
events. The collection of toes ^TfuL^
has commenced at Pesth. A colbaoa ^

^

military and civilians took place a*/ 1*?^^
of St. Stephen's Day, on account of ^TJgjk^
been sung by the populace. Five or

wounded on the occasion. 110^*
Italy.—The Government of Italy b^^

abandon the p;issoort system through00 *fri*
of Victor Emmanuel. The exceptional^^J
Neapolitan States will oblige the ^Jfr*?
of those provinces to require trave *\^,

W

period to be provided with a rc«nlar .CLelifJ
Northern and Central Italy the trave«*' \#*

will be only called upon to give his ctfjr
f#£

name and nationality. It was report^ 1

^ ^ g*

General Cialdini had iesiamed the omev^^

ment to appoint
the rumour of h

was un
,is resignation "*$$**%

that he will remain at his post |
unu

c

ey please, the assistance of a Protestant tutor forthat pui pose.-The appeal of M. Mires came before thecourt on Monday. He appeared at the bar lookingvery pale and fatigued, by the side of M. Cremieux h;!counsel. After the usual formalities he read a not

ment of his mission. Signor CautelU-^

but will remain in ^
substitutes.^j*have resigned,

\0*

(iovernor of Naples, in place vi l"" ^^iif^ki
General Cialdini on Monday, ia^P^Jn^ the *%i

Governor of Naples, in place of tne J**

e,
I

he Municipal Council of Naples, f& ^
iing Victor Emmanuel, who said m
the

K

**

B
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Uw wiwie Italian nation, aud not the King

of• J****' ,!-^ u^t concord should exist among all the
Da! tlhrnrLl oarty, which all have tha same end iu
*' l

f!l nnitTofltaly. the maintenance of the dynasty

STSjSniee of Venice, and the ohtainment ,

jFT^ZLmi of Italy -all should aid and concur inm
rf Naplea"

from Naples by the official tele-

_ the capture of about 300 brigands.

bands are rapidly flyiug to the Rowan

A fesr days since a band of brigands were

some French troops iu a house on the

One brigand was killed aud five taken

The rest tied into Italian territory

ofltoers f the old Bourbon army have been

aud convoyed to Genoa, whence they

at liberty to proceed to any foreign country.

from the province of Avellino state that

. rwtK.nMs bad been erniywnere beaten or were

Twen aim priests and three monks have

be

arrested at 6uteuannnare. At Sorrento, lliano, ami the Sultan on nil

expressed his thanks to M. \Y ioftopolaki for the
which ho has displayed in e public aorvice. General
Suchozanet, Governor of Waraaw, left that city on
Monday night. Serious disturbances broke out at
Kaliseb on Saturday, in consequence of the arrest of an
apothecary. Crowds of people assembled and insulted
the patrols. A great number of women wearing the
national colours surrounded the Colonel and demanded
the release of the prisoner, which was thereupon
granted. The number of people, however, gradually
increased, and their attitude became more threatening,
until the whole garrison assembled under arms and
threatened to fire on the people. Numerous arrests
hare been made.

Cibcassia.—According to news received at Constan-
tinople on Friday, the Russians have sustained another
ilefeat from the Circassians, who have proclaimed a
republic.

Turkey.—His Excellency Sir William Codrington
arrived at Constantinople on Thursday to congrattil ttr

'T'lTiV
C

£
n€rm

.

1 M
\
1><>W«« rt d the battle

t hull's Kun has been
, HM . \ t 4^ ^

7W town

d

reactionary preachers hare neon srrested,

the Vicar-General of Sorrento. The

have surrounded and made prisoners the

^bsnd* on the mountains neir Cancello.

of Ciprioiio has been taken after a short

The I al troops have also taken from the

the village of Ponte Landolfo, in the pro-

of Ssnnio, and that of Casaldnni, in the province

The Sazione publishes the following details

that the outrages committed by the Neapolitan

(crease rather than diminish in horror:—

in the name of Queen

wWew atsssttlss have been committed by the brigands. At
fhSfl tbey barbarously killed nine gentlemen of the Liberal

rmtj. eao perpetrated similar murders in other villages. In

iaa coouBuna of San Paola, in the district of Molise, on the

Moreinf •( the 4th the brigands, all dressed in the uniform of

tkaatd Btwnrbon gendarmes, surprised tho town, and, after

the houaes without exception, took the curate,

Rogati, who had the reputation of being an honest
{teat and a good Liberal, bis brother, the syndic of the village,

ifat* Antonio Qrpra, and having brought them out naked on
tfeapabtfe qnssa, exposed them to the derision and insults of

of tbe populace, who made common cause with the
and after this spectacle had lasted several hours
them with their bayonets. They then took the

•f tat syndic, and, after having stripped her naked, com-
d on her person every imaginable outrage, leaving her

keif dead Having learnt that a certain Giuseppe Cavarrano,
ible aaxa, was trying to escape in order to alarm the
og Tillages, they arrested him, and, having dressed
a ireoiau, in the middle of the public square they

Ira to hia dress and burnt him alive. Hearing of the
of a detachment of troops from Barano and of

>rda from the neighbouring village, they betook
to a precipitate retreat. The Carabineers have the

diflaalay to defend the brigands from the fury of the
1 they are taking them to prison. They are in
bliged to bring them into Naples in tho night

oftna brigands were followed by their wives."

lias arrived at Florence. A&
nelghbourhoo

of Turin the King proposed a toast in honour of
Garibaldi and his companions. It is believed that
Garibali! .ill go to Naples on the 7th of September,
the anniversary of the day on which he entered that
«tj The Government is preparing grand fetes lor the

The Government have resolved to hold an
Exhibition of Art and Industry at Florence in

Mseasoiog months of September and October. It is

•etaeed that the railway contract with Talabot has
best broken, and that the works will be commenced

S^P00*1 °f the State * The Minister of Public
*«js left Turin for Naples on Saturday. The English
•^^iesiiis arrived at Naples from Malta. The French

*U
%

t
.

€"er
"

l

!
)e tbeir arrival as a breach of the prin-

ffeof non-intervention, and assert that the crews of^ ****** composing the squadron continue to goon
»y detachments for drill. At Rome, on the

^^nof the Emperor'sfete, which is also the festival

tfet r?,omPt
.'
on

» tQe Pope gave his solemn benedic-

JJ*!™
a D*iHiant entertainment took place at the

JS? Embassy. The Military Club and the national
T^bstoaents were iHuU1 inated. General Goyou gave
_R**od dinner. Monsignor Chigi has been appointed
£PW Nuncio at Paris. It is said that the Duke de

Victoria, Orders have been despatched to the Pachas
of Tunis, Tripoli, and Egypt, to send olhcere to con-
gratulate tho Sultan on his accession. The Prince
of Servia has refused to send a deputation. Mchcmet
Djemal Bey has gone to Odessa to congratulate
the Czar. The dismissal of Mehemet Kiprisli Pasha
from the office of Grand Vizier is said to have been
caused by the discovery that he was implicated in cer-

tain acts of corruption connected with the lighthouse*

service and other matters. It is said that he will be ap-

pointed either Governor of Uagdud or Commissioner
of Anatolia. Fuad Pasha will be promoted to a

rank equivalent to that of Grand Vizier. Mehemcd
Djeiuil Pasha will be Minister for Foreign Affairs. Active

French intrigues are carried on to effect the return of

Riza Pacha to the Seraskieriat. The merchants hu\

signed a petition praying that Ethem Pasha may
re-enter the Ministry. The Saltan continues to

effect reforms, and has resol 1 upon displaying a con-

ciliatory spirit in Servia and the Herzegovina.

Montenegro.—Three engagements have recently

taken place in the Herzegovina, in which the Turks
were victorious. Omar Pacha has, however, issued a

proclamation declaring that the Sultan grants all the

demands made by the Montenegrins. Ten Turkish war
steamers, with troops on board, have arrived at

Antivari.

Sbbvta.—Prince Michael opened the Skuptskina at

Belgrade on Monday. In his speech he announced to

the Assembly tho preparation of interior legislative

measures and the organisation of a national militia. lie

also spoke of Prince Garatschiuin's mission to Constan-
tinople, to attain the object of which, he said, nothing1

w 'K^tiA y7
jjfcV

regard, to the emigration ~e

Prince said :

—

u The Serviano, united to the Christians

of Turkey by the ties of race and religion, could not

remain indifferent to their fate. Servia was therefore

open to them. The security of the frontiers of th

Principalities and of Turkey is thus assured."

Steia.—Accounts from Beyrout state that the

organization of native tribunals, a measure prepared by

Daoud Pasha, has produced a favourable effect.

India.—We have accounts from Bombay to July 27.

The following are the details :
—

Bombay.—Considerable changes are abo<it to bo made in the

Bombay dive Army, which is to consist of thirty regiments

of infantry of six companies each*. The regular line army is to

be augmented by the two Belooch battalions, Jacob's Rifle

Regiment, and the Marine Battalion.

r • nt
at f

insisted on their discharge, and that on"the*next umri'.mg, win n the army moved forward to tin these
troops mo I to the i r, to the eo m-1 o
cannon. It says that the bat He was won be the
Federal troops at half-past 3 in the *>n, but the
arrival of General Johnstone with reinforcements of
Confederatetroopsat this time converted the victory into
a disastrous rout, the Union tro >ps being worn out by
fatigue. The report Rives a total list of 19 officers 1 462
men killed, 64 officers and «H7 men wounded, 40 officers
and 1176 men missing, a loss of 8 rifled cannon,
6 Farrot t 10- pounders, 2 howitzers, 1 cannon, 1 30-
pounder Parrott gun, 5 pieces of Rhode Maud battery,
100 boxes cartridges, 87 bores rifled cannon ammuni-
tion, 30 boxes old firearms, 13 loaded pr n waggons,
000 bushels of oats, 2500 muskets, 8000 knapsacks

and blank, rs. ,\ flag- of tin -e with two despatches
arrived at Washington on the 1st. One despatch
was for neral MM )owell, and had a ref. 1

a rumour prevalent in the Confederate ear&p that some
of their officerB captured ut Bull's Run were to be
hanged. The other despatch was addressed to General
Scott, and the purport of it has not transpired* It
was however thought that the Confederates uerc
anxious to come to an understanding on the sub-

ject of pickets, who were continually being shot.

Congress finished its special session on the 6th iust.,

anil adjourned until the first Monday in December,
without passing the act approving and confirming
the measures taken by President Lincoln before the
assembling of the special session. Previous to the
adjournment both Houses passed a Hill increasing

the pay of the soldiers and sailors by two dollars

a month, and the Senate in executive session con-

firmed a large number of appointments in both
services. The President approved all the Bills which
passed both Houses, but yielded a very reluctant

approval to the Bill providing for the confis-

cation of property used for rebellious purposes.

The Secretary of the Treasury visited New York on theft

9th, and had a conference with the leading bankers.

He explained his financial programme to them, and
elicited their views with regard to the disposal of the

various classes of Treasury notes which he is authorised

to issue by the recent Act of Congress. The conference

broke up without any formal understanding having
been arrived at. Another meeting was to take place.

On the night of the 7th General Mm grader, with 7000
or 8000 Confederate troops, including artillery and
cavalry, took possession of llaiiiptonand burnt it to the
ground. General Hatier, on nearin <r of 35 advance of
the Confederates, moved a body of the Sew York
20th Rifles, under Colonel Weber, to the lower side of
Hampton Bridge, in order to protect Camp Hamilton
and Newport News, upon which it was supposed the
Confederates were about to make an attack. He
remained there until 11 o'clock, and had barricades
erected, and strong guards posted at various points on
the line of the creek. A portion of the Confederates
attempted to force a passage over the bridge, but they
were driven back. During the night several shots

were exchanged between the Confederates in the town and
the pickets of Colonel Weber's troops across the bridge.
From Missouri we have advices to the 5th.

large number <f A body of Confederates, under the command of General

I

Indian officers have been rc2ently elected f«-r the staff corr«.
j
M'Cullocb, has been defeated at Dug Springs (Missouri)

by General Lyon. During the fight a force of 270 United

* will return to Rome. Tranquillity and perfect
^^'evail at Rome. The subscription to the Cavour
Jr^"*ot continues at Rome in spite of the efforts of

&. id? t0 Pre7ent ^. The Arch Confraternity of
™*™ pence at Rome has just celebrated the first

Cam pa of exercise, or larger assemblages of troops, are to be

formed at different stations of the Upper Provinces in the cold

season. Extensive portions of both lines of the Great Indian

Peninsula Railway have been washed away by the heavy rains.

I>>ud complaints are made by the public against the engineers.

Hyderabad.—The Finance Commission appointed to examine

the state expenditure of the tfizam, have commenced thetr

operationa at Hyderabad. Considerable reductions, both civil

and military, are to be effected.

Xorth Wat Province*.—Cholera is now ravaging theftm

district, and threatening to decimate the population. Deaths

from starvation only occur in those villages to which it has

been found impossible to extend relief.

Austealia..—The clipper ship .Marco Polo, from Port

Phillip, arrived in the Mersey on Wednesday, after a

long and hazardous voyage of 173 days, caused by her

having been in contact with an immense iceberg in the

J of its foundation. On this occasion South Pacific, on the 4th of March. The ship's bow-

^, ^ *? ^ardi delivered an address, in which he sprit was knocked out, her bows greatly damaged, and
7** wat ia the space of two years it had given to the , the foremast sprun*. Such waa -he nature of the

2^2^ ^an 4,000,000 crowns, of which 8,000,000f. damage sustained, that all hopes of saving the vessel

were at one time given up ; but owing to tbe mtrepi. ji ty

P

*rm

^France; l,775,000f. from Ireland ; 2,000,000f.

"j? ^nnan provinces of Austria ; 100,000 nor ius
?**&ry; and l,500,000f. from the Catholic

j^T* the United States of America.

bwTsEtr^ telegraphic despatch from St. Peters-

lUk!T tl,*k tne Empress of Russia set out on the

s»Ll
Viiit to the Crimea, and that the Emperor

-'is*l rSl*
on the 18th to join her Majesty. The

sWtW Con8tantine ll5Mi also taken hU departure

Pm7j?Pt of tne empire.

^1^ nfif"""* : (

of the captain, and the brave conduct of the crew, the

States cavalry cut their way through 4000 Con erate

infantry. A thousand Seoeseionists have a I the

I fakm camp at Athens (Missouri), and were defeated with

loss. On the 3d General Lyon, with a Federal force, fol-

lowed up the Confederates and attacked them, when they

again retreated. On the 5th he returned to Spring-

field, on account of the exposed condition of that place.

The Confederates were advancing from different points,

and General Lyon had called in 2500 Home Guards

from the surrounding country. It was supposed that

the Confederates were concentrating their forces at

the various points on their side of the river from the

Point of Rocks to Alexandria. There were 8000 or

10,000 at Fairfax Court House, a considerable force in

the vicinity of Edward's Ferry, large bodies at other

crossings, and aevstrsd thonsaiid at J/ee^hnrg. A et

they hare only made minute reconnaissances in the

neighbourhood of the Chain BnOgm. It is stpted that

the Onion majorh n legisiatire «H_ in Kentucky

of \s(]0^" ThVc^td^^^UpnY»ieerl la* ijsysnged

number, and 6570 ounoes of goldher passengers, 242 in

dust on board. .. c „„ 1.1..

Ultimo States. -Immense supplies of warlike

[^Instructions for the proper carrying out

store, have been despatched to the ™mP ™ '£
Potomac, and in

of troops have taken

the i nit 1' frigate fct. \A

Five men were drowned, and the remaminp 86 of nor

crew were taken prisoners. The coast oi North Caro-

lina isewarminp with privatoors, whicn arc reported to

be very active. Several reossls have been captured.
' - ' to the President on the

P°enti I" l

™",H"l,nt8 irom several citizens, in- " "*•"

•Sak • a r**
n aPP°»nted a Privy Councillor of the first

rT^*1^ V ice-President of tho Council of State. He also

jJT"* ,
ttt« two Ministerial portfolios which he

,

.

"*^r*tWg. The Emperor, in an autograph letter, has 1 to striusjpnt rules, as he w»

91 tii:»t MM oi the ines*!*!**1

gaVded the agreement with Gens

there, having disre-

M'CielUn BStO the

- , ,. .. .. *- Were to be sobjentin
publication ot army ™»^£J£Ld to enfi£» his

dined at. the White Hoone, in eoomeJry wrth ™*<*
the cabinet, Cssssstsns Sostt and Un. and the

Hritish and Frondi »i«is*er*. On tl Uh he stsindod

ji^ at Dr. !Ws church, ********
t

the

Frea* msnester. and in tne afternoon vwited tte^»esn

bridire. Too Prince crossed and insfsiot^d t»»

Wents and camps as fisr a. the UU 4* f»*t of

rich •

the

c
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Bridge, and btUB since visited Fairfax and Manassas.

Lady Franklin and her niece had arrived at San Fran-

cisco from the Sandwich Is'ands.

Cpba.—Advices from Cienfuegos, Cuba, state that

the seven vessels taken by the privateer Sumter into

that port had been released by the Spanish authorities,

and had sailed under convoy of the United States

steamer Crusader.

Mexico.—President Juarez is still unable to form a

cabinet, and the priest party are daily growing *n

numbers and in strength. On the 25th June a band

of 2000 rebel cavalry, under the command of Gen.

Marqueza, penetrated to the very heart of the city,

but were compelled to retreat with loss. On their

retreat they committed the most barbarous outrages

;

but next day Gen. Ortega was on their track, and

another battle was expected. Meanwhile the Mexican

Congress was occupied in discussing the propriety of

abolishing the title of Don. On the night of the 6th

July Mr. H. Beale, an English merchant, was mur-
dered at his own house, and the greatest alarm pre-

vailed amongst the foreign residents, Marqueza having

raised the cry of * Death to all foreigners, especially to

the French."

<Ettj> JEnteUtflence.

Money Market, Friday.—British FtjndS: Con-

sols closed at 9U to | for Money, and 91f to f for the

10th September ; Three per Cents. Reduced, 91| to $

:

New Three per Cents., 914; India Stock, 220; Ditto

Five per Cent. Stock, 102| to t ; Ditto for Acct, 102f

;

Ditto Scrip, 102£toJ; Ditto Four per Cent. Deben-

tures, April, 1864, 97£ ; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee
Paper, 95£ to £ ; Exchequer Bills, March, 6s. to 10s.

dis. ; Ditto June, 1#. dis., 2s. prem.—Foreign": Brazilian

Old Five per Cents., 99| ; Ditto Four and a Half per

Cents., 1860, 88? ; Dutch Two and a Half per Cents,

for Acct., 63 J ; Ditto Four per Cent. Certificates, 100|

;

Equador New Consolidated, 14£; Mexican Three per
Cents., for Acct., 21| to 22; Sardinian Five per Cents.,

for Acct., V8J ; Spanish New Deterred Three per Cents.,

for Acct., 42 ; Ditto Passive, 16j ; Committee's Certifi-

cates, 5|; Turkish Six per Cents., 1858, for Acct.,

69$ to i.

Noteiiuued

53anfe of (SnglanDf*
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

• • • » • * ,640,355 • i »•Government Debt
Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion ..

Silver Bullion .»

• • i

Proprietor*' Capital.

.

Re»t

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
». *U.aaajMG i Gas

.£11,015,100
3,634,900

11,990,365

^6,640.365

* 4 • e 4 •

Public Deposit* (jnc.uJ-

in* Exchequer, Savings
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and DM-
dend Accts.)

Other Dep )*<t«..

even aajr and other bills

3,535,021 ead
• •

i • 9 9 99

• 9

22d <Uy of August, 1861.

4,703.5*2
11.84U.743

713.736

435,348,002

(Ineludin
Annuity).,

Other Securities
Note* 6,6*7.280
Gold and Silver Coin „ 842,916

• m

• *

« t

9 t

-eiO.135.SOO

17,742.006

435,3 18,002
:. MARSHILL, Chief Cashier.
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" he may be promoted to any other of the classes

above him. In the case of the letter-carriers, however,

it should be borne in mind that there is yet another

class of a still more subordinate character, their denomi-

nation being "auxiliary" or " supplementary" carriers.

These men hold no direct appointment, but they are

provisionally engaged to assist the service in cases of

emergency. Any one. or the whole, of this body

may be removed by the authorities at a week's

notice. Heretofore the amount of pay to this

class was only 10s. per week, but, under the new

regulations, they are to receive 18s. per week, no

" extras " being in future allowed to any one. These

men, moreover, will, under the new arrangements,

obtain the additional advantage of obtaining appoint-

ments " upon the establishment," should they be found

trustworthy and active in the service. The following

is the new scale for labourers:—First class, 2 at 30s.

per week ; second class, 82 at 20s. The letter carriers

and the labourers receive the additional advantage of

clothing. From the new scale the following statistical

facts may be gleaned, namely:—That there are at

present employed in the " minor branch " of the metro-

politan Post Office service, 550 sorters, 264 messengers

and stampers, 1310 letter carriers (exclusive of

auxiliaries), and 84 labourers. Total number of persons

employed (with the above exclusion), 2208. On Wed-
nesday evening a general meeting of the letter-carriers

and other servants of the Post Office was held, when a

resolution was unanimously adopted to the effect that

the new scale of wages falls far short of the require-

ments of the men, more especially the letter-carriers,

and that such a trifling concession is not calculated to

allay the discord that exists throughout the service. It

was also resolved to persevere in obtaining a Parliamen-

tary inquiry into the system of management at the

Post Office.—In connection with these details, we may
quote the following remarks made by the Common
Serjeant in his charge to the Grand Jury at the Central

Criminal Court on Monday, in reference to the temp-
tation to which the Post Office servants are exposed

by the practice of sending money and other valuables

in letters:—

"He was sorry to see that no less than eight Post-office

letter-carriers were charged with stealing letters containing
money and other property; and he did not allude to them
because they were likely to present any difficulties, but in
order that he might publicly express a hope that the public
themselves would do as much as they could, by refraining from
enclosiug money or other valuables in letters transmitted
through the post, to prevent exposing the Post-office servants
to temptation. Money could now be readily sent by post-office

order, and by registering a letter, also, its security was effected

;

and if the public were to avail themselves of these modes of
sending money, he was of opinion that it would greatly tend
to prevent these offences from being committed, and thus many

• i a t*
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and respectabil
that was entailed upon themselves and their families by the
commission of offences of this description. He hoped that the
public would consider these observations ; and he was glad to
see that recently there had been a revised scale of wages for
persons in the employ of the Post-office, and that these wages
had been increa&ed, so that a low amount of salary was not now
one of the inducements for the commission of this offence. The
Government therefore had done all in its power to put a stop to
this description of offence, and if the public would assist in
this object, by refraining from sending money and articles of
value in post letters, except where they were actually obliged
to do so, he had no doubt that the number of these offences,
which were so painful tothem all, would be greatly diminished.''

The Foeesters at the Crystal Palace.—On
Tuesday the Crystal Palace and its grounds were the
scene of the seventh annual festival of the Ancient
Order of Foresters,—a body which, like the Druids, the
Odd Fellows, and other kindred fraternities, consists ofan
organization of affiliated benefit clubs, having its centre
in the metropolis and its ramifications in all parts of
the kingdom. In 1855 it occurred to the managers of
the association that a fete would be an admirable means
of helping their finances, and of at the same time
affording themselves a day's pleasure. In that year,
accordingly, the first festival was held in aid of the
widows' and orphans' fund of the London United Dis-
trict; and on that and subsequent occasions so much
success attended the project, and so warmly have the
country brotherhood entered into the spirit of the fes-
tivals, that Foresters' day at the Palace has now become
a recognised popular institution. Last year 68,000
persons took part in the fete, a larger concourse than
had ever before visited the Palace. On this occasion
in consequence of the South London branch having'
determined to hold a separate fete on its own account
the total number was not quite 60,000. Ail the rail,
way companies having termini in London ran excursion
trams, which brought swartns of Foresters and their
families from all parts of the country. Many of them
travelled in the full costume and insignia of the order—
a velvet cap, with plumes of variously-coloured feathers,

rtill far in the afternoon, and A*-
the Palace. The weather£>the interior of the building

^'
the day, the open air entertSZ*
most patrons The amusement^

1

provided on the most liberal L
eluding a double display

f taTi_
the green concerts, archery, qjsports, and a grand procession oft^^
regalia and decorations, precedJu^
banners. The arrangements of7k/

J

were such as to obviate all avoidibL
with so enormous a pres3 ofpaW
journey by the road was atteSJ—
ment and hilarity of a " Derby "ik?*
The New AaRicrjimn Hm .,

.

The directors of the company foitZi£^
at Islington for holding the showsiT
and other purposes, have accepted tk
Hill & Co., builders, of WhiUcW
24,980Z. The contract provideTST
be completed by the end of June **
will be constructed from the doU. j
Pack, of Maidstone. ^
Improvement in Street Uq^m.

ascertained that by placing near the^
gas burners a receptacle contaimVJ
brilliancy of the light is much ineretial t
based upon this principle is already th»
patent vested in a public compani. Ta^RT
state that by the use of their y'mk
one-half may be made in the exp«*tf

gas. To test the accuracy of this

have just been made in London, udtfct m
of the Commissioners of Sewers. Moorr*b \wk V

selected for the trial, there being in it b^^^
only one or two private lamps. The

upon were 12 in number, six upon

fitted in the ordinary way with Domm,*1

upon the average 5 cubic feet of gu n *
upon the eastern side, fitted with ba
attached to them the apparatus of the

consuming 2^ cubic feet an hour, the

tended over 30 nights. The burners

ratus consumed about 4.39 cubic feet pr*

the burners with the apparatai

2.09 cubic feet per hour. The dist

commission, who saw the lamps nigWj

opinion that the light given was p«
opinion in which he is supported by

neighbourhood. Mr. Heywood, the
+m

commission, who principally conducted fcjj

is, however, inclined to think that tk£

HuU« «i««a in intensity, if*'****'
of gas, carburette<lVj xasMK. o£ ^"a^fl
5 cubic feet of gas not carburettei «W
tion he shows that by the adoption d*
the reduction of the cost of each ha? »:

20*., and that there being 2825 Itfgi

annual saving of 2825Z. might be eW*

Po3T Office Savings Bim- .

culations made at the General Port "^
'

mated that when these savings bi*^

full operation the cost for ma°affTL
transactions—that is, deposits and m*~*

2915J., or nearly Id. for every deposit*

drawal. n-y
The Female Blondi* at c

f**£
attempt of the " Female Bl^aJJJd
from Cremorne Gardens to W

*J»JJJJ,|

cessful on Monday evening. * fj
failure in the first instance wa3 m«mj

^
were rectified by a careful at^^i
rope was extended over ^/"Pf.^
the stream, and was steadied D

J
"i^gp

weights suspended 6 feet apartiKW^
From these, guy lines stretched «•*...

x_j a \'*.*\a rtrM moored on do*

tened firmly to barges moo eu

middle of the river, so that dur«^"

of the rope was educed to » ^ f
culty was however wtticjP^^ ^#
the rope between the t*o 8»Pg£>|

made to overcome it ; but,
not

^
strain exerted over the

j wjJjg
chanical appliances at both end*^
The general steadiness of the £-,
siderably to inspire jnflj^
regards the result of the «pe ^
few among them bad come ^^
-witnessing a catastrophe, a ^
"Female Blondin' appea^

^

river. She was m»n Alban
.

initiated the offices the bearer had filled. Besides the
multitudes brought by rail and steamboat from a dis.
tance, many thousands from London and its suburbs
went to Sydenham by the road. For their conveyance
every description of vehicle, omnibus, cab, van, waggon,
donkey-cart, and costerraonger's cart, was put into re-
quisition; and from an early hour the route by Brixton,
tlapham and Dulwicli was almost as bustling and
animated as the road to Epsom on a Derby-day. The
stream of holyday folks, accompanied by bands of musicand flags and banners, flowed on without interruption

former occasion. She * .^
herself certain of ™e«%*3M
blowing down the nver "^u*
great an effect on her dre* « - ^
the steadiness oth«*««£#*A
gun was fired fromthe g. rd«

»

> d *fr
The cheering which had p« ^^ ri

until

not"to break"forth «Bal" .^'there^
first support. Havmg £ *

<

she recommenced the de» ^- ,

most difficult part of I'^'^tfd <most uiuu-uil [/—

-

. for" 1"
•

passed it than she stepped W^
incline with Wf êre ** >.

r'

difficulties of the fi»* *« it

remaining distance was

r>
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The committee for 0M»apn|
fir HritT*de have appointed

- - Mv. the chief of the Belfast

wZZL the •smevtntendent of their fire*"—~W the death of the Late Mr.

m^ mHTT * 400/. P*r annum, with a1W
-
J - «, in Witling Street, ex-

^ ta» seaeieeassjw sttnehed to the office in

• ~^ tm) togperiioo of the Government

tlMottnUe*

8atardaj sfiernoon a boiler

users at thttt—m taw works of Mr. Grove,

Mfeeer Road, bv which the stoker and

fcgsd. A boy who was in some stables

who was ploying in one of the

td the eeqjbmarine houses, were also severely

A flrsbroke oat on the premise* short!

ansssoa, bat was soon extinguish*! Mm
onlv to Mr. Grove's works,

la ib# bosjssa near them. The jury at the

r isiusjsj a verdict of Accidental

* the la.

Sa*: i?s

of i Pahaffix Liifr.—Two
I Psddington on the bodies

morency Durant Stoke*, residing

rtoee, Harrow Koad, who recent lj
be explosion of a paraffin oil lamp.

swar** fcess to trWeaet of several witnesses that

fiHU alt. Mrs, Stokes, while in the art of trim.

>, accidentally dropped a Uwbi. 1

laid, which immediately exploded,

..JiagV floor, and some of the furni.

the glass in the window, homing the

the ceiling, beskios causing such
Mr. and Mrs. Stokes that th.

ts) 8t. Marv's Hospital, where they both

ed, from the dence of Dr. < Mling
that the oil in question was not
ared ander Young's nat- but a
apparently a petroleum oil, of

rlsV frarity, which gare off an explosive

ordinary temperature, and lighted readily

while the real oil gave off no explosive

»<*H onlv bom slowly with a wick. The
imr special verdict :

—" That on
and his wife died from the

*»d other injuries, occasioned by their

explosion of the vapour of a
eaiJed paraffin oil, but which was not
sold by the Paraffin Light Company

\

was caused accidental I v and by

I)! ton, who forper. kept the ftoegh, • ***>aid , ItartWti, '

i inn well known Co boating member* of be
I versity, was murdered bv ber oldest aon. 81st bai
retired from Use inn and taken a bona* immediately
«cing the church, whore a air*. Witts lived with ber fas

he double capacity of lodger and frieast. It *

from the evidence at the coroner's inqnoot
I here had been quarreUing between to
and his mother about Use will of his father.
The latter left a piece of garden ground to his widow
lor life, at her death to bo sold, to proceeds to bo
divided between all hU eight children except the eld*
Thomas, who had his share left snook under the will,

lie however occupied a piece of the land, and had taken
forcible possession of it, and dared any one to take it

from him. His mother was willing to let him have
hut his brothers refused. 1 1 « had fieqnontk t hreatened
to murder his mother and brothers, and in canseqoenrr
of tbeae threats his mother'* d *>r* had boon kept loci
• ' ^atsjagpn evrninp the n: '!m: went down Into !

iar to put away a hois, followed by bar friend M rs.

Witts with s candle he son laotn»«. who hod
ovi< tlv hern watehhsg his mother's movements, imme-
diately rushed into the collar from the hack garden,
and with a fearful veil which was board In the

C

OBtbeopoi. At first It we

of onsc&do, bot a

tbo uiifslsjsseto woman 1»-

.email rope be livid

I tbree circles round the

rod woemd. apparesjotf

neat |__

ojooabiosn

In a

,, - - in onflaaug the cord
1 away, in tbo side of Use neck, and that afterwards tbo
throat was cut by a strong decided curate, it.fl iei*d peo-
bebl.i trom behind, from left to right. Neither card
nor oatting inotrnment has boon round. On ou
tbo boose, tbo whalo* in I bt rear and Use door in tr

-re found open, the key being In the loth lease* . tbo

hoy of the hack dour. ich was locked, with other

hoy *. was found in the pocket of dec sosod. The drawers

in the bed room bad boon partially ranonckod. aud

Iotas* i and other artlsjes scattered abosjt the ioor.

Only one room was in any way dsstssrbed. It io

observable that a shepherd, tending his flock at no grant

distance orT. did not hear any of the dogs bark On
-.Monday the un lei hoops i, .loam Stockar, was arrested

on snsssfsjon of being concorsjon In tne sjssjrwer. (1
l loaday and Wednesday the nsegistr-tea of the division

"a ate i i i x <**t igatsOtt. and have remanded thO

On iiIihisVisi inasseat waa held, when Use
upper part of the

sot you now," sprung upon his mother at.d hit her a

How upon the bock of ber head, fracturing her skull in

a shocking manner, and intli »g other wonnds which

must have caused almost instant death. Mr*. Wit

appear* to have run to her assistance for she was

nrssoojQC

imcd a verdi* f WBMI Murder agmi

inurderer, and so seriously

pecied to recover. Mr. Jacobs,

*Wie H n<

tted. ttb* **>7 kftosnra sUi* that tbo denttst registered in the

;jqb of tksj^• •ite.dai Angnst 17th were 1257. The

h Iaa?»F
****

J"
1^*1 *• *»• corresponding weeks of the

1 HS
1 .£0, exdodbg the deaths from cholera in

inaease of population, was 1218.

. therefore 39 above the average.
**k the birth of J boys and 810 girls,

•Bd^Jn, wore registered in London. I

iveeks f ^e veari 1351.50 the
tei.

iJrob

funeral of the late Bishop of

. ^
in the chapel of Auckland Castle on

2J P^^bearers were the Archbishop of
*°P of London, Bishop of Cnrlislc, Arch-

Arcbdosooii Thorp, Archdeacon Oxe,
>^*n. an I Mr. Tollcnwbe, l\.V. Tl.

••Ji the Rev. If. M. Villiers. Mr. F. 1

Cbetso, the Right Hon. C. P. Villiers,

^fd Hyde, Mr. W. H niton, and Mr. H

brother of Mrs. HarvM who was In th« the

time, heard the yell of the murderer, an i 1 • . ising tl

voice ran down into the cellar and seised his nephew by
the arm, when he turned round snd struck him a heavy

blow with some * tpon on the heed, which rendered

him senseless. Mrs. Louisa H »rrej ifo of another

son of the deceased, who was also in the house and
heard the crv. ran into the street snd called murder.

Several r oars and a surgeon immediately pro-

OOodod to the bouse and md that Mrs. Harvey was
quite dead, and that Mrs. Witts was feat fully injured.

The murderer escaped and was not board of until

Thursday afternoon, whom his body waa discovered

hanging on a lofty and * Me spreading tree, hardly

100 yards from the book of tbo premises where the

murder was committed. The tree is situate in a field

in tho QCLOytHun of Mr. Stephen Smith, and a

thi ng machine baa boon at work in tho 'Id nil

tbo week. On Thursday afternoon Mr. Smith thought

he saw one of his men iu the tree. On closer inspec-

tion he detected the hodr of the mnrd« t
. r hanging

*w
lfaliiffi mi ikriiifli rm'i lil f "

"

. _fivory precaution was taken to get down tne

iy without injuring it. It was lowered by a rope to

the ground, and conveyed to the inn to await an

inquest.

Grimsby.—The young man. Benjamin Beits, who

made such sn extraordinary attempt t ssjsjrdcr his

father, while la iring under certain religious im a-

sions, has been committed to tale bis trial at tbo neit

assise* at Lincoln. At the 6nal hearing of the case,

the chief witness as well as the fsther refused to give

any evidence. The prisoner porsioted for some tin >n

attempting to make a statemer. bot he was prevented

from doing so by hi* legal adviser.

8ALi8BrET.—On flsjodoy the retired village of Ever-

leigh Which is situate in the midst of tl n,

14 miles from Devizes, 13 from Salisbury

Andover, II logerford, snd Msrlborooj?!

of a frightful murder. The whose parish is the property

S;r Krsncis Duirdale A«t

C?

peraon or persons unknown.
BcABnonorr.n.—On M onday morning a boat

occurred off this town by which the ttvos of 10 gentle-

men, all \ sioors to 8ea.rUrooj|b t
were lost. It appears

that in the morning, about 10 lock, a miaeeUaneoSJO

asset the sands, determined to take a

1 lamboroujh for a shooting esmrsion. Tht
party rnnprlood 13 persons- via., OBO wiaster of the

boat and a boy and 11 gentlemen. The wind was

blowing ttroiipiv from the west* in squalls or gusts.

The boatman, however, did not think lai was over-

crowding his boat, whirl, was one of IS Met keel j and

the party accordingly set off. All went well in the

v 'JM up, and though the »-|sjd blew smart.lv the boat-

man aaw no danger. Having arrived at Flamborougb,

the portv Undo! and p »ceoded to the Star Inn,

where they stared some time. Twelve of the nattv

re-embarked for Scarborough at aboot
r ^k

in the afternoon, one of the original party,

Mr. «..»orgo WBpp, of Hamaley, having remained at

I*!;. nboroosA, in « rder to retnm to Scarboroogh by

rail, partly from a nervous dialike to the rosjfth weather,

snd partly from a slight lndispoolllen which he thought

:; • hi increased if he 1 k cold by ^tia] m
The I nan (* bo is one of the tbree aurvlvors) ataice

that some of the party were rather unduly eieited after

leaving FlaraWou in consequence of which, and of

the increasing strensrth Of the wind, be determined
wham atoful Liiri^-uuar^P| o t u noic from Ha - l^h

Bn^n^nVnlsna'er wie ciina. adoui sais time

thev were passed by two Flamhoron]gh ftshinp
1 passed by two Flam boron?h

the master of one of which state* that be aaw noth.i.

]«ecnliarly dangerous in th ttnoti or appearance of

the boat, while the other says he thought she waa
overcrowded, but did not seem to he in any dmn^et

Shortly Hi'.'i«v'!« the lonejojei *.•»••< tho boa? lets**;

with ! half under water, and in an instant

she filled and went down. The fishermen hastened

1 the spot, where they arrived in time only to save

the master and the boy, who were both expert

swimmers. They heefconed the other nshhne vessel to

their aid, and its crew picked up two bodies, which

proved to be Mr J hn Hradshaw and Mr. James Street,

both of Ashton^nsder I.vne. They waited sbont for a

considerable toe, but nothing came to the surface bot

a few walk ing-stscks. The bodies of the drowned men
were noil Undoes when picked up. and the master and

boy were much exhausted and were taken to Soar-

resident; and the m.nor-hosjoe is let, with the sheeting, bormjgh by the n^erosen. An iisqnest J *** <"

toTlr?C J Monk, chancellor of the diocese of Olocester, Toesd when the evidence showed
1
hat as the boat was

and onlv son of the late Bisbop. It appears tbst tor. ft * endden 7"" «"£< *">«??* *«™u
•re two keepers* lodges, tolrst distant about belf-a- gwtoam who had been (ajif rather nflNW,

nW »' £ - &*ve' Tbe service was re;
nnw. f^ v

••opsin the cityr of Durham and in Aock-

froes the first. They ,
swasapjod. j«nr .H

vsa m —

'

^ w ^ mm »a- WT^^ »

reemantle, rector*

rbe city of Da
2?*,* lh€ ^vaster part

r^*S^ tad of the churches in the prinos*

•ngtb ^5 -rt 5lT ^°lled durinff the fore,l00n-

$b&*4 uH u '
•

n rfXd*y evening, two boys named
P-giitp' ajed respectiv 9 and 11 years.

inV >**•s^^*r7l,
: PT*r 1 n the sand, a .'ew

* ^ sTl?*
ru puUed oat a knlfe and •*+***&

th ti^' *? »t tu w- .

l>%CK « causing instant death. The
j&0* <4*m Ik!**"^

r*ionie,d * verdict of Manslsnnbter

am1*Mm at «a^C
Lj Jf ftr^iKngiy oaasasjsaoa fcr

^^^n^Hnfcaassa-I^^*** MoVlMS*

2p°« Monday evening Mr. Coiwell, the

^^* M •eotat from this town, accompanied

71]»?«esaen, Mosers. Alfred and Thos.

M.i^^wton. The wind was blowing

v. cJi! J
1?**w* •* length became so boisterous_ *' *>snd it impossible to offset a Undinfr.

against three stone walla, and

the balloon burst. Mr. Coswell

"*sjsj"~ r»^^1 bruises, but Mr. T. Pearson

ah^T^ l>ttn, and the other josjag gentieuian

r*r*Q* Wribl perpetrated

the second about half-s-mile

are both embosomed in the woods, snd resaote froas all Death, acquitting the

uwslthoroT,^W Earlv on Saturday last Mr. John Sng with him for overcr -dhag*** The name, of

HTtbe beafcekeeaer, ocenpying the first lodge. lef\ seven of the goatl^nen lost ara.-Joha Bradsh.w. James

homefor^^^n^S^^rt, and,in con. Street, of Asht^und.r Lyne ; John Asqmth, rUrn ley ;

sequence of the aolitude ofto sitnaUoa Esther fttocker. James Ogden ^^f^m^tmm^^Om^
the wife of the nnder-keeaor. eame up from the furthest l)nkus«d, Manchester; Joseph Uooaoa. Hy*e,t,heainre,

t^-^-leep that nigbt with Mrs H ill, in her husband's !
J««nes Bstt Vshtoa.fjnder.Lv

,
The names ofJ|

msL a*~ r rssmrsssd to hm owstOadsm at . other tbree have **o* /** assnn s*se**s»%~!.

» o clockTonS^nday m«aisia>aad aboat baH'.past 11 her *>»ay-The primary vyta t

;

to JljhJ
«£* John Stoker, walk'od ovjw J^jf^a^. S^bTeT^ tommJl''**
Mrs, Hill seated iu a cbair in tl^ hack£*ft!Z*2? £? ateTswt srhteh I ^^S^T^newspiper. out of whseb she cosemeasesiea ssssse paw TJ~, V tiws n iiisai ofsaataao IsWar* »» *STsesiit<»wf

eaiari to him tbrm^h to wiadow. whsah era- flfoa. to«g~^J^J1
£Zmi1t^^ ' *\ -

3iTto ojosat i hWaytaitoiin Urmt ***+*>
with a dneeassd wif-'a ssster; the t-taJ alilVllll of

chaeah rsiea, wh«eh heefaeesir *
J**4*****£'

a-rvicesof the^^^^£^£1
and"Ees« » • aad ev.s'tra- ^•JT^jJ* - -

^^*s,hs. ^nse nrgaed in ia- of the **e*
t

the Chorea bebttf mela^liM* aragf
» the daagoaosfs taaon *** «rnsea

I
w*tld C»"'' « ^MNutslry th»

foundatvm on *hk* Useir f*.tb rsaavist. W* paeS •

She also mentioned ber intention of gates; to to
the sfternoon. This mode it Stacker's wytoatUS
to tea reared birda during her easenee. ana ********

he went home to dinn*>r. rsaaraeag abont *£/*>
would seem that Ann Hill, immm^M^l*^^M
ka\ wort op to a boilingbouss, ahoat ho ysras .

o to

It

fi

rear of ber lodge, and a'dj U
^Lus^

r

in«L On
srereeeveril dogs, to prepare °? Tf^r hnaTr and
Stocker's return be h, 1 to mm m»Mmffm^mm
.v,s.rvin? . as he OaVSy I ho I* o^r,^±^^Xmit
theaefcrtnnaU woman lyiaa en tof^^f- *
Wood, with ber throat <<W**f
already dead and stUsentag* St

an •

•

- bases***** hO

rttfc theeeen-reaea,
t^^4*^ miles front Cambridge. 00 8atar« \ mmm-mmm^ >^^—>»». —

—

z,*>^— theRef^ Mr s. HfcTTow.t^^^ otTpoJsliesJi st ' asm by 4 r.K. Mr. Carter, eargooa, ofPewsey,
«senev

tribute to tnw asemery ef to
whslst *t ^f the clergy ea

bis desire aas t

Hm work cnaoniilled to hisa.
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The Social Science Association.— Oa Thursday
•the 15th the Right Hon. Joseph Napier delivered an

address to the Jurisprudence Department. Mr. Arthur
Ryland read a paper by Mr. J. Napier Higgins, on

"The Machinery of Legislation." Mr. Whiteside,

M.P., read a paper on the Criminal Law, and the

Recorder of Birmingham addressed the meeting. on the

subject of the Improvement of the Criminal Law. In

the Department of Education, under the presidency of

Sir J. Gr. Shaw Lefevere, Miss Mary Carpenter, of

Bristol, read a paper on "The Application of the Prin-

ciples of Education to Schools for the Lower Classes."

The Rev. Alexander Pollock, read a paper on "The
Educational Position of the Established Church in Ire-

land," which led to an interesting discussion on the

Church system compared with the National system.

In the Department of Reformatories, over which the
Attorney- General presided, papers were read by the

Rev. J. Hunter Monaghan on " Protestant Reforma-
tories;" by the Rev. Mr. Fish, from Yorkshire, on "The
Disposal of Boys from Reformatories," and by the
Recorder of Birmingham, on the part of his daughter,

Miss Hill, on "The Present Position of Mettray." Iu
the Department of Public Health, presided over by
Lord Talbot de Malahide, Dr. Moore read a paper on
infant mortality, in which lie dwelt particularly

on the prevalent neglect of vaccination by
parents among the poorer classes in Ireland.

Dr. Harken read a paper on births, deaths, and marriages,

urging the necessity of registration. In the Depart-
ment of Social Economy, over which Judge Longfield
presided, papers were read by Mr. H. R. Reid on
strikes, and by Dr. Hancock on bakers' night-work.

la the Department of Trade and International Law,
under the presidency of M. Michel Chevalier, papers

were read on gold discoveries, the rights of aliens,

'weights, and measures, &c. In the evening the
Lord Mayor entertained the Lord-Lieutenant, Lord
Brougham, and a party of about 130 in the Mansion
House. The day's proceedings were brought to a close

by a conversazione given to the members by the Royal
Dublin Society. The assemblage numbered about 2500
persons. On Friday morning Sir John Shaw Lefevre
•delivered an address to the Education Department;
after which a paper was read by the Rev. Dr. Willock
on the failure of education in the junior classes of
elementary schools, and Mr. Ross read a paper " On
the Advantages of the Non-Vested System under the
National Board." In the Department of Jurispru-
dence, where Lord Brougham occupied the chair, Mr,
Ryland, secretary, read a paper by Mr. Edward Web-
ster orv tbe «***

_ _
for the voluntary registration of titles to freehold laud
in England and Wales; Baron Holtzendorff read a
paper •« On Public Prosecutions in Prussia ;" Mr. Dix
read a paper on the registry of deeds in Ireland ; the
Solicitor-General read a paper on the history of the
Landed Estates Court; Mr. Whiteside, M.P>, read a
paper on the same subject ; and Captain Crofton read a
paper on the question " Why the Community should take
an Active Interest in the Treatment of Adult Convicts."
In the Department of Public Health, presided over by
Lord Talhot de Malahide, papers were read by Dr.
Lankester, on the " Registration of Diseases ;" by Dr.
Makessy, on "Dipsomania, or Uncontrollable Drun-
kenness;" by Dr. H. Kennedy, on "The Influence of
the Food on the Intellect;" by Dr. M'William, on "The
Health of Merchant Seamen;" and by Dr. Fitzpatrick,
on "The Social and Sanitary Condition of the Labour-
ing Classes in Ireland." In the Department of Social
Economy, Miss Bessie Parkes read a paper on the
"Condition of the Working Women of England and
France;" Miss Emily Faithful read a paper on
"Women Compositors," in which she described the
Victoria Priating-press, of which she is the conductor;
and Mrs. Overend read a paper on "Remunerative Em-
nloyment for Educated Women in their own Homes "
In the Department of International Law and Trade
papers were read on the linen trade and on the growth
of na*. In the evening Lord Brougham presided at an

House, consisting of the members of Young Men's

ift?r
tmLS

r

C^ *?*"*** «* Roman gatlmcAfter a brief address from his lordship, the Solicitor-

Sfal

nf^f
3^

X

th
? ""?***• -d -Pained Ue

?K£
U

a L n
J"™Prad*"» Department. Mr.Hastings, the General Secretary, spoke on Education

;

the Hev. Mr. Lynch of Glencree, on Reformatories
Dr. Lankester, on Public Health- Dr Han^k ™
Social Economy; and M. Desmaret/of Le Stbaron the Department of International Law. o" Satur!day morning, at half-past 10 o'clock, M. Michel Cheva-
her, President of the Department of Trade and Inter-
nationalW delivered an address in French onXeTrade and its effects on the commercial and socialW 011^^. nati0DS

'
When he *** concludedLord Brougham rose and said he was supp

%J& eXr8Eel tbe aliments of the wholemeeting Mmen he gtftted fch

*oie

indebted, to M. Chevalier for his address whichtofisting* shed by the soundest JaJSS^mA'the

fSS oT
C

vL°
f

'^T***- He q-te^greed vvith

of iurf^ J°a^f thafc„" a war b^tween the nations

*agmg in America. If he were called upon to

arbitrate between the combatants, he would at once

require them to lay down their arms aud make mutual

concessions, without which there cannot be peace. If

they refused compliance with this demand, he would,

if he had the power, issue in this case a commission de

lutiatico inquirendo. After the address the sections

met in the several Courts. In the Department of Legis-

lation Dr. Lloyd read a paper on the Admiralty Court

and its defects, and Judge Lynch read a paper on the

Operationofthelrish Bankruptcy Act. In the Department
of Education, the Rev. J. Hall read a paper on the subject,

written by the Rev. Dr. M'Cork, of Queen's College,

Belfast, pointing out the necessity of a superior class of

State schools between the primary schools of the Board

and the Queen's Colleges. In the Department of

Public Health, Mrs. Prison, an English lady, read a

paper on Sanitary Work in Town and Country among
the Poor. In the Department of Reformatories Mr.

Tooke read a paper, after which the Department closed,

the members who could not stay till thd next week
proceeding to Lusk, on the invitation of Captain
Crofton, to inspect the convict establishment there.

After the business of the day, a Commencement was
held at the University, when the honorary degree of

LL.D. was conferred on Lord Brougham, Sir J. C. Shaw
Lefevre, Sir Emerson Tennent, and M. Michel Chevalier.

The Association then attended a promenade in the

Zoological Gardens, Phoenix Park, at which the Lord
Lieutenant was present. In the evening there was a
conversazione at the Royal Irish Academy, which was
attended by about 700 persons. On Monday the pro-

ceedings commenced with an address on u Punishment and
Reformatories," by the Attorney-General, as President of

the Department of Reformatories. In the Department of

Jurisprudence Mr. D. C. Heron, Q.C, read a paper on
"Frauds on Joint-Stock Companies ;" and Mr. James
Haughton read papers on " Death Punishment/' and on
"Intemperance as a Source of Crime/' In the

Department of Education, Miss L. Twining read a
paper on " The Education of pauper Children

;
" Mr.

Alfred Hill read a paper by Miss Corbett, on the

"Introduction of the District Pauper School System in

Ireland ; " Mr. Rakhol Das Haldar, a native of Bengal,

read a paper on " Education in Bengal and its

Results;" the Rev. Dr. Gibson, of the Presbyterian

College, Belfast, read a paper on Erasmus Smith's

Schools; and Mr. Senior, Poor Law Commissioner,

read a paper on the education of pauper children.

In the Department of Public Health, Dr. D. Phelan

read a paper entitled " Suggestions for the Prevention

of Small-pox;" Mr. Nugent Robinson read an essay

entitled " A Glance at the Dwellings of the Poor in

Dublin, including lodging-houses, model and otherwise;"
ath, b

a laay. in tne Department of Social Economy papers
were read by Mr. Henry Hennessy, F.R.S., on " The
Law of Fluctuation of VVages f by Dr. Robert Elliott

on working-men's reading-rooms as an important modi-
fication of Mechanics' Institutes ; by the Rev. J. Banks
Robinson on the condition of the working classes and
their dwellings; by Miss Corbett on the homes of
female servants ; by Mrs. Catherine Brougham " On
Woman's Work among the Female Peasantry," by the
Rev. William Hickey, M.A., Rect >r of Mulrankin,
Wexford, " On the Condition of the Working Classes ;"

and by Miss Sarah P. Remond on " American
Slavery, and, its influence in Great Britain." In the
Department of International Law and Trade, Mr.
Bazley, M.P. for Manchester, read a paper entitled,

Cotton, Employment and Food ; without,
and Expatriation/' the Solicitor-General

paper on the Irish Provision Trade ; Mr.
Clarke, of Worcester, read a paper on "The

Extension of Bonding Privileges/' and Mr. James
Martin, M.D., read "An Account of May field Factory,

Portlaw." A meeting of the ladies of Dublin, called

by the Ladies' Reception Committee, on the subject
of the employment of women, was held in the
afternoon and was addressed by Miss Bessie Parkes
and Miss Emily Faithful. After some discussion as to

the employments of women, it was resolved, on the
motion of Lord Talbot de Malahide, seconded by Lord
Brougham :

—
"That this meeting, recognising the importance of the

movement, is willing to assist in forming a branch society in
Dublin, in connection with the London Society for Promoting
the Employment of Women."

In the evening the Lord-Lieutenant entertained Lord
Brougham, the Lord Mayor, and about 100 gentlemen
at dinner at St. Patrick's Hall, after which his Excel-
lency held a reception, when not less than 1800 ladies
and gentlemen were presented. In the course of the
day the Lord-Lieutenant, accompanied by Lord
Brougham and several of the distinguished strangers
in Dublin, paid a visit to the Model Schools of the
National Board of Education. On Tuesday the pro-
ceedings commenced with an address from Lord Talbot
de Ivlalubide, as president of the Department of Public
Health. In the Jurisprudence Department papers on
the Marriage Law were read by Mr. M. J. O'Shaugh-
nessy, Mr. J. C. Smith, a Scotch lawyer, and Mr. W.
O'Connor Morris; and Mr. P. J. M'Kenna read a paper
on the law of evidence in criminal cases. There was
not much that was interesting in the other departments,
except in that of Social Economy, where several
papers were read, including one by Miss Carpenter and
Mrs. Woodlock on the "Education of Pauper Chil-
dren," wbich gave rise to a good deal of discussion

" With
Famine
read a
George

and diilerencj of o^num?^
Poor Law system and others defend-^
liianconi read a paper on " Car tnZ
its Rise, progress, and Social IhSz;
there was a ladies' meeting to p»2J-at wl^ch Lord Talbot de Malahid^
which was addressed * - ** -

wm
Miss Twining, Mrs. 3

Dickerson, and others. In the e 1

and members of the Dublin sut3
conversazione \w flu* \i tt- _

dent, and the principal members^,
were invited. On Wednesday jJM
President of the section of Social &~
an address on the material prosperity

<*
of the series of addresses bv presid,
In the Department of ".Tnrkpmj
sion on the Marriage Law, com
previous day, was resumed. In \fo
Education Professor Kavanagh, of tin
versity, read a paper on " the P,

Position of Roman Catholics in Rela&t
in Ireland," and Sir Robert Kane p-^
Queen's College, Cork, read a paper iifc!
advantage of Denominational E-lucatioi Jab
Ireland." The general meeting w^ tta )l
the usual votes of thanks were agreed ta

agreed to hold the next meeting in k
evening Lord^ Brougham presided at i

attended meeting for the promotion of

^
The Glasneyin Gardens were opened

time to the public on Sunday last. Abotf

of all classes attended and behaved reratrh

EXECUTION AT Sligo.—The convict

found at the assizes guilty of a triple

executed at Sligo on Monday in the preMftd

10,000 persons. As stated last week beM
confessed his crime. The inhabitants of Sw
memorial to the Lord-Lieutenant praying fe

tation of the sentence, but after due del

decided that the law must take its coots*

Scotland
A Moving" Moss.—On Monday we* » It

ahout two miles from the Slamannan Bafra

and measuring in extent about 30 acrft

the " spate," and carried to the dista*»

It speedily blocked up the road, aodfcoi

an easterly course in the direction d

covering up a large portion of the bow

filling up a freestone quarry abont 30<j*

!»,». yiwt, jjlm t'icco, hedges, and crops ot

&

It has already covered a q*aaJw« oi

present passing through a burn, and
*

number of dwelling houses near it

The Queen's Railway Caheiig^

and North-Western Company having m*
the Queen to convey her Majesty aad**?

Ireland, and also through their subseqoewf

season to Scotland, have constructed,^

dationof her Majesty, an entirely mjm

the cost of which will exceed 3000?. BjJJ
the exception of its carving and <*«*£

solid oak, handsomely carved <**.
resting upon wheels of Maxwell «

pu«

^

are af80 composed of the strongestg*
tires of which have been pat on ^
mered, as affording a greater tmjp^

than those manufactured under tn

cess. The carriage body has tnree

of the usual material, secondly a r^fri
thirdly a flooring °^Q^'A^J^
reducing vibration and of destro^
a great extent the noiseoHhe^^
At each corner of the solid oa)

:^^
are projecting shoulders c^&jf*
carved lod gilded leaves.™»tff

it

wm\

*fiii

C2

Si*'

bearin/in the centre the Boy.iJ"£

panels^the orders of tbe Q*f£x

Thistle, the upper P™"""^ wKttf"
windows being picked out in ^ w

roofs, for there are three, art
^^ 1

composed of festoons of *"*"»&*£
upon a white ground, the pi °j ^ frt

upper one of which is crcuU^ ,
-

edges elaborately gilt- /n
„n,i]»ti<».

roofs is also perforated for «' ^
lined with silver gray »°>rt

(hg „

:'

H

"A
fluted, the same material CC

V "V
the »«fT

panels marked out by a cord or
rf #

the apex of the roof^n.U **&
encircled by a carving of s^ ^td

^

the whole of the carvings are e
the^f

the saloon is a sofa, covered »^^^
the lining of the carriage, a«

tbe^
a revolving axis, so .

that, i^£
Sat^wrof^^-^^
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y described it a thick ding jet,

rich "velvct-pil« carpet, the ground

Rova< put pie, with a handsomely

manttfacturevl expretsly for t»ie saloon.

mi if a retiring room, fitted with

^"jfcfap^+afi.l. ami all the appliances of a
"
carringiof the furniture being in unison

carriage, and executed i" satin wood,

trfpwood. A fixed table, of the same
•m the centre of the saloon, with a

appliances- for con ting the sitting

aato a tUepiog apartment bv means of a very

iLtriraBre. Beds are introiluccd, which can fa

JEfc great facility, and it is understood they

-^ . j by ber Majesty and the Prince Consort

journey on their return from Ireland t

a ing the necessity of staying a night

on the route. The whole carriage is

the most elegant and complete that has

;
and, on the designs being b?j)

to her Majortji li H understood that she ex-

nproval of them.
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CorHT —Com of the Baron dt f%UL >

Jk Vtdil commenced yesterday before

Hdl ami Mr. Justice Blackburn. Toe indict-

bim with feloniously and maliciously wound-
AL'rcJ John do Vidil, with intent ol his inalico

to kill and murder him. In a second

I the intent of the prisoner was laid to
and disable the prosecutor or to do him
harm In answer to- the quest i-u whether

guilty or not guilty to the charge,

la a low tone of voice, " I am not guilty."

then asked whether ho desired to bo
a Jarjr ooulposed entirely of Engli nen, or one
b|hmm<1 of Englishmen and partly of foreigners.

to be tried by a jury composed entirely of English-
lbs tttienee for the proeecutimi was given at great

aassjB, awl all the facta are so familiar to our readers that
t m mmmmmrr to repeat the details. The jury found

of unlawfully wounding. Mr. Justice Blackburn
feat tea prisoner had been found guilty of unliwfully

bis son upon evidence of which there could be no
I

try had given the prisoner the benefit of an
ffat have arisen and did not think upon the

tat* they were justified in finding him guilty of
with intent to kill, or, undoubtedly, judgment of
have been recorded against him. It was unite

•, that he had unlawfully wounded his son, and
so ranch the moro a heinous offence bociusetho

tsjtarrWi elaarly been infi i by the heavy end of a weapon.
aes est fcr that circumstance the sentence would not have

As it was, however, he felt it his duty to visit
wtta a very heavy sentence, namely, that ho be
and keptto hard labour for 12 calendarmonths. The

turned from the dock, bat did n exhibit aiy
Jt the sentence allotted. The Aff in New*• Afcaard Auttrnvk WeMbrook, solicitor, sun en-

is take hU trial on the coroner's inquisition, for the
of Jane Janet they. In this c ise it will be

prisoner has nil aloiift a- 1 tV»«t n»«
Jtt^mtmiLML "rsirisr't) -ind thf> rrrniti1 ,fs mantlenghter that was presented to them.

I* ' latcution now said that the charge against

^- ,. isub-lwibtedly one of a very peculiar character.

E!* »!^L!i i^^11 ^at ^ad been arrived at by the prand
*^*L7*f" p<* *Mnk himself called upon to offer any evidence^™*ofwg corooera inquisition Thejury cnnsequ-ntly

mt iuJSSF " direction
» returned a verdict of Not GhtUty.

t-^JTZ
JontK—Mr. Serjeant Ballantinc made an, !

a*#K
°*irt *° Postpone the trial of David Griffith

--ML
n
fif

M,-on
- ^e said that the Prosecution was

©7 tSe authority of the Attorney-General, and tho

ZZSi?**^ Wlth the offence of forging a will, ani
«w»J and corrupt perjury. The ground upon

JL Tif r e postponement of the trial was that a
g^jry °} Papers were found in the possession of the

in-? "Jas conndered absolutely necessary for the
iWlSJJ"*1 fuither inquiries should be made with

'•' tt^ese documents before the trial was pro-
sir. Serjeant Parry, who is specially retained

PaonjaoBQiKKrrT. F K S., the dtcUnpuUtsd -
durf on th. i imir atP^unbourne, B«rkah ro. to wM.he had b Cn removed a few weeka aioce in the hoi* Uiai t>«change might be productive of benefit to hie health Ha we«
the fourth son • the late Mr Qnafesti. Head-anasssr of U„g-
p.rt fi rammer School, at which loatitnUon he receiv^ |,U
elementary oducaU>Q. At the earl v as* of 16 ho jrave a course
o lectures on microacopic science, illustrated by diagram* *»d
a micrnecope of his own manulacture, made up of mat .pals
-.rnished bv a common roastinp -k, a lady's ol Mhtoo**

parasol, a,)d pieees of brass purchased at anssgi^b.»uri- marine
store dealere an 1 liammerod our by himself. With this ii,«t

inent.Mr. Qu ide aome imports soorsrtea. On the
co , pletion of his lectures he came to London, and wasappre**
tloed t i brother, the late KdutinQtiekett, lecturer on 1 .ny
to the London Hospital at which i i he ci>tere4asa
student. On the completion of his studios he became a lioamiata
of the Apo'lieoaries' Company, and a member of the gs° f

Surgeons. Thia ins: »n having ju»4. then eat abb shed a
odentsbip in Ilunvm and CompSMMlse Anatomy. Mr. Qo»kett

coj.ipeted b»r the appointment and was unanimoearv e ted,

iiiiiiicli inly aft<»r ti he f »od an nlnl i iln unfteothiii r<
"

m4erosco[ preparattr «ted by Hmeelf wrttr"SO • h
skill as to excite the adm- ;..u of all 'able to form any n

eir value. This lea 1 of the <\

purchased. At the c noloaion of the three years tut wh«
ho stu'bntslnp was tenable he was appointed A«tkun'

Conservator of the Hur ian Muaei. On the irem< "1

Professor Owen, be waa electe is ancestor, a!s< I* «>r

t Histology, an appointment which be held at the t f bit
death. 1. feasor tinokott waa only 46 years of ago, and lo»vea
a widow and four ch -on.

Command! n R, it Bov . R N , died at Heme B*»y a f«w
(i.iys sine.' In his 69th year. Ho entered the navy in ISoii, and
served as midshipman of the Britannia :it ths hauls '

Trafultrar. He afterwards served throughout the oper-ationa

of 1807 against Copenhagen, and continued actively em | d
until 1811 v

when he joined ' ic Orlando, and servoi in < hosa-

poake Bay .luring tho American war. Ho received on several

occasions thanks and a testimonial for saving lives, and vras

author of a plan very similar t. at now adopted for forming
a Naval Reserve lo tho merchant service.

Ma- Rn it Attn Oabtler died on tho 22d inst. at Harrogate,
in bis 73d year. He was born at Leeds in 1789, an

i w*s
prominently as«oci 1 fornuny years In the efforts ma« u

V,)rkshire and Iencash ire to reduce tho hours of labour ( ''

women and children in factories. He was also it one period no
active leader of an agitation in •osition to the new poor-la**

Wnxs.—Tho will of I • Admir.i] tho non. F. T- relham
has been sworn under 14,000k peraonalty ; La 1 rbos, of Xewe
and Kdinglassie, 14,00 ; Lieut. -General Harris, 10,000k

JttaiUcWe

V
Apricots.

^'SS

COVfflrT OAHOffl, Aug. n
i irutt itnnax ot^Mi to

%. *v?!!?!T_ *?5**» A l''*v*. and
tHe CuatiawiH, ntjt ofUw taut two

ily BngUkh frown .duce. peta «n4
and iiieasK Gias>ea aes abnnea*

all but the a**K ai. French BeaAa. yeeatg Garrota,
mid new 1 rs may be bad in y. o fineUMM-r many
sasnples are, h«*weeer, >:iaeased. Oncneatwrs ate very
nbuudant. Cut nowert chiefl/ ooststet of Ore! • U Ul* jt
i no Valley, rdatgouiuius, Violeu, slignonetu, lieatna. and.

WMBTT.
ne Apples, per lb., Ss to &a
rapoa. per lb., '2m to 6a

Molona, each, la to 4a
'-achoa, p- r doa., 10a to 1

jctariuoa. do , As m 12s
Aprioasa, do., la to la

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d
l 'can, p. quart.lt to la (

French Beaua, i>er sieve, 2a t
to 8. ,wi

lb i itoana,p. bush, jsed
Cabeegee, d , la ad u> Is c i

•Utoea, p ton. SOe to SSt— per lb., l.i t<> <<1

— — per cwt, « to 8«
Tumipa, pet bwtoh, 4 1 to 64

irrou, new, de., id t«> 6d
Spinach, p. aieve, la to 2a

iioutnberSt each, C<1 I

\ eg. Mai rows, p. doz, latol hAd

VBQETA1

lierri^ English, p lb .1* to 2a
I'eara. perd-ts. -4a
Bjp|oa,perd 51 tola
axges, p<r i Set. Ha

» 1. >>» t,e I0e
u. Cob, per lb

,
la ; aed

\vt >kea, eat 4lto6d
Beet, per doa. UM to 6a

^Itry. n. buoiv, \»M to 2a
1 a, p 4 sieve. 4a A.1

b*n.. p ,<Mltedd
'. . 1 *

8anllota, per lb., Iet3d
Om- . Adtosd
•ndivavp .a«to4a
Ib.reelUdU u .UndtotS
Mvu pott * U> 3a
l*ar»l«y, p 1 xitiobea. 4b to ea
Savory. p«r buuch, 2d to id J

nRlTISn W()ii[i8.wi/MitK)H, I aioar, Atig. 23.

The favoumblc harvest Weatbor baa parted some spirit to
the trade, and a lair amount of businoea has been transacted
at full

Jfonth down Hog- s.

gota.. .* .. .

Half-bred ditto.. 1
l)own Kwee .. 1

Kent Fleeces .. 1

Colonial Wooi

d. t.

. to 1

6 — 1

4 - 1

5 - ,

1

1

1

1

4

a

5

npirit, and at rather hardening rates.

tality, is a full danionatretioa of ths

d. l.oicest. Wethers 1 3 to
6 Ditto H.ggB .. 1

6 Combing skins 1

FUnnel Wool . 1

Blanket ditto ..

-Theae sales are going off with
a, eonsMering the

of ths trade.

I
4

I

BIKTIIS.—On tho 14th inst, at 3G. South Street, VisCOtrxT*"
Harp' b, of a daughter—20th inst, at 55, Rutland Gate, Lad
Naas, of a daugntcr— l inst, at 29. Curson Street, i^.ly

Jans Repton, of a ton—15th inst, at Widiohill, Ifidloi »n,

the Lady Louisa. WardlaW Rmcsay. of adaoghter—14th Lots,

at %$, T^owndea Street, Lady Hknvikkr. wife of Sir Rrydgos
Henniker. Bart., of a danghter-^lst inst, at The Ch ry

Lady KELLY, wi: f F zroy Kelly, M.I> 'f

a lughtor— 15tb inst, at Teddington. the Hoi M'
qdksjsjck Pfsl, of a f — llth inst, at Wiebnor parlc,

Staffor Ishire, the Hon. Mrs. Gkoror Lbgok, of a dan Khter—ISth inst. at Scarthin^well, the Hon. Mrs. Henry Maxwr" 1 -.

of a son—-15th inst, at Rrampton Aah R >ry, Northampton-

POato 120s

• -

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trm
8MiTi?Ki«T.r», TmursdaV, Aug. 21

prime Meadow Hay 75s to * < ver .. ..

Baperior do. (old).. 88 loft \ w Clover ..

Inferior do 86 60 l)o. second cut .. — —
New do 50 80 Straw 28 81

rtowen — — ' Davis* Co.

WmTRCiiAFt-t., TecasjbAY, Aug !.

• •

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.

prime New Hay
Inn ir

Straw
• •

• •

a a

If

1 75
79 80

P|ne old (JtefSJt .•118s to libs

M D

* *Inferior (i

Fine '2d cut
ltffjrior do.

Fiuo New Clover ..

• *

• •

* «

80
80

00
90

HUTTKR MAltKET.—Aug. 23.

Best Fresh Butter . .. l4«.perdoten lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 12s. ,,

Pork. 4>. 4d. to 5s. 4 1- Per 8 lbs.
••

c. tUu ilou. n, ol a i>uu,

us ami 1 *T.

dai

efts

ssr

St*^ ^1 the appUcation, but the learned Judge

to it
0,
J
nion that it was a reasonable one, an

aaJV ^
n application was made on behalf of the

-The^T? ^ admitted to bail, but it was refused.

mmJ? i7ll J<u*P Rot, 42, a gentlemanly looking man.
the Church of England, was indicted for
I and uttering a warrant or order for the i

* the IjajTii
u
t
Unt to defraud. The prisoner is the

' rtkidn? *J
r

- Edward Roe, a person of considerable

^JJJf at MacclcsneM, and this gentleman had
|

Tb Sf

1
G©orge Hartnell Uoe and Mr. John

vLni
w
*I
d ll * died on th® l8t of January, 1859, :

V*"1

«PJ codicil on the previous 25th and 30th

» and mJT Lx
be ^'^atbed a legncr of 500/ to the

tLTT:~* n" other two nephew- his* residuary lega-

•«J*r waa exceedingly dissatisfied h this wiU,

rtAniS-*" m Chancery to have it set aside, on the
|

UhJ^S ence of th© teaUtor, and ani te was
j

S.^? by tbe Coyrt of Chancerv. In all these

OeA
VTi^er Was defeated, and the validity of the

d a
About the middle of last year, the prisoner

tU oir5f
r cb he represented to have been written

5? an banfJi*V^^ Decen'b^r, 1S5S^ on „inain~ « cWy
^"IiSb 1

Ma/"'1"°fi ''1 -1 for 6000*., and he t

\^S[ "^ Chancery to endeavour to obtain that

^^ in« estate of the testator. The evidence

St tiS
not on,y "were the "etter and the check

,

^- y*1 the prisoner had also forged the Post

1. Fanny Vesst, eldest

of \ ounc M Vbsci— 23 i lost, ^e's, Hanover .Square

the Earl of IUi.mof. [Peoria, second daughter of

.adsto ,RN I.P.—17thinst»at8t John" Oxford
tas Bon. William P. Ilrvo, brother of the Hsrl of ird,

Piora Fox nly daughter of Major QeiMVS Vivian, ,,f 15

Hyde Park H ire, and Wellingborough, ^ to^sshire

—

th inst, at Bt. George's, Hanoeer Sq»*re. Frassjsj Bt

Hartwill, Esq , eldest Bon of r Itmdcriek Hartwell, Bart-

to Emma Janb. only child of Sir Hknbt Dtmokb, Bart—',

inat a* Hovingbam, I'.dward Robbrt IIarman, Esq., eldest

son 'of the B «n. Laurence H. King Harman, of Newoaatl

»unty Longford, to Emma Frances, youngest daughter f
Sir

William Worrlkv, Bart., Of lb-vingham, Yorkshire—i .Mb

inst at St. Stephen's, Paddington, Akbbbw Betraa, Bs4->

H n Hones> Leamington, to >a, widow of Ueut

-

Colonel Robert Anbtrcther, of Third part, county Fi*s.

and yonngott dsetjltter of *• lass ^fsJiirtltMlM

r Howard Flphinstone, Bart., C.n., Royal Ba«iaeers-

i ult, at the Cathedral, G «* Evaks Frcks ATuiss,

Esq., 8th King's Reg., son of Arthur Percy Aylmer, K-sq J.l •

forthecountv of Cork, and grandson of the late S»
Aylmer, Bart, of Donalea Castle, county Kildare -

Pr.\?

Margarita, daughter of Jas Tncmsov. . Hanaeatic
J

mil—

20th inst, at Leckhampton, Olouccatersl ,
Charlsb <Mt»

pher Carlet B res, Esq son of the late tfajnr-<*en«<rai

Baylies, on >lhr • »k « n. ?*idi h, Devon,' AnicaMat

dairhter of the late Lieut. -C nel Grey. Hnyal Jic.t.i* ( ' rese—
binst, at Warkworth, M neral W. J. Browne.

of her lAajeaty'a Indian Armv, to SOSan HARBrrr, thtro:

dauirbter 01 the late Major Clutterarea, of Warkworth, asd

grand-daughter of the late Best. Thomas L >f Uettott

(I.use, Durham -15th inst, at St Johns, Paddington, 1U

isbakli, Esq., son of the late Isaac Disraali, Esq.. of Brady
ham Bucks, and brother of e Right Hon. B. DisraelL MJ.

Katharine, daughter ofJ. Trevor, Esq . > folk Creaoent—

14th *U. at West Kirby, Captain W. Gray, M
f
P., to

Maudalbhe. daughter of the late Jous Robin, Esq., ofQrofe

Hill, West Kirby, Cheshire.

DEATHS.—On the 7th inst, at Paris, LomsB Catr^rj

Pj DHMflKXLjUnx, dnngkior of tl. Ge.

W Keif t-2ist insT, in Alb Je Sir

D,,v>-ager I^dy M iRAVE, relict of tbe late &r Vj" 1**":
grave. Bar! 4 Edenhai, Cumbcrlaa-i, a£sd g-Oth Jn^t, »

10'> Rue I-azareVParis. Ay* Akei i v TOBESn, daughu

Messrs. I^tttcndcn & 'i re at the market in

quiet, with a retail trade. D1 130,0001.

COAL MAUI r.—Aiw. 21.

Hartlepool West Hartley, itf«. : Hastings Hartlry, ifl*. pd. ;

Holywell, 16a. 1 ; Tanfieki Moor, lis. 3d.; \V«sst Wylam,
ts. Gi ; Walls End . !«< f" ] «n Main, 17a.

Walls End Framweligasr, 17s.; \ .nl Hetton, ISs. 9d. {

Walla Bwd South Hctsoo, 18a. 6d : Walls Bod Stewarts, las, 6<L;

Walls End Caasop, 17«. Q<) • fTalhi I nd Hartlepool, 18a. 3d. ;

Wslls d Heugb HalU 17s.; Wall* Bad K oe, 17s. 9<L ;

Walls End & [ Ha'ttopeol l"t Walla E .nth iCeUee,

17a. 6.1. ; Walla End Thorul„y, 15a. 6' : WalU End TrfsatSoq

Hartlej L 18a.; Walls End <i«ndon Taotstlej, 16a ; Walls

I nd Wl rth, 16s. 6d. ; iiirchgrove GraJgi.la, 20s. ;

arway and Du ffryn Anthracite, 2 la. od. ;jJarwayand Duflryn

Malting. 2*a.—«Wns at market, W.

the

METROPOLITAN CATTM* MARKET.
Movnav, Aug 10.

We have a few more Beasts than on Mo;

demand however is good, and ices are »o

bet that on that dayv The api >ite so

Urge ; trade is active »t rather sr rates. Derobs and
Calves have also realised a ass « » e. From Germany
and Holland there arej$2e ^smata. 6410 Saeen. and 1S5

Calves: from SsoUand, 76

rfolk an iffoik, 100;

midland countica.
and

fmn
24 fro

re! and,
the

0: fi

s d s d
Best Bcots, Here-

•rds Ac. .. 4

Best shorUhoros 4
9d qnattty Reaets 3
Beat Downa sod
Half-breds

r>o. Shorn .. 5

6
6-4
6 — 4

,. to
to6

10

Beat Long-wools.
Ho. Sbwn
Bwes * 3d quality
Do. Shorn
Umbs
Calves

d s

. to
10 — 5

• •

6

• •

• •

4

3

S

4-4 8
4—6
8 —

4

«
8—4 6

two ^3\^PPeared upon the envelope of the letter.

- •»-=^w wial the jury found him guilty, and Mr.
d him to 10 years penal servitude
— Pfer Mirferxon, 22, a pri e in the
charged with the wilful murder of Martin
in the same corps. It will be remembered
d been engaged in a liot at Woolwich, and

to the guard room, made use of threatening '

wwai ft»t?
for "a^iag him tried and punished by a

^ JJ* ^browing a quirt pot at hint. On bets*
« VClH* r A Tfrt m» «1 4 ^ J_^^—_— J -. etas.^ . as^Bt^

•' late Sir Robert Turing. Bert., of^^^WSS Sth
1

??J?fiTio
agol 77-15th inst, at l>imonston. Ulggar, > B

°J
"

dip x, HoaoaiA, yr at ***&£" ° f

h SJ !*Tb^naV
eneral Sir Hrsav HavkUXTv. ag^d ^~'ih u{t

» °°™

P

-^

.... 4'Pifta

4770 ; Sheep & Lambs. 28.330 ; Calves, 1S5 ; Figs, 530.

THrKSDAV. Aug 22

We are moderately l%it ^_^
«ro in demand, and on tla» average Mbwfav s **£«»

tm
waU m IjLaglJ I he ily swap and Lamha ^ ajtjts

al t l**uu*L 1 -naaaa ** iH»t«taa mi*!£'J?£Jll
*

rmany sad Hollan e Ite Ba***** ?•*»«
fiPMi ir U:,., . tavern /

of if »J. •

an j as, «d West

he w 5 :ceased
f

s room and inflicted I
Army, aged

^t^5TilSow °n his head with a poker, causing concus

*SS which proved fatal in thre^ days. Tbe jury

tntain Abthcr Tbefisis JoxBS, 2d "W' ' na^Tm
second son Lieut. -General «r W^iLSE H If tS

b inat, at A ue TT-ueS, the re»idsiieo^r^ .

Htjrbneas, aged 10—I»th inst. at ^^ f t
%.e JW*1

Pafk, Uent -Colonel chablbi *»**-*» Hotrts,^*^
Armv. agod Tl-12th in.st, St Tslt

I to

n — 4

4 -4
I

10
I

R^». y <ttajr.woeas

On f^torn

*e»*«

6-6 4 ea

ajA

0*A

- taa,
*td «htt ii^fjl.'

Dt,t recommended him to mercy on the
2«i^ ^*

-
WM "*^cr the influence of liquor at tbe time

EL^tte kSJ-^^ttiitted. Mr. Juetioe Bl burn at once,

hSmZ Cftp
'
an(1

l}3Med sentence of Dtath upon the
,

(tj^'jjont no hope that the recommendation of the
,

"» or any nrsHl. The prisoner turned round and

"A
**

tbeju
si.

uded, and left the bar apparently

PAtru Ute <
ir M -

lander. >. n., »au«r u«*jb«»» l£~Z* H^waa. fMt*af

•

, 1 leeimestt - 1 th inat, *<*^*£L* £fr
erô BsttfAMia I>arha« ^^li*at bla reaSdeoo«i Oar-

ahire Cminty Courts, aged 6*—i6t» inst, wZT*rmimk ^ a
grave Ho^ae, Osrgrave, *<^g£& Slajaf rV.

aged 6r~14th in. ^^n^ iSTmmT%m¥m^ «eg
!,««» Foan, Esq , aeeond son of t*» SfUm eStttZV

of Abbeyfield. cSntrav *od a rnaefsBttts for taw ot«-«w«

Chester, Montgomery, sod Ma-aJtwin em

lords, A 4

Bast 8h"rt herns 4

Id quality Beasts 3

Best Downs sad
Halfbreds ..

rv> fleern • •

'

760 : Sheep A UsaW.
IfARR LA19R
of Whoa* from

eftsretf
m

^Tg^mCmM bsssaata
^Uofirlss^of Ode ^srjlttfletl I

• ia otatitered from FWda^

"Ssaieed aemBsallj «sarf6srsd. l»e *«*«• of

4 8—60

* t

* *

4

I

I

I

— 4
->e
— 4

— 4
8
o

^ejOtivea,< rtis.JBo.

a/SHbaV. An,
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• t •

• • %*

• * •

S. 8.

50—56 Red
60—62 Red
55-64
— Red

40—74 !

36—40
.
Malting

.

27—30 Raiting.
20—24

1

26—23 Feed ..

26—28 : Feed .

.

20—23 'Feed ..

35—37: Foreign.

40—43 {Harrow.
— Longpod

42—52 (Egyptian
34—37 Suffolk .

40—42 Foreign.
— Yellow..

46-51
30-46

8. 8.

50-56
50-60

34

33

20
20

19

36
36

24

24

21

40—43

Country.

38—39
35—38

33-46
43—5S

and Peas is the same as la^t week. The Oat trade i3 firm, and
in some instances late quotations are rather exceeded. The
top price of town-made Flour is 51s , being a reduction of 4s.

per sock. American is dull, and it3 value lowering. There
were a few samples of new white Mustard Seed at market
this morning, quality fine, and sold at 12s. per bushel.

[Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk..White— — fine selected runs., ditto

— — Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. Adist., 26s to 27s. . Chev.— Foreign . .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan .... 37s to 40s ... . Tick— Pigeon 41s— 45s.. Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers
— Maple —s to —s Grey

Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto

— Foreign per barrel 26—32JPer sack
Friday. Aug- 23.

The weather during the past week has been highly favour-

able for securing the crops; the harvest is now general

throughout England, and in some localities the fields already

present a very bare appearance. The grain of all kinds
hitherto brought to market has been of fine quality ; the
accounts of the Potato crop are rather worse. In Germany
and the Austrian dominions, as well as America, the crops
appear to be generally well spoken of, with the exception of
Potatoes in the former count17. The Wheat trade of the
United Kingdom has been unusually dull, and in the sales

effected a decline of fully 2s. per qr. upon English Wheat, in
some instances 3s. to 4s. has been accepted. The top price of
town-made Flour was reduced 4s. per sack here on Monday,
and foreign has in consequence been purchaseable on some-
what easier terms. During the past eight days 8G cargoes have
been reported off the coast. The floating trade has been
quiet, and very few transactions are recorded during the week.
The arrivals of all grain, English and foreign, this week have
been to a moderate extent. On Wednesday the new English
Wheat left over from Monday was disposed of at a decline of
Is. per qr. upon the prices of that day ; but this morning, in
consequence of a renewed demand for France, Monday's prices
were obtainable. There beiug scarcely auy inquiry for foreign,
our quotations are entirely nominal. There is no alteration in
the value of Barley, Beans, and Peas. Oats are held firmly at
the rates of Monday, but there is very little doing.

Arrivals from Aug. 19 to Aug. 23.

Wheat.

WANTED, A CLERK and SHOPMAN.—A Man
who has had experience in a similar capacity, and has

a good knowledge of the Seed Business.—Address in own hand-
writing, stating name, age, and reference, to Robert Parker,
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, 8.

WANTED, A SHOPxMAN in a Retail Seed Shop.—
Apply, stating age, experience, reference, and wages

required, to Edward Carpenter, Seedsman, 96, St. James's
Street, Brighton.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT in the Seed Trade;
none need apply whose character will not bear the

strictest investigation.—Apply to E. P. Dixon, Yorkshire
Seed Establishment, Hull.

.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT in a London Seed
Business. Board and Lodging can be provided. Apply

by letter in own handwriting, stating age and other particu-

lars, to F. B., Seed Warehouse, 86, High Street, Borough,
London, S.E.

[ArGrsr

nglish
Irish

»

»

• • • •

Foreign .

.

1(560 qrs.

15,940

»»

a

Barley.

60 qrs.

Oats.

990

»*

• f

50
1310

23810

qrs,

»»

x

Flour.

550 sks.

»»

f
560 „

\ 16310 'oris.

Liverpool. Tuesday, Aug. 20.—There was only a limited
attendance of millers and dealers at this morning's market.
Wheat was in moderate demand, at a decline of Id. to 2d. per
cental. Flour dull, and prices unchanged. Indian Corn
steady: mixed 30s. to 30?. 6d. Beans slow of sale, at 32s. 9d.
to 33a Oats and Oatmeal \mcUa_Red ,

—
Frtdat, Aug. 95.—TTiAng-h tho trale has been generally

quiet during tho week, there has been a moderate or steady
business done jn Wheat and Flour to-day at a little under
Tuesdaj''s rates. Indian Corn and Egyptian Beans are like-
wise a little cheaper. In other articles no change.

WANT PLACES^-Ietters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single,- thoroughly
understands his profession in all its branches. Six years'

good character.-—H. H., Post Office, Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, single; peifectly
understands his profession. Good testimonials to cha-

racter.—D o sqer, C, jjr. Ho wel, Muswell HilL Hornsey, N.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 30, single; has a
thorough knowledge of his profession in all its branches.

Highly recommended. — S. A., Mr. Weeks, King's Road,
Chehea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head.) — Age 30, married, two
children ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his

profession. Wife can manage Dairy if required.—A. B.,

Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington, London.

pi ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no incum-
vX brance ; thoroughly uuderstands Forcing Fruit, Flowers,
and Vegetables ; also the Management of Kitchen and Flower
Gardens. Five years' good character.—A. B., Mr. Durrant,
Reigate, Surrey.

(

7^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; understands
\JT the Stove and Greenhouse, Pits, Frames, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Two years' good character, and other
references if required.—A. B., Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery,
Camberwell, S. E. ^__J_________________
/ 1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; perfectly
VJT understands his profession in all its branches, including
Forcing, both Houses and Frames, Pits, Land and Stock.
Throe years' good character.—A. B., 9, Benham's Place, Hamp-
stead, N.W. '_

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child;
thoroughly experienced in Forcing and every other branch

ofGardening. Has also a practical knowledge of Ground Work.
References of the highest order.—B., Post Office, New Watford,
Herts.
-- bi^ M —II — I I

~ ~

-

—_-_—_- "^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, a native of

Scotland ; thoroughly experienced and practical in every
branch of his profession. Unexceptionable references. No
single-handed place accepted.

—

The Gardener, Wanstead Hall,
Fs^v. N.T8L _

cre2i :

F

GARDENER (U^e^ZI

__3 Z *1
"

8 experience under a wLa 2.S **« Wydl recommendea:-|?T*£%**&
Uppingham. '' Mrs

- Broughton^

(?« ARDENER Undeb).- A*e 23 * _VX stands the Propagation of p£ftB fLW»*Forcing Flower and Kitchen Gardens, t **' u.from last sitnation.-L. M. Rj^ff?* aJ&J*(^ardenemfSSSSu^VX or Gentleman's «B fakn«ul -_\ .^ m

m

gentleman's establishment — a ^
ceptionable references.—R F Pn»* n«L

yo
JJ
D& **.

I

St. Edmunds, Suffolk. "
f°3t 0ffice

-
S"*^

GARDENErT^FoiSlSpAe^
experience in first oU oa _*ef<,wi:~_._L . *v.* experience in first class establishments k.£?J*

PROPAGATOR, OR FORE^T^
PtneT

*a GATOR.-First-class abuities.-Addre.^L-T *
to A. B., Camellia Nursery, WandsworthjS T^T*1

To Nurserymen and Floriats.

PROPAGATOR or FOREMAN.- RntA.JL ferences as to char icter and abilities -M »"",?" *

Road, Brentford, Middlesex. W.
" ,ll

>

PROPAGATOR (Under) or IMPROVeT^
Nursery where there is a general collation 5

w

grown, and where information can be obtauic-l-j-,
'

~%
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

*

'

~— ^b^-"•^***__»^»i^__*» * ~~~—*_____—______^~________^

IMPROVER in a nobleman's or gentleman5!^—Age 21 ;
willing to pay a small premie w

character and recommendation,—N. B., Mr. Aifa__l__'
Hertford Street, Coventry.^ him

LAYING OUT GARDENST^Uode^uSw
Out Gardens from Plans. Ornamental Plttta/J

complete the work in every department. Alt«ntm
executed.—L. S. D., 12, Praed Street, Paddington, f.

ESTATE SUPERINTENDENT.-]*) Mumi
Establishment or Estate, Superintend Repaint lap*

ments in Landscape Gardening. Horticulture, Af_4_
Building, Draining, or Planting,—J. W. Dodds, Cparkt
wick Street, Hyde Park, W.

TEYVARD or BAILIFF. — Has had 20
1 ample practice in the East, South, and West of fit;

where Machinery was extensively employed; togetkr

Planning and Erecting Buildings, Under-draiuiog Plucc-

and Woods. Character first-class.—A. B.
f

17, Chadai

Hampstead Road, N. W. _____

LAND STEWARD.—A nobleman wishes to

for a thoroughly experienced, steady, .and,
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P
Nursery and Seed Trade.

ARTNER WANTED, in the neighbourhood of

one rrfJhf'JiTf? ^cili
Ji
cs •« ^eat for making this Business

Mr W W-S °f
r

1

*\
kl
?
d

-
Capital quired, 800i.-A. Z.,

^hVgaS^^*' 2
-
Sh°rt 8trCet

>
^"^

W\VLIA:Vi H0^MES has VACANCIES for two
cWmESS ly Practical WORKING GARDENERS. Good
pe? week W ^^ W

Wage
!
ln neither ca8e le3S than^

LonS? KB ES
'
Fram

l)ton Park Nursery. Hackney,

A GR1CULTTJRAL lMrnuv KM EN TS. — Land-
1 ^™2i

,*ne
r
S *nd

.

others interested in the welfare of theLabouring Agricultural Class, mav find Pu!r«a r*lvZ°l^
1MPROv e"ments7

~( \ P ^sricuiciirai Class, may find Places for Yonno- Mmof gjod character, by applying by fetter to Mr Ba let Dentox____^_^c£lStree^^^^ DAILEY UESTOS
»

ANTED, FOREMAN op DRAINAGE WORKS.
f™. v-.T •

en applications, with references as to characterKy D
7^^ *° be -ddAeSed to iff

_5t5_a-_a-{fii_s
W.xrT™

Working Gardener Waited!

WoSgT^denp^^ t,r,UBh practical
Late Forcin_ andI all fhl a,^

La
»,Tho linderstands Early and

^^iurf cbarire of T^imLi „ ^ Tb? Wlf6 mU8t^ capable of

*J}eP pXiSl^KS _S ^"^ clT Starching.
—References as £**«?<?? , **r week and a cottage.
2-,l»£^-g£

â
%'™>~'« to Mr. L_«_St,

GARDKXFR ('Hkad).—Ajre 40, no inenmbran
has a thorough practical knowledge of his profession in

all its branches. Can manage Land and Stock. No single-

handed place accepted. Five years' good character in his last

place.—A. B., Mr. Golden, Greengrocer, 80, Edward Street,

Brighton

.

____^_____________
AKDENER (Head).—Age 32, single; a thoroughly
practical and experienced Working Gardener, and well

understands Laying-out and Improving of Pleasure Grounds
;

has had many years' experience in Forcing, Fruit, Vegetables,
&c, and in the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens.
Good character can be given by present employers.— H. L.,

8, Andover Place, Kilburn, N. W.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incum-
brance ; thorough Working ; 12 years' good practical

experience in Pines, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Three years'

good character from the gentleman he is about leaving and
froji the Head Gardener.—F. H., Mr. Reed's, 9, Bromell's
Road, Clapham Common. Surrey, S^

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;
is thoroughly acquainted with the Forcing of all kinds of

Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables; the Culture of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants ; Management of Fruit, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardens. Has left his situation owing to the death of

his employer. Can be highly recommended by a nobleman
and several gentlemen of distinction. Twenty years' good
character.—B. E. W., 3 , St. Nicholas Street. Worcester.

(^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single; thoroughly
VJT understands the Forcing of Vines, Pines, Cucumbers.
Melons, Peaches, Figs, Mushroom, and all Flowers, Fruits, and
Vegetables; is well acquainted with the Management of

Orchids, Ferns, Stove, and Greenhouse Plants ; also Kitchen
and Flower Gardens. Can be well recommended, having been
employed in first-class Gardens. Good character. Cause of
leaving breaking up of the establishment.—C. D., 5 a, James
Street, Marlborougn Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

aARDENER (Head Working).—Age 48, married;
thoroughly experienced iu every department. Near town

preferred. Eight years' character from present employer.

—

C. W., Birham Wood, Elstreo, near Edgware. N.W.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (age 26).— J. P. wishes to meet with
any gentleman requiring the services of a competent and

energetic Gardener, who understands bis profession in all its

branches. Ho has been employed for four years in one of the
first gardens in England, during two of which he had the
practical management of the Early Forced Fruits which
obtained the leading prizes at tho metropolitan exhibitions.
He is at present, and has been during the last four years,
engaged as Foreman at one of the most extensive Flower
Gardens in the kingdom.— Messrs. J. «& C. Lee, Nurserymen,
Hammersmith, London, have kindly consented to give further
particulars.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).
22; understands Forcing and Kitchen and Flower Gar-

dening. Can be well recommended. State wages given.
A. B., Post Office, Harlow, Essex.

man, anappointmentas Manager of an estate. He hail

years in his employment as Manager of two extensTi fc«

and he can speak in the highest terms of his abilj•*•

good at Accounts and Estimates, and an excellent On
pondent, and he can with the greatest confidence new*

him.—L. R -, 30, St._Jame8^s_Square, London, SJi

LAND STEWARD OB BAILIFF to a noNai*

gentleman.—Age 37, married; has had pnctkjg

rience in the Management of Draining and Ioiwjmf«j»

idiiur. Buying and SeUiag of &****£
Stock ; also Machinery and Repawn^ of ^-^?~

m
Unexceptionable references as to character can « p^

C. H., Post Office, Edenbridge, Kent. -

BAILIFF.—Age 42, married; has »>"?*W
Steam Cultivation and the use of all W^JiS

nery. A good Judge and Manager Jfo^^j
Accountant.-C. P., 13, Pentonvme_RoadIsh^

BAILIEF.—A?e 39, single; good Ac< >u**

be highly recommended, and can V™™* 1

of honesty, sobriety, and capability for many J""^^
to Ireland if required.-*. T., 3*, Grafton Street"*,

Street, London, W.C.

To Agriculturists. ^
BAILIFF, or Assistant toaFarmerj-weu ^

has had 13 years' experience ^ A^c^
branches ; the Management, Bearing. Duj ng

^eSf
Stock; and is competent to.keep a 1 A couaU

references given.-A. B., 50, JewniJ^HfgE ^
TjlAUM BAILIFF.-A fn

f
^"^i_g

JJ mend his two old Servants
1

the ^ ^under^ 1^

Woman to Manage a Dairy. Both thoroughly

buainess.-

-Ase

Q. S., Post O ffice, St^banM^L
arried,

smallJJT71ARM BA I LTFF.-AgeJ*,
««« ^ana^'F great experience and abi ^^^entlj £

Sheep and Arable Land
;
also th;SJn toi_*5

being thoroughly practical ; tomoW -jj#
can take charge of Poultry. Wages reqaireu *,&,£
nonse-rent, Garden, and FueL

_f̂ Vin^h fiek__H**

^

X. Y., Mr. Hyde, Grocer, Hartleyg^
To Noblemen and (^tiMJJJ ^k

F experienced in every f^ffltW.**!*
had extensive practice in Buying an|;

Mr pflOjgL

r

;
Fattening Stock, Ac. Fint cta« chirJA^^hts present employer, who will nave y

p<jgt ^
any iuquhies that may be made.-A. »,

Royal, near Salisbury.

To Gentlemen Wanting^jft^
T7IARM BAILIPF (^'^fA^J*%J0F
Count
of Farming, the
stands the Manageme
sible Management

had considerable **t*™n°*^mt*&fii
ities, and is thoroughlyWg^C f StocMj
Armintr. the Rearing and Feeding ^ed*p 5Mi*_--S_ff_
_ Leaves hi

quence o?"hls employer deg ĝt^ferenc«^

;

Leaves his P^ent f
u
£ife£*

take
J
ike Dairy and Poultry. "g^^tforJ-on
. W., Henry Curtis, Post Officj^tratt__^

To Nurserymen and t^rfea*
gHOPMAN^A^^jmne^ 0(W* w

*A

Age

GARDENER (Single-handed, r Usder-Gar-
dexer in a large place).— Single, respectable, and can

have a good character.—T. W., J. Riddle, H. Woohight's, Esq.,
Boughton Hill, near Canterbury, Kent.

H

references.^G.J^Oar^enerB_ ijj ye*-9 ^ZdP
SHOPMAN.—Age Zi ; u^jrjj haa$e$.

ljB^r
"

in first class London andW*^ abUit/-

tionable reference as to character

Office, Dumfries, N.B.

To Seedsmen. **_

HOPMAN.—Highly respectable

O "ha^'haTg^-eat ^ex^erience ia
__^. A

Trade. Unexceptionablereferences

Office, W.C.
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/-lOVEBXMEXT SCHOOL op MINES.-
I •*• Director.
v-* ^^^« Ihpky MuRCHisox, D.C.L., M.A., F.R.S., Ac.

_ ._ ..
.v. n—t«w 1S61— 2, which will Commence on

JK * STfullowing COURSES of LECTURES and

S3l£ DEMONSTRATIONS will be given :-

(^^&ba—By A - W- Hofmaxn, L.L.D., F.R.S., fcc.

1 SSnuwv—By John Percy, M. A., F.R.S.

J N^mSastory-By T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.

4. WMnlogy ) By warington W". Smyth, M.A., F.R.S.

-By AC. Ramsay, F.R.S.

Id Mechanics—By Robert Willis, 31. A., F.R.S.

I gfiSi Bv ' • Tvsdau., F. R.S.

Infractions in Mechanic^ Drawing, by Mr. Binns.

Ft* for StudenU desirous of becoming Associates, is 307.

on c -wee, or two annual payments of 20/.,

e*

rnpOauv re I in tbo Hoyal College of Chemistry (tho

vmttmj of the School), under the direction of Dr. Holmann,
in tbo Metallurgical Laboratory, under the direction of Dr.

^jliito to •eparate Courses of Lectures are issued at 1?. 10*.

fcOftCB.

In the Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, acting

gents and Managers, may obtain Tickets at reduced

Otrtifloited or.lmastcrs, Pupil Teachers and others
in Eduoat . are also admitted to the Lectures at

Bh Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has granted two
xb:bitlon«, and others have also been established.
for a Prospectus and information, apply at the Museum of

Geology, Jermyn Street, London, W.
Tbknham Reeks, Registrar.

Government Security Life Policies.

THE CONSOLS ASSOCIATION,
429, Strand, London, W.C.

L Prm-ides the Security of Consols for its Policies.

-. I' returns to Insurers On Demand at any time,
about One-Half of all Premiums Paid.

Undoubted Security for Money with a liberal Rate of Interest.
The Anociation possesses a large Capital, subscribed by

aweral Hundreds of Shareholders.
J*aH information may be obtained on application to

^^_^ Thomas H. Baylis, Managing Director.

BESTEADS, BATHS, and LAMPS.—William
S.Bubt has SIX LARGE SIIOW ROOMS, devoted
Itely to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of Lamps, Baths,
tallic Bedsteads. Tho stock of each is at once tho

A
newest, and most varied ever submitted to the public,

Id marked at prices proportionate with those that have tended
to make bis establishment tho most distinguished in this

eachBedsteads, from .. .. 12s. C>d. to £20 0s.
j*»ww Baths, from . . 8 to 6
Lamp* (Moderateur). from GO to S 10

tv. „ ,
( Au otaer kmtU at the same rate).

Pure Colza Oil 4s. per gallon.

THHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
JL. The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more than

-s ago by William S. Burton, when PLATED by the
process of Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all
°n tbo very best article next to sterling silver that
employed as such, either usefully or ornamentally, as by
WDie test can it be distinguished from real silver. A

2UJ*tul »et, guaranteed of first quality for finish and
wiity, as follows:—

poons

1 flCl
'adles

JSoopLadie

U

rt 5 o -

Sifter
* *

2 G
1 4

2 6
10
3 3

9 19 9

£ s. d.

2 4
2 4
1 12

1 12
1 2

13 6
8

10
4 6

2 3

3 6

1 7 6

5 6

17
4 6

13

~^
M*H

£, c d.

2 15
2 15
1 17
1 17
1 7

15
9 6

12
5

2 6

4 fi

1 12
7

1

5 6

10 3 14 19 16 4Total

CSSto^Sf -*° k° naa sin&ly at the same prices. An Oak
*«-, jTt? 3.

the above » and a relative number of Knives,

Cn f
and Coffee Sets, Dish Covers and Corner

.J
1^ aud Liqueur Frames, Ac., at proportionate

"\xttt ^ of re-plating done by the patent process.

W vJol
AAl S. BU TON'S GENERAL FUR-

•ad trati?
IN> IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

^"GSoDs f —Ge
'

Dy P08** Jt containS uPward-
S

°* 500

H* ? his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and
Dbk CowS.

d^ Sfckel silver, and Britannia Metal Good
Cy«mZ!v*r Hot Water Dished Stoves, Fenders, Marble

&raT2P ?*• Kitchen Ranges. Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea T s,

WenTT.
ettle8

» Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware
Cbfcgr

L

,p°n and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room and

toliS JJ^^nre, &c., with List* of Prices, and Plans of the

a*d F***™ Rooms, at 39, Oxford eet, W. ; 1, lA,
;.

3,

w ». ^ymau 8treet : 4. 5, and 6. Perry's Place ; and 1,
b *ewH, London.

Completion of the English Cyclopaedia,
This day is publiehed, Part XXXI I

,
prico 2*. 6d.

t of

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA op ARTS and
_ . „ . SCIKNC103.
This Part completes the Division of Arte and Sciences, and tho

* entire Work.
. *** Vol. 8 will be ready for delivery in a few days.

This day is published, price 1*., Part XXVI. of

X C E A WEEK.
With numerous Illustrations by Leech, Millais, Keeke,

Texn-iel, <fcc. <fcc.

o
In a few days will be published, in 3 vols., post Svo, price 31*. 6d.,THE SILVER C O li 1>.

By Shirley Brooks.
Author of "The Gordian Knot," '* Aspen Court, " &c.

R E -ISSUE of PUNCH.
The Double Volume for 1344 (Vols. 6 and 7 together),

price 10*. 6<l. in cloth, and Vol. 7, price 5*.^in boards, are now
ready.

London: Bradbury &, Evans, 11, Bouveric Street, Fleet
Street. B.C.

Now Ready, Part 11 . of

THE USEFUL PLANTS oi GREAT BRITAIN.
Illustrated by John BowuttY, Described by ( P.

Johnson. T>» be completed in 12 Parts, Coloured, at S*. par Part.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth, 8. : and Measra.
Kent & Co., 23, Paternoster Row, B.C.

THE PARENTS of a young Gentleman wish to
find BOARD and LODGING for him with a reapeetr

able Farmer. A comfortable hom< ircle essential.—Beptr,
Eating terms and re fere: , addressed to A. B., 6, Victoria
Grove, West Broropton, W.

FARM PUPIL.—At or before Micbaelmai next a
Farmer in Derbyshire, occupying a Farm of upwards of

00 acres, is anxious to take the Son of a Clergyman or Gentle-
man as a Farminj Pupil. References will be given and re-

quired.—Fori urthir particulars addrea* R. B. 11., l\*t offioa,

Bo n-on-Trent. _«__-_—_____

PRIVATE TUITION.-Tlxe Rev. G. HrariLOv >on
of the late Professor Hevslow, and If. A. of « am bridge.

B x i

Cd.

LACK WOOD'S MAG A
for SBPIEMBER, , uL No. DLL Priot

Contents .

—

Scotland and her Accusers.
The Rector.
Mkditatioss on Dyspkpsla.
fil iltons Anatomy of Mklancholy.
The Persian War of 1856-57.

The M ky of Monboddo.—An excellent Now Song.
A Day at Antwerp—Rubens and Ruskin.
Phaetio.n.
The Art Student i

William Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh and London.

N \.

who took 11on( urs in thr«e tripoeea, Math. cal, Divin

and Nat il Science, has V ANCHB for T> PUH1
ni ing e Put) hools, <br., or f«.r the L'uiveraitiea.

X.li Geology ami Botany form a par, his system oi°educati>>

Port I darsont ieation.—AdJreea, Rev. (..Hun #,
Steyning, Sussex.

engag

ilctos of tbe 3&ccft*

Tre Count di. Mount on Monday delivered

speech at the opening of the Council General of

the Department of the Puy de Dome, in which he

said that the interior embarrassments of almost all

the Powers, and above all the language of the

mperob Napoi r.ox, removed all apprehension of

any war breaking out in which France could be

ed. The Mcmitcur of Wednesday contained

a report from the Minister of Marine to the Em-
ri;iiou, calling attention to the insufficiency of

officer* in the Imperial Navy, and proposing to in-

crease the number of officers within the current year

by 10 captains of line of battle ships, 20 captains of

frigates, 50 lieutenants, and 25 midshipmen. The
Minister adds that this increase will not be suf-

ficient, and declares his conviction that a similar

increase will have to be made next year. The
Em throb has approved the proposition of the

The Jlotu'teur has also published an
reply to the recent assertion of Mr.

at Sheffield, that he knew of the

of a convention by which the Island of

would be eventually ceded to France.

a formal denial to this assertion, and
declares that "not only does such a convention

not exist, but even the thought of entering

into negotiations on this subject with the

Cabinet of Turin has never occurred to the

Emperor's Government."

I Minister,

article in

IlOHP.UCK

existence

Sardinia

It gives

MANURE FOR THE MILLION
Price Id.; or for general distr stiff* M. per doz., or 6s. per 100.

London i Bbadbuby & Btans, U, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, K.C.

Very shortly will bo Published in 12mo,

THE LAND DRAINAGE ACT of 1861, with an
Introduction, X-tcs and Forms. By Tn k>rk Thrin.

Esq., of the Middle Temple, Barristt Law.

London: V. & It. Stevens A- Sons. . Bell Yard, Lincoln's

Inn, W C.

New Work on Flower Gardens.
Just published, price 10*. Cd. t

Tin: LADIES' ASSISTANT in the FORMA-
TION of tkiir FLOWKR GARDENS," containiuK

20 distinct designs of various dimensions, beautifully exocut<

on stone, specially adapted to the present Bedding or Groupin
Style, with brief Practical Hints on the sv. m : to which
added a List of the choicest and most fashionable Plants for th<

purpose. A List also is given of the most iutcrestinf; I\ rennial

or Herbaceous Plants for the Q oeral or English Flower
(iarden. By Joshua Major & Bon, Landscape Gardeners,
Knowsthorpe, near Leeds, Yorkshire.

N.B. The Work may be had direct from tho Authors postfre

London : Longman & Co., Paternoster Bow, K C.

This Day is published, Part 17, price 2s. 6d.,

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE: comprising Figure-

and Descriptions of Popular Garden Flowers.

B3T It is respectfully announced that, under the title of

" Popular Garden Flowers,' it is intended, in future, to comprise
only such as from the beauty of their appearance and easiness of

culture are so generally diliusel as to merit, that appellation.

The more expensive productions of the Stove and Orchid-

houses will bo excluded, a medium for their publication b ig

already provided in Sir W. J. Hooker's "Curtis' Botanical

Magazine," The subjects of the "Flo.-al Magazine" will be

restricted to what are popularly known as " florists' flowers
"

and such as will prove suitable for gardening decoration. The
execution of the Plates will be confided to .Mr. James AKDRJ >,

F.R.H S., whose drawings of this class of flowers are so largely

appreciated ; and the descriptions and editing will be un -

taken by the Rev. Blnry H. Dombrain, already well known
as a writer on such subjects (under the rnature of '* D. Deal ")

in the Flor,.4 and in the Journal of Horticulture and Cottage

Vol. l.\ containing 64 Coloured Plates, 2/. 2s. cloth, is now
ready for delivery.

" ' Gleig's School Series.

In fcp. 4to. with 30 full-coloured Maps, price 7 . 6d, cloth,

PHYSICAL ATLAS of GREAT BRITAIN and
IRELAND ; with Illustrative Letter Pres*. By Walter

M'Leod, F.R.G.S., M.C.P., <fec, Royal Military Asylum,

Chelsea ; Author of the " Geography of Palestine, and van

other approved hool Books. The Maps engraved by E.

Wviier, F R G S. Forming part of the new School Series

projected and edited by the Be v. G. R. Gleio, 31. A., Chaplain-

General to H. X. Forces.

London : Lowoman^Gbken, Longman, & Roberts.

Early in September, fcp. 8vo, price 2*. in on*; taJ cover,

and 2s.6d.in cloth gilt*

SUMMER on the LAKES. By Mabgarf
Fuller Ossali, with her Autobk hy, Selections

from her Correspondence, and Notes by Ralph Waldo Emerson,

W. H. Cnanning, and others.
. _ _

London : Wari> A «k, 168. Fleet Stre B O.
'

Early iuSeptember, price 2s., Ornamental Cover,

THE WHITE SCALPER. By Gustave Aimabd,
Author of "Prairie Flower," &c.

It is impossible for language to depict more startling scenes

of Indian Life, or to inspire more thrilling interest.

London : Ward fc Lock, 15S, Fie. reet, E.C. -
. La uj i *.

-^for :CG aa. Hon y, with ! denied that the oommumcatzon winch had b^n
numerous illustrations, made to the Iteichsrath emanated from th*>

HE SIXPENNY M A O A Z I X E.
Em jmd decUred that the Knistry desertvd

Chap
C
iT^p7aTt

a
e
r

r^^^SS^^^ a vo: of want of confidence i y in

TtV-yJtu^tl^. HL^ iV.^Gem. from A -
d ^ Hungarr. ( tot Cl t propped «

^^iS^^^^rZ^^^ •-* inter Address, favourable to dec tr^Jta.
Bhdai-Parionr Occupations - P«?tj 'P^LSr <) n Thursdoy a trbt violent debrte took plaoe in

> SoeiiU rropen-A Night of *^-J}l?X^ ths Addrtw, especialiv the Po!f» snd ' -«ta,
ltato-^""£c^^r^^a winded tho mo i of . oust I0B .

The latest news from Petth statea that the Stock-

holder publkkf i »n ordinance on Thurwi«y-

di elarintr that the Oewitat of Peetfc. by its profit

a^ t the dissolution of the Pi bad attacked

the rights of the K ft
and ordering the iame-

diaie dieeontinuanee of its sittings. Oammt

XerevYi and Count Mailatk kav« received lure

The Emperor of Austria has sent a

message to the Reiehsrath at Vienna, explain-

ing his reasons for dissolving the Hungarian

Diet, and declaring that instructions have been

despatched to Hungary for the maintenance

of order, but that moderation will be used

in carrying them out, unless the employment

of rigorous measures be forced upon the Execu-

tive. An Address in reply to this message has

been moved in both Houses of the Reiehsrath,

thanking the Emterob in loyal and grateful

terms for his intention to persevere in the consti-

tutional path upon which he has entered, and for

his policy in protecting the interests of the non-

Hungarian provinces, without neglecting the

means of bringing about an understanding with

Hungary. In the sitting of the Upper House on

Tuesday Count Leo Thttn and M. Palaki opposed

the Address on the ground that it showed disregard

to the demands of Hungary ; and in the Lower House

on "Wednesday Dr. StfOMA, a Galician deputy,

Just published,

T

London : Ward A Lock, 15?. Fleet Street,

t
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of absence for three weeks, and the resignation of

the latter is considered imminent.

A despatch from Agram announces that it was

moved in the Croatian Diet on Monday that the Diet

should protest against that part of the communi-
cation made in the name of the Emperoe to the

Eeichsrath, which declared the latter competent

to pass resolutions which should be binding on the

provinces not represented therein as a violation of

the Pragmatic Sanction.

The Emperor of Russia has addressed an

imperial rescript to General Lambert, the new
Governor of Poland, instructing him to take

measures for the pacification of the kingdom with

the co-operation of the intelligent citizens, and
promising that Poland shall in future enjoy greater

independence. His Majesty also declares that he
will entirely forget the events of the past.

.
Baron Bicasoli has addressed a circular note to

the diplomatic agents of Italy abroad, explaining

the state of affairs in the Neapolitan provinces.

He states that the brigandage in Naples is the

hope of the European reactionary party, which has

its head-quarters in Rome ; and that the arms,

ammunition, and pay of the brigands are supplied

from Rome with the connivance of the Papal

Court. He expresses a hope that these facts will

show that the temporal power of the Pope "is not

only condemned by the irresistible logic of national

unity, but is become incompatible with the civili-

sation of mankind ;
" and he concludes by de-

claring that this universal conviction will materially

uniform, and Prince Alfred, in his midshipman's dress,

rode on horseback by the side of the Queen's carriage.

The Prince of Wales was en duty at the head of his

company of the Grenadier Guards throughout the day.

In spite of the drenching rain which fell uninterruptedly

for an hour and completely saturated everybody

on the ground except the Queen, who escaped by

ordering her carriage to be closed, the review was wit-

nessed by about 60,000 persons. The Royal cortege in

its movements over the plain was followed by a vast

crowd of spectators from Dublin, Kilkenny, Carlow,

and the surrounding country, who frequently cheered

her Majesty. At the conclusion of the sham fight, her

Majesty and the Prince Consort proceeded to the

quarters of the Prince of Wales, where they took

luncheon, and then returned to Dublin, arriving at the

Viceregal Lodge shortly before 6 o'clock, amid tlm re

iterated cheering of those who lined the route. Prince

Alfred remained at the Camp on a visit to the

Prince of Wales. In the evening the Queen had a

dinner party, to which the general officers and

colonels commanding regiments at the Curragh

were invited. On Sunday morning the Queen,

Prince Consort, and the Royal family attended

Divine service in the private chapel of the Vice-

regal Lodge. The Dean of the Chapel Royal officiated.

In the alternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, with

the Princesses, walked in the garden of the Viceregal

Lodge. The Prince of Wales, accompanied by Prince

Alfred, arrived from the Curragh on a visit to her

Majesty during her stay in Ireland. The Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred, and

the Lord-Lieutenant, afterwards drove in an open

carriage to the Mountjoy and Smithfield Prisons, and

inspected both establishments. The heavy rain pre-

vented her Majesty driving out during the day, but at

6 o'clock, during a fine interval, the Qneen, accompanied

by the Princesses Alice and Helena, left the Lodge in

an open carnage, and honoured General Sir George

assist the Italian Government in the task of .
Br°wl1 *|» *.** »» ^j."''?" S'thr^i!leaving the hospital her Majesty took a drive through

the Phoenix Park, and returned to the Viceregal Lodgeofrendering to Italy, and at the same time

restoring to the Church, liberty and dignity.

From the United States we learn that the

Federal army has been again defeated by the Con-

federates. The battle was fought at Springfield

in Missouri between 8000 Federals under General

Lyon, and 23,000 Confederates under Generate

PfiiCE and ^FCulloch. General Lyon was killed,

and the Federal loss is officially reported at 800
killed and wounded. The loss of the Confederates

is also said to have been heavy, but the rumour ! Thnrles the station was crowded to suttocation by the

that their two generals were" amono- the killed tenantry of the surrounding districts of Tipperary,

is not confirmed. The Federals retired in good
! who welcomed her Majesty with loud cheers. The

order to Kolla. President Lincoln has issued a

at 7 o'clock. On Monday, the Queen and Prince Consort

accompanied by the Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred,

and the Princesses, left Dublin for Killarney by a

special train on the Great Southern and Western Rail-

way. The Royal train left Dublin at five minutes

before 1. At all the stations along the line great

crowds assembled, who greeted the Royal party with

loud cheers as the train passed. At Portarlington,

where the train stopped for five minutes, a guard of

honour of constabulary was drawn up to receive her

Majesty, who was loudly and repeatedly cheered. At

proclamation, suspending all intercourse with the

seceded States, and has appointed the last Thursday
in September for a national fast. Mr. Faulkner,
late Minister of the United States in Paris,

has been arrested on a charge of treason and
committed to gaol.

Accounts from Calcutta of the 29th July state

that incessant rains have prevailed in the interior
of India, and that the prospects of the indigo
crop are unfavourable. The Calcutta journals
have received information that five cities in
Tartary and China have been made over to the
Bussians by the Emperor of China, and that a
new insurrection has broken out near Pekin.
The friendly relations of the European Govern-
ment with Japan appear likely to be disturbed.
The houses of the foreign merchants have been
entered and robbed in open day, and the Japanese
Government is believed to sanction these pro-
ceedings.

The Queen's Visit to Ireland.—On Friday after-
noon the 23d inst., her Majesty walked out in the
grounds of the Viceregal Lodge with the Prin-
cesses Alice and Helena, when several trees were
planted by the Royal party. On the return of the
1 nnce Consort from the Curragh, the Queen and his
itoyal Highness, accompanied by the Princesses Alice
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Aiora- Lieutenant, and a numerous

station was tastefully decorated with evergreens, and
each engine in reserve and all the switch *s were also

decorated. The train reached the Limerick junction

at 4.12 and left at 4.22. A guard of honour of

constabulary was drawn up on the platform. The
station was adorned with evergreens, and the utmost
loyalty was manifested by those present. The train

arrived at Killmallock at 4.50, but stopped only a few

moments, and at 5.20 arrived at Mallow. The station

at this place was filled with a large assembly of gentle-

men and ladies, by whom the Queen was enthusiastically

cheered. The town council of Mallow presented an
address of welcome. At 6.30 the train arrived at the

Killarney station, where her Majesty was received by
Lord Castlerosse, and a large number of the resident

gentry. The Queen then entered her carriage and
proceeded to Killarney House, escorted by a guard of
honour of the 18th Royal Irish and the 1st Dragoons,
Lord Castlerosse riding on the right of the carriage,

and the Right Hon. H. A. Herbert, as Lord lieutenant

of the county, on the left. Flags waved on every side,

and when the Queen passed down the road leading to

the town where the people had congregated in thousands,

the cheering was most enthusiastic. The royal proces-

sion passed the grand entrance of Killarney House, and
went down the picturesque road towards Rosse Island,
when they entered Killarney demesne by the keeper's
gate under a triumphal arch. At Presgate Valing, the
Kintore tenantry, with their families, were congregated,
and were loud in their acclamations. In about three-
quarters of an hour the Queen arrived at the
terrace in front of Killarney House, where she
shook hands warmly with her host and hostess amid
great cheering. She entered the mansion, leaning on
Lord Castlerosse's arm, and the Prince Consort followed
with Lady Castlerosse. The Royal standard was imme-
diately hoisted on the flag-staff on the top of the house.
During the progress of the cortege there were three
special cheers for the Prince of Wales, who promptly
acknowledged the compliment. At the dinner party in the

Toomies and Glana Mo^SaTnT^T^
at 1 o'clock at Glana. ft^the demesne they sat down to J*"
at Glana Cottage. AC remani^hour and a.half the Queenre

k̂^\cession of boats, the Royal boatlPH
the middle of the Tore Lake tt SV*and passed the Eagle's NertVtoS^
way to Derry Cunnihy, which was^when the Queen and party landed and

under the old Weir Bridge through
Ross Island, where they landed amid r^
Majesty planted a « Wellingtonia Z^awn in front of the mlsion/^
leave of her host and hostess. CJf *
entered the carriages in waiting £**
the 1st Dragoons, started at 6 30 toS?
the seat of the Right Hon. H. A. HerhS*
there was an immense assemblage ofU^men, who welcomed the Queen with the
and enthusiasm. In the evening there *T
party, to which Mr. James O'CoimelL tSl?
Mr. Daniel O'Counell, was invited. OiW
morning the Royal party, attended by 3tw
drove round Dinis Island and other ports*!
ross demesne, and visited Tore Lake, to wtJ!
hunt. There was a great assemblage of bolj
by respectable people, by whom the Queen*
cheered. Her Majesty remained on the i&fu
the State barge went repeatedly through titk.

boats. The Prince of Wales and Pringjfc

rowed about in a race gig. A stag was fatal*

the efforts Mr. Maurice O'Counell's pack ofw
their whippers in failed to drive it into*

Shortly after 6 o'clock the Queen returned : I

ross House. On Thursday morning her 3d;

her departure for Dublin. The h
left Killarney at 12.54 p.m., and c*i

Kingsbridge station at 5.59, having pefn

journey, a distance of 186 miles, in 5 boat

minutes. At all the stations on the routes

honour of constabulary were assembled** tit jit

which was crowded with peasantry and ihpB

of the principal people of ^the neighbour*

received the Queen with enthusiastic dw
Lord- Lieutenant and a numerous party rf

regal household was in attendance at the tf»

receive her Majesty and the Royal party**

a slosv pace, escorted by the ml f*

honour, through the principal street! rf*:

to the terminus of the Kingstown Kailty**

tion of her Majesty throughout this lo»***

hearty and enthusiastic. The streets **JI I

masses of people, and e*ery window, to»*B|
was occupied. The Queen left Dublin

yesterday morning, when she left for WyeSLLTUrtV illuming, •» «»*»"« /

Majesty remained at Holyhead y<rt<*ltf»»

new harbour mid breakwater, and fflt»£

Holybead at 9 o'clock last night, wd,«
burgh, proceed direct to Balmoral, where «»

to arrive at 2 o'clock this afternoon. ..

The Royal Fajiilt in SoomSDj-*

mornine the Princes Arthur and,I«J*g
cesses Louisa and Beatrice, with tta •

suite, left Edinburgh byspec.a tram to

Royal party reached the Perryhd W»
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. v > ..••. i in order that she may 1m got ready thought it I good Invertmen t, and altera:

i"^Z with the least possible delay. Her armament that the prisoner had spent a great porti

BTwf

already arrived irorn Woolwich, the following

ike number of Armstrong guns she is intended

t
Main deck, 16 100- pounders, and 4 40-

. upper deck, 2 100-pounders, pivot-guns.

nrf
'^ . her arrival at Chatham, will be com-

^by Capt. Bicbard A. Powell, C.B., late of the

3.

arda found

w m
ion ot tun

money. In the progress of the case tome curious
revelations were made about a great mass traffic which
aeems to be going on in conjunction with the book-

» trade. A. church in Paris which originally

e right* of the other
.

MB M BSedl in the Basalt', .'u-u >f KM
Nochauge

sellers
1

FlAX

dFowtcpt*

-The Emperor left the Camp on Friday for

and returned to Paris on Saturday, when

W Branded st a Cabinet Council at the Tuileries. On

fMnctdav morning his Majesty left Paris for Biarritz,

p at tie- farly hour of 5 o'clock, in order to

arme at Bordeaux at 6 o'clock for dinner. The

of Thursday savs that tne interview between the

and the King of Prussia will not take place

cn'd lft« lhp laser's con-nation. Lord Clyde is

trpftttd at the Camp of Chalons, after visiting

which*be will proceed to Germany.—The Moniteur

of Wednesday contains a report from the Minister

of Marine to the Emperor on the insufficiency

of thi number of officers in the Imperial navy. The

1 fillister piopotea to the Emperor to increase the

Ml lin of ofliosra within the current year by 10

raptaiui of inci«*of-war, 20 captains of frigates, 50

Beitcnantff, and -5 midshipmen. The Minister add>

that thia increase will not he sufficient, and declares his

rictiou that a similar increase will have to he made
The Emperor approves the proposition of the

Minister.—The opening of the Conseil General for the

department of the Puy de Dome took place on Tuesday,

oadrr the Presidency of Count de Moray, who in his

Opening speed), which treated only of home questions,

•aid:—
•• The internal embarrassments of almost all the Powers,

utd, above all, the words of the Emperor Napoleon, remove
all apprtben-ion of any war breaking out in which France
aould ba engaged. France must direct her efforts towards

ur. For my part, I sincerely rejoice when I see my
itry endowed by its Sovereign with new lilxsHy, because I

ftder that liberties accorded will establish themselves
tetter among us than the liberties which were achieved by

The • ant de Persigny remains at Vichy, and does not
therefore preside at the Conseil General for the Depaj t-

aent of the Loire.—The Moniteur of Monday con-
tained the following :

—

Mr. Roebuck has recently affirmed that he knew of the
taeca of a convention by which the island of Sardinia

wwild be eventually ceded to France. We give a forma] deni
totbia assertion. Not only does such a convention not exist,
0o*. eren 'be thought of eutering into negotiations on this

iththe Cabinet of Turin has never occurred to the
* Government."

The Opinion Rationale publishes the following remarks
on Mr. lioebuck's speech .

—

" Our neighbours and allies on the other side of the Channel
ave found out something new to frighten theniKolves with. It

2- el * wbo ,ia ' torn away the veil
;

it is the member
2°S?£

,d
o
Who has just revealed to his constituents the

r a
Cab,net of the Tuileries, the imminent danger not

auyof a descent on the coasts of Albion, but of the annexation
r*** ®6 «f the island of Sardinia. We are surprised that Mr.
yocic should persevere in such statements alter the formali|energetic contradictions of the semi-official journals of
"«. opt to speak of that of Baron Ricasoli. For our part, we
Sr?#

ln
.i.

e mo*»t positive manner that we have no kuow-
gjjor the treaty to which the hon. gentleman alludes. Mr.

S5_
C ln ,bis ^^ been the victim of his weh-knowi,

JJjncy to mistake appearances for realities. He has.
^aapa. f. rmed his opinion from some of those well informed
^•aponacuts, who, of course, derive their news from the

belonged to a society became afterwards the property of
the State, when on uiieatlgattoli it was found that tin-

church was under the obligation of saying 30,000
mosses, which had been paid for but never said. This
pave rise to a new industry. S rcitJ booksellers shone
in Paris have become the middlemen between the
priests who receive the orders for masses too numerous
to be said by themselves and o.hers who have no such
orders. There are priests, for instance, who take orders
for many thousands, for each of which they have to get
«»ne fran c. The bookseller takes these masses oil their

hands, receives the money, and gives the piiest a

portion of it hack in books; he then gives away these

ma s to other priests who have no such extensive

orders, and pays them likewise in boo] on which lie

gnins 50 « r more per cent. In the present case t

accused joined this trade to his other, and, in order to

save his books, falsified the returns el the melees haul.

He had taken money ior 30,000, and hail only per-

formed 663'J. He put lor one priest who said 60, 800;
tor another who said 35, 335, and so on. lie was con-

demned to three years' imprisonment, 5001". line, and
five years' suspension.

Portugal.—The Government
admission of foreign grain in

pected that the Cortes will grant

by the steam company Uniao
great opposition continues against the n -ensure. I*he

marriage of the Infanta Donna Antonia with tl

Prince of Hoheni alern is fixed for t l2thSep inber.

One of the Royal Palaces il preparing lor their recep

tion. The Marquis di Hella, representative of the

Kingdom of Italy, has anived in Lisbon, and was to be

received by the King in public iodience on the 17th
inst. The main clauses of the Hill authorising the pur-

chase of the Southern Railway are under discussion la

the Cortes.

Helgium.—A large deputation. repr< nting the

chief manufacturing interests of Ghent, Verviers, M.
Nicolas, Brussels, and other towns, had an audience of

the Ministers of the Interior and foreign Affairs, on
the 24th inst, for the purpose of submitting a memorial

to them against the negotiation of a commercial treaty

is authorised tl

Portugal. It is ex-

the a>-Utance sought

Mercantil, although

cm i tiro without rw+
naent of the Reicharath. 1. Tbooo kwc of S which are tn

accordance with the conotitatkm o! « aaenarchj will bo
recognised, those wliicb are coutrary to it will U« rejected.
S. DiSM'lution of the pieseot Uungariau lUet, whlob is oaly of
a nogative xiature. A new Diet ahaU be cot ««d as aoon *s
poaaible. Orders hare been issued tom hint sin and n ilalilnli
order in Hungary. The Emperor maintain* the unity of the
^ ntpire, the autonomy of the different countries, an. »titu-
tkmal liberty. The Euji>eror cxpreaaea his hope iu the luture."

In both Houses of the 1 rath, au Address iu leplr
to this message has been moved, a- a>w lodging in
loyal: grateful terms the tinnness of the K iperor
iu maintaining the h oiical rights of the Croem,
and thanking him also for his intention of per-
severing in the constitutional path upon which he
has entered, and for his policy in piotieting t

interests of the non-llui rian pr-vineas, without,
how. r, neglecting the means of bri »g about some
understanding with Hungary. In the sittu f the
Upper Home on TnsTsxlay < mt I Tliun and M. PaJak
blamed the t'r.jioscd Add * for the disregard it

showed to the demande Bangary. T\ rity of
i he mtsehere, Ikow \ < r. pnmouuci d J lu-n^elvca in favour

the unity of the Empire. On YS'cdui lai an
animated n took place in the l^ower 11 u
reference to the Address, Dr. Smolka, »... an
deputy, denied that the eoiumun tion which 1.ad been
made to the Heichsrath emanated from the Kmjn r,

and declared that the Ministry deserved a vote Of want
of confidence for their policy in regard to Hungary.
('mint Clam proposed a eounter Address, favourable to
decentralization. On Thursday a v. ry violent debate
OB the Address took place in the Chamber of Deputies.
The speakers against the Address, especially the Poles
and Czechs, demanded the modification of the Consti-
tution. The Donau ZeUuag of Saturday gives a denial
to the news published by some Bolivian journals, that
M. Brentano, Ministerial Councillor, is now iu London
in order to negotiate the conclusion ot a loan of six
millions.

contained the assurance of the Emperor's intention to
maintain the Hungarian Constitution intact. In the
other hopes w< re expi eased that the public mind would
remain tranquil until the assembling of than** Diet,
and that the attitude of the people would be such as to
render a reconciliation possible. The Emperor also
solemnly declared that he has no intention of incor-with England. They urged that such a treaty would,

have a ruinous effect upon many of the interests of Plating the Hungarian Crown lands with the Crown
ing the manufacturers ot tlaxen and ands ot the

4i
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'
lmt that he wished

f'T

-~~--wm«w, uue miiig asLonisnea us, aim tuat is,

J«mine midst of those panics which periodically break out

thentic
:

sources. One thing astonishes us, and that is,

Jwf'and no notice should have been taken of an article

STIE* }^^ by the G«^"« de France, which represented as^ -*1 Wtimate of all annexations that of the ishmd ofrTO". ,1'e ftJ«i Islo of Fiance, the population of which are
satire jy French."

^^wnsfays that Lord Cowley had a long inter-
w»th M. Thouvend on Tuesday. If. Benedetti,
sw Minister- Plenipotentiary to Turin, left Parisw w» post on Monday evening. The Pays says it is^ woe that the French Government had given the

• itw

*enew
.

ootta
ors an assurance that it would maintain the

^^ >n of Rome.—The Moniteur of yesterday con-
Tr^ *n imperial decree, according to* which foreign

exnft t V
1 '1 COrn

'
no matter of what kind or whence

»Jrvi-
,nay be temPorarily imported free of duty,

Jalt*"-
?1 Un<ie "* the co^tioiw of the law o-

°wiitSn
^^* ^ ^1S ^ccree a ^S0 determines the

**»ered* •

°f ^exportation.—The Imperial Court

yf t
^? Judgmen t on Thursday on the appeal of

jitaajiir.
^ue *-"°urt expunged from the fi.-rmer

f^JJ?*
tne charge of fraud, and also the charge <f

d^ r!??^ appropriating 21,2 l7 shares of the Caisse

time.
mis de Per, because If. Mires restored them in

cuftrf .
regards the other charges, the Court con

acts
view of the Court below, and, as the

tremor! .,
cn these charges were founded had been

S^tsca
repeated b

.
v »• Mir^ a,,d h:ul «aused a

*^rnt.
r

i

BIU^ en°rmons loss to private individual?,

**s mf

tl,e 8e,lt<,|1('e already pronounced. M. Mires

Helgium, including

woollen goods, of delf ware, of paper, hosiery, &c. ; that

it would raise the price of wages, ami produce an unfair

competition with England. They also alleged that the

Vnglo-French treaty had already inflicted considerable

injury upon many of the manufacturing industries of

France, and that when it came into full operation

in October next those industries would suffer still more.

They therefore prayed the Government not to enter into

any such treaty with England, at all events until

they had had sufficient experience of the working of

the Anglo- French treaty, as well as that of the Franco-

Beige treaty which had been recently signed. M.
Rogier, Minister of the Interior, admitted that the

question was a serious one, and would receive the

gravest consideration of the Cabinet. He desired how-

ever further evidence to Induce him to believe that the

negotiation of a commercial treaty with England, upon

a similar basis to that recently entered into with

France, would prove injurious to the manufacturing

interests of Helgium. Paron De Vrier.-. Minister of

Foreign Affairs, in reply to a quest I
put to him by one

of the members of the deputation, stated that up to

lat time no instructioi s had been gtten to M. Van de

Weyer, the Belgian Minister in London, to negotiate a

commercial treaty with the Biitisb Government.

Switzerland.— The Federal Council is now negotia-

ting with the Belgian Government for the conclusion of

a treaty of commtrce with every prospect of success.

BayABIA.—King Maximilian of Bavaria will pay a

visit to the King of Prussia at Ostend. m
Austria.—The Emperor of Austria on Friday sent

au Imperial Message to the Reichsrath on the Hun-

garian crisis, of which the following is a summary :—
14 The Emperor deplores the state of anarchy which prevails

in Hungary, and the ingratitude for the concessions of the

•20th October, by which he threw a veil of oblivion over the

crime of the 14th April. 1849, committed against the dynasty

and Pragmatic Sanction, — the abolition of the dynasty

proclaimed by the Diet at Debrecen. By ma*"»g me
broadest concess.ons the Emperor has

i

republished the

Hungarian Constitution, with all its liberal in* as,

as also its national independence, under the sol

dition that the control over military matters and the
|

finances should be exercised in common with the

Reichsrath, to which the fcm wa
?
authorized by the fact

that tho ancient Hungarian Cor. tion was *t^^ by a

revolutionary power, and to which It is -nd by A m»
position as one of the Kreat Powers

lM
V^lllrISnn

K
t^!Us of 1848. and elaborating the di. ma of regeaftfat «

Hungarian Diet has exacted the recognition. »*£& th«
that one law which Is an attack upon the gweraJ nghta of the

~..~«*r*uM ., -A- *« aIao utxTt tne internet* unamonarchy as a great Power, » *iw Ji . .

Print v-ourt neiow wag coininneu. — A
gj* named Vidal has just been tried on the

taaJL ,

eml*"lement ami fraud. He had found*
I

yings-bank
a volume
and

»ns, the Emperor ncvertbtle
1>rinr.

Majesty declares :—1. To maintain tne *i
OcU.ber, as also that of the ** ^>r r. N to

His
the 20th of

el the
for the clergy, promising 5 per cent ^'^ »ai8°«ai « "e

^'iiiitb. Vut always to leave it
|

£",7" i""' TIsT
of one Of his two rel^ious'i eviews,

| l\TtoVeT^Z^^£^™^ «* "f • ! ^^^ at ^

to maintain the self-government and independence
guaranteed to Hungary by the Imperial Rescript
Of 1790. On Sunday a great popular demonstration
took place at IVsth. The p< le shouted J), ak for
ever!" " Hungary for ever!" Order wa* not, how-
ever, disturbed. On Monday the Assembly of the
Coinitat of Pestfa declared its determination to cea3e to
collect the taxes, considering that they nre il" ally
imposed by the Government. The functionaries of the
Coinitat consented to a reduction of their salaries.
The < uses of the Comitat will be covered by-
voluntary contributions, and by the issuing of bonds.
The JStadtholder, in an ordinance published on Thursday]

,

declares that the Comitat, by its protest egainst the
d olutioo of the Diet, had attacked the rights of the
King, and orders the immediate discontinuance of the

|

sittings of the Assembly of the Comitat. Tb
conscripts have been ordered to assemble on the 9th of
September. Any person preventing the soldiers from
beying the order will be tried by court-martial and

severely punished. Count Apponyi, Judex CortSS, and
Count Mailath, have received leave of absence for three
weeks. 1 lie resignation of the latter is considered immi-
nent. The Duchess of Sutherland was present at the
recent debate on M. Desk's Address, and has become
highly popular by her sympathy with the Hungarian
cause.

Croatia.—The Croatian Diet has pawed a Bill
abolishing the exceptional laws on the organisation of
the military frontier. A proposition was subi | to
the Croatian Diet on Tuesday, to the effect that it
should protest against that part of the communication
made in the name of the Kinperor to the I:< ichsrath
which declared the latter competent to pass resolutions
which should be binding on the provinces not repre-
sented therein, as a violation of the Pragmatic Sanction.
KassiA.—The Emperor left Tsnrsk< e-Selo on the"

evening of the 18th, and arrived at Moscow on the
i< % morning. At Toula on the 20th his Majesty
receiv the principal civil and military authorities, the
marshal* oi the nobility, and the commercial community.
A r having visited the cathedral, inspected the corps*
of ts, and reviewed the troops in garrison at Toula
the Emperor left for Odessa on his way to Sebastopol

'

Poland.— By an Imperial rescript, dated on the
day of the Kmperor's departure for Sebastopol the
insigma of the order of St. Andrew, in diamonds has
bean granted to General Suchozanet, who has been
replaced be the Governorship of Poland by GeneralL abaft. The decoration was accompanied by an auto
raph etter in which his Majesty expressed hissmcerest and heartiest thanks for the services GeneralSuchozanet bad rendered. General Land ert, the newGovernor, has arrived at Warsaw

a-ycur, for each lOOf. The clergy ; portion of the empire in the

i„ /> -, „
He Presided on"e ^u»cil of State in his en if

UeichsValh cannot be hurtful to of Governor of Pblaod and CWo»ndar-iri^htar!5imder-in-Chief of
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the Array. The Warsaw journals of Wednesday publish

an Imperial Rescript, addressed to General Lambert,

the tone of which is conciliatory. The Emperor gives

orders to General Lambert for the pacification of the

kingdom, with the co-operation of intelligent citizens,

and promises that Poland shall in future enjoy greater

independence. His Majesty also declares that he will

entirely forget the events of the past.— It is said that

the Polish ladies, not wishing to be behind-hand with
their husbands and brothers in manifesting their grati-

tude for the expressions uttered in the English Parlia-

ment in favour of the Poles, have executed a beautiful

piece of embroidery for Queen Victoria, which they
have delivered co the English Consul-General, to be

forwarded to its destination.

Italy.—A circular note, dated August 24, has been
addressed by Baron Ricasoli to the diplomatic agents
of Italy abroad, explaining the state of affairs in the

Neapolitan provinces, and replying to those who counsel
him to renounce the union " that the Italian nation is

constituted, and that all that is Italy belongs to it."

The following is a summary of this circular :

—

Baron Ricasoli compares the present troubles in the Neapo-
litan provinces to those "which occurred in France, England,
and Spain at different periods of transition. He declares the
movement in Naples to be in no way apolitical one, but simply
an affair of brigandage and piilage. Of the 15 Neapolitan
provinces five only he says, namely, those which are near to
the Papal frontier, are given up to brigandage. He gives a
history of the brigandage which at different periods
has desolated the kingdom of Naples. He speaks in
severe terms of the former Neapolitan army, which>
although composed of 180,000 men, well armed and equipped,
fell back before a handful of heroes, and who since have
abandoned themselves to brigandage, sometimes carrying the
Bourbon flag, which they have dishonoured by not defending,
as they now dishonour it by making it the emblem of assassina-
tion and rapine. He regrets to state that the brigandage in
Naples is the hope of the European reactionary party which
has placed its citadel in Rome. The ex-king of Naples
coins money at Rome for the payment of the brigands. The
Peter's pence serve to enroll brigands in all parts°of Europe.
Their arms and ammunition come from Rome. The late
perquisitions and arrests made by the French troops leave
no doubt on the subject. The connivance of the Roman
Court with the Neapolitan brigandage is evident. He hopes
that these facts will furnish a powerful argument, and will
demonstrate that the temporal power is not only condemned
by the irresistible logic of national unity, but is become incom-
patible with the civilisation of mankind, which cannot tolerate
acts of brigandage to be prepared in the very centre of the
Catholic Church, with the connivance and encouragement of
the Ministers of him who represents God on earth. Rome by
advancing on this path, compromises her religious interests
without saving her worldly interests. This universal convic-
tion will materially assist the Italian Government in the task
which it cannot decline—viz., to render to Italy, and at the
same time to restore to the Church, liberty and dignity."

A letter from Turin in the Times states that
no official advances whatever have been made at any
time, and up to this present moment, to convey even
the shadow of a wish on the part of France to gain pos-
session of the island of Sardinia. The Chevalier Visoni,
Intendanfc-General of Piacen2a, will temporarily replace
Signor Cantelli at Naples. A despatch from Arezzo
announces that 500 Papal Zouaves had assembled on
the Tuscan frontier near Perugia, apparently with the
intention of penetrating into the Italian territory.
General Brignone has therefore reinforced the troops*
on the frontiers. The French troops have arrested 150
Reactionists at Pedece, in the Roman States. The
brother of the ex-Grand Duke of Tuscany was expected
at Rome on Tuesday, in order to marry the second
sister of Francis II. It is rumoured that General
Cialdini has demanded fresh troops, in order that he
may be enabled to make a simultaneous attack on the
insurgents. On Sunday the reactionary band in the
mountain of Somma was dispersed. The brigands at
Matese, having been surrounded by 24 battalions, have
all been killed or taken prisoners ; 400 who endeavoured
to cross the frontiers were taken by the French troops.
Colonel Loren has attacked Chiavone's band on the
mountains near Sellia, in concert with the French, and it
was rumoured that some French troops had arrived at
Castanvita, in order to prevent Chiavone from enter-
ing Roman territory. On the 22d some Reactionists
made their appearance off the coast at Ascoli, but the
vessel conveying them sailed off without any attempt
having been made to disembark, on account of the
alarm haying been immediately spread among the
inhabitants. General Pinelli has defeated a band of
brigands in the environs of Avellino. A short time
since a band of Bourbonists entered the city of Ponte-
landolfo and were welcomed by the inhabitants, headed
by a procession of priests in their sacerdotal robes
Soon afterwards a body of 41 soldiers of the 36th
Italian Regiment entered the city. They were well
received, invited to a public banquet, and there
treacherously murdered. As a punishment for this
treachery the Italian army burnt the city with the
neighbouring town of Castelducci, containing, with
their suburbs, 6000 inhabitants, and put to the sword
all the inhabitants who had not escaped to the moun-
tain« The Paris papers state that the English squadron

Sovereign. The Russian, Italian, and Belgian Ministers

on Monday presented new credentials to the Sultan

On Thursday his Majesty was to hold a grand review

of the Imperial Guard and the Line. Fuad Pacha is to

be raised to a co-ordinate rank with Ali Pacha the Grand
Vizier. It is likely that Riza Pasha will be

appointed to a remote Pashalic. A European Con-

ference will be held at Constantinople on the question

of the Principalities. Russia has proposed to the

Porte to defer its decision on the question of the union

of Moldavia and Wallachia for three years. The
Syrian Commissioners held a Conference on Sunday

last upon the question of the indemnity to be paid by

the Porte. It was decided to send another Com-
mission to Beyrout, which would be more competent to

settle the question. The Sultan has resolved upon

displaying a conciliatory spirit in Servia and the

Herzegovina. The town of Peristi, near Gallipoli,

has been half destroyed by fire.

Montenegro.—Omar Pasha has signed an armistice

for 10 days with the insurgents of Montenegro. A
fire broke out in the city of Mostar on Friday night,

and destroyed 22 houses and several of the largest

warehouses. After having lasted live hours it was
subdued by the aid of the military.

India..—We have accounts from Calcutta to July 29.

The following is a summary :

—

Calcutta.—The indigo prospects are bad. Incessant rains

have prevailed in the interior. The License-tax has been im-
posed, the Currency Bill has been passed, and income-
taxpayers have been allowed the option of paying at the satu-

rate in the coming as in the expiring financial year, without
further returns. The Rev. James Long, of the Church Missionary
Society, has been tried for the publication of a pamphlet
entitled "NilDurpan." The indictment charged him with a
libel against the editor of the Englishman newspaper, and
secondly with a libel on the whole body of indigo planters. It

was proved that Mr. Long had caused the " Nil Durpan " to be
printed, and that he had made over 500 copies to the secretary
to the Government of Bengal, with a list of some persons to
whom he wished it to be sent ; that this list had been
added to in the secretariat ; and that copies had
been circulated by order of the secretary. The only
point left for the jury to decide was whether or not the
publication was libellous, both as against the editor of the
" Englishman " individually, and against the planters as a
body. On both these counts the jury found Mr. Long Guilty.
Sentence was deferred till the 22d, when application was made
for a new trial on the ground of misdirection. The hearing of
the arguments in support of this application was adjourned.
A large number of English and native honorary magistrates
have been appointed in Calcutta.
North West Provinces.—The first symptoms of any mitigation

in the severity of the famine have appeared in Meerut. The
relief committee report that the destitution in the district is

greatly ameliorated, and chat the people who deserted their
villages had begun to return in great numbers.
Bombay.—The Government continues to publish reports

from the officials all over the country on the cotton-producing
capabilities of each province and district. The general result
is that, but for the want of roads and a steady demand at a
fair price, India would produce any amount of cotton.

China,—The Calcutta journals assert that five cities

in Tartary and China have been made over to the
Russians by the Emperor of China. The'Hong-Kong
journals of July 12 state that San-ko-lin-sin has cap-

tured Teng-hsein, and thatTao-tai of Chitung has been
degraded for cowardice, having retreated from the
rebels without striking a blow. It is also reported on
Chinese authority that 13 successive victories have been
achieved by Tseng-kwo-fan over the rebels, 20,000 ot

whom were slain. At Shanghae much trouble had
been caused by the plunder of valuable silk cargoes
belonging to Europeans by people supposed to belong
to the insurgent party.

Japan.—The friendly relations of the European
Governments with Japan appear likely to be dis-

turbed. The houses of the foreign merchants have
been entered and robbed in open day. The Japanese

[Arcrsi
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United States.—a ereat WfT-i. i

Sprin-field in Missouri Tof
ha

* **** ft*
23 000 ConftJS^^J^

tR*35
Federals and the death of Gene' IT

*** * t™^er. Th Federal loss isS1^ th* <W
killed and wounded. TLVel^^^^
order to Holla. The Confederates t ?j »M
2000 killed and wounded, wtK&t̂ 1^their tents and camp equipage hut vi

**» **
Generals Price and M'CuUoch we're L er?*C
is not confirmed XotUn$^ffi^
this battle, but according to Federal %?"***
Confederate troops, with the except ^ « ^ *
retired to Fairfax Court HouT^ft^
has issued an important proclamation,inS*commercial intercourse by sea or WheSStf
the States m rebellion against the govW"!*
the exception of Eastern Virginia, and social
the other recusant States as maybe loyal U^

1*
<- The carriage of goods, chattels,

*i*
chandise or persons, is strictly forbidden, Jtt

^

cials ot the government are ordered to forf&ij^
and other conveyances that may be employed bi?
porting such prescribed articles from any of theWarms against the government, without permiaiJI!
the President through the Secretary of the TnZ
President Lincoln has also appointed the last Tl
September for a national fast. Mr. Faulkner, tbk
American Minister at Paris, has been arretf.
a charge of treason and lodged in Waifr*
Gaol. The charge is based on acts commitJI
Paris, " in purchasing arms for the rebel 9*
whilst representing the United States Gon»
ment, and endeavouring to procure the recoguifci

the Southern Confederacy by the Governaatrf

France." It is reported that the blockade qnokki i

under the consideration of the Cabinet. A des^

from Washington states that Mr. Seward intcis

inform Lord Lyons immediately that British rotje

are engaged in furnishing aid to the Confederal

violation of the Queen's proclamation. Shortly Mb
the Royal mail steamer African left New York few
boarded by some police, who, exhibiting a want

arrested and carried off Mr. Robert Muir, iornaJ

highly respectable merchant at Charleston. Mr. I*

was, it is said, the bearer of important despateto I

Earl Russell from Mr. Bunch, British Consul at Jf

Orleans, who had furnished him with a passport k
Muir is a naturalised American citizen, andcoMBj^r

can make no claim on the British Government forprd*-

tion. A passenger from Liverpool by the Persa

Serrell, who boasted while on the voyageMb
the bearer of a large sum of money fortfefl*^**

Confederate Government, was arrested battel

States Custom House officers, on inform^ __

from the other passengers, and on searching!**

the sum of 200,000 dols. in I&uk of EngtaMJ

was found therein. He was taken to the

»J
Attorney's office, and admitted to bail in tne*«

40,000 dols. On the intervention of Lord Itf°«£r

M-Quillan, the British subject, whose release ft**

Lafayette was refused by Judge Betts, ot UjtJJ

States district court, has been released by oroer

Secretary of State. The King's County uy

issued an order to arrest the Command* «

Lafavettc for refusing to obey the writ

corpus to produce the Baltimore Police tomi

Symptoms of insubordination to™,^r£i
among a portion of the troops at Washington,^

said to be full of traitors and spies, it »

good authority that there are no less tnan i

* J
of the go«rj»»

Secessionists in the service

Government is believed to sanction these proceedings.
|
Washington, and 75 others strongly stispe ^

It is reported that the Governor of Kanawaya had taining treasonable sentiments. SomeJ^

informed Mr. Alcock, who contemplated travelling *
*

overland from Nagasaki to Jeddo, that he could give
him no assurance of' being unmolested on his journey.
Cape op Good Hope.—The deficient condition of K . becaus

*~-

the finances has formed the chief subject of discussion
j
has been in a state of insubordination, * ^ t$

in the Cape Parliament. A loan for 200,000/. has been M'Clollan would not allow it to go in a ,fc

determined on, and, to meet future recurrences, to New York. General M'CJclhm^^^^^
100.000Z. a year increased taxation. The annual

M ^

employed in the arsenal on the manufacture ^
be used against the Confederates, whictt m

.^ %

for the fact that many of these^proje*

Bull's Run did not explode. The 79th Sa*£H

estimate will now be over 600,000/. The Customs
tariff for wines, spirits, and tobacco is doubled.
Transfers, legacies, bank notes, &c ., make up the
balance. The offices of Colonial Engineer and of Com-
missioner 06 Roads are to be abolished. The question
of separation has lost ground. A Bill to give the
members of the Dutch Reformed Church power to elect
ministers, wardens, &c., was withdrawn. The Assembly
has authorised a survey for the construction of a
branch railroad from Wellington to Malmesbury, and
the erection of a telegraph from Cape Town, via Port
Elizabeth, to Graham's Town. The first vote for
annexing the whole of independent Caffraria, from
the Kei to Natal, was carried by 12 to 10.
The country beyond the Kei is half the size of England
and Wales united. It possesses, according to Sir Walter
Currie, who recently inspected it, about 35,000 warriors.
The chiefs seek a union with England. The

to New York. w;*«»«. --
,

f
i.
e
$&*»

surrounded by other regiments, took* ^ &
it, and ordered the men to lay ao ^
and return to duty. All obeyed he o^
a few, who are to be ^fjl^Z
Twenty-three Federal prisoners hay€ oe

e ,.,-..

have returned from Richmond, ^f^^f**
remain ; they all state that they and toe ^
were well treated by the CoiAdff^^
General Wool will take the com* ^0
Monroe. The New York, B^ 50^«
phia Banks have agreed to take

J
,

ift-g
of the Federal Loan, and the rem^^ P£
dols. in instalments by December.

the
r—

Meagher has refused a captaincy^^
return'

*£

**

left Naples and returned to Malta on the 26th met
IrjEKEY.-Sir William Codrington had an inter-

view with the Sultan on Friday, when his reception

^^^tnK^ lmeti
^7' ? e Sultan Mf' er" lsIand of W,aboe ™s ann ''xed to tI,e <V on June

!Z!™^;_ lh
5 Duke deMontcbello arrived at Con-

1
the neighbourhood will probably be also annexed.
Some modifications of the plans of the breakwater are
under consideration. It is possible that the docks may
be available within four years. Sir < ieorge Grey had

army. Prince Napoleon ^s r ^ left*

York from Washington, On tne
prlBC^^

tour to Niagara and tfcO%*J*0 1

on"S. 0n
u
San ',ily*

1f
n <> ™» received by the Sultan

W . «% R,
l
Excellency has visited the Ministers.M .1„ wVi- ""-"'="»-.!' "as vie

V the SaluT W 1° "T^"
1, and WaS *° be receivcd

arrived on MZKv,«rMS2£f& I~foUSS. * **""**^^ S£S

remaining at the New York »«« ^ 0»

From Richmond we learn th«
An Act£>

Congress has called for 400,^

*

e% w td**fr
passed exiling all persons who declin it^
of allegiance. A doubtful «P<£«

b*>KS^
ton that the Federal cruiser trn. ^a^.0
By arrivals from South Au>er>^ er ^
the Southern privateers ere

J*
' ^ i,M^

as well as about

Several of them haye recently
!*eD secB

off
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2 American vessels in

J e tf. l>uv.s ran into San
*** Bl0„.

,^
IWr" V

'*»»r 9to.h ult.. for provisions and
potto K:co,

"uJ^t^odVr some time previously. Them n^^*^ vUlteJ Xrillidad and the DuUh

•rfo^co* ** coals
-

She
?

rep^r l

*?
lm?

'5 ^^TTk 40 merchant vessels in ditierent par

11

!SLt Indie* and the Spanish main.

**• Urf
A«mcr-- Intelligence from Carthage*.

Z»t General Mosquera had obtained a decisive

over the Centralist army, and had occupied

• nfBoffoU destroying entirely the intrenched

** **kU(defended it. Generals Espina, Posada, and

S2LISTtaken prisoners. Marino, Ospina, and their

Ll were atoo prisoners, luo shocks ot eurth-

3JWe experienced at Panama on the 5th.

•ad a bseea

Roebuck, M.P-, attended the Corporation

id on the 21st inst., and spoke as

gyUowtooour n Relation^:-

"TV ,™ntrie* had been attempting to come closer

JC^rewaaacreiftl "ulou »
and that mainly by th

—Sand labours of Mr. Cobdcn. Between the people of

%nd the people of Knglaud an alliance could not be too

i* Great they were both, and mighty in their influen

S* world; and, as Jar as he was concerned, he might

^bedi-i : >bject toa commercial union of that kind, lie

vd Prance and her people, and he believed that any-

whicb would unite to them would be a benefit to both

% benefit to mankind at largo. Whether the attempt

d be woeeaefcil ho would not attempt to say. For himself

to ardent admirer of Mr. Cobden, but he feared the

treaty would not bear the fruits that gentleman

He hoped he might be mistaken. Nobody would

JMl mere than he did the advantages which were anticipated

tl the treaty with France if this commercial treaty was the

t^betoMMtance of unison with Franco. Heehould Likehow-
to know why it was that in a time of peace we in England

taxed as if it were a time of war. The person who now
the great country of France was not able to follow all

cable desires that we ha I in our minds at present. He
weald not allude to the circumstances whijh placed him upon

the throne of France, but these circun^tances made him, he

irocld not say the slave, but they made him the servant of the

yef France. That army now amounted to 900,000 men,
and there was a great fleet around the coast. Why were they

there? They were there to threaten England, aud he, as an

Eaglhhman, was not born to bo threatened with impunity.

Tbs dragon's teeth have been bound. The Folunteera have
up, And we are now safe ; and, besides this, there is at

d of die Administration—I say it in the hearing of men
who don't believe in that Administration— there is at the head
of the ration now one who cares for the honour and
theiaJtt. .ngland. And so long as we have him there we
•re safe. He had i-aid that he was not first in the Ian ige of
eottpliment, but this he said from his very heart,—he fe't the
danger in which England was placed, and looked with respect
upon a man to whom he looked for the safety of the
country; and depend upon it, as soon as "we got rid of
thiM man we should get rid of one of our great
defences. He had never been a party man. He had,
be believed,

I tie his utmost on one occasion to turn this

•f office, and he thought he had succeeded,
llheeaidthat Lord J. Russell, on making his farewell

speech to the House of Commons, made use of words which
ought to sink deep into the hearts of Englishmen. Lord John
aid there •• things in the conduct of the Emperor of the
Jnrncli that created great doubt and suspicion in "the minds of
"•people of England. He (Mr. Roebuck) would now make
known a secret to the whole meeting. He knew there had been

mpact entered into with the King of Italy that the Emperor
oe French should have the island of Sardinia so soon as he

JBhdrew from Rome. He was stating a fact—not what he
^jjnt, but what he knew ; and he knew also that the people

- qg and would Dot allow that. There was bangii g oew CU

AdI*L-
0U(i

#

threatening war, and the man at the head of the
JMjntatration was ready to battle against such aggraudise-
sat on the part of France. What he had said he reminded
"jearers would be verified before manv months had elapsed,
•ja wag the condition of England with regard to France ; and
"Jen a position should we not look abroad for what means of

2?°* re *• agahist the Emperor of the French making tbe
"•auerranean a French lake? Where are we to expect

to stop? He knew he should be met with all

Tsa*hf
^'l'Utations. But he said we must look to Austria

*; adversity and by experience, the Emperor of
•Jjna was endeavouring to make his hitherto despotically-

JJJW
dominions a constitutional government Now, he did

that«*V •

exPerienco made fools wiser, but he did believe
w»U male *"ise men wiser ; and, experience acting upon the
fJ*JEmperor of Austria made him determined to translate
-Jjoretnment into a constitutional government. Some
J^wnents had been given to him, from which he had made a

f^u
8, The KmPeror of Austria had endeavoured to

the constitution of that country as nearly like that of
'« as possible. He had made a House of Lords and a

paled, Foreign nation* only k-now Austria a* Ai; i* They
did not allow of it* oomponcnt i»arts, like tbe United Btatee
which we used to fpeak of; we know ut t.g of New rk.
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts. 1 we know about the United
States. The Emperor of Austria wants an empire in the
midst of Europe to communicate with other nations It h*
hitherto been united by the golden link of the but
would have it united bv a constitutional Government, an
Imperial Parliament, a "House of Lords, and a House of
Commons representing each and every one of the separate
nationalities composing the empire. This the Emperor con-
sidered would enable bun to meet agonistic Powers uj a
great and fair field. He would whether in this ] gai
was wise—to enter iuto competition with her S »veri i—to
impede him in so great a work, because it pave to each and
every one the power of governing themselves, and of sending
their own members to Parliami , of putting upon themseb
taxation, and gave them the power of < ing the En r

to meet the opposition Power of Europe upon an equality
which he desired, and which they also desired, Und
circumstances he would ask bhs countrymen whether in w
he had stated there was anything to condemn, and whether
they believed the Emperor of Austria was a sham. He
had now travelled over Europe, and for a few mon is

would cross the Atlantic, and would ask what should be ti

conduct of Englishmen with regard to the great contest
going on in America. He owned that \ a regard to
that country his early anticip s had been shak- i. He
believed in "the great men— the Washing is, the Jefferson*,

ad others of past times, and that t re was about to be shown
to mankind a new era in the gr it of man—that this

people, instructed and weU*to-d.< * in the world—many m
men of rank—would h I governed themselves as men ought
to do. He had been miserably disapp<»im If wo were t>

say to an American, "We give you every virtu* under Heaven,
wo believe you to be the greatest people on t earth, but still

it seems to "me you don't speak English as i bould be spoken—
this you speak through the nose'— fire and fury will be the

answer. He will say, with a mighty indignation, ' Sir, 1 grai

»u the imputation that we sname in our speech.' and then
1 wc have stated on behalf of this nation will be forgot,

because wo i ave said that they snaffled in their speech. That,

unfortunately, he believed to be a true st moot of the pre**}

case. The unspeakable audacity, the overbearing insolence of

Americana, had withdrawn from them all sympathy on the

ut of the people of England, looking at the great contest

now going on, was there a man in this country who did not in

his heart desire that the slave might be free These are with

tbe North, our commercial into bt are with the South, but
ill we have acted throughout with coi cte neutrality, and

what has been the consequence? Wo have been vi 1 with

abuse as was never before h »ed upon ns, and wi ive borne
it with a m lanlmity and carelessness which showed our

superiority. W« must still, however, pursue our course of

strict neutrality with regard to the affair. Our hearts and
our wishes were with the «p pressed."

Lord Robert Montagu, in reply to an invitation 1

attend a meeting at Leeds a few days ago, wrote as

follows on tbe frequent " count-outs" in the House

of Commons :

—

"A count-outdoes not overtake a dull mid stupid speech.

I have heard many such I oches, when no ono dreamt of

counting the 11 e. I have always seen the House nearly

empty when tbe fate of millions of our Indian fellow-subjects

has been discussed ; but no one tried to count out tbe House.

I have seen the benches deserted while million* sterling of

English people's money were being voted away ; but if any one
had moved * that the House be counted,' bo would have been

deemed no better than a fool or a madman. A 'count-out'

is always preconcerted or arrauged between the leaders on each

side of the House. It is atte donly when a subject, which
is inconvenient to a Government, either has been broached, or

is about to come on. It takes place when ft case ha* been
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iWctropolijf anU its IrTicimtjLh

Thk New Post Office Savings Hanks.—The
"officii regnkttions " for the mana ment of the new
Post Offiiv twings banks have been certificl by Mr. Tidd

I'ratt, and have received the official sanction of the

Treasury. Though only 300 money-order offi< 3 will

be first opened on the 16th of September, the privileges
is about to conic on. it uiue* i>i.

-icu wuen » u;«» um uwu •«»•"«», , * „n «fR^ .,-),;^u .,V...r

made out which cannot be satisfactorily ans.vcred, or when will be Gradually extended to all offi, grhich now
there is on the paper for subsequent discussion a notice number 2500, and are continually incr- sin#. deposits

ofao

way would iiunly a censure on their accomplices, or would 8 o'clock. This will be an immense improvement on
commit the Government to a course which would militate

h fc ^ nQW D£) CaUc(1 the « Q}&» snvin-s banks,

Z22£*£XS&ttfrl^V^ «'-'' -ere open at raw
,
«6 often huonvonient

legislation—it carries out the determination to conceal things intervals. >ot more than 30/. »n any one year, or 150/-

from the nation, and even to take the supervision and control
Jn ^ wj|| bc taken from anv depositor. On the 31st

££&$££^^JT^^te Sltr?T4 • of December in each year^ int, at 2J per cent,

empire Their deeds are kept secret from the people, and which will be easily reckoned, bem* at the rat ,f ±d.

even concealed and shrouded from tbe inquiring gaze of,
per lnonth for everv complete p 'd, will be calculated

parliament The Queen herself is generally shut out from ^ d^ the 'principal sum, with which it will

hr^tr^^ » c tea? b^ SwoS, rr intU p
at ihe^ ^ mm a.

interest so add.d nhall bnnjj the principal sum up to

200/. no further interest will be added : it will be,

therefore, necessary to withdraw a portion of jt, or to

allow the whole to remain without further interest.

been wntt— —
Cabinet feel that they rule the empire, and do

say, We sent
DOC
the

Hfc— oj^on.mons, and had even gone beyond our constitu-

te had given every di&tiuet nation in his country a

SdS?
1
??? aild a «W«»WlsU Governiuent, and wben it WSfl

be rw t> ,
EmPeror of Austria had only yielded to pressure

" Koebuck; knew what we yielded to when we gaveW
ih 4- !?anciPation and the Corn Laws. Should it then be«w the Emperor of Austria, taught wisdom by Solfeiino,^mt to go from his word, after having given a Consti-

te

* to hw people? Looking to the past, then, looking

g :
; -''-, and looking to ourselves, we osjght

^°,T« that he, as an honest and a wise man,
UP to his word, which he not only said,

*att™Z,i - The Constitution of Austria would consist

«**»S»!?* 1^'mmons and a House of Lords ;
that was like

-of !Sr^L 1!h* members of the House of Lord* would consist

the I«3!L
0f th« Imperial Houses; that was like ourselves:

ItoJ*™** hereditary nobilitv,-and those archbishops and

ir2T£.
wh<*e noble rank entitled them to a scat; these also

mVt'*? 0ur»elve8. The Emperor also ordains that be shall

jr*«P those persons to life peerage* who have distinguished

ST"*™ by their abilities either in Church, btate, Lrtera-
2"*» <* Art*. This wa* not like ourselvea The House.of

SJJJ^^ould consist of .°,4:i members Uken from the fol-

JZJufgfee-: -Hungary, 85 members; Bohemia, 54 ;
Lonv

SS,

*? ; l>»dmatia,o; Croatia, Slavonia, » J
G»l»cia, Lodo-

C^?' the Dnchv of Auschwitz and Zator, and the Duchy ot

aSS*. 3« ; Upper Austria, 18 ; Lower Austria, 10 j p^f^^^rg, 3 ; btriermark, 13 ; Carinthia. 6 ;
Agram 6 ;

Bjito-^ ^eenburgen. 26 ; Moravia, 22 ; Tyrol, IS J
Istna (con-

^^ >" r* Gradiska and city of Trieste). 6, in all 343 *•<>*.

72»]t will be asked, can Hmig vry l>e swamped by the Duchy 01

v^»«. seeing that Upper Austria ha* 18 and Lower 10 mem-
^"*

« Austria desires under her present Emperor to be emanci-

blush to affirm it when they ..

army there;' * We made such an arrangemenr with

that foreign dc t ; ' 'We propose U» take such and such

a course.' The Queen is nothing now in her own kingdom.

Similarly the people talk of ' the government of Lord John Deposits are taken aa low as a fhilling, but no fractional

Russell/ ' the government of i^rd Palmerst^n. But no one
f niUin wni be accepted, nor will any oddSSS^^S^KSLlin, bear i,W Wb2 however bv further

to the ancient order of things, and pay, to the best Sovereign depouiw, the odd slnlhngs are made up to a complete

who ever adorned the throne of England, the honest allegiance
oun(j tjie p0Urid go completed will also bear interest at

SElS ?^lc\U
h^ofo?he?J^ k Per cent from the firs to of tbe^lendar ma^

enaeavmlrs by a count-out. It is thus that the country is next ensnin* after the pound is so completed. I he

crucifie. stween two thieves. Then, again, the effect of these depositor will be required to nil up a form, stating the

•counts' is to accumulate a great mass of business for the end
t i

3 derosiU» his Christian name, surname,

KSMffltStS^lS occupation, an/rcsidenoe. He will *g. a "deeJ^-

accumulation of business is hurried through m tbe most un- tion," in tbe presence of the postmaster, th lias no

seemly manner; and no one challenge* any misdeed or
Qt^r deposit in that or any other savings bank m

extrava^nce
uJhu±the same^

<;reafc Britain or Ireland (except **jj* **

>\; ymit-or

win be rurniafced with a n«»iwreH depoeit book, in

• which all particulars * ".v «* «»««*er,

^tor will also affix his her signature.

The .*tma*t«T will al*o sipni «« nair and amx the

dated »tamP of hi* oflkr. T ***, Use moment

oeeeasis thi* book, dv nUed in with the

amount diWK«ite<l, the d; 1 1 er particu-

ler*. po-eaVes the ••« .rumen, a* the act

forth© -due repay-*** - of the principal

counts-out ' at the beginning

Bank Rate of Discorvr
Clip fntclligfiire. , ^ , ,^Kr^hcl^nkofKnglan,

at the weekly court on Tl.ursdnv. re.hKcI ther» 01

a.scount from 4i per cent., at «&* it hM •tood smce

the 15th inst., to 4 per cer.
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» prCa--F j^^jTcSu. 1823. 83i ;
ircm.-

Csnts^lSWa©

JT „ postmaster*, «l„.h w. eWI new expi.,o

XpoaUnaster. hewn.* received be dayos.t, » bonnd

tlTeet, «»d by the onleaai r >«<, t» r^srt the

iime wit full !
r**lare « cuief office the stye

day •*& bv ret urn of pott, or the next day, the de-
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positor will receive from the chief office, direct to his

own address* an official acknowledgment, of no value to

any one but himself, and only of value to him as a

certificate that the postmaster has done his duty iu

reporting accurately and promptly the amount of the

deposit. Should this " acknowledgment" fail to arrive

within 10 days, or should it on arriving be found

inaccurate, the depositor must notify the same to " The
Comptroller, Savings Bank Department, General Post

Office, London." All mistakes will, on such application,

be promptly rectified, and no action at law can be had
by either the comptroller or the depositor, all disputes

being referable to Mr. Tidd Pratt, as arbitrator, whose
decision will be final and binding on comptroller,

depositor, postmaster, and all concerned in any matter
in dispute arising out of these transactions. Deposits

may be made in the joint names of two parties ; but the

signatures of both parties will be required on with-

drawing. Youths of 14 years of age and upwards may
enter into these joint deposits; and youths of seven

years may deposit on their own account, and their

receipt on withdrawal will be a sufficient discharge to

the postmaster. Married women, or single women who
may afterwards marry, may deposit and withdraw,
unless after such, marriage the husband shall give

notice in writing to the Postmaster General that the
repayment must be made to him. Certified friendly

societies, charitable institutes, provident societies, penny
banks, &c, approved by the National Debt Commis-
sioners, may deposit their funds without restriction.

They will have to sign a declaration in the usual way,
and forfeit the deposits in case of false declarations.

Every depositor, on each anniversary of his first deposit,

must send up his depositor's book to the chief office,

where it wi.H be compared with the account there
standing in his name, the interest will be added, and
the book returned to him. All these transactions are
free of postal or other charges, but if the depositor's
book be lost a shilling may he charged for the supply
of a new one from the chief office. The 12 stamps must
be inclosed with the application for a new book.
Depositors' books pass and repass post free, and all

bondfide applications to the department are likewise
free of postage. A person having an account in an exist-
ing savings bank must, previous to depositing in a post-
office bank, apply to the trustees of the said savings
bank for a certificate of the amount with interest
standing to his account with them. They will furnish
this certificate free of charge, and on taking it to the
post-office bank in which he desires to open an account
it will be received as so much cash. He will be
furnished with a depositor's book, and the amount
entered just as if he had paid it in money. Any person
wishing to withdraw from a post-office bank must apply
at that bank for a u withdrawal " form, which will be
furnished free of charge. This he must fill up and
forward to the chief office. The next day he will
receive, by post, to his own address, "a warrant " for
the whole amount of his deposit, with interest, or for
such sum, being a portion of it, as he may desire to

jwithdraw. The postmaster will have been advised of
the proposed withdrawal in the interim, and will be
prepared to pay the amount on the production of the
"warrant," duly signed by the depositor, who must
take his deposit book with him. Provision is also made
for^ depositors unable to attend personally, for de-
positors dying intestate, becoming insane, or otherwise
incapacitated or going abroad. In fact, the regulations
are marked by singular simplicity, and a «« handy-
book," with the "Act," the "official regulations"
complete, and full instructions for both postmasters
and the public, is alreadv advertised to appear on the
2d of September.
Removal of the Foreign Office.—The business

of the Foreign Office was removed on Tuesday to No. 7,
Whitehall Gardens, where it will be carried on in future!
The IUbon de Vn>iL.--On Tuesday Baron de

Vidil was removed from Newgate to the House of
Correction, where he will undergo the term of 12
months' imprisonment with hard labour imposed upon
him by Mr. Justice Blackburn. He was removed in
the usual way in the van with other prisoners, and no
deviation from the usual course of prison treatment
will be made in his case. M. Alfred de Vidil, the son,
is at present in Newgate, and will remain there until
bis term of imprisonment has expired. His case is
mere.y one of confinement, no labour being imposed
upon him. Previous to the Revolution of 1830 the
father of Baron de Vidil carried on the business of a
glove manufacturer in the Kue Kichelieu, Paris, while

in the net receipts of the year ending in March last, as

compared with the year ending in March 1860. The
Commissioners after investigating the causes of this

decrease state that there was a diminution in the con-

sumption of spirits to the extent of nearly five millions

of gallons, and they attribute this diminution not so

much to the effect of the increased duty, as to the
badness of the harvest of last year, which in Ireland

seriously affected the amount of sales in spirits, and in

England and Scotland the sales in beer. They state

by the decree of~the Court ot rWthe Court declared that all theS^** *«
wholly or partially by the^S^^^aStion of finished orntoitoS^^*^'

benefit of the nnhliA f to ** d«ete#M_
trustees for the tinfJf&C
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<
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water-colour drawings of thl' v • u

f a Terv hJ,
nation ou*ht, in the%&* offe exig;
conditions annexed to the gift in nil
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a
annexed to the gift of the two :

f
etnann**tE

that the increased duty on chicory, whichis chiefly used Claudes have been complied wit? tv!*
n<Mr**•*

for the adulteration of coffee, has checked its consump- to receive them at the National GaliervV
or *** *i

tion and is likely still further to diminish it. The Gall^hfi^^ the power of the triSifr*
income and property tax for the past year shows an

Gftllery ha8 been D™M™ 1 —^ **«

increase of about a million and a quarter over those of

the preceding one, caused by the increased rate of taxa-

tion in that year ; but as a slight remission has been made
this year, acorresponding decrease must be anticipated.

The revenue from licenses for refreshment houses
and for retailing wine under the Act of 1860, has
greatly disappointed expectation. The total number
of refreshment-house licenses is 5798. The amount of
duty is 3366/. ; the number of wine licenses for con-
sumption on the premises is 6S6, that for consumption
off the premises is 710; the total being 1426, and the

Dreserved over th«™ .
"^ fjf &t

announced that they were removed t« k!3 il »
temporary measure/ That Sner^dTed ^**

no further

rooms for thT****
n* *•

pictures and drawing" *»«?*"*th
n S

at£n»
in connection with the StM?***.

Tm
d '^"Sf^ Gallery.- Thatitfa«Sj5?J

Pictures bv Turn**- .k rt»l^ uA r_ n M'^icr i»- ,pictures by Turner should be forthwith deS?*hung m one cf the rooms of the mwfi&im*
Accordinff to the plan which Mr.T^'SftW
stated m his evidence that he is prepared t,Z^this arrangement, as it will necessarily umfflinconvenience in the exhibition of the SiNational Gallery, must be considered

F ™
**!

as of a strictly

« -
,

character, pending the execution of some m**
amount of duty 2639^. Only 38 licenses for the sale of comprehensive plan. That, with a view to ^™
wine to he consumed on the premises have been taken Ll^^n^w^' Penneth

T
rne

. the architectO?

his son fulfilled the duties of commis voyageur to the

in Liverpool, 9 at Leeds, 1 at Huddersfield, 3 at
Brighton, 4 at Cheltenham, 1 at Scarborough; none at
Bath, Bury, Blackburn, Cambridge, Oxford, Preston,
Rochdale, or Wakefield. Portsmouth and Southampton
have 6 apiece, Bristol and Bradford 12, Plymouth 7,
Sheffield 14, Birmingham 29, and Manchester 91. The
Commissioners state that the disappointment in the
anticipated amount is partly owing to the terms of the
act imposing the duty on refreshment houses binding
them to a more limited application of it than they had
anticipated. So small an annual payment as 10s. 6d.
or 11. Is., according as the house is valued under or
above 20/., might, they think, not unreasonably be
exacted from every person keeping open a shop in
which refreshments are sold after a certain hour at
night, the simple test of liability being the sale and the
time. When it is necessary, as at present, to prove
that the house is one "of public resort and entertain-
ment," in order to bring it within the operation of the
act, it is evident that very difficult questions may arise,
and that a vast number of shops, in consequence, avoid
the license altogether. The Commissioners state that
the trifling revenue of 15,000Z. derived from the
duty on cards and dice is secured by enactments
nearly as complicated and restrictive as in the case
of the most important contribntories to the Exchequer.
Several of the regulations have recently been much
complained of by the card manufacturers (most
especially by the exporters), and not without rea-
son; but the Commissioners are bound by the act of
parliament, and they would scarcely think it worth
while to recommend the introduction of a new code of
laws on this subject. "The repeal of the duty," they
add, " would sweep away a mass of legislation which
looks strange indeed in the present day, and which it is
very unlikely that the legislature would now permit to
be placed upon the statute-book. We apprehend that
few persons are aware of the existence of such pro-
visions in restraint of trade as the enactment that no
cards or dice shall be made in any place in Great
Britain except London, Westminster, and Southwark ;

nor in Ireland except in Dublin. The duty on dice
produced only 441. last year. Some of the evils of this
duty were noticed in our first annual report."

The Turner Pictures.—The Select Committee of
the House of Lords appointed to consider in what
manner the conditions annexed by Mr. Turner's will to
the bequest of his pictures to the National Gallery can
best be carried out, and also to consider the measures
proper to be taken with respect to the Vernon Gallery,
and any future gifts of the same kind, have made the
following report :

—

"That the late Mr. Turner, R.A., by bis will pave to the
trustees of the National Gallery his picture of Di.lo building
Carthage, and his picture formerly in the DeTabley Collection,
for ever, subject to the direction that they should be kept and
placed always between the two pictures pain- ed by Claude,
the Seaport and the * Will ;

' and the right of the trustees tothese pictures was declared by the decree after mentioned :and the two pictures have ever since been, and now a-e, pUced
Turner a will. That Mr Turner made several codicils in .is

his evidence that he can undertake to erect room

establishment. In this capacity the "litter made
frequent visits to England, and became known to the
principals of several commercial houses in London
liaving secured the patronage of Marshal Soult by some
important service rendered to a member of his family
he was appointed by that .Minister Attache* to the
french Embawty at Vienna. Subsequently, on the
.\larsha s appointment as Ambassador Extraordinary
to England, on Her Majesty' Coronation, the Baronhaving been previously ennobled by Louis Philippe
accompanied his patron as Attache', and from Ztperiod has resided alternately in London and Pari* a

clS membCr °f thG di8ti»gu 'shed ^rcles of both

Inland^LATfD
u
REYE>'UE--~ The Commissioners of

ihX£em,e
n
V
t Ju

CCent,y PnU»*«* a report fromth ll aK*a™ tLat there was a decrease of 693,546*

„~ a V'vS A 1 J vwiV,ciiiu mat iney snouJd be maintainedand exhibited as a separate collection, to be called « Turner's
Gallery; 'by the second codicil he gave his finished picture

tees of the National Gallery, provided that a room or roomswere added to the National Gallery, to be entitled * Turner's
Gallery ;

' in the meantime they were not to be removed mtilrooms were built
; the trustees of the National Gallery werenot to have any power over the pictures unless his wish was

fully carried out by them; it was bis will that either suchpictures should remain and be called ' Turner's Gallery ' a„dbe the property of the nation, or to remain at his house as one
entire gallery, to be viewed gratuitously

; if the lease could not

Jr^rST?1

f ff
C
iV

,res ^ereJ° ** 8°M ;
by the thir<* codicil,n the National Gallery should not car

unless some reasonable prospect of seeing , d?
worthy of the fine collection of pictures by the«SSand British artists which the country now i»S»which is, year by year, receiving adlitions of nSS!ance, erected upon a comprehensive plan on the \,*tm!»other site, it appears desirable that steps shouM'oifaS
taken for making the limited addition to the pmJ2
suggested by Mr. Penncthorne. That with reprdil
second portion of the order of reference, viz

,
' And hi

completed such inquiry, then to consider and reporttk*
sures proper to be taken with respect to the VerootQIe
and the prospective measures proper to be taken viaat
to any future gifts of the same kind,' the late period^
Session making it impossible for therommittefcfoflja*
sider the important questions involved, tho comraittMk.

recommend to the House that the subject be aguish
early in the ensuing Session. And the committee brnoa
the minutes of evidence taken before them, together fill

appendix, to be laid before your lordships."

Beitish Museum.—During the autumn rec«,«fe

will commence to-day and extend to tbe 7th S.ptwJa

several important alterations will be carried iiti efc

In the Ethnological Department an improved amp!

merit and to some extent a new classification lMf ««

undertaken by Professor Owen, in order toindnaVtk

additional specimens comprised in M. Du (XaiW

African collection, and the contributions ofotfcrm*

discoverers in natural history. Tltf«»
Carthage, which have hitherto been oalr partij

displayed in one of the basement roams, w^*
exhibited to the public; and further a'^rtfo"***

effected in the disposition of the caste and*#"
the Greek galleries. Increased facility is to i£
vided in the reading-room for reference to

,

t*"f"
of the old catalogue which have not IntbJJf

labelled and arranged in divisions, and addlt ' ofll

£
!
"

of the printed catalogue are to be supplied»
of readers.

Electric Postage.—The United KingdomWf
Company, taking as the basis of their f™*7lg
fact that the number of letters conveyed by p»

9d, and Is., previous to the reduction"^"J
1,000,000 weekly, have determined to charge

rate of a shilling for telegraph messages t^°T^
country. Their lines are spreading wpia'yw^

and will, within a few davs, be opened as w

Chester and Liverpool. ,

The Gbeat Mbteopoh8.-A return.recent^

from the metropolitan police office st™*

a radius of six miles from Charing Cross ine

miles of streets. Since 1849 the
i

nnmbe _ot a«j

increased by upwards of 60,000, and tbe m
streets by nearly 900 miles. ^
The Drinking Fountains.-Oit'j^^><

between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., 4133
p«J

u**

the Royal Exchange Fountain for drWKi b \
^

The Paper-duty DkawbACK.-* ^ -

lately wrote to the Chancellor of tie •

quiring if he considered it would je J

lishers who hold quantities of P
rinte

f
T^^

export it, with the view of getting tne

paper, and reimporting it after the
J .

and he has just received the following
*•

"My dear Sir,-Being ^^^M^^S^
and full as possible to your letter-of two* ReveI1„c«^
the subject of it to the Board of Irt«£ ^tj

^

this day received a reply. You *£ ,ret tjj
J

.

iust;

t Wn;fna ° ery
u°

be V°ld
'
and

-

in t,iat «*» his ff«hery
t<> be continued upon tbe terms mentioned in his la*t codirilBy tbe fourth and last codicil ho limited 10 y

information in the Court of ^cheau^ ^ n u^
h\HiTn\^A

Lun
l

niii^lcoT-\!
,Q

.

nw^ ^ly to add that I Wghjy JPP
r

ar«
<J

ntbu^lfSn? t0 thVNi

atl°n
£ K

Gal
J
Gry

I
if room8 *eri prompted your letter, and bat yo ^ th»^

?i?I iS!hi^
e p

i
c
?,
ure

.

8 "ere to be exhibited gratuitously during make any use of this reply which J 5B .

Minister ox finance or «" «» '"„.„
r On^yjjr

best information in his or i \* I>°^® *

purpose ofJJJ
advised that books exported for **»$&**«£*
A^voi* .-1. r,f xwl«* hereon, and witn » ^ ^»drawback of Excise thereon, """":_

ceases» ,"•; .

after the date when the Paper Duty c* ^
as merchandise wHhin theA^^

todf
w^^»

23, and consequently there is no-titi« ^
We are further adv.sed that any lg

j bt U X
w

drawback under such circumstances ^ refund ,

..„, „,^ FI/luieswere L„ ue exnioiteaerHtuitouelvo rna
cept the hast two years, and then the pictures were to be suld

;

any
remain, very faithfully yours,

"A. Black, Esq., M.P."

W. Glaw

1
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u*^,^:
A lew days since Signor Vincent

|

violent vomit in-r, and the wife and voun t child tmtMiivhed in lilt learned profc^ioi at wdl M in*
""Trough

;

became so ill tint they died. The nei-hWmrs enter-
of lifc

,

: /°r ] **l

l

r*™*\^ hi» oaris*** a. a member
1900/. I tainincr -rave mmuJ «f f™l „l.v .~m«t !.- i..„ J^^ture. H« peculiarly graUMtif to me tbetthat

known voloe should upon tins rm*mn u«.

M^TrXrica'jo'hnstone, a la'dy upwards of 40
|
band and tin

^!r residing at Twickenham. It appeared
j

authorities, w
* S roet accidentally at the house of a noble-

•..»' : V;- •- lii]v when an acquaintance com-

girl Strathern, communicated with the
upon

npratulatedmeontny

mt . .hat well
NHMBtOtod Hti'"

which resulted 'in a declaration of affection on

rfthe artist, and a correspondence extending

lumber of letters. Having, however,

ions aroused bv frequent demands for money".Wderable

Wnart of v goor wjn»tw, ««.*w... r .— >. ,.. ov...v

hv threats, the lady requested him to return

s~ '
This he refused to do, unless upon payment

^JJSTxo this Miss Johnstone ultimately consented.

ZZ ''.:",v to.* Place, when parcels were exchanged,

i/SSiUinSne bank notes the other professing to

W taaletters stipulated for. Before reaching home, how-

UTtheladv found she had been deceived, her parcel

f^Ljnfl. .,t bits of old newspapers. The prisoner was

S3d until Monday, the lady being too ill to attend

•Ccourt (hi that day he was again brought up for

n. when Miss Johnstone gave evidence, in

ti:* luted that at various times during their

exhumed an

result of w
account for the sudden death, but there were appear-
ances consistent with death from arsenical poisoning.
It was ascertained that the prisoner had recently pur-
chased arsenic for the alleged purpose of killing rats.

The stomachs and some other portions were then sent
to Dr. Wrightaon, of Birmingham, for analysis, and
the inquest was adjourned till the completion of the
medical testimony. The prisoners however were appre-
hended on Friday evening, and remanded for a week,
the females being admitted to bail. The prisoner was
afterwards removed to the police it ion in a cab,

roughly handled.

Dover.—On

piY\ -

Palmer*ton was

him be required her to allow him sufficient to support

Umttlf in a proper manner, and this requisition in the

coarse of time assumed the form of a demand, enforced

by threat*. The investigation was again adjourned for

"week.

Explosion at Woolwich Arsenal.-

iflfrnoon •* a man called Pickering was fi

The corps on the ground were the Margate Rifles and

Artillery; the Deal Rifles; the Ra i sgate Rifles and

Artillery; the Dover Rifles and Artillery ; the Hastings

Coast and Marine Artillery and Rifles; the Tenterden

Rifles; the Folkestone Artillery and Rifles; the Hythe
On Monday Artillery and Rifles, numbering altogether nearly
ing a rocket j_Q00 men. After the review Lord Palmerston

, „ completely tnrougn tue iron roor. ricKermg, w,th u salute of 19 guns. A procession

and a man named Munden, were much burnt, and formed, in which the barons and other officials of the
conveyed to the infirmary, where it was found ~
iry to amputate the former's left arm.

Td Public Health. — The Registrar-General's

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in the

week that ended on Saturday, August 21, were 1159.

Tbs average number in the corresponding weeks of the

10 jean 1851-60, excluding the deaths from cholera in

18&4,and allowing for increase of population, was 1178.
The present return is therefore 19 below the average.
During the week the births of 909 boys and 814 girls,

in a!l 1753 children, were registered in London, In the
10 corresponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the
average number was 1582.

Cinque Ports and Admiralty took part, and proceeded formerly a religious house of the Knights Templars
• t\ a** • __^ -««__ — —a? ^— mi * -- - .»•».! ««r««a» «*ff««#4 m+mn « HP i—— l*r«1 *K/» •/-,•-*» rt/lifi/>rt «1

^ _,„ «i Mid into his own
feeling*, he will be oouvinced that the knowledge that the
town or the county, the corporation or the eomniun.'v, to
which he belongs has been faraou* in history, hat been loyal to
the Sovereign and done pod service to "the country—that
•entinuMit in his mind is a guarantee for good conduct in what*
ever circumstances he may be placed, because, indepeadei.Uy
of his own sense of what i» right and what is wrong, he would
feel ashamed of lowering the character of that community in
eonnexioa with which his ancestors for generations and
ocnturies past hare done credit to their country and
rendered themselves useful to the Crown and the State of
which they formed part Gentlemen, 1 rcsj>eot this corporation
of t he Cinque Ports. It is true, as ray learned friend ho said.
that the prngreee of general improvement has visited the
Cinque Portias well as the other institu <»f the land ; bu
the progress of true improvement u ni»t I icraolish, but to
amend ot to destroy ancient n tutions, but to adapt them
t<> the tiniis in which we live,—to make them a part of a
bar nious whole, instead of foreign excrescences upon the
general fabric Why, that wh are now doing in *

M'ighbourhood is an example of tb'a. We are increasing and
tmprnvtng those ancient works which in former ages were suf-
fa it l^r the dcfcnM of thin part of the realm. We are
adding to them caodeca improvements; we are removing
tlu.se partn which arc no longer suited to the exigencies ot our
times; Wk4 lost in the same way, without destroying those
vwereble institutions of the Clnqqs Ports, we have removed
from them those Amotions which might ho belter exercised by
other parte of the constitution, with advantage not only to
themselves, but to the community at large. Gentlemen, 1 will

not detain you any longer. I will limply return you mv
sincere thanks for the hearty welcome you have given me, and
assure you that, if it were my lot as a much younger man to

live for many years to come, the recollection of the reception I

have met with this day would survive in my bosom to the
latest hour of my existence."

The members of the Court then did formal obeisanr

to his Lordship; and the Mayor of Dover having

Invited his Lordship to a banquet in the evening, the

delegate! were dismissed and the Court dissolved.—The
banquet in the evening took place in the Maison Dieu,

$robincial*
JirRirrvGHAM.—The triennial musical festival in aid

of the Birmingham Hospital commenced on Tuesday
IjdVr the presidency of the Karl of Shrewsbury and
Talbot. The festival opened with the performance of
"Elijah;" on Wednesday morning the oratorio was
"Stroson," on Thursday the "Messiah," and yester-
dsy Beethoven's grand service in D and "Israel in

«Cpt." On the Tuesday and Thursday evenings con-

Jj??^ miscellaneous music, on Wednesday the
Creation," and yesterday " Judas Maccabeus " were

Performed. The principal vocalists (engaged included

gnor
jngmi, Mr. Santley, Signor Bellctti, and Mr. Montem
«"»to. Mr. Costa was the conductor.
CirESTER.-TUe execution of Martin Doyle, aged 26,

—r»*i jn una cuu.*ty, uu ins ovi-n -»*<»j i«*oi/,

Td«!
C,rcuuistances of extreme brutality, took place on

J*"*? corning in front of the county gaol in the
£*>«'ot'about 1700 persons
C0OT»ct had to

Since his sentence the

tire*

y^H
- a certain extent exhibited symptoms of

JT^ ^ a*id submission, but about 10 days ago a decided^^c occurred in his demeanour, and with the greatest
^ition i le frequently admitted the justice of his sen-

^hen he mounted the scaflold lie wished to

Wurev v
^W wor^s to tbe crowd. He was dissuaded

life »!!i w
tl,e ^oman Catholic priests who attended

&£?}* his executioner. While Calcraft was ad-

WCltW t0^e ^e uttere(^ a ^ew siipp,icat,ons
»
and °n

A ttKir
- withdrawn he expired without a struggle.

citiST
' *as signed by a number of the Chester

p^j^l ,rayiT,g
|or a comml,tation of the sentence to

the Mr J.

tqde tor life, hut a reply was received from

tat*,/
15* 0ffice 0" Monday stating that the law must^ its coarse

J

CovBXTRr. -

K^.7'
I;,''nia Strathern. and Jttie Sr,,krs, were

•or/ • rcthe trough magistrates charged witli
«roering Retg Beamish by administering poison^ mal" - ! i..- i....«j f the deceased, tan

liis house, Jane Stokes

in the presence of an immense concourse of spectators

to Bredenstone Hill, where a Court of Shipway was

held in a tent, within the Drop Redoubt. His lordship

sat on a raised dais, covered with eiimson carpet, with

the mayors of Dover, Hastings, Hythe, Rye, Kever-

am, Folkestone, Denl, Sandwich, New Roumey, and

Winchelsea, the bailiffs of Lydd and Pevcnsey, the

mayors of Seaford, Tenterden, and Margate, ranged in a

semi-circle around him, bearing their wands of office.

The officers of the Court in their official robes were

placed in order at the extremities of the semi-circle, the

general body of delegates from the Ports occupying

seats ranged along the whole length of the tent within

the bar, beyond which a considerable number of ladies

and gentlemen were accommodated as spectators.

The Lord Warden having taken his seat, the Seneschal

(the Town-clerk of Dover) conducted the formalities

for duly constituting the Court. The mandate requiring

iu quaint and antique phraseology the ports, towns, and

their limits to send representatives to the Court was

first read, after which the returns to the writ were

made, from which it appeared that 14 different corpo-

rations had sent delegates. The Seneschal then called

over the roll, when the barons summoned answered

to their names in the order of the precedence belonging

to the different ports. He then reported to his Lord-

ship that returns had bees made from all the towns

within the liberties of the Cinque Ports excepting

Fordwich. Lord Palmerston then said:

—

"Tho Court having been formed, I have uaw to declare that

having been nominated bv Her Moat Gracious Majesty to the

office of Con-Uble of the Castle of Dover. Lord Warden,

Admiral, and Chancellor of the Cioque Ports, two am nt

towns and their members, an office vacant by the kmented

death of the Most Noble the Marquis of Ualhousie. I have sum-

moned the Grand Uoirt of Shi |»way, pursuant ancient

usage and custom, on entering upon the office aforesaid, and

testimony of my nomination thereto I request that my patent

of office may be read by the Seneschal.

The patent was read accordingly, conferring on his

lordshin the remnant ofthe ancient juria Uc4 ion attached

to his office, together with the right to all wrecks of

flotsam, jetsam, and lagen, or lost merchandise, and all

things taken up, gotten, or recovered from the sea,

either by himself, his deputies, or agents of all the

ports or creeks, as well by land as water, within the

precincts and liberties of the Cinque Ports, the office to

continue for life. The Mayor of Hythe, the r ot

astfMSKii; rs.s-^as gag a»=»—

-

he would take the oath binding him to maintain then ... . .. ,_
special rights and immunities, which no longer exist.

Lord Palmerston said :-" I hav. eat pleMi P*J

irjff the office conferred u on me by the yn

ratified by this Court. I 'all feel it my duty toj
.1

and now used as a Town hall, the very edifice in

which, according to local tradition, King John delivered

his kingdom to the Papal Legate Pandulf, and under-

took to do homage for it as a vassal of the Pope, paying

1000 marks as annual tribute. The Mayor of Dover

presided, having on his right the Lord Warden, the

Right Hon. W. Cowpcr, and Lord Elcho; on his left

Sir J. Rurgoyne, Inspector-General of Fortifications,

Lord Clarence Paget, M.P. for Sandwich, and the Hon.
Captain Waldegrave. Among the other guests were

Mr. Nicol, M.\\ for Dover, General Garvoch, com-
mandant of the garrison, Colonel Cuppage, comman-
dant of artillery, Mr. Bodkin, recorder of Dover, Dr.

Piiillimore, judge of the Admiralty Court, all the

officers of the Court of Shipway, and the representatives

of the Ports present at the morning^ ceremony.

About 350 gentlemen in all sat down to dinner. Lady
Palmerston and many other ladies occupied seats in

the gallery. After the usual loyal toasts, Sir

John Burgoyne, in responding to the toast of the

Army, said that no Minister had shown so much justice

and flrmnew in the consideration of military affairs as
'

their distinguished guest, adding, amidst great laughter

! and cheers, that he could not help thinking what an

able General the country had lost through the noble

lord not having been brought up as a soldier.—Lord

Clarence Paget in responding for the Navy said he

could not agree with Sir J. Burgoyne that their excel-

lent Premier ought to have been brought up a soldier,

hut thought that, judging from the great knowledge

and experience which the noble lord displayed in all

discussions on naval matters, lie would hare made a

first-rate sailor.—Colonel M'Murdo also, in returning

thanks for the Volunteers, said that, as preceding

speakers had claimed their Lord Warden for the Navy
and the regular Army, he must also put in a claim to

rank the noble lord* among the Volunteers, among
wlion, indeed, he might now be considered to be en-

rolled.— The Mayor then gave the health of Lord Pal-

merston, their ne .v Lord Warden. The toast was received

with vehementaud prolonged cheering. Lord Palmerston

in reply said :—

"Mr. Mayor and Gentlemen,—It is really not one of those

i

commonplace expressions which are usual on these occasions,

if I Bay that no words can adequately express the smallest

On Saturday, William Beamish, a
all

I;

emeu u> i-ijis ^mirb. j. »««•»•» --
, . - !„„«:««"

I ttut belong, to that an< 1 1 >?n
,

ott™W'M'?

* ^nivml W til l'»ud
ns announcement was i

ivc w,t" '

instantaneom followed by a sah ""J
1

it 'battery. Dr. Wlltapi* ^J*
EtonT^

PH n<* was lin8band of the dece,18ed
»
aml

e«?in« ^
tratnepn worked in hi

Wor
?

i!!

en
!
n alte»dance upon deceased a short time

1.

,n
_
the district

death. It appears that Beamish, Who
ie district called Hillfields, had four chil-

5**
J;J deceased" The week before hist immediately

** orewugt the whole family except the man himself,
90 *ent to the mill to breakfast, were seized with

the adjacent oatierj

Chancery and Admiralty Com

fr

e

then ddnssed th» I

Lord Warden at some length on t -J' r ore* [^^^VSSSii
dignify of the office of Lord vVardcn, r wng»
same time that "the ruthless hand of m

legislature" had shorn it
a,,t,ml adx ',n

ta *. Lord Pain , replied a^oll rs :—
°

t fhftt I have heard with
" Gentlemen, I need not *

,r.,,da -!a well as of pr
greate-t delight, , inyiot aya^ e

f̂\ .^oi d;

the eloquent address just d< ed to us oy • i

nine on wuicu »ir v»-» »»»' "ru«Wth*
flible to the warm a«d heartfelt <iera<nwtr»lioii.«. I h»yVhul tfta

nleaaure tbia d;iy to rehire from no large number of my
SSow cT.untryno^. I fe*l indeed that ™ * can

be mv aood o» to eerre my mtry. my atuchment

rasotel for the in* that country, end
1

the

TUt m.iv ho by son alered «. prejuJioe-imbibed
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was an office it was expedient to keep up, or whether, under
the altered circumstances under which it was placed, it might
be abolished. I therefore took time to inquire. I soon found
that, although undoubtedly the office had been shorn of many
of its former attributes and powers, it was nevertheless so inter-
woven with the organisation of the ancient Cinque Ports that to
abolish it would have been tantamount to altering altogether,
if not destroying that ancient constitution, and knowing, as I
did, the deep-rooted and honourable attachment the people
of the Cinque Ports feel for their ancient institutions, I con-
cluded it was right that the office should be continued, and
therefore I availed myself of the gracious invitation of her
Maiesty by occupying it as had been proposed. There was,
therefore, feome delay, for although the salary has disappeared,
there are in the patent, as those who heard it read this
morning must remember, certain words about flotsam and
jetsam, and similar matters, which imply some possibility of

,

profit, and consequently, as the acceptance of the office

necessarily vacated my seat in the House of Commons, it was
not expedient that I should offer myself to my constituents for
re-election until the Easter recess arrived. I beg, therefore, to
state that no disparagement of the dignity of the office, no
under-valuing of the honour which it confers, was the cause of
my apparent hesitation in accepting it. Gentlemen, I honour
the people of the Cinque Ports for their attachment to this
ancient constitution. There is nothing which more dig-
nifies a man than a clinging to ancient and honourable
traditions. Our patriotism, like our charity, ought to
begin at home. A man should begin by loving his home
and bis family ; he should then love his town aud
his district ; he should love his county, and then
he will love his country. So far from these local
attachments narrowing the human mind or cramping and
debasing its sympathies, they are the real, the true, and stable
foundation for the enlarged and honourable feelings that bind
men to the nation and country to which they belong. In
former times, as has been well said, the Cinque Ports furnished
materials for the defence of the realm. They were required to
put afloat 57 vessels and their crews when our shores were
in danger. As my noble friend Lord Clarence Paget observed,
you are now relieved from that special burden, and have
only to put your shoulders to the wheel in common
with the rest of your fellow countrymen. We have now as
magnificent a fleet which, as my noble friend justly said, is
equal and, I may say, superior to anything in the world.
We have seen to-day that although you do not put sailors
on board ship you put soldiers on the turf, and you
still furnish as many men for the service of the State
as formerly manned your ships. And there was this
gratifying circumstance noticeable in the scene we wit-
nessed to-day, that along with the red and gray coats of the
infantry and the darker colours of the artillery, the blue
jackets were seen performing field evolutions with as much
regularity and precision as the land troops. We beheld the
brave seamen and fishermen of the coast who have enrolled
themselves for the service of their country, and qualifying
themselves for any duty in defence of our shores should they
ever be assailed by any enemy. Colonel M'Murdo has truly
observed that recent events in America should teach us a
valuable lesson. The example of what has happened across
the Atlantic shows that you may collect thousands of men
together and put uniforms on their backs and muskets iu their
hands, but you do not thereby convert them into soldiers or
into an army

; there must be discipline. It is not enough that
there should be individual bravery. Why, our cousins in
America as individual men are as brave as anv that tread the
earth. They are of the same stock as ourselves, they are
descended from the same parents, are animated by the same
?E
mt

' j Prepared to encounter equal dangers. But when
thousands of men as personally courageous as anv race in exist-
ence get together, each man wanting that confidence in his
comrades which discipline and training can alone supply
they exhibited to the world that unfortunate rapidity
of movement which took place at Bull's Run. That,

i f*
7^18 ? d«paragement to the valour of the Americans,

but affords, I repeat, a lesson which we ourselves may
usefully ponder and remember— viz , that discipline
and organisation are indispensable to make any armv efficient
in the field. But, although we may profit by the experience
ot others, I do not think the lesson is specially needed by the
Volunteers of England, because those Volunteers having by
their sagacity submitted themselves to military instructionand training, are rapidly acquiring all that knowledge which
is essential to military organisation. Some months ago
I heard Colonel M'Murdo at a public dinner, at which we wereboth present, state that either 30,000 or 40,000, I forget which,

[w
fro*

long continue to possess. And so far from that being a reason which the prisoner~w~~ ^
why the most friendly relations should not be kept up with wprp n, Q f

*
*.\

leased f

foreign Powtrs, in my opinion it is the only true, solid, and \,\ ' \
m
\ m tlle opinion of tv P*

stable foundation upon which those friendly relations and the
!

although the words of thp ^ J ^
hope of a durable peace can permanently rest. Mr. Mayor, ' " '

' • -
e «at»k. "^

my lords, and gentlemen, I beg to return you my most sincere

and heartfelt thanks for the honour you have done me, and I can
assure you that I shall ever consider the day now drawing to a

close one of the proudest in the whole course of my life."

Several minor toasts followed, after which Lord and

K

person subject to the act whofcnstrike, or use any violent +™° **

N
*---

any violence toward? **-
tionofhisdutv»AlT 18^'

Lady Palmerston left the hall, and drove off amid the

acclamations of the multitude to Walmer Castle.

Halifax.—At the "West Riding Court House on
the 17th inst., Mr. Joseph Bairstow, architect, of

Queenshead, was brought up on remand charged with
committing a rape on Miss Mary Marples, aged 15 years,

the daughter of the Rev. J. Marples, Independent

.

minister of Union Croft, on the night of the 9th inst. i

It appeared that Mr. Marples had a visitor, a minister

from a distance, and that it had been arranged that his

daughter should sleep that night at the house of a

friend, Mr. Holgate, a deacon of the church. She left
j

home about 11 o'clock, and on her way was met by
Bairstow, who accosted her, and forcibly carried her out
of the road and committed the crime." He afterwards
called at the house of Mr. Holgate, who is a relative of
his, while Miss Marples was there, and conducted him-
self in so irregular a manner that he was ordered out
of the house. The magistrates fully committed him for
trial at the assizes, but admitted him to bail in the
sum of 4,001.

the

and
one, must be construed

literal!

R&tt

Isle op Man.— On Monday last Miss Gertrude
Powys, daughter of the Bishop of Sodor and Man, was
drowned while bathing near her father's palace at
Bishopscourt. It appears that while bathing with her
elder sister she went beyond her depth, and no aid
being near was drowned. She was 14 years of age.

Leicester.—William Betton, a railway labourer, of
Sheepshead, Leicestershire, in a fit of jealousy made a
murderous assault upon his wife on the 8th inst. It
appears that a man named Morgan, who has resided
with him as a lodger for some time past, was suspected
by him to have an improper intimacy with his wife. He
saw some occurrence on Saturday week which con-
firmed his suspicions, and he determined to remove his
family from Claycross. He accordingly sold his house-
hold effects, and took his family into Leicestershire.
During his absence at Ins work his wife set off, leaving
her two children behind. Betton, on return from
work, found she had gone. He spent the greater part
of the night in search of her, but without success. He
set off by rail to Claycross, where he found his wife in a
house occupied by a friend of Morgan. He attacked
her with a large pocket-knife, cutting her neck, throat,
face, and hands in a frightful manner. Three surgeons
were promptly in attendance, and dressed the wounds.
Betton was apprehended and taken before a magistrate,
who remanded him to Alfreton until the wife should be
declared free from danger.
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Margate.—This town has been so densely packed
with visitors during the past week or two that many
who made no provision for obtaining accommodation
before arriving at the place have had to make the most
curious shifts with regard to lodging!. On Saturday
nights visitors have poured in by boat and railway by
hundreds, and almost every house being crammed with
lodgers, the greatest difficulty has been found in getting
shelter. Many who would willingly have paid any
amount of money for accommodation of any sort have
been obliged to sleep in stables, in bathing machines,
under shop counters, and no.t uufrequently in the corn
fields. A single room, in the least eligible neighbour-
hood, whenever such a thing was to be let, could not be
obtained for less than 25s, to 30*. a week ; while the
amount demanded for accommodating a family in any-
thing like a decent part of the town, or commanding a
view of the sea, was almost fabulous. Such a season as
the present has not been known for many years m
Margate, and those who are dependent upon the annual
summer visitors have turned their chances to the best
possible account.

Portsmouth.—It will he remembered that about
three weeks since James Mahaln, steward of her
Majesty's ship Mermaid, was tried by court-martial on
the two following charges :—1st. For having had, on or
about the 8th of July, two loaded pistols in his
possession, such pistols corresponding with those kept
unloaded 111 the armoury under lock and key, and from
which place two pistols were missing on the said day
the same being to the prejudice of good order, and a
breach of the 24th article of war. 2. That the said
James Mahaln did offer to use violence towards Lieu-
tenant Tracey, commander of the Mermaid, his superior
officer, and in the execution of his office, by having on
or about the 8th of July, stepped forward towards Lfeut.
Tracey, and followed him with loaded pistols, on his
arrival on board the Mermaid, the same being a breach
of the 16th article of war. These charges were found
by the court fully proved, and the man was sentenced
to be 'imprisoned and kept in penal servitude for
seven years." The decision of the court was forwarded
to the Admiralty in due course, and as in all cases where
sentenceofdeath or pen.il servitude is recorded, the judg-
ment n it be confirmed by a judge ofa superior court, it
was submitted to the Judge Advocate, who pronounced
the finding to be an illegal one, and the Admiralty
therefore ordered the man to be liberated from custodyand dismissed her Majesty's service. The ground* on

Bedford's Park Farm at WoW

«

between 100 and 200 tons of this vertt
valued at from 5007. to 600Z., was fmi
The flames spead with great rapidity.*

much other valuable property belor

The rick was ultimately cut throng:

the fire was got under. The fire is aits*

hay having been stacked too early ifr

causing spontaneous combustion.

Woecestee.—The mayor and m&gftr

city on the 20th inst. were occupied someta

gating a charge of attempted murder bnt

a young man named Charles Pugh, wl»

an attempt on his own life. The escw

parties from death was somewhat eitwt

appeared from the evidence of a nnnfe

that Pugh had become desperately anr

woman named Dinah Mason, who bad &>

for a short time, but had left him and&
another man. He made several attend '<

s

to return to him, but she refused, and ft

new paramour to beat him. Thissois*
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*

the prisoner in the act of cutting her thf*
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were taken to the Infirmary, where thsr

dressed. The woman had twocntsa

one round the neck, reaching iron
1

«»-

vital parts were missed, and she m*
recovered. The man's windpipe ^flJjT

and all hope of his recovery was gffflW
•
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during the whole of the examiuatic

ded for the present, in order;to comp
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that the Government has they have ;.li 1 1 identified by their friends. The

<_ *. extent of 12,000/. at least

*•
OF THE APFBESTICB *«-*
been commenced, by order of the

,-Jnit 38 of the Apprentice Boys of
!

5*ch of the Party Emblems Act upon

recent

iru of the urates. This proceeding is

uncalled for.

^^STpobtlich Castle.—This magnificent

^tarnt - «"• around a few weeks since by

JSTn apposed lunatic, and brother to the

TU^SSuy escaped, but was arrested

C-— . 1
1 ftfter a severe conflict with the

*B,li,y v^wh
*

icu iie inflicted and received some
f**"*

1^

being armed with a sword.

1 in

Accident on the London and

A frightful accident took place on Sunday

,

"

i tunnel, about five miles from

u nut. Three trains, two of which

etcurtion trains, left the Brighton station within

wZfcFeach other. The first was an excursion

fftm

Brighton st 8.5, but did not leave tin o.sz. me
"^IW excursion train from Brighton to London,

y r
| —j^ to have left at 8.15, but did not leave till

B7 and the third was the regular Parliamentary

trtrt' which left at 8.36, 6 minutes a'ter time.

TWatcond train arrived at the entrance of the tunnel

btfcre the iignal man who is there stationed had

the usual telegraphic signal from the other

•hit the first train had passed out of the tunnel

London. He therefore attempted to put 00

(he "itop signal," but it would not act. He then

fhewed • red nag, indicating danger, to the driver of

tfas tteond train, who concluding that the train which

had precede him had not got clear, immediately

mend sis engine. The impetus, however, with which

he bid been travelling prevented the train being pulled

tp before it had proceeded some distance into the

tassel The signalman perceiving that, in spite of the

red flag, the second train did not stop, imagined that

the driver had not seen it, and immediately telegraphed

to lbs other end of the tunnel to know whether the

had pMMd through. The man at the other end

ling tbe question to refer to the first train,

replied that it had passed. Neither of the signalmen

knew that the driver of the second train had seen the

red signal, and In I reversed his engine, and that the

train wit in backward motion towards the Brighton

end ot tbe tunnel. Meanwhile the Parliamentary train

OMt in tight, and the signalman, having received the

answer above referred to, gave the signal for the train to

proceed, wl i it did at its ordinary speed. Within a
Wry tbort distance of the mouth of the tunnel a fearful

ensued, the second train backing: having come
violent collision with the other train, which
rushing forward. The shrieks and cries are

•nnribed as beinsr most fearful and heartrending,

following are their names

:

Mrs. Ellen Lower, 1, Liverpool Strait. Brighton : Mr. Ingle>

dew, sen., 5S. St James's, reet, H n ; Mr. George >\

cott, 44, Lewes Street, Brighton ; An infant chiM of the above ;

Mr. Edward Chtrlwood. otherwise known as Simpson, bird-

dealer. London Road, Brighton ; Mrs. I hvrine Barnard, 22,

Charles Street, Brighton^ Mrs Til! rto described aa '

Mrs. Coomber), Weavers* Almshouse-. \V- -

•• Baaax : Mm,
Christiana Mainstl

. Lennox Armn, Riel va I Street,

Brighton ; Mr. John Gree; 5, M ^ntpelicr Place, Br urn ;

Mr. John Wheeler, 84, L.ndon Street, Brighton ;
Elisabeth

Wheeler, wife ot the ulx>ve; Da Wheeler (18 months old),

soni-t the above; Mr. George Gardener, 2, B n St
.
^eu*

tonville; Miss Barclay, recently staving at 1 i, College Street,

Brighton ; Mrs Maria Edwin, 15. Wl I Ion Stm Norton-

Folgate, London; Mrs. Jane Elizabeth Beden (hitherto de-

scribed as Mary Temple). 16, Sussex Road, Clil'tonville. Br ton :

John Lockstead, 32, Adelphi Terrace, Victoria Park i: >xd.

Loudon; Agnes Parker, S5, oriental Place. Brighton ; Mary
Ann Parker, sister of the above ; Mr. William Ho uxi, lately

staging at 17, Viaduct Terrace, Brighton: Henry 11 ••lyward

Hubbard, grandson of the above; Mrs. Wright, '>, .* dda

Street, Caledonian Road, Islington.

The wounded were taken in carriages and flies to tl

Brighton hospital, where two of the cases were at ou<

found to require amputation; t he first wia a man

named Anthony Koan, a tailor, residing at 54, Goswell

lload, London, who had his left leg amputated; tbe

second was William Arnold, of New England Farm,

it

'

Portatnou; o London which ought to have near Brighton, who had his right leg amputated, the
1 " "" left leg being also fractured. Kean was sink in : win

the operation was performed, and died on Tu sy, the

state of the femoral ariov.. which was diseas«'d,

having rendered recovery impossible. Of the other

patients at the Hospital, Thomas Noble, of No. 5,

Bichardson Street, Berun mhey, had a severe wound <

the right temple; George Noble, of No. 8,

Frederick's Place, Brighl •, several severe woun

on the head; Timothy Tester, of 15. Frederick's

Place, Brighton.

two and a half , , . .

posed to be a child of one of ihe deceased), Bevere

scalds ; Thomas Parker, 26, Brunswick Pis Brighton,

severe injury to the knee and right arm; Elisabeth

Edwin, 18 months old, both leers fractured and

very much scalded and bruised; Elizabeth Westcott,

a leg broken in two places, and her daughter, contu-

sions on both sides, and also some scalds on her le

Besides the' above, other wounded persons were con-

veyed to their own residences in Brighton. Among

these were Mr. Surman, a visitor from London, living

at Webb's County Terrace, New Kent Road, whose

hands and legs were much bruised. Miss Atkinson, who

also lives at Webb's County Terrace, received severe

injuries on the head. Two other ladies who were of the

game partv, suffered much from the effect of fright and

being severely shaken. Signor Giughni, the celebrated

Italian tenor, had a contused hand and a considerable

shock to the nervous system, and narrowly escaped with

his life, two persons having been crushed to

death close to him. Mr. James T). Child had his

his face much bruised; Mr. James Parson, of 32, Mig-

hill Street, Brighton, mouth and chin much cut and

several teeth knocked out; Mrs. Dickenson, internal

injuries; Mrs. Hodges, Brunsv k Place, Brighton,

knee much hurt; I nomas Bedford, Orchard retrace,

Kensington, thigh severely lacerated; Mr. William»l darkness tending to heighten the terror of those xvei»«.BWM,
v...B- ------*

„\}w»v works and•kwere uninjured, and having them powerless Hislop, I.^«-E*7*_at
'^ n̂3C

sid the wounded. After a short time some pas
in the first-class carriages procured lights from

tfce roof

?

their

those who were expected from London. The railway

officials could not for a time afford any eatinfnctonr

information, and the excitement wit increased when
ie Loudon excursion train* did not arrive until con-

rably after tin ;> were due, caueed. it was avert aiaed,

by being compelled to branch oft at Hayward's Heath,

and come by way of Lewes. This, at all events, set at

rest the minds ot those who expected triends lrom the

metropolis, and increased the anxiety for the eafety of

i he Brighton excursionist! to London. When the

bodies ot the dead had been properly arranged the

police c ustables were instructed to admit such persona

as stated they had relative! or friends who had gone

by either ot the trains from the town that morning,

iid they were allowed to peas through the room

in which the unfortunate deceased la; with a view

to ascertain who might he among th* The recor-

nition in tm cases was of the most melancholy

imcter. The intelligence of the accident ant reached

the metropolis when the uninjured portion ol the t C

arrived at London Ihidge. About 30 passenger! came

up by i his means, sevei >f whom had sustained injui it*

more or lest sever.-, ttm uvw* soon eliwlated, ant

thru hout the day so many anxioua inquiries were

n Le at the termiuus, that the mperint indent waa

obliged to t.-U>grnpb continually to BrifrUton for the

names of killed and \> nnded. On Sunday night,

tow nds the time the excursion trains were expected to

return, the crowd was very great at the station, and

knots of persons listened with painful interest to thn

details Supplied by eyc-witnemes of the accident, and

by others who had gathered the particulars during

their visit to Brighton. A similar scene took place at

the Victoria ition. It does not appear that the

passengers of the second Brighton train suffered much

„„.j .— ., - —, | injury. The engine-driver and itoker escaped by

several bruises; a child about jumning off, and the carriages were so little damaged

years old, name unknown (sup-
"t 1 1 n fc some of them were immediately sent back to

" "
Brighton with the wounded. The inquest was opened

on Monday and is still in progress.

Another Accident on the London and Brigh-

ton.—On Thursday afternoon a portion of the pick-up

goods train fell from an embankment near Caterham

Junction. Several of the trucks were smashed to

pi *, and a del av of two hours was the result to most

of I he trains subsequent. Xo person was injured. The

line was clear vestcrday morning.

Compensation for* Injuries by Railway Acci-

dents.—A meeting of a MMsber of shareholders inte-

rested in the principal Metropolitan Railway Companies

was held on Tuesday to consider the subject of the

awards of juries in cases of railway accidents, with a

view of taking preliminary steps to petition the Legis-

lature to restrict the compensation within certain limits

commensurate with the injuries actually inflicted on

person or property. It was stated that one of the

real companies had disbursed last year no lest a sum

han 80.00(tf. by way of compensation for accidents on

their line, exclusive of law expenses and the cost

arising from damage to the rolling stock and the per-

manent way. In connection with this subject it may

he stated that at the recent assizes Mr. McCarthy, a

clerk in the Post Office, recovered 500Z. damages against

,e London and North Western Company lor injuries

sustained in the collision near Edgehill on the 23d

January; Mr. Smith and Mr. Clements, clerks in the

Post Office, recovered, the first 150/., and the second

2757 from the same company for injuries »i -uned in

the collision at Atherstone; Mr. Jackson, a wholesale

teadcaler at Manchester, recovered 700/. from the same

ompany for injuries sustained in the collision near

Crewe on the 31tt Mav, 1860; Mr. Appleby, a partner

in the Seedly Printing Company, recovered 1000/. from

the same company for injuries sustained by the over-

ling at 21, Bclgrave Street, seriously m.jured about

the legs and lower part of the body ;
Mrs. Bmb, ol 3

Vine Street, severe contusions on the face, and injuries

to the right side and legs; Mr. DrewiU a workman

employed at the Hove gasworks, and residing m Hove

Street, much cut about the head and armi
:

Mr.

iber

power. The extent of the catastrophe then
b spparent. The engine of the Parliamentary

Wm had smashed the last carriage in the excursion
™, which hi
•• ena\ pmen
*sk at the otl
ot carriage, and shivered it into fragments. This
-** apprised four compartments, each containing

.

left eye and iniun*. to «e ngM;gm -"^-^^j £ "V» *»i"g£taX Te'^eVeT'l'sSoTfrom the
gera, who were scattered and motived in all Mavnard, £•*« W*Sb£ «°- mm ^J^ r̂A\or illjuric. receivcd white

several were scalded with the steam from ~s, Jfc M««^ «^^ •.

|)jored . Mr . ^ ^^ ,inp in A ,t ]ast year; the Rev.

oCw Street, much hr..: I and shaken ;
Mr,. Kobert Elmhirst, curate of Wood**-.near Leeds

Mtonind her niece, of Alfred Villa,, Ilose Hill, sever., wwered 350/. from the Lancash.re and \orksh,re for

contusions about the fa^c and temple, ; Mr. P««m*, of injaries ^t^ed in tbe «,lbsion at Ince on the 1st

3*' Miles Street, severely wounded in the jmw by a j/ovember lMt . and Mrs. Dav.s, the wmowof_a naval

rnife n the hand of a man s.tting opposite to him ; officer> recovered 500J. from the London and Brighton

M, Potter, grocer of Trafalgar Street,^-vere W.vv on
. c f j^rf.J^^m^^J^ ^

his head, and a cut on tbe upper Up ;.
Mrs. Potter and

familv, who were in the same omage^ped mth

onlv a few buises; Mr. Smith, draper ot Wmton Road.

e found" to be "dead. Tbe engine had cut over the cvn, and much *£«£j*pJ^^ M'„.
upon the second carr.a-e, and tbebod.es natorehrt ofQoaen\TWJrL~aJ fc«,keii. and ^^^^^^^Tw. « »>*T'\ *S ^SriTuS'

orem, to * rfBh-jB-jMj -«--£^J^£K£
J ler- 't t^nSTt-. "h5S. th*— « rirl of «*»

I

foertiotu

J"*«gme, it having been found necessary to let off

Tfjksm to prevent the engine from bursting, and their

5* rf agony were pitiable in the extreme. The
y*~"P". w*a immediately set to work, communicating
"• terrible nature of the calamity to Brighton.

Readily as possible Mr. Hawkins, the traffic

|T™s^, and several other officers, with a numerous
_y°« workmen and nearlv a dozen medical men,
******} by special engine I

°* the carriages bein

ai

company ior mjunw D«=.v«.«^— - -- — o

staircase leading to their station at New Cross.

the spot. On the frag-

removed upwards of 20 ...... ,
#

.^- -«- xouna to be aead. The engine had cut over the eye, and much shaUn

of awj-i
k uPon *•ne second carriage, anr

-uT*™ ^ the sufferers were underneath.

Halo
mf Murder

g-W*

J3»Jteen m,,,^ or^^ to deatb. One woman
;

Kenerally brui 1 ; ^V^^U«'.
Z?>^ yiew cut offiust above the knees, and was

,
Messrs. \\ eston, coft.e^..,>

¥&• blact

Sa^ched

^^ -7- m the face. "Another woman had her scalp

r™ j*jpletely off and both her arms broken. One

d **? *»s face crushed in such a manner as to

If*
h« eyeballs from his head. A strong body

* eT1
proceeded to clear the line, which was

JfT^ely uninjured, and Mr. Hawkins de-

*** the uninjured part of tbe train to London.

2*°??<s of the dead, 22 in number, were carefully
fli0*1 »n carriages which had followed the special

from Brighton, and the wounded received the

J"*
ireful attention from the medical gentlemen who

«** "? ^tendance. As soon as possible the wounded,

2L5y»ng, and the
..«,_-.

^•tre those

tnd «yg
y^ar, nf age, by hnslMad. Ttmon the head and legs; *».. h : :

North Lane, back part of neek.m* Jfl\

several teeth knocked out ; Tr. Wat,kir^, i i

"",. ,r_.x__,r__«, „h hru.sed and tnaaen,
L-haad of <»e* .

-
,,

ateo
foreman at tbe

•lice

m*n, naTiuif b,
;rZJZZm~~.lt BaoMmim. Tb« prtmrnmr and^ «f Mr. I^rCTprtt, rtiW«!!!i .lit Lk ottMCmcqnaAnted with

OeoeMod

Coleman, one of the guard'

which met with the aeci

stored; and his internal

serious nature that he is t 'vv

h
r~je£ ,t became

As soon as the intelligence of
^ "^.^^

,

t nr<!raUed, bom«

known in Brighton the greatest

it was not then asc<

gb« h-HJ"

hot It -. -- ...

tained to win-m w^» .- ~ hv\^ £
l ranv hundreds besiegeil ^ he ***** ^^

f°nas in the library at the company's offices, where !
who had gone i>y one or

,„ _ with
******

hl* motfcw On
'•',_

. iMImi in bar ba»ba«d, aawafrt

, Su^2?ka wortvwl bar, aajd appaaa^lr

«f

rarkioatM,
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the evidence of Eliza Garside, the child of deceased,

that the prisoner and deceased went in September last to lodge

at Parkinson's house at Manchester, and there passed by the

name of Roberts, and deceased told the child to call the

prisoner father. They appeared to live together on affectionate

terms. On Sunday night, the last day of March, after she had
returned to her husband at Rochdale, the prisoner called at

deceased's house when her husband was out, and saw her for

a short time, and on the next night, April 1, deceased dressed

herself and went out about 8 o'clock. It was a rainy night.

She called on her sister about a quarter past 8 o'clock, and
said she felt sickly. At a little before 9 that night the prisoner

and a woman, believed to be deceased, called at a public-house

and ordered a glass of something, which they drank. The
prisoner had an umbrella. They left almost immediately, and

way, and
stables» attachei to^SS?*^
asserting this view hniin

es
' *** be hi

been thrown down:tt* S?[**£ **-
£*

often refilled; and drivK ?**^ *2 t?razed to the groundlSSA
t«p2?t|fcMrs. Mars, attemnterl ti J?* _

12t
.
hof A*i 2*1

and nose and made them bleed. He then ordered deceased to

come down to the deck to pick oakum. Deceased said he
could not do it, and the prisoner replied that it was all laziness,

and seizing deceased by the shirt he threw him upon deck,
jumped with both feet upon his chest, kicked him on the
sides and head, and beat him. Deceased at first cried out, but
at last he became silent and partly insensible. The prisoner
then ordered buckets of water to be thrown over the deceased, ._ v> wuu ir^m

which was done, after which he was lifted up and dry clothes
j

resistance constituted the
"^""^k^

^T mt\
put upon him. The prisoner then left him for some time, and

;
expected that the wholo

° assa
.

ult comrJ«£j*t i

then returned and asked deceased " if he was satisfied." The
!

tried, but the issues on thl"f^i'
1 of uSe»L!\ *

deceased said, " You had better kill me at once than treat me
j

Mr. Justice JByles leavine it » li

™ere

so;" upon which the prisoner again beat and kicked him,
|

perambulators were the usual
ryto

**7S
renewed his threats, and said that "ho had better jump of foot passengers 9 Second w

CCOl^ani,'*uJI
"that ho never should see England and so light ;is not to i, ,,.,.,»

' tLls peranW

«**. iuars, attempted to na«»TfW
WI AP^tkwas her infant, but waa

P
?n?

ltb a

overboard," and not to incouvenien Pti^ab^

distress. She caused her husband to go on deck and look out.

She also went and saw a man struggling in the middle of the

canal ; a shaft or pole was thrown to him and he got out at

last at the side of the canal, with the assistance of a boatman
and some men who run up, attracted by a cry of " Help !

"

* Murder 1
* The prisoner was the man and said "Thank God for

that ! I was nearly done for." He was asked how it happened,
and said his foot had slipped in. He was asked if any one else

was in the water, and he made no answer. He was then asked
if he would go into a neighbouring cottage and dry himself.

He said he lived only five minutes' walk down the Oldham
Road, and declined going. The prisoner did live there. On
the Friday after this the hauling lines of two boats crossed

each other on the canal where the prisoner was got out, and
pulled up the body of a woman, who was proved to bo deceased.

There were marks of violence on the knees and arms, and the
neck was swollen. At the coroner's inquest it came out that
the prisoner had been seen with a woman shortly before he
was in the canal at a public-house near the place where the
body was found, and, from the circumstance of a woman's
scream having been heard when he was in the water, he was
questioned where he was on the night of the 1st of April. He
then denied that he had been out of his house that night, or
that he had been in the canal. It also appeared that the

shortly afterwards the wife of a captain of a barge in the canal
|

again." Deceased sank under this continued ill-treatment, was it an injury to the soil* t£°- '

close to the lock bridge heard two screams as of a woman in and died shortly afterwards. The prisoner was afterwards several hours, and had two or tW -^ ***&
- - - - -

.....
transferred to a vessel called the Severn, in which part of the who told them that the mrri.w n J

u lntcrvk*i tff
and he should not discharge t£tm Si %K

ttU
?* •^SfcTAn appeal by the foreman,S th,t

ey
4

M»3engage beds at some inn was «f^ ĥ
1

?
,«l,Mto a subsequent application fnr 1 '

b«tt»i*I
the late Mr. Baron 2 t^atTi^'^

formei the Judge that the? hi,
they in

crew of the Express returned to Liverpool, when the pro-

ceedings which had led to the present trial were instituted.

Several witnesses w<re then called in support of the above
statement. Baron Martin in summing up, confined the atten-

tion of the jury to the violence which occurred on the Saturday
specified. Notwithstanding the conflict of opinion and state-

ment as to the time which elap&ed between the last act of
violence and the death of deceased, the offence more resembled
manslaughter from the fact that the violence was that of a usual accompaniment of a^i^of

1^
abuse, inflicted from time to time in fits of passion, but ;

Judge said he agreed svith them in f^«*.

probably without the expectation that death would imme-
diately follow, nor did it immediately follow. His lord-
ship having pointed out the legal distinctions between
murder and manslaughter, carefully went through
the evidence, after which the jury retired to consider
their verdict. They were absent two hours without agreeing
to a verdict, when one of the jurymen being very ill they were
discharged. The trial of the prisoner on the other indictments
was postponed to the next assizes, and he is, of course, liable

to be tried again on this charge of murder. Then* is also a still

further charge against him of an assault upon a third seaman.
Lancaster: The Oswaldtithistle Mur<?er. — John Marra, 19,
Patrick Walsh, 21, Ed/card Connor, 23, aud Con Maher, 28, were

i»Q!

agreed *ith them in thatthere was no probability of their J^m^zpoints. They were then discharged bfSSiCentral Criminal Court— tv;„i;/

prisoner was seen looking over the parapet of the bridge into indicted for the Wilful Murder of James Riley, at Oswaldt-
the canal where he had been got out, with an umbrella up
over his head, it being fine. His manner excited suspicion,
as he walked off across the fields afterwards. It was shown
from the appearance of the body of deceased that death
had been caused by asphyxia, and the lungs were entirely
free from air. The surgeon who examined the body was
of opinion that she must have screamed the lungs empty, aud
that instant have been immersed in water. He thought if

whistle. On the 2d of April last, the prisoners and a man
named Quin entered a public house at Oswaldtwhistle about
11 at night, and called for half a gallon of ale. For this they
tendered Gd., the price being Is. The landlady, however,
trusted them. In a few minutes she heard a noise as of the
jug breaking, and entering tho room found the jug broken and
told them this was bad behaviour. They spoke in Irish and
she could not understand them. A few minutes after she and „.______,

she had merely fallen in she would have gasped for breath in j
her husband heard them dragging the table about the room,

j

must be sworn to the truth of what you say. )t i?
the act of falling into the water. The case for the prosecution and Mr. Broadley, the landlord, went to them and asked them j

object to be sworn for the prosecution, fc
having been closed, the prisoner's counsel submitted that there !

if they intended to break the table as well as the jug. At this
TO«"*"«""« • ri"* —- — :~- -«

time Quin had lefc the room. The prisoner Marra then seized

briefly in our last NumbeffheSlSfe
tence passed upon Baron Vidil by Mr. JwSaifiL*

!
of the remarkable incidents of the case w!
to notice in detail from want of space was 1 J!son Alired John de Vidil, to give evide^Jftof that refusal by the counsel for the ddSi*ftde Vidil was one of the first witnesses 31 1!clmed to 1)3 sworn. The Testament was iSS',m the usual form amidst great exdtemJfftbut instead ot taking the oath he proc«d2r,5the judge in a voice so weak and tremuloaTfctftZbe heard only by those who sat close bv blTHunderstood to say, "Am I called by the nL
defence ?

" .Mr. J ustice Bliekburne : You are notdZ
to give such evidence as it is in your power to ab2ing this case. The facts to which you may (km*!
either one way or the other, either in your &Wr
or against him, but with that you have nothings!
are bound to state what you know, and before ifrj

was no case to go to the jury. Mr. Baron Martin thought that
there was not. Assuming that the woman seen in the public-
house was the deceased, of which there was no evidence, and
assuming that the prisoner was in the water with deceased,
there was no evidence that he had pushed her in. It might
well be that the prisoner had gone from the road over the
bridge down to the canal side for the purpose of going under
the archway with the woman, and fallen in. He had been of
this opinion on reading the depositions, and had told the
grand jury they had better throw out the bill, as there were
circumstauces of suspicion about the case regarding which
further evidence might possibly be found than was now known,
and the man might then have been put upon hi3 trial ; and he
was sorry the grand jury did not adopt that course. In his
judgment there was nc evidence now to go to the jury, and
they would therefore by his directiou find the prisoner Not
Guilty. The jury found their verdict accordingly. Attempted
Murder of a Wife.— William Poulton, residing at Manchester,
was indicted for having on the 6th of May attempted

Broadley by the coat collar and pulled him into the room, and
all the men set upon him and threw him on the floor, hitting
him with their fists and kicking him, and making his
nose bleed. He called out to deceased, James Riley,
who was in the kitchen, to come to his assistance, and
Riley entered the bar and asked tho prisoners if they
intended to kill the man. Broadley was then on his
back on the floor, and the men about and upon him. The
prisoners immediately g->t hold of Riley, dragged him into the
room, and began beating him in a similar manner, putting out
the lights. Mrs. Broadley , being much alarmed, called out
" Murder," and a police-constable named Singleton, who was
passing at the time, entered the bar, turning on his lamp, and
saw all the prisoners kicking and beating Riley. They then
got hold of Singleton, dragged him into the room, and almost
choked him. The prisoners then left the room, followed by
the landlord, deceased, and Singieton, into the kitchen, where
the prisoners flung at them all the glasses, candlesticks, and

to murder his wife. On the day in question, the
j

jugs they could get hold of. The prisoners Marra and Walsh
prisoner, who had been drinking, quarrelled with his
wife, and after striking her he drew a knife across her
throat, inflicting a slight wound. The prisoner was
found Guilty of unlawfully wounding. Sentence deferred.
The Insurance Forgeries —Edward Williamson pleaded guilty to
four indictments for forgery and defrauding the Royal Exchange

then left the house and were followed by Singleton. Connor
was then seen by another man in the kitchen to knock Riley
down with the kitchen poker, and the prisoner Maher beat
him about the head with the kitchen fender. They then left ~ ltirtm._
the house, and Riley, having got into a chair, was found myself in your Lordship's hands. Mr. Jl

jT^Jjr
bleeding aud helpless. A surgeon was sent for, who found that There remains, then, nothing for the Court

paramount though a painful duty. You hyeq""V r
evidence in a case of great moment, and hjve ™JS fc

Blackburn : Can you assign any" reason for tkk «
M. de Vidil : I must leave myself in the hua 4
Court, but must decline to give evidence again* w

[

The two Judges then had a short consultation, tfer

Mr. Justice Blackburn (addressing the witness) aid:-1

bound by the laws of your country and by the

which you owe as a subject of the Queen to giretki

which is required in order to serve the endsofjaats

case. In this duty you must not fail. M. de Viiil : I

it will be in the power of the counsel for thedHaal

me. Mr. Justice Blackburn (to Mr. Clark): fust
counsel for the prosecution require to have done? I-

Hill : Do you require that the witness should bewo! \\

Clark
witne
I now require you to take the oath aud \opn tJucaz:

which it is in your power to give toatar &*_*&
M. de Vidil (with much emotion) : I feeJtiSjwtflf"f

in the right, but I am not able to give evuen«ipB*>lir

father. Mr. Justice Hill : You owcita3apnfflir!«F,l?
Sovereign, to society, and to the laws of jo

were framed for the protection of society, ^.JjJJi
evidence in this case. M. de Vidil : My ut'n^fg**;
I have had seven weeks co consider the i

and I must still decl.ne to give evidence. IcanMWI"*

: I think it is necessary for the ends ofjwcw si*

ss should be sworn. Mr. Justice B!acdwri(»iisa»

Insurance Company. Before sentence wa3 passed his counsel ! be had received several severe scalp wounds, and that paramount though a painful duty. You tew«*[J
pleaded that the prisoner had a wife and eight children, that bis skull was iractured. He died eight days after- evidence in a case of great moment, and

J»™"^*'"'"-"*- '" "

mitred an oflence against the law. I canuot but «r

is much to be said in your behalf. Your wiA»»he had from the first determined to plead guilty, and that he wards from inflammation caused by a spicula of
was suffering the keenest pangs of remorse. Baron Martin bone penetrating the brain, from the fracture in his skull.
said that these considerations could not be allowed to interfere i

Baron Martin directed the jury that as to tho two men who
with the course of justice, or no criminal would be punished, bad left the house before the blows with the poker and fender
It was unfortunate that in such cases the innocent were forced j

were struck, they ought to acquit them. His Lordship then
to share the misery and disgrace of the guilty, but still, in a summed up the evidence as to the other two, telling the jury 4^JC <*"-* •»«»• *"« "^..j -» »*-—o -

^vhuitotcounty like Lancashire it was particularly important that such j

that there were circumstances of want of premeditation and of ' come before the criminal courts is one wmc

flagrant
^ crimes should be repressei. The sentence was ;

hot blood in this outrage which would warrant them in finding and where a corrupt motive appears it w y^^.
15 years' penal servitude. Murder on the High Sens.—Captain] a verdict of manslaughter. The jury fouud a verdict ot I

enforce it by means of a severe P™--«iika*

|
screen your father ; but at the same time. I m

.^JJ^
;

you such a sen tence as shall prevent other pereoaouw^

themselves of an objection which, in ttieir
• ?r^*

idle aud futile. The duty ot giving testimony in

WtUiam Wilson, late commander of th^ British ship Express manslaughter of a very aggravated character against Maherm the African trade, was indicted for the murder of William a»d Connor, and ac
Henderson, a steward on board that vessel. Captain Wilson,

!g a native of Memel, in Prussia, claimed to be tried by a
half composed of foreigners. The Express saded irom

bein
#

jury uau wiup'jscu m iureigners. ine express
Liverpool on 22d Sept. of last year, and deceased (who was
about 30 years of age) had joined some short time before, being
then in good health and strength. When tho ship had been
some time at sea the acts of violence on the part of the prisoner
commenced. The first was the throwing of a. handspike at
deceased, who was wounded in the ankle. This was done
as a punishment for his not being quick enough in bring-
ing the captain a clean towel, or some slight affair of
that kind. On the same day the prisoner threw a knife at
deceased, and wounded him in the temple. Deceased picked up
the kmte, gave it to the prisoner, and a second and third time

quitted the other two prisoners. The same
prisoners were again iudicted on a second charge of wounding
the constable Singleton with intent to murder him, to do him
some grievous bodily harm, aud to prevent their lawful
apprehension. It appeared that after Marra and Walsh had
left Broadley's house, they wero followed by Singleton,
the policeman, who attempted to take them into
custody. They were violently resisting him when he
heard the other men leave the house. He turned his head
to look, and saw the prisoner Connor having a largo aud
heavy poker "on the swii g," with both hands, aiming a
blow at him. The blow struck him across the eye and left

I mple before he could ward it off, and knocked him down in-
sensible. He remained insensible for 10 days. The cheek bone
and the orbital bone were fractured, the left eye ball was

and where
enforce it oy means oi a. ao»w« r—~ nrhiA
doubt, actuated in your refusal by motives™. ^
themselves corrupt and improper; but ^'V^i,*
necessary, if only as an example, that y°u &*
with some punishment. Her Majesty «

J,
*2S»l*--

selves freouently called upon to insist tB"
JJ^j ^

to the poorer classes shall give evidence "s
^w

relatives. They can admit of no other rule

^
this is an uncommon case, and I am "

i<te,fjan*
any instance in which a person has Pf"-^ t *

least wish on the part

you, considering the position m

^^hto^th to
h
^"to5kSi

esn^~,h6--"™?^ -1™--' - -ey" -•
8,ro>ed

-
H
?
^™uiued hjfc**!**

iim. From thiu time to deceased
violence was perpetrated, to three
most remarkable, counsel for the prosecution <Taiied particular
attention. On the 4th of November, just before entering
Brass River, the prisoner followed deceased out of the cabin
beat him with his fists, kicked him four or five times with
strong boots, and with a doubled rope gave him 20 or 30 blows
•with great severity. Deceased then became silent and

be' sworn under similar circumstance* i ^f
« the C0thLV^

wo "should fail "in our duty if we <^ J^ftg
suffer some punishment, ^S^f^l+Jl
therefore, is that you be imprisoned or^jg.
sation.) If this punishment has no J*e ^
others irom following an example son * ^ wsf*Yowing an cxHUjyio ~ -- ,

;ai

of the law and so pr^^^

om. Maher was Acquitted of this charge. His Lordship"
after commenting in severe terms on the brutal and savage
condtict of the prisoners, said they were all equally guilty
morally, and he should make no distinction in their punish-
ment. He then sentenced each of the prisoners to penal
servitude for life. A number of women, the prisoners' friends
made a crreat outcrv in court on h<>nrino- thia Ci.T,t«««« cu-

be
until
cated. M. de Vidil was then

r

anv future ea** *£#
necessary to increase it in any luuue ^j,*
til the desired result is produced

and u ^removed A**
efted of'the sJiTto give evidence

a,

a
f^tneS»S

insensible, and that night when he was seen by some of thecrew it was noticed that his head and shoulders were coveredwith bruises and decolorations. Shortly after entering Brass

5i?l 5° fe
7Iu

brok
?

°ut on board
'
the carpenter being first

attacked, and then deceased. A doctor attended, prescribed
rest and generous diet, and though deceased recovered from

f£? ?7f
r
' wl?i l

m 8° Weak and Prostrate that he was unfit

I a
dujy- Whlle ^ was in this state, however, the prisoner u -• - a .

- — > —ordered him to pick oakum, but he could not do it. On the '

n* vlli£ 6Ued out
1

a
,

wnt of certiorari, it wai removed, and now
-£d December the doctor found him in such a bruised condition ;

c
?
me on lor

J .

trial bfcfore tbe ?»peri« tribunal. Involving, asthat^e asked the deceased who had been striking him ,

the
,

can
f
e dld

',
a que&tion of right of tvay, there was much

• Jocal interest felt in it, but the facts, so far as their public
Importance is concerned, maybe briefly stated. The defendant
a gentleman of considerable eccentricity of manner, owns

great outcry in court on hearing this sentence. „
Lordship afterwatds awarded 20J. to Singleton, who has lost an
eye in doing his duty.

Western Circuit: Bristol.— The Queen v. Matthias —This
was an indictment charging the defendant, William Matthias
with having unlawfully assaulted Elizabeth Ami Wars. It was
originally preferred at the quarter sessions, but defendant

he expressed a readiness to appear a
s <j ^

was made the subject of a severe at
|iJfc

-
Serjeant Ballantine, the barons counse^ ^^" was the only person who couM .^fiicted;^
given, or the character oft^injon*^ ft.

inflicted, and where they were mi &*
himself had his mouth closed o" ««

;

a w*>*T^

to tell them how it occurred, al^J"A irn . It t JrH§
blows declined to give evidence^l,?

^%L t1*
to spare his father he need n *^a

7„/bei*«Ki^
not wish to give evidence. It w£

(heroa*^
nisance, but 40/. would ha«jsetu^

IiiUDC
bed «8^

time when such an accusation w ^,

w
prisoner by him or by some other r

,

b .
w
m

ha<

and th« H^lc
W
?
s
.v
Unw,Ihng

.

to tdI
'
but thc *>otor iSristeJ

the ]ideea8ed then ^"tinned some name, which inducedthe doctor to go at once to the captain, who denied - hat he haddone it OQC ;n" ,u *,1c , ^F*-^1". »u« uemea inat lie nad

h^hu^,i^f*tt
^e ?anhad fallen down "Pon deck, and

ihorSv tei
!oS Su i

n Sat
Z
Ay
u

Tho last ** of violence was
SSfeSon as nfJKfr *"? l^°^ SOme difficulty and com
Saturday Th« Jtl ^ lfc ^ place ou a Wednesday or a :

prCeTcam^to tSTSl SSJlSfJL Sf JWtA ft!
'

among other properties some large houses called Bojca'a
Luildings, at Clifton. In the rear of these premies a hand-
some square has been built, called Victoria Square and it has
been a question tor a long time between Mr. Matthias and thesociety ot Merchant Venturers, who are owners of the land

d
. , ..._,.. ^^ TI ,^ for misd^;;

it was ft bad one — aud

Bdting in the Sfreets.-Four wen

ffeucombe, Fhitip 1'ouU, Charles^^ga^^i^
w ;vs

,, I
' to take their trial lor n -

(

u—

j

view of potting a stop to the waj^ - rejV^
nprs,ms .-.ssiMiibliucr in Bude bane.* d^°rLpersons assembling in bude ^*"

r | foUr
*.• h.,f »in„ If won nroved tbat l

,"

%

v ,on
j
ot betting. It was prov day

and asked him why he did not cook his i ? '
the 6c

Iuure 1S built
> as to what rights of way the public I *een standing in Bridu Lane ut-ariy ^.^jag^jn

^on^^nZoT^oLC°n
A
notst^d&OTiGArthe ^e' I^lKLrfiJ thoroughfare which was by the side of books in their hands for the P^P^toffarJ* t^lT* ?wuen wok. a can and struck deceased under the chin SSSff Buildings, and communicates with the square. Mr.

j
Matthias contends that there is only a right of foot

of books in their hands for the pu-r
toffard

Mr. the crowd round them was so g ^
lot- day that it was almost impossible

pel**

i'«

£

H

•
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_

—T^ctod H was uuderstood that it

rvr«iOcuticn. and that the corporation

dad^TSrderto warn others. The Judge
d
!?it would be better that the jury

****. _*5_J« miilty. and that they should be
d^?^««n?eeoJnizance8 not to offend again.

* ffi TScTSS defendants <_«*«* and. they

IT C^un^over in th^^i^SS^S^^

i/md Chapman, Gtorge
J « _»__________. D«________.

t___a1 servitude. ^«on a«d Robbery.—

'IE*, savant girl aged IS, was charged .with

__?_T* dwelling-house. The prisoner had been
*• Pieman in Kentish Town, and one day last

° *
.inre in the house, when on the return of the3 that the place was on fire, a quantity of

weary course into ths valleys
hood. Your readers will all

__-h

-wfiiifk^
,

o^'teaiinS.letter8»
a"d

2?
n

f

encedST^fc 222

ft
l,-w,r and that the girl had absconded The

Bftbe*"~ the_r«uk of acendent^Jhejury

»

if
SS tHs

.-r_j__t ot A* UKtwy. To a second indictment.

^Sn robbery, the prisoner pleaded ffu^y, and

Z*A to twelve mouths' hard labour. Burglary.—

~t\*A Aitwl ^rnson were indicted for a burglary
Ummt4

u it house Lady Caroline Lascelles. in Eaton

n__> of the prisoners was taken in the house with a

Tnmoeitv i» his possession, his capture being due

Vimri ~* "&& ot a y°uuP lad>'- Tho J ur>' lollu,i

Taaliht y were sentenced to 15 year*' penal servitude.

Melons, each, Is to'Ss

Peaches, per doz., 4s to 10s
Nectarines, do , 3s to 6s

Apricots, do., Is to 3s

VFAlKT.W.l.KS.

** porting

Vnrr or tht. Aix Em.lawd Eleven to Australia.—By the

k* ouii fioni Australia a special agent was sent over by the

ZLk__ea and | era of Victoria to invite the All England

Crsoto Twit die antipodes. The colonists offered to pay

'•spraace, remunerate them for loss of time, treat them

Itsblv, and frank them back to England. The invitation

teen "cordially responded to, and the preparations for the

dtptrture are nearly completed. The party will consist of 13

«7oor most eminent cricketers, selected from the "All

Msad Llsven" and the " United Eleven." As the colonial

^ms _a»eatuin-d a high degree of proficiency, great interest

rrtneed in both countries as to the results of the projected

is. The Hat of the players chosen to represent the " Oid

itry," in which, probably, some changes may be mate
the final selection is determined on, comprises the

of A. Diver, R. Daft, T. Hay ward, G. Auderson, II

i, J r, J. Jack'on, T. Hearne, R. Carpenter, J.

Grundy, W. Caft'yn, G. Griffith, and T. Lockyer. H. H.

8tsehsnson has tho management of the trip, in tho place of

<5. Put, who is reluctantly compelled to decline accompanying
tie expedition.

SB*"

Tn Championship of the Prtzb Ring.—Heenan, tho

st offleyen in the Parnborough contest, has Joel pat
__ s challenge, in which he offers to fight any man in

chad for 1000/. aside, and to give 400J. to defray expenses
tsOsasda, to which he says no Englishman can object, as it

" be fighting in his own country, and 600 miles from
a'e friends. Mace, the present holder of the belt." has

stated in reply that Heenan is perfectly aware that the rules of

the prize ring are such that no champion of England can fight

tor the belt out of I'.ngland. To accommodate Heenan, Mace,
•ariag no wish to take odds, has increased the amount of the
stakes from 300*. to 5001. ; ho can therefore be either on or off

'we or after tho approaching contest with King. — On
80th inst. the last scene of the Sayers and Heenan fight was

to a dose. It will be remembered that a few
after the fight two belts were presented to

er.tnhataats at the Alhambra Palace- Sayers receiving
at the hands of the editor of Wilkes' Spirit of ike

», and Heenan at the hands of the editor of Bell's Life.
As the belts were not paid for at the time of presentation,
Heenan went home without his trophy, refusing to accept it

eothstaco-.unt; and although some talk took place about it

*tth« e. it died away till Tuesday, when a large number of
tte sportmg public assembled at Messrs. Debenham & Storr's

rooms, in Cov Garden, in consequence of its being
ced that the berv*» uld be sold by auction, among a

of unredeemed pledg The belt was contained in a

1 their wonderful neigl ir-

.«w«^.o nm all remember the tragic end of
Auguste Tairaz, Pierre Balmat, and Pierre Carrier, the three
Chamounix guides, who were sw< from the Graud Pla-
teau by an avalanche on the h of August, 1820, while
making, or attempting, the ascent of Mont Blanc with D
Hamel, and, I believe, some Genevese gent '.cm en. No
traces whatever of these poor fellows had ever been dis-

covered from the moment of their destruction till this

morning, when the following fragments were found on the
lower part of the Glacier des Bossons. entering the valley,

and which circumstance, I need hardly add, has Muted the

,
most intense excitement in the village of Chamcuuix and the

1 whole valley. The fragments found consist of,—1. An arm in

;

the most perfect state of preserve >n, with the hand, fingers. . ..

I

nails, skin, and dried lrozen flesh LnUot, in noways disc loured ;
™ e A

J* ?!'
lu
w

1
1 r , t

"
4,

part of little finger only gone. The length of this ilrab
Grapes, per lb.. Is Gd to 4s

extends to the elbow. 2. Parts of two diflVrent skulls, with a

good deal of hair remaining with the skin on both ; one
belonging to a fair man the other to a dark one. The hair

most wonderfully preserved in colour, &c. Oi. >f those frag-

ments was recognized by Julian Devouseoax (a survivor of tho

1820 ascent) ai, being thatofPicrreB.il mat. 3.1' of a guide's

knapsack, with sundry portions of a lantern attached to it 4.

An iron crampon, which the guides at that time strapped on
their shoes when the}' crossed the glaciers, 4c, to prevent
slipping, >. Several |K>rtions of guides' dress—cravats, hats,

torn portions of linen, portions of cloth coats. &< d ea»ily

distinguishable as belonging to mcu of the g •• «Us*.
j

The fragments Were found by a gni and an Kn h ircntle-
'

man, \ wished to visit the lower (Jhu •• • d< s Bosi ns, sbou
two hours' walk from Chamounix, and they came «\viite unex-

pectedly upon these most interesting remains. T*0 of the

guides who ft.rmed part #f this memorable it are si ill ai

—Jnliau Devoussoux and Jacques Cmitel—and I understand

from an English friend of mine that Br. Hamel still lives in

England, and no doubt he will bo much interested in this dis-

covery. Professor Forbes has repeatedly told the Chanummx
guides that they might look out for traces of their «

i-ed

comrades in the Lower Bossons in about 40 or 45 years afl

the catastrophe ; he told Auguste Balmat in 1858 to keep a

look out. Bearing all this in mind, what a satisf ietory event

this finding of tho fragments, within the period calculated 1

the Professor, becomes to men of science, studious of the lav

of nature, who seem thus, apparently, almost able to calculate

by outward signs what is going on in the depths of tho earth !

A body of 15 guides have proceeded to the glacier to make
fi 1 searches, and no doubt other fragments will recomptn

their labours. You may depend upon my furnishing you with

any fresh particulars which may come to my knowledge. I

have just returned from the " Mayor's Court Room," where a

proccs verbal of the whole occurrence has been drawn up. 1

have suggested to his worship the preservation of the arm,

hair, <fcc., in spirits ; it would be exceedingly to be regretted

were these relics allowed to remain without an effort to retain

them, since this morning, in fact, tho arm has discolourod a

little. What the glacier has retained 40 odd yc ..is perectly

preserved will putrefy in as many h'-urs in tho valhy below.

Aug. 16.—P.S. I understand that part of a thigh, also somo

large bones, havo been brought back by the guides who made

the renewed search yesterday afternoon."

iflarkttge
COVENT QAJtDBV, Ug 31.

Of both Vegetables and Fruit there Is now a good supply.
Figs, Greengage Plums, Ap 'lee, and Pears, still come from
the C nth. '- and Channel Islands, but of the last two thsre
Is also a large supply of English grown produce. Peat aud

arc plentiful. Grapes and Melons abu int. French
Beans, Carrots, and ucw Potatoes msy be had in quai y Of

e Litc-T many samples are still, however, diseased. Cucum-
bers are very abundant. Cut fl »wers chiefly eon*>*t of

Orebid•. Lily* of the Valley, Pelargoniums, Violets, Miju
ttc, 11 v.hs, and 1loses.

FRUIT.
Pears, per dot. . Is to 4s
Apple*, per doz.. 6d to Is

( >ranges, per iao, 6s to 1H
Lemons, per 100. G« to los

Nuts, Cob, per lb , Is to Is 6d

Cauliflowers, each. 2d to 6d
Green I'eas, p. quart. Is to is 6d
French [Jeans, per sieve, i's od

t'« St 0d
Bi i B< an«, p. lm*h f IsfldtoSs

wgoh. do.. Is * It 6d
Potat -. p ton. HOt to *0»
— per Pr, Id to J.l

— per cwt.. , i* i" Ss

Turnip.-*, per \miuh, 4d to 0d
' irrots, new. do., 4dt»6d
Spii 11, p. Mieve, Ik to 2s

Cucumbers, each. •'•! to 9d
Yeg. Marrows, p. doz, Is to Is Gd

\rtichokes, each. 4 1 to 6d
Heet, perdu?.., is -1

I elery, p. bundle, IsM to S*

mions, p. 4 »»eve. 4s 6d

p. dost., I* to )•

lialloU, per lb., *A to lud

^aHi<\ p.'rlb..0d t-

u.li VI-, \s 1» fid

Radish,p.bun.,UMtote
Mushrooms. p pott , '2« to fts

Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 3s to 4a
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

II AY.—P- r Ix»ad -\Q Trusses.

MITH FIELD, Till USI>AY, AUODBT 29.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to

Superior do. (old) . 88 H)U

Inferior do :56 60
N.-v Ao b<) SO

Rowen — —

O0stol20a

New Clover .... — —
Do second cut .. — —
-iraw 28 34

Davis Al Co.

CnwnF.RLAM» Market, Thursday. Aug. 29.

Bup. Meadow Hay. . WstolOSs Lnftrlor Clover .. sis to 100s

Inferior do <>.
r
> 90 New do — —

New do — — Stra* .. .-34 40

Superior Clover ..112 ISO 1
Joshua Uakkr.

VnnOUlBt, Tuursday. Aug. 29.

Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 98s I Fine 1st cut Clover 110s to 1 1 8s

Inferior do.

Prime Nee? Hay
I nferior
Straw .. ..

00
70

n

SO

ss

36

I nferior do. ..

Fine 2d cut .

.

Inferior do. .

.

Fine New Clover..

90 100
• •

• *

'.'0 105

—- ^— -^»^^ l^iV\4£ XUV *-*W*V WW C»*J ^^*^«» ve^»»—^ —

c^se. and the shield re the following inscription : ,

""weoted to J. (J. Heenan by F. S. Dowling, Esq , referee
«W editor of Bill's Life in London, May 30. 1860." On the
"J«neer asking for a bidding, a representative of a sporting
m*unde au ofer of lot, which was quickly run up by two
J«w newspaper proprietors and the ex-champion, Ben C'aunt,

ft*"

BIRTHS.—On the 26th inst, at Tho Bury, near Leamington,

the Countess of Aylksford, of a son—21st inst, at Kuockm.

Shropshire, Lady Corbet, of a daughter—24th inst. at East-

bourne, Lady M'Mahon*. wife of Colonel Sir Thomas M'Mahon,

Bart , C.B , of a son, who survived his birth but an hour—25th

inst, 'in The Close, Winchester, the 11 >n. Mrs. WILLIAM War-

BURTOy, of a daughter—24 th June, at bhajehmpore, India, the

Hon Mrs. Hobeht Drummond, prematurely, of a son—25th

inst, at Headley, Surrey, the wife of < hob Ltall. I i,

M P of a daughter—28d inst, at Heath House, near WakefieJ.i.

the wife of E. A. Lkatham, Esq., M.P., of a son—22d inst, at

The Cottage, Crowcombe, Somerset, the wife of Coventry

Warrington Carew, Esq., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES—On the 27ih inst, at St. George^, Hanover

Square, Stanlake Rickktts Batson, Esq. of Horseheath

Cambridgeshire, to Gehtrude, eldest daughter of the Right

Hon Henry Corry, M.P., aud Lady Harriet Corry—2<th inst,

at Bseendon Church, Captain John Walter Tarleton, C.B.,

\ D C R N , eldest surviving son of the late Thomas Tarle-

ton Eso of the county of Chester, and granduephew of the

late Central Sir Banastre Tarleton, Bart., G.C.B , to Finetta

KCTBHL twin daughter of the Hon. Barou DimsdaleoI Camlicld

COAL MARKET.—Aug. :i0.

Walls En 1 HettOO, l^s. ; Walls End I laswell, 18s. : Walls

End South Hetton, 18s. ; Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool,

17s. Od. ; Walls Kn I Hartlepool, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Braddyls

Hetton, 17s. ; Walls End South Hartlepool 16s. 6d. ; Walls

End Kccpier Grange, 10s. Od. ; Walls End Kelloc, 17s. 3d. ;

Wharncliffe, ! s. ; Walker Primrose. 12* Od.; Hastings Hartley,

10s. 6d. ; Lambert's Hartley, 10s. 3d.—Ships at market, 04.

BUTTER MARKET.—Aug. 33.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 14s. per do/.cn lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 13*. ,, »»

Perk, 5«. Cd. to 5*. 4d. per 8 lbs.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Aug. 30.

There has tieen a fair amount of business d z at full

the fineness of the weather and the good reports of the harvest

ving imparted confidence to those who had been holding oa

from making their usual purchases.

South-down Hog- s. d. B. d.

pe s to 1 5

Half-bred ditto.. 15 — 10
D own Ewes ..1 4 — 1 5

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5 —
Colonial Wool Sal**

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Ho . 1

•mbin cins 1

Flannel Wool . . 1

I
4

to 1

1

1

1

5
5
5

Blanket ditto ..0

wiA!iimii ..__ The] nt series of sales termi-

naXed yesterday ; the fine wool portion on Tu< iy at rates in

advance of the co .encement for g.-»od descriptions of word ;

low and inferior aorts having gold very badly all through. The

decline In good wool may be stated at about Id. to 2d. per lb..

r,8THBJs,»w>uu»uB»» -. n„^_ t but badly got up parcels were a complete drug, and 3 i. to 4d.

Place
1
Hcrts-21stin St.attheM.«.H.rH.-mse,Mipperton i

porset
Jb l>:

»
,

;I1 At the Low W.kiI Sales East Indian has

Cautain Charles HamiltonlMaus, 75th Regiment eldest son o P
•

-. -»ir. vt. ?iewnold left off at 50 guineas, ana id was

2?£. T° *° BeD Caunt at 51 guineas. There was also a

Sv, l i

eland: tut their commission was outbid. The

wE2LTrue of the ^t was 100 guineas, aud it weighs
"«ween SQ and 60 ounces.

«S?1T
;rA mateu was plaved in Battersea Park on

SSl»Vuie 21thin*t., between two elevens selected from the
J^issUbhshrnents of Messrs. Minicr, Nash & Nash, 60,

wEf *^f 1
Messrs. Beck, Anderson, & Child, of the Middle

teErtvT?
C

l ' which resulted in an casv victory for the

SJ;'J~
°Pponents having scored but eleven runs, while

5jL?7re amounted to 75 runs. But one innings each was

taSrtE!
Wan

.

t
.

of time- The party afterwards dined together

ttaeBer B.*C. Maton7vteax of Br Iwind .to Eoith Mary

Toslphivh; second daughter of Lieut -Col . .rg MaRBVat-
o'd inst at Stirling, Duncan Campbell, Fsq Maclver

of Aakntob, Loch Gair Hon Argyleshire, to BLBABirrfl

Ewart, second daughter of the late Captain Jamks Bwabt,

H M 's 93d Hi-hlandcrs, and Krandda.i«hter of t late John

Ewart Esq., of Mulloch, KJrkcudb«i^htshire-27th at

o«i« »^ .«.. • , Ayren

un wasIn-V s'panSflta did not satisfy the holders, and were in

many instances withdrawn.

Kemp T-™. B, iton-22d inst. at St. SavWe, W, rleigh,

Gloucestershire. Thomas Fra ,, eld* Thomas Rivers,

METROPOLITAN' CATTLR MJ
Monday. Aug. 26.

The supply of Beasts is larger than for some weeks past

;

consequently prices are rather lower than on Thursday, and a

cle.- >ce cannot l>e effected. There are a few more ^heep.

The demand has decreased, and prices, ess ily for fat Oig

S] lTO rather lower. Calves and Limbs are not sc ling

quite so well as on Thursday last. F rom Germ any and Holland

there are 1400 Beasts, 8170 Sheep, and 192 Calves: from

,;loucestershire. Thomas Francls eId*%r""V th Ito k.JlV Scotland, 107 Beasts: from Ireland, 600; and 2

Esq.. of ^wbrM^WK^HjT*, *• *S^F;»' T»2K2r northern aixd midland counties.

©ftttuari)

bett
weeks, but it was not till about a fortnight

town nLU
CHI

?
NE8s .°F Breadalbane died at her husband's

*dt _ ~ *
*
' " "

iE^^^ger was apprehended. Her ladjfhip was the

yo^tStter of Mr- George Baillie, of Jerviswocxl, by the»«Sbt<ir of the late Sir James Pringle. She was born ,

flkeWT, ?; harried in 1821, the Marquis of Bretdalbane

Ab»W^teT of the Earl of Haddington, the Countess of
^i MklvPftl^o^K nn A ti.« f'.nintesa of Ashburnham.

m

itttgectiamous-
Ths Guciers ofMem Bla>-c—The English Consul

j^eneva ha8 addressed the following letter to the

^J^*. announcing the discovery at the lower part of

""!, "Meier des Bossons of the remains of the three
nwli.ilA.4iL.vi_ _L. - .< a ui n f_.in (lurincr

>,

%
%

" Chamounix, Aug. 1"».

2°*t hiteresting event has taken place here this roorn-
w n»est esoeeisiiK- to some of your scientaQc readers,

it.udied the movement of the gre»t

Esq

Bristol __ _ .

DB\THS.— On the ISth inst, at Flcurr, near Pans,

after 'a short illness, Hekbt John, third eon Of Wr

John and the Lady Eu_a*0E Cathcabt - I7tb ult at

Malabar Hill, Bombay, Robert Trevelyan, only child of

Sir Alexander and Lady Grant, aged five months-

2 st inst.. In Albemarle Street, the Dowager Lady Musoravf,

^eUet of the late Sir Philip Musirave, Bart, of Mnhdl.
county of Cumberland, aged 66-_7th mst at Jersey, M»
Catharine Graham, youngest^^\^l^ir

T

J^
Graham, Bart., of Netherby-i'4th mst, at theltenham -am,
Ladv Smvkke, wife of Sir Robe.t Smyrke. aged »rt,

Ifhisresideneo. m Bath.General Facers Moo« aj^G^erji
of the British Army. aged93-6th u .

at DbgJ onAKt
years' service in India. Lieut.-Colon, i> *?^ ) n ,^_
commanding her Majesty's 10th Sg^T^fSSi^"
Infantry, eldest son of Commissary^en^Jonn

u^
.

v>

M-. 'id inst. at 22. Burton Street^ baton -y^^J^
iealand, eldest eon or ^uv^[TlL.i"ltui

Charlee
U»th inst. _._*-_--«•_-- -

John Towmsrkd Somerville, K^lj
^ f

r
-

Maje„ t y's Bengal
Cork, and M t on the Retired Lw« °'

,„.
ft

J
utferin?

from
Army-8th ult, at Bhooj. after < h™*^ ,.ll, ft

the bursting of a blood vessel, V v i _on of the late Hon
of H.M/s 1st Grenadiers, M^f»-|-« m ember of Co^
Alexander Bell, Bombay C.vl t*rn». M«m ^ d ^
aged 10—25th inst, at Pembroke, P*»a r

3>2_ - h inst , at

. Colonel St. Johw Browne. H .a.. »*
HklbKBT Husoit.

60, Gloucester PI: c , Portmen
k

SW*^ Guildford, Thomas
sq., aged 76- mst. at St- J^j^ in .t, at Ancast

Haydon, E*\.± banKcr^agedjs-^^^
of AucMter ^d l>

8 to 4 10

6 — 4 8

4 — 3 10

. to ..

0to5 *

northern and midland counties.

s d s d
,

Best Scots, Here-
fords, fcc. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

1 quality Beasts 3

Be^t Downs and
Half breds

Do. Shorn

ad s d
Best Long-wools. .

Do. Shorn 4

Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn .. 4

Limbs . . . • 5

ilvee • •
s

. to .

.

6 — 4 10
• • •

- — 4 4
— 5 10

10 — 4 6
4 — 4 6

v . _ Pigs • • . .
3

BM__to,

U
53S0 ; SheepV-Ambs, 29,250 ; Calves, 245

:
Pigs, 570.

Thursday, Aug. 29.

and 1 Pigs* from Ireland,

JljlchCoweie 115.
s d e d

Best ot*. H^re-

f,
., kc. •• 4

Best B * *

Sd quaUty Beasts S

Best Downs aud
Half-bred» •• ••_Tj

,rn -.4 !•—

*

Boasts,

The number of

6 to4 10
4— # H

4 — 3 »

I

IS .
8haep*Uaib_,

k?st g-wools.

H>. K .• m .4
»res A 2<1 q ua) ity

orn 4

iAtnbs .. ..J
-

d a d
. to ..

# — 4 8

|
»

0—4 4
0—5

10 —4 6
4-4 i

. } _ga,23*.

T*
i em

The valne

" \'r many years stuoiea tne movemcii- ui v"'

*__Ut.?f8wit2eriandand Savoy; affording them, as k» w»*,
•utional proof of their slow but cenatant action in their

icarage,

aged

MARK I/.VE.-lWBM'

Th. „• Whit .^.m mmMj.nt wetk
:

. fZSEfiS*. bit .._. th. ««•«_. or.
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that there will be a contest for the vacant seat, but the

names of the candidates have not yet been published.

Convocation.—The Convocation of the province of

Canterbury was prorogued on Friday, by commission,

pursuant to the Royal writ, to the 23d October.

The Bishop of London visited Basle last week, and

lield a confirmation at Lucerne on Sunday, the 1st inst.

His lordship was next to visit Thun. The Bishop's

Continental tour is expected to extend over some weeks.

The Army.—Lord Clyde accompanied by Major-

General Eyre and Major Alison, left London on Monday
for Berlin, to attend the great Prussian reviews. The

following memorandum has been issued from the

Horse Guards :

—

"It has been decided by the General Cbramanding-in-Chief»
with the concurrence of the Secretary of State for War, that
henceforward all candidates for commissions without purchase
shall be required to pass through the Royal Military College

;

but the claims of those gentlemen who have already been
noted prior to this date as applicants for appointments without
purchase will be recognised and considered so far as the very
limited means at his Koyal Highness's disposal will allow."

Increase of the Abmy in Canada.—Her Majesty's

Government has determined to make an important
increase in the strength of our military force in North
America. Three regiments of infantry are'about to be

placed under immediate orders for Canada, and will

probably embark before the middle of next month.

It is considered probable that the 1st Battalion of the

Rifle Brigade, the 1st Battalions of the 15th and the

96th Regiments, all at present at the Curragh, will be

chosen for this service.

The Dockyabds.—The arrangements for the intro-

duction of the new Audit Department into the dock-

yards are now completed. Mr. H. W. R.' Walker, from

the office of the Accountant-General of the Navy, has

been appointed Principal ofthe Department, and will visit

the various dockyards in succession, a staff of clerks and

writers for performing the necessary duties being

appointed at each yard. The entire control of the

Audit Department is vested in Sir Richard Bromley,

. K.C.B., the accountant-general.

The New Ieon Frigates.—At the close of the

Session the Admiralty got a vote of 2,50O,0O0Z. for new
iron frigates, which in round numbers is j ust the price

of five of these costly vessels, according to the new
scale of dimensions on which they are in future to be

built. The authorities issued their plans, and called

upon the leading firms for tenders. These tenders

were duly sent in to Somerset House on Saturday, and
on Wednesday it was notified to Mr. Mare, of Millwall

;

Mr. Laird, of Birkenhead; and to the Thames Iron

Works, where the Warrior was built, that their offers

were accepted, and that they were to commence the

construction of the vessels forthwith. It is rumoured
that five or six months hence orders will be given for

the remaining two frigates. In three points the
proposed vessels will be great improvements.
In the first place, each will be built to carry

60 guns; secondly, they will not only be as

fast and handsome as the Warrior, but they also

are to be speoially built to be used as steam rams,

having their bows beneath the water projecting far in

advance of the apparent bows above; and, thirdly, by
the addition of 700 tons to their size each will be able

to carry a complete coating of armour from end to end,

so that every part of the ship will be as invulnerable as

masses of iron and beams of teak can make it. The
length of the new ships is to be 400 feet on the low-
water line; extreme breadth, 59 ft. 4 in.; depth, 21 ft.

below the gun-deck; tonnage, 6815. The length of
the Warrior class is 380 feet, breadth 58 feet, and ton-
nage 6170. The breadth of deck, however, in the pro-
posed frigates will not be greater than the Warrior, as

the Admiralty have decided on giving the sides of the
new vessels a greater incline towards the deck, which
will not only increase the chances of the shot
glancing off, but will have the more important
advantage of getting the weight more to the centre,
and diminishing the tendency to roll. In the same
way the floors of all the ships are to be made fuller
and flatter, which will give them increased stability
in a seaway, while from the extreme fineness of the lines
fore and aft even the great speed of the Warrior will,
it is said, be exceeded by at least half a knot an
hour. The engines of all are to be 1250-horse power,
and are to be made by Penn & Sons, and the increase
of tonnage will allow them to carry coals for from
11 to 12 days' full steaming, instead of nine days, which
is all the Warrior or Black Prince can carry. The
plates of the new vessels are to be larger and thicker
than the Warrior's. The broadside of the latter is

coated with 4£ inches of iron, 22 inches of teak, with
half an inch of iron inside that again. The new ships
are to have 5i inches of iron, 11 inches of teak, and
balf an inch of iron inside all. The Admiraltv, how-
ever, reserve to themselves the right of altering this
part of the plan, and substituting plates of 6* inches
thick and doing away with the teak altogether. But
no decision will be arrived at on this point until the
important experiments which are about to be made at
Shoeburyness have proved that the change will be for
the better. As at present arranged, even with the
5^-inch plates, it will require nearly 2000 tons of
armour to cover the new ships, while the entire
weight of the plates on the Warrior is only 950.
L p to the present the cost of the Warrior in hull,
engines, and rigging has amounted to no less asum than 360,000*. With all her stores, fitting,

and guus on board, when ready tor sea she will have

cost from first to last rather over 400,000*. The

new vessels, for their hull, engines, and rigging alone,

will require an outlay of no less than 430,000Z., so that

at the lowest estimate each vessel is certain to cost

upwards of half a million sterling before she is fairly

at sea. The shape of the bows in order to fit them for

steam-rams will be very peculiar. Viewed in outline,

the profile will present the curved line made by a swan

when swimming. The beak will thus be below the

water-line, and project about 20 feet at least in advance

of the apparent bow s above. A space of 30 feet long

by 9 feet deep of these apparent bows is to be without

armour plates, and is only to be defended from the

spar deck line upwards with teak bulwarks, which can

be lowered down like the bulwarks of ordinary gun-

boats. Inside this slight defence, however, is to be

a semicircular shield of armour plates 7 feet high,

spreading completely across the vessel from side

to side. In this there will be portholes for two im-

mense Armstrong guns. On the main deck below will

be a similar shield, reaching up to the iron spar deck,

but no guns will be on this, as it is simply intended to

protect the crew from a raking fire. By these means
no top-heavy weight will be incurred at the bows, as

the semicircular shields will be more than 40ft. within

the water-borne line of the vessel forward. The bow-
sprit will be of iron, and is to have a powerful hinge

where it springs from the deck, so that before going

into action it can be turned back, that there may be

nothing to deaden the force with which the ships will

strike when used as steam-rams. On all the new ships

there is to be an iron tower on the spar deck, crenelated

for rifled musketry, in case of an enemy boarding.

The sterns of the new vessels, instead of being round

and full, like that of the Warrior, will have a line

wedge-shaped point, almost similar to the bows
of a fast-going iron packet. By adopting this shape

the number of armour plates required to coat

it is reduced by at least a third, while the angle will be

such that all shots must glance off, unless fired point

blank at the broadside. The internal subdivisions as to

water-tight compartments, will be almost precisely

similar to those of the Warrior. The main decks are

to be armed with 36 100-pounder Armstrongs, and the

spar deck with 21 guns of a similar calibre. Two for-

ward guns through the shield already mentioned, and
the pivot-gun at the stern will, it is said, be
200-pounders. The Defence, built by Messrs. Palmer,

at Jarrow, has left the Tyne for Chatham, to take on
board her armament, and to be commissioned by Captain

Powell. Her masts flave just been completed at the
Thames Ironworks, and are said to be splendid samples
of wrought-iron work. Each is 115 feet long by
32 inches wide, and though only a ton heavier than a
wooden spar of the same size, is more than 10 times as

strong. The Warrior is not expectpd to leave her
moorings at Greenhithe for her trial trip to Ports-

mouth until Tuesday, October 1.

dPorefgn.
France.—The Emperor, accompanied by the Prince

Imperial, arrived at Biarritz on the 30th and was
joined by the Empress from Eaux Bonnes on Friday.

On reaching Bordeaux the Emperor was received at the

station by M. de Forcade, Minister of Finance, and M.
Emile Pereire, one of the directors of the Southern
Railway Company. After taking a cup of chocolate,

his Majesty and the Prince continued their journey. The
stay of the Emperor at Biarritz will be about three

weeks. Their Majesties, on returning, will pass one
day at Bordeaux, and also, it is said, one at Bourges,

1 the Emperor wishing to inspect the arrangements
which have been made for the artillery establish-

| ment at that place. It is rumoured that their

Majesties during their visit to Biarritz will make an
excursion to Artega, in Biscay, where the Empress
possesses a palace. Her Majesty has again ordered
preparations to be made for the continuation of
bull fighting at Bayonne. It is now reported that the
King of Prussia, instead of meeting the Emperor at
Strasbnrg in October, will visit him at Compiegne before
the end of the present month. The Moniteur of Satur-
day publishes a decree extending the provisions of the
decree of the 13th February, 1861, to woollen piece
goods, and those containing a mixture of cotton, silk,

and hair. Mr. Odo Russell arrived in Paris on Sunday
from Germany, and left on Monday for London.
The Moniteur announces the following changes
in the diplomatic corps :—The Marquis de Lavalette

|

is appointed ambassador at Rome, replacing the Duke
de Gramont, who goes to Vienna. The Marquis de
Moustier is appointed to replace the Marquis de
Lavalette at Constantinople.—At the banquet given by
the Prefect of the Department of the Herault, on the
occasion of the meeting of the Council General, M.
Michel Chevalier delivered a speech, in which he
made the following allusion to Lord Palmerston's recent
speeches at Dover :

—

"France is honoured and respected abroad. She is only
feared by the enemies of progress and the adversaries of civih-

|

sation. France is considered in the world as the chief repre-
]

8entative and the principal champion of social and political

j

progress. She inspires admiration and sympathy in the
;
peoples who hope for a happier destiny, and receives marks of
the hatred and distrust of the men who still entertain the
passions of another age. I regret that speeches recently

' delivered oblige me to range on the aide of the latter some

i

Ministers ol a great~natwZ7T~
for its love of liberty and ££££ ?"***
has made advances honourfb?t?Bp«Mmerited a better welcome and a moV££j*^i5
The Constitutional makes the m02*Lord Palmerston's address :— ^*%
" The speech delivered by Lord ua sad contrast with those of th« r^r***

Councils General. Whilst the-Fw"*

«*»

selves confident in the future, and *!&internal improvements, and with thaSl? -
Lord Palmerston endeavours to re^e feff«mistrust, to perpetuate old jealousies indS?'up out of season a badly directed SSLI?* 1

that a mind formerly of such maiSdS
brilliant in its sallies, should be reduced ^T
the monomania of old age to beat over 7.
decried It is to be regretted that th !_
nation does not reflect on the inconvenkiT
tune and unjustifiable manifestations^V*
the name and authority of Lord PilmaLr'i
duty it ought to be to calm dowT2S*-«
they threatened to be agitated (thank {P*
the case), should neglect no opportunitr*
exciting them, and that without object*^
certainty do not attach any importance toJ*and warlike eruption of Lord Palmerston. L
that the English are a serious people taZ?1

their own interests and mission, andreapS?

*

of others. They do not allow themselraj
phrases ; do not derive their princinla t
figures of rhetoric, and regulate their TienJ
ments by ministerial harangues. The mia*
houses of parliament deliberate and ?ott «^.

open ; the ^English people lead both miniitmt
and can dispense as well with the advice of*
approbation of the other. Whatever thereto*
done by the English ministers either at bun*
ment, England and France will never can *

peace between them is desirable for their ««_
that if they are divided by reminiscence! ti(j»_

interests, and we must always remember ace,

just expression of Sir C. Wood—'It is impcni
accident can affect the interests of France •

own in danger. ' The converse is equally tme,

well as English have all a deep feeling of it"

A new pamphlet, entitled "The Empa%

the King or Italy," appeared on Fridaj,

once attributed to the Emperor himself or:

high in his confidence. The Monitmi\

however says that the comments nude

pamphlet by several foreign journals trt

foundation, and that the Government

denial to them. The following are eitafl

pamphlet :—
" The proclamations spread in the anoectt*

Two Sicilies are all to one effect - the kp»

Francis II., must be restored, I taly mu* be m
grasp of French influence, and another 1815 ««

against the Bouapartes. In Rome the dBjJfl
the formation of the coalition and for

»

pml«H
And from Verona Austria replies-'OW^ «•
Francis II. against Victor Emmanuel »*"^
against Napoleon—it is the struggle iV*
usurpation.' Every one remembers tarflwy^

treated the Napoleons as ' baraqu A«P*
flattered himself to camp with the »BB,

.|—
Montmartre. The thoughts and dw»*"^
little different. The Italian nation »*J#
capital, and the capital of Italy is

J»f|
discuss here the principle of nation** ^
his senses will now contest this pW
the corner-stones of the new pubhc i -

ligious liberty is the first, as national

»

We must have done at ouce witu u^TJ
epoch, that France has to fear aJ™*^*
Ministerial tradition under Louis r^H*

the strong. To-day it ™«]d
.
]* anJ^S* ,

would France be weakened if the P" ^**
of 1789 receive their consecration w^o*

from the Eternal City, urbi d orbx? w>

be for us a subject of legitimate pride, g^
great questions-Rome and venew.

The liberation of Venetia was in^gSw*
peace of Villafranca, above ^f#JXti*
Naples, and since the annexation-V*^
the most urgent question is toJ*™ g^
without Venetia is like France "M££faK
Rome she seems only tolerated among* ^ i

then at present is for M*J%rf»,#*\
afterwards. We remember ^JT^d
by the Treaty of Campo Jonnift *g» m
Who knows' if in our days. fflgWJ^
to Austria by the Peace °<\fff£m*
in spite of the Quadrilateral, by », ^W
without any effusion of blood in l-W

to

her capital, and the duty °f ^^d rf.
surrender it to her. We have the^ ^ tf

the centre of Europe, in the mi ^„*
seeing a Power which says, ™^W*
perty ' And if one thinks tha ^j, **
language is an ideal *ower, tatfj^

{*££
name of God, is this not Rouble ^£
them -how the ^"^]M*fc
General Bonaparte to the Mam

Egj*£f.
they had a ^ fJ^J^ cattlj *>„
Egyptians were for toem IxM£

{ le d&
adduces against Italy the p^ ^tt
religious utility. But vrhere btf j,*^*
ever heard of? In what code of* ^ever neara oi : i" « "~- -

4f .-nose i

what moral principle doe .it rep^ £ +
of Italy have come f«\nJh° ,.*£ two V&'
Italy could not live t^flU°f %ffi.
Church. It is the temporal po«r ^
impeded Italy from beconnog;*

civi]j
stf*

argument, the great P^.clP^
e

°

r,
fl^ffl

the spiritual and temporal powe
, &**p

in the power of the
t̂t̂
t*d*£W

which has not always^^v AfJJV
• Give to Caesar what » C*sa

, ^ „,
when he took the place of tM ^p
Pontifex and King. %£ word ol d&J
itself in Rome in BPlte J it bad

power may have an e°?H£theAP°Cl»<*
Divine origin. Jesus«J^ de£* pjW
not ' Go and conquer .™££^/$ •*
thrones. I f he means t^^pony <*

w rffi

considered peoples as tj^ ne* » ^T,
himself in opposition witai ^ «™£*g
civilisation, according toj ^W^ *£
power is the national wiiL

chltfctt, ?J*£f
Retook the -to^^WSS^
Powers whogave tbenjbw*i» ^w
of Italy. The question is no

t
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in the spirit of the populations It would

an i God has not allowed this miracle.

every one knows with what

9t&

aai been made,Vm than has been seen for centuries was
A J?2m*n?ai»d the abuses were the same as under

!5? «i%emo«t disinterested advice was constantly

"-^-' S*Court of Rome. A military protection which

I*** ? ,£! ftfil care for nis safety, and allowed him to
-*—* JLTwat riven to him by the most liberal nation

^ w—. and' oothinp has been obtained. No improve-

* ^^3>U«htAia©d- The trial was decisive. The temporal

X£ huThour. With regard to the pretensions of the

Jamwt that Rome is the capital of Catholicism,

thAt this te not tho PinioQ of tne Spanish

^o the idea that the garrison of Rome
with a view to a possible new war, the

ore surely the best judges, think dif-

It is nearer from Chambery to Verona than

ta the Mindo. The motive for which the Emperor

C-w» ta arita of his own inclinations, an army of occupation
SS*"^ m ^^1, desire to conciliate the two great social forces

with England, the Chamber* of Antwerp. I..-..
Nevilles, and Brussels, have emphatically pronounced
in favour of a commercial treaty with England on
precisely the same footing as that of France ; and the
I^_*-t rT, _^ta J - ft • a* s+ m* m \ *

receive the addrca* of the Lower Hosjs, Mil
Majesty, in his reply to the Andreas of the Upper
House, expresses sincere sattsfactta at the mag-
nanimous sentiments of the House and the fideiit

Free Trade Association of Belgium has summoned alto the Const i ion which it display*. His Majesty
great meeting to be held in Brussels on the 23d inst.,

for the purpose of refuting the allegations made by the

Ghent manufacturers, and has challenged the latter to
attend the meeting and to discuss the questions at

issue fairly and openly in the face of the world.

is gratified that the Upper House acknowledge* the
necessity for limineM in conducting his work to a
conclusion. The Emperor trusts also in the people
becoming conscious that the emulation springing
from common ex. ions is more adapted fur the

Switzerland.—The Federal Council has received a development of nations in equal rights than for each to

esse ss

•nd nationality He thought the Papacy and Italy

aimutoal eooesisions. which are in their common
H is obiigc-i to confess that Italy alone has shown •

"iltmnsni to make them. If the Pope has not consti-

tB Mmttad liberal government which would hive

mSAT anlssoaitJsB and spared many sufferings, Victor

JSFhm estabttsbed it. Constitutional liberty has
. .y from Turin all over the Peninsula. It is th;

*rt«d all Italy towards him, and has made it

^^Tulinr Xow. the Romans, on whom the reflex of this

rtr SO* Wlen from afar at first, but drawing nearer by

ilMii n will likewise enter into possession of the law which

cHssit Tfcs Roman* are in the right ; and the Powers which

wen so frifhtsosd in 1840 by the power of the Triumvirs will

4*4 nam that the constitutional authority of Victor Emmanuel
wtJ bo a greater guarantee for political order and religious

Msortf than that given at present by the reactionary authority

#f the cardinals. All we can say to-day is that there is no
Ice, material or moral, which has not been offered by the

Ministers to secure the independence of the Sovereign

Poatiff- Every one will be able to convinoe himself of this as

the moment shall have come to publish these im-
document*. In the days of reflection which are still

to the Holy Father will truth appear to him ! We
Bats stsB kings abdicate to avoid useless effusion of blood

;

wty sbouW the common Father of the Faithful, the vicar of

Bn who died for the salvation of mankind, not abdicate
intously a temporal power with which he can do no
good and which is the cause of so much misery ? Let
IX remember the enthusiasm which he excited by
BDdng the word Italy. Oh ! if by an ilan of his heart

onua return to those glorious days he would recover in a
Met all the popularity of his first years. No doubt it is

to abandon one's self to these visions. It will be at least
a frwat consolation for Italy as well as for France that nothing
has £•*» neglected to establish concord and conciliation. If
ths Court of Rome remains obstinate, then nothing remains
but an appeal to the Roman people. The plebiscite will take
Bitot under the eyes of the French army. Who will suspect

Aad the morning after, if Victor Emmanuel is called upon
totslgn in Rome, the French troops will be successively re-
stsd by Italian troops, so that nothing should be left to chance,
asdlhat no disorder should happen. The King of Italy will

L1™1 *kaB the convention between him and the Catholic

f^y* w >tn * view of insuring the independence of the Holy
^^"••plendourof the Catholic religion. The Popethen may
7°* s.pjSMS*. He will remain or depart. On him be the
^ffsnaibility of religious division. It is hoped that the Pope™ BGttake refuge in the camp of the reaction, by which he
joald lose his spiritual power also, but that, on the contrary,

Uji J?
1* nim»«tf at the head of all grand and noble ideas

ajuurify them by bis patronage. Then the Papacy will act•"^t to iU own inspiration. But it will have no cause of

SJKfiL. r T
ho **" see a martvr in the Pope? If the

-E iITi y' then a mw da7 wil1 dawn for the Chureh ;

t*»2pitL of l2f ^
accomPliahed-

But Rome wiU not ** less

SpirK.—General Marches! has been sent to Biarritz

T 12?
lpIllIiei,fc tbe Emperor in the name of Queen

istbella. The Cortes will open on the 25th October.

«Ji said that the speech from the Throne will
•Wcncc constitutional reforms, in accordance with
wepolitical views of the Liberal Union party. The
tjpoca of W ednesday contains a remarkable article, in

tabw- p^ 1
-"*11 view of the present state of

•JJtinEurope it is necessary to evacuate Tetuan on

J™™Je conditions, in order to allow of the concen-
wstion of the Sp

~"
'rafa, in allc o

it not& ha
?1 -T

et
.

J^n taken on the question, but that it

note from the French Government, stating that it con-

siders the scandalous affair which took place on the
frontiers of the canton of Geneva on the 25th of August,

when the Swiss officials attempted to levy tolls on an

itinerant French pastrycook who had set up his stall

within their jurisdiction, as a violation of the French ter-

ritory. The note of the French Government demands
satisfaction on this account, and an indemnity to be

paid to those wounded and arroted on that occasion.

The Federal Council is now negotiating with the Uelgian

Government for the conclusion of a tr< y of commerce
with every prospect of success.

Austria.—In the Lower TTousc of the "Reiehsrath

on Friday Baron Schmcrling, the Minister of Stat.

spoke in support of the proposed Address, and defended

the policy of the Government in regard to Hungary.

The following are the principal passages of his

speech :
—

" Tiie attacks directed Bgainst the Ministry bear on tw°
principal points. The conduct of the Ministry in transmitting

the communication to the Chamber has been condemned as

unconstitutional, and the Ministry has been further rcproachod

act independently. Tbe Government Bill for the

reform of the administration of justice has been rejected

by the Lower House.

Hungary.—A despatch from Pesth, dated Wednesday
last, states that the Cardinal Archbishop of Gran has

pronounced against the dissolution of the Hun-
garian Diet, and defends the resolutions adopted

by it. The committees of eight Comitate, as well

as the Municipality of Pesth, have been dissolved by

order of the <i< wrnment. The Municipality of Pesth

on Saturday resolved that in th vent of its dissolution

by the Government the Municipal officers shall eont in u<

to perform their fun< >n« until coerrn . \nensures are

employed against them. The Onnitat of Miskolcc baa

passed h r. lution concurring in tbe protcat of the

Comitat of Tenth against, the dissolution of the Diet.

It is expe d that similar resolutions will also be
passed by the other Comitats of Hungary. The Koyal

Commissioner has been authorised by the Hungarian

Chancellor to appoint and to dismiss municipal

functionaries, to himself assume the administration of

the Comitat and the city of Pesth in case of need, and
* •••d af" *** _^ ff^l „ . —

rru °; tne Spanish forces/' The Correspondencies

Z*X?*-
afa

:
ln all°ding to this article, declares that no

Wsorot

^^impossible that the Government entertains those ,

^everal of the Opposition papers have been seized.
ieve that

_^. -_— w . V1JU luouneuuuii a.b xjoiit. is secreted

with having made this communication solely with a view to "'« v/uuuwi, »»»u w« uV «• -~ '» ^r"""" 1
.

obUin a vote of confidence. In the name of the Ministry I to employ military force if necessary. J lie Hungarian

Chancellor, however, declares that the Emperor has no

intention of suspending the Constitutional institutions.

An insurrectionary movement has broken out among
the Itoumains at Lugos. No details are yet known.

Croatia.—In the sitting- of the Croatian Diet on

Tuesday a proposition was made by one of the members

that the Diet should enter on the minutes the expres-

sion of its rejrret on account of the dissolution of the

Hungarian Diet.

KirsaiA.—The Emperor of Russia, accompanied by

the Empress, is making a tour through his dominions.

After visiting Odessa their Majesties will proceed to

Nicolaieff, to attend the launch of the two steam

corvettes the Wiepo and Woin, and will then inspect the

great canal works on the Hong and Ingoul. Their

Majesties will then successively visit Rasthi-Sarai,

Simphcropol, Sebastopol, and the Castle of Orianda, on

the southern shore of the Crimea, which the Emperor

Nicholas built for the Empress Alexandrowna, mother

of the present Emperor. On leaving Orianda their

Majesties will visit Kaiia, Taganrog, and the Sea ot

Azoff.

Poland.—A solemn funeral service for those who
fell in the recent disturbances "at WTlna was held on

Tuesday in all the churches and synagogues of Warsaw.

The people wore mourning bands on their hats, and the*

shops were closed. At Cracow there was also a funeral

service for those who fell at Wilna, but the police

interfered and compelled the tradespeople to re-open-

their shops. Many persons were arrested.

Finland.—The deputies sent from Finland to Stock-

holm to demand its separation from Russia are said to

have been arrested by the Russian authorities on a

charge of treMOn*

Italy.—The King received M. Renedetti, the

new French Min . on Saturday. The nomina-

tion of General Delia Rovere to the office of Minister

of \V:ir appears to have been definitively deter-

mined on. Signor Borromeo, Secret.* ry-General to

the Ministry of the Interior, has resigned. Signor

Minzhetti has tendered his resignation, which has not

IV Wthorit

t the cli

ir prov

J^ea in escaping to Portugal or England, the
wilrol police officers of Madrid have been sent

P«L» J?
" ^ of Granada having reason to beli™^the chief of the insurrection at Loja, is i

Ud « P 1?™ 1"*, notwithstanding the report that he

ssswt the local authorities in making an active

^viroaTr *
T,,e format"<™ of a camp in the

^/^•of Carabancheles, not far from Madrid, has
"wed on. In Catalonia the drought has been

*e**Uhf* T^ m severa* places the crops of maize and

J^^»« had been completely burnt up. In all parts

lwJ*
0viuce Payers for rain have been offered up.

^^^Uek.—General Soloroli, of the Italian army,

with tfi^*
^° arr *ve a** Copenhagen on Tuesday,

k K
?* uisignia of the Order of the Annunziata for

fa th™?^ Denmark. The Danish Diet is convoked

jk* 5th f October. The King was present on

la to./
at a ^fle society festival at Copenhagen, and

ttsa d l-

r *° a Patriot>c toast, proposed by the chair-

JJrt£J:
eh?ered a speech from which the following is an

mfcgj
1** I became King I wished that the tree of liberty of

*%**» kJ?
v° here spoken should nourish over my whole

"*hsi%5.. „ the tirwe was not come, the fruit was not every-^ mSHI ripe : not in Smleswig
Wi fteI£i

ITnmark - What c411 l therefore do since tbe sun

*th2«IJr4
lhe fruit more in Denmark than in the other parts

*stUlS1?^ ? *° lon^ M the fruit ta not rip€ tbere we mu9t

**** lB£d 1,°°^ that lt will soon be equally ripe over my

Mdri*
lVu-~~Tne Chambers of Commerce throughout

J^^ Have no sympathy with the Ghent manu-^*arer> m their opposition to the treaty of commerce

formally protest against this double accusation. The course it

has taken in making this communication to tho Iteichsrath it

nowise unconstitutional. In calling upon tho Hungarian Diet

to acknowledge the constitution the Ministry was in the right.

We Ministers, who were in the exercise of our functions on the

20th October, and for whom the 20th October was an accom-

plished fact, were indisputably in a position to acknowledge
that on the 20th October the men whom his Majesty had
charged to draw up the diploma ought to have formed an

opinion of the attitude which his Majesty had to take with
regard to the Diet and the Hungarian constitution. Allow mo
now to discuss the motives which decided the Hungarian Diet

against the constitution of the 20th February. It is mow
especially objected against this constitution that it created a

representation, an authority differing from those of tho

October diploma. I grant tho first point, but I absolutely

deny the second. The diploma of October contains no
provision as to the number of deputies, fixes for tho moment
the number of member* of the Iteichsrath at 100; there is

nothing definitive, therefore, on that point. If I now consider

that perhaps 2.
r
» deputies elected by tho Hungarian Diet had

taken their places ID the Reichsrath, and if that Rcichsrath

had comprised 100 members, according to the original arrange-

ment, I think the proportion would have been nearly the

same as at present if 85 Hungarians take their places among
343 deputies. If you examine with impartiality the

situation in which Hungary was when, after the catastrophes

of Teraeswar, Komorn, and Vilagos, it foil into the power of

Austria, and in what a situation she was, as well as a great

part of her functionaries, who had devotee^ their ac-: ty to

the administration of the country, when 20th Oct. arrived,

I think that the balance-sheet will not be to the prejudice of

the Austrian Government. What is required to make a nation

happy ? Two things, I grant—first, forms which respond to

its liberty ; and next, that which satisfies its material wants.

I admit that a country such as Hungary, which has for

centuries, and still longer, enjoyed a political constitutional

existence, must strongly regret tho absence of it; but we
mist nevertheless agree that if the Austrian Government

has on tbe one nan(^» suppressed liberty in Hungary, it has

on 'the other done much for the welfare of tho country.

Yes, gentlemen, I loudly repeat, it has done much. As to

the 'situation in which' the admin stration of justice was
when the Austrian Government retook the country, you

will excuse my not entering into more ample details.

As regards instruction the path of progress has also

bean entered on. The torch of science has been carried

bv this abominable Austrian Government, as it has been

called, into countries where Christianity was previously

scarcely known. If the Minister, Count Thun, had created

nothing more than the schools of the Puestus, he would have

merited the gratitude of every Hungarian patriot. The Deputy
Smolka says that, in order to come to an understanding with

Hungary, we must concede without reserve to that country the

position in which it stood in 18*8—must complete the

Hungarian Diet, and wait to see what portion of its constitu-

tional prerogatives that Diet will v .luntarily sacrifice to the

central constitution. I however, confess that I should hesitate

greatly to employ that plan. I say that the man who is in pos-

session of his house is happy, and that no one baa even been

advised to give up possession so long as he could maintain it. I

affirm that a general would be blamed by all so'diers if he were

to abandon an excellent position with the prospect of being

obliged to retake it the next day at perhaps the cost of 10,000

dead ; he would do oetter to remain in the position, and to

incur the risk of being attacked and expelled. Such is

the point of view which the Austrian Government
adopts, and must adopt; and the Government will not

abandon it voluntarily to obtain perhaps part of its prero-

fitives aa a concession and a gift of the Hungnrian Diet,

he second plan recommended to us is to abandon sponta-

neously our constitution and establish a new one. It has

often been proved in thia Chamber that what hae brough t

Austria to the brink of ruin, as is said, was the frequent

making of political experiment*. And yet a new experiment

is recommended ! I regret, both in my own name and^that

of my coltoesoee, not to^be able to declare that we «"di*nossd

U> make one, especially aa no **»*••"? ^>?lm FromwouM cause ua toattain the object at "™*\7l*£xJ™.
all that precedes, gentlemen, I think it nght to

,

deeto

plicitly that the Government intends to roainta n ^»«~
tution ; that if a portion of the inhabitants of Anjtna IsssM

yet accepted it, thedesigns of the ^™^t7t wSfan^eal
any respect changed on that account :

and that J^^WJ;
from a nation •'» informed to one wwen^ instructions
lightened; waiting with calm for tb* "^f" p!rHam«nt for ii„« no
conviction that thfre is a place to the^^m^/aH havVnone "

,,<nr ^
all tbe nations and all the tribes of tlw W^-jEm of mJtieal
trated every Austrian heart. Such is the£^?2ss«Es!*
view, which I frankly make for myself and^y co^ruT
On Tuesday the address *as V*~* »n

fJ*
e

J^"
House; the Polish members ***«* f™£ U
The Emperor left Vienna on Wednesday «™^

r

f

£
Iscbl, and U expected to return on Sunday, in order to

yet been accepted. Baron Kicasoli will as«nme the port-

folio of Minister of the Interior, retaining also that

of Foreign Affairs nntil the solution of tbe Roman
question. It is asserted that the retirement of Signor

Minglietti has been caused by a difference of opinion

with the majority upon tho means and the period

for the suppression of the Lieutenancy of Naples.

Signer Brijrnone has not accepted the Lieutenancy of

-icily, which, it is rumoured, will be offered to General

Pellinengo. The Minister of Finance has authorised

Messrs. Rothschild, of Paris, to receive the instalment of

the second tenth of the Italian loan on presentation of

the certificates. The army of tho ex- Duke ot Modena,

numbering 7000 men, has received a piece of ordnance

fr i Austria, and i# about to be concentrated at Mantua.

A despatch from Naples announces that the oonceeawm

for tbe railways from Tronto to WkfTfrm and from

Salerno to J has been i ted to a company, wMeb,

according to the conditions of the 11 imme-

diate! v commence the work*. K was reputed at Naples

neral CisJdini m making the nsejasary pre-

paration* frr Sin* the Roman frontipr and pursuing

the bitands even int ho courtyard* of the ^mnnal,

W|iew they are trained in mflfearr m
the other hand tbe French Pap«* aay that torasd

hare been sent to the Jreoch officers to

_ etoebmrnts of Piodumataas troor* to

"penetrate into £•»«» ^^J£*£?vSS
*/Ttbe extent of 900 men bare landed at C * ecchm

tmvSSm. Frosb Italian troop, bare.total M*
toNaples, tot the official pspars state ** tfcfe

despatch is eaoeed solely by tbe *%« <*"} *•
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by the increase of brigandage, which is almost

entirely eradicated. A disetnbarcation of Reactionists

was effected during the night near San Elpidio,

in the province of Ascoli. A troop of National
Guards hastened to the spot, and pursued them. The
brigands have been beaten and dispersed at several

points, and their numbers were sensibly diminishing.
A band of 400 brigands has set out from the
Roman town of Velletri, in the direction of the
Terra di Lavoro. On Monday 50 Piedmontese
soldiers attacked Epitaffio, on the Neapolitan frontier,

but were repulsed by the Papal gendarmes. A
company of French troops has since occupied Epitaffio.

An encounter has also taken place between some Papal
gendarmes and Piedmontese troops on the road between
Orvieto and Bolsena. The Piedmontese troops suffered

no loss. A despatch from Perugia states that the
French were actively watching the frontiers, and that
several encounters had taken place between the French
troeps and the brigands who wished to penetrate into
Italian territory. The report in the French papers
that the English fleet left Naples and returned to Malta
on the 26th ult., was premature. Accounts from Naples
direct announce that it had simply gone for a cruise,

and was not finally to leave Naples till Thursday the
5th. inst.

as killed, has recently issued a proclamation to the

Missourians in which he claims the victory at Spring-

field as a glorious one, and denounces President Lincoln

as a usurper. It was reported that the Confederates

were preparing to invade Missouri, and intended to

commence a movement on the Cheat Mountain Pass.

Great excitement prevailed throughout Missouri, on

[Smixuj.

San DoMmao.-President
Geffr^T"paid the indemnity demandedhv^ *man^d by SpS,

*H
®ttg Intelligence

Monet Makket, Feidat—Brt !

sols closed at 93 to * hat* 'J, II3H fc*urcuu cacimjiuciiu yi *»««*— ^ uuo
p ; A

"'' — so,s closed at y«3 tot hot* f\* 7f ^
account of the active movements of the Confederate Three Ceuts> Re| ,

u ™* Money ^J
troops, who had occupied many towns of South-Western

, Cents> 91J to f . ImHa^ ^ to i.
Xftr J

The Pasha of Egypt, who is now at Con-
stantinople, is said to be seeking permission to raise

another loan, to guaranteed by the Egyptian revenue.
The collection of the forced loan has been begun in the
provinces. Strong reinforcements have been despatched
to the Herzegovina.

Syria.—It is stated that the French squadron will

return from Syria in the early part of October, calling

on its way home at the different stations in the Levant
and on the coasts of Italy.

United States.—It is reported from Washington that

Missouri. The Wheeling Convention has passed an

ordinance for the division of Virginia and the

establishment of a new State, to be called Kanamha.
It is stated that General Banks has advanced

to take possession of Winchester, Virginia, in face of

4000 Confederates. A skirmish has occurred in

Western Virginia between 4000 Confederates and the

71st Ohio Regiment. The Confederates were repulsed

with the loss of 50 killed and many wounded. On the

the Federal side none were killed and two wounded. A
despatch, dated Washington, the 22d, states that a

slave insurrection had occurred in Orange County,

Virginia, instigated by a negro preacher. Several

negroes were hung. General Wool assumed the com-
mand at Fort Monroe on the 19th ult. The official

account of the vote on the question of secession in Ten-
nessee shows a majority of 54,936 in favour of secession.

The Secessionists in Kansas are actively engaged
in organising their forces. Rumours of an attack

on Kansas City were current on the 22d ult.

It is reported that the Federal Government will

no longer allow Kentucky to maintain a neutral

position. The Mayor of Washington has refused to

take the oath of allegiance to the Federal Government.
Numerous arrests for treason continue to take place,

and the number of prisoners at Fort Lafayette is

increasing daily. Among those recently arrested and
sent there as state prisoners, is Mr. Pierce Butler, the

gentleman who married Miss Fanny Kemble. His
the Confederates have organised a plan to cross the Poto- arrest was caused by the seizure of a parcel of letters on
mac in a few days into Maryland and below Washington
with a large force, and that for this purpose they have
erected heavy batteries at Aquia Creek and Mathias
Point. The plan includes the capture of Annapolis and
an attack on Washington from the northern side. A
proclamation has been issued ordering all the volunteer
regiments and parts of regiments which have been
accepted by the War Department to proceed to
Washington forthwith, with or without uniforms or

their way across the Potomac, addressed by him to

Generals Beauregard, Johnstone, Jefferson Davis, and
other prominent men among the Secessionists. It was
followed by the arrests of Mr. Wm. B. Beard, late

minister to China; Mr. George M. Wharton, late

United States District Attorney; Mr. Charles Brown,
ex-collector of the port, and Mr. David Solomon.
On the arrival of the New York train at Philadelphia,

on the 22d ult., the United States' Marshal seized every

arms. The volunteers are leaving as fast as possible. In copy of the New York Daily News, including upwards
consequence of a report that the Confederates had oflOOO copies for the South and West. The sale office at

crossed the Potomac, a thorough examination of the
river has been made by order of the Navy Department,
but no signs of a hostile force have been found. Presi-
dent Lincoln has issued a proclamation notifying
that all persons leaving or going to a suspected State
must be provided with passports from the Secretary of

Philadelphia was also totally suppressed. The Christian
Observer has also been seized in consequence of a
virulent article on the war. Mr. Everett has published
an article in favour of arresting every editor, writer, or
speaker in the North who aids the cause of the
rebellion. The editor of the Essex County Democrat,

State, or an American Minister abroad ; and that no a journal opposed to the war, had been taken from his
person will be allowed to land in the United States

j

house by a mob of several hundred citizens, led down
without a passport after this regulation shall be-

j

to the centre of the town, made to strip himself, and
come known abroad. This new passport system does then tarred and feathered. He was then placed astride
not necessitate passports for travellers between Canada j

a rail, ridden round the town, and made to kneel
and the United States. It is reported that the Pre-
sident is about to issue a proclamation declaring all the
Southern ports to be no longer ports of entry.
An order has been issued by General Scott, uniting the
military ^departments of Washington and North-
Eastern Virginia, including Maryland as far as Bladens-
burgh, into one department, to be called the Depart-
ment of the Potomac, and to be under the control of
General M'Clellan, who is ordered to proceed to organise

before the crowd and promise on oath that he
would print no more articles against the North. The
editor of the Eastern Sentinel, a Pennsylvaniau
paper, had shared a somewhat similar, though not
so severe a fate. Mr. Serrill, who was seized on board
the Persia, and Mr. Mure, who was taken from the
Africa, are still confined in Fort Lafayette. The friends
of the latter gentleman had failed in their endeavours
to obtain his release. The case of the Baltimore police
„„ : : i_ i _t _ i n t i A.the troops in the Department in divisions and indepen-

j

commissioners has been disposed of, Judge Garri
dent brigades. Since the battle of Bull's Run 161

j

son submitting to the inevitable necessity of dis-
commissioned officers of the three years' volunteers in missing the prisoners. The Confederate Congress has
the Federal army have resigned. A mutiny has forbidden the overland exportation of sugar, rice,
occurred in tho 21st Buffalo Regiment, and 40 of the molasses, and syrups. The New York Times states
men have been imprisoned in Fort Tortugas. Symp- that rumours are current of dissensions amongst the
toms of insubordination have exhibited themselves in the Confederate leaders at Richmond on the State
New York 12th and 21st Regiments. Numerous petitions question. A report was current, founded on doubt-
from the Federal prisoners at Richmond have been" - -

-

forwarded to President Lincoln, praying for a recogni-
tion of the Confederate government as belligerent, so

fill authority, that the Confederate privateer
Sumter had been captured off Curacoa by the Niagara.

f
„ &v,vu,, w It appears that she is still at liberty. A Curacoa

iar as an exchange of prisoners is concerned. It has letter, dated the 7th of August, states that she had

^x\ ij
et
?Fmmcd that the uniform of the Federal army captured the schooner Abbey Bradford, and the barkwail be blue. The latest advices from Fairfax Court Joseph Maxwell, off Laguayra. The Venezuela

^^•^i thafc
.,
th« Confederates have withdrawn Government refused her admittance into port, and

Ditto for Acct., 103|; Ditto Serif104ft
7*. prem.; Five per Cent. Enfa^T'*

Old Five per (V? *

100i; Buenos Ayres Six per (W,T»*
Ditto Deferred, 29; Danish Thi^A,
Equador New Consolidated,

15f efd *i
Three per Cents., for Acct., 21f -Iw-*-;*
•Half per Cent. Dollar Bonds, 86; Sfc
Half per Cents., 90J ; Spanish Three ££
Acct., 49| 5 Committee's CertiBcates a
Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct.,

81J 'to |-jK
67£ ; Ditto for Acct., 67£ to 68| "ex fc'.J*
Bonds, 70:!-.

Notes issued

SSanfc of ©ngiani.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

.. £26,973,300

£26,y73,300

GoTernraent IVfr
Other Secur.

Gold Coin and&&

'

Silver Bullion M

BANKING DEPARTMENT,

Proprietors' Capital , . £14,5.53,000
Ktst 3,783,761

Public Deposits (inclucl-

ineExchequer.Sayings
Hanks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Acets.) 4,284,485

Other Drpo>;^ 12,196,813

Seven day and other bills 714,017

5th day of Sept., 1861.
£35,532,076

Government fenfe
(including ft*
Weight Annuity *

Other Security
Notes
Gold and StlrerCoi

"
\
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TUESDAY— BANKRUPTS — E. Alston, AshtoQ

Accrington, Lancashire, Grocer and Tea Dealer-S.H.

Milliner—S. Bess, Meltham, Almondbury, Yorkshire,

J. Caktkr, West Hartlepool, Builder andTimbei M<

West Hartlepool, Ship Chandler and Provision Dato-

Cowpcr's Court, Cornhiil, Tavern Keeper—E. Y\xwv+]m*-
City, Merchant—H. J, Hall, Chapel Close. Bcrksfe. art*
Farrier and Shoeing Smith—T. Hind, Burnley, land* >
Merchant and Builder—F. N. C. Jardine, Tottenkn Cat*
Winchester Place, Bayswater, Wine and Spirit Mertgt-1-y

Newport, Monmouthshire, Travelling Draper-T.HO«g»
Shipbuilder—J. Readkr, Binnin^hain, Galvanised ItaWig*
-G. Sklio, North Buildings, Finsbury Circus, ftip.?»?

Jeweller}*, formerly of Manchester—J. T. Shiumb,M* ;

Poplar, and Woodhridge Street, Clerkenwell. TialrW"

['ARK, Great Coram Street, Russell Square, TOT1-1-

W. Terry, Birmingham, Plater and Spur Ml
Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire, Innkeeper—C. TurmwiW*

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS — D. Ki
Mason, jun., Fisherrow, Edinburgh, Timber Meratf-

nethan, Lanarkshire, Builder.

FRIDAY — BANKRUPTS — W. Cameron, B

-r

«-

»{T

Cannon, Croydon, Auctioneer-J. Cooper, Mucte*^^^
.Merchant-J. L. Fvoole, Gutter Lane,Cheapsde,»aj"^
-II. M. IUdloff, Cliicksand Street, VhitectoB.KJ'

ria<(\Limehous<\ Seed Crusher, Oil Refiner, an

Kudoard, Lincoln, Maltster and Brcwer-T. Swri,

iinisher and Hot Pnsser-D. W. Tailor, Glanicnpew

to Centreville.

gard has been
men since the
Iijnd, of the
with 500
a

precipitately a mile beyond Fairfax Court House,
leaving only the pickets in the village ; and that they
are concentrating at Leesburg, where they have already
several thousand, supported by artillery. Another
report syrc that the Confederate forces have retired

It is said that General Beaure-
reinforced by 15,000 or 20,000
battle of Bull's Run. Major
7fch Infantry, has surrendered

troops, in New Mexico, without firing
gun. He abandoned Fort Fillmore on the 26th July,and inarched towards Fort Staunton, 18 miles distant

where he surrended his whole command. The Federal
troops, under General Siegel, in Missouri, who were
lately engaged in the battle at SpringBeld, are at pre-

!?OaSrSf
d
n
at ^°Ua

-
The re r̂t ^ General

iLml ™" th
?M
Con

/
ederate general, was killed in the

^ Tw2 Wlt
i
lout fo"n^tion. It now appears that

with ^ aft
^ the **ht lie Pursued Genend Siegel

towards £t£ gaV
.?

U1
V

the Pursuifc and weit

(WEE
J
f

effers°a city. General Price, the otherConfederate general whom the Federals returned

JWtfropoltt anK ft* W*
Loss of Her Majesty's Steam-smJ^J

Intelligence was received on Thursday* t»-

of the loss of Her [Majesty's steam-* oop«^

mander Horatio Nelson, on one of
.

tM
j

JJii
which surround the Bahama Islandi •«^
and crew were saved, and it is exPeCl , fyft

and other public stores will be^Te^^i
was only commissioned at Woo w'ld1 ^
was a fine roomy vessel of her class. ^

.

guns, was 1056 tons burden, WJ ^
power of 280 horses, and had a coi^**

officers and men. gj^
Intebnationai, Exhibition or186^'

Commissioners have received i »
,

Herr Meyerbeer, stating that, wW ^ f

request, he will compose a mar ^,

ce?emony.-It has been deemed Wfr
wards of merit, in the form ot^ a

given in Sections I., U?
u

!;, t
flf*TL

be of one class, for merit, tnlto*

of degree. No exhibitor "'"/V
oue medal in any class or sub-cto ^i
jury will be formed for each eta* ig
•Uibitinn. bv whom tbe medal £

despatched a vessel to the north of Laguayra to retake
the Joseph Maxwell, which was anchored among the
reefs, by order of the War Department. The privateer
Jeff. Davis was at St. John's, Porto Rico, on the 27th of
July, and was allowed to water. The privateer
Echo was cruising on the Turks Island Passage.
Her Majesty's ship Gladiator has arrived at New York.
The journals of that city are indignant at the conduct
of Captain Hickley in refusing the assistance of an
American pilot to take the ship into port, and declare
that this circumstance is a proof that the English
sailors are making themselves acquainted with the i wm be^choierin the foUo^g^ |Jchannels and soundings with a view to future contin- '

]libitor will name three Pf! ^°eX
bibifc

gencies. Captain Hickley is reported to have remon-
j each class or sub-class in whichWv

Each foreign commission ••- m^w:
one member of the jury^J^£
which staple industries of their c^ .^
dencies are represented, a

_ .
,-.

jurors must be sent to her ^J -^ r

before tbe 28th of February,^'w«*''t'4

C0fllBUP

is so named,herMajest)
* &*£

members of thejury&**& to **

Ifliestv's Commissioners w* ^tfHer Majesty

strated with Commodore Stringham on the laxity of ;

per80ns so named, her Majesty
the blockade at the entrance of Cape Fear river, ' three

" *^~i»~rfarf&»*
Wilmington, Beaufort, and Ocracoke Inlet to Pamlico Her J

bound.
_ powe:
Mexico.—Accounts from Mexico state that M. case \

Dubois de Saligny, the French minister at Mexico, has
\
catioi

broken off relations with the Government, The atten__„ _ „

iJ.ng.iah minister has adopted the same line of conduct, be published in March,
^
^'

V(
.$ a

Several ships of war have arrived at Vera Cruz. required to submit their a^^ ^

^ w ^ m
ppea

Dubois de Saligny, the French minister"'arMexrco, ln^s' I
catfon of the principle --

ci „.

broken off relations with the Government, The
!

attended with injustice, ^ — »

power of modifying these^^ in-

state that M. case where it may appear to ^
«+ nx«-:^^ i.„„ nn finn nf flin principles oi ^ v*

'

186^ ^fif
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* SThi» fry of Ma* 1862
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?
ould the rea80M

Ibr »ny award appear insufficient, or should no
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But, besides securing that the children have attended a this that the fact
proper number of times, and that some result has come
of it, it is required that in every school assisted the

riven, her Majesty s Commssioners reserve principal teacher be certificated. There is, however, to • material almost universally employ and within
JLrh« risrht of confirming or rejecting it. be a fourth, or lower class of certificates, which will mat 12 months nninmni ^m^L/-».:' w u_j x__ the right

—
fa ^u be published in the Exhibition Build-

"^iTaDoblic ceremony early in the month of June,

TheV will immediately afterwards be con-

rattached to the counters of the successful
•

tn,! the grounds of each award will be very

be a fourth, or lower class of certificates, which will
include special certificates for teachers of infants. A
teacher cannot be certificated without being examined

;

but he need not go to a normal school if, being 22 years
old, he has obtained at least two favourable reports,
with an interval of a year between them, upon the

of the consumption not having fe»
creased during the last U years, in face of a redtctttfi oi
lot \, is supposed to be attributable, Chiaorv is the

th*
past 12 months numerous samples which had been pur-
chased as pure coffee have been analysed in the labors-
tory, and found to contain from 30 to 86 per cent of
ehieory. From isgow and some other towns in Soot-
land many samples which were bought at the rate of
1*. Sd. per lb. have been found to contain from 60 to

W^r stated. If"an exhibitor accepts the office of
j

school in which he is still employed. A pupil teacher ' 70 per cent., and in one instance 84 per cent, of chicorv.mtmj
medal can be awarded in the class or sub- ' -"— ** —*--•- « ...» . .....

SaT'to which he is appointed either to himself indi-

2!L]1t or to the firm in which he may be a partner.
,wm J - - w-ji bg delivered to the exhibitors on the

tot da? of the Exhibition.

Thi Income Tax.—The following report of the

tUrct Committee of the House of Commons, appointed

^Emotion of Mr. Hubbard to consider the Property

e Tax, was issued on Saturday :

—

Tin select committee appointed to inquire into the present

^flda «f awmwhiff and collecting the Income and Property
m̂tm - - gjay mode of levying the same, so as to

^^^ tbtUkx m«i'|iii^l,l 1!» can be adopted, have considered

tbtmatUri to them n red, and have agreed to the following

rwcrf : Tour comn oe have proceeded: in this inquiry, and

liariaf tsamined witnesses thereon, have agreed to report the

ItBoMsW observati.>n.s to the House:—The question sub-

tad to jour committee was very fully investigated by a
committee appointed in the year 1851, and re-ap-

<d to 1852, on the motion of the late Mr. Hume, who
Ad bsfcfi it a scheme for the conversion of the present

and Property Tax into a tax to be adjusted in ac-

i— 1st, The value of tho property; 2d, The
of the owner- 3d, The ago cf the owner. The chief
of tbe Inland Revenue Department, to whom this

c was at that time communicated, expressed a strong
that its administration would be attended with in-

aiasontabla difficulties ; and your committee see no reason
Jhr questioning tho correctness of this opinion. Tho attention
of yow committee, on tho present occasion, has been mainly
directed to another scheme, proposed by their chairman, and
explained by him both in written memoranda and in oral

the principal features of which appear to be as
:—lit A proposal to make net, instead of gross, income

tha bam of assessment to the tax ; not ascertaining the net
Income by an account of actual outgoings, but assuming it by a
deduction founded on an average, from certain classes of gross
toeaaa. 2nd. A proposal to divide all incomes into two classes,
cf which the one should com prise income* called spontaneous, tho
other incomes called industrial ; and to tax the former upon
the fall amount of the net income, and the latter upon two-
thmb of that amount. 3rd. A proposal to distinguish in

between the interest of invested capital and the
thy instalments of the invested capital itself, and

tha tax upon the interest only, and not upon the repaid
of capital. These three proposals are addressed to

i complaints which are popularly made against the income-
in its present form; viz., that it taxes the owners of

proparty ^ respect of income which they do not get ; that it

PJfSiaaftoo hardly upon skill and industry as compared with

fMP*^ ' tnd that it deals with capital in certain cases as if

• wtre income, and taxes it accordingly. The proposals which
T^g oommiUee have had under consideration are framed
2?« the assumption that the complaints to which your
committee hats adverted are well founded, and they are

\ with much ingenuity with a view to meeting
Your committee, however, after full consideration,

v
*

t!f
Tivod at the conclusion that the plan proposed by their

«*frman does not afford a basis for a practicable and equitable
gj<«natment of the Income-tax ; and they feel so strongly
nwoangers and ill consequences to be apprehended from
nsnsmpt to unsettle the present basis of the tax, without a
gar perception of the mode in which it is to be reconstructed,« tney are not prepared to offer to your honourable House
^•"ggasttons for its amendments. This tax having now

made the subject of investigation before two committees.

completing his apprenticeship may become an assistant

or may be provisionally certified* (until 25) for imme-
diate service in charge of a small rural school. The
minute and code are to come into force after the

next annual grant falls due, and immediately as to new
apprenticeships; but where the next payment of annual
grants falls due later than next March the managers
may have that payment under this revised code if they
take upon them the charge of the now current

apprenticeships.

St. Thomas's Hospital.—The Charing Cross Rail-

way Company, after a large amount of litigation, have
been compelled to purchase the whole of St. Thomas's
Hospital. It will be remembered that when the Rail-

way Rill was first before Parliament the Governors of

the Hospital opposed it in both Houses, showing by
the evidence of their medical officers that if the railway

were constructed as proposed it would destroy the hos-

pital. Both Houses admitted this view of the case to a

considerable extent, and the Lords passed the preamble

of the Bill with a resolution to that effort. Early in

the present year the Railway Company gave notice to

take the portion of the hospital they required. The
Governors called upon the Company to take the

whole hospital. This led to an appeal to the Court

of Chancery, when Vice-Chancellor Wood granted

an injunction restraining the Company from taking

a portion, and compelling them to buy tho

whole. The Company did not appeal against this

decision, but applied to the House of Commons for

a Bill to enable them to take the portion only. The
House of Commons refused to suspend the Standing

Orders, and the attempt failed. A few days before the

last half-yearly meeting the railway company aban-

doned all further efforts, and gave notice of their inten-

tion to buy the whole hospital and its appurtenances.

The question of value will now, therefore, be deter-

mined under the powers of the Lands Clauses Acts, by
arbitration. The land occupied by the hospital is said

to be 3£ acres, and, with the buildings, is reported to

be valued in round figures at nearly half a million. The
hospital will consequently be removed and rebuilt, but

at present no site is even suggested. By a clause in the

Act no part of the hospital can be touched for 12 months
after the notice is given.

New Entrance to the Temtle.— A now entrance

}

In samples sold at 1*. 4</. avowedly as mixtures of coffee

and chicory, there is really, it is said, no limit to tha
proportion of the latter, and instances occur in locali-

ties chiefly mh ited by the very poor, v here the
samples prove to be composed of it entirely, (hit of
many thousand analyses, it has been found that, on an
average, more than 29 per cent, of samples id as pure
coffee were adulterated with chicory, while of those
sold as "mixtures of coffee and chicory,*' the propor-
tion of chicory was more than 39 per cent. Tins is

greater than in previous years, and Mr. Phillips

remarks that it "at ones (riven the Hue to the emtines
which are in operation in keeping down the importation
(•feoffee."

bALS OF ADDISCOMBK AND HAILKYBtTOY. — On
Friday the sale <>t these well-known military and civil

institutions, which produced so many distinguished
men in the service of the old East India Company,
took place at the Auction Mart. It was stated that
the property consisted of 90 acres, with the well-known
residence of Lord Liverpool at Addisoombe, and its

College, and 70 acres at Haileybury, with the barracks

and other appurteuan -. After considerable bidding
both properties were knocked down to the British

I -and Company, Addiscombe, for 33,000/., and Hailey-
hridge for 15,200/. It is understood that both estates

will bo converted into freehold land allotments.

The Havelock Statue.—Although the statue to

the memory of General Havelock in Trafalgar Square
has been up some time, the inscription has only just
been placed upon the pedestal. On the front it is as

follows:—"To Major-General Sir Henry Havelock,

K.C.B., and his brave companions during the campaign
in India. ' Soldiers,—Your labours, your privations,

your sufferings, and your valour will not be forgotten

by a grateful country !—H. Havelock/ " The inscrip-

tion on the back of the p^nlestal is as follows :—" The
force commanded by Havelock consisted of the Staff,

cavalry, Volunteers, 12th and 13th Irregulars, 3d Oudc
Irregulars; ltoyal Artillery—3d Company, Sth Bat-
talion ; Bengal Artillery—2d Company, 3d Battalion

;

1st Company, 5th Battalion ; 6th Company, 9th Bat-
talion; Bengal Engineers; Infantry—5th Fusileers,

84th Regiment, Oith Regiment, 90th Light Infantry,

78th Highlanders, 1st Madras Fusileers, Ferozepore
Regiment of Sikhs.—Behnes, sculpsit." The bronze

to the Temple from the bottom of Essex Street, Strand, of which the statue is composed, which has hitherto
----------- — .. .. .... ..,«..,

is gradually
atmosphere, like the

LO tne lempie irom ine OOLLOinui riBJWA. i-u trri/, otuiuu, ui wmvii vtie bvhluv is uviiij/wscw, nuitu

was completed on Tuesday. It opens opposite the New ' been as bright as when it left the furnace.

Library Chambers, and is built of Portland stone in the
(

turning black from exposnre to the atmosp

same style of architecture

ADrLTEEATIO^ OF ARTICLES LIABLE TO DlTTY.—

The report of Mr. Phillips, the head of the laboratory

department of the Inland Revenue, has just been

has occurred of any one of them having been shown to

be wrong, The articles on which Mr. Phillips specially

Miao proposal for its amendment having been found satisfac-

22U?ur C(
^
mmittee are brought to the conclusion that tho

2"J»ns *-hich are urged against it, are objections to its

g"JJ
ud

.
essence rather than to the particular shape which

StJ/ **i
ven to it- Your committee also feel that it would

E* tSSL
t0Jnake any alteration in the present incidence of

TMwTir
°

i

withont
» at the same time, taking into con-

^EX!1 ,? P1^31"^ of other taxation upon the various

5TTS *?
f the country, some of it imposed by recent legisla-

limi *2
m

t?e case especially, that of the succession duty, to
•jw extent by way of compensation."
X*w Minute on Education.—A new minute haswo wined h>

T the Committee of the Privy Council on

S*r,on
.»

establishing a revised code of regulations
*^">e distribution of the Parliamentary grant. It^•Ww that the mnnagers of schools may claim™™y per scholar Id. for every attendance (morning
^wternoon) afteT the first 100 attendances, and for

J™** over 13 years old after the first 12 in the

be rrm^J *
n0 tn * r(* attendance on the same day is to

ttnuVi\*?
; attendj™ces under the half-time acts" to be

the eirrf
by tW°* The Royal Commissioners estimated

that rtf
edncation at 30*. a-year, and recommended

petcVM*I
erage granfc obtainable should be about 10*.

£^ aua, but never exceeding 15?. Now 15*. may be

\4q * '
a<*cording to this scale, by an attendance for

tskin^
8 twice a-day- But the calculation is this .—

thtaui "^ool of 100 children, 20 might make less

betweT* tendances, and so count for nothiner, 20

300 STii
00 and 20° attendances, 20 between 200 andW f^tween 300 and 400, and 20 between 400 and

tfct
.

afc
.
,n? the grant 641. 3*. Ad., but it is reckoned

won!,!
ndinS the evening scholars the average

to J!\
not

.

e*ceed 10*. a-head ; for the -rant is subject

ftrftSS^
1011 on examination ;

one-third is to be

JZ*?*1 *here a child fails to satisfy the inspector in

y^"
1
^' one-third if in writing, one-third if in arithmetic,

%•«# u
°f the examination to be regulated by the conviction doubtful, are

Bt, A"? •eholar. The grant is also to be reduced for

k_J?°
f instruction or discipline on the part of the

*S' °r
.

f0T tinned nc£lcct of tl,e »™*,£ert *° ^,in
'l

T

;

ent ™**he
„ *"&**]{&"££***» ***** i]

^"7 serums deficiencies, whether in the school or m scrupulous retailer.' The iUi™
ih9 ^ y^r

other statues in Trafalgar Square.

Status to Sir Charles Barry.—A meeting of

the subscribers to this memorial was held on the 12th
ult., when the committee reported that the subscription

published for the year ending the 31st of March. He ! amounted to 946/. ; that they had applied to the Chief

states that the analyses made during the 12 months Commi tier of Works to be permitted to erect a

amounted to nearlv 11,000, and that the officers have
j
marble statue in Westminster Hall, at the top of the

become so efficient "that although some of these analyses
j

steps leading to St. Stephen's Hall; that the Right

had to be sustained in courts of justice, not an instance Hon. W. Cowper expressed his willingness to grant
this site, or one outside in Palace Yard, where tlie

tatues of Stephewon, Brunei, and Locke were to be
erected ; that the Committee on the Decoration of the
Palace of Westminster had, however, refused the site

in Westminster Hall, but offered the landing at the

reports are tobacco, snuff, pepper, coffee, beer and hops,

and malt. With regard to tobacco, it is stated, that

although it would be absurd to suppose that the

smuggling and adulteration of an article subject to a foot of the staircase in the inner lobby, leadin- to the

duty of about 700 per cent, upon its cost can be entirely committee rooms, commonly called the ' witnesses*

prevented, there is reason to believe that frauds are
!

lobby ;' that the committee recommended the accept-

rare and that the revenue from this article is compara- mice of this site, and that a marble statue by Mr.
... -- « • i* .X* „— _A. —X* 1.1. « 1? a 1a*« T> A ,.!».-». »lrl Vva /mr>r,*rwl \\ *\w* r% K f'f r»v» <1 «c/ir»ootnn
tively well secured. An inspection of most of the Foley, R.A., should be erected there. After

tobacco manufactories in Ireland, and of many of those these recommendations were all adopted, and a sub-

committee was appointed to carry them into effect.

The statue, it is supposed, will be erected in the course

of 12 months from this time.

Thb Strand Traffic,—For the last fortnight all

traffic between Wellington Street and Chancery Lane
has been suspended, in consequence ofthe pavement from

in England, during the year, has taken place without

the discovery of a single practice that could be deemed

illicit. Of five adulterated samples purchased, it is

to be presumed, of retail dealers, the illicit materials

consisted of burdock, coltsfoot, and cabbage

leaves, sugar, common salt, and oil. Of snuff
. _

^r

it is stated that owing to the great diminution St. Mary-le-btrand and 1 .pie Bar having been taken

which has taken place during the last four or five years up for the purpose of laying down « «^fj
r «*"

in the adulteration of this article, it has been found roadway
J ^!^™J»~* L^JSE* iX~

necessary to examine only ten samples. Of these, three, ,
a^on Alio-^^^^^^^^i^^vl

sophisticated with peatmoss and grown
.
fine woou. ™"™"T * ^ JHta^mm through th* narrow

Peeper, it is believed, is ^^^^^iw^^Sf^n :S& fTTfw^ >:mnlfmmmfy

number of qualified teachers. A reduction is to be
« also if necessmry, so that the grant do not exceed
^nount of school' fees and subscriptions, and do not

the rate of 15s. per scholar in average attendance.

Illiterate* state, and Mr. Phillip- «»njidj» th.Mii

prevalence of the fraud if-^j£**%S?
of some wholesale dealers in and ^inde« rf the ^ "

modity. "The skilful and *^™^T™TZ
which pepper was so adulterated," he says,

,

*"d the

care which is taken toZ^^^t^c «* tbe annual pay
alone sufficient cop"'

f fh M||1|

source, as it is always easy <m •«•
;
1***3* ,„.<*. to the

between the highly-nnisbed «^« f*
h*

f tb7^. , exempt from inoo

delinquent and the bung*** faction or — «

were rice, husk, of red and fit* «<*J* *£ Ure nMlly b~ ***** ^^T^T SE^f
starch, and tbe starch of «£* Coftt **» «w ^^ ^^^ w w^ M 85 per c«i. above Ifc.

tinues to be extensively adulterated, ana

v le repair of tho to*<l tl* " '•«** <*» tlie «mt h

e of the >tJnmd to Ttmvle Bsr is to be wiJrned

npwards of 1 2 inches.

IK AH W.—The JUb annuities payable at

«

Vntional l>«bt Office aroos many *« ! -lAB in numbt>r,

in 9m,1&9! Nearly two-

are under GOL a y««r. m**d

of 1 10,47 are altogeifcer

..jams WW Rflyihree of the amtflte*

^ of 1O0O/. or more, anient pmaam bme pareaased

1 9OC0U a year or tapsrawla. ^ _
VMKPK OF TvIFE P —Kxw«
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office value. At a sale of this description of property

at the Mart on Wednesday week, the following prices

were realised :—A policy in the Atlas for 2000/., life

aged 77, premium extinguished by bonuses, sold for

1560?. ; office value, 1133/. A policy in the London
Life for 2000Z. on the same life, annual premium
10/. 2*. 4c/., sold for 1500/. A policy in the Guardian
for 2000/., life aged 62, annual premium 47/. 6s. 8d.,

sold for 800/.; office value, 657/. A policy in the
Crown for 500/., life aged 68, annual premium 27/. 7*. 6d.,

office value 133/., sold for 180/. A policy in the Rock
for 1000/., life aged 67, annual premium 28/. 10s. 10c/.,

sold for 600/., office value 435/.

London Shoeblacks and their Earnings.—Nine
years have elapsed since this branch of labour was
introduced, and these boys, it is said, have earned about
11,950/. Their united earnings for the last financial

year amounted to 4548/.—a sum representing the
blacking and polishing of no less than 1,119,320 pairs

of boots.

Increase in the Price of Gas.—The three gas
companies supplying the city of London with gas have
issued a joint circular, stating that in consequence of

the recent Act for regulating the supply of gas to the

metropolis requiring, under heavy penalties, a greatly

increased standard of illuminating power and purity,

which will necessarily involve an increased cost of

production, the Chartered, Great Central, and City of

London Companies will in future charge 4s. 6d. per
1000 feet for the ordinary coal gas.

The Builders' Strike.—On Saturday the detach-
ment of Sappers and Miners were withdrawn by the
Government from Chelsea, where they have been
employed ever since the strike in the erection of the
new barracks, and the men have been ordered to return
to their respective stations at Chatham, Portsmouth,
and Woolwich. The authorities at the War Office

determined on their withdrawal in consequence of the
strong feeling entertained against any interference by
the Government in the questions now at issue between
the masters and the men in the building trade.

Factory Children. — By order of the House of
Lords, on the motion of the Earl of Shaftesbury, some
papers have just been printed relative to the trans-

ference of pauper children to the factory districts to be
apprenticed to manufacturers. The children are com-
monly taken at about 13 years of age, and bound until

they are 17, being during that period clothed, fed, and
housed at the expense of the employer, and taught an
occupation in which they may gain a livelihood. The
industrial schools belonging to the parish of Liverpool
having been nearly cleared, the spinners and manufac-
turers of Burnley have been making applications in
London, being in great want both of boys and girls ;

and among this correspondence is a report made early
this year to the directors of the poor of St. Pancras by
their settlement officer, whom they sent down to
Burnley to see with his own eyes the condition of such
apprentices. He gives, apparently, a very exact
account of what he saw and what he thought, describing
with all honesty his astonishment at "the contrast
which a manufacturing town gives to a Londoner ;

'

the machinery propelled at an enormous speed and kept
in order by hundreds of men, women, and children,
"who are indeed busy bees from morning to night,"
working often without shoes or stockings, and" the
clatter of the factory clogs in the streets—indeed, "the
whole," he says, u was a novelty." However, he executed
his commission carefully, and took nothing for granted

• He found the Liverpool children thoroughly contented;
they liked their employment, and " one and all said they

E
referred being there." Their appearance was healthy,
e adds, in speaking of one mill, " in my opinion, fat to

repletion, the girls looking decidedly better than the

deceased, the prisoner was

and D

i freque

and that when bfafi^^ rH"^W .-

On that day ' *Tu£ a»deposed that there had been 1? *
the parties, that they had bothT,! 3°***
and tw «a~. s-A : *.

lldU
_
D°tn latter vt.t.^

used deceased. On the present V** *C
appeared from the eviden 'of s£S*>4she was perfectly sober. A 8Ur^^wound had divided the subclavian\P* *'
have proved fatal in two or three JP**» *
a wound which might have breiSthe prisoner or by herself. The prSS^
labouring man called Saunde^^l^
was a perfect stranger to all the JP±m court, and deposed that on §«
looking for a lodging in Leg Cour^.
the prisoner's door to make inql**
saw him m the act of striking the knifei^B
neck. He was so frightened that he we*
to some Irish people in the court that tta
in the nouse. He had since mentioned^

1

seen to his friends, who had obliged him 1

court and give information. He identifa
as the man he had seen stabbing the
described minutely the dress he had '"

Ihe prisoner said the statement was fak B
not suppose the man was there at all HnS
remanded to Saturday (to-day). At the'imJJ

polis. The Manor House at Camberwell is now in

process of removal, its site being required for the

extension of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway.

This mansion is situated in the Camberwell Road, at a

short distance from the Green, and is built entirely of

red brick, with stone facings, being the work of Inigo

Jones. The Bowver family, lords of the manor of

Camberwell, resided in it ; and it was also occupied at

one time by Sir Christopher Wren. On its walls are

some fine carvings and oak and cedar panelling, and the

chimney-pieces are very elaborate. It contains a

spacious picture-gallery.

Great Fire near the London Docks.—On Friday manded to Saturday,
evening between five and six o'clock, a fire broke out

in the premises of Messrs. Harrison and Wilson, sugar-

refiners, in Dock Street, near the St. Katharine and

London Docks, by which a vast amount of property

was destroyed, and several persons were so seriously

injured that one of them has since died. The pre-

mises were more than 70 feet high from the

basement, and comprised 10 floors, each fitted up
with refining-rooms, mould-rooms, and drying com-
partments, and being filled with such an inflammable
article as sugar, the fire made the most rapid progress

and extended from floor to floor with astonishing

rapidity, cutting off the escape of the workmen,
and driving them finally to the roof. At the south-
west angle of the building there was a short

ladder which communicated with the store, a building

which adjoined, and the roof of which was 25 feet or

30 feet below. The workmen made a rush to descend
to it. Some got down in safety, others slid down the

water-pipe, and three fell over in the scramble to

escape, and were so shockingly injured that they had to

be immediately lowered and conveyed to the London
Hospital, where one of them, a man called Baddle,

died on Saturday morning. By 8 o'clock the main
building was gutted, and all the floors and roof

had fallen, but the flames in the warehouse raged
furiously until near midnight. The loss of property is

estimated at 30,000^., which will fall on several offices.

More Great Fires.—On Wednesday night, shortly

after midnight, a fire broke out in a stable adjoining

the Goose and Gridiron Publichouse, London House
Yard, St. Paul's, which rapidly extended to Paternoster

Row. The fire-engines had scarcely time to get to the
spot when the flames gained the warehouse of Messrs.

Knight & Son, the tallow chandlers of Paternoster

Row, and spread thence with great rapidity to the
publishing establishments of Messrs. Blackie, Messrs.
Longman, and others. The premises of Messrs. Knight,
Messrs. Blackie, Mr. Benton, Mr. Lemare, and the
private residence of Mr. Brown, one of the late partners
in Longman's house, were entirely destroyed, while the
stock and premises of Messrs. Hitchcock & Rogers,
Mr. Piper, Messrs. Ward & Co., Mr. Heylin, and
Mr. Pattie were seriously damaged. The damage
done to the publishing establishment of Messrs.
Longman & Co. is said to be comparatively trifling,

and the business will be carried on as usual
in the adjoining premises without interruption.
—On Wednesday morning a fire broke out in
the premises of Mr. J. Seaton, cooper and
packing-case maker, in Oak Lane, Limehouse,
and soon spread to the cooperage of Mr. Woodley in
Church Row. Both establishments with their stock
were burnt down, and some of the houses severely
damaged. The property destroyed is valued at many
thousand pounds sterling.—On the same morning a fire

broke out in the shop and warehouse of Messrs. Batten,
wholesale tea-dealers in Lower Thames Street, near
London Bridge, and soon ignited the premises of Mr.
Knott in Fish Street Hill ; the coffee and refreshment
rooms of Mrs. Puddick, and the warehouses of Messrs.

^y
!'.v

The masters ^are "very particular in requiring Keeling & Hunt, fruit merchants, in King's Headthat the children are of sound bodily health and fitted Court, behind Monument Yard. The warehouse in
for their occupation.

_
The hours of work are, however, | which it originated was destroyed, and the other houses
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allow,n& l"»If an hour for severely damaged. This is the third time that this
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cllildren ™ warehouse has been destroyed by fire within a few years,
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H '3 Visit wa3 in the "Yesterday morning the extensive premises of Mr. G.winter and he found the boys going to school and the Green, a builder and joiner, at No. 1, Paul Street
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; *?«»«" required Finsbury, were destroyed by fire. The flames wlad

officer report* that his own observation and the infer- Mitkdjeb nr wLtomifi WSTC.™ *r i

sari q=si 1^^^x^ni\^£^^F^^^^
moral, intellectual, and religious nTX l2t "fK^ftmm

f
er F

?
h™ Court on Monday charged with the

society generally?"' He adds^the'end of'his re^rf ! £S 30^"^S— ^^^ WOma"^

day the jury returned a verdict of ^

against the prisoner. >•

Embezzlement.—Ernest Tilley Ward, wfcn
last 18 years has been in the employ of ilanj
Coster, Beater, Dennant, & Russ, wholes %
housemen of Aldermanbury, and recently

responsible position of principal cashier in U\
blishment, at a salary of 300/. a year, wu a*
few days since at Guildhall with embenlnc*
sums amounting to upwards of 500$.;

Richard Thorns, a cashier in the same eak
charged with embezzling five separate sum i

each, and other amounts not specified, matin?

i

of about 700/. It appeared from the evideuac

prisoner Ward, being regarded by the from

fidential servant, not only received all i

paid to the firm, but balanced all the cub

with customers, and had the power

advancing money to them. The imcoU'

thus passing through his hands in it

of a single year was as much »

The embezzlements with which hewMckjd

committed by taking credit for paynrtwlsi

never been made, and failing t0OTpfo»|

money which he had received. B'W,

J|
ostensibly balanced by the principiMk*** I

the " balancing " extended only to t«(» I

figures on the two sides of the sheet. foj»»l

the 22d July the "balance-book" ^'J?
ment " of the cashier's account up to |W*

"balance" representing the sum doe Wj"
1,056/. 5*. 3d.; but he had taken creditMJ
he had never paid, so that the balanceWjJI
1556/. 5.v. 3d. In other words, thought*

compared, the items were taken for j^^t
tampering with the books eventually ««JFJ
accounts as to shake an old-established

ana*

wealthy firm, and has rendered it necessarj

stop payment until the whole of tbeirwj" ^
been thoroughly investigated. Thepf"

their defence, and were fully commits
ot^.

The Case of Love aspR^.-^.-J

" It does not appear that the obligation cast upon the
manufacturers as a body as to the moral condition of
their workpeople, is in the main neglected "
The Female Blondin on Monday evening madewhat was announced as her last ascent from Cremorne

Gardens. The crowd on the banks of the river in
boats and on the bridge was more than equal to that

a^P, wriT+rbled
,
t0 Witneas her Pre™us Perform-

ance!, whilst the gardens were crowded to excess. The2^/'^ hf f^ with perfect success, andwas greeted witn deafening cheers.

BeriK
m
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°F ^0E HouSE

' Camberwell.-

fetrove^l°nl
mairnS °f

.

London whi<* have been

a?e or
y
decav «£*^ perished from the effect. of

ofthl suhSL. ^ "* ^W^ng before the advanceme suburban railways mto the centre of the metro-

Ifc appeared that a policeman had gone to
the house, Leg Court, Peter Street, and found thewoman lying dead on the bed with a stab in her neck
and the prisoner sitting on a chair in the room. The
prisoner stated that he had just finished eating dinner
when his wife, who had been drinking, snatched up the
knife and stabbed herself. It was proved however by
the evidence of a neighbour that the woman was quite
sober, that the prisoner's clothes were covered with
blood, that the knife with which the wound had been
inflicted was found behind a tea board on the floor, in a
position in which she could not have placed it after
inflicting such a wound ; and that it was wet with blood
and had the appearance of having been recently wiped.
As there was no one present when the occurrence took
place, and none of the Irish neighbours would give
any information as to the habits of the prisoner and

i

r

up at Marlborough Police Court ou i"^
examination. Miss Johnstone wm«j, ^#
great length, and deposed that oe

received the 2000/. for her If*^**^ *

him money to the extent of 2000^° ^ ^d

made her an offer of marriage, a%,,rf
led him to believe that his offer^
but in May in 1859 all into«*£
had been abandoned by her. in ''\yp*

demanded to have the letters "^'frp*
in 1859 and 1860 returned to mm «^jfj£
the defence. Mr. Serjeant PW c

g>J.
tion and also refused to have them^^
the magistrate to decide on peru.i^j#
portions, in his judgment, were re ^^
be made evidence. After a tofUbg
question the ^W"4*^ rf «rf-
had a right to retain ^^W^^
prisoner for trial at the^ L[^
applicatn n to a Imit the prisor.egw ^
Serjeant Parry, on the &ff^ ends £&
use the advantage to defeat ^e ^^
quitting England. Mr. Mans^ fc

^w
a neediL hardship on the V^\^ **

substantial sureties, two inW -

he would accept them. ^ Beg*^

The Public Health. ^ .

Weekly Return states ^^8^
London in the week that:

ende* .

r tl

The average no^ -
'-* w

1851-^:
were 112/.

i«,,-«, - «r -
weeks of the 10 years WJ ^M^u*
from cholera in 1854, and

a ^
population, was 1164. Thejy» i- «#*

37 below the average

p*

:

Durm^tbe
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rftktr*1

\ A31 ffirus «* —* 1725 children, were
j

with blood,

Tendon In tbe 10 corresponding: weeks

1851 60 the average number was 1625.

himself took part ; and until they have boon oonv

IttoMnrial

w—The result of the recent Musical
800050

total receipt of 10,513*., being an

Tt**^ ?!&* 4001

**T2n!Live
an increase of profits.—A frightful

...Emitted onThursday the 29th nit. atSmall-

this town. The victim was a young

oottcated considerable personal attractions,

KhLbe^Brookes, and the murderer was her

!nd bunded husband, John Grayson Farquhar.

\amn of independent means, aged 38, and is a

He resided in the Grange Road, near

n ,hf— tad deceased lived with him nominally as

S^SIIr but in reality a more intimate relationship

£5*4 t»MMi *ctn, and they were about to be

Fu-qahar appears to nave Deen passionately

feed of the young woman, and, being of a jealous dis-

avow, j^ occasionally quarrelled with her on account

of her presumed familiarity with other men. On

Thursday he drew 50/. from the bank and went with

fcr fc>
Birmingham for the purpose of attending the

]Meal Festival and of afterwards buying some

articles for the wedding. Shortly after their return

boat, in » mpposed fit of jealousy he took up an

ill flint pistol and shot the young woman in the left

She fell down and instantly expired, the

having entered her heart. A daughter of

Farquhar was in the room, and witnessed the deed.

Farquhar was arrested at his own house, and on his way

to tbe station told the crowd who followed him that he

«4id it through jealousy." The jury at the inquest

retained a verdict of Wilful Murder against the

ier, who was committed for trial at the next

He buried his face in his hands and cried

bitterly, exclaiming, "Oh, my poor Betty!" as he

removed in custody. On Monday the prisoner

brought before the borough magistrates, when Mr.

Motteram, of the Oxford Circuit, appeared for him, and
that for some time past he had manifested signs

of insanity, which was hereditary in his family, but in

this instance he had positively declared that the pistol

went off by accident. The inquiry occupied several

but the evidence of the witnesses which was not

shaken in any material respect, went to prove that the
crime was committed in a fit of uncontrollable excite-

ment, produced by jealousy. The servant girl deposed
that she was in the adjoining room immediately before
tbe fatal occurrence, and heard nothing but " words of
kindness" between the prisoner and deceased. On
ernes-examination by the prisoner's counsel, she stated
that u the prisoner was not sober, that he could not
walk straight, and from what she saw she thought he
was not in a fit state to handle fire-arms.'* The result
was that the prisoner was fully committed to take his

trial for Wilful Murder at the ensuing assizes for !

Warwickshire. The local papers state that the

'

prisoner has an income of 500£. a year, derived from
jwrne property, and that he is allied to a family in a
high commercial position at Liverpool.
Bkhopswearmotjth.—The strike in the iron trade

ewl continues, and 7000 men are reported to be off ,

work in one concern alone—the Consett and Derwent™wor^ 8« At Consett the reduction proposed is in
*«e case of puddlers 6d. per ton, and in the case of
wflers 10 per cent. These terms have been accepted in

•WUand, and are higher than the wages paid in Wales,
ifie conduct of the men is further aggravated in con-
nection with the Consett works, as the creditors of the

!*™"imberland and Durham District Bank are pressing
m
ihareholders of the ironworks, who held shares in

October.

the prisoner was committed lor trial at
the assizes on the charge ot Wilful Murder.
Folkestone.—A detachment of Roval Artillerv has

been recently engaged in testing the condition of the
martello towers on "the coast of Kent and Sussex. The
majority of these towers have been reported aa capable
of bearing the firing from a battery of heavy ordnance,
and others are ordered to undergo repairs,

Leeds.—A shocking attempt to commit murder and
suicide was made on Tuesday night by a man named
Anthony Rayner, residing in Holmes's Yard, York
Street, in this town. He had been in the habit of

treating his wife, who bore the character of an honest
industrious woman, with great brutality. As she lay
in bed on Tuesday night, he assailed her with the
foulest abuse, and then, announcing his intention of

murdering her, plunged a knife into her right temple.

The poor woman called loudly for assistance, and
struggled as well as she could with her husband, who
in tbe meantime got hold of a razor, and attacked her
with that instrument. The daughter, hearing her

mother's screams, ran down stairs and let in some of

the neighbours, who had been aroused by the noise, and
who succeeded in rescuing the unfortunate woman from
her husband's clutches. She was taken into an
adjoining house, and shortly afterwards removed to the

infirmary, where it was found that she had receiveda deep

wound on the right temple, another on the right side

of the nose, and a very deep gash right across the

palm of the left hand. The police immediately went

to Rayner*s house, but found that he had locked the

door. They broke open the door, and found the man
lying on the bed with his throat cut. He ex-

pressed regret that his wife was not dead and
himself also, adding that he had been to Goole to get a

knife on purpose to do the job, but found it was too

weak, and then he got a razor. The razor was found

under the bed open, and smeared with blood. A
Rclf nor any one cl80> had ftt that time the mo9t di8tantidea

bloody knife was also found In the room, and the bed f ^he capabilities of the railway system. On the contrary, it

and bedclothes were saturated with blood. Another was generally considered impossible to exceed 10 or 12 mile*

razor, closed, and not marked with blood, was found in ™ hour
;
and our present high velocities due to high pressure

,
u«nc

,
. . .. m ,

. ' . steam and the tubular system of boilers, have surpassed

d they could only meko a parti*. llB0 j^
In forming an agtolon of the thickness of the earth's
solid crust. Judging h.-wever alone from the greater condoc-
tiTity ot the igneous rocks, they might calcuJavteJthatths thick-
ness cannot possibly be leas than nearly three times aa greet
ea that calculated on the usual suppositions of tbe conductive
]>ower of the terrestrial mass at enormous depths being no
greater than that of the superficial sedimentary beds > her
modes of investigation which Mr. Hopkins has brought to bear
on this que* n appear to lead to the conclusion that tbe
thickness of the earth's crust is much greater even *^»n that
he had stated. This would requite them to assume that a part
of the heat in the crust is due to superficial and external rather
than tentml causes. This does not bear directly against the
doctrine of central heat, but showa that only a part of the
increase of temperature observed in mines and deep wells is
duo to the outward flow of that heat. After a brief reference
to recent discoveries in Botany and Zoology, tbe President
described the progress made in Geographv, referring par-
ticularly to the discovery of the North-west Paseage, to the
ex

j
>1« ..-at ions el Mr. M'Douald Stuart in Australia, and to the

successful labours of Livingstone, Burton, Speke, and Grant in
Southern and Central Ai a, who had aacertaiood that the
interior is a land of wood and water, penetrated by rivers, and
opening a new field to commerce. Mr. Fairbairtx then proceeded
to describe the gigantic strides made by Applied Mechanics, and
gavea succinct history of these improvement*, aa an instance of
the influence of scientific progress on the well-being of society.
He reviewed in succession the three chief aids which en, g
science had afforded to national progress namely, canals,
steam navlgn i, and railways ; and showed the effort* of
each in promoting an incalculable extension of the industrial
reeo arose d tbe country. With regard to sssea vessels, ht
said that the paddlowheel system of propulsion has maintained
its superiority over every other method yet adopted for the
attainment of speed, as by it the best results are obtained with.
the least expenditure of power. In ships of war the screw is

indispensable, on account of tho security it affords to tho
engines and machinery, from their position in the hold below

|
tho water line, and because of tho facility it offers in tho use of
sails, when the acrew is raised from its position in tho well
to a recess in the stern prepared for that purpose ; and it is

also preferable in ships which require auxiliary power in calms
and adverse winds, so as to expedite the voyage and affect a
considerable saving upon the freight. As to railways he well
remembered the competition at Rainhill in 1830, end tho
incredulity everywhere evinced at the proposal to run locomo-
tives at 20 miles an hour. Neither George Stephenson him

a hat on a chair in the room. The prisoner was taken

to the infirmary, when he again expressed his regret

that he had not completed the deed. He stated that

he had got the wrong razor hy mistake ; and that if

he had got the one which he had in his hat, and which

he had sharpened for the purpose, he would have done

for his wife and himself too. The woman is the more

seriously injured ; but neither husband nor wife is in

immediate danger. The only reason the prisoner gives

for the deed is that he was suffering from hunger.

Liveepool.—The wreck of the Royal Charter was

put up to auction in this town on Friday. It consisted

of the iron hull containing 700 to 800 tons of iron ; the cesses, from the calcining of the ore to the production of tho

rt««:« rta oka ^™k.o r^nwor withnut hnilors onnt'iinino- har, carried on by Dr. Percy and others, has led to a revolution
engines, 250-horse power * itnout boilers, containing

ta^ manufactlJre of ^J. aud ^ihough it ia at the present
about 5 tons of metal and 70 tons of iron ; the donkey

engine; 12 iron tanks of 12,000 gallons each; the

chains in the vessel, about 90 fathoms 1£ inch; the

chains in the bay, about 235 fathoms 2\ inch; the

tho most sanguine expectations of engineers. The saga-

city of Goorgo Stephenson at once seized upon the suggestion

of Henry Booth, to employ tubular boilers ; and that, united

to the blast pipe, previously known, has been the means of

effecting all the wonders we now witness in a system that baa
done more for the development of practical science and tho
civilisation of man than any discovery Rince the days of Adam.
Previously to the invention of Henry Cort, the manufacture of

wrought iron was of the most crude an 1 primitive description.

A hearth and a pair of bellows was all that was employed. Hut
since the introduction of puddling, the iron mastois have in-

creased tho production to an extraordinary extent, down to

the present time, when processes for the direct conversion of

wrought iron on a large scale are being attempted. A conse-

cutive series of chemical researches into the different pro-

2 anchors in the bay, weighing 48 cwt. each; the

entire interest and right of property in about

930 ounces of gold and gold dust ; about 7684 sove-

reigns, about 5£ tons of copper, 70 packages of wool

;

the ship's money, amounting to about 1000Z., and the

ship's plate, which is electro. The upset price was

50002., but as only 4O0Z. was offered the wreck was

^i.«nTrlomn» TT^n <VUf nnnnal meetinp- of the and as one of tbe early pioneers in iron construction, as applied
MAWCHESTEB.—The 31st »nn™ m^""» 7 ™ to shipbuilding. I am highly gratified to witness a change of
itish Association commenced on Wednesday in this

opimo
'

n that Mlgan we\\ for the security of the liberties of the

country. From the commencement of iron ship-building in

to the present time, there could be only one opinion

moment in a state of transition, it nevertheless requires no
very great discernment to perceive that steel and iron of any
reqiu tenacity will be mode in tbe same furnace, with
a facility and certainty never before attained. This
has bsen effected to some extent, by improvements
in puddling ; but the process of Mr. Bessemer—first

made known at< the meeting of this association at

Cheltenham—affords the highest promiso of certainty and per-

fection in the operation of converting the melted pig direct

into steel or iron, and is likely to lead to the most important
developments in this manufacture. These improvements in

the production of the material nmst, in their turn, stimulate

its application on a larger scale and lead to now constructions.

In iron shipbuilding an immense field is opening before us.

Our wooden wails have to all appearance seen their last days

;

and as one of the early pioneers in iron construction, as applied

Br

ih* TT
* ironworks, wuo neiu suarus iu

St k^'
Dg comPany» for a large payment due in

^^ber, which they are unable to meet, and there is

•"Crefori

city under the presidency of Mr. William Fairbaim,

F.R.S. The reports of the Council and Committees

having been read and adopted, Mr. Hopkins, F.K.S.,

was appointed General Secretary in the room of Pro

fessor Phillips, who had retired from ill health. At

the evening meeting in the Free Trade Hall Lord
, ,w_

„

ui _„_ „
Wrottesley, the retiring President, resigned the chair

, no jjngef buiM WOoden vessels of war with safety to our

to Mr Fairbaim who "proceeded to deliver his inau- naval superiority and the best interests of the country. I givo

«.i«.«l \wldmaa which fills five columns of the daily \
no opinion as to the details of the reconstruction of the navy—

gural address, _wnicli tins nve ™u
Y
,um^ v™

_1 that is reserved for another plaee-b.it I may state that I am

1830
among those best acquainted with the subject—namely, that

iron must eventually supersede timber in every form of naval

construction. The large ocean steamers, the Himalaya, the
Persia, and the Great Eastern, abundantly show what can be

done with iron, and we have only to look at the new system of

casing ships with armour plates, to be convinced that we can

je a prospect that their works will be closed.

£** effects of the strike are severely felt in the dis-

^*s not only by the workmen, but by the tradesmen

r*J Provision dealers. The system of trading is by
wtnightly credits, and if the strike continues a few
•*» ^nger most of the traders will be brought to the

re
Jpof bankruptcy.

4
^ML6E.-inrefereDce to the recent murder of.
J**"* named Harvey Eumbelow, in this town, a
^^of loo/, has been offered by the Government to !

^y person who shall give such information as shall

J** ^ the conviction of the murderer or murderers,

j."
1 tbe grant of her Majesty's pardon to any accom-

th ?¥ Su% of personal violence. Elizabeth Clark,

,

U€ fin who figured so prominently in the case, has

papers. The following is a an abstract of its more

important portions :
—

" At no former period did science contribute so much to the

wants of society. Not only have the stars been mapped out,

and their motions ascertained with a precision that cannot be

attained in the calculation of human affairs, but the suns

luminous envelopes have been counted his rays analysed, and

his portrait taken in various attitudes by the photone-

liograph " of Sir John Herschel. Observers have succeeded in

tea?«5 magnetic disturbances, which have for-the.r r«mectrve

fully persuaded that the whole of our ships of war must be rebuilt

of iron, and defended with iron armour calculated to resist pro-

jectiles of the heaviest description at high velocities. In the

early stages of iron shipb\iilding, I believe I was tho first to

show, by a long series of experiments, the superiority of

wrought iron over every other description of malitial in secu-

rity and strength, when judiciously applied in the construction

of ships of every class. Other consider ns, however, affect

the question of vessels of war ; and although numerous expe-

riments were made, yet none of the targets were on a scalo

more than a 6-pounder shot. It was

from the hidden properties of iron more profit
I

ever
the niduen properties u* **-""'.-

of
" ~

old - ana t- -da the prospect of invulnersme snips oc war, w
expected from the hidden properties ol g&ui, ana to i

^ * Government to romodel the aevy
;„ *v,« »^«. nA.f a«h«t*nees, such ss cool tar. trie ww ".*"""' w 'T

m^ .._ „#„—,..„,^fi«n. in order that *

nilnersWe ships ot war, and h*nce
es> an

•ace

nmonest substances, sucn wiwai»r. «-
, «£^jv new principle of construction, in "refer ttat we may

3 on tb%t mat of&««"»' «'
' >"»<*>?% theF%™ orj*gr

i&

discover in the commonest substances,

basis of the most ex
to ourown coal districts

which have taken place

earliest times to the present

oat a seienCfSc investf-
th« be*t

the

'bits hav
Dm,

!*

&^!
U
r?
tituted for the ordinary Fresnel oil light at the

«**tn Foreland lighthouse on the 26th ult.

*^£BLKiGH.--On Friday morning John Stockles
•?« again brought before the magistrates, charged
ph the murder of Ann Hill, wife of the head gamc-

%*&* to Mr. Monk. After a lengthened inquiry, in
•°e coarse of which it was shown that the knots in the

j?°*% oi prisoner's whip precisely corresponded Wlfcu

^ marks in the neck of deceased, and that the clothes

^h he wore on the day of the murder were spotted

earnest times w iqb present, •"»— »rare, cf its beginning, ^« '• "•- '-> \ —-j-* nroiattfls* ; null l the
work, but has not yet indicated

I
W^^Vnmtl. & ^^li rfSsSSSr' 7?^?&mE5S*

nor afforded evidence of the time or turiusu
tnre ^ method of fastening « "PP T^g, ^^ ^ teertfflss*

.

experiments instituted^^f^sh^~?nc ; *\"»^W£*t£ *2*7i£Z^o«»^H
line light ' in descending to the earth s crnstnj*

a,mntae^ to extend ne°*"^wJTZJJjL -jth troth, last whatever okness at
* of about l deg. inn feet. It^jfJSS"etMmUes from the Is asserted^ r»Wjj 2H™&^^ wiii be <we*re*te<t

to much greater depths, we sho

surface strata at the temperat „,„,,_,_ tfcM, ,^ - _—- -_ -
depths of about 50 or 60 m^.^^Kof th»itm«.- even then

»

«• •TJV^,
sufficient to melt, under the o*TXJ!!?^ tot*, **<*** ' ^.^^J^St o«V ST>wet P^JJ*^^

whee
,ta. ttat with preper armour

will
ent to men, unaer i»« ,^„frnrt\ these acta, it wvw« •

phere, the hardest rocks, J^f^. nogreat depth, must be it w». -^—

;

t "ioocentratk« of ore, hsjjefttjjeie win
appear that the mass of the.globe, at "T^ ^ ^ modified ^\

tf° • *£ '^hVcese, a we«~eo«»t*t«esd tan* ship,

in a fluid state. But this deduction ^'^ of ppe«surc on -««"*- If *» "-* -
c"~'- *"-» «-^-

i »tait>. xjup mw «~^— . influence Ol pre—nrv "»

by other considerations, namely. «•«»_ of tne rocks

the fusing point, and the i^^^^tbsee questions *

tt><HM»
ptato* r the proper

heaviest gun a w«f" •^hrf.

„_ ...§mm t means are inadequatewhich form the earth's crust. i«£
in9t ed by

j «233& shot proof. But our present mesa*

series of important experiment* »a.

Dr Joul0 md prscweny wmm, ^
Mr. Hopkins, in the prosecution oi



THE CHKOMCLE AND AGEICULTUE
beliere this to be a dangerous doctrine, and I hope it will
never be acted upon. I cannot see the right of tbe nation

for the production of large masses of iron, and we may trust
that, with new tools and machinery, and the skill, energy, and
perseverance of our manufacturers, every difficulty will be

wK?!f *D
«

arm
2
Ur plates Pr^uced which will resist the

iVSSS?f,n«
X18t

p
g ordnance

- Tbe rifling of heavy ordnance, the

i?SS?£« rfWW^
OU
5
hfc iron

'
and *& new Principle of con-S l03?'lth strai°ed hoops, have given to all countries the

J£w.£;
inc
^
easin^ enormously the destructive power of their

S?r?^\,0ne
.

of tbe results of this introduction of wrought

th?wp?5i? 51? PnnciPles of manufacture, is the reduction of

tht nliW nolf •

new
?
uns to about tw<>-tbirds the weight of um tuey are waeuusu tu tu« uest interests 01 tne atate in

with whioWnn? ^dnance. Hence follows the facility stimulating the exertions of a class of eminent men, such

while thP ranSi LS muc
-

h
.
Z*™}*? P°wer can be worked, as Arkwright, Watt, and Crompton, whose inventions have

increWd !w ?? Precislon of fire are at the same time entailed upon all countries invaluable benefits, and have
nTirsflvm nil

thesVmprovements cannot be confined to done honour to the human race. To this Association is com-
rano-e rrfrhrfr «2iii

Datl0ns are increasing the power and mitted the task of correcting the abuses of the present system,

of the natior m^rTi,!? J
sim^ar degree and the energies and establishing such legal provisions as shall deal out

superioritv rf S,^ £ '
6 directe* to maintain the equal justice to the inventor and the nation at large. I

We havTalread^Ln I™ arn?°"r aaweil as in armament, must not forget that we owe very much to an entirely new
i^otbHd^^UilaZ^^ mSt

,°- y ° f the construc" and mosfc attractive method of diffusing knowledge, admi-
only toexammcM&Sffct,^^ iron

; and we have rably exemplified in the Great Exhibition of 1851. and its

and!Mcnai Struts tc>hl JL£?n
tu
j
>ul

?
r
*u°

r? °Ve
^

the ConWfty successors in France, Ireland, and America. Most of usduu iucucti otraits to be convinced of thp. rinrahilitir ef»An ,*fVi i>avnAmKA* *v»«» ~«™ D ~f ..« »utAv i.^.j •„ .i_,_

GAZETTE. &m^
nevei u« auceu upuu. x uiiunuo ace me rignt or tee nation
to appropriate the labours of a lifetime, without awarding
any remuneration. The nation, in this case, receives a benefit

;

and assuredly the labourer is worthy of his hire. I am
no friend of monopoly, but neither am I a friend of injus-
tice ; and I think that before the public are benefited by an
invention, the inventor should be rewarded either by a 14
years' monopoly, or in some other way. Our patent laws
are defective, so far as they protect pretended inventions;
but they are essential to the best interests of the State in
stimulating the exertions of a class of eminent men, such

Lrkwrichfc. Watt, and Oromnton. whnsA inwonfinno Viagra

equal justice to the inventor ana tne nation at large. 1
must not forget that we owe very much to an entirely new
and most attractive method of diffusing knowledge, admi-
rably exemplified in the Great Exhibition of 1851, and its

successors in France, Ireland, and America. Most of us
remember the gems of art which were accumulated in this
city during the summer of 1857, and the wonderful result they
produced on all classes of the community. The improvement
of taste, and the increase of practical knowledge which
followed these Exhibitions, have been deeply felt ; and hence
the prospects which are now opening before us in regard to
the Exhibition of the next year cannot be too highly appre-
ciated. That Exhibition will embrace the whole circle of the
sciences, and is likely to elevate the general culture of the
public to a higher standard than we have ever before attained
There will be unfolded almost every known production of art
every ingenious contrivance in machinery, and the results of
discoveries in science from the earliest period. The fine arts
which constituted no part of the Exhibition of 1851, and which
were only partially represented at Paris and Dublin, will be
illustrated by new creations from the most distinguished
masters of the modern school. Looking forwards, I venture to
hope for a great success and a further development of the prin-
ciple advocated by this Association, the union of science
and art."

The address was loudly applauded. Lord Stanley moved
the thanks of the meeting to the President, observing1

^.^ Mr Fairbairn himself was entitled to take aS

E?S™ •
S ult,

P
m̂ el7 ^ken a further distance of eight miles

hon<™rable place among the pioneers of science. Mr.

Seatest u^^£^7n^ 8
^-

te
i^y fOT diatribution

- The AsPma11 Turner, M.P., in seconding the motion, ex-greatest undertaking of this kind, however. vP f. o^mniioi,^ ™aaaaA V,:* na^tl*- 4. -_«_ xCli. n. ».... .\.

a«v.+«~ 6 •'
iT4WU8/r"ia tne use ot iron: and we have

a^MenaTS^L^ ^ °f th
-

G tu
J
bulap form °™ tbe Conway

and licrhSlJ^ J k *?
G convin<*d of tbe durability, strength,

2?«lS£SL
tUbular constructions applied to the support1^^' common roads in spans which 10 vears ago wereconsidered beyond the reach of human skill. W^n i t ?s con-

S^n brid^?™ S8?"
d° n0t GXCeed » feefc

*^ian norcast-iron bridges 250 feet, we can estimate the progress which
^Sh^f1 made m

.
cros9in£ rivers 400 or 500 fee?7u wMthwithout any support at the middle of the stream EvenTuxns

£££ I
m/xce? of thi* m*y be bridged oveTwith safetj?££

Jul? arelneT^^« *^^
Th*« £ f

the lmP™7,ements^ the sanitary condition of towns
Llo b

?
l0?S Probably to the province of social ratherThan

Set^^rksTa?
Cb^Ut

f\ f™* °mit to notice ^m "of the

Slv of watPrLd f °X ^i
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-

years been instructed for the

10Sons^f wattr f

n°r th
S
dramage of towns

- ln former daysiv gallons of water to each person per day was considered an

c^umtrioni
110

! J™> 3
?^ ™ much "earTAfe^ate^f

and TP,w^ i

may mstance the water-works of this city

to 30 ia1on?n?w!f
h

+
°f ^Y* yield a ™P&Y °* from 20

«nof *? !°f
.

water t0 ea°h inhabitant. In the former

ffiiMoftrt conveyed in tunnels and aqueducts adistance of 10 miles to a res«rvnir »ha»> tt ,-~ -T-L: j __?

ment before~he~had i«*. t-—^" —
For that he praised fi^^
Now, what could he get fc?S: ^ f^lm Punch bandied ^fo^***?^Austria was represented at h^y' * *ki?5Tear'em ;

'
but had he ^un ?g^ •JL*

1 "
he not here, and whaTh^ ^5»>done to make him foJw*?- lhe U %only done what every ConstTt„^

rn a^7 r

but he was told

.*:

*k

Aspinaii <u*hbi4 axm-.m. ., xix otwuuiug nic uiui/iuii, ex-
pressed his gratification, not only that the Association
had honoured Manchester with a visit, but still further
by appointing one of its most distinguished citizens a
President for the year. The Mayor of Manchester

m nine* in a tW^TT ^
? x

lurLner stance ot eight miles
J™££!*' 5 Perfectly pure state, ready for distribution The
rthaTbv^tf

1
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yet accomplished

£?w a I Yv
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t7 °f Qht*"- ™S work recently com-
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SoiniSi5Sto5o^
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havi"^ Put the motion
*

{t was P""^ amid ^ad cheer-

SSSL^iT- fr
d°

m <«^^^^iS^4^^ ^ Mr
- /airbairn briefl^ acknowledged the com-

fi^nk Ben TnnUr. 1 5* conveyed through the hills which I
pliment, after which Dr. Phillips announced that the

and Lo?h d̂?^e Cny S^ttfTJK S^2 ! ?°tal nUmber ?f ticketS i8Saed UP to 8 °'clock this e^.
Basin, where tiie water^1^0^ tedieWbuti^ We I

lng W&S 2388
'
and the SUm reCeived 2916^ ^wing aimay reasonably look forward to an extensionof similar benefit unnrPo.fldpnt.PflW m^c. mxrdi******* f™ .Jm;MUM

to tne metropolis, bv tbo samo onrri«Q«« ^t _• __ .

unprecedentedly rapid application for admission.

Rochdale.—On the 16th ult. a parcel containing
~" todtylM

:amiced tin m

naa been made. This, he VaM
uia—

England fell into in 1800Uk '
Was •«*

had turned round\™^^*S$
not adopted the rule that was adon^^to Ireland. The Emperor of a

P?? wh*B
thing. He said, «

I ^ e

A
fi * Ss

I have no constitution to considp.\.? u *3LAnd what did he give 'X i:
and ^SS,?

England when he ap^d fo' fi££ $5^representatives to the Reichsrath Th
8
e7 ^Che gave that Constitution ti hi.^n

n
a?Ttitntion ^fore him ^J^allowed, he would deOne hisnoSfi^. ^^

as if he were a man devoS1 o?any^.humanity. We were told that tE?
le

where no politics were fikadffttt fi*nothing talked but politics from all3-Presume upon the patience of the 3K9had spoken upon the subject a^S"
and from that time to tnis heTeSdl^Ttm^ against him, and also the Xue nf^but there he was again, neverthel^d°L^»his honest countrymen when thev*L. *•*
with the oplnio^that hi^waT^S
would not desert him." "^

Shobnolipfb.—Lord Palmerston t*d

.

Tuesday to Shomcliffe Camp, and \7i
ground of the Hythe School of Musketry\ship posted at an early hour from Wi£
Dover, where he took horse, and with tbe£
^V

.
Cowper rode along the heights to FolW

was there met by Captain Dalzell, adZ!
General Dalzell, who is in command «W
Camp, and by Lord Elclio. The party p^JZ
nised by Folkestone harbour along therwd*]
of the cliffs to Sandgate, and then, striki*

military road, ascended to the camp, wbml
was received with a salute of 19 guns. Atei
the troops in camp, consisting of a squadron tffcj

Hussars, four batteries of Artillery, the i

the Royal Engineers, 1st battalion 10th
1

Battalion 25th Regiment, and the 2dU««
Fusiliers, Lord Palmerston rode up to on of &L
strong guns, and, dismounting, examinedkxim
an hour, and with much minuteness, them , l " "*
«*.„_ 3 "L _1_ _11 * 1 ( TT« 1 1!«

to thfi mofrAnini \r w au ejtcensionor similar benefits

now dirStod to^T& ^e
?.
ame /^eer, whose energies are

from XenoP ?T^ f»f
mmatl°? of the ^ure fo««tains of Wales,

Hkelvtohp 1 .

ne
i
utlu'e auPPly of water to the great city is

VUV/ "^ayA ljyjyxy "* tt "^w-vwra biiuu was iouna m me I g uu »"« alb snen ana snoc. n

looked upon SbiPm7r
T
^ °u *?4gan"c a character may be

|

canal at Littleborough, and from some writing on the
j

the back of the camp, and
seven millions of money wSSd beI wffici^ftni!

1^11 tha
V-
ixo

f
paper in which the Parcel was wraP fc UP» the child was

|

towards the railway, 296 acres

S^h^uw?1 w
^y an ^dertaking of so much conCence £und t0 be thafc of * wspectable young woman called the enlargement of the camn.

ASSLttrh^^ !

Mar^ret HiU
- Her brother subsequently committed

which has *iven to tte prSen? £n^HnTXellous di
!
C0

7
ery I ?!

llc 'de in consequence of the disgrace brought upon
the spark of heaven to thl^«^^SS? . *J?£?^ .*° urn

' the family, and on Saturday momimr the rennted fXr

www cuiaigCiUCUU Ul KliO Uillljp. I1UMHH

approval of the enlargement, andito**

thought stone barracks should teMMln*rf*»

view to permanent occupation. Lorifobttfl*

chief dSicSto ht
T

e
eCn ,urmounted

Ia

b^
t?'egra

C
hy ^

of the Government tn ff„„-
{"Wacommission on the part

l5j that fromXr to S
t"° V1 that <=°«»mi8SioD, and

and appropriate.aniSS? «
insulation, external protection,

^^^ST^^^f^J^ *° cable safely on its

ing these conditions T<f ™Jro™***mtc succeeded in fulfill-

lf600 mLTT^lL^f^ fr
?m.

the fact that out of

-L.treuB. j.ne young woman nas been committed for
trial on a charge of concealment of birth, but has been
admitted to bail, herself in 50Z., and two sureties of
25Z. each.

Ryde.—The well-known cutter yacht Amazon, the
property of Mr. H. F. Smith, Vice-Commodore of the
Royal Yacht Club, was sunk ofF Ryde pier-head on
Monday evening. Fortunately, the" accident was un-
attended with any loss of life, although Mrs. Smith,
her child, and servant, in addition to the crew, were on
board at the time. The United Steam Company's
packet Prince Consort left Portsmouth at 8 10 p.m
for Rvde. The. niO-Ht. waa OTnoecIiralv rlr»WU n*A

examining the stoves, beds, means of th

The hut in compartments was inspected

ship at length rode off to General Dai*

After luncheon his lordship proceeded to Hit.

he visited the practice ground, accompanied
jj

Hay, and witnessed the shooting of part*

at the butts. He afterwards witnessed

with Captain Norton's rifle shells for <

at the butts. — „ _
jiodinc*

of gunpowder, and then rode back to W*
return to Walmer Castle. ^
Winchfield.—A serious accident hwoe* .

.

,

•-- , . . ... c:_ Xtanrt.m 9
]

that three-fourths mav hA ^^^ m woJk,

ing order •" so
the country The Tnsula?oS ^h^ &S a

f
ailu

J
e and loss to

to deterioration V™, u
hl

.

th
f
rto employed are subject

but the last pfrnnrnS
7f

J
om the absorption of water :

thed^^m
itSS! F^-*W°!^>«^nce seriously

higher advantegeWtrS
! ne^ 2?t^7

' ^^^^ possessed
gutta percha SfSrSi th,,^'^ 8 c

?
mP°und ^d pure

employed
; but it ren^in^ SmGrCial

x5
lltta Percha Wtherto

and
P
commercial difficuSs^^^ wb«ther the mechanical

materials can be suc^essfnllv ov.l,
employment of these new

^covering is stillTtutS VFXSt. 5HSHSL>«»

accident. The light on Ryde pier-head had just been
made out, when the steamer came in violent collision
with the Amazon lying: at her moorings. The injuries
inflicted by the iron bow of the steamer allowed the !

Amazon to float until all on board were taken out in
!

safety, the yacht's moorings slipped, and the vessel
herself towed by the Prince Consort into shallower
water before she finally sank. Divers and apparatus

'

were forwarded over to Ryde from Portsmouth on
lioanatr nvwl ^X7^.1M 3 j _ * . -

by Lady Mildmay, who, with Sir Hen

temporarily residing at Heckfield, the iW
mersfield being in course of rebuilding.

week, her ladyship entered the stables, tbinW

had gone thither, and it is supposed tbi-

ing covering is 8tu]fa mThi«3
"V™ * Xbe external p

objections to iron wire arete,weiS^ iSS-r?
61?*1011

- >'M *"~a ^^ T™ ™ ^ ue irom ropesmoutu on^?^^^£^^ rU
l
S
?
a
?
«d Wednesday, to endeavour to raise the^ tl»^^^ CfS 5~J« 8l

V
lT

' P°8ilion ' but witho^ success.

Professo/ TOeatstone wS°- *
has been introduced by

on between pri^^e?^b1

n!J
e
S?

Unie C^ube carrie^
merchants and manX r^P

ub^. offices
. and the works of

currents cannot be tZf Ch?v a™ 8
*?P ica

?on of electric

efficiency and comr>amtiv^J-Jf^Preoiated .
from its great

what an extent tni? *
7 expense. To show to

of dee,, im^ce to^S' rtctin8 attea"°" to a rt^S i

heZ offered f°r the recovery of the body of

terrux^r^"rVLVofX4

!

?e
-
lema? whose identificati- » »^^v

noua 4her ThanTSal an^V^' P
1
ten

f
UwB a™ lDJ«-

this kind ough* tomS, ^Strt ? in ?t?°*^f
d Pmtection of

nventions, "S in evervS. lui" iSWf? a *f?;h«d, in

her dress touched one of the horses, wincD"

kicked violently, broke her ladyship'sJ^
other serious injuries. Assistance

"*

rendered by Sir Henry Mildmay and tne

they were also knocked down by the «*
they escaped with comparatively triflings

tf*

**

ialanin- m

?neTTystemT ^nS^n^ ln^t^al^^?' ltht a ^her3.T

^

nf^^^3
- The Amazon had a Court of Session was opened on Tues^

Professor
• WhcatstoS wS "

}
lB* beeu Produced by "&ht at her masthead, but it is supposed that the un- Mr Crichton of the Scotch Bar, as ^in«. , «W hereby mtercou,^ _ ^ ^.J usual^darkness of tlic night prevented it being seen. takenr^

ScAEBOEOFGH.-^one of the bodies of the gentlemenwho were drowned between Flamborough and this townon the 19th ult. have yet been found, although frequent
efforts have been made. Rewards have been offered-and it is said that in one case considerable snms havebeen offered for the recovery of the body of a vouno-
gentleman whose identification is necessary for the
legal settlement of his affairs.

J

Sheffield -The annual Cutler's Feast took placeon Thursday in the Cutler's Hall, and was attended by

Hon Tam^ f Felice *M^RnT^^^ his ^ily at BelleMr Roebuck M.P.; Sir W. Armstrong and otW them to the narish church.

ition or^
Scotch Courts by Mrs. ™*f™u£ft
Yelverton. Proof was adduced bl^L^
establish that he had been a^^be
professed to be a Protestant, 1-j. gt?1

marriage ceremony by Father Moo
. ^^

which, if proved, would^^^ fiM
Four witnesses were examined w1 ^
deacon Knox, of Lorrha; the

_

Ho
^IoneI

i

inventions, ^ in evervthtn. i

J m
u
CS that a free-trade

confess I am not oAhft?
gn^' 8bou

id ^ established. *
abuses in the workL of ffl

nim
: ^^tteas there are

«Mts, and protection ?, «L P\te5 fc law M dt afc P^sent
tors, to the ffimon? of r^Hn8™?

46* tV>irates and i^pos-
not contravene™6Heinle of"nr^ r

m\ however
'
*«»

for reform and amendment f
P

= °- i"? mher ^^
J»ve done the least to Wfit 1L£ T^J'7 thoso who
that a monopoly i6 injurious Lh £ .°

-r^ry by ^^entions,
defended, it shoiud be ?o^n?h«

thatlfiH pate,lt Iaws are
tne mventor, but o*

%<&^^t^5££ 1

sister of the Major;
,

Ml
^aI ,

yqnirk
Mr. Dwyer, residing at

evidence that the

~

Isle,
someti**^

The f0115
D^,

.

ft „„„ .iiiuueu to lur. xioeouck's fore rrn politicIn replying to the toast of the borough members MrRoebuck spoke as follows:-
memoers JMr

«fflStSirorofA,uWa had ^ren t0 hisvar!

oussubiects to be put toccmatitutamal government
; where there was absolute^vern! « Protestant

H

objected on behalf or ivirs. x^- -

(t̂
mJg

the proof taken on Tuesday, that tnj 4^ ^
the Major was a Protestant <*m« aefi^J#
to be put to the witness withont ^ ^^
" Protestant "

is. and a definition

N
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Archdeacon

•f*LSSe in this case is all taken down in

*^ £b an appeal upon the facts from

^. yg^^T to the House of Lords, where the

* ^^clwoK.-There has been a mutiny
^fX ixW* *

which commands the mouth of

» DrS^l papers state that on Tuesday week
v fl^TTi Artillery arrived in Waterford by^ of It* Boyal

JkrtiH r

mutineers-14

SS-Ti"tSSrSL-on their way to Cork

« to be tried by court-m art. a 1, with 15 of

rJJ^T who had been previously sent there

n he «aw the other
j
one monster fire that shot

ed light and shouted, heigh t . Thewounded lay hei

alto in his turn blew Men were engaged iu drac

boon i

hereana there writhing in agony.
engaged in dragging corpses from under the

win md avU -ireee,andout «.f carr'ngeithat had been
crushed like pasteboard. Gentlemen and ladies carried

water-cans, botfles, and other vessels, and were con-

stantly giving those drinks which the mangled to

greedily asked for. Many ladies ran abooi with linen

he doctors to bandage the wounded ; and themselves

assisted in the kind office. The policemen with

lanterns kept a path for those who were carrying the

nf 50 men. _. .

rSirKICATIOy WITH AMEBICA.-It IS

— *at Mr. Doming, of Liverpool, has.pur-

^*S-l«rrew ships Leopard, Princess Char-
the three icrew »» P / . . , , .

f

WU.WW

zrStComply
sme snips, uuui* wi «"*, ^^.e,.-" ~~j~*

cort about ^20,0002., and it is stated

teey »

a« N

ago these

w^, been^edat the low price of about

i hsiieved that these vessels are lutendi

ther Liverpool or Southampton WdGalway

had lighted his lam]

train approaching he

The driver of the exo

his whistle, but the precaution was too late. Jt w
not yet dark. There were many people in the windows

of the houses in Carlton Road and a great number
walking in the fields ; and from several of them shrieks

were heard before the trains met ; for it was but too

evident to any one who saw their respective position-1

that in a few seconds after the red light was waved and

the up engine blew a succession of awfully shrill

screeches a violent concussion was inevitable. It has injured to the cab*, vans, and carts, * n were now

been before observed shaft the ballast train consisted of drawn up in a line to the by-road leading out to

19 trucks. About half theee had crossed to the down Kentish Town ; and from all sides men, women, and

line, and about mid-way it was struck by the passenger children were n dag with lamps and lighted candl

train. The scene, as witneeeed from the fields below, to what, without the slightest exagmvalii

was terrific. Immedi ly the engine had struck the termed a field of slaughter. Long afw

trucks, and shivered t

the rails with a sort of uan-F»«, m**»-«~~~~, '\"'\'\ """*

heard to a distance of
"

the embankment on

hideous dull sound and oue or two frightful screeches. '1 lie
j and injured :

thousands of people were * 1 on the ground, and the

, , lt,„-K _.., various hospitals and the stations of the line were kut-

fully half a mile, and rolled down rounded by anxious crowdi inqui ring after relatival

its own side of the line with a and friends. The following ii the osneioaflsal list ot killed

Scotland
Amn«ir iFPrsTEiAL Museum.—The Lord Provost

JSLhnrah has r ived intimation that the Prince

aZmt had consented to lay the foundation stones of

tCHndostml Museum and of the new General Post-

at Edinburgh, on or about Wednesday, the 23d

ef October,

Taelndosl

and contracts have been entered into ior uiu iiuuiniuw

aamatiaiiiti^r of one-third of the contemplated building.

t»t site is immediately behind the University, and will,

warn the whole plan is executed, cover the greater part

ef ii»U Square. The Post-office is from plans by

Mr. Hwheson, architect of the Board of Works at

Edtotmrgb, and is to occupy the site at the foot of the

*ta Bridge, recently cleared by the removal of the

Tasaire Royal and other buildings.

gmjpxcTED Wife Murder. —On Sunday evening

a man aimed James Shaw was taken into custody by

the county police at Falkirk on the charge of drowning

an wife.
*

The prisoner, who is about 30 years of age,

resided with deceased, his reputed wife, at Falkirk.

Be? name was Catherine Morrison, and she was about

38 jrsers of age. It appears that the prisoner is owner

of two bones, which he employs in hauling vessels along

the F . and Clyde Canal, the woman driving one of

the hones. Thev had delivered a vessel at Bowling on

Saturday night, and commenced their return home-

wards to Falkirk along the bank of the canal, and when
m* men together, near Dalmuir, about two miles from

Kilpatriek, between 11 and 12 o'clock that night, they

were both much the worse for drink. Between 9 and 10

o'clock on Sunday morning some men observed a whip

tad a penny piece lying on the brink of the canal, on

which a man's cap was floating, and observed the

prisoner's horses feeding in the neighbourhood. Sus-

a that something~was wrong they dragged the

and found the body of deceased. The prisoner

found in the neighbourhood, and was promptly
taken into custody. On his person were found deceased's

pocket and some money. She was in the habit of

earning their earnings. When apprehended he was
••ep in a stable, and could give no rational account of

mi proceedings the previous night and on Sunday
morning.

carriages which followed ran ou a few i eet ; but just at the

spring of the arch of the bridge the break bounded right

over, and was followed by four carriafres, in whirl, were

a number of passengers. The first two carriages

jumped clean into the field, where they lay on their

sides, one over the other. The next fell with its end

upon the second of the carriages, wlicU had broken off

from the train in their bound; and when the tram eanie

to a standstill this third carriage remained poised in the

position in which it had fallen upon the others, Its

coupling irons not having broken, it dragged the

fourth carriage halt over the side wall of the bridge, in

which position it remained half suspended, but with

its hind wheels stuck in the embankment. The

inhabitants of the neighbourhood instantly ran to tl

spot. The moans of the dying, the cries of tl.

wounded, and the lamentations of those who missed

their relatives, were to be heard on every side. The

ends of the first two carriages had been broken by the

fall, and several of the passengers were at once pulled

out. They were lacerated and bleeding to a frightful

extent. Iu some instances it was in possible to recognise

a single feature, and the unfortunate \ ictiins v> ere enable

to utter a word. There were a great many young

children and babies in the train, and the screams of

several of them were heartrending IB the extreme.

University Mlegt Hospital-The tx.tal numUr ef jktfmi

received into this hospital is S. ,-ht lie dead, '^f **?»
wore dead be! '.-Marv !• '-»-*>«**"?
bruis.,1 : rmrap i doad Kroda Bftwby—Fsittt • '

ur&tod, aiA a saver*Wow on U»a bead • brougti lead.

John "» -.ian—Head horribly smashed in behind , m
.l.ad. Edward 1 1 ills—Ku i

.lured dlai>hra*m, and two fractures

u i-eWls; died the earns nigbt. Ev. Meoey—The flesh torn

i.umodiaU'W off the lolt log, from tha knee to tbe foot, and
1 comiH.uud comminuted fracture of the left leg. This limb was

Immediately and carefully u tated, hut she sank, and died

soon after sdmfmmn. Richard Bem*d«m^inr*Kfc JJJ-
minuted fracture ol the skull, Irom which he died on Tuesday

morning. Barah Clemen ta, oook. : ;. <.ord< n bquare--€om-

minutcd fracture of right clavicle ; frs re °[™«^**
upper ribs; considerable occhymosU over seat of fracture,

die .n Wedneeday morning. t;< 'rgo liolb-n («JJ»«*m*
:i«ed 'J'2-Large scalp wound over the lea frontal region, bone

Sposed ; severe but superficial seal* m left hip to back of

ft thigh; la: go lacerated wound on the bsc*.of the ^cft

thigh, from which fragments of coal were extracted . died on

Tlmreda?.^^-^lc»^^^^l^t^t^1^
I r,cture of 5th and tJth ribj SO S ^."^^.^tm taa
tusion over the back and loins. He is ^'ter.butrtjl ma
very Reri con n. Isaac Coxall, aged 2«-Fracturc of

scapula, with .tosions of the soft parte; scalp ™*™*°
r

the left parietal bona SeriouMy but not dangcrounlj
r
m ur

Fdward Esse*, ag»d ::0-DulocaUon of the carumge ol the rth

Jib; contused wound over left tenpli»; «?bymosii
,

d
f
left

eye ; severe bruises of muscles of neck and back. He
«^")£*J

on favourably. George W« / -Bevere contusion overlowcr

part of loft chest ( .gon very favourab y.^^^^^1
•Yacturo of left clavicle and slight contusion of forehead. Gomg

on very favourably. Barry Johnaon-Large scalp wound over.

Many women, on being ™leaeed from the camapes, ^ ^ ^^ f

dropped down in an apparently \ifelesa swoon. All this tusion of forehtad :
ccchymosis oi i«"«y«- »• S'r;^^*'^

time the passengers who had escaped altogether, or
I hut in a very doubtful state. - lUwhbrook,..aged •**}*£

escaped w\th slight injuries, Were rushing frantically Severe wound over left forehc

down the embankment ; and terrified women and men

were throwing themselves over the fencing and into

the fields, regardless of what might.occur to themeo

that they got out of reach of the ill-fated train. The

engine lay on its side, still puffing, and with steam

rushing forth at all points. Near it was stretched the

fireman, who had fallen with it. He seemed much

injured, and was carried off to an hospital. I* this

time it was getting quite dark, and necessarily there

•Mi

years

aXailfoa^
Fuiftl Accident on the North London.—On

Monday evening a terrible collision occurred on the

Hempstead Junction between an excursion train and a

j™t train. The Hampstead Junctic" «• « line which
»« been opened within the last two „
*• «orth London at Camden Road Station, and

£J*« thence through Camden Town and Kentish^ by Hampstead, and so on to Kew, where
* .^ns close to the South-Western line, over

**** Piisengers wishing to proceed to Richmond
^conveyed without change of carriages. The Hamp-
••« Junction is much used by persons going from the

**J ^ Kew, Richmond, and Twickenham ; and on

*ad Mondays throughout the summer season

^_ «e excursions constantly. On Monday the
****** of Uie North London Railway had organised

recurs*11 for the purp08e of
augmenting the common

£*** span for injured members and their families.
lWQ

trains were allotted to the excursionists, and it

^ ?. the return of the first of these, at about ha f

-

£? 7 »» the evening, that the accident occurred. The
*** consisted of 14 carriages, some of them of unusual

%*>*** til crowded with passengers. After passing

{*« Kentish Town station, where it made no atoppag

r**8 Proceeding at a rapid rate along an embank-

22\"* bridge 35 feet high, at the back of t

J*
1** Road, when a ballast train of 10 trocl

TJ" «een slowly shunting across the line, ine

22 of the latter train expected that tl

JJJ^gcr train, iu accordance with the genera

!?*«. would stop at Kentish Town station, and that

was ample time for him to cross, lie

severe wouna over i«iv iu«»«»d, also back ofthe hc»J,

places exposing the bone ; another on left side offlower j»w

.

eochymois of left cy# : fractore of fifth rib ou ngbt fide, with

.inhysema; aevcre bmise over sternum.
Q^"°™\^™i

result very doubtful William Btowart-Scald on back and

front of litb arms and fore part of legs. He is
.

deiM very

well. John Wm. Hewitt, agea 10rlArge scaln wound over

the forehead, over left parietal region
; tace^J8^^ ?SE

nose; fracture of nasaflWH- ;
ecchymosis ?f

ff/J JJ
' «gj

tUHionsofu F ]>erlip. Doingr welL Joseph Bndga*(thQ &wrd)

-Contusion of baV fn »n< part of chest. Going on very

favourably. Jane Greenwood, aged 47-Fractureoi M<**™*
in two places; contusion over left hip. ^"f^^^fl
Susannah Finnifl. affed 12—Fracture of left fibula (leg)

.

,

impaction of right clavicle; extensive bnim orer n«h^^ch«*

an5 left forehead ; and ecchymoaia.of^th e»« .She ,n m a

doubtful eUtc Ann Ward, aged SO—Wound in right temple .

slight wound
C
at mater angle oTright eye ;

contoion ofear and

.eek; alight diacharge from right ear She "going on

fa-nurableT Alice Hev . aged 30-I*ceratod wound of^rtgbt

eyebrow [ ccchymoaia of both cyea ; laoeratcd wound acraa

n^se ; contusion of upper Up. Going on favourably Jane

Drake aged ll-81ight abrasion of face ; wounds on the top of

head', w^th exposure" of^v<T''^•^doubSufSaS
on left side : pU«i blood with her unne. Ve^ doubtful rtaU.

Elizabeth Ward-Latm «»lp wound over ngl ;>anetal n-

|i^.Tcontu.tan of Ti&l cheek and right lip ;
tac^ted^wound

o( shin • sovwe contusion of U.p of the foot and over gre.it too.

Goingon ft -ly. -~T Ann ""»-££»*$££*£
acaln ; slighUy injured. John Bailey, "^rrTr'F ;,^
tusion abfut lorehead, root of nose, and uppcrhp J**™**

getting qui

wa9 the additional element ot coniusiuu «.«» ™ ««-»

others that contributed to o«ke *»• scene such as .as

been rarely witnessed even after mhvay collisions. The

families residing in the neighbourhood sent fo.-docto.•»

and conveyances for the wounded. Many of the later

were at once carried off to the residences of nwd .« al

men, but others requested to be allowed to he in the

fields, if only a drop of water could be procured for

them! Within about 20 minutes after the acciden

a strong body of police from the Kentish

Town and Camden Town stations armed and

a number of cabs and waggons were on the g™nd; but

at 8 o'clock it was dark and no gas near. Light was a

important, and the remains of the break wl,
,

h had

££Z. se? STi,? When' t^e fc^-K IS?K»^^SS'WS
women, and children (-XMSl^ EZR^/®&£f!?&^^«&

briiisixag of left

ear ; abrasion of left chin. ^fi^lV^^^
Joseph Cox, aged 23-AbraMon of skin over f<>^ad, con3 of /a^e2?right hip. WillberecoT^teao^or^
John Stacey, aged 13-Scalp wound over back

f ™»±
™ft.

favourable case, Henry Stacey bro^r. affsd 1L

,

-Four sinaU

scalp wounds ; contusion above left ankle^^%^^f.
Very favourable case. Mia. ^*?-^™L£ oSSon'
ecchvmosis of right eye ;

probable internal bruising, uoingw
fovourablrasye^ English, aged 41, late <*

2rthTaST#--8c»lp wound. «s4 essMnsI^^^f^ fim

coma De pi^uie , . . c;irnaffe8

aSSIrfiStfa
,

-£36
bridge there were visible the head of one mar

i

and the

legslnd arms of another. The P^£n^
once set about attempting to extricate those n ho
ouw

. j :• -An. h»i- it is almost unnecessary to add
remained inside; but it is aiuiuau j

that only lifeless bodies were taken out They

had already been half an honr m a carnmgo tnax

had fallen "some 35 or 40 feet, and ^r

f^eiglft
another that bad come down ^ ^
from the same height, iiucn

Jenifer tram, of

about the fate of the driver ofthe g^""^^. A
whom up to this there km ^

e"
^ the enjbankmrni

search was made for him up ana , m mnn •„,

side of the lhfit trooiTsMr, not^ .nd^mSm-v

SUswe se to be"-^ifi""!!;
F'»rd Fracture nf ritm

was
peny stated J

,^^n
ii2Lz Lt

,

?!S•bos*-* tbe^.are ^^"Jf*
The ;er «*at tt»SfitK-m-m5B-«-W™ZOrese

ngine or
f th9 oMsls of tee L^--T«aa loseieer bra.

much scalded and ther^se mjar- ~~^ afUr
•

j-j^~^^l^g^*2TffS£tSZ
Winded

We bridge,
*?"t°S»«hed carrmge. formed la a p««rt«-»

—

*
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contusions about the face and other parts of body. Going on
favourably.

^&/vncrfls Workhouse.—Dead: Mrs. Elizabeth Allen, aged

fJ»
°r.^ew Stratford—A dislocated neck, and other injuries.

Identified by her husband and family on Tuesday morning.

From the foregoing statements it will be perceived that
the number of actual deaths accounted for are 13, but
there are several other cases which are likely to prove
fatal. There are 27 wounded in University College,
3 at the Royal Free Hospital, and 2 at the
Middlesex Hospital, making 32 in the whole. The
coroner's inquest was opened on Wednesday, when the
jury, on being empanelled, proceeded to view the bodies

jof those lying dead, and thence to the scene of the
accident. Several bodies were then identified, after
which the inquiry was adjourned to yesterday, when
the remaining bodies were identified, and some evidence
was taken as to the cause of the accident. The inquest
was then again adjourned. Yesterday morning the
engine, which has been since Monday lying at the
bottom of the embankment, was raised to the main line
without any accident.

The Fatal Accident on the London and
Brighton.—The inquest on the persons killed in the
recent collision in the Clayton tunnel commenced on
Monday week, and was continued almost daily
until Wednesday last at great length. The
evidence left no doubt that the accident was
caused by a misunderstanding relative to the
signals between the signalmen at each end of the
tunnel, caused by the want of clearness in describing
the trains. The signalman at the Brighton end declared
that upon the second train entering the tunnel he sent
the usual signal, " Train in ;/' and that in reply he
received the answer, " Train out." The signalman at
the London end admits having given the answer
"Train out," but declared that the answer was not given
upon the receipt of the first and usual telegram, to which
he sent no answer, waiting for the announced train to
come out some six or seven minutes, but on the
receipt of a second and extraordinary one, put in an un-
usual form—" The train is not outf and he affirmed
that this extraordinary telegram was only the imme-
diate prelude to the telegraphic announcement of the
crash itself. The message was that the train was
not out." He answered " Yes ;" and received the

answer, "No, the trains have run into each other."
Captain Tyler, official inspector of railways for the
-Board of Trade, endeavoured in vain to make the men
reconcile these contradictions, but the result onlv
tended to prove that both signalmen were evidently so
flurried, and so little knew what they were doing at
the time, that the evidence of neither can be strictly
set against the other's. The southern signalman con
tessed to a most complete state of confusion. In
answer to a juryman, who asked why, even taking his
account of the matter, he let a third train enter the
tunnel within only six minutes' distance of a
second and that second having its steam off,
he said-" Well I was put out so much at
the time that I thought she (the second train)had gone through. The other train was coming. Iftk

T* whatl was doing." He further stated
that the duty of attending to the signal was divided
between himself and another man, the men relieving

XnToff
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f
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.
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>* ™<i that in order tS
alternate the day and night attendance, one man had
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n^. a^ear that the defectivenessof the distance signal (if it was really out of order) wasaltogether chargeable with the catastrophe. If it ha4
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xPresse<* ^ opinion thatan interval of five minutes is sufficient time to elapse
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rter Period than that is allowed

man would not have sunnoVorl fif?! • ^^ 8
1

lgnal"

assirsniF" E— - "«

made it impossible for him to 1 w *
h* duty

the CompanyC£"R' 5T^ with

the Secret wjSSSd * SXie£ 2tt*reports officially made to him hv ill i i / *? the

and which Mr F»iH?p i *i.
y th

<;
guards and others,

refused to jfve nn tL
the Co'W« solicitor

possession, and that he had handed over the reports to

the company's solicitor in the discharge of what was
strictly a ministerial duty. The coroner then asked the

solicitor if he would produce the documents. Mr.
Faithful refused to do so, on the ground that they were
privileged communications. After some further threats

on the part of the coroner, the deputy chairman, who
had come down express from London on hearing that

the secretary was about to be committed, undertook to

bring the question before the Board of Directors

at their next meeting. As an illustration of the

effects of the disaster, it may be mentioned that the

excursion traffic last Sunday diminished, it is asserted,

to the extent of more than one-fifth. The leading

clergymen in Brighton made special reference to the
calamity in their discourses on Sunday, and all the
places of worship were more than usually crowded.
New cases of injury continue to transpire. Some of
the claims have been fouud to be ofa fictitious character,

while others are of a trifling description. Altogether
up to this time the directors have received 174 claims
for compensation, and have settled with several of
them. Many of these, however, are only for damage
to dress and loss of property.

The Railway Strike.—The strike of carters, lurry-
men, and porters in the employ of the London and North-
Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Railways at
Manchester is at an end. The Lancashire and York-
shire sent out traffic managers and assistants last week
to scour the country for men to fill up the places of
those on strike, and they worked so energetically that
on Friday they had brought together between 200 and
300 new men, whose presence had the effect of induc-
ing the turnouts to resume work at once. The London
and North-Western, acting in a similar manner, have
also put an end to this strike for the present.

[SD. _ mm
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for it is visible ISlea^es toTST*^ Jthem—I give you rendezvous on tw li
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which you will find myleet °
But »fc^The great fact I havJj^JS^^;

tunes ago startled the world, i8S^J
fact, there is no monument to w«SMuST

inferior order;even¥ theyVo^esTaSffiSproof of this. Memories of the past «??
Yet the French Archaological&%£**

our resources to embellish great ciueT^

®bitmtn
The Earl of Mount-Edocumbe died on Tuesday evening, on

board his yacht, off Erith. His lordship has been an invalid
for many years past, and was in his 65th year. The Right
Hon. Ernest Augustus Edgcumbe, third Earl of Mount-
Edgcumbe, Viscount Edgcumbe, and Viscount Valletort and
Baron Edgcumbe of Edgcumbe, Devon, was the eldest son of
the second earl, and was born at Richmond in 1797. He mar-

S?1j ?
n 1131 the eldest daughter of Rear-Admiral Charles

fielding, R.N. (a lady of the bedchamber up to 1854, since
which time she has been extra lady of the bedchamber), bywhom he leaves two sons and a daughter. He succeeded' his
father in 1839. was 'aide-de-camp to the Queen, colonel of the
1st Cornwall Rifle Militia up to 1857, captain of the 16th Devon
Rifles, and special deputy warden of the Stannaries. He took
no part in politics, but was a Conservative. In 18 1 9 he pub-
lished " Extracts from a Journal kept during the Revolution
at Rome and Palermo.'* He is succeeded in the title and estatesby his eldest son, Lord Valletort, M.P., who was born in 183 •"> •

and married in 1858 Lady Katherine Hamilton, daughter ofthe Marquis of Abercorn. His lordship has been M P for

SSfS"*!
S}U<

?c}!
5% i

He
,

was aPP^ed captain in the Corn-
wall Rifles in 1855, Colonel of the 3d Devon Rifles in 1860 and
is extra equerry to the Prince of Wales, and deputy-lieutenant
of Cornwall. The late EarTs other children are the Hon. ErnestCharles Edgcumbe, born in 1838, and appointed lieutenant and

eC^X^X\i Guard8 ia 186° ; «* Lac* ^-t^
r*£

A
£
Y^lA

*
Yk™5} second daughter of the Earl and Conn-tess of Shaftesbury, died on Tuesday, at Torquay. Her Iady-

sh.p, with the earl and countess, had only left Brocket Hall

Tlf/ff^YZT* in
,

Hertfordshire, *<™ da? ^prevmusly!

t™tt
yS

>P
had b

?
e
S

l0Dg iU
'
and P*88^ ^t winter aiTorquay with so much benefit, it was deemed advisable to tryagam the effect of change of air and scene on her weakened

constitution. She was in her 19th year.
wedsenea

WiLii*.—The will of Sir James Cosmo Melvill, KCB lateSecretary to the Hon. East India Company, has been swornunder 60,0001.
; the Hon. and Rev. Henry Cockayne Cust MA

Thb NoBMay CoyQUEST op ExVGlaxd.—On Sun-
day, the 18th ult., the ceremony of uncovering a
granite column took place at Dives, in Normandy tocommemorate the fact that the fleet and army of Duke
William the Conqueror assembled at that port in 1066
before sailing for the conquest of England. The in-
auguration was attended by delegations from thelearned societies of Caen, Falaise, Lisieux Pont

ofttffifft^ °f^"r^ of the OrneSot the Seine Inferieure, and by large assemblages fromthe neighbourhood M. de Caumont, who hj^rectedthe monurnent at his own cost, delivered the followingspeech on the occasion :— uwin&

"Gentlemen.—When. 26 year<* am n * r.

in 1450 to the remnants of the EnSimv T*«nJ"
ttle ?T

?
n

another column should be erectef on t£"fcteto^"r?" ^e
commemorate the departure of DukeW^X SL"1™8

f
to

the conquest of England. Various cirenm.?^.. t Mt
?^
d for

the execution of thSt project* we cannowMaSe ttZ^tthe concurrence of Count Fouchere de Oo«;i
,t

>.thanks to

Cotmcil General, who has kind?y^«SriPus iroun?^
'£"

eminence The modest column which we efS? h^^n*"form the inhabitants, travellers and sailon. th% .J? ZM ln"

the hill, at the mouth of the Dives, ffiwUB " t^ °/
the fleet which conveyed his powerful army toV^,"

1

f'*,England having firat touched at St Valere It »ni '• °1
you that his army encamped for a month m ImI h lTVnd
embarking. The sojourn ot the tTo?p8 o? Duke wim^ !'

stated that he could
t

n
h
o
e
,'
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n
P-?du<>t'on. The secretary

!

g£.'«M theK^lSu^o^S^a^^jJ^r'inot prodnce what was not ind
\2X2SE&wk»^ac^uXSoH

WU""J' AO ""^ tu" precursor ot a more b«t».monument--' The Golden Book oftheConSfiby our care in the church of Dives; the FreSS?Society will have engraved on tablets of niaSTffthe church the names of the families tlSSSf
\V ilham in his perilous and audacious expeSS!
this is what I am happy to announce to ma*5next year to another ceremony, at which luffattend to render homage to the memory of tfcSAll the towns, hamlets, and communes of toma.A ormandy will wish to be represented at UuttaiZ
pious ceremony. Then, gentlemen, when nM
immense concourse assembled at our call tomml
tracted te the past; when we shall see artei
banners, communes with their flags, warriors, sata
magistrates, the whole population, in fact roan*
to the illustrious Normans of the l!th center, «»t
with confidence—' Patriotism is not extinct in F»»
been asserted, and though it may smoulder,iria
always when the proper moment arrives.'

*

The following is the inscription on the I

" Au souvenir du plus grand evenement hi

annales Normandes, le depart da Doe Qdm
Batard pour la conquete de TAngleKw

Pendant un mois la flotte du Due G

dans le port de Dives, et son ann^opi**
quante mille homines, campa dawi»»i"|""«

de mettre a la voile." From the ax ***
the column has heen erected there isiffc^*>

embracing on the north the seaaiil^.i*

south-west the priory of Plessis-Grimoolt fl^v

and the hills of Vire; on the gonth,ft*M

church of Guibrog; and farther on, tki
**-*

Courbe, in the department of the Orue.

Jj*
1

perhaps, one of the most extensive in Xirt

Alleged Plagiarisms of Milto>*.-A***
Art Congress in Brussels, the Abbe Bron«*

priest from Holland, delivered an oratior

charged Milton with plagiarism ^]Tm
said:—"I have just touched a sensitive eoiUJ

was a great genius, and yet I shall dsretog
all the genius of Milton is due to one of AaWf*

to whom Holland, France, and Belgium Jg
monuments-I mean Vondel. All the idetfOtr^

Lost/ of Paradise Regained/ and of
'Sa^JJJJ

were
the time of Milton/ And not only has J»J
those subjects from Vondel, but he also

J 1 i__ __J X l_t«^ nrhnh X&

orig
Hi ?

Milton's works are those in which he

country tw
^

Yob*
from Vondel. I claim for our

for Antwerp this brilliant glory

Christian mind has expressed the same im

intervals of time. The world, however, n»

^p
rendered homage to really great men.

the day will come when it will do so. ^p?'
Physical Training.—Among we
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TSt the half-time system be more

fi. • frequent complaint by runaway

.^d vacrant children, that the work to

fi«t tint was really very painful to

iXn^biW aehool, might be gradually

*td^-to-ed to labour and exertion.

i <r.!ninc would remove or dimmish con-

&*rCi11

;S weakness. It is estimated

r£L rf .TleLt a fifth might be made to

^^d value of a hoy as a labourer in after

*3I?i£i aooivilent, in the mass, to the produce

JiS of additional food, clothes, or shelter, to

^P^Lm Drill is very strongly recommended
B

*
ent men, who give their testimony

** "*** €

ISrt It improves the health, the carriage,

* Tlien the character; sharpens the atten-

** l-
^!.Tlhits of obedience, promptness, regularity,

***!? ?,t «?ir F. B. Head writes:—"No— f*2K on" four legs or two, can be of

**"* *X workshop of man until he has been

"12LS divested of that portion of his natural inhe-

2?f!r3ud 'a will of his own.' What's the use of a

«?.5\rcr dta* either man or maid to milk her ?

„J^ me of a Lorse if he won't put his head into

aX or .uffer a saddle on his back ? A system of

«»UrT drill in our schools would prove so beneficial

St if once adopted, an undrillcd young man. like a

«T»nbroken horse, would be considered unserviceable

-I ihoaJtl consider a youth of double value," says Mr.

WWtworth, " who has had the training of the nature

of a drill- he attends to commands; he keeps every-

tfcjaw be has to do with in a high state of cleanliness

;

JHfeeU are corrected, and special qualifications brought

tff « We find the drilled men very superior," says

Mr. Fairbairn. "They are constantly in readiness for

tae protection of the country," writes Lieut.-General

Smw Kennedy. " Men are frequently required," says

lit. R. Rawlinson, C.E., " to use their strength in con-

cert, for which they must have confidence in one

another; I have frequently seen trained men weed

oat unskilled men where heavy lifting has been

required, because they dare not risk the danger arising

froo unskilled strength." Here, therefore, is a special

adrantage over and above the uses of education gene-

rally. I would not," said an eminent manufacturer,

• take leas than 7000Z. for my whole set of workmen in

nil—Qi for the uneducated, ill-trained, and ill-con-

ditioned workmen of the manufacturer opposite. The

itiarTiam of the educated men induces steadiness of

work, and comparative certainty in the quality and

quantity of the produce." " Why do you bespeak

ea&iren from the infant school in preference to others ?
"

an operative was asked : " Because they require less

beating, and they are sooner taught," was the expressive

rer. It is maintained in the papers that much
might be made of the existing means of education

>r a lytUm of union and consolidation and gradation of

schools, and a division of educational labour ; and with

improvements of this nature, and contemplating the

striking results of education in the district half-time

industrial schools for paupers—schools which are eman-
cipating children from hereditary pauperism and crime
by methods of training which might be so much more
widely adopted—" Men like us, past the middle period
of life," writes Mr. Chadwick, addressing Mr. Senior,

"might expect to see in a few vears a change in the

... „itKA lutcuctcudi tuuui«iv/ii w* w.-~ r-r
poa, as great as any change produced by improvements
a physical science and art in our time."
The Tbiakgtjlation op Great Britain, France

axd Belgium.—A detachment of officers and men
•jnnecU-d with the Ordnance Survey, consisting
"toie^Hon. Lieutenant Delaporte Trench, a corporal

tappers of the Royal Engineers, left

pton a few days since for Boulogne,

lireck. and afterwards at 8L Patrh k't Catholic Church, Emu.a
Juvenal Leroy de Seram , vrt, Esq., of Arras, Franc
and grandson of the late Marquis de Serancourt, to Letitia
Bingham, eldest daughter of the late J. Gunning Ti t,

Esq., J.P., county Roscommon, Ireland, and grandnieee of the
late Duchesses of Argyll and Hamilton, Lady Coventry, and the
late Lord Clanmorris^-4th inst, a' St. Peter's, Pimlico, Captain
George Henry Seymour, R.N., C.B., second son of Admiral
Sir George Seymour, G.C.B.. to Sophia Margaret, eldest

daughter of the late Derick IIoste, Esq., of Rarwick House,
Norfolk—29th ult, at All Saints, St, John's Wood, the Rev
John Bansom, rector of Buslingthorpe, Lincolnshire, to

Hannah Jane, daughter of the late Hon. and Right
Rev. Dr. E. Grey, Lord Bishop of Here ford-29th ult.

at St. Matthias's, Richmond. Arthur Henry, fourth

son of the late John Batuer, Esq., Recorder of Shrewsbury,

to Lucy Elizabeth, fourth daughter of the late Right Rev.

Dr. Blomfield, Lord Bishop of London—3d inst, at Christ-

church, Hampstead, Samuel Gurnet, second son of the late

Sir Edward Buxton, to Caroline Louisa, second daughter

of J. Gurnet Hoare, Esq ., of Ham p-tead—29th June, at

Trinity Church, King William's Town, Cape of Good Hope,

Captain J. C. Tyuwhitt Drake, A DC, 2d Queen's Royal,

eldest son of the late Rev. J. Tyrwhitt Drake, of Araersham,

Bucks, to Emily Harriet Anna, only daughter of Majnr-

General D'Urban, of Newport, near Exeter, commanding In

British Kaffraria—27th ult. at Cbristchurch, Bay*water,

Robert Arthur Whittin.;. Esq., third son of Willi*!

Whitting, Esq , of Thoruey Abbey, Cambridgeshire, to Isabeu-a

Catherine Gregory, younger daughter of the late Dr.

Gregory, of London.

OOA.L MARKFT -Sept. 4.

Holywell, 15s. 6d : North Peltoe Gaa, lis. | Teafield
Bute*, 12s. Od. ; Walls Bad Acorn Close, lft* ; Walls
Eden, 16s.; Walls End Sheriff lOtt, * ftd. ; Walla
Fmmwellgate, 16a.; Walls Enl Hrtmn, is* ; Walts Bod
Pittington, 15e. 6d. ; Wall* End Rnesd't Ilcttcm, lea. M
Walls End Kelloe, 17s. Sd. ; Walls find Booth Hartlepool, ICe. 6d
Walls End South Kelloe, 16s. M. : Walls Bed Tnmde©
Thornley, lie. 1. ; Walls End Woodhouat Cleea, H*. ai.

;

Carway and Duffrrn Anthracite, 51a. 64. ; Carwayand Duffrra
Malting. Jis.—Shipe at market, 51.

BUTTER MARKET -Sept 6.

Fresh Butter .. .. H«. per

Second do. do. ISt. •

rork, 4«. id. to 5a. id. per 6 lba.

BRITISH WOOLS—1x>sdoh, Fains r. Sept. f.

Our trads conUnuee healthy, and a hk baateee* Is trans

acted at former rates.

DEATHS.—On the 27th ult, suddenly. In London, Thomaj
James Thomson, Esq., formerly of her MajesiVi Slth lvo«i .

and uncle to the present Lord Viscount Ranelagh—28th ult. at

South-down Hog- s. d ».

gea to 1

Ilav-hrecl ditto.. 15 — 1

[»own Ewes ..1 « — I

Kent Fleeces 15 —

5

I

I

• t

Leiceet Wethers 1

lltn .. 1

Ooi -lae l

Flannel Wool . 1

Blanket ditto ..

S to 1 4

«-15
ft — 1

0-15
• *

the Heath, Salop, Henry Carr, youngest child of Sir WILLIAM
Henry Clkrke. Bart , of 15, Eaton Dace South, aged 10 i

months—27th ult, at Wickham Court. Eliza, widow of the

late Rer. Sir Charles Francis Farnary, Bart, and youngest

daughter of the late Thomas Morland, Esq .
aged 79—29th

ult, at Ockbrook House, the residence of his father-in-law,

Edmund Yates Peel, Esq., of Fern Hill, Laugharne, Carmar-

thenshire, youngest son of the late Rev. G. H. reel, aged 85—

29th ult, at Laurel House, Putney, the wife of Major South-

well Greville, agc-i Bl— 23d ult, at her residence, Vcntnor,

Amelia Caroline, widow of the late JosEm Hadfimi-. Esq..

of Bonchurch, Isle of Wight, and second daughter of Major-

General Whit r., aged 85-28th ult, at 18, Dorset Square, Ann
Letitia, wife of Lieutenant-Colonel George de Sai-hmarez,

21st Madras Native Infantry, and youngest daughter of the

late Frederick De Lisle, Esq., aged 89—2d inst, at ^ illoughby

Hall, Lincolnshire, Mary Elizareth, the beloved wife of

Charles Alux, Esq., and second daughter of Wm Hammond,

Esq., of St- Alban's Court, Kent, aged 73-JSth ult. MajorTHOMAB

Armstrong, late of the 1 6th Lancers and 46th Foot, aged 04—

28th ult, at The Park, Bath, William M'Adam, Esq., of

Ballochmorrie Hourc. Ayrshire, Surveyor-General of Roads,

aged 58—1st inst, at Rochester. James 8mitii. Esq , for 25 years

an active magistrate of the county of Kent, aged 85 J

J
1**."

the same day, eleven hours previously. Isabella, his wife,

aged 74—26th ult, at his residence. Clarence Street, Gloucester,

George Hymeneur Loyegroye, Esq., Justice of the Peace for

the city of Gloucester, and Senior Surgeon U> the Gloucester

County Hospital, aged 34-3d intt, at his residence, 4. Dorset

Square, after a severe illness, John Oliver Hanson, Esq.,

aged 70—31st ult, at bis residence in the Palace Green, Ely,

the Rev. J. Griffiths, B.D., formerly Fellow of Emmanuel

College, Cambridge, and for 61 years Minor Canon of Ely,

aged S".»-27th ult, at Bath, the Rev. John Rogers Pitman,

M.A., Domestic Chaplain to her late Royal Highness the

Duchess of Kent, aged 79-24th nit, the Rev. Thomas Paddon

40 years vicar of Mattishall with Pattesley, county of Norfolk

—•/9th ult. at The Grove, Godmanchester, the Rev.
f

William

Pearse, rector of Hanwell, Oxfordshire, aged <5-31i* ult, at

the Rectory. Gosforth, Cumberland, the Rev Fravcis Ford

Pinper, for 26 years rector of that parish, aged 5< —30th ult at

his residence in Albany Street, Regent's Park, John Francis,

Esq , the sculptor, aged 81.

IJOPS—Ikiaoooa Marsst. Fwdat, Kept 6.

Measrs Tattenden 4 Bmtth report a eteady <

tivo trade dedns for Hope of all aeacrtptlooa at tv

Where picking has commenced the Yield ha* preeed oae-ihkd

lees than was expected ; both red and white mould U preedliac

through Middle Kent, and the clour of the aeejplea Cor the

most part will be low. Duty, HO.OOQL

KITROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 2.

The number of BeasU is about the eame aa on Monday last

:

trade is, however, very alack, and prices on the *«««• «*«•«

lower. We have a large supply of Sheep and a small demand ,

several remained untold, not* ^standing a disposition to

take lower prices. Lamb trade is worse. CaWes are >eeluna

about the same a. on Thursday. Prom OeYaaany and HeUaod

there are llfiO BeasU, 9140 Sheep, and Ift'Oalvea, from

Kootlaad, 65 BeasU: from Ireland, *00 ; and 5200 from the

northern and midland counties.

• d

Best ScoU, Here-
fords. *c. ,. i

BeHt tShort-homs 4

2d quality BeasU t

Best Downs and
Half-breda

Do. Shorn . .
i

6to4
4-4
—

S

to
10 to

• • • ft

J

Beet Long-wooli. .

Do. Shorn . .
4

Ewes 4 2d quality .

Do. Shorn . . *

Lambs .-5
I Calves . •

1 Plge •• *

d
to

fl —

4

— 4

—

S

10-4
4-4
Pigs, 670.

4

8
(1

Beaata, 6370 ; Bhccp n umw
Thursday, Sept. 0.

We have a shorter supply of BoasU than ^?»
Thureday hg.

Trade is slow, but some of the choicest kinds are making

rather more money. Sheep and Lambs are ^ *»£"£
plentiful. Trade 1. more active butjriceaiir. no .much

higher. A better clearance Is effected. The Calftrade is

rather better. From Germany and Holland ttare ere .0

Seasts, 1750 Sheep, and 164 Calves; from Spain, 120Bo%*U;

and 105 Milch Cows from the heme counties.

s d d

iWarfectjs

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac . . 4 6 to 4

Best Short-horns 4 4—4
2d quality BoasU 3 — 3

Best Downs and
Half-breda .. .. —

Do. Shorn -.4 10 — 5

10
8
8

• •

Beit Long-wools.

Do. Shorn . . 4

Ewe* A. 2d quality

Do. Shorn . - 4

Lambs . . • • 6

Calves .4
Pigs •• 4

d e d
to ..

8 — 4 10

I

— 4
— 5
— 4
— 4

10
8

I

rioM ; Sheep L Lambs, 7700; Calves, 265 ;
Pifs, 180,

and fix

**tt»e purpose of connecting the triansulation of
breit Britain with that of France and Belgium, in

**2«»tion with a commission appointed by the
**** Minister of War. The object of this conven-
000 a to substitute one meridional line for the three

°f Greenwich, Paris, and St. Petersburgh at

^rt in use in different countries, and thus to har-

T**"* tte maps of all countries. The party took over

°^P equipage for six men, consisting ot observatories,

rj^**** &c., packed in two ambulance waggons ; and
"V^Peeted to be absent from England about eight

j/Ty Ine connection of the French and Russian
^**** will be carried out by the officers ot those

COVENT GARDEN, Sept. 7.

Of both Vegetables and Fruit there is now a good supply.

Figs, Greengage Plums, Ap.des, and Pears still come from

thfContinent and Channel Islands, bat of the jet two there

is also a large supply of English grown pr*
!"J

e
-

,

P^ *?!
Beans are plentiful. Grapes and Melons abundant, r

>

rench

Betnsmay
P
be had in quantity. For PoUtues markets are

very heavy, and prices about the same as last week, ui

theitter manv sample, are still, however, diseased. Cucuin-

berV are very abundant. Cut flowers chiefly consist of

Orchids, Lily of the VaUey. Pelargoniums, \ lolets. Migno-

nette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Apples, perdoz.. 8d to Is

Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

j»er qr

Nuts, Cob, per pound., Is

IsOd

Pine Apples, per lb., 3* to 5a

Grapes, per lb., Is 6d to 4s

Melons, each, Is to 3s

Peaches, per doz., 4s to ioe

Nectarines, do., 3s to 6s

Pears, per dor., Is to 4s

VEGETABLES.

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d I

Artichokes, each 4d to 6d

Green Peas, p. quarUs to Is 6d ]
Beet, per dos.,1* ed

French Beans, per sieve, 2s t,d

to

MARK LANE.-MrM)AV, Sept. 2.

The supply of Wheat from Essex to this morning's market

w^very
P
Hmall, and almost entirely OI the net.-crop; that

7^31* ^„r*t*. and the whole must be quoted 2s. to 3a.

daf Utanight The demand lor

I to American descriptions for

SS? to^FraiV^rind these must be quoted fully Is to 2s. per

or
P
higher. The demand for other qualities .*ae »^Ujo4

we aV?unable to alter our qnotetfens. Maitmg Barley bm^s

W weeks rates, grinding qualities are rather dearer.Bean*

Sa^ 'JnaIteSin^^^^%^?^ ?*

par barret

Per Imperial QcAirriR. _ !«•_ »r|S« KenT S SuffolW. White 60-59 Rc4

-T^fine selected runs, .ditto 62-65 Red

a. a.

SO—

^

e • * • ••••*

BTRTne

to3s 6d
Broad Beans, p. bush, 2sGd to 3s

Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 80s

— per lb., Id to 4d

per cwt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d

CarroU, new, do., 4dto 6d

Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, 6d to 9d

Veg. Marrows, p. doz, lstols6d

Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2a

Onions, p. * sieve 4s 6d

Rhubarb, p. bundle, 6d to Od

Tomatoes, p. doz.. Is to 3s

Shallots, per lb., Sd to lOd

Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d

Endive, p. score, Is 6d

Horse Radish,p. bun.,ls6d to 4s

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2* to 3s

Parsley, p. 1 2 bunches, 3s to 4s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to id

55—67
Red ...

Malting. 1

36—58
Halting . 33—36

20—24
20—24
19-21

Bon *rs. B
*-«'er-ueneral Garnock, commaaamg at "«"^i, u« »
'^T^lat ult, at Charles Street, Eastbourne Terrace,

**, the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel A. T. Allan, 2d
letUaa.
^fhi^^va ««giment (King's Uwn uoracrcm; «» » «»..^^^.

Colciii
1

'

,
at Uy House, Charlbury. Oxon, the wife of Lieut -

Manni'
V P " Holloway, late Madras Army, of a son.

to rf/.
AGE8--On the 5th inst, in Westminster Abbey, the

danUt
c*Rnarvoi» to the Lady Evelyn Stanhope, only

SSrT ?
f the ^ri and Countess of Chesterfield-5th inst, at

-«eamu Church, Knightsbridge, Captain the Hon. Henry
^•y^ni FiTZMAURicE, late 72d Highlanders, second son of

srlsnH r..»... P^^ *.- u?„.« t.vo- nnlc child of

* •

- •

H\Y-Per Load of 36 Tnisees.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84* Clover, old

Superior do. (old) . . 88 100

Inferior do 36 50

New do 50 80

R0WCn
Cc»berlan7 Market Th«dat ,

Sept. 5.

rsg te^
Sup. Meadow Hay. . lOOstoll 2s IrArtor u ver

Sew Clover

Do. second cut

traw • •

90stol20s

. . 2? 34

Daym t Co.

I nferior do.

New do.

* 65 90

.110 1*
Straw

9u 4.'

josncA Bakkr.
f

Superior™™
an^r r̂̂ ver XM. t. 1>

Fine Meadow Hay H. to lu » ,

fgj* ~' .... 80 9

— Talavera .

Norfolk ,

40__70

rv°grlnd. & dis't:,* 26i to iu.'.Chtr.
;

37-40

I'S.. grinding and distUUnK '27-30

Essex and Suffolk 20-24

Scotch and Lincolnshire-Potato 2^-tt

-o^\™»—^.^
Rve
Rye-meal, foreign

Beans, Mazagan....34sw^. '^^r^' \Looped— Pigeon 36s — 4us. •*«*»:/.- M K«rri»fienl —
Psas, white, ^*/°d_VDt

- * «*" m=S r*gn . '35-S8- Maple.... -sto-s ^j (
_ How..

z For^gn'
;::::::^'iS3BC3^--*w-«
FnrDAY, Sept. $.

, --'* •„. th<» wither hea continued to be fine and
Since the 3Wh^/^"^Se lierveet ha. notbeen finiehod,

hot. In= * districts.where »JJJJ" mm^9tiaat and the
gieat progress ha. ^^eeSSctorv. tnTySTof Wheat

eet

In_ ^^^ JW English

been very active, both on the pert

«wr b, i^aton cquare, oir uluauk ,.
.
—— ---.

Juua Villiers, eldest daughter of the late

rf , and grand-daughter of the late Sir Robert
ult, at the Church of Holy Trinity, Walton

80
Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior .. .. —
Straw 32

•si

u

36

Inferior

jf w 2d cut

Inferior d.>.

New 1st cut

M 105
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and an advance of 6d. to Is. per barrel has been obtained here,

as well as in Liverpool and Glasgow. Jtsince Friday last 68

vessels have been reported off the coast. The floating trade

has been.£«*a,y*nd better prices have been obtained for Maize

tuft^ former is wanted for the Continent. The
'

i Wheat, foreign Oats, and American Flour

'een to a moderate extent, of all other grain

et was tolerably attended. English and fine

- Wheat continues to be in active demand for

,n . ,. xnprovement of Is. tofla. per qv., but other, and

p i , tele, qualities are neglected, and upon these it is

di ^^to obtain any advance. Barley, Beans, and Peas bring
Monday's quotations. The Oat trade is very firm, and in some
instances a trifling advance is obtained.

Arrivals from Aug. 30 to Sept. 6.

and Bar]
arrivals

'

this i

gmalX
i ~v«

Wheat.

2140 qrs.

Barley.

130 qrs.

3880

>>

»» 310

»

ft

Oats. Flour.

450 qrs.

10

21500

j>

)>

880 sks.

c 150 ;;

1 13610 brls.

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Sept. 3.—This morning's market has
been well attended both by local and country buyers, and a
good demand has been experienced both for the interior and
for France at an improvement of about 2d. per cental on
Wheat, and 6d. per barrel on Flour since Friday. Indian Corn
was in active request, and an advance of 9d. per qr. was paid
readily. Oats and Oatmeal dull of sale. Beans and Peas were
each 6d. per qr. dearer. Barley unaltered in value. The
market closes strong.

Beans. I Peas.Averages
July 27.,.

Aug. 3 .

.

— 10..— 17..— 24..— 31..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat.
( Barley,

f

51* 2d
51 3
51
50 3
50 3

52 6

51 1

30s Sd
28 3
30 1
30
32 10
34 1

31

Oats.

26sl0(?

24 11
25 4
25 11
26 1

24 5

25 7

Kye.

38s 5d
39 3
36 7
37 5
35 10
37 5

42.sl0rf

42
43
42
43
44

1
8
7
5

40s Id
39

I37 6 ' 43 1

38

37
35

34

5
5

10

37 6

Fluctuations m the Last Six Weeks' Averages.

1Prices.

52s 6d
51 3
51
51
50

2

3

J uly 27. Aug. 3.

J a
Aug. 10.

J

Aug. 17.

• •

I

Aug. 24. Aug. 31.

* *

• •

• •

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS. — Land-
owners and others interested in the welfare of the

Labouring Agricultural Class, may find Places for Young Men
of good character, by applying by letter to Mr. Bailey Denton,
52, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.

General Land Drainage and Improvement Company.
WANTED, FOREMAN of DRAINAGE WORKS.

—Written applications, with references as to character Library Dover Kent
for ability, integrity, and sobrietv, to be addressed to Mr.
Bailey Denton, the Company's Engineer, at No. 52, Parlia-
ment Stieet, Westminster, 8.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged,(single; practical

knowledge of Early Forcing, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen

Gardens. Good character. — A. B., 7, Queen's Road West,

Chelsea, S.W. -

fl ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; thoroughly
VjT practical in every department. Can manage Land, &c.

to any extent. Five years in last situation.—A. B., Messrs.

Dobson & Sons, Nurserymen, lsleworth, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child.

Can be highly recommended to any lady or gentlemen
requiring a thorough practical working Gardener ; has had 16

years' experience in first-class situations.—D., Mr. Nash, 4,

Upper Weymouth Street, Portland Place, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; understands the
T Forcing of Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, &c, and the

various branches of his profession. Can have an excellent

character. A single-handed place accepted.—A. G., Post Office,

Hertford, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), age 31.—Mr. Wackriix, of

Bowling Brock Farm, Wandsworth Common. S.WT., can
with confidence recommend a thorough practical and con-

fidential Gardener to any nobleman or gentleman.—Address
as above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married; under-
stands Early and Late Forcing, Plant Houses, Flower

and Kitchen Gardens, Pits, Frames, in all branches. Three
years' good character.—E. F. G., W. Cutbush & Sons, High-
gate, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical ; first-rate testimonials.

Three years' character from present and five from previous
situation. —W. Moore, High Elms Garden, Farnborough,
Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married; has a
thorough practical knowledge of Early and Late Forcing

of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, also the management of
Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Good character from the gentle-
man he is about leaving.—J. W., Southborough Park, Surbiton,
Kingston, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 36, married; has had
great experience in Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers,

and Vegetables, the routine of Kitchen and Flower Gardens,
the Erection and Heating of Hothouses, the improvement of
Pleasure Grounds, &c. Five years' good character.—S. S., Mr.
Veitch, Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where several men are kept.
—Middle aged ; has given great satisfaction in Forcing

Grapes and Peaches in Pots, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries,
Freuch Beans, Mushrooms, &c. High testimonials from a

! r^ARDENER^A^
frmifc

\Jl tica]

Eight years

married

;

irom present
branch

ham Wood.Elstree^near Edgwar?V

w

Pl(**

GARDENER.-An empW^
his late Gardener to affiu2* *

good trustworthy intelligent ServS Tsix years, and is well versed in ever* fX. Y. Z
, 43, Corn Markg^ Oxford.

y *"*

Gentle^

r, '

SeVer*l TMft
^mertonCoo^

offer his services to any noblemJT^ "

thorough practical Gardener. Good Win?Z77
and ability can be produced from hte bSSSS?
J. Parr, The Gardens, Fairford Part; p££|g
/^ARDENER^T^r^an

1

^^,
country establishment is anxious to J;ion for his Gardener, who tDoroaeMT

profession, and would be an acquisition tnL -
extensive establishment. His Wife ?«.

a Zjjf*

woilyJjS'

To Noblemen and

Gr
aes»j?j£?_ z

q™<° *<£ sjsa b^t

would undertake the Wash

To Noblemen and Gentle*
rXARDENER.—A highly practical!V^ Man is now completing his presentenstxm*
at liberty to enter upon a new one the lattereZ
month. He has extensive knowledge in tbe2^

WANTED, a good practical WORKING HEAD
GAKDENER in Shropshire, age about 30, married,

without family. He must thoroughly understand the duties
of the Kitchen Garden, and have a fair knowledge of Flowers.
Garden about 2 acres. Cottage within the walls. Coal and
Vegetables allowed. Wages 40f. per annum. None but those
holding the highest characters need apply.—References as to
character may be addressed to J. C., Mr. Thompson, Fish-
monger, Newport, Shropshire.

wANTED

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, without
incumbrance; understands his business in all its

branches, a good Accountant, and has aknowledge of Land and
Plantations. High wages not so much an object as a
comfortable situation. Well recommended.— R. A, Post
Office, Bilbrough, near York.

ARDENER (Head).—Scotch ; age 30, married^
no family. Has had much practical experience in Grow-

ing and Forcing Fruit, both in England and Scotland. Prac-
tically understands his profession. Can be well recommended.—D. B., Gardener*' Chronicle Office, W.C.

yji uai uciuug, ju^iuiuug IUC J OlCmg 01 frill

He is also a first-class Grower of Plants, and toW^
cessful competitor at the London and other B*£
Exhibitions, and is also a very efficient KitckaSB
Gardener, having had considerable experience atJw
and Erection of Horticultural Buildings ofvariwi32
descriptions.—Highly respectable recommend^!
ferences will be given by Messrs. E. G. Hum*
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, Sf.

ARDENER (Second or Thieb HmUii
man's or gentleman's family.—Age 18; good sau-

Ar B., C, Frederick Street, Wandsworth Koad, Coptic

GARDENER (Under).—Age 26, single, hi
good character.—J. B., 20, Grange Rod,

!

Road, Kentish Town, N.W. ____

GARDENER (Ukdbe) or FOREMAN,^*
—Mr. Elphinstone, Gardener, Raton H£ i»

can with confidence recommend his Foreman to ujpnt
or Gardener in want of such.

'To Nurserymen.

GENERAL FOREMAN oe SALESMAN.-,;

married ; has a thorough knowledge of t

Good reference given.—J. C., Mr. Wilks, Cemetery,

of
r? take the In-door Department of a Nursery m thTSorth I GtoU^KEEpIr^a^L^f " y °S?

K
,
*?*

England. He must have had experience in the Pronation V? H°USEKEEPER.--Has * thorough practical knowledge
Hard and Soft-wond^ ar^^lmL^ d™ 1^^1

I «J
^« Profession in all its branches; can manage Land and

Stock. No single-handed place accepted. Five years' good
character.—A. B., Gould's Coflee Rooms, 77, Waterloo Road,
London, S.

of Hard and Soft -wooded Greenhouse Plants, Roses, Rhodo-
dendrons, Conifers, &c—Address (not later than Thursday
morning), giving reference as to ability and character, and at
same time salary expected, to X. Y., 7, Falcon Street, City, E.C.

WANTED, as WORKING GARDENER, about 12
miles from London, a quiet industrious Man, who

thoroughly understands Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens m^—mr^mummmrrmmm. cwb rou vrcnww. xxigmy re-

£h nl • °U?ir
He WOuld b£vexPected to look after a Pony ' commended by present employer, who will give satisfactory

™f?i
hMS m th

^
summer months, and make himself generally reasons for leaving his service.—John Robinson, Gardener,

GARDENER (HEAD).--Age 35, married; thorough
practical knowledge of Gardening, having had extensive

experience in all kinds of Forcing, the successful cultivation of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns and Orchids. Highly re-

LAND-STEWARI) or BAILIFF.-Age$#
has had considerable experience in tbeEastanOjJs

and is thoroughly acquainted with the best mttifrffl—

I

the Rearing and Feeding of Stock, Drainage, fc iJ"J"
to responsible management. First-class referewi-J.fls*'

Temple End Farm, little Thurlow, Suffolk.

AND STEYVARfToB BAIL1FM.
experience in the 3Ianagement of LadedFt^M^T

Stock, and in general Agricultural buanwaJJJJJJ
and would be happy to devote his praetiypg^L M
interests of any gentleman requiring his B^S^,
acting under a Head Stewjfd, or as Manager»^V
pation. The highest references can be give^-i

Mr. E. Stanford. (5, Charing Crosa^LonaW^^^

AND STEWARD or BAILIFF (ag^*

useful. He would be provided with rooms in the winter only:
and would take charge of the Cottage. Must be married, and
with small or no family. Wages, 11. per week.—Apply by
letter only to H. , care ofMr. Shaw, 27, Southampton Row, W. C.

WANTED, a SALESMAN a*d PROPAGATOR
^ ,,

ln a ^rovincial Nursery.^A steady, married, middle-
aged Man preferred. No one need apply who has not a general
knowledge of the business.—L. O., Messrs. Hurst <fe McMullen,
6, Leadenhall Street. E. C.

'

Thomas Butler, Esq., Burley, near Leeds.

WANTED, a PACKER.- Apply at William
-n ^ «Bu,

LL '

8 Esiablishment for New and Rare Plants, Kind's
Road, Chelsea, S.W. ' 6

GARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-
man.—Age 35, married, no incumbrance ; a thorough

good Gardener, and underitands the Management of Pines,
Vines, Peaches, Exotic, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen
and Flower Gardens, and Replanting, Altering, and Laying
out New Gardens. Twenty-three years' experience. The highest
reference can be obtained from his apprenticeship.—W. R.,
Gardener, Hatchlands, near Guildford, Surrey.

A gentleman wishes to obtain.af*%Lp*
who has been in his and hi<* lata tathef-s

«BE* y.
Thoroughly acquainted both with Light if™^
having Farmed in different counties; is agooow^
Sheep, &c. ; a good Accountant, aDd stncuyi«>o« g

worthy. Wife has also had the managementjm «
rf fc

Poultry. Can produce testimonials from.^
T
TrI*

highest respectability in the neighbourboocL-^*-^ t
Norton, Hoggart, & Trist, 62, Old Broad Sere*

«-

change, London, E.C.

To Noblemen and Genttanffl-

T AND STEWARD ob
h^2j

able Man has just left a first-class enfWg* &+
u v,« i.«„ ^^a fnr. +iia i ast 20 years, anu

"^^0

»!

TXTANTED, as SHOPMAN in a London house, one
tU We

l
a
f
cl^t0

A

med to the Wholesale and Retail Counter
irade.- Apply by letter only to F., 48 a, Moorgate Street, E.C.

WANTED, a GENERAL SHOPMAN willing tomake himself uaeful. Must have a good cbnracterand thoroughly understand the Retail Seed Trade.-lIdreSby letter, stating salary, &c, X. 1, Gardeners' CAriiwt OffirT'

over 6000 acres of Arable Pasture ana ""^-^ed **:
quantity of which has been successf^uy^^^ oot rf

"J

/^ARDENER (Head).-Age 32, married; is a first- ^J^^^^^^^^d^J^
KJT rate Grower ofPines, Grapes, Peaches. Melons/^c, and has ! g"SS?wSd the BuyinJ%d Selling of all

J«g
obtained many Prizes at the London Exhibitions ; thoroughly

! fo^he FstaU ' and beSping of the Ag^^JLg
practical in all branches of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gar- y Y f ™L??* Post Office Kingslan^ii^
dening. Fifteen years' practice. Has lived 10 years in some

I

-*• Y-> Dawson e Post^^^^^^
of the first Gardens in England, and five years in the situation
he is now leaving. Can be highly recommended.—Messrs.
Cutbush, Highgate Nursery, London, N.

.Without
im«Dk3=5STEWARD or BAILIFF.

has had great experience in —
Draioag* ^J.

and Pasture Land. Plantations, Woodj
;J^sdWfJ

North and South of England l?*™1^ highest M*^•*

WANT P lACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.S FA ,

begS t0 mform Nurserymen and
of E 6 fiSif (1

5W? of ^'recent Advertisement

^'for'^XT^J^^ aQ ^SWment with that

from ZZ $ ^
ea3 he is now °Pen to receive an offer

im ^Z^TJt^ T
radVexc« theirs), and that S

'eflTthlm 7 V£Z
e amp

o
and "factory masons for having^ert thcm.-j. Edwards, Gardener* Chronicle Office, W.C.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

G^R
i^

N
r

ER
u
(FlT-CLASS

>'
a^e 42

>
rcarrie^ ^ Jth

g£a£J?T ^^-"PoD^i.K Elphinstone, for 11 years^dener to Sir R. ghafto Adair, Bart., at Plixton Hall

«Pwaro^,f on
™* ?

f a th
,
oro«ga practical man. H.is had

FoS 5low«r
y
»
ni

i*
COn8^. Practice in Ear,y and La<»

pSSSous ?L p
Ult

V
and El

i
Chen Gardens; Nursery and

BuM,?«f ; th,rliff
reCfc

i
0n a2ld HeatiD* of Horticultural

pC- LStaJttfrr wqwrettenta on economical princi-

S*to?£g
tE? T G^°unds .

*c. Can be highlv

^PPlylaaoo^
mOSt eminent Horticulturists ofttS

To Noblemen and Crentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—An intelligent and practical
Man is desirous to meet with an engagement as above, or

combined with the entire charge of an Estate, being acquainted
with the Agricultural and Horticultural departments ; is also a
competent Surveyor, Valuer, and Designer.—Any gentleman
or extensive proprietor requiring such, will meet with due
references on application to Messrs. B. G. Henderson & Son
Wellington Road Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 28
single; has a thorough knowledge of Vines, Stove and l£"

ACU
i" Y

uslu^w"^f The Cultivation "'"Ztfff,*!
Greenhouse Plants and Gardening in all its branched Three ' »gt hadS expe^nce in N<^k*S3<!
years' character.—H. M., 3, Rose Terrace, Lee, Kent, S.E.

* expww
. t^a tW *T?LaW:

wortn ana soutn or zmgmuu , * «-— _.-
bi£fbes

and the general Parochial Business. i» ^^ p^c

and references given.—A. 3., &*'

Piccadilly, W. ___-—
To Noblemen and^> *'

BAILIFF.-A Younpr Man «^ufi:
ence in Norfolk.-A. Z.

1
Jos^S^-^

To Ho«««.««.^^I,^
%

G Aare 25, single;
thoroughly practical. Highly recommended by present

employers. Two years' character.—A. B., Post Office, Bich-
mond, Surrey, S.W.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Thorough practical knowledge of his pro-

fession
; capable of taking the entire management of a gentle-man s Estate.—M. B., Post Office, Battersea Rise. 8.W.

princi
recom-

|/^.ARDENER(HEAD)orGARDENERANDBAILIFF
V_J —Age 29 ; good practical experience, both in Gardening
ai

-?i ?J
mingr

^
nd Measurement of Timber. Good references,

with three-and-a-half years' character. -J. B., Mr. Stephen
k cord, Pevensey, Sussex.

Farm ; is a good Judge^—— ' Farm being |- _
situation in consequence of the t! ^ bejj. t %t

ferences as to competency ™<^%&lwW- ,

will take the management of uanj —
verton, Stratford-ou-Avon.

Land, *c. Wife can^teoa «*%~ W*attend

years' good character

near Slough, Bucks.

Post

1 T *

SHOPMAN.
ofthe Trade.

To Seedsmen-

.Ten years' esgg^
T. Z., C. White s,HiUW
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P OTO

Drapery Depot, and Cheap Stationery Warehouse, 308, Hi
Hoi born, W.C. Trade supplie i ; Agents wanted.

ft

M
- . „ k nnantitv of Government Bell Tents

TpnV kC.-A q»
w/for Rifle Companies, Cricket

•t Mi
2. Sck'Sd Hay Cloths, Ropes, «fcc Prices on

ato^^JZu^sos. S5 .
Norton Folgato, X.E.

SS^^PITKNT^AWN MOWERS have
i

!"' r*- * . \.*-t and have carried off every prize

I

LT^j^ier to work ana less name to gee out 01

- !*k«r TAwn Mowers extant.

"Ci-Yiit. nmY be had of Thomas Green, Smith.

^^crtuTueS
™
or

2

'
vict0lia Street

>
Holborn mu

.

ft ^JW Machines repaired and made as good as new.

f
~y w~~T"

-
MO~R7roTN ITS ca,

i am *m
^ Btudnfihau Buildings, Leeds.

Oaivanised Iron Water Cistern

ft* Go** Houses. Ac., to contain 50 gallons 26* ; 80 gallons,

£Offend 140 gallons, 37*., and fitted with tap, keeping

ff^i' Dtrfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode,

of all sixes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps

Timid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 80s.

$2. M. each ; Tail Pipe for came at from lOd. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows

ktete or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 85<. 0<£. each.

T"BS"1K1SU WASHING MACHINE FOB thf.

MILL1 —Provisionally Registered on the 1st day of

"!,j.mijcr, 1860. " The perfection of Machinery consists not

teaeMnp&efttion of appliances however beautiful, but in rigid

mmmwi" It can be made from 20.?. to 30s. to suit from 12 to

M fa tW"y, and has not been inaptly termed "The Poor

Mm"! Machine." As a trial is the best expression of its utility,

w judge for themselves without incurring much ex-

iag 2t. 6d. for the Design and Directions for making

iad mmg the same. Also a Model and Testimonials of its sur-

nVmg efflciency may be had Gratis, if required.—Address

JJoKhxt, C.E., Brook Lodge, Roscommon.
Agents appointed on liberal terms.

BdFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE
—"My terms of delivery as usual—A month's trial

before payment—a severe ordeal for

a domestic machine, but which I

have now the greater confidence and
pleasure in submitting to intending

purchasers."

New Improvements in Bradford's
Washing Machinery.

Tt is with pleasure that I give pub-
licity to the improvements and addi-

tions made in my Washing Machines
during the last few months.
My original Machine has now been

the \ra,blfc four years, during which timo and experience

^Z* i^rfy *etted it, and while proving its excellence, have also

•qttytod improvements, both in construction and mechanical
the result is, the labour of working is reduced to the
possible minimum, whilo the efficiency is increased,

AKE ONE TRIAL.—H S.& J. £ m, So.Grace-
- :hurch Street, E.C. (adjoining Spread Eagle), sell choics

TEAS from the chest, as imported, at wholesale prices.

Private warehouse and no shop—small profits and small
expenses.

A List of prices tree on application. Orders by post with
a remittance or reference punc tually attended to.

A UC E.-LEA and P I BR 1 K
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitations of

their world-renowned
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers sh< I

Ask for LEA A PEIilUXS' 3AT7CB,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be

"THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE."

***Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietor!,

Worcester ; Messrs. Crosse k. Blackwell, London, &c, &><

and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

Prize Medal, PariTExhibition 1855.

METCALFE, 151NtJLi;V, and CO.'S New P.. orn

and Penetrating Tooth B' unbleached
HairBrushes, Improved EleBiiaudCloUieslJruahoa.anil^euuluo

Smyrna Sponges ; ami every description of Brush, Comb, and

Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search tin light?

between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose.

M., B., & Co.'s new and delicious perfumes the Fairy

Bouquet and the Oxford amd Cambridge Bouquet, In bottle*

2*., 3*. 6d., and 5«. Metcalfe's celebrated Alkaline To

Powder, 2s. per box.

Sole Establishment, 130b and HI, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d

doors West from I folios 8treet, London. W.

FENDERS, STOVES, FIRE-IKONS, and
CHIMNEY PIEC —Buyers of the above are requested,

before finally deciding, to visit William 8. Bubton

SHOW-ROOMS. They contain such an assortment of

FENDERS, STOVES, RAMI I CHIMNEY PIECES, FIRE-
IRONS, and GEN KRAI. IRONMON' f as cannot be

approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty

design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright 8 os, with

ormolu ornaments and Wo sets of bars, 3?. 15*. to 10*. ;

Bronzed Fenders, with standards, 7*. to 51. 12a; Steel Fenders,

21. 15s. to 11/. ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 15i. to

18L; Chimney-pieces, from 11. $*. to 801.; Fire irons, from

25. 3d. the set to 4L 4*. The BU RTON and all other PAT1
,
N T

STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates.

T HE

ileticn of the Enghai Qy
> day Is

i
-Led. \ . i. >, j.r.

E N G LISU ( i

OP ARTS AND
l L

. HI

This Vol nine .i..i. thel»vuk» of ArUai
• m entire Work.

Part 22. Trice 2a <W„ was published on the 1st u.

Di t Eva 11. Bouverie Street, 1 Hkn

Mr. Darwin'E New Work.
Raadv, a New Edition, with nMMnm «ad c

poet 8vo. 14«.

h.W

BV MEANS oT
va f or
\f CKAaun

ON the OUUilN of Sl'ECIi>.
NATURAL S FLECTION ; or, Tim.

Favoctbd 1U< sk Bthooquc roa Lifb.

Dakwis. m. a . r.its,

Alto by the same Author, 10tl outand
]

A NATURALIST'S VOVAUK NI> THE
WOBLD

.7. Muwuy, AH-.. trect. W.

8ro. w

B

\ bePnblielMd

Tlf |,\Xli DRAIN .K A(T OF lmi. rtk an

Im Mm eod^Fertne. By T<«oiii— tmmm,

1 V. •'

0.

Tlon dayls publktod in 6fn. wt*
price 12i. ^_

Till: roRKSTS am. HARK )F SOUTH
INDIA .. i hn, M.l» . I LS., OuUillWfcil

Of For Is, Mi m Fret- ncy.

i i:\Vir.Il.AM l^eejdk >tr»t» S.O.

New Work on Flower GardMU.
.1 ust published, price )«a W. #

THE LADIES' ASSISTANT hi V IA-

TION ok Tin I ! atam

20 distiti deeigns of various dimenilofis, »»es

on ^ ic, si od to . prteai KKidlng or <5r.
,

Sty with bi eel H the ffttMB ;
t» wb)eb is

I * List of the cb m and «t faehionable FlanU U

purpose. Al o is give <• most iutcr

l,r If .act Plants for iu«. -."ofteTal or RngftfcFIower

';.\r.ien. B sin a Major & hou, Lesdsoape Qmmmmm,
nowsth-'ri.e. near IjOC'I-, Y<»rkshirc.

N I; The Work may bo had direct from the Auth. .stfrea.

L' Qn ' L ma> A Co., Paternoeter Ro«, B.C.

No. 17 ared PlatesX prtoe U 6rf„

TIH-: FLORAL MAGAZINE i
com] t

atid Descriptions el Popular Garden Flower. EdUwl
i .a.. n«_ II II I ...v.«.i. .iv M.iiiWt ..( !

*•*

BEDSTKADS, BATHS, and LAM TS.—William ^Ythe"
'»-«-'**»••" ,.Vk,u.,m» t\m> i>r*»iuiuiby Jami>

S. Burton has SIX LARGE SHOW ROOMS, devoted AndM

compactness and convenience of detail in the arrange-
~ for both Washing, Wringing, and Mangling attained,
at once wins over prejudice, and secures the congratula-

•w« ?y customers in a manner to cause me regret that
Jjwemnes of my original customers (to whom I am so much
"HIMid; do not possess the same advantages.

Most obediently, T.Bradford.
«oa Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester

Fleet 8treet, London, E. C.
^jggfgMjueen Street, Salford, Manchester.

H1TE AJO) «OU^D TEETH are indispensable

mm LSL?1*00*1 fraction, and to health and longevity, by
jrroj*^mastication of food. ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or

tlue

si^ii::

••boa.

alue in preserving and beautifying the Teeth,
mg the Gums, and in giving a delicate fragrance to

It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes
Pient decay, and polishes and preserves the
«ch it imparts a pearl-like whiteness. Price 2a 9d.

fanen* ??
I
J
atton Garden, E.C. ; and by Chemists and Per-

" Rowlands' Odonto."

KE
il?n\

(i
'

s PERSIAN INSECT DESTROYING
t^^. 5~^DER. PfinUwr T\nrra n*A HUnta n Y-o Affftp.t.ll all

V

Jofrom Fleas

exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY oJ Lamps, Baths,

and Metallic Bedsteads. The stock of each is at once the

largest, newest, and most varied ever submitted to the public

and marked at prices proportionate with those tliat have tend.

to make his establishment the most distinguished in this

C0UI1
Beasteads, from . . . . 12a 6d. to £20 0«. each

Shower Baths, from . . 8 to 6

Lamps (Moderateur), from 6 to 7 7

(All other kinds at the same rate).

Pure Colza Oil 4* Per g*110"*

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.—The most varied

assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on sale at William S. Burton's, at prices that are

remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. Three

and a half inch Ivory-handled Table Knives, wRh high

shoulders, 12*. 6d. per dozen ; Desserts to match, 10*.
,
U W

balance, &L per dozen extra; Carvers, 4a 3d. per pan- ;
large

sizes from 20*. to 27s. 6d. per dozen ; extra fine Ivory, na ,lt

with Silver Ferrules. 30*. to 50*. ;
White-bone Table Kn ves

6* per dozen ; Desserts, 5*. ; Carvers, 2* 3d. per pair
;

.Black-

horn Table Knives, 7*. 4d. per dozen ;
Desserte, 6*. ;

Carvers,

?,Ti.; Back-wood' handled Table Knives and Forks, *.«
dozen Table Steels from la each. The largest stock m exist-

ence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks in cases and other-

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

TLLTAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-

, , N1SHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

had erratic and free by post. It contains upwards of 5'

mustrat ons of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver an

Electro Hated, Nickel Silver, and Britanma Metal Good

Dish Covers Hot Water Dishes Stove. Fenders, Marble

OMmnVv^^mtchen Ranges. Lamps, Gaseliers Tea Tray

Urnaand Ketles, Clocks, Table Cutlery Baths toUet Ware.

Ttmierr, Iron and Brass Bedsteads Bedding, ^.^^X
CabTnei Furnitvire, &c, with List* of Prum and Ptanj-of the

20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W
'

1 }**$ *,

and I Newman Street; 4, 5, and 6, Perry s Place, and 1,

Newman Mews. London.

.rbwb. V R H S. ... 'i^ A «M«
li lllusti d Monthly Serial having just ooropletea ns

first volume, commence! second under different atugwea, a

new Editor and a now artist-tho former t lOtougi. l tort^,

and a most accomplished and nroliftc writer on subject* in

which iV.rista most delight; the lattat the very prince ot

flor lelincators."—Qo**i. the Garden.

Lovell Reeve. 5, Henrietta Street, ' nt l en, W.C.

Now ready, post Svofc1
' „r,x-r^T«.r.

MKNTONB and the RIVIERA as a \MMER
I, SCI.. By J. L >ct. M.D., Physician-

Accouchcur to the R il Free Jl.wpitaL

John < \iu uchill, New Burlington Street, ^

w

hTf!!*
and a11 othcr Vermin with which they are

aa? £? above Powder, which is quite harmless to

%*1^2-

V

16
.
Farmer, the Gardener, or the Sportsman,

iM^fcTX™ lt inv^«able. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,
/***> and everv nthnr sr.np.ifls of Insect are also
Octroyed.

9da »«
Jea-

Hertfchu?
e
H.'
U

»
2s

-
6d -> aTld 4«- 6tJ- ""^ or Post free for

OLLi_. t" ize for 3fi tv.Gfam. ^mnc Kr, t».miii* Kpatino.

N
mmLK^Fl?* 36 Postage stamps, by Thomas Keatiso,

fw^^ ~ Church ^ard . London. B.O.
Jh^ MKlHoIToF CURING DISEASE without

Beiifcijrv
1 aoctors and their drugs, by studying the laws

Q
(
->ature.—invalids cannot too carefully avoid pills,

*Jw Drops," "concocted" for gain, and other

Sr^Pes, as they all contain mineral poisons which

IjjrJJU^6 fibres or coating of the stomach, and thus

V ready, Third Edition. .-». t*»* poet 8vo,

cloth. 7*.
. .

THE CLIMATE of PAT: with a Description of

the Wa1 Places of the Pyrenees, and of the Virtues

their respective Mineral Sources in Disease. By Alexa>d«

Taylor, M.D., E.HS.B.
% ,. t -. , w

John Chubchiu^ >ew Burlington Street, w.

This day, exquisitelyll,Ufitratcd » I>rice U- %• ^JVw
AL L ROU N 1) the W R L D.

An Illustrated Record of vages, Tmv^s and Ad ven-

tures in all parts of the < d by W V Awswomh,

p. r i Office. 122. Fleet Street, idon. W.C.

TNTERNATiaNALKXHllillh >N.—Justpublishod,

J price ]«., Some Account oi the Bulldlafi designed <or the

International Exhi of isr.2, and future Decennial Exhi-

bitions, v Illustrations ends Map.
, .... r,..t_»

Chapman & Ham., 1 9Z, Piccadilly, * . ; and all BookeeUer*

and Railwav 1 .
— .

TOVKKNMKNT SCH' h OP MINES,
Jermvn Street, I>ondon, 8.W.

m r-SirR »ick I. Murch»«, D.C.L.. lw.

The tus for the Sess.on, commencing v^^inAL
will be sent on application to the Registrar. The Coursesof

instruction embrio. Chemistry \>y Dr. \\»™">™££l
bv Prof. T- ll; Natural IL ry, by Trot "^^
Geology, by Prof. Ramsay ; Minerslofiry and Mining by Mr

WABiSoVo/ Smyth ; Metallurgy, by R. Percy ;
and Applied

Mechanics, by Prof. Wilus. ^^^ r^ r^u^
HE LIVERPOOL and LOS'lXJN FIRE a5D

LIFE A> RAKCE COMPANY. S^SSS^^SSimm
r^^Tv -Trips after Health, by Dr. Thomson-meitapuia , 0ffiw8.1( Dale Street, Liverpool; 20 and 21, Poultry, London.

Ke " VultX" Cba!». HI. and lV.-Gcms FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pen and Pencil Sketches of the Picturesque ;

No. III. Roches-
{ Premiums exceed 810,0001., and place it.m the

te7c^ie-The Round of Wrong ;
Chap. ^^Y^Xs-M, nriKlass of Fire Offices. Its literal,

'-J*

I™!*** £
-Parlour Occupations. Glass Pamting-Dainty ?»s»«^l

.

r
; ,

settling claims have been established m the
J^"*

1

^ " «

Flooded tint, oi iue ^,* ,
™^ v* , f . n_ tha (''i'rar Heiress

Social Progress-A Night ot Misery-The_ Cigar ntorr-

Ilhistrat:

1

London : Waro & Lock, 1 ah, Fleet I n

•evioVC^J^ncuiable, but
t
acting in accordance with the

SB7J?crs '. na8 ' by God's Blessing," been restored

^"•fteepte

r r
'Jfei

.
., .

Mm***
<!?

%,«th
, ir_r # ._ __

•U^piB JJ Vure ^vill be sent on receipc of name, address, and

^R^n^^'hh-essCapt. Charles, 3, James Cottage,

j v '^crsmith. London. W. __—U bi 5°!ll,,S RiKfi FLUID MAG.NEMA has
J^ahnng 25 years, emphatically sanctioned by the
*""

RA*I??
n, ftnd universally accepted by the Ptiblic, as

*7™«ay for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

^**e oon.«?V aild Indigestion, and as a MUd Aperient for

^•fcmed[wtiu ^ moro especially for Ladies and Children.

NftteUe Effl
tbe Acidulated Lemon Hynip, it forms an

*!~ '•soiPg Draught, in which its Ai>erient qualities

i^-^LTJtr86*1 - ^'«ring Hot Seasons and in Hot Climates,
^** lrfihly i^6 P f

.

tuis fiiniple and elegant remedy has been

t*5^p*tured (^k kbo lltmost attention to strength and
*f*fc -j/ . ^^bford & Co., 172, New Bond Street,
'*>Wkpb^ '

and ^d °y all respectable Chemists throughout

On October 1

rpiLE POrCaSrSSS^i* - sj

the diameter of risks, that high rrw
LIFE VEPAmMST^

AccximaiMU^
The Annual Pre-fams exceed UMK ^^ Accumaiaow

Reserve in this department is .
'»,uwt.

JiB^ RESounr?>- ^.^
TIJj; ruriJUiLA ° îr;t^"

f
.;Thc Earth Worm an. j^ invested funds of the'Company eximd 1,260.00» Wi

by James S.-nfrrisov An her ot x
*

f bcside<, otbw Ihbfiity of Ftoprif** to unhmited
r«„«« Flv " "Thft Honcv Bee." kc ContainiuK, ....,«*«« Rot-tt

frShV

Hmise'Flv,"
<4 The Honey Bee," &c

interesting and instructive matter— F G s F.S.A.,

Corn. By Professor James Buckman, F.L.. .
i-.u.

&c , Illustrated by the Author. Q F-R .-

Ttte CBOWK Animaltl-le. By p'.1
,/ engraved by Tuffen

with Illustrations by the Author, eng

West, F.L.S.

The Daisy. By
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fleer. It declares that no extraordinary credit has

bet* opened for naval armaments and the building

of ships, which are, it says, continued this year on

the usual scale and within the limits of the xegular

budget.

A despatch from Madrid states that Spain, in

o »nj unction with England and France, is about to

intervene in Mexico by sending troops into that

country from Cuba. The negotiations between

Spain and Morocco are still without any result.

from Tennessee, that a battle took place at

Cape Girardeau, on the 27th, in which the Con-

federates were victorious. The Federal troops are

retiring in great numbers from Harper's Ferry

;

the Confederates are in full possession of Bailly's

Cross Roads, and are concentrating upon Washing-

ton from so many points, that a battle on the

Potomac is considered imminent. A report from

St. Louis states positively that General M'Ctjlloch

is marching on Jefferson city with 10,000 men

while theWashington papers intimate that an onward

The Emperor of Austria on Sunday received the movement will shortly be made by General M'Clel-

deputation bearing the address of the Lower
House. His Majesty in his reply said that he

was faithful to the Constitution, and that the

Lower House, in adopting his principle that the

provinces should possess legal autonomy, but

should be bound together in a natural unity,

lan, who appears to have succeeded in restoring the

discipline of the Federal army. A powerful naval

armament, including numerous gun boats, manned

by 4000 men, and mounting 100 guns, quitted

Old Point on the 26th ult., under the orders of

Commodore Strixgham, the troops being com-

on the coast of North Carolina which have

had likewise conceived that such an autonomy ;

manded by General BrjTLER.^Its destination was
should only be limited by a conscientious fulfilment

j
kept a profomia secret, but it is understood that

of the common duties towards a powerful integral
! it ig inten(ied to close the numerous inlets

monarchy. To carry out these principles against

those who did not respect them was certainly a kitherto aff0Tded a secure shelter to the privateers,
necessity, which he hoped, however, to confine

1 Martial law has been proclaimed in Missouri, and
withmthe narrowest possible limits. It is reported

j

the slaveg of insurrectionists in that State are to
at Vienna, that the Archduke Eegnier has: befreed# it is understood that President Lincoln

will not recognise the neutrality of Kentucky, but

is willing to await the action of the Kentucky

Legislature before forcing the State to declare its

position. President Lincoln's recent proclama-

tion forbidding any person to land in the United

States without a passport is not to affect travellers

between Canada and the United States.

A telegraphhic despatch in anticipation of the

Calcutta mail of the 8th August informs us that

accepted the mission of going through Hungary in

order to communicate to the Emperor the wishes

of the population. The Cardinal Primate of

Hungary arrived at Vienna on Monday, and had
an interview with the Emperor with a view of

effecting a reconciliation between the Government
and the Hungarians. As he returned to Pesth on

Wednesday it was reported that his mission had
"been unsuccessful, but it is now said that his visit

will result in the early convocation of the Hun- „ ... , , „ ,

garian Diet on the same basis as before, and that
fche cholfa ls committing dreadful ravages in

the Government will take the diploma of October
last as the basis of future negotiations with
Hungary

The anniversary of the coronation of the
Emperor of Russia was celebrated on Saturday
at Warsaw without any disturbance. At Kalisch
on the contrary, the people broke the windows of
the few houses that were illuminated, and hissed
the troops sent to disperse them. The official

accounts state that 18 persons were arrested, 12 of
whom were released on the following day.

The official organ of the Papal Government declares
the passage relative to Rome in Baron Ricasoli's '

note to be calumnious, and that it is unworthy of
the dignity of the Holy See to make any reply de-
monstrating the falsity of its assertions contained
therein. The Papal Government, it says, has
made an appeal to the representatives of the
Foreign Powers at Rome, and to the loyalty of the
French army, to testify to the falsity of the insinu-
ations contained in Baron Ricasoli's note. The
Turin papers announce that Christen, one of the
leaders of the brigands, has been arrested at
Naples travelling with a false English passport,
and that Maracco, the notorious bandit of Calabria'
has made his submission. On Tuesday the brigand
Chiatone, having received reinforcements from
Rome, attacked Castelluccio, near Sora, with 200
men, but was repulsed with great loss, and
retreated into the Papal territory. A meeting

Agra and Meerut, and that very bad accounts of

the indigo crops have been received from Benares

and Tirhoot. The Prussian Minister at Pekin is

making ineffectual efforts to negotiate a treaty

with the Chinese Government. Sa.n-ko-lin-sin

has been victorious over the Shantung rebels.

Affairs in Japan continue stationary, and Mr.
Alcock has not been molested on his overland

journey.

A renewal of the war in New Zealand is immi-
nent, peace with the natives being considered

hopeless. All the ships of war have been

Alice and Prince
thesack, and rode to the Dim Lcch'uir*

*
the head of Loch Muich. The Wi

8 -
Prince Alfred accompanied her Maieto

^
na-Guithesack, where their Royal Hi^*^^
for deer. ^"gnn^

The Prince of Wales on the 3rd V
Russborough Park, the seat of the Earirf
with a visit, and on Thursday, the5th.*i^
officers of the 3rd Light Dragoons, at then

*
the Curragh. On Tuesday last' his Rq^S? 1

performed the ceremony of presenting n2/5^
the 36th Regiment. On Wednesday tbTpS*
his departure from the Curragh, and dind2**l
ral Sir George Brown, at the Royal Honi
ham. In the evening his Royal HighuJJ,
at the grand hall of the Lord Major « tL"^
House. On Thursday morning his fod

-^**

accompanied by the Lord Lieutenant,*!

special train to Bray, and from thence £
House, where his Boyal Highness hoeoc

Meath with a visit. The Prince aftensvfcyj

to Lord Powerscourt, and viewed 'his da*.
well-known waterfall, returning after 1^
Dublin. In the afternoon the Prince leftlr

regal Lodge for Kingstown, where be

Holyhead on his way to the Rhine to

manoeuvres of the Prussian army. The ns?
tioned by the French papers that a marria»b

arranged between the Prince of Walea t&diV
Princess, the daughter of Prince Christian ofS»
Gliicksburg, is said to he without any fo

Prince Alfred.—According to present e*
ments, it is expected that Prince Alfred ii b
England for Halifax about the 20th init, n *
his ship, the St. George, on the conclusion if3b
of absence.

The Duke and Duchess op Montpdbu"

Duke and Duchess of Montpensier embarked cijc.-

at Falmouth, on board the Don Antonio Ullai

and sailed a second time for Santander ob

morning, with light winds and very fine

Duringtheir stay at Falmouth, their RoyilF

took a trip up the Fal, and the Duke pii.

Kynance Cove, the Lizard, Penzance, and tie

End.

The Channel Fleet.—Admiral Smart's ipfcj

consisting of the Trafalgar, Donegal, Hero, ftj»

Edgar, Conqueror, Aboukir, and Berenge, w
Clyde last week for Belfast Longb,wtae<*

remains. ,

The Iron-Plated Ships.—Tfe Wk
arrived at Chatham, but in consequence < * t^
draught of 25 feet, it is found neces^**?*

portion of the stonework in the dock*™"*

be placed in order that depth enough iut*^

to float her. She will therefore remain

floating shears until the next spring lid**"

ordered to assemble at Auckland, but General f"^aX ylrdl, and^her gear, which to**

mas
The

Cameron will await reinforcements before he time ready, cannot be fitted until the am

takes the field.

The territory of Lagos, on the west coast of

Africa, was ceded by the King to the British

Crown on the 5th of August ; and a commercial

treaty, favourable to British and French interests,

has been negotiated with the King of Bodaboo.

d&"

The Court in Scotland.—On Wednesday the

4th the Queen went out driving1

, accompanied
by the Prince Consort and Prince Arthur.
Prince Alfred went out deer stalking. In the
evening Prince Louis of Hesse arrived on a visit.

On Thursday the Princess of Hohenlohe Langenburg
arrived on a visit to her Majesty. In the afternoon
Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur, and Prince Leopold, with

j ready, cannot be niteauuwi^--- ^
ts, which are of iron, from the Tfcu»g

ine first portion of the keel plates ot M
jjj

were laid upon the blocks last week. ^"V^
iron ship built at Chatham, it *asb

Tf^i
new workshops and machinery. W .

carried on uninterruptedly until thevese^

which it is expected will be m less than twoJ^
which it is expected will oe m «*» "T, - fcf

many as 1,000 hands are to be_ enPJJJ* **
as fast as good mechanics offer tbem^

Jf
^

yard they are engaged. Sever*

Armstrong guns selected tor tne
v.^

shipped on be

will be mounted on carnages

Armstrong guns seiec^ »« --
flonVitbe.

shipped on board that vessel at weew
•nv_ _ _j.„j «„ /.ni-r acres lnanuiacu

far as

i

nf H^l™; Vt> t
P

i
"""""T .

a meeting Prillce Louig f Hesse, honoured the Highland gathering
oi ineoiogians at Palermo has adopted a resolution at Braemar with their presence. On Friday the Queen
declaring the temporal power of the Pope to be !

an(l Prince Consort, accompanied by Princess Alice and
incompatible with and contrary to the mission of
the Catholic Church.

Accounts from Kagusa announce that the
Turkish troops crossed the Montenegrin frontier
on the 4th inst., and that the Montenegrins have
since boldly taken the initiative and entered the
Turkish territory near Leech e. A battle between
Omae Pasha and the Montenegrin chiefs was
daily expected.

The United States troops under' Colonel Tylee
have been surprised and defeated by a Con-
federate force, supposed to be commanded by
General Floyd, the late Secretary at War, at
Summersville in Western Virginia. The Federal
loss, which fell chiefly on the 7th Ohio Regiment,
is officially represented at 15 killed and 40
wounded. Fort Stanton in Texas and Fort
*illmore in Arigona have been surrendered
to the Confederates, and it is reported

Prince Louis of Hesse, drove to Aberarder, where
ponies were awaiting the Royal party, who rode round
by the Ballock Derg road to Invercauld, where they
honoured Mr. and Mrs. Farquharson with a visit, and
drove back to Balmoral. Prince Alfred went out deer
stalking. Prince Arthur went to fish in Loch Muick.
The Princess of Hohenlohe, accompanied by Prince
Leopold, went out driving. On Saturday the Queen,
accompanied by Princess Alice and Princess Helena,
drove to Alt-na-Guithesack, and rode up to the Glass-
alt Sheel, at the head of Loch Muich, returning in the
evening. The Prince Consort went out deer stalking.
Prince Alfred and Prince Louis of Hesse went out
grouse shooting. On Sunday the Queen and Prince
Consort, with the Princess of Hohenlohe, Princess
Alice, Prince Alfred, and Prince Louis of Hesse,
attended Divine service in the parish church of Crathie.
The Rev. Dr. M'Leod officiated. On Monday after-

noon the Queen and Prince Consort went out riding.
Prince Alfred went out grouse shooting. Prince
Louis of Hesse went out deer stalking. The Princess of
Hohenlohe, accompanied by Princess Alice, Princess
Helena, and Prince Leopold, took a drive in the after-
noon. On Tuesday the Queen, accompanied by Princess

£

proved principle, so as to obviate"^

powerful recoil resulting from the brig
,

nance. The rifle tower on the upper« rf
+

is nearly completed, and a I* ge P ^

»

are employed to get her «ady «
r * , t>

mouth, which is expected to taw a

October. . -, iu

The AitMY.-Tbe CommissionJoi
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_

of the Cavalry have completed t "• ^„l
force, and fixed the Cavalry«*^*
footing for the future. «

»

111 »".
g<f*

to Informed out of the ^J^L
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'
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*•*
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' ^
5th Lancers; 6th Dwgooa',.1- > ,,,'tke^

Lancers, and the Light wdl ««- ^ H*

and 14th II»ssa,s,anw"ch*
ere ,otb,*"

goons, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th.
16*
J tb(^,

21st Hussars, the ^™%£,S «<£»
The Heavy are to he

.
<>*

o

suffi

Jr„e ;
t*>W

with powerful effect in a^'^ v^K
also available for tins pun**^ i, <*£
ith a view to thea efflW 11

fflie*^
.j „j—!., ,l„t«. nnd theLignV -lo***

10
-

reduction in weight anao

3

and orderly duty; and ""^"rfa.pW™
reserved for this latter k, d rt^^
the Medium will be »"ft?^eo«»*>t -i
result of the inquiry of *e^rt *$A
to weigbt.basbeenofj^.verf
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the emplov raeut of a cart with each squadron

—-.-
t^ xhe Liffht Cavalry will therefore remain

*T^l fcl*w as ever. Mr. Westley Hichards's

fTSkH Snr rifled-carbine is henceforward to be
*

iTalleavalry regiments. It weighs 6 lbs. lfroz.;

to 700 yards; and carries a cylindro-conoidal

with hollow base.

Moan OP Lords.—Mr. James Heard Pulman, late

^^^-librarian, has been appointed librarian to the

#T^>^a in place of the late Mr. John Frederick

kpStroBTS nr the United States.—The Oaz-tte

r-MiUy contained the following extract of a

jLweo from Lord Lyons to Earl Russell, dated

JZEzton. August 19th, 1861 :
—

jTTJ lhe honour to transmit to your lordship herewith a

.MvrfAnotfce from the State Department which has appeared

teUMMWiprnper* this mom ing. It declares that no person

m^^Zgadto go abroad from a port in the United States

X2Ja a maiport from the State Department or a passport^by the Secretary of Stato ; and that no person

tTZittwAd to Unci in the United States without a passport"
or oonsul of the United States, or (if a

-> man Vh own Government, counter-signed by a

tStASutm minister or consul. This notice has been issued

loot mow prerious communication on the part of the

mxnurr of flute, either with me, or, so far as I know, with

ml<* my coikaaues> nor has it as yet been officially coin-

tome.'

'TO ALL WHOM IT MAY COKCERN.
meat of State, Washington, August 19, 1861. Until

ISrtber notice, noj>crson will bo allowed to go abroad from a port
" "*

itnite ites without a passport either from this depart-

or cottntersitfiied by the Secretary of State ; nor will any
mho beAllowed to land in the United States without a passport

ha * minister or consul of the United States, or, if a foreigner,

few hb own Government, countersigned by such minister or

eonflol. This regulation, however, is not to take effect in

nguti to persons coming from abroad until a reasonable time
•tall bare ekpsed for it to become known iu the country from
which they may proceed."

To Volunteer Movement.—A series of regula-

tion bis been issued from the War Office with a view

to aid Volunteer corps in obtaining properly qualified

drill nstrnctors. Under these new regulations drill in-

structors, taken from the line, from pensioners, or from
the disembodied militia staff, will be provided at the
pablic expense, in the proportion of one to every two
eoapaniea of 'Volunteers. The drill instructors, in

tart ffi!^ in
,

'm a
ru

C,< *"* h>' its *«- *** m*** no "^no of the beoue* to ft^Vtary, M. Boniface, explains the mission assumed by Seymour or his daughter. Mr. lS3«« SeymrFrance in the P il States ahfiefc, it sav
1 V .

*\ >» *a.^^ A 4V _-*. A _ _. t
'

% * * _
• i r-i ' — * "~v fc e *» w ictt^o turnip uvuii, liih i\;

her mistress of \ her own destinies, independent of husband, brought
Austria and at the same time to make the in rity of also against the
the territory of the Holy See respected, and to maintain
the neutrality of that territory by barring the frontier
to the passage of any armed band. The I real v of com-
merce between France and Spain is as yet only in a
preliminary state. It is not true that "a deputation
from the French party in Canada has armed in Pari
It is not even known that such a deputation has been qpointed. The Paris corrc indent of the Independence
Betges&ys that explanations have been demanded by th
Imperial Government from that of England n ting a
lecture in defence of tyrannicide recently deli . I at
Birmingham by Rud who was concern «-d in Oreini's
attempt to assassinate the Emperor, and that the 1 rlUh
Government replied that it would do everything which
tlie constitution and the law allowed I jive §a iction
to the Emperor. I Ulmira! Boiinard has ban

to leave being dead, his daughter, now Mra. Biddolph, and her
an att 10» againat the esnentora, and
hospitals of Paris and London his

residuary legatees, t o obtain payment of the 200
and they based it on the ground that, at tbeleencv wee
not expressly r ked in t be second will, ?utt take
effect. But on the part of the hospital* was cot.
tended that the omission must 1 j law be held to prove
that the testator did not. mean the 1< ey to Ulos
(fleet

; and further, that he had left a writ tea
declaration statin- t t he annulled all beqsaWU made
previously to th L'lid .f June, 1858 1 ibenal
decided thai he suit i : Mr. and Mrs. 1! ddn'ph must be
dismissed with costs. In t he second case sat
the la Marcbioneasof H. <11 Ik > i*roae

her sons, the m larquis and Lord Han
> v:ii,.ur. and thai put of it WAS the hr^r li.ms, at

• mer <
.
tie Boulevard des Italians and tee Ben

Tail bout lull,. . , „ . , .
— 1 vision which ideOYlhe two

appointed Governor and Command, .Chief of the hi fho h.-use wns a > It! If,

Military and Naval Forces in C chin-China. Marshal va\u« ot -j hmmhh., .i »,

Ma-nan is about to leave to,- It dy, ehai d by the in the event «>! l.imseK % * ± to sellM
Emperor with a military mission to Piedmont, Lorabardy, dm ; the lit u

Venetia, and the Roinagna. The Marshal La to 1 -
'

'" "' *

companied by his son, Captain Slagnan, attached to the
general staff of the army of Paris. 3The camr, of
Chalons is to be broken up to-morrow, when all tin*

addition to their pension, are to receive 2s. 4d. a-day,
SSI if they have no pension 2s. Id. They will be
select to military law, and act under the immediate
SBreenen of the adjutant, but no one will be qualified to
ill the post who is above 50 years of age, nor will he be
psrautted to engage in any trade or business.—The
miew of the Volunteer Cadet Corps took place on
wednesc at the Crystal Palace, and attracted a vast
amber of visitors. The number of cadets was 872,

Syg." 1 ° the Queen's Westminster, London Rifle

l^Jf'^tt^^nlesex, 1st Surrey, 33d .Middlesex,»», 13th Kent, -1st Kent. 3d Kent. 2d,

iKLii
Tow€P Hamlets

>
20tb> 29th, and 40th

*W««»ex, and Douro House Academy, St. John's Wood.
ine eroiotions were performed under the command
««ajor Alayne, adjutant of the Queen's Westminster,w, at the conclusion of the review, addressed the

;

in
.

d as
1

8nred ^em that he knew some Volunteer

JS., COuld 110t have Sone through such a drill

ananmf k j ^ had done
'

Afc tlle same Ume fcheir^^a^ had not been accustomed to exercise them in

T~,ons or large numbers ; they had not had the
P^anity of doing so, and it was a very difficult

idVu Vu
Dg 8Uch evoIutions to perfection; but thev

J»
we themselves great credit. The brass bands of

eadorf?
rrey and 8outh Middlesex Rifles, the brass

aduV p /^deU °f Douro House
»
St. John's Wood,

aatetkj
m and fife bands were Present ^"""g

a«t tJ
E

i
rA letter frora Biarritz of the 4th states

WreWl
Dperor an(i Empress, since their arrival,

•aitiio h
m a V

-

ery rctirea manner. The Countess of

^aewski i

ir

^Ved from Madrid, and the Countesa

« the S, k
Duchess of Berwick, with the children

nsraTU i

d'Mhe
> are also at the Villa Eugenie.

^tooffk wbo had been scnt ])
^
r tlie Queen °f^ afaiV^

congratulations, has been received by
U^_ Jtsties. The Emperor on the 4th transacted

generals commanding divisions and brigades will leave
for their respective destinations. The d irture of the
troops is to commence on Monday, and will take place
in columns by three different roads—Suippcs Chalons-
sur-Marne, and Rheimo. From four to six battalions of
infantry, with a proportionate number of squadrons of
CAvalryandbatteriesofartillery,aretobedespatched daily.
The Pays announces that an increase in the artilleryofthe
marine will shortly take place. It appears that active
preparations are making in the ports ot France to ti t o\

ships of war for sea. Among them arc tlie Invincible

and the iron-cased frigates Normendie. Couroniv
Magenta, and Solferino. On Friday a decisive trial

took place at Toulon with newly invented in ndiary
cannon shot, with complete sue ;. The Dromadaire,
which, served as a target, prese I the spp ranee of
one immense blazing furnace. The heat was so great

that it was impossible to approach the ship within

100 yards, and it was consequently impossible to ascer-

tain the effect of the shot on the interior of the ship.

During the night a vast quantity of fish were har-

pooned which bad been attracted by the bla/.e of light.

By a decree, dated the 25th of August, the sum of

24,800/. has been granted by the Government for

deepening the entrance and fairway of the Port of

Boulogne, so as to permit steamers to enter at nearly

all times of the tide. Among the numer us improve-

ments to be undertaken iu Paris, the Municipal Council

propose to build a model square in the Faubourg St.

Antoine to lodge operatives. This square is to occupy a

superficies of 20,000 yards, with a facade of 240 feet.

The building is to consist of single rooms, to be fur-

nished with a bed, a table, and two chairs, and to be let

at lOf. a month. There are likewise to be 88 houses

built for operative families. The houses are to he four

stories high, and each house will at mmodate four

families. It is calculated that the entire building will

lodge 4000 persons. A bathing establishment is to In-

constructed in the centre of the building, by which

means every lodger may procure a hot bath at any

hour of the day or night for the small sum of 2." Z\d,).

Each floor is to be supplied with river wa free of

expense to the lodgers; and, to complete the eel ibhsh-

ment, the entire building is to be heated by steam.

Attached to the lodging-house there are to be 1 1 work-

shops for apprentices in cabinet-making, sculp-

ture, carpenters' work, mechanics, all description

of smiths' work, and carpet manufacture. — At

the assize court of the Charente Interieurc a monk

belonging to the "Brethren of Christian Doctrine,"

called" Brother Catulle, but w hose real name is Philemon

tniM v M iut« >l licit i i. tlit

Utter ahould bavt the right ot b an it the aaid
sum, with, in addition, what ,t Cs d if

repairs and . menta, after the lat A 1. ISM.
Lord Henry > mottf having made t Imwpitalt of
Faiis

1 London his restduat aiess. the houae ia
uestion was among the pet y which M to these.

The administration of t ho* having reoee
manifested the intention of selling 1 ease, the
Man lis of Hertford declared that .» w id take it for

the 2,000,000f. When, how. it archil tend the
architect of the hoap .-.pi neded
of the ensn to be paid for the reptirt jcted •nn
1st April, 1856. thev dUTi I to f nbout
l.
r
»<».(nmf. In conaxpu'nee, an applii m was made to

the Tribunal i irge an an •> to iii e

sum. The Court intrusted : Dommey wi!

SpHK.—-It is 1 that the in. m between
Spain and Mori are still without any
result. The Correeprmden< Auiunmfn of elendit.v

says that Spain, in conjunction with 1 :land atid

France, will intervene in Mexico by sending troop* •
.

that country from Cuba, The < rnment has de< I

upon challenging ample dipcussion in the Cortei On
home and foreign questions, and will modify the law
on stamped paper. The return of the t^nceii Dowager
Of Spain to Madrid is said to have been arrai \

through the friendly intervention of the French
Government. The persecution of the opposition press

continues unaha ted. -*>.S ot the insurgents of Loja

have been condemned to different p< •dn of Jiai

labour by the military tribunal in bat hi, an«i

several others have been sen I *1 to death. The
Official Gazette publishes a compl. * of the J> niuh

navy, from which it appears that there are 115 sailing

trip* of war, OS] log 515 guns, including 2 hn- t-

battle ship*; 10 sailing transports, 21 paddle steamers,

curving 123 gnus, 1 paddle transport, 38 screw

«! mere, carrying 254 guns, and 9 screw trans ts.

There are also in course of construction 1 screw ship-of-

the-line of 100 guus and 1000 horse power, 6 frigates,

and 7 galliot*.

F.un r<;Ai..—The King ofPortugal arrived at Li- n

from Oporto on the 5th inst. A marriage is said to be

in contemplation bel an his Maje and the- l'/incess

Marie Fie. youngest daughter of King Victor Km-
manuel. who is now in her 14th year. The tumults

throughout the country appear to have subsi L This

summer has been the hottest on record in I'ortu

1" he vines are in decidedly better < dition than last

year, and there is no doubt that the yield will be much

larger than heretofore.

Belgium.—The King of Prussia arrived at Brussels

from (Mend by express train on Monday, on a visit to

King Leopold.* His Majesty eras received at the i i

by the Duke de lirabant, the Count de Flandr<. the
J - *the

th every circumstance I
;russian Amba* lor, and the chief offi 'S of

25 criminal assaults household. The King proceeded in the Court carri

dsy

irriTei in l •

the Minister of State, who had just

*"**£ii T}
s fc

p remain during the stay of their

I r»t \l
Q ^mPeror waa present at a bullfight on

^ w the Empress did not leave the villa, as the

tf*
anniversary of her sister's death. The

"**
is aaM

aPProacu»ng journey of the Empress into

st AvantaB i,

^ ^ witnoat foundation. The election

neat <*r£-j
Suited in the return of the Govern-

*>« ro^"
e

' who obtained 18,053 votes against

Sarty 4? P°lled for the candidate of the Catholic

to the Prussian Embassy previously to the exchange of

visits between the Sovereigns. There was a grand

dinner at the Palace of Laeken in the evening.

DSNHABK.—The Danish Government, after a Cabinet

Delaurier, h is been convicted, wi

of aggravation, of no less than

upon females of tender age, committed to the care of

the Brethren for instruction. He was sentenced to

imprisonment, with hard labour, for life. It was stated

doi^SSLXLTJL K-r^ toe n^of Cmued he! he K^s return.

the ^thorities,and a search!^i^ [* ; (

made, which implicates many bnsthu.n who a e

^ ^^^ ? ^ § >h

absconded. A priest named l*ir °m
;

ucar
,,"-,, ,rtM of Prinee Auiruste ~ »'""*r. nwl jrnwidaons

Oonlaine, in Brittany, was tru it Rennes on the /th I »
-

nat ^B^^ ^b-lieuteanaU
^.. „ .1 P:.,.i^nh fl«anlts upon two young of l^OU

renn =--»---.
f the sueeeaann ni

inst, on a charge of "indecent assaults up-

girls, whom he visited in the absenee of their parents,
|"^^^ q

is of i'nnce .\uguase oi o»^vwu.k, ...... ^.«

Louis Philip] been ap 4ub-li»

flie rceimerit of infan? ha.

«*nradjct
.

e ^oniteu^, in its bulletin of yesterday, in

StU,
affirm

*° fc^e assertlons ot* tne Vienna jour-

<Ssaed
f

S ^lat no extraordinary credit has been

•ep^ ah^h"^^ armmnents and the building ot

Jni asaal «^oi
^ 8a^8

»
are tlus vear continued on

»*S>et, f?
,e and within the limits of the normal

^^RnluJfii^'
9 (lenies tue existence of I—,

. - „
* caie If

611
.
Promising Italy the support of England Tribunal. _„ „ covm<mr

Jyi that i?
'
dlsagreement with France. The Patrie "gave and bequeathed to Frederick -ejm^

^rera JV*
.

a^horised to declare that "all the

under pretence of confessing them. M in '9^ l"e
MC7tin 2

'

Kreat interest amoncrthe inhabitant, of

jury acquitted the prisoner, but tom^gfc «^ ^ w m avorfe to ^ oodf the sw
f
y of

trial that he wasin. Baudoin, was so disf»atisn«

that he told the priest after the .imi(
a disgrace to his cloth, and ordered the ^darmes

in an indignant voice to "turn that man out ot^ court

-Two cases relative to the will of the.later Lord Henry

any note Seymour have recently been submitted to
3

- By a will 'made the 19th June

the Hanoverian Government on the extinction of the

*na of
*!onfc exception have acknowledged the

^^ment •
alle&atio"S made by the Roman

detained
i ? Protesting against the assertions
10 the last circular note of Baron Kcoaali."

and in the event of his death to his eldest

Vordcrney
Zimmerman , consult him on the qaestion

• « i :i i. : . *, 4 rt *1 vam av ti i \ a

Mary Seymour,
r ins aeam ^ — «ful-*;«pi I nOS among tne i»'»"'» v r-— —

. ~-

specified to tl,; hospitals of London "*»*«* "e ^ o7"food. «d P- b> «|* «•»»•
°f.

*• w°rk -

made another will, dated the 22d June, ^MJjJ"*! J^tote,* a bolida> ontotvi**mm******
a a= almost the literal reproduction of the fir»t one,
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without any diminution of wages. The people attacked

the officers, one of whom in endeavouring to appease the

people was badly wounded. About 250 soldiers were
sent from Northeim, and it is hoped that no further out-

break will take place.

Pbussia.—The coronation of the King of Prussia

will take place at Konigsberg on Friday the 18th
October, and will in its ceremonial forms follow exactly

the precedent of the coronation of the first King of

Prussia in 1701. On the following day their Majesties

will be entertained at a grand banquet by the city of

Konigsberg. On Sunday, the 20tb, there will be a

religious service and thanksgiving, after which their

Majesties will leave for Dantzic. On Tuesday, the 22nd,
their Majesties will enter Berlin in great state. An
amnesty will be proclaimed on the occasion of the
coronation, and a summons will be issued for the
assembling of the Upper House of the Legislature.
The Prince of Wales, the Duke of Cambridge, the
Grand Duke Constantino of Kussia, and the Duke of
Ostgothland are to attend the approaching manoeuvres
of the Prussian army on the Rhine. The agitation for

the German fleet is spreading widely. In all parts of

Germany collections are making for the formation of

the fleet, which is to be commanded by Prussia. The
five principal cities of Prussia — Berlin, Breslau,
Konigsberg, Dantzic, and Cologne—intend to con-

tribute 100,000 thalers each, which is to be placed
at the disposal of the Minister of Marine.
Prince Adalbert, the Grand Admiral, left Hamburg on
the 5th with the Prussian flotilla for Bremen and Jahde.
During his stay at Hamburg his Koyal Highness was

instead of 36, as was originally ordered. The Address I that the troops were withoutTl^r
also states that the demands of the military were very 18 persons were arrested, 12 of who

^
exorbitant, and that several communal^ authorities had — f^° *-ffl— :-~ J - - m

been compelled to tender their resignation.

*

on the following day, and that
maltreated. ^ early 200 ladies of the

*

Italy.—The King will leave Turin to-day for

Florence, and will open the Exhibition in that city

to-morrow. The Ambassador of Portugal has been

invited to follow the King. The Emperor of the

Brazils, whose sister married Prince Louis, brother of

the late King Ferdinand of Naples, has recognised the

Kingdom of Italy. General Moltke arrived at Turin

on Tuesday on an extraordinary mission from the King

of Denmark. It is rumoured that the Minister of the

United States at Brussels, in passing through Turin,

addressed a proposal to Garibaldi to take an important

command in the Federal army, and that Garibaldi

has accepted the offer "under certain reservations;"

but there is at present no confirmation cf the statement.

The official Gazette of Turin contains the nomina-

tions of General Delia Rovere as Minister of War,
and General Pettinengo as Lieutenant of Sicily, and
the nomination of four senators—Commander Serra,

\

The Address ;
that the

wen
no «*• *

classes have left Posen, lu^pX^***
as pilgrims, to Czenstochau, near Wal *H
implore the intercession of the VirenT^ *• I
Poland. The place is more than 60 U *^<
from Posen ; and many of the lady piW ^°*
ecclesiastical permission to

l

be" followJ"^
carriages, to be used if their strength*!!*
Several priests were to have accompanied tW H
hllf. +.VlP A roll hiohrm iirrwil/l * *L •__ i .

fct

but the Archbishop would not give his Ban**.
Sicily.—A meeting of theologians has 1*V

Palermo. It has adopted a resolution dS?*
temporal power of the Pope to be incom^a?

*

and contrary to the mission of the CatholicCW
111

Turkey.—Kiprisli Pasha has been nanafi
of Adrianople. The provincial loan is«^^^
million sterling is expected. The projSJi

X

new uniform to the army has been ab^JPV
Imperial Guard only, numbering lSJ^.*xne nomination oi iour senators—oommanuer cerra, —r; ."* **«"*w*"»g xow ai

First President of the Court of Appeal of Cagliari; the
i

rece
v

ive a new uniform. Sir Henry Btfl*y
*

Chevalier Piraino, ex-Governor of the province of '.

audience of the Sultan on Monday, and pn^j^
Messina; Chevalier Pernati di Momo, Councillor of

new credentials. A series of official desp^J
State; and Commander Baron Natoli, Governor of the PaPe

.

rs
>
extending over the last three years,j^%

province of Brescia. The Gazette also contains an im- administrative and financial reforms in Wl
portant decree signed by General Fanti as his last act, i

ately ^
een ^fuedby order of Parliament, lb**

.._./.. __ XL. .1-1 *^__m -it I is an abstract of their contents :

—

~
conferring recompenses on the old army of Garibaldi.

Several battalions of the National Guard have been " Sir H. Bulwer, the British Ambassador, deads ifc

mobilised in order to relieve the garrisons of various great want of Turkey that^it needs to be Europew*
fc

„i„ rn **„:„i „„ wi:„i,
°

: c ~„.m.„„.l:~ \

public spirit and the general notions of Europe mat fafe
entertained at a dinner by the steamboat company of !

PlaCeS ' ™e °ffi™1

ft*"*, f**^ <?&" °f
"J^ntic

;

way into" it If the Turks would freely employ^
Hamburg and New York at which AT Geffrov one of

documents
» Paving the existence and organisation of a the different departments where their knowledge, m&SoSfl *™

i f I i 4.1
' X,.^ ™? 1 permanent Bourbon conspiracy at Rome. They also habits of business are required, they might eduSmS

the directors, proposed a toast to the Prince, and in - - — - - v
•

J- J i-»«m u«—.<s«- ai~—~

—

j*.u ^—2— .

.

doing so dwelt on the importance of the Hansa, of the
commerce of Hamburg, and of her merchant navy;
concluding by expressing regret that the northern
coasts and the merchant shipping of Germany were
without protection and without defence, especially at a
moment at which the political horizon was cloudy.
The Prince, in reply, eulogised the commerce of Ham-
burg, and expressed a hope that the German provinces
on the coast would join in attaining the object to which
the German population aspired.—The trial of Oscar
Becker for the attempt on the King's life will take
place at the Assizes of Burchsai on the 23d. The
process against M. Twesten, for the duel with General
von Manteuffel, is fixed for the 24th inst. at Berlin.
Austria.—Accounts from Corfu state that the

climate of that island has produced the most beneficial
effect on the health of the Empress of Austria. Her
appetite has returned, her respiration is free and
regular, and her cough lias so completely disappeared
that hopes are entertained that her Majesty will return
to Vienna in the spring completely recovered. The
address of the Lower House was presented to the
Emperor on Sunday. After receiving the deputation
bearing the Address, his Majesty said in his reply :—

The Address to which I have just listened strengthens my

proving
permanent Bourbon conspiracy at Rome.
state that Bavarians, Spaniards, and Irishmen are
among the brigands in Naples. With regard to the
attitude of France in Italy, they say—"An independent
policy is a necessity for France and Italy, and will be a
guarantee of their alliance. Italy wishes to possess

Rome. But it is not necessary to increase the garrison

of Rome in order to prevent us from going there. A
strong garrison can only be necessary to defend the
Pope against his own subjects/' The Duke de
Gramont arrived at Rome on Saturday. He
presented his letters of recall to the Pope on
Monday, and will return to Paris in a few days. The
official Giornale di Roma of Saturday, in its official

part, declares the passage relative to Rome in Baron
Ricasoli's note to be calumnious, and that it is unworthy
of the dignity of the Holy See to make any reply
demonstrating the falsity of the assertions contained
therein. It says :

—

"The Pontifical Government has made an appeal to the
representatives of the foreign Powers at Rome and to the
loyalty of the French army to testify to the falsity of the
insinuations contained in Baron Ricasoli's note."

would hereafter dispense with European assistance, 4*
Ottoman Empire would be a reality. But to this> it mm,
there is an insuperable repugnance. The Turti m
take European practices and improvements wiiwie
aid and instruction of Europeans. At the no* a.
while they are told to take their place unr to

great Governments of Europe, and to ackyt m
civilization, they are denied the ordinary attribsa

:

the smallest republic in South America by comta:

irritating European interference in matters whiA s?

»

properly subject to local experience. In short, therein

jumble of conflicting ideas and customs. A Pasbt sad

H. Bulwer, " What am I to do? j govern a province, ad to

Grand Vizier sends me an order which is framed on the w
ideas that we profess ; the Sheikh-ul-Islam complaia if*
me, because I do not act upon the old laws, which iftkfc

are still sacred. I say the two things are incompatible, u£ •

am told I must follow our old usages, but I must giye ttot t

new dress. I don't know what I am about." lwtort gi

Sir IT. Bulwer, did the Ottoman Government cNf "JJ
stand what it was about when it undertook to place "tWg*
on a new foundation ; it was done not so mock ritfc**
desire to re-invigorate Turkey, as to gain and ^j*jHJ
The former system was very simple

; sn^^'^ff^
was given, and if a man was thought to

««*»"**
rose ; if ill, his head went oft The object oi\&yaaj»"!!

to destroy this personal responsibility, bafcjta

remains, and in abolishing old usages, v

The Pope went in state to Santa Maria di Popolo, on the £*m
l
n8 °\ enforcing new institutions, toegJJJIB

8th, and is said by the official, journals Jhave been Sm'c^
everywhere saluted with enthusiastic cheering. Other honest men that can be selected—should visit

"fFJJJ^
accounts say that the Roman police received orders to special commissioners, restore the go^ramenWi*^^

duce or enforce the two or three practical retorna^fiuW&ME! ^Lo^H^set°«±t
f

!

S6t "P ?
d?™?«'»tjon, and that many foreigners were

adopting my principle that the provinces should possess legal
! en£aged to cheer his Holiness. A despatch from

elf-government, but that they should be bound together in a Naples states that Christen, the leader of the brigands.

£Mffc "SiudTSrfSS^ffiS.^si^T' l
la

.

s *ee1. .*™^ » Naples, travelling wfth a

raost needed in the tribunals—police and ta

should also be some Christian authority w Fjjj^fc
there is a large Christian population-an autftpmr

fc

Pasha, but reporting to the Grand Council Pc"°^^i

In conclusion, the Emperor thanked the deputation for
the Icyal manifestation of their sentiments. On Tuesday
the Ministers agreed upon the manner in which the
Lhet of Transylvania should he convoked and consti-
tuted. Baron Forgach, Count Apponyi, and other
Hungarian magnates are continually conferring together
with the view of rendering a speedy convocation of the
Hungarian Diet possible.

HuNGAET.-The Cardinal Archbishop ofGran, Primate

fW?
1?^ W

°Se f
eCent sPeech as Ratine of theS\°f °ran Produced so great a sensation, went to

Lfl
D%la

.
sfc We£ m the h°pe of brmgin£ about a

sanict^men. He was, however, repulsed with great loss, and
retreated into the Roman territory.* General Cialdini
has caused all the southern frontier of the
Papal States to be surrounded by Italian troops, and
has thereby stopped all the roads by which the brigands
were accustomed to seek refuge on the Roman territory.
General Goyon has given orders that any attempt at n. nuiwer .—- me accession c» » — .--

cinn for t*

^

invasion by Piedmontese of the localities occupied by ! Majesty's Government to furnish a fit^ ^ueTethe*

the French troops shall be repulsed by force, and Government to make a vigorous eflo

£

hicbauthe<2
has reinforced the French posts in the direction of

fr^ that financial embarrassment to^^.^^

be of great advantage ~ «~ or , ^mbb*-
but one common law for themselves anoiDC .^rf*
that common law would soon become ^/^pg^
Turks also. Finance, it is well known, n^fL-^i
tion, but there are large sources of reveint -#m*
though too much must not be expected o£jlut ^^^
despair of a country where there has Wtn - ^
improvement within the last 30 years. In tD

of j^,
:- these papers Earl Russell writes, on trie *

wpegi»Jf

. Bulwer:—"The accession of a new^uiuw t
.

m
H

reconciliation. He returned to Hungary on Wednesdiv r i n- i^- • i - ? "
and it was reported at Pesth that^iisdon^beTn k! V ?"£ T *?>

rev
\
eWed thc ^'tional Guard

unsuccessful. A despatch dated yesterdav Wvl -
ap

-
e
-
8 at

-
Piedl^rotfca » *** was enthnsiasticallv cheer

asserts that his visit will result in tL early LvocatTon
ot the Hungarian Diet, on the same electoral basis
hitherto, and that the Government will
the diploma of October last as the

the Porte have pointed as the sure and proxi

fall of the Ottoman power. There areaijp» ^j*
for falsifying this prediction. The emP^f ^JJ

as

take
basis of

Tiie cardinal had

of
-V cliGcrccI

On Monday evening General Cialdini "gave" a grand
dinner in honour of Admiral Mundy. The two sons of
Kossuth are now employed as engineers on the Genoa
railway.

Russia.—The Emperor of Russia arrived at Kicolaieff
on the 28th uit. On the following day, after receiving
a number of persons, his Majesty visited the cathedraf,
the Admiralty, the Asylum for Invalids, and the Con-
stantine fortress, and reviewed the troops of the garri-
son. The Empress and her children arrived atA icolaieff in the evening of the 30th. Their Majesties
left together on the 31st for Odessa in the steam-ship
liger. It is reported that the Empress will proceed
from the Crimea on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
Poland.—On Saturday, being the anniversary of the

coronation of the Emperor Alexander, a Te Deum was
sung in the Catholic Cathedral at Warsaw, where
the suffragan Bishop officiated. Order prevailed in that Dervisch Pasha, wim —- ;. 4th
all the churches. At Kalisch no general illumina- the Montenegrin frontier on ",e

follovV

Central Venetian Conere^ation To rll ,
P,ace

,

in celebration of the anniversary. " ~ '

.__ __. ^
n congregation to The neonl* smashed the windows of the few hnnfL

future negotiations with Hungarj. .„. CiUU1I
previously acted as mediator in the conflict between the

mKed
1

1wTment
?,

nd the Hun^aria^ and it is

fin •!• ^ receDtIy Presented to the Deak partya proposition for conciliation to the effect that thediploma of October should be revised on the basis of the

ZhZ:R
1847

-*

A
.

deSpatch fr°m Vienna states^ the

thrS T4
Cgmer h8S acce

-pted tl,e missi°n of going

Emperor the wishes of the majority of the popu-

in tWn'~~
The ele

^;
ons

,.

to the Diet which took place

great fertility, and is inhabited by race=
^

industry and a genius for trade, wnuQ w^w^-
and obedient soldiers-the fit n iaterI

^Vmr)art
army. Integrity, order, energy, and^P ^M
soon redress the most flagrant evils

, ,

e
^
u
. rdiDfl

irrt^<
months furnish a surplus beyond tneu^ipjgi
Upon these means her Majesty's Gov^tw^tjj
Sultan A ziz ought to rely. Her MajwO s

^
consider they were worthless friends to in

tf^
out any prospect of the guarantee oi a i ^ »* ^
ing water into a cask with a hole in iw^&%***

j

order and economy, with the pubW ^ ^11tf^0
J

restored confidence to capitalists, the o
w^ ^tb^V^

credit of his Government will stand as " 6
an%iQVS<**L+

on the Continent of Europe. It "
J" r^fT^,

Majesty's Government to see the 0«oro
tbe fgp*

its ancient virtues of courage &&&**"%'jjj***^
and the arts which modern civilisationra» y

f̂
o£

Blick SEA.-It having been rcpor^
^

^

that several cases of cholera had ap* ^ %

enthas
-tinople, the Russian Government «-

}
^p*

tine of five days to be enforcedIftr^ ^ &*
through the Dardanelles to the^ Bag^jJJ?
3IONTENEGRO.

people^^^}^^7^ Si£f^ ,W«d the troops sent to

a, with 500U
t^Afh iDSt,^

Omar Pasha" was preparing w —
t

GC$ #0

division. On the same_ day iea ^^
and occ«C^

system, to which 700 con,™ had been%ubj3, ^S^Zem.cet An official statement declares that
have been exaggerated, and says

negrins crossed the frontier an
where «W^

of Vanina, on the Lake of Scutari,^ f^
ioined by tbe inhabitants.
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-—^r^aTiiiorder not to fell into the

rftEl^otenegriiis, blew up the tower an

3 tat* explosipn. _
The town o Zubzi was

Shr the Tar -h troops on the following day.

ft- *Up Montenegrins evacuated \ anina, accom-
A.Eaif the Montenegrins^ Tr 50 Christiau families from the environs

;
but

— since entered the Turkish territory near

^J^ViTsunday Dervisch Pasha and Mehemet
l^W with the troops under their command, matched

?£i Zubzi and Treb.gne, two places in the Hen*
^~

On the same day a mating ot all the Monte-

chiefe was held at Cettigne, the capital of

a Guns have been sent by them to

0f1|ji(mK An attack by the Montenegrins on the

Tufcfch troops U expected.

fSaw or Africa.—The territory of Lagos was

^|athe Bi di Crown on the 5th of August, the

• r Viv- i treaty to that effect. A commercial

w favourable to British and French interests ha

* negotiated with the King of Bodaboo. Fever was

ijp, . _r,s the arrival of the Bombay mail and a

tssscrspl despatch from Calcutta, we have news from

Bm5» • the 1-th of August, and from Calcutta to

U* 8tii ofAug - The following are the details :—

CtakaMa.—The Government has instituted extensive inquiries

i-^ y* capability of the s«'il and climate for the production of

ttM Osttea Sens. The answers resulting from experiments

wbk Errptian and American seed are unanimous in the opinion

jj^la . of growing an unlimited supply of Cotton,

taai tbe nativas like the cultivation, and are desirous to

In it. ) Licence Act, for imposing a duty on arts,

w
and dealings, received the assent of the Viceroy on the

lata of July. The per Currency Act, to provide for a

Quwrsissnt paper currency, received the assent of the

Viceroy on the l>'th of July. The Government of India has
-— ined to reorganise entirely the Electric Telegraph

OMOt. The Government has also called for an expres-

of opinion from the experienced civilians of the various

fvaatteacfes and provinces as to the merit of the civil servants

irhohave come out under the competitive system compared

wttathoeeof the old close service. The Amalgamation ( l-

krion has been dissolved. The Rev. James Long, who was
food guilty of publishing a libel on the Indigo planters,has been
ssnveoced to one month's imprisonment, and a fine of lOOOr.

Tbe Hon. Scaton Carr. who was implicated in the circulation

of tbe libel, bus averted a probably similar punishment by a
pebfie apology. Very bad accounts of the indigo crops are

from Tirhoot and Benares.
.—The Government of Bombay has finally decided

Warree Bunder as the terminus of the Great Indian Pen-
Kaiiway, and Colaba as the terminus of the Bomba and
i Railway. The European and native residents of Bom-

law are memorializing Government for the abolition of the

of the fort, and the dedication of the space thus
to the use of the public.

,

JTsifS'ir^f Provinces.—The Committee of the Punjaub
fmiae Fun 1 have announced to the subscribers that there is

ao lunger any need for the continuance of their subscriptions,
bat tbe cholera is committing great ravages throughout that
•art of the empire. Its ravages at Agra and Meerut are said to
be dreadful. A terrible storm swept over Peshawur on

•e 1st July, which destroyed about 1400 houses in the city.
Many houses in the neighbouring villages were carried away
by the ftood, and property of all sorts was destroyed. Similar
account* have been received from the Khyber.

Chi: -A despatch from Canton, dated July 27,
ststes th the Prussian Minister at Pekin is making
ineffectual efforts to negotiate a treaty with the Chinese
Government. Sankolinsin has been victorious over the
Shantung rebels.

JiPiy.—Affairs in Japan are stationary. Mr. Alcock
ass not been molested on his overland journey.

Australia.—Disturbances resulting in a fatal
c*™>n with the police have taken place at Lambin
rlst diggings. Most of Burke's exploring party have
Wwned, but Burke himself and three of his com-
psnjons are missing.
New Zealand.—A renewal of the war in New

«*»M is imminent. Peace with the natives is

Wjdered hopeless. General Cameron will await

J™ emente before taking the field. All the men-of-
war nave been ordered to assemble at Auckland.
tMTED States.—Colonel Tvler's Federal force in

"•Kanawha valley hag been defeated at Summersville

£ the Confederates under General Floyd. The New

JJ?
T™«ne publishes the following details :—

qnietfrK*
2
i

6th the 7th 0nio Regiment. Colonel Tyler, while

Sas in t? g' tneir baggage train being about three

iSbaU «,
rear

' wero suddenly surrounded by a force af

jjJJTf/W''*^ to becommanded by GeneralJFloyd, numbering

tea X2f vl'
40° ^^hy, and having 10 guns. The attack on

j—^™** ocys wa3 madQ on .^k flaQks and in front si mul-

5erfi«V After a brave %bt, lasting some time, Colonel
#. anrimg the enemy too strong for him, ordered the

iBS; tS.
i?e train to be turned back towards Ganty

tharV„„ 5
re8hnent, numbering only 900 men, then fought

S^^,fcoftheforce--
g^ncwl returns state that 15 Federals were

J|?» l
n
{|

ab°nt 40 wounded, and that a large number
*?*'th ^ni° Regiment were scattered during the

tJJ
*** are missing, but it is hoped that most of

j. ^11 escape. A battle is reported to have taken

which «.
pe Girarueau, Tennessee, on the 27th, in

.
•« the Federalists were worsted. The Confederates

^•captured 100,000 dollars at Fayette, Missouri. The

22° »till prevails that the Confederates will shortly
|T*p Washington on some point. There were indica-

4xU«L
a
r
eneral ^ance of their army, and they were

k^ "T0118^ seizing many unoccupied points that would
? ] importance in the event of an attack.

were killed on both sides, A rumour from St. 1

states positively that General M'Culloch is ma ling on
Jeffewon City with 10,000 men. It is believed that tl

lederal forces are well disposed to repel the attack.
Information has been received that the Federalists are
leaving Harper's Ferry iu great numbers. Firing
between the pickets has been very general betwtv
Conrads and Harper's Perry. The Confederate encamp-
nent has been moved back some distance from the
river. All the large craft, schooners, sloops, row-boats,
and skiffs on the Potomac have been seized by the
Federal authorities to pre-, it communication b«

the Maryland and Virginia shores. General Fremont,
in a despatch from ! Louis, Aug. 20, has officially

informed the War De tment at Washington that

Colonel Dougherty with 300 men had atUdb
ie Confederate troops at Charleston, Missouri.

1200 strong; that the Confederates wvre driv

back with a loss of 40 men killed, 17 pris m
and 15 horses captured. The Federal lost is

stated to be one man killed and six led.

The city of Galveston in Texas has l bombarded

f two Federal ships of war. The city was shelled

for hilf an honr, doing* much damaar< : the batfcerie^

onshore re nded.and are su\ se.l 1o hare done son

hurt to the South Carolina. The citixeni are said to

have sent a protest on board under llag of trn< •>•

against the alleged violation of the rules of IPtff iu

shelling the city without ring notice to remove the

women and children. Fort Staunton in Texas has

been abandoned and fired by the Union forces. 700

Federal troops have mrrendered Fort Fillmore to 2R0

Texan Rangers, with their oai >n, • lipments, horses

and cattle, and have since been released on parol<

A secret expedition sailed from Fort Monroe on the

27th, under the command of General Butler

M(l Commodore Strin am. It consisted of tl

frigates Minnesota and Wabash, a sloop of war, 2

miboats, 2 steamers, and 2 propellers, with a lav ••

number of schooners, barges, && The Quaker City

would follow. The vessels carried over I'M guns and

about 4000 men. It was at first reported that the

expedition was destined for Cape Hat! is, but the

impression is now general that it is intended 1

blockade and close the inlets in North Carolina

which afford shelter to the privateers. The

Secession party in Kentucky is mukinir great effort

and is reported to be rapidly gaining ground.

The Kentucky Commissioners have reported that

President Lincoln is willing to await the action of the

Kentucky Legislature before forcing the State t

declare its position. The Secretary of War has o:

the stoppage of telegraphic despatches to points south

of Kentucky; and the Post-office, in consequence of a

V

or OsMBMsa, est)-

astre a strict

ordered bf the

Hsssptbeen isHssii

lb
ti .

iSSOed a circular t tua

taming the insiroctk

obeai nee of the

President's 1: >cl

the representatives of the press, ted
consequent h unable to visit the camps on U>
The authorities at New York are very assises in
adeavouring to suppress the Seceedosist newspapers.
Every mail wh . leaves th. - conv«\s a iletertJi

licer, whose < y it il to search al \iackss^es and
hajgnge. The (rrsssd Jur it N ew York kas presested
four very importan i. k

•. >. circsdstsag in tbat city

as being peace papers, ' r iudtetnent and con

punishment ." The circulation of these papers has keen
prohibited in l.onis the provost marshal. The
spies of the 1 era! eminent :<rc on board every

amer which arrives at New Fork lesson.

•• iud
<

si NYvv

asides

to

QrisaM,
Davis.

Ir. Ren , Mayor of Wasting*
Port Lafayette for refusing

allegiance. Mr. I). C Lowber

a bearer of dsspasebes

has been i <l on his way to embark for Knjr-

iu, a i oan, a sssingsr on
board the Mrltish *ht> / \

N
. CuroVu fell \*

revenue m km a in the roadstead of

P^t, l:\iode Island, sfcefcag i pals of wiod, bn ilso

been i1 to Port U Im-cu»

his trunk, •« enouffh Iran » sl»o^ that h« was
ttaarsjd ^ the secession ueres. M.

f a Washington counsellor, and Mrs. <>

!

. i nrre-teil on H chsrgr <>t holding tr« .t

•spi, wwi
d

1

1

violation of the mails, has discontinued the postal share m prizes captmet

mui .«tmy. A some lltcrsry

notoriety, Miss \ idle, was arrested as a spy st

tin i on tbet2d nil., and taken ashington

rsafi iii£. ^ only n ed h< oriespoadsiice

with the les ra] her ladies bavt

been irn h\ and imprisoned ir own homes, a

ntry being pafsld at the dour sad their parole taken.

The G amor of the State f New Fork, Mr. Kdwin

1). y an, bad issued a proclsma :ig u}»on

af the State to respond to t tical

essity of the times In snd 000 more n

defend tii. national capital, I not i sore than half of

number have as \ enlisted. It is nr.noi nat

the Sec-, ry the 'I'rcasury will issue an

H-ul to the
i

in 1) df of th- ilar Loan."

Most of the oiuosrs of tin ttes rrsfate Con-

gress, which has iirrived at New V rk, hsve resWned

their commissions. Two vessels have arrived at

Ma I from Charleston, having succeeded in running

the blockade. It is menti cd in Washington

Letters ( t the Government oontempln I encourag-

ing jaiva ring ventures by w iag their i m to a

With the sanction of

^y *re m fuu possession of Bailey's Crossroads, where

ereh^
e ^^US a strong intrenched position, and

8ta*»« &!?& UP tneir bnggage from Springfield

>t V?n the n^ght of the 25th the four

lin

to

lork regiments composing General Frank-

« whK g Were or(1ered to advance, and marched

Several •
two*a«d-a-half miles of the cross-roads.

crmi picket skirmishes took place, in which many

service to offices in Kentucky West and Tennessee river.

Correspondence carried by the express companies to

the seceded States has been prohibited by the Federal

Government. Martial law has been proclaimed in

Missouri, and the slaves of insurrectionists in that State

are to be freed. Accounts from Washington state that

an onward movement is likely to be soon made by

General M'Clellan, and that a series of victories arc

sure to be the result. General M'Clellan was actively

engaged, with his Staff, in reviewing portions of his

troops daily, and dividing them into brigades and

divisions. The discipline of the whole force was ex-

pected to be perfected in a few days. More than

100 men of the refractory 19th New i ork Regi-

ment had returned to their d> . The refractory

men of the 2d Marine and 13th New York Regiments

had been despatched to Fort Tortugs* where tl

will be confined. The place of their imprisonment is

reported to be very unhealthy. A grand review of

the army by General M'Clellan too,: place at Wash-

ington on the 21st ult, at which President Lincoln and

the leading members of the Cabinet were present

The policy of President Lincoln has been the obi- of

severe censure at several meetings held in the Nortl n

States. At a meeting held at West Chester, Pennsyl-

vania, on the 13th ult. the war was denounced as the

fruit of the "irrepressible conflict" sentiments ot Mr.

Lincoln and Mr. Seward, and of the principles of the

Chicago platform; and President Lincoln was censured

for " bis bold assumption and unauthorised and arbitrary

exercise of power in making war, establishing blockades,

raising an army, increasing the navy expen.hn;

money, suspending the privilege of the wr:t of babe

corpus-shortcomings and wrongdoings ,
judicml to

and violative of the rights and interests ol JheirtaU,

and the people, and which prove *««
teeti,^

President of the United -ate*/' Similar meet,

have been held at Ellsworth and Danbnry, Conne. at

and in President Lincoln's own

which resolutions framed in the same, ^ —^
mously adopted. At a meetingof tbe c.b en.

Van Buren county, Iowa, on 3d It

t ^
"That we have no «5^^V^atical ^ M^rai
Northern abolitionists or the .r tot.c«

;

>J- ^

and that we witness with dismay "•
th(

military power over-r.am^-
habcJ|g corj

speech and of tee press, the^n ^ miliUry
all swept away under «* n*£° Lhlishsd of no
'necessity.'" A list has been *j •

in Uie

less than eigU,hone n«*W"
,v

['ch are against

cities of the Northern States V^\tm̂ ^
the war. The Secretary of the /

the Federal Government the for. i Mini rs at

Washii have op. 1 a corre indenee i h their

reap Consuls at Southern porta, request
i

them

to oi .e release I I captur.-d by S m
vessels. On the rep: nt i of JLord Lv ns several

sol rs claiming to be British subjects have been

disci ed from the army. Mr. Seward has ot ally

contradicted the rumour that tl Mini r to England.

Mr. Adams, had i .rmed the State Depart the

intention of the English Gov l i nmsnt to recognise the

Confed< te States immediately. The Confederate

Conjrress has voted 800,000 dollars for a floating flotilla

for the fence of New Orleans, and 100,000 dollars for

two iron-clad boats for the defence of the Mississippi.

It is reported that the (> rnor of Georgia has

recalled the troops of that State on the £r< tid that

President Davis and bis Cabin ave interfered with

e i >-s and organised forces in Georgia for the

war without the authority of the Governor, in deroga-

tion of the sov. ignty of the State, and in opposition

to the Consti uid* tbe principles ot the okrtSon

of 1776. It is said that a large quantity of cotton has

arrived at New York from Providence for shipment

to Europe; e nsejority of the factories at Lowell,

tbe Manchester of America, being now closed. Mrs.

Edwin James has been robbed of her jewellery.

valued at 1400/., at an hotel at Long Branch,

a fashionable watering place in the neiphlxmrhood of

New York, where Mr. and Mrs. 1 rin James have been

sojourning since their arrival in Ann i.

Mexico.—It is understood that a combined English,

French, and Spanish naval and military expedition isto be

immediately organ d, to obtain redress for th< digni-

ties and injuries infliesadon British and 1 . '"^^
i, Kico. The ( rem of Mcxl baa re d th

amn erne, and neral tega will follow np tbe

Reactionists. . . ty .. , M
Sak rx(.o.—Preeident Tr.ird, of Bayti, has

m
asatsd

43uDhr 5Warf^rs.
v MicrfKi Cmvairea at the resent meeting of

*i.r<*wi*l Science A' iation at DnWin delivered the

^wnmial «»d *ocUl rektiow of iwt.oo* i
-

««;«; rtn which in the«^ timcn has passed Into the
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ought to be encouraged because it augments the wealth and
prosperity not of one only of two contracting parties, but of

both equally— as well of the party who buys as of the one who
sells. This opinion, which has acquired so much authority
to-day, which is about to introduce itself into the practice of
states after having remained so long buried in books as a
lucubration of theory destined for the amusement of learned
men—this opinion, I say, has not raised itself and become
powerful, but in consequence of the circumstance that the
nations are changing their mutual sentiments, are abjuring
their ancient animosities and the jealousies of other ages, and
are preparing themselves to become sincere friends of each
other. Free trade would have remained in the recess of philo-
sophical treatises as a Utopia if the influential classes of
different nations had not actually begun to think that which
our philosopher Voltaire used frequently to say, that every
European war is a civil war. It is thus that the thought of
mutual approximation of harmony between the most civilised
peoples has been the origin of the recent progress of
free trade. But in its turn free trade in proportion
as it is itself established tends tc draw the peoples more
closely together, for it shows them in the most visible
and the most tangible manner that they are mutually
necessary, that every one of them contributes to the happi-
ness and prosperity of its neighbours, and receives from its
neighbours part of its own prosperity and of its own happi-
ness. Thus there is happily manifested that general law
of action and re-action in virtue of which the same fact is in
its turn first an effect and then a cause. Thus there reveals
itself the other still more important law, which forms a part of
the moral condition of the human race, the law of the universal
solidarity of nations. In this point of view we have cause to
rejoice, for the treaty of commerce between the two great
nations of the west which are divided by the English Channel—England and France—will do much more than benefit
France and the United Kingdom. It will be advantageous to
a very great number of states, for it is destined to metamor-
phose the custom-houses ol the whole world. Thus the treaty
of commerce between the United Kingdom and France has
already given occasion to a treaty of commerce between Bel
gium and France. In a few weeks probably it will have deter-
mined the signature of a treaty of commerce between
France and the Zollverein, or at least between France and
Prussia, for that treaty has already been for several months
under negotiation. In a short time, I think I can assure
you of it, we shall see concluded a treaty between France
and the young kingdom, called to so glorious a future,
which the noble and intelligent sword of the Emperor
Napoleon III. and the patriotic perseverance of Count Cavour,
have raised from the tomb in Italy. Each one of the states
which has thus signed a treaty of commerce with France,
in consequence of the English treaty, or which will sign one,
becomes a focus of propagation for free trade ; and in treating
itself with other states it determines them to propagate
it around themselves. It is thus that the number of labourers
in the vineyard of the Lord is continually increasing. As you
are all here practical men, seeing with pleasure and thankful-
ness the good which appears, but not shutting your eyes to
avoid perceiving the evil, by the side of those happy changes
which are under accomplishment or in preparation, you will
not fail to observe the facts which are taken place in the oppo-
site direction. It is thus that by the side of the treaty of
commerce between France and England, your glance is arrested
J-ith pain by the Morrill tariff, which the Northern United
btates have recently adopted. But the Morrill tariff is born of
the war. It is the child of discord. It will not live. The
atmosphere of the 10th century will stifle it, for the atmo-
sphere of the 19th century only suits products of anothernature ot a more regular character, more conformable to thelaws or harmony, and to the unconquerable want which the
nations feel to interchange the fruits of their labour. One ofI6

,
fin*s t fences that man has formed, geology, teaches and

PJ?u
tD
JlS ft

at m Pr°P°'-tion as, during the series of the ages
et the earth, the atmosphere purified itself and was temnered
there were seen to appear more perfect creatures. The animals
\} u

fi rsVlmes
'
those monstrous and hideous beings ofwhich the forms, recovered and described by learned menastonish and terrify us gave place to animals less strangeand more beautiful, of an organisation more elegant andmore refined. The Morrill tariff is like one of those ugly

beasts, such as the Anoplotherium, or the Plesiosaurus,which one should attempt to rear upon the earth such as it is

la'JPl'eA
^attempt! Powerless effort! The Morrill

or if, flS"ed
T

°0n ? p2?
sh in the midst of the confusionof its authors. In order that commerce may be really free

you, has not the character of a dissolving cosmopolitanism.

It is the practice of a generous sentiment, which by no means

excludes those other generous and noble sentiments which are

the motives of so many great actions, and which are united

under the respectable name of patriotism. If you enter into

the thought which I indicate to you, you will immediately

perceive how many modifications there have to be made in the

laws, regulations, and usages existing in different states

;

what additions to them ought to be introduced either by
legislation or by judicial practice ; what negotiations states,

both great and small, have occasion immediately to enter upon
with one another; what new career may shortly be opened to

diplomatists who, as malicious tongues pretend, have too much
leisure in proportion to the high salaries which they receive.

It is, for example, not doubtful but that the droit (Vaubaine,^ in

virtue of which the property of a man who died in a foreign

country, after having acquired possessions there, was torn

from his children, is now everywhere renounced. But
in the same manner we must cease to refuse to the
subjects of a foreign state the right of possessing
land : we have in respect of real property to make a complete
assimilation between foreigners and members of the nation,

always with the reservation of political rights. In the same
manner we shall simplify the law of neutralisation, which in

many instances still bristles with difficulties, and fixes an
excessive duration for the preliminary residence and for the
apprenticeship to the new nationality. In the same series of
ideas we shall come to adopt uniform regulations for those
affairs in which variety has no utility, and where no explana-
tion can be given for its continuance, but by attributing it

either to the ignorance in which people were formerly steeped
on the subject of what other nations had done, or to the
prevalence of a puerile spirit of contradiction. Under this
head we must class the necessity of establishing harmony
between the different laws and customs concerning assurances,
and especially marine assurances, and also the needful
uniformity in the regulations which must be made to prevent
the accidental collision of ships on the high. seas. There is a
question which the different states are about to be brought to
the discussion of by the force of circumstances, and for the
solution of which one is entitled to say that everything is
already ripe. I allude to the uniformity of weights and
measures, with which one ought to connect the uniformity of
coins, for a coin is a measure. To name this question is sufficient
to make you understand in what degree it interests inter-
national commerce, what facility it is capable of giving to
it, what loss of time, without speaking of various other
charges, as, for example, the cost of exchange, it must save it.

You remember the story which has been often told of the
traveller who entered Italy or Germany by one extremity, and
who, getting his money changed at each frontier he passed,
had not yet made his escape at the opposite extremity when
already the whole value of his money had been devoured by
the exchanges, The uniformity of weights and measures is a
corollary of free trade. It follows from it by the most natural
and the most direct process of deduction. On this subject there
is this happy circumstance, that if one leaves out of considera-
tion an ill-founded self-love, and the spirit of routine, which is
often infinitely less commendable, one does not see what
motive most nations can have for remaining attached to their
old systems of weights and measures. Almost everywhere, in
fact, the old system is complicated, inconvenient, and absurd.
It would appear to have been invented in order to oblige men
to make long and tedious calculations—so much so that it seems
one ought everywhere to desire the adoption of a system
which should be simple and logical, founded on the decimal
proportion for its divisions, its subdivisions, and its multiples,
and which should derive all its units of measures alike,
whether of length, area, volume, solidity, or weight, from
a single standard by means of decimal relations. Nay
more, to this day, most states are afflicted with the scourge
of a diversity of systems of weights and measures, not
only m their relations with other states, but just as much
in their relations with themselves; for their measures
change from province to province, sometimes from dis-
trict to district. If I am not deceived, this case is
presented in each of the three kingdoms which compose
the British empire. Such a state of things is too incon-
venient to be prolonged indefinitely. Then, consequently, the
larger part, say, for example, of the British public must neces-
sarily renounce the measures for the use of which it has been

injE* Hnshould continue, it will be nZ>
ments shall deliberate. The conT^ that U*.^.
at present on the subject of r?l?
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isthmuses of universal interest!suc™^^_ fcthe effect of which will be to plaSe^^SS?
structed on so important a line of nassi»
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universal property, of which theXKiffft

1*?have the use upon conditions the same EmS*?^
the payment established formerly by fS Itj,*2
quented passes, as the strait called heS*Jdeemed at their common charge by the onr2>*%
commercial peoples through the pavmem £?"<*
certain sum The character of these piecV?* 4
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even, at need, of the military forces of aH •a peculiar legislation. What extent owkTPdomain of civilised nations to acquire' TuS
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renown and influence. Your Department ofS2Pnational Law has then a vast field before it-*?*would be impossible to explore it even vervir^* 1

single year. But if the work abounds vefv*
proves what a proper step it was to establish

l t2L
It will have to employ the zeal, the learning JZnence of its members, and to draw upon all[ tbh&
at the command of the Association for an unlaSRFrom this time forward we have a good compwilB
to proceed to the explanation of these little bwn2That compass is the principle that the foreigner!2be an enemy-that he becomes, and must more ibecome, a friend and an auxiliary, and that tUI—
each state is to treat him as such. That compaeifra
tinually increasing strength of the sentiment of t rifebetween all civilised peoples— a sentiment wfc* *philosophy recommends, and which religion clainusfcfe
of her own principles."

brought up. But when one must in any case change, it is
better to adopt a system the convenience of which is perfect
than to take another quite as complicated and troublesome as

»=«•«=&»*===»tStrtSS ttrtteffM*«*Ml«*fiasSMand customs duties should be remodelled in a liberal snirit
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*2*fr.m SSteMf. one Is Irt&Sbdoubt, an excellent work. It is not I who would wish todiminish the share of honour and glory which belongsTil the
K^S™ 011 * of *he United Kingdom, as
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also to that of Fr

consist m its having been employed in neighbouring
provinces When such new habits have in any case to be con-
structed it is better to contract them in order to ally oneself to
a system which shall be uniform for the civilised world, than
to another which shall serve for the exclusive use of a nation,
ana suffer a troublesome diversity still to subsist for thefor the treaty of commerce which has marked the year l"^ Sn^TV-^^f divCr8ity Sti11 to Bubsist ** th°

In the United Kingdom a Cobden and a^hdSon* ?« fVJL I f™*™6*?* international commerce. I will not raise here
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ecree to them, and which there produces complete satisfaction, does not reunite
in a sufficient degree all the conditions which are desirable
for becoming universal. Different reasons prohibit me from

fflttg fntelltgence.
Failures on the Stock Exchange.-! tapar

panic was caused on the Stock Exchange onM
by the failure of Mr. Augustus Cooper. Sewn*
members of the house were declared, but their litUfc

were comparatively unimportant. Tbe diffea*

Mr. Cooper on 500,0002. Consols will reprwat*

25,0002. Other suspensions, it is feared, will in-

take place.
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Money Market, Friday.—Bbitish Fro*: A*

sols closed at 93£ to | for Money, and 93f tof fcrth

10th October; Three per Cents. Eednced, £ f

New Three per Cents., 91 to 91|; Msffwprfi*

Stock, 103£ to |; Five per Cent. ftfarffopAr

96k to \; Exchequer Bills, March, &.fo, r
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June, 4s. prem.—Foreign: Belgian Fom «A it

per Cents., 98£ ; Chilian Four and a HalfpffO*

82}; Dutch Two and a Half per Cents.. &Hl*J*
Three per Cents., 23 ; New Grenada AcM***
Peruvian Four and a Half per Cents., 97;

»»*
per Cents., 78J to 70 ; Ditto Four andaHilfF*

Dollar Bonds, 86£ ; Russian Four andaHalf^
1)1 V; Spanish New Deferred Three per W£

; Ditto Passive, 16f; Committee's l**"J

6 ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, 82£; Dltt^
ex div.; Ditto for Acct., 681, ex div-; v* w

Bonds, 70£ to 69J
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011al trans*ctions would be free from

taking the initiative in such a proposition, and above all
others, my character as a Frenchman. We are in an a*?e of free
examination and free inquiry. The question of a uniform
system ol weights Mid meaflures for the emli-cl world must
lr it is to be well resolved, be voted upon in its widest
possible extent, and consequently in terms which shall not
imply any preference already formed for the metrical system,but which, however, shall leave to that system all the chances

mpSr°
P
nn

n
#v

h,cb may belonfr to ifc in virtnc of its °™
SS2S« rV i

occaslon <me may raise a question which
nrLt^lfw-°

nly 7*^ detail, but which has a considerable
practical bearing. I allude to the convenience of r, ^™,;™

Government;
Debt g

Other Securities .. ^
Gold Coin and BuLion- ^
Silver Bullion ..

• •

— —w convenience of reckoning

books. In this manner the maps and nautical tables of onenation would be easily used throughout the world. For m

Proprietors' Capital
Rest .

.

Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer.Sayingt
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Acets.)

Other Deposits
Beven day and other hills

£27,479,715

BANKING DEPARTME>T- ^
£14,^,000 Governn^t^

Voi.'lit AJignttJ

Other Securities

3,788^70
&l

* 4

# •

• •

9 t

• •

• t

12ih day of Sept., 1861.

4 ,868,009

12,357,680
702,958

i'3(J,26!>,917

&
>I. marshal

©ajette of t¥ »*u
TUF.SDAY- BANKRUPTS -E. Bahsto^ V&

avi-

iho «« * V? ! }\ the re^«'ations relat no- to trade mark*
nrorSP-

yngh
£. [

d? i»n8 were « better agreement wd if

lout distinction of n;

Wds from theSme^nterdicl T^li
9
£?&*™I 8ufter after*

nations ought tTbe subbed V?!?&"km2nh* *«&«»*
examination setting «!,! ^*k *i, 5 ^ and conscientious
ceases to be"w en2^hTt h^ P™?- ,p

l
e th

u
at the forei^er

productions while offp^^, ?
19
? cl,ent who consumes our

bis
; that he ia a fXi, f-

m
^'i™ £

he "?ht of consuming
^hich Cicero .^Jf

llo^C
\

Uzen of th^t ^great. country of
°tber limits
that which I

the?
6
trSJ

0n
? :\

g°' ^
nd wnich has" notnan those of the planet itself Thushave taken the liberty to recommJd to

gation this would be a veritable benefit. Formerly there hadrL^f^VT^™ an cement upon one meridianThey took that of the Isle of Ferrol ; afterwards by nationalpride each state wished to have its own. There is then themeridian of Greenwich, that of the observatory of Paris tha ofWashington, and many others. I do not see what each state

power of using the maps and tables of its neighbours. Howmany other questions would still present themselves if onetried to exhaust the subject ! There are some which are notonly opportune at present, but which are even pressing. Iwill cite as an example the question of the rieht of belli-gerents at sea. Up to what point ought the right of sei.inlor destroying merchandise belonging to private ner^on?at sea to be any longer recognised in time of
P
wYr? even whenthose prime persons belong to the enemy's nation ? Cinth?respect for private property which is admitted in war by ?and

IhmX? Xth0U
£

80C
u
Urity iU the CaSe ° f a maritime Zv7 Whyshould there be this contradiction? The treaty of Paris of

Set uTtnSh
e

-

at^IiS
?

iD thi
r

r
t
SpeCt »**Wne mZ^ re-spectfnl to the right of property than that which had up tothat time been admitted, but the question has remained insuspense. Has the treaty of Paris gone too far or k it no"

incSle SjaSttJ
? tTp

T«^ if the -- w"eh"anincredible fatality has caused to break out in North America

-vDnoy wood, i\cnr. uuer ^""i"'",''" Mancfw

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS - »• »ABBU

J. RoAKandCo.,lMin(lee, Tanners- . p

Merionetlisliire,
Hutchrr.

MttvopoUt an5 ^^t"U
Election of Lord Matob.--'^ on iSjJ,

inst. (Michaelmas Day this y««. ^ or in J»^

there will be an election of a W*
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t in

M Cubitt. The two aldermen who stand
,
etlect, a slack rope. > withaUnding the disadv : <

rotation to the Lord Mayor are usually
1 — L "

bv the livery to the Court of Aldermen, who
. Iect the senior for the mayoralty. In the

rf thii course being adopted this year, Alderman

irr Maggeridije, who was elected in 1854, and

under which Snell laboured, he i ked the rope h
the utmost coolness and courage, and accomphshed his
task amid the cheers of those assembled.

The Nuns of Siox House.—Among the passengers

J^enry Maggernige, wiio w» ^ectea in x^ ana by the last packet from Lisbon were t Ive nunTof
.

*»*> *? ™* eU^ed

iitt ^theLord *ncf*^™*«* Bioi. Borne, who bar, ntnraed to
iJJSS and Sir H. Muggeridge —«,—--,

ft __-
Kw a- iftfil.6'7 . The other aldermen who are i,nn. ; n r)nrwtcl.ii. ft ti,« -• * 1 v. i5^ & cl^nd who having served the office of Stte^^^ ""^ *"" bnmpl ' t »

^ eligible, are Aldermen Lawrence, Hale, tbe gateway of Bi

Pifc/Gsbrn 1. Mechi, Condei, and Abbiss. As the ancient stat

^rtLoVd Mayor is expected to be created a baronet on and a tr;l

^coming of'age of the Prince of \v ales, it is rumoured wbich is BaW

England, having purchased an establishment
i

- itis-
l"~ ln n ^'— The - ers have brought "with

cross which formerly >od over
ion House, at Isleworth, several

.mil Court. On \ doeoitj th, pnsSseT^as
taken before the maaMrat* it &ow **£> end w«.
fully committed for trial on the capital charfe.

Murder ow Board a* knmxckM Sro.-Johe
Spiller, aged 1*.*, a seaman on board the American tl
Bospbor lying in the >mmercial Dock*, way
charged nt the '.reemvich Police Court on Saturday
with stabbing; and causing the death of William Ufoon,
and also with cutting and wounding Thomas Porter.

arid from t he evidence of the wounded man and
other seamen, that the crime, which was perpetrated on

iere will oe a (n,

[
|,u tlt,t * iw *" ^** v u»u« wwoc,

that the present Lord Mayor will be put in nomina-

in spite of his expressed wish not to interfere

w/ \
t |fc Mderman next in rotation to the chair.

The Diplomatic Service.—The select committee

•f tbe House of Commons appointed to inquire into the

lOlllit"
~~ »nd efficiency of the present diplomatic

tarriceofthe country, have considered the matters to

referred, and agreed to the following report :
—

m ng*i*c «xxmined witnesses of all ranks in the diplomatic
—«— ^Li mmmI nersons who have fdled high office in

lifetime. This order of Bridgettins has been settled in
Lisbon since the year 1595; but there bein^ now more
religious liberty in England than in Portugal, the
sisterhood have determined to return to their native
land. It is said that the Duke of Northumberland, I

whose ancestors Sion House, with its lands, was granted
by Henry VIII., hei riven the nuns a handsome dona-
tion to assist them in defraying the expenses of their
journey and change of establishment.

Tiif. Late Fire in Paternoster Ttow.

and mrtml persons
m r _ w

last meeting of the Court of Sewers a memorial, signed
withi "the*" administration of the department o!' by 50 of the principal inhabit ants of the neighbourhood

Aflkim, «nd having had the advantage of the re- wag presented, praying the C rt to prohibit tl low
Mvte mi the dinloniati: services of other countries, and of ...A -_,-.

f ,, .

J
'. *

K-ti « tM mm^ _._.„„, ngentg Qf the Gov
'

ernmcnt warehouse m Paternal r

whereupon a scuffle ensued, in which .. prison*
stebbea Porter in the arm with a knife, and afterward*
plnnged it into the side of Dixon, who attempted to
take the knit from him. The knife oai ihronfb tht
art ery, and t he man died in a few minutes. Tbe magi*-
trate committed the nri- for trial for the \\ i!

Murdi Dixon, and also rand
fl therman. At tin' on I'lildajT tl

neansr
|
returned n verdict of Wilful Murder

At the prisoner.

The PfflUO BlaXffB.—Th< 1: vtm „ nsttft

linf

I

1 ,n

lb* opinion* of tho principal a;

abroad; transmitted to the Foreign Office in answer to the

ar diipatch of the 25th August, I860, your committee
agraea to make the following recommendations to the

1. That there be two classes of examination pre-

rioni to admission into the service—a first and second—
tha candidate aelecting which he will undergo ; if he pass

taa firtt he will be exempted from any further examination,

t That the attacheship shall, for the future, be regarded

at a probationary period of four years at the most, six months
af which shall be spent in the duties of the Foreign Office.

t. That at the expiration of his attacheship, if his character

aad conduct are approved by the minister under whom he has
ban placed, the attache* shall be nominated secretary of a
certain class, and be paid as such. It is understood that a

be issued to every member of the diplomatic
on his first appointment as secretary, so as to give him

a daim to calculate his 'pension from that date. 4. That
exchanges between members of the diplomatic body and clerks
in the K reign Office should be allowed, under the sanction of
the Secretary of State. 5. That the present regulations, with
regard to leave of absence of ambassadors and ministers,
peear to press upon them with undue severity, and that the
attention of the Secretary of State may be advantageously
orettei to this subject. G. That whenever it is practicable
and tit, a residence i< >r a term of years should be secured for
**^ ** L

embassy or mission. The rent and repairs to be

Row from beinp: restored and
used for its former purpose of tallow melting, on the
ground that it is both a subject of nuisance and of danger.
The memorial was referred to the improvement
committee

nverage. .rinjr the work the births of S71 W« and
Jatal Accident at PiMUOO.— On Wednesday 8<J7 girls, inaUl7<»s children, were re «,l i Undon.

evening a fatal accident occurred to Mr. Thomas Kade
letLolfl

Weekly lletnrn itatea that tie <l..til

London in the week that ended Satnrdt. *Sei'.. 7,

1121. The nrffnge number la theeorrcar* ig weelt
of the 10 years 1851-GO, excluding the doattia from
cholera in lK$e\aad allowing for iurreeee of populati
was 1H')2. The prettnt return i« tl. 'fore 11 below

mmi
a contractor, carrying on business in Castle Street, ixmg
Acre. It appears that between 6 and 7 o'clock Mr.
Earle was driving Mrs Earle in a chaise along th

bank of the Thames, having just crossed the Chelsea
new bridge, and was proceeding homewards, when, as he
reached the corner of Westmoreland Street, Grosvenor
Road, a dog started out into the road and rked
furiously. The horse shied, and dashed towards the
palings which protect the road from the river, and
leaped at them as he would have done at a fence. Mr.
and Mrs. Earle were thrown from their seats into th

river, but the chaise having become entangled in the

palings the horse could proceed no furtlor. A] raoo

In the corresponding freekiol the 10 years 1861-00, the
average number was 1598.

IJrobinctAl.
Bliswouth.—Vor some weeks put several of tho

boats on the Grand Jun < anal have been propelled

by steam mst< I of being drawn by horses, and with

proper adaptations of the tunnel-, there is no d< t

that the dit s hitherto exp< enced in navig: ng

Canals with steamboats arc in a fair way of being ofM
come. There are several tunnels on the canal, one of

them being at Agar 1 >wn, and ai r close to the

ttt

«6ayad at the public expense. 7. That the attention of the
wattMj of State be directed to the salaries and allowances of
tba hrger missions, wish the view of considering whether they
attsdaqiwte to meet the greatly increased expenditure of
MBf at the principal European capitals." m wM u4

t
Thi late Lord Herbert.—A general order was

Jjsoed on tnrday from the Horse Guards, stating that
tb«(jueenh directed that the new general hospital
at WeoWich ahall be called the Herbert Hospital, outT respect to the memory of the late Lord Herbert, by
whom the building was established.

Road across Hide Park.—A movement is now in
progress in the parish of Paddington for the formation

T wT-
aCr

,°
SS the Park >

so as to brin« the districts of
ijoarma and Bayswater in direct communication with

Kensington. It is proposed to hold a parish

of^JS
consider the question, and discuss the line

^E

h
P^'G 0F *«* Bar.—The carriage way

wSh 1 l L
and through Temple Bar into the City,

»^naxi been closed for nearly three weeks for
Tws, was re-opened for traffic on Monday.

Iflia \, J
DAL °f the Great Exhibition of

- «r. Machse'a design for the obverse of this

Wion th
completed and approved, and Mr. L. C.

wore Jill
ei,

fa
^
ep is preparing the die. The work is of a

It renrolpf
c,

.

wracter than that of the medal of 1851.

•oMina-in i

"
-

e CPntre Britannia seated on a throne,

Olive branrl "ffi*
hand a wrcath

» and in her left an

**nafactor«V p
hll^ em,,1ematical figure^ representing

» their si i

Produce
» and Machinery, exhibit to

^Pture
FC1

? Productionsin the presence of Painting,

:tlr(l 1
' '

,
Architecture—who are to receive no

©ice, AUl f
admirafcion which their works will

be %]„ / eet nr the central figure, and occupving

The medal
r
f?

r
1

0und of the group, is the BritishVion.

£ffiers :

r''
"

!
* to be °n^<>"™, will be identical in

m«*e is r,V thafc *iven ln 185L The design for the

o^sast of
Jet deterniined on, but it will probably

Oacriptio,.
& wrea^u surrounding an appropriate

**
csaapt

TErR Blondix.—Considerable excitement

^Pton k
°n Saturd»y in the neighbourhood of

*^-«nown
y the nnnouncement that John Snell, the

) wtH
Wateri»an and boatbuilder there, intended

***** hnn?^?
tl,e river on a tight rope at 6 o'clock.

tee
*tim

red 8Pectators flocked to the spot towards

ftQatber of
an

1

nounce(l
J Lord Kilmorey, and a lar^

*• fes-at Ja -

les and Sentlemen, being 'present. Alter

«»e roL *\ n ^
hich Sne11 luid been engaged, he had

^^SdU • '
and C(>romenced walking on it from

"Hie rope w
8

'
balanc

*

,ng himself with a large pole.

^•aehin ?
S & COmmon liee, used in towing barges,

*^ trials i

teP
'
and

'
havin& been ^oken in one

""•^e star'

an
u
ie Sny -roPes besides being in a very

*• rr,ne hLl"
8

]
e whole ot" fche expense of preparing

^^d down '
defrayed by Snell himself, it swayed

in a very dangerous manner, and was, in

who witnessed the occurrence jumped in, and awr-r- Illisworth station on the 1 idon and North Wetttrn
Railway. The canal tunnels are made of brick, and

are little, if at all, larger than a sewer. The tunnels

are so constructed that hor power is of no use, the

boats previous to the Introduction of steam having been

propelled by a process called » leggine." This process

consists in placing a board on either side of the boat, on

which lies a man who places his feet against the wall of

the tminel and thus pasta the boat along. TMeeyttera

still prevails on boats to which t steam-engine has

not yet been applied, and as the labour of thug
u legging" the boat is both arduous and disagreeable

the steam-engine is welcomed as a very agreeable sub-

stitute. The engine, however, is not without its dis-

advantages, for, as the tunnels are lone, and, as we

The Woolwich Murder.—The" execution of Peter bare said, no larger than sewers, the boat men are half-

man who was at hand with his boat, assisted by other

persons, succeded in getting Mrs. Earle out of the water,

when it was found that though much excited and alarmed

she had not sustained any serious injuries. There was
great difficulty in getting Mr. Earle out of the water,

as he was a heavy man, but after many efforts he was

got into the boat, and conveyed to the Stanley Arms,
where four medical gentlemen visited him. Befoi

their arrival, however, he had expired and it was found

that he had received a severe wound on the head by

the kick of the horse, inflicted, no doubt, as he was

falling- from the chaise. His clothes were torn and his

thighs pierced and lacerated by the sharp points of the

palings. The horse was but slightly injured.

Masterson, who was convicted at the last session of the -tifled by the volumes of carbon emitted from the low
'

1 to funnel ; coal being burnt instead of coke, Onrndav
Central Criminal Court of murder, has been fixed to

take place on Thursday, the 19th inst., at Maidstone.

The prisoner, who is only 22 years old, is an Irish

Roman Catholic, and has been visited constantly by a

priest of his Church. For a long time be appeared very

hardened; but since the day was fixed f-r his execution

he has become more sensible of his posit i.

Titi: Holborn Murder.—On Tuesday afternoon the

adjourned inquest on Mary Anne Cogan was resumed in

Newton Street, II ".horn. It will be recollected

'that the husband William Cogan m dleged to have

cut his wife's throat in such a frightful manner as to

cause instantaneous death, tha he afterwards cut his

own throat, and has been in King's College Hospital

night two steamboats entered the IJlisworth tunnel,

and before tin > emerged from it the people in them

were rendered insensible by the fumes from the

engines, two of the men being quite dead, and one of

them fearfully burnt by falling, while insensible, on

the engine. The tonne) is a mile or more in length,

and has but one shaft in it, and that one shaft it is said

is covered over. The jury at the inqv L returned

a rei that deceased were aocid« illy suffocated by

tbe smoke in the tunnel. They also recommended the

company to sink additional ventilating thafta,

Coventry.—There is now no longer any doubt that

a double murder has been committed in this city by

ever since from the effects of the wound. On the pre- arsenieal poisoning the suspicions entertained a fort-
ever M

" " " night since against William Beamish of poisoning his

wife and rhihi having been confirmed on Saturday by

the verdict of the coroner's jury. The following

vious occasion the inquest was adjourned in order to

have the accused present, so that he might hear the

evidence against him, and make any statement he _
.Swnk proper in his defence/ He was now the facts of the case as disclosed by tbe evidence at the

brought up in custodv from the hospital, and the inquest. The prisoner, who for several years was a

evidence taken on the former occasion having been read Sunday-school teacher, earned on the business of a

over to him, fresh evidence was taken at great length,
|

riband weaver in a domestic factory aUIill Fields, and

but few new facts were
inns PYfiminations The prisoner maae a state- i-umy, whb»hu^ v. *»*. ~..- —-7«gS£

r«i treaiM !&s t,«Mf&«?

«

at as he lay sleeping on the floor, "»"«
lin (ll ,, nrp it.fni« cat meal was fi he<\ then -her

added to those elicited at ' on the morning of the 14th August the whole of the

previous examinations. The prisoner made a state- 1 family, consisting of the wife and three c.
.

took

men
throat as ne jay sleeping «« *• "V"' " ~ /"

rt ;, io f(l
.fnrv j >re th e meal 4

he rnrtjed into-th. M «d - f t^d! Si J • "uh vo» ,«. * «,

the police to take her into c,l!,to"> )"'
r

,\, -sister was tli-n eoiaged to w*it upon deeeMed, who
injury-lie had received, not kno».iw Uwt she™\^ ;.^,^" t „.iod ^ion.llv 1 * }o„nK woman
H'L wife, he said, had exhibited vol,nce to

_

h,m on were^al M n ^^^ £ g
The child !1 into convulsions

And *d at night. The wife.

Mow Street, but he did not appear againsi
,

nrr. *«« —^ ^ { fo
;-

gclreril darf>. On the 17th she

appeared to be true, and the Pn™e^/'^^^ in I was so min-h b er that recovc appeared p^ible; but

marks of the injury he had i A
J

l>*

f^"j- ' , ihe had a reiapea, and on ilea 30lh she died. Dr. Goate, a

summing up, expri^-d ins opinion that tne «•<«»
,_i n^t it loner, had l)een called in lo the prisoner to

H,s wife, he said, had exhih. ed
;

«™ « ™^ ^ stflUia

former occasions, ami about 12 n
??

n™
|J*2 kcn to I, for the prisoner,

in the am with a^f^jJ^^^T^ on the following day,

I1:td rece.veo. i w« -''™ '
, ^ a rA .Ap^ and on the 20th she 6u

WS ..pinion that h e med ca £ lr P .^
} ^^^ ^

red that the wound in d dJ we F ^^^^ ,evidence had cle.irly pr.>ve« *•»• '—-
1

. .- j
t
i,..

f

throat could not haVe be* in.Iicted by h,rS,-l
,
and U

.

>

the only question WM -.viu^her it *» » ca e "f m n

slaughter or mur.ler. The jury •*? 5?^.-l!2 .

Mnint,'* bat no

in his mind as to the cause of the
h w»m«n

XsT
S

ST be .are a cert.ncate of dca.h trom
diarrhcra. A post mortem examination of the bodies

i lor one «.«*« ™ .--. - nnar who , revealed excoriat is of the lining membranes of the

verdict of « Willul Mnrder^ g^gj^ STSnS I

mouth, and an inflamed state of the stomach, M well
closed doors for one hour and a quarter returned^

verdict of "Wilful M
was therefore committed for
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other symptoms of acrid poisoning. The contents of

the stomach, as well as the viscera, were forwarded in

.1 jar to Dr. Wrightson, an analytical chymist of some
repute at Birmingham. He made an analysis, and
found arsenic in a small quantity in the stomach, and

evidence of the poison in the liver, the blood of the

heart, and the transverse colon. Inquiries were made
which showed that the prisoner had made repeated

endeavours to purchase arsenic immediately prior to

the sickness of the deceased. He first of all went to the

shop of a Mr. Parkes, chemist, Hill Fields, and asked

for a pennyworth of arsenic, remarking that he had
obtained some previously to mix with soft soap, to

destroy bugs. Mr. Parkes could not, or would not, sell

the arsenic. Three days afterwards he called upon
Mr. Jenkins, chemist, Smithford Street, and asked for

three pennyworth of arsenic to poison rats, with which
he said he was very much annoyed, but being informed
that it could not be sold without a witness as to what
it was required for, he went away for one. He subse-

quently returned with a person who stated that the
arsenic was required to poison rats, and an ounce and
a half was given to him accordingly. He called a^ain
the same day, and asked the assistant for arsenic, but
the latter said they did not keep it. He recommended
"*' Battle's vermin killer " and phosphor paste as

efficacious in killing rats, but the prisoner said he had
tried them both and they would not do. He was then
recommended to try the ordinary cloe-fig. On the fol-

lowing Monday he called again and purchased one-

pennyworth of cloe-fig, stating that he had not obtained
any arsenic. When taken into custody he stated that

he had used the arsenic for the purpose of destroying
the rats which infested the beans and peas in his garden,
where he said there was a quantity scattered, but none
was found. The cloe-fig not used, and the empty
arsenic paper labelled "poison," were on his person. A
considerable quantity of the arsenic taken by the
deceased, and especially the woman, must have passed
in the matter ejected from the stomach whenever
she vomited. The question of the possibility of the
poison having accidentally got into the food, or that
the wife had committed suicide, was set aside bv the
prisoner having created suspicion of the commission of
murder by his own acts. Shortly after the death of
his wife he manifested considerable anxiety that some
one should be present while he searched the pockets of
her dress. Jane Stokes was present, and her state-

ment is that the prisoner took out of his wife's
pocket a purse, and opening it pulled forth a note,
written on a small slip of paper, purporting" to be
in his wife's handwriting, stating that she had
poisoned the child and committed suicide afterwards.
Attention was at once drawn to this note, and en-
deavours were made to ascertain how it came into the
pocket, and whose hand writing it was. The jury were
almost baffled in this inquiry until Saturday, when a
link was added to the chain of evidence by the prisoner's
son identifying a book produced as that used by his
father. The paper on which the note was written
appears to have been torn from this book. Evidence
was stiJl wanting as to the handwriting, and the inquiry
was adjourned until an "expert" could be obtained.
Mr. Joseph Nethercliff, of the British Museum, was
accordingly telegraphed for. He arrived in Coventry
late on Saturday evening. Seven documents were
given to him for examination and comparison, one
being the note found in the wife's pocket, and the others
being letters proved to have been written by the
prisoner.

^
Mr. Nethercliff was absent half an hour, and

on returning into court gave his decided opinion that
the note was written by the same person who wrote the
letters signed "Wm. Beamish." He explained the
reasons why he came to this opinion, and although sub-
jected to a long cross-examination he did not vary in
the least from the statements he had made. His evi-
dence created great sensation, as it made the prisoner
guilty of forgery, and the inference was that he forged
the note to avert suspicion from himself. Circumstan-
tial evidence against the prisoner having thus been
found, a motive was assigned for committing the
murder. There was abundant evidence to prove that
he had many months prior to the poisoning been on
terms of improper intimacy with Emma Statham, who
worked in the riband trade for him, as already stated,
lney had been seen drinking together at varioua public-
houses, kissing and embracing. He had also been
heard to say he had sworn to have her. It was there-
fore suggested that he desired to put his wife out of
the way in order to have more complete opportunities
for intercourse with this girl, who, with Jane Stokes,
had been apprehended on a chnrge of poisoning, but
had since been released on promising to re-appear when-
ever called upon to do so. Mr. Powell, of Birmingham,
and Mr. Griffin, of Leamington, appeared for the

herseff afterwards, or that that note had been placed in was witnessed by many th^anuwTT
hav nr^kpt hv snmfi nerson or persons with the desire

,
of the Mersey. w*>i

***l^j|

her pocket by some person or persons

to avert suspicion from the real author or authors of

the crime. The supposition that she wrote the note

was very improbable, because there was every likeli-

hood that at the time the note was written the child

was dead, and a person prostrated by sickness, as she

was, would not be likely to undergo the mental exertion

of writing a note. The Coroner expressed his regret at

being constrained to say that Dr. Goate had acted very

wrongly in giving a certificate of death from diarrhoea.

He understood that it was a common practice for the

medical men of Coventry to give certificates of death,

when they knew nothing whatever of the cause ,• and

in this case if the doctor had had the moral courage to

perform his duty, it was very probable that it would

have led to inquiry and that the mother's life

would have been saved. The jury after a brief absence

returned a verdict to the effect that the deceased died

from arsenic, purchased and administered by the

prisoner Beamish, and that Emma Statham was

accessory to the tact. The Coroner said he did not
think lie could receive that portion of the verdict in

reference to Emma Statham. If she was accessory at

all she wras indictable for murder, and that question

had better be left to the prosecution. A Juryman.

—

We believe that Emma Statham had a direct or in- meetings,

direct guilty knowledge. The jury retired to reconsider

their verdict, and on returning, the foreman read the

M *

5*
MlNCHESTEE—After tte delivery of «.address the various sections met i7t? ^ —

tion, the Free Trade Hall Ow^^
Mechanics' Institution, and the Sw^fl L°*fcT
under their respective presidents, wh7S?Sductory addresses. The section of **£?*%
Physical Sciences was presided over 1™^?** »
that of Chemical Science by frllZ &!*»£
Geology by Sir Roderick Murchi2?£^
and Botany by Professor Babington.ffAby Dr. Sbarpey

; that of Geography Sft&SMr John Crawford
; that ofC2

Statistics by Mr. Newmarch; and tWrf?*
Science by Mr. Bateman, C.E. Kumeromilr41

length and interest were read daily in J7*^H
Monday a meeting of the general coma^*!?^
the Town Hall, Mr.Fairbairn,President indU^
first business was to fix the place"Tf BUSf^'

^
Invitations had been received fiTjtl"

following verdict

"As to Betsy Beamish, we find that "William Beamish is

guilty of her wilful murder; as to Emily Beamish, we find

him guilty of wilful murder. The jury cannot separate without
expressing their sympathy for Mrs. Jane Stokes, whose name
hts appeared as implicated with the murder. They think
t«re never was any cause for suspicion against her, and that
she had been most kind to the deceased."

On Monday the prisoner was brought before the borough
magistrates in the County Hall, when the evidence of

the witnesses previously examined before the coroner

was taken, and ultimately he was fully committed to

take his trial on the capital charge.

Dover.—Lord Palmerston last week attended the

first meeting of the new Board of Harbour Commis-
sioners, appointed under the Act of last Session, by
which the management of Dover Harbour undergoes
considerable change. His Lordship rode over from
Wahner Castle, accompanied by Lady Palmerston, the

Right Hon. W. Cow per, M.P., and Mrs. Cowper, who
remained at the Lord Warden Hotel while Lord
Palmerston attended at the Harbour Jlouse to preside

over the meeting above referred to. The new commis-
sion consists of seven members, all of whom were
present, viz., the Lord Warden, President ; Captain
Noble, R.N., representing the Admiralty; Mr. S. M.
Latham, the Board of Trade ; Mr. Gordon Thompson,
the South-Eastern Railway Company; Mr. Holroyd, the
London, Chatham and Dover Railway Company; and
the Mayor of Dover and the Deputy Mayor oi/behalf
of the burgesses. The principal business transacted
was the appointment of officials, as follows :—Mr.
James Stillwell, registrar ; Mr. Richard Irons, harbour
master ; Mr. Richard Atherden, deputy harbour master,
Mr. Saunders, collector of dues; and Mr. L. Stride,
treasurer. Applications were sent in by Mr. R. Rees
and Mr. Druce for the appointment of receiver of rents,
surveyor, and resident engineers; but the Commis-
sioners postponed the election, and it appeared to be
the general impression that it would be desirable to
divide these offices. At the conclusion of the meeting
the Lord Warden rejoined Lady Palmerston and Mr.
and Mrs. Cowper, and proceeded from the Lord Warden
Hotel to the Admiralty Pier, for the purpose of in-

specting the works in connection with that undertaking.
The more local operations in the inner harbour were
afterwards inspected by his lordship, who then returned
to Walmer. The usual salutes from the Castle were
dispensed ^ with, at the express wish of his lordship,
both on his arrival and departure.

Hereford.—-The 138th meeting of the three choirs
of Hereford, Gloucester, and Worcester commenced
in this city on Tuesday, under the presidency of
Lord Bateman, the Lord-Lieutenant of Herefordshire,
and a committee consisting of several of the principal
noblemen and gentlemen of influence in the county.
On the first day there was a full choral service in Here-
ford Cathedral, when a sermon was preached bv the
Rev. Wm. Peete Musgrave, M.A. of Trinity College,
Cambridge, one of the Canons Residentiary, after which
the " Elijah " of Mendelssohn was performed. On
Wednesday Spohr's "Last Judgment" and Handel's
"Samson" were performed; on Thursday Mozart's
Requiem," Haydn's ' Spring," and Mendelssohn's

reception of lifr t,

see them. Ifwfcj
the meeting rjfc
the first insUia

one occasion Le *

»

year
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Birmingham" Hniu?ham. The claims of Cambridge waTJmlw*"
by Professor Sedgwick, who said tW*
accommodation for the sectional bnsinea tjr
were no such great halls as in Manchefcfc^

.

meetings. He begged his hearers also**
that the academical body had anything of i

feeling prevalent among them, even if their

might be supposed to be rather of a

They could provide for the
and were always glad to

philosophers should grace
presence it would not be
kind. He recollected on
honour ofreceiving Mrs. Somerville,theemwi*
matician, at his own chambers, and lie believeifci

the first time a four-post bedstead wag ever pes:

the University. Professor Babington setatit

invitation to Cambridge. Alderman Bell I
Potter, on behalf of the Northern Institute dI*
Engineers, supported the invitatiou from &rr
The Mayor of Birmingham and the Rer.W.fli

supported the invitation from that place. )!:.

Dawson said there was more to be seen in ^^
than in any other town, at least for those wtoaa

to see the largest possible application of

cleverness to wrorks of utility. Moreover, tk *
was much more central and accessible than ibaMW

the-way places in the North. Mr. T

that although he would be gla^ifhel: *

Cambridge lor the 10th time, he would earned;

on the meeting their acceptance of the inritotia ia

Bath, at all events for the yearl$3. fl«

Roman antiquities to be seen, unrira/Wft

itself; and Bristol was almost within a
**J^J

with its interesting glass manufactures ****~~

The Mayor of Bath and Mr. Moore supper^

tation from Bath. The invitation fwm
**J

was supported bv the Mayor and TownCW»"J

borough. The Rev. Dr. " Robinson tbel
**""

the next meeting be held at Cambridge. »£
of Manchester seconded the motion, which*M*
Professor Willis was nominated President fifJW
year,an(Uhefbllowinggentlemenwerereqne*aw

the ofiice of vice-presidents :-Tbe Don***

Whewell, Professor Sedgwick, Professor Air

Adams, and Professor Stokes. On Ihuno*

ceedings of the Association were ^f^^
excursions to the copper-mines at Aide":» j^
Marston salt mine, the Astley D^^Bj*
field, the Manchester;\Vaterworks,tbebt.^^

works, the Worsley coal mines, and the n.^

grounds, which were kindly thrown open ».

of Ellesraere. anct&P
Nottingham.—A very painful occ*neJ t

at the village of Bulwell on Monday CVtrjy*
man named Christopher Williamson nanng

by his sister, a young woman 17 ?
ea

f.
^V**

pears that deceased was at work.in "^M*
as a framework knitter, when a ™fVr*^igt+
tween him and his sister. yei7 bigh :~^W

,Caou«, - the heat oiPJJj

his sister several severe Wow 8,
whenshe^jj

tt

prisoner, and their cross-examinations were chiefly
directed to show that for many years he had borne an
unblemished character, and had led a most exemplary
hie which, with the exception of his connection with
atatham, certainly appeared to be the case ; that bugs
infested the house, to destroy which arsenic mixed
with soft soap had been used; that rats and mice
abounded m the garden ; arsenic also had been em-
ployed^ to get rid of them ; and that he was in noway mixed up with the administration of the poison.^ he coroner in summing up said that after the evidence

?wi ?wlJcllf,
Ltbey must eitlier co™e to the con-cision that Mrs. Beamish poisoned the child first and

xvequieiii, iiayan s - spring, ana lUendelssoiin s

Lobgesang were performed, and on Friday the festival
closed with the "Messiah." Concerts were given on
the evenings of the several days in the shire and college
halls, and a ball took place on Friday evening. The
principal vocalists were Mdlle. Tietjens, Madame Weiss,
Miss Louisa Pyne, Madame Sainton Dolby, Miss Susan
Pyne, Signer Giuglini, Mr. Montem Smith, Mr. Sims
Reeves, Mr. Winn, and Mr. Weiss.

Liverpool.—The Great Eastern sailed from this
port on Tuesday afternoon for New York, with upwards
of 400 passengers and a general cargo. The chairman
and directors of the Great Ship Company, with a
number of the leading gentlemen of the port, including
the Mayor, accompanied the ship as far as the Bell
Buoy. She was in excellent order, and her departure

and ultimately deceased, in

his sister several severe bio ,

bobbin, and threw it at him witn w
__

Unfortunately the bobbin struck him
\ ^\

ear, on the jugular vein, and after °Jj\/fi^

few minutes,' he fell into a chair aild ^fca*J
assistance could be obtained. in

? "JlfetW.'J
much excited, and went into sucn ^a**}
surgeon had to be called m>

au
; ld bet*Z

several hours afterwards that sne co^

the county gaol. s^^rSt*
on Wednesday, aud remanded un

i

<p*\

peared much distressed, and wept u

^^j
was opened on Tuesday, and adjourn *. ^
is evinced on behalf of the JO*tig*o ^^
the great provocation she x**n ^dP~

{

doubt that she will be comjnitteU i ^
PLYMOUTH.-The paddlewhf^ rf

rf*,

brand, 6, Commander Bruce, tt* m£**,
suffered so fatally in the ^V est IfV^^
arrived on Tuesday in the Sfn*

ter,
tjj^

bv yellow fever one assistant-p* ^ ^
engineers, a boatswain, and 4/ p h*i«*.

seamen. Her crew are 7j/steW*^
reports that the paddlewuew h,^
6, Commander Wilson, had lost a

H
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rSSTTuthciues of Surrey have

-
, .UrTwlmli le«ds them to believe that

*•* ^S ISSpbe Krohn, one of the suspected

rf jtaL HallWay, of Kingswood were dis-

.*rMRO»t High Leigh, near Harrington,

TheSrftady of a young man, apparently

A-*«en "5 and 30 years old, was found in

jjp^is •'•» i,ieh r°ad from
-

*e s?u
•

Decom
pr

ad
, £VnlJs could he discerned, hut in dress,

rf '*
' otTer ascertainable particular the

" "Z ÎjuA with the published description ofT9^ So marks of violence were discovered

;

SetWound in the pockets of deceased's

d ,t is supposed that the man must have

- ajLtathe kW a»d died from txl
!f
us

J

ion 8h0rtly

^^Kbgswood murder was committed.

t« Pmwci ou Wales at the CuuiUGH.-On

T2STWrinr,of W.to presented the 36th Rep-'

T ''ha new «tand of colours, as a reminiscence ol

ETsttacbttient, on theCurragh, to the brigade of which

rjJTIj t part There was a large concourse of spec-

to witness the ceremony, including the Lord-

IMfeant. Sir George Brown, the Commander-in-

5 f
' ||| (.cnaal of division with their stall, the^^

of the various regiments quartered at the Cur-

uaoy ladies, and the gentry from the surrounding

iSboarhood. The colours having been consecrated

Wtfcijunior chaplain of the camp, the two senior

«MifBt bearing the old colours, which told a tale of

Wand fr" il service, approached his Royal High-

Sand knelt The Prince of Wales then presented

tat colours in due form, and having received them at

the ensigns rose, and rested the staves of

atari on the ground. His Royal Highness then

the regiment as follows:

—

_ Hott, officers, non-commissioned officers, and

of the 36th Regiment, it affords me very sincere

Jon, after having served for some months in the

to which you belong, to present these colours to you.

that I shall ever look back to my intercourse with

„ and the various corps composing the fine division

Med in this camp with feelings of unmingled pleasure,

gladly avail myself of this opportunity of expressing my
a tor the cordial welcome given me on my joining the

reeks tor the purpose of obtaining a practical acquaintance
wfch tbe duties of your noble profession. Time will not admit
ofsstsiLat into a d ilcd narrative of all the valuable services

rendered by your regiment to their Sovereigns and country.
From the year 1700, when it was raised in Ireland, the birth-

pnotofsomany gallant soldiers, until the close of thewarinlS15,
or records might almost form an epitome of the military

lory of the empire. During that period the 36th served with
di»» i. lion in Europe, Asia, and America, through-
ol the most brilliant campaigns in which our armies

i engaged. It was repeatedly named in very honour-
able terms by Cornwallis. Wellington, and other eminent cora-
Mjsders, and has on all occasions nobly vindicated its title to
the awto inscribed on your banners, and of which you arc so

*•'•
f I " •• i" regiment that has already achieved such a

'•jjjetkm, and is now in so high a state of efficiency under the
aim command of Colonel Hort these colours may, indeed, be

J*!
' i; and I feel convinced that whenever the

•WJf^nhy shall arise you will show yourselves worthy of the
memorable eulogy once pronounced by Lord Cornwallis upon
:• ar pPanj enpe that they u furnished a conspicuous prof
• • ••-•

:• and valour in soldiers, when directed by zeal
•Mcspactty in officers, are irresistible."

Qroel Hort returned thanks in an appropriate speech,
•d toe regiment having saluted the colours in the
*["* manner, the ceremony terminated with a royal

"*J.
His Royal Highness, with the Lord Lieutenant,* Commander of the Forces, 'and a large company,

«j*lancheon with the officers of the regiment, and the

J2*J.
U of the 36th entertained the sergeants of the

*™*uer Guards, the Prince's regiment, at dinner.
'HI Lvcome TAX-or Ireland.—The Freeman, inw commercial summary, publishes a resume of a

ranamentary paper which has just been issued, giving

• IL^a
per80ns who pay income tax in Ireland

'BWeduleD, including trades and professions,

iSE? ^ *"***&» manufacturers, doctors,

|J™«*,
engineers, attorneys, &c. It appears from

tne number who confess to making more than

tfcaatll
681"

?
uder a11 these heads is only 14,532, that

5.7^™ their incomes as from 100/. to 150/. is

a^ io^°f:
ayear

» 3163 ; 600*. a year, 1116; 2000?.

a^i iV
zmL t0 10>°°w- 81 ; 10,000*. to 50,000/.,

, «wve 100,000/. 1, said to be a trader, who returns"* as 120,661/. in 1859, and 115,099/. in 1860.

hammer, racing and dan p., e duly perform Q d by
Highlanders—though, singular enough, a com pa- ely

small, but firmly knit Lowlander, Donald Dinnie
Aboyne, holds the champion medal of D« It is

aid that he is quite a model athlete, being as like

Blondin in build as it is possible to conceive. On the
terrace, beside the Royal Store, were distinguished

parties from Mar Lodge and Invercauld House, includ-

ing fcha Earl and Countess of Fife, Lord Maorinff, Lord
and Lady Brav brook o. Lord Powerscrolt, Lord Hunting-
field, Lady Staplefield, Mr. and -Mrs. Farquharson,
Earl and Countess of Camperdown, Lord and Lady
Tredegar, Sir Thomas and Lady Glad ne, Ac. Tl

day was favourable for the meeting and everything
passed off well.

Supposed Murder near Glasgow.—On Thurs-

day, the 5th inst., Mr. William Simpson, coalmaster,

Larkhall, Lanarkshire, proceeded to Airdrie for

the purpose of drawing some money from the bank,

in order to pay his men at the colliery, which 1

does once a month. When he left Aiidrie he bad

possession

well, where he took refreshments at the Inn, and lef

about half past 8 p.m. to resume his journey by a

narrow footpath on the bank of the railway. Since

that time nothing lias been seen of hiin, bat his

hat, pocketbook, Utters, and some silver have

been found on the footpath, about 200 yards from the

village. The hat had two long cuts in it, bat no marks

of blood, and the ground appeared to show that a

struggle had taken place. The body could not be

found, and was at first supposed to have b I thrown

into the Clyde. After a reward of 200/. had been offered

for the apprehension of the murderer or raui ran,

an impression became general in the district that Mr.

Simpson, instead of being murdered, had absconded,

and that he mutilated and placed his hatand documents

in the position in which they were found, in order to

encourage the idea that he had been made away with.

It was also rumoured that, in addition to the sum

which he drew from the bank at Airdi he had taken

with him a considerable sum of mom y, bat at pi it

there is no confirmation of these rumours, and the all air

is involved in mystery. Mr. Simpson was a young man

of 23 or 24 years of age, and has left a wife and child.

It is said that his lifj was very heavily insured.

He walked to Motlief ;i!i:" r a;,s n othcrr^iMH*

the officer* of e company might be «rtatoat*4 by
of the ar Tit. the weight of silibmua key sriMs
pendent witnesses. Thar would pereer**,
facts, that e cause of the delay
arriving at Brighton was not very s—terial to tbis tospih |

if the rules of the oompany had been property iIimiiI
accident wo t have happened notwkhsnuMing
The Portsmouth tram left Brighton station, *T,.. lnifg to

leucc of Legge, station-master, at 6-JSL But that
nee was c tradictod by all the other tosflawaij. whist

went to show that it did not leave Brighton until •
The excursion train was stated by the ofioere of tl

to have left the station at 8*0 or ML Lcgge's

that po was also « '.radiated by the other

According to him the train left two or three mini
The evidence of Holmes, the potetvdsan at the Junrtaan,

that the trains passed him at 8», t**, and ***. The
oe i Killiok, the aignalman at the

end <-f the tunn was very important, and it a
- him that Kettek was justified in

t he answer he received to his message referred

tnda, Ibe signalman at the north end gae<

differon< aoorunt <•( the txanaaottoa, bni radjglaj betareaalae
two he was of lee that the account given by KeUiafc

the more credible one of the two. Brown a lailHi i th^t

listook oesaage to refer to the first train

sooond, which it actually did refer to. and
.

v *Mck appttr*J

The Fatal Accident Ojr the Beiohtok.—The

iniiuest upon the bodies of the 23 persons killed by the

recent accident in the Clayton tunnel, was resumed on

Ira-,- :.
' < dntr :i- " '! • - ' -• v as abil

noes he hal to meet pae tl

Uer «eii such rap> y, and Use distanee safnal

t ho jury enoe >o naasengi

the time at w h ths tr.tinn left

1/jggo in starting those brains clearly easne waaato \

defimt of tnnnalangfator by negligence. It was the

ih'k '. ftf the c nary
i

* prooa^OBIl whiea,

ace tho r laleej tba oosnpeny, waa

clearly
i

ted t Lb the rul«a-^»f not starting
"

an i terval at lea ainutes had e^peod.

e as to how fj. i: llawkina, traffic manager,

the accident by the way in which he managed the

j was n oflnitc rule aa to an Interval of five mionis.

•ing aUowed to elapse between two trains, but it inpiiiil

that the ary rule oljserved on the varlona rail-

way hues in tho kins ffl was woll known to railway

ol als ; and ho did n me ootild be at'

ajdop 1

c what was the general mle. and oxpeettn

would bo acted upon. The general rule, _

stati iiH, was to allow in rale of fire D ea. A question

111 irieeasto tho sufficiency or inaufficien- h***2?*
ftduptcd at the tunnel. The jury would have to <Mmafder

whether the railway, by ite tnaflfte manager, had fcirly afisaeM

all tho ordinal proved modes in common uec for regulating

e traffic. I ey had, it was no in ation on t toaay

that there were other new mode* pai dy adopted on acme

lines, which won'.l he bettor than those to use on the

Brighton Una Vo doubt there had been a great *•«*•
°J

trail f the means in use were suftalent to »^ls^that
traffic, there could be no blame 1 .n.pany. In rewwe

the suggestioi Captain Tyler, that ,UT
7f

1

??"L!™
line h I'.righton and Hasaoek's Gate abonU bi

i

regc

1 ated by mce Instead t .f time, it could not b« urgea agMnat

t ho oompany that they had adopt e Utter tn \?
k ™g'

did so ly to regulate tho distance at which the trains

should be apart fr e another. The quertene for the jury

to consider were theae-whether tbay believed that Ijeggn

Rtartod the. trains at less Intervals than he should have do

to

reilieiUUL'IUU mau mo «i4"»j *"*— " .»

afford an opportunity to the deputy chairman ol the

lihvay company, to bring; before the board directors

the demand of the court for the production of certain

documents which the secretary had, under the advice

of Mr. Faithfull, the company's solicitor, declined 1

produce on the ground that they were privileged

communications made by the servants of the company

to their employers. The documents m question

were the report made by Scott, the driver of the

excursion train, of the journey from Brighton to

London, on the morning of Sunday, 2oth Ai lit,

and detailing the circumstances ol the accident;

Scott's daily return; the verbal statement m;

by Boynett, head guard of the train, taken

down in writing by one of the clerks in the

office; a statement made by Butcher the guard,

and the report made by Hackman, he driver of he

Portsmouth excursion, and handed to the officer at he

Brighton station. On the re-opemng of the court

Mr? Slight, the secretary, stated that the Board of

Director? on Monday naaaed a resolution to the effect

that they had been advised by co hat they were

not bound to produce the dements required by
^

the

coroner, and that the documentor produced could not

be le-ally received as evidence-but, bein* desirous of

assisting the investigation by every moans m tneir

powe ;-,they were unwilling to stand on the legal right

of the company, and had therefore authorised their

secretary to produce the documents required. The

i'l'UTllBMHiW tniiiiiu»w»

,o their don bin neglect

njsnslaughter, and would be
of

_au
The

offence which it w i bo for r J"JT ^ **>:
f

second qv ion was whether the jury lwlieved the Jsaeof

Ke" : th nan. Ff ao, afi he! e 1 been guilty of waja

trifling enor of judgtnent-hardly an^ror at all ,n flaaj-

axiaing from hia hurry and not m neglect of duty, lie was

Sot r away from bJe post, and rhero~ ~
«J|f^

to show that in any other way he had besti frailty or

negligence. The third at was as to the working of he

di^anco signal, whether at in any way c n*^**"
acciaent, &nd whether, if it 1 n« rk ^rly Keliick or

any other peraoi ho^j duty it wtw to ml and attend to i^

properly performed his work. It -u ^V^\^Z^
he conduct of Scott the driver of the excursion tanau was^at

1 to be icd ; if there was an error at all it was only one

Of mdgment. No doubt tho weight of evidence was that the

tra ked for a greater dl nco than Seo£aUeged J
but <.n

he other hand, he did nei -car to have been guilty jr.fjnw

such condu dd laapKlsto hsaa in a criminal cbanje.

I \s liS^ waTequally to rilled with the rest, and he did not

I
.' m to h"f his post or been g, y ofj»ny»«U4«f»

not^ttending to the signals The . ,u^afc^thejriry toeun-

under Ujo cinrun am If the jury were of opinion thtt

Kcllick "» 1 Br a had done the beet they could, e.en it

(

ttor

SStc. •> «hght error with the «;J^i?^^

xasLsst-s :oui
d
dss.'gfesssn-

hous*>

to R StotlanU

The' coroner then proceeded to sum up the evidence as ,=™g^-'^^ of BUCCea*e trams,

follows:—
attention to tbe localityi at T| m ap occupied three-quarters of an

+«^n A-v/*«>nt.ions tho rorrlict. Alter a

m uJ^er
?
nS took place in front of Braemar Castle

•ttnctJ? f

lnst
- For a number of years back a great

** MV f
the Satneri«g has been the presence of

wireof
J
!ry, .

BHlmofal Castle heing within an easy

ejatrivp
P e of meeti"g- Tourists also generally

tat weak- F****
their route delude Braemar during

^tinT <r ,

tlle ^ames> availing themselves of the
;

'***fh!r ** by a run for a greater portion of the

Haei of m
Aberdeen hy one of the most beautiful

ytar he?* in tlie k>ngdoni—tiie Bee Side. This

tee abap,!l!
Ver

'
tbe numerous spectators had to regret

^bceaiAr
°f the ^ueen and Prince Consort, hut the

Aitbur
e
' Pr ince Alfred, Prince Leopold, and Prince

Ha*- ' Were present, as were also Prince Louis of
IjTJ^^neral Grey, Sir Charles Wood, Sir Charles and

laafc 'Pp8
* La^y Churchill, &c. The usual games of^» l«e caber, putting the stone, throwing the

^f"™ ^A^rn^V"and~thatwitb oneortwoexcejmwuB.Mw *Cfuiv» _--*._ .
, _Jr^ tn . , ,iinwimr eflect

cuttings, and curves ana taat w"-"
fc

qU;irfcor of a
driver of a tram could not see more

i

than a
.

{ ^^^
mile ahead. The distance signals had been o p ju

i :* U~A l«nn nrAvnH that in more lu '(""u
m.. ^-«-tsignal

« Th . cca»e<l dlod from tbe^^^^S^^SSSn
in the Clayton mel; and tha Ctarin ^WPJrf wwst of

master

trams. »"•" iw,u "-' -"" —«!«_«« tunnel, it was «"««
specialties of their ,>ost at the Clayton

J
_ , performed,

that if the duties of those "en^JjJSng of the machinery,

c common or.n™;? <*u"™ l

Jl J^brnich of cms of the ejrprsss

-tog one at 8.31, and one at^-;'Mn
tJ73asi pra*s*lne, did In an

:Z2a mlea of the company, and 5 ««Jg^,J^T^^ah <4

^priaren
toany sceiucui. »». i»w« vy»o/^» kl^* trains were aa»wwnc«

On the morning to que n three nj
ion at 8 ho

start from Brighton, the Po^^Vinary Brighton tra

Brisrhton excursion at 8.15, aud the orni j . . n0

rules of the company

tbe ,„ rr-ons so
,JSlV eontribaani bi some <*«f»«»to thn

mistake, but not^SSSI'^SSg tbe aawawaton train

Kinase of the I

][^jff%SiS t End of *»"' ^J
'

at s 30. It was obvious tnac n tnew -7;-. ^uld haTe been mco^^ and^theton-
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*l»
th® '""^^jSSLS!

accident would have happened^use^^ ^ meu 1- ,, andthj, to^%£^ ^

^

^g*5t
ample time to communicate by the ora1 j^ other thc9C act ->n twa- negligeaiee l" J^'X-SJL |fftwn
oreak-down occurred. But from £™* C™~-

mce of the jury '«*""£. Sc„ry Ks»k and ^hn Brow. bstwe-Mtoe^t^

times were not kept, and it would£ tt« V ^ th ^ ^^J^ ttm „el, which ah*> ™~^°££^
to determine how far they varied, antt * ^ have to look

of such divergences. The jury wm
ence ^^en the

whether there was any conflict 01 ^temen
officers of the company ^^ff^^SliiM to assume that aa

above suspicion, and it would be only n*

I

railway between BrighSwl HaaaockTaato was defectavn,
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in not bringing immediately to the knowledge of the tr
manager such departures as happened from the said
as to the starting of trains; and the jury find that Charles yet know it was different from the one he had made to-day.
Legge did, on the 25th August, at the plane aforesaid, On these points all turned on the credibility of the witnesses

;

feloniously kill and slay the persons upon whom the inquest if, therefore, the excursion train ran through the station whenfeloniously
was holden."

The Coroner intimated that the verdict was, irTeffect,

one of Manslaughter against Charles Legge, the assistant

station master, with a special finding. The proceedings
then terminated, having occupied the attention of the
coroner and jury for nine days.
The Fatal Accident on the North London.—

The adjourned inquest on the persons killed in the
recent accident on the Hampstead Junction terminated
on Tuesday. It appeared from the evidence that there
had heen considerable laxity of arrangement on the
part of the three companies as to the return of the
excursion trains. The orders from the manager's office

of the North and South Western were that the ex
cursion trains were to return from Kew from 8 P.M. to

the signals were up he would be amenable to the law ; if the
signalman was negligent of his duty, in the like course by law
he was responsible for having caused the deaths of these
people, and such negligence amounted to the crime of man-
slaughter. There was one other view in which he must put
the matter to the jury. If they thought the occurrence was
the result of some accident over which neither of these
parties had any control, then they would return a verdict of
accidental death.

The jury after a consultation of about an hour and a half

returned a written verdict, of which the following is a

copy:

ss

&S5* -
Rations." It isIVTnt^""B.

over

aon \ 11
lctulu "7 f>

evv JI
,

U1" o*' •" persons to fill such important situations as signalmen. They
y.«5U, when there was reason to believe that the line ,

also wish to add that it is highly improper for a station-master
would be clear. But leave had been given to the ex-
cursionists to return by the ordinary trains, which
of course, created a considerable pressure on the
Kew station. The station master at Kew was
also allowed so much latitude as to the starting
of excursion trains that he did nob think an
hour sooner or later made any difference, and
"The Drum and Fife Band," the originators ' of the
excursion, were permitted to put on the excursionists'
tickets the words, "To leave Kew at 7," though it was

The Jury regret that there is no alternative from the
weight of evidence but to return a verdict of Guilty against
Rayner. At the same time they cannot separate without
expressing a strong opinion that the directors and managers
are most to be blamed, in not employing more experienced
persons to fill such important situations as signalmen. They

to start any special train either before or after the specified
time in his instructions from the secretary of his railway.
That when the line is obstructed by shunting or otherwise the
line should be blocked both by telegraph as well as by out-
door signals."

The Coroner said that the verdict amounted to a
verdict of Manslaughter against Rayner. The Foreman
said it did, but the jury desired to recommend him to
mercy on account of his youth. The Coroner said that
that was a matter for a jury elsewhere. The Coroner
then directed his warrant to issue for the committal of

alleged^ that the companies do not hold themselves Rayner on the charge of manslaughter. He was not
responsible for what is put on an excursionist's ticket, then present, and was therefore not apprehended, hut
JLhe natural result of these arrangements was, that

,
it is understood that bail for his appearance to stand

before 7 o'clock the station-master at Kew, having
|
his trial will be tendered, and the Coroner intimated

despatched as many excursionists as he could find room
;

that he should be prepared favourably to consider an
tor in the ordinary 6-30 passenger train, found himself application to admit him to bail when he was arrested.
besieged by an impatient crowd who were anxious to * «-._.— .-...—

get home, and who actually saw in the station the
empty train sent to take them back, and had on their
tickets the words, " To leave Kew at 7" As therefore
his own line was clear at that hour, the station
master, under the pressure of the excursionists, though
in the very face of his only direct order, started the
8 o'clock excursion train a little before 7. The train
proceeded along the continuous lines of three com-
panies, through numerous stations and junctions, and
with unusually sharp gradients and curves, at a pace
variously estimated by competent witnesses at 30 or
40 miles an hour, and finally dashed through Kentish
Town station, while the ballast train was slowly

The
was
had
due

crossing the line without any signals of danger at the
station. The driver of the excursion train gwore
most positively, and was confirmed by the guard and
other persons, that the signals, both auxiliary and
main, were down, signifying that all was right,
driver of the ballast train believed that the line
clear, inasmuch as a regular passenger train
lust passed, the next passenger train was not «uC
lor an hour, and the return excursion train was not due
till some time after that. He signalled however
to the man in charge at Kentish Town for permission
to shunt, and receive permission to do so. The signal-
man, whose name is Rayner, gave the permission by
holding up his hands. He is a young man only 19 years
ot age, who stated that he had been in the emplov of the
company since January at a salary of 14*. a week, his
hours of duty being 15j hours one day, and 10 hours
the next. No time was allowed for his meals, which he
got when he could ; his duties being to attend to the
passengers' luggage, the signals, and the telegraphs.He positively swore that the up danger signals had
Deen left up by his predecessor, and that he had not in-
terfered with them. He professed himself, however,
unable to recollect whether he had given leave to the
driver of the ballast train to come out of the siding;
and his evidence generally exhibited many discre-
pancies with a statement he had made immediately
alter the accident. The coroner in summing up the

He saT
Pr°Ceeded t0 point oufc its beari"g on the case.

Accident in the Charlton Ttjnnel of the North
Kent.—On Wednesday evening an accident occurred
in the Charlton Tunnel, between Woolwich and Black-
heath. In the place where a shaft had been cut in
making the tunnel, the timber roofing placed over it

had rotted, and while the 6.50 p.m. train from London
to Dartford was passing through the earth above fell,

letting down about two truck loads of sand upon the
carriages, but without injury to them or the passengers.
The driver, observing what had happened, pushed on to
the Woolwich station, where the station-master signalled
up and down to stop all trains. The express which
followed was detained an hour and a quarter at Black-
heath, until a body of labourers had removed the
obstruction, when the regular traffic was resumed.
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mln7( ^h
£he evidence of tbe driver, the guard, and the fire-
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that strail?htforward manner one
thebfcSVKm eXhibit
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He S*id he did ™* give

•IgnelTw^^fc^^Si!.^ and that, the da„|er-

Lieut.-Colonel Henry Nooth died a few days since at his
residence in Albemarle Villas, Stoke, Devonport. He entered
the army m 1799, and became captain in 1804. He served
with the 7th Fusiliers in the expedition against Copenhagen in
1807 ; with the 2d battalion of the 14th, under Sir David Raird
and was m the retreat and battle of Corunna, for which he has
received the war medal with one clasp. He also accompanied
the battalion to Walcheren, and was present at the siege of
* lushing. He became lieutenant-colonel in 1S37. He had
reached the advanced age of 85.

J .

C
J
AI
T
A
iN.YILLIAM Du Vernet, late of the 84th Regiment,

died at Brighton on the 8th inst., at the age of 36 years. He
entered the army as an ensign in 1844, and was on board theRunnymede when she was lost in November, 1844, with
detachments of the 10th and 50th Regiments on board, on theAndaman Isles, near Humaon, where he remained ft.r 54 days,
surrounded by cannibals, and suffering great privations He
served .afterwards with the 50th Regiment in the campaign on
the butlej, for which he r. ceived a medal ; and was present at
Ruddiwal and Alhwal, when he received a slight wound on the
right knee from a grape shot ; alter which he was severelywounded in the left foot by the bursting of a shell.
The Rev. Samuel Wix, M. A., F.R.S., the oldest beneficed

clergyman m London, died on the 4th inst. at the Vicarage of
bt. Bartholomew-ths-Less, Smithtield. He was a member of
Christ College, Cambridge, where he graduated in 1793. Hewas ordained in 1798, in 1802 he was presented to the rectory
of Inworth, near Kelvedon, and in 1808 was presented by the
governors of St. Bartholomew's Hospital to the rectory of St.
Uartholomew-the-Less, a very small parish consisting of little
more than the hospital and its precincts. He held both
benefices up to the time of his death. He was a Fellow of the
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d served in due course the office of president

of bion College. He was the author of • Reflections concerning
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and of many otherworks on the essential characteristics of the Church of England

not principally by the Governmental?? 1^nation that this class among us feel L^** «T
that that they principally concertUhS?* «
action, as your experience, my LoH^?* «•
ully aware, is the last eipiifinVtSJg
training which the national conscience «£? **'
getip abour of men whose lives are dSSStt!?Christian aims. It is the power that lJftTkZ.

1**
ment in the minds and opinions of the pSI*1

England that is the subject of our chiefUS*
that all this class in England, fresh mttKSsou and Wilber force, so high in moral DoalS?*
so various and rich in their contributing?*.
Christian civilisation, has suddenly becomTllSon a great vital question relating to the2?humanity, is not possible. Such a supoJ?*
near to a general bankruptcy in all faittfci™We have, therefore, but one alternative,

ft!have been misunderstood. By falsa n
false issues our friends in England hi«
the real significance of the sublime moi^
American nation has just commenced, ^imy lord, through you, to define to T
England what we, the Christian men tfAmerica, understand by this war. Weconain
to be the direct result of the conscientious art
been carried on during the course of the las
united forces of the anti- slavery people of kVAmerica. We consider it as the great dfchht?<t
slavery question in the civilised world. The om2
brought on this war first began to work wheo ChtaZ
to give up all earthly prospects, and devote hisfrto*
ing the conscience of the world on the slaveWtlE
set in motion a stream of activities that first aboiMtr
and the slave trade in England, and then in the fmfei
the North, and that since has been acting ritkjm
creasing force on the slave institutions of the&
till at last they have been driven to endeavour

national organisation as the only means of prei

this institution. We consider that this war is t p
slavery war, not in form, but in fact; set

mation, but in the intense conviction and ^
each of the contending parties, and still mm
inevitable overruling indications of Divine Proriin

distinct issue made in President Lincoln's ckti

'no more slave territory.' This was confeMcd k

North and South, and. whatever the Xorth odn
it, the South certainly considered it as equ.

destruction of slavery. Accordingly, inthe&atlm
the success of Lincoln was always spoken of aithei*

of the slave power. Not all the tranquillizing

conciliating politicians, not even the pledge of the

Administration to respect all the consti:

slaveowners, for one moment blinded then

that if this election were carried the doom <£

institution was sealed. In view of this issue ewy

without exception, voted against him. it**"

in our national history that such a division era"

it was a decisive indication of what w o»»*

movement on both sides. As soon as Line

proclaimed the conspiracy, long secretly meditawA

waiting for this moment to devolve its&msojJJJ
The slave-party, finding that they could no»^

;

Union for their purposes, resolved to P^rj^^
formed their Confederacy, and Vice-rW«JJT,
clared to the world in bold unequivocal ^jJ^Li* ^
the first Government in the history of "V!^
upon the right to enslave the weaker races^»r^

fc^
with a blasphemous adaptation of w0{* l2^«e
great Liberator of the oppressed,

' TU
!
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~J^<*
rejected by the builders has become unfous^^^

corner." The confedeiacv which thus .^JJi^
claiming in the face of Christendom the ng»j^
of robbery and piracy, was carried on D

J ^li*
During the time that elapsed between theji^V^..

and its inauguration, officers of this
?f

n
.

f~23^r
Treasury, forts, and arsenals of the United •'™JL, f^»
property which, by oaths of office, the

J
we™j3«BPj

and subsequently they have repudiated «»""JJL \f-
of commercial honesty to Northern c^^te
Confederacy fired upon our national N^il^rf*
the dust, boasted that they had huraolea t« ^^
Union, then the Free States rose as one^^
uprising of such masses, in such a cause. ^ Bjri4'J
the world has never seen before. The i«u

. *•*£
liberation of anv specific number ot men. z^ 9
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™d •«« he couldhe said on the former occasior.

Mlimllmtow.
Mhs. Stowe on the American Question.—The

following letter from Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe toLord Shaftesbury on this subject has been published:—

m//i?
Iy b !'d*T?

,

?
le very Pleasant acquaintance which I hadwith your lordship my remembrance of your life of Christian

tool fn n
ant

-

hr^' C SS^S? esPecia»/the part which youtook m origins ting that address of the women of England tothe women of America on the subject of slavery, which firstreached this country through me, have moved me to address

lZ^^Li\^PrenTiVe \thlXt r°rtiun 0f the ChriSpublic m England on whom we have most relied for moral sun-

5Sf£w? °Ur ^nfi
L
and dMP«™te inflict with slIvTrv It isnot to be disguised that one unfortunate result of our American

mdl f

aS
r
been

,
a wcakcni»e of ^onal confidence n Ei^ andand a feeling ofgreat sensitiveness and soreness in our relationswith the country. Did this exist alone in the minds of noliticians it would be less to be regretted, but I am sorrv to be

that Christ inHW P
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blbly5 de^e8t i" tKndsor
tSok^3Sl£^ Pbil^thropu. class who have hitherto beenf'T 1
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U ,s llot to be Ji^iised that thev regardthemselves as suddenly abandoned" in the very cu^L of a

principles of free society to endure to au s ^
two Confederacies sent their armies 10 ^^w
founded on the right of the strong t0

J?r*^^JJJ
claiming the right of out-voted mm*** ^ ^
authority of Governments whenever ^ %,

Freedom of speech, freedom of w> J'
f

i*rr

great privileges of the Augo-baxou 0*2^
tically repudiated and denied by this I* ^ ^Jjjj
hand stood the American Union,

.
f°S liberty, ?7*

that all men have equal rights to we»
the

of happiness, resting Government

;

thfl n#S»
majority, and allowing to the

» ^»Kin f#*j*£*
such redress of grievances as they cotuu B ^
free press, and the general hbeicv ^^^t
That this war has not been proclaimea

; #4^
cipation of the negro specificallyf^^t^ST*
magnitude of the issue transcended toe '

rfa**JJ»
race, and had to do with the very e»>tenc ^J^m
deep thinker and VWte\^™^+fr*
the issue in a
'Civilisation
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literally flooded with men and ^ â
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that usually wages at Washington gM ^
regiments pressing their claims to ™' ^^ed*^„»+
every regiment wu in like niannerem^ tf
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though national existence, »«d
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^to this alone. Tbis party, represented

n narnee of Garrison and Wendell Phillips,

Jewliarities on some points may have been.

—it the confidence given to men who have
,

3Hnin«TfoT a cause which they love better than

•SfcTinrtincts have always been an unerring

1# «Si made for the anti slavery interest m this

this small party has met every move-

Archbishop ot Canterbury—5t« Inst, < hurch .f Our Ladv
Grove Road George Herbert, of the Middle Temple, Esq

'

barrister-at law, to Cokstaktia, only daughter of the late Sir
Charles ^ itham, Lieut. R.N., of fflgham, Suffolk—10th in-
at the par,sh church of Meldon, Hemiv enwi Eao. M 1

of Southill, county of Durham, to Jane Lutwidgk, el
daugnter of John Cooksok, Esq., of Meldon Park, Northumber-
land—5th mst, at St. Mary'sChurch, 1 ester, A ndrbw W h i ti.

BUTTKR MARKET
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Second d<>. do. m*.

Pork, is. 4 ) &g id i^sr I lbs*.'
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H«. par lbs.

HOPS.—Bouoooa
Patteodea 4k I

Market, Psjda

^effan this body of men at last stands shoulder
j

Hknky Axstey Bosan^ubt, Esq., of 9, Lows* Berk Ul
Jilt their whole country in a popular

;

and Inner Temple, Barristers -law, to Mart Anne, yo
.

. __ —* _-*u daughter of Colonel Lin r*l i .i, of Kilve Court—5th in at, at

U.
DSMiiAi

ioeoimta au apeak of the mop HHHBf eoemsaaoa > •.\ 4
ex| i, and it ia now thought the duty will

ute speech at an anti-slavery gathering

= tLoa defends their position : — ' I feel

*
,
F

r jha flH Of the .-h.VC system DM COmO.

idtoobt that we begin to touch the end. My
°,^: Th« acre of discussion is over, ^e have

tn7re or less, of what is called agitation, dis-

.«a nlrtr divisions. Now a new act has opened. It

""Vftffh^ the age f bullets. That never lasts very

n Atfiuot take as much time for a nation to fight

*ulr Mil dot* to talk itself clear, only it is necessary

lEf.STt.lT .houM precede such a fight. It is only necessary

2ESi the substratum of purpose, should be delibe-

^^^5 I think it has been. I do not mean to say

TV{ki'Tk^U North is antislavery, much less for abolition;

r?T1nmrr to bit this, 1 the South has fully come to the

U!!.-3La that unless she cm use the Union to support

ZlrvLtMTritem is gone ; and I think the North has come

ITVa* conviction, that the Union never shall he used to

•larery I think, so far, the public mind is made up.

Mtrr *Um * the popular mind objects specifically to

OHHt onelprovisions, that men have mads up their

»ot to return fugitive slaves ; but I think there is a

and u; cious, perhaps, but assured sentiment

of the North that the Union neither does nor

K-rty in the end. Some friends criticise me
I astui to them to have surrendered my favourite plea

of dfcasJou, and w raed this war. But let such remember

tint soman abould flatter himself he can mould the world

etastirin bis method. He must consider it rare success if

a* eoaUtnporaries adopt substantially his purpose. I have

•drocafted dtauni'ti i-r 15 years, because I thought it a

practicable and ]jeaecable method of freeing the North from

vttt of slavery, and of planting at the South the

of early and entire emancipation, wringing justice

a weak and bankrupt South. But it has pleased the

to seek the result in a different way. The majority

starting with the principle that this was a nation,

I. There is a good c< >tiva demand lor 1%H> I

and 1 S60'a, at firm ratea. Vary few naaSusSj of the new crowth
at market. Prices for ranee from *l to ISL lie.
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Hordle Church, near Lyminpt.-n, Hants. Major Fran.
Edward Cox, R.K., to Zebee Hum Emilia, M.ungest
daughter of Admiral BTMUMUa, of Yeatton, Lyaoington, ll.-mta
—4th Inst, at St. Mary-de-Castro Church, C. owi
low Poiltkr, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-law, and
late Fellow of New College, Oxford, to Haj i:t Am k,

youngest daughter of Kear-Adi M<Cbca—5th inst, h I

George's, Hanover Square, r H i I rt Hibbkht,
7th Royal Fusiliers, eldest sm o( Thee. Hi it. Esc
Hall, Cheshire, to Sarah Cati ike iusta. daughter of
Frederick. L»i, Esq., of Bi dgato House, Devon
DEATHS.—11th iuat, at St Lconard's-on -8ea, A i sta Pan,

wife of the Very Eev. the Dean of Worcester- th Julv. at

imla, Colonel Sir (I hoe Robert Barker, K idler
Commanding the Boys] Artillery in ral, .•.•-.lit It.

of yellow fever, at Nassau, New 1 e 1 ml, (uari.ks
James Chisholmk St. Clair, second wn <il the 1 1 • >i aptal
St. Clair, H.N., aged 17— Sth inst, at Bright* n, :»t mi
age, Eliza Clark, of Del field, Westi ng
Garden Terrace, relict of the late Gt -<.rge Clark, of 11 1,

Cheshire, and daughter of Q«neral R t, R A., nephew oi

the second Earl of Belvidere— 9th inst, at Canterbury, Mrs.
r.FNiHAM, widow of the bte Lieut.-(General Btntham, i

Artillery—10th inst, nt Dover. Alfred Edmund Campbf
infant son of Colonel John Ai et, C.B, aged 7 months
and 3 weeks—4th inst, at Worthing, Sussex, Chmbtiaka
Cuninc.hame, eldest daughter of the late Colonel .1 i>n

Cuninghame, of Caddcl: I Thornton, Ayrshire—7th Inst, at

Norwood, Amelia, relict of the late Alderman Thom s, HP.,
of Underley Hall, Westmoreland, and 6, Park St., V> nat<

— 2'2d June, at Calcutta. Cat E, w w nf ChaRLH Ma
I.i siiington, Baq., formerly of the Madras Civil Bei e, aged 00

—1st inst, at Hemingford Ahbotts, Hunts, 1 mas Sklki
Fryer, Esq., late of Chatteris, Can. ind formerly High
Sheriff for the counties of Cambridge and Huntin n,

86—7th inst, Paili annk, wi- "f the late Rev. 1 DS>

rick Green, rtoarof BUiagham, Hants, and eldest <laughter

of our government,' the spirit of '70,\was tbe lull liberty
,
of the late H. F. Horneman, Esq., Consul-General J the

and ererv human being. They waited with what they I kingdom of Denmark—oth inst, at Windsor, Mrs. <

laosgnt brotherly patience, with what the South fancied was the mother of John Gould, I . F.R.8., Arc. ngcd S8—
sMslfcar, for the whole nation to acknowledge this theory. 26th ult, the Rev. EDWARD G LO Monk. M.A., viasjr

lse aalf luoeeas of Fremont, the election of Lincoln, were the of Much-Cowarne, Herefordshire, 1 •
'•_'—7th Inst, at

taadwriUng on the waU. The North replies—" We should' Wilton Villas, Shepherd's Bush, the Rev. M n Nuncs,

last preferred debate- a free press—education— ballots; but if
j
aged :50—5th inst, Hannah, the wife of Mr. .Ions I \rd

fta choose bullets, agreed! The stars and stripes meant I Lane, of the Nurseries and Brewerj', Great Berkhamsted,

Issity in 70, and shall now." I myself should have preferred Herts, aged 50—Oth inst, at S >uth Grove. Hitfhgate, Sarah.

and argume but the 20,000,000 have chosen other- widow of the late Mr. WtLUAM C l BH, for upwards of 40

I have only to accept the Red Sea through which God years proprietor of the Highgate Nurseries, aged 00.

to lead His people, and I rejoice still that Canaan is

styood. If we arc to serve our age, we must serve it in the
^Wtt chooses. When the people, thoroughly awake, and as
*«m taught as the times allow, deliberately choose any honour-
able way of reaching an object of pressing importance, the duty
«f an honest man is to aid them all he can in their effort.

Bancs 1 bov the masses, and welcome emancipation by war.

'

laoopoaiuotjtosuchamighty tide of influence, all sweeping
»aa darssflfcm, it seems to the friends of the anti-slavery

ht abatement that individual Generals have
HSSd to put dowa slave insurrection-*, and that slaves liavc

in isolated instances, returned from Federal camps. Such« have always met with a prompt and energetic rebuke
"*• P*rt of the Northern people, and already the number of
"liberated by our army is counted by hundreds, while the
oer returned have been the rare exceptions. The refusal
*•

*°^J
n to enlist negro regiments has also been criticised

METROPOLITAN CATTLK MAHKKT.
Moxdat, Sept 9.

We have a Urge su] Beast*, and trade is dull Trices
are ah be same as on Thursday. The nunUr of Sbesti U
oonhidarably amaUar, and nopsaqaaaUy prtosj hate mtkm »to-

A large pntportion are of inferior quality, an<". ia

alt t<» effect a clearance. Lambs and C*hca ars
alHint the aumeanon lay. i •eraaany nod Ii aaf
there are 1170 BsaaU, ^ -ea oca
si n IM Bemat.: from Haotland. v; . .-n I

leasts an. ea ; an i 3000 Beasts from the a*r
midlaa »untfss

a d
u. ner*.

1. *
v
- ..4

out n* 4

i M f Deaata 3
r-eat H'-vrns and
Half brads

Do. Shorn

ato4
(1 — 4

4 —4

* to

*

IV- < ) ikg Wi

*o» * td q
I.

|

Piffi

d S

I o

y

BeasU, 5440; Sh

4 a-4 d
i -• o
4 s~4 a
4 — 4 S

FlaL4'>;«.

ia A

K I. (^dT4M»UU

1 aat>AY, Sept. 10.

We are rather largely ani with Deaata; trade

and i Mth dlfnctiliy ', Monday'* quotation* are

t«»r choicest V a. e mn y
iitt i esareii"t». ') altetvd in haalai a done.

Calves are rather low* the sveraga. From Oermany and
Holland there are ISO Beast*. ire.

pain. 40 Deaata

;

Ireland, It ' alras ; and 99
Mil. 'i Cows from the ; co a

a d

aet a partnership, have constantly claimed that the corner-

rernment.1 the spirit of 76,\was the full liberty

Dcst a, Hera-
f< , A'c. . . 4

I :cat Bhort-horns 4

i quality Deaata 3

Dcat Downs and
Half-broda

l> ( - Shorn .. 6

4

4

to4
— 4

— 4

8

• »

— 3 4

Beat Long-woola. .

he. si, m .. 4

* wea A: 2d quality

rn 4

iraba ..6
Calres .4
Piga .. 4

d a

to

8 — I

0-4
— ft 8
0-4 8
0-4 8

- «

JrTavfectg.
COVENT GARDEN, Sept. 14.

Of both Vegetables and Fruit there is now an ample supply.

Figs, Greengage Plums, Apples, and Pears are plentiful, ai

the same may be said of Grapes and Melons. P. re not

o-ood as they h»ve been; hut of Beans there is still a fair

supply. For Potatoes markets are heavy ; prssli a- t the

s;ime as last week. Cucumbers are abundant. Cut flowera

chiefly consist of Orchids, Lily of the Vadcy, Dahlias,

Asters, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Rosea.

FRUIT.
Apples, per doz., 6d to Is

»T.d

S ?***'»• showing a want of proper feeling to the race.

^7jftd> ifc bas been the desire of our Northern States,
i*****,

*J
Christians, as men of humanity, to avoid as

l

JJ2JI
,ble "using the awful whirlwind of conflicting

ia*ft*ti!r we nold in onr nand the match which might
agraa wat powder magazine, an awful pity and fear stays us.
jvowsr way ig better for the slave himself than the way

warSli ^ once this deadly strife is precipitated, this

«4owL v
m

.

e one of barbarities hitherto unknown in
""• II Das been the object of our Government to

our army free from all impulses of vindictive passion,

trill?
il

i

the instrument of preserving order and
S": m * » the region where it moves. A negro in-
»on would be the most unfortunate thing possible for
uuurea race whose freedom is coming on the wings of

dsnU»iu v
Ln

V
v, «nt and furious, they would perpetrate

sadnel?l^ i

Wou,d check the risin£ sympathies of the world,

trMalTSl2^
yJ0mpUcato the majestic movement which we

tkslr owS^ at last to numble and destroy the power of

wmvmmCnZS*' ?nr army '3 followed by the prayers of

•aanarooH™ J
odlfficulty in understanding that our success

denied «ith •
*

,

Ut our friends in England, who gallantly

«%taL now »L ? tl
i
e moral struggle which brought on this

SPpraTsE

?

de?tand its nigh significance, and aid us with

Rattan is w«S'
en ,as ! write. my lord, the great decisive

l»*u orinofK
g* °,

Ur trooP8 are leading the assault, the tele-

Kit mnS^° J reP°rt» and we know not who among our

tfc^fcolT«„^
are? nuy^ offering their lives this moment in

** s tLwhT "* uo neart faints, no voice falters, there is

"~rMV-r °r shadow of regret at the sacrifice we are

for a J
°W

'
lf ever

'
we aave a couutry that is worth

- *j,

a cause in which we count nothing too dear.
1 am yours in the great fellowship of Christian

Pine Apples, per lb., 3« to 5s

Grapes, per lb.. Is 6d to 4s

Melons, each, Is to 3s

Peaches, per doz. , 4s to 10s

Nectarines, do., 4s to 10s

Pears, per doz., Is to 4s

Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

Lemons, per 100. «s to 10a

its, Cob, per pound., Is

ls«d
Walnuts, per 100, to

to

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is tola Od

Green Peas, p. quart. Is to Is 6d

Broccoli, p, bundle, Is to Is 3d

French Beans, per sieve, 2s (id

to 3s Gd
Broad Beans, p. bush, 2s6d to 3s

Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 80s

— per lb., Id to 4d
— per cwt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d

Carrots, new, do., 4d to 0d

Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, 6d to 9d

Artich' i.each, Od to lOd

Beet, per doz.. Is tfd

lery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s

Onions, p. 4 sieve. 4a 6d

Rhubarb, p. bundle, od »d

Tomatoes, p. doz.. Is to 3s

isllots, per lb., 8d to lod

irlic, porlb.,6d to 8d

Endive, p. score, Is 6d

Horse Radish, p. bun., Is6d to 4s

Mushrooms. p. pott, 2s to 3s

Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 3s to 4a

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Boaata. 1110 ; Sheep L Lamba. 9040; Calves, 41 ig», SO.

MARK 1 l MomaV, Sapi fl

The supply of Wheat from Baae> to dng's i

wna II, but from Kent good; for I y-

manoad by asking exorbitant pn< >

<resa was made wits, the i -oaal at th> time Of v>

the latter waa sold at an ad\ o --f 2a. injr qr. u\*>n *•
h i of this day aa'i.mght Amari<-»n ia x< t

eagerlv taken for ernort, :»t an improvemani ol 2*. i>cr qr.

over the rates of M- lialtic wa* ftrmly for la I or.

advanoa, but the sale waa limit' d Ml Ung rley 1 g«
list w.-ek's rates. Grinding ia U. par qr. dearer. Beana t

Peas are unaltered in value. Oats bring ai ivancc <.t ad. per

or. Flour is in good demand, and Au can barrels art
°

i oarer.
,

Pan Imperial t^r a rter. a al

Witeat, Essex, Kent. A HuflT.-lk. .

W'.i'< »-^5» Red . -
— — fine selected runs., dit Red.... -«i

— Ta lavera
— Norfolk —

-_ , :

R "
— F< -reigri • - - • •

i(̂ ~~
'
°

,

RAIl i ind. A dlst. . 2«a to 27a

.

«7—40 MalUng .

— For n.. grinding and dlatillinp 27— 3' Malting

Oats, Essex and Suffolk JO—24

— Scotch and Lir nshiro-; «-* 1 ••

— Irish I'' 1 **\

n Poland and Drew 20—24 Feed

S

20—24
»—24
10-24

-38 reign

• •ft
35-37

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.

HTHFIEI.D, Thursday, Sept 12.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s

Superior do. (old) . . 88 100

Inferior do 36 50

New do 50 80

Clover, old
New ver . . — —
Do. second cut .. — —
Straw 28 34

Davh & Co.

mi
H. B. Stowe.

J*aibx?' <
n the 6th inst

» at 13, Belgrave Square, the Lady
StaafcZj J?

ewart. of a son—3d inst, at Uilin^ton House,

5Tl^ i Hou ' Mrs Bertie, of a son-5th inst, at Whit-

ajLj^T. the Hon. Mrs. Edward Wand, of a daughter-8th

*SnaW^Ter Gro8venor Street, the Hon. Mrs. HrssEY, of

*<mKi»7 *
inst

' at Wesfc Harling Rectory, Thetford, Nor-

*» la!? 2f
the Hon - ^d Kev. John Harbord, of a son-

•fe*Ito«it
Hendon, Middlesex, the wife of Rcar-Admiral

CWrch if
GE8'~0n the 7th inst, at the Roman Catholic

Rowen
WniTECHAPEL, Thursday, Sept 1-

Fine Meadow Hay 9us to 100s !
Fine 1st cut Clover 112s to 118a

Inferior do 75 86

Prime New Hay . . 80

Inferior .. ..
—

Straw 28 32

Inferior do.

Now 2d cut

Inferior d(

Xevf 1st cut

COAL MARKET. -Sept. H.

Hastings Hartley, I* s. ;
Holywell, las. Mm

Hartley, 15s. 6d. ; North Pelton Uas
^*'\: , Vtf <#. ;

Butes, [Sa. 9d. ; Walker Pn.""^
]g

l

gnd' Hafto?
J-

\

Walls End Byron, 10s. 3d.; Wails r, ^^ % ^W
'Walls E i—h-trv

3d.,

Walls End Sheriff Hill, 14s

Walls End Braddyll's Hetton, 1;>^
W
"JJ, „ ,., ls ,. ;

148. 6d. ; Walk End Uaswell, 18a., ™£
|d K ... [', J ton,

«H • Walla I

i Kelloe,

[artl ,^1 Vfa Vl
' Walls 1

fbo

Walls End South Hartlepool. Its. v^.
Carway and

illiam Harcourt Boys, Esq., of El fords, Kent,

* ftr J^.u"
WD

.
,
' VWI E«4-. E.I.C.S., and niece of the

atBJT ;'" !;!li Mer,.,iyth, Bart— 10th inst, at RoehamptOn.

^SeAt ^ Mytton Halliday, Esq.. H .M-'a Bengtl
to

COUTTS

•*%

Mr" oervtn^T y_y "ores halliday, tsq., ii..u. » *>*:

A*** mTt6
' eldest son of Sir Frederick Halliday, K.C.Bj- ***<«ARF:T

f eldest daughter of the late Thomas Coi
W«^rW"' "f 1**1 Civil Service- 5th inst, at St. James's,

lttt7j^*J; tbe Rev- William Marrinkk. eldest son of theV to J i!rl?
ner

'
Vicar OI '-'lapham, Yorkshire, and ruralk

iUa«iSE Carolikk, only surviving daughter of the Rev.
* Wilson, D.D., canon of Winchester, and niece of the

Walls End Pittington, 15s. 6d.

,

16s. 9d; Walls End Hartlepool, l«s

17s.; Walls End South Hartlepool u-
u<trw, —

«

Jo9 . Walls End Trimdou.Thornje*.
IM^^ ^^^

Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d.;Carway»"

24s.—-Ships at market, 90.

BRITISH WOOLS.-London. ^"P*^^^1

]» trans-

Our trade continues healthy, aud a i»«

acted at former rates.

South-down Hog- s. d.

ge s

Half-bied ditto.. 1 5

Down Ewes -.1 4

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5

Rvr.
Rye-meal, foreign

Beau* Maaagan. , ,.Ws to S5a .
i J5- Harr-.w

_- pijre- -n 35s — 40s. . Winds. — Jxmgpod > —
—. Fcrciffn hmall42--- ' tian, —

Psas white, Essex and Kent. .Boilers 34- Suffolk 37

— Maple.... -sto-s <ircy 34-3* ^ign . 35-tt

Maize White — 1 cllow .
. —

Fi a, best marks delivered, .per sack 40— ,1

1_ «>ddo -46 Con »—46

— Foreign".!'. per barrel 26- Per sack 43-53

Friday, Sept. 13.

The weather has been very fine and hot

davs with the exception of some heavy rain ng tho

•Wing night of the 8th inst. ; to-day to s 'cr^The
rap^ruof tha en,,* continue to be very aatiafa h as

mlltxTAm the o.iahtv and quantity of spring corn, Beans in

.^U5..2« «oa^«. The yield of Wheat ia generally

complauied or. Fn.m ^reral important diMjicU » <»»W
where a fine crop of Wheat has been expected, *•*"»>£

»0stol20s
in forraed it yields badly, and varios in weight from ;/6 Joe. to

! i IbTSr bushel B isin< ai in Whaat at , he ctosa oi laM weak

was exceedingly active throughout the kingdom, o^uaed chiefly

by^great excitement in France and a considerable rise m
price of Flour there inducing large orders to be sent to thu

countrv. This week, however, a more subdued tone has pro-

v^died nevertheleaTa rise of Is to 2s. per qr. hjs beengenend.

«c«ntinsr in some of the provincial marke'e held J
erday.

Th?. Cahie of anrinir corn his been well supported, ier

au upward Tenc/ iu «TJ-«*et% VL^^SmSi
i ilJrli Viriir has imnroved a * *n ; ^"^E
£ ^r aack STa fortnight e ar, rtofc grtin.

X^mberfs We. fi *&? » ^^ J
Tanfleld M.x>r fnlI^ of Mondsy but the £*^ «£J^Te*

^

o7a. SSo£ -^ ratl^r «K>re money than
"taWL in h^d ealls at an ^.aoce of

80

06

95
105

11.

I

to 1

— 1

-1

d Loicert. Wethers 1

5

6

5

ft -

PiftoHoggs
probing 8Kin»

Flannel Wool

Blanket ditto

1

1

3

4

to 1

1

1

1

i

5

5

English
Irish

Foreign

Wh«at._

9*

fW
»•

»»
mm

**

ft

10 rt

tem t Ii

—* ea

Mtbri*.

^vaaroor, Tuesday. -T £ ^
buyer* '

t in •^^'2113^ Imrimii *»* restricted ; wbcre
gonad Wheat on ^J^J^^S^^wtnm of 64. t« 81. per
tranMCUons took place. howe^er^aa~c ^ ^ fc

100 lb*- WM^detA wd^per barrel dearer. 5
lour waa in «2t51dBaruSr ateady. Beans advanced *

per qr. * u LBI



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND T7R GAZETTE.
2s. per qr. over last week's prices, say 31s. 6d. to 32s. for; f^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no incum*m
pn

e
T 'vV, f no

ye 1°^* and 36s
-
to 37s

-
for white '

-.-u
I

^" brance I thoroughly practical in Early and Late Forcing,

rrifJilnZ' «
P

IT*
ai

Tt

atten<iance at to-day's market, with Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Cau be well recommended.—
FW to«?^?fT ptl

i
e

.

demand
»

afc ful1 Prices of Tuesday. A . B., Mr. Roffe, North End, Hampstead, London, N
* lour, very little offering, barrels 6d. dearer, with good - " '

demand. Indian Corn more freely offered at Is. decline;
mixed 31s. Beans without change. Oats and Oatmeal : fair
business in new at full prices.

Averages WEeatT

[Septqtji

GARDENEI
Reference as to professional

~"w '

appli^atipnip^._B^MS
g

al

Ĝ

1

1

Aug. 3..

10..
ir..
24..

31..

7..

Barley. Oats. Kye. i Beans.

Sept.

Agg.Aver. 51 5

Peas.

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
.Pricks.

/JTaUDENEK (Head).—Single; thoroughly under-
VJT stands the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens,
Greenhouses, Conservatory, Early and Late Forcing. Good
character from last master.—A. Z., Post Office, Brasted, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child
;

thoroughly practical in every branch of Gardening,
having gained his experience at Shrubland and other first-class
establishments. Highly recommended.—D., Mr. Nash, 4,
Upper Weymouth Street. Portland Place, London, W.

•T. Dedman,

GARDENER^^^l^^^^Sffl
well acon^f^^i^aniSri^

JP

VJ well acquainted with pC™'Krak - Good^-fe.^
V* understands Peach and other p Jing in general. Three years' cwL ,

lt f***»i
Z^Il CRamb, Gardener ô^hna:ftcter-*«*?*

*

^ARDENER. - A ffe

Glou Vm

53s
52
51
51
50

Id
6
3 -

3

Aug^iAu^io. Au^jLjAug^Aug. 31., Sept. 7

L

GARDENER (Head), age 39, married. ,

Sundridge Park. Bromley, Kent, S.E., can with confidence I London, S Wrecommend his Brother to any lady or gentleman wanting a
thorough trustworthy Servant. Has had good practice in all
the various branches of his profession.

>s

n G
stone, Gardener, Flir

^ Partnership. ^^^^^^^^TT7ANTED, A PARTNER, in a Nursery of about
J« • a

a
f
res

1? l^Jhe neighbourhood of Tottenham. Capital

S2SSS?^^ 2°?Z
" t0

. *S
Spenfc in the erection of <«*». Goodconnection already established. Apply by letter to A. B.,Mr. Bemson, Post Office, Marsh Lane; Tottenham.

*

Nursery Foreman.
ATTANTED, an active Man as FOREMAN for the

FnJJ2
U 5°r DeP¥"tmen* of * Nursery in the North of

wSSlS. fe
n
mU

r?
bG ^almecl t0 take fcho sole charge, a goodBudder and Grafter; if with a knowledge of Laying-outGrounds the better—Apply by letter, stating age, with refer-ence as to character and abilities and salary expected, addressed

to Z. A., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, "W.C.

TXTANTED, a GARDENER (Head Working),
in Tl itJwf k

^ n
a C0m

PJete knowledge of his professionm all its branches. One used to manage Woodland preferred.—Apply by letter, stating salary expected, and if with a familythe number and ages, to D. P., Post Office, Arundel, Sussex.

WANTED, A WORKING FARM BAIUFFTa^i
^r4«to. f

Ween
A
30

u?
nd

r,
40)

'
t0 teke ChaW» Under the P?0-&i ' ?

a
?
A?bl

5,
Farm of about 300 acres, with some

Fw£ 5 i£?
d
f ?-nl

llke «te^ of Down Pasture/ A Breedingw™°/f ^
fc 3?° ^S8 1S

-

kePfc
'
and some Beasts are Fattened

Srook LT n
erSta

?
d
*
Buym

?
and Selliu& be a £ood J«dg* ofS' and

,
a food Accountant. Wife to manage Dairy and

a famK «£PJi
ly

k
7 lGtte

J'
8tating salary expected, and if with

SusSx
number and ages, to D. P., Post Office, Arundel,

TXTANTED, in a Earm House, a Man and his Wife

DFVFR
8
th?"^

0r'Senran
n
SA^e Man as GR°OM and GAR-AdSi^T aS C?°£ and t0 take a sma11 Dairy.-Address A. B.C., Wmgrove's Royal Hotel. Purfleet, Essex?

G
Three years' character from present and five from previous
situation.— W. Moore, High Elms Garden, Farnborough,
Kent, ti.E.

RDENER (Head).-—Age 34, married, one child";
:an be highly recommended to any nobleman or gentle-man requiring the services of a thoroughly practical and

competent Gardener.—A. B., l f Lyham Terrace, Lyham Road,
Brixton, S.

'

/^1 ARDENER (Head, to any nobleman or gentle-
V_^ man).— Age 36, married, no incumbrance ; understands
Early and Late Forcing of Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables.
vVife as Dairywoman, or can assist in any way. Twenty-one
years experience.—Mr, T. Philpot, Esher, Surrey.

AKDENEK (Head).—Age 28, married, t^o"
children ; understands the Cultivation of Vines, Pines,

Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen
and Flower Gardens generally. Good character.—H. C, Mr
Young's Nurseries, Milford, Godalming.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 35, married, four
children

; thoroughly understands his profession, and Edmunds.
a successful grower of Grapes, Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, &c. '

—

Can take the Management of Land, and Wife understands the
Dairy. Can have good character for sobriety and integrity.—
G. 8., Mr. Young's Nurseries, Milford, near Godalming.

can with confidence recomm^endM^Fore^..
or Gardener in want of such.

einaa *

Twv Ei
%
h
i^

32M*' ^"character-'g^t
Finchragheld, Essex. H

' h t*

/I ARDENER (SiN"5SiI^STf^V^ large place.—Young, steady • can wW !

character No objection to mal^liSStfSi^Hobday, Grocer, Barh^m
!
ne^n^^fjlg-<T

/I AUDENER (UNDEB).-Sin^ ,
T M Vlf%

S1°n
r^ lfc

f £ari0us bra^s. Z
L. M., 51, New Church Road, Hackney X &
/l ARDENER (Undeb^^It: '

J„
TT^w

C
!?^

d°n Pa
l
k Vcan

.
with confidence nUnder Gardener, who has been with him ingentleman or gardenerrequirinp- suchH ARDENER (uS5^=A^aoTik

-

\-A young Man, the son of a Nurseryman SffHas no oojection to any part of EnriaiuL&oSXA premium of 11. per annum will be riren?!?^enJl-A -
K

'
Posfc 0ffi^e, Rougham, JB

5-1 •»

To Nurseiymeii.

JV/TANAGER, OB FOREMAN and PROPJi

and to act as gene^i head man=S smaFfarm^^W^an
tt?l l^!!

136 Wh
f
n re(laired- None need apply unle^they can have thorough recommendation from a practical

Thames
Gtter B°X

' °atlands Park
'
WaCi on-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, without
incumbrance; understands his business in all its

branches, a good Accountant, and has a knowledge of Land and
Plantations. High wages not so much an object as a
comfortable situation. Well recommended. — R. A." Post
Office. Bilbrough, near York.

G1
ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incura-

M brance ; has a thorough knowledge of his profession, the
Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early Forcing of
Grapes, Peaches, Melons, &c. ; also a good Kitchen and Flower
Gardener. Upwards of two years' good character. Seven
years' in las^place.—A. B., Woodgate, Beckley, Sussex.

/ .T.ARDENER (Head), in a nobleman's or gentleman's
VJ family.— Age 36, married: has had practical experience
in Forcing Fruit, Propagation, Culture, and Arrangement of
Plants in Flower Gardens, Forming and Altering Ground-work
and in the profession in general. A first-class character can behad.—J. W., Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; thoroughly
acquainted with his profession in all its branches! in-

cluding a practical knowledge of Botany, the Cultivation of
Plants, Forcing Pines, Vines, &c. The most satisfactory testi-
monials as to ability and character. — A. Z., Phillipson's
Library, Kingston, S.W\ l

C
^.ARDENER

(
Head"Woeking).—Age 41, married :A Prizeman in Botany of the Society of Arts' Examina-

tions; with Honours, &c, in Euclid, Horticulture, and
Arithmetic. "A most skilful Gardener."-Sir W. J. Hooker—Ihk Gardenkr, Carshalton House, Carshalton, S.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
rj-ARDENER (Head).-Aii intelligent and practical

^^ilS8^!^1!??!^* an engagement as above, or

Perfectly understands his profession ; bai M
sive practice in some of the leadingNurseries C
references.—D. W., South Lambeth Post Office, Lofct

OHKING BAILIFF and PLAIX..L
—Mr. Beale Browne, of Salperton Park,

ford, Gloucestershire, having let two of his
•

recommend a middle-aged Man upon a small farm a£
His Wife is a good Dairy-woman, and underst&ads Po^

FARM BAILIFF. — Age 45, married, til
incumbrance; a thorough knowledge of Find**

Stiff and Light Soils. For 14 years with one gotta

t

can have first-class testimonials from his late emplojtr

-

Mr. Church, News Agent, Lower Mitchan TT

IBinarrieitilARM BAILIFF.—Age 36,

cumbrance ; has a thorough partial k*"^
Farming in all its branches, Buying ud $63* ^f\*
Timber Measuring. Wife accustomed to Dai:

Unexceptionable reference from late emptoyw* wfc kf J«iP

estate.—W. F., Little Arnewood Para, : ^
Hants.

WANT PIACES.-L etters to be Post Paid.

/^.ARDENER (Head, or Smozs-nxmy^).-

riARDENEB (Head or SraeLK-HAJciiiTZ^il

Pes?S^Upper NolwootT
°f P°Ult'y if"V**-* ^

GrlSSS15^1
?*6W> manied • ^oroughly

Five vears in Sat !?h,5®
Partm

4
en
i;

Ci^ manage Land, &c. I^U .

A,1T ^v^WU0
a^

metsc wiun an engagement as above, or

LhH.B^^^^^^J^^^ to the late references on gcatioa toVessfs. E.^G. hLS^^n«^ Welh^i^d^^
aid Conservator^ an^

th
ir]

the FTing of Fruit and Kowe™ To Noblemen and Gentlemen.Mx^rer
p?i°^ S*J!°™ Qanien Decoration.-Geckoi ^.ARDENER (First-Class), age 42, married with

V_>* a large family.—Roderick Elphixstone, for 11 vearsGardener to Sir R Shafto Adair, Bart., at Flixton Hal"?Bungay, is now at liberty to engage with any nobleman orgentleman in want of a thorough practical man. Has hadupwards of 20 years' constant practice in Early and Late
* orcing, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens ; Nursery and
Plantations: t.bo U!»w>h™i o^^i tt,.„*:— ~c ^ . f.

(^RDENERTSeId)^- Age 37, married- has ab^KCf taow.edgl'of his' professfou'in al its

BAILIFF, &c—Married, without

understands Roots, Seed Crops, Stock, M*^_
Plantations, &c. ; has Managed for gentlena i

t if*
counties, where he could give references for 6w»«*-r

a-half years.—A., Mr. Smytbe, Kiln Barn m,
Maidstone.

AlLIFF (from A berdeensliire).—Age 35,*^
brance ; has Managed a Large Fai yJ*Jl2?ii

Sussex, for 7 years ; understands UgbioDao.»i^^^
good Judge of Farm Produce ; lias gaine -JJJ^
Roots, Corn, and Fat Stock. Can Buy and^JK
a Kitchen Garden if required. Wife caa JWJJBfc
Poultry-yard. Well recommended. Salary icq^JJ^
Cottage and Garden.—D. B., .Mr. Oldroyde, um
Drightlington, Leeds, Yorkshire.

STEWARD ob BAILIFF.-Had 20
' JjJ,^

practice in the East, South, and West « "JJJjH
Machinery was extensively employed; ^f^°MJ^
Buildings, Under-draining Plantations anaJ,^<
first-class.—A. B„ 17, Charles StreeUl^^lrr^

LAND-STEVVARD OB J*AILIFF.-|J*«

has had considerable experience f
*b*2Efl^

and is thoroughly acquainted with the best nam

the Rearing and Feeding of Stock, f
ram^' 1-J.

to responsible management. First-class re erenw

Temple End Farm, Little Thurlow S^ii—

-

T7UKM STEWARD OB ^AlhlY^%fifF ctical

pies; Laying Out new Grou ds &? Cm hi M?h?f-
P Selling all kinds of Stock. Would unde^

mended V^e mort eSSSSt ^rUeSSrtoSi ot\Z cUaT" ^' e
l

hi - hcf reference **£ ^T%Apply as above.
"uuitunscs or tne day.—

;

Gibbs. 26, Down Street, Picca^lly^W.

SB

r\ ARDKNER
;
— Aare 30, married; understands\-* Lar y and Late Forcing, the Management of PW

h?2?ft
1(

;

Wer^ Kitchen Gardens, and Pits .Frames Tc
BecklMSd.^ y^^ ff°°d ChaKlCter-

-

J -k-' ro"J?Office'

GARDBWBR.—MMdfe^ig^ married, nir 5nmm,
- .^u^ wua ™a empri^ - +u „ ,

brance
'
«nderstands management of Flower and Kir?hT„"K- «— -- g?™ -

exPene^e in the management of gardens, and Early Forcing. Wife good Cook caS asslf r» fS2

To the

h knowledge of his profession in

TRAVELLER.—A gentleman of"
fcv

sometime a successful e^l^that thc*5^»
ng onows, hum u.«.y«-« . ...mp

, ^
the Road, seeks a pernianeat e

«se, flattering himsell t^t it wouia^.l, *«
t-»a .•-- *u« firafc instance, **; ^.

th«.«* •ssra*

C T., Mr^ame^^^'„ea7B^|r5«ldW taCter-

othisproiS"
6"^^^'^^ and P^io-ately foud

to respectability abilltv ™* . I h«hest testimonials as
much an ohiJ* '...}*'. ,

an
.

d .'"tegnty. HiKh waires not «,

Reaches, Strawberrie"s,
P^ot 'Sucu^sfS^WSJanwmont of Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens Nomngle-handed place accepted. Can be highly r^ommended •

lobars' character.-J. P., Flixton Half Gardens? Bungay\

To Noblemen and Gentlemen "

/^ARDENER (age 2G).-J. P. wising to meet withV^ any gentleman requiring the services of a cornr,^™* IVaenergetic Gardener, who understands his profoSt % ?t,branches He lvM been employed for four yLrs n "ne of the
nractSf

denS in Euglauf,
«
durin« two of wh?cl b2 ha4 thepractical management of tbe Early Forced Fr ff= ™J uobtained the leading Prizes at th« itl°i!S.^S1

.*
8
., .

W
.

hlch

Plants and
leading hou

-Lette»L in the nrstj^ ^
O LONDON ^EEDSME^^f^
and experienced at the Counter ana

Wtf*jJ
e, wishes for employment in a Lonaj ^

D. R., Charles lomw>

T
House
highest references.

Nursery. Slough.

\ SSISTANT SHOPMAN, in » ^^*3J
JTI- Seed House, by a persevering£"^31

-A-eTO MACHINE MA^^^S^toft^S
1 able experience ; wishes tor****? frfgU*
Has been superintending a f

ail"^xere ^

of accounts, and other marten
^

W. V., Messrs. James Dickson &

Manchester.

GROOM (Uotjbk).—Age ^well
Lad, fond of Horses. Can

Ji^
give farther particulars.

| G. S. B. $ Ibstone, Tetsworth
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rut Gavxtntttr Chronicle

UTCRDAT, SEPTEMBER_Z\, 1861.

Pt>iViTF TUITION.—The Rev. G. Henslow, Son

*i ^ uie Professor Henslow, and M.A. of Cambridge,
" ChJhmitrs in three triposes. Mathematical, Divinity,

^££]TEm£ has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS
mi >gtii

2L lie PubUc Schools, 4c, or for the Universities.

FSVSJZmKDd Botany form a part of his system of education.

gj^fSSrnUw on application.—Address, Rev. G.Hlnslow,

!wf^\iT<NT SCHOOL of MIN E S,
0> h R " Jermvn Street, London, S.W.

&T«1or-Sir Roderick
I. Murchison, D.C.L., &c.

-. ^,-fAr the Session, commencing on OCTOBER 7,

rriHE QUARTERLY REVIEW. No. CY\\_
r iE^fflSfSa for ">e forthcoming Number ,

',,.

SO, Albemarle Street, London.—Sept. SI .

Mr. Darwin's New Work.
iNow Rcady» a New Edition, with additions and corrections0^ post 8vo. 14«.

^J?rp?T
RIENT 0F SPECIES, by MEANS ofJ^ATURAL SELECTION; or, The Preservation- of*avoured Races in the Struggle for Life. By Charles

Darwin, M.A., F.R.S.

Also by the same Author, 10th Thousand, post Svo. 9/.

,

A NATURALISTS VOYAGE ROUND THE
WORLD.

__ Jonx Murray, Albemarle Street. W.

SJCUOOL BOTANY; on, THE RUIUMIBIB OFO BOTANICAL r
^"WV

By Jo** Likduct, Ph.D, r.**. |*. 48.
400 Illustrations, fro. Price U U. half bocmd

__
Bradbury* j;w,N S U.BouTorU8teoot*E.C.

To Agricultural Implement Maker* and Others
JOHNSON akd THAW'S FARMERS' ALMANAC

for 1881 will be published as usual on November
Advertisements for this widely-circulated *™"^

1 flhflhf
be sent to the Publisher not later than October 10.

James Ridowat. 188. PlsjssjinHy. W .

embrace Chemistry by Dr. Hofmann ; Physics,

r mYKPALL; Natural History, by Prof. Huxley;

Kw Piof Ramsay ;
Mineralogy and Mining, by Mr.

• °* ^—, • Metallurgy, by Dr. Percy ; and AppliedJUgy, bj Prof. ^

Smyth
by Vrot. Wilus.

Trf.nham Reeks, Registrar.

THE CENTRAL TRAINING SCHOOL op ART.
., swith Kensington, for Male and Female Students*

fcillETROI'OLITAN SCHOOLS OF ART, at 43'

*•• flonare. Bloomsbury, W.C., for Female Classes

AsssSed from 37, Gower Street, W.C.), and at Spital-

Crispin Street, N. E. ; Finsbury, William Street, Wil-

B Square. E.C. ; St. Thomas, Charterhouse, Goswell

E.C • Rotberbithe Grammar School, Deptford Road,

aft • fit Martin's-in-the Fields, Castle Street, Long Acre,

WC'- Lambeth, 8t. Mary's, Prince's Road, S. ; Hampstead,
— Buildings, N.W. ; j and Christ Church, St. George's-

EtWUst. Cannon Street, E.C, will RE-OPEN on TUESDAY,

By Order of the Committee of Council on Education.
Oceobtrl

THE IRISH WASHING MACHINE for the
MILLION.—Provisionally Registered on the 1st day of

ftiwbu. 18M. " The perfection of Machinery consists not

is s eotnpHeation of appliances however beautiful, but in rigid

rfmphatv." It can be made from 20*. to 30s. to suit from 12 to

It Is fcinily, and has not been inaptly termed "The Poor

Man's Machine." As a trial is the best expression of its utility,

psitist may judge for themselves without incurring much ex-

peoss, giving 2*. 6d. for the Design and Directions for making
sod using the same. Also a Model and Testimonials of its sur-

prising efficiency may be had Gratis, if required.—Address
Joan Kelly, C.E., Brook Lodge, Roscommon.

Ajrents appointed on liberal terms.

RADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE
—"My terms of delivery as usual—A month's trial

before payment—a severe ordeal for

a domestic machine, but which I

have now the greater confidence and
pleasure in submitting to intending
purchasers."

New Improvements in Bradford's
Washinq Machinery.

It is with pleasure that I give pub-
licity to the improvements and addi-
tions made in my Washing Machines
during the last few months.
My original Machine has now been

before the public four years, during which time and experience
have fairly tested it, and while proving its excellence, have also
•Bgetted improvements, both in construction and mechanical
detail

; the result is, the labour of working is reduced to the
"* possible minimum, while the efficiency is increased,
compactness and convenience of detail in the arrange-

ments for both Washing, Wringing, and Mangling attained,

ST**
000**'118 over prejudice, and secures the congratula-

j£* <* "J customers in a manner to cause me regret that
«««*cbines of my original customers (to whom I am so much
muni*) Jo not possess the same advantages.
-^ ilost obediently, T. Bradford.
rax* Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester ;sa, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

works
1
0„ftftn Street, Salford. Manchester.

MtTCA

Bonn's Classical Library for October.

DEMOSTHENES' PRIVATE and OTHER
. u V

0RATI0N S. Yiz-t against Timocrates. Aristociton,
Aphobus, Onetor, Zenothemis, Apaturius, Phormio, Lacntus,
Pantaenetus, Nausimachus, Boeotus, Spudias, Phssnippus, and
for Phormio. Translated, with Hotcs and App *a. by
Charles Rank Kennedy. Forming the fourth volume of the
complete Works. Post 8vo, cloth, 5j.

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Coven t Garden, London, W.C

Bohn's English Gentleman's Library for October
Handsomely printed in demy «vo, and illustrated with portraits

and plates, at 9«. per volume,

THE ENTIRE CORRESPONDENCE of HORACE
WALPOLE. with the Prd-icei of Mr. Croker. Lord Dot.

and others, the Notes of all previous Editors, and :uiditional

Notes by Petir Cunningham. Illustrated with tinmenm* fins
Portraits engraved on steel To be completed in '.» vols.
Vol. VII.

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

This day is published, price 1/. Ut.dd.

THE BOOK of FARM BUILDINGS: their
Arrangement and Construction. By Henry Stephens.

F.R.S.E., Author of the "Book of the Farm," tc. ; and
Rohert Scott Burn, Engineer. In large Octavo, pp. .

r
>62.

Illustrated with 28 Engravings on Copper and 1017 Engravings
on Wood. Half-bound, uniform with the " Book of the Farm."

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Moore's British Ferns.

THE HANDBOOK of BRITISH FERNS: being
Descriptions with Engravings of the Species and their

Varieties, together with Directions for Cultivation. Third
Edition, with numerous Additions and new Illustrations. By
Thomas Moore, F.L.8., F.R.H S., Curator of the Chelsea
Botanic Garden. A Pocket Volume. Price 5t.

London : Groombridoe & Sons. Paternoster Row.

Just published, post Svo, cloth, 3*. 6tZ.

MENTONE and the RIVIERA as a WINTER
RESIDENCE. Bv J. Henry Bknnet. M.D., Physician-

Accoucheur to the Royal Free Hospital.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

Just published, Third Edition, considerably altered, ixiht Svo,

cloth, 7#.

THE CLIMATE of PAU ; with a Description of

the Watering-Places of the Pyrenees, and of the Virtues

of their respective Mineral Sources in Disease. By Alexander
Taylor, M. D. , F. R. S.E.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

Just published, 8vo, price 2s. ,

ON ASTHMA: The Result of Treatment of nearly

One Hundred Cases. ByT. L. Peidham, M.R.C.S., M.S. A.

London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W. ;

Bideford : E. Honey.

This day, exquisitely Illustrated, price 7s. 6tf., Vol. II. of

ALL ROUND the WORLD.
An Illustrated Record of Voyages. Travels, and Adven-

tures in all parts of the Globe. Edited by W. F. Ainswortii,

F R G S.

Office, 122, Fleet Street, London, K.C.

B*

Notice to Subscribers of the Florist, Frnitist,

Garden Miscellany.

THE OFFICE of the FLORIST\*v<m REMOV Y.J)

from Southampton Street. Strand, to the Oftea of tfes
Journal of JiorttcuHurt, l«t Fleet Btratt* K.< wfcars all Sub-
scriptions, Orders, Advertisement*, and t mmunioatiooa Cor
the Editors are in future to be iddrasasl

Mr. Charles Turrer, in retMfig from his oesnssetssn with
the ; f, takes this opj> 1 unity of tendering his thanl - ts>
bis friends and the public for the liberal support ther hive
given t iii.it Journal duni . ; eriod he was ooooeoUa «
it. Ho Inn now the pleasure or atmesnotef th
}Kieod o/ hi* shans to Dr. BsMMBR Uooo, On ffdito as* Use
Journal of V -< wh. tor
Mr. John ttriwci*, he UU mur«4 the riori* v U sal
the Ugh reputation it has hitherto enjoyed.

tkT The F! 1st Is published Monthly, pries Is.

Office : 102, Fleet Street, London, LUX

Horticultural Periodicsl*\—Septal of the Paper Duty.

S Willi WELL. HoutkuLTURAL PftDfTBt, lc

• Northumberland Terrace, Bsgniggc Wells Road, 1»ndoti,
W.C , Wgs to inform thoos who eaay irmplate starting any
New Horticultural Pcriotiioal, i V. | M Month!
that ho will be hsppy to furnish them * Estimates (Tree

charge) for Printing the same at the lowest possible price ; and
from his long experience (upwards of 20 years) h e p
<f Gardening Publications, Ac, he is enabled t" offer the
greatest facilities. The highest testimonials from the pro-
prietors of the Florist can be produced.

Nurserymen's Catalogues of every description carefully

and correctly printed. Those who are about to print their

Autumn Catalogues would do well to send for an Estimate.

T
WB, BINGLEY, and CO.'S NEW

UnbleachedHsjTr^7
ERN T00TH BRUSHES, Penetrating

r-rorusnes genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every description

s*5£fA?Alnb and Perfumery for the toilet. Metcalfe's
.ted Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.rHt rAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicw

-*- tUme WRSorimnnU„J:_.JL .... j l rnvi. :„'

1.

icious per-

3.

4.

5.-

6.

Every Wednesday, Price One Halfpenny.

HE WELCOME GUEST.
Eight Large Pages, Weekly, profusely Illustrated.

Contents of Nos. I. to V.

Maritana the Gipsy; or, the Poisoners of Madrid. A
Romance of thrilling passion. Illustrated.

The Haddington Pep.ragc. A Novel. By G. A. Saia.

-RECOLLECTIONS OF A LONDON DETECTIVE.

-Wonders of Nature and A rt. Illustrated.

Seaside Sketches. Illustrated by M'Connell.

-Essays and Sketches.—Things that ought to bePoetry
-. uime was originally discovered bv one of Titania's principal Known.—Wit and Humour.-Household Useful Receipts.

fiffSS u* * **& from
6

wfldTwers, cS ^y flJp T.-Deeds of Dar.no and Adventure, ^^ed."""^ iL - 1
London : George Vickers, Angel Court, Strand.from the bank whereon the wild Thyme grows." The

of e.Hairo'U -

e reciPe is vouched for with the same ^«~«cenamty as is the existence of Titania herself.

•othenticity the recipe is vouched for with the same degree

sow arm»^A '
i i

tbs exi*tence of Titenia herself. It is

SneriTT^J?**1* h? Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co.. Per-

RttH^^ 8..^ 131
' ^ street »

London, W.-In130

^a^eoneiIual;

T
H. S. & J. Smith, 83, Grace-

TEAS from h,^V EC - (^Joining Spread Eagle ,
sell choice

**nie ^SLw!
6 ChG8fc

' «« impoFted, at wholesale prices
^^^roenouse and no shop—small prohts and small

Lijt of pnees free on application. Orders by post with
A
roaittance or reference punctually attended to.

TTrJjober x will be published, No. I., price Haifa-Crown^
"K POPULAR SCIENCE REVIEW. Edited

Ho*Se^
A
!J^JlAMrELSOJ*. Author of "The Earth Worm and

issssssttS- /• e Honey Bee," <fcc Containing, besides other
<JJ"*gan<i mstructive matter—

sV. if.^^^r James Buckman, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.S.A.,

^ Osji5
,
s
rated b^ the Author.

Whin AwiMAi/urLE. By Philip Henry Gosse, F.R.S.,

Wei V^jations by the Author, engraved by TutTen

T»k UwL- Sy Mre
- Lankeater, Illustrated by J. E. Sowcrby.

W tK« » ,
M8 op LlFE - By the Editor, with Illustrations

B p^S
ho

^ and Dr - J - B. Hicks, F.L.S., engraved by^ andW and
nT«ffon West, F. L. S.

Ws8Trj» pi^ *
By Prof««or R- Hunt, F.R.S.

^WATORIAI. Amtr» T»„ «« l\-j;*™. ro i

Just published, No. 3. price 6d. Monthly, with Illustrations,

HE SIXPENNY M A G A Z 1 N E.

Contents :-Earl Russell-The King of the Mcuntains,

Ohap. IV.-Trips after Health, by Dr. Thomson-The Captain

of she "Vulture." Chaps. III. and IV.-Gems from
;

Abroad-

Psn and Pencil bketches of the Picturesque ; No. 111. Rochos-

terC^tle-The Round of Wrcng; Chap. IV.ryenct^ Bndal

-Parlour Occupations-Glass Painting-Dainty Dishes-Mr

PoUvcoddles-The MagneUser-Tales of the Musicians-The

FtoeSed Hut of the M^issippi-The K^g^Nots^oo
Social Progress-A Night Jof ^isery-The Ci«r-Heiress

Hunters-Law and Crime-Literature of the Mon th

London : Ward & Lock. 153. Fleet Street, E.C.

Halfpenny Series of the " Welcome Guest.

ilftog of tl)C SiHccks

Tin: Monitcur publishes an Imperial decree

opening various Custom Houses and ports

of France for the importation of English and

Belgian goods, in accordance with the stipula-

tions of the late commercial treaties. The Patric,

which boasts of its semi- official character, recently

published an article on the necessity of Italy giving

pledges of her friendship to France, by a ** system

of guarantees spontaneously offered and loyally

carried out." The Pays and the Constitutionnel, in

articles signed by their chief editors, declare that

such views are totally at variance with the policy

of the Imperial Government. The former asserts

that " France has no guarantees to demand of

Italy," and the latter says that " France

will never ask for a single inch of Italian soil.

Tbe island of Sardinia is Italian ground, and

for us to take it would not be an annexation but

a conquest."

Accounts from Madrid state that the Spanish

expedition is organising at Havannah for the

intended intervention in Mexico. It will comprise

5000 infantry, and will disembark early in

October at Vera Cruz, and march direct upon the

city of Mexico. Mulet Abbas is expected at

Madrid on a mission from his brother, the

Emperor of Morocco, for the purpose of giving

guarantees for the payment of tbe indemnity.

Despatches from Vienna announce that the

Transylvanian Diet has been convened for the end

of October, and the Istrian Diet for the 25th

September. In consequence of the convocation of

the Transylvanian Diet, Baron Kemenet, Aulic

Chancellor of Transylvania, has tendered his resig-

nation, which has been accepted by the Emperor.

Disturbances have again occurred at Warsaw.

The Polish mob has committed various acts of
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niture and other property. The latest account*

state that the situation of the Germans is full of

danger, and that no measures for their protection

are taken by the authorities.

The King of Italx arrived at Florence on

<5«hirdav and opened the Exhibition of Italian

SKS f

i- thaHity on Sunday. His Ma.kstt

Z received with the greatest en husiasm, not

ITv in Flounce but at all the stations on his

Se la opening the Exhibition his Majesty

del v rea a speech in which he said that his pnn
;

cipal care was to establish the unity of Italy and
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to develop the elements oi her prosperity. w Our

great Dational work," he said, " is not yet com-

pleted, but on this occasion Italy, which is com-

pletely represented at this Exhibition, again mani-

fests her wish to be one united nation." The

American Minister went last week to Caprera for

the purpose of offering to Gakibaldi, in the name

of President Lincoln, the command in chief of

the Federal army. A despatch from Turin, dated

Saturday, announced that Gtaeibaldi had refused

the offer, chiefly on account of the unsatisfactory

state of his health. Notwithstanding this announce-

ment, the Turin journals express considerable

doubt of its authenticity, and some of them con-

fidently assert that Gaeibaldi has consented to

go to America. The latest news positively denies

that he has accepted the offer.

The Turkish Government has addressed a

Hesse, drove to bnkhail, and honouied Mrs. Guidon

with a visit. Prince Alfred went out deer-stalking.

Prince Arthur rode to Loch Bulig, and round

by Invercauld. Prince Louis of Hesse, having this

day completed his 24th year, received the con-

gratulations of her Majesty and of the Royal family.

The Duke of Newcastle arrived at Balmoral, in

succession to Sir Charles Wood as Secretary of State in

attendance on her Majesty. On Thursday the Queen,

accompanied by Princess Alice, Princess Helena, and

Prince Louis of Hesse, drove to Mar Lodge, and

honoured the Countess of Fife wilh a visit. The Prince

Consort and Prince Alfred went out deer stalking. On
Friday her Majesty did not leave the Castle in conse-

quence of the unfavourable state of the weather. On
Saturday afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by Princess Helena and Prince Arthur,

went out driving. Prince Louis of Hesse went out

deer-stalking. On Sunday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, with Prince Alfred and Prince Louis of

Hesse, attended Divine service in the parish church of

Crathie. The Rev. Dr. Pirrie, Professor of Divinity in

Aberdeen University, officiated. On Monday the

[SEPTmn*

. ., _,. . . .1 t-. n a Auerueeu university, omciatea. un ivionauy 1

circular to its Ministers at the European Courts,
j
Queen> accompanied by Princess Helena, took

justifying its proceedings against the Montene-

It states that, having exhausted everygrins.

means of concession in endeavouring to prevent the

grievances caused by this little Principality, and

being bound to protect its subjects from the

continual disorders arising from the attacks and

incursions of the Montenegrins, it is now under

the necessity of having recourse to arms. The
latest accounts from Eagusa state that Omae
Pacha, who has 32,000 men under his command,
has not yet crossed the frontier, but is completing

the investment of the territory on the east, and
operating by movable columns against the insur-

gents of the Herzegovine.

From Washington we have a report that

President Jeffekson Davis is dead and that Vice-

President Stephens is ill at Manassas, but the

report of Mr. Davis's death has not yet been

confirmed. The Empeeob. of Russia has addressed

a letter to the Federal Government in favour of

the Union and recommending peace. The naval

expedition under the command of Commodore
Stringham and General Btjtlee. commenced the

bombardment of the Confederate forts at the

entrance of HatteTas Inlet on the 28th ult. On
the following day the garrison, consisting of 45
officers and 600 men, surrendered conditionally,

and will be treated as prisoners of war. The
Federals captured 25 cannon, 1000 stand of arms,

and three vessels, and now occupy Hatteras.

Since this engagement the North Carolina troops

have been withdrawn from Virginia. The Con-
federate force opposite "Washington is estimated at

125,000 men, and an immediate attack is said to be
intended. The privateer Jefferson Davis has been
wrecked off the coast of Florida, and under the
new Confiscation Law 50 vessels have been seized

in the Northern ports as property owned by the
South. Mr. Chase, the Secretary of the Treasury,
has issued an appeal to the people on behalf of the
national loan.

The Great Eastern has met with another disaster,

more calamitous than any of the misfortunes which
had previously marked her unlucky career. On
the 12th inst., two days after leaving Liverpool
with 400 passengers and a crew of nearly 100 men,
she encountered a heavy gale about 280 miles
west of Cape Clear. Both her paddle-wheels were
Washed away ; her rudder-post, a bar of iron ten
inches in diameter, was wrenched off ; and for three
days she lay rolling, an unmanageable log, in the
trough of the sea, her bulwarks almost touching the
water. The rolling of the vessel displaced and
destroyed the furniture of the cabin and saloons

;

the greater part of the passengers' luggage was
destroyed by the water which forced its way into
the hold

; and between 20 and 30 of the passen-
gers and crew had their limbs fractured or were

a
drive. The Prince Consort, with Prince Alfred,

Prince Louis of Hesse, and the Duke of New-
castle, had the Balmoral woods driven for deer.

The Earl and Countess Russell and Viscount Amberley
were invited to dinner, and the Countess Russell was
presented to the Queen on Earl Russell's elevation to

the peerage. On Tuesday morning the Queen, accom-
panied by Princess Alice and Prince Louis of Hesse,
drove to Loch Bulig:, where the Royal party took
luncheon, and then rode across the hills by Glen Gairn,
returning by Invercauld in the afternoon. The Prince
Consort and Prince Alfred went out deer-stalking. The
Princess of Hohenlohe, accompanied by Princess Helena,
Princess Louisa, and Prince Leopold, drove in the
afternoon and honoured Lady Phipps with a visit.

The Pbince of Wales arrived at Buckingham
Palace about half-past 7 o'clock on Friday morning, and
left London in the afternoon for Dover, where he em-
barked for Ostend on his way to Prussia. His Royal
Highness passed through Belgium on Saturday, and
wasmet at Malines by the Duke of Brabant, who accom-
panied his cousin as far as the Landen station. On
Sunday the Prince arrived at Cologne and visited the
exhibition of pictures in the new Museum, accompanied
by Prince Charles, the brother ofthe King of Prussia, the
Crown Prince Frederick William, the Grand Duke of
Saxe Weimar, the Duke of Wellington, and several of
the Prussian and English nobility. His Royal High-
ness afterwards proceeded by railway to Bruhl, on a
visit to the King of Prussia. On Monday evening the
Prince accompanied the King and Queen of Prussia to
a grand concert at Cologne, and was received by the
crowd with loud cheers, the band playing " God Save
the Queen."

Return op Prince Alpeed to Canada.— His
Royal Highness will embark at Liverpool to-day in the
Royal Mail steamship Canada for Halifax, where he will
rejoin his ship the St. George, on the expiration of his
leave. His Royal Highness will be accompanied by
Major Cowell and a servant.

The Siamese Ambassadors, one of whom is Lord
High Admiral of the Siamese Fleet, paid a private visit
to England last week. They stayed at Morley's Hotel
for two days and visited many of the chief objects of
interest, including Woolwich Arsenal and the Armstrong
gun factories.

Parliamentary Movements.—It was reported on
Monday that Mr. Ralph Earle, who was secretary to
Mr. Disraeli when Chancellor of the Exchequer, would

ai. Vienna, will remain at R
month. TheMii^bde'CTtT^^
yesterday. The wife of 8> FreS£ **«
very high office, and wellWn)*$***

' N
said to have eloped under verv t>Z,v

A+
^t^e^ls^e notuZ^
precision. The Moniteur of Satm? ** *%*
Imperial decree opening the Customrf ***
for the importation of SottonC^
143, and for long-stapled and7jfo!? **3
The ports of Marseilles, Bordeaux w\^
Havre, and the Custom Houses of Lill ***
Lyons are opened under the same rL25?Custom House of Paris for the direof iSr

1*

-

clearing of English and Belgian tat?***
duty ad valorem. The other ports of p

***
l>

other Custom Houses on the Belgian fc5**
are already open for the transit of unJ5S **
may also in future receive the textur^l/Xf*

^^
to

Belgian manufacture, but only for ti*^

iaxco luipuiucu mm Nigeria can odIt IaT?
port Of Alrripvt! Tl.n T>„*^- _i /. .

!*8i

ment of the import duties of BeW

ui Algiers, xne ratne, w^\^
suuu-umcial character, recently publij

m *
contrasting Baron Ricasoli, " whose Got«^?*
of no transactions," with the late C^atS/*
hinting the necessity of Italy g-ivii

friendship to France, by a system «^!L, ,*

spontaneously offered and loyally carried 3?TPays and the Constitutionnel, i n articles siffMik^l
chief editors, declare that such views are Jb
variance with the policy of the Imperial QamJ!
"France," says the Pays, "with her 403J
souls and her genius, has no guarantees to «*tf
Italy. Neither distrust nor conquest-ad i

t

programme which all generous hearts applwi*
liberal Europe applauds, and which posterity^*

applaud." The Constitutional says, "Htm 4
never ask for a single inch of Italian soil T*m
of Sardinia is Italian ground, and for mi*
it would not be an annexation hut i out.

The Moniteur contradicts a statement prifck

some foreign journals, to the effect that arista

been given to the French fleet on the coast of 8pi

proceed into the Italian waters, and that serpnlW

ships of war were cruising in the Gulf of Nijk I

reply to this assertion the Moniteur states tint»•
orders have been given to "the fleet off Svrii, Hrk

France any vessel of the Imperial navy in tie 9ii

Naples with the exception of the cutter Mowtte, vfc

has been stationed there for more than a year jk

The official papers contradict the report that the

4

Fontenoy had been cast ashore near Sakio, in l»

melia. Accounts from Toulon stite tint tbe d»
cased steam -frigate Gloire sailed thence on w Ui
inst., to make a second trial mtMlie wfy*"*'
cannon called " the mysterious cswrnou,"

^*J*
secrecy observed with respect to its *******

While in port the cannon remains eaijwi*

covering, which is sealed with an official^*jr
broken until the ship is at sea.—The AbbeW"J
who was recently nominated Bishop ofW* .

taking possession of his see a few days

a pastoral letter, in which he declai^ <*[W
that the choice of a bishop by the Chief* «*»

could not give any mission in the ^nr*

there could not be any Catholic bishop hb»»

confirmed in his appointment by the succe»
^

Peter. The Opinione Rationale directs **
the doctrine so laid down, and denou;

variance not only with the libertieso tue

Church but with those established b> •*

come forward for Plymouth in the Conservative inte- expedition isTr^anisiiiff at Havannah. -; ^1
rest, in opposition to Mr. Morrison, the Liberal 5000 infantry and will disembark early m^

Christians. n.ttrf
Spain.—Accounts from Madrid ^y^S

the cit;

aecimea to oner himself on this occasion, and that The Ministers iuCouncilhave resolved iw"*
Captain Dalrymple Hay, K.N., or Mr. Graves, the

!
the Cortes shall take place between the J*

Mayor of Liverpool, will be invited to come forward as of next month; and that, if the Cortes onar

"~ n~" " " '
'

'

tious opposition to the Cabinet, a *^>.
resorted to. The Government, in

*JP« ^jr*

00
the Conservative candidate.

The Channel Fleet.—Admiral Smart's squadron,
consisting of the Trafalgar, Donegal, Hero, Centurion,
L.Igar, Conqueror, AboUkir, and Revenge, left Belfast ««*«*« *»« «. »« *m -

lfl
^ -

Louuh on the 12th inst. for Lough Foyle. The division of the Neapolitan Consulate. The W^m*-
under the command of Admiral Erskine has been

" '
"

ordered to join Admiral Smart's squadron at Berehaven.
Arrival op the Wabbior at Portsmouth.—Her

Won madeT by"Baron Tecco, the ^.^^gP
declared that it has decided upon ™{^*i&*

he ii/w
j^f jl

coiitrad'icts' thestatement of a BelfgjM^i*

moorings at Greenhithe on Thursday arr
at Portsmouth at 9 o'clock yesterday mornin

safely

conirauicr,s ine statumenu ^ * r

Clant had attacked the Emperor »»{%*£
pulpit. « The preachers of the Queen, «j^
introduce political matters into their se ^™ ......i. n,j --j. ~n~«r orw Sovereign or

TJ^,#

r

dFortfcm

ment to be abused in her presence. - '

tenced to banishment for te™S™™2 for

insurrection at Loja, have left Granau_
^W^kinsurrection at jj<'j<*, " 'Z- The**?'

settlement on the coast of Afnca. ^
e viu*

^ t m 1 _ _.»»«« 4* Till V W" _4

seriously bruised and maimed. The engine* and
^bance.—The Emperor is expected to return to Paris

,
°

»«J *«* 'rom Biarritz. It is said that the Empress has
lately lnughfc property in Spain, and that the circum-

•oviiice

\0
screw were fortunately uninjured, and a tempo-
rary steering gear having been fitted, she steamed! s. ance has given rise to \ varietv of conie^eT

Iback with her screw to Cork, and anchored off that Count <*e Persian-, Minister of the' Interior has re-
harbour on Tuesday evening. ^ed to Paris, and the report of his resignation has

been revived. It is said that in the avmi* nf ».;„ ™ ;„

4»<

drought has done great injury

neighbourhood of Palencia in the pr^

consequence of which the price o ^ i0

si.lcrably. A prospectus relative t
• ^ be*

of the Infante Don Juan de l*>ur

trihuted in Paris. A opencd
&**

%
-TheKingofHolUnd°p

B^
hoi* on the 16th, **

nd*wfr.
Holland.

lUhinJ?
0T7

?i
T \ ScoTLAtfo.-On Wednesday, the

panted W p^ Queen *nd Pri»<* Conwrt, accom-Pamed by Prmcess Alice and Prince Louis of

nation being acce
the Home Office
accept^ the portfolio of Minister of Commerce. The ! number of measures effecting

:

«*a S ^
..larquis de Moustier, the new ambassador »f. fvw™. m*nt« «ncial and material, niciua r

the
^tf*arqu.s de Moustier, the new ambassador at Constat '

tinople, will leave for his post on the 25th inst.
A lie Uuke de Gramont, who replaces M. de Moustier

ments, social and material, n ^
relative to the abolition of slavey te5 vb*

Colonies. The King specially con.

0*

B
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wteD the favourable state of the finances, and says

JS w hile the other nations of Europe have been
l**L«r4 J,, contract loans, Holland has been able to

^Seethe redaction of her public debt.

I^Y AUa.—The Bavarian Chamber has adopted laws

ow the reform of the penal code and criminal procedure,

1*1 has sent a deputation to his Majesty, thanking him

frtaodncing them. The general meeting of the

lations of Germany, held at Munich,

„ iu sittings on the 10th, and before separating

2bpted a series of resolutions in favour of the temporal

MiSarofthe Pope.

Feikifobt.—The Catholic Society at Frankfort, in

a ttncnl meeting of that body, has called on M.

PoEger, the Professor of Canon Law, to retract the

opinions he expressed in some of his recent lectures on

lit temporal power of the Pope. The Professor has

ten compelled to made a full recantation, and to

declare tie temporal power essential to the spiritual

fommiry of the Holy See.

fliftTomr.—It is stated that the obstinacy of Saxony

» not to be allowed to delay any longer the signature

of tbi Franco-Prussian treaty, which will be concluded

with those fierman states which elect to accept it.

lib if equivalent to a disruption of the Zollverein.

PK0WU.—The King and Queen remain at the palace

few miles from Cologne, where they are

His Majesty left the Eihibttiui amid the vocmcheen
i
of the audience. The Kin* subset

™
an audience to the municipality of K2ffwffi»t is said he did not concea the* difficulties ofThe Neapo-litan question but expressed his hope that he wSdsolve them by firmness and honesty.

"M to RoJ»te
knoi h„

h
t

ere^ P;°P,e Wh° Wi9h « * cut the Go^di nknot, but we prefer to untie it. Venice can onlv beobtained by war. The first thing to do £
organise a strong army. After that, and whenwe are ready, reasons for attacking Austria will

Guard of Palermo, which arrived at Florencem order to be present at the opening of the
inhibition, was warmly received by the population.
I be American Minister went to Caprera last week
and had an interview with Garibaldi, for the purpose
of offering to him officially on the part of President
Lincoln the command-in-chief of the Federal annv
It has since been announced that Garibaldi reiWd the
offer chiefly on account of the unsatiifcotory state of
his health. Notwithstanding this announcement, the
latest Italian journals express considerable uncertainty
as to Garibaldi's decision. A letter in the Opinio**
JXazwnale hints that he has accepted the offer, or has
reserved his acceptance. The Opxnionc is unwilling to

G\ZKT1E.

( ran
i-v the lul.an iroops. GeaorneiZcmguM have driven the brig.** trees •

mountains bet* n Aquila and tJlT ,w_, J*
pati. the Commajaieri.fth.Na^tTGj^vliE*

Bruhl a rew mnes rrom ^oiogne, wnere weyare believe the rumour, asserting that the LiberatorTAhe
ing-the foreign princes and officers who have Two Sicilies owes his services, before all, to his country!

* * The Armonia of Turin states that Garibaldi and
several of his old companions in arms will actuallv
proceed to America; and, in that case, asks " What
is to become of Italy ?" Since these articles appeared
Ins acceptance of the offer has been again positively
denied.— The ex-King Francis II. has addressed a
memorandum to his representatives at foreign courts,
in reply to the circular of Baron Ricasoli, in which he
denies the charge of having employed brigands, and
declares that Piedmont alone is responsible for the
bloodshed in Southern Italy. He concludes by
saying:

—

been present at the recent military reviews. Since the

arrival of the Prince of Wales his Royal Highness has

attracted much attention. He usually rides by the

side of the King, and as he dresses in a simple black

cost and trousers, his presence in the midst of a group

of princes and officers wearing gorgeous uniforms of all

countries is the more conspicuous. On Monday
their Majesties visited Cologne, and were present at a
concert in the evening, accompanied by the Crown
Prisce and Princess, the Prince of Wales, and many
other German princes. The greatest enthusiasm was
displayed by the inhabitants, who loudly cheered the
King from the railway station to the Gurzenich Hall,
where the concert took place. At the conclusion of the
concert the King and Queen, with their distinguished

- Jasts, returned to Bruhl by railway. The streets
through which they passed were brilliantly illuminated.
There was an immense procession ot torch-bearers, in
which the members of many of the societies and guilds
took part.

ArsTMA.—The Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian will
J* present at the coronation of the King of Prussia
at KSnigsberg. The report that the Grand Duke
Owstantine of Russia is expected in Vienna is said to
be unfounded. The Committee of the Lower House of
the Reichsrafh on religious matters has adopted a

ies^f resolutions in favour of guaranteeing full
*-"-

of creed and conscience to every man, and of
ing to every recognised Church and religious

•oaety the right of public worship, subject only to thenm necessary for the security of public order. These
resolutions are at direct variance with the Concordat,

ETVk
re™a,ns to be seen whether they will be adopted

by the Chambers. Dr. Wessely has been appointed
iJrdinary Professor of Criminal Law in the PragueW" 1* Dr. Wessely is a Jew, and is the first
Israelite who has been named Ordinary Professor in an
*wuw University. A Jew's hotel has just been
j£»« at Vienna, the first of the kind in that city. All« persons employed in it belong to the Hebrew
POfoasion. °

rZ^8YL
^kr;ix *i™ Isteia.—The Transylvanian

Sri J*!*"
convened for the end of October at^™wrg Baron Kemeney, Aulic Chancellor of Tran-2 n

f tendered his resignation, which has been
ZTP1*1 by the Emperor. An Imperial patent

fi^JIik
he new Istrian Diet for the 25th of

oeptember.^ Two Istrian Deputies of the Nessuno

Section •

8,

t
°thers have resigned their seats. The

ment V*-*
a so far are favourable to the Govern-

t the p!cichs

a '

,PearS Certa
*m that depufcieB wU1 be sent

gnmtinip
1A'*~"'rhe Governnient has decided on not

The nri.

u*.%i that splendour imparted to their country by the immortal
tarles III., who raised it from the state of a province to a

" Has such an epoch of destruction, ruin, and murder era*
existed under the government of the Bourbons 1 Does the last
half century show a number of capital executions approaching
that of the persons shot in a single day by the Piedmontese ?
The times of Attila are thrown into the shade by those of
Piedmont. The brutal force of the most monstrous conquest
aims at subjecting the intelligence of a nation which upholds
its dignity, which struggles to shake off the yoke of a tyranny
introduced under the mask of liberty, and afterwards developed
with the ferocity of the assassin. The people ot the Two
Sicilies, rich in all social resources, proud of those geniuses who
were the glory of Italy—a people numbering about 10 millions
of souls, possessing great and powerful cities—could not,
cannot, and never will become a province of Piedmont,
deprived of everything which constitutes the grandeur of
nations. The people of tue Two Sicilies, therefore, combat
spontaneously, and hitherto without impulse from without, in

order to recover their former greatness ; they claim the return
of
Charl
kingdom ; they demand the preservation of the religion of their

fathers in all i's purity, of which intrigues, cowardice, and
treason have sought to deprive them.

"

The official Gazette of Turin contains a royal decree of

the 8th, ordering a general census of the kingdom of

Italy to be taken simultaneously on the 31st December

of the present year. Messrs. Robinson & Co., the con-

tractors for the establishment of a mail service for the

Adriatic and the Mediterranean, have withdrawn from

their contract with the Italian Government, and for-

feited the caution-money which they had deposited.

General Tiirr was married to Madile. Wyse-Bonaparte

a few days since at Mondovk The Archduke Charles of

Tuscany was married on the 19th inst. at Rome to a

sister of King Francis II. of Naples, in the presence

of the ex-King and Queen and the whole of

the royal family. The Pope pronounced the

nuptial benediction in the Vatican. A religious service

has been celebrated at Rome in commemoration of the

affair at Castelfidardo. Monsignor de Merode, several

Cardinals, and the staff oflicese of both armies were

present at the ceremony. The total amount of " Peter's

pence" paid into the Papal treasury, up to the

present date, is said to be 2,280,000/. General de

Montebello will first proceed to Rome, and will aftcr-

the wish of the Neapolitan people fcr M aniZiVul?A letter fn>
;

„ General Cialo^ni* f^cSSBftthe National Guard has also been pul.'iaWa* in w*i
he congratulates the people and the Ka^ei G^•nd says the latter rival the best troops.
Sicily.-A meeting of theofegians has beea held at

1 ihrmo. It has adopted a reaolutfiot d*c!ari» feetemporal power of the Pope to he incompatible *
and contrary to the mission of i *tbnlie GfcwdL
General Delia Rome, the new L.enAetisn niraj of

cily, has issued a proclamation to t! ilaooa, rc-
oommendiog then, not to sijrn the pieXeat of the pa y
of notion agatest the Fraaah iiiiinHsn of Bom*.
wUch," he says, "will onlv do harm to the lieJiaa

cause and t* < vacoaiioa of Room, by sowin* d
between oar Goeaenosent and i h«t of Kranoe. whieb lies
been so 1 hfal » n ally. tnateyaltyojftfct
Kin*, in the firmness of the (J >verameoL naa'n. I \<

traiiiiu.lliti of Garibaldi himself."
ltuuu.-On the 4th inst. the Kmperor and

Kmpiena arrived at Sebasbonol m ojfcg,, ^
were pi nt at th« the first senna of the
now Church of St. Vladimir. His Majesty after-
wards went on horaebeek to vtaftt tea old hoe of
fortifications and the ruins of the bastion. In the
afternoon their Majesties proceeded to the cemetery
situate in the northern part of the town, *
funeral serricc was performed for (.» m-raj Gortsch:ikorT,
and for all those who fell in the defeoos of the town.
In tho evening the Emperor and Km pre** went to
I '..ikhtchiserai, where they remained for the nijrht.
Their Majesties also visited' the cloister of the Assump-
tion, and Tschulut Kalch. and in returning to Sevas-
topol passed over the field of battle of Inkerinan.
( )n the morning of the 6th the Ku Odessa for
Ilcswabia. It is reported that the Kmnrees will

proceed from the Crimea on a pilgrimage to .l«rusalem,

and that the Kmperor will extend his tour to tho
Caucasus. The two Russian ships of war that
composed the nquadmof ohservat ion --n the coa«i Of

Syria, have bean recalled to the Baltic.

Poland.—The state of things at Warsaw is still

gloomy. Popular eicesses continue to take place. On
the 16th the shop of a gloter in the Nenwelt quarter

of the city was demolished. On the 17th the plate

glass windows of a German confectioner's shop were
smashed, and the fixtures and furniture hroacn to

pieces by the mob, without any interference on the
part of the police, who were present. The mob then
pror*ee<I d to commit aofs ofviolenceagsinsf other < German
residents, and demolished several of their shops. The
situation of the Germans is said to be full of danger,

no measures for their protection having been taken by
the authorities.

Tubkky.—The Viceroy of Egypt left Constantinople

on the 15th inst. to return to Cairo. The Govern-
ment of the s ultan has addressed a circular to its

Ministers at the different kumpean Courts, justifying

its proceedings against the Montenegrins. It states

that it has exhausted every means of concession and
moderation in endeavouring to prevent the grievances

caused among its subjects by this little Principality.

The Porte is bound to protect those subjects against

violence, and the continual disorders arising from the

attacks and incursions of the Montenegrins. It is now
under the necessity of having recourse to arms, and
Oinsir Pash.i has received orders to commenee opera

tions, and press them vigorously. Finally, Turk
appeals to the justice of Knrope, and expects its

approval of the course adopted.

Montenegro.—Omar Pasha proceeded on Sunday to

join the Turkish army at Gatzkoe. He has now S2,000

soldiers under his command, and occupies good positions

and the paths leading to the mountains on the east

*»?««* new co£^^o^^^l^^^^s^^r to Florence, in order to have an inter- 1
side. In the south Abd. Pasha hn. attacked the

P^ileges of thT£b^ view of the King of Italy. The Nazione of Florence
j

Chris isns at Bramna on the Lake of Scntan. It is said

h«.«_ ^ .

ne
-
existin£ ^ntral congregation

a^ from^ gtat
.

that the demon . that the Turks have made common cause with the

stration which the Papal party had prepared for the I
Christian mountaineers, and demand the dismissal of

8th proved a failure, the national party having during

the preceding night hoisted tricoloured flags on all the

public monuments. Similar demonstrations took place

at Tivoli, Velletri, Frascati, Albano, and Grotoferrata,

and numerous arrests have been made in consequence.

The free importation of wheat, maize, oil, and of all

articles of consumption, has been authorised in the

Pontifical provinces. The exportation of these arttc

fe* be;Zd
"

•oSaturd * Y^tor Emmanuel arrived at Florence

Preridpnf^ f
evenm

£> accompanied by Baron Ricasoli,

CmdovT t£- •

the Council, and the Chevalier de

HaMaW 8ter of Commerce and Agriculture,

at lJiT WaS received with the greatest enthusiasm
Vfporn, and also at all the railway stations* route.

J
~

~

i, . - At Florence large crowds of people

**ie*f
at tlle Places and in the streets which his

teTKJn
Pa8^d

'
0n his arrival afc tbe Pitti PftlacQ

»

•PPeared
"' "UC In3

.

mense crowd which nilea tne square

peop]e f
*?7eral times on the balcony and thanked the

twin kt°
r the>yal and enthusiastic reception they

has sent nearly^^ visibly affected by the warm and incessant is prohibited. General Goyon nas ™* ™* »

2SS °f the ^mense crowd which filled the square, his troops, even those £*^^
take np positions along the Nonnern

;

^enhi W^— «utm.ain.un reception they had '—«i "' «~ ^-J *-»«• Tbc P°hCe hRVe

lition of u r
n Suntlay his Majesty opened the Exhi-

speeeh \

an Irid^try, and replied as follows to a

.,
" ael^ered by the President of the Commission :—

*** Italian w
r
t
S
v
in^ tae Pleasure ho felt in inaugurating the

•*• or tha ? tion iQ the city which might be called the
**» was taS\- l 8cieoces » his jesty said his principal

Stents of ?Ubllsh the unity of Iuly aud to develope the

5rth*saaifi,?-!
r P'^Penty. He thanked the Commissioners

^t>«a. i»h ™ y }
n
.
ey

.
had shown in tbe performance of their

*,^ yet c.»m^
;

l
,d
J
>d
u
by ^y^i th"atThVg7eat"nItTonal work

^^'y renr2P T?' but nn thia occasion Italy, which is corn-

^^ to be oS
ent

^? J" this ExhibiUon, again manifests her
** 0Qe united nation."

frontiers of the Papal territory,

seized the list of Roman «bjcr.Pg™ &J£
Cavour monument. During the nigni.

the 12th and 13th inst. a band ofW Boarbon br *an

hmded in Calabria, between B£»«^^Z
had disembarked on the >r.-apohtan caas

t
Mccntr-

dieted Order has been »^tsMishedIn the pr^vm^

of Avellino, Terra di Bari, and Benevento Genertf

Piuelli, with 8000 men, has explored the nood ot

Monte Cochio. The village of Cipnano STirrouuded

Abdi Pa^ha. The contingents from Ruda have joined

the Montenegrin army, which numbers about 16,000

men. Letters from Ragnsa state that ii«e Russian

deet is expected there. Five Turkish w*r

with tr.x>ps, are on the way to Albania.

Bos i.—Tbe \jram papers annnun at fiTeat

resistance i« manifested by the Turkish r^pola n of

Bosnia against the calling out oi toe Bas&Bazooks

for inilitwry aerviee.

BtTLOABia—M. Boh ;\ >e Bulgarian op

whose recent conduct at Rome produced snch deplorable

results, has died in a convent near Kberww, to which

he h--»d retfa-'d on leannfi; the Turkish capital.

Ixoia.— Bv the arrival of tb*» rwland mail we

m «ave news from Cnlrutta to the 9tik ef Angnst. The

following are the details:—

WMMs. -Them i« no new- of any I!mp«rtan«.from Cdc- a,

l-to Vlosraf, It *«a o»o***<mI. baf 4^w,ued m. leartnr fcr

the upper i
-incss a monUi «tU«r O* .ahnd intonMr

ind hi. loraship tatec ng in 8e| «. and would

U Asp* hte hmd-qntrtmn. Tha -« BaU Rao the

CJithar of tha Nana. I- saW to ft*v« oflered to corns fa, and has

SedwSatur«i will be eHo«od hio.

Sorik W« Pn»i»m.-Th* choWra i» asmmitUnjr dreadful

ravages at Delhi, Meemt, and Agra, and apj>ears to be showmf
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itself at other stations. Among the deaths at Meerut are

Captain Dewinton, Sth Hussars, Lieut. Elliott, Bengal Artil-

lery, and Captain Giubb, district superintendent of police.

China.—Commodore Stribling, acting also as Ameri-

can Envoy in China, being a Southerner, has

been superseded in the command of the American

squadron, andhis successor,Flag-officer Edgeley, hasbeen

ordered home with all his ships. The exploring part}'

that proceeded up the Yangtze some time back, in the

hope of reaching India overland, has been obliged to

retrace its steps, and has arrived at Shanghai. As they

advanced passive resistance was changed into active

opposition, and the travellers found that the Treaty of

Pekin was unknown, and some faint rumours of foreign

successes utterly disbelieved. Sir James Hope, in the

Imperieuse, left for Japan and Tien-tsin on the 17th

July, accompanied by the governor of the colony.

Japan.—Mr. Alcock's overland journey from Nagasaki

to Jeddo was a complete success, the party having been

perfectly well received bythe population of the districts

through which they passed. Enthusiastic accounts are

given of the large city of Osako and its port Hiogo.

Australia.—The first reformed Parliament of Vic-

toria had been dissolved, and a new Parliament sum-

moned to meet on the 26th August. The cause of the

dissolution was a provision added to the Appropriation

Bill by the Assembly, limiting the supplies to the end

of the month of August, which they refused to with-

draw, though the Governor, in a message, suggested its

omission, as being an infringement of the Royal pre-

rogative.

United States.—The Emperor of .Russia has ad-

dressed a letter to the Federal Government in favour of

the Union, and recommending peace. This letter has

created a great sensation in diplomatic circles. A re-

port has reached Washington by way of Louisville from

Richmond, stating that President Jefferson Davis was

dead, but the report is at present unconfirmed. The
previous accounts were to the effect that he was

very ill, and that the Confederate Congress had

adjourned to await his recovery. Mr. Stephens,

the Vice President, is also reported to be sick at

Manassas. It appears that the Confederate flags

within sight of the Union lines were observed to be

flying at half-mast on the 2d inst. The expedition

which sailed from Fort Monroe on the 27th ult.,

under the joint command of General Butler and

Commodore Stringham, commenced the bombard-

ment of the Confederate forts at the entrance of

Hatteras Inlet on the 28th August. On the following

day the garrison, consisting of 45 officers and 600 men,
surrendered conditionally as prisoners of war. The
Federals captured 25 cannon, 1000 stand of arms,

and three vessels. The Confederates had abandoned a

strongly fortified fort at Olerake Inlet, carrying away
their guns. Numbers of North Carolinians have since

arrived at Fort Hatteras to take the oath of allegiance.

Between 200 and 300 had done so in a day, some offer-

ing to take service in the army. The white flag was
everywhere visible. Since the engagement at Hatteras,

the North Carolina troops have been withdrawn from
Virginia. The prisoners have arrived at New York. I

General Butler has arrived at Washington, and
been serenaded. He made a speech on the occasion,

in which he declared that at the commencement of

the frost the Federal army would move southward.
Heavy firing was heard on the 3d at Washington, from
the Virginia side of the Potomac, and again at George
Heights, on the morning of the 6th. It appeared to

be partly in the vicinity of Munson's Hill, and above
the Chain Bridge, but the cause had not been ascer-

tained. The Confederates have advanced their outposts
within three miles of Arlington, and a battle on the
Potomac is considered imminent. Despatches from
Maryland estimate the aggregate Confederate force

opposite Washington at 125,000 men. The same
despatches state that they are well provisioned, and that
an immediate attack is intended. The energy and
activity of the army inspires the Government with
confidence as to the successful maintenance of the
Union. Vigorous efforts are making in Washington to
obtain the release of Mayor Berrett. Messages have
passed between General Grant and the Kentucky
Legislature with respect to the Confederates from
Tennessee having entered Kentucky and forti-
fied strong positions at Hickman and Chalk
Bluffs. Governor Harris, of Tennessee, has tele-

graphed that the troops had landed without his
knowledge, and that he had telegraphed to President
Davis respecting their immediate withdrawal. Peduca
in Kentucky has been occupied by the Federal troops.
The Confederates have torn up the railway tracks
between Hamilton and Selbina. A collision took place
at Boone Court House, in Western Virginia, on the
1st inst., between

6
the Federal and Confederate forces,

in which the latter were badly beaten, losing 30 killed,'

40 prisoners, and a large number wounded. The Federal
troops, it is said, burned the town. From St. Louis it
is reported that 430 Federal ,' troops have repulsed as
many thousands of Confederates at Lexington, Missouri,
leaving 60 dead on the spot, besides a number wounded.
General Fremont is preparing to descend the Mississippi
with a powerful force, designed to operate both
*pon the river and its banks. A strong flotilla,
carrying rifled guns, is to descend the stream from
Missouri to Louisiana, while each bank will be
cleared of enemies by a formidable column ~r

auother fighting its way up from New Orleans, and its

object is to cut off the Border States of Missouri,

Arkansas, and Louisiana from the Confederacy, and to

bring the great highway of the Mississippi under

Federal command. It is reported on good authority

from Washington that the Administration will not at

present avail itself of the permission of Congress to

collect duties on shipboard at the Southern ports.

Fifty vessels have been seized in the Northern ports,

under the Confiscation Law, as property owned by the

South ; and further seizures of Southern property have

taken place on an extensive scale in the Northern

States. Mr. Chase, the Secretary to the Treasury, has

issued an appeal to the people on behalf of the national

loan, showing that it is the interest as well as the duty

of every one who has money to invest to place it at this

crisis in the hands of the"Government. The applica-

tions from the people to subscribe to the Loan continue

numerous. The New York Democratic State Conven-

tion has passed resolutions recommending the

vigorous prosecution of the war. Prince Napo-

leon and suite arrived at St. Louis on the 4th. It is

said that the privateer Jeff Davis has been wrecked on

the bar while trying to get into St. Augustine, Florida.

The United States steamer Powhattan has gone in

search of the privateer Sumter.

sengers occupying the intermediat
cabins at from 71. to 10/
went

e

res*

tad

«

S
was

well till on Tllursday
',»

^

a terrific gale which swept awav both I
wrenched off the top of the rudder.Lt ^
of immense size, 10 inches in diarw ' ***.in ^ameter*^!?^
vessel was no longer able to answer h* kC

*

steering gear was also shattered, so that *!w *
huge log in the trough of the sea fiZ5^
evening until 2 o'clock on Sunday, her buW?^
touching the water as she rolled, and the

"^*t
expecting that she would every moment »^»-
offering up prayers for their deliverance, iti!

11

of the vessel displaced and destroyed the *w

CttB fntelitflence.

Bank Rate of Discount.—The Bank of England

on Thursday reduced their rate of discount from 4 per

cent., at which it was fixed three weeks back, to 3£ per

cent.

mell about the cabin. Everything thauS/*
upper deck was washed away, and°the erato

*
the passengers' luggage was destroyed brf

*"
which found its way into the hold ; while ^T*
and 30 of the passengers and crew, indjt^*
In/Una Viorl f.Vioiv liml^B -P*n/\{-i.*m,1

we«
ladies, had their limbs fractured or

bruised and maimed. No lives howeverMur
of the cowsheds, with two cows in it, wu ti-
the ladies* cabin, and caused indp^riUM/?,*
both cows were killed. Two oil tanks w«75
damaged by another concussion that the200tfiITt

fish oil which they contained ran into the
)2*1

caused, during the rest of the voyage, a mottiU

odour. On Saturday evening a vessel hove in
she proved to be the brig Magnet, of Nova Sot*

captain, on seeing the position of the Great lm
promptly declared his willingness to lie byhaaW

Monet Market, Friday.—British Funds: Con-

sols closed at 93£ to £ for Money, and 93J for the 10th

of October ; Reduced and New Three per Cents., 91J
to £ ; India Stock, 233 ; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock,

104 to 103| ; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1859,

98£ ; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 96J to £

;

Ditto, Five and a Half per Cent., 103i to | ; Exchequer

Bills, March, 2s. prem. ; Ditto June, 4*. to 7s. prem.—
Foreign : Austrian Five per Cents., 51£ ; Brazilian

Four and a Half per Cents., 1860, 914 to 91; Italian

Five per Cents., 704 to i ; Buenos Ayres Deferred, 28£

;

Mexican Three per Cents., 23J; Ditto for Acct., 23

J

to 23f ; New Granada Active, 16£ to |; Ditto De-

ferred, 5J; Russian Five per Cents., 99f, ex div.;

Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 49f to 50 ; Turkish
Six per Cents., 1858, for Acct., 68£ to 69, ex div.

;

Ditto 100Z. Bonds, 714.

iSanfe of ©ttfllatrtr.

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
Notes issued t * .. £27,823.445

£27323,445

Government Debt .. ..£11,015,100
Other Securities .. .. 3,634,900

Gold Coin and Bunion . . 13,173,445
Silver Bullion

£27,823,445

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
Proprietors' Capital . . £14,553,000
Rest 3,790,874
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer,Savings
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.) 5,061,928

Other Deposits 12,442,850
Seven day and other bills 704,792

19th day of Sept., 1861.

£36,553,444

Government Securities
(including Dead
Weight Annuity) .. £10,450,800

Other Securities .. .. 17,289,032
Notes 7,987,265
Gold and Silver Coin .. 826,347

£36,553,444

If. MARSHALL, Chief Cashier.

ffiajette of tl)e 2£Uee&.
TUESDAY — BANKRUPTS—C. E. Alfokth, Barnes, Surrey, Timber

Dealer—S. Bacon, Northampton Place, Old Kent Road, Corn and Coal
Merchant—J. Bakfield, Handsworth, Organ Builder—A. Blow, Birming-
ham, Mill Band Maker—"W. Farbon, Horncastle, Miller—A. Fieldino,
Glossop, Grocer—W. Greatorex, Leicester, Boot and Shoe Manufacturer
— \V. Green, Bear Lane, Blackfriars Road, Carman and Carrier— J. M.
Hassaix, Huddersfield, Cloth Finisher—H. C Heard, Bridewater, News-
paper Proprietor—W. C James, Pontnewydd Tin Works, Tinplate Manu-
facturer— J. Masse t, Newcastle-under Lyme, Grocer—H. J. Mates, Stoke
Ferry, Cattle Dealer — G. Fexton, Basingstoke, Maltster — J. Platt,
Oldham, Furniture Dealer—D. Ramsay, Forest Hill, Merchant.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS — J. Chadwice, Glasgow, Grocer-J.

Christie, Edinburgh, Grocer—W. S. Gilchrist, Glasgow, Hosier—Jack-
son and Co.. and M. Lurje, Glasgow, Importers of Foreign Goods—I).

M'Callum, Glasgow, Grocer — J. F. Maclaren, Glasgow, Insurance
Broker—W.M'Vicar, Bridjieton, Glasgow, Grocer.
FRIDAY—BANKRUPTS—M. A. Bei.ford, late of Freemantle, Hamp.

shire, now of Southampton, Innkeeper—R. Jeffries, Chapel en-le-Fritn.
Derbyshire, Bleacher—W. Jepson and D. Picecf, Blackburn, Cotton
Manufacturers — F. Maiti.and, Newcastle-upon Tyne, Grocer and Tea
Dealer—J. Morgan, Upper Marylebone Street, Portland Place, Printer,
Stationer, and Bookseller—T. Shackell, Bristol, Woollen Merchant—
J. Tall, Kington-upon Hull. Tar and Turpentine Distiller.
BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED-J. Svgden, Charles Terrace, Paxton

Park, Sydenham, Builder.

as might be necessary, and to render any«m
his power. Up to this time the passengersmm
stricken, but on the arrival of the Magnet, afc

announcement of the captain that he would it k*
their spirits revived, and they began to have mtb
of safety. The gale still continued, and the red*

completely unmanageable; her head could not btgi

to the wind, she would not answer her helm,da*
in a most perilous position. In this way she raai

until about 5 o'clock on Sunday evening, when i t»

porary steering gear contrived by Mr. Hamiltoifafc

of Boston, Civil Engineer, was fitted, and the ship at

for Cork harbour, running with her screw at nine ha

an hour. On Monday morning the Persia wmk.i

her passage for America, and offered assistance, tat i

the Great Eastern was then going on very well, tit

was no necessity for it, and the Persia proceededa to

way. Her flag of distress was sighted at about 3M
on Tuesday afternoon off the Old Head of Bmk,*
her Majesty's ship Advice at once stenned oat tok
assistance, and towed her to wittin one nafe ofm
lighthouse off Cork harbour, where she actored;*
passengers disembarking at that harbour. &**£*
clearing out, be towed forthwith to Liverpool orMigy

where she will be laid upon the gridiirowjye*

The passengers have since held a general *j"L

adopted a series of resolutions expressing tfrJJJ

that but for the strength with which ttaiew

been built she would have gone to piecesWj

and severely censuring the directors *orseIT*^
sea thoroughly unprepared for her ™J"&Tjfr
the ballasting, the state of her P^™^
position of the boats, the insecure «£

n*£~

character of her internal fittings, and them^
in which she was stowed. The P^PJJ
the conduct and skill of the captain,

,

anar^
f

gratitude to Mr. Towle, to whom tn«y *»

present a suitable testimonial. They^^
fusion and mismanagement evident in e* J ^
ment relating to the comfort an

Y!The all**
passengers of all classes," and concludeoy^
the Board of Trade to institute m*^*.
into the condition of the ship when she was^
Release op Alfred de v n>it.-" ^&

M. Alfred de Vidil, who was sentenced ^
trial at the Central Criminal Court toa^
prisonment for contempt ot court, j*» ^t
Newgate. Several relatives ^A^a^
receive him on his discharge. He looun JT.im

inmate

Mttvopoliff aniK it* Vicinity*
Breakdown op the Geeat Eastern. — The

great ship arrived off Cork harbour on Tuesday
evening, in a very damaged state, having lost botli her
paddle-wheels, and the top of her rudder post, in a
heavy gale about 280 miles west of Cape Clear on the
12th inst. She left Liverpool on the 10th inst., with
400 passengers and a large general cargo, a complement
both of passengers and freight considerably larger,

indeed, than she has carried on any previous voyage,
arising from the feeling of confidence and security that
had been established by her previous successful voyages,
and more particularly by her last from New York to
Liverpool. On the present occasion every berth was
taken.^ There were between 100 and 200 passengers in

ill-health. The Baron is still an.^^
of Correction, and is employed daily wF^ja
The Post Office Savings Banks, ^q*

business transacted on Monday « ^,g
Savings Banks far exceeded the »**.^g
tations of those who arranged the de a^^
a very large number of persons, ™^ &**
ages and classes, having become dep^^
collected has already been transfer ^ w
sioners for the Reduction ot tne

investment according to law. ^ fjj
Price op Beer.-^ leading b£.^m

have issued circulars to their*™to^^
that on and after the 1st of Octow ^
-jii i>„ ^„™l to. ner barrel, }W L^^Lwill be reduced 6s. per baLire^

kc the rs-

harvest happily enabling themJ ^The Drawback on Paper, i

con^f, y
Exchequer has refused the «g«* prujjft
memorial on behalf of the ™^te

pri<.*

lishers, lithographers, and cop^
rf^p

allowed drawback* on their ^ ffaS ff „

troon*: TT,s.

ei

i!
m,

£*- y
- 1 f

?
rmid?b]

e
.
eo^rnn «>f the principal cabin, saloons, and state roomi, at passage authority to her Majesty s v.

qll
troops. Thu exped,t,on a to be aided, it is said, by I rates of from 2<M. to XL, the remainder of the pas- to pay drawback to the trade

allowed drawOacKS ou *""*
,. „ent w"8 r-^. [

gronnd that the Act of Parha»e ^ £« ,

much deliberation and ita term^^^
Sessions known to the P^A^ment *»% *

Majesty s WW" qU«tiOii-

pas-

J
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tun*4^ -; • :J!lf which, if granted, would produce a

•ft* claim£X^l which it would be difficult to

";2 exceptionable to concede.

- i5l2«T Dfty on Rags.- Tbe report of the

10 **^tL aoDointed by the House of Commons
**^to thWtj, with the evidence heard by^^ a few

5
' days since. The committee

'tTSe cridence of several paper makers, to show
*° "* !;_- ~e thpjr trade which is engaged m the

the propriety and while the men were engaged in reet living it. the
boiler, in consequence of the driver omitting: to draw the
furnace, suddenly exploded. Of the 10 men who were
in the engine room at the time not one escaped,
or three were dashed against the brick wall and
on the spot, their skulls being driven in by tl

bars and nieces of boiler which wpw Rrfttt.pr.vl

; that tbe employenbe earnest lv and respectful I

requested to reconsider their decision! .ecsuse. wkQi
all admit that the present scarrit- afford* i

Two well grounded reason for the diminution of iU contnmp
lied tion, and of the production of yinn tnd goods, b^

Hon
meeting of rUWpsUi

explosion. Others were so frightfully burnt and scalded.
that they died in the course of the night. The iuquest
was held on Wednesday, but as no one who was present

^ _ _ at the accident was left alive to tell the tale, the

f a
l

iiLnression—mainly due to the compe- evidence was necessarilv confined to those who had seen

means

** teurVof white paper for printing is inn state of

osdsoi

*" !™ to°tte prohibitions on the export of rags from

gtdented ep
r—^e cueapness of the latter

(

the boiler a short tirne'before the explosion. The jury
with toreig p ^ # . +ko «»««* rtf «.<« Snm • returned a verdict of Accidental Death, at the same time

Trite are serious obstacles to obtaining sup.

(
• « from more distant sources where

jge of rt
i
o B

J-4 .
Afl An not exist; and the inquiries

Uisk

SL export duties do

jjp. Sw fibre have

snsreced

""^".•^mUi^MiamMi on the err . o . . . ..

**a exporting «u« y-r~. The committee
i
expressing their opinion that the weights to the safety-

ftt entries F"_.^
a obstacles to obtaining sun- valve were not properly constructed.

The Public Health — The Registrar-General's

Weekly Return states that in the week ending Saturday,

September 14, the deaths registered in London were 1110.

The average number iu the corresponding week of the
10 years, 1851-60, excluding the deaths from cholera in

1854, and allowing for increase of population. \\ :ls 1 137.

The present return is therefore 27 below the average.

During the week the births of 916 boys and 879 gins,

in all 1795 children, were registered in London. In the

10 corresponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the average

number was 1568.

a new
met as yet with little

disadvantage as to the cost of his material

iich the British paper maker labours when

. .. !> : Qt0 competition with his contineatal rivals,

W^*:
;,, tbe opinion of the committee, to be per-

t tolouf! II there SW restrictions upon the trade
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~ r~r— — Baenabd Castle. — A shocking occurrence took

pew? in the English market with our own i place at a farmhouse iu a hamlet called Marwood, about

!tttacturers, while the effect of the reduction of a mile and a half from this town, on Sunday afternoon.

tbe duty was, of course, a very large influx Mr. Gibson, a farmer, had gone from home for the day,

of foreign paper. The committee further report leaving in the house a servant-man named Kidd, a

"thst tt the present time the British paper manu- youth about 14 named Little, and a servant-girl named

fetarer is paying a price for rags and other
j
Middleton. A loaded gun was hung up in the kitchen,

mper-msking materials enhanced by means of foreign
,

as is very usual in farmhouses about that part of the
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tbe last session of Parliament, when it was proposed to proper place ; but instead of doing so, he renewed the

'

Dilate the customs and excise duties upon paper, it cap on the gun, and went out into the yard where the

announced to the House by her Majesty's Secretary girl Middleton was standing. He then deliberately

of Stste for Foreign Affairs, that the Emperor of the
\

pointed the gun at her and fired, the shot entering her

French was willing to remove the prohibition upon the side, and killing her on the spot. Kidd, on hearing the

export of French rags, but instead of a removal of the
|

report, ran out, and found the <r.rl lying in her blood,

and immediately rode off to Barnard Castle for the

police and surgeons. On their arrival they found that

the girl was dead, and that the boy had fled. Steps

were immediately taken for his capture, but he has

prohibit

4/. 17*. 2d. per ton, which is stated to be equivalent to

s bounty of about 71. per ton on French paper exported

to this country. That the removal of the excise duty
rn paper will not place the English manufacturer in a

pSBwof equality with his continental rivals, so long
ss tbe export duties on rags remain in force abroad.
The committee, therefore, recommend that the British
Government should continue strenuous exertions to
effect the removal of all restrictions abroad upon the
export of all paper making materials."
Fatal Collision on the River.—An inquest was

opened on Saturday at Erith on Mr. and Mrs. Dunn,
»bo were killed on the 6th inst. in a collision

thai took place near Erith between the steamer
Metis, on her way to Harwich with about 100 passen-
gers, and a heavily laden brig called the Hertha. The
steamer had her stern, bulwarks, and fuunel carried
>waJ' and as she was completely disabled all the
PJ»«agers were transferred to another steamer. The
•ceased were sitting on the side of the vessel, and
were swept overboard by the force of the collision,
ijv.dence having been taken as to the identification of
we bodies, the inquest was adjourned.
Tin late Accident at Pimlico.—The Jury at the

*quest on the body of Mr. Earle returned the foliow-
«»g verdict :—

not yet been apprehended.

Birkenhead. — The Mersey Docks and Harbour

Board, at their weekly meeting on the 5th inst.,

agreed to construct new corn warehouses at Birken-

head at an estimated cost of about 60,000J., exclusive

of the internal machinery. These warehouses when

completed will provide storage for 100,000 quarters of

grain. A proposal of a similar character for the Liver-

pool side of the Mersey was deferred for further con-

sideration.—It is understood that Messrs. Laird, Sons,

& Co., of Birkenhead, who have been commissioned by

of procuring an adequate suj \
r of the raw mate! vr

of finding a profitable market for yarn* •.*

Fromk.—In September 1851 a young woman called

Susan Watts was murdered under very shocking
circumstances, at the Woodlands, near this town. All

that could be learnt of the bloody deed was th* he

young woman, aho was only 16 years of age, was left ia

the house alone, her father proceeding to From*
market When he returned home h< (band th#

mangled body of his daughter in the dairy, and that

the house had been ranwicked. Subsequent exami-

nation showed that the ill fated girl had been

outraged and probably drowned in a mill pail.

Suspicion fell uj>on many, and three bad characters

named Maggs, Sparrow, and Hurd wen apprehended,

and the cii al evidence agaiiiit ib-wn appeared

so strong that they * mittcd !<.r trial on
the c»\ d charge, but the jury acquitted them.
Suspicion also fell upon s young man named Joseph

Sears, who lived near the W.MnlUnda, but shortly alter

the murder he left the neighbourhood, and cuh«ted in

the army. Within the last few days he has ret urned to

Promt invalided. On Tuesday morning he went to the

magistrate's office in order to get his remittance form

filled up, and while there he apj red so unhappy that

the magistrate's clerk asked if any thing was the natter.

He said he was very unhappy, and was told if he hsd

anything on his mind he had belter tell it, and then,

no doubt, he would feel more comfortable. He said he

thought he should, and then went with the clerk to the

office of the superintendent of police, when he made a

statement to the effect that he was the murderer of Sarah

Watts, and that he " did it for love," He said that h
first wanted her to rob the house and go with him to

America, when he would marry her, but on her refusing

to do so he struck her on the head with a poker

and then dragged her into the dairy and put her head

into the milk pail. He had violated her before he struck

her with the poker. He then robbed the house and went

to sea, afterwards enlisting as a soldier to get out of the

way. The statement was taken down in writing, and

was then signed by the prisoner. Alter some further

evidence the prisoner was remanded for a week, and in

the meantime will be confined in Shcpton gaol.

Hull.—The Colonist screw steamer, from Kor.igsUerg

for Hull, with a cargo of grain, waa totally lost on the

Doggerbank, on the 16th inst. Seven of the crew and

six passengers are supposed to be drowned ; the remain-

der, 12 in number, were picked up by a brig. This is

the ninth Hull steamer in the Baltic trade which has

been totally lost within the last ten months.

Maidstone.—The execution of Peter Mastcrson,

late a private in the Royal Artillery, for the Wilful

Murder of Sergeant Murphy of the same service, took

place on Thursday in front ot the County prison in this

docks, which will be covered over witn a gmsa ™, ^ r- •-— -
-- - *

protect the ship and workmen from the weather. IU. ^'^^f- The Right Hon. S. Laing, the
stated that the vesself^™*™^^^ Fin^e'S'r J Indiaf had an interview*' with
..™i™„,o, dnr,mr that nenod 1000 to 1500 workmen.

|^ Chamber of Commercc , the Cotton Supply Asso-

ciation, and the Cotton Company, on Thursday, with

the view of ascertaining their opinions as to the best

means her Majesty's Government In India can adopt

to meet the wishes and promote the interests of the

Birmingham.—About 20,000 persons ot the better

class assembled at Aston Park on Monday evening to

witness Blondin's second ascent. He was advertised to

cook an omelette on the rope, and to carry a man over.

The former feat he was unable to accomplish, as his
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addressed the meeting at some length on the state and

prospects of Indian finance, and stated that if the Indian

Government were left to itself it would do everything

its power to promote the production of cotton, and

teinpwou iu iv^v* »*——o~ -o - ---
!•„„, to develone the resources of the country by means of

,ue gates just as it was growing dark and being £
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repulsed by the police, who were mounted, they broke raiiuaj *
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Christopher William-

down the palings and fences and set fire to them, and, " »<£™™^\Ucd at Buiwell by his sister on the
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the contact of sharp stones, and a valuable horse, ridden

bv a policeman, had its leg broken, and was obliged to

be shot. Finding his force utterly incompetent to sup-

press the riot, the officer in charge despatched a

messenger into the town for reinforcements, and »t Iarg*

namberV men was sent down by omri»b« «£tram to
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into a fit of hysterical sobbing, and nearly fainted.

Eventually she was removed to the county gaol

at Nottingham. On Satuni.y she was taken before

Lord Belper nnd the sitting magistrates at the

Shire Hall, but no evidence was gone ink?, and the

tern* having deliberated a sh in* feti *****

said that they had decided to discharge her so far as

Sat court was concerned. The case was a very sad

one but it was not of that serious nature a. to requ.ro

the depositions to be again taken against hrr She

alread y stood committed on the r -ner s warrant, and

would be liberated on bail until the seizes. Much sym-
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been noticed in the feed pipe of the engine, to consider this decision.

watching his opportunity,
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officer, Lieut.-Colonel Crofton, as he was walking across

the barrack square in company with Captain Hanham,the
adjutant of the regiment. The ball struck Col. Crofton
on his left side, passed through the left lung, and passed
out at his right side. It then struck Captain Hanham
on the upper part of the left arm and lodged near the
spine. Major Colls, who was writing in bis quarters at
the time, heard the report of the rifle, and knowing by
the sound that it was loaded with ball, ran to the
window of his room and saw Colonel Crofton throw up
his hands, and cry out " Oh ! I am shot !" Tue major
immediately ran to his assistance, and then saw that
Captain Hanham was bleeding from the left side. He
placed one arm round Colonel Crofton's waist and
assisted him to his quarters, and Captain Hanham was
assisted by another officer. The ball which had lodged
in Captain Hanham's back was extracted about an
hour afterwards, and hopes were at first entertained
that his life might be spared. Colonel Crofton's
case however was from the first hopeless; he died
about half-past 9 on Sunday evening, and Captain
Hanham died at half-past 11 on Monday morning.
M'CafFeray was arrested immediately after firing the
shot. He gave up his rifle to a sergeant, remarking
that he had not intended to hit the Colonel. He was
subsequently handed over to the civil authorities, and
was removed in charge of the county constabulary to
the House of Correction. In a conversation with Colonel
Martin, the governor of the gaol, he remarked that he
did not intend to hit Colonel Crofton, but only to
injure Captain Hanham. He expressed a hope that, as he
had no intention of shooting the Colonel, they would let
him go, or he would not mind being transported.
On Monday the prisoner, who is a light-complexioned
and slightly-built young man, was brought before the
magistrate. He once or twice during the exami-
nation exhibited some little emotion, but scarcely
seemed to be sensible of the enorm ity of his offence. As
the principal witnesses were detained at the barracks,
in consequence of Captain Hanham being then in
a

m
dying state, the magistrate after taking the

evidence of Major Colls remanded the prisoner to
Wednesday, when he was committed for trial on the
charge of Wilful Murder. The inquest was opened on
Monday evening, when several witnesses were examined.
It appeared from their statements that several squares of
glass in the barracks had been broken by children, and
the officers had had to pay for them. Captain Hanham
ordered the prisoner to find out who the children were.
He found out the name of one, hut there were two
others which he was told to find out. He moved in a
slovenly manner, and came back and said he could not
find them. Captain Hanham then ordered him into
custody for not obeying orders. The inquest was then
adjourned to Tuesday, when the jury, after hearing the
medical evidence as to the cause of death, returned a
verdict of Wilful Murder against the prisoner, Patrick
M'Cafferay, who was at once committed on the coro-
ner's warrant for trial at the next assizes. The pri-
soner behaved with great levity during the inquest,
and heard the verdict with apparent apathy. Both the
deceased officers were heirs to baronetcies. Their
bodies were removed from the barracks with military
honours, and sent by railway to the residences of their
families for interment, that of Colonel Crofton to
Leamington, and that of Captain Hanham to Wim-
borne, Dorset.

Rugby.—On Monday afternoon Mr. Richard Guinness
Hill, nephew of the celebratedbanker and stout brewer of
Dublin, was brought before the county magistrates in
this town, charged on a warrant with having wilfully
made to the registrar of births of the district certain
telse statements respecting the birth of his male child.
lne prisoner is about 32 years of age, and of aristocratic
bearing. He wore a large moustache, but his whiskers
had recently been shaven, although when apprehended
he had on a large pair of false whiskers and moustache.
He was dressed in a fashionable manner, but
presented a careworn and dissipated appearance.
It appeared from the evidence that the mother of the
child was the grand-daughter of Sir Francis Burdett,
and was some years ago adopted by Miss Burdett
Coutts who took the greatest interest in her welfare.
Everything that wealth could procure was placed at
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Brussels received various offers for her daughter'shand Among these was one made by the prisoner,
who, bemg a member of one of the wealthiest families
in Ireland, was at first regarded with considerable favour,and was ultimately accepted. After the marriage the
prisoner and his wife, who was then only 16^ yearsof age, lived together happily for several yearsgnmg a considerable portion of their time in
travelling. A hfe interest in the lady's fortune,wmch was very considerable, with the exception
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h°Uld take Place in London,*erc Ireland with that view. While on her ionrnp^

accompanied by her husband, she was taken unwell,

and was unable to proceed beyond Rugby. There she

was taken from the carriage and conveyed to the

nearest place where accommodation could be afforded,

a small beerhouse called the Globe, about half a mile

from the station, and where she was delivered within
two hours after of the child involved in the present

inquiry. A few days afterwards the prisoner adopted a
course to destroy t4ie identity of the child, with the
presumed object of possessing himself of the property
devised by the will. He went to the registrar, since

deceased, and registered his child as " Robert Hill, son

of Robert Hill and Mary Hill, maiden name Seymour;"
the true description being, as far as the parents were
concerned, " Richard Guinness Hill and Amy Georgina
Hill, maiden name Burdett." Aweek afterthe birth ofthe
child the prisoner induced his wife to consent to put the
child out to nurse, and came to London for the purpose
of making the necessary arrangements. The day afcer

his arrival in town he informed his wife that he had
made arrangements that would be satisfactory to her,
and requested her to forward the child to London by a
train which he indicated. This train was not due in
London until nearly midnight. The mother, believing
his representations, entrusted her child, then only 10
days old, to Catherine Parsons, a girl 14 years of age,
the daughter of the woman who was then nursing her,
and they left by the train mentioned by the prisoner.
The child was wrapped in a shawl prized for particular
reasons by the mother, and which, as will hereafter be
seen, forms an important ingredient in the case, and a
box containing baby linen was also sent with the child.

Catherine Parsons states that on arriving at the Euston
Square station she was met by the prisoner. He took
her in a cab to some part of the metropolis, with which
as a country girl she was unacquainted, and having
deposited the box, returned with her and the child

to the vicinity of the Euston station, where they
were met by two women, one of whom she describes
as a black woman, and both of them as being drunk.
By Mr. Hill's direction she handed the child to
one of these women, who asked if it was alive and
clean, to which Parsons replied that she hoped it would
be taken as much care of and kept as clean as it had
been at Rugby. Parsons had received strict injunctions
from Mrs. Hill to bring back the shawl in which the
child was enveloped, but when she endeavoured to do
so the woman replied that if she took the child she
would take the shawl and all with it, and accordingly
retained possession of it. Mr. Hill then took the girl

to the Queen's Dining Rooms in Great Portland Street,
Oxford Street, where she remained, the prisoner

. occupying a room in the same house. On the following
day the prisoner and the girl returned to Rugby, where

;

she intimated to her mistress that the child had been
placed in improper hands. The prisoner, however,
assured his wife that the girl was entirely mistaken.
From time to time Mrs. Hill expressed the greatest
anxiety regarding her child, but her husband always
asserted that ifc was in proper hands, and was progressing
satisfactorily. This state of things continued for about
two years, and at length Mrs. Hill told her husband that
she insisted upon seeing her child. He refused to comply
with her request, a serious altercation took place,
and he ultimately subjected her to gross ill-us;ige.

Upon this a separation took place ; but a short time
subsequently he made overtures to his wife to live with
him again. She indignantly repelled his offers for a
time, but at length promised to consider them favour-
ably, providing he satisfied her as to what became of
her infant. He informed her in return that it was
dead ; and she then demanded the register of its death,
and pressed him upon this point. Being thus placed in
a difficulty he altered his story, stating that the nurse
in whose care he had placed the child had left England
for Australia, he providing the passage money. Mrs.
Hill, who had been acting all through with the advice
and cognisance of her mother, still doubted the truth
of his statement, and placed the matter in the hands of
Mr. Cooke, the solicitor, who at once applied to In-
spector Hamilton, of the City of London detective
force, for assistance. Mr. Hamilton selected Mr. Brett,
who, after much labour, having obtained certain infor-
mation, issued a hand-bill, which was posted in great
numbers in St. Giles's and every other low neighbour-
hood in London, offering a reward of 201. for informa-
tion which should lead to the discovery of the child. A
woman named Mackay, living in St. Giles's, saw'the
offer, and had an interview with the solicitor and
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the officer. She stated that about 18 months previously
when lodging in a house in the Seven Dials, a woman
who occupied a room on the same floor, and who had
no children of her own, one or two nights consecutively
had a child in her room. She spoke to the woman
about it, asking her to whom the child belonged. She
replied that she had received it from a woman
who had obtained it from another woman named
Andrews, who informed her that she had received
it from a gentleman at a railway station. Mackay
added that the female in question left the house a few
days afterwards, and she then knew nothing about her.
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privately

Kion, in me »»r~ ,.
s

renewed his ***%Li
would follow her. The ruse^^ ^^ison^r.

to court throughout St. Giles's, and at length, in a
nithy alley called Lincoln's Court in Drury Lane, dis-

off a large pair of

place substituted a pair

red *>

of fa^e blackt
on&
a-
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ui Use be! m authorities, who were watching

nto, and succeeded in reaching London.

t- Sissa of 1 wife *n tne metropolis had been
***

""^TJetl to him, and about 10 days since while

a visit, the prisoner called at her lodgings.

iately g»ve information to Mr. Brett, who

the neighbourhood, and at last succeeded

•Murine the prisoner at a house a few doors from

2*5j»§ residence, where he had taken apartments.

lUken into custody he said it was a bad job, but he

make the best of it. He was taken to Bow Street

***m. where he remained until Monday morning,

^lit was conveyed by Brett to this town. At the

of the evidence Mr. Cooke applied for a

in order to produce witnesses from Brussels,

TisMfT the British Vice-consul and other persons

mMVT to complete the case. The prisoner expressed

at "ish that his brother and Colonel Burdett should

far nreient at the next examination. He was then
r%^'-

t0 Hu 24th inst., the magistrates consent-

to •crept hail the prisoner in 500/., and two sureties

in 5001. ee I " ^ nours' J)°}lCG- The required bail

bad not been procured up to Wednesday night, and the

fc»eT tecordingly* remains in custody in a cell at the

aporting
DONCASTER RACES.

Ttwdat.— Fitzwlliam Stakes. Baron Niviere's Cosmopolite

bast Tim Wbiffler, Lidy Clifden, and 11 others.

—

Glasgow Stokes.

Lord Stamford's King of Hearts beat The Knight of St. Michael,

Carta, and L<rd Albert—Fitly Stakes. Mr. Greville's Victrix

to* Hitipodamia, Z^mbomba, and 3 others. — Revival

Mr. H. H. O'Hara's Tattoo beat Birdhill, the Knave,
5 others. — Stlling Stakes. Mr. Payne's Nunnery beat

]j4j Peel, Haddington, and 5 others. — Great Yorkshire

BmSem. Mr Fitzwilliam's Wallace beat Underhand, Wynn-
star, Hue Jacket, and 9 others. — Champagne Stakes. Mr.
1 Hiwkc's The Marquis beat Imperatrice, Tolurno, and
4 others — Doncanter riate (Handicap). Mr. John New-
ksld's Ladybird beat Lady Blanche, Charing Cross, and
1 other* — Mateh. Mr. H. F. Beaumont's Lapidist received

Mr. H. Coverdale's Surbiton.
iay—Sweeps. Mr. H. Williamson's Virgiiius beat

Xorth Pole, Spark, and Patriot.

—

Stand Plate Handicap.
Lord Chesterfield's Black Lily beat Maid of the Mist, Bernice,
sad 9 other*. — St. Leger Stakes. Mr. W. I'Anson's Caller Ou
batt Kettledrum, Kildonan, and 15 others. Betting.—11 to 8
ttsast Kctii.-iir.Mi, 7 to i against Kildonan. BOO to 6 against
Cslkr Ou. Won by a head, Kettledrum defeating Kildonan by
M hayths for second ; the latter passing the post a head in*« of Janus, who was fourth, Russley fifth, Dictator
ana, Imaus seventh, Camerino eighth, and Aurelian next.»

If*
four were Clarissa Colt, Yorkminster, Billy Dwindles,M mown Stout. Run in 3 minutes 14 seconds, Lhe fastest

«. Lager ever known, and it is not a little remarkable that

LL.D. of Oxford and a Fellow of the Royal Ha j.succeeded m his tales by his sMsst son. V,WnT
*f \17Z»T w u,S «d ™™«» «* 1847 the eldsatdSSSrof the Ute Right Hon. «

] Dawson Darner, by whoS» £has a youtnful family. He was educated at HarrW wm M Pfor Plymouth from 1 to 1- .and represented MaTtlebone

RE? fr^ 18
k
9

"

,

H°• a hord of tbe Tressurr frlMfi to December 1847, and was for some years Secretary tothe Poor-law Board, an office which be resigned in 1851 Hawas summoned to the House of Peers in 1: ». in hie father

•

Wny of Fortescue. In 1842 he was appointed Major of the

Colonel m°l^L
Wmanry ^^^ °f WMch °°rpS he *****

Colonel Sir George Robert Barker, K.C.B., commandinK
the Royal Artillery in Bengal, died recently in India. Hi
distinguished himself in the Crimean cam -n, and attracts*
the especial notice of Sir Colin Campbell, by whom he waa
appointed to command the Royal Artillery in the expeditioa
to Kertch. He subeequentlv commanded the same corps
the left attack on the fall of Sebastopol. In India, during tne
late mutiny, he again served under Lord ( lyde ; and aa a
Brigadier-General commanded the siege artillery at the siege
and capture of Lucknow. He likewise defeated the rebeUiu
force at Jamo, and captured the fortress of Birwa, for which
services he was made a Knight of the Bath.
Colonel High Dennis Crofton, late of the 50th Regiment,who was shot on Saturday at Preston by a j to .

32d Regiment, was the eldest sou and heir of Mr Morgan
George Crofton, Bart, of Mr.hill Hou*e, Le «. and a cousin
of Lord Dunsandle. He entered the armv in I I

for 20 years in the SOU) EUfrimeot. He embarked with that
regiment to the Crimea, and waa present at the bat? ot the
Alma, siege of Sebastopol, and battle of Inks urn. where he
was seriously wounded, and had a horse shot. At Alma he
commanded the 20th, and at Inkermann ho commanded a
wing. For his services he received the medal l claap, and
obtained promotion. He went on half-pay in 1K55, and in 1869
was appointed to his present command of the depot ban n
at Preston. He married in 1849 the daughter of the Hon.
Peter de Blaquicre, by whom he learea a family of three
children, the eldest of whom is in his 8th year.
Captain Hanham, who was shot with C<l>nel Crofton last

week at Preston Barracks, was the third son of the lato Rov.
Sir James Hanham, of Dean's Court, Dorset, and brother and
heir presumptive to the present Baronet, s.r William Hauham.
He entered the army in 1843, and received the appoint at of
Adjutant of the 11th Depot Battalion in 1 - He leaves ft

wife and four children.
Gen kral Kemp died on the 16th inst, after a short illness,

at his residence, Spring Lodge. East Hoathly, 8u§sex, in his
82nd year. lie had seen mueh service in the 1 1 in army, an 1

was colonel of the 22nd Regiment of Bombay Native Infantry.
Captain Littledai.e, well known in aristocratic and snorting

circles, died a few days since at his residence in St. James's
Street after a protracted illness.

Wills.—The will of Lord Abinger has been sworn under
30,000*. ; Madame Catherine Hayes Bushni.il, 16,000/.; Mr.
W. H. Poynts Sadgrove, 12,000*.

ittarfctts.

' wpkasmp
COYKNT t-lRDIV. k

Of both Vacatahlea and .it tbsre fa
Figs. Q raengage Plums Ap ]<*. and!1

tbe same may be aaid rapes and Mates*. Paaa
good aa they h«\ een ; fcaj f Beans there is «t
apply. For Potato** markets are heavy ,Lasame as last w<*k. Cucumbes* are abeavbiaSL asMl (ft* »may be aaid of Tomatoes, v h ara lane aavl wail rn«oetn"" flowers chiefly oontist of Ti isaji, .>ahuaa. Xseerft
Cut
Violets, Mignonette, Heatha, and Rosea

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb.. Ss to 5s
Grapee. per lb.. IsOd to 4s
Melons, each. Is to Ss
eachee. par dot, 4s 10s

Xectaritios. do., 4s tA . io§

Pears, per do*.. Is to 4s

per ftas . ftft %e U
Oranges, par 100, fie to lis
l.MMama. per 10(1, 6s te is*
Nuts, Cob, par posid.. Is
1**4

Walnuts, per 100, Si

to

VWJETAULHa.
Cauliflowers, each. $d to fld 1 V«f . Marrows, p das. Istslsft4

T-tiehokea, aaoh. 04 to n a
Beet, pardo*.. 1. fid

Celery, p. ban Ho. i»61 sets
i >niona, p. i, *>•** 4a 04
Rhabarh. p. iHindie, «d to M

• i laaeea, p. doa. . i »

Rhal!>ta. r>^- lb . *4 rn 104
lie, par lb., ad t»»4

lftdWa.p mxn*. la 04
H tirae Radish,

i
»0dtr.|§

Muehroomn v« to Is
Paralay, p. li Swashes. Ba to 4a
Salary, per bweeh, 14 to id

roen P« as, p. quart. Is to la 04
Hi »ocoli. p. bundle, U to Is id

h deans, ]>ersiev«v * Od

«d Beans, p. hash, *s4d to 3s
bsfes, I* : !• i\ i

Potat or*, p ton. 60s to 00s— pei .1 4.t— par esrt,, is t<» s«

Turnlpe, per bun 4d to Od
• i ta, now, d. 1 1 t

uach, p. sieve. In to Ss
Cucttmbcit, each, Od to Od

HAY.-Per l^oad of M Tmaasa.
HnminsLD, Tiitiwdat, H«|H, 11*.

Prime Meadow Hay aos to 90s
Superior do, (old) 100
I nforior do 40 65
Now do — —
Rowen — —

CrTMSftftLA Uaar
S»ip. Meadow Hay. . 1 0S«to I

I nferior do. . . . . C> 00
NSW do. — —
Superior Clov ..114 120

Wnn TuuftSDiT. Sept Id.
Fine Mc; w Hay 00s to 100s I 1 lover 112s to Ills

io*er, old .

.

cw Clover
Do. seooftdont
Straw . . .

.

• • 100
04

iuvwaxOo.
TittrsftDAT, Sept 19.
Inferior ClOfOr .. 90s to 100t
rtwdo. .... — —

Straw . . .34 40
Joskua n

* » Oft

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior .. .. —
8traw 2S

98

32

Inferior d<

Now 2d <

Inferior do.
Now 1st cut

* •

• •

* •

80

M
90
105

BIUTIIS.—On the 17th inst, at 8, > Tlace, Dublin, the
Lady Frakcbs Tremayne, of a son—At Stanford Cot, Worces-
tershire, the Lady Winnincton, of a daughter, stillborn — liith

inst, at 5, Eaton Place South, the wife of Lieutenant nel

Lamberts Wsat
Taoftsild Moor

*s winner of it was offered for sale on Tuesday evening at ?°BEU
R7 BlXc5» Unattached

L

(lato 23d R. W. rusihers, of am guineas. Her owner did not back her, and the jockey ^l*hto^18*V?Bt
' ?1r

Wlf
f °,

f
,

B,NG9M
r

m
'
^antky Power

engaged to ride her begged to be allowed to change ^Mm of the Hill Lo»wt
;

Herefordshire, of

a

.son- 1,-,th
.

mst. at

lL and rode fJamflrinn JLn„njsZ.J c.«-„. n-«f-T« the residence of her father, Peter Maze, bsq., No 12, Portland
Place, the wife of William Irelasd Blackburne-Maze, Esq.,

of 8outh borough, Tunbridge Wells, of a d -hter— l'tli inst,

at 19, Berkeley Square, the wife of William White Cooper,
Esq., of a son.

MARRIAGE3.—Tn August, at St Stephen's Church, Upper
Mount Street, Dublin, the Hon. Richard Month, Coldstream
Guards, youngest son of the late Viscount Monclc, to Francs*
Elizabeth Owen, eldest daughter of Owen Blavet Colb,

Esq., and the Lady Fanny Cole—17th inst, at the parish church

of Yazor, Herefordshire, Hfnry Lonoley, Esq., eldest son of

the Archbishop of York, to Diana Eliza, second daughter of

John Davenport, Esq., of Foxley, Herefordshire, and of

Westwocd Hall, Staffordshire—19th inst, at St. Mary Abbot's

Church, Kensington, Augustus Westworth Gore, only son

of the late Charles Arthur Gore, 1st Life sards, to

Miss Emily Anne Curzon, third daughter of the

Ksarht ** Z™Z* DDO0"ng star beat Flutter co:t.-»«ep*.
|

Hon. Edward and Mrs. Curz/m, of Scarsdale
";.'«»J

'H rl,
• /atrick teat Nautilus.-D<m Stakes. Dictator

,

Kensington-llth inst, m Freshwater Church, Isle of \V,ght
'wieftr.-Pw. n.-» ». . _ _ . , . , ,

!

William George Shedden, Esq, of Spring Hill, hast

Cowes, Isle of Wight, to Caroline, youngest d rhtcr of

Admiral Sir Graham Eden Hamond, of Norton Lodge. Bart .

G C B , and Rear-Admiral of the United Kim m—10th

On the deciding heat Kettledrum i««t» ** Tyringham, Bucks. 8iwiocth Stowe.x 8kup-
- - B

' with, Commander R.N..younger son of the late Sir Gray Skip-

to Charlotte, youngest daughter of the late

Jjsttount, and rode Camerino.—Handicap Sweeps. Captain
vsnstts*sll7 Partuerbcat G^ne'alogie, Humphrey, Morocco,

,

U
J2S*'"~

fl*r Ma^t}ys Plate. Mr. T. Parr's Avalanche

x.ff'T* *n<i Biv<>uac. — Corporation Plate. Baron
255?* C

?
8
c
moP°lite ^t Brilliant, Longshot, and 6 others.

TES* ,Sa*/*- Inri Glasgow's Brown Bess walked over.

wsE^i!' ~7.Zeilan(i Stakes. Lord Stamford's Adrasta

JJU^IJJJ?^i
ing and Zingaro.—Sweeps. Mr. Gordon's Johnny

Vmm}w^ ..
be^ .Zetlaud. Neptunus. and G others.—

•JJtt tolling Stakes. Mr. Nicholson's Miss Pennill beat

^^tT^ and 6 oxhers. — Portland Plate. Captain

J"
Lady Clifden beat Brahmin, Knight of St. Patrick,

nn
9SS8

'^r
Clwdand Handicap. Mr. W. I*Anson'sw^ ^ash in the Pan, King of Diamonds, and 6

;
Stafta?. Admiral Bauer's Asteroid best

rt ft»r«!r ,

et
,

land
. and 6 others. — Scarborough Stakes.

WStunfora . Imaus beat Conjuror.

~C> n • 8ho°ting Star beat Flutter colt.—Sweeps.
«jst. Patrick beat Nautilus.—Don Stakes. Dictator

-JTZa'Ta HiU Stakes. Brown Duchess beat Lady
Isftd"o/S« iV

ra8ta '"" ro?r" Plate
> King of Diamonds beat

. ' ;
a«ftoT, Bhillelagh, and.18 othem-.DmmsterCwp.

^*jer and 4 in
011 Ket l̂edl"um and Brown Duchess, beating

** ~
J

over

COAL M KET.-Sept. 18.
Hastings Hartley, 15s ; llolvwell, IS*. 6d

Hartley, 15s. ; North Pel ton Gas, 18s. Sd.
Botes, 12s. Pi : Walker Primrose. 12s.; Wylwn, 15*. 6d.

;

Walls End llvron. 10a Od. ; Walls End Harton, 17a.;
Walls End Riddell, lfis. Od. ; Walls tad Sheriff Hill. 14s.

Walla End Braddyll's Hutton, 18a. l<\. : Walls End Durham,
16a.; Walls l Haswell, 19s.: Walls End lb ton. ltts. ;

Walla End Pittlngtoo, 16s. ; Walls End Hussel's Hetton,
17s. 9d; Walls End Hartlepool, IS* 9d.; Walls End Kclloft.

18ft. «d.; Walls End South Hartlep-tol. 17*. V<\ ; Walls End
Teea, 19b. ; Walls End Thornley. Lm. 6d. ; Walls V.nd Thorpe,
17s. ; Walla End Trimdm Thornley, 16s. ; Carwaj and
Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. Od. ; Carway and Duilrvu Maitang,
24s.—Ships at market, 16SL.

BRITISH WOOLS.—Londow. Iridat, Sept. 20.

Our trade continues healthy, and a fair basin
acted at former rates.

South-down Hog- s.

go's
Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1 4

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5

s. d.

5— 1 6— 1 5

* •

Wethers
Ditto Hogsrs ..

Combing Skins
Flannel Wool .

.

Blanket ditto ..

1

1

1

1

ft to

4 —
—
—

6 —

1

1

1

1

4

5
S
5

BUTTER MARKET.—Sept. 20.

Best Fresh Batter . . . . IV. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. 13*. „
Pork, 4*. id. to 5*. Ad, pci ibs.

»»

**Iked
*e»r» &ah. ?? ^

Ivided tbe stakes with Brown Duchess.
*

tar 774 L,ead
Tx
heat with Gauntlet and Miss Emma,

^l£?~~J>onca*ter Stakes. Camerino beat Lady
.*!-/-. ,

uc]
Le'

and 4 others.—Nursery Plate. Silkstone

Nfctj

^aaiama£cT'M ,Vp '
»

utx * otliers-—Nursery
mncj, .My Partner, and 21 others.

**year i?i?*,
d
i!
cd at E^eter on Saturday attcrnoon in bis

**ks oast Sf* \
cn in a delicate state of health for some

^ *ridav ' •«iL?
ein

*?
beLtcr

« he went frora London to Exeter
Gafc Hui hS??

pa
?l
led b

-v hia medical man, on his way to

^*e£%tS ;
ai"'ly residence in North Devon. His lord-

•i«Sty
*ofDev

OUSe
° f Mr

-
Ford

'
the Clerk of the Peace for

M
srmr!f '

on Priday night. On Saturday, however,

and d ah ?3 were visi»le, and bis lardship gradually

fortes™- ¥out4p
-M - The deceased, Hugh Fortescue.

— FortP-^M«
' 1&count Ebrington, county Gloucester, and

^^brr'f?^8 eldesfc s°n of the 1st Eirl, by the

¥?»SlS

T

r
. !.

tbeRigbt Hon. George Granville. He was
^ - dsuVh^ r

raarried firsfc
. i& 1817. Lady Susan Ryder,

J? HttTbtTi ° J
he l8t ^^ of Harrowby, who died

*lri Fcrtim, \
0m had issue

»
Viscount Ebrington (now

J?**** hT io; ,
and two sons. His lordship married

Ossle
: J5 11

• ,
the eldest daughter of the late Mr.

^ -"ed nobU
ldow of Sir Marcus Somerville, Bart. The

**•
'JTiijf r^lt

n £ for many years been a zealous supporter
siber for n y " Ue fi«t entered tbe House of Commons as
7. I,, 182f)

*w :»stsple, whieb he represented lrom 1804 to

S^^tolMi ,?8Pet«rned for Tavistock, whieh he repro-

I*
1* he rpr-r

that year h e w»s elected for North Devon.

S tfte H«Kfe
,

nte l tili 1839
. when he was summoned

j

J* **sad*d ? Uers in bis father's barony of Fortescue.

S? «* Roh£
t
i°

famiIy honours in 1841. From 1831

\S ** office nr ?
eel

,

,B accession to power in 1841, hs

4Jr » the l»? Lieutenant of Ireland ; and from

2nr4ofher\fl
Irn

.°,f his P^y to office, to 1850, was Lord

about a? y s IIausehold. On the resignation of his

*_ «»d Vi^« a j
year

', back » ho was appointed Lord-Licu-

2?^ waaTfti i

ral of the c°u«ty of Devon. l"»r some
2^ »n Ite-i » of the l8t Devon Militia, which he re-

H' be *ai i vi
6

x
was created a Knight of the Garter in

"^^n, Vice-piCSi
gh Steward of Barnstaple and South

rr*Mdent Of Universifcv HnllPcrP Tendon, anmversity College, London, an

with. Bart, _ .

James Backwell Prakd, Esq, of Tynngbam — l
,
h

inst, at Maxton, Roxburghshire, James Lnm .RKOonv,

Esq., only child of thu late William Gregory, Esq., to Lliz*bbth

Mary Somkrvilli nly daughter of the late Colonel Sir H ksrt

Fairfax, Bart. -11th inst, at Barton-under- Needwood, the

Rev. William D ilas, MA., son of Gen. Sir James Douglas,

G.C.B., to Emilv, eldest daughter of the h Tohn* Wilson, of

Barton-under-Needwood, in the county of Stafford, Esq. 14th

inst at West Moulsey Church. Septimus Wii.liaw v, Esq ,

of New Burlington Street, to Clara Fanny, second darirhter of

Sir R. W. Carden, of Wimpole Street, an i West Moulsey,

Surrey—12th inst, at Trinity Church, Chelsea, J. A. Fi i.r,

Esq , to Henrietta, daughter of the late John Ashley Warre,

Esq., M.P.—10th inst. at Iffley Church, Rev. Mark Pattison,

rector of Lincoln College, to Emily Frances Strong, daughter

of Captain Henry Strong, Indian Army, of Iffley, near Oxford.

DEATHS.—On the 23th ult, at sea, on board Her Majesty s

ship Jason, Reginald M. Wodehocse, midshipman, -oonpd

son of the late Hon. and Rev. Alfred Wodehousc aged 17-

12th inst., at Dun ble House, Richmond I y Baker,

widow of the late Vice-Admiral Sir Henry Lor. Ilaker,

Bart., aged 60-16th inst, in Charlotte Square, 1

;

u$h:.
t
JL
#

Lady Jane Walker, wife of Major-General Ed* " alker.

££, Commanding in North Britain-9th met, a gjagg

a
A
nd
LA
7dit

M
Sugl5^ of

ird

^e .late Ban,n deJ •
Larpen:

of Holmwood House, Dorking, igd ^- H^U
\,

at Turnastone, Herefordshire, mm * "*
t

the late General Horsford, aged » *".
-

h
'

th
2, Alloway Place, Ayr. Major Ht.nRY Cabmtchaet *yth

formerly of the ITI'IC. Bengal ^neers-
; gJJ

on board the Earl of B irrea, off the Cape o " \
.

Lieutenant pear r ^pbellCraw o the Uer

son of J. H. Cra >rd, late of the
,

B^t FMnTsiMrK.v,
at, at North End Hnuse. Twickenhano, Lm«ly bv»

ungest d hter of Henry G Bohn ^j**^^
inst, at IS St. George's Terrace, Herns B-y. » ™*

r rHA«i
aged 72-6th inst, at tveley BgJgjgJ» *£ ? ,

,

lh
Hartley, late rector of Staveley, VzfrEgm »Tiddl«-

inst, the Rev. Thomas Burrow, mcumbent of l ini™>
M

' aged .',7. -14th inst, after a few < < ^.^ZadW
lED Kendall, Floriit, of Stoke i>ewmgton, aged 65.

HOPS.—Bobouob Market, Friday, Sept. 20.

"Messrs. Pa leu & Sr« i report an active demand
the new grov. I he following currency :—

Mid and Bast Kent *\9 9 to £12 12

Wctld Kent 8 10 — 10 10
bosses ..88— 9

Duty, 11O.000L

for

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Mo . 10.

We have a larg'T rap f Beasts and a dull trade, conse-

uen ices are rather lower. We are bit moderately

supplied with hh < p ; there is a fair demand, and late rate* are

fully supported. Lambs are not much in request, ths season

is nearly over. Good Calves are rather dearer. : rom Ger-

many and U Hand there are 1700 Beasts, 6390 Sbeon, and
190 Calves; from fi in, 16 Beasts ; from Scotland, 15;

from Ireland, ; and 8000 Beasts from the northern 'and

midland counties.

a d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, kc. . . 4

Best 8 Mt-h<-rns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best I 'owns and
Half I Is

D o. Shorn . . 6

6 to 4 8
4 — 4 6
4 — 4

to ..

Qto5

S

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn . . 4

wes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn .. 4

Lambs ..

* .4

d 6 d
to ..

8-5

o
o

4

5
4

6
8

9

Beasts, 5750 ; Sheep A Lamb* » ; Calves, 2 Pig*, 5 1

Th<;rsdav, 6 IS-

AW ghUicrmmbei Baastf is not Ur&.it exceeds the

demard. Qv « «ro r arsd frorn Most** vm a

Ibr tbe time of year; trade in rtry 1, a»H M«mday »<£*«*-

{ions are barely" supported. re is no , .^•^*,w^
trade. I^mha we cease tbe w^njfy^ Og
foreign supply cons?».t«<

Urea: V own, 90.

10 Beasts, 2459

4 s d

Tiers-
6 to 4
4—4
4 — 4

Best Soots,

f. .rd», Ac. .. 4

Pe irt- horns 4

2d quality Beasts 8

Best Downs and^
Hfuf-breds .. ^ — o

D ~
••

• ,T
Beasts. 800 ; Sheep * Lam

Best Loetf-woois. 4

n
Kwe« t Sd quality 4

,
I*mbs

4 .-es -.4
Figs -- -.4

d s
S~ •

-4
to .

d

i

I

0— 5
0-'.

20; Calves. 413; P%«, 270.

sex
Alfred

MARK L E.- oav *pt. 1«-
.

The snpnly of Wheat i Baaex to tjis
»*>f»»

n?«
:17hnr from K good ; the balk of the far

was small, but fi
raier was
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taken for export to France, at fully Is. per qr. over the rates

of this day se'nnight, but the latter was disposed of at that

day's prices. Foreign was in moderate request, at an improve-
ment of Is. per qr. Barley rind Beans are each Is. perqr.,

and Peas 2s. per qr. dearer. The Oat trade is steady at last

week's quotations. There is no alteration in the top price of

town-made Flour, but American barrels bring an advance of

Is. to 2s. per qr.

Per Imperial Quarter. |S. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White 50—63— — fine selected runs.. ditto 62—66

— — Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign 42
Barley, grind. «fc dist. , 26s to £Ss . . Chev. 37

69

Red
Red

Red

s. s.

50—CO
. . 50—62

* * •

# • t •

72
2 1 Malting. '36—39

Foreign.. grinding and distilling 27—30 Malting .36-40
20—24
26—28

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato 26—28
1 Feed— Irish Potato '

26—28 ; Feed .— Foreign Poland and Brew 20—24
'
Feed .

Rye 36—38 Foreign
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .34s to 36s Tick— Pigeon 35s — 42s . . Winds.— Foreign Small '42- 521 Egyptian
Peas, white, Essex and Kent. .Boilers '34—38 Suffolk .

Maple —a to —s Grey 37—39 Foreign .

Yellow .

.

35—38 Harrow
Longpod

20—24
20—24
19—24

35—3S

35—39
35—38

WANTED, at the Surrey County Lunatic Asylum,
near Tooting, S., a good PLAIN GARDENER, from

25 to 30 years of aire. A married Man, without children, would
be preferred.—For farther particulars apply to the Steward of

the Asylum.

ANTED, a young Man as UNDER GARDENER
and to look after two Cows, Pigs, and Poultry. A

person from the country would be preferred.—Apply by letter

to W. Howard, 5, Falcon Lane, Battcrsea, S.W.

To Seedsmen.

\\TANTED, at the term, an experienced SHOP-
VV MAN.—Apply, stating experience, references, and

salary expected, to James Dickson <fc Sons, Hanover Street,

Edinburgh.

WANTED, as SHOPMAN, &c, in the SEED
TRADE, a middle-aged steady man. who thoroughly

understands the Counter and Warehouse Business.—Direct,
with age, salary, <fcc, to A. B., Messrs. Barnett & Float, 11,

Queen Street. Cheapside, E.C.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, A LAD, about
14 years of age, to assist in the Stable and other Out-

door work. Must be accustomed to Horses.—Address G. S. B.,

Ibstone, Tetsworth.

[Ssirann
^

GARDENER.-Age 30 sm.TT^^
of Gardening in °all its bS/ ^Mb*Growing, Fruit, Flower and Ki£h?

; J^ifrclass re|erence.-B. F., Vine%J«JChiswick. S.W.

(^ARDENER (in a noblemanW,,
, -VX -Age 30 ; has a practical know^1*^

Peaches, Strawberries,
1

Melons Cue, $? °f F*28Management of Kitchen, Fruit, and &"' CjBingle-handed place accepted Cante ^°l? <*&\
10 years' character.-J.V FliT^t^ r%«S
Suffolk.

Flixton Hall Gtel^

Gentlemen

Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack '46—51
— 2d do mm . ditto;30—46 Country
— Foreign per barrel^S—34 Per sack

30—46
43-58

Friday, Sept. 20.

The weather between the 13th and 17th inst. was stormy
with a few showers, but has since been very fine, wind
northerly and westerly until Wednesday afternoon, when it

Changed to S.W., and" has so remained. During the past
se'nnight Wheat, both English and foreign, has been in fair

reqnest at an improvement of fully Is. per qr. English con-
tinues to be freely taken for France. The value of spring
corn was well supported, with rather an upward tendency in
prices. American and Spanish Flour has become very scarce,

and must be written la. per barrel and sack dearer. During
the past eight days 108 vessels have been reported off the
coast. The floating trade has been very firm at rising prices,
in which Maize, after having been neglected at the beginning
of the week, fully participates. The arrivals of English grain
and foreign Barley during the week have been small, fair

of foreign Wheat and Flour, and large of Oats. At this
morning's market there was an increased quantity of English
Wheat offered, which, in the absence of any active demand for
France, was taken slowly at Monday's quotations. The
attendance was small, and business in foreign very limited.
We observe no alteration in prices. Barley, Beans, and Pess
are unaltered in value. Oats are a very slow sale, and 6d. per
qr. cheaper. Flour brings the rates of Monday last.

Arrivals from Sept. 16 to Sept. 20.

* WEnglish
Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

2410 qrs,

14230

>»

i»

Barley.

290 qrs.

120

>•

»»

Oats.

190 qrs.

160 „

40390 „

Flour.

910 sks.

i

>»

9430 brls.

/
J

AKDENER (Head).

Liverpool, Tuesday, Sept. 17.—Notwithstanding only a
moderate attendance of country buyers at this morning's
market, a fair amount of business has been done in both Wheat
and Flour, at an improvement of about 2d. per cental, and
from 6d. to Is. per barrel and sack, on the rates of last
market. Indian Corn had a good consumptive inquiry, and
the advance established may be quoted at fully 6d. per qr.
Oats were the turn dearer. Oatmeal unchanged. Beans and
Peas steady at extreme rates. Barley brought a shade more
money. The market closes with a healthy tone.

Friday, Sept. 20.—There was a moderate attendance at our
corn market to-day, with a good healthy trade In Wheat at
the extreme rates of Tuesday. Flour was in fair request at
late rates. Indian Corn in good demand at 30s. 6d. to 31s. for
mixed. Egyptian Beans unaltered. Oats and Oatmeal dull.

Averages

Aug. 10..
17..— 24..

— 31.1

Sept. 7 .

.

— 14..

Agg.Aver.l 51 11

Wheat. I Barley, i Oats.

51*

50
50
52
53
54

i)d

3
3

6
1

6

30*
30
32
34
35
86

Id

10
1

11

4

Kye. I Beans. Peas.

33 3

25* Ad
25 11

26 1

24 5

23 7
22 11

924

36*
37
35
37
37
33

Id
5

10
5

2

4

36 3 I

54*
53
52
51

50

Fluctuations of the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
ICES

1

6
-

3

Aug. 24. |Aug. 31. Sept. 7. Sept. 14.
*

• t • • J
• •

A GRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS. — Land-
Iaw£ne7 *n n

°th
.

e™ interest*l in the welfare of the

n *™S? J?
Agricultural Class, may find Places for Young Men

52 ^ri^? ^' bj
L
*&l*mB °y letter to Mr. Bailey Denton,oyParliament Street, Westminster, S.W.

S^tU^ Draina8e an* Improvement Company.TXTANTED, FOREMAN op DRAINAGE WORKS.
for IhimJ^V

311 aPPlicat
j
ons

. with references as to character

mi™ n'
mte

g™7,J:
and sobriety, to be addressed to Mr

mJ^nlFw 9

*
th

-

Company'. Engineer, at No. 52, Parlia-ment Stieer, Westminster, S.W.

Wi

WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thoroughly
understands his profession in all its branches. First-

class recommendation.—G. F., Post Office, Chislehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; thoroughly:
understands his profession in all its branches. Wife is a

first-rate Dairy-woman. Can be highly recommended.—
J. T. P., 2, Grove Road, West Kent Park. Forest Hill, S. E.

•Age 28, single; thoroughly
understands his profession in all its brancaes. Satis-

factory references as to character and ability. — Y. Z.,

G. Stanly's, Manor Lane Nursery, Lee, S.E.

/ 1 AKDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incum-
VJT brance ; thoroughly proficient in all departments. Unex-
ceptionable reference.—Please state particulars.

—

Alba, Post
Office, Brixton Hill, Surrey, S.

AKDENER (Head).—Age 40, married ; thoroughly
practical in every department. Can manage Land, &c.

Five years in last situation. First-class references.—A. W.,
Dobson «fc Sons, Nurserymen, Isleworth, W.

f^ AKDENER (Head or Single-handed).— Perfectly
\JT understands his professsion. Can manage Land and
Stock. Good character.—A. B. Peake, 8, Stratford Green,
Stratford, Essex. ___^_
f^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 25, married, one child;

vJT thoroughly practical and energetic. First-class character
will be given by the nobleman's Gardener whom he is now
serving under as Foreman.—State particulars to G. Ellis, The
Gardens, Euston Hall, Thetford, Norfolk.

pi ARDENER (Head). — Age 36, married, one
V_X child ; thoroughly practical in his profession ; is also well
experienced in Laying Out and Re-arranging Pleasure
Grounds and Flower Gardens, if required. Good character.
—D. , Mr. Nash, 4, Upper Weymouth Street, Portland Place,
London, W.

ARDENER (Head).—Perfectly understands his
business in all its branches, the Hot-water System in-

cluded ; has had 3000 feet of pipes under his charge for the last
12 years. Will be highly recommended by the nobleman he is

leaving, and with whom he has been for 15 years.—L. D.,
Gargrave, near Leeds, Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, single; thoroughly
understands his profession in all its branches, Early and

Late Forcing, Kitchen. Fruit, and Flower Gardens. Six years'
character from last place.—P. D., Mr. Wm. Bull's Establish-
ment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical ; first-rate testimonials.

Three years' character from present and five from previous
situation.— W. Moore, High Elms Garden, Farnborough,
Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Marri
is thoroughly acquainted with the Forcing

of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables ; the Culture of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen
Gardens. Four years' good character from the nobleman he is

now leaving, and 20 years' (previous recommendation.—M. A.,
Mr. Williams. Westerham, Kent.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 37, married; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all its

branches; has been a successful exhibitor, takes a great
interest, and devotes the whole of his time to the Garden.
Would be glad to meet with a situation where gardening could
be carried out in the highest style.—T. P., Attwell's Yard,
Uxbridge.

G~
~\RDENER oe FOREM AN.—Age 20; well up in

Forcing Fruits and Flowers. No objection to any part
of Great Britain. Good character from previous employers.—
J. Mayo, Aynhoe, Northamptonshire.

-Age 27, single ; has had
good experience in the various branches of the profession

;

would be glad to meet with any nobleman's or gentleman's Gar-
dener in want of a confidential servant. Can be well recom-
mended.— I. J., Messrs. J. Saltraarsh & Son, Nursery and
Seedsmen, Chelmsford, Essex.

GAKDEMER.—Age 21; four years* good character
from a Clergyman. — G. P., Mr. Verrell, Stationer,

Bromley, Kent, S.E.

ARDENER.—Age 37; good, practical, and hard-
working ; can manage Land, <fcc. Seven years' character.

—Particulars can be learned from Charlks Noble, Bagshot.

To Noblemen and
jTLABDENER.-J. pabb> fop sev

~7
VT to J. Jarrett, Esq., late of Camerton Co,^**upwards of nine years to J. R. RaymondCw?1**
offer his services to any nobleman or eemll

,E-^
thorough practical Gardener. Good^eSfij*

'

and ability can be produced from his late and

S

J. Parr, The Gardens, FairfordParirj^jg*GTo Noblemen~andGentiei
ARDENER.-A highly practical J
Man is now completing his present engaaiL

at liberty to enter upon a new one the latter3r
month. He has extensive knowledge in tiTHl?
of Gardening, including the Forcing of Frmu'^
He is also a first-class Grower of Planti, andClS
cessful competitor at the London and otlJp
Exhibitions, and is also a very efficient KitA^S^
Gardener, having had considerable expense?,?
and Erection of Horticultural Buildings ofvaiio2K
descriptions.—Highly respectable recomm^^^-,
ferences will be given by Messrs. E. Q. HmSLTw
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. London, si ^

C
^ARDENER (Second or UNwifSj
A four years' good character. — J. B tyfaLT

Hampstead;Road. Kentish Town, N. ' '^*
ARDENER (Under).—Single; unfiJi
profession in all its branches. Unexeati**

ferences.— A. B., Mrs. Wood, 24. Brunswick P«K
bury Road, Islington, N.

-*«

(Under).—Age 23; -GARDENER x ,. _,
knowledge of both Early and Late Foxing, PW*

Kitchen Gardens.—Y. Z., Newbury Cottagi, SjftB
Highgate, N.

JM ARDENER (Under).—Air. Chard, tin*

VXciarendou Park, Salisbury, Wilts, can wuh -am
recommend as above a young Man, aged 20, who beta*
him five years, to any gentlemen or Gardener reqafriif nriL

ARDENER (UNDER).-Age 23, single; 5j»
one nf the best Nurseries in the West of EngW. !»

years as Foreman under good Gardeners. Goodckaet*

E. C., Post Office, Alpington. Exeter.

Gr
ARDENER (Under).—Age 21; active iwt«*

i Wishes to improve himself under a Head Giri*

Foreman in any gentleman's Garden where Forcing: • aor

on to some extent. One and a half year's good can*-

G. H.. Post Office, Colney Hatch Park. Locdon. .V.

ARDENER, or GARDKNJJB a5dL»
ST EWARD.—Has had great experience in ewy bnij

of his profession.—For particulars apply to Jfr. J>

Deepdene, Dorking, Surrey^
,

—
GARDENER, or GROOM tfD GARDLVE -

Age 25 ; two years' good character.-BKM, I, Or

Street, Beaver Lane, Hammersmith, W.

To Nurserymen,

FOREMAN or GENERAL \
—

.

roughly experienced in the PropagationJ""^
tion of first-class Plants.—T. Brown, 5,

**
Hornsey Road. N. .

—

.

AY1NG OUT GARDENS.-Unden»|MJ
Out Gardens from Plana. Ornamental

"JJ^
complete the work in every department **j

execnted.-L. S. P.. 18, Praed StreeU^dinf^

A YOUTH, aged 18, who has been e^g*^
Glaus Department of a leading.^^3*

ied, no incumbrance; last four years.wishes for-a situation eiuier

the Forcing of all kinds ^^^^ CR°°K
'
^as^^J__

LAND STEWARD OR BAlL
[n

F
Lil>*

married ; has had great experience m- ^
and Kent, and understands the managem^t^^
Light Soils, Reclaiming of Waste Lands

-

J

3^^
of Stock, and the general dutiesi

of a *anu. ^ •

Ireland. Highest references. Letters in

Mr. Head. 34, Great Towerjg^jggjg^-^
BAILIFF.-Middle.aged ;

underiU^^
ment of Stock and the SaffoHMJ^JirfJ

Farming. No objection to Gardening^ ^ ., ^
and Chaise. Good references given. "• ^^
Street, Spitalflelds, E.

.
—75***f

DAILIFF.-Age m}*%!2£fi&—Age 42; bad great

and the Southern-<^'£jgL
. Selling,

&c.,andagwdV
tof

fefc*

CI ARDENER (Foreman).
A prood experience in the varic

eclnshire
Stock. Buying. Selling, <=c

; ""Yana*etnent ^.
knowledge of Steam Cultivation ManV,
C. D., 137 Pentonvillejioaa^s^^

Age

Nursery Foreman.

% v ^fJE\ an active Man as FOREMAN for the
tvLT„ °,utd°or Department of a Nursery in the North ofWud

-
He

-

must be qualified to take the sole charge, a goodBudder and Grafter; if with a knowledge of Laying out

enc^ to any nobleman or gentleman
to Z. A., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

»
duulca8Cu ^_^

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN,
well experienced, active, and industrious Nonp need

S^y^H^lf^llK^ the *t= ^nye-
^PPiy, M., Hurst <fc It 'Mullen. Leadenhall Street, E.C.

T71ARM BAILIFF (Wowfi^X
bas^ei^,*H :. __„— «ainted with Stock, and bas -£-

_o his life. Can keep Acww**^ !*~

character from his employe.u i.— r v:o amnlover.—J. *"» M-

Swaffham, Norfolk.

ANTED, a steady WORKIXG GARDENER
iT^fi a?i with^ut incumbrance), for a family

bles and
Management of

JjmWn. a good »„d continiai ™"p^ of 'v^llFruu. A knowledge of Forcing and of the Minwii
-bri'e^rest'flS.d SLT& a*

WeU '-~ded for
21«. per week with a trrw) r^r ° a

«
Ut ^ ^ear8. Wages uiisuuienis in cngiana, ana can give uuexcepuonaoie reierences

Post Office, Maida Hill W cottage.—Apply by letter to B., as to ability, morality, and assiduity.—Address J. T. f
Messrs.u* xuu, w.

j Weekjg & Co^ jQQg.g*^^^^ Chelsea, S.W.

,H

Reference as to professional acquirements, &c. , given on
application to A. B.,

:
. Drumlanrig Castle Gardens, Thornhill,

Dumfriesshire.

/ ^ ARDENER (Working, or Single-handed).—
VJT Age 38, married, one child ; can manage Kitchen and
small Flower Garden. No objection to a Cow. Good character.
J. II., Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, London, 9.E.

GARDENER.—Age 29 ; has a thorough and general
knowledge of Early and Late Forcing of Pines, Vines,

Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; in fact, Forcing in all its branches ;

has had nearly three years' extensive experience in Flower and
Kitchen Gardening in one of the largest Horticultural esta-
blishments in England, and can give unexceptionable references

CLERKSHIP.
Trade. Good references

Islington, N.

ft*

A^-26 . accustoi^ **
-H.,

AS , Kmo LONDON SEEl^^^rfffia:
± and experienced at the Counter^ ^b£„
House, wishes for employment

ma ^^ j*

highest references.—V. «•» v'"~

Nursery. Slough. ZvnsMtt l^^tTlvAl?^

O THE
Advertiser, w

Retail, and can be ^'Vtuation.
wishes for a permanent situaw

Newcastle-on-Tyne^ . —r^J Tr*^

Tto the Kursery and sew ^
rpRAVELLER.-A rt{j£J at the *

1 sometime a successful exhri^ ^VJ5
o^er leading «hows,^^^f'X^t
Plants and the Road.seek^ ^ t lt

*o*
£ tU

leading house, flattering
himse^ .^^^

advantage-Letters^Jf^e, Up»^
Lambden, Esq., Hare v^ooa ru

?2
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1861.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOL op MINES,
Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

lir Roderick I. Murchison, D.C.L., Ac.

_ _ for the Session, commencing on OCTOBER 7,

tt on application to the Registrar. The Courses of

embrace Chemistry, by Dr. Hofmann ; Physics,

te~Pra£ tnrDAix; Natural History, by Prof. Huxley;
f

t\trT by Prof. Ramsay; Mineralogy and Mining, by Mr.

yTSotos Smyth ;
Metallurgy, by Dr. Percy ; and Applied

S Imkt by Prof- Willis.
mwum " Trekham Reeks. Registrar.

mHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.-
L Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

l/Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.
j

TO LAMDOWmBB, THS CLERGY, ESTATE AGENTS, SCRVBYORS, &C.
n Imlasd akd Wales and in Scotland.

T -rectors beg leave <*> announce that the Company's
Dill, 1859, baa received the sanction of thy Legis-

ts XAMINATIONS for SCIENCE CY riFIC \ I K-
™ a*™!^* 11™1 op COUNCIL o> RD0CAT1ON.-
™S^ 7

AI
;
EXAMINATION of the Department of Unoe

J?w?*!?
01" ^^'es as Science Teacbere, will comSSSat South Kensington, on MONDAY, November 4.

Candidates wishing to present themeeWea, must forward
their names to the Secretary. Science and Art DepertaaentSouth Kensington, London, W., on or before October 15, exceptthose commg up in Mechanical and Machine Drawing and
tfuilding Construction, who must send in their names bv
October 5.

^
By order of the Committee of Council on Education.

This day is published, in Tnree Vols., pott 6ro, price SU. Set.THE SILVER CORD
By SHIRLEY BROOKS,

Author of " The Gordiau Knot,*' " Aspen Court," &&" A very curious and powerful story."—Athenencm.
" There is a wealth of materials in it that is quite anipifetaf.

Almost every chapter has ita own atriking ait us u allotted to
it, and we are constantly kept on the alert, watching for some-
tuiug eren more startling than all that baa gone before."—
Saturday Review.

Company now advance money, unlimited in

t, fnv the followi

The

This day is published, price U.t Part XXVI 1 -•

N C E A WEE
WITH NUMEROU8 ILLUSTRATE

h

owing works of Agricultural Improvement,
whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by

a lent charge for 25 years.

j. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

1 Pann Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
firming purposes.

J. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
nay borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

*To investigation ot title is required, and the Company being
•f a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
•ad execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to $• Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
X Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

On the 80th JnstAnt will 1> lblishod, price r
,». In board*,

Till 1 .1 ,UTH VOLUM >PTHE K E - 1 > S U E OF PUNCH.
Also now ready, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edge*.

Vol. 1 (For 1841) . In, j Vols. 4 and .'
< I MS) . . 10*. '4.

Vols. 2 and a (L>4'J) .. 10«. ft£. j Vols. 6 and V (IM4) 10*. <*.
Vols. 8 and 9 (1645) will be published at the end oi Oct bcr,

price 10«. to.

The New Education Minute.
This day is published, price 2*. 6d. boards,

POPULAR KDUCATION in ENGLAND. B.-mp
an Abstract of the Report of the Royal Commissioners on

Education. With an Introduction anl Nummary Tables. By
Herbert S. Skeats.
" Mr. H. S. Skeats' Abstract of the Report of the Royal

Commissioners' is at once comprehensive, concise, and clear.

All the really important points either as to matters of fact or
of suggestion are compressed into the compass of one small
volume. Yet the arrangement is so good that there w no con
sequent confusion or obscurity ; while the outline of what has
been done, is doing, or is proposed to be done for the forma-
tion of a sound and widespread education among the people,
is simple, brief, and intelligible, without being bald andunii
teresting from its brevity. It is a useful work well done."

—

Economist.
London: Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouvcrio Street, Fleet

Street, E.C.

THE ATHENAEUM.
m ¥ m »-«. —.--_ ii- i i _ -i i *r

Os and after October o the price of the Athkn^um will be Threepence.
Thirty years ago, when the Athenaeum came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price

wss Eightpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight columns. Convinced that the
circulation ot Literary Journals was restricted by high price, and that every advantage oifered to the
Fabttc would bring increase of circulation and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half

—

to xourpenee. The experiment succeeded, and cheap literary Journals became the rule.

The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved. They have given to the public
we benefit of every change in the law, increasing the size without increase of price, until the average

i become about sixty columns of literary matter, with forty columns of advertisements, selected so

to be of general interest.

The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, have now resolved that
on and after October 5 the price of the Athenaeum: shall be reduced to Threepence.

i

Every Saturday, price Threepence, of any Bookseller or News Agent,

THE ATHEKlEUM,
JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ART.

(Stamped to go free by post, 4d.) contains—

**»**, with Extracts, of every important New English Book, and of the more important Foreign Work*.
kiforis of the Proceedings of the Learned Societies, with Abstracts of Papers of interest.

«u a^UUNTS OI
*ormgx Correspondence on Subjects relating to Literature, Science, and Art.

wuxici8M8 ox Art, with Critical Notices of Exhibitions, Picture Collections, New Prints, Ax

Authentic Accounts of Scientific Voyages aud Expeditions,

I

?™c ASD D^¥A,^u4rn^*E^t*^aui> Opera, Concerts, Theatres, New Music, &c.

^ioeiuPHiCAL Notices of Men distinguished in Literature, Science, and Art.

wfVAP£fis **» Poems,weekly Gossip.

**a» including all that is likely to interest the informed.

THE ATHENAEUM
"» conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science, and the Arts, on an
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It is effioUUy announoed that tbo Knr* or
PaUn^i.v will arrive at Compiefoe on the 6th of

October on a visit to the Eiipkxob or th i Frkn cii 9

and that 1 k no of Hollakd will leare the

HaKue for Compiignn on thi ^d of the month*

The report that the Kim or Dbvuark would
visit Corapiegno nt the same time aa the Kik«i op

I' uussiA, is said to be without foundnAoo, but

a viait from Kino Leopold or Belgium ie

mentioned aa probable.

The trial of Becker for attempting to assas-

sinate the Kino op Prussia took place on

Monday at Bruchsal. The jury found him guilty,

rejecting the plea of insanity, and the Court

sentenced him to be imprisoned for 90 years, and

to be banished the kingdom at the expiration of his

imprisonment.

An attempt was made on ti evening of the 18th

to assassinate the Quifir op Greece. A student

fired upon her Ma/estt in the Palace Square at

Athens with a revolver, but the weapon missed

fire. The assassin was arrested, and declared that

he had no accomplices. A proclamation has sinOB

been issued hy the Ministry declaring that he is

insane.

In the sitting of the Upper House of the Reichs-

rath on Tuesday the Austrian Government with-

drew the Bill on compromises in civil cases, both

Houses of the Iteichsrath having dissented from

the views of the Ministry on the subject. An
imperial ordinance was published on Wednesday,

prohibiting the meeting of the general assembly

of the Comitat of Pesth, which wa« to take place

on the 30th September, and threatening to employ

force should the prohibition be disregarded. The

Comitat of Bahal ha« declared its adhesion to the

I protest of the Comitat of Pesth against the disso-

lution of the Hungarian Diet.

Accounts from Warsaw state that the Adminis-

trative Council, on the proposition of the Govt rn$r

of Poland, has resolved to deeUre the city

state of siege ahould the disturbances he

The clergy, in their sermons, have condemned that

recent exoseses of the people, and the mainte-

nance of order is now probable.

Baron KirASOLi has addressed a eircular to the

Italian Consuls on the natural resources of Italy,

in which be says that the em meat, in ausuBg

at the indepeodonoe and unity of Italy, wishes to

strengthen the peace of Europe :
and in disengag-

ing the Cauroh from its temporal pre-ocoupationa,

wishes nevertheless to remain devoted to the

Catholic religion, and to insure Us spiritual inde-

pendence. It is stated that ike first act <4 Genera

Delia Rotere, on entering upon duties

Minister of War, will be the amalgamation of the

Southern army with that of Italy. It is rumounad

ie a
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that the Kixg will go to Naples on the 1st January,

and will commemorate his visit by a general

amnesty. Cozzetto, one of the brigand chiefs,

has surrendered himself to the authorities at

Naples.

The latest news from Ragusa informs us that

the vanguard of the Turkish army, which had

pushed on towards Grahovo, had fallen back on

Trebigne and Klobuck, in consequence of a bold

move of the Montenegrins under the command of

Yucalovitch. The Porte has since sent fresh

instructions to Omar Pasha, ordering him imme-
diately to commence operations against the Monte-

negrins.

The first conference on the union of the Danu-
bian Principalities took place at Constantinople on

Sunday and was without result, the Porte, Eng-
land, and France, being in favour of the union,

and Russia, Austria, and Prussia against it.

From the United States we learn that the report

of President Jefferson Davis's death is totally

discredited. An action was fought on the 10th

inst. near Summerville in Western Yirginia,

between 5000 Confederates, under General Floyd*
and a body of Federal troops, under General

Rosencranz. The former held their ground
during the contest, but retreated during the night,

abandoning a portion of their baggage and ammuni-
tion. It is reported that General Rosencranz is ad-

vancing against the Confederates, and that Generals

Floyd and Wise are still retreating. General
Lee has attacked the Federal entrenchments at

Cheat Mountain, but has been repulsed with heavy
loss. The Kentucky Legislature has resolved on
ordering the Confederate troops out of the State,

but has refused to adopt a similar course with
regard to the Federal troops. In accordance with
this resolution the Governor of Kentucky has
issued a proclamation ordering the unconditional

withdrawal of the Confederate troops from
that state. It is reported that ten Con-
federate regiments have been withdrawn from
Yirginia for the protection of the North Carolina

coast, to which the Federal Government is about
to despatch another naval expedition.

A telegraphic despatch in anticipation of the
China Mail announces very grave intelligence from
Japan. During the night of the 5th of July a
murderous attack was made on the members of the
British Legation at Kanagawa. Mr. Morisoit
and Mr. Oliphant were seriously wounded, but
the rest of the Legation escaped unhurt, and took
refuge at Yakohama. In consequence of these
events the English vessels on the China station

have been ordered to Jeddo.

and chaplains, assembled in his private^H
portion of the Liturgy, in order that he ,£S -
himself whether they are so far qualified forT?***VThe Ieon-cased FrigateI^* W**S
an excellent run from the Thames to PwL?*
last week, her average speed havin?^*^
11 knots, though her launching gear was gffl***
bottom. Her engines worked admirably ,2*
ship herself answered her helm like a \JZf

*
arriving at Spithead she saluted the Ad2i

^
15 guns, and the smoke from the guns wm

**

perceptible on her main deck, contrary
to S^

dictions of the alarmists who thought that ha

•

ports would keep in the smoke and almo?
the men. On Saturday afternoon she was gv,^.
placed in dock at Portsmouth, the operationSr
ried out with as much ease and regularity *2?
the docking of an ordinary frigate. For the inj?
night she will remain in the dry dock for theml
of removing her launchinsfcleats and cleaniwlJP
torn, and will then start on a cruise to try^j^
in a rough sea. The Black Prince is wraS?
forward state that it is expected she iHt^u
leave the Clyde for Portsmouth in about 6tiii %
iron-cased ships recently ordered from MaaW
Laird, and the Thames Shipbuilding CompniT, b»>

be named the Northumberland, the Captain, alfc
Elephant—names once famous in British nanllfci

The Channel Fleet.—Admiral Smart's &*
arrived at Berehaven on Monday evening from ]m
Foyle, and it is rumoured that it will agiii

«

Queenstown. The Trafalgar parted from theflesn

gale, and on Saturday anchored off Buncrana, a lot

Swilly, to repair damages.
Abolition of Passpoets.—Her Majesty'sVm

have received an intimation from the Go?eraarf

the King of the Netherlands that in future no pas

will be required from any subject of Great ix
passing through Holland, any more than is npri

for any one of the King of the Netherlands' me
travelling in Great Britain.

The Cofet in Scotland.—On "Wednesday the 18th
the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by
Prince Alfred, drove through the Balloch Buie
wood, and round by Castletown. The Princess Alice,
Princess Helena, and Prince Louis of Hesse, went out
riding. On Thursday morning Prince Alfred left the
Castle for Liverpool to embark for Canada. In the
afternoon the Queen, accompanied by Princess Helena
and Princess Louisa, went out riding. The Prince
Consort and Prince Louis of Hesse went out deer-
stalking On Friday morning the Queen, Prince
Consort, Prmcess Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse, left
Balmoral on an excursion by Invermark to the Valley
of North Esk and Fettercairn, crossing the Grampians
into Kincardineshire. From the bridge of Muich the
Royal party rode on ponies past Mount Keen, by the
Ladder Burn to Glen Mark, where they lunched
with Lord Dalhousie. After luncheon her Majesty
visited Invermark, and thence drove down the North
Esk to Fettercairn, where the Royal party passed
the night m_Durward's Eagle Inn. On Saturday
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Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by Princess always required all candnlatesl^eadTu>
Alice and Prince Louis of Hesse, went out driving, and «m okni.ina « c*™w^ :„ ,

.

oeti

walked home through the Balmoral woods. On Tues-

day morning the Queen, accompanied by the Princess of

Hohenlohe, Princess Alice, Princess Helena, and Princess

Louisa, drove to Alt-na-Guithesack, and rode up to the

head of Loch Muich, where her Majesty lunched. The

Queen and the Princesses rode back to Balmoral in the

evening. The Prince Consort and Prince Louis of

Hesse, accompanied by Lord Stanley of Alderley, went

out deer-stalking. Prince Arthur went to Loch Callater,

and returned in the afternoon. The Right Hon. John

Headlam, M.P., Judge-Advocate-General, arrived at the

Castle and transacted business with her Majesty.

The Pbince op Wales.—The French and German

papers state that a matrimonial alliance is probable

between the Prince of Wales and the Princess Alex-

andrina of Glucksburg, eldest daughter of Prince

Christian, heir presumptive of the throne of Denmark,
and grand-daughter of the Landgrave of Hesse, the

brother of the Duchess of Cambridge. The Prince, it

is said, met the Princess at Ostend, and afterwards

visited her at the Castle of Rumpenheim, on his way to

Prussia. His Royal Highness is now at Coblentz with

the King and Royal family of Prussia.

Retubn of Peince Alfred to Canada.— On
Friday morning, at 6 o'clock, Prince Alfred arrived at

Liverpool from Balmoral by the London and North-

western. Railway. His Royal Highness at once pro-

ceeded to the Adelphi Hotel, and was shortly after-

wards waited on by the Mayor, Mr. S. R. Graves.

After breakfast the Prince, with Major Cowell and the

Mayor ,embarked in the Cunard tender Satellite, and

proceeded along the side of the Northern Docks to the

great landing stage, where they landed and proceeded

in the MayoPs carriage to visit the Dock3 and ware-

houses, the School frigate Conway, the Mersey Steel

and Iron Works, the Great Float, the Observatory, and

other objects of interest on the river. His Royal

Highness then returned to Liverpool and visited the

Exchange, St. George's Hall, and the Free Library

;

and in the evening dined with the Mayor at the Town
Hall. On Saturday the Mayor breakfasted with the

Prince, and shortly after 10 o'clock his Royal Highness

embarked in the Royal mail steamer Niagara for

Halifax, where he will rejoin his ship the St. George,

on the expiration of his leave. His Royal Highness

was accompanied by Major Cowell and a servant.

Abbtval of the Geand Dttee Constantine.—
Their Imperial Highnesses the Grand Duke and
Duchess Constantine of Russia, accompanied by their

youthful daughter, arrived at Dover on Tuesday from
Calais. Their Imperial Highnesses were received on
laniing by Baron Brunnow, the Russian Minister; but
as the Grand Duke was travelling incognito as Admiral
Romanoff, there were none of the official marks of

honour usually displayed on such occasions. Their

Imperial Highnesses remained for the night at the

Lord Warden Hotel, and on Wednesday morning
r

left

Dover by railway for the Isle of Wight. On arriving

at Hastings, the Grand Duke and Duchess alighted at

the terminus, and, entering a carriage which had been
ordered for them, took a drive along the beach of St.

Leonard's and other places in the neighbourhood. From
Hastings their Imperial Highnesses proceeded by rail-

way to Portsmouth, where they embarked for Ryde,
where carriages were in waiting to convey them to the

marine seat of Lord Downes, at Binstead, which the

Grand Duke has taken for a term of 14 years.

The Peince and Pbincess of Hohenzollebn-Sig-
mabing-en.—The Portuguese steam-frigate Bartholo-

mew Diaz, commanded by the Duke of Oporto, with
the newly married Prince and Princess of Hohenzollern-

Sigmaringen and suite, arrived at Southampton on
Sunday afternoon from Lisbon. The royal party left in

the evening for London. They were met on board the
frigate by the Portuguese Minister, Count Lavradio;
the Portuguese Consul-General ; the Prussian Charge
d'Affaires and the Secretary of Legation, and the
Prussian and Portuguese Consuls at Southampton.
The Bartholomew Diaz left on Monday for Gravesend,
where their Royal Highnesses embarked on Thursday
on their way to Antwerp.
The Lobd-Liexttenancy of Devon.—It is rumoured

that the Lord-Lieutenancy of Devonshire, which has
become vacant by the death of the Earl of Fortescue,
will be conferred by her Majesty upon Earl Russell.
The Chtjech.—The Bishop of Rochester has issued

a notice requiring from each candidate for ordination a
certificate that he has power of voice sufficient for his
public ministrations; that he has no impediment or
hesitation ; and that his manner of reading is not heavv
or monotonous, but such as is well fitted for the sacred
functions which he will have to discharge. His lord

*

dPorttp*
FBANCE.—The Moniteur of Monday announea ii a

political bulletin that the King of Prussia willinint

Compiegne on the 6th of October, and says it ippaj

certain that, almost at the same period, there inflk

another Royal visit to France. The Patrie of *«*

evening publishes a despatch from the Hagne,annoy

ing that the King of Holland wiUlaiwArflj«pi

on the 3d of October. It was asserted on M<mj»
the King of Denmark would be at Compete <*

6th of October, to meet the King of Y^**™*
Pays says there is no truth in the statement *
now rumoured that King Leopold of Bdp««Jg
a visit to the French Court in the eo««£

month. The Emperor and Empress,
:

wl
.

fe ]£
Imperial, are expected to leave B^HJL^
on Monday. It is expected that his

{

un^
remain a few days at St. Cloud, and that ^

will immediately after proceed to W^,
During the >*

be grand»receive the King of Prussia

stay at Compiegne there will

last y* U

$

morning the Queen and Royal family left Fettercairn
and returned to Balmoral by the Cairn o'Monnt road,

AWne £onih
D
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e

|pn
n
T,n
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f/
P™eediDS <*™
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8uiP also re1uires ««y candidate to read before him

IniC «w g
r?}

T
f"i

r t0 the Brulee of Muich- Previoua to the ordination. This notice was at first

after V,»vTn!
g^nnCe

.
h
!u

returne
? to Balmoral,

j

stated to be a new qualification for Holy Orders, but it

SSL* = "?,,
Inad

?

.

a
.
*« th

.
rou

j;h . %e Highlands, appears that the Archbishop of Canterbury has for

I

many years enforced a similar rule by requiring every
candidate to read and preach before him, and that the
Bishop of London requires every candidate for deacon's
orders to preach a written, and, for priest's, an extem-
pore sermon in the chapel of Fulham Palace, before
himself, his chaplains, and the assembled candidates.
The sermon is from a given text and composed during
the hours of examination, and the style and manner of

I the candidates are freely commented on by his Lordship

parties and fetes, as there were ww J^
f

they will of course be more ^""vJJV
the presence of his Majesty. The ?frZ~
the Duke de Magenta will represent tne^

at the King of Prussia's coronation .^
berg. The report that M. de Mratebdlo^ ^
with a mission to Rome is contradictea. _^

signy has just issued a circular to the vat

requesting a return stating the name ot e^
in the provincial press, the place or u

^rf*

number and position of his children, tne ^
salary, what degree he took at tbenniversi ^
his antecedents, and what his scientihc^

rf
,

works and honorary distinctions. £ t j[ii*

editors, when summoned before tne P»
thefl-*

Bordeaux, and Lyons, refused to atw ^^
which related to their private attain,

, ^^
that these were questions wholly oeyo y

of the Minister of the Interior and W *^i
circular has caused a great sensation^ ^
the Siecle, commenting upon i* ^ ^re

such questions were put to it, ^
objection to reply to them, o

fe ^0
being allowed to put the same ^L^ c^JJ
bers of the Government, ^°^rfZ
answers. - We should be cnno^ ^ rf

Siecle, "what has been the p ^vehelTO

visiting Stirling, Loch Lomond, Loch Katrine, Loch
lay, and Blair Atholl, where his Royal Highness
honoured the Duke and Duchess of Atholl with a
visit. Lord Stanley of Alderley arrived at Balmoral,
and succeeded the Duke of Newcastle as Secre-

r^
7
* a ™ attendaDce on her Majesty.Un Sonday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

rendeoM^^^ ^d ?rince ^^ of He**> at!

Se R^e "J™ m «he Parish church of Crathie.
i-ne ttev. Dr, Fowler officiated.

confessions would be, at lease, »

the journalists." The OonsUt^ ^ «

on authority that the ™"**°*^a *£?>
and the police to obtain the ,ig» „ fifr
but the « moat lament.able^Intflrior. J"^The Minister ot tne^ ^gdtop^
bureaux." The

to the Emperor some of the m* gi
&t*^

of it for the decoratmn of tte.
L
g. ^ w b^

^^j^ff^SKf.
be so badly

7\
—"j"^*-""^ *uc wuiuiuaces are ireeiy commentea on oy nis Liordsnip De so oauij uuw.»«v— artfcle Cfl

Un Monday the during the delivery. The Bishop of Salisbury also has I The Constitutionnel, in an arw
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if Italy at the opening of the Italian Exhibition,

••It
nnlv the revolutionary and reactionary parties, the

J* ~|Jr tDe one hand, and the party of Austria on the

•sit demand the immediate evacuation of Rome.
- J2I; will he unravelled in time. France will not have

"•^^^Vtmcrifice. The unity of Italy will be long-lived

because it i» the will of Italy which alone ac-

it France solely makes the stranger respect this

•ork Italy, free from the Austrian yoke, will work
***

l^e modification of her national existence. France

lS!%JtmoODdiod nor hindered the manifestation of the will

-# iJStrTMf will nas overturned the throne of Naples ; and

Jjt raenect for the will of Italy renders it imperative on
t
**?,*3ktf«t the subverted throne may remain in the dust,

H/thU the grand edifice of a united Italy may rise upon

tor^a*-"

V Dupin, the Procureur Imperial at the Cour de

Option, presided at the recent meeting of the Agri-

^oltnral Committee of Clamecy, held at Lormes, and

«d not only agricultural, but political subjects.

inp to the corn law passed during the last Session

oltae Corps Legislatif, abolishing the sliding scale, he

that it gave the English a facility of supplying

jotUcfl with corn from France, but that fortunately

France the was not bound on that question by a

>• of commerce, and that should the price of corn

fct raited exce»vely by its exportation, the French

Go?eminent would rind means to remedy the evil. It

vm not sufficient that the price of bread in Paris was

Moderate. It must not be too dear in the provinces.

Alluding tothe Exhibition to be held in London next year,

keloid the farmers of Clamecy that they are expected to

apply their contingent. He had no doubt that they would

seat a most cordial reception in London. The English,

ae added, when they wish to be so, are courteous and even

ooaxmg. and he was certain that everything would be cor-

dial on each side. Nevertheless, he was not satisfied that

the English should repeat toasts in which it was'proposed

to conclude some kind of compromise which would con-

tain France to have for ever a navy inferior by one-

kalf as compared with the English navy. Frenchmen
voold never hear such words coolly. He did not know
aow many ships England would require in order to

believe herself in safety—that was her affair. He did

lot know how many were necessary to maintain the
honour and solidity of the French flag, but he feared
ot to assert that the English should never force the

each to adopt a "formula" to fix limits to the
national independence and sovereignty of France. He
added:—
M What ! when we saw the English after the Crimean war

Sde in the Chanuel and hoast of having a navy capable of
ing all the navies in Europe united, is it not ridiculous on
rpart to show themselves incessantly uneasy, timid, and£ Of pretended terror at the idea that we might, on a sudden,

jod an army oa their coast and place their existence in
daaftr : But if on our part we were accessible to such fear,

should vre not apprehend from that fleet double of ours,
Jed by their incomparable Voluuteers, particularly if it

7"rt y one of thoso Continental coalitions which the
nfliifj have not to dread for themselves and which they excel
in preparing against us !"

H. Michel Chevalier has addressed a letter to M.
Dupin in reply to this speech, in which he says :—
"If the assertions and the insinuations contained in your

•J5*^
vcany meaning—and all you say always has -they

Jg^Jhat the change of the commercial system of France
JJJJwea by England, and that the Imperial Government

kS2 kl u
e
J
ntreaties of that Power, although the result of

£TS -1 u o
turbance of our national industry ;

because it

JrJEJLfc
French theoricians who have lent their assistance

«o practicians. You bave forgotten to say what talis-

f

••
-

• r
- conmns possessed in order to make the Emperor's

^jorament do what it did not wish. Your manner of repre-

lanmuinr'
W nofc

' ifc aPPears to me, verv flattering for the

«wKr2fwlernment' and if ifc were well founded would do

a»i»- « Poises which you give it in the same speech

and S.
firm

4
ness

' iu intelligence for the public interest,

mtrm «r
pS

tnotlsm
- The change of the commercial

£St««L-u
ra
^
ce~tbat is to &*y, the passage from the

tmtFZ!! i
rigime that has ever existed under the

•ftetn ?Sa*v y liberal-had been frequently called for

sJwaTrJ™^^. a 8trong coalition of private interests had

m iff U. ^?iQ havin& {t adjourned. In a few days hence,

hiaiW

,

ill .IT
there wil1 disappear from ou

r
tariff the

bassador and the French ConsulsT^Th. Moorish era-
bassy, headed by MnUv -el-Abbas, brother ofthe Emperor
of Morocco, has arrived at Madrid. The Gmtie
publishes a letter addressed by Marshal O'Donnell,
Minister of War and the Colonies, to the Captain
General of Porto Rico, declaring, in principle, thai a
slave who has touched the soil of Spain must be con.
sidered as emancipated, even without the consent of
his former master. The frigate Patrocinio has been
launched, and two other frigates will be launched
shortly. The annual bull fights have commenced. The
concourse of people was very great, and 70 persons wei
wounded in the arena.

Portugal.—The marriage of the Princess Antonia
of Portugal, with Prince Leopold of Hohcnzollern.
Sigmaringen, was celebrated on the 12th inst. with
great pomp and ceremony. The nuptial service took
place in the Chapel Royal, where there was a family
banquet in the evening. On the 17l1i inst. the prince
and princess embarked for Southampton on their way
to Germany.

Holland.—The Minister of Finance ha* submitted t

the Chamber of Deputies the draught of the limlg<

for 1862. The redemption of the public debt is pi^'-

poned until the proposed junction of the nvera with
the sea, by means of canals, and the emancipation of

the slaves in the Dutch colonies have been carried

out. On Friday," during the discussion on the

Address in reply to the King's Speech, the Minister

for Foreign ADairs stated that the Government had
recognised Victor Emmanuel as King of Italy, and had
already announced this act in the official Gazette, in

the same manner as when Holland recognised the pre-

sent Emperor of the French. The Minister further

said,—" If in the Speech from the Throne the King was
silent on this point, it was only because he wished, in

case of difference of opinion, to avoid wounding the

susceptibilities of some of the members of the House."

Switzerland.—M. de Turgot, the French Minister,

has handed to the Federal Council another note from

his Government in reference to the affair at Ville la

Grand, wherein the latter adheres to the statements

contained in its previous note, the accuracy of which

had been contested by the Federal Council.

Saxony.—The official Dresden Journal of Saturday

says that the assertion of an English morning paper

that Saxony had objected to the commercial treaty

svith France is false and one-sided. Saxony agrees

perfectly with Prussia on this question.

Nassau.—Three young Englishmen have inst

experienced at Wiesbaden a denial of justice some-

what similar to that which occurred to Captain

Macdonald and others at Bonn last year. On
Sunday, the 1st inst, three young Etonians who
had lately arrived from England, and

wore their English dresses, when taking a

in the neighbourhood of Wiesbaden, were

dart oi the

.1

fe

and a half for designating tit \

as cowardly.

Badbk.-The trial of Beck,, for ml , . miX
of the King of Prussia took plant at i <«fcn
Monday. 1 lie prisoner, on being intarrogHtc,
that the pistol was not loaded *dh ball, and On t
w as t he wadding only which i j ij tired kit M sjest \ . H if
intention waa only to frighten the King awl to provoke
a movement favourable to German uuitv, and it was
quite by mistake that he took a loaded pistol. On

ing pressed by the Judge, he admitted that his Meal
was Orsini, and that he hoped the canaaqtMnc* his
deed would have been similar t<> those wb d
the attempt on the Kuiperoc Napoleon. The w *
speech oi Becker was venr confused. The jury found t
Gnilty, and denied that his state of mind was each as to
render him irresponsible- for his actions. Tbe total
then sentenced the pitaoum to 20 years' Unt
in the House of < rrection, and at the
that time to be banished tbe kingdom. Th
imrely smiled wnea ti>;« mnenwi i» pmmmmm,
SousfOf the o'cniinn fefNN «'«nv tlmt the print i* «
German, and assert that he Is a Huaatan. heio* tbsi

ion of M. Paul Adam B Jtor ol t* hy
i' odeeee, and State Councillor of t.h< *

Itusaia, They state that he was bo» <

er

t

in

who

lHIiy, and only entere*l the I niversitv nf T lipsio in
l

l

'. His chief emplov id during his residence in
that city was translating Russian works into <>< rtnnn.

PBUSSIA.—The M unicipal Council of Berlin has ed
the sum of 100,000 thalers to be j.reaented U> .• h j
f Prussia on his solemn entry into the capital after his

coronation. The money is to be applied to the con-
struction of a sloop of war.—Counr ; waa
sentenced on Tuesday to three months' imnrltimsjunf
the minimum punishment allowed by law, on account of
his duel with General ManteurTcl.

Austria.—In the sitting of the l*ppnr House of the
Kcichsrath on Tuesday, the Government withdrew the
Hill on < mpromiaes in civil cases because both houses
of the Reichsrath dissented from the views of tlie

(Jovernimnt on the subject. The state of things daily
becomes more critical, and a crisis seems imminent.
The Municipal Councils have neither power nor confi-

dence, and the citizens are full of apprehensions for the
future. A ministerial crisis is said to be probable, and
it is currently rejKirted that Baron 1-orgach, Aulic

Chancellor for Hungary, hat resigned. The report of

j
a proposed meeting of some members of the Ken hsrath

with the leading members of tin Hungarian Diet is

said to be without foundation. The Archduke Maxi-
milian took part in the last Ministerial Council in

refereuce to the War Marine, a considerable increase in

which may be anticipated.

HrxGARr.

—

An Imperial ordinance was pfSsnaSedon
Wednesday prohibiting the meeting < f the General

fob

lowed by some boys of the place, who hooted

?, Assembly of the Comitat of Path, which was to take

ended by attacking them with stones. After being

pelted for some time one of the younger English boys

returned the fire. Jus 1

; at this time a portly German

passing by seized tbe eldest of the English boys, who

had taken no part whatever in the affair, and beat him

so violently with n thick cane over the head m
shoulders that his hat was completely destroyed. The

boy desired his youngest companion (a mere child) to

return and fetch the police, telling his assailant at the

time that be and his brother would follow himsame

hy the Govern-
It is to make a

k rf nf
l"'
r°hibitions which had been established as a

t tbe fim
WHf

•
Urin? the hostile days of the republic and

<i«Diefttic had
npire

'
and which manoeuvres, not foreign but

ofirood f*itu
P^petuated unto the present day. A man

«1*» in th -
8S 7°? are

» cannot say that there is anything

subik IbSLS01* tnaa lhe S4jeomihiahm«nt of a measure of

men: in tv^, ar
?
uo,l«iced years beforehand b;

«*re£ Datrl
emtUde of its spontaneity. It „ „ „

^MJt set a. f? i-
ro,nanca of ifc to represent this impor-

CirsneaS aJ l,
effect of foreign interference. You have, in

t wont o •

mecy- Pointed out with energy the malevo-
** of Enou

g
J
,D

r
t France made use of bj the Prime Minis-^ with fh- •

rd Palmerston. It is not I who can find

4 tiflbfent i ' 8lnce l did the same at Montpelier undtr

••enj? t

r
?'t»

Frorn his y°utn »
which dates oa^ half

•Whiter' Palmerston has preserved vivacity, activity,

!J*»ioirt;
ge
J
1Ce

'
but he has also retained a certain number of

*»ealiLTi *ent«nents with which he too frequently judges
fen^Tjp

i 5
lrs of the present day, and jod -i them -wrong-

^ds&rt ,

ola9niP i8 a consummate statesman, who has only

**1 tSw l 0f bem^ hicliued to mix up with the policy of

k^antin * aivl I'Msions of 1810 or of 1S12. N .thing more
l*° JrrSt ^n(ier him liable to envenom the relations of the

scemj j:
nations formerly violent rivals, but whose good

>orW &« ?°W*v
as es8ential for the peace and progress of the

•"•aathiir r
own Prosperity and glory. A warning

^^ststivi »

m 8ucn an autbority as yours may cause Lor l

J** thSii /eflect

;

but in or(ler that your epeeches may pro-
P^*er«Sm JJ,

y effect
» il is necessary to avoid giving to Lord

for
*Pnrna, J ,

right to TePly to you that you have no reason
*r*np» ofTr n»

n
i?

vith b*™* actuated by the prejudices and
""

l*niU_..°_ ."J.
age

« Rlnce y°ur political economy is only a

Spain n
continenUl blockade."

thtt £u"b"
Madrid journals of the 19th inst. state

10 the on fl

mperor of the French, in order to put an end

*»andV /v
W

.

hich has ari»en between the Cabinets of

irehivf, ? i

m about the diplomatic and consular

***tthpv u
l
;\ ex-kingdom of Naples, has suggested

*J shall be placed in the care of the French Am-

place on the 30th of September, and threatening to

employ force should the prohibition In- disregarded.
and _" chafied

*

<

them
^
because^ they wore^ nat^jmd The Comicat Gf lkhal has declared i adhc n to the

protest of the Comitat of I'enth against the dissolution

of the Hungarian Diet. On Thursday the Custom-

house officers of Pesth, having seized some smuggled

tobacco, the informer (a woman) was fori' ly pursued

by the people. The pemlarmcs and military, who
afterwards came up, were received with hisses and
derisive cries. The military made use of their arms,

and several people were wounded.

Rt ta.— It i« reported that the Emperor will extend

bis tour to the Caucasus. The two I in ships of war
that composed the squadron of observation on th

coast of Syria, have been recalled to th< 1 laltic.

, Poland.—A letter from Warsaw of the 1 4th an-

nounces that the state of siepe had been proclaimed at

W'iluii, Grodno, B k, and Drzec-LibtwakS ; and in the

verument of Kowno. On the j position of th

Governor of Poland, the Administrative Council of

Warsaw has resolved to declare the city in a state of

siege should the disturbances be r ed. On the

'th tbe clergy in their sermons CO some 1 the recent

excessescomml ed in Warsaw. The main lanoe of order

now probable. The municipal elections coram 1 on

Wednesday. In two of the electoral districts of Warsaw

wherever he went. They did so for five miles into th

country, though repeatedly threatened, until they ran

him to" ground at a restaurant. They then returned to

Wiesbaden, and, having procured the assistance of the

police, the Qerman was at once identified as a person

named Kitzel, a grocer and wine merchant of Wiesbaden.

The father of the bovs having then l-dged a formal com-

plaint with the authorities, M. Rrteel was summoned to

appear at the Palais de Justice on the following Saturday,

and the complainant WM directed to appear and sub-

stantiate his charge. The father ftccordingly attended

at the appointed hour, but on being shown into a small

room he found that the case bad been commenced

before his arrival, and the defendant was at that

moment in the act of making a statement, which was

taken down in writing, and which turned out to be at

the same time a denial of his having been the aggressor

and an allegation that in striking the blows he had

merely inflicted a well-merited punishment. The com-

plainant recounted the actual circumstances of the case,

showing that the assault was nnju fiable and unpro-

voked, and besides producing the battered >at, brought

forward the boy himself, whose back and.arms^ttill

afforded ample evidence of the savage nature of the

attack made upon him. The magistrate san that

it appeared to him that there was ^evidence

upon which he could convict, as it was *>FV**
y

This remark led to a rath.

the course of which thement against statement.

irregular conversation, in
cowardly act on the

father, having observed it was a cown.. ..j «- «.

part Of a man like theJJ^^^tWSwho had given no offence, and w as u

himself, the defendant demanded that a note thou! U*

made of the observation, and append£**«£^
to give him redress for the insult Thei.,u ige rer

i

to deliberate on the whole case, andF^ ^

^

With a sentence that the German .honld pa) seven

florins for the assault, and the Englishman six ttoira

Protestant minister; 31. Sspadkoivk. ^n ;

•id M. Grabowski, merchant, as v

Much excitement pr led durii s
;
hut

order was not distu'rhed. The inhabitant! of Warsaw

have published an address to their in the

Knssian, Austrian, and Prussian }
?es, gr a

detailed statement of I ish grievances, an

on the duty of self-r. lisnct a^ loral r.trol, as there

is no hope whatever from the Government. It says
:
—

" Ivct M reject hurario a and c ii ?***?*

Letu. drem ta black as » rfgr. the sAietion in

11 we are plunge iet n* dre* h

polish book* -aid pictures.



THE GAEDENEES' CHKONICLE AND AGEICULTUEAL GAZETTE. [Skptbm»

Gbeece.—On Wednesday evening the 18th, at 9
o'clock, a student fired at the Queen ofGreece in the Palace

Square. The weapon, however, missed its aim. The
assassin was arrested, and is a young man named Durios,

17 years of age. The weapon he used was a revolver. On
being arrested, he declared that he had no accomplices.

The Queen displayed great coolness, and visited the

Arsenal on the following day. General indignation is

felt at this attempt. A proclamation was issued by the

Ministry on Wednesday declaring that the assassin is

insane.—The official journal says the state of trade at

Athens is far from satisfactory, owing to the numerous
heavy failures which have lately taken place. It states

that several of the bankruptcies were premeditated, and
promises that the guilty parties shall be punished in an
exemplary manner.
Italy.—The King will prolong his stay at Florence,

and will not return to Turin until the 12th of October.
It is rumoured that his Majesty will go to Naples on
the 1st of January, and will commemorate his stay
there by a general amnesty. It is believed that the
first act of General Delia Rovere, on entering upon his

duties as Minister of War, will be the amalgamation
of the Southern Army with that of Italy. The Official

Gazette of Wednesday publishes a circular addressed by
Baron Ricasoli to the Italian Consular agents, in re-

ference to the natural resources of Italy, of which the

following is an abstract :

—

" The national flag, to which Venice is still wanting, covers
800,000 tons of shipping, manned by 100,000 sailors. The in-
uernational engagements of Sardinia are the only ones which
are valid in Italy, and the treaties of the former Italian States
are to be considered as abolished. The Consuls have no poli-
tical duties. They must nevertheless endeavour to exercise
their influence according to the views of the Government.
They must support the policy of the Government, which, in
aiming at the independence and the unity of Italy, wishes to
strengthen the peace of Europe ; and which, in disengaging
the Church from its temporal pre-occupations, wishes never-
theless to remain devoted to the Catholic religion and to insure
its spiritual independence."

An address has been presented to Garibaldi numerously
signed by Italian citizens, conjuring him not to quit
Italy, and representing that the unity of the kingdom
is not yet accomplished, and that he alone can complete
the work. The address asks him to believe that the
people of Italy would not show themselves unworthy
of him, expecting to be led by him to Eome.
The rumour that General Cialdini will be replaced at
Naples by General Fanti as military governor, and the
Marquis di Villamarina as civil governor, is not con-
firmed, but the Opinione states that a new law on the
internal administration of the country, shortly to be
published, will abolish the office of Lieutenant-General, . . „ m , . ,<•«-*.,
when the functions of General Cialdini will naturally

sfcr°ng reconnaissance from Trebigne on the 21st inst,

cease. General della Kocca will represent King Victor
an? a?^™^ that the Montenegrins had thrown up

becomes 'possible to inaugurate an epoch favour-

able to the free development of the strength of the

nation." General Cialdini has also addressed a

letter to the Municipality of Naples, rebuking them

for wasting time in useless debates, and neglecting the

real work required of them. After stating the many
wants of the city, particularly a system of cleaning the

streets, the General says :

—

" Naples has need of nightly scavengers and carters for the

cleanliness of its streets ; it has need of water, of easier com-
munications, and of more convenient and open thoroughfares.

Thoueh these things may appear novelties at Naples they have

all been accomplished elsewhere ; we are not proceeding in the

dark ; you have only to imitate examples that have been set

you on every side. My character and the uniform I wear
compel me to speak with the utmost frankness, and conse-

quently I must inform you that it is generally believed in the

city that you have occupied several of your meetings by mere
questions of words. It would be well if the situation of the
country permitted such an employment of time ; Italy

would wear the aspect of a bappy Arcadia. But, under
present circumstances, discussions on language and
grammar have little interest. It appears to me that
there are graver questions to be considered. The
treasure of the epoch is time ; the nation is a jealous
guardian of it, and demands a strict account from the Govern-
ment, from the Municipalities, from all the authorities, of this
its precious capital, which must not be frittered away or lost

It is not sufficient to do, but to do at the moment. To-day the
progress of facts must follow close upon ideas: to-day the
impatience of the public is imperatively great ; the generation
which created the locomotive and electric telegraph cannot,
will not, proceed slowly. Action, if it appears new here, is

old elsewhere."

Tttekey.—The Monitew says that the negotiations

between the Porte and several other Powers, for the
conclusion of treaties of commerce in conformity with
those which have been signed between it and England,
France, and Italy, not yet having been terminated, the
Porte has requested that the application of the treaties

of commerce with the latter Powers, which had been
fixed for the 1st of October next, should be postponed
until the 13th of March, 1862. France has acceded to
this proposition.

The Peincipalities.—The first conference on the
union of the Danubian Principalities took place on
Sunday at Constantinople. The Porte, England, and
France were in favour of, and Russia, Austria, and
Prussia opposed to the union. The conference thus
remains without any result.

Montenegeo.—The vanguard of the Turkish army,
which was at Zaslap, and extended towards Grahovo.
fell back on the night between the 16th and 17th inst

upon Trebigne and Klobuck. This appears to have
been caused by a bold movement of the insurgents,
under the command of Vucalovitch. Omar Pasha made a

100,000 men. Nankin is stilicWw
Imperial troops. The port of Tai-WaV?'**

V

has been opened under the treaty MrA11^
appointed British Vice-Consul tW^S
Customs and the working of the new hJ?* ^
dissatisfaction to the whole mercantile> ^^
the Chamber of Commerce has summoi^d?** *
consider the question. The Emma \T °**l*The Manila, Rajali (?), Drusan and rJ****
aground in the Yangtze River.

"" fiJgfiSCanton is flooded.
uagn**^

Cochin China.—The neighbourhood
rf yubeen devastated by pirates, who were, fc£J*>

wards attacked and beaten by AdZTfi^
Tranquillity has now been re-established ^
Japan.—An attempt was made at

band of armed assassins, on the nighUnPt? l

July, to murder all the, inmates of the BriS i

tion. Messrs. Oliphant and Morison recai?.-*

£*<

wounds, the rest escaped unhurt, and took rf*Yokohama. All was quiet on the 21st of J*J*
foreign community were very uneasy. & £*
still at Jeddo. The Reindeer was at to*?*

*

fe*

Emmanuel at the coronation of the King of Prussia.
The Opinione anticipates the recall of Baron Tecco, on
receipt of an official intimation from him of the fresh
refusal of the Spanish Government to deliver up the
archives of the Neapolitan Consulate. The celebrated
tragic poet Nicolini died last week at Florence, and was
buried on the 21st by torchlight in Santa Croce,
the funeral being attended by some of the most
eminent men from every corner of Italy. On
Tuesday and Wednesday some turbulent demonstra-
tions took place at Bologna, caused by the high
price of provisions. Several of the ringleaders were
arrested. The authorities have taken precautionary
measures. The streets are traversed by strong
patrols, and tranquillity is now re-established.
The railway between Bologna and Rimini will be
inaugurated at the commencement of October.—

A

ship laden with arms has been seized. It is believed
that the arms were destined to fit out an expedition in
Umbria against the Papal provinces. The Sacred
Consulta at Rome last week condemned to death a man
called Lucatelli, charged with the murder of the Papal
gendarme whose death gave rise to the Merode-Goyon
squabble. The Consulta recommended Lucatelli to the
clemency of the Pope, on the ground that the trial had
not furnished complete proofs of his guilt.
lhe Pope declined to attend to the recommendation,
and the man, who declared himself innocent, was
executed at Rome on the 21st inst. A Roman emigrant
at Florence called Castrucci, has now given himself up
as the real author of the crime, of which he says
.Lucatelli had been wrongly convicted,
statement was at once forwarded to Rome,
unfortunately it arrived too late. Accounts „«
-Maples state that the French troops at Veroli hav
surprised a band of brigands who were about to convey
arms and money to Chiavone. They arrested the chief
ot the band, who was wounded. The band of
brigands commanded by Capriano has regained
the mountains of Avella. Cozzetto, one of the
brigand

^
chiefs, has surrendered himself to the

auhonties at Naples. The Bishop of Mileto, in
Calabna, has been convicted of conspiracy with the
brigands, and condemned to six months' imprisonment
and a fine of 1000f. The news of the landing of

tWi "V?
C
v-

akbria is contradi<*ed. It is asserted
that the disturbances in the Neapolitan provinces have
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thatxms faction is vanquished, confidence revives, and it

redoubts before Grahovo, but had made no preparations
for assuming the offensive. The Porte has since sent
fresh instructions to Omar Pasha, ordering him imme-
diately to commence operations against the Monte-
negrins. The Porte is about to send a reinforcement of
2000 men to the Pasha. The Russian corvette
Soyal arrived off Ragusa on the 22d inst. A conference
was to be held on Tuesday at Cettigne on the subject
of a suspension of the blockade. The Prussian and
French Consuls had left Ragusa for Cettigne, in order
to take part in the conference.

Albania.—Five Turkish war steamers, with troops,
are on the way to Albania. A meeting has been held
by the principal Albanian chiefs in order to decide on
their course of action in the struggle between the
Turks and the Montenegrins. It is believed that they
will proclaim a neutrality.

Syeia.—A despatch from Beyrout to the 15th inst.
states that the claims of indemnity to the Christians
for their losses during the massacres are being rapidly
decided. The Turkish Commissioner, who at first

estimated the compensation at 75,000,000 piastres,
has consented to increase the sum to 100,000,000.
Egypt.—The Viceroy of Egypt arrived at Alexan-

dria on the 22d inst., and immediately on his arrival
ordered preparations to be made for another voyage,
which he intends to undertake in the course of nekt
month. It is rumoured that he will visit France and

the Actseon, the Algerin e, and two gnakoJiZ
Yokohama. In consequence of then m^u
English vessels on the China station hareC
to Jeddo. The Japanese Government ifa
anxiety for the foreign residents at Kanm*7
Russian line-of-battle ship Swellana, of 100 ra*
800 men, has been lost on the coast of Jam U*
crew are said to have perished.

United States.—Baron Stoecke, the E
at Washington, has had an audience of

Lincoln, to whom he read a long despatch

to him by Prince Gortschakoff, of which the

is a summary :

—

" The Emperor of Russia regrets that his hope of i mi
solution of the differences between North and SouuSi
been realised, and considers that the struggle »>
indefinitely prolonged. The American nation wouMjkj*
of high political wisdom by seeking a settlement Mbt
useless effusion of blood takes place, and the abj«km
the contending parties is deepened, all ending fcfer
in mutual exhaustion, and probably intheirrepuibkntf

commercial and political power. In conclusion, tie

urges Baron Stoecke to use his influence for a r

not only because the Union is, in the views of But,

essential element in the general Balance of Power, but faea

Russia and America, placed at the extremities ofto frit

appear called to a natural community of mterw *
sympathies."

Mr. Seward has sent a short despatch in rep\j to At

above, expressing the satisfaction felt by tie Mat

Government at this new guarantee of the fneniif

between America and Russia. The Enpetfijdj*

has caused a great sensation in dip/oatW

Thereported deathofPresident DaTisistotallyd;

An action was fought on the 10th inst, mi

ville, Western Virginia, between SOOQ W*°*

Rosencranz is advancing

under General Floyd, and a body of ^ortbat

under General Rosencranz. The fomerfWjW

posted, and held their ground during the**

during the night retreated, abandoning jF"
their baggage and ammunition. The M*

Federals is reported to be slight ; that of

J**TJ
rates could not be ascertained, as thevrenfl*

killed and wounded. It is reported^
against the ConfeWj

that Generals Floyd aud Wise are \f^^
Federal entrenchments at Cheat W^Lf
been attacked by General Lee who *» ^
repulsed with heavy loss. The Confederate^ %
advancing on the Federal lines m > jrg

9

strengthens the belief that a grattottusw ^
fought. An impression however is f^V
at Washington that the Confederates ^
an attack from the Federals. It 18J^Ln*
ten Confederate regiments have been «iuj^
Virginia for the protection of the J*or_

. ,

coast. It is rumoured, but the ""fli
credited, that General Fremont has^ b

J£jl'l

the ground, it is supposed, of h*™*^
authority in issuing the proclamation re.*

.̂«<

This

but
from

authority in issuing — r--
. ,

fi«oun. »

slaves owned by insurrectionists in.* ^
skirmish near Elk-water Colonel Joun ^^

CalaUta—k resolution of the Governor General in Council
on the miDurpan case has been published. Mr. Seton-Karris
dismissed from the secrstaryship to the government of Bengal
for abuse of the office and power entrusted to him : and has
resigned his seat in the Legislative Council under circum-

Mount Vernon, was killed, fighting «« £^£
side. The Kentucky LegisUtwe m ^ ^jfi

England.
India.—"By the Overland Mail we have accounts

from Bombay to the 27th ult. The following is a
summary of the news :—

, . a- , .^^m uu i
1

ordering the Confederate troops ou ^
but has refused to adopt a sini ^^
regard to the Federal troops, iij ^&
issued a proclamation ^

erin^ who »P^
stances which arc a virtual dfsmissai; &TSMStgSSS withdrawal of the ^Confedera

, ^ ^jr
is severely censured for not animadverting in proper terms on tbe ofcher hand determine^ ^^ tb*»

Mr. Seton- Karr's abuse of office. The Governor General in
Council has offered prizes for the production of cotton during
the two next years, and has authorised an expenditure of a

iri

h
.
1

.

f
.

ruP(

:
es/or the purchase of articles for the International

Exhibition in 1862.
Bombay.—The Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Railwav

is open from Surat to Bulsar, a distance of 45 miles.
Cabv.L—Uhe Ameer of Cabul is reported to be very' ill There

has been some fighting between the chiefs in bis territories,and central Asia may ere long be involved in conflict and con-
Iusion.

^iTi'T^}™ i
nvestiture of the Knights of the Star of India is

to be held by the Governor General at Agra next October. The

raihT
tonce from Calcutta to Agra may now be travelled by

^°rlfL^8t provi**s-—The cholera, which has been raging in

nSi,? 2
h "w?t

» ^
nd with 8Pedal virul^ce and fatality at

ucitu, Meerut, and other large towns, has now abated.
Chixa.—Accounts from Canton of the 12th August

state that the Prussian Minister has failed to obtain a
treaty from the Chinese Government. The rebels are
reported to be approaching Shanghai with an army of

in the State, as by tbel^^ 8tB^
15,000 at Columbus and 50,000 rf»M ^ <£
Large numbers of persons^ ***
Mr. A. S. Sullivan, a New lew*' J^+
the latest victims. On the 1^ U$pJX
Provost-Marshal of Baltimore

amsteu *

Messrs. Ross Winan, C. H. *™£ i\*sW*ZL

Wallis, and D. Scott, members or^ ^ ; *£
lature F. K. Howard, editor ofthe* ^ ^
Dennison, Quinlin, and Dr.^ j, tf. ££
Legislature from Baltimore county

,

**£

\)r J. H. Anson, Thomas and * J£ and J>

of the Legislature for BaltUnoreg ^

^

jun., editor of the Baltimore S» ^ o*ffi>
Lrrili who was arrested a ew^e^fK
of active sympathy with the ^ .ptfg&t
released under bonds, the testimony rf p
been deemed insufficient. ^
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cotter

en*

. ™—. Jackson have refused to take

TTltaMDce to the United States Govern-

have been arrested. The greatest

•i ugh nation's greeLeesa, and whatAmerica, uut at tne same time it occurred whore the men -. hankful for those mm
possessed great courage, aud had the greatest possible accuracy them, and which they war

:.

—iiaimilfl in the reaerai uavy ucp».«u«<u««», .— **

Soured that an additional expedition to the

* *
<*a%st will be inaugurated immediately. The

rtSmment has forbidden the transfer agents

Sen York Central Railway to transfer

on stock to owners in the South. A
rejriment at Leesburgh had revolted,

K-tfcir muskets, and started home. One company

!?!S! Sew York Rifle Regiment has attempted
t* ^* They were fired upon, and two

l>*~~*
filled; the remainder were arrested.

-Jr&r declared 'guilty by court-martial of having

asleep on his post, and sentenced to death,

pardoned by General M'Clellan, on the inter-

rf the President. General M'Clellan has issued

order for the observance of the Sabbath among

tary forces around Washington, and requesting

nfieceMtry movements should be made on that

T*
«jke intended despatch of further troops from

'

md to Canada had excited considerable comment.

HL^diffT 1 "'" error in **le ^esPafccb tne aimoum e-

rMOt that the troops would number 2500 men was

nffeted in the Xew York papers 22,500. A report that

STpllltWr Sumter bad been permitted to coal at

lad with the approval of the Attorney-

Oeneral has also caused a great outcry against

lorknd. The late General Lyon, of the Federal

aTBT. has bequeathed all his property, worth

30,000 dollars, to the Government of the United States.

An outrage Was perpetrated upon the Hannibal and

0t Joseph Railroad, in Missouri, on the 3d inst. The
of one end of the bridge over the Platte River

burnt in such a manner that when the passenger

expresi train bound west was passing oyer it, it fell

through, the engine turning over it, and the

bvgmge, freight, mail, and two passenger cars

InEsZ piled on top. Every person in the train was

more or less injured, and several were killed. The

perpetrators of this outrage had not been detected,

oother attempt to destroy the Union troops travelling

\ I iern Missouri had been made at Mexico, by par-

tially burning the timbers of a bridge. The design was

deieovered, and the train was stopped. The Prince de

Joinville has arrived. He has declined the reception

which was offered him by the Government.
Canada.—Prince Napoleon had paid a visit to

Canada, and met with an enthusiastic reception in

Qnebec and Montreal.

Ctba-—Vessels sailing under the Confederate flag

are admitted into the port of Cuba on the same footing

as the vessels of other nations, but without their

nationality being recognised.

atxxioo.—It is announced that the terms of a treaty
betweentheQueen ofEngland, the Emperorofthe French,
and the Queen of Spain, are in course of arrangement for

an immediate intervention by the combined forces of

the three Sovereigns in the affairs of Mexico. The
intention of the Allies is to send a combined naval
force into the Gulf of Mexico to blockade and seques-
trate the customs revenues of the ports of Vera Cruz,
Tampico, and other places on the" Gulf. It is under-
stood that the consuls of the three Powers will collect

we customs duties at each port, and after setting aside
wot 50 per cent, to meet the claims of their respec-
tive nations, will pay over the balance to the Mexican
Government. This arrangement will continue until all

«tams shall have been discharged/ It is stated that
we Government ofthe United States has been informed
of the intended intervention, and will not oppose the
P« of the European Powers.

of aim : and

^4 to he

yet they ran away because they had no
discipHne. Now, I speak to soldiers, and you know it; you
are perfectly well aware that the great and improved range
of artillery and rifles, and the greater accuracy i ha uaa of
those weapons of destruction, make great changes
in the movements of the troops in the presence of tl

It is impossible to bring them near to t he enemy «.
without being destroyed if exposed to the fire of their rifled

guns. The victory is won if you bring the enemy near
enough to pound him with your rifled guns. It is thei

absolutely necessary in future warfare, partly by taki

possible advantage which genius points out—for I its

practice don't teach—of every peculiarity, of every accident
ground, but above all, to cover the advance of the masses
which are to strike the dec Lalww Wow by the bayonet by an
impenetrable line of fire that conceals their movements. U
you do not do that, you may fight well, but you cam
the victory. That must be obtained not by assembling;

companies, but in b atilions, and even brigades, and it is only,

I fear, by the assistance of the Government tliat the Volu
teers can obtain a proficiency of d jment in the !«i t

will make them of use to a general. I do trust, therefore,

that the Government, aware of the fact, will in the m-xt

Session of Parliament take measures for the purjiote

giving the Volunteers that cfli Gentles . I can

express in terms sufficiently strong I ahsolu . osssn
hink it is to g • grossest j

Volunteers in masses. It is i owever, to conceal it froi

ourselves that we have no certain superiority at see. More
than that, oven if wo had, the diecoverv of steam and its ap-

plication to navigation renders the com >u in the move-
ment of fleets nearly as certain as coi tho

movements of troops," and this will give power t i s foreign

nation to effect an invasion if it is determined to do so, ru Ing

all risks. Wo must consider, then, thatn* I
nly is n |

all times possible, but that under cei remittances it will

take place, and the battio will be - 1 by lighting on the

soil of England. Now, it is not c lgh that we have a force

able to rei>el any enemy that may attack us, but we on to

have a force able to deter an enemy from making an attack

You see detailed in the newspapers what three months ol war

has produced in America. We see how all com l1 tranaa*

tions have been paralysed, how all the rcl »ns

been destroyed, and how complete i<* the disruption U it

that country. What would the effects of war be in land,

where we are in a more artificial state? Wh it v I be I

effect here of the presence of a foreign army in for a fort-

night? The cost of the presence of a foreign army, even for a

fortnight, would be greater even than the amount of a year's

revenue. I assumo that it is absolut necessary to be pre

be the cost what it may, and I know that any h at man wl

applies his mind to the purpose of the reduction of

and crotchetty expenditure may find the means of paying f

the preparations necessary to our existence, without impost >

any further taxes. I say that, cost what it may, tin mu
be found means ol giving efficiency to the \ < -lunteer force

; it

must be given, for without it the country is not sale. 1 i e

in the existence of this force, and 1 rejoice also m the revival

of that ancient spirit which prevailed iu distant times tin

out this country. The rifle has taken the place of the bow. Thcr

are butts in every town and in every village ; and, »rc than

that you see the companies and battalions nov rmed, as in

ancient times, composed of the men who gained the great

victories to which we look back with so much pride. Ihe

country gentlemen are now at the head of the movement, as

nation

Udi

were cnesisd to««» M t»

4W occupy esses* tne asKaen* ef£
were only material iilTssitin tw

position

earth.
had a higher existence than that
here on earth; and it was hardly povsibU to address these
within that room, devoted to the most important outset «f
secular and religious education, v JSm htfbsr
those mortal interests which came home U than mi
moment of their lives, and
a mortal beings, sad appreciating- a* he tnutsd

whs*

assemblage he then addressed did—tb
they possessed in .*

were af led to them
istcd in • >' parish, and, he t

existed throughout the kingdom. Again, be ssid, thsy
bad reason to be thankful that they lived in this dsy, be-

cause, contrasting the present penod with 60 or 1st yssss
ago, they possessed advantages manstsly grsstsr than shssr
anoestors then po seassa rt . They saw schools arising through

-

ut the land, and not empty schools, • • msrsly pens
>say rherc's s school in the parish,** b. i sosssto throngs!

with f industrious arsnts. who wars « set

to give >vn s good sound sdnssttsn. which siwilil

enabis « om net only to make their way m this world, he'
to understand aud t.l th< i ||
Hallo w-tusn, but t. himself, and to nrspers

for uro world ' «hio? t> <-

>sstsnls4i 1 > sfts

1cranes w\ noi ous, but sal

Kirn ago It was a most gratify

t

bit of intemperance had grssUy, hs hoped, dlmlssshil
and be bad a hearty synii.nthy l«»i U.oss wno, 1

which ttiey i igut were likely to effset their

endeavouring to wags s war against a liaUt—he might esU
-which was H>o fruitful parent of misery and erime.

! iio must say that he had mush mors faith in the si—t i

at! .n i good schools, meeting* like the prsssns* of
re *dmg moms, and of innoosot, useful, and instrnetlvs smuss-
nienu i ocenpstious, placed within reach the messes of

the oemmimHqr, than i had in any legmhuive

and i esalona. He beliered thert was a marksd

% gsueraiinn compared with former times, and be
hoped t would have ll : irr-n good

and «e examples would br >« .

and the si f intemperance would be interacted by those

leans which were now made <r the moral,

•rious, and social im (of the countn nother

thing wl -tight thev had reason to be thankful tor

was the improved home* of the ps- Now, it was
impossible to trav. the mining district* of i y
without sating thn grant .in

;

the new hnnaea of the

Eitmen as compared with the old ones. With refsrsnee to

imself, tl • were a grsat many n orthsjmbrtan men,
and he baj.rved there wsre some present, who
wouli ver more &< 1 than he di.i But a worn

bo said for • Northumbrian v ion. r»
ved i t had lwen well said t many of ths g" lists*t men to

this country had owed their greatness, as far as tbeti itural

talent, tdn n, and tra « were ucerned, In a great

degree to their mother ; and be believed it was to the women
of England tha .ey were to look chiefly for the improved

.aracter of the rising generation. N waa reminded oT

this by alluding to the homes of the p •-. because if thoy

gave a woman a good h to live in, he believed she would

take care that it should lie made a ruble horn .r ntT

tliev were, anu as tu«y ouvu.^ »«p, --~»—
,

know these gentlemen not only as tueir officers but also as

individuals. The Volunteer force is a band of brothers which

must succeed under any difficulty to which it may be expose

f do hope that the country gentlemen, and every one •

those who have assumed the military dress, and have taken

on themselves the responsibility of commanding men m the

field will adhere to their first determination and endeavour

to make themselves capable of performing all the duties Of

their position, and return the confidence of all who serve

under them. I feel that I am speaking in the language of the

constitution of this country, and I assure you I speak the

language dictated by the feeling of every gentleman engaged

to thta movement, when I say in all times, and in all circum-

stances, but more especially in the circumstances which

nortend danger, the proper P™ition of every gentleman is m
the fi^nt of the battle. You understand, therefore, what your

mSsion is as Volunteers. It is so to perfect yourself m disc.-

nitoe as to be able to throw an impenetrable veil of fire before

the movements of the regular troops by whom you are sup-

^^^t^^J^^^ the dec-^rtte

public mrtxtgm*
Ths" Eabl op Ellenborotjgh presided at a dinner

*ww on Friday last by the Gloucestershire County
Kifle Association to Earl Ducie, the Lord Lieutenant

2f .
the

A
County, in recognition of his services to the

>o unteer cause, and in proposing the toast of the
olnnteers, made the following remarks on National

JJJ™.we sP*alc of the Volunteers as a body, let us rocr.1-S™ "ey were originated. They originated not with the
wernment, but with the people. They originated in the in-

2«!J
e P^^tion of a coming danger entertained by the

JJ2 2
P.

whlch they were not led by the Government, a

las7Ti
W might possibly have been unseen by the Govern-

J^JJW againgt which fche Government had certainly taken

b
lWcautions--perhaps they could not. That movement,

JSJ °y the people, has been continued by the people. It is

Jru
Present moment unimpaired, and I most earnestly trust

fen* uf i
ole country will show in the maintenance of that

«" mat perseverance which is one of the first of public

mJ2JL»nd also the first of military virtues. Without that

iTZLr?!?* in its support—if there be any lukewarmness
ny Jailing back, depend upon it wo shall make things

brmo 1 .
they Were when that force was established, and

toa?J?
a
ir

aa accelerated pace the very evil it was formed

ptgr1- We have met here this week to bestow honours and

Si®, Persons of the Volunteer force who have distm-

JT^o themselves in shooting, and a most excellent object it

that iSnr\2*I
nk my «aUant SS!d, CoL M' Murdo, will tell you

aim ^?°p® (ilRciplined--ai8ciPline evenwith inferioraccuracy of

is that of the soldier, and the first of all regards _,
honour." w
Thb Right Hon. SirGeobgf. (.bey, the Hone Sec-

retary, attended a meting at 1 dlington on Friday, to

assist tha purchase of a piano for the use of the school

of the parish, and spoke as follows on the state of the

country:

—

. .. ..„..

shores any invading foe. *»» navy was v i

exclusively by steam ^.^"gj'jLmp̂ r, which carriea
were enabled to produce that :

mighty po c
,

nvevin<? the
not only our merchant^ifj^^TltXT^d bringing
produce of our country to the 5°* "TT ing our magnifi-

back the products of those ^jfr™ gXed^he hoped, in

cent line-of-battle ships whicr
J^'J*

1^, wbs»b they had
case of need, to be that defence to onTs ^^ ,wkin)?

ever been. He had never
p

beenmorc^n«
§hi wd aec

into the hold of one of those
^
^"^Xicted machim

ing the enormous and besutituuy^^^^ idiy at the

and seeing that enormous m*»*
rfjeing propelled

mnmant- n t)if> WHtoT. DUt G»i^"

•nmra-. * "«u—are ot more value tnan tne mw»^»«'
il
y a,m w»thout discipline. No troops are of real

io a general unless ho can move them where he pleases ;

«m LrL^ PUco them in positions which he knows they

•ntlrili •

^»thout assistance ; unless he can rely on them

couldI Ii«4i..
my ?allaiit friend also knows that no man

i»»Umtn- ."_**^ tro°Ps ^^ not discipline. I recollect the

5TdaL Charles Napier, who knew better than any man of
"*/» saying « Enthusiasm runs awav.' This is rather a

wi
in the
dustry
that vi

that term

the most icmi«--n«"«^-T

wv .»!»- „K—, . . h theT who were engaged
ti that mighty power to

^^bnttoff bv their daily if

production of coal, were « jj^wno v n
?

1

lo-

in

llage-he could hardly c*» »- —^ who Ut9& in it R;

rmwasto be applied t« it,

t mvaetime9 not be

were occupied in the daily rout n >., *
rdutjo, in^ Sphere

aware how much they wereW6""*^ the discharge ol their

in which they were placed, not
'^J* ^ with the means of an

duties to their families, P^^gww and enj
OVroenta

honest subsistence, obUimntf tnosew ^ ^ w the

which he hoped many of *c"
r̂ were component parts

results of their industry, but how tncy *

uuou»»v. — ~. family

,

prsaVnt on that occasion showed the interest » 7 bad in the

pr-eedings of that evening, and how mu<
'

'hey

disposed to -;mrs
(

advantages wh
it to them in rhst p He eooW nly say tnnt

he sympathized most iially and earnestly with all

the Efforts that were made for the j.
those wtoo

dwelt in that district; and be wa* delighted to lenow

and to feel that the imprevemeut that was going on wis

effected in a great measure through their own doings. There

was an admirable book, published not long a .* the author

of the " Life of G< '0 8U onson," called " Self Help It

was bv helping themselves and using their own etWttons tnat

they must look for their improvement ;
and he nWSSt say tnax

from the advantages held t to them, and their evMttt

appreciation of those advantages, thcr might ••^\ witn
J35J

e future parish of Bndlingt/>n and the district in wn»
iev were as .em The chairman had spoken of tno

usefulness of cultivating music, and had expressed a hope

that it might be auocessfuily cultivated within these

walls. 1 the apodmens they had had there that

evening, he could not shut his eyes to the ****
'hat it had been already -essfully cultlvsted to a great

degree in that parish, and he only h-ped that nuraOer

would be greatly m iied who were cha ng thwr earn

with those sweet sounds which they had *lreaiy heard wltn

such satsstelson. With regard to hia co c there on that

Son7 he could o say be had h* Tester meajwre In

addressing such at sago as he thensaw before him

San he had in addressing many asseinblagea which he had

been bound to address on former occ«i<m«on
"i'UK?

fa politic! nature, whic howerer »»P*
t̂«l^

r
ft
Pgft

did not af i so much sattsfe m as a social gathering of that

kind And while there always must be **^™J"**»+
he believed any distance, any c- *™^J^™fijS
^LJuLot Rocictv •« be best removed by meetings of that

SpS^^hlcbttcy all met on a level, ^^yttj
sainV nent«,andme- ^«

t̂
""d

B^j5
anxious onlv to promote each others comfort, sots* enjoy

ment, and religious improvement.

Thb Right Hon. J. Vf. Henley, at the annual

dinner of the Thame Agricultural Association made the

following remarks on the objects and results of agricul-

tural societies :— -

,«, woM <-f mine to^«y ho» £^JD^ „.„ ^ tfce ffrrt

i with the snn f**_"**___ '

*
,

^

LU . „- fen* . .n(i
.*La •iriMMfevfc It hss now been many years on

,

a a
rinated, wwjj°^T-Hw ore tnuob < **** <^ «»

this assures me that thosewy{£^Mimm -fm of great
matter thai ea« beJW ^f^it tiaTsl^meetlngs dot

thc ltfh
?^«snasr•advents*- occuprera

hey w**™? Srtt.
*nd,b '***•*'

enalesreoHng ^
** ll^rnsen rSKt by ft att lsnsi Snoti

ksnety festiog upo* fee par
toSyP*r .lar district ovwoi

llords at «sa*o_t f*""^ -
ltmmni ;OM oF thia cnarsctatiotosw««—-* ;r~^ \asociaUoas of Ui

have sprea'i throi,

,wn which
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tural society. I cannot believe that my countrymen, noted as
they generally are for their good sense, would take upon them-
selves all the trouble of organising and conducting such
associations, the labour of acting upon committees, and the
general performance of arduous duties in order to secure fair
play to all—I can never believe that intelligent men like English-
men would undertake all this unless they were thoroughly con-
vinced that such associations conferred very great benefits upon
tne various districts in which agricultural societies are situated,
fco tar as my limited means of forming an opinion is concerned,
I can unhesitatingly say that they do great good. I am there-
lore always glad to give my countenance and support to them.
1 was asked by a gentleman to-dav, In the garden in which
your flower show was held, if I did not think it was a great
bore to c-me to a place of this sort. Now, for the life of me, I
cannot understand what bore it can be to a country gentleman
to visit an agricultural association at its annual display, and at

ft,
e 0f thc Proceedings eat a good dinner. At these

gatherings I find myself among a number of friends whom I
have not the opportunity of meeting, perhaps at any other
period of the year. Besides, it is always said that nothing goeson well in England unless it is supplemented by a good dinner.
Jwen our public charities do not get on very well unless
there is an annual banquet. In point of fact, nothing
can be well done in this country without a good dinner.Why, then, should not agricultural associations celebrate their
anniversary meetings with a dinner? When men dine
together publicly they have an opportunity of seeing and con-
versing with those whom they do not often meet. Old friend-
snips are revived, and we hear a good deal that stirs us up. We
get to know something more of each other than we knew
before, and we often hear statements that convey valuable in-
lormation to our minds. For my own part, I never could
understand the notion that Englishmen should not come
together on any legitimate occasion and enjoy a good dinner.
1 shall always be happy, in my individual capacity, to assistand countenance these associations. I trust that on many
future occasions I shall have the pleasure of meeting my
Oxfordshire friends at these gatherings, and of marking the
general advancement of agriculture and the spread of agricul-
tural knowledge among all classes of the community who are
more deeply interested in its prosperity."

Mb. Newdegate, M.P., at the annual dinner of the
fcparkenhoe Farmers' Club at Market Boswortb, spoke
as follows on Family Life in England :—
" T

£
e

,
success °f these meetings has been said, and truly

said, to be attributable to the presence of the ladies. Your
£e

*

e£D8
?;

are p^mr
cl
i
al and constitutional. We may appeal

^old^T^8 to "day as *ao*ing the state of agriculture

!?£« a
' J

het
,
her w

,
e are nofc moving with the spirit of the

diS^« ^
Dd yet W! f

?
el the stren^h which this Association

1^25 'tT yon
l
be

!

nS ambled by families around thisw™ a
.

ayS St
u
r

,

uc
i
k: me

,
that this is our feast °f tabernacles.

J™T ?°l
assen

\
bled as the Jews of old, each family in its

lha a^l? r-°
We%bl

r,

we "» ambled here in gratitude tothe Great Giver of all good, forasmuch as He has thought fitthis year to extend to us His bounty in the yield of theearth more fully than we deserved last year This is apatriarchal meeting. But we are met at Bosworth, where

mil aESnTS;"^ * See ^7 brother' sports-

SL? wme fhom * bave ^eeted on many a firstMonday m November. We think of Bosworth and think ofnew red coats and the cheerful cry of the merry hounds-ave
of the anT^t ^n"^* ^^P^Hty of the representative

qualities that should make eminent the soldier, the staresman and the monarch. But all this greatness was marni inhis character as a man by a most direct invasion of a Is^cred

at the_ patriarchal character of your me<ZflZ It

£

their^ner^LtVthey "wouV recall" Moric,
d T £

which their forefather? hS ? °S
the

.

consti«'tion under
they had eniZ?

th
„
e" ^ ™" *° emtaencs. and which

of India was a most important subject, and that a great respon-
sibility rested upon the shoulders of tho»e who had been
elected of that Council. He was satisfied that they
were now entering upon a new era in connection
with India, and he believed that there was nothing in the past
history of the world so wonderful as that of our connection
with India. Only some hundred years ago we had a few
settlers there for trading purposes, but ultimately this
little island, 10,000 miles from India, had subjugated that
people. Now the rebellion had been quelled, he hoped
for and looked forward to a time when peace and
harmony would reign supreme in that country, and
that too at no distant day. At any rate, should such
another outbreak occur, he hoped and believed it would not
be nearly so disastrous as the last, seeing that the native
troops had been reduced from something like 300,000 to about
120,000, whilst our European troops had been increased from
30.000 to 70000. He was glad to say that owing to this and
other reductions in the expenditure of India, as well as owing

doctors' Commons. p£" Lv ÊI) -TV. C. (w.

Buteshire, Groce^-E ^ TvJa |."~?
-
H - H»*iot ^ %

Brickmaker-E. David, Br.and Cattle Dealer- S. Fran

to

<fcc

jdi icuuuuous in tue cx.peiiuii.ure in luuia, as wen lis owing
what might be termed good fortune in the opium trade,

., the financial crisis which on his arrival there threatened
lia VinA Kaon n<-nxfn<1 TV.** /Jnfirtif nf K C\(\C\ fiOAJ V..-. ., ,!,.-.*

W. Hbnlky,
Kin£ston-up<
Grove, Kaysi
of Frecschool
ham, Joiner
Town, Drape
Buckingham
BANKRU]

*eL*

•RPLES,

tvo., me niiHuuuii crisis wnicu on nis arrival mere inreatenea
India, had been averted. The deficit of 5,000,000*. by what
had been done had not only been met, but 500, 000J. had been
expended in roads and public works. All the hopes set forth
in an Indian budget could not however, as in our own country,
be realised at all times, but he had the strongest faith that the
Indian one would. Since the reduction of expenses in con-
nection with the government of India the cash balances had
certainly increased some two or three millions ; so that they
need not fear, as they might have done at one time, that they
would stop payment perhaps next month. He thought the
limit of taxation in India had been reached, and they now
must turn their attention to economy, as a first condition
for the prosperity of India was a good government and
energetic government, and a wise government. With that we
ui i iT

ave material progress. One point was whether India
should be governed by a government in England (10,000 miles
away) or by a government in India. Although his experience
in India had been short, on one point he had formed a strong
opinion—that India should be governed in India, and not in
Downing Street. He was satisfied with the composition of the
Indian government in India, and was glad to say that centrali-
sation was being done away with. Indeed, to centralise the
government of India in Downing Street would be no better
than centralising it in Calcutta. If India was left to itself, and
was not too much governed in detail in this country, it would
be well, and India would prosper. It was in vain to hope that
Europeans would settle in India, and spend their capital and
skill on what could be of no good to them, owiug to the want
of improved means of communication with markets. An
inducement now opening up was the railway system which
was being established, and it would be of great advantage
to commerce. Water carriage would be cheaper, but water
carriage, owing to the character of the streams or rivers
which were mainly mountain torrents, could not be had'
Touching the railways, very little could be said against the
Indian government at this moment. The old Indian govern-
ment discouraged railways in its time ; indeed, they were dis-
couraged by it so lately as 1845 aud 1846, when the late Sir J
Melvill was one of the Board. Lord Dalhousie was the Governor itGeneral who inaugurated the great system of railways, which tne 1~- » - ™— »««> »w~. ««.«,«™.
ve«r« *™T™ b

£in activ\operation by about the end of two offing at Queenstown, but out of sight of hi fcyears n orn now. However, he would not say whether it would .••:--» i- «-- ^ >* ™ - __i!M.

not have been better if Government had spent some 10.000.000Z
or 20,000,000^ of the money they were spending in railways on
the rivers and roads to them, and the stations, to facilitate by
tnat means the transport of produce to the market. If water-
conveyance could be had it would be preferable to railway

»«vi^
e ' m
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8fc PrPmisiug river was the Godavery, andworks were rapidly going on for making it useful for tradeand commerce. They had devoted 500,000/. more this yearthan 1^ to w rks of this kind . and they h ^^ year
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f™ the present he had more faithin the European capitalists making advances to the nativegrowers than to clearing and cultivating tracts of land, which
it would take a time to do. With that view the Council hadpassed the contract bill, which had been looked upon in Eng-land with such disfavour. The chief difficulty in gettingspeedy results m India from a fee simple tenure by Europeans
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Mttvopolis an* its r^The Forthcoming- Election op t™ ^A deputation of Liverymen atteadedat1^House on Wednesday and present^" ? **>
the Lord Mayor, signed by 1672 citifp*** 1

that he would allow himself to be M ~
for the office of Lord Mayor for the 1The Lord Mayor in reply said that feymonths ago written a letter statin* •

enough of the toils and anxieties of" !!£*
wish to disappoint the just expectation^!
who would follow in succession. HehadnotS
that statement, but if his fellow-citizen,,«Xopinion that his serving another year woaakT!
portance, and if the Court of Aldermen hJll
takeable vote in the hall and in the Court iii*Wm that opinion, he would forego all personalsj
tionsand place himself in their hands. Itis2
that the Lord Mayor's friends will recoup.
Livery to return to the Court of Aldermen UsLord Mayor and Sir Peter Laurie, the senior*
of the Court, who served the office so far back«fe
In this case the Court of Aldermen will itfc
return the Lord Mayor, as it is well bonks
Peter Laurie, on account of age and infirinitiaisi

decline to serve. It was announced yesterday k
Alderman Hale intends to come forward as * cutis

The Great [Eastern.—On Wednesday the, Ito

i

fresli gale again drove the Great Eastern to so, indfi

the following afternoon she was reported to be stfllkHi

offing at Queenstown, but out of sight of hoi h
wind was heavy from the south. The steamship Efc

burgh was sent in search of her, and on ftisr

the great ship returned to the harbour, it is reports

on good authority that notwithstanding all the tossf

and tumbling she has sustained, she has cot pm
indications of

..... «

door continues .„„ -"& .

day she started on her voyage. Sheistok'imi

taken to Milford to be refitted, aud a m«J
repairs are completed, she will resume bff pstt*

between this countrv and America. Ttelts^Bi

she has sustained, she has cot .

the slightest strain in ha hul.

i on its hinges, and works as freefr u tix

Ion hp.r vovncrp. Skiatokimisft

>vm eimur oe proviaea wicn Derma uj»—

or have their passage money returned.

The Educational Minute.—A numerooj*

meeting of the clergy from all parts of*e**^
held a few days since at the Caledonian Ho»,

"J
to consider what steps it was necessary to tia*

„_ u
to procure the suspension of the operatioa *

Bengal Presidency a great deaThad been already effe™ edls to
rccenfcly issued educational minute. The KeT.^T

^pSjf menK bu
.
t they could nof. pan exceptional or Lane was called to the chair, and, having J»

Sea.'' '
mconsi8tenfc Wlth e<*ual rights and justice to the object of the meeting letters were readfrom*»

©ftp fnteUt'Bence*
Money Market, Friday.—British Funds: Con-

sols closed at 93J for Money, and 93* for the 10th of
October
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Exchequer Bills, March, 2s. dis. to 2s. prem ; Ditto
June, 5,9. prem.-FoREiGN: Frazilian Four and a Half
per Cents., 1860, 91; Mexican Three per Cents., 27:
Di tofor Acct 26J to 27; Russian Five per Cents.
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in the movement against the educational mm

Reynolds then moved the first resolution, to»
fc

that after what had been said on thep^
House of Commons, the meeting viewed ni ^
the issuing on the last day of the Ses

f
on *

urt*
not merely of an administrative character,o,
code of education, making fundamental^ ^
the Privy Council system, and which ^ \^
thousands of schools to accept iW P

,

d &
the only condition on whicli they ^
heavy pecuniary responsibilities

before .^
could be discussed in Parliament. ^ ^
Hone seconded the resolution, whicu ^
The Rev. Mr. Martin then moved "^
declaring that the meeting regarded rue

^

>

as a very objectionable and pernicious .^ a^

calculated to be directly or indirectij "^
ritaio--IJ

progress of popular education in urea

upou elementary schools, religiously*
mi ^

financiallv: second, upon the pupil teac

3,796,020

2Gth day of Sept., 1861.

5,810,424
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691,468
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^^d^e^. lik^^l^^^^J^f J r^^r^^fi^^. ecc^iasUc^ dist, , t ha. been njSB&TZ* inund.*i

^eiocation, and d?clarin8

kaarille,

, revieed code as iwmj - — d3T *C
Jio the labouring classes by lowering the

*'
acation, and declaring that the withdrawal

Nf ;„n -rants paid to certiaed teachers is

aftfc*t*?°. j^g'to the profession, but also a viola-

Z orinciples upon which public engagements

-rlf kJhised Similar meetings of the clergy and
+*? vJ^Tii'avp been held in different parts of the

"tith the same results; and the Wesleyan

„ of Education have memorialised Lord

declining to accept the new code until

t oronounees its decision. In consequence

^^LJ&tionsit is now announced that the

JfcSTwul not be put into operation till after the

l^?5
i

TONmoKAL Exhibition.—The number of

W*mL manufacturers who have applied to be permitted

toTnd soecimens of their produce to the London
j

^^«mof next year is much more numerous than

fcoeihibitcvl their manufactures in London in

^7 TKinrtre but 1700 French exhibitors at the I

Syfeaof 1851. and only 2500 English exhibitors at

ETKhs tfb\b\t\«m of 1855. There are now 4425

Mlicatjonf from French manufacturers for places at

XTlinibition of next year—a striking proof of the

of international relations between Great

and France. In consequence of this large

Bomber France Ins sited for more space than

tL« total allotted to foreign nations ; the Austrians

efeiauDtr tbe next largest share of the number of feet

appropriated to foreign exhibitors. {Belgium, Russia, and

Swedes have also made large demands.—The Commis-

bave directed Mr. Benson, of Ludgate Hill, to

_ ict a clock for the Exhibition building. It will

bttwond in size only to the great Westminster clock.

The dial if to be from 15 to 20 feet in diameter, and

*ill be placed immediately over the centre arch of the

mad entrance in Cromwell Road. The movement at

tie base will measure 12 feet by 8, or nearly 100 square

feet, and will be about 25 feet in height. It will

chime tbe quarters on four bells, and strike on a fifth,

weighing about 46 cwt. The whole will be enclosed in a

ilea case.

Ciu nr the Coppeb Coinage.—On Saturday

tbe authorities at the Mint commenced the exchange
of tbe old copper pence, halfpence, and farthings, for

tbe new bronze coinage. No quantity of the old coin

lea than 20L worth will be taken, but a bonus of 21.

per east will be given for the trouble of collecting.

Irons Famine Relief Fund.—A meeting of the
general committee charged with the administration ofM was held at the Mansion House On Tuesday,
wbei the secretaries reported that the aggregate
amount of subscriptions received at the Mansion House
wasll4 8J.j of which they had remitted 108,500*.;

- had been expended in collecting and i

adinra'.«termg the fund, and 3366/. remained in hand,
'

conaiatin- of bills which had not arrived at maturity.
In addition to the 108,5OOZ. sent from London, 6400*.
bad been sent to Calcutta from Manchester, 6500*.
from Glasgow, and 3500*. from Dublin.
Gurwich Hospital.—The Marchioness of West-

ttpwterhas presented to the Commissioners of Green-
wich Hospital the gold watch worn by Lord Nelson at
l ralnlgir. It has been placed in the Painted Hall, in
the case containing the coat and waistcoat worn by the
•™«ral in the same battle. Among other recent

J*™? \° the Painted Hall is an oil portrait of the
jJ^Pwin Sir William Peel, presented by his brother
°wen and other friends.
**nsH Mr3EUM.—Recent advices from Cyrene

™«jce the discovery of another collection of valuable^« marbles by Lieutenant Smith, R.E., and Lieu-
orcher, R.X., who received a short time ago a

firt

^aml more liberal grant from the trustees of the
j

assigned to the church, which will be built from tbe
designs of Mr. A. \V. Klomfield. architect, a son of
the late Bishop of London.—Two new ehur.-hes arc
about to be built at Islington, one in the (.locestcr
Road, in the district of St. Paul, and D
other at the corner of Shepperton Street, Now fforth
Road, the freeholds for both being given hv Mr.
J. W. Scott, of Rotherfield Park. The population of
Islington has increased so rapidly during the last
few years that, although within "the last 10 or 12
years two additional churches hare been en-cted,
there is not at present anything like sufficient accommo-
dation for the inhabitants. The site selected for the
new church in the Glocester Road is now becoming
entirely covered with houses, though but a short time
ago it consisted of fields ; and that for the other church,
in Shepperton Street, is in the midst of a district which
comprises a population of 4000 of the poorest class,

including a colony of eostermonecrs. Three houses
with long leaseholds have been purchased on the site of
the proposed church at a cost of 1700/., and nearly
1000/. lias been raised towards the building fund, con-
tributed in a great measure by the poor in the district

themselves, assisted by their more wealthy neighbours
The new churches will be built in an attractive but not
costly style, and will be commenced as soon as suffi-

cient funds have beta raised.—Arrange tits are in

progress for erecting a new church in Penn Street,

Hoxton, as soon as the district is formally constituted.

The district will be formed from St. John's, eontnining

about 25,000 inhabitants, with one church and three

clergymen, and Christ Church, Hoxton, containing

10,000 people, with one church and two clergymen.

Communication with the Continent.—With n

view to the enlarged continental traffic of the approach-

ing Exhibition year, the South -Eastern Railway Com-
pany are developing their communications with France

and Germany. At the commencement of this month they

began to run a boat on week days between Dover and

Ostend, leaving Dover at 11.15 a.m., and Ostend in the

reverse direction at 11.45 a.m. Thaboats are in connec-

tion with the train from London Bridge at 8.30 a.m.,

arriving at Brussels at 9.25 p.m., and Cologne at

and cellars in
the lower districts. The storm was severely fel in
Tarious parts of the count -v. and in Scotland wa» accom-
panied by destructive floods. On the south coast the
gale lasted until Wednesday, tnd thipt which aw
driven back for shelter reported that t tremendous
had been running in the Channel*
Highway Robbery at Walthaustow.—On Thurs-

day the 19th inst. the neighbourhood of WaUhainstow
was thrown into a itate of unusual exciteaaettt by one
of the most daring acts of highway robbery* and
attempted murder that lias been perpetrated for tome
years. About 9 o'clock in \ cuing a gent leasts,

whose name hat not transpired, was pats hrough
tome fields belonging to Mr. Barrel., a wealthy farmer,
between Lea Bridge station and Walt hamttow station,

when he was stopped by a man who presented s cocked
ps'ol at him and demanded hit money. He did not
want his life, he said, but he must bora cither tha

or his money. The gentleman surrendered hit

money, amounting to only 39» and was allowed to
depart, while .he suooassfttl higl isn pursued
his avocation in (he same >cah"f nest
person he met was a " * Atkinson, r** * wit a
her parents at WaUhsjsssjtow, and from bar b< le-

manded money, M the same time saying that he did

not wish to hurt her if she * I comply with his

demand. Miss Atkinson said she had none, and if aha
had she would not vive it to him, and while they wars
rgning the matter Miss Atkins s sister came up with

Mr. Wm, Clicvers. The highway man then led Miss Atkin-

son, and addressing himself to Mr. Cbevers, demanded
his gold watch and chain, as well as his money. Mr.
Chevers positively declined to comply with this demand,

' and the highwayman immediately presented s pistol at

his head, and threat- d to shoot him unlets he imme-
diately sui rendered his valuables. Mr. Chevers, however

was not disposed t be robbed without a *t niggle,

and therefore made a dash at hit opponent to

! secure him. The highwayman perceived his object and

d barged hit weapon s
4 him, but fortunately tha

ball missed the head of Mr. CheYers, who escaped with

his right cheek being much scorched with powder. As
soon as he recovered himself he sgain endeavoured t-o

4.40 A.M.; and on the inward journey, with the train
|

secure his antagonist, but it appeared tbe highwayman

communication with Belgium, Germany, and the north him senseless on the grass. The assassin then made off,

of Europe, without entering French territory, and is
j
when, ewtauoi having been procured, Mr. Ch« rs

also available for the transport to London from Holland I was conveyed to Walthamstow, where medical aid was
-•- — • • *-*-* .. --* at once obtained, and it was discovered that the wounds

1

were not likely to prove dangerous. The police were

immediately communicated with, and commenced an

active search for the delinquent, but he has not yet been

t raced.

The Ptbwo Health-.—The Refirisfcrar-Gcneral s

weekly return states that the deaths registered in

London in the week that ended Saturday, Sept. 21,

were 1126. The average number in the corresponding

weeks of the 10 previous years 1851-60, allowing for

increase Of population, was 1281; but if the deaths

from cholera in 1854- are excluded from the calculation,

it appears that the mortality of last week differs little

from the estimated amount. Daring the week tbe

births of 944 boys and 886 girls, in all 1830 children,

were registered in London. In the 10 corresponding

weeks of the years 1851-60 the average number

was 1637.
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0t which are intended for the British

and the Netherlands of fruit, vegetables, poult ry, and

other articles which require only rapidity of transit to

develop a large and useful trade. The new arrange-

ments complete six daily services to and from the

Continent in connection with the South-Eastern Kailway

—viz., one by day and one by night by each of the

three routes of Folkestone and Boulogne.. Dover and

Calais, and Dover and Ostend, making 12 voyacres per

day between the two countries. The South-Eastern

fleet of steamers numbers at present 10 first-class

vessels, including the ne* boats lately launched, which

are expected to shorten the time hith.-rto occupied in

crossing the Channel by at least one-fourth. The new

pier at Folkestone is sufficiently complete for use, and

affords the means of landing and embarking at all

times of the tide, and as soon as the harbour works now

in progress on the French side are completed, the tidal

services can be performed at fixed hours. The South-

Eastern Company have also devised a new system of

through parcel conveyance at a reduced scaleof rates. The

parcels will be forw'arded every evening from Lordon

Bridge Station and are delivered in Paris the next day.

The rate for a 2 lb. parcel between London and Pans,

including all charges except duty or entry, is U. Ui.

General Post Office Robbery. — On Tuesday

Edward William Pollen, a Post- ice letter carrieT, who

has for some time been employed in delivering letters

on the Lombard Street beat, was charged with stealing

35 letters, several of which had contained money or

valuables, including one in which a sum of 153/. 10s.

had been remitted by Messrs. Harvey and Hudson,

bankers, of Thetford, Norfolk, addressed to Messrs.

Hankey and Co/s bank in Lombard Street. The

of

by theHlttfr ---"iii* oci y n,t auu a act muu <' » vuv

** huh* / T011 .KoWmoii. The buildings which

soatha^ ,

almost er'thely hidden the view of the

^eaiOTftH •

the elaborate Norman porch, have been

TJ?>ln& the recess.
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JJrotnnrial-
Harvard Castle.—The boy I tie, who absconded

after s ; -ting a servant girl at Marwood, near this town,

wa ipprehended on Saturday eveningat Durham. He

admitted the crime, and was com i to the county

prison for e mi nation before the magistrates.

Hirmingkaw.—The net result of the recent Musical

Festival in aid of the General Festival is about 3000f.

—A meeting was held in the Theatre of the Midland

Institute on Tuesday, the Mayor in the chair, to

receive a report from a committee appointed some time

since to consider the most pra-ticable mode of carrying^

out a resolution for the establishment of a merchants*

The proposal made by
for connecting the

was regarded as the

fcia^^Y^"*3— The foundation stone of a new

^Pariah f
°Jl and scho°i has recently been laid in
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then stated that he picked up the notes with their

enclosure a few days previously in Lombard Street, and

that he had neglected or had been unable to deliver the
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e

of
^* Of tl
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i
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i

W church tor the Crouch End district of
" *« laid a fcw days since by Mr. C. S. Dickens,

nearly ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
m
Bradford.-On Tbnraday the 19th inai. a ymrr

woman named Nancy Wood daughter of Mr Jacob

Wood, a respe, ble dairy farmer ng at Bolton

Fold, near this town, was brought before the county

of letters were found secretea in », ^r"^""^^ mR<r|»tratai 00 a arge of Mansla itor. The

fewer than 1500 in all, with ^J*V*5^1 \ IrfSS! who is described at an industrious and w*
from all parts of the country, as far back as Apr ,1 an primer ^ b

May, and extending over f^W-J-J^ \*
;^ an ,, Lther, and besides «*-aw m hotiaehold

*r"C'%V
kI nP;«nner w: worked as adrea

.• » O
within the Inst week, all of dressmaker. On Weitnaaday evening

commercial firms in the City •
T^^

it^ |

^'i^h, between „,1 - clock, she^-^^majnth
remanded until Thursday, when he was tniiycom n

|

for trial.

of
Destetjctive Storm.

wero visited with a great itorin

between 1 and 2 on Mondat morning,

The metropolis and suburbs John
laome children, when a y^th

°f.^"^^^
John H.«nrf Fieldhou-e, a ^pertinaamia beggar from

wind and ram Bradford,
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the trees in the park*. The tide &o rose above
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took down a gun belonging to an elder brother, and

pointed it towards him. At that moment Mrs. Wood,
the prisoner's mother, entered the house, and seeing her

daughter holding the gun gave it a slight push with

one of her hands, when it went off, and the contents,

which proved to be No. 8 shot, entered the right side

of the beggar boy's chest, over the region of the heart,

causing instantaneous death. The prisoner it appeared

did not know that the gun was loaded, and seemed
greatly distressed. She was committed for trial at the

assizes, but admitted to bail in two sureties of 50Z. each.

The inquest was held on Friday, when the jury, after

conferring for an hour and a quarter, returned a verdict,

" That deceased came to his death by the accidental dis-

charge of a gun which Nancy Wood had in her hand,

not knowing it was loaded/'

Bristol.—A shocking catastrophe occurred at St.

Vincent's Rocks on Sunday morning. About half-past

8 o'clock a man on board a packet which was steaming
down the river observed a man falling from the rocks

near the pier. He raised an alarm, and on the police

going to the spot they found the man quite dead, his

skull frightfully fractured, and the brains scattered on
the grass. His clothes were not torn in the fall, but
one of his boots, probably from having come in contact

with a projecting piece of rock in the descent, was
ripped several inches near the ankle. He was subse-

quently identified as a shoemaker of Bristol, named
Crocker. The cause of his falling from the rock was
involved in so much mystery that the jury at the

inquest returned an open verdict. There was no reason

to suspect that it was a case of suicide, and on the

other hand it was proved that he could not have fallen

from that particular spot except by crossing the rails

which the Merchant Venturers have erected for the
safety of the public.—The Freemasons of this city having
undertaken the restoration of the north-east corner of

Redcliff Church, the ceremony of laying the last stone

in connection with this portion of the work was recently

performed with Masonic honours. In the morn-
ing the Grand Lodge assembled at the Freemasons'
Hall, Bridge Street, while the members of the other

district and visiting lodges met at the Exchange, alto-

gether to the number of about 500. There a procession

was formed, which, accompanied by the Mayor of
Bristol, the P.G.M. of Bristol, Major H. Shute, the
D.P.G.M., Brother Powell, the D.P.G.M. of Somerset,
Brother Randolph, and the Masters and brethren of

various lodges, and headed by the band of the Bristol

Volunteer Rifle Corps, marched to St. Mary Redcliff.

The church was thronged. Divine service was performed
by the Rev. Brother Watson, rector of Spaulding and
Grand Chaplain of Bristol ; the Rev. Brother Thomas,
of Yeovil, P.G. Chaplain for Somersetshire ; and the
Rev. Canon Madan, vicar of St. Mary Redcliff. The
<»thedral choir lent their aid in the musical portion of
the service. The sermon was preached by the Rev.
Brother Watson, and at its close the procession was re-

formed, and the ceremony of laying the stone, which
bore an appropriate inscription and the names of the
principal dignitaries of the Masonic body, was performed
in the customary style by the P.G.M. and D.P.G.M. of
Bristol. The 100th Psalm was sung, after which the
procession marched back to Bristol, and in the evening
a public dinner took place at the White Lion Hotel.
Buxton.—On Saturday Mr. G. Flint, surgeon of this

town, was brought before the magistrates on remand
charged with shooting his wife with intent to murder
her. The

#

prisoner was formerly in a highly respect-
able position in society, but has latterly taken to
drink, and has brought on delirium tremens by his in-

temperate habits. Most of the witnesses gave evidence
against him with reluctance, and one or two refused to
appear unless they were summoned It appeared from
the evidence that on the previous Thursday morning,
between 11 and 12 o'clock, the prisoner was seen
standing at his own door very drunk, with a gun in his
hand, and that he stated to the witnesses that he was
going to shoot his wife. Mrs. Flint was shortly after-
wards seen running away from the house, holding a
child by the hand, when the prisoner fired and shot
her on the right side of her back, near the shoulder
blade, on the back of her right arm, and on the outer

%£* tbe
^aW'

wbile her arm was bru
*

ised by the
wadding. None of the wounds, however, were of a
dangerous character. Mrs. Flint afterwards concealed
herself to avoid giving evidence against her husband.
The case, however, was established by the other wit-
nesses, and the prisoner, who declined to say anything
in his defence, was committed for trial at the assizes.
Fabnham:.—On Sunday night a destructive fire broke

out in a large barn on the premises of Messrs. Andrews,
Court Farm, the largest homestead in the county of
Hants, in which a party of hop pickers were sleeping
during the hopping. The barn and its contents were
entirely destroyed, including five valuable horses,
122 sacks of dressed wheat, 400 quarters of barley in
the mow, 300 bushels of potatoes, a large quantity of
rtraw, two waggons, all the harness, and a pig. Four
of the horses were burnt to cinders in their stalls, and the
tilth, which was severely burnt in the throat, dropped
down dead on the road as it was led from the stable to
an adjoining field. The damage is estimated at 3000/.
±eome.—Joseph Sears the soldier, who last week

made a statement that he was the murderer of Sarah
watts, at Woodbridge, was re-examined before tbe

!S£ l°? v°

nday and aSain ^manded for further
"*qmry. It has been ascertained that he was recentlv

discharged from the military lunatic hospital at

Chatham as incurable, and there are discrepancies

in his statement as to dates which throw grave doubts

upon its truth.
. .

Hastings.—A volunteer fire brigade, the first it is

believed which has been established in England, has

recently been formed in this town. The corporation

has placed the borough engines at the disposal of the

brigade, which consists of a superintendent and three

sections, each section comprising a foreman, engineer,

sub-engineer, and 10 firemen. The uniforms are pur-

chased for the members by public subscription, to which

the townsmen are contributing liberally. The drills

are not very frequent, and take place generally early

in the morning, so that the men's working hours are

not interfered with.

Kingston.—Martha Bradish, the woman who was

tried at the last Surrey Assizes, at Croydon, for mur-

dering her step sister in Kingston Barracks, and was

acquitted on the plea of insanity, has been removed

from Horsemonger Lane Gaol to the Fisherton House
Asylum, near Salisbury, pursuant to an order from the

Home Office.

Manchester.—Mrs. Booth, wife of Mr. Booth, sur-

geon, of Swinton, was brought before the magistrates on

the 12th inst. charged with concealment of birth. Tt ap-

peared that Mr. Booth and his wife have slept in different

rooms for nearly two years, the former having for

some time suspected that she was unfaithful to him.

On the 12th inst. from facts which came to his know-
ledge, he had an interview with the superintendent of

police, who requested Mr. Roe, surgeon of Beccles, to

accompany him to Mr. Booth's house. They were there

joinel by Mr. Booth and Police-sergeant Lee. Mr.
Booth requested them to go to his wife's room, which

they did, but found the door fastened. Sergeant Lee,

at the request of Mr. Booth, broke open the door,

and found Mrs. Booth in bed. They told her that

she was suspected of having given birth to a

child, and that if she did not tell the truth

a strict investigation must take place. She requested

the officers to withdraw, her husband and Mr. Roe
remaining in the room. She then confessed that

she had given birth to a child, and showed it lying

under the pillow on her bed. She said that the child

was born on the previous night, that she had to get out

of bed, and fainted, and when she recovered she found

that the child was born, and was lying dead with its

head in the chamber utensil. On Saturday Mr. Roe
made a post mortem examination, and ascertained that

it had been born alive and had lived some time. It

had not died from haemorrhage^ nor were there any
external marks of violence. He believed that death had
resulted through exposure and suffocation. It was quite

possible that the mother might have fainted, and that

the child had been born under the circumstances de-

tailed by her. The husband had suspected for some time
that all was not right, and other evidence was given.

The prisoner had referred to a middle-aged man as the

father of her child, but had mentioned no names. The
magistrates considered the evidence conclusive, and
committed the prisoner for trial at the next assizes, but
consented to accept bail in two sureties of 100/. each.

An inquest was held on the body of the child on Satur-

day, when the jury returned a verdict of " Concealment
of birth, and accidental death from exposure and suffo-

cation."

Mold.—An important seam of Cannel coal, 3 feet

4 inches in thickness, and of quality equal to the cele-

brated Wigan and Leeswood seams, was reached on
Monday in the new borings of the Broncold Colliery

Company near this town.
Newcastle-tjnder-Lyme.—Mr. Johnston, landlord

of the Mill House Inn, about a mile from this town, on
the road to Chesterton, has been apprehended on the

charge of having murdered a young man named Pick-

stone. It appears that his daughter, who was keeping
company with a young man named Cooper, contrary to

her father's will, was returning home from Newcastle
on Sunday night in company with Cooper, when they
were met near the house by Mr. Johnston, who ordered
his daughter to go into the house, and then abused and
struck her lover. Two other young men were
standing near the spot, and in a few minutes the
prisoner returned, armed with a poker, and mistaking
one of them for Cooper, dealt him a blow on the left

side of the head, which caused his death on Monday
morning. The deceased was a native of Middlewich,
in Cheshire, was 19 years of age, and had just completed
his apprenticeship with a builder at Chesterton.
Newcastle-on-Ttne.—The Liberal party of the

North have determined to entertain Earl Russell, who
will shortly be the guest of Mr. Hutt of Gibside, at a
public dinner in this town on the 12th October, under
the presidency of the Earl of Durham.
Portsmouth.—A court-martial was held on the 16th

inst. on board^the Victory, for the trial of John Gree r,

able seaman on board the Excellent, gunnery ship, on the
following charges : 1st, for having on the 9th inst.

made a blow at, and struck Lieutenant Kennedy, his

superior officer, whilst in the execution of his duty;
2d, for having made use of threatening language to

Lieutenant Singer, at the time commanding officer of
the^ said ship, such conduct being a breach of the 16th
article of war. It appeared from the evidence that
Lieutenant Kennedy was passing a number of men,
among whom was the prisoner, in the third instruction
in gunnery, and finding on trial that the prisoner

^ork, ju
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turning^ **
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Rochdale.—Some of the Rochdale

commenced running four days a week,

were the first to take the step. The*
limited to four days per week for nealH,
Rochestee.—A considerable portionf

fc
walls of this city is now in course of deMttt^
room for the enlargement of Sir JocAf^
Free Mathematical School, near the fan?*.
It is of enormous thickness, and even

it down by ordinary means having failed, at
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up by means of heavy charges of gnmwfc

siderable dissatisfaction is felt by the inhabit

city, as well as by several eminent antiquri:

is deemed the unnecessary destruction of t

relic.

Ruabok.—About 1200 members of ftr

Orange societies in Liverpool and the

had a grand demonstration at PlaslMarM

seat of Mr. George Hammond Whaller.JLP. fcl

borough, on the 17th inst. The party.

an excellent band, and by tbe usual insifak oi^

spective lodges, left the Birkenhead ton* i

special trains at an early hour, and reacted

about half-past 10 o'clock. MoEtofttepMf
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»
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t
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Jy| fj
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always meant but now happily

jpremecy. They claim one-half of

iJrt as their own, they parade their

*"J^/«ialthv and disun*m-hed in the

^TTtbe^itKuncU of Royalty itself

;

.jJlSi footetepa of the Prince of Wales,

***!££ day. and recently on a world-wide

% this, as may be fully read m their

£re turned their heads, and wil surely

TSd adage, * That the Almighty first

» dooms to destruction.' For what is

in the conduct of this Papal power ?-

th«V arrayed iu arms and military equip-

tarthe re-subjugation of Italy, thus sub-

\L double degradation-first, of sending

£ .\nd second, of being powerless to protectm •

Dy enforcing against them the exist-

MSts openly aud boastingly defied;

u— of commons itself is heard from night to

iSidon that is ventured throughout I.urope

;
- tu ea-r*""2^ *Mch this Papal power, aided for

TSt >J >^Jg?!!ymen from this country, is still

m W** *L2UZ- snd iu that House is also repeatedly

P*"-""* * *"*§•*** and defiance, the challenge to vindi-

Ufi » l-rl?SL wX*»ad bv the bishops of Rome in respect^^b« «^7 ™J£fxct. Even since Parliament broke

^tjdKgence from one of our colonies that

^^»recucally asserted and extended to

tk^re fg reason to believe that the full

™LE2!ir2i«of*>-called toleratiou which has taken

TttlSsrrT-"' 1 »•<* M in the course of
m
next Session

••^VvjT^Ssattention to the subject. My business
m eies•^TJL ^.day is as to Maynooth ; that is the

Ttto svstea snd that flag must be hauled down.

to amnpSsbtfeli is simple and obvious. You and

JaTa— » rote for a member of Parliament, should

rim te hi* representative requesting him to support

far the repeal of this grant, aud that his doing so

VwndToreonndence at the next election. This

t and demands the simplest of organisa-

T^ If there be any constituency in the

toflcient Protestantism is not to be found to

urenent. then among that people a meeting

ind, if necessary, the whole history of Rome.

IU practices, and its present position in regard

must be thoroughly gone into and brought

m -iind of the people, until the sense of duly to

tod their country, too long dormant in this matter,

Ita«ebeen effectually aroused to the necessary
action. Formy

though I have hitherto declined to attend such

I thaB fa future, after your recognition of me this

eewUte to present myself to any audience iu any part

Mom, and claim in your name, as well as my own. a

to be beard on this subject. Further than this, on this

pesos* to institute an experiment as to the manner in

l &si agitation may be conducted. I propose to devote to

i—slim and advocacy of Protestantism a building which

wfll be found suitable for the purpose. It is a building

st from over yonder hill, and has been hitherto used for

al rjnrpoees, and it has been considered in point of

end otherwise well adapted for the purpose. I will

detain you beyond again assuring you of my deep

of the honour and the compliment of this visit,

if that it will contribute essentially to the icct

nave devoted myself—the repeal of the grant to

esvpany then dispersed about the park until

1 o'clock, when they were entertained by Mr. Whalley
»: x nibstantial dinner in two largo tent.*, after which,

05 their bands, they proceeded to Trem Tower,
between two and three miles from Plas Madoc.* tower is situate on a hill, and overlooks one of those

for which Wales is celebrated. After

company had viewed the building, Mr. Whalley
ac hid consulted with several gentlemen, and had

to set apart the tower as a place in which
could be delivered, or any steps taken for the

fjrthnrsnce of the cause of Protestantism. In future
tkt binding would be called " King William Tower

ilj hoped that the friends present and oth<

tme

V,

to tie m

1

Rugby. She was removed to the nearest boost that

could be found open—a small inn called the Globe,
where she was soon aftt r her arrival delivered of a fine

male child by Mr. Sadd, surgeon and accoucheur at

Rugby. One of the first duties of the prisoner was to

register the birth of the child under the statute ; and
at this point the offence charged against him was com-

mitted with the view, it was suggested, to conceal the

fact of there being a child of the marriage at alL

Evidence was now adduced to prove the marriage, as

well as the birth of the child, who was produced in

court, and caused a great sensation by his uppearanee.

The surgeon and nurse who attended Mrs. Hill in her

confinement, the servant girl who took the child to

London, the two women who received him from the

prisoner on bis arrival, were also produ* » land examined

at great length, and their testimony was considered to

establish his identity with the child taken from Mrs.

Hill two years ago. The case was again adjourned,

the prisoner's counsel stating that st the proper

time a full and complete refutation of the charge

would be forthcoming. On U'edoesdaj the prisoner

was again brought up, when Mr. Collit, record keeper

in the Bishop of London's Registry, adduced

of the iu:inia-e, and Mr. Malt: '.ni.Uu

Consul at Brussels, who was pressat at Hie cere-

mony, identified the si iture of the clergym md

]>r. I that the parties married were the prin r

and his wife, who came into court with her chill for the

purpose of being identified by the witness. After some

further examination of the nurse, Mr. Brett deter-

ive officer, was called to give evidence ou various con-

versations which had taken pine with the prisoner in

Mr. Cooke's office; bet this was abj d by th

prisoner's com 1, and the questions were with 1.

It was then proposed to put iu evidence a letter written

by the prisoner to his wife stating that the child was

dead, and that he had paid for it- tuneral ; but this was

also objected to, and it was decided that the letter

should not be read. Mr. Cooke then said be bad closed

the case for the prosecution, and expressed his beliel

that he had produced sufficient cvidei I
justify the

committal of the prisoner. Ou being asked whether

he hull anything to say in answer to the charge, the

prisoner in a low tone replied, " I will leave it to my

counsel." Mr. Philbrick then addressed the magistrates

as follows :

—

"It was now his duty, he said, to make some observations

on the part of Mr. llifl in answer to the charge P^"*"}
against him. The extraordinary public interest which had

attached to the cii cumstance of this case, the romant ic details

with which the newspapers had teemed, aud the excitement
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iUato Mr 11. 1: rbs death of llerbsrL tto rok-ieinu, wee to

l>e regretted. When be was reberteg oJ»e#r tbero w«r oVnU-

cations and lrre«uUrrtis« In hie aooeunta, end to tsne *mrj

regisU lore were ineocureolm of aograre a ismtnotcr tbet the
superinte' registrar was obliged to report htm
incompetent, the result of wham was that

•bmed—to use the words
pulsion.'' In short, the IttstollSSJ of the register

.letoly destroyed, snd no rrtmmal preoeeditut Of*uld

i|»on it. Be hoped th* magistrates would not

a) U in,,, the responnlbiHty of saving that the defendant

ugbt not to be eomt. Led im trial. Me harm wonld
"

becsnse it would still be open to the
.11 to a grand jury i( they pleased, while a great injustice

w i be avoided. He bad shown that the alleged pecuniary

•dreon the part of Mr Hill had no
Hill herself ran*! hare been from first to 1

what was going on with the child, especially etace

Parson* must hare told her of tho two women whom
in I 71. and that there was not th* slightest reason

posing that the mistakes which spneared en the Sac* efUto

register-book wet* the work Mr Hiu. whose own sagnenur*

was in all respects genuine. 1 or tbese ressont he trusted thn

magistrates would iipare Mr HUl the moonrenlenoe, anxiety,

and expense which a trial must entail upon him.-

b* left oet

wu.cu c .Cu .wD F.^ had ^?n ,
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I The m«»ristrnt«i then retired. On their return, after

to restrain, conspired to render the.performance of'that **»*» I . . . • . . ... ,

task of no ordinary difficulty. The; juldb, no doubt

^

* *»vt might think proper for tli« purposes for which
» nxwJd henceforth be devoted. A committee ofsMV* *4vf VVV\4g ^* vv *****^

had been formed, and he trusted their
would be crowned with success. A vote of thanks

_ _ _ _

given to Mr. Whalley for his gift, the

earned to Plas Madoc, and in the evening
*won for Liverpool.

si k
T'^~° rday afternoon Mr. Richard Guinness

rw.
who, it appears, is not related to Mr. Guinness the
wtM*er or Dublin, but is the nephew of the late
Ui* bead of the brewery firm of Messrs.

2~J Nicholson, at Stillorcan, was again brought"• the county magistrates for re-examination. The
!? was on this occasion represented for the first

V counsel, and the depositions taken at the

ST2r«.
ex*imilation8 were accordingly read over before

Wlh riflv!°>!!
•

evidence wa« taken, all the witnesses on
noes being ordered out of court. It now appeared

- *ns marriage of the prisoner to Miss Amy
*»dett took place in August, 1862, at the

» her Majesty's minister at Brussels, and that

2^*** then 19 years of age. On the marriage^i of the young lady was settled, and by the

* certain lite-interest was given to the

Jjg^The property consisted of about 14,000?., of

the igm^ Were in possession and9000/. in reversion, on

sftujrT-
1* of the tenant for life, with reservation of

snft
fa J^ J°

the wife free from her husband's control,

^*« *hsence of any issue of the marriage, power

1**?*J* the wil'° to app°int by wilL The

W nnfu I°?
etner continuously, and yet had no

nsrt toH
January. 1859; but during the six

sieWnble r
a half thc Prisoner hs4d for a con "

n^nnTrSvw and mii^ity towards Mr LIU, and tl

-ouSe wh^ch had been adopted in the conduct of the case that

dav^fiSt scckinjr to divulge confidential communications

bSfween attorney and client, and then attempting b> produce

in evtdenc? communications between .husbandian£wifc-

clearlv proved that those motives were of the strongest and

m^t violet kind. No one could hesitate to believe that It

wi the wife and her advisers who had im ited and

who were conducting this prosecution. The contest was

a contest

tne ruies n , ^^ q( snowinfr an alleged

marnago settlement Mr. «,w ™?.
a#nriv(1 him <a the whole
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HfflOTtSXTKSV. Se half of the tood,

the V,i\»se of about five minutes, tho Chairman said,—

-

The niagistratea, having considered this case, are unani-

mously of opinion that the defendant shou be sent U>

take bis trial for tbr oflcnrp with which he in charged.

I havo also to state thst bail, if offered, will bo accepted,

the defendant himself in 500/., and two sureties in 50TV.

each. Mr. Cooke was bound over to prosecnte. Tho

prisoner, who bepan writing a letter as soon as he heard

onnrinfrm* tus ranwuuwu. «~ -—- •— the decision ;of 1
magistrates, was remove*! by the

between the husband and wife, although ^1^ in the first instance to thc ststion-bowe m
efforts had been made to give it a ^fferent corn- .

h fae ha§ nitherto bocn confined, but after-

rn« .har^e aaainst Mr. HiB was that he had /al- ^JJ^ ^^^^ ft 1BmT hcre ^ n^fc^d

rem
half of the settled rune

appointment on the part

survivert sne had

nitk

wigfc tblafr if

11 at Dublin
'
and the Pr *«soner expressed

UnaW ^ )J.

er accouchement shouhl take place in

s*1— -j wa,ch place they were on their way on the
*tt.nary, i$59. The lady was taken unwell

WewJ^Lel!!
nS to town by the London and Xorth-

an absolute ]>ower

she s^tt^L ? Sle^rokToT her pen she could
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"^"gjf It was thy of
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*rttxA Polished[account
remark that the H.OOW. ayear'
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had dwindled down to 14,0002. in DOi»- * on
that the capital did not amount to H,000t, ior^^ 1^
the marriage settlement would no cover
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^k^ ^^ ^
8000L But he had shown that »*;."„- the part of bis

Sssuniary motive without full osmpl
igg

ooths part ^^
wife. A noticeable cir^

ira8^u^J^e\7niamage before there

persons, seven years elapsed after w«
flUl ooc^ne preg-

was any hor.o of issue. At length itrs ^^ ffom ^
nant, and then it was said that sue

^t^t^nient wee

Continent to London to ^ co^f.^ ^ London, but to

not quite accurate, because she weni,
gurpmiDt,'

'

Ireland, to visit Mr. Hill's ^^-^ ^7 her first born,

a \ ng woman, about to give
"JJV, ha,bsnd in Ireland.

instead of staying among the .nen«« reck<m np0n every

whore she was Known aud where sne
;

u** .^ fft/ , | j0ndon

attention in thc hour periL
*ou^ateh«rn ^ ^^

under circumstances of such P**g" dssttsntton, and to take

leave the train before it arrived at^^ ^ Not a single

refuge in a small public-houaein1

a^ounUj

r
were first published, it wan

incorrectly stated that Mrs. Hill was a jrranddangbter

the late Sir Francis Hurdnfct. She is a daughter of

f the late Mr. William Jones Burdett, and her mother,

therefore, is not Lady Burdett. It is equally untrue

that Mrs. Hill was adopted by Miss Burdett Coutts.

SixrBBTRY.—A larjre and influential meeting of

noblemen and gentlemen connecUjd with the county flf

WilU was held in the Town Hall of this nty on

I hursd^y to consider the propriety of contributing to

some public and permanent record of the esteem and

respect borne by the inhabitants of the county to tfct

person and character of the late Lord Herbert of Lea.

The Righl Hon. Sotheron Estcoort, M.P^ presided,

and the meeting was addressed by the Bishop of

d.sbnry, Mr. Baring, MP; Mr. ^/ ^-monT,

I.P.; General Buckley. M. P.; Mr. Lwart,M.P.; and

other zentlemen. Resolutions were unanimously

adopted lor the erection of a statne of Lord Herbert in

Salisbury as the capital town of the county, and for

the establishment of a convalescent hospital in some

place deemed best adapted r that purposgrWgJ1,

the name of the Herbert Convalescent HgntaJ;

and a amittee was appointed to carry the resolutions

into trfe-^
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impartial man could come was »a*

IrttenH.

TrTrni two* Iht. ITHsw to titk Pe*wt*b.~The

FSToTTnd^ pablishen anothtr letter-jvmA
FrfT^L i,KUhna. J Tunsn" to Lord PaJmerstnn, in
<« John, Xn hbisbop<<* J^vJJJJ^r ^ Wbaw ad-
which be predicts the early oowniaji «•*»•

Ability; »n<l >" *h# fcJhog^"^".Srdcwof tbe

comments oa fc°*V rttmA nabnshsi bv the " prsn-
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position of the Pope and the misdeeds and wickedness
of the enemies of the Holy See occupy a large portion
of the letter.

Attempt to Burn Kilkenny College.—A mys-
terious attempt was made on the 9th inst. to burn this

institution. One of the masters was awakened in the
middle of the night by a noi?e like the smashing of
sticks, and on getting up to ascertain the cause he found
the school-room in flames. The pupils were at once
alarmed and brought out to the lawn in front of the
college. Prompt assistance and a good supply of water
eventually overcame the flames before any serious

damage was done. The masters then proceeded through
the other apartments of the college, when they found
another fire in the usher's room, on the ground floor,

which could not have been caused by the one in the
school-room. On further investigation another fire was
found smouldering under a staircase, where a quantity
of matches, half-consumed pieces of paper, and ignited
sticks, showed how deliberately the incendiary had set
to work. As soon as the school-room was in a state to
be examined, it was found that the fire had broken out
at both extremities of the room, and that in the two
desks, in other portions of the apartment, half-consumed
matches and paper had been placed to aid the conflagra-

tion. Altogether in five places there were found
preparations for effecting the destruction of the building
and its inmates. The magistrates have instituted an
inquiry into this extraordinary affair, but though the
closest scrutiny has been made into everything calcu-

lated to throw light on it, no facts have yet been elicited

calculated to bring the crime home to any individual.

The Appbentice Bot3 op Derby.—Twenty per-
sons were summoned at Londonderry on the 19th inst.,

at petty sessions, by order of the Government, for an
alleged violation of the Party Emblems Act on the
anniversary of the relief of Derry. The bench unani-
mously decided that no case had been established, and
refused the information.

gcotlatttr.
Presentation op the Freedom of Perth to Sir

Hope Grant.—-On Thursday, the 12th inst., the
freedom of the city of Perth was conferred on General
Sir James Hope Grant, in the City Hall, "as a mark of
their warm admiration and their gratitude for his
eminent services to his country in the late campaigns
in India and China," and in the evening the General
"was entertained at dinner in the County rooms by the
gentlemen of the county and city. The Earl of
Mansfield presided, and the company included the
I)uke of Athole, the Earl of Airlie, Viscount Strathallan,
Viscount Stormont, Lord Kinnaird, Lord Dupplin, Lord
Charles Kerr, Lord Gray of Kinfauns, Sir R. Menzies,
Sir G. Ramsay, General Lindsay, M.P., Mr. Stanhope,
M.P., the Lord Provost of Perth, Mr. E. T. Gordon,
Sheriff of Perthshire ; Mr. Grant, of Kilgraston, and
Mr. Frank Grant, brothers of the guest, &c. On both
occasions Sir Hope Grant addressed the company at
some length, in the morning on the Indian mutiny,
and in the evening on the war in China. The following
is the substance ot his remarks :

—

••The great honour you have conferred in presenting me
with the freedom of the city, I feel as a particular compliment
from the fair city of Perth, which I am proud to own as my
native county town. During thetwo last campaigns I have indeed
seen much service ; and in the commencement of the mutiny
in India it was truly marvellous and providential how the
British nation was carried through the dangers and difficulties
with which it was surrounded. I never shall forget the ] st
August, at Delhi, 1857, during the rebellion, when it was at its
height. The 2d of that month was the Bnrru-ede, a great
-Mahometan festival, on which day the King ofDelhi used to pro-
ceed to a large serai or courtyard, about three miles from the
town, where a camel was sacrified in honour of Ishmael, whowas supposed to have been offered in sacrifice in place of Isaac,
and on that day the rebels determined to make a grand attack,and annihilate the Feiinghee force. Our numbers from the
hrst were only about 5000 men, but from the heat ofthe season,
sickness and fi/hting, our strength was greatly reduced,
independent of the trenches, we could only turn out about 1000men to resist any attack made on our "flank and rear. It
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W. S^ChE^St™ .£?•?*"•»?««»»• Well. Kentle-

made men, and had they been better versed in the science

of war we should not have beaten them so easily. In
the last campaign, amid all the horrors and dangers of

war, there was much to interest and amuse, and I cannot
help remembering the day we landed at Pehtang. The
country around was a large salt marsh, and before we were
enabled to set foot on shore the tide had risen and covered the
whole country round for miles with water. There was a
raised causeway or road, which ran from the Taku Forts to

Kohtung, and General de Montauban and myself determined
to make for this position. There was a large Tartar cavalry

picket on this road, but they seemed struck with surprise and
terror at our amphibious appearance, and at two such fine

armies marching up to their knees in water, with their trousers

tucked up, carrying shoes and stockings in one hand, and in

the other their weapons of destruction, and they never waited
for an attack. Our first day's fight was upon the 12th of

August—grouse shooting day. But we had, unhappily, other
game to destroy. The Tartars were well licked ; and in the
house where San-ko lin-sin, the famous Tartar general, had
resided, a despatch was found written by him to the Emperor,
in which he said— ' English newspapers have been put into

my hands, which I have had translated, and in them it is

stated that the English mean to land at Pehtaug. and take our
forts in reverse. We know very well this is not likely to be the
case. No nation would ever bo so foolish as to state publicly
the tactics they intended to pursue. Besides which, the country
is quite impracticable, and I have troops all along the road
which will soon annihilate them.' So, the candour with which
this was stated, and the way in which we tried to forewarn the
Tartar general, had the effect of putting him off his guard, as
he could not believe in the truthfulness of our public prints.
Well, the Taku Forts fell, and we marched up to Pekin, after
two sharp actions along the road. Batteries were formed by
the French and ourselves to blow down the walls, which would
have been no easy matter, as they were 50 feet high and 60 in
breadth. We have read in ancient history of the walls of
Babylon being so broad that a number of chariots could be
driven abreast along the top of them, and on the walls of
Pekin I am convinced that six or eight coaches-and-four could
have gone easily in the same manner. However, just five
minutes before our guns were to open, one of the city gates
was given up to us, which we took possession of. A day was
fixed for signing the treaty, and as I had been informed
by Roman Catholic missionaries—who had heard it from
Chinese converts, of whom there are a great number
in that city—-that infernal machines and guns were to be
turned against us when we got into the intricacies of the town,
I sent a large force to be prepared for any little contretemps we
might meet with. Lord Elgin accordingly started at the hour
appointed, and I accompanied him. We proceeded to the hall
of audience, where we were received by the Prince Kung and
about 400 or 500 Mandarins, dressed in splendid robes. The
terror displayed in the Prince's countenance was truly amusing.
His eyes kept turning about without moving his head, first

towards Lord Elgin and then towards me, and he was as pale
as death. The ceremony was just commencing, when Mr.
Berto, a photographer who had accompanied me to China,
being anxious to obtain a good view of the signing of the
treaty, Yrtaced bis large apparatus within 20 yards of Prince
Kung, the large lens presented at his breast and at
the other Mandarins, who, like ourselves, poor fellows,
were just as frightened at infernal machines as we were.
They thought this was some terrible species of mortar with
which we intended to blow them all into the next world,
and their looks of consternation were truly amusing. The
treaty was soon signed, and we were bowed, out much more
pleasantly than we were bowed in. You are aware, gentlemen,
everything ended satisfactorily. In a few days we marched
down the country, and got away just as the severe frosts com-
menced. The river closed up, and snow fell, and I was obliged
to march the cavalry 32 miles in one day to the mouth of the
river Peiho to enable them to embark. Shortly after the frost
became so severe that the sea froze over 40 miles from land.
Well, gentlemen, we got safely home to our native country,
and I trust we shall have no more war with China. In con-
clusion I must express my delight at seeing that we are not
behind other counties in showing a fine body of volunteers.
As long as such a fine spirit of emulation continues, foreign
countries will not call us a nation of shopkeepers, and they
will be of the greatest service to our nation when called upon
to act. The present American war proves to us how useless
are numbers without discipline, and I trust it will be an
inducement to our Voluuteers to carry this out to the fullest
extent.'*
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Collision ox the Midland.—On Monday evening
as a goods train from Bristol was shunting from the up
line at Mangotsfifild to a siding on the down line to
enable the Parliamentary train from Bristol to Dass, one
of Marcus's excursion trains from Bath to Liverpool,
consisting of 14 carriages, arrived, and before it could
be stopped ran into the goods train as it was crossing
the line. About it dozen passengers received con-
tusions, and one of them, Mr. Williams, house decorator,
of Bath, sustained some severe injuries of the spine and
concussion of the brain. Medical assistance 'was ob-
tained in the neighbourhood, and in a few hours all the
passengers were enabled to proceed on their journey,
except Mr. Williams, who remains at the station in a
precarious state.

Collision* on the West Midland. — On
Wednesday evening, as the Midland train from
Birmingham to Worcester was approaching Droitvvich
station, it ran into a goods train which had been
stopped by a coal train at the station in consequence of
the moveable bottom of one of the trucks having fallen
out upon the rails while shunting. Every attempt was
made to stop the train by signal and otherwise, but the
slippery state of the rails prevented the action of the
breaks. Just before the collision the stoker of the
passenger train jumped off the engine, but the driver
stuck to it, and was uninjured. Fortunately all the
carnages kept the rails, for had they run off the road
the consequences must have been frightful, as the line
rnna at this place along a high embankment, with a
small river passing under it immediately below the spot
where the collision took place. Several of the
passengers were severely cut and bruised, but most of
them were sufficiently recovered in the evening to
resume their journey. The others, including Mr.Gerin-,
the Mum Gilpin, Mr. Cole, butcher; Mr. Thomas
Richards of Lichfield, and Miss Procter of Gloucester,
remain at Droitvvich and are doing well.
Throwing Stones at Railway Tbj ins.—At the

Central Criminal Court.— The ffotbtn**.
vogan, a powerful man, aged 30, wag dJi'^
ment, aud also on the coroner's inquiSJS*
murder of his wife, Mary Anne StokeiC—^
inembered that the prisoner and bis wife—,
funeral and returned home late at night kand that in the course of the night, aftwftuSSl^
quarrelling, the prisoner ran out of the hZIX*
cut in a shocking manner, and was tak«» tl*5
Hospital, where he remained for someta|b7
state. On examining his lodgings the po& hJ?
quite dead, with her throat cut and with ott»S?

%

seemed to show that the prisoner had kiuTI
attempted to commit suicide. He declared W*
wife had cut his throat while he was sleepiw«
rug, and that she must afterwards have deatmri
medical evidence, however, showed the extnii
of the woman having been able to inflict Mektafli
self, though Mr. Painter, the principal medial%«he should be sorry to swear that it was imponifcfo
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so. It was also proved that there wasnobWtiJ
rug on which the prisoner said he was sleepiaf«2
attacked him. The defence was that the eridaa
strong in favour of the prisoner's statement u 4
there was too much uncertainty to convict ha.

after deliberating about half an hour, retained

Guilty. The prisoner, who had exhibited 1 pd
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received. Mr. Justice Byles said ^*^y by^
*« „;vp AffW* to a recommeudation w ux ^ ,

use
l#wv —
by the

suit Mr. Justice iveaLi»s —--
- . her w«9

*****

prisoner. On Thursday the pnson^^
judgment, when Mr. Justice Bylesjs ^^
case* of manslaughter. Mgjfrjfttfii&A -

carefully, and had consulted Mi.^ ^
to the punishment that ^df „ •

Jg,
learned ju^e'ia" concurred with

nth^
the sentence he was about toj* .t^

was that he be kept m penal sen"

U

]

Tev-Milk Foot Race.-A ^fJ^. 1
***

the Champion Ten-mile Cup«j"$m£
man, took>ce on £*£*$^fc
in the presence of between Jl

of^jwfj
match was made between

Johnm
«EJLl

#*
of Norwich, E Mills, of £tta^U"^
Indian of the tieneca tribe, sum*
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r^ero.tbed.yjM.Uswas

»»
IMB

»»

Brighton,

^Mted the Seneca mu«n* «j « .«„

^Efaarne ground* a few weeks since,^ *
!£laCted White at Salford in a foor-

2dW> 68 times round the ground

When the word was given or the

. — iwfoot appeared in a wolf-skin,

'

J»£5>d u^khng bells round his

5? !S for the start, Bnghton was found
-ttTSk Mills and White appeared very
^d beta »yndiM1# when the start took

wlid. Mill* second. Deerfoot last, and so

v if^ilTwben Mills took the lead, which
****** *.lf when the Indian went to the

fU- *
White then tried to recover the lead,

£f£nJi »n retain, and at three miles had to

**££: of Se race between Mills and the

"£*& character. Mills struggled hard to

'hot the Indian occasionally shot a-head

i the spectators. There was not a

at the seventh mile, when the Indian
m ** l

^d on commencing the eighth went right

*!JE*JEo wet evidently in pain, gave in. The

nTktoin) '" M minutes 25 seconds. Deer-

^^-^nieEts to run 10 miles with
pedestrian, and to allow him a

7k- ttth mat, at the Rotunda Gardens,

^ffAfftoeini * the "American Deer- ft* a

"V^TTTl Brompton running grounds, on

fJJ Jjjh a man named Jones, living iu Islington,

place, oo October
"

O&ittiarB
nrOOD. BART., aiea at ms seau, iviiwiujjtuii

oo the 22d inst. , in his 75th year. He was

n ihif Park in 1786 ; married in 1815 the eldest^^^
Rowley, and succeeded his father in 1828.

Km of Alderman Dashwood, of London,

the revenues of Ireland in the reign of

tffdr

rtfb-

w

-u.

i

B£

te Toiiai Whtte, a member of the London Stock

d saddenly while shooting at Caragh Lake,

the 17th inst., from disease of the heart. He
ft, toMor of knighthood in 1835, while High Sheriff

ofOork.
Mercer, late Colonel-commandant of the

of Royal Marines, died on the 17th inst. at

gouthsea. He entered the service in 1803, and
tfee destruction of the French squadron in the

In 1810 he repeatedly landed on the north

4 feats, co-operating with the patriots. In 1812, while

miW Majesty's ship Java, he was engaged with and
the United 8tates' frigate Constitution. In recog-

sfMi services he received the war medal with one clasp.

the rank of Major-General in 1856.

Herbert, one of the senior Generals in the
en the 19th inst. at Exeter. He served on the

with the army under Lord Moira and the Duke of
was engaged during the Carib war in St. Vincent's,

« NrvstPrtnce, in St Domingo, and at Fort Irois during the
asaths' siege, and also at the siege of Copenhagen in
B» attained the rank of Major-General in 1825, and that

tal854.

Home Stirling, Bart., died at his seat, Glora,
the 19th inst., at the early age of 31. He was

of (fcptain George Stirling (second son of the
. » «nd vrat born in 1830. He married in 1854 the«^Par ot Colonel Begbie, of the 44th Regiment,

StiPt* "* 1858
» &nd was appointed in 1860 to a

. !_?• Unlith«ow Militia Artillery.ajP FtARCis, the Sculptor, whose death took place
*ary eminent in his day as a sculptor, and also

_ * oae °f o«r most rising sculptors. He was*** of self-teaching, although his choice of a

mKL™ * be said to have been accidental. Mr.» wm a native of Lincoln, became, at an early age,

themselves, while the ninth went further down, I

inveigle Mr. Gordon into the trap thus laid for hit

destruction. He had unfortunately sent all the boys
away to gather grass for the roof of the new house, and
was unattended, when Narabu Leet walked up to him
and asked for some calico for himself and others of the
party, who, he said, were waiting at the mission house.

Mr. Gordon took up a piece of board, and wrote with
charcoal, "Give those men a yard of cotton each."

This he gave to the savage, aiid" told him to take it to

Mrs. Gordon, who would give him what he wanted.
The savage then induced Gordon to go with him, and
he started up the hill, followed by the native. On
arriving at the ambush Narabu Leet buried his toma-
hawk in Mr. Gordon's spine. He immediately fell,

uttering a loud cry. Narabu Leet then pave another

stroke on the right side of the neck, which almost

severed the head from the body, and others, rushing

from their concealment, quickly cut the poor victim to

pieces. While this tragedy was being enacted another

native ran towards the mission house, and Mrs. Gordon,
who had been alarmed by the fiendish Us and
laughter of the savages, ran out. and, standing near the

outhouse, she asked Ouben what all the noise I about.

He laughed and said, "Nothing; it is only boys

amusing themselves." She said, "Where are the boys?"

and turned. Ouben, who had his tomahawk concealed

behind Ins back, then struck her a blow below the

shoulder-blade. She fell on the grass, and he then

nearly cut her head off and otherwise mutilated her

body. Both bodies were recovered and buried.

Of
•

s there is 1 a fair supply. For Potatoes markets
are heavy ; prices rather lower than last weak. fa—

n

are abundant, and the same may bs said of
~~

are large and excellent Cut' flo

Orchids, Dahlias, Asters, VioieU,
Roses.

FRUIT.

Chi**? SSJStsI •••

a:.i

Pine Applet, per lb.. S« to 5s
G rapes, per lb. , Is od to 4s
Melons, each. Is to 3s
Peaches, per doe., 6s to 12s
Nectarines, do., 4s to 10s
Pears, per dor., Is to 4s

Apples, per do*.. 64 to la
Oranges, par 100, Sato lis
Lemons, par 100. 6s to 10*
Nuts, Cob, per pound.

2s 6d
Walnuts, per 100, 2s

VEGETA1 LW
Cauliflowers, each, 2d to od Artichokes, each, 6d to lOd
Peas, p. quart, Is to Is 0d
Hrocci «1 i . p, bundle, 1 s to Is Sd
French 1leans, per sieve, 2s 6d
to 3s 6d

Bro.id Beans, p. bush, 2s6d to Ss
Cabbage
Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s
— per cwt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Carrots, d<>., idto6d

id i. p. sieve. Is to 2a
ti< timbers, eichLeVi to j*J

Veg. Marrows, p. doe, IstolseV

Beet,
eiery. p. bundle. IsM to 2s

Onions, p. t sieve, is 6d
Bhubai >., p. bundle, 6d to Od
mxtooa, p. do*.. 1 s to Ss

Shallots, per lb., Sd i :od
Garlic, pcrlb.,6d to 81
Endive, p. soors. Is 6d
lloraeRadlsh,pbua.,ls6dto4s
MuNhrooms.n. pott, 2s to 3a
P»r»l«v, p. \v bunches. Ss to 4s

Savory, j*r boston, td to «d

Beit

•

lb sJss.-^
J

i
€niat

y» b«t with a natural talent for sculpture.

J2s"? ttve of the &reat Lnrd kelson, and

•^Llrf «IL
Cls ^nceived the notion, which he

J_w*?** m jet a funeral car of the hero. This,

M*n5!rJ*£ fis™e-head of Victory, attracted the

I £ «£ °/
J
l
orfo

i
k''afterwards Earl of Leicester, who

iwng to London, and became and continued his
*r. Prani

»

fit*

-sf

m
fa
it*

€ sj »t •
'

~~~
ttllosS'

m
i

Wn°m he was during .... _ „ ,

mn iS Pt0r
" He was a fi^a* favourite with

of RaifeS
a^"Patronised by the Duke of Sussex,

ItoaTr!^A T°5
0lk

»
Sunderland, the Vernon family,

^' J. RusraII <mA +u^ i„„j:„« ^, ~c t-uL^^?Sa^S-i RuMell
»
a«d the leading men of the

i«?JJ?^ of the ^te King was continued by

b

- f

trtdkd ifr p
DCe Consort. When the late Duke

tbetn^Ti; a
Cl8 was commissioned to execute

teeCJ T16 materials. He had, in fact,

_ - SkJQ M tUT:
ne executed his task with such

g jrlrsjeeiefeB^Jxf cojnmanded the warmest approval
fcftii^wEdW.Mi!n ^^ the Queen and the Prince.

ttsin ssjdnSaT S-*^
' 8l » lived to see his fo™urite

>7 koown by b^ fiS
W ^"gnter, Mrs. Thornycroft, is

S^rttsble not onlr l8^? of the Roval children, which

oftXH the fidelity of the portraits, but

>ble. and vi ?
n

'
Mr

" Th"rnycroft, her husband,
^•*Hr. Praadfc

mr,JosePb Durham were also favourite

rJsaeswN

Xrun

IstfjZi^ Sju

^fealXaiieottjfo

to L^1**1?*^ AJfD his Wife.—By

i av

S*&**to?nfTJ^S the Melbourne Age) we

2LJMSon L
h
.t

brutal M'der of the Rev. Mr.

fiS?*^« fi

Nova Scotia Missionj by the

K5?^!jS?^ir same island in which '
ifc wil1

*•* '
°hn * llha'ns was killed in 1839. Thewss

I I

sT
8^. tjletW.7ed

t°
the Rev- Mr. Cuthbertson,

^'^Voe^tw -

Lifu
- Tbe particulars are as

£*^^n m ^^q^ence of the measles,

*T*' ** nat^~
aEQ

,°
ng the island9 with fearful

I

%hite
Peonh.

of
41
fcrromanga determined to kill

1!? of the
; dii?

island
»
lookiDg on them *

to?Z* intfndtSTt. Gordon was aware tbat

.£*i^ would a.
1

?? life
» bufc thought that

J] *ft of Hav nhTgD
be

!
r PurP°se. About noon

for G
F ^ <wl " 4"

lng at a house which he was

^•a "for

1

7FV
a

9 ^^ at the mission-house,

*M w«.i. :

uorclon
- They were informed

** pC^ **$*»*- T^ then went
^"gnt of the men concealed

BIRTHS.—On the 21st inst, at 23, Grosvcnor Street, the

Lady Frederick FitzRoy, prematurely, of a daughter—24th
inst, at 91, Princes Street, Edinburgh, Lady Harriet Vernow
Weotworth, of a daughter—13th inst, at Barton Mills, .Suffolk,

the Hon. Mrs. Abraham, of a daughter—'J2d inst, at Auchen-
bowie House, Stirlingshire, Mrs. Bullkr Ei.phinstoxe, of a

daughter—19th inst, at Tythegson Court, Glamorganshire, the

wife of Arthur Owen Lord, Esq., of a daughter—21st inst, at

Cambridge, the wife of Professor Stokes, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 23d inst, at St. James's, Piccadilly,

Viscount Clifden, to Eliza Horatia Frederick a, eldest

daughter of Lady Augusta Seymour and the late Mr. Frede-

rick Seymour, and sister of the Countess 8pencer—24th inst,

at Withecombe Raleigh, Devon, Viscount Chetwvnd, to Mary,

sole surviving daughter of the late John Husbst, Esq., of

Lyme Regis, Dorset—19th inst. at Albury, Surrey, David

Scot Dickson, Esq., W.S., of Edinburgh, to the Hon Francis

Sophia Addington, fourth daughter of the Rev. Viscount

Sidmouth—24th inst, at Cheddar, Somerset, the Hon. William

Leonard Holmes a'Court, eldest son of tho Lord Hkytes-

bory, to Isabella Sophia, eldest daughter of the Rev. Richard

a'Court Beadon— 19th inst, at St. Mary Abbot's Church,

Kensington, Augustus Wentworth Gore, only son of the

late Charles Arthur Gore, 1st Life Guards, to Miss

Emily Anne Curzon, third daughter of the Hon.

Edward and Mrs. Curzon, of Scaradale House, Kensington—

18th inst, at Abbeyleix Church, Lieut.-Col. John Guise, V.C.,

90th Light Infantry, youngest son of General Sir John Guise.

Tho supply ot Wheat 1. mi Essex and Kent t uls morning »

market was good, and some portion ' was disposed of For

export to Franco at a< . .t .•• of Is. to Sa. per uj«on the
1 .1 ices of this day M'nnight There was a tolerable attendance,
but holders of foreign Wheat not being incline i to soospt any
abatement in price, very few sales were effected. M.\ltt&f
Barley is Is. i>er qr. cheaper, grinding unaltered in \a
Beans and Peas bring last week's rates. The i ut trade is dun,
and wo reduce our quotations la. per qr. for ail descriptions

excepting fine Russian. Flour is a steady sale at last week's
rates.

Psm Imperial Quarter. is. a.

WnEAT, Essex, stent & Suffolk. .V? A—«2 lied

«—72

lied

Red • *

s s

60—

W

80-2*
M—10

20—?4

90-24
10-24

fine selected runs, .ditto M—04
— -- Talavera '»—00
mmm

-IN or it >i it § ? • i § • # o o § • )ai«»«w9i* r * irci^ll »«•«••#•#»••»••« .#••••.

Uaui.i.y, grind. & dist, 26s to ev.X—42 Malting
— Foreign .. grinding and distilling 27—So Malting

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20—24
— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato,20— *.

^ Irish Potnto
— Foreign Poland and Brew;

Rye 80-«
Ryk-meal, foreign —

i

Dkans, M.izagan. . . .34s to 80s .. . .Tick 35—38 Harn»w . 55—II
— Pigeon 35a— 42s..Winds. — ILongpod
— Pcroigu Small 42 ian

Peas, white, Essex and Kent.. Boilers .".1—te Ask .

— Maple ....—eto—s Grey [37—39 I r^ign .

Maize White — Yellow..

Flour, beet marks delivered .
.
per sack 40—

M

— 2d do ditto -4G Country 30—40
-- Foreign per barrel 28—34 Per sack 43-5*

Friday, Sept. 27.

8ince the 20th inst. until yesterday we have had a constant

succession of very heavy showers, -which were much wanted

for the country. Tho Wheat trade this week, owing to a

falling off of French orders, has been less active, and a decline
- ... ^ gdQm -

30-30
35-S3

Bart., K.C.B., to Isabella, only surviving child of the late

Rev Arthur and lion. Catherine 2*ewoombe—17th inst, at per qr hM been general. The tendency in the value ofB«4V
Maxton James Liebig Gregory, Esq., only child of tbe Lite flml , lirs naa ai^ been downwards, but for Beans and Peas

WilliamGregory, Esq. , Professor of Chemistry in the University

of Edinburgh, to Elizabeth Mary Somerville only daughter

of the late Colonel Sir Henry Fairfax, Bart of bt Boswells

Bank, and sister of Captain Sir William Fairfax. Bart aide-

decamp to the Governor of Malta-24th inst, at St. Peters

Church, Eaton Square, Henry Gillett, Esq Captain East

Kent Reg. of Militia, son of the late Cyrus Gillett, Esq., of

Ilalvergate Hall, Norfolk, to Sarah Maria, elder daughter of

W J Lysley, Esq., M.P. of Mimwood, Herts-Wth inst. at

Sarisbury, Tirchfield, Robert, eldest son of Robert Gosling,

E^q of Botlevs Park, Surrey, and Hassobury, Essex, to

Elinor, eldest daughter of Spencer Smith, Esq., of Brook-

1%d
EATHS

fc

.-At 23, Grosvenor Street, Helen infant daughter

of Lord and Lady Frederick FiTzRoY-^19th inst at Chburn

Rectory, of consumption, Sophia Portia, wife of the Rev. C.

W Burton, rector of Cliburn, Westmoreland and second

daughter of the late Sir William Pilkington, Bart ot Cbevet-

?0th inst at Charleywood House, near Kickmansworth Lieut-

Colonel HeVry Connop, late 55th Regiment aged -23

Pnst at^2 Montague Place, Cheltenham, Lieut. -Colonel Green-

wood CBofthe Royal Artillery, aged 67-20th mat at

Fxeter Colonel John Graham, H.E.I.C.S., of Ellerslie 1 re-

in^Son son of the late Captain Charles Graham H.E.I C.'s

Sirftimi Service aged 54-14th inst, at Stoke ^ewington,

?w Lionel Edward Osborn, late of the Madras Arm;

i^^Mh iS7.^ hi. residence, 81. Grove End Road St

John's Wood, Colonel William White Moore, late of the

H E I C 's Jtengal Establishment-lSth inst, at 21. lork Place.

? ^VAn Maria widow of the late Lieut. -Colonel Henry
Brompton, Maria, winow u

T«mce. Hvde Park.

former prices, and in some ]'!«cesa slight improvement, has

been realised. The price of Flour has been steadily main-

tained, excepting in Liverpool. Manchester, and Gjasirow

where a slight reduction wan submitted t -incu r riday last

88 vessels bave been orted off the coa*t. The floating

trade has been less active, and the sales effected during the

week are in favour ol the buyer. In Paris, on the 26th we
have to quote a rata « of lfr. to 2fr. op the prices of both

Wheat and Flour, and the market closed without much activity.

The four marks, delivery this month, are quoted equal t *.

per 280 lbs. Tho arrivals of foreign Barley during the week

have been Urge, good of Oats, and fair of Wheat, moicrata

of English Wheat,' and sm all of other grain. A jmrtionof the

ngli.sh Wheat left over from last day was disposed of at tbe

same prices, but some remained unsold at a late h-ur, factors

being indisposed to submit to a re n ; business in I gn

was unusually quiet, and Monda/s quotations noro luaL

Barley, Beans and Peas bring late rates. The Oat trade is

quiet, and prices unaltered.

Arrivals from Sept. 28 to Sept. 27.

"Barley

English
Irish

( Wheat.

2350 qrs.

• * • •

Foreign .

.

;020

»»

f

680 qrs

11650

>•

9t

I.

qrs.

810

2v

99

»»

itfOaks

I 3 brls

The transactions ,ln

fnrmeVlv" of the 21st Light Dragoons, aged 75

3th SX, at bis residence, Ellinthorp Hall »«« »^ ê
Yorkshire, Heaton Cl^rk. Esq., aged ,1-1. th

_

^nst at the

Vtarage Chepstow, Sarah Atkins the wife of the
>

Rev. S F.

iS and eldest daugther of the late George jrfilward, Esq.,

ofSchlade^Manor, Gioucestcrshire-1 5th inst, at 10. Grove

Placl Hammersra th, Elisha Naylor. Esq., sohci^jr -

IssbUnl Srd Beeper of the Inland Revenue Record Ofhce

^r ng Garde
C
ns--9th inst, at Chambto SmUerisjjJ aft«rj

few days' illness, Arthur Grey Macpb, Esq., 9**™$ ^
Street/Westminster and of theSf^^^^^^M
19th inst, at Bradmore House Ha»me»^7

h0 Qf
Bawlinos, Esq., for upwards ofj2 ^"^1 aged 76-
Lambert & Rawlings, Coventry Street, Haj nwK«, JJJ
22d inst. at 8 Walton Villas, to^yj^ onIy
wife of J. A. Goldinoiiam, fsq., Mad^^J - ch
child of the Rev. Francis Garden, Sub-Dean om i

Royal-17th inst. at Foot's Cray Ken^the Rev^

Warriner, for many years rector of thatR^.^^t f

inst, at Boulogne, the Rev David Pipek. *£j6Jh in8t , at the

Sadberge, in the county of Durham, aged 04 ^ HoWLKTT>
Royal Military College Sandhurst, the Rev. ** ^
aged 28—24th inst, at his residence, ^ f^ v

William Farre.v, Esq., the comedian, agea i

decline of Is.

per qr. The
feeling at this

business resulted,

s»8RS rfigTss com f^*FJ&
concession of 6d. per qr., which injiwrto were glad ^ make

to effect sales ex ship. Oats and < )atineal dull <*££. *****

were 6d. per qr. cheaper Peas and Barley unchanfired. The

market closes without am mation.

AVSRAOES

Aug. 17..
— 2*..

Sept.

Wheat. I » Beans '

4^* 7 ^*
*

$M **

A :

5
10

3

a

'Kl'.ES. Aug. 17 Aug. 24. ig- »>

Last Six Weeks avkra<

J SI.

* 9

JJflarfttts*
t

COVENT GARDEN, SeP^;
c<mliimes gool.

The supply of both Vegetables aQ
fhe

F^e

C<

Say be said ot

Applesj and Pears are plentiful^ and th^same J ^^
Grapes, Pine Apples, and Melons. Peas arc *

Tvj fieldL MARKET. -Sept. 25.

Craghead SteamTJ^s ; .North^Peltja Gas
^.

MoorBntes, 13a. ;
Walker^.^ \~; ^ . Walls End

'£ Sd
" i/tf 18.

E
3d

B
Walls

ll

En/ HdSi. &: ^U. Bnd
Framwellgate, 18s. W. , «^ d num^s Hetton, 18s, 9d.

Keoier Grange, lis. yo. ,
«»«»

i
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Walls End Stewarts, 19s. 6d. ; Walls End Caradoc, 19s. ; Walls
End Hugh Hall, 18s. !)d. ; Walls End Whitworth, 15s. ;

Carway and Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6d. ; Carway and Duffryn
Malting, 24s.—Ships at market, 25.

Prime Meadow Hay 80s to 90s
Superior do. ^ .. 95 105
Inferior do. . . '

. . 40
New do
Rowen —

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.
Smithfield, Thursday, Sept. 26.

00

• 90stol20sClover, old
Sew Clover . . . . — —
Do. second cut . . 80 105
Straw 2S 34

Davis & Co.

Whitechatel, Thursday, Sept. 26.
Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 98s

f Fine 1st cut Clover 110s to 117s
Inferior do 80
Prime New Hay . . —
Inferior .. .. —
Straw M .. ..30

90 I Inferior do.
New 2d cut
Inferior do.

34 I New 1st cut

SO
84

95
100

BUTTER MARKET.—Sept. 27.
Best Fresh Butter . . . . 15s. per dozen lbs.
Second do. do 13s. ,,

Pork, 5s. Od. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.
>»

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Sept. 27.
Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report an active demand for

the new growth at very firm prices. Currency :

—

Mid and East Kent ... . . .. £9 to £15
Weald Kent 8 10
Sussex 8 —

Duty, 110,0O0Z. to 120,000?.

10

9

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 23.

^
We have an unusually large supply of Beasts, but a con-

siderable number are of very inferior quality, consequently
the choicest kinds cannot be quoted lower. The number of
Sheep is rather larger than on Monday last ; trade is dull, but
prices are not much altered. Calves are selling about the
same as on Thursday. From Germany and Holland there
are 1950 Beasts, 8360 Sheep, 270 Calves, and 160 Pigs;
from Scotland, 30 Beasts ; from Ireland, 1000 ; and 3200
Beasts from the northern and midland counties.

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. .. 4
Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn t 4

6 to 4
4—4
— 4

0to5
to .

8
6

s

Best Long-wools. 4
Do. Shorn . . ,

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn .. ,

Lambs .. ..5
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

d s d
8 to 5

4 6

5
5

5

8

Beasts, 6470 ; Sheep & Lambs , ,_ p _.&^ _.
Thursday, Sept. 26.

The supply of Beasts much exceeds the demand. The small
amount of business transacted is at about the rates of Monday
last. The number of Sheep fresh up to this day's market is
by no means large. The supply consists chiefly of these left
over from Monday, and inferior qualities. Trade is very dull,
and

I
quotations remain unaltered. There is no alteration in the

Calf trade. Our foreign supply consists of 240 Beasts, 1740
Sheep, and 339 Calves ; Milch Cows, 95.

s d s di s

J

Best Long-wools. 4Best Scots, Here-
fords, <fec. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-breds . . 5
Do. Shorn
Beasts. 1145:

8
6 to 4
4 4

4

8
6

— 5 4
»

•

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn . . .

Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pfcs .. ..4

s

5
d

0—4 6
to ..

5
5

GARDENER (Head).—Single; understands the
Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early

Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Gardens.

Good character.—A. Z , Post Office, Brasted, Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married, one child
;

16 years' practical experience. Character will bear the
strictest investigation.—A. D., 3, Albert Street, Lavender Hill,

Wandsworth Road, Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Head).-—Age 27, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical in every department.

Two years' good character.—A. B., Mr. G. Roll's, Orleans
Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

i
- - - - r

GARDENER (Head, or Good Single-handed).—
Age 30, married, no incumbrance; 18 years' experience

in all the departments. Undeniable character. Please state

particulars.—A. A., Post Office, Brixton Hill, Surrey, S.

/ 1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, one child i

VJT has a practical knowledge of Forcing ; also the Manage"
ment of Kitchen and Flower Gardens, A first-class Grower o*

Grapes and Plants. Good references.—F., 29, New Church
Street, Edgeware Road, London, W.

/GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance *

VJT understands Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers*
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen and Flower Gardens.
Has lived in noblemen's and gentlemen's establishments. Good
character.—A. B., Post O ffice, Upper Clapton, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle age, married ; a
most successful Grower and Exhibitor of Fruits, and

thoroughly master of his profession in every department.
Wages moderate.—C. L., care of Mr. Turner, Royal Nursery,
Slough, by whom, as well as his last employer (in whose service
he has been several years) he will be highly recommended.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married; has had
great experience in Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and Vege-

tables, the Routine of Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Erecting
and Heating Hothouses, Improvement of Pleasure Grounds,
&c. Five years' good character.—S. S., Mr. Veitch, Exotic
Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly understands Forcing Fruits, Flowers,

&c, also the Management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens,
Land, &c. Wife can manage Dairy and Poultry. Five years'
good character.—C. H., Mr. Baker, American Nursery, Bagshot,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head or Under).—Age 25 ; has a good
knowledge ofboth Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and

Kitchen Gardens —S. W.. 56, Queen's Road, Notting HilL W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where a Lad is
kept).—Age 26, married ; thoroughly experienced in his

profession. No objection to attend to a Horse and Chaise.
Good character.—G. L.. 4, Augur's New Cottages, Plaistow, E.

/^f ARDENER to any nobleman or gentleman.

—

V_J Reference as to professional acquirements, &c, given on
application to A. B., Drumlanrig Castle Gardens, ThornHll,
Dumfriesshire.

ARDENER.—Age 29; understands Forcing Pines,
Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, <fcc. ; Flower and Kitchen

gardening. Good character.—A. B., 9, Strewan Place, King's
Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER.—Age 30, single; understands the
Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower

and Kitchen Gardens. Good character.—F. A., Messrs. Weeks
King's Road. Chelsea, S. W. '

Sloane Street. Chelse™^^^ Ss

of engaging under a fint^i
character and testimonial* -It!

*

-T -A*e Bi rf^/^JJJW Of

Duke of

first-class

blishment forNejgj^^/.

pROPAGATOR,ol%0^.,
-L -Perfectly understands his n**JTpractice m some of the leading i^!

1*;^
series. Unexceptionable refere^S"!*
Wandsworth Road, London, S*""*1 *.

( ORCHID GROWEifc-^Tr^
V-7 ned, without incumbrance- U 4?^any nobleman or gentleman in 'JL??
Stove, Greenhouse, Fern and Fn?* 1

Foreman and had charge of the
Collection of Orchids, with the F*
Holford's, Esq., M.P., for lOyeaa
character.—Weston girt, Tetburv,

BAILIFF (WoSSKGr^Jfey.r
Man who has a practical knowuTJ.

Steam Machinery. The highest referZf^* •
Post Office, West Wickham^Kentr^*SSi

ARM BAIUFF.-=F£Sff * LT
roughly understands his profo^L^*

take charge of Dairy. —F. F„ MorleyTSy^]
BAILIFF.-Age 42; had great_

eclnshire and the Southern Counting
Stock Buying, Selling, Ac, and a wad
knowledge of Steam Cultivation Mai
C. P., 13, Pentonville Road, Islingtw

«**

S5&

tor, I**,

Gentlam

TTTANTED, a GARDENER (Head Wobking) with
? T a complete knowledge of his profession in all its

branches, especially he must be a good Flower Gardener ; onewho thoroughly understands the Management of Plantations
preferred.-Apply by letter, stating salary expected, and if

Bude Cornwall
number and ages

» *° L
-
c

>
Post °oice,

ANTED, a SHEPHERD who understands the
Management of Sheep, Cows, and Pigs. He wiU berequired to Milk, and Kill the Meat for the noise.-Apply toMr Payn, Langley, near Slough.

*vy

TXTANTED, a GROOM, toRide and Drive, Milk, take
? care o. Stock, and be useful and assist ; Wife to manage

ohUH,JJ\J°AVe
,
0U

.

the
,
Premiaea. Middle-age preferred

;

ah ?£\« Jf%d £'TnApply by letter
'
with Particulars as toability, Ac, to F. H., 104, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

WANT PIACES^Letters to be Post Paid.
(^-ARDENER (Head).—Married, small family; has

aWr^f»?TSSl?xPeri*nce in Early and Late Forcing, and

irary, Kingston, S.W
leave.—C. T., Phillipson'a

O ARDENER (HEAi>)._Middle a»e, married^no

w«— «"£' _rlants»
Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens.Wages 60*. per annum, with

class character. -J. B., 30,
Altnncham, Cheshire.

Cottage. Twenty years' first-
Stanley Place, New Street,

GARDENER.—A gentleman can highly recommend
his late Gardener, age 36, single ; understands Fruit,

Flower and Kitchen Garden and Forcing, Land and Stock. He
has filled his situation for the last 12 years, death being the
cause of leaving.—A. B., Post Office, Church Street, Chelsea.

/^1 AKDENER.—Age 30, married; understands Early
V.J and Late Forcing, the Management of Plant-houses,
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, and Pits, Frames, &c, in ail
branches. Three years' good character.—J. H.

f
Post Office,

Beckley, Oxford. *^ '

GARDENER.—Middle n-c, married, without incum-
brance; has a thorough, knowledge of his profession

in the Kitchen and Flower Departments, also has had under
his care Green and Hothouses.—Can be highly recommended
by Rev. C. Deedes, Bengor, Hertford.

GARDENER.—Age 28, married, no incumbrance :

thoroughly understands Forcing of Early and Late
Grapes, Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; Kitchen and Flower
Gardener. Wife an experienced Laundress.—D., Mr. William
Bull s Establishment for New and Rare Plants, Kind's Road
Chelsea, S.W.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER.—W. Mooee is desirous of meeting

with any gentleman requiring the services of a Gardener
pro6cient in all departments. Will be highly recommended as
capable of managing a first-class situation. Liberal wages ex-
pected.—High Elms Park, Famborough, Kent, S.E.

To Noblemen and

FARM BAILI FF.-Age 33, man*
experience in the Practical ^riww»

Pasture Land (Light and Heary);*
Buying, Selling, &c. ; and qualified to

duties of a Home Farm. First-claa

A. Hogg. Nazing, Waltham A bbey, Essex

To Noblemen and Gentlest

BATLTEP or STEWARD, to take*,
of a Farm or an Estate.—Middle-aged, d^E

conversant with the Management of »!?«!»»»

also the Rearing and Breeding of all kinditftoitL
of the highest respectability can be giiai-I.'

Estate Agent, Narrow Bridge Street, PetafanqL

To the Nursery and Seed In*

- - J,AVELLER.—A gentleman of notorial

JL sometime a successful exhibitor it (fat

other leading shows, and aufaii both attic

Plants and the Road, seeks a permaneci

leading house, flattering himself th mAvtm
advantage.—Letters, in the first instance; 11
Lambden, Esq. , Harewood Place, Uptic, Swcjc.

rpO the SEED and WRSffl TUDI-,

JL Advertiser, who is experienced a M&WM&
Retail, and can be highly Tecommendsdlif*
wishes for a permanent situation.

Newcastle-on-Tyne. ^^^^^^__

TO SEEDSMEN.—A Yonng tim, * *
years' experience. Canbeweil

Nethergate, Dundee.

f*

TO LONDON SEEDSM£N'.-^fl;«i
and experienced at the Counter

:nt in a Ixn»»

Charles ftnei
House, wishes for employment in a

highest references.
Nursery. Slough.

To Seedsmen
i

SHOPMAN.—Age 24; kasjustjft
B

houses in the Trade. First-cla*»»•»
Office, Manchester.

To Seedsmen.

SHOPMAN.—First-rate abilities *
Several years' experience in sonae a »

A. A.. 15. Wellington Streets trand. »•<-.

To the Seed Trade,

SHOPMAN, in Town or CoontoyC,

good knowledge of the Trade, WJJ

.

and Provincial houses. Can flum* m
as to character and ability. —&w>
London, S.E.

Dr. de Jong*'*

&5S!/- "~^"«"i'T.5S3?s

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25, single-
good knowledge of his profession. No objection to Cows

Srce^efth^, SaaSleSg^ g°°d Chara^r-^ M., Post

GA
a1
D™?R JP**** or S^le-hand^dTI:

2r*. L&e 23
>
has ^en m a nursery five years • can r>™noFruit Trees and grow Melons and Cucumberf Good refe^egiven.-A. B. C, Gardeners' Chronicle O ffice. W.c/

reIerencd

Plant, L *%2?T
mt °f

°/Chard-
8to^ and Greenhouse&&M^££ g0°d recom^tion.-H. H., Post

^ARDENER (UNpEB).-A^I^ingle
; haga^ood

vd. o°Z
ed
l
e °f Kl

}
C^ and FIower hardens, FoxingVines Cucumbers and Melons, Propagating and Growing& hSErtSi f^J Plants^ufc ^es tS improve nTthlhigher baches of Gardening. Three years' good character.-A. Hi., Mr. w. Baker's, Milverton, Somerset.

Dr. de jong"° ^
(Knight of the Order of LEorotf

LIGHT BROWN
described by the^^dm*cribed by tne mwdininent

Medk»i

the world

er W- *

ARDENER (Head).

wantW tt5S^SiZ

Liberal salary exacted* £? ^f
00^^ Plantations,

present employer? whom h« i. i.o^" g0od cba^cter from
^ration £ fhJ SSLhmlJi ^ 1D

?
on8e<l«en^ °< «>me

character from nreviot*il ^ ak° procure flix J™™'
<«-Treat, ' ™ emPioy«r.-Rangemoor Hall, Burton-

r^ARDENER, OE GARDENER and LAND
5I5!L

AR
E-~2«

r great
S?pTence m e*«* branch of

"-. Whiting, TheDeepdene, Dorking, Surfey.

/i ARDENER and GROOM^^rriedT^^ri"^

To NurserymenT
XfURSERY FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.-
ohaLii

6
?~°a'

of **tensive practice. Good references as to

& M^Ltnd«^,hty-~^ P*rti?d»™. address A. R, Hurst
& M Mullen, Seedsmen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Rheumatism, Gout, General J^?8«—'.*
Rickets, Infantile Wasting,

and
*^ #,*

Is incomparably supenorto eve7

SELECT MEDICAL &**+*

Sir HENRY MARSH. Bart.,M^
to the Queen m ^land.- ^likely tfl

Liver Oil to be a very pure Oil notu^
a therapeutic agent of great value.

Dr. GRANVILLE.***£'$W A

Dr. de Jongh's Light Brown g^
deaired effect in a shorter•to°Jgm »>

does not cause the nausea and igig!,

>.
v±

does not cause tue «**"*rrr-

on the administration of the

Dr. UNKM3 F RS.- ^ „
i.

uiTder D. deToigh's guanrnt-

kind as regards genuineness and

^

„ $

Dr. LAWRANCE, *?%£& l**g£l
Coburg and <*^—JJ?£j^i*£0*
( nl in preference to anyo^ ie

t a
afifQ*

mending a genuine artic e, a^^ble*&*
in which the efficacy of thiflj^ ^^^
DH. de Jongh's^£Zffi*}£!&

,mperial half-pints, 2*. &>**£ &V&&0^
and labelled with his s^Pfby re*!**

1*
f;

SS« can possible beg^'SSg^^ %'

Ansab, Harford, & ^^\^S&***
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LIFE INSURANCE OFFICE,
Established in 1797.

Lombtrd Street, E.G., and 57, Charing Cross, 8.W.^
Directors.

Henry Lancelot Holland,
Esq.

William James Lancaster, Esq.
John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Matthew Whiting, Esq.
M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., M.P.

* **
Robert Tucker, Secretary ami Actuary.

TtAMTnTNotice —Third Septennial Investigation and

-fProftta to July 1, 1861.—The Cash Bonus varies

mi tL wto 34L d 8d. per cent, on the Premiums paid in

-L-JMLTtt- on Policies of 7, 14, and 21 years' duration.

fi iSBwT*AM *inn to each Poncy ranges from 281. 10s.
4

•Jj*
.j _, cent, of such Premiums ; or from 19s. to

^°*£&k Jan., Esq.

I).
Hodgson, Esq.,

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. OCXXXIL,
October.—Advertisements and Bills intended for in-

sertion cannot be received later than WEDNESDAY NEXT.
London : Longman & Co., 39, Paternoster Row, EC .

CONTENTS of the NUMBER fob SATURDAY
LAST, SEPTEMBER 28, or

THE ATHEN/EUM,
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two lai ge Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from-

« T^Sr^t.'iSr annum on the Sum assured.

»»vJ «ljfc Interest* in possession or reversion : also

^>*_r Mpreved Security in connection with Life

^TSr Prospectuses, Forms of Proposal, &c, apply at the
1

m_ovs. or to any of the Company's Agents.

Our Black Diamonds ; their
Origin, Use, and Value.

Martyrs to Circumstances. By
the Hon. Mrs. Yelverton.

The Book of Farm Buildings,
their Arrangements and
Construction. By Henry
Stephens and Robert Scott
Burn.

Letters written by John Cham-
berlain during the Reign of

Edited

from the Originals by Sarah
Williams.

History of St. Mary's Abbey,
Melrose, the Monastery of

Old Melrose, and the Town
and Parish of Melrose. By
J. A. Wade.

Milton's Com us [Milton's

Comus iiberset/.t und mit
einer crllluterndcn Abhand-
lung begleitet von Dr. Im-
nianuel bchmidtl

|
This day ii published, prise \l 11, U.

THE IUX)K of FARM BUILD 96 their
Arrant ent sad Co_trae_m. By Hnrmr fluMl—

i KM:., Author of the "Book of the Faro " 4c and
Robert Soott Bnur, Engineer. In large Ortm, pa. Ml
Illustrated with 28 Engravings on Ooppor and 1017 _itfrai_«
on Wood. Half-bound. ^^ ^^

I Uniform with the abort,

THE HOOK of the FARM. Bv Hexey SraUMb
F.R.8.E. Two Vols, royal bvo, with BngraVtefa. Prioa
3/., half-bound.

THE BOOK of FARM IMPLEMKTS ax* MA-
CHINES By James Slight and R. Soorr Be**. Edited
by Henry Btephems, F.R.8.K. Royal bvo, with 871 _*>
gravings. Price 'J/. 2s., half-bound.

THE BOOK of the GARDEN. Ry Chaiub*
M'In tosh. Two Vols, royal 8vo, with 1065 Engravings.
Price U 7*. M. half-bound.

Till: FORESTER. By Jauks Browk, Wood Mumr
to the Earl of Sesfiold. Third Edition. Royal 8vo, wkb
Engravings. Price 11. 1 <>*. , ha!

Queen Elizabeth.

Wrrrr Shorter Notiobb of

The Platonic Dialogues for I Physical At_l
bh is _->_ * * _ * * « « * * * _ _1 1

Moore's British Ferns.

THE HANDBOOK of BRITISH FERNS: being

nsicriptfcDS with Engravings of the Species and their

l together with Directions for Cultivation. Third

with numerous Additions and new Illustrations. By
Moore, F.L.S., F.R.H.S., Curator of the Chelsea

Osrden.' A Pocket Volume. Price 5s.

London: Grqombridge & Sons, Paternoster Row.

J«t psbhshed, in fcp. 8vo, with Illustrations, price Zs. 6d.,

C0RI> STRAINING of FRUIT TREES, Dia-

fmsi. Vertical, Spiral and Horizontal, adapted to the
' House and Open-Air Culture. By the Rev. T. Col-

BiJhaut.

Rivers, Author of the " Rose
Amateur's Guide," to the
author.

English Readers. By the
Rev. Dr. Whewoll.

Mysteries ; or, Faith the Know-
leedge of God.

Outlines of Arithmetic.

J. Box.

of Groat
By

By

Britain and Jrol.uid.

W. M'Leod.
Shakspoarc's Comody of the
Merchant of Venice. By the

Rev. J. Hunter.
Classical Books.
List of Now Books.

I mu* book very

; it will do much good,

teach people to think
scan they prune."-Thomas

London, Losgmax, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

Original.—Death of Niccolini—The Gorilla. By l>r Gray—
M. Du Chaillu's Adventures. By P. L. Simmonde and
Scrutator.

Weekly Gossip.—Mr. Newton's new Work on Asia Minor

i—Captain Blakiston's Exploring Expedition—John Locke

Memorial—' The Colleen Bawn '—Dr. Maddcn's now Work
on the 'Turkish Empire'—Obituary of William Farrcn—
'Reflected Rainbows'— 'The Livre des Sauvages '—Mr.
Diccy's ' Memoir of Cavour '—Mr. Lowe's new Minute on

Education—Bishop Hooper's Monument—Dr. Pitschner's

Expedition—Obituary of Baurath Zwirner—Guide Books—

^
Church of St. Mary, Whitby.

Science.—Conclusion of the Report of the Proceedings of

the British Association.

Fine Arts.—National Gallery—Florence Exhibition.

Music and the Drama.— Sadler's Wells (' Louis the

Eleventh ')—Olympic (' Married Daughters.')

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

FARM ACCOUNTS: A rmctical yiU_ of Faro
Book. Keeping, hoinj. recommended i< the "Book of
tho Farm." By u.-.«t Srwnsts, KRS.1 RoysJ ff%
price it.6d. Also, gsvm i quo Aooouvt Books, con-
structed in accordance wit h t stem. Prioe

Wi am \ . .nckwim.i. & Boss, Bdinburgh and 1

Diseases of the Chest
Th sday, price 1*., 8to, cloth ; free by post, 14

CONSUMPTION, BBONCUlTlssj ASTHMA, &c,
their Curability demonstrated i>y numerous eminent

British, American, and Continental Authorities. Extracted
from Dr. Maddock's Works.

SmrKiN, Marshall A Co. ; Bailu__ 219, Regent Street, W.

Post 8vo, cloth, U. 6d.,

MEXTONE and tee Ki\ LERA as a WINTER
RESI CE. By J. Hevry Bcxkkt, M.D.
John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

T

THE ATHENJIUM.
The price of the Athenjstjm: is from this date Threepence.

Thirty years ago, when the Athenaeum came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price

in Eightpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight columns. Convinced that the

fbwlation of Literary Journals was restricted by high price, and that every advantage offered to the

p_fcc would bring increase of circulation and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half—

to Fourpeiice. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary Journals became the rule. _^
lha "Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved. They have given to the public

tkft benefit of every change in the law, increasing the size without increase of price, until the average

fcu become about sixty columns of literary matter, with forty columns of advertisements, selected so

« to be of general interest.

The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, have therefore resolved

wtt the price of the Athekjeum shall in future be Threepence.

Every Saturday, price Threepence, of any Bookseller or News Agent,

THE ATHENJ1UM,
JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ART.

f^nws, with Extracts, of

(Stamped to go free by post, 4d.) contains—

every important New English Book, and of the more important Foreign Works.

a£°*"5 the Proceedings of the Learned Societies, with Abstracts of Papers of interest.

fw™"
1
!?

Acc°TOM of Scientific Voyages and Expeditions.
«"»» Correspondence on Subjects relating to Literature, Science, and Art.

grown oS Art, with Critical Notices of Exhibitions, Picture Collections, New Prints, &c.

bSSL
ASD Deaha

> Eluding Reports on the Opera, Concerts, Theatres, New Music, &c.

Obm«
H
n*
1 NoncE8 of Men distinguished in Literature, Science, and Art.

macB**xXA
9 including all that is likely to interest the informed.

THE ATHEN/EUM^^ that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science, and the Arts,

J* point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13s. ; Six Months, 6s. 6d.

If required to be sent by post, the postage extra.

Third Edition, considerably altered, poet 8*0, cloth, 7*
,

HE CLIMATE OF VAX . with a ]><'«rrijeie« of
the WaUi I 'laces of the Pyrenoee, and of the Virtues

of their respective Mineral Source* in Disease By Ale&asms
Tatlob, M.D., F.R.8.B.

John Churchill, New Burlington eet, W.

Post 8vo, cloth, &*.,

TORQUAY IK its MEDICAL ASl'KCT as a
RESORT por PUI/MONA in INVALIDS. By C RjU>-

clysf* Hall, M.D., F.i
. T . l>»nd., Physician to tho Torquay

Hospital for Consumption, and to the Institution for Reduced
Gentlewomen affected with Diseases of the Chest.

« This is an excellent medical handbook to tho roost cele-

brated resort for consumptive patients in the RriUsh lalea,

containing many facts of much value both for tho physician

and the patient.''—Dublin Quarterly Medical JoumaX.

"In this work one of our most acoompliRhed provincial

physicians supports the view of tho rational cure of consump-

tion by attention mainly to tho laws of life. Dr. Hall's book
well deserves tho careful Btudy of all who wish to find an

Atlantis for consumptive patients or friends.*'—Sanitary Review.

London: John Churchill, Now Burlington Street, W.
E. Cqckrem, Torquay.

Popular Medical Series for General Readers.
Price of each Volume, 2s. Qd.,

THE STOMACH and its DIFFICULTIES. By
Sir Jambs Etrk, M D.

HEALTHY SKIN. By Erasmus Wilson, F.R. 8.

DEFECTS of SIGHT. Bv T. Wharton Jones, F.R 8.

DISEASES or the THROAT and LUNGS. By Sajtuml

Fenwick, M.D.
HEALTH and SEASE, in Connection with the General

Principles of Hygiene. By Liom l J. Beale, M.R.C S.

HEADACHES : Their Causes and their Cure. By J. Homr
G. Wright, M.D.

HOW to PREVENT SUDDEN DEATH. By A. B. Gra!*-

VILLE, F.R.S.
HUFELAND'S ART or PROLONGING LIFB. Edited by

Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S.

NERVOUS DISEASES, Liver and Stomach Complaints. *By
G. Robert Rowe. M.D.

SEA BATHING and 8EA AIR By George Hajitwig, M.D.

THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION or CHILDREN. By GeorOI
Hartwio, M.D. ^^

ADVICE to a WIFE on ths MANAGEMENT of HEBOWN
HEALTH. By Pye Henry Chavasse, F.R. C.S.

ADVICE to a MOTHER on th* MANAGEMENT or HER
OFFSPRING. By Pyk Henry Chavasse, F.R.CS.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

Now Ready,

\ CATALOGUE op ORCHARD HOUSE TREES

cation

.

in POTS. By Thomas Rivers. Free per post on appH-

Nurseries, Sawbridgcworth.

on an

Fruit Trees.—just Published,

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS. By
Thomas Rivers. Post Free for six stamps.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

V
^Lloas.

J^ytype
I

7

I

I

)

SCALE OP CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING IN THE ATHEN.EUtf

• •

• •

• •

• *

o
«• d. I No. of Lines.
3

3
4

4
5

5

6

6

6

C

11. body typo
12 ft

13
9$

14 99

15 99

16 %t

ir 9 t

»•#

• •

•

& a. d. No. of Lines.

6 6 18, body type

7 19 »»

7 6 20 »»

8 25 ft

S 6 30 »t

9 35 *t

9 6 40 »»

• *

• •

£,s.

10
10
11

13

16
18

1 1

d.

6

6

6

No. of Lines.

45, body type

50 »

• •

55

60

05

70

* •

• •

•

»

£ s. d.

1 3 6

1 6

1 8

1 11

113 6

1 16

Koses.—Now Ready,
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$Ltto# of tbt mtcb.

Thx Empkbor and Empemw of the French

arrived at St. Cloud on Tuesday morning from

Biarritz, and have since left for Compiegne to

receive the King of Pbtjotia, who will arrive

there to-morrow evening. The Prt«mn Gazette

of Sunday officially announces the intention of

the King to visit the Emperor, in order to return

the visit which the Emperor paid his Majesty

last year at Baden. The treaties of commerce

A
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with England and Belgium came into operation

>on Tuesday.

The negotiations between France, England, and
>Spain for a joint intervention in the affairs of

Mexico are not yet concluded, some of the leading
members of the Spanish Government considering
that it would be derogatory to the dignity of Spain
not to act alone. The Ministerial journals of

Wednesday announce on authority that the
-Spanish expedition will leave shortly, " without
prejudice to tho co-operation which Spain will

afterwards afford to France and England."
From Hungary we have accounts of the measures

taken by the Austrian Government to carry out
it J decree prohibiting the intended session of the

Comitat of Pesth. On Sunday night the building
in which the sittings of the Comitat are held was
occupied by the military, and the members were
prevented from assembling by force. On the
following day all the public functionaries of the
€omitat, from the Palatine down to the lowest
employe, tendered their resignations, thus leaving
600,000 inhabitants without any administration.
The seal of the Comitat was deposited in the
National Museum, and Count Karolyi returned
unopened the despatch of the Government request-
ing him to remain in office. An Imperial Com-
missioner has since been nominated for the
Comitat, and it is asserted that military auditors
will provisionally try civil causes in the Comitat,
and that a military court will administer the penal
law. The Comitat of Bahal has declared its ad-
hesion to the protest of the Comitat of Pesth
against the dissolution of the Diet.

A pamphlet by the Abbe" Passaglia, one of the
most eminent theologians of the Eoman Catholic
Church, condemnatory of the temporal power of
the Papacy, has appeared at Florence, and has
produced an immense sensation in all parts of
Italy. It is addressed to the bishops of the Catho-
lic world, and warns them that if the Pope does
not come to terms with Italy, Italy will renounce
the Papacy and become a Protestant. The band of
Reactionists commanded by Boeges, the Spanish
leader in the pay of Fbawcis II., has been de-
feated by the Italian troops, and it is expected that
JBoeges himself will soon be apprehended. The
brigand chief Mittaga has been Jailed at Reggio,
and his band destroyed. The trial of Cheisten
has commenced at Naples. Letters from Rome
announce that further brigand expeditions are in
preparation at the Papal ports of Civita Yecchia
and Porto d'Anzo.

succession to their Government had nearly involved

the colony in a frontier war with the natives.

The troops were sent up from Cape Town to pre-

vent the threatened inroad of the Zulus into Natal,

and the Yolunteer corps did garrison duty in Cape

Town during their absence.

The Revenue Returns for the year and quarter

ended the 30th ult. were published on Tuesday.

They show a decrease of 1,003,817/. on the year,

and a decrease of 2,056,934/. on the quarter.

[C"on,

are

m &tto&

Accounts from Constantinople state that the
Porte has consented to the raising of the blockade
of Montenegro, provided Prince Nicholas and his
e nators sign an engagement to respect the Turkish
territory in future. Mehemed Ruschdi Pacha
has been appointed Minister of War, in the room
of Name Pacha, who has been appointed Gover-
nor of Bagdad.

From the United States we learn that Lexington
in Missouri has capitulated to the Confederates,
after a series of battles extending over three days
between the Confederate troops under General
Fbice and the Federal force under Colonel
Mulligan. The main body of the Confederatearmy comprising about 100,000 men, is at Fairfax

ni St rS ' -7
hH * wa8 reviewed ™ the17th ult. by President Jefferson Davis in person.The Maryland Secession Legislature has been

suppressed by the Federal Government, and several
of its members, with some of the principal citizens,
have been arrested. President Lwoix has
ordered General Feemont to modify the clause in
his proclamation respecting the liberation of theskves in Missouri, on the ground that it exceeds
the power given him by Congress.

The Couet in Scotland.—On Wednesday the

25th ult., the Queen, accompanied by Princess

Helena, Princess Beatrice, and Prince Arthur, drove to

the Linn of Muich. The Prince Consort and Prince

Louis of Hesse went out deer-stalking. On Thursday
the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice and Prince
Louis of Hesse, drove to Loch Bulg, and rode thence on
ponies to Inchrory, and round by Don-side to Tornahasb,
at which place the carriage was in readiness, and the
Royal party returned in the evening to Balmoral.
Princess Hohenlohe accompanied Her Majesty as far as

Loch Bulg, The Prince Consort went out deer-stalking.

On Friday the Queen and Prince Consort walked and
drove in the grounds of the Castle. Princess Alice

drove to Birk Hall, and honoured Mrs. Gordon with a

visit. Prince Louis of Hesse went out deer-stalking.

On Saturday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Princess Alice and Prince Louis of
Hesse, left the Castle at half-past 8 o'clock, and
drove by Castleton to the Deny Shiel, at which
place ponies were in waiting. The Royal party
rode thence up Glen Derry, by Loch Du-
lochan and Beinn na Main, to Loch Aven. Her
Majesty returned in the same manner and reached the
Castle at a quarter-past 8 in the evening. Princess
Louisa rode out. Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold
drove to Loch Bulg. The Earl of Dalhousie arrived at

the Castle on a visit to her Majesty. On Sunday the
Queen and Prince Consort, Princess Hohenlohe, Princess
Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse attended Divine service
in the parish church of Crathie. The Rev. Mr. Muir
officiated. On Monday the Queen, accompanied by the
Princess Alice and Prince Arthur, drove up Glen Muick,
where ponies were in waiting, and afterwards drove over
the Coils home. Princess Hohenlohe accompanied the
Queen to Glen Muick. The Prince Consort and
Prince Louis of Hesse went out deer-stalking. On
Tuesday the Queen and the Prince Consort, accom*
panied by the Princess of Hohenlohe, drove to Castle-
ton.^ Princess Alice, the Prince of Wales, and Prince
Louis of Hesse, went out riding. The Princesses
Helena and Louisa drove to Mar Lodge, and honoured
the Countess of Fife with a visit. Prince Arthur rode
to the Linn of Muick. The Duke of Argyle arrived,
and succeeded Lord Stanley of Alderley as Secretary of
State in attendance upon her Majesty.
The Rettjbn of the Couet from Balmoral.

It is expected that the Queen will leave Balmoral for
Holyrood Palace on Tuesday, the 22d inst., and that on
the following day the Prince Consort will lay the
foundation stones "of the new General Post Office and
the new Industrial Museum in Edinburgh. The Court
will leave Holyrood for Windsor Castle early on
Thursday morning the 24th inst.

The Prince of Wales arrived at Buckingham
Palace from the Continent shortly before 5 o'clock
on Sunday morning. His Royal Highness left
London in the evening for Balmoral, where he arrived
at half-past 5 on Monday evening,
The Grind Duke Constantine of Kussia visited

Portsmouth Dockyard on Wednesday, and spent some
time in minutely inspecting the iron-cased frigate
Warrior. His Imperial Highness is about to visit
Chatham and Plymouth for the purpose of inspecting
the garrisons, dockyards, and other naval establishments,
and preparations are making to receive him with all
the honours due to his rank.
Diplomatic Appointment.—The Queen has

s

These men have been workm„
had short meal hours in orfe?/** ^*
Several hundred visitors have \™Sk IAmong| them have been the r^^ W *
tine, the Duke of gJS^J}* «Jseveral members of pJfuL

1** **2
.

objects of peculiar intS"?'> H**
artisans speak in terms of Z*l^ * £
build. A general opinion pS^WiJ?
she will roll greatly when JlT%T*!**i
ways have been enlarged forpur^rW^and to give more air. Orders wS^"?**
at Chatham for the Defence

t

be&>
side 100-pounder Armstrong ££%$**
two 100-pounder Armstrong w\n^
deck The dock at ChatfiuS in £*H
placed, is now ready for her receptSfhaving been cut away in order to *dC **
depth of water in the operation of foul**
arrangement has been made for fixingU^ ^
board as soon as they have been received^!?*111

Iron Company. Progress is also narW ^5?*
yard with the Achilles, a lar^e portW^W£?having been already laid. The AdmiialtrlT?
estimates to be prepared for the coST**
91 gun screw line-of-battle ship, Bul^Jj^
at Chatham, into a 51-gun iron-clad fij?*

Ufa*
«v.jv»i«mig any. xue .nuiwarK, which isijfc

7
'

the Hero and Orion, is one of the largestiZ£l
ships, her extreme length being 266feetC2fi
55 feet, and her burden 3094 tons. TbZJ
alterations will necessitate her being cut a^T
an addition of 20 feet made to her lengti

besides which her decks must be raised,

other important alterations made to mmk
strength, and enable her to sustain the em
weight of the slabs of iron with which hergifct

covered.

• r 7
, —« «***vA«*jL«.nx.— me wueeri nas an-

pointed the Earl of Clarendon, K.G. and O.C.B., to be
her Majesty s Ambassador Extraordinary to the Kine

t£?t£™ ^^ °f hi8 ^"W* Coronation*The KETEmns.-The Revenue Returns for the Year

or i,OCM,817J. on the year, and a decrease of 2,056,934?.on the quarter. The year's account shows an increase

that General FbW ^i^l^^
^ !Tfu

nd
'

The SPanish Mini8t« has con-

Cut"hi
theTrt tha

' the Captain-General ofCuba had is3ued a proclamation recognising the
Confederate flag. The Coktb DE rAa

°

I3 and !he

fcde^r hm been ***** >*

a.
B
I £? ,

CaPe maU ™ lea™ that Sir G

rs in

EOEdE

^turbance among the Zulu Kaffirs

a a decrease m the Excise of 1 44fi nm/ !

Taxes, 127,000*. , Miscellaneous, 607,429/. The^aVter'*
Account shows an increase in the Customs of 94,000/.

jPost Office 70,000/. ; Crown Lands, 91U ; and a
decrease in the Excise of 868,000/.; Stamps, 40 000/ •

nZ; Si! Property Tax
' W°Oo£ MiS

The Iron-cased FfiiGATES.-The Warrior is havingthe necessary works completed with all possible"despatch m order if possible that she may leave herdock at Portsmouth to-day, the tide bein/favourablefor her being undocked. She will then wlthonTShy

France.—The Emperor and Empres3 with then*
Imperial passed Sunday night at Bordeaux, andcm
at St. Cloud on Tuesday morning. Soonifeb
arrival the Emperor presided at a Cabinet GocL
which sat three hours. The King of fnai ii

arrive at Compi&gne to-monow evening, and mien
till Tuesday. Marshal Vaillant will meet ha MjO
at the frontier. Count and Countess Persigcv, Ob
Walewski, Minister of State, andttThone^'lafr
of Foreign Affairs, will remain at Compiegie 4rif
the King's visit. His Prussian Majesty *2 i

accompanied by his Ambassador, M. Powtito, mi li

officials, among whom are sereral miliUr/ dm. Tie

Constitutionnel publishes an article signed V iti ebf

editor, M. Grandguillot, entitled " Tte V& i te

King of Prussia/' of which the following is a gjamgr.*-

" In the course of the last 10 years, almost ill ttaSjjJP
of Europe have visited France, and we may top*M

m

meetings of the Sovereigns will lead the peoples to**
und erstand each other. France sees nothing di*
of the King of Prussia. In regard to the constnrifFj"
the visit by the German press, which considenBMJJ
act of courtesy in exchange for the visit of *"JE
of the French last year, it is difficult for us

J»*JJS.the Sovereigns of the two most influential andw^
Wished Continental Powers should meet ^/JSJ
a few commonplace courtesies. We consider the**?

h i
merce now negotiated between the two «,untn

?r^immense importance, because political t^^S-TJ
Sovereigns, while commercial treaties reconcile^T^
William of Prussia is one of those Princes f^^
understand their country and their age. The tj^flr
uprightness of his character are proverbial.

^
e°3W

race of those Princes who, boldly declaring to ""JTC*
they trample under foot unjust prejudices and °f*^
and that they disdain the favour of an ephemera Pi-

only seek the impartial approbation of postenty. ^

The Debate also publishes an article on the

«J»
Franco-Prussian alliance, which derives peenhtf

from the approaching visit of the Kmgto^JJ
The article is based upon a rumour that

;

twj

Bernstorff is desirous of establishing a irem

for Prussia. It says:

—

nftto^
" M. de Bernstorff, while sincerely in &*%*£**

with England, is thoroughly acquainted wlta

b
Jg,apH

veniences and worry connected with it, an
f feOlndk^

that Prussia should have that alliance alone^ro £• y*
,
M. de liernstorff has views which favour an wu*^ *

Prussia and France, That alliance, in his
i

ey» m
quite as many advantages for Prussia, wituoui,^^
the drawbacks of the English alliance, ^^iff
sincerely united Prussia with Frauce, on conoi

> ,

favourable lor both, would dissipate, as it^'^r
very real distrust and anxiety of Germany, »nu ^ »

the German Governments to set abouty™"^*
necessity of which has been acknowledgeou #&£
Bernstorff has no preconceived ideas «n ^ * ^iiPr

he is entirely free, entirely unfettered
by pry

u
^W

he rejects nothing, and is prepared to accept

offered to him.*
Frenck*1

^
The Monitor of Friday says that the* £*r

officers who were present at the na ^^
Prussian army have returned^to m»^^m

i

the reception given them by the
> ^ ffith

Prussian officers, and strongly imp^^^
bearing, discipline, and i"«oU^ &£* +
«rmv. The treaties of commerce ww ^ *

the follow

Zealand on the 15th August. A
run hf *rial tri P' For *°me daJ3 th

. _ gusc. A upwto of 300 shipwrights and from 4€

army. The treaties

Belgium came into operati ^
Imperial decree was Published °u

specifying the ports and ™t0

*Jm rf
**

opened for the importa^
ion ot

f
d*£-

- - -,-.,«._ «_ml Sbl'r ^^tra^M^riles, *^Jwfr
,

^^ths, joiners, and otlier artisans e^loye^nhen I^ 1*P»M^ ^
a
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» if,
Ulb°"of £g£» or Belgian manu-

, U*t of the nrt.cles « - h the Custom

^Tor* t -Sts regularly appointed for

"^ t?„ The ComtUutionnel, in calhng
itrtduction.

iao
pxnlains the causes

*Te Uit rear, and ascribes to the civ

** rfnSF decline of business in F
vil war

^ ranee,

, -A the UnlteTstates having almost ceased.

*** T
1

Iferrin* to the same subject, says that
j^gts m referring ^ _ ^ aloolrT,oaQ nf hn««„««

?he general decline

£? Tthe diminution in French exports
^^we led to me mm

^ ^^ ^ ^ ^j^

>^Vn r
!LTra1isrfo7the^lackness of business

'» <*
l°nt ol^ commercial credit, and that is

d* w»kD

»

^ transjenfc aa it seems un-

;
b5 Tt reminds the manufacturers that a good

• -Virion is still assured to them, and that

** FTxSoome when French industry ought no

*•"? r« 7factious existence, but to live a life of

4\ » tmI resources which it cannot fail to

fcgovn on tue rem
, c ...i,:^. :. u««

in

^r" £ «Jn energy and powers, of which it has

** T
l

VnbriVmnt proofs in London and in Paris,

-;rl;SfaS Ind Of winch there are good
1*

fv expecting still more signal proofs

^STr^ersal Exhibition of 1862.-The iron-plated

^FwnidaUe built for the Italian Government was

.
^ ui ITTnulon on Tuesday. The iron-cased frigate

SWS3 t" Toulon on" Sunday last from N ice,

^
n "wird the maritime Prelect of Toulon,

J25l FroUsU and Colonel Bichot of the Engineers

STtheir staiT. During the passage the usual

^Lttm performed during a naval action were

SdVi her guns, shotted, were fired under

E»Mr speed being 12 knots an hour The iron-

ated frizate Couronne is fitting for sea at Lorient with

•U po»ble despatch. It is expected that, with her

nlhtrrr of 900-horse power, she will have a speed of

at letst 13 or 14 knots an hour. Captain Moullac, of

the Imperial navy, has been appointed to the command

of a flotilla, with which he is to sail along the coast

of France, to examine the fortifications lately con-

Hmcted. and to suggest any further defences he may

ten necessary.—Another prosecution has been msti-

toted against the Bishop of Poitiers for a sermon

edirered in his cathedral a few Sundays ago, in which he

dwelt on the persecutions undergone by St. Peter, and

toldhis congregationthat itwas " neither Herod the First,

tor Herod the Second, but Herod the Third, who had

ea*t Peter into prison."—At theCourtofAsBizeofYosges,

as the 6th ult. a brother of the order of Mary, Francois-

Joaeph Wilmann, aged 22, the regular teacher of the

communal school at Rambervilliers, was tried for a

«riea of criminal assaults on 18 poor boys, of whom

with Italy, and the Government papers express a hope
that Baron Tecco, the Italian M mister, will not receive

orders to break off diplomatic relations with the Spanish

Government.
Pobtitgal.—It is again confidently asserted that a

marriage has been arranged between the King of

Portugal and the Princess of Savoy. It is rumoured
that the Portuguese Government has notified to

England a desire to bring the existing treaty to a close.

The vintage has been gathered in many parts of

Portugal, and the yield of grapes has proved much
greater than last year. A rumour is prevalent that the

Government will shortly open the ports for the admis-

sion of foreign grain, the crop of this year being

decidedly scanty. The Italian Legation in Lisbon has

opened a subscription in aid of the tunds for erecting

a monument to the memory of Count Cavour in Turin.

Holland.—The day of the King of Holland's de-

parture for France does not appear to be yet fixed.

His Majesty, on leaving the Hague, will proceed to the

chateau of Loo, and will thence go to Zutpben, to be

present at the laying of the first stone of the railway
t -J 1L. V-..1 rpU« «-«o««^ knllrtf ,** fllttf the

dotations respecting his guilt were submitted to the

jary •, foTty-oue were at once answered in tlm arfirra-

atin ; myA he was sentenced to imprisonment with hard

hbour for life.—The Bank of France on Tuesday raised

its rate of discount from 5J to 6 per cent.—The

Parisians were surprised on Saturday by the appearance

of the English steam yacht Pene\ope off the Tuilenes

gardens, after having successfully navigated the Seine

from Havre to Paris. The yacht belongs to Mr.

Watkin Edwards, who was accompanied by Mr. Harrison

Ai»*h. Mr. Lyster O'Beirne, and other friends

She belongs to the Boyal Victoria Yacht Club.

*t Eyde, and as she is the first English yacht that

tai ever been moored off the Tuileries she is an object

<* great curiosity to the Parisians.—The police at

Jfrneilles have instituted a search in the houses

<£ Kveral persons inculpated in enrolments for

we Neapolitan reaction. Two arrests have taken place

in consequence.—On Thursday night, the 26th ult., a

teirible accident occurred en the Northern Railway,

near the Paris station. FHve passengers were killed,

three were wounded, and four received contusions. The
Patne publishes the following details of the accident :—

"The express train from. Aniens to Paris ran into another

:™J
comm* from Damtrjartin, at the junction of the two

JJ*
*"« carriage* of the Daramartin train were overturned.

2riD^h?i
WM blowu "-to the air by the explosion of the

XuS
£°,ler

'
a2? fel1 on the vail without sustaining any

fcTco11 2i
,y-« The Ar **«« train was not much damaged by

to IWkSfc
Some of

• the wounded passengers were brought

theS5her8 were '<aken to the Lariboissiere Hospital, and

^STf?K r
i
tun^ to their own homes. At present the

& «S^the^ d«* not exceed five, but the reports of

SmaeST8 ?™ reason to fear that this number will be
abated, a m^icial inquiry has been opened.
Spaut,

XwuucU
Th

^.
"J> neld at the Escurial onm Presidency f her Maiesty, when a decree was— pi«iua icy of her Majesty, when a decree waB

»*ed conjr -ning the Cortes
'

for the 30th of October.

" w said, that Marshal O'Donnel is opposed to a

•jon ration with France and England in the affairs

. ;;

le^x), and considers that it would be derogatory
to the d lgn

-

lty of Spain not to act alone. He is sup-

J
™* in his opposition by the King, who is averse to

•^Pevate with heretics and doubtful supporters of the

Wy See. The opposition is, however, by no means
»ared by the rest of the Cabinet ; who consider that
l*e expepoA rvP *u« j.i? i.- "a/rAwvcn should

Moderate

Qorre

|IIIM III till l/IIC i»»J 1U B W1 WHVi uiow jwi.v v. —— ....~j

bridge over the Yssel. The present belief is that the

King's arrival at Corap^gne will take place on the 12th.

Baden.—After the trial of Becker for the attempted

assassination of the King of Prussia the little town of

Bruchsal was again thrown into excitement by the trial

of a lady of high rank, the Baroness de Baumbach, on a

charge of attempting to poison her husband,who is Grand

Marshal of the Court. The trial occupied the sittings of

the court during the 26th, 27th, and 28th ult. Madame

de Baumbach is a lady 42 years of age, and is described as

of a distinguished and noble mien, with a pale hand-

some face. She was accompanied to the court by her

daughter. The charge against her was, that she had

attempted to take the life of her husband by mingling

quantities of phosphorus with the sugar usually put

into warmed beer which he was in the habit

of having served to him. A singular peculiarity

of the case was that it was only the servants of the

baroness who had Bet suspicion on foot and taken

the steps which led to the proceedings. Baron Baum-

bach himself had never believed the charge, and in his

examination before the court repelled all idea of sus-

picion of his wife's innocence with the utmost emotion.

Various reasons, one of which was jealousy, were

assigned as the baroness's motives for poisoning her

husband, but they proved to be idle and malicious m-

ventions, and were warmly de.ied by the baroness her-

self, by the baron, and by several witnesses. On the

other hand it was proved that phosphorus was found in

so many places about the house that the charge ot

poisoning seemed a conspiracy on the part o the

servants? some of whom had received notice to leave

The iury only deliberated five minutes, and then

returned" a verdict of Not Guilty, which wa«ireoeived

with loud applause in a densely crowded court, lhe

Baron de Baumbach and the daughter immediately

Shed to the baroness and embraced her and the scene

which took place is described as singularly affecting.

W^RTEMBiTEG.-On Saturday, the 80th birthday of

the Kin- of Wurtemburg, who is the oldest sovereign

n Europe, was celebrated at Cannstadt with extra-

ordinarv festivity. His Majesty's daughter, the Queen

ShSK bis U<\on, the Prince ot Orangey Prince

Sgott^a« sovereigns sent special ambassadors

with autograph letters of congratulation.

Prussia —The Prussian Gazette of Sunday says :—^Kin, wS^»°^££ft tt°F-c
r
n

in order to return the™

=

w^Lthe
A™S the persons who

!^^^^^ thePrU8aian

TSZ^lZtlon has been issued announcing that

18tb, the departure from K»»W*«8,°° ^^'riof

the latter succeeding Count cernw
b The

that Count Goltz will go to *£j%™£ fcceived
Official Gazette sap >atfrg*Zg3i* to the

from the Prussian Minister ai 11
commerce

negotiations for the cgctawnV . t^eatj ^ ^^^
between Prussia and China perm

and favourable result.

* fhnt Austria was about to

ATJSTEIA.-The report that Ansa
• ^ ^ ^ un

effect a large reduction in *'^ morning

founded. The Vienna P^
te

°

announcing that 70

published a telegramfron^^r had beea^ ^
Kavp« rnntninine ovw lllCi"

. _ t„ j i.pnn seized on

)n Sunday night by the military, and the flMmbers wert
prevented frtim aesemblin^ by force. During Sondiiy

find Monday large crowds tMembled before tit build-

ing ; the surrounding streets were occupied by troop*,

and a lieutenant, with his sword drawn, forbade the
Deputies to enter the building. On Monday the magis-

trate of the Comitat of Pesth tendered hii resignation.

On leaving the Hall of Assembly more than 5000 pertoot

assembled to accompany him home. TAiey were followed

by military patrols. When the people reached the

Palace of the Obergeepen the Magistrate delivered a

speech, to which the Obergespan replied. The crowd

then voluntarily dispersed without committing any dirtur

-

bances. All the public functionaries of the Comitat of

Pesth, from the Palatine down to the lowest emplogh,

subsequently tendered their resignations, thus lea\ inf

600,000 inhabitants without any administration.

Count Karoly has returned unopened the order of the

Government requesting him to remain in office. The

seal of the Comitat has been deposited in the National

Must um. A Commissioner has beeu nominated ft e

Comitat of Pesth, and it is asserted that the military

auditors will provisionally try civil causes in e

Comitat, and that a military Court will administer

the penal laws. A denial has been gffen to the

report from Vlsans. that <-» »u»ra\ Klapka, M. !<«>« th,

and General Turr were tohave a cont. i < nee with M. l>eak

and other Hungarians relhtive to the affairs of

Hungary. Numerous arrests have been made in

consequence of the recent disturbances. Amonp; lhe

cries raised by the people who endeavoured to prevent

the removal of the confiscated tobacco was " Eljen

Garibaldi!" or "Long; live Garibaldi! The

Minister of Finance has issued a decree ordering the

collection of the taxes bf military execution to be

vigorously proceeded with in those parts of the country

where it had been suspended on i, mnt of the harvest.

No more forbearan. B will be shown.

Tbahbylvakll—The royal rescript relative to the

convocation of the Transylvanian Diet has been des-

patched to Klauscnlmrg, where it was published on

Saturday. The Diet is to assemble at Karlsburg on

the Uh of November.

Russia.—The Russian journals contain the official

notification that a committee has been appointed at

Pernau to superintend the demolition of the ramparU

of the fortress. The old fortifications of Higa and

lleval have been given up by the Government to the

civic authorities of these towns, and are forthwith to be

dismantled. ... ,

Whiti Sei.—The Ruatian naval papers publish an

— ««c ucsire ior iurtner military *"«mr

—

**F>ndencia Autografa of Wednesday however
*y* that the expedition of Spain will leave very shortly

T"*<*t prejudice to the co-operation which she will

tfta^ards afford to France and England. The Espana
Hiahes an nnf;Ai A - a-.. *u^ -« aafahlifthment

k monarchy in Mex
^pfced the iaterv-

lO

full of rifles had been se^ » ^ fey miitV

despatched to Tneste on boara
^ rf ^

Assembly of the ComiUt of Pestb are

WHITE a?*.A. *»«• *»"
: r ' , ' f

account of an expedition undertaken at the^penne of

a commercial house at Archangel m «*"»'»»»«•

among the islands and on the coasts of the W \nte^
Ind the Northern Ocan. A light schooner «as

dispatched in July, under the command of a Russian

named Daughine, to eiamine the island of Kolgon.eff,

situate about 120 versf l...m the pc-nuBula of Ka.mie

the resting place of enormous flocks o/ sea fowl and bird,

of passage! The expedition was however a ailure ;
the

schoone? was driven from her anchorage by a storm,

leavine M. Daughine, who had landed, on the island.

He was rescued, when nearly dead from hunger and

exposure, by a party of bird hunters.

Poland —Accounts from Warsaw state that the

Polish Bishops have addressed a memorandum to the

Governor of Poland, demanding the re-esUbl.shment of

the former rights of the Cathohc Church u> that

country. The Governor, however, refused to accept it.

The Bishop* then met, and were acdrcssed by the

Archbishop, who, in his speech, said, - Ut us always

ftand byL people and defend the cause of t , ather-

land and not forget that we are Pole*. »Us have

been Posted np, and are privately . tote,
1

m War-

saw containing an address to the Pole*, L.thuan.ans.

TZ'ZIan- calling upon them to send deputation*

from a "he towns a
B
nd places of the former kingdom

ofTobnd, as constituted in the year 177* to a «>lemu

meeUng, to be held on the 10th inst. at Haradla, *e.r

LU
ST.-Tlie Opinion* of Wedne^ay gives n denial

to the reports circulated by some lhl.ian papers that

In ,!»» for the settlement of th, Itoman q«Uo»

had been sent bv Baron Bicasoh to the Pope, mese

reportfare supposed to have been caused by the publ-X of t pam'phlet setting forth the guweBtaes£hmh

the Italian government is prepared to g ve for in-

surinn the independence of the Holy See. It « entitled

"GarauUes donnes par le Roi del'ltalie ponr 1 lndepen-
uaraiiuc ' „ , SHpposeJ to emanate

f"Ce
^/rlwnei efC becauTehe guarmntees

from «'e C*>,n
t

e'^ ,;id jOTO by Count Csvonr.
are «i« ,*u ' ,

J r

t^?tBe"Se^nnl n^nritv and oificial

They propose that ^the penonn
^ ^

'^FZJLZ of^he^atholic Powere; that

W shall refnain in possession of the quarter of the r,ty

MT S Peter^i Unit the ofe** J-
sssssistssw?5n

p<
nrKhpopuiauons t

. proporton shall henceforth

the population of the several

^ ^ ^

S'afiw ^Vmand of the Pope, wrote three large
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Sh
.^ doSma of the Immaculate Con-

1
of Christen hafTcommenced. ±ne smaii nana or
Reactionists commanded by Borges, the Spanish chief
1'nfV.nn^^r !. TT 1 1 1 i. 1__ 11 Tl l«

» v — ^MV/ uugma ui Lilts AiumacuiULe con-
ception, and is regarded on the continent as one of the
first living theologians of the Roman Catholic Church,
has published at Florence a pamphlet addressed to the
prelates of Catholic Christendom on the imminent
danger or a great religious revolution in Italy arising
from the temporal power of the Papacy. The pamphlet
is written m Latin, and is entitled « Pro causji Italian*.

™ ^P^P^ CathoUcos, auctore Presbytero Catholico."
Ine Abbe Passaglia contends, 1st, that the temporal
power of the Pope is not a dogma; 2d, that if the Pope
does not come to terms with Italy, Italy will do without
the Pope, and a schism will be inevitable. He implores
the episcopacy to 'open their eyes, and to discard the
illusions to which they so fondly cling. He tells them
that the schism is already thundering at the gates of
the Vatican, and that unless the Papacy saves itself bybowing to the blast it will force an entrance. He
concludes that if the Papacy still continues to oppose
the wishes of the people, then Italy will renounce the
Catholic Church and turn Protestant. He says :—
"Who can be so blind not to see that the Italians a™»

££*£? *£ dan
^
er of the ^eater number among them

nA^Aeith
u
V °Piniy °r * their hearte from th° communionof the Church, and that that affectionate mother runs the riskof losing those of her children who are most dear to her See£ » ™>w taking place. The greater portion the derg?

faffv • ^J? iT-

T

t
°PJ?osition to the greater portion of tS

£&;. r
era

J
blS

??ps ?ave abandoned their flocks, and the

S£? o?rCi«f
S ^^Ir^ ^essor of Peter, the augS

tiZntSrn^011 earth-hurls censure and excommunica-

f£nl?S nf
ta\an natl

^
n
;
0ne miSht tbink that of the double

onlv thfirf an* forf™g the shepherd of souls retains

eSed 1 l^ 1 thu
?
we

.
fiee a11 the Prie9ts h™*Y

ItS?™wVi T»*?'
m
SPpoalne' ^ derating that all in

thTicwly?'?
y e and embrac«-an, both the great and

This pamphlet has created a profound sensation at Rome,and has greatly irritated the Pope. The Jesuits are now
occupied in endeavouring to refute it. The Abbe Pas-ajghahas armed at Rome with a foreign passport. ThePope is said to be again seriously ill.- he has attacks of
fever and is suffering; -still from erysipelas. His state is
said to be aggravated by his unwillingness to obey thejunctions of the anedical men A Consistory

*%2eld °n f
nd% mornin^ whe* «"> following

prelates were elevated to the rank of Cardinals :-Th!^chbisaops of Chambery, Burgos, and Compostella,
the Bishop of Viterbo, Bishop Quaglia, the PapaNuncio, Monsipor Sacconi, and Father Panebianco. The death of the Patriarch of VenTce,who was also to have been appointed a Car'

menLrtwT^f^ ^istory. These appoint-ments to the dignity of Cardinal have produced a badimpression m Rome. On Monday the Pope held agcret Consistory, in which five Bisnops were ^pointedHis HoUness pronounced an allocution on the events in

at1nn
P
n? -%?

^

leS
- F6 aU0 8^°ke °f the ^ligi0«S Situ.ation of Mexico and New Granada, which he said had

Y™Jv n
a
;
the
? Wavated by the expulsion of theApostolic ^legate. He then spoke of the enemies ofthe Church m the following terms :—

The small band of

ass5Ss^ezRfssib*^ *"<«*

to

0D
p?r

C
M

8i> bee
.
n appoint€d PaPal Nuncioto Pans, Monsignor fionella to Munich ana

$=ri sraaffl-s-jtidgt the Congress of the Workmen's Societies «f

no eTf/r
h
!?
d °n the 28th ult

- Signer SnTpro-"S thaUhT'T *fr
ad°pU0n b* the ^eieties ?o

P
the

in oriWfo
6y

?
h°U

l
d 0CCUPy «*m<*lves with politics

proposition.tion however after hS3„ T P"**"***"- The mo-
adopted bv 72 aJnl'^6,

J

S6ns
l
bly modified

. wai
ahsUdlo^

2
vo
a

t1n r̂rXuSh"^were departing from thTp»„/ P
rote8t that the society

institution vfh Ih ws! ^ T"^1 princ!P,e of their

tfa'ionp of Pi f *° afford mutua l aid. The
s£eTbv 4/£utL

h
f .

Sirtl,
published a P'O^t

Portly ProceeT to fW^l

f-

ted
-,
°eneraI Rocca ^H

Sultan' the Collar of th^nT
ple

,'° de,iver to the
The O^^onr^s that g^l °K

** A™*™^-
Jer good offices to prevent fnl T. interposed

«v«v«iuuuio wiuuiauucu uj jjwgcs, tue opanisn cmei
in the pay of Francis II., has been beaten by the Italian
troops.

^
The greater number of them were afterwards

made prisoners by the peasants. Borges himself, with
a few men, is still at large, but it is hoped that their
arrest will soon be effected. He had issued a pro-
clamation to the Calabrians and Neapolitans, urging
them to expel the " foreigners" in the name of religion
and Francis II. Mittaga, a bandit chief, has been
killed at Reggio, and his band destroyed. Brigandage
has now terminated in the province of Calabria Ultra.
A band of 20 Spaniards and Bavarians which had dis-
embarked near Agropoli, in the Principato-Ultra, has
been arrested. A letter from Rome announces that
brigand expeditions are in preparation at fivita
Vecchia, Fiumicino, and Porto d'Anzo, and it is reported
that similar expeditions will likewise set out from
Malta and Marseilles. It is asserted that the disturb-
ances in the Neapolitan provinces have caused a loss
to the revenue in the last six months of 14,000,000
ducats. General Cialdini has dissolved the National
Guards of several towns in the Neapolitan provinces for
having failed to act with energy against the disturbers
of public order. Handbills were circulated in Naples on
Tuesday bearing the words « Italy ! Emmanuel at Rome
with Garibaldi. ' Several groups of people assembled in
the btrada di Toledo, but no further demonstration took
place. A Royal decree has been issued at Naples, declar-
ing the commerce of grain between Italy and foreign
countries free in the whole kingdom (the Neapolitan
provinces included), both as regards exportation and
importation. Three more English ships of war have
arrived at Naples. The number now lying off the har-
bour is 11.

VENETiA.--Letters from Venice state that a strong
naval expedition, with troops on board, had left
that port for the coasts of Dalmatia and Fiume.
Ihe Movimento states that a protest against
the occupation of Rome by the French troops has
been signed mVenetia amid great enthusiasm. The
tewhneUe of Brescia says;—"On the 3d of October
Austria will set at liberty the Modenese political pri-
soners who have been incarcerated in the dungeons of
Mantua since 1859."
SiciLY.--The anniversary of the battle of the Vol-

turno has been celebrated with great enthusiasm in
fcicily. Perfect order prevailed. A popular demon-
stration was to have taken place at Palermo to express
the popular wish that the Italian army should proceed
to Rome. In consequence, however, of the precau-
tionary measures adopted by the authorities the inten-
tion was abandoned.

MoNTENEaEO.-Letters frem Ragusa *tate that

KS^T*8 in
.

s"iaa*>ion fcad appeared among the
Turkish troops m the camp at Balecia, on account of thenon-payment of the arrears due to them by the Govern-ment Omar Pasha thereupon paid u^the arrears.

%Z f f
°^ ^tenifcro «*W to be using his influ-ence to restrain the impetuosity of the population andprevent them from assuming the'offensive, in order thatEurope may see that the Turks, and not the Montene-C are

.
™ aggressors. The Pesth journals ofTuesday state that the Bosnians and Servianshave declared themselves in favour of the Montene

fnZ'
*n

? £*\
the m0untaia defiIes fading r theinterior of Montenegro will be defended to the last inorder to gam time, as it is expected that a diversion

mandofTdeV Hun™ ***» under ?he com"

r^l ^ f.
al
JUrr

* 0mar Pa8ha 8ti11 remains atGatzko On the 30th ult. 300 Turks attempted to driveaway the Kaimikan of Trebigne, because, in administer-ing justice, he made no distinction between Mahomedansand Christians. The latest news states that the Portehas consented to raise the blockade of Montenegroprovided that Prince Nicholas and his senaC sTn an

Er' h
s?

fo

P
rt

-

h to respe
,
cfc the Turkieh ter̂

J TP:"T, 1

Pnnce and Princess of Serviaretained to Belgrade on the 27th, and were welcomedwith extraordinary enthusiasm by the inhlbitentTTheir journey through the provinces has been a reaitriumpnal march. Colonel Borowi*ka, the AuttrTanConsul havmg shown disrespect to the Prince of Servhat a ball, the whole body of Servian officers have drawn^ Ŝ^^^^ « ** —.S3

servant hewaswarned in tim.T-55
before the assassins came ZV --^
heard the noise, rnshed out ofk^ 0Bt5?*
whip only, and was immediately^J^two, who gave him a severe gash^* 1' 9»iHeari„g Mr, 0Hphant cry

S
oafc\^5**i

the other he fir^TCM^ "hSfSZ t)armour • t.l.o Tonn •_.
Lne ball gl«^j

,
Mr

-0fc

1*^

armour; the Japanese, in return „„??. $****?
across the head, and^n5?tlD

o *r
-€i

Reginald RusseU approached, ar^d i?
8?unarmed, their appearand ^1 tbo
S*

•*k

they were met by Japanese soldiersTn^
five being killed in the affray, and seUl^^
soldiers wounded. It is said £*£*«£
injuries are so serious that he is on t °^rW«
invalided, and that he will probably LV** **
left hand. ^^"eiKrf^
Cape of Good Hope.—Sir GeorgeG™wZealand on the 15th of August. A dSC**

the Zulu Caffres about the succesafonTfe1^
merit has nearly involved the colony in2^with the natives. The Zulus had plannedJ^a large scale into Natal, in order to «SS?*

m
Zulu chiefs who had taken refuge ftTfiinformation, however, reached the colonJLS?
and the troops at Cape Town were at oaTTTThis movement intimidated the natives.wE?*
that an inroad was never intended, k VaL5
corps did garrison duty in Cape Town dur^tiX
of the regular troops. Parliament waspwSS14th of August. A proposed vote of 1000W tZ2
support ofthe troops had been rejected by the LaSb
Council. An indignation meeting had beaS.
consequence, at which resolutions were aJT*
pressing the desire of the colony to 5?1
contribution towards its defences. An Act hZ
passed for the establishment of a telegraph toZ
Cape Town and the frontier, to be wMmZ
Government. The Assembly had unanimous!/ dedtim favour of a fortnightly mail, via the Xwtim. %
occupation of No-man's-Land by Adam Kola bd hs
the subject of debate in Parliament. Miittdetta
however, resulted from the debate, and the quota i
set aside for the present. This was consider^m
injurious to the interests of the country. Thefart
had terminated, and copious rains had Men.
United States.— President Lincoln has ortai

General Fremont to modify the clause k hitmhrn-
tion respecting the liberation of slaves owned brm+
rectionists in Missouri, on the ground that it tracak
the power given him by Congress. Btotteraa*
of this order General Fremont had acted njm to

proclamation by giving their freedom to twoterf
Mr. T. A. Snead, of St. Louis,; who M bm
" convicted of taking treasonable action ago* fc

government/' It is now supposed that he iffl'at

diately resign his command. Severa} negweiiii

uniform having entered Washington with aXetl*

regiment, Mr. Secretary Cameron has pnttite

coloured people from wearing the Federal uniform. A

battle was fought on the 16th ult. at Lexaga

Missouri, in which General Price, who attacked C4»
Mulligan in his intrenchments, was defeated. Ikl*

of the Confederates is represented to be 4000, the*

the Federals 800 men. The battle was renewed**

18th ult., when General Price attacked the Fedg»

with 30,000 men. The Federals numbered

»

The Confederates were scattered by a »p-

charge of the Irish brigade. The attwk *«
JJJ

nmmSe*'

v..me« vt viic hibu urigaue. xuc am**--

on the following day, and though the

of y&(*

to the Confederates. It is said that WW ^
federates have been routed, with heavy loss, a»
Mills Landing, Missouri, by 150CF Federals. J«J
Thomson's force of 23,000 men has vaoved to •

by telegraph, was the capsulation

enmmary of the newsJL
The folIo^ng » a

mg Sir Hugh Roae withThforder of Se Il^TfT/ inTeet

was still prerllent in manyXS tertlhp Z^T'> horver
' M U^ within 15 miles of CincinnatL

mittee for the Famim. pXv*^--. "-_-? ,4*™ central com- ' - -• -
- •

— ™*--*»-JWM a JLllll _LWL/V_TACO bUt»l/ V4WA4WA

Johnson were there, and states that the
""J*?^the Confederate troops, comprising ab.

">at
*-™'\z*t— ' "le, which poi^«fSS

sited by Pre.^3
i he reviewed the tog*

person. It is reported that 11,000 Confederates^
possession of May field, Kentucky, and are l °*2"L
General Mitchell, of the United States' Volu*«V
received the command of the military depot a*

comprising Ohio, Indiana, and as much of ^"T,
as lies within 1 5 miles of CincinnatL The head^was lies witnin lb miies or ^mcinnau. x^ "XSaat^MSBS SSJ |
- flatter place, and . much tfJlQ.

ga«-a haye beea received by the Overland
g
_fi^ u?;armedim^ numbering about 20 SDent^H^ °f

drove in the doofof£%£.SttSCboS

'

thC^^^ '

05 li>
««t

at tne latter piace, ana as iuucn ux lugi— — -

^j|
of the Blue Eidge Mountains, constitutes a se^
command, under General Rosencranz, and

1

will in ^
be called the Department of Western Virg""*, m
office of the Louisville Courier has been «iz^jxjt
of its proprietors arrested. Mr. M'Master*t

m ^
of the Freeman's Journal (Catholic and iwv> ^
ex-Governor Morehead have also been ^re8

^Lji*
ir.i-_i.i~a e^-«M ;rt« T^lalofurfl has been suppr"'B"j

of Frederick City ha

have been made in

Several of the »f"^
egisiature with severaly^Jj
,e^ been arrested. Simdar*£
Baltimore, including Mr. W™

D
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the ^st man, in the State;

T other influential citizens. The Zew

- . aJSi announces that numerous regi-

** °^Li round New York, to the estimated

•^nnO men, have quitted their camps under^ and embarked on transports. They

. ^a destined for the naval expedition

* **Zmst the Southern coasts. The Spanish

°*L7declared the report, originating with

7-JrL Mercury, that the Captain-General

^bad 'maed ° nroclamation recognisinc: the

ta It is reported that,

v"^k-a*nding the Spanish Minister's denial, this

ml*? "!!L«:ab the attention of the State De-

Unccnfirmed rumours from Washington

. ^ ^. tne European Powers refuse the offer of

fSral Government to accept the proposition

iStbe Paris Conference
in regard to privateering.

^^ zj!
Yfflc Times says that the British Govern-

*•r^i Wtreafler communicate with its Consuls at

* , »
BOrts by means of the British war vessels.

-<B,
^JJJg the Southern States mention that

TWfis on the 6th of September, the day

- ini r^Jted to have died, was at his office at

g^JrLj atteoding" to his official duties. On the

XJdt he reviewed the main body of the Con-

trn :it Fairfax and Centreville. General

ird has published an official report of the

wile o?Manttws, which he calls an artillery duel, and

the Federal loss at 15,000 in killed, wounded,

nritoners. The cotton picking season had com-

and the planters were storing their crops away

seed on their estates, there^ to remain at the

—_» of Government until the raising of the blockade.

"1 shocking accident by fire occurred on the 14th ult.

si the Continental Theatre, in Philadelphia. There was

to bt t ballet during the performance of the " Tempest,"

in which four stern, English girls, called Gale, who

fed only been in America two years, were to have

appeared. The girls ffere dressing for the ballet, when

ZsiCecilia Gale, in standing on a settle to reach her

_, touched the gas jet, which set it on fire, and

municated to her clothes. Her sisters rushed up,

their dresses caught. In a moment the light gauze

of a dozen other girls were on fire, and several

other* leapt from the windows into the street. The
remit was awful. The four Misses Gale were all so

y burnt that they have since died, and 14

ether girls were badly burnt, 12 of whom have already

lied. • The jury at the inquest returned a verdict

«»erating the manager from all blame, as he had

ntd all precautions to prevent accidents.—An acci-

it has occurred to a train on the Ohio and
lippi Railway, caused by the breaking of a bridge,

is said to have been cut through by traitors. The
train was filled with soldier*, of whom 40 or 50 were
tileA and <& wounded.—The Prince de Joinville, his

WB, nephews, and suite were presented to the

lent on the 20th ult. by the Secretary of

He declined the reception which was offered

by the Government. It is said that the

of his visit is to place his son at one of the
United States naval Colleges. The Count de Paris and
the Doc de Chartres have been appointed officers in the
Menl army. Prince Napoleon returned to New
York on the 18th ult., after an absence of about three

•*> faring which he visited the Western prairies,

J- WJl of Niagara, and the Cunadas. The Princes
Clnikilde met the Prince at Buffalo, and accompanied

•to Niagara, after which she returned to New York.
ar Imperial Highnesses were to leave for Boston on

*** 21st ult.

Biitish Coltjkbia.—The survey of the boundary
}?• wtween Washington Territory and British
u*aibia has been completed, and the United States
^n^noners have arrived at San Francisco on their
**y to Washington to report.

w
**XIC

r

--T^e state of things in Mexico is becoming
2"*- The fall ~* - •

< » -- *-*- -i—
T^J* Comonl
frontier.

enterSd Zh UL8
l
V1^~litho^ ^ »y r*rt. I never

|

In tne risTsidentertained such an opinion—that a long peace had in any temperate form ofdegree diminished the public spirit of this^ountry, Xey must
l~"nm mm

have been entirely undeceived by what has taken" place durinff
the last few years. We have not wished for war. God f. .rhil
it

!
but we have entertained the feeling that it is one of the

first duties of every citisen of a free country to be prepared tomake any necessary personal sacrifice to defend that country
in which all that is dear to him is surrounded by all that makes
a nation grand in its historical no Sections, and all that makes
an empire worth living for. I will not say that boasting well
becomes us. I will not say that we excel the other nations
of the world in patriotism ; but of this I am quite certain, (ha
we make no idle boast when we sav that we come behind no
nation in the world in patriotic spirit ; and this is the case be-
cause we are, and have been for ages, a free people. Being a free
Seople, we know how to take care of ourselves. We respect the
,ws, we look up to our Queen and our Government, but we

rely on ourselves and that self-supporting spirit which has
always distinguished the inhabitants of this country, and

of eve

perienoe has proved to b* ths best
human energies ; and, if to ta

a selfish motive, it is because every peoala
naturally become our ally through tia'ajMetfcr
and our customera 1 <«gfe that rimniev'al « II
whieh is the usual result of nolUasat n nil i^TwLi
few words, if foreigners woulHSLoSltT refill tf£
will find the true key to the foreign pefey of bZSL wL
have an interest in the legeueratto* of Italy We have
also an erect, certainly n lest, in tea iimi'iccb of that
great experiment in whieh Austria has passed from Che
haughty representative of herediu loapodeat to the ranks—si ill, unhappily, few—of constitutional menarcbiee No

"cian wort! n t name of statesman, no educated man.
will cast his eye over the map of Europe, bat what
acknowledge the immense importance to freedom

midway between RnaeiaanA

w ha

war.
ence
honour

Prance, midway between the two great military and abso-
lute empires of Europe, a constitutional monarch of im-

reward of all is the consciousness of having done our duty ; and
xira mair Iia darfoin tVint. «•» ••-. *l,;«. Aialm.l—1 !. - - -

- — _;.V.
have devel

> Austria while her Go
may develope. ac our
system preeasely analogous

we may be certain that we in this district—in common with own. Kings, I x>rda. aud Oommona, with Ministers and repre-
gentlemen in other parte of England, who are making com- r- sentatives recponsi

"

ere
woe

aoie saennces oi time, ana taking mucn trouble lor the purpose
of promoting this defensive movement—arc doing our duty i

the most effectual and conspicuous manner. But. while we take
credit to ourselves for what we have done, let us no
to look forward to what s to be done. Wehava]
aeen in another and very great country how signally volun-
teers may fail. I BhouM tho last person to say one i d
in disparagement of the courage or public spirit of the
NortK* American nation ; but this I must say—1 ink
they have boasted too much, and tho old saying that " Pride
comes before a fall," was well exemplified in what took place

at the battle of Manassas. What has occurred will not.

however, prevent the volunteers of North America, possess-

ing as they do a pluck and public spirit d< rived from this

country, from recovering their high position, which has
certainly been somewhat diminished by recent events. As
regards the fatal war in which the Ameri is arc engaged, I

will only say that while we should grieve to see any dimi-
nution of their military spirit, for no man can look with
satisfaction on the decline of a great — still loss a
kindred — nation, yet we must all wish that this

fratricidal war may end as soon as possible. Gen-
tlemen, we in this country are not likely to be called upon I

take part In such an unhappy contest, and I think we may
also congratulate ourselves that we have, at the present time
at all events, a good prospect that this country will remain at

peace. The feeling of every man in this country, although

he wishes that we should be ready to defend ourselves, is 1< »r

peace. We echo the old French saying, ' Oare a qui me
touche ;' but we desire that while nations should respect each

other, and be prepared to defend their independence and
position in the world, they should remain in a stato of repose

to cultivate those great arts of peace whieh distinguish this

century—that the shield and spear (or rather in these dsys the

rifle, the great weapon of our Volunteers .and of modern
warfare) should remain hung up in sight and ready, but still

not be used unless in self-defence."

Earl Spencer, at the annual dinner of the North-

amptonshire Agricultural Society, spoke as follows on

the Education of Labourers:— ....,,.... „ ,., .
• ^ , u*

«
I do not want to trench upon politics, which is a forbidden

j

Nor. h and .^^h America whieh \*j»m
J^Jj™**

...
. mesaVi'

free press,—such is the Conctitattoai BnfatJcd,- anon ta

now the C <tria. 1 whatever interest ws
i.iv have in <-• pt-oaneritjr and freedom oi iter nations le

crest that admit* of armo rflsrensa. Seen*
aTni may ,1.<* wh.- "n»r ScMMntl ha* born cither prudent
or honour of v

« may
d ll -pry en \imtm \m rig^ \

between mem; bed ao dishmen of common sense can
douh these are i atria »no
settle for themselves. (Hi the grand pr we ahr
refrain armed interventinn, except where lireefc

and im Hate safety and honour el ireat HrHatn are con-
cerned — both the great parties in the cot

agreed. « m this my ord Husscll can "ffer

eempliment to his predecessor, the Karl of Msimecbury
And I in turn 0M say « Inoere pleasure, that on t u

—without epproving erery word in evnry daspstcb—but
on the whole, in a time of great and xious .

Lord Kuancll had, in my humble iudgveot, wiarly m- *1

ho. interests, fearlessly uphold we honour,

fully represented the general pfntot the Brflac%

n.dion. Hut it in not be Old rid alone tl

Hinges have passed since I last addreeeed yon. Many of you
will rotnembcr that when I took the r, at our meeting in

this town, there oams with me. a* my guest and as yours, Mr.

Dallas, the d dshed Ministct he then
United stAtcs of America. Ton will remember tl

with wl |he was deservedly greeted, an be applause that

followed every afTsetfoii.'tt' lusion tr« our ltepnbUean kine^dk,

with whom nevertheless there was at that n . a* there

has been often l>efore, «
no of those irriUUaw quos-

>ns in which much was sternly a«ked lyyotmg Brother

ban and mildly conceded by old i Bull. Well, we
ngliNhmen respected the giant Republic in its apparent

dty and its fancied strength, and no o E nan will Iks

mean enou-h to exult in the ]>angs of iu ac] ion and the

.rrora of iU civil war. Hut even then, when Mr. Dallas

was our guest, I never conceived, nor do 1 underat

how any farti g statesman could conceive, that

a fourth part of the earth could 1 !*: held under one

imperial Form of government. That separation between.

has entered Mexico on the northern

loio
tftttttc mnxmttt

w
J^.

am Volunteers at his seat at Kimberley, and

yjiJ™
n% . ProSperity to the Corps," made the fol-

m !J!
m on Nafcional Defences s

-
V'**^r

e^Ln
l ^ of y°u ^ho take sufficient interest in

** at re-?™ • J^ve read the various speeches which are

ftofeed a rpnAnf
m dlffefent parts of the country have probably

*Wan^P(
ll
Ch

» rePorted in the papers, and delivered
son than t^a t?ii— i ,.™k i»J7\ r»Arson in the

***£. anff^ Skater eloquence than Lord Ellen-

C~£ScSS.T*
n

-'
l am con^ced, is animated by a more

3flltWn£Tnt
'' and although I do not agree in all he

bvthp v ,

h^ remark8 ought to be taken seriously to

-"aboroHo* i
Unt€er b^v. I don't go quite so far as Lord

£* ProSfjJ
7 er\he says'that the military profession is the

B±j?_ wsion, and that the first reward is military honour
^e still some affection for the arts of peace, and

* *** navT^S 8ure that I could go with Lord Ellenborough

a^unSi*f nVeraarks; 8«u I ^i11 sav that the arts of

*%•>,<.*"J89
y°.u ^so cultivate the arts of war, are of no use.

important point, and that what it must lead to is the increased

comfort of our labouring population in villages. The next most

important thing to a farmer after good labourers is to have them

at hand, and not only is it good for the farmers to have the

labourers at hand, it is equally good for the labourers them-

selves. It is, indeed, of the greatest importance to formers

to have their labourers near at hand, always ready. And
although I admit it is a difficult question, yet it is one which

concerns proprietors so deeply that I think they must

be led to increase the accommodation m the villages, ine

next thing is to give, as far as possible, a good education to

their labourers. I believe that all classes in England are now

fully alive to the value of education, and especially of

riving improved [education to our labouring popul: n The

recent report of the Education Commissioners shows that con-

siderable steps have been already taken towards improving

their education. Nothing can excite more interest among all

classes at the present moment than question >f education ,

and; in my opinion, the chief thing is to give to labourers a good

rud mentarv education, not to give them an education which

would set them up above their class, ^^e^.^™^
knowledge of the rudiments of education-reading, writing,

and arithmetic-as would enable any among them if they pos-

sess^d more than ordinary talent or application, to rise in life.

e
n1nev" that up to the pYesent too much attention.has been

paid to the higher classes of education, and too little to rudi-

mentarv education among the humbler classes ;
and the more

theElements only of education are taught the labourers, the

better and more valuable will be the results.

The Right Ho*. Sib E. R Lttton, at the annual

meeting of the Herts Agricultural Society at Hitchm,

spoke as follows on Public Affairs :—

-Since I last addressed you in our annual meetings great

what was Italy ?-a discordant variety of petty *>tates in

enchanted princess in the old ^oiy^ooks,
connned her

into a death-like slumber^ the waUs «
dd

fell down before the trumpej °

*

f restored

Italy has risen out from the sleep of agni^ ^
to the bloom, but exposeo^ also^ to tn ^ b]eM
struggles. of yonth. H^cn gg^-g,, ItaIy should

her! It is for the interest ot_ tagia

titnt a i nations,

enter into the great wmmnmty of const^
^ ^ {

Foreigners misunderstand the iotoib i ^ ^ a free nation>
» A-r^lain what » . ,will endeavour to explain the popular

statesmen

four, and
common-

„ VVKiwm0 . . ulatJjbs which a year ago

united' tbeu*lie|nslstitre under one P; lent and earned t r

merchandise under a single flag. f so far from thinkfng

that these separations will be injurious t the future destinies

of America, or inflict a blow on that grand principle *elf-

government in which the substance of liberty nsteta, I

believe that such separa- >• will be attended with happy

results to the safety of Bur and the development of

American civilisation. If it couM hive been possible that, as

population and wealth increased, all the vast continent of

America, with her mighty seaboard and the fleets which her

increasing ambition as well as her extending commerce would

have formed and armed, could have remained under one form

government, in which the Executive has little or no

control over a populace exceedingly adventurous and excit-

able why then A mcrica would have hung over Europe like a

fathering and destructive thundercloud. No single kingdom

in Europe could have been strong enough to maintain itself

against a nati'-n that had once consolidated the gigantic re-

sources of a quarter of the globe. And this unwieldy extent

of empire would have l>cen as fatal to the permanent safety

and dcvclopn t of America herself as the experience of all

historv tells us an empire too vast to maintain the healthy cir-

culation of its own lifeblood ever has been since the world

began.' to the races over which it spread By their own weight

the old colossal empires of the Bast fell to mm. It was by her

own vast extent of domi n that Rome first lost her ibertiea,

under the very armies whicl bhat extent of dominion com-

pelled her to maintain and finally rendered
I
up herj^nmion

Itself to the revenge of the barbarians she had invaded. The

mmense monarchy founded by the genius of Charlemagne

fell to Pieces soon after his death, and those pieces are now the

kingdoms of Europe. But neither the empires of the Beat.

nor Ve commonwealth of Rome, nor the ni-nunhyof

Charlemagne could compare in extent and resources with

toecSt of America id you will remember that the

United States claimed a rigW to the whole of that continent*

and the ultimate fate of America under * feeble Ex

-the feeblest Executive perhaps erer .
wn.m,a en

community-would have been no exception to the 'ruths of

historv and the laws of nature. But in pr. .portion ttAawnei

shall become subdivided into different g each of which is

prove) ' H^fta^ old commonwealth, of Greece

ff
T,petl f^fmAivkjUoM m e erroneous I

Hesven grant that my conv^ctMOS
itnpondln?^^

"iHhe Americ^sX prove/the failure of ner eap«toentbonoftheAmencansta^p ^nt v id havo
of ?S?SSi.tUL^X - iw ofa community so

nterests antagonistic

^ Prospered wmov, ^a^ ... ,_,,.:_
spirit

tary s
p

. as iTZJ? ue,en«l yourselves, the arts of peace, wnien

r ZoutUY^

rc
'
T)
un(ier the shadow of such a protection, can

lsn
' But that public spirit has never been wanting

AatToVr a Wh
ff
b had not the Military spirit. Unless you

* iw reartl * i
b
,
at y°u Possess the military spirit, and that

fro* *- Tr17 to defend vourseives th« art* of neace. which

opinion oi a iree otate &«<* ~~
. It js the inters™ «•'

mercial and a manufacturing
:

»au
..% thc elements of pro-

England that good p>v«X established everywhere, because

gressLve prosperity, should oeww* interchange of her

ft is only in good ^rnrnvuts

^

^
commerce is secure, and in proporc^^ ^ market *- ftl,r

.phically cast,
we see liberty and law alike sne-

bv an unresisted.moo, w *u« ye-zSZTJ*^ an American
by a Democratic U'

President so bewildered oy o

fhfi skill of bis own generals,

inag

think,

tions, where all propertv
g i

»%W&«T- *'~* i- ••«—*
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>vUich can preserve jieeUwiu m the liour ul Uauger, and enable
a nation to right itself by the brains and the hearts of its own
children, America has more to learn from England than
England to learn from America. Let us, then, turn our eyes
back to our own country, humbly grateful for the blessings we
enjoy, and manfully resolved to defend and maintain them.
While our august but inscrutable ally stands armed to the
teeth, with one hand so resting on the gates of war that they
open or close at his touch, England has not been unmindful of
her safety, but has not departed from her wise constitutional
abhorrence of vast and costly armaments in a time of peace.
She has, indeed, strengthened her navy, and I do not doubt that
the present Government has in this worthily maintained the
same policy of precaution which occupied the unceasing
and anxious care of the Government of Lord Derby. But
there is this distinction between a navy and an army. A navy
never can threaten the liberties it is intended to guard. For
our military defence we have raised, without cost, without
danger to constitutional principle, a force which is not aggres-
sive against other countries, but which quietly proves our
determination to defend our own. Relying on the loyalty of
its subjects, the Crown of England encourages the use and
discipline of arms—not as an habitual profession, but as a
citizen's duty, whenever the signs of the times warn him that
he may have to defend his own hearth from a foreign invader.
Thus have sprung up our Volunteers—not mere raw undisci-
plined, unskilful pretenders, like the old city Train Bands
ridiculed in our popular farces, but patiently learning the use
of their weapons ; so that a wasp could not more safely enter a
D«ehive than an invader could brave all the stings in the rifles
of England. But England has done more than defend
her shores. Her moral influence has been felt in every
step that has advanced the condition of the world. It
was my task when in office, conjointly with Lord
Malmesbury—though to him belongs the far greater share
of the merit—to aid and to stimulate France in what to her
was a difficult experiment, the substitute of free labour for
negro slavery in her colonial possessions. Here, what
encouraged France ? It was the example of England. We
have not assisted Italy with our arms, ft is true, but then we
JJ5?

not asked from Italy the cession of Savoy and Nice. And,
if the Government of Sardinia should preserve the courage to
refuse further concessions of Italian territory, what can so
maintain their resolution as the earnest dignity with which
England has already protested against the terrible doctrine
that the recognized boundaries of European kingdoms are to be
altered by secret compacts and family arrangements ? We have
morally opposed ourselves to the domination of Austria in
her old Italian possessions. But when Austria, dismayed at
her own feebleness under despotic forms of Government,
seeks to invigorate her system by constitutional changes,
she looks neither to Russia nor to France for a model. She
looks to England, and the Constitution she gives is copied
from our own. Thus, wherever we look, not the arms,
but the example of England has advanced the condition
of the world. Nor have we arrested even the progress of an
empire which, as its object is commerce and not conquest,may possibly be more durable than the empires to which
1 have before referred. While France was premeditating
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exhibitors of machinery aloWam!!7"much larger than that of to.
Ply?S

'
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the whole »*8

cost her treasury more than they can ever give toner commerce, we have been laying the foundations
ot a new and mighty colony, which every year will moreand more enrich our trade by the wants of its spreading
population, and maintain the rewards of our agriculture bythe influx of gold from the richest mines which have yetbeen discovered. Pardon me if I speak of the colony it

7£L^7a>$ t?**/186 my Sovereign to found, with the
assent and the aid of my colleagues in oflBce-I mean British

JWttropoZte an& its Vitinit&
Election of Lord Mayor.—A Common Hall was

held on Saturday in Guildhall, for the purpose of
electing a Lord Mayor for the ensuing year. It has
heen the practice for many years past to return to the
Court of Aldermen for their selection the names of the
Alderman next in rotation and some other Alderman
below the chair, but on this occasion the functions of
the Liverymen became a reality, from the proposal to
elect the present Lord Mayor, Alderman Cubitt, for a
second year of office, postponing the claims of Sir H.
Muggeridge, who stands first in the list of Aldermen
below the chair. On the one side it was determined to
return the names of the Lord Mayor and Sir Peter
Laurie, whereby the choice of the Court of Aldermen
would be restricted to Alderman Cubitt, as Sir Peter
having once served the office, was not obliged to serve
again, and had written a letter protesting against the
unfair use made of his name; on the other it was
resolved to put forward the names of Sir H. Mug-
geridge and Alderman Hale. The hall was filled with
the partisans of the respective candidates, and to judge
from the strength of the cheering, popular feeling
among the Livery was decidedly in favour of Sir H.
Muggeridge. The Lord Mayor, attended by the
Aldermen, Sheriffs, Eecorder, Common Serjeant, and
other officials of the Corporation, having entered the
hall, and the usual proclamation having been made, the
Lord Mayor and Sir Peter Laurie were put in nomina-
tion by the friends of the former, and Sir H.
Muggeridge and Alderman Hale were put in nomina-
tion by the friends of Sir H. Muggeridge. On a
show of hands not more than One-third of

opinm
jfc ^

_ v J7~""r lcJ««cu. nunc r ranee was premeditating ,,
"" """ —»*»» *nt**i unc-iuuu or

tne petty acquisition of Savoy and Nice, which will th°se present held up their hands for the Lord Mayorcost her treasury more than thev can «v«r triv* tn qnil ohm,f rU on »« rt «,,«,un-^- o:- n.t._T .._ • «.. «v.

Columbia.
t„un *Ww, lu tT"j—*! ^**v" *" UC18UWI" Vancouver,w ™i

tbe
-
Hudso" 8 Bay Company, gives to England

lier only possession on the Pacific Ocean. But that possession
is the key to the Pacific, and had I still been in office,long before this I venture to think, one hue of British

and about tbe same number for Sir Peter Laurie. Sir H.
Muggeridge had a very large majority. Alderman
Hale ran the Lord Mayor very close, but no hands
ware held up for the other Aldermen. The Common'Ser-
jeant then announced that, in the opinion of the Sheriffs,
the choice of the Liverymen had fallen on Sir H. Mug-
geridge and the Lord Mayor. A poll was demanded on

opened on Saturday afternoon. At 4 o'clock, when the
poll closed for the day, the numbers were, for the Lord
Mayor, 125 ; Sir Peter Laurie, 104; Sir Henry Mug-
fr01" "** °* The poll was resumed on Monday, and

. wmHmm
the numbers were, for the Lord Mayor 550,

wilderness-annexed to her Crown-a Sir P. Laurie 395, Sir H. Muggeridge 258. On Tuesday
the numbers at the close of the poll were, for the LordMayor 1022 Sir P. Laurie 750, Sir H. Muggeridge, 420.On Wednesday the Lord Mayor increased his lead con-
siderably, and polled 302 votes, while only 96 votes
were recorded for Sir H. Muggeridge, being a majority
of 3 to 1. At the close of the day's noil the nnrnW*

annexed from the WAV,^ vv um
country larger than England itaelCvad^Ydch before a'quarter
of a century is over will add millions to our national industry
in support ofthe profits of agriculture, the wages of labour, andthe interchange of commerce."

annexe.

The Thames Embankm^, a

Mr. Thwaites, cS^^^Jt
Works touching a claim •*££»*
to initiate and carry out theTm^^
PSS £ L previ0T18 mtervie* v

8
!* <

stated to Mr. Thwaites that hebv J.- S*
take the construction of the wort
the Metropolitan Board, but thatTh

* ^
questions involved which rendered w*1 *
Government to legislate in the matter n Si
for example, certain Crown rights whi,k ^ *
controversies between different dew**-?***
admitted of more facile a^nrtmente.^
tion than by any other parties. Aad„ u**member would experience much diffiJL- '*
measure of such magnitude throng?*
Commons, which, unless promote! hT*
Ministers did not feel it incumUj ^*
support. That, for these and <*!* zj*
Majesty's Government were of opinia

u *
should take the necessary steps for caj
the Standing Orders by preparing and2L
and serving notices. Mr. Thwaites mST^
of his Board to initiate as well astoctmj^*
portant work, there being no precedentW»!^
ference on the part of her Majesty's Go?«J!i
case of a local operation, executed by tlodrilk
and defrayed wholly by a local taxation; ilk
felt sure the Board would have no desire to«S!
unseemly controversy with the Government, k nmost anxious, while defending what they on*)
be a public right, to do all that lay within 0*

»

consistently with the discharge of their dtrtrfcfc

constituents, to promote this great nndertikiif k
Cowper explained that the course it wu M*
pursue was in no way opposed to, orctlefet
infringe, the Board's rights; that he would prp>i

Bill for carrying out the plan recommended i

report of the Royal Commission, aud would tafrft

steps prescribed by the Standing Orders; tkfc

Bill would empower the Board to execute tbewtfaoi

authorise the Treasury to pay over to them tbe fit

in course of accumulation from the coal dua, to tir

the cost of the embankment; that poten Mi
be given the Board to open a line of itnet fm

Blackfriars Bridge to the Mansion House, tbe eetrf

which he suggested might be defrayed oot of" tk

dues, at present applicable to improrementi with:: to

city of London. That Bill would of coone be nfmd

to a Select Committee, and would be npfcriiiljtk

Government in its passage through tbe Bom;

which, should it succeed in obtaining legflhtiw

ouia *-"»<** ^wg co yi5 ror Money, and 93
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c ,, . , „ — day's poll the numbers
were, for the Lord Mayor, 1325 ; Sir P. Laurie, 984 ,Sir H. Muggeridge, 524 ; giving the Lord Mayor a
total majority of 801. In these circumstances theChairman of b,r H. Muggeridge's committee issued an
address to the Livery announcing that Sir Henrv
withdrew from the contest. The address says " he was
most unwillingly involved in this election, but felt
himself bound to uphold not only his own fair preten.
s.ons to the h.gh and honourable office of Chief
Magistrate of. the City of London, but also that of his
junior brethren of the Court of Aldermen to theregular succession to that municipal dignity. It is
therefore without hesitation that he bows to the

support the ensuing year." Though this resignation
virtually decides the election in favour of thl LordMayor, it is necessary, as a matter of form, that the pollhould be kept open until the expiration of the Waterm. About 200 voters polled in the course ofllmrsday, and at the close the Lord Mayor hid a

but not more than 20 votes were polled. The poll willbe kept open until 4 o'clock to-day and fhp ««£
report will be made tothe Court ofAirmen on TueSySWEAEING m THE NEW SHEBIPFS.-On Saturd/vMr. George Joseph Cockerell and Mr. WUlLn HofmeTwentyman, who were recently elected «!London «nH m;h^i„o„- ..•„. .i. A_

«lectea »nerifls of

wished the insertion of clauses, he wi*Pff
receive and consider whatever suggestioeiB«f"C

to make such provisions in

be desirous of offering. Mr. Thwaites «£*?
amendment introduced into the Coal andWgj^
Continuance Bill, on the motion of SirH.Wi^

whereby the new account was to be opened in

«

of the Treasury instead of the Metropolisi««

tv.rtnocf^/1 or. «M „„«« fUof flip flovernoent

ill as shod.:

:

to the Board the execution of the wont^

Cowper, in reply, assured him that the cb»

tions of the Government were to carry •

giving full powers to the Board, and thatmr
every effort wonld be made in support oftMi

but that it would be impossible to say wi* ^
be necessary to do in the case of oppositi°nmr^
cular clauses. Mr. Thwaites reported tw

'^^
to the Metropolitan Board, and then, on tnw ^
addressed a letter, on the 10th of Augu*,

» ^
Commissioner, in which he stated J^^^ir

rights, were too deeply impressed with the

^j
„^.i.-' _..!_,_-<. ^A\in difficulties

surround

ise them

, ..^Wv-w—, —ice a(^ I

submitted to 'them, to wspend^ww^^^

of the subject and the difficulties^^
wish in any way to increase them ^by ^"^i"

itructi*

£28,010,520

BANKp-G DEPARTMENT. f

..£14,553,000
| Government .Securities

^ \vll"h
d
t Annuitv)

Dead
£10 73319, rl^^."".. wwa

m
rccenwy elected Sheriffs of

other securities^.
\\ 'gSgi Lond°n and Middlesex for the ensuing year took theSLd SiiVer'coin- :: HKS ?™tom«ry oaths in Guildhall, and were invested wththe ins,gn,a of office in the presence of the Lord MayorAldermen, and principal officers of the Corporation

International Exhibition of 1862.-The Gazetteof Tuesday contains a notice from her Majesty's Com

cTb^Tnttf
1"8

H
hatr ^^^ aPPlicat'ons L spacecan be entertained. From the returns made up to

1 hursday night it appears that the number of apnli^cations 18 ?boufc 10py Tn 1851 ^ nnmte
Wi«

g

MARSHALL. ChiPf <!nshior

had already given the engineer ror
^*J £**

drawings and documents required to
™J%0?

Standing Orders, feeling that, afterjf* "^^
had enabled me to convey to them ot w ^M
her Majesty's Government to ««nB1

fh ir
****

responsibility, any present ^™ZL& +

necessarily be either antagonistic or sup^r

that communication Mr. Cowper repliea

*« Office of J^^JjU^J

"Sir,-Ihave to acknowledge thei^M
the 10th Inst, informing rne of the co

with rtrfg^

made to the Board over which you
PJ

e«a
u at o**g*

Of course

WAta
time comes for the V^V^onoi^.^^^
members of the Government as to W P

with»r;^g
it right now to make a few o^^^Hion ^5**
venting misunderstanding™*^P&W ***"£*
your liter- J"?J5^l°JXS^SS.^J/A

Uurv
Carriage
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sources, it any does the council expect the deficiency I
that it should be .uffsr*d £*.-*• , h.to be supplied?" Tin* Arrdwlanonn od.l. «< t\ ' longer. Alter thank inr U I >„ ^k....\..^

*

- -irSi" accruing from the coal duties. 1 am

&*J5#^ be supplied?" The Archdeacon add, - « The
lUi «*"*«* JSi

«Seqientlets ; and the Act which * mance Committee are desirous to obtain full informa-

a*

*

rt rf iSLvSee gave it no authority over the coal I tion as to the probable effect of the new code on the
-rf*»»^JJ!L Sties aw levied, not by them, bat

j

trainiflg institutions in union with the society pre-
paratory to the meeting of the general committee on

j
the 6th of November."

<•?

'_. -,, oMdatiei
• XfSidon. 3. These duties are not received

«*rtftfScS^«tlon and by her Majesty*. Tree -

^ bat by ti»e wcn^
hjch tfae coal dutie8 are ievied 1S

over
1 *** "?

hii represented by the Metropolitan Board.
•« thst «aicni k

dutieg fa metropolitan improve-
J^M

**«i«ted to the Corporation and to my prede-

• The foreshore and bed of the Thames are?*£££

I

ai a***

^

6
J>:L

6
nf' the Board of Conservancy . As,

^^uTBoard has now no power over the coal and

'"Ed *Tpower over the foreshore of the Thames
••*' j »^ hV.ir esnecial business, the main drainage,

£X££a^
howXlntroduction of a Bill to confer

*!^nowers could be treated as an aggression upon

S»Jfl I §o not we any lorce in the argument that*** workwonid have to be authorised in a pro-

h«alocal Act promoted by local commissioners

-IT^wroorstkra, s similar course should be followed in

** J^JTmatiopolis. In every civilised country the

iu Mwftvei aid protection, and co-operation from the

So^rninent which is not extended to other towns
;

Vars that Londoners cannot wish that their town
"

»kfa t—neot cease to be treated as a metropolis, and

|J theWei of a provincial town. lam on principle

far extending more fully and satisfactorily m the

SZ action of municipal representative institutions,

th# MA which I propose to introduce will have a tendency

JmsS* (Jut object, and I am quite sure that it will not in

1

J

^mmc4 tafriure a right now possessed by the Metropolitan

SJrTSVorka.-! have, Ac, W. Cowpkr."

In"t ssbaeqnent letter to Mr. Thwaites, dated the 20th

or* S*pteml>cr, Mr. Cowper states he considers the pro-

MKd Bill should be one to empower the Metropolitan

Basfd of Work* to make such purchases of property and

to aerate such works as may be necessary for an

tBtankment, with a roadway upon it, from Westminster

fa Hackfriars Bridge, and for a new street thence to

IheMsanon House, in accordance with the plan recom-

mmki by the Royal Commission, and ont of the fund

ponded for that" purpose out of the proceeds of the

coal dnei by the Act of last Session. No control or

tarfereece with the Metropolitan Board of Works
wiU be created by the Bill in regard to the

wwi conferred upon them by its provisions.

tit idds that, inasmuch as the foreshore to

W reclaimed from the river is vested in the
Cnwn, or the Board of Conservancy, and the surplus
had along the shore may be required for public improve-
Mte, or for a public promenade, or as sites for

patfie buildings, he thinks it should be so vested as to
for Parliament a control over its future destina

evening
the " G(

Hal; and he believes the best course would he to vest
* is the Commissioners of Works and Public Buildings,
• behalf of the Crown and the public, but to provide
wit the proceeds of the sale of such surplus land shall
"Jjwd into the Embankment and Metropolitan Im-
FWaUent Fund, from which the pnrchase was made.
"ui, he states, should apply only to surplus land on the
mors of the river not required for works on the road-
*ay

v
asA should not apply to surplus land obtained in

»«ir>f? the street from Blackfriars Bridge to the
*jj*on House. The correspondence has since been

^n^nl
the Wain Drainage Committee of the Metro-

fj^w Board for consideration as to the course to be
FWOW, and there the matter rests for the present.™ rAUci of Westminstee.-The report of the

Wa»Y
lt

^. aPPointed by the First Commissioner of

Haas- /n
qUire into the decav of the stone at the***w Parliament was issued on Saturday. The

JJjy*
recommend that the architect of the Palace,

ZSfL J
f

ientinc chemists, should examine and

at the nl!
stat€ of the stonework of the building

"aide bvtT-
moment; that experiments should be

karat #t
directioD

» under various conditions of
2«. wposure, and aspect, with such preventive

&* to tin?

ag
4
Dt8 aS the che™ists may suggest from

®to the rffeJ

and
.
that researches should be continued

rmtea. and «fk
he vario«s alkaline silicates, plios-

»Sr the n r
substances which have been brought

Germany f™
°f the committee, or suggested in

*"» from dam
06

'
°r elsewht,re; that where decav

•tone, as has W
m
?M ellould be takon to Protect th

"

e

^tensivelv fa*\
be

;

fore suggested ; that any stone

** th«t in particul °
Uld be removed a"d ^placed;

TKW to the annl
*
r
,mmamt ana examined, wicn tne

^* committee h r*
of some immediate remedy.

*** in the Pwa
-

e that a vei7 large portion of the

% entertain a ml?!
°f a V€r^ durahle nature, and

^•onbefonndf expectation that a remedy

^^mifortnnofni i

arrest or control the decay where

J?1 ^atioTat
y
n

egan t0 aPPear-^^ In en,L
LLEBY clo»ed on Saturday, the

5"**PecteuI tn^t
qUenceof s°me further alterations it

*^JNter.
e re-°pened before the first week in

**n^EdnlSt
110?^ Minute.—TheCommittee of

*°d& be mJ !
p the earliest symptoms of decay

"

to th? fti
Ulj

,r
atched and examirVw

Kducat

tfe^^°V?Kan
S

v
'

ep t0 an inquiry ,rom^ .^er in o!i2 the National Society, state that

the

.

IU*r m Pn„ -, * ^»wu«ai oocietv, suite inat

aS1D? the insnTol °f the 10th of August, 1840,

lSfeh
!!w! il in T* C

!l
urch Schools subject to the

j** of
"'"m no

*?£ JnlJ last 7*? affected b>' the Minute of the

Z?5«tional
Sor;pf

Archdeacon Sinclair, Treasurer of

SDea,of
all thet '

addressed a circular to the

S**»etv, aubmit-t

-

ainin
? institutions in union with

it^^&^^^ auestions:-" 1.
fe

questio

m^ ~ **Wrv wT
8tUtl,es of tl>e college will be^ °P^»tion ? 9 t

C8S
?
the revised code is brought

"*](%* likelT io Vvhat
.

extenfc i8 tb-e income of
y t0 be diaaiiUd ? 3. From what

^

i

dissolving views, in his great Tabernacle, at Xewington,
to an audience which completely filled the whole

|

paraded the

longer. Alter thanking M Du Chaiflu for "thTfrsst" ^^««ho bad rendered in pavinu: tho war fnr mUd , ..« **>!*.
Central Africa, he cTch^ed ^TSif^^bet^ £'
the bc.ok and in the maa, and iTSsfood wwTSTdil
cc.vsrlss would do in year* yet to oom«.M

^^
Abolition of Annoyance JrRii».^On Satnnkv

expired the Annoyance Juries oi \Y eateiinater, mhich
were instituted in the reign of Quee* KUtabeth, and
were^abohshed^by an Act of last Session. The l>ean

appoint inspectors
to act in the place of householders, who formerly

e streets and inspected the «H*hb **aspected the weigUta and
building, and must have numbered over 5000 persons.

|

measures of the shopkeepers. The Act provides that
The doors, although opened an hour before the time
appointed for the lecture, were besieged by an immense
crowd, who struggled hard to get places. The admis-
sion was by payment, varying from 6d. to 1*., and the
proceeds, which must have amounted to a very con-

siderable sum, were devoted to the funds of the Band
of Hope Union, a society whose object is to promote
total abstinence from spirituous liquors among children

and young persons. Mr. Layard, M.I'., presided, and
M. Du Chaillu, who was present, lent a specimen of a

full grown gorilla for the occasion. Mr. Hpnrgeoo on

presenting himself was received with most enthusiastic

cheers. He then proceeded to deliver bAl lecture, of

which the following is a summary :

—

.

" He commenced by saying that it was a growing opinion in

his mind, that the human animal needed one pert ot amuse-
ment or another, and that if you did not give htm the right

sort he would certainly seek the wrong. God so ftdapted man's
nature that he should not only attend to tho necessities of

existence, but seek for the enjoyment of some pleasures. It

was no use his constantly saying in the pulpit that i>eople

must not go to the public- hoise or the theatre, for the reply

would be, ' We want something of the sort, and if you do not
give us the right thing we will certainly take to the wrong.'

The best way to elevate the people was to preach the

Gospel of Christ, but that did not prevent his using other
means beside. Lectures on scientific or other subjects,

in which ho was able to \ throw out useful hints upon
dress, cleanliness, economy, and temperance, did good
service as well as preaching the Gospel. These were his

reasons for giving the lecture, and if they were not satisfactory

to his audience they were to him, and that was generally

enough for him. He then entered upon the question whether
M. Du Chaillu's book on the gorilla was true or not? He
admitted that when he first read it he thought it a very won-
derful book and full of strange stories, but he had carefully

examined it in order to form an impartial opinion, and hud
come to the conclusion that the narrative of M. Du Chaillu

was not more incredible than the stories related in bygone

days, which now turned out to be quite true. He was however
convinced that the pictures were the ruin of the book, because,

though well engraved, they were not correct and were incon-

sistent with the letterpress, but this was the fault of the

artist and not of the author, who did not profess to be an

artist. The work also contained numerous typographical

errors, and altogether it appeared to have been brought out in

a hurry. Still the pictures were unfortunate, although he

admitted they were no proof against the merits or truth of

the book. With regard to Mr. Walker's letter, all he could

say was that there was nothing in it. That wr.ter

made M. Du Chaillu sav what he did not say, and then he

refuted him. If nothing stranger than that could be brought

against M. Du Chaillu, his name would live and not die,

and it would not be said that be had deceived the people.

If the book were an invention, it was the most wonderful one

ever written. If De Foe wrote 'Robin i Crusoe,' it would

take 10 De Foes to write ' Du Chaillu's Discoveries in Africa.'

Certainly if it were a fiction, no other man possesse-i genius

enough to compose auch another work entirely out of his own

head. The 22 gorillas he supposed were matters of fact, as

well as the hundreds of specimens of other animals and birds

which M. Du Chailiu had brought over from Africa. He verily

believed, in spite of all that had been Paid, that M. Du Chaillu's

book was matter of fact, and that the author was entitled

to all praise as one of the greatest of modern discoverers-as

one who had done more for science and for religion than most

men of bis time, if not than any man. Now. what was the

gorilla ? He was an enormous ape, which claimed to approach

nearer to man than any other creature. How near he ap-

proached he would leave them to judge. A claim to be con-

sidered their first cousins had been put in on behalf of the

chimpanzee and other animals, but these were matters to

be settled by learned scientific men Mr. Darwin might

also assert that his great grandfathers great grandfathers

father was a guinea pig, and that he originally descended

from an oyster! or something of that kind. N ow, he demurrc

to that, and he did so upon his own account. Many of his

friends might choose to claim relationship to the oyster, and if

any Chinese were present, whose pigtails had not been cut off,

toWIT There"was"the story of the man with the bad 5/. note^

He laid it down, and ran away from it as hard as he could. He audited by
(Mr. Spurgeon) wished to run away as fast as he couk

1
frox.the

receiptg in

eorilla; and to leave relationship out ot the question. Still

Ifler ill, there was wonderful likeness, and it was most

humiliating ; but even if an exact /acnm^ of man could be

discovered, f it were destitute of a living soul, the differ-

ed between the two would be infinite. The goriUa was

enormously strong, and very courageous. M. Dii| Chaillu

She nevei saw
g
'the male gorilla run away and that the

wlii pb invariably threw their protection around the females

Tht wSS^gorillas were bachelor gorillas He hoped -
addressed none of that class. From this subject Mr. Bpmg

di^essed to the softening influence of female society and said

he
Spurgeon

" every person who shall abuse or insult any such
inspector when in the execution of his office, or shall in
any way obstruct the execution of the said office, shall

be liable to a penalty not exceeding 40s."
The Middle Temple Library.—The Bencbtw of

the Middle Temple are makiug preparations foi -tie

inaugural ceremonies on the public opening of their
new Library, which is intended to take place in the
• irly portion of the month. It is stated that the
Priooe of Wales will take a leading part in the cere-
monial, and that it is intended to make his Koyal High-
ness an honorary bencher on the occasion.

The Hi- i idem' Strike.—It ia aUted to be the
|
intention of the masters in the budding trade to form
I general union, with theobjed of enforcingthe hourly
system of payment throughout the country. At the
last meeting of the Master Jtuilders

9
Association several

letters were received from large provincial firms, pro-
posing that a general association of master builders

should be formed t hroughout the count r v with the exproas
object of enforcing the hour Mstera on their workmen.
This course has also been recommended by masters in

Loudon. It is understood that the question ia to be
taken into consideration at a meeting of the Masters*

Association on Monday next, the 7th October, and in

the present temper of the employers there ii every pro-

bability of the resolution being adopted. It ia supposed
that a strike on a gigantic scale will be the result.

The Public AccorNTS.—The report of the com-
mittees appointed by the House of Commons to examine
the audited accounts of the public expenditure has Jnst

been issued. It reminds the House that it resolved on
the 9th of August, 1860, " that the appropriation and
audit of the moneys voted for the Civil Service Ksti-

mates are insufficient and unsatisfactory, and require

early amendment ; " and the committee are obliged to

add that that insufficient and unsatisfactory state of

audit to a great extent still continues. In some cases

the accounts are only partially audited by the Audit

Office, and above a hundred accounts are not submitted

to the office at all ; some of these are for small sums,

and in most cases they are subjected to an examination

usually in the department on whose authority the

expenditure has been incurred, but the committee con-

sider this local examination unchecked by any inde-

pendent authority to be objectionable on principle.

They state that it is impossible to discover grounds for the

different course followed with respect to votes of a similar

character. For example, the accounts for Kingstown Har-
bour are audited by the auditors, but those for Holyhead

and Portpatrick go to the Admiralty. The Registrar

of the Court of Admiralty in England submits his

accounts to the auditors ; but not the Registrar of the

Admiralty in Ireland. The vote for Irish education is

audited by the Audit Board, but not that for English

education. The expenses tor the prosecutions of the

.Mint are audited by the auditors; those for criminal

prosecutions are not. The accounts for the Marshalsea

Prison in Ireland come before the auditors; those of the

Queen's Bench and Queen's Prison in England do not.

The accounts ot the Insolvent Court are audited, but

the accounts of the Probate Courts in England aad

Ireland are only partially audited, and the accounts of

the courts of justice in Ireland not at all. The votee

for the convict establishment in Ireland and the colonies

audited ; in England only partially. The accounts

the Controller of the Exchequer are only partially

audited ; the small vote for the expenses of his office is

the auditors, but the account of the

ceipts into the Exchequer and the payments

from it is never audited by any department

whatever. The Exchequer accounts are actually

forwarded to Somerset House by direction of an Act of

Parliament, but when they get there they are not

audited ; the Treasury have by law the power to direct

their audit. On another important subject the com-

mittee remind the House that the balances unexpended

at the close of the financial year in the Civil Service

Estimates are carried over in aid of the same votes in

the following year. In the opinion ot the committee

ctild\& theae"balanc?/ought to be repaid into the Exchequer,

gorilla? he said it was inhabited by a
gr ^t "^iSdtd; !

and the supply for the year ought tobe covered by the

names he could not^^03 . ^ - . 1 a _.*u ....„

be correctly given by a Wclchmsn s ana r ^
Many of them were great traders, dux w

» 6 These
appeared to be that;<< honesty w««£ XhCderedtheir
people had a firm^ » ^Sea' even their wives and
existence miserable, as they suspecwu

eprivillK them
children of evil arts with the totention ^«P£V£*

6 con.

of health and life ™*™**^$£$% of mother
sequently practised, and if a man^wani ^ ^ Ufo
he had only to say he was JJ'P^^ thoug& that it was
was forfeited. If any one ^ thac meetiag 8

or ^
unlucky to..pill salt^,or to.give

a/"^
ft

t

Pa
llilDf

«Away with
begin work on Friday, he woaJiay^ for

such ideas/ as they were derogatory^ to boo^ ^ fc ^
heathens and brutes. He n

4f
xt^: t

c

\biect iniquitous, infa-

slavery, which he said was the.most a^eat >mq
; that

nious. and devilish of ail crimes, andUjat
llence tuaa

the hurricane of war should sweep away v

votes for the vear. The committee observed with

faction the introduction of Bills giving efTect to their

recommendations respecting the Treasury chest and the

vote for the revenue departments, and they express

their hope that another year may not pass without the

application of an efficient remedy to a system which the

Hou«e has declared "insufficient, unsatifactory, and

reunirinaf early amendment." The committee add that

as they were not nominated until the 18th of April,

they were able to perform but a small part of their

task. The Army and Navy aceoonts, those of the 1 ay-

•naster-Gener il, and of a large portion of the Civil

Service, remain untouched. They therefore suggest
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that a committee should be appointed earlier next

Session, and time be allowed for the inquiry.

Pboposed College foe the City of London.—

A

public meeting,. convened on a requisition to the Lord
Mayor, and most numerously attended, was held on
Wednesday at the Mansion House, for the purpose of

bringing under the notice of the community, and pro-

curing public countenance and support for, a proposal

to establish a collegiate institution ; in other words, to

reconstitute on a more permanent basis and on a self-

supporting plan the Metropolitan Evening Classes, with
the title of " The City of London College for Young
Men." The Lord Mayor took the chair, and briefly

stated the object of the meeting. The Bishop of

London, in moving the first resolution, affirming the

expediency of consolidating the Evening Classes into a
College, said :

—

1 "He had no doubt that the proposed college, once fairly-

started, would pay its own expenses. If there were 10,000
young men employed in warehouses, countinghouses, and
shops in the city of London, surely a sufficient number of
them would be ready to contribute from their earnings
towards the great benefits they might receive at such an insti-
tution. If it was to be self-supporting it was right also that it
should be self-governing, for, on the whole, we had long since
come to the conclusion in this country that people governed
their own affairs better than anybody else. It was proposed
therefore that there should be a governing body consisting of i

the friends of the institution from without, and of young men
selected from amongt the past and present students. He had
had some experience of young men in this day ; and he believed
it had been found, both in the Universities and in our great
public schools, that the more young people were instructed
with responsibility the more would they answer to that respon-
sibility. When he thought of the "vast number of young
men in this great city, many of them far away from their
homes, and all exposed to innumerable'temptations, how great
was the responsibility to help them to resist those tempta-
tions and to train them to be really useful citizens. Many
efforts had been made from time to time to provide useful
and wholesome amusement for young men, but, after all, we
as a people were so practical, that we found our greatest amuse-
ment in promoting or taking part in something that had the
character of real business. That was strikingly exemplified in
the Volunteer movement, which he regarded as one of the most
useful within living memory, as tending to promote a feeling
of national security, while it showed what an amount of
latent power and spirit there was in England ready to
resist any aggression that might be made on our liberties.
Valuable as was the discipline to which it submitted
young men, none of the old efforts to furnish means and
facilities for mental culture must be relaxed. To him it
had been a most gratifying sight year after year to witness
young men, after a hard day's work, of their own motion
attending the evening classes at King's College. But incal-
culable as was the benefit resulting from those classes, they
did not exhaust anything like the whole available material

;

there were hundreds of young men who could not be absorbed
into King's College, and who were sufficient in number and
energy to justify an effort .to perpetuate an older institution
in a new form. Such an institution would prosper if its
management were intrusted to a certain degree to the fyoung
men themselves, and if the college itself were of a thoroughly
practical character. Some of the efforts made at the beginning
of the century to disseminate useful information failed from
not having a distinctly practical bearing on the character of. the
persons forwhom they were intended ; but in these days, when
young men were tested at every stage by competitive exami-
nations, there need be no apprehension of such a result. Who-
ever wished to attain to a position of usefulness or influence
must have a cultivated intellect, and the education to be given
in the proposed college would be such as to adapt a young
man to the career for which he was destined. In such
a country as this, where men were constantly rising from
the most subordinate to the highest positions, every one
was entitled at the outset of life to look forward with
hope, and it was for the public advantage that facilities
should be placed within [the reach of the youth of all classes
for cultivating their minds, so that in whatever positions they
might be placed in after life they might discharge the duties
devolving upon them with credit. Never was there a time
in which a London apprentice had not before him a great
career if he was steady, self-denying, and anxious to turn all
his opportumties to good account. But true as that had been
of past generations, it was now more so than ever. The prize
was within the reach of every man of vigorous mind ; let him
only use the opportunities presented to him from time to time,
and no one could say to what honour and consideration he
might not attain in his day and generation, or estimate the
advantages he might be the means of conferring on his fellow
men. No one could rise to an important sphere in this
country without having the interests of others committed to
his trust, and without exercising great influence on their
immortal destinies. The kind of instruction to be given in the
proposed college would, it was hoped, have the effect of stimu-
lating young men who might afterwards be placed in positions

?flue
J
ce t0 act UP to their responsibilities to those placed

under their authority. The college would be founded on
^mirch of England principles, but no narrow restrictions or
religious tests would be imposed on the students. At the sametime its promoters had reason to be thankful to God that they
belonged to a church which advanced its influence the moretnat education was extended and truth developed."

The motion, after being seconded by Mr. R. N
;.
owl

f'
was put and carried unanimously. Mr.

^Marshall Carpenter read a paper to the effect that the
.•college would consist of a patron, vice-patrons, a
president and vice-presidents—selected from amon*
persons eminent in station and friends of
education—and members, associates, and students.
The members are to be divided into two
classes—affiliated members, who are studying at
the college, and student members, who are attending
some class or classes. On certain conditions, small
scholarships are to be conferred by the Council on those
who do best in the annual examinations of the college-
and the title of associate will be conferred bv the
Council, subject to certain rules. It also prescribed the
mode of government, as indicated in the speech of the
bishop of London. On the motion of Mr. Henry
Hoare, seconded by Mr. Clarke, formerly a student at
the evening classes, a resolution was passed sanctioning
the scheme of government. Mr. Cole, C.B., moved and
the Kev. Mr. Statham seconded a resolution authorizing
the opening of a subscription to afford the necessary aid
-o the class of persons for whose benefit the college is to

1

be established, to render it rent-free, and to found the

necessary scholarships and prizes. The Lord Mayor
consented to act as treasurer to the institution during

his year of office. The meeting was also addressed by
Mr. Bolton and Mr. Atkinson, and at the conclusion of

the proceedings it was announced that nearly 400£. had
been subscribed.

Kobbeeies at Railwat Stations.—At the West-
minster Police Court on Thursday the Rev. Henry
Holloway, late chaplain of St. Cross Hospital, Win-
chester, and formerly rector of a parish in Norfolk, was
brought before the magistrate on remand for the

seventh time on various charges of robbery of port-

manteaus and other articles from the Brighton, South-

western, and other railway stations in the metropolis.

Several cases were proved, and the prisoner was com-
mitted for trial.

Great Exhibition of Dogs. — An exhibition of

sporting and other dogs has been opened this week at

the new Horse Repository in Holborn. There were
upwards of 300 entries, representing most of the
breeds except fox and other hounds, which did not
produce a single specimen. About 3001. were given
in prizes for the best dogs in the various classes, which
consisted of 43. Some of the prices attached to the
animals were of enormous amount. There were two
or three at 2000?. and 1000Z. each, and others of 500Z.
Several- of the animals were sold at almost fabulous
prices.

The Boiler Explosion in Rotherhithe.—
Another inquest was held on the 25th ult. on the four
persons who died on board the Dreadnought Hospital
ship from injuries received by the boiler explosion which
occurred on the 16th inst. at the premises of Messrs.
Bedart & Co., seed crushers, at Rotherhithe. Several
engineers and others were examined, who expressed
their opinion that the explosion was caused by the
boiler being overheated and short of water. One of
them however, Mr. John Knowelden, of Park Street,
Southwark, attributed the accident to the portion of
metal which gave way having become red hot, and not
to want of water in the boiler. He was of opinion that
since the Smoke Consuming Act came into operation,
boiler explosions had increased tenfold, the reason being
that in order to destroy the smoke the whole heat of
the fire is directed to a surface of 1 or 2 feet, which has
consequently a tendency to become red hot. The jury
returned a verdict to the effect that deceased lost their

lives by the explosion of the steam boiler, which was
overheated and wanting a sufficient supply of water

;

and that this arose from an absence of proper care and
attention on the part of those in charge.
The Fatal Collision off Erith.—The adjourned

inquest on Mr. and Mrs. Dunn of Southampton Street,
Bloomsbury, who were drowned on the 6th ult. in the

LOctom

banket.
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river, in the collision between the Ipswich steam-
vessel Metis and the brig. Bertha, of Guernsey, was
concluded on the 26th ult. The different witnesses, as
on the former occasion, gave the most conflicting
evidence as to the cause of the accident. Towards the
conclusion of the inquiry, however, several pilots well
acquainted with the navigation of the river asserted
that the blame lay with the steamer. The jury
accordingly, after a long consultation and much division
of opinion, returned a verdict to the effect—" That the
deceased were drowned in the Thames by a collision
between the steamer and the brig ; that the accident
arose from the want of a proper lookout on the part of
the steamer; and that neglect, although not amounting
to criminality, is attributable to Henry Forss, captain
of the Metis." The coroner was instructed to request
the Board of Trade to institute an inquiry into the
whole case.

Mxjedee in the Channel.—Capt. W. H. Adams,
captain of the American ship Lammagier, which sailed
from the Thames for South America about 10 days ago,
was murdered off the Start by the steward of the
vessel, a black man, called Hawkins, on Sunday morn-
ing. The mate immediately put back to the river, and
the murderer was brought before the magistrate at
Thames Police Court on Thursday. It appeared from
the evidence that deceased was a tyrannical man, of
hasty temper, and that on the 14th ult. he was fined
5Z. by Mr. Selfe for assaulting and wounding a Chinaman
who was then acting as his steward. On Saturday last
the captain struck the prisoner in his face and eyes,
upon which the prisoner told the rest of the crew that
he would give them a chance of getting back to London.
On the next morning the captain ordered the mate to
turn out the prisoner every morning at 5 o'clock. A
few hours afterwards he was found murdered in his
cabin with blood oozing from his head, which had been
cut open with a hatchet. The steward was immedi-

J

ately secured and put in irons. Mr. Selfe decided that
he must have the Secretary of State's warrant before
he could proceed further with the case, and remanded
the prisoner.

The Great Lettee Roebeet.—An inquiry has
been instituted by the solicitor of the Post Office in
reference to the wholesale suppression of letters by the
letter carrier Pnllen, and new cases of inquiries for
valuable letters, long since regarded as lost, are
constantly springing up. It is mentioned as an extra-
ordinary met, showing the neglect of the most simple
precautions an the part of the commercial class, that of
all the letters containing valuable enclosures, not one
had been registered. It is probable that as soon as an
approximate estimate tias been farmed of the losses
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-=£-^«wer Siding atbutton Coldfield, some

«**^l! became acquainted with a woman

wSer, ««*# Lines
'
aUa

f ^
anc
J
Daw

1°
n'

^oarated from her husband, a glass

ter some years, in consequence of her

UbiU. Since that time she has lived with

*and has latterly been living with Thom-

^ M*« Coldfield. On Saturday rhomson and

±lZZ fiom Sutton to Birmingham fair, and

i*"*»**f
in the town till a very late hour, obtained

mTU* in Tanter Street, where the woman
1 ^^-^bdeed while on the streets of the town.

ting fire to everything in it; and in this manner thefti

B-MffliiinMhev had breakfast,and shortly after-^*vTLJr Thp woman returned at 3 o'clock in
yftbe house. The woman reiur ieu u ou,

rfiiWicstion, having while out met with a man

3m*«"! formerly lived, and with whom she had

rftaarreUing

On entering the house she went upstairs

"
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went up to the room after her. A noise

^ wag directly afterwards heard, and

J^3 hsd refused to go home to Sutton, a

2|«ibi wss heard, upou which a woman named

JJ* ^^ — Ma gaw Thompson stab the woman

5ft • pocket-knife and then drag her off the bed.

ni downstairs snd gave the alarm. The keeper

. Hi ijsss, followed by two men, went upstairs and

»v Tkoasoii, who appeared to be quite cool, deliberately

Sttfaff Ike throat of his victim as she lay on the floor.

E7ti>e men took the knife out of his hand, and on

ailed why lie murdered the woman he said,

I all through drink." He appeared sober at the

On being taken to the station two new pocket-

ed two handkerchiefs, apparently bought at

i were found in his possession. The knife with

vfckfc tke murder was committed was a common pocket-

y*iu with one blade, such as is generally used by

fcswin to cut their victuals. On the arrival of

cfril asfutanee the unfortunate woman was found

the jugular vein being cut through and the

completely severed. The inquest was held

ToeidsT, when the jury returned a verdict of Wilful

Xtrier against John Thompson, who was committed
ts* coroner's warrant for trial at the next Warwick

Cabot.—Mr. Capel Hanbury Leigh, of Pontypool
ftrk, Ixird-Lieutenant of the county of Monmouth,
•d OB Saturday evening from the effects of poison
gma kirn by mistake at his residence, Plymouth House,
TOBto, near this town. Mr. Leigh, who had reached
liBli year, met with a slight accident by falling

^frt of the staircase. A bottle of medicine was
piWldfor him, with an embrocation to be applied

?T **• On Friday night the valet was requested
gjjve hk ma r a portion of the medicine. The two
JwKoae containing the medicine and the other the
F»«aVion, lay upon the mantelpiece. The valetPi liiMaiAt.be embrocation instead of the medicine.
£• atal mistake was instantly discovered ; medical
Jjjweoen applied the usual remedies with the stomach
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worked their way downwards to the very cellars ofthe building.
#
Two huge water tanks on the top of the

hall, containing many thousand feet of water, must
have emptied their contents on the burning mass, hut
so little effect had even this upon the flames that the
precise moment of their falling was unknown. The
furniture of the drawing room, the paintings, articles
ot vertu, the books and silver plate, were fortunately
removed before the fire reached the body of the hall,
and were deposited on the lawn in front of the mansion!
The conservatory, built under the superintendence of
Sir Joseph Paxton, and stocked with the most valuable
English and foreign plants, and the wine cellars, have
escaped. Colonel Peel, who had been a guest of Mr.
Davenport, and left Capesthorne for Manchester on
Saturday morning, has lost a considerable amount of
luggage, and many of the inmates have been sufferers
by the catastrophe. The cause of the fire has not been
ascertained.—On the previous Sunday night a desperat
poaching affray took place on the Capesthorne estate,
when three of Mr. Davenport's watchers were set upon
by 10 poachers and severely maltreated, after which the
whole gang made their escape. Three of them, how-
ever, being known to the watchers, were afterwards
apprehended, and have since been committed for trial.

Mostyn.—On Thursday morning, the 26th ult., a
fatal explosion took place in the South Mostyn Coalpit,
belonging to Mr. Adam Eyton. At the time of the
explosion there were 10 men and a boy at work in the
pit, ail of whom have perished. Five bodies were
recovered in the course of the day, but the attempts
made to recover the others were unavailing on account
of the accumulation of gas. At present nothing has
been ascertained as to the cause of the catastrophe, as

the men who were taken out were quite dead. Had
the explosion taken place a few hours later the results

would have been very dreadful, as upwards of 100 men
would have been at work. Eight of the men were
married, and have left widows with large families.

Newcastle-on-Ty/we.—Mr. Frater, the collector of

income-tax for this borough, was murdered on Tuesday
morning, as he was proceeding to his office in Black ett
Street. He had just reached his office when a man ran
up to him, with a long bright knife in his hand, and
deliberately stabbed him in the face. The blade touched
the right cheek near the mouth, then, slanting off from
the bone, plunged into the neck, where it severed the

jugular vein. Mr. Frater did not seem at first to

comprehend the fatal nature of his injuries. He
walked upstairs to his room, when he suddenly

exclaimed, " I fear I'm done for," and fell upon the

floor, and in a few minutes expired. Medical

attendance was at once sent for, but life was quite

extinct, a great quantity of blood having flowed from the

wound in the neck. The murderer, George Clark,

45 years of age, a cabinet-maker, was immediately
secured, and the knife with which the fatal deed was
committed was found on his person. It is a common
table knife, ground down to a very sharp point, and

|

rather jagged at the sides. Upon being seized Clark

exclaimed, " He sold me off, and now I'll be tried for

murder;" and a few minutes afterwards he said, " This

will be a grand business for the penny papers." It

appears that about three months ago a seizure was

made upon Clark's premises, under Mr. Frater's direc-

tion, for a dog tax, which he would not pay. He seems

ever since to have cherished a feeling of deadly revenge

against the deceased. The murderer was subsequently

examined at the police-court and remanded for a week.

He did not seem to be excited, and his hand was still

stained with blood. When arrested he was searched,

and a document relating to the seizure of his goods was

found upon him. The inquest was held on Wednesday,

when the jury returned a verdict of Wilful Murder

against him. During the inquiry the prisoner was

quite calm and collected, and did not seem to attach

the least importance to what was going on.

NewcaSTLE-under-Lyme.—The jury at the inquest

on the young man who was killed on Sunday week by

Mr. Johnston of the Mill House Inn returned a verdict

of Manslaughter against Mr. Johnston, who was com-

mitted for trial at the assizes, but admitted to bail.

Norwich.—A young man, named Martin Pearce,

attempted to murder his mother at Toft Monks, in this

county, on the 26th ult. He is a single man, and

resides with his mother at her farm. Having had some

altercation with her upon family matters, he vowed

with an imprecation that he would murder her and

destroy the premises. He left the room and his mother

immediately locked the door. Pearce then fetched his

gun, and proceeded to the apartment where his mother

had secured herself, but finding the door fastened, he

fired through the key-hole. Fortunately a female

servant observing his conduct, warned her mistress of

his intentions, by which means Mrs. Pearce was enabled,

by shifting her position, to escape uninjured. A police-

man was immediately sent for, but Pearce absconded,

and proceeded to Yarmouth. In the afternoon he

returned by train to Beccles, and was apprehended at

the station. .

Solihull.—An inquest was held rn the 24th ult. in

this place on the body of a boy, the infant son of a young

woman named Louisa Hoddin, who was murdered by

being first nearly burned to death, and then killed by

strangulation. Mr. I,owe, surgeon to the SohnuU U nion,

deposed that he had ma4e a -post-mortem(examination

of the child, and found that tbe skin on the left side oj

I

amesi the head, 1 nd neck was severe! v burned
also the outer side of the left arin irom \\Ti
ine migers. me lront and ouUide of the left le* and
thigh were also much burnt. From the appearance of
the burns he felt satisfied that they hid been inflicted
during life. The head, face, and part of the neck
presented a livid appearance, the tongue protruding.
The child was a perfectly mature and well-grown child,
and the lunga were well filled. On opening the head
he found the brain much congested. The o3 m organs
presented a healthy appearance. In his o ion tbe
cause of death was strangulation, immediate!. '.owing
the infliction of the burns, which were in themselves
sufficient to cause death, but not instantaneously.
Inspector Smith said he went to prisoner's house, ai .

upon asking to see the child, the mother at once went
up-stairs, and took the body of a child out of a small
box. He noticed that the head and feet were burnt
very much, and on asking how that had happened, the
woman said that a cinder had fall, upon t child.
After further evidence the jury returned a verdict of
" Wilful Murder" against Sarah I Louisa Hoddin,
who were committed to tbe m-v: Warwick assizes for
trial.

^
XOUL—A fata! accident occurred on Friday in this

city. In order to connect the railway station with the
opposite beak Of the river, an iron bridge was in course
of erection, consisting of four girders of iron, two to
support a carriage way, and two outer and lighter onoa
to support a footpath on each side. The two carriage
girders were in their places ; the two footpath girders
were also brought tot lie spot, and while one was on

to its proper
inner girder,

which, alter a lew seconds of suspense fell on the next*
till the whole mass was precipitated into the river.

Seven men were killed and three severely wounded.

wore aiso urouguc to tne spot, ana wlnie
Friday in the act of being lowered down
position, it toppled over, and tv\\ on the i

Outbage near DtTBLiN.—On Friday evening a
ruffianly assault was made on a young lady of the
highest respectability while going home in a cab from
a place of worship. On leaving a friend's house she was
put into a cab by her brother, and the driver was told to
take her to her residence in the vicinity of Rath mines.
When the ruffian had got the length of the old Rath-
mines Road he turned his horse in the direction of Mill-

town, and into an adjoining field, where he made a
desperate attempt tocommita felonious assault. 'Hie treat-

ment she received was fearful, her eyes were blackened,

a quantity of hair was pulled out of her head, and her
bonnet, dress, and underclothing weretornto pieces. After
resisting for a long time the lady at length got away,
and ran across the field into a stream of water, which
almost reached her armpits. She was. however, pursued
and captured by her assailant, who again failed in effect-

ing his purpose. Again she succeeded in escaping, and
fled toward Militown quarry, her assailant again pursu-

ing. She reached the edge of the quarry, and in her
resolve to escape, leaped over the edge of the bank.
She, however, escaped injury, as the spot from which
she leaped was a sloping bank, down which she rolled

to the bottom. A few yards further on the bank is

precipitous, and the young lady must have been dashed

to pieces had she run a few steps further. Seeing a

light at a distance she ran on in its direction, and it

turned out to be Militown Railway station, where one
of the servauts gave her a lodging for the night, paying
her every attention until the following morning, when
her brother, to whom she had sent a communication
informing him of what had befallen her, came and took

her home. She is now ill from the usage she received,

and is under medical treatment. The cardriver fled

when he found she had escaped, and has not yet been

arrested. A large sum of money has already been

collected, in the shape of a reward for the ruffian's

detection, and the Government intends to second these

efforts by offering 100Z. for his arrest.

The Paetey Riots.—Mr. F. Lavelle, a student at

the Roman Catholic College at Drumcondra, was

arrested a few days since on a warrant issued by the

resident magistrate at Ballmrobe, in the county of

Mayo, charged with having been engaged in a riot at

Partry, near the chapel of his brother, Father Lavelle.

He was sent to Ballinrobe in custody.

Receuiting in Ieeland foe Ameeica.—The Dublin

Evening Post asserts that there are persons at present

in Ireland, agents of President Lincoln, who are en-

deavouring to enlist men for the Federal service. It
'

unable, however, to say how far they have been so

ful ; but it is inclined to think that they have met with

Jjttle encouragement.

_ cotlaniu .

The Cowcaddeks Mubdees.—At the Glasgow

circuit, on the 26th ult., Daniel Fraser was charged

with having, on Sunday, April H, assaulted Patrick

M'Kenney, iron moulder, with a knife, whereby he was

mortally wounded, and immediately thereafter died.

The prisoner pleaded Not Guilty. The evidence showed

that prisoner had been to a public-house with deceased,

and that deceased had given him a little slap on his face

in fun Fraser did not strike him again, but said he

would'sec him outside." Other witnesses afterwards

heard two men quarrelling in the street, one of
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whom said, "I'll stab you in the breast." The
deceased was afterwards found dead. When Fraser

was arrested, he let fall a knife, on which was blood.

Professor Penny deposed that he made a chemical and

microscopic examination of the knife, and found that

the blood was not perfectly hardened, which showed

that the stains had been but recently made—not

many days old. He had no doubt whatever that

the stains on the knife were those of human blood.

Other scientific evidence to the same effect was given.

The prisoner's declaration was then read. He acknow-

ledged possessing the knife, and that it was his property.

He accounted for the blood being on it by stating that

it must have got there from a bruise on his thumb,

which he got at his work. He denied that he com-
mitted the murder. The Lord Justice Clerk thought
the present case was one of no common difficulty. The
prisoner's account of the blood on his knife was one
that would not stand investigation, and his behaviour
when being apprehended was very suspicious. If the

jury could not reconcile the innocence of the prisoner

with the evidence which had been laid before them,
then he need hardly tell them that they had the impe-

rative duty to perform of couvicting the prisoner.

They must never take refuge in mere doubt or timidity.

They should make up their minds boldly, for they

had a very important duty to discharge. They equally

failed to perform their duty when they acquitted

the guilty as when they convicted the innocent. He
therefore left the case in their hands, in the hope
and firm belief that they would not convict if the

evidence were not satisfactory to their minds ; but if

they were satisfied that guilt had been brought home
to the prisoner, they would not hesitate to convict.

The jury, after an absence of 23 minutes, returned to

the box, when the Foreman said—The jury, by a

majority, find the prisoner guilty as libelled, but recom-
mend him to mercy. The Lord Justice Clerk assumed
the black cap, and sentenced the prisoner to be executed
at Glasgow, on Thursday, the 17th of October.—Robert
Pattison was charged before Lord Ivory with having
on the 4th of August assaulted Magdalene Pattison, his

daughter, a child aged 10 months, and cut her on the

throat, whereby she was mortally wounded and imme-
diately thereafter died. The prisoner was Acquitted
on the ground of insanity.

The Supposed Murder at Motherwell.—Mr.
Dundas Simpson, father of the young man whose
mysterious disappearance was mentioned last week, has
written to the local papers stating that he has received
authentic information that his son is still alive, and
expressing indignation at his conduct. He had pre-
viously written to the papers complaining of the
manner in which his son's name has been mentioned in

connection with money matters, and giving his

"unqualified denial * to the allusions tending to give
colour to the supposition that for some time past his

eon had been in embarrassed circumstances.

come to his observation, he may at once communicate

with the engineman, and if necessary, stop the train.

Further, it will be his business, generally, to have

charge of the carriages forming the train, to see that

in every respect they are in good condition, and

properly coupled up. He will be required to observe

\
carefully the running of the different carriages, and to

take note of the number of any one that may appear to

run unsteady, or have any other defect, and to enter a

note of this and of any other circumstance requiring to

be remedied in a report book to be made up each

journey.

Sporting.
NEWMARKET FIRST OCTOBER MEETING.

Tuesday.— Trial Plate. Lord Uxbridge's General Hesse beat

Satellite, Constantino, and Spark —Handicap Sweeps. Captain

Coates' Libellous beat Queen of the Vale, Neophyte, Rockley,

Hagar, and Lady Derby .—Buckenham Stakes. Mr. Saville's c.

beat Chieftain's Daughter and Thorpe Langton.—Sweps.
Baron Niviere's Shingle beat Mr. Nevill's b f. Broad Arrow,

Lord Clifden's c, Belleisle, and Twinkle.—Eastern Counties

Handicap. Baron Niviere's Cosmopolite beat Maggiore, Lava,
and 17 others.

—

Match. Mr. Greville's Tarragona beat Struggler.
—Hopeful Stokes. Colonel Townley's Imperatrice beat Ex-
chequer, Deceptive, and 5 others.

—

Match. Mr. Hawksley's
Nutbuah beat Little Lady.
Wednesday. -— Qranby Stakes. Mr. Greville's Queen Eliza-

beth beat King of Hearts and Lord Lonsdale's b g—Handi-
cap Sweeps. Mr. W. G. Craven's Callipyge beat Antonelli,

Allez y Rondement, and 8 others.—Sleeps. Mr. Angell's Ento-
mologist beat Tubal Cain, Fantasia, and 6 others. Handicap
Sweeps. Lord Coventry's Flitch beat Mdlle. de Chantilly and
Woman in Red.—Second Tear of the Thirteenth Triennial Produce
Stakes. Mrs. Osbaldistone's Camerino beat Prince Plausible,

Will o' the Wisp, and 3 others.—Fifty Pounds. Mr. Rayner'a

Conundrum beat Mr. Godding's c, Hagar, and Lancaster.

—

St.

Leger Stakes. Lord Stamford's Imaus beat Grouse, Oberon,

aDd 4 others.

Thursday.—Sweeps. Mr. Hudson's Nunnery beat Mr. C.

Rayner*s f., Guilder, and 7 others.—Rutland Stakes. Lord
Uxbridge's Master Fenton beat Exchequer. Carisbrook, and
Breechloader.—Handicap Sweeps. Mr. Hawksley's Nutbush
beat Confidence, Little Lady, Mayfield, and 7 others.—
Triennial Produce Stakes. Sir R. Bulkeley's Old Calabar

beat Lorelei, Hurricane, and 6 others.—Handicap Plate. Mr.
Wybrow Robertson's Boabdil beat Solferino, Prince Imperial,

and 6 others.— Queen's Plate. Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Optimist
beat Dulcibella, Avalinche, Conundrum, and Bevis.

Friday.—(By Electric Telegraph. )—Sweeps. Arab beat
Estrelda. —Match. Colares beat St. Bernard.—Handicap Sweeps.

Allez y Rondement beat Blackcock and Picnic—October
Handicap. Monk beat Roesia, Waterwitch, and 16 others.

—

Maiden Plate. Fig beat Jack in the Box and Ninette filly.—

Handicap, R.M. Flitch.

The Champion Ten Mile Foot Race.—The contest between
Levett, the champion runner of Ireland, and the North Ameri-
can Indian, " Deerfoot," to run 10 miles for 50Z. , took place in

the Rotunda Gardens, Dublin, on Monday, in the presence of

upwards of 5000 persons. Levett got a minute's start, but was
overtaken after a few rounds. At the 30th round, which made
five miles, Levett dropped out of the race, having received
some internal hurt, and the Indian was left to pursue his
course alone, which ho did at the same pace, doing the 10 miles
in 53 minutes and 35 seconds.
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Progress of the Metropolitan.—This new line

is fast making its way into the heart of the City. From
the Great Western at Paddington to the Yorkshire
Stingo the line is completed. From that point to
Marylebone Church the tunnel is in a very forward
state, and from the church to Harley Street it is per-
fectly finished. Owing to the bend in the road in front
of Trinity Church, the works have to be a little diverged,
and are brought under the ornamental grounds at Park
Crescent and thence into the Euston Road. This will
occasion the removal of one or two of the mansions in
the crescent, and considerably mar its architectural
beauties. . Between Portland Road and Euston Square
the navvies are busily at work, and from thence to
King's Cross, with the exception of the short distance
between St. Pancras Church and the gate entrance to
Burton Crescent, the tunnel is complete. At King's
Cross the Hue runs into the valley of the Fleet, which it

traverses for a short distance until it reaches Clerken-
well. On this section of the line a large quantity of
bouse property has been taken down, and others are to
be removed in Acton Street and the other streets
branching off Gray's Inn Road, which stand in the way
of the line. The heaviest portion of the works is that
between the Bagnigge Wells Road and Victoria Street,
Holborn, where it has been neceesarv to tunnel through
a bill of stiff clay.

" *

The Late Collision on the North London.—
On Tuesday an inquest was held on Mrs. Sarah Essex
aged 37, the wife of Mr. William Essex, of Maryland
Point, Stratford, who died on Saturday last in
University College Hospital from the effects of the
injuries she received in the recent accident at Kentish
Town, making the tenth victim of that catastrophe.
The jury returned a verdict of Manslaughter against
the signalman, Rayner. The other passengers who
were admitted to the University College Hospital, are
Lroing on favourably, and some of them have left the
hospital.

;
A" Travelling Porter."—A circular has just been

issued by the London, Brighton, and South Coast
Company stating that a roan to be called the " travelling
porter " will accompany every train. His business will
be to travel on the seat placed for him on the tenders,
and to keep a vigilant look out on both sides and along
the top of the trains, so that in case of any accident to
any of the carriages on the train, or of any signal from Iae guard, or any apparently sufficient cause that mav '

Omtiwvv.
Sir James Milles Riddell, Bart, died on the 28th ult., at Lea-

mington. He was the son of Mr. T. M. Riddell (eldest son of
the first baronet), by the daughter of Colonel Dugald Camp-
bell, of Argyllshire, and was born at Shaw Park, Clackman-
nanshire, in 1787. He married in 1822 the youngest daughter
of the late Sir R. Brooke, Bart., and granddaughter maternally
of Sir Robert Cunliffe. He succeeded his grandfather when
10 years of age, and was educated at Christ Church, Oxford,
where he graduated B.A. in 1807. He was a deputy-lieutenant
of Argyllshire. He is succeeded by his son, Thomas Milles,
who was born in Edinburgh, iu 1822, and is twin with his
sister. Ho married in 1S51 tlie daughter of Mr. John Hodgson,
of St. Petersburg.
Lady Williams, widow of Sir John Williams, justice of the

Queen's Bench, died on the 28th ult. at La Rocherville, France.
Her ladyship was the only daughter of Mr. Davies Davenport,
of Woodford Calveiley and Capesthorne, Cheshire, and was in
her 71st year.

Sir Thomas Blaikie, who was for several years lord provost
of Aberdeen, died suddenly in that city on the 25th ult. He
had gone into the shop of a friend in Union Street, and was
talking with him when his head was observed to drop, and he
immediately fell down arid never spoke again. He had been
in indifferent health recently from disease of the heart. His
family has long been of local standing, and they have carried
on an extensivo business as plumbers and founders. He was
provost of Aberdeen from 1839 to 1817, and again from 1853
to 1856. In 1856 the Queen conferred the honour of knight-
hood on him, in recognition, it was understood, of his public
services.

Mr. Loftos Otway, C.B., Consul General at Milan, died on
the 26th ult. He was the only son of the late General Sir
Loftus VV. Otway, and had been in the diplomatic service for
above 30 years, having been attached to the mission at Stock-
holm in November, 1830. In 1S33 he was attached to the
British embassy at St. Petersburg, and in the following year
km removed as attache* to the legation at Madrid. In 1843, he
was appointed second paid attache* at Vienna, but did not
proceed to that capital. He shortly afterwards proceeded to
Lisbon, and in 1845 returned to Madrid, where he was appointed
secretary of legation in 1850. He acted as charge" d'affaires in
toat city from May to December, 1852 ; and acted in the same
capacity from May to December the next year, and repeatedlym the absence of the British Minister up to December, 1S57.
In 1854 for his diplomatic services he was made a Companion
of the Bath. In 1858 he was appointed Minister Plenipoten-
tiary to the Mexican republic, and was presented by the bond-
holders with a testimonial for his exertions in protecting the
interests of his countrymen in that country. He was recalled
by Lord John Russell for some " errors in judgment" and was
shortly afterwards appointed Consul-General at Milan.
Major Duncan Grahame, of Glenny, died at Edinburgh on

the 21st ult., in his 86th year. He had seeu much service, and
was present in the battles of Roleia. Vimiera, Corunna, Busaco,
Fuentes d'Onor, and Badajoz, lor which he received the
Peninsular war medal and six clasps.
The Rev. Dr. Foord-Bowes, D.D., died at Folkestone on

the 27th ult. in his 85th year. He was educated at St. John's
College, Cambridge, and obtained his degree of D. D. in 1803.
In 1802 he was appointed to the rectory of Cowlam, Yorkshire

;

in 1803 to the vicarage of Oake, Somerset ; and in 1820 to the
rectory of Barton-in-the-Clay. in the diocese of Ely. He was
Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queeu, and Deputy Clerk of the
Closet to his late Majesty William IV.
The Rev. John William Cunningham, M.A., vicar of

Harrow-on-the-Hill, and the oldest beneficed clergyman in the

—~..«» w «u ck,i,iyc memo
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"spect to his memory.
Surgeon Cusack, of Dublin, diedWin Mernon Square, in his 74th vm?profession of surgeons in Ireland 7Jj .****.
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treatment, culminated in a severe stfifcT,
some time it was thought that he wooU
the stage. He recovered however a
his articulation was so indistinct, a
powers were so materially impaired „

.

constitution had sustained, that tho**?
the closing portion of his career coffe*
Eowers when in his prime. He— J ™*^
efore the public as an actor at the _

and actor at the Strand and the Olympfc
was at the Haymarket, on the lfithrf—

-

played Lord Ogleby on the occasion ofobU
Mr. Arthur Smith, brother of the luTfc

died on the 1st inst. at 24, Wilton Street j

was well known in literary and theatrical

management of his brother's entert*i«««i ayj
ness arrangements of Mr. Charles Dickcmi
one of the Committee of the Thamei Fkfc
Society, and the author of a little book cM
Angler."
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Jfttecrtlaittoiis.
The Imperial Crown of Esgutd.-H

Pole has reprinted, for private ci

on diamonds. Mr. Tennant has added U to a
postscriptjon the Imperial state crown ofQv
Professor Tennant thus describes the a*
Imperial state crown of Her MijtftrQM

was made by Messrs. Rundell and Brkpi

1838, with jewels taken from old mtmwl
furnished by command of Her Mijestj. |
diamonds, pearls, rubies, sapphire*J
silver and gold ; it has a crinnoi niwt «|

ermine border, and is lined with whit*&
weight is 39oz. 5dwts. troy. The low F
band, above the ermine bonier, ccai*«f« «

129 pearls, and the upper part of theWdirt**

pearls, between which, in front of ti^ cr^»* »

*

sapphire (partly drilled), purchasedfrtk*^

Majesty King George IV. AtthebaiH

smaller size, and 6 other sap^im 9 • J*
between which are 8 emenlk Atat

7 sapphires are 14 diamonds, ud

emeralds 128 diamonds. Between*

sapphires are 16 trefoil ornaaa*

diamonds. Above the band are 8

by 8 diamonds, between which

sistmg of MS diamonds. In the W*«

I and in the centre of a diamond l«j£
famous ruby said to have been gn*VZm
of Wales, son of Edward III., «^>..

jj

by Don Pedro, King of C
fi

le

'J2\#«<
Najera, near Vittoria, a.d. 136/. V^'j^-
in the helmet of Henry V.at ™T~x0
a.d. 1415. It is pierced quiteJT^
Eastern custom, the upper part ww
filled up by a small ruby. ^TT*
the cross, are 75 brilliant dian:

Maltese crosses, forming the two w'

crown, have emerald centres, ana ev-

il*, 124, and 130 «*-**££.'•
four Maltese crosses are tour oru ^
of the French fleur-de-lis,

withj-^

centres, and surrounded bv

taining respectively 8o, 8b, w, ^m
From the Maltese crosses «« *^
composed of oak leaves am *^*fr*
728 rose, table, and brilliant d»m ^
ing the acorns, set inf^£aV>& I

and one table diamond, .^^jft
in the arches and acorns is 108 or &m
559 rose diamonds. From^J^^*!*
are suspended four large V^f^
with rose diamond caps cont^
and stems containing **Jl?nnlA 00»
Above the arch stands t

moa^_*
lower hemisphere 30* br'U>an * ^d
brilliants; the zone and arc beu,g >,

.

diamonds. The cross on the „ *

sapphire in the centre, snr
lBMlB,

«~

brilliants, and 108 smaller W^,
Jewels comprised in **^$*_
polished, 1 large ^S'bnB^ii*
\X emeralds ^^o^*™"
rose diamonds, 147 table m
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mi

tf diplomacy." The alteration I

I^ord Urenville, then Secretary of

AnVira, and George III. They

. rtiBol divined
for this country to be de-

FiaMcfr the language of its diplomatic

^lt if doubtful whether the new prac-

illdr1 to communications from British

JZaXz the Ministers of foreign Courts;

-~\ TZZl—h. when with the army in 1812,
U* l

*^fc foreign Sovereigns and Ministers.

? tf/GMte directed the British Minister at

P ^"—. the English language, and lie gave

in 1826 to the British Minister

he allowed the English notes

^^ by a translation. The ques-

(trired in Prussia and Austria in 1831

j^i the same way ; and it was again

_4 Aberdeen in 18-44 ; and in 1851 it was

ifltkat translations should not be sent with

I^ka m m that case foreign governments

Wt Lor* Aberdeen in 1841 ; and in 1851 it was

ttettrsntl
"

_ in that case foreign governments

tfce translation as the original docu-

^ not bound by a translation. The
i tlJ Qnwn'i Ministers are liable to b.-

fc Pvlkamty *nd tliey ought to be composed
- hgmg* n which they are produced. Accord-

.. JjiJiMyi Ministers abroad are not now allowed

•jBifdkial document except in English; and

5^ Qmmn CocrtJ have adopted a like rule. But

pobJic notes are written in English, the

irations may be in French, and in

tat ininrtf with foreign Governments is

transacted in French. Still, it is not

to. Tbe Earl of Clarendon, when Minister

* i*nd, Hading that very few of the Spanish

§f6kt French well, and that they did

to ipeak it at all, himself acquired

leiwkdyt of Spanish, and found much
in transacting business with the Spanish

by conversing in their own tongue. Most
statesmen now possess some knowledge of
end Sir 0. H. Seymour has stated that with

jfcsselrode his conversations took place more
fanaaDy in English, for he thought the Count spoke
bi better than he himself spoke French ; the

have a wonderful aptitude for acquiring
When asked whether he would advise a
to speak English with a foreign Minister
with our language, Sir G. H. Seymour said,

it to be an advantage ; I would rather fight
afcl wv own sword, and converse in my own language."
lemur Discoveries in Asia Minor. — The

publishes the following report to the Minister
from M. Perrot, formerly a pupil of the French

•t Aliens, who has been charged with a scien-
in Asia Minor. He states—" Angora

fr» Au^ 28.—I have made a valuable

^^S****!!'
^e *ounc'> m visiting the vicinity

reapk, all the first part of the Greek translation
of Augustus, of which Hamilton copied

Htving ascertained that it existed in a good
. ,

^J*
behind a wall of bricks, forming

ralrik£ ^
S ^008e,

.

we Purcnasetl tue wal1 and

iTl- i. a-"' t^
kbouring from morning to evening

|Zm.2L-£L_
haVe made a C0PV of the inscription.

""M complete—not like those of Hamil-
sereral of them are the beginnings or ends
and that brings me down to the middle
ofthe Latin, and fills up many blanks

k*t, which is much more mutilated

ffe^£- believed from the copies hitherto used."w columns of my Greek text also contain

*•«%»!

have been made in several placet, to that the surfai
sinks to a depth of several centimetres (the rent id*
is about one-third of an inch); and second, for the
Greek inscription, on account of the props which we
have been obliged to lean against the wall, in order t

support the roof of the house. But we shall bring
back in addition to the stamped portions, which will
give the form of the characters, something which will
permit the voids to be measured with aim • mathe-
matical exactness. M. Guillaume has had the path
to reduce to a scale, stone by stone, at the same time
indicating the slightest cracks end the true width oi

them, all the surfaces which bear inscriptions—that is

to say, the two faces of the pronaos and the external
wall of the cella. On his sheets I will put the two
inscriptions, measured by a compass, making thereby
as it were, a true copy, a real photograph of them/*

BIRTHS.—On the 24th ult. at 91, Prinoea Street, Edinburgh,
Lady ELutRiBT Vernon Wkntworth, of a dau^hter-l'th ult,

at Lamport IU11, Northamptonshire, Lady I am, w
< harloa Isham. of a daughter—ttd ult, at Stretliallan Castle,
N\ B., the lion. Mrs. Grmwhiii^ of a dsup It, nf
Bronwylfa, Exmouth, the reside! ' \ \<h
Fairfax Moresby, the wife of M.Forb >• M v \ -\

.

H.N., of a son—27th ult, at 36, Molstwoi t)i Street Dublin, i

wife of lieutenant -Colonel ScrnAMOWK, 0.B . nth (Kln^a
Hussars), of a son—28th ult, at 44, 1: land Gate, Mr* < >:-\\ m,\<

Auodstus Smith, of a a—2»th ult, at 19, Hereto, i iStieel

Park I jane, the wife of Harry Thornton, Keq., of a ton.
MARRIAGES.-On the 3d Inst, at 81 George's, Hanover

Square, Dudley Vihcwnt v doh, eldest ton of the Earl
Harrowby, KG., to Lady Makt Kb om o < u , ie«t

daughter of tho Marquia of Exeter, K (J., and the Mar-
chioness of Kxeter—2d inat, at Ft, Mary'*, Chelaea, Hir
John Simeon Barl, of Swatoston, I ale of Wi^ht, t Hoi
Catherine Dorothea Coi.vii i.a, second dau^ Cthnlatt
General the Hon. Sir Charlca CoMlle, G I

— lat Inat, at the
Cathedral, LlandafT. the Hev. Walter Hi Eabi • Wii.iT,
third son of Sir Glynne Farle Welby-Grfoory, Bar' . >f

Denton Hall, in the county of Lincoln, t<- PmaKCM Ollivant.
youngest daughter of the Ijord Bishop of LI iff— 2fith ult.

at Trinity Church, Marylehono, Walter . Esq , lato

Irijor Unattached, second son ol the late Sir William
Ogilvy, Bart., of Invtnpihaiity, to Caroline, eldest mr-
vfving daughter of the late Rev. G. T. Pretyman,
Chancellor of Lincoln Calicdral, and canon of Win. Center
—19th ult, at Repton, Ion Tii.ner, Esq., Irtth Ijineera,

only son of Dr. Turner, of V sington, to l^iriaa Ham
Crewe, only daughter of 1 mnd Crewe, Kaa.,

Repton Park, Derbyshire, and niece of tho late 8ir George
Crewe, Bait, of Caulko Abhcy, Staflordahire— lat inst at S-

George's, Hanover Square, Oe< PALMER, Esq., eldest son of

Lieut. -Colonel Palm, r, of Nazing Park, Essex, to EmiltEdsk.
eldest daughter of W. Vansiitaht, Esq., M P.— b ult ... at

the parish church of Hope, Henry CrciL, eldest son of Hbvrv
Raik Esq., of LIw\ grin Hall, Flintshire, to Cmarloti.
Blanche, fourth daughter of Charles Blayney Tri vor
ROPER, Esq., of Plas Teg Park. Flintshire- h ult., at K. i

sington parish church, Alexander Mttnho, Esq., sculptor, ol

Upper Belgrave Place, to Mary, daughter of EL Carruthers,
Esq . Inverness.
DEATHS.—On the 30th ult,atSeaton Hotifc, Aberdeenshire,

Lady Elizabeth Hay, wife of Lieut-General tho Lord Jan

Hay— 28th ult, at Baden Baden, Evelyn Anna Fra
eldest daughter of Lord and Lady Augustus I> . aged
IS years and 9 months—SOta "It at Hastings, Lady Lambert,
wife of Vice-Admiral Sir George Lambert, K.C.B.— 10th ult,

at Clifton, near Bristol, the Rev. Richard Thos. Palmer, so

of Sir J. H. Palmer, Bart., of Carlton Park, Northamptonshire,

aged 34—15th of June, at CLristchurch. Canterbury, New
Zealand, Mary Ann k, wife of Herrert E ALPORT,

i , and

niece of Major General Sir W. F. Williams of Ears, K C.B.—
24th ult at Bouth House. Naimshira, Major-General J.mas
Shirreff, Madras Artillery—lf.th ult, at bw residenet

Radnor Terrace, Stok c Newington. John Bi rnard Locke, Esq
,

eldest brother of the late Joseph Locfee. Esq., M.P., sffed 67—
24th ult, at Falmouth, Charlotte Eliza, wife ol James

Ludgater, Esq., fourth daughter of tbe late Edmund Turner,

Esq., formerly MP. for Tmro. aged 8T—S.sth ult, at Leck-

hampton, near Cheltenham, Elizabeth, relict of the 1

Colonel BrcK, formerly of the 8th or King'iOwn Regiment

and eldest daughter of the late Edwin Sandys I.echmcr

of the city of Hereford, aged 73—2Tth ult, from the effect

sun stroke, contracted in India, Li < nant Colonel Samtel

Cleavki.and, Royal Artillerv. aged ?,9-21at July,atTien-Tsjn,
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Hhttbarb, p. bundls. M
eaaasoa. p dot to U

Sboilou, psr lb ^d iod
Garlic, per lb. 6d to si

'
. n sosra, 1 s sds.p ooora,

ittrsSHSOIfih.p I'Ml.

Muahroaoia. p pott.

Parsley, p IV

l'.-uu-m. p. ton, 60s to ?&a— pt \rt, 4a to la
i tindpa, per bunch, 4d to ed
('rttTOta, do., idto6d

i. p. BJere, UtoSs
Cfiaownbora, oaok 6d to Od
\ < Marrows, p. iML la t^» l »6d

nAT.-lVr 1 /N
h¥irwstau>, TaoMDaT, oot. t.

PHms Msadow Hay HOa U< *.»(» • • «r. old
• • .. Wi '"'- NewClorar

I ..li i do* . .. 4(i i'.i I ho asOOttd—%

,1044too
Stasis

la 1 o 4*

• • »i»*u.i2a»

Now do.
Itowcn

f * • ra«
• • • #

(TMSiBlLANn Makkkt, T
• • t.*lisriorOlooor

New do. .. — —
Straw 34

1 a Hake*.

Nop M w lUy..lOsoto: -

.fortordo. 70 v-

tw do . . — —
Superior ( lofor .112 120

V raoum.. Tin sstjan < ». 1 t,

>ns Meadow Hay (H»at-> »8a Plao
Infrriordi ... 8 Wi
Prii w Hay . .

— —%,•,«
1 iferior . . — —

j
1

1

Straw *S 12 New la

I u via 4 0a.

t i.

110s
00 m

BHITISH WOOLS.- FaiDAt 4

There luw boon soaroelr ao h businosa ing the pa*;

week, th< rkahire trade having boon very lesa at aa

fouth wool baa boom oooosrood, wbiUt for btigM
haired description* tbe demand haa boon tutors uly active.

uili down II og- s. d. a.

ffe a .. .. Pi
Half-bted ditto.. 1 1 — 1

DOWB Kwea 14—.
Kent oes ..I 5 —

d.

I

I

• •

I^oost. w« tbora 1

1

Oombisgytaos 1

Flannel
lilaukct ditto . .

I
4

I

1

1

1

4

I

BUTTEB MAKKKT—Oct. 4

eat Frosb B er . 15«. por doom lbs,

eeond do. .. Lie. ,.

1 k, 4«. 84L to 5l. 4h£. 1
•« t lba.

tt

HOPS.—B< aoWB Markict, Fuuly, 1 1 t. 4.

Menarr. Pattendoo Ai I Lib ropon a steady demand for

the new growth, aa well aa IW'/i and LbOO'a, at firm ratea.

Currei .

—

^^
M ufejAJEaet Kent £9 to
WfAl.i K .. .. 8 —

7 10 —
Dii 1 lo, 000/. to 115,000/.

9 9

8

COAL MAKKKT. -Oct. 2.

Carr's Original Harth v, 17*. »d. ; noly 1, 15a. . ;

Walker Primrose, 12*.; fo d. ; Wall* Rnd * -n

Close, 18a : w lbs Et- ! (Joaft . 17a. «d. ; Walbilnd H
17a 3d.: Walla End n, 10a. «d ; Walla End a>p!er
Gi-anjre, 18s. Sd. ; Walla End Fi -ttem, 10a. «d. : Walla

En i Stewarts. 10a. 3d. ; Wall* End 8011th Hartls- ;

Carway and Huflryn Anthracite, 21s. 6U , Csrtvayand 1 > n
Malting, 24s.—Ships at markot, S2.

MARK LANE—Moxdav, Sept 30.

At thia m'-niinfr/a market there was a fair show of Wheat fr

Essex and K< rhkh was pretty well cleared off by tbe local

miller* at a reduction of U. ]** jr up e
j

is

day ac'nnigbt In foreign a limited btttkaOs*' 'mly wa- trana-

m
A i.

Iourtn and the three following North of China, of confluent *mall-pox, Jprra*rt8d
j acted, and i>rir-e« remain unaltorad on samples <

- * WOrd tere an(1 there is wanting I cannot
I

intenV'hcatrcapV GEonoK Tm- r ' h\y^ ^ *, Atina Barley bi it late rates
; otjbor dooorij

fA^*ifm til tbe ntw

*?***** the life of Augustus, the "honours
At the end of the iirst column

^^Or^ t!^t

bU!iWhich is made »P bv tbe coinmi.s

'^<*^savL» v
y 8peak of tue 'absolute power'

•*** W nS2L
W
iu

he refuse<*> the * prefecture'

u*7e*«t;£ <consulate for life' which he
r^rS.the 'prefecture of morals/ and his

fact* +W a-
6 '

-. H M *s67th Rctrim. Depv.-Aast. Quartermaster-General, eldest t<( 2«. per qr. cheoper. Besns and Peas sell at late 1

facts that my discovery makes
, ^f Captain Atchiaon.'Roe Hnl. Dorking, aged 27-2Sd ult,

j Tbe cit trile is dull, and prices must be quoted Od.
: t

r
• - _ .

..
, cr in the absence of any FriK^ deouand borrof flour

. , • must be quoted Is. c

Rock* Ferry, "Cbeafilire, the residence - bis feon-in ,
Pr.

Nihill R.N*., Commander Robert Rarclay, R.N. of 1.

at 8, Clarence Cottages, CamV)ridtre R^wvd, Hammersmith, after

a short illness, Captain William Wflsh, aged th ult, at

2r ****££ all of which are wanting
r

1W 4i5nio
,l

l
pp -ement* I can add much more

« thes

•ji , —-wj «*" ui which are

k
*

? ™**to> of his testament is given,

Belmont Terrace, Lew isham — 1st inat. at Bath, Capt

H Hamilton Conolly, K.L II., Royal Artillery — v3d

ult fit St. Jean de Lu/., Rassea Pyrenees, C am W illiam

FoitBra Leith, RN'., third son of the late Theodore 1

Leith, Esq., of Whitehaugh, Aberdcenshire-22d Ju^y, at Taku

North China, of fever, Lieutenant Hkxry Bond, of the Royal

Artillerv, only son of Henry J. H. Bond, M.D., Regius I ro-

fesor of Medicine. Cambridge, aged 21-24tb nit, at 2. Bi %-

wick Villas, South Norwood. Alexander John Colvin Eoq.

of 64 Gloucester Place, Portman Square, ana late of the Bengal

Civil Service, aged 74-10th ult, very suddenly, of apoplexy, at

his residence, Finnartmore, Argyleshire, M-f.x Mackekzii

Kibklan-d, Esq., of Glasgow, one of her Majesty * J«»Jcea

the Peace for the county of Lanark, a^ed 63-2»th u!t The

Credent, Buxton, Derbyshire, Ben' a men Badger, Esq., J-P^

late of Eastwoo l. near Rotherham, V- >rkabiro - h u! kph

Mai-dblav. engineer, cf Lambeth, at hts res.d a, I, I

Park Square, aged 60 -28th ult, at her res dence, ™™™*
TwqW Anna Maria, widow of the late W. IIrock won, .,

RRqS?a tred65-2Sthult, at 23. Pembrid« Garo

water.CHARLP^ Tilt, Bsq., forn.erly publisher in *£*%+
aged r,4-27th ult, the ^H»WftT'?BJ
of Mendlesham, Suffolk, aged 62 -24th irij, at O ceoy

Vicarage, Lincoln, tho R.;v. John Si '^h ^cilma -in

eldestVo of the late William Scholf eld Esq otj MM.
Howden, Yorkshire, aged 63-28th nit. ^r

H^^%STof
«ttsM -"« appeara tn wn * v \ K Warwickshire, the Rev. Jawes MoskhouseKnott vK-ar

^i*1**. tW,;Er? •

t0 me to be not SO much Hardwick Priors, aged 67-JHh ult, at Bcsto«. «• ^J
*1Z^.^'ng easy to correct, as the 1 Kichard Coninoton^ aged *-"*J&*JS£?TE^ indication of^tbe length of the ' " —"- ^ D~ °"""-" HMMr MlLL '

hoover ~Hx a
-e ?ndeav<>ured to fill up

Per Impfriai. QoaJtn ". «

Whkat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk White Red
«

72

I

of tv^ *° tte knovv'ledge and true

at tv
lrDP°rtailt epigraphic monu-

l0ftho a-
3 momenfc ?n negotiation for

Wof ths ;

Ji
?
ent hou9e

» wbich contains the

onll«ii
WCr,pUon

- Tu»t which Hamilton
*to\*£t Vl

??
]*stains one end. The text

;C2^TableIV.oftheLatin. Tbereare

^ v
i^stshu.1, lr° ^nnroa of Greek to find in

J** M 1 fcj™?/06 text of this important inscrip.

fine selected runs, .dittewl—<MRed
— - Tala?era 5.>-*6

— N»>rff'lk s • •
'

mmt sB#d
— I 1 TeiK7i • *•• i*^

Barliv, grind. Adist., 26§ to 28s .. Cher
— For. ign..jrrin'iing and distilling^'!

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20-24
— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato 26—28 Feed .

_ Irish I -«•—» Feed ..

— Foreign Pobvnd and BrewJ20—24 Feed .

.

RVK ..... ,30—38 Foreign

Rye-meal, foreign —
Bea.ns ^agan. . . »stoMi.. -Tick 3>-36 Ihrr
— I 'igeon S6s — 49*. . Winds. —
— F" reign Small 42

Psas, ereito, Bsscx and Kent . .
Rollers :<4

— Ifsple —sto—S «-rl
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M-4e

Malting . M~
Halting . 30—4e

)-24
M—24
13-24
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ft . W-JW

^pe that I shall succeed in discovering
tin text it is more daraacred than 1

^ererthd^ in 8pite of |u it hns
mach to ^in from an attentive

•erved^-

-

defect of the °°Pie8 which

iBO,e
pCrior-

Warwickshire, the Rev. Richaro Hk>«»

aged 61

i2^Wtin. 11i 11

P ,

eat their sagacity, thus run

t!?^wKhl? Where thM«we« two words,

^^»wbatl n

'eWaSaphraS€
- Toremedythat

^Ped imr,r7a
e re80lved on

> M the taking of

JWarlttw-

Ha«»...' White — Vellow..

FLOuai best marks delivered, .per lack 4«—r,V

__ Xido ,~' ,tT7 _
_ Fureig*- ..••• . .per barrel 28-84 Per eack 41- 5«

FatDAT, Oct. 4.

Altlmngh some heavy rain fell dan be close of last and

I part of this week, the weather durteg the day time

n for tbe most part very fine sad i. The Wneat I

ff the same period has been rery inactive, ami s docha. s.

2s per qr on rlish Wheat general, feiee of fifl^
been Very limited, holders havmg confidence n> Urt fjgre,

SS noTKinff inclinorl « pt an abstement. The , m
r wh^LTar.ld in the 290 towns from * I t',o retaraa^nt the last tw^ weeks ending the I and 28th Sept

res X ™°unt thi. |iar to tVgt* qrajjj^
WflS ors of tbe last, sod sre by far tbe largest *• ~eoabsr

.

considertng the deficiency of the crop, this mnst afford. g-od

rvWRtfT ttARDEtf. Oct. 5. ,
c"M

"f^rthe ranid manner in wl we new Wheat is be

The supply o^tfvo^h.ef »nd Fr«U cwHun-^ :
V%££ Parley in *. -*£*^ »-** *?££

accoimr «*• Tt 7 : '
1U Grapes, Pine Apples, and aieions. *-« p^f-^es markets placetaccount of the deep holes which Of Beans there is still a fair supply. For Potatoes marjeew f
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American Flour must be written 6d. to Is. per barrel down.
During the past eight days 39 vessels have been reported off

the coast. The floating trade has been inactive, and for

Wheat less money has been taken. The arrivals of all grain,

English and foreign, during the week have been moderate.
The attendance at market this morning, althougn small, in-

eluded several country buyers, causing a somewhat better
inquiry for Wheat at Monday's prices. Barley, Beans, and
Peas bring late quotations. The Oat trade is slow, and new
Corn rather cheaper.

Arrivals from SeDt. 30 to Oct. 4.

I Wheat.
English
Irish

Foreign .

.

1810 qrs.

13300

?>

99

Barley.

~1290 qrs.

1050

>»

a

Oats.

280 qrs.

800

14120

99

9t

Flour.

1620 sks.

[

>»

?»

2100 brls.

.Liverpool, Tuesday, Oct. 1.—There was a fair attendance
of millers and dealers at this morning's market, and abetter
inquiry was experienced for both Wheat and Flour than had
been anticipated, good sound qualities commanding the prices
of Friday, but all other very unsaleable. Notwithstanding the
late heavy arrivals of Indiau Corn the market opened firm at
Friday's price of 31s. for mixed, and plenty of buyers appear-
ing it quickly advanced to 31s. 6d., and now 32s. is asked.
Oats and Oatmeal are without change. Beans and Barley
steady at full rates. Peas 6d. to Is. dearer. The market
closes with a stronger feeling than it opened, and corn is
much sought after, the only obstacle to business being the
advance demanded.

Friday.—The market was steady, with a firmer feeling for
Wheat. Unaltered prices. Low qualities of Flour in good
request at full rates. Indian Corn 6d. dearer-; the advance
checks business. Peas 6d. higher.

Peas.

WANTED, as GARDENER and LAUNDRESS,
a Man and his Wife, without incumbrance ; must be

thoroughly acquainted with their duties. Man mustbe capable

of taking charge of a Horse, and make himself useful. Cottage,

coais, &c, and 235. per week.—Apply by letter, H. B., Post

Office, Southend, Essex.

WANTED, a respectable Man and his Wife, without

incumbrance : the former as UNDER GARDENER,
and his Wife to take charge of one of the Lodges. The Man will

require to have a good practical knowledge of Plants generally.

Wages 185. per week. Both must bear good characters. Five

gardeners are kept on the establishment.—Letters addressed

A. B. , Post Office, Balham, Surrey.

To Carpenters.

WANTED, A WORKING CARPENTER, on a
Gentleman's Estate, 8 miles from London, who is

willing to make himself generally useful. Wages, 175. per

week, and a House to live in rent free. A good reference

required, stating age, &c. — Apply personally, or by letter,

prepaid, to Mr. Tuck, Steward to J. D. Taylor, Esq., Southgate,

Middlesex, N.

Averages
Aug. 24..

Sept.
31..
7..

14..
21..

28..

Agg.

1

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans.

60* 3d 32*10d 26s Id 35sl0d 43s bd
52 6 34 1 24 5 37 5 44
53 1 35 11 23 7 37 2 44 4
54 6 36 4 22 11 33 4 41 11
55 11 36 9 22 10 34 11 41 11
56 9 37 4

35 6

22 10 35 9 42 4 1

53 10 23 9 35 9 43

355 5cZ

34 10
35
38
38

3

9
40 10

37

Fluctuations in the Last
Prices.

565 9d
55 11
54 6
53 1
52 6
50 3

Aug. 24.

• *

r

Aug. 31.

r

Sept.

r

Sept. 14. Sept. 21.

J"
•

J"

• •

Sept. 2S.

• •

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 30.

The number of Beasts is smaller than last week, vet it is
large. The quality is not improved. Trade is dull, and
quotations are much altered. The supply of Sheep is short,
especially of good qualities. The demand iB, however, very
limited, and it is difficult to obtain higher rates. Calves are
selling about the same as on Thursday. Our foreign supply
consists of 1800 Beasts, 7210 Sheep, and 138 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &e. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

a d a

6 to 4
4 — 4— 4

2 to 5

to

s
Best Long-wools. 4
Do. Shorn .. „,

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ..4

d
8 to

s

5

d

— 4 6

5
5_, . -

- - . . Pigs . . . . 4 v — „ %
.Beasts, 6080 ; Sheep <fe Lambs, 23,6S0 ; Calves, 169 ; Pigs, 570.

Thursday, Oct. 3.

We are but moderately supplied with Beasts ; the trade is
however very dull, and Monday's quotations are with difficulty
realised. The number of Sheep is small, but it exceeds the
demand. There are very few buyers to-day for any kind of
stock. Calves are lower. Our foreign supply consists of 217
Beasts, 2260 Sheep, 288 Calves, and 120 Pigs. Milch Cows, 90.

Best Scots, Here-
*» fords, &c. . . 4
Best Short*horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
IPHaif-breds . . 5
Do. Shorn

s d s d

6 to 4
4 4

4

8
6 i

5 2

s
Best Long-wools. 4
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn . . .

Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. .. 4

8
s

4
d
10

— 4 4
to ..

4
5

8
—

* * * * 4- 1 o -+ll - j-
r

i

Beasts. 980 ; Sheep & Lambs, 5510 ; Calves, 365 ; Pigs, 280.5

TITAXTED, A FOREMAN and MANAGER of the
T House Plant Department at the Wellington Road Nursery.

Messrs. E. G Henderson & Son request that applicants for

2£ a
i «n

81
,

tuatl°n
,
wiU state their age, the situations pre-

viously fi?led,
#

and their terms. N.B. None need apply whohave not previously held a similar responsible situation.

TITANTED, a GARDEN £R(iiAD Woeking) with
f ? a complete knowledge of his profession in ail its

branches, especially he must be a good Flower Gardener ; one

™?JiS™

K

bl
y.pretends the Management of Plantations

i ?f"W by let
v
ter

'
8tatinS a*1"? expected, and if

Bude Comwa
7
!!

** ""* •** to L
'
C" PoSt 0fficc

'

W^PS* a y0ung W°R3°NG MAN, accustomed

to take Ch^T?Qme^^ American Plants and Seedlings,to take charge of a small branch Nursery.—Apply nersonallv

sex
b
i.W

t0 Mr
' R LaING

' Twickenham mSZ& mS3£

w

T^TANTED, m a gentleman's family near London, an
tnlliah

8JKi S a y yoxmg Man as S ECOND GARDENER Afurnished bed-room on the 'premises.-Apply bv letter in own
to?

H

1^' W H^Tl* 8T&**^ wagefrequir^~o l. H., Air. W. Hopcraft, No. 1, Mincing Lane, London. E.C.

Packer.
ANTED, an Experienced PACKER.—Apply towm. Paul, Cheshnnt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

WANTED, asUNDERSHOPMAN in a Retail Seed

g^gjjgg^fcj^^, -Pected, to

TrTANTEp,bya London Florist, a YOUNG MAN,

TyANTED, an intelligei

rl J°
"oprove himself in the Retail &eed Trade" musVhp

^u^b!
IA"?Ac;tt^d

ft £L^mp&rT'the

CooSfJad t£>hL% & ^l*"88*1 B. ? R-, Messrs. Noble,Vo.op.r
; and Bolton- feed Merchants, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thoroughly
understands Early and Late Forcing, Flower and

Kitchen Gardens. Can be highly recommended.—G. F., Post
Office, Chislehurst, Kent.

f^ ARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands his
VJ profession in all its branches, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen
Gardens, Laying Out Plantations, &c.—A. B., Atherstone Nur-
sery, Warwickshire.

GARDENER (Head). —A gentleman wishes to
recommend the above ; has a practical knowledge of his

profession, Early and Late Forcing Vines, Pines, &c. No
single place accepted. — A. B., Mr. Dickenson, Florist, Sur-
biton Hill, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, one child

;

has had 18 years' experience in every branch of his
profession, and can be well recommended as a thorough
practical Gardener.—G., 3, New Church Street, Edgeware
Road, London, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 24, single; has had
six years' experience as Foreman. Understands the

Management of Vines, Greenhouse, and Early Forcing

;

Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Would prefer a situation where
a little help is allowed. Can be highly recommended by the
Head Gardener.—S. P., Post Ofhce, Buntingford, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser, at present
Gardener to P. Arkwright, Esq., Willersley Castle, is at

liberty to engage with any nobleman or gentleman requiring a
person in the above capacity. Salary expected 751. per annum,
with House, &c. Satisfactory reasons for leaving, and good
character from present and former employers.—J. Gadd,
Willersley Castle, Matlock, Derbyshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married; perfectly
understands his profession in its various branches,

including Early and Late Forcing both Flowers and Fruit, and
Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; also Pits and Frames. Can
manage Land and Stock if required. Three years' good
character.—Y. Z., Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate
Nurseries, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, without
incumbrance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his

profession, the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Early Forcing of Peaches, Grapes, Melons, &c. ; is a good
Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Above two years' good
character with present employer. Seven years in previous
situation.—J. Gumm, Woodgate, Beckley, Sussex.

C_1
ARDENER (Head) in a medium-sized establish-

A ment.—Married, one child; has an excellent general
knowledge of his profession, and is highly recommended by
his present employer, whom he has served a period of
four years, and whom he is leaving in consequence of that
gentleman being about to reside in Italy. He is a native
of North Britain. .The wages expected will be 60Z. per annum,
with a house, coals, &c.—G. L., care of Messrs. Peter Lawson
& Son, 27, Great George Street, Westminster. S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance

; thoroughly understands his profession, and a
successful Grower of Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Stove and Green-
house Plants, understands the Management of Kitchen and
Flower Gardens, Re-planting, Altering, and Laying Out New
Gardens, Land and Stock, Woods and Plantations. The
highest reference can be obtained from his present employers—W. R., Hatchlan^,jGmWford,^urrey^

GARDENER (Head).—A lady can with confidence
recommend a middle-aged married Scotchman, no incum-

brance, who has given her great satisfaction in Forcing Peaches,
Grapes, French Beans, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries,
Mushrooms, and Asparagus ; also Peaches and Grapes in Pots.
He has taken many prizes for Plants, Fruits, and Vegetables.
Four years' high testimonials.—A. Z., Mr. Clarke, 25, Bishops-
gate Within, E.C.

GARDENER (Head), in a nobleman's or gentleman's
family.—Age 45, single; has a thorough knowledge of

his profession in all its branches, with good experience in the
Management of Pines, Vines, Early and Late Forcing, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, &c, Flower and Kitchen Gar-

S
eX

Jv JrtS y
u
five 7ears

'
x-
good character.—W., Mr. William

lZl^onio™V™ *6W "*«»» **"*., King's Road,

ARDENER (Head) or FOREMAN to a Forcing
Market Gardener.-Age 28, married, no incumbrance^Has been in the employment of Mr. Davis, late of Oak Hill,

East Barnet, eight years ; part of the time at Oak Hill, and
the remainder at Mr Davis's Forcing Gardens, Mogden, Isle-
worth, Middlesex, where he is at present. Reference may be
had from Mr. Davis.—Address J. F., as above.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 28,
married, one child ; thoroughly understands the Manage-

ment of Plants, Forcing, and is a good Kitchen Gardener Five
years good character.-A B., 62, Henry Street, Portland
Town, St. John 's Wood, N. W^

GARDENER (Head, or~^ood~SiSGLE-HANDED)^
Age 29, single ; imderstands Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen

Gardens
; also Early and Late Forcing of Flowers, Fruits, and

Vegetables. Two-and-a-half years' character.—C. D., Mr.
Todmans, Nursery man, Eltham , Kent.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

C;<
ARDENER.—W. Mooee is desirous of meeting

* with any gentleman requiring the services of a Gardener
proficient in all departments. Will be highly recommended as
capable of managing a first-class situation Liberal wages ex-
pected.—High Elms Park, Farnborough, Kent, S. E.

G
CO**

_ ARDENER,— Aee 2Q
^

VJ Late Forcing of Fruit a^Tr,
^

Good character.L A B o S?w*«*
Chelsea, S.W. '

'

9
>

Ste«^a

feftU^

/^ARDmER^Aie~28^ m_i —

—

VT ment of Orchard-house Gr? t**^Cucumbers. Good charX wS^a kitchen maid is kept, or £ Jf6,**
Office, St. Mary's Cray, Keiit

ttend to »

G€nti
^».

GTo Noblemen and
ARDENER.-A highly L rt

-
,

-

ManisnowcomPletmghifp£tlCl1 *
at liberty to enter upon a new ouettri!!!'^month. He has extensive knowleSL • •*
of Gardening, including the Foi^ ^He is also a first-class Grower of piaJt^*
cessful competitor at the Loudon^JJS:
Exhibitions, and is also a very efficW 5?
Gardener, having had consideSbUS__*'
and Erection of HorticulturalBuiloSS*
descriptions.—Highly respectable ra™
ferences will be given by Messrs E ft n _-•«
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, Lo*??*

ARDENER (V^~^Ia^^
will be given.—Edward Rayot-, ||m_ r1

ARDENER (UND^i)^S^j^?,^
good character.—G. R.

f̂
cjtO%"j^

GARDENER (UndeeToT^T
Age 21.—Mr. Kaile, HorsleyW

Ripley, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under).-A^^
no objection to look after IwT__i

character from present and previous ain«7
man Finnis, Wansted Park Gate, Essex, 1^

GARDENER (Urora).--Age 20; _«
Management of Fruits and Flowi. fat

from previous employers. No objection

b

Britain.—M. J. M., Post Office, Aynboe,n«r

/^ARDENER, OR GARDEN}
VJ STEWARD.— Great experience in enrW
profession.—Mr. Whiting, The Deepdene,

GARDENER and BAlLIFF^Tbe
first-class in all matters of Altering,

Buildings, Drainage, and also Laying Out

"

° N. t 25, Bishopsgate Within, E.C.

GARDENER, or GARDENER axd Bi

Age 40, married, no incumbrance; _____

in every branch of his profession ; has beet > _

exhibitor at the Metropolitan and other lien

obtained upwards of 100 prizes; also well acqal ad«*

Management of Land, Stock, (fee., of whiek he in bi

charge for the last 10 years. Leaving ooMM-trffci

of his late employer.—A. 'B., Post Office, LeytwaM,

ARDENER or FOKEMAN.-A Youj lb

varied experience, who has served inawnli

and for some time under Mr. f. P. Ayrai,

engagement, either as Gardener or fowWr
lishment.—W. J., Glanrafon, Drovgyfrlchj Oxmf,

GENERAL NURSERY FOBEMAXTw

MAN.—Age 81, married; hui
his profession. First-class reftreniw * »

character, &c. will be given.-A B. C.

Brentwood, Essex, N.E.

PROPAGATOR, on W&& J»
GATOR.—Perfectly understands

J»
l"g

its branches. Good references given.-A ft,w
Nursery, Tunbridge Wells, Kent

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, or FOREMAN tfDW
—Well practised in his profession.

;

of good address. First-class r^n
fr^'a.

Terrace, Circus Road,^tJoh^I_^^--
T>ROPAGATOR," oe PROPAGATOR^

i MAN.-Extensive practical expenew

and Cultivation of Stove, Greenho'^^F^ w
plants; a most proficient graftsow ofW—

^

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses (on » ^37,
ciple), Ornamental Trees, Bhrute,^ ^^
in a tirst-class London and Fwvinw ^0
years in a first-class Scotch estabhshmen.^

general routine of Nursery $**%£&
Satisfactory testimomalg

ried, without incumbrance
>»*ffi0*

any nobleman or gentleman in want w

Stove, Greenhouse, Fern and f^&um.
Foreman and had charge of »ew
Collection of Orchids, with.the Foicu*

Holford's, Esq., M.P..for^10 years.-"^
TEWARD^^ATiS^geW^
sively engaged in the.^ffi

Land, Timber, Woods and Land ^ ^

t

B
»s

AILIFF, ob BAILIFF^ G^
40, married, no ™™*™£a #*

experience in both Farm^$£pP,«?^
istea^5^*£^
Bi7uFi;^Ain^ ri»;

£rV ^tkStretU^_Lil_I__^i STB8BW '?

± Adrertiser, who is exP^mend*i W^>

S either in Town or County
H

*gfife
capaeitie.. H^«* ft£\l^
?
Muat1on.--L. >

_VAlpl'» " j^I
GROOM iSV J

AhE}l%v 25.

in Town or <*»°*?L^St «*f^.g no further«ft^jS*«A
as above—H. n., «^'J
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Tjlf isarirrttert' Chronicle

SATCRD*r>
OCTOBER 12, 1861.

COMPLETION of the ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA.
Condcctbd by CHARLBS KNIGHT.

IN FOUR DIVISIONS, EACH OOMPLETB IN ITOELP.

EfcatSriXpies of PHYSIOLOGY," on SATURDAY.

~**h oZobir, *t 7 o'clock. To be continued on each

*_5L* Saturday evening.

25* tor the whole Course, price 5s., may be had at the

^rfPiECtfcel Geology." r Trenham Reeks, Registrar.

minTaCABTMLr REVIEW, No. CCXX.,

J^
HA m- » ^ publi8hed THIS DAY.

Contents :—

• fc,m'i Lire and Character.
.V ^Iwm liHUfMBt AND PERIL IN COAL MlNES.

TIL T«rIMHCTABILITY OF THE LAWS OF NATURE.

if Skvtosasa Scientific Discoverer.

f ' Growth or English Poetry.

I. Plutarch.

VII EjOCATIOK OF THE POOR.

Mil AlbxwDeTocquevii.i.k.

X. AMCBTMIST OF THE CHURCH-RATE QUESTION.

Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

In 4 Vols, cloth, 2/. 2s. ; or half morocco, 21 10«.,

fJlHE CYCLOPEDIA of GEOGRAPHY.
In 6 Vols., cloth SI ; or 3 Vols., half morooco, 31 12i,

rjlHE CYCLOPEDIA of BlOGU.YPH Y.

In 4 Vols., cloth 21. 2*. ; or 2 Vols., half morocoo, 2/. 10*

1J1HE CYCLOPEDIA of NATURAL HlMollY.

In S Vols., cloth, 4f. 16*. ; or 4 Vols, half morocco, R 11*

rpHE CYCLOPEDIA of ARTS and SCIENCES.

%* ForfuU detail*, m Prorpectuz, which may b< had Jrom the
Publisher*, or tiirovgh any BookulUr.

ATt'KDAT

Price Threepence of any
CONTENTS ol 1 NUMBER

LAST, OCTOBK* I, of

THE
J« RNAL of ENGLISH and FORBIM UTERaTUBJL.

St K; and the FIXE ART*.
^

Thii gix lai ge Quarto Pago*.

Reviews of, with Einucn non-

ATHEN^UM,

iccimen Articles of the New
American < ulopaxiia,
I iiod by G. ad
C. A. Dana.

From

rpHr EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXXXIL,
1 will be published on WEDNESDAY NEXT.

Contents :—
I >bo Macaulay's History of England, Vol. V.

II. Montalembert's Monks of the West.
Ill i « rune's Agriculture of France.
IT. O'Domoghue's Memoirs of the O'Briens.
V. Cunningham's Church History of Scotland.
VI The Stoby of Burnt Njal.
TIL En lish Jurisprudence.
HII Thiers' Revolution of the Hundred Days.
IX. The Works of Elizabeth Browning Barrett.
X. Dr. Husky's Bampton Lectures.

II. The Disunion of America.
Now on Education Minute.

: Longman & Co. Edinburgh : A. aed C. Black.

1 Tub Time*," Oct. 4,
tl As regards the contents of this Cyclopedia, it in,

however, impossible to give any Bumcunt hnpressum ol

an aggregate which includes souiewh.ro or othei all

the information generally required upon every con-
ceivable topic. A good Encyclopedia, as every one
knows, is a compendious library, and thougk students
may require further information upon Mine points than
its summaries contain, even ttudeutl will be surpri
in this instance to find tbe materials at their disposal
when they once adopt the habit of resorting to its

pages. For all practical purposes a large proportion
of the articles may be said to be exhaustive ; they are
accurate to a degree which will strike even those who
know what pains have been taken to render them so;
and, as they are concise as well as full, every column
being rammed like a sky-rocket, the owner has a
reservoir out of all proportion to the library shelves it

will occupy."

London : Bradbury <fc Evaws, 11, Bouverio Street, Floct
Streot, E.C.

Lieutenssit-OotERal Sir a ..

A ii.-iuby. i Mi
his Son, Lord Dunfermline.

The Letters and Works of
Lady Mury Wortley M<
taeue. Edited by Lonl

amcline. With Mus
tive Notes end e New Mo
moir by W. Mi. bootee.

Mabel aCroee.

and
If

the

THE athen,eum.
The price of the ATHENiEUM is from this date Threepence.
Thirty years ago, when the Athen^tjm came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price

111 Ei^htpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight columns. Convinced that the
•wilation of Literary Journals was restricted by high price, and that every advantage offered to the
ptjhc would bring increase of circulation and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half

—

ti itturpence. The experiment suoeeeded, and cheap Literary Journals became the rule.

tV _ r~e Jroprittors have always held to the principle then proved,. They have given to the public
it o! every change in the law, increasing the size without increase of price, until the average

become aboat sixty columns of literary matter, with forty columns of advertisements, selected so»» be of general interest.

The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, have therefore resolved
«» we price of the Athenaeum shall in future be Threepence.

Every Saturday, price Threepence, of any Bookseller or News Agent,

THE ATHENEUM,
JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ART.

(Stamped to go free by post, 4d.) contains

—

Biroa*
8

*

r
'^ Extracts

> °f every important New English Book, and of the more important Foreign Works.

JJ221
the I>roceedings of tbe Learned Societies, with Abstracts of Papers of interest.

ftJeirJn
Accounts of Scientific Voyages and Expeditions.

TmZ^°m^ ^^ on Su

c Axn 2 AET
'
Wifch Critic*1

f A*D DfiAMA, incl
••wiup ttjCAL NoticesC;i

,
Pip^ and Poems.

Men
on Subjects relating to Literature, Science, and Art.

ritical Notices of Exhibitions, Picture Collections, N<ew Prints, &c.

Btoo^l
KD DfiAM^ including Reports on the Opera, Concerts, Theatres, New Music, &c.

of Meu distinguished in Literature, Science, and Art.

mix Gossip.

•^ttusaA,
inclttdi>ng all that is likely to interest the informed.

THE ATHEN^UM
•quality i/r^l.

th
/.

fc tne reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science, and the Arts, on an
^mt "^formation with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13*. ; Six Months, 6s. 6d.

*
#* If required to be sent by post, the postage extra.

l^type
I

r

t

N

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING IN ATHEN-fiUM.

n
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* •
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The Humin P<K>t
Bttneea liend.
Uumj l.ry.

Celtic I niter joe on Oejlgk
end Hi itish Goine. By Ueek
i'oeU

Tbe Joumele of Frederick dqd
Genu | Tugebttober »oa
1 r.odrich wn (mau, ».

elneni vor und na.

Tea Vemhtfen ton fteee. J

His tad 1 'leuie . ft

Story.

Wits
JV* ttmiftr Prvperitee of

tuH»cea i degree.
n> n.i l. > i Cbiide.

9 Nautiqei AlauMik tot

IglMH ruUbelioae.
Uet ol New Boots.

>

WMfbotes fta
N ; 1 1 \ \ T . i '. v

MacMule*.
Hutnbloe in (Seerch oi Kerne
end Moeeee. By
Pluee

Llaaftff IVrsi^itivo Sin,, ufitl
.1. II

OrigiiiaL— ThoOorillft. By Profeeeor Owen
Gftrdi By J. .1 r ,!, -Noteeoti ih Hietory<>t Pmwm
tive. By iYofeeeor i

<• > I \ .ouoim la
.Siftm. By 8ir It. II > ,urgW-1U varifttt law of

Wtxkly Gossip.— v Wosk on tbe History of Raritoli
"tyt i abeth to <i e—TbelAke

I 'Uke ol IJwckinj I'rirftfei Diery— * T»o btory ol Ucd
icon'e Life*- Mr Darwin's v Work- S ki for

tbe ComiMg 8eeaon—l*a|xr» ai naucaa— Mr Broagaam'e
Burieeque— Plaa Arte in tbeKahibiUui ^2—OUtuftiy

:

Arthui Sn Tin I wer 1 i w » .Tcw<'la—
liridliaateu I'ri<»ry Clmrch- icral of Madame Eaee
< ii I'-ieeeor ^cftloeeer'e Doeth- Antique
Marbles at Cyrcne.

Sen lioc—Dr. CiMiuin on the Foreete atid Oftrdene of
Boutb India.

Socictics._itopr.rt oi the I'rooeediiige of tne Entomological.
Fine Arts. f the New Palace.

Pine-Art Gossip. t :imoa Olaee Window for Chriet
' i 1-, Hanu--Mr. Scott's design for the tteoouelrucftinn
ol the I.atr ly C <riral.

Music and the Drama.- s,i. - In HevfBs—
H.iyeasirki t(Appeftranoe of Mr. Booth)—I'm,oeee(" I'Mtf-
in# with I-iic";—Straii'i ( I is, or the SweeV

Musical and Dramatic Gossi] orolng Sea-
son Opera I ben in Italy end Gormauy— Now Organ
for the Brussels Conservatory.

Miscellanea.—Lichfield Cathedral.

The Athenaeum 7oay be ordered of any Bookseller.

Now Beady,

AiTATALOGI E of ORCHARD HOUSE TREES
in POTS. By i vab Riv. i Fr.-e per poet on Hf^>l»»

2 " y ' Sewhridgeworth.

Fruit TF8ML_JuNt Published,

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS.
By TnoMAS Rivees. Post Free for six stamps.

Nurseries, Sawbridex*worth.

A

If set u And 28. for every additional Five Lines.

A Q
,

Cro88 c°lumns, one-third extra is charged beyond the space occupied; the first charge being 30*,

°«una
- . ** o.

| Two Columns, set across .. £0 6s. | A Page .. £9.£3 3s.

>* Advertisements should be sent not later than Wednesdays.

to be 00986(1 Cotjtts & Co. ; and Post Office Orders to be made payable to Joh* Fbaxcis,

Oft f
Strand Office, London, W.C.

°r Advertiaemeats and Communications ; 20, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

at tbe

Roses.—Now Ready,
DES RIPTIVI CATALOGUE of ROSES.

By Thomas Hi vies. Free per Post. Alno,

THE ROSE AMATEUR'S (.(IDE. Bs ThoiuS
Rivess. Seventh Edition. 3*. 6d.

'

Nurgeries, S worth

.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDCDfi or, The Srarr
ture. Clamsificatiov, and Uses «>r PLsjnm. Iilusixfttod

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price
6*., with upward* of 500 Illustrations.

nPHE BLEM1NTS Of BOTANY, Structural and
_I_ PhysioIofricaL With a Glossary of 1 al Terms. In-

One Volume, 8vo. cloth, with nm roos Illustradons, prloo l2t.
*
#* The Glossary may be had separately, price 5*. cloth.

SCHOOL BOTANY! or, Tub Ridiments op
Botajcical Scita< . In One Volume, 8vo, half-bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price bs. 6d.

E8CRIPTIVB BOTANY
j

or, The Art op
Dmbhbtwo Plants correctly, in 8 vtific Language, for

Self-lnstructi- »n and the Use of Schools. Price la
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bonverie Street, EC.

Second Edition of the Silver Cord.

On Monday the 14 inst. will be published, in S Vols.,

poet >, price 81s. ,US SI L V K li O O R
By SHTRLKV B K>K^

Author of "The Qordiau Ki ' Aspen Court," &c.
Secon.! Ed

" If to create excitement from the first chapter to the last

he the great rtbjec i Wi >g a novel, Mr. Shirley Brooks has
achieved a inost remarkable soccesa,—for ft laore eieitiag

story than ' The Silver Cord' was, perhaps, nev#r writkn.

—

Examiner.
'• A very cm ii and powerful stor; —Athenamm
" There is a wealth of materiala In i is quite surprising.

Almost every chapter has its own stHking »ituatiot] allotted to

it and we are constant >»ep o aloi J, w,iich>iig for Hooae-

inp even more startling than all that has gone before. —•

Saturday Reviev.

London: Bradbury k 1 ss, 11, Bonverie Street* Fleet

Street, EC.

D

T ©.

ilclus of tit UXttk.

The King of Prussia arrived at Corapi&gne on

Sunday evening on a \ isit to the Emperor op the

French, and was received by the Emperob and
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.EMrKESS "with distinguished honours. The

ISmpebob. met the King at the railway station,

and as their Majesties proceeded thence to the

Palace in an open carriage without any escort, the

people shouted, "Long live the King!
lire the Emperor ! " His Majesty left Compiegne

on Tuesday on his return to Germany, and is said

to have been delighted with the cordiality of his

reception. It is announced that the King of

Holland will arrive in France to-day, and will

remain until Saturday next. The rise in the

price of bread in France has caused so much
agitation among the labouring classes that

the Government have thought it necessary to allay

the excitement by announcing in the Moniteur

that, owing to the large importations of corn from
abroad, there is every probability that the present

ever, that he is now about to take the field with a

large force, to oppose the march of the Confede-

rates on St. Joseph, where it was feared that they

would capture General Prentis's command, whose

communications had been cut off by General

Price. On the 21st ult. General Lane surprised and

routed a body of Confederates at Papensville, near

Lexington, capturing their baggage and supplies.

The Federal Government are preparing naval ex-

peditions against Galveston and New Orleans, to

the relief of which it is supposed the Confederates

will be obliged to despatch a portion of their forces

before Washington. It has been explained that

the Confiscation Act applies only to property

used in aid of the rebellion, and not to deposits of

Southern funds. The national fast was observed

on the 26th ult. with due solemnity in all the

Northern States. The Comte de Paris and theprices will not be maintained; and that in any

case the price of bread will not exceed 50 centimes Due de Chartres have been appointed officers

the kilogramme, as the Caisse de Boulangerie will

cover the difference. As a further means of re-

lieving the existing distress, the Emperor has

given orders to continue without interruption all

works during the winter, and to begin even those

which have been only projected.

A despatch from Pesth announces that the

Assemblies and Municipal Councils of the Comitats

of Gran, Arad and Bacs have been dissolved Jby

the Austrian Government for having passed reso-

lutions concurring in the protest of the Comitat of

Pesth against the dissolution of the Hungarian
-. Diet. The Assembly of the Comitat of Zalo has

resolved to ignore any illegal ordinance of

the Government, and has declared that

it will only yield to force. The majority

of the members of the Provincial Govern-

ment of Transylvania have determined not

to publish the Imperial decree for the convocation

of the Transylvanian Diet, on the ground that the

laws of the country confer on them the right of

protesting against all illegal demands, and that a

separate Transylvanian Diet would be opposed to

the union of Transylvania with Hungary. The
deputation with the address of the Croatian Diet

was received by the Emperor on "Wednesday.

His Majesty's reply was almost verbally the same

as that which he gave to the Hungarian Diet, and
was to the effect that he would consider the claims

of the Croatians, and afterwards give his decision

A telegram from Thorn states that on the night

of the 4th inst. an insurrection broke out in the

town of Czeladz, in Russian Poland, during
which the mayor was killed and the people tore

< down the Russian eagle from the public buildings,

and substituted the Polish eagle in its stead.

-At Lemberg, in Austrian Poland, on the celebra-

tion of the Emperor of Austria's birthday, the

.scholars of the Preparatory College made a national

demonstration in the Cathedral during the per-

formance of the Austrian National Anthem. Some
of the scholars were arrested, but in consequence
t)f a popular demonstration they were afterwards
set at liberty.

Accounts from Italy announce that Signor
Hatazzi will very probably soon enter the Ministry,
and that Garibaldi has quitted Caprera, but his
destination is unknown. General Borges, the
Spanish leader, has been captured and shot, and
it is rumoured that his 45 confederates have been
made prisoners. One of his aides-de-camp, on being
-arrested, was found to be the bearer of im-
portant documents, including letters signed by
General Bosco and General Lamoriciere.

The Montenegrins have refused the conditions
offered them by the Porte, and the blockade will

in the Federal army.

The Bombay mail has arrived with news to the

12th September. The cholera is abating in the

Punjaub, but has been making great ravages in

the North-west provinces, where her Majesty's

51st and 94th Regiments have suffered severely.

Sir Hugh Rose was invested by the Governor-
General with the insignia of the new Order of

the Star of India on the 26th August at Calcutta

with extraordinary ceremony. The latest news

from Pekin, received by way of St. Petersburg,

announces the death of the Emperor of China.

Earl Russell has addressed a letter to the

Mexican Bondholders explaining the principles and

objects of the intended intervention. His lordship

says that it is not the intention of her Majesty's

Government to interfere in the internal Govern-

ment of Mexico, or to attempt the task of

restoring the tranquillity of the country by

means of a protecting force. He sees no proof

of the existence of any party in Mexico prepared

to avail itself of foreign aid, and therefore the

action of her Majesty's Government must be
confined to the clear and legitimate purpose of

demanding from the de facto Government of
Mexico respect for the persons and property of

British subjects, and the fulfilment of recorded
obligations.

xx^x. «« ,u u« lunuer prorogued fro*£
Diplomatic Movements.—The E*rf .#

left London for Berlin on Tuesday to h
^

nation of the King of Prussia as Amb^S*
dinary. His Excellency was accompanied^
Lister, Precis-writer to the Foreign Sf-
private secretary

; Mr. Cowell Stepn°e7 rf£
'

Office
;
Lord Schomberg Kerr, Att.cbfuTwMission at Frankfort : and Lords DangM

brook, of the Guards. *^
progress for the erection of a' new foE?
South Wales. The seat of the «* *<!!** tfc

New Colonial BiSHopRic.-Ananf^.
* a new bishon

^ ,
tne newdioceift

Goulburn, from which place it will take iU J!
The Mediteebinean Command.-^ •

that Vice-Admiral the Hon. Sir F.V ftLJT?
Senior Naval Lord of the Admiralty, i fo

the Mediterranean fleet, in the Tern «/*!?
Martin, who will take his seat at i^Afa*
The Channel Fleet.—The starboirfJL .

the Channel fleet, under the command ofJ»2i
Stuart, K.H., consisting of the RevenalTS
90; Conqueror, 101; and Centurion, ^'^?
Plymouth on Tuesday morning from Bofa^
which thev left on the 1st. The port (hVwnJJ
command of Rear-Admiral Erskine, con»
the Edgar, 89; Hero, 89; and Trafalgtrjjia
company with Admiral Stuart's din* <
Plymouth, and arrived at Spithead at It

nesday. Both divisions of the sqnadroa

damage, estimated at 10,OOOZ. in the late tart

will have to go into harbour to repair. The Cokr
Centurion, and Aboukir lost all their m
boats. The Aboukir rolled excessively. Hie Her k

her mainyard. The Trafalgar suffered severely, h
Conqueror also lost her three topsails; aod»n
canvas was blown away from the whole fleet,M fc

Admiral Stuart signalled some of the ships tobit

»

tain sails, the reply given was "that theyMmC
It is reported at Plymouth that the CentoriBw

Aboukir are to be sent to the West India.

The Ieon-cased Eeigates—The Warrior w

»

docked at Portsmouth on Saturday, and on lMr
afternoon she steamed out of the harbour to Spttal

where she anchored. She will now be swung firfc

adjustment of her compasses, and it is eipertdi*

she will make a preliminary trial on Mookywt

which will probably be a run to the ^w^J*t
all goes well with the ship's machine?, of rbek m*

The Couet in Scotland.—OnWednesday the 2d inst.,

the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice and Prince
Louis of Hesse, drove to Alt-na-Guithesack, where ponies
were in waiting, and rode to Clovar, returning borne the
same way in the evening. The Prince Consort and the
Prince of Wales went out deer-stalking. The Princess
Hohenlohe and Princesses Helena and Louisa drove out.
On Thursday the Queen, accompanied by the Princess
Hohenlohe, Princess Louisa, and Prince Leopold, drove
to the Linn of Quoich. The Prince Consort, accom-
panied by Prince Arthur, went out deer-stalking. The
Prince of Wales and Prince Louis of Hesse went out
deer-stalking. Princess Alice went out riding. On
Friday the Queen, accompanied by the Princess Helena,
drove to Loch Calater. The Prince Consort, the Prince
of Wales, and Prince Louis of Hesse went to the Balloch
Buie Woods, which were driven for deer. Prince
Arthur went out riding. On Saturday the Queen,

is little doubt, the speed "of the ship' ***f
the measured mile as quickly as possible ™*m>

After these trials, she will be tesyk&f <*}* J
trial trip as soon as she can be madeKg"
purpose. On Saturday afternoon the iron-pWW

ram Defence was floated into the third dock t

ofiwpwith complete success, in the presence on£—
of spectators, including several offic

.

e"^,i
navy, nnd engineers. Every effort is «*»*

fit her for sea immediately. .

The Volunteer Movement.-The
«»

France having conveyed a hint, through t

of their Tir National, that they wouId like»^
skill against the riflemen of Scotland, Air. w

the ex-champion of Wimbledon, has come tow
f

challenged the best shot in France to

various distances.—A case of m\.£»i0
Volunteers in reference to toUs was decia

^ tf

on Saturday. On the 23d ult. the eoOtfW ^
the White Ladies turnpike gate m ™"Lj*
moned before the magistrates by Mr. *- p ^
a member of the Bristol VolunteerW,j
demanded toll ofhim, while in the amtormo^^
Artilleryman, and while on his *aj

rf
*

ground of the corps, near
' J*^the r-

{
m

Avon. Mr. Shipton was acconu^ \ »

Volunteers, but there_ wa
.

9
..

*
rt his pI*£

carriage with them, and owin* to

The Prince Consort and the Prince of Wales went oSt "emXnTom toll for carriages«J^g*deer-stalking. The Princess of Hohenlohe, with the
P

- * • -J *- —

-

-—- *nv]ol* ***
Princesses Helena and Louisa and Prince Leopold,
drove out. On Sunday the Queen and Prince Consort^
the Princess Alice, the Princess Hohenlohe, the Prince
of Wales, the Prince Louis of Hesse, attended Divine
service in the parish church of Crathie. The Rev. Mr.
Stuart officiated. On Monday the Queen, accompanied

therefore be strictlr PT.fnrncH tk. *W1 ; L * i

hy the Princess Hohenlohe, and the Princesses Helena

wer ZJLT f1/ tl \u I I

8h tr0°PS and L0nisa
'
drove oufc

'
The Prince Consort ««* ^incewere attacked last week by tbe Montenegrins on

their return march from Nicksich. and after
* * i *, a fight

which lasted four hours, were compelled to take to
flight, with the loss of 80 killed and 20 wounded.
From the United States we learn that the loss

of Lexington, in which the Confederates captured
nearly a million of dollars, has caused much
consternation in the Northern States, and loud
complaints are made by the New York journal

Louis of Hesse went out deer-stalking. The Prince of
Wales went out grouse shooting.

The Pbince op Wales will leave Balmoral early in
the ensuing week for Madingley Hall, to resume liis

studies at the University of Cambridge. On his way
south, his Royal Highness will honour the Duke of
Newcastle with a visit at Clumber Park in Nottingham-
shire, where great preparations are making for his
reception. The Prince is expected to arrive at Retford
Station on Wednesday evening, and will be escorted to

against General Feemont, for not havine sent £1
.

um
H
er by the CIumber tr00P of Yeomanry Cavalry.

.reinforcements to its relief. It is reported, how-, £t«£y?
1 H!shUe9S *'''" remfl

'm * °lmnber "^

could be claimed for carriages e».^
fori.^

or conveying Volunteers only, and ™
(<0
&*

the exemption claimed in
,

tbe
il

c
^IWl£'2

not be allowed. Judgment m*£

^

^tfg
defendant.-At a review crf the^ J#£
on Saturday, Colonel MVMurdesP iion rf

j,*

subject of drill and the reported redu

A have seen a ^J^J^2***J&.

but I was told by the officers

them, yet on

usua

were V*«I Dy ine u
"^nVthe ranks we^r^ w>£*

these occasions tne »^^ ft

Jgjj^

Know wu»v -— v. * „rft n}aoy tul"e"
h the c<fl*^#

Now, gentlemen, there^mJ^^^
of

extend with
;

I £%&«><>** l ** ^
scattered companies, I win sw»

lei It. is a y«S t*
eTm f «*# .«

g
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. i thhikitTpity that in a large town like

"J*! not be Urge battalions, like tbose in
1^ other JUattowns ; still, if you prefer

V^EJSe companies. Government has no

rSS before, I km seen separate eom-

V ftr^n a distance of SO miles, act equally
t<*ethcr "J better and who could do the things

g ** *•**»•* *°
d0 to-day. Now I hope you will give

I wan**1 J°" *°_ volunteer at heart, and for my desire __
#<

-ft ft* *•"* *
n a state of efficiency, and I have a The King of Holland will arrive in France on the 12th,

*» Tdu?^iJverpool. L^ILy™r
.Y i!!

n
i!?^i^

fc

j

an(
}
w

.

in remain until the 19th inst. Prince Napoleon

Prussia has no quarrel with a variety of peoples claiming tb«irautonomy, and aspires to no conquests that we know of in the
Mediterranean or the Atlantic. She wishes to increase her
navy, but France is not jealous of the efforts of foreign Towers

;

she finds them legitimate and applauds tL
, instead of

opposing and laughing at them. It is not in selfishness and
mockery that the strength of France lies- she derives it from
her greatness and generosity.

"

i*»rd^\%T«T™i e^l>"i™bi
a
e

n «nd the Princess ClotiVe arrived at Urct from the

I

tlgtwbat
><ju

dance a iig Upon a shutter, and,

. 'SLILa snace of ground, you have danced your
*** h

t ^fneeted. from what I saw last year, that

L^vw. ^Mrmore] 'Now, if you wish to keep your

i

^t*w dW
i«-*nd I think it a mistake, because if

jSETbe attacked, you could only work in war
"' iJ«*-all you have t0 do 1S to keep np your
*"***han all your company drill. 1 am an old

*"*! vfrtMen'something of war ; and I consider the

'if the most important officers in the array. A
SL« «nit of an army, and if the companies be

ll Trmv will be efficient. It is very little an

Ao if the companies are all right. If an army
„ it has to change front upon a company.

United States on Monday evening, after a passa.
of seven days, from Boston.—In the Ministerial
Council^ which took place last week at St. Cloud,
it is said that grain and bread were the objects of
discussion. Since the last rise in the price ofbread great
agitation lias prevailed among the labouring classes,

especially in the Faubourgs St. Jacques and St. Antoinc.
To relieve this distress the EnO] eror has given posithe
orders to continue without interruption all works during
the winter, and begin even those which have been only

projected. The Constitutional of Saturday, in au
article signed by M. J ioniface, says that the Caiasc th

la Boulangerie has taken measures to keep bread at the
present price of 50 centimes per kilogramrnt . and like-

wise mentions great arrivals of grain, and the exist-

ence of large and cheap stores in England, in order

to show that there is no cause for apprehension.

The Moniteur of Tuesday in an official article on the

same subject says .

—

11 In view of the arrivals of corn and other provisions from
the North of Europe, it is likely that the rise in prices, which
has already made a retrograde movement, will not be main-
tained. In any case the price of a kilogramme of bread will

not exceed 50 centimes, as the Caissc de la Boulangerie will

cover the difference, if, contrary to all expectation, no fall in

the prices takes place." t*, *! •'••

Several arrivals of grain from Liverpool are reported

at Marseilles, and it is hoped that this supply will tend

to keep down the price, which hai fallen on an average

2 francs per hectolitre at various markets in the

departments. The Moniteur of y« erday publishes a

decree, according to which all cargoes of grain, flour,

rice, potatoes, and dry vegetables are exempted, until

September, 1862, from interior navigation dues

collected for the State on rivers or canals not

conceded to public companies. By the same decree,

foreign vessels will enjoy the same privileges as

French ships. The Moniteur publishes a table of

the imports into Paris and in the principal towns of

France from the 1st to the 5th of October, together

with the duties received for them under the Treaty

of Commerce. The total amounts to a declared

value of 4,188,778 francs, for which a duty of 909,579

francs lias been received. The duties received in

Paris on this importation amounted to 759,903

francs, on a declared value of 3,474,235 francs.—

Troops have embarked at Toulon for Rome, to replace

two regiments of the French garrison in that city. It

is asserted that the Syrian squadron will re-enter Toulon

on the 15th inst., and that orders have been despatched
j

to the French ports for the organisation of the squadron

4FfltTffl*fY destined for Mexico. It will consist of three steam

Voi «. ,
OTUVsHHiu

frigates, a steam corvette, and a cutter, under the

fc-a
6 * °f Pru9sia arrived at Compiogne commaml f Rear-Admiral Jurien Lagraviere. In a

Pm!!!r
y eT l"g at 6o'

clock
>
and was rece

'

lved bv tl
}
e

letter addressed to the Steele by the private secretary
^nperor at the terminus. Both sovereigns wore plain

of prince Xapoleon, the latter renounces his claims to

*•« to Wo?, it has to deploy upon a company ;

trm*
limi t."> lock up, it depends upon the movement

mm*£? [ which it is composed that there shall bo

jy^JJIjr* to ride through. You see then how iin-

,--. JZ SLt oompsnies should know their drill, and what

J^SSStSiSS captain is. I am quite sure that you

fSiTEJ^melvsi at all events to attain perfection in com

-

*''"<!
I f*m-v a\l vour companies have more or less of

ESLSrWl. which can be carried on in a room, or even upon

SrSS^iSd through the winter your company drill can
•"

^Tt-rfection. I have read with a deal of regret and

faIths newspapers, and I dare say you have read too,

—Mid** which has gone abroad, and which was actually

mbmIt discussed in the newspapers, namely, that tho

snnT was about to be reduced, in consequence of tne

I and efficiency of the Volunteer service. Now there

hist sos of you but knows that this is the greatest rubbish,

mi I will sdi tho most mischievous rubbish, which could be

nOk Mo ths newspapers. You know of the difficulty which

fsor MB have to come together for drill, in consequence of

tfcj rarisd occupations of the several companies. You know.

m I can tell you, that most of my inspections of Volunteer

ksre taken place at this time in the evening—sometimes

Irtt m 9 o'clock—sometimes by gaslight. Could such men,

their occupations to attend to—could such men do a

day's duty in place of the regular army? Certainly

wd. Wt all know the act under which they are enrolled ; that

sat tfstsi plainly that the force is intended to be called on only

is«N of tho country being invaded. Volunteers can never

so nything else than supplement the army, except under
•As grave contingency, and I think you will agree with me
a barbing at and condemning those foolish people who have
rtartsd snch a discussion in the papers, and in regretting that
tkv»bould make so little of one of the most important insti-

taiaM of the country. I can only repeat that I have been
Passed with what I have seen. What you did today

difficult—and we had all arras of the service—cavalry,
and infantry. I should like to have done more, that

i. Remember, I am talking to you as captains of inde-
Ptofcot companies. Don't, I pray you, weaken the service by
toBaal—what should T call it?—by individuality in your

Vou remember the fable of the bundle of faggots
pg u they were in pieces they were weak, but 'com-
way were strong, and would remain 90. Therefore take

aeMosanA be united ; and I hope that next year I shall
avsjhs honour and pleasure of seeing you again upon a

of ground."

France.—At the provincial conference of the Society

of St. Vincent de Paul at Lusignan, the Bishop of
(

Poictiers has delivered a violent harangue, de-

nouncing the present state of society as an enemy

of the Church, showing religion in danger, and
(

complaining of the persecutions of the clergy.

**«• The Emperor was accompanied by the Duke
beiU2 elected^ Grand Master of the Freemasons of

«• Hontebello aud General Fleury. Their Majesties - 8
• • * •--«-* -—• » *«-* e—s-i..

j"|***kd (rom the terminus to the Palace in an open
r™^ ^thout any escort, the people shouting by the

U
J
tL *

live the Kin& ! " " LonS live fche JEraP eror!
"

^jV* courtyard of the Palace the Zouaves formed a

™J°J*J»ne. The Empress, with the Prince Imperial
r« n«r Ladies of Honour, awaited the Emperor and

•JTJ^.of Prussia in the vestibule at the foot of the
»™» Kan-case. On their arrival the Empress advanced

ami*!? l The kin? eraciouslv kissed her hand,wj« the Prince Imperial, and afterwards ofTered

tbt l2£i arm
* Their Majesties then ascended to

both «3!I v
*^artments. The' staircase was lined on

mam by the Cent Gardes. In the evening thei e
-

:

UMI dinner, and a curie (killing of the stag)

£. ;
KM in the Court of Honour. On Monday

ikw wsV
Went 8hootinS i» the park, after which

there --- * prom
-
enade in the forest. In the evening

railway station" by"the "Emperor. The

l.Mi- l*iwt«a «ach port he •..„ N „ , : m
into each jar, and with this afigkt nourishaMa* was
fortunate aa to arrive in France without losing
any of his fish. During hU aUy at loulon
was struck with the l>ad quality and scare ^
lish in that port. When he was informed that
the miserable lish served at the hotel cost 30 aons the
pound w lit, he requested to see the President of the
Society for the Boeoarageoienft of FisheHea, and ex-
plained to him his theory for the production and propa-
gation of rish. According to his system, which *aa
reduced to writing under his dictation, and translated

by the interpreter attached to the scientific miassau,

the spawn of fish is produced in prodigious <ju*nt ,

and everybody hating a few acres of laud and lrt*U

water who will take the trouble of making an ex a-

tion a few yards square may acquire a good in

without any further additional expense than that of a
do/en eggs at the puriod and durii wo month* of

the spawn arriving at maturity. I he Society, at the

luggestion of their president, voted that this little

t: :ise should be printed, and, in r that it 111a) i

distributed throughout the rural communes, th< \ hare
adopted 1 »ircs to have it insert td in the popular
almanacks.

Sl\a.lN.—The Queen has v« turned to Ms d. The
Qucunfa daughter the LnfanU Doja M«ru de U
Conception has 1 1 sci/.ed with convuUions, which
leave no hope of her recovery. Her Majesty hae

caused the Princeaf to bo treated according to the

homu'opathic system. In consequence of thil de< on
Dr. Corral, the principal physician of her Majcetj.

at once resigned hi .and theteoond, Dr. I>ru:

left the palace,—The baptism of the child ol the

Infante Don BobfOtien and the Infants Dona ChrUtine,

which had been delayed on account of the Qi

absence, has taken place with great pomp in tin « Uapel

of the palace. Not fewer than 88 Christian names were

OOOfencd on the Prince.—A« unci! was held at the

Escurial on Sunday, under the pr. y of her

Majesty, when a d.erce was issued convening t ea

for the 80th of October. It is said that the speech

from the Crown will recommend a constitutional reform

of a perfectly liberal and Parliai try spiiit, and

that the majority of the Progressista members of Uie

Senate will Bup]K»rt the < abinet. The Ministerial

papers state that the Neapolitan archives are to he

given up to the Sardinian Government by order of

the ex-King Franncis II; hut the Opinion* of Turin

declines to accept the statement on the ground that the

arrangement would exclude the mediation of Prance.

It also states that M.Thouvcnel is said to have signified

to M. Mon, the Spanish Ambassador at Paris, that

should Spain not accept the proposition of France-he
foresaw au interruption of diplomatic relations between

France and Spain. The screw frigate Carmen was

successfully launched on Friday. The Madrid official

Gazette states that 47,000 Spanish troops, of whom
25,000 consist of regiments of the line, arc now in the

Spanish Antilles.

Portugal.—A despatch from Lisbon, dated Monday,

s that the ports have not yet been opened for the

admission of foreign grain, but it is expected that the

decree will soon be published, as there is a decided

scarcity of grain.

Switzerland.—The Paris Const itutionnel published

a few days ago an article which has created a profound

sensation in Switzerland. It stated that Geneva had

become a hotbed oi assassination ; that corpses, awfully

disfigured and mutilated, tied up in sacks, were ever

night cast up by the water of the lake; and that for 5f.

nothing was easier than to Gn/l m k—"• " Urt ——Mfind a bravo who would

\r.

inaMerr ^
rfor™aTlce in"the" theatre!" On Tuesday

nnied to th 1 pl^ne about noon, and was accom

2tho+
th
*!
tW

T°
S°vereigns was mo^fcordial, and it

rait taa v l
ng waa m>% gratified with his

*lWtE; *

n
t

r ia ite Olefin of Thursday says :—
£L

°f the
.

King of Pr

I

^/ ownmenUripT^
"l

V?**** which has given rise to

.*• Nations nfJi'.caunot hut exercise a happy influence
U * PnaunL % \

WP 0ovemments. Everything: leads

•^ainTK t
i
lat

.l
t has left an impression equally

ereigus.

impression

He u^***
miQd

« of both sov„.. „.
tr^onthrJ

J

ff

d
.
prr ioU9ly Polished the following

"By Z v
° f this vis^ in England :-

mSj* P^ia toT
1
i?
Ublic of England, the visit of the

^••apickm or LIi
fcjmPeror Napoleon is view"1 »**»»""*

V***ZZ d
e

e±^ » is> on the contrary,L^ ine desire nf «« Sovereign of Fran

th« Ka iT'C
*-**••'ions with his neighbours, a

V iLr? K^rantee for the maintenance of

at|
tan.

friend

viewed without

ira . . . , rary, considered
'•ndhr an,! 7?$** cf the Sovereign of France to main-
^hich ia the b

ati

,_. -'Peace. \ n»rt .- guaranw« twl LIKJ uuuuwuouuo «i

S? ^Pted'to ^"k1*

!
11011 of the BritisQ press has, it is

a5L^ iu ob^at?nn« ?,

the
I** a disquieting significa-mrn^n nervations have found no echo in public

al fl

°le locating the advantages for
» alhance with France, as compared with
*»«i England and Austria :—
n le "y^P^bies for nationalities in distress.

tV^T-i-a"" T4 ;« MnVqtv exnressed himself highly gratified French Government.

rthtt.SSWSStking a,xl fompUmented PBUSSIA.-Thc King of Russia left Baden on

M Kind the engineer, and bis son on the happy result Saturday mornu.g for Comp.egne on huT» to the

'
thei" sWvears' labour. To sbow bis Majesty the

„

Emperor of tbc Frenclu Hit «««jty ilept on.

tcensoua force of the spring, M. Kind dosed tbe Saturday night at Cologne, and pMed through A.x-la-

UsTnr the surface, and the water immediately rushed
,

Chapelle on Sunday morning on Ins way to Comp-.egne

unt"e tube and gushed over the top in the shape of a He returned to Baden on Tuesday
.

A dreadlul

P,.w™ Vrnm tbe analysis of the water submitted ,
murder was committed at Berlin on Sunday week, 011

nectaryfo^eJus^Th^ OS^^^^^ » -
nenca has been >e } 1

fc ed ;vent to hl . v lodgings to mak, mqumes. She nag
he most fortunate^^^^t. and seen no more alive, but in the« of the «»««««

waiter in a cofTee house on the canal bank saw the

charwoman throning into the water a large package

which she had wheeled down to the canal in a hand

cart in open day. The man «f€ notice to the pohc

the package waa got up, and found to contain the still

warm body of Madame Uphoff, who had been strangled.

name is Amnion, was arretted,

North America
year. The most lurvuimve •«»«»• _-.-

with two-thirds of their usual complement.,

others with less than one-third. - Thei Monn™,

Vinicole states that the vintage ^roMghout

France has been favoured hy magnihcent weather,

and is progressing admirably. The Grapes are all

gathered in the southernd^J^K1^
received thence are unanimous in describing the qua

>

„., :«- o«d thfi Quantity greater

Tbep,
1^,.* has

^* Chance
lte^oeh»8

unanimous u ^^ »'. *

reatJr ;
The charwoman, whose m.

8Uper,„r, ^JSmSE. I and after ,nlieh search ^^Sjj^^SS
which has arrived at Toulon from V^££J?ZTiZl werc'also found at her lodgings.

BADEN.-Oscar Becker, since his impnsonment m the

house of correction at Brurhsal, has decWed that his

The steam-frigate Labrador, :
and after mncn searc

ui n from Chin! has brought ,
eoncealed in her ha.

mon
VLi 1 f« .lolivpr tn t.hfi were also found at In

of the wine as very

than was expected.
Toulon , t.

-.

n\ • 1 •„ A/vmmU«ioned to deliver to the
home a Chinese, who is commissioneu.

Minister
f

Commerce in 1^ ™£™S&?&
Chinese has travelled

tained in three large jars, c

water on arriviug at each port
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Mecklenburg.—An accident occurred last week to

the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin while out
shooting, by the awkwardness of one of his suite, who
shot the duke in the leg. His Royal Highness was
carried on a litter to a chateau. It is not thought that

the accident will lead to serious results.

Fbinkport.—The principal members of the German
National Association have held another meeting at

Frankfort, at which the creation of a German fleet was
the subject of discussion. Dr. Metz, who represented
the Committee of Coburg Gotha, proposed that the

money raised by subscription should be given to the

Prussian Government and placed at the disposal of its

Marine Department. Other speakers, however, con-

tended that the present Prussian Ministry did not
sufficiently possess the confidence of the German
Liberals to justify their giving the control of the
future German fleet to Prussia ; and that the nation
itself ought to direct the construction and arming of
the fleet, which should afterwards be entrusted to the
central power of Germany. The motion of M. Metz
was ultimately carried by a small majority.

Austrta.—The Emperor left Vienna on Thursday
for Trieste, on his way to Corfu. The Oesterreichische
Zaitung announces that the Austro-Ttalian regiments
were on Friday to be reduced from 100 to 60 men per
company, and that further changes are contemplated.
The Archduke Charles Louis, brother of the Emperor
of Austria, will represent his Imperial Majesty at the
coronation of the King of Prussia, at Konigsberg.
Hungary.—The Assemblies and Municipal Councils

of the Comitats of Gran, Arad and Bacs have been
dissolved by the Government for having passed resolu-
tions concurring in the protest of the Comitat of Pesth
against the dissolution of the Hungarian Diet. A
Royal Commissioner has already been appointed at
Gran. The Assembly of the Comitat of Zalo has
resolved to ignore any illegal ordinance of the
Government. It protests against the nomination
of a Commissioner and the proposed new organization
of the Comitats, and declares that it will only yield
to force. A funeral service was held at Pesth on
Saturday in memory of the Generals of the Hungarian
army who were executed by order of the Austrian
Government on the 5th October, 1859. The officers of
the former national Honved Regiments commanded by
those Generals were present at the ceremony. It is

affirmed that a pamphlet is preparing at Vienna, by
order of the Government, stating its beneficent inten-
tions, and setting forth its reasons for dissolving the
Hungarian Diet. This pamphlet is to be distributed
among the lloumans, Slavonians, and Uuthens of
Hungary.

Transylvania.—The majority of the members of
the Provincial Government of Transylvania have deter-
mined not to publish the edict for the convocation of
the Transylvanian Diet, on the ground that the laws of
the^ country confer on them the right of protesting
against all illegal demands, and that a separate Tran-
sylvanian Diet would be opposed to the union of Tran-
sylvania with Hungary. Count Maylath will henceforth
renounce all participation in the administrative affairs
of Hungary.
Croatia.—The deputation with the address of the

Diet was received on Wednesday by the Emperor,
whose reply was almost verbally the same as that
which he gave to the Hungarian Diet. His Majesty
said he would consider the claims of the Croatians, and
afterwards give his decision.
Russia.—The Emperor of Russia left Livadia in the

Crimea on the 9th oft., in the Tiger, and arrived at
Ineodosia on the following morning. Having heard
mass in the Cathedral his Majesty inspected the Military
Hospital, the Museum, and the Arsenal, and left for
Kertch, where he arrived the same e^enincr. He
inspected the Government establishments there during
the morning of the 11th, and re-embarked at noon for
larnan for the purpose of making a tour through part
or the Caucasus. His Majesty arrived on the 12th at
Kkaterinodar . on the 13th inspected the forts

iCi^l ? TX
.
Gvigorievskoi

; passed the night ofthe 13th at Fort West-Labinskoi, and on the 14tharrived at. Fort Maikop. On the 15th the Emperor,

w\vZ thT '
r°d

-

e t0 a P^t Wond the river Belaia

£1 ! ?* b^ Tn
l
n5 at A*>aclzek, where he remained

influence on the permanence of the pence and the happiness of the Champ de Mars a rninpl* T~i—-^
the country. I conclude with the expression of the hope that th^ r nnrn „

"*e exploded m
our best exertions will be unanimously devoted to learning the

real wants of the country, in order that I may be able to lay

them at the foot of the throne as the true expressions of our
maturely considered wishes.'

The members of the council then took the prescribed

oath at the hands of the Sandotnir Bishop. On Friday

night an insurrection took place in the town of Czeladz

in Russian Poland, district of Olkusz. The people tore

down the Russian eagle from the public buildings, and
affixed the Polish eagle in its place. The Mayor of the

town was killed. The intended meeting on the 10th,

at Horodla, has been forbidden by the Government as

*H«l
their camp. *"uuw a %
Maltj—The submarine cable fmmMalta has been successfully laid anH •

throughout the whole line. ' * * 1«*%
Montenegro.—The Montenegrin* u_

conditions offered by the Portef ft**,therefore be rigorously maintained. &?!£

<

Turkish regular troops while on their****-from Niksich were attacked on the 7tf
insurgents and Montenegrins.

After *£**
lasted four hours, the Turks were comiil**

... „ „
night, with the loss of 80 kUled andSKiS^

dangerous to the public peace. The Archbishop of reported intervention ofGeneral Turrandt^B *

t

Warsaw, Anton Melchior Fialkowski, died in that city

on the 5th inst.—At Lemberg, in Austrian Poland, on

the celebration of the Emperor of Austria's birthday,

the scholars of the preparatory colleges and commercial
schools sang the National Polish Song in the cathedral

of that city while the organ was playing the Austrian
National Anthem. A commissioner of police, who rebuked
the students for their proceedings, was insulted. Some
of the scholars were then arrested, but, in consequence of
a popular demonstration, were afterwards set at liberty.

The editor of the Gros having been found guilty of high
treason and inciting the people to sedition, has been
sentenced to five years' hard labour, loss of nobility, forfei-

ture of half his caution money, and deprivation of the
faculty of exercising the editorial profession. The city

of Cracow is to be raised to the rank of a first-class

fortress. The municipal authorities have been informed
that two new lines of fortifications are to be traced, and
that one of them will necessitate the demolition of all

the buildings on Mount Macal, one of which is a church
of the 12th century.

Italy.—The King of Italy reviewed the garrison
and National Guard of Bologna on Tuesday. His recep-

tion was most enthusiastic. His Majesty left on Tues-
day night for Turin. Explanations having taken place
between the courts of Turin and Berlin in reference to
the report that the ex-King Francis II. intended to

send Prince Statella as his representative to Konigs-
berg, it results that Francis II. will not be represented
at the coronation, and that the Italian representative
will be received simply in the quality of a representa-
tive of King Victor Emmanuel. The report that the
present Minister of Prussia at Turin would be sent by
his Government to Frankfort is variously commented
on by the Italian journals. It is said that Signor
Ratazzi will very probably enter the Ministry.
Letters from Genoa affirm that Garibaldi has
quitted Caprera. His destination is unknown.
The Society of Workmen at Turin has deter-
mined upon convening another congress of all the
workmen's societies at Asti, in November, in order to
declare the resolutions of the Congress lately held at
Florence in reference to political matters to be illegal.

The Nazione of Florence has published a protest signed
by 44 deputies against the resolutions.—Accounts from
Rome state that the Duke de Gramont has been
decorated by the Pope with the Grand Cross of the
Order of Pius IX., and has left Rome for
France. At the recent reception of the Siamese
Ambassadors by the Pope, the Ambassadors, in a speech
addressed to his Holiness through an interpreter, said
that they had been sent by their Sovereign to express
his veneration for the head of the religion which was
preached in Siara by zealous missionaries, and to assure
his Holiness that the Catholic religion would always
be protected in that country. The Pope, in his reply,
desired the Ambassadors to thank their Sovereign for
the protection he had granted to the Catholics in Siam,
where he was happy to learn the missions were making
progress. The Ambassadors then offered the presents
which had been sent to his Holiness by the King of Siam.
—Accounts from Naples state thatj the Spanish leader
Borges has been taken, tried, and shot. It is also
rumoured that his 45 confederates have been made

One of his aides-de-camp on being arrested

HiLegion in favour of the Montenegrin, k
pure fiction.

The Pbincipalities.—At the second -*
the European Commission on the subjecirf?'
of

^

the Danubian Principalities, great dfcZ^
opinion prevailed among the representatfj^

11*

the reserves made by the Porte inna*?
1^

union. It is said that the Porte wj^i*
proposal to the Commission to the effort iJff*
should issue a firman, acceding to the^T??
Principalities during the life of Prince Com.

Seevia.—In accordance with the recent**^
the officers of the Servian army a Serviam»k
week sent a challenge to the Austrian Omi
Syria.—A levy has been ordered in Sim fcfc

purpose of forming a Militia.

Egypt.—A telegraphic despatch from Afemfc
dated Sunday last, announces an extraonfiatimf
the Nile, to the extent of 243 feet. Thrmhmmi"
railway and telegraph have been destroyed; mf
the Pasha's palaces is under water.—The ex»_
which are making for the Suez canal hareM .

discovery of three temples, one at Gizehmmttft
Louvre; one at Karnac, the circuit ofwhich issUfc

2-J- miles ; and another at Edfou, containing 30

The walls of the two latter edifices are detonai

sculptures, hieroglyphics, and paintings, still frai

Madagascae.—A letter from Reunion anmeifc
death of the Queen of Madagascar on the 18m imm
in her 70th year, from a cancerous diseam far nc
she had recently suffered a severe operation. Hera

Rakoto was proclaimed King after he hid iinimm

his cousin, the competitor for the throne, ud mv

Minister who was the chief of the old Maligmk pm£

The new King before his accession formally

a French protectorate, and his first wtmn•

»

publish an amnesty and to cancel the edicttofmew
Queen forbidding foreigners to enter ;.ieeam

entire change of policy is attribated toFi^*»*
The majority of the French merchants hare jww?

their congratulations to the Kin§, Tte ^^ *

said to be tranquil. u ,

India.—By the arrival of the OverlanC\J**

have accounts from Bombay to the 12th yf*^
and Calcutta to the 31st August. The Mm*
the details :

—

Calcutta.—The first investiture of the D6*J£j*2l*
of India took place in Calcutta with extraorOTJPJ^
ceremony on the 26th August, when the "JJI-mm.
formally invested Sir Hugh Rose with t

^
e^rZnap'

In the evening the Viceroy gave a grand dI^JJ^jgi
which was better attended than any during tnepj .1^
The Rev. Mr. Long, who was sentenced to amw*"^
ment for publishing the NU Itorpan faxo**"^
the 24th August. Mr. Seton Karr had a sea*w ^
his resignation as a member of the Legw.ative t

Governor General had declined to accept «• ^f**"
the nativfl crpntlpmpn nf Calcutta had been new, a^

for his denunciations from the bench oi*" ^ *•

gery and perjury. It is stated in Ca1ZZ™****1
Government are making preparations w^F^gj
New Zealand, should they be required, aubjjj
of retiring allowances for field-othcers iniw -*i#
which was 'received by last mail, h» jPjJ t£**2
faction. In consequence of the explanation o ^j*
of the Amalgamation Order, published WjJttoSrfW
the opponents of the amalgamation now reg

as everything that could be desired.

Nortk West '—*-^
forming a part of the Meean Jfeer.**«*&

lr^in the North West.

for a day On the 17th, after hearing mass, his Majesty
contmnedlns route along the line of the Laba. The
(.rand Dnke Nieholas, brother of the Kmperor, is to re!present Russia at the coronation of the K.ng of Prussia

PoiAND.-At the opening of the Council of State at

23R££t£? LlMbert
' the s—'

direct your ittcntton to ?he l.Z
dehbe^tl^s. I particularly

prisoners.

was discovered to be the bearer of important documents^
among which were letters signed by General Bosco and
General Lamoriciere. Mittaga, a bandit chief, has been I

1U, "UI,« " **"
" ,"V"^ ^mander Lieut.-uoi- "-^r

*T\£*Tio
-' TV"?

b!

\T'
de8tro

?
cd

-
B^andR£ 2* :!A^J;tT^A^^has now terminated in the province of Calabria i the 04th Regiment one out ot every

' ^n
had ,jj«

liefs are kry, Bengal Artillery, and ^th Cavairy ^^1,eIS
'
3re

severely. The local papers calculate that
J5j^.

of 1 lacs of rupees, or 100,000^ (less the re ^
Ultra. Cypriano and Crisenzio, two brigand ch
wandering about, half-starved, in the mountains near
JXoIa. Orders have been given to surround their bandm the mountains, and many troops have already
eft for that destination. An important encounter
has taken place near Sora between some brigands and the
Aational Guard. A collision has taken place at Veroli
on the Neapolitan frontier between a Bourbonist convoy
and a French outpost, in which one of the French
soldiers was shot dead. The French pursued the
tueitives, and caught their leader, concealed behind a
hedge, and found that he was a young captain of the
late royal army, named Ricci. The convoy consisted of 40
muskets and 300Ofr. in French silver and gold, supposed
to have come direct from the Legitimist Committee.A duel has been fought at Naples with sabres between
I aron Nicotera and Signor Petrucelli, in consequence of
the latter having published a letter ridiculing the Dartv
of action. »* ** * ~ . . & v j

seconds.
M. Alexandre Dumas acted as one of the

Both combatants were wounded, but no
reconciliation took place.

VENETiA.-The Sentinelle of Brescia publishes a
letter from Vicenza, dated the 7th inst, which states r -

. .

that while the Austrian troops were manoeuvring on .already been arrested.

Government), is in the possession ol uw

mittees. . ^e
Pmjab.-Uore cotton has been

>

so*"^
the last sowing season than in any formerr ^^mdras -It is rumoured that

;

U ^ ^ ***

Infantry are immediately to be removed

List. , r f jje loc*l ***m#

Sumluh.ore.-On the recommeBdabon ^tr^rf
the Government of Bengal has sen* proclaa^jg
Commissioner of this division to u*ne ^^vrffiSt
an amnesty or free pardon .^

8W™^ there, PjJS#
who have been P^mbulatmg the^^es^*
surrender themselvesV sj^ond chiefs,

**>***

date, and give up their leaders and

to mercy. „<*.pived **% J
CHIKA-Accoont* have J**"^. i**

<*

through St. Petersburg, announcing

KraperorofClmvt. _ y com"""L^r

Japan.-By the ^L.h.hf^,!^.
received in Paris from J»P?"'

t
^V»t «*&<

ment had no share whatever ntne ^t^
attack on the Britah. Ugato».

rf
£, ****

the Japanese authority three o
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_Tbe New York journals give Garibaldi. The Priiu-e de Joinville and suite, accom-

^rf the capture of Lexington. The :j v~ A, ~
*

"

, ^„r dsv*. «»d il waa not ti!1 the fort
,

was

«•*rf^ounded and the garrison exhausted by

€0***"*. Wn without water for 59 hours, that

^^-^XaT surrendered. The Confederates,

r tf^noroach of reinforcements, pushed the

[^LJrapidity, availed themselves of a large

5GJK* which they rolled before them

*l rtd and thus gained a position in the

he Federal garrison, which enabled them to cut

lv of water, and so forced the fort to

""^fhe value of the gold captured is said to

—
ted to nearly a million dollars. Accord-

tm
°the \orthern accounts the loss of the

to - , ,/v^ kJUed and wounded, while

was only 39 killed and
at Washington and along

panied by General M'Ciellau, attended a
Pennsylvania Volunteers at Washington
September.

Hat the

of

Vt Vk «1 MS
roquiicfc (rom a
a fart bin g. The ihud in U
in vi ug, to form on a Mark "board or alaU, freea
letter*, capital and snta i aritbassttc, to torsi
board or slate fmn station figures up to SI, a&d to name at
Right, add, and mbf i act figures up to 10. I can onto «i tt»H

ldi were never able to reach tbe <ck
age of three jean. There it another ohjecttot i xt u
iinutc, and it is that uildrea mur. t»ty

the age ol 11 yean, or hey attend they aunt pass t

group 4, and e <; vcrnraent payment to
»*w k«Wj duriiig many roan of mj Uit 1 worked very

elementary school, and my great oI»»«*m «u tnbard in ai

induce the

al 1400

rf the Federals

^ lT^of the army across the Potomac continue
*** ^^^ the

exception of a few unimportantm
The Confederates were keeping remarkably

-
ftdL

_teu showing themselves at any point. It

fJ7 Jj^at heeu discovered by the Potomac flotilla

!??.
T
!!Irb«tteries had been erected by the Con-

rZ-*~ tt Freestone Point, and at the mouth

Tiki Oceoquan Creek on the Lower Potomac,
• ^ which are fortified with rifled cannon.

TW Itw York press complain loudly of General Fre-

oaVin not having reinforced Lexington, which would

ten fretaiUd the necessity of capitulating. It is said

that the Confederates
captured a quarter of a million of

fcfcn in the fort at Lexington, and that they lost

killed in the capture of the town. On the 21st

.J Lane surprised and routed a body of Con-

at Par.ensville, near Lexington, capturing their

waggons, and supplies. General M'Culloch, with

r
to let tb .; 1MB nntntheyi

renew the
igton on the 21st

The Imperial yacht Jerome Xapoleon,
with Prince Napoleon and the Princess Clotilde on
board, left New York on the 21st September, and
arrived in Boston on the following afternoon. On the
26th the Prince saileJ from Boston St. John's, and on
the 30th took his departure from Newfoundland for
France.

Nota. Scotia.—The advice* from Halifax continue
to report the gold discoveries in Nova BoOfctB* and
dwell on the extent and richness of the deposits, and their

probable influence on the future of the colony.

Mexico.—The Juarez Government was endeavouring
to farm the customs. Marquez had taken Queretaro. ami
was marching on the capital, where anarchy wa :tt its

height. Several of the principal inhabitants of the city

of Mexico had been arrested on a charge of having

signed addresses demanding a S anish protectorate.

The following is the answer of Earl Russell to tbe usmst <m. crt

memorial on "Mexican affairs lately presented on behalf pector to examine the children, he

ofthp iiuuvantilerommunifcv-- ,

t,. exa .cthoeL .en Infer* the <

ot the mercantile c^mmnmty.^^^^^ ^ (
ledge.**. «!_ In Ue W~t-'. report U»

" Gentlemen,—I have received and oBSSlMered with th

greatest atteution the memorial you hare addressed bo

You have described truly the evils which afflict Mexico— 1

1

14 yean of age, because I felt that practtet

K»vo a child a guod education until be badge
enough - embrace it. Now, by this minute all pupnetkta
ceaae at the age of 11, and there are no pennyworths of 1
for children alter that age. Taking off ail cl

all illren above 11,1 contend that it is death to all our
infout hchooleand deetruction almost to our esssastitary schools.

reason 1 am hostile to this • greateet

obiec i
f

however, that I have to the minute it that
religious training is almost and totally negle

minute.:: «orts*d the inspectors there is

til

U,000men, is within 15 miles ot ±orc ocoit. i\aesercer

frm their army states that they have 10,000 men at

Fntstone Point, 30,000 between there and Manassas,

and a large force along the river to Mathias. The

farce on the Potomac is said to be about 180,000, and the

fssaof the Confederate general is to cross above and

Washington, simultaneously attacking in front and

It is reported that General Fremont will take the

fc'.d

entertained

lYentiss's command, as it is reported that his

sssMnunications have been cut off by General

Price. On the morning of the 24th the Federal troops

sdvanasd on the town of Romney, in Western Virginia,

stormed the town, and compelled the Confederate forces,

nambering 1400, to retreat to the mountains, with a

less of 35 killed and a large number wounded. It is

reported from Louisville that the Confederate general,

Backner, with about 10,000 troops, is a few miles north

of Howling Green, Kentucky. Drafting for the Federal

Ms commenced at Iowa, but the Secretary

p.

J
tlkO

robbery and the bloodshed, the Impunity <>f crime, and tho
once of any controlling authority in what is called tho

Government. Her Majesty's Government havo a i t by
treaty, and by all the laws which govern international rel >ne,

to require security for the persons and property of Bril

subjects, and the perform e of specific engagements on tl

part of Mexico. Her Majesty's (Jorernment will e\ >se this

right. But Her Majesty's Government OSnnol think it wise to

interfere in the internal government of Mexico. You seem to

think that a prot tag force thrown into Mexico for

simple purpose of maintaining public tranquil would
succeed in attaining that object, and that even a small for.

might suffice for the purpose. I am sorry to say t 1 think

a very large force would be insufBci< to restore publi ran-

quillity. This is a k which the Mexicans must accoin|>]i

for themselves. There are very few cases in which foreign

interference can be beneficial, and in those few esses l

must be a large and numerous party in the country prepared

to avail itself of foreign aid. 1 am concerned to say that I

no proof of the existence of such a party in Mexico II

Majesty's Government, therefore, must confine their action to

the clear and legitimate purpose of demamliug from the

urn* nuiimcmc de facto Government of Mexico, however const ted, respect

St-rnnn- fpnrs are for the Persons and pmjwty of British subjects, and the
Otiong leais are

fulfilment of recorded obligations. I have the honour to be,

n ui tne iBSpsscors
i testste wl.i! !

! :i p:u ,.-('. 1! c ' d^W?
Religious u.'iM.iur ode; erW Ignored : tbeve

- ntionof It whatstei i be only wayta whkch tbe teacher

can get m pupils Is b %certsin

jMsrlod f.»r every 1 h in read, write, an-1 Ao certain rula
u» aritlmiet The cooeeqiience will be that tbe eehoeetnaetor
will devote all his energies to teaching the meebsAical parts

reading and wi »g, while that wnW
pari an—

1

•'htssnhesi .lerelna

be is answerable after oath «Sr wh
done In this world, in * ily if,

this minute Might pass. A
subject has been int.. my
have marked foil. :ig

f secular xlge is

'•i the
day, and I

The • o-hjiLU'
and

school wMsn • m*

gentlemen, your most obedient humble servant,
" To Messrs. Rothschild * Sons, Messrs.

Finlay, Hodgfon, <fe Co., and others."

i: LL.

^uhlic mHOvcggcs,

„ edge
on will re the most Ume te dsent* he eulv

jecte wl i will tend pi i peruniary resSBBs Thst

most pertcctly expresses my views, i here •r«
#^
w

?. f thr
^
t

more < ct ions, I am sorry I •

iU offeeu on tho poorer tool* Tr*! rfc*^~
Irien .fe- n to start schools tniwpoimimm enssnexs.

H..\v does this minute I
.mute say* no

scl> shall receive say aid unlsss tnejr Inws e

teacher, and i ess the idreu c»n do certain thins* In

reading^ ing, and trithm< t:- It 1 "**^
'

**y
that i... grant will be made to snbstilpliuus ft**** *

school unless it n|>poars to the Com* ouncfl that those

Bubscrip is are for 1 1 . , miliar sort of rejsjten nomleant m
the

| o. That c »m] .lately rides over and doss away wrth t he

denomina ial system, whir 1 as kept us all so harmoniously

together. II wean a new and Impoverished A -ney

to build its schools, get a certificated teacher, at a eoutcicr

salary, and gci ildrou to attend, so as to get the Government

aid? A new district has t tho mesne for *yrtm"f^J*{
i hi tigs, and must consequently ren* a poor and

i

un€*JSa_
diM t. Another objecti t»e gi ng r '>

l™
1?11

The Aechbishop of Canterbury presided a4 tbe

remarks on tbe new Minute of the Committee ot HtupiQ duu \^
t
^is superior in age, makes \h* same pro-

Council on Education :— jn .un he has —** -

* The great additional interest which was felt in the cause of it the minute
n-j bbs wuuueiiceu ao jlowh, uuo iue otwwwuj education was one of the very greatest importance, and

Of War has since Bent a despatch to the Governor, for- recent circumstances had brought it before them moro pro-

JJdbg the drafting 0/ troops, and «*>•-*«
| "£»& SZST&. 5^?AZfeSTSTSim conndence m the patriotism ot the people {j^^- Whether to some extent such revlsal was not neces-

to supply men to carry on the war.—The Con- sarv foT he did not believe the country would be able

federates were renortwl frnm Fortress Monroe to to employ the vast number of pupil teachers which had been

wT^Jvil .
P
2 ."Sl

n
. f °7

ress
1, S""Lrn nroduced of late years, and he knew instances ia which persons

ntu sstembled in force at Washington and JSewbern, Pr^uc
,
eu
_^^_,, Af_.uJ-„u-^K«^^«,,^fr*Hfrt ntiiAritifiiat.ions.

Xorth Carolina. Commodore Sherman's expedition

be &>nthern coast is expected to sail within three
*eeb rhe national fast was observed in New York on
^ «th inst. with due solemnity, business being
"snimoosly suspended, and all the churches thronged.
*• J. B. Clay, son of Henry Clay, has been arrested,
*itfc 16 of his men, while on his way to join Zollicofler

» Kentucky. Mr. J. C. Breckinridge was with the
P*rtj. but succeeded in effecting his escape. Messrs.
j-n. Wall, of Burlington, New Jersey; G. L. Browne,
* yooperstown, New York ; Pierce Butler, of Philadel-

PJJ;
and Ross Winans, of Baltimore, have been

re««l from Fort Lafayette, through the influence of

~ T»eir places in the fort have been taken by

5 u!u^°
r Morebead, of Kentucky ; H. E. Johnston,

srriSS
; and Mr- John Bateman, who had

ThtvJ* Portland from Liverpool and Quebec.
* federal Government has issued an order for

Z^^tion to be prepared for 100 political

SL^VS Geor&e l8land > Boston Harbour. It is

(w.7? tbat Secretary Chase's proclamation on the

of^f ? ,

Act refers only to property used in aid

fands f^11100
' and not to deposits of Southern

trained as pupil teachers had been draughted to other situations.

No doubt they had benefited by the education which they had

received : but it was not the intention of the State to train

them for their own private advantage. In other

points also, perhaps, some revision of the regulations was

desirable, for those who had attended to some of the pub-

lications which had been recently issued would agree with him

that the sort of education which bad been given to master*.of

country schools was something more than that which fitted

them for the occupation they were to pnrsuo The character

of the examinations was such as to show that their educjit on

was carried to an unnecessary extent, but he frosted that the

feeling of the country was such that noting that was

reahy
g
useful would be suffered to be changed. What.had tr.n«-

nired during the last few weeks showed that there wsj a

Seat desire to mitigate what might appear severe in the

E%Tw2 ETlSSStt"^SSfttttW
I

SMi strengthen our hand, in working

SsSMS o?o^^^g^«S ^

mi^D^ u r , M .r., presided at
. Ift.

th?Suse of education from the subject being thoroughly ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^eof* Agricultural Societ.

dS

L^^kcCKLm, BISHOP OF Bath and WfflM, and made the following icmarks on (.ov.rnmer.t

presided" at the recent meeting of the Diocesan by Party :
— _

Societies at Wells, and spoke as follows on the new

Minute :

—

« You are no doubt all aware that education just now is under

difficulties

6
A minute has been ^edby^Cc^mi^of

and yet this will be the effect

p^pd. Th. king <* w»ch a plan *

r« d the t)rec child, I he * t«ss gronn 4 too

soon, and so be disqualified, and would force baclcwam

children 011 to things for v ex he been] »crly

unded and prepared Both r!is stupid follows and the

clever fellows are to have nothing more don thrm after

passing group 4. I have still an-thcr o an that a

most material and important e. T u llettl

inspectors go all r the country, are 1 fncndw of tho

clergy, are admitt eir houses, and tslte a greet interest

in the schools, and give the clergy advice as to their manage-

ment. It is Imi thai these highly mtellectu*! and

literary gentlemen can pass the.r time in. "eei"? »
:

'*J21
n7

r
children in every >1 can spell certain words The eHect 01

the minute will be to « tway with th hterarv inspectors,

who are most valuable for the aid they vc the clergy, anl to

put in their place persons who. though well in.hfied as

schoolmasters, arc not of the calibre to py such P^*on«

I institute cxamin: ns. In fact, it is the thin end o! tnc

wedge to put in f tsters and put out the t incrs we

now'liave. We • what we can to prevent this passing

into law. As yet it is only a minute, and has never tvecn

discussed In Pari ian, t. Memorials against 1 new project

she;; i be seat from all partsofthe .i^cese to the,f^Ment
of the Privy Council, stating as practical men oar opi n that

the minute is Uy subversive of c n 8uch a nro-

by Party
'• y i convinced that party f, of and facHous spirit

was the rnin of the country. It was the toe of the members

of the House of Commons, of the c tuencies, and of the

nation at large. Wl at wasiU effect on the; ''^^™
One party proposed a measure. The other pai c^yposed it.

——"> auu not to ueposits w» uuuu"v '

"

ressMsi-
^fmorial has been presented to Mr. Seward,

l3Z7
ln

f
*u« attention of the Government to the

ot »«. Russell, the Times correspondent, as

«sst;»f ^?
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They slurred over the falsehoods uttered by their party, xhey was commenced on the most frivolous pretences, after , you do. If you take one n r~r-^justified the evil deeds committed by their party. They in- having spent many millions of money, the Government consideration." part
» do^t

vented calumnies to blacken the opposite party. Did not such
a course blind their sense of what was right and wrong? Rome
itself was mighty until shattered by party spirit, and then it
sank under the sceptre of a tyrant, and fell into the arms of
a tyrant. Why not app'y these things to our own ense?A great political writer onc3 said that "party is the mad-
ness of many for the gain of the few." The people were
nothing but the dupes of party. Faction lived entirely
upon hatred. It was the hatred of the opposite party that
kept its members together. Government by party was a
thing of modern days. It was an innovation. It meant
nothing but tyranny and oligarchy. It was said that it was
impossible to have politics without party. Now, he denied
that, and believed it impossible to have any true system of
politics whilst the passions of party intervened. What was
the case in England in former times—in the times of our fore-
fathers ? It might be said they were rude, but at least they
were honest. What was the course pursued in those days?
The King called to his counsels every one who was known for
his abilities and distinguished for his integrity. At the Privy
Council the peer met the commoner and the merchant, and
discussed affairs of State together. They all met in secret
council, and whatever their political biases, they gave their
united counsel to the Sovereign. The course which they
adopted was founded on the union of everv political creed, and
could not become the war-cry of any party. Such davs as
these might perhaps never occur again. But on such occasions
as the present all might be friends, and might set aside all
party rancour and live in harmony."

Lord Enfield, M.P., presided over the festival of
the South-west Middlesex Agricultural Society on Wed-
nesday at Hounslow, and delivered a speech on Public
Affairs, from which the following are extracts :

—

" At tha close of every session of Parliament they generally
had one pleasant and one dark side of the picture—one of what
had been done and one of what had been left undone. On the
dark side were endless speeches and personal interruptions to
disturb the general harmony ; and the longer he sat in the
House of Commons the more he was impressed with the belief
that those who spoke the most seldom were those who were not
the least attended to. He would mention, for instance, on
financial questions, the hon. member for Huntingdon and the
hon. member for Kendal were eagerly and respectfully
listened to. If it was a commercial subject, the members for
Liverpool, Manchester, and Stockport were listened to with the
greatest attention. When the subject of the navy came
under discussion there was no member in the House
of Commons who was listened to with greater respect
than the hon. and gallant member for Devonport. If it was

i?
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my the hoD

* and #allant member for Huntingdon,who had practical experience of the subject upon which he
spoke, was always listened to ; and therefore he said it was not
necessary that a member of that House should be continually
on his legs and jumping up on every occasion to secure the
attention of the House, or to be esteemed by his constituents
out of doors. He had not selected names, but had taken them
at random from the list who were always listened to in their
place in parliament

; and therefore it was not necessary for aman to do his duties to his constituents, that he should be
constantly occupying the time of the House by speaking uponevery question. Although the press had done something
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and they should take care that a proper
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e ?*?^ Prel>arc<l to say. They bad beard of the
collective wisdom of parliament, and although some people
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when it was proposed that the unhappy disso-

t? in /i
the^f8 of America should come under discussion.

It was the united sense of the House of Commons that de-clared unanimously that so delicate a subject should not

are now about to send a fleet for the purpose of interfering
in the affairs of Mexico, a country with which, although
it may be, and I believe is, the worst governed, and has
the most degraded population in the world, we have
nothing whatever to do, thus directly ignoring its prin-
ciple of non-intervention. No doubt, years ago, when that
country threw off the yoke of Spain, individuals in England
supplied a large sum of money to that Governmen 4

" the
accruing interest of which has amounted to a vast sum ; but
is that a reason why we should interfere and take the re-
venues of that country to meet the claims of the bond-
holders in Mexico ? I never knew the military and naval force
of this country employed to collect bad debts ; but that seems
to be the case now, for we are going to send forth the forces of
England to collect the debts of the bondholders. I think if

Parliament had been sitting no such expedition would be sent
out for that purpose, for the matter would be too well ven-
tilated. One word more. I cannot say that I can bear out the
favourable reports which I have seen in the newspapers respect-
ing the state of Ireland, for on a recent visit to that country I
saw that the crops of wheat were next to nothing, the oats and
barley miserably bad, and the Potatoes altogether rotten ; and
there is every reason to believe that that unfortunate country
in the coming winter will again experience a scarcity of food.
Nor are the accounts from Scotland at all favourable, so that I
am sorry that the same congratulations cannot be made with
respect to other parts of the United Kingdom as have been
made with regard to the harvest in England. I feel however
that I am trespassing too long on your attention, and I will
therefore conclude by assuring you that at all times my efforts
and energies will be used to the utmost for your benefit and
advantage."

DM
Mr Lindsay M.P., at Sunderland 1
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<< The expenditure upon the~a^TT~r
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had spent upon the armv flnri l??® ^o*uau epcuu upon tne army and navx- «T.
peace, more than the value of aU Yhe ^maritime nation and all her colonial
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*3&had been importing corn to an enorSZtwo years; yet they had spent ZTl CXt<**i.and navy than the value of allth^*^* *'
the same period, and of all the wire oS^^C!the provisions, and all the tobacco put S*S>7ever, must be an end put to this If m,^??*- lfiX?
far for it then the people of this con,?
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objected to it With regard toc~tl** ifcasked what had the government of this

The Right Hon. Sir John
annual meeting of the Honiton
made the following remarks on
Minute :

—

Coleridge, at the
Church Association,

the new Education

• I think that in the present year the claims of the National
Society stand prominently open to support, and call for any
assistance that you may have to give. I will, however,
abstain from going into the general merits of the National
Society, or the mode in which its affairs are conducted, or the
great object which it has in view ; but I suppose that every
one of you has heard of—I am sure the parochial clergy will
go along with me in saying that they have heard of—with
some degree of alarm a certain official minute, so called, of
the Privy Council, lately promulgated, which there is no doubt
will have a very considerable—I feel I may say a very alarming
effect upon the spread of education through the country, and
upon the operations of the National Society. I don't mean
to enter into the particular merits or demerits of that minute.
It may be perfectly wise, and founded upon perfectly good
principles, for all I know. I am only speaking, according
to the simplest mode of calculation, of what will probably
be the effect upon different societies and the parochial asso-
ciations which are assisted by the National Society. I hap-
pened this morning to have a letter from the Principal of
St. Mark's College, Chelsea. He tells me, as a matter of
fact, without reflection one way or the other, that the
effect of the minute will be to diminish the grant from
the public to his college between 800?. and QOQl. a year. Only
consider what the effect of that is upon one institution—upon
a college that is at present educating more than 100 masters
for parochial schools throughout the country, and that has
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i_ .

\\

to 1001
out drop of sewage to _ „, ,

this iflicme adequate m stan has
mul sudden tall* of ram. l nder

Is aa 1 t» 5* at BtflUaW oak
or, in other wtirda, Umn wiU be

dear water. In
for storms

tfanfc of ©nglaitt.

WlTi DEPARTMENT. __
Government Dem

£*/&?,

liar."

• •

Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion
silver Bullion .. ..

.£11,015,100
. 3,634,900

. 13,377,770

of a district • 1 Muarc ratio., including Acton.
mith, i 'hiiwick, ana Kulham, mill be conveyed y indtv
pendent linoa. or draint, to a point on th* TLmmi
, -v % On *t A a a * a

naaj

£28,027,7;0

1AXKIS0 n

tfU,SIS

tarias

mi

UfASU

0408,

Government Securities
(inihidine Dead
Weiirht Annuity) .. £10,733,123

Other .Securities .. .. 17,440,363

Notes 7, 1 !'5,«86

Gold and Silver Coin .

.

763,749

(i,i.-i, and, after pu on, will then
Into the river. On the eouth aide of the
of a aimilar character are in rapid pi >gre*e The only
diftorence is that the aoutbern district baa been divided
into two arena of drainage, a high-level area and a low-
level area, instead of three; but. a the other hand, what k
called the high-level sewer consists o! two linea—one from
Clapham to New Croaa, and the other from Dulwich tr w
Croaa. From that joint they are carried in the ear

hut at different levela. to Dej rd. Here they will

their storm water* t irough two aewera. each 11 forf

d iamatar.'and the sewage will l»e conveyed by oea of in n
3retk »nt » t

^iMansiaaof OOiaaawaaoaiaa,

£8n • :; ..12

W. MILLER, Deputy Cashier.

CeV

jflfiropoli* anO it* Vicinity.

fucnox op Lobd Matoe.—A Common Hall of

ft> Urerf of the City of London was held on Tuesday

ruMaall to receive the official declaration of the

mB fer the election of Lord Mayor for the ensuing
;

Ate the 0ft] proclamation, the Sheriff*

__ that the number of votes taken was as

-The Lord Mayor, 1G23; Alderman Sir P.

Lewie, 1168; Alderman Sir H. Muggcridge, 573;

jUaernaa Hale, 9; Alderman Mechi, 3. The Sheriffs

taaftre declared that the Lord Mayor and Sir Peter

bad heen duly elected to he returned to the

Govt of Aldermen for them to choose a fit and able

to be Lord Mayor for the year ensuing. The
then left the hall to make their report to the

and after a brief delay the Lord Mayor and
AMenetD, attended by the Sheriffs and the Recorder,

other officers of the Corporation, entered the hall,

the Recorder announced that the choice of the
had fuller, upon Alderman Cubilt, the present

lard Mayor. The Lord Mayor then came forward amid
sft*l cheers, and returned thanks for his re-election,

the Livery that he would exert himself during
Jtsr of the coming mayoralty to fulfil their expec-

to uphold the ancient dignity of the office, to
intact the valuable privileges of all his fellow-
end to justify to public opinion the great

^
wtth wtiich they had been pleased to regard him,

ptai honour they bad done him m again
?***j*? him to be Lord Mayor of London. Mr.
>ewbon then presented a protest against the election,

ground that it was unjust to Sir H. Muggeridge,

A uJf***
t0 law and to tne charter of Edward II.

***«w rnA from Sir H. Muggeridge, thanking
Wawetor their support, and, while admitting his^pointinent, stating that he could scarcely have

onnnal vZ
°ther resulfc when lie looke(1 to llis

75/ whose conduct had heen bevond all praise.

k Li.?"
6 tjme he expressed his hope that next year

^JV^fe^'n appear before them with every reason-

hS!? n of bein& elected.

-,TwT°n °? THE Main DBAnrAGE Works.—
i ±9m**Ll

MetroPolitan Board of Works invited

- Teal*Z
°f

°fficial Persoils and the e(litors of thc

-a On*£r
r8

,

t0 in8Pect the Progress of their works

;

tetanct th° •
y Rb°Ut 150° vestrymen were invited

WZ? m f
m

i!

n the 8ame m»nner. The company on

(5»*ie±in >\
h* office of the Board in SPrinS

-iaJhu_ i
.°

C 'ooV and proceeded thence in three

Bot thsVi J
Iain T)rai^ge Works at Old Ford

,

** tbo narH^L !v •

been 1!gnted up tor the occasion,^ •twVfor^ i

arrival Proceeded along the high-

* the ontfall nf Ik
hundred yards, until they arrived

L
'.oi the sewerage of the northern districts,

3,000,000?., divided between the northern and southern
districts in the proportion of two to one, and the con-
struction of the works was expected to OOCUpyaboat
five years. It is satiafaefcorj to know that in both
respects the estimates will, in all likelihood, be realised.

Notwithstanding many adverse and unforeseen circum-
stances, such as the rise in the price ofbricks nndothrr
building materials, the continued and violent rains of

last year, and the unsettled state of the labour market
—not to mention some considerable difficulties' of ft

purely physical nature encountered during the pro^.gg
of the undertaking— it is said that the works will not , , -„ . — ,—
cost more than the estimated sum; and that thev will £M^;n>der the Oreek int. the . Ul aewer byjrm»lta;ion»

be completed within the stipulated period They were Jj'
"

Z*ZS?JiEg*Z
commenced in the beginning of 18o9, and Mr. Ihv/.al-

gette believes they will be finished in leas than two
years from the present time. About 1,000,000/., or

one-third of thc total estimated cost, has already

been expended, and contracts to the amount of thc

remaining 2,000,000.'. are now, or will soon be, in course

ofexecution. On the north side of the Thames, the hijh-

level sewer has been completed for some thna, and is

now in partial operation; a little army of navvies and

bricklayers is employed on the middle-level sewer at

Old Ford, in the Bayswatcr Uoad, and under Oxford

Street; the Ranelagh storm overflow, across Hyde
Park and Kensington Gardens, wiil IOOQ be finished

;

the Acton line of sewer in the western division is already

accomplished, and considerable progress has been made
with the northern ontfall sewer from Old Ford to

Barking. On the south side, between six and seven

miles of the high-level sewer have been constructed ; a

beginning has been made with the low-lewl sewer at

Deptford, while the southern ontfall sewer, including a

deep tunnel one mile long under Woolwich, has been

completed from Halfway Reach up as far as Greenwich

Lower Road. At the present moment there are no

fewer than G000 men engaged on the works, and if w

add to these the persons employed in making bricks,

quarrying stones, and otherwise producing materials

for the undertaking, in all probability the total number

will not fall short of 10,000. Thc following is a brief

sketch of the entire scheme

:

. . and It has
anlncllnati > varying fr<.m nine to 50 feet [\u<.t The low
h\ol •ewer takes IU ri»a near Wand«worth \ ewes runs

sigh luttcraca Fields t/< t) Urixtoa Road, and • «
through the low-level districts to l>ej>t ford, where its watesn
will be raised to t ho . level sewer, h <lralns an area of 22

equarc miles ' o numplng stating at l' rd

entire sewage of London aoutl f thc Thames will »»e carried

in a coiKlmt ot about V2 feet dis Ireenwlah
Woolwich, and thence over the Brlth marshes to Ha
way Reach, where it will be discharged into the ri^er. T>

•tuhiit is entirely underground, and has an inc ion

2 feet per mile. In carrying: it through the Pluinstsad ntarshes

the centra r cnootitit^red a formidable and unexpected
•lifficulty in the vast quantities of water which delufr«i tl

works, anil the flow of whleb appearo<l to he rsffulatsd oy Hat
rise and fall of the tide. With the help of four SO-horse steam

-

i^ines, the hricklsfsae were able to maintain thsar ground,

andsoth< ark proceeded with intomintson, though at a

consideral logs to the contractor. Hut the moat imyx

and interesting portion of the southern outfall sewer is

tunnel underneath Woolwich. It is upward* of a mile la

leng« h, and contains 6,352,280 bricks, which, if laid end to end,

would extend 1000 miles. It is 11 feet « inches in diameter,

has an inclination of : j>cr mile, and is carried through the

W. -olwie halk at a dent h . if l^tween «0 sad 70 feet below the

surface. It was workel with little inconrenisocf 'r>
from four shafts, and so accurately had the plana beep

work sjNBjtJhM

another the deviation was found not to exceed a quartor

1 1 an inch."

The Gekat Faster* anchored at Milford on Sunday

morning, and will be forthwith placed on t

41 gridiron " for the neceswiry repairs. She made an

average speed of 10i knots per hour with her screw irom

Queenstown, and ateered extremely well. It
sketch ot the entire scheme :-

supposed she will not go to sea again this winter.
" In preparing hla plans Mr. Bazalgcltc had two gTcat ob.iccts «"pl

8e
, \ ",*B^f *^« 1\««r>\ of Trailo have

in view-to relieve the low-lying districts from floods and from 1 he marine department of the Hoard of l^chftVB
««11««1 imnn *!»« nwnora anil einnmstliucr Ot Vlie VeaSCl

the evils incident to a tide-locked drainage, and to purify the

Thames to the greatest practicable extent. Another important

object, which he kept steadily in sight, was to provide for the

conveyance of the sewage to the final outfall by gravitation,

makiii" the drainage sell-acting, and avoiding as far as itossible

the use of artificial means. Accordingly, he has divided the

north side of the river into three distinct drainage areas, called

respectively the high-level area, the middle-level area, and

the low-level area. Each district is separated f™n_thc_one

bel

angles? intercepts the sewage in its flow to the Thames, and

carries it away far below the city. Thc high level sewer is

9 miles in length, and its diameter, which commences at

4 ft . is eraduallviincreased to 12 ft, as the intercepted waters

require awider channel . The averagedepth below ground isfrom

30 ft to 50 ft, and the inclination is such as to secure a velocity

V. ««* * * ^^*fc ^- M W s» was*—v w - ~ — - — —

to forward, under the requirements of the Mercantile

Marine Act, an offieHI account of the recent casualty

and amount of damage occasioned, prior to directing

a local inquiry into all the circumstances by Captain

Robertson, thc head of the department, in conjunc-

, low-level area, r.acn ™™ « ™«~ »~~ ^ ^ ,

tion with the Local
,

M«™c/^rf^^^, ""!
ow it by a gigantic conduit, which, running generally reported in naval circles that thc hmperor Of tno

m west to east, and cutting all existing sewers at right
rYench has made overtures for the purchase of the

ship as a transport ; and Captain de Roussell, of the

Imperial navy, has been sent to Kngland to inspect her.

Causes of Pauperism.—A return has just been

issued hv the Poor Law Board respecting adult paupers
.y - — s»v « i_ ^ __ # ii tn an— £«>a

cars
of about 3 miles an hour, which is considered by the best

v
.. __

authorities as more than sufficient to make thc drain self- ycarg constant inmates of the workhouses Of hngland

cleansing. The head of the sewer is at Hampstcad whence it
d w^ T| object of the rct ,]rn ig to show why

runs dul east through the fields to Stol;, Ncwm-'ton into". J __, .

centing both the Fleet and the Hackney Hrook and it then

proceeds to a south-easterly direction to Old Ford on the

lliver Lca
:

At that point, after AtUnftJSftftreja of 1 ^,«jo

miles, it forms a junction with thc middle-level sewer The

Stter extends from Kensal Green, passing along the Abridge

Road and Oxford Street, and thence through Clcrkenwell and

Bethnal Green to Old Ford, and with its branches is upwards

of 12 miles in length, draining an area of 1. aquare nnlea. It

Varies in size from 4ft. to V2 It. diameter, its average depth is

ftom 50ft. to 60ft., and the rate of inclination ranges fn 2ft

these persons are unable to maintain themselves, and

are obliged to make the workhouse their permanent

home. Thc period taken ia the last half of the year

IS.' 'J, at which time the number of these persons wa*

14,216, nearly 21 per cent, of the entire number ot

indoor paupers. The reasons assigned are, in the

instance of 5932, old age and infirmity; 4069 mental

disease; 924, bodilv disease ; lfil 9. bodily defects, such

[^ffpermr-' i\ is almost all t=SaTKS» „ Windne. and lameness; 182. moral defect*, as «.

the combined sewage of the high and middle level areas is
chotity and intemperance; 25, desertion by husband;

which here j

*> the river £T V'A
a temporary sewer for conveyance

***> of the wnrlr «
r a tnoroug» inspection of this por-

1
^ethelow]eret e

V^ Proceeded to Abbey Mills
»

the poir juncti*
dowbood

^••theloi

^^Inal
will be

i thp »+
"*"v LIie J Barnes

ion !r 7LangGnient s at this point, which is the

4ttJ?,d ^ sew
i

**«nbntion
int0 t , Thames. Having carefully

.^Hrt,

^•stead if and landed at the south outfftll
»^ *• WoolwioT *if

8, Foll°wing the course of the

1*« »»to s oil i

visitors descended at Beresford

5? **** of » f
1
' tQI,ne1

' which Js completed for

2%^ the VpvI?
,lej wllere Mr. Thwaites, the chair-

J™
1 leagues ™ tbe last arch amid the cneera

31 had been

_ a century ; 10 of

^STits^gtr^lSain^myui be constracted
:

in I

^eTe'weTe'^ta^d to "^idiots, 6 of weak mind, 5 im-

!S5 BeVUn. T^J^Tmo^Z SSj ; becile, 1 insane, 1 deaf and dumb 4 blind, 3 infirm and

£ noUibfe tcoS of the
y
^er from Chelsea to Black- x lame . An attempt was made to aacerUin how man>

waU, ai d will then be turned towards the ^orth-east in a
} d been b ht m a digtrkt or workhouse school,

Sect line to Abbey Wills. There ^*ff.^$g*Z i

but the formed term was misunderstood, and all that

an area of 11 ^^f^^^^^^^^^t^don '

can be made out is that of 11,279 of the*e paupers 562

ass
ir^^?v^ j»& —^hi^£^

almost entirely above^ground, ^^^e^in andjin- " '

J the c> lions of the Box. Dr. Oonlbum. incnm.
difficult work of the kind has n^ er t__ CTOR8e8 by ir0n »™J•vS^nVtmt and Mr R. Gibbs, a city sftfrchaat.^ and passe- g«*g£23tt «"d sideWwtt - few

scats behind the chancel on the south .,de.the orj^.

beinir on the north. The chancel is imssetl four rt»p*

above the nave, and the «^n^*Sff£S
three steps. There is a marble reredos, w,th a large

55!i !IT ^llha and credence Ubles. The tent* are

Bridge. This outfall sewer, unhke tne

over and under several railways. |

w con ^
brick, except over the Lea and »ts brancrie8» sewcrbrick, except over tie L,eaanu »»*--' tftlH 8ewcr
is carried through iron pipes EvenP

n7Creek, which will

will terminate in a reservoir at Barw g m^ thm the
contain 7,000,000 cubic feet

mSltSTi?the eight hours during

Th
Pr^dedfb7th

ineparty tllen proceeded, in vehi-

^^rd Crw.t x
Vm'V^, to the pumping station

•»*^^S rnd^n
tbe low joins u,c b1gb -ievei

vV^ 18
^tnininiTil ?

here a considerable time was

2^* brickiTA *k
f011ndations, composed of eight

SJTS^for'thoV 4

en P»ne-houses, and the works
^ **. The LJlnC * 1011

- This closed t»e business
ork8 lnspected on this occasion form

average amount which accumulates in tnew ^
wh,ch thc outlet will remain closed from the n

; ^
be covered with brick arches and earth in o^^ ^ ^
the escape of the noxious gases, rx

bedof h-
reservoir several outfall pipes ^"J^ *• ^ win be opened

•

r to the centre of the stream. TMsc pipes
v

river to the centre ot the "ream.* ^ thc Tniroes

near high water, and the whole mass ler o" ^ hat the

at a depth of 60 feet below the surface ^ex,^ w^ ^
sewage, thus dischai-ged in tae

j. volume of water

will not only be puritied and dilu
;

oy^ ^ upon it atwill not only oe punnca ''"" r"_;hicll now acts upon it ac

twenty times greater than that v. h ,n ^ wftUr

London Bridge, but will be swept » «j

pool Thieves
been erected on the site of the notorious

Sen'' in Grav's-inn Lane, at the -oleexpense of

Mr J G- Hubbard, M.P-, is nearly completed, and will

Consecrated by the Bishop ol^ndon m the-course of

a few weeks. It is a splendid budding, with a I>artuex



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
or Galilee porch, and many of its details partake of the
earliest and best forms of ecclesiastical architecture.
The Turner Gallery.—The collection of pictures

and works of art bequeathed to the nation by Mr. Turner,
R.A., have been removed from South Kensington to
the National Gallery, in Trafalgar Square. The collec-
tion consists of about 125 pictures, exclusive of water-
colour drawings and unfinished studies, of which there
is a large number. Alterations are now making in the
Gallery with the view of forming a permanent deposi-
tory for the reception and exhibition of the pictures,
in accordance with the will of the testator.
The Temple.—On Sunday morning the Temple

church, which has been closed since the commencement
of the long vacation, was reopened for Divine service.
The new range of chambers, built on the site of the
row of houses which formed the eastern side of Temple
Lane, and included the chamber of Oliver Goldsmith,
is now completed. The nine houses opposite Dr.
Johnson's buildings have been pulled down, and, facing
the north wall of the church, a large open terrace has
been retained, opening a good north-west view of the
church. A wheel window, of rare beauty, has also been
exposed to view over the church porch.
Special Religious Services.—On Sunday the

Church of England clergy and the Dissenters commenced
their autumnal and winter campaign of religious
services in theatres and halls, for the benefit of the
poorer classes. The service in St. James's Hall was
conducted by the Rev. William Landells, minister of
the Baptist Church, Regent's Park. The Standard,
Sadler's Wells, and Pavilion Theatres were opened in
the evening, and were densely crowded. The committee
intend instituting a series of tent services as soon as
their funds will admit their doing so.

British Museum Library.—A re-arrangement and
transcription of the catalogues of the library of the
Museum, which has been long under consideration, is
to be commenced forthwith. The catalogues now com-
Pnse—1. The King's Catalogue, in five volumes; 2.
.Ihe Grenville Catalogue, in seven volumes; 3. The Old
interleaved catalogue, in 82 volumes, partly printed
and partly in manuscript ; 4. Mr. Panizzi's Catalogue,
in 300 volumes. A staff of clerks has been appointed to
transcribe the contents of the four catalogues into one
general catalogue, alphabetically arranged. The tran-
script to be made at once in triplicate, and to be placedm the library from time to time as completed.
Extraordinary Chess Match.—On Monday after-

noon a chew match took place at the Cigar Divan, in
tne btrand m which Mr. Poulson, a German gentleman

-24 years of age, played blindfolded against 10 antago-
nists ot high reputation, carrying on a game with each
simultaneously. The match commenced at 2 o'clock inthe afternoon, and terminated at 20 minutes to 2 on
Tuesday morning, when Mr. Burden was declared the
victor. The games lasted continuously and without
break for more than 12 hours.

.

The Colonnade, Clare Market.—About a year
since, an undertaking which had several object.
of a benevolent and philanthropic character
was commenced m Clare Market. A ranee of
small houses at the back of the market was "fittedup and applied to various uses, the cost of which was

A?f™£ i I subscription, to which Mr. H. Hoare andMiss Burdett Coutts were munificent contributors. The

3fi°i t?
fi

Jl yAar
'
S Procee<*ings has just been

published. It states that the home for destitute boysfor whom employment is obtained, has been of greatuse, several lads having been sent from it to seafand-Others now resident in the home, are in permanent

the benefits of the home to six boys in addition to the
12 present inmates. During the winter a soupkitchen was established, which was self supporting untilhe intense frost set in, when the soup was giyeif awaym large quantities. The medical comfort? beef teawas also provided for the benefit cf the sick poor. A
and rZJ

pT
}
mKmeD

'
,

WeU 8Upplied with n^spapers
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t0^ether with * cokingToom has been joined by more than 200 members during
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?
ed f^odation has becomfnecessary Educational classes have been formed

anfUte
r
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/
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and y°™Z men, and a Bible class forwomen, have been well attended. A home for needle

William Cogan, who were condemned to death at the '

recent session of the Central Criminal Court for the

murder of their wives. In the case of Malony an appli-

cation was made on Saturday to the magistrate at the
Westminster Police Court for a warrant against

Saunders, the principal witness, on the charge of
perjury. The magistrate refused to interfere, but
recommended an immediate application to the Secretary
of State. An application was accordingly made, and on
Wednesday a respite during her Majesty's pleasure was
sent to Newgate for Malony. In the case ofCogan, the
application was founded on the supposition that the wife
committed suicide, as stated by the prisoner at the trial;

but the evidence was considered insufficient to disturb

the sentence, and the law therefore will take its course.

Committal of a Surgeon for Murder.— On
Tuesday an inquest was held at Bethnal Green on a
married woman called Eliza Garrett, aged 34 years.

The evidence was of a very painful character, and went
to show that instruments had been used on the deceased
by Mr. Benjamin Vale, surgeon, of Henry Street, Lime-
house Fields, with a view to procure abortion. Her
husband was examined at considerable length, and
admitted that he was aware of the practice to which
his wife had resorted ; and a lodger stated that deceased
had told him that she had been to Mr. Vale, through
the interference of her husband. The j ury unanimously
returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against Benjamin
Vale and William Garrett, and they were committed to
Newgate for trial.

!
Thirty Persons Injured by a Mad Bull.—On

Tuesday evening a mad bull escaped from the yard of
:

the Nine Elms station of the South-Western Railway,
and ran across the bridge and through the streets of

'

Little Chelsea, where he tossed, gored, or trampled on no
less than 30 men, women, and childen, some of whom

I
were so severely wounded that they are at present in a
precarious condition, though none of the cases are ex-
pected to prove fatal. Several butchers and others,
numbering about 300 persons, armed with pole-axes,
cleavers, and other weapons, endeavoured to stop the
animal, and ultimately hemmed him in in Park Road,
Little Chelsea, where they secured him by ropes
fastened to the railing, but he tore down the rails and
escaped into the fields, and it was not until past
9 o'clock that he was slaughtered by a man in the
employ of Mr. Gardiner, butcher, of Chelsea, by means
of a pole-axe.

The Alleged Murder on the High Seas.—On
Tuesday William Henry Hawkins, the black steward of
the American ship Laniraergier, was brought before the
magistrate at Bow Street under a warrant issued by
the Secretary of State under the Extradition Act,

!
charged with the murder of his captain on the high seas
on Sunday the 29th ult. The chief clerk of the Ameri-

! can Consulate attended to conduct the case. After
hearing the evidence the magistrate ordered him to be
given up for the purpose of being taken to the United
btates to be tried there. He was then committed to the
House of Detention, where he will be kept till the
American authorities remove him to New York. On
Thursday the second mate was taken before the magis-
trate, charged by the American Consul with having
stolen the watch, money, and clothes of the murdered
captain. He was remanded, and will probably be tried
in this country, the property having been stolen in
Lnghsh waters.

nr
Tl^ ^F5110 Health.—The Registrar - General's

Weekly Return states that in the week that ended
Saturday, October 5, 1147 deaths were registered in
London. The average number for the corresponding

;

weeks in 10 previous years, corrected for increase of
population, was 1167; but if 411 deaths from cholera :

in October, 1854 are excluded from the calculation,
it appears that the rate of mortality was not below
the average. During the week the births of 923
boys and 895 girls, in all 1818 children, were
registered in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks
ol the years 1851-60 the average number was 1506.

_ Oc^
Gasworks was allowedTTflT"
companies was daily inc

*?* ?*• «;
acts. The following

resot ng **!_
discussion proposed"b^U^iS
seconded by Mr. W. B 5^tt^adopted:—"That all «

arett*, *1
Usk'be invited to $^J*& ,
mile of river frontage for the*?

****!
provisions of the Fished ??* *
promoting the improvement

tf £tributaries." On the motion f v^Dmi tee was appointed to carryL^MBEHwicK.-An extract ^
within the last few days, *&Berwick Bay, and have been foundW^near the shore that they have b%warn all bathers of the neat*11

attempting to bathe.

BiLSTON.-The adjourned inquaU*.
resumed on Tuesday, when ertdl**
show that six of the prisoners j2
vaults of a public house, in the
which Mr. Bagott was diinkine * Gmurder

; that three of them wereil
deceased's premises, and that onfiZ
to the house wherejthey were a
was carrying a bundle of do„_.
identified as deceased's property h !

deposed that while examining the *Cl
of deceased's premises he perceived a ft,
a man's knee that the trousers whiefc

been repaired by a piece of corduroy

the garment. He remarked in thecelU,—,
would be found so repaired. Hewntfch
a pair of trousers that had been takes bm
alias Jones, and those trousers bore tk t_
which he referred. The surgeon who n

'

on the discovery of the murder was afe c

great length. He stated that death to

m

with the poker on the throat, fort
bruised, but that deceased was " barkej

by pressure on the month and chest. &'»
been held forcibly down, and producedikea^
After a sitting of eight hours the inquest *•

journed. On Wednesday morning the

engaged for about three hours in prim

confession of four of the prisoners, fte

was made by Haddocks, who was a

said, by Bills, Webb, and Lilley. Th,

by Maddocks occupied 18 brief sheets, bet

trates declined to allow it to be pabUff
1 '

produoed in public court. The snhstiw

ment is understood to be that Mollis

only entered deceased's hou- 1MW*
the house for them, and that the oft*•
had

cloths

^

nothing to do with the

be the purport of the amfewa

tally with the statements of some c:

-

ifat m

3j)roi)tnctai

almost nommal eharge imposed upon its inmate* has

whom it was intended that it has always been full and

frnm / ,
t0 admit some who are now excluded

Z™ *•
whlch g'ris will be instructed in that necessarv£«ax -s jawtt?ii

D^t?C ^\ Clty <*>">ner. will assist the

*een made to obtain a S^^SS^H™ haV
!

Abeegavenny.—A meeting of proprietors of fisheries
on the river Usk was recently held in this town for the
purpose of adopting such measures as may insure the
efficient working of the new Salmon Fisheries Bill inthat river. The chair was taken by Lord Llanoverand among the proprietors of fisheries present were theHon. G. C. Morgan, M.P., Major Herbert, Captain
Parkinson Mr. W. R. Srretton, Mr. J. Lloyd, &c. The
chairman, in stating the object of the meeting, ex.
pressed an opinion that the new Act, although it did
not go far enough to give all that was required to pro-
tect the fisheries, contained many very useful provi-
sions, and was a step in the right direction. He there-
lore recommended that they should not at present seek
any additional powers, but that they should mve the
new Act a fair trial. There was no doubt that one
great want m it was that no funds were provided
lor enforcing its provisions ; and, that being the case,
he suggested that all the fishery proprietors on the
usk, to make the Act really operative, should pay a
rate at so much per mile of river into a common fund
ror the purposes of preservation. He then called the
attention of the meeting to the existence of serious
injuries to the river fisheries. The cinders of the

h2\ c\,
Ironworks were regularly « tipped " into the

oea ot the stream, and the refuse of the Abergavenny

nesses, and denies the statement

three men upon the premises on * #*5
murder, of which, however, there is

evidence. The solicitors of the priaoirtWi

appeared in Court and asked to **

.

complaining that they were not aWi**-

when the confession was made, and tfe

cussion, Mr. Sheldon, who said that k *»

adviser of Maddocks, was called into m
retiring-room, where he was show;

Maddocks had just made, alleging^^
had spoken to him in the dock, *&***?

deny the accuracy of the first statone*."

.that he had not employed Mr. fehcWJ

and did not wish to be &fend£ V^,

magistrates therefore declined to l«

the statement. _ •_, &1

Cheltenham.-^ Tuesday even*.

seven young men were appreiiena ^
charged with a most brutal and ^Vrj^
girl, 16 years of age, on the high r««^
town to Gloucester. The Pll^^M
Davis, resides at the village ot to ^
respectably connected. She was y***

on her way home, on the FeV**
«r

1

company of two friends, when a F
nine in number, who were returning^
Gloucester, drove away her me^
and committed a capital assault nn

of great cruelty. One of the >ouJ

her throat while two or three ot W **

their purpose. The poor S l^ l\%i
the utmost of her power, ana ^m
clothing was torn into

f**%*^$*£*
bruised, so much so that it

£^ ir^
in danger. Her assailants eff^ed

otfce
Jj

time, but from i**J«^.5?5 #2&
of them were apprehended the

£ £&
n Saturday last ^f*,.or^onthecap.al^^

of tlicm are

**

»3

01 laeai wen; »wy-, . , ..««. C,
ham ; and on Saturday last*. m

magistrates for trial on the «P* „! *
of them are known to the***

,

between 15 and 20 years rfag»
;de AW

.> „,, _r>n t. ip richt-lianu , ,,__,On the rigChester.—™ <-«- --=- „ ..

leading from Denton to H) *

200 yards of the toll bar, here

1, about 40 yards long and 20 £ chi
v

r. in « v? feet deep. \
u*.> j (V

K
2L

Pit, aUOUC WJttiua^-D q-^g CUH-\J

Ld from 10 to 1 2 feet deep. »
rf£(

the neighbourhood are in t^ ^j^
this pit, and about 6 o**^

f
*>*

the 2d inst., a chUd unfortima"

.
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by • ndgM™ •» tllZ% body wee commc
^** ^^

ber of persons 90011 assembled on rnnrsday, when the body wn identified by the
l*rC D

!!^ne was 'most exciting, and two family solicitor, and the landlady, the mines, and tl

I,
Tne ** jatt „t

without pulling off surgeon gave evidence of the fads stated above. It

*e^°<1

"immediate'lv sprung into the
j

appeared that since he had been in the hotel he had
" " drunk a great deal of brandy, but had never been seen

intoxicated, and that after the lady died he threw him-
self upon her and sobbed bitterly, and after kneeling
at her bedside and crying for some time, he rushed to a

Thurtdav Ka2
Preside* ike Council, Mr. Glaoamfte, Clam

e Kachvmier. and a number of

******
^P^rftbe child. These brave fellows,

m*** 1*^^ to s«im. and it was soon seen

«en drownin

aad fir<

The excitement was

mtfi^ng into the pit simul-

neerlv always the consequence

voge
' nnable to swim seized

Lad a death struggle took place among

the face of hundreds ot persons, it _— , _ ..„_ r p
.......... a_ _

that the whole of the men would induced him to leave the room, when he went into the warehouses, eV. Alter the pie—nUt ions of sat

* * * J the drawing-room, and izing a knife on the chimi piece from some of ill
S. a m t • * % ft ft a 1 ft a lI a ft. ^fta

en ix ient in politics and science vlaiM Liverpad far

urpoaa of taking part in the inniiiiulaw of a
school of science and art attftshai to law Vrat l'uhfic

Library and Museum. In the early pan ot tfte 4a

v

Earl (naiiville and a number of other Rtaaiaaee* w«re
- g—m .-. m~m« wn, ».v . . — vV » icondu. I hy the mayor, Mr. W. Hrown. over the

table on whieh was a bottle of brand}', and drank principal public buildings in Liverpool, tafllftftft?

nearly half a pint. On the arrinal of the surgeon he Free L hrary and Muteum. the OoUogftl* haslatattscio,

was exceedingly t\eited from grief and excess of stimu- the Liv» pool Institute, the Qoern's OeUefe, t»e
*—*. —j 1.^... ....... *__ . ,..i . _. - .- Tn,inin{r sdwol, the Albert Dork

^ rf «nd to Sow' a "^1 ™Pe in
t° *• **

!L onTof tbem was enabled to seize it, and

•J mL bawnff seized him, the three were
« •• "?^ , much exhausted. Afterwards

~ -^L^ -a*crfg
nt ana tue °*,ner men were S ^

••^"2*^^. They were all so exhausted

first Ut hope of any of them being

TL—Jaefceoa and Tatton, who first jumped into the

STftlaa nmm sf the child, shortly afterwards died.

; ,7. ami was a small hat manutaeturer
•* -^]V haves a wife and seven small

Tstton was a hatter, unmarried, and aged

ftrsfige to say the child was saved, it having

baring been pushed by one of the men to

at am* of the pit was pulled out by a gentleman

t ft

r^ma-Joseph Seer, the self-accused murderer of

at the Woodlands, near this town, in Sep-

L was brought up on Tuesday for re-

in. The first witness was an old man called

ha bad known the prto »ner from his childhood,

feted thst he was in a publiohouso in this town

lOdavi after the murder with his wife and a girl

laria Staff; that the prisoner came into the

_ is s drunken state ; and that on his wife and the

talimj of the murder, the prisoner stood up and

lint be bad ne all he could do with the woman, and

las' lata nrd» 1 her because he should never be found

Is ibould have told this at the time, but his wife

him it he should he murdered if ever he

tell of it. His wife was now dead, and

h hi not know what had become of the ffirl

ftV wag present at this conversation. Mrs.

HfHL of Bath, d 1 that a person who said

at cans from Frome, and had sustained some injury
is b* thumb, applied to her for help at the time of the

- that he was going to enlist. She
^e pr/soner to be the man, hut could not

he * He was in a state of such
if the had heard of the murder she cer-

Ih navp had him taken up on suspicion.
IV superintendent of police explained to the magis-

with regard to the thumb, that at the time of

arnrder a thumb-mark was found upon the wall.

Hinl, a "Frome Bob," who was arrested
for the murder, here volunteered to give

it the suggestion of the clerircdmmnni-
?•*. .

*** wperintendent what he had to say. The

„ , eypteog

attempted to make a gash across his throat ; but the

surgeon seized his hand and took the kni mm him.

He then sat down and said, "What have 1 done?"
The surgeon told him he had done a very cowardly act.

He said he did not intend to do it. The sun- n then

told him it was useless for him to preserve his incaqn.

as it was known he was Lord Forth, and reasoned with

him for some time, and on leaving gave din iona for

him not to be left alone. The inquiry was |>uk < ng
when these particulars were despatched.

it said that what Hind had to say would

la**
MW

'
but ifc might lead t0 important

Afteriome other witnesses had been examined
was again remanded.

^m* /p ^""V^onnt Forth, the only son of the

S! I* -n
f01T1Tnittea suicide in this city on Tuesday» n w.n be rememliered that Lord Forth, who was

JH«_^aples in 183 i, figured conspicuously in a

i2?.
l

?
n1

£
lnontn8 a»°> in which some sad reve-

:

' babitsol life were disclosed bj Viscountess

staAfc/
reXam

*

lnatl0n before Sir Cresswell Cresswell.

m akSJ|
Cimet0 Gloil^ster in July last, and took

SftmlW
4t t,1C SPa Hotel

»
under the name 0fg« "rummond. He was accompanied by a lady

19Ui idTfkT
1

! A
ge

'
who PM8«d as his wife. On the

,a(Jy gave birth to a female child, but

Hill.—An association has been drifted in this town,

under the auspices of the clergy and minis * of

various denominations, and of leading gentlemen in the

town and neighbourhood, for w obtaining a legislative

enactment to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors

between the hours of 11 on Satuiday night and (I on

.Monday morning;" and. in order to secure unity of

action, branch associations are to bo fomud in <\,

town. Clergymen and ministers of every denomina-

tion, and gentlemen of evi creed, politics] and

religious, are invited to join the movement, the o!.je< t

of which is to promote the abolition of Sunday chink-

ing, while the quali'.i ration of membership is an annual

subscription of 1*. and upwards.

Lincoln.—The Bishop of Lincoln ha* d

his triennial visitation of his dioeese in toe cathedral

of this city. The charge was very long. touoUag upon

a great variety of topics. The following is a summary :

—

"His Lordship commenced hy c tulating the cli^oaas

generally on its freedom tpun all ur. eandp y focli

and the jealoupv and evil suspicion which such fcMBjf ao en

engendered. H*e then referred to the 29th eauon I hatcaie-n ha

amended was now waiting the royal ifirm n, and ha<

been communicated to the presidents of the con v. cations of

,
York, Armagh, and Dublin. An unexpected obje* \ had

j
been taken by the Irish prelates, the result <l which could not

3 ct be foreseen ; and for the present, therefore, the mat «*

in abeyance. With regard to church rates, his lordship

observed that the question now stood on intelligible

grounds. It was no longer a demand made by an

organised minority, who had persuaded the- country

that they were a majority, to be released from pay-

ments to which rmscieutious O n« v 8 rn ft

is avowedly the first great step toward* the aaculdn .*

of the endowments of the Church of England. 1 as the dm
of every churchman, however anxious fw peace and to iorego

the rate rather than prolong the contest. take c are n

assent to anv compromise which, whilst it conceded the prin-

ciple ofthe establishment, would fail to eoncilui ulanta.

To any measure that would satisfy the objectors without

weakening the basis of the National Church they would

willingly assent. He did not see what conscientious objec-

tions c< uld be entertained to church rates which might not be

party uiwuAaa1

boaid the Canard steam tend* s*t*lht* and took a

ip on the river to insftrd t ve*rpool IWki the

]trogrcas tin* Hirlcenhe.nl l>oek warka» sad .4lMr

ohj : interest <>n the Mcrsr On their retVn t)

siton oadwii the mayor at tha Town Hall, and

wards attended a pnblsr meeting in St. Oaor>

Hall, at m Med the new ^siwal ftf ftalaur 1 wms iunmpt*

rated. It! rsnv inoftd. and Mr. \ *Jrt

Pwsldei Uritish\aaocaU*os^aa«e«dra t
vhe«rst

resolution, dechnmg thst it is highW dastrabh SfcaX tna

means ol ol ioi nistrnrt . the leadw Uranrhsi

of science should be extended in Uftrponl; and the

Clnmeellor "f the Knsfcftpier moved, and the Man*

Algernon Kperton. M.l'.. aaeondetl the aeesftd row-

lut ion. d< ifc
s ttaol af Seu-noe aaoaS ta oa

• atablislmd is smusantrj caleu

1 d objects enumerated in the

villc said:—

tba
i (Jim.

*'ThoE> 1K61 NhoweA Ik>wsi

warn certain ichss of sotanos, other

1 jtadng, and some «vau alanat d

I; «

ftst

It wm tea*

mmsibUbut that
,

At.iaallc, ai «im«rksd the profwss madsm *i»f^P' ,

"J^|JJ
m oorti gre«t nation, at a time when they

ily engaged saT pa—, —!"•. as sywy sys

soma of ta* wont oalaawti— of war. H ***** asnassd t» tno

of
prograss of mssoo* on the l alln ia t

,
his UrdsUp

,„ c] his nu ion at the increment ta soar
creased s education sa ttai part ^^
*, particularly thst of (>mbrtdfa. Hs paJd • mjj

o to ths ami l ast| of tmi Oisnosslrir « uja

F.xchcjuer. who, n«»dly carelul ! t i e ocuatrv money to

!,m ,, .iters, waajurt., if 1 jr«mrmi», in his wmjamja
, u,„i„n :i]1 ,| the -ause Nrtonos »^

ijJ«^^25^
at the exertion* of tha Department of Bsisa e* »^**f*

bean most useful i he diflusmn o< asamd B lm ssi ff aanyu«
out the country, and bad immanaaijr "^'JJf.;

1
)?.

1 capabilities of » sftiNftr taaebera. ^TSlnT
.is extension sdentiflc knowVedgo nrnst, m ^.

(
<****i

tend in an enormous degn* tp promote ttm waiftni bb*

',

t.. the local advantaaes which the pupils of a ^oolet
scioi.< h cd in a town and port i «rcn. ^^^^^
from panaof tha w«.r) \ -.vow coUacvad, and ^hassj«mm ot

the h.ghost engineering uiustratWna ware sisoto bo iounu.

ihe ClmriaaMor of the Exdieamsr smnks aa miiowa 4
•« Tho muni of Mr. W. Rrown ir» •f**^*.**

emeticnof a free libwuyand musaam. bad givca a \™ddfcftz

SofoVtha School ol Sc-i-n. • Touchi .rn n Uftsm^aatoi

sckmc* KncnUly, he nat.-.d (he cgj» ''^^ "V^
-actnrea and of ^eoloirv 1 mimmr i********

Ussrama of the supply of gold, and the general netmainsftimi
of the wealth -afert of nnmVdml. The moat aaftnl

works had been froo !y t.Vgcated\^^^^^^. . ,x .Kin t« Watt had e-athered hts idea of con

scUnmlaaily

^d'^tart' any other tax the payment ,.f which wa.agrec-d ing the Hhefi of a
'°«gJ^

H
*£,£™Ei ^eS?oTd^

. t he motion of the hoxl a winga m ™***™f
to the g5Tatioi»a of a peculiar kind of naw*,

iscrvation of the habiu of

..»fiii «nimal the nur. This oaajtamplatoon

„at«ral. objecU »d ****** JS-JSSSTff^
had ^ht men irom tue nu
.t iinnitii.tis—ftr example, George Hugh

}

iraiis —**™e v
?y iu

»
and was attended by

\*m **th

Wea
•na Dr. Greaves. For three weeks, she

whn • •

and was anxiously attended by Lord

* tbeTh-7
,n

!l
ned With »«• ™&M and **?> and

*• tedr S tbwe
,

weeks h^ not been in bed.

•ma*/.;?
1 on

.

the 8th inst. Lord Forth was

very much grieved.
mi u *

""v otu mat.
«t her death, and was
wLcenv c_

afterwards he commenced
* *SmjiH^ and aPPeared like a madman. In

"** *m he
he c°ntinned for several hours,

^se"eat r3=5«n I. tne pnhiic mind ft, . he over-

strSned evening of the Tmclaaun movement He hnro

teaUmony to much good tha had been effected

that movement in bringing back Into prom nenoe our privileges

found Eta Liverpool&hesofSa^^
^self with the belief that he^^^^1^-^lT^

to the intellectual advancement. ^^^P^S^oT;
innocent recreation of his fel ows, bntbad beeajibaarffty

high moral r urpoae, and aiding t^e^^eriof "•JJJg^
religion. In conclusion Mr. Gladaton «I^*~^°gL^wnol
institution would progress in a manner worthy of the town 01

Liverpool." c.

The Rev. John Macnaught, incumbent of bt.

Chrvsostom. Kverton, has issued an address to hu,

roaregatian announcing his intention to ^igu^
incumbency. As rtU t^^£^?
Wilson, one of the autho of" Bssaja and »•*'

^

waimlJartised to »raa. in Mr Macnaughtadtech.
~. ,,• . r cheater inim« nhibitod him from

i reviously neglected stored cf Patriatk oology. But be con-

denmed m"emphatic terms, the tendency ot the same school

L«n intn «l«ncc before the decisions of the cburch,

Xr tban by t^cTng <^t .ho bound, of »•«.•. domain
;
to

ratner tuau "r , ,. * -.f

n

er than to elevate faith ; and

to^ad^erto nLk^'t Thieve W.ansc they ^j.
Sul-Uf a bjg^ln™ than jo£^«tJ£2
at once preparing for, and myiung, * . —
and how the destructive scepticism «hn.h had^ kd»>

e ^^enced packinp- his own and the and how" the destructive scepu^. ^•-- .—^th the
: ^."^"^n"!,!* di^M^^^es, an/said L must _take tHa

| Q.liSUffM ^ Uo tne

1

cot
ml

sndT ^t
He then left tne room in wn,cb were

|^/tt ,andladv and nr>™r,n,lr>A **. onnMior nnno-y and proceeded to another oppo
ere

e

ttot<^ ta hi
y ttlc nurse

» whose suspicions WW
£**» »t thp 11^^ He asked what was th.

5* »«»e eLl
?e l

,

lme Putti»g a bottle to his mouth.
'•lb n^ Vsln

med tliat «e liad got the laudanum
jl Prescribed for the deceased ladv during

tt-J;
"iKllady seized the bottle and suc-

"?l,
.
n* »t from him, but not until he had

" It's only a little port

abbV^in^lnd- the receding t^of Urn iJJ™^ ^lo"the con^^ation tl^sermon which Ifc^S
ment, by exalting the f^uve abojo the^ jec^ ,

fa]^
making the thinking self the measure j

verifying

hood, "et intuitions above _
revelation and

had intended to preach. Mr. Macaaiigbt

hood, f-et intuitions aoove ™*r" '

thoritv,
• - n-.ny,

faculty of the individual nuui
' ^

0%
' ^^eratrained haa

and all the evidence of history- »» o
read

relaxed into doubt; and we have _arjuna
^_^ ^

;̂pr«">of

^"tndi

lomrtr conform to the Chmch of

Hook, that there are points in

fail to haimonise with the dogmas
wuicu ma upniiMM. tail w u,u,w

, 4 ^.;^ f a
of the Church, and that though the saprjcssion 01 a

few truths- now recoijliisea bv him would,

that he can no

England I'rayer

said

,

EST of evidence, 'and accepts a.>"«%**% own cmVcai- ^ truiDS nej^y-jy ^ ^^ ^ , ^ ^
ita own^prep^seesions.»«^^ift «d wrong. While allow

:
hm. ^ly M^J««> reUdn hb ^f.

tiona of truth and falsehood, ot ngo*
uten hia lord-

acknowledging tho cause^.^^^ any real ground of

«hin concluded by denying that tticre w« j ^^ Qe

neenssary to resign in order to retain

ship concluded by denying

_ i" ^ H.4 >.,!,,--HAip contfn
m

i

C
x
ttin^ his throat w ith a knife.

2?* **<i be W Cd ^ walk "P and ^wn the room,
***, but wither mseTl8»ble. The stomach-pump

w«*t success; it was found impossible to

to prayer, to fidelity, to ca™«s
.

w °r- '
f our wn church ; ana

and of the too much neglected•

divmes °
^ ^ gfeat ^

to a faithful inculcation a™on& /^"^in* on the one hand

omacu-puiup 1 concession or ainipnjiuw»
,„«nrnad

impossible to
; other all overstatements and

unsupporw**

respect. He saya: ^^^^ teaemmm for aaamj
.. With many of ^c^^ '., «^o7»tain dm

nn the clenryroan a auppoeea po^»i

„ tin "»« ° ...IaSISK Orwd, on itoriow pontat-

T^lZilotter

8

StaS!
8
! «/~ ">"*" ""^ • U°f*CMd
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—e

/
lt
i?
nd consent ' ^ these words and the Church formularies

are to bear any natural and grammatical signification. Under
these cirrnmstan^oo n,K..*. „ ° i *_ .1 n , -P .,

have also been seen off
the south side of the Isle

insfc. George Matthews, a

,»«« * —V »~orts tree as ners. lience 1 do not sway to enter any other Church or its ministry. One thing
only is clear, that my duty, as a conscientious Christian
englishman, is to resign my ministry and its emoluments and

p«JV£S. % ???• f°
take my Place among the laymen of

England's Established Church."

Newcastle-ox-Tyne.—On Tuesday, George Clark,
the murderer of Mr. Frater, in Blacket Street, was
fought up at the police-court on remand. Very little
additional evidence has been obtained since the
coroner's inquest was held. The facts of the case were
so conclusive, that the only question to be decided was
whether the prisoner was sane at the time that he
committed the deed. When first apprehended his
demeanour betokened nothing more than an imper-
turbable coolness. Since his apprehension, however,
he has conducted himself in such a manner as to prove
that he is either a madman or desires to be supposed so.
ilis conduct during the examination on Tuesday was
characterised by excessive levity. He was exceedingly
abusive, calling the mayor and the bench a set of old
women, and telling them that if he had an Irish face he
had English brains as well as they, and had, besides, a
lriend in court that they did not know of. The
evidence given was a mere repetition of that offered at
the inquest, but the prisoner continuallv made inter-
ruptions, and ejaculated "Hear, hear/' repeatedly. At
the close of the examination the magistrates fully
committed the prisoner for trial at the assizes on the
charge of Wilful Murder.
Portsmouth.—On Tuesday evening as a party of

tfaval cadets from Her Majesty's ship Britannia were
bathing on the beach between the harbour's mouth and
Haslar Hospital a huge shark was observed with his
head towards the bathers, apparently engaged in watch-
ing their proceedings with great interest. The
approach of a boat from one of the ships of war at
bpitnead made him sheer off at great speed into deep
water, and shortly afterwards he was seen cruising off
the bathing machines at Southsea. Measures have been
taken to effect his capture if possible. During the
recent fine weather sharks *

Ventnor and other places on
•of Wight.

Saxisbtjby.—On the 3rd _ w „„„„. aRenter in the employ of Mr. Fisher, builder, of "theMign Street m this city, performed the perilous feat of
ascending to the summit of Salisbury Cathedral spire,
lor the purpose of ascertaining what repairs and paint-

th? to^wTTJ t0 be
,
done

'
Affcer he had ««chedthe top he climbed up and got astride the vane, which

crJ^ ^d
* He robMq™ntty mounted the ironcross above the vane, and waving his cap to the

spectators stood upon the bar at°that giddyW
fcperfectly upright. The ascent to the topfof the spire

is accomplished on the outside by means of small ironhandeS securely fixed to the spire. The height ofSalisbury spire has been stated in some account! to be
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M\™><* <*>* of the works of

tha'n St. Paul's
^^^ M ** 10 inches *"»

ScABBORoiTGH.-In February of last year the di-rectors of the Eastern Counties Railwa^v Comnanvannounced that Algernon Sydney LunT/, a clerk intheir employ, had absconded ; and in the warrantSt ^prehension he was^Wff
Jbp Jl

10°Mhe property of his employers. FromS^^T",?^^ hi been hnnted

ifch fhnnYf°S
P!S

8 P°llce-suPerintendent, Mr. Kent,

than lonf Mr K* TT* "PP"*™** is'much more

search of ih. J Y ^ ?** V
?
ited the Continent insearch of the delinquent; and after many a fruitlessjourney during which he travelled some thousands' of

ZX"mlt^irl°d °f
I 1"?

and eight month°s

fW»nifi 1 I •
g
*
h

, .

succeeded ™ apprehending thedefaulter at this fashionable watering place, where he

mulT
reSld6n durinS the summer reason He is

*

Tlt^Tt^ an"& Pf fc " tbe summer he took

to thJ?1Sw I t
V1*™}** * music-room attached

Hill wi
Pa In" J and known as ^^ St. Georee's

singer"ti^

HHB~?«mk

audience, and introduced himself in a familiar but
respectful manner, the two shaking

J

hands together
4.1 ,:~Uy. Mr. Kent told him he had
^ ^MMMM , though he allowed him to finish

the evening's performance, he never lost sight of him.
He was brought to the police-office at a late hour on
Saturday night, and on Sunday night was removed to

London, in the custody of Mr. Kent. Lumby is under-
stood to have been one of the wages clerks of the Eastern
Counties Railway Company, and consequently had
frequently opportunities for embezzling the money of
the company.

Sheffield.—An inquiry took place on Tuesday,
before the West Riding bench and a court-martial of
the officers of the 58th Foot, at the Barracks in this
town, into a very serious charge preferred against a
sergeant of that corps and another man, a civilian.

It appeared that on the evening of the 23d ult.

Sergeant Nolan and two other privates lefc the
barracks for Newcastle in charge of a portion of the
baggage-train of the regiment. On the road near
Hollow Meadows, a few miles from the barracks, they
met a youth named Frudd, the son of a farmer, who
was riding home upon a pony. The sergeant assaulted
him, broke a large bottle the youth was carrying with
the butt of his rifle, and forced him to dismount? The
boy ran off to inform his father, who was haymaking
in an adjacent field, and Mr. Frudd, with some of his

™LT™fZ*^7i^
[0«n

person

money percuaio.
"«*

.luney. un being brouehf l. f* «*.
he save the name of nl^WDrevions.lv ,a,„„.i " laoma3 fvJ?"previously placed among 7"^
appearance, and was at L!:a °*?

?w m \

once identiLi

Th *"
as one of the burglars

, h
In the meantime th°e police IL?"?••»
impHeated the prisoned in evê *£
Lebberston affair, thetw'3«
of dress at a Scarborough slm»i . ,****
exchanged the boots he 2, P

L
U*

identified as part of the pffiS*>,Baker, of Wilton, where a w! W0"k,k*
thenightofthe20thull\

bn

nte^
person of the prisoner Was ifc^
been sto en from the house ofV^SS*
near Br.dlington, on the 24th A^'then stolen, which are presume

to
£"

used in subsequent burglaries ti.j L«
Northallerton, Pickering, Avto,^fc<>towns are on the alert?'and

J
\ t\%£±that the accomplices of the prisona"^

detection. r

£»lan9,

Crim^wneighbours, went to meet the soldiers. The sergeant last a Word fromT^T $?became very abusive, ran off to the ammunition waggon,
!

Se churchesanSatt^^and got upon it. He then fixed a bayonet on his rifle f - -^ • ??
and chapels of his diocea

and called out to Mr. Frudd that "he was ready for
them; he was a soldier, and could die." He then
handed a rifle to the driver of the ammunition waggon,
a labourer named Mason, and the two then deliberately
took aim and fired at Mr. Frudd and his party, who
were standing near a gate about 80 yards off. The
flight of the bullets was distinctly hoard, and Mr.
Frudd and his friends then took refuge behind a wall.
Several shots were afterwards fired by the sergeant and
Mason, and they were heard to use fearful threats
towards the persons in the road. One of the bullets
entered the house of a man named Peacccke, and
lodged in the ceiling of his bedroom. The Colonel
and officers of the regiment had the sergeant and his
party brought back from Newcastle to Sheffield. The
court-martial on Tuesday found the sergeant guilty of
drunkenness and shooting, and the finding and sentence
were forwarded to the General commanding the dis-
trict, Sir George Wetherall. Mason was remanded by
the magistrates to await the result of the court-martial,
when he will be brought up with the sergeant.
Winchester.--On Saturday an inquest w;.s held at

Liphook, on the body of William Trussler, a sawyer
residing at Comford, in the parish of Bramshot, whose
death had resulted from injuries inflicted by his son.

w?l
2 vi ev

?
dence ifc appeared that a man named

VVmdebank, also a sawyer, went to work with the son
George rrussier on Thursday morning at 7 o'clock, when l

deceased upbraided them for being so late, telling them
they ought to have done half a day's work. George
Trussler said to his father, "It's no difference to you ifwe do our work." Deceased said to him, "You arespending my money,'' and then turned to his son's wife

!S

by stating that, "amidst the manifold
are daily befalling the world, ifc j8 a
consolation to witness the splendid a,
devotion to the Holy See, and unshaken—
great centre of Catholic unity, the chair of iIhe Pope, however, has been persecuted id feby lawless and violent men ; and Dr. Ctf* ah
an anti-Catholic and infidel press at home

«

not only defends what has been done in Iu
without ceasing "fulminated and poured forti

the vilest as well as the most baseless again! It
Father, his Government, and all his moft ta
most devoted servants ; while for the seeoa 4
lege, of incendiarism, and bloodshed wfaxi r
enacted^ in the invaded provinces of the CM
the neighbouring kingdom of Xapled

paralleled save in our own sad records of

barbarity—these same apostles, as they »oM
have us believe them, of humanity, liber d
government, have not a solitary word of

Against the captivity or exile of 58 XnpoBEa —
forcibly removed from their sees-agsia*". tfc

almost daily perpetrated and cold-blooded i

unoffending priests—against the horning

towns, with their defenceless popiuatiom tf

infirm, women and children, not a v;oW ow*«i

heard on the part of these self-cons ^"**
styled sympathizers of oppressed pationalMaJy*
world." After this preamble the A:

"the pious Sodality or Confraternity

in our Pro-Cathedral Church;" and invite*

and those in particular of the parishes

church, to associate themselves to it. HeJf^
ton**

'fir

Son
seemed to nu the sonZ I

,

S ' "^"^ '"^ which
I

three t!™s the " Oar Father," tbe
•
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the vilIa«e3 aIo"g ^
state of fl ^1,re m°orlands have been kept in astate of ferment by a series of burglaries which havebeen committed in several farmhouses. So daring were

dulgences.

Me. Smith O'Brien on
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^alli? has been secured. Earlv onthe mommg of the 27th ult. the house of Mr. SkeltTof Mount Pleasant, Lebberston, was forcibly entered
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possessed in an eminent de
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I expected to find in the Hungarians iuj
A-i. x,..*. t „.«« ««f WiQ?in.ced to ^r_

roiM ^SSdClmt I "was" not 'disposed to «^*
degree of intellectual cultivation.

\°JT^
cohered an extent of intellectual culture ^
passed in any part of Europe. Not omy ^ ^w
remote parts of Northern Hungary, I met t^^
who could speak Latin with a* much n ^ ,

their mother tongue. A pledge °'
janeir motner longue. * T"w"Q,.s and intr*^,*

miversal among the educated classes, ana^^^ .

universal among tue euuwwu v,.^.

Continent I have nowhere found so

English as in Hungary."
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meeting of the cab P«pn«to"
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tirind*^S

Friday, "to give expressionJo tM ^^^
at this atrocious outrage, and to dev ^
the authorities to bring ^^\J\^
justice." The attendance was W •
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mously resolved to offer^rej^ ^^P
that advertised by the an

information Bfl shall lead to t

the perpetrator. Several cai

the ladv's brother on inday,

any of them as the party He J

cushion remains unclaimed, and

the offender is not a cab-driver.

but he
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Almighty to put an end to the calamities ««

and to restore the Sovereign Pontiff to w
ment of his sacred rights. Boxes are to w

!
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receive Peter's Pence ; a monthly return is w ^
of the sums collected, and there is to m**"^
of administration in Dublin. The membersjb ^
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Pence at Kome, which has been enncHea «? • 1 ^
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i ~i in Dublin on Monday stating that
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J.t«d at Ashton-under-Lyne, who

** bt« •Jjf5^n who was guilty of the

ItU excitement throughout the
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be

the
^nlnt D-oved without foundation,
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©at of it since the perpetration oi
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ir" i JnlW assembling and riotously and
alawfull) a*e^

+
n ^ ^^ of hpr

• • «n«r a p«u»«, t0 the terror of her

£J^7wu brought before the magistrates

V**! .* Uailinrobe. on Tuesday. A*#**"• *T22«ni at Ballinrobe,

*•• F
1*? -

v\ras raised on behalf of the defen-

•^^fKarire as it appeared on the sheet was
'*

TuSlin the summons. The bench were

*££**<» the former day and the case was

a' ha«e against Mr. rrancis Lavelle for
C
^£umage to a man named Holmes,

rbartt against Holmes, were then pro-

^VtSwwUed in each case being dismissed

1 «*•
"SSiSiirwevt of Women.—A society has been

111
£ Dablio to promote the employment-of women

L htotrial pursuits. It is established as a

rftve London society formed for similar objects,

* the National Association for the

i ferial Science. The employment which

.', Mklr *§* to introduce will be as tar as

STadipted to the needs of the workers and the

arket for labour.

porting

OttiT Twelve Mile Race at Dublin.—On Monday

« exciting 12-mUo handicap race took place in the

Gardens, in the presence of several thousands of

between the North American Indian Deerfoot,

, runner of England, Levctt the ex-champion, and

ix-rnile champion. At 4*17 o'clock Levett bounded

Utter three minutes start of the others, during which

, 0Df«9d four rounds of the course, which being accomp-

D»ertoot and Mills ran off together, the Indian taking

L which he held for a considerable time, Mills following

it hi* heels. At the sixth mile Mills took the lead,

tod cheering, and gained materially on Levett. He
id to run midway between Levett and Deerfoot for

round*, and finally passed Levett. It was quite

that Levett was becoming exhausted. After having

tank over seven miles he dropped out, having run the

mike In Mm. 27s. The contest now lay between Deer-

ad Mil.*, who frequently passed and repassed each other,

applauded by the crowd. On the 66th round—within
«l%t of the completion of the race, 74 times round making
tetlaules—.Mills made a desperate effort to pass Deerfoot,

wto«M little more than a yard in advance of him, and just
" him fell down in a faint from exhaustion, and had

into a tent, but he was soon restored under the
a medical gentleman on the ground. The Indian
franca in gallant style in lh. 5m. 6s. The running

•'< !* who la only 19 years of age, was the admiration of all

married, secondly, in 1^58 (his first Countess having died ir mptaiu Willi a
1S53), Lady Adela CapeL enly daughter of the Earl
Essex, who died suddenly in Edin burgh on the Slat
of last December. The lirl of Eglinton waa a firm 1 ip
porter of the Conservative part v. Ihe late Sir R. Peel,

on the death of the F.arl of Glasgow, appointed him Lord
Lieutenant of Ayrshire, and when the Earl of Derby bee
First Lord of the Treasury in 1S!>2, he appointed him
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, a post which he filled in ;• prin
style. He was again appointed Lord-Lieutenant in 1 ry,

1S;5S, and maintained the dignity until Ivord Derby left office

in June, 1859. In the early part of Lord Aberdeen's Ministry

Lord Eglinton was created a Knight of the Thistle. His lord-

ship was elected Lord Rector of Glasgow Uni -ity in 1852 ;

and was colonel of the Ayrshire Militia from 1836 to 1852, when
he resigned. He is succeeded in the earldom by his eldest

son, Lord Montgomerie, born in 1S41. His I ...rdship has been

some years in the Royal Navy ss midshipman, but is said

to have relinquished the idea of adO| 'ting it aa a profession.

Lord Ponsonby died on the 2d inst at R<>ttaeh Tegernsoo,

in Bavaria, in his 45th year. He was a posthumous son of the

late Major-General the Hon. Sir William Ponsonby, K.C. I*., by
the sixth daughter of the first Lord Southampton. He was
born at Hampstead in 1816, and succeeded as third baron on
the death of his uncle, in 185.1. The second baron, a dis-

tinguished diplomatist, was her Majem's Ambassador fit • n-

stantinople from 1832 to 3 ', and at Vicuna from KM 1.

He obtained n viscount v. which became extinct at hia deatl

while the barony reverted to the deceased peer. Hi* 1" hip

is succeeded in the title by his uncle, the Hon Geo. Ponwmlvf.

Tin: Hon. Ei ward Gaudsih. fifth son of Alan. Aral d

Gardner, died at his apartments in King Street, Bt .UimVt,

on Saturday last, in his 77th year. He had been for man]

years in the service of the East India Company, and waa for a

lengthened period resident at the art of N' nl.

Lady Murray, widow of the late Lord Murray, died sud-

denly at her residence, Strachur Park, Argylcahiro. on the 2d

inst. She was apparently In her usual health till within a few

minutes of her death, and had taken her accustomed walk and

drive in the earlier part of the day. Lady Murray was the

daughter and coheiress of Mr. William Rigby, ..f Oldfield Hall.

Cheshire. She was an excellent Greek and Latin scholar, and

thoroughly read in almost all departments of 1 mh litera-

ture, besides being highly accomplished In music. She was

also well known for her munificent and unostentatious «

ties, for her support of Industrial Schools, and for her recent

establishment ofa life-boat in Cantyrc.

Admiral George Le Geyt died recently at St. Honors,

Jersey, at the advanced age . -4. He entered the Navy in

1701 as captain's servant, and was subsequently appoint.*!

master's mate of the Prince Edward, in which vessel In l.iO he

witnessed the capture of two French vessels; in the fol

year he was present at the capture ofa French frigate and was

shortly afterwards appointed acting-lieutenant 01 the Hover, In

which he assisted at the taking of Le Jean Bart privateer. In

1799 he was appointed Second Lieutenant of the Tamar, and

was present at the reduction of Surinam and the capture of

several French ships. In 1S03 he was promoted to the com-

mand of the Stork, in which vessel he remained nine years,

effecting the capture of several vessels, and subsequently

assisting in the blockade of Martinique until its surrender. Ho

was nominated a Companion of the Bath in 1840.

Rear-Admiral William Pearck Stanley died at Bath on

the 2d inst, in his 77th year. He entered the navy In 1,98,
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aeeisted at the capture of three French vessels, ^wMpramt
in Sir R. Calder's action on the 22d of July, L80... Ho took

part in the battle oflf St. Domingo, and afterwards served as

lieutenant in several vessels on the„coa*t of France.
^
where he

took

OOTIHT GARDEN, Oct. 12 ^^^
nwinff to the fsvourahle weather we have lately expanwwa,

tl ZX of both Vogeteblsa and Fruit eonUnna.^^

scarce. Oncumbcrt

S^^lS^TpST to S»^Sbi"ta con,,,™,d of the
|

.re ri jmd-Jt. ^^T t' «££ V&FS** *

iXatliua^g*
Tix utk Accident on the Hampstead Jtjnc-

'.—On Wednesday, a third inquest was held on
~fc ^ Charles Cox, another of the sufferers from
«**«***, *ho died in the hospital a few days since,

»«g the number of lives sacrificed up to the present
•• 1& The jury, after a brief deliberation, returned
•* Mae verdict as before, of Manslaughter against

OVVUllUVV lC\Cliuovui-vv4,-vv«r -

after a Ions? chase. For his conduct on this o>
>
on he

promotedI S the rank of commander. Ho attained IX»t rank

in
MR
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VANr.EyHOFF, the celebrated actor died on Friday

evening at his residence, 34, North Bank, Regent's Park, in

his 72nd year. He had been for some time suffering from

Xt but not so as to confine him to the house On Friday

SSiuW walked to hi. *!*!«— «5.** gj^iSS:

RtMea
FJU.'IT.

Pine Apples, per lb.. M to 5i

Grapes, per lb. , 1 a 6d to 4s

Melons, each, Is to 8a

Peaches, per doz., 121 to 18s

Pears, per doz.. la to 6s

Apples, per doz., od to Is

VEGETAI3T-.A

Oranges, per 100, es to i*s

iMimons, per 100. 6a to 10a

Nut*, Cob, per pound., 2s to

2a od
Walnuts, per 100, 2s

bedroom and lie down witnout assistance. «• urr~i^T\tr
the neighbourhood was at once sent for, but on his arrival Mr.

Vwidenuoff was speechless, and shortly afterwards expired.

Tnlaat
1

©Irituarin

«atssvss
tSJ^""" "! K -T-» died on Friday morning at
wvule s seat, St. Andrew's, Fifeshire. It appears
Ofifadp^^j. uunng tne attenioon oi xuesaay last iu

5^R»g>W, apparently in robust health. He dined with

HffiJNi ^Wny in the evening at St. Andrew's, and

**h*i£w*?S cheerfulness. Before the party separated

aftJJ^^I
,8 8eize<l ^ith a fit of apoplexy, which at once

i Ei.
Tni

?S?aci0U8» aud in that state he continued
£"* The Right Hon. Archibald William Mont-

oflLSL7llnton and Lord Montgomerie in tho

'jarimi ^5? ' ^
nd Baron Ardrossan iu the United

• tfthe \Shv ?
nly 80a of Lord Montgomerie, eldest

•* »* of th? SSl $ %liQton, by Lady Mary, daughter
» «SThfhad i

1^ ^ of March. He was born in 1812,
***

1 ah lordshin
recently completed his 49th year. In

**ri of Wintrm n ^ne^ aa beir male general of the

via* lP ftTZ .

beo,
s*e» the 6th Earl, who was attained in

?, *cii no issue. Hf- »- . « ^ j-

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d

Peas, p. quart,lstols6d

Urocc .li. p. bundle, Is to lsM
French Beans, per sieve, 2a 6d

to 8s 6d . - ,. -j
-bages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 60a to 1 5s

— percwt.,4sto8s
Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Carrots, do., 4d to 6d

Spinach, p. aieve, Is to 2m

Cucumbers, each, 6-1 to Od

Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is to 1 sod

Sir Charles Montolieu Lamb,

tjtptTTS—On the 5th inst, at Palazzo Scrlupi. Bomt

T^yAl-lCEPEKL-Sthinst^^^
and afterwards at St P.

^

ul

^
^°pa

ecoIld 8on
*

f the Lord
j
Prime New Hay

Major the Hon. Jam k>_
u uor.i < -K

daughter of Sir Inferior
Dormer, to Elia I Ra>ces Cat h e

;

r

s

^oniy g^ RoBERT : gtraw ....
Archibald Alison, Bart.,

p̂ V^h and orrolaud, N.B.-
Cutlar Fergusson, Esq., of Cra^arroctt^ana ^^

Artichokes, each, 6d to 8d

13eot,perdoa.,ls6d
Celery, p. bundle, laftd to 2s

< >nion*,picklmg,p. 4 «ere,l^l

Tomatoes, p. do*., la to oa

ShalloU, per lb., od to lOd

(.arlic, perlb.,6dto8d
Endive, p. score, Is 6d

Horse R*dish,p. «6dto4a

M uah rcKiaaa, ] i |
»ott. , 2a to 3a

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, Sa to 4s

»vory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

• •

* •

00s t 120s

HAT.-PW Load of 36 Tmsaes.

Smith field. Thu«sdav, Oct. 10^

Prime Meadow Hay bOs to 00i g01^.**. "

New do ™ otr*
Davis it Co.

ROWeU
COKBERLAND MARKET, THURSDAY, Oct 10.

Sup. Meadow Hay. . lOOstollOs 1 nfer.or Uoi er .
.

80.

Interior do TO W >ewdo.

05s

New do T"
Superior Clover ..105 11©

Whitechapkl, Ti

Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 08s

Interior do. - -• 70 8i

Straw
Joshua Baklp.

ntHDA\, *»ei. iv.

Fine 1st cut Clover 110s to Ufa

| I

• •

'42

Inferior do.

New 2d cut

1 nferior do.

N ew lBt cut

+ * 80
90

•5

105

iaceetral do«;;T^;^.u^uou,ra^_^ ,:r^"i,r^ mSoHaL *tthei>whc«xirch±ungni*^**^^

-^QonnrtJ.
00
?Aeries of years Lord Eglinton wa

*tie&&*XXtfA™ at one per-
!**

_ _
one

bi the country." His suc-

Esq., son of the late William curo™. -h. «--^ B „ of

SS Sir Charles Burto,^ »d ^Hon ^ ^^

di
the

Pollerton, co. Carlow, to olsa> -- ^ Charlbs
Miller, Esq., of ^«^7*^ ; q , of North Runcton,
Hknry, third son of Daniel G0RNn,i^q-, ^ ^
v..f.oi ,nr1 nf the late Lady Hairi * w» - ' p-.meii

nPTTlSH WOOLS-—Lo ". FRrnar, Oct.

"1th thTJ '* ,n
,
? Dutchman. In 1849 he won tne ««™»f» "'f'w "t Priv7rp Esa ".

Member o( the Indian Com.cii

IPwtov^6 horse
: and in 1843 won the Good-

:

daughtei:
of H. T. ^sep ^sq;

. ai.len AixrN

SSffcMoSr^ Portly Storhe had won the cele- ^to* •*$« ^^bIJ^nV^^ JSSS
. BelaC.12 *imca8 at the York Spring Meeting, Esq. of Errol to ^bbara

FB>?
ER

L
CK
wf^ the

South-down U-«- a. d. s.

jre-s •• ^
H;,]f-bj iitto.. 1 5—1

1 4

1 5

d.

5

pr.wn Ewes
Kent Fleeces

Low \\V»l

• *

D >gg*

. w Combing Skine

1 5 Flannel Wool
ditto

1

1

1

II,

f to

4 —
—
—

6 —

I

1

1

1

4

Tery

J?v^*e of the

•iHoa'^r' bis lord8hip gave up the turf,

5-

*̂?»»*

•had ho "7 attended the chief race meetings,
e <*the fTJ f

1?^ 8uch a consistent supporter,

P«tt«at ik« u u fflmton wm always be associated

t koown as *£f1? it 1839 at his Castle in Ayrehire'

^perwrfrt B 8"nton Tournament, at which the
the Duchea.,lt £^ch waa one of the Knights, and

^rset, then Lady Seymour, was
lordship married first in 1841,

— 3d inst,

Rev. William
Sir Astley Paston

***»* of Capt
•*£.£ * Kr ff"^ H - Cockerell, B.N., and

SEhL1"*^ ArchS 5 ^ewcor»cn, by whom he leaves
a*^. bom in itf^d WilUam Lord Montgomerie, Lady

S and mavri^ rt <•- n6_ i___,_ x' t —a

*«*
Montgome"e, born in' 184S.

[ R
-o

ASTLKY
«art to ELIZABFTTH, SOCOnd

ston Cooper, )> xr*> lo

R s _od inat, at the

daughter 'of Captain Evan ^S' the ilev. Henrv Phill-

parish church, Farnham Royal, »**£
f sir ranald Martin,

Kra, to Jane MaRiA. eldestW^ inst , at St Mary

M.D.. C.B., Salt, H.U, near Slough i ^moiWI. of St.

Magdelen's, Hastings, the Re\. ^ Pennethorne, Esq.,

Andrew's, Chichester, second son of Jam
of the late

t0 Catherine Annk MAcGaKOOR^nira. «
d inst , at D nge-

James Macgregor, Esq., M.P. for aan ^^ of Lhm-

stow, Monmouthshire, the Rev- J°*\^
r of

' Samuel Bosan-

vanley, to Emily Letitia. eldest^n

^d Dingestow Court,

QUETT'Esq., of Forest H"i£ W^*^^ Voolwteh,

1
t
"™'mni -Tbaae amies are maintain inff

_.. ... Sales,! ^TJi SKni at a considerable

late rates for goodWoo- ^e« •e^^
for Amerlcan

advance for any very low quauuo.

manufacture.

BUTTER MARKET -Oct. 11

Best Fresh Butter .. • ?r
,p,r^^

Second d^
k
do.

, jj^ jj,^jfta.

HOW.-^^^«a
MA«^2^^l^

r

it lata

Duty,

»•

Old

h of toglitb and foreign,

als<> in better request

846: and the QUET, ***, ™ rT^a'st. Mary
His lordship Monmouthshire-5th inst, at at

Hops of th<

qU tations.

lL5,000f.

COAL MARKET. -Oct 9.

Carr's Hartley IB.^^ Holywell,^ ^ _ ^^
Peltou Gas, l.;S. "<*•

»
**"

6d *. North



Primrose, 12s;; Walls End Acorn Close, 16s. 9d. ; Walls End
Eden Ids. fid. ; Walls End Hedley, 16s. 6d : Walls End
Riddell los. 6d ; Walls End Haswell, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End
Kemer Grange, 17s. 3d. ; Walls Enl Stewarts, 18s. 6d. ; Walls
End Tunstall, 17a. ; Walls End Kelloe, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End
South Hartlepool 17s. 3d. ; Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool,

Si"-* 'J ,?
End Trimdo» Thornley, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End

wmtwortn 15s
; Carway and Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6<L ;Carway and Duffryn Malting, 21s.—Ships at market, 56.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Oct. 7.

We have a shorter supply of Beasts and a fair demand, con-
sequently prices have rather advanced. The number of
Sheep is smaller. Trade is not very brisk, but higher prices
are realised. We have a fair supply of Calves, and quotations
are not much altered. From Germany and Holland there
are 1650 Beasts, 9010 Sheep, 129 Calves, and 170 Pigs:
from Spam, 100 Beasts; from Ireland, 800: and 2800 Beastsirom the northern and midland counties.

THE GAEDENEKS' CHKONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
Wheat in good demand, at an advance of 2d. to 3d. per cental.
Flour, good qualities scarce and 6d. per barrel dearer. Indian
Corn in good request ; mixed, 31s. 6d. to 31s. 9d. ; Egyptian
Beans, 34s. 6d. to 35s. ; very little offering. Other articles
unchanged.

iw
VX tieman in want ofa fcW^?* *»*• *» tfour years' good ehara,^°^hP^£W

Wheat. Parley.

34*- Id
35 n
36 4
36 9

37 4
37 4

36 3

Oats.

24s 5d
23 7

22 11
22 10
22 10
22 6

23 2

Kye.

37* 5d
37 2
33

34
35
35

4
11

9

4

Beans.

35 8

44* Qd
44 4
41 11
41 11
42 4
42

34*10(2

35 3
33
38 9
40 10
40 4

42 9 '38

VJ Reference as to nr<X ^
bla»»

Pricks

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. ..4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

s d s d

6 to 4 10
4—4 6
4 — 4

d

2 to
to

5 4

4 8

a d s
Best Long-wools. 4 10 to 5
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn .

.

Lambs
Calves .. ..4

__. „«« . . . , w ,, | Pigs .

.

4 5 CBeasts, 5790 ; Sheep & Lambs, 22.170 ; Calves, 154 ; Pigs, 630.
Thursday, Oct. 10.

The number of Beasts is nearly the same as on Thursday
last

;
the demand, has increased, and prices consequently are

better. The supply of Sheep is very short to-day. Monday's
quotations are readily realised, and in a few instances
exceeded Calves are rather dearer. Our foreign supply

atu
s

h c 95
te

'
160

°
Sheep, 219 Calves

'
an<* 80 ^igs'

57s Od
66 9
55 11
54 6
53 1
52 6 -

Aug. 31.

GAKDENE]
thoroughly uuderstands*^:^^No objection to attend Cowl $*** «*t

• •

r

Sept. ISept. 14.

• •

I
• m

9 •

_r

Sept. 21. Sept. 28. , Oct. 5.

J"

• •

r
.j

* «

m •

GARDENER
tJjo or three are"W)^fOZL

^_s££g__£s£ai

Road Villas, Camden Town' Vty-

'

6*

TTTANTED in Worcestershire, a GARDENER who >T has had good experience inV*?^
mZZ thorou^ 7 understands his profession, including the £

a
l\

bav
?,

an exceIlent character3*^KManagement ot\ ines and Peach Houses. Wages 20*. per *eek, j

Cottage> ^engeo, Herts .

^^
<h *J^Management of Vines and Peach Houses, n ages zu». per week:

S?an^;.^"8 t0^ ch
,
arge of L,mnd,y- Also »™Tq

Office, Bristol
Garden.-Address t M„ Box S61, Post

w
Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

s d s d

8 to 4 10
4—4 8
4 — 4

2 — 5 4

s d
Best Long-wools. 4 10
Do. Shorn .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn .

.

Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4 4

s
5

d

— 4 8
to ..

4
5

10
4

Beasts. 955 ;l Sheep & Lambs, 46S0 ; Calves, 274 ; Pigs, 290.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Oct. 7.
1-he supply ofWheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's

market was small-the Essex and white Kent were sold at animprovement of fully Is. per qr., but for red we cannot alteroui quotations. Tne market was well attended by country

fS

?

eS foreign Wheat being generally held for an advance,

nrfce^nnnTf •

hmit
£
d

>
and Principally confined to medium-priced qualities, as Russian and American. Malting Barley is

il' IIIT cheaPer'
g"nding unaltered in value. Beans are

dulFLT^J™* l3 t0 2S
1
p_?r qr

-
dearer

-
The °at trad* is

Rni'J^. m 6duce
°.
ur stations Is. per qr. excepting onRussian. Flour remains r.s last quoted.

^ r B

Per Imperial Quarter, U «i
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White!50-63 ! Red— — fine selected runs . . ditto 6 1—65 Red

\Ltlt*T °f a
-

SmaU £?<* Nursery- A yovmg man from
wS?i!fl

y ™ S
?Pt

S WOuld be P^ferred.-Apply personally orbytetter to Mr. R. Laing, Twickenham Nursery, Middlesex.

ANTED, a WORKING FARM BAILIFF—
T
f p

Ma
u

to l0Sk after the Farm
»
and Wife t0 attend to

w

Q.AEDBNBR (Und^JT^I^V^ lias had five years' frond ™™-^**
of Gardening. Can be fflv^^^^lU-

GARDENER or I
Can be highly iCWlIiraea

Gardeners.-J. M„ Penmaenmnw, Coni'

Seedsmen, R*

35—67

42- 72

Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign ,

Barley, grind. &dist, 26a to 28s . .Chev. !36—*i— Foreign . . grinding and distillin 27—
Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20—24— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato 26—28

Red

• * • •

- - -

s.

50-

50-

s.

60
62

Malting . 35—38»-'-- 36—40

Dauy and Poultry House found, and wages 18*. per weekH. N. R., Anorew's Library, Cheltenham.

A
J*}'

E
A }?>

afc Martinmas next, a Single Man, from
oka

tOi ye™\ of a&e»
a8 FARM BAILIFF, for about5

m°,S H
,
e .^1 b« expected to work with the labourersemployed and to keep the Farm Accounts. Testimonials ofsobriety and general character will be required.-Apply bv '

letter to A. Z., Post Office, York.
LPy 7

TT7ANTED
, a MAN and WIFE without incum-

i,- J *??
auce-~^e

?
Ian must be able ^ take the lead in anykind of Farm or Market Garden work (set up the stacks feedhreshing machine, Ac. ; must be under 40 yLrs o?^e. ' ffisWife to give all her time and attention to Poultry. wLes 21 aper week, with Cottage, Garden, and Bush-firing^-Send refer-

Sles°ex
H
W
G

'
K BREAVINGT0^ Vica»g* SSj Hounslow,

\XTANTED, an experienced COWMAN.—Storied,
rlZ ,J?

e m a ^od&e J his W»fe to attend to the Gate.Good reference required.-J. Oliver, Bailiff, Grove HouseRoehampton, Surrey.
' yuse

'

Feed
i
lish

. ••• Potato 26-28 Feed
20—24
36—3S

Feed
Foreign .

Harrow .

Longpod

20—24
20—24
119—24

36 39

40—46
35—38

130—46

— Foreig
Rye
Ryk-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .35s'to*37s

".'

.'.Tick 36-39

Z ££*» 3Ss-42B..Winds.| - xAingpoa

peas, white!
D

Ess;x ari^^aSfflzS gSK^
•MAT2E

Map
!! :;::.

"8
.!°.r

s i^HSSS 1 :

F^UR
9^St markS delivered

- •P^ sack 46-51

1

'

"

Z Foreign
-ditto 30-46 Country i-iO-46* oreirfn Per barrel 28—34 1Per sack 43— 5S

throughout the countr^ ,? ,

g
i

a lar«e business was done

n^
1

nTain
W
s

a
!te
W
va1lanyoTtsrkavte8s^^^ ^»I

ftnrvr^iTT 4v^^ ' V7ats aie still tendine- downwards thp

write the trade slow at £ \Sr ,!l
y the former

.
and we

&£?%?&SSSaS "Ses^uS
coast The floaUn? hLITV^6 ^^ "ported off t e
of the^U^VSt^ offfn

n
on"T°' *™rv»™done fully late prices have been^e Th?j S t

1

b°
r
b«8iness

Rrain and foreign Oit« a~ n,̂ T 4
lh© arrivals of English

Wheat very SnS. Tne FnZt'w
e

'
*
0f

,

1Srt^ g^^and
day has been sold at Is per fr ovl rf

l^ °Ve
J !

rom last
foreign was held for a similar adv«nI Q^iCS °f Monday J

instances realised, tL l?/i?lr_
vailce

'.
wblca was in some

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

/^.ARDENER (Head).—Thoroaghly understands his

Weston, Grocer, West KentPark, Forest Hill, SE.
'

G
upwards of six~»^3SS^SS ^la^e Ste^-W

=_qLll
g
j3utter Market, Bury §t_ Edmund's

master-

Q.ARDENER (Head Wohking).- Agft 88, m^V^ ned, small family
; understands Early and Late Forcing

~to~Wr P^foffi
B;

T

C
r°
0d P

i?
Ut Grower

Lat
Goo°d

C

ch£racLcr
:
—&. w. P., Post Office, Upper Tooting, Surrey 8

(^ARDENER (HE7Dy^^30TSri^

Chelsea. SW.-Address R. C.
7
at the above^F/rm

gS ROad
'

OREMAN and PROPAGATOR *<L.MANAGER.-Active and induttri 'a^Unexceptionable references —H R v
Newington Butts, S.

'
' "' *H1-

FOREMAN or PROPAGATOR and

.
GROWER in a Nursery or nobleam, Q+single. Good reierences as to abiiitiea. aE-t «^

ton Place, Clifton, Bristol.
a0IUQes

' 4L- 1 -

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, or FOREMAX and P^
—Perfectly understands his t)rof«iot )m

sive practice iu some of the leading London «|Nurseries. Unexceptionable references. - & L
Nursery, Wandsworth Road, London, &

'

PROPAGATOR, or PBOPiQATQBari—Age 41 ; extensive practical experieact ii

gation and Cultivation of Stove and Gretohosn
Holland Plants, &c. A most proficient Gnftmurf
Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododeudroos, Bosei(«n »

proved principle), Ornamental Trees, Shniln k
of 20 years in a first-class London and ?mmM
The last six years in a first-class Scotch

rienced in the general routine of Xtuserj

factory testimonials.—W. II., Gardentrt dmicsQim,

I^MPROVER, with a nobleman's

Gardener where gardening is carric

Age 22 ; strong, active, and willing. Would ,

Excellent character.—T. P., ilr. Tom^Th*
Hill House, Highgate, N.

AILIFF.—Age 42; has todpaTi
the midland and southern counties.

&JJ"
S tock, and a good Accountant.—C- D-. K,»
Hoxton, N.

WORKING BAILIFF.-**

„ the duties of Farming J'JJfl
Stock. Can have a good character from last-

D AILIFF or

Post Office, Reigate, Surrey.

FARM BAILIFF or WORKING
Farmer's son, married ; thoroughly mj
.__«.., . ' „r.^_ .._ *«v« charge oLim

Dode*

G

fession, Stock, &c. Wife can take

Morley's Library, Watford. Herts.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 44; -—-g
Breeding, Rearing, and Feeding, ^ *SL*

of Live Stock. Has a thorough knowledge « i*r. j
tiff and Light Soils; good a

on.

recommended by

HOPMAN.—A Young Man, who*

years' experience.—Scotchm.o^

To Seedsmen.

SHOPM4N, in a Retail Seed hj

he could improve himself. Age
J'

with - the Seed and Com Trade *h» ^
Tucker Brothers, Abergavenny.

Arrivals from Oct. 7 to Oct. 11

English .

Irish ...,

Foreign
. . 7720

heat

7)

»

arley.

1&00 qrs. H50 qrs .

4280

Oats.

370qiB.
1150 „

17860 ..

Flour.

740 sks.

>•

»»

KUMI1J.K (HEAD).-Age 36, maSedT^hSSS:
fl^ K

raUCe
l-
haS a *°°? P^tical knowledge of Pits FramesGreenhouse, Vinery, and Kitchen and Flower Gardens Twoyears good character. — G. W 8 Brit tor T»ml V- .

Boad. Chelsea, S W " '
iSlltten Torrace, King's

AJBjJPoBt Office, Edwani^Terrace, Kensington W
^ARDENER(HEAi)).-A.e2G; has a *Ud practical

devotes the whole of his time to tHp r-i
ffreatmmt,

e
r
est

'
and

to meet with a Bitnfo£^%$l^£-„ ^uld !^*lad^he highest style^T^ out
^ _

(1.ARDEXER (HEAD).— A-e 33 ~~mnt>U *T^T~ situation in a London housejreferr-

VT practical knowledge of his profession • IS? ' Z^?^ J !•% Wellington Street, StrandJ^g:
Early and Late Forcing of Fruits FlowiS \ fl understands
good Kitchen Gardener Ca^ be ^ '

and V ^tables
; a

objection to any parTof Engfand wIrSIS"
1^- 1*°

H. LAWiONL A£dover Place, Kilburn, N .

W

1>er Week'~

branches, both Stiff and Light ot»i»
,
jp"~ -. -^

stands Mensuration, Land Surveying &l 'TLig
recommended by a nobleman, his presens

can take charge of Dairy, Ac. if require*

Leicester.

rymen and Seedfl*

*T.

**tf^_S
Retail Seed Ed

"" Agel"
the laattMWr"

SHOPMAN, either in To-... - „

i, nc. i,.^ «-r_>Hfln« in all the brancw-j

c
^ has had experience in all in

«v"J3*#f
Salary not so much an object as awj^Sl
3, Alpha Place, Alpha Road, >ew Cross,

QHOPMAN.-Agre 22 ; has 1been i«^

H

fO in London 5 years, and can be h^£y
J(||
^

x;„„ :„ „ T^nrlnn hnnse nreferrea.—**

Seed Trade.
rf

3440 brls.

advance of 3d. per cental on
hlS.^""n^ market, and the

with a
,

moderate amount of b!S^i.,""8 firaly maintained,
manded a good inquiry and broSf P3?.!"*' Flour «"»:
more monej. than was ohJ,i^° k? ' fro

7;
9<t to ls- P^r barrel

waa in less favour"tC of late "d To^^ ,

Ind'aQ C°"
waa necessary to maks .,.*'*• J° effeot sales ex quay it
and Oatmca7stcaa^

ke
^a
™d,^n

and
fU
n
lly

,

M
-
per^ <>«*

f?-an
p
7tit^iA^sd» 2?as
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Contents :—
Life and Character.

ii Life, Enterprise, and Peril in Coal Mines.

m The Immviability of the Laws of Nature.

iv Nkwton as a Scientific Discoverer.

T* Growth of English Poetry.

YI puttarch.

VIL 1PCCAT10N OF THE POOR.

VII
i'
alkxw DE TOCQUEVILLE.

IX ADJISTUBSt OF THE CHURCH-RATE QUESTION.

Jo** Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

AT^?J0J?'S XEXV FARMER'S ALMANAC lor

~
Son, Paternoster Row ; and all BookecllM*.

Fruit Trees.—Just Published,

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT
By Thomas Rivers. Post Free for six stampa.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

, by Dr Iinal

Roses.—Now Ready,
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSE
XX. By Thomas Rivers. Free per Post Also,

THE ROSE AMATEUR'S QUIDS. By Thomas
Rivers. Seventh Edition. Si. 6d\

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

vwmu Standard

The following are Now Ready.

Tjj
tICAL WORKS of HENRY HAL-

ay :ont*ming—The History of England—Europe
-

tfee Middle Aoss—and Literary History of Europe.
IdPion. Ten Vols. Post 8vo, 60*.

ii.

A HISTORY of ENGLAND, from the Peace of

Utters r to the Pea of Versailles, 1713—1783. By Lord
Mamo*. feuctli Edition. Seren Vols. Post Svo, 35*.

in.

LIV1 the LORD CHANCELLORS, and
,_ of tho Gb^-at Seal of England, from the Earliest

Oil the Reign of George the Fourth. By Lord Cash
Fourth Edition. Ten Vols. Post Svo, GO*.

PRIVATE LIFE, MANNERS, and CUSTOMS of

&t ENT EGYPTIANS. By Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson.
Tttdldition. With 500 Woodcuts. Two Vols. Post Svo, 12*.

POETICAL WORKS of LORD BYRON. With
Hetes and Illustrations. Cabinet Edition. Ten Vols. Fcap.

LIFE of LORD BYRON ; with his Letters and
By Thomas Moore. With Notes and Illustrations,

dition. Six Vols. Fcap. Svo, 18*.

VII.

POETICAL WORKS of the REV. GEORGE
3ABBE, with a Life by His Son. With Notes and Illustra-— Cabinet Edition. Eight Vols. Fcap. Svo, 24*.

Join* Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Price Threepence of any Bookseller.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
LAST, OCTOBER 12, of

THE ATHEN/EUM,
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE.

SCIENCE, and the FINE ARTS.
• Thirty-two huge Quarto Paget.

Reviews of, with Extracts mom—
Switzerland: Bow to See it The An? Saxon

for Ten Guineas R« <>"«»

Works on

THE V
1 TABLE KINGDOM; OH, To SlWC

upon the Natural Kyeteu In < to* Votmae. SvtL ckafc s*4m
*., with upward, of WO IVilgHtSL^^^^^*^
THE ELEMENTS OP BOTAXT, Stmotoral and

Physiologies! With a Qleaserj of Teofcmicml Temt la
One \ «.iuni«, Svo. cloth, with imh.h -\\JnSSn i Hi 1 1

oeseryrua e had sepssetely, priseU <E&.
SCHOOL BOTANY; or. itm *
k_7 Botanical Senas. In One Tekssee. tee. hilfsBMirt
with 400 i ons, *. &£.

^

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY s on. The Aat or
DncBiBon Plants oorrectlr, in flitwilii Lmhrmm,

Self-Instruction and tho Use ofSosioota Prios U
Brajmury L K\ ass, 11, Bouverie Street, EC

Sine: an
Examination of their Value
as Aids EUfltoty : a Souuol
to the ' Histoi f the Con-
quest of Uritain by the
Saxons. By D. II. Heigh.

Journeys I Exnlorati' n
tho Cotton Kingdom: a
Traveller's Observation*! 01

( on and Slavery in t\.

American Slave States.
Based upon three former
Volumes of .1 urneye and
Investigations by tho eamo
Author. Uy F Olmsted.

A Journey from Belg
Saloniki. (Heise von Uel
grade ntch Saloniki von
J. Q. von llahn.

lore's British Ferns.
rriHE HANDBOOK of BRITISH FERNS: beingA Descriptions with Engravings of the Species and their

together with Directions for Cultivation. Third
wit! numerous Additions and new Illustrations. By

Tboims Moore, F.L.S., F.R.HS., Curator of the Chelsea~—Je Garden. A Pocket Volume. Price 5s.

London: Groombridok At k,-»x-o Po

u

mn^nH t?««t

So. IS (Four Coloured Plates), price 2s. 6d.,

PRE FLORAL MAGAZINE; comprising Figures

.£;
*** Descriptions of Popular Garden Flowers. Edited by

?m?d I

d°mbrain. Member of the Floral Committee«at Moral Horticultural Society. The Drawings by James
AiMiwt, F.R.H.S.

^JJfJ^rated Monthly Serial having just completed itsBt TrAume.W r uii

commences its second under different auspices, a
a new artist—the former a thorough Florist,

«yJJ J** •ocomplished and prolific writer on subjects in

" ^J2? m
?
st flight ; the latter the very prince of

«Bneators."-G .v,;
/ , of the Garden.Wu Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Hy O
whohas done it (Henry Ga/.c).

Gleanings from Wo nnster
Abbey. By G. G. Scott.

Dutch Pictures, with some
Sketches in tho Flemish
Manner. By G. A. Bt

The Conquest of Great Uritain

by the Saxons: Harmony
of the ' Historia Uritonuin,*

the Writings of Gildas, the
"Brut," and the Saxon
Chronicle, with rcfereneo to

the Events of tho Fifth and
Sixth Centuries. By D. H.
Haigh.

East Lynne : A Story of Mo-
dern Life. Uy Mrs. Wood.

With Sw»tkr Notick

Letter to the Committee of

the Mathematical Section of

the British Association. By
J. Smith.

The Theory of the Moon. By
Sir J. W. Lubbock.

The English Cathedral of the

Nineteenth Century. By
A. J. B. Hope.

The Huntley Casket. By A.

Crawford.

Original.—The Gorilla. By C. Waterton and J. E. Gray—
Macchiavelli and Guicciardinl By W. B. Laudor —
Naturalists at Speycr- Notes on Spanish Pictures.

Weekly Gossip.—An Iliatorhal Acquisition—Granvillo

Correspondence—Elizabeth Browning's Unpublished Poems
—Forthcoming New Works—Mudie't Library—Inter-
national Exhibition Catalogue—Liverpool School of Science
— Obituary: Mr. Vandenhoff— Simpson's Geometry —
Madame Rose-Che'ri—Fish Breeding—York Minster.

Science.—Greene's Manual of the Sub-Kingdom ( mtemta.

Fine Arts.—The Turner Pictures—Our An nt Cathedrals

—Llandaff Cathedral—College at Hnrstpierpoint— I -tora-

tions of Ecclesiastical Buildings—Madame Bosio's Monu-
ment—Picture of Hobbema—Ely CathedraL

Music and the Drama.—Paris Opera Prospects— TIa

market (Mr. Booth's Second Appearance)—Sadler's Wells
(' William Tell')—Olympic (' Jack of All Trades.')

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.— Cherubini Monu-
ment—Music in Italy—Meyerbeer's Works—History of

Music in France— Rope Dancing—Music of Spain.

Miscellanea.—Temple Church.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Culverley Rite : A Tele. Uy
Julia Comer.

Men tone and the Rivi is a
Winter Climate. By Dr.
Uennet.

Catalogue of the Museum of
the Academy at Bruges.
By W. H. J. Woale,

Educational Works.

List of Now Books.

THE
On December 1 will be Published, Trice One Shilling,

GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK,
ALMANACK, and DIRECTORY for 1862.

BY ROBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.H.S.

Secretary to the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural Society, and Co-Editor of the

Cottage Gardener.

ialbnnetioij
e

S?
,

n
Year Book is tne most cop*0119 work of tae

**^33 \^ found in Almanaok^a'complete'calendarof Gardening ;
notices of all f^SS^J^a^S^JSt_«K»cai > uTei„e8 . ge]ect L

.

atg of F^nt8, Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, and - Cnnm1«ta Oirectorv of all the Nursery-

Florists in Great Britain, Ireland, the Continent, and America.

Ma vmw imvou w tv^ tjv hitherto appeared, and contains,

5Kfe fou
?.
d

.
in Almanacks, a complete Calendar of_ Gardening ;

i

eeidsmi
w m~m ill in i ( — / »

Terms for Advertising ivill be 21. per page, 11. Ss,for half a page, and los.for a quarter ditto.

Advertisements cannot be received later than the middle of November.

"** published, price One Shilling, to be continued Monthly, post freefor 13 Stamps, No. VI. of

THE WILD FLOWERS OF GREAT BRITAIN
ILLUSTRATED BY COLOURED DRAWINGS OF ALL THE SPECIES.

1SD
By CHARLOTTE GOWER.

HISTORY

>ERT HOGG, LL.D., ELS, and GEORGE W. JOHNSON,

Editors of the Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener

HIMS to L CDLORDS, TENANTS, and
I.ABOURl

. O. Pi*m -. Price Si. W.
"This book is ihorougnlr

i
-acUoel. tad deetrtet the atten-

tion of all interested in t^r* r&l pnrtuut.
''—Ptdd

•*Tlni«b<M»k eonuin* a grett ion] ••: ralntbto iuformetten,
tbo rcaulta of ooastdertbie ptwnntl eriisrlsnen." Omimtrt
Chronicli.

• Thin ii estsntklly t tirtetSetl work, and evidently the pre-

doetiou of one who bat had groat oxperttnet/
J- Bbswav i >i

Third Bdition, oon*0tntMy enieffe4, jvioc i#. 6Vf

fret 1 • i »i
.RURAL C II B M 1 K T tt

By EdwabdBc. , F l.s
t F .«

Honorary M'ober <1 t!.< I Vgrioutotral let? t

BnffUnd. .feetoroi .emfctry u> the Brt<Jenknsel Horieey ef
I. d, Lccti in t i. K. i < y Military

he, tc , t<-.

J. Matthkws, 41, Wellington Htreet, Cedent Qerdea, *

Price ]«.6e\,lreebyix.t,l«. 7e\

ABELS for the II EKHAKHM. consisting; of
J th<- ^tmet o Claeses, Mlitness, rden. and Mb-I

• Mdert. of Preleetor Ltirourr't " Vegetable lUngdem.**
8 • pi i. ted in Urge tj e cut out end

me Hnasjtfim.
J. Matthews, 41. Wellington Street, Corent CLtrden. W

Ucl

^^^TnTbSan^f J01"" *«"- life -^ of tho Wfld ^^^ of theTBritto I.te^
*s tU «£:? *>tamcal descriDtiona are full and Dooular. as well as scientific ; and the J^rrca^^ ^^ and in days

|

form
wq reutivo to their habits, tho places wnere tney are ioumi, .v«- —- ,,. ^

" luriQ the cheapest, fullest, and best illustrated English Flora that has e*er been published.

j°*»al of Horticulture & Cottage Gardener Office, 162, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

ilchw of tbc UAnk.
The Knra and tIK of Pruwia made tbeir

solemn entry into K^nigtbergon Monday propara-

tory lo their (' ..ronai ion, which was to take placo

yesterday. On arriving at the Ca*tl<' the King

received the civil and military authorities, to

whom he expressed his thanks for the cordiality

of his rcc ion, and said that he was fall of

confidence in the future development of all

interests under the free action of all clatiM of the

people. On Thursday at the reception of the depu-

ties and public functionaries invited to witneta

the Coronad .n, ins Majesty said to the members

of the Diet that the < <wn had been surrounded

by new institutions by vir b of which they were

destined to give it the benefit of their counsel, and

lie would listen to their advice.

The King of Holi d arrived at Compiegne

on Saturday evening, and was received by the

Emperor and : tress with the same honours

which were shown to the King of Prussia. On
Tuesday the King paid a visit to Paris, and it is

expected that he will leave Corapiogne to-day on

his return to the Hague. The Monitcm of Sunday

announced that the letter contained in a

recent pamphlet, and alleged to have been

addressed by the Emperor Napoleon to

the King of Prussia is a pure invention.

The Moh r of Friday published a decree,

exempting all cargoes of grain, floor, rice, pota-

toes, and dry % etables until September, 1862,

from interior navigation dues collected for the

State on rivers or canals not conceded to public

companies. By the same decree, foreign vessels

will enjoy the same privileges as French ships.

Despatches from Warsaw state that in conse-

quence of a patriotic banquet given by the Polish

nobility to the peasants who attended the funeral

of the Archbishop of that city, a proclamation was

published on Monday declaring the kingdom of

Poland to be in a" state of siege. The mili-

tary pitched their tents in the public squares

and places of Warsaw, and the w aring of

mourning or of mourning insignia was pro-

hibited. On \Vedneaday, in spite of the state of

siege, the Kosciusko anniversary was formally

celebrated by the citizens with great solemnity.

The shops and the Bourse were closed notwith-

standing the severe prohibition of the autisorities,

and all the churches were thronged with people.

The military surrounded the churches, and made

numerous arrests, without distinction of age or

sex ; and the crowds were ultimately dispersed by

a charge of cavalry, but withiemt bloodshed.

Accounts from Pesth state that the magistrates
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of that city have resolved on sending an address

to the Empekob, stating that they intend to set

aside several recent illegal ordinances, and in the

event of the Government persisting in carryi ng
those ordinances into execution, to tender their

resignations en masse. It is also said that the
members of the Hungarian Chancellery intend to

tender their resignations should the Government
continue to demand the execution of unconstitu-
tional decrees. In consequence of the representa-
tions made to the Ministry by the Transylvanian
Government, the opening of the Transylvanian
Diet has been adjourned to the 15th November.

General Cialdini lias definitively resigned the
Lieutenancy of Naples, on the ground that
brigandage has been suppressed and order re-
established in the southern provinces. The
command of the forces in the Neapolitan provinces
has been conferred on General Bella Makmoea.
The official papers contradict the report that
Gabibaldi has quitted Caprera, but state that
he has received a visit from General Mieroslawski,
who is said to be about to organise an expedition
in aid of Montenegro. The Congregation of the
Index at Rome has condemned the pamphlet of
the Abbe* Passaglia against the temporal power
of the Pope. The Abbe wished to defend his work,
but the Congregation would not permit him to do so.

From the United States we learn that the
Confederates have evacuated Munson's Hill and
other positions before Washington, which are now
occupied by the Federal troops. In their advance
the Federals again betrayed the want of proper
discipline among the troops, by firing on each
other by mistake. In Missouri General Pbice
has

_

evacuated Lexington for the purpose of
uniting his forces to those of General M'Culloch,
and then giving battle to General Fbemo^t. The
report of General Fremont's recall has caused so
much excitement at St. Louis, that Mr. Seward
has thought it necessary to telegraph to General
Fremont contradicting the report. General "Wool
has arrived at Washington from Fort Monroe, for
the purpose of consulting the Cabinet. The New
xork banks have taken up the second 50 millions
of the Federal Loan. The Federal Government
has chartered all the Yanderbilt steamers, which
are to be fitted out as transports.

an hour at the Castle, and then drove in the Duke's car-

riages to the Forest Lodge, where ponies were in waiting.

They then rode up Glen Tilt to Bynock Lodge, at

which place the Duke of Athole took leave of her

Majesty. The Countess of Fife received the Queen at

Bynock, where the Royal party took tea, after which

carriages being in readiness, the Royal party returned

home, arriving at the Castle at 8 o'clock in the evening.

The Prince of Wales went out deer-stalking on Tuesday,

and in the evening proceeded to Alt-na-Guithesack, and
passed the night. On Wednesday his Royal Highness
went out deer-stalking again, and returned to the

Castle in the evening. The Princess of Hohenlohe and
the Princesses Helena and Louisa, and Prince Leopold,

drove out. Prince Arthur went to the Dhu Loch. On
Thursday the Queen, accompanied by the Princess of

Hohenlohe, the Princesses Alice and Helena, Prince

Louis of Hesse, and Prince Arthur, drove to the falls of

the Garivalt. The Prince Consort went out deer-

stalking. The Prince of Wales drove to Birk Hall,

and honoured Mrs. Gordon by a visit. Sir George Grey
arrived at the Castle and succeeded the Duke of Argyll
as Minister in attendance upon her Majesty. Mr.
Arthur Helps, Clerk of the Council, arrived at the
Castle. On Friday the Queen held a Privy Council for
the further prorogation of Parliament. In the after-
noon the Queen went out riding, accompanied by the
Princess Alice, the Princess Helena, and Princess
Louisa. The Prince Consort and Prince Louis of Hesse
went out deer-stalking. The Prince of Wales drove to
Mar Lodge, and paid a visit to the Countess of Fife,
and also to Invercauld, and paid; a visit to Mr. Far-
quharson. The Duke of Argyll left the Castle. In the
evening the members of the Crathie Musical Associa-
tion had the honour of performing before her Majesty
and the Prince Consort. On Saturday the Queen,
accompanied by the Princess Alice, went out riding.
The Prince Consort and the Prince of Wr

ales went out
deer-s balking. Princess Holenlohe and the Princesses
Helena and Louisa drove out. On Sunday the Queen,
Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, Princess Hohen-
lohe, Princess Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse,
attended Divine service in the parish church of Crathie.
The Rev. Mr. M'Duff officiated. On Mondav morning
the Prince of Wales left the Castle for Clumber Park.
The Queen, accompanied by Princess Helena and
Princess Louisa, drove out and rode to the top of Craig
Guish. The Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, and
Prince Louis of Hesse, went to the Abergeldie Woods,

Edward Bowater, will lJf^ «**
to-day for Cann

tw^
to-day tor Cannes, where Iip win

^
the benefit of his health! It »i**«that his Royal Highness ,Ui? 0nSi*»r^
Southern Ita/y, hut Cl h^£g«ftat Cannes, close to the villa of I „J p

1 *** Wt!The Cabinet.-A Cabinet cl?T*»^Wednesday at the official «Sfa2rfl? *.
the Treasury in Downing StreTt n«^
all the Ministers, except* the dJ'J"" «*C2

ns£r who have been in «-aas;
The Peerage.—The Queen hr a: ^

patent to be passed under the Great S^T^ *%
dignities of Baroness, Viscountess, and^**-
United Kingdom to Anne, Duchess ofJ&1

of George Granville William, Duke *&«
by the names, styles, and tit1« Jt**
Macleod, of Castle Leocl ; Baronet

I (W**
Castlehaven; Viscountess Tarbat of TWuCountess of Cromartie, in the county Jr' *

farther granting, after her deceit fri?n Macleod, Baron Castlehaven vE^. 1

and
Baron
and Earl of Cromartie, to Lord FraS^i
Levesou Gower, the second survivingj?*
Anne, Duchess of Sutherland, and thelS2?
body lawfully begotten, with remainders
Parliamentary Movements. - At fc *»

Council at Balmoral on Friday, Parliament
^

to be further prorogued from the 22d injttpT^
the 17th December.—There is a vacancy it2
caused by the death of Major Sibthorn. fetM
candidates in the field—Mr. Hinde Palmer, aLfcfc
Liberal, and Mr. Bramley Moore, of LiTerwAifc
Conservative interest.

The Church.—The announcement that til

cration of the bishops of Gloucester, NM
Honolulu will take place in Westmin, Abir

been contradicted on authority; and it is dot i*
that the consecration will take place in Lai*
Church or in the private chapel of LambeU Nk
It is said that the confirmation of Dr. Baring'ita

to the bishopric of Durham cannot take pk* m
November, and until that ceremony is accospfe

Dr. Thomson cannot be formally recommended til

dean and chapter of Gloucester for election.

Colonial Bishoprics.—The Right Ber. Dr. Cm-

which were driven for deer. Princess Hohenlohe, resigned his see, after having held it daring

By the Overland Mail we learn that the state of
a&urs in Japan has not improved. The British
Consulate at Kanagawa has been turned into a
stockade which is guarded by armed Yacunins,
and alarms are of daily occurrence. The general
election in Victoria has resulted in an accession of
strength to the Heales Ministry; and the dis-
turbances between the Europeans and Chinese in
New South Wales, have been suppressed by the
intervention of the military

; but in both
colonies there are indications of

*

further
difficulties from the ultra democratic party. In
New Zealand the Stafford Ministry have been
defeated on their war policy, and a new adminis-
tration has been formed under the premiership of
Mr. Fox, who has declared the policy of his
Cabinet to be aversion to war, and opposition to
the purchase of land from the natives, unless by
their clearly ascertained consent. These declara-
tions, coupled with the news of Sir George Grey's
appointment, have so far tranquillised the natives,
that the preparations for military operations havebeen entirely suspended.

Princess Alice, and Princess Beatrice drove out. On
Tuesday the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice and
Prince Louis of Hesse, drove to the Balloch Buie Woods,
and then rode. Princess Hohenlohe accompanied her
Majesty to the woods, and then drove home. The
Prince Consort went out deer-stalking.
Return op the Court.—The Court will return to

Windsor from Scotland on Thursday next, the 21th Inst.,
at 8 o'clock in the morning, her Majesty having signified
her intention to travel in the night. She will con-
sequently leave Edinburgh on the previous evening.
The Court will remain at the Castle until a fortnight
before Christmas, and then proceed to the Isle of
Wight; but at present it is not determined whether her
Majesty will return to the Castle before Christmas or
remain at Osborne until New Year's Day.
The Prince of Wales left Balmoral on Monday

morning at a quarter before 8 o'clock. On Wednesday
morning the Prince breakfasted at Shrewsbury, and
then proceeded by ordinary train to Ludlow, in order
to see the mansion and grounds of Moor Park, which

16 years. He was the first bishop of the dimiUi
comprises the whole island of Ceylon, and tnkmM
in 1845.—The Society for the Propagifo i tit

Gospel have granted a sum of 300/. per «m» t

applied to the maintenance or three **?*
new diocese of Honolulu, for the purpase^*""*"^

specially to the British subjects and Britali
frequenting the ports of the SawW Wak.-^*

Bishop of Columbia has appointed tteBw.foujJ*

Wright, M.A., of St. Peter's CoBe§^JJ
chaplain to her Majesty's forces, totheaicMf"?

that diocese, and the Society for the Prop^1**?
Gospel has contributed a sum oflOOUJ«*

stipend in consideration of the missionary»a

he will be called upon to perform.
fc

.

The East India and China Co^*»
said that Rear-Admiral the Hon. Sir HaffjJJ

will shortly rehoist his flag and proceed to

relieve Rear-Admiral Sir James Hope, f»* F-

of service expires in January next.

Diplomatic Appointments.—The Que**?

until the Royal train arrived from Crewe to bring his
Royal Highness back from Ludlow. On his return he
was warmly received by an immense number of the in-
habitants, the 1st and 17th companies of Shropshire
Rifles, and the cadet company of Shrewsbury School
forming a guard of honour. His Royal Highness
alighted from his carriage and>spected the corps, and
after a few minutes* delay proceeded to Crewe, on his

a/w^ m Sc°TLAND.-On Tuesday morning the8th inst. the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by

CasI at

e

q oM
CV^ JTCe L0U,

'

S °f Hess'> £« theCastJe at 9 o clock, and drove by Castleton and the

fcr°l
De

i
*? tlG Sbepherds' huts °* the Gean eyWater, at which place ponies were in readme* TheRoyal party then rode across to Glen Fishie wherehey re-entered the carriages and drove by Kin~

eveninfX'm^ *"*««** at **!. 8K
Eft th^inn nf

r

S^^^^^^ »*rf the

n« ivn i %
U 0t Dalwh»"»e. At half-pasl 9 o'clockon Wednesday morning the Royal party left Dawhmnieand drove by Dalna Cardoch to Blafr Castle

SS^r"ST* by the
u
Duke

°f Athole » S
CmSp i? *S

D Ŵ aPProach a^ escorted to theS;^^"1 0f Atbo1* wa. in waiting toreceive her Majesty. The Royal party remained for half

his Royal Highness has some idea of taking as a pointed Edward Hemes, Esq., now »«**

shooting-box. The Prince's visit to Shrewsbury was
|
Legation at Brussels, to be Secretary « X^

wholly unexpected, and remained unknown to the town ! Lisbon, and Henry Page Turner Barroi^^

Secretary of Legation at Lisbon, to be ?«*-

Legation at Brussels. , «*•*•*

Teial of the Waeeiob.-Oii Mob£J»
J

Warrior, ironcased frigate, Captain tn*^*
Cochrane, C.B., weighed her anchor-at ap^,

made a trip outside the Isle of Wfh\%fo
her trial of speed at the measured miw

> .^
The company on board, official and otbt

^;Jr

Rear-Admiral Robinson, Controller of the-

Admiral Eden, C.B. ;
Vice-Adiniral SptJW j,

K.C.B.; Bear-Adiniral the Hon Georp£ -^

Admiral Erskine, Captain Moore, ^*
Secretary to the First Lord; Capta »tt*
manding the Steam Reserve; Captau ttt ^
i?™iiJr* o«,i nfhpr officers; JVIeSsr^rf*

departs^

way to Clumber Park, the seat of the Duke of New-
castle. The Prince arrived at Worksop shortly before
7 in the evening, and was received at the station by
the Duke of Newcastle and the Earl of Lincoln
The Volunteers acted as a guard of honour, and the
Clumber troop of Yeomanry Cavalry escorted the
Koyal party to Clumber. A large number of persons ~~~ , — —„- A arw^ .
was congregated outside the station, and cheered loudly Miller, heads of the engineering o^p^
n ,

th%P'ince was u™ded into the carriage by the I
dockyard, and Messrs. Matthews and ^/frj

Duke of Newcastle. General Bruce rode in the car-
" ~

nage with his Royal Highness, the Duke of Newcastle
and Lord Lincoln being on horseback. In the evening
there was a dinner party to which a large number of
the neighbouring nobility and gentry and the mayors
or. Nottingham, Newark, and Retford were invited
On Thursday his Royal Highness, accompanied by the
Duke of Newcastle and the guests, sailed down the
lake to Hardwicke, where the Prince went over the - „ ,«rn.™-- • kiann premises, and visited the model village in course tions,and an average speed ot lcja k

, m h

of erection. The Prince will leave Clumber for Cam- ship made a complete circle at %&#*,
bridge about noon to-day. During the whole day the

"" °

park will be thrown open to the public.
Pbince Aethtjr arrived at Buckingham Palace soon

after 10 o'clock on Sunday morning from Balmoral. 31 seconds. When g°'n* ,u"
;
^ter" '»*£**

Hw Royal Highness left town in the afternoon for stopped and put on at fuli sp

J^ the
«*

v\ mdsor Castle. m."j.u hnth rose ami rou^w

ing Messrs. Penn & Sons, the \^JH*g
machinery. On leaving her anchorage s

^j
the eastward a short distance f"mj^ij2
when she altered her course, anal F C^

of aboutAfter a run of about six Z^F^S^^^
were tried in a variety of w«JN ^
, The result of the day ^ nd52

r<engines

Spithead. made 51

lTgh^Tatisflctory; The engi ijesi*W£
;bt^Jh J - —edotl3iKn°^_

ee(i in 8 ^TJ*

to fl^C
time, the engines rae^e^Zre M&T+d were M

2*

:
The ship both rose

£
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she will roll in aKdSi^ D0t onl

*
v tl,at

. Intthat Se will possess very great buoyancy m
- On Tuesday she was swung at Spithead

*VJbi*ment of ber compasses, and on Thursday

** ^JTWofficial trial of speed at the measured mile.

IH^J^on she was in charge of Captain Broad-

nfr the steam reserve, and under the

.^ of Mr. Llovd, engineer-in-chief to the

TEST- Messrs. Murrav and Miller, heads of the

^-rinr department of the dockyard; and Mr.

irtW inspector afloat. Messrs. Matthew and

represented the builders of the machinery,

peonind ^ong# gir John Pakington arrived

mouth the previous night, in order to be

at the trial of the ship, for the construction of

Ufcenebed given the order when in office. Among
v*^^ victors ou hoard were Mr. Isaac Watts, the
*

of the ship, and Chief-Constructor of the

try • Admiral Collier ; Mr. Peter Rolt and Captain

Sri 'of the Thames Iron Shipbuilding Company

;

MrCrnMock, master builder of Portsmouth Dock-

tire- Coownanuer Herbert, her Majesty's ship Excel-

tat I an* other officers. The ship weighed anchor and

tfcari from her moorings at Spithead at

.. ami fir> tetmeo
1 out towards the Nab Light

Krtweeii the two light-ships, her head was

raoiid and laid for the trial ground in Stokes

through which two runs were made before fairly

#mt*riDg oa the mile, owing to the boilers partially

mm. She then made six runs, the result of which

prf tSe maximum revolutions 0/ the engines at 56,

talker average speed at 14.354 knots—the greatest

rat* that hat as yet been obtained from any ship of

W» burthen. She had 760 tons of coal on board,

see
1

foar months' provisions under hatches, together

•ith all her tea stores; and during the whole trial there

was a total absence of vibration in the ship, so that she

ceeM are her 100-poimder guns, fore and aft, when at

fall fpeed, with a certainty of hitting the object fired

at if within reasonable distance. At the conclusion of
the trial Captain Cochrane entertained Sir John
Pakington and his other guests at luncheon. After the
anal loyal toasts had been duly honoured, Captain
Cochrane proposed «• The Health of Sir John Pakington,
and Success to the Warrior." Sir John, in replying,
•id that it was one of the most gratifying days of his
life. He had been anxious to see the Warrior in her
aping condition, and what he had seen that day had
fcf exceeded his warmest expectations. He congra-
tanted Captain Cochrane upon the great success of the
Ay1

! trial and the triumph of the ship. He was also
paa t mgratulate Mr. Watts, as the designer of the
•jp, Mr. LI 1 on the arrangements connected with

•» st important department, Mr. Peter Rolt and
U|to;u Ford, representing as they did the buildera

e ahip-the Thames Iron Ship-building Com-
^L^T ***° Mr

* Matt,,ew'» w,,° was present
« of Messrs. Penn, the builders of the

«g machinery. He hoped in the gale of wind
'** ,e was understood the ship was going in search

iLiTiL j
WOuW acquit herself as creditably as she

axuL-Lffy
d°ne

*
He and llis colleagues

"ll;ul felt

Jw satiety at the time in ordering a ship to be built
••novel a construction, and in proportion to that

' m pride and gratification- on the present
Recess must depend in a great measure

TuTd^r t

t0 wllicn tne smP uas ^trusted.
«J or appointment by a change of Government

bat it »
n

-

p0n h,S success°rs, the present Board,

Warrior ' ™P°^h]e f°r them to have placed the

Cod,™ ,

Cr llands tban
'm those of CaP"

may, if he prefer, it, bring his own mechanical rot.
lhe day fixed for the trial will be duly announced.

&T' W
r'°

Se g°°d health he be£Sed to Pr°-£P»m Cochrane replied in suitable term?,
°r*«a*ogtl>e

If- if'*
he feifc in commanding so noble a

fn» fi • I
Rolt

'
in reV]y™g on behalf of the

tion ?

!

lP"b.ulW»ng Company, said that in their

tlvW" 1 ' lhe shiP anchored at Spit-
J wore 1 p.m., and the visitors and officers on

returned on shore in three steamSSL*?**^e ^experinLM
r8e °f a few *** the ship will—**

f t
.

n ** 1 ^a trip, accompanied by some of
De Admiralty and other distinguished

•The National Rid

** Wda

Tire fe»»^ WM take 1

COrnpetitive trial of small bore

J?**, 451.
a
?%the early in February. Mini-

*"-*-
'
max,,«um weight, 9k lbs.; minimum

Each gunmaker competing will

• -wenn •

es °^ ^ne same description and
"+> tad the «

l be fired from fixed mechanical

$** as the a .
Sives the best figure will be

•l*ze win,
nption of rifie with which the

of the ma? c
,

omPefced for, subject to the con-
r °f rifiJ •

er undertaking to supply the

t*H '*&$!&**& hy theCo'nncil within a time

i*? 1 »«t the

y . J w"c VUllHUIl » 11,11111 «* VllllC
«'r being

in every respect equal to
* ne mean figure of merit f au the

may be tried will decide the

dForcfgn*
_Fbanck.—Another pamphlet, entitled L'E,np*re«r
jxapoleon et le Roi Quiltaume, was published last week
claiming the Rhine frontier, and containing a letter
purporting to have been addressed bv the Emperor to
the King of Prussia after the Baden interview. The
letter professes the greatest friendship for Prussia and
for German unity, which is to be achieved at the
expense of Austria. It invites Prussia to enter into ft
Western alliance, to recognise the kingdom of Italy, to
vote for the union of the Danuhian Principalities, to
make a treaty of commerce with France aa a bulwark
against the commercial despotism of England, to bn .k

with Russia as well as Anuria, and to inscribe on the
national flag, " Germany free and united from the
Rhine to the Oder." To accomplish this it assures
Prussia of the aid of the Emperor ; but at t he same 1 itn«

says that France must resume her natural frontiers,

whicharetho8eofGaalinthetimeofCssaar,withinthetwo ""« executed. Tin- <m1o~d<i fe wu \

seaa, the Pyrenees*, the Alps, and the Rhine, 'li a ptleet in (nil canonicals, ca

contributed to nd \ . 1O0 »r» i^, a^j
•• the names of e aoua of tbe Dnt* of Orteana, of the
grandsons of K _• Looia "^liifpi, aay tmm% v
honour upon tb« . lorioua list where ants*sMt those
of Rochambeau, of Mathieu Duma*, of Safer

.*

itad cf
I-afavette." ( h\ the other hand there are other* of the
Orleanist party who think the step a f«.lh« ooe, and aar
that i > like intt-rferin- in a fa.mil> uarrrl, in which
the princea will not be thanked by v party.
Spain.—II is hoped that the Rtiair ot the NeapotHeA

archives will I* satisfactorily arranged without 1c

in tervention. The Infanta' Donna Maria de U >w»
tion has had a relapse. The preparationsfor lheespadiUesi
agaiuht. Mi xico are actively arriedon. Thecaty ot Gcrona,
in the province of Catalonia, has been visited by r.

inundations, w hereby immense damage wee done to pro-
perty. I he ecclesiastical authorities ol Spain ha \<> on:
in. -need aproeecutionofthrnaodi formofSpii:iaali«m.
All rappers and table turners are placed nnd« r the hen.
AIT boiilvs and periodicals on the subject are seUed and
des ived. On the ttth of October, by an order it

the Rishop of Barcelona, 300 vidumee of Spit ale

lii itureuirei nod Ujceajdaniide when . iiiaU

ISM • tit

soa in one hand
letter concludes by pointing to the eonaeqoenceH and u torch in the otlnr. He was hooted b\ theeroa'd
that followed to Prussia by detaching herself from the when he retired ; ami during the ceremony the spe« -

t.at<»i>freqaently Kl.oiitinl * I >- v>n with th«- In

by uetacnni£
alliance of the First Napoleon, and hints at a similar

result should she pursue a similar course at the present
time; and to add significance to the hint, it is dated
October the 6th, the anniversary of the battle of Jena,
The pamphlet created a great sensation in Paris, and
was regarded as an official manifesto, but the MottUewr
of Sunday states that the letter is "a pure invention/*

while the Prussian Gazette de< lares that it is altogether

apocryphal. The Moniteur in its bulletin of \\ e.ines-

day further says, that the reports caused by certain

Poin 1 u .—A 1 1 « 1 < •< 1 1 e has been iseo« mg
tht porta (or the :i.!niission of foreign

April, 1M 12. The King it* making a tour through the
pro tecs. His Majesty haa tool elad Baron i wli
with the Cross 1 the Order 1 the 1 a of Villa

Vicioaa. 'Die Italians in Lisbon, set hat there is

no Doesibility of overcoming the obstadea which the
Cardinal Patriarch has placed in the way ot the mass
intended to have lx en said fi>r the repose of i ie eotil of

seh-

his

through-
it Portugal, and the ijuantity of wine is much i

than last year.

SwnvKKLiND.—The Couneil of State of (Sonera haa

formally denied that there is a syllable <>f truth in the

recent allega t the ' tituUotmd^ «i > haa

ilblished another artich < 1 b\ it n ehiel editor,

M. Qrmndgoillot, persisth in maintaining its

day further says, that the reports canted by certain "nenuea w> navi- ia-eu aaiu lor xnc rejioae 01 1 »c sol

recent publications have excited the attention of the Count tavour, he I erred the amount ol si

Government, which will take into consideration the acriptions to the fund t
1 < recting a . nt to

adoption of measures against anonymous pamphlets, memory. Tin intage hu now been completed thi

This announcement iraa followed up by the seizure of all

the copies of the pamphlet in question ot the publishers.

The King of Holland arrived at Compiegne on Saturday

afternoon. His Majesty was received by the Emperor
at the railway station, and by the Empress at the foot

of the grand staircase of the Palace. On Sunday
morning the King visited the Imperial stables and

kennels. In the afternoon the Emperor and Empress, tl,m« that disturbances and assaasinai aa bad
i

taken

and the King of Holland paid a visit to the ruins of ph««-e at (leneva without havingJanon repreeeei. 'lhe

Pierrefonds, which are in course of repair, after which

there was a bal chamjntre. In the evening there was
a great dinner, followed by a theatrical per fori nance.

On Monday there was a staghunt, at which the I Vine

Imperial figured for the first time in lull costume on

his pony. In the evening there was a grand dinner at

7 o'clock, the curee by torch-light at 9, and afterwards

a theatrical representation.* On Tuesday the King
accompanied the Emperor to Paris. Their Majestn

dined at the Tuileries, and visited the Theatre italien

in the evening. On Wednesday their Majesties hunted

at Versailles, and had a breakfast in the forest. The
Emperor returned to Compiegne in the evening, and

the King went to the Opera. It is expected that his

Majesty will remain two days in Paris. Prince

Napoleon and the Princess Clotilde arrived at Brest

from the United States on Monday evening, alter a

passage of seven days, from Boston. Their Imperial

Majesties went to Compiegne on Sunday morning, and

returned to Paris the same evening. The reception of

the Prince by the Emperor was most cordial, and the

account he gave of the state of things in America

excited great interest on the part of the Emperor.

—M. Fatazzi arrived in Paris on Wednesday. His visit is

supposed to have a political meaning, as he is about to

enter the Cabinet of the King of Italy, and before

doing so seeks this interview with the Emperor

Napoleon. The price of bread in Paris is now reduced

to 49c. the kilogramme. Orders have been given to

construct six mortar vessels according to a new plan,

said to have been devised by the Emperor himself.—

A

terrible storm has caused great devastation in the

department of Gard. The Lalle Mine, near Montpelier,

article concludes by expressing ii rent and symj iy

for the independence 01 the S.viss llopoblir, and recalls

that the French Government at the time ol tie ;.nnexa»

tion ol Savoy strongly manifested its wish for the

Complete and absolute preservation ol lhatin endence.

Italy.—General Ctaliinl has definiUveU •e^gned

the Lieutenancy of Naples. It is asserted that he will

immediately j iish a declaration of his reasons for

so doing, which are said to be the cessation

and the re- establish n i< -nt of public secmilv in the

Southern provinces. The Chamber of Commerce at

Naples has presented a sword of honour to General

Cialdini r his services. The command of the

forces in the Neapolitan -provinces has been ottered

to Genera] Delia Marmora, who has accepted

it. The statement that (Jaribaldi has left Caprera

for some destination unknown is unfounded. H as

never left Caprera, but been ived a visit from General

Mieroslawski. A letter written by Garibaldi, in reply-

to the address sent to him by the French workmen in

Italy, has been published. A letter has also been

published, written to Mr. Cobden last month by I? or

Minghetti, while Minister of the Interior at Turin,

in answer to an inquiry respecting the alleged engage-

ment for the surrender of Sardinia to France. Signer

Minghetti says:—
" I can positively assure you that the Italian GorerniDent

never L;el any agreemeut. an<l never entered into any uva U-

ati..n, for the cession of Sardiuia, or any other part ol

national territory. I can affirm this, not only from having

myself occupied a post in the '
! •vmimetif, but also from the

intimate confidence I enjoyed with the lamented < I

ivour ; and I am certain he would have apornad acy project

of the kind il it had been submitted to him."

The King of Italy reviewed the gairison and National

Hard of Bologna on Tuesday. His ret ition was n t

excavations had on Tuesday morning reached a depth of

150 centimetres, and some of the workmen buried in the

mine stated in reply to the questions addressed to them

that they were in good condition. The rescue of four ot

the miners, still alive, is assured. A dead body was

got out from the mine on Monday.-lhe Orleanist

party is discussing the policy of the Count cte 1
;

ans and

the Due de Chartres in taking service in the American

army, and considerable difference of opinion is said to

prevail as to the wisdom of the step

Z2?« of «> rLT/ be f°"nd Jesh-able to try the to join the Federal army hut M ;>.,«, iul u nl

225 Mt*« the
7 °m Ule 8,,0«lu^. to test to a which they were surrounded impeedthu. ti,

r*»u,e ti, 'r»"«>unt of recoil. tC .hnotino to nei-mUsion of the Prince de Jo.nv.de to become at

fc*,—' the n„m;'"7'
u

'
or recoil, the shooting to

•H^ A re!f'L
0f

,

merit wil1 h« ".ade from the

rifc." ^P^hle of £.
be Provided by the association

-« »'thoat
previonT, 8 idaPteii *» any description ofW PrePMation; but any competitor

excavations for the rescue of the miner.
.
One of these

j£_£ fromSS^ff^A^^^S
IVis^eglia. The Abbe* wished to ihfend his work, but the

Congregation would not permit him. A domiciliary vi

has since been made by the police to the bouee of the \

Passaglia. Another letter, addressed by Monsignor

Liverani to Cardinal Man. Ini, requesting him tohrmgt!

Pope to a conciliatory spirit towai »h ub-

lished. The Pn a military authorities »t 1 ne have

contracted for the supply of provisim s I the Fr h

garrieon for anothec year. The enroh its ior the

brigandage in the Neapolitan provinces have 1 m -

menced in Koine. It »as rumoured that the bng •

would execute a plan af attack at several pouite in

the Southern provinces. Tl.e Bourbon Committees at

Marseilles and Trieste are said to lie dwplaymg great

activity. The following are extracts from the 1 »es

recent allocution :

—

"Each of you may remember with what heartfelt grid

Some meinl
•i

—u to be ftfl»: rt . ;'.T9 u« tneci win aeciue tne prcvuii a» w «*« mwwu. w --
. » „vo Fn.rlnnd^

• A,t"ongt ft

Gd t0
,

thtf Particular description of of the party say that the princes did not lea e England

hmZTUP ,t; mavbp. fm,«.i j^t—vi-. *JL- «.- f^ inXn Mia Fpd..r»l armv. but the martial tpmtDy

tors
permission or tne rrince ue *uun«»i«

in the great events which are iinpeudmg and to offer

their services to the Government of the INortn. n is

aho argued that the cause at stake is the Governmen

of the ireat American Union, which the blood of Fiance

.j



THE GAEDENEES' CHEONICLE AND AGEICULTUEAI GAZETTE.

we have frequently deplored before you the numerous and
lamentable evils caused to the Apostolic Church, to the

Apostolic See, and to ourselves, to the great detriment of civil

society, by the Piedmontese government and by the authors

and abettors of that disastrous rebellion, particularly in the

unfortunate provinces of Italy, which the same government has
usurped with as much injustice as violence. At the present

time, among the innumerable and still more serious wounds
inflicted incessantly on our holy religion by that same govern-
ment, and by the men who form part of a detestable con-

spiracy, we have to weep over one dear son, your illustrious

colleague, the vigilant Archbishop of Xaples, renowned for his

piety and his virtue, whom you now see here present, and
who, seized by soldiers, was torn from his flock to the great

grief of all right-minded men. Every one knows how the
satellites of that government and that rebellion, full of

ignorance and deceit, have renewed the attacks and the fury
of the ancient heretics, and, giving way to all their rage
against holy things, endeavour to completely over-

throw, if it were possible, the Church of God and
the Catholic religion ; to wrest from every soul its salu-

tary doctrine, and to excite and inflame every bad passion.
All laws, human and divine, have been trampled under
foot ; all ecclesiastical censures set at nought ; the bishops,
with an audacity which every day increases, expelled from
their dioceses and even thrown into prison ; the majority of
the faithful have been deprived of their pastors ; the regular
and secular priests {borne down by bad treatment, and sub-
jected to all kinds of injustice; religious congregations de-
stroyed ; their members expelled from their houses and reduced
to the most complete indigence ; virgins devoted to God obliged
to beg their bread ; the most venerated temples despoiled,

profaned, and changed into dens of robbery ; sacred property
pillaged ; ecclesiastical authority and jurisdiction violated and
usurped, and the laws of the Church despised and trampled
under foot. Schools of false doctrine have been established

;

libels and infamous journals, the offspring of darkness, have
been distributed in every place at an enormous expense by a
criminal conspiracy. Pernicious and abominable writings
attack our holy faith, religion, piety, honesty, modesty,
honour, and virtue, and overthrow the true and unshakable
rules of eternal and natural law of public and private rights

;

the legitimate liberty and property of every one is attacked

;

the foundations of family ties and of civil society are ruined

;

the reputation of every virtuous person is blackened by false

accusations, and the impunity of all vices and of all error is

every day more and more nourished, propagated, and increased.
There is no one who has not seen what a deplorable suite of
calamities, crimes, and misfortunes have been scattered over
unfortunate Italy by this great and criminal rebellion, for, to
use the words of the Prophet, ' By swearing and lying, and
killing and committing adultery, they break out, and blood
toucheth blood.' (Hosea iv. 2). Yes ! the sad heart is seized
with horror ; words are wanting to depict the greater part of
the towns of the kingdom of Naples burnt and destroyed ; a
considerable number of virtuous priests, monks, and citizens
of every age, sex, and condition, without excepting even those
consumed by disease, charged with the most shameful out-
rages, thrown into prison or put to death in the most barbarous
manner, without even the form of a trial. And who would
not be filled with the most profound sadness at seeing these
men, these frantic rebels, without any respect for sacred
ministers, for the dignity of bishop or cardinal, without any
respect for us, for this Apostolic See, for the sacred temples,
and for justice and humanity, spread everywhere ruin and
devastation. And who are those who act thus ? Men who do
not blush to affirm with the most brazen impudence that they
wish to give liberty to the Church, and to restore the
moral sense of Italy. Nay, they are not even ashamed to
demand ot the Roman Pontiff to acquiesce in their unjuBt
desires, in order to prevent greater evils from falling on the
Church I But what causes us the greatest sorrow, venerable
brethren, is that several members of the secular and
regular clergy, some of whom hold ecclesiastical dignities,
being miserably led away by a fatal spirit of error and
rebellion, and, forgetful of their vocation and their duties,
have gone astray from the path of truth, having given their
assent to the designs of the impious, and have become, to the
great regret of well-conducted people, a stumbling-block and a
scandal. * * * And here, venerable brethren, we cannot
pass over in silence the constant testimonies of real affection,
of unflinching fidelity, of devoted submission, of a generous
liberality which the Roman people have lavished on us ; and
we wish also to point out how much they remain firmly
attached to us, to this Apostolic See. and to the temporal power
which belongs to us, and with what warmth they repel and
condemn the guilty attempts of those who peek to spread
disturbance among them. Have not you yourselves, venerable
brethren, frequently witnessed the sincere and cordial mani-
festations by which this Roman people, whom we so much
love, have shown the sentiments of their traditional faith, of
that faith which so justly merits the highest praises ? As we
have the Divine promise that our Saviour Jesus Christ will be
with his Church to the end of time, and that the gates of Hell
shall not prevail against it, we are assured that God will not
fail in his word, and that a day of wonders will arrive when
God will show that this formidable tempest has not been
raised to cink the vessel of the Church, but to raise her still
higher."

Prussia.—The King and Queen of Prussia arrived
at the gates of Kbnigsberg at 12 o'clock on Monday,
and were received by the Koyal Princes, the Generals,
the Presidents, and the civic'authorities. The proces-
sion

_
through the town took place according to the

published programme. The King was on horseback,
surrounded by the Princes of the Royal House. The
Queen rode in a State carriage drawn by eight horses.
Their Majesties were cheered by the crowds on their
way through the streets. Their passage through the
Brandenburg Gate was announced by a discharge of
cannon and the ringing of bells. The procession
marched through the lines formed by the corporations,
guilds, and companies, the people continually cheering'
and the crowds being everywhere very great. All the
houses were richly decorated, and were tilled with spec-
tators to the roofs. At the Castle their Majesties were
received by the Princesses of the Royal House and the
body of the officers and clergy. In the afternoon the King
received the civil and military authorities at the Castle.
His Majesty expressed to them his thanks, and said
that he was full of confidence in the future development
ot all interests under the free action of all classes of the
people.

^
In the evening their Majesties and the whole

Court visited the theatre, where they met with an
enthusiastic reception. At 9 p.m. the whole of the
military bands and drummers traversed the city,
playing simultaneously. The city was splendidly illu-
minated, and the streets were thronged with great
crowds until midnight. The weather during the wholeaay was magnificent, and the greateit order prevailed.

The number of strangers who had arrived in the city

was enormous. On Thursday, at the reception of the

functionaries, deputies, and other persons invited to

witness the coronation, the King, addressing the

members of the Prussian Diet, said :

—

" I desired to summon the representatives of the chambers

to my presence even before the coronation, and I thank you
for having complied with my wish. The rulers of Prussia re-

ceive their crown from God. To-morrow, therefore, I shall

take the crown from the Lord's table and place it on my head.

This is the signification of the expression, * King by the grace

of God,' and therein lies the sanctity of the crown, which is

inviolable. I know that you will thus understand the meaning
of the act which I have summoned you to witness. The crown
has been surrounded by new institutions, by virtue of which
you are destined to afford it the benefit of your counsel. You
will advise me. and I shall listen to your advice."

It is stated that the King and Queen of Prussia will be

present at a fete to be given by the Duke de Magenta,

representative of the Emperor of the French at the

coronation, and that their Majesties will also be present

at a ball to be given by the Earl of Clarendon. The
semi-official Prussian Gazette, in a leading article

on the visit of the King to the Emperor Napo-
leon, says that the cordial meeting of the two
Sovereigns affords the country good prospects of an
increase of the peaceful and friendly relations existing

between Prussia and France, and that the cordial

reception of the Royal guest by the French people

justifies the supposition that France, no less than

Germany, appreciates the value of these friendly

relations, and regards them as a valuable token of a

satisfactory future. The same journal says :

—

"The assurance is hardly needed that the letter from the
Emperor of the French to the King of Prussia contained in the
pamphlet recently published in Paris, entitled L'Empereur et le

Roi Guillaume, is apocryphal."

insurrection/ At thereof tbTbw
were desired to withdraw wh« i_
"^u'l™ £^eraL^iUpSon to nC^*withdraw first. This request was * n> ,• --
the students then also left theroi^*^1
The Caucasus.—A telegram f™ ,

station in the Don Cossack tlrriTo
**

states that the Emperor of Russia had

"um toe r^j.

and on the same" day intendedVl^

S

Adagumskoe and Krimskoe to Fort fSLfrN
order to take ship thence to Suchum ir.u ~^i
whence his Majesty would travel to Kntlr^V
steam-boat on the Rion, and DartW £\^l
constructed road.

Poland.—Letters from Wars

partly
fy £

Polish nobility gave a grand parting uL?
Hotel de TEurope to the peasants wfcff **
attftnd thft fnnerfl.1 nf fbo Ar/vkU:ni /.'attend the funeral of the Archbishop of W™ _ 3 ....

B̂ M
rode with the peasants in omnibuses and a!

Princes and Counts joined with the peasant."
the toast of "The Fatherland." ThTwijJ^

railway station, in the garden opposite ***noblemen finally regaled their guests prei*^
departure. More than 10,000 persona —, ^T
The peasants were conveyed home Wi^
u«fA.A 4-1, »:« a«._«_4-~...~ • !i.-_i i. \

departure. More than 10,000 persons

The peasants were conveyed home by
Before their departure spirited national

An extempore sermon was delivered
<*fc

by the clergyman of the district. TkiJ
gendarmes who were present remained

tators of the proceedings. On Monday \

was published declaring the kingdom of wSS
in a state of siege. The military pitched ttefei
the public squares and places of Waraw, Uk
wearing of mourning or of mourning inum*

Hanse Towns.—The question of the formation of prohibited. On Tuesday, being the auu'veivtfe

a German fleet was discussed by the Burgerschaft of

Hamburg in its sitting of Wednesday evening. It was
resolved that the Senate should be again earnestly

requested to act in conformity with the views of

Bremen in the negotiations now pending for the pro-

tection of the German coasts, and to bring forward a

proposition to that effect for the consideration of the

citizens as soon as possible. The Weser Zeitung publishes

the plan submitted by Bremen for the formation of a

German fleet, according to which Prussiawould undertake
to construct a fleet sufficiently strong to guard the coasts

against any attack by Denmark, and to protect the

German flag in Eastern Asia. This fleet would also

have to comply with the requisitions of the Consular

agents of all the German States. The amount to be
contributed by the people of the different German
Governments towards the cost of constructing and
maintaining the fleet would be fixed according to the
following scale :—In the States in the interior of Ger-
many the people would pay two silber groschen per
head ; in the States bordering on the sea, three silber

groschen per head; in the Hause Towns, 12 silber

groschen per head.

Austeia.—The Emperor of Austria has arrived in

the strictest incognito at Miramore, where three ships
of war were ready for sea, to convey his Majesty and
suite to Corfu on a visit to the Empress. The Arch-
duke Eainer has undertaken the conduct of the Govern-
ment during his Majesty's absence. The Emperor is

expected to return to Vienna to-day. The official Gazette
contradicts the report that his Majesty would make
a journey to Berlin after his return from Corfu.
Hungary.—The magistrates of Pesth have resolved

on sending an address to the Emperor, stating that
they intend to set aside several recent illegal ordinances,
and, in case the execution of those ordinances should be
persisted in by the Government, to tender their resig-
nation en masse.

'

MoNTENEGRO.-The Turks invade Wj£j

29se. M. Kappy, who had been appointed the 13th. They have also
.

att^
c
?
eV

Obergespan of the Comitat of Pesth, and had already and mutilating several of the lnhawj* ^^

battle of Macziewice, in which the Poles, led kjfe
usko, fought against the Russians, all the skp*
closed in Warsaw, notwithstanding the *vmm
bition of the authorities. The military snrrooW*

churrhes, while they were thronged by the iahxc

and in two of them which the congregation n(Ui
leave, they made numerous arrests, without dataeaa

as to age or sex, paving however due respect fc

sanctity of the places. The crowds of people m
ultimately dispersed by a charge of cavalry, idA
out bloodshed.

Geeece.—The session of the Legislative data

has been opened by commission. The King hi J*

yet returned from Bavaria. The indicted tfimt

the student Dusios for attempting to asoMUiie fc

Queen has been completed, and transmiuai » fc

public prosecutor. Considerable agitation ^nSt a

Athens and other towns; menacing pbcflfctawaji

posted, demanding a settlement of ^f^JJ*
succession to the throne, and the re-aM*"** *

the National Guard.

Turkey.—The Sultan goes to^ •*}***

Marmora, on Monday next, to lay the keel oum
steam frigate. It is rumoured at the ftrU»
Imperial Majesty will visit Egypt m *?£
The treatv of commerce between Turkey**£
was signed on the 11th inst. There «»^"

that Mehemet Ali will definitively becoa*

and his son Ethem, Capitan Pasha.

was to leave for Smyrna on the W- -^
Kiprisli Pasha has set out for his Pasba ic J*^

has ordered the re-organisation of ^
eiIT^^

which is to consist of25,000 men.
TheComM^

has arrived at Constantinople fromVienM

to Palestine and E^ypt, accompanied oy

suite.

al*

GRO.-The 'rum '--j^m
They have also^^%^

L/uuigespan or me uomitac ot restn, and nad already anu niumaung several of the lnnaoi'-^^j^

taken the oath of allegiance, has tendered his resigna- Montenegro has demanded satisiac* ^^"— — : ^ * ' through the International Commis^ j^

Ragusa announce that the insurgents>

-%

with some Montenegrin ^^
incevo and Bioro, but withj*

tion, stating as a reason the impossibility of carrying
on the administration under present circumstances.
The functionaries forming the Assembly of the Comitat
of Arad, lately dissolved, will remain in office until the
1st of November next, in order to prevent anarchy.

^
Transylvania.—In consequence of the representa-

tions made to the Ministry by the Transylvanian
Government, the opening of the Transylvanian Diet has
been adjourned to the 15th of November next. Several
magistrates cf Transylvania have prohibited the public
functionaries from accepting any election as deputies to
the Transylvanian Diet.

Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburg state that a
good deal of discontent had been excited by the appoint-
ment of Count Putiatin, a rear admiral, as Minister of
Instruction, and of General Philipson as his deputy.
The first acts of the new Minister were to establish
the office of Proctor, to abolish the academical costume,
which was a military uniform, and to require every
student to pay 50 roubles, or about SI. 5*., per annum,
instead ofreceiving, as heretofore, a gratuitous education.
The students opposed these innovations and held
meetings for [the discussion of their grievances, where-
upon the Minister closed the University altogether.
On the 7th a deputation of about 400 students had an
interview with General Philipson on the subject, when
the General told them that the University was closed
by order of the Emperor on account of their insurbordi-
nate spirit, but that it would be reopened on the 14th.
The streets through which the deputation passed were
lined with troops, to whom the students called out to
retire, saying, 'We are not rioters; this is not an

D

together

attacked Cincevo and jjioro, uu« -— ^
fight of three hours. 2000 ^A*£
Korienielin and advanced as far as tneso ^
The whole of Montenegro .y^^
is being fortified. Continual f^tf**!*
insufficient rations and deficiencyro^Jjg
dation, have reduced the number

o
J^J

troops at Gatzko by two-third J>*£
General Mieroslawski bad been summ ^m

I

andVhe Danubian Principalities
concur

jgj
Mieroslawski on this project

.

^r
state that a secret treaty has been

Servia and Montenegro. ba3 ]*
vr

SEEYIA.-The Servian .^^tki^V
nople, having fti ed *$£ *U^
that the Deputation, wtore ^
broke off all negotiations with t*^1*

PBDfCIPAlITIESr:
Ifi!

DflB0 *******

exciting insurrection m we °.^W^
Sey! and by iter*** r££Mj5
Danubian provinces as to as "•

servia,*^
iserted that the Government^rt» „4 «*

T,IE Fmkctpauny"w kas5^
under the pres.dency of »^0BM *£
decree of Prince Cou.% P^^ dep^
directors of the different >!«£ ^
the administration of puW* «" &*<£#

loss ofcotton, estimated at oar
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B*
and

to lie sngar, 011, anu gram crops is

tat difficult to estimate precisely.

Rr the overland mail we have news from

il3rosTWrw 9 -

'rhe cholera continues among
~—- RSZTat Lahore, and lias made its appear-

flt JNz^rT lIii Xusserabad. The memorial of the

^
.rarfUrrr" of Calcutta condemning the conduct

Edaant Wellfl, has called forth eounter

*Sm tothe judge from the Maharajah of Burdwan

^fti Wine merchants and tradesmen of Calcutta.

I tntax the cultivation of tobacco in Bengal has

LSodttoed into the Legislative Council.

^^TUe Qoxette de St. Petersburg, of October

- the Russian despatch from Pekin an-

tke death of the Emperor of China, which^ qjj tne 21th August On the morning of

Emtwo decrees appeared in the Official Gazette

J Patau containing the last orders of his Imperial

2 2r By the first decree his eldest son was named

Btetfe Celestial Empire; by the second a council,

iL- f eight high
^
Chinese dignitaries,

•aMJstai to assist him in the duties of the

1
!

L„,"' The wane nl Prince Kong doM
in this list. All public business was

for twenty days, the official period of

Pekin continues tranquil, and the state of

Ckm generally remains unchanged. Prince

in tbe empire with the title of Regent.

The state of affairs in Japan has not

_ There is, however, no important event to

altioogb alarms are of daily occurrence at Jeddo,

nod Yokuhama. The British Consulate at

era has been turned into a regular stockade, and

narded by armed Yacunins. The wounds inflicted

Mr. OUphant in the late murderous attack on the

Legation are not dangerous, but it was con-

deeirable that he should return to England for

advice.

I'snvt ites.—The Confederates have evacuated

Mawm'i Hill and other positions before Washington.

It is Hated that General M'Clellan never had a thought

that neb a retreat was contemplated, and did not know
it had taken place until several hours after the last

Oesfedente pickets had strojled away ; and until tbe
aain furce had been gone for two days. Early on the
dtatbe pickets from General Smith's division advanced,
awl occupied Falls Church. The works of the Con-
Mtfites at the places they had evacuated were in a
wiitary view almost worthless, and the appearance of
the ground indicated that they were deficient in those
amtgemenU which serve to make a camp life com-
fcrtable, bavin? no tents, but merely wigwams rudely
obstructed. There were no signs to show that they ever
jawnted any guns. What had appeared from the Federal
fiat to be guns turned out to be painted logs of wood
e«iaitove pipe. The advance of General Smith was
aemfaBMd by events of the most deplorable character.
*!* about half a mile from Falls Church, by some un-

JJwjUUe blander Colonel Owen's (Irish) Philadel-
phia Hepmem, in the darkness of the night, mistaking
t*[rest of the force for Confederates, fired a full

into Captain Mott's battery, which was in

* tnstained by General Baker's California

vSa! Baxter's Philadelphia Zouaves, and Colonel

2£^J, Ca
y
a
ty' -

kiUing and woundin& a larse^™ T"e California regiment, not knowing whence
rT™f one, returned it with marked effect. The

' o —
the road. Lieutenant Bryant,

to ^tTf
°f

•

the first section
'

ordered the

u ^ leaded with grape and canister, and soon

aad the km
^° ^°^'8 oa^tery became unmanageable,

tn# ««2^ieS °^ *ne caissons were broken, owing to

sad then; %n_^ ranSe to rake the supposed enemy,

of r
W

i

Sent to him that be was in the

^eelin^ k? ^ was excitement, and a long

mmd»A a
the actual condition of affairs was

«Xi«nLp ?°nfidence re-established. Since this

'-"
'"on °a

n,ederilte General Price has evacuated

Wo*W «tdWv
l "emont. It was thought he

% and the P 1° place himself between Jefferson

<i|*er»l« Davi, j
forces under the command of

wl«> intended to- ?iege1, thus cattin^ off tbe lafcfceP»

Lexinirtnn •

JOm General Fremont at Jefferson

*** ^'lio?

^

18I10W occupied by the Federal troops

¥rmoat>8 remn. 1 l
gli

' The rumour of General

W. HrT ? Created Sreat excitement at St.

?1*Q^ that K •
has telegraphed to General

?* *K»nt4
18

,

nofc ordered to 'Washington, and
2^al Hevnrf?

aHial has been Ordered on him.

JJ* k had -
rep°rts t0 the War department

^fato ««/ AUccessful engagement
**«^tf? °eneral Lee d»riSg a re,

R^%;BAi5? nrb- of (

with the

^ m.- «««.,ixB « reconnaissance

kaH and
large nilmber of Confederates

** federals
m
a^

horses and catfcle were captured

10 eomJ!!:.
r^Port from Western Virginia says

Virginia

routed the
?* * ^&°f Kentucky, Ohio, and
federates af rt

sPecifi*d, attacked and r

Sooner, P7aPm
L
a»sviile, killing 10 ana ciuuug

C**1*1 that a w!? the 8ame unreliable source it is

P "* the oln Was ^oin^ on between General

!&*• ^e in c^nui 5ate Generals Wise and Floyd.

•?***, with 5m? ?
U tbat the Confederate General

*ille, Misaom> ^P8
' threatens an attack on

"
farther Si ^.

enei'al Buckner is said to be

General ^i
ntucky» and collecting arms

Anderson m Kentucky. General Anderson had pre-viously telegraphed to Cincinnati for remfor£men£having received adviee of the advance of a coSrTbTe"
Confederate force into Kentucky. Thirteen Federalschooners Lave left Fortress Monroe for Htttm.and General Wool has arrived at Washing^ forthe purpose of consulting the Federal Cabinet. 1

1

is reported that he will proceed on a tour of
inspection through the Western department Itwas reported by letter from St. Louis, that 70 Federal
vessels were going up the Balize to capture New
Orleans Mr. Buchanan, the ex-president, had
published a patriotic letter in favour of the vigorous
prosecution of the war. The Richmond papers say that
250 Federal prisoners were sent to New Orleans on the
24th ult. The Richmond hospitals are reported to con-
tain over 12,000 patients. Southern parties confirm
this report. The Confederates have abandoned Ship
Island, and have captured the Federal chartered gun-
boat Fanny inside Hatteras, near Roanoke Island.
Several vessels are loading ammunition at Havannah for
the Confederates. The Federal Government has char-
tered all the Vanderbilt steamers, which an now I

fitting out at New York as transports. It

reported on good authority that the British
steamer Bermuda has run the blockade at Savannah.
The latest news reports that the Confederates have
withdrawn behind Manassas, and that there are

lorernttient There b uo
feeling* ruay be, who
ciiwtion in
ci vi Now tbat Italy

unmistakable indications that a battle will be fought
on the Potomac within the next two days. General

**
*. <Ma haijf —,

^ ^
BMre united goTemment, wiCKJ uL*l£w&

% **
eyi eutotu th< ben pleat! *t her <w**iafW that pacfencc. iorl^araooa, aoTaaL
ri^hu of other* winch after all U the beat
those <>f themeelvea What Italy k now -^1
ia almply that which thk cooutry haa alwuTawS
are never found, in our political aquahblaiTheSiiC
anythiDg new, but all our chop! and change! h»*treeu22
a striving to obtain right! which eomehow ^ -

fallen into abeyance. We have not atteeMfea4iuTJiSm
eoiiic-thintf which we never had before, but eomethina whiZwe think we ought to have had preaerred uTmT^LZZTL
some means or other haa been takao from us. It kW* wbaaki
aa our great hUtorian Lord Macaulsy telle t inoredSau any-
thing else, givee sUbUity u the hieHemum of ths ooe&tnr
Ail that we can hope and pray i* that in the tensMil

«

reyoluuon which has taken place in Italy men will not seek U
rule by the mere etrength of power; that, havine once
obtained it, they will t seek to maintain and keep it tor
themselves ah.no. but that they may devise some term of self
government ui.uu ett unmmk MB (rem rrnm^ei u»to
toemee, end will induce them to make a sound end good ess

of tho blessiiiK! now conferred open them I will not ai thai
momei • «ny length upon what is now goin^ ess ei the

or side of the Atlantic Wo can only view the <N& war
1

» uotsufteientlyweHbbrme em to yon sn\
the merits of the quarrel, end all 1 can hope heri
will ultimately preveil, and that tUM great natkm of our ooun-
tvymen will eoon eee tho folly the uontest m which
are now engaged. No d< \, it i- % struggle l» wmehfS
fountry must feci nterest from *f f frtmlshl

day
M'Clellan has issued an order according; to which the
penalty of death will be inflicted on all soldiers com
mitting depredations. A number of French offioen,
partisans of the Orleans family, were at Washiiu n

"
of

. _. in

Italy.

soliciting commissions in the Federal army. Several <

them took part in General Lamoricidre's cainpaiirn i

Mexico.—It has at length been resolved that there
shall be common action by the three Powers in the
affairs of Mexico. England will confine her intervention
to the coast in conjunction with the two other Powers;
while an expeditionary force of 6000 men, composed of
French and Spaniards, is to penetrate into the heart of

the country. The proceeds of the Customs are to be
divided among the claimants, an appeal is to he made
to the people to govern the country under the joint

protectorate, and a mixed commission is to be esta-

blished in Mexico itself, to regulate the indemnities due
to Europeans.

South America.—The Government of Pern has
protested against the annexation of St. Domingo by
Spain. The Spanish Cabinet is accused by the Peruvian
authorities of creating and encouraging disorders in

most of the States of South America. During the

public celebration of the fete of General Castilla a
band of robbers made a descent on the province of

Pisco, and levied a contribution of 90,000 piastres on
the inhabitants. The bandits were pursued, and most
of the money recovered.

Australia.—Advices from Melbourne to August 24
state that the general election had resulted in the

return of a majority for the Minister, Mr. Heales,

who obtained the Governor's assent to the dissolution.

The Ministry appealed to the people on a programme
containing among other things protection to native

industry, payment of members (300/. a-year each), and

a repeal of the gold export duty ; and one of their local

organs hints at the possibility of the Legislature repu-

diating the seven millions which the Victorian Govern-

ment owes in London for the railway loan. In New
South Wales, by the intervention of English soldiers,

the disgraceful riots and outrages practised on the

Chinese 'have terminated, but it is said that an Act is

sure to be passed prohibiting, in defiance of treaties,

the immigration of Chinese into New South Wales.

New Zealand.—The relations between the natives

and the settlers have changed for the better. The

news of Sir George Grey's appointment had reached the

natives and diffused great satisfaction among them.

The House of Representatives had met at Auckland,

when the Stafford ministry were defeated on their war

policy, and Mr. Fox, who took the lead in the opposi-

tion, was called upon to form a new ministry. In

attempting this, he at first found some difficulty, but he

afterwards succeeded, and met the House on the

16th of July, and made a statement of the policy the

new government proposed to pursue. He declared

their aversion of war, and their opposition to the

purchase of land from the natives, unless by their

clearly ascertained consent. These declarations had

still further tended to tranquillize the natives. A board

of inquiry, under Colonel Chute, 70th, and Colonel

Warre, 57th, had assembled at Taranaki to inquire into

the Waireka skirmish 16 months ago.

>i«l relationship which biud us to Araertea. It wee onlr that
mormnK that i heard from one of my poorer neighbour* thai
his eon is now busily empleyed in fighting in one at ,r the

hor. hut as to the one in which be was partsceiariy engaged
ho ha<l net been able to loam. I myself saw tbe boy grow
up. and ell that hie parent now knows of bin in that be is
tiKhiing* 1 ho American army. None «-( u.\ my friend*, are
Mxangors ii Ins quarrel; and may ' please Oed soon to
ten ate it, for of all the horrors which oo«M afflict tbe world

arletbrw. ' At such times men forge* almost that
they are human beings, end the longer such a oniHsst lasts the
greater is the ferocity di«).

I

lulnod, not too mneb to
say that in such a war evej pomtbly hsrc a
tendency to disgrace and degrade human nature tales* pisce.
In the ng winter, unless America can reemfts her
difficulties and give us cotton, we must hsre failure in the
supply, and the nwanttoa of supplr must load to the moat
disastrous consequences t sjor industrious population, i

sincerely t rust t hat our good friend aver tbe water win get rid
1 ! some of t be legions ch be now possesses, so as enable
us. without n scesssnly alarming the conotry, to cur ir

warlike expenditure. A t present wo are simply spending money
because we have neighlxmr* who are supposed to dough t in
keeping us In a pei ual state alarm. Our armament le
the re great, and consequently requites great taxation
to support it. Kuglishmcn, in >wove it care one farthing
what they pay, provided they pssWt only got money to pay it

with. 11 they are called upon > nay heavily when the
breeches pocket is empty, then it lnuumei a serious matter.
Bmtftanng as tin < enactions may be, 1 trust that ctrcum-
Btancee may arise which may enatric whatever < emment
may be at tho head of affairs in the o> untry to reduce taxation
before any lengthened ]>eriod rolls over our heads. At present
I believe that any reduction would bo a sheer impossibility.
The country, from one end to tbe other, has preened too
Government to arm. and, taking into consideration all the
circumstance ->, I do not think that any eminent would
have declined to respond to the cali On the contrary, gleet
as our armaments now are, I believe they are IxenBS rather
than iu excess of the wants and the wishes <j the country. The
country has said with one voice ' We will be protected ;' and it

has not only said that, but some 100,000 or J -00 have said
1 With arms in our hands we will help to aflord that protection
That being the case tho rest of the community could not help
saying, ' We will . lo our part.' "The consequence is that wo
have heavy taxes to pay. 1 wish it could have been otherwise,
but I do not see how we could have avoided taking the steps wo
have taken. We must not forget that wc have a .»eighbour on
the other side of the water who might render himself
extremely disagreeable. I have no reason to sup| kjso that bo
means anything but what is right, but if he does not mean
what is right he certainly is in a position to make himself very
unpleasant. Our best course, then, is to keep on terms of
amity with him so long as we can in honour do so. but at tho
same time to be prepared for any emergency. We all know
very well that no man is ready to pull o

\
ff and

attack another man for the mere pleasure of the transaction if

he knows that his antagonist is not only his equal in strength,

but has just as good fists as he has. If it were not for the
suspicion we have of our neigh hour, and he of us, I believe we
should always be the best of friends, but as it we are each
tempting the other to do that which he would otherwise never
dream of

The Riqht Hon. J. W. Hexlet at the nuuual

dinner given by the Mayor of Oxford made the follow-

iii2 remarks on Foreign Politics :—

- The state of this country, ^^J^^toaMta
fortunate foreign neighbours teaches u^ ^t W^D

doubly thankful for the c°n^«tion andUn« ^^^
which it is our^ privilege to live^ Witn regan

^ d Wn^
establishment of the States of Italy into on«

whatever

his politics may be, ^^j^esS all the'slsninp
neral ^i J ' """ ^»«=^"'5 -

1 hitherto oppressed people may nereaiua c
j j , m — ^ _„

^ barman has superseded General
| wnich we have reaped from an

liter ciijvj c» *- —

o

enlightened form of self-

Tue Right Hon. General Peel, at the annual

dinner of the Huntingdonshire Agricultural Society

on Tuesday, spoke as follows on Military Affairs :

—

'* Since this time twelvemonth the Hritiah army haa had no
opportunity of distingubhing iteelf. Do no < I regret

that. There is nothing which, iu my opinion, is more to be
lamented than war ; and I know of no kind of war that is

more to be deprecated than a war such as that which is now
going on at the other side of the Atlantic. I asn serre that

there is no Englishman who does not regret that war—not
from any selfish feeling, but in the interests of our common
humanity. And I think that the Government of this country

has most wisely expressed its determination to preserve the

strictest neutrality. But although we may not interfere in it

we have a good deal to lean m it None of us can hare

read those graphic accounts which Mr. Russell has so fo&rlemly

given of what is going on in An 1 and not have

without discipline no personal valour vrill beofanyavoil, and that

if soldiere—and I believe Anwrictn V olunteors are second to

none—he not put under officers in whom they place confidence,

the best army is but a rabble. On reading those aoeounU

another thing struck me. We have all h eard of troops who
never know when they are beaten. I have read eUoorato

essays written for the purr>ose of showing that the Duke of

Wellington was beaten at Water !• bul be induced

to believe it ; but it appears that with th -ican officers it

is exactly the reverse. They know whon thoy are whipped

well enough, but it appears to me that they d- not knowwhen

they win. At least, 3 they do, their greatest victories have

never been attended with any results w
.

h»* th
J ^J" •"

anout I do not very well know. If the.^/J^^
were to put down slavery, they would have my «/nP*U7

;

but. as far as we can learn, that does not appear to be their

object However, be that, t may, I, for one. »^«r*J"
mv hope that this American war may soon be put an end t|

TLn wish to allude to a rumour which has been spread 1

tome Quarters : and 1 do so, not fwm any belief that it u weL-

foSndSTbut i the hope that it may bo me; by an official

e
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contradiction. The press has referred to a report

that, in consequence of the perfection at -which the Volun-

teers have arrived, a reduction of the regular forces

of the country is about to tako place. Now, I must express
my opinion that this is not the case. No doubt, there may
be some reduction of the army, which has nothing to do with
the Volunteers, and I hope the impression that it has will not
be suffered to go abroad, for, if it dii it might create a very ill

feeliug between the army and the Volunteers. I am sure that

no such feeling will'ever arise if proper precaution be taken to

prevent mistakes ; but a sense of disappointment would be
engendered in the minds of our soldiers if they thought that
theirTservices were about to be dispensed with on account of
the Volunteers ; and the Volunteers themselves would be
equally displeased. Indeed, I have been told that many of

them have said they would retire from the movement if it were
to have such an effect There is no doubt of this, that if it

were not for the Volunteers a larger standing army, and as a
consequence a greater expenditure, would be required. In that
•way the country is much indebted to the Volunteers ; but the
strength of the regular army must always be depended on for

distant garrisons and foreign service. A large number of our
troops must be kept in distant places, and a large number
must be constantly kept up at home with a view of relieving
them. I do not know any more than any other gentleman
here what may be the intention of the Government ; but I say
it is probable that some reduction may be necessary in order to
bring down the army establishment to the number voted by
Parliament. At the commencement of the present financial
year there were 15,000 more men in India than there were on the
Indian establishment. So long as they remained there they
were paid by the Indian Government ; but I, for one, always
knew that when they did not require those troops the Indian
Government would send them home. I am sure that the
army will not be reduced below the numbers voted by Parlia-
ment. This is not a time when our army could be diminished.
We see Continental nations keeping up great armies on a war
footiug. We ourselves are raising fortifications of great magni-
tude. Those on the south side of the Thames alone will require
61,000 men to garrison them ; and therefore I am perfectly sure
that there is no intention of lowering the number of our troops
below that voted by Parliament. I place the greatest con-
fidence in the noble lord at the head of the Government, and
feel no doubt that he will uphold the power of the country and
defend its honour." In returning thanks for the borough
members, General Peel amused the company by a description
of the difficulties of a non-agricultural member who was
forbidden to talk politics :—" Here you say that politics are
excluded ; but allow me to tell you that some of the speakers
have entered on two of the most important of political subjects.
A gentleman has spoken of tenant right. It that gentleman
had had as much experience of the discussion of tenant right
as I have had, he would know that the question is a most
difficult one. And I wouid say more—that any question
between landlord and tenant ought to be discussed between the
two parties themselves. Something has been said about the want
of labourers in the rural districts. Are the proprietors sure that
they have not to answer for that themselves ? Are you sure
you have paid that attention to the labourer's comforts which
ought to induce him to remain? These subjects have been
ably handled in other places by my friends Sir J. Pakington
and Sir Laurence Palk—men who have taken an active part in
promoting agricultural interests ; and again I say depend upon
it that they are subjects which you would do better to discuss
among yourselves. There was another agricultural meeting,
attended by a noble lady who goes over every year to be pre-
sent at a similar gathering. I refer to the meeting at which
the Marchioness of Londonderry addressed her tenantry. An
hon. and learned friend of mine, Sir Hugh Cairns, -was also
present. He said that it did not require that a man should
be a farmer in order that he might have a sincere wish for
the prosperity of the agricultural interest. I concur in, that,
for 1 am not a farmer; I am, nevertheless, a sincere well-
wisher of that interest ; but the subsequent part of my hon.
and learned friend's speech almost made me afraid to say even
one word about farming. My hon. friend said that a farmer
would require a knowledge of chemistry, mechanics, and
various otner sciences ; so that I fully expected, when another
farm became vacant, to see a competitive examination of the
proposing tenants. I mentioned the matter to a practical
farmer, and asked him whether he thought a knowledge of
mechanics and chemistry was necessary. He told me he
thought there was one thing more necessary, and that it was
4 capital.'

"

Mr. Thomas Baring, M.P., at the Huntingdon
meeting, made the following remarks on the abundant
harvest and on the national energy :

—

"If you look to the past—if you look to the changes forced
upon the people by legislation- if you look to the application
ot science and machinery in commerce and agriculture—you
will see that there is an energy in the people of this country
which enables them to triumph over every trial. We all know
the stereotyped form of expressing that energy. You have all
heard of the 'elasticity of the resources of the country.' It is
a phrase made use of by the Chancellor of the Exchequer In
times of monetary difficulty, or when an increase of taxa-
tion is necessary, you find the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer sayiug that he relies on the elasticity of the resources
ot the country. What is that elasticity ? It is that charac-
teristic ot Englishmen which enables them under any
altered circumstances to retrieve lost ground and still
advance their country in that forward course of pros-
perity m which for so many centuries she has been pro-
ceeding, lhat it is which makes the resources of this country
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highly important that the farmers, so far as was possible,

should be convinced that such an apprehension on their part

was an entire mistake. Certainly the object for which the

statistics were to be collected was one of the deepest interest

to the farmers. They were necessarily the victims of uncer-

tainty in the markets and the speculative action arising

out of it. If, therefore, tfeey were put in possession of

accurate information respecting the state of agriculture

and the produce, they would obtain a substantial and

sound basis upon which to settle agreements with their

landlords, and to guide them safely through all the natural

transactions of their farms. It was important that the

magistrates, in their individual capacities in the agricul-

tural circles around them, should try to impress the farmers

that these statistics, if obtained, would be more valuable

for legislative purposes, more important in protecting them

from the casualties to which they were now exposed, ana

in guiding them with confidence in all their transactions,

than anything he could conceive. With respect to the

means to be employed for collecting these statistics, there

seemed to be grave doubt whether the county consta-

bulary should be the parties. There certainly did appear

upon the surface ground for hesitating as to the propriety

of bringing the constabulary into contact with the prejudice

of the farmers. On the other hand, they found it not to

be an insuperable or serious difficulty, as proved in the case of

Ireland ; and surely they could not think that the difficulty

which arose out of a prejudice would be more formidable in

England than in Ireland. It wou'd be a reflection upon the
character of the English farmers to imagine that they would
be determined upon withholding information which farmers
in the sister isle furnished without even hesitation. Then, if

steps were not taken to obtain these statistics, the considera-

tion would arise—what reply would the court make to the

Secretary of State ? If other counties acceded to the request

made, it would be an unfortunate thing if Berkshire stood

aloof. He thought it desirable that a private communication
should be made with the chairmen of quarter sessions of other

counties, and they would then arrive at some general view of

the thing throughout the country." ("It was ultimately deter-

mined, on the motion of Lord Overstone, and by a narrow
majority, to postpone the consideration of t«.e question, with
the view of ascertaining what other counties had done or

intended to do.]

Miss Nightingale a few days since addressed the

following letters to her brother-in-law Sir Harry Verney,

M.P., to be read at an entertainment given by him to

theWinslow and Buckingham Volunteers at Haydon
House :

—

•' My dear Sir Harry,—I like to hear of your Volunteers. I

wish I could be with you. But my heart is with you all. At
the beginning of this year 'we had 150,000 Volunteers. And
already we hear from the best military authorities that they
are capable of manoeuvring and executing movements with
regular troops. To those who know the stuff of which the

Anglo-Saxon is made (no man knows him better than I do),

this is not surprising. These Volunteers are of the same race

with that handful of men who defended their trenches at

Sebastopol—as the Greeks held the position of Thermopylaa—
and who, when dying of slow torture in hospitals, drew their

blankets over their heads and died without a word, like the
heroes of old. Thank God. our Volunteers have not to undergo
these slow agonies in the defence of their country. But I for

one (and I speak notwithstanding an experience of the horrors
of war which no man has had) was not at all sorry to see the
spirit of war brought home to our people's lives in the glorious
rising of the Volunteers. A country needs re-tempering some-
times. England, from her grand mercantile and commercial
successes, has been called sordid. God knows she is

f

not! The simple courage, the enduring patience, the fs for a complete representation of "the p»pfe rf

good sense, the strength to suffer in silence—what nation
shows more of this in war than is shown by her commonest
soldier ? I have seen men dying of dysentery, but scorning to
report themselves sick, lest they should thereby throw more
labour on their comrades, go down to the trenches and make
the trenches their death-bed. There is nothing in history to
compare with it. Other nations may do it for glory, but we
for duty, as the Duke of Wellington said. I say no one has
seen the horrors of war as I have, yet I was glad to see the
spirit of war arising in our Volunteers. If both English and
French statesmen have recorded upon their own observations
that the most intelligent, the most well-doing, the most
respectable in the best sense of the word, in any French
village or district, are always those returned from serving out
their time on conscription ; and if this is the case with those
who have given a compulsory service for a government which
we English cannot respect, what ought not the men to become
who give a free service for a free country, like our Volunteers ?

Say what men will, there is something more truly Christian
in the man who gives his time, his strength, his life if need
be, for something not himself—whether he call it his Queen,
his country, or his colours—than in all the asceticism, the
fasts, the humiliations, and confessions that have ever been
made. And this spirit of giving one's life, without calling it
a sacrifice, is found nowhere so truly as in England. This is
a spirit which animates our armies and our Volunteers. But
there must be more drill, more discipline in the sense of teach-
ing how orders are to be obeyed, more acting in concert to
make our Volunteers perfect. And our Volunteers mean to be
quite perfect. It is wonderful how much they have done
already in precision. On the saddest night of all my life, two „

months ago, when my dear chief Sidney Herbert lay dying,
\ M pxirnn Three per Cents., for Acct, JH

and I knew that with him died much of the welfare of the I ^j^™
g^ 5* J JWngJ
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excellently in guerilla movements, tW fo 1SSrate regular army. We trust that on, YobSl!^1

know what real war is. But they mu« nSft "•
reputation to be feared by the enemy ^J^ **
enemy ever at their own hearthstones. ^^ a*» »

Mr. Roebuck, M.P., attended a «iq«Zw
in Gatcombe Park, the seat of Mr. KinntW ?i*
the Isle of Wight, in honour of 'the dX-l'
prizes to the Newport and Cowes RiitaZi
follows on the Volunteer Movement:—
"I have seen to-day the spirit of En*ki

itself in a way which has struck dumh fST?_
who wished injury to her. I asked myitf?" **
'Why is it these men thus rise up, armedj»I*^
defend their country ?

' My answer was, baa*JL**

*

is well governed. I then asked myself 'ThT
governed V and my answer was—it is thronAfcii
House of Commons you are well-goveruea

I qT!
1^

fashion to speak ill of the House of Coronw* 1 ^15
fashion, and it is the fashion to speak ill of tk^*2
write novels against it, men compose poemi *mttwhen they go into that House they feel theironK2
and they take their places with the ciphers therftZw
sent. I cannot presume to represent the HooitfS?
but there is one feeling I have in common with tr
members, and that is in admiration of the Ti

corps that have arisen throughout the length a£
of the land. Those corps represent the fcek
England, and, therefore, we have Bymwibj HI teWhy do I look with complacency upon the appurmtffc
Volunteers of England? It is this that makes wk«
Some years ago I felt—I knew—that there wu t Mmfc
that England was defenceless; that she could bewtMm
that there were people ready to assail her. Bot a iftot
teeth of Cadmus there has arisen this body of Yoham«
that feeling that said it would dare to invade Engiiadttb

away, and gone down to the shoes of those who Wi t Br

do not now talk of any invasion of England. We r Ears

defending itself. The Volunteers of this country hw to

that for us which no army could do. And wky' hm
armies are compelled to appear, and an army b ajptt

here what it is there. None of them have any fohiifen
»'

they knew that when you rose upitwasEngku)(J^eii|,«

you were confident against the world in arms. There*war

that you now need fear, and I tell you-«Dd I

hereby speak the feeling of the House of Ceo

as we are volunteers on your behalf, so yw, tttw
teers of England, are ready to fight the battlei of»{<
of England on behalf of the people of&«"*
you do it with a spirit, and with a feeing,» «*

*J*
sciousness that belongs to you as Englislunaa Jgff

*

remember that when you are fighting **JJJS|J
greatest, the most important thing tbrfjon «j»» >ip
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speak our, mac wnicu ne ueueves. "" "^"J jmiMt&
canvass the book that he publishes. I am u0\*fr"|
there is a spy bcy* i " A ^* A™ i^nin* to *«*'*•

an Englishman
there is a spy behind the door listening w"-—-. .

.

, speaking out that wbAIg;^
believe that we exhibit to the world a specowj^^
ought to be glad to uphold-a free people govs*

with wisdom, with justice, and with honour.
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Lord Ovekstone, at the Berkshire Sessions at
Abingdon on luesday, spoke as follows on the subject
ot collecting Agricultural Statistics throughout the
country :

—

°

one^Hp?
b
iS\i

indcr considera«on was a most important

dScukvMw7 nTfc acknowledge that the anticipated

i^ous/on f^ ^^ 6tatistics arose from a feeling otjealouay on the part of the tenant-farmers, and he thought it

Volunteers as they
a review day—and
back which is capabl
spirit of an hour ; these are men who have all something" to
give up

;
all men whose time is valuable for money, which is

not their god, as other nations sometimes say of us.' One of
the best appointments my dear chief made was Colonel
M'Murdo, the inspector general of Volunteers. I knew him in
the Crimea, where he executed the most difficult service that
of organising the land transport corps, with the utmost success
No doubt the Volunteers have full confidence in him It wis
whispered to me, in Sidney Herbert's time, that Buckingham-
shire had been behindhand in her tribute of Volunteers Is
that the case now? I hope not. But if so, it makes thosewho have volunteered all the more worthy. If I might
venture to do so, I would gladly ask you to offer them fromme a pair of colours. Probably, however, they have them If
so I can only offer them from the bottom of mv heart the best
wishes of one who has ' fought the good fight*' for the army,
seven years thievery month, without the intermission of one
single waking hour." * * * "Oct. 9. I should have thought it a
presumption to write to the Volunteers if not desired by y«u.My point, if there was one, was to tell them that one who has
seen more than any man what a horrible thing war is, yet feels
more than any man that a military spirit in a good cause—
tuat of one s country—is the finest leaven which exists for the
national spirit. I have known intimately the Sardinian
soldier, the French soldier, the British soldier. The Sar-
dinian was much better appointed than we were. The Frenchwere both more numerous and more accustomed to warw *r

C
Te

I
e ; yet l have no hesitation in saying that wehad the better military spirit, the true Volunteer spirit,
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fiiiilit ... Merchant - b. Jzs*

Outtttrr-^ stockbroker- F. OawmD,
"

uhrr-F 141 Pabtbii) ndH. Ed* lim,
"^ £ »°f r,. Huifci .1 I-""-, Wood Street, War,.

L,KS"nt, Btoomaburj ,
and Walbrook,rsss&ws—

*

**> 2Isr£& K *

bavepiiWiriied their&ii report, i.i
.

whidi they .ute thsJt
T a east of the head and I ,, bat , «rt mr a* the ad*.

inent ot all the objects for winch the company was eaediu^ was unnecessi for any eenotto. aottes* tbeformed. Of the capital ot 30,000/., upwards of 27.700/. riff* declined to assent to it

ATvr.M.u.stratiorcixo^wTii.r-x. has already been subscribed, and no difficulty ul The Westminster Mfrdbl The f

Dorset Mnri. J'«>. .-.ihl, ».......— ,,.

Ml formerly of Brvutwood,
a
*:*>< \, Licensed

Street. Caledonian Uoad, Grocer— I. N.
D*A*iss Feathen Hotel, Lrdbury.

•
I*5n^t..«ller-W Piezmas, Three Colt Lanr.Cam-
"*« i5Si Old Gravel Lane, Kuilder-W. K. Don,
cr"

H i-' and Great James street, lied ford Row,
'**— SSSr Com DcaliT-J. Fin.ay, Henry Street,

*2!T:5«m- iionjrer-N. W (Jiusox, Austin Frinrs

iakCT-< : M Gi **s sen., Hrandon Street. Walworth.

Knufactunr-J. Gooikhild, Hijrh Street, Shore-
Jt wlw Gormlkv. Manchester, Screw, Holt, and

^"^
irVtts Brighton, G:i* Fitter-T. Griffiths, Golden
'Sn^* Street, Southwark, Grocer, Cheesemonger,

".7 -Lr»4n Great Portland Street, Boot Maker- J.
'

i . Ivi.n.ii Tiittniih'im fmirt I-..-..1

Bulkier-'' C Laavaa, Briar Villus, shepherd's

Shipowner—J. I/»kwomh, St«>« market, Suffolk,

vi t<>n House, Vicarage Place, Kenfiinffton,

f MN-mkro. N<»»th Woolwich, Hotel Keeper- 1111 ttCC app
Zrr Trrrtce, Wandsworth Road, Hour Factor—J. wniu l '!',,.»;

T^J.Toh nist-T. Keys..,
, Henry Street,

XN °" l » * «?Stl

•tt^T,

order to secure a suitable & - g* for their building, the
directors invited six architects of established reput an
to compete, limiting the cost of the building to 25,00GL

aSetTaAifEowl From the designs sent in the directors selected one b]

Mr. F. Peck, of Maidstone, which appeared to be in

every respect admirably adapted for the purposes of the
company. Six eminent contr tors were invited to

send in tenders for the execution of Mr. Peck's designs;

the directors selected the lowest tender, that of Messrs.

Hill, Keddall, and Robinson, of Whitechapel, who hare
agreed to execute the work by the end ot .June, 1862,
for 24,080/., and have commenced operations.

The Braidwood Testimonial Fr\n.—The com-
mittee appointed to collect subscriptions for the Hr.iid-

mon'ml Fund resolved a! a meeting held at

^3J"MJJ4~shirt Maker— i: B. Uu,b\ ami k. l. ii. i ...>, the Mansion House a few davs ago to npplv the amount

SltV. Siam?"i>o<"KShire, «™\*J2-$\r\ subscribed, r,2(»/. 11*. (>./., to* the purchase of annuities

w H^Sarrii.^rl^.staffordHliire.MineDmlncrB-H.Sriw- for the tWO aged sisters ol Mr. Braidwood, who bv his
^_JL- ijee«.ed Vietuidler-l. It. Stkm)mvn, Kinji street, ... 7 •

i r at I i I i Ii
^Ljiuii sh". warehouscman-ii.c. sTi:\ukr, Lam- death were deprived ot the income on which they»—Mrrr-T T01...11, Hanlith, Kirkhy. Malhamdale'

(
l., n< ,nil p ,i fnr annnorfTLa n...lei in Cattle-W. Wi-i.i.iN(i,( 'lipvf, ,ne Ten ;hc, Uepencieci I"l SlippOlC.

Man-l-: . Wi .
Hitehin, Inaper-H. Wkston, I ast- TlIE MIDDLESEX REGISTRATION'.—At the Sit I itlg of

the revising barristers at Islington on Saturday, Mr.
John Anthony Coates, who had signed the Conservative

objections for Middlesex, amounting in number to 4000,

was subjected to an examination of two hours. He
said that he resided at Buckingham, and was on the

register of Middlesex for the parish of Tottenham, for

a house. He signed the notices produced. He com-

the 20th August, at the oiliest of

ind Society in Norfolk Street,

Strand, where he signed from half-past 10 till between

5 and 6, and then took home with him a parcel of

notices, and continued his work. At 5 next morning

(rr _I>o»Ier in Small Wans and Millinery— lr \V

«f Skvnt Street, and Krith—now "f Old Charlton, Kent—
1'oiiKlnrand Greengrocer.

jnrtiopolis airif it$ IJtctmtn,

Ttl Memorial to Lord Herbert. — A public

tjnir will be held in the metropolis in the course of .

,'
,., % ,

5faf ™.tl', -ncler the presidency of the Duke
|^ CoZS"".

MAridge. for the purpose of taking such steps us " L^n™Z±U* easting

» flissolt in a worthy memorial to the late Lord Herbert.

Middle Temple Library.—The new Library of the

Middle Temple will be opened for public use on Thurs- ne resumed his work, and continued till about 6 o'clock', corresponding weeks of the years 1851-00 the average

sV, tht 31st inst. The ceremonial of inauguration will wner , \ie toofc oth er notices and worked as before. The number was 1011.

be performed bv the Prince of Wales, and it is in- npx tby

teslsi to celebrate the occasion by a banquet to his

tl Highness, to which all the members of the society

will t* I.

The Thames Embankment.—At the meeting of the
Metropolitan Hoard of Works, on Friday, Mr. Donlcon
acted that the chairman be requested to represent to

tfce first commissioner, in his conferences on the Thames
Uankment BUI, that this board is strongly of

that no plan will he complete or satisfac-

witn. s«es were examined in support of the application
for an indi it for perjury against the man Saunders.
After a long inquiry the magistrate decided he
case had not been made cut, and that no weight could

S attached to the evidence impugning . venby
Saunder* at the trial.

MruDER ok the High Seas— Capt William
llurw i Haldry, master of the ship Shantung, wrss

brought before the majristrate at th<» Thames Police

Court on Monday for fiat] examination charged with
the wilful murder of one of his seaman by ilbutagc. and
particularly by his having saregely batten him with fJ

rope, in September last, while the >!>ip was on the hip

seas. The charge was prefen. d bf two otb«'r acamen,
who gat iinstantinl dstsitl of His bcatfag and of

the inl ni.'nt death of the nn. The prleoner'a

solicitor urged the magintrate t<» commit the prisoner

for manslaughter only. The magistrate said 1 lid not
feel justified in altering the nature of the charga. Ha
should commit the pi ner for trial lor wilful murder,

and a jury, acting under the direction of one ol I

judges, might reduce the crime to manslaughter. The

prisoner was then formally committed for trial.

The Pcnih Health. — The llegtstrar (rencral'i

Weekly Return states that the «1 as in i I in the

week ending Saturday. < )ctober 12th, werej 1113. The
average nnuiber in the corresponding week ears,

when correct* 1
1Tor incrcaic of population, was 11.W, but

if the deaths from cholera in lH.Ylarc d from

the calculation, it appears that the present return 1st

very close approx iui.it im to the nversge. I>ui : the

week the births of 805 b »yt an<l SIS |irlt, in all I<

children, were registered in London. In tie ten

next day he pursued the same course, finishing at noon

on Saturday. Several of the notices were signed in

blank, and when they were again put before him, he

passed his hand and pen over the signature, so as to

revive the signatures after the blanks had been filled

in. The barristers decided that this system was an this town and neighbourhood by a deplorable 'OCMtTBt

IDrobincfttlt
Ash ford.—On Saturday evening s great deal of

excitement was created among all eiatsts ol
|

in

abuse of the powers of the act of parliament, and that

objectors were bound to see that they had some ground

of objection when they signed the notices. They

therefore disallowed the whole of the objections ami

ordered the objectors to pay costs.

Fatal Case of Accidental Poisoning.—A few
' g along

bv which Sergeant Whorley, drill-instrm I rtothe2Wh
Kent Rifles, was killed. It appears that a few members

of the corps were practising tiring at 500 yards' range,

and the drill-instructor was acting as marker. Private

mr enaoimg tne isoarct to construct
stet a work. In supporting the resolution he main-
Ujted tint the inhabitants on the south side of the
mtr had grotmds for expecting that they would reap
tte advantages of an embankment to which they so
JArgelj cettrilHited. The amount of coal dues collected
nses the industrial establishments in the immediate

*22rw he Tham? betwcen Vauxhall ^d W'est-
wsater bridge*, exclusive of the large engineering works

Oxford Street, he heard cries of " Police." and on pro- nately, however, he did not emerge somVnently

ceeding to No. 315, Mr. Reilly's, eonmaker, he saw a the line of the huts and was consequently not

female in her night-dress at the door, who stated that

her husband, Mr. Baker, foreman to Mr. Reilly, had

been poisoned by mistake. On entering the shop with

another policeman they found her husband lying on the

lower steps of a staircase leading to the shop, with his

head hanging down. They iinmedi.r. lv sent for

medical ass-stance. Two physicians arrivexl shortly

works, i

ftnthwa

Williams, son ot* Mr. Williams, wine and spirit merchant,

was in the act of firing at the tai t, when the sergeant

left his hut carrying the red or danger nag. Unlortn-
from
seen

when Williams discharged his rifle, bat immediately

afterwards was observed to fall. As soon as possible

several Volunteers proceeded to the spot, when it was

discovered that the ball had passed through his head,

and that he was quite dead. Tne practice ground is

only a mile from the town, and one of the Volunteers

immediately ran for a surgeon, but his services were o

Mr.C

"^"iMiiKmenc would oe very imper-

rrrer M ij|
0t exteuded to the south side of the

aritj'taVk'
i)lfT,u,^r thought it most unwise to

T4t£r„
qU<

?
tion !lt the P^sent time. Mr. R.

»»S ittef Ki -

6 m °ti0n
-

Mr
*
Dlxon wa8 °PP°sed

etiw-in-
i

ltl the pound on the poor ot theg^^ut lor such a purpose. The work would cost
,T7n__ <-.aim it would require rates amounting toa^OOOL
M

yesi ^ P-»y the interest of the money.
unjustifiable, when" **"?•* **'a

J

^wwid te
doif h^L80 much t0 the work,' if r.othing was

*«*led at jtnri°

Q
:
i

At tne Presen *t time Lambeth was

* flien th-I
g

i

,a,Kl ne knew not wl,at ifc would

^'W sirreS h
"Ced the width of tl,e river

-
Mr '

^rive/shoMM
i

f

at,fcwa* desirable that both sides of

Ws works h-
embanked, but if they insisted on

V*e^sth i.t U
n
5, carried out simultaneously, he

**» »»« th'pra , ?
lead to insurmountable difficnl-

"^ * ttesam-.
W
H

d be a &reat difficulty in getting

•* ^ oniriln *V'
rou«h Parliament. Mr. Robinson

I^nTai d !

at the mo«on ought to end with

S"**w Cln ,ankment on tbe south side." Mr.

^^J coul?.
^concurred in this view, and urged

*»«ntoe-nh tP to the First Commissioner and

S^ wit'» a nl

h
t
80uth side nntil they were pre-

. V^rti'-'iiofa!"
1,

l
' Freeman strongly supported

** *> »-ld tn m
nkment on the south side, and

^•outhern emh i

rS8oUlti°n the words, " and that

?? dcfe-" A?
nkment be the second charge on the

u
r

'^'ikinson u
fT words from Mr Le Breton

,l fron> the mU- '
Doult°n said he was willing to

S ^tomeeTr ?
,,e WOrd^ "insertion in .he

mtt? ** »s amia r
iews of *°™ of the members.

^^*^S was then pufc' and agreed t0

all—The directors of thisCompany

serious internal complaint, and that the poison which showed great v

he had swallowed was a weak solution of cyanide of
;

and some ol tn

potassium. The jury returned a verdict of Death their escape.

from taking poison by mi ake."

Execution at Newgate.—On Monday morning

William Cogan, who was convicted at the recent sessions

of the Central Criminal Court ot the murder of his wife

in Newton Street, Oxford Street, under circumstances

still fresh in the public recollection, was hanged in front

of Newgate, in the presence of a disorderly crowd of

people, estimated at from 10,000 t> 12,000. Great

iolence and quarrelled among themselves,

em w re detected in an attempt to make

Cambridge.—The Rev. Charles Kirk by Robinson,

M.A., Fellow of St. Catharine's, was on Wednesday

elected Master of the College, vacant by the resigna-

tion of the Bishop of Worcester. Tne Rev. Joseph

Ilomilly, of Trinity, has announced his intention to

office of Registrar of the University at
resign his

Christmas.

Chichester. On Wednesday, shortly before mid-

tained that he was innocent, and asserted that his wile

first cut his throat and then committed suicide.

Various efforts were ma le to obtain a
"""""{J*

10"
"C'Zrt"

of the sentence ; but Sir George Grey, the Home Uu.
^
sea

Secretary, in reply to the petitions presented state »*«."*

that the whole circumstances adduced in evidence on

the trial had undergone«*^Sfi5£^5 ^e'Coiiege^e'of whom '-d.he.rd the^eport^of

nothing appeared to him to juscii) "»
...,,„„ (ll„

the exercise of the clemency ot the Crown. W hen the

criminal ascended the scaffold the vast crowd surged

ahout and shouted in awful excitement. Alter the

rope wiis adjusted he prayed m(«t earnestly «.ttc
P

.. time, and almost the Urt word, he «
Jer the gtile( aDll thet afu-r h. had

The drop fell oppr. - '« g tl.elanetowar.ls Deer Hole." No

the rifle, were shortly on the spot, and several person,who

were passing rendered every awisUncc to convey the

.offerer to the College, where he shortly afterward*

xpired, but not before he had mad* the statement that

_. ,. , . -...»t*b~^**^s^:z^*!£Si
ordinary ror a short tune

uttered were a prayer for forgiveness. -ftn.iaoneiMci-v— . _ u.

almost at the same moment, and after one or t en ™
Wen b thp , man , who wh.^on hts

vulsive struggles he ceased to exist, rhe body w.u V the ev ,. mIlg wlth a respecUble

removed after being suspended the «^*«*^ gj m tUe city. The ball of the rifle Ptesed turough

application was afterwards made for permission to take J

e

e
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he abdomen and out at the back, but little blood relieving officer stated that a fortnight ago the wife enjoyment ! I remember in tlT
escaped from the wounds. On the discovery of the made an application for relief, stating that her husband
murder, Superintendent Everett communicated the fact refused to maintain her, though they had been married
to the commanding-officer of the garrison, Colonel
Wright, who immediately sent out a body of soldiers in

search ,of the murderer, for it was well known that a

soldier named Cleary was at large and in the possession
of his rifle and ball cartridge. The grounds of Mr.
Freeland, M.P., were surrounded and scoured by
detached parties without avail; every house of bad
repute in the city was searched without effect. The
number of military was now increased to 200 men, with
a dozen cavalry, who were sent to scour the woods
atJGoodwood, Captain Valentine, the steward of the
estate, lending the aid of the gamekeepers in the search,

which continued without avail until 12 o'clock, when
Mr. Henry Sadler, jun., ofHampnett, found Cleary's rifle

loaded, and with a cap on, which he had evidently
thrown away on getting clear of the city. This was
found in the ditch of a water meadow, through which a
pathway runs to join the main road leading to Arundel
and Littlehampton. The man is still at large, but hopes
are entertained of his speedy capture. Outon is the
son of a tradesman at Rowlands Castle, near Havant.
Cleary, the soldier who shot him, is 21 years of age, and
is a native of Ireland. He bears a bad character in the
50th Regiment, to the dep6t of which he was attached.
In October, 1860, he deserted, and was afterwards tried
and convicted for stealing property belonging to an
officer.

^
Very recently he has had six days' extra drill

given him for bad conduct, for which it is conjectured
he meant to have his revenge, but shot the wrong man.

Dablington.—A meeting of landowners and anglers
interested in securing to the river Tees the full benefit
of the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861, was convened by
circular in the Town Hall, a few days since, Mr. W. J. S.
Montt, of Rokeby, in the chair, when it was resolved
to circulate and placard very extensively along the
banks of the river, hand-bills setting forth the pro-
visions and penalties comprised in the Ac:. It was also
resolved to make application to the quarter sessions, at
Durham and Northallerton, to appoint the police-
officers and others special conservators; and a sub-
scription was opened to meet the expenses. It was
mentioned that in the event of the landowners giving
their consent for parties belonging to an association
to fish on their property, an angling association would
be organised. Those anglers, the chairman remarked,
would be the best conservators they could obtain, and,
as one of the landowners, he should gladly concede the
privilege of fishing on his property to such persons.
From what he had gathered of the sentiments of other
landowners, he believed all, or most of them, would be
favourable to such an association, A similar meeting
has been held at Barnard Castle, where similar resolu-
tions were adopted. ^^

Gloucester.—The inquest on Lord Forth was con-
cluded on Thursday week, when the surgeon who at-
tended him was examined at some length. He said that
when he was sent for he found that Lord Forth had taken
the laudanum, and wasapparently asleep. He aroused him,
when he said, "1 have not taken so much as they say."
He then became drowsy, and did not speak again.
Another surgeon was sent for, and they applied" the
stomach-pump. They also applied an electro-magnetic
battery to the nerves, spine, &c, but the deceased never
recovered consciousness, and died in the evening. The
laudanum he had taken had been ordered for the lady
as a fomentation. The deceased was very intemperate
in his habits. This doubtless had a great effect upon
his mind, particularly as he .'did not take his usual
exercise. During the lady's illness he confined himself
almost wholly to her room, and waited upon her night
and day. His brain suffered immensely from his excesses
and confinement. He promised the witness that he
would go to London, his intention being to join his
father at Brussels. He said he was afraid he should
be arrested in London, as he was much in debt. The
witness then described the result of a post mortem
examination and said that the cerebellum was much
softened, and thereby self-control was lost. He never
saw so much attention lavished upon a lady by a gentle-man ,n his life He did not believe he had an hour's
sleep during the whole of the three weeks the lady was
ill. The jury returned a verdict that Lord Forth diedirom poison taken while labouring under temporary

kd^:nH
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be inquiry

'

lt Aspired that the
lady's death was not caused by her confinement, but hYdisease induced by her intemperance. Her name was
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v chiIcl and heiress of awealthy gentleman m Herefordshire, and married wh

upwards of 15 years. Mr. Stead was ordered to appear
before the guardians, but when he did so he refused to

support his wife, on the ground that she was his

deceased wife's sister, and that by law be was not
bound to support her. The guardians ordered relief to

the extent of 6s. to be afforded to .the wife, and the
present proceedings were taken to compel Stead to

refund the money. It appeared that the wife was not
the sister of his deceased wife, her maiden name being
Bolton, whilst that of the dead wife was Greenwood. In
fact, the women were the children of the same mother,
but not the same father. The solicitor for the husband
contended that according to the decision in the now
celebrated case of Brock v. Brock, Stead could not be
held to have married this woman. The solicitor for the
guardians did not dispute the decision in the case of

Brock, but he wished the Bench to decide as to whether
the law applied to a half-sister as well as to a sister in

the ordinary sense of the term. The magistrates' clerk
said that a marriage with a deceased wife's sister was
undoubtedly void in law, ab initio, and that, therefore,
her husband could not be called upon to maintain her.
There was a case of settlement lately argued, in which
it was settled that the law applied equally to the half-
sister as to the proper sister. After some discussion
the magistrates decided that the summons against
Stead must be discharged.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—The long-expected demon-
stration in honour of Earl Russell took place in " the
metropolis of the north " on Monday. Hi3 lordship, who
was the guest of Mr. Hutt, M.P., at Gibside, arrived in
the town on Monday afternoon, and met with the most
enthusiastic reception. He then attended a meeting of
nearly 2000 inhabitants in the Music Hall, and was
presented with an address congratulating him on his
accession to the Peerage, thanking him for his past
services in the cause of civil and religious liberty, and
praying that he might be long spared to render in the
House of Peers further services to his country. Earl
Russell in reply said that the reforms in which he had
taken part were necessarily slow. The nature of our
institutions and the genius of our people, while they
sanctioned and promoted the utmost freedom of
discussion, were adverse to needless change, and there-
fore it behoved every friend of progress to wait
with patience, and to argue with calmness
till public opinion was fully convinced, and the national
mind put its seal on the measures introduced into the
Legislature. From this maturity of deliberation, it

followed as a consequence that our steps in the direc-
tion of popular privileges were seldom or never re-
traced, and that path, which had been painful and
arduous in the ascent, was easy and tranquil on the
summit. In the evening there was a grand banquet in
the new Town Hall under the presidency of the Earl of
Durham, supported by Lord Hastings ; the Right Hon.
W. Hutt, M.P. ; the Right Hon. T. E. Headlam, M.P. ;

Mr. Beaumont, M.P. ; Sir W. Atherton, M.P., Attorney-
General; Mr. Pease, M.P.; Mr. W. D. Seymour, M.P.;
Mr. Shafto, M.P.; Mr. Adams, M.P.; Sir Hedworth
Williamson, M.P. ; General Beckwith, General Hutt, &c.
After the usual loyal toasts, the chairman gave the
health -of Earl Russell, which was received with great
enthusiasm. In returning thanks his lordship spoke as
follows :

—

" It has been my fate to have taken part in many political
measures during a tolerably long political life, and I take this
approbation of yours, of a set of men so enlightened, as a
testimony that I have not dishonoared those my principles—
that I have done nothing to impair the honour or injure the
interests of my country. If I have been successful in any of
the measures that I have proposed it has been that I have pro-
posed m more fortunate times measures which had the appro-
bation of men who have gone before me, that I have endea-
voured to follow in the footsteps of Lord Grey, Lord Holland,
Sir Samuel Romilly, and Lord Durham. It was my happiness
tn tiara Konr* noonmo^A/1 4v» 4.1,**. _-—1_ - 1* T%_»„. •

. * -»-i »**-*

when certainly the |Umcm.M n< Pr^f^

*;

""T v
,

"**" w ii±i,ii uuu nas endowed
control and permission of the officerTofS^
Such, then have been the general prinlu* 4!^
measures to which I allude have been wUlt*

J»
they now ^a^tarSS^Commons, suggesting that yoS^S?**they were gloves whichwere ve£ff100** •and they were very much dearZS.

enort«C.
therefore they prayed,--wW dn ^^^SrfCmight be alloVed to wir ^^^bSHS
cheaper and better, but that t£ T8 of **2^
utterly excluded in'order that hJ^ *

W

gloves Why, gentlemen, th^fe^^

'

tion and Free Trade. GovermW wh*TC! „sumed that they should be^gW^8^1the country at large, not seSCJSm^^Sfreedom they would find out themltL°
US2pations which would be most ^« t
wh*»2

goods which they thought They cSS?^ *?.
the article of commerce whil

T* ******!
best advantage. It is Jkl •

y ^^SpSl
have passed some very' excellont\

m ^T'have enlarged and enligh^ef^fi^X:Government, when we say th-it *k ^* ^2'
in which Government ought not S^"* **
the man himself, the subfecT, ^L^JftS^iSmust be left the choice of h s o^^***+.nappy to say we have it not in tZt J*V
countries people consider that it is VS?* 1*
Government to fetter and to bind the JH * * «men

; and that upon no subject of poUtf?S*%morals, upon no subject of literature ew?2i*5l
talents with which God has en£w?tS?*2
£?,l

roL^^?5.^ssi0^ of the office?,?*

ipla

been sound principles, TndTasT navT^?!
apply to future times to many other cmmXJ*
?v ow, let me allude to two questions in JE *
now immediately concerned, and upon iKu ,*»
this country is naturally interested, beW2

J

cases m foreign countries that most detSfi^world. I will allude m a few words to what h*W**
since I have been intrusted with the sealsofEBS?ment

;
that course has been to respecttheindenmSff

nations, and to endeavour to induce othentoT?*There is one of those countries with which we bmlSto do, and of which we have heard much ofke«S
Italy. We have seen—we have all seen withC?that a very distinguished man, Mr. Henley sr-^one in the country who has not seen with
Italians casting off their old chains, and exe
of government for themselves, and putting thetnifaway of gaming that distinction which of old timei
it only. We all rejoice to see them assert tint

We shall all rejoice if they establish a free Gotqmu
thus effect the happiness, the self-respect, acdelen
of the fiuest countries and one of the moat talenW
the globe. But of late a difficulty has arisen tot-
attention has been given. The Italians say, ar

great apparent justice, that the independence ofMm
be fully consummated unless Rome, the capital, *
hands. I may say that I am sure they will be iflgftfc
in that city an Italian Government, and that in t net*
associated with ancient glory and with ancient imam
but then, as Italy has not Rome, they cannot mak?it»W^la

Well, on the other hand, the Roman CatholicsofEwfUfH
they require that the independence of tbeProeaWika
pected, andmanysay that it cannot be respected'

torial Government. That is a discussion which ta»beaj*f*

for some time, and I observed in what 1 fis mkf *
morning, an Essay by one of the mostld*M.«y*
Italy, that the opinion is now gaining ground£W»4(ft»J
temporal power ought to become theq?;

the spiritual power will be more feflwiH >•—

l

^*
and will be exercised more fairly if fee s'iifafr***^*

from the temporal. In the conclusion d teft*

which I have alluded he says that is whatisirajlir»

in Italy, and that is what is wished in mostotW
the world. This, as I have said, is notai^Th
we can take the initiative, but this I

^JJ.". ^*
that what that learned ecclesiastic has P^JJJJJS
is in consonance with the opinions given by*^^now so much regretted. Count Cavonr, «1 J"V
solution to the Italian difficulty, and that it •Jfj
means of securing the after independence*JJJ
of Italy. Let us look for a moment atanotw ?*

world ; at another country, which, for my PJM£,
observed with the greatest interest—t be_ u»" _

,

America. It appears to me that it would wSJT.
tune to the world if that experiment m fjgpi
which, though not carried on in exactly the ""Eg*
those of our own, was conducted on principles *»
* . . ... * , . - •« -U ha
Luust; ui uur own, whs uuuuuut^u. v"

*""T~ 'i MT iflFf'

devised with great wisdom—it would be, i ».^ l0

misfortune if anything were to happen to ^440

*

sorrv to say that those events have teppenMi »^,rfsorr>

two parties contending together, not upon w^*
slavery—though that, I believe, is the °"^T^g

ip.fc—nnt. nnntPndiner with respect to *«e *
stTt<* of** t

conflict—not contending with respect

tection, but contending as so many ^

have contended, the one side for empw

power. Far be it from us to set ourse
I^JJjjt,^

Lord Durham, Lord Dungannon," ^T"statesman Tho matter, but I cannot help as^"^^j Sjff:
would have been here to-day if his health had allowed the contest to wha* g^ jnd

f
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him, and whoso talents have been of the greatest
"n" ™ reunion ot its <n

. niim1lt

service to this country—I mean Sir J. Graham. We
planned the scheme of Reform, and that Reform as you all-- - — f —-v* .-..«.„ v A.ViViUJ C*0 juu till
know, was not only carried, but has now been nearly .'JO yearsm operation

; that it has operated beneficially I cannot doubt,
that it has led the way to many other great measures which
never could have been carried in an unreformed Parliament.
And, let me say, when I embarked in public life I embarked
with the view of carrying great measures into effect, andhaving great public objects before me. It appears to me that
public life is only honourable when it is directed to suchmeasures and that the pedlar who sells his pins and pin-cushions for 6«. has a better, because an honester, trade than
the man who devotes his talents to public life merelv for the

Her Majesty's regiments. She deserted him fn iL.
, Thich I th^k runs through many of Sur me^uiS«

P
S S&?times. Al nnr mpacn^^a ir* f<»nAni.Al , i.j:«: i-i •<
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CaPtain L,°yd foiled inobtaining a divorce in consequence of collusion in theconduct of the suit with his father-in-law ; and the

Sd Forth H
W8

K
dS

,

fT? hCT ac«l«-n^ce with

3hire tn [1 • f

er^u"" been removed to Hereford-shire to be interred in the family vault at her father's

GlouSer "* °M * deCem
* interred at

TtaSSVid
the T0Wn HaU 0n the 10tb in9t

- Mr."^as
.
Stead was .*»mmoned to show cause whv he .

against

^«la*Tw nn /' ,
" c ",

°» <*"" *" out measures with
regard to Free Trade, have been measures not introducing new
plans, not founded upon skilfully devised schemes, but have
been merely unloosing the fetters which statutes and laws had
placed on the due liberty of the subject. It is the business of
Government to maintain internal peace, to settle the civil
relations which should prevail among the community, to defend
the independence of the country abroad, but Governments

r,?w S^Hl moreJ11:™
T

thi8
J th*y have sought to lay down

SlSf f to which they have asked men, under pain and
penalty of punishment, to adhere, quite ignorant that Govern-ments were utterly unable to frame rules of faith which should

!^ Jn ^ COn8c'euco
-

Totake the other instance to which Iam alluding-™., that of free trade, what struggles we have

t^l H°L ff
1?* ?? .

f0
.

r Dearly 40 y^™ in order to enable

industry of others which were objects of use, of comfort, or of

should we not have the ^^.fi^li thtf^
a great degree destroyed, should we

y&Jfr
liberty which has so long ^^waoutW"?!^
brethren, and^^^Z^^S^
to force, and would not t^^ ered . «"*Slfc
subjection those w^o had been conq^ of *£-**
very materially nterfere withtlie ire

^
*

that should be the unhappy resuU to ^^^
forward, if by means su

should be brought about,

have embraced the prece*— ~
hflvfi m9f# *r&M

not tVe ^ .«M £& &J?f£&
Secretary to speak to you.in only^ $̂
with regard to these ^f^rtbat the

^f>^S>
is at all n^fSionihif by assertion^

of^^J
assertions of "ationaJity, ^ b;inCes

,occg ^ &*

LllilL SUUU1U ww ««- -

forward, if by means sucu ». -— ol "T&±
e brought about,

f
*

n
fc

fXfa^nity ^JJ5fi
braced the precepts o^^ ^S'^
nar.not be avoided? , I have

,^,iy»»fVcon
to:
but not upon
country
iuterost.

•

H
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Minister of this country, it is the

*f rf
J!!f CGSveroment of this cpuQtry, to watch

t***1 *£ 5!^to respect the independence of all

*T ^^t happens • ™ ^
K
any part of that prudence

r ^X b££« Biisti. of England at this

- ^^ \?«irt of the influence of this country,

"E^may be used in the cause of freedom
mJaence ™V m any respect the power of^^ ;

not w »

be absoiutely necessary-—^aae that po« J
t vindicate the inde-

*> K?0l

Snd to gS her own dignity and
« B*?0B^-S said on the Continent of Europe
jl^eb has ?°"*

nobie friend who is now at

ft* Government; but on examining those

J««r been able to make out more than

^koned to be too susceptible with regard
1 J?u^Unntrv I shall be at little paius^h

«chaS attack. On the contrary, I o

IJZLl his constantly devoted his attention tom
*JJJli|J(l the honour of England ; to keep un-

USthe interests of England ; and it is my
ESn iu that great task. I do feel that to be

vfii snch a task by the people of so great and

—_*T!ui this is something that makes public hfe

*E!that relieves its labour, that lightens its

mmL *^" ^j that while that task is thus ren-

rhileit is one which a man maybe proud

gmtll addition that if he has acted, upon

the baoefit of this country, whatever errors and

<r have made at times, he will meet from such
**

the present a kind and indulgent acceptance

L<1 fhaLat all events, they will give him credit

uESn* to do for ' Old England' all that

80,

to
own

f*

rffefr

mA ffMiP subsequently returneu unanKs ior tue

>f Lord Pa! *&>* and her Majesty's Ministers,

Jj ildnt
— V'™""* Amherlev. responded to the

oftbt Countess Russell. Lord Hastings responded

got of the House of Lords ; the Attorney-General

of the Bar, and Messrs. W. B. Beaumont, J. Beau-

Pease, Headlam, Hutt, Fenwick, and Ingram,

of Parliament, returned thanks for the

of the Members for the local boroughs.

OHMD-The erection of a new Corn Exchange,

fan the design of Mr. S. L. Seckham, architect and

tarrevor to the Corporation, was commenced on Mon-

tr. "The building will be of an ornamental character

MiUbi ir concerts, entertainments, and public

and will be 100 feet long by 50 feet wide. It

if eipeeted to cost about 2400£. The foundation-stone

wi3 be laid in the course of a fortnight, and the

bfdfiag is to be completed by Lady-day next.

fttTLUfD.—Lord Palmerston, accompanied by
Coloael Jervois, p.dd a visit to the Government works
at Portland on Thursday week. His Lordship went on
theater breakwater, ami inspected the new fort at its

extremity, which commands the southern en-

to the harbour. On returning to the shore he
to the citadel on the Verne Hill. Major

„._t, commanding Royal Engineer in the district,

Mr. Beaufort, in the absence of Sir. Coode, Engineer-
ia-Qnef of the breakwater, and other officials, were in

etteriance upon bis Lordship. Lord Palmerston after-

visited the convict establishment, and returned
rjamth \ate in the afternoon.

Pert -All the trout and salmon in the river
tttte, from Settle, in Craven, nearly to its mouth at
flreetoo, were destroyed about 10 days since in a single

Jp*t The gas company at Settle emptied the contents
«w«g«someter into the river, and within 24 hours
ejwy Mh in the river downwards, a course of nearly
****** d*ed\ Hundreds of pounds' weight of salmon

tW w2LH!
re taken out dead

>
tlieir flesl1 reekinS of

"•P*** * gas, which unfitted them even for the
IPfwot manure, while the river itself was renderedmm for th, M of cattle, which for many miles depend

« for their supply of water.
KWW.-The Bishop of Ripon on Saturday com-

™ triennial visitation of the clergy of the
»e at the cathedral church in this city. His charge
* L 0ne

' occuPying nearly two hours in the

-l£. a ,vin^ are extracts :—
i lo dsh'

the present P°sition of the church in his

Stmt, <

which would arise from the unsettlemeu t of men's 1 Ul
their disturbance of confidence from the almost 1

introduction of new words and sentences, to which eiM
would most certaiuly be taken. He believed, therefore, that
any attempt to alter the Book of Common Prayer would be
attended with great danger to the peace and "unity of the
Church. But unfortunate as these difficulties were, they were
trifling in comparison with the dangers by which they were
threatened from a different quarter-he referred e dis-
semination, on the part of eminently learned and distinguished
members of their own church, of opinions which went to
unsettle all the grand fundamentals of the Christian
faith — which scoff at the idea of a direct inspiration
from God, exalt the human intellect to the position
of sitting in judgment on revealed truth, discard the
doctrine of the atonement, discredit the truth of pro-
phecy, and disparage the evidence of miracles. They had
surely fallen on perilous times when ordained ministers,
who had professed to subscribe willingly to the Thirty-nine
Articles, could reconcile it with their duty to their Church to
propagate opinions which avowed infidels claimed in confirma-
tion of their sceptical theories. It was not his intention to
attempt any refutation of the pernicious views to which he
referred, still less to indulge in any harsh expressions concern-
ing the authors ; but he should be unfaithful to his office were
he not to deliver a warning against them. 1 y would find it

common to all these writings to call in question the authority
of the Bible as the inspired word of God, t 1 overlook tli mda-
mental doctrine of the corruption of human nature, 1 to
invalidate the doctrine of the atonement the: lews* <>rd

andSaviour. Beit their coi int endeavour to eet these doct*

plainly forward, and the rut her because of the "i-k wh
had been directed against them. Uphold the doctrine of

Inspiration, not because th« y believed the Hiblo to bo the
production of men of genius, but l»eeauso the- believed It I

have been written by men who 'spoke as they were moved by
the Holy Spirit.' The distinction between tho ir iration

Scripture and that of any other human production was not a
difference of degree, it w. 1 difference in kind. In the

imagery of Homer and the rapturous flights of Milton ho recog-

nised the play of a marvellous intellect, but this was as

different as possible from tho inspiration of the Hi : In the
one case the production was human, in tho other divine; in

the one case they might criticise, censure, or approve, in the

other they heard the voice of the ever-living J. ah, which it

must be at their peril to disregard. They could not too rarc-

fully point out that whilst it came lawfully within the province tion, hia friend said,

of reason to calculate and weigh the cv upon which tho "You don't know! "said Mr. H
truth of inspiration depended, yet that 1 ing once establish-

the point that the Bible was divinely inspired, the only

with regard to its statements must ever be that of reverent;

solemnity."

Rtjgby.—The Medical Times and Gazette con tail

the foliowing 1 account of the unfortunate child of Mr.

and Mrs. Guinness Hill:—"It has been a matter of

surprise to us from the very commencement of the pro-

ceedings known as the ' Rugby Romance/ that little or

no allusion was made to the^^ <^ *»*; SS to ^SSSTmrni ' r ace, .g the knowtota
After reading of the sensation created in court by the

wbjch ^ ^^j for distinction tn thai hue life; but It

appearance of the poor little sufferrr, with his head -• - • -- '- "- * «~ v;,—n ^*k«*

enveloped in lint and bandages, and his leg in splint

tho public naturally looked for some medical testimony ^ { ^ m ft^ ranfi ni momiva^, vuou^

.

or report of the case; but nothing more was heard ot he will pei tho duties of his particular profession. That

the little fellow. Having recently received some infor- sort of general knowldfe may be WuufA t/> the^w^f «'

.nation as to his state, we feel called upon to lay before g-g&ft*

'

J^ le^«UW STy
our readers the following facts :— It appears that not- ^ tbera (m the d .,v ol \,attlc ; but thews gymnaMH

stream. That has long stnot otSM
tation of our nirersule*. They nave iennro^wl tho
course, the object, and the direction of their oMdios, aai
key may now feai «&& the aoodsml
ns of any country 'in the world. Osrtsia

have been made to the system of eonuMUttvo
Sine people sa? leads to cramnunf. It often hsoMnaCbat
whe: unkind seize uj-m s word ^agiae that smw^IaIm
an arirument, and go about rqtsatfc

arrived at some great an esteti

ey pr t tie word 'cramming,' they
utterly discredited the system to which that word
applied. Some i>eople seem to.itnngine that the bueaan eseni Is
hae a bottle, and that when you have filled it wit
you pour it out again and it becomes as empty a» it ~.
T is not the nature of tbe human mind. The \>>y

l)een crammed, to tat the popular word, haa, in point of fact,

learned a preat deal, and that learning has aooomnlisbed
ohjucu. In the hrst place the boy has exercised tbe faoi

of his mini in being crammed, and in the next place there
remains in hit mind a great portion of the knowle

"

acquired, and which probably terms the basis of future
ments in different ranches of nfluossJen Lot nobody, there-
fore, run away with the notion that competitive examination*
are not of great and infl value, because there am man
who instruct the candidates m those hraaobes of knowledge
respecting which the examination* have to take place.

Depend upon It that the boy who is nrwimi, if he a
crammed Miooossf , n>t only may suoeoed In the examina-
tion tor which bo iM preparing, hut n that time forward
m- icotnal, better informed, 1

fort hor the knowledge which by
actpiirod. It is aUo sai<l 1 u are teaching young neon a
ifrou arloty of \ gs w n will be of no \iss to thorn m tho
ureer which thoy are destined to punm< flfl Ton era
pandering to their vanity by roaklnc thorn believe they art
wiser than the Dally are. These onjsetsons, ah»>, are in

j

opinion ul ly fn N
> -md conosti, those

most vain and con ed who know the least,

known, the more he acquires a uuunlttiBU the < of

win. b he does not know. A man ou^ht to know a great deal

to aopiho a knowledge of the immensity of his ignoranos.

Tl • was a very sharp, shrewd genttsmaa. well-known
In former times, named Mr. Harvey Oooeabe. lit

ocmrereJng one day with a friend, o( whose att

bo had no very high opinion, and having made some
euro I don't know."

yCoombe "I toll yon
What, mv iriend, wl ...t pM d.m't kn«.w gsJi make a t<tt

lirgo book." The MM may Ik; Md -J the gMsl Ml oi

ankin md let no parent be detorrod Jn.m sending his son
ipetitivc examination bv the n n that he would^got

much beyond tho title page of that groat book, if oempilMie
,:i doasson is not UaUoan oe|MMi upon the mm that it

nds to no undue notions of st y on the nart of t

• go t igh it, so also it is a great mistake to imagine that

a range of knowledge disqualiflee a man for the jparticuisr

oaroer and profession to which he is destined Notntog oan bo

ore pro].«i than that a yov man, having selecUd a par-

ticular profession, t 1 dovote the ul »t vigour of hia

qualify 1

-.

groat mistake for him to confine himeeli to that

>, and you may be sure that tho more a y< g

great variety of subjects, and the mote he exci

great

toll

*u

g 1acts :— it 'AppuarB

withstanding the statement at first put forth, to the

effect that the child was a 'fine healthy child/ this soon

turned out to be incorrect; on the contrary, short

after its discovery such a train of symptoms be^an to

manifest themselves as clearly to show that the child

constitution had suffered materially, in consequence ofthe

poverty, neglect, and injurious influences to which it had

been so long subjected. The child was brought back from

Brussels, and placed under the care of J)r. Scott, of

Upper Woburn Place, Russell Square. It appears that

this gentleman found the little fellow much emaciated

and debilitated, and with marked indications of tuber-

culosis or scrofulosis. There were disordered bowels,

tympanitic abdomen, signs of an enlarged mesentery,

enlarged glands of the neck, pustular eruptions behind

the ears, blotches on different parts of the body, and

animal and vegetable parasites infesting the scalp. One

of the lower limbs was found in a very weakly and

use to them on the dav oi battle ; but thc*e gymnsaJAe

exercises render their muscles flexible, strengthen their umbo,

invigorate their health, and make them Utter able to undergo

latigue, and to adapt ther ves to a .•instances. 80 with

a wide ran,Te n - : ft sharpens the wits ; it infuve* gnneraf

knowledge in the mind; it sets a y..wur man uiv^fCr^
strengthens the memory and stores it with fact* tnd in this

way makes him a better and more able man in the particular

profession which he is intended to pursue. It has been well

said that in this happv land there is no barrier between c

and that the highest positions are attainable by r*

starting from the most humble origin. If he has only talent.

if he has only acquirements if he has only perseverance and

good conduct, there is nothing within the range of the institu-

tions of the country t» which any man may not aspire, and

w h any man may not obtain. I trust that among those to

whom it has been my good fortune thus day u> give cortificatos

there are y< g men who will rise far above the position from

which they start. It is the peculiar character of this

country as distinguished from many others, that whereas in

some countries, unfortunately for them, men strive to

raise the level on which they stand by puL it -g others down,

in England men try to raise the level on which they stand,

tint bv nulling others down, but by elevating then

s loidsbip adverted to the injustice of the new
hi hk « •• the certificated teachers, and to the effect

inS £""£?', il would ha™ in thrusting the religiousjo me background and secularinor the system of

placed

edn^ot;^
—*a»»uuu and secularing the system of

• iSXS'f 1
remain«d to be seen how far the

t*l,, •* the new n,°i?^ Plainly expressed in condemna-
wjth whoa

bs~th'"
M
*£aaie aecision must rest; but whatever

- rednrn^ •
thcy must be prepared for a con-

* «* state tTX.
m the amount of aid contributed

™*» to derwnri - causc of education. They would bew »»d theVdiJ?°
re than hitherto upon voluntary effort,

•eoted at KmunJ? the consequences. He then com-
* oontribob'onfi fn ,

on the disproportionate amount
* -wealth of th

reIl^0U3 objects in the diocese, when

fy**. where n^Z- P?Pulation was considered, and sug-
* * **kly offerhwS .

ie
' tne establishment in each parish

A
contribute on th^

he hadno doubfc 100 '
000 Persons

1, 1CftU v. "». — •• j wards

ystem of comptttlive examination will not

generoTis

A--^ thanwisfiSi
a erag° ld -' producing 21.000i., or

,
*'• Hf wonld! 7 contributed towards every religions&Br*es, but b *i?

etain them bv any lengthy allusion to

IP* •*«» the a«
e thouSht they might congratulate them-

^•tton than^PfJ^ce of a more equitable feeling upon

J*Sm!£
Dg 8ince Prevailed. The difficulty of

—^oftK °mi8e had neatly increased by the fact

SjNr ulterior aI™ of the opposition had clearly avowed
?*«*! tb« Z^rTi!^ Was the separation of Church and

ff^ofsectswwl U of fche Established Church to the
2.!** asm© ttm- k

Wero 81lPported by volunfciryism alone.

2E ^ •«* a .l*?*"
188^ h°Ped that ere long there

^^*** h» thA
8ett,ement of this vexed question as

** the eame f,J**
06 a«d prosperity of the Church,

'^l»cientiltil8iv L3U
i5

t the scruples of those who
***other

nourishment, scanty t-ioimug, ca^bm*^ ^ -~

-

miserable lodging* where it shared the bare boards

with other wretched inmates—the ill-fed, halt-starved, r— , - , .. ,_„ ,Kn^
mldand nnwashed-its sMn food ior pji^whl. ^m.gene^^^^^

its young lungs and blood were contaminated o> the ™
t̂ m

l™
n
l

whcse exertions depends the whole succesa

putrid emanations of the bodies huddled together in a I 5 _»'_..:__ 'v M ™u- **>» ™n\« have their minds

dark, ill-drained, unwholesome dwelling, ventilated

only by the stagnant atmosphere of the dark alley

below.**

SorTHAMPTON.-The distribution of^certificates to

the successful candidates in the "^.0xfljfJJ^
class Examinations took place ^J^J^Ttt
the Carlton rooms. Lord NN*« ^af^ocZt
occasion, and was supported by the Bishop of B^J8ter»

S Mayor and Corporation, and a large number of the
tne i«**y"* «"*« y v >

1 neifirhbourhoo(l,
principal .nhab.tants of <*«

»J«
»

defomi nritions.
including clergymen and ministers o'»»

i>.,lmer9ton
After the distribution of the certificates Lord I a version

fpoke as follow 0.1 Competitive Examinations :-

it

been

mum!* ** oewun— »
lo ine present law. isere

SR2>W-Ta r^ ^hich would not apparently be— was alS ,

ff
>n of tho Book of Common Prayer.

'—
wer? • °PP°sed to any attempt of thisIfig^

t

t there

of the nation, because, unless the people have their mW
cultivated and stored with knowledge, it is plain that fcr all

creat purposes they are almost as if they were not. 1 say, tben,

that the system of competitive examination tends to excite

emulation among the instructors as well "™0ng-i^ t«
atructed and that it, thewfore, has a double effect in

advScf^The tateJlectaal^ of^^^ *££?
Htoted the advantages which the system of oompecatnsj

San tion confer7xH>on those who are ?<^U'

h
f ™f*

take leave to say a word of enow»ageraent to those who may

bare2S toakain certificatea Let not these T<^m
:̂

JSjetMt their parents, think that they, the "J*^*"^
eomnetitors have gained nothing by the struggle to which

tC h^Agaged Depend upon It, that although ^ey may

uWsie-^ rnwt abundant and ^taabto

ly eusue would be as nothing

are glad to see that theuni™--— g^tifying to me, a
honourable career ; and it is ^l

^
1

fP
y

to be permitted to

envious critics, who wanted to ^"^'^hufkg moored in a

the land, said they ««***J^SE toi the rapidity of

rapid current, where they served oniy w ^

I

harvest. That
eek for and
corapetitora.

sought for

—

examiners—bqfc
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thoy have gained a treasure which to them will be of infinite
value— those habits of mind, those powers of thought, and
that amount of knowledge upon w,hich a larger building may
be erected

; and they therefore will have reason to thank their
parents for having sent them to a competitive examination,
thus rendering them better able to struggle through life in
whatever career they may choose to pursue."

—-A very large seizure of tobacco was made on
Sunday morning on board the Peninsular and
Oriental Company's steamship Delta, king in the
graving-dock. The Delta arrived on the previous
Thursday from Alexandria, and the whole of her cargo
having been disembarked, the vessel was freed from
Custom House surveillance, and taken into the graving
dock on Saturday, to have her bottom cleaned. It
appears, however, that information was subsequently
given which induced one of the Custom House officers

to go on board the Delta on Sunday morning, and his
visit resulted in the discovery of no less than 206 lbs.

weight (1£ cwt. 10 lbs.) of manufactured tobacco and a
box of cigars. The contraband goods were stowed away
in a hollow iron beam in the engine-room, access to
which is obtained by a manhole door; the officer went
direct to the spot, and on unscrewing the iron plates
found the booty. The tobacco was all done up in pound
parcels. The ship was at once seized, and all the
engineers were suspended by the company. Five of them
and three of the crew who had access to the engine-room
were taken into custody, and remanded to await further
instructions from the Board of Customs. Three of the
firemen absconded from the town on Sunday, after
sending in a written letter stating that the tobacco
belonged to them, and that a desire to free their em-
ployers from blame and their comrades from unjust
punishment induced them to volunteer the confession,
but little importance was attached to the statement.
On Thursday the eight defendants were brought
before the magistrates, when it was announced that the
Board of Customs withdrew from the prosecution against
all the defendants except Kelly and Allen, the leading
fireman and principal storekeeper, believing that they
were the persons who had introduced the tobacco on
board the ship. They were accordingly charged on an
information exhibited by the collector of customs; and
the facts having been formally substantiated, the magis-
trates sentenced them to a penalty of 100/. each, or
six months' imprisonment. The ship was restored to
her owners.

Weedo*.—A frightful accident occurred on the 9th
inst. at the Hey ford Iron Works, in the occupation of
Mr. George Pell, about one mile and a half from this
place. The works are situated on a narrow strip of
land between the railway and the old turnpike road
from Daventry to London. They consist of three
furnaces, but owing to the depression of the iron trade
in Staffordshire and Northamptonshire only one furnace
has been at work for some time past. Owing to the
intense heat of the furnace when at work the blast
cannot be sent through a single tube of naked iron.
r^o tubes are therefore used, one of which is placed
within the other, and between them a stream of cold
water is kept constantly flowing. On the 9th inst. one
of these "tuyeres" suddenly became leaky, and before
the work could be stopped or any repair made a large
quantity of water was forced into the furnace, and the

was held on Thursday, when Lords Justices during his

Excellency's absence were sworn in.

The Queen's University in Dublin.—On Friday
week a meeting of the senate of the Queen's University
was held in St. Patrick's Hall, Dublin, when degrees
were conferred upon the students. The Lord Chan-
cellor, as Vice-Chancellor of the University, delivered

the annual address, and the Lord Lieutenant sub-

sequently addressed the senate on the late visit of her
Majesty, and on the presence of Sir Robert Peel, whose
father's memory, he said, was intimately associated

with the marvellous work of Irish improvement and
progress. Sir Robert Peel then delivered an animated
speech, in which he announced his intention of estab-

lishing three Exhibitions of the annual value of 401.

each, in the Queen's University. The following is an
extract :

—

tpbridwSStoluch' an eifc*the walls will have to U
happened at half-past 5 in the

'

ut! i

came to work, and there wi. fc^fi-that earlv »,«,.. -_^T"^%the line at

great loss of life. Th^SoTC
distance removed from the raik
was in no way affected. ^

body of steam which was immediately generated caused
a most violent explosion. One man was killed on the
spot, another was so fearfully injured that he is not
expected to survive, and a third narrowly escaped
meeting the same fate. The jury at the inquest re-
turned a verdict of " Accidental death."

• West Beomwich.—An extraordinary occurrence
took place on Tuesday in this town. The engineer
at the foundry had scarcely entered the works in the
morning when he saw a peculiar movement of the

fw \u
Cneath bis feet

>
and almosfc instantly observed

that the land on which the engine and works were
placed was about to fall into an abyss created by some
old workings in an adjoining coalpit. His first impulse
was to save himself, and he had no sooner run out ot
the engine-house than the earth gave way with a
tearful sound, swallowing up in its downward course
the steam-engine and machinery. A large boiler
attached to the engine was left behind among the

nZV" ti
«nptoad for some time in an insecure

position. I he engineer was fortunatelv the only manon the premises.
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" If I may be permitted to allude to the originator of this
scheme of the Queen's Colleges as to a public man, I can say,
what has been very truly said, that the welfare of Ireland—

I

bear testimony to the career of 40 years—was ever foremost in
his thoughts; and the words 'welfare of Ireland' stand con-
spicuous in bold characters of relief upon the bright pedestal
of his political fame. And what is the criterion of the success
of this institution ? Not mere numbers. They would be very
significant if it were only that. But the proof of its success is
the great political gaiu which has been derived by the estab-
lishment of a system in Ireland which has opened to men of
different religious denominations combined secular instruction
upon the broad basis of religious equality. That was what
mainly interested Sir Robert Peel when "he introduced and

I

originated in Parliament this plan. Sir Robert Peel, I well
recollect, said in the House of Commons—-'You may have the
opinions that you desire, but I shall relinquish with the
greatest regret the hopes of an education for Ireland which
will give combined instruction to the youth of the Protestant,
Roman Catholic, and Presbyterian creeds.' Sir James Graham'
who was one of Sir Robert Peel's warmest supporters in the
establishment of these colleges, said, 'Grant this system of
education to Ireland, and you will give her an education equal
to that of the Universities of Scotland or of Trinity College,
Dublin ;

' and I ask you, by the ceremony of to-day, whether
the result has not corresponded with the expectations those
men formed. But even still more remarkable, I can point to
the late Prime Minister, Lord Derby. Lord Derby, when, as
Lord Stanley, he introduced that measure of Sir Robert Peei's
in the House of Lords, most strenuously advocated this system..
Now, I have pondered it for these 11 years, and it does appear to
me that, notwithstanding its progressive development, notwith-
standing the benefits it has conferred upon Ireland, there are
wanting two things to place this institution upon that footing
of comprehensive utility which it is calculated and able to
enjoy. It appears to me that an arrangement might be made
which, by extending this liberal system of education into all
the provinces, would be carrying out the original plan of the
men who founded these colleges, but which plan at the moment
was only temporarily adjourned for the purpose of subsequent
adjustment. The other point to which I may be permitted to
refer is one which relates to the placing of this University on a
par with the Universities of Scotland and with Trinity College.
It is more easily dealt with, and why ? Because we do not
want to go to the Government for grants in order to effect it.
It can be dealt with by a proper exercise and displav of the
public spirit of this country ; and I believe there is in Ireland
as much public spirit as there is in England or Scotland. What
is it to which I allude? I find that the youth of the Queen's
University cannot compensite themselves with those scholar-
ships, and exhibitions, and prizes, as the older universities do.
I find, by reading over the memorandum of the Queen's Col-
leges, that there are only 10 exhibitions for graduates con-
nected with each college, of 40*. a year each, tenable for one
year, and the sum at the disposal of the authorities for the
purpose of giving prizes to undergraduates is extremely small
It is given away in prizes of books, and in affording means I
believe for the purpose of maintaining students in the course

°L tt
er'slty

' Compare this with what we find in the
older Universities, and it will appear most inefficient ; and I
say the public spirit of the country ought to come forward and
endeavour to place the Queen's University on the footing of
other academic institutions. If you allow me I wish to take
this opportunity of saying that, as I am so firmly convinced of
the immense advantage which would accrue to the youth of
this country by offering exhibitions for competition, I will
myself, with the permission of the senate, establish three
scholarships of 407. a-year each—one for each of those colleges
—for the space of ten years. I only hope the example which I
set may be lolloped by those who have a more direct interest
in the welfare of this country. I hope that others will come
forward and assist in establishing ten or twelve scholarships
exhibitions, or what you please to call them, for the under-
graduates of this University."

The Deeeymacash Riots.—-The charges against
certain Roman Catholics for assaulting Protestants at
Derrymacash on the 12th July, 1860, were brought
before the magistrates at quarter sessions at Lurgan°on
Monday. Indictments were sent up against 18 parties,
and true bills were found in all the cases. The trials
will take place next quarter sessions.

The late Outeage in Dublin.—On
the cabmen of Dublin were paraded by
when one of them, called John Curran, 26 *

years
of age, a married man with two children, was arrested
The young lady and her brother are said to have iden-
tified him, as did also a girl who saw the brother hand
lus sister into the cab on the night of the outrage The
prisoner was remanded until Wednesday, and the police
are said to be in possession of other evidence that will
then complete their case.

Wing.
NEWMARKET SECOND OCTOBtt

Monday.—Handicap Sweeps, t^ ^*T
— Selling aJil^f1

Sacerdoi,

Duchess, and Libellous. — m/-,
Strathmore's Cantab beat SacerdoZx3S9
6 others.- Match. Lord ChesSfcS?1*
beat Voltella.-//an^ap C£ 1^'
beat Absinthe, Mr. Godding'sb c aadi«*z:Mr A Williams's Moula beat No{u^£*£
and 11 others.—Renewal of tlie sJSwT
Blanche beat Cantatrice.-//ar, lp ft* *
Cnere Amie beat King of Diamond*. SLtMatch. Lord Glasgow's The Drake uT'
Sweeps. Lord Stamford's Bertha walked
Tuesday. -S^e^s. Mr. Fleming's VArab and 5 others.—Setting H^ap

t. by Hesperus beat Maid of Honour
—Handicap Sweeps. Was off by conaent.
Mr. W. Bevell's Audrey beat Paste
Betting.—10 to 1 agst Asteroid, 100 to I m
agst Audrey. Won by a length, Parte dtSUneck for second. Ivanhoff fourth sZto
ixth, Tattler seventh, Bally EdmondU
heading the next division. — Royal 9k* i
Brother to Teddington walked over and irj
with Janus.—Clearwell Stakes. Sir R.' fiolS
beat Wingrave, Clementi.Knightof St MkW
Sweeps. Lord Westmoreland's Pupil beat btn*^H
Wednesday.—Oatland.s Plate. Mr. n—a*n'T^ |

Imaus, Gibraltar, and 10 others.—Bnf*i
Valentine's Q.E.I), beat Xurullo, Marble Hffl.

—Handicap Sweeps. Colouel Towneley'i ihfe
Crawfurd's f.. Morocco, and 12 other*.—Smi
Hawksley's Nutbush beat Hesper, Lara, ui M
Mr. J. ^sborne's iLancelin beat Mr C.

Acrobat, Sacerdos, Venerator, and Barb >

Siceeps. Mr. Barne's Oberon best MiM Emaa. h
"Fortibus, and Flash in the Pan — far* /I* 1

Roesia beat Borderer, Millionaire, and* otiwn-
(Jolonel Towneley's Kettledrum walked ot* at

Towneley and Mr. Lincoln, the owner of Tkt

the forfeits.

—

Maiden Plate. Count F. de

boat Mr. Rogers's b. f. by Stockwelj, J

Sweeps. Mr. T. Valentine's Q.E.D. beat Kiaf of Sett

T hursday.—Sweeps. Lord Stamford's PWiaoJ^
—Piute. Mr. Saville's Reveille beat Ma4
Incitatus, and 3 others.—Match. Lord I Fa*
Lord Chesterfield's c—Sweeps. Mr. E. Am»i
Absinthe and Filosel.—Sweep*. Mr.

beat Hesper, Pupil, Mdlle. de Chan

Sweeps. Mr. Bland's Maid of Honour beat Pi-

and 5 others.

—

Handicap Plate. Mr. 0. fcaVi *

beat Gibraltar, Cantine, and 9 othera-laa

Stakes. Lord Stamford's Bertha beatlaa*

Stamford's Walloon beat E veiiiiaiid. Mm *

St. Bernard beat Chiffonniere.

Friday.—Handicap Siceep3. Pcni^wB*11
—Siceeps. Pupil beat Baudagc—note
beat Carisbrooke and 3 others.—ft«q*.
Pupil, and 7 others.—Handicap Swtepi •!
bush, Jacintha, and 10 others.-

Reveille, Dulcibella, and 3 others.

^

j

u

nil

rf* J

I

bush, Jacintha, and 10 others.-50t

Reveille, Dulcibella, and 3 others.-^

lote beat Weasel, and 3 others.—l'o*_B**mt
over.

The English Cricketers for A

guished players who have undertaken u> ^T
of English cricketers among onr kuwmen

0**

g
Lom*'

Friday all

the police,

their departure for Australia. The eleven.

phenson (Caotain), Mudie, Griffith, ^**3'
son, G. Bennett, Mortlock, Iddisou, La™*^
Weils, t.ielastof whom is already on nM^jy

where lie proposes permanently to r-iain^^

engaged to make the journey by Ur. g-.'j &
presentative of Messrs. Spiers and ^^^^
each man is to receive 150J. with all e^ i

commence their voyage to-day in t,ie _|
ship, from Liverpool, and expect w ^j
fore or about Christmas Day; the midsn

colonies. After piaving in M el boiirxiev *™^ ^
will play at Bendigo, Ballarat. Maryfrf"*^
or two other large towns, terruin

f uj^a**-
Sydney. Th,nce they will return

J
* J"W

annual intercolonial match between tw ^ ^f
Wales and Victoria is fixed next y^^^f^

*
tM

B
i^

.

about'the end ot

dty. fhT^pporwnity will be "^^rf #J
English Eleven n^inst the combuiett s*^

^

Melbourne Club:

great southern t

the oveiland mai aouuu *»~",v h rae

Engknd in May, in tyne,
for th. %»

Melbourne Uiuos. aiwh "i"":*"* ^ u>»*
great southern colonies, the El*\?\^"*t*£

Irrtann.

FNof^
TUE

H- °J T,
HE L°ED

-
L"^TEJUNT FOE

for £ f'~T
S

1
E
Jcellency «"» Lord-Lieutenant left

from k1 Ti011

^edrday ni*ht'
by tlle »>»' fc°"t

fired {
"gSt07 Harbour. Her Majesty', ship Ajaxared

I

the usual salute and illuminated her rJK \nJ athe Viceregal party left the harbour. A HknfSL*
as

eil

Accident at the Brighton Station.—-On Wed-
nesday morning the roof of the new works which the
London and Brighton Company have been for some
weeks erecting as an enlargement of their terminus at
Brighton, fell In with u tremendous crash, which was
heard over half Brighton. Fifteen of the iron columns
gave way, carrying with them about 50 yards
ot the iron roof. The iron bars of the roof were
oroken, twisted, and bent in a variety of shapes, while
a railing formed Gf ordinary scaffold poles, erected
to protect the workmen, was shattered into splinters.
ine ends ot some of the iron supports in faffing iniuied

insuring the imvvon ted advantage .o. --

of three eutmaew and three cricketing*

of a year and a half. f I

Great Foot Race.-The contest

1

American Deer, and Deertoot the£or ^,

Old Browptou on Monday -----

iu.rn.iu. number of n~^^STt»>£
country on the 8th August Ueerloot j,^.
in all but the fi»^,1?!nJ£E*fc*25#

miles than the distance
«*K

suit, *
money changed hands on

:

the ft-
, $^

The course being V^n&tett* *
traversed 10 times o cutn It

£j^rfj**
4 o'clock the compeu ors m^lt tnu n

Jj|ck
.

Deerfoot being attended %^^T »t »

the word "Off''they .^^Jn-d
with a slight lead, which_he mm^^^
third lap, when J^pn put on

^

. **JVj
in wresting the lead from h.s W^^ *f *•» >

tinue in that position long tor a ^ *?&*%
Indian was again in the 1

WJ. ^ ,*

CirUT*

of the 13th Jap he retired nom

to finish at his leisure.
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(ODitiiarin
aqmoium diedon the lOtb inst.,

Canterbury, at the age of 92.

— of Mr. Jceeph Denison, of

—
. lbM«l -• '!"' ^ lie,i w,lh hcr

r
r
f T| »«" » and hanker, carrying on

"-,^^wtlnl"9* *^c marriod the Hon.
atery f^ta » J**" old»

and eldost son of

•°CJ- of Buncraggy. who succeeded
**

ITtlm death of her two brothers, to

Ttme Conynghams, won at the battle

I Conyngham, Lieutenant-General

W ? .^55 and aggrandised by many for-

Captain Burton carried

Baq., of Victoria, Vancouver. laUnd, to Kits*** cam ««.
eeoood daughter of sir iowLaw, Hiu, kc u -ttS u:t Yt
8t. Mary's Cathedral, Hamilton, W.. Johk Gnomea Dai*Esq so f Sir Dominick Daly. Governor of South ' J'
to Mary Stuart. daoghUr of Sir Ala* M'Nar, Bart., ofDundurn-lOth inst, at • ie pariah church. L*amia*to*.
John Iludoe Faatn, Baq , late of Urn 17th IaSZ.
eldest son of the late Alexander Fraeer, Eeq . Geterfck
House, kurrey, J. p. and deputy-lieutemauU to Kuea, nonU
daughter of J 8. Brows. Eeq

. Comber 1 1 mae, L ngton-
12th inst

. at LeckhamptonCh h. Cheltenham. N Admiral
Arthur P. Hamilton, of 4$, w mi pole - .:. CaTemdseh
Square, and The Mount. Chingford. Eseex, to Eli.cn Gertrude.
youngest daughter of the late iter J ^oucrtsxn. re
Barton-on-the-Heath, Waririckahire—10th inst. Captain »

^^ „„B , mmm
Trollope, Royal Nary, eon of the late Rear-Ad tul (J U

his promotion to a major- Trollope, C.B., to Mary, daughter of the Rev. lom Horn

rs*nmeje* lk«u»
em edesseem of !•
The tea> price el

and barrelf are 1 iearer

.

J** «|T.

•esnw. esM
fbaomuees - arm at

m •mamma* peramot.

Hernial
Wheat, Rmeex, Kant, a

— - Dam- Norfolk

Bamurv. grind. A di-t . 90s

mtt Whimm
rasm.eliiaa4.-ai

t-ft
• •

• • • •

' -L^..u«t3t. captain uu
"*yyf3^rerUited EngUnd in his 42d

is WO*, on

> •> •

to hia father's title and estates, °[ Canon-ffrome Court, near Ledbu: Herefordshire- 10th inst,

improve the condition of the I

ftt the English Church, Geneva, Schole- macm, Baq.. eldest

— ,.iMMMi ofthe benefactors of his country.
ra^**8 j^increased toan earldom as areward

of his lordship's father, which led to a

MB Ireland aud England. Upon the

jrilR France George IV., aa is well

ZTif^Bd. and was he tably entertained

Oonyngham at Slaue Castle. On his

ag invited t

2'saaeoSd tl»e invitation, retained them in

t teis bJS lordaiiip was created Viscount

"rf as ancient title forfeited in the

rtea. and [arquia Conyngham.
in the British peerage aa Baron

Kci/ The Marc ncss was left a

JaVrired to see both her sons peers of

m eoeeeeeion to his father ; the second.

the heir to her own father's great fortune

the tttta of lx,ra Londe8borough, whoee
eousin. Lady Cecilia Conyngham.

if iha Mar ncss, were married on the

a'

aatae

ia>

•r*

a»

Hiaxrv Wiluaks, Bart., for some years M.P.

died at hia residence, Clovolly Court,

m* 1Mb met He was born in 1790, and mar-

l^jy Xtry, daughter of the first Earl of Fortescue.

wi brother-in-law of the 'ate and uncle of the

The first Baronet was James Hammctt. Esq.,

tame of Hamlyn, and the second Baronet

furnatne °f Williams.

__ F.R.8.. died on the 13th inst., after an

a bad aratented him for some years from following

He was a very early member of t!

ef Gnl Ewineers, and had filled the office of its Pro-

la early life be made some useful inventions in

of mechanics, and when the Great Exhibition

v aaajeeted, the construction of the building was
to mi superintendence, and on the successful ter-

be received the honour of knighthood.
upon which he was engaged were the

landing stages in the Mers3y at Liverpool,

screes the Medway at Rochester.
of the late Right Hon. Sir George Rose,

a brief illness, on the 12th (inst., at Home
8bc was the daughter and coheiress of Mr.

of Buncombe Park, Yorkshire. She
baa left surviving issue General Sir Hugh

torces in India, Mr. William Rose, and
Dowager of Morton.

~. • -tbori. II. P., died on Sunday morning at tho
amBaaja\ fit. Leonard's, at the comparatively early age

*" c Vtam » Maty excursion a law months .since in
tetemlm, be waaaalead with j.aralysis, from which he socn

thoroughly recovered. On Wednesday the
seat at t'.m wick, near Lincoln, for a short

^
«tb, in comparatively good health. He

•ay* to London, and on Saturday morning pro-
In the course of the following day he

iH from compression of the brain, and died

^__ Rajor 8ibthorp had represented Lincoln
Ojaaarrative iatcrmt since the death ot his father,

JJjjMa December, 1856. He owned extensive

- jSt^"^ 0xford8nire
. Hertfordshire, Middlesex,

"" •* Settmghamshire. He is succeeded i.i these
•f_ «»wt eon, Mr. Coningsby Charles Waldo
•ail 15th year.

Crawford died on Thursday at his seat,
~r BeUkst. He sat in parliament at various

•ad Dundalk, and was long prominent in

fler Tsui 7^' u an aavocatc of tenant right.

Csmt mZl-rRvS
7" Mcril^ y

» Bart., of Ochtertyre, near

WKSm S^^^y morning, after a brief illness from

•El m tK. '?*?** W years of age. He was twice married

mi DmaamwIS °f 8ir Alcxandcr Keith of Ravclston

*» liailmlli^Su
-00011^ to T-ady Adelaide, daughter of— ijaaeSrrfiV^

111*1, who died in Doccraber ia9t He
J^T**

J^*
•°na and fi \ laughters, and is succeeded

^>*ptain Patrick Keith Muituv. The deceased
"•at -Colonel of the Perthshire Rifles, until

son of Lea Birch. Baq., Loxley Park. Stafford to JaaTi,
third daughter of the late Ramdall Hatfwu). Eaq., of Thorp
Arch Hall, Yorkshire—15th inst, at Great Berk pated, the
Rev. James Hi rcnix* M.A . Chapla • H K M ie Duke
of Cambridge, and rector of Greet Berkhampeted, to ftorau
Jane, eldeat daughter of James Gordox Mi Roocn. Ban., of
Whitehill. HerU.

the whole family to Court. ,
DKATHS.—On the 7th Inst, at hmend. Hurray. Mi

Jtaiui m^JZlt »u— tl Manv Puhvbrj, daughter of the late Sir Alexander Pi
Purvee. Bart, aged 81— 11th inst, a1 . buaoex Plaoa. Ji x i<

Park. Mart, daughter of the late Sir J araea Gordon. Bat
GunJune 'J n and LetteHburle, and warn of M r Serjeant Sweat.

|f»d 45—10th Inei, ;»f feaaaa] fct-v. artdeei efCni-M AnmrR win
Tmaon na Ricvel, Sardinian MinUt«r ar the \ »st»t»

and daughter t.f tho late) Basil Montagu, K«q . g G-
inat, at Hn»a<hjate, North Devon, AkveT a i mi 111 me, ^ <»f

Lieut General Derrorouoii, ased 81—ISth inat, at Bath, 1

Colonel D. H Smith, late of U.M.R «d li. meitt. tm
-"2d Aug., at Muttra, l.i<utei ofH»l F -k Pmrimam
Bemminotom, C.B., of H.M'a Bennl H a t i 1 llery, aged 8*—
27th Aug., at Calcutta, J«»hn ICi-bert Mauhirjok, Baq .

H.M.'s Bengal Army, eldoat eon of the late

Duncan V raon—ISth inst, at Norwi Kenneth Mao-
kkn/.m: Atkin, aon of Lieut looel Wm. A tk in, Canadian
Rinea, Present, Canada, aged 44—Mb innt. at Ihugea, I1

1

RiKTTA, widow of the late I •
' 1 1 . Colonel ( amprelu ew-

castlo-on-Tyne, aged 7.'»— '.'ilh Aug., at N

u

aaaerabad, of

«

ln.l> ra,

Lieutenant Frederick Cot 1 i*ac Irwin, li.M 'a 28th H. r

1 nen t, eldest son <>f the late Colonel Krederi • <

'

•

K II , aged 23—12th inst, at Bathw Villa, Bath. Major Joe
WaTfOaT PaUaOLM, R.K., aged 70-1 Ith in .-it

Devon, Lkqtold Al»hed Henry, aeoood aurriving aoo of lloa

Admiral Kuper, C.B., aged 1 1 —St net, at hia residence. \ dla.

Quorndon, Jno. Cartwiuoht. Esq., J P. IjoiOMterihire, a<red

—9th inKt.atThc H.-lliea, Li' Ealing, Hknrt Axjbtin, Baq
C.E., chief engineer under the Local Goret t. aged 4'.'

—6th inst. at Bath, Mart, relict of ArsiiroRO MTiaa\ Baa., and
vouugest daughter of the late Rev. Thomas Wi .y, of Cree-

well Hall, in the county of SUfford. aged 75-Sd inst, at 4

Green 8treet, Grcevenor Square, Charuitte, widow of tho

Rev. Tamil Brsaa. of Port nail Park. Kurrey-i:
Rroadwas Court. Worcestershire, Maroery. relict of the Itev.

I'. Freeman. 1 >te rector <»f I n, H< tc!.»rd»hire—4th inst, at

Leicester, Thomas Ma< aulat, Beo.. K.H < 5 ,
t.i I son ..1 the

1 ate Rev. Aul.iy MacauUy, formerly vi ier, Iveices

shire, aged 60—12th inat ~at Newport Pagnell. the R< ! ajmm 1

William K am., eldoat eon of the late Willtfm H- urjMnt'
land, rector of Kllesb- .rough, IJucka, aged 3< ', at hia

reKidence, Freshfnro, ^ leraet, the Rer (

7 W ; r.u, rect

of Tc iliaford, aged 89—10th inst, at H'.nstead Hall, tha

Rev. T. Sheru . rector of that parish, aged 7<»— inst, at

14. Park street, Bath, the Rev. W. Attmi ld, aged 71.
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were held Armly ; Beana and Pea* realwad an imawovemee
u fter qr. Flour bee met a tree earn at La. to u id pm i.^rrel

•ii ce. and 1" to 2a. |«r «*rk ; b«r» U*s Uip «h> >.;«]
r4 . nmtk. BiuoaFrid lemMveaaem

have bern ><i #t off the oo*»i The fl tatint trade has
been very firm, and for « ' and Maim meremeaaty bee
haen obtained ; atoaaa] are quoted Is. to ta. per <» dee
In Pain i October 17) there wee mere trmela tbe wheat and

ui 1 1 ads. and heedere have been eambM \

of last week, which al the baa;

le. Tho four me , da
ha. are quoted aatual t<»67»»

(ierfH6H» Tbe arrivals

<*f all deerrij or jrrain, i imb and fareifai^ torn
have been moderate, he meatajt wee not larrwlr atteneV
nevertbelem the Rndbl. Wheat was djaaanaed of ai

qr. over odaj'i prieea. Foreafi wm iaearal)) head lot a

greater advance, wmam chocked bualnaai kitt <•?, \ha sale*

efleoted a aimilar In t was not genereilr rxeerded.
Barley, Bean-, and Pern are mm »ld Oata
bring fully Monday'* mil ua, new are a alow aaW and

leaner. A merioan Flour ia koaroe, ami held for ratlmr

nioremone).
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suddenly become
COVENT GARDFV. Oct

Notwithstanding that the weather ha

colder, the supply of both Vegetahlea an l hrult c mu
good. Apples and Pears are plentiful, and the same may be

amid of Gripes, Pine A p plea, and even Melons Late Peacbee

re e good prices. Peas are very scarce. Of Cauliflowers

there is a fair supply. Potato merkete are bi kfr
; pneel ^

trifle higher than those of last week. Cucumbers are a i dant,

and the same may be said of Tomatoee, wl .rjejei

excellent. Cut flowera chiefly consist of Orchids, Dahlias,

Asters, Violets, Mignonette, Heatha, ani Roses.

FRUIT.

i ,ivEnrooL, Tuesday. < > —Thi* iiaeraatof*ammVst eaasamd
with a l.tisk demmad for Wheat a' the advance of id r»er

cental, v^i ,:• ;. waa obtained vntbm 1 1 memlty thnmghout. and
in soma lnataaoea anothet i. was real - >«r had a

ready aale at from 6d to la. per barrel and seek over Ft .-Uy'e

rates. 11 was \j a small quantity ol Indiaaj On
offer, and tbe market was quickly cleared of mixed AnaerVcem

at We. j>cr 480 lba., ex ay, »1, m an ; of iulb/

In. per qr. Oats and auneei are «• <

i'eaa. and Pit ley are each U per qmerter
put rhasee oT Wheat are i »rted for Portaafal, ami tbe market

*ee with a strooa; feeling.

Frmav. Oct IS.—There was s good attendance at lay'*

marke oat n. gt*A consumpUve demand, at tbe extreme
ttea I F. i.i .i Flour Id per barrel ami eack dearer, with a

free sale Indian Corn In healthy dvmand ; i sd, i4a. t

84i 3d. ; For Egyptian Beans we mad a food inquiry ; Hsftsls ,

No chaaem in other articles.

SE

•bambm,

Pine Apples, per lb.. 3s to 5s .

G rapes, per lb. , 1 s 6d to 4s

1 .ns, each, Is to 3s

Peaches, per doz , 12s to 13s

Pears, per doz . le to oa

Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is

VEGETABL

Oranges, per . 6s to 14s

Lemons, per 100. 6e to 10s

Nuta, Cob, per pound., 'Ja to

2s0d
Walnuts, per 100, 2s

)tf

Uihm^l tefore hi» death ; and for several years

aamTairv**
061110111 of the Volunteer movement, he

I atflmxirrSlL?
,ne to the science of astronomy. He

mmmjTKSV lar^e observatory at Ochtertj-re, to

*-S/"TWwl the inhabitants of the district.
<i me ^titJZrZfV * died at Vizianagram in India.

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d

Peas, p. quart. Is to Is 6d

Broccoli, p. bundle, Is to Is 3d

French Beans, per sieve, 2s 6d

to 3s Gd
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s

— per cwt., 4s to Ss

Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Carrots, do.. 4dto6d
HffjltTC^ ***» "here he had seived for a period
- *" « received a cadetcy in the Madras Army in, ,

^inst the rebels in P.ajahmundy in ' Spinach, p. aieve. Is to 2s

fc .. ^>ndaree inn s in 1815-16 ; served with Cucumbers, each,,6d to °d
^^ajahratta campaign, with the light field Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is tolaW

m m»mi -'
an of Nagpore in 181U, and in the

far ii™. ln 1825-26. He held command of
jmra. in ig39-40 he was appointed one of

of tba
»™Vestii?ate tlie char^es against the

rtichokea, each, 64 to 3d

Beet, perdoa., is fA

elery, p. bundle, Is 61 to 2s

alow,pickling,p. i sieve,4e6d

Tomatoee, p. doe.. 1 *»s

ioU,perlb., udtoloi
ic, pcrlb.,6d to 8d

Endive, p. score, le 6d

Horse Radish, j in.,l»61to4a

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s

VEJUOtt

•pt. 7

.

— 14..
— II-

— 12..

Agg.Av«

" oea*. j Hnfj
SSOltf

\JWn*B *

67i le-

Beans.

Ml ia S6.
'

44< Orf

64 6 66 4 ft 11 ts 4 41 11

66 11 16 t ft 16 34 11 41 11

66 9 37 4 n 10 66 9 42 4

67 67 4 22 6 66 4 41

66 t

65 9

67 6 37 2 44 8

66 16 1r ! 65 7 42 4

35i 64
6
9

40 16
40 4

i2 11

*V 4

PLacrcATfoxs iii n Last Six Wm*W a

ttept. 14.Sept.

67 j 0d
66 9

{

66 11
64 6

J 1

- •

• •

r

am

*•* Hrdar.S!?
am

' and was Assistant-Adjutmt-

at Porta? n ,UDsidiary force. He commanded
and $l- .1!

Geoi^e» Madras, and tae commands of

*• ajad.17
ern divi8ions. General Hutton had

*eerlEwLA^a '
and was colonel of the 22d

'^rmrye Madras Army.

DRI'IiMI WOOLS -LmtDojc, FainaT, S

Our trade continues abomt tbe eame, without active <mmafj

„ . , f r fleece wooL aamecmlly of the South-doem JusiIbJIIsjl

Paraley, p. "bunches. »•
Jj

*• 'fWa-mSmmJTeWaTS -iea to c ummd higm ratea. Skill

Savory, per bunch. Id to 4d »£g« ^JTgattliig of fair lenetb. and aeUa at rates euhancimf

in proportion to the increase ofvalue weekly.

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses._

Smithfield, Thursday, Oct. IT.

Prime Meadow Hay 80s to 90s Clever, old .

.

Southdown Hog- s. d. s. d. Lllfliat Wetaamw 1

ges.. ... .- tol 6 1
Ditto d» l

Half-bred ditto.. 1

90stol20s

•

Hth inst, at Newcastle-on-Tyno, the

Superior do.

Inferior do. .

New do. ..

* • 96

40

10'.

65

New Clover .. .. — r"

Do. second cut .. 80 105

Straw .. .. .. 2S U
Davis &, Go.

I>»wn Ewes
Kunt Fleecm

1

1

4

5

1 6 Con ;»g fckine

1 5 Klannai Wool
Blanket d.

1

1

6
4

I

to 1

— 1
— 1— 1

I
4

5

a

Rowen — —
,

COHBEBLAKD MARKET, THURSDAY. Oct. 17

ef Qm&J!? Jerres Street, Edinburgh, Lady
»^-^™» or a son—14th inst, at Paris, the

waRoTHsriuLD, of a son—11th inst, at

^^l Yorkshire, the Hon. Mrs. T. J.
-9th inst, at 15, Eccleston Square, the

m*a*rJ™?A
.

RT
.

f'f a daughter—10th inst, at
'^-

- r~T' «« Hon. Mrs. Francis Stonkr,
«> Hertford Street, Mrs. Henry Cust,

86s to 100sInferior Clover

New do — ^
*in"

JOsiuAliAKER.

ip. Meadow Hay. . lOOstollOs

Inferior do 70 92

New do
-J-

~~

Superior Clover ..108 116

WHITECHAPEL, THrRSPAY, OtL^T.

Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 96s I Fine 1st cut Clover 110s to item

Inferior do 60 75

BUTTER MABKET.—<vt l«

Best Fresh Butur l fl*. per dosen lba.

Second d<». da '*'
.. » *^^

Pork, 6t. Oct to 6a. Bd. per 8 lbs.

Prime New Hay
Inferior

Straw • • • •

• •

28 82

Inferior do.

>"ew 2d cu

Inferior do.

New 1st cut

• e

m *

N
P5
M

95
V
90

lls-^T" EowA»i
e
»15tb lnst

-
at the British Embassy,

SfS^HttxZwc-.* ™***™* second son of the Lite

^t'o^*? inn i" F'ST1NA
' second daughter of the^ hisL «»

'

i

onnerly HM ''8 Consul at St '

s at Hampstead, Arthur Fellows,

MARK LANK Monday, Oct 14 -

orntoff's

iThe supply of Wheat from IJ«J at* anlmprovement of

irket was very moderate, »°? ctojjea^d(fcy ^ eign

nOPS.-Bcewuom Market. J oa> <>ft
;

l»-

llaesrs Pattoodem a» 8 eport here

, W^demen/Tdoring the week tm the best clam < ^id

Ea?KlnU,Talao Scheie. Weaid of Kemte« thef,

currency:- £| o to £1
Mid and meat Kcnv ..

We.ld Kant .

.

i 10 - 1

hueaex -. _,•; , __• p^ j^aajfi.

o
19

10

Very choice higher.

Is. to 2s. per qr. upon the prices - ^^

f

d6Imb|6 advance

early in the morning. *« held
, !°; li.- ,iltimately eifected

which cheeked business and °**f*T upon Russian and

I 8 . per qr. on Baltic and 2s. to 3s. perr
J^ ^^ nUm o[

American was realised. Barley w a s<*»"y

L

GOAL MAKKKT -Oct. 16.

ntrass's Bebside West lUrUey, lsa. 8d.
:
lM*ert9Wm,

Bva8
,« VwrTii- Cnri Itiideli 17a Walls Had Bslsmont,

Hartley 1 S»J ^*Ll*
, „ ,1 wJla rnmd Heath Dmrmsm,

17*. ; Walls End Hetton, 19a. .
Walls smm Tjm •

lU 3d.; Walls End Thorps, U *L, Carway mao i/un yn.
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"Anthracite, 21s. 6& ; Carway and Duffryn Malting, 24s

at market, 12.

•Ships

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Oct. 14.

The supply of Beasts is shorter, and prices for best qualities
\

are rather higher ; but trade is not very brisk. The number !

of Sheep is very small ; they are readily disposed of at I

rather higher rates. Calves also are rather dearer. From '

Germany and Holland there are 1400 Beasts, 7950 Sheep,
and 145 Calves; from Ireland, 700 Beasts; and 2700 from
the northern and midland counties.

F CHIMNEY PIECE* o
VE

~—re finallv deciding; ****»<
SHOW-ROOMS. The?' * **
FENDERS, STOYFOiaK!**

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

s d s d

8 to 5

6 — 4 10
4 — 4

2 to 5 4
to

d
2

s d s

Best Long-wools. 4 10 to 5

Do. Shorn . . . . —
Ewes & 2d quality 4 4—4 8
Do. Shorn . . . . —
Lambs . . . . . . —
Calves . . . . 4 2 — 5

Pigs .. ..44—54
Beasts, 4940 ; Sheep & Lambs, 20,790 ; Calves, i70 ; Pigs, 520.

Thursday, Oct. 17.
Wc have a few more Beasts than on Thursday last,

weather and the demand are good, consequently prices are
as good as on Monday last. The supply of Sheep is small

;

are readilv disposed ofat advanced rates. Choice Calves are r

dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 310 Beasts,
Sheep, and 148 Calves. The number of Milch Cows is 105

s d s d

8 to 5
6
4

4

4
10

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-breds . . 5
Do. Shorn
Beasts. 1345 ; 8heep <fe Lambs, 4430 ; Calves, 225

5 6

s
Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn .. ,

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn .-. .

Lambs
Calves .. ..4

1 Piers .. .. 4

The
quite
they
ather
1300

's d
5 4

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25, single; understands
the Propagation and Growing of Stove and Greenhouse

plants, Vines, Melons, and the Management of Kitchen, Fruit,
and Flower Gardens. Good character.—R. E., Post Office,
Buxton. m <MM-1 _,_,

.

i^ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no incuni-
\ ^^^^mmlt^B^-

Vjr brance ; well understands his profession in all its
: Wroached elsewhere, eithi fn?*

01^
branches ; is a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Sole cause '

ues,£?> or exquisitenes, ««• ~ r* ^sTz
of leaving is through present employer leaving his estate.
Unexceptionable character.—J. Gumm, Woodgate, Beckley,
Sussex.

ARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, married,
steady, active ; of industrious habits and great practical

experience. A first-rate Fruit and Plant Grower, and tho-
roughly master of his profession in every department. Several
years' excellent character from his last situation. Wages
moderate—A. B., Charles Turner, Esq., The Royal Nurseries,
Slough.

I

exquisiteness ofwLr^—iormolu ornaments and ?»r
orkn*^2 £p.,-™,^i eu«j__ Alia two seta <rfC *"

standards

18*. «5£2^£.TL

B
BURSAL

LAID!

•pi**; -4

• *

6 —4 10
to ..

4-
4 -

Pigs,

5 2
•5 4
270.

BUSINESS WANTED.—Any party retiring from
the SEED BUSINESS (England preferred) would find a

Successor willing to take a respectable one at its positive value.
Apply by letter only. Seedsman, Gye's, 62, Basinghall Street,

City, London, E.C.WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, in Devonshire,
? ? an experienced, active Man, who thoroughly under-

stands and has had the Management of good Kitchen and
Flower Gardens, Vines, Pines, Conservatory, Orchard House,
&c. He should have some knowledge of Laying-out Grounds,
Shrubberies, &c. A married Man without incumbrance pre-
ferred. Age from 35 to 45. Wages from 601. to 701. t with
excellent House, Fuel, and Vegetables.—Applications, with
references and full particulars of previous service, age, wages,
&c, to be directed to A. Z., Post Office, Plymouth.

WANTED, at Martinmas next, a Single Man, from
30 to 40 years of age, as FARM BAILIFF, for about

2o0 acres. He will be expected to work with the labourers
employed and to keep the Farm Accounts. Testimonials of
sobriety and general character will be required.—Apply by
letter to A. Z., Post Office, York.

ANTED, an INVOICE CLERK in a Wholesale
Seed Establishment.—Apply by letter in own hand-

writing toA. B^181, High Holborn , London.JV\C.

WANTED, a YOUTH or YOUNG MAN to take
* ™ charg

?
of a Sma11 Garden, the produce of which (Bed-

**"/ £ ,£* Sc
')
wiU be &rown for Sale - State age, wages, &c.~X^r.

, 12, Barker Street, Loyells, Birmingham .

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, under 40 years
of age, without Children. The Man must be able to leadm any kind of Farm and Market Garden work; his Wi r

e
to attend to Dairy and Poultry. — Address R, Post- Office,
Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).-
Age 25, married, no incumbrance; understands Vines

and Forcing Fruit and Vegetables, and has a general practical
knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Excellent
character and references.—Alpha, 7, Nile Place, Nelson Street
West, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head), or FOREMAN.—Age 27,
single ; has had good practical experience in the various

branches of the profession, and is now open to an engagement
in either capacity as above, with any person requiring a
thoroughly conscientious Servant.—I. J., Messrs. J. Saltmarsh
&Son, Nurserymen, Chelmsford, Essex.

GARDENER.—Age 29; thorough knowledge of
Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens. Good character.—J. T., J. Weeks & Co., Horticul-
tural Builders, &c, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

/^.ARDENER to any nobleman or gentleman.

—

\A Reference as to professional acquirements, &c., given on
application to A. B., Drumlanrig Castle Gardens, Thornhill,
Dumfriesshire.

-*-^ O. I3URTON has STY T iDon ***!

exclusively to the SEParatf ni?*
38*

and METALLIC BEDSTEADS SfflS<blargest, newest, and most varied^***Mand marked at pricespropwtoW^ "**
to make his estebU^^^S;
country. tae a**1 *

Bedsteads, from la_
Shower Baths, from" ~ i ?**iLamps (Moderateur), frin \ i

*
(All other kincTatttLL11

Pure Colza Oil
at^a*^

pUTLERY, WARRANTED-i**\J assortment of TABLE CUTLERt ?L *ranted, is on sale at William S BrtLi*^remunerative only because of theSSSJ*and a half inch Ivory-handled *P/*^
shoulders 12s. 6d. p^doS??£&«
balance, 6d. per dozen extra

; CaZRf
sizes from 20* to 27*. 6d. per dozen-!***

/ GARDENER (Under) or FOREMAN.—Age 20;
VJI has had five years' good practice in the general routine
of Gardening. Can be highly recommended.—I. K. L., Post
Office, Salisbury, Wilts.

/^.ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; can be well recorn-
v-J mended. Seven years' experience. A premium given.—
Mr. Kaile, Gardener, East Horsley Towers, Ripley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 26, single; has had
the care of a small place, single-handed, two-and-a-half

years. Character good.—J. F., Welland, Upton-on-Severn.

GARDENER (Under), in a gentleman's family.—
Age 21. Good recommendation.—W. S., Mr. W. Bull's

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

I

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).-Age 31, married, no incum-
brance; thoroughly experienced in his profession, andno objection to Land. Highly recommended.—13., 1, Crown '

Terrace, Coburg Boad\Qld KentRoad. S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle aged, single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all itsbranches and has had a great deal of practice in new work.-

tx. P., Bedford Nursery, Haverstock Hill, London, N.

(^.ARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands his

cZrilE? ?
SS1°n 1

?.
a
l
1
i
t
,

S branches
>
Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen

rj.ARDENER (Head).—Age 38? married; thorough

Cw£^h Q£°i>
ledgV£ his ?«>ffiaiion in all its branches.Character and ability will bear the strictest investigation -D. D., Koyal Horticultural Gardens, Kensington, W.

/?J.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 38, married^ithor^t

^™nC
£
m
^
ra

/

Xoe
; t

4

horou^hly ^rsed in all branches of Gar-dening lu^t- class reference as to character and capabihties.-

Edg
C
ewa^load

A
W.
hUr Henderso» * Co., Piue Apple Place,

GAJ^?ER E^te^ 28, single r^as had
+V\ f

praetlcal exPerience in Forcing Pines, Vines Melons and

^de^c""^ n^-h-d^~d Flower* and KUcnen
^ntTge, Berks

g y recomm^^—W. B., Post Office,

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Middle-aged ; married, with two children. Will leave his

present situation the first week in November, where he has
lived 15 years in the above capacity ; where neatness and order
were strictly attended to, and where Fruits and Flowers were
grown to perfection.—A. M. G., Messrs. Lawson & Son, 27,
Great George Street, Westminster, W.C.

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN.
-*-

.

~AS® 41 ; extensive practical experience in the Propa-
gation and Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse, Cape, New
Holland Plants, &c. A most proficient Craftsman of Conifers,
Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses (on a most im-
proved principle) Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c. Upwards
oi 30 years in a first-class London and Provincial Nursery.
I he last six years m a first-class Scotch establishment. Expe-
rienced in the general routine of Nursery operations. Satis-
factory testimonials.—W. R., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W. C.

IMPROVER.—A person is desirous to obtain for a
stout healthy youth, age 20, a situation ; he can Milk, and

has some knowledge of Horse and Carriage ; has been used to
|work in the Garden. To any gentleman's Gardener he would

be uselul. Can have a good character.—A. B., Post Office,
Harrold, Bedfordshire.

13AIL1FF.—Has had great experience in the Mid-
TT d

. ^nd 8outhern Counties
; is a good Judge andManager of Stock and a good Accountant.—C. D., 06, Herbert

atreet, Hoxton, London. N

Q HOPMAN or SALESMAN.-Age 23; has hadKJ 10 years' experience in the Retail Nursery and Seed Trade.—M. C. R., Mr. Miles, News Agent, High S treet. Islington N
"IOPMAN.-

6s. per dozen
; Desserts" 5#^ Ca™?^

2s. 6d. ; Black-wood handled Table ft*,
dozen; l^ible Steels from Is. each. St^ence of Plated Dessert Knives and jSff

H

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carreti
^

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S
WISHING IRONMONGERY CATil*had gratis, and free by post. It mUbm_

Illustrations of his illimited Stock at t^t
Electro Plated, Nickel Silver, and BteV
Dish Covers, Hot Water Dishes, 8ta*
Chimneypieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lampifc—
Uri2s, and Kettles, Clocks, Table CutlerUS
Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteadi, fittf*
Cabinet Furniture, &c, with Lists of Soaui
20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford tent, 1

and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Pfcrt
Newman Mews, London.

AIR RESTORED, improved, ui
the use of ROWLAND'S MACAS8AI <

hair from falling off or turning grey,d

cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and Mtai s

soft, pliable, and glossy. For ehildreh ii k m*
mended, as forming thebasisofabewtifaiW^x
35. 6d., 7s., 10s. 6d. (equal to four small} ni fit

Caution.—Ask for Rowla^td's Macasar Ofl.

"

ton Garden, E.C, and by Chemists^

METCALFE, BINGLEY, m f

PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES IteW
Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sjjfl^«J**7*

of Brush and Comb and Perftin»TAr*tofe

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powdar, *;*»*

THE FAIRY BOUQFET.-

furae was originally discoverei\J5

attendants. It is made from ^JjJJJ
hands from " the bank whereon ^e,™Jt
authenticity of the recipe is vouched

J**"*
of certainty as is the existence of» »

now prepared solely by METCALn>JJ"f

turners, <$ic, 130 b and 131, Oxforc ?:

bottles, 2s. , 3*. 6d., and5g. each.

Dr. de Jong's

S^^,
i^AN,—

A

Person ot' mature experience in
both the Wholesale and Retail Trade, will shortly close

"reeTgo, 1^^"°' *' ^ ^^ U> RStland

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others
CARPENTER and JOINER.-Steady, and of in-Vy dustnous habits Can do Painting and Glazing, and is

7 « g
i
o°

^

ak6
u
im

5
elf generally useful. Town or Country.-

A. B., 12, Townshend Cottages, St. Johns Wood, London, N. W.

LfflHP

LIGHT BROWN COD >

prescribed by the most eminent *>

the world as the safest, speediest, anda»

Consumption, Chronic Bron-chttj

Rheumatism, Gout, General Debiutt

Rickets, Infantile Wasting, and alio

Is incomparably supenor to ewj

M

Ornnos*

SIR JOSEPH OLLIFFE, *.-
,

,

Embassy at Paris.-" I have freqnffl^

Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liv

to be satisfied with its ben
•J**

GÂ °E^;H (H^)—Middle-aged, siugle; l.as aM;™"?1 knowledge of the Management of kitchen

Kennedy, Seedsman and Florid, goveni

S

^1" Mr'

GAKDENKK (HEAD).-Age 30, single • practically

^derJSnas^T *?™°b™ Gardenin| L'dTor gM^unaerstands Forcing. Possesses first-class testimonials and
Sf.,.^ Vl^om mended by J. Weeks & Co. , Start r52?

riROOM and GARDENER.—Age 35, married, with-V^ out incumbrance
; has a thorough practical knowledge of

, iS -
SST S both departments, and has given the highest

satisfaction to the gentleman with whom he has lived two years,

d, ,t?^HXfPHOnabAecharacterf0r morals, punctuality, in-dustry, and trustworthiness. The highest reference can beobtained from the gentleman he is about leaving' A Stuation

oe satisnea wm ilo u*w— -^
Sir HENRY MARSH. Bart.M.D-^^

to the Queen in Ireland.-" [J^^q\^
Brown Cod Liver Oil to be a vfljj»^
disgust, and a therapeutic agent oi p»

^m
Dr. LAWRANCE, Physician to HJJ^ f

Coburg and Gotha.-"I "^SJ—
Oil in preference to any other, »eu»«

tending a genuine article, and^not^

in which the efficacy of this^^,*™!

Dr. LANKES7ER, F.R.S iSS^I
Liver'birsold under Dr. de jonp»8*5
to any other kind as regards

efilcacy."

Li*H
irf

DR. BE JONGH'S LlOHT BWJ» <%jfcj£
imperial half-pints, 25. 6A ; P^J^g. S»:
and labelled with ^ staled -gj*^
NONE CAN POSSIBLY BEg^^g^^

Ansar, Harford, & Co^h

G^S^^^""^625
'
marri8d

»
one child

i

«WT
tftor°u&nly practical and energetic. A most exoHW

Thetford, Norfolk
*' The Q******. Euston Hall,

GARM^l (Head), to any nobleman or gentleman
of 23 year? J^nSHf"^^ f^rough practical Gardener

iCr ^T^ k>«" leaving is death ofem olover.-A H a r.vTMi»^2

H°Tlnv°-
AV°I? MEDICINE, its Uncertainty,

LENTA AR VRTcl Fnnn
e f°US

,
heal *^-restoring REVA-JUfiiiNiA AKAlilCA FOOD the safest remedy for habitual

^£^&Y$^i <d7
F*l*A)

'
addit* heartburn paL

p tation, irritability sleeplessness, distension, flatulencyphlegm, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds, asthma bronchS^'consumption/ sore throats, diphtheria diarrhoea dysenterynervousness biliousness, torpidity of the liver debilitv'scrofula, atrophy."—Andrew Ure M D F n <j nr TTa„M'
Dr. Shorland,

P
D
y
r. Campbell, Dr.\ud Wur^er ' &*£££.

mCoool
AT
cZ^ F

lGrnfc a"dii^^eninrthanTod
e
L?ver

SIS,^anS a
t0

;
T
?
a
F,,

008*. ? «ra 50 times its cost

whweil nth^ni^1
"^i 1

?' m*
1

?
1 has effec«*d 58

>m curoa agreeable Efierve^u

-

rtron^nprvnf
rem^108 had f^le

?. restoring perfect digestion, a?e much increased D «

uxtord Street, W. ; 330, Strand, London WC * and algrocers and chymists.
^onaon, w.c, ana au

1U*

*e>.

3^

V*.

0*

found highly beneficial. ^ &**",*
Manufactured (withl tM I«..S>»

purity) by ^neford * ^^^9^
the Empire

M
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UTXKDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1861.

TVTON' era CO. have REMOVED from Albion

w-L Bkckfriira. to 50. Conduit Street, Regent Street, W.
^"rSfciujd other PAVEMENTS. EARTHENWARE
•i sl\ TlLfc> Designs and Estimates prepared.
r^

Manufcctory : Stoke-upon-Trent.—Oct. 26.

B\J\MIN EDGIXGTON respectfully informs the™
M_

lkjtt^ has REMOVED his Charing Cross business

^^irABUSHCD Marquee, Tent, Rick, Cloth, Sack, and
JUnosVetory, 2, Duke Street. London Bridge, S.E.

No other Establishment.

•s § "TaTKXT LAWN MOWERS have
( i "."^tedtobe the best, and have carried off every prize

u been tf*
tewereing, self-sharpening, self-cleaaing, simple in

easier to work and less liable to get out of
Lawn Mowers extant.

price Lifts may be had of Thomas Green, Smith-

044 Irrm Works, Leeds J
or 2, Victoria Stn . I folborn Hill,

Mjp, Q|d Machines repaired and made as good as new.

e«tU Percha Tubing for Watering Gardens.

THE GLTTA PERCH A COMPANY have the
plaaeore to acknowledge the receipt of the following

ml fro* Mr. J. Farrah, Gr. to Boswei.l Mibdleton
Jallasd, Esq., of Holderness House, near IliUL

I hate had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in
<rf 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last

fWr watering these gardens, and I find it to answer
than anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of

it very considerable, but this has not the slightest
the tubing. I consider this tubing to bo a most

invention for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to
gardens in about one-half the time, and with one-

required.''

MaeeAffftircd by the Gutta Percha Company. Patentees,
, Wharf Road, City Road, London, E.C., and sold by their

Dealers in Town and Country.

LASS for G R E E N H O» U S E 8k—

J° iPH HAYWOOD
and CO.,

Ma rACTCRrat «p

PRUNING and BCDD1NG

KN I7E8,

SPORTSMAN'S, aad all kind*.

of POCKET CUTLERY.

\ AS] > and HA i KA for <,.%JtDE!%>

' " '
' ' :• m • fell : .

... •, • ...,,..

AUSTIN. a STl-iTi. feMkn ft
lew Read). Rent's Park, Ht. * mmm U

A1TAKATIS for the M AM lg «f QOAL
GAS. email aim, FOt SAUL eWeen

Apply toJ.C .JamenPUoe. Marlbsw^ RmA Cl-W ft** * \ ^* * *
i

Dealers in Gambia Garden

ears, issors, Syringes, to.

Garden Border Edgiag Tile*.

ri and O. 1H-HEK, Ckmbkt, B«uOa% aad Trm

Glamorgan Works Sheffield

TMTUSGRAVE'S PATENT STABLE FITTING
1VJL and HARMl.l>S LOOS I HOXm PATENT IRON
COW-HOUSE FITTINGS, and IRON FIGG

These In rent Jons

Macau nts, bo/r nvtte ettaenon to
i nrnamental (. \RDEK BO&DRaV&DGIN , ULI

Ten i Gotta* Terr».-MetalUs wars, aad Red
advantages over Box or Oi aw edaflnar in tea they afford
harbotn for stags, Ac take op lees ream, aad one* laid

require no further atu n.

ey may be ha f various patterns at F. t G. Ri Pre-
mines, Wt. Whai ;*t Ground Street, Biackftiare, *> ax

K .u„i R aeer the Canal geidjie, Loedoe, n

N Aes of Paturne eent be poet en en
Garden \ sees and Oruemental Flower Boxes far Wusdews aad
Balonnieii i«j sU»ck.

mended as nmnrr. i

•

idfente^H net to k« r ui.i in

thing hitherto made A\
the lata W- the Royal
Agricultural S^iety at l*rodu,

Mi s-QRAVK RROTHERSroC' nod a
(MP ' bilver Medal, and two Awanl*

of "Highly Commended." being
the only Prizes conferred on any competitor In this class.

Particulars sont on applicati I the Invent<»n and Makers,
Muscrave Broth Kits Ann street Iron Works, Belfast

O

i:

(. SHEET GLASS, Stock Sizes, 16 en.

Boxes included,
11 bf 9, 12 by 9, 13 by 9,

M
• l

12

11

U

H

14

If

ft

10,

H,

12.

IS,

13.

1*.

18

14

15

u
17

17
20

t»

M
If

ff

f f

»»

99

ft

10,

11.

i^,

13,

13,

14,

14

15 „
16

20

18 „
21

IS

21

>>

ff

If

ff

M

10.

Us
12,

12

13

13

14

14

3rda. 4ths.

14*. Qd. I2s.6d.

16«. Od. ISs.Qd.

per 100 feet

English Glass

SMALL 8HEET SQUARES, in 100 feet Boxes.
•by 4 C4by4i 7by5

7J
by j. .

8
'» • 8» „ 6| 9 „ 7 9i „ 7i J

Bo-vcs 2... each, returnable at full price.
GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,

»**,** 12 i

^PP 11*1 by lis to Mr. Rivers.

ta !Z }?•*•! £
oinmon 18*.6rf. ..

,?•2 JJjn-f Superior do 10 ..
•ia.bylSinJBnglishGlass

.. .. 18 ..

«. Tfce aoove prices include the Boxes.
*J2«fed G ass for Ventilation. Patent Plate and™»- ^rnamental and Coloured Glass.

12 6

JTTLOR and SON?-
• PATENT II{<>N PUMP

vrith reversiblo handle, for

Shallow Wells, Hot -Houses,

Ac. Price 25*. 6-/. each.

IRON YARD
and

GARDEN PUMPS
S feet 6 inches under snout

Jl 3 3J inch

43#. 68s. 60*. each.

VAMi L FAVINii MI ' dmmm*
tories, HaUs. < KalooniM, A as

able as 8i ue. red, end bufl eolonrs, and
forming a rartetr of desejpis
AW. GLA /•..!• mJHI, for lintof Wails lUtha,

Dairies, lAi-dera, «hen rsstffsa, *e GrtMved i'«re-

im-uihe Hi.d i ifhU Pn* Itricka of free*
1 Drain ICUnkers, Red and

T Iks obtained u

waiu WaU-Ceplnfe, OUasi

f F. I BoeauL at

« A«

a

Paxton Works, Bhefleld, E«tabli*hed 173t.

J. Ttlor and wa mam
facture PUMPS for 1) P
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of

the ground.

PUMPS ofJ.Ttlor A Son**
manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of

the United Kingdom.

SAYNOU
ruuNi:

J. Ttlor A Sovr, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lam
Newgate Street, London, E.C.

21 oz.

£0 18*.

1 3
1 9

Linseed

eoteurs ground ready for use.
rans. Propagating Glasses, an-

iorticultural nnV™on„ '

Paints

J*«n Phillips
E.C.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL and SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and
is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at

the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most nattering testimonials have been received,

which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1*. 6d. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or Is. 8*\ per gallon paid to any station in

the kingdom.

Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron Works, near

Dud'ey, and 76, Cannon Street, E.C, from whom only it can

be obtained.

A1TD C(X)Kr:> warranted TlilZB
and flUMHVG KNITER, •GMMMNe, *e.

Sold by all rospeotable Nurserymen and Seed M•Tenants in
»h hres KIntr<him».

Important to Gardeners.

WK l>«v n-spoci i inform you thai w* are now
uppl inw nen Sad Seed >' iant« « ith an

article superior in -tbin* we have hitherto beec
able t u PRUNING, UrDDTNG, and ( I'TIWO
KM\ VINK an<i \W \s\MDI
SI I Ac, i s

' to thsir l»eing tempered un^ \n
entirely new process, whlcli renders the blade toejadi and
not liable to break, and also gives the edge a lasting
keenness w) i we can warrant them to retain I r at
least double the time they would under the old mHaWi of

it' ;/, thus fecttltaiing the worV and saving the lime
usually lost by 1 v to renew tba edge by
sharpeim ly nuking them more durable in weaT
and better ao ed for all kinds of work, every blade being.

guaranteed of the same temper.

Cautiok. None are genuine except marked SaTKOB, or
ATiroitf Maker. Other marks would ceeaie the purcnaeer
^appointment.

BARNAl », BISHOP, and BARHABD$,
Norwich.

FURTHER HON in the PRICE WIRE
NETTING.—April, 1861.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C
#

Established 1750.

**. A.

%C.

% G.

"gr. a.

^'D GLASSES.

PRESERVE JARS. Fig. B.

Fi^s. E.

Barkarp, Brsunp, A Bar^arp^ beg to inform their

lends and thepuMic tbat they h*ve made a further redaction
i the prices of Machine made Wire Nettin?, and aten that all

np? are * Galrmftnd after beiaf mw&rn, which
Is much to their appearance, utrength, and durability.

JafMOLOMd

2-inch mesh,24 inches wide . . No. 10

}«taRiiaed. Iron,

peryani peryard.

Fig. P.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch

lg-inch
i inch
11-inch
l|-inch

n

yf

H
fy

ft

ff

II

• •

•

I*

N
If

I?

•i

i»

18
17

19
IS
17 * .

4 'A.
5

;
:

6
7

I
» *

4
5

4

«i

r

Fig D. Fig. H. Fig. D. Fig. I.

%
a

9

If

£*• M. each

8
M

9
"

10 o
"

12 a
"

Fig. B.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

2?^ ^ extra.

2 inches
4
6

10
12
16
18

20

,
^»&Tod.. z q- ^ dozen,

II

II

II

II

l>

• *

Os.B^d. each.

5J

- •

1
1

3

5

7

8
4
9
6

>»

>»

#»

>»

n
it

t*

Fig.C.

MILK PANS.

inches . . 0s. 6<2. each.

10

14

18

20
22

24

26

II

ff

II

ff

If

II

I V *

1

1

2
3
3

4
5

9

9
3

9

6

it

>»

it

it

it

it

»»

FiV. E.

PRESERVE JARS.
Without Lids. With Lids.

3 inches 0s. A\d. to^'i. e*.

4
5
6
7

8

9
10

it

ii

»«

»»

it

it

6

8

10
1

1 4

1 8
2

9

11

1 2

1 4

1 8
2

2 8

___ above kinds can be made any width (under fi feea^Jt

at proportionate prices. .....
Strong Gal vanised Poaltr i.lng, < b*j>c crd. 3 Tett wide;

Galvanised Sp proof: for Pheaeantric*. 1H. per

yar.i, 2 foet v t. ^ire f every mesh from half an

inch to 6 inches.

»
it

»»

'»

It

CRocr
»

**Pt»se«l |
*^ Per dozen.

Fig. F.

HYACINTH DISHES.
6 inches . . Is. Od. each.
9 „ ..16
12 .. ..2 6

>>

!• * v l»

..2 6 „

Fig. G.
CUCUMBER TUBE8.

Fig. 1.

ROLLING PINS.
lid. per running inch.

Opal Ditto.
14 inches .. 3s. 6d. each.

16 „ .. 4 „
18 „ .. 4 6 „

Fig. II.

FIST? GLOBES.
With Feet. Without Feet.

8 inches 1 1. 9rf. 3s. <W. each.

C*7»tal

Id. per runniDg inch.

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.

10

12

14

16

ff

*f

w
II

2 3 4 H
3 4 6 l>

4 6 6 ii

5 9 It

^ Shades, Ebony and Gilfc Stands, Gas and Lamp Glasses, Chimneys and Globes, &e.

F°r Window and Orchard Home Glass see Advertisement of Sept 2h

Reduced Price of WIRE F ING. and GAIA W],
«
WT

RO Fi iNG, suit o for the home trade beeofejiea.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feel

apart, one wrought iron straining poatand eUaunng serewj

to each 100 yards oi Fencing, per yard.

The same with Galva 1
Wire Rope. It. per yard

Illustrated Catalogues, with prices
i
of every vanety of Win

Fencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on «PT™™*>
*
#
* Wire Fencing an< ag delivered Oarnage Free at al

the Principal Railway Station*.

A
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The English Cyclopaedia.
Conducted by C. Knight.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica

:

a Dictionary of Arts,
Sciences, and General
Literature.

The Roll of the Royal College

of Physicians of London,
compiled from the Annals of
the College and from
Authentic Sources. By Dr.
Munk.

Memoirs of King Richard the
Third and some of his

'

Officer from 1802-1815.
Edited by Julius von
Wichede.

The Marquis de Villemer. By
George Sand.

With Shorter Notices of
before the Archaeological
Society of Berlin, together
with some Observations in
reply to the Reviewers of
"Daedalus." By Edward
Falkener.

New Editions.
List of New Books.

The Heroine of the Greek
Revolution; or, Scenes in
Greece from the year 1821 to
1828. By S. T. Xenos.

Constance Dale : a Story by
Charlotte Hardcastle.

On the Hypsethron of Greek
Temples : a Paper read

'OriginaL—Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington—Mr.
Du Chaillu and His Adventure with a Gorilla. By C.
"Waterton—Notes on the History of Perspective. By Pro-
fessor De Morgan—Streets and Theatres of Vienna—

_^^ * Livre des Sauvages.'

"Weekly Gossip.—Lady Morgan's Letters-Eden Papers
—New Works preparing for Publication—Shakspeare's
harden—Obituary : Sir William Cubitt and Mr. Charles
Crocker—Manchester Exhibition of the Works of Modern
Artists—'The Scots in France and the French in Scotland

'

—Victor Hugo's New Work—Down Cathedral—" Bowling"m the North—Gaboon and its Affluents—Dante's Inferno
—The Italian General Cialdini—British Brigade under
Garibaldi—Pamplona—Statue Commemorating Jacquard

_
or the Loom—Statue to Ary Scheffer.

Science.—Routledge's Illustrated Natural History : Birds.By the Rev. J. G. Wood.
Tine Arts.—Florence Exhibition.
Pin

K
e
T^

rt
r^08Sip,

~Drinkin« Fountains-Medal distri-
bution of the Department of Science and Art—Worcester
Cathedral—St. Mary's Church, Whitby.M
^i

1CJ?* ** J*?*!*-G™d Opera of Paris-

Muaical and Dramatic Gossip— English Onen-
PUurf.^6 ?o?™-*r- Gye's next

g
^ason-

P
OperI

"Wi^ti?
nd Troa^ctB ln Pari3-Herr Wagner's Opera.

*»«cellanea.—what is a Pistil ?

• The A*hen»um may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5*. 6d.,

free by post, 5j. lQd.,URAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of
London, Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military
•Seminary at Addiscombe, <fec, <fec.

J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Price 1*. 6d., free by post, Is. Id.

LABELS for the HERBARIUM, consisting of

the Names of the Classes, Alliances, Orders, and Sub-
Orders, of Professor Lindley's " Vegetable Kingdom."
o printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into Tue Herbarium.
J". Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Fruit Trees.—Just Published,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS.
By Thomas Rivers. Post Free for six stamps.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

Roses.—Now Readv,
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.

By Thomas Rivers. Free per Post. Also,

THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE. By Thomas
Rivers. Seventh Edition. 3*. 6d.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

Bonn's Standard Library for November.

HEINE'S POEMS, Complete. Translated from
the German in the Original Metres, with a Sketch of

Heine's Life, by Edgar A. Bowring. Pest 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Bonn's English Gentleman's Library for November.
Handsomely printed in demy 8vo, and Illustrated with

Portraits and Plates, at 9s. per Volume,

THE ENTIRE CORRESPONDENCE of HORACE
WALPOLE, with the Prefaces of Mr. Croker, Lord Dover,

And. others, the Notes of all previous Editors, and additional
Notes by Peter Cunningham. Illustrated with numerous
fine Portraits engraved on Steel. To be completed in Nine
Vols. Vol. VIII.
_Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Sixth Edition, carefully revised, fcp. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.,

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY, including the
Practice of the Collodion Process. By T. Frederick

Hardwich, late Lecturer on Photography at King's College.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

Second Edition, with 378 Engravings, fcp. 8vo. cloth, 12«. 6d.,

THE MICROSCOPE and its REVELATIONS.
By W. B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.
Illustrated Edition, being the 11th. post Svo, cloth, 7s. 6d.,

YESTIGES of the NATURAL HISTORY of
CREATION.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

ENRY C. LUNN'S popular PIANOFORTE
COMPOSITIONS :—Le Papillon—La Fete des Fees-

Adeline (Reverie)—Alicia (Mazurka). "Every bar bespeaks
the accomplished musician."

—

Obsei-ver.

Just published, The Mountaineer's Evening Song.
London : Leader & Cock, 63, New Bond Street, E.C.

Price Threepence of any Bookseller.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
LAST, OCTOBER 19, of

THE ATHEN/EUM,
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, and the FINE ARTS.

Thirty-two laige Quarto Pages.

Xleviews 0F> with Extracts from—

Contemporaries ; with an
Historical Drama on the
Battle of Bosworth. By J.
H. Jesse.

Egyptian Hieroglyphics, being
an attempt to explain their
Nature, Origin, and Mean-
iug. ByS. Sharpe.

Recollections ofan Old Hussar

Uniform Editions of Standard Works.

The following are Now Ready.

THE HISTORICAL WORKS of HENRY HAL-
LAM. Containing—The History of England—Europe

during the Middle Ages—and Literary History of Europe.
Eleventh Edition. Ten Vols. Post 8vo, 60s.

ii.

A HISTORY of ENGLAND, from the Peace of

Utrecht to the Peace of Versailles, 1713—1783. By Lord
Mahon. Fouith Edition. Seven Vols. Post Svo, 35s.

in.

LIVES of the LORD CHANCELLORS, and
Keepers of the Great Seal of England, from the Earliest

Times till the Reign of George the Fourth. By Lord Camp-
bell. Fourth Edition. Ten Vols. Post Svo, GOs.

PRIVATE LIFE, MANNERS, and CUSTOMS of

the ANCIENT EGYPTIANS. By Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson.
Third Edition. With 500 Woodcuts. Two Vols. Post Svo, 12s.

v.

POETICAL WORKS of LORD BYRON. With
Notes and Illustrations. Cabinet Edition. Ten Vols. Fcap.
Svo, 30s.

LIFE of LORD BYRON ; with his Letters and
Journals. By Thomas Moore. With Notes and Illustrations.
Cabinet Edition. Six Vols. Fcap. Svo, 18s.

VII.

POETICAL WORKS of the REV. GEORGE
CRABBE, with a Life by His Son. With Notes and Illustra-

tions. Cabinet Edition. Eight Vols. Fcap. Svo, 24s.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Just published, in fcp. Svo, *ith iUustn^

Orchard "House and Oi^Ai7S,.^*«!
linos Brehaut. tulture

- BJtfcjJV

GORDON-TRAINING
of ^^VJ Diagonal, Vertical, Spiral and SL!?A » T^

w
I like your book very

much ; it will do much good
and teach people to think
before they prune."-Thomas

RivKBS,
Amateur'
Author.

te.

London
: Longman, Gree^ Longkax, *

New Work hy the Author of «v«~
Just published, in One Vol. post 8vo *£?**

rriHE ROMANCE of a DULL LIF?w*± of « Morning Clouds" and the "AW^>*
London

:
Longman, Green, Loxgiuv*

Just published, in One Vol. post Svo, with «

,

Lithography and 12 on Wood, from DntL,Hammer, of Dresden, price 10a. 6d. cloth, ^ *^
FOREST CREATURES. Bv Chihmw

Author of "Chamois Hunting "in th*~^^
Bavaria," <fec.

London : Lonoman, Green, Longsux, *

New Work for Country Libraries.

One Volume, 10s. 6d.ARM LIFE;
or Sketches for the Country.

Saunders, Otley & Co., 66, Brook Street, Hanover Square.

F

T ne, Autro; or, sketches ot Lifeaniifc.
Mountains. By Baron H. Von BE&uaa.

by the Rev. Leslie Stephen, M.A., Fellow
Hall, Cambridge.

London : Longman, Green, Longmax, t

Moore's British Ferm ^^
THE HANDBOOK of BRITISH FEW *

Descriptions with Engravings of the Spew «fc
Varieties, together with Directions for CaltJr^h. fe
Edition, with numerous Additions and new Olatato |
Thomas Moore, F.L.S., F.R.H.S., Curator of fete
Botanic Garden. A Pocket Volume. Price k

London : Groombridge & Sons, Paternoster fee.

Early in November will be published, price 2s. 6d.,
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_ A Royal decree has been
issued at Turin abolishing the Lieutenancy of
Naples, and the separate government of Tuscanv. . «i • r#i i> i -• * . §-*
The anniversary £ the JISS by which £ ^^^^^Sfr^^people of the Two Sicilies declared their adhesion to we. fired Iron, the Castle. IV SalJ
the Italian kingdom, was celebrated at Naples on ^Krood l^hce aJjout ^quarter to o'eEcl. In tbt
Monday with great enthusiasm.

From the United States we have accounts of
two naval affairs, one resulting in favour of the
Federals, and the other in favour of the Confede-
rates. In the first, on the 7th inst., a Confede-

Int-< veiling her Majesty had h dinner party. <

day morning tbe Quean, lYn.ee Contort, and iVi
Hobenlohe viaited the 1 : mical Garden* in 1

How. The Prinet Mice visited tbe Ne* 1 • andftiade
some purchaaea in the German Bazaar and other nlecea.
In the iifternoon the Queen, accompanied by 1 toast

. Allot, drove out, and walked on Artkur't ScM The
rate expedition, consisting of six steamers and Prince Consort and his suite went in two dreat

3000 men, endeavoured to recapture the forts at "** eacorted bj the >cott Greta, to Priam
Hatteras Inlet. The Federals were at firatjdefea I, Sjtf, 1

!!!
U

'J

' ! l 'und»tio«
'

>

K,,f f.. rt 4.* r- * i \ ,
lost Office," and afterwanla of the "New IndajltUl

but two steam frigates having come to their
j Museum." Shorth . fter 8 o'clock in the tv, ngbm

assistance, the Confederates were ultimately Majesty, tbe Prince Contort md the Qml ;,/?

compelled to retreat, with the loss of three Holyrood for Windeor. The roul Margaret

of their steamers. Their loss in men is stated !
U!'um

't
n
f

tl '!»**\^ •• lined by r lar«n

^.T *i v »u •
i ~™ , 4 m '" )(

'.V or \ olunteera, carrvitu; torchlights. I htOQnby the Northern journals at ,00, hut there is 1r!U',u,d bv the Knrth-lUunt QtS, N : i!muS
no doubt that this estimate is greatly exaggerated. South -Western Bail* :*\ h,

jlcto* of tDc Wltelt.

ToCoronation of the King of Prussia took place

Friday at Kooigsberg with the usual solemnities.

At tbe conclusion of the ceremony of the Corona-

te, the King received the Presidents of the

Chamber* and in reply to the addresses which

they presented said that he was the first King of

Prussia to ascend the Throne since the Crown had
surrounded with institutions in harmony with

oar times; but remembering that the Crown came

from God, he had notified by his Coronation

m a sacred place that he had received it

ii humility from His hands. Since his acces-

sion to the Throne, he had received many
taken* that he might reckon under all circumstances

the fidelity, devotedness, and seli-sacrificing

and arrived at \\ motor
In the second affair, on the 1 ."i t h inst., the Con- Caeile at half-neel n I'huradax morning.

federate fleet of gun-boats attacked the blockading T,,K r,i,M B 0F Wu,s " ,1 IViday morning drove

sauadron at New Orleans, and after a 8harP ,i,ht STsfiS?, T£ti££*£Z
sunk one federal vessel and drove the remainder Manor, th, f Lord tale*, win re ), lK>k lun.

ashore. A naval expedition of 20 ships left New Tbe Royal pert* next proceeded to th. vil

York for the Southern parts on the 11th
inst., but its exact destination was not known.
The Federal army in front of Washington is now
in possession of all the points lately occupied by
the Confederates, who are still retiring from the

line of the Potomac. It is reported that General

Price has retreated into Arkansas, and that

General Fremont had left Jefferson City in

pursuit of him. On the other hand it is said

that General M'Ctjlloch is endeavouring to cut

oft* General Fremont's communication with St.

Louis, with the intention of marching upon that

city.

By the Overland Mail from India we learn that the

cholera has almost ceased in the north-west. A party

oaks, where the i'rince \'iMted the ke of New cable's

enlliery, and afterwards- hih' the foumi niton fa
church, to he end< -v. md built at tbe aolc coat of the
Dr.kc of N' -\ i>tle for the arorkpeople emj yed st the

colliery. On Saturday inoininghisi neat left

Clumber for Hunt i Ion by tbe Great >rth< ni Kail

way, ninlti. i theme bj tin aaten. ( ountiet to

Cembridge. At Hunt i one of the I; \al catiiagea

was in attendance to conv« \ tbe Piinee from tbe Great

Northern to the Ea rn Countiea Stat i, t be atalione

being at op)K)aite endn <»f the town. Hit 1. al High-
ness, oq his an \al in Cambridge, drovi u t be station

direct t<t Madin-lv Hall.

Pkikck Leopoi i», aicompanied by Colonel Kowntrr,

arrive! at Maiheillm 00 Saturday, on his way to CHiinee.

Tuince Loim of HhssK took leave <»( the Court on
the 17th inst., and hit Balmoral for London on hia

return to Germany.
ThbQbaXD Dike Constamine on I'nday paid a

visit to tbe Warrior at Spithead, and on Thuraday

•niritof hia people; and trusting in these qualities

beeould renounce the custom of requiring from
them an oath of allegiance and fidelity. The pro- °f 600 rebels had appeared in Rajpootana, but the

Tidence of God had preserved the blessing of peace 1
troops of the Maharajah and the British forces were I visited Portsmouth dockyard. His Imperial \\ <.eaa

tethe dear Fatherland. The valiant armv would in search of them. The accounts from China con- °n both occasions was eonvejed to and from Kj m
,

. . . A .
* j-nc vaiiaiib army wuuiu

m tbe F.re Qm i steam yacht, winch had been placed at
protect it against dangers from without; and as firm the news received through St. Petersburg

his dippo8l, , )V thc Ad ;, lirarc0I„,nandingat tiie port.
regarded dangers in the interior, Prussia would of the death of the Emperor JIien FUKO, and L(mD Ll tenancy.—The Lord Lienteonncj of

announce that Nanking has been captured by the Devon, vacant by tbe death of Karl Portencue, hasremain free of them, because the throne of her
Kingi remained strong in its power and its rights.
If tbe unity between King and people which had
•de Prussia great continued to exist, they would
be enabled on the ground of acknowledged rights
to remit the dangers of an agitated period and all

^V^tening storms. On Tuesday their
Jftties returned to Berlin, and were received

"»t» peat enthusiasm by the inhabitants.

Aojwuts from Warsaw state, that in conse-

P?J [
the arrest3 recently made bv the police

2jZ churche3 ^ that city, the General Con-
^•J °f the Archbishopric has issued a circular

JT ordtring all the churches to be closed in

hnW7,,
prevent further profanation. The Pro-

!TT thurches au^ the Jewish Synagogues have

Imperialists. The state of affairs in Japan is still

unsatisfactory. Sir Hercules Homnson has made

a trip to Jeddo, but did not land on account of the

disturbed state of that city. Mr. Oliphant is on

his way home with despatches.

ftomt ijlttos

been conferred on the Duke of .

v .-Ret.

Knighthood.—The Queen has offered to confer the

dignity of Knighthood npon Mr. Fairbaiin, of Man-
chester, President of the British Association, in con-

aiderationof the eminent services be has rendered to

science. It is understood that Mr. Faiibairn has

declined the honour.

Convocation.—The Convocation of the prov of

Canterbury was prorogued on Wednesday by the Vicar-

General, under a commission from the Archbishop, to

On Thursday the 17th Wednesday the 18th December.

e Princesses Alice and The Akmstihwg Guns.—It is said that in e. nse-

.l .

n clo8ed
« The agitation is increasing, and

for tw« • "'* ltt*en more rigorous measures
*" the maintenance of order.

J»
«"Wi«es have take°n

The Court in Scotland.

the Queen, accompanied by the

Louisa, and Prince Louis of Hesse, rode up to the ' qnence of the reported failure of the Am rong guns

Forest' and returned by the Balloch Buie Woods. . in several reoeml trials, Sir Cornewall Lewis has sua-

The Prince Consort went out deer-stalking. Princess pended for the present the issue of !00-t> ler

Hobenlohe and Prince Leopold went out driving. Armstrong guns, and has directed such expenu .U

Prince Louis of Hesse left the Castle on his return to be made aa will bring tbe efficiency of tbe new

to Germany. On Friday the Queen, accompanied ordnance to a decisive proof,

by the Princesses Alice and Helena, drove to Alt-na- 1 Consular ArroiifTMENW.—TheQueen has appointed

JT» I
'nance

tfciS*tch

f
r°m Pesth dated Thursday last, says

members of the Council of the Hungarian ' went out deer-stalk

Guitbesack, and then rode on ponies by Loch Muich

to above the Falls of the Glassalt, and returned

home the same way. Princess Hobenlohe, Princese

Beatrice, and Prince Leopold accompanied her Ma-

jesty as far as Alt-na-Guithesack. The Prince Consort
' ~ * On Saturday tbe Queen,mg.

•ttfrom the
.•

J

ri

ytoSotoBuda ; towithdraw him- Helena went to Loch Bulig, and rode back by Aberarder.

HrroQjjj k'
ence °f ta© foreign advisers who

j
On Sunday the Queen, Prince Consort, Princess Alice,

the rw/
Um; to ^sernble the Obergespanne of and Princess Hobenlohe, attended Divine Service in the

__^nntats, and d™W *~ A^-. ^ u~ ;<,
l narish church of Crathie. The Rev. A. Anderson

retUvedto '
""^ dec^are to them that he is

itati

g°Vera ln conformity with the Hungarian

- eiverr

11

! f

D
i finall

y> to appoint an archduke

^*4drcss

°r

«< T^^- " The country," says

**ie»tv l«A l
Uld tben P^ce confidence in his^tnd hasten to render him homage."

the Vatic!^^ held a ccmncil of Cardinals at

**«» aeair, ? ?u
nSlder what measures should be

Hahut tha t

AhU Passaglia for his work
% ^u of

en

!r
ral power °f the paPa°3r- As

** l5th inst a
deliberations the police on

£ the PurnosT ?
an entry int0 his lodgin^S

* ^ Km tv
bating the Abbe, but failed

**
Papers

'

TK
ey se,zed

» however, all his letters

susoend i f
b^ ha8 escaPed to TuriD

^
but

P^Qded from the exercise of his priestly

^been

parish

ofiiciated.

The Queen's Return from Scotland.— J he

Queen, Prince Consort, and the Royal Family left

Balmoral at half-past 9 on Tuesday morning for Edin-

burgh. The Royal party travelled post by Bella. er to

Aboyne, and thence bv railway through Aberdeen,

Stonehaven, Forfar, and Perth to Edinburgh On

arriving at St. Margaret's Station her Majesty was

received by the Duke of Buccleuch, the Light. Hon. vv.

Cowper, the Lord Provost, the Lord Advocate, the

Solicitor-General of Scotland, Mr. Sheriff Gordon

General Walker, commanding ^tbe forces in Scot-

land; Sir John Douglas, K-ORj and other

military and civil authorities, ftomthe «Uwny

station to tbe Palace her Majesty and the

Royal party proceeded in a line of carnages and four

attended by an escort of ^^» [^1^
through the Park being guarded by the Scots Gre) t,

the 26th (Cameronians), and a battery of Royal

C

John David Hay Hill, Esq., dow Coned at Maranham,

to be Consul in tbe Island of Reunion ; and Tbomae

Joseph Hutchinson, Esq., late Consul at Fernando Po,

to be Consul at Rosano. The Consul-Generalship at

Milan, vacant by the death of Mr. Loftus Otway, will

be either reduced to a lower rank, or, as is more probable,

will be abolished, by which a saving of 800/. per annum

will be effected.

Abolition or Passports.—Earl Russell has received

from her Majesty's Minister at the Hague, an intima-

tion that in future British subjects travelling in the

territories of the King of Holland will not require a

passport. His lordship lias also re< ed information

from the British Minister at Copenhagen, that the

Danish Minister of Justice has submitted a bill to tbe

Standthing for the abolition of passports in favour of all

nations who allow similar facilities to Danish su rts.

The Government has also made a similar proposal to

the States ol Sweden through their Foreign Secretary.

The Voluntefr Movement.— On JSaturday tbe

ceremony of presenting the set of colours v by the

City of London to the City Rifle Brigade, took place

in the Crystal Palace in the presence of the Lord

Mayor, Aldermen, and Sheriffs, and an immense crow d

of spectators, including Lord Clyde, Lord F. Paulet,

and other military officers. The colours were pre

tented by Ladv Olliffe, acting as Lady Mayom, »ho

subsequently presented a set of silver bugles, which had

been subscribed for by the ladies of London, tbe Lord

Mayor presenting the prizes which had been won at

the various ritle competitions.
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France.—The King of Holland spent two days last

week in Paris, for the purpose of visiting without state

or ceremony the principal objects of interest in the
capital, and then returned to Compiegne. On Satur-

day afternoon his Majesty left Compiegne for Liege, on
his return to the Hague, and is reported to be delighted
with his visit. It is asserted that Signor Rattazzi had
an audience of the Emperor on Tuesday. The Corps
Legislatif is summoned to meet on the 9th January,

about five weeks before the usual time. The Consti-

tutionnel, in an article signed by its present political

director, Dr. "V eron, calls attention to the promise made
last session by M. Magne, Minister of Finance, that
the right of voting the budget of each Ministry by
chapters would be granted to the Corps Legislatif,

and says :
—" It appears certain that the Govern-

ment will submit a Senatus Conwltum on this

subject to the Senate in November next."
The Gazette de France has received, and publishes in

its impression of Sunday, an official communique,
which gives a denial to its assertions concerning a

pretended warm discussion between Count Persigny
and M. Thouvenel on the Italian question, and says:—" No such discussion took place, and no difference

of opinion exists between the two Ministers." The
Patrie says that "the English Admiralty has decided
upon iron plating the ships which are already built.

Should the experiment prove successful, England could
in one year have 20 ircn-plated ships. The Admiralty
has also determined to execute numerous defensive

works in the English possessions in India, China, the
Red Sea, and the Straits of Malacca, and on the island

of Heligoland." Several cases of yellow fever have
occurred on board a ship at Bordeaux. Every measure
of precaution has been taken by the authorities.

M. Grandguillot has been dismissed from the
Constitutionnel, on account, it is supposed, of the
difficulty into which he has brought the Govern-
ment by his attack on Geneva. The " political direc-

tion" of that journal has been confided to Dr. Veron
and M. Paulin Limayrac, while M. Grandguillot
succeeds the latter as chief editor of the Pays.
On Friday the Moniteur contained an order from the
Minister of the Interior inflicting a first warning on
the Revue des Deux Mondes, and on tho following day
it published two orders, one inflicting a first warning
on the Courrier des Alpes, for " an ignominious outrage
on the Sovereign of a State, the friend of France ;

"

the other on the Journal de Rennes, for "a recital
purely imaginary of a fact odiously invented with the
object of outraging the French army." The reason
alleged by Count de Persigny for his measure against
the Revue des Deux Mondes is an article by M. Forcade,
one of the most eminent financial writers of France,
containing the usual summary of foreign and domestic
intelligence for the past fortnight. A considerable
portion of this summary was occupied with the financial
crisis, the scarcity of the harvest, the lavish expenditure

complete and strict control of representative assemblies, and
the watchful controversy of a free press."

The Journal des Debats has the courage to protest

against the warning to the Revue des Deux Mondes; it

shows that it was utterly uncalled for, and that it is at

complete variance with the solemn assurances of Count

de Persigny's Circular of Nov. 1860, that with the

exception of the principle of the dynasty, and the origin

of the Imperial Government, all subjects of discussion

would be considered perfectly fair, including the policy

of the Government, and the various measures which the

Ministers might take. The Debats says :

—

" The Revue des Deux Mondes has received a first warning.
The Revue, as all the world knows, is a periodical publication

which appears every fortnight. Its readers are more eober-

minded and less excitable than the average of newspaper
readers, and consequently it does not in itself offer the same
dangers as regards the public peace as the daily press.

uouucrueu iyr tne acts 01 me vxuvuniiiiuui;, anu iuai leapviioi-

bility involves the supposition that their measures may be dis-

cussed, we have not the intention of discussing the warning
given yesterday to the Revue des Deux Mondes any more than
that inflicted on the France Centrale of Blois a few days ago.
But to seek to enlighten oneself as to the extent of one's
rights and the limit of one's obligations, cannot be construed
into a disrespectful discussion. According to the terms of a
document which has been often quoted, and signed, if our
memory do not fail us, by the very Minister whose name is

appended to the warning given to the Revue des Deux Mondes,
the press had acquired the conviction that it might discuss
anything provided the principle of the Government were not
attacked. On reperusing the incriminated passage we found
in it a criticism more or less lively, more or loss borne out by
facts (that is not the question) of the financial policy of the
Government. There are other things, therefore, besides the
principle of the dynasty, which it is dangerous for the press to
touch upon. We are compelled once more to bear it in mind,
after having for some time been tempted to forget it."

The Moniteur of Friday published a circular, addressed
by Count Persigny to the" Prefects of the Departments,
explaining the necessity of bringing the charitable
societies established without the formal sanction of the
Government under the operation of the law. This
circular has created a great sensation in the Catholic
world. The Liberal portion of the press in general
warmly approve of the decision come to by the Govern-
ment, while the Legitimist and Ultramontane journals
are loud in their expressions of disapprobation. The fol-

lowing is the substance of the circular :

—

"After acknowledging the benefits diffused by these asso-
ciations, the Count speaks of the Freemasons, and says that
they 'are animated by a patriotism which has never failed
them in great emergencies, and have not for a lone: time given
the public authorities any serious cause of complaint, unless in
reference to their central organisation, whose mode of election,
tending to excite rivalry between the different lodges and to
disturb their good harmony, calls for some modifications. But
it is advantageous to authorise Freemasonry and to recognise
its existence.' He also acknowledges the good done by the local
societies of St. Vincent de Paul ; but regrets that the provincial
committees, while pretending to afford encouragement to the
different charitable societies, deprive them of the right of
choosing their dignitaries, thus imposing themselves upon all
the societies of a province as if they wished to make them
serve as the tool of an idea foreign to charity. In reference to
the superior council of the society of St. Vincent de Paul, now
sitting m Paris, Count Persigny says :— ' The Government

;„ «f„™«. ,i W- i Vit M , *«--.
i

cann?t approve of the existence of a kind of committee notm street demolitions, &c, which M. de Persigny appointed by the local societies, which fills up its ranks by its
describes as an " endeavour by the most false assertions,

own s
.

ole authority, assumes the right of governing the focal
+« «,— , .—.*„» „i„— j~ *,v„ ,. 3 *._ ., ,

'
,

societies, in order to form them into a secret association, whose
ramifications extend even beyond France, and collects from

to propagate alarm in the country and to excite to
the hatred and contempt of the Government." The
following is an extract from the article :—
" Our argument, that the two millions borrowed by the

Bank are insufficient, is, it must be understood, founded on
the supposition that we shall find ourselves deceived in the
favourable hopes we expressed two months ago, and that events
will justify the alarm evinced by the Bank of France during
the last fortnight. If, notwithstanding our persevering hopes,
the crisis cannot be averted, the very facts would cause the
financial and economical policy of the government to be very
seriously discussed. The three principal points which would
come under discussion can be easily pointed out—1st, the ex-
cessive expenditure of the state ; 2d, the injudicious impulse
given to public works, to demolition and building in large
towns; and 3d, the absence of any co-ordinate views in the
u jTv

n of our P°litical economy. No doubt the accident of
a bad harvest giving rise to a commercial and financial crisis,
is an effect of the laws of nature, and cannot be ascribed toany human responsibility

; but an accident of this description
invariably brings to light the faults and errors which
aggravate its consequences. The evil brought about by
Srti?

1

*

?

e
n
t 1S

-i

ag^avated or diminished accordingly

Si J?!? °f
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ld err0rs have been committed or avoided. I

* «L^£
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n
«

»mmed»te result of a crisis is to bring abouta scarcity or deficiency of capital. Now if the crisis occurs in

nroduot^7«
erB Capit

?l
has been Prodigally destroyed by unproductive^expenses, the perturbation is deeper, and leads tomore painful disturbances

1

. If it occurs at a moment whenexcessive encouragement has been given to undertakings

S™m?V-P Capit
5

]
'

that is to "* which ^ts so a foprevent its being made readily available, it rages with greaterintensity. Lastly, if it be the government that has Sadthe prudence to moderate its unproductive expenditure ifItbe
i

the Government which has itself excited instead of

S?^? mfir sPec
.

lllati0
?. the crisis constitutes a E of

t£S ft Z T1^ the «°^™ment» and a severe wlmingIpf^A *TSr b^dis^d^fac^

the societies a budget respecting the employment of which
nothing is known. Such an organisation, inexplicable
on the sole ground of charity, is useless. The honourable
and charitable people of Lyons, Marseilles, and Bordeaux
have been influenced by the committee at Paris. The
law interdicting these kinds of associations has been too
long violated.' Count Persigny then requests the prefects to
authorise these societies, if there be any such in their depart-
ments, without delay, according to the legal forms, and to
ascertain whether they wish to have a central representation
at Paris. The votes of these societies are to be forwarded to
the Ministry of the Interior, and the Emperor will determine
upon the bases and principles of such central representation.
Until then the prefects will prohibit the sittings of any
superior central or provincial council, and will order their
dissolution."

The Moniteur of yesterday states that a judicial in-
vestigation has established the fact that the congrega-
tion of the ladies of the Sainte Union at Douai have
voluntarily abetted in the abduction of young Jewish
girls. These facts would have justified the Govern-
ment in revoking the authorisation of the Society of the
Sainte Union, but it has confined itself to withdrawing
the acknowledgment of its legal existence. "This
measure/; it says, « marked by firmness and moderation,
will remind the religious congregations that neither
their character, their object, nor their rules excuse
them from obeying the laws of their country."

SPAIN.-The Infanta Donna Maria de kConcepcion,
daughter of the Queen, died on the 21st inst.; herremah

*5

wish to visit the different Syal Ml
- -

Spain, orders have been J* B****
thrown open to him. A seSl n^ *9
seized in Madrid.

**** ^^fcC
Belgium.—The Kine of Wah ,

on Saturday evening on a JW ***<
Belgians woo had go^beV Vb^l»m

:
At 7 p.m. the King of l c

B?t
panied by the Duke of Brabant n ^
erected for the occasion at the Gmllf****
all the high officials, dtf J^
assembled. At a quarter past 7 thi ~
the arrival of the King of HoUan?

!**

Q,advanced, with the Duke nf r«
William, and the two Z££^*+
amidst the loud cheers of the^A procession was then formed, and ShS.
proceeded to the Palace, driving aWfeWTIn the evening the c ty of Liege wmU*1

nated. Durino- a serpnarl* ~:„"- :_ - ""IkDuring a serenade g.ven in front?the two Kings appeared together itwindows of the Palace, when th»
received with the most deafening chi"**
of Holland acknowledged the comS
by waving his hat and repeatedly JZt
The fesf.ivif.iM nf +i^ ;.u,,:i.„/ ^"ei

h\

aner mianignt. Un Sunday mornafi^
Holland left Liege for Cologne onSiftHague. The Belgian journals anuonnafc^
tion of M. de Vriere, Minister of ForeinuTE
like his colleague M. Frere Orbin, weS!!
present himself before the Chambers as vJS
the recognition of the kingdom of IttkUk
place.

'

Denmark.—Advices from Copenhagen nfcfct
Danish Government has sent a new desptribfc
requesting the Prussian Government topraspi
and definitive propositions for bringing abo* i»
ciliation between the Germanic Con/edofaa,

Denmark. It is believed that the Danish

is disposed to accord to the Duchies of Mm _

Lauenburg real and durable independence a ilk

|

concerns their financial, civil, and judical

tration.

Wuetemburg-.—In the Upper Chamber,

by the Prince Hohenlohe Waldenboorg, inriftf

King, on the rejection of the concordat, to ami

the Pope in a friendly spirit on the snbjed,ki

rejected by a majority of 18 votes again* &

Switzeklaud.—M. Grandguillot, tarajT

another article in the Constitutiorml {«•%
assertions that disturbances and assassinitMiW

place at Geneva without having" been imwti,

Government of Geneva has determined to Wf •

action against him for libel in the Trencham*
Pbussia.—The Coronation of the &K <*.

took place on Friday in the Church of fcCott

Konigsberg. The splendour displayed in *
processions was very great. After wj* ^^
ceremony, the royal party went in F**""-^

Throne Room, where Cardinal Geissel in£**
Roman Catholic clergy, and Prince Solifc-

'

name of the nobility, addressed the King. M£fJ

then proceeded down the grand st
?

(

I^e

^^B
yard, and, surrounded by the vrhoIe

ri

C^^ i^
and the invited witnesses of the Cor5"Tw
the addresses of the Presidents ot

Chambers, and of Count DohM-IanA

of the Estates. The King, in reply totne*

said:

—

^j
"The Kings of Prussia have now *°? ^fi*

years. I am the first King to
.

Mcwd tne £—£
Crown has been surrounded with ^taW^£
our time. But, remembering that the^> *
I have notified by my coronation in a ^f&if *"

received it in humility from His^eiDt*£2
blessingf2JJ5J
love aQdJ2?»ii*

M

and that they also pray t

rest on my Government

ancTwhich have just beenmani^^ #0 *
,

Sacrificing^

Trusting in "these qualities, I could ren JpjK
requiring an oath of allegiance and m« ^ ^P£

, which have just been manifestea m ^
tokens that I may reckoner aU

g
g*

renounce
v

requiring an oatn oi aiiegxw^* «~-
f ^e

people. The gratifying proof,
,

of *
which were lately' aff<?dea me on w
fatal event have strengthened tweu^ ifij*

»**

ratal event nave bwiub-- ~T thp Diess"*

dence of God has preserved t&e °
iU p0

dear Fatherland. My valiant,

army ™ r,#*

dangers from without. ^."JSfbjS"^
Prufsia will remain free oftt^g^jj
Kings remains strong in^vo^^ *£$-
u^JZ^r, Vina and neoole wnicu

4«_ *hej»2ia**'

were conveyed to the Escumlon
^ Wedne^r^The Z^^^^^fS

Pope has sent a message to the Queen, condoling with "
:~~ "^ a "

her Majesty on her loss. In consequence of the death
Of the Infanta, the rmpnina* nf +!,« n~~L~- i i

adjourned until the 8th of November.

leagea riguts, w*w»». -— "MavGodso*"**- ^*0
all the threatening storms. May^ ^^A
The King afterwards signed^

a a ^^w
prising political offences, those

.

fc

tiveJj^
All the Infraction of ** different

a*nin»*^—„-- — w.. „^v, vw*» v* iiuveuiuer. ail tne miractioiis ui m« ""
;. «„-^Honai ll""

™?™^^^^ members of the opposition have agreed to vote for which are punished by the correc^
priD<« WJ,

wTmST1^rf^^^^ sbTulTbTp^an' end to
hv^r.

POr^nt
,

lfc ls
,

t0 cease thi8 wanton destruction of ciniSby wholesale demolitions which give an artific aHmnulse To

andSSfn • ?^ ?nd manufactures by means of privilegedand fictitiousinstitutions of credit; how urgent it is finX

will derive Trom TttLt ^
•

C°-nclusi
u°
n

- Material interests

Senor Rios Rosas as President of the Cortes, but it is
expected that the majority of the members will remain
favourable to the Ministry. The Correspondencia
Autogrqfa says that " Spain, France, and England will
despatch a joint expedition to Mexico, but Spain will
make a direct demand for satisfaction for the special
insults she has received/' The military tribunal at
Malaga has condemned another batch of 38 persons
lor participation in the insurrection at Lola; the sen-
tence on one of them being death, and that on the
others different periods of hard labour at the galleys.
Ihe Moorish Prince Muley-el-Abbas bavin* exnressed a

'erred titles of noDuitj v..
-^ ci iior

J "

the banker OppenfeM and^ ^

Hohenlohe Oehrmgen to
,

tM r
rf^

Gebhatd de Blucher^Wahlstodt

»

fcT

<r •„».. „lo« /.rooted tWO C0I1?". ^

conferred titles SB
Carl, of Berlin. fZ\7^l\sft
General Prince ^f^Uc^^'

onds of the Order of the B ^ «

receded the decoration"' rf
the •£ %

uew order of the Cro v»
, d &*

>»

diatn

At*
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His Majesty also conferred the

„f the Order of the Black Eagle on

— nJi. Rocca, the Ambassador of the King of

-" uT^kTofOssuna, the Spanish Ambassador,

Del?; *•
, u.u^ion. the French Ambassador, to

Obergesnine, nig

the

the

Fedei

Federal

steamers
«. a. -~- ~- wmmm — aC»»JIIi; ! fortSa \)'

the recruits. On the night of the 17th a noisy and ! Con
• j. u«nanon, me ***—.- , — offensive mock serenade was executed by the populace
»,lT^

id to have publicly expressed the satisfac-
(

before the house of M. Kappv, the Government Com-

^derived from his visit to CompieDme. On missioner. The police and the military interfered, and

-oin*r the King and Queen arrived at Dantsic, I some shots were fired, on which the crowd immediately
treninu = *_ _A _ ^ \„oa k„ *^ dispersed. No person was wounded. A large number

of soldiers occupied the streets, and perfect tranquillity

was re-established.

Geeece.—The student Dousios,who lately attempted
to assassinate the Queen, has made an unsuccessful

attempt to escape from prison. Four persons have been
arrested. King Otho of Greece arrived at Vienna

Ztnin lo Berlin, and were received by the

.'Tnitary authorities. The city was illumi-

*i Piaat enthusiasm was displayed towards the

S^wthTLibabitants. A grand banquet was given

Pf*
riffli- in the Artushof. On Tuesday the King

hW<TO«^^
^eir entry Jnto ueriin am idst salutes

_ ^ tne pealing of bells. The streets from

Jjjffor
1 Gate to the Royal Palace presented a

2fo appearance, all the houses being richly

-
Jy ^ the roadway bordered by Venetian

Tha homes were crowded to the roofs and the

throned bv spectators to witness the entry of

*"2 Queen, who were welcomed ^ ith incessant

"ly, Majssties were evidently gratified at their

**&*. tad cordially bowed their thanks to the people,

JJirT—A Royal decree published at Turin on Wed-

j^ngef the List two-filths of the national

which are due Kb November and January, to be

«Zd in fcar ^i *1 instalments in November, December,

JtaLrr and February next. Another decree
*

the Lieutenancy of Naples and the sepa-

Government ot Tuscany. It is said that the King

restated on poing to Naples next month to be pre-

installation of General Delia Marmora, and

tktt he will be accompanied by nearly all the Ministers.

OafitUrday the 12th the Pope summoned several Car-

lo t Council at the Vatican for the purpose of

what measures should be taken against

AkWlWagiia, On Tuesday the 15th the police

the house of Mrs. Foljambe, where the Abbe was

her domestic chaplain, with the intention of

arresting him, but they failed to find him. Mrs.

Fatiaabe protested against this violation of her dwelling,

IhMH herself to be a British subject. Daring their

the police seized all the Abbe's letters and papers.

Toe Abbe escaped by the aid of some Englishmen,

sad it now on his way to Turin, but he has been suspended

from the exercise of his priestly functions for having
refined to make a retractation of his pamphlet. This

slur greatly occupies the attention of the public

»t Rome. It is announced that Cardinal Marini
ftoao^y disapproves of the letter addressed to him by

gnor 1 erani requesting him to bring the Pope to

iliatory spirit towards Italy, and considers it insult-

to the dignity of the Pope and his Government,
(iriinal Marini had no previous connection with Mgr.
L;mani, and the letter in question was published before

reached him. Despatches from Naples state that
•jrersl Bourbon conspirators, among whom is Prince
Ottaisno, have been arrested. The brigands have•W the French Vice Consul at Cerignola, in the

YJ™sta, and pillaged his residence. Rodi and
*prica* are infested with brigands. Reports are current
« sn approaching reactionary movement, notwithstand-
fwfcich the city continues tranquil. Four Bersaglieri,
*»• had inadvertently entered the Papal territory

m th* J^? beeQ made Prisoners ' The anniversary

?. r^ite in the Two Sicilies has everywhere

ZllTf £* With enthusiasm- The English fleet in

2^ Lr aPles was dressed with flags on the occa-^^ne Neapolitan reactionists have chartered a

*«J*
vessel through the agency of the former

woon Unsul at Malta, where some Spanish refugees
Party have latelv arrived.

nearBii

& efews, have
is

taken place on the eastern coast of

w ^ y
M Cape Passaro. Two vessels belonging

«^iw "^ Servian Company have been lost near
<T?* and Bnrghaz.

<*OeS^~Pe EmPe™r will stay in Corfu till the 28th

«Qi!2?5
a
.
nd™e Archduke Rcgnier has undertaken the

*eC<*tn «T 50verni»ent during his absence. Onleav-

^e^everal f •

Per0r ^U visit the dockyard of Pola,

^o^srtin.r ;

gates oft&e Austrian navy are at present

t^M^therp S
r

lW8teamers - The official Gazette cen-

to Berlin aff^.^^^^ajestyvv-ouldmakeajouiney
Patent wa

"
ntlr '?

return from Corfu. An Imperial

*«of thedf f!

°

n Saturday. ordering the collec-

**n th* rese f
taXG3 in a sim

'

,lar manner to last year,

whi f
,

on
» however, that any changes in the

tannin
m
ly

be Reeded by circumstances shall be
^aMy_affected.

mbers of the Council of the

have sent an address to the

J
on the 17th inst. He was received at the station by
the Archdukes William, Rainer, and Charles- Ferdinand,

and by the members of the Greek Embassy. On the

18th the King received the visits of the Generals,

Diplomatic Corps, &c., and then proceeded to Weil-

bourg, near Baden. The sojourn of King Otho at

Vienna will be short. On his return to Athens he will

meet the Emperor of Austria at Trieste.

Russia.—A telegraphic despatch from St. Petersburg

states tha*i the Emperor was expected to arrive there

on Saturday from his excursion to the south of Russia.

My his Majesty's orders the Universities of Moscow and
Kazan have been closed.

Poland.—The General Consistory of the Arch-

bishopric of Warsaw has add retted a circular letter

to the vicars of the parish churches in that city, in-

forming them that, in consequence of the recent

profanation of the Cathedral and the Church of St.

Bernard by the soldiery, the ecclesiastical seal

would be affixed to the doors of both buildings

on the 17th inst., and that no religious service

would be held in them until an expiation had beta

made. The circular letter then orders that, as other

churches are also liable to be similarly profaned, all

churches are to remain closed from the 17th inst., until

guarantees are given that the edifices will be secured

against further profanation. The Protestant churches

and the Jewish synagogues have also been closed, and

the people now pray before the doors of the churches.

The Council of State has resolved, on account

of existing circumstances, to suspend its sittings. Half

the persons arrested in the churches have since been set

at liberty, but it is asserted that 2000 prisoners yet

remaining will be draughted into different regiments for

military service. Arrests continue to take place.

Among them are the son of Count Zamoiski, the banker
j

Toeplitz, and other leading citizens. Five hundred

merchants have been fined 100 roubles each for closing

their warehouses on the 15th inst. The agitation is

increasing, and the authorities have taken still more

rigorous measures for the maintenance of order.

General Gerstenzweig, the military governor, is dan-

gerously ill.

Seryia—The Official Journal of Belgrade publishes

an article on the mission of Prince Garaschanin to Con-

stantinople, and its results, stating that the misunder-

standing with the Porte continues, and that the Servian

Government will persist in its demands.

MONTENEGBO.—A Turkish war bulletin announces

that a battle has been fought on the frontier of Mon-

tenegro, between the Turks and 3000 insurgents and

Montenegrins, resulting in the defeat and pursuit of

the latter. The Turkish despatch adds that the Monte-

negrin frontier was respected.

1>-dia.—By the overland mail we have news from

Bombay to the 27th
?
and from Calcutta to the 14th of

September. Cholera has almost ceased in the North-

West ; and a commission of medical, civil, and engineer

officers has been appointed to visit the places over

which it has passed. Her Majesty's 42d Highlanders

stationed at Agra, had at latest dates nearly half their

strength on the sick list. Accounts from Rajpootana

state that a party of 600 rebels are moving about in

that quarter, and the British and Maharajah's forces

are in search of them. The extension line from Nassick

to Challisgaum, adding 86 miles to our railway com-

munication, and bringing the line into Khandish and

to the centre of the Taptee Valley, was to be opened

on the 1st October. The very heart of Nagpore and

the centre of the cotton district has been reached by

inland navigation—the steamer Mayflower having

ascended the Godavery river as far as Chanda, a

distance of 36 miles. The river and the railway will

7th inst. a Confederate expedition, ninfrliaj. at six

the
* ~~«~. a strong ne4y of

Med fn.m tl l( n.ai^B^i al AbJ
camp near Uttteras Inlet The

retreated, carrying *w*y their teals end
provisions, and leaving 50 prisoners. The Federal
sti'iuMVl MontieeUo and Su&quehanaah afterwards
arrived with assistance, and shelled Die Confederates
who had lauded, forcing them U return to
their steamers with heavy loss. Three of their
steamers were sunk with all on board. The loss of the
Confederates is estimated at 700 men; but this
appears from the despatches to be sn
On the 15th inst. the Confederate
I'OHts attacked the blockading squadron at New
Orleans, and, after | sharp I t, sunk one \ ederal
vessel and drove the rest ashore. Further mnomsH
have been obtained by the Federals in Western
Virginia. The Federals are ilowly advancing on
the Potomac, while Hie Conft * are retiring.

General Mridlan isinw n< onstrenf ing ! ;*po
and is constmeting formidable works at all (lie

point* taken possession of by the i'edera) troops.

No Confederate force was visible within six miles of
Louisville, which has been occupied bv the l oieral

!)< «

marching on Jeflerson city. I he I ederals are con*

struetii)-. irtincatioan ai Head I . Ke< \«

ligations show that the Confederate i fcions at

Acijuia Creek consist ot three batteries, i .ntlng

20 guns, which .in ih ied to delcnd the unj
of ie (ireat nthern Railroad. The .<Tnor

of Louisiana has forbidden the entry of cotton into

New Orleans, whether coming by steamer or railroad.

A large naval expedition, consisting of 90 ships, left for

the S ithern fci tea on the 11th ir> I; ion

is unknown. The I hmond papers state that

steamer Nashville, with Messrs. Mason and Slidell. the

Confederate Cum mi.*m oners to Kugland and Prance, on
hoard, rAn the blockade at Chariest »n the 12th inst.

It is again reported that General M'Cullooh was retlU

killed at the battle at VV >n's Creek, neai S i.^neUL

&*1

^|Vlan Chancery
"•J^r

General Beauregard is reported to be at Manassas, and
l'rcsident Jeflerson Davis is said to hnfn returned to

Richmond, in such feeble health that » ulntten wsn

rife as to his successor. The Confederate Generals A. S.

Johnstone, Pillow, Chentain, and I and tf),4O0

men, were reported :it Columbus Kentucky. They

were said to have fortified the nks of the

river Mississippi, for four mQes above Columbus,

in anticipation of an attack by the Union array.

General Hosencranz has forwarded despatches to

Washington, . uring the Federal aent that

he will be able to sustain himself against the combined

forces of Generals Lee and Floyd. A ( >m

Cairo reports that the Federal gun boats Trier and

Lexington had encountered, in the Mississippi, the

Confederate gunboat Jeff. Davis, d chased her to

within two miles cf Columbus. The batteries on the

Kentucky shore opened upon them, and a' ugagement

took place, but without any result. The privateer

Sumter is reported to have taken several prizes under

the British flag, and to have used the stars and stripes

as a d< y, n rsing the union. Colonel Blair had

been again placed under arrest by <i ral Fremont,

for his attacks on the general's administration of the

military department of the West, but has been p mp-

torily released by order of General Scott. The returns

of the Ohio State election show a large n ritv

in favour of the Tnion party. Twenty thousand

muskets are said to have been purchased by

the Federal Government from the Prussian Govern-

ment. A splendid dinner was given on the 6th

to the Comte de Paris and Due de Chartres by the

stalT of General M'< llan, all the members of which

were present. In the Admiralty Court of Portland,

Maine, Judge Ware has delivered judgment con-

demning tl British schooner William Arthur, on the

ground that she intended running the blockade. The

Sanitary Committee at Washington have appealed to

the "loyal women of America" for a supply of old

sheets, quilts, knitted woollen socks, flannels, to, far

the soldiers and sailors, and delicacies for the sick. The

Bank of Washington refuses to take the Treasury

Notes The New York press generally discredits the

report that the Federal Government has acquiescedm

An the Mexican intervention. The World 1 «v<* that

*»«f the c "? him> t0 aasemble the 0berSes-

'aolTed to J£ a
.
t8f and declare to them that he is

Coi*xtatior
\ a

l

n
conf°rmity with the Hungarian

Pernor
ot I?

all>' to aPP<>int an Archduke as
"'•

]l
*
rv wonii ,

gary
' Then

'
the w*drew says, the

**W hasten +
e conndeace in his Majesty, and

J*ttnt at v-°
render ni&i homage. Reports were

******* had?T m Tn™aky that serious dis-

? ^tbentio • p
place il1 pesth, but according

5?»kd. Thp
m
iorn,a«on the reports are un-

1^ on \vLn ,

yal Commissioner Roller left

^S Co^d7r n y for Pestlb with instructions to

^*- A circiiU i°
nini for the strict maintenance of™ar has been addressed by the Cb.au-

have entered on their duties. ,

CHINA—The death of the Emperor H.en Fun* took

place at his Palaee at Zehol, m ItetoJ,
"•f'f*

«

August. Nganking has been captured by the im

ncrialists. Trade I Hankow is hourly »ncm »«.

The state of affairs in J«P« » *» » 8»*"

compete for the traffic of Berar and »<WP««. An tin '

](j not contmt to procoedh : ch

action for libel has been instituted agamjt ti» »• «>«™m«. ^ ^ ^ ^^
Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, by an Indigo pU iter

|

n
^

t J

for the publication of some alleged libellous,
rernarks «

\

Po- u^^^j^ , ^ rf the p^iw»i

Parliament in Canada West ha. been arretted a

Toronto for fhbting the btaM Act. Ik W
been endeavouring to e a regimen: Uucers for the

rviat d the United Sttkm dortni .it.

'\ _It U> no* anBOM. t.h .
bv ii»- inter-

lf t ,„, r of the French. Kngland h*.

|".tcd the views • raw* and S '\re^ Tn
M co and that the three Powers « -

act in

—The state ot snstm « —j-
;
-~ -

. , i "ion The official journals of & 1 ia/J?
at * 1S

Mr OliSiant returns home with despatches c
o y .

n J ^ , era Tajnpico
j

the reigmng families to accept the I of Mexico in

pei

Japan.

factory.

Sir Hercules noomsou n«» «—~ - - . ,-

a t t

did not land at Jeddo on account ot the disturooi sai

°fS^x^,-Accounts from, Jew ToAJJ
that C—uder Chaunce.^^ *^f *J -JSj"
from Hat teras Inlet. -He rtpona

n
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the event of monarchy being re-established in that

country.

Cuba.—Advices from Havannah to the 5th inst.

s
l ate that General Serrano left for Spain on the 20th of

September. General Prim was on his way to Cuba to

assume the Captain-General ship of that island. He will

command the Spanish expedition against Mexico.

Loed
of the

Friday,

John Manners, M.P., at the annual meeting
Loughborough Agricultural Association on
made the following remarks on political

topics in relation to agriculture :—

.

" No one who has been in the habit of reading the news-
papers for the last six or eight weeks can have failed to have
been struck by the remarkable fact that in nearly every paper
there appears a column or two headed ' Lord So and So ' or
* Mr. So and So on Public Affairs.' If the curiosity of the
reader of the journal induces him to cast his eye over these
columns in order to see what Lord So and So or Mr. So and So
has been saying, he will perceive at once that they are mere
agricultural speeches, made at agricultural dinners, which
nave been dignified and honoured by being treated in the way
I have described. Now, though flattering and complimentary
to the speakers, I am bound to say that a reflection of that sort
is anything but agreeable when one rises to return thanks. At
the present moment there is most fortunately a decided lull in
everything approaching party politics and party agitation, and
I suppose it is in consequence of this complete and decided lull
that we have these copious references to tie unfortunate
speeches of unfortunate agricultural members. Politics, as
we have already been told in the course of the evening,
are most properly and rigorously excluded from your meetings,
and a person like myself, being totally incompetent to address
a meeting like this with any effect upon purely agricultural
matters, the unpleasant question occurs to my mind, what am
I to say in return for the compliment you have been pleased to
pay me ? With cautious tread I must retrace the dull path
which Mr. Hartopp and myself trod during the last session of
Parliament, and carefully and gingerly avoiding any references
.which may savour of pure party politics, I must endeavour to
discover, if I can, if there was anything done or attempted to
be done in Parliament last session which was calculated to
influence in any material degree the agricultural interest of
the country. Following that course, in the first place I must
congratulate our excellent chairman, Mr. Packe, that no Agri-
cultural Statistics Bill was proposed. Well, gentlemen, it is
true we had a Highway Bill, which I suppose would have
interested and influenced the fortunes of English farmers con-
siderably ; but that Bill was dropped. Therefore I can say
nothing about it. Then we had a Bill for facilitating the
erection of agricultural cottages-a most admirable and
laudable object; but as that Bill did not pass into law, perhaps
1 may be excused from saying anything about it. Then we had
a Bill which did become law—a Bill I have no doubt directed to
the best possible object, and an object which I trust will be
attained by it—I mean the Bill called the Irremovable Poor Bill

a report, it could not be expected but that some material steps

should have been taken by Government upon that report

;

and that was still more the case when, with regard to one half

of the suggestions in the report, that which related to county
rates must have been thrown out. It was not at all strange

that Government should feel very anxious to give effect to the

other part of that report. He did not think any serious ground
for complaint could have been made if that had been done
in a proper way, but it had not been done in a proper
way, and he could not express too strongly his opinion
of the folly and infatuation of Governmeut when in dealing

with the report they mixed up the rights of private individuals

—namely, the rights of certificated masters—with the strictly

abstract question. That mistake had been so strongly im-

risen up, and they mustlook t,TsT"

of the people of this country itT^icase, whj should not the aa™ «?lghtbe *t»s7
provided altogether for th^^P^^iSft
elementary as well as aS 0n ^SaX'
obvious it would s^rseTe 'SSff* ttwould be most unwise. Parent r

provide an education for their ^n?*1

state, they were able to ^ 1 c
??4«». m

touched in any" one'ofj^'^^^^
subjects which were brought into those

- **

amine to the new eduoirinnii •

e ^W
believed it was most CS» & ««*7
Government considered^ndhetS^' fcriIf

U
»««»«* 4uc8Wu. xu.w—«*~ D-„ — ,

to take that view-that theb^^'^B—
pressed upon Government that they had suspended the opera- on year after year at the rate of lffi? *****WE
tion of their Minute to the 31st of March next. That, in his

j

to supersede that self-action andl7v

?

Very**2
opinion, was what ought to have been done in the first place ;

j

different classes interested which imSf *
^"^

for he held that the Council had no right to lay the revised i
it was to correct great evils and tn th

*****
Minute on the table of the House on the last day of the

(

of those schools greater responsihili^fT^^S
Session, as they had done. His lordship then urged upon

J

introduced. He deplored that theSr **<
the students of the College to abandon all fear that they

j

had produced such an outcry in the cminf ^^^
might have contracted with respect to the operation of the

|

that it had not been discussed calml* \?'***£
Minute, and to prosecute their studies as if no Minute had

;

ought to have been considered A s Si « u

~"

ever been adopted, until the time when the matter should I mieht sav that Mia n™^~ ~* ., r ««
come before Parliament, and be thoroughly discussed and
decided upon. Government, he remarked, had not regarded
the interests of certificated masters as vested interests at all.

There was still a danger that they would not do so, and in so
far there was a suspicion that they would do the same again ;

but for all that he advised them to suspend their opinions and
judgment until Parliament entered upon the whole question.
He expressed his intention of bringing the matter before the
House of Lords himself, although he doubted whether that was
the proper place to deal with the question. He was, however,
confident that the advocates of education—his friends Sir
John Pakington, Mr. Adderley, and others—would bring the
matter before the House of Commons, which he looked upon
as the legitimate body to deal with the subject as it should be
dealt with. He, however, feared that the House of Commons
would not give the subject that deliberate attention which it

deserved. But, whatever might be the result of the delibera-
tions of Parliament, he did not think that the interests of
future masters would be affected. Those who were already
masters would have their interests affected to a certain
degree, but those who in future made bargains with the
managers of schools would have an opportunity of making
such a bargain as would compensate for the loss 6f the Govern-
ment grant."

, .

The Right Hon. Sir John Pakington, M.R, at

the Worcester meeting made the following remarks on
the new Minute :

—

"He had never been an ardent admirer of the present
system and had always had his doubts of its efficacy, and on
various occasions indulged in prophecies respecting it. He
now found himself in the position in which prophets were not
always to be found—that of finding his predictions near their
fulfilment. The new code of minutes, taken with the report
of the Royal Commissioners, went far towards the fulfilment
of his prophecies, and he was satisfied they would be much
nearer fulfilment at a future day. So little did he agree with
the views of Lord Lyttelton that he was much more inclinedatiaiuuu ujr iu—x tucitu me £>m cauea tne irremovable Poor Bi tuc views ui xjuru uytttutuu luatnewus inucn mure iucimu

u

The object of that Bill no doubt was to increase the value of the to agree with the observations made several years ago by Mr.
labour of the poor man, and to raise him in the social condition
which he occupies. I sincerely trust that whatever differences of
opinion were expressed during the progress of that Bill through
i arliament, these great and laudable ends will be carried iifto

' e
???*' and

,*
hat we shaU aee year after year the social condition

of the English peasant raised and improved. I have said that
the Agricultural Statistics Bill was not heard of during the
past session ; but although that was the case, and although
great differences of opinion undoubtedly existed as to the best
means for procuring agricultural statistics, I think everv one
jn this room will admit that it is of the greatest importance to
farmers no less than to other classes of the community, but
principally the farmers, that they should, if possible, know Intime the recourse which may be obliged to be had for the
necessary supply of corn. Last year, we are told on the highest
authority, that not less than 40 millions of money were sent
out of this country in order to purchase corn for the consump-
tion of the people. We are witnessing at the present moment
the terribly evil results which follow from a dependence on
foreign countries for a supply of the raw material of any one
of our great industries. And if, in addition to that slackness

«L ^VT'^ iS? dim
!?V

tlon
.

if «"* cessation of wages inthe cotton districts, which I fear we must regard as tooprobable, during the ensuing winter we should have toadd an enormous drain of something like 30 or 40 millions

WM n
?£*,££

'

u
G Pu"jha

f
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. I say our prospects
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Ioomy aud most alarming. But

Tlmiht pT haS JUStly
.
and ri£hte°usly said-thanks to

£i5& YJ& WC are not ^reatened with that second andgreatest of dangers ; and owing to the harvest having beensecured, we may hope to be spared that enormous drain on ourresources for foreign corn. I see in Ireland-where agricul-ture statistics are obtained-I see there with some surprise,

cntti^h™8 I
e laSt 10 yeara t

J
he breadth of land under wheatcultivation has very greatly diminished

; and there are thosewho are good authorities in that country who take rather agloomy view of the state of things there, in consequence of tht

tion But
,^Mial tb

^ brea
t
t,i °f laud under wheat cultiva-

on ttie wholSl J2Tk
8 Ud

'
*
Ur£"*?* in these islands has been

Sri i t« ? e harvest, though not equal to an average

SSsESSSE&MB

Met orlooghiSontfhSta!^ g tlus room
' term the dis"

William Cowper, when he declared that in his opinion the
system was utterly indefensible, supposing it had been ever
laid down and adopted as a whole, and that the only ground
on which it could be vindicated was the small beginning from
which it had arisen. But he wished it to be understood that
he did

#

not deny, and he did not see how it
was possible to deny, that the expenditure of so large
a sum of money as had been spent on education could be
without good results. No doubt a great deal had been
effected, but the question with him was whether or not the
maximum of good had been done. This was a most important
question ; and another, equally important, was whether the
present system could go on much longer. These would be
questions for the careful deliberation of Parliament, and he
trusted they would receive the attention they merited. With
respect to the new code, his present impression was that its
primary object was not educational at all, but financial ; that
it was not to improve the education of the country, but to cut
down expenses ; but whatever might be the faults of the code,
one thing connected with it was utterly indefensible, and that
was the way in which it was laid upon the table of Parliament
on the last day of the Session. To say the least of it, that was
a most unfortunate proceeding, because it was calculated to
excite suspicion in itself. Beyond this he would not go into
the question, but would leave it and see what course Parlia-
ment would take in regard to it. In the meantime he hoped
the present aspects of the question would not cause the students
to relax in their studies, but that they would go on steadilv as
heretofore, and add to the good name they already bore."

The Right Hon. C. B. Adderley, M.P, at the
opening of the Potteries Mechanics' Institution at
Hanley on the 15th inst., made the following remarks
on the new Education Minute :

—

" The education which the Mechanics' Institution provided
was something of a secondary stage to the working classes,
who, in common with all classes of educated society, had
passed the first part of their education in elementary schools
at the age of 10 or 12 ; but when the other classes were passing
the higher schools, the working classes were obliged to go at
once to the general business of life. The question was whether
general education, which was necessary to fit them to go
^P^h life, could be continued in the intervals of the business

of life, and who was to provide this education for the working
classes? Government could not ; the State would not, and he
hoped if they Bhowed any inclination to do it, the worWnir
classes would i eject the offer, and refuse to receive anvpart of their after education of her Majesty's ministers or

left untouched Whether the main princinKft
practically feasible he did not ^v T*1*

difficulties, but he hoped that those wioJfwL1*
of discussing their own affairs, and not liS***ministers to discuss for them, would discuafclif*
if it was practicable let them correct theS^*
it. He referred to this question, becauselS?*
subject upon which he had been asked to5 8L*
trust that the people of England, by ookAS
class, would do more to advance the educatiiJC?than any amount of money of the public fondujj^
Major Beeesfoed, M.P., at a Consemfe^

at Colchester, made the following remarbtS
of parties:

—

" There seemed to be a general idea, wfaiek k
reflected in the columns of many of the diffa

that the distinctions between parties both in .»

action were getting magnificently small ; that we
and merging our ideas in one common creed. Soi

assent to this assertion and he did not belienJL

upon it, from its own intrinsic absurdity, as & til_
and a vain and idle theory which we should not»«
because it was not natural. An amalgamatka tf ol
an utter annihilation of party would be a VKjm
evil in the country, for great benefits had hithertomx
having two distinct parties in the State. Iftfetfijii

were destroyed these advantages would be (ttrnt*

and the control which each party had, or <xqiM»iw

over the shortcomings and wrongdoings of a *
would be lost. If we did annihilate party wi m
found the natural distinctions between W| t

Tory — if we acknowledged that CoMernii a

Liberalism were all the same—we should at cat

fathomless depths of nonsense, introduce inatif fen a

country, and bring about a relaxed sense of jwi

But although he heard the assertion that pertr ac

were being lost, and so also observations to taeaaat aai

upon many sides, he acknowledged that having
i.*£f---

•'

liament, attending pretty regularly ui tne Housenl«af|

his eyes open, he did not see the new Iwa-

out in action. On the contrary, be bid i

more acrimony in discussion nor more pav

work than he had seen of late. If it *««
»JJJJ^

^

that the maintenance of partv was notnow anojfcJ
ticians, and they yet fought manfully, thevB***^

a heavier and weightier reason, for they
-•-!irff

idea, as the Emperor of the French did. li[/SST
for toe loaves and fishes, for that was whattnejj^

but let Conservatism not fight for the smwa—j^
place and power, but let them have a

"Jf^, {
object. Let them rally round the monarciuca»^»i

the country; let them stand by the altw«« m
maintain the connection between tne

,

u£jiiB#
let them uphold, in its full integrity, the twj-g,
tion of the empire. Let Conservatives *»

'J,,*
objects, but for those which were wortowj»'ZmBf

them show to the world that the Conserjau«r*

mote the benefitoi" "their country at ja^J^ii
animated by small party manoeuvres, but w» ^^

-II. Z-J-T-"*" ,de^
same time* any manifestations of anger orJ^gm-
contests. There was no connection

JJJJ--
maintenance of principle and &?J^TLi**^
might stand like men by that which^J^jj
show a kind and neighbourly feeling to»w^**
times, maviter in modo, fortiter in re,

those who misht not have the benefit oi w
precept had been handed down to \1S * ^fbr
HmAa muimttrim Wo. fortiter W> re>T it .

(̂ g$

he would translate as follows

:

* j 1 i .

your"ta^tetioiia, but stick to your prtacipte -
..

-ng at W»V»* VI I41AMMV V*Vt-VJ *— —— — .

Me. DrcANE, M.P., at a meeting at

the e«**

*f*
past session of

Conservative party

:

^
" The position and Pro/Pec^°

t'htion. *ii»
afforded jnat subjects of «"£**£* • *&*
that when they met last }«U..™ T

ib(!r
»**Si

whisper of a Conservative reac on i ^Mg.
ever that they were laoounng under *

^Jg
that they had only to wait uUn«{ u*ir

m0st effeetually^Zm^^U

JS rfTT pr
f

rd
f^.

on Monday at «'e annual

however, the matter «<» »h.™ u i *. .

e Present time,
in the hands oTpatirn?enl^d ^tl^T to h

*l
Ve heenJ-

nosueh question a« that wf»?X?J -J *

h«* ^V* been there
present would have arisen In ibfgin^ l

h
\ Fmblic mind *

Government ayatem^J^iipJS^P^T11 fea*urea the present
still disposed^ adhere t^Vw^^ ri*ht'

and ho w»s
could be more idle than ?^^lff ^eral °pinion

' Nothing
which existed befo^ar^«i

f°ra
"^I11 10 the 8tatc of thi»&

Royal Comni^sloners hadSeT.^ ad0pted
'

But when **«

*~ of -aladiWjSK^ Sffa^JSSS*:

- - - •*— ---. — w» *»««jw^i.j o ui nuclei o urmetropohtm funds. Could not the people themselves provide
this secondary stage of education, and could not the
deficiencies m the working man's education be repaired bvsuch means as those offered the working classes of Hanley byMr Bromfield s munificence? He feared they would not havehad such a building as that, if thev looked to their own
resources, and that showed that it could be done only by the
hearty co-operation of employers and employed. In the old
time the feudal lords exercised a sort of parental care of their
near neighbours, and the thought of that stirred tho best
feelings within us, and increased our national pride. But in
time the manufacturers of the land took their places among the

j
being lust ; and that iiaia

ê^d ^££,*
large capitalists and the princes of our cities, and he thought I

member of parliament sa*
oe ^ hc^ t

they could hardly have calculated the effect of their new, Disraeli. So far from this Deing^^^g
position. He could recollect the time when manufacturers events of the last two yea

Brjgbt
^d ^

were acquainted with the number of the hands they employed, and anti-Church crusade out
inst

itutions ^ ^
out were not acquainted with the hearts and homes of
those they employed. It was impossible that in a great
country like this such a state of things could long con-
tinue. He knew now, what he saw in Yorkshire and
Lanca^hir-, that the manufacturer did know that wealth
naa an influence for good or evil on all around him. They saw
that wealth had its responsibilities and its duties, and thatuoonr had its claims upon wealth, apart from the mere
questi. n of remuneration. A new feeling had sprung upsomewhat resembling that of the old feudal lords of the land,
and those around him. A relationship and co-operation hai

had come and gone
u
an

,

a
hThPrto been nWR**.

after measure which had hitherto<c
^doned

y

*

great Liberal party, defeated orj

^

an
ted fjKiW

where 8eats had been contested, irr j*^
while even that slight.^cU^ to the Bg,.^
Radical ministry grudgingly oflere

^ b&*£+£
to be scrambled for, had given too prpjgV
triumph to the Conservat.v^f^^fj^4
catch at every straw-and we we ^ ^t J&r
signify a bit ; that^ tnumi

d paiff JJdfJ

id anti-unurcu ^t^ZIm^q toBtiro^r. ja^V
sudden collapse of democratic ^ ^ IlDg

produced a considerable 'h^ &&«$2*Z
Lderate men ^f more^^^tf^J
Thus many who
pace in matters VZR
danger signals being prope-^ .^ w

trains might be W^fif^ao far ^[*&*
that this change of feehng, ^^e
when party landmarks »e
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. «ure "indication that theae landmarks were

fjjer defined, and that we were shortly about

i «ri# of which we used to read, viz., the

'$£££0+ »d two <
,arties on

-
ly'

in ^e c?xmt. ry-

•rm
tM-i who while holding fast to the institu-

lLIStT would amend and improve them, and

S"5Swho would change merely to impair and

\AhmZu\d not doubt that the time was coming

S*
b uS^urelv-when the issue would have to

!Ktm*cle fought out between these two parties,

ZTnMT would win by a most triumphant

« -Juki go a little further even than this. He
•ee a Conservative government again pre-

•?*
t0 ffiCe ; but he believed that the country

mtv of a coalition of statesmen who, despite

'wlitv were nothing more nor less at the present

*^JntlIe discordant representatives of discordant
*°

nn^es of political opinion. Great as was

^l^m deservedly felt by all classes in the

I^ord Palinerston himself, the national feeling

!Tl* Mwissented at the present moment by that

irture of passive obstruction and Radical asso-

k netted curreut with the present government for

^lightened policy : and when we were told that

SmL*rt>. becoming extinct, and that, in point ofCZmwm little difference
of opinion between the leaders

"* Y'V'T m *f the House of Commons, let us gl.mco far

I«n« of tiie leadin^ events of the past session, and
, ,_ _ "^-^^i M to the truth of the assertion. We
CFtmSr Jo look »t the leading features of the financial

§r<7fkt nre^ot Government, we had only to remember
" "^ '

'

n>- ni !e ^^^ ^ (jetnocrat ic [in ,[ unti-etmrvh

which met with the fate which Sir John Palataff

the peculiar property of a man of honour—"they

e* Wednetdsy "—to see that there was yet some

Meet between the actions and opinions of Con-

sad Liberal administrations. He did not think

that if a Conservative Government had been

Ike country would bay© seen that which was
At commencement of the session, viz., the present

celebrating the obsequios of Parliamentary reform

vita all the genial joviality of an Irish wake, and yet giving

ie fortnight afterwards to two radical reform

breagM forward by sections of their extreme suj>-

Mrtan. He did not think that if a Conservative Government

W bate in office, that Government would have been seen, like

Cfce in want Government, giving their support Wednesday
iftar Iftdoetday to a series of measures pron. otei by the tamo

irafca mdirectly, it" not directly, had for their object

of the Established Church. It was true that
did not fi«rm any part of the ministerial pro-

at the commencement of the session, and it was,
ibtiea, true that the veteran Premier chuckled slily in his

merry over their defeat ; but one and all of

tbt BBi received both by vote aud voice Ministerial sup-
port If a Conservative Government had been in office

tto eooetry would net have seen, as was 3een every
iy last 8«?8Lion—a Home Secretary forced upon

kgi to address Conservative speeches to his friends
abset the gangway, and to give Radical votes afterwards
fe Um lobby. It must not be forgotten, that towards
*• dots ol the session, a little shuffling of the cards took

in consequence of the death of that most amiable,
aud lamented statesman, Lord Herbert, and the

Secretary was made War Minister. He could only hope
In Quitting the Home Office for the "War Department, Kir
•R* Lewis had not carried away with him his somewhat

tfraoge notions of last session, and that he would not make
* aenca of fire warlike speeches, introducing a series of
Manchester estimates. .Again, he did not think that if a Con-

re government had been in office they would have been

» mJi?** a budKefc intended merely as a salve for the"el vohUcians ot Manchester and Birmingham. The«WWnves would not have been seen with a very doubtful
-• "y1"^. surplus, and with an income-tax and tea

^eejiihitaiDed on a war footing, throwing away a lucrative

JjJ5™
lcS source of revenue, such as the paper duties. He

t^^LTS **temPt to weary the meeting by unweaving
«ton>ewhat tangled web of Mr. Gladstone's financial

USL X «
lgbt observe, that it was a favourite

tfaafaniwfh f
ton8ervatives, that in their opposition to

C«S5i«l?l:
orgot to be consistent. It was said that the

>fniM-th.t f
•

i

i

n
.i?

rst b? questioning the existence of

thtv tw' #-_T i" b>' Mr- Gladstone's convincing statistics,ZT55?
t

ground and raised a war cry of tea versus

SaT^nert a
•

ten-°n tbat also
'
they subsided into the

as Ooeterri

107. county francnise charger. The ikx* old hcoby
however, to be sadly weak in his limbs, and to bei_k«L -2 a * ,

y v,eaK m MB " mtlm
» and to °* giving wavm his wind and he gave his rider such a fall that it was vcr'vdoubtful whether he would have the courage to mount himagain. \Nith regard to the result of the memorable church-rate

division he sincerely hoped that the preseut position of that
question might pave the way to an earlv and satisfactory
settlement. It was a fit and proper question for the govern-
ment, and the government alone, to deal with ; and he most
sincerely hoped that a fair and butiafactorv* measure of settle-ment and compromise, such as the friends of the Church on
both sides of the House could support, would form part of the
ministerial programme at the commencement of next aettion."

Ctti) fntfllificnre.
Money Market, Friday.— Uritisu Funds: Con-

sols closed at 92, to J for Money, mid 92| for tbe 7th
November; Bank Stock, 2:i2

; Reduced and New Three
per Cents., 91 to }j Thirty Years' Annuities, 1885,
15 7-16; India Stock, 221 ; Exchequer Bills, 7*. pmi
FOREIGN: Brazilian Four and a Half per Cents., 1SG0,
91i to 92 ; Danish'Tlir.g per Cents., 81, ex div.

iron

Notei issued

Uanfe of (Pngiantr.
ISSUE DEPARTS! i:.\T.

• • £27,921 ,435 •
imm I IVM

hrr Becuritic*
1 i\A ruin Hiillion

lv<-r Hull. on ..

• S 9«M ,MO0

* *

Proprietor*' Capital
Kest
Public Deposits (im-lud-

infc KxcIh'4'ht,Savings
liiinks, CoiiuuisMioiuTA
OfNat Debt, and Divi-
dend Aecte.)

Other Deposits
Seven day and other bills

£27,921,4*5
BANKING DBPA11TMKNT

i.l4,^Vi.u«i Governi . nt ftceurittet
(ineludinp l>;*ad

Weiirht Annuity)
Other intiei
Note*
Gold and Silver Coin

1:7,921,01

5,1:: .->;

3 v685;t02

791,076

24th day of Oct., 1861.
FMfi3l

t
3B

• «

a a • *

•

£12,153,001
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M. MAK^ifALLt Chief cSicr.

ffiajettr of tf)e MAttti.
TUESDAY — KANKKUITS — J. Atkins, An 1m Street, Kenninjrton

Bromlej
Uoad,Groeer— \V.Chiiuj, Moor^atf Street, City— fc. J. - Dk'ki, Strand,
Director of a Joint Stoek Company—A. Dcmmlee, Th. Orore. Caiubfr
well—J. Evans, Wimbledon, Huildrr-H. Gih>ureim

v Manchester, (loth
Cap Manufacturer-8. W. Ham. r.ast Dulwuh, Oenti n — J. lUu
thorn, Kurvlem, Staffordshire, Builder—w, ! Hekpri annon Street
AV est, City, Ironmonger—J. W. How m i Tott< -nhani. Middleaex, liuiidcr—
J. Ivens, Bletchley, Bncka, Fanner— L. Jemk«, Lewisham Hill, Kent,
Widow—W. Knkjht, Baker Street. Walworth Uoad,Hairdn —J. Li ^,

Forest Gate, Kssex—H. J. Leioh, Leather Lane, tLolborn. Draper— M
MATTHBwt, Birmingham, Li << iivd Victualler—J. MtLt.rn, (lolden Ijiim.
Barbican, Baker—E. Morkcuaft, Burlington Arcade, IM» adlllT, IMetun
Dealer—AV. H. OsutiHN, Broad street Jtiuhiinn, Acioimtant -J. Pacu,
Upper Clatftud, Hampshire, Farmer—J. l*i i i , I.lanhadntntaun, Cardigan.
sliire, Mining Atrcnt— .f. Smi rn, l/imhard street, Citj, Tailoi and Drnj>er
—C Smithies, Leedu, Commercial Agent-J. i Sorrt.Y, Wandsworth.
surrey, l'lumber—J. Sowmui\ and ( l. Txtton, Recent - Circus, Oxford
stiret. Drapers—J. Stevens, L«m>dale Itoad, Hajhwater

, Builder—K-. C
>roNKHoiM, Darlington, Durham. * -mi Factor—J. Nr mi-ton

,
in«, (oi

(handler—J. ToxLtxeoN and J > lpi i >, llancheatei , loinen li. ( ati

,

Manchester, Joiner—K. Watson, Ora>esend, Kent, Lie -eiiMNl Victualler—
J. Williams, King street, Bloomsboiy, Printer—O. Wiutanvaar, Bir-
mingham, Surgeon—J. Wilson, Edgware Road, Middlesex, Refreshment
House Keeper—G. Wood, Monkwearinouth, and BmI Bohlon, Durham,

\

Timber Merchant.
FRIDAY—BANKRl IIS — J. W. Baum>, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne, Fin-

Brick Maker— T. Bennett, Albert Street, Surrey Gardens, and Foultry,
Sewing Machinist—J. Bicknell, Moorsrate Bti City, Merchant—U.
Bran, Ashford, Kent, Phunber and Glazier—G. Bo Cirencester t et,

Faddin^tun, Tailor—s. Uowt.n, West Bromwieh, StaiTordshire, Glass
Dealer— Ji. J. Bkaiiam, Th; s Inn, 11 »m, Coninii n Atrent—W.
lieanows the younger, L

Tpper Nor^ I, Sun Furniture Dealer—R.
CiiArNcv.Sii' Street, Fin:: tired the Hon. East India
Company's Service—J. Clark, Princes street, I-ambeth, Carman and
Contractor—AV. li. Culue. Vernon Place, l;loomsbui> Square, Engineer
—W.O. Clark, Gate Street, Poplar, Baker and Com Dialer—J. Ci uix«,
Glossop, Derhyshire, Tailor ana Draper—A. Crakb. Tonhridire, Wateh-
maker— E. Ccaii . Bloxworth, Dorsetshire, Coal Merchant— 1L C
Daubkny, Upper Fitzr<'\ Street, Fitzroy Square, Trader— I.. Do»K,Man.
Chester, Hessian Dealer—A. Dcfacr, Bediord How. Holo'in, laupei—

master—J. Gillkr, Little Marviebone street, i'ainter— J- Giles, Kinple-

stone, near Hollinubounie, Kent, Licensed Victualler—

G

^,

Brompton Terrace, Brompton, Gnx-er and Tea Dealer—S. Gklin, Wilton
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n̂ .^seientious grounds tor absenting ^IU1VVI, .....

23* not knn» ~i eymon
; but he had been told—although Manchester, Merchant

^"••duced Uj do -« J- the tale was true or not—that they =

build, UnckneM, and str^jU!. U fa » ft
10 1 wide, bavin- in the centre a port holt t t,

3 inches by 2 feet in dim :> v It atandi cloM to tkr
shore, and facet the battery at a Hhbinr of 200 Tarda.
Upon the exterior there are only four aroov b*Hrt.
each 4-i incbet thick, and compoaed of the best scrap

,
hammered by the Naatnyth hammer. The lop.

and the lower ones run the entire leawtfc of the target—20 feet—the former beinpr 3 feet 5 incbet wide, and tbe
latter 3 feet 1 ( incbet. The two middle plates, v rh
are shorter in length by the extent of 0* port-belt,
show a width of 3 feet 7 incbet. Behind tbete plates'
is a "backing" of teak 18 inches thick, and neUM
that the iron "skin** 5-8tht of an inch, maki»f
altogether a thickness of 23 incbet. The whole of *
tolid matt is completely pierced by bolta, screwed to
tubstar.titl iron nbt or frames in the Ulterior. Tbe-
target rest linst an immense mejt of brick and stone,
which probably no amount of shot could shake from its

base. Tin battery consisted of six pieces—three
100- pounder Ann >ng guns, two 68 pounders, and one
of Armstrong's 120 p wilder "shunt mi." first of
all, the three 100-poundert and the two 08 pouniert
were separately fired with tbellt filled with
and, the tpot aimed at luing a larfe wbitn
mark on the left tide oi tbe target The first tl

wat to nicely accurate at to entirely obliterate '. »e

mark, but apparently without doing mncb injury.

Tbe oilier two 100-poundert went very near the

same place; the two 68-poundert teemed to do more
execution, the parte struck remaining for a few seconds

red-hot, and emitting much yellow smoke. A aplinU

from one of the latter went whistling along th

and warned those exposed on the field to retreat farther

back. At the bugle tignal that tirir had ceased,

every one rushed anxiously to the target. It was found

on inspection that the Armstrongs h«d made only

slight indentations on the plates; one of them, how-
ever, exhibiting a minute crack. The two 68't haA
made round holes—one, 1-inch and f» I'itht, and th«

Uier, 1 inch and 5-1Gtht deep; both being and 10
inches broad. This singular disparity between tbe

effect of the guns it acoonntcd lor by tbe fact that

at thort distances, the 68't go with much greater

velocity than the Armstrong's, the full power ot which

is only seen at ranges of 700 or 900 yards. The only

other damage done was, that in one ot these two hob

a bolt bad been slightly started. The whole teak and

framework inside was totally untouched, or, rather,

scarcely shaken. In the next round live shells, with per-

cussion fuseB, were discharged one after another from the

same five guns. These, at a distance, seemed to have don

little more than blacked tbe plates ; but upon examina-

tion it was discovered that one of tbe 6ft-poundert bad

indented considerably the lower Bide of the upper plate.

The hole varied in depth from If to 3 4-8th inches, tho

side of the plate being turned up like a lip, hut tbe

game place had been hit before. The other 68 had

made a similar bat lets jagged bole, about H inch

deep. From the three Armstrongs, the plates bad

again sustained very little injurs-, the shot having only-

just stamped the surface. The effect of some of these

five blows was to produce cracks in the old wounds, but

the fiamework was still untouched. The other, or right

side of the target, was now operated upon with solid

cast-iron shot from three 100-pounder Armstrongs, one

120-poundcr Armstrong, and two 6*- pounders. The

first shot missed, and struck the stonework, scattering

it about in all directions, and unsettling a heavy mass

of brickwork. This, however, was the only shot

thrown away, and with this exception the firing

was wonderfully accurate, the white mark being

frequently obliterated at the first aim. Th

120-pounder (the " shunt" gun) gave a fearful

the upper corner of the top plate, the

East, Builder—W. C. Jo>», Uuecn's l'rison-J. K>ott, Liuerwo Street,

Bankside, Glass Manufacturer—J. L&wtov, Mount Street, Hid<i \.

Foreign Ajrrnt—B. Ixn and G. Levi, Liverpool, V hmaken—J. Lee,

Biuiter Square, News Stent and Bookseller—G. Mc-Cav<'Hib, Trafalgar
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Acton, _iuddieaex, carntn^
x incll ^ 2 7-10 inches deep, some of them

exhibiting cracks. Notwithstanding all this pounding
seller—J. Radclifke, Liverpool, Ale Men -liwnt—K. Kknpi k, Wilhngton,

Durham, Draper—J. R. Richaede, West Sir«.t. l.«rn. ey, Grocer—M.

A, A. Richards, Chot.i Street, Melwrjivi -.,uare, Npn^ter-J. R. Row,

Ruccleuch Road West, Dulwich, ( <.iniaiasion Agent—S. IIowbotham

Queen's Road, Chelsea, Soap JJ«)ilcr—H. Salxok, Haymarket, Billiard

Mnker—J Sewter, High llolborn. nsed V ictualler—J. bcnorir.i.D,

Nottingham, Hoot Maker-J. Mmisteb, Manchester, Baker and Con-

fectioner-W. G. hxow, Pomona Place, Houn-!<»w. Out ..1 Husmraa—#.

Stevemmm and R. Brarmwo*, Wait .
ljmra*hire, Cotton Manufac-

turerv-R Tait, Skiptun, lorkbhii . <log Maker-T. rno Hixhtield

Ttn-ace,JtentiahT©wn, Clerk to an Attorney-C.Trwan un. amwortb,

Drancr-G. \n ai.hib>t, Leigh, Lancashire, Ironmonger andFacrtor-R.
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The Kxpekiments at SHOEBrBYNESs.— '1 he im-

portant experiments m connection with Hrmour-coatol

vessels, for which preparations have been making for

several weeks past, took place on Monday a
t
hhoo.

buryness, in the presence of the Duke ot Somerset

Admiral the Hoo* Sir F. W. Grey, ^^"^,£
Eden, and Captain the Hon. J. Drummed, Lords of the

Admralty; Captain Moore, Private feecre ary
;

Rear-

Admiral Robinson, Surveyor of the Navy ;
the member

of the Government special coram tteeon^
iron, headed

by Sir J.Hav, the chairman; Mr. Rolt ^Oiftam

Ford, of the Thames Iron Works Company who built

the Warrior; Mr. Fairbaini, of Manche e^; ^r
^

the wood had not been penetrated, and the inside of

the target was as perfect and firm as ever, and the

superior and tough quality of the iron of which the

plates were composed was a subject of general com-

ment. The 200 lbs. solid cast-iron shots were now fired

from the three 100-pounders with a 10 lb. charge.

These were directed against the left side of the target,

and struck nearly close together, but did no more than

leave a sign of their visit, and had actually less eifect

upon the iron than shells filled with sand irom the b8-

poiindcrs. A salvo of cast-iron shot o( 200 lbs. was then.

tired from the three 100-pounders with a 10 lb. charjre,

but it made little impression, though the side ot

one of the plates was turned up and a bolt

started. At the suggestion of the Duke of Somerset

a shot was fired at the port-bole to try J»e-«gct

on the new iron bearings introduced at tl£ sides

of it bv the Thames Iron Company, but it bit some

distance from the side, and no
«f

sfactt*y result

was obtained. A salvo from the whole battery of six

Cuns was next fired with solid cast-iron shot and a

service-cbarKe of 16 lb. This was the great trial of the

day, and the effect was more serious. Two or three ot

tbe shots hit the same place, and made a hole or rather

deep and 15 inches long, with two or three
or; Mr. Fairbairn, «»««»-,

"jiWrv fl„d t <r«P 6 inches deep and 15 inches long, * >ui^ ™ ""'
^

, Mr. Scott Rn**". and several military and g-ip* ^ ^ iron ^ forced into £g
' < • ~> The tanret erected tor the large w^

^.tinrtlv v aib e. and small
Armstrong,

naval officers of eminence. Ihe target

^ ^ 3*^: l^J^orh:i7roZr^:Z ***** ? the
"*?ZS£ S the Warrior's side in

antagonist, Mr. Locke King, who came represents a perfect section oi uie

teak, which became distinctly visible,:=t8
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THE GARDENEES' CHEONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

"The other holes were also greater than any made
before, and showed some ugly cracks, but not so deep

as this, nor had the wood, as far as could be seen, been
penetrated. In one of them, however, the ball had
gone right into the plate, and remained there bodily,

although in a very altered shape. The end of one of

the plates was also turned outwards from the teak about

1£ inch.
^
Again, however, the starting of two or three

bolts, which had come out three or four inches, and
had the. nuts hanging loosely to their ends, was the only
indication of any damage being done to the inside; and
supposing the target had been the side of a ship,

she was not materially injured. Still there remains
the fact that the plates were pierced to the wood;
but it must be remembered that the whole six guns
converged to one point with the greatest nicety with
which skilled artillerymen could point them, and were
fired at the same instant, and that the target had
already been a good deal knocked about. At the
conclusion of these experiments, the effect of cast-iron
shot upon three small targets was ascertained by the
desire of the Duke of Somerset. They were all of the
same size, and covered with a 2^-inch wrought-iron
plate, and only differing in construction in regard to

the "backing." The first had a "backing," 3 feet

3 inches thick, composed of three blocks of solid cast-

iron. The ball, which was fired from a 100-pounder
Armstrong, with a 14 lb. charge, at a distance of 200
yards, struck one corner of the plate, and only made a
slight indentation, with two cracks, the cracks running
from a bolt-head, which had received part of the blow,
to the side. A similar ball was sent against the second
target, which was " backed " to the same thickness, by
alternate layers of fir and cork ; and it not only com-
pletely pierced the 2|-inch plate, but lodged itself out
of sight in the elastic material behind. The remaining
target had a « backing " entirely of oak, but again the
ball went right through the plate, and buried itself in
the wood. These targets were on a very small scale,

and had already, during the previous week, been
operated upon by shot with a similar result.

The Exhibition of 1862.—The vestry of Chelsea
met on Tuesday to take into consideration a letter
from Mr. Wentworth Dilke, Chairman of the Com-
missioners of the Exhibition, urging the importance of
widening the street leading from Eaton Square to Sloane
Square in anticipation of the traffic which will take
place next year between the Victoria station and the
Exhibition buildings. It was unanimously resolved
that the question be referred to the Committee of
Works, and that they be called upon to appoint a sub-
committee to consider the best means of carrying out
the improvements suggested without delay. A special

with the other metropolitan companies to frustrate the

committee was appointed at the last sitting of the
Kensington Vestry to consider and report on the best
means of widening the approaches through that parish
to the Exhibition building, and of removing at the
same time the turnpike bars now placed on these
thoroughfares. The Committee is now busily engaged in
inquiring what arrangements can be made to effect
these objects.

Westminsteb School.—It is stated that the Dean
and Chapter have determined to suspend the perform-
ance of the usual Latin play at Westminster School at
Christmas, on the ground of the Duchess of Kent's
death in the early part of the year.
The Gas Question- in the City.—At the weekly

meeting of the City Commissioners of Sewers on
Tuesday, the question of the supply of gas, which is
now exciting public attention and comment, was brought
under consideration. A deputation from the ward of
Bishopsgate Street presented a memorial agreed to
at a public meeting, and signed by about 500 inhabitants,
setting forth that the Metropolis Gas Act, about to
come into operation, while destroying the protection
afforded to the citizens by the Great Central Company's
Special Act, does not guarantee to the consumers a
supply of gas of the requisite illuminating power and
purity; that the mode of testing the gas and the diffi-
culty of proving the supply of bad gas, together with
the power given by the new Act to the companies of
substituting a more expensive quality of gas than is now
used, are detrimental to the interests of the consumers
and give facilities for evading the Act. It also stated
that the supply of gas to the city having hitherto been
satisfactory, the citizens ought to have been exempt
from the operation of the Act ; and that the Great
Central Company, to whom they have looked for pro-
tection against former exorbitant charges, had afforded
no reason to justify its combination with the other
companies to raise the price of gas. Deputy Pilcher
charged the Great Central Company with bad faith in
raising the price of their, gas from 4s., which they had
all along held out as their maximum charge, to 6s. 6d.
per 1000 feet. He added, that under the new general
Act which overrode their special Act, the companies,
the Great Central among the rest, might raise the price
to 5*. 6d., and by substituting cannel for ordinary coal
gas, even to 7s. 6d. per 1000 feet. He moved that the
memorial be referred to the Special Committee on the
*ew

^
as Ac t to consider and report. Dr. Abraham

said that the new Act, as originally propounded to Par-
liament, was meant to protect the interests of the con-
sumers but it had been converted into one for the ex-
clusive benefit of the companies. He commented upon
trie anomaly presented by the Great Central Company,

WtofcEi'i
°n f'°°fc

'm the P^lic interest 10 years
o w oreak down a monopoly, now uniting themselves

healthy results of competition and the operation of free

trade in an article now of almost universal consump-

tion. It had been said by Alderman Dakin, the chair-

man of the Great Central, that the new Act required

the gas companies to supply gas of an illuminating

power 20 per cent, above that guaranteed by the

existing Act of the Great Central. He contended

that this statement was erroneous. The Act of the

Great Central bound the company to supply gas equal

in illuminating power to 12 wax candles, while

the new statute bound them to a light equivalent to

12 sperm candles. Now, Dr. Letheby had shown that

the increase of light in 12 sperm, as compared with

12 wax candles, was only from 13 to 14 per cent., and
not 20 per cent. Alderman Dakin said he had stated

the difference to be 20 per cent, on the authority of

Professors Graham and Brande, and, however much he
was disposed to defer to Dr. Letheby in such a matter,

he still retained that opinion. He was willing, how-
ever, to take it at 14 per cent. Dr. Letheby, who was
appealed to by the Court, said perhaps no two men had
given more, or indeed so much, attention to that sub-

ject than Mr. King, of Liverpool, and himself. Mr.
King had made at least 1000 experiments upon it, and
he (Dr. Letheby) double that number, and they had
botb arrived at the same result, viz., that the difference

between sperm and wax was 14 and not 20 per cent.

Alderman Copeland, M.P., said that the Great Central
Company was expressly set on foot to ensure competi-
tion in the supply of gas, and so to cheapen its price.

He believed that the days of chartered gas companies
were numbered, and that before 12 months elapsed
gas for general consumption would be manu-
factured at the pit's mouth. Within the last

few hours he had seen things connected with gas
which proved beyond doubt that before long every man
might be able to make gas for his own consumption.
He added that the inhabitants of the ward with
which he was connected felt that the attempt of the
Great Central to raise the price of gas was most op-
pressive. Alderman Dakin, chairman of the Great
Central, in reply, described the financial position of

that company, and said that the new Act, which the
Great Central was obliged to adopt, limited the future
dividends of the companies, bound them under penalties
to supply gas of a high degree of purity and illumi-

nating power, and contained other stipulations in the
public interest. Any crusade against the new law
would waste the funds of the companies in again
defending their interests before Parliament, and would
only retard the time when they would be able to reduce
the price of gas. The discussion was continued by Mr.
Saunders, Deputy Pewtress, and Deputy Elliott, the
last two of whom defended the Great Central Com-
pany, and eventually the motion was aqreed to.

Londoners over the Boeder.—On Tuesday evening
Mendelssohn's "Elijah" was performed in Exeter Hall
in aid of the funds for the erection of a church and the
enlargement of the industrial institutions in the district
known as "London over the Border," the principal
vocalists being — Madame Lind-Goldschraidt, Miss
Palmer, Miss Cote, Miss Eyles, Mr. Lawler, Mr.
Gumming, Mr. W. Weiss, and Mr. Sims Reeves. The
Hall was crammed to suffocation, and as the prices
for admission were doubled a considerable sum must
have been realised, as Madame Lind generously
gave her services on the occasion. Her singing in the
principal soprano part of the oratorio was as fine as ever.
Her voice, though occasionally produced with greater
apparent effort, has lost none of its charm and scarcely
any of its power. The style has become more measured,
studied, and deliberate, but it was, as usual, heartfelt,
impassioned, and remarkable for its truth of expression.
Herr Otto Goldschmidt officiated as conductor. This
concert was the preface of a series of performances,
which will take place in the principal country towns in
aid of the same object.

The Public Health.—The Registrar - General's
Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in
the week that ended Saturday, October 19, were 1065.
After correction for increase of population, and exclud-
ing the deaths from cholera in 1854, it appears that
the present return is about 50 below the average.
During the week the births of 951 boys and 892
girls, m all 1846 .children, were registered in London.
In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1851-GO
the average number was 1606.

^robincial.
Ashfoed.—An inquest has been held on the body of

Sergeant Whorley, drill instructor to the 29th Kent
Riiles, who was killed while marking at the practice of
that corps. All the witnesses exonerated Private
Williams, who fired the fatal shot, from all blame, as
the red flag was not exhibited in sufficient time when
deceased appeared before the butt, to enable Williams
to refrain from discharging his rifle. At the conclusion
of the evidence, the jury returned a verdict of Acci-
dental Death, coupled with a recommendation that in
future no firing practice should be allowed without the
use of the signals ordered by the Hythe School of
Musketry.

Chichester.—The adjourned inquest on the body
of Mr. James Outon was resumed on Tuesday, when the
prisoner, John Cleary, was for the first time present at

the examination. Several ^ —
the result of whose e^ence IT **

-
prisoner's guilt. It also n„Lff! * **CK to We Sot^ffSE '*

»

*

wrong man. The jury, after a brief

MonU

the assizes.
™l^ «**** * *

•On Friday the soldier
Seers, ^,

Feome.
that he committed the Wo^dlamk^4'

brought up before the Earl of Cork 2*;
magistrates at Frome, when SuDerint2?
stated that the further inquiriesK&
beyond a doubt that the prisoner w^£«
time the murder was committed HeW
from the time he had left the Frome ri?* k

till he was taken into custody. The chair*!!

1 *

had no alternative but to discharge the

P<

»*after severely commenting upon his

ordered to be released. ^^
Gloucester.—The remains of the k* t^Forth were interred at the cemetery *T2*

Sunday, the 13th inst. The proceedings ^IJt
as possible. Only one mourning coacittl??
hearse ; there were no plumes, the b^L
cloaks, and the undertaker alone woreifc^J
body was placed in a metal shell endnlw^
coffin. On the breastplate was the folW;
tion :—" .Malcolm Viscount Forth; bornlJt
died Oct. 8, 1861." The body was recei?edi{£

door by a party of workmen, by whom itn
into the church and afterwards to a gmt*!
north-west corner of the building. Thebotf^
was read by the Rev. Charles Hardwick,aaitkfe
was attended by Major Williams, son-in-lw, d\
Davis, son of Lady Clementina Davis, ufertffck

of Perth, who wore crape sashes and lnfWi I
Graves, surgeon, was also present. The gran

up immediately after the service, hat it wkikc
the relatives of deceased that the interment nm,
temporary one, as the corpse will shortly be

to the family vault. The remains of

removed from Gloucester to Kington, H

by railway, on the previous Tuesday, and i

the same day. The local papers say that !••

mother of Lady Forth, has visited Gkneatofe*

purpose of obtaining certificates of the dotk i I*

Forth, with a view to the immediate marriigirf.

Forth and Mr. Dering.—At the Quarter S*»«i
17th inst. the seven young men in custody wwe trial fc

the recent outrage on the young woman M1*£j
Davis, on the road leading from Gloucester t

down. The jury were locked lip At*** jjj*j
ultimately returned a verdict of Gaflty.

***
Cox were sentenced to six months, BweftWM<*

Chandler four months, Wheeler three«»,
and Parker two months. _. ^
Leeds.—On Monday the Earl of &** *»

Lieutenant of Ireland, who has «**T
Ireland on a visit to his Yorkshirep«g^
hospital for women and children in thisW^^
lordship was assisted by the Bishop

°JJJ^
offered an appropriate prayer, after/\Lwfr
lency formally declared the hospital opa*

g
treatment of diseases of women ^^"jfc
invoked God's blessing upon the^ T,^
this ceremony, the procession re-formea

^JJ^
to the Victoria Hall, where the mayor- on»-^
corporation, presented his Excellency

address. His Excellency in acknowledge

plimentsaid:

—

tannsin*^
« The presentation of this ^dressandthet^

,

been drawn up are stamped witb.no ^ rfrfgj
they have produced in me a very nm i

{ ^
affection. You have, indeed, not

,

unex^^*J
of the connexion which it was formerly nr£

establish witu you, and which lfc/~
cce^on of«^

through a long series of years and sue* ^
not here-it is not in Leeds, it is noU^g*
names, and I am happy to say still, som ^PJ
should be in any danger of forgetting tM^

ef/0£
an unsuccessful, but nine ta

.

m^^«»* ,»
representation of the great county o^

gfi^
emotions Leeds has ever supplied tw

dthey*^,
pulses. Those were no.sluggisU tim e3 a ^
their differences of opinion and tb*r ^fi*
which it is a happiness, I think,^eVfSg5*
Indeed, for my part it seemed to m

^

rks£***
enemy was the next best turn* toa

other£* ^:
bettor than the coldfriend,^^ 4*&*
merely the nature of f*£^$Tmea&»£S«ff
taking a common par 1 1 neechom w^-**
earliest and my latest colleagues

ine
TM?i«g

and the last was *^g$£ ^iSStf
those measures which \ orksim e t

of
gn ^US nf the emDire to raise from tne w ^ u* ^

J0
tfi

part of the empire to raise from u»
d,**

national convictions-the abohtwn itsj^ij

trade. It is, indeed, f^^f^om£5&
feeling of my heart to ^dt

fp
aA'CL died**

1

whenUie excitement of contest hss ^n*$i*
™«,o«,™ Pvpn of ereat measures^^ ^d^^^when tne cxciwmi^

f leisures has - , .

present occupations are remo«r- the ssj^-p
{heir accustomedT^%^£^*ffP}
those who cheered my firs t

app~
> publ'^g

early efforts in this croW^l entertained<^5lJ-
and generous feelings are still eu^all««^^S^
Save

g
been pleased to ^\^*^£?>5

responsible position *hx* Itsobap^^
hold in the Bister kinfl^oni^* ^l*& ^

14 years of my public ^„* "%ars I
h»ve gj

tion of *«
t̂V£*u£* * l

*~ "

the Government of
,
^'"^ not m

labours of my Insh office cuu

discharge of my duties i0Ju\ tr^Zfl^

Crown I have not lost tne
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the matter of an address is of so purely

that I foe1 ftfraid y°u wlU thmk e

^ mTS«lf But the very air around me is

mJI
memories, and the circumstances of the

JStoScs of political difference. But it is, at

teeimsratulatc this great commimity, not so

Ih-loaii advance in material prosperity and

.—j!Tiii on the honoured place which they

VJJS" which they still hold, which I pray

^Slitinue to hold, in every aim and undertaking

wthdr object to assuage human suffering, to

"Jl«2iL the social, the intellectual, and the

%SSt of all classes of the community ; to

umb of knowledge, to keep steady the light of

* r*i^ upon the happiness and virtue of man
Abiding temple to the glory of God."

taa etmdxmn of this ceremony the company retired

A iBci***-
j where a cold collation was served,

*
HUk to Excellency tbe Lord Lieutenant presided,

****- .
t

'

he Mayor of Leeds, the Bishop of Ripon,

"M.P Mr. Crossley, M.P., Mr. Beckett, Sec.

foal''toasts baring been disposed of, His
'

pogtd the " Army, Navy, and Volunteers."

he had particular pleasure in proposing

w as lord lieutenant of the county, he

e one addition to the toast, which was,

a militia. All these respective forces

their respective qualities entitled to the

public gratitude, but he hoped the course of

had so altered that the country might not need

tfceir terrices, and if she did not it was only because

AtWd bad them at command. Mr. Beckett then, in

i Bitch highly laudatory of the episcopal zeal and

Otrrnkn character of the Bishop of Ripon, proposed

ffcat prelate's health, and thanked him for the part he

fed tt**1 in the proceedings of the day.—The Bishop

iifltanuDg tliauks said he had been a hard working

rJcrgrnu, and he wished to prove himself a hard

wtttiag bishop. It was not work, but worry, which

killed.—Mr. Hope Ward then proposed " The Health

ef tbe Barl of Carlisle," and said it was only necessary

fer him to mention bis name to secure for his lordship

thorough hearty Yorkshire welcome. In returning

taadu aii Excellency spoke as follows on the objects of

tbe ebtritj :—
'I Jo Dot know if I may appear to owe an apology to you

fcr appearing here, but I certainly do owe one to myself, for I

had steal red, on coming to take my holidays in England, not to

myself to be led into any engagements of a public

, and I have strengthened myself against many kind
MHiiLilioni ; but in this instance, the place being Leeds, and
the object the opening of an hospital for the diseases of women
aad children, 1 had no choice but to surrender at discretion

;

•ad let me assure you that it gives me great pleasure to see so
t an institution brought to such a point of honour and
i» and being about to be settled into its present new,

•aodious, and salubrious premises, where it will be able to
onal effect to the object of its benevolent concep-

Those whom I have the pleasure to see before me must
?.^y yqnainted with the recommendations of an hospital of
WSflfttnctand specific character to meet the requirements of

pulation as that of Leeds and the West Riding of
I e very wealth which adds to the long array of

i, terraces, squares, crescents, and parks—which
.. "four shops, and piles your markets—and the industry**• from 100 chimneys and hums from a thousand

it additionally incumbent on you to consider with

•h*
1***!? watchfulness the wants and sufferings of those

It-?**
"•instruments of all this mightv prosperity, and, I

tosdd, too frequently its victims. I must remark
** all the circumstances and accompaniments of this
""

m
1**111 of laD0ur and enterprise carry with them

e irtirJS -
back' that this cannot be attained without—^2"*™, the health and strength of those who are the

JJtonsly engaged in it. The hardworked employes of

•IfchTE. •

n 'A the free draught of air, the open prospect,
-jy. enJ.°y who live away from towns and cities. I ti-

er 25, antages tfley have the horrors of the narrow

iS
aliey

» the heated atmosphere of the work-
l°® ceaseless clank of engines. And who, let me

Sf tJ °"Jects for whom this meeting now makes an

J *£** women and children of this labouring popula-

*» of d5»Ti
Tery "ames raake their own appeal to every feel-

fifcLrT**! 7 and tenderness in man. It is for their delicate

t£fL2
0t

£2* ^^itive feelings, that the repose, the
Jgwanquilhty, the soothing care and attention of such

ttSS,?18 s
A
uite* and called for. I feel thoroughly that

*n»so»w» t* the force of the appeals made to you from
fto* thTtoi',™ sacred HPS and in sacred places, as well as

Pnfctes of *«m!
n

,
of your own judgments, and the syra-

<* aU those
i acmS ts

; but ouly J uat let me ask you
'
ont

"***&& Jon nJ^S^068 taken from among us whose respect
""""^

to make
e

' whoso memory would you he most

anything which could be of use to them in after life. Vs is
opinions had been expressed, and various o| one would I

c

expressed on the menu of the new educational code whitwas exciting so much sensation. He would not go iuU. thematter of pledges given and personal expectations broken, but
it appeared to him to be a wiae and rational measure so frrwhat was now wanted was not bo moon to augment tbenumber of scholars as to utilise the number they had. He
particularised the facilities for education which now existed
and observed that in Leeds there was no ground for complaint
as to the want of such means, but he esj illy attached th«
greatest possible imp .rtance to evening classes. He showed
the increase of prizemen srhkh had gradually taken plaoe iu
Leeds, in connection with the Oxford and Durham examina-
tions, and said that, roughly speaking, while three was the
average number of candidates who had passed those examina-
tions in other places, the average number who ha ] passed from
Leeds was four. In noticing the practical result of education
upon our mtional manners and life, he said no man could
doubt the importance of bodily health, and no more real
benefit could be conferred upon a people than when they re-
duced the amount of mortality and lessened the amount of
disease, but this was in a great measure prevented by ignor-
ance either on the part of the working man or of society as to
the physical laws ot our being and the essential importance -

pure air, pure water, sufficient drainage, and Sesithy Inxlil

exercise. People might say the fault of all, except t,h<

lay with the landlords ; but if the people took an intSSSSl in

those things, and understood their immense public im|>ort-
ance. there was no <lan r<-r <»f landlord not doing do tin ii duty.
He rejoiced to see the |

regress the co-operative n > ment was
making, and he did not say this in the hope of enoours. is it,

for it would make its own way. He held that such institu-

tion! as these would enable the working man to work out sho
important social problem, and supply a gap in < ur educational
system which could not otherwise be filled up."

Oxford.—The EUf. Dr. Hawkins, Provost of Oi id,

has announced to the Viae- Chancellor his resignation of

the office of Dean Ireland's Professor of "the Kxegis

of Holy Scripture."

Stratford - on - Avon.—New Place, Slratford-on-

Avon, the spot on which Shakppeare passed the last 20
years of his life, and where he died, was ndvertised for

peremptory sale on the 25th inst., and the attraction of

its " extensive frontage in the centre of the town " was
held out invitingly to speculative builders. Mr. J. 0.

Halliwell immediately published an appeal calling upon

the wealthy admirers of Shakspeare to subscribe with

the view of raising 1500/., the sura required to purchase

the property and preserve it from desecration. The
appeal has been successful. The site has been bought

and presented to the corporation of Stratford, on the

express conditions that the public be always freely

admitted, and that no erection of any kind be ever

permitted in the gardens.

its*

fttrest portion of the W<«t«r« H< mtspWe.* In m4*r
to prove the sincerity of hit opinion . he nyi:-
''iMwfflftagtegoto Amtfte, atayowa expense, to

as internuncio between the oonfteadtov pantos, ia cans aay
tftoes »* Msnptod iu th a pail^ l Sn t«n mm

"

invited as a gUMt by sereral of the Mst MsMistod
men who are now conducting- tbe respective MMi Mill i all
the Confederate States and of the Federal BepnMM. 1

rafore, that 1 shall n >t be regarded by thasa as a
and 1 venture also to bope that, thongm 1 faawa diflerad
some of my fellowsount ryuMtt upon important pointa. 1 haM
not forfeited the oonfidenoe and affection wntob tnay tosrtflal
towards me when I was in Amnrica. 1 therefore ofler tu (o to
America as au unostentatious aiiaotoojary ot* poaos. iMttaf s
public life, which now extends over a period of 8S yoars. I

*

never aolioited office of an? kind far injHMlf from oitbor
qooens, my, or minister* ; but I an now dMpoasd u
t lie situation «»i unpaid envoy between tbe MMMndfcaf *<ottons

f t lie Amertomn peopto. and it will be the pMMMat uinmpb of

my life if 1 can asatot In MMoriftg peace batwosa the 1isiMits<
members of the gres American family

t wboae moat vital

interests are so deeply injured by this interneeino war."

The late OftkagI IK Dtbltit.—John Cnrrsn, the

cah-ilrirer charged n i •; ig a criminal

aMuult < Miss I/ouiaa Jolly, at Mill town, on thn ntf)>

f the f7th of Scpfcewlw r. was lirongfct op on remand
at tin end police otirt on Friday. Mim JolW dot-

oribod the OutrOM and aatanlt made upon nor. and ft

idi-ntifted the prTtooor as the man who committed too
assault. Althoi st-examinod at groat lnogth+ shp
hiIi ed to her direct tontoaonv, and exhibited a
remarkable de^rooof calmneM throughout. InettObioo*

master detailed the circumstance! under wl Mim
Jolly came to his place, a 1 alto her appearance that

night. Use tol'nitor lor too prisoner in', mated 00
wooM reeerre hit defence, end the pritooor wet theo
fully committed Hm trial at the next mm uiiwoo 1

1

Lar^e crowds collected in the vicinity of Loe-

court . and every mark of sympathy wm shown towards

Mist .loll v.

TEM 1'ahtet l: iota.—The Lord Lieutenant, pro-

vious to his departure from Dublin, i*«oedon oroWt

under the hand of his chief secretary, reookn Father

Lavellc's licence to earry arms in the district of Ballio-

robe, and county of Mayo. The ultramontane organ*

denounce this order as an "infamous outrage'* 0»
"every Catholic heart in Ireland."

KmLOSION AT llALUVCOLLTG POWDEB MlMA-
0n Wedneodriy mornino one of the oowdei Ik at

Hallincollig blew up. Five men were killed, two of

whom of whom nre snpp 1 to have been blown into

the canal. The ctplotion was dittinctly heard in Cork.

CSr'

w

your own ? Nut his who amassed the greatestvuuut of w^iiiT wu
• i>ut nis wno amassea uie ^rentcsi,

*** •* larm- k ?
r
u
buil t the largest mill, and minded the

2*?iB8> of the affl' ^3
Who did his

.

utmoafc to assuajre the

which •^!-
C
i

' to S^ard against the approach of the

**J nake toutl!^ °ur c°ra"ion humanity. This lot you
*S>Poran*mi ?"?—this blessing you may all purchase by

la their •

Pital as this *"

^ Lord ^
ni,

i

? ^ Mechanics' Institution was opened

*• BeJMtVr* o
Jr 'P" ass

*

,sted oy Mr. F. Crossley, M.P.,

ni^ojnd
1 if,

'• Und other gentlemen. Lord Stanley
,Wdiffi!

e

i?
eetin? afc considerable length on the

**** T\ f if'
and advantages in the way of their

*%*
eonJftff i

"e is an absfcr*ct of bis address
:

—
2*«l«aSial the members of the institution that

m?8
* 1*! QUo^ P

I°
gress had °een something more than a

*• ""^laffck^ni .
gur

,

es which he said showed plainly that

?"'•CaenSrL t
hers had had their heart in the work,

^ The iS *nowtedge had improved and increased in

Wad* ^i bntthpL L
8
?ch institutions was felt more than it

Z?« hy their K"Cat driiWback was the ability of children to^ ?** Perhar^
U
fv
an ann^al income of about 10?. a-year

a^^ottdSAr no whole family means of subsistence
10

t^tfn busing
year

- There waa also the desire of the
HOW s

" LSS or
» ait own account, ft feeling strong in

tf^AmS 1,

P° rl»aps in this than in any other
facts in the

Ireland
The Queen's Late Visit to Ireland. — Her

Majesty, before leaving Ireland, directed, through the

Comptroller of her Household, that the railway company

should send in their bill, which was paid at the lame

rate that the English companies receive when her

Majesty travels, viz., 7s. per mile for the special iin,

first-class fares for her attendants, and the n d faree

for carriages and horses. The whole bill was 4000/.

Sib R. Peel and the Queen's University. — A
correspondence has taken place between Sir K. IVelaad

the Secretary of the Queen's University, with respect

to his proposition to found three scholarships for 10

years in the Colleges of Belfast, Cork, and Galway.

The Chief Secretary explains fully in a memorandum

the conditions of the endowment. TI.e exhibitions are

to be of the value of 40/. each, to be held for one year

by the best answerer under 22 years of age, at the pre-

vious. examination in arts, in each of the colleges, whose

name appears in the first class, and who has not

attended the lectures or the course for the deeree of

bachelor of arts for more than two years. Sir Kobert

Peel guards against the possibility of subsequent indo-

lence on the part of the exhibitioner by apportioning

the payment of the prize in four sums—the first 10/.

to be given immediately on the award being made, and

the other three instalments to be contingent on bis

keemno the two subsequent terms and graduating in the

college! In the event of any of the payments being

allowed to lapse in any year they are to be applied to

increase the exhibitions of the following year. It will

be seen that the first examination for the exhibition has

already taken place at Galway College.

1)R CULLEN AND THE M'MaNTS DEMONSTRATION.

—The Irishmen in California having sent the corpse of

what Mr. Smith O'Brien calls that « hero, patriot, and

martyr" M'Manus, to Ireland for interment, great

preparations have been making by the remnant of the

Young Ireland party for several anti-Lntish demon-

strations in the principal towns through *£**
body was to be conveved. A grand cathedral service,

with orations, was included in the arrangemen s for

Dublin; but Dr. Cullen has refused to permit the

ea?hedral in his diocese to be used*^jm*
The promoters then entreated perm; s,on to d the

exhibition in the large chapelfe^^S

%»

*t«c

g% would 'hi^
lt

.
the* did not look these

atC1*11 that fhnL ?v
ce

l
vhig themselves, becaui°*fcthpK» aT*iV"*I tuemseives, because it was so

iaa t>^ He beliflI? Sd be an extension of the time passed

BfiH*1 «»bitinii!If ^
hat a fauIt of modern teaching was

JET}? * Afrj!:. }
eachers to crowd a preat deal into a

tt J*!** *>nc.itS,7^
ln
^80nie fact8 from the last report of

**!£]?» *° ever!-nt 7°ard' ho appealed to every instructor

S2? * oonaUfcrabfJ.Lof a 8ch°o1
'
and to every clergyman,^^^ **• ioatb?iSn P0rU0n of fche children did not pass

e or lessons literaUy without carrying away

cotlanB*
T.AYINQ THE FOUNDATION 8TOVM OF TH1 POST

Office and MtrsErM.—On Wcdncaday afternoon tke

foundation-stone; of the new General Voat Office and of

the Industrial Mnseum of Scotland were laid by the

Prince Coniort in the presence of an immense ooncoum
of peopfa. The weather wae extremely favourable, and

business was comj ely suspended in the city during

the double ceremony. The route from Holyrood

Palace to the site of the Poet Office was lined by the

military and Volunteers, as wae also the route along

the North and South Bridges to the site of the Indus-

trial Museum, at the back of the University. The

principal streets were gaily decorated with flags, and

besides the crowds who occupied the two platform*

)in which a view of the ceremonies could be

obtained, the streets were densely thronged with

spectators, although thousands could only obtain

a view of the carriages forming the procession

as they passed along. The Prince Consort left Holy-

rood at 20 minutes past 1, accompanied by Sir George

Grey, the Duke of Bncclench, Karl Spencer, General

Walker, Colonel Maclean, and Major Hyde Page. The

I loyal cortige was preceded by the Lord Provost, and as

the carriages passed along the Regent Road and

Waterloo Place, accompanied by the band of the Scots

reys, his Royal Highness was received with the utmost

enthusiasm by the assembled crowd. On arriving at

the Register House his Royal Highness received a

number of noblemen and gentlemen who were to take

part in the ceremony, and proceeded across the street to

the site of the Post Office, accompanied by the Lord

Provost, magistrates, and Council, the Lords of

Session, the members for the city, and the other gente-

men who had been presented to his Royal Highmm

The procession having taken their allotted positions

round the stone, the Lord Provost presented an address

to the Prince Consort, congratulating his Royal High-

ness on the safe arrival of her Majesty and the Beyaj

family in the cif and thanking him for his presence on

that occasion. The Prince Consort replied as follows :-

«Me Lord Provost and Oentlemen.-I thank yoo wy «a-

ifin the n^rne of the Qa~n, and also ^J?^* fc£
5 welcome which has ******M ^Tev^ed

Mintargh. T~«/f!iJS5rUIttafi <£»<* but be

In thanking you more particularly

alluded to

you of the

managers
gtration.

Smith O'Brien has adJressed a letter to Mr.
^
eagne

^

Lm Cahermoyle, upon the^^-*£*#the Wsh m Amenca shouhl pla m ^^
winch he contends that the m

ticipator8

£T^rlSS Stf ^- desolating the

this day. 1 eongratuUU ^*^??**^^Rtat em Mid

Soncur with you in^^J^mmtmSt *L*> exerdae an im-
a taste for intellectoa^«« pr^rJaTand the national
portant inntyjj. m. ^ -Jj»^

I^SUaed facilities of
prosperity I rejoiwwwo 7^ rendered neoaaaary the

rreXn oTfneM&. ! that the advances ofn^ and
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r egularity in such con munications, which were once the
exclusive privilege—though to a much ess extent even as
regards them—of the higher and middle classes, have now,
thanks to the marvellous development of the post-office sys-
tem, been brought within reach even of the poorest ; while
another great ooon has been conferred upon all lasses by the
facilities afforded for : he safe transmission of money by means
of post-office orders, thus constituting the Post Office as it

were an universal banking agency, resting on the security of
the state, and brought to every man's very door ; and we may
hope that the recent act of legislation with regard to savings
banks in connection with the Post Office will confer
further and most important benefits on the working classes.

I must also congratulate you on the extension to Edin-
burgh of the advantages already possessed by London
and Dublin in the erection of an Industrial Museum ; and
it is particularly gratifying to me to think that in the insti-

tution of which I am to-day to lay the first stone the educa-
tional object will be kept specially in view—that your museum
will not be a mere receptacle of curiosities to excite the wonder
or stir the interest of casual visitors, but that by its immediate
-connection with the University it will afford the means of
supplying the student with practical illustrations of what he
has been taught in his class-room. The rapid increase in your
collections is most satisfactory, and must remind you of all

that is due to the energy and exertions of the first director of
your museum, Dr. George Wilson, while it must increase
your regret that he should not himself have lived to see
the result of his early labours, in the development which
the collections commenced by him have received under
the able and excellent management of his successor Gentle-
men, I have further to thank you for the kind manner in
which you have alluded to the part I took in the great Inter-
national Exhibition of 1851. The best acknowledgment which
the promoters of that undertaking can receive is the practical
proof afforded by its repetition in 1862 that they had correctly
understood and appreciated the wants and requirements of the
day ; and it is most gratifying to them to observe, in the com-
parative facility with which the preliminary arrangements for

holding a second Exhibition of this nature have been effected,

the great advance made in such matters by the public mind
during the 10 years that have elapsed since the opening of the
first. And most warmly does |my heart respond to your con-
cluding prayer, that these and similar undertakings may con-
duce to the diffusion amongst all nations of the blessings of
peace and mutual goodwill."

The foundation-9tone was then laid in the usual form
amid loud cheering, and the proceedings terminated
with three cheers for the success of the undertaking
and three cheers for her Majesty and the Prince
Consort. Prince Leopold and two of the younger
Princes occupied a room in the Register House from
which a view of the proceedings could be obtained.
Immediately after the ceremony the Prince Consort,
accompanied as before, proceeded to the University, in

the large quadrangle of which the Principal, Sir David
Brewster, and the members of the Senatus Academicus
were in waiting to receive him. Sir David Brewster
presented an address from the Senatus, which his Royal
Highness briefly acknowledged. The company then
proceeded to the site of the museum through one of the
windows of the University, where the ceremony of
laying the foundation-stone was gone through, the
whole proceedings only occupying a few minutes. The
Prince Consort, immediately after the ceremony,
returned to the front gate of the University, where the
State carriage was in waiting, and proceeded amid loud
cheers to Holyrood Palace.

generously gave him pecuniary assistance. In the .meantime
an attachment having sprung up between them, a marriage

was contemplated and agreed to. While the prisoner was
absentl in Italy, Miss Johnstone had an illness, which in-

duced her to consider her position and to come to the conclu-

sion that the marriage must be abandoned. The prisoner on
his return was very indignant at this resolution, and after

making several attempts to frighten the prosecutrix by threats

of exposure and personal violence, he agreed to give up the
letters she had addressed to him for the sum of 2000Z. Miss
Johnstone paid him 1002. down, and afterwards met him at

the Pantheon for the purpose of receiving the letters, and
handing over the remaining 19002. She received from the
prisoner a packet which he said contained all her letters, one
of which had been so placed as to be visible through a hole in

the cover, so that there was no reason to doubt that the

other letters were really in the parcel. Shfe thereupon paid
him the 19 notes of 100/. each, and requested a receipt, but the
prisoner excused himself from giving one and took his leave.

Miss Johnstone almost immediately afterwards discovered that
the parcel did not contain her letters, but a bundle of old news-
papers, the single letter which had been visible through
the hole in the paper wrapper having been wilfully

placed there for the purpose of deceiving her. She
then placed the matter in the hands of her brother and
guardian, who had the prisoner apprehended, when 17 of the
notes and the lady's letters were found at his lodgings. The
case was proved by Miss Johnstone herself, who was put into
the witness-box and subjected to a severe cross-examination by
the prisoner's counsel, but her direct evidence was in no way
shaken. For the defence, Mr. Keane' said he was not instructed
to cast any imputation on the character of the prosecutrix,
but the defendant had insisted on his setting up a defence for
which his legal advisers were not responsible. That defence
was that the money was given to the prisoner as a compensa-
tion for the abandonment of the marriage, and aot for the
restoration of all the letters, and that the prosecutrix had not
only fabricated the parcel in question, but had also
stolen the letter out of the prisoner's studio for
the purpose of enabling her to carry out her design.
The Lord Chief Caron in summing up said that the only
question for the consideration of the Jury was whether or not
they believed the evidence that had been given by Miss
Johnstone, and, after the defence that had been set up by the
prisoner's counsel, this was the only issue they had to try. If
they thought she was speaking the truth, the prisoner was
guilty of the offence imputed to him ; but if they had any
doubt upon the point the prisoner was entitled to be acquitted.
The jury, after consulting two or three minutes in the box,
said they should like to retire for a short time, and they
accordingly left the court. They returned in about a quarter
of an hour, and found the prisoner Guilty.
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The Proposed Swimming Race.—The match between Beck-

with, the champion, and Deerfoot, the Indian, for 251. a-side,
to swim 20 lengths of the Westminster Bath, the Indian
receiving a quarter of a minute start, which was to have taken
place on Wednesday, has terminated in a forfeit by Deerfoot,
who objects to swim in a bath. It is expected that a match in
the river will shortly be arranged.
Foot Race between Deerfoot and Jones.—On Monday

afternoon the four miles running match between Deerfoot,
the Seneca Indian, and W. Jones, of Islington, for a stake of
50J., took place at Old Brompton in the presence of a vast
concourse of spectators. So great was the interest excited on
the event, that large sums of money were.speculated at odds in
favour of Deerfoot, as much as 2 to l" being laid in some
instances. At 20 minutes past 4 the men made their appear-
ance on the grouud ; and on the signal being given they started
away at a dipping pace, the Indian at once dashing to the fore
and cutting out the running at a fine pace. On going round
the bottom turn Jones wrested the lead from him, but did not
hold it long, for at the finish of the first lap Deerfoot was again
in the front, leading by barely a yard. In this position they
raced round the next lap, at the finish of which they were
strictly level. During the next round Deerfoot again got the
lead, aud maintained it during the 5th and Gth laps. Jones's
backers now called upon him to take the lead, which, on
rounding for the 7th time, he held by three yards, and held it
till nearly the 9th lap, when they passed and repassed each
other twice, Deerfoot again getting a slight lead, and so they
continued racing to the 15th Up, each alternately having a
alight lead, and making the pace as Bevere as he could, in order
to cut down the other. At the end of the 15th lap Jones, whowaa barely a yard in the rear, fell exhausted in the arms of Mr
Roberts, leaving the Indian to run the last quarter of a mile by
himself which he did at slightly diminished speed, doing the
entire distance in 20 minutes 10 seconds. As a proof of the
pace at which the match was run it may be added that the

?/?Lq?
arter

^
f a lnile wa8 run at the rate of W miles and

}*, ,i
peJ hour

'
the 15th laP was run afc the rate of 15 miles

and 51-100ths per hour, and the last quarter of a mile was run
at the rate of 9 miles and 47-100ths per hour
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Mr. D D. Keane, also apeciall'y retainedSleigh and Mr. Giffard, appeared fir the defence

there was a second indictment against the prisoner of con-
structive larceny, but, after the verdict that had just been
pronounced, he thought it was unnecessary to procee 1 with it.

The Lord Chief Baron, in passing sentence, said that the
prisoner had been found guilty of obtaining money by false

pretences, and the case appeared to him to be one of the clearest
that had ever been presented to a jury in a court ofjustice. The
evidence of Miss Johnstone, who appeared to him to be altogether
worthy of credit, made out the charge distinctly, and all the
surrounding circumstances tended strongly to confirm her
statement. The defence that had been attempted on behalf of
the prisoner was, in his opinion, a very great aggravation in
respect of the imputation that the prisoner sought to cast upon
Miss Johnstone, that she had fabricated the parcel in question,
and stolen the letter that was contained in it, in order to give
a colour to the deception, and had used another seal similar to
the one that was in the possession of the prisoner, with the
same object of doing him an injury. He felt it his duty to
allude to this subject, because be was certain that such a
defence must be looked upon with indignation by all honest
men, aud he repeated that it was a great aggravation of the
prisoner's conduct that he should have instructed, and, as it
appealed, compelled his counsel to make such a defence. The
offence of which he had been convicted, although, perhaps,
strictly speaking, it might be considered as coming under the
description of cheating, had, by a recent alteration of the
law, been declared to amount to the offence of larceny, and
was put upon the same footing as that offence. By pretend-
ing to deliver these letters to the prosecutrix, he hid got
from her 1900Z., and ho was quite sure that in the eye of every
honest man his crime was just the same as if he had gone into
Miss Johnstone's own house and had broke open her
escritoire, and taken out the r*u>ney. The crime too was
committed under most aggravated circumstances in this
respect also,—it was committed against a Derson who had
given him previously large sums of money," who had acted
towards him with the greatest generosity, and towards whom
he should have been bound by all the ties of gratitude not to
have committed such an offence. He looked upon the offence
as one of almost an alarming character, and one which called
for a very severo punishment. For a much inferior crime
persons in humble life and in poverty suffered heavy punish-
ment. It did not require any knowledge of the law to be
aware that such an act as he had committed was illegal, and
could not be tolerated. Every gentleman—every man at all
acquainted with the social arrangements of society, must be
perfectly well aware of the serious nature of such an offence, and
he felc it his duty, under ail the circumstances, to order him
to be kept in penal servitude for the space of three years. The
prisoner, who did not utter a word throughout the proceed-
ings, but who seemed very much astonished at the result, was
then removed from the bar. Upon the application of Mr.
Chambers the money and the letters that were in the posses-
sion of the police were ordered to bo delivered up to the pro-
secutrix. The Fatal Railway Accident at Kentish Town.—Henry
Rayner surrendered to take his trial for manslaughter. It will
be recollected that the coroner's jury returned a verdict of
manslaughter against the prisoner, who was the signalman at
the Kentish Town railway sUtion, in reference to the fatal
accident which occurred at that station to an excursion train
about two months since. The grand jury at the last session
ignored the bill against the prisoner; but Mr. Metcalfe, who
appeared for the prosecution, expressed his opinion that the
matter was of such great public importance that a further
inquiry ought to take place, and eventually the case was post-
poned to the present session, when it was said that additional
evidence would be brought forward in support of the charge.
Another bill was preferred before the grand jury, and this liill
they also ignored. The prisoner, therefore, now sur-
rendered to meet the charge upon the coroner's inquisition.
Ihe Lord Chief Baron, who had been made acquainted with
the facts, said it was the first time within his experience that,
after a grand jury had ignored the bill In reference to such a
charge, the coroner's inquisition was proceeded with. Mr.
Metcalfe said that after this Intimation from his lordship, and
particularly after the bill had been ignoied by two grand
mries, he certainly should not offer any evidence upon the
coroner'a inquisition. The prisoner, consequently, was
Acquitted. The Post Office Robberies in Lombard Street —Edmund
William Bid'en, 18, letter-carrier, pleaded Guilty to an indict-
ment charging him with stealing a post letter containing the
sum of UH. io*„ the property of her Majesty's Postmaster-
Oeneral. Mr. Sleigh, who appeared for the prisoner, urged In
mitigation of sentence the prisoner's youth and previous good
character. Mr. Clerk for the prosecution said that the case
against rhe pi isoner was a very bad one. He was the deliverer
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J^j^ coniiBting: chiefly of Pears and Apples,

^T'fa^ f English Vegetables and Fruit also

JJ^JTJgpt up. Home-grown Apples and Pears

, ^ »uf tune may be said of Grapes, Pine

ilelooA Peas are now very scarce. Of

th_m~ ^ 4 ftir supply. Potato markets haw
moot last report. Cucumbers are sufficient for

*nd the same may be said of Tomatoes, which

tnsUent Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids,

YioletA Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

Lemons, per 100, 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per pound., 2s to

2s 6d
Walnuts, per 160, 2a

VEGETABLES,
aach, 2d to 6d |

Artichokes, each, 6d to Sd
Beet, perdoz., Is 6d
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s

Onions,pickling,p. £ sieve,4s6d
Tomatoes, p. doz., Is to 6s

Shallots, per lb., 8d to lOd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is 6d
Horse Badish,p.bun.,ls6d to4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 3s to 4s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4

d

^•l p«r lb.. 3ft to 5i

litoSe
. li to 6i

per dot, M to Is

per boodle, Is to

Is Id
per sieve, 2s6d

tomes
do., Is Sd to Is 6d

p. too, 60s to 75a

- per ewl, 4s to 8s

Tswhis, per bunch, 2d to 4d
Csn^fcdtoed

p. sieve, Is to 2s

each, «d to 9d
Tej. Marrowi, p. doz, Is to Is 6d

rttos Meadow
«emrisr do. .". 95
Jemmrdo 40
***** -

HAT.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.
SMiTHriELD. Thursday, Oct. 24.

105

5
f

Clover, old
N'ew Clover
Do. second cut

• -

• *

90stol20s

80

I

105
— I Straw 28 34

. . . . — — 1 Davis & Co.
Whitechapkl, Thursday, Oct. 24.

Hay
io. .. .. 70

New Hey . . —
to luOa

80

• * • •

o3

Fine 1st cut Clover 100s to 117s

Inferior do — ' —
New 2d cut . . . . 95 105
Inferior do. . .. — —
New 1st cut .. — —

BUTTER MARKET.—Oct. 25.
Fresh Butter . . . . 16*. per dozen lbs,

<Jo- do 14a.
Fork, St, Qd . to 5*. 4eL ner 3 1

>» »»

HOPS.-Borough Market, Friday, Oct. 25.

••J1 ™eoden & Smith report a good demand for
wye efe£de*triDtions at advanced prices, say about 5s. per

the duty was declared.
matricts is as under :—

The old duty for the

1861.

£59,9S0 14 1

17,992 11 9k

• •

K :vi,a

77,973 5 10*
8,191 12 41
20,868 9 2J
7,145 6 21
522 13 34

Total 114,701 6 11

Owfi22S.WoOL8.-LoKDOs, Friday, Oct. 25
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**m*nAl efP««ally of the South-down description
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?ntinues to command high rates. Skin

kP*MkJU?%e ?{ fair length, and sells at rates enhancingw lbe ^crease of value weekly.
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Best Long-wools. 5 to
Do. Shorn . . . . —
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Do. Shorn . . . . —
Lambs .
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Pigs .. ..4 4
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& ^oibs, 24,250 ; Calves, 260 ; Pigs, 370.
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U y no mea°s excessive, yet the

«Unt day^JJ^^J^J Monday, and consequently the

COAL MABKKT.-Oct ».
Carr's Hartley, 16e. 9d. . Cur-

a Original Hartley, 16.. «d

S6^W^».*« HolywX"^. Co/;' T.nfie,a

Walls End G
Walls End Tri

15s.—Ships at market, 17.

MARK LANE.—MoSB4T, Oct. 21.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's
market was small, and sold at an advance of Is. to 2a. per or.
upon the prices of Monday last. The attendance waa large,
and included many buyers from Yorkshire and other distant
counties; the prices asked for foreign Wheat being bia
checked business; the sales effected were at an improvement •

Is. to 2s. per qr. upon the mjmmJ qualities of European, aii
2s. per qr. upon American. Barley waa in fair demand, at last
week's rates. Beans and Peaa ate unaltered in value. Good
old Oats bring rather more BMHUy; new grinding are a alow
sale and cheaper. Barrel Flour is very scarce, and brings an
advance of Od. to Is. upon the rates ot this day se'unigbt

Per Imperial Quarter. a. si la o
Wheat, Essex, Kent, A: Suffolk. .White 50-641ted .... 60—60— — fine selected runs.. ditt.. 61—66 lied .... 50—6— — Talavera 56—7o!— Norfolk — Hod ....— Foreign 48—7fl|

Barley, grind. &dist., 26a to 28a.. Chev 6—41 Malting.— Foreign.. grinding and distilling'.!?— 80 Malting.
Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20-24
— 8cotch and Lincolnshire—Potato 26—2h rood ..— Irish Potato 26—28 Feed ..

Foreign Poland and Brew 20—24 Food

\ \ ANTED, a GAUDKNBI, to toko char« of «
v f Garden on the north oooot of Britiaa* *--*-- jW ^ —

English family. He nu> Uoro^S^^' »*«
feaaion. An unmarriod Mac. from the
be preforrad. Unexceptional referential nail it W ^.u^
—Apply to Mr. P<>ntet, Nuraory GertaoawTw

*.«•*••-

Dopartmant in
toMeaao *C

\ VTAN1 KI), o YOt'NG MAN o4 «
via knowledge ol Roaaa, to Manama

a London Nursery.—Apply and atate
Ij«. Nurserymen, Hammersmith, W.

\\TANTED, o YOUTH or YOl NG MAN to Uk*
>? chargo of a Small Garden, the }.i ioe Moo (Bed

ding Plants, Ac.) will be grown for Sale. State in. wacca. 4c—X. Y., 12, liarker Stiwet, Loyella, linminfham.j

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Norfolk Farming.

AGENT or STEWARD.—

A

toman who hai
boon Uhed to both Heavy .: I^nd, «ien«0 tor OB

ongogomnt npon o latyo oowyntioo, a* obotr n< hoa bom
uacd to the Itoaring, viug and .Selling of 8took . baa also

i-upieda Farm under a u tman. from whom a ngonto
tlie hitfheat looUmonialu aonbegiran.—Addr— A. B ,

M. m v H.i.-k A « ..
. liaymarkrt. Norwion.

S5-M

36—38 Foreign .

Harrow .

Longpod
Egypt i.n«

20-24
20—24
19-

W-39

Rye
Uye-mkal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan 8Cfl to 3?s ...Tick 36-
— Pigeon 38s— 42s.. Winds —
— Fcreign Small 42- 52,-^ ,...

Peas, white, Essex and Kent. .Boilers 40—

4

Ik . 40—46— Maple ....43s to 45 a Grey 39—41 Foreign.
Maize White — Yellow..
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack .

p»0— •'••*>

— 2d do ditto 40—M) Country 40—50
— Foreign per barrel 28—86. Per aack ,43-58 I

Friday, Oct. 25.

The weather since the 10th inst. has continued to bo very
mild, with a good deal of fog until the 21st, when we had some
showers, which on the 22d were very heavy ; last night and
this morning showery. The Wheat trade since the above date
has been less active than during the preceding week ; never-
theless, with the exception of Liverpool, Glasgow, Manchester,
Birmingham, and Bristol, a further advance of Is. or Is. to 2s.

per qr. appears to have been general in the several markets oi

the kingdom. The value of all kinds of Spring Corn has bten
well supported. Beans and more particularly Peas being in

the majority of markets quoted Is., and the latter Is. to 2s. ner
qr. dearer. Foreign Flour continues to be very scarce, and is

rsadily purahased at our extreme quotations. Amongst the
arrivals are a couple of small cargoes of American Flour trom
France, which have been returned in consequence of their

having arrived yonder sour and unfit for the French market.
Since Friday last 30 vessels have been rc|>orted off the coast.

The floating trade has been quiet, and all articles with the

exception of Beans, which are dearer, have been purchaseable

at rather less money. In Paris (October 24) |there was very

little doing in Wheat, and prices remain nominally unaltered.

The arrivals of both English and foreign Wheat and Barley

this week have been to a fair extent, but small of Oats.

There was only a thin attendance at this morning's market.

English Wheat met a dull sale at Monday's prices, and the

demand for foreign waa limited, but on the business done fully

late rates were realised. For Spring Corn of all descriptions

there is a steady sale at Monday's quotations.

Arrivals from Oct. 21 to Oct. 25.

GAUDKNKK (Hkai.1. Aunt' thorough^
understand* Forcing, 1 -w«r and K fiantonlnil

A. B., Meaeta. Paul ot none, Tha Old Nureertaa. Clioohm HoHo«

GARDRKKR (Hiad).—AK-< *K mm fs ich ;

BOO had much practical cxperienoe both in Bnglaad and
land. Practically da his profession. Can I*

Wfil r - mmended.—-1) II., < ntr*' Ckr**i< < '-Hoe. W

GARDENER (Head, <<v 8m i
1

1
* m n ).—Ago 26,

single ; hao a thorough practical wledgeof hu pro
foaai n in all its branches. i .ve a fimt-claaa charactor
I hi i.lace,—T. H., PoatOe^oo, 8t Mary Cray, Kent S.

I

GARDENER (Hj \D).—Ago 96, married, or* '

thoroughly practical; un 1> ratands ' k If re-

quircd. id reterence* -I. , I 1 \\ < ji eawoCti Btreet,

Portland Place, London, W.

GAUDKNKK (Head).—Am 34. mi «l, one child ;

has a then ]»ractloal knowledge of hie pOitalM.
Clmi cr ui.cxcemNiaMe.'-A 1, I.yham Terrace, Lyhooa
Itoad, Uiixton II ill , g. »

GARDENER (HkaD WoutVd).— Marmd ; uador
stands Forcing and general Kitehen Garde « it, have

upwards of six yeara* good i liaraoter from hie late master .—

W. n, But? t» Bd*r St. Bdmnnd'a.
•

GARDENER (Head or SiholehaxdedV- Ag«
married, one enild ; unlerotand* F^rly and Ia

Kit ii and Fl w. . Oardono. «ood character and
—Y. s., Mr. Shillinglaw, News Agent. Whi|i*o *e,

Walthamotow, N.E. _«_

Efhglish .

Irish ...

Foreign

.

Wheat. jTBarley.

2230 qrs.

13430 „

1270 qrs.

3250 „

Oate.

60 qrs.

2290 „

13590 t»

lour.

1160 sks.

f
40 ;;

1 10750 brie,

Liverpool, 1

Tuesday, Oct 22.—With a slender attendance of

buyers at this morning's market, Wheat met only a slow sale,

and a reduction of Id. to 2d. per cental was accepted in tome
instances in order to close parcelB ex quay. Flour had a

moderate consumptive demand at Friday's prices. Indian

Com was offered more freely ex ohip, and must be noted Is.

perqr. cheaper than last market day; a fair quantity, how-

ever, found buyers at the decline. Oats steady. Oatmeal

better sale at full prices. Peas from scarcity brought from

Is. to 2s. per qr. advance. Beans and Barley are without

alteration. The market closes steady, but less animated than

of late. ,
.. ,

Friday, Oct. 25.—The market to-day is rather quieter, and

Wheat and Flour are strong sale at about 3d. per cental, and

6d. to 9d. per barrel lower; the feeling, however, is better.

Indian Com Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. lower.

GAUDKNKK (Head) to any notuVmon t gen-

tleman.—Age 30, married, no incun oice ; a pracUca

Gardener, ]>ooooaiing a good V ledge of hi*
i " ^-S**

i branches. Excellent character and reOjroncea.—J
.

W..

Iladley Cottage. Hadl ey , near Droltwi< h.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age married, one ebild ;

thoroughly understands all 1. Is of Early and Late

Forcing, and the gei d routine of Gardening. The highest

reference for character, ability, Ac—J. F., 11, Rutland &tn*-

Brompton , S.

W

. % ..,_ -__———
GAIU)KNKU (Head), nged>' married.—W. Wre>

several years II Gardener at Carahalton House, U
free to engage with any lady or gentleman in want of a good

practical Gardener. "Highly recommended. — w. Wncw,

arshalton, S. .

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentle-

man.—Age 39, married; thoroughly practical and com-

petent ; 23 years' practice. Can be highly rocommended.

—

C, Mr. W. Hull's Establishment for New and Itare Plant*,

King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDEN Kit (Head).— Middle-age, married ; steady,

active, of industrious habite, and practical experience.

A first-rate Fruit and Plant Grower, and tt> srhly master «

}!is »„, :i in .cry department Several years excellent

character trom last situation Wages moderate —A. B., Charleo

Tnrn» Km.. The Roval Nurseries, Plough.

Averages

Sept. 14..
— 21..
— 28..

Oct. 5 .

.

— 12..
— 19..

j Wheat, i
Barlev- ! Oats. I Rye. ,

beans.

33s id 41-1D/

41 11

42 4

42
41 8
41 10

41 11 '4o 5

38l Od
38 9
40 10
40 4

42 11

41 10

r

Agg. Aver.

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.

Prices. .Sept. 14. Sept. 21. Sept. 28. Oct. b.

bit 0(2

66 9
56 3

55 11
54 6 -

r

* •

• •

• •

m •

L

* -

Oct. 19.

* «

•carcely maintained. There are a few

WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, in the Connty

of Durham, an experienced Man who thoroughly

*tT—« Th --— i— - " -
1 ^d^^nt

e

h
4rSre

m
and Con^.^%Vru

CT °£ noi

SStrT5*SSu^ ,

ir
da

?
last

- but the averaBe 1uality iS Vmer
!?!;„ « Waofs 60/^t annum, with VegeUblea Fuel

Cr." *« fcrr,i '
thCTcfore. are aa dear as on Monday, exceeding 45. Wages 60/. PfT »?""'

'

ith fun particulars of

SES**'* Hofel*** Prices are rather lower. From '
—« —«««"» House.-Annhcat.ons. witn •__ P „..„u.^

S^froo.'M^^ 210 Beasts, 27

Si?
a"-

;

30

s d

8 to 4 10
6 — 4 8
0-3 10

* — 5 6

50 Sheep, and
Calves ; from' Spain, 80 Beasts

;

fl d I

5

*"*"**T^&.

Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn .. .. —

.

Ewes A 2d quality 4 4 — 4
Do. Shorn . . . . to .

Lambs —
Calves .. ..4 — 5

..4 4 — 5

Calves, 364 ; Pigs, 250.

ind" excellent Hou^-App.^ioos «&™£*$2&£
previous service, to be addressed A. &, ros* Vl

L-

W-
ANTED as HEAD GAKDENER, in Devonsliire,

tN^^tctive Man who «^£*£
stands and has had the^Management ^ 8^.hard Hotiee,

Flower Gardens, Vines, Pines Conaerva

^

t 0round9 .

fc, He should have some>w>jWg

^

t

°
h
f

0UtIncumbrance pre-

Shrnbbenes, Ac. A married M»^« m to 70i.. with
ferred. Age from 35 to 45. .^^^AppHcations, with
excellent House FneL and

>
^egewb e* w ^^

GAKDEXKU (Head).—William Keemes i* at

liberty to engage with any nobleman or gentleman in

want of a thorough practical Gardener. Could manage the

Home Farm; hae alao had considerable expenenoe in the

Management of Wooda and Plantations. Liberal salary

existed. Six yeara' good character from present employer,

whom he U leaving in conaequence of aome alteration in tne

eetablishment Can alao procure aix years character from

previous employer. -Ranger ^^'_ Burt"n ou reT1
^ ^

GARDENER (Head).—Geobge Breese, late

Gardener to Sir John Pakington, Bart., for nearly 5 years,

is now at liberty to engage with any nobleman or P»Ucn»
requiring a practical Gardener. Has had IT yeara exp*ncnce In

all kind of Forcing Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, Pant

Growing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. &c Any nobleman

or gentleman wishing to engage with the above, by anplymg

to Sir John Pakingtnn, Bart., will receive tf't.monials

^

*£
character, ability, &c-Geom* Brees*, Cranbrook Park,

l.ford, Eaaex^ ,„_____«_____—-----—-——— —
G^~A RDENER (Head).-A 34, married; J»j» time

with present employer will *™^^T^£l2li
Gardener many yeari. and has gained a 'borc^knawledge

«r Hnrfirukure in all ite branchoe ; is perticuwiy «tu
of Horticulture m "

trl*aon be ha* gained

a,Xe
p ^character from his present employer.-*. »-

fc^TuckfrTNu^man. tc, BishopstortforJ. HerU,

lDnr«F» _A<rp.30 siiik'le: mnhrstands Green-

_ ^n^^betTi fWf^
^Montague Terrace, Trinity Square, F

ARU^niv. .f-» o„lth of Vines, Pines, Stove and

r^PlaSi &c! G^i cnaracter'i. o *-**.?*
„._nhouae Planta, *c. j™ ^.^ mlL Sowerby Bridge,

previous employers

Yorkshire.

G oug



TIIE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

/UKUKNER (Single-handed).—Age 28; under-
\J stands Orchard House, Greenhouse, "Vines, Melons, and
Cucumbers. Good character. Wife as first-rate Cook, where a
Kitchenmaid is kept ; or to attend to a Dairy.—A. B., Messrs.
Lane's Nursery, St. Mary's Cray, Kent, S E.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER.—J. Parr has just left J. R. Raymond

Barker, Esq., Fairford Park, Gloucestershire, and is

desirous to engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want
of an energetic, practical Gardener. Good testimonials can be
produced from his late employer, whom he has served several
years.—J. Parr, Fairford. Gloucestershire.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 21, single; has a
knowledge of Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Wages

not so much an object as an improving situation. Three years'

good reference.—

A

. E. t 3, Zion Terrace, Bedminster. Bristol

GARDENER (Single-handed or Under) in a large
Establishment.—Age 23, single.—A. Z., 4, New Street,

St. John's Wood, London, X. W.

GARDENER (Under or Third) in a large Establish-
ment.— Age 21; good character. — A. B., Bayman's,

Stationer, Lewisham, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER and GROOM (can Drive if required).—
Age 46. married. Eight years' crood character.—J. T.,

Post Office, Woodford Green, Essex, N.E.

ARDENER(HE_D),orGARDENERandBAILlFF.
—John Cotterell (age 34, married, no incumbrance), for

some time past iu the service of J. E. Jones, Esq., Derry,
Ormond Park, by Lampeter. J. C. concludes his engagement
with Mr. Jones about November 18, and will be happy to
engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want of a thorough
practical active steady Man in either of the above capacities.
J. C. has had considerable experience in Reclaiming and
Planting of Waste Land, and could undertake the Planting
and Drainage of Land to any extent. For character and
ability apply to above address.—J. Cotterell, Derry, Ormond
Park, Lampeter.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 40, married ; understands Flower and Kitchen

Garden, including Forcing. Wife understands Washing.
Good references from gentlemen he has lived with.—R T 30
Lisle Street, Leicester Square, W.C.

FOREMAN in a gentleman's Establishment.—Age
24. Has a practical knowledge of Plant Growing, both

Stove and Greenhouse, Hard and Soft-wooded, also the

.£mf ™ Pines
»
Vines

« Reaches, &c. Good reference.—
A. B. C., The Gardens, Wimbledon Park, Surrey.

JOBBING MAN or FORWAN.^- MlddlWe ]thoroughly practical ; first-class hand at Pruning, Nail-
ing Training, or Jobbing work- Good hand at Roses, and
understands Plants, <fcc.-S. S., Mr. Harris, 4, Prince's Road,
Notting Hill, W.

H

P
To Nurserymen.

St. John's, Worcester.
Office,

ENRY J. MORTON and CO.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

Galvanised Iron Water Cistern
for Cottage Houses, «fec, to contain 50 gallons. 26s. ; 80 gallons,

31s. each ; and 140 gallons, 37s., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

Galvanised Iron Pumps
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 30s.

and 32s. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

Galvanised Iron Swing Water Barrows
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 35s. Od. each.

Parkes' Steel Digging Forks.

BURGESS and KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated Tools, have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850.

Messrs. Burgess & Kev, 95, Newgate Street, E.C.,
strongly recommend it as the most perfect Churn now in use.
Full particulars sent on application

.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
• by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland

for Syon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis-
wick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological
Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealing Park, <fcc.

PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .„ . .. Is. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 3s. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.

Also " Friei Domo " Netting, 2 yards wide, Is. id. per yard run.
Elisha Tuomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" 1+ is rorch cheaper than Mats as a covering.

"

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE
—"My terms of delivery as usual—A month's trial

before payment—a severe ordeal for

a domestic machine, but which I
have now the greater confidence and
pleasure in submitting to intending
purchasers."

New Improvements in Bradford's
Washing Machinery.

It is with pleasure that I give pub

M A S
O I R E s

magnificent quail*
T

I

"PIASHIONARLE
All the NOVELTIES for ? S

L"A '

REAL SEAL-SKl! £$|g
5N^QHUBB'S PATE^TsIl^.

CHUBB'S FIRE PR^OF sfed "^i
CHUBB'S PATENT detJS3 SoJ**DOOR LATCHES.

D£T£CT0R Uc£"%
CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOX*

'

Illustrated Price List gSkSChubb & Son, 57, St. Patf.'SS*'**
pAPTAlNWifiTfiJs
\J TAWNY PAKTP. n...

Church
SiWi

A U U E.-LE* ASD m
against

Sptfc*their world-renowned ^^^
WORCESTERSHIRE

Site
Purchasers shonld

^
Ask for LEA & perSSs *»Pronounced by Connoi*2£*

* * a ia m , ,

THE 0XLY good auS*V Sold Wholesale and for ExWt*
Worcester

; Messrs. Crosse & BuaS£?1

1 '

and by Grocers and Oilmen universally
U*

Dr. de Jongh'i

L
(Knight op the Order of LEwc.n.w^IGHT BROWN CoTufr
prescribed by the most eminent Mattfcthe world as the safest, speediest, and mo*

Consumption, Chronic Brovchttb. A**Rheumatism, Gout, General Debilitt' bE,
Rickets, Infantile Wasting, and all ScMnT

Is incomparably supenor to every

GTEWARD, or STEWARD and BAILIFF —^o
T^°r0^" hl

?rqi
ialifie

?' and wel1 versed in al1 that apper-

vXi ? J
1?1?^ Sy

f
tem of Fanning, including the

K^r^S?*^ Fc7ler
'

S a*d Smite's Systems of Steam

B^fordsMre
6 eS'~S " P" Post°ffice

>
heighten,

STEWARD or BAILIFF.-A North Countryman,
«««. p?° ~ d 22

J°/rS in two Iast ^^ations upon extra!

cJftlJwn
8
^ H

T?
S

.

h
.

ad ^experience amongst Sheep,
Cattle, Woods, Draining, and Improvement of Land. Canhave the highest test.imonials.-J. B., Post Office, Salop

"F
A M̂ ?£ILIFP 0r STEWARD.-Age 277Tn

.A. either of these employments. Pecuniary guarantee givenif required.-James Cadbory, Banbury, Oxfordshire.
g

D AILIFF.-A man of great experience in the Mid-J-^ land and Southern Counties ; understands Steam Cultiva-tion, Draining &c. Is a good Judge of Stock, and a goodAc^untant.--C, D^06, Herbert Street, Hoxta^L^wfi^
Nursery and Seed Trade.

S^SiN °
r

!?
LERK

- - An WIW active

STo the Seed Trade.
"

fa°^?rwffe 2
a; has had five >'ears' experience

in a Retail London House. Good references —W R MrMay
JJVWeUingtim^tree^trand, w>c

ererenees
-
w

-
R

-> Mr.

'0 the SEED TRADE.

Select Medical Opon*
SIR JOSEPH OLLIFFE, M.D., Physic.**

Embassy at Paris.—" I have frequently r-rfr
Jongb's Light Brown Cod Liver 0il,andlb»««
to be satisfied with its beneficial and mliilniJ
Sir HENRY MARSH. Bart., M.D, Pln£|^

to the Queen in Ireland.—" I consider DtTmS
Brown Cod Liver Oil to be a very pure 03, a*fc»
disgust, and a therapeutic agent ofgrertwlm'
Dr. LAWRANCE, Physician to ERE tfcteri

Coburg and Gotha.—"I invariably prearifti Ir

«

Oil in preference to any other, feeling assured till

«

mending a genuine article, and not a m
in_which the_efficacy of this invaluable metiUait

total

Collection, South Kensington 3In«euai.-''
,

I

r

Liver Oil sold under Dr. de Jongh's guttata

licity to the* improvements and addi- to any other kind as regards genoMMS
tions made in my Washing Machines efficacy."

Dr. de Jongh's Light Brow* Cod Lira Ok k rf

imperial half-pints, 2s. 6i. ;
pints,k ML;

and labelled with his stamp sui agatm
NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE GENUIKB, by

Sole Com
Ansar, Harford, & Co.,

'

", fc"

HIkj ine ZEKD TRADE.-A Young Man ao-ed 20
™r,fw g°°d

-

abiIit
-

ies and Perseverance, who has had 10

2 Vmpi5V5nen' in it8 various branches. A Premium^^^^^^ B
- °" SaU^ ^st^ceTnea?

T^Sfcfdy I^ustri^foiMMMT^nn^e
-JL constant employment by applying to Mr Johv CavfGardener and Seedsman, Valuing.

1

Wafes 13s! c/p^r week!

'

J
xr^i

TIONEKR and Valuer,
Middlesex, ^f.W.

TJS*S^.J ™™™™ Agent, Auc-
Springfield Nursery, Sunbury,

M~
"Horticultnral AgenTand Valu^

~"

R. A. CHANDLER (of the late Firm of

^_Apply. R. 8. Bailey, Builde^A^nn Middlesex W

Jj-Jjh in eon^ueoee^ro^S^iV:
WoV?t;

P
Bedfo^™'

8PPly *° J
- * F

- HowAB°. BriUnnk Iron

-C 3UCH {? S( I',
Iron-frame CIRCULAR SAW

30 feetirfta^fj^*?LI 8
? f-<?edin? Apparatus, and

during the last few months.
My original Machine has now been

before the public four years, during which time and experience '

nave fairly tested it,, and while proving its excellence, have also
suggested improvements, both in construction and mechanical
detail ; the result is, the labour of working is reduced to the
smallest possible minimum, while the efficiency is increased,
and a compactness and convenience of detail in the arrange-
ments for both Washing, Wringing, and Mangling attained,
that at once wins over prejudice, and secures the congratula-

!L
0Q

ti? ?y customers in a manner to cause me regret that
the Machines of my original customers (to whom I am so much
indebted; do not possess the same advantages.

Most obediently, T. Bradford,
ihos. Bradford, Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester:

and 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Works, Queen Street, Salford, Manchester.

FENDERS, STOVES, FIRE-IRONS, and
CHIMNEY PIECES.—Buyers of the above are requested

S?SSr
finally deciding, to visit William S. Burton's

r-iJS^SS ^^^^^ colltai» such an assortment of

Ft?AVPc?
RS

'
STOyES, RANGES.. CHIMNEY-PIECES, FIRE-

IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of
design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with
ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 31. 15s. to 3.U 10s. •

Bronzed Fenders, with standards, 7s. to 51. 12s.; Steel Fenders,

iq? nl° '
to

'
Wlth rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 15s. to

in' ,
yumaey-pieces, from 11. 8s. to SO*. ; Fire irons, from

l%Zi™ e
*?*,

to 4L 4** The BURTON and all other PATENT
STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, and LAMPS.—William
S. Burton has SIX LARGE SHOW ROOMS, devoted

exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of LAMPS, BATHS,
and METALLIC BEDSTEADa The stock of each is at once the
largest, newest, and most varied ever submitted to the public,
and marked at prices proportionate with those that have tended
to make his establishment the most distinguished in this
country.

Bedsteads, from .. .. 12*. Gd. to £20 0s. each
Shower Baths, from .. 8 to 6
Lamps (Morierateur), from 6 to 7 7

(All other kinds at the same rate).

^?T

u^^za0il
4s. per gallon

pUTLERY, WARRAXTED.-The most vanrVy assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war- ennui* *mw«*- - —Tji Dr Rua. -^ranted, is on sale at William S. Burton's, at prices that are Vr. Shorland, Dr. Campbe 1,
Vr. «^0T

llT^tT- ^ b
T
ecau«? <>f the largeness of the saLs Three «ve but far more pleasant^^andstr mjj .

thLiL
ha,

o
mS ^ory-handled Table Knives, with high ' Oil, Cocoa, Chocolate Tea or w

h
shoulders 12s. 6d. per dozen; Desserts to match, 10s.; if to in medicine and doctor'
balance, 6d. per dozen extra ; Carvers, 4s. 3d. per pair : latver where all other remedie
sizes from 20s to 27,. 6d. per dozen ; extra fine Ivory, 32*7 if ***** nerv

fV° m^r aiw- - * awith Silver Ferrules. 30s. to 50s. ; White-bone Table Knives, and energy to the most ai«»« Regeots
6s. per dozen ; Desserts, 5s. ; Carvers, 2s. 3d. per pair • Black- Barry du Barry f^.^ChM^t
?™ Tt v

DiVeS
i I

8' %3k S*" 5 iWtsX Carvers, 60, Gracechurcb S^e
?
t |

C.^^ jg^
£^; **la

?
k
;T°°i

d
r
handIed Table Knives and Forks, 6r. per

tnZ J pt
b
.

le
/r?

el8 fr0m
-
ls

-
each

' The lawst stock in exist-
ence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks in cases and other-
wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

99

Prize Medal, Paris Exl^
\

METCALFE, BINGLEY, A5D e

and Penetrating Tooth Bmshes

Hair Brushes, Improved FleshandClotn

Smyrna Sponges ; and every description*

Perfumery forthe Toilet, The ToothBro«"

between the divisions of the Teeth and cm

tually—the hairs never come loose. ^^ fc

M., B., A Co.'s new and dehewojj^
h

Bouquet and the Oxford and Cambnflg^J—

2s., 3s. 6d., and 5s. Metcalfe's celebnW

Powder, 2s. per box. • -^ i

Sole Establishment, 130b andL 131, Uxotu

doors West from Holies gtreetj^on^

WHITE and SOUND TEETH m
|

to personal attraction, and^^
the proper mastication of food. »" ^
Pearl Dentifrice, compounded oi ^"j^w
estimable value in preserving «* Tg,
strengthening the Gums and^^ ^
the Breath. It eradicates Tartar gj ^
spots of incipient decay, and poj

enamel, to which it imparts apean-HKe«

per box. rr
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden^

fumers. Askfor

0\V TO AVUiu ^^'—oaafc*
Inconvenience, and ^pen^^^

« We find DU BAURY S^^ff^L
LENTA ARABICA FOOD theaiw

constipation, indigestion (^P^S? &*£
pitation, irritability sleeplessne^ g*
phlegm, haemon-hoids. f^..S£«*

•

j

consumption,' sore throats, *£$fiEft*
ITied nervousness biliousness, torpidity jP * .

war scrofula, atrophy."-Andrew Ure
, ^ ^ «

!<

WmhUSSL S
' BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-

hQ^
^ISHIXG IRONMONGERY CATALOG QE may be

?ii
*™:l*> ^ freo by post. It contains upwards of 500

Illustrations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and ^ - ...
Mectro Plated, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Good s,

' Combined_with

Oxford^ Street,' W. ;
330,

grocers and chymista.
^ff?D MA

TA UVNEFOitD'S POBB
J

• jgg

the best iwn«v;-
indtaeation » fVk^

headache, goat, end
r̂fespeciaUf^

^

**1
n-mhi'tifld with the Ay***^

in wnico*^Combined witn tl^^ringht, in ""':
s tftv^W

ll?reeable
Effervescing'VWg^ seffJZt**

iron stand, carr'ia^aiid Tollers* TT^
,ncy

J
>l

??? ,

,

Klt
2?

e,
l

lte1,^s
« ^"P". Gaseliers, Tea Trays, are much increased. iJ^

£ , fl
^d eieg-

nd fall for the pu4LXoovin ff SSS^riS!^ Clocks,Jable Cutlep^ Baths, Toilet Wak the VSSS^UdT L ***?&

Apply to Mr. Cheale; Uckfield

riggers and the ! 20 i! Ji «* &C" with L,sta of Prices
«
and plans of the ***?*? n^EFORD & CC

ggers, and the 20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W. ; 1, 1a, 2, 3 ' purity) by Di^0R ^ re5j>

v.l
4

' N^ma" Street; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place; arid 1 London, W.; and sold oy

> Newman Mews, London. the Empire.

M
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Iltr Gardener*' Chronicle
|irto&wer»

JSATVUBATy NOVEMBER 2, 1861.

Ciust puonshed, in fcp. 8vo. with Illustrations, price U WORDON-TRAINING of FRUIT TREK
n^aW'1, Verti^, Spiral and Horizontal, adapted to the

Snos BrSI
1^ °P«n-^ Culture. By theRev. T. Col-

ccxx.

Contents :—

I Beit ire's lJ'B AND Character,

j, t.-. entupbise, and Peril in Coal Mines.

in The Immutability of the Laws of Nature.

it inrwi as a Scientific Discoverer.

V Growth of English Poetry.

VI Plutarch.

n I s of the Poor.

fill ALEXU Dl TOCQUEVILLE.

11 AWWTMINT OF THE CHURCH-RATE QUESTION.

'Jon* Mubrat, Albemarle Street, W.

" I like your book very
much

; it will do much goo<L
and teach people to think
before they prune. "-Thomas

London • Longman, Green. Longman, & Roberts.

Kivaaa, Author of the " Rose
Amateur's Guide, to the
Author.

prrHILL'S PAMPHLET* ^Htni>t til the K.n\J ms Strawberry. U ; Mushroom. M **"— uMarket Gardening. Sd Edition, 1«. M r^saa U
of Growing Early Potatoes, i^^ 1^ |SCucumbers, Melons, IUrbsand sSadaVw K2sJ«n^2W
fire for 6#.. pi at free,

^^ ""wan, ».
,
or »a

James CutmiluFR II 8„ CsmbarweU. IxmAsm. A.

Just published, in One Vol. post 8to, with 6 Illustrations in
Lithography and 12 on Wood, from Drawings by QuidoHammer, of Dresden, price 10*. 64. cloth,

FOREST CREATURES. By Charles Bora,
Author of "Chamois Hunting in tho Mountains of

Bavaria, " &c.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, It Roberts.

MJust hod, {nice One
ORION'S NEW FARMERS

Blackie & Son, 23, Pateroostor Row, London, ]
BookjieAUrs. ^^^

New Work for Country L.brtrint,

LMANAC

*

T)
BB SOLD CHEAP, the GARDENERS'

(JHBO.VICI from January, 1860, to October, 1861.

Ap-lj h. H., T. Cooke <fc Son, Booksellers, Warwick.

Now ready, with 17 tinted Illustrations, from tho Original
Designs of £.MiLlUTTMaTR^IirUue Vol *v tIdc t*«. •aStti,

rriHE ALPS; or, Sketches of Life and Nature in the
_L Mountains. By Baron 11. Von Urri.kpsch. Tranalt.
by the Kcv. Leslie Stephen, M.A., Follow and Tutor of Triniftv
Hall, Cambridge.

London : Longman, Greek, Longman, & Roi

THE ATHENiEUM.

One Volume, 10«. W.
K1 ARM LI
*- or SxETOMns for the Oocvrmv.
SAuirDEns. Otut 4 Co.. SC I *reet, Hanover r *r*.

Hl> ^ to LAKDLOl:; S, TENANTS, and

ttmuj
LABOUREJ raO Fn.w. Price U 6?

' n .. i>onk u ihttrmhty pntotfatl **d Asmmtm tan atUn-
(ion ..<.<!! ^vn.Mr.) tanl BWTOfts.^ />.'./

"
!

<m book contain* a great leal of liable
the result* of consadorabls nrrmil it nsrlsnos
>romdt.

~*~

"This is essentially s practical work, and evidently tbe pro-
auction of one who use

fttion

J. RtnowAT, London .

Tux price of the Athenaeum is from this date Threepence.

Thirty years ago, when the Athenaeum came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its prioe

Rjghtpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight columns. Convinced that the
drenlition of Literary Journals was restricted by high price, and that every advantage offered to the

public would bring increase of circulation and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half

—

to Fourpence. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary Journals became the rule.

The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved. They have given to the public
the benefit of every change in the law, increasing the size without increase of price, until the average
hu become about sixty columns of literary matter, with forty columns of advertisements, selected so
ai to be of general interest.

The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, have therefore resolved
that the price of the Athex&tjm shall in future be Threepence.

Every Saturday, price Threepence, of any Bookseller or News Agent,

THE ATHENAEUM,
JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ART.

^^snl (Stamped to go free by post, 4d.) contains

—

Eitiews, with Extracts, of every important New English Book, and of the more important Foreign Works.
Bgoaia of the Proceedings of the Learned Societies, with Abstracts of Papers of interest.
MrrexsTiC Accottnts of Scientific Voyages and Expeditions.
JOttGN Coebespoitdence on Subjects relating to Literature, Science, and Art.
Csrncisifs 05 Abt, with Critical Notices of Exhibitions, Picture Collections, New Prints, &c.
Itrsic i5D DBAJkTA, including Reports on the Opera, Concerts, Theatres, New Music, &c.
IfroGBiPHiCAi Notices of Men distinguished in Literature, Science, and Art.
VMIGJSIL PAPEES AND PoEMS.
" exelt Gossip.

«M including all that is likely to interest the informed,

THE ATHEN/EUM
*» coDdaxted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, S^7 J* point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13s. ; Six Months, 6s

*#* If required to be sent by post, the postage extra.

Arts, on an

Office for Advertisements and Communications : 20, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

On December 1 will be Published, Trice One Shilling,

THE GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK,
ALMANACK, and DIRECTORY for 1862.

BY ROBERT HOGG, LL.D„1F.H.S.

^^^S TO THE FETJIT COiLMITTEE OF THE HOETICTJLTirEAL SOCI1TY, ASD CO-EdITOB OF THB

JOUfiNAIi OF HOBTICULTTJBE.

tbe Gtrtksnw v
S^tfMinteLnr?*

1, Book k the most copious work of the kind that has hitheitu appeared, and contains, besides the

SS^tfcsl N<«£i?
Iouj*d ^ Almanacks, a complete Calendar of Gardening ; notices of all Horticultural, Floncultural, and* Wnismen arufvf

8dect Usts of Plants, Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, and a Complete Directory of all the *. ursery-
*
ttaa * lQnsts in Great Britain, Ireland, the Continent, and America.

erm ft* Advertising will be 21. per page, 11. 5s,for half a page, and 15s.for a quarter ditto.

Advertisements cannot be received later than the middle of November.

T FI"n
PUlllshedi price °ne Shilling, to be continued Monthly, post free for 13 Stamps, No. VI. of

1H]i WILD FLOWERS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
ALL

Ajm
*>IAS

By CHARLOTTE GOWER.
'ICally

AjfD POPULARLY DESCRIBED, with COPIOUS NOTICES or theib HISTORY and USES.

T K°BERT HOGG, LL.D., F.L.S., and GEORGE W. JOHNSON, FAILS.,

**x
Editors of the Jotjbnal of Hobticttltltbe and Cottage Gabdb>'*e<

^ n53£2SSS d°
Ur

-
Plates

'
life »K of the Wild Flowers of the Britishy^'^i^^S^^^

n. kSS i8W^rription8 are ful1 and VOV^r, as well as scientific ;
and the histor^ £*^"^ ta ^ysV U *iU formr^8 to their habits, thVplaces where they are found, and their uses

,

bota now .aw*w

j
™ che»Pest, fullest, and best illustrated English Flora that has ever been published.

U °* Hobticltlttjbe & Cottage Gaedeneb Office, 162, Fleet Street, London, E.C

Juatrsnd.x i rice Ons Baffling.

FLOW! - and FOLI A..K for 1VDOOK H.aNl
CA8B8. By B. A. Mauwo, Author of " lii-door I'lsnU

and How to Grow Them9
M and '

' rag Birds and 11 < * to kosp
ITliem."

nm, &nn\ k Co.. 66. Cornnfll, B C.

This day, Ssoond Bdition, Demy 8ro, us.,

ONSIDERATION3 on REI'RKSgVTATIVJC
GOVERN MINT. By John 8rrast Mr

Londoi. : Vawu. So*, 4 Bonui, West Stranl
C
r^ADKIKI/g ALMANAC 1862. The Forty^bnrth

Thousand ; price M ., contains :—Result of the Wnr in
America, 1 snolson's Danger, Warlike Doings Id
Knglatxl, Tbe Delusions of Dr. Cummina dlssipstsd, «Yc , 4c
G. Brroer, B well Btrsst, hernia*. V BookasOsr*.

JOHNSON'S GARDEN!-W AI.MAN
and Calendar and Register < be kUtoasa, I (lower.

and Forcing Department* for 1892, ^ ther useful informa-
tion, will be i shed on Tliursday. ' ni»er 21. I 'rice U.

I Ion: Published f the Company of fUnlsmitw, bj
Joskth ORWourLL, at their Hall, I igats Street, B.C.

New General Atlas,
Dbmcatb by SrociAL Fshmibw to Ham Uu»rs

THE ROYAL ATLAS < MODKItN
GEOGRMM1V. In a series of entirely original and

authentic Maps. By A. Kr.mi •avtrox, F.B^B.,
F.ll.G.8. Author J of | the '•rhysical Atlas.*' 4c. W«tJ a
complete Index of easy reference to each Hap, comprising
nearly 160,000 Places contained in this Atlas.

Imperial Folio, half-bound in russia or morooon, pcica
6i. 16«. 6d.
' Of the many noble atlases prepared by Mt- Johnston nasi

published by Messrs. Blaclcwood A Sous, this Royal AtlMM will
be t e most useful to the public, and will deserve to be the
most popular. "—j4thsn<rum, August 10, 18C1.

"We lcnow no series of maps which we can more warmly
recommend. Tbe accuracy, wherever we bare attempted to
put it to the test, Is really astonishing,"

—

Saturday Review.
"The culmination of all attempts to depict the face of

the world appears in tbe Royal Atlas, than which it is impose
blc to conceive anything more perfect."—Morning Hfral'i

II This is, beyond question, the most splendid and luxurious.
as well as the most useful and complete, of all existing atlases."—Guardian.

" There has not, we believe, been produced for general public
use a body of aps equal in beauty and completeness to the
Royal Atlas just issued by Mr. A. H. Johnston."—Examiner.
" In comparing this beautiful and valuable atlas with

previous collections, every one must be struck not only by the
immense advances in geographical knowledge, but by the
greatly increased i>ower of representing that knowledge to the
eye in the course of the last 30 years."—KconomiM

.

"An almost daily reference to, and comparison of it with
others, since the publication of tho first part *ome two years
ago until now, enables us to say, without the slightest hesita-

tion, that this is by far the most complete and authentic atlas

that has yet been issued."

—

Scotsman.

W. Blackwood 4 Son, Edinburgh and London. Sold by all

Booksellers.

RAY SOCIETY (Instituted 1844), for the
PCBLICATION' of WORKS on NATURAL DISTORT.

Ahwual SoBscBiTTiojr, One Geiwaa.
The Subscription List f..r the Volume for I860—Dr. Carpen-

ter's " Introduction to the Study of the Foraminifera"—in still

open. Gentlemen wishing to join the Society can do so by
applving to the Secretary.

The present number of Subscribers is little short of 600. but
there are, no doubt, many who would gladly contribute their

annual Guinea to tbe funds of the Society were its claims to

their attention brought before them. The object of the Rat
Society is the'promotion of Natural History, by the printing of

Works in Zoology and Botany, New Editions of Works
established merit, rare Tracts and MSS., and Translations and
reprints of Foreign Works, which are generally inaccessible

from the language in which they are written, or from the

manner in which they have been published. Every Subscriber

of One Guinea is entitled to a copy of every book published by

the Society dining the year to which bis subscription relates.

The VofuEuo In hand for 1861, which is now in a forward

Mr." Currey's Translation of Dr. Hofmeister's Work " On the

Higher Cryptogamia."
Other Works now in preparation ata— ....
Dr. Bowerbank's " Monograph of the British Spongiadas.

Mr Black wall's " British Spiders.
H Part II (conclusion).

Dr. GOnther. " On tbe Reptiles of British India

Mr Douglas, " On British Hcmiptera Heteroptera.

Those Volumes already issued to the Subscribers for 18W and

previous years, which are still in stock, are now offered to the

public at an increased price, and are sold by Mr. Robert

Hardwicke, 192, PiocadUly. Many of the earlier Volumes are,

however, not now obtainable, being out of print.
'

H. T. Staixtoh,

Mountsfield. LewUham, 8

iletos of tfie mttl
The Paris papers announce that England,

France, and Spain have arrived at a complete

understanding in reference to the expedition

against Mexico. A convention will be signed in
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the course of a lew days laying down the bases ot

the intervention. The principal of these bases

are said to be—1st, redress for the subjects of the

intervening Powers ; and 2d, the necessity of con-

stituting in Mexico a strong Government capable

of maintaining order and security. It is also said

that the United States Government will be invited

to join the allied expedition, in order to obtain

redress for the injuries done to American subjects.

The Corps Legislatif has been convened for 8th

January, and it is officially announced that the

Budget will be presented immediately after the

opening. The negotiations for the transfer of

silver by the Prussian Bank to the Bank of France

are said to be indefinitely postponed.
^

Signor

Kattazzi will leave Paris to-morrow on his return

to Turin. There appears to be no doubt that his

mission has failed in producing any change in the

Emperor's views respecting the occupation of

Rome.
A despatch from Berne announces that France

has accepted the proposal of the Federal Council of

Switzerland that a fresh inquiry should be made

into the affair at Yille-la-Grand by a mixed com-

mission appointed for that purpose.

The bases of a treaty between Spain and

Morocco for the final settlement of the war

indemnity were arranged on Monday at Madrid.

Morocco will shortly pay 60 millions of Teals,

which with the Customs duties, will make up the

amount of 200 millions of reals still due to Spain

;

Tetuan will then be restored to Morocco.

It is stated that an interview between the

Emperor of Austria and the King of Prussia

has been decided on, and that it will take place

at Breslau on the 5th inst. A Ministerial Council

was held at Vienna on Sunday under the presidency

of the EMPEROR,^in which it was resolved to estab-

lish a Hungarian Administration, which will fully

carry out the intentions of the Government. His

Majesty has since sent a reply to the Chancellor
of Hungary, stating that this is not the moment

for him to visit Pesth.

A despatch from Pesth states that the Cardinal

Primate of Hungary, as Obergespan of the

Comitat of Gran, has declared that he will forbid

the functionaries of the Comitat to co-operate in

the levy of recruits for the army, and has denounced

the collection of taxes by the military, which, he

said, should be immediately stopped. He has

also expressed his opinion that the Hungarian
constitution is in danger, and that the Emperor
should go to Buda and dispel their fears. The
Cardinal Primate has been summoned to Vienna

by order of the Emperor, to justify himself with

respect to this speech. Meanwhile the greater

number of the Obergespans have followed his

example by refusing to concur in the levy of

recruit?, and the whole of the magistrates in the

Comitat of Pesth have tendered their resignation.

Despatches from St. Petersburgh state that

fresh conflicts took place between the authorities

and the students at the reopening of the Univer-
sity, which resulted in the interference of the
military,

but 200

wounded.

The students made an active resistance,

of them were arrested, and one was

Accounts from "Warsaw announce the death of
General Gerstenzweig, Military Governor of
Poland, and state that General Lambert, the
Governor-General, has been succeede d by General
Lders. The Marquis Wielopowset has
tendered his resignation, but it has not yet
been accepted. Several of the leading citizens,
and several priests and members of the com-
mittee who conducted the recent funeral of the
Archbishop of Warsaw have been arrested.
The Catholic and Protestant churches and
the Jewish synagogues still remain closed, and the
people continue to pray before the doors.

The official Gazette of Turin publishes a circular
addressed by the Minister of Justice to the arch-
bishops and clergy, deploring the grave acts of
clerical opposition against the laws and the
national Government, and stating that though the
Government wishes to respect the liberty of
the churches, it will take severe measures if t.h*

clergy continue to attack the laws and institutions

of the country, and endeavour to disturb public

order. A telegram has been received from

Brussels announcing that the new Belgian

Ministry has recognised the Kingdom of Italy.

From the United States we loam that Lord

Lyons has protested against the arbitrary confine-

ment of British subjects, on the ground that the

authority of Congress is necessary for such mea-

sures. Mr. Seward has replied to the effect that

in the present emergency all classes of society

must cheerfully acquiesce in the measures which

the safety of the people demand, and that tne

British Government will hardly expect the Presi-

dent to accept their ezplanation of the constitution

of the United States. General Price, with 20,000

Confederate troops, has made a stand in Western

Missouri, and General Fremont is preparing to

give him battle. It is reported, however, that

the Federal Government has resolved on removing

General Fremont from his command. General

Stone crossed the Potomac on the 21st ult., with

1800 men, and marched towards Leesburg, near

which he was met and repulsed by a large body of

Confederates. A force of 5000 Confederates is

said to have been defeated with heavy loss
.

at

Frederickstown, Missouri. A naval expedition

of from 40 to 50 ships left New York for the

Southern ports on the 11th ult., and was to

rendezvous at Annapolis for the purpose of embark-

ing troops and artillery before proceeding South.

Mr. Seward has addressed a circular to those

states which remain loyal to the Union, urging

them to improve the defences of their sea

coasts and lakes, in order to be prepared

for the possibility of any differences with foreign

Governments arising out of the present state of

affairs. He says, that notwithstanding the intrigues

of the Southern States to involve the country in

disputes with foreign Governm^mi^the^prospect of

any misunderstanding is now less serious than at

any other period, but "it is necessary to take

every possible precaution to avoid adding the evils

of foreign war to civil commotion." Colonel

Kankin has been committed for trial and dis-

missed from the Canadian Militia, for violating

the Queen's proclamation respecting neutrality.

The Court.—On Friday the Queen and Prince

Consort, accompanied by Princess Alice, rode out

on horseback. Princess Helena drove out in an
open carriage with the Princess of Hohenlohe. On
Saturday morning the Queen and Princess Alice

rode out on horseback. The Prince Consort came to

London, and presided at a committee of the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington.

On Sunday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa and Prince Arthur

attended Divine service in the private Chapel of

the Castle. The Dean of Windsor officiated. On
Monday morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess

Alice, rode out on horseback. The Prince Consort went
out shooting. Princess Louisa rode on horseback. In
the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by Princess Helena and the Princess

Colonial AppoiNTMEKTs^TheQSS
Viscount Monck to be Govern"*^—Tior-Gan^ JNew Brunswick, Nova Scotia and rW ^

a
Majesty's High Cominissioner'for settSr
the territories on the eastern fWul?.

Island
; Philip Edmond Wodehooae. £Tr?

Governor of British Guiana, to be (J»Cape of Good Hope and its dependencies^w

tfft

to

0.4; i

eastern frontier •£
Daly, Knt., to be Governor of South 'i-
John Stephen Hampton, Esq., to beSL'
Western Australia. ^^
Paeliamentaey Movements.-TV^

Plymouth terminated on Thursday in tbi
1

Mr. Morrison, the Liberal candidate, h
of 200 over the Hon. W. W. Adding tb
being 1180 to 980. Mr. Edmund Potter,7
the Manchester Chamber of Commerce

is %

in the Liberal interest for Carlisle, vicaat W
of Sir James Graham. Mr. Hodm/VjJ
Grange, who formerly represented &W»
been invited to come forward in tb Cm6t
interest.

Tkiax of the Wabeior.—The Wur
steam -ship, Captain the Hon. A. Cochn*,

on Friday morning, and ran the meant

half speed for some hours, under the

of the officials of the steam reserve ai

The results with six of her 10 boilers wot lift

in the first run, 11.043 knots in the book,

the third, and 11.077 in the fourth. Ti*

only four boilers were 12.080 knots in the fatid

10,000 in the second. On Monday nxnac

light she left Spithead for Portland, tir

embarked on Wednesday two of the Lai

Admiralty, and was joined by the screw brf*

ship Revenge, which has been ordered to

her on her experimental sea trip. Oi

afternoon the Warrior and Revenge

Portland Harbour and proceeded down

reported that they are going to crni?e foritti

night on the coast of Ireland, havingMm"
their lee as a harbour of refuge.

The Volunteer MovEMESi.-Tbe

inaugurating the new butt at Cambrifc

formed on Wednesday by the Prince

fa

i

* *

Shortly after 2 o'clock the Univoatr W*J
strong, marched to the parade mi^mm^m^
1st and 8th Cambridgeshire Volnitei 1^^
before 3 the ground presented a^^ (

appearance, the target end l)i*J^Sfae
form, on which were grouped tin»
ladies' committee who had otoflrtJ^JT

targets to be afterwards used on w
round which stood a large number ""S ^^
guished members of the University,

i ^
streets outside were thronged by anjr^
Punctually at 3 o'clock his Koyai a*^
mounted on a handsome charger, ^^^
General Bruce and Captain Grey. A®P* ^
one side of which was occupied by **^

,

and the ladies, a cup »bof " &!*
the corps was placed on the Pj

att
J?LJi^

Wales, uncovering, then saia,-

Baker, and gentlemen of the CamW^
Rifle Volunteers, I have much

J

^

this ground opened for^V^^
the members of your corps. 1 ° o w

petition among your "^tfeg.
Colonel Baker having made a sui ^ %

Mrs. Neville came forward f*1^***l
of the ladies, three sets of»^ *T

mw

of Trinity, of Wimbledon ceLe.^

from the ranks, and r**ftTw&f
the butt. He fired five shot atM , i

right;2, centre; 3 below Y^tor^He shot from one knee. Ihein^^^i
and

hot from one ki«?c *--
ghot w

exhibited the record or w ^
from the target reached tu

e Ifr.Ro^&l*
Hohenlohe, drove out in a carriage and four,

j Highness having congratulate * '_„j\dw^iAi

Viscount and Viscountess Palmerston arrived on a visit ^hen rode off the ground.-—ihe

the Princess Alice

and the Princess Hohenlohe, walked in the Home
Park. The Prince Consort, accompanied by Lord
Palmerston, went out shooting. In the afternoon Queen
Marie Amelie, accompanied by the Duke of Nemours
and the Princess Marguerite, visited her Majesty.

Princess Beatrice drove out in a carriage and four. On
Wednesday morning the Queen, accompanied by Lord
Palmerston, rode out on horseback. The Prince Con-
sort came to London. His Royal Highness drove from
Paddington Station to Buckingham Palace and Marl-

borough House. Princess Alice rode out on horseback.

On Thursday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by Princes* Alice, rode out on horseback.

Lord and Lady Palmerston left the Castle. Prince

Arthur went to Richmond Park and honoured Sir

Edward Bowater with a visit. The Priuce of Wales
arrived from London in the evening.

Coxjet Arrangements.—It is understood that the

Queen, Prince Consort and Royal Family will leave

Windsor for Osborne on the 2d December, and will

remain in the Isle of Wight until the 3d January.
The Queen will then return to Windsor and remain at

the Castle till the latter end of February—a much
later period than usual—when the Court will remove
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and security. The Pafrie states

thst the conclusion of the convention

to the I'nited States Government,

VgfL i-^ted to join the allied expedition, in

j2^ redress for the injuries done to American
••*

alierted that France will send half a

*• iLiico, and that the expedition will leave
• *™ ^ ^ the present month.—Several of

Sen? the truth of a statement made by

i jj^t negotiations for the cession of

fCZjotered into between Austria and France.

jj^efer, asks if it be not possible for

ber independence without a recourse

of a pacific settlement. It says that

_
will be mooted at the approach-

tt Breslau between the Emperor of

,^ j^in^ of Prussia, and adds that, "in

with thewish of the Emperor Napoleon, the

jj wm insist upon the abandonment of

bt Austria, and intimate his firm inten-

-m
oartiiing tDe Julian kingdom." Reports,w
^yM>t in financial circles that Messrs.

^^_ bare been negotiating with the Prussian

C^fciiiCModaiionof a financial operation, by which

WlssVef Frss** wouId meive i5 '000 '
000 ol'thalers

i JM 1W Pay* of Wednesday, however, states

sW ifct'i«raUat»oni have been indefinitely postponed.

Eta aevTbeeii isroei by the Minister of Marine

* tfl tfw wooden ships built or building shall be

with Inn plates. Prince Napoleon and the

Cfctttde go on a visit to Compiegne next week.

JUttaixi will return to Turin to-morrow. He

had two audiences of the Emperor, but it is said

fttt ensnttton has not in any way changed the policy

jf tba Esjperor towards Rome. General Goyon, the

fmik Coarannder at Rome, has arrived in Paris, and

vB tot return to Rome for three weeks. A French

of Father PassaghVs pamphlet has appeared

—Tbe ceremony of presenting the Cardinal's

to Xonsignor Billiet, Archbishop of Chambery,

the Pope created a Cardinal at the last Con-

st his Majesty's request, was performed on

by the Emperor in person. The Pope's dele-

jsit opened tbe proceedings with a Latin speech, in

Sfbkt be said that the Sovereign Pontiff, notwith-

the grief by which he is overwhelmed
of vicissitudes too well known, was

staff to respond with eagerness to the wish of
Kttperor that the Archbishop of Chambery should

" to the rank of Cardinal, and he concluded
ng a wish that by more and more protecting

and the Sovereign Pontiff, the Emperor may
Dfrine aid. The Emperor in reply said that
always congratulate himself on the good

nhich ought to exist between the Holy

a
neb Government, and that " this good

titiJ
J*J

ln*a* 1̂0F' wbich w so necessary, could not be

mkJf*** Manifested than by the benevolent adoption of

H*i|' JJK
'•" :nir '

J ^;!y considered/' His Majesty con-

fir1* JJ > PttteratiDg the sincerity ot his wishes and

she permite the thing to go on when inch inradooT oorurLet us act like England, and let us not bTti^We4b/SS
rested clamour

; let us take our v wh*Z.L JL 2 a
it

;
let our flag be raised in Mada^^ ieTT^tS «,r

Hak

for the venerated chief of the Church. The
Crane]

1
afterwards thanked the Emperor for the

ho had rendered to the Church, not only in

Ink J!
China

' Cocum-China, Corea, Oceania,

fr» SU^l "5?
€lPeciaHy bv preserving to the Holy

E^n Li ™me
'
and that portion of its estates

fckeM ££? to Jt
' " Sire>" said the Cardinal,

[J^^ing an EmP're as extended as that of
~*» yon possess its strength and power. By
H* venerable Pius IX., as that illustrious

P
7*5

Cted Adrian L
> y°u will deserve the™ the applause of the whole Catholic world

;

ty is known and appreciated by all Europe

;

»k fasTli
™°e " heard {t h respected. I also

^ fiwwsiJ?!
681^ Slre

»
for a11 tbab y°u have done

*«l£ l
nDeXati0D t0 France " The EmPeror

****USEi?J^the
n
Holy Father has accepted my pro-

for tnrv
* ardinal

'» for n°t only is it a sweet

jiij ^J*-
006 to see recompensed by the high

kosowtd W*?
°ne of the elders of the episcopate a

* «***fy BTlmany virtues, but, by this selection I

w*> hare riw*
and mv sympathy for the clergy

* to »v«Sf t
1?30' of their devotion to France aud

^K^fawctoiT^i, v
not heard ^t bout emotion the

LZ21 f°°* ofrdLirtnT Y which y°u appreciate my efforts*^t
zfn*°*i(h± u f°r the Pro3Perity of th« newly
*• prelate erf a^ trus^ wiH for many years preserve^BL. m « so much value to reUgion, so dear to his

Jfcif ft

"•WwSniH^ addre88 t0 the EmPreSS the
•* C?Mhe Constilutionnel, in an

£!V fet tltot J2. Dr
- Veron, calls attention^t until^ fc^«eaera

,

ir

W

k
n0VV a11 important Government

I *u_ .
V beei1 presented to the Chamber of

will

de
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rmined t0 remedy
« oe presented to the Corps Legis-

a«ter the ™rt«; «<? *\,« c«aQ;^n
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essi°n, and affirms that the

this evil.
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win Ufee'r*^
1 the opening of the Session,

ttZ»T^*^&h&ninB 0f Jan"ar
-
V

;tl«or r^P01^ has appeared in Paris

* (WJT An3leferre
t VAutriche, et leaComp

nCS*' il breath
"*' Thou«h consisting of only

"2sk ' M «nij be^ ^
Very hostile ^'""it towards

*«£!*** or twi ?
m the followi»g p«w«gM :

-
"*, t fcS

00* Pretext or „
w
5.

meet with the English flag

^siSSy. or a terrf,
an°ther '* cohering a fortress, an

^75 a •trateSfT7 ^?re or less extensive, but

Ike tr.2*
5 wouldtoJ^1

!?
11

,
01 an Important roari-

SS11 of guaSL
tha^ ta« British nation had

**•»<* ivcrv f ¥ the avenues of the earth
^y strait Europe [complains, but

^i' l

,

u Hanoveiian (iovem»«Uisi
juence of the delsy and veoQ^fem «t «%t Ptifinl DsM
in regard to the" .jussrtioo of a Ge
det«nnine4 to Uke the mitter. for vae ssm>
altogether out of the hands of tbe milUftUn at
KrauUfort. It has iscned a circular etaUn* thu « il!

andertake to build 20 steam gunbosU on iu own reenon
bilitv. trusting, nevertbofces, to be rrentu.llt Z£m

infied out of tbt revenue* of the Oonffjfaratio*
Meanwhile, it suggests that BO similai punboate tWnld
U* built at the Federal expenee, and tint the otlstr
nverain and littoral States of Germany thoola ooniK-
hute the remaining 30, at the cost of the 1 rankfort
1 remury.

PnrssiA.-It it aaserted that an interview between
the I.inpcroroi Austria and th« Kmjjof IVuaaU will
Uke place on the 5th . I November, at ftrtsisv, on Use
lauguratinnof tliesUlueof King I I

\\ iUam
[II.. !»er of the present King. !• .. reports in
Berlin that the King and Qoeen of r.:i«i«, with !4ie

H K'OflJ, Mill i mdoo no
BSJ Of f fi Hi, ! \ltil

itoeMous fur the i't tiealan ChamWrof 1 1 Uke
pla. u. theftrtt tlirgroe, Dn IV VKI» of ti.^sjMnth,

i m the second degree on the 6i h <-( 1». . mber. Tht
King has addreeaed t . the authonUet at 1 »daro aoutt
remarks intended, it if aaid, tft dettr v tbt impreaston
produced by his speeoh at Konigtberg. H bet
he would ever rcmsin faithful ho itution, and
he hoped that the people I do the am and would
pve him new proofs ni it in the result of the upproach-
ing elections, similar language Wat need by his Mxjetfer
to a deput on of stud.uu. to whom h< f

am for reatonable and moderate progrett, and I isjtond
to adhere to it."

let our frontiers to the north and north-we*! he m-tSed«ourfrontiers to the southniast have been, with the^Sent of the

oTZm^V"?**?"1 in lt
-
™* ^ it^mg whatour neighbours think of it There is our rnrht, and there

slon^ofteS^-^K^0114 •" «'" be? eSSsion of terntory in her eonqueata Well or ill aoquired.England has no thought but for hemelf; while, onlhecon:
SSTfif I?

06
-

hM
.

alwayi
lL

fa *•" progress and the common
?5 *v.

Fra
£^e -

18 not the country that will present to theworld the afflicting spectacle of a nation pushing to veryparoxysm the affectation of liberal sentiments, hunting down
tne alave trade and condemning alavery— a noble task, if
sincere-but confidently bending the principle to cireun
stances, smothering the political thought by the mercantile
thought, and declaring for the South in the aeoeaaion from
Union merely because she want* cotton for her manufac turea.
Ibis contradiction is the terrible comment on the spirit which
animates England. It is the condemnation of her d-.ui
iced and tortuous policy, aud it will be her disgrace. And, in

fact, if this nation arms as she is arming, it is because she
feels that before long she will have to defend herself. People
do not yith impunity extend their arms tbroiukoul fcboJPrinot end Pnn.v.world. 1 he leopard m rata pSniM i hWrl^.n th« •otimila . mnmnu* «f ,| 1(. „«3of people, but he will soon (eel the shudder whseh pre- ?

m
!f
m m: lUr "

cedes resistance. Mercantile Englan i ban imitated < <\.age.
The day will come when, like Carthage, the l(m«\ia,
with feet of clay, will fall in pieces beneath a too
vast enterprise, or forced to atruggle everywhere at
the same time her scattered strength will be exhausted.
That day is less distant than is believed ; and our neighbours,
in their insatiable arrogance, will have done even _ u\
hurry on the fatal hour. Then they will un lerstand that tho
fear of invasion of London was puerile, and that nations, like
individuals, fall back into the nothingness Into which they are
driven by the very abuse they make of their faculties oir
strength, and their passions. It is not our fault if Prussia,
which has family alliances with England, throws off t lie yoke
which the latter has pressed upon her. King William, who,
in fact, governs his kingdom since 1857, has no reason to 1*
pleased with the conduct of England ; and England has im-
rudently forgotten the services of Prussia in other times.
he was so much ustomed to consider her as her natural

ally on tho Continent that she believed in tho eternity <-f her
blindness Most assuredly the English alliance presents less
advantages to William 1. than the French alliance; and with
the political intelligence which distinguishes him this Prince
took tho road to Compiegne rather than that of Windsor."

A telegraphic meetage from Kcssege, announces that

three of the miners who had been buried for 11

days in the ruins of the Lalle mine, were on Friday
dug out alive and are in a fair way of recovery. Tiny
suffered dreadfully in the pit, and to appease their

hunger gnawed their shoes and worsted beltt. It hat

been ascertained that the whole number of mon who
descended the pit on the day of the disaster was 140.

Of these 30 came up again before the disaster occurred.

Five have been got out alive, and 22 dead. There con-

sequently still remain 83 below.

Spain.—The Madrid journals of the 25tb contain an
account of the funeral of tbe Infanta Dona Conception
in the Royal Vaults of the Escurial. The ceremony
was marked with all the pomp of Royal funerals in

Spain.—The bases of a treaty with Morocco for the

final settlement of the war indemnity were arranged on

Monday. Morocco will shortly pay 60,000,000 of reals,

which, together with the Customs' duties, will mak
up tbe amount due by Morocco to Spain—namely,

200,000,000 of reals. Tetuan will then be restored to

Morocco. The majority of the members of the Cortes

have agreed to oppose the Coalition Opposition under

Messrs. Sartorius and Rios Rosas. The Spanish

expedition against Mexico will leave shortly.

Portugal.—The King has had a slight attack of

fever. A funeral service has been celebrated at Lisbon

in honour of the late Count Cavour. The Ministry

and all the public authorities were present. An impor-

tation of cotton has been received at Lisbon from th

Portuguese possession of Goa. It is stated to be of

good quality, and the cost of production moderate.

The yield of wine in the province of Alentejo is immense.

Throughout Portugal the vintage is more satisfactory

than last year. The opening of the Cortes has been

Pt^BK
nt

-ATo7»i decree pnWUhed on Friday
!
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lr^.^ Q^iot ^,^e^ ^r^y ^.* J

- - r
- - - ....•' i^e* a circular addressed by the Minuter of Justice to

AU87 \.—The Kmperor of Austria left Corrn on tht
21st ult

. for \ una, and th< Empress left on the 1
for Venice, where she proposes to spend the winter.
The Emperor arrived at Vienna on Satnrdm and was
received by the Archduke Maximilian and th< i

Modem, Directly afterwards his Majesty received >e

director of tlw poUoe, Von M \. *On Sunday a
Council wat held under tho p»< den< tin LmptjrOf,
at which it was resolved to estnbVtth s Bnnftmn
Administration which would carry out tbt iuten ns of
the Government in every wty. It was n
proposed in the Council to proclaim a state of siege in

Hungary.
Hungary.—The Cardinal Primate of Hungary has

delivered a speech in his qualit f < *gs» f the

comitat of Gran, in which he declared that be would
not only refuse to order the functionaries of the comitat
to co-o\>«rate in tbe levy of recruits for the army, but

he would forbid thein to do so. He further said that
the Kmperor should eotne to Ihuin in orAit to dispel

iPie fears of the Hungarians with regard to their

Constitution, which they b< bo be Sanger, and
should convoke the Hungarian Diet as soon as poaaible.

He expressed a desire tor the postponement of the
questions of the taxes and tl levying' of troop*, and
concluded by saying that the collection of the taxes bv
military execution should be immediately stopped

The Cardinal Primate has been summoned to Vienna
by order of the Kmperor, in order to justify himself

with respect to tint speech. The Emperor has replied

to the Chancellor of Hungary that this it not th<

moment for htm to visit Pesth. The Tavemieus, «

Mitjlath, has resigned. All m« nj?t are forbidden in

Hungary until further ordert. Tbe replies of the

greater number of the Obergespana relative to the

recruiting have arrived at Vienna. Like the Primate,

they all refuse their concurrence. The whole of the

magistrates in the Comitat of Pesth have tendered their

resignation. A few functionaries only will remain in

office a fortnight longer, in order to transact the most

urgent public buaii

convenes the Council of State and the Legislative j^ei

Assembly for Denmark and Schieswig for the 25th of

January.

Belgium.—The Moniteur Beige announces the re-

construction of the Ministry. M. Rogier, Minister of

tbe Interior and chief of tbe Cabinet, has become

Minister of Foreign Affairs; M. Vandenpeereboom has

become Minister of tbe Interior, and M. Frere Orban

has become once more the Minister of Finauce. The

new Government has recognised the Kingdom of Italy, _ ,

and it is expected that the programme of the Cabinet four brigands « ho hare been infest..* the countr

by
the Archbishops and clergy, in which the Minister

deplores th rave acts of clerical opposition against

the laws and the national Government, and sayt:—
" The Government wishes to respect the liberty of the

Church, but will take severe measures if the clergy co nue to

attack the laws and institutions of the country, and aoassvour

to disturb public order."

The Government have authorized Messrs. Rothschild,

of Paris, to receive the last two- fifths of the National Loan.

< Jen. Delia Marmora left for \ i pies on J\ Seventy.

will also include the revision of the law of 1812, the

revision of the electoral law, and the immediate presen-

tation of the treaty witb England to be discussed at a

later date.

Switzerland.—France has accepted the proposal of

tbe Federal Council, that a fresh inquiry should be

made into tbe affair at Ville la Grande by a mixed

commission appointed for that purpose. On 1 hursua)

French troops occupied the valley of the Dappen. A.

Migy, President of the Government of Kerne

and Colonel Veillon have left

:

J« %^^n? at Montecchio Maggiore
character of Federal Commissioners. 11

J

e "a"™ n
havi

of a German paper that the Government of Geneva nav»

had reauested that Swiss Federal troops might be sent

to that' canton is unfounded. The Government of

Geneva has, however, called out the mihtia ot the

canton for extraordinary night duty. 1
here is a

toman Opera now at Geneva with an English prima

donna, a Miss By water.

between Csncello and Sola, have m proposal* to tl

authorities to surrender. Cardinal Andrea lias formally

denied having participated in the publication of the pam-
linft tbe

has pre-

trance,

saved" by him from th,' amount assigned to him for the

"expenses of representation," a *perie* of civil list,

intended to cover all the incidental charges atUcbed t*>

a public office.—The Turin pal*™ iUt* * h** iht

Austrians have itttt committed an act of c *arbar

,' --t,j Mactfiore. A postmast. mMrinato,

ng received orders to take two < *er* to a

bouring village, sent his son, a lad of 1 9, with a carriage

to drive them. When the lad got to the pla when

he was to take up he found that instead of two th

e five in number, and as he had been hired but for

two he refused to carry tfc

the officers, named Count Bun, struck the young

were five in numoer, *uu » »*> «-- ~-
he refused to carry them all. Thereupon one of
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violently, and the hitter returned tlie blow. The officer

then Attempted to draw Jiis sword, but Finato, more.

active tlitiii lie, poshed tbe weapon bark into the scab-

bird. Upon this the other four rushed upon tbe young

man ; one of them wounded him mortally in the neck,

another cut off one of his arms, the third fractured a

kneecap, and all four continued to cut and thrust at

him rill he fell lifeless under 19 wounds. As many as

30 officers of all ranks are said to have looked on quietly

while this assassination was groing on.

Sicily.—The King of Italy has issued a deeree

establishing ti junta or committee at Palermo for the

purpose of considering the question of improvements to

be introduced into the agriculture of Sicily and tbe

working of its mines. The English man-of-war Victor

Emmanuel has arrived at Messina. The English fleet,

under the command of Admiral Martin, has passed the

Straits of Messina on irs way to Malta.
Russia.—The Emperor returned to St. Petersburg

on Monday from h :

s excursion to the south of Russia. The
Empress will prolong her stay in the Crimea. Fresh
conflicts have taken pbice between the author' ties and
the students at the reopening of the University. Seven
hundred students applied for readmission, and on tbe
24th ult. demanded that those students who had not

received a card of admission should, nevertheless, be
admitted into the University. Fresh tumults there-

upon ensued in tbe University buildings, resulting in

the interference of the military. The students made an
active resistance. Two hundred of them were arrested,

and one was wounded. It is not thought that this

conflict will lead to the reclosing of the University.

Poland.— It is expected that serious measures will

be taken by tbe Government of Warsaw. General
Lambert, tbe Governor-General of Poland, has resigned

his office on account of ill-health, and has been sum-
moned to St. Petersburg by telegraph to make a report

on the state of Poland. It is said that be will be suc-

ceeded by General I/uders. General Gerstenzweig, Mili-

tary Governor of Poland, is dead, and it is said that
General Ahramowitsch has been appointed his successor.

The Marquis Wielopolski has tendered his resignation,

hu h it has not l.een accepted by the Government. The
Catholic and Protestant churches and the Jewish
synagogues still remain closed, but the negotiations for

reopening them continue. The people pray before the
doors of the churches. National songs are no longer
sung. Several members of the committee which con-
ducted the funeral of the late Archbishop of Warsaw
were arrested on tbe 25th. Among them were two
priests, named Wifzynski and Stock. Among the other
persons arrested are* MM. Schlenker, Beyer, Hispanski,
Probst, and Wyasynaki, members of the late delegation,
of citizens of Warsaw, and two Lutheran ministers.
Turkey.—The Porte is about to address a note to

the European Powers, explaining the differences which
exist between the Turkish and Servian Governments.

Servia.—The Official Journal of Belgrade pub-
lishes a note stating that the excitement which pre-
vails in Servia is caused by the encroachments of
the Porte on the rights granted to the Servians and
the presence of a Turkish army on the frontiers of
Servia. The note concludes by saying that "The
Servian Government only aims at the protection of the
rights of the country and the removal of the obstacles
which stand in the way of a good understanding between
the Porte and Servia."

The PBiyciPALiTEES.—Prince Couza has addressed
a note to the Porte, reiterating his demand for the
definitive union of .Moldavia and Wallachia. Another
conference is expected shortly to be held on tbe subject.
Monteneguo.— A despatch from Ragusa, dated the

27th iu>t., says that the insurrection in the Herzego-
vina is spreading. The insurgents from Zubzi, wTth
Montenegrins from Grahovo, have invaded Schuma.
Fighting has been going on there for several
days. The communications between Trebigne and Bel-
grade are interrupted. The inhabitants are taking
refuge in Austrian territory. On the night of the 26th
abl.ody encounter took place between the insurgents
and the Turkish troops, in which the latter sustained
£' f ,0*8 Th( ' insurgents are advancing against
Poj.ovo. Turkish reinforcements have been despatched
to Irebigne.

India— By the overland mail from CalcuttaWe have
news horn that Presidency to the 23d *, ember.
Lord Canning will nor leave I,„lia till March. ( ho'eraU disappear!.!/ in the Pm.jaub. The country 1 been
flooded from Benares to Agra, The greater part of
Kimipore He-mleah, lower down the Ganges, has been
washed away. The invalids and pensioners of Cheunar
Jave been dr.veu out of their houses by the inundation.

re
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Dr. I. Anderson has been sent to Java, to procun
specimens of the quinine-vhdd.ng Cinchonas for Indu
and Ceylon. In all parts of India the greatest ellorts
are miking In the native growers to supply the demand
tor cotton. In the d stricts watered by the Godavery
the area devoted to the growth of cotton has been
much men -d inconsequence of the facilities now
ofivivdot conveying the commodity in barges to seaport
towns for exportation. Steamers are also established ontne river, and cotton can now be conveyed by water
fn> n Herar toCorn.ga. It is stated that Lord Cannin imn p-.y a visit to the Go lavery. The ex-King of Delh*Bahadur Shah, is dying at Hangoon.
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1 Le**tioa w»* still at Yeddo on

AWt a v^^S* lt Was ™<krstood that Mr.Alcock and M. de Bellecourt were about to take up

their temporary residence at Yoknhama, pending the

construction of two new residences to be built upon a

site in the neighbourhood of the present Legations, but

capable of being strongly fortified. The Japanese

Government have agreed to construct the works

necessary for placing these buildings in a state of

defence. In the meantime, the British Legation has

worn all the aspect of a place in a s ate of siege. Five

hundred Japanese soldiers and 30 Marines from tbe

flagship Imperieuse form tbe permanent guard, and

three separate lines of palisades have been constructed

round the temple which has hitherto formed the abode

of the British Legation.

Cape op Good Hope.—The territory between the

Kei and the Bashee will shortly be annexed. Some
terrible massacres have occurred between scattered

tribes of Hottentots and Kaffirs in No Man's Land.

The Cape will not be represented at the International

Exhibition of 1862. The Cape Parliament declined

acceding to tbe governor's proposition for a grant of

5000Z. in aid. The Government Commission accordingly

resigned its functions forthwith. The Natal Council,
having taken offence at the conduct of the
Governor in granting tribal titles under responsible

trustees, Mr. Shepstone has dissolved that body, and
appealed to tbe electors. The slave trade on the east

coast is said to be much increased by tbe Emperor
Napoleon's scheme of " free emigration " between
Mozambique and Reunion. The Livingstone expedition

has in consequence of the lateness of the season failed

in ascending the Kuvuma. By last accounts tbe
Pioneer, with the missionaries, was on her way up the
Zambesi to the Zainba Mountains to select a site for a
future mission station. Mrs. Livingstone is waiting at

Cape Town for a ship from England to convey her to

the Zambesi.

United States. — The Federal Government has
arrested two British subjects who were passengers by
the Great Eastern on suspicion of Southern tendencies.
It appears that every steamer which now crossps tbe
Atlantic has on board some spy who takes notes of the
conversation ofthe passengers. One of those now arrested,

Mr. W. Forwood, was arrested on his arrival at New York
where his person was searched, and his papers read, but
nothing being found which could be construed as

treasonable, he was liberated. Another gentleman,
who was also a passenger on board the Great Eastern,
and continued his voyage in the Niagara, was
arrested on landing at Boston. Lord Lyons has pro-
tested against these arbitrary arrests of British

subjects, alleging that tbe authority of Congress
was necessary for such measures. Mr. Seward has
P©pli*«Lta.-tUa After*, f.lmt^ in t \\P proBPnt

,

classes of society alike must cheerfully acquiesce in zne
measures which tbe safety of the people demanded, and
that the British Government would hardly expect the
President to accept their explanation of the Constitu-
tion of the United States. The New York Banks have
offered for tbe third 50,000,000 dollars of the Federal
Loan, and for 100,000,000 dollars of 7 per Cent. Bonds.
The Confederates have evacuated Vienna, destroyed the
railroad, and fallen back with their entire column on
Fail fax Court House. T.ie navigation of the Potomac
is almost closed by the Confederate batteries. General
Stone crossed the Potomac on the morningofihe2lstult.,
at Edward's Ferry and Harrison's Island, with 1800 men,
and marched in the direction of Leesburg, near which he
was met by a large forceofConfederates, who repulsed him.
An engagement has been fought between the Federals
and the Confederates near Harper's Ferry, resulting in
the retreat of the latter, with the loss of one gun.
There were no killed on either side. It is reported
that the Confederates have renewed the attack, and
that the fight still continues. It is reported from
Missouri that the Confederates have burnt Big River
Mridge, and that a body of 5000 Confederates has been
defeated, with heavy loss, at Frederickstown. Genpral
Price, with 20,000 Confederate troops, has made a
Stand 25 miles from Osceola, irf Western Missouri.
General Fremont was preparing to lay a pontoon
bridge across the River Osage, for the purpose of
crossing it and encountering General Price. It is stated
that the Government has resolved to remove General
Fremont, and transfer bis command to Genera! Hunter.
The Confederate force has attacked Wilson's Zouaves at
Santa Rosa Island. A Southern account states that the
former spiked tbe guns of the Federals, destroyed their
camp equipage, and took a number of prisoners.
On the 16th a detachment of 1000 troops from the 13th
Massachusetts, Colonel Geary, and a Pennsylvania regi-
ment, crossed the river at Bolivar and attacked the
enemy, 1600strong,driving them back from tbe river, and
capturing a 32-pounder. It is reported that the Federal
troops from Kansas have repulsed the Confederates,
with considerable loss, near Green fluid. The Governor
of Louisiana has forbidden the entry of cotton into
New ( Means, whethercomingby steamer or railroad. New
Orleans has been illuminated in honour of the victory of

Three steamers have beer, sent ;
-

the Commander of the hloSL* **'.,
superseded for allowing her to 5^Messrs. SHdeU and Ma** */Sm?'
negotiate treaties of ext L7 ***!*
tage with France and Enjffi? ^2
Confederacy for a limitedS^^hSThe two Ministers wereS ^>*«

documents and papers that cou
' ?*

influence the Powers to wh ch l*'1 hey were expected to land in the ft
*
4ceed to England by BritmU st*.

letters report that the order rS
ofprisoners will shortly lead tot
prisoners held both by the FedenL ^Sie James Ferguson and Mr ft I_
York on the 16th from Manual^
Northern property have beesconfciS'
including two slave estates owJuV

1

Boston. Mr. Seward has addJ}**
circular to the Governors of thoaS.
loyal to the Union :— ^

Jiln^f^^^.^^tage oft,
tt

the rebellion has caused to the agn^,

*«*k

***;

foreign Powers, continue to make re
recognition of their independence Z
involve the Federal Government in at
nations Notwithstanding these effortES? 1

of such disturbances is now less serbM?*'
period, but it is necssary to take everTnEl*avoid adding the evils of foreign wi

W

The most obvious precaution b to m k.complete defence all the pons, harbour* ,11!
Every nation voluntarily incurs daiw7
seasons where it fails to show that it h«*i
the storms which might be possible to mm,
to provide amply for the fortification ot m
lakes; therefore the Governors are invited to
ject of improvements in the State defence* to th
of the Legislatures. These measures ..fift*,
with the concurrence of the Federal Gorerm-
would reimburse the outlay made by thelonl
the Legislatures accept these suggestion, £j
appoint agents to confer with the Su

defences. '

Canada..—The examination of Cotond

ber of the Provincial Parliament, wm ^^
on tbe 12th ult, when he was bnandwratj

trial at the coming assizes. MeanititltW

dismissed from the Canadian Militl^^~
Queen's proclamation of neutrality.

Mexico-—It is reported from fiV\-

Mexico has asked the interventioB rftk

Government for the settlement of tbtdfei

European Powers. It has also reqnotri At

Government to become trustee of the Meiim

Test'OT tire etfttff^M a

foreign Powers, the Federal (towrnnwt

and collecting a sufficiency of Wis to

tions of Mexico. The New lorfc fiaa

circular of iMr. Seward to the Gwenvijrf

the attitude of the European to™*™
and says, " We doubt not that the YeW<

would 'offer armed assistance against
j

Spain at the invasion and conquest ofK»

River Plate.-A battle 1»« ^JJL
the forces of Buenos Ayres, under bjW"T

those of the Central Government, m*+
in which the latter was defeated, mn«»

baggage, and 1500 prisoners. Gf™
lJZ

to Corrientes, and General Mitre w» p?

besiege Rosario.

wt. 'V

The Duke of Argyll on Friday ev*

tained by the tenantry on the Argyi^
f

dinner at Inverary, under the Pr
; ..^

Dr. Colin Smith, minister o the va

of the General Assembly. In re
ppi

toast of his health, his Grace^ k ,

« It was his first duty p^S*****
much gratified by the eehn^h b£ ^
him to meet them on this f'f^Ji^^
gratified from the fact that he

,

beue^ ^^a

er represent*"** ^JJ,**
more affection

lived than oth

done in former times. The t,ut
\ fc5T*23ancient wiw^^p

form of expressing a very
'

—"
d pe*^

lot.tr been in ft state ..f Prof,,Tj £
?, #«. the old feelings created iff ^

retainers w ^^ «— r-^pH between
relationawbichnowsu^ed^^f
There were some writers.ot: tte P

n&tfff^
science of political e^ ^J^ill!•« J

much of the old feudal ™ li

f
g
rheV m***

not the place, nor we« th^ *
«* Ration .; en r« i^

. **£the Confederate jrun-boats over the blockading squadron. !

tnis S^m belfof that it ^
hX

a

t^s!M
A. large naval expedition, counting of from 40 to 50 ! ^s of this country ^Joano^'^^
hips,' left for the Southern States on the 11th insfc. It ' Advance from™\^$Z^^W&t

is reported that it will rendezvous at Annapolis and :

weret^^T^^^t^^^' ' * " '
' — - 'associations

woIC[
,

j eioment^
v!z^WP2rl

believed that the feudal e
bet*«J"oii*£i

remain in the ^^^^^^2^
embark infantry, cavalry, and artillery before' proceed-

' STth'aUhe feudal *^£w*"£*.
•ng South. The transports whi.^h form part of tbe - ** •»• rtrdinary **"-^** Jih?3^

aapedition have arrived at Hanapstead Roads. The
eUiamev Nashville, with Senators Mason and Slidell, as
the Confederate Ministers to England and France, on
board, ran tbe blockade at Charleston on the 12th olt. said this, whether tney
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THE GARDENERS' CffimiOTj: Avn AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

^—.awayornot, of this he was quite certain,

'^iTr^Urd and tenant was not, and could not

tL <«eof a merely and purely pecuniary kind.

SSU^mlv took the ordinary case of the leases in

L they were all aware, were run from 19 to 20

„griod which, if a man entered upon in middle

Jerethathe would not see the end of it. And lie

n manv of those whom he paw now present that

I^tha smaller class of tenantry who had not, and

In this country, their tenure had very often

Permanent than th it of those who had had
Sonants in that room who had been on thisW1H „ tenants
j fa many fenerations—tor some centuries.

*,
**yine immemorial. Tbe relation between land-— ««l therefore, whether they looked at it with

**
i-the Urge tenements under lea*e, or with referenc

JtZiWIin** •ras m *ts nature an almost permanent
wJ
Zafitiimi

impossible that in such a relation there

\T\ik~ and there ought not to arise, feelings of

.

m̂ \JA be might say of mutual dependence which

*3u different from those which sprang from a

T2Snti'e transact ion. At the same time the observa-

SSwste made upon this subject in the press, orC£
hj 2-

totfse

AnldW .

political economy, ought to teach them
7~Ufr, YaA an interest in the relations bet ween the

mS Ma tenant Of course, fhe public had also an

JTthe relations which existed between the master
"

eta men; and he neei hardly tell them
^ nrvaent day some very difficult and awkward
^Ld actually arisen between those who employed

those who lab nred. But there was something
jroaaesceof the connection, and in the univer-

tond over the whole aroa of the country, which

Md fixed p'iblie attention morn upon the relations

'»n-il'>r1 god tenant than in the relations between

AMflteland labour, and it was right and natural that this

|UV and he thought, therefore, that on all public

nf thin sort—agricultural dir.uers where tenants and

• met—they should not merely meet for the purpose

ggjMtfng each other, however natural and right such

-<m ntsjot be. but that they should take that opportunity

gf^Xwef to each other and of explaining to the public how
ftv taey were c Mitributing to the general welfare of the

ged .performing the duty which lay upon them both
%w\ as tenants. From the late census it appeared
tbs la*t 30 years the imputation of the county had

oy nearly 26,«»00 souls, being a decrease of very
per rent, upon the total amount of population,

had diminished, but not in the same ratio.

TV pvjnietta on the shores of the Frith of Clyde having
waW«eilr very largely increased, they must come to the
eBechutow that the decrease in the purely rural and purely
irnr Haral part of the county had certainly been not less

lean from £ to 30 per cent. That was a very remarkable
fcci but be found that, coincident with this decrease of
peatatta, there had been an increase in the valuation of the
isestv te a vety much larger extent In tbe tOyoenflrott)

Un increase in the value of the county had been no less

ls« 7I8sW. a year, equal to 30 per cent. ; and he could not
fcr i »'• ent d< mbt that if they to. >k in the other periods from
IM1t0lS44 the increase in the value of the county had been
ft* lew than W per cent. Now, what, where the inferences
•**a they were to draw from those curious facts? Un-

Lncreese in the valuation of a count v did not
D tn*T

]*]l
*** increase m tue reQts which were derived by

landlord*; it meant increased profits to the tenants, in-
ad k; dge. increased industry, increased skill ; it

Net, Ri*we a», an increased contribution towards that sur-m of haman foot which went to support the remaining
of the country. His Grace then pointed out the

ot the proper drainage of the land, and pro-

^ w> aav—l t.ope. although there are some misgivings in
At assert ic affairs at present, that agricultural pro

1 maintain such prices as fairly to remunerate the
^JJ*ef the a..il. We have now learnt, I think all of us.
Jjwer politic.

1 party we may have formerly belonged
***•. m "st look for the prosperity of agriculture to

•at paea^wttyof the manufacturing industry of the country.
taey are prosperous and the demand is great,no question whatever that agricultural industry

s*tr» u?Z '"Meed. Unfortunately, it is too true that^^ jL™68 ** present in opera ion which seem to cast
«T"i "»er the prospects of the manufacturers of our'™a

.

u '"lvery remarkable example of the intimate
^V*wro commerce has established between the most

etr .JKi 1
?
ftbe &l°be that we are now in considerable
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»r'
Cn ' 9 takir,S P 1** many thousands of
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to believe that they will be willinir
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lf lt were P«t upon them. It is

t^Jif?'
1 bJ*«*ly tell you. to remain entirely

COT] test • n A J"«». «"•» iciumu v..«..v.j

• aiik aJ-'
nl not onl y is it our duty to remain

i -'^darv'to^''^
'

thUlk ^ iS t0 ilVery ff
'"eif

L^'^ennii^J;™,^ 1

.' from offering advice, fchowsrh
r
c*nari»i

BmnS^' \
h.**e no doubtT with the be»t mten

in.L._
r

?f Russia to the contending parties in

-ariaeiromnff
1 ki,ld and friendly spirit. No good

J*»eh wt.u^^^^nenng such advice as tbar. f .rexample,

- ^"^ TIm answer »k: "J""""*
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Jtealf

?ew
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°

«

V
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however civilly expressed,
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^apirit arm ^V*, have no doubt that it is conceived"V»»Iri t and with m w
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t»752^« iH this world tn
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0Me
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er which virtually the Americans
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™ tb« American
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which
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?Lm In m th
'Vt ln Al1 nther ^voluUons, those who take
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hfl J^ged finally by fee moral verdict ofg^™* u
ff"[

lh
t

J 118^ o« the cauae which they bavo riaento assert. But whatever may be our private sympathies, weas a nation must take no part whatever in tbe contest Most«^ 7 a°
W
S

tru? and Dr*y t*1*1 ifc niay be brougtot to a
Jpce

:

dy end
, and y,-t I ooufeas that there i» another wish whi fa

I think In our mmd ought to atand even tie fore th .... and
that is the wish that the end of thia war, whenever it d
Onroe. bo it soon or late, may bo audi aa ahull be worth the
aaentiee and the cost—such as shall tend to tho civilisation «

the world, and promote the cause ot human freedom."
Thr Bishop op Oxford attrmlod a meeting at

Derby last week in aid of the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, and made the
following remarks on the Slave Trade:—
"The Society f >r the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign

Part* was one which had especial claim u
(
>on the sympathy and

support of Englishmen, because it was itself intimately oon
necred and bound up with the church, for, whereas every
other missionary society in this country, whether connected
with the church of Kngland or not, selected the missionary
publications which their missionaries circulated, by means of
a committee, that committee might at any time. bclnR a
changing body, cease to represent the church of Kngland

; but
in the case of this Society every ordained mieaionary must be
exanvned by a beard of clergymen, appointed from year to
year by the two Archbishops and the Bishop of London Tho
greatest care was, therefore, taken to exclude the possibility
ot this Society becoming separated in any way from the church
of England. The only exception to that rule was, that if a

society was peculiarly deserving of support was that it was
one of its essential principles that wherever God in His
providence had connected this land of theirs with any
distant part of the earth, that connection constituted a
claim upon this Society, which must be satisfied before
missionaries were sent out to other places having no such
connexion. The Society wisely said, ' Let us, in the first
place, supply new plantations formed by men with British
blood flowing in their veins, with that great boon, the blessed
Gospel of Christ, before we attend to the wants of others.'
Some might think that missionaries were not required to
be sent to colonies of that description ; but when our mis-
sionaries went forth to North America they found a settle-
ment composed of men of British birth, who' being altogether
neglected in that wilderness of the world, had so lapsed
into heathenism that they had forgotten what day of
the week was the Lord's Day, and they had given up alto-
gether the habit of giving Christian names to their children,
so swallowed up were they in evil through continue! neirlect
of Christian ceremonies. Remember that a lapsed Chris-
tianity was the very worst form of heathenism, and it was
better that a man should never have tasted of the waters of
the well of truth, than having once done so should havo
turned aside. It was to be remembered, too. that emigrants
were among the poorest chiss of the population, and of
necessity had to go through great struggles when they had
reached the land of their adoption. There was the frowning
forest to be cut down, those terrible roots to be eradicated
from the eaith. and the reluctant ground itself required to
be conquered, the hostile tribes guarded against, and before
the ground began to yield its increise there was that terrible

period to be gone through which had been well described as
the starving time of the colony. In a state of society like that

it was hardly to be expected that there could he much pro-

vision made for the preaching of tbe Gospel and the administra-
tion of religious services by the emigrants themselves ; besides

which, they bad not the means to do it. being scattered over a

wide extent of country; but just as the mnt^r country S'-nt

out the men who carried with them the principles and institu-

tions of Britain and spread them abroad in distant lands, so

was the mother country morally bound to send out to them
the seed of tbe Gospel and to spread it abroad in every country

in which Englishmen or their descendants were to be f und
located It was to be remembered that whenever the people

proceeded to a new colony they carried with them the inalien-

able rights of the old country, and it was one of the most

precious of those rights that they should have the Word ot Gtvi

preached, and the Sacraments administered to them. In olden

times, wheu Christianity was instituted, its truth was attested

by miracles, for the purpose of forcing it upon the attention of

the nations; but at the present time Christian nations have , ._ . _
.

a-tained the foremost place on the earth, and miracles were no I t >wus men went into publichoases on S it-irdiy nights
,
the

fonger required to make the heathen give ear to what the publicans could not clear their house-, * h
£
h "c?"^

^

CIiristian Tprea-hed. or to add lustre to the preaching of the for the whole mght, and men were lying about the streets the

Word Tne evil lives of professing Christians was one of the i next morning in a state which was the ^*&JS-
ireatdrawbacks to the acceptance of the Gnsnel among savage scenes the n. justing wcr <h -b,te i ^^/^7
nations, and therefore above all it was necessary that they creditable to the

should first thoroughly Christianise then- own people.

should not however stop there, but having Bret Chnsti;

our own colonies we sh

and to no country shoi

respect to missionary e

seemei to him that Africa possessed paramount n.a.m, jm •--- r— - --^
}y0fme^^ and they

British Christians It might be that he wasprejjid.ce.i
1

by than they ^/^^ ^ dt?c , >ura<fC fut*mperance, and the

;t«ne had proved that the further Uey paaeeTth7baa3aTS5rf
the African slave trade, ami pwtoeedad into the latertea •
country, t he higher the native, roea to the eoak of dvihaatZand that the very lowest tribes ware these mT<t?a tuuTeS*
Tnat then was the work of Briti* cSKe£ KiSnV3£
love of gain which niuat always mora <wlaa7di«ttn*tiieh evS
irreat commercial country. Thank God. trw»TwSae traZwas no longer legaliaed. XU goed men Ion, preUetediuainet
it, and EuKUnd had spent her money to put an end t o ii Butsomething more remained. The effect of tha «Uv« trad* did
not cease with its extinction. If there waa mi? om thln« in.
i hi* world more curtain t»an anoth.r It was that nartnuaj in
oitailed national punUhrneot They were tenc du
vidua! sine, if i .miahed in thia w.-rM, would t*i» t t,hm as th.re would tie no n «• ,*i *xiat. noc - w i i*

in.-, n foil .,w . ,i that there w, mid lm uo n • nal |
. .»i.oi«

i aooordnigly tney alwave louud that i ilia w.n
punished in tin- lucre avaa but eoe way of at- m . <f t
ains, and tne only way to avoid the wiUit'tnem of h rm

Iran of tn«*ewho w.rvful'ty of u*tie»al> w«a not
only todiacontii It, »-ut t^.io»my the vidanaa ».'i>»cipl^a by
anreadingMh cj tru of the < -yd I audio £
the in. ment to mu wasoreated. It was for » rrwsou thai
Buglishriien were bound i ., aen t mia»i.ai nn t. 'he
ao-i

f»artofAfri< and I bam was ever? as «i to b- h>ve,
he report mad• v the O>*vavt»or- he 1 a 8ir rge

a "i«j would 4ndm \ 1 rioa a raot of w for* <,••'>««
fnt«li(«rtu«! caimi! than had <w .»••.

and it woull indeed be a great and glnri - ev
otwl-i aUanieethat p-rtiou el Alneaa eo lent lie

p inted out alao the large di»tricl oi tha U-auge lt»v»r. wl
affbrdvl a<i cxt»nalve a field f-a- nneak<«iary ruUrprtea Mna\
meniioned the fit thatouappl oa reoeotly ythe Kirgof thoHandwi lalaodat he Arrhbiahm «' nter*

i toeeUbliah a central Ki.fhah matsiaury aVptt la th.we
ialan or the purp-meot ChriatiatiiKii« the #»opol h«
whole of the island* the South Pae fie. and the appl km
had been ma<le in oouaequeoM great effe. >j
the efforts of tho French i nan Oa&D<u» in the Sandanct
islands. The Emperor of tl I »«h had reoaotly mads a
present worth lO.oOo/ to the King of thnee iaW. ». and I'teea
could be no doubt whatever t hat unless some add rta
wen- mado the iioman Catholics wi»uM t-' »tieoaesfol In their

rta to envert the whole population to their oharoe The
Bishop concluded by appealing to the meeting to aid and «up>
port the Society in its efforu to disseminate Christianity in
connection with Protestantism."

The HroHT If ok. C. P. Vni.rm, MP., et th«
annual dinner of the Lioenaed Victuallers Society at
Wolverhiunpton, in retntmng thatike for the »oaat of
the boroagh membcra, «p>ke aa follows on the Trm|K»r-
nnce question in rel m to tbe inlcreeti of the Liceuted
Victuallers:—

"He had given great attention to th* interests of their
aociety, for he w*a. not of hi* own •.deputed t preside
over an inqnirv having an Important baa j npeo their bust

-

nees. Ho did in that ca| wh t he r>*ll«'v©d to be hia datir

—recci evidence li ' from alllhiea, and eaprosel
in the r.port the opinlyna of the BMQhera of tl mu e.

From that clrcumsi mce be obt

«

laidei .• Inalaht into

the buaineas » i eh they were connected Mcwasextren y
glad t- nd that ana el the ohjerta of the soci- ty was to
exercise A sort of watchfulnesa over the conduct oi tbe oietn-

bera of the trade, which greatly redounded to itacrertit and
whtcb was calculated to raise tbe char r oi \ ieaa.

It ww impoHSible to disguise from themaelvea that i e *r*M a
very important uiovement goiu^ i in the c . * h«

he might call not only a great I also a tfeoc *

movement, and i wh'r'i wou'd enlist the snpinrt
of most cnJifrhteaei and benev ut people. oe
ite object was to Improve the habits and elevate the
character of the poorer c'asses. It was impossible to disguise

from themselves that there was a great c urrence of testi-

mony in favour of the vi*w tint mat f the • fortunes of
the poor could be traced to intemperance, he certainly

shared that opinio . and. from the office he held, ! had con-
stantly brought before him proofs of that fact. He cert only
thought tho e persona did great good who en rig d 'he

humbler classes to be tempei in their ha hit*, and when he
said that be was decidedly friendly to these vie^va he had yet
to learn tha* he waa saying any thing opi»oeed t- the views of

tbe asaemhlv. All sor.s of things were said against the

Intereaw of licensed victuallers, i he munt

«

he never
thought they were othsrw than the c^ es of int-ra-

rance. He said tha n eel ienoe brought i«efore the com-
it tee to which he I Mud-

.
i wtiich had pla.red n to

H-.me extent in a po- n of hr llty to t b»dy. It waa
stated in evidence before the . unittee that n aaa had wo

strong an interest in discouraging exoeas. iutemperane«». and
disorder as the licensed victuallers themselves sin icredtt

was thus brought uixin their business and their eapit d j <»;
-

dised, atid that they were perfectly ready to submit > any
gulation which tbe committee > ht MUggest c* ctil ited to

prevent excess an 1 disord It was further fc tate<i that ue

of the most important regulat s passed of late ye tr* for the

preservation of order an ha di urt^nv'i, rexc**»
|

oded from the Society Of Licensed V lallers in L
Tint was an Act pias<«d requiring al h<maes to ( »e closed on

Saturday night at 11 o'clock until i lay afternoon, prevtaM

to winch they c uld be kept open during the wh »le of

turday night; arid a regulation more c-icuUted to promote

the good order of towns, and discourage intemp nee, waa

never passed by the Legislature. It was well kn*wn that

before the passing of that Act, at seav>orts and in all Urge

victuallers that they |»r

we I
passing"of a hw which did * orvvetit h.l -%r»ec

hereditary con siderations-but it did seem so for this reason

fhe curse of Africa had been the s'ave trade, m the piiltn

which this country had so largely participated Peihipa that

curse did not fall so heavily upon tbe poorwretche*M"ho/T«™

taken from their country as upon those who were left behind

raca«& rd^Twrong^jgfiS I &-» <**^ A«=«
men. who taught the African saTnge to look upon h« tother

his friend, or his neighbour as a chattel whom f^f^J^
might enslave and sell in order to furnish himself « ith *"""«"

which he coveted, and especially did they teach the ch .eft . ins

to make war on neighbouring trio*. IJPj ^e 'wretchea i™
to their villages, and when in their terror the ^f

1^^"
habitant* ran out to escape the flames, to^ize me ,

women,

and children, carry them down to the sea^»»*"™":
He affirmed that it was the Christian English who £u*htthe

African chieftains to do that, for the researchea of Dr. Living

B

onlv Question which apne I to arise on w y dif-

fe.euce of opinion listed s ug enlightened men was a* to

the meaus to be us ,d in r»rder to am thia result One

set of persona desired instant 1 it ion to prev Mi|»r-

w,ca • others wished to rely on moral influences to ac> e that

end rather than legislation, which -lably lead to
e,,a r>\.Z?L TTZIZi^ Md might ultimately c»iiw rou-

ion tieconimuuitvrequlreiiaa

ActTfTavirrment to be'T»*ssed to atop the tram- in liquor, wtdle

thoM who did not go with then, that f^r said tha- *ey would

r her trust to the gradual o^raUon of those influence- which

h^ doSe?and wewdoing. much to improve the C aracter and

habit« of the population Although t waa such an out-ry

™> .«t diunkenreea there waa much Ieaa of it th i. for, erly.

ift^ e litTnturyTand tbe first quarter of the proe.t the

wwer to drink aid& drunk was a sort of proof ^ gen d.ty ;

Sd the saying was not yet forgoUen, thoug h no longer

IwliS^A* drunk m a lord.' Whan he waa at coltoge he
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never remembered an instructor who had taken the pledge,

but he had heard of many who had taken two bottles of port,

and any young man who was not ready to drink and get
drunk would have been thought to be a gentleman of very
slow tendencies. That state of things was changed. It was
no longer genteel to be intemperate ; and might they not
anticipate that, by the influence of example, the spread of

education, and other means, the improvement in the upper
classes might descend to the lower? And there were already
numbers of artisans who regarded drunkenness as much
a disgrace as it was felt to be in the higher classes of society.

In speaking on that question he feared he was trespassing on
the borders of politics; but as the question was not before

Parliament, and so far as lie was aware was not likely to be
during the next Session, he could not help, in the exclusion
of other topics, referring to it. In the middle of the last

century an Act was passed prohibiting the sale of spirits,

and the result was that 12,000 or 13,000 persons out of the
smaller population then in the country were sent to prison
for violations of the excise laws—which was an illustration

of the failure of laws not supported by public opinion, and
which were felt by a part of the community to be unjust and
unfair. A violent reaction would not be improbable, and as
long as wealthy persons had their cellars stored and their
tables loaded with that generous wine ofwhich they were then
partaking, they could hardly pass an Act of Parliament to
stop the sale of it. When those who advocated abstinence
went to the Legislature, they must be prepared to apply the
prohibition to the wealthy before they would have much
Chance of adopting it in reference to the humblei classes. He
would not detain them further, as he was happily precluded
from indulging on the topics which were at the tips of the
tongues of members of Parliament—the Americans, the
Italians, the coronation of the King of Prussia, or the new
Educational Minute—and would only again thank them for the
kind manner in which they had recognised his presence and
that of his hon. colleague."

Me. Mtjkray, M.P., on* the 24th ult., at a dinner
given by the Mayor of Newcastle-under-Lyme, spoke
as follows on the new Bankruptcy Bill, of which Mr.
Jackson, M.P., had previously expressed his belief that
" it would never have been carried save for the untiring
efforts of Mr. Murray ts

:

—

'• The Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act is not what I should
have liked ; but there it is—there is an instalment—and we
must take it as far as it goes. It was introduced for the
purpose of saving expense and giving creditors immediate
control over a bankrupt's or insolvent's estate. In point of
fact, as I ought to have said at the outset, it abolishes the
distinction between traders and non-traders. In Scotland they
have abolished that for a long time ; it is now abolished in
England. It was thought the great fight upon the Bill
would be whether non-traders would like to be made bank-
rupts

;
It was thought the House of Peers would, in the

exercise of their judgment, decide against that doctrine

—

that they would decide thai; ilbn-traders ought not to be
made liable to bankruptcy. I am very happy to say the
House of Lords never discussed or showed any doubt upon
it. It was very clear that the country had arrived at the
conclusion that there could be no longer any distinction
between insolvents who could not pay their debts and the
baukrupts who could not. I could never understand myself
why there ought to be a distinction. The Bill went up to the
House of Lords, and their lordships were pleased to refer it to
a select committee. The committee did not think it necessary
to call evidence, but they altered the Bill in toto. They simply
£aid, "You shall not have a judge, you shall have commis-
sioners, you shail have the official assignees ; and the creditors
shall do no more than we like." Well, this principle the then
Attorney General, now the Lord Chancellor, said was annihilat-
ing the Bill. The different Chambers of Commerce, and the
various large manufacturing houses in the large towns, were
decidedly opposed to this alteration of the Bill, and the result
was it came back to the House of Commons, and now the Bill
stand just as it originally stood when it went from the
Commons, with this exception—the House of Lords would not
have one judge and five commissioners in London. Well, the
House of Commons being very economical, it was thought
a little too much to have five commissioners [there and a
judge. There was no earthly necessity for it; it was
never intended; but when you have five gentlemen with
2000Z. a year each, how can you get rid of them? There
they were, and you could not move them, and
so the five commissioners succeeded — the judge was
annihilated. I took the liberty of opposing that, and my hon
colleague was also of the same opinion that the judge was
necessary

; but we were defeated. In the next place I had the
misfortune to differ with the Lord Chancellor. Iu his first Bill
he was willing to give official assignees 8001. a year : but in
the second Bill he introduced the salary was raised to 12002
I opposed this on the simple ground that to give those who
were employed to collect debts under 10/. a salarv of 12002
a year was just the way to prevent them working, and thosewho would might collect tne debts. I do not blame a man for
getting 12002. a year for doing nothing, if he can. Very well ;this is just the position. They are to have 12002. a year, and
are to get in debts under 102. in London ; and in the country
they are to have 10002. a year to do the same thing. I had the
satisfaction of being supported by the hon. member for Cam-
bridge who was chairman of the Royal commissioners
appointed to inquire into the working of the bankruptcy lawseight years ago, but the pressure from without was too

EZChft k ^e L
°i
d Chance,1°r told the House that ho had

%Z?\Z nS* J
8a,

-

n
i?
nd mnt adhere t0 ifc

»
and thouSh ke Per-fectly agreed with everything that was said, they must 1 avetheir p.mnd of flesh and so they got it. This, I think, is wron?and cannot last. I think in a short time the trading communkv

saiau of 12002. and office expenses—whatever they may be nomortal man knows.
_

Well, then, there is another thhfgwi?h

course, it is right a man should be tried. With all respect to

the commissioners in bankruptcy, I was unwilling that a man
charged with these offences should be tried without the inter-

vention of a jury. I like a jury to arrive at facts. I think

they can assist most materially in the administration of justice.

I think a jury of tradesmen and merchants are well able to

decide on the transactions of a trader or a merchant who may
be suspected of having disposed of his goods to defraud, and to

see if Jie be honest ; and on their decision the law should take

its course, and the hon. and learned gentlemen who have its

administration should simply pass sentence. There are a

great many more clauses that I do really and sincerely

hope will be of great advantage to the commercial

community. I am pleased to say it is now the bounden
duty of the commissioner to send into the country, upon
application, a registrar to take evidence and proofs of debts.

I never could understand why half a dozen men—creditors,

assistants, solicitors, shopmen, servants, witnesses — were
obliged to go to the district town at an enormous expense
simply to go before one individual, and I have struggled hard

to remedy this anomalous state of things. It is now pretty

well understood that an officer of the district court is bound to

send his registrar, upon a proper representation being made, to

where the creditors reside, where the witnesses are, where the

trader lives, and investigate all the facts. It is most absurd to

say that in order to prove a case you must send dozens of men
to Birmingham, when one man, one registrar—a man with a
good salary—could so much more readily and cheaply come to
you. There is auother useful thing. Before official assignees
were created, it was customary for the creditors to take and
keep the money, and do what they pleased with it up to the
time they were called on to give an account of it. Well, I

thought if you give a man 12002. a year, give him something to
do for it ; and the best thing is to let him look after the assets,

see what becomes of them, and see them properly placed in the
bank. It is now arranged that the official assignee shall dis-
charge this duty."
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Go- ,.DEr the younger, late vK-*!' 00**?AKEH, Leeds, Woollen Cloth Man?,f^**&W ine Merchant -T.HA.unit S, S
turer~

.icensou Victualler JP^!r~R HE471

Aifont-J. Howie
Bar, Licensed victualing _ -c t, "•*"*r*W

Terrace..

fwttm

China Dealer-F. M. Mercier A .'ihulT?W. Mobbs, Ponsonbv Place xVSSf'^lS.W. J. Nicholls, Milk Street Cit? lH°
r

- ^55?
(ioswell Road, ' Clerkeuwell Vok SfiFfSZt I
Southwark Butcher -D. NrTCH F?

UaS£*5t Iveyor-W. Pearson, Manchester R^r-S*?' r«**. I
and Patentee-W. T. PowELL Tenb

~
{22?»t&MUP. Ho born Hill Yeast ContrXS Y*?3Yarn Doubler-G. P. Skinser. PeckhL ii?".

Money Maeket, Feiday.—Beitish Funds : The
1st of November, being the day for the half-yearly

balance at the Bank of England, the transfer offices

were shut to-day, and there was no attendance at the
Stock Exchange. On Thursday Consols closed at 93£
to | for Money, and 93£ to f for the Account ; Bank
Stock, 229 to 231 ; Reduced and New Three per Cents.,

91£ to |; India Stock, 224 to 226; India Five per
Cents., 105J to \; Rupee Paper, 98 to 105; India
Bonds, lis. to 15*. pm. ; Exchequer Bills, March, 5s. to
8s. ; June, 13s. to 16s. pm.

—

Foreign : Belgian Four
and a Half per Cents., 92£ : Buenos Ayres Deferred,

29; Brazilian, 92|; Mexican Three per Cents., 28;
Venezuela Three per Cents., 21 to f ; Portuguese Three
per Cents., 47i ; Sardinian Five per Cents., 82 ; Spanish
Three per Cents., 50; Turkish Six per Cents., 79$;
Ditto New, 68J; 100Z. Bonds, 69± to 70£; Ditto Four
per Cent. Guaranteed, 102 to lOlf ; Italian Five per
Cents., 67^.

—ii. r. 1HOM.VS, St. George's Terrain vVik
Dorsetshire, Boot Maker-G. V™ MaK- 5Church Lancashire, Joiner andL Build r-tt**-*Licensed Victualler-TV. Wild and J. Bo« -

k„ £ a *»
Manufacturers-B. Williamson, Providentl5»Dealer—W. Willisos, Stamford, Printer ^ l^

* ' 4.

Notes issued
• «

iSanfe of ©nglantt.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

. . £28,082,190 Government Debt .

.

Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver Bullion .. .

..£11,015,100
. . 3,631,900
, . 13,432,190

£28,082,190

BANKING DEPARTMENT.!!

£28,082,190

..£14,553,000
3,128,195

Proprietors' Capital
Rest
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer.Savinjjs
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.) 3,783,625

Other Deposits 14,329,182
Seven day and other bills 780,827

Government Securities
(including Dead
Weight Annuity)

Other Securities .. ..
Notes
Gold and Silver Coin ..

£11,953,001
16,655,416
7,180,000

786,412

31st day of Oct., 1861.

£36,574,829 £36,574,829

M. MARSHALL Chief Cashier.

JWetropolig anil its \

Opening of the Middle Tempu^
Thursday afternoon the new Library, rfc*

in coarse of erection since 1858 on the met
the Middle Temple, was formally opened br

I

of Wales, with all the ceremony and tea
the Benchers could give to the occasion. Ik
courts leading from Fleet Street to the

covered with tents and awnings, adorned til

flowers and mirrors, and brilliantly ill

gas pendants. On the arrival of faV

which took place punctually at the ippst

2 o'clock, his Royal Highness wasreaidi

Treasurer, Mr. Anderson, Q.C., and the la

General of the Duchy of Cornwall, Sir IT.

Q.C., who conducted him to the Purliioa. Ch

where the Lord Chancellor, the V!

the Judges, and the Benchers, had alreadym
the guard of honour, consisting of 80 riikaii

the Inns of Court Volunteers, presenting*"*]
band playing "God save the Queen." Ik fa*i

were first presented in dne form, after ttt

representatives of the barristers, Mr. I F.Km
Mr. H. W. Busk, and two repiwatrtmd*

Mr. Wotherspoon and Mr. Men, taetier

Mr. Abraham, the architect d to^
also the honour of being P^*~\*
ment was then formed of the ^~
when the Treasurer moved, and them
.seconded, first, " that his Boyd H#^

J

mitted a member of the Midde

next " that his Royal Highness be called ftw

of the outer Bar, and that the oath, on

the Call, be dispensed with." »» 7^
carried unanimously, and the ^JjfSV
the Bar gown and subscribed the uujjj

lift

. .

regard to the reduction of expenses. The Lord Chancellordeserves every credit that can be accorded to him for hsexertions in this particular No man has worked harder' and
rTf£ u-

morVlncere and anxious desire to remove thedifficulties, and give the mercantile world a good cheapbankruptcy law. He has succeeded in abolishinfall fees and

^VuTfltr-
T
h TTt {%«* *™™** to something ike

annnm UT a
He ^ reduced the messengers to 500* perannum m London, and 400/. in the country He has onvacancies reduced the official assignees from 18 to 7, and themessengers to one each court. The brokers of the co rt arewlwhed and here is a saving of 5000*. yearly. FurWer theprac-ice of excepting articles for a bankrupt is setS andhis is also a saving. Altogether, according o a j ust estimaL

tc^r* h ° ^ effeCtCct **» »n.m,nt to sometM g like

redn~« t h» SS22 " *?** *8
*
Can *"*"*• Well

»
h»™£

how to ™,nu1, ^S" i

M
.

fu
I ,

aS p0SSib,e
'
the next thing waS

very £r
^.jdulent djbtow. There are some clausesvery stnngeU, and I hope these wil be of service It is nn

Wo??" 2£E* hr^eU ^I
fortune toheaVof^t and

upon whaVte eallJS?,,v
btty *°°***** pledge thorn

; to trade

VrStoTct Of navTn? ^T "&P J to *et int° <lebt Without
iic^of x£ P y^g' "^J10 be made bankrupt, laughing in the
There ia ae^r* Wbon

l
h^le

?
Ves to ™»*e the b£t of it

for havrngUen m.in^^
^e three years' imprisonment; andg beeu ^ ,llty of rash expenditure one yens. Of

©ajette of tfie S&ieett.
TUESDAY- BANKRUPTS ~.T. Abrvham, Dunstable, Hodfordshirr,

Straw Hat Manufacturer — F. W Asti.ks Smethwick, Staffordahin
feclioolmaster—J. Austin, Kippay, Yorkshire, Malfeter—R. Ua , Hlaik-
more, Essex

, Publican- J. 8. Heai.e, Faddington Green, Surgeon .-ind
Apota.cary-T. Befx, York, Chemist and Druggist - F. Bimjkotox,
Cheapside, Keener of Dining Rooms-W. Ri roess, suwex street, PimlicoHouse Agent-&JL Colweix, High Holborn, Milliner-M. Oomm.estone
Barne*. surrey, Wine Merchant-F. H. Dbakiks, Ledbury, Herefordshire,
Licensed Victualler—N. H. Demmsbs, Liverpool, Commissi. .11 Asent-A s Denny Denn Street, Dxfonl St. Engineer—I. Di< kinson" Hen-

Mu&TtkS^nlSP*1̂ * 1 «*»-W. -I- Dickinson, Friar street, Black-

r, ". r* if «LSffe
i
e ^0U8° K, < i\"r-G. H. Dixon, Ne« castle- upon-Tyne.

"..1 Mcichant-J Forster, King's College Road. sf. Johns WoodOpnimen >.,! Traveller -S. Faoun,otner« isecaU* cl J. E.Faoun Lans.Ro«id North, Notting Hill. Huilder-J. Fyffb and W. I EtmrSStfonL.ghterm.-n-M. H A ri.m.vn, Patricroft, Lancashire, Tail«,r-G. H
P

,,
: s

SLStJAfE™Sr,
.3f*

ll8
S?«

ton GaTdcn* Square-J.'n iwraoaNJIurslem
semr ?'!T'

^"^^-T- HEAnr.vNo,. Rermondsey New Roa.l I.e.-, 1

,"
rseller-lr Hodson Marlborough Road, St. John's Wood, Secntarv to inSJ™ Officc-W. Howitt, Ra venscourt Cottages, Wert Knd. I aVn,e™Mn.th^«rpenter-6 Hcutoj., B^mingham, Pocket Hook Manufaetu.er

Z *• \ E
,

R
'
Kr,ltlsh Town, Gentleman—T. Hunter, Raring Street-New North Road, Hoxton,Linendraper-T. Islip, Litehurch Derb sh

'

Journeyman Carponter-j. Jollet, Liverpool. ' Clothier- H K.xTm*St^John street Road Clerkenwell, Artificial Florist-A hS^ulZ
Ikd A

an
v
St0Ut S

^.
re KeeKr"f ?; *»»«*. ^th, Carpenter and

Yni ,^ t
NeWT0N

' ^U'ZOp ^et. Mayfair-J. Octhwaitk, Goole,
Yorkshire, Journeyman Joiner and Model Maker-E Oith«utf l*ed<

fhiS'iEEE
Plu

T
m^ r :md Glazier-S 0. r„ w v.te, Middlesborougb, York-"

ffiJSL£S*El:t ?*7*50?r
V,
LeW,^ani Street

» Westminster, Keershop

Pr n?«r w

™

l!,s
'
An

**l
Cm,r̂ ^ ""><'r s treet, Citv, Journ. vman

i r.nter - W Pmmi^t, Shepheni's Rush, Market Gardener - W. T.Jowf.ll, renbury, Worcestershire, Draper — John Woon Prenti

pSSS?*^' Sr0SV" TH0
?,
A8 w

-
T. I'r };.,ott, I'.ryanston Street.

1,', I , 2
n
;-

r
-TT &v^^rer*<?&>Pn&T-&- «ato, Douglas RoadMu i-ton Soi,r.tor-T.o. kiDER, Alh.on j-| u e, Oamberwell New Road;Le,.therMen.hant-C. RovTLZDos, Lower Sydenham, Kent, Brichmaker-H. I SiM..xns, Charles Place, Hertford Road, Kingsland, C;ol.lbeater-\Ni smith and W H. Smi Sedgley, Staffordshire. Mine Draincre-

•o «,*™f North Perrot, Somersetshire, Twine and Web Manufacturer
":;,;•• >MIT "- ^«' f>dcotr. Epsom. Horse I), r-c. s, .uvgmann, New-

s le-upon-Tyne, Shinbroker-S. Stano .Church Street, Hetbnal (ireca,
. o.er-r. lATLoa, Darlington, Durham. Mill.-r -j. C. Tinole, Thame,
""ordshire. Brewer - J. Todd, Exmouth, Devonshire. Gentlcman-J.
\Vnu!

l

r
A

]
1,

*f
' v

,
Uoad

'
N°tting Kill, Commission Agent-W. Walkss,

nV.i •

>
t?.

ffordsn
J
T^' Han",ss Mak.r-.l. Wi

. Carlton, Yorkshire,

r ,i Ji"
1 * li

\
x aiMl ^otatoes-H. WoaTHWoroti, and w. QiununB,^luae Lower Darwen, Lancashire, Cotton Manufacturers.

FRIDAY-BANKRUPTS - T. Ai.nvooD. now of Nottingham, ParmeriJLM 1*1 strer-t. Islintrton, Met.il Merchant anJf Commission

forth, lorkah.re.Cloth Mannfacturer-P. BaaaELi, Moor Plwe, Kenning-

next moved by the Treasurer, ana

Lord Chancellor, " that his Royal «-

to the Bench." This motion ws

the Prince assumed the Benchers go™.

seat as a Master of the Bench, at »"^*
Treasurer. The new Bencher then w

ff

the Parliament do adjourn, and pw^
Library." A procession was we

Library, the Prince of Wales «ri *

^

the m the Lord Chancetor
«

i d ,

Cambridge next.and the otherj^
h

following in their order of£»»
J. j

the passage down the corr.dor » J^,
terrace wis by this time de

:,^m

Library it was with some difficu\tj
t ^

clear from one end to
""f.

*^,**
Library, the Prince took In ^
Lay window, and the Tre^e ^
thanking his Royal H.glmes*****
conferred upon them, ™d

**L ffito*.*T

that the enrolment of Ins Boy»

their body would animate *» ^ ^
to uphold the d«g» ,t

y,°'>Sr wefet
the high character of their aij

' ^
addreJ his Royal Highnes*jr«Jg^
a clear, firm tone, winch ^ ro0f

state, was audible nearly all eve

Gentlemen,-! thank you mostco^ *

and "for "the gratifying
terma^ 'iajg,.

,

presence ^^S'J^ to * f^V^
and esteem it a high PJ-m b

inaUgnra^^5
Benchers., and P^^X of **'*£*
beautiful Library, S^'llmper^Siil^
society. Mthougn but very

ot
l^^gi

noble science to th
^^ sensib^* Vg,.

specially devoted, I am a ^/ <£%&*
importance, and I ^u

^nch and ^triW
iustlv celebrated. .

IO"
nftraea

whicn **
tfc#

iong array of *^?£££m»8 ^ £ti*
and" while hearti

y
^congn ^^

this great work. I venW wgjF'rf**
students withinxts

J
a"

ided fo:

so wisely and hberaUjrj* t

emulate the fame of twnr

The Prince

'"^viSl
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"TTT^v be opened, and the Treasury said, " By I

leaves them ^TSST the power of taking"
**

d of his Royal Highne* this Library h »-*---"•*• -
• - -

"
t ^ opened.'*' This concluded the two cere-

ftf

which together did not last more than half an

*nd the procession left the Library in the same

•nd went to the Temple Church, where there was

r^i ienice, drawn up by the Master, Archdeacon

JJJJ** The' fine choir of the church chanted the

55r3[ 72d Psalms, and Handel's anthem, " Zadok,

Jm Priest "was giveu with great effect. The church,

Selihrary, was filled in every corner. At 4 o'clock

L 750 guests sat down to the dejeuner, which was in

fomptaous banquet. In the hall there was not

for more than 250, including the guests on the

AA- the rest were accommodated in a canvas pavilion

iJaunff, under the presidency of Sir Lawrence Peel.

fieTieasurer was m tlie cll,il m tne **a^' baving the

pnooe on hi* right and the Duke of Cambridge on his

Wtnsnd. In addition to the judges and other guests

•WoM 'been present at the opening of the Library,

Uf4 Bwogham and the Bishop of London joined the

namatj ** dinner. The gallery over the screen was

gpjTith ladies. As previously arranged, there were
The Treasurer gave, in rapid succession,

TbeQaeen," "The Prince Consort," "The Prince of

Wales," "The Duke of Cambridge, and the r3st of the

Royal Family," all of which were duly honoured.
j'.',"' Prince of Wales then rose and said,— Gcntlc-

nto. I wish all prosperity to the profession, and

1 beg leave to give you " Domus." The speech and

it is needlees to say, were received with great

thorium. Shortly afterwards the Prince left the

fell, accompanied by the other visitors, and took his

departure for Windsor, after expressing to the Master his

high gratification at the events of the day. The festi-

vities were brought to a close by an evening conversa-

nce in the Library, where there were arranged, under

the superintendence of Professor Pepper, a great

variety of scientific objects and works of art, which
attracted great attention. The little Garden with its

fanftain, arcades, and masses of pompones, was illu-

minated by the electric light, and was never without
its crowd of promenaders.

The Loss of H.M.S. Drives.—A court-martial was
held at Halifax on the 30th September, to try Com-
mand r Nelson and the officers and crew of the Driver,
for the loss of that vessel. It appeared from the
evidence that the accident took place just before dusk,
in clear weather and calm water, that the sunjeen coral
ef showed no breakers, and that the distance of the

land in sight had been misunderstood. The Court sen-
tenced Commander Nelson tD be severely reprimanded,
and aduoms/ied to be more careful for the future ; and
tee master, Mr.Douling, who had charge of the watch,
te kne all seniority iu his present rank, and to be
merely reprimanded, and admonished to be more
careful for tije future.

New Decking Fountains in the East.—A new
drinking fountain was opened on Monday on Tower
Hill, under the name of " Earl Russell's Drinking
fountain," his lordship having mainly contributed the
wafc for constructing it. His lordship officiated in
P«*» at the opening, and make the following remarks
" "* advantages of such fountains to the working

-"**£*e8 me great pleasure to be preseut here to open this
[2™*, and to dedicate it to the service of the public of this I

i do not wish to detain you bv a loug speech, but

Si ka»« AT *J

°r
v

e observations that I wish to make. We
m lawii rever workmen can get high wages they willVS

.

they congregate they find that there are great

ennThaw hS •
CHnnot have the same conveniences they

G*e Of the in ~—ey bad remained in the country districts.

water, wUi , u „ yerv Potr«»hin«r ^r™. K- g^ h
-
me } ^

the District Board

glass of j -re f ditOOJ

fen are

'"^nveniences they suffer is the want of (resh air ;

*•• shown
*

-

Wtnt ° f rmre and wholesome water.

•Puilaiit

f „uu,.uU iMu.u^. OUv., Experience
tnat a good supply of water is one of che most

with ^Jv
t

vf
y

i!

nea8ure8 that can be adopted. The eager-
mcb

fc

5
e people have seizftd upon the idea of free***««« fouJ^jywtwtis has proved how much they appreciate the

*"* ortainator I> *u
Ir- Melley. a gentleman at Liverpool, the

"*lf
> **fc*»Z s movement, energeticallv exerted him-

h wm immSJI
e
T
eTal fountains to be erected in that town.

'

tothn^L/°.und ^at g«at*sort«d numbers of persons

taken
^iountains. In London also the question has q

Freest p,

articu,arly by Mr. Gurncy and the Metro-

****& The—=- g Fountains Association, of which he is

hand over this fountain to the Chairman or tne District Board

A new drinking fountain has been opened in front of
the Roman Catholic Chapel in the Coinmeicial Road
East. It has been erected by the Metropolitan,
tree Drinking Fountains Association in conjunction
with Cardinal Wiseman. It is a mural fountain ot
polished serpentine, and has been erected under tl

superintendence of Mr. Goldsmith Rolls, C.K., sum \ or
to the Association.

The Embankment op the Thames. — At the
meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works on Friday
a letter was received from the St Olave District Hoard
of Works, expressing their opinion that, considering
the necessity and importance of the Tbam. mlunk-
ment, the views expressed by the Right Hon. >

Cov t, in the correspondence which has appeared in

the public prints were the correct on. -. and that works
of such magnitude, if entrusted to thai Hoard to
perform, should at least have the supervision of In

Majesty's Government. On Friday evening a meeting
of delegates from each of the parisin l South London
was held at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, Mr. I .

Doulton in the chair, to decide on the course to be
pursued in order to obtain for the southern bank of the
Thames the same privileges as arc about to be con-
ferred on the northern shore under the Themes
Embankment Bill. Several gentlemen having pointed
out the importance of a southern embankment, a
resolution was carried unanimously to the effect

that the sanitary condition of the districts of London
south of the river, and their liability to floods, rendned
the protection of an embankment in arv, and that

the meeting, while anxious to promote this undertaking,
had no desire to delay the progress of the northern
embankment. A deputation was appointed to wait
upon Lord Palmerston on the subject from . a -h of tl

parishes in South London.

Argyll House.—It is stated that the dining-room
wing of this house, the town residence of the Karl ol

Aberdeen, and which overlooks the garden at the rear

of the premises, is at the present time undergoing the

process of conversion into an industrial school for about

60 boys. There will he a class-room, in which the boys

will be instructed by Mr. Bean ; a dining or mess room ;

work rooms, in which useful trade*, such as shocmaking,

tailoring, &c, will be taught ; and a lecture-room, in

which lectures will be given to the poor of the neigh-

bourhood. The coach-house, in Marlborough Mews, is

to be changed into baths and lavatories, and there will

be also accommodation for some of the boys to sleep on

the premises, the others leaving in the evening and
returning in the morning. The arrangements will be

carried out on a principle similar to the schools of Dr.

Guthrie in Edinburgh. The boys will also be clothed

and fed bv Lord Aberdeen, and the most destitute will
nV w

be admitted, the only qualification being that of

poverty.

Sale of the Foreign Office.—On Monday the

materials of the Foreign Office in Downing Street were

sold by auction preparatory to their removal for the

proposed public offices' extension. On the south of

Downing Street whole streets have disappeared within

the last few weeks, and more are to be forthwith pulled

down, in order that there may be as little delay as pos-

sible in commencing the new works. The sale on

Monday was conducted on the premises, the material

disposed of consisting of 2,000,000 stock bricks, a lar

quantity of slates, plain tiles, timber in roofs, floors,

&&t gilt moulded and other doors, mahogany plate-

glass and other sashes and frames, upwards of 20 tons

of lead in flats, paving, staircases, stoves, and fixtures

and fittings of all kinds. Some of the materials fetched

good prices.

The Last of the India House. — The most

valuable of the contents of the East India House

having been either sold or transferred to the new

Quarters of the Indian Government in Victoria Street,
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^^^^^ erecting this fountain. It^ or the docks, and every labourer who

the materials of the building itself are to be sold by

auction on Monday. The catalogue includes the new

museum, erected about three years since in the Moorish

and Indian styles of architecture, from the designs of

Mr. Digby Wyatfc, 15,000 feet of York and Portland

paving, 4000 feet run of Portland coping, stoue alls,

stringing, cornice, and other stonework, 200O feet of

sheet copper, 200 tons of lead on the roofs, 2000 squan

of flooring boards, 1700 doors of all kinds, including

some of solid mahogany, and an immense variety of other

materials, covering an acre and a half of ground.

New Hlackfriabs BRIDGE.-The levels for the new

bridge at Blackfriars, ill the room of the present dOapi-

dated structure, have been taken. The bridge will be

6 feet 10 inches lower in the centre and 2 feet 9 inches

lower at the side arches than the present bridge, and

the incline will therefore be easy. The width of the

bridge will be 80 feet within the parapets, being nearly

double that of the present bridge. In construction it

will be similar to that of Westminster, but with only

three spans to cross the river.

Mutiny at the Royal Military Academy .-On

Wednesday the 23d nit. considerable com motimito.k

place among the gentlemen cadets at the Royal Mi
1
iter

Academy at Woolwich, the immediate C«i«»ofJrtaA

was a new regulation depriving them of he u,ua
I
hetf-

holiday on Wednesday afternoon ; but the true source .

C

eat is Mid to hive been Ut out, u*
quality of the provmont. Tl iret tymptom dT «ry
irregularity was that only *> oriels, Oct of «), pre^

d theuv tht roQ-cill <m para4a In the
aitt rnoon. When called a seoond Uom bo oee telbsed
to obey. In the ning, however, the old AeU not

I in front I the academy were thrown into the
ch of tl. uciopure, ai. i number of th< 1 «words

were at the same time cast into the governor*! garden,
whileotln iruna were loaded frith the i loavca rooeoUj
introduced in the rati.tns. Tiie authorit iea eedeeeomred
to put a stop to the proceed ingt bv j-uuiahing aomeo! t he
supposed ringleaders, and by removing all traeea of tht
dUtnrbeoee < ly on the following morning, hot the
attempt was without e fleet. In the eoorae of the day
the governor addressetl the cadet* . form. ng these 1

the counnandHiit of the garrison had ( > tie red place
100 artillei en at his disposal In tl event ef »,.

furtln liiturbanee, I he course oft: venii

governor's windows ware smashed, and a irai

acards m ( >d • the barracka. On mdaj
« nn, ere aeet 1 to bave taioed what th,/

desired, \ . . an in sj Into the cauas
midaint and d'niseUefi u. A board ot impun has

sat daily for that purpose, sting <•!' <'"loo«l > ke,
U.K., Maior Fitrhugh, and Major Will.ams. It A The
cadets who were under arrest have, for the present,
been allowed to return

I
thnr duty. the

other causes of complaint Mated by the cadets, are the
unjust manner in which they consider the "special
class" to have been prom A • the heads o uany
gentlemen now at Woolwich; and the new mod. of
dividing the (lasses lately introduced by the governor.
With regard to matters unoonn< 1 with they
state ti the regula ns are totally unmnted e
pre >t age of toe cadets, and that in venous ways
they are not treated as gentin A statement of the
facts, in a formal and official report, is expected to lie

forwarded to head quartern,

CftYRAXi Pal 101.—At Blondin's perfonnesjoes n

Monday a momentary terror was id by the sudden
snnpj'iug ol the balance-pote, whicb f< jmrtainto

the organ. The los«. In er, seemed to have no efled

upon the pi i former, lor he at once taedc his way to

the end oi tin* rope, where a new pole was brought, and
the remainder of t he programme proceeded with.

Blondln's engagemetU terminated with his :Wd ascent

on Thursday. By special permission be repented on that

occasion his b< nefit pel formances, and geve two ascents

—one on the Interior, the other on tin xtcrior rope,

at 3 and fi o'clock. The latter afforded ( opportunity

for repeating the display of lireworks b\ IUondin during
his passage -.dong the rope, mmWar t<» those pr<-pared

for his beuetit on the 7th ult., the eft'ect of which was
marred by the iofr which then set in.

Bsmsn M M.—An important addition w

made to the collection of ancient marbles in the Hritish

Museum on Monday, by the arrival of a further portion

of the results of the exca ions undertaken at Cvrene
be Lieutenants rorcher and Smith. These gentlemen

h ire now, it is understood, oomph 1 their reeeerches

and finally left that place.

Sale of Criminal Literature.—A singular library

of criminal literature was sold a few days since by
Messrs. Boothgate A. Barrett, when the more scarce and
valuable lots realised high prices. Jonathan Wild's

autograph, and the scarce print of "Jonathan Un-
veiled," fetched 71. ; a collection of 200 portraits of

criminal cclebr ;

s realised 13/. &>. ; and 11 dying

speeches, published at a penny each, 21. lfl*. Some
contemporary records of notorious malefactors, such as

Mrs. Urownrigg, who beat her female apprentices to

death ; Jonathan Wild, the thiettaker; John Hall, who
murdered his master; Captain Samuel Goodere, who
killed his brother, a B miersetsbire baronet, on board

ship; Miss Illandy, who poisoned her father at the

instance of her lover, Captain Cranstoun, &c, fetched

67. Another collection, chiefly referring to .lack

^ueppard and Jonathan Wild, realise I ^l. 15*. "The
Malefactors' Register," 5 vols., with lf>0 engravings,

mostly insertions, brought 11/.; and Howell's ".Stat

Trials," 16/.

The Memorial Church at Cawnpore.—By letters

received from Calcutta it appears that by the g<>od

offices of the Bishop an arrangement, has been made
with respect to the application of the fund coUei i

for the Memorial Church at Cawnpore. The & ral

feeling in India was in favour of erecting it on the l;

of Sir Hugh Wheeler's entrenchments, but as this was

too distent from the cw to serve as a mission c rch,

it was agreed that the Government should make t- r

to the Society for the Propagal f J he Gospel Christ

Church, which is situated in the centre of the town of

Cawnpore, and close to the too brated well, for

missionary uses, and that in return the Soci should

pay o\ • r t he mon it bad received for a memorial and

mission Church to'the general fund raised in India for

the erection of a Memorial Church on the site referred

to. Christ Chorst has accordingly been trauferred to

the Society, and the Archbishops of Canterbury and

York, afid the Bishop of London, have appointed the

Rev. S. B. Bnrrell, M.A., senior missonary of the Society

in Cawnpore, to be the officiating minister.

Makblaf.-jhter at Peckham.—On Monday evening

an adjourned inquest was held on the body of Mr.

George Allen, timekeeper of the Camberwell Omnibus

\9sociation, who died on the 22d ult. from injuries in-

flicted on him by Henry Budd, a well known pugilist.
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It appeared from tlie evidence that Allen was sitting I

"The Public Health. — The Registrar-General's
quietly on a chair reading a newspaper, when Budd ! Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in the
came up drunk and attempted to snatch it out of his week ending Saturday, October 26, were 1087. Corn-
hands. A struggle ensued, when Budd seized deceased pared with the ten corresponding weeks of the years
by the whiskers and hair, and threw him on the pave- 1851-60, the mortality from all causes is considerably
merit with great violence. Deceased was taken up in- i

below the average. During the week the births of
sensible, and died next day. As the result of a post 945 boys and 877 girls, in all 1822 children, were
mortem examination D . Nind stated that the skull had registered in London. In the ten corresponding weeks
received a fracture over the right ear, and th.it there "

" ""

were three ounces of blood extravasated on the surface
of the brain. These injuries were the cause of death,
and must have been produced by a fall or heavy blow.
The jury, after 20 minutes' consultation, returned a
verdict of " Manslaughter." Great sympathy is mani-
fested for the family of deceased, who was much
respected, and a subscription opened for them already
amounts to \00l. Budd is now in the gaol infirmary
suffering from delirium tremens.

^

The Case op Vincent Colltjcci.—Since the con-
viction of this prisoner he has bren in a most melan-
choly condition, the result of the trial having been r» " .. , ,,
unexpected by h.m, us he entertained « eonfi .

BmrpaRAM -A p„ ,l,c meeting was held a few

opinion that he should either be acquitted, or that Mi , SS£ """t
'" tUe

A S?" 2^ U"d
f
r "»« P"?'fe"°y of

Johnstone would not appear against him. It is stated i" Jf^SE *? cons"'er
l!

le «^ of V •»£* "
J""™

"
vv " »wm*u on Manchester and Birmingham industries, the hest

4. *

—

T

of the years 1851-60 the average number was 1654,

©roWncfaT.
Bristol.—On Friday the magistrates at the Police

Court in this city inflicted a fine of 5Z. and costs upon
a Mr. Frederick Lay ton, of London, stated to be an
officer in the army, for kissing a lady, of Cheltenham,
named Mrs. Elizabeth Rebecca Martin, as they were
travelling from Gloucester to Bristol on the Midland
Railway, being the only occupants of one of the com-
partments of a first-class carriage.

, ^ ^^ - — - — — — , . v w , >

that when the case stood for trial at the last sessions
an offer was made to the prisoner, if he would plead
"Guilty" and consent to the restoration of the 1600/.
taken from him at the time of his apprehension by the
police, that the prosecution would apply to the Court to
allow him to be discharged on entering into recogni-
sances to appear and receive judgment if called upon
to do so, but he positively refused to accede to this
proposition. Mi>s Johnstone's friends were desirous
that she should be spared the annoyance of appearing
in a public court to give her evidence, and the prisoner
no doubt calculated that she would not do so, und that
he should thus escape the consequences of his fraud;
but when it was found that he would not agree to the
liberal offer made to him it was determined that the
case should proceed. The prisoner, it appeared, lived
in the most luxurious and extravagant style at his
residence in Ovington Square, and if his career had
not been cut short so suddenly, in all probability the
whole of the 1900Z. would very soon have been
squandered. In a tew days the prisoner will be
removed to the Millbank Penitentiary, to undergo his
sentence.

Defalcations of a Poor Rate Collector.—
Thomas William Nation, of Li mehouse, shoemaker and
collector of the poor and general rates in the parish of
All Saints, Poplar, was summoned before the magistrate
of Thames Police Court a few days since °on the
charge of neglecting to pay the sum of 800/., the
balance due on the poor rates he had collected. For the
defence it was argued that the proceedings were in-
valid, the summons not having been taken out within
six months as required by law. After some discussion
the magistrate, decided that the proceedings were com-
menced within six months after the commission of the
offence, that the prosecutor had fully made out his
case, and that a distress warrant must issue for 800/.
On Monday last defendant was again brought befoie
the magistrate, when the officer of the Court stated that
he had not recovered a farthing under the distress war-
rant, as defendant had no goods on which to distrain.
Defendant pleaded for mercy on the ground of his age,
infirmity, and poverty, and was sentenced by the magis-
trate to imprisonment for three weeks. It was stated
during the inquiry that defendant was also a de-
faulter on the general rate of the parish to the amount
of 600/., making in all 1400/. His securities are liable
for 600/., which will reduce the liabilities of the rate-
payers to the sum of 800/., which they will have to pay
a second time.

Volunteer Fire Brigade.—The Surrey Volunteer
Engineers have resolved to form within their ranks a
company of firemen for active service in the borough of
Soutlnvark. A pr6visional committee has been ap-
pointed to make arrangements for embodying the
corps and every endeavour will be made to render it
useful and efficient. It is believed that the members of
tne new brigade, instructed in the duties of military
engineers, will make excellent firemen, and powerful
mi itary engines will be supplied for their use. The
orderly-room of the Volunteer corps has been opened as
the temporary office of the brigade. The movement
has received the support of the Rev. Hugh Allen, D Dwho has consented to act as chaplain ; General Sandham,

phL^881* Mandslay & Field, Messrs. Apsley
PcIJatfc & Co., and Messrs. Sliand & Mason. Captainbhaw the successor of Mr. Braid wood, is also of opinion
that the new company will render material assistance tohe firemen of the London Brigade, and has promised
to give them all the advice and assistance in his
power.

wfS
TKAM^YS

;
-The grand jury at the Surrey

quarter Sessions at Kingston have returned a true bill
igaiiiat Mr. G. F. Train and several vestrymen of Lam-
>etn for a nuisance committed by obstructing the
horoughfare in the Kenningtonand Westminster roadshe mdic ment contains five counts. The first chargeshe defendants with obstructing the free passage on theaid highways by placing thereon iron rails, and thereby
endenntr the roads unsafe for the passage of vehicles

mode of procuring a supply of cotton, and the oppor-
tunity which the crisis affords of annihilating the slave
trade, by establishing the cotton industry in Africa.
Lord A. Churchill in opening the proceedings described
at considerable length the signal success which had
already resulted from the appointment of the consul at
Abbeokuta. The African Aid Society desired, in the
first place, to introduce such an alteration of system
i»to Africa as they believed would bring about a great
and beneficial change— physical, political, and social.

Mid they proposed to do that by introducing families
from Canada, who by their skill in the various mechanical
arta and sciences would be in a condition to raise
the African to a higher state of intelligence and
usefulness, and lead him on by degrees to a state of
civilisation equal to that of any other race. The means
to this end were by the extension of consular esta-
blishments in the interior of Africa. This would place
the country under the protection of Great Briain, and,
-o protected, all its cotton, sugar, tobacco, and indigo
fields would thrive under British enterprise; a deadlv
blow would be struck at the slave-grown produce of
Cuba, Virginia, and New Orleans; the supply of slaves
from the African coast would be cut off; the Africans
would be brought up to their true position in the
human race, and the whole world would soon reap the
benefit. Mr. J. Lyon M'Leod, late consul at Mozam-
bique, said that the number of slaves exported per
annum bad been reduced from 150,000 to 50,000, but
more must be done before the trade was extinguished.
One squadron was of no use while slavetraders reaped
a profit of 1400 per cent. The best means they could
adopt was to make the traffic unprofitable; this was to
be done by the cultivation of African produce by
Africans under British protection. There were two
weeds growing there—cotton and indigo—in sufficient
quantities to clothe the whole human race, and dye
it blue into the bargain; the cultivation of these
weeds would not only do good to the country
itself, but would give the whole world a cheaper
article, inasmuch as cotton from New Orleans, which
was being now sold at 9d. or lOd. per lb. could be made
in Afr'ca for Ad. All that was required to achieve this
was the infusion of the skill of the white races among
the negroes of Africa.—Mr. Dauby Seymour, M.P?,
dwelt on the advantages in a commercial "point of view
which had resulted from British protection in other
parts of the world. The Africans had in them, he said,
the seeds of civilisation, and only needed cultivation to
bring them up to a level with European races. AH we
had to do was to teach them the requirements of a
civilised life, and he was sure they had intelligence
enough to gratify them.—Lord Stratheden said a few
words in favour of an African nationality.—Lord
Calthorpe said that the American war had taught the
people of this country that which they ought to
have learned before—namely, the uncertainty of the
dependence on one field for the supply of cotton;
the only remedy was by the cultivation of the'
plant in other parts of the world. England was
to some extent responsible for the introduction of the
slave traffic into America, and was bound to do all she
could to remedy the evil.—Mr. Campbell (of Canada)
said he had just shipped in a vessel from London about
250/. worth of cotton machinery, which he intended to
follow as fast as he could and take from Lagos up the
river Ogou to Abbeokuta ; when there he should take
in some land, get labourers to plant cotton, and pur-
chase all the cotton from the natives that his means
would allow, and ship it to this country. To show that
the negroes were a trading race he mentioned the fact
that in the interior of Africa he found articles of luxury
which had been imported from Europe and by the
caravans across the Desert, the trader, not daring,
however, to approach the western coast of Africa for
fear of the slave dealer. The following resolutions
were all unanimously adopted :

—

monwealth of natfo^s~lTThaf~^r^=cotton famine in the manul^hiSf^^1^"
meeting cannot but see n

^

h?? dutrf**E*"securing our own cotton s^v I7e8enk A*.1*
destroying the African s]avSdl ^ ?*«*!?vast natural cotton fields ofW«^b

7 *« <££?<
duction of Christian coloured'£A^ ifc(

is eminently calculated to advaZZ "? <**and^civilisation in that count™
5 ^h*?***"influence of commerce as an \**h F^coo*

gion, tin, meeting recognises i, fTate
,

of*&Sother natural V^n^TllX^power for the raising of that Colhn!^ **S2support the African Aid Society t TUt
' ** l22

those enterprises." y m lts endear***'

Cambridge.—The Kev J tt juxmm
and Tutor of Trinity Coll±* £f^ U.

'

Professor of Diving in thfrot ftA**promoted to the Deanery of Exeter
*****

Chester. — A case of attend i
occurred in this city on Tuesday a

**IC
Edward Davies, recently an ap^enfe^
druggist at Rhyl, had received a?e^S
w.th which he intended to coinmCC^own account Before however carrj£2?
ion he resolved to enjoy himself for\uS
last week he came to this city havi
50,'. to 1001. He here fell in with a eo^of loose character, named Jemima M<m

:

as the daughter of a farmer near SbrnL
soent several days with her in dissipation oT*they went on a visit to Liverpool, uhere'tW
began to feel remorse and shame for the loolT

1*
in which he had squandered his mo., e/iI
ducted himself. While under the luimmth
feeling hemanap-ed, without the knowltWfc
to purchase a bottle of laudanum; but Mtki
returning to Chester on Sunday evenin* bv Jl!
the bottle, guessed that he had afaUIh
it from him, and threw it out of the arm, ft*same evening, however, Davies went out, and, *,written a regular prescription, succeeded in pvte
four ounces of laudanum at the shops of twe£
druggists. He then induced the girl to iwdvi
contents of one phial while he took the otk.
effects of the laudanum on the girl were net a

;

induce her to give the alarm. They were botahbt
the infirmary, where the usual remedies wjre

tf red— successfully in the case of the girl, bit

fully in the case of the man, who died in theon

i

the night. The giil was taken into cwtodr by t*

police, and was taken before the city mt«i»Ws«

Tuesday, and remanded. The jury at the

Wednesday returned a verdict that deceased iW km
taking laudanum while in a sound state rf wid,

administered by his own hand, and tl. xfumr
was accessory to the act. On hearingwWv tk

prisoner fainted away, and was taVen outof tkeMrt

in that state. She was committed for traM&rtii

assizes.

Derby.—The Bishop of Oxford addressed tbedk

and employes connected with the Muttffld M«f
Company, on Saturday, the 19th ult, in tbe tof»"*

shop of the station in this town. There wereWg
sent in their working dress, many being *rth*J*

coats, having just left work. At 12 o'clock thiW
Archdeacon Hill, and many of the local clerg

the workshop. The service commenced by toe

|

of a hymn; and, a few prayers from the norMf*

vice having been read, the Bishop read a WtJ
from the 3d chap er of the Book of Daniel, itjW

^

lie had chosen that passage because he twp,

showed to what we all, especially the yonng,™
ject—temptation in its strength, and temp

weakness, temptation on every side; lw*
.

strength to those who desired to resist »^, g
ship then read the narrative of Shadracl«,ae*?

Abednego, and proceeded to comment on itm^
" Most of you can remember the wopderfal

J>*J {i$

but*1

the triid came,
l

Kiid''theaving was pe« ,1*^t0

]*? A .

to compel them to worship the graven «n^ ^
to do so. There was wealth, hi»jh bonov.w« B*0
of all that vourh looked forward to. °«e""

J T^fZ
hand, and "a burning fiery furnace on the ow

i ^ ^ jp

certainty of any deliverance by DU1%Q
*T^

*

was no prospect of help from Above. 1^7 ^
of being rescued, but they left dlj* ">i
were thrown into the flames, and only ai^^
moment was any power pot forth tor ^
And here I conld say to you my W ^^

" Most or you can rememoer tue **«.»•-
this refers. These young men were m tne

"L-
youth—their passions were strong. an<l y« )

to resist the unholy decree of Nebuchadi»e«»-

men had been placed high in the new ki-gd^. _„*

ft

** rf

3 i co-mi May *' j-". "-^..pca a fe*

whom I have been permitted to artdre*

name of my Lord.-nere is a £\fJ*os;^
Temptations will come upon us for them ^
unlocked for time. These y°u°5

°
b̂ Ugbttoi*5^

seemed to prosper with them, were r ^
it is wi'ta you and me. ' Let bun ^^ t0

g£C
f ,ir kwi W. h« tall.' And so the teropw^ faBJ ^^

m
servants came when there was no -£k h* MP

human being who ^_ T^±eiTje;^d^fk^
d

out and separated fromevery one eise '
tatio*

*

of his own being has been s

t̂f v̂ lneb^^
meet it for him. none a»»«to*jEst sin, agf^
must, my brethren be a wart

«J»^" were th*«

i"^^:^ ^^s'mino^to *ggfa
s

wai

''1. That this meeting emphatically expresses its approval
of the appointment by the British Government of an accre-
dited agent at Abbeokuta, and trusts that the policy w hie

h

dictated this appointment may be extended to the town of
Kaboa, on the Niger, and to otherimp rtant places as facilities
a
r*?u *ft •

thls meetin? recognises in the special qualities
ot the African race the promise of an African nationality, and
anticipates m that nationality a valuable element in the com-

leftVoVhVtrial? God ww mjndea «,

«QT« *t,-i* nrn*ns. This was wny fl«.

l9rm

r^dSSi aid min.at.red to*™^^%£&
that

arid c;«uu iwm ui.»-— -
V nH <*0 it 1» Ul/

- the >wr.

He savs he BDOUiq u»v» —
:iiimld have^gjrtjj

^

is suffered to come
falls is

He says he should nave -- ou',d havag*'

thrown among drunkards \t,\Lnre. H he

not been thrown among the i

J oathi/i
never have uttered those ^^ptai *"

learned to blaspheme. ^
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Tr>mia*ii<n *»* permitted to the three

2T»«*t they mixht f*H
,

hut that the
-v ">h?ut stand.

w

»

\A for strength ;
yet the fire did something.—it

'tK* bonds in which ea-rh had bound them—the
1 '*

vWeb it could do—tbe tooeoaing of the bonds

Key were fettered when cist into the fire But

**7i i~Tham no barm. '1 he smell of firo had not passed
* tfcSrfiWTO**118

Temptation, my brethren, you must

JS STnot sin. If you resist temptation, if when the

Jjgn-wt comes into your minds yi»u put your foot upon

~tl3d*wei]. H is no sin to be tempted. St Paul had

il there *n the flesh, the minister of Satan to buffet
•• jiL |DAn who resists the temptation ot drunkenness,

_ ^Itrr or any other sin, escapes without injury.

m Mirk »<* "hat temptation does. It strikes away the
•* "5 tbe aarth The man who has become careless, hut

tinted ?** to his closet and reads Goi's Word.

Lttnethi* church better, strikes away the bonds which
' him. Ue is now a respectable man, and is

individually by others—ho becomes more
llVfoes buck to hi
up to

It ike

is Bible and to his chmch, and
. -Hfttt eommunion with his God—the firo baa not burned

-gi merely rent asunder tbe bunds which bound him
world Mark the secret of the deliverance of

three Hebrews The fourth was like the Son of God.
TL y git tempted Christian's strength. We have a High

ryfcat tocb s» becomes us. He was once tempted like unto

M. bat withou in; and never does temptation fill upon

My on successfully who looks up to Him for help and

Mkboet. Look up then, thou who art a tempted one.

2*| thou who art afflicted. Is there one among you, my
frmfr who hits some strong temptation to overcom<

fose stroii* trial or affliction a-sailing you? Look unto

gfi tod He will' help you. Think not that He has for-

foUaa you—for that is the inward snare of the devil

wttWring his strong whisperings and telling you that

nmust yield. Does the fire come upon you ; docs

Mi ss though you were left alone ; that God does not care

a* yoo! It s«, think of these three young men ; think of the

iptation they underwent, and think of their great deliver

e Fvery one that trusteth in Him will not be abandoned.
Do not give up at the first struggle, but go on struggling, and
job will in the end gain the victory ; for His eye is upon every

of Hi« servants ; He forgetteth not one of them. In your
>, ray brethren, think upon God. that seeth in secret

;

trait Ib Him anrt He will avert the temptation. He will never
Jc*ve you, and never forsake you. Look here, my friends—you

Cr»f men, whom my soul yearns over—here we are taught a
«—trnst in Him, confide in Him to the utmost. Fight

dwbattle manfully, and you will ultimately be triumphant.
Bear that voice which comes to that young man who is tempted
t«sta ; cling to thy Lord Him who died for thee. He knows
tMnt infnmitie* ; He will give thee the deliverance ol His love.
Ajtd now, my friends, let us, one and all. lift up our hearts
tu its v or to Him that He would deliver us in the hour of
tMefUtion."

The Bshop then pronounced the Benediction, after
which tbe Doxologv was sung.
Kxetek —The somewhat novel circumstance of the

erectmn of a monument to a living worthy has jast
taken place in this city. The merits of Sir Thomas
AeUnd, of Killerton, have been for many yean appre-
ciated not only in his native county of Devon but in

otner and more distant parts of the world. A co nmittee
am therefore formed, with the Earl of Devon as
chair'.i'an, and subscriptions poured in from all quarters.
The remit has been the erection of a marble statue on

of the plateaus of Northernhay, in this city, by
*. B. Stephens, the sculptor. The ceremony of
juration took place on the 22d ult., the Mayor and

k!^
0n °^ ^xeter attending in state, and a large

number of county gentlemen being present, including

eventually notice was given ho Captain l)i<

the whole of the property in his occupation
required with an adjoining property, which i

and a notterv which formed • ivirt.irm nf i

*» '"rwarded to P,Hs, where they are pickled, and
^J?Ja7feni th7t «-e fall because we .re tempre i is perhaps sent back again to this country for < amn.
•^5Ted«ruat of G->d, and a mistake of His manner of tion. A committee was unanimously appointed.m.V^ He means those temptations to be a step

, piP1Mnu ., . . . • } ' .
'"••

^.i5 Under which to to reach from earth to Heaven !

'^MAM.—About two years Since the War IVpart -

-—^.iS-iirarof Hia bringing us to Christ, and so it was ", "jving resolved to erect a line of fortith „,

^iZZma*. The? were made weaker, in order that they tor the defences of Portsmouth Dockyard and Arson d*

-a ?i ^sttttzsriZsi tz £'£*£ Po
'

,mn mi^t-^"• wUI ao • *- "* •• •• as far as Fareham, notice was given hy the Secretary
of State, under the Defence Act, to several of the land
owners and resident gentry that they would be reqaired
to sell their properly to the Government. A ng
those to whom notice was given was Captain Alexander
Collingwood Dickson, the owner and occupier of an estate
at Wallington, near Fareham, reqoMng him t a r« lin-
quish a pi • nf a paddock in front of his reside >< r
the purpose of erecting a portion of the fcrtinr «t mm,
to be called the « Wellington Forts." OapUfn Dickeon
petitioned the Seen Ury of State to teki the whole of
the property, as the introil: ion of th cnutemi .'el
fort would deteriorate the value of the remainoV, in
maequenoe of the annoyance from the I Ie at (he

fort, tbe discharging of puns and small arms, A
Eventually notice area given f» Captain Dickeon that

would ba
was subl

a pottery which formed a portion of the sal ite.

Captain Dickson claimed as compensation 22,000/. This
Valuation was disponed, and during la«t week a jnr\
was empanelled for several days to settle tins and 0th

e

disputed valuations in connection with the (brtifl.

cations. Mr. Serjeint Hayes was appointed assessor
by the sheriff, sir Will, am Atbei »n, Q.C., Attorney
General, appeared fir the Crown, with Mi. Hindmamh.
Mr. J. EL Lloyd and Mr. J. J. .1 mnsnn. him ts,

appeared on behalf of the claimants. The case ol

Captain Dickson was taken first, and several viloon
deposed to the nature and the mine of the property
The Attorney General then addressed the jury nt great
length, after which Mr. Serjeant Hayes gummed up,
and the jury, after an hour's consultation, returned,
having come to a conclusion that the Governm- ut

should pay the sum of 13,000/. to Captain Dickson.
The next case was that ot Henry Richard Rd wards,
Esq., who claimed 4500/. as compensation for his

estate. The Attorney neral agreed to award tin

amount claimed, and the jury found accordingly, with-

out entering into the evidence. The next, can- was that
of Thomas Hewett, Esq., of Fareham. and .lames
F. Ihirrell, Esq., of Bursledon, devizees in treat of Uli

late James F. Burrell, Esq., which claimed 2K,OO0l for

their estate, comprising 33 acres 9 perches. The Crown
surveyor valued the property at 12,000/. only. S.vitiI

witnesses were erauiiued, and atter a very long hearing.

the jury, on Friday evening, awarded 16,000£. compen-
sation.

Gloucester.—The orphan child of Lord Forth and
Mrs. Lloyd has been baptised by the names of Ann
Cooper Lloyd, and is now at nurse in a village near this

city. A lady residing in Ireland, having read the

account of the death of its parents, was so greatlv

interested in the fate of the child that she offered to

adopt it as her own. Mrs. Lloyd's parents, however,

have provided a liberal maintenance for the child, and
the generous offer was therefore declined.

Lichfield.—The formal ceremonial for the re-

opening of the cathedral of this city, the restoration of

which has been for some time in progress from the

designs of Mr. CI. O. Scott, R.A., took place on the 22 i

ult. with all the solemnity suitable to the Occasion.

After morning service, which was attended by about

4000 persons, lunche >n was served in a series of tents

erected in a field at the foot of the hill approaching the

cathedral, under the presidency of the Earl of Lichfield.

In the afternoon the cathedral was again thronged to

hear a sermon preached hy the Bishop of Oxford.

Many persons were unable to obtain admi' »n. Before

the commencement of the service in the morning the

clergy of the diocess presented an address of congratu-

lation to the Bishop On the restoration and re-opening

of the cathedral, and also in affectionate acknowledg-

ment of the kindness and courtesy he has manifested

during the 18 years during which he has presided over

the diocess. With regard to the restorations it appears

that the funds already provided have been sufficient

for the restoration of the greater part of the dila pi-

nave, both which
reredoe and alur
The stall*,

eastward

,';;

Hr

—-i • - ./..uii wucKwortn, .vi r. A. riooci, Sir J. uuller
«* bur John Duntze, Sir P. Acland, Sir J. Kennaway,
*awraJ Sir p, Moresby, the Hon. and Rev. ft.
urartenay, Hon and Uev. a L. Courtenay, Mr. Buller,
«jU Mr. Kekewich, M.P., Mr. Gard, M.P., Rear-

h*A ,
~ ie

' General Studd, Cornel Ac-land, Dr.

?*™J'
the Rev. L. Acland, and Mr. J. B. Acland,

was£n •

e hon
* baronet. At the banquet, which

,
oei-i m the evening, the Earl of Devon in the chaT,

ir inability to attend, were read
of Portsmouth, the Bishop of Exeter,

•'«< m*
ai1^ otner8 ' The following motto

B^^^Pelestal was suggested by the late Earl

^ T
e '

*'
lm hi early life was the political opponent

.*' l
:

A(:»ahd ;
—« Praxenti tibi mJturot largimur

^e statue contained the following in-

^rectedasa tribute of affectionate respect

*?""* Karl of
»r H. D,^ M p ^ aud othei^

•oaoret."

•cripti„n

:

if private
•f a«huir f

H °rth an '^
J
mblic i,lteg rlt.V> ant^ m testimony

*aich » •

l0U r tbe gtnerous heart and open hand,

read* 't°

Ut reKarJ to PM »ty, race, or creed, have been
3 to protect the weak, to relieve the needy, and
ne oppressed/'—At the Quarter Sessions last

aoar nailed, and nf bringinf tins
taUe to teear erlgnnal poeMen.

agjm, m fareaerly, eernpy tee Meat
three baya, while the » HX ,
are devoted to the pfaahiUii end

>e two eneternmoat epenwf, at at irOL
Lady Chapel, which is to U made nee of let

early set vice. The great difference netno— tne peeeeejt
arrangement and that of the ancient lewiili it that tbe
oirisnot now severed as formn-lv, »m the rest of

the arch by unperi orated aereena att matall by
screenu,.rk ofthe nwat open deecritdao*, ta «» reante
every |iart available «br orehip. Tne near «nreen
has been wrought in iron and brans by Mr. Sk
Covcni rv. The paveanente are a union nf anoneataa
tiles and marble: that he! ween t be atatla baa tllea nf tbe
same pat! i with old onea fonnd «n the ch< ihatef

!

the prejb\ trrv Is to be ennehed with •nhjerta in iajaaad
atone, illnatral a of thehietnrrof M c ad. an
«iai fra and bbliona hi* ally mntoted «

f,l<>
< Iral. T»>e w hole mUwier of the ohm oh hat

been created from \u nnnieroeja ( aetiflyr* ' '«ow and
white -Mi*h. and the rich .

wbi-ti a itl nfl| ben itnl elTi-el has hi<en jjaini

f he screen « k baa tieei careftill . ieet«ir« •» I also
• he v eork, eomptii agth< throne, pul pi' \*\U, and
•ulwtalla. The carving comke> ol fl »<r«ra ot

wm with flpnreanf the Anoatlea and tleMv m< 4
poppy beedi on the top o4 the finkla, and hta dly
-1. rued and Script urn 1 «nl> la on tl enda, Ihesi-
ngnrea restored to the choir are bf Ml I ereie

"•preeeut Mary, si. M rv Map lalene, St. Peter, St.
/ames, St. Philip and -'

«

Ma in» n.—The annual meeHnp of the tTni'

Kinj nn Alliance waa held in this city last

oier the
| lejajileno^ Sir WalfcV 1 itar'

fhe report atat that ih^ detlaratlm \Mi«

as adopted by the mmioeria! mnferenef in 1897. ha i

received nearly 3f>T»0 written adbeairma from clerjrymen
and other Christian minis several hundred nam*
having heenadded during the; v-ear. The llrjiinh fern-

perance Leafoe, the N -hen \. perance 1 can;ue, ihe
m I oi|M»rance Aa-oeiatiofi. sol t - Wales

leinperaitce Ass.K-i: »n, all im. nn»d tbe i
' ordial

Mathma to the Allioiee. 1 Scottish iVrmtm.ive

Bill Asaociatlon had -itao p » operajhid n»ith the Altinnot

dnrino; tbe year. The Allisnce had now fieanjad nearly

CO.OOOcarda oj ine«n»»ership. r« ntii paid anbaerlp-

tions, and wh« aided hy 150 at atwietiaa,

and was dir tly connect i I wi! Ii upwards of HKX) teto-

perance aocie» iea pledged to suppot pernitaaive veto.

fhe rep having hi n adopted, reaolutioeji bearing
noon the operatione mod progreal of the m -mi

discussed, and a ^nl>scnp' am list for the eusmn * >car
was opened. The re»«olu is ha I n ion to >e

licensing system, the Permissive Ihll agl' »? which
to oe continued ; the wider diatemi nation of

" Meliora," the prize euay, and other Alliance litera-

ture ; the organisation of deputations to urge on
memhera of parliament tbt neetBiitv and justice the

Permissive Bill ; and the arecovraeof the Alliance

in the event of any proposal in the legisl ire aling

with the question ot the sale of intoxic g; liquors.

The Chair in opening the bnsineat of th > neral

mi tig in the evening. ixje« - d the great regret he
felt at the absence ol their president Lord \\r .'ham.

He hoped, however, that t he illness of the noble lord

would only he temporary, ami that Ire would be spared

lor many years t i
' »ur in that reform which

were met that evening to promote, as well as in the

many other reforms in which he waa interested. He
congratulated the in ing on fie advance nude in

pulilic Opinion, aided by tbe labours of the I' ed

Kingdom Alliance of M icheater, as well as all similar

institution! throughout the countr; r John S. Forbes,

Bart, moved the first resolution as :
—

"That thia meeting is fully convinced that M traffic in

into* ng licpiors la the prolific c«a«e of drunkenness,
mperistn, crime, inaanity. and premat-ure death; that it

constantly and inevitably tends to depress all le«iL]fnate

commerce. t/> enhance the burdens of tax i, to reduce the

waL'es <«f industry, and to anjn t th" price of food >d that,

therefore, it in jOBt aud SXpeUlewt that the pc>nle be em-
powered t<-> exclude froui their midst a system so disastrous

and demoralising."

The Kev. G. T. Fox, M.A., Durham, seconded the

resolution, which was supp rted by the Uev. W. N.

Molesworth, Vicir of Uoclidale, and In Alderman

Hiirvev. and unanimously agr >. Mr. H. i oaaham,

erer

•aocon

»eek.

wich

dated or wantonly destroyed stonework; for tie

removal of the whitewash, of long stan.ling. rfii^tolpro^l t he second re*>lo tion

:

the completion ol the B.shop'a throne and Btalhvork; „ Th^ ^ no ^^.^ ;a ^ tbe^^ «. ^
the pavement of the choir, and substitution of aj»g»t rorenne t

,ie „utet can justify tbe ommnani . |

t

'- Stafford Northcote, M.P.,in the chair, Mr.
•

-J

•. moved for the appointment of a commi
Keke-

•"Jhtv m '• "'"" '"'" tne nppointmenc or a committee of

I>evon ystrat(,8 interested in the salmon fisheries of
«e stated that there were no less than 17
whnou rivers in the county, which were

^oit-' Pfouu-ctive; but from the use of illegal

'<->n.

Enable

many costly requisites, ]

the lectern with Bible,

standards, and candlesticks, books of -vice, em-

broidered altar cloth, poor's box, Ac, many of which

have been the gilts of tedrfidual benefactors. In the

v..u^»..
fi

v... ...^..., v..v-. •—, thetrrepreaanutives, ta

the L ' my desks, lighting enactment ol a measure that shall a- put pnlniii «

direct veto upon tbe com n sa »ting berera^res, in

every d t where two-tldlda of the ratepayers so determine.

ded the

li< n\nl l?
9} &c" they were now comparatively of progress of the work of restoration many difficulties

effectually' •
ths Provi8ions of the recent Act were were encountered, chiefly arising out ot the ignorance

*°n he .: «
r
?ed out>he believed these rivers would

" "

the To showProductive as m the days of yore.
99 Na^a»7|1 i-

W
.
lc

J
> tn.e practice of destroying fish out

e

%*•**«». ,--,— -

tw° of then?
a

7\
ed °n in Xurth Devon, where^there ar^ T«*and?i ^ ufcir" 1 8almon rivers in the west—

IT^I UxxuLlT
T
?
Pri^ge~Mr. Kekewich stated that

Jorta Devon R T^ht of salmon h^ l>een sent bv the

a L*.* closely P»cked in boxes, and con-

Mr. Lawaon, MP. for Carl -econaeu tne rcanrntion,

which was supported by Mr. I and c !. 1

Chairman i vacated* tin? chair, which w taken h

Mr. Badej, M.P. The H Or. M'Kcrrow proposed a

of thanks to Sir W. i fr. v, tn for presiding,

which was carried unanimously.

Nottingham.—On 8i "lay Henry Cfifforrl waa

^P>edto
Party in London during the last week, and

| been the double one

of those who were engaged in the same work in former

ages, but chiefly in the fourteenth century. On some

one of these occasions the niches oyer the p-.llars, as

seen fro n the aisles, with their statues, had been

entirely destroyed ; thev baft now been restored, party

from the old descriptions of Otai, widJ^U** ^^4" agot! prkoiS bad «" interview with Mc
reference to the niches remaining in tht Lady cnanti.

described to him the exact position of tbe

But the great work JJ^^^ £ |]^g the yard, and the manner in which he set-

I
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them on fire. The prisoner, however, now denied the

charge, and attempted to prove an alibi, but was com-

mitted to take his trial at the next Assizes. The value

of the property destroyed amounted to more than 1500£.
,

__ . w .

PORTSMOUTH.-At the Quarter Sessions on the 19th youngest scarce as many weeks. For some time past

ult. Morris Harris, a Hebrew marine store dealer, was he had complained of the dulnesa of trade and of the

im's nonner difficulty which he experienced in obtaining money

respectable but not extravagant establishment, keeping

three female domestics, and paying a rental of about

601, a year. He had a wife and seven young children,

the eldest not being above nine years of age, and the

--.-

tried for having in his possession a cask of ship's copper

bolts, the property of the Crown. At the conclusion of

the evidence, which was apparently of the clearest and

strongest description, the Recorder summed up strongly

against the prisoner. The jury, however, to the

astonishment of a crowded court, acquitted the prisoner.

The Recorder, in discharging the jury, said that he

should have done so with much greater satisfaction had

their verdict been a different one. There was another

case, for stealing lead from the dockyard, which had

been postponed until the next sessions, but had that

case come before him he certainly should have found it

necessary to swear in a fresh jury.

Rochestee.—The Bishop of Rochester has deter-

mined upon carrying out a new Church movement,
which he announced immediately after his consecration,

and which last year proved highly successful. His

lordship has invited the clergy and laity of his dioeese

to conferences, which he intends to hold according to

the following arrangement :—Nov. 7, at Southend;

Nov. 11, at Brentwood; Nov. 20, at Rochester; Nov. 25,

at Saffron Walden ; Nov. 27, at Chelmsford ; Nov. 28,

at Halstead ; Nov. 29, at Colchester ; Dec. 2, at Hert-

ford ; Dec. 4, at St. Alban's; Dec. 5, at Hitchen

;

Dec. 6, at Bishops Stortford ; Dec. 16, at Maldon. The
business of each day is to be conducted according to the

plan of the conferences following the visitation. After

the Litany at each place the various subjects proposed

for discussion will be opened briefly by selected lay and
clerical speakers, and the remarks of those who follow

will be limited by time. The clergy will not be cited

formally to attend, but will be present at the places

most convenient for them.

Rugby.—On Friday, before two of the county magis-

trates, the Rev. George Hill, of Sacombe Rectory, near

Ware, brother of Richard Guinness Hill, entered into

recognisances of 500?. for the appearance of the latter

to take his trial at the next assizes. On Saturday Mr.
George Wright Greenwood, solicitor, of 89, Chancery
Lane, London, entered into similar recognisances. No
objection was offered on the part of the prosecution to

these sureties ; and therefore Mr. Hill is now at liberty.

Stafford.—At the quarter sessions, on the 17th
ult., Robert Hales, Thomas Hales, of V\ olverhampton

;

Thomas Hales, of Mow Cop; George Machin, John
Hall, Thomas Hales, of Longton; Richard Creswell,

and Joseph Hales, were indicted for a riot and assault,

at Norton Green Hall, on the 9th and 10th September.
Defendants pleaded Not Guilty. From the statements

for the prosecution it appeared that defendants, on the

9th of September, went to Norton Green Hall, the resi-

dence of Mr. Edward Hales Oldaker, and informed him
they were come to take possession of the property.

Mr. Oldaker told them that if they had a claim to the

property, of which he was only the tenant, they

should take the proper course to obtain their

right. Notwithstanding this, they conducted them-
selves in a very riotous manner, and then departed.

On the following morning, between 7 and 8
o'clock, they returned, accompanied by about 40
or 50 more persons, and proceeded with hammers
and other instruments to break open the doors,

and on gaining admission into the house they uncere-

moniously removed quantities of furniture from the
dining and drawing-rooms into the yard, and it was not
until a large number of persons arrived, headed by the

parish constable, that the defendants and their party
were ejected from the house. In consequence of their

violence Mr. Oldaker had received such a severe shock
to the nervous system that he could not attend as a
witness. Counsel for the defence applied for an adjourn-
ment of the trial, as the most important part of the
defence would probably arise from Mr. Oldaker's cross-

examination, the defendants having acted under the
impression that they were the rightful owners of the
property. It was stated, however, by a surgeon, that
there was little probability of Mr. Oldaker's being able
to attend next session, and the bench having expresaed
a rather strong view of the case, counsel for defendants
consulted with their clients, and the result was the
withdrawal of their former plea, and the whole then
plesded Guilty to the charge. The Earl of Lichfield,
the chairman, then told them that if they repeated such
an unwarrantable and illegal act they would be far
more severely dealt with, and sentenced each of them
to three months' imprisonment with hard labour.
Windsoe.—It is stated that the Waterloo Chamber

at Windsor Castle, recently called the Picture Gallery,
will henceforth be named the Music Gallery.
Woking.—On Monday evening an inquest was held

at Horsell, on the body of Mr. Richard Francis Norton,

difficulty which he expen

that was due to him from his aristocratic

and other customers. On the day of his

death he had been to town, and on his return

mentioned to his wife that a check had been

returned dishonoured, which very much distressed him,

He then left home, stating that he was going to

Chobham to consult a friend about his affairs. On

leaving the house he kissed his children in a peculiarly

impressive manner, and embraced his wife so tenderly

that she perceived he was unusually affected. He was

never again seen alive, the body having been shortly

afterwards found quite dead in the river. It was after-

wards found that he had placed his watch, purse con-

taining three sovereigns, shirt studs, and railway ticket

under his wife's pillow. After some further evidence

the jury returned a verdict of Temporary Insanity.

Xrtfatflf*

aged 43, who committed suicide by drowning himself
in the river Bourne, near Mim's Bridge, on the night
of the previous Thursday. Deceased's father for some
time held the position of chief controller of the kitchen
at Buckingham Palace; but, having on one occasion
made an attempt on his life with a knife, he was dis-
missed from his situation, and forfeited his pension in
consequence. Deceased was a brushmaker, carrying on
business at 1, York Street, St. James's, and had a
country residence for about three years at Horsell,
close to the Woking station, where* he maintained a

The late Outrage in Dublin.—On Friday John
Curran, the Dublin carman, was put on his trial for

the outrage on Miss Jolly. The case for the prosecution

lasted all Friday and the greater portion of Saturday,

Miss Jolly distinctly swore to the identification of

the prisoner, and a girl called Agnes Wyles swore that

she saw a gentleman put Miss Jolly into the cab on the

night of the outrage, and that the cab was driven by

the prisoner, whom she knew from having seen him

three or four times previously, and fro n Ins " chaffing"

her as she passed by. This witness had told the

policeman on one of her preliminary examinations that

she was in Holyhead on the night of the occurrence. She

now admitted on cross-examination that she had said so,

but said that in making: that statement she had told a

falsehood. On Monday, Mr. Sydney, on behalf of the

prisoner, proceeded to examine witnesses for the defence.

Capt. Priest, of the Chester and Holyhead Company,
deposed that Agnes Wyles sailed on board the Admiral

Moorsom to Holyhead on the 27th of Septemrjer, the

night previous to the outrage, and returned to Dublin

on the following Saturday. His evidence was cor-

roborated by the mate, stewardess, and boatman, all of

whom positively identified Wyles as having travelled to

and from Holyhead on that occasion. These facts

clearly proved the impossibility ofthe girl being in Sack-

ville Street on the night in question,and thathertestimony
from beginning to end was a tissue of falsehoods.

Judge Ball ordered the girl to be taken into custody

;

and the Crown counsel announced their determination
of prosecuting her for perjury. Serjeant Sullivan

intimated that it was not the intention of the

Crown to rely on her evidence in support of

the prosecution, and wished the jury to disregard her

testimony altogether. Several witnesses were examined
as to the hour the prisoner returned to his house on the

night of the 27th ult., with a view to contradict the

statement of his late employer and prove an alibi. On
Tuesday several other witnesses were examined in

support of the alibi. They were fellow-lodgers and
relatives, who all swore that he was at his lodgings at

10 o'clock, an hour before the outrage was perpetrated.

One of them also admitted that the cab owners had
subscribed to raise a fund for the prisoner's defence.

Mr. Walsh, Q.C., then addressed the jury on behalf of

the Crown, and analysed the evidence for the alibi,

pointing out its weakness and self-contradictions, and
arguing that it was fabricated so far as it related to

the time in question. At the conclusion of his speech
the Court adjourned until Wednesday morning, when
Mr. Justice O'Brien commenced his charge to the jury,

and occupied nearly three hours and a half in minutely
reviewing the evidence. The jury found a verdict of

Guilty on all the counts of the indictment, and the

prisoner was sentenced to two years' penal servitude.

The Alleged Famine.—The local journals state
that there is danger of an Approaching famine in the
West, and recommend Government to alleviate its

horrors by employing the people at drainage and other
public works. A public meeting of the gentry and
clergy of Connemara was held a few days since in the
Court House of Clifden, Mr. George Robinson, J.P., of
Ballinahinch Castle, in the chair, when resolutions were
unanimously passed, declaring " that the cereal crops
are far below the average;" that "two-thirds of the
potato crop are diseased, and the rest unfit for food;"
that what grain there is " is seriously damaged by the
constant rain," and that already " a scarcity of fuel

exists." The meeting decided that these facts should
be embodied in a memorial to be laid before the
Executive, praying for a timely interposition on the
part ofGovernment to prevent the recurrence of famine
and the sacrifice of life.

The Catholic University.—The liberal aid offered

to the Queen's Colleges by Sir Robert Peel has stimu-
lated the zeal of a Roman Catholic gentleman in Dublin,
who has given 1001. a-year for the next 10 years for

five scholarships in the Catholic University. The
example has been followed by a Catholic citizen, who

mm.
The Yelverton Case.-a suit .f a.

Major Yelverton, for a dissolution of L
Maria Theresa Longworth, is now ™J-

m,II
*S«%

of Session at Edinburgh. On Friday^t? *?<2
in London, before Baron Marti? a tt "J

8?*?
made on behalf of the pursuer, or nlAintiff'i?"

1 *
under the 22nd Victoria, cap. 24, 1 cotlfc*dance of witnesses on Tuesday at thP P.i

• "»
Manchester, before Mr. Cay, the (W^ 1*
pointed by the Scotch Courts to take eviZTV
Martin granted the order, stating that itwJa^
application of the kind which had been mil

^
under the statute. On Tuesday in accordZli^
order four witnesses resident in Mandbah/^
Thomas Burton, Richard Stephenson, Thi"*
and George Campbell, sen., were examinedfclJi

were present for Major Yelverton; anTlCrlh

Cay. Mr. J.Millar, advocate, and Mr. P. AduT

"at*!
Hope, advocate, appeared for Mrs. Yel.„,
proceedings lasted several hours, and wera «
conducted privately. It is rumoured thatfrdj
taken had reference to circumstances coiwrf
Mrs. Yelvertoii's life before her marriage ^J?
said to have been passed chiefly in the lidiit

*

of Manchester.

Sporting*
NEWMARKET HOUGHTON MEETIXG.

Monday.—Selling Handicap, Mr. W. 3. Cnwfiaf
beat Absinthe, Baron' Rothschild's f., St. Lawrence, udlfe

Sweeps. Mr. R. M. Stephenson's Vulture ber
Lady Suffolk, and Plot. —Match. Mr. R. Ten Bruecki

beat Reveille.

—

Selling Handicap. Mr. R. Ten Broed'iCS*
nitre beat Brother to Teddington. — Match. Mr. fm
Gabardine beat Lord Glasgow's c—Maiden Piatt. 1-

Crawfurd's b. f. by Cannobie beat Carisbrook, Mr.Oriai

b. c. by Fazzoletto, and 7 others. —Sweeps. Mr. W fck
King of the Forest beat Galhis, Pardalote, and 4 otia-

Criterion Stakes. Sir R. Bulkeley's Old Calabar bat 5«tsj

ham, Wingrave, and 7 others.

—

Handicap Plate. Mr. Roup
Acco beat Captain Fortibus, Flirtation, Cogmopoi^ a
14 others.—Sweeps. Mr. Greville's Tarragona walkid owe

Tu eh day.— Fi ft y Pou nds . M r. Osborne c. beat Mr. Matt

c, Venerator, and 1"> others.—Sweeps. Baron Rotten

Restes beat Rover, Maid of the Mist, and Sown*
Cambridaeshire Stakes. Count F. de Lagrange's Viiam Mi

Gabriello d'Estrees. Asteroid, and 32 others. Betting it tottf

8 to 1 the Koe, 100 to 8 Asteroid, 100 to 6 Patetra, «

Huron Munchausen, 50 to 1 Gabrielle d'Estrees. Wrcfttf

a length, Asteroid a bad third
;
the Roe ftinth, thiMm

colt fifth, and Baron Munchausen sixth.-0pM8jjj*JJ
Mr. T. Wadlow's Gazelle beat Tarragona, Tula! On, «
1 1 others.—Match. Lord Wilton's West End beat The Pah*

Sweeps. Mr. French's Leontes beat Clemiw **

Duplicity, and Hermes.—Handicap Swept DoUfS^m
East Sheen beat Mahala. KnightbndR ""J"^
11 others.— Match. Sir H. Des Vaux'sCwwrtfWJJ*

sauce.—Selling Handicap Sweeps. Mr. GilbyaWjfcw™

beat Pardalote, David Ann, and Evenhand.-HMFJ-j

Mr. \V. S3 Cartwright's Fairwater beat Costa-
A5pT^

Sir II. Des Vumx's f.

—

Fifty Pound Plait. *•'•"£

Waterwitch beat Will o' the Wisp, Virguluj.«*£"L
Sioeeps. Lord Stam lord's Athlete walked oyer^ttewjrp

forfeit.—Match. Mr. C. Alexander's Lorelei reca^-JJ^

Wednesday.—Optional Selling Plate. **• '\, ^i
Weasel beat Nerio, Conundrum, and Rover.-*«* m
Ten Broeck's Amy beat Lady Blanche.-^ ' ±
Mr. G. Bryan's Waterwich beat Carbineer ana u ^
newal of the Glasgow Stakes. Sir R. Bf^j£*fifiW
liaWerino.-Match. Lord Chesterfield's/^V^
Glasgow's f. by Weatherbit.—tfawdiwp 6*«P- ,^
f. by Stockwell beat Paradox, Black ^,u

rWi:
—Match. Mr. Savile's Archeress beat Lora u ^0
Stockwell.—The Grosvenor Plate Stakes, b*

b.

Brother to King of Diamonds beat Low uu^^ jj

West Australian, Lord Glasgow s br. c. oy »
JohD ^

Ailesbury's c. by Windhound.^^J11/.^.^^
Vulture beat Lady Derby, Blisworth^^^ll
Von Plate. Mr. Laing's Birdhill beat M 1

. If ^ *

Wildfire, East Sheen, and 8 others.-.

^

4othci»

land's Pupil beat Queen Elizabeth, 1Sir"ere
.--$**H?

Mr. C. Alexander's Farfalla beat to^^'i b. t*

Stamford's King of Hearte beat Lortt u» g^p
Kingston.-^*/?*. Lord Stamford* M*

Touch-me-not, King of the lore&t, ana ^ jg
Thursday. -Subscription ^n

«^fothcr3.--^*S
Roesia beat Stanton. Zodiac, and 8 oW

Roe . ft**J

Sweeps. Lord Zetland's Carbineer be. i ^
cap Sweep. Lord *X^¥^^Xfc*-
r, otherB.-Sweeps. M r. E- l °™£ _fltoi**fJ5rf
Blacklock. Golden Fleoce, an^^Lbot,

<»J**5*
Hawkslcy's Nutbush beat Lava, Lonp ReaLJ^
5 others -Handicap Swept. **n

1
i
1

Xn.-*tf3**
W. Day's c, Black Pearl and 1j«

tbe*gS
Lord Stamford's Walloon beat Queen ^^J^f.
G alius, and 11 othem-^w^- » ffandicap «*
beat Captain Lane's br t.-Sell*a

Ue ,vo,£Ud
Mundy's Grey Milton beat Fox'ie^ jgpg^
Sweepl Mr. Greville's Ta^agona

beat £
5 others.-^ion«( &«*»*Lf^fNi/ht Revel arf£>

oan's f., Mis, Emma, M, ^^Mr. Hodgman'

Friday (by Electric.^^fd 6 others.^
Grid.ron beat Cantine, V«g™»^ and 18^D**
Birdhill beat Biondella,^^^^

Sweep* of 20 Save. VolteHa beat J*a^^^tjj*j^
and 6 othera.-ftee«w. King ottn

MdU* tJgJM"
others-Sweeps. Nine te tilly ^

idist b^>^
cthers.-Optional Sell»? P£*

g^manca J"£%ffK

.\lchy

and 9 others. ___

—

—
- ^ f <x*JJ5rf

TH, BIRMINGHAM F0O»R^&^gft
which the men were ^i? Binningh^oi. **3
the St. Helena ^fn^oeSons. The co^^bj
between 3000 an^OOO^son ^ ^.gj^jl

'ted
ate^^rffi

at 440 yards. The men ^.^encirolW • wbtfJJ

'four and ran round a tegdjgf and Bi^J>?S»

TOl
f.

tat^h
fo
5-
h^Ka

S» yards

at ' scratch ,

^no
t

four, and rw'"""" "V Roberts anu *-
dw„ lwuwnwi VJ „ v ..^„, „—

SWard. Deerfoot passed no*- over,
w

has given 20Z. a vear for each of five scholarships for Jhr^fourtbs of the ground was ^ ^Q ot
«u-

the ensuing 10 years, '
J "^ maa nnce ch

;.;,•*

lead. He was once

K
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-W0U easily. M' Js lost a portion of the ground

god fell
°"ut»

though I* wus s*1^ ti3at ne rui

Tover^of*»y^ by th<

ufcuds was in the secon

Ttht four miles were

©frtuarg-

Irtt Graham, Bart., M.P., died suddenly on Friday
•*

^Jjjfiherby, hi* •eat in Cumberland, from disease of

He bed been in failing health for some years past,

j. termination of his illness was not altogether

The Right Hon. Sir James Robert George Graham
«. ^*Bit son of tue first uaronet

» °y Lady Catherine

Z3isst daughter of the seventh Earl of Galloway.

in 1792, and was consequently in his 69th year.
=-

^yfl ^ 1819, the youngest daughter of Sir JamesW ~Qf Ardtogtaw, by whom he leaves issue Frederic

bo the eldest daughter of the Duke and Duchess
mpl several tons. Among his daughters two are

_j to the Hon. E. Duncombe, M.P., and the other to

.
ffiipollttcsl careerhas extended over aperiod of more
a fle represented Hull in Parliament from ISIS to

ed his father in the baronetcy in 1824. Two

UT

SSi Irter he was returned lor Carlisle, in the Whig interest,

i^Wch party he soon became an important member. In

«m| b««u elected tor the county of Cumberland, and became

mm at tie Oft strenuous supporters of the Reform Bill, as he

kid pvtrioosly been of the repeal of the Test and Corporation

,4ofC»tho] mancipation. On the formation of Earl

Administration, ho was nominated First Lord of the

r, with a seat in the Cabinet. In 1832 he was
for Bait Cumberland, which he represented up to

In 18S4 dissensions in Earl Grey's Cabinet arose on the

lurch question, which led to his retirement with Lord

, the late Duke of Richmond, and the late Earl of Kipon.
n occasioned the early downfall of the Grey
n. On 8ir Robert Peel coming into power, it was

expeeled that Sir James would havejoined his Administration

;

bat vttfc ether members of the Derby party he declined to do
»a, though he subsequently supported it by his votes. At the
ftieral election in 1837 he was rejected by his former consti-

teseta sod remained ouc of the House of Commons until the
NBirtf session, when he was returned for Pembroke. In
1M1 he was elected for Dorchester. In that year, on Sir
Rohan Ptel being called upon to re-form a Ministry, Sir
•ass took office as Secretary for the Home Department, aCwhich he held until the dissolution of the Government, in

,
lfiHMS. During his tenure of office he was an active sup-

porter of the repeal of the corn laws and of the free trade policy
Wforated by Sir R. Tool. From 1847 to 1802 he sat for
ton, and in the latter year was re-elected for Carlisle, which

j be has since represented in the House of Commons. On
the Barl of Aberdeen coming into power in December, 1852,r James was reappointed First Lord of the Admiralty, andM In the Ministry until the adverse vote on Mr.

... * motion for a select committee to inquire into the
eMtkm of our army before Sebastopol. From that period hejs declined office, though still regarded as one of the ablest
ajjinutratori of his party. He was a D.C.L. of Cambridge,wj*'™ Rector of Glasgow Univerity in IS 10. He is

muie baronetcy and estates by his eldest son,

. ,

Uv
- • JpTU l!l 1820. He was attached to the embassy•^e, in 1842, and subsequently entered the 1st Life

MjwOiveral Helv, K.H., died on the 17th inst. at his

tUTVS ^ortolk Crescent, Bath, in his 76th j-ear. He was»s ma of Colonel Hely, who fell in front of his regiment at

lvCi2? i J" * with the forces of Napoleon I. He served

SdLkH, ,

8 with the 69tu Raiment in 1801 and 1S0J,
J^eweqaently with the 57th Regiment on the Coast of

i ««Srv
in

-

0,
J
ra,tar during the plague ; he joined Lordai™n ™ the Peninsula in 1809, and was present at the

-_ • ln the actions of Pombal and Redinha, the

TiMilnl -~tTV0z
' battle of Albuera—where he was twice

SZoJI!? l
d the command of the regiment after that

' onT ?L£
he pyreiiees, Nivelle, Nive, that before

aj«
e
it December, 1S13, and Orthes ; affairs of

fcrChniu ? X Tarbes
'
an<* battle of Toulouse. He sailed

MeTwS? Am •
^"dusion of the war; returned after the

nedmSh^^ landing at Ostend ; marched to Paris, and
fret t*t± w i

r
P
ly of Occupation until the breaking up of

ne Uad reived the war medal with six clasps.

The

_ itlfsceltaneouSe

to the nLni ?
CS bas

J * Polished returns relative

*»mm£i\?n in Fr»»nce. It appears from these

d«fb« in fl
though from 1851 10 1855 fchere was a

]^P^3 P°pulation^ tbe vears 1856
> 1857, and

ftnt £lftf j?
an increase. Whilst, however, in the

** the rate oM-
reSCnfc cent,,,,y tbe augmentation was

***** three vwwi°Ii?9?
S0l^s Per anuum »

i fc was onb' m
retcrn$

LS17_
X

fcj iiTiSfi ^?4
1,8 yeaw

»

°
Rn* rose in 1855 10^ ifc

*•**. Ww i?
nd I85S to an averase of 37 -5

**QB& childrpn
88 cn ' e% owing to greater mortality

• ll the nn i?
8peciall

-
v thosc of illegitimate birth.

Fri^^annpo « of iHegitimate children born in

*** ^aa 1 In!" •
fc wlliIsfc from 1817 to 1853 the pro-

^Portion hi o?^e child for everv 12 -95 legitimate,

v •
ito 3a? t»

WHS x t0 12 -27"' Rnd in 1857 and

_ ••Uange to' . ^ncrease in illegitimate births

ftoral ditf

S,a,V
' ^ a^en place not in towns but in

« ^^Wv Cl

?L
ln Paris and the department (

f

™y formid. .'hiJ v' •
e ^mber of illegitimate births is

*^ Al*«BicivP
g f°r 1858

'
15

'
230 oufc of 52

'
793 '

iSl^ ^der i
)t; ^0lar Expedition.—This expedi

three ? cvw
au«is per ai

^ that wMuf;,
400

'
Ifc flirther «PPear3 from the

to 182^ Jo tlie average life of the French from

UWE
22

Ja«t. ayes, aiTived at Halifax on the

J?U either tS
Unab,e io Penetrate through Smith's

S-V
'<*• Br I!

8Ulnmer or last, on account of the

35 min.

of the

on n ' "wtrSS"
°f

-
d°g 8led^es, however, it sue

\^A

"._
^^therg

11

^
1181 Sonta?

» tne astronomer, and

ten ,.*«* idl J S far ^ latitude 81 deg. 3;

SSJ*^Mr? A«Lhei?edy Chan«el. Two I

no." °ut the 13 others have returned all

5?THS ^

Berk?io'w «
lon

* Mn - Yarde-Buller, of a
eley aquare, the wife of George Glynn

of
J
son-: b nit, At KirkniioUAci tfouws, l'nmfrlemhire the

S e
n°K VcUt

-"ii
01 LrK1: V

•
:| P

•
"f a ^n-28th nit, «t

_.

;

Chesham PW Mrs. Pak^jta.v Map. . of a daugbter-
87ta ult, at Woolwich, the wife v : Maior-General Titte, 11 A..
oi a son. ^ '

MARRIAGE3.~On Tuesday, the 20th Tilt, at Hartshead
Church Yorkshire. Wroth / and Letubriimjk, Esq., aeoond
son of Sir John Lethbridge, Bart., of Sandhill Park, s.tueract-
slure, to Ann Williams, second daughter of Thomas Be^
Ksq. of Thorp Arch, Yorkshire-'J3d ult, at St. James'a,
Piccadilly, Ambrose Charles. c.Jeat eon of Ambrose Lisli
Phillitps, Esq., of Gi lieu Manor, Leieestei shire, to
tRANcKs Amelia Victoria, younfrest daughter ot the late h
Richard Sutton, But.—20th Ansnist, at Jkwlnndahnhur,
N.W. Provinces, India, F. K. Kluot, Esq . . C.S . son of Rear-
Admiral Sir Charles Elliot, K.C.B., to Marcua vhi.ki.a.
yoiniffcBt daughter of the late Lieutenau! >lonel Johm
Ralph Ouseley, of the Bengal Army-9tb ult. at the Church
of Santa Maria de Corboli. i ,co, Hisn ! ustack,
Esq., of Corbally, in the Queen's I nty. Ireland, t. Au
TWA, widow of the late Count Poeciii n^eat <Uuglit<
of the late LicMiteuaiH-Uenenl fMartjaia J iii*\caMr>
General of Genoa, Knight of the Annm i, Ac.—
Wth tilt, at 8t. Mary's Church, Cheltenham, John, driest MB
of the late Arciurald Harvkv, Esq aw li<>uae, oouaty
Londonderry, Ireland, t>. Bhilt, y<»ungo»t daughter M t\io late
Sir Wit OLDVALL Rissell, i uf .Tnstioe of Bengal— f

^' th ult,
at St. Stephen's, Dublin, Thomas Hi nww Tristram, Ewj

,

D.C.L., Advocate Doctors' < omona, to Flora, daughter Of
the late Very Hew Thomas John de IUtkih, dean CI03 ne,
and of the Lady Anne de Burgh— -:4th ult, at Kingillie, Inver-
ness-shire, the Hew Charles Kirkbv R01 o\, M \ . M-tntcr
of St. Catherine's College, Camhririge, and non of N »,

to Margaret Cliffokk Milvtllr. daughter of the late Major
Ludovick Stewart, of H.M.'s 'Jith Regiment.
DEATHS.—On the 27th ult, »t North H<»uso. Torpoint, the

Hon. Mrs. Percy DAVisoK~27th ult, at The Or. Imonth,
Sarah Jam ta, widow of the lato Hov. Hknrv Hodgkinh.
rector of Arborfield, Perks, and only surviving daughter <-i

the Ht. Rev. Claudius Crigan, late Bish.j. of Sodor and Man,
aged 79-25th ult, at Sin 1 House, Kingston, Caholin
Elizabeth, wife of B. H. Mowbray. Esq., and second and last
surviving daughter of the late Hon. Archibald Cochrane,
Captain R.K.—23d nit, at Brigl . 1: mm i.dwaiu> Eardlky,
eldest son of Sir Henry S. Wilmot, Bart., of Chsddoaden,
Derhj-shire, aged 31—22d ult. at Tun bridge, Qeoroe W., son of
Sir Woodbine and Lady Parish, aged 16—27th ult, at I'mncr,
after two days' illness, Mrs. Pyf., widow of the late
Henry James Pye, Esq., formerly ]. laureate and
M.P. for Berks, whom lot survived forty-eight years,
aged 91 —23d ult, at Bevere Firs, near Worcester, Math la
Jane, wife of Henry SalusbueT Mii.man, Esq., aged 41—
27th ult, at St. George's Hill, 111 tho - ranty of Somerset, after

long and very severe ferring, Milly, the wife of the i ov.

Hknuy Mirehouse, and daughter of the late Philip John Miles,

Esq., of Leigh Court, Somerset, aged 51—23d ult. at Brussels,

Colonel Charles WHITE, aged 63— 12th ult., at 1 1,

Bombay, of dysentery, Captain Robert Maurice BoNMOl
Maurice, H.M.'s 95th Regit 1 t, eldest son of R. M itmnor

Maurice, Esq., of Bodynfoel, Montgomeryshire, aged 24—18th
August, at Canton, in China, o! fever, l.n.Mi • IIarry OVD,
Esq., Captain H.M.'s .'Id Regiment, Bombay N.I., third son of
the lato Harry Qough «Jrd, V. \ , of I1exU-y,"K.ont, and formerly

Captain in the Royal Artillery — luth August, accidentally

drowned in the Canton River while in the discharge oi bis

duties, Frederick W< ward, of the Marine Customs,
second son of the late Rev. Charles Woodward, aged 18—24th
ult, at Norwich, Wm. CoLLYCR, Esq., Colonel Bengal Infantr

and a magistrate for the countyof Norfolk and city of Norwich.—

21st ult, at Rhiwaedog, neai J . HEXBY Richardson, Esq.,

formerly Lieutenant 07th Regiment and 2d Dragoon Guards,

and for many years a magistrate and Deputy-Lieutenant for

the county of Merioneth, aged 70—26th ult. at Upper Homer-
ton, after a long illness. Safi&B, the wife of .T. .T. Ronaldsov,

Esq., sister of Major General Hutlnaite, C.B., Bengal Horse
Artillery, and niece of the late Lieut-General Huthwaite,

Bengal Army, aged to—30th Sept., on board the R d mail

steamer Oneida, on her passage from the Brazils to England.

Ann, widow ot the late George MORTIMER, Esq., late of Font-

hill Park, Wilts—15th ult, at St Brelade. William Johii John-

son, Esq.,' Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge, aged 49—'27th

nit, the Rev. W. B. CosTWB, for lx years vicar of Berry Pome-
roy, D 'vmi, and formerly, for 18 years rector of Monk ton Far-

leigh, Wilts, aged 60—25th ult, at Bath, Rev. Archiuald

Paris, rector of Ludgvan, Cornwall, aged 44.
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METROPOLITAN i'ATTLE MARKET
MO* »v. "t 2H.

The number of Besets ! about the name to on Monday last,

and there ie not flMMb alteration in the trade. tore fti a o*n-

Iderable
1

turn of i' r, and aeveral remain uneol
Theeuppl; Steeple only a 1 a larger than 1*» t week, imt

thed- : \n in-! »o good, and prfoM awrm'iM ^er. Trade
ie dull for Calves ; choiee oom are a , and mi
late rates. Prom Get v end Holland tbere are StM fleaota.

9200 Sheep, and 112 Oalvee ; froea Ireland, ItOO Boaste and
•00 Sheep, and 15 Calves; and tftw from tin northern and
midland counties.
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2d quality Beasts 8
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Beasts. 6670 ; Sheep t Laraba. 24.6S0 ; Calves, lf.2 ; P%s, .40.

Tin rsdat, Oct. 81.

Tho number <- r Beasts is large; it however include* eevem!

lcit over bom Monday laat. Trade la dull ; on the average

U lay's quoUtiona are realised, bnt a clearance cannot be
effected. The eupply ol Sheep, which \n rather large. constoU
chiefly of foreign and inferior qualitloe. ' qualiUto «•
ficcly disposed of at fully lato rate*. Other kinde meet with

a .slow salsw Calf trade ains unaltered. ' *upi»ly

coaaiatm of 96M Beasts, 9960 Sheep, and 1 • Calve*. Jfiiota

Cow*, 90.
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irlaiucts
COVEN'T GARDEN', Nov. 2.

Continental supplies, cone ing of Pears and Apples, remain

heavy, and those of English Vegetables and Fruit also

continue to be well kept up. Home-giown Apoles and Pears

are plentiful, and the same may be said of Grapes and

Pine Apples ; the latter now fetch Jair prices. Of Cauliflowers

there is still a goo supply. Potato markets have unaltered

since our last report Cucumbers are sufficient for the demand,

and the same may be said of Tomatoes, which tbis season

are large and excellent Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids,

Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and

R0Se8 ' «r>^Tr»,FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 3s to 5s I

Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s
FF - •—«-*-

J
Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per pound., 2s to

Beasts. 1210 ; Sheep L Lambs, C160 ; Calves, 202 ; Pi«rs, S00.

COAL MARKET.—Oct 80.

Carr's Hartley, 17s. 3d. ; Howard's West Hartley, 17s. 8d.

;

Lambert's West Hartley. 17s. .Id. ; Holywell :>K 6d.

Tanficld Moor, 18a.; Walker Primrose, IS*.; West Wylaro,

ISs ; Walls End Gibson, IS*.; Wall* End Ooeforth, is*. Sd.

;

Walls End Hcdley, 18s. 3d; Wall* End Braddyli'* H n,

10*. Od. ; Walls FJnd Durham, 17*.; Wall* Kr IMi n,

20*. 6d.|; Walls End IMgh Hall, 10«. : Walls End South

Hartlepool. 19s. 3d. ; Walls End South Kell 10a. '.<
\ Walla

End Thornier, 17*. 6d. ; Wall* fed Trfmdon HartJopool,

2ds. ; Walls End!Whitworth, V,s. Od. ; WalJ* Knd Thorpe, 17a. ;

Carway an 1 Duffryn Anthracite, 21s. 6<L ; Carway and Duflfrrn

Malting, 24s.—Ships at market, 122.

Grapes, per lb., Is 6d to 4s

Melons, each, Is to 8s

Pears, per doz.. Is to 6s

Apples, per doz., b\I to la

2s tfd

Walnuts, per 100, 2s

VEGETABL 3.

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to ed Artichokes, each. 6d to Sd

Broccoli, per bundle, Is to

j
gj-^tS* »«*>*<

F?t^ans
'
^ sievc

'
2S Gd

ionSJt?att«t
m

Cabbie^ do., is 3d to Is ffd
-Mots, 1-lb^d to lOd

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s

— per cwt, 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4 i

Carrots, do., 4dto6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, Od to 9d

Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is to Is 6d

Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d

Endive, p. score, Is 6d

Horse Radish, p. bun. ,ls6d to 4a

Mushrooms. p. P"tt, 2s to 3*

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 3s to 4s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to id

P0stol20s

HAY.-Per Load of 36 Trusses.

Smithfield. Thursday, Oct. 31.

Prime Meadow Hay 80s to 90s ^^sw* ;| >- ~ ~
BES«: ::,

9
o
5 S »«... -

New do — — aOTaw •*
' Davis & Co.

Rowen — .. ,,

Fine Meadow Hay 00s to 9Ss Fine 1st cut v, ^ tM

I

Inferior do 65

Prime New Hay . .

—
Inferior .. ..

—
Straw 27 32

Inferior do.

New 2d cut

Inferior do.

New 1st cut

BO

105
105

• •

• •

I

MARK LAJCK —Movdav, Od S.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to thU morning's

market was small and the greater part, particularly the red,

was sold at a decline of Is. per qr., which, however, some

factors declined to accept; business in foreign was limited,

holders insisting upon ly former prices. Barley is a free

sale at extreme prices. Beans and Peas are unaltered in ralue.

Old Oats bring late rates ; new are difficult of sale and rather

cheaper. Flour sells at last week's prices.

Per Imperial Quarter. Is. s,j |s. s

Wheat, Essex, Kent & Suffolk. .White 50-«4
(

Red .
)-»

— — fiue selected runs, .ditto 61—6* Red ;0-62

— — Talavera 55—70

'

j— Norfolk JnZ7aJ
""

— Foreign ^ '

,'

'

%r . . • . -a

B
i!

L
' ^iBSStfSfSsa: EXCESS 5
irifth VotmU* ~*—

-
reea

f

aw *+

- Forcigu.V'.' Poland and Bre ^-2< Feed
• -24

Rye
^^ 36-«8 Eorefrn . —

iiS, Sm»H :45-5i —
P^ wbT K^x wdKent. Boi.ere 40-4

J

?-?«

z ^gn ::.:::::::::'.^i»n3SC3; ip*-cit **-*

Friday, Nov. I.

nn,^ «.fl,ti„»i- Wnco the 23d ult. has con* *cd fine and

decline. The
2^"Ylv grnalh both from Amen- a anS the

S^Ssa-jarfiaesssaa
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must probably influence future prices, unless a portion of the
French purchases should be directed to this country. The
J>revious value of spring corn has been well supported, particu-

arly fine Barley, which has an upward tendency. Flour meets
a fair sale at last week's prices. Since Friday last 32 vessels

have been reported off the coast. The floating trade has
been quiet, and inactive, and to force sales less money would
have to be taken. The arrivals of English grain this week
have been to a fair extent, of foreign large. The attendance
at this morning's market was small, and on English Wheat
the decline of Monday was recovered. Foreign was held
firmly for full prices, but only a limited business resulted.

Barley, Beans and Peas bring Monday's quotations. Old Oats
are in good demand, and fully as dear; but new are difficult

of sale.

Arrivals from Oct. 28 to Nov. 1.
~~

Wheat.

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

2270 qrs.

Barley.

910 qrs.

25440

j»

>» 5460

9t

99

Oats.

250 qrs.

2400

32300

9?

99

Flour.

1290 sks.

{ i

500 ','

90 brls.

.Liverpool,JTuesday, Oct. 29.—There was a fair attendance
at market to-day. Wheat was in better demand than on
Friday, and met a moderate sale at a decline of 2d. per 100 lbs.

from the rates of this day week. Flour very scarce, and|
steady at former prices. Oats and Oatmeal dull and neglected.
Beans Is. per qr. lower. Barley firm. Indian Corn in more
inquiry, and mixed was difficult to buy at 33s., yellow 33s. Gd.,
white 36s. to 38s. per 4S0 lbs.

Friday, Nov. 1.—There was a fair attendance at to-day's
market. Wheat in good consumptive request, at an advance
of Id. per cental. Flour scarce and rather dearer. Indian
Corn in good request ; mixed 33s. 3d. to 33s. 6d. Egyptian
Beans, 36s. Oats and Oatmeal unaltered.

Averages
Sept. 21..— 28..
Oct.

Wheat. Barley.

5..

12..

|

19..
26..

.Aver.

55,11(2 36s id
56 9 37 4
57 37 4
56 3 37 6
56 3 36 9
57 9 36 7

56 8 37 1

Oats.

22sl0d
22 10
22 6
21 10
21 6
21 11

22 3

Bye.

34slld
35 9
35
37
34
35

4
3

9
1

Beans,

35 6

41s llrf

42 4
42
41 8

41 10
42 3

' 42

Peas.

38* 9d
40 10
40 4
42 11
41 10
44 8

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
Prices.

57* 9d
37
56 9
56 3
55 11

Sept. 21.

• A

Sept. 28. Oct. 5.

r

Oct. 12.

• *

• •

Oct. 19.

• •

Oct. 26.

Bucks County Lunatic Asylum.
WANTED, a LODGE PORTER.—The Committee

of Visitors of the Pauper Lunatic Asylum at Stone,
near Aylesbury, in this County, invite Applications from
Persons desirous of becoming Candidates for the office of
Lodge Porter in this Asylum. The Person selected must be
of good character, a married man of not less than 40 years
ot age, without incumbrance, and he will be required to
devote his whole time and attention to the duties of his office.
He must be able to read and write, and comply in all respects

GARDENER (Head).—Aged 44, married, no incum-
brance ; understands Vines, Pines, Melons, and Cucum-

bers, and Forcing in all its branches, Propagating, and
Bedding out Plants. Wife can undertake a Laundry. Good
reference.—W. S. Stancliffe, Middleton, Manchester.

GARDENER (Head, Wobking).—Age 36, married

;

a thorough practical business man ; has had extensive

practice in Laying out Pleasure Grounds, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens ; the Management of Vineries, Peach and Orchard
Houses; also the Care and Management of Stock, and of

Meadow Land.—P. L. P., Mr. Cabburn, Post Office, High
Street, St. John's Wood, N.W.

GARDENER (Head or Good Single-handed).—
Age 24, single; is accustomed to Early and Late Forcing

of Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers and Melons, and the Culture of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden.
Undeniable good character.—C. P., 2, Brook Place, Lower
Edmonton, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head), orGARDENERand BAILIFF.
—John Cotterkll (age 34, married, no incumbrance), for

some time past in the service of J. E. Jones, Esq., Derry,
Ormond Park, by Lampeter. J. C. concludes his engagement
with Mr. Jones about November 18, and will be happy to
engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want of a thorough
practical active steady Man in either of the above capacities.
J. C. has had considerable experience in Reclaiming and
Planting of Waste Land, and could undertake the Planting
and Drainage of Land to any extent. For character and
ability apply to above address.—J. Cotterell, Derry, Ormond
Park, Lampeter.

ARDENEU- (Under).—Age 26; well acquainted
with his profession ; active, steady, and willing, well

recommended.—B. B., Mr. Haigh, Nurseryman, Plaistow, Essex.

URSERY FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—
Married, age 36 ; understands the Growth and Propaga-

tion of Stove and Bedding Plants, Trees, Shrubs, and Forest
Trees, &c.—X. D. J., Messrs. Carter's, Crystal Palace Nursery,
Forest Hill, Sydenham, S.E.

FOREMAN (General or Ground), in a Nursery.

—

Thoroughly understands the growth of Fruit and Forest
Trees, Shrubs, Roses, and Coniferse, Good references as to
character and ability.—A. B., 16, Upper Winchester Street,

Caledonian Road, N.

ROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN.
—Age 41 ; extensive practical experience in the Propa-

gation and Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse, Cape, New
Holland Plants, &c. A most proficient Graftsman of Conifers,

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses (on a most improved
principle), Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c. Upwards of 20

years in a first- class London and Provincial Nursery. The
last six years in a first-class Scotch Establishment. Expe-
rienced in the general routine of Nursery operations. Satisfac-

tory testimonials.—W. R., Gardeners 9

Chronicle Office, W.C.~~~
CORRESPON-

DENT.—A Practical Gardener who has the Management
of a considerable Nursery business will be free in some months.
25 years in the Trade. Extensive connections in all parts of
tbe world wbere Plants and Beeds are sent to.—A. M.,
Gardeners9 Chronicle Office, W.C.

n Evening Lectures to^mJOVERNMENT SCHOm ^ **
VJT Street, S.W.-The FIRST £m£ * '

November 11, at 8 o'clock
LUM^CB&

Tickets may be obtained "bv w^day the 4th inst from 10 to &SS£* **
Of 6d. for the Whole flnnro* r.•/,**

bring his name, address, and oc^mtinS^k
paper, for which the Ticket wnffi-^ **«*

Tp.es H
<*•«*

S?.!. ^S^BAKd
T3ELICAN

xt wA T ^ j
Established &{£No. 70, Lombard Street, B.C., and ST™

directors.
Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

<*"M, J

Henry
Esq.

William J j

JohnLabbat"^
BenjanSB3^

W. Cotton, Esq., D.C.L.,F.R.S.
John Davis, Esq.
J. A. Gordon, Esq.,M.D.,F.R.S.
Edward Hawkins, Jun., Esq
Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq., MatthewMP - M. WyrfllJC

Robert Tucket, Secretary and a.

Special Bonus Notice.-Third Septentf
Division of Profits to July 1, 1861 -Thif
from 211. 6s. Sd. to B21. 6s. Sd. per cent onfl!
the last seven years on Policies of 7 u

fiiB

The equivalent Addition to each Policyr^SMto 591. 13s. id. per cent, of such PremfalEZV
21. is. per cent, per annum on the Sum aamtLOANS on Life Interests in possession orupon other approved Security in coiwtfiT
Assurance. * •

%* For Prospectuses, Forms of Proposal fcj
Offices as above, or to any of the Company1

*

ENRY C. LUNN'S popnhTpuai
COMPOSITIONS :-Le Papillon-La Y*kl

Adeline (Reverie)—Alicia (Mazurka). "E?mte^
the accomplished musician. "—Observer.
Just published, The Mountaineer's Evening 804.

London : Leader & Cock, 63, New Bondtea -

M

IV/TANAGER, BOOK - KEEPER,

OIRES ANTIQ
magnificent quality, 4J guinea

Sewell <to Company, Compton Hoot

with the Rules which will be laid down for his guidance by I A GENTLEMAN of first rate business habits, and of
the Committee of Visitors. He will be required to uwderstand ' -^- mature experience in the general Wholesale NURSERY
the Management of a Garden, and it will be his duty also to
take charge of part of the Garden at the Asylum, and of some
of the Patients working therein. Applications and Testi-
monials, stating age and qualifications, must be sent to me on
or before Tuesday the 19th day of November, 1 861 . Candidates
are not to attend personally, until required by the Committee.
The Wages will be 12s. per week, with an allowance of Fuel
and Gas, but without Rations ; and he will have the use of the
Entrance Lodge, with a small Garden attached, free of Rent,
Rates, and Taxes. Acton Tijtdal,

„ , „ „ . ,
Clerk to the Committee of Visitors.

County Hall, Aylesbury, Nov. 2.

WANTED, a GARDENER and his WIFE, no
family to take charge of a small place. Must have a

good; knowledge of Vinery and Peach Houses. Would be
required to attend to Pony, Chaise, &c. ; and Wife to do the
Washing for the family. Wages 20*. per week, with house,

^ii ?,
^-—Address with reference, to G. B., care of

Mr. Stalker, Luton News Office, Luton, Bed3.
ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a YOUNG MAN,
who thoroughly understands Flower Seeds, and who

nas been accustomed to the Retail Trade. Wages, 25s. perweek.—Apply personally, or by letter, to Barr & Sugden,
12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TTTANTED, TWO ASSISTANTS in SEED WARE-
7J H(

ffSE;,
Those used to the Trade preferred.—Apply

to Hurst & McMullen-, Church Street, Minories, E.C.

FASHIONABLE PARIS CLOAKS andh
All the NOVELTIES for the SEASON iti

Real SEAL-SKIN MANTLES, from fiw

Sewell & Company, Com: ifae

Captain White's

CURRY or MULLIGATAiryr I
Curry Powder, Curry Sauce, and Oriotel ¥Hk

obtained from all Sauce Vendors, and WhoWi rf _J
Crosse & Blackwell, Purveyor! to

^^^ Soho Square, London.

'

SAUCE.-LEA asp F

beg to caution the Public again*

their world-renowned ni__
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should

Ask for LEA & PERRI>a «£*
Pronounced by Connoisseurs to w

M the only good sauci.

V Sold Wholesale and for Export, *!*,

Worcester ; Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell,

and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, ^J^l£
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Pen«K

WANT PIACES^Letters to be Post Paid.

/^.ARDENER (Head), or FOREMAN of WORKS.
^n «7 • ?

good practical knowledge of Horticulture, and is

ot Flans, &c.—B. H., 51. Edward Street. AlbanvStr^^K W *

Q.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 33, married, one child:

Cm t?«fiiF
eat e?P£rienc« in Gardening in all its branches

and SEED TRADE, purposes going out this Autumn to the
United States and British Possessions in America, and would
be glad to receive COMMISSIONS from one or two first-class

houses in either of the above trades.

—

Cosmopolite,
B. Castalotte, Esq., 12, Argyll Square._London,

LW.C

STEWARD, or STEWARD and BAILIFF. —
Thoroughly qualified, and well versed in all that apper-

tains to the Modern System of Farming, including the
Management of both Fowler's and Smith's systems of Steam
Cultivation. First-class references.—S. P., Post Office, Leighton,
Bedfordshire.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

STEWARD or FARM BAILIFF.— Aged 42; a
Norfolk Farmer. Has Farmed both Light and Heavy

Soils. Good references given.

—

James Bunn, Uttoxeter Road,
Derby.

AND STEWARD or BAILIFF.—Age 36, single;
has had 20 years' experience in the Farming of Heavy and

Light Land, is thoroughly acquainted with the best method of ?
u " ^'T^iQft Tand" 131~

Rearing and Feeding of Stock, Drainage, &c, is a first rate ^Z'oT'ssld and 55. each,
judge of Corn and good Salesman. No objection to France or

bottlea
»
2*-« **• W-. anaos^e^

Ireland. First-class references, with security if required.

—

J. Heffer, Temple End Farm, Little Thurlow, Suffolk.

"O AILIFF or STEWARD.

Lafe*

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, i
jnd «j

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for thew

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2*. per^
rjlHE FAIRY BOUQm-1^ "JL
JL fume was originally discoveredby^u-J^r

""
wild Thy«p*
tnr With t»

~
*4

attendants. It is made from ™ *JTS
hands from "the bank whereon thewuoi j

authenticity of the recipe is ^hed *or

^
of certainty as is the existence ot i^_

ni|of certainty as is the existence <» *

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, blq
<

4-..~„J; £> iqo t* onrf 131. Oxford Stwer, «-

HAIR RESTORED, ]fV^lforL^f
the use of ROWLAND'S M^^$-Has had lon£ experi- hair from fallmg off or turmng^ey^

dnlll^±J ence, and is permitted to refer to former employers and cleanses it from scurf a^^^^it is **§
several country gentlemen.—G. L., Post Office, Cambridge.

BAILIFF. — Thoroughly Practical in Modem
Farming, Steam Cultivation, &c. A good judge In Stock,

and a good Accountant.—C. D., 66, Herbert Street, Hoxton,
London, N.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 40, married, a native of
Roxburghshire ; well acquainted with the Modern System

of Farming, and a good Judge of Stock. Good references.

—

A. Stewart, Sewardstone, near Woodford, N.E.

soft, pliable, and glossy ForjfSifolbed^
mended, as forming the^^S^»J^
35. 6d., Is. , 10*. 6d. (equal to>tow^Str(HL If^l
Caution.-Ask for Rowlands »g^dP^SS

ton Garden, E.C, and byjChgggjg!a^jg|

»

TVNNEFORD'S PURE *W$M
L> been, during *J^^S5^ft
medical profession and un

Jf
8^, b0*£

G^Ef^^^ri«r^ married
;
h*s had

^?eCt

G°roun
n
df^2£H»l^^~^i

, the best remedy for acidity ot 1 ^g
I
headache, gout, and indl^^X for^ i

(Woeking).-A Farmer's Son, delicate con^utums, ™ll£$\Jm<* *$*
J_' who thoroughly understands the IWorking of Ground,

\

Comhl
^S^rvesc^s Draught, in whi^K*

T71ARM BAILIFF

pleasure Grounds, &c. Five years' srood character —S Tirr*Veitch^odcjrurser^^ a > Mr-

«HmL3^/l0WeS and Kitchen Gardening, Forcing andotherwise^ Any nobleman, gentleman, &c, rSuirSff a nerson
Rutw^nt^ can

n
aPPly to George BatlTtS?5urserT

s^as^^^^ras? the man wh°^

(^ARDENE^HEAD).-I^Mdle^eTrn^ied • ateadv

«S^?S??!s G
habit9

' ^SSff&S^
Ma profession in ^l^!f G

I°
Wer

i
and thoroughly master of

charXTom SsbL^hS^ 611*- Several year«' excellent

professioffn S to brancW * J>rac
^
i
.

cal
.
^owledge of his

England. Good character from ~
N° °^ ec^ to any part of

Could undertake th?MJ. presen
J
and former employers.

Draining. &c Sallrv fx^Sd ?5 °f Park and ^odlands,
AI.-J. GAnn,WmSey^^ with houBe!

Managing of Stock and Marketing. Wife can take charge of
Dairy.—F. F., Morley's Library, Watford , Herts.

O LANDOWNERS.—The Advertiser, who has
had great experience in Land Improvements, is desirous

of taking upon a long term any Estate between 1000 and
2000 acres which is out of order and requires improvement.
The owner of a detached property wishing to avoid the
trouble and anxiety attending works of Draining, Road-making,
and Building of Homesteads, though still willing that they
should be carried out for the benefit of the next generation,
may effect that object without loss of income upon terms
securing the prepayment half-yearly of the present net rental.

—Further details of arrangement may be ascertained by appli-
cation to A. B., 41, Wellington Street, London, W.C.

CLERK or SHOPMAN.—Active, young ; has had
10 years' experience in the Nursery and Seed Trade

(Wholesale and Retail). Satisfactory references.—G. P., 13,
Rutland Street, Pimlico, S.W.

To Seedsmen.

SHOPMAN.— Ten years' experience in all the
branches of the Trade.—Y. Z., 8, Warwick Street, Brighton .

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Ape 21 ; has had six years' experience
with Messrs. H. Druramond & Sons, of Dublin and Stirling.

Will be disengaged in two months, or sooner if required.—
G. K., 58, Dawson Street. Dublin.

agreeable Effervescing^Xrhot season* *%*Z much increased fi^^S^ 1*
the regular use of this simp

^ ^
Man

found highly benefic^l. ^6*
nurityfT»£X^* C^ ^ ^^
Cdon, W. ; and sold by all resp-

the Empire.

« We find DU BABBY»n« he gafest.Jf^Jj

m
"We una » vj±*? m

vnnT) the flw*8 ".
itV

constipation,}-^°^S^ **$£
pitation, imtabihty, sleepie j^ **^
phlegm, hremorrhoids. g^ btJlerA <gj?* J
Consumption/«™j^mm n°

f fV £jnervousness, bil^^^^ Ure, *;Dfef«rJ5|
scrofula, atrophy. -^WT Dr. ^JS**&

Oxford Street, W.

,

*-

grocers and cnymJSM.

:

H

n
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£2fa rf HOTWATER APPARATUS for Horticul-
. I ^ iB ^filic Buildings, Dwelling Houses, and Offices,

norcd principle*, and of Rogers's Conical and

i
C^*tod Saddle Boiler.

^tqb its patent hot-watei:
.* ~« —•adcnowledged by all who have them in

use to be the most
powerful Boilers
now known, and are
the most economi-
cal requiring leas
fuel and attention
than any other.
They are made of
various sizes, suit-
able for heating the
smallest < recn-
bouse to the largest
Conservatory,
Churches, and
Buildings of all de-
scriptions.

Testimonials for-
warded on applica-

Tam M. Uworr, Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,
Turnham Green, W., and at Acton,

NEW IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.
GREAT IMPllOYEMfiXT WITH RED! ill) I'RICE.

PRICES per Lineal Yard. 24 room man:

Size of
mcah. Mostly

2 1 inch
|

2 inch

li inch

li inch

Quantii
England; I

Hares, Dogi
Game or Poultry N Ing I $i<1
Small ltahbits, H
Smallest Rabbits 1 &<i.

) yards or upwards delivered froo at noarly all ths priMteal Bail
wis or upwards delivered free to most part* of SooUand and i

BROWN <fc CO.. 18. CANNON STREET C\

•katfea* aad Bill pan Poru

LONDON, E.C.

4JKU0HT TUBULAR

BOILER.
SUBJOINED IS TIIE REASON WHY

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
HAS BECOME THE ORDER OK THE DAY FOR IIKATINU in IIOT-WATKR.

WEEKS'S No. 2 .liOJLEKS
WEEKS'S No. 3 BOILKKS
WEEKS'S No. 4 BOILKUs
WEEKS'S No. 5 KOI LKRS
WEEKS'S No. 6 BOILERS

heating upwards 900 feet of Pipe,

if

»»

KX)
Coo

lfOO
401

11,000

it

The above statistics being accounts of hundreds of apparatus diswminated throughout KuBon in practical operatioo, J. W«U
& Company publish thera with the pleasing satisfaction that all who w-w honour iliem a 1th their attectttd commands must eli

enormous savings both in fuel and labour by the adoption of their < E-BOILER SYSTEM.

JOHN WEEKS & COMPANY,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus M \m facturers,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Illustrated Catalogues, Designs, and Estimates forwardrd free on appHomHon*

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY.

BEING CAPABLE OP FULFILLING IN THE MOST TERFECT MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS 01 IIORHCULTURE.

J?
7 «

li
U in

5 7i*

The Prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows

:

8
ft
ft. Light*

'

£16
en8th 16 10
ength

length

ength

^gth
ength

£*th

If

20 18
25 12
30 6
34 12
39 6
43 19
48 17

lOft.Lights

£16
21 2 6
26 18 6

6 32 15
38 10

6 43 15
49 11 6
55 10

6 60 12 6

12 ft. Lights

£21
26 10

7

Hft.Lights 16ft.Lightfl

£28 10 £34 5

33
40
47
53
60
67

5
2
7
5
2

73 10

6

6
6

6

37 12
46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83 2
92 5

101 10

45 16

57 7
68 18
80 10
92

103 11

115 2
126 13

The Prices of th* Span-roofed Howes, i h Hater-1

complete, ar«- m **J

—

Ft In. 8 ft. Lights 10ft. Lights 12ft.Lights

20 7inl**th£24
31 3 m length

41 11 in leng'

52 7 in length

63 3 in length

73 11 in If -h

8-1 7 in length

95 3 in length

105 11 in length

33
41 1*
61 5

60 12

m 5

78 12
87 18
97 15

I oo
42 5

53 17

65 10
77
S7 10

99 3
111

121 5

£42
53 I

1

m is o
80 10
94
106 15

120 10
134 5
114*

Doora,

L4 Liffhti 10ft.L£ht«

£57 £68 12

::. 4

m s
111 1

139 1

148
166 4
1st 10
303

91 14

114 16

137 I

Itt
184

wx

2

4
6

°&ly one end is required a corresponding deduction will be made.
* m 1 ?

made strouwr than thorn of Urn dimwww i

packag

Circulars with Lists of Prices and Cards to view houses

SAMUEL HEREMAN, 7, Pi
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HOT-WATES APPARATUS.

J. JONES
BEGS TO OFFEE A COMPLETE

Hot-Water Apparatus for Houses
according to the following Plans, delivered Free to any

Railway Station in England.

&

i

a
o

ca

o

CO

s i

J*

1

SECTION

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 10 feet .

.

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

SO feet by 12 feet ..

40 feet by 15 feet .

.

50 feet by 15 feet .

.

Price
"With CylinderBoiler. ISaddle Boiler.

£8
8 10

10
11 10
16 10
18 10

£8 12
9
10 10
12
17
20

6

-

o

<

IICN

Size of House.
16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 1 feet ..

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet ..

40 feet by 15 feet ..

50 feet by 15 feet .

.

Price

»»

»#

WithCylinder Boiler. iSaddle Boiler.
£11 10

*^r 12 10
14 10
16 10
22
24 10

CO

<5

CM

£12
13
15
17
23

26

T3
a3
O
r3
ax

o •

OS O

bCO

* o

SECTION. I
Size of House.

16 feet by 8 feet ..

20 feet by 10 feec ..

25 feet by 12 feet .

.

30 feet by 12 feet ..
40 feet by 15 feet ..

50 feet by 15 feet ..

Price
WithCylinder Boiler.

£12 10
13 10
16 10
19
24 10

27

Saddle Boiler.
£13
14
17
20
25 10
28 10

'6

s

•5ECTIQH

Price

U
9$

f$

99

WithCylinder Boiler.; Saddle Boiler.
Size of House

16 feet by 8 feet
20 feet by 10 feet
55 feet by 12 feet
30 feet by 12 feet
40 feet by 15 feet
60 feet by 15 feet .. „ a3 10 fi ^ Q

Plate w^pnce3
J?cl"de BoMer. strong Furnace-doors

Nett Cash
*"> to ^7 M»v Station in England. Terms :

£16
17 10
21 10
25
31
S3 10 fi

£17
18 10
22 10
26
32

Bars,

JOH^ VOKINS, 2, York Place, Chelsea, London,

S.W., Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus

Manufacturer. Tubular Boilers from Zl.

TERRA COTTA STOVES are found very useful in

repelling frost from small Greenhouses and Plant Pits

;

give a continuous heat 24 hours for Id. without attention. In

use daily at No. 9, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, London.

Apply to John Roberts, Patentee, Upnor. Kent.

OT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, aud every other connection.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and

Elliptic, from 24s. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands

to use without brickwork, 50*. each. Valves from 12s. 6d. each.

Beck's Patent Valves. Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply

Cisterns, and Builders' Castings of every description in stock, at

Mr. Lynch White's Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.

WesVof England, Ireland, and Wales

YINCENT SKINNER
(late Partnerwith J. Weeks

& Co.), erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, and
HOT-WATER APPAKATUS.
His improved Pipe Boilers,

which give such universal

satisfaction for Warming Churches and Hothouses, wiil heat

from 100 to 2000 feet of Pipe.

Plans and Estimates on application to V. Skinner, Bridewell

Street, Bristol. mmmm __

no*
I*

Works on Botany, by Dr.

THE VEGETABLE Kl^}D0\r
ture, Classification, AN1> r«L * ; °*. -

upon the Natural System In on?v
' ***

6s., with upwards of 500 IllusLtioJ°
1U^*WrpHE ELEMENTS OP BOmy gj^

-L Physiological With a Glossary of i^?NOne Volume 8vo, cloth, with nume&J iS**"* * The Glossary may be had se^atelJ
BOTANY; OB,'to

J

'£^5SCHOOL
Botanical Science. In One VnU. f?

ith 400 Illustrations, price £. Qd ^ HWl

JLS Describing: Plawts mw^i„ L „r»..*fcl it

^

PORDON-TRAINING oflicr^V^ Diagonal. Vertical. Sniral wi u^.^., 1
. ^

' Describing Plants correctly, in Stan,
-Tnst.rnnt.inn anA tV^ tt„„ JTSSf . «aennfiel^

Just pubhshed, in fcp. 8vo, with Illustration

Self-Instruction^dXXTsli^

«

Bradbury & Evans, 11, BouverieSSif

*a;

Diagonal, Vertical, Spiral and Horizontal
Orchard House and Open-Air Culture BtIlIIS*

1*
lings Breiiaut. ' '**•

Rivers, Anther tf^-
Amateur's Qrft.

Author.

Patent Horticultural Works, 152, King's Road,

Chelsea, S.W.

EDENCH, Inventor, Patentee, and Sole
• Manufacturer of Horticultural Buildings with

Wood Framework and Hollow Galvanised Iron Sashes instead

of Wood. Complete at Is. 3d. per foot superficial, and never

require any more painting after first erection.

Five hundred references can be given. See Gardeners'

Chronicle, April 27th, 1861, page 387: Edward L. Betts, Esq.,

Preston Hall, near Maidstone ; Mr. Thomas Frost has proved

them for both Plant Houses and Vineries for above 11 yeats.

E. D. has j ust erected one in the Royal Horticultural Gar-

dens, Kensington.
Also Manufacturer of all kinds of Horticultural Buildings in

Wood and Iron of the ordinary kind, at the lowest price and

Heating every description of building by Hot Water or Gas.

Several Second-hand Houses for Sale.

Wind Power.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, S.E.,

• begs to inform intending purchasers that he has now
increased facilities for Manufacturing the Patent WIND
ENGINES for Pumping, Grinding, Chaffcutting, Pulping, &c.j

Prospectuses and all information may be obtained by
enclosing one postage stamp, and a Wind Engine in full work
may be inspected on the Premises daily.

" I like your book very
much ; it will do much good,
and teach people to think
before they prune."—Thomas

London : Longman, Green. Loscmas. 4

Seventh Edition, bound, 61

A SCHOOL HISTORY of ENGUSb ,

Copious Chronology, Tables of Contemw*hfc
and Questions for Examination. Abridged miik-&
History of England." VE

London : Parker, Son, fc Bourn, Weat Stall*

Seventh Edition, 2s. 6i

ESSAYS WRITTEN in the INTERVALS*
NESS.

By the same Author,

FRIENDS in COUNCIL. First Seria fel
tion. Two vols., 9s.

FRIENDS in COUNCIL. Second Sera, im
Edition. Two vols., post octavo, lis.

COMPANIONS of my SOLITUDE. Fifti*

3s. 6d.

London : Parker, Son, and Boots , Wtit9mL

WINDOW FLOWERS all the YEABK»
How to produce Tropical Effects with EafM hi

complete directions for Professional and Amatetr 1

Lists of New Plants, &c. See " Garden Oracle,* 1J* h
Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, total "-_

ENRY C. LUNN'S popular PLLXOM
COMPOSITIONS :—Le Papillon-La Wti to *•

Adeline (Reverie)—Alicia ^Mazurka). 'Erayb*

the accomplished musician. '—Observer.

Just published, The Mountaineer's EveningS«r

London: Leader & Cock, 63, tfewBoodfo*-
:

ATHENEUM. /

The price of the Atheioeum is from this date Threepence. .

Thirty years ago, when the Athenaeum came into the hands of its present Pwpriewj
^JJ

was Eightpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight columns. ^onTl

jJjfcfc
circulation of Literary Journals was restricted by high price, and that every advantage

public would bring increase of circulation and authority, the Proprietors reduced the pn

to Fourpenoe. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary Journals became the rule. ^
The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved. They have gives

^

^

the benefit of every change in the law, increasing the size without increase of pnee,

has become above 96 columns—double its former size. fWefon
The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, nave taem

that the price of the Athenaeum shall in future be Threepence.

CONTENTS OF THE NUMBER FOR SATURDAY LAST, NOVEMBER % OF

THE ATHEN/EUM
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, and the FINE AB

The Life and Correspondence of Admiral Sir C. Napier. By
Major General E. Napier.

Damascus and the Lebanon.
Forest Creatures. By C. Boner. [C. Reade.

The Cloister and the Hearth ; a Tale of the Middle Ages. By
Joseph Alleine; his Companions and Times, a Memorial of
" Black Bartholomew," 1662. By C. Stanford.

Thirty-six large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts peom—
r •***&# ^11

A Compendious History of
.^^Jno5* *

Enguih"^n"gua^, from the Nonnau ^
Ea^tbo

k
urne, and the Advantages

i

whichWgl0* f

for Invalids ; with General KemarKs

Dr. Smith and Dr. Hayman.
, ^.jirthaW*

Travelling Letters of Felix Mendelssohn n»

WITH SHORTER NOTICES OF
History of Wesleyan Methodism. By G Smith.
Memorials of the Rev. J. Sortain. By B. M. 8ortain.

General and Descriptive Anatomy of the Domestic Animals.
id <

The Spirit of Hebrew Poetry. By J- Taylor'

True Blue. By W. H. G. Kingston.

The Soldier's Sorrow.

Snatches of Song. By]W. a. rassui

Reiigious Publications.

List of New Books
ft
?^

*

*;

By J. Gamgee and J. Law.
The Stokesley Secret. TJanin.
The End of the World, and of Rameau's Nephew. By M. Jules

,

Orig^naL—Approaches to the International Exhibition—Scientific Nomenclature-Hamiltonwn^^ ^^
Morgan-The Career of the Norwegian Professor Hansteen—Music, Sculpture, The stage, ^m&*JjSf0l

"Weekly Gossip.—

S

hakspeare's Gardens-Obituary: Mrs. |Pye-Holland Hpu?e-PubUc Am
pent^i-.8g»

Dresden Gallery—Dortfs Dante's Inferno—Works of Arc for the Great ExhibiUon-oeo^
q{^ YiS>H

Siam—Major Rosehach's 'History ot the Knight G5tz von BerUchingen.with the iron n»^
Societies.—Report of the Proceedings of the Numismatic.

, aiT**
Fine Arts.—

M

r. Maclise's • Interview between Wellington^ Blucher after Waterloo.
^ ^^ foLef*^

Pine-Art Gossip.—Mr. Ward's Fresco of the « Flight of Charles the Second with Jane n . ^
John Fielding—Seamer Church. <n-01ympfc V*

Drury Lane (' Othello')-Haymarket ('Richard the Thira ; .AwiQ

Musical and l>ramatic Gossip.—The London Musical Season-^ignor CosU's Testimony ^^t V
American Amusements—Signor Rossini's 'Titan '—Paer's jOpera 'Leonora —^»J

Monograph on Campra—French and German Operatics—Greek Operas.

Miscellanea.—storm Signals.

Music and the Drama.
ment ')—Princess's (' Othello.')

^^r^s work^ coffipiet9> orfur-

^Jo^w. Hot-W*t«r Apparatus Manufacturer, 6, Bankside,

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13*.; Six Months, bs.

%* If required to be sent by post, the postage extra.

Office for Advertisements and Communications : 30, Wellington Street, Stran ,
fconA*

11
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ft 1861.] THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGR1CDLTURA1. UAZKTTI
J^Zxbkahed, price One Shilling,

,VS NE^V FARMER'S ALMANAC«0«*
forls62.

A- fiOK. A Paternoster H ^ L011^011
*
E -C « J and ell

ThM day » published, price 1/. 11*. OU,

BOOK of FARM BUILDINGS: their

W^ it and Construction. By Henry Stephens,

r of the "Book of the Farm," <kc. ; and

Biax, Engineer. In large Octavo, pp. 561

lriih 3S Engravings on Copper and 1017 Engravings

Ifilf.bound.

Uniform with the above,

mfi BOOK of the FARM. By Hexby Stephens,

f aaK- T,ro Vola*
royal 8vo

'
with En^rHvin&b -

Prke

**1 BOOK of FARM IMPLEMENTS and MA-
**JlnK»- By James Slight and R. Scott Burn. Edited

wRkmbt Stzphess, F.K.S.K Royal bvo, with 876 Eu-
* ten Pries 2t 2a» hall-bound.

«)K of the GARDEN. By Cuaeles
torn. Two Vols, royal 8vo, with 1056 Eugraviugs.

It 7s, W. half-bound.

tm"FORESTER. By James Brown, Wood Manager
.w. f^ri Of Seafield. Third Edition. Royal Svo, with

Price 1L 10*. , half-bound.

priHlLL'S PAMPHLETS, coutainiat all Iks New
Market Gardening, M Edition, Is. «. ; Vine, 1«. ; bJitSstemof Growing Early Potatoes, Asparagus, tteaksle, RkubarCCucumbers, Helena, Herb, aud &adsVftl fifatoa/*" olmSbve for 5*., post free.

James Cothill, F.R.H.8., Camherwell, London, 8.

F
New Work for Country Libraries.

One Volume, 1U«. 6d.ARM L I F
or Ske7chb fcr the Country.

*;
Saunders, Qtlky A Co., 66, Brook Street, Hanover Square.

Twenty-Second Year of Publication.
Now ready, price 1*. ; sewed or bound, and intended tor a

Diary, ««.,

JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANACO *nd CALENDA It for 1862.
James Ridoway, 169, Piccadilly, W. ; and ail Booksellers and

Railway

THK
rilHE DERBY of 1862.—THOULEV > 1LLIS-X TRATED FARMKRS* ALMANA< w fer 1862 oc>u tains a
Critical Glance at the Doings of the "Cracks "of tlM Derby of

-', with the Winner distinctly ITedictcd by Pseuictoh, i art

•rrespondent to •« Tborley'a .\ leaner."
Now ready, i>ncu4,dL,posi /rva,(.»uunp*.UrUci o| a*| Bsjfce

1 iihJ^li.-.i by JoaiTH Tiioklkv. News-ate s«i.
»

f.py ACXX'l'NTS: A Practical System of Farm
gat fcffriM, being that recommended in the "Book of

tfcf Farm.' By Hesby Stephens, F.R.S.E. Royal 8vo,

mm» la Si. Also, Seven Folio Account Books, con-

StStsil 1~ accordance with the System. Price --*.

Wiujam Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

, Part the Fourth, concluding the Work, price 10s.,

with the Plates beautifully coloured, 15s., handsomely
super-royal paper (largest 8vo size),

AND CENTURY of FERNS; being Figures,

with Brief Descriptions, of 100 New or Rare Species of

j By 8»r William Jackson Hooker, K.H , LL.D., F.R.A.

L.S, Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew.

London: William Pampltn, 45, Frith Street, Soho, W.

yablished, handsomely printed upon super-royal paper,

•to, it ; or with the Plates beautifully coloured, '61. is*,,

A STUBY of FERNS; being Figures, with brief

inscriptions, of 100 New or Rare Species of Ferns. By
S* Villi*a Jacksok Hooker, K.H., LL.D., F.R.A. aud L.S.,

of the Hoy.il Botanical Gardens, Kew.
ABeeciajenof the Work will be sent to any address for

stamps.

«-—TiJere is also a Re-issue of this very handsome
Work on Ferns iu Rut Crown Monthly Parts—Pare XX1L,
jwsnber, 1861—and continues regularly with the Magazines

far each moii.'h.

: William Pampltn, 45, Frith Street, Soho, W.

JOHNM>N'S GARDENERS' ALMANACK,
aud Calendar and Register of the 1 hen, Fruit, Floe m .

and Forcing Department* foi 2, with other usefu na-

tion, will be published on Thursday. November SI. I'liee la.

London: Published lor the < u»> of ^ *, by
Joseph Greenhill, at their Hall, Lodgate Street, E.C.

n

Kew ready, Parts XIV. and XV., price 2s. (Double Number),

ril) FIL1CUM: an Illustrated Synopsis, with
Characters, of the Genera, and an Enumeration of the

Males of Ferns, with Synonyms, References, &.C. By Thomas
*s, F.L.B., F.l: R.S., Author of " The Handbook of British

FaiBa, "lhs Ferns of Great Britain and Ireland, Nature-
," Curator of the Chelsea Botanic Garden.j

: Wiluam Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho, W.
Xow ready, price Us. \kL, cloth,

K MANUAL of BRJliSHand FOREIGN PLANTS,
•** ^tt* *h«ir Latin and English Names, intended to facili-
«s^s Progreas of the Botanical Student, Ac. By Leo H.

acturer on Botany at the Royal School of Medicine,

w 1 Author of tiie " Manchester Flora," "Manchester

tilUr lowers," " Life," " Figurative Language," «fco.

w«woii: William Pamplin, 45. Frith Street, Soho, W. ;

3525* : Edward Howell, Church Street; Manchester:

ZADKIKL'S ALMANAC f..r 1882. The Forty -fourth

Thousand; price C*/., contains:—Result of tbe War in

America, Louis Napoleon's Danger, W.ulike Doings In

Knglaud, The Delusi ns of Dr. Cumuimg dissipated, Ac , *c.

G. Hkrobr, Holywell Street, London, W « . and all Booksellers.

M~~
INKRaLOQIV-iMr. Wabinoton W. Smyth,
M.A.. F.R.8., will COMMENCE a COURSE of FORTY

LECTURES on MINERALOGY, on MONDAY next, the 11th

November, at half- past 1 o'clock, at the GOVERNMENT
SCHOOL of MINES, J ertuyu Street, \\ be ned at

the same hour on each succeeding Tuesday, Thur»> Friday,

and Monday. Fee for the Course, 3?.

TrcnhaM Remcs, I t' t rar.

|\/l 1N1NG.— Mr. Wabingtok wr^MviH, ;M.A.,

1VJL F.RS., will COMMENCE I COI K>E ..| HIXT^

LECTURES on MINING, on MONDAY i t, at half past

3 o'Clock, at the GOVERNMENT SCHOOL of MINES,

Jermyn Street, W., to be continued at the same hour on each

succeeding Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and Monda I '<« lor

the Course, Si. Trenham Recks, licgistrer.

Poet 8vo, cloth, 3«. 6U.,

\[LXT0XE and the RIVIERA as a WINTER
-^'-s. RESIDENCE. By J. Henry Bennet, M.D.
-^rr-f°gjgURCHiLL, New Burhngton Street, W.
ftW

'

Ed't>on,__coniiderably altered, post 8vo, cloth, 7s.,

I
HE ^CLIMATE of PAU; with a Description ol

ileitis of tbc Wlttlt.

The occupation of the Valley of Dappes by

French troops has caused a great seusation

throughout Switzerland. This valley is a small

strip of territory between the French department

of Doubs and t\\e Swiaa canton of Vaud. By tne

treaty of Vienna it was assigned to Switzerland,

contrary to the remonstrance of the French Pleni-

potentiary, and for the last 45 years France has

made ineffectual overtures for its acquisition.

Last week a French patrol from the Fortress

of Rousses entered the hamlet of Cresso-

the valley, in order to preventnieres. in

rftkjJ* Wtteru,g Places of the Pyrenees, and of the Virtues

**noa,M.D.,F.R. 3.£.
m 1* ^* Mineral Sources in Disease. B^ Alexander

^rJoHj. Churchill, New Burhngton Street, W^

?2ft

IjL
Wition

» muc& enlarged, post 8vo, cloth, 10s. tod.,

^^*P
J

hEPSY and EPILEPTIFORM SEIZURES;
•So^li1^ Piitholo8y» aii,i Treatment. By Ed ward H.

Mmsih u' i

*
*" K-^-P-. Physician to, and Lecturer upon

-W. 2. at
'
8t Mary's HospiUl.

ie>I5.'.i
p>tyi this volume with unfeigned pleasure. It

^stSl d of tfeathse which is entitled to be read

**• iam«t.«.??tahhng a lull aud most satisfactory account of
"•^y^t disease of which it treats."—Edin. Med. Journal.

^J^gyjcaiLL, New Burlington Street, W.

THP r\ni»J
iAllEdilioll

» 13mo, cloth, 6s.,

^MUGGIbT's GENERAL RECEIPT BOOK :

bofaittaJTSS *.C°Pl0Us Veterinary Formulary ; Patent andm*"' ^ssuhTi ,

DC*
' druggists' Nostrums, &c. ;

Perfumery,

, rSuEeA Goameucs, and Teetk Cosmetics ; Bever-

INiiimTil™** aad Con-Jiments, Trade Chemicals,
B«y finarrBEAs P*raUona *nd tIomPOUIids ^^ m l Lie ArU -

f^SCHuacHiu^ New Burlington Street, W.

"meg t^ilS^'^. *"•!?:

the Swiss gendarmes from arresting a French sub-

ject, the hamlet being considered neutral ground.

The Federal Government immediately despatched

commissioners to investigate the facta, and on

their report the Federal Council addressed a note

to the French Government, demanding satis-

faction for the violation of Swiss territory.

M. TnouvENEL, in reply, has informed the Swiss

Ambassador at Paris that the French Government

had not the remotest intention of committing an

aggression on Switzerland, or of deciding the

question of territory by a military occupation ;
but

are ready to enter into negotiations with the

Federal Government with a view to effect a defini-

aad • or
the BMfflm Ol Al'MTkU
Prussia at Brc&Uu.

A despatch from St PsUftbui* -issiirm lbs
return of the £xmc*o* from Us Crimea. Am
Imperial order of the day has been lsmed granting
Count Lambeet, Governor of Toland, leave ol
absence to travel in foreign countries vnU\ hit
health shall be rebiored, and anpoiuung General
Lu DEX6 as his successor. The student* in Moscow
have created ^uch violent disturbances that it has
u en necessary to employ the military to restore

order. Similar disturbances are reportod irom
Kazan and Charkow, and there is no doubt that an
understanding has been come to smong the students

of all the UnivtrMties. A petition, praj ing for the

releaae of the students who had bet* arrested, and
faff the grant of a constitution to Bints. Lu been

signed in Mosoo* y 17,000 jksi

Aossocta from New York state that thr Amr
rican journals generally approve of Mr. Srw sun's
reply to Ljrd Ltoms, and denounce any HriUak in-

terprets' n of tl( i . deral constttutiuu aa an un-
warrantable inter: aim 'ihe long expected

( n gagemen t on the Potomac ia aaid to be really

close at hand. The Confederates have effectually

closed the Losrer Potomac, and their batteries now
command every joint below Washington. In the

recent battle near Leeaburg, the Federal troops

under General Stohe sustained a double defeat.

They were first driven back across the Potomao*

•nth the loss of General JUkkj (i i.en, and
on aubeequently adtancing with reinibr

they were again compelled to retreat into Mary-
land. Mr. JSewuld's circular to * loyal

States, in refcrcaos to the defences of the coasts

and lakes, has caused great *\ .'. ment at New
York, under the impression that it is indicative

of a foreign war.

Lord Monck was sworn in at Quebec oa the

20th ult. aa Administrator ol Canada, his lull

powers uot having arrived. Colonel Rankin has

been committed for trial and dismissed from

the Canadian Militia, for violating the Ui

proclamation of neutrality.

The convention between France, Kngland, and

Spain, for the intervention in Mexico, was signed

at the Foreign Office on the 31st ult. it stipulates

that the three Powers will not aeek any territorial

or special advantages for themselves, nor use their

influence in a way to interlere with the right of

the people of Mexico to choose their own form of

government. It provides also that the Government

of the United States shall be invited to join in the

expedition.

The Coubt. — On Friday morning the Prince

Consort went out shooting, accompan by I he Prince

of iValea. In the aft. in on the Queen held a Court

for the first investiture of the Knights of tl

Star of India. The Court was attended by the Secre-

tary of State for India, the Officers of the Household,

and the Great Officers ot State. Tne Queen waa assisted

at the investiture by the Prince Consort and the -ince

of Wales, and the ceremony was witnessed by the

Princeeeea Alice, Helena, Louisa, and liestrice, Prince

Arthurand the Princess of Hohenlobe. In the evening

afn»oi&£nM0THER onthe MANAGEMENT
*> the

" By *** HENRY Cuavasse, F.RC.a

Al)VlP?T
e Author

> fourth Edition, fcp. Svo, 2s. 6d.,

<** health
a
1V1PE on the MANAGEMENT of her

•***s»dtoaYoun
l

w an Iutroductory Chapter, especially

-^iigjg^rx. New Burlington Street, W.

?J?3 ART of PROLONGING LIFE.

Joas o y ^^smus Wilson, F. R.S.
^^CHiLL^Ngw Burlington Street, W.

T,IK EASTFPW
FcP7^ ^2^

WIL^. ^S?Q

N
B S.

TURKISH ]
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rt/tA * V mfi9Sim . the Queen had a dinner party. On Saturday morning
tive settlement of the question, or to take measures

|
the ^ueen ^ ^ ^^ ^^ walke<J in thg

that the status quo since 1815 shall be maintained.
, Home Park Tne y^^ Consort, accompanied by the

The Austrian Government has determined upon prince of Wales and the Maharajah Dhuleep >mgh,

a series of measures which indefinitely suspend went out shooting. .^^.^^^^SSJ!?

Count Palfft has been appointed Imperial

Lieutenant. The Council of the Provincial

Government, which recently sent an address to

the Emperor, modelled upon the address of the

Diet, is to be reorganised ; the present Oberge-

spanns are to be superseded, the assemblies of the

Comitats dissolved, and military tribunals esta-

blished to try all offences which partake of

the character of resistance to the authorities

The Emperor has addressed a letter to Count

BATH; its His

^^HiLL^New Burlington Street, W.

EaLTHY
4

??^11 *00
'
fcp

-

8vo
'
2* bd '

Sad n .

ftMN: a Pomihir Tro ,.f,•S4 Hiar t
?*: liS s a Popular Treatise on the Skin

101 W|i*ok, p^r s
Pr0Her^aUon aud Alanagement. By

** Ckobchilk New Burlington Street, W.

Forgach, Aulic Chancellor of Hungary, m refer-

ence to these measures, in which he states ha the

public duty and his own will require that he

should raise strong barriers against the excesses

of the Hungarians, and restore thing, to a state of

order. The official journals /^horiUtively con-

tradict the report of an intended meeting between

Prince Arthur, Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and

the Princess of Hohenlohe, attended Divine service ia

the private chapel. The I>ean of Windsor orficisted

and administered the Sacrament. The Prince of

Hohenlohe arrived from the Continent on a nsitto her

Majesty On Mondav morning the Queen drove out

in a carriage and four. The Prince Consort went to

the Wellington College. IVinee Leopold left tl Castle

for the Continent. Prince Arthur accompsmed tbe

Prince to Folkestone, and returned in tbe evening to

Windsor. Princess Alice, Princ - 1 i elen^ and Pnucess

Loaies rode in the Hiding House. Thai Prince of

Hohenlohe rode out on horseback. On loesdav morn-

£! the Prince Consort accompanied by the Pnnce of

Hohenlohe, went out shooting. The Princesses

AHa Helens, snd Louisa r,de in the riding house.

A Wednesday morning the Queen drove out in s

carriage and four. The Prince G>nsort came to.London^

JT after visiting the Great Exhibition building snd

the Horticultural Gardens at Kensington, presided at a

mee i^g of the Council of the Royal Agncultursl
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Society. The Prince of Hohenlohe took leave of her
|

in the Conservative interest for Carlisle, in opposition

Majesty, and accompanied the Prince Consort to . to Mr. Potter, the Liberal candidate.

Loudon. Princess Helena and Princess Louisa rode in The Church.—The Eight Rev. Dr. Baring, late

the Riding House. On Thursday morning the Queen, ! Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, was on Wednesday
accompaniedby Princess Alice, drove out in a carriage and formally confirmed at York in his election to the

four. The Prince Consort rode on horseback. The Princess Bishopric of Durham. By this act of confirmation the

of Hohenlohe took leave of her Majesty, and left see of Gloucester and Bristol becomes vacant, and a

Windsor for London, where the Prince of Hohenlohe conge d'elire will be forthwith issued to the Dean and
joined her Serene Highness. The Grand Duke and
Grand Duchess Constantine, with the Grand Duchess
Olga, arrived on a visit to her Majesty.
Depaetttbe of Pbince Leopold foe the Conti-

nent.—Prince Leopold, the youngest son of her Ma-
jesty, left England on Monday for the Continent,

attended by General Sir Edward Bowater, Lady
Bowater, the Misses Bowater, and Dr. Gunther. The
Prince's health having made it advisable that he should
spend the winter in a milder climate than that of
England, a residence has been taken for him at Cannes,
in the South of France. His Royal Highness travelled
by a special train from the London Bridge station of
the South-Eastern Bailway to Folkestone, where he
embarked in the mail steamer John Penn for Boulogne.
Prince Arthur accompanied his brother to Folkestone,
and after the departure of the steamer proceeded to

Shorncliife Camp, accompanied by the Hon. General
Dalzell, the general in command, and spent two hours
in visiting the quarters of the officers and men, the
hospital, the canteens, stables, &c. His Royal Highness
afterwards left Folkestone by the mail train for London
on his return to Windsor.
The Geand Duke Constantine, with the Grand

Duchess and the Princess Olga, and their suite, arrived

at Claridge's Hotel on Saturday from Binstead House,
near Ryde. On Tuesday their Imperial Highnesses
visited the British Museum ; and on Wednesday visited

the Tower of London. On Thursday they left town for

Windsor, on a visit to her Majesty. Their Imperial
Highnesses were expected to return to town yesterday,

and it is understood that they will leave England to-day
for St. Petersburg, by way of Rotterdam.
The Duke of Opobto and the Duke de Beja,

brothers of the King of Portugal, arrived at Claridge's

Hotel on Thursday evening from Compiegne, where
they have been visiting the Emperor of the French.
Obder of the Stab, of India.—On Friday after-

noon the Queen held, in Windsor Castle, her first

Investiture of the Most Exalted Order of the Star of

India. The day was the anniversary of the day on
which her Majesty's proclamation was promulgated,
notifying to her Indian subjects her resolution to take
upon herself the Government of India. The Prince

Consort and the Prince of Wales having been nominated
Extra Knights of the Order, having been first invested

by the Queen with the insignia, the noblemen and
gentlemen who had been nomiuated Knights of the

Order were summoned to the Throne Room, where the

great officers of State and the officers of the Household

were assembled. The Queen, as Sovereign of the Order,

wore the mantle, which is of light blue satin, lined with

white satin, and fastened with a cordon of white silk, with

blue and silver tassels. On the left side was the star of

the Order. Over the mantle her Majesty wore the

collar of gold and enamel, composed of the lotus of

India, of palm branches, and of the united white and
red roses. In the centre of the collar was an Imperial

crown. All were richly enamelled in their proper
colours. From the middle of the front of the collar

hung suspended the badge, which consists of an onyx
cameo of her Majesty's effigy, set in a perforated and
ornamental oval containing the motto of the Order,
" Heaven's light our guide," surmounted by a star, all

in diamonds. The Queen having taken her seat in a
chair of state, having the Prince Consort on her right,

and the Prince of \Vales on her left hand, Viscount
Gough, Lord Harris, the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh,
General Lord Clyde, the Right Hon. Sir John M.
Lawrence, Bart., and General Sir George Pollock, were i ., t u , . c ** r

-, , , . „ , Un iuiu-.v-
separately introduced and invested with the insignia by i

«*•
^
ulletl" of Wednesday, contain" the follow'ng

her Majesty in the usnal wanner, the hononr of Light- ***** T tbe "^V*"* of the Valley of DaPPes b?
- - -* - 5

r. rench troops :

—

"The foreign press having made numerous comments on the
subject of the appearance of a few French gendarmes and

i'liers in the village of Cressonnieres, belonging to the Valley

Chapter, empowering them to elect as bishop the Rev.

Dr. Thomson, Provost of Queen's.

The Mexican Expedition.—The Conqueror, 99,

and Sanspareil, 70, went into Plymouth Sound on

Thursday, and will sail to-day with the Royal Marines

of the Plymouth division for service in Mexico.

The Wabbiob has arrived at Queenstown, after a
trial trip of six days. She has realised the highest

expectations entertained of her. The speed she reached

with steam and under canvas is said to have been 17
knots an hour, and she was perfectly steady, although the

wind rose to a reefed topsail breeze. Lord C. Paget
and Capt. Drummond, of the Admiralty, were on board
during the trip. The Revenge, with Admiral Smart on
board, accompanied her, but the Warrior had frequently
to go half speed so as not to lose sight of her consort.

The Warrior will proceed to sea again to-day in search
of bad weather, not having as yet encountered, severe
enough weather to test her sailing qualities.

The Volunteer Movement.—An annual rifle con-

test is in progress of arrangement between English and
Scottish volunteers, Lord Bury and Captain Horatio
Ross being engaged in settling the preliminary details.

It is understood that the project is proceeding favour-

ably ; and that there is a general impression that such
an annual contest would, to use Lord Bury's own
words, "contribute its share towards promoting the
permanence and stability of the Volunteer movement,
by creating a noble and honourable emulation between
the two countries."—A challenge was given a short
time since by Earl Ducie, Lord-Lieutenant of Glouces-
tershire, to compete with the best shots of the Bristol

Rifles. Colonel Bush, the commander of the corps,

selected as the antagonists of his Lordship Armour-Ser-
geant Gibbs (winner of the Derby rifle at the last

Wimbledon competition), Private Miller, Private Mit-
ford, and Ensign Pinney. The match took place last

week at the practice ground of the Bristol Corps in

Sneyd Park. The ranges were at 300, 500, and 600
yards, 10 shots each. The Lord-Lieutenant was the

victor, having made 48 points, and the scores of his

opponents being,—Sergeant Gibbs, 45 ; Private Miller,

27 ; Private Mitford, 34 ; and Ensign Pinney, 47. Lord
Ducie did not miss the target once, and at 500 yards
scored five centres in succession. His lordship was also

a winner in some B fmjpslnk^B ttMi I i taihy 1 1 ash

^Foreign*
Feance.—The Emperor and Empress will remain at

Compiegne until the middle of this month, and will

then remove to Paris. The Duke of Oporto and the

Duke de Beja, brothers of the King of Portugal,

arrived at Compiegne on Monday on a visit to the

Emperor, and left on Wednesday for London. It is stated

that the King of Prussia said to Marshal M'Mahon,

before his departure from Berlin, " I hope to see you

again next spring, when the Emperor will come and

see me at the Chateau of Bruhl." The Monitewr of

Sunday publishes details of the ball given on the

29th ult. by Marshal M'Mahon to the King and Queen

of Prussia, and says that before leaving the King asked

for a pen and paper and wrote the following despatch :

—

" A quarter past 12.

'• The Kino of Prussia to the Emperor of the French.
" I thank your Majesties for the magnificent entertainment

which the Embassy is now giving us. William."

The Palrie asserts that the Session of the Senate and

the Chamber of Deputies will open on the 15th of

January next. It is stated that M. Fould will shortly

return to the Ministry of Finance. The Moniteur, in

hood having been first conferred on Lord Harris and
the Maharajah. Lieut.-General Sir James Outram,
Bart., and Field-Marshal Viscount Combermere, who
had been appointed Knights of the Order, were

I

of DilPPes, M is of importance to reduce the facts to their real
- ~ ° -

><n^.«i !
value. We have as yet no exact informatisummoned for investiture, but could not obey the Royal

command, the former in consequence of his absence from
England, and the latter from indisposition. The star
is formed of rays of gold issuing from a centre, having
thereon a star in diamonds resting upon a light blue
circular riband, tied at the ends and inscribed with the
motto in diamonds. The badge is the same as that
attached to the collar of the Order, and is suspended
from a riband of light blue, with a narrow white stripe
near either edge. The Queen, accompanied by the
Prince Consort and the Prince of Wales, was conducted
from the Throne room by the officers of state after the
investiture. In the evening her Majesty gave a dinner,
to which the Knights of the Order, the Secretary of
State for India, and the great officers of State who
attended the Court , were honoured with invitations.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council wilFbe held 7»n
Wednesday next.

PabuaIientaby Movements.-—The election for
Lincoln takes place this morning. Mr. Seely is the
only candidate in the field, Mr. Bramley Moore, the
Conservative candidate, having withdrawn from the
contest. Mr. Hodgson, in compliance with the requi-
sition presented to him, has consented to come forward

information with regard to
the incident, but we are able to affirm that the Government of
the Emperor has never had the idea of determining by force,
by means of a military occupation, the territorial question
pending between France and Switzerland. Since 1815 there
has existed a kind of neutralization of the contested territory,

against which the Canton of Vaud recently made an attempt,
by proceeding to arrest some persons. The Government of
the Emperor protested against this alteration of the statu* quo,
intimating that if the gendarmes of Vaud recommenced such
proceedings it should be compelled to oppose them. The
tribunal of Nyon having pronounced sentence against a French-
man residing in that territory, the Government of the
Emperor simply wished to prevent his arrest. The affair,

therefore, has not the importance that some would attribute
to it. We do not doubt that frank explanations with the
Federal Council will reduce the affair to its real proportions,
and, perhaps, lead to the conclusion of an arrangement
destined to put an end to the conflicts whiah could not fail to
arise from an ill-defined state of things."

M. Thouvenel La* also informed M. Kern, the Swiss
Minister at Paris, that France will not prejudice the
solution of the question byany act of violence, butdemand
a definitive arrangement by means of negotiation.
Signor Rattazzi has prolonged his stay in Paris for
another week. The Pays publishes an article signed
by M. Dreolfe. criticising the conduct and the policy of
the Italian Ministry. It says :

—

" Baron Ricasoli's Cabinet has addressed a kind of ultimatum

to the only ally of Italy in Europe. 8ignor Bau^"
only man who is fit to be at the head of the Italil"™ «i**A Cabinet under his presidency would now ^Mho hn? -

^

of a good understanding between Italy and Franea. atmoreover, be a sure guarantee of a cordial renewal of
negotiations, the issue of which is so anxioualy swaiS^

-**

only by Italians, but by all Frenchmen who love Italy
•»' **

Accounts from the inundated coal mine at Lalleataa*
that the level of the water has been lowertdS!
50 metres. Thirteen more bodies have been got out
making the total number of 35. They were inw^^
advanced state of decomposition that they could on!*
be recognised by the clothes. Immediately on bail*
taken out they were placed in coffins tarred both bade
and out, in order to prevent any ill effects from the
smell.

Spain.—The Correspondencia A utografa of Sunday
announces that the Queen's speech at the openinr of
the Cortes will promise constitutional reforms ofthfl
most liberal character. An unimportant attem
insurrection on the part of the Republican party has
been made at Medina Cceli. The instigators of the
attempt have been arrested. It was not neceaaarj to
use military force. A sham fight took pUce uu Toes-
day in honour of the Moorish Ambassador.
Belgium.—It is announced that Belgium has recog-

nised the Kingdom of Italy on the same conditiow

it was recognised by France.
Switzerland. — The occupation of the Valley of

Dappes by French troops has created a great

throughout Switzerland. The Federal Com
who were sent to investigate the facts have returned to

Berne and officially confirmed the violation of tbe

neutral territory by French troops. Their report

recommends the Federal Government to bring abotrt a

solution of the differences with France as speedily at

possible. The Federal Council on Friday resolved to

address a note to the French Government, protesting

against and demanding satisfaction for this violation of

Swiss territory.

Frankfort.—Baron Beust, the Saxon Minister for

Foreign Affairs, is expected shortly in Berlin to make

proposals to the King of Prussia in reference to the

reorganisation of the Federal Constitution. The

Prussian papers state that the proposals are in substance

as follows, though the Dresden official journal denies

the accuracy of the details:

—

*' A Directorate, composed of three persons, to be placed a*

the head of the Federal Diet for the transaction of currenj

affairs. Questions of war or peace and other important

matters to be decided on by an assembly of the Ministers o

the different German Powers. These assemblies to mee1

alternately in a town of Northern and Southern Germany-
Prussia would have the presidency of the Northern Ministerial

Assembly, and Austria that of the Southern. The establish-

ment of a national representation which would be

place with them.

Prussia.—The Preussisclie Zeilung of Saturday sajl

that in consequence of the King of Prussia and the

Crown Princess being slightly indisposed, the intended

journey to Breslau will probably be postponed for a

few days. The Duke of Magenta and General Delia

Rocca left Berlin on Saturday evening. Lord Clarendon

was to take his departure on Wednesday. The grand ball

given by the Duke of Magenta to their Majesties took

place on the 29th ult. with great magnificence. The

King has conferred the Order of the Black Eagle on

Marshal O'Donnell, President of the Spanish Ministry;

and that of the Red Eagle on Abd-el-Kader, in recogni-

tion of his protection of the persecuted Christians in tbe

Lebanon. The Prussian Staats Anzeiger of Saturday

contains the following proclamation by the King:—

"Berlin, Nov. 1, 1861.

"The solemnity which I accomplished on the 18th inst. ay
given a sacred consecration to my earthly calling. This ag*

bration has been a truly native one, while it has invested tac

old indissoluble bands of the Royal house and the nation win

a pledge of youthful strength. The warm and joyful seao

ments which have been so unmistakably manifested mm
parts of the country, and by all classes of the people,.uavemm
deeply moved me and the Queen, my consort, and have bus*

us with thankfulness. Such events are most gratifying. *»
confidence of my people, on whose proved •?n)

im<
?"f SJ

devotion I at all times rely, I return by the most dev^T7
to our country, for whose welfare and power I "^V^,.
True to my vocation. I recognise in the umnterruptcaau

ment of the lawful development of the people theS^jT^
future successes under the guidance of Providence, .jr^
close of the coronation my Ministry of State *" ^2rfd35
to give universal circulation to these my wntimentsw r
felt thanks, and those of the Queen my consort.— *»

**•"*

The National Zeitung of Wednesday, *F™£
tv ot

prospects of a favourable conclusion ot *
m;mjhed

er will

return to Paris in the course of this vreek.

that France does not appear inclined to agre

new programme submitted by Prussia.
«* of tbf

Atjsteia.—In the sitting of the Lower House"

.

Reichsrath on Monday, the Minister ot * ^
presented the budget of 1862, and announcta

^
assembly that, pressed by the exigencies

f/"4oQOf
service, the Government had anticipated tne u

.

the chamber by decreeing the assessment anu j^
of taxes. He, therefore, asked of the chambera^
indemnity. His remarks are said to have been r

.

-
^

with much coldness. The official journal staLies
*,.

authorised to declare that the statement or an. tv^
ingmeetingbetween the Emperor of^Tr^ official

of Prussia at Breslau,* is totally unfoundea. ^ty

Wiener Zeiiung, in its evening edition ot ^
publishes the following :

—
tbeir oWD

"Austria respects the right of other States to «
think

interior affairs, and no foreign Power could tncna

prospects

commerce between France and Prussia .

to such an extent that the French Commi«oii« ^
to the
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^rasals to Austria in reference to Hungary. The

eablished by some journals that a foreign Power had
•**" * into negotiations with. Austria for the cession of

SjjS fca pure Invention,

Hia^iBr.—An autograph letter addressed by the

v^BOT to Count Forgach, Aulic Chancellor for

HOTsrv, was published on Thursday. The following

L jjjommary of its contents :—

*fbc disloyalty of the Hungarian municipalities and the

^taoe bordering on insurrection to the measures taken by
JJflJJJrnment for the maintenance of public order menace

ider in a most dangerous manner without the authorities

able safely to administer the penal law. The public

md the will of the Emperor reqnire that he should raise

barriersagainst those excesses and restore things to a state

et. As the convocation ofthe Hungarian Diet in a constitu-

^_mannerappearsimpracticable until order is re-established,

jfti existing authorities in the Comitats, districts, and com -

are abolished, and Count Forgach is ordered to select

i to replace them, and to take care that the administra-

Ck of public affairs in Hungary suffers no interruption. All

•arsons charged with crimes against public order and safety

P» be tried by military tribunals. In conclusion, the

Bnperor expresses an earnest wish that he may soon be

Unified, by the re-establishment of public order, to proceed to

tbe solution of the pending differences, and in future maintain

entire the concessions he has granted to Hungary."

Th< ^ na papers of Tuesday announce that the

administration of Hungary will be delegated

to a Governor, in the person of General Count Palffy,

whose authority will be subordinate to that of the

Aulic Chancery. All the present Obergespane will be

fopenedeu, the Assemblies of the Comitats will be dis-

jolred, and military tribunals established throughout

the country. At the interview between the Prince

P: on the 31st ult, his Majesty signified his dis-

pkaiure at the contents and publication of the Pr»mate's

reply to the circular addressed by the Aulic Chancellery

to the Obergespanns of the Comitats. The Primate
explained that his letter had been published without

lis knowledge and much to his regret. The Emperor
expressed himself satisfied with this explanation, but
feared that the attitude the Primate had assumed
might place the other Bishops of Hungary in a position

compatible with their calling of conciliation. The
Primate replied that the Hungarian clergy combined

ion to their country with loyalty to the Sovereign
and the Crown, and that they would know how to fulfil

tfceir duties towards the country and towards his
Majesty.

Tthnstlyanll.—The Saxon Diet has been convoked
Ar the 20th inst. It is expected that it will pass
resolutions in reference to the present state of things,
and will send a deputation composed of Saxons to the
Imperor. Count Nadasdy, the ex-Minister of Justice,
has been appointed Minister without portfolio, and

ic Chancellor for Transylvania.
Utjssii.—A despatch from St. Petersburg announces

ulf™-
lrn °Fthe Enperor from the Crimea, and states

tharHis Majesty has taken up his residence at Zarsko-
^•tto. Accounts from Moscow announce that the
**ttts in that city had created violent distur-

*&*, which had been quelled by military force.

^petition, praying for the release of the students
«*ly arrested, and that a constitution should be
Jftnted to Russia, had been signed by 17,000 per-
jW*. The University of Kazan had been closed

J^use the students had demolished the rector's
***• Student disturbances had also taken place at
tuarkow. Ithad been proved that collusion existed between
we itudents of all the universities. The University of
wew had alone remained quiet. Count Schuwaloff,
auef of the political police, had requested his Majesty
f^here him of his functions. The PreussiscJie Zeitung

J»
states that a Ministerial secretary had been arrested

J
owing collected signatures to a petition on behalf

.|Lb!!i
8tuclents of Sfc - Petersburg, which was to be pre-

"Ned to the Emperor on his return to that city. Fears
•entertained that stormy scenes, attended by great

Ui!u°
f absence to travel in foreign countries until his

U Shall V»n .no*-A.«J TJ« ic, wAnln/iorl W fJonornlshall be restored. He is replaced by General
€r3- The Emperor has sent a despatch to Warsaw,

^noning the Marquis Wielopolski to St. Petersburg,
^official account of the events which took place on
** lath ult, founded on reports made to the ecclesi-

7^ authorities, will shortly be published by the
^rnment. The Protestant churches in Warsaw are

* open.—A despatch from Lemberg says that on
£*&<% about 10,000 persons went to the cemetery

*£recfc a cross in memory of those who fell in the
^•nances at Wilna and Warsaw. The military
^police marched out, but nothing occurred to neces-

2? their interference. The people returned
r*lJ, singing the national Polish song.

lan^
T'"^The Monarchia Nazlonale of Turin on

^Way published the following article in reference

I
^baldi's views on Rome and Venice :

—

)ftait
eaeral Tlirr has announced to the Central Committee in

«ame of Garibaldi that it is the firm intention of the latter

^Sfpke any movement in favour of Rome and "Venice,

MotoS? S8 8ole wish is that every means may be employed to
~r^gte lhe armament of the nation. Garibaldi also recom-

>&cord among all classes of the Italian people, in order

Phah the unification of Italy under Victor Emmanuel,

S
T

<* those who do not accept this determination to

• u»mmittee and act on their own responsibility.

'

rioter from Turiu, of the 4th, states that General Bixio

|p.returned to Leghorn from an excursion to Caprera.

J*

said that a Royal decree will shortly be issued
j£*ening the Italian Parliament for the 25th inst.

"^eral Delia Marmora received the Staff Qf tbe

%

National Guard at Naples on Tuesday, and add
them m a speech in which he said he had reason to
hope that the Bourbons would soon leave Rome. An
expedition, composed of 400 Bourbonites, which was
organizing at Malta, has been prevented from pro-
ceeding by the arrest of the chief accomplices at Naples.
At Salerno some French engineers have fallen victims
to the brigands. A grandson of Fra Diavolo, who
carried on the business of brigandage in the Abruzzi,
has just been captured by the National Guard. He
was immediately shot. Heavy rains have caused great
destruction on the railway to Civita Yecchia. The
traffic has been interrupted in consequence. The
locomotive of one train was thrown off the rails, but

|

none of the passengers were hurt. A manuscript of
Galileo and a play of Metastasio have been discovered ld

the archives of Lncca and are to be shortly published.

Turkey.—Advices from Constantinople allege that

Aali Pacha has concluded a secret treaty of oflonsive

and defensive alliance with Austria, in view of eventu-

alities which may arise in Montenegro, Servia, and
Dalmatia. A riot took place among the Armenians at

Constantinople during the election of tl ircb of

Jerusalem. Troops were called out to quell it. The
emigration of Bulgarians to Bessarabia is extending.

The Principalities.—The members of the Euro-

pean commission on the union of the Daiiubian Prin-

cipalities have received fresh instructions from their

Governments. The Moldavian Ministry, under the

presidency of M. Pano, which recently resigned, has

been succeeded by one composed of members of the

ultra national party.

Montenegro.—The Vienna papers publish advices

from Trebigne, stating that 2G00 Turkish troops, who
were marching against Grahovo, were repulsed on the

29th ult. by the insurgents, who pursued them nearly

as far as Trebigne.

Syria.—There is no truth in the reports of a mas-

sacre of Christians in Palestine. The Governor of

Jerusalem has ordered certain towns in Palestine to be

militarily occupied, on account of the inhabitants not

having paid the taxes.

India.—The overland mail has arrived with accounts

from Bombay to the 12th October. Sir George

Russell Clerk has resigned the government of Bombay,

and his resignation has been accepted. Lord Canning

will not leave India till March, 18G2. Tele-raphic

advices from all parts of India confirm the hope that

the country will escape the general visitation of cholera

which was so much dreaded. In Kandahar 8000 persons

are stated to have fallen victims to cholera in 18 days.

Her Majesty's 51st Foot, stationed at Meear Mer,

lost during the month of August the Lieut.-Colonel and

262 vaen, including tno ntte-lnatructor, 10 sergeants,

11 corporals, and 3 buglers. The 94th, al stationed

at Meear Mer, lost in the same month 158 men, including

9 sergeants and 7 corporals ; the 27th, at Morar, lost 142,

including 9 sergeants, 10 corporals, and 3 drummers.

A report of the Military Department for 1860-61 on the

reductions in the native army shows a reduction of more

than 64,065 men of all ranks, and a saving equal to

one crore of rupees. A large reduction in the native

cavalry is under consideration. The report also pro-

poses that the future strength of the European army

shall be 73,586, being more 7577 more than Lord

Canning recommended, and 3577 more than Mr. Lai

promised in bis budget speech. It is stated that im-

nnr+int rhano-es in the Indian navy will shortly be
|
which he was a member. Directions were thereupon *iven by

puiuxuu fo

n-dero Iiitp Wn issued for its the Secretary of State to a proper agent to inquire into the
carried into effect. Orders have been issued ror its

corrcetness Jf the ftcto tlAis presented, and this inquiry

reduction to four ships for transport service. According .. , . ... „_.__-. _„..__,_ ._..,. «_ W!ni

—

to news from Erivan, Dost Mohammed was marching

on Bokhara. Cholera is prevalent at Bagdad and

Tabreez. u. _
China.—The Berlin journals state that the (rovern-

ment has received through St. Petersburg a despatch

from Count Kulenbourg, chief of the Prussian mission

in China, announcing that a treaty of commerce

between that country and Prussia was signed on the 2d

September, at Tien-tsin ; and that a Japanese Ambas-

sador is on his way to Berlin with presents from the

Emperor of Japm to the King.

United States.—The following are the letters

referred to in the telegraphic summary last w eek as

having passed between Lord Lyons and Mr. Se rd, in

reference to the arrest and imprisonment of British

subjects:

—

Lord Lyons to Mr. Seward.
* Washington, Oct. 14.

« Sir,—Her Majesty's Government were much concev I to

find that two British subjects, Mr. Patrick and Mr. aUjn.in&

Sad been subjected to arbitrary arrest ; and, a th h they had

w™t from a teleCTaobic despatch from rac that Mr. 1 -itricK

pay obedience to'» writ of A-Jjg'%? directlySppoied to the
ment conceive that ^ P^Umted States, • that no person
maxim of, the constitution of«^" D"

pr0j£Jty without due
shall be deprived of life

.
W*

^Vernment «5 willing, how-
process of law.' Her Mgerty^

^

e

the ha^ necessities of u
ever, to make every allowance ior u

surprised if the ^^SSSS^nar would they have oom-
been temporarily »wpenoca, _ suspicion had
plained if British ™bJf* ™£* of that suspension.
suffered from the ^9^^ha9 sanctioned in this re-

But it does not appear that^1^^ o{ ^
spect any departure J*°ni

«»
fficerg of the Crovm have

tho?e circumstances that tn»»
fch arbitrary arrests

advised her Majesty's Government
g
taac^ m y ^

of British subjects aro fg^L ot BUte of fee United
Majesty's Government, the aecrewj v

E

ates exercises, \\\»->n the reports spies end informers, the
}>ower of depriving British subjects of their ortv, of retain-
ing them in pris* liben aetn, \ his own win and
pleasure. Her Majesty's Government cannot but regard this
despotic andarl power as inconsistent with the consti-
tution of the United itea, ss at var h the treaties of
amity subsisting between the two nations, and as tending to
prevent the resort of British subjects ; United State* for
purposes of trade and industry. Her Majesty's Government
have therefore felt bound to instruct me to remonstrate against
such Irregular proceedings, and to say that, in their opinion,
the authority of Congress is necessary ier to justify the
arbitrary arrest and imprisonment of British subject* 1 have
the honour to be, Sir, with the highest consideration, your
most obedient humble servant,
" The Hon. William EL Seward, &c. Lyons."

Me. Seward's Reply to Lord'1-yoxr.
4

'
1 »epartment of Bute, Washinc , Oct 1 4

.

"My Lord,—I have the honour to acknowledge your lord-
ship's note of the present d In that - iper you inform me
that the British Government is much concerned to find that
two British ! iects, Mr. 1\ .ok and Mr. Rahmirig, have been
brought under arbitrary an , aud that although her Majesty's

l misters have been advised by you of tbe release of Mr.
k, yet they cannot but regn • matter as requiring

the v serious consideration is Govt, i

further inform me that her Majesty's .meat
UiHt wiion i ihk miMmss a* as American c
ai ted tli. i|Mbiit<] to , and e
military authorities refuw ay ience to a wrii liahepx

corpu*. 5 that bet Maje* *t
this practice is di. sod u maxim of the constitu-
tion of the Umt«- . at no ]« i i shall be deprived of
life, liberty, or

|
ty without duo \ ess of law. You then

observe that her Majc* I are, never! h
willing to make ef allow, e for the ha necessities of a
time of internal trouble, and they would not have been sur-
prised if tl rdimtry securities of personal liberty had been
temporarily I ended, nor woul have complained if

I iritish subjeots falling under sur nl sufferc he
< sqnsaoes of thatm ion, but that it does not appear that
Congress ^ sanctioned in this respect :inydep.ir the
due course of law, and it is in these circumstances that the law

the Crown have advised Her Majesty's vernmerrt
that th< irests of British subjects are illegal You remark
further, t so far as appears to Her Majesty's Government
lie Sec; aryof State for the Un tates examines upon

the reports of f s and assumes the power of depriving

British subjects of their liberty or liberating thoBa
l»y his own will an«l pleasure, and you i me that

her Majesty's I rnment can but regard les-

}> and arbitrary ; operas inconsistent v. nstitutfon

of the United States, as at variance with ti treat of amity
subsisting between the two nat i nd as tending to prevent

the resort of British subjects to the 1 ted States tor puriKwet

of and Indus You conclude with informing me that

upon these ground Her Majesty's ( eminent 1 It bound
to instruct you to remonstrate ap h irregular pro-

ceedings, and t j that, in th don, th ority of

Congress is necessary in order to justify tl rary arrest

and prisonmcut ot British sul The facts in regard to

the two ] sons named in your u te aro as follows :—Commu-
nications from the regular police of the country to the

Mxocutive at Washington showed that dis
i

rsons in the

State of Alal>an ia w . conducting treasona rospondenco

ith Cont ite ritish subjects and American citizens in

Europe, ai; t the overthrow of the Federal Union by
armed [ore actually in the field and besieging the

kpital of tbe United States. A portion of this corres-

pondence, which was intercepted, was addressed to

;rui ot h a> Patri long estab-

lished and doing business in the Sew York. It

appeare< uat this firm bad a branch ; le: that the*

partner Smith is a disloyal ci ;n of the United ites; and
that he was in Europe when the treasonable papers were sent

from Mobile, addressed through tho house of ^mith and Patrick

in New York. On receiving this information William Patrick

was arrested and committed into military custody at Fort
T.afayette, by an order of the Secretary of War of the United
States, addressed to the p e of the city of New York. These
proceedings took place on the 28th of August last. Representa-

tions were thereupon made to the Secretary of State by friends

of Mr. Patrick, to the effect that, notwithstanding his associa-

•ns, he was personally 1- 1 to the Government, and that be
was ignorant of the treasonable nature of the correspondence

which was being carried on through the mercantile house of

resulted in the establishment of their truth. Mr. William

Patrick was thereupon promptly released lrom custody by
irection of the Secretary of State. This release occurred on

the 13th day o ember last. On t lay of September
the Superintendent of Pol in the city of New York informed

tho Secretary of State, by telegraph, that he bad under arrest

J. C. Rahmiug, who had just arrived from Nassau, where he
had attempted to induce the owners of the schooner Arctic

to take cannon to Wilmington, in Worth Carolina, for the

use of the rebels, and inquired what should he do with the

prisoner. J. C. Rahming was thereupon committed into

military custody at Fort Lafayette, under a mandate from the

Secretary of St . This commitment was made on the 2d day
of September. On the 17th da f that month this prisoner,

after due inquiry, was released from custody on his executing

a bond in the penalty of 2500 dollars, with the condition that

he should thereafter bear true allegiance to the United States,

and do no act hostile or injurious to them, while remaining

under their protection. I have to regret tl . after so long an
official intercourse between the Governments of the United

States and Great Britain, it should be necessary now to inform

her Majesty's Ministers that all executive proceedings, whether

of tbe Secretary of War or of tbe Secretary of State, are, unless

disavowed or revoked by the President, proceedings of the

President of tho United States. Certaiuly s not necessary

to announce to the British Government v that asur-

rection, attended by civil and even social war, was existing in

the United States when the proceedings which I have thus

related took place. But it does seem necessary to state, for

the infori n of tha: mmc that ngress is by the

constitution invested with no exe ive power responsibility

whatever, and, on the contrary, that the President of the

United States is, by the constitution and laws, invested with

the whole executive power ofthe Government, and charged with

the supremo dim n of all municipal or Mini rial civil

agents, as well as of the whole land and naval forces of the

Union, and that, invested with those ample power*, he is

charged by tho constitution and laws with tbe absolute duty

of su ppressin? insurrection, as well as prever. pelling

ivasion, and that for these purposes he constitutionally exer-

cises the right of suspending the writ ot habcn3 corpus when-

ever and wheresoever and in whatsoever extent the public

safety, endangered by treason or invasion in arms, in his

Judgment requires. The proceedings of which the British

ament complain were taken upon inform i conveyed

to the President by legal police authorities of the country, and
they were not instituted until after he had suspended the

great writ of freedom in just the extent that, in view of the

perils of the te, he deemed necessary. For the exerdw of

i - w*W
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that discretion he, as well as his advisers, among whom are

the Secretary of War and the Secretary of State, is re-

sponsible by law before the highest judicial tribunal of the
Republic, and amenable also to the judgment of his
countrymen and the enlightened opinion of the civilised

world. A candid admission contained in your letter relieves

me of any necessity for showing that the two persons
named therein were neither known or supposed to be British
subjects when the proceedings occurred, and that in every case
subjects of her Majesty residing in the United States, and
under their protection, are treated during the present troubles
in the same manner and with no greater or less rigour than
American citizens. The military prison which was used for the
temporary detention of the suspected parties is a fort, con-
structed and garrisoned for the public defence. The military

officer charged with their custody has declined to pay obedience
to the writ of habeas corpus, but the refusal was made in

obedience to an express direction of the President, in the exer-
cise of his functions as Commander-in-Chief of all the land and
naval forces of the United States. Although it is not very im-
portant, it certainly is not entirely irrelevant, to add that, so
far as I am informed, no writ of habeas corpus was attempted
to be served, or was even sued out or applied for, in behalf of
either of the persons named, although in a case not dissimilar
the writ of habeas corpus was issued out in favour of another
British subject, and was disobeyed by direction of the Presi-
dent. The British Government have candidly conceded, in

A. S. Johnston has been appointed to the chief

command of the Confederate troops in Missouri.

He was formerly in the Federal army, and is

said to be an experienced and skilful general.

Mr. James Chapin, of Albany (New York), and Mr.

Muir, of Charleston, who was arrested some time since

when on his way to England, have been released from

Fort Lafay«tte; and Mr. F. O. Haskins has been re-

leased from Fort Columbus. Two newspaper editors at

Franklin, New York, have been arrested and imprisoned

in Fort Lafayette on account of their Southern ten-

dencies. The trial of the captain and crew of the

privateer Savannah was in progress in the District

New York, and excited a deep interest,

have returned a verdict of Guilty in

of William Smith, one of the crew of

Davis on trial at Philadelphia. The
surveyor of New York has seized the ship John Fyfe,

lately arrived from Glasgosv, on the ground that one-

sixteenth of her is owned by Mr. Brigham, of

New Orleans. The Charleston blockading squadron

*•

Court at

The jury
the case

the Jeff

the remonstrance before me, that even in this country, so I has destroyed the ship Thomas Watson, from Liver-
remarkable for so long an enjoyment by its people of the

pQ(^ wWle she Wflg encfeavouring to run the blockade .

Con-
point
with
were
from

nighest immunities of personal freedom, war, and especially
civil war, cannot be conducted exclusively in the forms and
with the dilatory remedies provided by municipal laws which
are adequate to the preservation of public order in time of
peace. Treason always operates, if possible, by surprise, and
prudence and humanity therefore equally require that violence

concocted in secret shall be prevented, if practicable, by
unusual and vigorous precaution. I am fully aware of the
inconveniences which result from the practice of such precau-
tion, embarrassing communities in social life, and affecting,

perhaps, trade and intercourse with foreign nations.

But the American people, after having tried in every
way to avert civil war, have accepted it at last as a stern
necessity. The chief interest, while it lasts, is not the
enjoyments of society or the profits of trade, but the
saving of the national life. That life saved, all the other
blessings which attend it will speedily return, with greater
assurance of continuance than ever before. The safety of the
whole people has become, in the present emergency, thesupreme
law, and so long as the danger shall exist all classes of society
equally, the denizen and the citizen, cheerfully acquiesce in the
measures which that law prescribes. This Government does
not question the learning of the legal advisers of the British
Crown, or the justice of the deference which Her Majesty pays
to them. Nevertheless, the British Government will hardly
expect that the President will accept their explanations of the
constitution of the United States, especially when the consti-
tution thus expounded would leave upon him the sole execu-
tive responsibility of suppressing the existing insurrection,
while it would transfer to Congress the most material and in-
dispensable power to be employed for that purpose. Moreover,
these explanations find no real support in the letter, much less

in the spirit, of the constitution itself. He must be allowed,
therefore, to prefer and be governed by the view of our organic
national law, which, while it will enable him to execute his
great trust with complete success, receives the sanction of the
nighest authorities of our own country, and is sustained by the
general consent of the people for whom alone that constitution
was established. I avail myself of this opportunity to offer to
youT Lordship a renewed assurance of my very ftigh con-
sideration. *' Wiixiam H. Seward.

'' The Right Hon. Lord Lyons, «fcc."

The New York journals generally approve of the Ian"

guage of Mr. Seward's letter, and repudiate, as an nnwar"
rantable interference, any British interpretation of the

Federal Constitution. The New York Tribune, how-
ever, denies the necessity either for confining prisoners

in military prisons or for the suspension of the
Habeas Corpus Act in the State of New York.
It is rumoured in Washington that additional

correspondence has passed between Lord Lyons
and Mr. Seward. At the battle which was fought near
Leesburg on the 21st ult., between the advanced
column of the Federal troops under General Stone and a
"body of Confederates under General Evans, the former
were eventually compelled to abandon the field and
fall back across the Potomac, with the loss of 680 men,
including General Baker, killed. The Confederate loss

was unknown. The Federal troops were subsequently
reinforced and marched upon Leesburg, but, on the
approach of two strong columns of Confederates, they
again retreated into Maryland. The movements on the
Potomac indicate that a general engagement may be
expected almost immediately in that quarter. The
Confederate force under General Polk in Kentucky,
General Price in Missouri, General Gustavus Smith
at Leesburg, and General Beauregard at Fairfax Court
House, have all retreated, and the Federal army is
slowly advancing to take their positions. The Lower
Potomac is considered effectually closed, as the
federate batteries command the river at every
below Washington, where some alarm is felt
regard to the supplies of forage, &c, which
formerly brought up the river. A despatch
Jefferson City states that on the 16th 150 Federal
troops, under Major White, surprised the Con-
federate garrison at Lexington, and recaptured the
place. Two pieces of cannon were captured in the fort.
General Zollieffer has attacked the Federals at
Camp Wild Cat, Kentucky, and been repulsed.
Reinforcements to the extent of 8000 men have been
sent by special trains to General Sherman in Kentucky,
where stirring events are expected, the Confederates
according to the current report having it m contempla-
tion to transfer their main body to Kentucky for winter
quarters. The Confederate account of the engagement
at New Orleans was exaggerated. The Federals sus-
tained no loss either in ships or men. The Confederates
retreated to Santa Rosa, after having suffered heavy
loss. A naval expedition, composed of 80 vessels,
carrying 500 guns and between 30,000 and 40,000 men,
sailed from Hampton on the 27th nit. Messrs. Mason
and blidell, the Confederate Commissioners to England
ana France, have arrived at the Havannah. General

Sir James Ferguson and Mr. Burke arrived at New
York on the 16th from Manassas. The news of the
speech of Mr. Lindsay at Sunderland, in which he
advocated the propriety of a recognition of the
Southern Confederacy by the Governments of France
and England, created a sensation in New York, and
was freely discussed by the American press. Mr.
Seward's circular to the loyal States of the Union urging
that active measures should be taken for strengthening
the coast and lake defences, caused the greatest excite-

ment on the New York Stock Market, under the
impression that a foreign war was about to be added to

the present civil commotions. The New York Times
attributes the issuing of it to the attitude of the leading
European Powers towards Mexico, which has excited

the anxiety of the Federal Government, as it has little

doubt the United States is prepared to extend the
utmost aid to Mexico in her extremity, and to offer

armed resistance if necessary against the attempts at

invasions and conquest which Spain may make, and
considers America's prestige and national honour are

involved in resisting any effort to plant a hostile flag on
the weakest and most exposed frontier of the United
States. The New York Banks have offered for

the third 50,000,000 dollars of the Federal Loan,

and for 100,000,000 dollars of 7 per Cent. Bonds.
It is reported from Washington that the Treasury
Department denies the statement of the New York
Evening Post that foreign capitalists had offered to take

100.000.000 dollars of the Federal loan.

Canada.—Lord Monek waSTWWH 111

the 25th ult. as Administrator of Canada, his full

powers not having arrived. The ceremony was attended

with considerable enthusiasm. Sir E. Head and family

were to leave for England by the steamer of the 30th.

A despatch from Toronto states that notice has been

given of an application to the Court of Chancery for

the appointment of a receiver and manager of the

Grand Trunk Railway, and for an injunction to restrain

the English contractors from seizing the rolling stock

under an execution against the company.

Mexico.—The Moniteur of Tuesday announces that

the convention between France, England, and Spain,

declaring that these Powers uuite their forces for a

common action in Mexico in order to obtain satisfaction

for their grievances, was signed in London on the

31st ult. The following are said to be the chief

visions of the Convention :

—

'* The three Powers are to send an equal naval strength, but
the strength of the troops to be landed is to be in proportion

to the number of subjects which each of the Powers has in

Mexico, and in this respect Spain claims precedence. The
troops will occupy Vera Uruz and the other cities on the coast

where Custom-houses are established. If, after a given delay,

the Government of General Juarez has not paid up the money
it owes, an advance will be made on the capital. Immediately
on their arrival, the expeditionary forces arc to endeavour to im-
pose a suspension of arms on the belligerent parties in Mexico.
The three Powers engage themselves not to occupy permanently
any portion of territory, nor to obtain from Mexico any ex-
clusive advantages. They engage to leave Mexico entirely free

to choose the form of her government. England has renounced
the stipulations which she wished to have inserted in the treaty
to the effect binding the three- Powers not to accept the throne
of Mexico for any of the Princes of their reigning families. If
however the monarchical form should prevail, the three Powers
undertake not to employ their intervention for the advantage
of any Prince in particular. The Convention will be notified
to the Cabinet at Washington, which will be invited to join
the intervening Powers. It will be left optional to the Govern-
ment of Presideat Lincoln to send such Dumber of ships and
troops as he may

tdeem advisable under the circumstances."

selves. They naturally say to themselves, and justlv
are not a truly military nation ; we are engaged in trad*

**

manufactures, in agriculture, in commerce, in the du25
civil life, or as civil officers, and we have not that time uvu!»
24 hours—which no magic can lengthen—to do justice to aH.
selves and attend long enough and sufficiently to make uii
perfect as regular troops, or as we should like to see ouraeW
and others.' This is a very natural feeling of vanity

; but itfc
an entirely mistaken one. After the first year or year and
half of drill—and that is over—they should know sufficient:!
to form the nucleus of a body of men who, when the 01

arrives—which God forbid !—in a month or six weeks
make effective soldiers. Let them consider that it is not
sary to have all the bearing and smartness of troops of tht
line ; that they look equally well, and are equally respected,
without any ornamental thing of that sort ; and that as
as they know the A B C of tneir company drill they are
fectly able then, and would be sure to be able to act within"*
month or six weeks of a given time—and then naturally afl
their time would be given to it—and to learn as much as it ii

possible to know. Therefore they should not be diaoouragttL

and those who are not perfect need not wish to withdraw from
the corps because they do not think they could give time
to it. If they only learn one-half the exercises—if they un-
derstand them in their heads—when the time comes they
will be able to proceed rapidly with the remainder. I c

not wish them to put themselves to personal iuconvenieece

to attend the drill ; they should do so only when their busi-

ness permits them. That is one danger. The other is an
opinion, which is not general, but which I have bend
advocated by some men, that the institution of the Volunteer

force will enable us to reduce our regular army. Depend u|>*
it that is a very great mistake. It would be unfair to this

country, and terribly unfair to the Volunteers themtelwa.

Take, for example, the'habits of discipline, of life, of theclastof

men who form the Volunteers, and compare them with those

habits and customs of discipline and of order which regulate

the Royal army. It is impossible—perfectly impossible-that

you should change human nature so completely. If you could

transform them into regular troops, and subject them to tome

such discip! ine as regular troops are subjected to yet if they

were not always under those regulations they would not be 10

effective as a regular army. They would be effective in toek

own way ; they would bo effective as a supplementary army,

relieving the troops, in case of war or invasion in vanoet

toils to which they would otherwise be exposed
;
and they

would be effective, doubling and trebling the amount of the

efficiency of the regular troops, oy enabling them to act

together instead of employing them 10.duties which the VoIud

teers are able to perform ; but to trust tne ^d**
country to a body of men whose habits do not.aceustorn

them to the stern discipline of the Line would bet

most dangerous and fatal thing to the_couutry itself.

pro-

and to the Volunteers themselves. We have

what has taken place in America Those men whe

fell at the battle of Manassas and at Bu *1 •J™*, ]££
doubtless as brave as ourselves or any others

'

de-c«dedfrem

our race ; but from the inferior q™^* .<* £
e
Zi^nl

Volunteer officers who had not been in military <»mmam

opposed to those who had—nd the inexperience of th t»g
themselves, when brought to face d^»^^^S W
unaccustomed and led by.pejsons not acciistomed w eea

regular troops they ^stained a^J^d^iementaiy
Volunteers must therefore con«der ouree/vesas PP ^
to the regular army. Year afteryearw sbouia p ^^
be a nucleus, increased in s™>™«"e

™%t£t mistake, either

have done. We consider om^W-ja mdependen ^ruon of

thp armv Wnen we enlisted our iaea i*a».^"uu u"
, , ,

once say France-could land soldiers at d^erent p ,

as we have no neutral territory J™^"
8^^" numbe?

neighbour ' would haye ,^f.^o? ofThis country. Our
too many men to defend the interior o^t ^
army could not possibly do it. ™u,uuu ret

feut

defend the coast if tne French had *e ^P^JJjJm men to

if we had a Volunteer force of 1W.O0O or *»y
ôwn
bo

assist that army, added to.all the; strength -d vigour^

advantage with which all soldiers fig" t-po ^ _
ground, °if the navy J^^^^^j^S^^ct^
able to defend our land . What I have^saia ^
own, *nd no dream. England, 800 years era

was the cause

and by men who came from France But what w

emacy at sea. Let nothing; tnej thdrdrflU

the Volunteer force, our keepwg f ^^
not, if you ever entertainedJ*,

W
act .Ion*

dinner

Christ

The Eakl of Malmesbury at the annual
of the South Avon Agricultural Society at
Church spoke as follows on the Volunteers :

"' I think that there are two dangers apparently before us,
and only two. There is no danger of any caprice in this
country, and of the noble movement which has taken place
failing in its vigour or its usefulness. It is quite evident,
after two years have elapsed—and the great ma-s of Volun-
teers in this country have increased rather than diminished—
that the characteristic spirit of constancy, so well exhibited in
Englishmen, has ruled ; but there are two difficulties which I
see before me, both of which, I think, may act prejudicially.
The first is a natural disposition among men who have joined
this force, after attending a certain number of drills and
undergoing a certain quantity of labour, to consider* that
their occupations after all are such—their private occupations
—that they can hardly carry on both with credit to them-

In those days it had no navy ;

*JJ^J**£££ the bettleof

brave army, but that army, four^ *&™
Dftll* on

*J
Hastings, fought a desperate battle against 1

&my ^
eastern coast. King Harold conquered the Ljau ^
slew the Danish King and his valiant brother ^ t

quence of that battle it was that, with a.brown / ^
meet the Norman William on the coast oM " ^ ^
proves that without a navy this island

I

may oe
ft ^

and the same time, at more thanon«P^n if we aid not

more than one army to totwdowJ*»**> discourage^

lose our supremacy at sea. Let nothing, 1
;_ t j na their drill -

keeping up
above all, do not, 11 you c»« *."*"*—

, flre. you a*"*"^^
that, brave as you are, patriotic as W^,; but conrfdj

and without the assistance of the *&*"
force> and be ere

yourselves supplementary to ^^fuiness." . ,

ready to double its exertions and its use*
^ attended

The Eight Hon. Gekebax ^^'Jqu on the

a meeting of his constituents at riun *, ^ in

30th ult. on the occasion of his portra 1
1
w
J public

the Town Hall, and spoke as toiio

Affairs :

—

for 30 years is

"To have represented the same conshtuen y There areno

an honour which few members can^J^Tthan 7^*5
doubt many more numerous conetituenwe-

, larger
number 01

there are none which, for its size, <M**» miBt#e to ejT

honest independent gentlemen. It is a g*
t to un«j

pose that small constituencies are ^^/thcy are.jnJJ
influence than larger ones. On ™e °°

r̂ 3nted by 8cnt!Sl
jealous of their honour, and ofbemg repres indepenfettj

wbose integrity is the bestgrantee 1 thegen«e*L
If I wanted a proof of this, I need Conl^ew ^ ^vcry

you have given me as colleagues ^u
int0 a««;^.

bad return for your kindness if
"

I

^J"^- this lon« P^
great events which have happened duru| ^ thoHgJJ
If I may venture to make a

«££ed t0 »W?1
which a distinguished statesman^^nf^d«^Z

at Newcastle, I should say
tended topany at auwi.«uc, * -

—

-,.
h(t mtenaeu -~ -

what he had done than to what he in ^ rep0^
future, and I gather that he

:

fended ra Jresh

laurels he had already won than to see*

do for the

on the

or new

^-ti

a

perti<

pOffl

•oh-
-ten

__|H
coo«

of th

upon

&
in*

£"
(hat

them

*wi
Mo

s

N

fco

* ej

J«ted
toJ.
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i*-

is onesttbiect connected with the past to which
• ^^r The great difficulty I feel in addressing you is

i
*** *S^warv that I should speak of myself more than

* £ r*ito do- Ifc may be a matter of surPrise to
J i^T

U

I should have separated myself from those

it

ri

**i!! h^n spared. I will only say mat wnen trie great
"^ *«* «»rtv—I will not say adopted or accepted—but

. ., iJln^eives or are called the followers of Sir Robert
ifcD«iUtneu_ *» trained that I had seen some reason to

Ebttb

mm+0W
v^TSMd feel confident he would have done if his

ILm snared. I will only say that when the great

i jt be imagined that I had seen some reason to

ft* .£/—li^ that he had adopted, or that I had a less

^^ft
1

discussion of that policy, far less to speak of my
nttothe individual. But I have only to say that I

I "IKicv that he had adopted, or that I had a less

* «mrd for his memory. It is not my intention to
nftte -b

Mi*
. e lUnt nn}in -,r f-.»- loco tn enoak- Af m^

tive D»rty—I win nui sa,_

®",5— did they admit that the commercial policy which he

*>*SnLd wa8 not to be changed, there was no longer any
*5"^^KAtween us. Personal feelings might have preventedbetween

^flnm eonsideringthemselves his followers, but no personal

J2*would have prevented him, and no personal feeling

fhaveprevented me from supporting those Conservative

•JS, in which I was born and bred. It has been saidS5dTrTL
jjj which I was oorn ana orea. it nas oeen said

I ETSno difference in political opinion between parties, and
*"

took at the composition of the present Cabinet, I should

that was the truth ; for it comprises men of all political

Jtt and I look upon the noble Lord at the head of the

ffjminciit as the representative of Conservative interests

Snrinciples in that Cabinet. As long as he continues to do

mm will meet with no factious opposition. In that Cabinet

Jk-tc we Old Whigs and New Whigs, Peelites, and Radicals,

Ind it is astonishing how a Government can be carried on

taatbting of such conflicting materials. But the good sense

rftbe country has so clearly and so explicitly manifested itself

num all the leading points of government that it is impossible

ffjuiy Government to vary from them. The country has

declared in a manner not to be disputed, that it will be placed

in a state of defence which will prevent it from being attacked

br any enemy. The Chancellor of the Exchequer has declared

Sit the Estimates of his colleagues are most wicked and ex-

tnngant, but still he is obliged to adopt them and provide for

tfcm. But the country has equally declared that although

it wii be protected from any enemy it will not be drawn
ato % war on account of others, and is not prepared to

<»ryout an idea. The opinion of the country is explicit on
ftk point—that whatever may be the anomalies of the repre-

nUtive system, upon the whole the House of Commons
teiy represents the opinion of the country, and that it is

batter to bear the ills we have—if there are any—than to fly to

tknewe know not of. Any Government running counter to

pqWic opinion would fail to retain the good will of the House
of Commons in whatever hands the Government may be
atad. I admit that upon the surface there is but little

ference of opinion between political parties, but I maintain
that there is as deep a difference between Conservative and
Radical principles as ever existed. It is not in fair weather
that the skill ofthe pilot or the discipline of the crew is shown.
Should foul weather arise, or should there be any breakers
ibmd, I think there would be at once a mutiny in the crew of
tbeteesel of the State. It is the fashion of the Liberal party to
kid to the skies their policy as to foreign affairs, and to make
Odious comparisons between Lord Derby's Government

*od Lord Palmerston's Government. True it is they are
obliged to admit that the policy is the same, but they say
that Lord Derby's Government was not able to maintain the
gee of the country as well as Lord Palmerston's Government.
Jow, there is a difference between maintaining peace and pre-
jnting the first outbreak. I believe that any mediation of
lord Malmesbury would have been as effective as any on the
Urt of Earl Russell. When we are told, ' Look at the proud

2k ?{ En#'and, at the moral influence she possesses

*T
r
-fu !° other countries,' i believe 1 should not be wrong

UNid she is disliked and detested by every nation under the
** *° doubt she has that respect paid to her which her
,"»«id power will always command, but it is respect
•wmptuied by dislike and distrust, and not by regard. We
*e»tojdnot long ago that we were not to rely upon the Bra-
jjjjwofthe French, but to look to other alliances. Now, 1
« jou to point out one single country which would not prefer
•usance with France to an alliance with our own, and I will
•jajikyou whence proceeds all that distrust? No man is

J*Wby everybody without some cause. Is it from jealousy,
r*11 being somewhat overbearing with others ? I recollect
** ago that a gentleman who was notorious for constant

JJ^g
and interfering with other people's affairs called upon

««nguished nobleman and judge of the world to act as his

|"JJ-

The nobleman first said, " Will you fight ? Because,
jwjwui not, depend unon it the less you interfere in the
g« ot others the better" it will be for you.' If we were to
JT'iae admirable advice given on that occasion, we should
t* more safe from drifting into another war. Do not
J^etnatlam less jealous of the honour of England, or

«ker n
0Ua

u
to Promote the interests of England, than any

• int^V-
I have ^et to learQ that honour is maintained

i^Z - is promoted by interfering with everybody on all

JJTr
3
' arid making use of overbearing language. On the

£J™7>
that man who walks the safest and most respected

*[Jj
p..8'Crowd is he who avoids treading on the corns of

ij, to
"Jh**wivUer in modo and forti'.er in re is to be observed,

tim
°e observed in dealing with nations as proud as our-

•4 Bo P
8entinie"-t is in accordance with public opinion,

l*tM« r?VernnQeu t can safely depart from it. So long as

fcinat
6 ne

,

a rly agreed as to the conduct of public affairs,

^tS tr
uce there i8 of their bein£ wel1 conducted.

*abto • u
se of Commons, I believe it to be the noblest

^*efcr
w°rld; and so far from that House beuig to

^feV-n
1 ^gtog forwawJ more Bills and introducing

***5SiiI
Ve mea8ures, I think the best way to employ its

***i Ik i

to rePeal many measures and simplify many
which ad !? ?

ve the best and biggest state of society was that

**kfii .

a8t leeislation, and that public opinion was the

mittee's Certificates. 6i- to 4- • Turkish Six Der (Vnta I
Gentleman—Q.W. Wood, Hudde^tteld, Yorkshire, Gn.eer—LWocuai*.

iri-4 7Ql . n -.
f \o*n c' . . M , .[ "nA7 I Rn-nrr-i Unf, Richmond, Licenced Victualler - W. Tnus, North

1854, 7iH; Ditto, 1858, for Acct., 08; Ditto 100Z. BMeWs, Builder.

Bonds, 6S£ to 69J ; Venezuela Three'per Cents., 22|.

Banfe of ffitifllantj.

Notes issued * *

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
.£28,053

f
275 Government Drbt

Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion
>ilver Bullion .. ..

• •

i •

..£11,015,100
'i*4 ,!K)0

.. 13,403,275

Proprietors' Capital
K-est

Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exc-hequcr.Savings
Banks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.)

Other Deposits
Seven day and other bills

£28,053,275

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
. . £14,553,000 Government Securitie*

(including Dead
weight Annuity)

Other Securities
N otes
Gold and Silver Coin

!•>, 275

3,149,098

• •

7th day of Nov., 1861.

4,240,889
13,515,241

t»02,282

i'36,260,510

£11.712,187
16,400 ,K64

7,279,960

8U7,499

M. MARSHALL
£36,200^10

Cluef Cashier.

IKker, Robert
Monk

ashire,

ffiajrtte of tfie i&ita.
TUESDAY — BANKRUPTS — H. Ade\ne and W. .. p -

Street, Hampstead Road, Iron Bedstead Makers—T. Arrrwicc,
Frystcm, Yorkshire, Farmer—W. kUBixox^H. Lower Waltoii, LAacai
Provision Dealer— H. A. Ua.ll, Soutn Inland Place, Brixton Uoud, Surrey,

Dairviuan—W- Barnks, Newton, Liuica-Nhire, l'n* vision Dealer— 1\

Barker, Reii?ate, Surrey, Tailor—T. 11- Batl aui not H. Bath, as

advertised In last Friday's "Ga/ette", Walsall, BtaHordsiiirc, CoalDealer
—B.Behuen/., Southampton Street, OiuiiK-rwell, Bnub Manufacturer—
E. Bendall, Blaisdon, Gloucestershire! Oanier—T. benhax, Brighton
Road, Aldershor, Baker—J. Bennett, Everton, Liverpool, bricklayer—
J.P.Bibb, Lancaster, Inspector ot Railway Police—L- I. Bingham, Bake-

m * , * i* . ft* **** t I f 1 * — ^ ^ f i ii -J j*t &a € * k*. *. « w x . * m*a j ^ * % » i ii li

Keeper—J. Chafiei.l, Horbury, \orkshiiv, Mungo Manufacturer — A.

Uohkn, New Street, Houndsditch, Marine .Store Dealer—T. K. Coi

Brighton, Letter Press Printer—J. Coulter, Salford, Lancashire, IJoot

and Shoe Manufacturer—J. Cox, Higher liroughton, Ijaneashire, Com-
mission Agent—C. Cowderv, Upper King Street, Hioom»lmry, Licensed

Victualler- W. L. Crockford, Birmingham, Milliner— W. Cko>by, Man-
chester, Plumber—E. Davies, Townshend Koad, St. John's Wood, Boot

Maker—C. Davis, Bath, Upholsterer— S. Davis. St ( i ^e's Street,

St. George's-in-the-East, Corn Dealer— J. S. DAT, B.Ik may, Essex,

Surgeon— S. Dav and J.T. TuACKRAV.Stoke-upon Trent. Plumbers—K. D.

Dodge, St. Thomas's Street, Southward, Commercial Traveller--M. D v,

Wapping Wall, Shadwell, Beer House Keeper—J. Evans, 1 1 ul me, Lanca-

shire, Provision Dealer-H. M. Feist, Sutton, Surrey, New -papi-i Reporter

—I. Fish, Rutland Street, South Lambeth, Clerk- W. Fli ier, iiver-

pool—H. Garret, Upper North Place, Grays Inn Boad. Attorneys Clerk
— J. George, Providence Buildings, New Kent Road, Baker—J. H.

Gibbons, Chesham, Bucks, Chemist M. Goddard, Brighton, Greengrocer

—G. Green, Hertford, Upholsterer— R. Hall, Walsall, Stattoroajiire,

Builder—W. G. B. Harboru, Tooley Stint, Soutlnvark, Slup Chandler—

E. Heales, Stoke Danurel, Devonshire, siapwright-F. Mvwbr, Hereford,

iiutcher—N. L. Hiorns, Exmouth, Devonshire, stationer- J. Holrotd,

Basinghall Street, Warehouseman—R. E. Hoie, Mark Lane, Oil Merchant

—S. F. Hooper, Bernard Street, St. Geoi -, Bloomsbury, Commission

Agent—J. F. Hopwood, Hulme, Lancashire, liook Keeper—W .
Jesslp,

Rvarsh, Kent, Shoeing and Jobbing Smith—H. Johns, Cambome, Corn-

wall, Shoe Dealer—J. Kelly, Hulme, Lancashire, Journeyman Joiner- 11.

Kelly, Bootle, near Liverpool, Solicitor lor Orders m a Saw .Mill—W.
Kennedy, Lancaster, BricKiaver-J. Ladd, Turners Road, Limehouse,

Builder-J. Lewis, Wolverhampton, Coltee House Keeper — L Lew w,

Lan<'ton Place, Camberwell, Baker — C. W. Lewis, liarnes, Surrey,

Barrister-at-law- J. Lovegkove, jun., Wolverhampton, Manager to wine
Merchants—E. Mecath, Brighton, Sussex, readier of Singing — J. S.

Mkxzii:>, Kilburn, Middlesex, Private Tutor — J. Nbaus, Doncaster,

Yorkshire, Wholesale Druggist-S. Nicholson, Leeds, Solicitor—11. Nodes,

Robert street, Chelsea, Undertaker - P. B. Peek, Drummond Street,

St. Pancras, Commercial Traveller — J. G. PieitEaiNG, l.idVey Koad,

Dalston-J. Reeves, WiUennall, StafforCshUe, Ucensea \ ictuallei—Lr.

Richards, Billingsgate Market, Fish Salesman-C. Roe, Roydou, ts»«

Sonoolmaster—M. Scholkfisxb, South Sluelds, Mcrciiant-J. Scrao^,
Watford, Hertfordshire, Draper-S, Shickeli, Blackmail >trect, South-

wark, Licensed Victualler— VV. Simmon ds, i-ittle Peter street, W<
minster. Bricklayer- NV. i uth, Coventry Street, Haj mark -t. Hosier—

W.Smith, iun., Longton, Starlbrdshire, Urocer—J. Smith, Longwoitn,

Lancashire, Farmer — C. Smith, Unddersfield, Commission Agent—

C

Smith, Liverpool, Commission >uivhant-J. M. Bpebumo, Wertemburg
street, Clapham, no occupation -C. Storry, Winchester, Me>s Muster—

W. Stoten , Backchuich Lane, St. George's-in-the-

1

Bakcr-1'.. Swarx,

Cheetham, Lancashire, Salesman- U. Tuson, Cottage Place salmons

Lane, Limehouse, Printer—W. Wade, \\ lckham Mark, t, Buitolk , Baker—
J.H. Welchman, Upper Stiimford street, General Agent—J. i. \\ilkis-

sow, Hulme, Lancashire, Traveller on Comniissiou for tin bate of Cards—

W. Winniett, Chapel Place, Cavendish Square, Captain — W. >\ ood,

Leeds, Butcher-H. Wostsnholm, Sheffield, Cuilery Manutactui-er. o a . m .

bankruptcy annulled - J. Moss, Houndsditch, wholesale Leadenhall Street, Billiter Street,
,
I- eiichurchand brace

CTothier.
""

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-?. Durnan, Glasgow, Boot and Shoe

Maker—W. Forest, Broklev, Lanarkshire, Grocer-J. Scott and Boxs,

Greenock, Shipbuilders—W.'Vol no, Bishopmill, Builder.

FRIDAY—BANKRUPTS—J. Allen, Liverpool, Detective Officer—"W

ARM^TEVD.Deptford, Butcher-J. Bailey, Hudderstield, %\ oollen.Manu.

i-icturer—H. Bakewell, Rutland Street, Kingsland Road, Hatu-r-J.

i«ctropoli0 anU its Utctnitg*
National Galleey.—On Saturday the National

Gallery was re-opened to the public. The oil pictures

of Turner, formerly at South Kensington, with the
exception of about half-a-dozen, will be found on the
walls of the old large, or west, room, which will now be
labelled " Turner Gallery." On the two screens in the
centre of the room are exhibited two of his finest water

water colours, the " Edinburgh " and the Battle of

Fort Roc," besides smaller ones. This space has been

obtained partly by re-arrangement, and partly by the

withdrawal from Trafalgar Square of 38 pictures,

including the two large Guidos and the series of early

German works, the destination of which has not yet

been determined by the Trustees. A new Rembrandt,
being a portrait of himself, just purchased at Paris, and
a new Garofalo, have been added to the collection during
the recess.

Rritish Museum.—The Parliamentary Committee
which sat last year to consider the question of separat-

ing the collections of the Museum or of retaining them
on the present site, resolved by a majority to recom-
mend the retention of all the collections in the present

building, by purchasing us much of the adjoining land

as may be necessary for its enlargement. This resolu-

tion was in accordance with the views of many eminent

naturalists, though it was opposed by some of the most

important members of the committee. The Times ha»

this week announced that it is the intention of Govern-

ment to act upon the opinion of the minority of the

committee, and to remove the Natural History Collec-

tions from the present site to one better suited to their

exhibition.

Society of Aets.—The Prince Consort, president

of this Society, has offered annually to the candidate

who, obtaining a certificate of the first class in the

current year, shall have obtained in that year and the

three years immediately precedin it the greatest

number of such certificates, a prize of 25 guineas. This

prize cannot be taken more than once by the same
candidate. It will be accompanied by a certificate from

the Society setting forth the special character of the

prizes and the various certificates for which it was

granted. The prize will be called "The Prince

Consort's Prize," and will be awarded in 1862. The

general prizes consist of two amounts—the first 5£.,

and the second 3/.

Opening of Teem.—On Saturday, being the first day

of Michaelmas Term, the Lord Chancellor, according to

custom, received the judges and Queen's Counsel at his

private residence in Belgrave Square. The judges then,

proceeded to Westminster Hall and opened their

respective courts.

Lokd Mayor's Day.—The civic procession to-day-

will not essentially differ from that of last

year, except in the splendour of the sheriffs' equipages,

each of which will be drawn by four horses. The London

Rifle Brigade, and the men in armour, will form con-

spicuous teatures in the pageant. The procession will

start from Guildhall about half-past 11 o'clock, passing

along King Street, Cheapside, the Poultry, Cornhil),

BBADsteAW, Saliord, Greengrocer-^*. Brook, Ki upon-Hull, Corn

Dealer-H. Hrookks, Hard w ica* Gloucester, Cattle and Slurp'- nan-

l) C Reownb. Liverpool. Professor of Music-J. Uammimo, Duilejr, Hats,

Market Gardener-d. Uhadbouks, Donintfton, Lincoln, Potato Dealor-

TCHoaCHBa, North Stoneham, Hunts, pubUcan-G. (i.akk Cambridge

Circus, Cabinet Maker -O. •>. Cook, Kings! upon-Hull, arewer-W.

c£rEa, Binstead, Isle of Wight, under- n> • Cohrik, Udli id Street.

OwnnTission AgeuW Urase. NVeav. Hall, Ba> ;hall Street Mining

Twnt-T 5 G 1)vvid<on, Westbourne Grove, Padoington, Bookseller-

jTdatS, Swansea, Grocer-J. Demnt, jun. South •• ldyEssex£Pig

lio-Uer-F Denton, Huddersfield, Fiocner-D. C. Dinsmobb, Bfannlnghai

Dealer in' Patents-W. Lgvn, Sheffield, House Painter-J. Loointoh,

ivestbromwich, Brewer -G. Eloar, Maidstone, bur, m-H. hi.us

SoXStoi! beput, ChiefOanstanie-NV. KJt«a^ i^ncoln, Dyer and

HiYtrD
^ u,-} tnteiugence.

*V a
XTB 0F Discount.—The Bank of England

"*JMay lowered their rate of discount from 3^ per

%i'^ which it was fixed on the 19th of September,
*** cent.

"Frnctonden SUIIOIR, xaimci

—

a. untt-.u,,......, ^.»»>. M». ».%.«, -~— — --

fianareVood Japanner-J . W. Gkat, Httnoerlanil, natter and »er-J

. -u mmit Suint.m, York, Maraet Osirdeuer-T. Huhnghoi, Crescent,

irwin street Law stationer—1. EUbtshobj*. hottmgham, LaceiManu-

fu'turer-\v f . Hears, Netley, Hants, Licensed Victualler-H. Hedoi

lintherfieUl SU*et,New North Koiid, Islington, Haberdasliei-J
.
Holm

Sml??Conduit Street, China and Glass ^er-^D 1^
R iwi^'HudUcrsili'lcl, Gee i JJealer-S. Kxowia pevoa, Brewer

ZlW^f^ Kennin^ton Lan. Oerk ^a Coal M, «.

LAVD9POVVNE I. L
;|
.^>*

DOW
i
E

E\1" , Framfield, Sus-sex, Parracr-J. Light,

SSS&r wSif^SaW an^p\ibUcan-? Link,, BomJbrd, Emex,
Windsor, Hunts, f-uiuv ««« ,*."_, .- „, «-»„-* \ urtinnper—\l

fcjr*

•«• clnm.a
""a14KEt, Friday.—British tUNrs: uon-

fcrt^iat 93* t0 i f<» Moncv, and 92| to J, ex div.

*Cent i°
f 1)ec'» Bank St0 «-'k

»
229 t0 230; Three

-u^ Keduced, 91f to }; New Three per Cents.,

. t; India Stock, 225; Ditto Five per Cent.

«<JW tV*01^, cum div. }
Ditto for Acct., 103*

,

WacM 7>
,tto Bo^s, Us. to 15*. pm. ; Five per Cent.

%Dero
Upee PaPer»

97 i to 97+> Ditto Five auda

fttto «L „
*"» 105 i Exchequer Bills Is. to 10*. pm.;

^fpero 10*' P»»«- FOLEIGW : Dutch Two and a

niLt*-» for Acct-» 64^ '> Ditt0 Four Per Cent *

^tted,
i5?7 }

ov Acct., 100i ; Equador New Cousoli-

Acct., 27^

rw wv««., iW «^w., v.-4 ;
Spanish

erred Three per Cents., for Acct., 42* ; Com-

iii SarM- .
lexica" Three per Cents., lor A

fct dSp
U,
?

iLFiv« Per Cents., for Acct., 82J ;

church Streets, Cannon Street, Ludgsite Hill, Fleet Street,

to Temple Bar, and thence by the Strand to Westmin-

ster. On returning, it will pass through the Strand, Fleet

street, Ludgate Hill, St. Paul's Churchyard, Cheapside,

fucturcr—h hakewell, Kucuma oueci, ivi..--;..." xw^u, «„«*=.-.. and King Street to Guildhall. On Saturday morning the

^la^T
(^£X^™™^' "" -m: Lord .Mayor, aldermen and other city functionary jusem-

" "-— «•'•''-'—""»>'""'
bled at the private residence of the Lord Chancellor, when
the Recorder presented the Lord Mayor elect for the

approbation of her Majesty. The Lord Chancellor

lid it gave him great pleasure to be the bearer of the

Queen's approbation of the choice which the citizens

had made, and cordially congratulated his lordship on

his re-election.

The New Bankruptcy Act.—The keepers of the

Metropolitan debtors' prisons on Friday made their

first returns to the Court of Bankruptcy in pursuance

of the new Act. The largest number is in VVhitecross

Street Prison, which is now under the management of

Messrs. Constable and Lay, the principal officers. There

are 187 prisoners committed by the superior courts,

and 15 committed by the county courts, the latter of

whom do not come under the new law. There are

upwards of 100 prisoners iu the Queen's Prison com-

mitted by the Court ot Chancery and the superior

courts. According to the new law a registrar of the

Court of Bankruptcy is to hold a "court'' at the

prisons, and if he thinks fit, to release the parties, and

mention the district in which the estate is to be

ail ministered. In the event of any prisoner refusing to

submit to examination by the registrar, or declining to

make a full discovery of his estate and effects, the

registrar is to report the same to the court, and the

commissioner has power to commit the insolvent to the

county gaol for on9 month "with or without hard

labour;" which imprisonment may, however, be termi-

nated before the time by complying with the direction

ut the Court. Some of the prisoners in the metropo-

litan prisons have been a long time in confinement-—

two ioi nine years, and two tor seven years, in White-

cross Street. A genera* "gaol delivery" will be

made next week, the registrars having appointed

Monday lor investigating the cases of prisoners leturned

by the gaolers ot the Queen's Prison, VVhitecross Street,

^ui-wii..., "—jt" T Z't
""!'' '* n

"V''"iV\i,".R«E Little Towei -
» Si

redington, Lincolnshire l-urm,-r-n Mo
,.'", uU .h ,ir_F . N , N .r4WXJ

Wholesale-Ten I lfr-N. Mw.SudWiJJ^'jSJgr-W. M. Nottw.
Birmingham Plnmber-J «SSX{J!TS&S ndurtor-O. 0« i

„am. Little
i

Grove btreet .
M»ryicbM«

^

0m
v

m
;^ Matl( .hester, Salesman

Gloucester KinMing*, Old Kent Koad— ^ • ' **^ ' ,
'
Manan.

to a Commcreial House -i. POT.T^nS
n
iJJ, ler-L Reddy,

Spinner-b. Biwumi, Caistor, Lincoln I «««£ C(irnwall
Noble Street City. WarehouwjJ-g^cw™. Koad/Dra^r-J.
vmmirn-}. Rochester. Calthorpe wet, tr««j — i-„-.„ii.„. an*

bach Heath, Chester, Farmer- O. » n*»«
V^ikecvter-

house Keeper-S. Williams, Cornwa^, *nn»K«
C.\%illiams,

Hall Place. Kenn tii-ton PuiHicaii-H.«_ Camden Street, Middlesex,
Norwood, Clerk in Holy Orders- H. N WT«. ^«lu "

u
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and Horsemonger Lane. A registrar will henceforth
|

lies without the faintest hope of recovery. Nicholas
had no sooner discharged his carbine than he was
secured, and marched off under a strong escort to the

station house. He has only been in the battalion 12
months, and was in one of the regiments in India dis-

banded at the time of the Indian mutiny.
Bilston. — The body of a man named William

Lewis, who resided at Hall Green, near this town, was
found on Sunday morning lying in the road near
Coseley. A large wound was discovered on the back,
with bruises on the arms and legs. There was also the
appearance of a heavy blow on the left temple, the
forehead and other parts of the face. About 3 o'clock

in the morning a neighbour, Mrs. Waller, heard some

have to attend not sooner than a week, and not longer
than three weeks, after the return, and a monthly
return is in future to be made of all prisoners confined
for debt.

Altebations in the Criminal Law.—On Friday
laBt, being the 1st of November, six new Acts of Par-
liament to consolidate and amend the criminal law in
England and Scotland, came into operation; with
another statute, repealing 105 Acts on the subjects
treated of in the enactments—namely offences against
the person, malicious injuries to property, larceny, for-

gery, coining, and accessories and abettors. In all cases
capital punishment has been abolished, except in cases
of murder; and although for some time past executions
have only taken place for the crime of murder, sentence
of death has been recorded for other offences, such as
attempt at murder by poison or by wounding, or by i subject to fits,

setting fire to a dwelling-house to murder a person similar cries,
therein. One of the new Acts contains an important
provision with respect to u Conspiracy to murder/'
a su bjec-t which excited a good deal of interest about
three years ago, and caused the downfall of Lord Pal-
merston's first administration. It states that w

all persons
who shall conspire, confederate, and agree to murder any
person, whether he be a subject of her Majesty or not,
and whether he be within the Queen's dominions
or not; and whosoever shall solicit, encourage,
persuade, or endeavour to persuade, or shall pro-
pose to any person to murder any other per-

with bnxlifc

son of Samuel Saville and Mary Drewe Kent wta^
cruelly murdered at Road, June 30, I860 aeed *I?
years and ten months. * Shall not God search tak?
for He knoweth the secrets of the heart."
Luton.—At the recent Petty Sessions in thii

before Colonel Ames, chairman, and r
v - T4

Smyth, John Whitelock was charged
beating two orphan girls, named Ann Wilidnson]
15, and Eliza Darkey, aged 16, who had btiv
prenticed to him to learn the bonnet trade by X
guardians of the poor of Hemel Hempstead, n[
court was excessively crowded, the inquiry
nearly three hours. Ann Wilkinson said she wm 1
years of age last birthday, and bad lived with Mr

one cry several times "Murder," "Do have mercy upon Whitelock nearly three years. On Sunday the htrf
me," " Don't kill me." She did not get up to raise any September he asked his children and the two aoDM.
alarm, as she was afraid to leave her husband, who was tices if they had seen his purse, which he had mnrodai

I-

Another woman, Mrs. Solloway, heard
and went to the window, when she

observed an individual with a large stick, whom she
took to be a man called Richard Hickman. She heard

,

groans, and some one cry, " Help, help ; I .am William
Lewis." Hickman, who is a watchman employed by a
number of tradesmen to guard their property, admitted,
on being confronted with Mrs. Solloway, that he threat-
ened to lay a stick about Lewis's back, but did not
carry his threat into effect.

the previous night. They stated that they had not
seen it, upon which he went to the stable and fetched
the horsewhip. The witness ran into the sittine-iwrn.
Mr. Whitelock followed, and ordered her to kneel down!
Being very frightened, she did so. He then put her
head between his legs, putting his legs close together
and beat her with the whip behind. He hid'
the thong of the whip doubled down to the
end of the handle. She called out as loud u ihe
could. He said the more she halloed the more he
would beat her. She was there more than an

The pockets of deceased
had been turned inside out, and his money abstracted. _^
Being an iron-roll turner at Deepfields ironworks, he and he was beating her more than half that time. TL

,
_ was m the receipt of good wages, and was therefore rest of the family had gone to the Weslevan ckpeL

son, whether he be a subject of her Majesty or not, or
;
supposed to have a little money. He and the watchman Mr. Whitelock had hWed her several times cm berwhether he be within her Majesty's dominions or lived in the same vard, but Hie*

" " - -
- ^

Hickman declares that he bare person, and on her head, too. Mr. Whitelock
did not know him when he threatened to beat him with said, " All the devils on earth shall not keep ae from
his stick. When discovered in the road deceased's coat beating my girls." Eli/a Darkey, the other apprentice,

not, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and being con-
victed thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the
Court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not
more than 10 and not less than three years, or to be
imprisoned for any term not exceeding two years with
or without hard labour." In future, when "whipping"
is resorted to, the quantity and the instrument to be
used are to be specified in order to have one uniform
mode of punishment. Jurors are not to be made ac-
quainted with former convictions until a verdict of
guilty on the second trial has been returned. One
of the new Acts also contains a provision respect-
ing furious driving—"Whosoever, having the charge
of^ any carriage or vehicle, shall by wanton or furious
driving or neglect, or other wilful misconduct, or
by wilful neglect, do, or cause to be done, any bodily
harm to any person, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanour, and, being convicted thereof, shall be
liable, at the discretion of the Court, to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding two years with or without
hard labour." By an Act that recently came into opera-
tion fireworks are not to be sold without a license, ami
not to persons apparently under 16 years of age, under that, as the handmaid and represen
a penalty of 51. of England for educational purposes, it claimed that

Tse Public Health.— The Registrar-General's the Government should acknowledge the performance o

Weekly Heturn states that the deaths in London in
I

the first i unction, which was the religious education of

the week that ended Saturday, November 2, were the people.

1078. This return is more than 100 less than it would Cambeidge.—The election of Vice-Chancellor of the

have been if the average rate of mortality in the same University for the ensuing year took place on Tuesday,

week of the 10 previous years had prevailed. During Dr. Phillips, President of Queen's, and Dr. Bateson,

the week the births of 947 boys and 889 girls, in all ; Master of St. John's, had been put in nomination by

1836 children, were registered in London. In the 10
j

the Council of the Senate, in whom the nomination is

corresponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the average ! now vested, instead of being, as under the old statutes,

number was 1652,
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was turned over his face. The case is adjourned for
further inquiry.

Birmingham.—The jubilee of the National Society
was celebrated in this town on the 29th ult., when the
Bishop of Worcester, Lord Calthorpe, Lord Lyttelton,
Sir John Pakington, Sir Stafford Northcote, Mr. New-
degate, and Mr. Adderley, took part in the ceremony.
The new minute on education occupied a large share of
attention. Sir John Pakington expressed his opinion
that the change was not intended to make education
more efficient but to diminish the expenditure, and that 10 minutes past 12 on Sunday morning when he bad

the plan of testing efficiency by results would prove finished. The magistrates, after severely rebuking tb

illusory. Sir Stafford Northcote was glad that religious prisoner for his inhumanity, sentenced him tobeim-

teaching was to be exempted from this new mode of prisoned in Bedford Gaol for one month, with had

testing by results ; and Mr. Adderley urged that if the labour, for the assault on Ann Wilkinson, and at tk

Government aid was to be diminished or withdrawn, expiration of that period to be further imprisonedfcr

the Society must look to itself, and it would then have the
more claim on private liberality. Mr. Newdegate urged
the meeting to support the National Society, not only
with theii\,JJ

gave confirmatory evidence, and stated that she hid

been with Mr. Whitelock nearly three years. She bid

four dozen bonnets given her to paper on Saturday, the

31st of August. Some of them were fancy bonneti.

At about half-past 11 o'clock at night she had done

only three dozen and nine, and had therefore tJnee

bonnets to finish. Mr. Whitelock came in, and sod,

" Then you have not done your work yet ? " She slid,

" No." He said he should beat her. He then heat her

with a rod made from a birch broom, and it

one month, with hard labour, for the assault on Elo

Darkey.
Netheeby.—The funeral of Sir James Graham twl

fecial desire \

was of a strictly private character. The body was cot-

veyed in a plain two-horse hearse, which was followed iy

four mourning coaches and six private carriages. IT*

former contained the members of the family :—Mr.
(now Sir) Frederick Graham, Mr. Malise Graham,

the Misses Graham, the Rev. W. Graham, and Mr. G.

Graham, registrar-general ; Sir W. Lawson, Mr.

Lawson, M.P.; Lord Dufferin, Sir J. Campbell, and

other relatives. None of Sir James's political associatel

were present. Shortly before entering Longtownttj

procession was met by the tenantry, who uncovered

their heads till it passed, and then fell in four deep.

These were followed by the friends from Carlisle aw

the leading inhabitants of Longtown, the shops of wbicfa

were closed. Though the late Lady Graham was in-

terred in the Isle of Wight, Sir James's father, grand-

in the hands of the heads of colleges, who made the

nomination on the principle of rotation. The voting

commenced at 10 o'clock, and the Proctor closed the

poll at 11, when the numbers were—for Dr. Phillips,

94, for Dr. Bateson, 36.

Cockermouth. — An influential meeting of the
, mw --,—, — -— ~. , •

owners of river frontage on the Derwent and its father, and other members of the family are wnw

tributaries, and others interested in the preservation of
; the vault inside the parish church of Artuurct*

salmon, was held in this town on the 23rd ult, to con- body of Sir James, however, was buried in anow
sider what measures should be taken for the purpose of

j

unvaulted grave in the churchyard, among Ins tew»
^

enforcing the provisions of the new Act relating to the
,
and the poorest of his neighbours. The comn

i

protection of salmon, and for generally improving the plain oak, with a zinc shell, but without co\ *jv

Derwent and its tributaries. The Hon. Percy with a common plate bearing the inscription.

Wyndham, M.P., presided, and in opening the pro- R. G. Graham, born June 1, 1792 ,• died Uct.-o, i

ceedmgs s id that he v as one of those who believed I Scarborough.—On Saturday last a se
.

v

o^
that all that scientific men had said about salmon was swept over the coasts of Yorkshire, DurUam^^

^
true if they only gave it fair play—that, as he saw the umberland. Several vessels principalis ^ vkt(jDj

other day, the salmon was almost the best animal they

Prottuutal.
Aldershot.—On Wednesday night, Sergeant-Major

Leslie Kennedy of the 3d battalion Military Train, was

shot by a private of the same corps, named John
Nicholas. An amateur performance of " Whitebait at
Greenwich," in which the performers were non-commis-
sioned officers and privates, took place on that evening
at the camp theatre. Sergeant-Major Kennedy was
acting stage manager ; Nicholas was to appear as an
actor in the character of Benjamin Buzzard. His name
had appeared in the handbills, but subsequently to their
publication it was discovered that another person was
better able to take the part. He was accordingly super-
seded by a committee of management, of whom the ser-
geant-major was one. The performance commenced at ^
half-past 8. Nicholas was at the theatre as one of the

j

could make a "bargain with, for he took nothing from
audience. During the performance he attempted to pick them and gave himself in return. If once they placed
a quarrel with a corporal named Donny. Sergeant-

\ salmon in the state in which nature intended it to be
Major Kennedy was a witness of the affair, and ordered ; they would have it in great quantities. In reply to Mr.
nim to be removed from the theatre. On being turned

. John Steel, M.P., it was stated that three years ago an new lifeboat was proceeding to tne r™,uw .T .v^- she
out, it is supposed he returned to his quarters. Ken- ! angling association was formed, and they had met with '

a laden schooner then driving towards we^^ ^

verai vessel pi««.«i""v - vfe^
wrecked at Sunderland, Hartlepool, Revel, ^"J
Shields, and other places;

}
he

,
m
Zdbr the

the coast towns were seriously r^^l^'d were
tides, and houses and buildings on thel^^ifZhUe th«

in many places unroofed. At Scarborou*n w _ ^

nedy went to his hut at about half-past 12, in com-
j

every support from the landowners. Lord Naas, M.P.,
pany with Sergeants Ward and Salter, and Corporal
Pierce. He lighted a candle, and began talking with
his comrades about the evening's performance, when
suddenly the door was opened, and Nicholas, advancing
two steps into the hut, said to Kennedy, " What have
you to say against me?" and immediately raised his
carbine and shot him. The bullet entered the unfor-
tunate man's right breast and passed out of his back.
It glanced on the table, making a deep indentation of
at least 2 inches in length, and cut a copy of
the " Musketry Instructions " to pieces. The
ergeant-major threw out his arms, called out, " I am

shot/' and ran the whole length of the hut to a comrade
named Sergeant Fraser, who was in bed. Fraser at
once jumped up; but not in time to catch him before
he fell to the ground. Dr. Reynolds, of the battalion,
was in immediate attendance, and under his charge he
was removed to the military hospital, where he now

remarked that the interest of the upper proprietors

would now be much increased, and perhaps they would
be likely to combine to preserve the river. A long
conversation took place, in the course of which the Hon.
Percy Wyndham stated that there was only one weir
which would require the erection of a fish ladder. A
letter was read from Mr. Lawson, M.P., in which he
expressed himself in favour of the system of rating the
proprietors, though he was doubtful how such a system
would answer in that part of the country. After con-

siderable discussion a committee was appointed to

consider what steps should be adopted for the preser-

vation of the fish in the Derwent and its tributaries,

and the best means for taking advantage of the new Act.

Frome.—The following inscription has been placed
in Coulston Churchyard, on the tombstone raised to the

was driven by the waves ag

where her sides were stove in.

memory of the murdered infant, Saville Kent :—" To ' concussion of
-

the brain. There "^^ <#
the memory of Franc:* SavUle Kent, the dearly-loved . of yiQ-lenoe, either internal

nr

a iaaen scnooner men aming towar
water, a»a

got, when abreast of the Spa, into
. ^ tbe sea-wall,
aU
Two of the ere*

wnere ner smes were stovi^ *»•
difficulty

saved

perished; the rest were with great
3eaacleA

by parties on the Spa. Lord ^^^ gerioui

who was among the number, receive ^ d

injury by being dashed against the rocw ^ Qf Mf.

on the same night; and Mr. vv. a
beeIl»*D,

Tindall, banker of this town, has not sim. ^tbi

and it is feared that he is drowned. J™>
ftnd

^fc*

ship were afterwards saved by the raor < ^ ^^
apparatus. On Sunday evening an inq«» ^^
the body of Lord Charles Beauclerc, wnen ^ ^
who attended his Lordship immediatery ^^w
accident, stated his opinion thatdeatu ^ %z

the combined effects of a concussion or ^
thA drowning bavins been acceleratea^

. .^

\ 1

H
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at*

«t:

h*m& a fracture of the humerus of the
|

threatened with famine, calling upon the Government and it was ordered v they should be re

Wj °v
Xhejury returned the following verdict:— L *.-*%. ,.„... - . . _ . _., .. u..^u«;-.^m i-«s ,_

f^ ^ceased, Lord Charles Beauclerc, lost his*r

^ntallv, while generously and nobly endea-

to save the imperilled lives of several of his

«,nlc«. UCiA«^ xivu minuie, caning upon tne Urovernment
to come to the relief of the suffering people. It is said
that Sir Robert Peel has left Dublin tor the purpose of

*?w!ff —On Tuesday morning, William Smith, a&as

°*T
t

"

be head gamekeeper in the service of Mr.

JEL Horsfali, of Hawksworth Hall, one of the

ZEttes for the West Riding, was going his rounds

jShc heard the report of a gun in a wood called

'.Vsworth Springs. He hastened to that place, and

well-known poacher, named James Waller, who

vLtf Low Springs, in the township of Bingley. He

2wed Waller for some distance, and got within about

2Trtrds of him, and within a short distance of

rjWs house. Seeing that the keeper was fast gain-

Qpon him, he turned round and fired twice from a

Swe^barrelled gun, the first time wounding the

I £eeper in the breast and the second time in the

idomen. The keeper fell to the ground, and died in

ioot three hours. Before he was removed from the

ncA Waller, after firing the gun, went into his own
|

Kose and then returned to the place, and affected

audi surprise at seeing the gamekeeper bleeding, and

•mired who had done it. The gamekeeper instantly

replied that he had shot him. Waller declared that he

had never been out of the house that morning till just

then. He, however, immediately left the place, and

tboogh strict search had been made for him he had not

bm apprehended at a late hour on Tuesday night. He
to been frequently fined for poaching, and has been

aiihed for shooting at one of his neighbours. He
Uilso said that before he would submit to be again

tike* by deceased he would shoot him.

Wigix.—A colliery explosion took place on Friday

it the Prince Albert Pit, at Shevington, near this

am, belonging to Messrs. J. Tayleure & Co. The
Oftoion occurred nearer to the pit shaft than the

part at which the men were working, and as they were
Baking their way to the shaft, they were met by the

after damp, by which 10 of them were suffocated, whilst

fire more were recovered in so exhausted a state that

•e of tbem has since died and the others are not ex-

isted to five.

visiting the district, and seeing with his own eyes
whether the distress is as great as is reported.

til Li Ifc*
reformed, but their admission was again opposed.
given to Mr. Heath to appeal to the Privy Council upon tha
point, and their lordships so reformed the articles that

"

precise portion of the Articles said to be contravened
inserted. After that the case came again before the Court. It
had been argued that the Court must look to the articles alone,
and not to the Book of Common Prayer ; but he did not
entertain that opinion, and he must look to all that had been
remitted to him. The first article set forth passages from Mr.
Heath's writings, which were alleged to bein contravention of the

, VJUJJA m.lx « M vl
11th Article of Rehgion. He did not wish to fix any meaning upon

xr,:A nnr *P T *-Ji «*,-T!*^*
M^"" ****!

X

TC iT*Ji,i/**^»
***J ' the article arising out of his own views of the Holy Scriptures.widow ot Lord Murray, has bequeathed to the Royal The fir8tdifficui£ he had to encounter wa* in ascertaining ' :

Institution for Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland was the plain grammati
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Eotal Commission on Ieish Law Courts.— The
«yal Commissioners appointed to consider and report
the consolidation of the law courts, and the reduc-
m of the number of judges, are Lord Chief Justice
ckburn, Chief Justice Monahan, Baron Hughes, Mr.

Jttagan, Mv. Lawson, Mr. JYapier (ex-Chancellor), Mr.
Mer, Sir IV. Page Wood (English Vice-Chancellorj,
** Vatherton, and Mr. Roundell Palmer.m WMaxttb Demonstration.— The M'Manus

.

*
.

'

;

.-.s commenced on Sunday at Cork, where the
toy iad been landed on its arrival from America,
ueceremony was attended by many thousand persons,
jjowng many from the rural districts, and also from
wcotmties of Tipperary and Limerick, so that the

JJJW
procession occupied a mile. The hearse was

J
110 by six horses, accompanied by a band

J^Jtoc, and
.
flowed by the trades' societies—

"ints, painters, bakers, stonecutters, tailors, coach-

i a
^as*erers

» slaters, &c. There were no priests
*« procession, except two from the diocess of

£ptt> and no permission could be obtained to deposit
•fcoains in any place of worship. The coffin,

Ifcl?
111^ ^ ^e ^mer*can delegates and the mem-

^, the Cork committee, arrived in Dublin on

J^y
morning by the mail train. Some hundreds

We were waiting its arrival at the platform with

20 fine pictures from Lord Murray's collection. They
include the portraits of Lord Murray, by Sir John
Watson Gordon ; of Mr. Francis Horner, by Sir Henry
Raeburn; of Mr. David Lindsay, by Sir Joshua
Reynolds ; a marble bust of Mr. Francis Horner, by Sir

F. Chantrey; and the following paintings, &c, by
various artists :— Souvarov, artist unknown; Madame
de Pompadour, by Boucher ; Mrs. Ramsay, by her
husband, Allan Ramsay; View of Lyons, by Marlowe;
Boy Drinking, by Murillo; Girl with Black Cat, by
Mercier; Girl Knitting, byMoreland; Girl Lamenting
Dead Canary, by Greuse ; Boy with Lesson Book, by
Greuse ; Girl with Folded Hands, by Greuse ; Girl

with Broken Jar, holding flowers, by Greuse ; Burgo-
master and Lady, by Watteau; Girl and Boy, by
Watteau ; Ladies Bathing, by Potter ; three framed
water-colour sketches, by Sir D. Wilkie; and a

picture of the Resurrection, by an unknown artist.

Lady Murray has also left the sum of 5500/. to Edin-

burgh charities, in the following proportions :—To the

United Industrial School, 1500£; to the Royal In-

firmary, 1000Z. ; to the Deaf and Dumb Institution,

1000Z. (of which 800£. is to be apportioned to

the establishment in Henderson Row, and 2001. to that

in John Street) ; to the Blind Asylum,, 1000/. ; to the

Edinburgh Asylum for Lunatics, 1000/. All these

bequests are free of legacy duty. Her will also pro-

vides that "poor persons at Strachur, who, at her

ladyship*s death, may be pensioners for money, or meal,

or other supplies, are to have them continued to them
for life."

m

Defeat of the Seneca Indian.—On Monday there was an
immense assemblage at Hyde Park, Sheffield, to witness a

great foot race in which the Seneca Indian, Deerfoot, and
several celebrated runners were announced to cont«4.. The
race was a handicap got up by Mr. James Darley, the first prize

being 301 , the second 61., and the third 3/. The men ran in

heats—distance one mile—the first being as follows:—C.
Mower, of London, scratch ; Deerfoot, 40 yards start ; A. Day,

of Brighouse, 70 ; J. Macdonald, of Cambridge, 80 ; William

Richards, of London, 80. At the word " $?o " the men got off

at a clipping pace, but the speed was not well sustained. Deer-

foot never hadja chance, a short race not being his forte because

it does not call into play his immense power of endurance.

The race was won by Day, of Brighouse, the time being four

minutes and a half. The second heat was as follows :—E.

Mills, of London, 25 yards ; James Brighton, of Norwich, 35 ;

Peter Stapleton, of Stalybridge, 38 ; Job Smith, Hulme, 45 ;

Jem Mace, of Norwich, 90. This was won by Brighton by
2 yards; Mills second, Stapleton third. Time, 4 minutes

31 seconds. The third heat was contested by A. Liversedge, of

Wath, 25 yards ; W. Jones, of Islington. 70 ; and Tetlow, 90.

W. F. Gilmore, London, did not start. The race was won by

Jones so easily that it was not timed. Tbe winners of the

heats ran'off for the prizes on Tuesday on the same ground.

^fr

6

? ^s * -^ procession was formed, preceded

Sflnf ;?
rcll *he irers, and the coffin was borne to the

2® the Mechanics' Institute, in Abbey Street— all

2JM worship having been closed to it by order of
^"•"Op Cullen. T T :~:*-wi *-w- i,oll

"toek at night. The ^Morning Neivs of Tuesday

10P Cullen. Large numbers visited the hall
the da}', and continued to crowd in up to

**
rfjj^

n
w
address of the committee to " the people

JJV inviting them to attend the funeral, which

1 Jet2» f^
to-morrow ; and the Freeman publishes

Ww °m Father Lavelle, which has been exten-

^ P°3ted throughout the city as a broadsheet, in

^.
fle vehemently attacks Archbishop Cullen for

^76 to " the Catholic and the patriot, the disinte-

devoted, and the brave— the honours
every castle-slave, time-sen

\S sycophant, whose creed

3jhe

ih?.
to

.
every castle-slave, time-serving hypocrite,

°**ih i-
g 8ycoPnant, whose creed is to sell his

to^t1 his country together to the first buyer for

jJJ*
Payment."

tiioJ^ °utiuge nr Dublin—It is stated that

^. *»cted cabman, John Curran, suffered two years'

•
?*i ^le

-

nt for a similar offence committed about six

*htfc«!
n the county of Kildare. He was found

^> * tne ]STaas assizes of the forcible abduction of a

*** thi«T
n> with wbom disappeared the sum of 601.

fe*lthein
been fcao^n to the Court at the late

J^ the i

Qlsameut would, no doubt, have been heavier,

fen gJ^y would have had less hesitation in finding

*oold k/'
lt bas a*so excited fresh regret that he

^rtewv
6 €Scaped—through the error of Judge

'even vl ,

fu11 Penalty prescribed by the law, which

^SThp 1DaPris°nment.
^^ an ,

TEN*D Famike.—The Freeman makes an
PPeal on behalf of the Connaught districts

8,889+
Arches Court.—Burder v. Heath.—Dr. Lusbington on Satur-

day pronounced judgment on this case, which the Bishop of

Winchester had instituted against the Rev. D. I. Heath, Vicar

of Brading, in the Isle of Wight, who was accused of teaching

doctrines repugnant to the Church of England. Dr. Lusbington

said that the suit was instituted in lS6l>, by direction of the

Bishop of Winchester, against Mr. Heath, a beneficed clergy-

man of his diocese, for having printed and published a volume

of sermons in derogation of the Book of Common Prayer and

the Articles of Religion. At the outset he would make some

remarks as to the principles which he thought should guide

the Court in the consideration and decision of cases of this

description. The Court was fully aware of its deep respon-

sibility, inasmuch as questions -might arise of the greatest

possible interest to the Established Church, and any mil r-

riage by that Court, even though corrected by the Court above,

might be a serious eviL It might be right in the first instance

to recapitulate what the clergy were required by law to do.

They must declare their assent and conseut to the Book ot

Common Prayer, and sign the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion.

Ho had nothing to do with tbe internal convictions of any one

signing the articles, for no one krew what were the feelings of

a person signing the Articles. Much must be left to the con-

science of individuals subscribing, and he could not consent to

import into this case the views of Paley or other authorities

who had been cited by the learned counsel engaged. It was

auit© beyond bis province the quo animo with which the

Articles were signed. The duty of the Court was to examine

the doctrine taught, and to decide whether there was anything

in it which was in derogation of the Book of Common Prayer

or the Thirty-nine Articles. It was true that there
»
were

:

a

multitude of works by most eminent divines as to the meaning

of the several articles, but the Court could not cpnaent to make

use oflhem. Those' works appealed ^ ^^^"P^
but the Court could not enter into so wide a field as that, inas-

much as all the Court had to do was to ascertain the plain

grammatical meaning of the Articles and Book.ofCaramon

L^W lid Campbell, ^£«£2f£^helSfme^
and the two archbishops. He w» hound.^ t^t th
remember that the present was a^u^Xbt existed Mr.
evidence must be clearly proved, ana u any

against Mr.

Heath must have the benefit of it. Th e charge &u»^
g

Heath was, that he.had pubu
a

8l£?LJJ2nc to the Articles of
which he had taught doctrines ^Pu^t

of
t

gommoI1 Praver.

Religion, and in derogation of^f^les were given in,

According to the practice of tne U>urt, aruu c -,

I

was the plain grammatical meaning of the article. The 11th
Article was on justification, and plainly stated that w©
were accounted righteous before Goa only for the merit of

the Saviour. He held with Burnet, that justification meant
being received into the favour of God, and that the merit of

our Saviour was the great cause of our reception, and that to ba
so received a person must have faith in the death of Christ

Jesus. In this view he thought he was confirmed by the
grammatical construction of the article, for the words were—
"and not for our own works and deserving." The 13th Article

confirmed that construction, for it stated that "we are
justified by faith only "—he meant that without faith we could
not be justified—without faith there could be no justification.

Tbe charges against Mr. Heath were, that he affirmed that

Justification meant doing strict .fustic* to all, good and bad,
and that by justi n was meant that Christ had faith in

his own Gospel, and faith in the future. The questions which
rose were whether Mr. Heath had taught the doctvmea

itnputed to him, and if bo, whether these doctrines were
contrary to the Articles of Religion and the Book of

Common Prayer. On reading Mr. Heath's works he found
that he had misused words, and held erroneous opinions

not permitted by law, and not in accordance with the

plain grammatical meaning rof the Articles. He^thougbt
that every clergyman was bound to keep in mind the

Articles of Religion in every sermon he preached, and it was
no excuse for him to say that he did not bear the Articles in

mind when he composed a sermon, and that he had no inten-

tion to violate them. He thought that Mr. Heath's doctrinal

were fanciful and erroneous. There was no reference in Mr.
Heath's sermons to the Articles, and he thought that what
Mr. Heath really meant was that the Almighty would put
everything right at last. If he had only taught his objection-

able doctrine in a single passage he should have been reluctant

to declare that he had contravened the Articles, but he had
maintained the doctrine in many subsequent passages which
could not be reconciled with the plain grammatical sense of the

Articles. He could not consider Mr. Heath's to be harmlflM

innovations, because he averred doctrines totally different

and distiuct from those of the Articles, to which he was
bound to declare them repugnant and contrariant. With
reference to the 2d and 81st Articles, which set forth

that Christ was crucified, dead, and buried, and that

by his death he had put away the actual sins of men, h©
found that Mr. Heath by his teaching had denied thosn

doctrines. The plain meaning of those articles was that

through the suffering and death of the Saviour his Father was
reconciled to man. He knew that much discussion had takcu^

place in reference to the meaning of the word "reconciled.

He thought the plain meaning of the word was the removal

of that obstacle which the sin of man opposed to their being

reconciled to God. In connection with this subject the Slat

Article must be considered. The intention^ that Article -was

to condemn the sacrifice of the mass, and stated in clear term*

the doctrine of the Church. Any one who denied that ChriBta

death was sufficient must be declared to hold vie'ws contrary

and repugnant to the Articles of Rehgion. Mr. Heath spok»
of the forgiveness of sins as a detestable doctrine, and stated,

moreover, that "guilt of sin," "going to heaven," "going to

hell " were phrases which had vanished from his system. He
had no alternative but to condemn Mr. Heath as being guilty

of publishing that which was contrary to the Articles of

Religion and in depravation of the Book of Common Prayer.

The defence had been conducted with great seal and
learning. Many ingenious arguments had been (introduced ;

but what the Court wanted had not been supplied—namely,

some kind of exposition of the doctrine taught by

Mr. Heath, and its consonance with the doctrines of the

Church. He would with pleasure have received any explana-

tion which could have been made. There had been a complete

failure in that respeot, not from want of learning, diligence, or

ability of counsel, but because it was not possible rationally to

x any other meaning than he had indicated upon the

doctrines which Mr. Heath had so unfortunately published.

He had come to the consideration of this painful case with no
disposition to restrict the clergy to any narrow construction ot

the Articles, but, on the contrary, to allow every possible

latitude. To go turther would be to abandon the duties of tha

office he held, to release the clergy from their obligations, and

to repeal the provisions which Parliament had thought fit t»

enact by its authority. The learned judge then g»ve hij

judgment against Mr. Heath, and intimated that he should

defer the sentence of the Court, as a power of retractation was

given under the statute, and he would grant ample time for

consideration. ,

Court or EjAthkquer.—Hatch v. Lewi*.—This was an appeal

from a decision of the Lord Chief Baron, who refused to certify

that the action brought last term by the Rev. Mr. Hatch against

Messrs. Lewis, his attorneys, for negligence, and for which a

jury awarded him 40s. damages, was a case fit to be tried m
the superior courts, thereby excluding Mr. Hatch from ao-

taining costs. The Court in giving judgment expressed then-

unanimous opinion that the motion for a new hearing shoui*

be refused.

©hituarg
Lord Charles Beauclerk, who lost his life on Saturday

last at Scarborough, in endeavouring to save the lives or the

crew of the lifeboat, was son of the eighth and uncle of the

present Duke of St. Albans. He was born in 1313, and

married, in 1342, the only daughter of Colonel Stopford, by

whom he had a numerous family. Lord Charles formerly fceM

a commission in the 1st Royals, and was at the time of his

death a major in the Northumberland Light Infantry Militia.

Sir William Miller, Bart., of Glenlec, died on the 30th

ult at bis residence in Gloucester Place, Portman Square, in

his' '46th year. He was born in 1S15, married in ISJfl'the

daughter of Lieut. -Gen. Bir Thomas M'Mahon, Bart., K.C.B.,

and succeeded his grandfather in 1846. He was for some years

an officer in the 12th Lancers. He was a magistrate and deputy-

lieutenant of Ayrshire, and a deputy-lieutenant of Kirkcud-

bright. He is succeeded in the title by his son, Thomas
.Macdonald, born in 1846.

Sir Henry Bridges died on the 29th ult, at Bedainjrton

House, Surrey, aged 75. He was the son of Alexander Bridgea,

Esq of Eweli, and was born in that village in 1786. He
married in 180S the daughter of General Dairymple. In 1813-14

he filled the office of Sheriffof Surrey, and was knighted by the

Prince Regent on presenting an Address during his shrievalty.

The Dean of Clogher (the Hon. and Very Rev. Robert

William Henry MaudeX died a few days since at his residence

in Eaniskillen. Ho was an uncle of the present Viscount
TT!lWorHpn and was born in 1784. He was therefore tn bis
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75th year. He married in 1827 the Hon. Elizabeth Mary
Prettie, eldest daughter of the Hon. Francis Aid borough
Prettie, father of the present Lord Dunaliy. Dean Maude held
the living as well as the deanery of Clogher, and was also rector
of Enniskillen.

Wills.—The will of Lady Williams, widow of Mr. Justice
Williams, only daughter of the late D. Davenport, Esq., M.P.,
of Capesthorpe Hall, Cheshire, has been sworn under 90,000J.

J$li$ttttmtou$.
Recoveby op the Jotjbnal op Adolphe

Schlagintweit.—Sir Roderick Murchisou writes as
follows to the Times:—"I rejoice to have it in my
power to make known to geographers and other men of

science that Lord William Hay, now employed as civil

commissioner in Cashmere, and who has been indefati-
gable in his endeavours to throw light upon the fate of
Adolphe Schlagintweit, has at length succeeded in pos-
sessing himself of the journal of that most adventurous
explorer. It will be in the recollection of many of your
readers that, quitting his brothers Hermann and

strong Scotch carts with harness, <fec, complete, to transport
goods past Murchison's Cataract. I propose to submit a spot
near the village market, "Chizanze's," notfai from the bottom
of Zomba, for the bishop's inspection. The head man, called
Chibaba, is a fat, frank, jolly fellow, the elevation some 3000 or
4000 feet above the sea, cool iu the hottest part of the season,
and well watered. This will be a sanatorium, and there stands
Zomba's top, a day's journey up, inhabited, and a fine rivulet.
Some work will be required to hnd a good sloping kloof up to
the plateau. All have had fever except one. Indeed, but two
of the entire expedition have escaped, yet nothing serious
occurred.— I am, <fec, David Livingstone."

Letters dated Rovuma, March 23, have been received
by the Bishop of Cape Town from Bishop Mackenzie.
The mission party appear to have been well and in good
spirits. At the close of his letter the missionary
bishop says:—"As to the future, Dr. Livingstone is

sending up a boat to the Senna for beads, and some
other of the things he has left there, and the Pioneer
must await their return, which will be on Monday, pro-
bably. Then we shall be ready to start up the Shire,
having only one other stoppage for wood before we
reach the Murchison Cataract. Then, as I think I told
you, Livingstone most kindly proposes to ccme with us

Anketeli. Jones, Esq., late of Wanstead Grove
70th year.—31ult Joseph Brooks, Esq., of Braatarf'S
Sevenoaks, Kent, aged 67 —1st inst, the Ife« *
Eliot, B.D., vicar of Norton BavanL JflJ
prebendary of Sarum, formerly Fellow and
Exeter College, Oxford, and the first Archd
Barbadoes and tbe Leeward Islands, aged "3 J
at Clifton, the Rev. Robert Llewellyn Callv
of Bristol, and vicar of All Saints, aged 51-

«

tab* *

Mobert, who traversed the Karakorum and Kuenlun to the plateau south of the summit of Zomba a high
chains to Eltchi, near Yarkand, Adolphe, pursuing his table land (from 3000 to 4000 feet above the sea) in
travels on a more western.meridian, succeeded in passing some part of which, he thinks, we shall find a desirable

site for the mission ; after which we shall apply ourselves
to making acquaintance with our neighbours, learning
their language, getting up our stores, and making ready
for our ladies, whom we expect about the end of the

5, Clifton Place, Camberwell New Road the Rm ifiJ!Taylor Hunt, many years minister of keuuimrton nS
aged 73.
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COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 9.

The supply of Fruit, both foreign and home grown, k Ob
week greater than the demand; prices are therefort ft 1

lower. Grapes and Pine Apples are abundant. 0/ CftuhJw
there is still a fair supply. Potato markets have unalt-
since our last report. Cucumbers are sufficientfur the demand*
and the same may be said of Tomatoes. Cut floweri|S§ft
cnusist of Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Violets, MLrooM^a
Heaths, and Rose3.

^^^m,
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considerably further northward than his brothers, when
he was beheaded by a robber chief in front of Kashgar,
and on his road to Kokand. Lord William Hay, in a
letter dated the 8th of September, thus writes to his
brother, Lord Gifford, who has authorised me to make
the facts known to the public:—'You will be glad to
hear, and please communicate the intelligence to friends
and those who are interested, that I have succeeded in
recovering, and have now in my possession, Adolphe
Schlagintweit's journal, containing 135 pages of closely
written notes, accompanied by what is confidently
asserted to be the poor fellow's skull. The last entry
in the journal is dated the 11th of August (1856), a
few days before he was beheaded/ The surviving
brothers will thus be enabled to enrich their work, now
in the course of publication, by descriptions of a region
never visited in modern times by any other scientific
traveller."

De. Livingstone's Expedition.—The following
letter from Dr. Livingstone to Governor Sir George
Grey has been laid before the Cape Town Chamber of
Commerce :

—

"• Mohilla Island, near Comoro, April 4, 1861.
"My dear Sir George,—You will probably have heard ere

reaches you, that we went to Rovuma in February, and
made an attempt to ascend that river in March. Our progress
was arrested when only some 30 miles from the mouth, by
observing that the water was falling at the rate of 7 inches a-
«iay—we had come over some parts not more than 5 or 6 feet
deep, and our vessel was drawing 4£ feet—so we had to make
up our minds whether to proceed further and remain among a
people whom, we did not know till the next flood, or coine
back, and work on our old ' spoor* up^the Shire. The deten-
tion would have been such a waste of time for those who
remained at Johanna, and would not have advanced the object
of those who had come to Rovuma more effectually than by
spending the same period up the Shire. For the general gt>od
therefore we returned, aud were favoured by a rise in the river
of 3 or 4 feet. This last is said to be the last flood of the year,
and made us fully alive to the fact that, from one cause or
another, we were quite two months too late for successful ex-
ploration. From the little that we saw we are disused to
think favourably of the river as an entrauce into Eastern
Africa. It has a sandy bottom, three-quarters of a mile
broad, and partakes much of the character of the Zambesi.
Unlike that river, with its abominable bars, it flows into a
magnificent bay. And tbe only danger in its mile-wide mouth,
is a sort of ' bore ' formed by the water of the river of a few
fathoms meeting the ocean tide of 19 fathoms ; at full tide it is
all smooth. By keeping near the shore it is quite safe at all
periods of the tide. We have a very short delta, and the laud
rises up from the bank in a gentle slope to 300 or 400 feet. It
is well wooded, the ebony attaining a much larger size than it
does anywhere on the Zambesi. The country is very beautiful,
but there is something wrong among the people. Food
seemed scarce in a soil where everything could grow. Half
caste Arabs appear to lord it over the general population, and
they were inclined to do the same with us. When my brother
took the Makololo on shore to cut wood, some of them came
and assumed the airs we read of in countries further north.
They demanded payment for the wood, and he offered to give
it, provided that they should cut it. But no, they would seize
that already cut The Makololo were unarmed, but made a
ruah to their arms ; they would not let their white men bo
imposed on ; the Bastards made a rush the other way, and
could scarcely be prevailed on to come back and take up the
vegetables they had left behind. But for this little show of
pluck we should have bad the company of these half-castes
at every village, fines levied on every possible pretext, and the
word passed on beyond their beat that we were a herd of she-
asses »o be milked for the public benefit. It is of the utmost
importance here, as is Europe, for the people to feel that you
are not dependent on them. If they see that you cau get on
without them they are mucli more obliging. . . I have
always founa that the presence of a trusty band of Makololo,
though useless for ship work, was invaluable on land. It was
not without considerable regret that we gave up the project of
a land journey with them up to Rovuma. It was the worst
season for travelling ; rain and heavy dews would have cut us
np. In fact, the same reasons chat prevailed for the postpone-
ment of the landing of the mission still continue in force. By
the time we reach the Shire we shall be in the healthier season,
and a beginning will be made of the general labours from the
other end of Nyassa to that which we looked on by the
.Rovuma. It is curious that all the people declare that Rovuma
comes out by Nyassa ; this, according to a curious idea that has

fu
mC w0Ver the fi^graP 1" *11 mind in England, must mean

that Nyassa comes out of Rovuma. I wish our friends
would only tell us all about it beforehand ; it would save us a
great deal of trouble, aud deliver us from the perplexity of
guessing and grumbling. We see, for instance, Shire never
discolours in flood, but is always of a dark mossy hue, carries
a great deal of mica, has a muddy bottom, and never rises or
ialls more than a few feet. Rovuma rises some five or six feet,
is very brown and muddy, but has a sandy bottom, water
carries little or no mica, and tastes of rain rather than moss.
aow, anything positive, if given beforehand, will be thankfully
received, though it come from the archives of Prester John.

vear.

Pine Apples, per lb., 3s to 5s
Grapes, per lb., ]s 6d to 4s
Melons, each, Is to 3s
Pears, per doz.. Is to 6s
Apples, per doz., 6\I to Is

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 2d to »id Artichokes, each, M

Oranges, per 100, 6* to lit
Lemons, per 100, 6« to io«
Nuts, Cob, per pound., U %q

2 s bd
Walnuts, per 100, 2*

Imj

BIRTHS.—On the 4th inst, at 13, Hereford Street, Park
Lane, the Marchioness of Carmarthen, of a son—1st inst, at
Rutland Gate, the Lady William Compton, of a daughter—1st
inst, at Aberdeen, the Hon. Lady Abercromby, of Birkenbog
and Porglen, of a son—3d inst, at Farnham, Surrey, the Hon.
Mrs. Henry Hugh Clifford, of a daughter—27th ult, at
Branston Rectory, Lincoln, the Hon. Mrs. A. S. Leslie
Melville, of a daughter—3d inst, at 8, Grafton Street, the
Hon. Mrs. Spencer Ponsonby, of a daughter—4th inst, at The
Vicarage, Barrow-on-Humber, the Hon. Mrs. Machell, of
a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 31st, at St. Paul's Church, Knights-
bridge, Rear-Admiral the Hon. Sir Henry Keppel, K.C.B., to
Jane Elizabeth, eldest daughter of Martin J. West, Esq.,
and the Lady Maria West, of Cadogan Place, Belgrave Square
—31st ult, at St. Peter's, Eaton Square, the Rev. James
Chichester, rector of Arlington, Devon, and brother of the
late Sir J. Palmer Bruce Chichester, Bart., of Arlington Court,
to Miss Hildyard, eldest daughter of the late Colonel
Hildyard, of Flintham Hall, Notts, and Winestead Hall, York-
shire—22d ult, at Butterton Chapel, the Count de Schlippen-
bach, of Berliu, Chamberlain to his Majesty the King of
Prussia, to Clara, only daughter of the late Thomas Hill, Esq.,
of Outrington, Cheshire—29th ult, at the parish churcn,
Brighton, Leopold Baron Gremp de Freudenstein, to
Amelia Meyrick de Visme, daughter of the late John
Louis Goldsmid, Esq.—5th inst, at St. Dunstan's, Fleet
Street, Francis, eldest s^n of the late Hon. Mr. Justice
Talfocrd, D.C L,, to Frances Louisa Morgan, _gccond

6th inst, at All Saints, Knigbtsbridgre, Dr. Thomas Mayo, M.D.,
President of the Royal College of Physicians, to Lady Symond3,
widow of Rear Admiral Sir William Symonds, and youngest
daughter of the late Rev. John Briggs, Fellow of Eton College.
—5th inst, at Roehampton, Martin Ridlev, the eldest son of

Martin Tucker Smith, Esq., M.P., to Emily Catherine,
second daughter of Henry Stuart, Esq., of Newton Stewart,

N.B.—29th ult, at Ruddington, Oliver, only son of John
Paget, Esq., of Gyeres, Transylvania, to Ellen, youngest
daughter of Charles Paget, Esq., M.P., of Ruddington
Grange, Notts—31st Aug., at Christ Church, Victoria, Vancou-
ver's Island, Charles, second son of the Rev. Henry Good,
LL.B., of Wimborne Minster, Dorsetshire, to Alice, fourth

daughter of his Excellency James Douglas, C.B., Governor of

British Columbia and Vancouver's Island—2d Sept., at Victoria,

Vancouver's Island, E. Graham Alston, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn,
Barrister-at-law. Registrar-General of the Colony, to Elizabeth
Caroline Abbott, the youngest daughter of Edward Abbott,
Esq., of Feltwell Lodge, Norfolk.

DEATHS—On the 6th inst, the infant son of the Marchioness
and Marquis of Carmarthen—3d inst, at Amport Vicarage,

Hants. Lady Shiffner. wife the Rev. Sir George Shitfner,

Bart., aged 69—27th ult, after a f6w days' illness, while on a
visit to John Young, Esq., Galgorum Castle, county Antrim,
Ireland, Alexander Macdonald L->ckhart, Esq., youngest;
and last surviving son of the late Sir Alexander Macdonald
Lockhart, of Largie Lee, and Carnwath, Bart.—27th ult, at

Clerk Hill, Whalley, the Rev. J. M. Whalley, rector of Slaid-

burn, and the third son of the late Sir James Whalley Smythe
Gardiner, Bart.—25th ult, at her residence. Park Place,
Regent's Park, Martha, widow of the late Thomas De*ne
Pearse, Esq., formerly Captain in her Majesty's 14th
Regiment of Light Dragoons, aud daughter of the late

Sir John St. Aubyn, of Clowance, in the county of Corn-
wall, Bart. — 1st inst, at Leamington, Elizabeth Rae,
daughter of the late Andrew Houstoun, Esq. of Jordan
Hill, Renfrewshire, and sister of General Sir Robert
Houstoun, K.C.B., and of Clerkington, Haddingtonshire.—
23d ult, at Mouiack, Inverness-shire, Mrs. Jane Fbaser, of
Reelick, last surviving daughter of Alexander Fbaser
TtTLKR, Lord Woohouselee, and widow of the late
Ja3 . Bailue Frasek, E«q., of Reelick. — 28th ult, at
the Upper Rectory, Mai pas, Cheshire, Edith Emma, eldest
daughter of the Rev. the Chancellor Thurlow, aged 21
—2d inst, at Leaton Knolls, Salop, Charlotte Sophia,
youngest daughter of the late Francis Lloyd, of Domgay, in
the county of Montgomery, and Leaton, in the county ot Salop,
Esq., and M.P. for the former county—3d inst, at 9, Somers
Place, Hyde Park, Diana Elliott, the wife of Major-General
G. J. — - * .

J

at

on-Sea, Colonel H. H. Bell, of the Madras Artillery.
aged 49—29th ult, after a long illness, at Boun-on-the
Rhine, Isabella, the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel Charles
James Oldfield, Retired List Beugal Army, aged 36—2d inst,
at his residence, 20, Westbourne Square, Hyde Park, William
Dawson, M.D., Inspector-General of Hospitals, H. M.S. agedOri
31st ult, at Woolwich, Olivkr Evans, Esq., M.D., R.M., In-
spector-General of Hospitals and Fleets, aged 63—3d inst, 'at 9,
South wick Street, Hyde Park, Annie Gregory, daughter of
the late Dr. Olinthus Gregory, of the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, aged 50—29th ult, at Clapbam, John Thornton',
Esq., eldest son of the iate Samuel 1 rntori, Esq., formerly
M.P. for surrey, and upwards of 30 years a Commissioner in.

succession of the Boards ot Audit, Stamps, and Inland Revenue,
Treasurer of the Church Missionary, and ot the Bible Society[

Broccoli, per bundle, Is to
Is 3d

French Beans, per sieve, 2s 6d
to 3s 6d

Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d
Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s— per cwt., 4s to 8s
Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d
Carrots, do., 4dto6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s
Cucumbers, each, 6d to 9d
Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is to Is 6d

Beot, per doz., is (A
Celery, p. bundle, l»6d to U
Onions, pickling, p. J, aieTe,4i6d

Tomatoes, p. doz.. Is to 6$

Shallots, per lb., sd to lid

Garlic, perlb.,6d u>8d

Endive, p. score, ls&d

Horse Radish, n.bun.,UMtol»
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2i to 3ft

Parsley, p. 12 bunchet, Si to to

Savory, per bunch, 2d to id

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Nov. ;

• •

• • MatoimClover, old
New Clover .

.

Do. second cut
Straw 28

Davis & Co.

80 108

Prime Meadow Hay 80s to 90s
Superior do. . . 95 105
Inferior do 40 55
New do. . . .

Rowen . . .

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Nov. 7.

Whitechapel, Thursday, Nov. 7.

Fine Meadow Hay 9»s to 100s I Fine 1st cut Clover 110s to llfc

Inferior do CO 80
Prime New Hay . . — —
Inferior .. .. — —
Straw 28 32

Inferior do 85

New 2d cut .. ..100

Inferior do '•'-'

New 1st cut .. —

II

m

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Nov. 8.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report the demand
for tbe new growth, at very firm prices, ldoy'sandold

are also in better request at improved prices.

g
POTATOES, Southwark, Monday, Nov. 4.

small, butmore^pTehtiful by rail. The trade ru L, an*

the consumption limited, owing to tho general inferior qualit

and condition of Potatoes. The following are this day'i

quotations :—Kent and Essex Regents, per ton, 110s. to 130a

Yorkshire do., 90s. to 120s.; Lincolnshire do., 90s. to 110a.

Scotch do.. 60s. to 95s.; French Whites, 100s. to 110s.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Nov. 8

Our trade continues slow, and only for immediate re-

quirements.
South-aown Hog- s. d. s. a.

get*. 114 to 1 5

Half-bred ditto.. -.. —10
Down Ewes . . 1 4 — 1 4j

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5

Leicest. Wethers 1 4 to

Ditto Hoggs . . 1 5 —
Combing Skins 10 — 1

Flannel Wool . . 1 — 1

Blanket ditto . . 6 —

• •

5

5

reduction. The Sydney, Port Phillip,

maintained late rates.

BUTTER MARKET.—Nov. S.

Best Fresh Butter .. .. 16*. per dozen loa

Second do. do. .. •• !•*«. „ »

Pork, 4s. 8d. to 5#. 4<£. per 8 lbs.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 4.

...TarlMt

The number of Beasts is much smaller than on
"^"JJJ.

Trade is more active, and prices on tbe **:{**&***.
rf ^

The supply of Sheep is small; they are reudiM^gg^enr
advanced rates. In some instances of very choI

gJ1
ff

l

^fcpri»
top quotations are exceeded. Oood Cj w* iu * ^
late rates. From Germany and Holland tbere ^Jfjg^f^
6800 Sheep. Tand 182 Calves ; from Wg* l

£d midland

from Spain, 100 ; and 2300 from the northern ana

counties. s d s ^
d __!.. « 2 to 5 *s d s

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 8—4
2d quality Beasts 3 4 — 4
Best Downs and
Halfbreds .. 5

10

2

Do. Shorn
6 to 5 8

to

Best Long-wools- 5

Do. Shorn • _
•

»es A 2d qu*w 4

po. Shorn • •
'

Limbs
Calves

Pigs

4

4

6-4 M

4-5 I
4-5 4

Piga.380.jo. anorn .. . . to .. l n»» n,was "19;
Beasts, 5460 ; Sheep <fe Lambs, 2U.700 ;

taiv«», -

Thursday, Nov. 7.
Tbur9day }**t.

The supply of Beasts is about the same as^ quotation.

Trade is dull, but choicest kinds realise n™*L tlw &<**&
Tho number of Sheep, although not large.

,

eao *~ ^day ; JJ*
Prices on the average are scarcely as gooa *» ^ f^ 9tXt»
there is hardly a quotable difference. «
demand. Our foreign supply consists oi

Sheep, and 161 Calves. Milch Cows, 9U.
9 & *

8 d * d
Best Long-wools. 5 --

10

4

Best Scots, Hero-
forda, ifcc.

Best Short-horns 4 6

2d quality Beasts 3 4

Best Downs and
Half breds . . 5 6

Di>. Shorn

4 10 to 5
4

4

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

• •

Do. Shorn
Lambs •

8 I Calves
I Pigs

t-i

P-S. Johanna, at William Suidey's her Majesty's Consul*

^^?ifLmdi"r^req"air8 two wel1 trained strong mules, and one of the oldest magistrates" for the countv of Surrov« lor and used to either harneas or the saddle, and two good k «ged-77-43th inst, at 35. Adelaide Crescent, Brighton, Edward

Beasts. 1230 ; Sheep & Lamb*, 5140

;

Calves. 202 ;W** •

4

4

COAL MARKET. -Nov. 6. K ji.
Greys West Hartley, 16s. 9.1. ; Hastings-,W ^ ^^

Cuthberfs Hartley, 15s. i
Tanfleld Moor, 1-*

»

•^

r

3

Colonial Wool Sales.— The November and Decemtar

series of these sales commenced last night. The ^^ Jl * P*
be brought forward is about 59,000 bales. The Cape bemj: • ^
larger proportion, say over 25,000 bales, has commenced w » ^
™f.,oH,m Thft Svdnftv. Port Phillin. and Van Dieoien 6

»» ^
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==StWvlam, 15s. ; Walla End Acorn Close,

lU.;Jr,f
s\jy-R^nn . 19s.: Walls End Eden, 18s. 6d ;

»4t
m

or *

*,

1U- ;«r£Fnd Byron. 19s.; Walls End Eden, 18s. 6d ;

Id. : TT^i Riii 153 5d. ; Walls End Haswell, 20s. 6d.
;

• tt flSfeSol 5- *- ; Walls En 1 Kelloe, 19s. 6d. \

-* £? Wh Whitworth, 16s. 3d. ; Walls End Thornley,

•* Srfi. Fnd Thorpe, 18s. 3d. ;
Walls End Trimdon

J* ; **"__ q% - -r.--.Jn-., onrl Duff-en Anthracite. 21a M.i

!£fwd D-*1?"
S9.

** 1
MARK LANE.—Monday, Nov. 4.

.

fWheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's
HfBPP'j ,. an(j (disposed of at an improvement of Is.

£

trill

0*4,

mvm the prices of this day se'nnight. Foreign was

^aVsimilar advance, but it restricted sales, and the

irans&cted was only to a moderate extent. Malting

_j_. i/rather cheaper, grinding fully as dear Beans and

SJBfwXUrates/ The Oat trade is dull and last week's

£ tardy supported. Flour is firm
;
we do not alter our

^j^r Imperial Quarter

ie::r.

I

!•*>

•_.. - SexT Kent, & Suffolk. .White
*?* fftae selected runs, .ditto

m _. Talavera

Z Norfolk

s. s.

50—64
61—66
64—72

48—76
36—41
27—30
20—24
26—28

IS.
s

..._ .....50—60
Red .... 50—62

Red • 9 *

Malting .

Malting

.

MM

26-

20-

36-

Feed
28'Feed
24

38

toll

Si

to 4i

4d

Feed .

.

Foreign .

Harrow .

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign .

Yellow .

.

50—55
40—50 Country

36—39

42-52
40—44
39—41

35—38
36—40

20—24
20—24
19—24

36—39

40—46
35—38

40—50
43-58

tol*

ltt

N
;Co.

tolls*

IS

1«

m

iUOfL

• FoW--«rindin8
and tteMUns

*.— _mex and Suffolk

_ Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato

Jrxsli
Potato

Z Mfen.
'.'.'.'.

' . .Poland and Brew

in ••••;

In-uLAh, foreign • • • •

ti_t_ lU-acau. • • -35s t0 37s *• • -Tlck

Pfrwn 38s — 42s. .Winds.

- foreign -Small

fiu, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers

- Maple ... .43s to 45s Grey

fiiB...r White

flora, best marks delivered, .per sack

- Jddo ditto

- Foreign per barrel 28—36;Per sack

Friday, Nov. 8.

•Darfrgthe last eight days we have had much heavy rain and

n» mow, and strong gales of wind from the S.W. The
Mm* in Wheat prices we had to report last week has been
Mowed by increased confidence, and a reaction to the extent

«f liper qr. on English has been pretty general, attended with
•inquiry for cargoes of new Baltic, c. f. and i. No altera-

ts worth notice has occurred in the value of Spring Corn,
roar has been in request, and commands our extreme quota-

Since Friday last 32 vessels have been reported off the
The floating trade has been firm, with an improved

Mag. In Paris (Nov. 7), no transaction in Wheat had taken
pace, although it is said that a considerable reduction has been
de in order to quit a lot. The prices of Flour tend further
dwrawird, and the business done is very trifling. The four
aarki delivery this month are quoted equal to 52s. 6d. per
111 Ik. The arrivals of English grain this week have been4 of foreign moderate, and fair of Flour. The attendance
- this morning's market was very thin. English Wheat
Bunded the full prices of Monday last, at which foreign
also fairly held, but business in the latter was limited,
fcog Corn of all descriptions is a steady sale at late rates.

Arrivals from Nov. 4 to Nov. 8.

""Wheat.

11, and

jualitj

days
o 1301.

» 110s.;

r « # H50 qrs.

Barley. Oats.

• ft «

11280

9P

U

920 qrs.
50

3400

>»

••

— qrs.

1250 ,,

17720 9f

Tlour.

770 sks.

(1171 brls.

to re- gfn

• •

1

1

5

JSEO
01

'
Tuesday»

^"ov- 5.—With a moderate attendance
Men at this morning's market, Wheat met a fair con-

"Kro inquiry, and an advance of Id. to 2d. per cental was
in most instances. Flour had a better sale at extreme
laian Corn was offered sparingly, and readily com-

T*™ Prices of Friday, sellers now looking for a slight

J *1601" Oats and Oatmeal slow sale without change in

_&fi

ember

lata
share

J?".
B*ns

» Peas, and Barley each brought previous quota-
g"» retail The market closes with a steady feeling, and
«wn in favour of sellers.

fat
T,

WK°
7' 8.—There was a fair attendance at to-day's

E«rT ? fc in £oocl consumptive demand, at the dull

ff l i
uesday Flour moderate sale, without change in

t^j 00111 m g00̂ request; mixed 32s. 9d. to 33s.

JJ^ady; Saidi, 36s. 3d. to 36s. 6d. Other articles

J**!
Wheat^ Barley^

57

_ft
-tier.

c-f
>'-

i our

i
tain

»tv
ata;

land

.
d

10

ATIOSS IN THE LAST SlX WEEKS' AVERAGES.

i -

4

m.

bat,

Uct. 5. Oct. 12' Oct. 19. Oct. 267

__J~

• •

• •

Nov. 2.

• *

)l) —a respectable party requires 50/. to carry

_> tfal i

°ut a Profitable Concern, and would willingly pay

'Wth i£?
of the same for «»e month, and deposit secu-

^- uwt.—Address, Mr. Seymour, Post Office, Doctors'

and

y*
« in

4 *

* *

5
'-

5

Sf0-

» DICKSON
>*«8ter. Arnin «,

Trade
T3,

NG
I^Hi^^f38*^ that they have a thorough knowledge o

f^ n^u^fiower Seeds. State age, how long at the busi

^JJ expected, references, where at present engaged

Tra4
apPrenticeship, and if any knowledge of the

3d.:

Tim*

To Young Gardeners,

yotow,
*

*n t^e courae of two or three months, a

ptleSSf.*1"* enterprising GARDENER, possessing a
^knowledge of Horticulture, to undertake the

w u,
«*e M*?86111611* of Plantations in one of the healthiest

•^^ HhT^'-as Presidency. He must have first-class testi-

J* regards moral character and professional ability.

CV-AphSJI?11 nofc ^ Ejected to, and the salary will be

aSL^ 6vWT10118 wifch testimonials to be addressed m the

^^ s«iso?^. ?
ly to M - B-C.|Hr. Jas.Yeitch, jun., Royal

***** Chelsea, S.W.

wANTED, a thorough MARKET GARDENER.
Apply to Mr. Bbnniok. Bookseller, Market Drayton.

Central London District School.

WANTED, a FARM BAILIFF. — The Board of
Management require a Bailiff to Manage their Farm and

Garden at Hanwell, Middlesex, comprising about 100 acres. He
must be competent to keep Accouuts, to entirely Manage the
btock and to train Boys iu Gardening aud Farming operations.
He will be required to enter on his duties at Christmas next.
The salary will be 75*. per annum, with Residence, Qss, and
Firing. Applications in the handwriting of the Candidate
stating age (which must be between 30 and 50), and present
and previous occupations, are to be sent with Testimonials to
me, at 10, Basinghall Street, E.C., before Thursday,
Nov. 14, and notice will be sent to approved Candidates when
they are to attend the Managers.

Samuel Heath. Jun., Clerk to the Board.
10, Basinghall Street, EC—Nov. 9.

Farm Bailiff.

WANTED, a WORKING BAILIFF and his WIFE.
The Man to Manage a Small Farm of Clay Soil ou

modern principles, and to Superintend Road .Making, Drainage,
Woods, &c. If the Wife can Cook and understands the manage-
ment of a gentleman's house, it will be an advantage. Youug
children objected to.—Address, stating ages, and number and
ages of children (if any), to B. C, at Messrs. Layton's, 160,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN.— Must be able and
willing to assist at anything, and understand the

Retail Trade. State age, wages, qualification, &c.—J. H.
Cottrell, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

ANTED, a FIREMAN.—Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun.,

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W., is in want of a
person in the above capacity to take charge of the Fires in his

establishment. A single man preferred, as lodgings can be
provided on the premises.—Apply, stating last employment,
references, &c, as above. ^^^^

GARDEN ER (Head).—Age 42, married, no children

;

well experienced in all the branches of bis profession.
Can be well recommended.—Wm Allan, Bagshot, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head;.—Aged 38, married; perfectly
understands hia profession. Unexceptionable character.

—D. D., Royal Horticultural Gardens, Kensington, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, su^le ; 15 years'
practical experience in good Establishmenta. Throe

years' good character. — A. B., 3 Park rest, Grosvenor
Square, London, W.

G!
ARDENER (Head).—A^e 28, single; thoroughly

T understands Pines, Vines, <fcc. ; also the Orchard Houae,
Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Can be highly recommended.
—A. B., Mr. Noble, Bagshot, Surrey^

ARDENER (Head Working.)—Age^ 30, married,
no incumbrance ; thorough knowledge of the i fesaion

in all its branches. Can be highly recommended.—-J. P., J.

Pike, Nurseryman, Winchmnre Hill. N^

GARDENER (Head.)—Age 28; has a thorough
practical knowledge of his pr jsion, also Laying-out

New Gardens or improviug old ones, keeping Accounts, <tc.

Strictly sober. Good referenoss. — B. A., Waterloo House,
Lower Streatham, Surrey

CI ARDENER (Head).—Ag, d H7, married; tfao-

M roughly experienced in the in uentofVtai Pines,

Peaches, Stove, and Greenhouse Plants; Forcing in all its

branches, also Kitchen and Flow, i rdens. Good references.

—H. P., 135, SU Alban's Place. Kdgware Road. London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands his profession in all its branches,

also Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens, Laying-out Planta-

tions. &c—E. D., Brent Lodge, Nether Street, Fiuchley.

Middlesex.

tes

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen contemplating Remodelling

their Parks and Gardens.

JOHN GRIBBINS having just completed hia engage-
ment at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, South

Kensington, where he has been employed for the last 18 months
in carrying out Mr. Nesfield's Designs in Embroidery, dec, is

desirous of treating with any one requiring thorough practical

capability, having had extensive and varied practice for the

last 28 years in every branch appertaining to Horticulture.

His works may beseeu as above, and also at the Earl of Dudley's,

Whitley Court ; the Earl of Craven's. Ashdowu Park, Farnham;
Royal, Slough; at Dorking in Surrey ; the Palace Gardens, Ken-
sington ; besides many other places, executed under Mr. Nes-

field, the eminent Laedscape Gardener, to whom he is kindly

permitted to refer. J. G. having been successful in obtaining

the assistance of Mr. Newton, Estate Improver, F.R.H.S.,

will be enabled to give Estimates for Alterations, <fcc , <fcc, on

application to Joseph Newton, Estate Improver and Landscape
Gardener, 30, Eastbourne Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

A GENTLEMAN of first-rate business habits, and of

mature experience in the general Wholesale NURSERY
and SEED TRADE, purposes* going out next month, to the

United States and British Possessions in America, and would
be glad to receive COMMISSIONS from one or two first-

class houses in either of the above trades.—Cosmopolite,

B. Castalotte, Esq., 12, Argyll Square, London, W.C.

TO GENTLEMEN, SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN,
die—Middle aged ; is a thorough Seedsman, a good

Correspondent, a first-class practical Gardener; also experi-

enced in making Plans for and Laying-out Grounds, Planting,

&c. Is desirous of an engagement, either in the Trade or a

Private Establishment. Character for ability and good moral

conduct will bear the strictest scrutiny.—D. T., Mr. C. Noble's,

Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot.

f~) ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; understands

\JT the Propagation and Growing of Stove and Greenhouse

Plants the Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and

the management of Kitchen, Fruit, aud Flower Gardens, De-

signing, and Laying out. Good character.—L. M., 70, Western

Road, Hove, Brighton, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), to 'any lady or gentleman.—
Age 30, married ;

practically understands his profession

in all its branches. Will be at liberty on January 1. Has been

under Mr. Hill, Gardener, Keele Hall, Newcastle, Staffordshire,

to whom reference is kindly permitted. Is a total abstainer.—

M. G., Post Office, Woolton, near Liverpool.

G~
ARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—Age 38,

married ;
good practical knowledge in growing Orchids,

Ferns Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Pines, Vines, Cucumbers,

Melons • Flower, Fruit and the Kitchen Garden in general. Wife

could manage a Laundry if required. Eight years' good

character from last place. Good references from former situ-

ations.—H. B.. Post Office, Rochford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—R. Dalbtmple, Gardener to

the late C. Hanbury Leigh, Esq., wishes to recommeud

his Foreman (age 30) to any nobleman or gentleman la want of

a Head Gardener, as he can give him the highest testimonials

as to ability and trustworthiness ; is leaving in consequence of

some alteration in the establishment.—Pontypool Park, Mon-

mouthshire^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36; married, without

incumbrance. Thorough knowledge of his profession,

the culture of Stove and Greenhouse plants, Early Forcing of

P^toi^rapM. Melons, drc. ; is a Good Kitchen and Flower

Gardener Sole cause of leaving is through present employer

Etlrfnfr h i* estate Two years and 3 months good character;

/^^ ARDENER (Head).-J. Gadd is at liberty to

Mssloffn
6

a
a
U ^branc^ 'dSTS&c^^

EngCr ^cK^££ Present*££~c^Z:£

i. now at liberty to engage with any nomem g ^
requiring a practical Gardener Has^ nan i, y w£ pUnt
in all kinds of Forcing Fruits, ™**^ *V Any nobleman
Growing. Flower and Knehen Gardening, d^ 7

or gentleman wishing ^ engage ^tn^
testimonials as to

to Sir John Pakington, Bart.. wd» receive

character, ability, &c. - George Bsssse, cran

Ilford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—Single ; understands the
Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Conserva-

tory, Forcing Early and Late Fruits, Vegetables ; also Flower

aud Kitchen Gardens. Good character given.—W. W., Mr.

Dicker's. Westerham, Kent.

GARDENER(HEAD),orGARDENERandBAlLlFF.
—John Cottkrkll (age 34, married, no incumbrance), for

some time past iu the service of J. E. Jones, Esq., Derry,

Ormond Park, by Lampeter. J. C. concludes his engagement
with Mr. Jones about November 18, and will be happy to

engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want of a thorough

practical active steady Man in either of the above capacities.

J. C. has had considerable experience in Reclaiming and
Planting of Waste Laud, and could undertake the Planting

aud Drainage of Land to any extent. For character and

ability apply to above address.—J. Cottkrell, Derry, Ormond
Park, L^mpeter^

GARDENER to any nobleman or gentleman. —
References as to professional acquirements, dtc, given

on application to A. B. , Drumlanrig Castle Gardens, Thornnill,

Dumfriesshire.

GARDENER.—Middle age, married, without incum-
brance ; energetic, thoroughly competent in every branch

of Gardening, Growing Hot and Greenhouse Plants and

Orchids, Laying out Ground, Early and Late Forcing. Wife

first-rate Cook. Good characters.—A. B., Rosebury Cottages,

Mount iSion, Tuuhridgo
~
'©Us.___

,

.

GARDENER (Uatdeb), where three or more are

kept. —Age 21; good character.—A. B., Bayman's
Library, Lewisham, S.E.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; 7 years' expe-

rience. Willing to pay a premium. Can be well recom-

mended.—Mr. Kaile, Horsley Tower Gardens, near Ripley,

Surrey. _,

PROPAGATOR (Soft-wooded), or FOREMAN, in a
Small Nursery.—Age 48 ; most successful Propagator and

Plant-grower for Market or otherwise. Can be highly recom-

mended.—C. P., Mrs. Conway's Nursery, Old Brompton, S.W.

ROPAGATOR,or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN
—Practical knowledge in the Propagation and Cultiva-

tion of Stove, Greenhouse, and Soft-wooded Plants; a successful

Graftsman of Azaleas, Camellias, Coniferse, Rhododendrons,

Roses, die. Good reference.—A. B., Gardener*' ChronicU Office.

OREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—
Practically experienced in the general routine of Nursery

Business. Proficient Budder and Grafter, &c Satisfactory

Re ference.—X. Y., Gardeners' ChronicU Office, W.C.

OREMAN or UN DER-GARDENER.— Young;
offers his services to any nobleman or gentleman's Gar-

dener in the above capacity ; has served in good establishments

both in England and Ireland. Three and a half years charac-

ter from last situation.—G. B., 24, Cochrane Terrace, St. John a

Wood, London, N.W.

BAILIFF.—Age 39; fully understands Farming,

both Heavy and Light Lands, Management of Stock, die.

T. P., 34 Grafton Street East. Gower Street, London, W.C.

AILIFF. — Thoroughly practical in Modern
Farming, Steam Cultivation, <fcc. A good judge in Stock,

and a good Accountant.—C. D., 66, Herbert Street, Hoxton,

London, N.
,

—_

TO SEEDSMEN.—Married; thoroughly understands

Seeds, and has a good knowledge of Plants.—W. B.,

Gardeners' ChronieU Office, W.C.

TRAVELLER or MANAGER.—Has had great

experience in both the Nursery and Seed Trades in every

department, and for the last four years as representative of one

of the first Irish houses. Is open to an engagement. R*ferance

unexceptionable.-C., Messrs. Hurst ds M 'Mullen, 6, Leaden-

hall Street, E.C. —
To the Seed Trade.

TRAVELLER or HEAD SHOPMAN.—Has had 20

years' experience in the business. Satisfactory references

will be given—A., Messrs. Dickson A Co.. Nurserymen and

Seedsmen. Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

HOPMAN.—Young ; has had 8 years' experience.—

A. Sprunt, Agent, 6, Overgate, Dundee.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Aged 20; has a good knowledge of

the Trade in its various branches. Can furnish first-class

references as to character, ability, dw. Salary not so much an

object as a comfortable situation.— A. B. C, Saling Post

Omce, near Braintrse, Essex,
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WOODEN FENCING. — The cheapest lasting
TALLOW STAVES, 5s. per 100, at Price's Patent Candle

(Company Limited), Belmont, Vauxhall, London, S.

Agricultural Machinery.
CHAFF-CUTTERS, TURNIP -CUTTERS,

PULPERS, MILLS, PLOUGHS, HARROWS, CARTS,
&., delivered carriage free.
Burgess & Key, Manufacturers, 95, Newgate Street,

London, E.C. Price Lists free per post.

ETTING for SHEEPFOLDS, made of Cocoa Nut
Fibre. Price 4rf. per yard. COCOA NUT CORD for

THATCHING.
Wildey and Co., Manufacturer of Cocoa Nut Matting and

Mats, Holland Street, Blacktriars Road, S.E.

INTON and CO. have REMOVED from Albion
Place, Blackfriars, to 50. Conduit Street, Regent Street, W.

ENCAUSTIC and other PAVEMENTS. EARTHENWARE
and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

Manufactory : Stoke-upon- Trent.—Nov. 9.

ASES and BALUSTRADING for GARDENS
executed in AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, which has

been extensively used in Scotland for more than 20 years.
Austin, Seeley, & Co., 371—375, Euston Road (formerly

New Road), Regent's Park, N. W.
Garden Border Edging^ Tilesi

Fand G. ROSHER, Cement, Brick, and Tile
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of Ornamental GARDEN BORDER-EDGING TILES in
Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They present
advantages over Box or Grass-edging in that they afford no
harbour for slugs, &c, take up less room, and once laid
require no further attention.
Theyimay be had of various patterns at F. & G. R.'s Prer

mises, Ward's Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. ; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London, N.E.
N.B. Sketches of Patterns sent by post on application.

Garden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and
Balconies in stock.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-
tories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, <fcc, as cheap and

durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable
of forming a variety of designs.
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

Dairies, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. Grooved Terro-
metallic and other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,
Clinkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c.
To be obtained of F. <fe G. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

THERMOMETERS by NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA.
—TRADE NOTICE.— As the cold season approaches

Messrs. Negretti and Zambra are desirous of appointing
AGENTS in all the principal towns for the SALE of their cele-

brated 3*. 6d. SELF-REGISTERING THERMOMETERS, for

ascertaining the greatest cold. These instruments are so well

known that no comment on their excellence is necessary.

For particulars address to Negretti and^ZAMBRA's, .Central

Establishment, 1, Hatton Garden, E.C.
_ ^^ ^^^^^^aw— -i i m^ — — —

_^ ,-j , j- ^M^^_—^m T^CT* "*

Paxton Works, Sheffield, Established 1738.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c.

Bold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
the three Kingdoms.

J OJSEPH HAYWOOD
AND CO.,

Manufacturers op

PRUNING and BUDDING

KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glamorgan Works, Sheffield.

ARNARD, BISHOP, akd BARNARD S,

Norwich.

FURTHER REDUCTION in the PRICE of WIRE
§ETTING.—April, 1861.

Babnard, Bishop, & Barnards beg to inform their

friends and the public that they have made a further reduction
ia the prices of Machine made Wire Netting, and also that all

their Nettings are now Galvanised after being made, which
adds much to their appearance, strength, and durability.

Japanned

2-inch mesh,24 inches wide .

.

2-inch .. .. .,

M
it

99

99

II

99

99

It

99

»>

99

99

M

Galvanised. Iron.
Gauge. per yard. per yard.
No. 11) . . 4{d. .

.

8M.
„ 18 - • O * 4 4
,» 17 .. 6* , 5
» 1« .. 8 . 6i
„ 19 .. 4| . 4

„ 13 G . 4|
„ 17 .. 7 . 5*
„ 16 .. 9 . 7

8-incn
fi-inch

l|-inch
li-inch
li-ineh
U-inch

All the above kinds can be made any width (under 6 feet),

at proportionate prices.

Strong Galvanised PoultryNetting, 7\d. per yard, 3 feet wide.
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, lid. per
yard, 2 feet wide. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an
inch to 6 inches.

Reduced Price of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WI Rl
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonic*.
Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 fee

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screw
to each 100 yards ofFencing, 10d. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, 1*. per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues, with prices of every variety of

Fencing and Wire Netting, forwarded free on application.
• Wir« Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free

the principal Railway Stations.

Important to Gardeners.
TX7E beg respectfully to inform you that we are now
'/, supplying Nurserymen and Seed Merchants with an

article superior m quality to anything we have hitherto been

ivTTO^vrwn PRI™NG
' BUDDING, and GRAFTING

ImZSk I E and
x
PRUNING SCISSORS, GARDEN

SrifcARfc, &c, owing to their being tempered under an
entirely new process, which renders the blade tough and
not liable to break, and also gives the edge a lasting
keenness which we can warrant them to retain for at
least double the time they would under the old method of
tempering, thus facilitating the work and saving the time
usually lost by havmg constantly to renew the edge bv
sharpening, consequently making them more durable in wearand better adapted for all kinds of work, every blade beinsr
guaranteed of the same temper. *

Caution None are genuine except marked Saynor, or
Saynor, Maker. Other marks would cause the purchaser
disappointment.

T TYLOR and SONS'O • PATENT IRON PUMP
with reversible handle, for
Shallow Wells, Hot-Houses,
&c Price 25*. 6d. each.

IRON YARD
and

GARDEN PUMPS
3 feet 6 inehes under spout

2£ 8 3* inch
43s. 53s. 60s. each.

J. Tylor and Sons manu-
facture PUMPS for DEEP
WELLS which do not require
any fixing below the level of
the ground.

manufacture to be obtained
of Plumbers in all parts of
the United Kingdom.

J. Tylor <fc Sons, Manu-
facturers, Warwick Lane,
Newgate Street. London, E.C.

J° HN WARNER and SONS,
Bell and Brass Founders to Her Majesty,

Hydraulic Engineers, Braziers, &c,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

WARNER'S PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, for raising Water from Wells not
exceeding 25 feet in depth.
Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £ *. d.

1

1

2

2
2

1

10
4
9
18

00

No. 35.

24 in. short 1 ft. 7 in . ( Fitted for lead, ^

2| „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha
3 „ ditto 3 ,, 6 „ J or cast iron
3£ „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ I flanged pipe
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ ( as required.

24 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing .... 2

2£„long ditto ditto ditto 2 14
This Pump is fitted with J. W. & Sons'

Patent Vibrating Standard, Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Bucket, and Brass Suc-
tion Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap
the handle can be shifted to the right or left

hand, or opposite the nose, as desired.

3 4

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
or GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The Barrel
is made of Galvanised Iron, not likely
to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasureonthe stand,the legsofwhich
fold together, and it may be carried
with ease by one man.
Stand and Pump, with screwed £ s. d.

Tail Pipe, fitted with strong
Brass Union for Suction
Pipe 2 15

If fitted with Barrel of
Planished Copper

Stand and Pump, with plain
Tail Pipe, for tying on Suc-
tion Pipe 2

2-inch India Rubber and Can-
vas Flexible Suction Pipe,
on wires, in either 10, 12, or
15 feet lengths . . per foot - ~
No. 43 is a similar Pump to the above,

without stand, but with strong
wrought-iron straps, for fixing to

water cart or plank, price 21. 5s.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Gar-
den Engines, <fcc.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue forwarded post free on
application.
The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

in Town or Country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,
John Warmer & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.C.

pHUBB'S PATENT SAFES, the moatVy against Fire and Thieves
CHUBB'S FIRE PROOF STRONG ROO\I DOopqCHUBB'S PATENT DETECTOR LOCKS and ir«^DOOR LATCHES.

S ™ STB*I
CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOXES.

Illustrated Price List gratis and post free
Chtjbb & Son, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E C

HEAL and SON'S EIDKR-DO^TQUaTTir
One Guinea to Ten Guineas. Also GOn«p"f25

QUILTS, from 8*. 6d. to 24*. List of prices andSS *»?

2

by post. Heal & Son's Illustrated Catalogue ofbSS15
Priced List of Bedding, also sent post free.

^"*
196. Tottenham Court Road, W.

ENDERS, STOVES, FlgB^KONT"^
CHIMNEY PIECES.—Buvers of the aw* 2L °'T*CHIMNEY PIECES.-Buyers of the above are reow*.

Deiore finally deciding, to visit William 8 rVp*5
SHOW-ROOMS. They contain such an assortm^S
FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, CHIMNEY-PIECF? ptd.
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot fc!
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beaatv 2
design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright s'tores, with
ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 31, 15*. to S^/iS .

Bronzed Fenders, with standards, 7*. to 51. 12*.,* Steel Fenderi'
21. 15*. to 11/. ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornament*, from 21 15/
to 181. ; Chimney-pieces, from 11. 8*. to 80?. ; Fire irons. fWwT
2*. 3c?. the set to U. 4*. The BURTON and all other pTtpv?
STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates.

l

GASELIERS in GLASS or METAL-The incrmmd
and increasing use of Gas in private houses hat indoatd

William S. Burton to collect from the various manuftctu*-*
in metal and glass all that is new and choice in BraoktU.
Pendants, and Chandeliers, adapted to Omcea, Panaget, and
Dwelling-rooms, as well as to have some designed exprealr
for him ; these are ON SHOW over his SIXTEEN LiSSk
ROOMS, and present, for novelty, variety, and purity «f _
an unequalled assortment. They are marked in plain figw
at prices proportionate with those, which have tended to

his Establishment the largest and most remarkabbi in ike
kingdom, viz , from 12*. 6d. (2 lights) to 161 165.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR.
NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE m&y be

had gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of MO
Illustrations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver aad

Electro Plated, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Good a,

Dish Covers, Hot Water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Mart*
Chimneypieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trnj%

Urns, and Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Wan,
Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room and

Cabinet Furniture, &c, with Lists of Prices, and Plans of tit

20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W. ; 1, 1a, L S

and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and 1,

Newman Mews. London.

SAUCE. — LEA and PERRIES
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitation rf

their world-renowned
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should
Ask for LEA & PERKINS* SAUCE,

Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be
"the only good sauce."

*** Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprieton,

Worcester ; Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, London, &c. t «•»

and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

Captain White's
ASTL

_ Curry Powder, Curry Sauce, and Oriental Pickle, may b«

obtained from all Sauce Vendors, and Wholesale of

Crosse & Blackwell, Purveyors to the Queen,
Soho Square. London, W.C

"—
" Prize Medal, Paris Exhibition 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO.'S New Patten

and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleachrf

HairBrushes, Improved FleshandClothes Brushes,andgenuine

Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and

Perfumery forthe Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly

between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose.

M., B., <fc Co.'s new and delicious Perfumes the rag
Bouquet and the Oxford and Cambridge Bouquet, in bowjf

2s. f
3s. 6d., and 5s. Metcalfe's celebrated Alkaline Tom

Powder, 2s. per box. AtA
Sole Establishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, 2d ana*

doors West from Holies Street. London. W.
,

—

WHITE and SOUND TEETH are indispensable

to personal attraction, and to health and long^nSJPJ

the proper mastication of food. ROWLANDS' DO )<*

Pearl Dentifrice, compounded of Oriental mgredienU, »<»»

estimable value in preserving and beautifying «J«f" ^
strengthening the Gums, and in giving a delicate frtffJJ^

the Breath. It eradicates Tartar from t^T^^V
spots of incipient decay, and polishes and P^*"^.
enamel, to which it imparts a pearl-like whiteness. Price -*

Pe
SoM

X
at 20, Hatton Garden, E.C. ; and by Chemists and Per-

fumers. Ask for " Rowlands' Odonto. ^
TTOW TO AVOID MEmcL^T^^-
XX Inconvenience, and Expense.-CertiScate J^g„a rm a»HPY'9 ri Altaians healtn-re»w>nms" We find DU BARRY'S delicious health habitual

LENTA ARABICA FOOD ue saw<-—
heartburn, p*

constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), ac a«j,
flatotoBC/.

pitation, irritability, sleeplessness,***££? bronchi**

phlegm, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds, Jg^ <*/*£"»*

9

2 5

Xo. 42.

nervousness biliousness, torpidly, «' «g j>r. Harvey,

scrofula, atrophy."—Andrew Ure, H-^-*/' '*
Lets expea-

Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell, Dr. B^JJ^i than Cod LwJ
rive but far more pleasant and stTengtaeiu » ^^ y^ cati-

on, Cocoa, Chocolate, Tea or Coffee, » fAffected 5S.000 <*••

in medicine and doctor's bills, and nafjr" oerfeetdif
where all other remedies had foiled,

,

re8
f°JJr

g
refreshing

*****

strong nerves, sound lungs, healthy u\ >

old or yoanf-

and energy to the most disordered or eni^o
_ ^,

*
Barry du Barry & Co., 77 Regent

Str*^ ^ ^
60, Gracechurch Street, E.C. ; 4, 9eaSon W-C' ;

**

Oxford Street, W. ; 330, Strand, London,^^^^__
•ocers and chymists. ^TTrnCESlA b*
fVNNEFORD'S PURE ™ nm *AGNfc0

. -U been, during 25 years, ^V^^^^f^Si
medical profeeekm and ™» ^^ttTSS^H ^*
the best remedy for acidity of the sw ^ ap^JSi
headache, gout, and indigestion and

.

aa
>

a ^ ^^^
delicate constitutions, more especiaUyfor iaa ^ fi*ng»

Combined with the Acidulated.Lemon .f/^rient^J
agreeable Effervescing Draught injhich

J»
t

hot ckm*«J

a?e much increased. During hot »ewonMjn a ^ m t**>

the regular use of this simple and elegant

found highly beneficial. . ^„„ftan to strengrojr

Manufactured (with the utmost attention ^d S»*rt
purity) by Dinneford & Co., 172, ^"^ tbrtW**
London, W. ; and sold by all respectable

Chem«

the Empire.
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r.i AAA UPON the WOOLSTON SYSTEM
XlUvJU against any other system of Steam Cultivation.

For price of apparatus and particulars apply to Mr. W. Smith,

Irton,
Bletchleyjtation.

I mX FOWLKR, Jtjn., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C.—
J Full particulars of

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
aa be obtained by applying at the above address.

CWalotfues containing Prices and Testimonials sen t post free

PLOUGHS. HARROWS, HORSE RAKES, & HAYMAKERS.
Catalogues, with full particulars, sent free on application .

Agricultural Machinery.

CHAFF-CUTTERS, TURNIP-CUTTERS,
PTJLPERS, MILLS, PLOUGHS, HARROWS, CARTS,

&c ,
delivered carriage free.

Bukmss & Key, Manufacturers, 95, Newgate Street,

London, E.C. Price Lists free per post.

l^VlflSG iov SHEEPFOLDS, made of Cocoa Nut
_\ Fibre. Price Ad. per yard. COCOA NUT CORD for

THATCHING.—Wilde v and Co., Manufacturer of Cocoa Nut
ng and Mats, Holland Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

Garden Border Edging Tiles!

Fact G. ROSHER, Cement, Brick, and Tile
• Merchants, beg to invite attention to their varied

Stock of Ornamental GARDEN BORDER-EDGING TILES in
Twra Gotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and Red ware. They present
advantages over Box or Grass-edging in that they afford no
tobour for slugs, &c, take up less room, and once laid
require no further attention.

Theyfmay be had of various patterns at F. & G. R.'s Pre-
stos, Ward's Wbarf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. ; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, London, N.E.

N'.B. Sketches of Patterns sent by post on application,
(krden Vases and Ornamental Flower Boxes for Windows and
ftdconies in stock.
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*
bave RBM0VED from Albion IT)UNC I rs POCKET-B< >K for 1862 With a

2tJ? ? •
Blackfnars

« to 50. Conduit Street, Regent Sh(^t,W. I Jr Co]

ARNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserva-
\J tones, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, <fcc, as cheap and
durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable
of forming a variety of designs.
Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Baths,

Dunes, Larders, Kitchen-ranges, &c. Grooved Terro-
aetaUic aud other Stable Paving Bricks of great durability,
Unkers, Red and White Wall-Copings, Glazed Drain Pipes, &c.
To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

™^A
aY!

T
t?t K? °x

ther PAVEMENTS. EARTHENWARE
and PLAIN TILES. Designs and Estimates prepared.

Manufactory: Stoke-upou-Trent.—Nov. 16.

Y~ASES "and^BALUSTRADIXG for GARDENS
executed in AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, which has

been extensively used in Scotland for more than 20 years.
Austin, Seeley, & Co., 371—375, Euston Road (formerly

New Road), Regent's Park, N.W.

HEAlTntTsON'S EIDER-DOWN QUILTS, from

^TTTTrr
0ne Guinea to Ten Guineas. Also GOOSE-DOWN

QUILTS, from 8s. 6d. to 24s. List of prices and sizes sent free
by post. Heal <fe Son's Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads and
Priced List of Bedding, also sent post free.

196. Tottenham Court Road, W.

FURNISH your HOUSE with the BEST
ARTICLES: they are the cheapest in the end.—

DEANE & Co. 's Priced Furnishing List may be had on applica-
tion or post free. This list embraces the leading articles from
all the various departments of their establishment, and is

arranged to facilitate purchasers in the selection of their goods.
It comprises Table Cutlery, Electro-Plate, Lamps, Baths,
Fenders, Fire-irons, Iron Bedsteads, Bedding, Britannia
Metal, Copper, Tin. and Brass Goods, Culinary Utensils,
Turnery, Brushes, Mats, <fcc.

Deanb & Co., Opening to the Monument, London Bridge, E.C.
Established a d. 1700.

HAIR RESTORED, improved, and beautified, by
the use of ROWLAN D'S MACASSAR OIL.—It prevents

hair from falling off or turning grey, strengthens weak hair,

cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully
soft, pliable, and glossy. For children it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price
3*. 6d., 7s., 10s. 6d. (equal to four small), and 21s. per bottle.

Caution.—Ask for Rowland's Macassar Oil. Sold at 20, Hat-
ton Garden, E.C., and by Chemists and Perfumers.

Captain White's

CURRY or MULLIGATAWNY PASTE,
Curry Powder, Curry Sauce, and Oriental Pickle, may be

obtained from all Sauce Vendors, and Wholesale of
Crosse & Blackwell, Purveyors to the Queen,

Soho Square, London, W.C

AUCE. —-LEA and P E R R I N S
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitations of

their world-renowned
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should
Ask for LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE,

Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be
"the only good sauce."

*** Sold Wholesale and for Expert, by the Proprietors,

Worcester ; Messrs. Cross k & Blackwell, London, &c, &c,
and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

Coloured Illustration by John Leech, and numerous
Woodcuts by John Leech and John Tesniel, will be published
on the 20th inst.

Punch Office, S5, Fleet Street, E.C, and sold by all Book-
sellers in Town and Country.

Just published, price One Shilling

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC
for 1862.

Blackie & Son, 23, Paternoster Row, London, E.C. : and all
Booksellers.

8

THE ATHENiEUM.
The price of the Athenjsum is from this date Threepence.
Thirty jears a^o, when the ATHENiEUM came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price

was hightpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight columns. Convinced that the
taxation of Literary Journals was restricted bv high price, and that eyery advantage offered to the
Wm would bring increase of circulation and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half—
to xonrpence. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary Journals became the rule.

The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved. They have given to the public
ua benefit of every change in the law, increasing the size without increase of price, until the average
J» become double its former size—above 96 columns.

The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, have therefore resolved
^t the price of the Athenaeum shall in future be Threepence.

CONTENTS OF THE NUMBER FOR SATURDAY LAST, NOVEMBER 9, OF

JOURNAL of ENGLISH and

!?% <* Scotish Poetry. By David Irving. Edited by
*>hn Aitk

\rij!?
ences of a Veteran : being Personal and Military

Wall v * in Portugal, Spain, France, Malta. New South

Nta!' 5«olk Island, NewZealand, Andaman fclandsdfIndia,

theSo
the Field for Brifcish Latxmr aud Enterprise, and

X«nS f ?
f band's Cotton Supply. By G. Wight.

Aotaw J
he W;ir in chinft in 186°- To which is added, the

ten ° j 8hort Residence with the Tai-ping Rebels at

SuJtS? a v°yage from thence to Hankow. By Lieut.

-

Wolseiey.

THE ATHENAEUM
FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, and the FINE ARTS.

Thirty-six large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with: Exteacts from:—
Narrative of the North China Campaign of 1860 ; containing

Personal Experiences of Chinese Character, and of the Moral

aud Social Condition of the Country ; together with a D* ip-

tion of the Interior of Pekin. By R. Swinhoe.

The Papacy and the States of the Church—[Kirche und Kirchen,

Papstthum und Kirchenstaat, von Johann Joseph Ignatius

von Dollingei'l.

The Romance of a Dull Life. By the Author of Morning
Clouds.'

Martha Brown, the Hcire?3. By the Author of Dorothy.*

WITH SHORTER NOTICES OP t

Thoughts and Hints on Education. By Dr. Rumsey.
On the Theory of Equations. By J. Todhunter.

Euclid's Elements. By R. Potts.

Pamphlets.
List of New Books.

C^W : the Causes of its Defects ; and Certain Means
*&• <W K

?
moval. By A. Bell.

Darik
Law Consolidation Statutes. Edited by J. E.

oal of British and Foreign Plants. By L. Grindon.
,inj&nal.—Notes Qn the Hist of perspective, by Professor De Morgan—The Poet Byron in a Snow Storm, by J.

%e*_?
ts<2J-Last Notes from Spain.

i d̂8
^8sip

:

-.M . Guizot.
9 Ncw Work-Mr. Gilchrist's _tl*_ of Blake^-Mr. PyfflV0**^^,}&&****

^f^TSketches of the Natural History of Ceylon ; with Narratives and Anecdotes illustrative of the Habits and Instincts

*^*ammaHa?^ 1™°** * c
>
including a Monograph of the Elephant, and a Description of the

*&le A.
'
°ap tUrin? andTraining it. By Sir J. Emerson Tennent.^ *W^^ES^-»-Jl& Turner Pictures-Mt- Brown?s ^rtoon-St. Paul's Cathedral-Agnew & Son's

l° "~ ' *
Publications-Conceits of the Week-Drury Lane (« Medea')-Haymarket (' Richelieu ')-

?nd Dramatic Gossip.- Rny Bias '-Mr., Leslie's Concerts-L^^^

F E

duction

New Work for Country Libraries.

One Volume, 10$. 6d.ARM L I F
or Sketches frr the Country.

Saunder.% Otley & Co .. Brook Sti , Hanover Square.

HINTS to LANDLORDS, TENANTS, and
LABOURERS. By S. G. Finney. Price 3*. Cd.

"This book is thoroughly practical, and deserves the atten-
tion of all interested in agricultural pursuits."—Field.
" This book contains a great deal of valuable information,

the results ^of considerable personal experience."

—

Hardmtn'
Chronicle.

"This is essentially a pi leal work, and evidently the pro-
iction of ono who has ha wnce."— fiifiTrnrj" ff—rffl

J Kii" i

Twenty-first Year of Publication.
Now ready, price la. sewed ; or 2s. bound, and interleaved for a

Diary,

JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANAC
and CALENDAR for 1862. pp. 190, and Drawings of the

most approved Implements by the beet .Makers.

James Kidgway, 109, Pieea lilly, W. ; and all Booksellers and
Railway Stations.

Now ready, Part the Fourth, concluding the Work, price 10*.,

or with the Plates beautifully coloured, 15s., handsomely
printed on super-royal paper (largest Svo size),

A SECOND CENTURY of FERNS; being Figures,
with Brief Descriptions, of 100 New or Rare Species of

Ferns. By Sir William Jackson Hookkr. K.H , LL.D..F.R.A.
and L.S., Director ot the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew.

London: William Pamvi.in , 45, Frith stree; , W.
Lately published, handsomely printed upon super-royal paper,

largest Svo, 21. ; or with the Plates beautifully e< loured, 3l 3s.,

A CENTURY of FERNS; being Figures, with brief
Descriptions, of 100 New or Rare Species of Ferns. By

Sir William Jackson Hooker, K.H., LL.D., F.R.A. aud L.S.,
Director of the Royal Botanical I s, Kew.
%* A Specimen of the Work will bo sent to any address for

four poscage stamps.
232" Notice.—There is also a Re-issue of this "very handsome

Work on Ferns in Half Crown Monthly Parts—Part XXII.,
November, IStil—and continues regularly with the Magazines
for each mouth.

London : William Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho. W.

Now ready, Parts XIV. and XV., price 2s. (DoTjble Numbkr),

INDEX FILICUM: an Illustrated Synopsis, with
Characters, of the Genera, and an Enumeration of the

Species of Ferns, with Synonyms, References, &c. By Thomas
Moore, F.L.S., F.R H.S., Author of " The Handbook of British
Ferns," "The Ferns of Great Britain and Ireland, Nature-
Printed," Curator of the Chelsea Botauic Garden.

London : William Pampun, 45, Frith Sti >ho, W.
Now readv, price 3s. 6d., cloth,

AMANUAL of BRITISH and FOREIGN PLANTS,
with their Latin and English Names, intended to facili-

tate the Progress of the Botanical Student, &c. By Lfo H.
Grindon, Lecturer on Botany at the Royal School of Medicine,
Manchester ; Author of the " Mane ster Flora," " Manchester
Walks and Wild Flowers," "Life," " Figurative Language," &c.
London: William Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho, W. ;

Liverpool: Edward Howell, Church Street; Manchester :

all Booksellers.
_^

OTHILI/8 PAM PELLETS, containing all the New
Systems.—Strawberry, Is. ; Mushroom, 2d Edition, Is.

;

Market Gardening, 3d Edition, Is. 6d. ; Vine, If. ; best System
of Growing Early Potaf , Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb,
Cucumbers, Melons, Herbs aud SAlads, 3d Edition, 2s. ; or the
five for 5*., post free.

Jamfs Goth ill, F.R.H.S., Camberwell, London, S.

Sir J. B. Tennent's New Work on Ceylon.

Now ready, in One thick Vol. post 8vo, with 82 Wood Engrav-
ings from Original Drawings, price 12s. 6/. cloth,

SKETCHES of the NATURAL HISTORT of
' F.YLON; v i Narratives and Anecdotes illustrative of

the Habits aud Instincts of the Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles,

Fishes, Insects, & including a Monograph of the Elephant,

and a D< rip: i of tke mo turing and Training it.

By Sir J. En ox Tknn! . K.C S., LL.D., &c,

London : Longman, Green, Longman, <fe Roberts.

New Work by Captain Richard Burton.

In One Vol. Svo, with Three Maps and 13 Illustrations, price 18s.,

THE CITY of the 8A! NTS; and Across the Rocky
Mountains to California. By Richard F. Burton, Captain

H.M. Indian Army; Fellow and {Gold Medallist of the Royal
Geographical Societies of France and England; H.M. Consul in

WestAfrica; Authorof a "Pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina," &c.

London: Longman, Grkn. 1 ongman. & Roberts.

THE NEW PLANTS of the PAST YEAR are

fully described in "Garden Oracle ' tor 1862, which alao

contains tbe most complete Lists of Flowers, Fruits, and
Vegetables for Exhibition, Market, and Private I , <fcc.

Ninety-six pages, price Is.

Groombrtdoe <fe
v

5, Paternoster Rov -ondon, E.C.

ES K Y C. h I'N N'S popular PL\ NOFORTE
COMPOSITIONS:—Lc Papillon—La F6te des Fee»—

Adeline (Reverie}—Alicia (M. ). "Every bar bespeaks

the accomplished mn a."—Observer.
Just published, The Mountaineer's Evening Song.

London : Leader & Cock, 03, New Bond Street, E.C.

*£t^
8 Wells (• Othello.')

New

*«C
»"• Livingstone's Expedition.

JiCUJS Of tfiC S2H«K.
The Emperor op the French has issued an

EdSmS'&S.'S^ °Pera-Hcrr
Imperial decree appointing M. Eotjld Minister of

Finance. Before he consented to re-enter office in

the present financial crisis, M . Fouxd submitted to

[
His Majesty an elaborate programme in whioh he

demonstrated the necessity of suppressing extra-

ordinarv credits, and showed that while the

Subscription far Tioelve Months, 13s.; Six Months, 6>. 6d.

*#* If required to be sent by post, the postage extra.

°*« for Advertisers and Co^mi^^ Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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Government has had recourse to credit under all
|
at the request of the priests and without the

its forms, the deficit has at length reached the

enormous amount of forty millions sterling.

He pointed out to the Emperor that the appre-

hensions excited among foreign nations by the

belief that all the resources of France were at his

direct disposal, have obliged the neighbouring

Powers to maintain immense armaments ; and

that by renouncing this power, the Emperor will

not only give confidence to France but will

calm the uneasiness of Europe, and remove all

pretext for hostile measures. Even admitting

against all probability that Europe may, from a

state of complete peace, immediately pass into one

of war, the abandonment of these prerogatives will

be without danger, as the country and the great

bodies of the State will afford his Majesty their

devoted concurrence. The Moniteur publishes a
letter addressed by the Emperor to the Minister

of State, in which he approves of this programme
.and acknowledges the necessity of confining the

budget within invariable limits. His Majesty
says that the only efficacious means to attain this

end is to resolutely abandon the prerogative which
belongs to him of opening a fresh credit in

the absence of the Chamber, He therefore

renounces a right which equally belonged to the

constitutional Sovereigns who have preceded him,

and hoped by so doing that he will insure the

right administration of the finances. " Faithful

to my origin," says the Emperor, " I neither

regard my prerogatives as a sacred deposit which
cannot be touched nor as a heritage from my
ancestors which must be transmitted intact to my
son. Elected by the people, and representing their

interests, I shall always abandon without regret

every prerogative useless for the good of the public,

as I shall likewise preserve unshaken in my hands
all power which is indispensable for the tranquillity

and prosperity of the country."

Count's knowledge. Several seizures had also

been made in other places.

A telegram from Constantinople states that the

European conference on the union of the Danubian
Principalities has settled all the points which

divided the Powers. An official statement declares

that the news published by the French papers,

that Austria and Turkey had concluded an offen-

sive and defensive alliance, is a pure invention.

Accounts from New York state that the

great naval expedition sailed from Hampton Roads

on the 29th October. On the previous day General

Sherman issued a general order statiDg that the

Federal army would make a descent^ on the

Southern States under circumstances requiring

great coolness, vigilance, and intrepidity. In-

structions were also issued to the naval commander
of the expedition in regard to the disposition of

the slaves, authorising him to avail himself of their

services whenever offered for military or other pur-

poses ; and to inform loyal masters of such slaves

that Congress will provide just compensation for

the loss of their services. General Fremont has

been superseded in his command in Missouri. The
Commander-in-Chief's order for the surrender of

his command to General Hunter, was sent by
special messenger to General Curtiss, commanding
at St. Louis, with directions to deliver it to

General Fremont, unless he was actually in pre-

sence of the enemy.

but in consequence of the unfuvour le

The King of Portugal died on Tuesday of

typhus fever, in the 25th year of his age, and the

6th year of his reign, affording another instance of

the fatality which seems to hang over the royal

house of Braganza. His Majesty's mother

Donna Maria died in 1853 in her 34th year

;

his young Queen Steeanie died about two years

ago of diphtheria, in the first year of their marriage,

leaving no issue; the Infante Dom Fernando
died only a few days ago in his 15th year, and the

Infante Dom Atjgtjsto is now lying in a critical

«tate. The Duke of Oporto, next brother to the

deceased King, and a captain in the Portuguese

navy, succeeds to the throne, by the title of Dom
Fernando II.

The Court.—On Friday morning the Queen, accom-
panied by the Grand Duchess Constantine and Princess
Alice, drove out in an open carriage and four. The
Prince Consort, with the Grand Duke Constantine and
the Duke of Cambridge, went out shooting. The Prince

of Wales arrived from Madingley Hall. The Duke of
Oporto and the Duke of Beja paid a visit to her
Majesty privately, to receive her Majesty's condolence

on the death of Prince Ferdinand of Portugal. On
Saturday morning the Queen, accompanied by the

Grand Duchess Alexandra and Princess Alice, drove

out in an open carriage. The Grand Duchess and
Princess Alice had previously driven t o Frogmore.
The Prince Consort, with the Grand iWlrConstamine,
the Prince of Wales, and the Duke of Cambridge, went

out shooting. The Princesses Helena and Louisa, and

the Grand Duchess Olga took a drive in a carriage and

four. In the afternoon the Grand Duke and Grand

Duchess Constantine, with the Grand Duchess Olga,

the Duke of Cambridge, and the other visitors took

leave of the Queen and left the Castle for London.

On Sunday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

the Prince of Wales, the Princess Alice, Prince Arthur,

and Princess Helena attended Divine service in the

private chapel. The Hon. and Rev. C. L. Courtenay

On Monday morning the Queen,preached the sermon.

nu. « • i_ n l «. , ., ^ with the Princess Helena, rode out on horseback. The
lne bpanish Cortes were opened by the Queen prince Consort came to London and presided at a™.™ „~ -u^A~~ tt_ **.„ >„ 1_

meeting of the governors of the Wellington College,

and at a meeting of the Council of the Duchy of Corn-

wall. His Royal Highness afterwards visited the Grand

Duke Constantine of Russia, at Claridge's Hotel. The

in person on Friday. Her Majesty's speech

annonnced that measures for constitutional reform
wonld be laid before them, that the revenue

covered the expenditure, and that she had induced Prince of Wales accompanied the Prince Consort to Lon-
the Catholic Governments of Europe to unite,

with a view to discover the means of enabling the

JPope to govern his States in security and peace.

On the following day Senor Martinez de la
Rosa, the ministerial candidate, was elected

President of the Cortes by a majority of 214 to 89.

General Pbim has been appointed military and
political chief of the Spanish expedition to Mexico.
An Imperial rescript, in reply to the address of

the Croatian Diet, was communicated to both
Houses of the Reichsrath on Wednesday. It

expresses regret that Croatia should have for-

gotten that when the Emperor granted her those

constitutional institutions which circumstances

rendered necessary, it was with the reservation

that the unity of the monarchy must be maintained.
It therefore declares that the Croatian Diet is

dissolved, and that it will be convened hereafter
on the basis of the diplomas of October and
February. A special Aulic Chancery for Croatia
has been established at Vienna.
A telegram from Warsaw announces the arrest

of the chief rabbi and the chief of the Jewish
community in that city, and the seizure of 15,000
muskets in a convent on an estate belonging to

Count Zaxoysxi. The bailiff of the estate, who,
with the prior and several priests, were arrested,
declared that he had stored the arms in the convent

don, and then proceeded to Madingley Hall, Cambridge.

The Earl and Countess of Clarendon arrived on a visit

to the Queen. The Duke and Duchess d'Aumale and

the Princess of Salerno visited her Majesty. On
Tuesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort

received a telegraphic message announcing the death of

the King of Portugal, first cousin once removed to her

Majesty and the Prince. The Court will consequently

remain in retirement for some days, and her Majesty's

projected visit to the Prince of Wales, at Madingley
Hall, near Cambridge, which was to have taken place
on Wednesday, has been postponed. The Earl and
Countess of Clarendon left tbe Castle. On Wednesday
morning in consequence of the unfavourable state of the
weather her Majesty was unable to leave the Castle. On
Thursday morning the Queen walked in the Home Park.

The Peince of Wales.— Saturday being the birth-

day of the Prince of Wales, his Koyal Highness
left Cambridge on Friday for Windsor to spend
the day with the Queen and Royal family. In
consequence of the Court being still in" deep mourning
the usual military display in honour of the day did not
take place at Windsor, but in London and at the naval

and military arsenals the usual salutes were fired, and
in the evening the principal theatres and some of the

public buildings were illuminated. His Royal Highness
returned to Cambridge on Monday.

The Gband Duke Constantute with the Grand
Duchess and the Princess Olga returned to town on
Saturday from Windsor Castle. On Wednesday his

Imperial Highness visited the Museum of Practical

Geology in Jermyn Street. ^3n Thursday it was the

~~« »„ wVua«4 uu.i«.c vi vuc uuwivuuraoie weather tkembarkation was postponed to yesterday, when tv
left town by the North Kent Railway tor GravJ2?
and there embarked in the Admiralty yacht OsSi
for Rotterdam. The Grand Duke has forwarded thro!!?
his secretary to the Russian Vice-Consul at PoitiaioS
a handsome sum, to be divided among the local chariS
of Ryde and Portsmouth. Their Imperial Hiehneai!
were very much pleased with their ' late residence^
^instead House, near Ryde, and have intimated the:
they may possibly again visit it during the mm^
of 1862.

**

The Duke of Oporto and the Duke dk Hbi
brothers of the King of Portugal, arrived at Claridre'I
Hotel on the 7th inst. from Coinpiegne, havnt
been obliged by the death of their brother to cut that
their visit to the Emperor of the French. Tbeir Rortl
Highnesses paid a private visit to the Queen on
Friday, and afterwards left England for Lisbon. In
consequence of the death of the Kiu? since if

embarkation, the Duke of Oporto will be proclaimed
King of Portugal on his arrival at Lisbon.

Court Mourning.—The Gazette of last eveiinf
contains an order from the Lord Chamberlain'* Offiee
for the Court to go into mourning lor three weeks
from to-morrow the 17th inst., for the late King of
Portugal.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council wag held ot
Wednesday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council wis

held yesterday.

Parliamentary Movements.—There is a vacancy

for Finsbury, caused by the death of Mr. T. Duncombe.

There is a vacancy for East Worcestershire, caused b?

the death of Mr. Foley. It is rumoured that Mr.

Vernon, of Hanbury Hall, will be the Liberal candidate

for the vacant seat.

The Mexican Expedition.—The screw steamship!

Donegal, 99, Conqueror, 99, and Sanspareil, 70, left

Plymouth Sound on Wednesday, with the expeditionary

battalion of Royal Marines for Mexico. It is under-

stood that the squadron will call at Barbadoes and

Jamaica on their way to Vera Cruz.
The Warrior, accompanied by the Revenge, arrived

in Plymouth Sound on Tuesday evening from Queen*

town, which she left on the previous Saturday. Her

trial trip has proved a success in everything but ht

sailing. Her mean rate of speed under full steam was

16.3 knots, while that of the Revenge was 11. On one

occasion, under sail and steam, she made the extra-

ordinary number of 17.2 knots, or rtbont 20 miles an

hour. As a sea boat she is stiff, rolling easily in a crc*

sea, and shipping fewer head seas than the Revenge. A

broadside from her formidable armament cauatf-J^^
less vibration on board than is expenenwu in wooden

liners. As a steamer she can run the R.-venge out ot

sight ; but under sail alone she is rapidly overhauled b

the Revenge, and she does not tack well in beating to

windward. She requires 19 minutes to wear, while the

Revenge wears in seven minutes. It is suggested that

to remedy these defects it will be necessary to give her

an additional mast forward and to increase the quantity

of her sails, as her rig is not now in proportion to her

vast hull. She was expected to leave Plymouth Sound

on Thursday for Portland.

The Bishopric of Honolulu.—The consecration ot

Mr. Staley as Bishop of Honolulu has been delayed
,

i

consequence of the law officers of the Crown hav

intimated to the Archbishop that they have modmed

the opinion which they had Pfev^sly given a^nd are

now come to the conclusion that it will be desirable*

procure her Majesty's licence before consecration £
Archbishop has decided to, apply lor that liwieft

;

«

it is said that neither his Grace nor the Hav.

Consul-General is aware of any obstacle to its oe*

granted.

France.—The Moniteur of Thursday cofitai*

Imperial decrees nominating M.FouldMi^^
Finance, and M. Forcade de^"? P

ft di
Minister of Finance, to the post o< benawr.

publishes the following letter addressed b
w

tie r

to the Minister of State, wherein his M®*jlJJ *od

the financial programme drawn uppt

»•
ihe gadget

acknowledges the necessity of confining-

within invariable limits :

—

'

™wve Sov. "&•

- Palace of CotnP^^ moruing
« Monsieur le Ministre,-The opinion exp™* ^.^ of tie

on our financial situation by M. * ouJd ' "Lers, baa my &»
Privy Council and of the Council of Minisi ^ a^
approbation. For some time past as j d t v
my great desire has been to ^^1 over the Councfl

stated limits, and often, when presiding
tbgt eff*t

of State, i have expressed my ^™ d evcr-increaj-

Unfortunately, unforeseen circumstances gecuring
the*

ing necessities have prevented me ^ tfae end 11

result. The only effectual means of atww s^^
t0 **

view is resolutely to abandon the faculty ChamDers. 1"*

of opening new credits in the absence of tn

e

g ftcr jn

system will work without prejudice to the-.m ^ndid eXp£
attentive examination of possible e/X administration P*
nation of the real requirements of tn«

a

pgrly pro-

suades the Legislative Body of the™ r̂e<J infer***
vidingforthe different services. * n°w_ tbe 2d December, w
of my intention to convoke the Senate on tbe «*

inform it of my determination of rehnqu
8„ppiemenU«J

~e : ;« fKa 4 n fAwal between the sesaw" • nartoi*

intention of their Imperial Highnesses to embark at r^teby^
Gravesend for Kotfcerdam,on their way to St. Petersburg, I ministries. In renouncing the right, wm

Mk

B
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—r-^m onal sovereigns who preceded me, I think I am
rfwJrjTT

ft course useful to the good management of our
If**** Faithful to my origin, I cannot regard the preroga-
*>-

*7'the Crown either as a sacred deposit which cannot be
***

i or as an inheritance from my fathers which must be

itted intact to my son. As the elect of the people, and

ntinz their interests, I shall always abandon without

«nv prerogative
useless to the public welfare, in the same

•iA shall preserve unshakeable in my hands all power in-

2ible to the tranquillity and prosperity of the country.

JjSTiCoDJieur le Ministre, I pray God to have you in His

SfkHpbff-
"Napoleon."

IV Moniteur also publishes M. Fould's program ine, as

J^d in the sitting of the Privy Council and of the

JJpcii of Ministers. It is a document of great length,

ajopying nearly seven columns of the official journal,

^following is a summary ol its leading features :

—

-
It demonstrates the necessity for the suppression of extra-

^Biry credits, and examines the financial situation. It

J^ithat recourse has been had to credit under all its forms,

2"ilculate8 that the deficit has reached the amount of 1000

SLiia of francs. It then says : — * The fears which the

SJrof directly disposing of all the resources of Franco

Ere* in all our neighbours obliges them to maintain

touMBte armaments. To renounce this power—more apparent
a— yeal, more menacing than efficacious—would not only

Cooifidence to France, but would calm the uneasiness of

pe, and would remove all pretext for hostile measures.

Mwm admitting, against all probability, that Europe might,

from a state of complete peace, immediately pass into one of

war the abandonment of these prerogatives of the Emperor
would be without danger, as the country and the great bodies

of the State would afford him their devoted concurrence.' "

The Emperor presided on Tuesday at a Council

of .Ministers, and returned to Compiegne in the

sferDOon, accompanied by Count Walewski. The
Senate will assemble on the 10th December. M. Fould

vent on Wednesday to Compiegne. The Temps of

Thursday asserts that important changes will shortly

be made among the functionaries of the High Adminis-
tration; that the powers of several Ministries

will be modified; and that a reorganisation of

tie Ministry of State may be expected.
The Moniteur announces that the Emperor and
Empress went into mourning immediately on receiv-

ing news of the death of the King of Portugal, in
order to testily their strong sympathy with the Royal
family of Portugal. The celebration of the Empress's
name day, and the projected hunting parties and other
Court festivities, have been postponed. The Tribunal of
Commerce delivered judgment on Monday in the affair
of the Xeapolitan frigates. The Tribunal admitted the
tw of the case taken by the defence, which was con-
tacted by M Berryer, and gave judgment to the effect
at as Francis II. was still on his own territory, fight-

ing for the maintenance of his rights, and having his
«*n Ministers and the Ambassadors of the majority of
toe foreign Powers at his Court ; and as the French
>vernment, though not at that time represented at

**Ui, nevertheless treated Francis II. as King, and did
l* recognise any other sovereign of Naples, the saleSM regarded as valid and the demand of the Consul

?™J
must be dismissed. The Moniteur of Sunday

*- we following remarks on the interference of the
dw87in political affairs:—

-

Hie Minister for Public Worship has addressed a reply to

awSf ? i

t

,
Bishop of Nimes, in which he expresses his

22,,
l
J
e latter should have departed from the rules of

J*n«v and moderation. He entreats the bishop henceforth
jj^jin from addressing him any letters on religious or poli-

*l«wi
i

i

r

!i

C0
?
ta*nH1£ insinuations and violent expressions,

» sub )t
y ^y in& that he could not give a suitable reply

iivtn u 8 witnout much pain to himself and serious
JJTw trie cause of religion, whose ministers must be re-

Jjjjy
vei* when they deviate from the paths of wisdom aud

WRattazzi left Paris onMondav evening for Turin
JWic dinner took place on Sunday in Paris in his

J™,
at which M Guerou]t> editQr of the Opinione

22afe
» Proposed "The Independence, Unity, and

•nTu^ Jta1^" M - Peynat, editor of the Presse,
« Health of Garibaldi > and M. Havin, political

<Jr?5
of
x
^»e Steele, « The Health of Signor Rattazzi,

D^ p

er H™ (the Italian Minister), and General.

f^.
°eca." Signor Kattazzi, in responding to these

OatiagS
1

/
ou for the words and wishes which you have

-KS? °
J
ur of Italv

» &nd in so doing my first thought
i*J™ arda the Emperor Napoleon, the illustrious chief

* the for
Us Dation - Allow me also to express my thanks

*tetain«<*
*8 of sympathy and affection which France

*<Weofcni f

Wa
i

rds Itiily> feelings which find in return the

*8l nJ2 >•
dev°teduess qn the part of the Italians. Italy^r torget what she owes to your august Emperor,

Ifiejur,|

bake has braved so many dangers and who
^traJnRK

Ut a hand to her in the wor8t nJ0ment of her

*^causL
Wil1 never forget the brave soldiers who fell

5%SS *u
r the ar*ny which made her free. She will^ Jteonl u ^

enerous political writers and the whole
^.^copie, whose wishes accompanied every phase of her

*5m*t •
future cannot but give more force to these

SwJf; }n this era of reconstitution of nationalities and

reparation from Mexico, France and England bad joined
|

ment of an approaching meeting bet v. . •

t \

her in a convention for the same object. With xegard of Austria and the King of Prussia at Brealau ii
to the Papal question, the speech said :— — -

•« The Holy Father, always the object of the tender and pro-
found veneration of all Catholics, excites my constant interest
and filial solicitude. I have obtained from the Governments
of the nations placed under his holy direction an assurance
that they will unite with the view of finding the means of
giving to his states the peace and security necessary for the
exercise of his holy ministry. Mv fceliugs animate me to
continue those efforts ; I thus comply with the wishes of my
subjects, who nourish in their hearts the religious faith of our
ancestors."

The election of the President of the Cortes took place
on Saturday. Senor Martinez de la Rosa, the Minis-
terial candidate, was elected by a majority of 214 votes
to 89 over Senor Rios Rosas, the Opposition candidate.
General Prim has been appointed military and political

chief of the Spanish expedition to Mexico. The ques-
tion of the delivery of the Neapolitan archives to the
Italian Government will be settled shortly.

Portugal.—-The King of Portugal died on Tuesday
from ague and typhus fever, contracted during his

recent excursion to the Alemtejo. which often produces
fevers after the first autumnal rains. The youngest
brother of the King, Prince Dom Fernando, died on
the 6th inst., and Dom Augusto is seriously ill. The
Duke of Oporto has succeeded his brother as King of

Portugal. The Cortes were opened on the 4th by com-
mission, and on the following day the Session was
adjourned to the 2d January. The Paris evening papers

contradict the report that typhus fever was prevalent

in Lisbon.

Holland.—M. Zuylen Nyevelt, Minister for Foreign

Affairs, has tendered his resignation, which has been
accepted by the King. He will be provisionally replaced

by M. Strens, Minister of Public Worship. The Minister

for the Colonies, whose resignation was also expected,

will remain in office. It is expected that a Bill, opening

a fresh credit for the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, will

shortly he presented to the Chambers.
Belgium.—The King opened the Chambers on

Tuesday in person. His Majesty's speech expressed

great satisfaction in meeting the representatives of the

faithful Belgian nation, to which he had been united

30 years by an affection and confidence which had been

increased by the lapse of time. The speech promised a

commercial treaty with England, upon the same foun-

dation as that with France, but made no allusion to the

Italian question. The Belgian Moniteur publishes a

Royal decree, appointing M. Henri Solvins Envoy Extra-

ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court of

Turin. M. Solvins was formerly Minister at Lisbon.

Switzeeland.—A note addressed by M. Thouvenel

to the Swiss Minister in Paris asserts, on the authority

mperor
totally

unfounded. The resignation of M. Probatavera,
Minister of Justice, has been accepted. It is expected
that M. Dembowski will be appointed Minister for
Public Worship, M. Krusenstem Minister of the
Interior, and M. Huhe, Minister of Ju
Croatia.—The Imperial Rescript, in reply to the

Address of the Croatian Diet, was communicated to
both Houses of the Reichsrath ou Wednesday. The
Rescript expresses regret that Croatia should have
forgotten that when the Emperor granted constitutional

institutions to Croatia, which circumstances rendered
necessary, it was with the reservation that the unity of
the monarchy must be maintained. " For this reason,"

continues the Rescript, " the Croatian Diet must now
be dissolved. It will be re trembled hereafter on the
basis of the diplomas of October and February." A
special Aulic Chancery for Croatia has been established

at Vienna.

Hungaet.—In assuming his office as Lieutenant of
Hungary, General Palfly delivered a conciliatory speech
to the Members of the Council of Lieutenancy, in which
he expressed the hope that under the inspiration of th<

reasonable spirit in which enactments will be made,
they will be able to prepare the ground for the interests
of the country to be settled in a dm able manner, with
the co-operation of the Diet, sod that the paternal in-

tentions of his Majesty relative to the constitutional

regime will be realised.

Italy.—King Victor Emmanuel went on Monday to
Ancona, and opened the new railway, amid the
enthusiastic cheers of the people. His Maje^t v returned

to Turin on Tuesday. It is said that the Italian Exhi-
bition at Florence will remain open during the current
month. Another congress of workmen lias been held
at Asti, and has expressed its disapproval of the delibe-

rations of the last congress assembled at Florence

A grand popular demonstration was made in the pro-

vince of Viterbo in the Papal States on Monday.
National flags, decorated with the cross of Savoy, were
displayed, and the people, taking advantage of its bein;

the anniversary of the Italian plebiscite, demand®
annexation to Italy. The magnificent bridge at Civita

Castellana, '10 miles from Home, which traversed the

ravine at the entry of that town from Narni, at a
height of 120 feet above the torrent, was destroyed by
the floods on the 30th ult. It was constructed upon
more ancient foundations by Cardinal Imperiali in

1712, in the reign of Pope Clement XL General

Carbonelli, a Garibaldian General, has gone to Caprera,

in order to present an address to Garibaldi from the
Neapolitans, praying him not to leave Italy. The state

of categorical statements made by General Faucheux, 1 of the province of BasUicata has improved. Thebrigands
that the territory of the Valley of "the Dappes has not IWe invaded Castelluccio, near the Roman frontier

been even temporarily violated by the French troops,
i

They aa* «— *^ «—~i >.*«.»*• ;« tu~ ^«,„ an.

A similar declaration has been made to the Federal

Council by M. de Turgot, the French Ambassador at

Berne. A commission has been appointed on the

affair of Ville-la-Grand, which is to be composed as

follows :—On the part of France : M. Heilhard, from a

superior tribunal of justice in Paris; and M. Boissard,

from the Tribunal of Justice at Dijon. On the part of

Switzerland: M. Duplan, Federal Juge d'Instruction

;

and M. Piaget, President of the Council of State. A
despatch from Berne says that the Austrian Government,

which after the loss of Lombardy positively refused to

bear any portion of the expense of constructing the

Bodensee Railway, unexpectedly notified to the Federal

Government on Thursday her intention of contributing

towards the expenses.

Fbankfobt.—In the sitting of the Federal Diet on

Thursday Prussia made a declaration against the offer

of Hanover to build a certain number of gunboats for

the defence of the northern coast, and stated that to

deal with the question of the German fleet independ-

ently of the Federal Diet was impracticable. Prussia

also asked for a speedy decision on her propositi for the

creation of a Federal fleet for the defence of the German

coasts.

Peussia.—The King and Queen of Prussia, accom-

panied by the Crown Prince, left Berlin for Breslau

set fire to several houses in the town, and
committed many other atrocr' ?. The province of

Avellino is again disturbed by brigands, but in other

quarters they have been beaten and dispersed in several

encounters.

Geeece.—The Kingof Greece, who has just returned
from Bavaria to his kingdom, was to have entered

Athens from the Pirams last week with a large escort,

amidst a general demonstration, with displays of fire-

works. His Majesty, however, after disembarking at

the Piraeus, received a telegraphic message, in conse-

quence of which, instead of waiting to make his entry

in the evening with the display announced in the

official programme, he started off at once, accompanied
only by a very small escort, and reached Athens full a

hour before nightfall, and almost without recognition.

It is now stated that the telegram which his Majesty
received warned him of the discovery of a conspiracy

on the part of three officers, who had won over a portion

of his escort to their plans. It was intended, in the

coufusion of the evening, when the people would be
shouting and fireworks going off, to fall upon the

royal personages and assassinate them.

Russia.—Despatches from St. Petersburg state that

the Emperor has given the Marquis Wielopolski a very

kind reception. The Opinione National'e and the

Presse state that the following outrage has been com*

*' Three unmarried ladies attended the course of lectures at

the University of St. Petersburg. Two of these young ladies,

Mdlles Corsini and BlukmerL have been incarcerated in

the fortress of St. Petersburg ; and the third. Mad lie Bogdarow,
has been flogged at the office of the secret police

"

Poland.—The Chief Itabbi Meisel, ltabbis Jastrow

and Kramstuck, and M. Feinkind, Chief of the Je* ii

^JJ?f sister nations, the union of the Latin race is not a
-urn. ratemallv allied, as her.omes men of the same

S*. tonal •

i

f
enially allied, as becomes men oi

* *»2 ;ii.
civill8ati°n, and exactly similar ideas, and having

people
s, have

*-Ulv ";*"*• ™neu tne crisis comes France will see how
*s^ ,,

aerstands her debt of gratitude and her duties as

*
**te inf

ClVll,8ation
. and exactly similar ideas, and having

***• of nth ?i
,S

' our two Peoples, supported by the sym-
** thJ » ,

lbcr;ll nations, have nothing to fear from the

**lC Wf
:
rld

- When the
"

fc

^nin Cortes were opened on Friday by the

UjT n person. Her Majesty's speech announced that

*-tk*n

°

tconstitutional reform would be presented

^ iim! '
and tlmfc her Government was occupied

<fcuntT
ement8 in the internaI administration of

r**co hTf the expenditure, that the dispute with

^ madP satisfactorily settled, that Venezuela

*U» t^ s
eparation -or the ill-treatment

CfowiL <
**°"-i»go had again become subject to

°» a&4 that after she had taken steps to obtain

on Tuesday. The Crown Princess, following the advice mitted by the authorities at St. Petersburg :

of her physicians, renounced her intention of accom-

panying the Royal party. The Prussian Moniteur

publishes a Royal decree relative to the long projected

modifications in the Chamber of Nobles. By this docu-

ment the number of the representatives of landed pro-

perty is reduced from 90 to 11, or five for each of the

provinces of Prussia, Brandenburg, Pomerania, Poses, community of Warsaw, were arr I in that cty on

Saxony, and the Rhenish Provinces, seven for Silesia, Monday. The reason ofthese arrests is not known. 15.000

and four for Westphalia. It is stated that the netro- muskets have been seized in a convent on an estate

tiitions lor a commercial treat v between France and belonging to Count Zamoyski. Tl prior of the convent,

Prussia have not been broken off, as has been asserted, several priests, and the bailiff of the estate were

and that though the French commissioner has left arrested. The latter declared that the Count had no

Berlin, the subject is discussed between the Ministry and knowledge of the fact that arms had been stored in the

the French Embassy The King has ordered a grand convent, and said that he himself had received them at

picture of the ceremony of the coronation. I the request of the priests. Similar seizures have been
F
AUSTRIA.-In the sitting of the Lower House of the effected at other places.

_

Reichsrath on the 4th inst., the Minister of Finance iUBKEY.-Adv.ces from Constantinople state that
' " the Sultan has made a two days' visit to lsmidt, and

has hiid down the keels of some new ships. A meeting

of the foreign representatives has been held at the

residence of Sir Henry Bulwer, for the purpose of con-

sidering the question of Montenegro. No decision was
come to. The Grand Vizier was present at the meeting.
Black Sea.—There has been a s- vere storm in the

presented the budget of 1862, and announced to the

assembly that, pressed by the exigencies of the public

Her Majesty also announced that *\-*+2£^^
the Chamber by decreeing the

turn. He, therefore, asked of the Chamber a bUl of

of her sub- 1
inanity. . His remarks are mi £»-•*-

. ," ..-. , ^m«osh The official murnal clack oka.— mere mis oeen u severe scorm i

It^imtt is'auUiortediVo declare that the state* I Black Sea, attended with loss of life and shipping.

C
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Montenegro.—The Paris papers of Thursday evenin^

publish despatches from the Herzegovina and Bosnia,

announcing that the insurrection in those provinces is

considerably extending, and that a complete rupture
between the Turks and the Montenegrins is con-

sidered imminent. The Pays asserts that in an
engagement which was fought on Wednesday week,
between the Turkish trocps and the insurgents and
Montenegrins, the latter lost 1000 men. The insur-

gents have occupied the town and custom-house of

Zarina, near Ragusa. The Arnauts have tied to Ragusa.
On Sunday last insurrectionary movements broke out at

five different places in the district of Behac, in

Bosnia, having altogether a population of 5000 souls.

Letters from Ragusa deny the rumours of a defeat of
the Turkish army by the insurgents at Piva. Vukalo-
vich, the chief of the insurgents, has set a price of

1000 sequins on the head of Omar Pasha. Great exul-

tation prevails among the insurgents. The necessary
funds for carrying on military operations are supplied
to the insurgents from different quarters.

Egypt.—Count de Chambord disembarked at Alex-
andria on the 10th insfc., and took up his residence at

the Palace of the Viceroy of Egypt.
Coast of Aebica.—From Lagos we learn that the

King of Dahomey was making preparations for another
gigantic human sacrifice in celebration of the new yam
season. The number of human victims on this occasion

was to be 1500.
India.—A telegraph from Bombay, dated Oct. 28,

states that the Government resolution on waste lands

has been published, and is considered satisfactory. By the
Overland Calcutta Mail we have news from that presi-

dency to the 8th October. The Governor-General
was to leave on his trip to the North West, to invest

the chiefs with the Order of the Star, on the 25th ; and
the Commander-in-Chief was also about to leave on his

tour of inspection. The Lieutenant-Governor had
already gone to Darjeeling. The floods had not abated.
All India was on the alert to make the most of the
cotton opportunity. The failure of Captain Blakiston's

expedition appears to have disheartened the Indian
Government, and it is now reported that Captain
Smyth's party will confine their explorations to Thibet.

Japan.—It is reported from New York that the
Russians have taken possession of the island of Isles

Sinta, after a short engagement with the Japanese.
This island is about 30 miles long and 15 miles wide.
lying midway in the Straits of Cores, and forming the
key of the Japan Sea. ^MBMP* ~ _J
United States.—The Secretary of War has issued

instructions to the commander of the naval expedition
in regai > the disposition of slaves, authorising him
to avail himself of the servi- of any peewona*-
whether fugitives or not, who offer their Ives to t

national Government, and to assure all loyal masters that
Congress will provide just compensation to them for

the loss of the services of the persons so employed.
The instructions state that this does not mean a general
arming of the slaves for military service ; but is

intended to "avoid all interference with the social

systems of local institutions of every State beyond
that which insurrection makes in -oidablo, and
which a restoration of peaceful relations to th
Union under the constitt >n will immediately remove.
It is rumoured that General N -tt's he: would
compel htm to retire almost imme<li»t. [t if said

that a letter has been received from Uarib ddi promising
to go and assist the North if the contest be much farther
prolonged. On the 26th October the order of the Com-
mander-in-Chief that General Fremont si tld surrender
his command to General Hunter, the officer next below
him, accompanied by a letter of instructions to General
Hunter, was sent by the President by a special mes-
senger to General Cnr*:iss, in command at St. Louis,
with directions to the latter to deliver it t

General Fremont, unless be was actually in
the presence of the enemy, or preparing for a
battle. A despatch has since been received from
Major-Generai Fremont, dated from his head-quai rs
near Homansville, stating that his gu I, headed I

Major Seagoyne, made a dashing char i abody of
Confederates, 2000 strong in their camp at pring field,

and drove them from tl town, and alter plantht
national flag on the court-house withdrew to a rein- ,

forcement which was approaching to join him. General
Fremont states that his advance would occupy
Springfield on the night of the 26th nit.

The great naval expedition which sailed from Hampton
Roads on Oct. 29 was composed of 31 transport vessels,

16 steam gun-boats, and eight men-of-war, carrying
383 guns. It took out 30,000 men of both services.
Immense quantities of ordnance, a large number of
surf-boats, and house frames ready to be put up, 1500
shovels, brick in quantity, and all necessary materials
forcarrving on a campaign, together with supplies for
the artillery and cavalry horses, went in the transport
Gen, Sherman, who commands the expedition, had issm
a general order stating that the Federal array will make
ft descent on the Southern States, under circumstances
requiring great coolness, vigilance, and intrepidity.
The captains of the transports received sealed orders on
the 28th. Brigadier General Kelly attacked Romney,
Western Vi aia, on the night of the 25th inst.,
after a march from New Creek, and completely routed
the Confederates, taking some prisoners, three pieces
of artillery, and all their waggons and camp equipage.
Ine Confederates retreated towards Winchester.

San Francisco, California, is now in telegraphic com-
munication with Cape Race, the wires stretching from

the Atlantic to the Pacific coast, across the whole
North American Continent, a distance of 5000 miles.

Mexico.—The Paris papers announce that the

English, French, and Spanish squadrons, destined to

act on the coast of Mexico, will assemble at Havana.
Australia.—Advices from Melbourne state that the

new Parliament met on the 30th August, barely a week
after the conclusion of the general elections. The
speech of the Governor General stated that it had been
deemed expedient to extend the advantages of the occu-

pation and cultivation licenses on the gold fields to per-

sons who may be desirous of engaging in agricultural

pursuits. It was also proposed to amend the law for

the transfer of property, to abolish state aids to religion,

and to consolidate the systems of public instruction

under one board, in order to diminish the cost of

tuition, and to secure to the people the advantages
of a sound education. It was also proposed
to alter the tariff, not only for purposes of
revenue, but also for the protection of their
own industrial interests. The speech was very
badly received, and the
the form of a protest,

address was lost by 37

address in reply assumed
An amendment to the

votes against 33, but it

was ultimately agreed that business should be sus-

pended for a month to give ministers time to complete
their preparations. From Queensland we learn that an
expedition in search of Burke's exploring party left

Brisbane for the Gulf of Carpentaria, August 24.
Another party had started from Rockharapton. Great
efforts were making in preparations for the Great Ex-
hibition,

New Zealajto.—There is little news relating to the
projected campaign of the forthcoming spring. The
arrival of Sir G. Grey was anxiously expected by all parties.

All interest, however, about the war at Taranaki, and
the threatened war in the neighbourhood of Auckland,
was sunk in the discovery of gold at Otago. The diggings
were opened early in June, and the yield of gold for

three months has been about 27,000 ounces.

The Duke or Marlbokot* <h on the 30th ult. pre-

sided over a large meeting held in the Londonderry
Institute at Seaham Harbour, for the formation of a

Church Defence Association on the basis of the various

auxiliary societies that have been formed in various

parts of the country, and spoke as follows on Churcli

Establishments :
—

"hi : ..,,.;, uri.il the nafjfinal Church had been

liberality of their anc orn, and intended for the common
benefit of all, that all might partake freely of the ministration

of the Gospel and of the advantages which these endowments
were calculated to afford. And here there was a great difference

to be drawn between the position of the Established Church
I the -ition of the various Dissentingcommunities. What

was the state of the gj sses of the population ? Were
they in*a ^ e ot religious enlightenment, or in a state of

1 improvement? or v e t not rather in a state of

>i ritual darkness or social degrade n? Was it not a fact

tl speaking of those classes which have many noble and
it q itiea, the working classes w< unhappily still, as

hs, in a great amount of ig-> ince and vice? He
sj • of their great i nuf iring centres of industry and

artmerce. Was it. to bo oppose i that persons like those

would of t selves seek out those ministrations intended

r theii ood both hero ami hereafter? And here was
the difference between the Church and the other religious

bodies of the intry. Persons did not form them-

selves into rel us communities unless they first had a
reli us feelin implanted within them, and it was in

con ice of that feeling, which sought different modes
of development from those guiding the principles of the

stablishe 1 Church, that those persons had formed themselves
into societies to seek their own spiritual benefit in the way
which might seem most proper to themselves. The action of

the Church of England was to seek out—emblematical of our
Lord and Master— to seek out and save those that are lost. It

was the as- 'Jon of earnest and devoted Christian men who
could go forth into the masses of the people, bearing the rninia-

trati of the Gospel in one hand and their endearing
vmpathies with the temporal wants ot ie people in th

r
; and it was for this purpose that the Church of England

required her endowments, that she might take an hon able
posit i in the Land; she appealed to no one to pay her, but
rested upon th en tided by the liberality of

. And wai specially enabled to bring the Gospel,
without money and witho icj, to tho masse- the lower
>nd the pi in. i > were the pur*
poses for which the endowments of the Church had been given
her, those endowments ere worth ] living. They were
necessary to her very existence—not for h*»r own r»

or exaltation, but that all might benefit thereby—a common
property, inheritance, and birthright of every Englishman to
enjoy. But the Church had not only her endowments, but her
legal and recognised position in the country. She was recog
nised by law, and her position was known and established in
the country. She was in fact the I istablishe i Church of the
land. This, he was sorry to say, was an object of envy—if he
might use so harsh a term—tor, though he wished to keep all

harsh expressions out of the proceedings of that meeting, yet
facts must be stated ; and it had in some quarters become an ob-
ject ofenvy that the Church should occupy a superior position to
other bodies in the country. But he asked them, was not this
position, sanctioned by law, shown to be required by the facta
f the case? If the Church had those large endowments, that

recognised position In the country, that array of ministers
in ;r episcopal superintendence, it must be governed by laws

id regulations infinitely wider in their range and more im-
portant in their results than those agreed upon and ^served
by other religious bodies. Those endowments must be subject
to the control of Parliament, for without that their appropria-
tion might not be as beneficial to the public as it otherwise
would be ; and her ministers must be subject to a salutary
discipline, without which errors and complications would
arise in her s> stem, which would be prejudicial to her exist-
ence. It was necessary to her existence—not only for the
purpose of placing her in a more prominent position than
others, for her position was a legal one, handed down from

[November 16, i86l.

our ancestors until it had becomepart of the nn,lcn . —
the country-and, in fact, necessary for the oronj^^ <*

tration of her revenues and management of her aff-
min*

all should be united in one common obiect tliP ™,m- ?*'^
This, then, was the state of things with i^^t
established Church, to which in these latter davs th* i?*
arisen a feeling of enmity and antagonism wIS1
had observed the course of legislation for the last fe
could not but admit that it had been characterised 1

y8ln

tolerance and a desire to do away with ail obnoxious I
8**k

which appeared to place other persons in a low nnsiH™?
08
^

cast a stigma on them for a difference of relidou mS.?*
and practice. That had been the tendency of teeishtfn

*
the present day, and we now lived under a system oft)

11

most complete toleration, a system of the greatest possible
latitude given to all species of thought, action, and nraotS!
lbutuae given to an species 01 tnougnt, action, and nraotii^
in this country—so that no man could now lay his ha d
upon his heart and say, * There is a penal law which subieSme to disability in consequence of the religious opinions?
profess.' They would agree with him that this was a state of
things which ought to be, and that that course of Wis!ah™

negative. He was sorry to say, and it could not be concealed
from any person who observed what was going on, that there
were persons in this country at present united in an active
organisation having for its end, not simply the enjoyment of
those liberties which they have a right to, not only to maintain
the enjoyment of their own worship and advantages, but they
went further and said, ' We want something more. There is a
position of superiority which you occupy ; there are posi-
tions to which you are entitled at present. There are
large endowments which belong to the establishment, and
we cannot content ourselves to occupy our own recog-

nised position in this country, we cannot worship our God
in peace and quietness, while you are the possessors of these

things. ' That was the effect of what they said, and though
they did not go so far as to say, " We'll take them ourselves,"

while professing to be actuated by Christian principles they had
laid down this broad doctrine—that, as long as endowments

belonged to the Church of England, aud as long as a superior

position was allowed to her by law, they could not resthapyily,

though enjoying perfect liberty in every other respect. But he

would not express any opinion upon that state of things. He
had endeavoured to set before them the position of the Church

of this country, her constitution, and the objects for which

that was accorded to her, and the reasons why those laws had

been passed which are supposed to protect and give her

a supposed position of superiority, and that while the

most free and ample toleration was now given to every

religious body in the country, still there were men endea-

vouring to pull down the Church from her national position,

appropriate her resources for secular purposes, and take

away those endowments given for the benefit of the poor of

England. The object of this meeting, then, was to form an

institution in connection with the parent one to stimulate

action in contesting all measures of this nature. It was not

established with any antagonistic aim, but simply to meet

those opponents of the Church by weapons of .their own con-

struction. There was a society at present in existence with

agents in every part of the country, endeavouring to obtain

pledges from candidates at elections, and altogether pursuing

a course inimical to tho interests of the Church. They were

active with their publications, and used every means tor

diffusing the vast amount of information so called, tor tneir

statements were not true but garbled. Their assiduity had

secured a in amount^ of success, and as it had beei^conp

public mind. Tt was now felt that if this society continued its

organization, it must be met by a similar organization on the

part of the Church, and, therefore, the object of this institute

was that whatever subjects relating to the established Church

should come before Parliament, the people should be made to

understand them by means of lectures and publications, and

that when measures prejudicial to the interests of the Church

came before Parliament, petitions should be sent up to show

the amount of opposition to such measures and the aflection

of the people for their national Church. The object of the

institution was, in fact, to diffuse general information relative

to the Church, and to make the grounds on which our national

institution rests more generally known and appreciated, ana

its members more capable and willing to defend nts positioD.

He would thus leave the matter in their hands. The C&urca

was not only of national and secular origin, but/ounded »y

our blessed Lord himself, and the proper use of JJ«tituttODj

sacraments, and teachings, would secure the /Ration oi

benefits which would last not only here, but in Heaven

enduring reality hereafter."

The Earl of Shaftesbury presided last week _afc

the jubilee of the West Bromwich Auxiliary ottne

British and Foreign Bible Society, and spoke as follows

on " Essays and Reviews " :—

"Since he stood on that platform ^.^3*^" the

been an erroneous, singular, and chimer.eal production

form of a volume called • Essays and !^7^..^°^ learned

and Reviews' had been drawn up and Published £ f^
processors, by men holding high stoboj

J ^S f the
1

who received, he did not hesitate ^J:^'dootriBe*,
>h for the purpose of preaching very difteren ^

and laving down very different Pr^R^ !£"*« directed

found in that bad book. The Essays and IJe«£wa™ icIe of

p it blank gainst tho Bible; and it t««»",.

{

mpostu»

troth in the. hen the Bible 6 ty wai tl

(

^^orld.

and r fctaniam that had «^^S^rfcaItu«>*?2f
nyof the working men of England m™**>

t0 the study

n I districts had very little ^"V* h.ve-and re»ny ot

,f history and science, but they i> l«

J» b .

acirevca

the d—heard of the triumphs th*t a
, barbariSBi into

by the Bible at all times, how it had chftV entie
.andraissd

civilised >n, made the savage become milo aiw »
{ eqnality

witn

woman from the condition of servitude to "*'
subjection \n

men
chur-

woman irom tne condition oi gcrvuiwv ^nintf sviojeu""-
--

man; how it had raised us from the »PP ul
' | y ;

bow it

which we were bound heart and mind wj n u3 freedom

had introduced the great Reformation, ana &
hoW it had

given

of body, of thought, and of expression, anu whelj tne

us power to walk a* Christians and free
«J

*

f^ truth

working man had seen, by the simple operati ^ p
^ei

upon the heart, a bad and drunken ousDanu ^ een a

of conjugal fidelity and kindness-when

_

and love

reprobate son and daughter brought to s«w
seea a bfttt

their father and mother-and when W ^ becom8 »f

*

father and mother caused by ita *°rk
"f3eTgreat

cha^
and good parents-when he had M^..£e t0

receive it »
wrought by its effects, would he hesi .

te to

^
some learned profo«w sitting in nw "£",, in _
debt - to whether the. world^ tX-^fjfJt

Id not h — '~An

great „.„__
great triumphs the Scriptures had effectedi

,
--^

in six generations, or that because lc
fL
tb^en

found in chalk the fishes could n«>t^?v!«neri€
the sixth day? Those

periencea.
tbo*»

a

snouia nave fu,juw;u uru V
,T ^1 ^f the ffwu *"

rtrtrl

of the human race a mdlionth P^^^one, then an*

done by the Bible every hour » ^^titioa even ***

then only could science come into compos

D
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-fringes of the revealed Word of God. There could

the V
!I ht bub that a great spirit of infidelity had been of

fcenodow i ^ .

q this an(j tner countries, but it was
*** yef? and ail astute infidelity. No doubt the rage of

•arenii^-J" ,«o united hv the rapid spread of the

himself one of the bravest of the brave ; but I should say that
enthusiasm without discipline is only likely to carry brave
men headlong into danger, to fall an unavailing sacrifice.
There must be discipline—there must be practice. It is
practice that makes us into marksmen ; it is regimental\ „nhehevers was excited by the r

^••SSs over all the world, by t

h

^fnv linages and dialec

*> *XJ gngth aud breadth
over

«cfinn then in their minds was how this spread of upon to meet the day of battle "
The

q n-ntures was to be checked, and they felt that they
tbe

i?not in the old fashion prevent it ; to deny altogether
\A not in tue oiu. »»»""" K» «»>.•*« »v , «v, **.~~j .n«,v,s ^.,.io*

00
fVinTiHoitv of the Scriptures was not suited to the

th
lent^generation,

and t*~—^ "—- —
P

coiracv that had no
CS™ and resolved to explode the whole system of Chris-

he S Jpneration, and they entered therefore into a grand
,resent g™*, ^ ^ qq Uttle resemblance to that of Guy

?*n
k
reiieion, and bury it in one great conflagration. In

^f • the better to accomplish this they had enlisted

.

'

e ju their cause, and thus caused the unnatural civil war

Seen science and revelation. They said that revelation

\a nnt he brought into harmony with the modern results

f science-a revelation that had existed now for 3000

r« had resisted every attack made upon it, had asserted

from the first to the present moment the same thing, to be

nestioned by science that was the thing of a day, altering

d v bv day, as new discoveries might arise, and that could

ot be said to have an existence longer than the fact that had

w been announced. In circulating the Scriptures, the great

The Right Hon. B. Disraeli attended on Thurs-
day the annual meeting of the Oxford Diocesan Board
of Education, Church Building and Spiritual Help
Societies held in the County Hall, Aylesbury, under
the presidency of the Bishop of Oxford, and spoke as

follows on the present position of the Church :

—

" There is no want of churchmen in the diocess of Oxford,
and, even in the presence of my Lord Bishop, I cannot refrain
from remembering with pride that of all dioceses in England it

is one remarkable principally for the zeal and ability with
which it is administered. There is no want of churchmen in

the diocess, but that is wanting in the diocess which is

wanting in the country generally— namely, union among
churchmen. Until union among churchmen is accomplished
I feel persuaded that the action of these important societies

and the good which they can do—being in themselves, iu

my opinion, incalculable and illimitable—will be an influence

which, unfortunately, can be calculated, and will be limited.

This want of union among churchmen appears to me to arise

from three feelings, which in different degrees influence

iim
^
This was directly antagonistic to the Essayists, who, if I different sections of churchmen. I would describe them as a

they do not in its full sense deny inspiration, so qualified it as feeling of perplexity, a feeling of distrust, and a feeling of dis-

to reduce it to nothiug at all, and left the Bible without any content. The feeling of perplexity, I am told, arises from what

substantial authenticity as from the hands of the Most High, is usually styled the state of parties in the Church, which,

And then came the question of private judgment. How were from their apparently opposite courses, distract and enfeeble the

the tens and hundreds of thousands of working men in this efforts of churchmen. This feeling appears to me to be entirely

country to get time to learn Greek and Hebrew and natural without foundation. Parties have always existed in the

science, without which they were given to understand by Church of England. Nay, more, there never has been a

the Essayists that they were not qualified to give an opinion as
\
Christian Church, even those which have most affected the

to the meaning of the Bible? Why, it would be a greater character of unity, in which parties have not equally prevailed.

nlenarv inspiration, lliey maintained the right of private

Tud'nnent, and, moreover, the competence of man to exercise

that private judgment upon the Scriptures that were before

sacerdotal tyranny than had ever been exercised even by the

church of Rome, to say that none but those living in

learned leisure could be able to comprehend in what
degiee the book should be received, and when received,

in what degree its tenets were to be believed.

But there is this peculiarity in the Church of England, that

parties within its pale have been always permitted, nay,

recognized and sanctioned. Our Church, always catholic and
expansive in its character, has ever felt that the human mind
was a manifold quality, and that some men must be governed

It had been well said that wo lived in a wonderful time, for by enthusiasm, and some controlled by ceremony. Happy the

events were crowding 1 upon us, and numerous inventions were
being made for expediting movement, knowledge, and thought.
Clearly all things were converging to some great end. He
would ask them whether they thought these things had been
revealed to man for no other purpose than to create wealth, to

minister to luxury, and to elevate man in his own conceptions?
It was clear that a great end was coming, and that they ought
to avail themselves of the opportunity to hasten that end.
And did they suppose that in a work like that there was
nothing to be done but by the rich and the men of pleasure,
and that the poor and the working man had not their share in
this work? Every one of them could give the remainder of his
time after his daily labour for the instruction of himself and
the instruction of others; and he felt satisfied that every
human being now had it in his power to advance the con-
summation to wlftch thev were all hastening, and for which
they ought all to pray.'

1

The Bishop of Chester distributed a few days since
the prizes won at a rifle match by the 6th Chester
Volunteers, and in so doing- made the following obser-
vations on the Volunteer movement :— ^^^^^^
"My friends, the manner in which ytra ivc receive*! me

sets me quite at ease on one point, and that is that you don't
think me out of place in being present on this platform. This

J
a lathering to give prizes to soldiers, and I am a minister of

the Word of Peace, but still I don't think my presence here in-
consistent with that character ; and I say this because I rejoice
in believing that at this time the hearts of all Englishmen are
animated by the spirit of peace. Through the blessing of God,
*e are at peace at home amongst ourselves ; we are all united
-^classes, all ranks -in cordial rr«>odwill towards each other,

JM in loyal obedience and attachment to the throne. We are
*w> at peace, and I hope through God's bleesing we shall long
remain at peace, with all the world. At this very time, when
so many nations are distracted by war or by apprehension of

5 England is standing in an attitude of friendship« peace to all nations. At this very time England is™ng out, not a hostile defiance to any nation, but a friendly
nation to all nations for as many of their people as choose

tW
C

!r
e
. r
and visit this country and to take part in

XIP3 International Exhibition of all nations of the world
««. H all be well, is intended to be held in London next

that'ffr
?°pe fcllat no untoward circumstance will interrupt

^f^ajp™ject. I hope that many foreigners will come to

afSSu every cou«try at that time. They will all have

of thS
y
J*

elcome
- I hope, also, they will send us specimens

MiTw* '
And their manufactures, and their industry, to be

SriI S^Pi?*
11*011 with ol,r own -

Whatever specimens they

am K^Y. etherit be of silks and satins or swords and rifles—

1

land where there is an institution which prevents the enthu-

siasm from degenerating into extravagance, and the ceremony
from being degraded into superstition. No doubt, during the

last 30 years there have been periods of excess on both sides.

But in such great matters we cannot draw a general con-

clusion from so limited an observation, and the aggregate of

experience, in my opinion, fully justifies the conviction that I

parties in

want of union among Churchmen—the leeliug ot diacoutent.
That is a feeling which prevails among a certain body of our
brethren, who entertain whtt are deemed by some exalted
notions respecting ecclesiastical affairs. I know that recent
appointments to high places in the Church, and other public
circumstances, in their opinion equally opposed to the spread
and spirit of sound Church principles, have made some look
without any enthusiasm on the connection between Church
and State, and even contemplate without alarm the possible
disruption of that union. It is impossible to speak of these
who hold these opinions without respect, and I would say
even affection, for we all of us to a great degree must share
in the sentiments of those who entertain these opinions,
though we may not be able to sanction their practical conclu-
sions. But I think myself that these opinions rest on a
fallacy, and that fallacy consists in assuming that if the disso-

lution of the tie between Church and State took place, the
Church would occupy that somewhat mediaeval position which,
no doubt, in its time was highly advantageous to Europe, and
to no country more than to England. My own opinion differs

from theirs. I do not believe that in this age or in this

coantry the civil power would ever submit to a superior

authority, or even brook a rival. I foresee, if that were to

take place, controversy and contest between Church and State

as to their reciprocal rights and duties; possible struggle,

probable spoliation. I for one am not prepared to run such
hazards. I should grieve to see this great Church of England,

is centre of light, learning, aud liberty, sink into a
sition, relative to the nation, similar to that now filled

by the Episcopal Church of Scotland, or possibly ever subside
into a fastidious, not to say finical, congregation. I hold
that the connection between Church and State is one
which is to be upheld and vindicated on principles

entirely in unison with the spirit of the age, with the
circumstances with which we have to deal, and with the
soundest principles of political philosophy. The most powerful
principle which governs man is the religious principle. It is

eternal and indestructible, for it takes its origin in the nature

of human intelligence, which will never be content till it

penetrates the origiu of things and ascertains its relations to

the Creator—a knowledge to whioh all who are here present

well know that unaided and alone the human intelligence can
never attain. A wise Government, then, would seek to in-

clude such an element in its means of influencing man ; other-

wise it would leave in society a principle stronger than itself,

which in due season may assert its supremacy, and even, per-

haps, iu a destructive manner. A wise Government, allying

itself with religion, would, as it were, consecrate society and
sanctify the State. But how is this to be done? It is the

problem of modern politics which has always most embarrassed
statesmen. No solution of the difficulty can be found in

tlaried priesthoods and in complicated concordats. But by
the side of the State of England there has gradually arisen a

majestic corporation—wealthy, powerful, independent—with

the sanctity of a long tradition, yet sympathising with authority,

the Church are not a sign of its weakness, but rather '[ and full of conciliation, even deference, to the civil power.

)f its strength. I come now to the feeling of distrust Broadly aud deeply planted in the land, mixed up

among
b
churchyen?"

H
T^ a11 ou

/
™™e™ and '^T^ °?h«Sfn™ ^rS^f

butable to the speculations on sacred things which have been guarantees of our 1 real government, andjherefore onejrf

the prime securities of our common liberties, the Church
of England is part of our history, part of our lite, part of

England itself. It is said sometimes that the Church of Eng-
land is hostile to religious liberty. As well might it be said

that the monarchy of England is adverse to political freedom.

Both are institutions which insure liberty by securing order.

It is said sometimes that the Church in this country has proved

s^d Review havo.entered.i-to ijggjjognu wiUj the <»£?«&SoT^£&££?&&$£&

recently published by certain clergymen of our Church. I

deeply regret that publication. For the sake of the writers—

for no other reason. I am myself iu favour of free inquiry on

all subjects, civil and religious, with no condition but that it be

pursued with learning, argument, and conscience. But then

I think we have a right to expect that free inquiry should be

pursued by free inquirers. And in my opinion, the authors of

distrust, and discontent, all sections and parties of Churchmen
may unite and act together in maintaining the religious settle-

realm. Is it unnecessary? Can any one now

conSm*
say thafc every exhibitor will have fair play in the

theS u ' and thafc the P"zes there will be awarded with

tribmS
6 nestv aud impartiality with which the prizes dis-

ooefovu ?
m

.

onKst yourselves this evening have been—with the

BtttSvi ?ire that the be81 OW» and the best article may win.

ceritv£? W0 aro actinS in the spirit of peace, and in all sin-

W(rf7i
ng tbns

» we cannot now shut our eyes to the actual

ann^"^ political world amm.d us. We see other nations

w^5n? * marsn -iUing their armies, increasing their fleets

;

canm ^e note of warlike prep irat ion on every side ;
and who

throiX. iJ.
soon the signal of actual war may sound again

caJl he whole of En n »po ? At such a tim e as this, England

HorltHn
00mm°n prudence, remain behind the rest of the

"fefence
piel>aration— I will not say for war, but for self-

W; '

™ e »ave no unmanly fears, we have no ungenerous

^tersi i

fc sti11 WG have not quite so much simplicity as to
•^uacied by those who toil us Don't "disturb yourselves

;

'

m
iig•» *>ut our business is notTo Vet them" if they try. Our

^IviL If \°, be Prepared, with God's blessing, to defend

^UfLfwhK eneenaTrid s lote^ly remold ftETtoTchu^hHE lost the great towns; unhappily, the
is a^^^J^ 1^^^^ ^^^ ^eve? aside Church has never found the great towns. They are her future,

thTcha
yra"r of L write s, I^n'^ot deposed to and it will be in the great tofvns that the greatest triumphs of

ev,de thS" question whether the work itself is one which the Church will be achieved for the greater the population and

Should iustiTy di^tnist among Churchmen. Perhaps it may the higher the education of the people the more they will

not be alto"ether unsuitable that a layman should make require a refined worship, a learned theology, an independent

wlkSKSSt, and that the brunt of comment priesthood, and a sanctuary hallowed by the associatious of

shmiTd^ by clergymen. Now, the volume historic ages. Here, then is a common ground on which, dis-

of- Essays and Reviews," generally speaking, is founded on missing all unsubstantial and illusory feehnors of perplexity,

the philosophical theology of Germany. What is German

theology ? It is of the greatest importance that clearer ideas may unite an

German theology
reaction, critical,

phical theologiar
.

interpretation of'Scripture
^ aUUie suSe^natxTrai incidente by the perseverance, the ability, and I will willingly admit the

na uml'cSSel ?W?S»S»m in tim SSS Rationalism^
,

conscience, with which the assault upon the Church is now

^&m5d by great learning, and even greater ingenuity, conducted in the House of Commons. Chm

in the course of halfa century absorbed the opinion of all the

intellect of Germany, and, indeed, greatly influenced that of

every Protestant community. But where now is German

Rationalism, and where are its results? They are now erased

from the intellectual tablets of living opinion. A new schoo

of German theology arose, which with profound learning and

inexorable logic proved that Rationalism was irrational, and

successfully substituted for it a new scheme ot bcriptura

interpretation called the Mythical. But it the mvthieal

theologians triumphantly demonstrated, as they undoubtedly

did that Rationalism was irrational, so the mythical systei

most distinguished

Churchmen would do

wrong to treat lightly these efforts because they believe that

they are only the action of a minority in the country. The

history of success is the history of minorities. During the

la-^t Session* 'i' Parliament alone a series of Bills was intro-

duced, all with various specific objects, but all converging

to the same point—an attack upon the authority of the

Church and the most precious privileges of Churchmen.

Our charities are assailed; even our churchyards are

invaded; our law of marriage is to be altered; our

public worship, to use the language of our opponents,

be 'facilitated.' Finally, the sacred fabrics of the

Church are no longer to be considered national. It is true

Ihar"c
e
,

9

eHs\ic
h
o'Si,*K.2*feKlS^w£ *-» «P» ". glance and e„erffy of those who repeUed the

during the last century

fear from s
My opinions on church-rates are well

a"1 the least uneasy ;' ' Be quiet; nobody is going to

^ with you
;^ nobody is going to touch you/ I trust they

antbpf H 8elf-defence should become neee^iry ;
and it was this

****w u ^""-defence-it was this principle of common

^J, ;? Produced the Volunteer movement, and which now

„ „_ .ptculations'so ovcr'-reachrng so capricious and so
;

subject of ch^cnTatea 1 ^
self-destructive? And why is societyjtcM

£^^b
>^S; ^^J^^M^m of church-rates would be a signal

which is at the best a seem^n^ meai ey of the^e coin aou, ^ between Church and State, and that under
tory and discordant theories t

^'^"^^^iSera destroy no conceivable eircumstances-at least, under no circumstances
destroyed by a philosophical theory

mP«7aw«ltt7d« ' that I can oonceive-should it be cone d. But there is a
timmwlvftfl. Eoicurus was as great a man, l apprcuenu, a.> ^"* - . .. ,

—

ux.maH «« +k« c„hi«w. nf <>fciin»h-rntAs

!^W^e
-
VoluQteer move , ent throughout England. 1 on

\
by

Go ?\
ls eminently a free-will movement. It was produced

^Vlf of Parliament, »y »° «*\*r of the Government

*<*2\. an?
r lawful order of the Government for such

lt >aa Z?m have been promptly and cheerfully obeyed ;

mk ^?i even an appeal from the aristocracy to the

^b'acfe^ !}^ th« aristocracy of England have never

totalsar<1 m "gating for their country-but U was the

of the
, ^?

s
,
1IriPm8e of patriotism and loyalty in the breasts

^kainJ vP e
.
themselves. Enthusiasm however must be

MtW«L- y dxsciPlinc. I recollect having the other day met
of bravr^??- attrib"ted to some one of that numerous family
faQ% ,„

01thers—the Napiers. One of the generals of that

l^hiaS^'P^^ing: of discipline and enthusiasm, said,

toaujfr 1 ^^ away.' I don't know that I should say
1 "tty venture to criticise the saying of a soldier,

answered, then, byL
men^^wardm That a book of that

by clergymen of the Church ofthat many
character, written

England, should V~*^J&^^2&^
been most inconsistent. The conou ^ ^
this matter appeared to me w

distinguished
discretion and sound judgment wmeni ^ ^.^ ^
its proceedings ever

" «£<* '»
ifc public conSdence. It

STnre2a
bwKyie^e?lXt £-* but it did not

And here I am bound
counsel the prosecution of the heretics ^^
to say that I wish this rrank and ««m ^^ 4For
followed in high places IM

»

w
century appears to

existing circum>r.inces. oe ic so; omy m»» ^ wuuiu vemme cu

impress most earnestly on all Churchmen who may be

present—and perhaps 1 may presume to say on some

who are not here—that if there is to be legislation

on church-rates, none can be satisfactory which s not

introduced with the authority of her Majesty's Government,

are I am that no member of Parliament, whether he sits in

the Lords or the Commons, can with his own resources and on

his own responsibility succeed in such an enterprise. It would

lead only to renewed defeat and increased disaster. The subject

is at present in that position that the Government of this

country is most happily -id in regard to it if it wishes to

legislate. One half of the Heme of Commons sitting opposite

to them will suj rt auy just measure, waving any points of

difference on matters of detail among themselves : and tbere-

,re it is in the power of the Government to secure a large

majority on the subject. I think myself, on the whole, that it

is now their duty to deal with it. The question ofchurch-rates

' is the -rreat domestic question of the day, and it ought not to

£
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be left iu the position which xi now occ 1 pies After what ha*
occurrcl in the tw Flonsei of Parliament of lnt«> ym
The very fact that opinion in the Howe of Commons as
Affainst the Government is equally dr. *«I, and that in
the other Hoase of Parliament there ia an overwhelming
majority against any rash and unconditional change, indi-
cates that it ia the duty of those who are responsible for

the good government of the country to come forward,
and with all the authority of an Administration, to
offer their opinion on the question and to act upon it.

The clergy of the Church of England have at this moment one
of the greatest and most glon opportunities for accomplish-
ing a great public service that was probably ever offered to any
body of public men. It is in their power to determine and to
insure that Church questions in this country shall no longer be
party questions. TJ \ and they alone, can effect this
immense result, and that by a simple process— I mean by
being united. Let them upon general public affairs entertain
tnat whi-h I trust they always will entertain as free English-
men, their own general opinions. Let them be banded m the
two great historical parties In the Htate, Whig or Tory. It
would be a very unfortunate thing for this country if in any
great body of respect il>lo men there should ever cease to be
such differences of political opinion. But l*t them say that
Church questions am not questions which they will permit to

r the p) rice of political party. If the clergy are united
|q that determination rest assured that the laity will soon
become united too, and we shall be spared hereafter the
frightful anomaly of seeing conscientious Churchmen recording
their votes and exerting their influence against the Church.
Depend upon it that nothing in this country can resist Church-
men when united, and if they are only united on Church
-uestions, they will add immensely to the strength of good
government and to the general welfare of the 1 people. Thou I

believe that these admirable institutions, the object of which
is to ameliorate the whole body of society, will assume that
ttholic and universal character in their action which is so

devoutly to bo de k3—then the great object of the Church,
the education of the people, their perfect spiritual supervision,
the completion of our parochial system, and above all, the free

and decorous worship of the Almighty, will be securely effected."

8toke >* Winston Green. Aurtionear— B. H. Sheridan, jun., Market
Harboruufth, Leicestershire

.

man C. Slater, Basford, Netting
hsmshiir. Baker- S Smith, Nottingham, HoM»»r— 8. A. Smith, Lc
Manajrrr to a Dressmaker — E. Srancam, Halifax, Yorkshire, Police

natable— F. F iizimer, New Street, Lion Street, New Kent Road,
BakiT-T. TAtLoa, Bristol, Marin re Dealer—W J. s. Timothy, Cul-

d Road, North Kingftland, Furniture Salesman—C. W. TowKunr, Paul
, Finftbury, Funeral Contractor—J . Tcrner, \v.>tbourne -Gardens,

speedily be succeeded by the restoration of
peace. I will not longer detain you. I will
lor myself and for my colleaguea that

«*:,

35
invited to attend upon these occasions; that JT^S
the manifestation of good will on the part o(wL»
powerful a portion of our fellow-countryineav ,J? —

<

Wkightman, Mansfield
t

Nottinscham-hire, Commi»&ion Agent — W.
Whitbi, Nottingham, HuU:her — IL Whitehead, Knockholt. Kent,
Licensed Victualler— T. William, Ifimiin^ham, Sur m—W- W-xaoK,
Handsworth, Staffordshire, Clerk—W. N. Wykh, Green with, Saw Mills
Proprietor.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—J. Baird and J Fishkk, Gl ow,

laint and < »ur Manufattuicia J. Baumw, Edinburgh, Wine and Spirit

Merchant—K. 1>et, Findhom inshire, Merchant—B. Frame, Larknall,
I-iinarkHhire, Joiner— k. A. Lendrcm. Crieff. Perthshire—A* Mackenzie
Marybureh, r DiuifWSll, Horse Dealer-R. V Morrison, (.la^.w,
Hat and Cap Manufacturer — A. Uaut hart, Killearnau, Koes-shire,
Innkeeper. .

At the time ofour poinjy to prwa the " London Gazette n had not been
publi 1, \unvf the omission of Friday's Bankrupts.]

©it]) intelligence.

Money Market, Fbiday.—British Funds: Con-
sols closed at 93 J to 94 for Money, and 92Ho I for the
Account; Bank Stock, 232 to 230; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 92 to \; New Three per Cents., 92i to 91*;
Thirty Years' Annuities, 1885, 15 9-16; India Stock,
224 to 225; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 106f to J;
Ditto for Acct., 104J to $ ; Ditto Bonds, 17s. pm.;
Five per Cent. Kn faced Rupee Paper, 98| ; Ditto Five
and a Half per Ont., 105 to

.J ; Exchequer Bills, March,
10s. to 7s. pm.; Ditto Small, 12.9. pm.; Ditto June,
16s. to 15«. pm. ; Ditto Small, 19s. pm.

—

Foreign :

Brazilian Four and a Half per Cents., I860, 92i;
Chilian Six per Cents., 102 ; French Three per Cent.
Rentes, 68fr. 50c. ; Italian Five per Cents., 68£ ; Mexi-
can Three per Cents., 2S£ to 271 ; Ditto, for Acct., 28i
to 28 ; Peruvian Four and a Half per Cents., for Acct..

97£; Portuguese Three per Cents., 1853, 47£ ; Russian
Four and a Half per Cents., 92£ ; Spanish Three per
Cents., for Acct., 51£; Committee's Certificates, 7 to Gl

;

Turkish Six per Cents., 185S, 69J; Ditto for Acct., 69£
to i; Ditto 100/. Bonds, 71 i to 72; Venezuela Three
per Cents.v 23£- to 24£ ; Ditto for Acct., 23£ to 22 J.

Notes issued

S3anfc of ffinglafflr.

ISSUE department.
..£28,206,675 Government Debt ..

Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver Bullion . . .

.

.£11,015,1C0
. 3,634,900

. 13,556,675

£28,206,675

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
£28,200,675

..£14,553,000
3,164 .889

Proprietors' Capital

Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer,Savings
Bank*, CoinmisHioners
of Nat. Debt, and Di\
dend Accts.) _,.

Other Deposits 13,190,306
Seven day and other bills 810,273

3,769,2^9

Government Securities
(including Dead
Weight Annuity)

Other Securities .. ..

Notes
Gold and Silver Coin .

.

£10,812,187
16 1,515

7,477.225
805,820

£35,487,7 17

14th day of Nov., 1861.

£35,187,747

M. MARSHALL, Chief ( :ier.

©a?ctte of tije 3L3Ue!t.
TUESDAY - BANKRUPTS -G. Attn, Brook Btl . Kennington

Road, Tobacconist -C Arm*tim>, ltadt.nxl, Nottinghamshire, Lice Manu

lire,

im, Journeyman Piaster Maker—R. Bowmak, Abergavenny, Monmouth-
si Coal Merchant— E. BainoKs, Bury st. Edmunds, Coach Builder—
R. Bt:scA.lx, Newbon irm, Cudham, Kent, Farmer — F. W. Hitler,
Alveseot! htr. lrmrr- II B. Cuvi.oy, North Terrace, Brompton,
Accountant—A. Coi Vu.lsev, Yorkshire, Extractor—J. i 'ook, Bvrteet,
urre Licensed Vi J. Coomber, Cliffe, near Rn ,t.L irer—J. < orbett, sheep 1,1 re, Grocer—J. CaicK, D

DOT'
'
h.Nor unptonshire, Miller—"W. Crosmv, Uisegate. Lincolnshire,

•re* NV. T. Davis, Bristol. Undertak sist — W.
I' «, RrWfwmd^ Glamorgr. nma> —li. Davu < iasbmy,

nwall, A oneer—

rox, (.ordain, Nottinghamshire, I 'onlwamer—T. M. Geodx*. Warrington,
Liu

. Comnii- a Agent — M. < t.den, Eld«>r street, Norton
Folgate. silk Manufacturer—J. G -. York Road, King's Crow, Saddler—A\. Hai.lsv ,n.< i, (

_ Nu vman-A II\n-foh:
C I'.lo. nisbury. General I) r-H. II Aiu.ur\ . rs Armlev, Yo: k-
dre, Dressmaker— (f. H.vioriN, Binnin-ham, Licensed Victualler— * "-

}f AnT ,

•- • - • • - - —
n

rproof nposltion Manu p — W. O. Howard, Wellinston
Koad, m. John 's Wood, Gentleman—C. H «», Arlington Street, New

fh Road. Is! in n, ^ n—H.K Vackso , «. Johns Road,
i Rise Corn Merchant—W. Ja ,H a (. Q.lNottingham-
Pianofort*.' Maker- J. Jennings and G. J> nos, "l.c ue

Bottle Manufacturers — C. J.J vnd, Exeter, Printer-! P. Kirsop.
>• upon-Tyne, Groeer—C. B, Li i, Newnham, Glou. .

••• i-vh.
writing Clerk—E. Lee, Gedling. Nottinghamahire, Beerhou Keeper-
J.Lee>'b,J

i ty, Fancy Box Manufacturer—A Limb and W.
a, Leeds. MUlwrights-L. Marsh, Gloucester Street. Clerkenwell,

JJealer in Watchmaker's Tools—M. Muimimi,, Leeds, Painter—W. (

lEk. Nottingham, Tobacconist—G. Minto and A. Pavitt. < rgeYard,
i M street, Advertising Agent* — B. Morgan, North f rescent,

nhnm irt Road, American Shipping Master—W. Norman, Peter-
tgr, Northamptonshire, Matter— E Notes, Chester, Carver an.

I

icr-r ov.ev. imm street, Pentonvtlle, Pianoforte Maker—J.
isoxs, Little B in, City. Ti Peak *, Lenton, Nottingham
.Lace Maker- J. J. G. I c\, Tlandsworth, Si hire, Licensed

''I;,, ,l - J) - Radcli; f>„ H e Villas, Brighton, Captain in the Army
Ri«» » "J 'csman-J Rook, li u-under-th-

TntS^T^'J ^tsoN.N- ngham, Cabinet Maker—A. Salt,Auioury, StKffordshirc,Butcher-H. Siialder«, Queen Margaret's Grove,

ittttropolis arm it& Ufcttttt;n
Lord Mayor's Day.—The civic procession on Satur-

day did not essentially diflar from tlutt of last

year, except in the splendour of the sheriffs' equipages,
each of which was drawn by four horses. The London
Rifle Brigade, and the men in armour, formed con-
spicuous features in the pageant. The procession
started from Guildhall about half-past 11 o'clock, pasting
along King Street, Cheapside, the Poultry, Cornhill,
Leadenhall Street, Billiter Street, Fenchurch and Grace-
church Streets, Cannon Street, Ludgate H ill, Fleet Street,
to Temple Bar, and thence by the Strand to Westmin-
ster. On returning, it passed through the Strand, Fleet
street, Ludgate Hill, St. Paul's Churchyard, Chenpside,
and King Street to Guildhall. The dinner in Guildhall
in the evening was attended by her Majesty's Ministers,
the Foreign Ambassadors, and a distinguished company.
The Duke of Cambridge returned thanks for the Army,
and in so doing expressed his belief that neither the
Volunteers themselves nor the people of England have
any idea of the Volunteers taking the place of the
regular army, and that any such attempt would cause
the whole system to break down. The American Minister,
Mr. Adams, in returning thanks for the Diplomatic
body, described at some length the duties of modern
diplomacy, and said that his mission here was to continue
and perpetuate the friendly relations which have so
long existed between America and England. His speech,
however, contained no reference, either direct or in-

direct, to the struggle now raging in his own country.
In returning thanks for her Majesty's Ministers, Lord
Palmerston spoke as follows :

—

" It is always a matter of sincere pleasure to those who are
engaged, as we are, in the turmoils and labours of public life,

to mix here with those who are employed in laying the foun-
itions for the wealth, the prosperity, and the happiness of

the country, by c- r on im*mmay*amm*Am* »• •fWweiw
of this great commercial metropolis of the world do carry on
those commercial transactions of which their countrymen are

so justly proud. It is always a great pleasure to those who
are engaged in the strife of political life occasionally to be

invited to these social boards, where they meet in friendly

association those to whom they may be opposed in the more
active scenes of their public occupations. And this is, indeed,

more easy at the present time than it might have been in

former periods of our history. There were periods, not very

long distant, when those who were engaged on opposite sides

in public life combined with political antagonism the

strongest personal antipathies. These days are happily over.

Those who differ in public life may sometimes differ in

regard to principles of action; they may sometimes differ

as to the way in which common principles professed by
both are to be carried into operation, but their differences,

though they may lead to political antagonism, never lead to

personal animosity or dislike. The men who are most distin-

guished as sitting on either side of those tables which are

spread, not in this convivial manner, in the Houses of Parlia-

ment, nut with drier materials for mental consumption—the
men who sit upon opposite sides of those tables have at dif-

ferent periods of their lives been united in personal friendship,

and their regards have outlived their political separation.

Therefore I it is more agreeable and far more easy now
than it might have been at any former periods of our history

for men of different political sentiments to meet, as we are

meeting together, in 'he associations of social harmony, to enjoy
the lestivities which this great city so magnificently provides on
occasions like the present. You have, my Lord Mayor, alluded to

the decorations which adorn this hall. I may say that this

hall may be assumed as an emblem of the state and feeling
of the country. You have pointed out that the interior

abounds with emblems of peace, indicating the anxious desire
of the country to preserve to it the blessings of peace ; but as
we entered those walls we saw at the portals armed men

—

Volunteers ; aye, Volunteers, who are an emblem of the reso-
lution of the country to bar the entrance of the land to any
who might wish with rude and profane steps to disturb the
peace and tranquillity within ; and that baud of Volunteers wus
not less emblematical of the feeling ot the country, because it

consisted of men of mature age and of boys hardly yet able to
wield the m asset which they had upon their shoulders,—

a

proof, therefore, that young and old combine in this country in
a firm determination to guard the entrance of the land and
preserve the peace which we all so anxiously desire to maintain.
I may also say that we have here peace and plenty ; and I trust
that the present condition of the country is not altogether un
analogous to that state; for we have had a harvest which,
generally speaking, has been good. The condition of our
revenue is altogether satisfactory ; and although circumstances
beyond our control may threaten for a time to interfere with
the lull supplies of that article so necessary for the prDductive
industry of the country, yet no doubt that temporary evil will be
productive of permanent good; 1 we Bhall find in various
quarters of the globe sure and certain and ample supplies,
which will render us no longer dependent upon one source of
production lor that which is so necessary for the industry and
welfare of the country. When we look without we see, no
doubt, in many parts of Europe ciroumstai a which, if not
dealt with by prudence and discretion, may lead to 1< 1 dis-
turbances, which I trust will not at least extend themselves
to bring us within their range. On the other side of the
Atlantic we witness with the deepest affliction--with an afflic-

tion which no words can express—differences of the most
lamentable kind among those whom we call our cousins and
our relations. It is not for us to pass judgment upon these
disputes ; it is em :h for us to offer a fervent prayer that snota
differences may not be of long continuance, and that they may

look upon this day, when we are permitted to
this hall, as one of the most agreeable and most
the year."

The Conpedebate MnasTEEs it F
Hall.—On Saturday evening the Hon. DudW
and the Hon. W. L. Yancey, who have cotn/n
this country as the Plenipotentiaries of the
States of America, were entertained at dinner by tZ
Fishmongers' Company. In returning thanks tar tat
toast of their health proposed by the Prime W
Mr. Yancey spoke as follows:

—

" Upon the part of the Americans I sincerely reapoad at ta*
sentiment just expressed by the Prime Warden fcrtaeai
tion of peace in America. Such a wish proclaimed by a
pany of intelligent Englishmen must kmdhi a cor
spirit in the bosom of every enlightened sad
American. The name American no longer

people. There exists now two American
Confederate and the Federal Americans, [-huti*
haps, be aware—am a Confederate, or—a* the !^H^
unmindful of the character of our common fore6tt&«\
fully terms me—a rebel. But the justice and the*
of this great Government, promptly coincided in by
Spain, speedily wiped out that stigma from our br

•untrymen are acknowledged here, at least, lobe
Though indebted to an enlarged and enlightened view u
law, and not to the mere grace or favour of EngWlhi
acknowledgment of our unquestionable rights a&dtau
I must freely express here to-night that deep asset of

fulness, which I am sure all my countrymen feel, for fl

public avowal—' Bis dat qui cito dat.' From no otaer

could it nave come so gracefully, in tins—'the -/l

—the principle of self-government is recognised and
however blended with the prerogatives of the Croan
rights of the aristocracy. To your institutions Air.

indebted for the chief of those vital principles whid
i-used them to style their republic—'The land of jthe free

the home of the oppressed.' Such invaluable rights u vW
old English writ of habeas corpus, of a speedy trial brjarr,*

freedom of speech and freedom of the press, are the

pillars of American constitutional liberty: and I an
happy and proud to say are observed at least th

the Confederate American states as vital and practical rights.

even during their stern struggles to preserve their ' iwuaal

life.' I feel how unbecoming it would be Jin me to

upon such an occasion as the presentany merely partial

of the causes whieh have broken up the late Federal Unto*

No matter what they may have been, oue thing is clear, as*

that is that the contest now going on is ujK>n the part of tat

;
people of the Confederate States tor the right to govern taeev

.selves and to resist subjugation by the North. I occupy*

territory as large as I ngland, Frun.-e, Spain, and

together—they are ten millions In number—they are

producers of importar raw materials, and buyers of

species, ofallkiuds of manufactured goods. Their pa
soil, climate, and production, are totally different '"*a_U^
of the North. They think It their terest to buy

they can buy cheapest, and to sell where they can sell <

In all this the North differs. Mo cctlo, from thena, east n

mak. r upon us toeuluice the

liberties and s<"»v« jrn independence the (MMMerate
and people are united and resolute. They are invaded by a
power numbering 20. COO,000 ;

yet for eight months
the Confederate government succeasfully resisted—aye,

pelled—that invasion along a military frontier of 1 ^^
Though cut off by blockade from all foreign trade,

internal resources have been adequate to the e

maintenance in the field of an army of over ^.^JR
Can all this be, and yet these 6,000,000 of whites be dirtdec

The idea is preposterous. So much has been said abou

efforts to obtain foreign intervention that I may ba^aJajpta

to declare emphatically that the Confederate

neither sought nor desired it. They can maintain t

pendence intact by their own strength. As to their

ldtion by the Powers of the world, that of course they oaasa

They are a people, a nation, exhibiting elements of pow
which few states of the world possess. But they *t

TJ^J
reason to complain, nor do they feel aggrieved, ^

xxVT^^,
great Powers see tit for a season to deter their forai

JvJJJJ
nition aud recentiou into the family of nations. ""^T
they may differ with them as to the peiiod wht JSn-iw

nition should take place, they fully understand »*££
action is purely a question to be determined W
countries each for itself and with reference |* ^_
interests and views of public policy. Oil er

.

n
f^tTaiaa

trading relations with us have quite as much lu™"~ w
ministers and consuls to us as we have to s>.ml suco

^

tatives to theui. Why, then, shall there not be uaass

Lett

aevt

urope
government and armies have repeatedly dem™*££l M**-
stern and bloody fact- the fact that we are ^^a-fiaa*
There can be no basis for negotiations, or '"fPT^
or consultations so long as the Confedei -

sre && t«*

and are treated as rebels. But when our ao

come sufficiently calm to treat us as a DeuI«cl
W|wn ttaat aeaj

morning of peace will dawn in the hon ^ertuaeal^f
shall arrive I think I may say the Confederal**,

iM js^esajj

be inflexible upon one point only—its bo0^ ho—««* I

deuce. For the great interests °f V*** ?T tf §

T..e
[eld much that is merely mai

portanee." HoU**>T
AlEMOBIAL TO THE LATE h.°BD

. \^ liflfd

memorial window to the memory ° ^-
p

'
9 cbaxca,

Holland was erected last week in SV. f
r.

ta0]«cW

Karl's Court, Kensington. The WjJJgT d
illustrated are, "Our Saviour blaaa»»j5

lx\nixt bg

occupying the greater part of the tlJ * e*
jilo*t** :vvvui/yiiiii tuc Liwnus-i a^se* *» w- -

1

surrounded by a series of smaller sudj

the nine beatitudes, viz. : ,gels*PPJ55
"

1. (Blessed are the poor in spint^The^^^g^^^tat
to the Shepherds; 2. (Blessed are V^^v-Tbe ?*•«»£

Women at tne Tomb; 3. (Blessed are the^/^ tfiirstsaw

and Publican ; 4. (Blessed are they *^°i£lfr 5. <^«i*a
B,

righteousness;—The Adoration ot tire *ag *^ ^retae^^
the mm iiul;—Tne Good Samaritan ;

b
*

^^Jed
* xi)0

/uusaeu —in heart,;
—

'I he Annunciation ;

are —- »

Biesetd**
All 11UMC^-1"^ aiiinuivicawv*. • •

makers)- Figure of St. John ; 8. (»'«TT
persecuted;—St. John the Baptist Bel c^eu,

ye when men revile)— Figure ot St. Petei-^ THA***^
THE fcOCTHEKN KilBAKKMEKT ' .. j^rd

At the last meeting of the IWj lhe 1^
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:ir

their consideration a proposition tor the

6n t of the Thames, and as many of the

tie south side of the river were below high-

ark and subject to inundation, they were of

teat any embankment for the improvement of

£* •»«• would be incomplete without an embankment

£!"Jo«th side. It further stated that the inha-
"*

^« of the south side were large contributors to the

^ and wine dues, out of which Government proposed

S the cost of the work should be defrayed, and they

^ZfA *jjat iteps would be taken by the board to protect
^^

jsts of the inhabitants of the south side in any

which might be brought before Parliament or

Metropolitan Board for the embankment of the

The memorial was referred to tbe Main Drainage

imittee for consideration and report.

frj Widemhg of Great Turnstile.—At the

, meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works

MOgKi was brought up from the Works and 1m-

luuiMPni^" Committee, stating that, having con-

vj^U .V,. plan ot the architect for widening

Greet Turnstile, Holborn, they were of opinion, that it

not expedient at present to proceed with the

ut'.UTUiilhvr. Mr. If. L. Taylor moved the adoption

e report. Alderman Lawrence regretted that the

4«Buttee had come to this conclusion, as the widening

of Gnat Turnstile would form a most important

'jflWifhfare, MU\ would relieve the crowded streets in

the mighbourhood. It would be a most desirable im-

reaenWif successfully carried out, and it would only

tie one property in Holborn itselt, which was a large

-MBdraper's shop, with some small houses at the back of

, and he had no doubt whatever that the proprietors

•cold be ready to dispose of them. He strongly urged the

ttrsnUges which would arise from this new communica-

and should therefore move as an amendment " That
«raperintending architect of tbe Board be instructed

with the view ot constructing on the site a new at

and crescent similar to that in St. John B( reet Road.
The late Tragedy in Northumberland 8 reet.
—Major Murray, who after being she*, in the neck,
was removed to the Charing Cross Hospital, where the
bullet was extracted, baa at length perfectly recovered.

'

His convalescence has been retarded by an exfoliation

from that part of the spine against which the ball struck.

The piece of bone has now been extracted, and a com-
plete cure effected.

Training Ship in the River.— 1 is stated that

the Lords of the Admiralty, in compliance with a
requisition from Messrs. Green, of Blackwallj Mr.

Thomas Baring, M.P.; Mr. Thomson Hani. . .M.l\;

Mr. Cave, M.l*. ; and other influential mei antl in

the City, have placed at their disposal the in

sailing frigate Worcester, aa a training ship for the

navy. The Worcester was launched soma years sin

at Dept ford, after having been on the stocks about L6

Veers, and has never been to sea.

Greenwich Workhouse.—At the weekly m
of the Greenwich hoard guardians, held on the 7th

inst., it was resolved, hy a msjorit , of 11 . to i

a range of apartments for the unodation of ma 1

inmates of the workhouse over J
*ars <>f age, who

have hitherto been parated.

St. Thomas's Hospital.—The arbitrators . 1 um-

pire selected for the \ nrpoae of lettling the an

of puichi money to be paid by the Charing I Yoss

Railway Company to the tru es of St. Thomas's Hos-

pital have held several sittings daring the past month

at the Westminster Palace II 1. After the aeaaion of

1859, when the railway company obtained their Act , they

called on the trustees to send in their claim for mpen-

sation, which they did, claiming the sum oi 75O,O00J.

The railway company thereupon offered U>,< /. lor a

portion of the site, over which tin intended to con-

Tho hospital then

d an in-

topot himself in communication with the owners of the struct the railway npOB arches. The hoapit

poperty to see upon what terms they might be applied to the Court of Chancery, which issue

eased to sell it." Mr. Robinson seconded the amend- junction against the railway company taking

ttwtt. A loner discussion ensued in which several 'portion of the premises, holding that it the) in

enormous and
t
settlor

o

ua mmi-bank, • ling I

tl Teek to the suspension bridge. It l art her stated

t hat t he district is riddled with cesspools, which, byM
eolation, poison many of the wells, rendering them
altogetht i unfit for domestic purposes, whuY iae

works of the Counter's Creek aewer are of no benefit to

the parishioners, aa they are cut off from them by the
West London Railway and the Kensington Canal. They
therefore prayed that the main drainage works proposed

for this district should be commenced v unit further

delay. Tin inorial was referred to the Main Drainage

Committee for consideration aud report.

VlOLEKl vTOEM in LOKDON.—On Sunday mornings

between 10 and 11 o'clock, the metropolis and the

astern suburbs were visited by a severe storm of

lightning, thunder, and hail, which did serious mischief

to prop y in various Berts, The trees in ' he parka

were much Injured, and a grea leal of glaaa was

broken by the baili nee. The storm was scarcely u

In the western districts of the metropolis, but was

it tended with disastrous consequences on the south

< aid several wrecks arc reported in differest parte

of I he Cha
Mi i in Dnrir < rt.— \ lay afternoon

a murder waa oommitted at No. 10, Drury Con
St i 1, by a young man named I

isk< r, who hung his sister, a 1 • child a

10 yean old,[in tl r. he i wssjtfi

with tit dar « >olness, as n r the dead waa done he

deliberately walked out of the use, and on raeethv

his irttl) i i he court, told him that he had hanged hfi

sister. Hie body waa immediately cut down, but Urn

waa quit extinct. The murderer bears a very bad

character in the neighbourhood and absconded at

the act, but was closely followed by thrdetecthrc;

who bo led in apprehending him yesterday i> noon

in Cany Street. Lincoln's- inn -Field*, and look him to

the station in Bow Street, wh< made an admission

only a

. A long discussion ensued in which several portion of the premises, holding that if they interfered

bert expressed their opinion that the removal of with the hospital at all t were hot • tike tl

Row, Holborn, would be a more desirable whole. Various meetings took place w i
t h a view to I

compromise, but without any satisfactory result. The
railway company, resorting to the General Railway!

Act, which i9 incorporated with their ap cial Act, then

unpointed as their arbitrator Alderman 1> -rol .

oi' Manchester; the hospital trustees appointed Mr.

Middle

improvement, while others were of opinion that they

sad no funds available for such improvements. On a

vision the original motion was carried hy a large

E Great Eastern.—A special meeting of the
• Ship Company was held on the 8th inst., Mr. S.

Baker in the chair, to consider the expediency ofauthor-
ising the issue of further capital. A detailed report
was read, describing the late accident and the present

ion of the ship. It appears that a sum ot 8000/.
Mill be required for repairs, which can be provided out
aC the assets in hand, and that a further sum ot 25,000Z.
* e necessary Jor equipping her for a new voyage.
*«« a protra d discussion a resolution approving

of his tilt to the inspector. He was n locked U]

and will undergo an examination at the i'oisec ourt

this morning.

Healtii oJ Lotcdon.—The r irn of the itrar-

( tend for the week that ended Saturday No • abi-

bita ii great ii ease in the mortality. The deaths,

which were less than 1100 in l f th lait three

week* of October, rose to 1251 in the first week of

November, exceeding by 41 the number which Id

hare been returned it' tin verage rate of dity had

Clifton, surveyor, of Bishops* tree., and the pr.;vad. 1. Dunng the week hc birlh» °/.^^
Board of Trade appointed

1

James Stnart as and 870 girMa nil 1710 children, were registered in

umpire. There was a Urge array of counsel D both 1***°*- l» the ten corresponding weeks of the jeara

sides. Mr. Curry, surveyor of the boa 1, estimated 1851-00 the average number was 1647.

the value of the hospital, the cost of obtaining a new
site, and erecting ni\ hospital with modern improve-

ments, at halt a million. Mr. H. Hunt, for many yeai

valuer under the i rd ol Works, produ. plan of

the site of the hospital, showing the n in which be

would dispose of it for building pnrpoi . including an

arcade, hotel, hou . srarehou c, which he calcu-

9» erne of 25,000/. in 10 per cent, debentures,

fcuting a second mortgage on tbe ship, was carried

"wrasly. The amount previously borrowed was lated would produce a ground rental of lu.000/., which,

'WOO/., which with tbe present loan will make a total
;

capitalised at 20 years' purchase, would give a value for

«fe on the ship of 60,000/. Of the 25.000/. required the land of 280,000/. The hospital buildings he esti-

' mated at a total of 10H,322/. He took the hospital as

he found it, affording accommodation for GOO patients,
,

tto present occasion 15,800/. has been already
•inscribed.

IMPOSED EnlaEGEMEUT OF COVEST GAEDEN
™£et.--A memorial from the vestry of St. Paul's,
j^mt Garden, was presented to the Metropolitan

and, adding all the items together, the total amount*

to 436.322/1 Mr. Mai ible, who had been sup. ud-

ino- architect to the Metropolitan Board of Won gave

prolong

ii)vo\)intia\.

.Are BSTRR.—A few days since Sir Francis Ooodricke

iid his family were placed in imminent peril of their

liv hy some want of care or knowledge on the part ot

t heir domestics. It appears that in consequence of the in-

creasing severity of the weather the servants bad com-

menced heating the apartments of iley < istle bjr

hot air flues provided for that purpose. Whether

from neglect of the regulating apparatus, or from tbe

ap< s being left uncovered, a larg juantity of car-

bonic acid gas waa allowed to escape into the several

rooms. The first to feel its perilous ell s waa a lady

visiting at the castle. Finding that she waa rapidly

becoming in isihle, ^ir Francis instantly set for

Ir. Morris, surgeon, who on his arrival found that Lady
< . dricke waa also apparently dying. Mr. Morris soon

'Wen, into the new Covent Garden approach
•»• of opinion that tbe adoption of such plan v

d)le on public, social, and sanitary grounds. They examined on

jet, l>oveia uie uirectuiB «ji !.««» *»i'"»j *-WMJ i * .~.,v~«",^— uw»»>v»« rr~ -j .
—n- -•

ach They value of the fixtures. Tin ise of tlie railway company misjxfcted the cause and took Ins remedies accordingly,

m was most in reply occupied three days. Anion- the witneaaea but while be was a* iding to 1 ly < ioodncke and the

..da* Thpw examined on their behalf were r. Hawks- v, Mr. lad v who was first seized, Sir Francis himself and Mies

*ed that the opening up of a further communication Norton, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Pentold, Mr. L

? this locality would be of great commercial importance architects and surveyors, who i to

J we present overcrowded state of Covent Garden
sket, and could onlv be viewed as a great metropo-

2f
,D,provement. They were also of opinion that the

J? °* the Duke of Bedford to carry out such an im-

Ley, and other

d t t the

removal of the hospital to a subui n sit. from

the noise and other nuisances incidental to one ol he

busiest portions of the metropolitan railway traffic,

^ must be an advantage tl the hospital i' If; that, in-

JymeLt without 7cVrto
%

^hT ratepayers" of
r
the asmuch as the railway compai only reqrdred a small

•^Polis was a most liberal one, and that the present portion of the hospital property, and were compelled to

**<*»> opportunity for effecting such an improve- take the whole by the action in Chancery of the trustees

d'ould not he neglected. They" therefore entreated of the hospital themselves, the compensation on removal

•ttd to concur in the proposal which had been ought to be exceedingly small ;
and that the claim ot

T^nd consent to

J2JW to carry out
7** render p. ible

£Msilicas a most
1 he subject was reterrtel —

Jfovements Committee greater sum than about 200,000/. A
J** Kxw KiYEK.-Consequent on tbe discontinu- stated in the cour.e of the proceed., -that the

* their old svs?em of open aqueducts and hospital, the value which is assessed Ly the 1 .1

»the Aew River Company are carrying out some

lady who was firat seized, Sir Francis himself and Mi

dricke also swooned. In spite of every attention

tl luffercra rem .ed noconsc is for hours: but they

were all ulti: ly restored, and are now convalescent.

Anglesea.— On Friday night a murder was perpe-

trated at LUnfaethly under tbe following circum-

stances :—An old man, upwards of 70 years of age,

called Richard Williams, occupied a small farm called

Gamedd, in that parish. His daughter, a widow, with

her four children, resided with him. Recently this

daughter man la man named Richard Rowlands, who

also went to reside at tbe farm. The old man left

home on Friday night for an adjoining larm, called

( foerwen, to arrange about getting an engine to thre&h

jjj^ements of public interest. On the site of the
voir in St. John Street Road, which has been

^***r removed, a crescent, called Roy don Crescent,
*',l,,'g upwards of 100 houses, has just been com-

'S *h fc welt known water-course that supplied
r
.« >> ells Theatre with "real water" has been

£<.
ln

» together with that whic

witnessea at 5t'< '.000/., and by the railway com]

witnesses at 200.00W., was valued in the y. ar 1670 at

335/. only, as api rs hy the atat t» and tl

hospital charters. Mr. Lloyd summed up the evidence

on behalf ot the railway company, after wl li Mr. ill

(who, with Mr. Phipson and Mr. 1 Id n nted the

ital), in a speech o hours'

d

.sun. d
al water

h ran under the New
» P Dun ti Terrace, Islington, and onwards.

^ ;
irori pipeg s feet jn diameter have been sunk for

rr^k? ,

ie Wilt*r, and the space above them, when not

nJLtL:b5Udix»fe
r purpote*, ia to be converted Into «w.- -..- - ---— --

- d f NV ks at ti r J^« gardens. Theg, eat res rvoir in the Ilamp- to the Metrop,! , an B ... n «

^

y

"Ij^d, alter iour months of continued excavation I M^^SS w« l ^ J

hospital), ... —r _
,

up on behalf of the claim. Hie arbil tors and umpire

promised to make an rly decision, is expe -d

that their award will be r
"bout a t it.

-ayiTABY 1)FFICIE>CIE5 OF FULHAM.-A d< «

from the Fulham district board pi U I nor.

, *._... i?^_ u ^A \\ ks at t: r J

^mractors.is now also completely removed, and populated parish was entir.

wtiona ot the extensive area are clearing out the sewage falling into in Tnaines and iiuir an

his corn. He left Ciaerwen at 9 o'clock, smoking h

]j:j nd took the road home, but never returned to i

Vt day] on Sati morning his daughter sent

her son ascertain w hen he left Oaerwen, and on his

way to the i bo boy found the body of his grand-

ttli lying in a d h. He ran Inane and gave the

alarm. .Medical evidence proved that ceased had met

£ v: death, having four wounds in the head

anil the skull fra ired. Several pools of Mood
were found on the ground near the body. It

was proved at the inquest that Rowlands, the

son -in law, an d home at 7 that evening, went out

again, and retun 1 between 9 and 10 o'clock, asked

iter to wash himself, and t' i
went to bed, as did

the rest of the i lily soon a- r. The blows were

b- to be given by a hammer. So inquiry waa

mad, ut d I until next morning. Rowlands

went i tl nd ass 1 to convey the body home.

He bad previously cautioned t servant maul not to

y he bad been out at all on the 1 <y night. The
d man had given 1 I notice to quit his house, but no

quarrel ap; rs to have taken place. Marks were

O
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found on the prisoner's clothes, but the inspector could
not say that they were marks of blood. A hammer
was found in the dairy, with which the wounds might
have been inflicted. Rowlands did not account for his
absence from home at the time of the murder. One
witness deposed to hearing a loud cry, and another to
seeing a light, as from a lantern, near the spot where
the body was found. The jury, after half an hour's
consideration, returned a verdict of Wilful Murder
against Richard Rowlands.
Bilston.—At the adjourned inquest on the old man

Lewis, who was found dead in the street under circum-
stances which led to the suspicion that he had been
murdered, the surgeon who had made a post-mortem
examination, gave as his opinion that death had been
caused by drunkenness and exposure to the cold ; and
that the slight bruises on his person were to be explained
by his falling once or twice while in that condition.
Carlisle.—The Hon. and Right Rev. Dr. Waldegrave,

the new Bishop of Carlisle, has commenced his primary
visitation in the principal towns of his diocese.
The following extracts from the charge relate to the
chief questions of public interest in connection with
the church :

—

M The report of the Royal Commissioners of Education, and
the speech of his Grace of Newcastle in the House of Lords
last session, both pointed to the probability of early and vigorous
legislation on the subject of education endowments. It was
upon the question of religious instruction that the opponents
of the establishment took their stand; and it was upon
this ground that he could not subscribe to the revised
Education Code of the 29th July last. The present system,
though not producing universal satisfaction, had been al-
ready proved to be of the highest advantage to the country
at large. And here he was led to turn for a moment to the
proposed abolition of Church rates. By doing so, he would
be enabled to explain his opinion, and also to record his pro-
test against the perpetration of what he called a cruel
injustice. A cruel injustice, he deliberately said—because,
when the charge on property was abrogated, he knew well
that even the poorer members of the clerical body would not

|permit their churches to go down without a struggle, and that
struggle could not be maintained, unless in this, as in all
other voluntary parochial charges, they taxed themselves at a
rate far beyond that of the temporal interest they had in their
cures. The enforcement of the new education code would be
of similar consequence to the clergy, as they contributed
far beyond their measure to the support of parochial schools.
Would they suffer those schools to go down without an
effort, and could that effort be sustained without a serious
increase of self-taxation? He feared not. He also demurred
to the revised code, because it gave a heavy blow to infant
schools, the most truly valuable of educational appliances—
because it would encourage secular to the detriment of
religious instruction, and called too much attention to mere
intellectual display without spiritual tone, whereby many
schools of a high moral standard could probably not main-
tain their endowment in a trying competition. He dwelt upon
the high impolicy and danger of eliminating the religious
element from schools—a result, unless he greatly mistook,
which would follow in the train of the new code. He also
expatiated on the truth they ought to preach to their flocks—
the all-sufficiency of the blood of Jesus to meet the wants of ,. . . J

_,. ., ., ,,
a lost world, and that it was by the power df the Holy Ghost ' religions instruction. 1 he answer was that there was

can't tell. She is tearing her bonnet and knocking
herself all to pieces." He accordingly went to the
field, and, finding deceased could not walk, wheeled her

home in a barrow, where she lived about 10 minutes,

but did not speak. Two surgeons gave it as their

opinion that the cause of death was effusion of blood

on the brain, probably the result of the wound on the
back of the head. The jury returned a verdict "that
deceased came to her death by extreme violence, but
by whom that violence was administered there was no
evidence to show." The superintendent of police im-
mediately took the prisoner into custody, and he
has since been committed by the magistrates for trial

on the charge of Manslaughter.
Gloucester.—The final incident in the Forth tra-

gedy took place on Sunday, when the child of Lord
Forth and Mrs. Lloyd died at Longford, near Glou-

cester, where it had been placed at nurse.—The
jubilee of the National Society was celebrated in

this city on the 30th ultM under the presidency of

Mr. T. Gambler Parry. Lord Redesdale described
the great assistance the Society had rendered in
the promotion of sound religious education in con-
nection with the Church of England, and contended
that in the future connection of the Society with the
State it should adhere to the principles as to the
management of schools upon which that connection was
first based. The success of those principles was fully

illustrated in the fact that persons unconnected with
the Church of England came to the Church of England
schools to be educated. While recognising the right of
every man to have respect paid to his religious convic-
tions, when those convictions were arrived at after due
examination and reflection, he condemned the system of
allowing people to " pick up n religion for themselves.
Vice-Chancellor Wood thought that the framers of the
recent minute had the best possible intentions, and
believed it was framed with the sincerest wish to see
that where the State paid its money it should take care
to secure that with that money, raised as it was from a

large body of the community—and upon many the
general burden of taxation now pressed heavily—the
best possible result should be secured ; and therefore
they said, if a child had not an elementary education
in reading, writing, and arithmetic, it was not properly
instructed. He did not think that the framers of the
minute had taken the right way to secure their object,

but he would not lend ear to the notion that the minute
had been framed with any intention to supersede reli-

gious education. He did not think there was any other

motive but to see that the children were properly

educated. Inquiry had been made from the bishopric

of Lincoln whether it |was the intention to supersede
the rule that inspectors should ampmmt»iMin*lio afate ol

very important thing for the peopie~^Tth5e" *.,-
protection of the river. There were different bi
of protection. The first to be observed was tow
the fish protected in the spawning^beds, and twwould require the largest number of pergonsT^It***
most gratifying to him to find that they had entay

re

i
i

er

injuring themselves, inasmuch as thev were not

into that voluntary association to protect the nv •&»

erat

oen

JWC1
by any unfair means, took all the fish, they wen
ininrincr fViPmepli/ac inasmnnn na 11.—.

there was no one thing that required co-operation
much as salmon fisheries. The lower men
dependent upon the men above; and if the lower mm.

alone that the consciences and hearts of men could be
stirred to contrition. These truths were imperatively neces-
sary to successful ministry ; and were especially necessary
now, as some seemed to think that men were not sinners
at all, much less lost sinners. Referring to the danger which
lay in their way, he pointed to the Puseyite reaction which
took place some year3 ago, and led so many in the direction
of Rome. But this was no longer a danger. The unen-
lightened reason of man was now set up, and Scripture and
the truth of God were to be set aside by its high decrees This
diocese had, to be sure, suffered little as yet from the infection

;

still, if one member suffer, all the members suffer. It was
therefore impossible for him to contemplate without serious
misgiving the phenomena which had been exhibited in a recent
notorious volume (' Eesays and Reviews '). The plenary inspi-
ration and supreme authority of the Bible, the total corruption
and certain condemnation of man, the miraculous incarnation
and vicarious suffering of Christ, the sovereign election and
eSectual operation of the Spirit in man's regeneration ; these
were the doctrines ofthe Church ; and how clergymen who had
given then- solemn and deliberate adhesion to these formulas
should write and publish a book which, if interpreted according
to the common rules of language, could have no other inten-
tion than to sap and destroy all belief in every one of these
fundamental verities, was to him a stupendous moral pheno-
menon. Nor was his amazement diminished or his alarm
^•ssened when he found that the authors of that book neither
retracted, nor explained, nor retired. He bade them meet this
new danger, as

no intention of rescinding the rule, and if the inspectors
j

did not report satisfactorily on the point the grants
;

would be diminished, perhaps to one-tenth, and at all

events to one -half.

Guernsey.— It is said that M. Drouet, the French

sculptor, intends to hew the colossal bust of Victor

Hugo out of one of the rocks which surround the Isle

of Guernsey.
Hexham.—A meeting of gentlemen interested in the

salmon fisheries of the Tyne was held a few days since

in this town, Mr. W. B. Beaumont, M.P., in the chair,

to receive a report from a committee on the preserva-

tion of the salmon in the river. Mr. Ffennel and Mr.

Eden, two of her Majesty's Commissioners, were present.

A set of rules for the guidauce of a new association for

the protection of salmon in the Tyne and tributaries

was read and adopted. Mr. Ffennel, one of the com-

missioners, addressed the meeting. He had, he said,

been encouraged to find throughout England that

several associations had been formed to see and put the

new Act into force; but the one on the Tyne was the

very first. At the request of Mr. Beaumont, Mr. Eden
and himself had attended that meeting, and they should,

;

by the nation.-—Mr..
all the old dangers had been met and van-

quished, by preaching the pure Gospel of the Lord Jesus in all ... . ., . ,, . , . . . ,

Us fulness—condemnation by sin, redemption by faith, election while in the neighbourhood, be glad to give every
by the Holy Ghost, and revelation by the Bible." information and assistance in their power. With respect
Chippenham.—A few days ago an inqnest was held

on the body of Frances Pearce, the wife of a labourer
at Langley Burrell. It appeared that deceased had
come into this town to meet her husband. They
went to a public-house, and remained drinking for some

inducing the co-operation of those above. Under an
circumstances, those below must derive bv far til
greatest part of the advantage from the fisheries, while
the people above could look to nothing more' thin
angling with their rods ; and he said, if there were an?
gentlemen there connected with the lower fisheries.
they ought to deal most liberally with the upper men,
and ought not to hesitate to be most liberal in their
contributions to that association. It would be money
well invested; and it was for their own mterett to
do it.

Huddeesfield.— A contest has for some time
been going on between the ground landlord, Sir John
Ramsden, Bart., and the tenants on his estate, which
has seriously impeded the development of Hudderefield

as a town. It appears that there is no complaint of the

rents not having been paid, or of the condition in

which the property has been kept, and that there hag

been no demand for a higher rental, but Sir John
demands possession of the property with a view to

oblige them to accept a new lease. Last week notices

to quit were served upon several of the tenants who
have built upon the estate. The Tenant Ri^ht Defence

Association immediately convened a meeting of the

tenant-right owners, when it was unanimously resolfed

to oppose the attempt to induce them to accept the new

lease or to dispossess them of their property. It wy
also resolved to hold a larger and more public meetin;

for the vindication of their rights.

Liveepool.—On Monday afternoon the ship Prompt,

717 tons, Captain Whittle, on her homeward voyage

from Rangoon to this port, was thrown on ber beam

ends near the Bell Buoy, at the entrance of the Mersey,

and suddenly foundered in eight fathoms of water.

Fifteen of the crew perished, and the remainder, con-

sisting of Captain Whittle, the mate, pilot, a seaman,

and a boy, were picked up by a steam tug. The ship

and cargo were partly insured.—On Friday morning a fire

was discovered in the hold of the new iron ship City of

Agra, lying in the Albert Dock. She was laden with cot-

ton and other combustible materials from India, audit is

T-r~| "*1 Hint t.hfl trrr lrnij ftrirnn
ll:[» ftrr nfjnVl

three weeks. The third mate was suffocated in the

hold while endeavouring to reach the seat of the fire,

which was ultimately subdued, without permanent

injury to the vessel. The Liverpool ship Sovereign of

the Seas was destroyed by fire at Sydney on the 23rd

of September.—A large and influential meeting was held

in the Town Hall a few days since, for the purpose of

taking measures to retain the Conway as a training

ship in the Mersey. The mayor presided, and said the

success which had attended the great experiment of the

training sailors on board the Conway had rendered it

of the utmost importance to do all that could be

effected to retain her as a training-ship. Having

mentioned this to several influential gentlemen, they

concurred in the views he had alluded to, and an appli-

cation had been made to Government to have that

vessel retained there. To this the Government W
agreed, provided the sum requisite for its maintenance

was furnished by the town. Believing, however, tn»

the training of sailors as sailors was not so much a wou

as a national subject, he had taken means to «u

the present meeting for the purpose oi era

the necessity of the whole cost being deiny

hours, and when they left, between 8 and 9 o'clock at
night, were both drunk, but deceased was the worst of
the two. On their way home to Langley Burrell, a
man named Bristow met them in a lane called Green-
away. He saw both deceased and her husband fall

down, assisted to help deceased up, and afterwards, on
hearing her husband tell her that he would cut her
head off, he asked the husband what he meant, to
which he replied that he would fight any man in
England. Next morning, between 4 and 5 o'clock,
a cowkeeper, on going to attend his cows in a
field not far from the lane, met the husband, but
thinking, as he appeared in drink, that he had lost
his way, said nothing to him. He soon afterwards
jow a woman's bonnet, and further on, not far from
the hedge, the body of deceased. She was very much
bruised, had several marks on her face and body, and
blood on her clothes, and on the back of her head' there
was a contused lacerated wound. A man who lodged
with deceased and her husband, gave evidence to the
effect that the husband came home early in the morn-
ing, and said, " Get up ; my old woman is down in the
ainepin Field, but whether she has had a fit or not I

to the question of rating it would not become him,

perhaps, to say a word. But there was one remark he
ventured to make, and it was this—that parties con-

cerned in this movement should not be impatient. Up
]

to this time there had existed a great many causes that
were clear and palpable why the Tyne was in a very de-

pressed state in regard to the salmon fisheries, and it

was known, by practical experience, that when a river

was taken up, and measures adopted calculated to

improve it, no material benefit could be felt till the

fourth year. That was consequent on the nature of the

fish. There was one thing that had been operating

against the Tyne of which the people had not been
fully sensible—that was the operation of the fixed

engines on the coast ; and another was the obstruction

of the Bywell weir. The stake nets had been got rid

of, and the Bywell weir that day, to a certain extent,

was open. Mr. Beaumont had given directions to have
it kept so, although there must be some alterations,

which would be made as soon as the water -allowed it.

The ladder which was proposed would, he had no
doubt, be most effective in letting up the fish. With
respect to the proceedings of the society, he took the
opportunity of suggesting that a most material point
for them to attend to when they were organised would
be to make a survey of the coast for 20 miles round the
mouth of the river, to see that those things were
removed that the Act required to be removed. Another

H

. WM T. M. Mackay then

That this meeting, taking into consideration i^

close relationship existing between the navy a

mercantile marine of this country, view.- «uj^

anxiety the increasing deterioration of corse

class, and considers that their imP^™60^ that to

demanding immediate attention. we ^^ ^^ t

keep our place as queen of the seas * ^ ^nst bc

strong and a well-constructed fleet,
,

a"
b ]ne jackets,"

prepared to man that fleet with real ^^^
and to do that in the shortest possible

.

tl^t ^y f

this we should require to have an omnlP
tr

.uning up ft

seamen, and this could only be done y*
c\iairman

number of boys as sailors.—Captain opro >

geConded

of the Mercantile Marine Service Associaw
, ^

the motion, and drew a vivid picture ot l " ^ f the

which had overtaken the class sailor, i
^ be tllC

clean, tidy, and lively individual ^°^ were DOw

»

well-known "sailor "of former times, tne>. ngbtfl

greasy, dirty, ill-dressed set, more like
[m0OS\r

blacksmiths than sailors. The motion was una
^ ^

adopted.— Mr. James Aikin m
?
veV

e
piaioQ

resolution, which was .—"That m ™ ^.^
of this meeting, strengthened oy

inqtxir€

given before the commissioners apP0,nte"
naVV ,

the

into the best means of mann
!

n
f^: tional

training

only effectual remedy is to establish add
»£

on
^eretfl

ships for educating boys to the sea in on ^
ports.- The success which had attended the c£

ment of the training ship at P^^^ the

strongest evidence of the propriety oi «
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^^r^her ports. By doing: so, be said, when the
eT

f al came we should be saved from the humilia-

^ A cost'of resorting to bounties, given to men who
m9 % . , „ii «vru>rjPTir»p had nrnved. rpauv to

Kited the propriety of having numerous training

and a number of sea going brigs, where the boys

would

AW
iSdinreaiayo«utu& .«vF.». _„..r^... r . ~ ...

*^j.j the motion, which was carried unanimously.

**\3s resolved that copies of the resolutions be
& w**j

1
10 Lord palmerston, with a request that the

JEtmay receive the earnest attention of her Majesty's

^^bwich!—On Saturday, at the Shire Hall, James

ttnmtHd Rush eldest son of the notorious murderer of

St name, was'brought up on a charge of breaking into

Sb house of John Carson, a bricklayer, at Hichersett,

d stealing a watch and some electro-plated spoons.

After some evidence had been taken the prisoner was

remanded for a week. It may be remembered that in

the spring he was tried at the Norfolk Assizes on a

cfcnre of burglary, but acquitted.

Nottingham.—On Saturday last Samuel Thompson

and Thomas Cordon were brought before the magis-

trates on remand charged with a murderous attack on

Mr. Thomas Smith, farmer, of Little Halam, and with

robbing him of 25/. It appeared from the evidence of

Mr. Smith, that on the night of the robbery he called

it the Barley Mow, in the village of Trowell, about 10

o'clock. In a few minutes after the prisoners came in

while the prosecutor was conversing with another

person about buying a horse which he went from home

to purchase, but did not buy. The prisoners shortly

afterwards left the house, and the landlady gave

witness a large walking-stick. Witness proceeded about

hah" a mile without meeting anybody, and when at a

rery lonely spot, between Trowell and Ilkeston, he was

met 'one of the prisoners, who struck him such a

violent blow on the head with a hodgestake that he was

felled to the ground. The stake used by the prisoner

wis broken into several pieces. The robber then took

the stick lent witness by the landlady, and beat him on

the bead most violently, after which he rifled his

pockets of a pocketbook, containing 25Z. The two men
then went away, and witness put his hand into another

pocket, taking out 191. in gold, which he deposited in

his stocking with his watch. Immediately after this

the prisoners returned and again searched his

pockets, took some pipers, again beat him on the

head and kicked his ribs, and then left him. Witness's
head was beaten almost to a mummy, and one eye was
i»rly out. He, however, managed to get back to the
lblic- house, where having made himself heard, the
ndlady took him in. The superintendent of police at

ukeston received information of the robbery at

12 Jock the same night, and having collected a force
?w**ded to the spot, where he found a man's hat
lying in a pool of blood, and a very large walking stick,

jMjriy as thick as a man's arm, lying close by, with a
Hptfake several inches in diameter, broken into
Weral pieces, and covered with blood and hair. There
w™ also marks of a severe struggle having taken
Pjw. After the prisoners were taken into custody
ihompson made a voluntary statement to the police to

Jte effect that on the morning after the robbery he met
todon, who said he had robbed the farmer they had
* on the previous evening at the Barley Mow.
^Won then took from his pocket a circular and an
^elope directed to the prosecutor, and buried them in
**8oil- The prisoner further described the place
*** the envelope could be found, and the police on
B^g to the place, and digging up the soil, found the
PP«;» which the prosecutor identified as having been
* tos pocket at the time of the robbery. The

^
ch committed both the prisoners for trial at

J
assizes. — M r . Robert Wright, a rate collec-

tor the Nottingham Union, was brought before
Recorder at the recent quarter sessions, charged

5Lem.
be

?
2linS upwards of 300Z., the property of the

kj
0f Guardians. It appears that the prisoner has

longtime past been defrauding the ratepayers in

an»t
lngemous manner. He had been charging them

S^f amount than was due upon the rate granted,

whioU
als° put down in the rate book sums as arrears

of? f
been Pai(1" The Reorder said the amount

tot hi
ds 8nowed that the prisoner's accounts had

^n properly investiged bv the overseers ; but this

**Jd°K!
XCUSe ôr tne prisoner's dishonesty, and he

7^.
be sentenced to three years' penal servitute.

JJ u
lle tl,ird se"ous case of fraud committed by

fljgnam rate collectors.

stranded vessels and wreck. The second occurred on
j
the procession, which ex tended

Wednesday. In the course of the afternoon a storm
%

' "
*

• ... . i i • . •» . .....
men

j^. — * ue jury at the inquest »» ^i. nu^">»-

JJ?
e^PerJ who was shot on the 5th inst. at Hawks-

wj\ Spring, returned a verdict of Wilful Murder

tCr ^e poacher Waller, and the jury recommended
O^rninent to offer a reward for his apprehension.

^He??rTbe library and reading-room, parts of

*ftkJ u,eum ftt Oxford, which are mainly stocked

I** !l
lent,nc books from the Radcliffe Library, have

t©thZ
en
f\

for P*blH> UK* under similar arrangements
jJ^of the British Museum reading room,

aorthe f

*"~~Tbe violent storm which swept orer the

**k h u
0ast with such Jarful results on Saturday

tbujj
18 b^a followed by two others scarcely less

On

g

an
?

8 ln their effects. The first, which occurred

iile of r

ay ^ fel1 with unprecedented seventy on the

** tuT* fc from tnt Humber to Flamborough Head,
°*cu in maily pgrfcg ^ literally covered with

— c over a mile and a half,.

and surpaned in mnnben the funeral of O'Connell.
The procession started from Lower Abbey Street at
1 o'clock. There was a large funeral car of a pyramidal
!<>rm, on the top of which the coffin, not shaped in the
usual way, but like a box, was placed, uncovered, resting-

on a pall with a large white cross ou it. The car was
drawn by six horses with outrid<rs, preceded by eight
stewards on horseback, with wands, to keep the route
dear. Then came about 300 citizens, walking eight
deep, and wearing crape and white riband on their left

arms. ' xt came a band, consisting of 10 performer*.

A mourning coach followed, containing the sister of the

deceased, Mr. Doheny, the Rev. Mr. Kenyon, P.P.
of Templederry, and Mr. John Martin, one of

the convicted patriots of 1848. After this coach

walked the Rev. Patrick Lavelle, P.P. of Partry,

two other priests, and some laymen. Then came
the American deputation, and the various com-
mittees, wearing scarfs and hatbands. These were
followed by " t he 1 1 ades," which mustered in great

force. The Kingstown und Bray deputation followed

with an old blind harper, with his instrimn , clothed

in a white ** bardic costume," and f d on a chair on
the top of an i>mblematic car, drawn by one horse.

The carriage which followed contained Mr. William
Smith O'Brien and the O'Donoghue, M.l\, after which
followed about a dozen carriages and a line of cabe

and outside cars. The procession went through (tardiner

Street, Great Britain Street, Capel Street, along the

quays, to the King's Bridge, then by Stephen's Lane

to .James's Street, and Thomas Street, and down through

Dame Street and Sackville Street, traversing the

streets during Divine service, while the band played

the " Dead March in Saul " as they passed the various

churches. In passing the spot where Emmett was
executed in Thomas Street all the proeeasioniatf took

otf their hats. It wai near 5 o'clock and rather dark

when thev arrived at Glasnevin. Father Lavelle then

delivered the following address:

—

signal was hoisted in Shields harbour, warning «^. I1.«.
that dangerous winds might be expected from opposite
quarters. The storm burst upon the coast about mid-
night, and extended as far south as Yarmouth. Three
vessels were wrecked at the harbour's mouth, and others
went down at sea with all hands on board.

Stockport.—On Tuesday morning an alarming fire

broke out in the .Mersey Mill, belonging to a firm of
which Mr. Kershaw, M.P. for this borough, is the
principal partner. The building is a very extensive

one, six storeys high, and the fire was first discovered

in the centre. The flames continued blazing all day,

notwithstanding the efforts of the townspeople, among
whom the Volunteers took a conspicuous part. Property

to the extent ofmany thousands of pounds was destroy el,

but the premises were insured in various offices. About

1000 hands, who were all working full time, are thrown

out of employment by this calamity.

Stratford-on-Avon.— Mr. Hfelliwell having suc-

ceeded in securing Shakespeare's estate of New Place

for the sum of 1400?., has vested it in the Corporation

of Stratford, in perpetuity, on the condition that the

ground shall never be built on, but shall be converted

into pleasure gardens, to be freely open to the public.

He now proposes the establishment of a National

Shakespearian Fund, for the purpose of buying up

Anne Hathaway's cottage and other existing properties

which are associated with the name and the life of the

poet. He hasalready secured for 2000'. the GreatGarden,

as it was called in Shakespeare's time, where stood

the celebrated mulberry tree, and which was detached

from New Place early in the last century. He also

proposes to purchase all that belongs to the memory of

Shakespeare in Warwickshire for the use of the nation,

and eventually to found a library and museum in this

town. This design, if carried out, will involve an

expenditure of 8000Z. or more. The following is a list

of the principal donations at present offered for these

purposes:—Miss Burdett Coutts, 500?., with 1,00'.

additional for New Place; Mr. Henry Huth, 100/.;

Mr. G. L. Prendergast, 100? ; Mr. Sheridan, M.P.,

100?. ; Mr. Tite, M.P., 100?.; Mr. B. B. Cabbell, 100?.

;

Mr. James Parker, 100?.; Mr. Benjamin Webster, 100?.;

Mr. P. W. Cosens, 100?. ; a Lady, 100?. ; Mr. Dugdale,

of Wroxball Abbey, 100?. ; Mr. Henry Johnson, of

Crutched Friars, iOO?. ; Lord Overston, 100?. ; the

Misses Moore, 100?.; Mr. C. H. Bracebridge, 100?.;

Mr. Charles Rawlings, 100?. ; Sir William Fitz- Herbert,

100?. ; Mr. Thomas Krskine, 50?. ; Mr. James Mackenzie,

W.S., 50?.; Mr. Smollett, M.P., 21?. ; Miss Howe, 10?.;

Lord Monson, 5?.; Mr. Thomas Tasscll, 5?.; Mr.

Stephen Cave, M.P., 5?., &c., making in all 2396?.

Tavistock.—On the night of the 30th ot October,

1852, an aged woman, named Mary White, was

murdered at Bnckland Monachornm, and all attempts

to trace the murderer proved futile. A man named

Corber, who was the first to discover the perpetration

of the murder, was apprehended on suspicion, but the

evidence against him was not conclusive, and he was

discharged. Within the last few days Mary CorDer,

the sister of this man, called upon Mr. Superinten-

dent Freeman, of the Stonehouse district, and stated

that a man named Holwill, a stoker on board H.M.S.

Indus, while at Rio Janeiro, saw a man named

Robins, who told him that he was the murderer

of Mary White. Mary Corber thought it was

only fair towards the character of her brother that

this should be inquired into. Mr. Superintendent

Freeman accordingly went on board the Indus and

having heard what the man had to say, thought it his

duty to take him before the magistrates that tamigfat

state on oath what he had said to him. John Holw.U

said that he is leading stoker in H- M. S Indus and wa,

formerly of H. M. S. Leopard ;
that in August I860 he

accidentally met a man at Rio Janeiro who said that

he came from Tavistock and was called Robins and on

the witness telling him that he also came from he

same neighbourhood, Robins said that he was the

murderer of Mrs. White. Witness then asked him it

he was related to Capt. Batty Robins, upon which he

paused abruptly, and said " I don't want to say anything

more to you. There is your hotel." I went to the

hotel half an hour afterwards, and saw Robins again

but he then pretended that he could not speak

English. Witness returned afterwards and asked tor

the man, but the people told him that he had hung

himself The Chairman said it was quite right tor the immediate locality is not h as we are led to suppose

wihipsS to come forward and make the statement, but Jertain reports which reached the Executn-e-Having to*
witness to come ioiwai i

magistrates could versed an extensive range of country within the
J*?*

three

there was no evidence ot which tne magistrate wum ^^ 300 mileg on :m outside car. with my friend Sir

make anv use , * Henry Brownrimr. who, I am sure, is in a condition to knowS RDEV--The committee of the Fielden Me- mf/c/brtterthafany man the position of th
f;
country and who

roMORDp. ine com
i commemorate the has given me valuable mformntion, for winch I feel deeply

morial Fund have determined ;to commem

o

indegted to hSm b^des much that I obtained from persons of

services of the late Mr. John h lelden MJf. toruw
Qf th M l came along_T mus t admit that I have

ham in imnrovinff the condition of factory children in Prices through which I passed the effects of the bad

by the er

this town

" My friends, I do not mean to preach the funeral oration of

Terence Ueilew M'Mmns. I am forestalled by the people; they

have preached it by their presence, their attitude, their

solemn determination, their secret vows, and unalterable re-

solves. They regard him as a true patriot who died for his country,

and whose country is, therefore, bound, not alone to honour

his memoir, but to vindicate his blood. And she will—yes,

yes, she will—the day of 1 reland's regeneration is fast appi h-

ing. Yesterday, that sarcophagus was the symbol of Erin's

grave. To-morrow it will be of her resurrection. We will not

be oppressed for ever. The iron hoof of the intruder, the

stranger, the spoliator, and the tyrant, will not for ever tread

upon our necks. There is hope for Ireland—yes, strong hope,

speedy hope ; and I prav you all to return to your homes with

this >, abiding your good time, sure and soon to come,

when the ruffian tyrant must cease his oppression, and the

patient sufferer will be repaid for years of endurance by cen-

turies of happiness for himself and bis country. Once more,

men of Dublin and Ireland, 1 hope you will return as you

have come, powerful in your good order ur, and
resolved to carry out in reality, in thegrood tima comfngr, the

solemn vows of your hearts.

"

Mr. Smyth, the chairman of the American Committee

next delivered an address, in which he stated that the

Irish in America meant to test the feeling of the Irish

at home by disinterring the corpse of M'Maims and

bringing it across the American Continent and the

Atlantic, and, if the Irish at home refused to honour

his remains, they resolved to give them up as a doomed

race. Bat they showed themselves still true to th

cause for which M'Manus died, as the proceedings of

that day proved ; and he was proud that the demon-

stration which proved so gloriously successful was the

work of the people and the people alone. The pro-

ceedings were not quite concluded till about 6 o'clock.

A few members of the Papal brL le were present

wearing medals, but the genera* public seemed to take

no very lively interest in the proceedings, and the

middle-class citizens kept quite aloof. There was no

display of military or muster of police, and the whole

afTair passed over without any breach of the peace or

any serious accident.

Visit of the Chief Secehtaby to the West.—
Sir Robert Peel arrived in Sligo on Saturday, having

visited Clifden, Uallina, Westport, and other places on

his way. The Mayor waited on him immediately on

his arrival, and presented an address from the corpora-

tion, to which Sir Robert returned the following reply

:

B I am exceedingly touched by the kind manner in which

you have welcomed me on the occasion of my visit to una

important commercial town, because I am aware that perhap3

with respect to Galway it ranks next in importance m the

province of Connaught. I was glad to hear from the gentle-

men who read the address that the apprehension of distress in

IZ 1000/., independent of^P^J*^
of erection. The work has heen intrusted to Mr.

Foley, R.A.

Ireland

close on Sunday mornmg, when^tbe ?
ncIei rf

the surrounding country- that nothing approaching that

serious state of things which afflicted thi untry and marred

its progress some years ago is likely to arise. At the same

time whatever may devolve on the Executive of the country

fairly and honestly will be treated with so far as it can be con-

sistently with the public interests ; and. m fact, so desirous

have I been to perceive the exact condition of things that I

have, at this very inclement seaeon, traversed the country to

see with my own eye and hear with my own ear the state of

affairs that prevail. As I have stated, I have gone over a large

tract of country, and have witnessed great improvement in

some parts, and in some great want—want, I mean, of that
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energy wbich distinguished the district between Ballina and
SJigo ; and I must say it is with extreme gratification that I

have seen during my route the evident progress which is in-

fluencing the agricultural interests in general of this part of
the country, and which I believe may, in a great degree, be
attributed, not to any individual exertion alone, but to the
good example of Sir Robert Gore Booth, and that of his illus-

trious chief, under whom I have the honour to serve, Lord
Palmerston. I believe he holds considerable property in this
county, and in this town ; and it is with pleasure I remarked,
notwithstanding what we may have heard, whether in the
House of Commons or his own little borough, he is not more
beloved than in this town. I must say that in coming to this
town I did not anticipate the honour you have done me. I

felt it deeply ; I did not expect that I had merited it at pre-
sent, at least the honour you have done me in giving me a
"welcome to your town ; but I will endeavour to do my duty,
and hope to merit it in the future. The time is happily gone
by when that impassable line, religious feeling, prevented this
country from producing that state of things, and holding that
position which she is evidently entitled to hold. It is my
determination to discharge the duties of my office irrespective
of creed. I am sorry to see that there is in Ireland a disposi-
tion hostile to her Majesty's present Government, but I can
assure you that, as regards Italy, the same course which has
been pursued by Lord Palmerstou's Government, and the
policy of Earl Russell, would be adopted by Lord Derby if he
came into power, and I entirely acquiesce in the policy of non-
intervention which has been carried out and concluded."

On Wednesday Sir Robert Peel arrived in Londonderry
and was presented with an address and the freedom of
the city, by the corporation, in the Town Hall. He
acknowledged the compliment in a lengthened speech, in

which he stated that he had been struck during his

tour with the improvements he had witnessed and the
general improvement of the country, much of which he
attributed to the operation of the Encumbered Estates
Court and a resident proprietary. He next made the
following remarks on an attack which has recently
been made upon him by Archbishop Cullen, who had
denounced him as an enemy to Catholicism and the
Holy See .

—

" On my arrival in Sligo, to my astonishment and regret, I
saw a placard, or letter, publicly exhibited through the town,
and signed 'Paul Cullen,' denouncing me to the people of this
country. For what? Denouncing me who, after all, am, in
the sight of God, but a worm like himself, and for what?
Because I have ventured to pursue an independent policy, free
alike from partisanship or prejudice. When I read this docu-
ment I almost shed tears of regret, not that he should denounce
me—for I don't care two rows of pins for his denunciations

—

but tears of regret that in this country any man could be found
so misleading the people and stirring up among them a spirit
of religious animosity. This I will say, however, that though
the rev. Archbishop has thought fit to denounce me to the
people of Ireland, it shall not cause me to deviate one iota from
the path I intend to follow. I regret, I say, to see this attempt
to keep alive religious animosity ; but I congratulate myself,
as the agent of a Government which intends to act straight-
forwardly with all classes and parties, that when I leave Ireland
I shall carry with me, not, indeed, the approval of such men as
Paul Cullen, but the affectionate regard of the great majority
of the people of Ireland."

Agricultural Education.—Mr. Fisher, of Water-
ford, has suggested to the Chief Secretary the advisa-

bility of establishing an agricultural colWe near Dublin,
in the event of his project of erecting a Queen's College
4n Leinster being carried out. He expresses his belief

that it would be of great advantage to a very large

branch of Irish industry to consolidate the agricultural

departments of the existing Queen's Colleges into one
agricultural college, and to extend its range of studies,

attaching to it a suitable farm to make it thoroughly
practical. Sir Robert Peel, in acknowledging the com-
munication, says that much good will result to the
country from the ventilation of opinion upon the subject,

and that some such plan as the one suggested might no
doubt with mature consideration be advantageously
grafted upon any future scheme for providing Leinster
with the opportunities enjoyed in the other provinces.
The Yelverton^Case.—The exception* taken by

Mr. Brewster to Chief Justice Monahan's charge at the
great trial in Dublin will shortly be argued before the
full Court of Common Pleas. Mr. Whiteside and Mr.
Serjeant Sullivan will appear for Mrs. Yelverton, while
the same counsel as before will represent Major
Yelverton. Although the arguments will be chiefly of
a legal nature, they will, it is expected, excite con-
siderable public interest. As regards the Scotch case,
there is, it is said, no probability of a decision being
given in it for at least a year or more. The evidence
taken by the Scotch commission at Manchester was of
such a conflicting nature that Mrs. Yeiverton's advisers
have decided on what, in Scotch legal phraseology, is

termed "leading a counter proof." This will occupy
considerable time, and will prevent any decision being
given by the High Court of Session for u long time.

seconded by Colonel Ferrier Hamilton, Mr. Oswald, of

Auchincruive, Lord Ardmillan, and Major Hamilton,

and were unanimously agreed to, after which a com-
mittee was appointed to take charge of the subscriptions.

During the meeting it was stated that various proposals

had been made as to the character of the memorial.
The Marquis of Ailsa had proposed an educational

institution ; Major Hamilton had proposed a public

park, and Lord Colville had suggested the foundation
of a sailors' home in Ayrshire. The general opinion

seemed to be that the only way to settle the question

would be, when the funds were collected, to take the
opinion of the majority of the subscribers. An influ-

ential meeting was held last week at Glasgow, the
Duke of Hamilton in the chair, at which it was
unanimously resolved to convene a meeting on an
early day, with the view of adopting measures for

obtaining subscriptions in Glasgow and its neighbour-
hood in aid of the memorial about to be raised in the
county of Ayr. This meeting was held on Wednesday,
when from 6001. to 700/. were subscribed.

law existed. The appeal, therefore, has failwT u-

A ' *'i*rty mtn fe

by Act of Parliament, and in this case no Act of
exists. The appeal was accordingly dismissed.

portms
Race for the Six-Mile Champion's Belt.—On Mond*»»v.

race-grounds of Hackney Wick were thronged with mmL
ward Mills, of HacuS*!

holder of the Six Miles Challenge Champion Belt, and j<2
Brighton, of Norwich, the four miles champion. >iuu it

be remembered, is the only pedestrian who has defeat*!

a&ailfoajBS* MAccident on the Oswestey and Newtown.—
On Saturday morning as a goods train was rounding
one of the sharp curves between Abermule and Mont-
gomery, the engine ran off the line and down an em-
bankment of 10 feet. The driver was thrown to a con-
siderable distance and dashed to pieces, and the stoker
was crushed under the engine. Another man, who was
on the engine, escaped with but a few bruises, and the
guard, who was in the van, saved himself by jumping
out as soon as he found the carriage had left the rails.

It is said that the driver, who had on more than one
occasion been warned for furious driving, had a very
light train of empty trucks behind the engine, and was
observed by many persons to be going too rapidly for
safety. The engine was smashed to pieces, and the
trucks and van more or less injured.

£cotlatti».
The Peince Consoet and the Feeemasons.—The

'North British Mail states that the Duke of Atholl, as
Grand Master Mason of Scotland, lodged a protest with
the Prince Consort against his laying the foundation
stones of the Post Office and Industrial Museum, on
the ground that is was the province of the Grand
Master Mason to perform that ceremony in the case of
all public buildings. The Duke, it says, handed the
protest to the Prince Consort at the station in Perth,
when his Royal Highness passed through to Edinburgh
to perform the ceremony.
The Eglinton Memoeial.—A public meeting was

held a few days since in the County Euildiugs at Ayr,
to consider a series of resolutions drawn up by a
committee previously appointed at a private meeting,
for founding a memorial in the county of Ayr to the
late Earl ot Eglinton. The Marquis of Ailsa took the
chair, and the different resolutions were moved and

Court of Exchequer.—(Sittings in Banco. Before the Lord
Chief Baron and Barons Bramwell, Channell, and Wilde).—
Maden and Wife v. Catanach. Refusal of an Oath.—This was an
appeal from a decision of Mr. Christopher Temple, judge of the
County Court of Rochdale, who refused to receive the evidence
of the plaintiff's wife. It appeared that the plaintiff brought
an action in the name of himself and wife to recover 2bl f the
value of a pianoforte, which belonged to the latter prior to her
marriage. The plaintiff's wife was a material witness in sup-
port of the case, but defendant's counsel objected to the recep-
tion of her testimony on the ground of want of religious belief,

as she did not believe in the existence of a God or of a future
state of rewards and punishments. It was contended on the
other side that the evideno* mu^t b^ talran, n» frho TtritnaaaL
herself did not object to be sworn, and it was not competent
to defendant to make the objection, as a subject could not be
deprived of her civil rights, however liable she might be
to ecclesiastical censure and punishment from her want
of religious faith. The County Court judge then examined
the plaintiff's wife on the voir dire, and in reply to his

questions she stated that she did not believe in the
existence of a God, nor in a future state of rewards and
punishments, but that she regarded her word as her bond and
felt that she was bound to tell the truth for her fellow

creatures. On these answers the judge refused to allow the

witness to give evidence, and non-suited the plaintiffs, giving

leave for an appeal to this court on the point of law. Mr.

Craufurd now argued the case in support of the appeal, and
contended that a witness who did not object to take the oath

was not to be rendered incompetent as a witness at the option

of the opposing patty. Baron Wilde: Not if he does not
believe in a Deity or in future rewards and punishments?
Mr. Craufurd : Certainly. The Lord Chief Baron : If a person

says he does not believe in God* how can you administer an
oath to him V There is no ease bearing on the proposition you
offer to us. You are arguing on the supposition that the

question as to her religious belief had not been put ; but it has
been put and answered. It would therefore be useless for us
to send the case back to the judge now he knows that the
witness does not believe in God. Mr. Craufurd : Such a thing
ought not to deprive the plaintiff of her right, but go to
her credibility. She was not sworn to speak the truth
in all matters in the cause pending, but upon the voir
dire only, and I contend that the judge had no right
to examine her upon her religious belief before the
usual oath was administered. The Lord Chief Baron : The
last provision of the legislature on the subject, the 24th and
L'">th of Victoria, cap. 66, sect. 1, enacts, that if any person
called as a witness in a criminal court, or required, or desirous
of making any affidavit or deposition, shall refuse or be un-
willing, from alleged conscientious motives, to be sworn, then
he can make a solemn affirmation or declaration. This imports
that the person should have some religious belief of some sort
ov another. Your proposition seems to be that a person
having uo religious belief is to give evidence after taking an
oath ending with the woris " So help me God." Mr.
Craufurd : The present case is entirely a new one, and I ask
your Lordships to decide upon it. Take the case of a man
seeing a murder committed, and he a witness when the murderer
is tried for that offence, is the murderer to be set at large
because the principal witness has no religious belief? If he
could not be sworn his declaration ought to be taken. In
Scotland, a short time ago, an Esquimaux was called as a wit-
ness, and, having no religious belief, he was allowed to make a
declaration. Baron Wilde : The misfortune there is that if a
man did not speak the toith you had no means of punishing
him. Mr. Craufurd: Mr. Taylor, in his book on evidence,
cites a law report, on American authority, which I am unable
to find, which lays down as a principle that you are to
examine on a declaration in the event of a want of religious
belief; and I take it for granted that Mr. Taylor agrees with
him. The Lord Chief Baron : Although Mr. Taylor quotes the
authority, he lays down his own opinion in accordance with
the view taken by the learned County Court Judge. Baron
Bramwell: Take the case of a child of tender years. It is
customary to ask her questions about her religious instruction
and belief before the oath is administered to her. Mr.
Craufurd : That is rather to test her capacity and understand-
ing. If the Court holds that it is absolutely necessary to
administer an oath, then there is an end to the appeal. The
Lord Chief Baron, in giving judgment, said :—We are all agreed
that the proceeding of the judge of the county court was right
according to the law and practice of this country ever since the

witness the contest between Edward Mills, of Hacime
holder of the Six Miles Challenge Champion Belt and^
Brighton, of Norwich, the four miles champion. Mills, it wffl
be remembered, is the only pedestrian who has defeated tOl
Seneca Indian, Deerfoot, in a level race, and as the two ktt»
are again matched for 200/., for eight miles, great intere*rw2
excited in the race. For the six miles the competitors had kmake 41 circuits of the course. Mills took the lead at aUrun
but was passed before the second round by BrightoiLwfc
finished the first mile in 4 minutes 44 secouda. Mills th«
went in front, and maintained the lead during the jHffiffwt
mile, which he finished in 5 minutes 8 seconds, tolly lO y^ll
in front, the two miles having been run at the astonish:
of nearly 13 miles an hour. At the end of the third mile, accom-
plished in about 15 minutes, the two men were should* to
shoulder. Brighton then took the lead for two m ire rtxrodt,
and struggled manfully to maintain his advantage, but MilU
again rushed away from him in the 23d round, lin^hion tried
hard to live the pace, when nature gave way, and he was com-
pelled to succumb, much exhausted, at the 2oth round, through
a swelling in his left side under the heart, Mills, ac i moch
diminished speed, finishing the four miles in ^ muwxtm 45
seconds, and running the remaining distance at

The Ten Mile Race at Portsmouth.—OnThursday atonm*
a great ten-mile foot race for 50L, 40/. to the first man and 101
to the second, took place at the East Hants Cricket-groan^

Southsea, near Portsmouth, in the presence of more thin 40ft)

persons. The competitors were Deerfoot, Mills, the ux mOta
champion ; Brighton, the four |miles champion ; andH. Hour-

ard, of local celebrity. Deerfoot took the lead at storting, bat
Mills overtook and passed him in the third round, an 1 wis
thirty-yards in advance at the close of the fourth mile. Tb»
two passed each other again and again, Deerfoot being &-fcead

at the end of the fifth mile. All this time Brighton wasnafl

up, and apparently husbanding his strength to take advanUflt

of the least falling off of the two leading men, and oca itliy

giving a specimen of his speed. He, however, never got in the

front position, and the struggle was entirely between Deerfoot

and Mills, the former being first at the finish of the sixth mile.

Theypassed andrepassed each other frequently; butat theend o:

the seventh mile the Indian was again first by a couple of yards.

Millsthen recovered his position, and was also first at the closeof

the 8th mile. At the finish of the 9th mile Deerfoot was foar

yards in advance. On entering the 10th and last mile the

Indian put out his strength, and though the ground was very

heavy, ran in a winner by seven yards only, Mills being much

exhausted. Brighton did not give up till nine miles and a bail

had been done, when he was 50 yards in the rear. The race was

run in 55 minutes 15 seconds. The running of Mills was much

praised for its perfect style; Deerfoot ran iu a loose shambling

manner, half-open mouth and drooping lower jaw, and with no

"style/1 as it is sportin&ly termed, about him. He had, how-

ever, an immense advantage over both his competitors in, nis

greater length of stride.

Knur and Spell Match for the Championship.— ( >n batur-

day afternoon a contest at knur and spell, for the champion-

ship of England and 501. a side, took place on the racecourw

at Doncaster between William Sutchife, better kuo*vnj| * Bill

>?

near Leeds, in the presence of nearh spectators, princi-

pally persons brought by special train from Bradford, Leeds,

and Sheffield. The two men had been pitted against each other

several times previously, but the last contest was at 1 Is, for

50*. a side and championship, when Stables was declared the

winner by 3 scores only. In consequence of the immense number

of spectators present at the Leeds contest, and the inconve-

nience resulting from so great a crowd, it was decided to play

this return match at Doncaster. Sutclifle for some time lias

held the belt, but on this occasion he appeared to teel eonsco*n

that his opponent was superior to him, lor at the 23d nse ne

drew his spell and declined the contest any longer, tw
backers were greatly exasperated at this, and still more so

when he left the arena, and could not be induced to resume

the play. The referee suspended the contest for seven minutes

to give him the opportunity of continuing the f¥°+J*A
the end of that time, as he did not appear, Stables

>

conctadtu

it alone, and at the end of 30 rises was declared the .mer

and consequently the champion, his total scor° ^lug -^£
Aj

the time when Sutcliffe retired he was but nmeJ*tun«

Stables, the score being 214 to 223. The match excited grow

interest, and a good deal of money changed hands.

©httuai>
The King or Portugal died on Tuesday at Lisboa^

an attack of ague and typhus fever, in his «»y»
faithful Majesty Dom Pedro V King of ?ov^w^fthi
a Knight of the Garter, and a Knight ^a"d ;™£ o<

LegioS of Honour, was bom in 1837, and was W*™"^

baptism 14 Christian names, "Pedro ™» *,- dQ Vict«
Rafael Gabriel Gonzaga Xavier Joao Anton*

»

j.
.

_
j

j

Franciscod'AssiseJulioAmelio. Histatheri^^rr^^ ^^^
first cousin, and his paternal uncle. Prince Aug •

u^
a daughter of King Louis K^JjSL uud cbe 1**

Amelia of France. The King of the ^f\^t aunU **
Duchess of Kent were his great uucle ana h ^ pother

the Emperor of Braz.il was his uncle. **
^iug iU 1855,

when he was only 16 years of age, and
^
beC

tnmeut till 185*.

but did not assume the reins of Govern
Jcrica vf ilhcl-

In 185S he married the Princess Stephanie
Boheu«oUern-

mina, daughter of Prince Antony Char^,. htheria in J«H
Sigmaringen, who died almost suddenly ot oip

red that his

1859, leaviug no issue. It has recently been ru
(f ltaiy

Majesty was about to marry a daughter ot i'
iuVC3ted wi"*

but it has of late died away. In 1858 the»
King \ •

Batll anaW
the order of the Garter at Belem, the »ar<^.,nti >iries

on tftj

Charles Young being her Majesty's Plouip^c ^ of

occasion. As his Majesty has left no wrfM _"£, Fll ilippJ

Portugal descends to his next brother, vow
. Rapha*

Maria Fernando Pedro d'Alcantara Antonio » b
Q AugosWJ

Gabriel Gonzaga Xavier Francisco dAs5 i>
f
oporto •»»

Jules Volfando of Braganza and Bourbon, ui who«»»
Duke of Saxony, a captain in the Fortuj ue»

e

born in 183S, and is consequently in his ~4tn y ^ ftt
-tub-

General Sir Howard Douglas, Bart.,
{J-°-

J

tb0 third:*>*

bridge Wells on Saturday, in his 8oth y-ear. He w
deAth f fa*

of the first barenet, and succeeded to the title^ ved wlth h*

brother in 1809. He entered the army m l «'**.
m9f aud wij

regiment in Portugal and Spain in 1808 an
medal^

present at Corunna, for wnich he "«el^j!°^en E^SS
one clasp. He also took part ^^Srnent of Flushfl*

and was present at the siege and bombardrne^ ^ ^
Returning to the Peninsula in 1811, he remain**

0*

QWtf

ft*

ft
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^.
nH for bis services received the Cross of Charles III.

rfl?1^htSme a general in the army in 1851, since which
rfgptin.

Be De» 6^ of the 15th Foofc He represented

<•• **! ta Parliament from 1842 to 1847, after having been

IH^^JSfij^ndidate in 1S32, and again in 1835. He was
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Tvtw Brunswick from 1823 to 1829, and Lord High

•"^oner of the Ionian Islands from 1835 till 1840 ; was a

5*1.1 nMrhamber to the late Duke of Gloucester, aud

—Zu*}* darree of D.C.L. from Oxford in 1829. In recog-

liK'S mUitary services he was created a Knight Grand

i 2 Michael and St. George in 1835, and a Knight

Cross of the Bath in 1841. He is succeeded by his son

on
the

95
i ns Cjsar Hawkins, Bart., died at Frenchay,

m?L\ in his 80th year. He was born in 1782, and was tne

*K*&n of Mr John Hawkins, and grandson of Sir Caesar

Elfin* first baronet, Sergeant-Surgeon to the King. He
**"7~Vi*_H af Eton and Oxford, and succeeded his brother

. ¥iSJ«i»pr in 1793. He married in 1804, the eldest

a

baronet in litfo. ne marntsu m iou-i, tuo eiuest

. JS : , nf Mr William Surtees, of Hedley, Northumberland,
*B*T7.L v, b a(i issue nine sons and four daughters He is

5*I3ed £ uis title and estate by his grandson, John Cajsar

"^f his eldest son by the daughter of Mr. Thomas Bourke

2ta of Combe House, Hereford;, who was born in 1837.

£» Thomas Butler, Bart., of Ballintemple, in the county

JSrlow died on the 8th inst., in his 78th year. He is suc-

i»A in the baronetcy by his son, Richard Pierce, who was

w»n in 1813 and married in 1855 the daughter of Thomas

rkwo Eaq., o{ Hermitage, Durham. The first baronet sat

A?°r!^n« in 1639 and the county was represented continu-

Imlvbv the family from 1G92 to 1800.

ThomasSusgsby Duncombe, M.P. for Finsbury. died on Wed-

•mJit *t Lancing, Sussex. He was the son of Mr. T. Duncombe,

JJwrove, near Boroughbridge, Yorkshire, by the daughter

rfth«Burbt Rev. Dr. Hinchcliffe, Bishop of Peterborough. He

ii born in 1797, and served for some time in the 4th Dragoons,

hieh he quitted with the rank of Lieutenant shortly after the

m£m of the war. He entered the House of Commons first in

Sl is member for Hertford ; and was re-elected in 1S30, and

Sin 1831. In 1832, on the passing of the Reform Bill, he

Ehii seat, and remained out of Parliament for two years.

Ii 1834 he was elected for the new borough of Finsbury, which

hi 'cm represented continuously to the present time. Mr.

Boats Duncombe was a strenuous supporter of triennial

PiriJAinents, secular education, the ballot, separation of Church

wdSUte, and other principles of the ultra-Radical party. He
bad been in failing health for some time, and was in his

Htb year.

Xn J. H. H. Foley, M.P. for East Worcestershire, died at

kfcnidenceat Prestwood, near Stourbridge, on Wednesday
eitnin?. He was a Liberal in politics, and had represented

tat Worcestershire for 14 years, previous to which he sat for

Drottwich, now represented by Sir John Pakington.

M. Isidore Geoffroy De Saint Hilaire, a celebrated French
Mianliit, died in Paris on Sunday last. He was born in

Paris in 1805, and was the son of the celebrated Stephen
Geofroy de Saint Hilaire, who died in 1844. His father's repu-

tation inspired him from his earliest years with a love for

natural history. In 1826 he published a Memoire on the
Mammalia, and at the age of 27 was elected a member of the
Academy of Science in the room of M. Latreille. He after-

wards became successively Professor of Zoology at the Museum,
Director of the Menagerie, Inspector-General, and Counsellor of
\fce University. In 1845 he was appoin tea officer of the Legion
of Honour. As a zoologist he extended the ideas and experi-
ments of his father, his especial aim being the multiplication of
the number of species useful to man for food or labour. He
ndedthe " Imperial Zoological Society of Acclimatation,"of
ichhe was elected president in 1855. In connection with
mciety he is well known in England as having proposed,

SBd endeavoured practically to carry out, tho use of horseflesh
ii an article of food. M. de St. Hilaire's works on natural
far? are very numerous ; among them may be specified
I**a de Teratologic " (1836), " Lecons de Mammologie "

TO "Lecons de Zoologie Generate *' (184S) " Histoire Geue-

Jj»
et Particuliere des Anomalies de l'Organisation chez

r«S
meetles ^nimaux" (1832-6), "Histoire Naturelle des

»"W« et des Mollusques " (1841), " Vie, Travaux et Doctrines
Wifiques d'Etienne Geoffroy Saint Hilaire" (1847), "Report
wwe Minister of Agriculture on the Domestication or Naturai-«"

i

of Useful Animals." <fcc. Cotijointlywith M. Brohgniart« other scientific men, he edited the natural history for«™ Dupetit Thouars's voyage round the world.
iBE Key. Professor Cummtno, M.A., Professor of Chemistry

fissures, some of them serious, have made their appear-
ance along the whole length of the castle walls. In
the lower parts of the structure, as in the chapel, and
especially in the cellar with the great tun, the injuri.

are more
^
considerable than in the upper apartments.

With a view to inquire into the cause ami extent of the
damage, and the prevention of further mischief, a com-
mission has been convened by Herr von Bayer, the
conservator of Baden antiquities.
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Joshua Baker.

we University of Cambridge, died at his living at North
won, Norfolk, on Sunday last, in his 85th y<
Junior Professor of the University, having been eiwuni wi
•wee in I8ij. He was entered at Trinity College in 1797,

year. He was

j" took his degree in the first year of the present
J'Ky- In due course he was elected to a Fellow-

2 ?? succeeded to the rectorv of North Runcton more

J™
w years ago, but he resided much in the University,

££ ne regulai ly delivered his lectures, and discharged the
wofhia office up to last year.

"^•-The wiU of Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S., has been

iKiM? Aai2
0,00W

" » Rqv' J ' W * Cunningham, rector of

BIRTHS.—On the 4th inst, at 13, Hereford Street. Park
Lane, the Marchioness of Caermarthen, of a son—1st inst, :it

Rutland Gate, the Lady William Compton, of a daughter—
7th inst, at Eaton Square, Lady Emily Cavendish, of a
daughter—9th inst, at Deer Park, Devon, the Lady Franc
Lindsay, of a son—1st inst, at Aberdeen, the Hon. Lady
Abercromby, of Birkenbog and Forglen. of a son— 5th inst, at

14, Oxford Square, the Hon. Mrs. Slingsby Betkeij.. of twin
sons—11th inst, at Devonshire Place, Portland Place, W.. Lady
Aitchison, wife of General Sir John Aitchison, of a son—7th
inst, at 2, Imperial Square, Cheltenham, the wife of Colonel
Clement A. Edwards,C.B , 49th Regiment, of a son—14th inst,

at 2, Imperial Square, Cheltenham, the wife of Col. Edwards,
C.B., 49th Regiment, of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 6th inst, the Rev. G. E. Prescott,
rector of Digswell, Herts, to Caroline Mary Wkstby, .second

daughter of the late N. Westby, Esq., and of the Hon. Mrs.
Westby, of 9, York Gate. Regent's Park—4th inst, at tl

British Embassy, Paris, William Heathcote, Esq., of Cuntl

Manor, Yorkshire, and Hy«le Park Gate, South Kensington, to

Ramona Garcia, eldest daughter of the late Don Josi de
Torres, Marquis de Villamejor—6th inst, at Monks' Risborough
Church, Bucks, the Rev. Edward Duncan Hall, M.A., rector

of Coin St. Denis, in the county of Gloucester, youngest son of

the late George "William Hall, D.D., Master of Pembroke
College, Oxford, and Canon of Gloucester Cathedral, to Sophia
Elizabeth, fourth daughter of the Rev. H. W. J. Beauciiamp,

rector of Monks' Risborough—6th inst, at St. Mary's Church,
Ripley, Surrey, Thomas Elliott Hughes, Captain H.M. Bengal
Artillery, to Rosalie Jane, widow of the late Henry 1.

Pennell, Esq.. of Bombay, and only surviving daughter of the

late Major George "Walton Onslow, Madras Artillery, Brigadier I Kent Fleeces
Commanding tho Nizam's Contingent—7:h inst, at Dawlish,

the Rev. Gilbert Lyon, B.A., son of Gilbert Lyon, Esq., MI).,

Clifton, to Albinia Mary, daughter of William Fripp, Esq.,

Magistrate aud Deputy Lieutenant of the county of Gloucester.

DEATHS.—On the 3d inst, at Paris, the infant son of Baron

and Baroness Alphonse de Rothschild—28th ult, at Haugh-
laud, near Elgin, William Leith Hay, Esq., second son of Sir

Andrew Leith Hay. of Ranoes, aged 42—5th inst, Diana Main-

waring, of Nantwich, Cheshire, sister of tho late Sir H. M.

Mainwaring, Bart., aged 74—26th ult., at Northampton, of

paralysis, William John M'Mahon, Esq., second son of the

late Sir William M'Mahon, Bart., formerly Master of the Rolls

in Ireland—29th ult, at Madeira, Robert Nbwoomev Gore
Booth, Esq., eldest son of Sir Robert Gore Booth, Bart., of

Lissadel, Sligo, Ireland—28th Sept., at Gwalior Fort, India.

Lieutenant Edmund Powerscourt Pakenham, 52d Light

Infantry, fourth son of the late Lieutenant-General the Hoi .

Sir Hercules Pakenham—30th Sept., at Nynee Tal, Himalaya?,

Captain Frederick Southcote Seale, Royal Artillery,

youngest son of the late Sir John Henry Seale, Bart ,
of Mount

Boone—7th inst, at Clifton, Miss Smythe. daughter cf tho late

Sir Edward Joseph Smythe, of Acton Burnell Park, Shrop-

shire, and sister of the present baronet -6th inst, at his rcai-

1

donee, 2G, D..ract Placo, Dorset Bquave, WilliAM STEVENS

Richardson, Esq., youngest son of the lato Sir John Richard-

son Knt, aged 46—31st ult, at her residence, 4, Bladud's

Buildings, Bath, Mrs. Martha Wingrove, relict of Major-

GenerafGeorge Prescott Wingrove, R.M., aged SI—6th inst, in

London, suddenly, Lieut.-Colonel James Ward, late of her

Maiesty's 81st Regiment, aged 63—7th inst, at Noirmont

Manor, Jersey, Henriette Cceline Mathilde, widow

of the late J. L. Nixon, Esq., formerly Lieutenant

and Captain Grenadier Guards, aged 62 - 2d mst, at

Leaton Knolls, Salop, Charlotts Sophm, youngest

daughter of the late Francis Lloyd, of Domgay, in the county

of Montgomery, and Leaton, in the county ot Salop, Esq., and

M P for the former county—5th inst, at his residence,

Tremerton House, Clapham Park, James Porteous Esq. for

many years a member of her Majesty's Hon. Privy Council for

the Island of Jamaica, and Custos of the parish of St. Andrew s

there ao-ed 53-7t.h inst. at his mother's residence, Tubney

House, near AbinRdon, Berks, the Rev.John Wood Kewley,

M.A., Braseuose College, Oxford, aged 3<-. th inst, at Preston

Vicarage, the Rev. Henry Cripps, vicar of Preston All Saints

and of Stonehouse, Gloucestershire, aged ,3-10th inst, m the

Close Norwich, the Rev. Edward Hibgame, vicar of Fordham,

Cambridgeshire, and formerly Fellow and Tutor of Jesus

College, Cambridge, aged 85 - 9th inst the Rev Peter

Aubertin, rector of Chipstead, Surrey, aged 86-10th inst. at the

residence of his son, Worldham Rectory, Hants, the Rev.

Hunter Francis Fell, M. A., rector of Oulton, Suffolk, aged ,0

-30th ult at Thirsk, the Rev. Robert James Serjkantson,

vicar of Snaith, aged 58—11th inst, at Bilton, Warwickshire,

the Rev William Jam Rector of Bilton and Rural Dean,

aged 74-1 th inst, at Malta, the Rev. J. H. J. Morison, late

Curate of Chingford, Essex.

Whitechapel, Thi-rsdav, Nov. 14.

Fine Meadow Hay a to 100s
Inferior do 60 SO

Prime New Hay . .
— —

Inferior .. .. — —
Straw 28 S2

Fine 1st cut Clover 1\0» to 1 1m
Inferior d<

New 2d cut
Inferior do.
New 1st cut

o;. 1«5
1<

HOPS.

—

Borough Market, Friday, Nov. 1*.

Messrs. Pattenden &, Smith report a steady consump-
tive demand for both new and old Hops ;it firm ratos.

Currency :

—

Mid an ast Kent £8 8
Weald Kent 7 10
Sussex 7 7

to £1

8
B

10

POTATOES, 8<l »nvAiiK. Mond N«r. II.

During the past week tin* arrivals both «• i&stwito and by
d\ have been more plentiful, trade much tiio same. The

following are this day's quot&tiona :—Kent and <ex Regent*,
per ton, 110s. to 130s. ; Yorkshire do., 100*. to ; Lincoln-

shire do., 90s. to 110s.; Scotch do., 60s. to 100s.; French Whites,
100s. to 110s.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Nov. 15

Our trade continues without animation, and previous
maintained for orders for immediate consumption.

rates

South-down Hog- s. d. s. c.

gets 1 4 to 1 5

TTalf-brcd ditto.. .. — I 6
Down Ewes ..1 4 — 1 4J

..1 5 — ..

Letoesi Wethers 1 4

Ditto lioggs ..1 5
Combing Skins 1

Flannel Wool .. 1

Blanket ditto ..0 6

to • •

1

1

5

5

Colonial Wool Sales.—These sales proceed without anima*
tion; some quantity has been withdrawn in consequence 0?

the pri< not meeting tho view of tho importers. The Cape
wool especially seems to drag heavily on.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 11.

"We have a larger supply of Beasts, but choice kinds are not

cheaper. The favourable weather causes a demand, and there

is very little alteration from Thursday's quotations. Sheep are

more plentiful, and trade on the average not quite so good;

yet best quality maintain late rates. Calves are selling as on
Thursday. From Germany and Holland there are 1730 Beasts,

7100 Sheep, and 114 Calves ; from Ireland, 1300 Beasta

from the northern and midlandand 700 Sheep; and
counties.

a d

3050

8

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &.c. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half breds ^^k

Do. Shorn

d
4

10 to 5
6 — 4

8 — 4

4 C

5 8

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn .. ..

ves & 2d quality 4 4

Do. Shorn . . . . to .

.

1 .ambs . . . . . . —" • •

Calves tmiM ..4 4 — 5 2

jPigs ..44—54
Beasts. 6250 ; Sheep «fc Lambs "90 ; Calves, 140 ; Pigs, 410.

Thfrsday, Nov. 14.

Our supply of Beasts is not large, but quite equal to the

demand. Trade is dull at Monday's quotations Although the

number of Sheep is very small, it exceeds the demand. Prices

are rather lower than on Monday last There is no alteration

in the Calf trade. Our foreign supply con- s of 160 Beasts,

1400 Sheep, and 120 Calves. Milch Cows, 95.

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 4
Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs aud
Half-breds .- fi

Do. Shorn
Beasts. 905 ;

10 to 5
6 — 4 8
8—4

4to5 6
. . to .

.

s d s d
Best Long-wools. 5 to 5 2

Do. Shorn . . . . —
Kwesfc 2d quality 4 2 — 4 6
Do. Shorn . . . . —
Lambs . . . . . . — .

.

alves .. ..4 4 — 5

Pigs .. ..4 4 —
2

4

Sheep & Lambs, 4050 ; Calves, 160 ; Pigs, 170

"Walls End
pool, 19a 3d.

COAL MARKET.—Nov. 13.

Tees, 19s. 9d. : Walls End Trimdon Hart:

MiZttllmtom.
*** Nigeb Expedition.—By the West African

r?^e have satisfactory news of the long-lost African

{J*^
Dr. Baikie, regarding whose fate there has

Dr &v U°h sPecul*tion. It will be remembered that

P*S»
le Was for 80me time afctached t0 the Ni£er ex"

*tw^
an<1 notni"g has been heard of him for upwards

Nh
° ^ars. During this period the fate of himself

rtf v

8

ft^81stant has been a mystery, but it was gene- f/"^
K
the^ exception of Pears, which are chiefly Con-

W7e? that he had either perished from the sick-
per P

- ~ *~ « — ™<^'«—
*** o

^tigue incident on his explorations, or^ had

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 16.

Supplies, on the whole, have been rather less than those of

last week, though prices have been about the same Home

irrown produce is, however equal to the demand, with

Walls End Hartlepool. 10s. 61. ; Walls I

South Kelloe, 19a. Od. ; Walls End Heufcta Hdl. 19s Walls

End Kepier Grange, 19s. 3d. ; Walls End Gosforth, 17s. 9d. ;

Walls End Hunwick, 14s. 6d ; Carr's Hartley, 16s. 6d. ; r in-

field Moor, 13s.; Buddie's Hartley, 16s. 6d :
Davidsons

irtley, 16s. 6<L ; Howard's Hartley, 16s. 6d.—Ships at

market, 50.

produce
pernaps the ex^cjjon-u w *%.»*-, ••— -- --- -_ ..-« mA%M <

tinental. Grapes and Pine Apples are abundant. Of Cauliflowers

then is still a fair supply. Potato markets have unaltered

since our last report. Cucumbers, though scarce, are snrheient

„_ -- w DV,luc U1 Lllc on , a^ «.™ — -—
f the demand. Tomatoes are getting over. Cut,floors

<2k
Ve now learn that he and his assistant have chiefly consist of Orchids, Chrysanthemums, \iolets, Mig-

-• Deen discovered alive and well, after a residence nonette, Heaths, and Roses.
- - FRUIT.

& victim to some of the savage tribes of the

^ years among the natives, during which time they

W communication with Europeans. During

*jo,^ ]*** sojourn among the natives Dr. Baikie

k£l£Iepa% good health, and likewise made some

fisa^^ ^searches in connection with the explora-

%t (Jfl
Ni8er- The last advices left Dr. Baikie at

i^^uence of the river. The exploring steamer

tloiT? an
t

d the other vessels engaged in the expedi-

^eL r Urned t0 the ffiouth of the Ni^er '
after

*po£oT
n UP fc0 the confluence. Her Majesty's ship

WjJ^W. __

S^ffi
111

? over the magnificent" old" ruins of Heidel-

J^tru r
m conse(

llleHce of the railway tunnel which

Vethe^l!!? through the hill upon which they

Pine Apples, per lb., 3s to 5s

Grapes, per lb. , 1 s 6d to 4s

Melons, each, Is to 8s

Pears, per doz.. Is to 6s

Apples, per doz., 6d to la

Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per pound., 2s

2s 6d
Walnuts, per 100, 2s

6i

1—7

S. 8.

50—61
54—64

Red

to

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d

Broccoli, per bundle, Is to

ls3d
. «j

French Beans, per sieve, 2s oa

to 3s 6d
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s

— per cwt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Carrots, do., 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

- ftM vuc uu, ur.4 „«*v,«

—

j Cucumbers, each, 6d to 9d

commencement of the works several rents and Veg. Marrows, p. doz, lstoisoa

seems to

Artichokes, each, 6d to 8d

Beet, per doz.. Is 6d

Celery, p. bundle, Is bd to 2s

Onions, pickling, p. 4 sieve, 4s6d

Tomatoes, p. do*., Is to 6s

Shallots, per lb., bd to lOd

Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8jl

Endive, p. score. Is 6d

Horse Radish,p. bun. , I s6d to 4s

Mushrooms. p. pott , 2s to 3s

Parsley, p- 12 bunches. 3s to 4s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

MARK LANE.—Mosdav, Nov. 11.
.

The supply of Wheat from Essex I Kent to this morning's

market was very small, and commanded the prices of this

day se'nnight The attendance was moderate, aud businc

in foreign limited, but our quotations are well supported.

Malting Barley is a slow sale at barely last week's rates
j

rinding, and Beans and Peas are unaltered in value. Fine old

oats bring full rates ; new are difficult to sell, and rather

cheaper. Flour is a steady sale at our quotations.

Per Imperial Quarter. s. s.
j

Wheat, Essex. Kent, & Suffolk.. White ,50—66, Red
— — fine selected runs.. ditto <S I—66 Red
— — Talavera 64—
— Norfolk

BATLEY^grind.&dVstV^sLV^s.'.Chev ;-41 Malting

— Foreign.. grinding and distilling —o Malting. **—*«

Oats, Essex and Suffolk >-24
— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potat ;—2h Feed ..

__ in8h Potat •;-> Feed ..

— Foreign Poland and Brev i—24 Feed .

.

Rye ._;* J36—38 Foreign .

Rye-meal, foreign I
[

Beaks. Hatagan . . .

.

:

j.5s to 37s .. .Tick 36—39 Harrow .

_ pigeon 38s— 4 Js.. Winds. — ;Longpod

— F- reign Small 42 52 .tian

Peas, white, Essex and Kent. .Boilers 40—41 Suffolk .

— Maple ....43s to 45s Grey 89-4 1 Foreign

Maio.... White — Yellow .

.

Flour! bast marks delivered, .per sack 50-

|H od do ditto 40-50 Country

— Foreign per barrel 28—36 Per

20-
'—24
! -24

36—39

40—46
35—33

40—50
43-58

Fridat, Nov. 15.

During the week torrents of rain have fallen accompanied by
heavy galea of wind from the S.W., S.B., and N.E. The alight
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improvement in the Wheat trade last week has been followed
during the present by inactivity and even a slight decline in
several of the principal markets. Malting Barley in several
markets was quoted Is. per qr. lower, and Oats were also rather
easier of purchase in some. Beans and Peas generally main-
tained their previous value excepting in Liverpool and
Glasgow, where they are quoted rather lower. Our quotations
for Flour are barely supported, Barrels continue scarce. Since
Friday last 48 vessels have been reported off the coast. The
floating sale has been quiet, and prices were maintained with
the exception of Maize, which declined in value at the begin-
ning of the week, but has since been in better request. In
Paris (Nov. 14), the transactions iu Wheat and Flour were
extremely limited, but holders show no inclination to submit
to a further decline, and are consequently less pressing with
their offers. The four marks closed firm last night ; delivery
this month is quoted equal to 52s. 6d. per 280 lbs. The
arrivals of English Wheat and Barley this week have been
to a fair extent, of foreign large, small of English Oats, and
moderate of foreign. There was again only a thin attendance
at this morning's market ; trade in Wheat, both English and
foreign, was firm at Monday's prices ; transactions in the
latter continue to be limited. Spring Corn of all descriptions
is a slow sale at Monday's quotations.

Arrivals from Nov. 11 to Nov. 15.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER and SHOPMAN.—
One experienced in both branches. The highest testi-

monials required.—Address, stating age, to A. B., Hurst &
ilcMullen, 6, Leadenhall .Street, B.C.

\v

English
Irish .

.

Foreign

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Flour.

• •

2280 qrs. 3170 qrs.

2S240

if

99 12790

99

19

370 qrs.
10S0

010 sks.

Tasted, a shopman or clerk,
at W. Maule & Sons' Nurser ies, Bristol.

ANTKD, a SHOPMAN.— Must be able~ami
willing to assist at anything, and understand the

Retail Trade. State age, wages, qualification, <fcc.—J. H.
Cottrell, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN in a County Town, fully

acquainted with the Retail Seed Trade, and a clever

Salesman. Must write a good quick hand, as he will be
required occasionally to assist with the Books.—Apply A. B.,

Messrs. Noble, Cooper, <fc Bolton, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

AN1ED, a SHOPMAN about 20 years of age;
must be steady and industrious, and have a good know-

ledge of the Retail Trade ; he must also have some knowledge
of Plants.—Apply, stating wages, references, &c, to Edward
Taylor, Seedsman and Florist, Maiton, Yorkshire.

if

14390 f

9*

M
" I I 14390 brls.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Nov. 12.—At this morning's market
millers and dealers showed no disposition to buy either Wheat
or Flour beyond their most immediate requirements, and the
prices current last market day were only obtainable in retail.
Indian Corn found buyers at a reduction of 6d. per qr., which
was freely conceded for parcels ex ship. Oats were the turn
cheaper, but Oatmeal experienced no change. Beans, Peas,
and Barley each remain steady at late rates. The market
closes firm, but the amount of business passing is in a very
limited compass.

Friday, Nov. 15. — The market has been moderately
attdnded, and there has been very little done in Wheat and
Flour since Tuesday, and prices remain as then quoted. Oats
and Oatmeal rather cheaper. Beans and Peas unchanged.
Indian Corn unchanged.

Averages
Oct. 5..— 12..

Wheat.

22

«

i 6d
21 10
21 6
21 11
22 7
22 8

22 2

35s 4^/ 42s 4 7

37 3 41 8
34 9 41 10
35 1 42 3

37 5 42 3

38 5 42 6

36 4 42 1

Peas.

40s id
42 11

41
44
44
46

10

8

4

43 4

Fluctuations ix the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
Prices.

59*
59
57
57
56

84
5

9

3

Oct. 5, Oct. 12.

* 9

* •

* •

Oct. 19. Oct. 26. |Nov. 2.

i

•• r
• * • «

* * ••
r

::
fi

* •

• •

•

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

Nov. 9.

• •

• *

BUTTER MARKET.—Nov. 15.
Best Fresb Butter . . . . 16s. per dozen lb
Second do. do. .. .. 13s. ,,

Pork, 4.?. 4c?. to 5s. Od. per 8 libs.

>»

WANT PIACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen contemplating Kemodelling
their Parks and Gardens.

JOHN GRIBBINS having just completed his engage-
ment at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, South

Kensington, where he has been employed for the last 18 months
in carrying out Mr. Nesfield's Designs in Embroidery, &c., is

desirous of treating with any one requiring thorough practical
capability, having had extensive and varied practice for the
last 23 years in every branch appertaining to Horticulture.
His works may be seen as above, and also at the Earl of Dudley's,
Whitley Court; the Earl of Craven's. Ashdown Park, Farnham;
Royal, Slough; at Dorking in Surrey ; the Palace Gardens, Ken-
sington ; besides many other places, executed under Mr. Nes-
field, the eminent Landscape Gardener, to whom he is kindly
permitted to refer. J. G. having been successful in obtaining
the assistance of Mr. Newton-, Estate Improver, F.R.H.S.,
will be enabled to give Estimates for Alterations, &c , &c, on
application to Joseph Newton, Estate Improver and Landscape
Gardener, 30, Eastbourne Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

AN AGE R, BOOK-KEEPKK, COKRESPON-
DENT.—A practical Gardiner who has the Manage-

ment of a considerable Nursery Business will be free in some
months. Twenty- five years in the Trade. Extensive connec-
tions in all prtrts of the world where Plants and Seeds are sent
to.— A. M., Gardeners* Chronicle Office, W.C.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 41, married, two
children, ages 11 and 10 years ; is leaving his present

employer Cwith whom he has been more than 11 years, and
from whom an unexceptional character can be obtained)
on account of the Country Residence being discontinued. Is
thoroughly practical in his profession, and would prefer a
situation where a succession of Fruits, Flowers, <fec. isrequired-
—B. W., Mr. Aucutt, Post Office, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married; under-
stands his business in all its brauches, has lived with his

present employers nine years, who will be pleased to answer
any inquiries as to ability, &c.—E. Cole, Whitchurch, Hants.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 29, simrl~e ; has a
thorough , of Vii. Stovt ihouse

Tlants, Ear LUu Potehr^. r*'<iui UmialLui ami 1 1? ferenco^

—H. M., 5, Albion Place, High Road, Lee, Kent, S.E.

O GARDENERS -A strong, activTy™,, -

would be able to learn the Gardening in all iu branoWMow well, and has had some little experience in
A. A., Lydney Park, Gloucestershire.

C*

*>;

Gr

WANTED, a PARTNER, who is experienced in the
general routine of a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS,

in the best locality South of London, near a junction and two
other Railway Stations. The Nursery consists of nearly >' acres,
containing a large extent of glass, a young and general stock of
Trees, Shrubs, Roses. &c., and has been established more than
20 years. Capital required about 10001. ; or arrangements can
bo made for disposing of the whole concern, if desired.

—

Application by letter to A. B. ©., care of Messrs. Hurst
& McMullen, Seedsmen. 6, Leadenhall Street, London. E.C.

GOOD SERVANTS.—The difficulty of procuring
these is so great, that a SCHOOL has been opened in

.London under careful management to teach Young Women of
the better cla*s to become COOKS and KITCHEN.MAIDS, and
places are obtained for them. No payment is required until
they have obtained situations.—Full particulars on application
to the Matron School of Cookery, 90, Albany Street, Regent's
Park,JLondon, N.JJT. _^_
WANTED, a GARDENER, married, age not over

35 ; without young children. He must know something
of Husbandry ; Wife to attend small Dairy, and do House-
washing. Terms for both 11. Is. per week and house partly
furnished, rent-free; to find their own fuel and washing
materials.—Captain Peabse, Beaumaris, North Wales.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER.—A Yotmjr
Man from the Country who understands Cows and

.Poultry would be preferred.—Apply by letter to A. B., Post
Office, Wandsworth, S.W.

Farm Bailiff.

WANTED, a WORKING BAILIFF and lifeWIFE
The Man to Manage a Small Farm of Clay (Soil on

modern principles, and to Superintend Road Making, Drainage,
Woods, <te. If the Wife can Cook and understands the manage-
ment of a gentleman's house, it will be an advantage. Young
children objected to.—Address, stating ages, and number and
ages of children (if any), to B. C, at Messrs. Layton's, 150,
Fleet Street, London. E. C.

/~1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, single; late Gar-
\JT dener to a well-known baronet ; a thoroughly practical

man ; fully understands Early and late Forcing of all kinds

of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, as also the management
of Kitchen and Flower Gardens, &c. Unexceptionable refer-

ences.

—

a. B., :>2
,
Crown Square, Crown Street, Liverpool.

/"^ ARDENER (Head).—E. Dalrymple, Gardener to

vT the late C. Hanbury Leigh, Esq., wishes to recommend
his Foreman (,\ge 30) to any nobleman or gentleman in want of

a Head Gardener, as he can give him the highest testimonials

as to ability and trustworthiness ; is leaving in consequence of

some alteration in the establishment.—Pontypool Park, Mon-
mouthshire^

GARDENER (Head).—A^e 36, married; great

experience in Forcing Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables,

Kitchen and Flower Gardens; Erection and Heating Hot-
houses, Improvement of Pleasure Grounds, &c. Five years*

good character.—S. S., Mr. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, King's

Road, elsea, S.W,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married ; has a

thorough practical leilowledge of the Cultivation of Pines,

Vines, Peaches. Melons, and Cucumbers, also the Management
of Stove, Orchids, and Fern Houses. Has a Son (ace 17) that

thoroughly understands Stove Plants, Orchids, Ferns, also

Greenhouse Plants. Wages requested U. per week, with house
Od firing. Can have two and a half years' unexceptionable

character from last situation, also can be highly recommended
by three other gentlemen.— A. B., Mr. Manning, Bookseller

I
and Stationer, 10, Cltremont Place. Hornspy U-v-vL X.

GARDEN (II D),orGARDENERandbAlLlJb^.—John Cotterfxl l, married, no incumbrance), for
some time

i
& in the service of J. B. Jones, Esq., Derry,

Ormond Park, by Lampeter. J. C. concludes his engagement
with Mr. Jones about November 18, and will be happy to
enj. e with any nobleman or gentleman in want of a thorough
practical active steady Man in either of the above capacities.
J. C. has had considerable experience in Reclaiming and
Planting of Waste Land, and could undertake the Planting
and Drainage of Land to any extent. For character and
ability apply to above address.—J. Cotterell, Derry, Ormond
Park, Lampeter.

FENDERS, STOVES, FIRE-lUd\T
CHIMNEY PIECES.-Buyers of the above arVX'

before finally deciding, to visit WilliaJ T^LSHOW-ROOMS. They contain such an awortmSFENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, CHIMNEY-PIE???^.?
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as *LJ?t
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty b«i2»!5design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright Stow-Tiw!ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 3/. 15* to MLi*
Bronzed Fenders, with standards, 7s. to 51. 12*.; Steel FtadbL'
21. 15«. to 11/. ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, ftomttS
to 181. ; Chimney-pieces, from 11. 8s. to 801. : Fire iron. fcUJ
2s. 3d. the set to U. 4s. The BURTON and aU otharPA%55
STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates.

fAluI

GASELIERS in GLASS or METAL.-The increued
and increasing use of Gas in private houses has j

William S. Burton to collect from the various manufa
in metal and glass all that is new and choice in Bracket*.
Pendants, and Chandeliers, adapted to Offices, Passage*, m3Dwelling-rooms, as well as to have some designed exnreasr*
for him ; these are ON SHOW over his SIX! N" l'.\RGEROOMS, and present, for novelty, variety, and purl
an unequalled assortment. They are marked in plain fimT
at prices proportionate with those which have tended tomtke
his Establishment the largest and most remarkable in 1h*
kingdom, viz , from 12s. 6d. (2 lights) to 16?. 16i.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR.
NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may bt

had gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of
Illustrations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver _
Electro Plated, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Good*,
Dish Covers, Hot Water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Martta
Chimneypieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Traya,

Urns, and Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Batl ilet Wait,

Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room_*d
Cabinet Furniture, <fec, with Lists of Prices, and Plan*tf the

20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W. ; 1, la, i, %

and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and 1,

Newman Mews. London. _^_^_^
ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO.'S 9
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unblea*h*d

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every descriptw»

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet. MLTC-Lfrt

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious per-

fume was originally discovered by one of Titania's prmeqj*i

attendants. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fair?

hands from " the bank whereon the wild Thyme grows." Tlw

authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the same degre*

of certainty as is the existence of Titania herself, ltfr

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, Binoley, <fc Co.. **
fumers, &c, 130 b and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.-Id

bottles, 2s., 3s. 6d., and 5s. each.^
Dr. de Jongh's

(Knight of the Order of Leopold of Belgium)

LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,

has afforded immediate relief, arrested disease, aji

restored health in countless instances where other kinds of C«l

Liver Oil had been long and copiously administered with httti

S i S u MTrrre?r antt i>t^ -J nf the PhW9t — no«pit«l|

dispensary , and private practice all furnish innumerable case*

in which Dr. de Jongh's Cod Liver Oil, containing pecv

curative principles which no other Oil poseerees, has been

administered with the happiest results in Consumption aai

Diseases of the Chest. The distinguished Physician, D*.

Hitchman, Author of " On Consumption and its Succeaj.

Treatment," observes—" Having extensively prescribed PR

De Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil for a long sene*

years in eases of Consumption, I deem it but an act of J

to record my emphatic testimony in favour of

merits as a preventive of Emaciation, and generally m an

excellent restorative in Debility and Diseasee of the Chest.

ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, COUGHS.
The effects of Dr. de Jongh's Oil have been sin

ficial in the treatment of Asthma, Chronic Bronchitw. W7

Cough, and Humid or Winter Cough. Arthur Cm»"2
Esq., an eminent Surgeon, in bearing testimony to iU emoj

in his own case of severe bronchial and laryngeal i™*™?*

observes-" After taking Dr. de Jongh's Oil for a few<W
"J

good effects commenced: I regained my usual lie»rJ "J
strength, and entirely lost the laryngeal irritation, ™»co

of a most harassing and fearfully distressing character

therefore with much pleasure I beg to add my testimonyw

excellent results attendant on Dr. de Jongh s Oil.

Dr. de Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil is lj»*£
imperial half-pints, 2s. U. ;

pints 4* W.; V^£<KT*Sm
and labelled with his stamp and signature, with, it

none can possibly be genuine, by respectable tnemis

Sole Consignees: ~ c
. tt.„™-««v i, rv* -77 Shmnd. London, »•»•

To Farm Bailiffe, Foremen, and Shepherds.

TXTANTED, to proceed to Canada West, an intelli-
V ? gent and practical HEAD BAILIFF or MANAGER, to
Wee charge of the Home Farm ; he must have a thorough
knowledge of the most approved modern Farming, and of the I

Management and getting up for Show of high-bred Shorthorns I

and Sheep ; must be a married man, and the Wife competent
;

to manage the Farm Mouse after the Yorkshire system, and
provide for the Farm Labourers with comfort, prudence, and
economy.

tJ^LuaI^? BAILIFF or FOREMAN married, with a good Planting, the Care of Woods, <fcc. The most satisfactory rV

of a Farf??£& S^S'mnS ^ 23^^i '*

*°k
fc*k « ^"^ fprence8

'
aud security t0 an? amount.-M., Gardeners' ChrLicleoi a r arm ana stock similar to, and situated a short distance Office W.C.

FARM BAILIFF or LAND STKWARD.—A gentle-
man perfectly conversant with Farming, with 12 years'

unexceptionable character aud excellent testimonials from in-
fluential City gentlemen, is open to an engagement.—C. E. F.,
Mr. G. Street, Advertising Offices, 30, Cornh ill, E.C.

AND AGENT or STEWARD.—Age 30, married;

Caution-Beware of Proposed Siibggtnt -

INNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MM ^ the

been, during 25 years, emphatic*Uy «nct ^ u
medical profession, and universally a-cepteaoy

jj^rtbarn,

the best remedy for acidity of the 8tog^ent foe

headache, gout, and indigestion, and as «» ^ chljiren.

delicate constitutions, more especially tor iau
^ „

Combined with the Acidulated Lemon oy
»
rient

agreeable Effervescing Draught, in whicn iw v° ^
are much increased. During hot seasons auu

, baS been

the regular use of this simple and elegant

found highly beneficial.
xi.ot,Hnn to strengthW

Manufactured (with the utmost attention LonAon, W.

.

purity) by Dinneford & Co., 172,^ ^«* V the F.mpire I

and sold by all respectable Chemisjg_tnroug—

-

L
externa

is been engaged during lifetime in the Management of
»ive Landed Property, Farming, Draining, Building,

from the above

prA SHEPHERD who has bad good experience as Under
Shepherd with first-class Cotswold or Leicester flocks, and well
mnderstaads their management and getting up for show.
None need apply for either of tne situations, but such as

naturally take a deep personal interest and pride in all
entrusted to their care, and who are willing to make them-
•MJjs generally useful.—Address^with full particulars, If. h. twathwift A Storm one, 1, Pope's Head Alley, CorahilL B.C.

WOODMAN (Head).—Age 28, single; has been
accustomed to the work all his life.—Reference to

Mr. "W. L. B. Freuer, Estate Agent. Eye, Suffolk.

OODMAN.—Has a practical knowledge of Woods
and Plantations, can work a Saw Mill and Steam

Engine ; no objection to manage a Small Farm and Garden,
having had the management of both, with 300 acres of Woods.
Nine years' reference.—A. B., Post Office, Hanwell, Middlesex.

M

NO MOKE PILLS nor any other m ^ ^rrTS
Perfect health can only ^restored oy

fqoD,

io,i« hA«Uh-rRHhnrina REVALtXTA Aft
, ftggx*

vates, such as constipation, inai&e
,

stl" I
IjL7nf«rv,

nervow»T7
phlegm, diarrhoea, haemorrhoids, dys .ni

^£ cat«n*£

biliousness, torpidity of the liver, pvertj^ imp^ fcie\££
colds, noises in the ears, rheumatism, TO^J,,, beartbtfj

tions, irritability, sleeplessness acidity, pf wmps, sPjJ^
headache, debility, dropsy, des

P

on»^
nifcia, consumpgJJ

nausea, sinking fits, coughs./«S nledy. ^.^
Certificate N0^41 8.--We find ,t the safest ^ ^lan^

!1S0 »*

CheW.

182, Piccadilly, W. ; 60, Gracechurca su- >

side, E.C. ; 63 and 150 Oxford Street w
^

451, Strand, W.C. ; and all Grocers and one

l\
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PELICAN OFFICE,LIFE INSURANCE
. Established in 1797.

>\>. 70, Lombard Street, E.C., and 57, Charing Cross, S.W.
Directors.

J7ius E. Coope,^q
f.Cbtton,Es<i.,D.O..L.,*.-K.o.

j*n Davis Esq.

v. Gordon, Esq., M.D., F.R.S.

H,rari Hawkins. Jim., Esq.

ftkmtn D. Hodgson, Esq.,

K.P.

Lancelot Holland,Henry
Esq.

William James Lancaster, Esq.
John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Matthew Whiting, Esq.
M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., M.P.

Robert Tucker, Secretary and Actuary.

flwyte of the amount of Bonus awarded at the Recent Division

*f Profits to Polities oflOOul. each, effectedfor the whole Term of
'iftai ikt undermentioned Ages :

—

FERNS,

Ago when
, ssured.

II

10

Duration of
Policy.

7 years
14 years
21 years

7 years
14 years
21 years

7 years
14 years
21 years

Bonus
Cash

in Bonus in
Reversion.

£ 8,

29 7
36 2
44 8

tf. £ s. d.
66
73 10
82

49 13
61 2

75 2

6

6

84 10
95 10

108

95 4
117 2
144 1

6

6
127 10
144 10
165 10

V For Prospectuses, Forms of Proposal, Ac, apply at the
QJowas above, or to any of the Company's Agents.

THE CAiTLK SHOW—THE CATTLE SHOW-
1 TO FARMERS and AGRICULTURISTS.
Parties proceeding to the Smithfield Cattle Show, desirous

« combuiing comfort with amusement, should Visit the
LQ5D0X PAVILION", the Saloon of which is unequalled in

St of elegance and convenience, and the entertainment the
^tnLondon. Vocalists of first-rate talent are engaged.
SJeawM from the most popular Operas are performed nightly
JjMedto which the astonishing feats of the Elliott Family, and
f«traordinary daring of J. Henderson a la Blondin on the
Jjmg Wire, the Greatest Wonder of the day, with a varietv

fltter novelties, such as cannot fail to attract and delight
•oountry friends.

e

" Ixa-Do.x Pavilion, Tichborne Street, top of the Haymarket.
»_ _ °Pen at 7.—Admission 6d. and 1*.

Rv^Jw011 WELL-KXOWN ANIMALS.
RriHcif \f

WhITE Assistant Zoological Departmen

MbhSSm; Na l Pf
r
ssa«e8 from the Life of CSSSa

xnH nn thi ^S?" : with *<*" °* Works of Adventur

Sd Three Wn"S
lle

? %5* Concroversy, by Arachnophil??;

OumI STanl?
UtS °f the ***** the Chimpajizee, and the

London
: Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.
This day, Four Coloured Plates,

IR W. J. HOOKERS GARDEN
No. 12, 2*. Od.

Sir W. J. HOOKER'S BRITISH FERNS, No. 12, 2*. 6d.
L̂ ggL

gEEvE & Co., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Gar, , W.C.

T
This day, No. 20, Four Plates, 2*. 6d., of

HE FLORAL MAGAZINE, comprising Coloured

contains^-
gS ^ DescriPtions of Popular Garden Flowers,

Gladiolus Mrs. Dombrain Triomphe d'Amiens Rose
Ijamarck s Evening Primrose Light-edged Picotees
"The Editor a thorough Florist, and a most accomplishedand prolific wnter on subjects in which florists most delight :

Gatf
V6ry prince of floraI delineators. -t-G—mpo/tki

LovjellReeve & Co., 5, Henrietta 8treet, Covent Garden, W.

C

GARDEN NOVELTIES; Window Flowers ; Direc-
tory of Work in Garden, Greenhouse, and Orchard ; novel

effects in Garden Scenery ; Selections for Amateurs ; Old andNew Annuals, <fec. See "Garden Oracle " for 1862. Price 1«.
Groombridg_e_&JjQNS, 5, Paternoster Row, London, B.C.

GThird Edition, with 123 En-ravings, Svo, 11. lis. foTof a
ENERAL OUTLINE of the ORGANISATION

pawativi? ^^JFXGD0M
«
and MANUAL of COM-PARATIVE ANATOMY. By Turn Rymer Jones, F.R.S.,

Professor of Comparative Anatomy in King's College, London,
late Fullenan Professor of Physiology to the Royal Institution
of Great Britain, &c.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.C.

On December 2, Part III., price 2s. 6d., of

A HISTORY of BRITISH SESSILE-EYED
-C3L CRUSTACEA. By C. Spence Bate, F.R.S., F.L.S., and
J. O. Westwood, M.A., F.L.S., Hope Professor of Zoology in
the University of Oxford.
The work contains a Figure of each Species and other Illus-

trative Woodcuts, and is intended as a [Companion to Professor
Bell's "History of the British Stalk-eyed Crustacea."

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.C.

M
Just published, price On ^hilling.

ORTON'S NEW FARMER'S AALMANAC
for 1S62.

BLACKS & Son, 23, Paternoster Row, London, E.C. : and alliaI'saI Lire ~
'
*

Booksell

Twenty-first Year of Pnblication.
Now ready, price 1*. sewed ;

or 2s. bound, and interleaved for a
Diary,

JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANAC
and CALENDAR for 1862. pp. 190. and Drawings of the

most approved 1 mplemeuts by the best Makers.

James Ridqway, 1G9, Piccadilly, W. ; and all Booksellers and
Railway Stations.

•lust published, price Is., cloth, it. 6d.,

A MANUAL of STRUCTURAL BOTANY, for the
use of Classes, Schools, and Private Students. By M. C

Cooke, author of "The Seven Sisters of Sleep," Ac. 1U«.
trated by 215 woodcuts.

London
:
Podkrt Hardwictol. J92, Piccadilly, W., and all

I booksellers. ____^
Now ready, with an Iso rmal Chart* post a, 12s.,

MEDICAL CLIMATOLOi A Topographical
and Meteor d Description < ? Localities resorted

to in Winter and Summer by Invalids of various cl

both at H i.i no and Abroad. By It. E. Sooresdy-,
M.D., F.U.h.K.

John Chdrcrill, New Burlington Street, W.

^_ Sixth Edition, fcap. Svo, 2*. M»,

ADVICE to a MOTHER on the \N AGEM.EN C
of her OFFSPRING. By PveBnry t'liAVASB, F.H.C.8.

By the same Author, Fourth Editi-m, feap, 8vo, 2s. 6<i.,

ADVU'i: to a WIFE on the MANAGEMENT of
her own HEALTH. With an Introductory Chapter, especially
addressed to a Young Wife.

______ Jon in kchiil. Now Burlington St reet, W.

Fcap, Svo, 2s.

THE EASTERN", or TURKISH BATH s History,
Revival in Britain, and Application to the Purposes of

Health. By asmus Wilson. F.R.S.

John Churchill, Now Burlington Street, W.

Sixt ition, fcap. 8vo, 2*. &L,

HEALTHY SKIN : A Popular Treatise on the Skin
and Hair, their Preservation and Management. By

Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S.

John Churchill, New Burlington Street, W.

^rvr* p.
GR0VER

'
Musical Sector. E. Loibl & C. Sonn-

0fE«, 1 roprietors.

JJEAL and SON'S EIDER-DOWN QUILTS, fro"i

riLTSfrnST
6
?!*!

Ten Guincas
- Also GOOSE-DOWN

Saosr ' pS ,1 ¥• ^°.24s -
List of Prices and size3 sen t free

feed Li8?S'n aa™
S X lustrat©d Catalogue of Bedsteads and«cea List of Bedding, also sent post free.

,_ IS^Tottenham Court Road, W.

C
H '^S^XWXTSAFES, the most
WBaRS prijJ^i^^re and Thieves.

^PATitvt
E R̂0OF STRONG ROOM DOORS;

rmmr£ErECT0R L0CKS a^ STREET DOOR
rinl; ?

B
,
B
^
S CA9H and DEED BOXES.

Cinnm f«
rate

iL
Price List gratis and post free.-^**8c

: 37, St. Paul's Churchyard, Londc

I. â
GL̂ S~pATENT COLLARS, 6U, 9cl,

*; PAPFR T
P
fpP

d
nen

;

EVERLASTING COLLARS, 6d.

h n£r" ^^CE Do-, 1^. and 2d. each. Trade Supplied

THE ATHENiEUM.

secure

London, E.C.

*>«. Hiah rX Z?-'
ia

-
and 2d- each-

^,gHHolborn,W.C. Agents wanted. __

Dw :
S/°r FLOWER BEDS and GARDENS.—^ and RF% o°

Ur Sets of DESIGNS for RIBBON BOR-
Jh> 3d Fd S 2

!- 6(l PIain
- 6s- Coloured.

'MSS «, °i
80 DESI^NS for FLOWER BEDS and

'^hat't fu i°
r^arded on receipt of Postage Stanms, by

rj^lPglbyRoad> Nottingham.
* ' ' *

lf'o!fpn«JFTV«
LUNN,s P P«lar PIANOFORTE^ (RewJ °»X

.

3 :"~Le PapiHon-La Fete des Fees-
^mpliEi^ 1

.

10^ (Mazurka). -Every bar bespeaks
^tnohl •

musician."—Observer
iSdoIf??'

The Mo^taineer's Evening Song.
Leader A CQCK

r
68. New Bond Street, W.

Edition, considerably enlarged, price 6>. 6d. t
free by post as. 10rf.,CHEMISTRY.Rr p
ireo by post 5s. 10d. f

fc
_* p

A L CHEMISTRY.
IVarv V

E
tTARD SoLLY

^ F - R-S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

^fewn?n?f ^ Royal A^cu3tural soo^y of

i^rraEw
Tf^r-^iJiJI^gtoP Street, Covent Garden, W. C.

?'S ANNUAL POCKET ADVERTISER,

The price of the Athen.&T73I is from this date Threepence.

Thirty years ago, when the Athen^tjm came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price

was Eightpenee, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight colnmns. Convinced that the

circulation of Literary Journals was restricted by high, price, and that every advantage offered to the,

public would bring increase of circulation and authoritv, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half—

to Eourpence. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary Journals became the rule.

The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved. They have given to the public

the benefit of every change in the law, increasing the size without increase of price, until the average

has become double its former size—above 96 columns.

The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, have therefore resolved

that the price of the Athen^eu^i shall in future be Threepence.
j ^ t

|
_ -

i -m 1 1 |-m-t
—

CONTEXTS OF THE NUMBER FOR SATURDAY LAST, NOVEMBER 23, OF

THE ATHENAEUM
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, aud the FINE ARTS.

Thirty-six large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts peom—
Lives of the Engineers: with an Account of their Principal

Works. Comprising also a History of Inland Communica-
tion in Britain. By Samuel Smiles.

Colchester Castle, shown to have once been the Templed
Citadel which the Roman Colonists raised to their Emperor
Claudius at Colonia Camulodunum. By the Rev. H. Jenkins^

Celebrated Friendships. By Mrs. Thomson.

WITH SHORTER NOTICES OF

A Million's Worth of Property and Five Hundred Lives An- \
The Principles and Practice of Common School Educatio

Maidenthorpe ; or, Interesting Events about the Yea* 1885
By Jeremiah Brioflesa, Esq., of the Outer Temple, Fellow of

No Society.
The American Union: its Eff. on National Character and

Policy, with an Inquiry into Secession as a Constitutional

Right, and the Causes of the Disruption. By James Spence.

A Manual of Chemistry, Descriptive and TheoreticaL By
William Odling.

Jj«n»Ble
yearof publication, containing 40 pages of

S^trraHo .^adesmen who can be depended on, will be

fi* £<>ritf
the Gardeners' Gazette, and also with the

k?Dt»oa tn an ?u
the lst of January, besides its usual

t?eft
'Se mi ft sociefcie?. Those who have been invited

K' fiortteulh, i i
promPt in sending their copy to G.

^I»nwS«?5? ;^enfc
.
Fulham, S.W.

f^HlI »

AM
'
Gclasses

-
37 stamps; mixed, 13.

ems
L
'l
PAiIPHLETS, eontainino all the New

J56*rderX5
a^rrF> ls - •' Mushroom, 2d Edition, Is.

;

&25** EariS* « Editi°n. 1»- 6d. ; Vine, Is. ; best System

SSSfiplnJ
P
T̂

toes, Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb,^ *! DoLr ?

i

s
» Herb3 ™d Saladi. 3d Edition, 25. ;

nually Lost at Sea by the Theory of Gravitation. A Letter

on the Figure of the Earth, addressed to G. B. Airy, Esq.,

M. A. By Johannes Von Gumpach.
Lays of Lowly Life. By Ruth Wills.

Paul Duncan's Little by Little: a Story for Young Folks.

Edited by Frank Freeman.
The Children's P : cture Book of the Sagacity of Animals. Illus-

trated with Sixty Engravings by Harrison Weir.

Easy Latin Exercises tor Beginners, on the Accidence and the

Simpler Rules of Syntax in the Latin Grammar, by the Rev.

T. H. L. Leary.

By James Currie. - _
Book of the Savages, from the Point of View of Freacn

Civilisation.

Gabrielle : a Tale. By S. B. and C. D.

A First Latin Reader. By A. H. Bryce.

The Edinburgh High School French Conversation Grammar,
by C. H. Schneider.

The School Grammar, combined throughout with Aids to

English Composition, by J. Stornmouth.
List of New Books.

Jivl?
081 free.

or the

jJlj_g-H.S., Camberwell, London. S. r

^MFR a t?^
d
£.
y> Part IV

> P*«» 5*»

rm.

Er-, ''LANTAIUJM ZKYLANLE: an

S: ^^ctor ?
f
,?
eylon P^nts. By G. H. K. Thwaites,

'

»'sted • ^ R°yal Botanic Garden, Peradenia,

bv t ?. ° identification of the Species and
•• D. Hooker, M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. and

^L?^g___45t Frith Street. Soho Square, W.

ftoc
°* the Firs

^.
of every Month, Price Sixpence,

T^IP nP fi.
free by post,

SN«t and il Ga*1>»N: a Handbook for the

"'^•andw rban Horticulturist. Conducted by

*Vl?
: 9°duto« ie ?ilblianed January 1, 1862.

^nL Al* of a iiTo J^
RIQHT. Derby : J. A. Rowbottom,

«»iU4^^u ^ookseUers, Newsmen, and Nurserymen

OriginaL— Sir John Forbes—The Cyrene Marbles—Harran of the Columns, by Dr. Beke.

Weekly Gossip.—Inauguration Ode for the International t ibition—Turner's Letters and Papers—Hood's Writings-

Mi- Murray's Trade Sale—Letts's Diaries—Illustrated and Gift Books—Divina Commedia—Shakspere Fund—The Late Mr.

Turner and Mr Tomkison— ' The New Othello '—Mr. B- icaulfs New Drama * The Octoroon -Arthur Hugh dough

Pilfering Tourists—Flora Macdonald—British Museum Reading Room—Temple Fountain—Spitzbergen Expedition—Mr

Piozzi—Italian Nautical Bibliography—Ceari Expedition.

Science.—Mr. Odling on Chemistry, Descriptive and Theoretical.

Fine Arts.—The Winter Exhibition of Pictures.

Fine-Art Gossip. School of Painting—Holman Hunt's Picture of 'The Finding of our Saviour in the Temple '—The

Chromatic Scale of Water Colours-Mr. Theed's Statue of Sir William Peel-Terrilic Natural Phenomenon at Rome.

Music and the Drama.—Concerts of the Week— Drurv Lane (Mr. G. V. Brooke)—St. James's ('The Poor Nobleman')

-Adelphi (' The Octoroon *)-Strand (' Is It the King ? ')-\ew Royalty (' Atar Guii.')

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—English Opera—Mr. Macfarreu's New Opera—Mr. Halle's Concerts— Provincial Con-

certs-Music and Part Singing-Amateur Brixton Musical ^ciety-Musical Acadcmy-The New Othello-Paris Operatic-

Cheap Concerts—The Orpheonistes—The St. Cecihan Mass-New trench Operas-Dr Liszt-Mr. Boucicaults New Pi

in Paris—Mr, Linley's New Operetta ' The Toymaker.

Miscellanea—Australia : Colonisation and Cotton.
mm i i

i—i ^ - —-p.. f '— i ' «>'

Subscription for Ttoelve Months, 13*. ; Ski Montte, 6*. $d.

* # If required to be sent by post, the postage extra.

OSce for Advertisements mk! Communications : 20, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C,
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Mr. Murray's List.

LIVES of the ENGINEERS; with an

Account of their Principal Works, and a History

of Inland Communication is Britain. By Samuel smiles.

Author of 'Life of Stephenson,' &c. With five Portraits and 200

"Woodcuts. Vols. 1 and 2. 8vo. 42*.

A NEW HISTORY of MODERN EUROPE;
from the Taking of Constantinople by the Turks to the

Close of the War in the Crimea. By Thos. H. D^ er. \ ola.

1 and 2. 8vo. 30*.

METALLURGY : thb Akt op Extracting Metals

FROM THEIR ORES AND ADAPTING THEM TO VARIOUS PURPOSES OF

SManufacture. By John Percv, P.M. Firtt£™J~Sla os

Fuel, Fire Clays, &c. Copper, Zinc, and Brass. With

nu aerous Illu strations. 8vo. 21*.

THE WELLINGTON SUPPLEMENTARY
DESPATCHES. Edited by the PRESENT DUKE Vol. 8,-

Pewinsula and South of France, 1S13-14. 8vo. 20s.

&5^r"i^^ the Itaiian Chamber of Deputies passeTtheMW
on board, and demanded their surrender. With levying the war tax on all the province, in tfc,

this demand Captain Moie also refused to comply, kingdom by a majority of 191 to 10. Gent*

on which at a signal from the American officer, Cialdini's differences with the Government ait

several boats came alongside, filled with armed settled, and he will resume the command of tW

men who seized Messrs. Slidell and Mason, with
j

4th corps d'armee. In the sitting of the Chamt*

their secretaries, and took them as prisoners
|

on Tuesday, the Duke de Proio and %*
on board the San Jacinto. These proceedings

were protested against by Captain Moie,

who denied the right of the Federal vessel to take

any person from under the British flag; while

Commander Williams, R.N., the Admiralty agent

in charge of her Majesty's Mails, in the name

of the British Government, denounced the act as a

violation of international law, and as an act of

" wanton piracy," adding that the Americans

would not have dared to attempt it if the mail-

packet had possessed the means of defence. The

despatches of the Commissioners did not fall into the

hands of the Americans, but have arrived in

, , ™ t nrnro QTYW1P** ' England in the La Plata. The intelligence of this

MI&,R^^ !

outrage reached the city about noon on Wednesday,

AFRICA. Condensed from his larger Work. Map and lllus- an^ caused such agitation On the btOCk JiX-

trations. Post 8vo. 6*. i

— -.-.».,-« i

v.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE of TWO YEARS*
IMPRISONMENT in BURMAH. By Henry Gouger. 2nd

Edition, with an additional Chapter. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 12*.

VI.

VII.

A THIRD rSERIES of PLAIN SERMONS.
the late Rev. J. J. Blunt, B.D. Post 8vo. 7*. 6d.

By

VIII.

THE MESSIAH. By the Author of 'The Life of

Bishop Ken.' Map. 8vo. 18*.

HANDBOOK of DESCRIPTIVE and PRACTICAL
ASTRONOMY. By George F. Chambers. With numerous

Illustrations. Post 8vo. 12*.

x.

A FIRST LATIN DICTIONARY; applicable for

those reading Ph^edrus, Cornelius Nepos, and Caesar. By
Wm. Smith, LL.D. 12mo. 3*. 6d.

LIFE of the RIGHT
X
HON. WILLIAM PITT,

wifch Extracts from his MS. Papers. By Earl Stanhope.

Portrait. Vols. 1 and 2. Post 8vo. 21*.

XII.

MEDICINE : ITS HISTORY and its HEROES.
By J. Rutherfurd Russell, M.D. Portraits. Svo. 14*.

Maddaloni, the Neapolitan members, laid on tfc

table a petition demanding a Parliamentary

inquiry into the state of Naples. This petition

was worded in extremely violent terms again*

Sardinia, and the Chambers decided that it should

be read in public sitting. The Bishops of Umbrit

and the Southern Provinces have protest*!

against the last circular of the Minister of Justice.

A despatch from Ragusa states that Dervish

Pasha, on the 21st inst., after a fight of four

hours, defeated, with great loss, a body of 6009

insurgents near Piva, in Bosnia. Another body

which attempted to invade Kaloschin was also

defeated, and 40 Montenegrin barges wnkh

attempted to capture a Turkish steameT on tin

Lake of Scutari, were repulsed with lost

In consequence of these defeats the European

consuls have proposed an armistice, and

negotiations have been opened between Omai

Pasha and the Prince of Montenegro, which

hold out some prospect of a settlement of the

differences between Turkey and Montenegro.

Accounts from Constantinople state that Fun
_ I At 1 i —

change that the Funds immediately feU nearly

2 per cent, from which there was only a partial

recovery. At Liverpool an indignation meeting

was held in the course of the afternoon at which a

resolution was adopted calling upon the Govern-

ment to assert the dignity of the British flag.

Meanwhile Her Majesty's Ministers had lost no

time in submitting the depositions of the officers of

the Trent to the Law Officers of the Crown, who

gave their opinion on Thursday to the effect XA3XLa. „<**> *«*« -rr . f R
-

that the proceedings of the Federal frigate Affairs. The Porte, at the suggestion ot w

were not justifiable by the law of nations, Henry Bulwer, has addressed a note
,

to

that the right of the Federal Government, foreign representatives, consenting to the unio

acting by its officers, was confined to visiting and the Danubian Principalities during Uie

searching the Mail packet; and that, if anyl^~~«— Th** is a eeneral disposition to

men or things believed to be contraband of war

had been found on board her, the proper course

Pasha has been appointed Grand Vizier, and U:

Pasha has been appointed Minister of loreign

-^ — — ^d_^ ^*^ ^-^H ** ^^ ™- — ^ ^^

xiii.
*

wna tn take her into a port and submit the

™*5&S»A tZZE2*&£ZE± L st n te a Prie Court, which would have heard
TORIAL AFRICA. By Paul Du Chaillu. 10th Thousand.

With numerous Illustrations. 8vo. 21s.

xiv. \

SUISTDAY: Its Origin, History, and Present

Obligations : bein* the BAMPTON LBCTURES for 1860. By

B^v JamesA.HesSe^D.C.L. 2nd Edition. Svo. 165.

question to a Prize Court, which would have heard

evidence and argument on both sides, and would

have decided the case according to precedents and

authorities. A Cabinet Council was held yesterday

to consider what action shall be taken upon this

opinion, and it is reported that the Federal

Government will be immediately called upon to

make prompt reparation by disavowing the act of

their officers and by restoring Messrs. Mason and

THE ENGLISH CATHEDBAL of the 19th

CENTURY. By A. Beresford Hope. With Illustrations.

8?o. 12a.

THE PRIVATE DIARY* of the late GENERAL .

-

™fahlp «nnWv
SIR ROBERT WILSON, during his Travels, Personal SEIDELL With a suitable apology.

Services, and Public Events, 1812-14. With Map. 2 vols. I . _ . ** . „: ~e

8vo. 26*.
xvn.

ANCIENT LAW: Its Connection with the
Early History of Society, and its Relation to Modern
Ideas. By H. Sumner Maine. 8vo. 12*.

xviii.-v > in.

THE PROVINCE of JURISPRUDENCE DETER-
MINED. By the late John Austin. 2nd Edition. Svo. 15*.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Prince Cottza. There is a general disposition to

accept this as a final solution of the question.

From New York we learn that a despatch b>

been received from Fort Monroe reporting tb

arrival of the United States steam sloop-of^

San Jacinto, with Messrs. Slides and Maso**
board. The Federal Government has receive!

despatches from the fleet announcing that tfc

bombardment of Port Royal commenced on the <»

tost., and that after a fight of *«" *£" £
Confederates abandoned the forts and retreated

precipitately. On the following day, accordu* to

the Northern journals, the Federa amy, *™

bering 15,000 men, landed and establishedJft-

selves at Beaufort in South Carolina, which *u

be held as the seat of future operatumj. ^ :

Charlestown papers however deny-w ^ ,

Federalshave occupied the town, and state ta ^
Confederates were preparing to detenu .

Federals, however have occupied ^Eton

jBLefog of ftit mttk

la Paris the seizure of the Confederate

Commissioners has caused a great sensation.

The Patrie, Pays, Constitutionnel, and Opimone

Nationale, concur in the opinion that the com-

mander of the Federal vess el had no right to arrest

them while on board an English mail steamer,
„,,.„„, — ju «,.,-«»•

and that his proceeding was a manifes violation ^ on which was tired by th r*>

of the British flag. Nothing ofan official character The New York .papersa^^
has yet transpired in regard to M Fould s con- Government has not yet dete

template* measures. The Pat™ has published
«J Beaufort ghall be opeued tocom^

an article which confirms the impression that the — . a <,t«t« tnai

I Government has no intention of making any

effectual reductions in the army and navy
U0101lel „ , . M „

;

This article is headed "The Impossibility of
, ^.^^ ^ WasMngtoI1) urged the arc,*? ^

Br the arrival of the La Plata from the W est

Indies we have news of the utmost gravity as

affecting the continuance of pacific relations

between this country and the United States.
^Ysarmino- -" it says that France could not

Messrs. Slidell and Mason, the Confederate ° - -

Commissioners to France and England, have been

forcibly taken out of the Royal Mail steamer Trent,

while on her passage from Havannah to St,

Thomas's, by the Federal steamship of war San

Jacinto. It appears that as the Trent was

approaching the narrow passage between the reefs

in the Old Bahama Channel on the 8th inst she I ££££ —^ Ms ts and left Madrid
observed a large war vessel waiting ahead, and

, ^J ^ _ A ^ from Lisbon
showing no co ours On getting nearer the

, ^.^ rt of the death of the Duke of
Trent hoisted the British ens.gn which met

The Portuguese Cortes will assemble

• ueauiori, o"»" "- ~r— ,
t jno

being made a port of entry, and state
,

tw
j

expedition *M **** be *"*«***
Adx****

torn

kii

disarm without an understanding with, the other

Powers to do likewise ; and that while Austria,

Russia, and Italy are unable, England and Prussia
__

are unwilling to reduce their forces
I ^iT^retoed^SaintU^^U

The dispute between Spain_ and Italy in refer-
that black ^9

indication that

ence to the Neapolitan archives has ended ma,J. „, , . _j c ^hasanm 1" ^ , 1MM

complete rupture. Baron Tecco, the Italian

his spe**1-

„ reported to have fully enao»-
gprin?field.

The Federal army has ?">w . The Southern
• 3 ... j *„ Saint homS" ..:„»<-!

with no response from the ship of war.

» »..«.«. .
agfeea .

Eight**

no quarter would be glTen at Bichm'-'»
d-

Federal officers, prisoners ot w
should

have been selected to be han ^^

„

Federal Government hang the ere _ on tfce

General Scott left i>ew

When within about an e.gbth of a mile the h,p
MLnister at^ fc wag regolved

9th inst. for Havre,

of war hoisted the Federal flag and fired a round
; eonstitutional policy should continue to be

shot across the Trent's bows. Immediately after-

wards she fired a shell which burst about 100

yards from the Trent, and called upon Captain Moie,

her commander, to go on board with his papers.

The latter refused to comply with this request,

whereupon the American captain sent his lieu-

that a constitutional policy should continue to be

followed.

The French Government has afforded satisfac-

tory explanations to the Federal authorities in

relation to the late violation of Swiss territory near „ - . .

Geneva by French gendarmes. The early settle-
j^of

ni^in®

Piome J&to*

The Cou-rt.—The Queen prince
Consort,

0»

iu consequence 01 ^ \0*

the Queen did
_ ^^

whereupon the American ^captain sent his lieu- Geneva by French gendarmes The early settle- , -^ of the
- ather. the Queeuj

^ ^
tenant on board the Trent to demand a list of pas- ment of the ViUe la Grande affair is likewise

fche Casfcie The ^mce Conso
r^ the afterjjj ^

en**.-.. whtAh was refused. The officer then expected. Military College
>

at &anan
T ain

:uaen arrived
nv

information animated discussion

ii
^ -

Prince and Princess
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^^roiTa'visit to Her Majesty. On Saturday

Jfrting the Queen,
accompanied by Princess Alice, rode
The Prince Consort went out

with the Prince of Leiningen. Princess

and Princess Louisa rode on horseback. The

Doke and Duchess of Somerset, the Right Hon. W.

farcer, and Major General Trollope, arrived on a visit

taker Majesty. On Sunday morning the Queen and

pupa Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and

Cajji, and Prince Arthur attended Divine service in the

inte chapel. The Dean of Windsor officiated. On
jjaday morning the Queen, accompanied by the

Prince and Princess of Leiningen, drove out. The

prince Consort went to Madingley Hall, to visit the

prince of Wales. The Duke and Duchess of Somerset,

the Right Hon. W. Cowper, and General Trollope, left

the Castle. On Tuesday morning the Queen, accom-

panied by Princess Alice, walked in the grounds of the

Cattle. The Prince Consort returned from Cambridge.

On Wednesday morning the Queen, accompanied by the

ace and Princess of Leiningen, drove out in a car-

sge-anu-four. On Thursday morning the Queen,

accompanied by Princess Alice and the Princess of

Leiningen, drove out.

The PsDfCfi of Waxes left Madingley Hall on Wed-
Hjiaj for Kimbolton Hall, on a visit to the Duke and

es of Manchester. On Thursday his Royal High-

ness went out with the hounds. It is rumoured that

\'m Prince will shortly honour the Marquis of Bristol

with a visit at Ickworth Park.

The Royal Children.—The air of Osborne during

the winter has been thought too keen for the younger
bers of the Royal family. It is not unlikely that

of the younger children will reside at the White
Lodge, Richmond Park, while her Majesty and the rest

of the Royal family are at Osborne.

The Cabinet.—On Thursday the 21st there was
i meeting at the Admiralty of the leading mem-
ben of the Cabinet, including Lord Palmerston,
the Dnke of Somerset, Sir George Grey, Lord Russell,

and Mr. Gladstone. The Ministers remained in consulta-
tion for upwards of an hour. On Thursday morning
Lord Palmerston received Earl Russell, the Duke of
Newcastle, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and several
other members of the Cabinet, at his official residence
in Downing Street. After the separation of the Ministers
krd Palmerston ordered summonses to be issued for a
Cabinet Council, which was held yesterday afternoon at
fa lordship's residence in Downing Street. After the
Cauncil despatches were sent oil' from the Colonial
Office to the Governors of Bermuda and the North
American Colonies.

Pabluhjjntary Movements.—The Carlisle election
tammated on Tuesday in the return of Mr. Potter, the
ubwal candidate, by a majority of one over Mr.
**pw, the numbers being 523 to 522.—Mr. Sleigh* withdrawn his name as a candidate for Finsbury,
^ground of his inability to expend 3000/. in the
Pnwble expenses of a contest. Mr. Remington Mills

"J* the only candidate in the field.

A^P^re'—Major-General Booth has been appointed
^°°el of the 15th Foot in the room of the late Sir
«^ard Douglas, and Major-General Elliot has been

J'nted Colonel of the 55th Foot in the room of the
* James Schoedde.

:

OSSECBATION 0* THE FlEST BlSHOP OF NASSAU.
{JjJ^Charlea Caulfield, LL.D., of Trinity College,

%% —y a aiace. jne new tuocese consists or uie

Ess—--
n
fe and their dependencies, which have

&W ?, deacon of the Bahamas, was consecrated
. J°P

of Nassau ou Sunday last in the private chapel
J^ambeth Palace. The new diocese consists of the

. wparated by an order in- Council from the diocese
* Jamaica.

^igxation of Mr. Justice Hill.—In conse-

nt*
of the impaired state of his health, caused by an

Jr\ofParalysis a few months ago, Mr. Justice Hill

§
«gued his seat in the Court of Queen's Bench.
«ZHEE OF THE W*EST INDIA HIAIL STEAMER BY

«ffCANFBIGATE--% the arrival of the La Plata

H^M Pton' we learn that Messrs. Slideli and Mason,

f tlar
afce Commissioners, were forcibly taken out

k*(oyul Mail steamer Trent, while on her passage
ijj^annah to St. Thomas's, on the 8th inst., by the

1^2?* 8teara sloop of war San Jacinto, of 1446 tons
j^guns, commanded by Captain Wilks. It will be

fc^
ed thafc the steamer Theodora, with the Com-

as the American had her broadside of guns run out andm
!
n
/J

quarters ready to fire. Captain Moir then
hailed her, and asked the American captain what he
meant hy stopping his ship, and why he did so bv tiring
snotted guns, contrary to the usual custom. The repiv
was that he wished to send a boat on board. This was
immediately followed by a boat pushing off from the
side of the American, containing between 20 and 30
men, heavily armed, under the command of the fin
lieutenant, who came up on the quarter-deck, and
demanded a list of passengers, which the cantnin re-
fused to give. The officer commanding the boat stated
that the name of the frigate was the "San Jacinto," of
which he was the first lieutenant, and further that thev
had received most positive information that Messrs.
Slideli, Mason. Eustis, and M'Farland were on
board, and demanded that thev should be given
up. Captain Moir and Commander Williams, R.N.,
the naval agent in charge of Her Majesty's mails,
positively objected to their being taken, denying their
right to take any person whatever from under tin-

English flag. The lieutenant than called out the names
of the Commissioners and secretaries, and said that
those were the persons he sought, and that he would
take them at all hazards. The four ntlemen, who
were standing near, answered to their names, and
requested to know what was wanted of them. The
lieutenant stated that he wished to take them on board
the man-of-war, to which they replied that they would
not go until they were taken by force, and, turning to
Captain Moir, Mr. Slideli said, "We claim the protec-
tion of the British flag." On the captain's again
refusing to give up the passengers, the lieutenant said

he should take charge of the ship, and walking to the
side waved his hand to the frigate, upon which three
boats, containing 30 marines and about 60 sailors,

officered and heavily armed, come alongside. The men
at once leaped on deck, with their drawn cutlasses in

hand. Commander Williams, R.N., then spoke as

follows :

—

" In this ship I am the representative of Her Majesty's
Government, and I call upon the officers of the ship and the
passengers generally to mark my words when, in the name of
that Government, and in distinct language, I denounce this as
an illegal act—an act in violation of international law—an act,

indeed, of wanton piracy, which, had we the means of defence,
you would not dare to attempt."

A party of marines with fixed bayonets then forcibly

laid hands on the Commissioners and their secretaries,

who retired for a few minutes to their cabins to arrange

some few changes of clothing. Mr. Slidell's eldest

daughter immediately threw herself in the doorway of

the cabin where her father was, and declared that she

would defend him with her life, till, on the order being

given to the marines to advance, which they did with

bayonets pointed at her, Mr. Slideli ended the painful

scene by escaping from the cabin by a window, when lie

was immediately seized by the marines and forced with

the three other gentlemen into the boat. On taking

leave of his family, Mr. Slideli is reported to have

Silid
—" It is true that I may suffer great personal

inconvenience, but thank God it is the best

thing that could happen for my country.

As the boat shoved off he called out to Captain Moir

that he expected redress from *the British Government

for this outrage while under the protection of its flag,

and hoped the captain would represent the case pro-

perly. The lieutenant stopped on board, having ordered

the boat to return. He then stated that he had orders

to take Captain Moir and his papers on board the San

Jacinto, and that the Trent was to be moved nearer.

Captain Moir replied, " You will find me on my quarter

deck; if you want me, you will have to come there for

me," 'and immediately walked on deck, taking no notice

of the other order to move nearer. The lieutenant, how-

ever, did not attempt to enforce these orders, and

returned to the frigate, telling Captain Moir that he

Mrs. Slideli and her family, and also < Mrs. Eu
after having entertained them on Lard tl Nashville,
saw themsalely off by the 3 o'clock train for London.
Kapobt of Saltpetbe.—It was understood in com-

mercial circles yesterday, that the r..,veminent has
placed restiietions on the exportation af saltpetre.
Tub Iron-Cased Frigate-. —The Warrior, 40,

iron screw frigate, the Hon. Captain Cochrain
arrived at Spithead on Saturday owning from PK
mouth, having made the run* from anchorage t

anchorage in 10 hours, nine of which w, i e at full &{ I,

the tide being unfavourable nearly the whole tim<
The maximum speed during the day was 17$ 1 ts
under steam and sail, with the wind on the
port quarter and smooth water, the revolution*
of the engines at the time being 544.

yy

dPoretcjm
France.—The Patrie of Thursday evening, in an

article signed by M. Cbucheffcl- n'y, man th;
the agent of the Washington Cabin
arrest the Southern Committor s while on board an
English mail steam, r, and averts that th gltSU
Government has ordered m arations to be made for
the immediate despatch of reinforcement! to wla.
The Pays, Const itutionnel. and Opt me Nation also
censure the conduct of the commander of the Federal
vessel San Jacinto, and expreasthe opinion that tin British
(tovernmciit cannot dispense with . bin{ s a repara-
tion the dismissal of the officers of the San Jacinto, the
Liberation ofthe passengers taken from the Trent , and an
indemnity for them. The Senate on Monday < firmed
the Senafus Consultum which '.approves of the basis of M.
Fould's financial scheme. The Emperor's power over
the national parse without the consent of ti .re-

lative body is now legally renounced. It is said that
there is discord in the Cabinet; M M. Fould and Per-
signy insisting on disarmament, while the Ministers of
War and Marine vigorously oppose any reduction.
The Moniteur of Thursday says:

—

"The Emperor, by bit memorable acts of the month of
November, 18(30 and 1861, hat spontaneously ixmdered homage
to the principle oi the perfectibility <•/ the co; itution ; but as
the journals are criticising and discussing the constitution, it

becomes necessary to remind them that the constitution must
remain independent of any discussion, and that the law on the
press protects it against all attacks ot which it might become
the object."

The Patrie of Friday* contained an article signed by M.
Laponterie, and headed "On the Impossibility of Dis-

armainents/' of which the following is a summary:

—

" It is impossible for France to disarm when, in view of the
questions which await a solution, Austria, Prussia, Russia,
and England either cannot or will not resign. A disarmament
effected by France alono would not consolidate the peace of
Europe. On the contrary, it would evcryv. <. awaken the
hope* of the reactionists, and would com *e the laborious
work of the second Empire. France would thereby lose the
benefits of our latest victories, and would, moreover, desert the
cause ofjustice and right in the Councils of the Powers, after
having made it triumph on the field of battle. The only thing
that is possible is an increase in the number of furloughs."

In a second article on the same subject, the same
journal says :

—

•' We are in favour of every saving which is consistent with
our national greatness, in opposition to a disarming, which
would degrade our country and compromise every just cause
which we have defended. Can Austria disarm between the
emancipation of Italy, the agitatiou in Hungary, and the dis-
turbances m the Ottoman empire 1 Can Pru.- . do so in the
face of the organised forces of Austria and the German aspira-
tions ? Can Russia do so in the midst of the movement which
is carrying her forward and in presence of the revival of Polish
nationality? Does England desire to do so,—England, whose
traditional policy is to take no disinterested part in the con-
flicts which divide the continent? The army in the condition
which time and the glorious experience of victory have placed
it is one of the necessary elements of our national power ; to
diminish its force is to diminish our greatness."

These articles have created a great sensation not only
in France but abroad. The most significant remark
they have elicited on the part of the French press

$t tyT
on °°ard, ran the blockade at Charleston on

^med by his wife/ion^ and"three daughters, uu„W
t71'8

' his secretary, and his wife. Mr. Mason,

tej
n |

Commissioner from the Confederate States

WL »

J**8 accompanied by Mr. M'Farland as his

* tu
y ' Tl Trent sailed from Havaunah at 8 o'clock

*vdp°
tning of the 7th»

aild 110thing occurred
r notlce till about noon on the 8th, when, in

*• the p
PaasaSe of the old Bahama Channel, oppo-

i^J ^aradon Grande lighthouse, a large war

a considerable

was so great that every man would have fought it

called upon to do so; but, with such an opposing

force, and the unarmed condition of the Trent,

it was deemed impossible to make any defence.

The officers of the San Jacinto asked for pro-

visions to maintain the prisoners, as they stated

_ that they were short of stores. Captain Moirj

^ - of October. Mr. Slideli, accredited Cora- told the four gentlemen that at their request he would '

^"ttfrom the Confederate States to France, was
|
supply what was needed, and on their expressing a

wish that he should do so, all the necessaries were sup-

plied. The despatches of the Confederate Emissaries

escaped the vigilance of the boarding officers, and have

all arrived safely at Southampton in the La Plata.

The families of Mr. Slideli and of Mr. Eustis were

ur<red bv the first lieutenant of the San Jacinto to

accompany them, but, being informed on inquiry that

it was probable they would be separated from them

on their arrival at New York, they declined the offer,

and Ccime on to England. As soon as the La Plata was

announced at the Needles on Wednesday morning,

Captain Peagrim, of the Nashville Confederate steamer
^wittieT ***"** noistea tlie JSntisn ensign, i»uu.u wji^u a ^a-., v* Wv *~»

.

f

**t fib?
re8l,0USe until the two vesseU were Within pr°Ceeded m

5
8tea

!

n
.

tU
8,5°T*si£el and Ma^n the

V^^i^^otber, when the stranger fi,ed the pur^^^^^^
eagrini v

beer, forcibly taken

e stated that he was

f the United States^CV^11 Mahout MS**** from the aware that it was the^«^im took charge of^ Capt. Moir immediately stopped the Trent ! Government to do so. Captain reagrim ^ 6

Revenue." It is confidently asserted that the Emperor
himself decidedly objects to any serious reduction of the

land or sea forces, and has determined that he must have
400,000 men, at the very least, under arms, " to be
ready for all contingencies." It is therefore believed

that the reduction in the army will consist in sending

home about 30,000 men on furlough. As regards the

nav four sail of the line belonging to the Mediter-

ranean sqmidron are to be laid up in ordinary,

but it is said that six iron-pin 1 frigates

are to be commissioned to supply the deficiency.

An Imperial decree, countersigned by M. Fould, has

been issued abolishing the tax levied by the city of

Paris on the right of entrance into the Paris Bourse.

Prince Napoleon is about to leave Paris for London to

preside at the organisation of the Imperial Commission

of the Exhibition of 1862, the members of which are

already in England. The Prince will probably stay

some time in London, as he will be accompanied by two
secretaries, and several other persons attached to his

household. The Duke de Magenta's charge upon the

Treasury for representing France at the coronation of

the King ot Prussia is 60,000/. General Scott, the

late Commander-in-Chief in America, arrived at Havre
in the Atago steamer, and was received with great dis-

tinction by the officers and crews of the American
merchantmen lving in the port. The vessels and streets

through which lie passed were decorated with American

C
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and French flags. General Scott, who is accompanied by I Croatia.—The General Congregation of Croatia has,

hia son, Colonel Scotland his daughter-in-law, has since under certain reservations, ordered the military levies

arrived in Paris. The Bermnda steamer, which ran the

blockade of Savannah on the 2d inst., ha3 arrived at

Havre with 1780 bales of cotton. The supplementary

3lection in the department of Aube has resulted in the

return of the Government candidate by a large majority.

The case of the Ami de la Religion was heard on Thurs-

day. The editor was fined 500f. He immediately gave

notice of appeal against the judgment. The Minister of

Public Works has nominated a commission to examine

the following questions:— I. The construction and

cheap working of railways; 2. The speed at which the

trains are run ; 3. The police of the station, application

of the articles of the conditions of contract relative to

carriages in correspondence with the lines, &c. ; and 4.

All the other questions connected with the working,

which the Minister may think proper to submit to it.

A Protestant Church is now building at Chalons for the

accommodation of the troops. There is a large number
of Protestants in the French army, but up to this time

no provision had been made for the performance of their

religious duties.

PoRTTJGAX.—The Portuguese Cortes will assemble on

the 22d December. The report that the Duke of

Saldanha was dead, is unfounded. The Duke's health

has slightly improved.

Spain".—Fresh difficulties have arisen in reference to

the affair of the Neapolitan archives, in consequence of

which Baron Tecco, the Sardinian Minister, has deman-

ded his passports. He left Madrid on Tuesday for

Barcelona, where he will embark for Italy. The
Secretary Baron Cavalmini will remain in Madrid to

conduct the affairs of the Italian Legation. It is said

that the Spanish Government consented to deliver up
to the Italian Government those documents of the

Neapolitan Archives which do not relate to political

affairs, on condition that King Victor Emmanuel with-

drew his first Notes. The Italian Government on the

other hand demanded that Spain should withdraw the

Notes in which she declared herself the legitimate

depository of..the Neapolitan Archives. Don Fernando

de Castro, one of the Royal chaplains, and Professor of

General History at the University, in a sermon preached

before the Court in the Royal Chapel of Madrid, has

surprised his audience by proclaiming his adhesion to

the doctrines propounded by Father Passaglia on the

temporal power of the Pope, and toy advocating with

much earnestness the principle of a united Italy.

Morocco.—Prince Muley Abbas left Madrid on the

11th to embark for Morocco at one of the ports of

Andalusia, visiting on his way the cities of Grenada,
Cordova, and Seville. He had given 40,000 reals vellon

for the charitable establishments of the capital. The
Madrid journals of the 13th publish the text of the

treaty concluded between Spain and Morocco. It con-

sists of eight articles, the most important of which

provide that Tetuan shall be evacuated by the Spanish

troops when the Moorish Government shall have paid

3,000,000 dols., and that the remainder of the indemnity

(10,000,000 dols.) shall be paid in annual
^
instalments

until the whole is cleared off by appropriating for that

purpose half the Customs' duties of the Moorish ports,

which the Sultan places at the disposal of the Queen of

Spain, in order that she may have them collected by
means of Spanish agents.

Switzerland.— France has afforded satisfactory

explanations to the Government of the Canton of

Geneva in reference to the late violation of Swiss terri-

tory near Geneva by French gendarmes. An early j"~ ^nons in the mountains. The Abbe* Filippo

to be made in Croatia, and has also notified that all

official correspondence is to be conducted in the

Croatian language.

Italy.—All the Turin journals of Thursday approve

the recall of Baron Tecco from Madrid. On Saturday

the Bill for levying the war tax in all the provinces

of the kingdom passed the Chamber of Deputies by

191 against 10 votes. Several members gave notice of

their intention to put questions to the Government

relative to the Roman question on the 2d of

December; and it is announced that Signor

Rattazzi will take part in the discussion. In the

sitting of the Chamber on Tuesday the Neapolitan

members, the Duke di Proto and Signor Maddaloni,

laid on the table of the House a petition demanding a

Parliamentary inquiry into the state of things in

Naples. This petition was worded in extremely violent

terms against Sardinia. The Chamber decided that it

should be read in public sitting. Great sensation has

been created by this incident. On Thursday a
bill for the temporary occupation of the convents by the

military was brought forward in the Senate. Urgency
was demanded for the passing of the bill,* as it will

shortly be necessary to provide lodging for 93,000

recruits. Baron Ricasoli stated in the Senate that the

relations between Italy and France continue to be of

the most cordial nature. He said also that the accounts

of brigandage in the Neapolitan provinces were
exaggerated; that the number of brigands in the

Basilicata does not exceed 250, and that a reinforce-

ment of 2000 carabiniers would shortly be despatched into

that province. The Bishops ofUmbria and the Southern
Provinces have issued protests against the last circidar

of the Minister of Justice. It is confidently stated

that the King of Italy is about to pay a visit to

Naples. A delay in his journey is caused by
the approaching visit of Prince Oscar of

Sweden. The Official Gazette publishes notes

which have been exchanged between the English

and Italian Governments relative to a proposition

that Italian vessels entering Ionian ports should enjoy

certain immunities, and that English vessels entering

Italian ports should be similarly favoured in return.

The Opinione announces that in consequence of the

military levy which has been ordered, the Italian army

will consist in future of 90 regiments of infantry, seven

brigades of bersaglieri, and 22 regiments of cavalry.

The differences between General Cialdini and the

Government having been settled, he will resume

the command of the 4th. Corps d'Armee. The
Movimento of Sunday publishes Garibaldi's reply to

the address of the Neapolitans, in which he says :
—

" I

regret that I am unable to come to you, but I shall be

with you when it is necessary." In the same letter

Garibaldi exhorts every Italian to have his sword ready.

The statement that Garibaldi had been appointed Com-

mander of the Volunteers is incorrect, as this appoint-

ment has been conferred on General Sirtori. It

is believed, however, that, in the event of a war

breaking out in Italy, Sirtori would be replaced by

Garibaldi. A despatch from Naples of Tuesday states

that some brigand chiefs, bearers of important papers,

have been shot. General Delia Chiesa has despatched

troops to meet the brigands who are concentrating

near Ricigliano. On the night between the 23d

and 24th inst. a detachment of French troops made

110 brigands prisoners near Alatri. They alsoseized

Perfetti,!President of the Ghislieri College,

of the University of Rome, and formerly

settlement of the Ville la Grande affair is likewise

expected. The election of members for the Council of

State of the canton of Geneva took place on Monday,
I ^ "cardinal'~Marini, has just published a

whenM. Fobbry was elected President by a majority of!
afc Florence, entitled "Considerations on

1761 over M. James Fazy, the numbers being 4673 Conditions of the Papacy," in which he
t0
S
912 -

om ,-. CT> t\ *.cl .t^u "ke Liverani and Passaglia, that the
Prussia.—The King of Prussia has notified that he

will defray the expenses of his coronation from his privy

The case of Colonel Patzke, of the police fore10purse.

was tried on Tuesday before a jury, when he was found
guilty of having used a false passport, and sentenced to
four weeks' imprisonment. He was immediately
removed from the prison in which he had been confined
previously to being brought to trial. Kohler was
sentenced to five years', and Schmidt to four years'

imprisonment with hard labour. Lieut. Greif, of the
police force, was acquitted.

Austria.—Advices from Vienna of the 22d state

that the Ministry has decided not to present the
Budget to the Keichsrath until the Transylvanian
question is settled. The Chamber of Deputies of the
Keichsrath has been occupied with the discussion on
the law relative to individual liberty. Several members
considered the measure insufficient, but presenting a
provisional guarantee. The Chamber adopted Art. L,
which says :—" Liberty of person is placed under the
protection of the law against the encroachments of the
Government" It afterwards, by 93 votes to 74,
referred to a committee an amendment of M. Klandi,
reproducing the article on the fundamental rights,

—

"No man can be deprived of his natural judge. No I

exceptional tribunals can be created/' The committee
reported in favour of admitting the first portion of the
article, but of rejecting the second. The conclusions of
the committee have been adopted.
Hungary.—It is asserted that Count Apponyi has

tendered his resignation as Judex Curies, and will be
replaced by Count Almassy.

Librarian

Secretary

pamphlet
the new
contends,

temporal

authority of the Pope is incompatible with the spirit

of modern civilisation, characterised by the formula

of " free inquiry and democracy," and must conse-

quently undergo a metempsychosis, as he calls it, aban-

doning its mundane pretensions, and returning to the

spiritual purity of its early traditions. " The edifice of

Papal domination," he says, " is absolutely rotten ; let

the foreign prop be removed, and it will fall at once

without resistance and without noise."

Russia.— Accounts from St. Petersburg state that

the resignation of Admiral Putiatin, Minister for

Public Instruction, was momentarily expected, and

that General Titoff, formerly Russian ambassador at

Constantinople, will probably be his successor.

Prince Suworoff- Rymniksky, Governor - General

of Livonia, Esthonia, and Courland, has been

appointed Governor-General
^
of St. Petersburg, and

replaced in his formpr functions by General Baron de

Lieven. General Rokascowsky has replaced General de

Berg as Governor-General of Finland. The statutes of

the " Great Society of Russian Railways" have been

approved by the Emperor.

Poland.—It is asserted that a telegram from

St. Petersburg has been received at Warsaw, announc-

ing that the Marquis Wielopolski had tendered his

resignation, and that it had been accepted by the

Emperor. General Kryjtnowski has been appointed

to succeed the late General Gerstenzweig in the mili-

tary governorship of Poland. M. Vidal, President of

the Committee for Public Worship at Warsaw, who was
forbidden by General Suchosanet, the former governor

of Poland, to obey the orders of the Mar< >v

polski, has been summoned by the Emperor to ^
Petersburg. 15 persons, condemned for takine part ia
the late political demonstrations, were conveyed from
Warsaw to Orenburg on the 21st inst. The fun^nj
of the suffragan Bishop Decker took place on Fridar
Only those persons who had obtained tickets fromt2s
authorities were allowed to join in the procenioB.
It appears that the late arrest of the Administrator
of the Archbishop of Warsaw was in purtttuice

of orders from St. Petersburg. The body of the
late Military Governor of Warsaw, General Gentan
weig, was interred on the 17th inst. at the Xevaky
Cemetery with great ceremony. A letter from Warsaw
in the Prtcurseur d'Anvers, gives the following strange

account of the death of General Gerstenzweig :-*

" The General, 'partly from obedience to orders, partly from
natural severity of disposition, had arrested a great nany PfAm,
and had placed them in the citadel. Shortly after faara «w
entertained that an insurrection would break out, and that
consequently ^numerous prisoners in the citadel would be &a
embarrassment. Accordingly, the commander of the fmti—

w

in conjunction with Count Lambert, ordered several of them to
be released. On hearing this, General Gerstenzweig wcoi
state of great irritation to Count Lambert, reproached

with having acted from fear, and called him a coward la
several officers of the staff were present, a duel

able ; but as a hostile meeting between two such high

at that moment might present great inconveniences,

decided that one of the two should kill himself the i

evening, and that lots should be drawn to decide which i:

should be. The lot fell on General Gerstenzweig, and b« ini
three times with pistols at his head, the last time infiattag

a

mortal wound. These incidents explain why General Lambart

shortly after left suddenly for St. Petersburg."

Turkey.—Fuad Pasha has been appointed Grand

Vizier, and will return to Constantinople imraediitelj.

Until his arrival the duties of the office will be dis-

charged by Kiamil Pasha. Aali Pasha has bea

appointed Minister for Foreign Affairs in place af

Mehemet Djemil Bey. Riza Pasha has refused to

accent the Governorship of Koniah, and it is stated that

he will, therefore, be exiled to Cyprus. He remain* at

present at Smyrna. An issue of new small kaiines w.

take place without delay. Excellent relations prevail

between the English and French Embassies.

The Principalities.—At the suggestion of Sir

Henry Bulwer, the Porte has addressed a Note to the

foreign Ambassadors, consenting to the union of the

Danubian Principalities during the life of Prince Couia,

There is a general disposition to accept this as a final

solution of the question.

"ISebvia.—The Austrian official journals state that

there is no truth in the report calculated by some

French papers, that diplomatic relations between

Awatria aud Servia had been broken off oa account ot

the insult offered by some Servian officers to the

Austrian Consul at Belgrade. The Austrian Cabinet

confined itself to introducing greater reserve in it*

relations with Servia,

Montenegro.—An official Turkish bulletin announces

that on the 21st inst. Dervisch Pasha, with eight^batta-

lions of Turkish troops, encountered a body of 8KB

insurgents near Piva, in Bosnia. Alter a fight which

lasted four hours, the insurgents were compelled to tat

to flight, with the loss of 800 killed and a large numtar

of imkets, which they left on the field of battle The

Turkish loss in killed and wounded amounted to 1W

men. A numerous body of insurgents and MonWJ
grins who intended to invade Kaloschm hasbeen repute*

by the Turks after a bloody fight. Forty Montenegnr

barges attacked a Turkish steamer on the W»«
Scutari, but were repulsed, after a fight of m**
hours, with considerable loss. Two thousand McotoJ

grins'have burnt the village of Kilaseir
,

andlew*

away all the cattle. On the way back * the*g«rW

they found the road Mocked up by the JTur^ «»

attacked them The Montenegrins lortW^g
«u tu «»ff1n thev had seized. Hie lurKisn anw
all the cattle they had sc^cu. — — --

, ^
been increased by 10,000 regular troops-and

Bazouks ; and six more battahons_ of reg

pected to arrive at Trebigne.

likewise received reinf—™™
the defeat of the insui

consuls have proposed

nlars are ex-

The insurgent **

fikewrse" received reinforcements. J".^°^^ean
the defeat of the insurgent troops at Prva ne ^
consuls have proposed an armistice. ^

egon

been opened between Omar Pasha and tn*

Montenegro, which hold out some F*F?uoX***
ment of the differences between } urJfey a

ts fr^
India.—By the overland mad we have

bm
Calcutta to October 22 ; and a telejjW£^^ 5or.

since arrived with news from Bombay
girpplT,

The public interest was still fixedon tbc w ^
and more especially on Lo

[
d
.u
Cal

l" len3Ption
of

touching the waste lands and the reu
J^ ^

revenue, which are expected to ijav * ^.^
effect on the future prosperity °r

-r. i, fof^ that

beneficial

•Hie

Lord Can-

telegram from Bombay state ™
f erm»«eot

ning is about to extend the sy*ten
ama]gl

.

settlement to the north-west proving». ^ ., #,
mation of the Supreme w£ Sudder^

Jj^.

cntta in the course of the week^ «« *(£7*« Rajah

iTlcllKJIl Ul UUC a~may*^.~~ -

—

expected to have a marked effe^J11

of justice.

a- leave C***

Th; Cfcir^ggg ^habad^to **

the Maharajahs of Gwalior and
JWUaJ

N

fiamnnrp «ml the Bezum of Nepaul,
ana

RjIlampore, and the Beg
the*

Ritcbfe

witb/tbe Order of the Star of India. £ •^^ of the

had been appointed legal member ottn

ff.General. Cholera had been
. ^^

in the city of Cawnpore, e*pecm
Kandal*V

Tf hoA made fearful ravages, at
,. __ ^ \-

„u i W been making g*£
Governor-General. Cholera had been ^ tbe

natifet It had 'made fearlui™;gYhe"dii
where 8000 individuals fell victims to toe
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—

" jThirge quantity of treasure, said to amount to

Jt, o; rupees, and to have been part of that looted

JJJTthe Treasury by the 9th N. I. during the mutiny,

w^Tbeen found concealed in some wells near Delhi.

Ktarbances have taken place at Nortgong. (?)

jSmj^-A despatch irom Canton of the 15th of

/Vtober savs that the question of the succession to the

2JJ!rta been settled. The sceptre devolves on the

ShTEmperor's eldest son, a youth of nin3 years, who

«5 reign under the name of Ki-siang, with :i council

J're'ency of eight. Prince Kung is not Included in

>uncil of regency, and it was reported that he had

wq removed from his office as Superintendent of

Foreign A&Virs. The allied troops are evacuating Can-

*m and Tientsin. Trade at Nim#po and Hangekowil

A#ri6e<L by the rebels. The French are in want of

aoi and guns to protect Chefoo.

Cochin' China.—Advices from Saigon state that the

ive promulgated regulations for the Chinese

on.

Ja.pi>'.—The state of affairs in Japan is reported to

be wore favourable, no more outrages having occurred.

fa 1) h minister, however, does not consider a

n . t Yediio safe, although he keeps the embassy

open there while he resides at Kanagawa. Admiral

Hope bad returned from a cruise in the Japan

Archipelago, where he found several Russian settle-

aentawlneh were not previously known.

I e or Good Hope.—We have accounts from the

Cape to the 22d October. Affairs on the frontier were

ftill v unsettled. In Kaffraria Proper, south of

.Vital, Kreli threatened to attack the Tambookies from

fjjn, \ I. Panda and his son Ketchwago had de-

namneu that the Natal Government should give up

Sttehwag younger brothers and rivals, who are

vrfiMor of Bishop Colenso. The lieutenant-governor

efnsed to surrender them. Pretorius was intriguing

for po ion of St. Lucia Bay, which is claimed by

be 1 lisli. Disturbances were threatened between
Moibesh and the Free State. The battles between the

mtira still continued. Amapondomsi had massacred about
50 Hottentots. Sir W.Currie was on the point ofstarting

ftr the frontier with a large body of mounted police.

Public attention was not much occupied with the

separation movement. Dr. Way had resigned the

secretaryship of the League, The Great Agricultural

Exhibition which was held in Cape Town on the 24th
September proved very successful. In consequence of

a dispute between the contractor and the company the
works of the Cape Town and Wellington Railway were

pped. Legal proceedings were taken, and the
me Court decided in favour of the company,

which will complete the works. The news received
from Dr. Mackenzie is favourable. Dr. Livingstone
its purchased some land for a mission at Chibisi, below
mt taracls.

WITED States.—-A despatch from Fort Monroe
wpwts the arrival of the United States' steam sloop-of-
** San Jacinto, with Messrs. Slidell and Mason on
«*rd. Colonel Cochrane, in addressing his regiment
* Washington, urged the arming of the Southern
«»res against their masters. The Secretary of War
•js present on the occasion, and is reported to have

£% endorsed Colonel Cochrane's speech, which is

scribed as most violent in tone. General Scott
sharked at New York on the 9th inst. for
j»tte. Dr. Hughes, Roman Catholic Archbishop
* New York, Mr. Thurlow Weed, Dr. M'llvaine,
^op of Ohio, and the Hon. Edward Everett,

J**e also embarked for Europe. Advices received

J?

the Federal Government announce that the naval ex-
gWrtion commenced the bombardment of Port Royal on

Jr.™1 ins t- After a fight which lasted four hours, the

JJJJwerates are said to have abandoned the forts and
^treated precipitately. According to the accounts
gWislied in the Northern States, the Federals captured
^frftttts, 43 guns, military equipments, and valuable

Wj*- 0" the 8th inst. the Federal army, numbering
'Amen, landed and established themselves at Beau-

2 South Carolina, which, with the neighbouring

S*tlQns
> was totally destroyed by the whites. Large

*y*rs of negroes are said to have come into the Federal

2* 1

- It is also stated that General Sherman has

J* 2.000,000 dols. worth of cotton at Beaufort; that

. *fal citizens in that vicinity were soliciting arms
^£otect themselves against the" despotism of the Con-
?aerates; and that Beaufort is to be held as the seat ofM*

operations. Eight Federals and 100 Confederates
^ported to have been killed during the bombard

-

gjk On the other hand the Charleston papers of the

J**
inst. deny that the Federals have occupied the^n
> and state that reinforcements had been sent

that the

j?*r by the Confederates, who were preparing to

Jj^/
ra,s We occupied Hilton Island, and that a krge

TJ^t of cotton has fallen into the hands of the Federal

-

1

Kentucky. The Northern journals announced that the
engagement las I two uavs, and that 400 Co:
federates were killed and 1000 taken prisoner, includ-
ing General Williams and General Howes. It now
appears that there were no killed, mid the number of
wounded and prisoners is reduced to 80 and ">0

respectively. On the night of the 10th Guvandotte
'ii Virginia was attacked by 600 Confederate troops,
who killed and took prisoners 100 Federal troops
out of 150. It is alleged by the Federal author i:

that the towns-people invited the 3 rial soldiers i

their houses and then sent notice to the Confederal eg.

Subsequently the town was burnt by the Federals under
Colonel Ziegler. General Halleck has 1 n appointed (

the command of the Western Department. The
Federal army has evacuated Springfield, Mm iri.

returning to St. Louis. Confirmatory accounts have beta
received of bridge burning on a most ex isive scale by
the Union men of East Tenn c and Missouri. Th
Governor of Pennsylvania has addressed a com-
munication to the State Department in reply to
Mr. Seward's circular recommending the i-

tion of the sea coast. The Governor, in this

munication, states that he cannot unci i why
individual States should bo asked to fortify them-
selves if, as stated in the circular, there is no prospect
of a disturbance of foreign 1 .tions. He does not
dDubt that Congress would reimbm the States for

their outlay, but calls attention to 1 delav in the

payment to Pennsylvania by the Federal Government
of the sums advanced for the equipment of Volunteers,

and suggests that it would be better for the general

Government to erect the fortifications. If necessan
however, Pennsylvania would respond patriotically to

the calls of the country. It is rumoured that the

Federals will abandon the Hattcras forts during the

winter on account of their sufferings from sickness and
privations. A telegram from Boston states that the

collector at that port had received instructions from
Washington to stop the export of saltpetre and gun-
powder. It is stated that ex- President Buchanan is

engaged on a work in vindication of the acts of his

administration. He is assisted in collecting and com-
piling materials for this work by ex-Attorney Black and
his late private secretary, Mr. Glossbrenner. The t rial of

Captain Gordon, of the slaver Erie, had resulted in a

verdict of guilty. This is the only conviction of the

kind that has taken place since 1820, when the traffic

was declared piracy by the United States Congress.

General Havelock, brother of the late Sir Henry
Havelock, is reported to have tendered his services to

the Washington Government. The Federal cruiser

Powhattan had arrived at New York, after a long but

vain pursuit of the privateer Sumter. Mr. Charles

Greene and his sister, Mrs. Lowe, have been arrested

at Detroit ; the former has been sent to Fort Warren
and the latter to Washington. Mr. Greene i« charged

with having purchased munitions of war in England for

the Confederates. It is reported that an United

States' war vessel has captured a large British

steamer, supposed to be the Fingal, laden with arms,

at Key West. The British schooner Adelso, which

brought a cargo of naval stores out of Wilmington, North

Carolina, and put into Newport, Rhode Island, in

stress, had been condemned, together with her cargo.

According to a Philadelphia despatch, the steamer Ber-

muda ran the blockade at Savannah on the 2d inst.,

with 2000 bales of cotton for Liverpool. The New
Orleans papers mentions that a large fleet had been seen

off Ship Island. It is stated that Mr. Breckinridge has

received a commission in the Confederate army as a

brigadier general. The statement which appeared last

week that Mr. Jefferson Davis would certainly be
m relieved from the Presidency," was a mistake of the

telegraph office. It should have been " re-elected to
"

the Presidency. The Southern journals state that black

flags have been hoisted at Charleston and Savannah as

an indication that no quarter would be given, and that

none would be asked. Eighteen Federal officer?

prisoners of war at Richmond, have been selected to 1

hanged, should the Federal Government hang the crew

Lord Staj M.P.. attended a meeting of his
constituents at Lynn a 1 lay, and delivered a long
speech on the present state of Pub; Attain, from wL
the following are extracts:

—

" There i irdly an important .Ate in Europe which has
not been looking forward er wi: hope or with Star to a
future in some way di: it from lU Tb*
d icnt he military and material
rise of ispain from what seemed a cone of
den* Into a first-claw Power—the great meaeure of serf
eman< n in Russia, In ie fate of four or five time*
aa many human beings at are dire interested In that other
auestion of negro emancipat : which we hear so much-
tie fttrm, endenoe and aelf-gerei ngary
—tin Italian revol u v\ h, so far . being com-
puted, se< > nic to he ly more than begun—all

heae are events v. h if tiny had rred singlv would
singly and separately have I 1 a large space in and
wl :, perhaps, lose s g • ;r real in mee
in our eel ocause they do 1 r immediately
h n w, with s me of aid,win n, has no direct concern It .'oennot concern as,
and perhaps it <io*a i great 1 at large, if
pain retains, instead ba—if she

her <*et cr an a<: -, an- e even re-
na ^ f her lost infl ioo.

We r he glad stake a great meaeure
ofaerl aabouhl * eed, -assure
m-tvefla, or whit! lC re —and perhaps in

'it- actual state of t «ml\ •„—wl :un it
it the social dis< lizatinn wl y ac*
Qpanyeo greats revolution trill f<<r sc •

come reduce 1 aggreesi\ power ol I: istia ah '
>

nothing. V b regard bo the qu helweer Vuttite
Hunfra 1 must sty that I should regret the dis-

ruption of the Vuttriaa Ei general groundt. 1

bould regret because I believe tl da
to break up ;Tcat Empires into small and fc ates
removes oi <*ta< of the way ruler who at some)
future time may bo disponed to play tl r

;

and I am afraid that the < cri< s we chad ie
1 lew years shows t lays of mi saion and
conqu re not so • by as it -lie f*shi<

some time : to sup]-«*e. It is j matter
which v an in any v intc c. But n omentitis
in Italy that the chief interest of European p s centres.
Personally, I sympat it 1 » the desire < )<• maj rity of the
[talian jieople for unit aider a s qf «. v-ernmem but,
looking at it as a tter of resson snd j, I

think it is Impossible i to see that grievous difficulties exist
in the way of that un npUsbed, In the first

} i, its Dpi ecessarily inv«.lvos a renewal of the war
with At i. Without Vei a I it not 'c, and
Austria will not cedetho Venetian ten except by f< I

the i
' of war who arc at this Che King of

Italy i ir influ support—will givu him, and very
n ,lly so, no re ill tl i it. Therefore, there sro
the elements at hand of tor European war. l lien comes
the Roman que n. Italy in n-t complete am t

R nan she in without Vcnctia : and ugh it is jwatible
that a chang opinion may be tak . far as we
know, we have reason to Mipnoee that th< aa at least of
the Italian clergy arc favourable to the temporal power of the
Tope, and I n< t tell l thatel cal influ in Italy is

a very different thing from what it is in England. In North
Italy those provincial je dousi< which isted from time
imn bel w vn,
al tin ugh t wl hav< :*i. hn\ »aty
softened down ; but in Naples, slthou, iy be very few
p ons who regret t and ho h to have
them re red, there is a party not without numbs influ-

ence who look with some regret upon the loss their local

independi nee and self-governmem nd upon what thi con-
sider as their anne to Sardi On the w ther re,

so far fr he Italian difficulty being sett I, it ems to me
that its solution is hardly 1 As to the j»rt of I aid in
the matter, thei -< only one thing bear in mind. We are not
in this quarrel in the same ] n as that which is occupied
by France. A nation which has expended "0,000 s* era and
many millions of treasure on bchal another naturally claims
some right to dec t the results of the victory shall be.

We have not interposed by arms ; we do i intend to intcr-

po^ vnd we are i it. But. in that case, we ought to bear in
mind that we cannot expect tl >f interference and
non-interference at the same time We cannot at the Tie

moment hold the secure and easy position of teutral, and the
>mi Dgpo on < newb' pr< rineipal

jiart in the quarrel. I think, thi r-e. that some caution,

some considerable degree of reserve and r« e, ne
restraint from the e.\ 'ii of an "pirn until that opinion
is absolutely called for, is not only i most digni »urse,

but it is a ourse which * likely to m '•e atten-

tion to the views wo may express. This ren equally applies

to the United States. I own I d not v at the annoy-
ance which Americans sometimes feel and t ress at the
sum maty way m \ ch we here undertake to settle t ': affairs

r them. I hsve had some lessons as to the caution which
should be ex< sed ii aingajudgment on the affairs of other
countries. I travelled in America in the summer of 1848, at the
time of tho i and fu turbances which were taking

c .y- . . c««««««»« place in Ireland, and I was a good deal astonished, and not a
Ot the privateer fcavannali.

little amused, to'find that there were man ersons in the United
West Indies.—The Patrie ot yesterday says tnat it

8tatcSf reaUy wen informed upon m< rt, who attached

has heen informed, from a private source, that Rear

ltfl^?i
e town ' They admit, however

SUShaxra ««„ • .1 tt:ia. T«l««^ or./^ i

_J- *onrFederal vessels were lost, and their crewsmade

5*
1 by the Confederates during the bomhard-

W.^ the French frigates Cantelabria>nd Prony

letter fA
in tbe gale

'
fcne former at Beaufort, the

<Sesw*J
Ocracoke Creek ; the crews were saved. The

*aisfr n Gourrier says there is little cotton stored at

^p Beaufort. The New York journals state that

*kethi £
ral Government has not determined

AaS!l ^
ea»fort shall be made a port of entry.

iWj* i ,
^^ expedition will, it is reported, sail

** S?r P' 0a the 8fch inst - Ge»eral Xelson engaged
^^trates under General Williams at Pikeville,

very serious importance to those disturbances, who thought
they were the beginning of a great movement for Irith inde-

pendence, and were even inclined to doubt whether our Govern
ment was not doing a foolish thing in not recognising the

independence of Ireland at once. I know w ught of

those comments; and I dare say there are n y intelligent

persons in North America who think m- same of some
of the criticism* h reach them from thi "Ie the

, Atlantic. At any rate, I d" not think isressoi blame

The prosecution against Colonel Hankin, the Federal G ent for not hi og done th which as

4-^L. fnr Am, a. has fallen to the trustees for the people they hardly Id do and wWeh no
Government since the world began yet h r not
giving up one halfof their territ g a blow in

its defence. They have met w rmed insurrection ; they have
opposed it by armed resistance. How r it is wise to
persist in that resistance is a question ry diffi

cult one ; but it seems to mo absun • blame a ' rnment for

doitig that which every G mroc in the w ue, and
ever will do. the result a^ atrugc - beyond
human calculation ; but I am disposed to t e whole,
that the opinion v. generally pP nntry is

e true one—that sooner or ithern 'nfederacy
will be established. T do not com - th i so much
because I doubt the power of the ? th to subjugate the
Southern States. Even as to that t there may be some

.ubt. A tntry of imni -needi i of imperfect com-
mnications, is very unfavourable for aggressive war and very

rdi isive. But putting t of the question
and allow for the undoubted iperi f the North in

Admiral Sir Alexander Milue, Commander-in-Chief on

the North America and West Indies station, on hear-

ing of the outrage committed on the Trent, had sent

three steam-frigates to the Jsland of Cuba to escort,

until further orders, the mail steamer which pli<

between the Havannah and St. Thomas.

Canada.
for enlisting troops for America, has

ground. The officers of the Crown found, on investi-

gation, that the acceptance of a Federal commission at

Washington being an offence against an unpen.

statute, committed in a foreign country could only

tried in the Queen's Bench in England, and as tl

Toronto m istrates' commitment did not extend

furthor than the assizes, the Crown officers had no

alternative but to allow the prosecution to fall through.

Colonel Rankin has therefore escaped fine and im-

prisonment, but has been dismissed from I Majestv

"*££ DoMnroo—The Paris evening papers publish

« under reserve » a despatch from St Domr >
dated

Xovember 9, announcing that (jenera ^< ' _ » reacmraa or every kind, the real mmcuiiy or tae case aeems to

surrendered St Domingo to Spain, had issued a prowmn*
j
^ this ._^ , F( ., it;nll Government to succeed in its

ciamiento against the >anish Government. bject—to reco ier the Southern ates, what will they do

E
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wiui btieiu vviiou iut, Utovu got, mem? 1 have been h com -disturb the i^tablishment in the enjoyment of its rights. As
parison as to this war, wnich seems to mo not an unapt one.

Some one has eaid that it is very like the case of a husband
instituting legal proceedings in order to bring back his

wife to live with him. He may succeed, he may obtain
his object ; but the question is, when he has obtained it,

whether he has done much to contribute to his own domestic
happiness. Then, again, as far as we can see at present,

the only party in America which is really earnest in this war is

the abolition party—those who are for effecting the emancipa-
tion of the negroes by the interposition of the Federal authority.

With them it is a war of principle. But their opinions do not
appear to be those of the majority of persons even now at the
North, and so far from their being the views entertained by
the Cabinet of Washington, the very last acts of that Cabinet
show that by them the abolitionist party is repudiated and
disavowed. For the rest these differences between the Northern
and Southern States are not new. Burke foresaw them ;

Washington feared them ; and from that time to the present
there have never been wanting men who have predicted
that the difference of habits and ideas, of which slavery is

rather a symptom than a cause— differences due in part to early
traditions, and in part also to difference of climate—would
sooner or later lead to the disruption which has actually
occurred. It seems to me very idle to talk, as some people do
in this country, as if the secession in the South wee to bring
about an utter break-down of American power. Grant that
the South obtain all that they require, the North will

still retain, I think, some 18 millions of the most in-

telligent and energetic population in the world ; they
will retain a territory as large as all Europe, excluding
Russia ; they will possess a political unity which they have
not had for the last 30 years ; and, unless this war is protracted
through a series of years, whatever burdens it may for a time
impose, they will continue to be more lightly taxed than any
powerful nation upon earth. As to the duty of the Govern-
ment, that is obvious, and I do not suppose that there will be
any departure from it whatever administration be in power.
The duty ofour government is to observe a strict neutrality in
word and deed—not to show irritation at casual annoyances,
such as in the course of such a struggle as this we must
inevitably expect ; to defend any right of ours that may be
attacked, temperately and firmly, giving time for any angry
passion to evaporate ; and, above all, to take no advantage, and to

seem to take no advantage, of the temporary weakness of the
American power to effect any object which that Power might
regard as an encroachment upon its rights. There is only one
other point of foreign policy which I will touch upon, and that
relates to this expedition,,which is now preparing for Mexico in
order to enforce against that State the claims of British and
of other creditors. I do not think we are in a position to
form a final decision upon the policy of that measure until
we hear the explanations of it which may be given by
the Minister in Parliament. As to its justice, I admit at
once that there is nothing to say agaiust that, because
the conduct of the Government of Mexico is such as
fully to justify our armed interference. So, again, on the
score of humanity, I admit it is unobjectionable, because,
whatever may be the effect of our intervention, it is quite
certain that we cannot possibly make the political con-
dition of Mexico worse than we find it. The real question
is whether there is any British object involved adequate
to the magnitude of such an expedition. If the only object be
what we are told it is—to collect these bad debts— I apprehend
that may happen which sometimes occurs in private life, that
the expenses of litigation will swallow up the profit. So much
for foreign affairs. As to the future of domestic legislation, we
have ail of us heard a great deal in the last few months of what
is called a Conservative reaction. Now, the thing is real
enough, but the phrase is not strictly acjurate. Reaction in
this country there is not, and I believe there never will be. It

is our nature to make changes slowly, but when we have
made them all parties agree to abide by them. There is no
measure which has passed in the last 30 years which, so far

as I know and believe, any considerable party in this coun-
try would now propose to repeal; therefore, I say, in the
strict sense of the word, reaction there is none. But of Con-
servative feeling and contentment as to that which we have
and of objection to any changes that may be proposed, there
is undoubtedly more than at any time within my recollection.

I do not believe this has anything to do with the accidents of
political combinations or the working of Parliamentary parties.

I believe it would be precisely the same if every politician and
Minister now living were swept off from the face of the earth
and if a House of Commons were returned composed entirely
of new men. I believe that organic changes are out of
season, and the very fact that they are out of season
proves that the present time—as times of quiet generally are—is especially favourable for the carrying out of administrative
reforms. I do not believe that you will have a Reform Bill
introduced by the Government for two or three vears at least.
A trial was made in 1860, and Parliament received the measure
then brought forward with disguised hostility, and the people
with general indifference. It is no use now to discuss that
Bill. The question of tfeform cannot die, and it cannot be
permanently at rest, but I do not think it will be heard of again
in any serious manner for two or three Sessions. Motions will
be probably made on the subject by private members,
but the only object of these motions will be to test the
strength of parties, and it is not likely that they can
lead to any practical result. I eaid fairly beforehand
that, as I believe that subject can oniy be dealt with as a
whole and by the Government of the day, I shall not support
any motions so made by private members. Then there is the
never-ending church rate controversy to deal with, and the
annual financial discussions upon the Budget. There has been
a great rallying among the clergy and their friends, and a cry i tion°; and I am sure that experience must arouse us'and

to the particular question of church rates, I have seen and
heard nothing to alter the opinion which for some years past I

have formed as to its only possible solution. I was at first not
indisposed to acompromise—for in England politicians frequently

end by a compromise—but I have seen no plan which appears to

me to have a reasonable chance of success. At present there is

greater bitterness of feeling—certainly greater combativeness
—on both sides. Both sides want that which only one can

have—a decisive victory ; and that being the case, I don't think
any settlement is likely ; especially as far as I can see, there is

no very strong desire on either side for peace. I am not

speaking of politicians, but there are some ecclesiastical leaders

on both sides who appear not sorry to have a question of this

kind open. It keeps alive attention, and acts as a little

stimulus to party zeal. I do not think, therefore, that you will

very soon see a settlement of the question ; but on grounds of

justice and policy, in the interests of the Church, and for the

sake of social peace, I shall continue to vote against the rate.

As to the question of finance, when the temporary
suffering to which I fear we must look forward is

over, I own I take a very sanguine view. I

have no doubt that there will be suffering

and depression for the next few months ; but ex-

tending one's inquiry over a wider period, and looking

back for the last 10 or 12 years, I believe America itself can
hardly show more rapid material progress than that which this

country has made. If, therefore, we can only avert foreign
war and internal disturbance, 1 think, after the temporary
suffering of the next few months has passed away, there will

be no appreciable limit to the wealth, comfort, and numbers
to which the population of these islands may attain. I am n6t
going to take upon myself the duty of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and point out what taxes it may be his business to

remit. I am afraid we must not look forward to much
remission of taxation next year, but whenever that operation
takes place there are three or four taxes which seem to me to
have a stronger claim than all others, viz., a reduction of the
Tea duty, a reduction of the Sugar duty, to which precisely

similar arguments apply, and a reduction of the duty on
insurances, whicb,"although I fear it cannot be wholly abolished,

is at the present rate far too high. If our neighbours allow us to
reduce our armaments, by reducing their own, which seemsnow
more probable than it has done for a long time past, I think
we shall all ofus agree that the income-tax ought not to remain
at its present height. As to that income-tax I have never held
out hopes of its entire abolition ; but I confess I am anxious to
see it reduced, not merely for the reasons which lead us to be
glad when any tax is reduced, but especially for the reason
that, do what you will, it seems not to be in the power of man
to make the tax a perfectly equitable one. In ordinary years
of prosperity—although I am afraid we cannot reckon on the
next year as one of them—it is calculated that each year's

revenue ought to exceed the last by something like 1,000,0002.,

and if the expenditure does not rise in proportion, there is a
margin sufficiently large to enable reductions of taxation to be
made, if we have patience, and are not anxious to do every-
thing at once, or adopt the counsels ot a school of financiers

who would relieve us from existing taxes by putting on new
ones quit as inequitable in the working."

The Chancellor of the Exchequer on Friday

attended a meeting held in the Sheldonian Theatre at

Oxford, for the purpose of obtaining the support of the

University for the cheap public schools established hy
the Rev. Mr. VVoodard, at Laneing, Sussex, for the sons

of tradesmen, farmers, and others, and spoke as follows

on Middle-Class Education :— m*
" Mr. Vice Chancellor,—The place in which w6 are assembled

is no inappropriate place, and the framers of the resolutions

have reminded us that this is no inappropriate time, for stating

the object of the work which they have in hand. The resolution

I am to move states that the growth of intelligence among the

lower classes is the reason why the establishment of certain

schools among the middle and lower classes is of great national

importance. There can be no doubt that we have now reached

an epoch at which the wise munificence of the legislature

directed to the cause of popular education in its broadest sense

has produced a great and visible effect upon the general

intelligence of the mass of the population, and depend

upon it there is no community that can be in a perfectly

healthy state without something in the nature of a pressure

upwards. As the sap rises from the grouud in vegetable

nature, so it is in the various stages ot human society : with a

stagnant lower class no society can do well—no country

can be powerful or secure. On the recognition of that

principle the Universities of England have from the

first been founded ; and although in the lapse of time a larger

portion of their special work has come into immediate con-

nection with the higher orders of the community, yet even now
they cannot afford to disregard that rich mine of wealth in the

lower strata of society, from which fresh treasures may ever

more be obtained to vary, to enrich, and to enlarge the

resources of mind, of talent, and of character which the

university has to train and? to apply to the service of this

country and oi its institutions. But while intelligence has

thus been quickened in the lowest classes, and amongst the

mass of the population, there can be no doubt that the lower

middle classes, to the advantage of which Mr. Woodard has

addressed himself specially, is at this moment in a position of

some danger. And it is no unkindness to say so in plain terms,

because nothing is more difficult—so slow and unpetceived,
though sure, are socialmovements—nothingis more difficult than
to bring home to the minds of the members of any class the
dangers that it may have incurred in losing its relative posi-

has been raised that the Church is in danger First, one ought
to ask, in danger of what ? It it is i int that the Established
Church is iu danger ot losing that moral influence which she
possesses over men's opinions and hearts, I do not myself see
any chance in that direction ; but, whether it be the case or no.
it is not a matter with which Acts of Parliament and political
agitation can have any influence ; but if it is meant that the
Establishment is in danger of losing its privileges and its
State endowments, then I must say that, looking as far
forward as practical men are justified in looking

—

viz., to the lifetime of the present generation—I do
not see any reasonable cause for that apprehension.
Looking at the matter merely from its political aspect, and
not expressing any personal feeling, it seems to me that, in
England at least, tbe Church establishment is as secure as any
institution can be reasonably expected to be. I do not say
that in Ireland or Scotland the state ot things may be exactly
the same. In Scotland the religion there established is that
of a minority of the people, and in Ireland it is that of a very
inconsiderable minority, and I will own to you frankly that I
look forward with uneasiness and apprehension to the di.--

cussions which some day or other will arise upon ecclesiastical
affairs in those countries But with regard to England 1

believe that the balance of power which now exists between
the Establishment and the Nonconformist bodies—and which
I may say in passing is not on the whole incompatible with
individual freedom of speech— seems to be likely to endure for
considerable time. If only the two hostile parties within the

Establishment itself—and who, if one may judge from the
manner in which they write and speak of each other, have no
great mutual love to spare— can be kept from open war, I do
not see that there is any external power which is ever likelv to

compel us to say that at this moment in many parts of the
country—and I would venture to speak more particularly of
some of the manufacturing and commercial districts—the
lower middle classes, and even something above the lower
middle classes, are in danger of being supplanted and out-
stripped in the race of business and of life, owing to the great
advantages that have been made by the great masses of the
population, especially the rising generation, «nd the want of
corresponding advantages by the lower middle classes. 1 do
not believe that any danger will ever arise to any community
from excess, or 1 would rather say from an abundance of
education in quantity, provided only that the quality be good,
and the distribution just. Of late years I think we may say that
the higher classes have received no inconsiderable stimulus.
A great change in our political constitution some 30 years ago
has brought the higher classes throughout the country, and
especially in the sphere of public life, into close and intermediate
connection aud fair competition with the middle classes of the
community. What has been the result of that competition ? I

think I may venture to speak as a witness, and I state, and
state confidently, that the result of it has been to stimulate
the exertions of that higher class in the fulfilment of public
and social duty. But in so stimulating its exertions and
calling forth its powers, which were necessarily called forth
in that competition, it strengthened— not weakened

—

strengthened and confirmed the position of that higher class
in the esteem of their countrymen, and in the exercise of their
great social power and influence. There is a class, however,
which, lying between tbe wealthy portion of the community
and the poorer, has not yet received its fair share of attention.
It is right, if we move forward, that we should move forward
all together ; and we owe it to those friends whose efforts we

that alone
then to be,
as well as
must say
lish spirit

self to his
cheap, and

have met to-day to encourage, that they^aveahneT **a
believe aimed with success, in directing public attention*
flaw and a defect in our proceeding which has not is vetwith a full and adequate remedy—namely, this, that wh£S
political movements which have taken place have ont tHupper classes of England upon their mettle, and while tk!
liberality of the legislature has been the means of nmSJ.
bringing forward the lower classes of the populatio^S
liberality of the legislature, I must not say alone bat aita
in the main by the self-devotion and the self^acrifieerf
the clergy—whilst this has taken place in these two great no?
tions of eociety, up to the present moment there hare beenrL
corresponding efforts, and no corresponding advantages have
been achieved among those who are too high in the socaJ
scale to take advantage of the benefits conferred byS
national schools, and too low in the scale to take adTantaMi
either of the grammar schools or the universities of the
country. "We may say with truth that it is but fair that we
should recollect that that class for which we are now pleading
is the only needy class. The wealthy or the comparatively
wealthy portion of the community derive immense advantara
from the foundations which are furnished by our unirersiSei,
our public schools, and our grammar schooli, while the lower
portion of the community derive immense pecuniary aid both
from the indulgent liberality of others and from tbe direct
action of the public exchequer. But there is a class which op
to this moment may with truth be called the only unaided
clrssof the community, and which on that ground hat the
.si rongest possible claims on our exertions ; and were it for no
other purpose than to place them ou a footing of rdatfra
equality to the rest of their fellow countrymen, I tkUt

justifies the attempt. What are the iehoots

for which we are called on to gite our mi
our hearty and cordial verdict of approval '• 1

I cannot but admire the thoroughly Eng.
in which Mr. Woodard has addressed him-

work. He desires that these schools shall bt

at the same time self-supporting. While be baa

justly limited his demand to the necessities of the case, be

does not ask you to become the permanent almoners of these

schools. When they are in full action they will be self-sop.

porting schools, but he asks the University to give them tbe

powerful aid which its recognition will coavey. Above til, be

seeks to give to this portion of the community the immense

advantage over and above all other considerations of what we

call and thoroughly know by the name of public schools. There

is nothing, I believe, which to foreign ears has a greater sound

of paradox than the language of an Englishman when he speaks

of the benefits of public education. It certainly does seem

that if there is not an exclusive, yet that there is almost

an exclusive, adaptation of this peculiar institution to tbe

soil—I may say the moral soil—the moral and social climate

of England. It is not necessary for us to ask whether they

are institutions well suited for the world at large. Oar

own particular sphere is large enough, God knows, for our-

selves, and for our bumble and feeble efforts ; but we (to

know that for centuries past these institutions have taken

such root in England that although they owe their exist-

ence only to the action of private motives and private

liberality, yet there is no law on the statute book, no law

or portion of the legislative government of the country which

is more distinctly and more pertinaciously asserted in thu

nation than the necessity of that institution which we call oar

public schools. While we desire that knowledge should be

communicated, we desire also that it should be imparted in an

atmosphere of freedom ; while we desire that discipline should

be received by the young, we desirs also that that discipline

should notdeviate or diverge intoa servile, mechanical obedience.

We desire that education should grow up in conjunction with

freedom, because, in point of fact, freedom is an essential

constituent of human virtue ; and it is following the constitu-

tion which the Almighty has given to the human race when
we say that we will, even in the training ot the young, combine

the imparting of knowledge with the allowance of every oppor-

tunity for the exercise of self-control, with the exercise of

thought and reflection, even within those limited spheres of

public opinion which tend to repress the waywardness and tbe

selfishness of individuals by the well-considered convicticee

of others. Certainly it was with no small and no disagree*!*

surprise that I learnt the result of Mr. Woodard's efforts m what

I should conceive one of the most difficult portions of ma

undertaking—namely, the establishment of public ******
so
alarming
best proo* ~. — — — ...

1ft

succeed in establishing schools such as he speaks of, witA.urn

boys, I do not know ; but if he succeeds in establishing acw»

that will bear the same relative position to other schoolsiwwca

the Great Eastern bears to other ships, I am convinces™*

they will enjoy a much more favourable breeze of pnjw

opinion, and many less misfortunes than unhappily thewm
Eastern has had to sustain. There is another point

,

upon

which, as it seems to relate more particularly to oy°

occupations at this moment, I may make a remark
*2"rfi

help statiug that I feel a profound admiration for ^^"E*
talents as a financier. I am not W™1***?™^ 5*
with the nature of his establishments, and ^ereforei^^

take his budget as he himself presents it. But VJ™ *
to say that it is a marvellous thmg ;

and if
ft

h^ "fhSfc*
some degree tested by experience I should h< ve

J™*^
almost impossible that for so small a sum as .uL to^^
he should be able to give such food such M&fro&ri
education to the young as it is established &y ^^
testimony that they receive in these «teMishment* ^
reminds me of another point. Mr.Woodard «g butthis

political economist and an enlightenedP^^P £ because

l will say, be has sought a deeper jsource£M> ^^
he has" taken his ground upon" Christian P"*%££***)**
love, and Christian self-denial ; and that ve*T

c^^^
! he has achieved could not have been obtau.ea » ^ ntt2Uri

.

to higher motives in order to induce
> t«*5S toa worktbet

ments and cultivated minds to give themse '

TrueChristian

some would have found irksome and repuiM '

st principles
of

philanthropy must have its source in the * £ pUDlic schools

our religion; and those schools which are w

^

d ^.ould nothave

would not have been worthy ofyoursuppoi'c,
«u ^ they «*
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ot judgment. it is our business to oiler theiu nulor — \N
. Howell, Liverpu iron *iui liu Drum Mauuuui uivr

—

u~h hear on their very front and forehead the S*T
HoWE

» Country, Kuiidtr-F. a. Hcbt. w am, tirt-
which bear on "*c" « * T.Jennimgs, Norman T. . Wandsworth i utton lh

Lawrence, Birmingham, Cahin. t Maker—J. H. Layk&tox, Hich Strc«—w uw cicifij —,— •-, -, . , .. . Poplar, Can-er and GildtT—H. H.Linlk^, Slurti.ld. « uii ivhant-K.
I** DT ^.nrirv It is from them that we have a right to Light, Wormbridge, Shropshire, Joiner—J. Lonoulrst, Croydon, Beer
10*W f~S}L to the laws and standards under which they ^°P X^P^JvK^A Vauxhall Walk. Lambeth, Agent-J. Lumui .

»^» eonformity wj£~ . .. . .. . .

fllnT._ fnr th-i ; MiddlesborouRh, Yorkshire, Journeyman Joiner—<i.J. boxs, Woodlands,
TTtaacb. and permit me to say that it is not alone lor the

\ Buckinghamshire-J. Mlriott, Whittlesey, Cambria*. . Tailor- >.

2rtne clergy I desire to see them still discharging m the
,
Marshall, Stockton, Aecouutant-W. Marshall, Ilk. n. Derbyshire,

* —oat lunctions, but because it is one of the closest, Grocer—J. Martin, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, Tea Dealer—w. J. Mills,
tbose gn»»»*

ff M ' „ nci r>erhans one of the most Messing, Essex, Veterinary Surgeon—W. s. Monday, Egham, Sum
of the naost effective, ana ^rnaps one or tne most

Gr0Cer_o . Moo laU> Q
-

f Somcrshanij Suffolk, Buuiu-r-R. s.arth,

JL-te bonds of union between the clergy and the laity ; I Morlev> Yorkshire. Cloth Manufacturer- \v. Moss, chan.ery Lane,
"£*\jTrtmC influence of the laity through the machinery of

j

Holborn, Boot and Shoe Maker—J. Nbale, Nettlestead, Suffolk, l.rm

•*.^! the clergy themselves, is one of the main securities \
Bailiff—J. Nbwhah, Vere >reet,_Clare Market. Licensed Victualler-J.

T"'
*»

the founder of public schools for the middle classes some

^'tv for the placing them in harmony, not only with what

CSieves to be the general sense of the Church, but also with

S lflcal institutions distributed throughout the country. I

JLk^herefore, that it is an elementary and indispensable

Vile of the
establishment of a new class of public schools

'•wthev should be placed under the visitorship of the bishop

«Mhe diocese. The plan which we are called on to support is

nkin and intelligible, as well as so valuable, that it requires

i 1- than * h" noiiol ofPnvto f/\ on+itlr* ih rr\ pntifiHpnpfl

shire, Brickmaker—J. Pouter, Lincoln's Inn Fields, Solicitor-*}. Bands,

Sverrington, Northamptonshire, Farmer— T. H. B N<" Henry
Street, Limehou&e, Coal Weigher — Thomas Hxxfrke, 1'enzan

Boot and Shoe Manufacturer — Thomas Rhodes, Cheetham Hill,

Manchester, Patent Wadding Manufacturer — Aiiraham Bitch,

Broad street, Golden Square, (Mass Cutter — B. Boe, Llanelly,

Carmarthenshire, Baker—J. Bogers, Alpha ltoad, St. Johns \v

the usual efforts to entitle it to confidence.

Ae founders of those schools have, I confess, it appears to me,

11-
'

'

'

*
"*

Mfel respect,

macro vi !.«»«»- 1 » -- mtit »

iTntled themselves to your vigorous and hearty support. In
_"

lodrtl respect, and therefore I will say in every political

Lodging House Keeper—A. Smith. Sheffield, Join' ii.miyi

stone Northamptonshire, Working Lath Bender—S. s" Steeple,

Essex Baker—W. Stki-hess, Birmingham, Builder—M. '1 mum cr, North

Street, Mile End. Fishmonger—J. Teubitt, Maida Hill V. « dlescx—

W J Thomas, Hav.Bi n, Attorney-Rt-law—W.Timmi s, Norton in the

Moors Staffordshire, Corowainer—H. Tiiter, Cheadle, si -im< .

nfee'tioner—J. TniBE, Canterbury Terrace, Btn-stord S t, \\ alworth,

"Wholesale Fancy stationer—G. E. Upton, Clarence Islington,

of instruction

admission who
the knowledge
the troops at

of each conn*
candidates far

proficiency in

Cttfl jEntelltflence.

Mo-ey Mabket, Friday.—British Funds : Con-

tois closed at 92f to 4 for Money, and 90S to 91 for the

Account; Bank Stock, 234; Three per Cents. Reduced,

to 1; New Three per Cents., 90£ to i ; New Two
mil Half per Cents., 76£to76; India Stock, 228 to

;j j Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 106 to 105i, cum
dir.; Ditto for Acct., 103 to 102| ex div.; Exchequer

Bilk, March, 11#. to 12^. pro. ; Ditto June

Ditto Small, 11*. pm.—Foreign: Brazil

per Cents., 100£; Ditto Four and a Half

1860, 92* to 9l| ; Chilian Four and a Half per Cents

86i; Equador New Consolidated, 15*; Italian Five

per Cents., 67 to * ; Mexican Three per Cents., 26£

;

Ditto for Acct., 26* to | ; New Grenada Deferred, 5i

;

Portuguese Three per Cents., 1853, 47 ; Russian Three
per Cents. , 1859, 59^ to 59 ; Spanish Three per Cents.,

Mews, Oxford'Street, Carpentei—J. Wood, Oxford. Malt ster-W . W ooi>-

thorpe, William Street, Islington, Carpenter—J Wright Scarborough,

Commission Airent-W. B. Wvatt, IlhVy .Oxfordshire. Boat Builder.
<<la!*Ko«. \ iituuller—

—J. Ma< kin tosh, Tigh-
— A. Ranald, Gartlea

Force near Airdiie, Laiiark>hir( . Spade and Shovel Manufacturer.

TUESDAY : Nov. 26-BANKKUl'TS-lX Aldeh, Cheltenham, stationer

J. Alder, jun., Cheltenham. Toy Dealer—G.Avstes, ltaiajpn-. Kent,

Grocer—W. Andrew, Lincoln, Boarding House Keeper- li. ".«,

Harrow Road, Paddington, Carpenter-J. Bletcher, Huh Lancafthire,

Commission Agent-I. Bentibt. Mold Green near ltu V-Tt^T
E. BLVCK,Tranmere, Cheshire, Attorney-B. Bt it. Lyesham, NN or.

sliire, Bookseller-T. Boulter, Cromer, Norfolk, Hotel Keeper—G. Bi cic-

ley. Northumberland Place, Paddington, Plumber—B. Bcreoro, Great

York Mews, Baker Street, Liven- Stable Ke< per-A D i;. i
.

bew-ard-

stone Essex—F. Blenkarn, Manchester—R. Bomtok, h \ orkshn

Street, Hoxton,
J
Ch
Portsea,

§S«^lSrchiiat^8wHW Hawes Croseweli,, 8t. James's street,

Piccadilly. Wine and Spirit Merchant -Dinbar Joh>
i
Cother ,

Sloaiie

Street, Chelsea- James Crick, Sonam, Cambridgeshire, Innkeeper-

G Cotton Coventry, Builder-J. L. Clarke, Moorgate
,
Solicftor-

Sw£"°Jl' n«S; strret. liond Street. Dcntist-E. Carsell, Ton-

loteiaroed

iSanfe of ©nglatvtr*

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
..£28,718,710 ft *Government Debt

Other Securities
Gold Coin and BuUion
Silver Bullion .

.

..£11,015,100

. . 3,6o4,900

.. 14,068,710

ictualler— R. God-
Livei-pool, Huild( r—

T
_
C 'Gale' Hercules' Buildings, Lambeth-w. hutihinsos. Mamhest.

loiner -md Builder-W. Hill, Stones Street, Oommerciaj Road Last,

Provision DeSer-F. Holmes, 'Liverpool, Book Keepe.-C. HlOHTOCLn,
i...:?:..^ i'nio.«.«,,an KnacL Cab Proprietor -J. Hurley, Exeter,

Jyieton- Capital . . £14,553,000

££,•,, ;; • 3,133,731"*bc Deposits (includ-
BeExchequer.Savings
«aks, Commissioners
7>«.Debt,andDivi-

VTcnda

£28,718,710

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
Government Securities

(including Dead
Weight Annuity)

Other Securities
Notes
Gold and Silver Coin

£28,718,710

J and other b ills"

14,086,309

01,282

1*h<layofNevM 186L

t£36 ,678,254

• *

• *

£10,S92,R59
16,194^)97
8,714,330
876,068

£3S,<i7S,254

M. MARSHALL, Chief Cashier.

Gajctte of tfte iHSaceR*

S&S^S^SSSSSySSaSi fur n-M. -K,
r . 1 ive^l-

J tVNEiLL Gallaoher, Maddox Street, Regent s Uai-.U-ook,

Diihani DraiS and Tailor-F. O'Hanlon, Alfred street, Kru.npt,,..

liulme, Lancashire, Warehouseman— G. m
Public ui-W J. Pep-, ival, Althorae, Essex, <

lpsw!ch, Bricklayer-T. N. 1 ran, SmaUej
Butcher-W. Paine, Titsey, near >,Ustone s

"-llnSS,JIS B-S^ ^^%ton Heath, Derbyshire,

ij Ri-iTd, Sheffield, Beer House Keeper-T. Ridixo, Leeds.

™d Wilder - Joseph Redfearh, BinnJnghani,. W arehou.v

iTiVinie T Washire, Warehouseman— G. Pinknev, Pithill, Durham,

pSS&n-^VwTPercival, Althorae, Bmex,Q> r Dredgci-H Ponp,
IUD1K..U1—w f. nwi»«i. __

S|n yandMapper byihii

Surrey. I'armer—J. Poor
miagnam. Brai Maker—

(i. Red
Fanner—

J

Urhir^A
UI "flings, Sussex, Hooksener— 1. «•. " A,V

';V ':v V .,WJton Grove, Kentish Town-M. Ball, Huddcrsncld, Cloth Fuller-
^«roRD, Luton, Bedfordshire, Straw Hat Manufacturer-A. ButNAS-— --

tie-under-Ly in

,h am, Ash ford,

»~r-f"/ na tattle Dealer—W. C. Bellaro, Jsane street, Edgware
S^-Keacmont, Flbrton, Suffolk, Innkeeper- J. C Bibbin North

\°rth'imb.M land, Master Mariner—T. H. Arlndale, Pudsey, \ork-
a^^oth Manufacturer—R. Booth, Manchester, Packer— \\ Hott,

SJIT^' Coalmaster-F. Bowen, Nottingham, Draper - F. Bradlet,
g^^tattordshire, Surgeon -TV. Brooksbv, Bulwell, Nottinghamshire,

_R. Smith, Sen., Hoo, Kent Land jBrgjHW.»jn^
Keeper-J. Squire, Hark-uad, Suffolk, Farmer-^ .

s. Em
£™3 Hnvtnn.caroenter and Builder-J. Sale, Jun., \\ ol

rs, St. John ^

olstanton. Staf

gT Burner—A. H. Bhown, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, But

I.
.keen's Terra, c, Marlborough Road, Chelsea, Chee

*CLKE
Wb"t v ET

A. Hsunmcrsmith—C. Bullock, W
Kr^™, Commercial Traveller— VV. Buj

her-H. J.

semonger

—

Warwick, Innkeeper - B.

sh. Brentwood, Essex,

as to secure vast number* of political and persona'
r—

|
fri<I'juls, siiid nor to make a single personal enemy. H
lordship moved—"That this meeting desires to expreti

its deep sense of the lost which has befallen this

country by the untimely death of Lord Herbert, and is

anxious to pay a fitting tribute to his eminent public

services as a minister and statesman, and to the self-

sacrificing zeal with which he discharged his official

duties." General Peel seconded the resolution, which
was carried unanimously. The Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer moved the second resolution, which was as

follows:— "That a subscription be raised for the

purpose of erecting a statue to the late l^ord Herbert,

and also for the endowment of inhibitions or gold

medals in connection with the Army Medical School

at Chatham, to be given at the end
to the candidate or

evince the highest

of the art of preserving the health of

home and in the field." He said

that in Lord Herbert there were some gifts so peculiar

that even there they might be placed on record. He
was, lie thought, the gentlest man that erer undertook

to confront the difficulties of public affairs. It was

true that he was strong as well as gentle, but how rare

in this world was a gtnuine union of gentleness and
strength, and that gentleness too combined he thought

with modesty, such as he for one had never known to

be equalled, he might almost say in any station of life.

—Sir John Burgoyne, in the absence of Lord Clyde,

seconded the resolution, which was unanimously carried.

—The Bishop of Oxford moved the third resolution,

"That a committee of noblemen and gentlemen be

appointed to collect subscriptions, and device the best

means for carrying out the resolutions of this meeting/*

He said that Lord Herbert, gii 1 by a gracious Pro-

vidence with every mental attribute — gifted, he

might say with every moral gift—gifted with a fine

person which bespoke the man you had to deal with

—

the full and open eye and a noble and manly bearing

—seemed to cast off every physical stain in the

atmosphere around him, as if the purity of his inner

nature breathed through the outward tabernacle. This

man—instead of indulging, he would not say in ignoble

and selfish indulgences, for there could be no such

indulgences for him—instead of indulging himself in the

arts which beautify life, and which the most refined

sensibility delights in, spent himself freely for every

suffering brother, and mitigated the adverse lot of every

tempted sister, and had left among us memorials which

will endure for ages. He was the founder of hospitals,

he was the builder of churches, he was the maintainer

of schools, and his left hand never knew what his right

band gave ; and he himself felt that life lost one of its

most blessed lights when he was removed, a heart that

never sailed to feel with you in sorrow, a Jiead that

never failed to suggest to you something noble and

Qgefal.—Earl de Grey and Ripon seconded this motion,

which was put and carried.—The Duke of Newcastle

moved the thanks of the meeting to the Duke of

Cambridge for presiding, which was seconded by Earl

Grosv«mor, and carried by acclamation.

The Confederate Steamer Nashville.— On
Wednesday a communication was received from Earl

Russell by Messrs. Oliverson, Lavie, and Peachey, ot

the Old Jewry, in reply to a letter they addressed to

his lordship on Monday, as the solicitors of Captain

Nelson, of the Harvey Birch. In that letter they called

his lordship's attention to the circumstance that, without

his sanction as Minister for Foreign Affairs, the

magistrates at Southampton had refused to issue a

warrant or summons calling upon Captain Peagrim,

commanding the Nashville, by production of the

authority under which he acts, to show a why he

should not deliver up to Captain Nelson certain property

belonging to the owners, which is alleged to be detained

on board the Nashville. In answer to this letter Mr.

Lnvard, the under secretary, writing by the authority

of Lord Russell, states that he has no power to give

authority to the magistrates either to issue any summons

or warrant, or in fact to do or to abstain from doing

anything in relation to the matter in question, and that

his lordship must, therefore, decline to interfere in it.

Royal Military Academy.— The decision of his

ghness the General Commanding-in-chief in

of the cadet inquiry at Woolwich was

cated to the cadets by the Adjutant-General

Yorke Scarlett on Friday, in the presence of

^i£in»K
LlverP00L Licensed Victualler—G. P. Clare and G. B. Clare,

^TMaL^' Suffolk
- Auctioneer*-* Crewe, Eeclestteld, Yorkshire,

geUaker-A.Cvi
. Worcester, Greengrocer-W . T. Dairy, Bruton

'

P
B"k^ Square-THOMAS Davky, Woodford, ****-***"

V; US» Northamptonshire, Licensed VlctoaUCT-^e
H. r j"

J
«c*0S80H Dawson, Alfrick, Worcestershire, Clerk in

'

Ordcrh-

fcj&fc*!8 ' Weymouth, Contraetor-R. D«»«S **tggg>JJ22
aSffiSr'}- T)0B1:S -Manchester. Innkeeper- J. Dom> N< "ingh^

^

'''facturer-.T. J. Eardf.nsohn, Minting Lane, W me Merch at..t-

Ashton under- Lyne, Grocer—R. W.
optician—K. Watkis*, Manei

S*£fclt ^ndolph street. ...den To«n-C. V. tiooB, 1

«f'«f^'$**M^J m Steel 'Vns-J. Grant, Strangely*, Ma"a
r^r

of
T
a

?S4SS«tory - K. Gr.vvh.. Atterclitte, Yorkshire G njer h

SSR£^*4 Rond ' Uoot and Shoemaker-B. IU^e, BSeBMO,

S?rt^V '.HANC'«- »«ros..a Place, Brcnvpton - W. Hanw ,

^^f^'L ' Ra« Dealer-J. Hartshorn, Nottinghani, Lace M»nu-

"«t \1huH *Kvet . «' shaw, Wilts and Hants larnieT-A. i-

^SS?S *hieWs
. Guilder- D. Heard, Barking 1

>sex, Carpen£ -

v
*'^- '^ton. Glamorganshire. Painter-c. M. ^kmbm, WaJgJ.W e Coal Merchant-!;. IT. itioerss, Bemondsey.Surrey^Martcr

Ue i ;

HlSsu Y
- Lower Norwood, Surrey, Buud« w» «»f^SZ '

fitiTS1 !
001

' l^tchei-J. Holt and B. B
. l<»^SSS!^SSilw>n Spmncn — B. Hocorton, Daventry, Northamptonsluie,

Statfordshiie. Plint Grinder-T. 1

Montagu square—J- Walker

Haberdasher.
_

iWrtropoU^ana its Vicinity.

Memorial to the late Loed Hctbkbt.-A pnW'

meeting was beld on Thursday at W .11.6 s Komns,

r pt s

g
ucU measures as may result m »" «,.propnate

memorial to the late Late Herbert, lhe oi.a.r «as

"ken by the Duke of Cambridge, and the room w.

filled by noblemen and gentlemen of all part.es^an

tinguishe<

Lord Falmer n,

Herbert so toperlorm » gbjjj-j- £<%£,
country to tbe best or aii* juub

tion, sai

made bv the cadet* is groundless and frivolous ; and that they

have committed acts which, in boys of more tender yews,

would be visited with the castigation they deserved, but which

were not to he excused in gentlemen of more mature age.

He wished them to understand that no amount of scienUhc

knowledge would bo of use to make them efficient officers,

unless they learnt to subject themselves t Hscipline ; that

their mingto the Iloyal Military Academy was a voluntary

act on their part, and they must consequently submit to the

rules in force at the time of their admission. He finally

expressed his regret that he should be obliged to visit with

punishment those who should, by their influence and example,

have prevented their juniors from committing the gross breach

of discipline of which they have be guilty.

"

The names often cadets were then road out, of whom
fight are ordered to be * rusticated'' tor six months,

and two for twelve months.

Loss of the Canadian Steamship Nairn Briton.

—The screw steamer North Briton was totally wrecked

G
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on the 5th inst., in a dense fog, on Paroquette Island,
on the coast of Labrador. Several of the crew and 15
passengers left in two boats, but it has since been as-
certained that these boats were picked up by a schooner
and a brig, so that there has been no loss of life. The
remainder of those on board the North Briton were
landed in safety. Part of her mails were also saved.
The North Briton sailed from Quebec on the 2d inst.,
and had the following passengers on board :—
" Cabin Passengers.—From Quebec—The Hon. P. M. Van-

koughnet and lady; Major Fielding 60th Rifles, and lady:
Felix Morgan, lady, and child; Felix Biiard, Ralph Jones,
M. Cone, John P. Strickland, A. W. Duncan, Frederick Clarke,
W. H. Carville. From MontreaL—Dr. Woods, Thomas Damson,
Air. Robinson. From Kingston.—Captain Bayley. From
Toronto.—E. J. Smith, C. Jarvis, 87th Regiment; Mrs. Price,
Miss Price, Miss E. Price, Miss Allan, Captain Lamerte and
lady, P. Pelham, John Smith. From Hamilton.—Sir Alan and
.Lady M'Nab. Steerage Passengers and Crew.—Tho steerage
passengers numbered 98 souls, and the crew about 90, so that
he total number of souls on board was about 220."

Enlargement op the Admiralty.—Formal notices
Lave been issued by the Board of Works of their inten-
tion to apply to Parliament next Session for an Act
enabling them to acquire the necessary space for
enlarging the Admiralty at Whitehall. In the inquiry
last Session before the Commons' Committee on the
Board of Admiralty, the principal witnesses agreed that
the whole Naval Department should be concentrated
within one building as in France. Sir J. Graham
stated that he considered it of primary importance, and
that before he left office in 1855 he brought before the
Government a scheme for this purpose, proposing an
encroachment upon the Admiralty garden. When the
Crimean war occurred, he found it necessary to remove

Gardens, which districts were at present separated from
each other, and had their traffic impeded by want of a
direct communication, that meeting was of opinion
that a public road had become an object of urgent
necessity, and shonld, if possible, be made before the
opening of the Exhibition.— Mr. Freeman seconded
the resolution. — Mr. Steadman moved an amend-
ment, stating that the proposed road was not earnest7

y
desired, and would be an encroachment on the people's

which never exceeded 20,050?. 10* ird «r *l-
8593Z.10*. was paid in cash; 7100/ blJ^
satisfaction of claims

; and 4357/. entered to
£* *

of certain individuals as cash mvr.on^ Ji:"?
elsewhere as loans, which are sfiff^d ^t^(W of settlement was prepared and executed £i!following persons, who were voted as director* «
George Paget, Matthew Hutton Chaytor \Dennys, Joseph Macardy, Frederick John' M^jJ?property.—Mn Abrahams thought it would be quite

useless to ask either the Government or Pavlinmpnt. +r> ! "Rm^r'n PUq^i qo cn,j n« «... 7 ~™' r iul

Tho

Peter Morrison, William Simpson Potter,'WilhWH

James Adair, Benjamin Boothbv, Lord Kea^ SKE?
Wells, Edward John Hobhouse, and jS t

Browne; and by Henry Murray and John Ch*
Dale, as covenantees." Subsequently the Marankrf
Abeicorn was advertised as chairman of the BmH

sanction a grant of public money for a local object like
that now under consideration.—Mr. Heywood and other
gentlemen strongly advocated the making of a new
road. The resolution was carried by a large majority,
only two or three voting for the amendment.-Mr _ _ _ „ cuturinan
DlfTanger proposed a resolution for a deputation to The qualification of the directors up to tLvl \ -
Mr. Cowper. He thought that the Commissioners for

]

was stock to the amount of 100/., or a mat -IS
*

the Great Exhibition ought to contribute to the pro. 1 policies for 999/. After the year 1857 the o^ffij
•*

posed road. I here could be no question that sooner or was professedly doubled; but it appear ftZrS?2later there must be a road either across Kensington the several names of the perj^"£ l£f*Gardens or Hyde Park, and now was the time to move directors since 1851, that only one out of tV 2.S
Sfih^nrZ2E

The P"blc ™ll

\
d ™7er be satisfied directors therein named, Major Adair,tuU^imMwith an underground subway; but he agreed with " ' '

~ J unr
»

I«»«
Mr. Roche that it would not be well to suggest any
particular plan in the first instance. Mr. Freeman said
that the people of Kensington would oppose any project
tor a road across Kensington Gardens. The resolution
tor the deputation was then adopted.
Educational Confeeence.—A conference on the

education question was held at the London Coffee
House on Wednesday. The chair was occupied by Mr
JJarnes, M.P., who was supported by many advocates of
the voluntary system. Sir S. M. Peto, M.P.; Mr. Miall,Mr b. Morley, the Rev. J. H. Hinton, and Mr. Richard,

Admiralty for the purpose; but this distinction of one
of the chief officers of the navy from the rest gave rise
to such jealousies that the step must be regarded as an
error of judgment. He stated, also, that while pro-
viding room at Whitehall for the rest of the Somerset

cation whatever. The accountants report tk i7
trace no appearance of any profits having at u
arisen from the business which has been carried on" Yen
after year the total amount allowed tor inter** oc
deposits has exceeded the amount charged to \mm •

and the income from the assurance department ml
never been sufficient to meet the expenses incurred at
the chief office, branches, and agencies. The difference

between income and expenditure was written off ia

reduction of the " stockholders' fund," the assurance
fund, and the annuity fund, in other words, of the mm*
paid to the company by individuals for the purchase of

annuities. In 1852 the loss by interest and expenses

was 4969/.; in 1853, 12,259/.; in 1854, 18,105/. ; ia

1855, 33,80 -tf. 17*. 5d.; and so on, until in I960

it had reached the total of 147,935/. 14*. W
while on the other hand the deposits, which were

4303/. in 1852, had swollen to 345,096/. 185.9c/. in I860.

The funds have been sunk in various kinds of enter-

prises—to the greatest extent apparently in defunct or

winding-up insurance adventures, while even foreign

Credit Companies, and Bernard's Patent Boot and Stoe

Company, have received assistance from the concern.

The State Fire Office has been largely mixed up wi

the Bank of Deposit, through the manager and i

rectors having also been interested in the success of

that establishment, and it is feared that no import*

amount will be recovered, the State Insurance Company

S?. A
S
?

,TP?P °f the Nayy from Somerset House to , ^. . ^uriev Lne KPV , hWhitehall, for the sake of constant communication with took wrtin thVSroc^din« T> « if i i ihim, and to take the residences of two Lords of the that ttTJ ™t\l»^«Z g ° r
f°l

u
.

t

1

I0n8 dec
,

lared

Admiralty for the nurnose: but thin dkUn^Un! *f Hi cr^Jd « ™ I
*J T 7™ \ ????*

fa,lure
'
and had

created a great central establishment which was
unable to cope with the details of the thousands of
schools entrusted to its supervision ; that it encourages
parents to rely upon the state to the neglect of their

House branch of the department, it" would o7n7c^rr7 en^wmentV ^mti^m TF™ £"" ?
h»ritM*

Hasftsasfiwa tatvsS tSSsSsSC7 1 T
Pboposed Nhw Road through Hyde Pake A SX on

„
Mo,

}

dV * the Mansion House, the

water to have a new road across Hyde Park, through '

"" ™"' " -- ' -
the Haha. He had had an interview with Mr. Cowper,
the First Commissioner of Works, who authorised him
to state to that meeting that he saw no objection to a
road or subway proposed by Miss Martin, daughter of
the late Mr. Martin, the architect. Mr. Cowper saw
mo objection to a subway to pass under the middle walk
from Lancaster Gate to Coalbrook Dale Gates. He
had had a level of the property taken, and
:foaud that there was no engineering difficulty.
He asked Mr. Cowper whether the Government
would be likely to sanction the disbursement of the
necessary sum of money out of the public funds. Mr.
Cowpert reply was that he thought he could not recom-
mend that, because the money required would not be
tor an ornamental improvement. He pointed out to

great

1,982/. 2s. 3d.; printing, 112Z. 10*.; stationery,
901. 12s. 9d.; postage, 1111. 5s. 3d.; office expenses,
clerks' salaries, petty disbursements, &c, 512£ 8*. 5d.
Over and above the money forwarded to India from the
committee at the Mansion House, it also appeared that
there had been received in Calcutta up to the 14th of
September from provincial committees in this country
16,3747. odd, and from British colonies about 2349/.
The New Gas Districts.-—At the last meeting of

the Metropolitan Board of Works, the report of the
committee on the gas acts was brought up. It recom-
mended that the metropolis be divided into four dis-

tricts; that an additional inspector of gas-meters be
appointed, and that the necessary advertisements be
forthwith issued inviting applications from candidates
for the office ; and also submitting a plan showing the

Mr.

— r _ *-- CJ — / — - — *---

The books of the association are stated to have been

imperfectly kept, and some of the receipts as yet are

not fully accounted for. The expenses of the Bank of

Deposit have been quite on a par with the extravagance

of its aims. Under the heading of preliminary expensei

is the sum of 20,175Z., though the capital stock of the

company in cash payments was little more than 8000/.

;

whilst its total expenses, including rent of office,

salaries, &c, in London and the branches, amounted to

174,788Z. in ten years. The sum of 82,000/. js «t

down for the expenses of chief office, including 25,000

for advertising, 15,000/. for salaries, 13,000/.

directors' fees, and 7900/. for the managing director in
7

. ~, n .. n- AAA/

th^ Tirpaonf ™nA a T» i
~,»*™ ««'«""«g^ ucwuse fuvyuBeu uivision or uie metropolis into districts. JVlr.

«wm3itl^i ?
°
'ffi

?^ JT* V*
nofc

T
SUfficient t0 R DouIfcon moved the ^option of the report, which was

lTo7dTr^tV^ In respect to
!

seconded by Mr. R. Taylor.-Alderman Lawrence con-

^milu^ proposition as hostile to the government,

l^?nto^.^ !
im

i
andhG^ aS

-T
e11 as t0 the corporation of London.-Mr. Freeman

^.as even more disposed to assist them than he
!
this subject fully, and he objected to the matter being re-

,000/,

and the commissions for 17,000/. The result is that the

bank has stopped with cash at banker's, 32/. 7s. "dn

and cash in hand, 26/. 10s. 4d., and possibly 3*. m

the pound for the depositors.

Extensive Fibe; at Pimlico.—At an early wot

on Thursday morning a fire broke out in the premiij

nP \T^ a «.o TJ^llon^ X- finna PaKinof. Makers. Ran**?'
gr-t

ia* «
Street, Pimlico. The flames spre:u

rapidity, and the premises, consisting

~i Jm • <-
l"VT; uue

- ±ne Becona consiaeration was so that the city will henceforth be trM

&*£s j sixj^is-psrs tSSTffsrmScfsrs^

the present. He thought that there could be no doubt On Monday there were only 105 in Whitecross S reet

that mZ°Z
lty
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&
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u
tl0n next yean If the Gorern - next retura

^ on the 1st December, wi/shZ the stateSeS nnhfe i

an
«; +

he T !f
9fied

,

that there Was
;

0f the V™<>™> contrasted with the fiTs return^^^^^^^"^^.^A Wopposi- The Bank of DEPOSIT.-The report of' Messrs

At 2.30 the building was gutted, and TOlaaft"CS*
to the extent of 30,000Z., consisting of c<m ^
tables, and bookcases, including nearly the * »°* ^
furniture intended for the Grosvenor *fow,

destroyed. The fire was ultimately
%f.

maeT'

Memi.
to the present time it is smouldering.

t

Harding, Pullein, & Co., the accountants, on the
affairs of the Bank of Deposit and National Assu-
rance and Investment Association, was published on
Saturday evening. It states that there is a deficiency
of 300,550/., while the assets, according to the most

tion might naturally be expected. It might be said
x&at the proposed road would interfere with those who
rode m Rotten Kow ; but on looking at the map hesaw that the subway would cross the Row at one end.
Resides this, equestriang would have a new ride in
Remington Gardens next year. He concluded by pro- uoerai estimate, will not exceed 56 0007 «n fw %^S^^^^ tl-\^ingregarSto doubtful whether IISW
wTon of wfeni L

?
nd°n

°^
kfce

, l«*!>
and the the P°und' Ifc aPPears that the Company was fc

aorcn and south sides ot Hyde Park and Kensington advertised down to the last moment at 100,000*

H

of their loss. . . aPnera'
The Public Health. -The R^r^

weekly report states that the mortan;
t;j

" ^ ^
which has been rising since the begin g

jncreeic

present month, exhibits a very consiacraDi ^
for the week that ended Saturday, .^^"W The
deaths registered during the week having been ^^
present return is rather higher than

^ cefcof

obtained from the returns of the corresponaiufe
q(

the 10 years, 1851-60. During the -week tne

939 boys and 914 girls, in all 1853 children,w
:

• .

tered in London. In the 10 corresponding,

the years 1851-60 the average number was aim*

in

ilrobmctal
COID-

ALDEESHOT.-Another military mnrdeT wa» ^
mittedon Saturday evening in the ^Vest w*. ^
manent Barracks. As Sergeant Joun w ^
Corporal WilUam Campbell, the orderly-sergean
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l of the 3rd Company of the 78th Highlanders,

<**n-ncr the roll of the company m the usual way,
«ffC cai!L

nB L Tn^cnn took his rifle from the rack.

he proposed statue of Lord Herbert end the
Convalescent Hospital, amount in the aggre*
1421/.. of wh'uli 558*. is to be devoted to the

fiseharged

mtfs righ

Sruck and shattered the right shoulder of the
fiSSv '

and "made its exit at the left breast. It

Uutrnck against the opposite wall, wnen it flattened

5
"rebounded.

Sergeant Dixon fell forward on his

A died in a few seconds. The only words he
JSlS were, " Who did it ? " to which Jackson re-
•B*1 - .. , 'i _u u«- n As soon as the report of the
^ji ..

J did it, old boy.

Suwas beard, Privates Marshall and Milligan rushed

Jackson and secured him, and with the assist-

2of some others conveyed him to the guaid-room.

ff j^ere placed in the strong-room with another

{fLoner who was confined for being drunk, the sergeant

5^e guard not then knowing his crime. Directly after-

1> arsball informed the sergeant that Jackson was

-Wreed with murder, and on the sergeant entering

hecell for the purpose of handcuffing him he found

thai the prisoner had made an attempt to strangle the

Sunken man. He said he certainly would have mur-

fcwdhim but for the sergeant's entrance. While the

iroos were putting on he said to Marshall that had the

room been clear his intention was to load 10 rifles and

fa tbem at the regiment on parade. Sergeant Camp-

b# was conveyed to the hospital, when it was found

tlfti the bone of his upper arm was much shattered,

ad a portion of it was removed, since which he has

tan going on favourably, though the result of his

injur? is considered doubtful. The murderer, Thomas

Jiekion, is only 20 years of age, and is a native of

Bmiardcastle, near Durham. He was a notoriously

bid character, but neither the sergeant nor the cor-

poral appear to have been at all concerned in the

praiabments he received. It is a noticeable fact that

when the report of the rifle was heard, a man of the

53rd Regiment, who was standing outside the barracks,

and who had previously been seen in the prisoner's

company, was observed to make off, and Jackson, after

bang arrested, said, " There are to be some more shot

;

is to be done on the 15th, or before Christmas."—At
the inquest on Monday, the jury returned a verdict of

Wilful Murder " against Thomas Jackson, appending

the following remarks :

—

' We cannot separate without expressing our deep convkr
on that speedy and effectual steps should be taken by the

military authorities and the Government to prevent the repeti-

tion of these irightful and diabolical crimes, which have been
of Lite so frequent, and which tend to degrade the ranks and
prodnce terror in the minds of the officer? , and spread horror
through nil classes of the community. We do not wish to
WKest any steps, but we conceive that the removal of the.

t»&| means would be the effectual remedy, or that such an
«a«jte be made that would by its prompt execution on the
•pot in one case act as a terrible warning to others."

Tbe Coroner then made out his warrant for the
committal of the prisoner to Winchester Gaol on the
cbarge of Wilful Murder ; and, addressing the public
ttd officers assembled, said that 12 months since, after
Wding an investigation into the death of a sergeant
ad corporal who had been shot by a soldier, the jury

Jjade a somewhat similar recommendation to the
Commander-in-Chief to that which they had now
resented, but nothing had been done in the matter,

Jjd the case had since been followed by a murder at
tofon, by another at Plymouth, by another at
Colchester, and now by this horrible catastrophe. It

JPPeared to him that the time had arrived when, as
to J^y very justly and properly recommended, some
Oration should take place, either with the view of
Inventing men having ammunition in their own hands,

she was known to keep a small sum of money, from 5/.

to 10/., to defray the expenses of her funeral. The mur-
derer is still nt large, but the police have obtained a
clue which they hope will lead to his discovery.

Chester.—The Queen Kailway Hotel, a magnificent
building opened last summer, was destroyed by fire on
Monday night. The catastrophe originated about 5 p.m., -

, ;
rvw . l* • i.u r •

from an overheated flue in the kitchen. The Ma v or, ^ the i tor of \V arminjter in the following tenMi

the magistrates, and the Militia were all quickly on the "°^£?!TE?1L &./"?!,. HL- ™£f£*
spot, with the city fire engines. The Birkenhead and
Crewe engines were telegraphed for, and soon arrived.

The Saltney engines were also present in good time.

Captain Humberston, M.P., heading a small body of

Volunteers, supported the police, and every effort was

made to protect the property There was just time to

save the plate and a large part of the furniture, which

was almost new. At one period the railway station

itself, which cost above a quarter of a million, was in

danger. The interior of the original part of the hotel

is destroyed, but the large new wing waa saved, so that

the establishment may be re-opened immediately. •--; - ----
, , .. _ „ <v . .„

fl

There was no loss of life. The Wilding ie partially l»t;™t» ^>U V ununited, an.l > let v,ha -con lit M.

insured in the London and Liverpool Fire Offiei " tho Mmv 8,lould "**•*•• t,U a .hare with m i»

for 7000?.

o w

statue, and the remainder to the fund for the hospital.

A misapprehension appears to have arisen with regard

to the manner in which it is proposed to appropriate

the latter. There has been an impression that it waft

intended to erect the hosp 1 in W iltshire, but Mr.
Sotherou Estcourt, through whose instrumentality the)

recent meet ins- at Salisbury was convened, has written

an
1 interpreter of it) is this—that, having secured v iin

our own county a statue which is a memorial that we
Wiltshire men like to possess at our county town,

we are desirous of combining our efforts with th

other friends and admirers of Lord Herbert througb-

out the kingdom, including the army, in establish-

ing a Convalescent Hospital—not at Salisbury >ut on

that spot, wherever it may be, in which the air, soil, and

position of the ground, together with futility of access,

seem to present the most favourable prospects for the

reeovt rv of convalescent patients. The subscribers,

when thft list, in rinsed, must determine what

jijjj.— iwu mure nun aucauxv&a *«•*« ^.m* *v#»» rence uepenu on our acceptance oi shc» coiiumuui, »»

lebe and the Beatrice. The Hebe, a new screw slml^ on our _^ require thai room shall be provide

oer, was wrecked off Gothland, the loss by the ship m pronortion to our contributions for convalescent

argo being estimated at about 50,000/. The Beatrice,
Scllt to tue establishment from the Salisbury Intirmar

a*
only

of

--•»««, vtiuies. J.D Was IlOb UUlJ tuau nucog i*»»

5 CT destroyed their officers or non-commissioned
"tors for some injury, fancied or otherwise, but, as his

^nence had shown him, they often returned to bar-

**J
dreading punishment or out of spirits from some

*J*
or other and destroyed themselves. In his offiY*

'

2Jv ne had repeatedly held inquests in cases

«ye where soldiers had taken their rifles, loaded
!•*>» and destroyed themselves. In this state of affairs

** absolutely essential for all their Bakes that some
r^eot alteration should be made. Ho could not,

example, possibly understand why, as there was a

^-commissioned officer in each of these rooms, he

JT*
n°t have charge of the ammunition of all in that

3» 'lint- « t i t • i- 1. « rt ««»-r»rxlrt nr^ri

^7 had been killed, that an effectual stop would
*?

« &een put to this state of things; but it had gone

•27 1° Such a dreadful extent that public opinion
"* be brought to bear upon it. He trusted, therefore,

^through the medium of the press the observations

RoS had made» as well as those of the jury, would

be U ? the Public, and that public opinion would
orougQt to bear Qn the authorities so that some

^tion should be made.
s t

the l£
I

?,B-""A ha^barous murder was perpetrated at

ile fi m
rb

-
v level crossing on the Newcastle and Car-

«irl» a ?ay
' about a mile and a half from this city

•jfcV
11 Fri(iay morning. An old woman 72 years of

bv [^.f Jane Emmerson, who lived in the cottage

. r^ of the line, and whose duty it was to open

aeid n
0f a level crossing there, was found lying

*«« *
the road with her sku11 fractured and other

80
* violence. It appears that she had been assailed

Hull.—Two more Hull steamers have been lost

the Hebe and the Beatrice

steamer
and cargo.. o
which was only placed on the Rotterdam line on Sund

night, in place of the steamer Enchantress, was driven

during a strong gale on the stone-pier at Helvoet, on re-

bounding from which she ran on a bank, whence she

slipped into deep water, and sank in less than half an

horn*. Her crew succeeded in saving themselves, with

part of her cargo. The Era, steamer, has also been

stranded on the Faro reef, but, after throwing over-

board part of her cargo, got into Gothenburg. The

Deptford, screw steamer, has also been stranded, and got

off, but sunk after entering Pillau harbour.

Liyebpool.—When the news of the arrest of the

Confederate Commissioners reached Liverpool on

Wednesday, it was resolved to call an indigna-

tion meeting. A notice was accordingly issued

calling upon the nublic to attend a meeting to be held

at 3 o'clock that afternoon in the cotton sales-room, to

consider what steps should be taken with reierence to this

" gross insult to the British flag." At that hour the room

was densely crowded, hundreds being unable to obtain

admission. The following is a brief summary of the

proceedings :

—

The Hon. Mr. Cunard was called upon to preside, but he

declined, and so also did Mr. Torr. There were then loud calls

for Mr. Spence, a Liverpool merchant, who haa published a

work on the present American conflict. Mr. Spence accor-

dingly took the chair, and spoke as follows :-We had aU

heard of the dignity of the American flag. That dignity was a

means by which any vessel engaged in the slave trade could

protect itself by hoisting the American flag, and so resist any

attempt to search such vessel. He trusted it would not be

allowed that men prosecuting so nefarious a trade should be

protected, and that men peacefully proceeding on then-own

aflairs, under the protection of our flag, might be forcibly

taken out of our ships. He proceeded to reaa the foliowing reso-

lution :—" That this meeting, having heard with indignation

that an American Federal ship of war has forcibly taken from a

British mail steamer certain passengers who were proceeding

neaceably under the shelter of our flag from one neutral port

to another, do earnestly call upon the Government to assert

the dignity of the British flag by requiring prompt reparation

for this outrage."-Mr. H. C. Chapman moved that the

resolution be adopted.-Mr. A. Forwood seconded the motion,

and said that the resolution must find an echo in every English

bosom -Mr. John Campbell said he was assured that there

wi no Englishman, Irishman, or Scotchman whowould not

at once, and promptly, resent any insult offered to our

flag : but he thought that the Government and the law

officers of the Crown were the proper persons to take

Usance of the outrage.-The Chairman^WJted that

to meet the objection thrown out by Mr. Campbell, it

lube sufficient to strike out of the resolution the

words "by requiring prompt reparation for this outrage. -
Mr Campbell said hi could not concur m the suggestion.-Mr.

Torr uSedIthe propriety of waiting for fuller information, and

of nothing carried away by impulse in a case which required

mature judfment and calm deliberation. A letter had been

shown to him by a Southern gentleman, in which it was stated

as a positive^act that the law officers of the Crown had in

£5«SSn expressed a decided opinion in favour of theSvTa proceeding similar to that which had just taken

nficeta regarfto toe T?ent by the San Jacinto.-Mr. J- Turner

next aUem?ted to address the meeting to the same
i

effect but

the feeling of the meeting was so decidedly opposed to that view

that he wis forced to desist. The resolution, as proposed to be
ne was ioi tea

fa meetm?> and

SSSdbV a^remendXn^oTy, and £nid the most deafening

^enthusiastic cheers. For the negative only a few hands

^ereldX At the^g^^Sff^^S^
2V£ Safff^t^^ofOnss ha

y
d been

premature. " '"uesda
'

this good work, they will, doubtless, propose certain

rules or conditions beforehand, and make their concur-

rence depend on our acceptance of such conditions. Wo

nts

Intirmary

and the county generally, but I am sure that neither

the army nor any adi er of Lord Herbert

deterred from a. mplishiug what all would allow to bo

a much needed and most useful work by an apprehen-

sion that the Wiltshire portion of the subscribers would

put forward any narrow or local pretensions. We wish

to see a jrood object attained in the name and to the

honour of our friend, and we shall be better pleased to

take part in it in common with the rest of the nation

than exclusively on our own separate account."

Sheffield.—Another of the trade outrages for which

tins town has so painful a notoriety took plaoe on

Saturday morning. A man named Westnidge was

working for lower wages than those sanctioned by the

trades union, and the unionists determined to punish

him by throwing a tin filled with gunpowder, with a

burning fuse attached, into his bed-room. They mistook

the room, and threw it into one where a widow was

deeping. Westnidge's wife, however, hearing the

noise, ran into the room, and seeing the tin on the

floor with the fuse smoking, took it up, and instead ot

throwing it out of the window began to examine it,

when it exploded in her face. Both women were

shockingly burned, but Mrs. Westnidge was also so

frightened that she leaped out of the window, and is

not likely to survive. A fender grinder named Joseph

Thompson, residing at Woollen Lane, Gatefield, was

apprehended on Tuesday morning on the charge of

perpetrating this outrage. The apprehension was

skilfully effected by the chief constable, aided by-

several detective officers, who after a long search dis-

covered the prisoner in bed. In the house they found

a tin bottle filled with powder, and plugged up as

though for the purpose of another outrage, a pistol, a

box containing caps, a thick stick weighted at one end,

and an old coat. At noon, in consequence of a commu-

nication from Mr. Knight, the house surgeon at the

Infirmary, the magistrate proceeded to the Infirmary,

and took the deposition of Mrs. Westnidge, in the

presence of the prisoner and his attorney. For pruden-

tial reasons the examination waa taken privately.
f

J »

prisoner displayed great inditFerence as to the crime

with which he was charged, and showed no con-

cern for the sufferings of Mrs. Westnidge, who wns

evidently in the greatest agony. He was remanded.

Southampton.—An application of a somewhat novel

character in connection with the Confederate steamer

Nashville, was made to the borough magistrates in

petty sessions on Monday. Captain Nelson, of the

late Harvey Birch, who waa accompanied by Mr.

Peachey, Jun., of the firm of Ohverson Lane, and

Peachey, solicitors of London, applied for a search,

warrant, with the view of recovering from the Nashville

his chronometer, barometer, and ship's papers, which

were taken on board that vessel at the time of the

capture, and before hi, ship was set on fire. £«™*
to the formal application being made, Mr. Peachey

i—a-a f« ffcn Phjurman a letter from the Lord Mayer
had

made to him at the Mansion House, but that as he had

no iurisdiction in the case he had thought it his duty to

fer the matter to the authorities at Southampton.

«.«.

OxFOED.-In a tongwgaz o„ - , ^ —
for the ^ qa«,tioned the legality of

«e^S?^ °s—^ to

Urfol £S
House. Considerable excitement pre™ -^ ,

«r
6
wa,

apparent that the votes were P™»^ T hiving
and against *»«• .tf^V,™

ti; Tsides of the House,
taken the votes of ttorrespe^ s^

compared their 1.iU;
j
•"«^ the decision of the

amid profound silence, declared ^^
House to be against the statute. "«
Placet, 96 ; Nonplacet, 99 ;

majonty, 3

_Th. subscriptions already received
Salisbitby

raand.-r of the Nashville, had acted. I he Chairman

said he had seen the commission, which was that ot a

lieutenant in the navy, and it was quite comet-.

The magistrates' clerk pointed out that

— i^ mitt ha armntod in a case wl

ten

The Chairman said the applicant knew very well what

the Nashville was when he hoisted the Federal flag on

board his ship. Captain Nelson admitted this to be

true, The Chairman said it was a recognised fact that

an opponent had a right to take anything he chose

I
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under such circumstances as existed in this case. After
a very brief conversation between the parties, the whole
proceedings not occupying many minutes, the Chairman

!!!?* i

raag ,strates were unanimously of opinion
that the application could not be granted, and Captain
Nelson was referred to the Secretarv of State." A
communication was accordingly addressed by his
solicitors to Earl Russell on the subject, and on Wednes-
day an answer was received from Mr. Layard, the
under secretary, writing by the authority of Lord
-Kussell, stating that he has no power to give authority
to the magistrates either to issue any summons or
warrant, or in fact to do or to abstain from doing any-
thing in relation to the matter in question, and that his
hardship must, therefore, decline to interfere in it. Capt.
Pegram and Colonel and Mrs. Peyton left Southampton
on Friday morning by express train, for the purpose of
placing themselves in communication with Mr. Yancey.
Mrs. Peyton's maiden name was Lizzy Washington, and
she is the nearest surviving relative of General
Washington. Captain Nelson, of the Harvey Birch
was also sent up to London by the American Consul
to Jay his case personally before Mr. Adams, the
American Minister, and it is rumoured that they were
to have an interview on Saturday with Lord Kussell
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. The whole of
the crew were sent to London on Saturday afternoon.
Captain Pegram returned from London on Monday
evening, accompanied by Mr. Yancey, one ofthe Southern
Commissioners, who states that it has been intimated
to him through a third party that the Nashville is
recognised by the British Government as a national
vessel, and that she will be allowed the right to refit
and repair, as was the case with the James Adger, so
as to exercise a perfect neutrality between the two
contending parties. It is believed that the necessary
arrangements have been made for the Nashville to go
into the graving dock, in consequence of her havin^
been ashore. °

Ireland
MrjBDEB IN THE COUNTY OF LOFTH.—A shocking

murder was committed on Friday evening last in a lane
near the Jonesborough station of the Dublin and Belfast
Junction Railway, between the towns of Dundalk and
Newry. The victim was a watchman in the employ of
the company, and was last seen alive about five o'clock
on the evening in question, having left his own house
at that hour to attend to his duties at the Fauo-hal
crossing. As the train which left Dundalk at seven
o clock passed the spot, the fireman observed the bodv
of a man lying across the opposite line of rail, and
mentioned the fact on arriving at the next station.
Men were at once sent to the spot, where they found
the body of Hughes stretched across the line with his
head lying on the rail, so that if a train had passed on
that side he would have been so crushed and mutilated
that in all probability the hope of the murderer would
have been realised, and death would have been attri-
buted to the train having passed over the body. On
being examined, the body was found to present a horrible
spectacle. His skull was split in several places by a
hatchet, and pierced by the prongs of a fork,
which lay covered with blood beside him ; and one of
Ins hands, which he had evidently raised to defend
himselr from his assailant, was almost severed from his
arm. The police were immediately informed of the
crime that had been committed, and a stepson of
deceased, a young man named O'Hare, has been
arrested on suspicion. An inquest was formally opened
on Saturday, and was adjourned to the 30th inst.

Sir Robeet Peel and Father Daxy.—In conse-
quence ot the dissatisfaction expressed in various
quarters at the brief visit Sir R. Peel recently made in
Ualway, the Chief Secretary has signified his intention
of revisiting that town. At a meeting of the Town
Commissioners of Galway, on Friday, Father Daly gave
the following account of a conversation he had with
bir Robert relative to his recent visit. "Can the
Kev. P. Daly be of any assistance to Sir Robert Peel ? "
Answer.-" No." "Will Sir Robert Peel remain in
Gal)

Ana

>totlaitiu
- Dreadful Accident at Edinburgh.—On Sunday
morning one of the immense piles of building
characteristic of the High Street of Edinburgh sud-
denly fell, burying a great number of people in the ruins.
Xhe house was situated on the east side of the Hio-h
Mreet, about half way between the North bridge and
the ancient building known as John Knox's House.
lo the front the building showed seven stories, and in the
rear there was an additional, or sunk story, owing to
the

>
sloping character of the ground. The frontage wasMft„ the depth about 40ft., and the height of the

structure was 70ft. to 80ft. On the east, or under side,a very old wooden-fronted house, three stories in
Height, adjoined the fallen tenement, and another house
or tne same character, also several stories less in height,
was at the other side. In the rear, one-half of the house
h£d

I
windows to the alley called Bailie Fyfe's Close, andon the remainder of the rear abutted the gable of a tall
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Wn 0f Edi"b^gh, the destroyedbunding, which is believed to hav*w ™« ftf tw- * m

wooden houses of the 16th century, masked by a more
modern stone front, has seen many vicissitudes of
fortune, and from being the habitation of nobles and
lairds, has descended in the social scale until it has
reached the humblest class, nearly every room giving
shelter to a distinct family. The immense block of
building was thus densely populated, and it is estimated
that not less than 100 people must have dwelt in it.

On Saturday afternoon the occupant of one of the shops
on the street floor observed a slight break in the plaster
and a deflection of the roof, and immediately sent for a
builder to examine the structure. A temporary prop
was inserted, and after examining the upper stories of
the house without discovering signs of a general depres-
sion, the builder concluded that the flaw was merely a
local one, and no further steps were taken. Within 12
hours, however, the whole house fell inwards and
collapsed with a fearful crash. On the clouds of dust
subsiding it was found that the roof, the whole seven
floors, and the substantial stone wall in front had
descended in one heap. Efforts were at once made to
relieve the unfortunate sufferers, and with this view the
nre brigade were summoned, and in a few minutes a
large body of men were set to work. The darkness of
the night added greatly to the difficulty of the labour,
and the high gables, unsupported on either side,
threatened at every moment to add to the fatality of
the occurrence by burying the men engaged in
removing the rubbish. The burners were removed
from the street lamps to obtain additional light, and a
large number of torches were also procured. As day
dawned the work was carried on with redoubled
vigour, but after 7 o'clock in the morning no living
bodies were removed. Towards afternoon it
became a serious question with the authorities whether
the risk of continuing the search was justifi-
able, and seeing that many hours had
elapsed during which only dead bodies had been
exhumed, it was resolved to desist from further
excavation. Up to 4 o'clock 22 deaths had been
recorded-20 of that number being dead when extri-
cated and the other two having died in the Infirmary
shortly afterwards. There were, besides, 13 persons
carried to the Royal Infirmary, more or less bruised and
hurt, and several children, who had been taken out
unhurt, were in charge of the police. In this way
about 40 of the inhabitants had been accounted for, but
the number who had escaped uninjured could not be
ascertained, nor could the numbers of the tenants.
Y\ hen the labour of extrication was put an end to for
the day there was still a large quantity of stones, timber,
and rubbish to be removed. Of the persons killed
only two presented signs of severe laceration, the re-
mamder having- apparently died of suffocation, or from
being crushed under the superincumbent weight. Those
taken to the Infirmary have not received much injury,
and they are all expected to recover. Many remarkable
escapes were made, and one or two instances occurred
of preservation of life under almost miraculous circum-
stances. A boy of six or eight years old was extricated
while asleep five hours after the accident occurred, his
life having been preserved by a thick beam lying
athwart his cot, and his slumber having been undis-
turbed by the dreadful commotion around him. In
another case a young man, named Adams, who was in
one of the rooms on the fifth story, was carried down by
the falling wall, and deposited on the pavement on the
opposite side of the street, with only slight bruises. Just
before the accident a police sergeant was passing the
building, when his attention was attracted by a slight
scuffle on the other side of the street, and he crossed
over just in time to escape the avalanche which might
have crushed him to death. A little girl, who was
recovered nearly unhurt, lost her father, mother, brother,
and two sisters in the calamity from which she was mira-
culously preserved, and another brother, who was on his
way home, escaped the fate of the rest of the house-
hold by being detained in conversation with a friend
whom he met in an adjoining street. A little boy was
extricated by the firemen, alter about five hours'
digging for him in the moruing, and the little fellow
was heard to encourage the efforts in his behalf by
calling out, " He-ve away, my lads; I'm no dead vet."
An old woman in the same domicile was also for a'long
time entangled in the ruins, and a cup of water
was handed to her before she could be relieved.A young woman, undressing for bed, heard a
rumbling sound above; she called to her father
and both escaped just as the building fell. Another
young woman, who was heard to call out from amidst
the ruins, had a way excavated for her into the building
in the rear. On Monday four bodies were recovered
from the ruins, three more were recovered on Tuesday,
and three more on Wednesday, making in all 32 lives
ascertained to be lost, but it is quite certain that others
are still beneath the rubbish. Nearly all the bodies
extricated have been persons found in bed, indicating
that most of those who were awake escaped; and
that those who perished were unconscious of the fate
that hurried them out of life. In one or two cases
persons who, after the first moment of alarm, went
back to recover property, perished. An investigation
is in progress as to the cause of the accident, but accord-
ing to the system followed in Scotland it is privately con-
ducted. The catastrophe created an immense sensation
in hum burgh on Sunday, and the event was referred
to m almost all the pulpits. Never before in the history
of the city has there happened such prodigious loss of
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life from a domestic accident. There k^TZTI "

the event will occasion a rigid scruUn M"^
dition of many of these old building Th* * **
few inhabited houses in EdinburTW Stt!"?

1

years old, and as the material used vaT then rf*wood, these relics of antiquity are very nnfiSS
*?***

long an existence, or for a^/ation to'm^J^
inents. In consequence of the accident rl«« • ^ r '

the houses on botn sides and in i^^^Efbin ding have been ordered out, and hava «L2s!
shelter in some of the public asylunis /^^
meeting has been called by the Lord Provoat rJT

'"*

steps for the relief of the sufferers.
to take

'porting.
PEDESTRIAN KACE FOR THE 10-M1LE8 ChaLLESQI IV,Nearly lu,U00 persona of every grade of society JuZLZlthe Hackney Wick Race Ground on Monday to wifiSSTbetween Deerfoot, the Seneca Indian, and Samuel aSLLondon, for the ten miles' Champion's Challenge Cm>.r^

1 he cup was won by the Indian a few weeks since whJii
against Mills and White, but he was boun i d 'the £±£1as holder to contend against any one who migidiSSS?Barker, the challenger of Deerfoot on this oecaW^TmS;smaller man, about 27 years of age, but is considered i fti2
?er

;
/^competitors had to pass the referee 68 timeuTSup the 10 miles. On the signal being given tor the«£Ctimmediately took the lead, with the Indian about tWvSSTtathe rear, and thus they continued up to the finish of theUtkround, when Deerfooc dashed to the front, liarker, howmsoon took the lead again, and in the 17th round \5again two yards a-head^and so continued up to the Sd.when the Indian began to force the pace. They passed actother again and again, but Barker held the load^pto U»doth round, when the Indian gave a war whoop, waved hiehand as if certain of victory, actually danced past barker, aodlea tor the next round. Barker again went in front in the 40thround, and so continued to the 48th. In the 40th the Indian

shot ahead, increased the pace still more, and led by four yardi

?i c
e
,j
0th

' Barker struggling hard to keen up with him. In
the old round Barker appeared to be in difficulties, but kept in
front from the 57th to the 60th round. In the 61st' round ther
passed the post side by side. In the o2d the Indiau dashed
away to the astonishment of all. Barker struggled hard to
overtake him, but the speed of the Indian baffled all his efforts,
and the Englishman was run to a standstill when he had
nearly accomplished the 63d round, this portion of the distance,
nearly 9£ miles, having been run in 51£ minutes. The Indian
finished the remaining five rounds, but at a much lower speed,
on account of the spectators crowding round him. Even with
this drawback he completed the whole distance under 54

minutes, and finished as fresh as when he started.

uulu.
Central Criminal Court : The Murder in Drury Court.—

Richard Reeve, 18f a mild, inoffensive-looking youth, wat
charged upon an indictment, and also on the coroners inqui-
sition, with the wilful murder of his step tor, Mary Anne
Reeve. Mr. Clerk and Mr. Beasley conducted the prosecution
on behalf of the Treasury ; the j oner was deioiided by Mr.
Sleigh and Mr. Kemp, through the inatrnmei ity of a few
benevolent persons who take an interest in the prisoner on
account of his youth and the extraordinary circumstances
under which the offeuce was alleged to have been committed.
The facts were so clear that there was no ground for any doubt
as to the prisoner's guilt ; but it was suggested for the defence
that his grandfather and oiher relatives had been lunatics.

Baron Bramwell in summing up told the jury to bear in mind
that there was no evidence whatever of the prisoner's insanity.

The jury, after consulting for two or three minutes in the box,

inquired if there was any evidence as to the state of mind
the prisoner since he had been in custody ? Baron Bramwell
told them that there was no evidence that would justify them in

saying that the prisoner was not guilty on the ground of

insanity. The jury then retired, but again came into Court in

about 10 minutes, with a verdict of Guilty, at the same time

strongly recommending the prisoner to mercy on account of his

youth and the bad example that had been set him. Mr. B&ron

Bramwell said he would take care that the ree umnendation of

the jury should be immediately forwarded bo the proper quarter.

The prisoner was then asked in the usual form whether he had

anything to say why sentence should not be passed upon him

to die according to law. Ho replied in a low, calm tone, "&
*

I have nothing to say." Mr. Baron Brain well then put on tbj

black cap, and, addressing the prisoner, said — Richard

Reeve, you have been convicted by the jury of the crime ot

wilful murder, and it appears to me that they could not hr

done otherwise than find you guilty of that offence. My <JujT

is to pass upon you the sentence of the Jaw for tb»

offence, and that is my only duty. Bis lordship t

passed the sentence of Dtuth in the usual form. The pn50^
who did not exhibit the slightest emotion during «w

portion of the proceedings, not even while tltf *

tence was passed upon |him, was then rumoved.
"^Ss

bar. The \])tptjord Murchr. — George Inkpen, 20 jem

Tot Guilty to an jn«,ctT£

rgmg him **St
accessory to the muTcler? It^wiil be remembered that^

age, a hammerman, pleaded Nv* ««**v ~- - ^imas.
charging him with the wilful murder ot Margaret"^;
and also to the coroner's inquisition charging

prisoner and deceased were sweethearts, and tlia
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, n then
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but the cord broke, and the prisoner who haU D-e"

dvown*i
got out of the water without injury,while theF»* '

wbere
Mr. Justice Byies, in ramming up, told the jury

^& ouly
two persons agreed together to commit suiciao .

wftS Nearly
died, the party agreeing, and taking part in wea^

crime-
guilty of murder, and liaOle to the oonsequfiices'in. «.

h&d
The prisoner's own statement fully ostobl, ,£ Proved fatal

agreed with the deceased to join in theact which naa v ^
to her. The jury returned a verdict of Uuiit w, ,

str

*
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mercy nnd the opinion they had expressed suouia ^ ^
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prisoner to the gaol of the county in which tne ^^
Oecn committed—namely. Kent. His Lord^
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Z^d and calmly withdrew from the dock,
then bow«a . ^ jyoHo ^ a persou of

"known for his exertions to obtain the

"»
IoriU

hi^nital of St. Cross, near Winchester, and who

2 to t" a f>,ertrvmau

j does

carried

former

'tfclWJJJJ^; of the Church of England, though

£kd to be ft«*«££ cl Li3fc was charged with* dooanotap^m cours
b
/ f plunder at different

j carried on a .->•

osecution was instituted by the

2#»y statl
5
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<' nth Coast and South-Eastern Companies.

&* '
four indictments against him, but only two

55 were jour
the first bein? ft cage m whlch

««• ^r had stolen at the London Bridge station a

*• P°^L v^nnring to the Rev. Mr. Gregory, containing

-- h he naa ^"
'property" of Mr. Addison, the barrister,

contents the P™ .
•>.

. „Arn . nirfinit afc Crovdon.

value

Stephenson, widow of the late Major General Sir Benjamin
Stephenson, G.C. H.. aged SO—'25th iiist, at Richmond, Lady
Campbell, wife ot Sir John Campbell. K.C.T S , of 51, Charles
Street, Berkeley Square, aged 81—24 th inst, at Southsea, Lady
Chads, wife of Vice Admiral Sir Henry Ducie Chads, K.C.B., aged
67—21st inst., at her residence, 45, Regency Square, Brighton,
Elizabeth, third daughter of Vice-Admiral Sir Richard
Onslow, Bart., K.G.C.B., and relict of Lieutenant Robert
Lewis, R.N\, fifth son of the late Michael Lewis, Esq., of

POTATOES, Southwark, Monday, Nsv. 25.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by
ul have been more plentiful ; the trade remains dulL

The following are this day's quotations : — Kent and Essex
Begents, per ton, 120s. to 140s. ; Yorkshire Flukes, 120s. to

140s.; do. Regents. 100s. to 130s.; Lincolnshire do., 00s. to

110s.; Scotch do., 70s. to 110s.; French Whites, 100a, to 110s.

\
l
?„i stolen at the Victoria Station a carpet bag

^Heh he nan
operty Gf Mr. Addison, the barrister,

^iU contents toe ^ \ '
the Home Circuit afc Croydon.

riowison B» '
caaea wafl so clear tlmt it was unnecessary

tUtvtfinoem t
otherg> an(J fche jury at once returned a

•f00
! Sv The prisoner, who conducted his own

*M* of
J^"

y
ion„ rambling statement, in the course of

**f
8
L
in
InmDlained of railway directors being guilty of

•^ **
«f the Sabbath by running their trains on that day,

*^naZjAbJS opinion that they, and every one else who
•* ex

?awidend from such a source, were guilty ot a great

«** u *kn aeain declared his innocence of the offences of

ftKn convicted, and said he had no doubt that

***£ Sta able to prove it at some future time.-The
** ^,-n rising sentence, said the conclusion that had

"""SWut by the jury was entirely concurred in by the

„. Sit^a quite clear that it was not a single act, but
****** nZfhad been pursuing a long course of dishonesty.

C!SC^v^^yhto£lng aVember of a sacred

^Sw^he had disgraced, and he had most grievous y

TSe advantages with which he had been favoured He

itenced the prisoner to be kept to hard labour for 18faswd

ciewiar

©Situarg
Tn Dowager Countess Grey, widow of the late Earl Grey,

JJway at her residence in Eaton Square after an

21 of only a few days. Her ladyship was the only

SSter of the first Lord Ponsonby, and was born in 1,75

fiCJried in 1794 the second Earl Grey, by whom she had

fLmir? of 16 children, of whom the following survive-

L^fM Grey Ma or-General the Hon Charles Grey,

Secretory to ?oe Prince Consort ; Rear-Admiral the Hon.

ft iffiSV Grey, K.C.B. Lord of the Admiralty; he

3m and Rev John Grey, the Hon. and Rev. *. R. Giey, tne

£ Hany Cavendish Grey, the Hon. William George Grey ;

S ElSeth Bulceel, widow of Mr, J. C. Bulteel Lady

Celine Barrington, widow of Captain the Hon George

Smngton ; Lady Georgiana Grey.unmamed and Lady Mary

food, wife of the Right Hon. Sir Charles Wood, M.P.

Lady Charlotte Chetwynd. wife of Sir George Chetwynd,

ofGrendon Hall, near Atherstone, died on Sunday morning from

injuries received in being thrown from her horse on the previous

diy. The house was full of company, and during the atter-

noon Lady Charlotte was out riding in the neighbourhood with

» party of her friends, when the animal she rode shied and

bolted, and uhimately threw her with great violence. Her

ladyship fell on her head and sustained several severe con-

tusions, from which she never rallied ; and died on Sunday
morning without having recovered sensibility after her fall.

Lady Charlotte had just attained her 47th year. She was a

taaghter of the late Marquis of Downshire, and married Sir

twtje Chetwynd in 1843.

8a Richard De Lautour St. George. Bart., of Woodgift,

in tie county of Kilkenny, died recently at Landor m tne

Upper Provinces of India, in his 25th year. He was born m
KT, and was the eldest son of the third baronet, who was

wdent magistrate and colonel of the Colonial Carbineers at

Port Natal, by his first wife, the daughter of Mr. Joseph

kntour, of Hexton House, Hampshire. He succeeded his

tther, who died at Petermauritzburg, in 1857, and is.in nis

Jrn succeeded as fifth baronet by his next brother William

Mmtmd, born in 1838.

£>C1C1, LUO WHO Ul UUH.N WOOD, PiSq. , Ul lUOUUOll \_»it*ugi_, umu
shire, and eldest daughter of the late John Hardy, Esq., M.P.
22d inst, at his residrnce, 4, Beaufort Villas, Cheltenham,
Major-General B. V. Dkrinzy, K.H., aged 73—20th inst, at 80,

Coleshill Street, Eaton Square, Harriott, wife of Lieut. -

General Freeth, K.H., aged 78 -23d inst, at East Bolton,

Northumberland, Eleanor, wife of William Gray. Esq., aud
eldest daughter of the late Lieutenant-General Walker Ker—
19th inst, at Ruasell Lodge, Morningside. Edinburgh, Com-
mander Patrick C. MacDougall, Royal Navy, second son of

Rear-Admiral Macdougall—11th inst, at 97, Inverness-terrace,

Elizabeth Caroline Ouseley, the second daughter ; and on the

24th inst, Adelaide Rose Ouseley, the third daughter, of

Colonel J. W. J. Ouseley—23d inst, at Nutfield, Surrey, Capt.

Walter Cope Sheppard, late of the 6th Inniskilliug Dragoons,

third son of the late Thos. Sheppard, Esq., of Folkington Place,

Sussex—21st inst, at Bearsted House, near Maidstone, Ann
Wayth, the widow of"the late Major Charles Wayth, aged 82—
24th inst, at Brighton, David Latimer St. Clair, Esq.,

Captain, R.N., of Staverton Court, Gloucestershire, for many
years a magistrate and deputy-lieutenant of that county, aged

78—24th inst, at his residence, 7, Norfolk Crescent, Bath,

William Clark, Esq., magistrate and deputy- lieutenant for

the county of Somerset—22d inst, at The Firs, Wimbledon,

Mrs. Beaumont, widow of the late Thomas Wentworth Beau-

mont, Esq.—14th ult, at Dominic*, West Indies, suddeuly,

Thomas Bell, Esq., Senior Member and President of her

Majesty's Council of that island, aged 61—21st iusL at r2,

Westbourne Terrace, Hyde Park, James Turing Bruce, Esq.,

aged 74—19th inst, at his Chambers, Raymond Buildings,

Gray's Inn, William George Carter, Esq., aged 74—
24th inst, at his residence, Warren Lodge, Edmonton, Thomas

Firminger, LL.D., Assistant Astronomer at the Royal Obser-

vatory, Greenwich, between the years 1799 and 1808, aged 86—

21 at inst, at his residence. Canonbury Villas, Islington,

William Shearman, Esq., M.D.. for many years Senior Phy-

ician to the Charing Cross Hospital, aged 94—22d inst, at 28,

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Nov. 29

We have had a fair demand for most sorts, and at full rates.

South-down Hog- s. d. s.

gets 1 4 to 1

Half-bred ditto.. .. — 1

Down Ewes . . 1 4 — 1

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5 — 1

Colonial Wool Sales.—
all descriptions.

c. I
Leicest. Wethers 1

5 Ditto Hoggs .. 1

6

4*

Combing Skins 1

Flannel Wool .. 1

6 ' Blauket ditto . .

4

5

6

to

1

1
5
5

These sales proceed fully as well for

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 25.

There are a few more Beast* thap on Monday last; choicest

qualities are not very plentiful, and realise fully late rates.

The number of Sheep is not larger, but the dem i is smaller ;

consequently prices for all kinds are rather lower. ( ea ai

selling about the same as on Thu ay. From Germany an i

Holland there are 820 Beasts .VM i id 12S Calves

from Scotland, 200 Boasts; from Ireland, 1200; from Norfolk

80 • and 2600 from the northern and midlandand Suffolk,

counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, <fec.

Best Short-horns 4 6

2d quality Beasts 3 4

Best Downs and
Half breds . . 5 4

Do. Shorn

> d s d

4 10 to 5
-4 8

-4

-5 6

Best Long-wools. 4
Do. Shorn
Kwcs ft 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn . . ,

Limbs
Calves .. ..4
'igs .. ..4

10—5
• •

—4
.. to .

d
8

ft ft

P 4 5 6

sician v~ «— . „
Maddox Street, theRev.'GEORGE Moyle, M. A., of the Grammar
School, Chudleigh, Devon, aged 46—22d inst, the Rev. Ihomas

Henry Lane Fox, Rector of Sturminster, Dorsetshire—21st

inst, at Staverton Vicarage, Devon, the Rev. Beauchamp

Mark Pearse Kerr, aged 25-24th inst, at The Mythe,

Gloucestershire, the Rev. Francis Laing, aged 88—19th inst,

at Munich, of typhus fever, the Rev. Henry Theo-

dore James Bagge, only son of the Rev. James Bagge, rector

of Crux Easton, Hants, aged 37—20th inst, at Liverpool the

Rev. Charles Washington Lawrence, M.A., incumbent o.

St. Luke's Church, in that town, aged 57—20th inst, at Sea-

Jorth, near Liverpool, the Rev. John Bogghey Monk, M.A.,

Boasts, 5120 ; Sheep & Lamb8
. 21.200 ; Calves, 146 ; Pigs, 360.

Thursday, Nov. 28.

The number of Beasts is uot so large as on Thursday last

:

they cannot, however, all be sold. Choicest descriptions are

making nearly as much as on Monday ; other kinds are not in

demand. Trade for Sheep is exceedingly bad, there is scarcely

any inquiry for them. The supply is shoit, and a few realise

nearly late rates. Calf trade is dull at about Monday's prices.

From Germany and Holland there are 180 Beasts, 1060 Sheep,

and 170 Calves; from Ireland, 170 Beasts; Milch Cows, 110.

6 d s d
Best Long-wools. 4 10 to 5 2

Do. Shorn . . . . —
Ewes & 3d quality 4 — 4 6

Do. Shorn .. .. — ••

1 Lambs .. .. .. — ••

4 Calves . . . . 4 — 5

1 Pigs -- -.4 4 — 5

S d 8 d

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c. . . 4

Best Snort-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

8 to

6 —
4 —

5

4
3

8
10

2 to 5

to 6

Beasts. 11S0 ; Sheep & Lambs, 3150 ; Calves. 210 ; Pigs, 170.

49-24th inst, at St. George's Hospital, atter a sudden attack ot

paralysis, the Rev. William Sturges, M A., Oxon Chaplain to

the Forces, second son of the late John Sturges, Esq., of Con-

naught Square, aged 42—21st inst, the Rev. William Stack-

house, of Trehane, Probus, Cornwall, aged 88.

BUTTER MARKET.—Nov. 29.

Best Fresh Butter .. .. 16s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. •• 13*. „
Pork, 4s. 4cf. to 5s. 0d. per 8 lbs.

»»

jn&tkm

Wills.—The will of the Right Hon. Sir James Graham Bart.,

X.P., has been sworn under 35,000/. personalty ; Mr. George
«ory Littledale, of Crick, Northamptonshire, 7000J. ;

Mr.

fcarlesTilt, formerly a publisher in Fleet Street, 180,000/.

BIRTHS.-On the 24th inst, at 1, Grafton Street, the

f^tess of Cork, of twins, a son and heir and daughter—23d

°£ at Mansfield Street, the Hon. Mrs. Liddell, of a daughter
-»th inst, at 8, Great Cumberland Street, the Lady Agnes
flYLTox Joliffe, of a son, stillborn—25th inst, at 2, Gloucester
?ace, Portmnn Snnaw T.nrfv M'Gregor. wife of Sir Charles

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 30.

Supplies aud prices about the same as they were last week.

Home-grown produce is still equal to the demand, with

perhaps" the exception of Pears which come chiefly from

the Continent and the Channel Islands. They comprise Glou

Morceau, Marie Louise, Chaumontel. and Brown Beurre.

Of Apples we noticed some good samples of American New

Town Pippin, Ribstone Pippin, and Feara s Pippin. Grapes

and Pine Apples are abundant. Of Cauliflowers there is still

a small supply. Potato markets have not altered since our

last report Cucumbers, though scarce are efficient for

the demand. Cut flowers chiefly consist ot Orchids, Chry-

santhemums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Koses.

FRUIT.

Pine Apples, per lb. , 3s to 5s | Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

MARK LANE.—Monday, Nov. 25.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's

market was small, and factors rt ring- any decline in prices,

u lame proportion remained unsold towards the close ; we had

rather an increased attendance of buyers, nevertheless foreign

Wheat was taken only in retail at our quotations, which lor

American wore barely supported. Finest malting Barley is Is.

nerar., and secondary and distilling qualities Is to 2s per qr

cheaper. Beaus and Peas are unaltered in value. The Oat

trade is dull, and all but fine old Com 6d. per qr. lower. Flour

is a steady sale at late rates.

Per Imperial Quarter. Is. 8.1

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .«e ,50-66, Red
__ — fine selected runs.. ditto 61—66>Red

la. s.

50—61
54—64

Talavera

Grapes, per lb., 3s to 6s

Melons, each, Is to 3s

Pears, per doz.. Is to 6s

Apples, per doz., 6d to Is

Lemons, per 100, 6s to 10s

Nuts, Cob, per pound., 4s to

4s tfd

Walnuts, per 100, 2s

us
at

I
»«, Portman Square, Lady M'Gregor, wl _ .

Jxkric M'Gregor, Bart., of a son—10th ult, atMazagon Castle,

*aJ»y.|LAdy Jejeebhoy, wife of Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, Bt.,

«»aaughter—25th inst, at 29, Upper Brook Street, the wife ot

[toi-EY Coutts, Marjoribanks. Esq., M.P., of a son-22d
{«• at Hertford Street, May Fair, Mrs. Peacocke, wife of

M-.W. Peacocke, Esq., M. P., of a son-23dinst, at Chotkyll,

^e Park, Sydenham, the wife of Lieut. -Colonel William

p !?• of a 8°n. 8tiUborn-23th inst, at Hanover Park,
r«*ham, the wife of H. T. Smith, Esq., of a daughter.

Jf*RRlAGES.-At St. John's, Paddington, Edward Chol-

Jr^, eldest son of Sir r?A '"'>"A nvinlm«lev Derincr. Bart., to

^J^tess Forth, eldes
jyi and granddaughtex *» . ~ _ , .

J2°a-oii-the-Hill, Captain Herrick Augustus Palmer, late

g.S«gt., youngest son of the late Rev. Henry Palmer, of

25?te Hali, in the county of Leicester, to Dorothy Susan,

CT* daughter of Sir Arthur Grey Hazlerigg, Bart., of

2S Ha". in the same county- 21st inst, at the parish

Eg™. Twickenham, Henry John King, Esq., Major late 3d

f7«L only son of the late General Sir Henry King, C
.

B ,

rf*
H
,' K C » to Harriet Augusta Maria, third daughter

J** late George Barnard, Esq., of Cross Deep, Twickenham,

J
1 .panddaughter of the late Sir Frederick Barnard

J JJe Stable Yard, St. James's Palace-21st inst,

JL tje Church of the Holy Trinity, Windsor, Charles

J**™* Abbott, late Captain 47th Regiment, son of the late

feAbbott, of Tasmania, to Janet Elizabeth, widow of^the

Sjgtfjm Charles Gkcrge Butler, 86th ^^/J^%£* Hon. Lieutenant-Geueral Henry Edward Butler, and

^daughter of the late Captain Prosser, 7th J usihers-21st

5# the parish church, Aston-on-Trent, the Be*. John

fw.HERBt*T Bateman M A , Fellow of St. John s College,

^bridee a„j J5i*t? r'
"{±1 wKtfcdlr to Susan Klizabbth,

Broccoli, per bundle, Is to

Is 3d
•

-

French Beans, per sieve, 2s 6a

to 3s 6d .-

Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s

— per cwt., 48 to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d
Carrots, do., 4dto6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, Is to Is 9d

Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is to Is6d

Artichokes, each, 6d to 8d

VEGETABLES.
Beet, per doz., Is 6d
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s

Onions,pickliug,p. 4 sieve,4s6d

Tomatoes, p. doz.. Is to 6s

Asparagus, p. bundle, 30s

Seakale, per puunet, 4s

Shallots, per lb., od to lOd

Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d

— Norfolk
— Foreign ^

Barley, irrind. & disk , 26s to 2Ss . .
Chev

72

Foreign.. grinding aud distilling 26—

64
Red

48—76
36—40 Malting.

Malting

.

34—86
34—33

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20—24

— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato 26—28 Feed

lri8h Potato 26—28 Feed

— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign •

:

• •

Beans, Mazagan. . . .35s to 3,s . . .Tick

— Pigeon 38s— 42s..W m is.

21—24 Feed .

36—38 Foreign

. ,20—24
120—24
20—24

36—39

42 -52
40—44
39—41

Harrow

.

>ngpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign .

Yellow .

.

36—39

Country

40—46
35—33

40—50
43—58

Endive, p. score, Is 6d
Horse Radish, p. bun., 1s6d to 4s

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 3s to 4s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Nov. 28.

40 55

« •

Clover, old
New Clover ..

Do. second cut

90stol20s

80 105

Straw .. .. .. 28 34
Davis & Co.

Prime Meadow Hay SOs to 90s

Superior do. - - 95 105

Inferior do. .

.

New do
Rowen .

.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Nov. 28.

Inferior Clover .. 84s to 08s

New do "* 7~
Straw .... 36 40

Joshua Baker.

Sup. Meadow Hay. . 100stol07s

70 92Inferior do.

New do — 7"

Superior Clover . . 108 115

Whitechapel, Thursday, Nov. 23.

£^wooDB| Eaq P . R .8 eldeet son of Andrew Spottiswoode,

2J-,
to Eliza Taylor, eldest daughter of W. U. Arbuthnot,

"^» °f Bridgen PUce, Kent.^TH8.M)n the 23d inst, at Philorth, Aberdeenshire of

**UtL V,?'*
th° Hon« ALEXANDRIA CHARLOTTE HANNAH

tJJ
1^ the youngest daughter of Lord and Lady Saltoun,
i!J aioatha—22d inst. at Hampton Court Palace, Lady

Fine Meadow Hay
Inferior do.

Prime New Hay .

Inferior . . .

Straw

90s to 97s

70 80

30 84

Prime Clover

Inferior do. .

Prime 2d cut

Inferior do.

New 1st cut

• • 100s to 1 16s

80
90

90
102

• *

_ Fcreigu Small

Peas white, Essex and Kent .. Boilers

— Maple ....43s to 45s Grey

Ma1ze * White! —
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack 50—56
_ 2d do ditto 40—50
- Foreign'

.

'. V** barrel 28-36iPer sack

Friday, Nov. 29.

The weather since the 22d has been variable, frosty and wet,

with heavy south-westerly gales in the early part of the week ;

£ last dav or two fine, with white frost at night As is

almost invariably the case at this particular period of the year,

the Wheat trade during the past week has been extremely

quiet, and in many of the principal markets of the kingdom

purchases might have been effected on slightly easier terms.

Barley and, in some instances, Oats have declined in value Is.

pW-In the prices of Beans and Peas little alteration has

occurred. We observe ,o change in the value of Flour Since

Friday last 5t vessels have been reported off the coast. The

fl£t£r trade has been inactive, but a firmer tone has been

experienced since Wednesday. In Paris (Nov. 28), there was

very little doing in Flour, although prices have advanced

Light y since last week. The nMb of English grain this

week have been to a fair extent, of fore.gn Wheat, Barley,

«W? Flour e-ood and small of Oats. The attendance at this

moinin's Market was limited. English Wheat was held for

Sore money, l» lfc no «I 'ancfl obtained; some portion of the

forehrn was withdrawn from sale, and although an improve-

ment was reluctantly paid, it was generally insisted upon by

holders, and little business resulted, fepnng Corn of all

descriptions is steady at Monday's quotations. Flour » held

for an advance of 6d. per barrel.

Arrivals rao« Nov. 25 to Nov. 29.

Oats.

HOPS.-BoROUGn Market, Friday, Nov. 29.
11

. c i^ rflnort the ttade in a
Messrs. Pattenden ft South report tne

state at about last week s prices.

quiet

WheaX j
Barley.

English .

Irish . •

Foreign..' 20020

1870 qrs.

»>

»»

1910 qrs.

60

42S0

Flour.

1120 ska.

{
soo -

( 14300 brls.

, Tuesday, Nov. 2o.—At our market to-day there

j was only a poor atteudauce of buyers, aud the demand for
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Wheat was trifling at nominally the prices of this day week.
Flour was unchanged in value with a moderate inquiry. Oats
and Oatmeal unaltered. Beans 6d. per qr. cheaper. Barley
steady. Indian Corn was not in much request, and prices
must be written as before—32s. 9d. for mixed, 33s. 3d. for
yellow, and 36s. to 37s. for white.

Friday, Nov. 29.-—Good attendance at to-day's market.
Wheat meets a ready hale at an advance of 3d. to 4d. per
cental; Flour, Is. to Is. 6d. per barrel ; and Indian Corn Is. to
Is. 6d. per 480 lbs. Mixed, 34s. 3d. to 34s. Gd. Egyptian
Beans steady sale at late rates. Other articles rather ueglected.

Averages

Oct. 19..— 26..
Nov. 2 .

.

— 9..— 16..— 23..

Agg. Aver.

Wheat.

b6t 3d
57 9
59 5
59 8
59 10
60 5

58 11

Barley.

36s Gd
36
37
37

7
1

3

37 6
37 6

2

Oats.

21» Gd
21 11

22 7
22 8
22 7

23

22 4

Kye.

34a 9a
85
37
3S
37
39

1

5

5

7

1

Beans.

41slOd
42 3

42 3
42 6
42 6
4-2 9

Peas.

41sl0«/
44 8

44 4
46
47 5
44 11

37 1 42 4 44 10

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
Prices.

60* 5rf

59 10
59 8
59 5
57 9
56 3 -

Oct. 19. Oct. 26. Nov. 2.. Nov. 9. ov. 16. Nov. 23.

• •

COAL MARKET.—Nov. 29.
Walls End Hetton, 19s. ; Walls End Haswell, 19s. ; Walls

End South Hetton, 19s. ; Walls End South Hartlepool, ISs. :

Walls End Kepier Grange, 18s. ; Walls End Kelloe, 18s. fid. ;
Walls End Acorn Close, 17s. 6d. : Walls End Hedley,
17s. 6d. ; West Hartley, 15s. 9d ; Bebside Hartley, 15s. 9<L:
Howard's Hartley, 15s. 9d..—Ships at marke,t 72.

HORTICULTURE. — A Nurseryman having an
extensive business and an excellent residence situate in

one of the most healthy counties in the West of England, is
desirous of meeting with one or two Young Gentlemen asBOARDERS /md PUPILS. They will have every opportunity
of learning the business and enjoy all the comforts of home.— Address X. Z,, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, Covent Garden.

Agricultural Instruction.

WANTED, to place a Youth with an Experienced
Gentleman Farmer.—Apply, with terms and particulars,

to X, Y. Z., Poat Office, Chatteris, Cambs. •

CONSULTING GARDENER.—Joseph Robinson
begs to offer, on moderate terms, his services as above to

any lady or gentleman contemplating Alterations, Improve-
ments, or Additions to their Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, or
Horticultural Buildings—assured that from his long practical
experience he would be able to effect the same judiciously and
economically.—Slough, Bucks.

GOOD SERVANTS.—The difficulty of procuring
these is so great, that a SCHOOL has been opened in

London under careful management to teach Young Women of
the better class to become COOKS and KITCHENMAIDS, and
places are obtained for them. No payment is required until
they have obtained situations.—Full particulars on application
to the Matron School of Cookery, 90, Albany Street, Regent's
Park, London, N. W.

b

WANTED, an ACCOUNTANT, by the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. Apply by letter, in own handwriting,

addressed to the Secretary, at tbe Offices, South Kensington,
"W., before December 14th. Salary moderate. Security will be
reqiured.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR, who can work Roses
and Rhododendrons, and grow Soft-wooded Plants well.

A good character required.—Address, stating age and previous
services, also wages required, to B. Whttham, Nurseries,
-Mottram, near Manchester. „_^_
WANTE D, an active intelligent YOUNG MAN

who has a complete knowledge of Gardening, also of
Farming. He may hear of a good situation by applying by
letter, giving reference as to character and ability, to C. J.,
Post Office, Woodford, Essex, N.E.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN or CLERK ; a Young
Man who has a knowledge of the Seed Trade.—Apply,

W. Matjle & Sons, Nurseries, Bristol. -

WANTED, an energetic Youn^ Man with good
_ ,

Address, as SHOPMAN in a RetaiL Seed and Com
Trade. Must be a good Penman, strictly honest and indus-
trious, to live on the premises. Please state ?ge, former
employers, and salary expected, in own handwriting, to
Thqs. B. Thomson, 20, High Street, Birmingham.

ANTED, as IMPROVER in the Seed and Corn
Trade, a respectably connected Young 3fan, with some

knowledge of the former business. References required.
--Apply in own handwriting to B. C. Y., care of Messrs. Noble,
Cooper, fc Bolton, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

IN an Old Established Seed Business there is an
OPENING for a YOUTH for a term of three or four years ;to live with employer. Premium required. Further parti-

culars on application to R. »., Messrs. Noble, Coopur, &
Bolton, Fleet Street. London. E.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; practically

acquainted with Horticulture in all its branches. Wife
a first-class I. aindress.—C. J., Sketty, Swansea.

__

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married; where
Gardening can be carried on in the highest order. Has

had great experience in every branch of his profession. Satis-

factory references.—A. B., 135, St. Alban's Place, Edgware
Road, London, W.

/ ^ ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 27,
v-X married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands his

profession. Can have an excellent character from present and
former employer.—S. W., Jones's Advertising Office, "Woodford.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).—
Age 23, single ; has a thorough practical knowledge of

Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Highest
testimonials given.—T. H., Messrs. Lane's, Nurserymen,
Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (Foreman).—Age 24; understands
Early and Late Forcing ; also Stove and Greenhouse

Plants. &c. Good references .—-C. S , Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

GARDENER with a Single Gentleman.—Married,
no incumbrance ; a good Gardener, and Wife as COOK

and HOUSEKEEPER. Three years' character from the place
they are now leaving.

—

Tiie Gardener, at The Orchard,
Sydenham,1 Hill, Kent, S.E.

/^ARDENER (Under), to any nobleman's or gentle-VX man's Gardener, where ho would have an opportunity of
Improvement in the Forcing Department.—Age 20 ; premium
if required.—A. B., Post Office, Hampstead Green, N.W.

GARDENER (Undee) in a large Establishment-
Wages a secondary consideration to the opportunity of

acquiring a knowledge of the treatment of Pines, Stove and
Hothouses, &c. Understands a Greenhouse. Good character
from last employer.—Address, stating requirements and wages,
M. S. S., Post Office, Bristol.

GARDENER (Under or Second), in a nobleman's or
gentleman's Garden.—Age 20; accustomed to Plants,

Pines, Grapes, &c. No objection to pay a premium.

—

Alpha,
M r. Burbidge, Draper, 30, Sheep Street, Rugby.

FOREMAN in a gentleman's or nobleman's Estab-
lishment.—Age 28, single ; thoroughly understands Early

and Late Forcing, and general routine of Gardening.—Two and
a-half years' character.—A. B., Todman's, Nurseryman,
Eltham, Kent.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.
—Good Salesman, and well up to Business in all its

branches. Can be highly recommended.—Y. O., Mr. John
Sealey, Nurseryman, Bristol.

To Nursery-men and Seedsmen.
H[ 1RAVELLER or MANAGER.—Has had considerable
J_

t

experience in both Nursery and Seed trade. First-class
testimonials.—A. B., Mr. John Young, Nurseryman, Taunton.

AND AGENT or STEWARD.—Age 30, married";
has been engaged during lifetime in the Management of

extensive Landed Property, Farming, Draining, Building,
Planting, the Care of Woods, &c. The most satisfactory re-

ferences, and security to any amount.—M., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

STEWARD or BAILIFF.—Age 38, married; a
Farmer's Son ; has been accustomed to Agriculture and

Management of all kinds of Soil, also Buying and Selling of

Stock all his life. Most satisfactory references can be given.

—A. Z., Post Office, Edenbridge, Kent.

BAILIFF or STEWARD.—Has had long experience,

and is permitted to refer to former employers and several

country gentlemen.—G. L., Post Office, Cambridge.

BAILIFF.— Practically acquainted with Modern
Farming and Steam Cultivation. A good judge of Stock,

and a good Accountant.—A. B., 66, Herbert Street, Hoxton,
London. N.

To^the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Age* 23 ; has had considerable expe-

rience in the first houses in Scotland. Satisfactory

references as to character and capabilities can be given.

—

M. J., 33, Beaumont Street, Stapleton Road, Bristol.

!

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid

.

MR. JOHN WOOSTER having ceased to represent
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, is open to a reengage-

ment in the same capacity. Thoroughly understands the Seed
Trade, as well as the Nursery Business, and can command the
highest recommendation for integrityand indefatigable exertion
in every respect connected with their interest.—Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no incum-
_ brance; understands the management of Vines, Melon*
Cucumbers, Greenhouse, and Kitchen and Flower Gardens'
Good character.—W. H., E. F. Flower, Esq., The IlilL Stratford-
on-Avon.

Captain White's

CURRY or MULLIGATAWNY PASTE,
Curry Powder, Curry Sauce, and Oriental Pickle, may be

obtained from all Sauce Vendors, and Wholesale of

< Cros & Blackwell, Purveyors to the Queen,
Soho Square, London, W. C.

AUCE. — LEA AND P E R R I N S
beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imitations of

their world-renowned
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should
Ask for LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE,

Pronounced by Connoisseurs to be
"THE ONLY GOOD SA.UCE."

*»* Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors,
Worcester ; Messrs. Crossk & Blackwell, London, &c, <Sec,
and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

G

a To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; has a

\-A thorough practical knowledge of the Cultivation of Pines,
vines, Peaches, Melons, and Cucumbers, also the Management
oi Stove Orchids, and Fern Houses. Has a Son (age 17) who
thoroughly understands Stove Plants* Orchids, Ferns, also

S2.
e
^rP

llse *)anta -
Wag<» requested 11. per week, with nous®

Ph?JT
ng

;
V*? haTe two and a balf years' unexceptionable

character irom last situation, also canfibe highly recommended
SLi ai!2^ther ^ntlemen.—A. B., Mr. Manning, Booksellerand Statemer, 10, Claremont Place, Horasey Road NJ

I

GLENF1ELD PATENT STARCH, used in the
Royal Laundry.—The ladies are respectfully informed

that this Starch is exclusively used in the Royal Laundry, and
Her Majesty's Laundress says, that although she has tried
Wheaten, Rice, and other Powder Starches, she has found
none of them equal to the Glenfield, which is the finest Starch
she ever used.

WoTHERSPOpy & Co., Glasgow and London.

NO MORlTPILLS nor any other MEDICINE.—
Perfect health can only be restored by DU BARRY'S

delicious health-restoring REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD,
as it effectually cures diseases which medicine only aggra-
vates, such as constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), flatulency,

Ehlegm, diarrhcaa, haemorrhoids, dysentery, nervousness
iliousness, torpidity of the liver, fevers, sore throats, catarrhs,

colds, noises in the ears, rheumatism, gout, impurities, erup-
tions, irritability, sleeplessness, acidity, palpitation, heartburn,
headache, debility, dropsy, despondency, cramps, spasms,
nausea, sinking fite, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, consumption.
Certificate No. 37.41S.—We find it the safest remedy. Andrew
Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Wurzer, Dr. Shorland, Dr.
Campbell. 1 lb., 2*. 9a. ; 12 lbs., free of carriage, 225. It saves
all doctors' bills, and 50 times its cost in other remedies.
Barry dxt Barry <fc Co., 77, Regent Street, W. ; also at

182, Piccadilly, W. ; 60, Gracechurch Street, E.C. ; 4, Cheap-
side, E.C. ; 63 and 150, Oxford Street, W. ; 229, 330, 430, and
451, Strand, W.C. ; and all Groears and Chemists.

MFENDERS, STOVES, FIRE-1ROXCHIMNEY PIECES.-Buyers of the above£r2before finally deciding, to visit William s TL.—~*»
SHOW-ROOMS. They contain such an JL ****»
FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, CHIMNEY-piSH?"!
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY a* SJ
approached elsewhere, either for variety, noveltv l22*
design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright 8tfJr

tj ' *
ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 3{ 15, to*?*

***
Bronzed Fenders, with standards, 7s. to 51. 12* •

Steel
*-"

other PATK»

7

to IS*.; Chimney-pieces, from 11. 8*. to 80*.; FiSSlS**1

2s. 3d. the set to U. 4s. The BURTON and a"
™ ^* ""*

STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, and LAMPS.-WiL* -ut
S. Burton has SIX LARGE SHOW ROOMS a

exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of L VMPH u!SS
and METALLIC BEDSTEADS. The stock of each is at oo<i h*
largest, newest, and most varied ever submitted to thenXlu
and marked at prices proportionate with those that hare £225
to make his establishment the most distinguished im tht.
country. ™ uas

Bedsteads, from . . . . 12s. 6d. to £20
Shower Baths, from . . 8 to 6
Lamps (Moderateur), from 6 to 7

(All other kinds at the same rate).

Pure Colza Oil 4«. per gallon.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.—The most ruied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all

ranted, is on sale at William S. Burton's, at prices that are
remunerative only because of the largeness of thd salt*. Threeand a half inch Ivory-handled Table Knives, with h»»
shoulders, 12s. Qd. per dozen ; Desserts to match, lfe ; if to
balance, 6d. per dozen extra ; Carvers, 4s. M. per pair ; brier
sizes from 20*. 'to 27s. [per dozen; extra fine^ Ivory, 32i •

if

with Silver Ferrules, 40*. to 50*. ; White-bone Table Kni/et,
6s. per dozen ; Desserts, 5*. ; Carvers, 2*. 3d. per pair ; Black-
horn Table Knives, 7*. 4d. per dozen ; Desserts, fa ; Caran,
2*. 6d. ; Black-wood handled Table Knives and Forks, fo. pe
dozen ; Table Steels from 1*. each. The largest stock in tiktr
ence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks in cases and other*

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR.
NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

had gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 500

Illustrations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and
Electro Plated, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal ' ods,

Dish Covers, Hot Water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, MarWe
Chimneypieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays,

Urns, and Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware

Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room and

Cabinet Furniture, &c, with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the

20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W. : 1, 1a, 2, S

and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and 1,

Newman Mews, London.

HAIR RESTORED, improved, and beautified, by

the use of ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—It prevent*

hair from falling off or turning grey, strengthens weak hair,

cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully

soft, pliable, and glossy. For childreu it is especially recom-

mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price

35. Qd., 7s., 10*. Gd. (equal to four small), and 21*. per bottle.

Caution.—Ask for Rowland's Macassar Oil Sold at 20, Ha
ton Garden, E.C. and by Chemises :wA Perfumers.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO.'S NEW
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every description

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, *2s. per box.

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious per-

fume was originallydiscovered by one of Titania's principal

attendants. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy

hands from " the bank whereon the wild Thyme grows." The

authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the same degree

of certainty as is the existence of Titania herself. It is

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co., Per*

fumers, &c, 130 b and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.— In

bottles, 2s., 3s. 6U, and 5s . each.

Dr. de Jonghs
(Knight of the Order of Leopold of BELGiuai)

LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,

prescribed by the most eminent medical men throughout

the world as tbe safest, speediest, and most effectual remedy for

Consumption, Chronic Bronchitis, Asthma, Coughs,

Rheumatism, Gout, General Debility, Diseases of tbewrr,

Rickets, Infantile Wasting, and all Scrofulous Affiotiohu.

Is incomparably superior to every other variety.

j
Select Medical Opinions. n^aaA

SIR JOSEPH OLLIFFE, M.D., Physician to the £rn*£

Embassy at Paris.—" I have frequently prescribed urj*

Jongb's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil, and I have every rmmm

to be satisfied with its beneficial and salutary effects

Sir HENRY MARSH. Bart., M.D., Fhysic\m ™Jj£i^t
to tbe Queen in Ireland.-" I consider Dr. de Jong «*-
Brown Cod Liver Oil to be a very pure Oil, not hkefy

disgust, and a therapeutic agent of great value. , g^.
Dr. LAWRANCE, Physician to H.R.H. the^f^

Coburg and Gotha.—"I invariably presenbe Dr. ^^ Jm.

Oil in preference to any other, feeling assured that * - ^
mending a genuine article, and not a manufactui ed i^, ^
in which the efficacy of this invaluable medicine Bfl» ^
Dr. LANK ESTER, F.R.S., Superintendent,ot ^^

Collection, South Kensington Museum.— L <*>»
, preferabie

Liver Oil sold under Dr. de Jongh's guarantee to u l

mediciafti

to any other kind as regards genuineness au

efficacy."

Dr. de Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil is so^ ^^
imperial half-pints, 2s. 6d. ; pints, 4*.

9d> ; 9uaIr' h uT which

Chenusis.

Sole Consignees:
Ansar. Harford, & Co., 77, Stran

Caution.—Beware of Proposed Subs^to^*^

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGSHyth1
been, during 25 years, emphatically sanctionm^ ^

medical profession, and universally accepted oyv ^.^urn,
the best remedy for acidity of the stom^% aWient for

headache, gout, and indigestion, and as
J}.^

1 J children,

delicate constitutions, more especially for ladies
1

*«
f 8 ^

Combined with the Acidulated Lemon syeap,
utiei

agreeable Effervescing Draught, in which its
1

ape
r cjimates?

are much increased. During hot seasons and m
hag bega

the regular use of this simple and elegant remeuj

found highly beneficial,
«trenfftn and-

Manufactured (with the utmost attention to
gJJ*^ w. J
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av LIVERPOOL and LONDON FIRE and

i TFE V.S3URANCE COMPANY. Established 1S36.

—•• l Dale Street, Liverpool ; 20 & 21, Poultry, London.
0Fr*.:5> - .

preniiums in the Fire Department exceed £310,000
Tx Annual

ium3 in tne Life Department exceed 130,000

SlucumuUtedLifeReserveLs.. ,
707,000

E-Snrees of the Company are shown by its In-
!*!iS Funds, which exceed 1,200,000

1"p^ The liability of Proprietors is unlimited.

Swinton Boult, Secretary to the Company.
John Atkinb. Resident Secretary, London.

HFVRY C. LUNN'S popular PIANOFORTE
COMPOSITION'S:—Le Papillon—La Fete des Fees—

. ^ (Reverie)—Alicia (Mazurka). "Every bar bespeaks

i-Swiplw&ed musician."—Observer.

/unpublished, The Mountaineer's Evening Song.

Tjaaioa: Leader & Cock, 63, New Bond Street, E.C.

O-^R^HARBFRtri'S. the best of each class des-

ribed, for large and small growers ; also complete Lists of

n th \W Plants, Florists' Flowers, Border Favourites, new

JanSi ** & «
m the '

'

G ardetl 0r4ele '" for 18(32
-

Price ls -

qroojibkid'ge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

THE
On December 2 tciZJ be Published, Price One Shilling,

GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK,
ALMANACK, and DIRECTORY for 1862.

BY ROBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.L.S.

the Fetjit Committee of the Hobtictjlttjral Society, akd Co-E
jotjenal of hoeticulttjre.

This issue of the Gardeners' Year Book will be the most copious work of the kind that baa hitherto appeared, and
will contain, besides the matter usually found in Almanacks, a large amount of information on Gardening and Rural subjects

useful to those engaged in such nursuits; Notices of all Horticultural, Floricultural, and Penological Novelties; Select Listi

of Plants, Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, and a Complete Directory of all the Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists in Great

Britain, Ireland, the Continent, and America.

WorJcs published at the Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener Office:

C'f
HULL'S PAMPHLETS, containing all the New

Systems.—Strawberry, 1*. ; Mushroom, 2d Edition, Is.

;

lfcrket OardeniDg, 3d Edition, Is. Qd. ; Vine, Is. ; best System

d Growing Early Potatoes, Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb,

focooibere, Melons, Herbs and Salads, 3d Edition, 2s. ; or the

fie for 5s., post free.

Jambs Cothill, F.R.H.S., Camberwell, London. S.

Just published, price Is., cloth, Is. 6d.,

A MANUAL of STRUCTURAL BOTANY, for the

use of Classes, Schools, and Private Students. By M. C.

Oooie, author of "The Seven Sisters of Sleep," &c. Illus-

tnfedby 215 woodcuts.

London: Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly, W., and all

Bookieilers.
_

__
Sow ready, Part the Fourth, concluding the "Work, price 1 0s.

,

ot with the Plates beautifully coloured, 15s., handsomely
printed on super-royal paper (largest Svo size),

A SECOND CENTURY of FERNS; being Figures,

with Brief Descriptions, of 100 New or Rare Species of

Jen*. By Sir William Jackson Hooker, K.H., LL.D., F.R.A.
and L.S., Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew.

London ; William Pamplix, 45, Frith Street, Soho, W.

Lately published, handsomely printed upon super-royal paper,
largest Svo, 21 ; or with the Plates beautifully coloured, 3J. 3s.,

A CENTURY of FERNS; being Figures, with brief
Descriptions, of 100 New or Rare Species of Ferns. By

9ir William Jackson Hooker, K.H., LL.D., F.R.A. and L.S.,
Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew.

*»* A Specimen of the Work will be sent to any address for
four poscage stamps.

£&" A'cmcE.—There is also a Re-issue of this very handsome
Work on Ferns in Half-Crown Monthly Parts—Part XXII.,
November, 1861—and continues regularly with the Magazines
W each month.

london
: Willtam Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho, W.

-Vw ready, Parts XIV. and XV., price 2s. (Double Number),
TNBEX FILICUM: an Illustrated Synopsis, with
JJJnaracters, of the Genera, and an Enumeration of the
jecies of Perns, with Synonyms, References, &c. By Thomas
JfoORE, p L.S., F.R.H.S., Author of " The Handbook of British

JSL „"J
he Ferns of Great Britain and Ireland, Nature-

"ffijeo, Curator of the Chelsea Botanic Garden.

-^iggj?JLLWi?g^M Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho ,W.

A
Now ready, price 3s. 6cZ., cloth,

MANUAL of BRITISH and FOREIGN PLANTS,
tit. 7ltiLttlGir Latin and English Names, intended to facili-

SJctS
6 V 0gres3 of the Botanical Student, <fec. By Leo H.

Jrr031
' Lecturer on Botany at the Royal School of Medicine,

JJfcnester ; Author of the " Manchester Flora," " Manchester
"*iks and Wild Flowers," " Life," " Figurative Language," &c.

Lii^f?
: Willtam Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho, W. :

iUBookii i
WARD Rowell, Church Screet; Manchester:

Just published, price One Shilling,

ORION'S NEW PARMER'S ALMANAC

MANUALS FOR THE MANY.
GARDENING for the MANY. 3d.

ALLOTMENT FARMING for the MANY. 3d.

BEE-KEEPING for the MANY. 4d.

GREENHOUSES for the MANY. Qd.

KITCHEN GARDENING for the MANY. U.
FLOWER GARDENING for the MANY. 4rf.

FRUIT GARDENING for the MANY. U.
FLORISTS' FLOWERS for the MANY. 4d.

POULTRY BOOK for the MANY. 6tf.

WINDOW GARDENING for the MANY. 9cf.

MUCK for the MANY. 3d.

*** Any of the above can be had post free for an additional

postage stamp.

THE BRITISH FERNS, popularly Described, and
Illustrated by Engravings of every Species. By G. W. Johnson,

F.R.H.S. Fourth Edition, with an Appendix. 3s. 6d., bound
in cloth, gilt edges. Post free, 3s. IQcZ.

THE GARDEN MANUAL. Fourth Edition. U64,
bound in cloth ; post free, Is. $d.

OUT-DOOR GARDENING. 1«. &£, bound in cloth;

post free, 1*. 8d.

IN-DOOR GARDENING. Is. Gd., bound in cloth;

post free, 1*. 8d.

HOW to FARM TWO ACRES PROFITABLY;
including the Management of the Cow and the Pig. By Johs
Robson. Is. ; post free, Is. id.

OUR VILLAGERS. By the Authoress of "My
Flowers," &c. 1*. bound in cloth ; free by post, Is. 2d.

THE PIGEON BOOK. ls.6d., bound in cloth ;

free by post, Is. Sd.

PRIZE ESSAY on the CULTIVATION of EARLY
POTATOES. By the Rev. E. F. Manby. Jrf. ;

post free, Sd.

THE AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL
USES of the AMMONIACAL LIQUORS produced during the

Manufacture of Gas. 4&, or 8s. per 100.

Office : 162, Fleet Street, London, E.C. ; and to be had of all Booksellers, and at the Railway Stalls.

THE ATHE1SLEUM

The price of the Athenaeum is from this date Threepence.

Thirty years ago, when the Athemum came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price

; was Eightpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-eight columns Convinced that the

1

circulation of Literary Journals was restricted by high price, and that every adjutage offered to the

public would bring increase of circulation and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half-

to Fourpence. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary Journals became the rule.

The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved. TheyW given to the p^he

the benefit of every change in the law, increasing the size without increase ui price, until the average

has become double its former size—above 96 columns.

The Proprietors, taking advantage of the abolition of the Paper Duty, have therefore resolved

that the price of the Athenjeum shall in future be Threepence.

NUMBER

EN/EU

JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, and the FINE ARTS.

Thirty- six large Quarto Pages.

for 1862.

B*:beil

. Twenty-first Year of Publication.
°* ready, price Is. sewed ; or 25. bound, and interleaved for a

TboLife of J M. W. Turner, R-A. Founded on Letters and

Pxplrt furnished by his Friends and Fellow Academicians.

Au^^h^SSS and Literary Remains of Mrs Pio^i

rThrafe) Edited, with Notes and an Introductory Acccunt

of ner Life and Writings, by A. Hayward, Esq

The Russians on the Amur; its Discovery Conquest and
Th
(llSl with a Description of the Country, its Inhabit-

££& ProdSctTons, and Commercial Capabilities ;
and Per-

ants, rrou^" ,
'

Rn£?„ian Travellers. By E. G. Ravenstem.

Reviews of, with Exteacts trom:—
The Laws which regulate the Deposition of Lead Ore in Veinfl

Illustrated by an Examination of the Geological Structure <

th« Wnivuv l)i^ri,»ra nf Alsfcrm Moor. Bv William Wallnoe

The Greek T- stamen t. With Notes, Grammatical and
getical. By W. Webster, M.A., and W. F. Wilkinson,

Vol. II., containing the Epistles and the Apocalyp**.

Characteristics of Old Church Architecture, «fcc., in the Main-

Land and Western Islands of Scotland. By T. S. Muur.

Hegelism and Philosophy—(L'HcgeKanisme et la Philosophic-

par A. VeraJ.

Introduction to the History of Philosophy and to the Philo-

„~«i— n r rr; Q f rt»^_rp,.«1,-ortn; alia Kfriria. Ac. Bv tne a*me.

-I

Diary,

»d CALraDAR for 1862, pp. 190, and Drawings of the

j^?pJ? ved ImPlemeuts bv the best Makers.
b^sRidoway, 109, Piccadilly, W. ; and all Booksellers and

WITH SHORTER NOTICES OF
Recollections of the Exped
By Georges do Keroulee.

New Editions.

J
List of New Books.

Voyage n.

HE Just published,

BRITISH ALMANACK for 1862

in Lancashire and Yorkshire. By John

Sewed in a Wrapper, price Is.
THE COMPANION to the ALMANACK.

Sewed in a Wrapper, price 2s. <5</.

On n*Q r.
Contents :— „ _. _,

Btonna u
Census of th© United Kingdom, 1861. By James T.

C^! oft^^nsus Office. w n
Bo£ Uttou SllPPly, Present and Prospective. By George

p^Perataon

'**

^ ,?°PuLir Education in England : an Abstract of the

™ the Commissioners.^w of the International Exhibition of 186*2.

jnaustrial Department. By George Dodd.

St^tiflSS ^rt8 Apartment. By James Thorne.
Ajjgjgcs of the United States for 1860; with Comparative

ArcbiSn? Refor<ince to the Civil War in 1861.
T^e w-I^

aud public Improvements, 1361. B? James

Wth Wlth Woodcuts.
. .we other usual Articles on the Legislation, Statistics,

Tum t>^ Ac., of 1861.
* BRITISH ALMANACK and COMPANION.
^dan °&etber' in do^h boards, lettered, price 4*.^- Ksiqht & Co., 90, Fleet Street: and sold by all

»»«-"-"--» Kingdom.

Civilisation considered as a Science. By G. Harris.

i^W**&?^^*^*» Life. By Mad. la

Comtesse de Bassonville.

OriffinaL-Notes on the History of Perspective, by Professor De Morgan-ScL-iric Nomeuelature-The New Othello.

Weekly Gossip.-D, HooVa < Lives of the Arcbbishops^^O^SfW^St^fcV$X?&e&sSSZ£
^akspeare TO^-wr:^pSan nf Da^n-M. Ternaux's • History of the Reign

—Bolton Free Library

YWel Expedition—New Artesiuu »cu »- * 7*=- .

su?le Liv?e des Sauvages '-Improvements in Naple,
Arte*

Science. Mr Wallace on The Laws which regulate the Deposition of Lead Ore in Veins.

Societies.lReports of the Proceedings of the Geologicai-Linnean-Zoological^Institution of Civil Engine-Royal lusti-

tution—Syro-Egyptian.

rir»P Arts —\fr Muir on the Characteristics of Old Church Architecture.
Fine Arts. Mr. Muirontn

Pi„ tnres-Afr Cope's Fresco. « The Raising of the Standard at NotUngham by

MisceUanea.-Tho Niger Exploring Expeditioa-The Massacres in Syria.

i!,|^r.

*#*

on for Twelve Months, 13*.; Si* Months, &

If required to he sent by post, thejrasfca rtr*

Office for Advertisemeats and Commuuicatioas : 20, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

A



THE GARDENERS* CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

Works Published by Bla>ckie & Son.

In Two largo Vols., super-roval Svo, 2250 pages, cloth, SJ. 15s.,

MORTON'S CYCLOPEDIA of AGRICULTURE*
Practical and Scientific ; in which the Theory, the Art,

and the Business of Farming, in all their departments, are
thoroughly and practically treated, by upwards of 50 of the
most eminent Farmers, Land Agents, and Scientific Men of
the day. Edited by John C. Morton, Editor of the Aoricul-
tural Gazette. With above 1800 Illustrative Figures on Wood
and Steel.

Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth, 135.,

OUR FARM CROPS; beinsr a popular Scientific
Description of the Cultivation, Chemistry Diseases, and
Remedies, &c, of our different Crops, worked up to the high
Farming of the Present Day. By John' Wilson, F.R.S.E.,
Professor of Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh, Mem-
ber of Council of the Royal Agricultural Society ofEngland, <tc.
Illustrated with Engravings on Wood.

Super-royal Svo, cloth, 30a.,

FARM INSECTS: being the Natural History and
Economy of the Insects Injurious to the Field Crops in Great
Britain and Ireland, and also those which infest Barns and
Granaries. With Suggestions for their Destruction. By John-
Curtis, F.L.S., <fcc. Illustrated with many hundred figures, plain
and coloured.

Super-royal Svo, cloth, 31a. 6d.,

THE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT: Practical and
Scientific. A Guide to the Formation and Management of the
Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens and the Cultivation and
Management of Conservatory, Greenhouse, and Hothouse
Plants, with a Copious Calendar of Gardening Operations. By
Robert Thompson, Superintendent of the Royal Horticultural
Society's Garden, Chiswick. Illustrated with beautifully
coloured Engravings, and nearly 300 Engravings on Wood.

Foolscap Svo, bound, 9s ,

THE AGRICULTURIST'S CALCULATOR: a
Series of Forty-five Tables for Land-Measuring, Draining
Manuring;, Planting, Weight of Hay and Cattle by Measure'
ment, Builuing, &c, forming a complete Ready Reckoner for
all engaged in Agriculture.

Foolscap Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.,

HAY and CATTLE MEASURER: a Series of Tables
for computing the Weight of Haystacks and Live Stock by
Measurement. Also, Tables showing the Equivalent, in Weight
and Price, of the Imperial to the Dutch Stone, and other
Local Weights.

. Foolscap Svo, cloth, 2a.,

""'DITCHING and DRAINING: a Manual of Tables
for Computing Work done. Suited to the use of Contractors
and Employers of Labour.

Foolscap 8vo, cloth, 3* 6d.,

THE AGRICULTURIST'S ASSISTANT; a Note
Book of Principles, Rules, and Tables, adapted to the use of
all engaged in Agriculture, or the Management of Landed
Property. By John Ewart, Laud Surveyor and Agricultural
Engineer. Plates and Cuts.

Foolscap Svo, cloth, 3a. 6d. tTHE FARMER'S GUIDE: a Treatise on the
Diseases of Horses and Black Cattle, with Instructions for the
Management of Breeding Mares and Cows. By James Webb,
Veterinary Surgeon. Tenth Editiou.

LOVELL REEVE & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

Publishing Monthly.

Sir W. J. Hooker, F.R.S.

CURTIS'S BOTANICAL MAGAZINE j comprising
the New Plants of the Royal Gardens of Kew, and other

Establishments. Royal Svo. 6 Coloured Plates, 3s. 6d.

The Rev. H. H. Dombrain.

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE; comprising the New
Florists* Varieties of Pooular Garden Flowers. Imperial Svo.

4 Coloured Plates, 2s. 6ti.

Sir W. J. Hooker, F.R.S.

GARDEN FERNS. A Selection of the Kinds best

adapted for Cultivation in the Garden, Hot-house or Con-
servatory. Royal Svo. 4 Coloured Plates, 2s. 6d.

Sir W. J. Hook ek, F. R. S.

THE BRITISH FERNS. A New Series, with full

Analyses of Fructification and VeuatiDn. Royal Svo. 4

Coloured Plates, 2s. 6d.

Lovell Reeve, F.L.S.

CONCHOLOGIA ICONICA. Figures and Descrip-
tions of ths Shells of the Mollusca. Demy 4to. 8 Coloured
Plates, 10».

Recently Published.

George Bentham, P.L.S.

HANDBOOK of the BRITISH FLORA. A Descrip-

tion of the Flowering Plants and Ferns, for the use of

Beginners and Amateurs. 1 vol. crown Svo. 12a.

[Novembeb 23, 1S61

Bonn's English Gentleman's Library for DecentHandsomely printed in demy 8vo, and 111 ustratari-Hi^
traits and Plates, at oi. per Volume * ***

THE ENTIRE CORRESPONDENCE of HORArrWALPOLE. with the Prefaces of Mr. Croker Lori nTand others, the Notes of all previous Editors aid aliiSS
Notes by Peter Cunningham. Illustrate '»uu

"
Illustrated with

fine Portraits engraved on Steei. Complete "in'vln??"?1

Vol. IX., with General Index.
1U Am» v*

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden, London, W C

Bonn's Philological library for December
LOWNDES'S BIBLIOGRAPHER'S M \\t'at ^

ENGLISH LITERATURE, comprising an account 2
rare, curious, and useful Books published in England sine* thl
invention of printing-

; with Bibliographical and Critical XotkSand Prices. New Edition, revised and enlarged, by B
Bohn. Part VII., containing Letters P to Re , price 3* •

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden, London, W C

Foolscap Svo, cloth, 3s.,

HOW to CHOOSE a GOOD MILK* COW; or, a
Description of all the Marks by which the Milking Qualities
of Cows may be ascertained. By J. H. Maone. With a
Supplement on the Dairy Cattle of Britain ; their Qualities,
Management, and Productive Results, with Hints for SelectingBy John Haxton. Illustrated with Engravings.

r

Bound in roan, 2s. ,

THE LAND-MEASURER'S READY-RECKONER;
being Tables for ascertaining at Sight the Contents of any
Field or Piece of Land. By Neil M'Culloch.
Blackie & Son, Paternoster Row, London, E.C. : and all

Booksellers. '

This day is published, price 1/. Us. 6U,

THE BOOK of FARM BUILDINGS: their
__ Arrangement and Construction. By Henry Stephens
F.R.S.E., Author of the "Book of the Farm," &o. ; and
Robert Scott Burn, Engineer. In large Octavo, pp. 562.
luustrated with 28 Engravings on Copper and 1017 Engravings
on Wood. Half-bound.

Uniform with the above,
THE BOOK of the FARM. By Henry Stephens,

F.R.S.E. Two Vols, royal Svo, with Engravings. Price
ol., half-bound.

THE BOOK of FARM IMPLEMENTS and MA.
CHINES. By James Slight and R. Scott Burn. Edited
by Henry Stephens. F.R.3.E. Royal Svo, with 875 En-
gravings. Price 21. 2*., half-bound.

THE BOOK of the GARDEN. By Chahles
M'Intosh. Two Vols, royal Svo, with 1055 EnKraviuga.
Priced. 7«. 6d„ half-bound. * K

THE FORESTER* By James Brown, Wood Manager
to the Earl of Seafield. Third Edition. Royal Svo, with
Engravings. Price 11. 10s. , half-bound.

FARM ACCOUNTS: A Practical System of Farm
Book-Keeping, being that recommended in the " Book of

. the Farm." By Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E. Royal Svo,
price 2*. 6d. Also, Seven Folio Account Books, con-
structed in accordance with the System. Price 22*.

William Blackwood <fc Sons, Edinburgh and London.

To be issued in 12 Monthly Parts, price 1*. each,

THE YOUNG GARDENER'S EDUCATOR;
being a Series of Lessons in the Conversational Style on

the subjects generally considered necessary for the young
Gardener to understand, viz., English Grammar, Geology,
Botany, Vegetable Physiology, Horticultural Chemistry, Phy-
sical Geography, Entomology, Land Measuring, Architectural
Drawing, Letter-writing, Penmanship, the Measurement of
Artificers' work connected with Gardening, &c, with a Glossary

« rS.
few> technicaI terms. By William Keane, author of

The Beauties of Surrey and of Middlesex ;" one of the
departmental writers of the Journal of Horticulture, and late
hardener of Orwell Park, Ipswich. To be published Dec. 1.
London: Groombridoe & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, E.C,

and all Booksellers ; and of the Author, the Old Horticultural
Gardens, Edwardes Place, Kensington, S.W.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A.

OUTLINES of FUNGOLOGY, containing Characters
of above a Thousand Species. Copiously illustrated with
Coloured Figures. 30a.

Lovell Reeve, F.L.S.

ELEMENTS of CONCHOLOGY. An Introduction

to the Natural History of Shells, and of the Animals which
form them. Royal 8vo. 2 vols. 62 Coloured Plates, 21. 16s.

Professor Harvey, F.R.S.

SYNOPSIS of BRITISH SEAWEEDS; comprising

Descriptions, with Critical Remarks, of all the known Species.

12mo. 5s.

Professor Harvey, F.R.S.

ATLAS of BRITISH SEAWEEDS; comprising

Figures, with Dissections, of all the known Species. Demy
4to. SO Coloured Plates. Si. 3s.

Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.R.S.

FLORA of TASMANIA: the Concluding Section of

the Botany of the Antarctic Voyage of H.M.S8. Erebus and

Terror. Royal 4to. 2 vols. 200 Coloured Plates. Id. 10s.

comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergy Farnilie*
and Emigrants. By T. J. Graham, M.D., Licentiate ..'the
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, and MemU »w*
Royal College of Surgeons of England.
"Of all the Medical Guides that have corao to our baad*

this is by far the beat. For fulness and completeness they*,
yield the palm to Dr. Graham's."

—

Banner.
J

"Far excelling every publication of its daa."—BntiA
Standard, February, 1859.

Also, by the same Author, price lis., Sixth Edition

2. ON the DISEASES of FEMALES; a Treatise
describing their Symptoms, Causes, Varieties, aud TreatmsBt
With Cases, and a Medical Glossary.

"A mass of information indispensable to those forwhoBlfc
is intended."

—

Blackwood's Lady's Magazine.

Also, by the same Author, price 10s. in cloth,

3. ON INFANCY and CHILDHOOD; embracing
the whole subject of Medical and Physical Management froti

Birth, with Hints to Young Mothers for the Management o(

themselves as well as their offspring, <fcc.

" Written in a clear and interesting manner, and the Autb
displays, as in his previous works, much judgment."—Medial
Circular.

''Broad principles and rules, the adoption of which by

parents will materially conduce to the health and happiness of

their children in after years."

—

Witness.

London: Published by Simpkiv, Marshall, & Co., Stationers'

Court ; and Whittaker & Co., Paternoster Row. Sold by til

Booksellers,

George Bentham, P.L.S.

FLORA tHONGKONGENSIS, a Description of the

Flowering ^Plants and .Ferns of the Island of Hong-Kong.

Demy Svo, 16*.

Sir W. J. Hooker, F.R.S.

FILICES EXOTICiB. A Century of Exotic

particularly such as' are most worthy of Cultivation.

4to. 100 Coloured Plates, 67. 11*.

Ferns,
Royal

Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.R.S.

SIKKIM-HIMALAYAN PLANTS, selected from

Drawings made in Sikkim under the superintendence of the

late J. F. Cathcart, Esq. Imperial folio, 51. 5s.

Sir J. E. Tennent's New Work on Ceylon.

Now ready, in One thick Vol. post 8vo, with 82 Wood Engrav-

ings from Original Drawings, price 12s. 6d. cloth,

SKETCHES of the NATURAL HISTORY oj

CEYLON ; with Narratives and Anecdotes illustrative of

the Habits and Instincts of the Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles,

Fishes, Insects, Ac, including a Monograph of the Elephant,

and a Description of the Modes of Capturing and Training it-

By Sir J. Emerson Tennent, K.C.S., LL.D., <fcc.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

Kew Work by Captain Richard Burton.
In One Vol. Svo, with Three Ma md 18 Illustrations, price IS*..

THE CITY of the SAINTS; and Across the Rocky
Mountains to California. By Richard F. Burton, Captain

H.M. Indian Army: Fellow and Gold Medallist of the Royal

Geographical Societies of France and England ; H.M. Consul in

West Africa; Authorofa "Pilgrimage to Meccaand Medina,'*&c.

Loudon: Longman, GRggN^LosoMAN, & Roberts.

Just published, in 8vo, price 7*. 6d. cloth,

ON WINDS and STORMS: with an Essay on

Weather and its Varieties. By Thomas Hopkiss. M.B.M.Sv

" In meteorological re- 1 these forces are has been his

searches, observes the Author, principal object. This we

the desideratum appears to be think he has done. By clear

to obtain a clear perception of aud well-sustained reasoning

the natural powers or forces he has rendered the subject

that disturb the atmosphere, more plain and simple tnan

so as to cause its great move- has hitherto been the case. —
\
ments, and to prove what Gardener*' Chronicle.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

George Bentham, P.L.S.

OUTLINES of ELEMENTARY BOTANY/,
Introductory to Local Floras. 2s. 6d.

Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.R.S.

ESSAY on the FLORA of AUSTRALIA,
Origin, Affinities and Distribution. Royal 4to, 10«.

as

its

The Rev. J. M. Jephson.

A WALKING TOUR in BRITTANY, accompanied
by Notes of a Photographic Expedition. Royal Svo, 12*.

The Rev. C. Boutell, M.A.

MANUAL of BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGY, copiously

illustrated with Coloured Plates. 12mo. 10*. 6d.

Reduced in Price.

John Curtis, F. L. S.

BRITISH ENTOMOLOGY; the Genera of Insects

illustrated by Figures of the most Rare and Beautiful Species,

and, in many instances, of the Plants on which they are

found. Royal 8vo. 16 vols., 770 Coloured Plates. Published
at 43J. 16*. ; now offered at 161. 16s. Any volume separately

2ft.

Professor Harvey, F.R.S.

PHYCOLOGIA BRITANNICA; a complete History of

the British Seaweeds, with Coloured Figures and Dissections

of all the Species. Royal 8vo. 4 vols. 360 Plates. Published
at 71. 17*. 6d. ; now offered at 6L 6s.

Lovell Reeve, F.L.S.

CONCHOLOGIA SYSTEMATICA; a complete System
of Conchology, copiously Illustrated. Demy 4to. 2 vols. 300
Coloured Plates. Published at 12/. 12*. ; now offered at 81. 8s.

but

Lovell Reeve & Co., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

The Moniteur of Monday publishes an Imperial

decree convening the Senate for the 2d Dec. next.

The Ministerial journals announce that the Go-

vernment is preparing a reduction of the army o

the extent of from 80,000 to 100,000 men

state that this reduction will not cause an/ <**#

in the system now in force, as all the exisu g

regimental lists are to be maintained, the

being allowed to return to their homes on a J -

furlough. It is said that M. Fould does not vxku

to resort to a loan at present, or to P^?°*[
tur

*

increase of taxes which may fetter agri »

industry, and commerce. A tax on lucifer matcne^,

a tax on pianos, a tax on all incomes above ^
a year, and an increase in the stamp uy,

jt
-

3

said to be the measures under consideration. ^
rumoured that the Empeboe andEaiPBESb, a_

^
panied by the Pkince Impe rial, will pay a

Queen Victoria during the International

»

bition of next year. ,

The Austrian Government has officially intor

all foreign Courts that the measures Uken w

Hungary are essentially provisional, una

country consents to accept the P«*"e£Vf^A
by the Crown, instead of claiming those

it possessed before the revolution of 1w«

The election of the persons gualned to vote

v%

B
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e^wS'oi-members to the Prussian Chamber of France, England, and Spain, relative to their joint

Bepaties took place on Monday throughout the intervention in Mexico, were exchanged on Friday,

uldom. The result of the elections both in !

and the Convention was published in a Supplement

jjgfcn and in the provinces was decidedly in favour to the Gazette on Saturday,

^tbe Liberal patty.

Accounts from Breslau state that the Ad-

ministrator of the Archbishopric of Warsaw was

-•rested in pursuance of orders from St. Peters-

-rgh and that he is to be tried by court-martial.

the Chapter has refused to comply with the
** "

another

The

Sfome i£ebj$*

demand of the Government to elect

jdministrator, and has appealed to Rome,

reported discovery of 15,000 muskets in a Convent

oq the estate of Count Zamoyski is said to be

without foundation.

A despatch from Ragusa states that the war in

Montenegro has been interrupted by the severity

of the weather, and that a heavy fall of snow has

compelled Omak Pacita to go into winter quarters.

The insurgents had previously cut off the commu-

nications between Ragusa and Trebigne, and both

cmies bad been strongly reinforced.

From Turin we learn that the Italian Parliament

as opened on Wednesday, when Baron Ricasoli,

is President of the Council, explained the present

state of the Roman question, and laid upon the

table a project which he had submitted to the

Papal Court with the view of effecting a reconcilia-

tion between the State and the Church. He had,

he said, requested the Emperor Napoleon to

become mediator, but owing to the little disposition

to conciliation on the part of the Roman Court, the

mediation had not been attended with any result.

Afte» the speech of Baron Ricasoli, an animated

discussion took place on the state of the Neapolitan

provinces, and the Chamber ultimately resolved to

discuss the state of Naples at the same time as the

Roman question. It is reported from Rome that the

PapalGovernment is preparing an expedition against

L'mbria, and that hands of brigands still infest

some of the Neapolitan provinces under Chiavone
and Borges. The former is hotly pursued by the

Italian troops, who have succeeded in cutting him
otf' from the Papal States, and it is expected that

to will soon be captured. Boeges has sacked or

oeeipied three towns in the province of Basilicata,

i has made attempts on other towns, but has
been repulsed. The inhabitants of the province
nave called on General Della Marmoha to adopt

re measures for the suppression of this

kigandage.

Accounts from New York state that General
^ott has resigned the Command-in-Chief
°i the Federal army, and has been suc-
ceeded by General M'Clellan. General Fremont
« obeyed the orders of the Washington Govern-
ment and laid down his command, but his
tonoval has caused much discontent among the
°nicers and men of the army in Missouri. A
j*port from Fort Monroe states that the Federal
«et was bombarding Port Royal, and was meeting
^th a warm reception from the Confederates, who
*re commanded by Commodore Patrick. Another
|ccount states that Port Royal was in a critical

Jadition and on the point of surrendering to the
***• Two of the Federal steamers had been
decked on the coast of North Carolina, and their

-*s taken prisoners by the Confederates. Im-
portant movements are taking place on the Lower
*otomac indicative of the departure of large bodies of

-federates to the points threatened on the Southern

J*
8*) and it is reported that General Beauregard

*** relinquished the command on the Potomac,
?*u Proceeded to take the command in South
juolina. An engagement has taken place at

f*j
ln*ont, on the Mississippi, between the Con-
flate garrison at that place, and a Federal

txNition from Cairo. Great loss was sustained
00 both sides, and the Federals ultimately retired,

il <u
Confederate war steamer, Nashville, arrived

•Northampton on Thursday, and landed the crew

Ihl
American ship Harvey Birch, of New York,

.,.* 8ne captured and burnt on Tuesday morning

mouth of the Channel. The Nashville,
*t the

* lcI
* is commauded by Captain Pegbim. an

.^Oetof thft TTtiit»<l Qf^J navtr hoa all

old

the United States" navy, has since gone

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and
the Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On
Saturday morning the Queen rode out on horseback.
The Right Rev. Dr. Baring had an audience of
her Majesty, and did homage on being translated
to the See of Durham. Dr. Colquhoun was intro-

duced and received the honour of knighthood from the
Queen. Sir George Grey had an audience of her
Majesty. On Sunday morning the Queen and Prince
Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena and Louifta, and
Prince Arthur, attended Divine service in the Private

Chapel. The Dean of Windsor officiated. On Monday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort walked in the
Home Park. The Princess Helena rode in the Riding
House ; the Princess Louisa took a carriage drive.

Lord Methuen, Lord in Waiting to the Queen, and
Colonel Seymour, C.B., Groom in Waiting to the Prince

Consort, left Southampton for Lisbon, with letters of

condolence from her Majesty and his Royal Highness to

the King and Royal family of Portugal, on the death of

the late King. In the afternoon the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by Princess Alice, drove

out and honoured the Belgian Minister and
Madame Van de Weyer with a visit at New
Lodge, Windsor Forest. On Tuesday morning
the Queen walked in the grounds of the Castle.

The Prince Consort went out shooting. The Princess

Alice drove to Watford in a carriage and four, and
honoured the Countess of Clarendon with a visit at the

Grove. Her Royal Highness returned to the Ca9tle in

the afternoon. The Right Hon. Sir George Lewis
arrived on a visit. On Wednesday morning the Queen,
Prince Consort, and the Princess Alice rode out on

horseback. The Princess Helena rode in the Riding

House, and Princess Louisa took a carriage drive.

Prince Arthur rode out on horseback. In the after-

noon the Queen held a Privy Council at which the

Duke of Somerset was sworn as Lord Lieutenant

of Devon, Earl Cowper was sworn as Lord
Lieutenant of Bedfordshire, and Lord Llanover

was sworn as Lord Lieutenant of Monmouthshire.

Her Majesty gave audiences to the Duke of Somerset,

Lord Palmerston, and Earl Granville. Earl Fortescue

had an audience, and delivered to her Majesty the

insignia of the Order of tbe Garter worn by bis late

father. On Thursday morning the Queen, with the

Princess Alice, drove out in an open carriage. The
Prince Consort accompanied her Majesty on horseback.

Prince Arthur rode on horseback. Princess Helena

and Princess Louisa rode in the Riding House. The

Right Hon. Sir G. C. Lewis left the Castle for London.

The Judge-Advocate-General had an audience of the

Queen, and submitted the proceedings of some courts-

martial.

The Princess Royal.—Thursday was the birthday

of the Princess Royal, and was duly observed with the

usual salutes and ringing of bells in the town of Windsor,

bat no festivities took place at the Castle in consequence

of the Court mourning.

The Pbince of Wales.—It is stated that tbe Prince

of Wales will visit the Ionian Islands shortly after

Christmas, and then proceed to Syria and Egypt. His

Royal Highness will return to England before the

opening of the Great Exhibition. The Osborne Admi-

ralty yacht will proceed to the Mediterranean about the

middle of December, to be in attendance on the Prince,

who will proceed by way of Trieste, and meet the yacht

at Malta.

Pblnce Leopold arrived at Cannes on the 15th,

having travelled from Paris by easy stages. The

Prince occupies the Villa Leader, near that of Lord

Brougham.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Tuesday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was

held yesterday.

Pabliamentaey Movements.—A meeting of the

leading Conservatives of East Worcestershire was held

on Monday, Sir John Pakin^fcon in the chair, at which

it was resolved that no opposition should be offered to

the return of Mr. Foley Vernon, the Liberal candidate.

The Lord Mayor has been invited to offer himself for

Finsbnry, vacant bv the death of Mr. T. Duncombe, but

has declined the invitation. A requisition has since been

presented to Mr.Lusk.one rf the late Sheriffs, inviting

him to come forward; and Mr. Sleigh, of the

Old Bailey Bar, has issued an address to the

electors. Mr. Knatchbull has announced his inten-

tion to follow the example of his colleague, bir

William Miles, and to retire from East Somerset at the

next general election. Sir Frederic Slade, Bart, and

Mr. Ralph Neville Grenville, of Butleigh Court, will be

the Conservative candidates for the vacant seats. It is

stated that Mr. Horsfall intends to retire from Liver-

pool on the next dissolution, and to become a candidate

for Warwickshire ; and that Mr. J. A. Tobm and Mr.

announced his intention of retiring from Parliament at

the next dissolution, on account of his /ailing health.

Mr. K. W. Johnson, of Bucklehamptou Hall, has been
invited by the Conservatives of Worcester to allow him-
self to be put in nomination for that city at the next
general election.

Knighthood.—The Queen has conferred the honour
upon Dr. Patrick Mac-Combaichof knighthiod

"^*>ck to be repaired 8. R. Graves are to be brought forward a, the Conser-

^ ratiaeatiol of the Convention between vative candidates for tbe borough. Mr. >V
.
J. Fox has

I

Colquhoun, LL.D., one of the J udges of the Supreme
Court of the Ionian Islands.

Coubt Appointment.—The Queen has appointed
Dr. Robert Adams, M.D., President of the lloval
College of Surgeons in Ireland, to be Surgeon* in

Ordinary to her Majesty in Ireland, iu the room of the
late Dr. Cusack.

The China. Command.—Rear- Admiral Erskine, late

second in command of the Channel squadron, has been
nominated by the Duke of Somerset to succeed feir

James Hope, K.C.B., as Cominander-in-Chief of the
naval forces in China.

Tin: Ikon Plated Peigates.—The Black Prince,
screw, iron plated frigate, arrived at Spitbead on
Monday morning from Greenock. She si <1

remarkably well during the passage, answering the
slightest touch of her helm, and the speed attained
was as satisfactory as could be desired. -Messrs.

Napier, the builders of the ship, and Mr. T. Pean,
of the firm of Messrs. Penn and Sons, the builders

of the engines, were on board. The preliminary
light draught trial of her speed took place at the
measured mile in Stokes Bay on Tuesday, when she
made four runs, realising nearly 14| knots per hour
The trial was considered in every respect satisfactory,

seeing that she is not yet tully ringed or weighted, and
that she had only Scotch coal on board. On Thursday
she went into harbour to be fitted for immediate
commission iu the first-class reserve.—The Oetavia,

51, screw- frigate, was tried on Wednesday, at the

measured mile. Unusual interest was felt in this trial

in consequence of a new principle being introduced in

the machinery, that of three cranks and three cylinders,

with a surface condenser. The result was highly satis-

factory. The ship worked very easily, the vibration

was very slight, and in six runs at full speed the

average was 12* knots. The trial lasted six hours.

The Gun-Boats.—An order was received on Tuesday
at Portsmouth and Plymouth to hold in readiness for

active service, at an hour's notice, all the gun-boats in

the first class steam reserve at those ports. To enable

the order to be carried out iu the most efficient manner,

the officers and crew for each vessel were told oft' to her

from the ships in harbour. It is understood that this

order is merely a piece of naval " drill," iu order to test

how quickly $.uese vessels may be got ready for sea iu

case of emergency.

The New Admiralty Regulations. — The new
instructions recently issued by the Admiralty direct

that the officers, petty officers, and seamen of the

fleet shall not wear moustaches or beards, and state

that moustaches, but not beards, may be worn by the

officers and men of the Royal Marines. They also

direct that officers under IS years of age aud boys are

not to be allowed to take up tobacco or to smoke, either

on shore or afloat.

The Mexican Expedition.—The ratifications of the

Convention relative to the combined intervention in

Mexico were exchanged on Friday, and the Convention

was published in a Supplement to tbe Gazelle on Satur-

day. The following are the articles of this Convention :

" Art. I.—Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain an'l Ireland, her Majesty the Queen of Spain, and
his Majesty the Emperor of the French, engage to make,
immediately after the signature of the present Convention, the
necessary arrangements for despatching to the coasts of
Mexico combined naval and military forces, the strength of

which shall be determined by a further interchange of commu-
nications between their Governments, but of which the total

shall be sufficient to seize and occupy the several fortresses and
military positions on the Mexicau coast. The commanders
of the Allied forces shall be, moreover, authorised to execute
tbe other operations which may be considered, on the spot,

most suitable to effect the object specified in the preamble of

the present Convention, and specifically to insure the security of
foreign residents. All the measures contemplated in this article

shall be taken in the name and on account of the high
contracting parties, without reference to the particular

nationality of the forces employed to execute them.
"Art. II.—The high contracting parties engage not to seek

for themselves, in the employment of the coercive measures
contemplated by the present Convention, any acquisition of

territory nor any special advantage, and not to exercise in the
internal affairs of Mexico any inflaence of a nature to prejudice
the right of the Mexican nation to choose aud to constitute

freely tne form of its Government.
"Art. III.—A Commission, composed of three Commissioners,

one to be named by each of the contracting Powers, shall be
established, with full authority to determine all questions that
may arise as to the application or distribution of the sums of

money which may be recovered from Mexico, having regard to

the respective rights of the three contracting parties.

"Art. IV.—The high contracting parties desiring, moreover,
that the measures which they intend to adopt should not bear
an exclusive character, and being aware that the Government

the United States, on its part, has, like them, claims to en-
force upon the Mexican Republic, agree that immediately after

the signature of the present Convention a copy thereofshall be
communicated to tte Government of the United States ; that
that Government shall be invited to accede to it ; and
that in anticipation of that accession their respective
Ministers at Washington shall be at once furnished with full
were for the purpose of concluding and signing, collectively

or separately, with the Plenipotentiary designated by the
President of the United States, a Convention identic, save
the suppression of the preseut article, with that which they
sign this day. But by delaying to put into execution
Articles I. and II. of the present Convention, the high con-
tracting parties would incur a risk of failing in the object
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which they desire to attain, they have agreed not to defer,

with the view of obtaining the accession of the Government of

the United States, the commencement of the above-mentioned
operations beyond the time at which their combined forces

can be assembled, in the neighbourhood of Vera Cruz.
Art. V.—The present Convention shall be ratified, and the

ratifications thereof shall be exchanged at London within 15

days. In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries

have signed it, and have affixed thereto the seal of their arms.

Done at London, in triplicate, the 31st of October, 1861.

Signed, Russell, Xavier de Isturiz, Flahaolt."

portion*
Fbance.—The Moniteur of Monday publishes a

decree convening the Senate for the 2d of December. It

is said that the Emperor will pay a visit to Her Majesty

Queen Victoria during the International Exhibition of

next year, accompanied by the Empress and the Prince

ImperiaL The programme of M. Fould, the new
Minister of Finance, was published in the official

journals of Friday. It is of great length, and fills

three columns of the daily papers. The following are

some of the details :

—

" During the last ten years the public debt has been increased

by 2,800,000,000 francs, or one hundred and twelve millions

sterling. To meet the expenditure of the Government, the
loans negociated in 1854, 55, and 59 amounted to no less than
eighty millions sterling. When the privilege of the Bank was
renewed, that establishment was compelled to increase its

capital by four millions sterling, the whole of which was
absorbed by the Government. TheArmy Endowed Fund lent the
wholeof its funds, amounting to 5,400,000?., to the Government,
and this year " recourse has been had to a new form of loan,

the trentenary obligations, to the amount of 132 millions of

francs, or 5,230,000?., making a total of 94,300,000?." It states

that " the supplementary and extraordinary credits, which
were 83,000,000 francs in 1859, rose to 115,000,000 francs in

1860, and in 1861 they must approach 200,000,000 francs,

without counting those which it will be necessary to open in
consequence of the high price of food." This system however
has not been the creation of the Empire, but was inherited
from the preceding dynasty. During the last eight years of
Louis Philippe's reign the extraordinary credits realised

1,200,000,000 francs, being an average of 150,000,000 francs a
year ; while during the first eight years of the Empire
the extraordinary credits opened for works of peace
averaged not higher than 130,000,000 francs, or nearly
1,000,000?. per annum loss than during the reign of Louis
Philippe. Taking the ordinary revenue of France, in round
figures, at 70,000,000?. a year, the expenditure in 1859 was
73,340,000?. ; in 1860, 74,600,000?. ; in 1361, 78,000,000?.

"

This programme has been well received by the Paris

journals. The Revue des Deux Mondes, however,

observes that the facts disclosed by M. Fould are much
more serious than those it pointed out in the article for

which it was warned by M. de Persigny, who designated

it as a " tissue of falsehoods/' The Temps also takes

the same view, and laments that so many papers have

been suppressed, suspended, and warned for having
hinted at what M. Fould now so unreservedly proclaims.

The Patrie contains the following article on the mode
in which If. Fould will proceed to carry out his financial

programme :

—

" The first care of the Minister of Finance on taking the
direction of the Ministerial department intrusted to him is, of

course, the study of the Budget of 1863. Thus, M. Fould (so

we are informed^ has lost no time in examining the modifica-

tions which must be made in the receipts and expenditure of

the State, according to the new regulations which he has
induced the Emperor to adopt, and which will be confirmed by I

a Senatu* ConnUtum. The problem to be resolved is this—to

increase the receipts by diminishing the expenses, and at the
same time to provide suitably for the public service. If we
are rightly informed, the first reform under consideration is a
reduction of the army without infringing upon the system so
happily established—that is to say, maintaining the actual
organisation. Thus the military power of France would
remain in full force, and would assure to our policy
the influence which it has achieved, at the same time
that the war estimates would be sensibly diminished.
The creation of new resources, rendered necessary by the
suppression of supplementary credits, is a delicate question,
which the new Minister of Finance will ceitainly examine
with that maturity and reserve which such great interests
command. We believe we may state that he does not propose
to add any additional tax which might fall heavily on industry,
agriculture, or commerce, and which would affect the working
classes. A tax on lucifer matches is spoken of. This measure
is, in fact, contemplated at the Ministry of Finance, and in
such a manner that the consumer will scarcely feel the
difference. An increase on stamps is also under consideration.
We are not acquainted with the Minister's views on the tax
which weighs upon the transfer of personal property, but, on
the one hand, the revenue from that tax is so small, scarcely
reaching 6,000,000f., and, on the other hand, the liberal ideas
of M. Fould are so well known, that we may be allowed to
suppose that a modification of the law of the 23d of June,
1857, is not impossible. If this modification is carried out it

we trust, lead to the suppression of the turnstiles at the

The Constitutionnel contains the following article, signed
by Dr. Veron :

—

" If we are rightly informed, his Excellency the Minister
of the Interior has submitted to the Emperor a project which
we may style 'a political and financial project

: '—a disarma-
ment, with the maintenance of the regimental organization.
This project would be a supplement to the new financial
measures the execution of which is intrusted to M. Fould. The
disarmament would not only be a new and happy guarantee of
confidence and prosperity for France, but also a new and power-
ful guarantee to Europe. It would be general peace crowning the
glory acquired by our armyon the field of battle. Ifwe are rightly
informed, the Enfperor will pay a visit to her Majesty the
Queen of England during the Universal Exhibition of London.
The project of M. de Persigny submitted to the Emperor
would, therefore, be at the same time a new and great political
and financial measure. False reports are circulating respecting
the proposed taxes that are to be submitted to the Legislative
Body next session. Wc have reason to believe that the only
projects under consideration are a very small tax on lucifer
matches, which is assuredly justified by the many deplorable
accidents that have occurred, and which it is time Government
should look to ; and a tax on pianos, which will not weigh upon
the working classes." [It has since been reported that a tax
on all incomes above 3000 francs (120*. ) is in contemplation.]

It is understood that M. Fould called before him on
Monday the Syndicat of the Agents de Change, and

intimated that he does not intend raising any loan for

the present. He is also reported to have said that, in

his opinion, the measures about to be taken will inspire

sufficient confidence to enable the immediate wants of

the Treasury to be supplied through the floating debt,

though it had been currently reported that the balance

of the Treasury at the Bank was insufficient to pay the

forthcoming dividends. M. Fould further mentioned

that within these few days there has been a commence-
ment of a return of silver to the Bank of France.—

A

solemn service was celebrated at the Church of the

Madeleine on Thursday for the repose of the soul of the

late King of Portugal, Dom Pedro V., and of his

brother, the Infante Dom Fernando. A numerous
Italian deputation attended without invitation, to do

homage to the memory of a Sovereign who was among
the first to recognise the Italian nationality.—At
the recent trial of M. Mires, it will be remembered that

among his partners who were placed at the bar at the

same time was Count Pontalba, but who was acquitted

of the criminal charge of swindling, of which M. Mires
was found guilty. Subsequently the assignees of

M. Mires* estate brought an action against the count
for the restitution of the sum of 1,700,000 francs, which
M. Mires had made over to him bv deed for services

1/

said to be rendered to the bank. The Tribunal of

Commerce, on Tuesday, gave judgment, and ordered

Count Pontalba to repay the above sum to

the shareholders, and condemned him in costs. The
Bishop of Poitiers, Monsigneur Pie, who has already

made himself notorious by comparisons between the

Emperor and certain famous personages of Biblical

history, last year celebrated with all the pomp of the
Church a funeral service in honour of Louis Gisquel, a

Pontifical Zouave, 21 years of age, who had been
enlisted by himself, and whom he described as having
fallen gloriously at Castelfidardo. The Bishop delivered

a glowing funeral oration, in which he described the

young hero as celebrated for his piety, his virtues, and
his courage, and besought for him the prayers of his

congregation in terms so touching as to draw tears from
the most obdurate. A few months afterwards the

subject of this funeral oration made his appearance in

his native town, in the vicinity of Poitiers, and soon

found his way into gaol on a charge of swindling. It

appeared that he had lived on the benevolence of eccle-

siastics by passing himself off as a Protestant and
allowing them to convert him to Catholicism ; that he
had never been at Castelfidardo at all; that he had
himself written the letter announcing his glorious but

untimely death to the Bishop ; and that he has

since traversed France as a wounded soldier of the

Papal army, wearing in his button-hole a de-

coration, placed there by the hand of his Holi-

ness himself, and has reaped a good harvest.

A few days ago he was brought before the Court of

Assize at Laval, within sight of the cathedral where his

virtues had been celebrated by the bishop, and was

tried on a charge of swindling preferred by one of the

cures, whom he had defrauded by pretending to be a

convert from Protestantism. He was found guilty and

sentenced to 15 months' imprisonment, 50 francs' fine,

and five years' surveillance of the police.—The Emperor

has redeemed the pledge he gave in April last to a

deputation from the Royal Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals, that an inquiry should be

instituted into the practice stated to be carried on

at Alfort and other veterinary colleges of France,

in the dissection of living horses and other animals.

His Majesty, through the Minister of Agriculture,

Commerce, and Public Works, has submitted^ the

question of " vivisection " to the Academy of Medicine,

with a request that they will consider and report upon

it to the Government, and the Academy in its turn has

nominated a Commission to conduct the inquiry. This

Commission is composed of men eminent in the schools

of medicine, physiology, anatomy, and the veterinary

department, including MM. Cruveilhier, Cloquet, Claude

Bernard, Robile, Moquin Tandon, and Leblanc. Mean-
while the Government has prohibited all vivisections at

Alfort and the other veterinary colleges until further

notice, and the Prefect of Police has put an interdiction

I

on the delivery for vivisection of animals impounded

|

and not claimed. The directors of the veterinary
schools at Alfort, Lyons, &c, have also been charged to
report to the Emperor on the subject of their several
colleges.

SPAiy.—The Queen is again enceinte. Senor Eos de
Olano has been sent on an extraordinary mission to

Portugal. Marshal O'Donnell has been ill, but is now
convalescent. The Queen has ordered Court mourning
for 24 days for the late King of Portugal. The Staff

of General Prim, as commander of the expedition to

Mexico, has been formed ; its chief is Major-General
Torres Jurado, and it consists of not fewer than 17 other

persons, military and civil. Orders have been given to
the General and the Staff to hold themselves in readi-

ness to leave for Mexico without delay, instead of at

the end of the month, as originally intended. The
Espana s&ys

:

—
"In political circles the project of forming in America a

confederation of all the Rep iblics of Spanish origin, with Spain
at the head of it, is now being discussed- Such a measure, it is

affirmed, would possess great advantages, both for Spain and
for those little States."

Portugal.—The Duke of Oporto arrived from
England on the 14th, and was saluted as King. On
the following day his Majesty took the oaths to the
Constitution by the title of Luis I. The Ministry

remains unaltered, but the Duke of Saldanha is
ill from the shock of the late King's death ^
funeral of the late King took place on the 16th intf

*

and was numerously attended. The corUge occS
five hours in passing from the Palace of the NecesV
dades to the Church of St. Vincent. The ministers^
state, the officers of the household, and the ar
and navy, the Municipal Chambers, and all tb^
foreign ambassadors, with the exception of the
English ambassador, took part in the procession
The Infante Dom Augusto is still dangerously

ill*

The kingdom is tranquil. The death of his Majesty \
few days after that of his brother, Dom Fernando and
the continued illness of his other brother, Dom Augasto
has caused a great sensation, and given rise to reports
of their having been poisoned during their excursion to
the province of Alemtejo. Among the common people
the report that their deaths had been occasioned by
foul means was generally believed, and had caused
much agitation in the capital.

Switzerland.—The Federal commissioners have
returned to the valley of Dappes, in order to complete
their protocol from the verbal depositions of witnesses.

A fresh violation of territory has taken place near"

Geneva.
Prussia.—The election of the persons qualified to

vote for the return of members to the Prussian Chamber
of Deputies took place on Tuesday throughout the

kingdom. The result of the elections in Berlin was

decidedly in favour of the Liberals, and the telegrams

received announce that similar results have been

obtained in the provinces.

Austria.—The Vienna journals declare that the

entrance into the French Cabinet of M. Fould, who

possesses the confidence of the financial world, is a

solemn programme of peace for many months to come,

and is especially reassuring for Europe.

Hungary.—The Austrian Government has addressed

a circular to its representatives at all foreign Courts, to

be communicated by them to the respective Govern-

ments to which they are accredited, stating that the

measures taken towards Hungary are essentially pro-

visional until that country consents to accept the

privileges granted to it by the Crown, instead of claim-

ing those which belonged to it before the revolution

of 1848.

The Adriatic—An Austrian squadron of evolution

is now assembled in the Adriatic. It consists of 50

vessels, of which 34 are steamers and 16 sailing vessels.

Among the steamers are some fast screw line-of-battle

ships; three frigates of 31 guns; three corvettes of

22 guns ; and 10 first class gun boats, armed with five

rifled cannon each. This squadron is under the com-

mand of Archduke Maximilian, Lord High Admiral of

Austria, whose second in command is Rear Admiral

Bourguignon. The crews are chiefly Sclaves, Dalma-

tians, or Germans. Independently of the organisation

of this squadron, the Austrian Government is building

10 ships of war, including two iron-cased frigates, and

is converting six sailing vessels into steamers. Great

works are under construction at Pola.

Ionian Islands.—A shocking murder was committed

at Corfu on the 26th October. A soldier of the 1st

Battalion of the 9th Regiment, called Chadwick, shot

Corporal Donollan, of the same regiment, under circum-

stances very similar to those of the recent military

murder at Aldershott. The corporal was in his barrack

room, standing up onhis bed, arranging some of bisthmgs

in the rack fixed above it, when Chadwick entered, and

without even raising his rifle to his shoulder discharged

the contents into his side. The murderer was imme-

diately secured, but the unfortunate victim, of whom at

first hopes of recovery were entertained, died m tbe

greatest agony after lingering for two days m the

hospital. The immediate cause of this crime was tne

award of six days' confinement to barracks, to whicti

Chadwick had been sentenced by the officer commana-

his regiment for insubordinate conduct to tne

The crime was committed on Saturday tne
ing

corporal.

26th October, and the corporal died on the mormflg

On the same dayMondav, the 28th. wu imc «*»««« ~.v *.
rt>

court of inquiry were held, and the genera 1
coor

martial, which sat on the 30th, sentence, the inardL*

to be hanged. This sentence was carried into «
enei

the 8th inst., on the South Parade in the atiww.

Italy.—The Italian Parliament was
?°f Baron

Wednesday. In the Chamber of ^f
1?^*

re .

Ricasoli, President of the Council, explained taep
^

sent state of the Roman question. He sai ' .^
had drawn up a plan of reconciliation

between r_«^
and liberty, and between the State ana w
He had requested the Emperor Napolep? to beco^

mediator; but, owing to the little d
Trh^medktiaii

liation on the part of the Roman Court, tne u ^
had not been attended with any result, osrV, ntg

then laid on the table of the House ™"^tcon.

relating to this project of arrangement, inep J

tains 11 Articles, of which the following is a^7^7
"The Pope and tho Cardinals are to Pre ,

se™lhe Sovereign

and inviolability. Full liberty is guaranteed to '

fl
charch

Pontiff for his acts of Divine rights as ^et °'
icate with

The Pope is empowered to send Nuncn to com ^ d

the Bishops and tbe faithf.il and ^..^^Jent. The

Councils Without the intervention ofthewj ecclesiastical

King of Italy renounces his right ja^SjjL.jjghea all right

benefices. The Italian Government also relmq n ^ King ot

of interference in the nomination ot ™3™l"
n e

»

Italy will guarantee to the Pope a certain revenu ^
The 11 Articles are preceded by an

'^Ant0Belli

Pope, accompanied by a letter to Cardinal *
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jjovbmbee 23, 1861.]

^^l^lTTeive the plan a favourable consider- I

^ueStl

A
g
note addressed ~by Baron Ricasoli to the

jtiot A
N . was aiso laid on the table of the

^^
Tt nstructs the Sardinian Minister at Paris to

*"*'*
*hp oood offices of France in order to bring this

«*•* Wore the Pope, and says that, should the

P^ kit contains be rejected, the Italian Govern-

F^nld not, without difficulty, restrain the impa-
m

f the people, who claim Rome as their capital.

ience
*il «npech of Baron Ricasoli an animated discus-

4 tank Place on the state of things in the Neapolitan
*°n

'ms. The Chamber resolved on discussing the state

?FwZs in Naples at the same time as the Roman

si It is said that the opposition programme of

T anutliern deputies is settled as follows :-l. To

7? k the Government in regard to the means resorted

k! General Cialdini for putting down brigandage

;

? Tn nnDOse any increase of taxation ; 3. To demand

L Sation of the seat of Government to

x Ips until Rome shall become the capital of

tT It is reported from a reliable source that the

Ws health is daily becoming more impaired. The

Ktionalites of Turin asserts that Signor Rattazzi

has obtained the intervention of the Emperor in

order to decide Francis II. to quit Rome shortly.

The Turin journals of Friday circulate a rumour that

General Cialdini has tendered his
1

resignation of the

4th Corps d'Armee, and that Signor Rattazzi will

relinquish the Presidency of the Chamber of Deputies.

It is believed that the resignation of General Cialdini

will not be accepted by the King. The general was to

have set out on Sunday for Paris on a temporary

leave of absence ; but he has now postponed his

intended journey. General Bixio fought a duel on

Snndav, in which, it is said, he was wounded m the

hand by a pistol shot. The Government has granted

the concession for the construction of a railway from

Turin to Savona to an English company, repre-

sented bv Messrs. Palten, Cargill, Greenfield, Gom-

berfc and 'others. A box of gunpowder exploded on

Taesday on the railway works near Orbitello, killing

seven persons and wounding five others. It^ is

said that the Papal Government is secretly preparing

an expedition against Umbria, and that fresh enrol-

ments of brigands are making at Rome. The Nazione

of Friday publishes news from Rome to the 13th

inst., announcing that two despatches, dated the 2d

September, and addressed by the Brigadier of the

Pontifical Gendarmes to Chiavone, whom he addressed

by the title of " General," fell into the hands of the

French troops in an encounter which they had with

the brigands. Chiavone, being pursued by the French

troops, re-entered Italian territory, passed the river

Leri, and after a short resistance occupied Isoletta.

He was then driven from San Giovanni and fled

successively to Monte Lenola and Rocca-Guglielma'

vA unsuccessfully endeavoured to regain the Papal

States. He is closely pursued by the Italian troops.

Twenty seven brigands, who formed part of his band,

have been killed. Among their number was Belga de

Saguer, who commanded the attack on Castelluccio.

Borges has appeared in the province ot Basilicata, with

300 brigands, and has sacked Tivegno and Salandra,

and occupied Vaglio. One of his bands, however, has

been put to flight near Pietragalla, with the loss

of 33 killed and several wounded. The remainder
°f the hand has taken refuge in the mountains
and woods surrounding Lake Pesolo. A deputation
from Basilicata has demanded from General Delia

Marmora the adoption of energetic measures for the

oppression of brigandage in that province. It is

rumoured that disembarkations of small numbers of

brigands, coming from Malta, have taken place in

Ponille and the Calabrias, and that Bourbon intrigues
are carried on at Naples and in the province of Terra
mLavoro. General Delia Marmora has held a review
tfthe National Guard of Naples, at which he addressed
««m in a speech. The following is an extract from a
8Pe«b delivered by the ex-King of Naples, in reply to

* address presented to him by"the Neopolitan nobility

£exile at Rome, accompanied by a sword of

Aoaour for himself and a diadem for the Queen :
—

''The Queen and I shall preserve eternally engraved on our
£rtsthe names of you all; and the sword which you offer

JJJel hope shall soon rise in its scabbard in defence of its

S*1 nghts. If the chances of war have been one day

?^°«™ble to us, when we essayed with our brave soldiers

^repusean invasion, as unexpected as it was unworthy, I

ml iU ?onfidence that we shall see better days, and that

fft^by the concourse of my people, and surrounded by

iill'X •
U amount the throne of my ancestors to restore,

Ke the immortal Charles III., for the second time, the md
gfcnce of my well-beloved people. Be, meantime, the
^fpreters ofmy sentiments and those of the Queen towards

WnT2 *ho are associated with you in this new and striking

S??8 of attachment and fidelity. Communicate I pray you,

Cin
X
Ares

f
ion of our sentiments to the absent, who, wander-

gm the different kingdoms of Europe, co-operate by tnei,
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Archbishopric of Warsaw, was arrested on the 13th mst.
on account of the churches being continually closed,

and because he had written a letter, worded in disre-

spectful term", to General Luders. It appears that his

arrest was in pursuance of orders from St. Petersburg.

The Prelate, who is ill, has been conducted to the

citadel, and will be tried before a court-martial. The
Government demands from the Chapter the election of

another administrator. The Chapter, however, refuses

to comply with this demand, and has appealed to Rome.
The statement that 15,000 muskets had been found

in a convent on the estate of Count Zamoyski, is said

to be pure fiction.

Turkey.—Riza Pasha has been removed from

Smyrna to the inferior government of Coniah. Namik
Pasha proceeded to Bagdad on the 9th inst. The
Armenian Patriarch has resigned. A commission has

been appointed to settle the affairs of the community.

Moktenegeo.—A heavy fall of snow has compelled

Omar Pasha to go into winter quarters. The Turkish

army has been increased by 1G,000 regular troops and

Bashi-Bazouks. The insurgents have likewise received

reinforcements. They returned on Tuesday to Ljubowa,

which place they had left on the 16th inst. A slight

skirmish has taken place between the Turks and the

insurgents, but it led to no result. The insurgents

of the Herzegovina have retired to Zubzi, and have

sent their wives and children into Austrian territory.

The Turks are continually strengthening the fortifica-

tions of their positions. Communication between

Ragusa and Trebigne has been interrupted by the

insurgents.

India.—By the overland mail we have news from

Bombay to Oct. 28, and from Calcutta to Oct. 17.

The Governor-Generalwas to leave Calcutta for Allahabad

and Agra on the 24th. The Commander-in-Chief is

forming his camp at Jullundur, whence he will march

to make his military inspection of the Punjaub. It was

rumoured that Sir George Clerk would retire from the

^ —

—
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them to the victory they were about to win. He then

prepared to set out for St. Louis, aud has been succeeded

by General Hanks. It is reported from Fort Monroe
that the commander of the Minnesota has received

information that the Federal fleet was bombarding
Port Royal, and was meeting with a warm reception,

the Confederates having been prepared for an attack

some time before. The Confederates were commanded
by Commodore Patrick. Another despatch states that

Port Royal is in a critical condition, and just ready to

surrender to the fleet. The accounts received are very

confused. Two Federal steamers have been wrecked off

the coast of North Carolina. The crews were taken

prisoners by the Confederates. Important move-

ments are taking place on the Lower Potomac

indicative of the despatch of large Confederate rein-

forcements to the points threatened on the southern

coast. It is reported that General Beauregard has re-

linquished the command of the Confederate army on the

Potomac, and has proceeded to take the command in

South Carolina. A despatch from Cairo announces that

a Federal expedition from that place, numbering 3500

men, had leaded at Belmont on the Mississippi, and

attacked the Confederate forces there, capturing cannon,

horses, and 100 prisoners. After the Federals had
taken possession of the Confederate camp it was

reported that the Confederates were crossing the river

from Columbus in order to attack the Federals in the

rear. The Federals were then ordered to return to

the boats, when a severe engagement took place, and

the Federals ultimately retired. The Confederate force

was reported to number 7000 men. The loss was heavy

on both sides. It is asserted that the Federal army

in Missouri will not advance beyond Springfield.

A despatch to the War Department from General

Rosencranz states that General Floyd made an attack

upon him on the 1st inst., but was repulsed with great

loss. General Rosencranz further states that one of his

officers, with a pretty large force, had got in the rear

Governorship of Bombay in January next, but it is now of General Floyd, and the presumption was that the

said that the Home Government has not accepted his entire force under his command would be surrounded

resignation. It is said that Mr. Cecil Beadon and captured. There is a large majority for union

will succeed Mr. J. P. Grant as Governor of Bengal, tickets in Maryland.The captain ot the slaver Erie

Lord Canning has published resolutions permitting the has been convicted ot the capital offence of piracy The

absolute sale of waste lands and the redemption of the southern journals report the arrival of the Confederate

land revenue on conditions of clearance and cultivation, steamer Theodora at Savannah with a valuable cargo.

The price ofunassessed lands is not to exceeds, an acre, The privateer Sumter is again said to ^Jeen

and tint of cleared lands is not to be above 10-?. per captured near Barbadoes. It is reported that President

J ThilS .Tto rule for five years. The Davis will certainly be relieved of the presidency The

Governor-of Madras has refused to annex North Canara Powhattan arrived at Was ungton on the 2d in£

^Bombay. Colonel Baird Smith, in his final report on from Annapolis. She passed the Confederate batteries

the famine, reeommends the permanent settlement of]

the land and water revenue in the North-West Pro-

v :nces The Great India Peninsular Railway from

Nassick to Challisgaum in Khandeish, was opened on

the 23d Sept. A railway locomotive is actually on the

without being fired on. Mr. Edwin James has

become an American citizen, and has made an appli-

cation to the Supreme Court to be admitted to the

New York Bar.—The American ship Maritana, from

Liverpool to Boston, was wrecked near Boston Light on

soil of the'Puniaub. Locomotives, tenders, &c, have
|
the night of the 3d inst. She left the Mersey on the

wL

J

mLd at Mooltan and are on their road to 25th of September with a crew of 22 including officers,

Lalor^ Exploring Expedi- and 15 passengers-.S male and 10 female The ship

tion which w£ to have been led by Captain Smith, ^ *—iw w.,1 ranrn,mr_ when Cantain \A ilhams.

has' been abandoned. Cholera is making fearful

ravages in Cabool; the average mortality from this

Sirdar Peer iuanomeu xvuau, ui
r; rfl oMmon swam on shore, and seven

held together until morning, when Captain Williams,

who was amidships, noticed that she was breaking in

two, and shouted, " Look out for yourselves." At the

sime time the vessel separated just where he stood ; he

Vnited States.—General Scott has resigned his

position as commander-in-chief of the Federal army

and General M'Clellan has been placed at the head of

the entire armies of the United States. President

together again. Five seamen swam on shore, and seven

saved themselves by clinging to the poop. The

remainder of the crew and passengers, 27 in all, were

swept off the wreck and drowned.

EWT

Lincoln announced in person to General^ Scott, at the the 4th inst., reports that there had been more rioting

^^^Tn^ZE38S ;Ind wYth that good

52* ytoch distinguishes you, find a way to make known the

Sjgsja of our gratitude to those who, though abiding^under
*

inSST yok« of the foreign invader, have not hesitated

"^noe their names alongside of yours."

Ji^—The j,revssisv7ie zeitung of Saturday

H ^hesnews from Warsaw to the 14th inst.announcing^ on account of the military being continually

at i a
' and **<* regulations of martial law being set

* ^fiance by the " '
^

^. ---Bient would shortlv proclaim a speciw0f 8iego in the city ef Warsaw. At the recent
enmg

f the Council of gtat0} only eight members out

*° attended. M. Biatobrzeski, Administrator of the

general's residence, the acceptance of his resignation

and expressed the sorrow which he and his Cabinet

experienced at the necessity which compelled him to

withdraw from active service in consequence of age and

ill health. General M'Clellan has made a speech at

Washington, in which he> said that" the
,
war cannot-be

lone, although it may be desperate," and that with for-

bearance, patience, and confidence they can accomplish

all in the great drama which may have their hearts

blood." Secretary Cameron, in a speech delivered at

Astor House, New York, said that the day of reverses

for the Federal Army had passed. He urged the people

to wait patiently till General M'Cellan's preparations

were completed, and said that the General

had "settled matters for future victory, and

would pledge his life upon success/' On the

same occasion Adjutant - General ^mas delivered

a speech in which he said that they no*

nossessed an army such as never was marshalled be ore

sTnceTe foundation of the world, and which when

moved would be found irresistible, and would pour over

tiie whole Southern country like the sea. A despatch

froni Sovingfield, Missouri, states that General Fremont

had received an unconditional order from the \\ar

t\ LrfrnPiir removing him from the command of the

w^^^^rict- The greatest excitement

and in imticm was manifested by the troops at the

S£Snsst.-=-SBSa^

at Harbour-Grace. One policeman was killed, and

others badly wounded. A man-of-war had gone there,

and a detachment of troops was to follow. The tele-

graph wires had been cut.

Mexico.—A despatch from Algeria, dated the 18th,

announces that the Massena, bearing the flag of Rear-

Admiral Jurien de Lagraviere, had sailed from Oran

for Martinique. Fort St. John d'Ulloa, the chief point

of defence ofVera Cruz, is the first point to be attacked.

General Prim, Commander-in-Chiet of the Spanish con-

tingent, embarks on the 22d inst. in the Ulloa for Cuba,

for"which place most of his officers have already left.

The combined squadron is expected to meet there about

the 10th of December.

$ufilte gUTOrcsscs*

Viscount Enfield, M.P., at the annual meeting of

the British Schools at Brentford, spoke as follows on

the new Education Minute:—
« I confess that, at the first glance of this new code, I was

rather disposed to join in what I may almost call the outcry

which has been raised throughout the United Kingdom against

the proposed changes, but I think it only fair and honest to

sav that a closer study of the question, a little more insight

into the details, has convinced me that, although the scheme

is open to some grave objections, yet it contains much that is

valuable andmuch that ought tobe embodiedma modified plan.

The Commissioners on National Education had only one object

in view—namelv, to present to the nation, as I believe they

have done, ft full, fair, and dispassionate report of their

mutmous spin. >v„ -jg - ^d^ and imme .

J?
defiance by'The leonirTt^was'^xpected that" the who expostulated w 1U1 tne

^ ^.^ ^
J2**ent w^ulds& proclaim a social and formal d^-£b ESZlS5 successor, thanked theni

^*eof R 0n .A :_ i.v .i?-*j»vtT Af thr» r<u-ent them to remain i.uum" — ^i app,l n him. and

such amendments, and such modifications as after a

oareful scrutiny of the report of the Commissioners,

might appear to them most likely to conduce to the
• fes+hfni ro ma buvvv—-., end in view. I at once admit that there are classes

2^
n

Vi^v had always placed in him, and who have been and who if the new Minute is

for the confidence the}^luitt ai .^i
honour of leading | en forced, will be treated with considerable harshness.

regretted that he would now

B '
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1 wlludi . of course, to the ceruLCSted teachers.. If the
proposed scheme is carried out as as it n«w stmds great
injustice will be done to thoso persons ; but I am consoled by
the reflection that when Parliament has to deal with vested
interests there is always a fair and just reservation made iu
their favour, and I feel persuaded that the Committee of
Council and the Legislature will listen with a ready ear to the
complaints and remonstrances of those who will materially
suffer if the new code is put into force exactly in its present
shape. I am certain, on the other hand, that if the proposed
changes are carried out there will be a different class of persons
employed in the capacity of certificated teachers. That intelli-
gent class of persons who from the outset of life have devoted
themselves to this particular branch of the educational pro-
fession will become, I am afraid, neither so numerous nor so
valuable as at present. While, however, I admit that some
parts of the scheme are open to grave objection, I may also be
permitted to tay that other portions are so valuable that I

should be sorry if they were omitted from any proposal which
maybe made. When the country sees the grants for educa-
tion increasing and swelling year after year to an enormous
extent, it has a right to ask for results in some degree com-
mensurate with the large and lavish grants of public money
which during the last 10 years have been devoted to educa-
tional purposes. The grants have increased during the last
15 years from 30,000*. to 800,000/., and therefore every
succeeding year the public should and will demand an
increasing equivalent. I am afraid, if we may believe the
report of the Commissioners, that the country has not hitherto
obtained value for its money. Let us hope that, whatever good
may have been obtained lrom the Parliamentary grants in past
years, by means of increased stringency on the pare of the in-
spectors, greater good may result under the revised code. In
many cases greater precision is required with respect to the
attendance, the qualifications, and the examination of the
children. These are all sound and valuable elements in the
new scheme, and I hope they will not be overlooked. I am
sorry to say that there are other points not so satisfactory.
The proposed classification of the scholars, for example, is
liable to serious objection. I believe age is a most fallible test
with respect to classification. A child of 8 years of age may be
equal in point of intellect and attainments to another of 12,
while one of 12 may very probably be placed on the same form
with children of S. I trust, therefore, that the portion of the
new code which refers to classification will be modified, if not
altogether altered. It has been said—and great stress has
been laid on this—that the religious element is to a great
extent eliminated from the instruction by the new scheme.
I feel I am touching upon dangerous ground here, but Ipay be allowed to say that I think the spiritual
instruction given in the elementary schools throughout the
country is open to objection. It is objectionable in this way,
that you are, in a great measure, dependent upon the in-
structor as to what he shall teach ; and, therefore, though it
may sound heretical in some ears, I confess I would far rather
intrust the spiritual portion of the instruction to the parents of
the children than to their schoolmasters and schoolmistresses.
I believe that those parents who are aware of the inestimable
advantages which their children derive from the elementary
schools would not neglect at home the most important portion
of knowledge—namely, spiritual instruction. Although it is to
be regretted that a little more notice was not given of the pub-
lication of the new scheme-although I think an intimation
should have been made before Parliament dispersed of the
intention of the Committee of Council to promulgate during
the recess a scheme which materially affects so many and such
conflicting interests

; yet, as the proposed code will not come
into operation until arter the month of March, and as there
will thus be ample time for the Legislature to consider it
carefully in all its details, full justice will eventually be done
both to the special interests involved and to the public at
large. * "^* tm

•
!

[November 23, \^
to wo had made u great mistake in not relying

upon our colonies in time of war to keep our manu-
facturers in full operation. If these colonies had been en-
couraged to the same extent that slave-giown cotton had been
encouraged in the United States, we could have depended
on them for the supply of that commodity which is neces-
sary for the employment of our population. It was a
most absurd thing for people to go and denounce slavery in
Exeter Hall when they were at the same time encouraging the
produce of slave labour. He repeated, it was a most absurd
thing for a man to go to Exeter Hall and denounce slavery and
slave labour wherever it might be, and immediately after-
wards jump into an express train and go to Manchester or
elsewhere, and set his mill running 18 hours a day for the
purpose of working up that very produce which he had
obtained by means of slave labour. He hoped we should soon
return to a sounder system in dealing with our colonies, and
that we should place a greater value on our institutions than
in many cases we had hitherto done. It had frequently been
said that the people of the United States possessed a free
Government and free institutions ; but every one now saw how
rotten was the state of things in that country, and what a
contrast they presented to our free and permanent institutions.
In this country there existed a greater amount of rational
liberty and self-government than in any other part of the
world. For this we were indebted to the good conduct and
good feelings of the people, in whose hands we could safely
place arms for the maintenance of our honour and the preser-
vation of our country from invasion."

General Sir db Lacy Evans, M.P. has issued an
address to his constituents, in which he makes the
following allusions to the Volunteer Movement, and its
extension to Ireland :

—

X0

u»

millions of our countrymen,
bebe so; and I am only astonished, seeingthe^J£.£? u **
American people have shown towards this co3 r Smeans were not previously taken to nrodW? ^ th*t
other countries The insulting tone dtofrg&bffi*'**Government and the American press towards Ir A
ana our press surely should have forewarned our*^ 3—
rupture that was likely to take place As reSrf

P
?u

ple * *•
America, with some honourable exceDtions eW? ^e ***• *
to have studied the first address of Othello to the vL ?

e ***•«»
-« Rude am I in speech.' They say ofu ev«nhi„» Ĵ*1"*
that we deserve, and much that we donJ

t dll^g^,ch ta «*

The Right Hon. R. C. Xisbet-Hamilton at the
annual dinner of the Aiford Agricultural Society on
Friday spoke as follows on Foreign and Colonial Affairs :

—

<f He could not avoid referring to the happy condition of this
country as compared with the condition of many countries in
Europe and with America. The discontent which existed in
many of these countries arose from dissatisfaction with tLeir
institutions, and the people in the central parts of Europe and
in America were in a very distracted state. Fortunately, within
the last tew years, by increasing the efficiency of our navy, our
army, and our militia, and, above all, by the energetic manifes-
tation of the feelings of the people in raising an army of Volun-
teers, we hud placed onrselves in such a position as effectually
to protect our shores against any foreign invader. We desired
no aggression upon other States. Our only desire was to
maintain our national honour and those valued institutions
which had been handed down to us from generation to genera
tion. In making these remarks he could not help referring &
the disruption which had taken place in what was termed the
model republic of the world. When that unfortunate civil com-
motion commenced he felt, like many other people, that it would
give rise to a great deal of bloodshed and a great deal of anarchy
in that country. But, like many other persons, he never enter-
tained any strung sentimental feeling for the prosperity of that
model republic iu the United States. Those gentlemen who had
been in the habit of talking a great deal about their (power of
carrying their arms into other nations, if it should be necessary
to do so, had certainly as yet in everything that had taken
place proved that they considered discretion the better part of
valour^ At the very earliest period they had executed what
o?d ^

al
iperstoa ,

hafl Pleasantly described as a rapid movement
• ri vA « il i

and had comPletely verified the old adage that

wTL a
a

J
R? S :md nms awaymay live to nght another day.

v» e had, fortunately, been spared anything like the horriblecivu ware thatjhad so long been raging in some other countries ;and, although our manufacturing interests might suffer to i
£!
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£
rom the Prest-'nt deplorable condition of affairs

in the Uuited States—and he deeply regretted that suffering—
still good must arise out of those events, for it would teach
±mglishmen to place the highest value on their own institu-
tions and would show to the world that under our
constitutional monarchy and institutions we euiov agreater amount of rational liberty than falls to the lot
of any republic in the world. While we were satisfied
with our own institutions, events which were occurring-
elsewhere would teach us another lesson-would teach usthe necessity of abandoning that anti-national or anti colonial
policy which for so many years had been forced unon thegovernment of this country, whoever the Minister of the day
2igK a: u •

m th
? l,ressure of the manufacturing districts

nZ^tu
bee» mduced

» unfortunately, to neglect our colonies, inorder that the manufacturer might obtain his cotton perhaps aquarter of a fartnmg per pound cheaper. We now found that
it was only from those colonies that we could derive that staple

JnYhL k ^ employed such a large portion of our population,and he hoped the public at large Would be convinced that when
nnn?J*iw K58 iU °U

.

r own P *sions of Providing thasupply which will enrich the manufacturer and clothe thepeople, we ought to be induced to relv more upon our

^u«ti^
S0U

.

rCe8
,i
and the resource8 or our colonies, instead of

oHnK? * u 9 »«>uTce» of foreign countries. These
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-
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ee trade, but he was glad to

ckculatil "y °f a
OUT

„ J°urnals Possessing the largestcu dilation were gradually coming round to this view-

I believe I was the first person who had the honour of
presiding at a metropolitan meeting for the formation of a
Volunteer force. The progress of this spontaneous movement
has been most interesting. At first the Government were
faint-hearted, or disposed to throw cold water upon it the
least intelligent of the aristocracy feared it, the Peace party
ridiculed or disparaged it ; and yet the Volunteers have
already done more for peace than the so-called Peace party
will probably ever do. Before the Crimean war, this party
despatched a mission of peace to the Emperor Nicholas. The
mission was most amiably intended, and had a reception
the most gracious and flattering ; but we all know with what
species ot success it was attended. But uow European
tranquillity and national rights are more seriously menaced
from another quarter than they ever were from the banks
ot the ^Jeva. And the device recently hit upon by our
esteemed pacific friends is that of diminishing our means
of resistance to foreign cupidity or ambition bv setting treaty
limits to the navy of England—England, whose existence
depends on an absolute maritime supremacy. But the Premier
unanswerably explained, with his usual good sense, that
this unwise proposition was far more likely to bring

?
D0" fc ™lsuuderstandings and war than security or peace.

In 1807-8 General Sir Arthur Wellesley was Chief Secretary
to the Irish Government. The following are from dispatches
of his to the then Secretary of State for War, which have
been recently published by the present Duke of Wellington.
4

1 wish you would let me know as soon as you can to what
extent you would wish to carry the yeomanry force of this
country. We have now from 40,000 to 50,000 effectives, which
we could with ease make 60,000 effectives; but I doubt
whether any force ought to go beyond that number. According
to the existing system, the captains of yeomanry are middling
gentry or agents to absentee landlords, and all resident, who
for their own sakes take care that their corps shall be well
composed. In respect to the other points on which you have
called for my opinion, I have to tell you that I have a very
good opinion of the yeomanry of Ireland in general. They say
that there are some disaffected persons, and even corps, among
them, but I have seen no proofs of the truth of this assertion.
They are disciplined as well as corps of this description can be
expected to be, and I doubt very much the policy of attempt-
ing to make any improvements in their discipline. I
think that b~th in England and Ireland we have attempted
too much in the way of teaching parade discipline to the
yeomanry and volunteers. In the event of operations
in these countries we should be greatly in want of light
troops, particularly infantry of the description of these
troops. The parade discipline which they receive in large
bodies would be entirely useless, nay, would embarrass them
when they would be called upon to act as light troops, and I
would, therefore, leave them as they are, in detached com-
panies of various strength throughout the country.' Such
then, above half a century back, were the opinions on Irish
volunteers of the late illustrious Duke. He had no distrust of
such carefully chosen volunteers. ' We could with ease,' he
says, 'raise this force to 60,000 effectives.' Since that period
the great question of Catholic emancipation has been carried.
The wages of labour are now doubled or trebled in all parts of
Ireland. An advancing prosperity has awaited her, such as
she has not enjoyed for centuries. Her Majesty has just made
a tour through that portion of her dominions, and" has been
received throughout with an ovation of enthusiastic loyalty.
And yet we have in effect been told, that, of all her subjects,
Irishmen alone are not to be allowed to acquire a knowledge of
the use of arms for their own and the Queen's defence. I didmy best in the Commons to assist to rectify this blunder of the
authorities. It is true, indeed, that in a few localities a few
broken heads or broken limbs have been occasioned in
sectarian riots, and this has been the paltry pretext set forth
for the injudicious distrust adverted to. In England
and Scotland the more public spirited of the nobles,
gentry, middle classes, and others, have induced the
Government to acquiesce in, and even give some support to,
the patriotic armament which has thus sprung up ^routrhout
the length and breadth of Great Britain. The people of
Ireland have not been hitherto thought wanting in valour eood
iaith or military aptitude. In my humble opinion it is now
the duty of the same classes in the sister island to emulate the
patriotic conduct in this matter of their fellow subjects on this
side the Channel. I venture to believe that, instead of sectarian
differences being the real cause of this affronting exclusion, it
is more likeiy to be attributable to the bureaucracy of tbe
Viceregal government, whose repugnance to deviate from their
habitual routine as is usually the case with other bureaucrac

ofa set of despicable tyrants in this coun^WiJE11

?
7

overweening aristocracy. We don't deserve that r J** •*
believe that the object is to get rid of American slaver/ -?Northern people are endeavouring to raise an antUUvL^Why, these men have been the very means th« T7"7
fostering slavery by refusing us permission to nut i?!i*

*
How the contest may end it is impossible to sav • h,Vi J

*
that the North can never subjugate the South L'pZL ° m*
them to be their vassals. The only faint streak ofSXk???"1

I see in that miserable civil war is that I think a SS\ n ^
been given to slavery. And yet do nob suppose th*?thV.

W h**

anti-slavery war-it is no such thing. The fact* tha-
is an immense country, having two very different clim«S?

ene
Jwhat suits one end of the country does not suit tiTvSkThe tariff that would bring prosperity to one end wouM vS7'rum to tbe other ; and they disagree upon mattersT^£

shillings, and pence. True, there is an earnest bodv ofSr*the Society ot Friends—who consider slavery sinful «„"7
would put it down by every means in their power

' TW
it is that, in the United States, they are supported' br «earnest body of religious men, but they are a wr15minority even in the Northern States. I have been lata*States of America, and I say I would sooner be a »Ut* tathe South, under a kind master, than a free black in the Nortkunder the persecution which the latter character suffers then
It is all very well to talk about free states and free blacks, batwhat are the negroes treated as in the North ! They are!u*
hewers of wood and drawers of water. That is giving tbetathe highest degree to which they coul 1 "ever expect to rise-
they are, in fact, viewed as something between the msa and
the gorilla. Can a black man worship in the same church with
the white man ? In that sacred place where all men should
humble themselves, the pride of distinction is kept an If
you go into the Northern States you will find that the blackman is not permitted to worship God by the side of the white
man. Can he go into the theatre ? Yes ; he may go there, for
the almighty dollar is all-powerful in America; but he is c

pelled to go into a part allotted to him, and is parted off from
the white man because of his species. To such an extent is
this distinction carried out that when, on the 4th July, tbe
anniversary of American independence is celebrated, the bUct
man is not allowed to celebrate it on the same day as the white
man ; aud therefore the whites celebrate their great national
festival on the 4th, and the blacks on the 5th."

Me. Bright, M.P., has addressed the following letter

to the Secretary of the Glasgow Council of Unite-!

Trades on the subject ofa trades' organisation in favour

of Reform :

—

"Rochdale, Nov. 13, 1861.
" Dear Sir,—I have received your letter with much pleasur

and I need not tell you that I regard your movement as mo»-
important and most wise. It is now nearly three years sine
on more than one occasion, I advised the unenfranchi?c
classes to take the course which your Council has n >w
adopted, a course which, if followed by the trades' organisation
throughout the country, cannot fail to bring- about a speed
concession of tbe suffrage to a very considerable number of
those to whom, up to this time, it has been denied. At thi

were inhabitants of Russia or Austria ; they are more in
number than all the men in the new Italian kingdom, ar

they are purposely excluded from every political franchise
in a country which professes a great anxiety for the
establishment of representative institutions m other lands.

Up to the year 1832, the year of the Reform Bill, the Govern-
ment of England was entirely in the hands of the territorial

aristocracy. They formed, as they still form, the House of
Lords ; and in tbe House of Commons they were supren.

through the influence of rotten boroughs. The Reform Bill

destroyed many of the rotten boroughs, and gave a limited

suffrage, aud a number of seats to populous towns; it tin)

increased the number of county members, confirming th?

power of that branch of the representation in the hands of the

territorial proprietors by extending the county franc

mainly to the occupying tenants of farms without affordin

them the security of the ballot. Looking at the Reform
in the most favourable light, it left many boroughs whose

population is too small to secure their independence; it coo*

tinued a distribution of seats without any regard to ind

wealth, or population ; and while it cut off several cbannt

by which working men enfranchised themselves as free-

men in boroughs, it effectually barred them out from

the new franchises it created by the high range of rental

in counties and boroughs which it fixed as the l'n
f f**|\

which the right of voting should not be permitted tode»cto«*

Nearly 30 years have passed since the Reform Bill bec8m
.

fl.^
and it is, 1 think, universally felt that the arrangementw
made can no longer be defended or maintained. Three *s

Governments, one Coalition Government, and one i/
Government have within the last 10 years admitted ttm. *

Queen has admitted it by express declarations ins*

speeches to Parliament, and by consenting to the introa
_

of Government Bills proposing to extend &* g*nchl
£: Lv i

occupiers in counties, and to 61. occupiers m Dorou#
h

*.

year, in the Session of 1860, a Bill was brought m
present Government, proposing a 101. {nuchixJ^^fZhW,
and a 61. franchise for boroughs. It was introduce-

1

fee

W

and without any apparent earnestness ;
and, ' .

fi
_ M %

did not even pretend that they staked their po~u
. the

Government on its success, it had to encounter nu ^q
opposition of its own open foes, but the ^°?

t ^n0 rather
whose professions on the hustings are liberal, ou ^

ies I

retard than ur£e forward any liberal ^f^^uvivantajres
led them to thwart this movement. Sir Robert Peef however'

menfc
- The existin£ constituencies, with aU t!

|

e
'.
n eo-mties,

I am glad to find, at present fills the office formerly held bv Sir
of 8maI1 and dependent boroughs and ncf^ 1?*

Q pledge! to

Arthur Wellesley. I conclude that be has duly weighed the
returned a majority, at the general election in u^ I £> But

-*-* — ^ my wei£ne* tne Reform t0 the extent proposed in the Government m
'

tb e Tory party. »
H^

and
gerous manifestations of impatience

statements on this subject of his great predecessor ; and I have
too high an estimation of his intelligence and vigour to doubt
of his setting this whole matter right, by which he will free his I

colleagues from deserved reproach, and inaugurate advanta-
geously his own official career."

Mr. H. Berkeley, M.P., at the Colston Anniversary
at Bristol, on the 13th, made the following remarks
on the American question :

—

" I consider that our Government has adopted the wisest
course, that of entirely leaving the American peonle to the
settlement of their own affairs. And yet we are sorelv taxed
to do that. In the first place, by that which I consider a treatimprudence on the part of the various Governments whichhave hitherto existed, we are allowed to depend upon Amerio l
for the produce of that cotton which gives bread to so many

F

Reform to any extent," if "hated by tbe Tory par^.
q( dgn<

not welcome to some of the Whigs ; and m the aost ^^^
gerous manifestations of impatience on the pare

n {

and with an Administration not believed to be zeaa^^ p]fl|^
its own measure, Parliament thought it as e**® a

",

tne just e

sant to forget its solemn pledges, and to ajsregaru j^ hftS

pectations of the nation. The position is tbls'7 1 ''p
V
Jrv party,

admitted your case. Statesmen, the mosteminence
i

fitted
have admitted it. The existing constituencies na>

^
.

if tk. tx~..„,» ^nAmmnni v,«u arlmir.r.ed it. tor it ., ...

-i

^

iiurs

f-:-
h

Ifeui

kit in

"'•t,

S

2S*

5gi,i
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it. The House of Commons has admitted it, foi W"»J fa to

time, without a division, the Bill of 1800.
JJ"Vinta y0«r

wanting to your success, so far as that m^"
t

*
resolution,

»*-*- ° Nothing is wanting but your own earn*
discassio^

wi during a few months ot political
claim ?

manifested during a few montns oi **»"',
especially

I speak to the great unenfranchised class, auu
j

those resident in towns and villages. iou n»
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or i^s complete, almost everywhere. Cannot
^—-^Tuition for a single year, be made an instrument for

•""Stated deliverance? Is good or bad government of no

2^^ to the millions who toil? Is representation

-jS^err country but in this? I know how opinion has^ Mid tW accident and combination only are wanting to

Y omnipotent force on this question. Accident rarely

i| ciuse, aud combination is a weapon that may
' *

invincible in your hands. Your correspondence with

_rfrinchi*ed throughout the country will show you how
four countrymen are to help you. I would advise you

'opon them in every town and in every trade. They
that the hour is come.

_
And, while you manfully assertrt

«••»—
rwbt to free citizenship in your own country, there will

—5 throw down a barrier which is as personally insulting tQ

Lrito wanting those in classes not now excluded to take you

J"E j^d in a real fellowship, and to work cordially with

^ as it is injurious to the country. Wishing yo„
•_ gocoess in the work you have undertaken, Ijim, yours
wrjtrolj.

John Bright."

(Bits fntelli'seitce.

Mg5*t Maeket, Friday.—Beitish Funds : Con-

di doted at 93| to 94- for Money, and 92£ to f for the

Acfoant; Bank Stock, 231 to 233 ; Reduced and New
ea per Cents., 92 to £ ; India Five per Cent. Stock,

lORl to J ; Ditto for Acct., 104* ; Ditto Four per Cent.

Debentures, 1864, 99 to 98|; Five and a Half per Cent,

gifaced Rupee Paper, 105£ ; Exchequer Bills, March,

:o 10*. pm. ; Ditto June, 12s. to 15s. pm.

—

FoilnW: Dutch Four per Cent. Certificates, 99};
)f«ican Tliree per Cents., for Acct,, 27} ; Peruvian

fliree per Cents., for Acct., 83; Portuguese Three per

Cafe, 1853, for Acct., 4S to 47{ ; Ditto. 1856, 1857,

1859, •nd 1860, for Acct., 47 ; Russian Five per Cents.,

•j ; Spanish Three per Cents., 52 ; Committee's Cer-

Hicttes, 6i to f; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for

A, SI ; Ditto, 1858, for Acct., 71 to 70:1 ; Ditto 1001.

Bowk. 72j ; Venezuela Three per Cents., for Acct.,

23to{.

Eanft of ffinglamr.

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
Stained t • . £28,518,290 Government Debt ..

Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver Bullion .

.

.£11,015,100
. 3,634,900

. 13,868,290

£28,518,290

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
£28,518,290

Proprietors' Capital . . £14 ,553,000

S* •• 3,178,047
TMic Deposits (includ-

xchequer,Savings
Banks, Commissioners
? Nat. Debt, andDm.

Jend Accta.} .. ..

Deposits .. .,

teten d&v and othpr

• •

ft ft

4,104,901

13,270,277

775,390

J3.r of Not., 1861,

£35,8*1,615

Government Securities
(including Dead
Weight Annuity) .. £10.706,646

Other Securities .. .. 16,294,532
Notes 8,035,140
Gold and Silver Coin .

.

845,297

£35,881,615

M. MARSHALL Chief Cashier.

©amte of tfie ?!2Heefc.
AY: ^>,'-,1

.

5-BANKRUPTS-J. AmpMor, Church St., Hackney,
Draper—W. Aspland.

3fflSS!SiHf
eS
c

lr̂ ' H :| rn 0SS Maker-W^ Aston,nvLocksm.th-S. BAIUS8f ( h;irles street , Pori.

*"*»t-R. Bak

Handsworth, Stafford-
Street, Portinan Square, Grocers,

leiS"WiJ* K
x?-»

Ashford
» Kent, Root and* Shoom;'iker-B. R.' «arlow ;

ffi o
mK Iioad

' Chelsea, Journeyman Stonemason—"W.

T femJ^S ri"1
' Homcrton, Electioneering Agent-J. Biosbt,

*«andShop Mo
lmt<m Road

- 01d Ford-W. Brookes, Birmingham,
fc*. Toba^nnil* H

a^ure,'-F - A Buckley, Theobald's Road, Bedford
**|e^rS&^Mv"UKT031 ' Liverpool, Outfitter-F. W. Bctler,

GwnS t' ,
Fain»er-D. Qu&uua, James Street, Oxford

*"•*««> Tn'hnw
nslure

- Hatter and Clothier—G Cooke, Knisliton,
=». Ona' kK- i^T,* • Cooper, Portobello, Staffordshire. Innkeeper
^^ Gmo r \v C

A
tu

* Worcestershire— J. Crowther, Rotherham,
?** \ TW Collet, -West Stockwith, Nottinghamshire, Inn-

It kAnn;JI
HIRE

' Liverpool, Lou-ing House Keeper—R. Davies
inW., 2 "^n 1>a,k

. AttornevVUerk-T. R. Dickinson. Falcon

a l)r\v u—.- , • ^"wns a*mice, istuswm, aiwmh-)—
*. UncashiriJ/x?"

1 '""> Iron Broker — Josei h Entwislb, Lonir-

p0E8rTR R^ir
Y Urikeix, Ewcll. Surrev — William Marma-

ito.Va»w
,

iip« i
n^on

» Yorkshire, Wine and Spirit Merchant—T.
«Bntcher--T r ' ?nxton -

<-'
; i» Proprietor—W .

Fowi.es, Bermondsev
•^t, Qmt„

Gill. Manchester Street, Manchester Square—T.
5"'i4tt(.r^! /C,

ews
' Maivkhone, AVheelwright - J. Hall, Higli

**•«'« Folk' n
*

'
J " Haue, Thames Ditton, Clerk—O. Hawker,

2?* H M'-r
n

',
10 " 7—J- Hawkey, Tywardreath, Cornwa!!.

•alTbfdl
N
t'

Rcdditeh, W. *hire, Needle Finisher-J.

"^Ptonshnt' ^"cashire, Pawo broker-] I. Heare, Thrapstoo

!*f.iWiJ * ', ""'" r—Thoma- .T. Hilhit.ii, Stian-cu

.-.

i,. Hor5?ai*er
"~w - Hooo7Mannington ,

Essex/Lie i »ealer

^,L0̂ ' 1^ West bromwich. Staff »hire, Boatman—F.rsuvernrw.1 » *V ,J «»< m-oinwicn, ^:aiion» nut-, ihmiukui-j. .

XanT\v't K^, cr-J
-
J - Hocohtok; Lower Street, St. Luke's,

^oixtahjii \?- Matoriil1 Mannracturer—W. Hovldcroft, Cheslyn

^H.HoV.o ,

,r~ 1 '- Houghton, Daventry, Northamptonshire,

talnemv(tfl; fi: ,
H ttUW) Mepnev.uenenu i-iuyishju "« ri-,.

l2«l44^'o, onsnjrc, But -her—.f. Miles, Banbury, Oxfordshu

N,
choi'.,

K

v
LE,

o
lj°"»-ister, Yorkshire, Wholesale Druggist—

J^°\ Nm?^' .
Sandown, Isle of Wight. Grocer — C. CM.

^•fiuSSfiy* L*00 A ^'-'t and Vamei-J. NlHRK, St. Ives,

-^''''•^Id.-rlr !

uUilazi, -' r-(; - E. Noum:. Southampton Street. Cam-
i , "•"VEnnini- ^ih. . r. i <*»w>t fiMlHon Snu.ire. General

S?fi,VlrtJialiM u'
ht;n ' (1-Mf. . L-imbeth—W. I'itt.CoIcIh -t«-r,

RiJl^nt Rn^V-. 1>UATT
' Birmingham, Tailor-J. !•: l'««oa, Fden

:t,«HA«S » P ''longer-.!. G. Rice, T- vcrpool. Men hant—

S«^L >"Urbaeo *
i •

8tret-t, Adelphi, Commission Agent— I ho* vs

SC^tare p«- nir^» Grocer— John Roberts, Conway.

*!», 1|»riner ?^
er— JoH!ff Roberts. Neven, Qimarvonshire,

9*22l.'J«n p1C;Ju ,,I - ,A>l Roberts, Chester, Cab Proprietor—

SS* Ttne i
?hiUn

' Kont » Groeer-R. Scott and J. For»ter, Jjew-

itiS»er./,

rT 11 Drapers-T. 8cott, Idle, Yorkshire, Cloth

Z«v7i*? andjVv, Hv
,?' So,thampton, .nd Iron Merchant-J.

*iai"!I? Spirit MJtr^ i{RAB ^'. Newcastle under-Lyme, Stattordshire
~

Alo ftS,
ai

]'J
s ~ A. Smith.

. I-ratc. Kent. Grocer-J. >miph_
"^ "id Porter Dealer-H. Smith. St. Thomas Street

-G <rrisLR,
tlfordsliire, Lock

Agent -T.

berland. Beerhouse Keeper-J."l -"-
rci ivie] HaiifiJTTYorkshire. CotSn

Spinner-T. g. nladen. Manchester, Silk Broker- P. Bwm, livwpool,
Builder— «• C. Taylor, Portland Place, Islington. Harness Mi -
b. rcRNER, Deptford, Grocer—J. O. In, B , Llandafl, Glamorganshire, Bet r-
house Keeper—F. Vickery, Great Marvlebone St, Glassand China Dealer—
R. \ ince Kersey, Suffolk, Cattle Dealer—E. M.Ttkrs, Basin-stolu uth-
ampton,CornDealer-ii. WAorrarr, Hvde, Cheshire. Smith—H. Watson,
Rotherham. Yorkshire, stove Grate Manufacturer—T. G. Webb, Bishops
Morttord, Hertfordshire, Veterinary Surgeon—J . P.Webster, Clarence
Road, Clapton, Merchant-H. Whallet, Castle Church, Staffordshire,
Spinster— I T. AVhite, LoHg Bucklev, Northamptonshire, Miller—J.
White, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, Builder—W. 11. White, Birmingham.
Builder—C. Whitley and J. Whitley, Manchester, Engineers—W . H.W ickbtt, Leman Street, Whitechapel, Baker- J. Wn.-, -. Charles street,
Goswell Road, Grocer—H. R Willcock, Postern Row, Tower HOI—H.
Winkavorth, Bursledon, Hampslore, Brewer—J. B. Winn, lleckmond-
wike, Yorkshire, Inn Keeper—J. W interblrn, Guiselev, Yorkshire, Cloth
Manufactun-i -(,. .1. j,i, Winton De Winto* (eoiumonlv known uO, J.
de Winton), Milk Street. Cheapside—A. Witbey, Chmvh Lane, White-
chapel, Coach Trimmer—J. Woollxy, Chester, l'ublican.
TUESDAY - BANKRUPTS — W. H. C. Allen, Bolton Row, Picca-

dilly—L. Arch, Chapel Street, Tottenham Court Road—E. Arnold, l'ani-
worth, Lancashire, Grocer— K. Asten, Atcham, Shropshire. Brickmaker—
W. Aulton, Birmingham, Farmer— C. R. Baoot, PI) mouth, Lithographer
—J. A. Ball, Biiwy, Oxfordshire, Grazier — A. Bastsn, Westminster
Bridge Road, Buihier— J. Barker, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Cabinet .Maker
—B. Barnard and A. Rosenthal!., Cheapside, Warehousemen—T. B.
Baldwin, 1. nton, Staffordshire, Earthenware Manufacturer—B. Br.i-

i.vmy, Leamington Triors-, W'arwicnahire, Fishmonger—J. Bishop, Bur-
lington Quay, xorkshire, Builder— 11. Bishop, St. James's Place, Clerken-
well — W. ('. Boddington, Hiiiili'V, Staffordshire. Dealer in Potter's
Materia!-;— \v. Bi.eakley. Manchester, Beerhouse Keeper—F. E. Booltoh,
London street, Paddington, Omnibus Proprietor—T. Bkooden, Blackpool,
Lancashire, Linen Draper— P. Breiningek, Lucas Place, Oommerci

1 irst-Lieutenant FaunUeroy and Second-Lieutenant
Hennett, and she has a crew of 80 men, all whites,
mostly English and Irish. She carries only two long
12-ponnder rifled cannon. The Nashville is from Charles-
ton, last from Bermuda, for England, on "special
service." It will be remembered that this ship ran the
blockade in Charleston harbour, about 12 o'clock at
night, towards the end of October, within 6ight of
two Federal cruisers, but, exhibiting no lights she
ran close along shore and escaped unnoticed. She
pat into Bermuda for coals, and the captain states
that he was treated while there with every atten-
tion and politeness by the Governor of Bermuda.
About 8 o'clock on Tuesday morning, when in lat.

49° 6' N., long. 9° 52
;
\V., the Nashville fell in with

the American ship Harvey Birch, Captain Nelson,
bound from Havre to New York, in ballast, with the
American flag flying. She ran alongside her, and
opening her ports, ordered the ship to heave to, the
flag to be hauled down, and the captain to come oh
board immediately. This was done, and Captain
Nelson soon returned to his ship, with orders from the
captain of the Nashville for all the crew to get their

Road, Islington— C. B. Crisp, Stanley Koad, Kinnsland, clerk to an

Gravesend—H. Eaton, Newcaslle-uiuler-Lyme, Stattordshire, Gardener—
J. A.ELSTon.North Bow, Park Lane, Clerk ^-J. EuwoarH, High Harrow-
pate, Yorkshire, Cab Proprietor—W.KMMERsos,Gt.Gnni>l>y, Luicoln.sh ire,

Licensed Victualler—J. Lvans, Essex Street, Hoxton, Fancy Box Maker—
A. Eantham, Wendorer. Buckinghamshire, Coal Merchant— J. Feaver,
Wincanton, Somersetshire, Common Brewer— 1>. Ptoaw, Bishop Auckland,
Durham, Clothier—J. I). Fell, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, Innkeeper—

T. T.Fi.tnx, Washinirton Street, Bow Common Lane, Huler of Ballast

Heavers-F. G. Francis, Great Ormond Street, Bloomsbury. Commission
Agent—T. F. Fry, Wells Street, Hackney, Clerk in Docks—W. Gn.r.-.

Padstow, Cornwall, Sawyer—M. Gili.incham, Warren Street, Tottenham
Court Road, Builder—P. GoLimunu-.Merton, Surrey, Journeyman Cabinet
Maker—J. Golledge, Cardiff, Glamorganshire, Stationer—S. F. Green,
Whiting street, Lambeth—J. Griffith, Castletown, Cheshire, Fanner—H.
GRiNT,Acre Lane, Brixton—11. Hatch, I-indport, Hampshire, Gunner in

the Royal Navy—T. Harmer, I>eeds, Joiner- J. E. Hrvru and T. W. L.

Hilton, Mark Lane, City, Oil Merchants—R. Hxtuuuxoton , Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, House Carpenter—A. Hewitt, London Road, Southwark,
Furniture Dealer—J. E. Hill. Jeffrey's Square. St. Mary Axe, City,

Merchant's Clerk—H. Hii.i., Gipsy Terrace, Maldon Road, Kentish Town,
Builder—B. Hihchuffb, Pudsey, near Leeds, Cloth Manutacturer

;
J. 11.

Pedder, 1
Innkeeper
Beerseller
Hoi.den ar..

Dulvertnn, Bomersetshire, Cattle Dealer- B. Hort, Harmood street,

Hampstead Road, Boot and Shoemaker—J. HuDSOX. sen., snape, Surtolk,

Labourer—J.Inoaxi, (sued with E.Inoall), Corporation Lane, cierkcn well,

Can>enter—J. Jamii >n,Great Carter Lane, Doctors Commons—G..1 1 skins.

Darlaston, Staifordshire, Beer House Keeper- S. H Jonas, Kmgsland

Gieen-S. Jons and A. 8. Warwick, Luton, Bedfordshire, Ironnioncer-

T Kinsey, Tattenhaii, Cheshire, Labourer—M Knott, North Shields, Ship

Owner—J. Knott, Howdon, Northumberland, Butcher—G. Knuwi.es.

street, lslihgton, Clerk to a Tallow Broker—H. Lonoden, Maribqrongh

Place, Kennington Road. Railway Clerk-S. P. M"Donald lav,stock,

Devonshire, Losing House Keeper-J. Machxx, Heading, Sack Manu-
faeturer-n' ^r v.„.»f. Crescent Place. Burton Cre ncras, Com-

\

mission
Dealer-
Mariow
Wilmslo
mondsey
Goods—
Lodsring House Keeper-

both of Hevwood, Lancashire—T. 1'llmb,

Vier'nalfer-W* W. Pond, Knaith Terrace, Devonshire street, Mile End,

iSn Brokcr-W PaoBEax, Llanwouno, Glainorganshin r
Shoe Maker-

G 'rKKi- Warwick, Assistant to a Licensed N ietuaUer-1 .
Kavner, Old

Quebec Stn-tV,Portnau Square, Doctor of Mediciue-H. Biun
,
Basing-

hal 1
MreetTsurvevor-W F. Reed, Charlotte street, Fittroy bquare,

Musician— B. Keqester,
— J.HiniDton Wick. Licensed Victualler

Sw Karnes Wolverhampton, ,nbrdshire_. Dealer m Cattle ^ood

Spitaltiel.

u S V , l P>wieh .lersand Harness -M^ers-JN

saint Martin, Suffolk, Groeer-G. W.Wati ronshl

Hill, Dealer in Berlin Wool-H. F. Webs a, Da

Grocer—J. Westox, Chobham, Surrey

to a Leather Dealer—W Whiwhous
—

I WniTWOUTH, Mortim Koad, 1

Bolton, Lancashire, Cheese and Butte

ire Terrace, Notting
Darlington, Durham,

- . ^?wobth, Mortimer Koad, llaekney, ^^-^^ \
S

' ^
.,,:,.. i «i.L i Iw.psp :ind Butter Factor—V\.H. \Mld, lamoetn

E. Volno, Mile-End-Road, Cow Keeper-

jtiietvo$olift anU its Vitinits*

Uestrtjction of an American Ship i.v thb

Channel by a Confederate Ship of War.— Great

excitement was caused at Southampton on Thursday

morning by the arrival in the river of a steamer of war

bearing the flag of the Confederate States of America,

She came up the river about 8 o'clock, and anchored

off the mouth of the Itchin, with the Confederate flag

flying at the peak and a pennant at the main. Soon

ftftenmdl she landed a number of men who proved to

be the crew of a Federal merchant ship, named the

Harvey Birch, which she had captured and burnt on

Tuesday morning near the entrance ot the Channel.

The steamer in question was called the Nashville

before she was purchased for the Confederate navy,

and is of 1120 tuns burden. She is commanded by

Captain Peagrim, his chief subordinate othcers hew

half for this purpose, and got part of their things out.

The men from the steamer took most of tl provision*)

with the ship's chronometer, barometer, and some of

the charts, permitting Captain Nelson to retain his own
chronometer, but he ha6 lost 1200 dole, or 1400 dols.

worth of personal effects, books, charts, &.c. They
then set fire to the ship fore and aft, apparently
In the deck-houses, and the vessel was soon in

llames from stem to stern. The three masts were
seen to go over the side, and the hull was still

burning when the steamer left her. The Harvey
B rch was a fine full rigged ship of 1,487 tons, American
measurement, and cost about 125,000 dols. in her con-

struction. She had a total of 29 souls on board,
including Mr. Blydenburg (a son of her owner), who was
a passenger, Captain Nelson, two mates, two boatswains,

cook, steward, carpenter, and 20 seamen. The men
were put in irons on board the steamer (with the
exception of the captain and mate, who wore treated with
great politeness), and kept as prisoners until the arrival

of the vessel at Southampton, when they were imme-
diately landed in the docks, and set at liberty, with all

the personal effects belonging to them. It is stated

that before they were put in irons the Confederate oath

was tendered to the men, which they refused to take.

Immediately on landing Captain Nelson waited upon
Captain Britton, the American Consul, who caused the

crew to be temporarily boarded at the Sailors' Home,
and made arrangements for them to be forwarded home
to New York in the Hansa steamer, which sails Jon

also put himself

the American
entleman acquainted

leaving the Nashville,

Captain Peagrim told Captain Nelson that he hoped
they would not part bad friends, for what had been
done was a simple act of retaliation on the Norther*
States for invading their territories, burning their

houses, ill-treating their women, and stealing their

negroes, and they were bound to retaliate on the pro-

perty of the North in every way they could. About
12 o'clock the Nashville steamed into dock, where sha

now lies, and soon after she was berthed Captain Patey.

the Admiralty superintendent of mail packets at this

port, went on board and had an interview with ths

captain. Colonel Peyton, an agent of the Southern
and his wife were on board the Nash-

left for London by the 3 o'clock train,

ain slates that the Nashville has put
ampton to have her top deck taken

off and be fitted out as a vessel of war. It is

stated that she has some spare officers on board for

ships building or preparing in England for the Con-

It derate navy. The Nashville is a sister ship to the

Federal steamer James Adger, which was sent over

about three weeks since to intercept a vessel loading at

Liverpool with warlike stores for a Southern port, aud
put into Southampton for repairs and sailed again on
the 12th inst. About five or six years ago she was
temporarily chartered for the mail service between
Havre, Southampton, and New York, and made a few
voyages each way with the mails. Captain i'egrim,

her commander, is an old oificer of the United States

navy, and bore a conspicuous part in the Mexican war,

in the Paraguay and Japan expeditions, and during the

war waged by the English and French in China, For
his distinguished services his native State of Virginia

voted him a splendid sword by the unanimous voice of
the General Assembly of the Legislature.

The International Exhibition.—The first con-

signment of goods for the Exhibition of next year
arrived in London on Friday. As was the case in 1851,

these earliest contributions are from Russia. It ia

understood that they are mainly raw products and
manufactures of iron and steel, a branch of industry in

which Russia occupies a high position, and which waa
acknowledged at the Exhibition of 1851 by the award
of one of the council medals. The goods have been
sent at this early period in consequence of the closing

of the navigation of the Neva. The nave of the buildin r

is complete, except where it joins the domes. In the
first or eastward dome the columns are erected as far
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as tlie spring. The refreshment question is not
yet decided. Twenty firms, including two foreign
caterers, have tendered. The area assigned to the
dining: and refreshment rooms in both sections is

43,000 square feet ; that of the kitchens, store-rooms,
Ac, 38,018 square feet : 40,000 square feet is assigned
for cheap refreshments, and 2000 for the sale of tea,

coffee, &c. The ground floor areas will be suited for
light and general refreshments ; the rooms on the
gallery for more substantial fare, and for 216 diners

;

and the small dining rooms and the saloons on the
upper floors for set dinners at higher charges and diners
a la carte. With regard to the approaches, the
Paddington vestry have appointed a committee to "confer

with the Kensington vestry to consider the best means
of promoting the formation of a new carriage road or
subway across Hyde Park to connect Paddington with
South Kensington, and a project has been started for a
pneumatic railway supported on columns between the
Kensington Basin and the Exhibition building.

Sotjtfeen Embankment of the Thames.—On
Wednesday afternoon a numerous deputation waited
upon Lord Palrnerston, at his private residence in

Piccadilly, for the purpose of presenting a memorial
and calling his attention to the proposal for embanking
the north side of the Thames and to the mischiefs which
must necessarily result to the inhabitants on the south
side unless a similar protection were afforded to them
against the encroachments of high flood tides. The
deputation consisted of Mr. Roupell, M.P. ; Mr.
Williams, M.P. ; Mr. Briscoe, M.P.; Mr. A. H. Layard,
M.P. ; Mr. Brady, M.P. ; Mr. Doulton, and a number
of the most influential inhabitants of the parishes of
Lambeth, Newington, Southwark, Camberwell, Clap-
ham, Tooting, Streatham, Putney, Wandsworth, Roe-
hampton, Battersea, &c. The deputation was intro-
duced by Mr. Williams, M.P., and Mr. Doulton, as its

leading member, presented his lordship with a memo-
rial, strongly urging the question on the consideration
of the Government. A short discussion of a conver-
sational character ensued, in which Mr. Doulton, Mr.
Newman, Mr. Brady, Mr. Williams, Mr. Layard, and
Mr. Briscoe explained the wishes of the deputation.
There were, they contended, reasons in favour of em-
banking the south side of the Thames, far stronger and
more apparent than existed for a similar measure
being adopted on the northern shore. It was un-
fortunately far from an uncommon occurrence for
the districts on the south side of the water, lying near
the river, to be flooded by a high tide, and none but
those acquainted either by residence or place of business
with those localities could form an adequate idea of the
misery and damage caused by these repeated inunda-
tions. Xhe-y did not hesitate to say that had no ques-
tion ever existed of embanking the north side of the
river it would sooner or later have become imperative,
both from sanitary and other reasons, to give the inha-

bitants of the south side such a protection against the
water. The evils they complained of, such as dense
and widespread mudbanks on the shores, and the
generally low sanitary condition of many of the
parishes they represented, would be much' aggravated
by the embankment of the north side only, and they
ventured to think that no proposition of embankment
could be complete which did not include the south side
also. The cost of the construction of the northern
embankment was to be paid out of the proceeds of the
coal tax, which Parliament had extended for that pur-
pose for 10 years longer for metropolitan improvements.
That tax was paid equally by the whole inhabitants of
the metropolis, yet, with the exception of the new
street, the south side of the river had not benefited by
It at all, though on the south side there were 14 manu-
factories which alone contributed no less than 10,000Z.
annually to the tax. In fact, the south side of the
river was made to pay for works which, when com-
plete, would prove their own destruction. In this
matter the inhabitants felt they had been hardly dealt

Thames properly embanked. He had heard officially a great
deal about the misery and loss caused by the inundations of
the Thames over the low-lying districts on its southern banks,
and he certainly thought that if the north was embanked the
south side ought to be so too. In fact, as far as the interests
of the south side of the river went, it was, in his opinion, even
more important that that should be protected, as it was more
exposed to all the nuisances arising from the flooding of the
Thames. He entirely agreed with them in their principle that
it ought to be done ; the question as to the manner and extent
of the protection aflorded would have to be considered here-
after.

Royal Militaby Academy.—The decision arrived
at by the Commissioners appointed to investigate the

proceedings of the cadets at Woolwich has not yet been
made public, but the rations are now served on a much
more liberal scale, and his Royal Highness the Com-
mander-in-chief, in compliance with the representations
of the Committee, is willing to grant permission for the
use of tobacco to the gentlemen cadets in the grounds
of the establishment.

The Evangelical Alliance.—The fifteenth annual
conference of the British organisation of the Evan-
gelical Alliance was opened on Wednesday morning in

Freemasons' Hall ; Sir Culling Eardley presiding. The
annual opening address was to have been delivered by
the Rev. W. Arthur, but the sudden death of a rela-

tive prevented the rev. gentleman from being present.

The u practical resolutions" were afterwards read and
enforced by the Rev. T. A. Aston. Sir Culling Eardley
addressed the meeting at some length, after which the
report, which was of a congratulatory character, was
read and adopted. Br. Davis, Secretary to the
Religious Tract Society, then moved a resolution express-

ing the deep regret of the Conference that the names
of influential clergymen should be attached to the
volume entitled Essays and Reviews, that volume con-

taining opinions which strike at the very foundation of
Christian verity and all revealed religion, and large

portions of it tending directly to destroy the faith

which most of its authors have entered into a
solemn and public obligation to preach.—Major-General
Alexander seconded the resolution, which was agreed to.

—The Rev. Mr. Thornton moved a resolution on the sub-

ject of the better observance of the Lord's Day, ex-

pressing the satisfaction of the meeting that communi-
cations had been addressed to the Alliance from
Switzerland and Germany relative to a combined
action in those countries for a better observance of the
Sabbath. The resolution was unanimously agreed to.

—

The Rev. S. Minton moved a resolution stating that, as

the Evangelical Alliance was especially constituted for

the promotion of Christian union, they deplored the

bitterness and alienation too often connected even with
the unavoidable controversies between Christians, and
enforcing on the members the duty of watchfulness

over their own spirits, especially in reference to the

impending agitation on church-rates.—The Rev. R.

Hackett fully concurred in the principles of the resolu-

tion, but was not quite satisfied that it was judicious to

introduce the subject of church-rates into the resolu-

tion, for this might be declared to be an attempt to

prevent those who were opposed to church-rates from

taking up that position in future.—Professor Hoppus
considered tjiat it would be desirable not to retain the

words in the resolution; and the Rev. Mr. Bunting

suggested the insertion of some general phrase covering

all the controversies of the time. After some discussion

the resolution was amended in accordance with

this suggestion, the words "in reference to the

ecclesiastical controversies of the times" being in-

serted in place of the words which had given rise to

objection. The resolution then passed.— The next

resolution was moved by the Rev. T. James, and

seconded bv Mr. Carr Tucker. It recorded the grati-

fication of the Conference at the steps taken at Geneva

on behalf of their Christian brethren suffering in Spain,

and instructed the Council to take such steps as might

be expedient in aiding the Geneva Committee in pro-

curing the liberation of the prisoners.—The Chairman
with, for a metropolitan tax paid by all should, when ! stated that their suffering friends had been visited in

devoted to such public works, be equally administered
for the benefit of all. The deputation wished to have
the tax prolonged for such a time as would enable the
southern embankment to be completed as well as the
northern, and all plans for the former scheme would, of
course, be submitted to the approval of the Board
of Works and the First Commissioner. No one could
iustly complain of such an arrangement. During the
10 years that the coal tax had been prolonged the
amount that would be raised by that impost from large
Arms and manufactories on the south side of the river
would alone be much more than sufficient to build the
embankmeut they required, and this calculation was
made without taking into account the large amounts
which would be contributed to the same tax by the
general inhabitants of the whole district. The expense
of the work for the same length of shore embanked on
the south side as that proposed to be embanked on the
north—namely, from Westminster to Blackfriars
bridges, would be about 250,000/., but to make a
perfect and good embankment along Rotherhithe and
the districts that really required protection against the
water wculd cost about 400,000/. The proceeds of the
coal tax, however, were more than 170,000/. per annum,
and they were increasing vearly. Lord Palrnerston, in
reply, said :

—

He thought that there was a great deal of reason and truthm^rhe arguments which had been adranced, and as far as he
was concerned he certainly would wish to see both sides of the

gaol in Granada by the Rev. A. R. C. Dallas, and it was

gratifying to learn that Senor Mattamoros said on the

occasion that the attitude assumed by the foreign

Protestants had a notable effect already on his trial,

that he saw new activity and an air of kindness towards
him among those in power, and that he now saw a ray
of hope. Arrangements were making for a deputation
to go to Madrid, and for the presentation of an address
to the Cortes on the subject. The resolution was then
put and agreed to, and the adoption of other resolutions

declaring satisfaction at the proceedings of the Geneva
Conference, approving of steps being- taken for facilitat-

ing the preaching of the Gospel in various tongues
during the Exhibition of 1862, and expressing the

deep regret of the meeting at the absence on account
of indisposition of the Rev. Dr. Steane, terminated the
afternoon's business. In the evening a conversazione

was held on subjects arising out of the day meeting.
A public meeting ofthe Alliance took place on Thursday
evening at Freemasons' Hall, the Hon. A. Kinnaird,
M,P. in the chaii. The meeting was addressed by the
Chairman, by the Rev. T. R. Birks, the Rev. Dr.
Winslow, Rev. A. R. C. Dallas, and Sir Culling Eardley,
on the prospects of the Gospel in Italy, the state of the
Papacy, the religious persecutions in Spain, and the
results of the Geneva Conference. The proceedings of
the meeting were then brought to a conclusion with
prayer.

Scheme fob the Union of City Benefices.—A
H

meeting of the commissioners appointed n *A
recent Act 23d and 24th Vict., c. \V>

™
mSSlL

%
report upon the expediency of the uniontfZ£
benefices m the City of London, was held ??Mansion House on Tuesday under the president JZLord Mayor, when a scheme of union was r-TnaT jT.

and settled. The commission is coraoovd nf fw?r!
Mayor and Mr. Blomfield Burnell, repreL^?
lay element, and nominated by the Court of SmS
Council; the Rev. R. B. Gibson, rector of sTlSl
Abchurch, acting for the Dean and Chanter nfn?
Paul's; the Rev. Michael Gibbs, vicar of Ch£
Church, Newgate Street ; and the Rev. T. J. Rail?
rector of St. Margaret, Lothbury, appointed Vr7£
bishop of the diocese. They have been engaged oatW
project in question for nearly six months, andhavt fcS
about 80 meetings at the Mansion House from tintfai
last. Of 17 proposed unions reported upon bv tat
commissioners three have been deemed by them tohT
at least for the present, inexpedient; the remaiab*
14 unions the commissioners consider to be ciped^uL
and they recommend the terms on which these^^
may be effected. They, first of all, recommend
things which affect the parishes to be unite ad
the result of their recommendations u tasi
church expenses of the several parishes of each
benefice will be greatly diminished by the union. Afto
specifying the alterations which the union will renin?
necessary in the arrangement of the patronage, viucfc

they have succeeded to a great degree in simjiifjiig,

by doing away in many instances with alternaU tunaof

presenting, they recommend what should he done wita

the disused church. They suggest that a tomb of t

suitable and substantial character be erected in the

adjacent churchyard, and that the human remaintfctad

under the church be carefully deposited in it; that tat

pulpit, organ, bells, &c, be transferred, if required, to

the new church which the Act of Parliament require! to

be erected in the stead of each church which is taka

down ; that the materials and sites of disused church*

be sold, and that out of the produce of such sales, aided

by glebe property, and other assistance, the net

churches be erected, and a new benefice be created fir

each of them, and an endowment provided suffician

to compensate the patron for accepting such new

church in the stead of the City benefice which be

formerly owned; but in no instance have the Coo-

missioners recommended the alienation of the Fm
Act tithe from a City parish. That tithe U to

belong to the incumbent of the united benefice. In one

instance the disused City church is recommended to be

granted for Divine service in the Welsh language,

a committee of Welsh people h ing offered tat

security which the act of parliament requires fi»

the maintenance of thr brir. In another union the

disused church is recommended to be used as a school:

14 churches are recommended to be removed altogether.

The suggestions which the commissioners make respect-

ing the new churches which the Act requires to be

erected in their stead show the relief which the union*

if effected, will give to the spiritual destitution whiok

exists in many places in the metropolis. The following

are the parishes thus relieved, the figures denoting tat

population as taken at the census of 1851 -.—In 9t

Dunstan's.. Stepney, having 24,843 inhabitants, two

new benefices are created, one of which comprehendi *

small portion of St. Philip, Stepney, which has 13,447

inhabitants. Another new benefice is iormed out*

St. Peter and Trinity, Stepney, which, in 1851, nnf

7597 and 6264 inhabitants, but have been greutfr

augmented in numbers during the last ten
.
vew*; '*

St. George's-in-the-East, having a population of «tt

two new benefices are formed, one of which com-

prehends a small portion of the parish of WappnJ

St. Mark, Whitechapel, having 15,790, has nm
thousands taken from it by a new benefice, waiea

also comprises a portion of Wapping, and in <

for' these portions of Wapping a part of St. twy.
in-the-East, having about 2000 persons, nnd «*»-

near to Wappincr Church, is added to the cb«g^

the rector of .Wapping. Another '"^^J^L-u
afford relief to St. Leonard, Shoreditch, 25.1U w-»
St. John the Baptist, Hoxton, 21,370, and *hf£^
Haggerstone, 26,627. The first of th^.^Z^
further relieved by other -portions of " bcin

^
4 ^

to other benefices, and by the formation or ^^
benefice out of it, which a private gentleman am^^
taken to endow and supp'ly with a cnuren

»
^r^

dently of any aid from disused city clmr^'
ed ^

Mary Haggerstone two new benefices art
^

St. John the Baptist, Hoxton, is iurue
r

.

i

^
the formation of a benefice, partly out or w ^i—
out of Christ Church, Hoxton. Another ne

^
is intended to relieve St. James, C^.;1"^ '

tlv orf

persons), being formed partly out of i* w r^[y0

Sf StU Bunhill Ro. th<gtt-f^^
in exchange a part ot at. l^uae, ^ , n^e

which lie! near to St. Paul's Church. «. _, (

i<

formed o*
further relieved by another new benefice ^
of it, and St. John the Baptist and Trinity,

and a small portion of St. Barnahas £rng ^^
Another new benefice gives farther re e ^^^
and also comprehends a part of

,

&c-

|

1 "
t

'^, GoU»
house (9577), viz., the part contained bet

ken^R
Lane and Whitecross Street. St.^^ tnd t*

upplies a locality for another ^^ntif^^
united parishes of St.Sep^hxeJ^^ ^
(13,452), are recommended for sever

s
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portion, having a population of between
""

I 'tOOO to be made a distinct benefice with a

^JMtfeh supplied out of the produce of a disused

i ilnW The proposed new benefices will con-

fc^5000 to 9000 persons each, and in the selec-

j!h* localities foe them the commissioners have

themselves of the recommendations of the

Diocesan Church-building Society. Four other

unions are still under the consideration of the

•s, and if they can mature a scheme for

then relief will be recommended for other

-rthes in the east of London. The act of par-

^equires the bishop to cause proposals for

\xae& on the terms recommended by the coin-

to be prepared. These proposals will then

to"be submitted
to the patrons, and on receiving

iproval will next have to be sent by the bishop

tb« vestries of the parishes proposed to be united,

?#tries have the power of exercising a veto or of

Mr modifications. The commissioners hope that

the patrons nor the vestries will prevent the com-

Cion of the schemes, and cause the opportunity to be

which the legislature has given them of bestowing

—pp fa daititute places of the metropolis those means

JiTice which the diminished inhabitants of the City

— lopcer require. The following are the parishes

enbciced in the scheme of amalgamation :

—

St ilbw. Wood Street, with St. Olave, Silver Street ; St.

BeW, Wood Street, with St. Mary Staining ; Allhallows,

tori greet, with St. John the Evangelist; St. Mary-le-Bow

jgh iDWlows, Honey Lane, and St. Pancras; St. Mildred,

Jiwd Burnt, with St. Margaret Moses ; Allhallows the Great

i& AflWIows the Less ; St. Michael, Paternoster Royal, with

& Mfftin, Vintry ; Allhallows, Lombard Street, St. Benet,

f ihrnrh Street, with St. Leonard, Eastcheap ; St. Anne
mi Agoes with St. John Zachary ; Christchurch with St.

liowid, Fotter Lane ; St. Antholin with St. John Baptist;

& Ibrj, Aldermanbury, with St. Thomas Apostle ; St.

t, Eastcheap, with St. Martin, Ongar ; St. Mary Ab-
with St. Laurence Pountney ; St. Edmund the King

»jta 5: .cholas Aeons; St. Mary Woolnoth with St. May
fWctaKh Haw ; St. Ethelburga, St. Helen, St. Martin Out-
fit; 8L James, Garlickhithe, St. Michael, Queenhithe, with
"'

Trinity the Less; St. Mary, Aldermanbury, with St.

Ml, Bassifihaw ; St. Mary Somerset with St. Mary Moun-
terjit Nicholas Cole Abbey with St. Nicholas Olave; St.

Iittkw, Friday Street, with St. Peter, Westcheap ; St. Vedast
fftk St Michael-le-Quern ; St. Mildred, Poultry, with St.

I«y Colechurch ; St. Olave, Jewry, with St. Martin, Iron-
nprltni.

Id Gas Question in the City.—At the last

Meting of the City Commissioners of Sewers, Dr.
iWttin moved that the Remembrancer be instructed

* give the necessary Parliamentary notices that appli-

atioa will be made to Parliament by this commission
ar leave to introduce, in the next Session, a Bill to
mend the Metropolis Gas Act, or to exempt the City
£ London from its operation. He contended that,
(tough the Great Central at their commencement
i!851 c-uaranteed that their maximum price should
tawHxceed 4*. a thousand feet, and that it might
PJ*jybe reduced to 3.?. 6d. or 3s., their recent deter-

n to raise the price to 4s. 6d. would entail a

*m»t ° ^e c^lzens
» especially the numerous

*« small tradesmen. Alderman Da-kin argued, on

? ,

CT nau(l> that the circumstances were now wholly
*w> and that the Great Central, by the recent Act,

compelled to raise their illuminating power 14 per
*^]east, and that to recoup themselves they had

their price an additional 6cl. a thousand. The

mu u
W
r?

als° °PPosed by Deputy Elliot, and sup-gW by Deputy Fry, Deputy Jones, Mr. Saunders, Mr.

7S and Deputy Farrar, and was ultimately carried.

I believe there xi no prospect but oi .1th beeomin
worse and worse till the hour of my release."
Discharge of Prisoners for Debt.— In accord-

ance with the provisions of the new Bankruptcy Act
the Registrars of the Court of Bankrupt v, daring the
last 10 days, have held Courts at the debtors' prisonsm the metropolis for the purpose of investigating the
cases of the prisoners for deht, the causes of their
detention, and iu appropriate cases of adjudicating
them bankrupts and giving them their provisional dis-
charge,

^
Several of the cases presented features of

singular interest, especially where the confinement had
been voluntary and obstinate, or where the prisoners
had outlived revenge, or long estrangement from the
outer world had narrowed their sympathies to the

a long and unavailing attempt to induce his b her
jurymen to agree to a verdict of Manslaughter. After
a long discussion on this point the coroner insisted on
their retiring and considering their verdict in private.
After deliberating for a quarter of an hour they
returned a verdict to the effect that deceased died
from strangulation by a rope placed round her neck by
the prisoner, who was therefore guilty of murder ; but
the jury believed that he was hardly treated by hie
parents and deceased. The coroner said he could make
no record of the latter part of the verdict. It would
be exceeding his duty to do so, and he must therefore
record a verdict of Wilful Murder against the prisoner.
Attempted Murder axd Burglary at Pad-

dington.—A short time ago a murderous assault was
dimensions of his pnsonhouse. Some of them preferred committed on Mr. Sarah Green, an aged lady of inde-
the private suffering of a gaol to the disrepute of a pendent property at Fulham Place, l\iddington, by two
published bankruptcy. Some hoped to settle with '

*
'

'

"

their creditors, others claimed the right to be
contumacious, and in one case, the singular
objection was urged that a debtor having undergone
the old formality of being proclaimed an outlaw, had

burglars, in masks, who entered her bedroom in the
evening while the servants were down stairs, beat her
about her head till she was senseless, and then plundered
the house of the plate and of a gold watch. Two men
were apprehended on suspicion, and were under remand. __. y „. ~v*..

fe ^i^viamicu an uuwm»v, ui*u wfnj »f»{»Jx'neiiueii ou suspicion, anu were unuer remuna
become disentitled to the rights given by the new for some time, hut the evidence as to identification
statute to other subjects. Another prisoner, who had
been in gaol since July, 1858, admitted that he had had
his discharge from his creditor in his .pocket for some
months past, but that he had preferred to remain where
he was, being enabled to live free from expense by act-
ing as cook to his co-prisoners on that side of the gaol

being inefficient they were ultimately discharged. On
Monday two men called Puzey and Reeve, both well-

known to the police, the former for a plate robbery at
Lord Foley's in Gi osvenor Square, and the latter for m
plate robbery in Cleveland Square, were brought before
the magistrate at Marylebone, with a woman called

SS

in which the debtors are allowed to pay for their own
|
Colley, on suspicion of being concerned in the affair. It

maintenance. Another prisoner who had also been in appeared tliat the woman Colley had formerly been era-
gaol since the summer of 1858, appeared before the ployed by Mrs. Green as a nurse, and that on the night
registrar "scrupulously clean, but in a state of the of the robbery she called ostensibly to see the cook, and
most woful deshabille,*' and earnestly prayed to be left while in the kitchen offered to go out and get some gin.
in prison rather than be thrust into the streets in The cook agreed to her doing so and gave her the latch

key, and it was suggested for the prosecution that she
took advantage of the opportunity to let the prisoners

.Wardmote of the householders of the Ward of

JJ
1**®

1
Without was held on Tuesday, Alderman

w ^uke in the chair, at which it was unani-

JS*J
, .

fco support the Commissioners of Sewers

*(%
application to Parliament for the exemption of

lB

^from the operations of the Bill.—At the last

jy of the Metropolitan Board of Works a ques-
privilege in reference to the gas question was

to* (
'

* fc appears that the recent Act of Parlia-
r°r the sale of gas gives the control of all

C™"1 the metropolitan area to this Board. It was
L^*> ^erted that neither the Government nor the

jn_'f- ^e Act ^tended to embrace the City within

*J*^tion; that the clause including the City

%fc?I
e

f
passed inadvertently, and that the Board

»1|JJ
exerc

'

l3e powers which were not intended

tiflf!?
1
* Artor a lo»g discussion, during which one

'^Hw*
6 su.knrDan members expressed his opinion

4^T*
9
.
quite time thev showed themselves jealous

^ Privileges, the question was adjourned,

eU Me-*t Market in Smithfield.—At
^yneeting f the Court of Common Council the^ \ • committee on the projected dead meat

^top,!!
1 r^hneld was brought up, stating that

p^Pected difficulty has arisen. The act of

**t 1I1 ,^taorising the change requires that a new

** Irtf
be made from Farr ingdon Sfcreefc to fche

^**mwJ
but Provides no funds for its construction.

*H14 v™"^ therefore, recommend that a fresh act

** 5L
appl,ed f(>r

' elther relieving the Corporation

5S th

re8P°risibility of the new street, or pro-

^ reportV
vith necessary funds for the PurPose -

n.^*»*»
* r 80me discussion was agreed to.«w a op Miss Nightingale. — The Bath

r^from tt
8hes a letfcer from Mi" Nightingale,

J^iowK- u
mpstead

' and addressed to a resident at

*^ eatp'! •

8he stafce3 that sbe continues seriously

**ed*
sh

r ms no hoPe of her rec°verv -
" I have

^oniyy ^ys» "the last four years between four

*ned to other four walls once a year ; and

clothes that would deprive him of any chance of getting
employment. Among the prisoners examined in the
Queen's Bench was Mr. Cobbett, whose case has long been
familiar to the public. He complained of beng asked the
question whether he had been a trader or not, but, as

his case was not ripe for judgment, it was ordered to

stand over. Of the total number of cases investigated

at Whitecross Street Prison, about a dozen were dis-

charged ; ofthose investigated at Horseraonger Lane about
21 were discharged; while at the Queen's Prison there were
veryfew discharges, some of the cases being in the j urisdic-

tion of the Insolvent Court, others allowed to remain
unadjudicated on account of their affairs being in process

of settlement by arrangement with their creditors,

while others were not within the jurisdiction of the
registrar, being non-traders who had not completed
their two months' residence under the Act. As a rule,

persons who had petitioned the Insolvent Debtors'
Court were not eligible to be made bankrupt, and there-

fore could not be discharged At the Court of Aldermen,
on Tuesday, a report was brought up from a committee
on the duties and emoluments of the governors of the

Debtors' Prison in Whitecross Street, recommending
that the appointment of a successor to Colonel Hicks

should be delayed for a short time, as the daily de-

creasing number of debtors under the operation of the

new law had upset all the old calculations. The recom-

mendation was agreed to, the chairman of the com-

mittee adding that he believed the day was near at

when there would not be an imprisoned debtor in

London.
MtTBDER AND StJICIDE IX THE SUBBEr CANAL.

—

A few days since a servant girl, called Margaret

Edmonds, was found drowned in the Surrey Canal.

Suspicion fell on a young man, named George Inkpen,

who kept company with her ; and who on being appre-

hended stated that he and deceased agreed to drown

themselves, that they tied themselves together for that

purpose, with a leather lacs and piece of tape, that

after being in the water together for some time the

tape broke, and the woman was drowned, while he

saved himself by swimming ashore after endeavouring

to rescue the deceased. The jury at the inquest

returned a verdict of felo tie se ainst the girl, and of

feloniously inciting her to commit murder against the

young man, who was accordingly committed for trial.

The coroner then issued his warrant for the burial of de-

ceased between the hours of 9 and 12 at night, and with-

out the rites of Christian burial. The prisoner was

brought before the magistrate of Greenwi.ru Police Court

on Tuesday on remand, and after a long examination was

fully committed for trial at the next session of the

Central Criminal Court on the charge of Wilful Murder.

The Muedeb in Dbubt Coubt.—Oh Saturday

Richard Reeve was brought before the magistrate at

Bow Street on the charge of having murdered his half-

sister by hangiug her in the coal cellar iu Drury Court.

It appeared from the evidence of several witnesses that

both the parents were dissipated people, and frequently

in at the front door, the housemaid having shortly
afterwards discovered the two men in her mistress's

room, which they had rifled of the plate and other
valuables which were kept there, while her mistress, who
was seated in her arm chair, had her head beaten in and
her clothes covered with blood. The housemaid raised

a cry of murder, upon which the female prisoner, who
was drinking with the cook in the kitchen, exclaimed
that she was innocent and knew nothing about it.

The men immediately rushed out of the house with the-

plate they had secured, and succeeded in eluding the
detective police until Sunday morning, when they

were apprehended in bed together in a house in Walmer
Street. They had shaved their whiskers and altered

their dresses for the purpose of escaping recognition.

The magistrate said that the evidence showed that
there had been a most daring and almost unheard ot

robbery and outrage, which w.ts likely to make every-
body feel insecure in their own homos. The evidence
against the woman rested on more than mere suspicion.

He should like to 'have some corroborative evidence-

about the identity of the male prisoners, and with that

view, and in order to stimulate the vigilance of the

police, he should remand the case. On Thursday the
prisoners were again brought before the magistrate,

when the daughter of the woman with whom the
prisoner Reeves lodged, swore that she had often seen

the three prisoners together, that they met together in

her mother's house on the night of the robbery, and
went out before the hour at which it was committed. The
magistrate said that this evidence was of importance,

and further remanded the prisoners for a week.
Bubglaby by A Female Serva>*t.—A few days

since the house of Mr. Barker, in Bessborough Gardens,
was apparently broken into and robbed in the absence

of the family, and the maid-servant was found missing.

It was then ascertained that the girl, dressed as a man.
in the clothes of a gentleman living in the house, had
absconded with a Large portion of the property, and
would probably have escaped altogether had she

resumed her own clothes when she got into the country.

She was traced and apprehended at Great Yarmouth,
where she had taken lodgings and had passed her time

in smoking cigars, escorting the landlady to theatres,

and other amusements of the same kind. She was
brought back to London, and was placed at the bar of

the police-court on Tuesday in the male attire in which

she had escaped. Her solicitor endeavoured to set up
a plea of insanity, but the magistrate stated that he
was unable to deal with such a question, even if there

was evidence to support it, and ultimately committed
the prisoner for trial.

The Public Health.—The Registrar - General's

Weekly Report states that the high mortality that

attends the inclement months of the year has begun to

appear in the weekly- returns, the death* in London
having risen to 1288 in the week that ended Saturday

The corrected average for the corres-
fought tembly j md[flat they wy» hath. teaak whw> I »wy»h» IS

H„..Wd was committed. The prisoner, who is a mere pondrag week of the_ ten years 18^1-60, is 1294;

boy, and the son of a former wife, worked at his father <

business of a basket maker, and was said to be exceed-

ingly industrious; indeed, so much so, that the busin.

mainly depended upon him. He frequently quarrelled

with deceased, who was his half-sister, of « horn he was

exceedingly jealous, as whilst he was ill treated by h.s

step-mother, she was a great favourite, and was per-

mitted to aggravate and annoy »u» with .mpumty,

besides being often made the instrument of the step-

Other's ill-usage. The -gZ&fiSg
1^

orisoner for trial on the charge of W il ul Jluraer. i lie

Fnquest was held on Tuesday, when the foreman made I

that the mortality of last week agrees very closely

with the result obtained by calculation. During the

week the births of 876 boys and 898 girls, in all 1774
children, were registered in London. In the ten corres-

ponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the average number
was 1617.

JProbmriaL
Aldebshott.—At the Petty Sessions on Monday the

soldier, John Nicholas, who recently attempted to shoot
the sergeant of his regiment, was again brought up for
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examination. Since his last appearance at Odiham he
Lad been confined in Winchester Gaol ; lie looked very
wretched, and expressed great contrition. On being
placed at the bar, Sergeant Howard, of the Aldershott
constabulary, again applied tor a remand. Surgeon F.
E. Reynolds was called, and said that he was in attend-
ance on the wounded man, who was still in a very dan-
gerous state, but it was impossible to say whether he is

likely to die from his wounds or not. He is a young
man with a good constitution, and having been a steady,
sober person, has everything in his favour. He was
shot on the night of the 6th inst., and he had no doubt
that in a week he should be able to give a positive
opinion as to the chances of recovery or otherwise.
Upon this evidence the prisoner was again remanded
for a week.

[November
23, isgL

Hull.—The steamer Lion of this port, a fine iron
vessel of 1015 tons burden, and 380-horse-power, was
totally lost on the Isle of Gothland last week on her
voyage from St. Petersburg. Her departure had been
hastened on account of the rapid setting in of the ice
5a the Baltic, and she was caught in the storm which
appears to have been as general in the Baltic as it was
in the North Sea. The crew and passengers suc-
ceeded in getting on the island, but the ship soon went
to pieces. The steamer Enchantress, a fine vessel of
300 tons, left this port on the 13th for Rotterdam and
has nob since been heard of. It is feared that she
foundered in the gale of the 14th, and that all on
board went down with her.

Leeds.—A conference of delegates on Parliamentary
Reform commenced its sittings on Monday morning in
the Town Hall of this borough. About 200 delegates
attended from various reform associations in different
parts of the country, but the greater portion of them

j

were from Yorkshire and Lancashire towns, and had been
appointed at meetings of extreme Liberals, held for the
especial purpose. The business committee and secre-
taries having been appointed, the local president read

|

letters of apology for non-attendance from the Earl of
Carlisle, Earl Russell, Lord Londesborough, Sir J. V. B.
Johnstone, M.P.; Air. Bright, M.P.; Earl De Grey and
Ripon; Mr. StansfieW, M.P.; Sir C. Wood, M.P.; Hon.
C. W. Fitzwiliiam ; M. Hadfield, M.P. ; Mr. Roundell
Palmer, M.P., Solicitor-General; Mr. Brown, M.P.

;

Mr. Vyner, M.P.; Mr. Greenwood, M.P.; Mr. Clay,
M.P.; Mr. Cobden, M.P.; Mr. Westhead, M.P.; and
other gentlemen. Mr. George Wilson, of Manchester,
then delivered an inaugural address, of which the
following is a summary :

—

" On making a division of the people into voter3 and non
voters, they presented very great inequalities. At present the
voting power of the country was 1,221,000; 950,000 being in
England, 10,000 in Ireland, and 170,000 in Scotland. If each of
these voters represented a fanaly of five there would be
six millions who would be directly or indirectly interested in
the election of members ; but taking the population of the
United Kingdom in 1861, exclusive of the Isle of Man and the
Channel Islands, at 29 millions, there would remain 23,500,000
unaccounted for who had no more connection, or were no
more recognised in the election of Parliamentary representatives
than a foreigner. Of those at least six or seven millions were
grown-up people who had no right of voting, and who com-
prised six-sevenths of the rising young men of the country.
But the present distribution of electoral districts was of still

more importance. He then gave some statistics showing the
disproportionate number of representatives of Lancashire and
the West Riding, considering the increase of population, and
said if, in the face of such facts, reformers were prepared to
endorse the present arrangements of electoral districts, he
would wipe his hands of them altogether. Was it not time to
declare aloud that all such inequalities should cease ? What
right had decaying towns to the same electoral influence as
energetic ones

; and would thriving and strong constituencies
TObmit any longer to be linked to dead bodies ? During the
30 years that the Reform Bill had been in operation the popu-
lation had increased as nothing in comparison with the increase
in the mental and moral improvement of the people. He did
not say all working men were educated—the barons signed
Magna Charta with a cross ; but a man might have good prin-
ciples in him without being educated. He had taken great
interest in the well-being of working men, and he knew they
were qualified to vote, because they were industrious and
moral, loyal and patriotic; they were dangerous only to
redtapeism and the circumlocution-office. A working man in
seven years paid SU. in taxes, and should he not have a vote,
although some said this was not the time? It was the word-
ing man'8 fault ; but he had his rights before him, and there-
fore there should be no delay in redressing his grievances. He
considered that mutual intolerance had hitherto been the great
obstruction to the cause of reform ; but he appealed to all for
co-operation as lar as they could go in carrying out those prin-
ciples which had been enunciated by great constitutional
authorities of former ages."

The meeting was subsequently addressed by '^various
delegates, and a long discussion ensued, the great
feature of which was whether the Conference should
express opinions in favour of manhood suffrage,
universal suffrage, household suffrage, or a 61. franchise
coupled with vote by ballot, triennial or annual Parlia-
ments and equal electoral districts. Tiie majority of
the speakers appeared to hold nearly the whole of tuese
principles; but many of them counselled that the
Conference should support a measure of Parliamentary
reform of a less extensive character. Mr. Baines, M.P.,
expressed his opinion that the day for passing a great
and comprehensive measure of Parliamentary reform
bad passed away ; but he thought reform was still to
be had bit by bit. The first~object was to get the
franchise lowered, and then other things would follow.
He thought at present there was no chance of obtaining
household suffrage. Mr. Forster agreed with him that
there would not be 25 members in the present House
of Commons who would vote for household suffrage.
A 6/. franchise would increase the borough constituen-
cies 50 per cent. He was willing to bring forward
again his bill of last session if thought d«»ir»hlp - hnk

the^ members of the conference should sink their
individual differences, and unite in declaring themselves
in favour of such a measure as was likely to obtain the
assent of the Legislature.—Mr.Barnes, M.P., said that in
the present House of Commons there was not so strong
a feeling in favour of household suffrage and vote by
ballot as there was in the Parliament elected in 1852.
He instanced the question of church rates, too, as tested
by what had taken place in the late session, as one on
which the feeling of the House of Commons was not so
liberal as formerly. He had lately been at Birmingham
and Liverpool, and at both places he found even among
professing Liberals that there was not that affection
for further Parliamentary Reform. People thought
that Reformers such as Mr. Bright were going too far.

After several delegates had addressed the meeting, Mr.
Baines said in answer to a question that he meant a 61.
rental, and not a 61. rating, in his Bill, for the latter
would be equivalent to an SI. rental, and a 61. rental
was what Lord John Russell proposed in his last Bill.
The Chairman said, if nothing was done which would
exclude the co-operation of certain Reform associations,
the object of the conference would be half accomplished.
He recommended that after thisanother conference should
be held before the meeting of Parliament, and then
delegates should be authorised to operate in London.
The question should be put directly to the Government
whether they intended bringing forward a Reform Bill
or not this Session. Ifa negative answer was returned,
then steps should be taken for bringing forward an
independent measure. Mr. Baines, M.P., Mr. Barnes,
M.P., Mr. Forster, M.P., Mr. Smith, of York, Mr.
Dodson, of Hull, and Mr. Hobson were added to the
business committee, who were instructed to bring in a
definite proposition on the subject of Reform. The
first sitting of the conference then terminated. The
second day's sitting was held on Tuesdav at the Town
Hall, Mr. Barnes, M.P. in the chair. The Secretary
read the following resolutions, which had been adopted
by the business committee appointed on the previous
day :—

"1. That this conference regards the present state of the
representation of the people as a gross injustice to the working
classes, who are almost entirely excluded from the franchise^
and without any constitutional protection for their labour,
their property, their liberty, or their families. 2. That the
members of this conference, whilst differing considerably
among themselves as to the degree to which the franchise
ought to be extended, are unanimous in declaring that they
and those whom they represent are deeply dissatisfied with
the state of the franchise, and claim such an extension of the
franchise in counties and boroughs as will give the working
classes a fair, honest, and effectual representation in the House
of Commons as well a3 the protection of voters by the ballot,
and the distribution of the right to return members of Parlia-
ment more in accordance with population and property.
3. That, regarding the union of all classes of real reformers as
essential to the attainment of any great amendment of the
representation, they recommend the formation of Reform
Associations on a broad basis, with a view to bringing them
to bear on Government and Parliament by means of public
meetings, petitions, memorials, deputations, and all other
constitutional means, including action in the registration and
at elections. 4. That the committee, recommending petitions
to Parliament from every town, village, and workshop, would
not attempt to prescribe the kind of reform to be asked for,

but would leave each body of petitioners to the exercise of
its own judgment, at the same time advising that friendly
support should be given to every honest measure which may
be proposed for the extension of the suffrage to th ; working
classes as well as for the protection of the voters by the ballot,

and for a more equitable distribution of seats. 5. That a
meeting of delegates be held in London soon after the com-
mencement of the next session of parliament to consider with
each other, and with friends in parliament, and to decide upon
a measure to be presented to the House of Commons. 6. That
a committee be appointed for calling a conference in London,
and if it should be desirable, after corresponding with the
friends>of reform, t© convene another conference in Birming-
ham, Manchester, or some other great town, before the meeting
of parliament. 7. This conference cannot dissolve without
expressing its deep regret aud disappointment that her
Majesty's government appear to have abandoned the reform
question, and that unless the present Cabinet introduce a
Reform Bill immediately on the opening of parliament they
must forfeit the confidence of the people."

These resolutions were discussed seriatim, and at great
length. Almost the whole time of the sitting was
taken up with a debate on the second resolution, to
which Mr. Stokes, of Manchester, moved an amendment
for the purpose of inserting a clause in favour of man-
hood suffrage. The majority, however, thought that
such an addition to the resolution would pledge the
conference and drive off many who would otherwise be
powerful supporters. Mr. Stokes eventually withdrew
his amendment, and the other resolutions were adopted
unanimously. The Chairman then declared the business
of the conference at an end. In the evening a demon-
stration on a large scale took place in the Victoria Hall,
Mr. Edward Baines, M.P., in the chair. Speeches were
delivered by the chairman ; by Mr. James Heywood, late
M.P. for North Lancashire; Mr. Forster, M.P.; Mr.
Leatham, M.P.; Mr. Robert Cooper, of Manchester;
and other gentlemen, some of whom expressed their
opinion that if societies like the Leeds Working Men's
Association were formed throughout the country, they
would get a Reform Bill, not next session, but certaiuly
in the course of the session following.

Liverpool.—The Mersey Bock Board have decided
to lease a site on the Great Orme's Head, for the con-
struction of a new lighthouse. The cost of the
edifice will be 5000/., and the annual charge for main-
tenance 380/.—A telegram was received on Thursday
from Queenstown, announcing the total loss of the
Liverpool ship British Flag, of 1329 tons, outward
bound to Bombay, with a valuable cargo. She was
dismasted in the gale of the 13th inst., and was shortly
alterwards abandoned by the crew, who were saved by

the Ernst, which has laTm^ed^h^uTa'
Both ship and cargo were insured
Nottingham.—On Wednesday, two m^

Henry Curzon and William Ww^bnft fiLord Belper and the bench of macistratJ* .7T
Shire-hall, charged with poaching on K£& * £John Chaworth Musters, at Edwalton It anthat a few evenings ago a rural policeman sii^S
12 poachers on the preserves about midnight Hp
cured the assistance of four gamekeepers beWinTtMr Musters and went> pursuit, Tiiey soo
sight of the poachers, and attempted to capture mmdthem, lhe poachers resisted, and a fight tooknW
The keepers at length succeeded in capttW onTrf
the poachers, when the latter immediately attempted
rescue, and succeeded in dragging their compamor!VftH
the watchers. The poachers were armed with three!
trained forks and short bludgeous, aud threuU-ned the
lives of the keepers until they had liberated ev ci
panion. The whole of the men then got cletr aw
The gang, however, was well known to the keep
and w«rrants for the apprehension ot them were muZ
In the meantime, the poachers left their homes tad
the two prisoners were apprehended in this town. TW
Bench remanded the n until Saturday.
Otley.—James Waller, the poacher, who on the 5th

inst. deliberately shot William Smith, gamekeeper to
Mr. T. Horsfall, of Hawksworth Hall, remained at Jen
until Sunday morning, when he was apprehended in a
barn about two miles from the scene of the tragedy, tad
within a mile of his own house at Sconce, near Btoldoi.
He was concealed in the straw, and was haggard in the
extreme. He had 16*. 6d. in his watch fob, and a han^.

kerchief, containing bread, has since been fouud anwog
the straw. He absconded on the 5th November, t-
day of the murder, and since that^time he has been li

the life of an outcast, sheltering in barns and on the

moors by day, and at night crawling to the home of

some fellow-poacher in order to get a mouthful of food.

Colonel Cobbe, Chief Constable of the West Riding, had

issued a placard cautioning people against harbouring or

sheltering him, andjapprising them or* the penal come-

quences of doing so ; aud a reward of 75/., of wbica

50Z. will be given by the Secretary of State, and

251. by,' Mr. Horsfall, had been offered for his apprt

hension. But there is such a spirit of fellow-feel::

;

between the poachers on the Otley Moors that even t

reward did not induce them to give him up. It is alio

well known to the authorities that money has been

largely subscribed in Bradford and the neighbourhood

with the object of getting him out of the country. 0a

Wednesday he was taken before the Keighley bench
magistrates and fully committed for trial on the charge

of Wilful Murder.
Robertsbridge.—A large and influential meeting

of the hop-growers of Sussex was held in this town o

Thursday for the purpose of deciding on the steps to be

taken in the ensuing Session to promote the total repeil

of the excise duty on hops. Lord Harry Vane, M.P*
presided. Mr. Dodson, M.P., moved the first resok

tion, that a memorial be presented to the Chancellor I

the Exchequer, 'showing the unjust, unequal, and

oppressive operation of the duty upon hops, especis

since the recent legislative enactments respecting the

plant, and urging the total and immediate repeal of

that impost. Mr. H. Coleman seconded the resolu-

tion, which was carried unanimously. Mr. l'reuea

tioved the next resolution,—"That petitions in faro

of the repeal of the hop duty be circulated and signed

throughout the hop-growing parishes, and that >«

Repeal Associations and ttie hop-planters in other

counties be invited to obtain memorials and petitions to

the like effect." Mr. Beresford Hope seconded the

resolution, which was also unanimously agreed to.

It was then voted on the motion of Mr. John Bourne,

seconded by Mr. Boddy, that the members fort*

county be requested to assist the association in en**

vouring to obtain the repeal of the duty.
,

Stratford-on-avon.—The following subscript^

have been added to the Shakespere Fund since our m*

notice :—The Prince Consort, 100/. ;
the fl«q»"

S. W. Browne
Museum, 201

ie, hi.; Mr. Thomas Watts, <* "J?"^,

(add

Ewinff, U.; Mr.Ewart, M.P., 5/.; Messrs.

Ade, U. Total at present subscribed, ZiW.
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_ ~A*tinn to his conduct while he had

^"irelaud, especially to his endeavours for the

l!w development of education, and for making hira-

**^
tinted by personal observation with the

JfJJjjJients of the country; and expressing a con-

^ fcne that be would, like his illustrious father,

tk°»tisfaction
of receiving the grateful thanks

•a* toontry
for his enlightened and impartial policy.

'Serf, in reply, spoke at great length, and was

cheered at several passages of his speech. The£ Robert

are extracts from the more important portions

ftbupeech:—

a^tiemen when I came to this country I was led to sup-
"

A*i her' Majesty's Government, however popular in
* in the House of Commons, was unpopular with a

to this country, because it refused to involve the people

'Smntry in a European war, in defence, or rather by
'

atfy of that subjugation under which Italians have

daring many years. Well, f am happy to find that

3 i:

f independent character, of all classes and creeds in this

JL unit« in affirming and approving the polisy of her

ovenuneut ; and I must say that I am glad to find

siithe case, because, depend upon it, no Government

?!L CniUd Kingdom could hope to remain four-and-twenty-
*"r i_ po^er if it ventured to have followed any other policy

;

Uio cSqixattinfif
with the Ultramontane section would be

E . n0 ctquetting, I say, with the Ultramontane section

E^l] be able to ward off the indignation and the censure of

•Mflunent. Now, as regards myself, from the experience I

f^jyi if anything were wanting to induce me to sympathise

Slttlv—if anything were wanting to cause me to applaud

fclooBcTof the Government in this respect, it is the very

mSSboij and unhappy practice which I have seen ever

gfrhy in this country, of mixing up purely secular subjects

vtfc icdesiastical censure. Now, this mixing up of purely

subjects with ecclesiastical censure is very objec-

,

»nd I must say, for my part, that I highly disapprove

tMtrinciple of fulminating ecclesiastical denunciations against

fti political acts of public men who may chance to differ from

ttentbors of the denunciations on the grounds of religious ob-

«rTuce. Now, gentlemen, just figure to yourselves his Grace

Ae AieWwbop of Canterbury exhuming from the sepulchre

of oar Parliamentary debates extracts from 'Hansard,' and
Bcorporatiug them in a circular to the clergy of his province,

dBOODcing, with the most severe ecclesiastical censure, poli-

bal ikm upon the extension of the franchise, or upon Irish

tnawaya. Or go further ; —suppose the Archbishop of Can-
jrtary holding up to popular indignation a Roman Catholic

vfeo goes for purposes of charity into the outlying districts of
wytnd Spitalfields for the purpose of doing good. Why,
conduct as that would only raise a smile of pity in Eng-

kai, tad would tend, unquestionably, to lower the character of
la* acred office which he so worthily fills. But I am sorry
loaythatitis precisely that I complain of in this country.
I how, fortunately, that it only exists on one or two occa-
oci, and I know this, that it meets with the condemnation of
rary man, no matter what his creed or class—that it meets
•fth general condemnation. Why, his Grace the Archbishop
kgftte of this country, not following the example which was
* by his honoured predecessor, Dr. Murray, has thought
proper to collate extracts from Hansard upon various subjects
-Spain, Italy, and I know not what—and with Jesuitical
ajwiuity to endeavour to construe them into an accusation
«»inst myself, as a charge against the Irish people. Gentle-
•en, I am not sure that the Archbishop is quite right in the
mirse which he is now following in placarding me in a pastoral
tmost unjust insinuations, to whom do you think? The
«tejyof the diocese of Dublin. Well, now, I do pity the
»-Vmay say that my heart bleeds for the man, who would

2fflw
d

T
g °n Such msinuations as these. For myself,

^* IW' 1
J
m made of sterner stuff than to suppose that m v

J«j7«en for one moment would believe or place faith«* or language which savour rather of monkish
Tjwjoas of the Middle Ages than the bold features
_wyoas toleration. I know not, gentlemen, how far the
^"Qcai discipline and doctrine of the Church of Rome
32jJ°ve such conduct; but this I do know, and I echo the

of oceanic communication between America and this country.At all events, what I saw ill contrasted with the stirring com-munity of Shgo, or with the extraordinary mercantile develop.
|

ment which I witnessed in the distinguished citv ol Derrv
iand here, again, in Belfast, one of the noblest cities of the

empire. I have learnt to admire the prodigious energy and
commercial prosperity which are the results of your' own
unaided exertions. Xo Government grant. If you h.*i had
Government grants, depend upon it you would not be what yon
are Gentlemen, I should be very sorry longer to delay you
with observations upon a subject which I could dilate uj'ou at
considerable length. This I may say, that m coming to Ireland
I represent England's love for the sister isle. I bring with me
England's love, which elicited Ireland's gratitude in her season
of famine and distress; that same love which is still felt with
undiminished ardour in her happier days of progress and social
improvement. I come here to carry out the instructions of
her Majesty's Government towards all classes and towards all
creeds, without respect of persons, impartially and without
prejudice; and so far as is consistent, or, rather, so far as
depends upon the political action of Government and of Parlia-
ment, to assist in promoting worka of public utility and
national advantage. And if by acquiring a knowledge of the
wants and resources of this country, I can in any way, so far
as depends upon my humble power, aid, or lustain, or
strengthen the pedestal upon which it is based—the develop-
ment of Ireland's commercial prosperity and social well-being

j—it will bo to me a source of such gratification that I should
i

be unable to convey it in adequate terms. And, if that be so,
if it is permitted to mo to do anything good in this country, I

' shall have the satisfaction of feeling, not only that I have done
my duty, but that I have been able to show that I am n >t

i unmindful of my father's example—that I am not altogether
unworthy to reap those fruits which I here gather at your

' generous hands of his conspicuous fame."

Murder in Dublin.—On Wednesday morning an
hotel waiter called John Molley, who had been reduced
to great destitution by want of employment, made a
desperate attempt to kill his wife and sister-in-law with
the poker. Both escaped with their lives, but the wife
was seriously injured. He then cut the throats of his

two children, one of whom died immediately, while the
other died on being taken to the hospital. The
murderer, whose appearance was wretched in the
extreme, was taken into custody, to await the result of
the inquest on the two children.

of Beni-Boo-Ali. He held the office ofdeputy adjutant-ireneralm Jamaica for 10 Years.
Lieut i >u>nkl Gfx>rok C. Lorrus died suddenly on the 5th

inat., In Winipole Street, aged 7i. He rved La the Scot*
Fusilier Guards under the Duke of Wellington in Spain and
Portugal, and received a Peninsular medal On retiring from
the army he became a Colonel of the Dorset Militia. He wu
the sen of the late General Loftus by hi* second wife Lady
Elizabeth, daughter of the first Marquis Townsheud and the
Baroness de Ferrars and Compton. '

L,ut «v«i wgnuwt jii jouj, mm jwcumjtaHiea nis regiment to
South America in 180 i. He was severely wounded at the
assault on Monte Video in 1S07. He proceeded t > the Peninsula
in ISoS. and served during the whole of that war, with the ex-
ception of three months when laid up by nfoknoss. Ht tainad
the war medal with nine clasps for the battles of Rolic i, Vimiera.
Tal avera, Badajoc, Salamanca. Vitb-rn, P3'renees. Nivelle, and
Albuera, where he was again severely wounded. He had re-
ceived the Portuguese Order of the Tower and Sword, and the
medal of Portugal for Vittoria, Pyrenees, and Nivelle.
Mr J. R. Godlky, Assistant-Uuder-Secretary for War, died

on Sunday morning at his resi hnce at Gloucester Plac Port-
man Square, in his 17th year. He was the clde son of John
God ley, 1 , of Kiliigar, c ranty of Leitrim.
Mr Who ni, the Vice Co al Chancelli f the Supreme Con-

sular Court at Constantinople, died at Bcbec on the 26th of
October, alter a short llluaai. and was hurioj In tli< ;s!i

cemetery at Scutari on the following M t 25
leading meml rs of the English, I m, and Maltese co ies
folio .veil him to the grave.

actem

iUtiu)<U><5,

Fall of a Bridge on the Great Northern.—
One of the bridges on this line, in the neighbourhood
of Huntingdon, fell to the ground last week just after

the mail train from the north had crossed it. The
bricks, it is supposed, being loosened by the rain, gave
way, and the whole structure fell to the ground. The
railway is rendered useless till the bridge can be re-

built, and arrangements have been made to send all the

through traffic by the London and North-Western.

iLatiK
Arches Court —Burder v. Heath.—On Saturday the Rev.

1>. I. Heath, vicar of Brading, was again brought before Dr.
Lushington, who had given him a fortnight to consider whether
he would retract, before sentence was pronounced on the

recent judgment against him. Mr. Heath now declined to

retract, whereupon Dr. Lushington said he had no option, and
pronounced sentence of deprivation. Notice of appeal to the

Judicial Committee of Privy Council was afterwards given.
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every man in the room—this I do know, that
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6 ^eu ^atiy exaggerated. I speak on the

Wills.—Tho will of Mr. Charles Prater, the array tailor of
Charing Cross, and 71. Portland Place, has l>eon sworn un
'J00.000Z. personalty; Mr. John William Stnrges, of Doncaatar,
18,000/. ; Mr. Thomas Newnharn, of Chapel Street, Grosvcnor
Square, 30,000*.

BIRTHS—On the 18th inst, at Barry's Hotel, Klinbur^h,
Lady SUMTER Blair, of a son—On the §d Inst, at U li .use,
county Kildare, the residence of General Lord Downks, the
Hon. Mrs Coi.noitNE, of a daughter—12th ins he wife of the
Hon. W. Hakbord, of a son— loth inst. at So. 6, Eaton Terrace,
Edinburgh, the Son. Mrs. Walker, of Dairy, of a daughter—
15th inst. at Veitch's Hotel, 120, George ^-reet, Edinhurgh. the
wife of the Hon. Georoe Fi;::di;rick U o lb, of a daughter—
16th inst, at Shoeburyness, the wife of Col. W. B. Gardner,
Royal Arcillery, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 12th inst, at St Peter's Church,
Dublin, Major the Hon. Lewis W. Milles, late Rifle Brigade,
second son of Lord Sondes, t I Elizabeth Gi.mroina, only
daughter of Robert Turle, Esq., Armagh—18th inst. at
Brighton, Fergusson Floyer H<»r,o, Ea \., of the Bengal Civil

Service, third son of Sir James Weir Hog,', Bart., to Elizabeth
Helen, daughter of the Hon. Lawrence and the lite Lady
Elizabeth Parsons—20th inst, at St. James's. Piccadilly,
Captain Henry Mf.ux Smith, only son of the late Captain
Henry Neal Smith, Royal Engineers, and nephew to Colonel
Gilpin, 31. P. ; to Minnie, you ist daughter of J. Dorrien
Ma<;kns, Esq., of Himmerwood, Boasex—19th inst, at St.

Mark's Church, Regent's Park, Chari. Dickevs, jun., Esq., to
Elizareth Moulb, second daughter of Frederick M. Evans,
E8q.,of 19, Queen's Road West, Regent'sPark, and Whitefriars—
12th inst, at St. Bride's Church, Liverpool, Edw. Geo. M'Douoal
Ick, Esq., 2d Royal Cheshire Militia, to Maria Eliza Bridget,
third daughter of the Rev. Lewis F. Thomas, B. A., Cambridge,
incumbent of St. James's, Toxteth Park, Walton, and grand-
daughter of the late General Lewis Thomas, C.B., sometime
Acting Commander-in-Chief in the East Indies—14th inst, at
the Oratory, Brompton, andat the Church of the Holy Trinity,

Brompton, Vinc::nza Costanoa Mazi.vj, Esq., of Brescia, to
Linda Mary, eldest daughter to James Whit j., M.P. for

Brighton— 19th inst, at St. Marylobone Church. Dr. William
Steer Riding. M .1)., of 36, Euston Square, to Mihi, only
daughter of Edward James, Esq., Q.C., of 24, Upper Wim-
pole Street.

DEATHS.—On the 14th inst, at 8, Clarges Street, after a
short illness, Lady Maria Saundf.rson, the beloved wife of

Colonel Hardress Robert Saunderson, and daughter of the late

Earl of CarhamDton, aged 61—1st inst, Mrs. Julia Mont-
privat, sister to "the late Countess Cornwallis, and relict of the

late Richard Montprivat, Esq., aged 72—12th inst, at 1, Park
Terrace, Park Road, Regent's Park, after a short illness, John-

Park e. Esq , brother of the late Sir William Parke, Kt., aged
75—17th inst, at her residence. Spring Lawn, Grove Road,
Southsea, Elizabeth, widow of 1 -Admiral John Hancock,
C.B.—13th inst, at Leamington, Catherine Anne, the wife of

LieuL-Col. Grant Allan, of the 3d Begt. H M.'s Indian Army—
14th inst, suddenly, at Smith Street, Chelsea, Major de
Kretschmar—30th Sept., at Flarastead, in Jar, i, Captain
Samuel Morrlsh, R.N., of H. M.S. Imaum, aged 49—13th inst,

at his residence, Linden Hall, near Lancaster, William Sharp,

Esq., a magistrate for the counties of Lancashire c nd Westmore-

land, aged 87—7th inst, at Rollestoa Hall, in Leicestershire,

Henry- Greene, Esq., aged 67—12th inst, at Bucharn, near

Huntley, Aberdeenshire, Alexander M'William, Esq., J.P.,

aged 33—16th inst, at Margate, David Ross Clarke, Esq., of

New Broad Street, and Devonshire Place, Portland Place,

London, aged 61—15th inst, at Pis i, Frederick Daviks. Eaq.,

of H.M.'s Customs, and of 38, Weym .uth Street, Portland

Place, aged 51—15th inst, at his residence, 28, Upper Seymour
Sreet, Portmin Square, Dr. Augustin Sayer, M.D., Fellow

of the Royal College of Physicians of London, aged 71—
20th inst, at No. 55. Hunter Street. Caroline, widow of the

late Rev. John Hewlett, Rector of Hilgay, Norfolk, and many
years Morning Preacher at the Foundling Hospital -13th inst.

at Snitterby Parsonage, near Kirkton-in-Lindsey, Lincolnshire,

the Rev. Richard Morey, B.A.. Perpetual Curate" of that

aged 54—13th inst, at Hoddesdon, Herts, the Rev.

Vimiera. Talavera, Busaeo. and Fuentes d'Ooor, H7s^ ol
j

George,F««o» »™I ""£?.XL°^^^T^;f^£

©fittuavn.
Sir John Forbes, M.D., physician to her Majesty's house-

hold, died at Whitchurch, near Reading, on Wednesday, in his

74th year. He was the fourth son of the late Mr. Alexander
Forbes, and was born at Cuttelbrae in 17S7. He was educated

at the Endowed Grammar School and at Marischal College,

Aberdeen, but received his medical education at the University

of Edinburgh, and served for several years in the medical

department of the navy. In 1814 and 1S15 he was flag surgeon

to the Commander-in-Chief in the West Indies, where he was

present in several naval engagements, and received the naval

war medal. Iu 1817 he graduated as M.D. at Edinburgh
University ; in 1821 he introduced to English practitioners

-the great discovery of auscultation by translating Laennec's

treatise, and wrote an original work on the same subject in

1824. In 1830 he was appointed physician in ordinary to the

late Duke of Cambridge, physician extraordinary to his Royal

Highness the Prince Consort in 1840, and physician to the

Queen's household in the following year. Sir John was an

honorary member of the principal medical societies of Europe

and America, one of the editors of the 4
' Cyclopaedia of Practical

Medicine," and the author of several professional and other

works. He received the honour of knighthood »n 1853. was a

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, a D.C.L. of Oxford,

Fellow of the Royal Society, and for several years consulting

physician to the Consumption Hospital.

Major-General Sir James H. Schoedde, K.C.B., Colonel

of the 55th Regiment, died on the 14th inst. in his 75th year.

He began his military career at the commencement of the

In 1801 he served with his regiment inpresent century
Egypt, and was present during the Peninsular War from 1808 tne r«

to the end of the campaign, taking part in the battles of Roleia, g*n^
18th inst, at Quendon, Essex, the Rev. John Colli

Ciudad Rodrigoand Badajos, the battles of Salamanca, Vittoria,

Pyrenees Nivelle, Nive, Orthes, and Toulouse, besides nume-

rous other minor actions and skirmishes. He commanded a

Inch services he was created a Knight of the Bath, received
.7™ Mid fc
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years Rector of that parish, aged 86—12th inst, at Bilton,

Warwickshire, the Rev. William James, Rector of that parish,

aged 74—17th inst, at his residence, Marawood, Shropshire, the

Rev. Joh.v Hartlett, aged 67—11th inst. at his residence, 4,

Lansdown Place, Clifton, the Rev. J. II. Nr rse, M.A., aged 50.
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me a very hungry appearance. I speak

2??** of* g that il did not convey to my mind the

^formiX?
1 that W11* came up to the expectations

"*ea fr0m it3 amuition ^ become the great centre

the thanks of both Houses of Parliament, and was appointed

one of her Majesty's aides-de-camp. In recognition of his ser-

vices in the Egyptian campaign he had received a gold medal

fVom the Saltan and for the Peninsular campaign the gold

medal for Nivelle, and the silver war medal with 14 clasps for

SVotber engagements in which he took part. He became

aSSSTp^^h died on the 8th inst.. at Cl^ton in

his 78th year. He served with the 65th Regiment at the cap-

ture of the Isle of France, in 1810 ; at the capture of^the Port of

which he receiveu a meaaL in io*u
i.'ll«d and Satteria Reya auppues ana pnees auoui. tuc oamc. uwuic-grvwu piwuco

the Mahratta general, Gokla, was »"««»
, .. nt.nre of ti Q & still equal to the demand, with perhaps the exception

captured In 1819, he served at the storm auu^ ua^uiwwi
, p Djaw rki«k «»«»• ^hi«flir fmm ih« f!ontinnnt krA ¥Y>*

iWarfeets.
HOPS.—Borouoh Markbt, Friday, Nov. 22.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a fair demand for

both new and old Hops at very firm rates. Coloury descrip-

tions are becoming scarce. Currency :—
M id and East Kent £8 8 to £12
Weald Kent 7 15 — 9

Suasex 7 10 — 8 10

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 16.

Supplies and prices about the same. Home-grown produce
still <

^ m.. ^7YUC8^lL^fhn^~oYRass-elKymaaudZama. j

of Pearof Pears, which come chiefly from the Continent and th*»

Island*. Grapes and Pine Apples are abondaat. Ot



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
Cauliflowers there is still a small supply. Potato markets
have unaltered since our last report. Cucumbers, though
scarce, are sufficient for the demand. Cut flowers chiefly
consist of Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Violets, Mignonette,
Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 3s to 5s
Grapes, per lb., Is 6d to 4s
Melons, each, Is to 3s
Pears, per doz.. Is to 6s
Apples, per doz., 6d to Is

Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s
Lemons, per 100, 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per pound., 2s to

2s 6d
Walnuts, per 100, 2s

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 6d | Artichokes, each, 6d to Sd
Broccoli, per bundle, Is to

Is 3d
French Beans, per sieve, 2s 6d

to 3s 6d
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d
Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s— per cwt., 4 s to 8s
Turnips, per bimch, 2d to 4d
Carrots, do., 4dto6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s
Cucumbers, each, 6d to 9d
Veg. Marrows, p. doz, Is to Is 6d |

Beet, per doz., Is 6d
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s
Onions, pickling,p. £ sieve, 4s6d
Tomatoes, p. doz., Is to 6s
Shallots, per lb., 8d to lOd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is 6d
Horse Radish, p. bun., 1 s 6d to 4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 3s to 4s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Prime Meadow Hay SOs to 90s
Superior do. ..95 105
Inferior do 40 55
New do — —
Rowen .. .. .. — —

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.
Smithfield, Thursday, Nov. 21.

90stol20Clover, old
New Clover . . . . — —
Do. second cut . . 80 105
Straw 28 34

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Nov. 21.

"Sup. Meadow Hay. . 100stol07s Inferior Clover . . 84s to 98s
Inferior do.
New do
Superior Clover

70 SO

..180 115

New do.
Straw .. .. 34 40

Joshua Baker.
Whitechapel, Thursday, Nov. 21.

Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 96s
Inferior do 75 84
Prime New Hay . . — —
Inferior .. .. — —
Straw 30 33

Prime Clover
Inferior do. .

,

Prime 2d cut
Inferior do.
New 1st cut

110s to 115s
95
96
84

105
100
90

POTATOES, Southwark, Monday, N®v. 18.
During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by

rail have been moderate, the trade much in the same state.
The following are this day's quotations : — Kent and Essex
Regents, per ton, 110s. to 130s. ; Yorkshire do., 100s. to 125s. ;

Lincolnshire do., 90s. to 110s.; Scotch do., 60s. to 110s.: French
Whites, 100s. to 110s.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Nov. 22

There has been more business doing in both fleece and skin,
and rates fully supported. In fact, skin wool may be quoted
£d. per lb. higher on many sorts.

South-down Hog- s. d. s. d.

gets 1 4 to 1 5

Half-bred ditto . . . . — 1 6
Down Ewea . . 1 4 — 1 4*

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins 1
Flannel Wool .

.

Kent Fleeces • •

4

5

6

to

1

1
5

5.. 1
1 5 — . . ' Blanket ditto . .

Coddnial Wool Sales.—These sales proceed fully as well on
all descriptions as the first week.

BUTTER MARKET.—Nov. 22. ^^^
Best Fresh Butter . . . . 16s. per dozen lbs.
Second do. do. .. .. 13s. „ u

Pork, 45. 4d. to 5*. Qd. per .8 lbs.

COAL MARKET.—Nov. 22.

Walls End Tees, 19s. 6d. ; Wall3 End Russell Hettons,
19s.—Ships at market, 17.

MARK LANE.—Mondav, Nov. IS.
The supply ofWheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's

market was very small, and met with a quick sale at the
extreme prices of this day se'nnight. There was an increased
attendance, and foreign Wheat met a somewhat improved
inquiry at our last week's quotations. Barley barely supports
last week's prices. Beans and Peas bring late rate's. The Oat
trade is firm, and old corn in fair request. Flour is a steady
sale at our quotations.

Per Imperial Quarter. Is. s. I

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White ,50—66 Red ...

fine selected runs.. ditto 61—66 Red ...

64—7

>—76

— — Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist. , 26s to 28s .. Chev. 36—41— Foreign.. grinding and distilling!27
Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato 26— Irish Potato, 26

Foreign Poland and Brew 1 20

Red .

s. 8.

50—61
54—64

Malting
30! Malting
241

28
!
Feed .

28 Feed .

35—38
36—40

-24

36—38
Feed .

Foreign

20
20

10

24
24

4

36—39

40—46

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan .... 35s to 37s

'. ."
.'

.Tick '36—39 ' Harrow— Pigeon 38s— 42s..Winds. — ,Longpod— Foreign Small 42 -52 Egyptian
Psas, white, Essex and Kent. .Boilers.40—4 i Suffolk .— Maple 43s to 45s Grey I—n F< .reign . i35
Maize White! —

IYellow . •

Flour, best marks delivered, .per c 50—55— 2d do ditto 40—50'Country [40—50— Foreign per barrel 28—36 Per sack ! 43— 58

Friday, Nov. 22.
The frost which commenced on the 16th lasted until the 20th,

when the dull mild weather returned ; to-day we have heavy
rain. The wind is westerly, alternating from N. to S. During
the present week the Wheat trade has remained inactive, but
prices have not undergone any quotable alteration. On
Wednesday rather more tone was given to the trade here by
the improved accounts of the French markets, and large orders
for the sale of cargoes on French were cancelled. Some ship-
ments to this country have been made from Marseilles, but
they consist chiefly of Egyptian and inferior qualities. Barley
continues to decline in value, and is generally quoted lower
throughout the country. In a few markets Oats and Beans
have only been saleable on reduced terms. The value of Flour
has not undergone any alteration. Since Friday last 48 vessels
have been reported off the coast. The floating trade has been
niactive, owing partly to the limited supply, but importers are
farm, and the last sales have been at more money. In Paris
(Nov. 21), the better feeling which took place a few days
previously had been firmly established, and in some instances
holders had obtained a slight advance. The arrivals of all
foreign gram as well as Engli8h Wheat and Barley this week
faave been large, of English Oats small. The attendance at
yu* morning's market, although small, included two or three
otiyera from a distance : the value of English Wheat ia unaltered

from Monday ; foreign was not extensively inquired for, but
commanded the full prices of that day. Barley is a slow sale.

and secondary qualities are Is. per qr. cheaper. Beans and
Peas bring Monday's quotations. The Oat trade is dull, and all

but the finest qualities are 6d. per qr. cheaper. Flour is a
steady sale at late rates.

Arrivals from Nov. 18 to Nov. 22.

^Vheat. I Barley.

[Xovnnm
23, i^,

English
Irish * • •

Foreign .

.

3440 qrs.

19S90

yf

99

1850 qrs.

6380

}•

»»

Oats.

410 qrs.
2670

51410

9P

>»

Flour.

i

1330 sks.

40 „
4850 brls.

LrvERPooL, Tuesday, Nov. 19.—We had a better attendance
of buyers at this morning's market, and both Wheat and
Flour have had a fair consumptive demand at the quotations of
Friday last. A few* sales of Indian Corn were made early in
the market, at a reduction of 3d. per qr. ex quay ; as these
parcels, however, became cleared sellers gathered confidence,
and it is now held for fully late rates. Oats and Oatmeal
remain dull of sale. Beans, Peas, and Barley each steadily
maintain former prices. The market closes much firmer than
it opened.
Friday, Nov. 22. — The market has been moderately

attended, and there is no alteration whatever in Wheat and
Flour, both of which are inactive, and have undergone no
change in prices, holders refusing to submit to any reduction.
Indian Corn unaltered. Oats and Oatmeal dull,
small.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER, bv jJ \ J*^DE*S0N & So". Wellington \„
*

Wood, N.W.-He must be weuiS&Sted^'.*^Business, and be thoroughly qualified for t£» -
th#

H. & Son hereby give noti^also^ thatMr^^now ceased to represent their Establishment

WANT PLACES.̂Letters to be Post P^
To Noblemen and Gentlemen contemplating Hrm.j.tir

their Parks and Gardens ^1MI*l
JOHN- GRIBBINS bavin* just comXedhi.O ment at the Royal Horticultr- 1 «- •

F '

isington, where he has been em
carrying out Mr. Nesfi eld's De

requiring

tF ment at the Royal Horticultural Society's p«w»
Kensington, where he.has.been employed for the lL,2^2?in carrying out Mr. Nesfield's Designs iu EmbrrSuZ.*!***
desirous of treating with any one requiring thoroiShTli!
capability, haying had extensive and varied practka' brilast 28 years in every branch appertaining to ttSLJt*?His works may be seen as above, and also at th« P^r? TrC^r1*
Whitley Court

; the Earl of Craven's. Ashdow^ pSfc
C?*& '•

Royal, Slough; at Dorking in Surrey ; thePaWk^?^
sington; b. sides many other places, executed undsrSJ fr
fif1^ .the eminent ^aydscape^Gardener, to whomhTiTkilS*

Averages Wheat.

56« 3d

Barley. Oats. Rye.
Oct. 12.. 37s 4d 21sl0c£ 37s 3d— 19.. 56 3 36 6 21 6 34 9— 26.. 57 9 36 7 21 11 35 1
Xov. 2 .

.

59 5 87 1 22 7 37 5— 9.. 59 8 37 3 22 8 38 5— 16.. 59 10 37 6 22 7 37 7

Agg. Aver. 58 2 37 2 22 2 36 9

Peas.

permitted to refer. J. G. having been successful in -^ -
the assistance of Mr. Newton, Estate Imwover Fftnl*~ will be enabled to give Estimates for Alffi^'J" 4?-

I

application to Joseph Newton, Estate Improver\idil~£l^

42 2

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
Prices Oct. 19. Oct. 26. Nov. 2.

r

Nov. 9.

I
Nov. 16.

Gardener, 30, Eastbourne Terrace. Hyde Park, W.

MANAGE R7BOOK-KEEPKR/lJOn^HBr
DENT.-A practical Gardener who has the Mament of a considerable Nursery Business wilt be fr*e lamonths. Twenty- five years in the Trade. Extensive

tions in all parts of the world where Plants and Seed* in
to.—A. M., Gardener*' Chronicle Office, W.C.

f±ARDENEK (Head).—Ape 37, marriedTSTfi
VJ many years' experience in every branch of
No single-banded place accepted. Testimonials of tbe
order.—A. B., 135, St. Alban's Place, Edgeware Road, wT

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, no incumbi
perfectly understands his profession in all its br

Five years in last situation.—A. B., 60, Mildmay Sti-iet, Bttft
Pond Road, Islington, London, N.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. IS.

The number of Beasts is considerably less than of late ; trade
is consequently brisk at advanced rates. The supply of Sheep
is also smaller, but it is quite equal to the demand. Prices
are about the same as on Monday last. Good Calves are in
demand at fully late rates. From Germany and Holland there
are 650 Beasts, 5200 Sheep, and 122 Calves ; from Scotland,
100 Beasts ; from Ireland, 1230 Beasts and 300 Sheep ; and
2650 from the northern and midland counties.

s
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. .. 5
Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
Half breds . . 5

Do. Shorn .. .

s

to 5 2
8 4

4
10

4

6 — 5 8

s d s d
Best Long-wools. 5 — 5 4
Do. Shorn .. .. — . •

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4 — 4 8
Do. Shorn .. .. to .. »

Lambs — ., 1

Calves . . . . 4 4 — 5 2
Pigs . . . . 4 4—5 4

Beasts. 49S0 ; Sheep & Lambs, 21,100 ; Calves, 144 ; Pigs, 440.

Thursday, Xov. 21. ^^^The number of Boasts is rather larger than on Thursday last
'

but choicest kinds are not very plentiful. The trade is dull at
rather lower rates. The supply of Sheep is not large, but it

exceeds the demand. Prices on the average are lower, but
there is not much alteration in best qualities. Calf trade is

steady. Our foreign supply consists of 810 Beasts, 1110
Sheep, and 158 Calves. Milch Cows, 90.

s
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. .. 4
Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn
1920 ; 8heep & Lambs, 4020 ; Calves, 190 ; Pigs, 290.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no v r

brance ; understands his profession in all its brandm;
sole cause of leaving his late situation through his \nmi
employer leaving his estate. Can have two years and that
months* good character from his late employer, and
years in situation before.— A. B., Post Office, Beckley,

d s d s d s d
Best Long-wools. 4 10 to 5 2

8 to 5 Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

6 — 4 8 Ewes & 2d quality 4 — 4 6
4 —4 Do. Shorn . . . . — . *

Lambs . . . . . . — . •

4to5 6 Calves . . . . 4 4 — 5 4
. to . * Pigs .. ..4 — 5

CONSULTING GARDENER.—Joseph Robinson
begs to offer, on moderate terms, his services as above to

any lady or gentleman contemplating Alterations, Improve-
ments, or Additions to their Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, or
Horticultural Buildings—assured that from his long practical
experience he would be able to effect the same judiciously and
economically.—Slough, Bucks.

ORTICULTURE. — A Nurseryman having an
extensive business and an excellent residence situate in

one of the most healthy counties in the West of England, is

desirous of meeting with one or two Youug Gentlemen as
BOARDERS and PUPILS, They will have every opportunity
of learning the business and enjoy all the comforts of home.
— Address X . Z., Gardener*' Chronicle Office, Covent Garden.

PARTNER.—Au experienced Landscape Gardener
and Contractor, extensivelv engaged in Sanatory Works,

wishes for a PARTNER with sufficient capital to carry on an
increasing business, and to manufacture under patent an
article in great demand for sanatory nurposes —X. Y. Z.

f Mr.
White, Accountant. 13, Old Jewry Chambers, E.C.

ANTED, a PARTNER, who is experienced in tbe
general routine of a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS,

in the best locality South of London, near a junction and two
other Railway Stations. The Nursery consists of nearly 6 acres,
containing a large extent of glass, a young and general stock of
Trees, Shrubs, Roses, <fec. , and has been established more than

GARDENER (Head.)—Ape 30; understands firiv

and Late Forcing Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetable!, ttt

Management of Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens, Erectar

and Heating Hothouses &c, Laying Out and Improving i
Pleasure Grounds. Good character from present employer,

and also from previous employers.—G. Guppy, 10, Centuifae

Road, Brighton, Sussex.~~~™~
To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married \ \m t

thorough practical knowledge of the Cultivation of Pins,

Vines, Peaches, Melons, and Cucumbers, also the Manageaeet

of Stove, Orchids, and Fern Houses. Has a Son (ace 17) wle

thoroughly understands Stove Plants, Orchids. Ferns,

Greenhouse Plants. Wages requested \l. per week, with h

and firing. Can have two and a half years' unexceptional!
character from last situation, also can be highly rocommendei
by three other gentlemen.—A. B., Mr. Manning, Bookselkf
and Stationer, 10, Claremont Place, Hornsey Road. N.

^

ARDENER.—Age 36. married; thoroughly com-

petent and practical ; experienced in all the vane*
branches of the profession. Character unexceptionable.—

H. W., Post Office, Fens tanton, Hunts.

7^ ARDENER (Under or Second), in a nobleman's or

vX gentleman's Garden.—Age 20; accustomed to Pleat*

Pines, Grapes, <fec. No objection to pay a premium.—Alpha,
Mr. Burbidge, Draper, 30, Sheep Street, Rugby.

WOODMAN (Head).—Age 28, single; has

accustomed to the work all his life.—Reference W
Mr. W. L. B. Freuer, Estate Agent, Eye, Suffolk.

AND AGENT or STEWARD.—Age 30, marriedj

has been engaged during lifetime in the Managemett ef

extensive Landed Property, Farmincr, Draining, BuiMBf.

Planting, the Care of Woods, &c. The most satisfactory r+

ferences, and security to any amount.—M., GQ.rdmeri

Office, W.C.

AILIFF.— Practically acquainted with Modern

Farming and Steam Cultivation. A good judge oj^g*

and a good Accountant.—A. B., 66, Herbert Street, HO***

London, N. —-

To the Seed Trade. ^.
SHOPMAN or CLERK.—Age 20; has a tbofor

knowledge of the Trade in all its various br»ac» ^
furnish unex ceptionable references as to character.^^ __

Salary not so much an object as a comfortewe

lpha. Post Office, Saling, Braintree. Essex.

L

To the Seed Trade.
20; witagw**

SHOPMAN" andTRAVELLER.-^ ^u
;

™».

perseverance and good address. Can furm*.i uu* i**P-
good address, uan ^"""/IThiiniw *•

able references as to character, ability, m^,_J!!SPL much an
v_7 perseve

could work up or extend a business.
"'xtai

^¥ .ff.yiAMxt.
object.—A. L., Post Office, Wolverhampton, s»now-»-__

To the~Seed Trade. .

QHOPMAN.-A-e 23; has had ^svderah^^

„ . , JO rience in the first houses in
n

Scotlana. ^TClL^
J.O

years. Capital required about 100<K. ; or arrangements can references as to character and capabilities *-V» ,

be made for disposing of the whole concern, if desired.— M. J., 33, Beaumont Street, Stapleton Roa<V^ii—

:

Application by letter to A. B. C, care of Messrs. Hurst
«fc Mc Mullen, Seedsmen, (5, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

GOOD SERVANTS.—The difficulty of procuring
these is so great, that a SCHOOL has been opened in

London under careful management to teach Young Women of
the better class to become COOKS and KITCHENMAIDS, and
places are obtained for them. No payment i3 required until
they have obtained situations. —Full particulars on application
to the Matron School of Cookery, 90, Albany Street, Regent's
Park. Lou don, N.W.

WANTED, a» ACTIVE fOUNG MAN to Assist in
the Houses where Fruit and Flowers are grown for

Market.— R. Clarke, Market Gardener, Twiokonham. S.W.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, about 20 years of age;
must be steady and industrious, and have a good

knowledge of the Retail Trade.
Apply, stating where last lived and the wages required, to

W. W., care of Messrs. Hurst k, M'Mullen, 0, Leadenhall Street
City, London, E.C.

M

APPRENTICESHIP or SITUATION
J£

YOUTH in a Gentleman's or
xr
Nur

^
e

%v.auder-i)aie
be thoroughly recommended.—T. M., ^ j

tory, York.

To Seedsmen. whoh*M ..— well-educated Young^ ™£J
knowledge of the Seed Busing^^

ASSISTANT.—

A

some D -

recommended. — A Hendeeson, &*1>

Edgeware Road, London, W

**2

/n LKSFIELD PATENT STARC^J^J,
I T r» 1 r„.,-.j«, tu* l.aHies are respetuu /^

Hot Majesty's"Wndreas says, t^^SJS"JSThii* **
Wheaten, Rice, and other Powder 8-arew

• ^^

VX Royal Laundry.-The ladies ™r^uZaM"i
that this Starch is exclusively used m the w ^ ^ tf»
tt... w • L~t~ T^..«^*.rt =,o aarru that JUtn(-,u©** - U«m \

ten. mce. ana ocner ruwuw rviuiathe
none of them equal to the Glenfield, which is the

she ever used. nj London.
Wotherspoon & Co.. Glasgow ana imo
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Drainage Season.

nfK BAILEY DENTON undertakes the DRAIN-
A] Iqe of ESTATES by Commission or Contract.
***

52. Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.

fC££LVAGE OUTFALLS. — The most simple,

I ) axDeditious, and inexpensive powers for obtaining the

i^of making Outfall Drains, Cuttings, &c, through the

J5. nf adjoining Proprietors, are under the WEST of

JgvfofD DRAINAGE and INCLOSURE COMPANY'S
Sf »nd there is no necessity for separate proceedings such

Petitions,
Special Act ofParliament, Commissions of Sewers,

JJpnmage
Boards, <fcc.

Dittoing. Inclosing, Irrigating, Warping, Road Making, and
j kind of Land Improvements executed on Entailed,

LtaMnd, or other Properties ; the whole cost can be a Charge

ASltnds permanently, or it might be made redeemable at

mv fixed time in one or more sums or by half-yearly instal-

•MOtt 0Ter any term of years, at the option of Proprietors.
Frederick Brodie, Secretary.

nOtM-Exeter, and 30, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

Land Drainage.

ORKS of DRAINAGE of any extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

gilHPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

MrtT, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

SoJ. corporate, or collegiate.

Bmyment may be made by the Landowner as successive

pottkni of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
teprovtd, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

torsi ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.

Xo investigation of title being required, or notices given to
Bewtoners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Worki of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

liking, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

tkar own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
litate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
fc Latoowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

in England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Anendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
tere. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
awmt, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
«e whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
» rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2- Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farmingpurposes.

1 Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

i™ erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
otter Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

tJT gS for farm Purposes.
*TOjrners assessed under the provisions of any Acj™^1

* Koyal Charter, or Commission, in respect of „£« or general works of drainage or other improvements,

ffto'f?
6? ProPortionate share of the cost, and chargeme with the expenses on the lands improved.

rfi^S ?don of title is required, and the Company being

M^J financial character do not interfere with the plansES«°n of the Works, which are controlled only by the

teXtEnc
j
osnre Commissioners.

to tiJ w
mfo_rmation, and for forms of application, apply

Io5p9^n
v ,

le William Napier, Managing Director,
^ii^liaj^Westminster . S. W.

Act of

any

. TATn -THE CATTLE SHOW.
Ptatim i~

F^?MER3 and AGRICULTURISTS.
i comLj

eedm8 t0 the Smithfield Cattle Show, desirous

wBo\ p?v???fort with amusement, should Visit the

Hfttofel/
LI0N

» the Saloon of which is unequalled in

h* in ^ h
106 aQd COnveilience, and the entertainment the

**Wionafm *u
Voca,ist3 of first- rate talent are engaged.

**tfto h- ? v
most P°Pular Operas are performed sightly

;

^ertnimS!
the astonishing feats of the Elliott Family, and^ WirT

^jry daring of J. Henderson a la Blondin on the

*42 ir
Greatest Wonder of the day, with a variety

^country
frj a

8UCa as cannot fail to attract and delight

sbon Pavilion, Tichborne Street, top of the Haymarket.
kter r«

0pen at 7.—Admission 6d. and 1*.
L ynovBR, Musical Director. B. Loibl & C. Sonn-
:Oprietors.

V '*£ or MULLIGATAWNY PASTE,ir ow
.
e
J.

Curry Sauce, and Oriental Pickle,^om all Sauce Vendors, and Wholesale of^e & Blackwell, Purveyors to the Queen,

|.yj
goho Square, London, W.C.

Br h
H ^JSStHEHS' GENUINE MUSTARD.—

^rd. &?f! .I T
m his reP°rfc on Taylor Brothers' Genuine

%*t oijft
l find this Mustard perfectly genuine, and of

*•*" V^i l>
Possessing a delicate flavour and much pun-^ooldby^Q

rocer8 and 0ilmen .

't»\,
C E

- — L~E~A AND PERKINS

Pro,
a

-

PT,-_ Captain White'sKU * op MULLIGATAWNY

*»

^orld-ren
^uduc against spurious iuu

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.
ktnr Purchasers should

p.
F0R LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE,

iTronounced by Connoisseurs to be

lorc^ wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors,

?^Grrlooi!
iSr9

;
CROSSE & Blackwell, London, Ac, &c,

^^2!!!^ 0iln>en universally.

AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

l\
E
vZl*%

f°r SHEEPFOLDS. made of Cocoa Nut
TRATTRiVfl w 4,i

- Per ^ard- COCOA NUT CORD for
1 UAILHING --Wildet and Co., Manufacturer of Cocoa Nut
Matting and Mats, Holland Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised
r o* y

Sr
er Ma

J'
esty the Queen, the Duke ofNorthumberland

for Syon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chis-
wick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society.
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological
Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of Ealing Park, &c.
PR

c°Jdt9?t
I0N from the C0LD WINDS & MORNING FROST,

o ?? T
D0M0»" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricuitural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching raya of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be
had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide ^ . . Is. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide .. .. 8«. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also " Frigi Domo Netting, 2 yards wide, U. U. per yard run.
Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It isl much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

"How Cold it has been."

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA'S celebrated
THERMOMETERS will correctly Register the lowest

Temperature. Price 3s. M.
1, Hatton Garden, E.C. ; 59, Cornhili, E.C. ; and 122, Regent

Street, W.
*** Agents Wanted. For terms apply at the Manufactory,

1, Hatton Garden, E.C.

HUBB'S PATENT SAFES, the most secure
against Fire and Thieves.

CHUBB'S FIRE PROOF STRONG ROOM DOORS;
CHUBB'S PATENT DETECTOR LOCKS and STREET DOOR
LATCHES; CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOXES.

Illustrated Price List gratis and post free.

Chubb & Son, 57, St. Paul's Churchyard. London. EC.

Heal and son's Eider-down quilis, from
One Guinea to Ten Guineas. Also GOOSE-DOWN

QUILTS, from 8s. 6d. to 24a. List of prices and sizes sent free
by post. Heal & Son's Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads and
Priced List of Bedding, also sent post free.

196. Tottenham Court Road, W.

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has
been, during 25 years, emphatically sanctioned by the

medical profession, and universally accepted by the public, as
the best remedy for acidity of the stomach, heartburn,
headache, gout, and indigestion, and as a mild aperient for

delicate constitutions, more especially for ladies and children.

Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup, it forms an
agreeable Effervescing Draught, in which its aperient qualities

are much increased. During hot seasons and in hot climates,

the regular use of this simple and elegant remedy has been
found highly beneficial.

Manufactured (with the utmost attention to strength and
purity) by Dinneford & Co., 172, New Bond St., London, W. ;

and sold by all respectable Chemists throughout the Empire.

O MORE PILLS nor any other MEDICINE.—
Perfect health can only be restored by DU BARRY'S

delicious health-restoring REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD,
as it effectually cures diseases which medicine only aggra-

vates, such as constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), flatulency,

Ehlegm, diarrhoea, haemorrhoids, dysentery, nervousness
iliousness, torpidity of the liver, fevers, sore throats, catarrhs,

colds, noises in the ears, rheumatism, gout, impurities, erup-

tions, irritability, sleeplessness, acidity, palpitation, heartburn,

headache, debility, dropsy, despondency, cramps, spasms,

nausea, sinking fits, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, consumption.

Certificate No. 37,418.—We find it the safest remedy. Andrew
Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Wurzer, Dr. Shorland, Dr.

Campbell. 1 lb., 2#. 9d. ; 12 lbs., free of carriage, 22*. It saves

all doctors' bills, and 50 times its cost in other remedies.

Barry du Barry & Co., 77, Regent Street, W. ; also at

182, .Piccadilly, W. ; 60, Gracechurch Street, E.C. ; 4, Cheap-

side, E.C. ; 63 and 150. Oxford Street, W. ; 229, 330, 430, and

451, Strand, W.C. and all Grocers and Chemists.

J^Cal t

ELD LATENT STARCH, used in the

S th» Su^.ndry.—The ladies are respectfully informed

5? **»itv?7
s exclusively used in the Roval Laundry, and

fcT*«n, hLI Undress says, that although she has tried

J?
1 of thern L^ 0ther Powder Starches, she has found

n«ed.

Wotb*R8poon

DESIGNS for FLOWER BEDS and GARDENS.—
Now ready. Four Sets of DESIGNS for RIBBON BOR-

DERS and BEDS, 2s. 6d. Plain, 6*. Coloured.

Also 3d Ed. of 80 DESIGNS for FLOWER BEDS and
GARDENS, 29. Forwarded on receipt of Postage Stamps, by

J. Marshall, Derby Road, Nottingham.

HAT WiH this COST to PRINT?
is a thought often occurring to literary men, public

characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme-

diate answer to the inquiry may be obtained.

A Specimen Book of Types and information for Authors sent

on application by
Richard Barrett, 13, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

ENRY C. LUNN'S popular PIANOFORTE
COMPOSITIONS :—Le Papillon—La Fete des Fees-

Adeline (Reverie}-Alicia (Mazurka). "Every bar bespeaks

the accomplished musician."—Observer.

Just published, The Mountaineer's Evening Song.

London : Leader & Cock, 63. New Bond Street, W.

UTHILL'S PAMPHLETS, containing all the New
Systems.—Strawberry, 1*. ; Mushroom, 2d Edition. Is. ;

Market Gardening, 3d Edition, 1*. 6d. ; Vine, U. ; best System

of Growing Early Potatoes, Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb,

Cucumbers, Melons, Herbs and Salads, 3d Edition, 2s. ; or the

five for 5*. ,
post free.

James Cothill, F.R.H.S., Camberwell, London. S.

Just published, price Is., cloth, Is. 6d.,

A MANUAL of STRUCTURAL BOTANY, for the

use of Classes, Schools, and Private Students. By M C.

Cooke, author of "The Seven Sisters of Sleep, &c. Illus-

trated by 215 woodcuts.

London : Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly, W., and all

Booksellers^

ON TUESDAY EVENING, the 10th inst., there

will be published a SECOND EDITION of THORLE
AGRICULTURAL GLEANER, containing a

t
fuH and elaborate

Report of the BAKER STREET BAZAAR SH^m^jon
and SMITHFIELD FAT CATTLE SHOW m Leeds, includm

g

£» Winners and how thev did win, stating the food they

^TeSu^te THORlV'S GLEANER*,
the only true

and faithful Reporter on Agricultural Matters in London.

Price Id. ; Post Free for Two Stamps or Tw-o PaP^ra
/,

or/«,
Published by Joseph Thorley, Newgate Street.City E^C.

Address, Thorley's Steam Punting^
Wbrkj &Wj££*.

vt-JZ n\™« T^nHnn K. ! or order through any r»ewsvenaor.

A

QTEAM CULTURE.—A larPe number of RETURNSO of COST of PLOUGHING with FOWLER'S. H< 'WARD'S,
and SMITH'S STEAM CULTIVATORS, is given in the
Agricultural Gazette and Gardeners' Oironiele of Saturday last,
N ovember 30. May be ordered, price 5<f., of any New* Agent
or a copy had from the Office, 41, Wellington Street, CoVent
Garden, W.C., on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE a^dX GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of SATURDAYS Decem-
ber 7 and 14, will contain Two LECTURES bv Dr Daubevy
"On the PHYSICAL FORCES CONCERNED in' the PHE-NOMENA of VEGETATION." May be ordered of any News
Agent, price 5<L

On the 30th inst. will be published, prioe 10#. M. in cloth,
gilt edges,

_ The DOUBLE VOLUME for 1846 (Vols. 10 1 11), of

THE RE-ISSUE of PUNCH.
Also, the Eleventh Volume, in boards, price 5«.

The following are already published :

Vol. 1 (for 1841)
Vols. 2 and 3 (1842)

6*.

10*. M
Vols. 4 and 5 (1843)
Vols. 6 and 7 (1S44)

10*.

10*. (W.
Vols. 8 and 9 (1M5) . . 10*. M.

*** Any Volume or Double Volume may always be had
separately.

This day is published, price is. 6d.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-Bc«»K for 1862. With a
Coloured Illustration (A GAME at CROQUET) by John*

Leech, and numerous Woodcuts by John Leech and Jon*
Tenniel.

In a few days will be published, price M., stamped 4d.,

PUNCH'S ALMANACK for 1*62. Illustrated by
JonN Leech and John Tknnifl.

PUNCH'S TEN ALMANACKS. 1842 to
Price 2*. 6(7., in stiff boards, gilt edges.

1851.

PUNCH'S TEX ALMANACKS. Second Series.
1852 to ISfil. Price 2*. ML

PUNCH'S TWENTY ALMANACKS. 1812 to 1861.
Bound in cloth, price 5*. 6d.

Published at the Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street. E.C.

Just published, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC
for 1862.

Blackie & Son, 23, Paternoster Row, London, E.C. ; and all

Booksellers^

Now ready, price Is.

GLENNY'S GARDEN ALMANAC and
FLORISTS DIRECTORY for 1862, containing Full

Directions for the Management of an Amateur's Garden for

every Month in the Year ; Lists of the best Show Flowers,
Fruits, Plants, and Vegetables ; the most important London,
Provincial, and Continental Nurseries ; and of New Flowers
and Plants worth an amateur's notice, to come out in Spring ;

valuable Hints to Lady Gardeners ; and other useful Informa-
tion. By George Glenny, F.H.S.

London : W. Kent & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

ZADKIEIAS ALMANAC tor 1862.—The Forty
fourth Thousand, price 6d., contains .—Result of the War

in America, and Warlike Doings in England. See page 38.

G. Berqer, Holywell St., London, W.C. ; and all Booksellers.

HAT to GROW, and HOW to GROW IT.—

A

review of every department of Gardening, all the New
Plants, Floris Flowers, Border Favourites, the best Fruits,

the New Annuals, <fce. See "Garden Oracle " for 1862. Price 1*.

Groqmbridqe & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

In a few days, in crown 8vo, price Is.,

LECTURES on WELL-KNOWN ANIMALS.
By Adam White, Assistant Zoological Department,

British Museum. No. I. Passages from the Life of the Gorilla

in the British Museum : with Notes on Works of Adventure,

and on the so-called Gorilla Controversy, by Arachnophilcs ;

and Three Woodcuts of the Gorilla, the Chimpanzee, and the

Ouran-Utang.
London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

New Serial Work by Mr. William Keane.

Just published, to be completed in 12 Monthly Parts, price Is.

each, Part I. of

THE YOUNG GARDENER'S EDUCATOR. For
further particulars see large Advertisement in the Gar-

deners' Chronicle, November 23.

London : Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, E.C,
aud all Booksellers.

rnHE MAID of the WOOLPACK, a Story by
1 Andrew Halliday, Illustrated by A. Houghtok, forma

the principle feature in the

CHRISTMAS NUMBER of ENTERTAINING THINGS.
48 pages, Profusely Illustrated, price 3d.

London: Arthur Hall, Virtue A Co., and all Booksellers.

New Grand Historical Romance.

MARY TUDOR ; or THE QUEEN, THE PRIEST,
and THE MAIDEN, will commence in the January

Number of the " WHAT-NOT ; or LADIES' HAXDYBOOK,"
an Illustrated Magazine of Fiction, Fashion, and Fancy Work.

Price 3d. monthly.
The Annual Volume, cloth extra, gilt, forming a most appro-

priate Christmas Present, is now ready. Price 4«.

London: Wm. Kent & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C, and all

Booksellers.
,

Third Edition, with 423 Engravings, Svo, 11. lis. 6ti. of a

ri EXERAL OUTLINE of the ORGANISATION
(T of the ANIMAL KINGDOM, and MANUAL of COM-
PARATIVE ANATOMY. By Thos. Rvmer Jones, F.R.S.,

Professor of Comparative Anatomy in King's College, London,

late Fullerian Professor of Physiology to the Royal Institution

of Great Britain, &c.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.C.

HE ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE, published

by Ambr< Verschaffelt.

The NOVEMBER NUMBER contains :—
Colocasia macrorhiza fol. variegat.

Camellia reticulata flore pleno (China).

Seaforthia elegans.

Seaforthia elegans (view in its native country).

The DECEMBER NUMBER, just ready, contains:—

Begonia longipila (double plate).

Primus triloba.

Paritium elatura.

View of Angnecum in its native country.

This interesting publication appears regulaily and Monthly,

price 14#. 6d. t free.

N.B. A specimen number may be obtained Free, by writing

to the Editor, Ambroise Verschaffelt, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium.
The CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS, No. 69, can be

obtained also free.
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I> EDUCTION in PRICE of the ATHENJSUM—
i The Proprietors, taking advantage of the iLbolition of the

Paper Duty, have resolved that the Price should be REDUCED
to THREEPENCE.

H^HIRTY YEARS AGO, when THE ATHENJSUM
-*- came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price
was Eightpence, and its contents, with advertisements, forty-
eight columns. Convinced that the circulation of Literary
Journals was restricted by high price, and that every advan-
tage offered to the public would bring increase of circulation
and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-half—to
Fourpence. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary
Journals became the rule.
The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved.

They have given to the public the benefit of every change in the
law, increasing the size without increase of price, until the
average has become double its former size—above ninety-
six columns.
The Proprietors, taking advantage of the Abolition of the

Paper Duty, therefore resolved that from the 5th of October,
the price of THE ATHEN^UM should be reduced to
THREEPENCE.

Works on Science, Natural Philosophy, &c.

A MANUAL of SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY, pre-
pared for the use of Officars on Foreign Service, and for

Travellers in General. Edited by Sir J. Herschel. 3d Edition,
superintended by Rev. R. Main. Maps. Post Svo, 9s.

METALLURGY ; the Aet op Extracting
Metals from their Ore3 and Adapting them to vartoos
Purposes of Manufacture. By John Percy, F.R.S. First
Division—Fuel, Refractory Materials, Copper, Zinc, Brass.
Illustrations. 8vo, 21s.

LIVES of ENGINEERS; with an Account of
their Principal Works, and a History of Inland Communi-
cation in Britain. By Samuel Smiles. Illustrations. Vols.
1 and 2. Svo, 42s.

ON the ORIGIN of SPECIES, by MEANS of
NATURAL SELECTION ; or, the Preservation of Favoured
Races in the Struggle for Life. By Charles Darwin, F.R.S.
7th Thousand. Post Svo, 14*.

fc

THE VOYAGE of a NATURALIST; being a
Journal of Researches into the Natural History and Geology of
the Countries visited during a Voyage Round the World. By
Charles Darwin, F.R.S. 10th Thousand. Illustrations.
Post 8vo, 9*.

MORE WORLDS THAN ONE : The Creed op
the Philosopher and the Hope of the Christian. By Sir
David Brewster. 7th Thousand. Post Svo, 6s.

THE MARTYRS of SCIENCE; or, Lites of
Galileo, Tycho Brahe, and Kepler. By Sir David
Brewster. 4th Edition. Fcap. Svo, 4s. 6d.

SILURIA; a History of the Oldest Fossiliferous
Rocks and their Foundations ; with a brief Sketch of the Dis-
tribution of Gold over the Earth. By Sir Roderick Mur-
CHisoN, F.R.S. 3d Edition. Illustrations. Svo, 42s.

PRINCIPLES of GEOLOGY; or, the Modern
Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants, as Illustrative of
Geology. By Sir Charles Ltell, F.RS. 9th Edition. Wood-
cuts. Svo, 18s.

THE GEOLOGY and EXTINCT VOLCANOES of
CENTRAL FRANCE. By G. Poulett Scrope, M.P. 2d Edition.
Illustrations. 8vo, 30s.

THE RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, and SEACOAST of
YORKSHIRE. With Essays on the Climate, Scenery, and
Ancient Inhabitants of the Country. By John Phllups, F.R. S.
2d Edition. Plates. 8vo, 15s.

THE GLACIERS of the ALPS; a Narrative of
Excursions and Ascents ; and an Account of Three Years' I

Observations on the Origin and Phenomena of Glaciers. By
John Tyndall, F.R. S. Illustrations. Post Svo, 14*.

HIMALAYAN JOURNALS; being Notes of a
Naturalist in Bengal, the Sikhim, and Nepal Himalayas, the
Khasia Maintains, &c. By Joseph D. Hooker, F.R.S. 2d
Edition. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post Svo.

ICELAND; its Volcanoes, Geysers, and Gla-
ciers. By Commander C. S. Forbes, R.N. Illustrations.
Post 8vo, 14s.

with an adequate apology for the outrage com-
mitted by the Captain of the San Jacinto. If

these demands are not complied with, Lord
Lyons will at once break off diplomatic relations

with the Cabinet of Washington and return to this

country, with all the members of the Legation.

Meanwhile preparations for war are making on
an extensive scale in all our arsenals and ports.

Large reinforcements of men and ammunition are to

[December
7, Ifl

to claim the persona of the four gentlemen taken of the Confederate Statesfor a period of
'~^

from under the protection of the English flag, President Davis in his message to the C f iu^
wifTi on o^ /i" Q^ «™i rt«Tr 6w 4l*o «»f^»a ™™_ Congress states that the militarv m

* **^

financial condition of the South are stronger n
than at the commencement of the struggle aid
that the reconstruction of the Union has b
impossible. He says that the Confederal
shrink with aversion from the idea of W&»
re-united to the Xorth, and that thougottl
South will be content to live at peace with
the North the separation is final. He th

oe sent immediately to uanaaa, ana upwards ot refers to the seizure of Messrs. Slidili nH
20 sail of ships, including the new iron-plated I

Mason, and says that ^the [claim of the United
frigates "Warrior and Defence, are under orders to States to seize them in the streets of Lond
prepare for sea with all possible despatch, for the would have been as well founded as the seizure on
purpose of joining the large fleet already under

j

board the Trent. He concludes by saying- that the
the orders of Admiral Milne on the North Confederates ask no aid from foreign powers but

THE HISTORY and HEROES of MEDICINE. By
J. Rutherford Russell, M.D. Portraits. 8vo, 15s.

American and West Indian station.

The French papers publish a letter addressed by
General Scott to the United States' consul in Paris,

in which he declares that there is no truth in the

report that the Cabinet of "Washington had ordered
the seizure of the Southern Commissioners, even if

under the protection of a neutral flag. He states

that he is quite ignorant of the decision of his

Government, but that it is necessary to preserve the
good relations between America and England. He
hopes that Earl Rtjssell and Mr. Seward will agree
on a solution of the question whether the persons

who were arrested on board the Trent were con-
traband of war or not. 4i If," he says, u they
were agents of the rebels, it will be difficult to

convince even impartial minds that they were less

contraband of war than rebel soldiers or cannons."
In conclusion, he expresses his conviction that a

war between America and England cannot take

place without more serious provocations than those

at present given. The Paris press, without a

single exception, and more especially the semi-

official journals, warmly espouse the side of

England in her quarrel with the Federal Govern-
ment. The Temps says that the Emperor has

tendered his good offices to our Government, while

the Patrie proposes that in case of a rupture
France should coincide with England in any
recognition of the Southern Confederacy. The

Americans in Paris are giving proof of their

belief in an approaching war by their rapid

flight homeward.

From New York we learn that the San
Jacinto has arrived at Fort Monroe with Messrs.

Slidell and Mascxn" , who have been sent as state

prisoners to Fort Warren in Boston harbour. A
Cabinet Council was immediately held on the

subject of their seizure, but the intention of the

Government had not transpired. The New York

Herald however asserts that when the President

they intend to lay before the European government*
evidence of the total insufficiency of the blockade.
Two important Proclamations by the Quei

in Council have been issued this week, the
first prohibiting the export or coastwise con

veyance of gunpowder, saltpetre, nitrite «f

soda, and brimstone ; and the second pro-

hibiting the export of arms, ammunition, lead,

percussion caps, tubes, and other military stores.

The necessity of these precautions is proved by the

fact that within the last 10 days an agent of the

Federal Government has bought up three thousand

tons of saltpetre in London and the provinces, and

that another agent arrived at Birmingham on

Monday with very extensive orders for rinen,

percussion caps, lead for bullets, and othtf

munitions of war.

first received the news of the capture of

Messrs. Slidell and Mason*, he emphatically
DESCRIPTIVE '

By George F. Chambe*». ^^nnnuua.
if a war with England were the consequence,

HAND; its Mechanism and Vital Endowments* Mr. EvEKETT, Mr. G. Sumner, ..

By Sir Charles bell, k.g.h. 6th Edition. Woodcuts. call authorities have declared their opinion that

the capture of the Commissioners was in accordance

CAL AS'
Poet 8vo.

Post Svo, 65.

™ NTELLECTUAL ...... . „ , A. « ^ tpowers. By John Abercombie, m.d. 14th Edition, with international law, and the JNew York papers

contend that the capture was not only legal,
Fcap 8vo, 6*. 6d."

PHILOSOPHY in SPORT MADE SCIENCE in
EARNEST ; or, the First Principles of Natural Philosophy
explained, by aid of the Toys and SpoVta of Youth. By Dr.
Paris. 9th Woodcuts. Post ? ..,_..____

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

At the Cabinet Council on Friday, her Majesty's
inisters came to the conclusion that the act of _™ „ ». „„ ^^vux,.^. **K .

the Captain of the San Jacinto, in seizing passen- to report on the sea defences of that state.

Federal Secretary of the Interior has disavowed
the policy endorsed hy the Secretary of War, of

putting arms into the hands of the slaves,

declaring that such is not the policy of the

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor. On Thursday, the

28th ult., the Duke de Nemours, the Earl of Car-

lisle, the Right Hon. W. E. and Mrs. Gladstone,

and the Hon. John H. T. Manners Sutton arrived

on a visit to the Queen. On Friday morning the

Queen walked and drove, accompanied by the Prin-

cess of Leiningen. The Duke de Nemours and Prince

Lemingen went out shooting. In the afternoon

the Queen inspected the Eton College Volunteers, con-

sisting of four companies, with the band nf the Mots
Fusilier Guards, in the Home Fark. Her Majesty was
accompanied by the Prince Consort, PrincesnaB Alice,

Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, Prince Arthur, the Duke
de Nemours, and the Prince and Princess of Leiningen.

The line was under the command of Mr. Arkwright,

and received her Majesty with a Royal salute; the

companies then marched past and went through several

manoeuvres, which were concluded by an advance in

parade order and a Royal salute. After the inspection

luncheon was served in the conservatory of the Castle

for the companies, in the presence of the Queen, Prince

Consort, and the Royal family. On the conclusion of

the luncheon the Volunteers marched back to Eton

College. In the evening the Queen had a dinner

party. On Saturday morning the Duke de Nemours,

the Earl of Carlisle, the Right Hon. the Chancellor ot

the Exchequer and Mrs. Gladstone, and the Hon. John

H. T. Manners Sutton left the Castle. The Queen with

Princess Alice rode out on horseback. In the afternoon

the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice, Pnnce

Arthur, and the Princess of Leiningen, drove out in »

carriage and four. Her Majesty afterwards held a

Privy Council. On Sunday morning the Queen ana

Prince Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena andwm*
Prince Arthur, and the Princess of Leiningen, at*?^
Divine Service in the private chapel °ftw V" £
The Rev. F. C. Cook, one of her Majesty WJ"
Ordinary, preached the sermon. On Honda* rnorn^

the Queen, accompanied by the Princess of Leimng,*

drove out. The Prince of Leiningen went out snoo

Lord Methnen and Colonel Seymour /f^ the

gers on hoard a British vessel and carrying them
forcibly away, was a clear violation of the
Law of Nations, and one for which reparation
must be at once demanded. Another Cabinet

at which the

but justified by precedents supplied by the acts

of the British Government. The people at large

were thrown into a state of wild exultation by the
first news of the seizure, but the latest accounts uunx nmumu urn* v-muuci ^ ^ tne
state that there is universally an uneasy feel- Lisbon, after delivering letters of condo en

^ ^.^y
ing in the public mind as to its effect upon the KinS of Portugal and Royal fami^^ Newcagtle,

relations ot America with England. The Secre-

tary of "War has informed the Governor of

Maine that an officer will be immediately appointed

The

and the Prince Consort. The v*** ^v,
fi

-

p ^a
Viscount

Alice and Princess Lemingen, drove

and four. Lord Palmerston

Council was held on Saturday,
despatch demanding reparation was revised and
finally settled. A Privy Council was held on the
same afternoon at Windsor Castle, at which the

Federal administration. Governor Jackson and
the State Legislature of Missouri have passed

a secession ordinance* The Unionists of North
Carolina have established a provisional state

government at Hatteras, and Fort Pickens, assisted

M«Nab, Bart., arrived^on a visit to tta

^

e^QCegg

roveTutin a carriage

-turned^ gdg
Lord Methuen and Colonel Seymour, ^ Ministcr

Castle. Sir Andrew Buchanan, her Mai^y *
£arI

at the Hague, was presented to her pJ^fr ^ n

Russell, Secretary of State for Foreign A*
j rf

returning to his post. Earl Russell had an ana^rf

the Queen. On Wednesday morningtne yuew

in the grounds of the Castle The j*n*_^nt Bur
of Leiningen, the Duke of Newcas le,^f^. In

and Sir Alan M'Nab, left the Castle for^ ^ ^
the afternoon the Queen held a Privy w^ ^.^

steamers, has opened the bombard- £*£ ^1(^^Tm^<Ws Messenger to Washington. It is under- ment of Pensacok. Mr. Jeefebson Davis has been SrA^JST"* «. Koytl
stood that these despatches instruct Lord Ltoks electedPresident, and Mr. Stephens Yice-President Illness oe the Pbetce Conso»t-—&*
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the Prince Consort has been suffering for

^^^Aays from a feverish cold, whhdi has confined

Highness to
^ :

:abi>'ET.—A
j^rdiiY in Downing »«wV « --« «**«»««o

*ZLjloo\ to Windsor to attend the Privy Council

S&«^b
_
n
f
8S * %s-

ivr Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

L,. in Downing: Street, after which the Ministers

ETbY her ^aJ estv
at tbe ^'asfcle - After the Council

\JLial Queen's messenger was sent^ to Queenstown,

iSTdespatches addressed to our Minister at Wash-
jjjL "

n 34°nday a Committee of the Lords of the

5T v
Council had a meeting at the Council OiTice. The

l "Officers of the Crown, the Queen's Advocate, the

tJtarney-General and the Solicitor-General were in

2*ndaDce upon their Lordships. A Cabinet Council

{ZTbeld on Wednesday at the official residence of the

First Lord of the Treasury in Downing Street. Three

J/ the Ministers afterwards proceeded to Windsor and

the Privy Council held by her Majesty at the

ordered topreparefor immediate service. Orders have been
received at Sheerness to hold in readiness for immediate
commission the Severn, 51, screw frigate, and the
Barossa, 21, screw corvette, and also to bring forward
two first-class vessels for commission. Orders have been
received at Plymouth to prepare the Orlando 50, screw
frigate, Phoebe, 50, screw frigate, Perseus, 21, screw
sloop ; Magicienne, 16, paddle sloop ; Styx, 6, paddle
sloop; and Petrel, 11, screw sloop; for sea with all pos-

sible dispatch. Orders have been received at Woolwich
to prepare the Devastation, 7, steam sloop, for imme-
diate commission. At all the dockyards large numbers

would not have thought it necenarv to complain ot

them as he did. It appears also that a large per
centage of the reported failures occurred at one spot,

and under one particular system of handling, while
thousands of rounds were tired from guns of the same
kind at other places without the least mishap. On the
general merits of his guns, Sir William Armstrong says

that so far from their having never been subjected to
continuous and rapid firing, there is no class of them
which has not stood that test. He asserts that the
strength and endurance of his gnn cannot be doubted,
though the proofs to which it has been subjected ha\ I

of additioual hands have been taken on, while many of been incredibly severe. He states that the new gun,

the workmen who were recently discharged have been
re-entered ior service. The actual force at present on
the North American and West India station under the

with its -new projectiles, new appendages, and new
incidents of drill, has been introduced into the service
u without loss of either life or limb, or injury to a single

Ctttte*

IX)bd
LisrTENAtfCY.—The Marquis of Ailsa has been

ported Lord Lieutenant of Ayrshire, in the room of

the lite Earl of Eglinton.

Xhi Judicial Bench.—The Lord Chancellor has

nominated Mr. Mellor, Q,C, M.P. for Nottingham, and

Becorder of Leicester,
to the seat on the Bench vacant

by the resignation of Mr. Justice Hill. The vacant

itdeship was declined by the Attorney-General, Sir W.
AthertoD, M.P.

Pabiiamentaby Movements.—Mr. Cox, the late

uember, has offered himself for Finsbury on the condi-

;on that he is not required to defray more than the

fcrictly legal expenses of the election, and that the

electors guarantee his return. Mr. Remington Mills is

itfll in the field.—The elevation of Mr. Mellor to the

fcich has caused a vacancy at Nottingham. Sir Robert

Cliltou has issued an address in the Radical interest,

and Mr. Bromley, son of the late Sir R. Bromley, of

Stoke, has consented to come forward in the Conserva-

ive interest.— The nomination for Birkenhead will

tike place on Monday and the polling On the following

day. There are two candidates, Mr. Laird, the local

hip hailder, in the Conservative interest; and Mr.
Brassy, a son of the great railway contractor, on the

Liberal side.

The Abity in Canada.—Brevet Colonel Mackenzie,
C.B., late 92d Foot, has been appointed Deputy
Quartermaster General in Canada, in the room of

Brevet Colonel Napier, who has been appointed Major
General on the Staff in North America. Brevet
Lieut.-Colonel Conolly has been appointed Deputy
Adjutant General in Canada.
Colonial Appointments.—The Queen has appointed

"Francis Hincks, Esq., now^Governor of Barbadoes, to be
Governor of British Guiana, and James Walker, Esq.,
C.B., to be Governor of Barbadoes, Grenada, St. Vincent,
Tobago, and St. Lucia, and their dependencies.
rtoABATiONS tob Wab.—Great preparations are

aking in all the arsenals and dockyards in anticipation
'

of i war with the United States. Troops are to be
depatched immediately to Canada, and a large quantity
of inanitions of war, clothing, &c, for that and the other

j

monies in North America, is preparing for shipment,
pe Melbourne, screw transport, left Woolwich yester-

% morning for Halifax, with Colonel Gordon, R.E.,
commanding the Royal Engineer district in the south-

9^ Capt
* Vesev'

s battery of Royal Artillery,

MtyOOO rounds of small arms' cartridges, 30,000
**M of arms and accoutrements, 1,500 rounds of Arm-
™g ammunition, and warm clothing for 10,000 men.
m order to protect this valuable cargo from American
?**?*> *ne Melbourne will be adequately convoyed to
*r destination by the Orpheus, 21, screw frigate.
*e Canard steamers Australasian and Persia have

J*n chartered by the Government to convey troops to
Halifax. The 1st Battalion of the Rifle Brigade now
Jrooned at Cork, and the 1st Battalion of the 16th
f^ent, stationed at Sheffield, have received orders
../^ark for Canada, and orders were received at
r"*shott on Wednesday evening for the following

,**$* to hold themselves in readiness to proceed at

J*
ro the same destination ; Capt. Leslie's battery of

SJiLu^y ; the 2d battalion of the 20th
;
2d of

'

JJfJMfa, and 45th regiment of the line, and a detach-
**1 of the 16th Lancers. A telegraphic despatch
^received at the Royal Engineer establishment at

'

tnam on Thursday, directing the commandant to

jj^
1 and hold in readiness for embarkation 150 of

,

tUcwf'
sltilful non-commissioned officers and men

At all ti!

t0 the comPanies at that establishment.

Com a
naVal ports notices nave been issued by the

«kin7

la

\?
erS"in"Chief requiring all men on leave from

*teh
P
a IVff

' toreturn to their respective ships tamed*. '

H*^ Portsmouth orders were received on Monday by

JJ^Ph directing the Commander-in-Chief to hold in
mess for immediate commission at that port the 51-

roS
e
v

friSates Shannon, Euryalus, and Sutlej, the

tWT 0011 6-gun paddle sloop, the Pandora.. 5, sc

pjf^asted schooner, and the Vigilant, 4, screw-des-

{£* vessel. The Warrior, 40, iron-cased frigate, Capt.

itti J?'
A

* A - Cocnrane, C.B., is also refitting for sea

thin, af o
P<

:
ed

> and the Hero and Edgar line-of-battle

at \_ V^thead are ordered to be in readiness to leave

Chath
s n°tice. OrderS have been received at

km*? l
0T tbe Pylades, 21, Rattlesnake, 21, and Ga-

fttch •
be PrePared for sea with all possible des-

XJefenc

m
o.
rd

?
r to be immediately commissioned.

>

The

W»if • ' iron-cased frigate, has been commissioned
?tam Richard A. Powell, C.B., at Chatham, and is

command of Vice-Admiral Sir Alexander Milne, K.C.B., individual." One of the lOO-pounders actually threw

consists of 2 line-of-battle ships, 7 frigates, 4 corvettes, a 1,0001b. shot without strain or fracture. In regard

10 sloops, and 2 gunboats, all screw or paddle steamers, '
to their cost he states the latest contract price for every

cai rying altogether 503 guns, and manned by 6182 men.
j

description of gun after proof at the butts, from which

In addition to these, 3 screw line-of-battle ships, 1 screw! it appears that the 'heaviest of the guns can be

frigate and 2 sloops, carrying altogether 331 guns, and manufactured at the rate of 650Z. apiece instead of

manned by 2317 men, are on their passage to join the 2000/., as its opponents had alleged, while the ordinary
* "" '" * *

* 12-pouuder coste less than a third of that sum.

dForctgn.
France.—The French Senate held an extraordinary

sitting on Monday. M. Troplong, the President,

having taken his seat, an Imperial edict was read,

announcing the opening of the Senate, The nomination

the Royal Naval Re"serve"at IbTpirts <fJ*idtoS"2v^ °J
three »•* Senators - Vicomte do Lagueronniere,

nderland, and Shields have addressed Pe
"f.

al Montaiihan Commander of the French troops

fleet. The force on the south-east coast of America
under Rear-Admiral Warren consists of 2 screw frigates

and 6 steam sloops, mounting together 110 guns and

manned by 1332 men. The force in the Pacific under

Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Maitland consists of 2 screw

frigates, 5 corvettes, and 5 sloops, mounting 223 guns,

and manned by 2695 men.

The Naval Resebye.—The seamen belonging to

pool, Bristol, Sunderland

letters to the captains of their respective training ships

expressing their readiness, in consequence of the insult

offered to the national flag by the Americans, to join

the navy for immediate service. The Lords of the

Admiralty, in acknowledging these offers, express their

high satisfaction at the loyal and patriotic feeling so

readily and cheerfully manifested by the Royal Naval

Reserve, and state that they rely with the most entire

confidence that the hearty services of the Reserve will

be forthcoming should her Majesty see fit, by Royal

proclamation, to call for them. The Royal Naval

Reserve now numbers about 8000 able seamen actually

enrolled in the Reserve, a number which would enable

the Government, with the ordinary additions of hands

always procurable, to send to sea a fleet of 30 line-of-

battle ships.

Suspension of the Export of Saltpetre, Arms,

Lead, and Military Stores.—An extraordinary

Gazette was issued on Saturday containing a Proclama-

tion by the Queen in Council ' prohibiting gunpowder,

saltpetre, nitrate of soda, and brimstone, either to

be exported from the United Kingdom or carried

coastwise. Another Order in Council prohibits their

export from the Channel Islands. Another extraordinary

Gazette was issued on Wednesday night, adding H arms,

ammunition, and military stores (including percussion

caps and tubes), and also lead," to the previous list of

articles forbidden to be exported or carried coastwise.

The Armstrong Gun.— It is understood that the

100-pounder Armstrong guns, the issue of which had

been temporarily suspended during some experiments,

will now be again delivered for service. Sir

William Armstrong has published a long statement

in answer to the charges of inefficiency and

danger which have recently been brought against

his guns. It appears that the total number of

Armstrong guns proved from first to last is 1622, of

in China, and M. de Forcade, was then proclaimed. M.
Baroche afterwards laid on the table the following draft

of a Senatus Consultum, modifying Articles 4 and 12 of

the -Senatus Consultum of Dec. 25, 1852:

—

"Art. I. The budget of expenses is presented to the Corpe
Legislatif divided into sections, chapters, and articles. Tno
budget of each Ministry is voted in sect ions, in conformity
with the list hereunto annexed The division by chapters of

the sums voted for each department is settled by an Imperial
decree issued in the Council of State. Special decrees issued in

the same form may authorise the transfer of sums from one
chapter to another in each ministerial budget— Art. 2. No
extraordinary or supplementary credits can be granted except
in virtuo of a law. No change is to take place in the pro-

visions of existing laws as far as regards the expenditure of

previous years to be paid off, the expenses of departments,

communes, and local services, nor as regards the fond$ de

concours for expenses of public interest.—Art. 8. The articles

4 and 12 of the Senatus Consultum of December 25, 1852, are

modified in so far as they are contrary to the provisions of the

present act."

The sitting was suspended after the reading of this

draft. The Senate will not meet for the next few days,

and the discussion on the projected Senatus Consultum

is not likely to commence till the end of this or the

beginning of next week. The Moniteur of Saturday-

says .—"The director of the cu >ms has reported

that the surplus of grain imported into France is

10| millions of hectolitres. At present, therefore,

the wants of consumers appear to be guaranteed."

The Moniteur publishes a letter addressed to the

Emperor by the stockbrokers of Paris, thanking His

Majesty for the abolition of the tax levied on the right

of entrance to the Bourse, and asking permission to

erect a statue to the Emperor within the building-

The Emperor in his reply thanks them for their appre.

ciation of his efforts for the good of France and

the progress and credit of the couutry; but says

that however nattered he may be by the proposal of the

stockbrokers to erect his statue in the Bourse

he must be allowed not to accede to it. At the same

much into favour,

which about half have been issued for use, and half
j

time he offers them his portrait, to be placed in their

retained in store. The distribution between store and
, Council-chamber, in order to remind them how much

service has been by no means uniform in the different
j
he h.. valued the manifestation of their feelings. A

calibres. Of the 6-pounder piece, 49 specimens only
j
Cabinet Council and a Privy Council were held on

have been manufactured, and 5 issued. Of the
; Thursday, the Emperor having arrived from Com-

12-pounder there are uDwards of 300 in use, against pie-ne for the purpose of presidincr. It is said

150 in store. The 25-pounder, like the 6-pounder,
|
that the subjects of discussion were the finance and

American questions. The Temps announces that the

Emperor of the French has tendered his good offices

to the British Government to settle " the dimculty ,,

which has arisen out of the case of the Trent.

The United States' Consul in Paris has communicated

to the French papers a letter of General Scott, in which

he declares there is no truth in the report that the

Cabinet of Washington had ordered the seizure of the

Southern Commissioners, even if under the protection

of a neutral flag. He says that it had been supposed

that the Commissioners would come over in the Nash-

apuears never to have got

but the 40-pounders and the 100-pounders, being

the guns employed in the sea service and

fortifications, are largely in use. Alto-

796 guns of various calibres have been
for

gether
actually issued for service, and of this number not one

single piece has ever burst, and only 20 have been

returned for repair. With regard to vent-pieces, Sir

William Armstrong observes that they are not expected

to possess the same durability as the rest of the gun.

The vent-piece is formed of a separate piece of metal,

is removed every time the guu is loaded, and is always viHe, and that the James Adger, which was allowed to

issued in duplicate, by way of providing against natural refit at Southampton two or three weeks ago, and other

contingencies For the 796 guns, therefore, there have cruisers were sent out to capture them on board that

been issued 1592 vent-pieces, of which 5 have been blown vessel. He adds :

awav and 82 of which 21 were steel and 8 iron, ren- *<\ am quite igno . , u ,. .away, anu o-, ui
pnnRid*>rable proportion but it is necessary to preserve good relations between America

dered otherwise unserviceable. A COMl^ra
^

lc.P^};™ ^d England. I hop5 that Earl Russell and Mr. Seward wil

screw

of the accidents recorded are, however, attributable to
e on a 8olution t0 the question, whether the perwns who

+lm io-nnrinr-P or inexoerience of the men serving tno were arrested on board the Trent were contraband of war or
the ignorance or ,n«pent u ^^^ ft wm ^ dJfficult

gun. The Official report ^5"^^^^ aild Sir convince even impartial minds that they were less contraband

mishaps as
" always" arising from carelessness, aim oir

^f ^ than rebd 8oldiers or cannons." in conclusion, he

William asserts that "no vent-piece would ever nave exprease8 n ja conviction that "a war between America and

t-uJ! L»« hart the trunners known their drill England cannot take place without mere serious provocations

f nm thXt ^ V S regarfto the case mentioned by tbi those at present given." _ #
from the hrst. \\ itn^ h

-

h had been The French pre8S unan«inously express their admumUon
Captain Halsted of an Arf^n gjm ^^ ^ ^ ^ im%nation wWch Jg felt in Enghmd for t]|e

returned from a gunboat^ as n
;b

'

it insuit offered to the British nag, and state that the
retained for cautious use at ^noe g ^ ^nr^ {

..
of France ig entLfely with ^ in this questi n.

that there was no ^ur ty £
°£ ^ wHttcn

j
The folloVing extracts will be read with interest :-

captain of the gunboat in ^
c^n

that if hc^ known • La Pre*8e says :-
to Sir William, stating^ ca

n^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ he |
„ England offera at the pre8ent m0ment one of those spec-

C
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tacles wincn are the glory of a free people. Whatever opinion
may be entertained respecting this affair of the Trent, it is

mpossible not to admire the public spirit which has manifested
itself from one end of England to the other, and which, so to
say, vibrates a chord of indignation in every English heart.
This public spirit, a mixture of national pride and an
invincible attachment to the glory and interests of the country,
displays itself in every place—in the newspapers, in public
meetings, at the theatres, in the public squares. There is
always something grand and instructive in the agitation of
this people, which is passionately devoted to commerce, but at
the same time jealous of its rights and of the honour of its
flag, and which, wherever it assembles or labours, expresses,
in a thousand ways, the incomparable energy of its feelings.
The interest which, must always be attached to sj noble a
spectacle is doubled to-day in consequence of the violent act
which has produced this general explosion of indignation.
The English people are averse to war, as, more than any other
country in the world, they are engaged in great commercial
enterprises. England will only go to war as a last extremity

;

but we know how little the great sacrifice will cost to her
patriotism. In this respect experience is at hand to imforrn
us, and, moreover, we have only to read the English daily
papers received this morning."

La Patrie says :

—

"An English ship in the open sea, like a French ship, is
national territory ; such is the admitted principle. If the
Americans had the right to carry off by force the envoys of the
South between St. Thomas, a Danish possession, and the
Havana, a Spanish possession, have they not the same right
forcibly to seize the envoys of the South in the Channel between
Dover and Calais ? It is by absurdity that absurdity must be
met. England has, therefore, the incontestable right of making '

herself respected, and we will applaud everything that is done
to shield that law of nations which is too much disregarded.
It appears to us that it is impossible that the great maritime
nations should remain indifferent upon a question which con-
cerns all their rights and interests. It will at least be difficult
for France to remain indifferent in presence of such a violation

«*~v

[December
7, 1861.

The Hevue des JJeux Alondes expresses its opinion at

considerable length, and unreservedly condemns the
conduct of the American captain, entertains not the
slightest doubt that he acted according to orders
previously received from Washington, and considers
England bound either to obtain reparation or take
signal vengeance for the insult. It bears witness to
the moderation and impartiality displayed by England
towards America since the outbreak of the civil war,
and as a proof of the spirit of fair play which the Wash-
ington Cabinet has so ill requited, quotes the recent
remarks of Lord Stanley at King's Lynn, in terms of
the highest commendation. It expresses a decided

Government will make no
that war is inevitable. It

opinion that the American
reparation or apology, and
says :

—

" Though the motive which led to the aggression on the
Trent is wholly unaccountable, we must by no means conclude
that that incident will not lead to those extremities which aU
men of sense must deprecate. It is the peculiarity of revo-
lutionary situations, such as that of Northern America at
present, that the Governments are equally unable to control
their own actions and the impulses from below which cause
them. All the available and characteristic passions of a people
become excited at once. Now among the national passions the
most deeply rooted in the soul of the American people we must
unfortunately include hatred of England, and among the
practices of United States' politicians habitual insolence to-
wards England and her policy is unquestionably the rule.
Its peculiar organisation renders it subservient to the blindest
instincts of the mob, and thus we may account for its wonder-
ful alternatives of unspeakable rashness and deplorable weak-
ness, which give rise to a legitimate fear that it may be led
to extremities which its members neither wished for nor
contemplated."

of international law. The Northern States will very likely
|
-- -- " . , rn

refuse to accede to the demands of Eugland ; in that case'we may
;

I he Marquis de Flers, CouncillorReferendary to the Court
presume that war will be immediately declared, and the first act

|

ofAccounts, hasjust been tried under the lo'i des suspectsof hostility will be the recognition of
We are convinced that the war between the two countries will
be an interminable one, but, on the other hand, we cannot
remain idle spectators of a struggle between North America
and England. It is quite clear that it is not the duty of
France to avenge the wrongs of England, but the recognition
of the South by that Power, which would imply a final separa-
tion from the United States, could not be regarded as an
isolated act, and would impose upon France the necessity of
assuming a decisive attitude in this question. The result
would be that two great maritime Powers of Europe might be
drawn into a common action with the same identical political
object ; and, that being the case, as we have observed before,
President Lincoln, by provoking an act of brutality, may per-
haps have acted with foresight by preparing a separation which
he can neither propose nor accept. * * * If England recog-
nises the Southern States the Powers must necessarily take such
a change into consideration for the sake of their commercial

with a view to disturb the public peace and excite to
the hatred and contempt of the Government." The
communications in question were merely letters from
M. de Flers, published chiefly in the Journal de Geneve
and the Independance Beige, The Court found him
guilty, and sentenced him to two months' imprisonment
and 2000f. fine. A prosecution has also been com
menced against M. Eugene Pelletan for exciting hatred
and contempt against the Government of the Emperor by
publishing an article in the Courrier du Dimanche,
under the title of "Liberty as it is in Austria,"
in which it is insinuated that France would be but too
glad to enjoy as much liberty as is possessed in thatinterests, and must desire the termination of the war. If the ' m;Bnomfl(i A^~^- n i 'a ~ » a « « .

Southern Confederacy, by its (recognition by one of the Great
mi

?
n*med despotic country. A man called Collat,

Powers, should enjoy public rights as a nation, the other States huissier of the Court of Riom, his wife, and her friend«»m w- - <^-;a«. ~w »*«*^- ...^ — : .__. Madlle. Pierrette Legaye, have just been tried before
the Court of Assizes of the Puy de D6me on the charge
of having concealed a young Jewess named Sarah
Meyer from her parents, for the purpose of converting
X. »_ 4-~. 4.1. _ T» rt.LI. _!• _ _!• mi j • » •»

would have to consider what attitude such an important
modification would impose upon them, and the Cabinet of
"Washington would bear the responsibility of a resolution which
the necessities of commerce and political influence would im-
pose upon Europe."

TJie Debats says :

—

" The act committed by the officers of the Federal navy is

deeply to be regretted, for while it furnishes a complaint at the
least specious to the adversaries of the cause which is repre-
sented by the Government of Washington in its struggle with
the Southern States, its effect will be to weaken the just
sympathies which that cause has deservedly met with in
Europe. We hesitate to think that the Government of President
Lincoln could have wished to involve itself in a war with
England at a moment when all its efforts barely suffice to
maintain its struggle witii the South. If President Lincoln
had really given positive orders to the commander of the San
Jacinto to arrest the Southern Commissioners on boar 1 the
English packet, we do not hesitate to affirm, with the English
journals, that it will have committed an act of madness and a
complete suicide."

The Constitutionnel says :

—

'* We hope that the American Government will make
reparation and satisfy the claims of England. We count
upon its doing so in its own interests, which have always
served as a guide to its policy. In fact, it is impossible that
the Americans should not understand how irregular is the
arrest of Messrs. Slidell and Mason on board the Trent, how
contrary it is to the law of nations, and how prejudicial the
consequences of this act would be to themselves. It would be
the consecration of the 'right of search,' against which they
have always protested, and which was one of the chief c mses
of the war they themselves waged with England in 1812—

a

right of search exercised not only on commercial vessels but on
ships of war, for the mail -steamers are Royal vessels, having
on board a lieutenant of the Royal Navy, and their officers
wear the uniform of the British Navy. By declaring contraband
of war simple passengers, with or without a diplomatic mission,
the Americans strike a mortal blow against the privileges of
neutral States, which it is to their interest more than that of
any one else to see respected."
The Opinion Pnblique says :

—

" We perfectly understand the deep sensation this event has
caused m London ; for if the French flag had received such an
insult the whole country would have risen as one man to
demand striking sat .ction. We have, in fact, always pro-
claimed respect for a neutral flag, and the national dignity
would invincibly make us exact from others the same respect
we should pay to them."
The Gazette de France says :

—

" The affair has been submitted by the English Government
to the law officers of the Crown. We Frenchmen, who are
accustomed to consult only our conscience in questions involv-
ing an outrage on the national flag, cannot understand such
formalities, and are bound to say that under such an affront
we would fight first, and exchange explanations afterwards.
In old times when aoout to seize upon her guest on board the
Bellerophonjo seize upon Perim, to bombard Naples, to compel
King Ferdinand to restore the Cagliari, England did not con-
sult the law officers of the Crown, now assembled to decide
whether Brother Jonathau was not justified in snatching from
a British ship passengers claiming the protection of the British
flag.

The*Courrier du Havre sayg :

—

•

4
* A fourth-rate state might submit to force whilst protesting

in favour cf its right. England cannot do so. She is bound,
under the penalty of falling from the high rank she occupies in
the world, to take up the matUr with a high hand, and do
justice to herself. This is for her wholly a personal affair,
about which she has no need < f consulting her friends or allies:°" """ "' *~" traged

'

her to the Roman Catholic religion. The trial occupied
the Court for several days, and terminated in a verdict
of acquittal so far as the charge of abduction was
concerned. The Court, however, sentenced them to

piy 3000f. damages to the father and mother of Sarah
Meyer.

Spain.—On arriving at Barcelona on Saturday,

Baron Tecco, the Italian Minister, was received by
a numerous body of Spanish, Italian, and French
Democrats. His Excellency delivered a speech in

which he expressed a hope that Italy would triumph
over all her enemies, and that the Italian flag would
wave over Venice and Rome. An immense number of

persons accompanied Baron Tecco to the quny, whence
he embarked for France.

Portugal.—The Infante Dom Augusto continues

very ill, and his condition is considered precarious.

The French and Italian residents at Lisbon have
announced their intention to celebrate public masses

for the repose of the soul of the late King. A
meeting of British merchants has been held to deter-

mine upon an appropriate way of expressing their sym-
pathy. Lord Methuen and Colonel Seymour, with
letters of condolence from Queen Victoria, have been
received at the palace by his Majesty Dom Luis, and
have since returned to England.

Belgium.—The discussion on the address was con-
tinued on Saturday in the Belgian Chamber of Repre-
sentatives, when the Church party violently opposed
the recognition of Italy. An amendment was moved
by the Right tending to throw an indirect censure on
the conduct of the Government, upon which a sub-
amendment was moved, which confined itself to reserv-
ing the neutrality of Belgium, and to ^declaring that
she would continue to abstain from interfering in the
affairs of other nations. This amendment was accepted
by the Ministers, and carried by 62 votes to 47, giving
Ministers a majority of 15. A fearful fire broke out on
Monday at the Napoleon Docks, Antwerp. The Belgian
sugar refinery and the St. Felix bonding warehouses
were burnt down, and 7 or 8 lives were lost. The
estimated loss is 5,000,OOOf. All the insurance offices

are severely affected. The forest of Ardennes, for the
first time for 20 years, is infested with wild boars,
which are daily seen in droves numbering as many as
100 in each.

Switzerland.— The Federal Council has addressed
another note to France in reference to the affair of the
Valley of I)appes, renewing its demand for satisfaction
for the violation of Swiss territory, on the ground of the
Federal Commissioners' report. The Federal Council
also states in this note that Switzerland will not enter
into any negotiations with the French GovernmentW. J unspeakable insult the Federal Government ,

"*> —o~;
nastens the recognition by England of the Southern Confede- under present circumstances.
**y, it will have no one but iuelf to blame." ' Pbtjssia.—Th e plenipotentiaries appointed to neo-o.

tiate the conclusion of a treaJ^ToTcom^T u
France and the Zollverein hehfa conW, * b

?Wee*

which lasted several hours. The Ministers ofF*^Affair^ and Commerce were present at^
Austeia.—The Emperor left Vienna on Suh^evening for Venice, where he intends t^S^eight days. It is rumoured that during theS ?

stay a meeting of reactionary and retookT^1

including, it is said, the ex-King of XaplS't»
place at Venice. Dr. Hein, President of t£^mh?H
Deputies, has been appointed Minister of JusticeHungary.—All the new functionaries have '*]„**
been appointed in all the Comitate. Thirty
Archbishop of Gran will be superseded in his fiZ^
as Obergespan of the Comitat of Gran.

1UQccion»

Italy.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Dele*atP< *f
Turin on Saturday Baron Ricasoli stated that hi
should shortly lay on the table of the House the docn
raents relative to the differences between Italv and*
Spain concerning the Neapolitan archives <Lno
Massari proposed that a pension of 1000 francs should
be granted to every one of the 1000 persons who accom-
panied Garibaldi in his expedition to Marsala. OnSunday a meeting of the majority of the Deputies, at
which the Ministers were also present, was held
Baron Ricasoli gave explanations on the state of Sanies
and the brigandage in the Basilicata and on the
frontiers of the Papal States. He said that, in pur-
suance of an understanding between the French and
Italian Governments, the French troops will ener-
getically co-operate in the suppression of brigandage on
the frontiers of the Papal States. He also announced
that the Lieutenancy of Sicily would be shortly

abolished. In consequence of these explanations the
majority of the Deputies present resolved not to

concur in any vote of want of confidence in the

Ministry which might be proposed by the Opposition.

In the sitting of Monday Signor Ferrari said that, by

the documents which had been communicated to the

Chamber, the Ministry had not solved the Roman
question. They had said that Rome was necessary to

Italy, but was in the hands of the French ; but they

dared not draw the conclusion. He urged the Ministry

to follow the example of Piedraout after the battle of

Novara, when, retaining her arms, she made her pro-

vinces so prosperous that other Italian proviuces

desired to be annexed to her. He then spoke

of the brigandage in Naples, and called upon

the Government to render an account for th&

blood that had been shed there. On Tuesday the

debate on the Roman question was continued by Signor

Musalino, who was called to order by the President for

declaring that the French alliance was not a sincere one.

On Wednesday the debate was resumed by Signor

Rattazzi, who said :
-—^^^ " ^~^^^^*^^^

'* It would be unjust to make the Government responsible
for the failure of the negotiations relative to Rsme and for the

disturbances in the Neapolitan provinces. Another Ministry
would be in the same situation. I will not discuss the docu-

ments which have been communicated to the Chamber by
the Government, as it is useless to consider whether the

concessions offered to the Church were dangerous to the

State, because they have been without any result. Rome
is naturally, and will soon really be, the capital of Italy.

I am convinced that the French Government desires that

the occupation of Rome may cease. It ia the interest of

France to have a strong; Italy as an ally. The French Govern-

ment is our sincere friend. It recognized us after we had

proclaimed Rome as the capital of Italy. Our adversaries are

their adversaries." He then alluded to his visit to Paris,

which, he said, was of a purely personal character. He denied

the malevolent rumours which had been circulated with regard

to his intentions. He condemned the proposition of Signor

Ricciardi, and said he believed that France would aid.the

Italians against the brigandage in Naples. He concluded \Jf

urging the union of all the coustitutional factions."

Signor Rattazzi's speech was received with unani-

mous applause. On Thursday the debate was resumed

by Signor Buoncompagni, who approved the policy 9i

the Government, and said :

—

"The path followed by the Government in M^.]*L|?5
Roman question is the one which was recommended

:

to n )

a vote of the Chamber. It could not think of acting jtherm?

than in accord with France, it being necessary tnatJ
should still have a stranger in her bosom. As

|

0D
f.'Zar We

, in the possession of Austria, Italy will always be ac w -^
could not obtain Rome without first having \ enice. /„

ko to Venice when she shall have an army of 300,ow «

Two members of the left afterwards sPoke.,

aga!°
terior.

policy pursued by the Government m the ^
General Bixio was present at the sitting. ^ ^en
suppressing feudal rights in ^'fr%pm?e will

adopted. The Italia announces that a aecr ^
shortlv be published ordering the exchange oi ^
bonds of the Italian Debts against new oonu ^
Consolidated Debt. The Bishop of £°™ ment.

exhorted the clergy to support the national u^
Monday

Garibaldi unexpectedly arrived at Genoa /™ajjan

and proceeded to the office of the tentra ^
Committee, of which he is the President. " d

unmitLee,
rand

uiniense

uciiiuiisLiauuu »ao iu*mo i»i "*" —— - • which n®

crowd of people assembled before thehouse J

dmade
wasstaying. Garibaldiappearedon the balcony ^^
a short speech, in which he said, " With yo

be

deeds, not words. At the moment of batue x
on

with you." Another, demonstration tooK y ^
Tuesday. Garibaldi, in reply to an address ^
Italian inhabitants of the Tyrol, said that he ^ Ie

the earlv deliverance of Italy, for "hic^e

t

P
aU

should prepare. On Wednesday, .

contrary

expectation; Garibaldi arrived in Turin, but he

D
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^TTliTsItting of tlie Chamber of Deputies. The

i
foverninent has addressed a circular to the

* :'
pl

'of Maritimo, ordering them to afford every

*f

pS

e to all Bourbonites entering that province.

* /a oYoii arrived at Rome on Sunday, and was
G

• lbythe Pope. The Marquis de Lavalette, the

^French Ambassador, has also arrived at Rome.
neft

T lino of Tuesday announces that 700 brigands

^heen surrounded by the Royal troops at Romaguano,

>>L Principato Citra.
m
»rVIA.-Letter3

from St. Petersburgh state that

Fmperor of Russia intends shortly to grant an

I v to all persons implicated in the recent dis-

a

Tnces among the students.
1

PouSD'—

^

ne ^ar(luis de Wielopolski has with-

liis
resignation. There had been great and

"l agitation in Warsaw, on account of his

nation.
General Luders will leave Warsaw very

It is stated on reliable authority that

Bezak -will be appointed Governor of

^Mud* The Council of State continues to discuss

l^miestion whether civil rights shall be granted to the

\ m'm Poland. Notwithstanding the assertions of the

Ereslauer Zeitung to the contrary, perfect tranquillity

Lvaila in Warsaw and throughout the provinces.

Wrsoual security is nowhere threatened.

Turkey—Mouchtar Effeudi has been appoiuted

Minister of Finance in the place of Teffik Pasha.

This appointment
caused a panic in the money-market,

ind during the week the rate of exchange^ rose to

•>46 Confidence, however, is now returning. A
reduction has been effected In the Army Budget to

the extent of 25,000,000 piastres yearly.

Sybia.—It is said that the Porte will replace Fuad

Pasha in Syria by one Governor with a political Com-

ge

resig

shortly.

General

uiissioner.

Montenegro.—Austrian

vina on Sunday for the

tteries which had been

frontier, and of securing

forces entered the Herze-

purpose of. removing the

erected on the Austrian

free transit through the

military road between Kick and Ragusa.

attaining that object they re-entered their own
After

terri-

tory. On Monday last 16 battalions of Turkish troops

were concentrated at the position taken up by Omar
Pasha. Dervisck Pasha, in pursuance of his orders,

proceeded to attack the camp of the insurgents at Piva,

but found they had fled, after having burnt their camp.

Their arms and baggage, however, fell into the hands

of the Turks.

India.—By the arrival of the Bombay mail we have

accounts from that presidency to the 12th of November,

and a telegram has been received with news from Cal-

cutta to the 18th of November. Lady Canning, wife

^i the Govcrnor-General, died on the 16th alt. Sir

Richmond Shakespear died on the 29th October of

bronchitis. Lord Canning invested the Maharajahs of

Mndia and Puttiala, the Begam of Bhopal, and the

Nawab of Rampote with the Order of the Star of

India at Allahabad on the 1st November. Holkar and
the Guicowar were also in\ d with the Order on the

same day, the former at Indore, the latter at Baroda.

TheXizam makes a difficulty of accepting the insignia

[
the Order, from religious scruples. Lord Canning

"II signUlise the last month of his administration by
« ding a fixed assessment of the land revenue in the

forth West Provinces. He has deeided the question

-lie seat of government there in favour of Allahabad,

' has sanctioned the erection of buildings for Govern-
1,11 -it offices. Lieutenant Singer, of the 75th Regiment,

hocn killed bv an armed mob in Nowgong, Assam,
trying to collect the taxes. Troops have been

Jfaeral up to restore quiet. The people of Oude,
Wd l)y Maharaja^ Maun Sin-h and Mr. Maudes,
«je embarked in cotton cultivation on an extensive

*? e. Cholera is still raging in Cabool, though not so

'°Wly. The victims of the disease were said to be
50 daily.

.
tojrifcp States.—The principal topic of di ission

|

the New York journals is the seizure of Messrs.

j

Udell and Mason, the Confederate Commissioners.
«e account of the capture, as furnished by the officers

!«« San JfteintOj agrees in the main with the version
n by the commander ofthe Trent. It is stated that

*
l>fn Wilkes, ofthe San Jacinto, acted in the matter
!I,jly on his own responsibility, and that before he
emitted the outrage on the Trent he searched the
r^ch vessel Jules et Marie, a Danish trader ealle

p"° Jutland, from the Havannah to Santa Cruz; and a
°rt;iguesc vessel. The searcb of the French vessel was

riu
8
? with s«cli violence that the Frenchman's mast

nu bulwarks were carried away, and the San Jacinto

£ obliged to take her in tow to prevent

it
vi

• Fed

bei»g wrecked by the current. It is

on goin- ashore at Fort Monroe
said

with
e
federal Commissioners, Captain Wilkes had an in-

JgW with Gencnil WoQ]j and «« expressed his

'711 that he had done right, and said that, right or

dono
ese men "ad to be secured; and if he had

> * roilg he could be no more than cashiered for

y i\his arrival at New York in the San Jacinto,
Un Wilkes was presented with a resolution, passed

and n ,

C
?
mm°n Council, thanking him for "his bold

MaJ lotic conduct in arresting Messrs. Slidell and

him ;

1 on board the British steamer Trent, and offering

soon .» Vitalities of the city." Captain W ilkes

to p!
u
J

er "is arrival was ordered to take the prisoners

dent I? 5 arren
> Boston. The Washington correspon-

01 the New York Times states that Lord Lyons

had expressed his opinion that Messrs. Mason and Slidell

would be given up to England. There is nothing
authentic to indicate the sentiments of the Wash,
ington Cabinet on the matter, but the Washing
ton correspondent of the New York Herald
telegraphs that " when the information of the
arrest of Mason and Slidell on board of a British vessel

was first communicated to the President, he declared

emphatically that they should not be surrendered by
this Government, even if their detention should cost a

war with Great Britain." The New York journals are

filled with legal quotations and precedents of the acts

of the British Government to prove that the seizure of

the Commissioners is no breach of international law.

They argue that the steamer Trent was liable to seizure

for carrying rebel despatches, and urge that promotion

and testimonials should be conferred on Commander
Wilkes for his spirited conduct. Mr. Edward Everett,

Mr. George Sumner, and other leading American legal

authorities, declare the capture of Messrs. Mason and

Slidell to be in accordance with international law.

The subject, nevertheless, causes a universally uneasy

feeling in the public mind in respect to the relations

of America with England. The New York Herald

says:—
"The legal advisers of the Government not only completely

justify the proceeding of Captain Wilkes but even furnish

authority for the seizure and confiscation of the neutral vessel

upon which the rebel ambassadors and their despatches were
discovered."

The New York Tribune says:—
"Whatever complications may arise from the arrest on board

a British ship of the Lord High Commissioners of Secession to

the Great Powers of Western Europe, it is certain that the faces

of loyal Americans broadened into a universal grin at the intelli-

gence of their capture. But what will Great Britain say to the

taking of these two would-be envoys by force from one of her

merchant vessels ? We do not know, and do not greatly care.

We shall endeavour to say nothing on the law of the case that

may even seem calculated to forestall or embarrass the action

of our Government. If Great Britain demands the liberation

of these gentlemen, and reparation for their capture, we pro-

pose to sustain such response as our Government shall see fit

to make."

The New York World says :—
'- Should England, following her custom of interpreting inter-

national law to suit her own convenience, complain of the

insult offered to her flag by the San Jacinto, two modes suggest

themselves of disposing of the prisoners taken from the Trent.

Either they might be landed by a national vessel at their

respective destinations, with whatever diplomatic dignity and

influence chanced to survive the ridicule of their capture and

release ; or the Government might follow in every point the

precedent set in the case of the Chesapeake and Leopard, by
hanging its deserting subjects first and making amends to the

insulted Power afterwards."

The New York Times says :—
" Wo do not believe the American heart ever thrilled with

more genuine delight than it did yesterday, at the intelligen

of the capture of Messrs. Slidell and Mason. The only mistake

Cant. Wilkes committed was in not seizing the ship from winch

he dragged the traitors. ... We have not the slightest

idea that England will even remonstrate. On the eontntr

she will applaud the gallant act of Capt Wilkes, so full of

spirit and good sense, and such an exact imitation of the

policy she has always stoutly defended and invariably pursued.

There is. consequently, no drawback whatever to our jubila-

tions The universal Yankee nation is getting decidedly «*»**,

As for Commodore Wilkes and his command let the

handsome thing be done. Consecrate another Fourth of July

to him Load him down with services of plate and swords of

the cunningest and costliest art. Let u* encourage the happy

aspiration that achieved such a victory.

The New York Journal of Commerce says:—
» It was a pure act of mercy that the American commander

did not bring his ship and car.ro into our ports, and condemn

them in an '.miralty Court in America. The right to do tl

mpUes the right to take out of her despatches and their

team as well as any soldiers or civilians found on board m
the service of our enemy. It is an act of pee that he British

merchantman has been allowed to go to .England, and it is far

from likely that England will bother herself with «ny com-

plaint from her commander, who escaped with his vessel and

cargo from the fate of which the Queen's proclamation warned

him."

It is stated that the seizure of the Trent is but the first

of a series of similar acts ; that steamers are fitting out

•it New York for the express purpose of committing simi-

lar outrnsesuponoiir fla*; that they have been designedly

intrusted to the command of " young officers ;
and

that these "young officers have been authorised to

exercise great latitude in the execution of their in-

structions, and have received assurances in advance of

the support of the Government." Besides MegBrt. Mason

and Slidell the Federal Government has seized

Messrs. Gwin, Brent, and 13enlmin-three Call,

tornia Sec ionists, who were on their way from that

State to ioin their associates at the South. They were

taken on board the Orizaba, while passing from San

Francisco to Panama, by a military force ante General

Sinner, who disregarded the protest of the JtewSn authorities against the violation of their
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vessels, which are to be sunk at the entrance of a
Southern harbour, have sailed laden with stones.
General M'Clellan reviewed 70,000 men at Washington
on the 20th inst, being the largest body of troops ever
reviewed on the American continent. General Ilalleck
has issued a proclamation, notifying that no more fugi-
tive slaves will be allowed to enter the Federal cainp,
as they have carried valuable information to the enemy!
Mr. George Francis Train has addressed a letter from
London to the New York Herald, declaring that a
number of vessels are fitting out at English ports with
ammunition for the South. He makes a violent attack
on the British Government, and declares that England's
neutrality is contemptible. Governor Jackson and the
State Legislature of Missouri have passed a secesssion
ordinance. The Confederates have burnt Warsaw,
Missouri, in order to prevent the Federals making
winter quarters there. The Union men of North
Carolina have established a provisional state govern-
ment at Hatteras. Governor Pickens, of South
Carolina, in his message to the Legislature of
that State, recommends that the Confederate Govern-
ment be not allowed to " tamper with produce/' in
order to raise its support. He desires that Fort
Moultrie should be kept hy the State of South Carolina.
He expresses doubts of the endurance of republican
institutions, and looks to " the stronger forms of the
Old World." Southern accounts report that
Fort Pickens, assisted by two Federal steamers,
has opened a bombardment on Pensacola. The
rumour of the capture of the Sumter privateer
is not confirmed, and the British screw steamer
Fingal, alleged to have been taken into Key West, was
the Confederate steamer Salvor. The British schooner
Adelso, which brought a cargo of naval stores out of Wil-
mington, North Carolina, and put into Newport, Rhode
Island, in stress, had been condemned, together with her
cargo. The British bark Deobey (?), which arrived at

New York for provisions, lias been seized for an alleged

violation of the blockade. The French frigate

Bellona arrived at New York on the 21st ult., and
the British frigate Immortalite arrived at Port
lloyal on the 18th ult. Mr. Jefferson Davis has

been elected President, and Mr. Stephens Vice- President

of the Confederate States, for o term of six years.

President Davis has delivered his message to the Con-
federate Congress. It is most determined in tone, and
states that, after seven months, the Federals have failed

to extend their occupancy of Southern soil, and at many
points have been driven to act on the defensive. It

says :

—

"The military means and tbe financial condition of the
Confederates axe stronger now than at the commencement of

:e struggle. It praises the peoj M >uri, and defen.

the occupancy of Kentucky. The Confederate financial system
13 stated to have worked well, and to promise good results for

the future. The system of issuing treasury notes," continues
the message, has "fully answered the expectation of the
Confederates, and if they husband their means, and make
judicious use of their resources, it would be difficult to fix a
limit to the period during which the Confederates will be
able to carry on the war against the Federals. The re-

construction of the Union, which the Federals seek to effect by
force of arms, has become more and more palpably impossible.

The causes which induced the separation not only remain in

full force, but have been strengthened. The Confederates
shrink with aversion from the bare idea of renewing connection
with the North. The South will be content to live at

peace with the North, but the separation is final. The
South will accept no alternative." President Davis

then informs the Cougress that Messrs. Slidell and Mason.
commissioned to represent the Confederacy abroad, had
being seized while under the protection and within the

dominion of a neutral nation, and says:—"The claim of the

United States to seize them in the streets of London would
have been as well founded as tho seizure on board the Trent.

Had they been malefactors, their arrest could not have taken
place on board British ships except according to the law pro-

vided for the extradition of criminals. The Confederate- d

no aid from foreign powers, but perhaps had a right to inquire

if the European doctrine that the blockade to be binding must
be effective was to be generally applied, or only in particular

cases. Evidence will be laid before the European Governments
of the total inefficiency of the blockade."

Mexico.—Advices from Havannah to the 15th ult.

state that the Spanish fleet had not started for Mexico.

The Morning Post of Saturday states that the Mexican

Government, alarmed at the naval expedition which

has been sent out to enforce our claims, has agreed to a

convention conceding all our requirements. It says :

—

"We are to have compensation for outrages, the repayment

of money stolen, and the fulfilment of the engagements which

the Mexican Government has by treaty stipulated towards the

bondholders. We shall not however accept the proffered .satis-

faction ; and our fleet, with those of France and ., will

proceed to seize upon the ports and custom duties of Mexico.

We shall not trust the faith of Mexicans, not even when they

bring peace-offerings. Tho intervention in tho affairs of the

Republic will therefore pursue its course, and wo shall make
assurance doubly sure."

Eael De Grey akd Ripon, as Under Secretary for

War, on Monday evening distributed to the 19th

Middlesex, or Working Men's College Corps, the prizes

they have won at the Government range in Plumstead

Marshes, and in so doing made the following remarks

on the Volunteer Movement :—

He looked upon these contests as a most important and
valuable result of the Volunteer movement, and he was happy

. learn that the result of this particular contest proved that

the 19th Middlesex was fully able to hold its own in this

respect with the other Volunteer corps throughout the country.

He sincerely congratulated those who were winners, not merely
because they were winners, but because by their devotion to a
noble science—for science it was—they had made themselves
<rood shots and had put themselves in a position to do good
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service to their country should an emergency ari.se. He did
not look upon the mere money value of the prizes as being a
matter of any importance. If their funds had been expended
in promoting the practical efficiency of the corps in other ways,
it had been much better spent than in the purchase of
more costly prizes, and he was sure eveiy true Volunteer
would value the prize he received not as representing so many
guineas, but because it was a witness of the proficiency
which he had attained to among his comrades. He
hoped that those who were among the vanquished would not
relax in their efforts to make themselves good shots ; for
though there might be many occasions in war in which great
services might be performed by good shots, yet in ordinary
military operations the effective value of a battalion would not
be measured so much by the shooting of the prize-winners as
by the average shooting of the whole body of men. When the
Volunteer movement began, there were many persons who not
unnaturally at the time said that if too much attention were
paid to these contests they would take the place of other
equally important parts of the duties of Volunteers, and that,
while they wero labouring to mako themselves good shots,
they would forget the no less urgent part of their instruction
comprised in the short word ' drill.' He was happy to believe
that that anticipation had not been fulfilled in the case of
the Volunteers generally. They had attained a great pro-
ficiency in rifle shooting—in fact, they might be said to have
changed in that respect the character of our countrymen.
Three years ago when the movement commenced, we were a
nation which had very good shots, but we might now claim to
be equal in that respect to any other nation in the world. But
it would have been a great mistake if that proficiency had
been obtained by the sacrifice of attention to those military
formations and movements which were essential to their
efficiency in the field. He was happy to know that that was
not the case generally with the Volunteers, and with regard to
the 19th Middlesex he had ascertained before coming there,
from the highest authoiity, that he should be perfectly justi-

fied in speaking in high terms of their proficiency both in com-
pany and battalion drill. He hoped that while they still con-
tinued to labour to make themselves good shots they would
bear in mind the importance of drill. The amount of service
they might do the country would depend not on the possession
of cups and medals, but on the attention which they had paid
to this branch of their duty. He would also impress upon
them the great value of that general discipline without which,
as had recently been seen, any body ofarmed men would become
a mero rabble. He did not wish to sing the praises of what some
people called " pipe clay," or to expect from them that perfect
regularity and precision which could only be attained by a regi-

ment of the regular army, constantly and exclusively devoted
to military exercises ; but there were certain general principles
of discipline and subordination without which no body of men
partaking of a military character could ever be thoroughly
efficient. So long as theyremembered that those under whose
command they served were encitled to their obedience in
military matters, and to their respect on all occasions, they
would every day become more and more capable of taking
part in the noble work of national defence which they would
inevitably be called on to undertake should danger ever
threaten our shores. The Volunteer movement was a great
social as well as military movement ; it was one of the most
useful and elevated ideas which had ever animated the people
of this country, but half its value would be lost if it did not
teach men not only how to shoot, to march and manoeuvre,
but also those principles of discipline which were as valuable
in civil as in military life. In conclusion, he said, " I thank
you, gentlemen, for having invited me here tonight, and I am
glad to meet face to face a body of men who I am sure are
animated by a determination that in no quarter of the world,
whether north or south, east or west, shall the flag of England
ever be insulted." [This allusion to the great topic of the day
was received by a loud burst of cheering from all parts of
the hall.]

Mr. Bbight, M.P., at a dinner given to him by his

fellow-townsmen at Rochdale on Wednesday evening,

spoke as follows on American affairs :

—

" The war in America was one of the highest interest to
England and humanity at large. 85 years ago they were
colonies sprung from this country, and already numbering a
population of 3,000,000 souls. A year ago they were the
United States of America, and comprised 30,000,000 of people.
In agriculture and manufactures no country in the world
except our own could be placed in comparison with them.
They were equally distinguished for their inventions, their
enterprises, their schools, their prisons, and their religious
establishments. The public expenditure of these Unite i

States was 23,000,000^. a year, and they were able to boast
an amount of comfort, prosperity, and abounding plenty
such as no other country in any age has displayed. But there
was another side. While this country secured the utmost
liberty for the white population, it held the black population
in bondage and degradation. England sowed the seeds of t;he

slavery system. Jefferson two years before the Declaration of
Independence issued a protest against the conduct and policy of
the English Government in preventing the colonists from for-
bidding the importation of fresh negroes from Africa. Ulti-
mately every State was left to legislate on slavery for itself.

But the growth of cotton has increased since that time, and
become an article of value to an extent which no man dreamt
of when Jefferson wrote. And this cotton, cultivated under
the slavery system, now threatened the overthrow of that
which is a million times more valuable—the great Republic of
the United States. Newspapers say the question of
secession was much like that which occurred when the
colonies revolted against the mother country. The question
in 1780 was whether a corrupt Ministry in Downing Street,
and a boroughmongering Parliament in Westminster, should
tax 3,000,000 unrepresented colonists without their consent.
Now, the representation of the South in the American Legis-
lature was not only complete, but in excess. Three out of
every five slaves are counted as white men, and the con-
sequence is that the South has returned about 20 more
members than it had a natural right to do. This shows that
there was no similarity between the two cases. Another reason
for the secession alleged on this side is the protective tariff.

No American, however, attributes the dissolution of the Union
to that cause. The South has been dominant during the whole
period since the Declaration of Independence, and the tariff
has existed during that time. There have no doubt been
occasional symptoms of dissatisfaction, but when Con-
gress met, a twelvemonth ago, to discover how the Union
could be maintained, among all the compromises suggested
the question of the tariff was never referred to. Whatever
the influence of the tariff may be, it must also be remem-
bered that it is as pernicious to the West as to the South,
but the West has not seceded. The question is not one of
Protection or Free Trade. It is of a different and graver
character. For 30 years slavery has been constantly coming
to the surface as the difficulty of American politicians. The
object of the South in seceding is to escape from the votes of
those who wish to limit the area of slave territory. What
course should England pursue ? We should be neutral. We
were neutral in Italy, but were not neutral in sympathy ; and,
although no English ships or soldiers appeared on the shores
of that country, the sympathy of England was spoken of
in Europe, and did much to aid the establishment of the free

* *v?
n ^dom * We had not #ivon a similar cordial sympathy
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or two statesmen, as, for instance, the Duke of Argyll and
Lord Stanley, had spoken with liberality, fairness, and friend-
liness of the United States. Earl Russell however at Newcastle
had misrepresented the question when he said that the North
were contending for empire and the South for independence

;

and the leading journal, since Mr. Lincoln took office, had not
published one fair, honourable, and friendly article on American
affairs. It was asked, " Why should there be war? why this
fratricidal strife? Why should the North and South not
separate peaceably ? " He thought there were insurmountable
geographical obstacles to a separation as well as strong political
objections. If the Northern States had done what some news-
paper writers advised, and had allowed the South to withdraw
from the Union without making any effort to retain them, we
should have been told that Democracy was a failure, that the
Northern Government was guilty of cowardice and worthy
only of unmeasured contempt. These candid friends tell us
American freedom is gone, the Habeas Corpus Act has been
suspended, and other laws and liberties have been endangered.
But had not we suspended the Habeas Corpus Act during the
Irish Rebellion of 1848, and if an insurgent army ever encamped
within sight of London what regard would Government have
for the personal liberty of the subject in an}' measures they
took for securing the safety of the State ? We are told that it
would be better for us if the United States were divided, and
Sir Edward Lytton had predicted that there would ultimately
be four or five separate nations or federations. The former he
considered a mean argument, and as for the latter, he would
far rather see the whole of that vast continent combined in one
great federation of States where there would be no Custom
Houses, but freedom everywhere, equality everywhere, law
everywhere, and room for the expanding energies of our race.
Referring to the seizure of the Confederate Commissioners, he
said he considered the act both impolitic and bad, but it might
turn out to be wholly unauthorised by the American Govern-
ment, and in this case there was no doubt they would make
ample reparation. No Government had evinced a greater
desire to be guided by wiso and moderate counsels in the con-
struction of cases under the maritime law. It was said this
was only one of a series of acts showing ill-will on the part
of the North. There would be irritating accidents in the
course of this struggle. Let us be calm. Recollect how-
we were dragged into the Russian war ; we drifted into it. It
cost 100,000,000*. It cost the lives of 40,000 Englishmen. It
injured our trade ; it doubled the armies of Europe, and it did
not accomplish a single thing: that was promised. Statesmen
now sain", in exculpation, 'What could we do in the frenzy of
the public mind at that time ?

' Don't let them add to the
frenzy, and don't let us be driven." He then read an extract
from General Scott's letter, which was loudly cheered, and con-
cluded by reminding the meeting of the large number of
English people who have emigrated during the last 15 years to
the States. ^*Only misrepresentation the most gross, or calumny
the most wicked, could involve in war a people with such close
ties. In a few years the 20,000,000 free men in the North will
be 30,000,000, or even 50,000.000. He prayed it might not be
said among them that in their darkest hour of need tho
English people, from whom they sprung, had looked with icy
coldness on the trials and sufferings of their terrible struggle."

Me. Cobden, M.P., beiug unable from ill health to
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higher degree than had ever previously been attempted. Toaiwas the case with all branches of our national industrj
i>ay by day it was more requisite that intelligence should
be developed—that men should be taught to think u
well as to act—that they should all have the best in-
struction given to them and the greatest amount of
assistance that could be supplied. Examinations of this kind
he believed to be the very thing that was required for the
self-education of the working and middle classes, who had
already left school, but who desired to improve their minds
and make themselves more useful in the ordinary occupations
of life. What, then, were the means by which that education
could be aided ? They might be divided into two classes-t
supply of good teaching and a test of the results of that
teachiug. In the Privy Council system they had already
obtained the most admirable results during the last 15 years.
The Privy Council fsystem supplied certificated masters and
pupil-teachers, and at the same time it supplied a most admir-
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11 ro able and competent system of inspection which ascertained the

attend the dinner given to Mr. Bright at Rochdale on results of teaching in schools, both with regard to the instruction

Wednesday, addressed a long letter to tbe chairman, of
"

which the following is a summary :

—

u As regards the seizure of Messrs. Slidell aud Mason, he
urged the propriety of suspending a final judgment on the
subject until we had had time to hear whether the American
Government had authorised the act of their naval officer, and.
if so, on what ground they justified the proceeding. It had
been assumed in certain quarters that when our legal authori-

ties have given their opinion on the point at issue the question
was settled, and that we have only to proceed to enforce

the award. But the matter in dispute must be decided, not
by British, but international law, and if the President's

Government should assume the responsibility of the act of

their naval officer, they will claim for the reasoning and
precedents of their legal advisers the same consideration which
they are bound to give to the arguments of the British law
officers. Whatever the issue of the legal controversy, however,
we could not hope to bring the question to a more satisfactory

issue by an appeal to arms. He urged complete revision

of the International Maritime Code, especially as regards

merchant vessels in time of war, and concluded by expressing

his belief that any interference by England or France in the

affairs of America, whether by breaking the blockade or

prematurely acknowledging the independence of the South,

itself and the manner in which it was tested. In our universities,
in the same way, not only was there good teaching supplied, b
such an opportunity of obtaining degrees, fellowships, scholar-
ships, as must inevitably test the quality of the instruction pre-

viously given. At the same time it directed the course which edu-
cation should follow, and the aim to which it should l>c directed.
The class of personsunder consideration to-day had the meansOf
inspection provided for them by such institutions as the
Mutual Instruction Society ; they also possessed free libraries
and evening classes, all of which were useful in enabling them
to enter into competition for these examinations. Then the
examinations themselves were a means of testing the results,

and in that point of view their value could hardly be over-

rated. These examinations enabled young men who had been
studying by themselves to ascertain, first of all, what they
knew ; and, secondly, what they thought they knew, but

found when they were examined that their knowledge was
really of a very superficial character, or more properly

speaking, perhaps, nothing at all. These examinations, then,

directed the studies and developed those powers that lay

dormant in tbe minds of the people, and they also enabled

persons to test the valuo of the instruction received, and its

applicability to the ordinary concerns of life. Nobody

could be insensible to the advantage of being regarded as

sensible and well educated, and they could not do better thin

£ouTo^^^^ A 5rfES2 to work steadily on in some particular branch of kjo^J
might be kindled in the South, leading ultimately, perhaps, to ana they could not in the end fail in obtaining a certificate in

the destruction of the cotton plant itself throughout the

Southern States of America."

The Eight Hon. W. Cowper, M.P., presided on
Monday at a public meeting held in the Shire Hall, at

Hertford, for the purpose of presenting prizes to the

candidates examined in connection with the Society of

Arts, and spoke as follows on the subject of Education :

—

" The necessities of labour were so great as to allow but a
short time for instruction in schools, and if they desired to
have an educated population it must be by means of what
conventionally was termed self-education—education at home.
It might, however, be said that if self education was all that
was required, there could not be any^necessity for all this
apparatus of boards and examiners, but that self education
might be left to itself uncontrolled and uninterfered with. In
answer to such a proposition »9 that they had only to point to
the extremely limited and confined range of self-education.
They had only to consider how exceedingly difficult and
dreary it must be for a young man in his own room in the
eveningjto pursue his study of arithmetic, geometry, trigono-
metry, 'or history, without the stimulus of sympathy or
competition, without the direction of teachers, without any
authoritative decision as to where he had succeeded or where
he had failed. They must feel that self-education without any
assistance, except in some veiy rare instances of strong will
and great application, would be a most inefficient and insuffi-

cient means of education. He was quite sure that the adults
for whom these examinations were instituted were persons
who deserved as much care, assistance, direction, and support
as any other class of persons who wero pursuing a course of
education. Education was not now a matter which could be
left entirely to those who needed it. It was not like a com-
modity or merchandise that could be left to tho ordinary
action of supply and demand, or to the self-interests of pro-
ducers and consumers. As a general rule the persons who
most needed education were sure to be the least aware of that
need, and those teachers who would supply education upon
trade principles would be certaiu to offer an article which was
inferior, if it was worth having at all. Education in this
country had, from the earliest times, been a subject in which
persons who took a deep interest in the public welfare had
thought themselves bound to interfere and assist, not merely
in respect to the primary schools,, which have been brought
into existence by private benevolence or by grants of public
money, but in respect of all our public schools ; for not only
had our grammar schools been founded by the benevolence of

to trie people of the Northern States of America, although one I our ancestors, but even those schools in which the highest classes

,

that branch, while if they chose subjects of study which had

an actual bearing upon their occupation in life, that «•

and application would prove of the highest possible benefit to

them. The progress of education in the lower and middle

classes was a matter of the most vital importance to the pub

generally, and employers could find no better means of 8tin
Vj"

lating it than bv asking young men who came to them wr

employment whether they had passed these or kindred exaca

nations. By doing this they would help on the cause °I^u»-

tion most wonderfully. They need not be afraid that
-
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that there was an old prejudice existing in the minas ot^
persons that the only valuable man for work was tne i
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door, and scarcely across the counter ; but expe

Qvcr
proved the contrary, and it had been shown 0Te

.

r
' mpete

again that youths who had exerted thcmselves tow ^
with others were the very youths who by tneir eu

^
6J

f tbfl

perseverance were most likely to succeed ana p

greatest value to those who emp?oyed them.

Mr. Newdegate, M.P., at the Annual Dinner o

Rugby and Dunchurch Association spoke as toiw

Education, Reform, and the American dispute
. ^

"He was happy to find that throughout the fengt^j^

breadth of England, and at meetings of e
If [n£?resting

to

association, those general topics which are *? ^o *cre
every Englishman were now discussed by tno._ ny cther

closely connected with the land, and who ™°[£J^'ntrv. He
class were interested in the well-being of *n

f J£enCC
which

rejoiced at this the more because that to™*1 *?
.^cieties wai

prevailed for years at meetings of agricultural <

» &^
used against the body of which they formed so

y ^ and

by those who would imply some inforiorxty »*
- ini He

education as the characteristic of the agncuuun ^ tfUth

was hippy to find that that delusion ^as 'Jijpeiic •

faj|d

was that among no class in the United hxoff^
ye$st

education made such rapid strides in tne x ^ feeUng

as among the agricultural classes. hver
/yJ:Jn that their

was spreading among their ^llow countryoie nd
^

opinions were entitled to respect, and that onl ,t

succeeddd

The evil of the present day was that occurr- ^ f busine*i

each other so i apidly that, such was the pressi ^ ^
on the minds of the other classes, they «« * ^ ^flect

subjects of meditation which they had scarcely ^ ^
upon. The great characteristic of ag™UI™

ations such

that their minds were fresh, and their^occupa ^
that, though they might read less perhaps w»
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• had more time to deliberate and mature opinions^ ^^hev did read. He felt and appreciated the importance

^ wbtt toe ^ contended that no mind was so benevolent,

rf»*
IB

t.fi-d for consulting upon an important point, as that
--fll

Sricultural class of this country. The question of

v«i been again agitated, and he had been asked to
On this subject, however,

«r»<l
tui_

l£i fe[d been again-"*n
STouinion on that topic

'ressed his opinion three times last Session. Mr.

feifhad written to the Reform Association to say that all

^^t^needed was popular excitement. Now he would

***iT*tell Mr. Bright that something more was required than

^"w excitement. What was required was that a moasure

GjUbe introduced, the chief element of which should be that

^VMt m»J ority of the people of this country should be

5-Sfrom their present gross inferiority in the direct repre-
l

*ton which was represented by the fact that beyond the

of the boroughs there was a population of 10,495,000

^..rp^ented only by 159 members, while within the .

Carta there was a population of 7,431,000, represented by
{yjEnbers. He adduced these facts at their meeting in 1858,

She^acknowledged that these figures were based on the

of 1S51. But at the close of last Session he moved for a i

founded on the census of 1861, and he believed the

San* were but little changed. He would say to those who

Zn now agitating for reform, ' You must meet this gross
j

^omilv to the representation of the people ; you must propose

*v2SjdY for tbe present gross inadequacy in the represeuta-

rtoaipir no general feeling in favour of reform will be elicited.'

SjTftct was, the last Reform Bill was talked to death. The

i«th frts, i" 1S5S tne Public mind was not educated on the

rijecL and Parliament was net prepared with such infor-

*3^ u would enable it to deal with the question. Still,

SI discussions which took place elicited two or three im-

Mltant facts—that if the county franchise were reduced to 101.

KJSqaalified under the 10/. franchise would utterly swamp
Ik forty- sDilling freeholders, the representatives of property

ad labour. Another fact was that the 10/. householders in

troughs have a dominant power in the House of Commons,

aad tbe only effect of merely reducing that qualification by
oee-lMtlf would be to transfer that domination to a less

,

ted and a less intelligent class. These were the facts

had been elicited, and when they saw that no excite-

prevailed upon the subject of reform, that was not

merely brought about by the contentment of the people, but

by tbe fact tnat of late years no measure of reform had been

introduced that would give to the residents beyond the

boundaries of the boroughs any remedy for the present in-

adequacy of the representation. He was- a Conservative,

ud be believed that the reason why they had no dangerous
rerolution in this country was that Pitt—that great and
wiae statesman—prepared the way for a reasonable change
by raising the question of Reform at the commence-
ment of the present century, and by showing that the
repwientatioii of the people was a principle, but that the
principle by which it should be brought into action was
a question of detail, and that that principle should be from
tme to time modified to meet the altered circumstances of
the country. Grey followed Pitt and took up the question of

Reform, and continued the education of the public mind on
that subject until he was enabled to secure the passing of the

•-. He was glad the question of Reform had been
dtocussed, because he desired a re-adjustment of the electoral
•ystem ; and he Baw in all that had passed, and the course the
discussion of that question had taken, a preparation which
would enable them to hope for such a change as would enable

era to perpetuate the stability of our institutions. In regard
to the American war, he was sure they had all seen in the
uejrspapcrs of that day the announcement of a summary act
which the Federal Government had ventured to perpetrate in
westing the progress of a British mail steamer and exercising
went of search and taking persons from under the protec-
»of the British flag They had seen that fact, and he
*>*l not then express any opinion upon the question of
"•national law involved. Suffice it to say that it

<ared that England in former years had exercised the
JK of search herself, and it appeared that the right of
"»rcn to some extent was essential to naval warfare ; but how
"act could be reconciled with international law as it exists

r> ?4>ce ?« stern resistance of the Americans themselves to

Four and a Half per Cents., 1860, 87 to 85, ox div.
;

Chilian Six per Cents., 100; Danish Throe per Cents.,
1825, 8H ; Mexican Three per Cent*., for Acct., 26|
to |; Sardinian Five per Cents., for Acct., 78, ex div.;
Committee's Certificates, 5] ; Turkish Six per Cents.,
1854, for Acct,, 76 to 75* ; Ditto, 1858, 67* ; Ditto for
Acct., 67 to 66; Ditto 100Z. Bonds 70 ; Ditto Guaran-
teed Four per Cents., for Acct., 1011; Venezuela Three
per Cents., for Acct., 21 to 2(H.

©alette of tf)e SffiUeft.
FRIDAY: Xoc. 29 — BANKRUPTS - David Asimnaii., HmldrrMield.

Journeyman Slater—John Andrews, Horsham, Sussex, Killer— Joan
Austin, Newcastle, Glamorganshire, Carpenter— Win.mm Dinky
Ablett, Lee, Kent, Commission Agent — Gfiom.i. Ebknexb* Axles,
St. James's Terrace, Sottthgate Road— Daniki. BjltBS, Thornton, Not-
tinghamshire, Miller—L. Bbowk, Peinbridge, Herefordshire, 6urv< jr< r—
W. Beh.nes, Osnaburgh street, Regent'* Park, SculptortH. Bjltlim,
Birmingham, Draper-It. Bxix, Alnwick, Northumberland. Fishmonger—
G. Barsm.e^

. Bradbourne, Derbyshirc-S. Ukanp. Liverpool, Licensed
A ictualler—H. J. Butcher, Great Yarmouth. Agent—A. Beater, F. Den

sex, Stratford, SUtioner-J Wbcitmet. i - Northumberland,
inner—J. \toaaiM., tongleton, Chctdiirr, Jomer-J. W tufTr.rd
msmith n\ Whiti kw, Briton tary, c,htinor*an*hi rooer-AWin M , Kimbolton. Huntingdon-! (meet -J. \\ W>X'Kiv Rn*
lincton, Hnltcrdaohcr — A. Wilkin*. Ilorourt Road, South wark

Architect -U.(\ Wilson. S thdown, Gori. n Factor—J AVras
P.mneth, Norfolk—W.Wako, Birmingham, Cab Proprietor—S.Yot nomaw'
Alhert Villa, Eleanor Bond, Haeknev.Timlxi ,-hant

'

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.-J. Foaaa*TBt. <;iasrow. Slater-H
Allison, (ilas »v, Grocer—H. Qiryax, Ayr. Auctioneer—R, Wn

igow, Starcher—J. C^irnsA s n, Glasgow dlore—G.Gusx Moth'
well, Lanarkshire, Bricklayer—A. M' Tagg aht, Glasgow, Klesher'

wengntof search in order to prevent the slave trade,—how
frp

•

luternational law had been modified by the conferences

tfc» h , f
ecent Katies, he would not pretend to say. But

«nt,vf
W0

Jr ^y* that the English Government would deeply
wmaer before they undertook retaliation, and that the
jyua people would be patient until they were clearly

WTin 7
h<
?her our flaS "ad been insulted or not. If it had

^insulted, he trusted the retaliation would be ample.

fci voice "J

to* m f
coul(

}
rei*ch the American people (and they lived not

Federal
'£"" °f the States), he would say to the people of the

tot i. *£> ' Dou '

fc be offended ; it is not Tom Sayers now

Soenp?
88 d

' ifc * Heenan. By the secession that has

JJiS/^Javc lost a great part of the strength that was

to fti. p,.the disunion took place.' And he would say

* iaa inglu5h People, Wait till it is quite clear that

UHr dirl-! PurP0Se of the Northern States to offend

lttnna.
8
^l y

aad insulfc your nag ;

' but if such was the

!Sd k.i
e
,

trusted that the whole spirit of England
ureaic out, and that that effect would be given

«fe*e »„? for th« vindication of our power, which

wide e»r«J
l

a
Clent to secure the permanent safety of our

tfourfrn •
-

empire—extended and honoured as the result

«fc£Slnstltutions
- It appeared to him that the position

**econl "1™ this—we have stood by as a neutral while

«*lifam ngp:irties nave beeu engaged iu active strife ;

^ mtiatn
8
?*

8^11*18 hy while two fellows are having a match
tare thaf +k v ,

il hard if he gets a black eye, unless ho is

hjm £ ; ow was given with the intention of insulting

-f WlaiLi
ted thev w°uld be sure of that before the power

tfem At T wa
? used against a people of the same blood and

** Frenn??
elves

- He then adverted to the effects of the

*dwatP,f
"*caty and its prejudicial effects unon the riband

•fceh iSai
des * of Coventry, many thousands of persons in

*»fehed\U?nd the surrounding districts, he said, would have

^ then, H-
year

» but for tne liberal response of her Majesty

lUante
on

n}\ alluded at some length to the Educational

•"^ictinrT;? ^° the church-rate question, and expressed his

***• r^i
at the time had arrived when the last might be

^torily settled "

* cU
T
i

Maeket, Friday.—British Funds: Con-

9th Ja„ ^ 8<J * t0 I for Money, and 89 i to 90 for the

*Ttn i
nk Stock» 234 i

Three per Cents. Reduced,

Tctnia
; ?ew Three per Cents., 89} to 1 J

Thirty

1013 t?
n

,

nuities, 1885, 15J ; India Five per Cent. Stock,

n./ 10 i—101 f^ 3 *2k« . n:tf« W^ nor O.nfc.

'15,,

, — s, 1885, 15^; India Five per Cent. Stock,

^ *-101 to I, ex div,; Ditto Four per Cent.

^
res> 1864, 98$ ; Exchequer Bills, March, 13*.

- Pm -» t>ittoJune
t 18j.pm.—Foreign: Brazilian

Liverpool—W. Ki rton, Halifax, Yorkshire, Box Maker— N. BftCCB,
Staines, Middlesex, Tobacconist— S. IUrxm, Lowestoft, Shoemaker—
C. Bartholomew, Bristol, Chemical Manufacturer—T. Cu.vi -.- -tcr.

Professor or Music—J. Oowlbt, Landport, Hampshire ( attle Dealer—

R

Campion and E. II. Jones Wolverhampton, Dru^-ista—<\ Cornwvli.,
Great Hermitage Street, Wapping, Milk Dealer—J. Cook, Oreat Berk-
hamstead, Hertfordshire, Labourer—G. Cozens, Lan^port, Somerset shire,
Cattle Dealer— "W. Currrt, Bolton.le-Moors, Lancashire, Photographic
Artist—K. Cuai.klin, jun. t Fori >t Kill. Kent, Carrier—W. (oilman.
Northampton, Baker—J. DrERDEN, Blackburn, I^ncashirc. FishCurer—
J. Dormer, Cavershain, Oxfordshire, Builder—T. Dobmk . Blackburn. Lin
cashire, Journeyman Plasterer— George Dimond, Gosport, Hampsliiin
Dealer in Stationery—T. Daly, AYoolwich, Joumevma n Blacksmith—
T. Etherinoton, Kirkdale, Liverpool, Sen-ant t<> a Team Owner—
P. Eckhaus, Gr* sliam Street, Importer of Jewellery and Fancy Goods—
(). Edwards, Liverpool, Joiner—J. G. Ekrkensuhs, Mincing IaW. Wine
Merchant—F. G. Field, Barnsley, Yorkshire, Shoemaker—W. Fimh,
Fyiicld, Essex, Innkeeper—T. Garwood, Bury St. Edmonds, Suffolk, Inn-
keeper—W. G. Gibbons, Upper Whitecross "street, St. Luke's, Journey-
man Cabinet Maker—J. J. Gibson, Kilhurn Terrace, Commercial Hoacl,
Peckham—G. Giovgnnovich, Manchester, Merchant—E. Gkbemhoi Ufi.

Kingdaad, Herefordshire, Maltster—G. W. llnnnw.v, Basinghall
Street, Accountant—J. Harrison, Cain Place, Kentish Town, Corn
Merchant — R. Hawkins, Huntspill, Somersetshire, Farmer — II

Humphreys, Hendy Towyn, Merionethshire, Merchant—H, HuRTin,
"Walsall, Staffordshire, Draper—T. Hill, Lee, Kent, Builder—O, Ka&vxt,
Leigh, Essex, Plumber—T. Haild, Manchester,Job Dyer—F. Hvtchikson,
Elton, Lancashire, Grocer—D. V. Hardt, Grantham, Iincolnshire,
Milliner — G. Heptenstall, Sheffield, Steel Converter — R, Holden,
Preston, Lancashire, Brazier—C. Hemming, Birmiuirham, Cabinet Maker
—H. Henrionmt, Oakley Square; Regent's Park—T. Harri*. Wolver-
hampton, Provision Dealer's Assistant—J*. Hoare, Piccadilly, Tobacconist
—J. Halford, Nicol Square. Hackney, Auctioneer—A. Ja<. k.son, Bradford.
Yorkshire, Lodging House Keeper — E. Jarvis, Registrar's Office.

Chancery Lane—G. Johnson, Northampton, Shoe Factor's Assistant—J.
Jepson, Sheffield, Grocer—J.L. Jone-, Ruabon, Denbighshire, Machineman
—L. M. A. James, Burton Street, Eaton Square, Lodging House
Keeper

—

William Keylock, Ironmonger Lahe, Commission Agent—
George "William .King, Portsea, Hampshire. Butcher — William
Alexander Law, Mercer's Terrace, Stepney, Commercial Traveller—
H. Luff, Roundhurst, Sussex, Fanner— G. W. Lock, Liverpool Street,

Kind's Cross, Surpeon—W. Lt mley, Oldham, Lancashire, Journeyman
Mechanic—J. S. Lister, liilston, Staffordshire r Timber Merchant—E.
Lee, Oxford, Corkcutter— J. F. Lockktt, Bnmswick Cottages, Hackn<
Road, Butcher—E. Lees, Halifax, Yorkshire, Innkeeper— T. Lamtin,
Oxford Road, Norwood, Lime Merchant— W. F. Marshall, Shipley,
Yorkshire, Reed Maker—F Milnks, Kirkheaton, Yorkshire—W. Mitchell,
Landport, Hampshire. Veterinary Surgeon — J. Mathlh, Warrington,
Lancashire, Musicseller—J. Morrison, Greenhithe, Carpenter- -J. Morris,
Montpelier Terrace, Notting Hill— II. M'Nulty, Belgr.ive Street, Com-
mercial Road East, Master Mariner—B. B. Nicholls, Chapeltown, York-
shire, Commission Merchant—W. Oliver, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Grocer—
J. T. Owen. Dulwich, Carman and Contractor—R. Ogden, Ton^e, Lanca-
shire, Farmer—W. J. Olive, Hcathftcld, Sussex, Nurseryman—J. Puillijps,

Llanmiiekc, Glamorganshire, Beerhouse Keeper—E. Priestley, Uudders
field, Fulling Miller — J. Prosper, Cheltenham, Gardener—J. Pebrt,
Birmingham, Broker—J. Partridge, Willenhall, Staffordshire. Painter—
J". Powell, Miteham, Surrev, Printer— E. Pigney, New Catton, Norwich,
Bricklaver—W. Rett, Lavender Road, Battcrsea, (inner— S. Palmer,
Oak Village, Kentish Town, Printer—J. Parky, Ardwick, Manchester,

Tailor— S. J. Pittar, Recent Street, Umbrella Manufacturer — ^.
Richardson. Hcigham, Norwich, Shopkeeper—J. Rilet, Hooton Pa^nell,

Yorkshire, Bootmaker—D Rees, Rudbuxton, Pembrokeshire, Farmer—
O. Roberts, Liverpool, Cowkceper — J. Robbins, Lytchett Mat-ravers,

Dorsetshire, Grocer—A. P. Radford, Nottinghamshire. Beer Seller—

J Roberts, Goudhurst, Kent, Dealer in Wood—I. S. PaMCIKS, lilackburn

Lancashire, Commission Affent—S. Rogers, London Street, Paddmpton,
Corn Dealer—G. SaiETHVRsT. Huddersfield, Baker—J. Sweeting Storey,

Hartlepool, Durham, Blacksmith —J. Shott, Exmoor, Somersetshire,

Tea Dealer—J. Stiles, Patricroft, Lancashire, Attomey-at-I-aw — AN .

Shirt, Ash by 'Road, Islington—T. Stock, Great Cojrpleshall, Es>e\

Merchant—T.'Stitbbs. Blore, Staffordshire, Joiner—T. Bpekcer, Arpyll

Street, Recent Street, Tailor—A. Smith, Kin* Street, Hammersmith,
Baker—J. Smith, Jun., Greenwich, Fruiterer—J. Shaw, Bronffhton in

Forness, Lancashire, Dru^ist—F. Spencer, Birmingham, l»a inter—T.

Rees, st.Dogwells, Pembrokeshire, Farmer—W. B^Ojare, Strand, News-
paper Clerk—T. Stockford, Goswell Street, Clerkenwell, Bread and

Biscuit Baker—T. Stone, Reedham, Norfolk, (ordwainer—A. TatfHAM,

Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, Licensed Victualler—H.Taylor, Greenheys,

Manchester, Commission Asrent—JTatlor, Sutton, Lancashire. Labourer

—J. R. Tremlett and E. Hill, Salford, Lancashire. Stone Masons-J.

Tillet, Widness, Lancashire, Joiner-J. Wbks, Downham Market.

Norfolk, Ironmonfrcr-W. Wter, Attleborou-h, Norfolk, Boot and Shoe

maker—S. Wiceens, Tonbridire Wdls, Kent, Cora Deftter-J. H
;

o.

Wilson, Rathmell, Yorkshire, Schoolmaster—F. Wi Chelmsford,

Innkeeper—C. Wormald, Leeds, Machine Comb Manufacturer-!. P.

Manufacturer. —.-_*• , 1 »_•

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—M. Murpht, Coatbridge, Lanarkshire,

Bootmaker—J. Steel, Burnhouse, Avrshire, Hay Dealer.

TUESDAY: Dec. 3—BANKIU'1'TS-A. Allen, Dennyhottom, Kent,

Bricklaver—J. Archer, South Shoebury, Essex, Farmer—J. Bi*ford,

Sussex! Tailor—J. Brigdex, Wolverhampton, Stationer — W. Ba^oott

son, Blackburn, Journeyman Plasterer- \\ . Drcrt, Kineston-upon-Hull,

M< reliant—H.Dorson, Bolton, Bleacher—T. French, Gorleston, Suffolk,

Shopkeeper — J. 1 1 intoff, Cannon Street Road, St. George's in-thc-l>a5t,

Grocer—G. AV. Fletcher, Radcliffe Isridge, Lancashire, Cotton Manufac-

turer—Rev. J. Groomed 1 \, Stratford, vicar of Stratford—R. Gotobed,

Park Place, Lock f

s Fields Walworth, Baker—J J.Garrawat.B;. L<on,

Some] shire, Baker-W. Gorman, Bradtield KCkre, ia^^;
sJ^^T

J (Jkaav.n, Southampton Ron, Bloomsbury-S. Granger Murr..
4

v Street,

Hoxton Baker—F. Gk>f.oi Bermonds-y > Beershop keeper-J-..

Farmer—E. C. Pbaoajc, Bi ter, Oxfor

s, Kingston upon Hull,Painter
tate. Limehouse, Coal Weiyhci-—;^ 4

«- -— ^lh. Manchester, Cap

Farmer— L. U. i'RArax,»imur v.-- •

street, Cott^ms
s,Kinrft<muponHuU,Pain^

1.'. tnfo T ninhiiiNfl. Tm A\ either— >» Sl}-**'-ii., u«^„» r-««

a -J Kins Strrot, Chcapsidr, Oeneral
Smith and Miles Mowen Smith, *_>»- *\™}* n ZZ A«^, „„,

Mon hants-
W. Trevor,
Coal Doaler-G, H. Lsher, Carlisle

wlT
imV 1"-iT- >iro; Grocer'* X»i»tant-

W. Tk.vor, Birminjrham, ^^J^aplUc Artlrt-C» 'amdba>t,

i«ctropoltg mtt its Uicinitjn
Royal Society.— (ieneral Sabine, R.A., has been

elected President of the Royal Society in the room of
Sir Benjamin Brodie, who has retired on account of his

failing sight. The Copley medal has been awarded to

Professor Agassi/.. One of the two Royal medals has
been awarded to Dr. Carpenter for his works on physi-

ology and comparative anatomy. The other Royal
medal has been awarded to Professor .1. .1. Sylvester,

of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, for hU
important contributions to mathematical lenco.

KmuankhentoftheThamie8.—At the last meeting
of the Metropolitan Hoard of Works the Chairman
stated that he had received a letter from the Right
Hon. \V. Cowper, her Majestj'f Chief Commissioner of

Works, stating that he was anxious that the Royal
commission should meet again as soon as possible to

consider the embankment of the Surrey side, so that the
second report might be made before the meeting of

parliament, and requesting his attendance. He had
replied to the communication, expressing his willing-

ness to attend the commission, bat at the same time
adhering to the protest he had made against the former

report. In adopting this course he confessed himself

influenced by the belief that the strong expression of

public opinion in behalf of this work, backed by Lord
Palmerston's and Mr. Cowper's cordial sympathy,

would materially contribute to remove all difficulties in

the way of its execution.

Royal Military Academy.—In consequence of the

disclosures which have been made respecting the system

of discipline in force at the Woolwich Academy, and its

entire unfitness for the class of young men whom the

abolition of Addiscombe has transferred to that esta-

blishment, the Commander-in-Chief has appointed a

committee of experienced officers to revise the regula-

tions by which tbe Academy is governed. These

officers are General Knollys as President; Colonel Charles

Bingham, and Colonel P. E. Chapman, C.B., Deputy-

Adjutants-General of the Artillery and Engineers, the

two branches studied at the Academy.
Refreshments at the International Exhibition

of 1862.—At a meeting of the Commissioners of the

International Exhibition, held on Friday, the tenders

sent in for the supply of refreshments were considered

and decided upon. The successful competitors are

—

Mr. F. E. Morrish, of Liverpool, and Mr. W. Sanders,

late of the Great Western Hotel, for the western

division ; and M. Veillard, of 59, Mark Lane, and
M. Martin, of Paris, for the eastern block. Mr.
Morrish, although not unknown in London, has at the

present moment four large restaurants in full operation

in Liverpool, where his management is so much appre-

ciated that he generally secures the supply of refresh-

ments at all the balls and great assemblies in St.

George's Hall. Mr. Sanders, who is associated with

Mr. Morrish, has had great experience as a caterer at

some of the principal clubs in London—last at the

Senior United Service, in Pall Mali. M. Veillard has

been largely concerned for some years in the importa-

tion of French provisions into this country, and his

partner, M. Martin, has a reputation founded upon his

successful management for some years of the Cafe de

Paris, on the Boulevard des Italiens. These gentlemen

have made arrangements with the eminent house of

Valentin, of Paris, for the exclusive supply of French

and German wines in their division of the Exhibition.

Without presuming to state the precise sum tendered

by the two successful competitors, the daily papers

state that they can very confidently name it as exceed-

ing 30,000Z.

The Gas Question in the City.— At a meeting

of the City Commission of Sewers on Tuesday, a report

was read stating that the Remembrancer and City

Solicitor, in accordance with the resolution of the

Board, had taken the opinion of counsel as to whether

the 21th clause of the special Act of the Great Central

Gas Company, which restrains that company from

charging more than 4s*. per thousand cubic feet for its

as, had been repealed or modified by the Metropolis

Gas Act of 18(30. The case had been laid before Mr.

Russell Guruey, the Recorder, Mr. Bovill, Q.C., and

.Mr. Gibbons, a special pleader, and the two former had

stated their opinion that as there was no special elause

in the Metropolis Gas Act repealing the provision of

the special Act of the Great Central Company, the

company was bound by its own Act of incorporation,

nod could not increase the price of its gas beyond 4*. a

thousand feet. Mr. Gibbons, the junior counsel, gave

a contrary opinion, to the effect that the Great Central

Company having elected to come within the operation

of the Metropolis Gas Act, the provisions of which
overrode those of their Act of incorporation, the con-

1 1 act between the company and the public was at an
eiul, and the company was at liberty to increase its

charge. It was then resolved that the special com-
mittee of the Commission on the supply of gas be

G
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sickness. Witness
had seen her on
she was again suf-

She was ensaired

requested to put themselves in communication with the

Great Central Company, with the view to agree upon a

case for the opinfon of the Court of Queen's Bench, so

as to settle the question in dispute.

The Hank of Deposit.—It is understood that the
solicitors for the official manager have applied to the
Master ot the Rolls to take the examination of the
directors of the National Assurance and Investment
Association in open Court, and that an early day will

be fixed for that purpose. Mr. Jacob Henry Cotterell,

the chairman of the Bath board of directors, has volun-
tarily conveyed the whole of his property, except the
house in which he resides and the furniture, to proper
parties, for the benefit of the poorer of the Bath depo-
sitors. Mr. Cotterell is a member of the Society of
Friends, and lias had a large practice as a land surveyor
for many years, and is a member of the Bath town
council. The property which he has thus devoted
amounts in value to several thousand pounds- The
business done by the bank in Bath was large, consequent
on the confidence reposed by the public in the local

board, all of them being citizens of high standing, and
with one exception members of the municipal body.
Mr. Cotterell had no stake iu the bank at the time of
the steppage, but lias felt it his duty to take this step
from a conscientious appreciation of the disastrous

results which have followed the association of his name
with the concern.

Poisoning faox Artificial Flower Making.—
An inquest was held a few days since on the body of
Matilda Scheurcr, a good-looking girl of 19, who died
from poison imbibed into the system in the manufacture
of artificial flower leaves. Her mother, a widow, deposed
that in the previous week her daughter was seized with
vomiting, and that the refuse of the stomach was of a
very greenish colour. She had been ill several times
before during the past year and a half, complaining
of pains in the stomach and
took her to the doctor who
those occasions, and who told her
feiing from the effects of poison.

as an artificial florist in the warehouse of M. Bergerond,
of Judd Street, Brunswick Square, and up to the time
of her death had been engaged in leafmaking. She was
in the greatest pain until she became insensible, when
death put an end to her sufferings. Mr. Paul, surgeon, of
Burton Crescent, said he had attended deceased four times
within 18 months, while suffering from the same causes.
He bad made a post mortem examination, and found
that the lungs showed the presence of arsenite of copper,
and that the liver and mesenteric glands were highly
impregnated. The cause of death was acute inflam-
mation of the mucous membrane of the stomach, pro-
duced by the inhalation of the arsenite of copper. A
sister of deceased had died under, similar circumstances.
M. Bergerond said he employed 98 girls in his establish-
ment, and for their protection he had suggested the
wearing of masks, but it was objected to by them as
producing excessive heat. They, however, wore muslin
over their mouths. It was stated by a juror that the
arsenite of copper in such manufactures was prohibited
in France, as injurious to workpeople. The jury re-
turned a verdict to the effect that deceased died acci-
dentally, from the effects of mortal disease in her
stomach and other orgaus, occasioned by arsenite of
copper u I in her employment.

Demolition of the East India
operations for pulling down the India
were commenced some days since by the contractors, are
making rapid progress. Iu the first instance that
portion of the structure which is already sold, con-
sisting of the north-east portion of the building abut-
ting upon Lime Street, will he removed. An extensive
shoring has been constructed over half the length of
Lime Street to facilitate the delivery of the materials,
which consist of some hundred thousand tons. On the
.round being cleared the sale of the other half of the
building abutting on Leadenhali Market will be pro-
ceeded with.

Instructive Explosion.—On Monday night an
alarming explosion of "paraffin" oil occurred in the oil
and Italian shop of Mr. Masters, in Great College
Steet, Camden Town, causing the entire destruction of
the prem i and stock, and serious injury to a man and
boy, who narrowly escaped with their lives. It appears
that about 7 o'clock a cask of paraffin was removed
from a van in the street to a room behind the shop* for
the purpose of being emptied into another cask, and
while the carman and a boy were iu the act of so doing
a candle held by the boy ignited the vapour of the oil
ind produced an explosion so violent as to break the
casks and blow out a large window, the burning oil
setting fire to the clothes of the man and boy, who ran
into the street calling for assistance. The flames spread
rapidly through the building, which was completely
gutted, while the adjoining premises were more or les3
damaged before the fire ft finally extinguished. The
injured man and boy were so much burnt that thev
bad to be removed to the University College Hoipitftl.
Tu Metropolitan Debtors' Peisons.—Ou Mon-

day the
i

iters of the three debtors' prisons made their
8(*°n<i monthly return to the Court of Uankruptcv
'jnder the new Act. The prisons present a very di
icrentappearai.ee now to what they did a showtime
"go, and it h anticipated that in course of time but few
persons need remain in mi i for debt before the hearing.
On Monday there were 101- inmates of Whitecro

House.—The
House, which

Court commitments, which do not come under the new
lavv, leaving -90 " sheriffs/* When the first return was
made there were 186 sheriffs and 19 County Court
cases. Iu Horsemonger Lane Gaol there are now only
12 "sheriffs" and about 8 County Court commitments.
In the Queen's Prison the number is under 100.
Besides the prisoners discharged by the registrars
many took the hint and arranged with the detaining
creditors, and thus avoided being made bankrupts
against their will.

British Museum.—The regulations for the renewal
of tickets of admission to the reading-room having
been of late in a great degree neglected, causing con-
siderable inconvenience in making the periodical returns
of the number of readers, the attendants have received
instruction^ to demand the production of the cards
whenever they may deem it necessary. The tickets
are granted for a term not exceeding six months, and
any reader, once admitted, may apply at the close of his
term for the renewal of his ticket. Failing so to do,
he becomes subject to the forfeiture of his privilege.

St. Bartholomew's Hospital.—The enlargement
of this Hospital, which has been some time in progress,
was completed a few days since. The frontage of the*
hospital now covers the whole south side of Smithfield,
extending from Giltspur Street to Duke Street. An
entirely new surgery and operation room, with all the
modern improvements of light and ventilation, have
been added to the building, and patients requiring to
undergo operations will now be carried direct into the
surgery.

Intended New Bridge
Friday a meeting was held
Committee for Letting the
which it was resolved by a
mend the design of an iron bridge with three arches,
by Mr. Thomas Page, as the one to be adopted by the
Common Council.

The Wreck of the Royal Charter.—On Thurs-
day the 28th ult. the diver engaged in operations at
Moelfra, the scene of the wreck ot the Royal Charter,
recovered the captain's chest, containing from 40,00o£
to 50,000Z.

Great Fire at the Hammersmith Distillery-
Messrs. Haio's.—On Thursday evening a fire broke
out in the still-house of Messrs. Haig's distillery, and
destroyed the whole of that portion of the building

;

being only stopped by the admirable construction of
the works. The value of the property burnt was
upwards of 10,000/. The firm are fully insured. The
fire is supposed to have been caused by a workmau
inserting a gimblefc in the still in order to steal spirits.

The Public Health.—The !!: rar - General's
Weekly Report states that the number of deaths re-

gistered in London in the week that ended Saturday,
November 30, were 1421, which is nearly the same
number as that returned iu the previous week, and
exhibits a tolerably close approximation to that which
is obtained by calculation from the returns of corre-

sponding weeks iu ten previous years. During the
week the births of 880 boys and 911 girls, in all

1791 children, were registered in London. In the 10
corresponding weeks of the years 1851-GO the average
number was 1681.

[Becembee
7, lam

that under Lord Blandford's Act disb^T~I~"7

—

which the incumbents had all the surphceLfTfr
selves.
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Mr Mowbray M.P.,.^ft^*

,
believing the Church's position on this

at Blackfriars. — On
at the Guildhall of the
Bridge House Lands, at
large majority to recom-

Ashton-under-Lyne.—On Tuesday night a public

meeting was held in this town to hear addresses on the
present state of American affairs from the Hon. Joseph
Howe, Prime M 'mister of Nova Scotia; and the Hon.
John Tilley, of the Cabinet of New Brunswick. Mr.
Hugh Mason was in the chair. The meeting was fully

attended, and the speakers were very well received.

Messrs. Howe and Tilley said that they had no
sympathy with the Northern States, and a strong wish
for the success of the South. They had no desire for
war, were quite sure that the colonies would fight for
England it their help was needed, and equally hopeful
that England would fight for the colonies, and they
were, therefore, of opinion that war ought to be begun,
if war were necessary for the honour of England.
Cambridge.—Several meetings of Churchmen from

all parts of the country took place at King's College
last week, under the presidency of the Archdeacon of
Ely. On Wednesday, the 27th ult, Mr. Cross, M.P.,
read a paper on the subject of Church rates. He re-
commended the scheme he proposed in Parliament last
session—namely, that any one might be exempted from
the payment of Church rates who objected. Archdeacon
Denison said that in the West of England they were
determined not to submit to any compromise on
the subject of Church rates. He considered Mr. Cross's
plan a miserable one, for it destroyed the principle
of Church rates; and he would prefer abolition to
compromise. It was also not practicable, for aboli-
tionists objected to it ; and he asked if it was wise, when
the enemy were battering at the gate, to pulldown part
of the wall. He moved—"That in the opinion of this
congress, having heard the papers put before us, it is not
desirable to meet the movement for abolition of Church
rates by any scheme for compromise." The Rev. J.
Fendall seconded the resolution, and combated the
notion that church rates were paid for the benefit of an
individual, as it was a tax on property, not ou the
person. Mr. Beresford-Hope moved the previous

themselves.

ment believing the Church's position on \~biT,3was better at this moment than it was ev,r in, V***
in future If it could be hoped that Ha" dwould not br.ng m each year their abolition bill
deacon's advice would be sound; but hisL ^
of Parliament precluded such an idea ^X***
members, Mr. Western Wood and Mr v.Lir? 1

elect of East Worcestershire, had each ded2\£
they would not vote for the abolition of 1^
rates

;
but this state of public feeling could no

2*
He was certain that there was a large lnaioritv in itHouse in favour of a settlement of the , » JS
also against total abolition. Last year t) hJwZ
meetings in the tea-room of the Hous ompoMdrfmembers on both sides, who were most anxiooY t
arrive at some practical settlement. The q n u!
considered far too grave a one to be dealt with »,Y anvone but Government. It was impossible for
member to carry a bill even if it was desirable whShe thought it was not. Mr. Hubbard, M.P. cx'pmS
his approval of Mr. Cross's .scheme. After : , JjZ
cussion Archdeacon Denison withdrew his reso! «._
On Thursday morning a discussion took place on the
increase of the episcopate. Mr. Beresford-Htw tud it
was gratifying to feel that on this subjee ne no*
perfect unanimity amongst Churchmen pi Tiled. He
thought that in considering the question of the inci

of the episcopate, the appointment of a now bishop
not the first consideration. The earliest considerttioa
would be the existence of a chapter, or of a I ij

church in some town in which it was desir to

establish the seat of a bishop. The primary thought
should be the^ creation of the cathedral body, for

purpose of maintaining tin; services in a manner w
of the model church of the diocese. The new bi

might take their turn to sit in Parliament. To the ifa
of permanent suffragans Mr. Hope was decidedly

opposed, although it was possible that suffragans in

well be appointed, as suffragans, to supply a temporary
need. The Hon. Colonel Lindsay contended that ?

existing number of bishops could not possibly fulfil the

duties of the episcopate. Professor Harold Browne wis

opposed to the creation of suffragans inferior in rank to

existing bishops, and deprecated the idea of turnin

deans into bishops. While, however, he opposed !

creation of a large number of bishops, he iingled <<

ExeterandDurham asmostrequiring assistant bishops. Ofl

Thursday evening the Dean of Ely read a paper on th du-

catiou question. Heobserved that a largemajority of tb<

ei red in education were h thencv nd no
doubt it would be greatly modified or withdrawn. 11

fessed his belief that the old system needed revi n,

but it did not require revolution. The Rev. J. Murtin

expressed his approval of parte of the revised cod

Archdeacon Denison considered that the new mm
was a daring and most insidious attempt to sever 1

connection of the state with any form of religion what-

ever. A long discussion took place, in which 1

Alwyne Compton, Mr. Hubbard, M.P., Trot >r Gro

Professor Harold Browne, the Dean of Ely, and - '»

took part. The Rev. II. Mackenzie read a paper, ur.

fchat an increase ofclergv was only requisite into

The Rev. W.Cadman thonghtthat'che pnrochial sysfc

had not been fairly tried, and attributed much of the

alienation of the poor to the pew system. Mr. Hubbar

M.P., re.ul a paper on the desirability of incr<
'"

number of the clerery, rather than building new ehurc:

He deprecated strongly the notion that tin

ments of the Church could be equalised without injun

to the social state of the clergy. On Friday • J

d iscussion took place on the insufficient income

rorkine? clergy, on co-operative societies, on t€

ciations ior uie endowment or poor m mu-, <
"

&c. In the evening a paper was read by the tier. .

Venables, on the necessity of a cordial ^Vf£^
between the clergy and laity in all measures -

defence or extended usefulness of the c^cn

f
' [^

Henry Hoare detailed the plans recommended wr

purpose by the Convocation of both r

had been adopted by the Association of J °
r ou

wardens. The Rev. J. B. Sweet then r £ f

the importance of diocesan synods, and a^ , meut
words from Archdeacon Denison, m acM '.

tnc
of the courtesies shown to the strangers prest

,

conferences terminated. , n y aer-

. Carlisle.—The adjourned inquest on J*™ J

of
son, the aged woman who for years na

.7 , rIit*'»y ftt

t-ue iasD meeting or cue jury one p^»~~ -
nf the mar-

clue which may lead to the apprehension ° ^
i » i __n_ i___i_ s~ i rxn the oank»

rof tr^
stained"with' blood and very dirty. HoEff||̂ which

tained of tracing the owner of
}}'f

eJ êi Tbe

en may ieaa to uie »PPf"uv*r~ , of tne

A bundle has been found on the oan^
onge|S>

erell, containing a shirt and R
Jp*ff <*

ter .

derer.

river Peterell, containing

were doubtless those worn by the inur

inquest was again adjourned
d to

Street P.U.m „> i ,Wi V" "7'""^ «"* "»«•« [uestion, considering that it would be a fatal policy toU lrWOn
'
u,u

:
>[ t1,:lt "»*« M WW* Conn!, decide on hoisting the no surrender dag. Re stated

Duekam.—The equestrian statue ercu ^ .

fl
_

memory of the late .Marquis of Londoner j ^ ^
augurated in this city on Monday, a

^ ^or,
business were closed at noon by request ™

oi

and the inhabitants kept holyday m ™ k of Sign*
occasion. After the statue, which is the w or*

I
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iT ti the Italian sculptor, had been uncovered and

ELkV presented to the Mayor and Corporation by

S*T)uke f Cleveland, a numerous company met at

SLheoii in the Town Hall. The Mayor presided, and

U~7 ^e cruests were the Duke of Cleveland, the

SJt Hon. B. Disraeli, M.P., and the Right Hon. J. K.

Srtibrav M.P. The Puke of Cleveland proposed " The

Snorv of the late Marquis of Londonderry," which

idrunk in silence. Lord Adolphus Vane Tempest

rtDly said that the kindness and generosity of appre-

ciation shown that day to the departed one's memory

Sj touched the hearts of the family he had left

Xnd- and that if anything had been wanting to

^\§e that debt of gratitude, he hoped that each

-Hnber of that family would be prepared to return it

•ith interest back to the county of Durham. The

Duke of Cleveland next responded to the toast of the

Home of Lords, and Mr. Disraeli responded to that of

the House of Commons in a speech of which the follow-

ing is a summary
:

—

h The House of Commons has two great functions to perform

it the present day. It has to contribute in a great degree to
a, trtngaciioa of public business. It has also another function,

aWHY important, and that is to express public opinion. Now,

JK regard to the transaction of public business, 1 will venture

to str that there is no public assembly in the world that trans-

aed half the business which the House of Commons does, and
4*t it bo efficieD tly ; while, on the other hand, looking to its

other great function—namely, the expression of opinion, I am
eaoTinced that I am not exaggerating when I say that there is

no possible public grievance, no shade of public sentiment,

which is not brought before the House, and which is not there

Intimately discussed. And I think that the complaints that

here been made against]that House of Commons of late years

rally have arisen from a misconception among the con-

ftjtaencies as to the two great functions which distinguish the

utare and the character of the House of Commons. When it

•M expressed opinion, some, who have thought that it ought
<»ly to transact business, say it wastes its time in making
ipeeches. When it only transacts business, and does not suf-

kiently discuss questions which greatly interest the public,

then we are told that it no longer possesses the confidence of
the people of England. But the truth is that it transacts its

business efficiently, because, at the same time, it faithfully

represents opinion ; and it represents opinion faithfully because
this country, itself a practical country, knows that those who are
members of the House of Commons are competent at the same
toe to attend to the interests of the country in detail. It is

by the combination of these two qualities, and by the perform-
ance and accomplishment of these two important functions,
that the House of Commons has obtained the respect and the
confidence of the people, and it can only be by faithfully ad-
hering to the same line that that confidence and affection can
be maintained. It is very true that for the last century and a
half the public business of this country in Parliament, in both
Houses, has been conducted on the principles of party, and
I am convinced myself that it is owing to the principles of
party that Parliament has become so powerful in this country.
For what would be 500 or 600 men if they were not connected
by feelings of public principle and private honour—if they
*ere not thus bound together, what would be 500 or 600 men
to comparison to an organised and powerful Ministrv, but a
mob, which would be distinguished only by their timidity,
and, perhaps, by their corruption ? It is very true that there
may have been moments when the spirit of party has led both

JZtl
6
Ji\tiie State t0 do things which they might have re-

Ht*L' *i
thlS * wil1 say for both parties in this country

jw wnen the interests of this empire, and especially when the

SU
.
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th
? nation is concerned, there is no longer party

g«"> there is no longer personal complication, and the lead-
mg

_
men on all sides, whoever may be the servants of the

tEli
are anim*ted only by one feeling, and propose to

STo, °,uly°ne object—to maintain the greatness and" giory of their common country. Although I am a

taK! *??nS y°u» * cannot forget the cause of my
ib-uW* 7u

S *al1 to-day. Although I am, unfortunately, a

einmfnf
People of Durham, I am not a stranger to that

tSgch
man whose virtues and whose public services you have

For mnr
W
Xmemorated in so interesting and signal a manner.

Loni r

e
,

tnan a quarter of a century 1 was bound to the late

friend?
dond

T
erry by the ties of a most intimate and devoted

riirhX,,?' f
knew him well. I am fain to believe that I

was tL ??
re
f
lated the qualities of his mind and character. He

with if?
fc

. energetic individual that I was ever acquainted

Wmrt«2L ere was this characteristic of the late Lord

charaefpr • iT~
thafc he combined the greatest energy of

men. a fliS i

a 8in&ular softness of heart. He was, above all

*U other tfS-
end

" U has sometimes been said that he, as

fadimenf ?.
cnaracters, was occasionally deficient in that

this irm.f u
cb is necessary to a perfect character

;
but

«eded in
8aid of Lord Londonderry — that he suc-

Wieral ?nS
Ve

?ytbinS which he undertook ; and where I find

there h» ,
Slgnal 8uccess I am not prepared to admit that

noonewfii a
a deficiency of judgmeut. As a soldier,

crises Jrl * y hia eminence at one of the most important

ftsnmanri? -

ru Umes ; in an age celebrated for its cavalry

Carlea sS"
8
'
ln the a£e whicb produced Murat and Anglesey

a°ble anH
art waa second to no one. But, though he was a

adroit din!
successful soldier, he was an extremely able and

cf the R?i i

matlst
- The valuable records of the important age

**»" aecrl? !
10nary War» which are now regularly unfolding

btine forth •? the generation of which we are members, only

*erry 7? ?
vidence of the great abilities of the late Lord London-

* Politic i
work of Sir Robert Wilson, one of his opponents

*«nient K
ch has recently been published, we rind very

eervjegg'
at,ounding, and indubitable evidence of the great

pfi&hed ftl » .
Lord Londonderry, then Lord Stewart, accom-

**e unfc,
S Country, many of which until that publication

barters nflil
1
' His services, when he was at the head-

^tory «k KinZ of Sweden, have taken t heir place in
~~

* resi , f

Uman efforts which considerably contributed to the

"**t huT.!,
which crowned that long revolutionary war.

Peat affl.f
racter was in private life, how he dealt with his

*fcch hi
U
?
e of fortune—which he partly inherited, and

•cquired
otherwise, in a still more interesting manner.

tfcan mrQ
y?

u
> who sit in this hall, are better able to judge

«* towvV
6"- Having had much communication with

VC^li™** P riva* e, and in the morTcontract

was^onne^H
^^w of Ireland and England with which he

!n
M
eS ';

8howcd ymself caPable of <& the qualities of

dLe^d^hn
lZe
^,

was>? mean character-he;wM one that

f
eEd

;?
be ."collected in the affections of his countrymen.

faSo^Jrt 1S equally to the honour of nimself and his

i^!L- the county of Durham that you this day have, in

prSoa o
a
?- nner',

r
.
ecorded y°ur seuse of his character and

services, ana in so domg encouraged those who come after him
to remember his great example, and to retain, by the utmosten orts of their nature, the affections of this great community."

Maidstone.—A respite was received on Tuesday bv
Mr. Bannister, the Governor of Maidstone Gaol,
for George Inkpen, who was convicted at the last
session of the Central Criminal Court of the murder
of his sweetheart, by drowning in the Surrey Canal.
Needham MARKET.—The Rectory House at

Creeting, near this town, was totally destroyed by
fire en Monday morning during the absence of the

sent lor, ultima y obtained the assistance of a party of
Royal Marines from Sheernew. When the troops were
M«l Bearing the ship, several of the boata, whieli are
stilted to have been filled with tallow, 1. >r the Essex
shore. Th re hailed to proceed to Sheerness, but
no heed was paid to the order, and two or three of the
smacks were taken to the Medway by force. The de-
fence set up was that the ship was abandoned by her
crew, and that the cargo had therefore become the
prize of the first comer. The magistrates fined the
prisoners 100/. each man. It is said that the value of
the property stolen was about 10,000/.

I-rclantL

Government on the British flag. The Irish Time*
hopes it will "put an end to all apologies for the
Northern ers," as it "renders further forbearance a
degradation," and "international law affords not the
shadow of a pretext for the commission of such an
outraee." It says that if a such an act be tolerated,

The Impending War.—The Irish journals, with the

rector, theTeT. George"! DupuVat E^SlleWof I J^^fwj.f$£,T °f
-

the Ultramon tane V"*h
which he is one of the fellows. The fire was firs! die- ?X'^
covered at 5 o'clock in the morning by the coachman, ?*«*» at the r<*ent outrage of the rederal

who saw the flames issuing from the drawing-room.
Prompt assistance was obtained, but the fire spread
with such rapidity that the house and its contents,
including the valuable plate, furniture, and effects, were
consumed in a few hours. Mr. Dupuis was only
partially insured.

Norwich.—James Bloomfield Rush whose appre-
hension on a charge of burglary was reported recently,
has been discharged, the evidence against him not
being sufficient to warrant his committal for trial.

Oxford.—The Rev. Dr. Scott, Master of Balliol,

has been elected by the heads of colleges and halls to

Dean Ireland's Professorship of the Exegesis of Holy
Scripture, vacant by the resignation of the Rev. Dr.
Hawkins, provost of Oriel.

Plymouth.—The American ship Lady Franklin, of

1300 tons, under the command of Captain Jordan,

our empire, nay, our safety on the is gone;" and
that "there are deeds which cannot be forgiven, if

national honour is to be upheld, and this unexampled
instance of audacious piracy is one of them." The
Daily Express says that the Prime Minister should
resent the "audacious outrage," by sending out a
squadron " to break the blockade of the Southern ports,

and let the cotton come forth. The Freneh
Emperor will join him in this, as he has done
in the expedition to Mexico. If the Prime Minister
adopts this bold course, he will add 50 per cent, to his
popularity." The Evening Packet says:

—"That of

Sn°™H
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,

J,P^
eW ^rk, in ballast, put into Plymouth

late ^ blu8tfir flnd
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f the Korthbound on luesday. On the following morning about
! A 5 j i. a. "„„_,.. ,, ,
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American press and people towards Englandlo clock a nre was discovered in her fore hold. An n„i„ tn,„ f, T i *,\ t T\
„i„««, « „ -~ a- i. i

• " ™ . . only tolerable because we knew the feeblene
alarm was immediately given, when assistance was
promptly sent by the naval authorities of the port.

The Government fire-float was speedily in play on her.

The revenue cutter Hamilton was towed nearly along-

side, and fired shot into her ; and a crew of carpenters,

from the ships in Hamoaze, cut two large holes in her
bow, which scuttled her, and she sunk in about four

fathoms water. There is strong ground for suspicion that

the fire was the work of incendiaries, several of the crew
having Confederate tendencies, and seven of them
having absconded shortly after the alarm of fire was
given. They were however overtaken by a man-of-
war's boat and brought back to the ship. All the

property belonging to the captain, officers, and remain-
ing crew, together with the ship's portable stores, were
saved by the Government tugs. ^^-
Portsmouth.—In reply to a memorial from the

Portsmouth town council, praying that the Britannia

d have been
oness of those

who brayed so ludicrously. When we were engaged
with Russia, every American journal had rejoicing

accounts of how Britishers had been humiliated, and
their Government exhibited a sympathy with Russia,

which the Czar has paid back by a recent letter of en-

couragement to President Lincoln. These circumstances

have an abiding recollection in the minds of the English

people, and from almost every lip now the form which
comment upon the crisis takes is, a declaration

that these braggarts shall at last be cured of

their national vice." On the other hand the

Ultramontane journals repeat the old cry that
tl England's

difficulty is Ireland's opportunity." The Nation says

that "the act was worthy of the spirit, daring, and
dash of the Americans ; it was one to make Irish hearts

jump with joy. The news has created wild excitement
and enthusiasm in Dublin, and it will awaken similar

feelings and sensations throughout the entire country*
training ship for naval cadets may not be removed to

: If the English do not resent this violation and defiance

Ssw;ftrrv
P bllc affairs, I can truly say that Lord Lon-

iiJG „**• although a party man, more superior to

fchewoj>

most individuals whom you can encounter;

tWuahlS a ?an of a very enlightened mind—a man who
5* a mnLUnderstooa the interests and the wants of his age,

^Undthl Who truly understood that in a country like

* the heaS
ari8tocracy of the country should place themselres

*e 6ndT ft5 the S^at commercial interest ;
and in all this

J^tTurv i J?.
Lo"donderry was not wanting. But, on the

T1^ whPn,
nk 1 am only speaking the language of accurate

^entern^ 8ay ch*t he iudividually gave no mean impulse to
Qter'— -'" -

rbJ^ well, then, I say that

—«u *at^ v-w vUiUgo , who in his youth was a suc-

**** of K-
°r' who hi his middle age, intrusted with the mte-

•°^HctiS I C0llntry, represented them at foreign Courts, or
"** negotiations in the field of battle even, with signal

** enter,^
ay chu ne individual!

**•& wK?? of the county of *^rb

5?W warrh
8
l°u

ne
.

these th\°gs >
w

Portland, the Admiralty have replied that, after mature

deliberation, they have decided to remove the ship, for

sanitary and other good reasons.

Reigate.—On Saturday morning a private lunatic

asylum, in which there were seven patients, was burnt

down in the neighbourhood of this town. The charred

remains of one of the patients were discovered in the

ruins ; and it is supposed that another who is missing

made his escape in the excitement of the scene. There

is no clue at present to the origin of the fire.

Rochdale.—On Tuesday night Mr. Bright, M.P.,

distributed the prizes to the successful competitors of

the Rochdale Working Men's Institute. The vicar of

Rochdale delivered an address, and Mr. Bright after-

wards delivered a speech on popular education.

Sheffield.—Sarah O'Rourke, one of the victims of

the trade outrage perpetrated in this town on the 23d

ult., died at the infirmary on Monday morning.
#

Mrs.

Wastnidge, though far more severely injured, is pro-

gressing favourably, being a young and very strong

woman. It was at first supposed to be hardly possible

that she could recover, bnt hopes are now entertained of

her doing so, though she is by no means out of danger.

An inquest on the body of Mrs. O'Rourke was opened

on Monday and adjourned. On Saturday night an attempt

was made to blow up the works of Mr. H. Houlds-

worth, by lowering a milk-can, containing several

pounds of powder, with a fuse, into the cellar of the

engine-house. Considerable damage was done to the

engine-room, but no lives were lost. The shattered

remains of the can are in the possession of the police,

and it is hoped they will be the means of affording a

clue to the perpetrator of the outrage. It seems that

u non-unionist grinder has been working on the

premises, and the explosion was, it is thought, intended

as a warning. ,

Sittingbotjbne.—A serious case of wrecking on the

Essex coast, near the mouth of the Thames, was invests

gated bv the magistrates in this town a few days since.

Seven boatmen belonging to Br.ghthngsea, near Co

-

Chester, were charged with feloniously stealing an.

carrying away a large quantity of ta low and ships'

stores from the wreck of the ship Uegma, of Whitby

which stranded on the Swin Middle >*nd, on the n,g »t

of the 13th ult. The evidence showed that he men
i

m

I

of their flag then is their honour gone for ever, and the
world will be able to regard them only as a spiritless

people, whom any strong nation may insult with impu-
nity. If Irishmen act well their part in this crisis as

brave men, they can, most certainly, establish the inde-

pendence of Ireland." The Nation also announces that

"a mass meeting of Irish Nationalists" will be held in

a few days under the patronage of the O'Donoghue,
Mr. John Martin, and Mr. George Henry Moore. The
Morning News and other Ultramontane journals hare
indulged in the idea that France will take the part

of the Federal Government against England. The
Freeman however reminds them that the probabilities

are all the other way, and that France will back up the

legal and m^ral attitude which England has assumed.

The Ordnance Fuauds.—The trial of Messrs.

Conolly and M'llwaine for a conspiracy to defraud

the Ordnance Office in Ireland, was brought to a
conclusion on Saturday. It was proved that Mr.
Hamilton Conolly, the chief clerk in the office of the

Royal Engineers "in Dublin, systematically increased the

charges of Mr. M'llwaine the contractor, sometimes

by altering the figures, sometimes by interpolating

items in his bill of work which were not orginally

charged, and which in fact had not been done.

The contractor always drew for the higher and

fraudulent amount. Conolly the clerk was found guilty

of conspiracy and forgery, and M'llwaine the contrac-

tor was found guilty of conspiracy, and recommended to

mercy. Sentence was postponed to the next sessions.

cotlan&u

The late Accident in Edinburgh.—On Friday

night, when the foundations of the house in the High

treet were laid bare, about 18 feet below the level of the

street, the cause of the recent catastrophe was disclosed.

There was a concealed stone wall, three feet thick,

which ran parallel to the front and back walls, in the

middle of the huge building, but which was not

carried into either of the gables, and it was found that

on the west side it had been to a large extent under-

mined to make way for a boiler, the heat from

which had helped to crumble the thin remainder of

the wall. The boiler had b«en there for probably 30
or 40 years, but of late it had been very little

used. The wall had been further weakened by
hollowing out a chimney for the boiler, and by carrying
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through a door to open the shop from front to rear,

two pillars of the wall only being left for support.

This wall was not only undermined, but was utterly

subterranean passage through the very heart of the metro-

polis. From the Great Western to Victoria Street the line

is nearly 3£ miles long, having stations at Paddington,

°PPo*d

decayed. The timbers, also, were perfectly rotten with
(

Edgwure Road, Baker Street, Portland Road, Euston

age. On Friday—the sixth day after the catastrophe—
|

Square, King's Cross, and Victoria Street. From west to

and Kx«Ur,^
down th* i^T*

a cat and a dog were extricated alive, both much
emaciated. Some of the animals dug out alive from

the ruins, including two birds taken down from the

walls in their cages, have been since sold for consider-

able sums, one gentleman giving 20/. for a little

mongrel previously not worth as many pence. The
fund for the relief of the sufferers amounts to about

1200Z. or 1500J.

National Education in
^
Scotland. — At a

recent meeting of the Commission of the General

east the average slope downwards of the whole line is

about 1 in 300 feet, though after entering the city it again

rises, but there is no steeper gradient throughout than

1 in 100. Its greatest curve is of 200 yards radius, and
its greatest depth from the ground above to the rails

not less than 54 feet, and there are not more than

1200 yards of straight line throughout. The span of

the arch of the tunnel is 28-i feet, its form is elliptical,

and its height 17 feet, except in the parts where there

is great superincumbent pressure, when the form of the

Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, held at '. arch is altered to give it greater strength and to take

Edinburgh, a report was approved relative to the new the crown to a height of 19 feet. The foundations of

Privy Council code and legislative measures for educa-

tion in Scotland. It condemned the new code as going

far to destroy all that had been gained during the last

eight or 10 years in the direction of the efficient prepara-

tory training of teachers. It strongly deprecated many of

the arrangements for the examination of the pupils, in

grouping children from three to seven, and subjecting

them to an examination which only children from six

to seven could pass, and in excluding from the examina-

tion those who were 11 years of age. It also objected

the tunnel go from 4 to 5 feet into the solid ground on
each side below the rails, except in some few places,

where the close vicinity of very heavy buildings

rendered extra strength necessary, and here the tunnel
has been driven like a shaft, and is a solid ring of

massive brickwork above and below; in fact, in all

parts of the tunnel itself the most zealous care has been
taken to insure the structure being every where greatly

in excess of the strength it actually requires. Thus,
even the lightest parts of the tunnel have six rings of

aad

pnm. Tht

to the code financially, from the uncertainty of its I

brickwork, though railway arches of 7 feet greater
«.«.n4.:n«n ~~A *.l,„:.M„AnB,*l,:i:f„.„wl,,» It- nfm.Mnf.nnl.y,, snnn nra npvwr V»nilf. with mnw t.lmn K TVio nn t.Pr•operations, and the impossibility under it of maintaining

Bchools in thinly-inhabited districts. The report, in

short, objected to the regulations as involving changes

inconsistent with previous engagements—as unsatisfac-

tory to the teachers, and as unnecessarily burdensome
to managers—as unsettling the public mind, and as

instituting an educational system unsuitable to the

circumstances of this country ; and it expressed, in con-

clusion, an earnest hope that a comprehensive measure
will be introduced into Parliament, a national system,

framed to meet the educational condition of Scotland,

and freeing the people from the agitation and anxiety Through the gravel and London clay the labour has

consequent on a fluctuating policy. Dr. Candlish, in

moving the adoption of the report, said that the Lord
Advocate, in reply to a deputation which lately waited

upon him, stated that it was his full intention to submit

next Session a further measure on the question of educa-

span are never built with more than 5. The outer

sides of the arches also are filled in with solid beds of

concrete, and the whole covered over with a layer of

asphalte to keep it water-tight. The tunnel has been
constructed in 12 feet lengths, at the rate of 72 feet a
week, quicker than any work of the kind has ever yet

been accomplished. It has not all, however, been done
:>t this rapid rate. Near the churches and heavy
buildings it has been regularly driven in 4 feet lengths

by skilled miners ; and such portions, being conducted
with the greatest care, have advanced but slowly.

been very easy, but in parts where there was light,

loose, sandy soil a great deal of difficulty was expe-

rienced from the quantity of water. All the really diffi-

cult parts have now however been surmounted. The
rails are laid through many lengths, each line being

tion in Scotland. The Earl of Dalhousie said that the double gauge, intended for both the broad and narrow

Lord-Advocate, by his Bill last Session for removing the

test, had taken away the only obstacle that existed to a

national education in Scotland.—A deputation from the
'

Free Church Teachers' Association has since had an

interview with the Lord Advocate on the subject of the

minute. The deputation pointed out to his lordship the

main objections urged against the revised code, referring

particularly to the subject of the breach of faith. This

grave charge, they stated, they preferred, not against

traffic. At King's Cross the work was rendered

unusually difficult by the fact that at precisely the

most difficult part of all the junctions the great Fleet

Ditch sewer crossed it through the crown of the tunnel

arch. As the sewer, of course, could not be disturbed,

the obstacle was met by carrying it across, slung, as it

were, in a powerful cast iron trough, and there it now
hangs, peering through the brickwork like a colossal

main, and with all beneath 'it as dry and sweet smelling

gauge on the whole of their lines. Public
have been held by the advocates of the broad
narrow gauges at various places through *htl ft!
projected lines pass, and the contest pronieifciJ
obstinately contested on both sides.

•

porting.
Cheat Foot Race at Leeds.— On Monday &ftmM_

Seneca Indian, Deerfoot, E. Mills, of London- j^00* §
the "Milk Boy," of Norwich; S. Barker, of* Li.
D. Cliffe, an amateur, of Leeds, competed for the
miles' champion cup, at the Tictoria Race Grounds-
Road, Leeds. The cup was of the value of So
second prize was one of 10Z., and the third a U.
grounds were crowded, nearly 15,000 persons btC
and the roofs of the adjoining houses were also corcLd »ttv
sightseers. The distance round the course beinsr *m "?*
the runners had to go round the ground 11 tiimtm mJC^
the 10 miles. Barker took the lead in the first Up ~^"*
being the second, and Mills the third, and each
travelled in about a minute throughout the tact.
did not put on any pressure during the first 510 laps lad tw
consequence was that his competitors had an opporWaitrftf
showing their prowess. Mills sprang over the groundvitS^
agility and grace, but began to be distressed attne sixth nSwS
in the 20th lap retired from the contest. Brighton keptnii
last, and did not appear to suffer until the 41st lap, whe»ft
apparent that he was in great distress. But his spirit car
him through the match, and he reached the winning pott <*]t
two yards behind Deerfoot. Barker, in the 29th lap, wat Aan-
pered by the crowd, and did not appear until two dor im-

had been run, when he again appeared in the match, and
up a good running to the end. Deerfoot performed bis nw
with a great deal of mobility in the earlier laps, bekgnniMt
with keeping up the running, and his somewhat angualrafc
told against him in public estimation, but he soon show*! Uat
his wind and pluck was good, for he kept in the front ia»k

throughout the whole of the match, and was not dutrvmi
when the necessity arrived for the final spurt, which anted
him in a winner by a couple of yards. The 10 miles weit ma
in 53m. 10s., being the shortest time on record.

Great Match at Cambridge. — On Wednesday Deerfoot,

Brighton, Lan£, and S. Barker contended in a six mile foot

race at Mr. Fenner's grounds in Cambridge. About MM
spectators were present, including the Prince of Wales sod

suite, General Bruce, the Heads of Colleges, and most of tbs

surrounding noblemen, gentry, and a large number of

ladies. The Indian took the lead at starting, Lang gave to at

the 3d mile, Barker was defeated before the end of the 5th.

and the last mile was gallantly contested by Deerfoot sal

Brighton, the Indian beating by four yards and leaving off at

fresh as when he commenced. The Prince shook hands witk

him, presented him with a purse, and also gave almiidMM

gratuity to the three Englishmen.

Parliament, but against the Educational Committee of as if Fleet Ditch were 100 miles away. All the stations

Privy Council. They have all along been alive to the

fact that Parliament could at any time withdraw the

grants, but this temporary character of the scheme does

hut two will be open air stations, and even those

that are to be underground will be amply lit by daylight

through apertures in the roof of the arch. One of the

not, they conceive, touch the question at issue. The
:

greatest difficulties of the many that had to be overcome

teachers have gone on the assumption, acknowledged !

consisted in constructing an engine that should beat once

on almost all hands to be quite sound, that so long as
j

of great power and speed, capable of consuming its own

Parliament continues to furnish the funds, the Privy smoke, and, above all, of giving off no steam. This has

Council is bound to implement engagements on the ' "been successfully accomplished by Mr. Fowler, who has

faith of the permanency of which men became teachers, invented an engine which, while in the open air, works

and incurred obligations of various kinds. These
i

like a common locomotive, but, when m the tunnel,

engagements are in the revised code almost all makes no smoke, and by condensing its own steam gives

repudiated. Hence the charge of breach of faith. His off not a particle of vapour. The greater part of the

lordship in reply said : line is now so far advanced towards completion, that

r "As the education minute had emanated from a Government «* J« **?& wil1 be opened for public traffic, from

department, he could not be expected to give any opinion on the V ictoria Street Station to Paadington, before tne
its merits. He was aware that it was thought in many 1st of May next. The trains are intended to start every
quartersthat it would press hardly on Scotch schoolmasters 1Q mmutes and wjU accomplish the distance from end
As the Privy Councd system had never been particularly well . ,.-.«• r cc x. a •*. t- ~n 'A
fitted for Scotland, as it was only temporary, and as it was to end m 13 minutes, at a rate of fares which it is said

moreover a spendthrift system, his own opinion was that the will compete with those of the cheapest omnibuses,
time was now come when it might be dispensed with here South-Easteet* DlEECT Line.—A special general
altogether. The universities have been opened up/ so sub- ___!•: „ e ±.* A Cn„ir, tf„„4.„„„ nnmnn ^.r wn a Lu nn
stantially have the parish sehools, and therefore the way was meeting of the South Eastern Company was held on

much clearer for a national system. There were, however, the 21st ult., when the directors were empowered to
still difficulties to be encountered. There was, for instance,
the financial one—how to supply the void caused by the with-
drawal of voluntary contributions ; and there was also the
much more delicate question of the management of schools.
He trusted and believed that the difficulties, though great,
were not insurmountable, and should he see his way to intro-
duce a measure, he hoped to have the cordial and effective
support of the intelligent class of the community."

a&afUoasff* *
Metropolitan Subteebakean Railwax.

first trial trip on the Metropolitan Bailway took place

on the 28th ult., in the presence of a large party of

invited visitors. The trip was divided into several

separate journeys, the first being from the Great
Western to the site of the Chapel Street Station,

Paddington; the second, accomplished on foot, from
Church Street to the baths and wash-houses through
the tunnel under the New Road ; the third also on foot,

from Marylebone Workhouse to Trinity Church ; the
fourth from Trinity Church to Gower Street, where an
engine was waiting to convey the party to Euston
Square, and thence to King's Cross and Clerkenwell.

The visitors were agreeably surprised to find that this

underground railway is for nearly half its length not
underground at all, and that where it does pass for

various lengths beneath the streets, the tunnels, in-

stead of being close, dark, damp, and ill-smelling

passages, are wide, spacious, clean, and excellently well

apply to Parliament for powers to construct a direct

line from the Greenwich Junction to Tunbridge and
Dartford, thereby cutting off the Red Hill angle, and
effecting a saving in the transit of the continental

traffic of 13 miles. The cost is expected to be about

1,000,000/.

London, Chatham, aitd Doveb.—The report that
this Company intend to abandon their Farringdon
Street Station is said to be erroneous. It appears to

have arisen from the fact that the company has given
The

|
notice of an intended application to Parliament to

modify the restrictions as to the height of the arches

of the bridge over the river. This modification affects

only the superstructure, and the foundations of the

bridge will be commenced forthwith. The trains of this

company have been provided with carriages for the
special accommodation of ladies. First anu second class

carriages have also been attached to the trains for the

exclusive use of "smokers," so that ladies need not

avail themselves of special carriages in order to escape

the fumes of tobacco.

The Wab of the Gauges is the West.—The

nam*
Court of Queen's Bench.— The Queen v. JIavms.—Crimed

Information—In this case a rule had beon obtained calBn|

upon Mr. William Bawden Havens, a magistrat ie county

of Essex, to show cause why a criminal information snould n<*

be filed against him lor scandaloi ^nd defamatory matu:
pul hed by him, Imputing <!°rru m in tl hargc OI

their office to certain county magistrates. The application waj

made on behalf of nine magistrates, and Mr. Howard, wno had

been for 24 years clerk to the magistrates. There appeared to

have been some misunderstanding between the parties, and

on the 5th December, 1860, a memorial was addressed by the

defendant's brother magistrates who acted with him in petty

sessions at Colchester to the Lord Chancellor, who declinedte

interfere. On the 23d February following Mr. Havens brow
the matter of the memorial before the Bench, and intimate*

his intention to move the dismissal of their clerk. In domg

he made use of the remarks upon which this application*

founded, declaring his conviction that there had been a cony
administration of justice in the court for several years pa*

Mr. Bovill, who appeared for defendant, now said that m
was satisfied there were no grounds for charging corrupt!*"

any one. and he tendered the most ample apology fit-"»
had occurred. Sir F. Kelly on the part of the applicantsjamf

accepted the apology, the Lord Chief Justice sua^
defendant had given way to rash and ill-advised ifjW^^J
if an apology had not been given the court would to*-
the rule absolute. Mr. Havens having disclaimedaUwwjj
of imputing intentional corruption to the mag***i^«
clerk, to all of whom the court was bound to afford Pjw^jj;

he thought the case would be satisfied by the role am*

charged with costs. Rule discharged accordingly. _^_
Court of Exchequer, Common Jury.—Sc^m . *J35»

Libel.—This was an action to recover compenjatuwiw["Tg
for a libel contained in a letter written by defend^,w

Sykes. The plaintiff, who was originally a
*°]£J* ^

was the promoter of a Society for promoting *f .jy
.i*.i i = i i_j^-i.-i«i ««i;/«/mio moral, ana p1 **

with it if it were called 'and "known as a c0^^

battle "between the broad and narrow gauges, which was
fought some years since with such costly consequences to

both sides in the North, appears about to be renewed
in the West. The South-Western Company propose to

extend their line from Gillingham, in Dorsetshire, to

Bristol, there to join the Midland line and complete the
direct narrow gauge communication. This scheme is a

lit, resembling more a well-kept street by night than a
i competing one with that of the Great Western line

PakingtflMg
— *here *7*j

aasoaat*1

• that**
witn it ii it were cauea ana khuwju »d » ^rT'-tinetion «cft

suggestion was adopted, and many persons of d,8*T ^ foe

induced to subscribe to it. An educational inspect ^^
agents were appointed, and the society put in mo ^^
were written by the plaintiff, called " Educational"^^f
to Be, and Might Be ;" " Health Made Easy for ww, -jg^
"Wealth—How to Get, Preserve, and Enjoy w.

. ^
Made Easy for the People," and many others, ana- ^
office in Paternoster Row. Tha names of all s^/^u «tte
printed, with the amounts subscribed by them, as ^^
names of a committee of reference, consisting oj ^ i
The educational inspector visited schools in ™°TJJJi<ft
the country, and gave free lectures on subjects con*» d ^
the " National Education Movement ;" yearly »c*£

^

uft?tf4

expenditure of the funds were made out by tne \> ^
audited by persons appointed by him ;

and
,
IetttlLtinC T«?

the subscribers, inviting them to attend »"*»,.,
letters were written by defendant to Colonel *i ^
printed, in which he said that, having been71W'„,<#<
the Colonel was about to preside at a meeting^v^
_-*.t 1 -j aj— u~ ...;..u~A frt call ' lli5 *"
national education, he wished to noblcmtfi

*<

several letters he had received from ^any "^"^ad bl*

gentlemen, wherein they stated that their J»™r
,

tnCT *&
used without their authority ; that at the urn* ^^
written ho had reason to believe that no^^.W *
and that plaintiffand his agents had been couecwuK ^.^^
scriptions for a society that did not exist, a"«* ^
chieflv aonlied to the benefit of the plaintiff ana u ^

^

C
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to abow that there was no society at all, or if

JJSrt plaintiff was himself the society, and that the
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.
ilie

gentlemen appearing on the prospectus were put

LSfcout their knowledge or consent. Baron Martin, in

^!H after defining a libel, left it to the jury to say,

son
h^/rL. ^fe£ ^aconocbie, So* ft

X
x

Martin, in

ttD a'ter defining a libel, left it to the jury to say,

Sfether the letters in question were libellous or not,

irisown opinion to be that they were libellous—if so,
'

t± would be for the plaintiff on the first issue;

whether they were true, because it was an answer to

libel that the matters contained in it were true,

•rue, the verdict would be for the defendant on
issue. The jury found a verdict for the defendant.

y London and Brighton Railway.— The Clayton Tunnel
_This was the first of the actions brought against the

"«nd Brighton
Company arising out of the catastrophe

JjJ^^ton Tunnel, on Sunday, the 25th August last. The
P?*^ stated that the plaintiff sued as widow of James

and administratrix of his estate, to recover damages

COVENT GARDEN, Dec 7.

from 13W un hiJS3 I*
ju?icial ofBce lcr Se«mVt .

^lies R»d '"^ fc™Ht*r*d butuFuI sines hut amort.

three foUowinz vsa™
to

151 KUtl 4"ri
years. whlta tilling tiie latter office heParliampnf W • i , "c ,uu"8 uie nucer omce he sat n

for^feshire'£5?*%? V
U

H°

f Wlgl* E* af~*
school. a.lS TdJ ^ '"^« was a Tory of the.,

^feeond

toteb» •BitwbMd by the death oi her husband, by reason

5E»MHgcBte oi defendants. The deceased was a cab pro-

JJ^SSing at the time of his death three cabs and eight

^i'Sachcab earning on an average 17s. a week profit.

tCihebody of the unfortunate man was searched two flash

Vr«re found upon it, and the plaintiff was cross-examined

Si tie* to show that her husband had been employed as a

5*1 marker. She stated that he had been employed in that

SSt at a hollse called the 01ive Branch 7 or S years ago, but
rSetuneof his death he was engaged in his occupation as a

"v^nHf The negligence of the company was admitted, and
SflteUon for the jury was reduced to one of damages onlv
-^gjjrtin, in summing up, said that both the jury and
SflZtfhsd great cause to complain of the course defendants

JJSaght proper to pursue. They had admitted their negli-

flH« bat endeavoured to blacken the character of deceased

l& |&w of reducing the amount of damages. If they adver-

ted to carry passengers for half-a-crown to enjoy 8 hours at

tW*Hide, they had no right to be particular as to the

i—Mere they obtained. The jury returned a verdict for

S3; and assessed the damages at 500/.

^Jrm Assizes, Home Circuit, Maidstone : The Convict

Am* <* Chatham.— George Burkett, 20, soldier, a determined-
w|teyoungmau. was charged with feloniously cutting and
'nmhf Joha Cooper with intent to murder him. The

r was a warder in the convict prison at Chatham, and
ler had been sent to that establishment in June, 1S59,

» sentence of tive years' penal servitude for a robbery at.

_ He had misconducted himself on several occasions, and
{MKOtor had been compelled to report him. He had, in

pence, been placed in solitary confinement and kept on
and water, and had repeatedly threatened the prosecutor
nolence. On the 22nd of June last a gang of convicts was

ployed in some works at Chatham, under the charge of the
Aerator and some other warders, and while the former

his back to him, the prisoner, who was one of the gang.
Sorted him in a most savage manner with a spade and
track him several blows on the head, inflicting very serious

ary. The prosecutor raised his arm to protect his head,
siiisceived a tremendous blow from the spade on his rio-ht
ted, which broke several of the bones. The prisoner would

tf probability, have inflicted still further injury if the dock-
nrdgoard bad not come up ; he was then charged by one of
tteefficers with a bayonet before he would give up the spade,

time of grea^nnhtf'^ "** of °®ce "" «*«"' *
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*?**?*>* Ut ^e Church of^couana m two His ability and judgment as a lawyer were
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eStimable P"™C <*«*** S Took -" -i-p-s Per »,. „

,

eitaJ^Ktoeto^
yCarS *g° °n speeding to some ' G^Pes, per lb.. 3s to (to

S^ii? pRYCe'i)i:vf.recx died at Arcot, Madras,

lilmi Moroeau", Mane Louise,"Chaumontel. and BrowaBeurr&Among A es are tome good examples rf American \, pi

"TV Ilib "
'
Pi l»Pin . an* Pe.ira's Pippin. Grapesand Pine \ plea are abundant. Of Vegetables Dun is still

a fair supply. Potato markets have not altered since our
last Cucumbers, though scarce, are still sufficient for
the demand. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Chry-
santhemums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, ani Roses/

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to 0s | Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s

12th September. He was the fourth son of the late PrVcefo™ De™' Esq
"'
° f lirynGlas Hall, Montgomerysh re!

S I^X7/eT a m^lst1^: e of that county. He was educated

Melons, each, la to 3a
on the Pears, per doa.. Is to 6s

Apples, per dos., 6d to Is

at Addiscombe, and received his commission in the lnoianarmy in 1836
;
he served with the 50th Native Infantry inGoomsor, and with the 37th Grenadiers in the expedition toChina; was present at the capture of the fort and works ofChuenpee of the forts on the Bocca Tigris, and at the storming

iwtJSSSl
(A^ntoV x

)
im

'
Por sen on th^ occa-

sion he received the medal.

Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob* per pound.. 4s to
4s 6d

Walnuts, per 100, 2a

is been swornWills.—The will of Lord Herbert of
under 160,0001. ; Capel Hanbury Leigh. Esq., of Pontytxiol
1 ark. Monmouthshire, and Penrith, < ilamorganshire, 10 H.

•

Alexander Jolm Colvin, Esq., 40,000i.

Broccoli per bundle, Is to
Is

French Beans, per 300, 2s 6d
to 3s Od

Cabbages, do., Is 3d to 1* •' I

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s— per cwt., 4s to 8a
Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d

irrots, do., 4dto6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2a
Cucumbers, e;' .is to Is 9d
ArtichokeH, each, 6d to si
Beet, per dot., 1 a 0d

VBGBTABLES.
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s
Onions, pickling. p. i, siem,4s6d
Tomatoes, p. dos.. Is to 6s
Hparagus. p le, 30s

Ssskale, por punnet. 4s
^allots, per lb , 10d t» Is

G<wlic, per lb., 6d to 84
idivc, p. score. Is 6d

I f ores Radish, p. bun. , I •6d to 4«
Mushrooms, p. p« , 2s to 8s
Parsley, p. 11 1. es, 3s to 4a
Herbs, per bunch, 2d to 4

d

BIRTHS.—On the 29th nit, the Marchioness of II .. of
twin daughters—30th ult, at Cftstle Forbes Aberdi ire, the
wife of M.ijor-General Mr John- [nous, K.( f a daughter
—27th ult, at Western House, Brighton, the residence of her
father-in-law, Sir F. Graham Moon, Bar< , the wife of the Her.
E. G. Moon, prematurely, of a son, stillborn— loth ult, at 1,
Great Cumberland Street, the Hon. M Wm. Beckett
Denison, of a son.
MARRIAGES—On the 4th inst, at St. George's Church,

Hanover Square, the Hon. Norm an Lf.slif. Mklviu.i
. Captain

Grenadier Guards, son of the Earl of Leren and .Melville, to
Georgina, daughter of Wm. 8htri.fjv Ball, Esq., Abbeylara,
county Longford, Ireland, late Captain 8th HuBsars—30th ult..
at St. Margaret's, Westminster, Frederick Wilder, Esq.,.
Purley Hall, Berks, to Sarah Fox, daughrer of Sir Benjamin
Hawes, K.C.B.-26th ult, at St. Luke's Church, Cheltenham,
Thomas William Carr, only son of the late Major-Gei a
Thomas Dickinson, of her Majesty's Indian Array, to Eliza-
beth Charlotte, second daughter of Major General Hopi:
Dick, of her Majesty's Indian Army, and of Cheltenham—
3d Oct., at Murree, Punjaub, Lieutenant-Colonel William
Olpherts. C.B., Victoria Cross, H.M.'s Horse Artillery, to
Alice Maria, youngest daughter of Colonel George Cautli-v,
H.M.'s 5th Bengal Cavalry—24th Oct., at Ootacamuud, Madras,
Colonel James Brino, C.B., of the Bengal Horse Artillery, to
Georgina, daughter of the Rev. H. G. Phillips, rector of Great

t
HOPS.—BoRouok Market, Friday, Dec. %

Messrs. Pat'enden & Smith report a fair demand for beth
nei fid old I lops at about the same prices as this day week.

POTAT Southwark, Monday, Dec. 2.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwrise and by
mil have boou quite equal to the demand; trade still dull.
The following are this day's qiiotat ions: — Kent and Besex
Regents, per ton, 120s. to 140ft ; Yorkshire Flukes, 120s. to
14()s.

; do legents. 100s. to 130s.; Lincolnshire do., 90s. to
110s.; Scotch do., 70s. to 110s.; French Whites, 90s. ta 110s.

METROPOLITAN" CATTLE MARKET.
Mondav. Dec. 2.f

The number of Boasts is rather larger than on Monday last*
but choice qualities are not plentiful. Trade is slow, but
prices are not much altered. The supply of Sheep is very
small, yetjthey are with difficulty dispesed of. The demand is

unusually small, and prices consequently arc not higher than
of late. Trade is dull for Calves FY>m\ Germany and Holland
there are 960 Beasts, £300 Sheep, and 99 Calves ; from Spain,
100 Beasts ; from Scotland, 300 ; from Ireland, 1000 ; from
Norfol k and Suffolk, 150 ; and 2600 from the northern and
midland counties.

S? JSL^*
11 d t0 be incaPacitated for the performance of

an dory as a warder, and was discharged the service The
premier in defence denied that he intended to take the prose-
Jtofshfe, and said that his object was merely to assault him.
Ue;urr2maiodiate/y found the prisoner GviUy of wounding
«fl intent to murder. Mr. Justice Williams, addressing the
jwer, said that as the offence of which he had been con-

ELTf c
^
mimtted before the passing of the recent statute,»* bound to order sentence of Death to be recorded against^At the same time he thought it right to inform him thatjsce of which he had been convicted was no longer a

Jjw one, and that consequently the capital sentence would

mtinA
1

' ne must expect a very severe punish-

jp «a very probably one of penal servitude for life. The

iw!^ ™ur<Lr.—John Atkins,.v?ho was remanded from
^-jtonjer Assizes, was indieted for the wilful murder of his

ffi*^
6 A

^
kins

' at Wesfc Mailing. It will be rememberedjws prisoner nad been long jealous of his wife, apparently

CfaHiA TSe
'
and that on the day of her death he stabbed

^^uieneck with a knife. She ran into an adjoining field
The defence was that the prisoner was insane,J*J died.

^ f

*J*
the jealousy which had led ""to theTrime" was" the

Va T-nS
r,I

i
0ma " 11

- Tho.jury, after a few minutes' delibera-
-^ «wamed a verdict of Not Guilty on the ground of insanity.

©htruarg.
^d£i

nPrE
?
s Cassing

. ^w of the Governor-General of

fiSnlS
1 th

t
] 8tQ ult - at Calcutta. Her ladyship was the

,
iter of the late Lord Stuart de Rothesay, G.C.B.,^^"Stoer of Philip, third Earl of Hardwicke, and

17. Shfi morris ln TQOK Povl Hinni-nrr flipnShe^ married, in 1S35, Earl Canning, then^ SOU. O T n """"™, JLIX WOJ, ^U ^""""'6' w^^.»

^•ttiu TT i

annin
ff» th® only son of the well-known

^Oiiwt,
r
i
adysniP was *or many years Lady in Waiting

urG™'
and was sister of the Marchioness of Waterford.WS4? Fitzroy, widow of Admiral Lord William

^iferV' '*
ed on tho 2d inst. at Hastings, in her 73d

a protracted illness. Her ladyship was the second

^fn«J5
r

" Thomas Raikes. and married, in 181o', Lord

JSBnf5 i

80n of tho tQird Duke of Grafton, and uncle of

*DhL*f B^ his lordship, who died in 1857, her

•"ttfe^J t
° daughters, and a son, married to the second

jCff *1 Feversham.

Jij^1?^^ the oldest general in the army, died at

HetnwSi i
ath

' on tb« 2d inst, at the advanced age of

*Wlflr the anny as far luck as 1783, went to Flanders
|

S^btK"?-™ 1T94
' Joined the Duke of York at Antwerp,

**year 7sastro«s retreat through Holland in the winter

I l?Nt the* u .
embarked at Bremen. He served in Ireland

I S*al of Af^"oa in 179S ; and was Assistant-Adjutant-

I 5l*ce of iMoCeutro district under General Dundas, until

I S Atill*
He also 8ervod for many years in the Royal

I ? Hid £.?•, He attained the rank of Major-General in
tnat of General in 1854.

I ISpti^^ & M- °GL«. Bart., died on the 29th ult of

I ^m 1«5?
Withdean Court, Sussex. He succeeded his

» a had only just attained his 18th year.

youngest daughter of the late Henry Rouse, Esq., of Stam-
ford Hill.

DEATHS.—On the 27th ult, at Edinburgh, the Lady Robert
Kerr—25th ult, at Dover, Lieutenant-Geueral the Hon. John
Finch—3d inst, in Cavendish Square, Miss El.iza.betu Foley,
of Newport House,J Herefordshire, and Nevvent, Gloucester-
shire> eldest daughter of the late Hon. A.xDuiiw oley—
26th ult, at his residence, 2, Tenterden Street, Hanover Square,
aged 71, James Adolphus Moors, ! . R.M.A., grandson
Sir Emmanuel Moore, Bart., county of Cork, Ireland—1st inst,

at Tunbridge Wells, William Edward, third son of Sir Georg
Aumytage, Bart., of Kirklees Park, Yorkshire, aged 14—25th
Oct., at Brighton House, St. Vincent, Bouverie Alleyne, Esq.,

third son of Sir Reynold Allevne, Bart., Colonial Secretary ofthe
Island of St. Vincent, aged 33—24th ult. at Bridge of Allan,

George Ramsay Campbell, Esq., late of the H.E.I C. Civil Ser
vice,' son of the late Sir Archibald Campbell, of Succoth, Bart.,—
24th "ult., at Cliftonville, Brighton, very suddenly, of disease

of the heart, James Brant, Esq., C.B., late her Majesty's

Consul at Damascus—5th inst., at No. 24, Hyde Park
Sauare, Gilbert Henderson, Esq, Recorder of Liver

pool.—27th ult, at his residence, 31, Promenade, Cheltenham,
Thomas Pilkington, Esq., for many years chairman
of the Cheltenham , Bench of magistrates, aged SJ—29th

ult, at Ventnor, Isle of Wight, Huntley Bacon, Esq., of

Colchester, J. P. for the county of Essex, son of Huntley
Bacon, Esq,, of Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Park—27th ult., at

Kingshill, near Dursley, Gloucestershire, Robert John Pui

nell, Esq., magistrate and deputy-lieutenant of the county of

Gloucester, aged 72—26th ult., at the Brunswick Hotel, BLick-

wall, a few days after her return from Madras, Elizabeth,

relict of Eyre Burton Powkll, Esq., late Comptroller-

General of Inland Revenue, Ireland, aged 60—26th ult,, at

Preston, Thomas Walker Smi.ipard, late chief constable of

the county Palatine of Lane er, and formerly Lieut. -Colonel

in the service of her ]esty the Queen of Spain, aged 43—
27th ult, at Park Gate, Waustead, Essex, Ann* Lydia. wife of

8 d s d

3 to 5
6
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4

3

8

10
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s d s d
Best Long-wools. 4 10 — 5

Do. Shorn . . . . —
Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—4 6
Do. Shorn . . . . to .

.

T^ambs
. . . . • •."•

Calves . . . . 4 — 5
I Pigs .. ..4 6 — 5 8

Best Scots, Here-
ford-, &c. .. 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half breds . . 5

Do. Shorn
Beasts. 5420 ; Sheep &~Lambs, 18,240 ; Calves, 107 ; Pi^'a, 3SQ.

Thursday, Dec. 5.

There are not quite so many Beasts as on Thursday last.

Trade is more active, but there is no quotable advance in price.
There are very few Sheep on offer, and rather more demand.
Monday's quotations are more readily realised, and in a few
instances are exceeded. Good Calves" are scarce and dearer.
Prom Germany and Holland there are 110 Beasts, 800 Sheep,
and 87 Calves; from Ireland, 200 Beasts ; Milch Cowst 105.

|

s d s d

4 S

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4 8 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 6 — 4 10
2d quality Beasts 3 6—40
Best Downs and
Half-breds . . 5 4 to 5 6

Do. Shorn . . . . to .

.

Beasts. 113.3 ; Sheep <fc Lambs, 2909 ; Calves, 120 ; Pigs, ISO.

s d s |d
Best Longf-wools. 4 10 to 5 2
Do. Shorn . . . . —
Ewes & 2d quality 4 4
Do. Shorn . . . . —
Lambs . . . . . . —
Calves .. ..4 6— 5
1'igS .. ..4 4—5

8
4

BUTTER MARKET.—Dec. 5.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 17s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 13#. „
Pork, 4«. 4 if. to 5*. 0<L per 8 lbs.

»t

MARK LANE—M .VDAY, Dec. 2.

The supply ofWheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's
market was small, and the condition bad ; it was disposed o

at an improvement of Is. per qr. upon the prices of this day
se'nnight. The attendance was only moderate. Foreign

_. , „ Wheat at the commencement was held for a considerable)

Mr. Alderman Fixnis, aged 56—28th ult. at his residence in
j advance, the majority of holders being disinclined to realise;

Ulverstone, Bernard Gilpin, !., Fellow o the Royal ' eventually the sales effected were only to a uited extent, and
College ofSurgeons of England, and Medico •Chirurgieai bociety, .xt a riso f ls to 2a, per a ipon American descriptions. Tha
aged 71—27th ult, at Upper Clapton, the Rev. William Kuper,

j3ariey trade is quiet, and malting qualities are Is. per qr.

D.D., K.H., Minister of the German Chapel Royal, St. James's, cheaper. Beans and Hog Peas are unaltered in value, white
! Rev. Richard Garvi-y, M %be£ are rather lower. Oats are a slow sale at last week's rates.

*.-*«. .j i-* ..i. ..
and American barrels Dj. dearsr.

a.
|

aged 89—21st ult. the _._.. ._ _. .„w „ „.

dary and Minor Canon of Lincoln Cathedral, aged .
6—30th ult,

! piour ig in fair request, a
the Rev. Frederick Bussbll, Vicar of Great Mario w, aged 41

j

»„„... Oitartfr »_ ».. ID, ,
-3d inst, at St Mary Church near ^r^fc*™ WH^J^nt 2»£5k. .White »-M Red .... l»-£
Chapman, age 32—25th Oct., on his voyage to fcngiano, tnc » ^_ Za^-a «.,„« ,«**J«i a- tt^ j as
Rev. John Fry, M.A., for 25 years Chaplain ot St. Pauls

Church, Rondebosch, near Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope.

JrTarfetts
HAY.—Per Load of 38 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Dec. 5.

fine selected runs..ditto;61—
— — Talavera ^.....j64—72;

\
— Norfolk

f
—

__
(Red .

— Foreign (46
—

"0i

Barley, grind. <fcdi 26s to 28s. . Cher. i.1(5—40 Malting .

— Foreign..grinding and distilling
;

«J- •(siting

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20—24 f— Scotch and Lin nshire—Potato:2«—2S Feed
_ Irish Potato 26— Peed )—24

84—30*

*# All
a Pet> Laurie, the oldest member of the

U* 83dT meQ of the cit7 of London, died on the 3d inst.

?*an ai5
ar Ho served the office of sheriff in 1823, was

><1 rf
e5™an for the ward of Aldersgate in 1826, and

~r
*t* waIiT

Ma-vor in 183 2. For full three generations, Sir

15% W k
?0Wn for nis homely, brusque manners and his

SSHsSr n I of Panose; and the way in which his

5^d the n,?M •

lties displayed themselves on the bench often

tf^v smii For the Jaat 10 years he has taken a com-
**. V.^. aU Part in rmWio «f mvin affairn

Clover, old

New Clover
Do. second cut 105

Straw ^S •*
Davis & Co.

affairs.*l ^oXrwIi
,art ln Public or civic -—

• , ,

i?!1** Ln»SiJ
E Wf-lwcod, formerly well known in legal

**tkita? If^^wbank, died at his seat, Meadowbank,

ime Meadow Hay 80s to 90s

Superior do. .. 95 10

Inferior do 40 55

New do — —
Rowen — -"

Cumberland Market, Thursday Dee. 5.

Sup. Meadow Hay. . . stol07s I^nor Clover

Inferior do 68 88

New do — "-

Superior Clover ..108 110

Whitechapel, TnrRSDAY Dec

Fine Meadow Hay 90s to a Pnm?J®°J
eT

^•^t Hav
* *

8° FriSadSit'
Prime New Hay .. — — '

***"*

Inferior .. .. —

MstolSOs
21—24
86—68 F

20—24

.. 80

-««

Harrow

86s to 1008

New do.

Strawr . .. 36 40
Joshua Baker.

110s to 116s
90 100

— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Ryt-meau, foreign —
Bears, Masagan Ml to '9 .. .Tick 36—89
— Pigeon .... Ss — 42s..Winds. — JLongpod
— Frreign Small'42 jEgyptianj —

Peas, white, Essex and Kent.. Boiler >—44 .Suffolk .AQ—4G
— Maple ....43s to 45s .... fre >—41 reign . 35

Maize White
50 •55

Yellow .

.

40- Tonntry 40—50
28—87 Per sack 143—58

98 103

°n Saturday, at a very advanced age. He was the j
Straw 30 34

Inferior do.

New 1st cut

Flour, best marks delivered. . per sack
— 2ddo ~ ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Friday, Dec. 6.

Since the 29th ult. tlie weather has bsen mild, with the
exception of the nights of the 3d and 4th inst, which were

; frosty, with heavy fog. The wind has been, principally from
the south. The probability o£ a rupture with America, in

L
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addition to the short deliveries of English Wheat throughout
the kingdom, has given an impulse to the trade, and prices

have advanced Is. to 2s. per quarter. Bailey continues
neglected, and is Is. per qr. lower, under the pressure of large
deliveries from farmers. Oats are slightly firmer, while Peas
and Beans remain unaltered with a slow demand. Flour must
be written Is. per *ack and barrel dearer, except at Leith,
where it is one to 2s. higher. Since Friday last 62 vessels have
been reported oflf the coast. The floating trade has been
firm and animated, and an advance of about 2s. per qr. in most
articles, and even more for Wheat in some instances, has been
obtained. In Paris (Dec. 5), the Flour trade was not very
active, and sales were difficult at former prices. Wheat is firm,
and a good business has been done at the close of the market
at late rates. The arrivals of English Wheat this week have
been small, good of Barley, and small of Oats ; of foreign
Wheat large, fair of Barley and small of Oats. The attendance
at thia morning's market was only moderate. English Wheat
sold freely at Monday's prices. Foreign was held for some
advance, but on the business done, which was not large, our
previous quotations were not generally exceeded. In Spring
Corn there is but little doing, and prices are unaltered. Flour
is generally held for a slight advance, and sales aie limited.

Arrivals from Dec. 2 to Dec. 6.

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

'Wheat.

1830 qrs.

Barley. Oats. Flour.

34060

>»

>>

2(540 qrs.

60
90 qrs. 1220 ska.

WANTED, a strong, active Young Man as UNDER
GARDENER ; he will be chiefly employed attending to

Forcing and Plant Houses, Pruning, Nailing, &c.—A. B.,

2, Digbeth, Birmingham.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN or CLERK ; a Young
Man who has a knowledge of the Seed Trade.—Apply,

W. Maule & Sons, Nurseries, Bristol.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, Two UNDER SHOPMEN in a London
house.—Address by letter only, stating where last

engaged and Salary expected, to Mr. W. C. Wilson, 30,
Primrose Street, E.C.

WANTED, a PACKER. —Apply at William
Bull's Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's

Road, Chelsea, 8.W.

»»

4350 „ 57C0
" M 12
" [(2103

>»

20
21030 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Dec. 3. — We have had a very
numerous attendance of millers and dealers at our market to-day
and a good consumptive business has been done in Wheat and
Flour, at an advance of 2d. per cental and 6d. per barrel over
the quotations of Friday last ; the former article being in most
favour. The heavy supplies keep Indian Corn in check, and
buyers operate cautiously at the rates of last market day.
Oats and Oatmeal are without alteration. Beans, Peas, and
Barley are each 6d. per qr. dearer. The market closes with a
healthy tone of feeling.

Averages

Oct. 26.

.

Nov. 2.

.

— 9..— 16..— 23..
— 30..

Agg. Aver.

Wheat.

574 'Jd
59 5

59 8
59 10
60 5
60 3

Barley.

36a Id
37
37
37

1

3

6
37 6
37 4

Oats.

2lslld
22 7

22 8

22 7
23

23

Rye.

59 7 1 37 3 22 8

35i 1'/

37 5
38 5

87 7
39 1

36 10

37 5

Boans.

42s id
42 3
42 6
42 6
42 9
42 8

42 6

Peas.

44* 8c*

44 4
46
47 5
44 11
45 2

45 5~

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
.Prices. Oct. 26. Nov. 2. Nov. y. .Nov. lb. |Nov. 23.

i_r
_f

T
Nov. 30.

• *

• •

I BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Dec. 6

Since the American news has arrived and been duly considered
our trade has been completely stopped, and prices are quite
nominal. The circumstance of the consumers having just
supplied their requirements for a time has enabled them to
keep entirely out of the market.

South-down Hog- s. d. s. d.
gets l 4 to 1 5

Half-bred ditto.. ..—16
Down Ewes . . 1 4-144

Leicest. Wethers 1 4 to
Ditto Hoggs
Combing tSkina
Flannel Wool .

1

1

1

5

6

1
1

5
5

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5 — 1 6 1 Blanket ditto
Colonial Wool Sales.—These sales continue to go oflf at the

previous rates, low inferior descriptions having a tendency to
sluggishness, whilst first-class marks maintain their value.

COAL MARKET.—Dec. 6.

Walls End Lambton, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End Haswfcll, 18s. ;

Walls End Stewarts, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End Tunstal, 16s. 9d.

;

Walls End Byron, 17s. ; Walls End Hunwick, 15s. 6d. ;

Walls End Whitworth, 15s. 6d. ; Wylam, 16s. ; Tanfield Moor
Butes, 14s. ; Bedside Hartley, 15s. 6d ; Davidson's Hartley,
15s. 6d. ; Hastings Hartley, 15s. 6d.—Ships at market, 87.

PARTNERSHIP. —- The Advertiser, who has a
knowledge of the Nursery and Seed Business, wishes to

meet with a Gentlemen who will join him as PARTNER with
equal capital to establish a Nursery and Seed Business, where
a good opportunity offers, or would take a share in an
Established Business.—Address M. H., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

HORTICULTURE. —A Nurseryman having an
extensive business and an excellent residence situate in

one of the most healthy counties in the West of England, is
desirous of meeting with one or two Young Gentlemen as
BOARDERS and PUPILS. They will have every opportunity
of learning the business and enjoy all the comforts of home.
—Address X. Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, Covent Garden.

TO FARMERS.—The Friends of a Youth, aged 15,
wish to place him till he is 21 with a respectable and

intelligent Farmer, occupying not less than 300 acres, using
Steam and all tne modern appliances, who would receive him
into his house as one of the family, and thoroughly instruct
him in everything pertaining to Farming. References ex.
changed.—Terms and all particulars to be addressed to R. B.
Messrs. Poppleton & Letchford, Seething Lane, London, E.C^*

CONSULTING GARDENER.—Joseph Robinson
begs to offer, on moderate terms, his services as above to

any lady or gentleman contemplating Alterations, Improve-
ments, or Additions to their Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, or
Horticultural Buildings—assured that from his long practical
experience he would be able to effect the same judiciously and
economically.—Slough, Bucks.

GOOD SERVANTS.—The difficulty of procuring
these is so great, that a SCHOOL has been opened in

London under careful management to teach Young Women of
the better class to become COOKS and KITCHENMAIDS, and
places are obtained for them. No payment is required until
they have obtained situations.—Full particulars on application
to the Matron School of Cookery, 90, Albany Street, Regent's
Park, London, N. W.

WANTED, a PERSON iully acquainted with the
Breeding and Rearing of Sheep and Cattle, having

1000/. to 2u00*. at command, to go out to an English Colon*
and take an interest in and charge of an establishment already
well stocked. This presents an excellent opportunity anil
scope for a persevering man. The climate is very healthy and
similar to that of England. The returns would be largely
remunerative.—Address Box 8.1, Post Office. Liverpool.

A^TED, a GARDENER, capable of growing
Peaches and Grapes in an Orchard-house and Vinery,

and who is also a good General and Kitchen Gardener.—Apply
to P. Wbitc, East Retford, Notts.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gentlemen, Landed Proprietors, and Others.

SOLE SUPERINTENDENT of TILERY WORKS.
—Married ; practical. Has had great experience in all

the branches connected with a Tilery, both for Building and
Drainage purposes. Is a good judge of Clays at first sight as to
its qualities ; will prove Clay for any gentlemen on moderate
terms, by their forwarding samples carriage paid. Kilns and
Sheds built upon the most improved principle so as to prove
effectual. Good references. A gentleman's Estate preferred.

—

S. B. P., Widworthy Court Tilery, near Honiton, Devonshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married; practically
acquainted with Horticulture in all its branches. Wife

a first-class Laundress.—C. J. t Sketty, Swansea.

GARDENER (Head).—W. Hubbard, Gardener to
E. T. Flower, Esq., Stratford-on-Avon, will be disengaged

on Dec. 23 ; age 32, married, no incumbrance. Practically
understands his profession in all its branches. Good references.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 24; perfectly

-
under-

stands his profession in all its branches, including Early
and Late Forcing, and the general Management of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, <fec. Can be highly recommended by his
present and previous employers.—Mr. Tuos. Bailey, Jno.
Gott. Esq., Armley House, Leeds.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; has had
great practice in some of the best situations in the

country, the two last of seven years each. Left both owing to
the death of his employers. The highest references can be
given to members of the noble family he has recently left, who
are very anxious to iecommend the Advertiser.—D., 12,
Lowther Street, York.

f±ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; thoroughly
VJT understands Early Forcing Vines, Pines, Melons, and
Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Orchard House,
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Laying out, Erecting and Heat-
ing Horticultural Buildings, and has a practical knowledge of
Park and Plantation work, having had 22 years' practice.
Good testimonials as to character and ability.—B. B., Messrs.
Cutbush, High gate Nursery, London, N.

GARDENER.—Age 37, married; thoroughly under-
stands his profession in every department ; four years'

character from a nobleman ; with other first-class references.
No single-handed place accepted.—H., 29, New Church Street,
Edgware Road, London, W.

To Nurserymen.
F^OREMAN" or MANAGER.— Has a thorough prac-

tical knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also

Fruits, Hardy Trees, Shrubs, and American Plants.—X. X.,

33, Chichester Place, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

ROPAGATOR, PLANT GROWER, or FORE-
MAN, Ac.—Experienced.

—

Gardener, Messrs. Fairnead,
Seedsman, Borough Market, S.E.

To Nurserymen.

PROPAGATOR.—Age 22; has a thorough know-
ledge of the Propagation and Cultivation of Hard and

Soft-wooded Plants. Satisfactory references, &c—A. B., Post

Office, Beverley, Yorkshire.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

STEWARD or BAILIFF.—Age 38, married; a

Farmer's Son ; has been accustomed to Agriculture and
Management of all kinds of Soil, also Buying and Selling of

Stock all his life. Most satisfactory references can be given.

—A. Z., Post Office, Edenbridge, Kent.

TEWARD, or STEWARD and BAILIFF.—In the

prime of life ; will shortly be at liberty. Active, ener-

getic, thoroughly efficient, and well versed in the Modern
System of Agriculture, and has had the management of a large

holding under Steam Cultivation for years. Reference to his

employer, and several gentlemen and first-rate Agriculturists.

—S. P., Slapton Farm, near Leighton, Beds.

IMPROVER, with any nobleman's or gentleman's
Gardener where Gardening is carried on with spirit.

—

Age 19.—A. F., The Gardens, Stockgrove, Leighton Buzzard,
Bedfordshire.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TRAVELLER or CLERK, &c. — Is well known
amongst Gardeners, and is open to an engagement in

either or both of the above capacities.—A. B., 9, Paradise

Cottages, Albion Road, Hammersmith. W.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

MANAGER or SHOPMAN.—The Advertiser will

shortly be open for an engagement as above. Has bad
upwards of 16 years' experience in first-class Provincial and
Metropolitan Houses ; is thoroughly conversant v*ith the Trade
in all its branches, and can produce the most unexceptionable
references as to character and ability.—L. M. N., Gardeners'

Chronicle Office, W. C.

SHOPMAN, &c.—Fifteen years' experience in two
first-class Wholesale and Retail Seed Establishments

(Nurseries combined) in London and the Country.

—

Alpha,

S3. Chichester Place, King's Cross, London, W.C.

are

I

Coughs, Asthma, and Incipient Consumption,

effectuaUy cured by

KEATING'S COUGH LOZENGES. — Statistics

show that 50,000 persons annually fall victims to pul-

monary disorders, including consumption, diseases of the
chest, and the respiratory organs. Prevention is at all times
better than cure; be, therefore, prepared during the wet and
wintry season with a supply of KEATING'S COUGH
LOZENGES, which possess the virtue of averting, as well as

of curing a cough or cold ; they are good alike for the young
or for the aged.
Prepared and Sold in Boxes, 1*. \\d. y

and Tins, 2s. 9d., 4*. 6d.,

and 10*. 6d. each, by Thomas Keating, Chemist, «fcc, 79,

St. Paul's Churchyard, London. Retail by all Druggists, &c.

FENDERS, STOVES, FIRE-IROXS ._CHIMNEY PIECES.-Buyers of the above a_ ™2__^
before finally deciding, to 'visit |Will*Z 8* ^.SftSHOW-ROOMS. They contain such an assortm2?*,

FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, CHIMNEY-PIECES^td?
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY Is __J?^_
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty b_oL _
design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright SIovml »i wormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 31. 15* to 33L 1!?^
Bronzed Fenders, with standards, 7*. to 51. 12s.- Steel F<

''

(is.

7

esch

M

If

31. 3s. to 11/. ; ditto, with 'rich ormolu ornaments, fromsT*.
to 181. ; Chimney-pieces, from 11. 8a. to 861. ; Fire iron. *w_
2s. 3d. the set to 4i. is. The BURTON and all other PatpS
STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates. ™**.>I

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, and LAMPS.—Witt,. v
S. Burton has SIX LARGE SHOW ROOMS „™_

exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of LAMPS* Bath?
and METALLIC BEDSTEADS. The stock of each is at oncet_
largest, newest, and most varied ever submitted to the public,
and marked at prices proportionate with those that have uw|a5
to make his establishment the most distinguished ki thii
country.

Bedsteads, from . . . . 12s. 6d. to £20
Shower Baths, from . . 8 to 6

Lamps (Moderateur), from 6 to 7
(All other kinds at the same rate).

Pure Colza Oil _. per gallon.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.—The most varied
i
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on sale at William S. Burton's, at prices that are
remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. Three
and a half inch Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high
shoulders, 12*. 6d. per dozen ; Desserts to match, 10«. ; if to
balance, 6d. per dozen extra ; Carvers, 4s. 3d. per pair ; largtr

sizes from 20*. to 27s. per dozen ; extra fine. Ivory, 32i. ; i/

with Silver Ferrules, 40*. to 50s. ; White-bone Table Knjvaa,

6s. per dozen ; Desserts, 5s. ; Carvers, 2s. 3d. per pair ; Black-

horn Table Knives, 7s. 4d. per dozen ; Desserts, 6s. ; Carter*,

2s. 6d. ; Black-wood handled Table Knives and Forks, 61. pet

dozen ; Table Steels from Is. each. The largest stock in exig-

ence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks in cases and other-

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-
NISHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be

had gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 500

Illustrations of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and

Electro Plated, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods,

Dish Covers, Hot Water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble

Chimneypieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays,

Urns, and Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware,

Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed Room,and

Cabinet Furniture, _c., with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the

20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W. ; 1, 1a, 2, S

and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and 1,

Newman Mews, London. .

DEANE'S TABLE CUTLERY, celebrated for more

than 150 years, remains unrivalled for quality and

cheapness. The Stock is most extensive and complete,

affording a choice ^uited to the taste and means of every

purchaser. The following are some of the prices for Ivory

Handled Knives-each blade being of the best steel, bearing

our name, and warranted.

Table Knives, per doz.

Dessert ditto ,,

Carvers, Joint, per pair..

s. d.

14
12
4 61

s. d.

16
12
5 6

s. d.

19

15
6 6

s. d.

23
18
7 6

s.

25
20
8

*.

88

23
9

s.

33
28
11

DTSH COVERS and HOT-WATER DISHES.—
Deans & Co. invite particular attention to their varied

and excellent assortment of these Goods, to which they are

continually adding all modern approved patterns in Electro

Plate, Britannia Metal, and Tin.

Britannia Metal, set of 5

,. >* »» °*

Block Tin, set of 6 .

.

*' »' " *'.

Electro Plate, set of 4

£ s.\£ s.

3 3 6

4 5
18

1 4

12 8

4 13

1 10
2

12 12

£ s. £ s. £ s.

3 10

5
2
2 13

14

4

5 8

2 2

2 17

15

6 10

7 7
2 8

3 4

15 15

£ f.

5 15
7 17

2 17

3 14

26

ELECTRO-PLATED SPOONS and FORKS.-Tbe
best manufacture, well finished, strongly plated. Every

article stamped with our mark, and guaranteed.

t»

Table Spoons, per doz.

Table Forks
Dessert Forks ,,

Dessert Spoons „
Tea Spoons

FlDDLE.|

2*
c +>

•

o;r: «•

^ ci
a* 3

1

s. d.

33
31
23
24
14 6

s.

40
38
29

30

18

Reeded. Kino's.

d 1 .

•

m > c est

- «
m m

3. s. 8. .t.

44 58 54 66

44 56 54 64

32 40 37 46

32 42 37 48

22 26 26 32

s
a

58

66

40

42

Co

Deane & Co.'s New Illustrated Catalogue and Priced Fur

nishing List may be had on application or post free. T°lS *~L
embraces the leading articles from all the various d*{^l
ments of their Establishment, and is arranged to f*"*}?^

purchasers in the selection of goods. It comPT^tjto0Mt
Cutlery, Electro-plate, Lamps, Baths, Fenders, *"**«,,

Iron Bedsteads, Bedding, Britannia Metal, Copper, "j»

and Brass Goods, Culinary Utensils, Turnery, *ru*

Mats, &c. , _ . _ Rridae.
Deane <fe Co. (opening to the Monument), London w «*

Established a.d. 1700.

WHITE and SOUND TEETH are 11; -P?"
1?

1

^
to personal attraction, and to health and o"^1^ ^

the proper mastication of food. ROWLANDS uuv;. »

in-
Pearl Dentifrice, compounded of Oriental in^edien

£je Teeth>
estimable value in preserving and beautifying -^^ to
strengthening the Gums, and in giving a d

Af^fj^removes
the Breath. It eradicates Tartar from the 1 ee

"£ the
spots of incipient decay, and polishes and prt

. ^ 9^
enamel, to which it imparts a pearl-like whiteness.

—

^S^at 20,Hatton Garden, E.C. ; and by Chemists and Per-

turners. Ask for " Rowlands' Odonto."

Prize Medal, Paris Exhibition 185&.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, akd CO.'£J
New W^

and Penetrating Tooth Brushes,^^/"d genuine

Hair Brushes, Improved FleshandClothesBrushes a, ^^^
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description ot

f"l
S
-h

'

tb0rougbly
Perfumery forthe Toilet. The Tooth Brushes searchW ^
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them m

tually—the hairs never come loose. «_*.-«. the Fairy

M., B., A Co.'s new and dehcioos Perfumes ^

2*
Alkali

Powder, 2*. per box. /w#x«i Street. 2d and 3d

Sole Establishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street

doors West from Holies Street, London, W.

w

1

-19*

to*

1
lathe

w

T

T

11

M
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rtr t TVFRPOOL and LONDON FIRE and LIFE
rtlHEW-** 1

insUraNCE COMPANY.
1

fue Annual
Fire Premiums

I

£315,000

., Risks in London and elsewhere, at home and
jirtanuie d ^y Floating Policies and otherwise.MJ

20 and 21, Poultry, E.C.

Just published, price Is., cloth, Is. 6d.,

On the 24th but will be published, price 7*. 6d.,

THE FIFTH VOLUME
or

N C E A WEEK.
Handsomely bound and Illustrated with many En-

gravings on Wood.
Bradbury fc Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

On the 30th inst. will be published, price 105. GJ. in cloth,

gilt edges,
The DOUBLE VOLUME for 1S46 (Vols. 10 _ 11), of

HE PUNCH RE-ISSUE.
Also, the Eleventh Volume, in boards, price 5*.

The following are already published :

1 (for 1841) .. 6s. 1 Vols. 4 and 5 (1843) .,

Vols. 2 and 3 (1842) . . 10s. 64 | Vols. 6 and 7 riS44) .

Vols. 8 and 9 (1845) . . 10s. M.
*** Any Volume or Double Volume may always be had

separately.

T
Vol. 10s. (V.

10s. 6d.

:

Owtt
tf__DV 'HO www*""*

—

T/mdon
* Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly, W., and all

Booksellers.

Third Year of Publication.

In January will be published,

X-FtiMJ00K of AGRICULTURAL FACTS
] i Edited by Robert Scott Burn, one of the

jthors of "Book of Farm Buildings.

"

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

This day is published, price 2s„

THE COTTAGE, the BOTHY, and the KITCHEN:
being an Inquiry into the Condition of Agricultural

Usurers in Scotland. By James Robb, General Editor of the

tottbh farmer." With Preface by the Bight Hon. Lord

J_Q__D.

W. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

This day is published, price 1/. lis. 6tZ.,

THE BOOK of FARM BUILDINGS: their

Arrangement and Construction. By Henry Stephens,

P.R" Author of the "Book of the Farm," &c. ; and
Robert Scott Burn, Engineer. In large Octavo, pp. 562.

IBwtnted with 2S Engravings on Copper and 1017 Engravings

• Wood. Half-bound.

Uniform with, the above,

THE BOOK of the FARM. By Henry Stephens,
F.R.S.E. Two Vols, royal Svo, with Engravings. Price

IL, half-bound.

THE BOOK of FARM IMPLEMENTS and MA-
CHINES. By James Slight and R. Scott Burn. Edited
by Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E. Royal Svo, with 875 En-
gravings. Price 21. 2s., half-bound.

THE BOOK of the GARDEN. By Charles
M'Intosh. Two Vols, royal 8vo, with 1055 Engravings.
Price 4L 7s. U., half-bound.

THE FORESTER. By James Brown, Wood Manager
to the Earl of Seafield. Third Edition. Royal Svo, with
Engravings. Price 1 J. 10s., half-bound.

FaRM ACCOUNTS: A Practical System of Farm
Book-Keeping-, being that recommended in the " Book of
the farm." By Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E. Royal 8vo,
price '2s. 6d. Also, Seven Folio Account Books, con-
Uructed in accordance with the System. Price 22s.

_Jujjau Blackwood _. Sons, Edinburgh and London.

7ADKIEI/S ALMANAC for 1862.—The Forty
u fourth Thousand, price 6d, contains :—Result of the War
*5fica, and Warlike Doings in England. See page 38.

G-Bboer, Holywell St.. London. W.G. : and all Booksellers.

P

This day is published, price 2s. 6d.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK for 1S62. With a
Coloured Illustration (A GAME at CROQUET) by John-

Leech, and numerous Woodcuts by John Leech and John
TennDBL.

In a few days will be published, price 3d , stamped 4d.,

PUNCH'S ALMANACK for 1802. Illustrated by
John Leech and John Ten si el.

PUNCH'S TEN ALMANACKS. 1842 to 1851-
Price 24,. 6ci, in stiff boards, gilt edge?'.

UNCH'S TEN ALMANACKS. Second Series.

1852 to 1S61. Price 2* Gd.

UNCH'S TWENTY ALMANACKS. 1842 to 1861-

Bound in cloth, price 5s. 6d.

Published at the Punch Office, S5, Fleet Street. E.C.
_ ____-————-——-*

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; on, The Struc-
ture, Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo, cloth, price

36*., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural and

Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In

One Volume, Svo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations, price 12s.

%* The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s. cloth.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or, The Rudiments oi

Botanical Science. In One Volume, Svo, half-bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5s. 6d.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art op

Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, fo

Self-Instruction and the Use of Scho)ls. Price Is.

Bradbury _ Evans , 11, Bouverie Street, E.C .

THE ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE, published

by Ambroise Verschaffelt.

The NOVEMBER NUMBER contains :—
Colocasia macrorhiza fol. variegat.

Camellia reticulata flore pleno (China).

Seatorthia elegans.

Seaforthia elegans (view in its native country).

The DECEMBER NUMBER, just ready, contains :—

Begonia longipila (double plate).

Primus triloba.

Paritiura datura.
View of Angrsecum in its native country.

This interesting publication appears regulaily and Monthly,

price 14s. <od., free. -

NBA specimen number may be obtained Free, by writing

to the Editor, Ambroise Verschaffelt, Nurseryman, Ghent,

B
The

Um
CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS, No. 69, can be

obtained also free.

REDUCTION in PRICK ol the ATHEN .HUM—
The Proprie % taking advantage of the Abolition of th«

Paper Datv. have resolved that the Price should be REDUCED
» THREEPEXCa

'
THIRTY YEARS AGO, Winn THE AIHKN KCM
*- came into the hands of its present Proprietors, its price

was Eight[>ence, and its contents, with advertisements,

eight columus. Convinced that the circulation of Literary

Journals was restricted by high price, and that every sdvan-
tage offered to the public would bring increase of circulation

and authority, the Proprietors reduced the price one-halt—to
Fourpence. The experiment succeeded, and cheap Literary
Journals became the rule.

The Proprietors have always held to the principle then proved.

They have given to the public the benefit of every change in the

law, increasing the si without ilkcrease of price, until the

average has become double its former size—above ninety-

six columns.
The Proprietors, taking advantage of the Abolition « he

Paper Dutv, therefore resolved that from the 'ah of October,

the price of THE AT11 EN/HUM should be reduced to

THREEPENCE.

Dr. Percy's Work on Metallurgy.

Now ready, with numerous Illustrations, carefully drawn to

Scale, < Volume,

METALLURGY; the Art of ExtbactD! Metals
from their Ores, and ai>ai i

various Pur-
i a of Mamvai Et_ By Joan Pes M.D., F.B ,

Lecturer on Metallurgy at the Government School <»1 Mines.

FIRST DIVISION—Physical Properties of Metals, Metal-

lurgical Truce s; Slags—FUEL: Wood, P -O L: t r
cool, Coke—Materials e loved in Construction Furnaces—
FIRE-CLAYS—COPl'KR: Metallurgical Chemistry, Copper

iielting—ZINC : History, Metullui al Chemistry—BRA>S.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Fourp

NOTES AND QUERIE
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES,

GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, &c.

w_r i
Lunous and interesting information, it >\ as rawuu^iv ' „ * orvj * i, A .„« nf ntlu-rs those minute fa«.

JB»%_«*__^ and, on the other, of supplying a medium
sometimes arrested in the midst of their

phrase or disputed passage
rrv u<*uoces or unrecorded d

"

SSi^J*167
J
* 1* address those Queries ^ wml?lTnumterT7e i^whidi" has attended this endmour"** -the hope of receiving solutions of them from some of their »__*3*Ep

sl^ u enlargins, the Paper from 16,to
at long felt by literary men, *- »-«a«rAd manifest bv the necessity or permanent^ ^ *..«„„.__ £_ ._*_*„.

£p^ For opinions of The Quarterly

«BiV,«
NoTES AND Queries^ see Prospectus.

X0TESP*y£FJSSS5S3* sent on receipt of five postage stamps.

_^t __
""^ed Writers!

term**!, suaiviM is aiso issued in w«"«"j *.-*», «« — --
., , , h Part containsSFnag the unstamrujd Weekly Numbers, or may prefer receiving it monthly. BftCu fart contains

Those already issued contain articles by

jS ^rooke
J*»

Bntton, Esq.
•wo Bruce. van
Burtt,_

D-Chri
; p p

ytie, Esq.
j*. Colher, Esq7
j^J-Cooper, Esq.

j^^ngham, Esq.

Dalton

OTES

Professor Dc Morgan
Dr, Diamond
Hepworth Dixon, Esq.
Sir Fortunatus Dwarris
Sir Henry Ellis

C. Forbes, Esq.
E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Gatty
Henrv Hallam, Esq.
J. O. Hallhvell. Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.

Rev. J. Hunter
Samuel Hicks* .n, Esq.

Douglas Jerrold, Esq.

Rev. Dr. Kennedy
R. J. King, Esq.

Rev. L. B. Larking

Marc Antony Lower, Esq. Jev. Dr. Rock

W. B. MacCabe, Esq. S. W. Singer, Esq.

Rev. 8. R. Maitland, D.D. E. Smirke, Esq.

Sir F Madden George Stephens, E.,q.

jl H Malitnd, Esq. ,H. £ Strickland, Esq.

J E B Mayor, Esq. I Earl of Shaftesbury

Lord Monson [M.P. W. J. Thorns, Esq.

V, Monck. Milnes, Esq.,, B. Thorpe, Esq.

George Ornierod. Esq.

J. R. Planch*?, Esq.

E. F. Rimbault, Esq.

Rev. J. H. Todd, D.D.
Sir W. C. Trevelyan, B
T. H. Turner, Esq.

Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, Esq.
Beni. B. Wiffen, Bart.

W. Yarrell, Esq.,

&c. &c. &c.

•ffiS AND QDERIES „ also puMshe^T^'-yoany Volumes.^^^J^TZT^ T~ "~~ ~~^^
^fr_>™ *«» Published; 5nd a few (k«M>_W_^^^t^^^m^Ttmnp<^yi->^*> butoflasting

iS_7 «is'

r*»r'
3

"—n _
reference

:•

«7

Subjects treated upon

^^ llllustrations
^«anners and Customs
^Proverbial Sayings

lttati01i
« of Shakspeare

Illustrations of Chaucer and

Early English Literature

Glossarial Notes
Notes on Hallam. Macaulay, &c.

Genealogy and Heraldry

Miscellaneous Antiquities

Ecclesiastical History

Anglo-Saxon

tinental Reformers \
Fine Arts

History of London and its^aturai

Neighbourhood
Ballads and Old Poetry
Remarkable Events in English,

Scotch, and Irish History

Photography, especially in its

Relation to Archaeology, &c.

_c. Ac.

OiTT-RiES is of itself a mind, tnan a vomtuu w *;y"~
n
"
the ,,oint if we state that the

Sure Whollv apart ! the formation of some ^^^f^"many less than three

«eea nof k. , _we would guggcst that the reader for
pages .Examiner•

G£ORGE BELL, No. 186, FLEET
BOOKSELLERS

The Story of Dr. Livingstone's Travels.

Now ready, with Map and 16 Illustrations, post 8vo, 6*.,

A POPULAR ACCOUNT of MISSIONARY
TRAVELS and RESEARCHES in SOUTH AFRICA, By

David Livinost.-m:, M.D. Condensed from his larger work.

*
#
* Of Dr. Livingstone's Travels 36,000 Copies have been SDld.

Also uniform with the above,

The STORY of SIR POWELL BOXTOK'8 LIFE.

By His Son. Portrait. 1 « >st 8vo, £*. 6d.

%* Of Buxton's Life IS. 000 Copies have been sold.

LAYARD'S POPULAR ACCOUNT of his DIS-

COVERIES and RESEARCHES at NINEVEH. Woodcuts.

Post Svo, 5s.

*»* Of Layard's Travels 30,000 Copies have been sold.

The STORY of GEORGE STEPHENSON'S LIFE,

the Railway Engineer. By Samuel Smiles. With Woodcuts.

Post 8vo, 6*.

*»* Of Stephenson's Life 20,000 Copies have been sold.

SELF HELP. With Illustrations of CHA-
RACTER and CONDUCT. By Samuel Smiles. Post Svo, Bf.

"V Of Self Help 40,000 Copies have been sold.

LIFE of the REV. GEORGE CRABBB, the People's

Poet. By His Son. Portrait. Fcap. Svo, S«.

*»* Of Crabbe's Life 1S.000 Copies have been sold.

John Murray, Albemarle Street. "W.

Illustrated Books for Presents.

T ORD BYRON'S CHILDE HAROLD'S PILGRI-
I j MAGE. With SO Illustrations of the most remarkable

Scenes and Objects described in the Toem. Crown Svo, 81*.

" A wonder of embellishment."—Athenauni.

"Gems of wood-engraving."—Spectator.

LOCKHART'S SPANISH BALLADS; Historical

and Romantic. With Portrait, Illuminated Titles, Borders,

and Woodcuts. 4 to, 2U
M One of the most beautiful of all gift-books."—Examiner.

in. __

OILMAN'S HORACE. Illustrated by 300 En-

gravings of Coins, Gems, and Statues. Svo, 21*.

••Not a page can be opeued where the eye does not light upon

some antique gem. Mythology, history art inanners,

^pography, have all their fitting representatives. "-Classical

Museum.

WORDSWORTH'S GREECE: Pictorial, Des-

criptive and Historical. With 600 Illustrations of the

Sce^ArThitecture, and Fine Arts of the Country. Royal

"This work is so well known, that it is only neca__ry to

eall attention to this new and beautilm edition. — In

LIFE of STOTHARD,' R.A. With Personal

Reminiscences. By Mrs. Bray. With Portrait and numerous

Illustrations. Small 4to.

••It is difficult at times to escape the conviction that the

pencil of Stothard himself has adorned the volume. —Tutus.

THE CATHEDRALS of ENGLAND.—Southern
Division -Winchester, Salisbury, Exeter, Wells, Chichester,

Rochester. Canterbury. With '200 Illustrations. Two Vols.

^"Profusely 'and beautifully illustrated with engravings on

wood, of high character. '•—Builder.

THF ITALIAN SCHOOLS of PAINTING.

Ed'ted by Sir Charles Eastlake. R.A. With numerous

mulfratioL. Two Vols. Post Svo. 30*

"The best manual for every one who desires a real study of

art."— The Ecclesiastic.
VI

THE GERMAN, FLEMISH, and DUTCH
SCHOOLS of PAINTING. Edited by Dr. Waagan. With

2lw.Illustrations. Tw, Vols. Post Svo, 24,.

'• A very superior work."—AUunawn.

iESOFS FABLES. a"W Version. By Rev.

Thomas James, M. A. With 100 Woodcuts. Pi «t Svo, 2*. od.

" Mr. Teuniel's clever and graceful designs."—Examiner.

x.

PUSS in BOOTS. Illustrated by Otto Spkckteb.

16mo, U. 6rf. plain, or 2*. 6d. coloured.

•• Twelve designs full of excellent humour.—Examiner.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Times.
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BOOKS SUITABLE FOR PRESENTATION.

D!

1.

MORAL EMBLEMS from J. CATS and R. FARLIE

:

and Ornaments by J. Leighton, F.S.A. ; Text by R. Pigot.
by Hayday, 52s. 6d.)

Woodcut Illustrations

Second Edition (morocco

. Imperial 8vo, 31s. 6d.

2.

LYRA GERMANICA t Hvmns for the Sundays and Chief Festivals of the

Christian Year. Translated by C. Winkworth. With 225 Woodcut Illustrations,

engraved under the superintendence of J. Leighton, F.S.A. (morocco 36s. ; morocco antique
by Hayday, 42s.) « Fcap. 4to, 21s.

B
3.

UNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. With 126 Original Illustrations on
Steel and Wood by C. Bennett ; Preface by the Rev. Charles Kingsley (morocco 31*. 6d.)

Square crown 8vo, 21s.

4.

TENNIEL'S EDITION of MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH, with 69 Woodcut
Illustrations from Original Drawings, and 5 Initial Pages of Persian Design by T.

Sitlman, jun. (morocco by Hayday, 36s.) Fcap. 4to, 21s.

M
P

5.

OORE'S LALLA ROOKH, with 13 Steel Plates by Cobbotjld, Meadows,
and Stephanoff (morocco, 28s.) Square crown 8vo, 15s.

6.

OETRY and PICTURES from THOMAS MOORE.—Selections, copiously
illustrated with Engravings on Wood (morocco by Hayday, 42s.) Fcap. 4to, 21s.

M
M

7.

OORE'S IRISH MELODIES, with 13 highly-finished Steel Plates, from
Original Designs (morocco, 31s. 6d.) Square crown 8vo, 21s.

8.

OORE'S IRISH MELODIES, with 161 Designs on Steel by Daniel
Maclise, R. A. (morocco by Hayday, 52s. 6<Z.) Super-royal 8vo, 31s. 6d.

9.

THOMAS MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS, in One Volume; People's
Edition ; with Portrait (morocco, 21s.) Square crown 8vo, 12s. 6c?.

V io.

MOORE'S LIFE, complete in One Volume, abridged from the First Edition
by the Earl John Russell, People's Edition, with 8 Portraits on Steel and 3 Vignettes.

Square crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.

M
M

n.
OORE'S IRISH MELODIES, complete with the MUSIC. People's Edition,
bound in cloth, with gilt edges Small 4to, 12s.

12.

T

OORE'S NATIONAL AIRS, complete with the MUSIC. People's Edition,
edited by C. W. Glover, cloth, gilt edges Small 4to, 12s.

13.

HOMSON'S SEASONS, with Woodcut Illustrations by Members of the
Etching Club (morocco by Hayday, 36s.) Square crown 8vo, 21s.

14.

GOLDSMITH'S POEMS, with Woodcut Illustrations by Members of the
Etching Club (morocco by Hayday, 36*.) Square crown 8vo, 21s.

15.

BOWDLER'S FAMILY SHAKSPEARE, Genuine Edition, with 36 Woodcut
Illustrations, complete in One Volume, medium 8vo, large type, price 14s. cloth, with

gilt edges ; or 31s. 6d. handsomely bound in morocco.

16.

ETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON'S (L. E. L.) POETICAL WORKS, with
2 Vignettes by R. Doyle (morocco, 21s.) 2 vols. 16mo, 10s.

1**

EOBERT SOUTHEY'S POETICAL WORKS, complete in One Volume; with
Portrait and Vignette (morocco by Hayday, 42s. ) Medium 8vo, 21s.

A
18.

GNES STRICKLAND'S LIVES of the QUEENS of ENGLAND. Em-
bellished with Portraits of every Queen 8 vols, post 8vo, 60*.

19.

ORD MACAULAY'S HISTORY of ENGLAND, from the Accession of
James II. New Edition (calf by Hayday, 73a. 6d.) 7 vols, post 8vo, 42s.

20.

)RD MACAULAY'S HISTORY of ENGLAND, from the Accession of
James the Second. Library Edition (calf by Hayday, 51. 8s.) 5 vols. Svo, 80s.L

L
21.

ORD MACAULAY'S CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS. People's
Edition (calf by Hayday, 2 vols, in One, 13*.) 2 vols, crown 8vo, 8s.

22.

THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH'S WOKKS, including his Contributions to the
Edinburgh Review. People's Edition (calf by Hayday, 2 vols, in One, 13s.) . 2 vols. 8s.

23

THE WIT and WISDOM of the REV. SYDNEY SMITH: a Selection of
the most Memorable Passages of his Writings and Conversations. .. Crown Svo, 7s. Qd.

24.

ORD MACAULAY'S CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS. One-
Volume Edition, with Portrait (calf by Hayday, 30*.) Square crown Svo, 21*.

25.

ORD MACAULAY'S LAYS of ANCIENT ROME. With Woodcut Illus-
trations from the Antique by G. Scharf (morocco by Hayday, 42s.) Fcap. 4to, 21s.

26.

ORD MACAULAY'S LAYS of ANCIENT ROME : with IVRY and the
ARMADA (morocco by Hayday, 10s. fof.) 16mo, 4s. 6d.

27.

STORIES and TALES by the Author of 'Amy Herbert.' Collective Edition,
each Story complete in One Volume 9 vols, crown Svo, 30s.

ivors, or the two cousins . . 3*. 6d.

KATHARINE ASHTON 3s. &L

L
L

AMY HERBERT
OEBTRL1 DE
EARL'S DAUGHTER . .

EXPERIENCE OF LIFE
CLEVE HALL ..

.

.

2S. 6d.

.

.

2s. 6d.

.

.

2*. €d.

.

.

2s.6<L
. . 3s. 6d.

MARGARET PERCIVAL

LANETON PARSONAGE

. . 5*. 0d.

. . 4s. M.

28.

SKETCHES of the NATURAL HISTORY of CEYLON; with Narrative
Anecdotes of the Habits and Instincts of the Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles, Fishes, Ism/

&c. By Sir J. Emerson Tennent, K.C.S., LL.D. With 82 Woodcut Illustrations (call haj^ta
!Ss.) Post 8vo, li,™

29.

THE AFRICANS at [HOME : a Popular Description of Africa and tk
Africans. By the Rev. R. M. Macbrair, M.A. With Map and 70 Woodcut Y^^.

tions Fcap. 8vo. 7i,n

T

«u

30.

WILLIAM HOWITT'S VISITS to REMARKABLE PLACES, OLD
HALLS, BATTLE-FIELDS, &c. With Woodcuts 2 vols, square crown 8ro, 25*

T
31.

ALES from GREEK MYTHOLOGY. By the Rev. Geobge W. Cox,
M. A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford. Square 16mo, 3t «.

32.

THE TALE of the GREAT PERSIAN WAR. By the Rev. Geoege W.Coi,
M.A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford. With numerous Woodcuts.

Fcap. Svo, 7s. ML

' 33

ACTON'S MODERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMILIES. Nwdy revised

and enlarged Edition ; with 8 Plates of Figures and 150 Woodcuts (calf half txtn,

price 12,s.) Fcap. Svo, 7i. M.

34.

HISTORY, OPINIONS, and 'LUCUBRATIONS ?of ISAAC BICKERSUYY,
from the Tatler, by Steele and Addison. With Notes, &c, ,by H. R. Mostoomzrt,

and 11 Photographic Illustrations Crown 8yo, lfe fa

35.

SOUTHEY'S DOCTOR, complete in One Volume; with Portrait, Vignette

Bust, and Coloured Plate Square crown Svo, 21t

ton'
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MAUNDER'S
REFERENCE.

(calf, 13s.)

3& ~ .

TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE and LIBRARY
New Edition, reconstructed by Woodward, Morris, and H

Fcap. Svo.lOi

37.

MAUNDER'S * SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREASURY, or Populc

Encyclopaedia of Literature and Science (calf, 13s.) Fcap. Svo, lOt

38

MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREASURY: Comprising the History of every

Nation. New Edition, revised throughout, with a new GENERAL INDEX (calf, ht)

Fcap. Svo, lw.

39.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY, Physical, Historical, Descri*

tive, and Political. New and thoroughly revised Edition ; with 7 Maps and.10m
Plates (calf, 13s.)

Fcap. Svo, lw.

MAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY, Comprising above 12,000

Memoirs and brief Notices. New Edition, extended (C«S 13s.) - - • • • *<*P- bv0
>
1W*

M
41.

AUNDER'S TREASURY of NATURAL HISTORY, or Popular DictjoMg

of Animated Nature ; with 900 Woodcuts (calf, 13*.)J * <*?• ovo'

iALVERT'S WIFE'S MANUAL, printed and ornamented in the style of

1 Queen Elizabeth's Prayer Book (morocco, 22*.) ^roW11 ovo
- 'V_^ Queen

43.

i^ONYBEARE and HOWSON'S LIFE and EPISTWS& oi ^; ""- ~
Kj Edition, with a Selection of Maps, Plates, and Wood^^J^^J 8, >. <*

riONYBEARE and HOWSON'S LIFE and EPISTLES of ST PAUL *
\J Original Library Edition.iwith more numerous Illustrations (antique ""V^^^

KONIG'S LIFE of LUTHER, in 4S Historical Plates. Explanations
Jgj*

deacon Hare and S. Winkworth (morocco, 45*.)
Fcap. *w»

M
46.

RS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the SAINTS and ^f^^^SSm
in Christian Art. New Edition, with numerous Etchin^an^Woodcu^^^ ^

MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the MONASTICO^^S^
in Christian Art. New Edition, with numerous Etchings ^d Woottco^m&

*8 - foH in
0&&*

MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the MADONNA, as *W*^*»jT
Art. Second Edition, with 27 Etchings and 165 Woodcut lU"s^°S^^

by the Author ^ q

MAXIMS and PRECEPTS of the SAVIOUR, illuminated and o

the style of the Missals,of the Renaissance by H. N. Humphreys^^ gT0> 10*. o*

50 -
i flip Missals

of **

PARABLES of OUR LORD, illuminated, &c, in the style of tw
,
- m

Renaissance by H. N. Humphreys (morocco, 30«.) • • • • •
^

51. Mi**'
OUR

Squaia fcap-

52.

'BARE, illuminated^
in the^

53.

KEADINGS for EVERY DAY in LENT, selected from Jeb**t

the Author of Amy Herbert '

1l&®^

54.

READINGS for a MONTH PREPARATORY
from the Early and English Church Writers by i

NFIRMATI^
m

London : LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN and ROBERTS
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l\RY C LUNN'S popular PIANOFORTE
j! wposiTIONS :—Le Papillon—La F§te des Fees—

Reverie)—Alicia (Mazurka). "Every bar bespeaks

A*l?!i?Hlhed'musiciau. "-Observer.

*i!!^ffiU The Mountaineer's Evemng Song
"*^

; Leader & Cock, 63, New Bond Street, W.

and several other

articles declarin

journals have published was issued, stating that his Royal High
that, in the event of war,

France will maintain a strict neutrality.

of tbt WLttJt.

The preparations for war have been continued

& week with unabated vigour. Seven of the'

hut steamships of the Cunard and Royal Mail

--nanies have been chartered for the immediate

lOBteyance of troops to Canada; the 1st battalion

if the Grenadier Guards, the 2d battalion of the

Scotch Fusileer
Guards, six battalions of Infantry

of the Line, four batteries of Field Artillery, five

batteries of Garrison Artillery, and three companies

of RoyalEngineers,are
tobe immediatelydespatched

to Halifax, in addition to the Rifle Brigade and

other troops already on their way, making

together a force of about 12,000 strong.

Theie troops are to be accompanied by two bat-

talions of the Military Train, with waggons for

lind transport and ambulances for the sick, by a

luge staff of the Hospital Corps, a numerous staff

of Commissariat officers, and an extra complement

of Sappers and Miners for road and bridge making,

md, if necessary, for hutting or superintending

the erection of earthworks. The whole of this

force will be sent out in the highest state of organi-

tttionand efficiency, and nothing has been neglected

to protect the health and comfort of the troops

against the severity of the Canadian winter.

From New York we have a report that the

Minister of the Navy has addressed a letter to

Captain Wilkes, entirely approving of his con-

duct in the affair of the Trent. Captain Wilkes
has stated at a public reception at Boston that he

depended on his own judgment in capturing the

Southern Commissioners. The news of the burning
of the Harvey Birch by the Confederate steamer
Nashville in the British Channel reached New
York just before the departure of the mail, and
caused a great sensation. Nothing had trans-

ited in regard to the views and intentions of
the Government on the affair of the Trent,
General Feemont has arrived at New York on his

WJ to Washington. It is stated that his policy
of making use of the slaves to crush the rebellion is

rapidly gathering force, especially among the old

Democrats of the North, and that President
Lttcouf and his Cabinet are divided on the
question. The result of the bombardment of Pen-
»oola is still doubtful, one account stating that the
Federal steamers were disabled by the fire from Fort
Macrae, while another asserts that the place was
^acuated by the Confederates, and the navy yard
**ttoyed. The Federals are constructing fortifl-

ationa at Port Royal, and the Confederates are
^og vessels in the channel to obstruct the
Stance of the Federal fleet. The armies on the
£<fomac still remain inactive. In Missouri

j^erals PbiCE and M'Ctjlloch are concentrating
]

7^ forces at Springfield. The State Convention
Kentucky has passed a secession ordinance.

f

^federate Congress has passed a resolution

* removing the seat of Government from
*Kkmond to Nashville.

« ^ French papers announce that General

J^i late Commander-in-Chief of the United

I?8 Anny> who came to Europe only a few
®ks ago for the restoration of his health, has

j*Menly returned to America in compliance with
jj^pnt despatch from the Government of Wash-

's*011 * In spite of this announcement, it is the
* ral ^pression in Paris that he has not been

Jj^oned to return by the Federal Cabinet, but

«*ti f!

S tile bearer °f some important communi-

the
°m tbe Frenca Government in relation to

Pending
difficulties with England. It is

^^ tnat President Lincoln has displayed a

^conciliatory spirit in the affair of the French

C^
*** et Marie, and has intimated to*£the French

^into -

ent that ^ was to"^4 h? tho San

Paris
m Conse<Tlence of some mistake.

of j
^S**8

m

continue to support the views

Irent
an

^" ^ Te&x& to tte outraoe on
1 T**e Constitutionnel, Patrie, Lebats,

... The
Constitutionnel however in a subsequent article

asserts that though it is the business of England to
avenge the insult inflicted upon her, yet that
all nations are interested that the audacious viola-
tion of public law shall not pass with impunity

;

that the American Union has de facto ceased to

exist ; and that there is no plausible reason why
France should withhold her sympathy from the

South, or abandon the English alliance in the

present conflict.

The great debate on the Roman question in the

Italian Chamber of Deputies terminated on
Mfch ult His Royal II ighnesB was obliged to trav

Wednesday in the adoption of an order of the day slowly, owing to the indisposition of r Kdward

__ Wftf

suffering from fever, unattended by unfavourable
symptoms, but likely, from its nature, to continue for
some time. The following bulletin was issued on
Thursdav :

—

" His Royal Highness the Prince Consort ha* pawed a quiet
night. The symptoms have undergone little change."

The Prince of Wales. — On Monday next his
Royal Highness will leave Cambridge University, and
proceed on a visit to the Earl and Counter of Hard-
wicke, at Wimpole Hall, where on Tuesday the 17th
there will be a party on a grand scale to meet the
Prince. On the following day his Royal Highness will

join the Court at Windsor and remain at the Castle

until afcer Christmas, when he will proceed in the
Osborne to the Mediterranean, on his way to the East

Pkince Leopold has been at Cannes since the

the numbers being 232 to 79. On the previous

day the Senate approved the bill for the temporary

occupation of the religious houses for the service of

th e State.

The election of members of the Prussian

Chamber of Deputies took place on Friday

throughout the kingdom. At Berlin eight of the

candidates elected belong to the more advanced

faction of the Liberal party, and one to the old

Liberal party. The results of the elections in

the provinces are also in favour of the Liberal

party.

Despatches from Pekin received through St.

Petersburgh, state that there was no foundation

for the apprehensions that the change in the

Chinese Government would disturb the friendly

relations between China and the European Powers.

Prince E/tjng, the chief of the party favourable to

intercourse with Europe, had visited the Emperor

at Zehol, and returned to Pekin highly gratified

with the results of his journey. The reports from

the foreign Legations at Pekin are satisfactory, and

the English and French troops had assisted

the Chinese to hold Che-foo against the rebels.

The state of affairs in Japan continues unsatis-

factory. The European representatives are await-

ing instructions from their respective Govern-

ments, and the head-quarters of the British

Minister are still at Yokuhama. According to the

latest advices from Cochin China, hostilities were

likely to be resumed at Saigon.

The accounts from New Zealand are unsatis-

factory. Sir George Grey, the new Governor,

landed at Melbourne on the 26th ult, on his way

to Auckland.

The Court—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On

Friday morning the Queen, accompanied by

Princess Alice, drove out in a carriage and

four. On Saturday morning the Queen, accompanied

by Princess Alice, drove out in an open carriage.

In the afternoon the Prince and Princess of Leiningen

returned from London. Princess Helena, Princess

Louisa and the Prince and Princess of Leiningen,

drove to Claremont, and visited Queen Marie Amehe. On

Sunday morning the Queen, Princesses Alice, Helena,

and Louisa, Prince Arthur, and the Prince and Princess

of Leiningen, attended Divine service in tho private

recovered.

is expected shortly to visit Nice, accompanied by tin

Prince of Wales, who will pass through that city on his

way to Egypt and Syria.

The Orleans I'uinces.—A tail correspondent of

the Brussels Independance states that an urgent request

has been sent by the ex-Queen of the 1 nch to the

Count de Paris and the Due de Chartrea, who are serv-

ing in the Federal army, to return as quickly as possible

to Claremont. "Without taking into consideration,"

ays the writer, "the possibility of France becoming
involved in the antagonism between Kngland and the

United States, it will be understood that these young
princes could scarcely expose themselves to serve under

a Hag which has already almost become hostile to Eng-
land."

Lord Lieutenancy.—The Queen has appointed the

Marquis of Ailsa, K.T., to be Lieutenant and Sheriff-

Principal of Ayrshire, in the room of the late Earl of

Eglinton.

Parliamentary Movements. — The Gazette of

Tuesday contains a notice further proroguing Parlia-

ment from Tuesday next, the 17th inst., to Tu lay the

7th of January. The first election for Birkenhead took

place on Tuesday, and terminated in the return of Mr.

Laird, the Conservative candidate, by a majority of

347 over Mr. Brassey, the numbers being 1643 to 1296.

The nomination for Finsbury takes place to-day, and

the polling on Tuesday, Mr. Cox having finally resolved

to go to the poll in opposition to Mr. Remington Mills.

The Worcestershire election takes place on Monday, the

23d inst., when Mr. E. H. Vernon will be returned

without opposition.

Consecration op the New Bishops.—The conse-

cration of the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol and of

the Bishop of Honolulu in the Sandwich Islands, will

take place to-morrow in the chapel of Lambeth Palace.

Colonial Bishoprics.—The bishopric of St. Helena,

vacant by the translation of the Right Rev. Dr. Piers

Calveley Claughton to the Bishopric of Colombo, has

been conferred by the Duke of Newcastle on the Ven.

T. E. Welby, M.A, Archdeacon of George Town, in the

Cape of Good Hope.
Rangership of Greenwich Park.—The Queen has

appointed Lord Canning Ranger of Greenwich Park,

with a residence, in the room of the late Lord Aberdeen.

Law Appointment.—The Queen has appointed

William Mathewson Hindmarch, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,

to be Attorney-General of the County Palatine of

Durham, vacant by the resignation of Robert Ingham,

Esq., M.P.
The Army in Canada.—It is stated that Major-

General Lord F. Paulet,C.B., is to command the brigade

of Guards ordered to Canada. Major-General Rumley

and Brigadier-General David Russell have been ap-

pointed to the staff of the army in Canada. Colonel

E. R. Wetherall, has been appointed Chief of the Staff.

Preparations for War. — On Friday a Com-

mittee of the Lords of the Privy Council had a meeting

at the Council Office. Their Lordships were attended

by the Queen's Advocate, the Attorney-General and

out on horseback. The Prince of Leiningen went out

shooting. In the afternoon the Right Hon. T. E. *^~-
1.^"Se rJvalmail steam ships Magdalen* and

Headlam, ^dge Advocate-General^had an audien^ Gligowfhuve been

her Majesty, On Tuesday
§

mommgjhe Queer, ac- ^^J^e immediate convevaiL of troops to

1 Canada. Each of tbem will carry out a complement

nfllfin soldiers. 5000 stand of arms, 300 ton. of storey

Melbourne, which is now on her way to Halifax, the

Canard steamers Persia, Australasian, Adriatic, and

The

the

Tuesday morniug the Queen,

comoanfed by Princess Alice, drove out in

carriage and four. The Princesses Helena and Louiea

rode out on horseback. The Prince of Leiningen

left the castle. The Princess of Leiningen remains on

a visit. On Wednesday morning the Queen drove out

b, a carriage and four. The.Princess Helena, Princess

Louisa, and the Princess of Leiningen drove to Lew, an

took luncheon with the Dnchess of Cambndge and

Princess Mary. On Thursday morning ^e Queen

accompanied by Princess Alice and the Prince, of

L'6S££r««^cE CO.SOBX -HU ^yal

Highness the Prince Consort is still

«*™fJ£»
a feverish cold, with pains in the tabs. OnjSaturday

^JoTat'Wintriest « Monday w. connte.

c

a fiekr battery and a large quantity of ammunition.

The force which has either been embarked, or has

received orders for Canada, consist* of the 1 Battalion

of Grenadier Guards, 2d Battalion of Scots Fusilier

Guards, 1st Battalion of the Rifle Brigade, 1st Bat-

talion of 15th Foot, 1st Battalion of 16th Foot, 2d

Battalion of 16th Foot, the 96th Foot, and 2d Bat-

tlion of the 17th, accompanied by five batteries of

field artillery, comprising 30 guns ««d about 1250

men, five batteries of heavy ordnance, for garrison and

citadel duty, also manned by about 1250 men, two batta-

lions ofthe Military Train, with companies of Engineers,

andsome companies ofthe new Commissariat and Hospital

Corps. At present these are all the troops under

orders; but if the present difficulty should reaul

in open war, there is no doubt that an army
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of from 35,000 to -10,000 men will be as-

eembled in Canada by midsummer. The RiHe

Brigade embarked at Liverpool on Thursday in the

Australasian ; the 1st battalion of the 16th Foot,

with detachments of the Royal Engineers and Com-
missariat S ft, ui'l embark at Liverpool to-day in the

Persia ; and it is understood that the Guards will be
sent out next week in the Adriatic and the Parana.

Orders have been .sent to Aldershott and Shornciil

calling upon each regiment to furnish three sergeants

for service in Canada as drill instructors to the Militi

The screw steam-hip Hero, 80, has sailed this week
with supernumeraries for Admiral Milne's squadron;
and a telegram has been sent to the Mediterranean,

ordering several vessels of the tleet to proceed

direct to the North American station. The Warrior,

40, iron-cased frigate, is ordered to replace her

68-pounders by Armstrong 100-pounders, and to

exchange? her 40-pounder Armstrongs for the new naval

pattern 70-pounder Armstrong as soon as possible. The
Jilack Prince, iron-cased frigate, is fitting out us rapidly

as possible in the steam basin at Portsmouth. Orders
were sent to Chatham on .Monday directing the iron

screw steamer Resistance, 22, to be got ready for sea

with all possible speed. Considerable proeress has been
made in fitting the Defence, 22, at Chatham; and it is

•aid that the will be ready to make her first trip in

about six weeks.

The Naval Reserve.—Following the example set

by their gallant comrades in other ports throughout the

kingdom, the members of the Naval Reserve at South-
ampton, Barking, Hartlepool, Seaham, Dundee, Aber-
deen, Alloa, and Maryport, have addressed letters to the
Admiralty, declaring that they are "ready to fulfil

their engagements, and protect the honour of their

flag, Queen, and country, whenever called upon." Mr.
Disraeli, M.P., attended the drill of the Reserve at

Seaham on Friday, and addressed the men as follows:

—

M I have very great pleasure in addressing you ou the loyal
and patriotic sentiments which I have listened to from you to
yonr Queen and country. I sincerely trust that your offer to
de-fend your ('.-ii ntry against attack will never be required. I

am a man of peace, but if we are attacked, the honour of
England must be asserted and vindicated. But I am sure, when
I see around me so many fiue able men ready to go forward
at a moment's warning to maintain the honour of England, I

have no fear that we should be able to bid defiance to the
world. I have had the pleasure of seeing a great many
addresses from the various seaports of the kingdom, offering
their services to the Government to defend us, if need be ; but
in no seaport have I seen a more unanimous devoted feeling
than In the port of Seaham and in the county of Durham
generally. I had the honour of being a member of the
Government which adopted the recommendation of the
Manning Committee to establish a Royal Naval Reserve, and
I have great 'pleasure in witnessing the great success in the
formation of that body." m^m»

Officers of R .rye—The Gazette of last evening
announces that the Admiralty have decided on a supple-
mentary plan for attaching officers or' Reserve to the
Royal Xavy, under the provisions of the recent Act of
Parliament. The number of officers will be limited to
400, and will consist of two classes, Lieutenants and
Sub-Lieutenants, the former not to exceed 130, and
the latter not to exceed 270. These officers are to
be eligible for promotion from the one to the
other, and to be rewarded for

regular commissions in the Navy.
actual service will be the same
officers of corresponding rank,
themselves and their widows, in case of wounds or death,
will be exactly the same. Their uniform will be similar,
though distinctive, and when called out they will mess
with officers of their nominal rank. Like ^the able
seamen of the Reserve, they will be required to undergo
a periodical drill at some training station, but while on
drill they will be entitled to an allowance for subsistence.
It is also intended to create an honorary order in
connexion with the Naval Reserve, open to those who
shall be above the prescribed age of enrolment, and, in
its higher grades, to those who shall have distinguished
themselves by service.

one
special merit by
Their pay during

as that of naval
and the title of

dForctgiu
France.—The Moniteur of Thursday publishes the

following imperial decree :

—

«• Considering that it imports essentially to the order of the
finances that the charges on the budget should not be aug-mented without the Minister , Finance having been enabled
to appreciate and to acquaint us whether there may be suf-
ficient resources to meet such additional charges, we decree
that for the future, no decree authorising or ordering anyworks or measures whatever, which may add to the charges on
the budget, shall be submitted to us for our signature unless
accompanied by an opinion from the Minister of Finance."
The Moniteur also annouuees that the reopenin*of the
Chamber of Deputies will probably take place in the
second fortnight in January. The Emperor, Em-
press, and Prince Imperial, have returned to the
luilenes from Compiegne. General Scott has left
Pans in order to return to America. It is asserted
that his departure took place in consequence of an
urgent despatch from [the Washington Cabinet; but
there is an impression in Paris that he is the bearer
of a momentous communication from the French
Government. American affairs have again been under
discussion at the Council of Ministers. It is under-
stood that the Minister for Foreign Affairs is of opinion
that the violence committed by the captain of the San
Jacinto is indefensible ; that by regarding the Confede-
rate Commissioners as " contraband of war," President
.Lincoln and his Ministers contradict themselves, for

they always refused to admit that they were at

To seize them on board a neutral vessel as contra-

band of war implies that, after all, the Southern

States are entitled to belligerent rights, while,

even supposing the Northern States not to be at war,

but merely repressing a rebellion, they had no right to

seize men who were at that moment in the character of

refugees under shelter of the English flag. It is said

that the Emperor does not materially dissent from his

Minister, and that not very long ago he had all but

made up his mind to take the initiative in recognising

the independence of the Southern States, as a means of

relieving France, which is suffering severely from the

war. Prince Napoleon, on the other hand, is of opinion

that the struggle is one of Abolition against Slavery,

and has strong tendencies in favour of the North, and
it is understood that the speech which he is now elabo-

rately preparing for the Senate will express these senti-

ments. The Moniteur, the Constdutionnel, Pafrie,

Debats, and several other papers, say that in the
event of a war between England and America, France
will remain neutnil. The Moniteur says :

—

" The attitude of the people of England and of the London
press increases in firmness and resolution. The dilemma
which could not be avoided has been accepted without hesita-
tion, and, by the force of arms, that satisfaction will be
acquired which conld not be procured bjr diplomatic means.
Discussion is left aside. To the arguments of General Scott
these simple words are replied:— 'Give back the guests <

England whom you have made prisoners, and then we will

discuss the point with you.' The people accept beforehand the
idea of war, and regard it as a good opportunity to obtain
satisfaction for a long series of wrongs and insults which, in
their opinion, have been too patiently submitted to.*'

The Paris papers of Saturday assert that the
English Cabinet, in reply to petitions from the

great manufacturing districts, has declared that
the cotton crisis will be of short duration, and that

by February next at the latest the Southern
ports will be open for the exportation of cotton.

The Pays denies the statement made by some French
papers, that President Lincoln had proposed to refer the
differences between England and the United States to

the mediation of the Emperor Napoleon. The Consti-

tniionnel, in an article on the American question,

notwithstanding its previous declaration of neutrality,

says :

—

" We are aware that this insult regards England alone, and
we know likewise that England is proud enough to resent it,

and powerful enough to obtain satisfaction if it is required. It
would be folly for the French Government to appear in the
chivalrous character of second in this quarrel, bat yet it is not
without utility that, abovo the particular fact relating to
England directly, there is the law of nations and the rights of
neutrals forgotten, or rather violently and insultingly trampled
under foot. It was by accident that England was insulted.
There is no doubt that the North Americans deliberafely
resolved to arrest the Southern Ambassadors in any place
and under any flag. They would have captured them in
the same manner in the neighbourhood of Cherbourg
or of Toulon, and under the tricoloured flag, as in
Transatlantic waters and under the banner of Great Britain.

Can a proceeding so contrary to all natural law and to
all written law be tolerated, and are there not grounds for
indignantly protestirg against so flagrant an abuse of brute
force ? * * * Finally, we do not find anywhere the shadow
of a good reason to refuse our sympathies to the Southern
States, or to make terms for so doing. Neither do we perceive
any plausible reason to sacrifice the English alliance in the
present conflict. The Anglo French alliance is peace and
general security—it is the foundation of civilisation, it is the
pivot of the modern world. For our part, we wish with all

our soul that this union of two great, intelligent, strong, and
liberal nations may last for ever. In the peculiar circumstances
which we are traversing, we desire that England, having
justice on her side, shall obtain that satisfaction to which she
is entitled ; and, naturally recurring to our own interests, we
call for the moment when the important markets of America
shall be re-opened to our industry and commerce, both of
which are languishing in consequence of a crisis which is pro-
longed to the loss of the whole world."

The Monde, the clerical organ, which seldom says a
good word of England, is still impartial enough to speak
as follows on the Anglo-American quarrel :—
"We must not count too much on a pacific issue. The

Americans are no longer in a state to listen to reason, and
England cannot now draw back. The whole world is looking
on ; people ask themselves if Great Britain will again submit
to American arrogance, if she will again allow her flag to be
insulted ; and public opinion, which openly blames the United
States in this affair, encourages her to go on. The friends of
peace at any price— for there are some in England as in France
— are preaching in vain ; they cannot shut out evidence of the
facts ; and the facts are these :—England, with respect to the
belligerents, was a neutral State ; the Trent, belongs to the
Royal British navy ; it carried despatches—if one can assimi-
late the Southern envoys to living despatches—not from one
belligerent State to another belligerent State, but to a neutral
State. In this there was nothing whatever resembling con-
traband of war ; and a State at war with another has not the
right to prevent neutral States from communicating with this
other in all that is not contraband of war. By violating the
laws of nations in the affair of the Trent the Americans have
not merely insulted England, but have alarmed all neutral
states, and thus attacked the public rights of civilised nations.
England, charged by the circumstances with defending the
general interests which she has so often wounded, has a noble
mission to fulfil. We shall see how she acquits herself."

The Debats, in an article signed by M. Prevost Paradol,
thus speaks of the relative interests of France and
England in American affairs :

—

" We cannot endure in silence the attempts of a portion of
the press to identify, under these circumstauces. the interests
and duty of France with those of England. It cannot be
questioned that England has a double interest in the definitive
break up of the American Uni< n. Not only will that rupture
check for many years the development of the naval and
political power of the United States, but it would also consti-
tute in the South a great republic, purely agricultural, which
would be worked by the capital, the industry and the marine
of England, as it has been worked up to this day, we must
admit, by the capital, industry, and navy of the Northern
States. That vast farm, as soon as it bad arhieved its fancied
independence, would pass, in all that concerns her commerce
from the hands of the United States into those of England. If
the interest of England appears to us beyond question, at the

same time we do not think that it can ve My
faction by war or even by victory. Under the _
circumstances it does not appear to us likely thaTuJ
republic could be prospeious for any length?
suppose the maintenance of slavery in »
state in contact, all along an immense frxmnw
with a neighbour openly hostile to that
is nursing a chimera. We do not, therefore,
ngland will reap any lasting reward for \

if, on the occasion aflorded by the Trent di
attempts to complete by war and to consolidate by
break up of the United States. But, however the
the interest of France is not involved in any ot
cannot pretend to prevent by arms the dimAafa *'.

American Union, but we cannot hesitate to regard it* 1
fortune. If ever we found ourselves, which Hearen farWwar with England, we should be cruelly at a km "

"""^

of the neutral American flag, the only one which

.

accustomed and had an interest in respecting, _
could, in time of war, maintain to our advantage
of the seas. Before the Northern states, separated fai"iZ
South, shall be able, in time of war, to cau*e to be
French commerce under their neutral flag, manr rian
lapse, during which a war with England might a

I- ranee from every port in the Atlantic. Beaidei tfct

of slavery, which cannot find us insensible, ouriul»t_
ire, must cause us to wish for the ma; ntenance or tht

tion of the American Union. All our wishes are iftfaatte
Anglo-American war with which civilisation aud BbtKr
now threatened ; but if that war does break out, mart '
we refuse to receive the abundant harvest which will itm ||
offered to our mercantile marine ? In the midst of UMdnatf
cruisers which England will despatch.to every pok
globe— in the midst of the swarm of* privateeri wUafc
Northern States will send after the immense commtrtu
of their onerny—the neutral flag of France* p«itoa
respected, the more so that the two partial will
all, to compel France to throw the weight of her iwv
the scale."

It is reported in Paris that the despatch of Lord Raa£
to the Cabinet of Washington has been communicatee"

to the French Government. This accounti for tW
following article in the Patrie:—

M We are assured that the despatch addressed by the BHH4
Cabinet to Lord Lyons, to be commui Pretfte
Lincoln, is based exclusively on legal consideration* Thfc

document, it is e 1, establishes that the commander of tat

Ban Jacinto, by acting as he has done, has committed afUgnat
breach of maritime law and insulted the English flag; the
the only right that officer possessed was to compel the r
to go to some American port, where the case could haTt
brought before the proper authorii s in presence of til

English Consul; that if, in this search, despatches M
been found establishing that Messrs. Slidell and Maft
were on a mission directly or indirectly connected «IS
military operatiors, the commander would have been
in seizing those despatches and arresting the envof•, HOW
in a detailed report of the transaction, with sucu notes sm
observations as the English Consul might think fit to

These formalities not having been fulfilled, no charge couU be

established against the two persons arrested ; their arrest mvc
be regarded as nut and non avenu ; that the Trent beiat

victim of an arbitrary act, contrary to every principle,

England, acting in a conciliatory and friendly point of v»»w,

has asked as the only reparation of this grave act the lib

of Messrs. Slidell and Mason ; but that, if she does not

it, Lord Lyons would leave A'aafci. > J* m<

of the I arc a- ' TWdra»
up with great moderation ; that it carefully avoids any bar
expression, but that it is firm In its conclusion. From
information we have received up to the present we do not thine

it likely that Mr. Lincoln will give up the prisoner*."

The same journal states that President Lincoln hti

displayed a very conciliatory spirit in the affair of tat

French merchantman Jules et Marie, and states that

she was boarded by the San Jacinto in consequence a

some mistake. It also states that the Federal frigifc

James Adger, which was recently refitted a outbamptsa,

called at the Azores on the 21st nit. homeward toaa*

Letters from Havre state that the Federal shipping a

that port had been thrown into a state of constematoPi

by the report of the presence of Confederate privitajn

in the Channel, coupled with the appearance u »
roadstead of two large clippers, who on being

did not make their number, but stood out »

again.— The French Government nave UWiJ"
first step to check the expenditure. O^JZ
been sent to stop the construction of the it—r~*

iron-cased frigate, at Cherbourg, and of xm

ing batteries Orgueilleuse and Arrogante at

— The Temps publishes an article, shown*

the upholders of the vast standing army arew*

ocracy, the declaimers for liberty every

home, while the intellectual portion ot tDe^ j^
are the advocates of reduction and d 'sar,1

*^J^
Moniteur publishes a report to the k^vLrf **
Minister of Foreign Affairs and the M™^ He
concerning the indemnity stipulated |n » ^
victims, or families of the victims, ol *»e^Jf

mitted by the Chinese on the 18th of
>£,**•«*•*

*

at Tang-Tcheou. The Chinese indefflD ^oedaessa
200,000 taels, which in French monev prw ^^
of l,539,918f. 87c. After deducting inde*» yj^aa
paid and expenses incurred, the Mom

^ j^t«
table showing how the remainder of the in

^J^fcee.

has been divided between the families ol ^^
The Ami de la Religion has received.a

(<^^ *

for having published an article eutjueo ^ ^
Russia," "which," states the warning^ ^si«+

pretext of criticising the reforms ot siwijj
_

ment, contains an attack against the * ^ C(*|#

tion." The supplementary «lectl0°
<tf

I1.F*"*

Legislatif in Aube has resulted in the rej^

hv ift QQQ Vnfpaoo.ahi«t. 11.004 obtaincaovby 16,339 votes against 11,004

it*i

Spain. -Prince Muley Abbas and Ids
;

sin ^ ^^
at Cadiz on the 1st in the steamerIsaoei^^^
to Tangier. It was stated that the pn

CGg^ p
Rabat before proceeding to the Morocw

^ ^ ,,

unpleasant incident occurred a tew ^ way *

Valencia. The Duke de Malakofi,
J>» t ^

-

French frigate from Algiers to * ranee, r
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t-hf!
,pbcd

the wessi'l tire a salute ot 21gun<; but the

log a military one, had no battery to return

f£ infceT
General Orozeo, tbe Captain-QeBeral,

*
ihm neceas*ry representations to the Duke and

nbed to Madrid on the subject, but tbe Duke of

"koff treated
him in such an offensive way that he

^ iLiroom* 1^ *s nou announcc^ that the Emperor

j^ IEL ^s charged M. Barrot, tbe French Ambas-

**t0 express to the Queen liis profound regret

it of what passed between the Duke of Magenta

Am Captain-General at Valencia, and at the same

toagnre her Majesty of his friendly sentiments.

Vmoca states that Spain will pay the debt of

JflO&Sofr- contracted with France in 1823.

IhwrnrM. There is a rumour in diplomatic circles

Rnx»els that mediation in the American conflict will

u ofsred hv King Leopold. The Secretary of the

iwttkh Legation at Brussels has left for London.

ItiiT.—The debate in tbe Chamber of Deputies on

tW Rotn»n question was resumed on Saturday by Baron

SmJj whogavesome additional explanations regard in^

tie stats of public security in the city of Bologna, which,

. »j WI* not so bad as had been represented. Count

DMori, Minister of Finance, re luted some erroneous

H which had been made by Signor Battaz/.i in

e to the state of tbe national finances. Signor

i in the name of the Government, declared that

ja drawing up their plan of arrangement with

tat Pope the Ministry had no intention of making

•.oroatic document, but simply an peal t<»

ibbc opinion on the pretensions of Borne and Italy.

feBertani made a lengthy speech against tbe

Ministry, which drew forth Load protestations and

mnv questions from several deputies. In the course of

)k speech he asserted that on some occasions the

idministration had been guilty of
^
opening letters

pwiiii: tbrousrh the post, upon which the Ministry

teaoded that the charge should be investigated by

tke Chamber. After a long discussion a committee was

appointed to receive tbe deposition of Dr. Bertani. In

tse sitting of Sunday Signor Spaventa, having asked

far permission to reply to a personal question raised on

Saturday by Dr. Bertani, reviewed at some length tbe

*?U of his administration at Naples. In this retrospect

W made several recriminations against Dr. Bertani and
ha political friends, who frequently interrupted him
aith protestations. After some speeches, also relating

to personal questions, tbe debate was adjourned. On
Monday, Baron Ricasoli resumed it by announcing that

ihe Ministers would give an explanation on tbe subject

which had been brought forward by some members of

the < Opposition. In speaking of tbe Venetian emigra-
tion he said, "We have 12,000 Roman and Venetian

ipran'% of whom 5000 receive pecuniary aid from
Be vernment." General Delia Kovere justitied the
*: "bition which he issued in Sicily against the public

osiection of signatures to a protest against tbe occupa-
tion of Rome by the French. Signor Mellani spoke at

pett length against the Ministry. A letter being,

owever, delivered to bim while speaking, be suddenly
•continued his speech, and sent the letter to Baron
wsoli, who read it to the House. It was
correspondence, not yet published, addressed™ Naples to a French journal« asserted that General Delia

id a recent report, requested the

t

in-

ability, and patriot e rcorganim ma *SJ
the greater developn f public works, the org-anlxat
tl National Guard, and, finally. iclr promise to Uke n

other measures wh m procure the wellbeing of tbe
Southern Provinces, the Chamber loaae* to the order of
the day."

The votes of tbe Deputies on this order of the das STStt

recorded orally, and gave the toll- wing reaul' —
Ayes, 232; Noel, 7i>; Majority for the order of the

day, 153. Signor Kattazzi voted with the majority.

On Thursday the Chamber took Into considera he

Bill, presented by Signor Lunaaa, relative to the recog-

nition of the military grades and pensions c d

by the Sicilian Government in ISIS. A Bill for

extending the application of the Sardinian penal

code to Lombardy was passed by the Chamber.

The Senate on Tuesday ni oved the Bill for the

temporary occupation of t! ions houses for

the service of the State. The documents relating

to the affair of the Neapolitan archives have bet

published. General Garibaldi left Turin qu ly on

Friday morning for Caprera, without having np]>earcd

in the Chamber. The ol t of his visit remains a

mystery. The Offi 'I Gazette announces that 29

brigands, among whom was Jose* Borg*V, have been

shot or killed mar Tagliaoono. The brigand* taken si

Allatri by tbe Fn h troops, and deli ed

over by them to the Papal Government, have been

sent back again to the frontier with regular in-

' ructions as to the route thev are to take.

Five Spanish officers have been sent to command the

reactionary bands in the Neapolitan provinces, and *

rganiee the reactionary movement Fresh dise

barkations of brigands have taken place in the provim

of Apulia. Th« re: ion I will endeavour to IHrTOOnd

the Italian troops in the Ihisilicaia. It is asserted that

Francis II. will assume the command early in January,

A box has been seized, ining the correspondence

of an b nt of Monsignor Bentncci with Cardinal

Antonelli and the Bourbon authorities.

Sicily.—A despatch from Palermo, dated Htb inst.,

announces tbe discovery of a Bourbon conspira<\ En tl

city. The principal conspirators, among whom WON
a great number ot priests, have b I arrested.

PRUSSIA.— The election of inenil s for the Chamb r

of Deputies took place on Friday throughout tin-

kingdom. At Berlin eight of the candidates elected

belong to tbe more advan I section of the Liberal

party, and one to the old Liberal party. The r llts of

the elections in the provinces, as far as they have been

announced by telegraph, arc also in favour of the patty

of progress and tbe Liberal party. The Ministers ol

State, Baron Auerswald, Hcrr von der Heydt , ami ( unt

Scbwerin, have been elected. The Preussische Zeitomg

of yesterday says :—
''The statement made by some joun * the Govern-

ment is about to introduce an extent tuiiouj

is ,i pure invention. All the assertions that the (Jofei

intends to modifvjts present attitude, in regard to the qu<

of the military 'budget, must be considered as unfounded

conjectures.
'

Austria.—The Austrian Gazette of .

c wlay, in

announcinsr that tbe Budget will be submitted to the

Council of"the Empire immediately, says :—

"It is not in consequence of the finances being in a deS]
i

te

state that tbe Government is about to Uke this step, l>.

tof the ijueam ot Greece, has
death.

TtBKET.—An nsotnooeU- ;>anic hw prevailed at
Constant I th< Bout* has been Lie
Payee nsd.iy publishes a despatch, dated the 1

1

b | that the panic was caused by frsudulei

peculations I the -V pm market, but that, in

a of the en
authors s, order s not dis! lied in anv
Constantinople. Fuad Pasha was expected to .

taken by tbe

f

arrive on
Wednesday.

The Phim ipauti Prince Couza has been names!
by the Port wrnor of the D&nubian prjsw : ies

during bis lifetin There is to be one Parlian and
one Adininist . The relations of the Pocti i b

he Couza ( nment an- s;iti*!;u-Lor3*.

COAST OP *\fUN a.- difncalties hal arisen

between the 1 nch and the natives of Gaboon, in

eonsecju. | of which the i rmer were a' Lotah
< n< measures. ! was reported (hat (tambia was
9 be exchanged for (inboon, Grand Baesam, Astinee,
Ac The i h reaidcuts were desirous of the rha
iaboon beinp the head-qnartrrs of t ! tve efode, |i

I li 1^. I -«(•, rly secretary to tbe Hi *h

so) at l lando Po, had boeo muidcred by tl»

aborigines, who mistook bim for a Spaniard. Several

influential men bad taken up the • on ol the
iltivat inn of cotton in the P Ii« u.

China.—> * received nt V I\ '
r burtr from IVkin

to th< L3th October sUds that the H].prsbessaVoti«

thnt the changi in the (Mnneee ' verntnent would
disturb tbe i ndly relit b< tv China and the

Prii

florins, to meet which meai
only desires that the

in Turin, the wants of the State for the Df few months are
;

provi

-ATqrmnva *<*, and the taxes arc coming in better than ever. Ihe deficit

karf 5„
"~ ~ rrL \r- ? scarcely amounts to 50,000,000 florin:~u

> in a recent report, requested the .Ministry are not w:inting. The Government .

^ siter their policy in Naples, or be should be obliged Budget may be examined by^*P^^™** ]^\°lB
to follow the example of General Cialdini by tendering !

A Bill on Minfateml ie.pon.bihty wffl be presented at the

i&{

h\ Bar°n Ri-soli

1

de
1

clared fc^^^rH^Y^nr Palatine and the
^absolutely false, a statement which was received with mMfmM of pablio Safety have been brought into

Pesth in fetters, in order to be tried before a Court-

martini on a charge of high trenson. It is asserted

that the 1 Pal ne. Count Svaptrry, i tlso accused

of high tre m. Advices from the south of Hungary

State that anv functionary ref Dg to co-operate with

the Government will have 18 soldiers lod d in his

bouse until he resumes his functions.

Yf. CIA.—-In consequence of the visit of tnc

E

•Please by the Chamber. He also censured the

•JJtematic invention of false news, intended to have the
'•** of embarrassing tbe Government in its external
wshons. In the sitting of Tuesday Signer Dondes
gpo stated his opinion that it was necessary to

«a:ntani the Lieutenancy of Sicily, and censured the
oppression of that of Naoles. He spoke in favour
* »e privileges of tbe Sicilian clergy, and said

JJ'tthed that tbe principle of the liberty of tbe

**™. .should not endanger those privileges.
• Minister of Agriculture and Commerce defended

? abolition of the Lieutenancies, and said that
r ?erous political circles were formed around the

opcror of Austria at Venice, where the Empress is

passing the winter for the benefit of her health, a kind

of political congr. -mposed of friends of the exiled

sovereigns of Italy, has been held there. Amonp those

present on the occasion have been tbe Arch-mkes,
J^^cies whose power presented obstacles to the

ubert an(1 j ,epb, Prince Louis and Prince Leopold of

HinSt
y ^ ^hament and the responsibility of the . .

{

, lhcl Auctr
-

1!m ^baseador to the

P5*««:
The Minister al«o allud tothebriganda-e

ijavari"
- -'

- - - - t -*5—
^^ .Neapolitan provinces, and to tbe projected

2***^ reforms, which he stated would entirely

^°yit. This statement was received with general

*%!!?' Si2nori Miceli, Sandonato, and Crispi spoke

^^ tne Ministry. On Wedne iv Baron Ricasoli

^^.telegraphic despatch from General Delia Marmor

•s^inst

aot

^ttion

CsamL
Uttjr £Ulch were atlerwards p eilie,l

ll
w;,,c

the Archbishop of Warsaw, nas oe<

pJJJber The closing of the discussion on the Aea- , transportation to Siberia.

^ and Roman questions was then resolved on, and J^
ht ^ iesUf nml

'pean Posroi >eared to be unnMnded.
KnnjJ. chief of the purl favourable to int

with Knicpc. had visited the Luiperor n /cliol, i

withstandiag thai he had received orders i to

leave IVkin. IVince Kong n turned to 1 fh\j
gratified with the result* obtained by his journ

The Court aid return to P n shortly. 'M rts

from the I reign Legations at Peldfl are satisfactcry.

The Knglisb and French tmops assisted the Calluses

hold Chefoo aj nstthi l>els, who ult yretn «d.

hanghai i in a h e < alarm on acco t of the

proximity of the rebels. Mr. Homy Tarkes has been
ordered to proceed to Shanghai. Canton eras i racuated

on th.- 2U1 Oct
Cochin < n a.—A< rding to the latest advices from

Cochin China, hostilities wet' likely to be resumed at

Saigon.

Japan.—Tbe state of affairs in Japan continues un-

satisfactory. The European repr^ci tives are await-

ing instructions from their respective Governments

The head-quarters of the Rritisb Minister are still at

Yokohama.

2s
T
fiW Zealand.— Sir <

. ^e C>r«y landed at Mel-

bourn- on the 26th ^rjtt. on his way to Auckland.

The ace >un from New Zealand are DJtsatisfa* ry.

Unit States.—Ti int. respecting the

burninu' of the Harvey Birch r I Kcw Y<>rk on
:e 30th, and occasioi \ gi \citeraent. The l'< ii tl

^Minister of Marine has addressed a ;ratulatory

r to Captain Wilkei ntir- apj - his con-

duct. It was reported that the Commissioners would

not be given up. The Government, it was said

ould ral ' try a war first; but expressed a belief

that, England would not go to war. Mr. Edwin .Tames

had published a 1 r in the New York papers res-

) ting the Trent affair. He says the whole question

in re i to Messrs. Mason and dell would real OB

the answers of the captain of the Trent to the following

qi ;:—1st. Were you quaintest with the terms

of Her Majesty's proclaim n commanding strict

neutrality on the part of all her subjects during

the term of hostilities between tbe Northern

and S ith.ru St*1 2d. Di d yon not k w J

two gentl n, when they became paisei ns not

re fees, on board your vessel, srere em\ i« them-

selves or were cmpl 1 in i enb risi? of direct

hostility to the constituted Government of the Un'f I

? The answer to these two question is the

affirmative, be maintains, and consistently with truth

they could not he answered otherwise, would reduce

the question to very narrow dimensions; and should

any doubt exist upon the second proposition, the

Message recently sent by Mr. Jefferson l><<. I to bis

Parliament at Richmond would much facilitate its

lution. Captain Wilkes and tl the San

.Jacinto wen utertained on theSGthull a public

by the citizens of Boi The following is a

imar he proceedings :
—

The Won ?. W Mmonds presided. *nd said tfaaj c achieve

Pone, General Benedek and the representatives

of 'the King of Naples and the Duke of Modena.

It is said that the health of the Empr, is progressing

favourably. The physicians attribute the cough! n

which he'r Map ty suffered less to a lef- i of the

knurs than to a tendency of the blood to tin ^J
' n shad'r* mt the pet

hat the lungs, if thry were dises ',

H i?

llowing order of the day,
^^'i was put to tbe vote :—

^reed to by the

*Oe
*
Cba

,

mbcr confirms the vote which it passed on the

t™ *Arch declarmif Rome to be the capital of Italy, and

«^laV«i^ tbc Government will provide with alaerity for the

kCEj°n °f tbe national Rrmament, the organic ition of the
iBBB™»» and the effectual protection of persons and property,

r™ consideration a the declarations of the Ministry

arsaw,

f««i;
to taalr,

the Public safety, to the elections lo the Chambt
^^towal of pui,iic offices on persons of known probity.

1 persons, <

Jewish and eight

UniTewity of W«mw l»w l '• a™ '"",

and sent -.s recruits »0 *« !'• =*•" "V a ^
Orelm ,1 «,A sixty V''

riert8 !",

„ed in the citadel a t Vfumm. On* cxo.tc, nt

prevails in tbe city ^ , „,,
GliKi .—Advices from .v.nen » l

, ,

the young ...an wbo lately made an attempt on tbe me

the tr—a man who had resources enough t

,ia a< nitiestha rTercd, and who
l)iVi v nirlcncr toot t irry through «ucoaes-

fully the inswb be mi* iccira. Captain Wilkes in

irni tnks aaid:-*'B ice ig \ n the ooone 1

adopted, I examined the ar Kent, V and the

H*t—and satisfied rnvwlf that these ' OommiaaieSawV or

•Ministers,' a* t! styled themealvc*, hnd right* which
fur onaries v -eri ted ; and

I ! ad a right to take written • »w, I took

for grar I had a ri^rh' take these * Oommufnionera
ics. 1 therefore took it ujthe embodiment

<*clf to say t *se g ten t ust produce

j
h fr the General - nent, and,

Sa they 1 not do that. I arrested them. I wit
gay, for 1 oSeVerw and the »h thai the

Sfl 1 gave were car t m the * in ch the

ere p d i nt said or a> -ne wl) w 1 not
t-i r of the An i na\ Is' ildhava

d in -ciring the Trent itself, but I concluded to
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allow tbe vowel to proceed, though I thus deprived my men of
• prize worth 150,000 dollars: ami I tike pride and pleasure
in na>in^ that tnere was not a man on hoard the Ban J uto
who said I did not do right. Governor Andrew, who followed,
aai i that the Federal navy, of which Capt. Wilku.s was so proud
a representative, though it was at the beginning of thissfruggle
dismantled and dispersed all over the world, had been extem-
porised by the vital and elastic energy ofdemocratic Republican
institutions, until at last it had made no outgo prouder or
more respectable than that borne at the masthead of an
American ship; "and that there might be nothing left to
crown the exultation of the American heart, Commo-
dore Wilkes had fired his shot across the bows of the
ship that bore the British lion at its head." Lieutenant
Fairfax also addressed the meeting, and aaid that though
a Virgiuian by birth ho had abided by his allegiance to the
Federal Government, and though it was by no means an
agreeable duty to go on board the Tront and arrest his old
friend, Mr. Mason, whoso family was connected with his try
marriage, ho had something more to contend with in dealing
with Mrs. Slidell and her daughters. When he took leave of
these gentlemen Mr. Mason said ho could not express how
much gratitude he felt for the attention and kindness he had
received. Judge Bigelow next spoke and said that Commodore
Wilkes acted more from the noble instincts of his patriotic
heart than from any sentence ho read in any law-book.
A man did not want to look into law-books, to ask
counsel, or to consult Judges upon his duty; his heart
his instincts, told him what ho ought to do. England
unless she falsified her own conduct, unless she falsi-
fied the statements of her own statesmen, unless she set aside
the judgments of her own judiciary, could not undertake to
make an issue with them upon that great act. He contended
that Messrs. Slidell and Mason were "contraband of war," and
he trusted that if the issue did come, thoy were prepared to
meet it like men ; that they wero not only ready, as citizens of
the United States, to endorse the conduct of their gallant
officer, but ready to maintain it through the channels of diplo-
macy, and, if necessary, at the cannon's mouth. Tho .Mayor of
Boston said that Captain Wilkes had shown unselfish motives
by relinquishing the Trent as a prize, and Judgo Russell said
that if England would not have peace, it was good for her to
know that tho blood of '76 and 1812 flowed as warmly in
American veins as over, and ihat Stewart and Bainbridgo and
Decatur had not been left without successors in the laud.

It is reported that no despatches were found in the
baggage of Messrs. Mason and Slidell. Washington
letters state that Lord Lyons had taken no action in
the Mason and Slidell case. The New York journals
state that there exists not -the least apprehension of a
difficulty with England arising out of the arrest of
Messrs. Slidell and Mason, which they state is univer-
sally deemed to be justified by the law of nations, and
by the traditional policy of the British Government.
The New York Herald says that England takes advan-
tage of the Mexican expedition to keep her fleet in the
waters of the Gulf without exciting alarm. It also
says :

—

"The legal advisers of the Government not only completely
justify the proceeding of Captain Wilkes but even furnish
authority for tho seizure and confiscation of the neutral
vessel upon which the rebel ambassadors and their
despatches were discovered. . . . When the real
facts of tho case are known, and the authorities and
precedents investigated, the capture of the Confederate
Commissioners will have the best effect in England, as it will
show that we are not to be intimidated from prosecuting our
just rights."

The New York Times, in referring to the warlike pre-
parations in Canada, says there is nothing in the action
or language of the Federal Government calculated to
wound the susceptibilities of the English Government,
and the real mischief has been done by the newspapers,
and [principally by the violent articles of the Herald.
It also makes the following remarks on the report of
the British Government having sent a steamer to
watch the James Adger :

—

** If the 'James Adger had actually been 'commissioned to
search a British packet, the Government ^ might have felt
justified in balking a deliberate purpose of that sort, but it
will be remembered that all vessels detailed to intercept the
two runaways were despatched upon the assumption that they
had put to sea in the Nashville, a vessel of the enemy, so that
no iutention of stopping and searching an English vessel can
be imputed to the American Government.w

The Governor of New Granada has entered a protest
against the legality of the recent transport of
prisoners by General Sumner across the neutral
territory in the Isthmus of Panama. The President's
message had not been completed on the 27th
ult, but it was reported that it would be
unusually short, that it would recommend 700,000 men
and 700,000,000 dols. for the next fiscal year, and an
uncompromising and energetic prosecution of the war.
Mr. Smith, Federal Secretary of the Interior, has dis-

machinery gathered together for the suppression of the
rebellion will be unused before six months is said to be
trroundles8, as neither the policy of the Government nor
the temper of the people will admit of placing an army
of half a million in winter quarters. A despatch in the
New York Times states that the withdrawal of the
Federal forces from Western Virginia has commenced.
The Secretary of the Treasury has announced that he
will want no more money until February r.ext, but it is

reported that he will recommend increased duties on
woollens, iron, and sugar. The Washington corres-
pondent of the New York Herald estimates that the
requirements of the Federal Government during next
year will make it necessary to ask Congress lor an
appropriation to the amount of 160,000,000 dollars.
Large quantities of Sea Island cotton will soon be
gathered on Government account in the Beaufort dis-
trict. A vessel has arrived at Philadelphia from Vene-
zuela with 800 bales of cotton. Large reinforcements
for General Sherman's naval expedition, and two new
expeditions under Generals Butler and Burnsides, will
move in a few days. The Kentucky Confederate State
Convention has passed a Secession ordinance. Generals
Price and M'Culloch are concentrating their forces at
Springfield, Missouri. Commerce in Missouri, below
St. Louis, will be conducted by the Federal Govern-
ment only. The Union men of North Carolina have
established a provisional state government at Hatteras.
Southern accounts report that Colonel Brown opened
fire from Fort Pickens on Pensacola on the 19th ult.,
but the details are so contradictory and confused that
it is impossible to tell what has been the result of the
engagement. One account says that Pensacola was
entirely evacuated by the Confederates, and the Navy
Vard destroyed, and that General Bragg had sent for
reinforcements. Advices from Port Itoyal state that
Tvbee Island was deserted by the Confederates, and
that a detachment of Federal Marines had landed on it,

and commenced constructing new fortifications. Another
account says that the Confederates had sunk two
vessels between Tybee and Fort Pulaski, in the narrow
part of the Savannah River Channel, to prevent the
fleet from coming up, that five Federal vessels
were riddled with shot, and that the Federal
steamers Niagara and Colorado took part in the
bombardment, but were obliged to haul off,

having been disabled by the fire from Fort Macrae.
The Pensacola Navy Yard was three times on fire. The
great naval expedition was ready to sail from Port
Itoyal for points further south. The fortifications on
Ship Island had been completed, and were garrisoned
by 150 Federal troops. A small schooner has been sent
from Hilton Head to load cotton at one of the islands
above Hilton, by order of the Federal naval authorities.
The privateer Beauregard has been captured at Key
West. Beaufort was still unoccupied on the 20th ult.

Three Confederate officers and seven cannon have
been captured on the eastern shore of Virginia. The
British brig Cornucopia has been captured off Mobile
while endeavouring to run the
British schooner Mabel has been
into Port Royal.
Canada,—Lord Monck was sworn in as Governor-

General of Canada on the 28th ult. Winter had com-
menced to set in, snow having fallen. A council of
war had been held, at which it was determined to place
the Canadian frontier in a state of defence. It was
rumoured that it had been resolved to call out
10,000 volunteers. The Canadian press unanimously
express the same view of the outrage committed on
the Trent as is entertained in this country. They
express a hope that prompt acknowledgment
and reparation will be made by the Washington
Cabinet to the Imperial Government, and

*•

was true, taken issue with them ~on~one -»-*-was with regard to the repeal of the J2! areckless waste connected with which tbev CST^T
to prevent. Flushed as they had bwlT^
Conservative victories which had taken iSJ?
the country, it might have been considSS ,w.would have endeavoured to embarrass theft^LJ*^ »•*»
harass them with hostile motions ; but he did{VwTparty at large had great reason to be satisfied with t!2and with the spirit with which their nrocXSin *
conducted in Parliament throughout the sessio^^u?*
to the future, there were two questions on«* «r
interest, and the other of great public inters*
likely to call the attention of Parliament If v
words regarding each of them it was not so mull *.any decided opinion as to the course which P»riuL* ?*>*»
be hkely to take as to give his own idea of them h^*1-**

were subjects which at the present moment wanthe public mind. For some years past tbe nmJZL
tion had formed a very prominent topic both ootrf
in Parliament, aud successive Chancellors of tL
had seen with alarm the growth of an educational «*.had now reached something like a million a jesrTv-""~"crease of expenditure, under the nead of educatto. h^W*"
'revised code' upon the subject, which Govern*!* to*
wisely at the very conclusion of July, within a day*-
close of Parliament, had laid upon the table of theCommons. That proposed change had been thesubiea!!!
criticism and remark, and in the town and iSThad taken part in the discussion arising out of itiLonly say upon the subject that, while parliament m»t w_
faith with any individuals to whom it was pledged^S ml
the government was entitled to see that it—"rnMA lii
result for which it paid, yet he considered the detaSrf2plan for procuring that end must require great soZZZand careful scrutiny

; and' he was very happy to MtkSwas to be given to fparliament to enter in to*thosed«SScare and attention. There was one comfort, and that wma question of that kind could not be a party queatiflTiwwhole desire of men on every side of the House ofwould be to do what they could to prevent a heawbeing imposed by nn increased educational grant, and oetk.other hand to see that tho rules for teachers and formanagers were respected, and that the progress ofwas not checked|by any new operations. The only otherluk
•S^*8

.
the ?tate of our relations with the dis-United

blockade, and the

captured and taken

w^vauvu vw uuo imperial vjoveriiinent, anu. show that the patriotic spirit which animated tbem
equally acknowledge the justice of having Messrs the spirit which animated the Whigs in 179:3, but that

Slidell and Mason' restored to tho nrntectinn of tho *° Patriotic spirit of E?5»»hmcn ~lvod to

North America Until last week it was very little thatEnglishman had to sayhvith respect to them. In the
ot the last ten days, however, news of a most stirring!chais«tehad reached us from America, which had aroused the

1^
of the British nation. An outrage—as far as ho kn<
paralleled—had been committed on board an English
and the blood of Englishmen had naturally boiled with iDo-nation at the tidings. But whilst our feelings had bens*
excited, he thought that it had beon highly creditable to the
country that the first question asked, was 'What is the inter-
national law ? ' for it was by that law that England would he
guided. The cabinet had the advantage of the very l>eat legal
advisers, and upon them rested the dread responsibil
determine wha* their demands should be upon the N- rthen
states, and in what mode the reparation, if denied, should he
obtained. It was not for him to express any indivi il opinion
of his own upon the precise bearings of the internatioasl
law, but he was sure that the Cabinet of Lor 1 Pilmentei
would have acted under a sense of great responsibility, and
he trusted that the Parliament of I ngland would support
the Cabinet in that course which their senso of re*pons
bility to God and their country should advise them to take.
He hoped that no party views would be allow* I to in-
terpose at this most momentous crisis, and that wbon
Parliament assembled the ' a
in the spirit of that letter, which he was sorry to aeo
had been written by Mr. Smith O'Brien, a man who owed hi*
life to the clemency of his Sovereign after his futile in*urre
tion had justly forfeited that life. He trusted, also, that ths
representatives of England would not follow the example of
the member for Birmingham, who, whether in a quarrel with
Russia or America, always assumed in the first ii nee that

his own country was in the wrong. But he believed the

House of Commons would be almost unanimous on tits

question, and that Mr. Bright would be informed by his con-

stituency at Birmingham that he is as little entitled to speak
their views as some years back he was told that he was not

entitled to speak the sentiments of the men of Manchester.
It had been his lot to have their interests confided to him

anxiety

>f Coes

mons would conduct itself. He thought that those

entertained any doubts on the subject had reason to be .

fied by the patriotic way in which the House of Conanwoi

supported the minister of the day during those struggles, and

he could not help thinking that if it should be the lot of tbsw

who formed the Opposition now, as then, to sit opposite to the

•y wosid

waa w*

w

Slidell and Mason restored to the protection of the
British flag. They state their belief that a war on the
part of Great Britain with the Federal States would

j

be short, sharp, and decisive, and could have but one
result—their severe humiliation and the loss probably
of Maine and some other State—a lesson they would

P**'

differences, and determined to stand up for the honour

interests of the Queen and country. He knew nothing "ft"

terms of the despatches sent by Government to the Us*
States ; but he did think that during the solemn three

while a message was passing to and fro between one
,

ment and the other ; whilst we were waiting for tbe

upon which might depend the fatal issue of peace or w*r
r*J.

not forget for the next half century. They admit that j
the voice of Englishmen should be as the voice of on«

Canada would hav« to how **« h,mf «e La «f™™io !

a
.

n
.
d that tbev w.°.uld *W tbat

'
co™ e whaL ?»J\rJESnfw., rtp™«„«:^„*- i .• . '

, , y vuuaw nuuiu unvu iu ueur cue urunt oi me struggle

of the shv™Z5Z I?* ^ ?
rmS

n -

he
h"^

3 by bei"S™de the battle ground of the two Powers,ot the slaves belonging to the rebels. It .s stated, but declare that she is ready and wiilinff to! take her

oH^e^c^^ll^^ve^utirsfizldl^ ^«*°»^« -~* Canadian feel! this

order to be on tbe flank of the Abolitionists, and
to recover tbemselves from the disasters of the
political defeats they have sustained through
their alliance with the slaveholders. General Fremont
arrived at New York on the 29th. Mr. Sumner
addressed a crowded meeting of the Young Men's
Republican Union in Xew York on the 27th. He
argued that slavery was the sole cause of the rebellion,
and that the only remedy adequate to meet it was
abolition. Resolutions were adopted endorsing the
proclamation of General Fremont, the instructions of

last outrage as a personal insult.

The Right Hon. J. R. Mowbbay, M.P., met a
large body of his constituents in the Town Hall,
Durham, on Saturday, for the purpose of addressing
them on the political questions of the day, and made
the following remarks on the policy of the Conserva-
tive party in relation to American affairs :

«

»»mwawvua ouvuiu Km ouuu. n± a uuvoiuin'"*"'- -
"
n

honour of the Queen and the interests of the country

The Hon. Joseph Howe, late Prime ^iui,K/
Nova Scoth, attended public meetings at AshtoD-"^

Lyne and Oldham last week, and spoke at grest *****

on American affairs. The following are extract* rtsm

his addresses:

—

" If the United States had the power to close ^^^JJ^JJl
upon the people of this country to-morro*, there «•

tj—^
northern provinces of their own empire a country w^ke to
the United States open to them all. It waa a

"J"!^
suppose that Republican America owned the whols *n ^
for the flag of England floated over more than one

'^nDrthers
vast country. The British subjects who lived^^Xbo**
portion of America were 8,000.000 now,
for 100,000,000 if they w
Brunswick, Newfound]
for 100,000,000 if they would come. Canada. N <™* aT^j tbt

rfoundland. Prince Edwards IS
.^\"JJS i

ised \<MA*
fasfitfi

Thev were larger than the Uuited»»|{jV
tforti

rere divided ; and they <^u
|jjj th7 Brit**" '

J
'

' *~
centurifV*

vmmV9Wmm Mwnwwww vi He thought ho was entitled to claim credit for the forbear-Mr. Cameron to General Sherman, and the speech of
ance anfl Patriotism displayed in Parliament by the great Con-

to

J.
yg by tliera as^wLrV^^^

respects to com m the payment for stamps and ;

or
', 8e88»on the7. *?ad ne™r brought forward one sinrfe dimin,«w AHmiW 5> ** *w«itin«r tonic of tbs dsj.»*«3

stamped envelopes. The army of the Potomac has
not yet been ordered to march, nor have orders
yet been given for it to be hutted for the winter.
-the apprehension felt by some that tho enormous

nt loaf «»««;«~ 4-u u j ZIz i V -"••"** w« wuuie spare man in jjancasnire, ana not xeex tu;to

mofion^rhpS ™L £ ™*a ^"^ f
?
r"?rd °ne «"&!« diminished. Alludin? to the exciting topicmotion wnicn could be considered of a factious character ' "*--*--*• •»--« -• - ,,•';__»-

They had neither attempted to impeach tho foreign nolicv of
:

Earl Russell or the domestic policy of Lord Palmerston but
!

were content to give on every occasion when their dutv'ner-

"'"uh^^urc^the^Thi *h? ?
OVer™ <* tb'e day SKT^ and sWp^and not undem all tho measure, they had brought forward, 'i'hey had, it He was bound in honour and good fetth *» " !

uiiiiiiusucvi. Aiiiiuiiii£ Ml llit) e.tuiunjt "F"' — ." mTlj\ th<**
he had travelled among the Republican Americans,!^^pj,
was no man who would be disposed to do them m ^py*
justice. God forbid that he should entertain any ^
prejudices, and hate a Yankee merely because he c < ^

i,ri cH-i^o*. «ir.H not under the iJ""*^^
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**«.

-j «nro tapidlv improved, which was more practically
|
slaves dragged off from its territory

>P"^ nf the advantages of education, with a more an act had been dona whlnh «
iftftfc "JL all{j more prosperous manufactures, was not
eeas»*e*ve.

ut ict them not deceive themselves. In

*• *m ri-it'.Taud her Institutions were in bad odour.

i. J Jnlv the day on which they declared their
4th

thev real the Bill of Indictment against

ti<
cCJ

excited

ntrv called the 13iil of Independence,

Ml of the grievances of the period, and thou>auds

to believe that everything that was true of Xng-
was true now. "*

' "*

EfS

From that raorae
. .. ,., d.°»"> which was the beaming

the trouble which had ever since been re • grow-
lng. The Northern men, in order to f Rn tti
hallowed compact with the Southern iveholder, gav© to him
an additional vote for every t wo or three sUves he held True
Ui was in the North an houest minority,--men who won
sacrifice their lives even to liberate nil the slaves In the
republic. But that minoritv was trampled upon and despised.
President Lincoln and Si ury Seward from t to last in
this unhappy contest had taken care to make it plain that
they were not in favour of emau in—that they were

-— 1.^ M . . c r,
fact, for leaving slavery just as it hai been stereotvp . »r

Twtad them just as badly now as the people of En?- generations. There were ten millions of white men in the

S7t th" time of the old revolution. The annual South. What did England want with them? Free trade au 1

ill was in the present contest producing its natural amicable relations; saying to them, however, 'Wei wn
in the British provinces they hud no personal, party, you by our acts what we think of slaverv. If you will i

Sii hostilities. They were in daily intercourse with now our example, take your own course.' But it was the
^rjTlfter a'l thev had all along seen that there was clear interest, as well as the duty and the right, of I Ian
1

in that country, for some reason or other, a marked
] have free trade with those ten millions of people. 1 ! knew

land. From the moment the Queen's proc.lama-
I the arts by which it was sought to deceive England.

Let them fancy what effect

***?n
i5m risin^ generation. They believed that Ix>rd

- 'Indop *1

^ worse than Lord North, and that the people of

„f Bnsrland.

£ued announcing the determination of the Imperial
\
The interest of Americans in the Northern states—m Boston,

IITJto'hold a neutral position between the contending
j
Laurence, Lowell, and other places, was to cripple the English

Sarv newspaper in the United States, not merely the
i trade witn the South, and to k ;i in

•*r„- nev ,
rs of New York, had breathed hatred there ; to let them have slaves to rai*—- ..

t
_ to England ; and the Northern provinces had

^^2n2ed every hour of the day that they would
bisa J""^j^ng compensation for the loss of the
n*

J
01*^ J,ix months they had thus been me-

N***}'
v.A,,\ and bragged at Perhaps aeven-eigbths of

li0ijStotho Northern provinces six months ago wished
*** CBJ«:cb6S Now tuey falr :is tnou8n every man in the

*~JZHm had been personally insulted, and they wished the

CtaMttM with all their hearts and souls. Ho would tell

^fciafew words what he thought of the results of tho

Jl Thev read in the Northern papers that the Southerner

ftkeffcarly parcel of rascals, with no pluck, no courage,

lUS no patriotism. But, notwithstanding this, every

JihevWht the South licked them. From the bottom of

IS supposing England held her hand, he did not believe

ih could ever overrun and conquer the bouth.

Mriwton the ' city of distances,' was the type of the rest of

J^Zrtrv and there were 'magnificent distances' which

!£ \ >rtbefn army would have to travel. A Southerner, when

Sthat the States to which he belonged were to be conquered,

SST'You were four months marching 30 miles to Bull's

Zandvou ran those 30 miles back iu four hours.' Sup-

Swbowever, that the Southern States were overrun,

CTortherns would require what Sam Slick called a

5L — » big as all outdoors' to keep the Southerners in.

iTsiiorraous standing army would have to be kept up, and

SZir national debt would be large enough before the war

aded. sod would have to be made larger for the maintenance

55?standing army. With a national debt and a standing

tray Mdnoaristocratic influence to keep things steady and

toeontrol ambitious chieftains, some great soldier, sneering at

i Presidency of four years' standing, would build a throne

where the Republic now stood, and wipe out the history of the

*theni Republic altogether. For the good therefore of the

sthern States, that they might hereafter be prosperous and

powerful ind useful in the world, the wisest thing they could

We done when the Southern States declared their indepen-

dence would have been to have said, -'Go and frame institu-

tion* for younelves." The events of tho past week had given

mi extraordinary and startling commentary upon the whole

portion of affairs. Two gentlemen taken out of a British

packet upon the high seas and carried to an American prison !

Knee the days when an old EDgliah sea-captain who had been

seised by a Spanish man-of-war, was tied up to the chains on

bcttrl hi* ship, and his ears cut off—since the day when that

mutilated Englishman carried his ears to the bar of the liouso

cf Commons and provoked a war, he knew of no outrage m
our history equal to that perpetrated upon

this country within the last month. Englishmen had

beea taught to regard certain things as essential

to nation. 1 honour; and the right of asylum was not

salr essential to national honour, but to the civilisation of the

Would they allow a French privateer to violate the

sh flag, and take from a ship an Orleans prince or any

other fallen Frenchman'.' If two of the blackest slaves in the

Sooth had escaped to a British vessel, would Englishmen have

»Bowed them to be seized? Suppose Garibaldi or Bixio coming

to England from Italy to negotiate for peace, or fair-play, or

anything else, had been taken out of an English ship in the

Mediterranean by a Neapolitan man-of-war? In either case

»oold not every Englishman have demanded and enioreea

wdress?

set md
»snte

**7 likely. Mr. Adams must know that, right °r wrong, the

P»ple would attempt to justify the seizure, and that tuey

•old not make the amende they ought to do. Mr. Ohar.es

Jtoner, with Mr. Everett, had attempted to justify thesciz ire.

*tot might be interred from that? Why, that men of the

Wt moderate temper had made up their minds how the

jrrent was setting, and that England was to »e msuitea
8ay that to his min

We had been told recently that England was answerable for the *>otry to say mm
_ r „.,„

wry of the South. Why, when England was m favour ot

"try in North America she was in favour of thumb-screws,
*<*! rotten boroughs, of no representation for toe misses ot

••People, of the corn laws, and of 10,000 other absurdities or

. *gs, which the enlightened conscience ' of the country

***>g since repudiated Let not any Southern slaveholder

"Northern slavetrader, nor any intelligent man in England» this country for American slavery as it now exists, see

England did in the West Indies. It might be
:

said that

••Americans had abolished slavery in the North, in iact, u,

g« away because the climate and the soil did not suit it

Jj
wherever free white labour could be brwhttobw,;

joald assuredly drive out slavery. When President Lincoln,s

J^rnment h.»isted the flag of universal cmancipation-or

2^ the North had paid and had suffered, as EngIjnddWto

?J ^e West Indian slaves-then the North would deserve,

thraldom their brethren
raise ooti"n fort North t/»

use, and to consume good.s imported under the high M !1

tartflC The North was like the 'dig in tho manger' When
he saw the Northerners sitting upon five orai nilUon balae

oi'cotton wbich they could not eat or manufa re, arid w li

they did not know what*tO do with -when he saw the of

Lancashire looting blue at tho aspect the timet, and no
means certain as to tho result of the coming winter—his
' enlightened conscienoa' taught him to apply tho fable, u to

conclude that England would be as entirely justified In getting

her share ol that cotton as the hungry cattle would have bee

in tossing into the air the dog who lay in tho way of I ir

goitiug the) hay they needed. The comparison between tho

suspension of the English Habeas Corpus Act In iM8andof
that in the United fcJti » was entirely mistaken and iucorro I

and to claim for the Northern press that it enjoyed ftwedoi

was ridiculous in the lace of tnc fact that nine or i editors

and publishers iu tho North hud been tarred and feathered,

ridden on rails, or had their astablishmonta smashed, simply

for freely expressing their OffakMfc"

The Hon. J. L. TlCOT, * Cabinet Minisl r of New
Brunswick, attended the meeting at Oldha a on Friday

evening, and spoke as follows on American Affiurtt—

Ho took issue with thoso both in the United States and i

»t

1'ieS-

Tho

England, who as ted that aaces :i was caused by the Un
of the United States alone, lie did so because that tariff, with

some slight interruptions, had been the policy of the L i

States tor the last 20 years. It was true that it had bee

opposed by a section of the South, but there was a prepondera-

ting influence in favour of protection, and still more the d-

mauds oftherevenue where there was no excise ren e 1 a high

tariff necessary. The South submitted to the tariff, and if

there had been no other question at issue the tonff alone would

not have provoked secession. He did not accord with 1

opinions sometimes expressed in this country d in the

United States, that secession was not occasioned by tie *

tion of slavery. He felt that it was so °c®yl«"^
fm .

'platform' of President Lincoln was tbta:-' We are opposed

to slavery, and without violating the constitution of

the country, we will take means to PM^O^J***;
tendon and its increase of power m any new State

formed out of the territories of the great I. -public. lhe>

shall not have a slave in them.' What Englishman would

not have endorsed that principle? On the !"£elpit of

the non-extension of elaverybputh Cju.U.u, ,
and

in the British provinces, and ^ Lngland^ there

one general feeling of favour manifested towards the J tri

at tlru t me JJut that favour and that sympathy had

destroyed And hovr ? When the British Government decided

oKeuJbetwcen the contending parties took a

wise and judicious course, and one wnic jMj*
'P^"**

acted uoou by the United States when England aii I r ance
actea upon uj- ^"«

course had indue

odd : and I have now a fasting <d the utter confust— of
mind in endeavouring so understand all the rule* of

f Murray* (.rammar M on is that grammar
l>o very easily learned with'»<it all that, •« >

very difflcull for any per*m who read* well written

ks, and nndersta em, not to ac^|uir«- a > ns
peton- • >wledge of gra iar sri

ssry to h-aru al is rubs i at celebrated but uuh
But, leaving gramm and coming to road in.

w :, a He, and geogr.i »•—althenth they are «%*
may be called the bases of edu on, yet H a man can read
w 1 wr; l, s rstanda figure* weU, there i« n
km 1 of p >sitiou a', «t l

special and ecient e is

n -mt ll. Rea' g now i* a ditTereo' a^ fn>m
what it was a few years ago. In the day* of our father* and
gran df.it hers, if a man \v\rn t<« read th«re wsaoompara-
Uvelyvery Book* were far mors e>

the v of literature was far ontractnd. and he
had i e and vAi-r 1 interest, and Iimsi eetle-

and d« > is now placed b<?fc»re us by the wonder* of

type and tho
]

prssa. 1 he could write, it was n

easy to carry < rre BOS with friend* at a distance f

tlise whose mean* were mited. for tht- prions* postage

was very islderable. Now l believe the number of letters

Ins in. .-eased seven i in this country since the time when
s postage was reduced to i penny

;
there can

if the work; s* of this y were as caps

they • be, the r »f lottem. in all probabtift;

1 l>e double * • what i For aa
• h •uses of persons ths postman %9tf

ruing Af\ 1 1 bs 'al of le' s only broea'

a letter a week to the iseaof all the v uu
count rv (i their < hlldmn, or paroo'

or friends, at some <b«Unce, it w« t l»e an ' gro.

Intend to th< . and 1 have wh ^al

rof m passing o P^« Jsns *
I. With regard to ari- If kn<»w* that

thore is n< i ( thai i* a grsntsr * k u. any

ing an * uss otbsr«ri*e a chance apr i*

condition than the that h as i

Tf.JJ^r*' *?'

• do the simplest sum It i* s oonstnnt dlfflcu

those who have mill* and workshop*, and a large number of

p, * in f ,r «• ment, that when they hsve wanted an

ovr n t v want to fill soms ofljee or

which e, or H <s a week more th^ ary

.onountofw • would be paid, t >ere t* m* man, as I

who might have tilled sti i post'

proved bis
|

in the world, if he h ily i *

k edge of the science of antl We n

the Nicnce of g<v,grapby. Tl j« »t so ensetitiai.

but it is calculated to giv< equal pleasure. 1 am

sorry to say it, of late ynara. people have learned

a great d <**! y by the mastrou*

trolrur on in various part* el thev id.
that have been going on in vancus pan- m uww.,r ..*. Wo

ned a great deal some years ago of T- :
some part*

of H.iasU dnring ths Uusslan war. A year «.r twjpw
learned a groat d- ..1 of I til y, because there was an li nx

and I suppose now j are learning a great «•»» ^>
'^

A <"»" l,lt thoc iseventHw ^J^SIhS
placc , lCre I* one . sapect to yhtch ^J^W *»

..f great interest to men in t lis country. lit i« v regard

to tho question of emlg m. i "ZVSZ
occ to ishhi :4" \ w

JTi5
f,,r him hero: I dlliona have left this c ry and

America, xney
upon their Boil that

prayer was that

and digintied manner
enshrine them with glory

that the conflict would taKe piaco. *u«»

erica would look at the matter tea calm

anner, and with a magnanimity which would

wi"h glory, say, 'We were wrong; wo b

viewed interna^!^j*^gjlft& 1
the restitution you demand TheyW f^"

.. h( ,e . Th«

^n^b^luhnn^^ SjiO ,;2!Ci« ^'YC
ctoitated by the cry of the press, 'On ^¥ "23d' well during t whole

$££V01*^^^J£%*^*™ «* I«^. siftWW
believe that such would be ?

h* e*
f

cl

thf persons to whom the
whatever might be the opinions oftbe persons t

subject might be ^^^b^inrbetore they knew
the public feeling, and war ™ l8Ufc

. iim _tAnoea thev ,

gj£ doubt receive, English sympathy. The example ofRusan

aV^n <*uoted in connection with this matter, and what the

•aperor had.done was a spectacle tor all to admire. But sup-

where they were Under th<; circumstances t^cy

aU approve of the preparations made^ uy ^ ^
Government, and he hoped that tbc r«u«

^erc

speedy relief from theem^m^^^ ^^
now placed. Thev must "^l^^Z the borders of

ment had seven lines of^AV^^ithAt England had
the British provinces, and he only "«r

a
et^^ to d

B M they
not placed the ^itish provinees in a positmnt^ >

should have been aba, X they.bad ,b^ ft Hn 14 daya
Quebec, to bave Planted roops^rnx the fr

to
If the war

**that he had simply confined slavery, or serfdJffl, »e
J2?oes of hi8 ew

l

f had drawn a line round the sUves

g^. and had said to their holders, ' Keep them there andso

J ever and a day. llold them, not only by the power

J?y<mr own right" hand, but by the who e P^
t
°^ou^

gftjj which I will place at jour disposal.' JJ^at
would

gf^men have thought then of his emancipation? lint

^IlJS
5 just wbat the North had done, all W«al^™

^htened conscience' of Englishmen notf^hst aiding.

Pf ^rried on the slave trade for the South»^^'
Sjh Planters; they had only slaves to

JI>
a« f^®^r

cJWr could not be \vn ,ted ou th c sea. It had beeu e arr ed

J.for 20 years by: Northerners. The Government winkedUt

%£* so the North found smart men for the wnoland ijory

S£ te il "** called-men who would run » cargo at -i

2?

I

1? P°rt . ^d then attend a meeting «t Boston or Ens

g^ where very pious sentiments would be uttered. " c^
S!£l2y'*a« very excellent speech, the statement hat

J*^nificau constitution left each State to ^ \
e care

th
°

22T7 ' itself. True. But what had occurred since the

»^nof the constitution? Why the PugiUve L v*

"** wsen nas»i»ri ,^ *v,« vt.^k «iibmitted to have cscapea

«r occurred ^^^"oTosife' would re t

short one, and he hoped that out of ev^g ga^ ^
LTth

ma^^^ «< thC^flty

that v. :
" ^ g^JF'M'^y

ftndoo " of theirown eottntry asweUnsof ^abroeo.
There Is no doubt that, during thc ) two or t

in this neighbourbood-M i all k?ow-lnl ir has been

extremely scarce, wages- is apared with years ago-

have been very high, and it ha* been e> difficu It to get

,y work done to keep machinery going even ; nt the very

same timo there were multitudes of pie in the.south of

Fncrland strong labouring men—the fathers of families—

worktog'nil ,U,
g
in the open sir on farm, getting their nine to

twelvei shillings a week, and their -
j.robably getting

almost nothing If themendown >se.counties could k ^

acTnrately where Lancashire and Yorkshire were, very lik<

some Jht find their way here doing no harm to the Popula-

tion here, but ,' great good to the population ^W
ive' because, If there was . r less labour there than

ere is wages th-r, i
all pr. llty i dd rise, and there

wouTd be tnc greater equSltv betwe -e of

labour in the vai arts of the country
• ,

1t.« î

|1̂ ™J
that we a t a time just now wh« body in this district

ought to learn, and will learn, t w he ought to have

rrned aVekt while ago. Everybody who Knew any-

thine- knew that. son. time or .
there would be a

tro in the U 1 States. Everybody knew who knew

hing on «u. -..pics Uiat there was a country nnder the

SSi he Briitoh crown that^wasjb lanUy able to

from the

ot M nc si o thing bad been done

„c of that ic to enable us to make up from

which we find no '"W" 1 '1
l
w
JT

a^Jf^"?
m. wo may not be able to have, rom the.United Bute.

\fpti nM»ed on They always had U and tnere always

tudes of honest

PT«S ' years"^d the i of thene precau-

^™™lCQ ™J™,tdn _ thounnu and forethought espe-

I never i-

>king at the

domi " of the British crown "« w«"7"^
supply whatever d« oigH* na :n

>

tx>jut

su. .ly of tho raw mateidal of our mani factures
*\nV\ JLliy v«t K-.«.«lv otic single thing bad

at this moment are uiaAwwj " J*\IU«* .nfr^rintr also to
hides of honest laborious families, and groat naffennR

J^JJ
*"

_.rL- onndueting their business, ari r mainly from then-

own

passed
; and the North submitted

ana tnit tuey «^*~ —
- - , .

fl
..

aad honour of our glonou. old ***. ^ izr

Me. IIkwiix, M-P- '» '*£"",,, g
thc 1 M

2gW as roues»*g£Z£Z. *

m

j2a«as^?S5tews
metic, grammar, and geo^Pn>

^hen i was at eel .
which

all those, except for grammar. mar written by a gentle-

is a long time ago. we learned.a g
^ % tocie ty

man who was, 1 believe,
*
J™™^ f the Snitew States of

which I belong, and who was a nat
-

8 gr ,immar hai a

\mericv, Lindley Murray. ^'^ T r kuo^. w yet. But

great reputation, and, for *$***/ to learn it as I tod ^ZlmST^m \m nossand frivolity but

sifsr?. «£r3 a^TJS
\7 "'[rife

' STwndHf £*£ :
but, ,-rtiouUrly, I

CfITh^ , *ri f" i "our

,

ret.' m. <au.inR immeoM cm-

5 mm
,
C
oTtSrK Jbfuld oe-e. H -- only c«j

»nd tho.Kfhtr.iln--, » d mor»my i

^ ^ ^^
Tr t "V, SFknoTtSt cation L. . «froat adv»t»*c
trusims. «e mum

f it
w^ tnat wo have very little

toorougniy
^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ man mogt

makfl a ffllod use of what we nave guv. n»w/ »*«~- •»— -

fttaJ le knows bis p-ition ;^J^^J
Let him do what he n to improve himself, ifJeMM like Udi
Let
are "and to «h. f. « hour of hi. life h«

:

wiU nyoicj



TOE GARDENIAS' CnROXIOLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
Ctty intelligence.

Money Market, Friday.— British Funds: Con-
so s closed at 90[ to | for Money, and 90| to J for the
£thafJanuary; Reduced and New Three per Cents.,
89* to 8!),; ; India Five per Cent. Stock, 102| to },
103, ex d.v.

; Ditto for Acct., 102* to |, ex div. ; Ditto
Four perCent. Debentures, 1863. 98J; Ditto 186 !•, 98
Ditto Bonds, 14.9. p,n.; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rnpi
Paper, 961; Ditto Five and a Half per Cent,, 101f •

Exchequer Bills, June, 12.9. to 155. pm.—Foreign
Brazilian Old Five per Cents., 98; Ditto Four and
Hall per Cents., 18f>0, 87*. ex div. ; Dutch Fou
Cent. Certificates, 100; Mexican Three per Cents
Acct., 27 to I ; Peruvian Four and a Half per Cen
for Acct, 96}; Portuguese Three per Cents., 1856'
1857, 1859. and 1860, 45 ; Russian Three per Cents

'

1859, 59|; Spanish New Deferred Three per Cents, for
Acct., 41;; Committee's Certificates, 5} to t ; Turkish
Six per Cents., 1858, for Acct., 67 to J; Ditto 100J.
isonds, 70.

[Decextbeb
14,

iction of the
subject to some

1*1
people. Almost every -^T

^ L .
Qe charge of that sort *T '^•i t»objection was lest we should inspect the relit?,-

00
?^2given in the schools, and I do not wonder t£ttwS**ftjealousy ?n this point, for it shows that m twi**2great majority of educationalists it is nece«ir»!inuadt «Z

in one wayoranother combine religious witEEJr* "" *

question The very first deputation I rc5i«?L_very interesting one of about a dozen or Z^£- •
labouring m schools in populous or noor S° •

d"
1P»*

metropolis. They unquestionably made out *,S? « »*
a case, unfortunately, almost too strong forthLSff*the pecuniary results of the new code unon^/*One gentleman adverted to the injury that ik * ,, —
the religious teaching, whereupon another dJSi* to

•fya o

E5S£S^«S5SBES»

Note* issued
• •

iSanfe of (Sngiamr.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

..£29,080,410 Government Debt .. ..£11,015,100
otherSecuritiea .. .. 3,B3i,noo

Id Com and Bullion .. 14,430,410
Mlvor Bullion ..

Proprietors' Capital . . £ 1 1
,.-..13,000

Ir£,« iV ,.'%.•• •• 3,129,723PuMie Deposits (inelud-
inffExchequer,8avlngi
Banks, Com missioned
of Nut. Debt, and Divi-
d.nd Acets) 5,120,!™

Other Deposits 13,097,4
Seven day and other bills 742,012

£29,080,410

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
Government Securities
(Including Dead

£29,080,410

up and said he was sure that every one present w*»uwith him when he said that he did not attach afcaC?*to the religious part of the subject, and he added tZSl*be ashamed of himself as a manager of school* «S ?

"

majority of the clergy were, he believed, of the"^*8

m

if he thought that this code would enablethem to make the slightest alteration in the rel»i«..
tion given then in the schools. It is clear that Ztn!reading and writing are with us as much a part of XL

"•a or sUsv

as of secular education. If you keep a child ^ SSflBT*certain length of time, and do not teach him to resdSf
** *

the religious instruction you mav give him wouM

^ < i trht Annuity)
Other Securities
Notes
Ciold and

£10.890,409 Stable Keeper- C;Eono| : R> v.NB^ffin^rS ¥'N*W'
Livorv

12th day of Dec., 1861.

£37,412.327
£37,422,327

M. MARSHALL, Chief Cashier.

©iimte of m $2Uee&.
hand "Writer—
ward, West
Lion Street,
Jobmaster

—

Spilsby, LincolnahJre,' tnmSZi^lS^^^IU±^^Th£F^
Kentish Town, Engraver on Woo 1-A !v '„!'S^ ,

*°»d >«*.

very little effect upon that" child"whin heTeftsdS. ^15*
wish to argue the question, but I am an^S^ ife*and respectable a deputation should not for^r?"'*1
suppose that the Committee of Privy Councfl e522in the slightest degree the notion that it w„ rJSMldiminish the efficacy of the religious teaching hi22? *?
do not think it would be proper, btfo^lhi^jLi
1Zarl

i
amcn

^ to enter into any discussion in defcneetfSnew code or to refer to any alterations of detail wbMk«£hereafter be thought desirable to make. I do*not at*Hit would have been better to have worked with sTSCsystem, nor do I think it can be held that a sv>temupon an annual Parliamentary vote can be regarded m wmSne
T

Xt

,m
BUt

'

w
.

hate7eP
u
thG differQnces <* opinion oftSS:& aB

J
conv,n

.
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*
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raake their f«H explanation.Parliament, and Parliament alone, to whose verdict'

Hament has had an opportunity of pronouncing an opinion
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iWettopoltg! antr its Yfkinits*
The Retised Educational Code.—A deDiitfTtion

cons,st,ng of abont 200 clergymen and gSZlinterested m the " revised code " of Jnlv laft, had aninterview with Earl Granville, Lord President of theCouncil on Tuesday, to present a memorial praying for.U withdrawal. Among those present were Lord HCholmondeley Rev. Lord Alwyne Cbmpton, Mr. A
M.i

.,
Mr. J. C. Colquhoun, clergymen from nearlyevery metropolitan district, and from upwards of 40

ion Lnd r^
hd

tr°
n Si"C^r introd«eed

P
the deput^

,w ?• ff ^e memorlal- 1* stated that thedeputat.on did not act in their individual capacitv hutwere connected with the National Socle y?Whu3of England Educational S™:.(, *i--
J ' ... ,.

.

training i, ,f ;j

Ed
.
nCational

.

So
.

ci
,

ety> the metropolitantraining institutions, provincial train'-- -"- " •
&c. It showed that the Revised t„ut
changes so organic and fundamental that no modifica-

ing institutions,

introduced

turn of its regu ations could give sat^fac bnV i tWfore prayed his Lordship to withdraw a documentwhich had occasioned such wide-spread alarm a,uthereby to restore that confidence and co-opwati"between the Educationists of Great Britain !f
£2? t°be
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nCil
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of which
'

f°r 1'^veversnort a period, the deputation regarded as
calamity. Earl Granville in reply slZ L to
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I
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'
and th;,t the
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rt for Footing
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Another deputation subsequently waited on the Lord
President and Mr. Lowe, consisting; of the lecturers it
the various training colleges, and headed by Lord
Enfield and a numerous body of members of parliament.
The object of the deputation was to induce the Edam.
tion Board to continue the allowances made to the
lecturers under the eld ,'system, but for which no
provision was made under the new. They receive
very little encouragement. After a good deal of

discussion on the point whether or not these lecturer*
were to be considered Government officers, a position
which Mr. Lowe strenuously denied, the interview
closed with an intimation from Lord Granville that the
lecturers must lay their account with the cessation of
the allowances they at present receive from Government
after Christmas of next year.

Thb Peace Society and the American Diffi-
culty.—The following memorial has just been sent

from the Committee of the Peace Society to Lord Pal-

merston :

—

" My Lord,—We ask permission, as the Committee of ttw

Peace Society, but representing also, in this instance, we art

happy to believe, the sentiments of a large number of perwnt
not formally connected with that body, to express the deep
concern with which we have learnt of recent events that are

likely to create serious misunderstandings between thie

country and the United States of America. We rejoice in the

assurance that, notwithstanding the irritating nature of the

matter in dispute and the excited state of the public mind,

your lordship's Government pre prepared to conduct the

negotiations with the Cabinet of Washington with the utmo<
moderation and forbearance ; nor can we doubt that the

generous people of this country, when the first natural irrita-

tion has subsided, will amply sustain your lordship in such a

policy of conciliation as that which under the circunisr«eii

would be most worthy of our character as a powerful Christian

nation. England can, without any derogation of her d

afford to be magnanimous in her dealings with a *•*'

State struggling in the agonies of a domestic rcvolatioa.

We earnestly hope that the answer which may be re-

ceived from the American Government will be such as »
open the way for a speedy adjustment of the point fo.^JPJJJ
But, should difficulties interpose in the way of its aatitfjr

solution by ordinary diplomatic negotiation, we venture

pectfully to submit to your Lordship whether the queafloP^"

which the controversy turns is nat of a nature w:

it specially suitable for reference to arbitration. ^ c
y^.^gf

to recall to your lordship's remembrance that the PnDCIP*jL.

arbitration which the British Government, to its gre« ? <££
was the first to commend to the attention of the r*n*

ference of 18 r
,4. through the mouth of Lord Chrevam.

recognised and ratified by the unanimous cc™*JT;n tbe
august body, and embodied in a resolution exPrer~Lto to
following terms :— « The Plenipotentiaries do not &'

express, in the name of their Governments, the wis

States between which any serious misunderstands? n^J ^
should, before appealing to arms, have recouree, »«
circumstances might allow, to the good offices 01 a »

the
Power.' The principle thus formally coneecrateowjr

sanction of all the great Governments of Europe n"
roen|

received the spontaneous and cordial homage 0I n wis
statesmen of this country of various political I'

a
]f

ie
l^rftil

described by Mr. Gladstone 'as a great triumph, a pu

engine on behalf of civilisation and humanity. The tan «
ft

referred to it. as "the principle which, to its endl£a u -

was embodied in the protocols of the Conference 01 ra
JJv^ce fc

Earl of Malmesbury pronounced the act of the comer*

acknowledging and recommending the principle, as. in

course whioh Her
upon this subject.
remark upon. In
the great majority

his

auKiiowieaging ana recommending tne pnnu**/'«j •-- ^ »

judgment and that of the Government of whictt n
1 ^

member, 'one of xl * —* i- ~*-*"«»«on a»a ? j

security of the

Tl,e, e -i., „n iy onTlotoTl ""rSU0
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established the truth, that time, by giving pl^e for rw
w<

operate, is as much a preventive as a healer of ll0
t

stI'^'
in a

would further remind vonr lordshin that Great i»n • ^
ciations we have heard
code, the same charge repeated^of'dangeT^ thJT^l?

1 M°

would I would further remind your lordship that Uiw ^v. €tCh

etn
'ion

ments relative to fisheries,"coramerce, and "'avigation

pvnop , . . - . Of whom are clergymen ^T*!?
1"

!

1
* tbe Uuited 8tates h:l™ nlroadv in their relatione wiin

HB25*J? •?! notwithstanding the violence of th e *££? ^ »?Iomnly n^cogniaed this principle even m^™S
, .

n L"« denun- form of aoplication. In a treaty between the twe
' "Ttiged

dly other solemnly recognised this principle cvenjn
as to the apprehended'effi^^X?

r
l ^ cu «»ect of the ments relative to fisheries, commerce, and navip*""-^-^

at Washington, September 9, 1804, there is » clausegious
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j

that in "^seofdifferences arising between the con-

^ ^,-i on any matter connected with the treaty, the

y&-*AiHrmte shall be referred first to Commissioners

"w resort to an arbitrator or umpire to be mutually
frstrew-i ___i: «— »—such are the termsJ****he high contracting parties

S._« solemnly engaging to consider the decision

ve

dSS

—*rv—'solemnly enjmguig « w»» u« «» «^*owu
•J 1* T^nmi^ioners conjointly, or of the arbitrator or

* the ^^e'^e may be, as absolutely final and con-

• tactx case decided upon by them or him respec-

TTfl respectfully suggest, my lord, that here are

-hm and precedents abundantly sufficient to warrant the

-**^ Government in proposing that the question now

between them and the Government of the United
L jj cannot be otherwise settled, should be referred to

—
"i^Wnn of some friendly and impartial arbitrator. If it be

**£3«i of uo other advantage, it will at least afford time

£?j2t«*MD«ratioii of the public mind to subside which

^nv 'prevails on both sides of thel Atlantic, and which,

^22
1
than any difficulty ^inherent in the subject itself,

E jSe toembsrnM the two Governments in their attempts

il

T " J

I

-_. ^hich"ifi pure, peaceable, gentle, and 'easy to be

it a pacific solution. We earnestly pray, my Lord, that

••'tilrdKhin and the Government of which you are the head

£ybe

a portion, but .Mr. Cowper el that ander
their charter they were prohibited from doing so

;

and the proposal that the Great Western Railway
Company, together with other metropolitan railway
companies, should be solicited to aid the work
generally thought not to be likely to bring about in-

satisfactory results, considering the small dividend
which many of them were only able to pay. In reply

to other questions, Mr. Cowper said he thought it but

right that if the parishes made the subway the Govern-

ment should keep it in repair at their own expense, and
that if any annoyances were caused by the ti to

persons frequenting the gardens, it could be easily

covered over with glass. He suggested that the road

should be closed between twelve at night and five in

the morning ; but it was stated that much of its advan-

tage would be lost to the residents in Tyhurnia and

Belgravia if they could not use it during those hours.

there had been h great deal of additional traffic, in the
shape of those monster vans and unsightly waggons
belonging to people like I'ickford and rhspun, bearing

merchandise to the In a warehouses in the Ch y. He
submit I ths he retail houses were ss much cut ed

to coi leration as the sireat millionaires in the City,

and he supposed it would be acknowledged thai ot

passengers had some rights, but these were regularly

set at nought. He held in his band a document show-
ing the number of persons ascertained to have entered

the City of London daily, as taken at the commence-
ment of M , 18G0. Th tignre- e perfectly mar-
vellous. The daily number of vehicles was .'.7.765;

the number ot passengers in vehicles, 171,086; the

number of foot passengers, ; the total number of

passengers, 706,621. He concluded by moving—-"That it

be referred to the police committee to consider the pro-

nrict v of the Corporation makiiiir an on to Parlia-

' so as to tavert from these two great civilised and

Chrteban nati

dffli»ti°n sne

Pia.se,

A member observed that the gravel which would be ment for further power* to be given to tl magitfratos

dug out in making the road would, at a minimum, be of the City of London to rcgo

Propose) Road across Hyde Park.—A committee

mpointed last week by a deputation connected with the

writhes interested in this scheme to confer with the

EhtHon. W. Cowper, Chief Commissioner of Works,

nJtive to the means of constructing a public road

across Hyde Park, had an interview with the right hon.

gentleman on Saturday at her Majesty's Office of Works,

it Whitehall. The committee consisted of Col. Worthy,

Mr. James Heywood, F.R.S.; Mr. Tite, M.P. ; Mr. K.

Freeman, Mr. Morris Kemshead, Mr. Tillett, Dr.

Percy, and Mr. C. M. Roche. Colonel Worthy having

lUted'that they had waited upon the right hon. gentle-

Btn to know whether he had any proposal or suggestion

to make on the subject, Mr. Cowper said that the Queen

would consent to a road through the Park from Bayswater

! Kensington provided it be a subway, and that her

Mtjesty would reserve to herself the entire control

over it, as well as decide at what hours it should be

opened and closed. Two modes had been suggested for

iccomplishing the object ; one by a road in Hyde Park

along the boundary of Kensington Gardeus and passing

under the Serpentine by a tunnel ; the other by a road

seross Kensington Gardens, which avoided the Serpen-

tine, which, he said, greatly contributed to the beauty

of the landscape, and should not, if possible, be inter-

fered with. He then exhibited a plan, which be had
directed to he prepared, of a subway through Ken-

gton Gardens from Lancaster Gate on the Uxbridge

Read to Prince Albert's Road on the Kensington side,

and described its principal features to the committee.
The subway, which was between 21 and 23 feet deep,

and oa a Hue with the middle walk, was entered by a

ihort incline, running nearly parallel with the Uxbridge
Road, and was crossed by four bridges for foot passengers.

It was nearly a mile in length, and passed through
Rotten Row, and the drive beyond, by a

tunnel, coming out at the nearest point to the Exhi-

bition of 1862 by another incline of a similar descrip-

tion to that at the other end. Sections of the road

•flowed that it could be laid out in two different ways,

*> as to have a picturesque effect, and rather to improve
tan deteriorate the surrounding scenery. In one, the

sloping banks were turfed and planted with shrubs,
with a gravel walk along the top ; and in the other
tne banks were broken by a second walk, half way
d?wn, for which small arches were inserted in the
**dnct. Mr Cowper said that he thought this plan

j»e'erable to the one through Hyde Park, as it would
oe easier and more cheaply constructed, as well as get

™ of the objection to any interference with the Ser-

P^me; but, at the same time, he was not prepared
t0 Pjedge himself at present to the adoption of any
Wicular project. In reply to some questions, he saidw a subway was a sine qvd non to her Majesty's

**nt, and that the cost of the one he had sug-

S*^ would be about 4O,000Z.; that the subway
Proposed by Mr. Page, along the ha-ha and
^aemeath the Serpentine, would be lonoer
™<l not so agreeable to persons

worth 17,000/., and might go towards the red net i »n of

the expense, but the right hon. gentleman did not say

whether the Crown would give up its right to the ti

removed. Colonel Worthy said that if the money re-

quired were raised by a loan it might be paid off in a

series of years by a trifling rate, which would tcarcel;

be felt by the inhabitants of the parishes. After me
other topics had been discussed, the committee stated

that they would consult the vestries which they I re-

lented, the Metropolitan Board of Works, the principal

owners of property, and others, with ft view if ascer-

taining whether the requisite funds could be mind
without the aid of Government.

Embankment of the Thames.—The Queen has ap-

pointed the Lord Mayor of the City of London ;
Major-

General Sir Joshua Jebb, K.C.B.; John Thwa'u

Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works; Captain

Douglas Galton, K.E.; Commander Borstal, Secretary

of the River Thames Conservancy Board ;
Henry Arthur

Hunt, Esq., Surveyor of her Majesty's World and

Public Buildings; and J. K. M 'Clean, Esq., C.E., to be

her Majesty's Commissioners to examine into plans for

embanking the Surrey side of the Thames simulta-

neously with that of the Middlesex side. The Com-

missioners are the same gentlemen who investigated

the project of a northern embankment in the past

summer, and the Lord Mayor has Again been invited to

act as chairman. It is understood that, in th. at

of the Commissioners recommending the embankment

e the traffic rts,

Oftha, carriages, and omnibuses, which at preset by

overcrowding certain street* and wholly a% ng ot hers,

causes (rreat inconvenience to the< /x»ns."—Mr. Hosto

Seconded the motion, but paid that though ho adr It

tl existence of the evil he almost despaired
1

of finding

a remedy.—Alderman Lawr< c said it would be «ok1

undesirable to adopt inch a resolution. He did not

.env that the various thon es were crowded up
;

but he, for one, rejoiced in that great trafl and in all

those heavily-laden waggons, ii eating as tl lid the

nonnous trade and prosperity of the City ot London.

The true remedy for the existing inconvenk es 1

tarnishing fresh outlets and thor tares, by tvi

the trafhc would be diverted and i eved. At present

great measures were in progress or " contemplation

which would eventually have that effect Railway*,

underground and others, were ad vane th< ity ;

Newgate Market was abou > be ren ed to a part of

the town where it would be .nparativ. convenient,

and it was proposed by the Government to maki s

street from Black friars Bridge to the Mansion House,

s a necessary adjunct to the Thames embankment.

Until they saw I operation of these public

improvements it would not be wise to apply to

parliament for a measure to restrict the traffic, which

was an unavoidable result of the growing trade. He
moved the "previous quest ion" as an amendment.—Mr.

Deputy Harrison suggested that it had better be left to

the magistrates and the City police commissioner, who
or the uommissioners recuumieiiuiiiK m« «•«•««*«. uie raagmrditB hu v.iy

i

^rtWO_ t/, a^x
on the Surrey side to be undertaken contemporaneously had between them very c .deral powers, to deal

wth that on the north, the Government are prepared with the subject, than to apply to parhament.---Alder-

to embody hot proiects in the Bill which they will intro- man Rose said that the traffic hart so enormous y over-

duce in the anrffiine session of Parliament.
; grown the accommodation afforded by the streets as to

u^fto^^^ at Exetek 1ULL,-An Sefy all regulations which parWameut or any other body

aff™te prayer meeting of Christi , of all denomi- 1 of men, might lay down tor its control. He *8™*™
SfoS^the^mitteeoftheEv^^al Alderman Lawrence that new s tree accommoj at

AUhnce wis held on Thursday at Exeter Hall for the
;

was the only solution of the difficulty.-Mr Deputy

mnWoT^nnSinff in praver to God to avert the Jones, speaking from personal experience^ said that in
purpose ot WWing in p p he Qf tfce d the ge of the pnnci .

— <j

travelling

8 lt;
» and could not well be finished before

™* opening f the Exhibition. On the question of
"Pense, Mr. Cowper gave the deputation distinctly to

™torstand that as the proposed road would be for the

^otnrnodation of the localities interested, and not for

J"*
purposes, or a national object, the Government

:T* nofc give any assistance towards its formation by a
§™t

;

out of the Imperial revenue. He further stated

^V^f the different parishes in the neighbourhood were

w"P°?ed to raise money for carrying out the object, it

r"lu be necessary to pass an Act of Parliament to

r?b
J
e toem to do so, and that could not be done with-

rj ^lay, though probably in time to make the road

£"*? May. Mr. Freeman said that the inhabitants of

^Kington were determinedly opposed to any road

wto?
made thr0ug" the gardens which would interfere

J* that quietude and retirement so delightful t*>

th:f*'
students, and others. Mr. Cowper replied,

tlT
e traffic would not be seen except by persons on

ocLj
61* ed&e ot" the subway, and that the noise

jj^'oned by it would be extremely light. Mr. Tite,

• «eywood, and other gentlemen expressed their

Shu- of the "gnt hon. gentleman's plan as the

diffi!
,Ject»onable of the two, and said that the only

JandV
J WOuld be in »Provkling thc necessary

mbaf^
lt was suggested that the Royal Com-

-toners of the Exhibition might contribute

^1« nffhp Phiireli of Eno-land and ministers of dis- lire or limo.—mr. uepu^y i i-«™ •»«...««-*. --

A hymn naving oeen »« D , .
, ^ , qq or 70 pergong received injuries in thc

Eector o Batte sea, read atpwwg^e from u«
^
« tn y £ th hfc resuUing in

W he ReT^IS25ff»fKlfc33r SS death in some case, U the magistrate, had not now
hy the Rev. K.dley Herecnei

sufficient power to deal with th.s crying ev> ,
parha-

V,
H
e
KJ! Haotl' Xoel M A AnpfopTi'ate hymns were ment, on f proper application, would probably invest

and Kev. .
Bapt stA oe ,^M.A £W

J

)
them^ ^^ gnd tf „, ha(, ^ffle,** power they

sung, and further P•>«?*"« ™*
\SJT !ind thc „h,ht to exercise it.—Mr. K. N. Philipps supported th

Thomaa Alexander P'esbjtenan^9

;s
e

t
;'
r
'^, moUon , and reminde<l the Conrt that whatever power.

Rev. Samuel Minton, M.A. ot v\°1^'" V-.";6
e
' ,.,, m-L.tnltei had for regulating thc traffic they had

elected Alderman of the ward m the room or uie law
juvenile among them. The amendment of

Sir Peter Laurie Jhe« wn. M^ber««^ AMeZm C^nce hnviSg been negatived on . Bhow
Post Office Savings B^KS-Anothe^sto i o^t

^ ^.^^ ^^^
Office Savings Banks wbm »™£J£^X'^ :

vsT. Tn0MA8
'
8 Hospital asd tee Chaeiko Cross

course of the present month at the monej 01 ncr oim.es
R M j , Stewart, of Biverpoo , the umpire

in the metropolis and^X£^t£VSSSSi an^ted by the lloail of Trode, madTbis award'on

has been issued nt.der the authority of the l

«
^t uster ppo

j compensation to be

General. The entire lis is upwards of /00 m immber the 7» "^-^.^ Crogs ^ ^^y, for the

and a very large proportion of the new omces will Do

opened in London and its vicinity, within the Post

Othce district. T , n„j.
LOSS OF ANOTHER BALTIC STBAMER.-The Onda

steamer, from Cronstadt to London, « been lost on

the Tnholt reef, being the 17th steamer lost in the

« If th?, veir She was a fine vessel of 700 tons, and
Baltic th.» year, sue n o{

vtal^ewor^V loss w,„ f^tly on

Lloyd's, and partly on**™%£ZT^£~m
atfv^^mSheld iLTU the Archbishop

of Canterburfin the chair, resolved by a argc majority

^co^fmtn; votej£™-*&7jK
SrX^entIX M^u

P
m from the ,hrary

-At a recent meeting of tht tour ^
Mr. Deputy™*?^^*TZ thoroughfhres,
the continual overcrowd £

n endangering
which had grown to .^ f

n '"tote

»^ ^ tbe
human life, and V^M}^^ year, in particular

leading streets in the City .

ui mi* j

I

paid by the Charing Cross Railway Company, for the

purchase in fee simple of the whole of St. Thomas s

Hospital and premises, and for the damage sustamed

from the construction of the railway, shall be 296,000/.

The claim of the Hospital was 750,000/. _^
St. George's- in-the-East.— It is understood that

the Rev. Bryan King will not r irn for another

twelvemonth. He has, however, nomin d a clergy-

man to take the place of the Rev. Alfred Cay, the

present curate in charge, who holds bis appointment

from the Bishop of London. A meeting - I the Vestry

was held a few days since, at which it was resolved to

call a meeting of thc parishioners, for the purpose of

presenting a testimonial to Mr. Coy for the satisfcetory

manner in which he had conducted the affairs of the

church and parish. The Bishop of London preached in

the church on Tuesday <'veuing iu the presence of an

immense and orderly congregation.

1hi Public Health.— The Registrar - General's

Weekly Report states that 1300 deaths were registered

in London in the week that ended Saturday, December 7,

being a large decrease on the two previous weeks. The

average rate calculated on the returns of corresponding

weeks in ten previous years (1851-60), would have been
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1395. Daring the week the births of 837 boys and 819
girls, in all 1656 children, were registered in London.
In tbe 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the
average number was 1660.

[Dbceicb

tfrobtnrial*
Beixham.—The American ship Elephant Greely,

1000 fons^belonging to Portland, Maine, was found to
be on fire in the Channel on Tuesday morning, and was
towed by two fishing smacks into Elbury Cove, near
this town. Mr. Milton. R.N., the commanding officer
of the Coastguard, immediately went on board, and by
the assistance of the town engine succeeded in extin-
guishing the flames, which were confined to the after
part of the ship. The Elephant Greely, in consequence
of the civil war, is sailing under Hamburgh colours,
and was bound from that city in ballast for Akyab.
It is said that a mutiny has since broken out amon°-
her crew, and that it has been necessary to send an
armed party of coastguardmen on board to maintain
order.

t
^^GE.-Mr. George D. Liveing, M.A., of St

Johns College, was on Friday unanimously elected
I rofessor of Chemistry in this University, in the room
of the late Professor Cumming.
East Retford.-Ou Friday last six poachers were

brought before the magistrates in this town on remand
charged with poaching on the estate of the Duke of
JVewcastle, and seriously maltreating two of the
watchers. The prisoners were found on the lands at

• liothemsall, trespassing after game, and the duke's
watchers came in collision with them. The poachers,
being the strongest in number, had the advantage, and
in the fight that took place they beat two keepers,
father and sou, in a most brutal manner. The rnarns-
trates

i

committed them for trial at the next assizes, but
offered to take bail, each in 1001. and two sureties of
1001. .n default, the prisoners on Saturday were re-
moved in custody to the county gaol, where they
will remain till March, as there is no winter gaol delivery
for Nottinghamshire. J

Haywaed's Heath.—On Thursday the 5th inst, Mrs.
Agate the wife of a farmer at Slaugham, about 6 miles
irom thisp ace, in a fit of insanity killed her youngest
child, a gir about 5 years of age, by nearly severing her
head from her body. She then endeavoured to cut the
tnroatoflier son,6years ofage, andafterwardsattempted
to commit suicide. The boy is in a critical state, and the
mother herself is so much injured that her recovery is
doubtluh If appears that she has been for some time
affected in her mind, and has been closely watched. At

^•ir
m

i

qi
ir

St
,°
n Friday the .l«ry returned a verdict of

VVUtul Murder against her, coupled with the opinion
that she was labouring under a fit of insanity at
the time. On Thursday another member of the
family, Mr. Stephen Agate, a draper at Cuckfield,
a cousin of Mr. Agate, the farmer, committed suicide by
shooting himself in the head. It is supposed that his
mind had been affected by the tragedy which had
occurred to the other branch of his family. The jury
at the inquest returned a verdict of Temporary Insanity.
Heckington.—A melancholy event took place on

Sunday last in the church of this parish during divine
service. The Rev. Charles Cameron, Vicar of Christ's
Church, Long Lane, Trusley, Derbyshire, aged 54,
brother of the vicar of this place, had ascended the
pulpit and given out the text, when he was attacked
with paralysis, which at first greatly affected his speech :

in the course of three or four minutes he became
inaudible, and fell on the seat in an unconscious state,
to the great consternation of the congregation. His
brother and several gentlemen went immediately to his
assistance and brought him down into the church, where
he was attended by a surgeon who was present, but he
never rallied, and died in the course of the afternoon.

fcHETFIELD.—An inquest was held in this town
on Saturday on the body of Thomas Townsend, a scissors
maker, who committed suicide on the previous after-
noon after deliberately shooting his step-daughter,
Uiza Fisher It appeared that a criminal intercourseWW n

? M$
e
^,tween the Paries, resulting in the

birth of a child. The child died about a year ago, and
.he man having latterly desired to renew his intimacy
with the girl, she determined to resist his attempts,
left the house and went into service. On Fridav after-noon he called at- the house where she was in service
and shot her in the side with a pistol, and afterwards
*bot himself m the stomach. He died instantly, and
the girl^is not likely to recover. The jury returned a
verdict to the effect that deceased was not in an unsound
state of mind, and that therefore he was guilty of self-
murder.

Spiisby.—A bronze statue of Sir John Franklin was
formally inaugurated in this town, his birthplace in
Lincolnshire, on the 26th uit. A procession^ headedby the \olunteer Rifle Corps, marched to the .Market
JNace, where Sir John Richardson, C.B., F.K S
delivered an address on the services of Sir John
franklin to his country and to the cause of science.

t -l !

e^aUgUratl0n
' a Public l«ncheon took place, at

which The memory of the late Sir John Franklin "was proposed by the chairman, and drunk in solemn
»uence by the large company. There were present on™ occasion a grandson of Sir John Franklin, and also

ti?m t^^ ?
De °f

,
*he exPlor*rs for the lost expedi-

^ed^tostVS " thG "* °f^ BaC0D
'
^

Southampton.
. . ,

. 'The Nashville, Confederate steamer,
which damaged her bottom whilst running the blockade
at Charleston, was taken into the graving dock on
Friday for repairs.

Worcester.—A meeting of the hop growers of
Worcestershire and Here! .nUhire was held in this city
on Saturday, Sir Thomas Wiunington in the chair, to
consider the means necessary to procure the total repeal
of the hop duties. Lord Holmesdale, Mr. Beresford
Hope, Mr. Dodson, M.P., and Mr. Kmtrea, attended as
a deputation from the Central Association for the
Repeal of the Hop Duties. Mr. Knight, M.P., Mr. J.
P. Smith, Mr. King King, M.P., Mr. Taylor, and the
members of the deputation addressed the meeting, and
the following resolutions were carried unanimously':—

"1. That this meeting is of opinion that the burden and
grievance of the Excise duty on hops is becoroiug year by yearmore intolerable alike to the hop planters and to all who are
interested m the cultivation of hops. 2. That this meeting
considers it advisable thata general deputation from all the hop
growing districts be organised to wait apes the Chancellor of

unable tcTdeTend yourselv^sTbuTwhe^TlhT *.nthe shores of America are to be protected1 h?*" »oa «
armed men who have profited by the exneJiL!

I

5
fllfc*

one campaign-when she shall find that^S? 1* *
every river from the frontier of Maine to thT^S
£
eX
E 5

a
i?
Ut& Send

,2^ Privateer* which wiHh£22*in Australia, the gold-laden vessels of eSuSSSP* i

recollects that if she places a regiment oT?£T±?>
S^f'a? }*Tg(i P

ortlon of that ^giment wiU^SS?1 *
Lnited States-when she reflects that if shemtoK.* **
united America she will be met by 200 000 Irifh «i?"r ***
pant for an opportunity of avenging the'wro-itrs nf"SS? "**
when she is conscious that five millions of Irishmen han island which lies by her side will sympatSTSth
rather than with England in such a rtnimle-LTJ?
bodes, with gloomy forecast, that the glory of EnoSIL,
ever pass away, and become matter of hlstorv 'if *«iand America should unite in hostility toTer'—ihin I? £**»
that the ruler of France is watching like an eaglefar'.n ~tumty to pounce upon his prey, and that France wfflkjported by the sympathy of Spain and the gratitojrf i^she will be slow to encounter these hazards, even inrfiir%
the flag that ' has braved a thousand years the bJtkTS?*!*breeze.'" ""« «a tnt

The late Murder in Dublin.—In the

™3™w q?
erfo

T,
tno P»rl>^e of urging upon him the justice son Court, on Thursday the iurv foJd^X?

-

and policy of providing for the repeal of the duty in his next W^&tJSn t-W T.U \T 1

'
l
J

I i
-

d ****
Budget and that a memorial to that effect be prepared and , i™,

10 '1 th<
?
t John Molloy murdered Ins two cb4fa**.i ~i a ** - " *— w ' »**«* ouw« w prepared »uu.

circulated for signature throughout the hop-growing districts
ol the two counties of Worcester aud Hereford."

The Nationalist Demonstration.— The mass
meeting f Irish Nationalists w*g held on Thursday the
5th lost in the Rotunda, under the presidency of the
O'Donoghue, M.P, It was densely crowded by labourers
and mechanics, but no public man of position
in the country was present. The meeting was
addressed by the Chairman, Mr. P. J. Smyth and
Mr. Cavam-h, two of the M'Manus deputation
from America, Mr. M. A. Breiman, Mr. T. D. Sullivan,
of the Nation, and others, who were vehemently
cheered when any sentiment was uttered particularly
hostile to the British Government. The only result
of the meetingwm a resolution appointing a committee
to consider the advisability of an organisation in the
present state of affairs at home and abroad.
Mb. Smith O'Beten on the American Ckisis.—

Mr. Smith O'Brien has published a long letter, which
he has addressed to Mr. Seward, on the

-

seizure of the
Confederate Commissioners. The following are
extracts :

—

"By the recent seizure of the Confederate Commissioners on | > — r »
board of a British mail steamer the Government of Mr. County, and to
Lincoln has incurred n fearful responsibility. I take for Rev Patrick Manicrranted that this act will not be disavowed. I take for granted

*™nck Mam
that it was inteuded as a deliberate affront to the English
nation. I take for granted that it was designed as a bold and
defiant answer to the insolence which baa been directed
against the American nation by everv n if "British opinion
over since the civil war broke out in the United States.
However this may be, it is assuredly an act which is fraught
with consequences that may hereafter become most disastrous
to both the parties who are now contending with each other.
Unless England consent to forego all claims to manhood or
national honour, she must resent this seizure, and, if the South
be disposed to accept her co-operation, the successors of Wash-
ington must be prepared to encounter hazards more daugerous
than have ever menaced the Western Republic. United, the
States of America might defy the world ; but whilst they
are divided, the interposition of a powerful arbiter must rule
their destinies. The navy of England, issuing from the ports

previously suoject, ana wnicli had been grc »•*•
vated by the wretched state of destitution to whiffhU
family had been reduced, by his having been fordet*
weeks out of employment, fie was therefore acquittdl
on the plea of insanity.

The late Case of Assault.—At the same
Agnes Wyles, the girl who perjured herself on the trill
of Curran, the carman, for the assault on Miss Jolly
pleaded guilty to the charge of perjury, and wunq.'
tenced to imprisonment and hard labour for one jm,
the judge expressing his opinion that she had 'ben
suborned to commit the crime by the woman v

whom she lived, and directed the police to fores!
the case, and, if possible, to bring the far more guilty
suborner to justice.

Mixed Marriages.—In the Consistorial Court a few
days since, Judge Radcliff gave judgment in a marriage
case very like the Yelverton case. The suit wm
instituted by the lady for the restitution of conjngil
rights. It appeared that the impugnant, who is I
Protestant, is a raillowner, and the possessor of a con-

siderable property at Tullymills, Moate, in the King's

County. Anne Gibbons, the promovent, who ia a
Roman Catholic, claimed to be his wife, and relied on I

marriage alleged to have taken place in February,
1856, at Deerpark, near Ballymahon, in the King*!
"*

'

...
beenhave been celebrated by the

ion, a Roman Catholic priest

The .judge declared the marriage null and void.

In doing so he vindicated the reasonableness of the law,
which declares the nullity of «uch marriages. The
Protestant clergymen, Tie Bud, submit * -ain

restrictions in their celebration of marriage which
were all framed in the interests of the laity, and
intended to prevent persons, whether male or female,

from being entrapped into improper marriages. The
Roman Catholic clergymen have always refused to

submit to these restrictions, and insist on celebrating

marriage without notice in any place or at any hour.

As the Roman Catholic laity submit to this the law

does not interfere so far as they are concerned ; but it
f TT T e O T -l

— ——o -"""*l —"' * ""•" ""« l""w vivj^/o u\ju iiiu^ii^ib ou mi «*o i/ucy cue i/Uii^ci lieu ^ i/uw

cn-operatmg with a land force which appears to be little short
of half a million of men, will not only raise the blockade of
every Southern port, but will sweep the American coast from
New Brunswick to the Potomac, burning every town and city
which lies within reach of the formidable projectiles of modern
artillery, and capturing every commercial vessel that may
venture to quit the protection of a Federal fortress. As for
Canada, the modern statesmen of England care little whether
it call itself British or American ; but if an attempt be made
by the Federal States to force the Canadians into an incorpora-
tion with the Northern section of the Republic, they will simply
bring upon themselves an additional foe. Thev will be attacked
on their northern as well as on their southern frontier, and thus
overmatched, they will be compelled to yield to the dictates of
necessity, and submit to an ignominious peace. This is the
course of events which British opinion now antici nates
Scarcely a single Englishman or Irish West Briton is to be
fouud who did not rejoice when the civil war broke out in
America, because the English poople have been made to feel
that the United States were becoming a Power with whose
ascendancy they would soon be unable to cope. For the same
reason I am convinced that they would now rejoice to obtain
an opportunity of destroying the Northern .section of the
Republic by forming an allUnce with the Southern. They
would thus acquire, without impo tent, the Cotton and
other-raw materials

;
with which the Southern States have beenaccustomed to supply them, whilst they would extinguish the

political and commercial greatness of a formidable rival * * *
In view of these contingencies do I ask vou to lower « the
stars and stripes,' aud to humble yourselves to England ' Bvno means. But I earnestly entreat you to renew relations of
amity, if not of affection, with those who are your natural
friends, who ought to be your brothers in affection as thev are
your brothers by the relation of kindred. Answer the Britishm the language of diplomacy. Quote authorities and pre-
cedents to show that you are justified by the law of nations,
and specially by the example of England, in the seizure of those
commissioners. Such discussions will give you time for delibera-

tions in forms so liable to abuse to persons who are not

of their communion. When the Roman Catholic

priests consent to be under the same regulations in cele-

brating marriage as Protestants, their marriages will be

held valid with all classes of her Majesty's subjects.

3Ratlfoai?!5.

Metropolitan and Thames Valley.—A prospectus

has been issued of a new suburban line, to be called the

Metropolitan and Thames Valley Railway. It ™
connect the Great Western and South Western lines with

Hampton, Sunbury, and Cbertsey, and, passing through

a favourable country, can be constructed at sma
^J*^

The enterprise has good local support, and the proposed

capital is 250,000/. in 10/. shares.

Court of Common Pleas (Sittings in Banco): ^.^TL^ to
(Registration Appeal) —This was a case of some ""JJa,
rel, .» to the Registration Courts. The nPPegTnM\f»,
minister of a congregation of particular hapo* •*

*~*TthJ
in Wiltshire, and he claimed to vote for ^ couiityon

ground that he had a freehold interest in the bouse
a^35r

by him in that capacity. The question therefore ^^jl^Bt
the minister of a dissenting congregation held his aw» ^^
for life, and thus became entitled to vote in ri*h* i/SJJ th*»
in the chapel property. The revising barrister bel

rjjjjim to
was nothing in the terms of the appointment to

^

c ^
infer that it was for life, and therefore diM"^}^ c^tf
The present appeal was against this decision. The "-o^ of

rnmmi«ionprV
r
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MU«'l"«J{ ™e Justice then gave judgment to the effect that thequ.^
SdtoS hmtr ~H,2l Z Wo^^Z^^i he

.

ad -quarters
' ^rence from the evidence was specially within the I

l
n̂ ?*™n ?Larm *< ?

nd respecting an early adjustment of the therefore affirmed. Hara v. London and Bnphf* JgJJ
questions at issue between the Northern and Southern States
If this be the language of common sense, do not dospisa itbecause it comes from an island which has for ages been the
victim of misgovern ment. I believe that the language which

v hold bespeaks the sentiments of a large majority of mvteliow-countrymen, and there is not among the nations of theearth a people who entertain towards the United States ofAmerica so much affection as is felt by the Irish." * * * " If vmimake peace with the «--*»• ^ —

-

n L - yuu

England. Some conv
discovered for forbearing to resent the affront which has

billiard marker in Brighton, and was coming up

the train to which the accident happened. «
walk back to his house in Brighton; but he

to London by

9W*Ab*
va* severe^

ccident.

claimed damages to the amount of 3(H)?. {
he
.,i^^t_

,r» «*nnfh fW* win u' **j.»u 50^ into court, and attempted to show that the hiw-p^^j^

JSSaSn!,,HH» "? T™ with Pontiff whs now subject was c sed by ** °^£2, *-
ivenicnt and plausible pretext will be habits rather than bv the accident. The ry, n *^.W
255 ?"«A aff™ fc which has ESSd b^ verd/ct awarding the plaintiff rsk beyond the 5*

IZtSSF?! the ^riti9h fl**-. "•«™ld not hesitate ™„ „M ™,r, - lTltKm
ering and others (The A4»to assail you, as she assailed the Chinese, if you were
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action to recover ihe bum of I the money in dissipation. He then bought some 1 lanum, than any that has taken place (or a long period. On

^SK^llfJ^Jfir^aw^*-^il^SA^ Monday" the eruption increased so much in intensity,
tuat they should die together, bhe c nstnted bo take the poison ,. . . . .

r
- ,., a \ ,< u,.,),™^ Hia

alter some hesitation, but gave an alarm after she had done that the population of lorre del Greco abandoned the

so, upon which they were both removed to the infirmary, where town and tied ; nearly all the houses being dam ed.

C,*p**y)- ~££Zt some interest to depositors in friendly
g.i>dwasa^. oe others. Ihe plaintiff is a semp-

* l^ .Ttarmerly a cook in a gentleman's family, and

•*i
WfaSi the directors of the New Union Loan

The plaintiff having saved a little money in servic^

.: lit* the Company, and received upon it a high
l

LZL Circumstances afterwards occurred to the

^^the society, in connection with the defalcations of

the hte secretary, which induced her to withdraw

jr. <»rUI3
; ^8 was objected to by the directors of the

^W81

qttempt was made to prove that she was a share-

wW> a it wis argued that no person could become a

***' rhout beinJa shareholder. Mr. Justice Blackburn

•rtF^so-ne of the provisions in the society's rules of

pjrf*" w f^hi-h clearly contemplated a distinction between

**2f «nd shareholders, and said it was idle to keep up
*** A-Smce without a shadow of pretence for doing so. The
** %

-AihPv were entirely of the same opinion, and returned

1*l£2r«T the piaintiff for 19SI. lis. including interest.

*S?vroURT- Marsh v. the Secretary of State in Council for

K^This bill was hied by the personal representative of

*\'
f rd Ciive praying a declaration as to trust of certain

?*J^!mder the following circumstances :—By a deed dated

**S Anril 1770, and made between the East India Com-
*

rf the one part, and Lord Olive of the other part, after

CJhithat Lord Olive, being zealous for the prosperity of the
****•

the security of their territories and territorial re-

india, and their trade and commerce, which greatly

the young man died, and the pris- r recovered. The defence
was that she acted under the influence of deceased, and was
not an assenting party. The jury returned a verdict of
Acquittal. Ttie announcement was instantly followed by several
rounds of perhaps the most enthusiastic cheering ever heard
in a court of justice. The huzzas were continued by the
populace outside. Night Pouching at Co hot iic.— Thonuis
Ridgway, 30, tailor, Muvlesfield, and Richard Walker, Maccles-
field, were indicted with being armed on land in the occupation
of Arthur Davenport, Esq., at Capesthorue ou the night of the
lGth Sept. The prisoners were also charged with assaulting

the keepers in the discharge of their duty. It appeared that

on the night in question, whilst on their rounds, three game-

7°'nd^'"n"tbe bravery and conduct of the Company's troops,

*ff3jering that the establishment of a provision for such

If ttiofficers and private men employed in the Company's

ILJEai should be disabled by age, war, or disease contracted

i^Etaeh* service, would tead to induce fit persons to enter

Z55i Mid service and encourage the bravery of the soldiery

JloloTed therein, had proposed to the directors of the Com-

2t to appropriate the interest of five lacs of sicca rupees,

Eunung to 62,S33l ,
for the support of a certain number of—

non-commissioned officers, and private men in the

The stream of lava was then 28 palms in depth, and

three quart, n of a mile broad. During the whole week

the eruption has continued with violence, and it is

impossible to foresee the disasters which it may caust

On Wednesday six thousand inhabitants of the sur-

rounding district were flying from their homes. Shocks

of earthquake continued to be felt, and chasms had

opened in the earth faming perfect gulfs. The houses

were tailing in Torre del Greco, and the whole village

was likely to be destroyed by the advancing lava. All

keepers in Mr. Davenport's employ surprised a gang of about communication between the places in the vicinity of

a dozen poachers in a grass field. The men made a violent the mountai. 1 was interrupted. In the Bay of Naples
onslaught with large stones and sticks up*n the watehers, ,, t , , ,... „* en ...x*-,..-,

of the Company who from wounds, length of service, or

> contracted during their service, were unable or un-

fflteg to serve any longer, and whose fortunes might be too

mT.tj to afford the officers a decent and !the privates a com-

jpruble subsistence in their native country, and also to make
TT-xisinn for the widows oJ such officers and private men as

would have been entitled to the said bounty, and reciting that

fcfol-Dowla, the then Nabob of Bengal, had contributed three

fees of rupees to the same purpose, it was declared that the

Conptny should be perpetual trustees of the eight lacs of

rupees lor the benefit of the officers and privates in the Com-
MBY8 service and their widows, but it was provided that in

ctteat any time after the year 1784 the Company should cease

to employ a military force in their actual pay and service in

fttltft "indies, and also ships for carrying on their trade and

commerce, then and in such case the Company would pay to Lord

Give, his executors, administrators, and assigns, lor his and
ir own use, the sum of five lacs of rupees, but subject never-

theless to the payment of all such pensions and annuities as

should at such time be chargeable upon the said trust funds.

In 1834 the East India Company ceased to exist as a trading

corporation, and from that time they ceased to employ any
•hips for the purpose of trade and commerce. In 1853 all the

real and personal property, and all the rights, privileges,

power*, aud authorities, whether military or civil, formerly
vested in the East India Company, were by Act of Parliament

.ened to and vested in the Crown. The plaintiff alleged

that by reason of suck Act of Parliament the Company had,
within the ttrms of the deed, ceased to employ in their actual
psy and service a military force in the East Indies, and that
consequently, as the representative of Lord Clive, he was
euutieci to the payment of the five lacs of rupees, subject to
the existing annuities and pensions charged thereon. Tbe
case was argued on the 18t,li and 19th November last, when
idgment whs reserved. His honour now gave judgment to

the.iollowing effect:—The question appeared to him to turn
principally upon the construction of tne statate transferring
the rights, duties, and liabilities of the Company to the Crown,
rhe was quite of opinion that the event had happened con-
templated by the deed—namely, the Company ceasing to
employ in their actual service any military force, and to have
«jr ships for the purposes of commerce. If there were nothing
••ein the case, it would be the right of the plaintiff to sue the
Company at law for payment ot the money, but the Act of
raraament intervened, and in fact regulated the whole

J™*"-
By the Act all the real and personal pro-

J**J7
of the Company was vested in her Majesty, and the

yt question which arose was whether these five lacs

£,. "*!*** formed part of the property of the East

™Jj»
Company. He was of opinion that no distinction

2*J
be drawn between one species of property and another,o ne was at a loss to understand to whom, according to the

PwntuTs calculations, the three lacs of rupees belonged. By

hL n
8 °* the Acfc the Company were expressly discharged™ all duties of a fiduciary character, and if therefore it was

**Jtuat these moneys did not pass to the Crown from the
r^y, the Company would be entitled to hold them dis-

*W*J from the trust. According to the plain construction
«je deed, these five lacs of rupees were trust moneys in the

J-nas of the Company, and according to the scope and clear

^T^s* of the wnole Act these trust moneys, in common with
J* ou»er trust funds, passed to Her .Majesty, to be applied in
^aame manner as they had previously been applied by the

tSiPJfy-
la coming to this conclusion, he was glad to know

r*"*e eaect would be to keep these funds applicable to the

E£J** tor which they were originally intended, the only

oftKl ein£ that they would be administered by the hands

the£L °fu > instead of by the Company. The bill must,
wiereiore, be dismiss?

The ChiM Murder at

large stones and sticks upen
severely injuring more than one of them. For the defence

|

several witnesses were called, whose evidence strangely con-

flicted with that of the keepers who had identified the

prisoners. The case simply resolved itself into a question as

to the credibility of the witnesses for the defence, who c rly

proved an alibi. The juryreturned a verdict of Acquittal.

Oxford Circuit: Glocester.—George Cooper, 23, collier,

Thomas Cooper, 29, co.lier, Richard Roberts, M, collier, an

Thomas Gicilliam, 30, quarryman, were charged with the

wilful murder of Samuel Beard, on the 17th of August, at W< st

Dean. Tho deceased, who was a superintendent of poli

while watching for some men, not the prisoners, who were
expected to make an attempt to steal some sheep, saw tho

prisoners in the act of night poaching and attempted to

apprehend them. An affray took place, in the course of which

the prisoners, or some of them, attacked the deceased, beat

him while upon the ground, and left him half dead. Alter

lying several hours in the forest in a state of Insensibility, the

deceased was found and carried to a neighbouring publichouse,

where he died in ahout a week. The jury found all the

prisoners Guilty of Manslaughter, recommending Roberts to

mercy on account of his wife and family. Mr. Justice Will

in passing sentence, said the deceased had been set upon by

the prisoners in the most cruel and dastardly manner, and
beaten to death. Notwithstanding the recommendation of the

jury in favour of Roberts, his Lordship sai 1 he could no; make
any distinction in their sentences, though, if he should see

reason to alter his opinion, be would take care to express it in

the proper quarter. His Lordship then sentenced each of the

prisoners to 15 years' penal servitude. The prisoners were

then removed from the dock amid the groans and cries of their

relatives in court.

Home Circuit : Maidstone : Arson.—John Cosiov, 47, Sdwar
Parker, 16, George Bli.«, IS, William Wickes, 33, David Jones, 29,

a soldier, William Younq, 22, and William Beak, 31, pleaded

guilty to charges of feloniously and maliciously setting fire to

stacks of corn and other farming property. In the case of the

prisoner Beale, it appeared that he had deliberately set fire to

a barn, and that the fire burned with so mach rapidity that a

man who was inside the building thrashing very narrowly

escaped, his clothes being actually partially burnedwhiie he

was endeavouring to get out of the burning building. Mr.

Justice Williams, in, passing sentence, said that with regard to

Coston and Parker, he should make some distinction in their

cases, because it was possible that the younger prisoner might

to some extent have been under the influence of his older com-

panion ; he should, therefore, sentence the former to be kept

in penal servitude for S and the latter for 3 years. In the cases

of George Bliss aud William Wickes there wore many
aggravating circumstances, and ho should therefore sentence

them to be kept in pepal servitude for 8 years. The case

of the prisoner David Jones was a very bad one. He was a

soldier, whose duty it was to protect the property and lives

of the public, and it also appeared that he had been tried

six times by court-martial, and punished for different offences ;

he had also been convicted of felony, and had only been out ot

prison two months when he committed the offence of which

he was now convicted. He should therefore sentence him to

be kept in penal servitude for 14 years. The cases of William

Young and William Beale were also very bad ones ; and with

regard to the latter, it was almost miraculous that human hfe

bad not been sacrificed ; and the sentence upon the former,

therefore, would be penal servitude for 8, and

for 10, vears. Child Murder.—Jane Anne

the sea has receded to a distance of 50 metres.

charged by an indictment, and also on the coroner

with the wilful murder of her new-born female child, at Stone,

bv strangling it at its birth. The evidence was not altogether

conclusive; and the jury, giving the prisoner the benefit of

the doubt, found her guilty of unlawful concealment only,

and she was sentenced to imprisonment for one year with hard

labour
Northern Circuit, Durham: Tfie Marwood': Shooting Case.

Wightman left it to the jury to say whether the prisoner an

ill-grown boy of 12 years of age, was doU capax, or whether

this was not an act of wanton and boyish mischief,Resulting

in a sad accident which the prisoner did not intend, and the

possible results of which he was not old enough to contem-

plate. If they were of the latter opinion they must acquit him.

The jury found the prisoner Not Guilty.

\ ,oTH
uisuiisseu.

^ovk2f
1L
\- C,RCU,T: Liverpool.

ftufcu~;777,£tncJ> Arm field, 37, widow, was tried and found

enSf the wilful murder of her illegitimate child. The

t^ £r^,
W
? acc°mpanied with a recommendation to mercy on

of thsp^fi
of her Poverty, and because Sheppard, the lather

Its 8„ r
d

' had not paicf the prisoner the necessary sums for

p(tt

"PPort. Mr. Baron Channeli having put on the black cap,

SJtn ^tence of Death on the prisoner, but said he would not

oWL £?
ard the recommendation to mercy to the proper

tt« \r i P^oner was then removed in a fainting condition.

*HAUrZ'
r of Lionel Crofton and Captain Honham—Trial of

teS£^-r.PatrU:k M'Cojfrey, 20, was. indicted for the wilful

<JS?f
rof Ariimo«* r-vJf ,f.!_i_\« AnA nnfrmal Hucrh Dennis

©ftftuarg

n Adjutant John Hanham and Colonel Hugh Dennis

The ^°.?_
tlj<

r
14

>h Sept., at Fulwooi Barracks, near Preston

tux

0fittL*i
ich tns~Jrisoner*^ the hands of h

*ie
^ewaschietly proved by the prisoner's confession, and by

aTr^r^aother evidence. The defencewas that thepunish-

--*m ^ch tho P"souer had received at the hands of his

•omrnTfi-
ot*tireiy disproportionate to the offence he haa

inuiir ' that he bad formed no deliberate intention of

tapuW *
that th« act was committed under a momentary

^Tj^of rage and vexation, when he found the authors of his

*etarvJ^ JJ^ishment were before him, and when he had the

9Sfc*}
n hi» band. The jury immediately found the prisoner

*• bl^l
wUtul murder, and Mr. Baron Channeli having put on

SaW^^ pap, passed sentence of Death in the usual form,

VfB vv.r^^ of ^ey.

Sre Richmond Shaksspear, K.C.B., died on the Otn Oct,

at Indore, in his 49th year. He join the Bengal Artillery-

as a second-lieutenant in 1829. For 32 years he laithfully

served the Government of India, and during that long period

but once visited England, and then only for a few months and

on public duty. In his military capacity he saw much service

was present 'in eight general engagements, and was badiy

wounded at the battle of Goojerat in the Sikhwar. In 1840,

"^si£,^LES ClRcorr, Chsoter : Ihe Double Suicide at Chester.

f-^^fMorgan was charged with tbe wiltul murder of George
"a*»es on the 27th October. It will be remembered

*E*

when only a young lieutenant, he had the good fortune to be

the mean? of rescuing from almost hopeless slavery in Khiva

416 subiec^s of the Emperor of Russia; and of reconciling the

Khan to the Czar. For this service he received the bonour of

kriiahthood Two years later he greatly contributed to the

^rfonrorprtoow.froa a similar fate
,

m GabuL
r

F°o

C

r his
7
subsequentjervices mj^g^^^hitS

minated his useful career.

^ mr , ;11 nc i font -Colonel Connop, late of Chorley-

w^^^BTc^in^^W .w^n under 1«>.00« i

General Dennis Herbert, * O00i.

BIRTHS.—On the 7th inst, at 51, Portland Place, tbe Ladr
Cecki ia PiNGHAM, of a son-2d inst, at Donmngton Hall,

Herefordshire, the Hon. Mrs. Wibb, of s daughter — 3d

inst, at llertingfordbury Rectory, Hertford, the wife of

tho Hon. and Kev. Godoitiun Hastings, of a daughter—

10th inst, at 27, Berkeley uare, the Hon. Mrs Iatnard.

of a daughter—7th inst. at West Park, Bkin, the Hon. Mrs.

l.i wis Grant, of a daughter—4th inst, at Fettercairn, Kincar-

dineshire, tho seat of Sir John Stuajq ^bes. Bart. , the lion.

Mrs. Trkfi , of a daughter— Tt !
» inst, at Dowi n, Radnor-

shire, Lady C cburn, wife of Sir Edward Cockbum, Hart.,

of a son—oth inst, at Manor House, St. John's Wood, London,

Lady HlAJ .. wife of Major General Sir John Hearsey, of a

on—9th Inst, at the residence of Sir Wm. Worsley, Bart., 41,

llarlcv Street, .Mrs. Arthington Worslet, relict of the late

Arthington Wors . Esq., Hovingham, of a son— l lth inst, at

Hall hold House, Wetherby, the wife of Major Ino lis, late 5th

Drago. -n Guards, of a daughter.
.MARRIAGES.—On the 4th inst, at St George s, Hanover

Smare, the Hon. Norman Lfslik Melville, ^•Ptgu»

Gr< dier Guards, third son ot the Earl of Leven and Melville,

to y a, daughter of Wm. Shiri.kv Ball, Esq., of Abbcy-

laia county Long d, Ireland, late in 8th Hussars—oth

inst at St. Mary's, Bryanston Square, Jo Blenoowe

Robinson,
i
., eldest son of the Rev. Sir George 8. Robinson,

Bart., to WINIFRED, the eldest daughter of the Rev Edward
Stewart, and grand-daughterfof Lady Katharine and the late

Hon. Edward Stewart—3d inst, at Burton Agnes, Richard

Stern Carkoll, Esq., Tolston Lodge, Tadcaster, to Louisa,

seventh d er of the late Sir Henry 1 uton, Hart.,

and widow ofJoHN Rickabt, Esq., late of Bridlington Quay-
ad inst, by special license, at Hauteville, Jersey, Henry Soott

Simeon, Esq., ll.M.'s 27th Regiment, son of tho late Admiral

Simeon, and grandson of Sir John Simeon, Bart., to Ijf^
Maria, daughter of the late D. C. Macrsight, Esq., M.D.,

Hauteville, and grand-daughter of Sir William Paxton, Middle-

ton Hall, Carmarthenshire^!! inst, at St. George s Hanover

Square, Josr.ru Shuttleworth, Esq., of llartsholme, near

Lincoln, to Caroline Jane, younger daughter of Lieutenant-

Colonel Richard Ellison, of Boultham Hall, near Lincoto.

DEATHS.—On the 27th ult, at Myddeltou Lodge, the Hon.

Mrs. MiDi>Li.TON-8th inst, at Maids Moreton Lodge. William

Ffollk.it, youngest son of Captain and the Hon Mrs.

Edward Winofield, aged 8 mont.hs-5th mst, at Letterfoune

House, Banffshire, Sir William Gordon, Bart, of Gordons-

town and Letterfourie, aged58-7th inst, at 61,^ Eaton Place,

Lady Louis, wife of Admiral Sir John Louis, Bart., of Cadwell,

Devb-n-Sth his:, at 48, Portland Place, Lady Arbuthnot,

widow of Lieut. General Sir Robert Arbuthnot, K.O.B.-—

4th inst, at 7, Sion Hill, Bath, Frances Pickfobd, sixth

daughter of tbe late Sir Joseph Radcliffe, Bart ,
of Milns-

bridge House, Yorkshire, and Royton Hall, Lancashire, aged S3

—9th inst, at Bath, Mrs. Mart Massie, relict of Watkin

Williams Massie, Esq., sister of General Sir Alexander

Mackenzie, Bart., of Fairburn, Strathconnan and Monar, and

aunt of Sir Roderick Murchison, aged 89-4th mst, at Walton

Hall, Warrington, Mary, wife of Gilbert Greenall, Esq., M.P.

—Sth inst, at Exmouth, Devon, Elizabeth, relict of Admiral

Xesham. and youngest daughter of the late Colonel Nicholas

Bavley.M.P., of Plas Newydd, Anglesea, formerly of the 1st
*m3r *J* - - brother of the first Earl of

at The Priory, Newnton,

^_ _ of the late T. Estcourt, Esq. , of

Rsteourn Tetbury, aged~°S0-7th inst, at East Sheen, Surrey,

Hugh Leicester, only son of Major Leycester Penrhyn,

aged 51-3th ult, at Monkbretton, near Barnsley, Lieut.-CoL

Robert Daly, formerly of the 14th Foot, aged 59-2d

ult at Government House, Allahabad, Henrt Otwat

Mayne, Captain and Brevet-Major late 6th Madras Cavalry,

second son of the late Charles Otway Mayne, He*., of

Middlesex, aged 4-'

—

west coast of Africa,

eldest son of Lieut.-

Colonel sTeve*nsoVor.el TerSJ* Cheltenham, aged 23-7th

inst, at her house, 43, Upper Grosvenor Street, Anna Maria,

widow of the late Wm. John Bethell, Esq., and daughter of

Wm. Challoner, Esq., of Gisbro', Yorkshire, aged 81-2d mat,

at the Hotel du Louvre, Paris, of malignant fejw^Oct^l**

the beloved wife of Edward Moseley Perkins, of Birtley HaU,

in the county of Durham, Esq., aged 35-6th ins^ at Ins resi-

dence, Poole, Dorsetshire, after a long and painful Ulness, To*

Rickman, Esq.. J. P., aged 68-3d inst, suddenly, at Lydo%

David Denne, of Lydd, Esq., Deputy-Ueutenant and Justice

of the Peace for the county of Kent, aged 63-Sth mst, at

Merfield House, Road, Somerset, Henry Batten Pooll, Js-sq.,

J P. forSomerset and Wilts, aged 85-3d inst, at Everton House,

Lymington, Capt. Peers, J. P. for the county of Southampton,

afed70-29th ult, at King Sq„ Bridgwater, Wm. Deane
i

Bath,

Em JP aged (54-3d inst, at St. Mary Church, near Torquay,

th^Rev. John Chapman, aged 32-Sth inst, the B^pwiH
Prodgers, rector of Ayott St. Peter, Herte^ aged *.*-£*«$
at Ramsgate, the Rev. Richard Harvey, M.A., 1**F^°J <£

at John's College, Oxford, U years vicar of Ramsgate, aged 65

-ith taet, at BoTley Rectory, Bssex, the B^°Hjr Philip

Hfrrihhham, aged 72-3d inst, at Bournemouth, the Rev

W Sum D^tTM-A., rector of Compton Basset, Write, and

prebendary of Salisbury, formerly Fellow and Tatar of Exeter

College. Oxford, and vicar of Warminster aged o9-4th mst, at

WathRectcry, Ripon, the Rev. John Ward, rector of
u
Wath,

and formerly vicJ*of Great Bedwyn, Wilts, aged 66-5th mst,

S the Recfory, High Laver, Essex, the Rev. Philip Bud-

worth, of Grecnsted HaU, E«sx, and for 52 y ears rector of

High Laver—7th inst, at Tho Mount, Shrewsbury, the Eev.

Essex Holcombe, aged 52.

i«arfefts

*«Pert?ftS.
was a yQvmg chemist at Rhyl, who had some

y lert to him, and went to Chester, where he squandered

at 3 o'clock an eruption

COVENT GARDEN, Dec 14.

Prices have altered but little atoee last report. Home-grown

produce is still equal to the demand. Pears comprise Glou

Morceau. Mane Louies, Chaumontel, Winter Nelis, and Brown
some good examples of American

Puttptton o7Motjst Vesutixts.—On. Sunday after- Beum5 Am0ngApPi

EETJPTION OF Min;. ^ Vesuvius took place Newtown Pippin, Ribbon Pippin, and Fearnsl?ippm. Grapes

near TnreMG^T***™ aLirming^^ '
"* ***^^ "" '^^^ Of Vegetables there is still

L
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* fair supply. Potato markets have not altered since our
last. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Pom pone
Chrysanthemums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Rosea.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 4ft to Cs | Oranges, per 100, 6s to 14s
Grapes, per lb., 4s to 7s
Melons, each, Is to Ss
Pears, per doz.. Is to 6s
Apples, per doz., 6d to Is

Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per pound , 4s to
4s 6d

Walnuts, per 100, 2s

disposition was evinced to purchase Wheat, either Knglish or
foreign, which might have been done at somewhat lower
prices than on Monday. Spring Corn remains without altera-
tion in value.

Arrivals from Dec. 9 to Dec. 13.

Oats.

Broccoli, per bundle, Is to
Is 3d

French Beans, per 100. 2a 6d
to 3s 6d

Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d
Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s— per cwt., 4s to 8s
Turnips, per bimch, 2d to 4d
Carrots, do., 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s
Cucumbers, each, Is to Is 9d
Artichokes, each, 6d to 8d
Beet, per doz., Is 6d

VEGETABLES.
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s
Onions,pickling, p. 4 sieve,4a6d
Tomatoes, p. doz. , ! s to 6s
Asparagus, p. bundle, 30s
Seakale, per punnet. 4s
Shallots, per lb., lod to Is
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8<i

Endive, p. score, Is Gd
HorseRadi8h,p.bun.,l86dto4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 3s to 4s
Herbs, per bunch, 2d to 4d

15 -JO qrs.

110

5630

>•

130 qrs.

1120
2890 sks.

T o90
"

( 620 ;;U*° » I 27910 brl

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Dec. 13.
Messrs. Pattenden <fc Smith report a steady demand for both

new and old Hops at iirm rates.

English .

.

Irish

F°reign
I "" " 1)27910 brls.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Dec. 10. — We have had a very
small attendance of millers and dealers at our market to-dav, and
the business passing has been on the most limited scale, sellers
in vain offering to submit to a reduction of 3d. per cental on
Wheat and 6d. to Is. per barrel and sack on Flour. Indian
Corn is difficult to move even at a decline of Is. per quarter,

it importers refuse to give way further. Oats and Oatmeal
h dull of sale without change in prices. Beans, Peas, and

Barley are each 6d. per qr. cheaper. The market closes
without the least animation.

Frii.vy, Dec 13.—The demand for Wheat is inactive, but
the sales made to-day have been done at about Tuesday's rates.
Flour quiet, and no materia! change in value. Indian Corn in
good request, at an advance of 6d. to 9d. Holders firm at

s. 9d. to 34s.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN or CLERK-", vMan who has a knowledge of the Seed T-Ji
W. Maule & Sons, Nurseries, Bristol

Tridt-

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a SECOND SHOPMAN, co«n_|__,
Execute Orders. Strict testimonials as to^^^required.—Apply, stating last engagement andSahr*

to S. Ward & Sox, Seed Merchants. Bristol.
~***J

WANTED lMMEDlATELYTiiTT^uS^
Fam ily, a strong active G IR L about 25, who **- -

'

understands the Dairy, and care of Poultry * -j^
brought up in a Farm House would suit. Good wscaJ2?*

1 competent person.—Apply personally, or byle&L tTt?
j. Scarlett, Twyford Station, Great Western Railway

IIAV.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.

Smith kiki.d, Thursday, Dec. 12.

Prime Meadow Hay 80s to 90s
Superior do. . . 95 10">

Inferior do. .

.

Now do
Itowen

40

Clover, old .

.

New Clover .

.

Do. second cut

• •

* *

90stol20s

80 105
Straw 28 34

Davis it Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Dec. 12.

Averages
Nov. 2 .

.

— 0..— 10.

.

— 23..— 30..
Dec. 7.

.

Agg. Aver.

i| Wheat. Barley.

59< bd 37« Id
59 S 37 3
59 in 37 6
60 5 37 6
60 3 37 4
60 4 37

60 37 3

0;its.

22j

22
2!

23

23
2 2

Id
8
7

8

Kyo.
I

I Jeans. 1 Peas.

2 1 I
•

37.1

38
47
39
36
::7

bd
5
7

1

10

10

42«
42
42
42
42
42

Srf

6
9
8

7

44*
4*5

47

44
45
43

Ad

5

11

2

8

37 11 42 6 '45 ^

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Pttf.

To Noblemen, Landed Proprietors 4c.

ESTATE SUPERINTENDENT.—A thoi
tical and experienced Man ; can Superinti

of New Buildings, Alteration or Enlargement of
Structures, Furnish Designs and Estimates, and tj-,
general improvements. Undeniable re; nees a*to«a2__J
and respectability, and security given if req-
J. Arlidge, The Folly, Deanshanger. near Stony Stratford.

Inferior Clover .. 84s to 98s
New do — —
Straw .. ..36 40

Joshua Baker.

Sup. Meadow Hay. . 100stol07s
Interior do 70 90
New do — —
Superior Clover ..108 115

fW'jnTECHAPEL, Thursday, Dec. 12.
Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 95s I Prime Clover
Inferior do 80 90
Prime New Hay .. — —
Inferior .. .. — —
Straw 28 36

I

Inferior do. .

Prime 2d cut
Inferior do.
New 1st cut

110s to 115s
85 90
98 105

bd
3
4

10
8
5

* *

* *

* *

r
1

Nov. IO.iNov. 23. Nov. 3i».

• •

* *

r

Fluctuations iy the Last Six Wekk.s* Averages.
Prices. [Nov. 2. Nov. 9

60
60
59
59

J

1

* •

* •

•1

• «

Dec. 7.

• •

• •

POTATOES, Southwark, Monday, Dec. 9.
During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by

rail have been more plentiful, owing to so many of inferior
quality. The consumption of Potatoes is still very limited
The following ate this days quotations : — Kent ana Essex
Regents, per too, 120s. to 140s. ; Yorkshire Flukes, 120s to
140s.; do. Regents. 100s. to 130s.; Lincolnshire do., 90s. to
110s.; Scotch do., 70s. to 110s.; French Whites. 90s. to 95s.

BUTTER MARKET.—Dec. 13.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 18s. per dozen lbs.
Second do. do 14«. „ n

Pork, 4*. id. to 5s. Qd. per S lbs.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Dec. 9.

We have a much shorter supply of Beasts, and prices conse-
quently are higher for all kinds. The number of Sheep is
also smaller; indeed it is unusually small. Prices have ad-
vanced. Owing to the mild weather trade is rather dull
considering the shortness of supply. C lives are selling about
the same as on Thursday. From Germany and Holland
there are 95 Beasts, 2680 Sheep, and 69 Calves ; from Spain
366 Beasts; from Scotland, 330; from Ireland, 0S0 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 200; and 2300 from the northern and
midland counties.

s d s d

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Dec. 13
Our trade continues inactive. Scarcely any business doing

in any department. °

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4 1 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 S —- 5
2d quality Beasts 3 S — 4
Best Downs and

2

South-down Hog- a. d.
gets..- •.r' . . 1 4

Half-bred ditto .

.

Down Ewes . . 1 4
Kent Fleeces . . 1 5

s.

to 1

— 1— 1— 1

a.
5
6

4*
6

Leicest. Wethers 1 4 to

Low Wool Foreign Sales.

Ditto Hoggs
Combing Skins
Flannel Wool .

.

Blanket ditto ..

These sales are

1

1

1

5

6

• #

Half breds
Do. Shorn

Beasts, 4420

5 6 5 8

• m

Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn . . .

Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. .. 4

d
9

s

5

6 —4
to .

d
4

io

4

4

5

5
6

4

The
1

1

5
5

about Id. a lb. under the last Liverpool series.
going off at

COAL MARKET.—Dec. 13.
Walls End Tees, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Hartlepool, 17s. 6d.

;

Wylam, 16s.; Buddie's Hartley, 15s. 9d. ; Davidson's Hartley,
I5s. 9d. ; Hastings Hartley, 15s. 9d.—Ships at market, 32.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Dec. 9.

The supply ofWheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's
market was very small, and met a slow sale at the prices of
this day se'nnight. The market was fairly attended ; but
owing to the more pacific tone of the "Times," buyers confiued
their purchases to their immediate requirements, and only a
retail business was transacted on about the terms of Monday
last Barley brings last week's prices. Beans and Peas sell
slowly at late rates. The Oat trade is steady. Flour is very
quiet, and American rather cheaper.

Per Imperial Quarter. i8. 8.

Wheat, Essex. Kent. & Suffolk. .WhitoJAO—ar *-

Sheep &l Lambs, 16.230 ; Calves, S7 ; Pigs, 37o.

JURSDAT, i>. 12. MpmpMM^M
Beasts is large and the weather unfavourable,

consequently trade is dull, and Monday's quotations are barely
maintained. We have also a larger supply of Sheep than of
late. There is very little business transacted, and prices are
rather lower on the average. Good Cajves are scarce and dearer
Our foreign supply consists of
Calves. Milch Cows, 115.

Gr

210 Beasts, 930 Sheep, and 95

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. .. 4
Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

8 to 5

6 — 4 10
6—4

4 to 5 8
. to

s
Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
EweB <fc 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs

. Calves . . . . 4
I Pigs .. ..4

d s d
to 5 4

4 — 4 8

4
4

5

5

S

4

Beasts. 1785 : Sheep &, Lambs, 4390 ; Calves, 146 ; Pigs, 170.

Oats,

61—67
64—72

48—76
i—40

Red
Red

Red

— fine selected runs . . ditto— Talavera
Norfolk
Foreign
ey, grind. & dist. . 26s to 28s . . Chev. _._ ._

Foreign..grinding and distilling JO—32
Essex and Suffolk (20—24
Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato

j

26—28

Lrish Potatoi26—28' Feed

* t *

s. s
50—62
54—60

Malting .

Malting .

Feed .

.

21—24
' Feed

36—38 Forei

34

34

20
20

•36

•38

-24

24
20 —24

36—39

50—55

Harrow .

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign .

Yellow .

.

Country

36—39

40—46
35—37

40—50
43-58

— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign. .........'.'.'.....'..
Beans, Mazagan ... •* to 37s .

.' ."

.Tick— Pigeon 38s— 42s..Winds.— Fcreign Small 42-52
Peas, white, Essex and Kent. .Boilers 40—44— Maple 43s to 45a Grey '39—41
"Waizi White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack _.— 2d do ditto 40—50.

,— Foreign per barrel
1
28—37|Per sack

.

Friday, Dec. 13.
During the last eight days the weather has been mild, the

days fine, and the nights very wet, yesterday and to day alsoWe
ih Ymd aW" and often verv hi«h - The somewhat

subdued tone of the American Press has caused the Wheat
trade to be dull, and in the principal ports of the kingdom a
decline of Is. per qr. in the prices has been general. The
arrivals here and in Liverpool are considerable. The sale of
>pring Corn of all kinds was inactive, and the value of Barley
and Oats barely supported. Flour has been easier of purchase
atrather receding prices. Since Friday last 32 vessels have
been reported off the coast. The floating trade has been
quiet this week with a downward tendency ; prices remained
nominally unaltered, excepting for Barley, which must be
written a little cheaper. In Paris (Dec. 12), the Flour tradewas not very active, and millers were not disposed to makea further reduction in prices. The four marks for delivery"us month are quoted equal to 62s. per 280 lbs. The t-ans-

rah??H
m he

,

at
\
are next to nothing. The supplies ot English

ONSULTING GARDENER.—Joseph Robinson
begs to offer, on moderate terms, his services as above to

any lady or gentleman contemplating Alterations, Improve-
ments, or Additions to their Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, or
Horticultural Buildings—assured that from his long practical
experience he would be able to effect the same judiciously and
economical ly.—Slough, Bucks.

IN an Old Established Seed Business there is an
OPENING for a YOUTH for a term of three or four years ;

to live with employer on the premises. Premium required.
Further particulars on application to R. S., Messrs. Cooper &
Bolton, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

To Farmers.

WANTED, for a YOUTH ot 16, 3 years' practical
instruction in Farming in all its branches ; terms must

be moderate. — Address, A. B., 11, Great Castle Street,
Recent street, W '

Other*

SOLE SUPERINTENDENT of TILEBT W01
—Married

;
practical. Has had great ex{ qc«

the branches connected with a Tilery, both for iding
Drainage purposes. Is a good judge of Clays at firct*^*
its qualities

; will prove Clay for any gentlemen on __
terms, by their forwarding samples carriage paid. Kilos ai
Sheds built upon the most improved principle M utoMvtt
effectual. Good references. A gentleman's Estate jrefomd.-
g. B. P., Widworthy Court Tilery, near Honiton, Devonihirt

GARDENER (Head).— Married ; thoroughly ex
enced in all the various branches of Gardening, indU-,

Early and Laf
.e Forcing. Unexceptionable references.—A Z.,

Mr. Shilliuglaw's, "Walthamstow. Essex. N.P:.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; thorn.
understands his profession in every department Poor

years in last situation. First-class testimonials.—W., 77, Star
Street, Edgware Road, London, W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married, £
age 3 years. Highest character as to ability. hon«t*.

and sobriety.—A. B., 18, Portland Street, Wandsworth Road,
Vauxhall, S.W.

"—^*^^""—"—

r

^™" -—-~—

i

^___J_____,_________—_________________^_____ _ __ _ J

___^___^

__________ a

GARDENER (Head).—Middl aged; thoroughly
understands his profession in all its branches, and cm

have an excellent character from present and former employer!.
Wife an excellent Laundress.—N. D., Mr. Carter, Nursery,

Keighley, Yorkshire.
-

ARDENER.

—

Wilkinson Boott, Gardener, Su
^, to the Right Hon. the Earl of Pomfret, Easton Newtek
Towcester, Northampton, will be disengaged in Feb. 1861

ani at liberty to engage with any nobleman or gentleman in

want of an experienced Gardener, *<fcc. Satisfactory reference*

given.

GARDENER (JroRxaiAXj. -Age 24; understands
Early and Late Forcing-; «l|a_ _• tove * aglJhouee

pHEPfl^H^^_m^Ter^ s — ' .
nardrnn e.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

(^ ARDENER and BAILIFF.- For many years has
VJT had the Management of the Garden, Pleasure Grounds,

dc, also the Management of a large Farm, Breeding. Feeding,

Buying and Selling ofStock and Farm Produce, Draining, care of

Woods and Plantations, and the superintendence of all repairs.

Wife understands the Daiiy and Poultry. Leaving iu conse

quence of the death of his employer. The most unexceptionabk

references can be given from last situation, and from other

gentlemen nfriistinft-jon.—C. M.. Post Omce ttClaines, Worcester

1710REMAN or SECOND UARDENEU.-Age 2'

. single ; has had several years' experience, and is strong

recommended as sober, honest, and active, by his present k.

former employers.—E. R., Post Office, Solihull, Warwickshire.

PROPAGATOR, PLANT GROWER, or FORE-

MAN, &c—Experienced.—Gardener, Messrs. Fair&ead.

Seedsman, Borough Market, S.E.
.
—__

Propagator' or propagator and foremj
First class, in a Country Nursery.—C. M., A. Laing, >

seryman, Beverley, Yorkshire.

ROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN.

-Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. will be happy to rert»-

a thorough practical experienced Man as above. n»

naa considerable experience in the London Nurseries.-* »•

A. Henderson & Co., Pine-Apple Place, Edgeware Roao^w.

STEWARD or BAILIFF over 500 or 600 AcrtfOj

Land.—Age 28 ; well educated ; has a practical "owjj

of Farming in all its branches.-H. W. E., Gardner* Ch

Office, W.C.

mend

w

grain this

siderable, go
iance at thin

1000?. to 2»-00*. at command, to go out to an English Oolonv
and take an interest in and charge of an establishment already
well stocked. This presents an excellent opportunity and
scope for a persevering man. The climate is very healthy and
similar to that of England. The returns would be largely
remunerative.—Address Box 3.1, Past Office. Liverpool.

WANTED, a PLANT COLLECTOR, &c—

A

gentleman much attached to the study of Botany and
the collection of objects of Natural History, is looking out for a
well educated, energetic, persevering young Gardener, who
would like to undertake a Collecting Mission; a sufficient
knowledge of the French language to enable him to converse
is very desirable.—Applications, stating age, qualifications,
aud remuneration expected, to be addressed to W W S
Garden**,' Chronicle Office, W.C. '

' *'

ANTED, a GARDENER and his WIFE; the
Man should be able to Lay Out a New Garden, construct

Orchard Houses, make Paths, Fencing, Ac. ; and if he is able
and willing to assist at waiting at Table occasionally it will be
in his favour. The Wife must be a good Cook or LaundryWoman. A Cottage with Fuel aud Vegetables found Young
children objected to.—Address, stating ages, the number and

kno*tojtSTEWARD, or STEWARD and HAlLUr.-^**^
practical experience, having a thorough know

English and Scottish husbandry, good judge orJjr.jw
Estate management.—X. Y. Z., Mr. Bowick, Stone**"

Farm, Kenilworth.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen J&nn«*
, c

VARD or BAILIFF.—Married; ^^1*^
from Devon ; is well accustomed to Ag^cyJJJJL, <jf tht

also to Rearing and Breeding of Stock. & «_* &oife"

highest respectability.—T. Stranger, 32, Lower 1*"

field. AMgate, London, E. _____________

BAILIFF.—Age 43, married, no iucun^

thoroughly practical in modern Farming. "Pr
and Manager of Stock, and a good Accountant.

Herbert Street, Hoxton, London, N.

11 tedSEEDSMAN.—Young; well acquai

Nursery and Seed Business, having ^^-Tfir,
first-class houses in Scotland, and six years ^j riven-"
V.^«_Q *« fV*_. Sr»nfli nf TrolanH SaMsfilCtOrV reie '

u%,,tf(i*.house in the South of Ireland. Satisfactory ™ IB'^_T ola<*
Seedsman. Suth erland & Honie,Jl^NcwCity«__ !

SHOPMAN.—Age 30 ; 16 years' e*ff
el*

l

"m-
class Houses. Has been accustomed to 1

X. X., 7, Borough Market, Loudon, S.E.

Seed Trade. yarj

OHOPMAN.-Age 20; experienced.^mW0a*
k3 branches of the Trade. Can be h^hI^:'
A. B. C. f Post Office, Baling, near Braintree, J^»c

I
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rn fl E QUARTERLY REVIE W.—
I ADVERTISEMENTS for iusertion in the forthcoming

^rnber of the above Periodical must be forwarded to the

•JSSer by the 27th, and Bills by the 30th instant.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.
m

Dr. Percy's Work on Metallurgy.

%tm lmdj, "with numerous Illustrations, carefully drawn to*^
Scale, One Volume, Svo, 21s.,

KTALLURGY; the Art of Extracting Metals
\L from their Ores, and adapting them to various Pur-m ot Manufacture. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.,

Lictarv oii Metallurgy at the Government School of Mines
DIV

Hni*krOCC!

QM>L Coke—M<.>-^.... --., -.. --. ... wiimmtuuu VI ruriwices

—

WS-COPPER: Metallurgical Chemistry, Copper
s .

.:.„—ZINC: History, M ctallurgical Chemietry—BBAaS.
John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Travels.

Sour ready, with Map and 16 Illustrations, post 8vo, 6*.,

4 POPULAR ACCOUNT of MISSIONARY
V. TRAVELS and RKSEARCHES in SOUTH AFRICA. By
j Livingstone, M.D. Condensed from his larger work.
Of Dr. Livingstone's Travels 36,000 Copies have been sDld

Also uniform with the above,

The STORY of SIR FOWELL BUXTON'S LIFE.
By His . Portrait. Post 8vo, 2s. 6d. .

V Of Buxton's Life 18.000 Copies have been sold.

LAYARD'S POPULAR ACCOUNT of his ' DIS-
SS and RESEARCHES at NINEVEH. Woodcuts.

Put 8to, hi.

V Of Layard's Travels 30,000 Copies have been sold.

The STORY of GEORGE STEPHENSON'S LIFE,
the Ritay Engineer. By Samuel Smiles. With Woodcuts.
Post 8vo, 6*.

V Of Stephenson's Life 20,000 Copies have been sold.

SELF HELP. With Illustrations of CHx\-
KACTER and CONDUCT. By Samuel Smiles. Post 8vo, 6a.

1 Of Self Help 40,000 Copies have been sold.

LIFE of the REV. GEORGE CRABBE, the People's
Poet By His Son. Portrait. Fcap. Svo, 3a.

V Of Crabbe's Life 18,000 Copies have been sold.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Hereford Herd Book.
A \\ pUCKHAM begs respectfully to inform the

I. bresiers of Herefords that he purposes publishing a Fifth
Jjme aw work e aly in the ensuing year, which Volume
J Dtaw Pedigrees of Bulls and the Pedigree and Produce

'SI irs to tho 31st December. He will feel
JJJgci by an early application for Certificates, and the favour
•T additional names of Subscribers.

Baysham Court, Ross, Herefordshire.

\\ ANTED to BUY, Second-hand, LOUDON'S
JitL .f'^CLOPJIDIA ofPLANTS, with Two Supplement™aoy

JJra. Loudon. 1850.—Applications, stating condition
J^pnce, to be addressed to J. Meyne, Mrs. A. Wood, Kew,

^^""ALMANACK for 1862.— Price 6d
•JTt

ntaming, besides the usual Calendar, a full account of
j-jwnpaes and other Astronomical Phenomena of the Year ;

lAiIr
6* fc

,
variety of other useful information.

JftnS»S
: ruUished for the Company of Stationers, by

^
! WBKnhill, at their Hail, Ludyate Street.

kiln's English Gentleman's Library for January,
February, and March.

1

•rT ^
Richly illustrated, at. 9s. per Volume,

\\ ISLE'S ANECDOTES of PAINTING in
,kAXD, with some account of the principal English

£* • Incidental Notices of Sculptors, Uarvers, Ena-
^^Architects, Medallists. &c. Also, a Catalogue ot

ildi't v r ^k
V

'
hav ° been bom or resided in England. With

k

iH,iif-
y

.

Rev
- james Dallaway. New Edition, revised,

»TW vTl1 Notea bv Ralph N. Wornt-m, Esq. Complete
olutnes. With upwards of 15c Portraits and Plates.^

UpmSv T be ir,0OllVcnieut to sell these Three V. .lames

9&*h<Jl cy arc
» contrary to the usual practice in serials,

Ht&*
her

—2I2iBohn, York Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

B TT . In preparation,
^H CONCHOLOGY, in 3 Parts, 8vo., Com-

J ',
'-'^ Ulnstrated. and in an inexpensive form. By J.

the
hed

adteJijE?*' containing a General Introduction, and
in tie spnn

Wa
.

ter Shells, it is expected will be publis

iSL^A> oorst. 1, Paternoster Row, E.C.

HE

THP -n » T.
0n and after 1st January, 1862,

_lti i
MER'S HERALD: a Journal of Prac-

^ be r*^;
gl
2
culture

' Horticulture, and Rural Intelligence,

G*oq2,, U> TWOPENCE. For the year, ; per post, 3s.

A^ertS & ®°s*' ^ Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

«ddiiiJ ^SDSts lnaerted on a reduced scale, which may be
^~"

iJt:
H

" Evans,J 3, Newgate Street, Chester, who also
^'Pies per post.

-^ \ xJl
rA
LD of the WOOLPACK, a Story by

^rrinoini^ lALLIDAY
' Illustrated by A. Houghton, forms

CHRm
urc in tho

"WM.VS NUMBER of ENTERTAINING THINGS,
j

Ofc,, ,

pa^es » Profusely Illustrated, price 3d.
j

'^^^-^IggVH HALL, Virtue & Co., and all Booksellers.

Uidv ?»
ew 6rand Historical Romance.

^Uan/SP ^; or THE QUEEN, THE PRIEST,
^Wnf +u ? MAI I>I"N, will commence in the January

Bia^Sid
e
M ^AT"^T

;
or LADIES' HANDYBOOK.

trated by 215 woodcuts.

BookseUers.
R°BERT HaRDWICKE

'
192

'
Piccadilly, W., and all

£? 3^. month"]"
8*^4116 of Fiction

»
Fashion, and Fancy Work.

***** bhSi
a
iVol^me ' cIoth extra, gilt, forming a most appro-

^donr?
88 eseufc

- is now ****' Frice 4s -

?0<*^lerL Kent& Co., Paternoster Row, E.C, and all

On Thursday, January 2, 1862, will be published, in One Vol
square crown Svo., with numerous Illustrations,

'

"VTOTES on the CHASE of the WILD RED DEER
-i-1 m the Counties of Devon and Somerset. With an
Appendix descriptive of remarkable Runs and Incident* con-
nected with the Chase from the vear 1780 to the year 1S60By Charles Palk Collyns, of Dufverton.

London
: Longman, Greex, Lqkgmas, A Roberts.

|

Col. Wolseley's Account of the China Campaign.
In One Vol. Svo, with Portrait, price 10«. 6<Z. cloth,

NARRATIVE of the WAR with CHINA in 18G0
To which is added the Account of a Short Residence with

the Tai-Ping Rebels at Nankin, and a Voyage then ee to Hankow.
By Lieut.-Col. G. J. Wolsei kv, t»0th Light Infantry, D.A.
Quartermaster-General to the Expeditionary Force.
" We do not hesitate to pro-

nounce this to bo tho best
military narrative that has
appeared- of the last China
War.*—Daily Sews.
" At lengih we have a clear,

impartial, and fairly written

narrative of the receut opera-

tions in China, together with
some curious information re-

ading the Taipings, acquired

during a brief residence in

Nankin."—ln<iIan Moil.
London: Longman, Grhew, Longm an, & Roberts.

Now ready, with 17 tinted Illustrations, in One Vol. price lftf.,

TITHE ALPS; or, Sketches of Life and Nature in theX Mountains. By Baron H. Voa BiEBJ kpscii. Translat<
by the Rev. Leslie Stephen, M. A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity
Hall, Cambridge.

severely faitliful; and the im-
pression of sublimity which
the best passages convey is

created not by the words them-
olves, but by the perfect
accord between the words and
the living grandeur of- the
scenes the author intends them
to pourtray."

—

Spectator.

" .Mr. Stephen has completed
worthily a task which ought
to recommend him to all tr.ie

lovers of nature. Von Ber-

lepsch's work is more like a
great poem than an ordinary

book of travels, yet every
description is minutely or even

London: Longman-, Green, Longman, <fe Roe rs.

Sir J. E. Tennent's New Work on Ceylon.
In One Vol. post Svo, with S2 Wood Engravings, price 12*. Get".,

SKETCHES of the NATURAL HISTORY ot

CEYLON ; with Narratives and Anecdotes illustrative of
the Habits and Instincts of the Mammalia, Birds, Reptile

Fishes, Insects, <tc, including a Monograph of the Elephant,
and a Descri) n of tho Modes of Capturing and Training it.

By Sir J. Emei \* Tennent, K.C.S., LL.D., &c.

"Those who possess the There is not a flat or uninte-
author's larger work on Ceylon
will be the first to purchase
this likewise."

—

Spectator.

"All modern narratives of
sporting and adventure are
tame and pale before this. The

resting page in tho book."—
Morning Post.

"A delightful and instruc-
tive volume. The book will

make its way among all classes
of readors, and speedily be-

writer lias fairly and easily . come a popular favourite."
distanced all competitors.

;
Daily

London : Longman, Green, Lonouan, & Roberts.

Captain Burton's Account of the Mormons.
In One Vol. Svo, with Three Maps and IS Illustrations, price IS*.,

THE CITY of the SAINTS; and Across. the Rocky
Mountains to California. By RICHARD F. Burton, Captain

H.M. Indian Army; Fellow and Gold Medallist of the Royal
Geographical Societies of France and England ; H.M. Consul in

West Africa; Authorofa "Pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina," &c.

"Capt. Burton is one of the

best travellers we have
There is no end to his quips
and cranks and wanton wiles ;

his d humour and fun seem
positively inexhaustible

'The City of the Saints' is as

eminently human a book as

we have perused for a long
while It is full of humour,
laughter, and good sense."

—

Athenceurii.

London: Longman, Green. Longman, & Roberts.

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture. 1

In Svo, with 08 Woodcuts, price 214. alefch.

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
TUl ; or, an Attempt: to explain the chief Open.

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second

Kditionof the "Theory of .rticultnre," much enlarged. By
OHN Lixdley, Ph.D., F.R.8., Com Hiding Member of the

Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
!' Botany in University Coll ;, London, <fcc.

"The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1S-1

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and h

been translated into the German, Dutch, and even R«ssian

languages. Being more particularly restricted to principl

however, the author at length resolved to render the work moi

gonerallv Interesting and useful i more frequent reference

pra 1 operations. He has thus greatly extended t niattei

by sin rting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts-

familiar t iltivators, or which ought to be .nd the result is a

still more interesting and popular compendium of the principh

and practice, or the :nce and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder .

"Thisisa Second Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture,'

with the addition of a large qu ity of r, intro-

duced to show how entirel; iontificprh Jesan< -dcul

n correspond. The volume contai ttt four times as much
matte s the first n. . . Although very large addit is

are made to every chapter, while many passages m the first

edition have been wholly struck out, i [
>er t

.

it

th& greatest changes are th > which; e to vitali limatc,

mesti. n, ventilation, propagation, pruning, r

manures; such being the subjects in which p

men arc most interested. The whole woi las, indeed,

such a form as to make it evident that the gre; ject of the

author has been, not to ] aoduce a work si lence.

it one which every wsll-mfbrmed grml nderstond

andanplv. As tho volume acludes with a ve us index

, iImtc is no difficulty in. rtar.nng wnore any gi

;biect is treated oir—Gardeiwrs' Chronicle.
j

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION to BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged : with 6 Hates, and numerous Wood Bn-

^ThaJ to ^ wish to bring every s iect Uiat

he } ntr. xl dowft, as nearly asjjoes.^,

hichitisf„undatthepr
; ^. &to * hasadd,

KwSS o'v^
tt

in n^-gg-*»
the present Edition may be considered, m those respeete,

U°W
Tondon : Longman, Gp.ekn, Longman, & Roberts,

This day i« pubueeed, price 3d.,

PUNCH ALMANACK for 186l'
Illustrated by John Leech and John Texxikl.

I Officb. 85, Flee- reet, C E.

<»u the 31«t inst. will be pubiUbed, price 10*. 6d. in cloth,
gilt edges,

The DOUBLE VOLUME for 1846 (Vols. 10 &, 11), of thePUNCH R E - I S S U E.
Also, the ELEVENTH VOLUME, in boards, price S*.

Tho following are already published

:

Vol. 1 (for 1841)
Vols. 2 and 8 (1842)

• •

10*. f
Vols. Sand 9 ( f))

Vols. 4 and ;)

Vols. 6 and 7 (1S44)
10*. (kJ.

10*. 6d.
10*. 6<

* »
«.. Any Volume or Double Volume may always be had

* c par;iU-ly.
i .i i I. . i I,

This day is published, price 2*. 6d.
t

PUNCH'S POCKXT-BOOK for 1862.
With a Coloured Illustration (A GAME at CI ^UET) by

John LF.Ecn, and numerous Woodcuts by John Lkbch and
John Tksniku.

This day is pnbliskod, price 3d., stamped *d.,

PU N C U'S A L M A N A C K for 1862.
Illustrated by John I and John Tknvibi

UNCirs TKN ALMANACKS. 12 to 1851.
Price 2*. « , in stiff b is, gilt od

PUNCH'S TEN ALMANACKS. Second -erief.
1 1861. ) eSt.

PrXCH's TWENTY ALMAN \«'KS. 1SI2 to VMV
Bound in i, price i*. dd.

Published at the P in Okficb, 89. Fleet Street, KC.

Works on Botany, by Dr. LindUy.

THHE VEOETABJ KI> \\ ; or, The Stbuc-
JL tii!E, Ci \ssificatimv, ano Uses of Plaxi 1"

i trated
upon tho Natural ^ em. In One Volume. i, price
30*., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

rjlHK ELEMENTS OF BO I <Y, Structural and
JL Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In
One V' me. h, with us Illustra' is, price 18*.

%* The Glossary I iiad separately, price 5». cloth.

SCHOOL BOTANY j ob, Tub Rudiment* op
Botanical Benoros. In One Volume, 8vo, half-bound,

with 400 lllustrat , price 5*. 6d.

DESCRIPHfB BOTANY; <ra, The Art op
Descri him j Plants correctly, in Scientinc Language, fo

Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price 1*.

• BRAnBURY & Evans, 11, Bouvcric Mrcct, E.C."
i

" •
• ' ' •

Price 1*. Gd., true by j-Rist, U. Id.

LABELS for the HEKr.APJUM, consisting of
the Names of the Classes, Alliances, Orders, and Sub-

Orders, of Professor Lindley's "Vegetable Kingdom."
So printed in large type, that they can bo cut out and pasted

into T'. :IUM.

J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, "W.C.

IN'ow roadjp price *2s. 6d. 9

FOLIA ORCHIDACKA, Part IX. Containing the
conclusion of Pleurothallis.

Parts I. to VI TL, price 2s. f<<L < h, ma\ ill be had.

J. M ' inw , 41, Wellington Street, (vent G.arden, W.C.

ENRY C. LUNN'S popular PIANOFORTE
COMPOSITIONS:—Lc Papillon—La Fete des Fees-

Adeline (Reverie)—Alicia fMazur ). "Every bar bespeaks
the accomplished mu: an."—Observer.
Just pubhehed, Tho Mountaineer's Evening Song.

London : Leader <fc Cock, 63, New Bond Street, W.

H

M U. NESFIELD'S COLOURED PLAN of the
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S NEW GAR-

DEN at South Kensington.—A few copies of the Number con-
taining; the- iveon&tleatt >h*ice. Price 5d. each.

RKDl TION in PRICE of the ATHEN^JUM—
The Proprietors, taking advantage of tho Abolition of the

Paper Du lsave resolved that tho Price should be REDUCl
to TH IIREPEN'

Jlcfos of tbc mttk.
Since tho death

no event connected

of the Princess CaARLOTTE
with tUe lloy.-.l family has

caused such profound ^rief throughout the country

as the intelligence of the death of the Prince
Contort. During the whole of Sunday the

feeling caused by the suddenness of the bereave-

ment for which the previous announcement of

his illness had left the public unprepared, was one

of consternation and sorrow. His ltoyal Highness

died at 10 minutes bef i lion Lturdaj night,

and! ) midnight the grea '1 of St. Paul's

told the oitizens of L>u i of the irre- rable losa

sustained by the UUREX, the Royal family, and

the nation at large. Ili::t MAJJC3TT, with the

Prince of Wal; and the Princesses Alice and

Ih :/ na, were with ins Rotal Eicihkjbss at his

d» ath. The country will be rejoiced to know that

the (Iuri:n, though overwhelmed with grief, has

borne her aiilictioa with admirable fortitude, and
by the advice of her physicians left Windsor on
Thursday for the Isle of Wight, accompanied by
the Princesses and the younger members of the

Royal family. Her Majesty has not suffered in

health, and in her present retirement she will derive
consolation from the assurance that her rereave-
ment has called forth the deepest sympathy and
>rrow not only from all classes of her subjects
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but irom every nation in Europe. In France the

people at large, and the press of every shade of

political opinion, have joined the Emtkrob and
Empress in an unanimous expression of sympathy
which cannot fail to win the good will of the
British people. In Prussia the Prince's death
has awakened the deepest sympathy among all

classes of the people, and on the receipt of the

intelligence the Kino and Queen hastened to

oondole with the Princess .Royal on her sad

bereavement.

port of cotton irurn Bombay to England during time

It is officially announced that the

funeral of ins Royal lift;hn ess will take place in

St. George's Chapel, Windsor, on Monday next,

at 12 o' clock, and that, in accordance with the

expressed wishes of irrs Royal Highness, the
funeral will be private.

M. Troplono on Tuesday presented to the
French Senate his report on the Senatus Consultum
conferring on the Corps Legislatif additional

powers on voting the Budget. He spoke at great
length on the suppression of extraordinary credits

by the Emperor, on the privilege to be granted to

the Corps Legislatif of voting the Budget by
sections, and on the limits to be fixed to the trans-

fer of voted supplies. He, however, declared

himself opposed to all idea of re-establishing

Ministerial responsibility, which, he said, formed
the basis of a Parliamentary system of Govern-
ment expressly repudiated by the French consti-

tution. Treating of the financial question, he
said that the floating debt was comparatively less

than in 1848, and that the existing deficits were
unimportant compared with the great things
which had been done since 1850, which had
" served," be said, " to raise the French name to

the highest rank ; to link the chain of our vic-

tories ; to carry our civilisation and our influence to

the extremity of the world ; and lastly to free

Italy from a foreign yoke." The Moniteur pub-
lishes a decree disbanding the 103d Regiment of
the Line and the 1st Regiment of the Foreign
Legion, and the Pays says that orders have been
given by the French Government to suspend the

construction of three floating batteries at the

the present year is estimated at 920,000 bales.

Sir Bartlk Frere will, it is rumoured, succeed
Sir George Clerk in the Governorship of

Bombay.
From New York we have the President's

Message at the opening of the Federal Congress,

The language of the Message and the sub-

sequent proceedings of Congress give little hope
of the preservation of peace. The President
does not mention the affair of the Trent,

but he intimates that " foreign dangers neces-

sarily attend domestic difficulties," and urges

upon Congress the consequent duty of fortifying

the coasts, lakes, and rivers, erecting fortifications

and depots of arms, and making harbour
and navigation improvements at well-selected

points. He expresses confidence in the ultimate

conquest of the Confederates, but still denies

to them the title of belligerents. He states

that under the Confiscation Act of last session

a number

greatest danger. On
Prince was

Friday

£
the state of the ii,„iC WHS ^ .

_ . . _ . . evening it wis tWw
probable that he would not survive tht^^
and the Prince of Wales, for whom the
Alice on her own responsibility had t

to Cambridge, arrived at the Castle by
train about 3 o'clock on Saturday morning. rw»^
the whole night the Prince continued Terr?
but in the morning of Saturday a change for £
better took place. A bulletin was accordingly

[

stating that his Royal Highness had passed a m
night, and that there was some mitigation of tW
severity of the symptoms. In the afternoon hiiBmJ

at 4 o'clock the nhr«uL.

of emancipated slaves have been
thrown upon the protection of the Government

;

and with a view of getting rid of them, he suggests

that Congress should acquire some territory in a

congenial climate where these liberated negroes

and the free coloured population of the States may
be colonised. The Navy department in its report

declares that Captain Wilkes showed too much
forbearance in not capturing the Trent, and insists

that this leniency must not be drawn into a pre-

cedent in future. The House of Representatives at

its first sitting passed a vote of thanks to Captain

Wilkes for his conduct in capturing the

Confederate Commissioners ; and also adopted a

resolution requesting the Peesident to confine

Messrs. Mason and Slidell in the cell appro-

priated for convicted felons, until Colonel Cor-
coran and Colonel Wood shall be treated by the

Confederates as prisoners of war. Subsequent
accounts from Washington state that President

Lincoln has declared that it is his intention to

Empire was pre-

Tuesday by the

ports of L'Orient and Brest.

The Budget of the Austrian

sented to the Reichsrath on
Minister of Finance. It stated that the deficit for

•1861 is estimated at 6,500,000/.; and that for 1862
at 5,800,000/., upon a total income of 30,000,000/.

It is proposed to cover this deficit partly by in-

creased taxation, partly by the sale of the Crown
domains, and partly by credit operations with the

National Bank, the charter of which is to be
renewed in return for a loan of 8,000,000/. bear-

ing no interest. The Upper House of the Reichs-
rath on Saturday passed three important laws for

preserving the inviolability of letters, for securing
personal liberty, and for maintaining the right of

domicile.

A despatch from Breslau says that Archdeacon
Btalobrzeski, Administrator of the Archbishopric
of Warsaw, has been condemned to death, and
that since his arrest the authorities have made the
clergy and the superiors of the convents respon-
sible for the churches remaining closed. The
prisons of Kiew and Zitomir were crowded, and 40
students of the University of Kiew had been sent
to Siberia.

In the sitting of the Italian Chamber of Deputies
on Thursday, a letter from Signor Rattazzi was
read, announcing that the state of his health com-
pelled him to resign the Presidency of the Chamber.
On the motion of Signor Minohetti, the Chamber
unanimously resolved to request Signor Rattazzi
to retain the post at least until the end of the
session. A despatch from Rome states that the
Marquis de Layalette, the French Ambassador,
had a conference of two hours with Francis II. on
Tuesday, at which he demanded that his Majesty
should quit Rome. The Cardinals however who
were consulted in the matter, advised the ex-KiNG
o relinquish his apartments in the Quirinai and
reside at the Farnese Palace.

A telegraphic despatch from Bombay of the
27th November, states that Sir Charles* Wood
has decided that the seat of the Government shall
he removed from Calcutta to the Hills. The ex-

preserve a prudent policy in regard to foreign

relations, and that there need be no fear of war
with Great Britain unless the latter should seek a

pretext for hostilities. The despatches add that

no anxiety is felt by the Administration on the

subject.

DHATH OF THE PRINCE CONSORT.

The illness under which the Prince Consort had been

labouring for the previous fortnight took an unfavourable

turn on Friday, and terminated fatally on Saturday night
at 10 minutes to 11. Soon after his Royal Highness was
taken ill symptoms of fever accompanied by a general

indisposition made their appearance. For some days the

complaint was not considered to be serious, but from
the early part of last week the medical men in attend-

ance and the persons about the Court began to feel

anxious. It became evident that, even if the disorder

did not take a dangerous turn, a debilitating sickness

would at least confine the Trince for some time to the

Palace. No statement, however, was made which could

unnecessarily alarm her Majesty or the public. It was not
till Wednesday, wben the fever had gained head and the

Prince was much weakened, that the first bulletin was
issued, and even then it was said that the fever was
unattended by unfavourable symptoms. In short, it

was considered to be an ordinary though severe case of
gastric fever, from which the Frince, with all his advan-
tage of age and strength, might be reasonably expected
to recover. The usual routine of the Court was conse-
quently not departed from, and it was not thought
necessary to communicate these apprehensions to the
Queen. The Prince himself however is said to have
had for some days a melancholy conviction that
his end was at hand. The recent death of his

relative the King of Portugal from a similar

disorder is understood to have had an unfortu-
nate influence upon him, and possibly assisted

the progress of the malady. It is said that as early as

Wednesday morning his Royal Highness expressed his

belief that he should not recover. On Thursday no
material change took place in his condition, and on
Friday morning the Queen took a drive, having at that
time no suspicion of immediate danger. When, how-
ever, her Majesty returned to the Castle, the extremi-
ties of the Prince were already cold, so sudden had
been the fresh access of the disorder. A bulletin
signed by Sir James Clark, Sir Henry Holland, Dr.
Watson, and Dr. Jenner was immediately issued,
stating that his Royal Highness had passed a restless

night, and that the symptoms had assumed an un-
favourable character during the day. From that

Highness again relapsed, and at 4 o'clock the phnfcMM
issued a bulletin stating that the Prince w* tb«i

"a most critical condition/' From that hour l* R»J
Highness, who had since Friday been susUimd b»
stimulants, sank with alarming rapidity. Wfeg fZ
improvement took place on Saturday mn^. ^
was agreed by the medical men that if tfe
patient could be carried over one more night frfe*
would in all probability be saved. But the toAd*
failure of vital power which occurred in the tUerao*
f] ustrated these hopes. Congestion of the long*, tKe

result of complete exhaustion, set in, tbe Price*!

breathing became continua'ly shorter and feebler, &od
he expired without pain at a few minutes before 11

o'clock. The Queen, the Prince of Wales, the

Princesses Alice and Helena, and the Prince iad

Princess of Leiningen, were with his Royal Highneur
his death. The Prince was sensible, and knew u>
Queen to the last. The following gentlemen eonuecUd
with the Court were also present—General Bruce, Sr
Charles Phipps, General Grey, General Bentinck, Lord

Alfred Paget, Major Du Plat, General Seymo*
Colonel Elphinstone, and the Dean of Windior

The Times, from which we take these details, says that

of " the devotion and strength of mind shown by the

Princess Alice all through these trying scenes it if

impossible to speak too highly. Her Royal Higbiiew

has, indeed, felt that it was her place to be a comfort

and support to her mother in this affliction, and to her

dutiful care we may perhaps owe it that the Queen has

borne her loss with exemplary resignation, and a cm-
posure which under so sudden and so terrible a bereave-

ment could not have been anticipated. This fact will,

we are sure, give the greatest satisfaction to the countn

and we may add that, after the death of the Prince, the

Queen, when the first passionate burst of grief was over,

called her children around her, and with a calmness

which gives proof of great natural energy, addrened

them in solemn and affectionate terms, which may be

considered as indicating the intentions of a Sovereign who
• •els tbab the interests of a great 1 n de\ i CtfutfT

firmness. rier^Majesty declared to her family th

though she felt crushed by the loss of one who had

been her companion through life, she knew how much
was expected of her, and she accordingly called on her

children to give her their assistance, in order that she

might do her duty to them and to the country. That

her Majesty may have health and strength to fulfil

these noble intentions, and that she may live many

years in placid cheerfulness and peace of mind,

alleviating the recollection of her loss by sharing

the happiness of her children, will be the earneit

prayer of all her subjects." On Tuesday, accord-

ing to the custom observed on the death ot

the Kings of England, the body of his Roj*

Highness was dressed in a field marshal's uniform, and

placed in a shell, when, by command of her Majesty,

those of the Royal household who desired to do so we*

permitted to take a last farewell, and in the even«of

the inner shell and outer leaden case were sealed down ty

the officers of the Board of Works. On the letdea

coffin is a massive silver plate, with the followif

inscription :
—

" Depositum
Illustrissimi et Celsissimi Alberti,

Principis Consortis,

Ducis Saxonia3,

de Saxe-Coburg et Gotha Priccipis,

Nobilissimi Ordinis Periscelidis Equitis,

Augustissimse et Potent isshnse Victoria? Regin*

Conjugis percari8simi, .

Obiit die deciino quarto Decembris, MDCCCL***

Anno setatis suae XLIII." j.

The outer State coffin will not be ready bef*^**"

This will be an exceedingly rich and ^a^ori
}.

e
l̂ \

the head will be fastened a massive silver g» l ^
high relief. This is the crown the Prince «* e^ ^
to bear as Prince Consort, and much resemblei

the Imperial House of Austria. In the ^^ tW
"

coffin will be another massive silver gilt P'
av. « je

inscription we have already given. At the
..

£jjt.

the Star and insignia of the Garter, also m «*« ^
On the coffin, during and after the inter?„Ag*
heraldic crowns will be laid—that of his Royal wg

as Prince Consort and his crown as Duke of fc**
'\>a\fa

and Gotha. On Tuesday evening the Lord CD*"\, with

issued his orders for the final details connec ^
the burial of the Prince. It will take place at i*^ ^
on Monday next, and, in accordance wit n -^
pressed wishes of his Royal Highness, will ° \-^
and strictly limited in all that relates to

^^
pomp and ceremonial, nor will the y^l ' ^ tfce

In onlv one important particular will it am ^^
funeral of the Duchess of Kent, and tba

*JJle to
' •

being a carriage procession from the ^ ^
George's Chapel. It will be recollect^ ^
remains of the Duchess of Kent were pro aw»J

B
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-
r^ffBore during the previous night, and deposited

~*
cEpel to await the ceremony of the following

'^•fck course will not be followed on this occasion,

/, tojy w ill remain in the private apartments at

till the procession starts. From the Castle

. |r

a

will be conveyed in a hearse drawn by eight

the hearse and the housings of the horses

heraldic escocheons of the arms of England and

i-^obarg and Gotha. No private carriages will

Sirbut *M tne mv 'tet^ mourners, the Ministers, the

JJJJj. ifinisters, the chief officers of the household,

2fcbe personal friends of the Prince will be conveyed

uikscbaptl in 15 mourning coaches. It is understood

^aooebut gentlemen will take part in the ceremony.

bo are not entitled by rank to form part of the

-anion will await the arrival of the cortege at the

KSitself. No visitors will be admitted to the court-

ISer within the walls of the Castle during the funeral.

w^pjjnce of Wales will act as chief mourner, sup-

Mrt^bf the Puke of Cambridge and by the Crown

prit«o( Frussia. The body will net be laid in the

•^ nQ]t, but will be temporarily placed in the

« outside the iron grating of the vault, in the

Binner as the Duchess of Kent's remains were

£w*it*l until removed to the mausoleum at Frogmore,

ji the intention ot her Majesty to erect a tomb of

hr two in the garden at Frogmore, near that of the

foil duchess, to which, when finished, the remains of

|W Prince Consort will be removed. The alterations

ad fittings of the Chapel are progressing with the

stwxt rapidity. It was at first thought almost im-

poaible that the work necessary to be done could be

accomplished in the time, but, owing to the great efforts

aide by Mr. Myers and Messrs. Banting, this difficulty

bsibe*n overcome, and all the preparations will be com-

finished by to-morrow afternoon. The arrange-

are almost precisely similar to those made for the

1 of the late Duchess of Kent. A raised dais has

btea erected along the entire length of the chape), from

the western door to the communion rails. This, and all

the eide passages, the aisles, and, in fact, all the base-

ment of the building, will be covered with black cloth.

Two porches, to be similarly draped with black, are

erecting on the side entrances at the east and west ends.

The western porch will be very wide and lofty, capable

of containing the hearse, which will stop at this point.

The mourners are to alight at the eastern porch, and
pus at once to the south aisle, where the procession will

be arranged in order of rank. The body will be received
by the Dean and Canons and great officers of State at

the door of the Chapel; it will then be placed at once
npon the bier, and wheeled slowly up till it is placed
on the tform, worked by machinery, by which it is

J to the entrance of the Royal vault at the proper
period of the service. Cardinal Wolsey's chapel is

to n't ^ up with a covered entrance from the cloisters

fc* the exclusive use of the members of the Royal
™b'i who, as the procession moves down the south

f"*\
will proceed along the north aisle, so as to

J*> the procession as it advances up the nave
**> the chapel. From all parts of the country
intelligence has been received of the deep sympathy
Mjjfated for the Royal family under their recent

*J»vement. The news of the sad event, widely cir-

™kd by telegram on Sunday morning, was referred
•fa*11 the pulpit in almost every church, at least

J™?
tne afternoon service. At all the metropolitan

•*ches the bells tolled at intervals, and most of the
F^cherg made touching allusion to the great national

J*
and earnestly commended her Majesty and the

JT*!
family, in their state of grief and desolation, to

J*
•ympathies and prayers of the congregation.

**•* this manifestation of feeling confined to the
jjjlpenofthe Established Church. At the Roman
r***1

^ the Jewish, and the Greek churches, and

UJjL
the Dissenting chapels, similar prayers and

JJWlences were offered. During the whole week
Metropolis ami suburbs have shown the most loyal
general respect to the memory of his Royal High-

The shops have been partially closed ; the ships
a- 1 nations in the river have had their flags hoisted

ttwU*
81 lligb

'
and tue RoJal Parislies >

in which the

JTT^nt residences of the Sovereign are situated, have

J^Ty the Royal standard from "their steeples in the
^Position. The regiments of Life and Foot Guards

^ ',ad crape attached to their colours, and throngh-

^J?e wllole metropolis symbols of mourning have

Houik
^ The judges met in consultation early on

^*ttay morning to consider whether they ought not

1^ J-
' on the melancholy occasion ; but considering

^^•rjy andthe expense that would thereby accrue both

^2^°^ aml witnesses they concluded that it would be
gmore in accordance with their duty to her Majesty

hthJr ,l0t susPend the administration of justice.

^ «U>urt of Common Council on Monday all bnti-

4io
*» Upended, and a resolution was unanimously

JJj^ .recording the Court's high admiration of the

•JSP ? virlues of the late Prince Consort, of his

teraJJ
80nc,tu<1(-

i for the protection of Rritish in-

jjj^j^
and bit encouragement of education, art, and

tfct KqI*^ °ff**ring her Majesty, and every member of

tbe jj**
1 ""nily, its deep sympathy and condolence on

a
_^reparable loss sustained by her Majesty, her

l^ioa, £
m"y» and the nation at 'large. Similar reso-

•trend n
Ve

-

been adoPteJ bv tne Town Councils of

of itf, J^
T0
V"c

.

ial towns. In consequence of the death

aay ^ ?** Highness the theatres were closed on Mon-
WUn

&. and will again be closed on the evening ol

the funeral. The Lord Chancellor has issued orders for
the closing of the Law Courts on Monday, the S( k Ex-
change will be closed at 12 o'clock, and there is no doubt
that all public business will be nerally suspended.
The Queen's Departure for the Ira of

Wight.—On Thursday morning, in compliance with the
advice of the physicians, the Queen, accompanied bj the
Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, left Windsor
Castle at 12 o'clock for Gosport, where they embarked
for Osborne in the Fairy. Prince Arthur and Prin-
cess Beatrice, accompanied by the Prince and Print

of Leiningen, had previously left for < >>borne by a special

train. The strictest privacy was observed through the
whole journey. The Royal party en - 1 the park t

the private station of the South-Western terminus, all

of them as a matter of course in the deepest mourning,
the Queen wearing a widow's cap. The Prince of

Wales and Prince Louis of Hesse escorted her

Majesty to Gosport, and returned immediately
to Windsor Castle, where the Duke of Saxe-

Coburg is shortly expected from the Continent.

Directly her Majesty quitted the Castle, the Royal
standard, which is never put at half-mast save on the

death of the reigning monarch, was hauled down, Mid
the Union hoisted in its place, half- must high. A
bulletin was exhibited at Huckingham Palace and

the Mansion House on Sunday, stating that the

Queen, although overwhelmed with grief, bore her

bereavement with calmness, and had not suffered in

health. On Monday the bulletin stated that the Queen

had had some quiet sleep during the night, and remained

as calm asunder her affliction could be expected. In the

course of the day the Ducliess Dowairer of Sutherland

arrived at the Castle at the request of the Queen,

and remained with her Majesty. Tbe Duchess of Wel-

lington, Mistress of the Robes, had previously arrived on

a visit of condolence to her Majesty. In the afternoon

the Duchess of Cambridge and Piincess Mary arrived

from Kew. The Duke of Cambridge left the Castle for

London. In the evening Prince Louii of Hesse arrived

at the Castle from the Continent. On Tuesday a bul-

letin was issued announcing that the Queen had passed

a quiet night, and slept several hours, and that her

Majesty continued calm. On Wednesday the bulletin

stated that the Queen had several hours of undisturbed

sleep at night, and was calm that morning.

Cotjbt and General Mourning.—An order has

been issued from the Lord Chamberlain's Office for the

Court to go into mourning for the Prince Consort from

the date of the order, the 10th inst. The Deputy Karl

Marshal has given notice that all persons are expected

forthwith to put themselves into decent mourning.

The Commander-in-Chief has issued the usual order for

the mourning for the army, and the Lords ot the

Admiralty have issued a similar order for the navy and

Marines.

Alteration of the Liturgy.—The Gazette of last

evening contains the usual Order in Council, under the

Act of Uniformity, directing the omission of the name
of the Prince Consort from the Prayer Book. A simi-

lar order applies to the prayers for the Royal Family in

the Church of Scotland.

Prince Alfred.—Despatches have been received at

Grenada from Governor Hincks and Major Cowell

announcing that his Royal Highness will return to the

West Indies early in January, to vi>it those colonies

which he was unable to visit last season. His Royal

Highness after calling at Halifax and Bermuda, will

proceed in the St. George to Grenada, where he is ex-

pected to arrive on the 12th of January. From Grenada

the Prince will go to Tobago and Trinidad. Great

preparations were making at all these islands to give a

cordial welcome to his Royal Highness.

Prince Leopold.— In consequence of the death of

Sir Edward Bowater, Lord Rokeby has been despatched

from Paris to Cannes to take charge of Prince Leopold,

who will spend the winter there.

The Cabinet.—The Lords of the Privy Council had

a meeting on Wednesday at the Council Office. After

the meeting a Cabinet Council was held at the Council

Office.

Illness op Lord Palmerston.—Rumours of an

alarming nature were current on Wednesday with respect

to the health of Lord Palmerston, and his death even

was reported in the City in the course ot the day. His lord-

ship had for several days been suffering from an attack

of gout in the wrist and in one foot, and had been con-

fined to the house for a day or two, but was never pre-

vented either from receiving his col! in the

Ministry, or transacting the immense amount of busi-

ness which, es] lally at such a moment, devolves upon

the head of the Government. Itisunderst< I that the

.ttack was much aggravated by the shock ot the Prince

Consort's death ; but his lordship is now . nvalescent.

Parliamentary Movements.— I he election for

Finsbnrv has terminated in tin return of Mr. Cox by

a majority of 42 over Mr. Remington Mills, the

numbers being 4864 to 4842. Mr. Slaney will retire

from Shrewsbury at the close of the pr. at Parliament

:

and Mr. Brassey, jun., who was defeated Btrtatand

last week, is announced as the Liberal caudate for the

seat to be thus vacated.

The Army.—The Colonelcy of tie 2 it li root vacant

by the death of Lieut.-Gen. the Hon .1. 1 inch, has been

conferred on Major-General Pnngle Taylor.

The Navy.—Rear-Admiral Dacres, UB

American Station. Admiral Dacres is to hoist hit flag

on board the Edgar, at Portsmouth.
The Natal Kesebvr.—The memben of tl M

Utscrve enrolled in the ports of Whin-haven and
Peterhead, have, like their br .er sailors in other
ports, spontaneously off. .1 tl

i r services to the
inspecting Commanders of G ^uard in their re-

sj e d ricts.

The Army in CaVADA.—C nel E. L. WVtherall
has been appointed Chief of the - aff in Canada.
Lieut.-Colonel BhahSSpeers, li Brigade Hoyal Artil-

lery, has been selected bv the Commander-in-Chief to
proceed on special service to \ rth America. Sir Alan
M'X.ihhas been entrusted with the organisation of the
Canadian Militia.

I'm creations por War.—The M battalion of the
Grenadier Guards and the 2d battalion of the Scots

PusiHers left the Wellington IWr.u-k§ on Thursday
for Southampton, and there cmbtrked in the Parana
and Adriatic steamers, which left the river early
v erday morning for Halil 1 111* battery
of the (ith brigade of l: :il Artillery and the
1st battalion of the Military Train also embarked in

thi Adriatic, and tin I ompanj v»«l Kuuri-

m.-s embarked in the Parana, (ieneral Lord K.

Taulett, commanding the brigade of Guards, has also

rone out in the Adrit . The 2d battalion of the
lGtli Eteniment will embark to-day m the Majrdalena
at Southampton. In addition to these \ easels, the
Adelaide, Mauritius, and Calcutta have been
chartered to embark 1957 men from the Thames,
and the Cleopatra. I27i* torn, has been taken up
to embark the 1 7th Regiment at Qn >wn.

A War-oHice telejram was received at Woolwich
Aiseual on Wednesday, ordering 10 Armstrong 100-
ponnder guns to be shipped with tbe earliest despatch
for the sea and land defences of 11a \, and a n
was ordered to be transmitted by the authorities of the
dockyard to the Lords Commissioner* of the Admiralty,
Stating what ships would be available tor their trans-

port. The Warrior iron-cased frigate will be i a-

pletely ready for sea in the urse of next week. The
exchange ot her armament for 100- pounder Armstrong
guns is now in progress, and the erection on her
alter deck, which it was at first Intended to make a

rifle tower, is now fitting up with a telegraphic

apparatus communicating with the engine-room and
other portions of the vessel, so that the master may
take his station in it, and in comparative security

witness nil that is going on, and at the same time
t ransmit his orders to all parts of the ship. The iron

frigate Defence is rapidly completing her fitments, and
there is every reason to believe that she will be ready
to leave the dock by the 2d of JanuaajL^g^-A
Armino the Mail Stbamers.—The Union m-

ship Company, under contract for the conveyance of

the mails to the Cape of Good Hope, have received in-

structions from the Government - arm their steamers

forthwith. It is said that the new steamer Pern,

belonging to the Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
which is to sail from Liverpool for Valparaiso, will be
armed with some of Colonel Clay's wrought- iron £Uns.

Court Appointment.—The Queen has appointed

Dr. Francis Hawkins, M.D., to be Physician to Her
Majesty's Household, in the room of the late Sir John
Forbes.

Law Appointments.—The Queen, by a Commission

under the <ireat al, has appointed Theophilus Hennett

Hoskyni Abraliall, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, one of the

Registrars of the London Court of Hankruptcy, to be

Commissioner at Newcastle i- Tyne in the room of

the late Mr. Ellison; and Mr. H. P. Roche 1 been ap-

pointed Registrar for London, in the rooinot Mr.Abrahall.

h..s bet

appointed second in command to Admiral Sir
'
AJeiander

Milne, K.C.B., tie Ccmmander-m-Chief on the North-

dForcigm
France.—The news of the Prince Consort's death

has awakened throughout France an unanimous ex*

pression of regret, respect, and mpathy from all

classes of society. As soon as the intelligence reached

Paris on Sunday morning the Emperor and Empress

sent a telegraphic despatch to Windsor, expressing to

the Queen their deep regret; in the evening the

Emperor still further testified his condolence by

despatching one of his aides-de-camp to Windsor with

an autograph letter to the Queen ; and on the following

day another officer was d> .ehed with an autograph

letter to the Queen from the Empn nie. The

Emperor also, without waiting for the ol tinounc

ment of the death, leaned an order ou Tuesday in the

loniteur for the < irt to g into I arnii for 21

days; the flag of the Tuileries has Ihmi> hoisted half-

mast high dining the whole week, and the festivitn

and receptions at tin To; s hare been com r-

nmnded. All the papers join in the expression of

public linir which the mournful event has called

forth. The Monitfur says :

—

"Thi -\ ^el event, this most sudden and premature death,
plunges into sorrow the august Queen of England, the Royal
family of Kngland, and the English nation. The Emp r,

e Imperial ra y, and the whole of Fmnce associate them-
selves with sll their sympathies to these regrets and sorrows."

The Dehai* says :

—

" The mournful and premature event which has befallen
e Qu and the It d family, in the midst of the gr.west

political difficulties, will be keenly felt, not only in England,
but throughout Europe. In France especially, where Prince
Albert lias left personal reeollec us, public opinion will, we
are confident, unite in the private hut severe grief into which
this great misfortune has plunged Queen Victoria, the constant
and faithful ally of France."

c
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The Steele observes :

—

" In a difficult position, Prince Albert won the esteem of the
English nation and the sympathy of all those who, artists,
literary men, inventors, scientific men, form the party in
England of intellectual progress, in which the deceased Prince
was specially interested. Frankly accopting the subordinate
part of the Sovereign's husband, he sought in learning and the
protection of the arts and of industry an employment, useful
to hi.s new country, of that intellectual activity which he was
prevented by the traditional susceptibilities of the nation from
applying to political aflairs."

The Presse says :

—

11 His elevate 1 tastes, the dignity of his character, obtained
for the decease 1 Prince a well-deserved popularity."

The Constitutional remarks :

—

r
* As his position did not allow him to take any part in

political life, Prince Albert turned all the activity of his
capacious and cultivated intellect to the promotion of the
arts, letters, industry, and agriculture. In that sphere his
influence has been most beneficially felt, and memorable traces
of it will remain in the history of our times. The Universal
Exhibition of 1S51 was duo to his initiation, as was also the
Manchester Art inhibition. His death must overwhelm the
Royal Family with inconsolable grief, and will bo sincerely
mourned by all England."

Qal'ignanVs Messenger says :

—

"The feeling created by the sad intelligence has been
throughout Paris one of profound sorrow. The American
residents and many of the French are earnest and most
sincere in their expressions of sympathy and condolence. The
event is ann unced by the Paris journals in terms of unaffected
regret. They dwell on the elevated example which he gave as
a husband and a lather, and pay a just tribute to his intelli-
gence and his encouragement of every enterprise likely to
benefit his adopted country."

The only journal that refers to the political opinions
of the 1'rince is the Pays, which says :

—

" Notwithstanding the perfect reserve with which the PrincQ
Consort had always refrained from meddling with public
affairs, his death cannot fail to have a serious influence on the
future policy of England. It is true that he kept himself
aloof as much as possible, but the intelligence and clearness of
his views gave great weight to his opinions, and it was to his
inspiration that the Tory party owed some of its rare successes.
Unfortunately, the war of Italy placed the Prince in a difficult
situation. Being compelled to choose between his reminis-
cences and the counsels of reason, he committed the error of
departing from that neutrality which he had before observed,
and the fall of the Derby Ministry, which was caused
by their listening too much to his advice, proyed to him that
when he adopted England he ought no longer to have thought
of Germany. The Prince had very liberal tendencies, but the
recent conquests of the democratic party had weakened his
judgment, and there happened to him what too frequently
occurs to Princes who find themselves involved with an un-
known future

; he felt alarm, and through fear of revolution
he threw himself into the path of unpopular reaction. He,
however, we must hasten to say, used no effort to secure the
triumph of his ideas, and sought for no other participation in
politics than that which was assured to him by the authority
of his judgment over the chiefs of the Tory Cabinet personally.''

Several of" the Paris journals express their opinion of
the President's Message, and unanimously consider it
unfavourable to peace. The Debats publishes an article
hinting at the armed intervention of France, and savin?;
that, as England, notwithstanding her determination to
remain strictly neutral, finds herself drifting into a
war, so France may, against her will, be led by the in-
exorable course of events also to take part in the con-
flict, a maritime war rendering it " especially difficult
for the non-belligerents to preserve their neutrality for
any length of time." The Presse announces that the
French squadron on the West India station is

ordered to proceed before Charleston, where the
English squadron under Admiral Milne is already
collected. The Patrie and Presse say that France and
the other great Powers, having been consulted by
England, have expressed their opinion that the act of
the San Jacinto was a violation of the rights
of neutrals.—In the Senate on Tuesday M. Troploncr
presented his report on the Senatus Consulturn in refer-
ence to the extension of the privileges of the Corps
Legislatif. He discussed at great length the sup-
pression of extraordinary credits and the plan of voting
the Budget in detail. He rejected all idea of re-esta*
bhshing Ministerial responsibility, which, he said,
formed the basis of a Parliamentary system of Govern-
ment expressly repudiated by the French Constitution.
Referring to the advantages of the system of trans-
ferring credits from one department to another, he said-

««J2??'!
l}t la8t *£r in Italy a11 France thought thatimmense and hasty efforts had been made to prevent ourDeing torestailed by Austria, whereas the fact was the victories

2Lie french ,
an

?y
com™enced before it had hardly been pro-llfor

i
aud th*fc "*tho«t any transfers or extraordinary

™n, ' ll °S
r day ll

u
m difficult to pursue an obscure

policy The Emperor shows by the measures now under
discussion the loyalty of his policy. The real and infallible
preparations for war in France are a good system of enlist-
ment, tne discipline of the soldier, order in the administration
and the martial genius of the nation. France, although
unprepared, is always ready, even against those who have taken
their measures long beforehand. The Committee does not
however, reject the hypothesis,'that measures might quietly betaken m presence of great external dangers. The system of
transferring credits has been instituted for that purpose : butthese precautions cannot long remain concealed. Treating ofthe financial question and the existing deficits, he called atten-

SS .tu
C 8J

eat thing9 ^^ had been done since 1850, and
55*7* y

»
av

f- frV
,

ed to raise the Freilch "»mo to thehighest rank to link the chain of our victories, to carry our
civilisation and our influence to the extremity of the world

h« mi^
ly

' ^ l
eC
, It

aly frum aforei- n ***' In inclusionhe maintained that the amount of the floating debt was com-
paratively less than in 1848."
T
!?2 £*"*£?* ,,tn>ially contradicts the rumours

oi farther Ministerial modification*. It also contains an
Imperial decree disbanding the 103d Regiment of the
Line and the 1st Raiment of the Foreign Lesion.
Another decree deprives M. Laprade of his Professor-
ship ot Literature and Fine Arts. A ministerial report,which precedes the decree, in explaining the motive ofthis

^
resolution, states that » M. Laprade

in the

vespers,

liberal,

taming injurious allusions to the Sovereign, elected
by universal suffrage, and to the nation which
he gloriously governs/' The Moniteur also an-

nounces that the Correspondant has received a
first warning for publishing M. Laprade's verses.

The Constitntionnel publishes a paragraph stating that,

'although barely five and a half years old, the Prince
Imperial is already learning three foreign languages,
and speaks fluently English, German, and Italian."

Count Pourtales, Prussian Minister to the Court
of the Tuileries, is dead. The collection of the
"Peter's pence" took place on Sunday
churches of Paris, at each mass and at
The contributions are said to have been
and to have included bank notes, small rouleaux of
napoleons, silver and copper coins. Last year one
parish in Paris sent 40,000f., a second 30,000f., and a
third 23,000f. - One of the most ancient monuments in
France, the Chateau de la Marche, in the department of
the Sadne and Loire, built in 16S2 by Claude Fyot,
Count of Basjean, and Abbe of St. Etienne of
Dijon, has just been destroyed by fire. The
saloon was magnificently decorated wfth paintings
in fresco, representing the Feast of the Gods, by
Nanini. It likewise contained a remarkable collection
of paintings, including the embarkation of Charles II.
at Antwerp on his return to England, the portrait of
Olivier de la Marche, and that of John Fyot, preceptor
of a son of Charles VII. The gallery of family por-
traits was partly preserved, but a valuable collection of
china, worth 40,000f., was broken or (festroyed. A
remarkable collection of carpets likewise fell a prey to
the flames. The chapel is the only part of the chateau
which remains uninjured. The Marquis de la Marche,
the proprietor, regrets more than the loss of his pro-
perty the destruction of so many curious antiquities,
the collection of ages, transmitted from generation to
generation.

Spain.—The address of the Congress, in reply to the
Queen's speech, was passed on Monday by 228 to 79
votes. Senores Olozaga and Madoz protested against
the accusations which had been made against them, and
stated that they professed dynastic principles. The
Marquis Vega Armigo has been appointed Minister of
Public Works. Mr. Schurz, the American Minister,
has left Madrid on leave of absence.

Portugal.—The news of the probable rupture
between England and the Northern States of America
has created a strong sensation in Portugal. Most of
the Lisbon journals contain articles on the subject, and
the sympathy of the press and of the people generally
is quite in favour of England. The Infante Dom
Augusto continues very unwell, and his recovery is still

donbtful.•''''PPa'w^PMBPwpapip^aHaBB^
Switzerland.—The report of the mixed commission,

appointed to inquire into the affair of Ville la Grande,
agrees in all the principal points with the report of the
Genevese commission.
Belgium.—The long discussion on the Address in

the Belgian Chamber of Representatives terminated in

its sitting of the 13th in the adoption of the Address
by 56 votes to 42. The report that the Secretary of
the British Legation at Brussels had left that city for

London on a political mission is said to be totally devoid
of foundation. The King of the Belgians has gone into
mourning for two months for the Prince Consort.
Holland.— Capt. Semmes, commander of the cele-

brated Southern States privateer Sumter, arrived at
Rotterdam on the 10th. He came to England as a
passenger in the Trent, but was not recognised by the
officers of the San Jacinto, who would no doubt have
seized him with even more eagerness than Messrs.
Mason and Slidell. Neither the motive of his visit to
Rotterdam nor his ulterior destination is known.
Denmark.—The Berlingske Tidende of the 15th

publishes a semi-official article announcing that
Prussia has declined the propositions of the Danish
Government for the settlement of the Holstein question,
on the ground that they had already been rejected by
the Estates of Holstein.

Prussia.—The news of the death of the Prince
Consort has awakened the greatest sympathy among all

classes of the Prussian people, and has plunged the
Royal family into the deepest mourning. On receipt
of the intelligence the King and Queen paid a visit
of condolence to the Crown Prince**. Tfe* , r

also sent his aide-de-camp to Lord Loftus to
express his sympathy for the Royal family of England.
The Prussian Court will go into mourning for four weeks.
The Crown Prince left for Windsor on Wednesday in
order to attend the funeral. The Crown Princess was
compelled to renounce her intention of accompanying
her husband on account of the state of her health. The
Prussian corvette Amazon has been wrecked near the
Helder, and there seems to be no doubt that all on
board, consisting of 118 persons, perished with her.
Austria.—On Saturday the Upper House of the

Reichsrath voted the laws for preserving the inviola-
bility of letters, for assuring personal liberty, and for
maintaining the right of domicile. The Budget was
presented to both Houses of the Reichsrath on Tuesday
by the Minister of Finance. The following is a summary
of the financial statement :

—

The excess of
amounts to ">f>

*
)f expenditure, which is not fullv ™
9,000,(K florins. The unsettled statinfHungary. has caused a loss to the revenue of H maIJ

The total decrease in the revenue of 1S61 amountatoZ«^^
florins, which will be covered by credit operatiS^**
National Bank has not been applied to for a loan. iSSIL. **•
public bonds been issued. The estimates for lMt***follows:—The Court and Civil Administration. ilS *
florins; Army, 108,500.000 florins; incerest on nV &*•
Debt, 124,500,000 florins; sundries, 21,800 000 fii1*
altogether about 354,500,000 florins. The rwS^ : *
1862 is estimated at 296,500,000 florins, and »kT£B_
58,000,000 florins. The army estimates show an

-^** *
52,000,000 florins. The deficit is partly to be JJU*
increased taxes, and partly by credit operationTwSk 2
National Bank, the charter of which is to be rerJULi
return for a loan of S0,000,000 florins, bearing nok^Twenty millions of this loan will be repaid in monthlr
ments of 1,000,000 florins each, and 44,000.000 by 1878 «1
State domains are to be sold at certain fixed perioas. t,i_uT
three millions of the Lottery Loan of 1860 have notbeeaSL*
up. The Financial Administration has, however JS
from the agents 100,000,000 florins for bonds of that'lo^U
3,000,000*. of the English loan. The National WTtfk?made independent of the State."

w "•

On the conclusion of the Ministerial statement tW
Council of the Empire appointed a Committee ofm^
members to examine the Budget. The u—1:

nnnn1uj
Clubs have agreed upon the course to be punned a
reference to the Budget. The resolutions of the Reieas-
rath on financial questions will be as legal as if all tW
provinces of the Empire were represented. The* rm.
lutions will, however, only refer to the non- Hungarian
provinces. Austria ngrees with England in the Anglo-
American dispute.

Hungaet.—The telegram from Pesth, announcing
the arrest on a charge of high treason of the Second
Palatine and the Commissioner of Public Safety, Unid
to be a pure invention.

Russia.—The Journal de St. Petersoourg publishes in

that part of the paper usually containing articles

inspired by the Minister of Foreign Affairs a short

article energetically protesting against the invasion of

the Sutorina by Austria.

Finland.—General Bokascowsky, the new Governor
of Finland, has officially declared that the Emperor of

Russia intends to convoke the Diet of that province as

soon as the Committee of the Estates, which meet in

January, have terminated their labours. In consequence

of this announcement the city of Helsingfbri was

illuminated. It is asserted that the censorship is to be

abolished.

Poland.—The Breslau Gazette of Wednesday ssys

that Monsignor Bialobrzeski, administrator of the

Archbishopric of Warsaw, has been condemned to

death. He refused to appeal foi pardon, and said, " I

have done nothing which should be punished with

death.'* The Paris papers publish a telegram from

Brealttu, daUd he lUth »^- nfrV' aUtm lUl ,

the am ofM. B' -ki, the aufhV'•

the clergy and the superiors of the convents responsi

for the churches remaining closed. The keeper of the

Bernardin Church had been imprisoned for refusing t

open it. The Basilian Church, belonging to the United

Greeks, had been opened by force. The wax tapers

were lighted by the soldiers, who compelled the priests

to officiate. The offices of the Bank of Warsaw and

the Finance Commission had been searched, and two of

the clerks arrested. Two others managed to escape.

The system of repression had become more severe in

Volhynia. The prisons of Kiew and Zitomir were

crowded. Forty students of the University of Kiew

had been sent to Siberia. The Marquis Wielopolski has

definitively resigned his official duties, but remains a

member of the Council of State.

Italy.—In the Italian Chamber of Deputies oo

Saturday, on the proposition of Dr. Bertani, the re-

port of the committee appointed to inquire int0
*J*

opening of letters passing through the post was read.

The report expressed a conviction that if, under certaia

circumstances, some letters were consigned b
/
J****

postal agents to political authorities, such a Pr(X

^?J
took place without the knowledge of the .Ministers

chiefs. The Chamber, after the report bad been res*

passed to the order of the day. Validity was giwnV

the Chamber to a Royal decree relative to nw

trade in corn in the Southern provinces. In ihe *l
r\*

of Tuesday the Minister of Finance announced t&a^

would make his financial statement on Thursday ^
Chamber then proceeded with the discussion

o

Registration Law. In the sitting of Thu ^ *
^ tbe

from Signor Rattazzi wras read announcing* ^.
state of his health compelled him tor ^^that
dency of the Chamber. Signor Minghetti PT?J*fg|gMr
the Chamber should express a desire t,ba

* J*^
Rattazzi might retain the post at least until tn

, ^
the session. The proposal was unanimously flg

.^
Baron Ricasoli declared that the Ministry wouW

nu r^

rogue the Chamber until the Bills present#* l^
Government had been fully discussed. The g^tf
Nationale of Tuesday announces that all the o

^
the Southern Italian army have been order*j ^
leave their homes until further orders, and tas» ^

idt

"The revenue for 1801 is estimated at 300,000,000 the ex-
penditure at 344,000,000, and the deficit at G5,000,COO florins
This deficit is to be covered by means of several credit opera-
tions, which will leave a balance of 8,000,000 florins in the

Iisned a piece of poetry in the Correspondant "con- » S^XSK; •

rotuI™ for 1SG1 are no
i.

quite cora Pleted, but^w"ac* ?iC
'
con the deficit is expected to amount to about 40,OQO,uOO florins.

porary furloughs are for the present suspenae^ ^
Victor Emmanuel, it is said, will go to > «PJ» rf

beginning of February next. ThV £ thatf *°

Monday publishes a letter addressed by oan

the Genoa Committee, which~says :

—

jjfr*t
" We are near the final solution of the ^^^enssri*

Notwithstanding the obstacles thrown m °UT ™*Jgn* *?
by false friends, and by the timid, whe

J
eb^e rivalry of to*

been arrested, we must go on to the end. l ^ pamJvXL
viduals must cease. We must leave it to f^/united
ment on our task. Let us be still more cioseiy

•#
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OnhllUitOaiO. LiQt US mULU iu , a.nu auicuixii,y

6*«!L2?« the last battlefield at the side |of our brave

'*"??l3ii Btill find companions worthy of its brotherly
•h.cii *nU»'

t ken of victory."*•*

^ukterconciuu-
the committees o

active co-opera-

fc

reernent has arisen between Garibaldi and

a^ of the majority of the Genoa committee,M
T*Wvoteu that the authority of the

*j£r to that of Garibaldi. Onth
the committee was

e nisht of the

inst 28 persons, dressed as CL««-«h-, r*^

j • 3lves at the railway station in Bologna,

that they had orders to lie in wait there for

Being admitted to the office, these individuals

-. . Anen 'the cash-box, and abstracted 80,000f. On

C m *«at tll ° Gencral Ptafc-office ofTurin itself

troken into by burglars and its strong-box rifled,
.

, ;stol shot was fired at the sentry at the gate of,

*w Araenal. A despatch from Rome says that the
;

SL-j, de Lavalette, the French Ambassador, had a

HHEice of two hours with Francis II. on Tuesday, at

fce
demanded that the ex-King should quit

m The Cardinals who were consulted in the

wtir have, it is stated, advised Francis II. to

f^iauisb his' apartments in the Quirinal and reside at

JyPklice Farnese. The Papal Government has au-

nt the funds for the payment of the dividends

tbe f reign debt falling due at the end of the month

tttWtdy. Advices from Naples state that Muratist

^^h •** afruin oTiino- on in that citv. A band of

!

***** -

£l, plundered the warehouses, opened the prisons,

Ik! released seven prisoners. The band of Cipriani

hi been routed, with the loss of 100 killed and 20

toners. The Bourbon General Marcelli was arrested

wUlein the act of receiving a letter addressed to him

by Francis II. The Pungolo of Friday, in reference to

Ze recent execution of the Spanish brigand Borges,

»vs :—

A report from a consular agent of a foreign Power at

Cbieti affirms that Borges, before dying, declared that he had

biwdeoeived by the Legitimist Committee at Paris, and that

to elements for a revolution against the Italian Government
aisled in the Neapolitan provinces. He said also that the

mkj feree that could be collected by the aid of gold would
oowist ofassassins and thieves, that Langlois w»s an imbecile,

at.d C»occo a scoundrel, and concluded by stating that he

w**©d to go to Rome to expose to Francis II. the crimes
wfcieh had been committed in his name. Borges died

•owfeoosly. A journal of his operations, with other important
enw^xmdence, was found among his papers."

Iokus Islands.—The Ionian Parliament was dis-

solved on the 7th inst., pursuant to a proclamation by
her Mtjesty in Council passed on the 20th November.
Tbe Lord High Commissioner issued instructions to the

Government officers not to interfere in favour of or

against candidates daring: the new elections.

TURKEll

of the America:: people. The for ign oomepoadsttM sub-
mitted to Congress will show that the Government has
practised prudence and liberality t -wards foreign nations,
averting the causes of irritation, but maintaining with firra-
nass the rights and the honour of the country. Sinoe it is, how-
ever, apparent that foreign dangers necessarily attend domes-
tic difficulties. I recommend Congress to adopt ample measures
for the coast, lake, aud river defences, an«i it would be Impor-
tant for the nati aial preservation toerect fort irk- \t ions aud depots
of arms, and to make harbour and navigation improvements at
well selected points. I recommeud an appropriation to satisfy

the legal demands of the owners of the Brii tip IVrth-
shire, detained, under a misapprehen^m, by the United States
steamer Massachusetts for a sup|>osed breach of the Mpokacta.
I also recommend that authority be given to the commanders
of sailing vessels to recapture United ites vessels or cargoes
taken by pirates, and that the Consular Courts in Eastern
countries should adjudicate the cases, but only with tbe

permission of the local authorities. I am m. able to discern

any reason for further withholding the recognition of the inde-

pendence of Hayti and Liberia. 1 resp x-tfully recommend t'

reconstruction of the Supreme Courts, the condensation of the

Acts and Resolutions of Congress into one or two volutin

and the adoption of a system for the recovery of debts I

Northern men in district's where, through the insurrection,

the civil tribunals are suppressed. I submit for your oon&id

ration the restoration of the original boundaries of the distri

of Columbia, including that portion on the >

of the Potomac. The efforts of the Government to suppress

slave trade have been recently unusually >m ! Uiv the

Confiscation Act, the legal claims of certain persons to slaves

are forfeited, aud numbers thus liberated ar« d-
,

dent u n

the Federal Government, and must be protected, for it is

possible that some H be* will pass similar enactments, by

which persons of this class will be thrown upon them I

disposal. I would recommend Congress to provide for

accepting slaves from such itee according to some
mode of valuation, so that the Slaves, on a. pi

ance by the Federal Government, would be at once

deemed free. Steps might then be taken for eolonising

such slaves in a climate congenial to them. The free col"

people in America might also be included in such colonisation.

The plan of colonisation may involve an acquisition of terri-

tory and the appropriation of afsum of money beyond the sum
expended for the territorial acquisition. It is gratifying to

know that the expenses made necessary by the rebellion are

not beyond the resources of the loyal people, and to believe

that the same patriotism which has thus far sustained th

government will continue to sustain it till peace and union

shall again bless the laud. The progress of events is plainly

in the right direction. Maryland, Kentucky, and Mi

souri, who refusod to supply troops, now have 40,000 men
in the field. No armed insurrection is left north of

Potomac or east of the Chesapeake. The union is advancing

steadily southwards. The present insurrection is a war upon

the first principles of popular government, and the right of

the people. The insurgents even hint at monarchy. In my
present position I should scarcely be justified in omitting to

raise a warning voice against the approajh of returning

despotism, but denounce the [effort to place capital upon an

equal footing with labour in the structure of the Gov. ment.

The struggle of to-day is not altogether of to-day, but is also

for a vast future."

The reports of the Secretaries of State were then

read. That of the Secretary of the Navy stated that

the navy comprised 264 vessels of all classes, with 2557

guns, and about 22,000 men. It also stated that the Navy

Department had expressed its emphatic approval of

the capture of Messrs. Mason and Slidett ; that Captain

Wilkes displayed too much forbearance in not capturin

the Trent, but that tliis must not form a precedent tor

from the Senate, A committee lias been appointe l"to

Inquire into tbe expediency of abolishing slavery in the
district of Columbia. Subsequent def| bee from
Washington state tliat President Lincoln had declared
that it w, is his intention to preserve a prudent policy

in regard to foreign relat ions, and that there need be
no fear of war with (.ireat Britain unless the latter

should seek a pretext for hostilities. The despatches
add that no anxiety is felt on this sul ject 1 the Adminis-
tration. On the other hand there is no longer any

Mr. Seward took advantage of'au entertainment which
was given to the Prinee and his suite to tell the Duke of

Newcastle that he was likely to occupy high office, that

when hedidso it would become his dut insultEngland,
and that he should insult her a »rdinjrly. Capt. Wilkes,

of the San .la. •, wasm New i 1 was receiving

marked attention at tin aid rths sensofthat place.

The intelli - the burning of the Harvey
Birch reached New VorJi tin i ult., and occa-

ined great ex< incut. The Federal i vernment baa
d the release of a fugitive slave coi tied at

Washington, and Mr. Seward has directed (General

M'Clellan thai tbe 84 .ire of any future fugitives must
be Immediately follow 1 by tbe military srr. of those

concerned in the s* ire. The Unionists of Kast

1\ in lessee have routed a lar^o Con rate force at

I Morristown, killing large numbers* Adviees from Port

I Royal ist.ite that the regiment which made a recon-

noissance towards Charleston went within 30 miles of

tbe city, and captured three batteries, the guns of which

they spiked. They found quantities of cotton, but the

Confederates wen- destroying much of that article.

The party returned in safety. An attack on Fort

Pulaski, 8 amah, is hourly expected. The Nfew York
papers annonnce with great exultation that the stone

fleets sent out from New London and New Bedford have

been sunk in the channels leading to Savannah and

Charleston, so that for y oars to i ne those cities arc

destroyed as commercial ports by a "petrified death in

life!"* The accounts from Fort Pickens give us no

definite* accounts of the engagement, there, hut the

Federal troops hare evacuated Ty bee Island. A skirmish

occurred on the 30th, near Kolla, Missouri, in which the

Confederates arc reported to have been worsted. The

Confederates in that State are now said to be retreating.

General Wool has asked the Government for troops to

advance on Richmond from Fort Monroe. Captain

Gordon, of the slaver Krie, had been condemned So he

hung on the 7th of February next. A Canadian steamer,

laden with arms, is said to have been captured off

Maine by a "Federal revenue cruiser.

West Indies.—Account rom ail part* the West
Indies show that great indignation was felt by peopleAn in tense monetary panic has pre-

nW at Constantinople, in consequence of winch the uie rrem>m.™ '"»"£" ^'""t^^w"^ of all classes through, the bkm* at the attack 'on

^j£W4&£Sfc3XaV£SZ =£4~l rr:Po» the ^^^1=-: e isle:
Greek stockjobbers combined with a few

atrig Tiers of Galata and pushed speculations for a rise

totucli an extent as to cause a general panic. The
Government immediately took the necessary measures
to reassure the public mind and to arrest the further
Prosecution of the attempt. The monetary crisis still

a*tumed on the 17th, and it is asserted that the
w*t the English ambassador supports the efforts of
J ™*CJ t0 raise one million sterling in London.
The Herzegovina and Montenegro.—Hostilities
we entirely ceased in the Herzegovina. The Turkish
^oops who were posted at Piva have been distributed
gog the towns of Gatzko, Lejubinie, Stolaz, and

!|
fcar

' The irregular troops have been disbanded,
numerous detachments of volunteers have been sent to
Antirari and Spizza, in order to defend these places

J*****
any attack by the Montenegrins. The latter,

j

wler
' retreated. A considerable sum of money

«
i

been received at the Turkish camp for the payment
^arrears due to the troops.
1XI>JA.—Telegraphic despatches have been received
anticipation of the Bombay mail of Nov. 27. The
V^ of India states that Sir Charles Wood hi

™*<*tliat the seat of the Government shall be

cS?! fram Calcutta to the Hills. Tlu- export of
~~°? from Bombay to England during the present

l

,

r » estimated at 920,000 bales. Sir Bar tie Frere

q!
' n is rumoured, succeed Sir George Clerk in the

atTrS°
rS

!!

ip ° f Bombay- The Semirauus, of the Indian
.

,

has been wrecked on the Island of Johanna.

Secretary of War estimated the present strength of the

army as follows -.—Volunteers, three months, 77,815 ;

volunteers for the war, 6i0,637; regulars, 20,334. The

report of the Foreign Secretary was a document of great

length, and contained extracts from the diplomatic

correspondence showing the relations of the Federal

Government with foreign Powers. The following is

published in a New York paper as a telegraphic

summary of this correspondence :
—

"England entertains, or expresses, no sympathy r the

United States, but rather the reverse ; France has not been

cordial but has been less offensive than England ; Austria has

been friendly, aud from the outset has declared that she would

not recognise the rebel Confederacy ; Prussia, and all th

German States, have been equally cordial; Russia ha* ;en

friendly, but anxious for the war to end ; Belgium und led

and passive : Holland disposed to follow the le Lngland,

at a respectful distance ; Italy full of warm sympathy for our

Government and for freedom ; Spain, tnough not aggressive,

has an evident leaning towards tbe Republic: Denmark is

friendly; the Pope, though he announces that his government

is not of this world, and that he is concerned with spiritual

things, yet if he were to express an opinion he, as^a good

Christian, will always be on the side of law and order.

The report also stated that, though the United

States early offered to accept the Paris declaration

in reference to privateering, both England and

Vranoe desired to make an exception in favour of
. : , , „ i r r_

ftTsoSUn Confederacy, to Slack the Goven, pr=ed. 5* -«M-* o

Majesty's scre.v st unship Cadmus, 21 guns, Captain

H. Hillyar, C.B., ser r ofticer'of the Windward station,

had arrived at St. Thomas's from Barbadoes, to protect

British vessels from any similar outrage; and in con-

sequence of the affair, the West India Mail Company

has ordered its agents to furnish no more coal

to United States' vessels. The American ship Mont-

morenci, from Newport, with 1718 tons of coal on

board lor the Royal Mail Company, which arrived

at St. Thomas's on the 28th November, had been

boarded and captnTed on the 25th by the Sumter, but,

in consideration of the cargo i >uging to British

subjects, the vessel, which I I been ordered to be

burnt, was rel d, the master being compelled

to give bonds for 20,000 dole, payable three

months after the establishment of peace between

i he United and Confederate States. It was reported

that an American vessel laden with molasses had

been captured and burnt subsequently to this occur-

rence. In tl irly part of November the Sumter

arrived i St. I'ien Martinique, and landed tbe crews

of two Federal vessels which she had captured and

burnt at sea. While she was in the harbour the

United St; s' steamer Iroquois arri\ I off St.

Pierre, and found that the Sumter had just coaled and
sea; the Iroquois

fcuo^
e t0 ^e Fe^eral Consress on the 4th inst, The

President Lincoln delivered his

owing
i 8 a summarv of that portion which refers to

foreign
policy of his Government :— ,

^KsaSJ^p
1

.? * be surprised to hear that in the peculiar
8 ^ of th" "~ies our intercourse with fore i nations has

profound solicitude; chiefly turning upoa
<j0a

^uomes\ ic affairs. A nation which endure.-? factions and

WS^.h^a i
he times our intercourse with foreign nations has

•*oinid .

ith rjrofonnrl snlir.it.udc. chieflv turning upon

ifnotWk
iv
?sionsisexPosedto disrespectabroad, and onepar;

iverveu-

ift*t^^fy^ citizens who offered the ruin of their com

^•7 ter^
T?*** aid have received less encouragement t

""•HoeTth V If no higher principles actuated for.

•^niittinn c
restoration of commerce, and especially

S%bvL- cott°n, they could reach their aim n

P<*e*n x^r
mg ° cnish the rebellion than by eucouragins

**• durtw
8 must Perceive that one strong nation prod

***"
nati^ Peace a*1 ' 1 '»ore extensive commerce than tin
"*"°n broken iuto hostile tactions. It is not my
* t0

,
review our discussions with foreign States,

**• fe£JT«
batever might be their wishes or disposition

ffl of the country and the stability of the Govern-
i?**"*

ment refused to yield, leaving the United Stat-

free from any obligations to accept the Pans declara-

tion The appropriations asked for the next fiscal year

were" for a service of half a million men. The money

actually paid out of the treasury for war expensi for

the Quarter which elapsed between the end of June and

the end of September last was in round numbers

20 millions sterling or at the rate of 80 millions a year.

In the House of Representatives Mr. Lovejoy, of Illi-

nois, offered a joint resolution tendering the thanks of

Confess to Captain Wilkes - for his arrest of the

traitors Blidell and Mason." Mr lvl
?
, ton, of Obio,

moved as an amendment "that the President be re-

vested to present Captain Wilkes with a gold medal with

suitable emblems and devices expressive of the »*

sense of confidence entertained for him by Congress n -

promptavrestoftherebelsMasonand Shdell. Hie .ml-

ment was relected and the original resolution a d

W^^m^S adofteTcalling on the 1 den

tT^at Messrs. Mason and^g™2H
Warren, in the same manner as the Confi ra.es vv ere

treitin^ Colonels Corcoran and \\ood, two leuer

prison^*£ Mr. Breckenridge has been expelb

remained standing on and ofl the po closely watching

her. On the 23d a French steamer sailed in the

evening, and the Sumter, availing, herself of the

darkness, went out at th same tinn-, but in an opposite

direction; the Iroquois chased the Frenchman and

found on dh ring the mistake that Sumter had

gone off entirely. On the -Sth the Sumter was seen

only a short distance from Thomas's, and the

Iroquois, which had been in the bar: ir four days,

proc led to sea on the afternoon of I 29th to search

for he without even taking in coals. The United

States' frig Macedonian was als
.
m port; the

Fowbatt and Kej one State had retui d to the

tat botto having been sent to the West Indian

islands to i avonr to capture the Sumter, the latter

h ng -amed 15,000 mileswithout even seeing her once.

The Pi PIC—The establish :it of a line of

steamers b . tvveen the Atlantic and Pacific, through the

llan, • ! urgently demanded in Chili.

Yhe ac tlv ia ar<1 <h plurable. The Corn-

man Qem 1 of La Paz, Colonel Yanez, had

ordered 220 person , .raged in the late revolutionary

movement to be shot. In accordance with these orders

E



General Cordova, ex-President of Bolivia. General H
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hspejo, S. va, Lnrr.va, MendtaaM, and many other L^°>at if » ma» "«• to write a volumefheESu nrt
persons of distinction were shot in prison, and 200 Cholos
were executed in the street.

The Bishop of Oxford on Monday presided at
a meeting in aid of the Missionary work of the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel, and spoke as follows
on the death of the Prince Consort .—
—vi ?e COul

,
d n

?
fc refrain from saying one word upon a tomVwhich was in the heart* and in the thoughts of everv onethroughout this wide realm that day. For any ordinarvpurpose, for any meeting of pleasure or for -in* ZJf£ y

matter of busing, that da> wouVna've' bTen^n SLSSaWotime to have gathered the people of Reading together It

th- I ?the
Z

tor^d"hearted reflections upon the nationalwhich hare brought upon us a great national chast sementatthis moment, and robbed our beloved Oum a? ?!rapport of that affection and of tlStfatefla^Sa power"* man-^^Vh'^tior
11-^^ ™*J^

was
sins

and
one
been
would have done ri

a meeting of a
among us. If this

in
hadfa different kind, he thought they

... *u- A . „.
,^" t to postpone it, but he trusted ifanything the effect of God's judgment being abroadiamoiur

ieYS°Hytendto ^uickenth^ in suc
g
h a work a?th£for which they had gathered together. Surely th?y ouSt toreview at such a time their national responsibilities and tikesome measure of their national discharge of wn^VthoseTe^cponsibilities involved. Surely they ought to turn to Hun who

l^Z 8m?t
l
n th,s co^try, and to liniember that all suchturning which wasted itself in mere feeling was unaeccnSblein His sight, and that true turning involved' thi« K •

His work more diligently and with more stlf-den^ ai~the lov nfof the work and doing the work from love so that th! Z g
ning of this judgment if it stirred up, ih% Hfa g^ess"

sipS3SS^S
which
true end
work before the "ntoht^ST *£?%?'* tbe doiDg of Gods
he wanted every onfof t™m\Ze?e\ZeZV7o™£t* t

?d

much supported Lt^T^XZl^?^^^ authority, so

express the cause more truly and forcibly than is stated in thaton .sentence
. ; and if another man with the tongue of an angewere to sjjeak for a month he could not refute the truth tlmtis contau.ed in that definition- "The North areVg™ in J'forempire-the South for independence." So far as ouMntereste

nut when the war first broke out all our sympathies wereready to enlist themselves with the North, becaWw > belovedthe cause of the North was that ofemancipation, audit wis ord vwhen we found that they were ready to compound with slavery
7

to perpetuate slavery, to combine all thi profitTof shve?v

faction
1

t

th
t

afama*e*
°l

P«>fe"ed abolition, that tne

SrS?ii? ^° Pk
u
e

'
and that the Engliah public determined to observe that strict neutrality which to this momenthas never been departed from. Well, the war r>mceeds, and in a short time it is shown thar^English

£T^ment Were ri*ht in their estimate of the rowerand the prospects of the contending parties The South 111proved itself able to hold its own and the North h«,knot only military failures, bur? a 'complete b^kdowS of c°iv~llGovernment. There is not a security that was estobHshed forliberty of speech, writing, or motion which h^nTroen ewent
ofFnVon.

thCre
*!

DOt amon? the ™ostdespotirGovernm^nte
Ho-ht k

P\0ne 8pofc on the earth in which every constitution J

wmmmmmmbelieve it is the consciousness of the people that the 5lJ

whatfttttirjJS ffS

not saying anything disrespects of theni lien T '
Rm

[Decbmbee
21,

**
the public mind. It was perfectly^ri^^T^^"
diity-that they should consider the twor^y

h™" ^•^
1

J
,gerentS

-
This acfc of 5J85? Wfl?

*•
have justified any search except that riiS. ^•i—

w

The act naturally roused a strong £*£*? *•*&*
two points which were probably more M&eJU?H^HSthan any other-he referred to th^SntuTl,???

1

1and to the right of protection to strSr,°
f

v< ? - „.living in the hrst naval port in the kingdom ' m*******on the first point, but they must not tMnkTh^ ' *«? **&
nest for the honour ofthe British flag thin tho^22^most remote inland district. The samp fS^hfc
throughout England. With regard teTh/lxSB •l^wa^no ™*tter

.

of wh-ich we were mo«^d ~~
we had the right to be-than our determ tRstranger. The Protestant refugee under^.TiW**norae here, the Catholic priest in the French £5, '>
received and protected, the Spanish patriot Jt*?m—aT <~ 1/iv/iw.vt-u, Luc opanisn Datrin* *l—

7

exile, the Hungarian, the French of aluSJ>L
S?n« i 5

h
-

,r
,
°P,moD8'

th^y at least fomS »place. Mad indeed must be the man who^Lintrv on snoh *wvl««4-a jf w
w"enthe country on such points.

wwaed, bM
the feelings of the peopfe"should" "ha^r be^n 1^ **
it was not by their feelings that they Zt?They must deal with the question in a strictlvlLJ nnot what they would wish, but what they JJa!-^enforce In that view, the question required^U£3**which it was possible to command *-—-«??*? c»^»

Mkiu j Ti*
8 P°£81Dle to command. He was no Uw~Tbelieved that which had been demandedT by iurS5ti^was right and proper. It is not a question ihVtlwtiKScontraband or not. The law of nationsi riveTS^SKsearch for contraband of war, but not to tike - • ** *

not to set up an officer's opinion as conclusivToftb! Uwi(

that
rn

tory there; but we shall compensate ourselves hvtovwCanada." But what do the Canadians sly to ?hat 9 TW sal

and there is another argument. If the Americans are unwise

tf.
B
J?.?.?

T H.°^ ?' Hobsman, xM.P., in an addre

follows on American affairs

relation to them The mie-tiL J
' .

as
,
re&ards our own

although it^ a very We n„ Ta •
° me

,
to be a verr 8imP^

standiSg of it^oJmustTook £%?* 1
.

n
.

ord
?
p <» » «%^t under-

probable results o? tne war h^!
0ngm

-^ °bject8
'
aud the

Souther. States in order fwiren the
,
Nort^rn and the

tions to one another andJw ° ma? uuder8tand their rela-

relations towards them ThJ
arC

-

nd^ht t0 be England^

SL^eside
.
nt

,

L
?
ncoln. whose election

to

any
moment
a farce,

can we

signal by the Southpm st arlu,

•—--«=, <*uu was taicen as a

Tn^tVesttt l
beir b0U8e iQ0rder-

the Soutuern States uZ hP 1 ' 7aS
„fcbe secession oi

war. However, the? secession h^T"818 com^^ced the
ensued, and the determSon of rhL &

b
f^

n Procliimed, war
the South became a fLct l?e J?t

I

J
0rt

5
to Proceed a«ai"^

which it was the duty of EnXnflWhat WaS tbe cour8e
between the North and tL «

g
JPl

to Pursue iu that war
duty of England once more tTurlw™^ * Was tbe
great principle of non-i™tervention n^ a

J?
adbere to the

the prindpfi of nonintervention ;a,

"

Ut thlS aPP»cation of
Northern States, who wid^ there coul^h*™

11' °ffeU
?
e l° the

there was no war, and whnbS be no neutrality when
should be treated :us rebels and Si^ that the So"therners
put down. But the EnJhsh Pnv

C<? and COuld be SP^^J
accurate measure of the Swt r̂ nd?men\ took a far mor^
ing patties. They saw tt • t it w« l ro9{)ect3 ot th« contend-
ed probably a very serious and nf^ /°, be a real war>

Government of England -It o^5 Prot^^ted war, and the
the position of &*' Z* t^"^^ E

,

n*,and
judicious measures-tirst their . -t« i

Pro
,

mP fc ftnd most
belligerent Power, and nexUh^Tled

?
e? the South *8 •

ncouveuiences, the Northern b&Skn
?^i

ed
^ed» with all its

So much for the origin ofthe war and fh^^ ?
out

,

hern ports,
observed and affirmed by England Th.n T

dU
ty °f neut»l"y

being commenced, what were iff«h- ? ?' t
1^ you» this war

opinion in which you
i iilfa S con^S^th , i '

r
ink there is one

way is to take the objects of The conterfl^
6 faire

.

St and 8afe8t
by tnemselves. The partisans of t h 4 lu

g parties M 8tated
the abolition of slavenrWoH t£j °^h Bay it; is a war ~r
President Lincoln denies it il Sf*^ 11^ » thereof that?
Party to a war for theabol tion o ».

'
and S?8 he would °e no

of the Cabinet have In repeated SfJ?7 '
T
J
e
^ fficial members

nas declared that, if succeS in thi
8ame

.
denial. The North

8^very It ha8 ^onTSrther and T£"' ^WouId not aboli8h
concession and give ev ,1 «!!' r

ffered to mak-e everv
fla^ery if the S^uth wl f ConTh2 to A^ P^P^uation^
is a matter of notorietv that t L h }

nJhe Union
- A»d it

to the negro r^T far m„~
ha

,

tPed °f the Northerners
cfuel than that of the Sn„H,I

deep
' unrelenting, and

•£»«y is not the cause of t[f«
If the abol'^n of

tbe commercial difference? and tL ™*\ 8tiH le88 «n
tbe cause. What, then ^ imp M e

f
Protective tariff be

outof «-«i ftft i-*_??'.L8 the cause? I beli«v« kK«* on

more respectable,

enough to show themselves over the frontiers^rc^da^evmay probably meet with rather a hot reception, and they winfind some difference between a war with Canada and a warwith the Southern States. After an engagement with Canadian
regiments, when the Northern heroes run away, they will befollowed over the frontier, and, instead of the States annexingCan

? ^ may haPPe" that Canada may annex a goodly portion
of the States themselves. Well, then, what are they" dcI bysea? In the last war the American privateer was a verv dangerous element to be consideied, and people say you will havethe American privateers again. But where are they to sailfrom ? The whole south seaboard of the States, on which werethen great harbours both of exit and refuge, will be closed
against them No Northern privateer can sail from these
harbours, aud if one enters she will be captured. The whole
of the ports of the European Powers are closed againstprivateers, and there are only two or three harbours which theAmericans have, which can easily be blockaded, so that anyattempt at privateering would be checkmated. I believewhen it is not the interest of America to go to war with us itmay also be shown to them that it is consistent with theircharacter and honour to remain at peace. I believe that thesewo motives combined will make them ready to nTeet half waythe judicious concessions asked by England. But if, unhappily

^£nf,n1
r8ei

f»

t0 bG thG CMe
'

if war i8 to decide these unhappy
difficulties, there never was a time when England was in k eha condition to make the results of that war Sot* br ef andcertain. Commercially, our position is sound. Financially itis so good that while other nations are endeavouring toextricate themselves from the prospect of bankruptcy t"e on lvquarrel with the House of Commons is, whether the ChnneXr
of the Exchequer shall put on, or takeoff another2 !
taxes. Practically speaking, our people Mc^foyalthe face of the whole earth. " — — • •

,UJ""

England. It may also be a bleasin* from th!!T
y P ve

.
»fety *o

and the high InSneemenA ho?df„
8
„ t̂ ^Xr,11f^

Ci'M
The Right Hot. Sib P. Baring, M.P., at a dinner

at Portsmouth on he 11th inst., spoke as follows onthe American question :

—

'• They knew that it was not his habit altvav* tn >hl«v x>
and in the right. On several oc^ns hi Tad differed from"them on great international questions. He had never shrunk
n?.n

G™1D
?
th°8e °»\QTS> bufchad ^ted like an honestman. Not ..avnig concealed those opinions when he tho^hthis country to be in the wrong, he did not see th/JfXVfreason for his doing so when he was satisfied hta count£ Zlin the right. He had most narrowly watched the c""^^^this country towards America, and ho was satisfied thatneither party-the North or the South-had theslith tostcause of complaint prior to the act of Captain Wilkes If this2KS*5S.^»* e*Pre88 «> opinion at th

^

believe thatuuor every 100 imnartial FnrruJv, ,' , ^"eve that 99
old the truth claariTa^fc^oi^Xn^ tb&t Earl Kuase11i »uu iorcioiy, when, m a speech whii-h u i

little in favour of the NorthT «Ve?
,^^U

bitev3 to
8
^favourable to freedom, and tbat there was not sufficLnt c?an^for the secession. Those were the opinions which w^rfgenerally entertained by the people of this countr? Tf Th
™

were changed now, it was not the fault of England It wL nJnecessary that he should rake up the causes which had irriUted

to tZ ;f^t0
-

COnye
?
the VeS8el into a neighbouring port.

donP fh«
e °-piI110n %a comPetent tribunal. Uutfitfidone the action was illegitimate. He would not So 22 iLquestion of what was contraband-that was quit! ££**

ftf 9°*™** arms and ammunition for the BoteStates Captain Wilkes would have had no right tokS£^Ie Bjm or a particle of the powderTntil m3
Swi? 1 "^Spnof a competent court. The actSi,.

nJSS!«
one

»

an
u
d
V

118 country mU8t have restituuVm rftS

K^TVf*?6 hand8 °f the Am oricans. War wi h£
niTn^n

b^ thGy mU8t
5? PW^wd at certain times to eSi

hnt «i^ ,? ? ienCG8^ He hoped that they would ha*> I*Sbut this country could not be trampled upon, and heW
nf?hTS2 7TW ^y i

w ™Ply»« hil«8elf from the conseqiT^of the foolish act of taking the prisoners from the Trent.-

The Right Hon. F. Peel, M.P., at a meeting of hii

constituents at Bury on the 11th inst, spoke as foUowi
on the affair of the Trent :

—

" It was notorious that England had submitted for yean to
acts of encroachment and rudeness on the part of the Unite*
States Government which she could hardly have tolerated trmany other And why? Not from a dread of their strength,
but from the instinctive aversion felt by this country to vat
witn a nation which comprised in its population, descended
mainly from Englishmen, tens of thousands who a few yean
ago were our fellow-countrymen. He feared that our patience
had been misunderstood, and that it had encouraged the Ame-
cans to proceed to acts against us which they would not have
ventured upou towards other nations. At last an act had been
committed which had roused the feeling of the country, whica
had touched its honour in its most sensitive part ; and
people had come to a firm, but melancholy resolve that they
must rouse themselves if they would take security against a
renewal of such acts. The taking of two gentlemen from an
Eing-liah mail packet, we hnlinniwi >e »>»• been an JhejpU met. ft
had to be considered, first, whether they were liable to sef»
They were not liable to be seized as rebels, because a couir
which was carrying on a war against its own subject* as rebeli
had no rights of war whatever over a neutral country. They
might be treated as rebels by the Northern States, but in their
negotiations with this country they must argue as if they were
belligerents, or they had no right whatever to do what they
had done. The Southern Commissioners were not liable to
seizure as contraband of war, because, elastic as that term wa§,
he never yet heard it extended to things and persona which
were coming from the seat of war and proceeding to a neutral
country. They were not liable to seizure as eucmy's good-
although they might have been if they were of African deecen-
But they were free men. They were envoys, or, at least, they
were coming to this country to clothe themselves with that

character. It had been laid down that ambassadors might be
seized by their enemies while on their passage ; but the queetioe
he had to consider was whether they might be seized upon
the deck of a neutral vessel. Was there any differenet

between territory afloat on the high seas, which the deck of

a vessel was, and territory on land ? President Davis tooaf**
there was no difference, for he said that the Amei
Government had as much right to seize the two gentk
in the streets of London as upon the deck of the vessel Hj
confessed that he was not clear on that point and be wooM
rather reserve his opinion until he had heard the que*"

more fully discussed. As to the other ground on which

impeached the legality of the act, there could be no Q 11*'

whatever. The men might have been liable to seizurejbet

they were not legal prizes until they were condemned by *

decree of a competent court of justice. They were under tae

protection of England, of which they could" not be difewg

except by judicial sentence. It would be idle to ePf
ea^upon the answer of the American Government la
J"*

interim, our course should be to hope for the best, and P^JJJ
for the worst. The act was not yet the act of the \

mt̂ T
Government. She might disavow, she might adopt as h

J.J2Jand assert the perfect legality of, the act of CaP^°J*«3
It she did the latter, let us hear her reasons. But if *5^J
not deny the wrong, and yet would deny us redress,jy^.
would be for us to consider whether we should su

.

ll*zji01|whether we should maintain our right, which *** tbe ^trJ
right of all civilised nations. A weak nation m "?3
America, under like provocation, the other day proteew,

then remained iuactiva. But England was *lr 'iae,
.~J<3karm, which Providence had endowed with strength>*~Z

never be stronger than when it was uplifted in the •"»•

self-defence, and iu the cause of right and justice."

Me. Seymofr Fitzgerald, M.P., Under Secretary

of State for Foreign Affairs in Lord Derby's A««n«»"

tration, at a public dinner at Horsham on the U
inst. made the following remarks on the prospect* oi

war with America :

—

. ^" I am sure that there is not a man in this™m~th^!I*g§
indeed a man in this country, who would not

J****^
as a national calamity our being forced to g» w -^
to assert the rights and honour of the cmlut

J^Vj oid
does not arise from any fear of war. Th«uk ooaV w
England is strong enough and she is rich woa**^
hold her own, be her enemies who they may. > or^^L^ ef
8ary for us to go to war for glory. Old England has eB

^J ^
that. But I believe that there is among all C,

'^J* *re *
ranks a general wish to avoid war if it be possiwe " *
know the burdens which it imposes upon the people

,

w

*

the interruption which it causes to our trade and co^ 10
^^^

we know also tho grief and distress wbicfc it

:
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— a. "imou»T
_
privAte families around us;

•Ct bdere there is in this country a
»" J_ - 1 conviction that a war which is

and
still

not

S3

the

uyfl
_ Skituted merely for ambition or for glory, is

\!Sfical mistake but is also a national crime Ana

'r«nmire that I speak the sentiments of all when

» will be with the deepest pain that we draw the

SiInnilY we are forced to do so. We love peace, but
*2i if unhappily

_ 2S2Siue that we love even more, and that is the

••• ?™
of the national fconour. And I am sure of this,

—n m the interests of peace—peace is not best secured

*?S"*s tbat are not due concessions, and which are m-

f\rith the honour and dignity of the country. In

life it is not tbe bully who goes throu£?h llfe wlth

out of the pale of civilisation, and as a lawless mob instead ofa nation, in declining to listen to a dispassionate arbiter."

Mr. Cobden, M.P., has addressed a letter to Mr.
Henry Catt, in reply to one inviting hitn to attend a
meeting at Brighton for the purpose of advocating
arbitration in the existing dispute with America. The
following are extracts:—
" Iam glad to hear that the working men of Brighton

are promoting a meeting on the American question. The
°?jeC

i j
0t aU rational men and true patriots at this moment

should be to enforce upon the Government that principle

<iSa»rue ot tftc &2>irrl%.

n . m.NTi.n, tfirsuu, 1 ortMure. \> oollen Cloth, ManunCV
Nottingham, Gnnrr-K. ItROwx, Sen Ion Common,
UtTLER, Poole, I H.r^i -hire, Coach Uuilder—T. liuw Ma anc
uadvrrtiMKl in th€-"Ci;i7rt:- of6th inst), Athficld. Soft
G. liosMAi.i, Richmond. Nurrvv, i^rinmimrai Atom—J Hoc

FIUDAY; J)rr. 13 — IIANKUUITS - T Am«uob, Pembroke Dock.
mbrokeihire, Dealer in Toy*-T. Bektok, Nottingham, Omei-K,

lUADBva\,K;ilsall Heath, Woroectenhirv, Journrvman l*bin«»t Maker—
U Itr.wTUY, Hirst*., Yorkshire. Wi-Miltett Cloth. Waitufacturer-J. Bird,

on, Hutrher-U
and not Bo*M4K,
ottiu^hamshire

—

An, Richmond. Surrey, OuuimiKkm Agent—J Bi < bxsi , teUaley
Mills, Staffordshire, Miller—(j. Batm, Kiniprton upon Hull. l'ruiu-rer—
K. Bryar, Halifax, Yorkshire, Traveller—<;. I CtTSU. Kamftf&tf, K.ent,
Poulterer—W. Ookathb. Nottingham, Schoolmaster—J. Oox, Womg^ter,
Selling Horses by CXmimwsion— S. Clarke, Torquay, iVvoDKhire, Fruiterer— H. Clope, Torquay, Devonshire, Cabinet Maker- 1 Uu>, strand
Tailor-J. Carter, Exeter, licensed Victualler—A. Camril, WelhnirtoB
Terrace. St John > Wood, Hotel Keeper—J. I itt, DultteM, I>ert>i-Khire.ot mediation or arbitration which was proposed by the Victualler-4. Darts/WOmoC Koad DaMm Rise, l'rofenor •Tffusic^

British Plenipotentiary and sanctioned by the Congress of £OM*" ^« the Great Powers at Paris in lh50. The protocols of the
Conferences then held, which were laid before Parliament

W
i
h
fLSfiSd"to take ncT liberties with others, "is equally •

at the time, but to which few persons have now access,

,H itotermmeu ^ lu^Hifl|1 Rhall ^ taken with him> And |
disclose to us the excellent motives alleged by Lord Claren-

that no liberties shall be taken with him. And

u"tnie in private life is true in politics. Of this I

LJLwd-that there is that spirit throughout the land,

irunhappily, we are driven to war there will be

Stmanimous feeling in every class, and m every rank

We may hope—and I, for one, do hope—that by

concessions on the one side, and by a generous for-

k _IlM UDon the other, it is possible that peace may be

^iSad' but if that hope should be falsified, then 1 feel

jJSt spirit in England that will insure the full and

\kfflcation of our rights and honour. Whatever may be

Norwich, Baker— A. Favuunta, K. V.KuikSM, and C.J. FACLaxza!
don for proposing this 'happy innovation,' which ho
designed as 'a barrier against conflicts which frequently
only break forth because it is not always possible to enter
into explanation and to come to an understanding.' The
question thus enforced in the name of the British Government
was solemnly debated, every Plenipotentiary taking a part,
and was adjourned for two days to enable Count Orlofl to
obtain the ' definitive adherence' of the Russian Government,
when the following declaration was unanimously agreed t«» :—
' The Plenipotentiaries do not hesitate to express, in the name

Draper— VV. Oillin, Chipninir Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, lioot Mak« r—W. Gibson, Lizzard titn-et, Lukea, Ironfounder—J. >\ . GAaarrr,
WoodtNidge, Suffolk, Orocrr—T. Gotu>, Cmdley H.-zth, StaflbrdNhirr,
Hut<htr~F. L. Gokbell, NN hit«hurch, S«nu i->« tslurc, ts< hoolmuter—J.
(izozoz. Krimscombe, (ilouoeilVKhirr, Ooal and hlat<» Merchant—W.
Hi cazi.L, Wilhnjfhain. Cambnd»re».hin', Farme*—M HiM.iaaox, Oa»t!^

Mitttt the result of what has now been going on for
|

of their Governments, the wish that States between which any

iyi of this I am sure, and have the most unhesitating
""*"""° %v"""**'4

*
! »-—••

UHnpt,

^^ i« that the honour of the country will be supported

!tL«dPalroerston, who has never been wanting in the vin-

of the national rights. And side by side with that

fr,g belief I have the certain knowledge and coufi-

thif in such a course, however much we may differ upon

Srnbjecto, Lord Palmerston will receive the unhesitating

aching support of those who, upon other subjects,

be opposed to him. Under these circumstances, gentlemen,

I tare no anxiety as to the result. On Saturday the first

Vuhcn of the Guards for foreign service sails on boird

Ike iteamBhip Persia for the stores of Canada, and we

*41 know that the flower of our nobility and gentry are the

rt of that corps, and that they are considered the fortu-

and lucky ones who are selected to vindicate the honour

of the country. As to the Navy, I believe there is not one here

wfao has not read, and has not felt his heart throb as he has

done so, the letters and addresses of the Naval Reserve force

from our outports, who have voluntarily come forward, and in

tbe rimplest language have said that they are ready at a

moment's notice to shed their heart's blood in defence of their

Queen and country. Fortunately and happily the Volunteers

will not be required to make any such sacrifice as that ; but I

•ausfied that whatever sacrifices they are called upon to

they will cheerfully make, and if every soldier be

moored from these shores the force of Volunteers, with their

coinage, their epirits, and their unanimity, is quite sufficient

to insure that the homes and hearths of Englishmen will be

•i Hie as ever."

Mb. Dinby Seymotjb, M.P., at the annual dinner of

tbe Sherborne Agricultural Society, made the following

remarks on the question of our cotton supply, and the

mode of dealing with the American difficulty :

—

Good is always springing out of evil, and so this famine of

cotton from the United States has made us look to other regions.

We were before dependent entirely upon America, and it was
anticipated that the Ices of this supply would throw some
mtbmh'h of people out of employment, and leave them to

*arve. Now, what do we see? Cotton pouring in from
Other parts of the world; and the result of this inter-

ruption of the 6upply from America would be that we should

serious misunderstanding may arise should, before appealing
to arms, have recourse, as far as circumstances might allow, to
the good offices of a friendly Power.' Now, is it possible that
any case will ever arise to which this principle Of mediation
can be more applicable than the present? In perfect igno-
rance of what the answer of the American Government may
be, I will assume the worst,—that they refuse to surrender tho
captured envoys, and offer to justify their course by appeals to
international law. What can be more within the scope of the
Paris resolution than that where two interested parties differ on
a subtle point of international law it should be referred to the
decision of a disinterested third Power ? Looking at it even
with a view to a practical redress of our present grievance,
wnat other course oners so good a hope of success ? The object
desired is to place at liberty the gentlemen who were taken
from a British vessel. 1 happen to know Messrs. Slidell and
Mason personally, and to the latter I am indebted for niauy
courtesies at Washington ; and although, as they must know, 1

can have no sympathy for their cause, lew persons would more
rejoice more than myself to tee them released from an irksome
confinement. But assuming that to eflect this object we
declare war against the Federal States, and that these gentle-

men are in consequence transferred from Boston Harbour
to the interior, does any one acquainted with America
believe that it would be possible lor England to release

them? We could destroy each other's commerce and spend
countless treasure,— might pour out blood like water,

and ruin for a generation two great civilizations; but the
object aimed at could not be accomplished. On the contrary,

if we submit the question to the adj udication of a third Power,
the first step will be to place the two envoys at the disposal of

the recognised tribunal. Should it be decided that they were
illegally captured, they will be released ; if their seizure be
prououncea justifiable by international law, they will be liable

to detention as prisoners ot war only, and not as rebels, for the

Government of Washington can have no right of appeal to the

law of nations in justification of their act except by acknow-
ledging the bedigereut rights of the South. But it has been
said tbat the Washington Government wish to insult us,

with a view to provoke a war. There may be traitors

or madmen in the Nurth who would like to see their

Government involved in the embarrassment of a war
with England ; but that a Government and people

onger be dependent upon that country as the sole source who require at this moment half a milium of men in arms

rfiupply. The cotton famine had produced what no repre- I
to meet a civil war and guard their capital should look with

ntoimna «,«u e xi __u~ —*~~aA *u a off\it**<i nf the, anything but dismay at the prospect ot a warwitn tne most

powerlul maritime State in the world is too monstrous a suppo-

sition to be seriously believed by those who pretend to enter-

tain it.

American

eotations could from those who managed the affairs of the
•oil of India, which was now as free to the settler as the
•oil of England; but nothing would have extorted this but
w failure of the cotton supply. They would scarcely
believe that in some parts of India the cultivator had to pay
« per cent, of the produce of the soil to the Government,
«w it wa& easy to presume that very little capital would be
employed under such circumstances. That ancient tax was
flamed with great severity, so that the cultivation of the
•oil was kept in a state of depression, and cotton could not
oe produced, nor scarcely anything else. But now within the
rt month or so this great impediment had been removed, and
Jttfia was freely open to Euglishmen. That was one result of
«• failure of cotton from America. Then it was known that

JJka grew as a weed in Africa. He had taken a great deal of
jjfcrat in the suppression of that horrible traffic in slaves. He
JW been one of the council of a society recently formed for
"* suppression of that traffic— called the African Aid Society
"-wjend the free negro back to Africa, in order to civilize his

JJJMry. What would be the effect of this cotton famine?
JinbabiUnts of Africa had been carried away to America, to

JJJJJ>
to cultivate sugar and cotton ; whereas cotton was

^JJJg
as a weed in their own country, and the great effect

YjJJtt
be to promote the growth of that plant in its native soil.

ih-t
Waa also a t0Pic t0 which he must advert, and

«™Y *M now stirring the hearts of all England to

J*
lowest depth; he alluded to the affair of the Trent.

*^jng could be more creditable to this country than the

AUh Vn whic& this terrible news had been received.

w°f8\ We faad been deeply indignant, still a desire had

WtthT* y ex Pressed to abide by what was right. We said

we mi *
oritiep be consulted, and If we have suffered wrong,

JawT fk
for reparation ; but we will abide strictly by the

finish^
case

- lt was this respect for law which distin-

f^'T*? cinlizcd from uncivilized nations. It was this

Jwjj law which had characterized England from the

fe a ?!
nod of her existence as a nation, and which bad been

retreat degree the secret of her prosperity. Well, if this

did^T+ law is felt ou the otber side of tne Atlantic, he

deariat \
a
?t,ciPate any other than a pacific solution. Our

iij^f?
bad 8°ne forth, stating that we considered ourselves

ret,*? ^eording to international law, and that we demanded
4lg*"on ; but when an answer came to that despatch then a

few off
question might be brought before the nation. If the

* ourT, ,?
0f Amenca state that they are of the same opinion

»8air» r? ' of course, they must give reparation, and the

T. Moli uio, liirmitiKluun. srlioolmartw — J- ("• M *, I.ittlt- Tower
Ktreet, Wholesale Tea Dealer— 11. A Moftata, Hrurl,«v ..n. Widow—J. P
Mi« and (J. Thome, Newportand WeM < owe*. Die of >N ijtht, KtiKineera—
P. Mali ikk, Arthur street East, London Itridjre, General Commission
Aftnt—H. Monday, New Hioreham, Ku«m>x, Jtuilder—W. Makohmi*,
1 nunc, Somersetshire, Brush Manufacturer— N ItrrcaiLt. t

Cheshirr, Tailor—J. A. Mii.es, Kantmry Oxfordshire, Coach Jtuilder—
W. H. Ownt, Alhanv Road, Camberwell, I^and Surveyor—T. N.PorrEa,
Smaller, Derbyshire, Butcher—H. I'r.noairr, La\ held, 'Suffolk, surgeon—
J.PoRTia, Llsson Qrove, MaryleNme, lxxikinK Ma* Manufacturer—

J

rtTTiaON, Gates! 1, Durham. Farmer— T. J. J'lsr, North Audley Street,
Gilder g. L. l'mi.irs, Gloucester, Licensed Itrewer— B. M. Rtder,
Kingston upon Hill, Bottle Dealer—J.N. Rook*. Prince* ,Str©et, Ch«bM^
Solicitor's Clerk — P. R. Manchester, Engraver — J Rosacea,
Woburn, Bedfordshire, Baker— S. Reeves, BarUiiy, Leicester*!! ire—

V

8KST<iii.r.i
t

Leicester, Builder — T. ST*«r, Devonshire Builder—

H

SroDEN. Newcastle. Alkali Manufacturer — Ciia.rlbs SissoKa, Bing-
ham. Nottinghamshire, Small ware and <»< ncral Dealer — WlLtx
Tiiomak Siain. Albion Terrace, laea. Solicitor's < ierk — Ja:

Stevbnkon, Leeds, Yorkshire, Salesman to a Horsodealcr — J.
BawvER, Curtain Koad, Shoreditch. Liver} h . !e Keeper—P. Smith.
Fulham, Middlesex, Brewer— S. Smith, Bushall, Staffordshire, Licensed
Victualler— H. W.Sh*ii.eb, Munater street. Regent's Park, (irecngrucer
and Coal Dealer— D. BmrtoN, Wolstanton, Staffordshire. R< Her

—

J. T. Newton, Walsall, Staffordshire, Lime Master— \V. B Twim*h,
Ramagate.Kent, Upholstcier—G. TwYMan, Ramsgate, Kent. I pholaterer
—W. TaacBLL. Liverpool, Hosier — L. T< Ncwchapel, affbrdkhirr,

Potter—A. Utti,kt, Bacup, Lancashire, Chemist and Druggist — S.

VonuiX, Kotheiheld, m. t, Corn and Coal Merchant—J. H Vivian,
Redruth, Coinwall, Cabinet Maker—J. Wilson, Margate, Kent, Dealer in

Toys—D. "Wood, Bramley, Yorkshire, cloth Manufacturer— R. J. \V*h.ii,
Lanchcster, Durham, Mason —B..W11 Liana, Llantns*ant. (Jlainorganshire,
Beer Retail' r 1. Wrarr, Dwygyfylchi , Carnarvonshire. Hotel Keeper—
J. WiLDEa, Aston-iuxta-HirnuHKliam, Licensed Victualler—J. \\ abt>,

I -coiiiIi, Durham, Bootmaker-- (». \\ ;• 1 er, Kingston ujmiii- Hull, York-
shire, Out of Business— 1.

1

'. nVilkinsoh. New llatcham. Old^Kcnt Road
Bakci ^_ t ^_ ,

—

SCOTCH SEQLERTRATIONS — Aitken and '
T.7 GlaarowTjCnn

facturers and Wan housemen—J. Q.CaxfBBU. and Co., Bridgeton, (Jlaxgow

ilk Spinners and .Merchants — A. Carmk ii^ei,, Edinburgh. Fleahei —
CAMrsiE andW.RF.ii), A. M'Nr.n *oe, and J Beattie, Glennull Bleaching

Company—D . N a r 1 r.a , Glasgow , Contractor.

I TVl.SDAY: Dec. 17—BANKHlIP 1 B — T. Astoh, WoU crhainpton.

Engine Manufacturer—E. Brown, suieldhold. New upon 1 > i

Dniper's Assistant—/, Bwaxs, Ix>uth, Lincolnshire. Tailor—J. Beads-
moohe, Ashhv de-la -Zouch, lx>ie**tei shire. Printer—W. H. Brakbi r
Longton, StaffonNhire, Grocer— F. B>bt. Meriden, Warwickshire,
Maltster—G. Bcrrhh.s, Birmingham, Lapidary—B. Bcrdett, Cumber-
worth, Yorkshire, Skirt Manufacturer—T. Bulbeck, Chichester, Timber
Merchant—W. Bit noeli., Edward's Street, Portman Square, Dentist—
G. Barrett, iAiidport, Hampshire. Greengrocer—W. Boll, St. John's
Square, Clerkenwell, Bath Proprietor—A. Colebbook, Maidstone, Kent.

Butcher—J. H. Collier, Princes End. Staffordshire, Tailor—A. Campbell,
Newcastle upon Tyne, Master Mariner—B. Oiabke, Hullavington, Wilt

At all event, the true test ot the^I^^ofthe *£*23S£Zgr£ $£+ ?i2££?*i 1&iSffg>
au people will be tbe expreaaed willingness on our part

f<
™^ 1 w D»AN!,riELD/ Milnhoute Dale. Derbyshire, Licensed

to resort, it necessary, to the mediation ot a third party

Should such a conciliatory step meet wi Lh no better response

than a desire to iuBult and wrong us, we should be united as

one man to repel the outrage ; and, unless the solemn declara-

tion of Palis is to be impotent lor all practical good, and a

mere dead letter, all the Powers of Europe would in such a

case be ranged on our side and ready to brand with outlawry a

nation guilty of so barbarous and wanton an aggression."

Victualler—G. Dimond, Go* port. Hampshire. Dealer in Stationery—G.

Dollimore, Ivinghoe, Buckinghamshire, Grocer—J. Drew, High Street,

Camberwell, Attorney's Clerk—R. A. J. Davi Kingston Russell Place,

opinion i
** settled- But supposing they gave a contrary

*J»lna» i

e would then be two courses open to us. One

other ia?* y t0 8end an army to demand ssitisfaction. The
or
re-

Wral ftf *
Uke the opinion of some dispassionate jurist

•OuroT 7
e before proceeding to the ultimate and last

Wit lng in tbis 19th century, and in these civilised

entering
•^aS our duty» M far M we P<>ssibly could, to avoid

khaveMu
10 a <lUHrfel, although we knew how well we should

Ifoion nf
n °nce in

* While ifc wa9 most imProbablc the

*^eit*
ai

l
y di8Pas8ionate person would be against us—

«f ArnerT*
8 almost certain we had suffered wrong at the hands

*po.tatift e
We 8honld b« adding to our strength, and our

^Denri forbearance, if we took the opinion of some
after that

party
- lhen if America refused to give reparation

*°*u 0ur o
We 8hould instantly resort to force, and never lay^ cauji ^ lon^ as we had power to wield them in a^US€

- And he was certain they would be considered as

anti> £ntelltflence.

Money Market, Friday.—British Funds i Con-

sols closed at 90* to * ior Money, and 90* to f for the

9th Jan.; Bank Stock, 232; Three per Cents. Reduced,

89f to £ ; New Three per Cents., 89| ; India Five per

Cent. Stock, 102J to |, ex div.; Five per Cent.Knfaced

Rupee Paper, 96-i ; Ditto Five and a Half per Cent.,

102£ to 102; Exchequer Bills, March, 9s. to 12s. pm.;

Ditto June, 14s. pui.—Foreign: Brazilian Four and a

Half per Cents., 1852, 87 to J, ex div. ; Ditto Four and

a Half per Cents., 1860, 86£, ex div. ; Dutch Four per

Cent. Certificates, 09^ to \; Italian Five per Cents.,

f>5^ to 65 ; Mexican Three per Cents., for Acct., 26£ ;

Russian Three per Cents., 1859, 584 J
Spanish Com-

mittee's Certificates, 5| ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854,

for Acct., 76 i.

Paddock Yorkshire, Grocer—Caaaum Ford, Poult<m-le-8andt, Iar»-

cashirc, ' Doctor of Medicine — Edmind Fellows, Hove, *e*.

I, ircnaed Victualler —J. Fbxaix, Enlinsr—J. C. « iaoher, Liverpool, Fruit

Dealer— Robert German, Regent street, Journeyman U»rpenter—

T. Grihblk, West Teipnmouth. DeronRhirc, Innkeeper — J. Own,
Swansea, Oil and Greas« Manufacturer—H. C Hopkius, l>orset J l»c«,

Pall Mall, Confectioner-!! T. Hint, Goldsmith Row, Hackney Road,

Tailor—F Hoooxrd, Rudston, Yorkshire, Tailor— \v. I. Howano. Bol

Terrace, Lambeth, Clerk in the Admiralty, ieraet 11 ouse—J .
Hom y

L. HiNosoii.Newcasth upon Tyne, Tailor-J. Holm: 1 voncarter, Tailor

—R Hices, Bristol, Eg* Dealer—C. Inch, Torquay, Devonshire, Hy ox

Cab Proprietor—W. Inmw. Little Preston, Yorkshire, Banksman—^ .

Jones, Liverpool, General Dealer—A. Jemsihos, Deal, Rutcher- \* J«hi»s

Weat Dcrhv, LoncRshirc, Commercial Traveller—C Rsdoe. 1 ark Roa<i,

Old Kent Road, Cab Propri. W. Kf.enan. Gn at St. Vndn-w Street,

Rloomsbury, Cndertaker — Thomas Lister, Whittmgton, Dcrbyfhirt,

Collierv Proprietor — Willie* Leedham, Sherhurn, Yorkshire, snop-

keeper - Chables Edmcm., Meredith, Manchester, Law Stationer —
A. C Marsdeh, Colcheter, i v, Draper- K. Maxted, Lower Laton

eet.Pimlico, Hairdresscr-J. Milm, Dudley, W orceatershire Raker—
H.Morris, liuildford Street, Russell Square, Railway Clerk— I. Mason,

Aberaman, Glamorpanshire. shoemaker—J. P. Mew andG. Thor> *\™*
Thome as advertised in last Friday's" Gazette "). Newport, Isle of Wight,

.neers-J. Newall, Crewe, Cheshire, Licensed Y ictualhr-L. Pan-

ki: v, Newmarket, scho..lmi?trei*-J. Potter, Cotmanhay, l^rhyshire

[. Purdue, Brook Street. Holbnrn-J. PaLMtR,Cheyn« w alk Chclaea,

;„«- _n v..-,.. itiovom stroot.. <Tiels«a. Commercial Clerk — *.

Notes issued • •

iSanfe of vPngiann.

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

..£29,426,390

£29,ViM*>

ivcrnment Debt ..

Other 8ecuri!
Gold Coin and Rollion

Silver Bullion

..£11,015,100

.. 3.634,900

.. 14,776,390

W. Stam.kv, blackden. icshir arm ^TX^^r^i^^j'
Chester. Licenaed Victualler-J. heffield, LeathrrCutter -J.

Starr, Froi iod, Somcraetohir. ;h Drewr-C. Smart, Thetford,

k, Ironmonger—A SruHt*«m, otherwise wni hi, Uarrtiff,

lamonfanM
Jeweller
I ING, lilltlff

* •

tft9.426.3M

Proprietors' Capital

ItCMt •

Public Deposits (includ-

ing Exchequcr,Saving8
H;iuks 9

Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-

dend Acct*.)

Other Deposit*

Seven day and other bills

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
Government Secur
(including Dead
\VeiKht Annuity)

nSST^ :: :: »^m»
Gold and SUver Coin . . 85 1

,»5

«

..£14.VW,000

• •

13,1 - -44

691,1

£38.305.345

£10.063,1 47

18th day of Dec., 1861

£38 305

If. MARSHALL, Chief Cashier.

anshirp,'. leDealer-L BaanmL, Bury Street. St. Mary Axe,

-F. SrrTK, Thomas'HTtr Islington Beer Retailer- -ica-

tiers Alley, Moot* I^ne, -
. ^-H. BHrxttX (known

and eallinp himself H i), V hite Hone \ ardlslinjrton, Livery

Stable Keoper-Gimtith Thom k ,r
/

>

a
T,

:l7°"rV^'
t^r3^'er~"

n T»pi>itC T*re Che»ter11< -hire. Boiler Makers r.Tt aaatt.,

?.\il«rr £ 11. -iSilrr--W THOMa^ Liverpool. Wheelw right
. L.

Tl, ,' V. W la^ptAn.Commi,. nt-H.Tr ...a Fre3eriek Villas,

i)al"t Merehant™ Clerk-C J- U»«, Portland Terrace.„Dalaton,

JBTltokS-tf. WalS. Maneherter, Agent-J. Wrwaaa. Brighton,

irpenter.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION-- -W. M rdoch, Glasgow Wine and

Spirit "M-Rhant- A. Kino, Motherw.-ll l^narkahire Innkeepcr-W.

jf Yoo"! 'aisley. Manufacturer-J. MKisur, Rothesay,

TaTLoa , Barrhead ,"6roeer-A. 1 an, Cothall, Fanner.
-A.

G
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Jttttvopolift antf its Vicinity.
Embankment of the South Side of the Thames.

—The Royal Commission appointed to consider the
embankment of the Thames on the southern side held
their first meeting at the Mansion House on Tuesday,
the Lord Mayor in the chair. The first witness called
was Mr. Taylor, one of the churchwardens of Lambeth,
who described the injury sustained by the poor of that
district from the inundations of the river, and said that
the damage done was so great that they had raised a
"flooding fund," out of which the sufferers by the
floods were assisted. Nothing but an universal raising of
the wharves would remedy the evil, but there was a
difficulty in embanking the shore throughout the
whole length, as in Lambeth there were certain
ancient rights of way existing which could not be

many of the principal Austrian nobles, will form a
j

striking feature in the fine art collection. Should the !

peace of the world not be disturbed by hostilities, it is

anticipated that every crowned head in Europe will visit
London next year.

Blackfriars Bridge.—At a meeting of the Com-
mon Council last week the chairman of the Bridge
House Committee brought up a report of that com-
mittee, to whom it had been referred to obtain designs
and estimates for the construction of a new bridge at
Blackfriars, recommending for adoption a design sent
in by Mr. Thomas Page, for an iron bridge of three
arches^ at the estimated cost of 245,000Z. After some
discussion, the court resolved that nothing should be
done until the report is printed.
Battersea, Putney, and Hampton Bridges.—

The Conservators of the Thames have had an interview
with Mr. Cowper, the First Commissioner of Works, to

come in contact with copper^TaTl, and nielli
prepared m utensils of iron. The pickle. ? *** *•
arP los-i ^roon . K«f +1.« «?«--. _ t ., I

Jlc
.

K Ae« thus

tage. The blame in the^^U«S'{*
Jjj*

va*.

blocked up. It might, however, be possible to increase ... - - - *• «*, *»

the incliuc. Mr. Knyvett, secretary to the Archbishop '

r
j

1

Presenfc to mm the dangerous obstructions which the

y, said that these floods occurred about i „ pil
f
bridges across the river at Battersea, Putney,andof Canterbury

twenty times a year ; they came up to the Palace gates,
and the porter had to make a barricade 18 inches
deep to keep the water out of the lodge. The mud
bank at the side of the river was perfectly
pestilential ; the conservators of the Thames some time
since improved the state of things by throwing rubbish
into it at the sides, but that had now become covered,
and the benefit derived from it had consequently been
decreased. He hoped that any scheme for embanking
the Thames would lead to the abolition of the bone

Hampton offer to the navigation. The deputation
pressed upon the right hon. gentleman the necessity for
the Government taking steps to cause their removal,
and the substitution of structures which would not
impede the navigation. They stated that Battersea
and Putney bridges really exclude from the Thames,
between Chelsea and Richmond, vessels of the size now
rendered necessary by the traffic to the Brentford Dock
and the extension of the metropolis on both sides of the !

river nearly as far as Richmond. It is understood
boiling and manure establishments between the Palace I l

hjit the 8ubJ ecfc win receive the attention of the
and Vauxhall^ Bridge. The floods in Bishop's Walk

Government.

had increased in depth during the last two years. Any
system of embankment to do away with the mud bank
in some degree and cover it witli water would be a
benefit. Mr. Silk, architect and engineer, said he was
acquainted with the south side of the river for some
distance above and below London Bridge. He had
been engaged in the erection of some of the wharves
destroyed by the late disastrous fire in Tooley Street,
and although every precaution to prevent flooding had
been taken, those wharves were occasionally inundated.
He was now engaged in reconstructing them and the
warehouses, and the level would be 12 inches higher
than they were before to prevent any further inun-
dation. With regard to making a roadway in front of
the wharves, he thought it quite impracticable on the
east side of London Bridge, though it might perhaps
be feasible on the west side. The inquiry was then
adjourned.

International Exhibition.—The difficulties con-
nected with the allotment of the space are now nearly
overcome. Within the last few days notices have been
aeni to the intending exhibitors in eight classes, stating
whether their claims for space have been acceded to or
rejected. The following is the list of the classes, with
the number of parsons applying for space to exhibit in
them:—Class 1. Mining, metallurgy, &c, 402 appli-
cants; Class 5. Railway plant, 132 applicants; Class
7a. Spinning and weaving machinery, 116 applicants;
Clas3 7b. Machines and tools employed in the manufac-
ture of wood, metal, &c, 28S applicants; Class 8.
Machinery in general, 257 applicants ; Class 9. Agricul-
tural and horticultural machines and implements, 288
applicants; Class 11. Military engineering, architec-
tural, and building contrivances, 178 applicants ; Class
12. Naval architecture, ships' tackle, 192 applicants; Class
17. Surgical instruments and appliances, 163 applicants.
About one-fifch of the entire number of applicants are
disposed of in these classes; the proportion rejected is
said to be about 40 per cent, and the reductions in the
space granted have been very extensive. Each person
to whom an allotment has been made has been requested
to signify his acceptance thereof, and in those cases in
which this acceptance was not signified at once the
space so placed at his disposal has been allotted to
other applicants. Notice has also been issued that
no letter can be attended to which is not headed
with the number of the class in which the
exhibitor's goods are to be shown. It appears that
in addition to the sums paid down by Mr. Morrish,
Air. Sanders, M. Viellard, and If. Martin, for the

t

The late Bishop Blomfield.—A committee, con-
sisting of the Marquis of Lansdowne, Lord Overstone,
the Bishop of Oxford, Sir Walter James, Bart., and
Mr. Beresford Hope, having been appointed to make
choice of a design for a monument to the late Dr. Blom-
field, Bishop of London, have selected a model by
Mr. George Richmond, K.A., and the Dean and Chapter
of St. Paul's have granted an eligible site for it in the
south aisle of the Cathedral.
The Main" Drainage.—At the last meeting of the

Metropolitan Board of Works the report of the main
drainage committee, recommending the acceptance of
the tender of Mr. Thomas Pearson for the execution of
the works in connection with the southern high level
sewer for the sum of 18,087Z., subject to the result of
inquiries as to his responsibility and that of his sureties
being satisfactory, was agreed to. It was also resolved,
on the recommendation of the committee, that the
arrangements for the execution of the northern middle
level sewer works along Oxford Street, during the
period of the Exhibition of 1862, be left to the discre-
tion of the engineerunder the provisions of the contract.

SHii/Lrsro Tel-egk \ us.—The United Kingdom Tole-
graph'Company for the last few weeks have been working
their lines between London, Birmingham, Manchester,
and Liverpool at the reduced charge of a shilling

for 20 words, the same charge being made between any
of the intermediate stations. The former rate for

telegrams of the same number of words from London to

Manchester or Liverpool was 4?., and the reduction U
therefore very considerable. This is only the first

section of a network of telegraph lines which is

intended to embrace all the large towns of the kingdom
at the uniform charge of 1*. a message, whatever may
be the distance.

New Mission in the Upper Indus.—Sir Herbert
Edwardes, K.C.B., who is about to return to India as

Commissioner of the Cis-Sutlej States, Punjaub, has
recently brought before the committee of the Church
Missionary Society a letter from Colonel Reynell Taylor,
Commissioner of the Trans-Sutlej States, earnestly

' recommending a new mission at two or three of the
great towns on the Upper Indus, offering 1000Z. on its

establishment, and enclosing a letter of encouragement
!

from Sir Robert Montgomery, Lieutenant-Governor of

'

the Punjaub, in which he promises a further donation
of300Z. Sir H. Edwardes has given the committee a
description of the vigorous and energetic character of
the travelling merchant tribes, Lohanis, Beluchis, and
others who would thus be reached, whose caravans
penetrate from Bokhara to Calcutta, and has pointed

Knv a

0f
certaFn

y
ŝ
^ I*?""** „

th< wil1 &* how thev^ "if"brought To Acknowledge the truthVf

Th, SS/JS? E*SL** ^CAJ?*"* \ S» <*-Pel, would indeed be "itinerant Christians"lne two English contractors pay five-eighths of ;i

peuny, the French contractors are to pay id on
the first 4,000,000 of visitors, and |3. for each
visitor above that number. The sum expected
to be received under the contracts is 30,000Z.
The arrangements which are making by foreign countries
to stand well at the Exhibition are of the most exten-
sive character. The French courts will be fitted and

The committee unanimously resolved to accept Colonel
Taylor's generous offer.

Adulteration op Food.—The Lancet has again
taken up the important question of the* adulteration
of food, and has recently published a report on the
adulteration of pickles, bottled fruits, and vegetables.
Of seven samples of greengages examined four were

f„m ' -^ ,
. :- •••" ~» »«w «uu found to be coloured with copper. Of five samnles of
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"w.femo™ band of the Wellington mixed vegetables. Thus of 33 samples analysedI, copper i
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natty

these articles. If these wouloTset °thei? hS?**- *
a practice so dangerous there would soon hp o„

ag1?*
this adulteration, particularly as the addition of!^
to any vegetable substance used as an article ofS5^
a violation of the recent Act for the Prevent; i
Adulteration, and exposes the parties to xmJZ?-

*
In a former article the Lancet gave the reLwT
analysis of 33 samples of mustard. Of these 2**
sisted of mixtures of turmeric, wheat flour, and m\Zt^S'and in addition, in one sample, sulphate of Vm!?

;

plaster of Paris; while four only were genuine VS
were composed wholly of mustard. As a mle SU
prices paid for the adulterated mustard were quit*
great as for the genuine. H

Cleaeance oe the Debtors' Pbisoxs — tv
second monthly visitation of the debtors' prison/;!

I
Whitecross Street and Horsemonger Lane has beencommenced by Mr. Kegistrar Millar and Mr. Pteristrar
Hazlitt. The list of prisoners detained in W'hitecn*
Street on the 1st December, numbered 75, shotting a
considerable diminution as compared with the list of
the 1st November, which numbered 186. Mr. ];

Millar went through 26 cases, in five of which he adja-
dicated the prisoners bankrupts, discharging three
forthwith. The remaining cases were those of persons
who had been discharged since the date of the gaolirt
return, or of those who had proceedings pending in the
Insolvent Debtors' Court, or in the Bankruptcy Con-
At Horsemonger Lane the list of prisoners detained ia

custody on the 1st December amounted to only 12,

while those in prison on the 1st November numbered 47.

Of the cases on. the list only 9 came before Mr.
Registrar Hazlitt, 3 having been discharged since the

date of the return. In 5 cases the prisoners were
adjudicated bankrupts, and 4 others received an imme-
diate discharge. In the other case a discharge conld

not be given, as the debt was for damages for breach of

promise of marriage, and the act expressly deprives

registrars of the power of liberating prisoners detained

under such circumstances.
Tiie Christmas Holidays.—It is understood that

the usual steps will be taken to cause Thursday next,

the day after Christmas Day, to be kept as a holiday to

such extent as may be practicable at the Stock Exchange

and in the city generally. It is considered probable

that as the produce markets will be closed, there will

not be much business after Christmas Day till the Mon-
day following", as it is not <*xp««ted that the reply of

the Washington Cabinet, determining the question of

peace or war, will be received until Sunday the 29th,

or Monday the 30th,

The Loss or the North Briton.—Mr. Raffles,

stipendiary magistrate at Liverpool, and Captain Harris,

nautical assessor to the Board of Trade, have held an in-

quiry into the loss of the North Briton on the morning of

the 5th of November on the coast of Labrador. They

report that Captain Grange, the commander of the

vessel, countermanded an order he had previously given

to the second mate to take soundings during the night,

and that for this single omission he must be pronounced

in default, notwithstanding his previous vigilance and

caution. They therefore recommend that their lord-

ships should return his certificate to Capt. Grange, with

a caution, which will, in their opinion, meet the merits

of the case. They conclude by saying that the result of

this inquiry following so closely upon that which took

place into the loss of the Canadian clearly shows that

the passage by the Canadian Channel and the Straits

of Belleisle is fraught with danger and difficulty, eicep.

during the height of the season and in the clear**

weather. ^^
The Drtjry Lane Murder.—A respite has be»

received from the Home Office for the boy Keem

He was to have been executed on Monday next. I

understood that the sentence will be commuted to pe

servitude for life.

Great Fire at the Thames Iron Ship Wow
-

On Monday morning between 2and3ocIoc»

broke out in the premises of the Thames Ironis^r

building Companv, on the lower side of Black wax

»

the Barking Road. It broke out in the moufyoom,

building 90 feet long and 46 feet wide, contaimng
patterns of the Warrior, and the roodels

findthe
vessel. A plentiful supply of water being at mi

firemen succeeded in preventing the flames tro ^en^
beyond the room, but both it and rW co

»

mg

Regiment of the Austrian army visiting London during
the Exhibition. This band consists of 184 performer?,
eacti t whom is capable of performing on various
instruments. The pictures and works of art to be
selected from the palaces of the Emperor, and from

was present, frequently in considerable amount, in no
less than 21 of the samples, or nearly two-thirds/ This
result the Lancet regards as " most disgraceful," and
states that there is no excuse for it whatever. Bottled and
preserved fruits and vegetables do not in their preparation

were destroyed. The angle iron bending
^

^ep^ ^e
were also considerably damaged by fire and «•

company, it is understood were insured.

The Public Health. — The Re^istrar-Gcn^J^

Weekly Report states that the number or

^
registered in the week that ended Saturday, ^
was 1283 If the rate of mortality had been eq ^
that obtained by calculation from the r^ ™^ the

corresponding weeks in the 10 previous je >* ^
deaths would have been 1384 during t^»t
births of 924 boys and 876 girls, in all 18W

>

ci

^
were registered in London. In the 10 corr

;' ^
weeks of the years 1851-60 the average numixr

704.

•
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^roimxrial

~v _Bv the aeaui ui u^ * *»*«~
*^77T

t^^toship -f *he University of Cambnug

The election of a Chancellor must bep vm— ^ie eiecwun ui o. v»»—».—— ...— ~^ f̂l

'

flfter the vacancy, and is more burgen-

3*l
4 >'

V al Hi^niess
was elected in 1847, on the

«*• B?n.,tP of Northumberland, on which occa-

l^ rf ^nnosed by the late Earl of Powis. On the

^^Jv members of the University, a desire

-I of maiy
prinCe of Wales as successor to his

*w bta voutji it is thought may be a bar to that

r
'

t ,ifi!Ied The other names which are freely

^^fn connection with the Chancellorship are

ib&mv m TT ., rtf T^«ifv ax n lain-

inspectors of salmon fisheries, attended and gave The report was adopted, and a committee

information as to the provisions of the Act, and the carry out the purposes of its recommendation, consisting

best way of carrying them out. of fir. G. Wingfield D.gby, of Sherborne Castle
;
Mr.

LiVEEPOOL.-The chief mate of the American ship J. H. Jacob, of Salisbury; and Mr. Hinsman, of

Southampton, which arrived at Liverpool on the 10th Dumford House, "\\ llts.

! t <u— Tff«— v^v ,«oo mnvrlorwl mi the vnvao'e bv Sheffield.—Another dreadful crimeSheffield.—Another dreadful crime was committed

in the neighbourhood of this town on the evening of

*> Earl

i Bucc-

i

'

A

**' w of Trinity, who was second wrangler m
•K.Km of Hardwicke, of Queen's (LL.D. 1835)

;

E^Sand,of Trinity (M.A. 1815) ;
the Duke

inst. from New York, was murdered on the voyage by

a seaman named Duffy. The vessel sailed on the 16th i in tuts neigiiuuuiuuuuiui win
.
£.« — ~ -r~<? 97

ult., and on the 1st inst. the chief officer directed the 12th inst. Alfred Hinchliffe,^

Duffy to go aloft to perform some duty. He grumbled years of ago, "^^"^^^J^S^
i i i i.„i. -^ent aloft, and on being told to come

ade a rush upon the mate with a

years ot age, residing in tne village ui xiccwu, uav

sold a pi- for 10/.8».to Mr. Watts, grocer of Atter

cliffe, and obtained the assistance of an old schoolfellow
down immediately made a rush upon the mate with a cliffe, end obtained the^«^7;S7J
knife, and stabbed him to the heart. The officer fell named Thomas Fawley, »***«

fn?S^ the price
dead upon the deck, and Duffy, walking to the fore- , killing the pig. After receiving the 10?. *. the price

!_._.,„ \L— m- w.a* afo;nprl with blood, to one of of the pig, he left the premises of Mr. watts aoouc

a ~»„i„„ir :« fi>n .ruvnonn a r>,\ wMit with 1 awlev to a

UeaU upuil tuts ucv.iv, aii« ^u ».j, "~ a --

4 nf wwianu, v ., v-— - -- ,. . T <
,

castle, gave the knife, stained with blood, to one of

tollwch of St. John's (M.A. 1837); and Lord
: the seamailj telling him what he had done with it.

rfBMBK* i m.._.^ „f „,MPn h "Lord His-h Steward When taken jnfco custody at Liverpool, he told the

officer that deceased had, in the first instance, struck

him with a belaying pin, and grumbled at him so much

that he could stand it no longer. He then struck
JJSlDakeof BuccTeugh by the Conservatives.r

the Puke of Buccleugn oy me ^ouser.-Kwviw.
tliafc lie could sum(l lt no longer. neu«u

n rrv-On Friday, in accordance with a warrant deceased with the knife, but did not intend to kill

tiSDiFi. v -j
foreign seamen The. nrisoner will be detained in custody until

him.

01 LUC pi£, we iciu uue pi tiuww «* » —

4 o'clock in the afternoon, and went with lawley to a

neighbouring beerhouse, where the two remained

drinking until about half-past 5, when tiny left m
company. ffincUlifle was afresh," but apparently

able to walk homo. Shirland Lane, a dark, narrow road,

a Willi \jLiv iviniw, »^«w v*.^* —

isoner will be detained in custody until some
m fe 4 4 e ^lf? i^A ,aMr

. • I /i.-mnno Qnrl A naf.riflTisV mm nr is- o^f-irm i

(Iulians,

! rwSB^mltt^lifi^totke village of Darnell, and was

3 Hinchlitle's nearest way home. The t

5-4? crew of the American ship Pleiades, were

SLfat before the magistrates charged with the

of Edward Blyn, the chief mate, on the 12th

int.

auuuu is taken by the American Minister.

Norwich.—For the third time within a compara-

nd tively limited period, James Blomfleld Rush, son of the

2th notorious criminal, is in custody, charged with breaking

ft"^red
U
from the evidence of the captain and into the dwelling house of Charles Bradhehl, coachman

^ffiat tnrCrew for some time had manifested to the llev. W. W. Andrews, at Hethersett
]

on bnncUiy,

SSite eel n,s against the mates for their harsh the 1st inst. Footmarks corresponding with h* boo s

2^ Larfs them, and bad at length decided in were found under the window, ami the prisoner w as

2StuTZvL Tek on a favourabfe opportunity seen close by about the time of the robbery. On

Zljtrf About midnight on the 12th, when Saturday he was brought up for examination, and

STchiefmate went to call the watch, they rushed upon remanded for further inquiry.
arP<-. fprl ; n

I «S rtabbed him in two places. They then knocked Penzance.-A monument is about to be erected in

L the second mate and stabbed him with their this town to the memory of Sir Humphrey Davy It

Stain sevea places, and would no doubt have killed will ™*i*t of a granite column and base, surmou

ton if the captain had not rushed on deck with a loaded

pistol and Bred it at the men. A third officer called the

interpreter is supposed to have been thrown overboard,

for he was never seen afterwards. The chief mate

lingered in great agony until the 15th, when he died

from the effects of his wounds. The magistrates dis-

missed five of the prisoners and detained the three

others, who will ba handed over to the American

authorities on a charge of wilful murder.

imoiiuca u***^ «»ay Home, mm two /**&£*

parted at the end of this l;me, Fawley declining the

invitation of Hmchliife to go into an adjoining public-

house and have a final glass, and advising him to go

straight home. A few minutes afterwards linicn-

a short distance up the lane, with

a disordered state, by a young man

.Kuueu M Uyu . He had not then been attacked,

but Wood heard the sound of approaching footsteps

when he had passed HinchliiTe only a short distance

and also heard a conversation between Hiuehhne and

two men who had gone up the lane. He, however,

proceeded to Darnall, not supposing that anvtmng was

Between 7 and 8 o'clock two miners found

litfe was seen

his clothes in

named Wood.

s£&sasz5SE& SSHSwattsSS
with a statue of the great chemist, holding a satety

lamp in his hand. c ,,

Plymouth. - Commander William*, B-N, of the

Trent, was entertained at dinner on Thursday the 12th

inst. by the Koyal Western Yacht Club otwh.cli he is a

member, in the club dining room, at Ihllhay. Ibe

chairman, Mr. J. C. Thierens, in proposing the toast of

the evening, remarked that, however much they might

authorities on a charge of wilful murder.
.

I differ in opinion as to the ""^^iJJgS £d
(WMOCiH-i meeting of land-owners who have united in the r approval of the prompt, 4g**M*

fronton thenver Derwent was^held in this town W™£j££^*&Jr

of the lane, about 200 yards from the main street at

Attercliitc. They supposed the man was intoxicated,

and reported the circumstance in Attercliffe Some ot

the residents went to the place, and found that the

man was dead. The body was removed to a public-

house, and it was then found that one of his trousers

pockets had been cut out and the other torn open, ne

had been robbed of 10*. 8*. and everything else he had

upon him except a pocket-book. There were no marks

of violence on the body externally, except that.the face

appeared to be a little swollen. Death is belieyed to

have been caused by strangulation, but that » not yet

positively known. The eyes were filled witli mud

WieU \L\ evldeuUv beentW> by Ins^^
awley on

frontage on the river Derwent was held in this town happily worded protes made by , -; -
f ,

on th?20th ult,, to receive the report of the committee
,
trying circumstances against * 'efce>,t violation o

appointed at a' former meeting. The Hon. Percy sanctity of asylum. J hey w ere p oud of lu^
^

: .u,o, JU'., presided. The committee recom- member - ^ • _- - .^
t() Uie ^lortcd

led that all the landowners having river frontage acknowledge ig the to
.

sr, re
Americe, on mnraaay ...Kuu .». p-~- -»y--:r-~-„llK__

-
„,,

*«Ube invited to co-operate in preserving the accountant heaffinr « hmh had
^1-^; of t,R, ic[oll ot bcin, concerned

,n
Jhe rohh ry

^
and

Decent and its tnhutaries, the necessary expenses and ^^JX^rfto^ieks- murder, but no m.mey wa
?
fouml npon J»»«.«dj» l£

bem
?
defrayed by voluntary contributions made in pro- outrage, lhe«W»^^^ was justinable( the evid

portion to the extent of the frontage owned. Land-
owners were to have tickets, giving the bearer leave to

Wi on certain il»-i ;« «,..,.,r,.i;n.i tn the amount con-

to prevent him from recognising them. At at

on Thursday night the police apprehended t s

jtrage. The following is an aosoracn « «- »P^"
. ^"^^ ag:villst dm is but slight.

-One pan? -J-jf
•-* ££»5-^-Sl!-S "»mS n^, fnt was making prepan

LIU, u»« "" J —
Deceased was

a single man, but was making preparations for being

married at Christmas. . „
Southampton'. - On Friday morning, about -

« One P»P«^Th^'been performed was unexeoption-

---. -vere m nave tickets, giving nne .««« «» - ~ 'llT^ZZ ptnly
? toW^ woSd lead to . widely different

«[on certain days, in proportion to the amount con- ^n
e
clusion . when he was told tbg^J^j^Z^^ Southampton'. -un m.M T^^'xMt^mi

ttAoted; and v.sitors were to have tickets at certain come in sighi.little,
dreammg rf^hat

r̂
«^aysand

.

clookj as the Weet Imba mmljtemttW Ateato^"^ They recommended that a donation fund should on the mam deck^mokmg a ™ e

w
*n
ds the T?aut hoisted her : C01Ilill? up Channel off the Start, she observed a

to opened to defrav tl e cost of erecting a fish ladder at
j SfZTlmt thteS «S responded to. As they

.

t ^ < th tw0 green rights and one white, con g

*• ». weir, wmch wtll be the chief obstacle to ^^^^^^^^^^^ * ^^ ^^^v^VS^SStSSL-«, and that the secretary should engage watchers They-thea put the helm ot theTrent aaUrbj^
leag0?\rom her aItercd the course f Ins ship, and bus,jo ^d a col

=SSlt£ P?pera^| S? The AUato was going slow atthetim,, it Wg
Again, it was saia uy *

ived instructions from his
Wilkes could not have iccenea ^^^

™on, and that the secretary should engage watcners
"once. The rate suggested by the committee for

we voluntary contribution of landowners was one

""Penny per yard f bank frontage for the Der
wentj and rt^^ xv il * 5 *"** ^^^ Pr^^bpr

, -« one farthing per yard for the Cocker.
WW'committee mentioned that in the last fort-

«8W of the season 20 salmon, averaging 151b. weight
•Piece, had been caught in the Derwent, in a distance
™ nofc more than 10 miles of water. The committee
jessed a hope that the proprietors would net with

r*Jfie moderation. Proposals had been made for

SID
? fish artificially, and the committee had no

Z tbe rlver might some day become a first-rate

took

cing stream. Considerable discussion took

in which Mr. Steel, M.P., the

neighbourhood-. "«v* several genticmen oi iuc i*™«—"«-

Umpf
rt

' The chairman said that it had been ascer-

morA
8

i

nce tlle reP°rt was drawn up that a good many
re salmon had been cau-ht in the last fortnight ot

£*»*m than the 20 mentioned " "' ^ '""
~enclations of the eoBunittc, _

m ,^ acations, were agreed to. Mr. Eden, one ot the

foj'l
^Pointed inspectors of fisheries, said he had no

«octroin what h ft hail coon nf flip, river that if they

f

m the report. The

with some slight^endations of the committee,
Rations, were agreed to. Mr.

fail* p
Ppoinfce^ inspectors of fiaberiw, — ;

—
cJJy

r

?
lu w«at he had seen of the river that if they

thP n
onI* P^tect it from poachers they might make

Pro^T^ a nrst-rate salmon-producing river. The

Sa^T^8 concluded with a vote of thanks to the

Devon
TER--At the last Court of Quarter Sessions for

mean,
a
/0mmittee was appointed to devise the best

ttJS?
1 c?rrying into effect the Salmon Fisheries Act

tw' 11

?
he la8t Session of Parliament. On Friday

WTnttee
' existing of Mr. Kekewich, M.P.; the

>T.P . fi, fon
> Sir S. Northcote, M.P. ;

Sir L. Palk,

W-»n ?i
Hon

- Mark Rolle, Sir M. Lopes, M.P.
;
Sir J

htlSv?
h
'-M -p-5 Colonel Davie

>
M - p - ;

and ^v
v

in wt: ?
ee

^
ln5 in the Castle. A report was adopted,

connJ;.
1 lfc wa3 recommended that associations in

with
n

.

with the rivers of Devon should be formed,

**erL
Vlew t0 the appointment and payment ot

, .,. thp interest siC> It also suggested the employ merrt of and that the ^"^e^% police in seizing unseasonable fish, and giving ling the funds ot

Wilkes could noc "*^ *^;That he was on his return
Government at Wasbington, for Aat ne ^^
from the western coast o ^An^: ^f on the raorniDg of

On the night of the^ ^^ Thomas. On his

the 17th, he saw the San Jacmto on^ou
Aat

return to Havannah onJhe oth o

J
0V

*5

mD
f̂ m Sfc . Thomas,

the San Jacinto haa heen to navannaD > *

ffi lssing

that she had coaled there, and W*J^^JS? 1kk1
* inched

themselves off as Southerners
.

m ™™jffg^ them their

with Mr. Slidell and ^J^^^t^Sd one of the officers

intended movements. Mto8B» ora
fc^

to his face with^^Z^^Ie^tbS the marines made
10 days before. Mr ^^it the charge, with tixed bayonets
a rush towards Miss bhdell. "2fwfa£S thev did when he laid

He knew that his hearers would bel ev c they nia w ^
his hand on his heart, and

**f*"^«J
ae

grtataS when the
so. He had been accused ot gasconade. ^"a

J h d just

marines rushed on at *^^1^2^a3 MlaflaiideU,

SSTi.-lES^ arrlvaVin^glandhe had received

«io approbation ot the Government.

«!.TT8BTOT -A meeting of the subsenbers to the

Hubert manorial took place at tbe Council House ..

nerueiuuiuu <nfhpron Lstcourt, M.l ., m
this city on Tuesday J^fJ^See appointed

1078/. 1*. 6, .,
and *« ™P^

mlJc„aed that the
369i. 12s. The eornm*tee^^^ eco« ^ fte^ ^
statue should be of *"»"?»,,, prection to Baron

place, nieaiiaiu""^'"*"-" ~ • , ,-.

verv thick and dark. She was however put to roll

Leed nd left the other behiud.-The Nashville, Con-

fflta .timer, which damaged her hottorn whihfc

running the blockade at Charleston, was taken into

the graving dock on Friday for repairs.

Stockton —On Thursday morning, a fire broke out

iatnl^u bedroom at v/ynyard Hall, the.sent^of the

Marchioness of Londonderry, near this town. At one

hue it threatened to be of a very "esUucUve chnract^

but fortunately the flames were conhned to the bed-

room and the chapel, both of which were destroyed.

The lire was then extinguished without any very

SC

WuiTTS.-It has been decided that the memorial

to the late Sir Harry Smith in this tow»
i
shall cm, .st

of a marble bust and a mural tablet, and that, the

remainder of the funds subscribed shall be expended in

re or". - the chapel of St. Mary's Church, m wh.ch the

General°was educated, and which was need as a school-

^vJbckS- tome workmen employed on tlie

JiSs now in progress in the Ca hedral ofU».

city while making an excavation in the north « all Ot

the choir, near the high altar, last week, came npon a

one coffin, portions of which falling away exposed to

view the remains of a man dressed in canonicals At

tot the coffin was supposed to be that of a church

a Unitary buried in the reign of Charles II. a tablet to

whose inemory stoo.1 on the wall above. On further

examination, however, the remains turned out to be

tho e of a Roman Catholic bishop. Part of the mitre,

a piece of remarkably fine gold, was in good preservation,

as were also portions of the chasuble. On the breast of

the skeleton lay a golden paten,jvhich is now in the

^uiuv-hi-vw, « -

with recaru to tne secumi

known to have conlulen e ^^^ the (u,option

object subscribed for, they f
f°^Mm0I]th> which was

I



perfect but the rest were brittle and decayed. Outside
the wall, and just opposite the place where the coffin
was discovered, is a tomb of a bishop, the length and
dimensions of which correspond to those of the coffin,
but the inscription is illegible, from the ravages of
time. *rom a plan of the cathedral, however, it would
seem that at this spot was placed the body of Bishop
do Constantius, once Dean of Rouen, and afterwards
Bishop of Worcester, who died in 1198. It is expected
that further researches will be made in the presence of
the dean.--A meeting of members cf the United
Association for the Protection of the Fisheries of the
Severn and its Tributaries was held on the 24th ult. in
the Guildhall, the Mayor in the chair
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1 endeavouring to get at the nature oftne teachings and principles which are taught in this Collegeor Maynooth I could prove to you that disloyalty and sedition

I,™ ™? first pnneiples and groundwork of its teaching

;

tnat the disregard of oaths is the second principle : that

fplfuS
1S
?2

fc a Principle that is hel<i sacred by the common
tafiiSf ?

humanity that is not prepared to be sacrificed, and
k„?v £° ^sacrificed, m Maynooth, endowed and supported

thnS
6 arh

,

ament
,

0f En2land ;
and, therefore, in addition tocnose appeals to the reason and to the sympathy of the Pro-testant people of England which you have so 'long in vain

[Decembeb
21, iggi

the vigilance of the murdered man and fci*times, and on the night before the mS«i '

poaching, finding that the°dee^^
1
S^>

suddenly turned-round and Fred17s ££ °U°**S^body The keeper was mortally woundS and
** "***

found lying on the ground carefullyWardedh.^^
J
as trying to pull his master's coat o?er Ms hL^ d^ ^died deceased stated to those about him that it^ J*****

T,«f
Sh

w-
hl
v!?-

The jUry retnmedTverdit!
[""VjmwJi

Justice Wightman put on the black can ™h * *?**cap and Passed
Ife

of Death in the usual form, without any' hope ot^ercv
Midland Circuit: Warwick.—The 3i'r»*—iJohn Grayson Farqahar, a man of sime^V^--

wv uuuunu,., tne Mayor in the chair, with the object 5?ii £ J° -T'
you can now

' b? whafc took Place in this
ot uniting in a system of combined action with other vo w*° Jm

mghtrT^xl ca" *?w say to them, « We warned
parties in different parts of the kingdom Z pro]" ^ege^fc^ â

^PP« ?r you .aborted tbi.

protection of the salmon fisheries of England and
VVales. Considerable discussion took place on the pro-
visions of the new Act, and the best means for supply,
in* its deficiencies, and especially the omission to give
full powers to conservators, and to provide funds fo

with the wilful murder' otEU^^^rSSS^i^ ^on the 29th of August last. The deceased w£$3™**%of the prisoner, who was a widower, and theJ 1^**5be married, when the prisoner, in a fit of jeE,^***«»•
the breast with a pistol. The prisoner seeraTm £'

*hot *»*
repented of what he had done, for he went acL th!

<md*^
a neighbour, and voluntarily told him that 'w£? ?*?? *
done." From that time he continued to "irder>*fc»
which were conclusive as to thrc^raod^taw^^Jg^i

efficiently carrying out the regulations for protecting
the fish while in a breeding state. At the close of the
discussion the following, among other formal resolu-
tions, were unanimously passed :

™^*„ ii ., - „
a year to seud out 400 or 500priests annually through Ireland that you would be orgamsin<r

*£ZeT ^jstyouraejves-yoa would be creating a nest ofvipers; we told you that: vou now rpa fh«f «o mo>.« ™ . . vow,™ »,long consultation the jury retanSri •—
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narrow escape,^&*^^^?f*^
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nAibut England too
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They show disunion and disloyalty p^one'r had W^T±am ' •??/»* 29
}
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In how different a Estate ofAnl^Zt »ff.wltl
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deceased, who returuedhoJj!
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aH0n hails the enactment in the new
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F
^ht".e8 A,ct .ofan uniform close time, in accordancejwth the habits of the salmon, as a most important stowards restoring the salmon fisheries to their former prodtiveness, but at the same time regrets that the Act LdeficientTnmany important points, which, in their opmion must besupplied before its provisions Dai be effectually carried out?and particularly they desire to note the absence of any adequate

s
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the *?"' th° want of P^W<£n!servators, and more stringent measures to insure a strictbeeping of the fence time, as well as the entire abolition offixed engines, and also the omission to fix the mmimum Jfreof the salmon to be taken, and minimum penal t ?s for the
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Imon rivers ca»nofc ^e obtafned by thevoluntary principle

; also, that while voluntarv associationsare entirely inadequate to provddo the necessary fimdS \ware as unable to perform efficiently the fSScttoS^o ^" nspection^LT^T?}^*. s.al-o/_fi sheries o? a°nV rTvefor
inspection

here almost equal to that in America,
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SUCh aS the ri«ht of the strongestand Lynch law, was on the other side. I hope
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i0V° Parliament against the Maynooth
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mention those things, and the claims you have on Ithe attention of Parliament by the circumstances to which I

'

excited he cut her throat with a*knite nZCS

^

great deliberation and ferocity"
1'^^S^SSSlreturned a verdict of Guilty; ana the Jean^jS'tjS

k ivin? t!
G aCk cap

» Pron^«eed sentence of jfiSFleaving the prisoner no hope that mercy would^
I

extended, and warning him to prepare for hU «?
!

The Arsenic Poisonings at Coventry --William n, •» "^
weaver, was indicted 'for having ™^dered BeSy b2& £

|

wife, by poison. It will be remembered that two cSreLvthe prisoner were also poisoned in the same wlv andTtWsame time, and that a girl named Emma Statham emjLJJlby the prisoner in his domestic factory, had been 'in
—

^

wholesome provisions of the Act cannot be carried out in anvefficiency until the Legislature has provided the necessarvmachinery for superintendence and management and theprovision of funds to defray the expenditure-' and the

have referred-that all your prophecies-all that you have fore-

f£L ^P ^* Maynoot!?>
has been substantially realised in

necessary the case of America and the campaign in Italy ; and if that
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e ls ?° class in the community, in myopinion, can with such entire confidence demand access to the
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Verdlcfc
?1 Guilty- Mr

- Ju8tice Willss. havSput on the black cap, said that the prisoner had caused tZ
?S~ f ^

1S Wlfe and Cbild
'

and bad bedU convicted onSclearest evidence-evidence which he was bound to say hadproduced upon his own mind the same conviction which toejury hPd pronounced by their verdict against him. Hit
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nounced sentence of Death, warning the

to expect in thii

Srflaittr*

ATh a
cou"uunit7» ™ mV prisoner that there was no mercv for him t

'.mind her Majesty sitting on the Thron
bserved here, the Constitution of 1688 d

The Peince Consort's DEATH.-The citizens ofDublin on Monday manifested their sympathy with theQueen in the most loyal manner. Business was nearlv
suspended. Numbers of shops were closed, wholly or
partially, and others had their shutters up. The courts
04 equity and law were shut, according to a notice from
the Lord Chancellor, and the hall of the Four Courtswas nearly deserted. The vessels in the river carried
their flags half-mast high ; the bells of the cathedrals,
parish churches, and College chapel tolled at short
intervals, and the whole city wore an aspect of mourn-
ing. The meeting on the subject of the Eglinton testi-momal and all other meetings which had been sum-moned for Monday were at once postponed, and the loss
sustained by the Queen and lloyal family was the sole
topic of conversation among all classes of the people.
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a
lv

a sPec 'al ™eeting of the Council of the
City of Dublin was held, the Lord Mayor in the chair,

1Sv™ a
?
dre

?-
0f c<>n°<>l<™e to

-

the Queen wasadopted by acclamation.
Removal op the O'Donoghtje ebom the Com-

tf^rT °V?\PfACE—The S™** *•« announcesthat her Majesty's writ has passed the Great Sealsuperseding The O'Donoghue in the commission of the
peace for the counties of Cork and Kerry. Previous to
th... decision, the O'Donoghue had himself become fully
aware of the false position in which he was placed, aschairman of the late « Nationalist " meeting. He accord-

211 7 \u 'v
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?
ommi"<*> intimating that he with-

resoTn -r
that

.

h°!]y- ?
s «Pon --eflection he saw that the

resolution appointing it was too hastily adopted; "and
moreover, that the committee, as at present constituted

mand tl™«f ^^ Y e"-known "«»«•. cannot com-mana the conhdence of the country w
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0N—A meeting of?^nU ^ consider the position of the Maynooth
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?°wded ^tendance, andutmost enthusiasm and unanimity prevailed
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f? MaJfsty sitting on the Throne that as has

tl^tn«n ?
d here, the Constitution of 1688 does still exist,

CrownSrV'
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'
an institution co-ordinate with the

The Irish Constabulary.—Immediately on the

admonitions of the clergyman who would attend him.
Child Murder —Louisa Hobbins and Sarah Bobbins, tire latter an
old woman of 85, and grandmother to the former, were charged
with the wilful murder of the illegitimate son of Loui*
Hobbins at Solihull, in September last. This was a shockiat

armnnn^ant .f „ i n .., » Y" " — i

CA
?
e

' aud th®r® co -ld be little doubt of the moral guUt of theannouncement of a probable war with America, all the ' P™>nera, although the legal testimony was insufficient to

:

officers of the reserve constabulary in Phoenix Park' g
-

th
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,
crime ^omQ to them. The surgeon who

volunteered for active service in Canada. At the com- '
.
exami,^d -

the bod^ of the™ said that it w,

mencement of the Crimean war they did likewise, and
16 of them were at once appointed to importttiit poe

Sporting.
Great Eight-mile Race between Deerfoot and Mills —From 12.000 to 15,000 spectators assembled at the Hacknev Wick

,

Grounds on Monday to witness a match between these cele-
brated runners for a stake of 200?. Never since Deerfoot has

,

been m this country was a scene of such excitement witnessed
and so much importance did the Indian or his friends attach to

!

the race and the heavy stake at issue, that he on this occasion
appeared in the usual dress of an English runner. Since his
last appearance on these grounds he has defeated Brighton andLang at Norwich and Barker, Jackson, and Langat Yarmouth,and as he has declined further provincial engagements for the

.
Present this race excited unusual interest. It took 53 rounds
ana 200 yards to makeup theeightjmih-s. On starting, the Indian
took the lead, which he held for the first five or six rounds,when Mills passed him ; but the Indian passed him at thennish of the next round, and so they continued passing andrepassing each other up to the end of the 48th round, fromwhich distance Mills maintained the lead to within a few yards
ot the winning post, when Deerfoot made a rush : and the

hITk b
,

em* Uuable to separate them, it was pronounced adead heat. The race was run in 5 seconds under 43 minutes.

nato*
aSSmSSW 5 LiVERPooL.-iV«rd«. on the High Seas.Captain Wvham Wilson, late commander of the British shipsExpress and Severn trading to Africa, was arraigned upon twom.ictments-one charging him with the murder of William

in^ the con-
a petition to Parliament

In

the

throughout the proceedings": The chair was occupied
y Sir Edward Grogan, Barfc., and addresses were

delivered by the chairman, the Rev. T. Wallace MrW. Johnston, Sir W. Verner Bart IVf P . mI v
If P • tit* vvi ii in ,, '

M-".; Mr. Vance,

ri'^'
; i

Wh£le* M *R
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Mr

- Stewart Blacker, Mr
Judkin Butler. Resolutions condemn!
tinuance of the grant, and
praying for its repeal, were unaVimousV^.lopted.
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Ver»er, as the successor of Mr.bpooner, delivered a long speech, which was receivedwih rounds of Kentish fire and waving o7 hatsXnd
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of Irish independence.

Europe by sending fejtfr1 di«»ced herself in the eyes of
:mH Si.3!^™! 1* *vth bnganda to assist the Pope of Rome

as another disloyal demonstra*

jury returned a verdict of Manslaughter, and he
present year.

prisoner that the prosecutrix was not shot dead, or he wou
f?™

06
h
a,n

i
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,

haVe had t0 8uffep foF the crime ol'mnrXr"
it was, he had cmraitled an offer;

Id
me of murder. As

ce of a grave nature, for^!^he
,
must ***** .«"«> 7**** Penal servitude. Forgery.

at Hull, was charg
ange for loo* The prisoner, who is

, - -««. .. was covered with
mirus all down one side, and gave his opinion that they had
been caused during the life of the child. There was also an
indented mark round the neck, as if it had been strangled.Tbe prisoners made various .' ;

-.. f ,,.r . u:, hut
they could not bo admitted in evidence against them, a*,
had obtained them without giving the usual legal caution,
having cautioned the prisoners that what they said would be
used " for or against them," instead of "against " them. The
younger prisoner was, therefore, found guilty of concealment
or birth only, and sentenced to 18 months' Imprisonment. The
old woman was Acquitted.

Norfolk Circuit : Norwich.—Arson—Henry Farrow wa*
convictea of setting fire to a stack of wheat, and three other
prisoners, Daniel Codling, Henri/ Whitbreid, ind John Pearce,
pleaded Guilty to a similar offence. Baron Martin having
addressed the prisoners on the enormity of their crime,
sentenced them to be kept in penal servitude for the term of
five years. Bury St. Edmund's : Arson.—Charles and Arthur
Holder, aged respectively 10 and 12 years, and who both looked
younger, were convicted of setting fire to a haulm stack, but
strongly recommended to mercy. Mr. Baron Martin sentenced
them to a fortnight's imprisonment, and then to be sent for

five years to a reformatory school.

Oxford Circuit: Stafford.— Arson.— Moses Green, >

piiddler, and James Sullivan, H4, described as of no occupation,

pleady Guilty to a charge of setdi.g fire to four stacks of grain,

at Willenhall, on the 30th of September, and were sentenced to

six years' penal servitude. Attempt to Murder.—William
Brown, 35, labourer, was charged with cutting and wounding

hie wife Amelia Brown with intent to murder her, and al*>

with iutent to do her some grievous bodily harm, on the 13th

of November, at Stoke-upon-Trent. The jury foun

prisoner Guilty of wounding with intent to do g: &
bodily harm, and Mr. Baron Martin sentenced him to^ve

years' penal servitude. Manslaughter.— Thomas Clarke. *

pic sinker, was charged with killing and slaying Martha Christ

alia*June Clarke, on the 25th or 26th of July in Wolverhampton-

The deceased was a native of New York and the wife <

master of an Americau vessel, who some time ago l
aent

J
at the Liverpool assizes to a long term of iuiprisonme:

Jthe manslaughter of a portion of his crew, and she was a wen

educated woman. She had, however, after the trial ot n

husband, taken to a dissolute life, and in Wdnm ;"

became the paramour of the prisoner, a man of fori

appearance and very ignorant, a pit sinker. At in* aau«»

she was subjected to frequent and cruel iUusage, t ue

result of winch was a rupture of a blood Jf
8*™

the brain, which caused paralysis and death, l&e -r -,

found the prisoner Guilty, and Baron Martin, m.
|

sentence, said it was seldom that in a court of justice
•

barbarous treatment as that of which he had been found fi.

occupied attention. His lordship then sentenced him to 10

penal servitude. Worcester.—Poaching and All ted
car-

VaneJadis, a clerk in the War Office at Hull was chargedwith forging a bill of exchange for im The prism er who Isnephew to one of the magistrates for the Ewt RW n* and sighly connected, had become involved in some gamblin"

sentenced to four yeaW penal servnUide ££& *"d lnt«" t:*> do_some grievous bodily harm, on the2^;^Mm Swallow Wilson were found Guilty of Urging severbills of exchange, and sentenced, the former tn^ rWS 0/
-

,

a Qamek"P*r at Otley.—Jam<s Waller 94charged with the wilful murder of William Smith on tin

R.?ur
be
Lat L°W SPriu«8 '

an obscur« "<** at the botBaildon Moor, near Binglev and Otley. The deceas, d

S2J? irS? °f **'***:™ *«* ^™ekeep
CeaSLd

— nullum Baylis, 21, labourer, and Thomas Grove** -

pentt-r, were charged with felonious 'y and maliciou-lyauo- 1 j
at Gdes Bradley, one of the Earl of Coventry's keepers, * v

intent to do some grievous bodily harm, on the 22d N°jeroo».

at Pirton. The jury found Groves Guilty of firing with u w
to do grievous bodily harm, and Baylia with aiding ami aoeu

servitude.

was
on the 5th
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er to Mr. T.

s

him
:n

aod only the oth^r da/therVw

Horsfall, of Hawksworth HalF Tim prison^ re^d hitneighbourhood and was noted as a daring poacher deeea. 1

victed for the onence. The prisoner was very bitter SaWdeceased for t .is act, and had stated that ho would thin ^nmore of shooting him than he would a rabbit. He had^esctped

K

i. Mr. Justice Willes sentenced both prisoners to 10 ye*i

al servitude. Burglary.—At/red Doughty, 32, coitf^iner, *

John Harris, 29, tailor, were charged with burglariously wta*i»

and entering the dwelling-house of Ann Mason, and steals

therein
the 30th

jury

7 gold watches, 26 silver watches, and 10 gold ena

i September, at St. Swithin's, in the city of W
found Doughfcy Guiliv, and acquitted Hanx^ ^

Justice Willes, in passing sentence upon ^°^ht
jgjJ
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Jia 185*
already been convicted on vaiious occasions in JW^an ^ »
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_^rlT
. Winchester.— TA« Aldershott Murder.—

.JiT 19'was indicted for the wilful murder of

^fhDickson at Aldershott, on the 23d November

^T^ jSSlaof this case are already familiar to our readers,

^ Ifc'ijig were elicited during the trial. The charge
^[f»*j7 L. the clearest possible evidence, and the jury

#ftL GutTty, the judge put on the black cap and

^f fcSice of Death in the usual form, telling him that

^•""nt the slightest hope of mercy on this side the

W^jSnmsholt Manslavglder.—George Trvssler, sawyer,

f»*JJLf for the manslaughter of his father William
** **vfBramsholt, on the 3d October. It appeared that

*-CS'bad been a good son and supported his father and
•[*« they were not able to work. The old man, who
**&* and passionate, said something very insulting to the

•»f5JL: fe Upon which the prisoner caught up a kind of

^Sfi^el' and struck his father on the head with it. The
•"^

never'spote
afterwards, and died iu about 12 hours.

^fKcr helped to carry the old man into the house, and

*2dto bim with great kindness until his death. The j ury

?SSe nrisoner Guilty, but recommended him to mercy on

**modof tbe provocation the prisoner had received. The

*£htVa &*d be felt sincere compassion for the prisoner.

?5 eo doubt he had
undergone inexpressible anguish, and

"Ju^j 8 great puiiishment, but still, under any circura-

~]n} provocation, a son could not be justified in

JfJLeb » weapon towards his father. The sentence would
JLw» imprisonment without hard labour. Exeter:
I2fLSeJeril young persons pleaded Guilty to the crime of

ur Justice Williams said this was an offence which be

Crimean commiwrUt"iSirthe end ofjulv, 1855. and was

the siege of Sevastopol. In acknowledgment of his publicservices extending over 56 years, he received the Companion^

class of the Turkish Order of t.h« M^iirii-

i

sister to the Dean of Winchester, aged 93—29th ult, at Grove
Place, Brompton, Hannah Fr*ser IUiley, widow of the late
Lieutenant-Colonel C. F. Mackenzie, 60th Royal Rifles—
llth inst, at Rosa Villa, Cieveion, Augusta, only child of the
late Lieut. -Col. Erskine, of H.M s 45th Regiment, aged 14—
9th inst, at 10. Camden Crescent, Dover, Horatio V.u hell,
Esq., J. P., and Deputy-Lieutenant of the couuty of Kent,

e,.. _M_ vrQTTTO - . -r-—

i

- , »" "« ^ed 63—12th inst, at his residence. The Glebe, Lee, John
fj!nSi \u

Ue *** Pre-eminently distinguished for his labours •
Button, Esq., Justice of the Peace and Deputy-Lieutenant forin Celtic literature. He published a translation of " The Four
^ — -*- -

.Masters and contributed largely to a series of works issued
bv the Irish Archaeological and Ossianic Societies, and also to
various local periodicals. He devoted much of his time to
cataloguing Irish MSS. in our public libraries. He was Pro-
fessor of the Irish Language and Archaeology in the Queen's
College, Belfast, and enjoyed a Civil List pension of M. ner

services, extending over 56 years, he received the Companion-
toe Crimean medal, clasns. and
Order of the Medjidie.
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tbe Irisb w«l»riaxi and archae-
ologist, died a few days since at his residence in Dublin in his

annum.

2ibit to «y was increasing to a frightful extent. It did

Jfippir to be done from any feeling of revenge, but from

_ and wickedness. A severe example n: ust be made,w that a stop might be put to these dangerous prac-

fhe prisoners must be kept in penal servitude for

fcjeirt.

Marion Sessions: Robbery.—Mary NttoeU, 22, servant,

w jndicted for stealing a box containing a coat, other articles

rf wiring:
apparel, and a watch, the property of Mr. John

ftrker. her master, and also other property belonging to a

sttaiian named Heath, who lodged in Mr. Barker's bouse.

| vjQ be remembered that the prisoner in her master's

ahnce disguised herself in male attire, and went off to Yar-

ooatb, where she was apprehended making love to her land-

Wy. The charge was clearly proved, but the defence setup
ra, that the prisoner, though not actually a lunatic, had a
anomaDia for theft of a romantic character. The jury, how-
mr. fbond her Guilty of felony, and tbe Court sentenced her

i months' hard labour.

The Rev. Dr. Cunningham, Principal of the Free Church
College, Edinburgh, died on the 11th inst. in bis 5fith year.He was one of the leaders of the great secession from the
Scotch Kirk in 1843, and took a prominent part iu the conflicts
of debate in the Church Courts that preceded that event.
After the "disruption," as it was cal'ed, Dr. Cunningham,
who had previously been minister of Trinity College Church
Edinburgh, was appointed Professof of Church History and
Divinity in the new College then instituted, and in 1S47, on
the death of Dr. Chalmers, he was chosen to rill the office of
Principal. He was regarded as one of the ablest theologians
in Scotland, and was a stanch defender of the Calvinistic
divinity. His last great effort on the platform was a speech
at Edinburgh about a year ago on the Cardross case, which
was generally regarded as the most lucid exposition and
defence of the views maintained by tho Free Church in opposi-
tion to the Civil Courts on the question of ecclesiastical dis-
cipline. In 1859 he was chssen Moderator of the Free Church
Assembly. Dr. Cunningham was a native of Berwickshire.
About two years ago, on showing indications of failing health,
some friends proposed to unite iu subscribing to a testimonial
of personal esteem tor him, aud in a few days the sum of 70001.
was raised for that purpose.

Wills.—-The will of the Dowager Countess of Newburgh, of
Slindon House, Arundel, has been sworn under 14.000J. ; Sir
John Forbes, M.D., Physician to the Queen's Household, 501KM. ;

William Stevenson Richardson. Esq., formerly of Tanfield
Court, Temple, brother-in-law to Bishop Selwyn of New
Zealand, 30,000*.

the county of Kent, aged 81 ; also, on the 5th inst, Susan, his
wife, aged 83—13th inst, suddenly, of apoplexv, Edward
Barnard, Esq., one of her Majesty's Agents-General for Crown
Colonies, aged 75—10th inst. at Florence, Dr. Southwood Smith,
M.D., formerly Physician to the Fever Hospital, and Member
of the General Board of Health, aged 73—29th ult, at
Upper Swainswick, near Bath, Charles David Currie,
M.D., of H.M.'s Madras Army, second surviving son of the
late Claud Currie, Esq., Physician General, Madras, aged 44—
—10th inst, at Bury St. Edmund's, Nathaniel Shirly
Harness Hodson, Esq., alderman of that borough, and
formerly of the War Office, aged 7S—16th inst, at Beech House,
the Rev. W. J. Hall, M.A., vicar of Tottenham, Minor Canon
of St. Paul's Cathedral and Priest in Ordinary to her Majesty,
aged 68—Sth inst, at Otten Belchamp, the Rev. E. H. Dawson,
rector of that parish, aged 57—10th inst, at Corston, the Rev.
Geor-.i. I

'

u ilip Simpson, M. A., vicar of that parish, aged 66—
14th inst, of congestion of the lungs, the Rev. William Henry
Foster, rector of Loughgilly, county of Armagh, aged ''.'J—

loth inst, at 45, Bryanstou Square, the Rev. Gt is Porchbr,
aged 70.

iOTarttttg.

I

LotD Riversdale, Bishop of Killaloe. who had been in a
J«g«rous state of health for some time, died a few days since.

Be was b>rn in 1784, consecrated Bishop of Killaloe in 1839,
ad succeeded his brother William, as third Baron Riversdale,
Ml

Getbul Sir Edward Bowater, K.C.B., Colonel of the
IPth Foot, died at Cannes on Saturday evening. The gallant

|

aficer a* Groom in waiting to the Queen was selected
by Her Majesty to take charge of Prince Leopold during
tbe Prince's sojourn in the south of France. He had
bem declining in health ever since his arrival at Cannes.
The late General, who was in his 74th year, was the
only son of the Lte Admiral Edward Bcwater, of Hampton
Court. He entered tbe 3d Foot Guards in 1804, and saw much
active service with that gallant regiment during the war. He
w wnnnded k-th at Talavera and Waterloo. He was made a
^nt Commander of the Guelphic Order in 1837, by King
™toIV and had Teceived th« silver war medal and five

2£j
ro'

'
Tslavera, Salamanca, Vittoria. Nivelle. and Nive,

2u? a
late Prince Consort's arrival in this country inw trie deceased General was appointed Equerry to his Royal

"j™**8
-

In 184(5 he was appointed a Groom -in-waiting in
Jjniry to Her Majesty, and in the same year Colonel of the
«h Kegiment of Foot.

«S"^
G
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Gra/v,lle Harcourt, Esq., M.P. for Oxfordshire,
Zjl™y, in his 77th year. Although not the oldest

ife«F of ,
eof Commons, he was the oldest member-

£ k S-'u
of the House. He was the eldest son of tbe

Se 1831 T
P

1

°f
-
York

» and nas represented Oxfordshire

ChnntM. nA
7 he m arried, as his second wife, Frances

"^tess Dowager of Waldegrave.
jt Commissioner Ellison, of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne

£2*1 X 2
f Bantruptcy, died on the 12th inst at

taftfFiv
l6th year - He belonged to the old Newcastle

leteith T
• fm£

and was for man^ years Commissioner of the

inl83*> fynfv
Wb2ch wa8 abolished by Lord Brougham's Act

be Jl"
Ue °Pening of the local Court of Bankruptcy in

The Eetjption of Vesuvius.—The director of the

Observatory at Naples has issued a report on the
eruption of Vesuvius, stating that on the 10th inst. the
eruption was rapidly diminishing in force, and appeared
to be ceasing. At the lower craters it only manifested
itself by slight puffs of smoke, and the principal crater

cast forth ashes and globules of smoke. On the night

of the 12th there were two very slight shocks of earth-

quake, lasting two minutes. The mephitic exhalations

which issued from the mountain, at the close of former

eruptions, have been very prevalent on this occasion,

especially at Torre del Greco, and have extended to the

sea shore. About 20 houses have fallen near Torre del

Greco, which is not yet out of danger. Another report

has since been issued stating that on the 14th there

were fresh shocks of earthquake, and the mountain

cast forth quantities of ashes and smoke until 8 a.m.

A telegiaphic despatch has since been received

announcing that on Wednesday Vesuvius recom-

menced casting forth ashes, after which the eruption

began to diminish. The sismograph, however, con-

tinued to indicate slight shocks of earthquake. An
official report states that Torre del Greco has risen to

the extent of one metre.

COVENT GARDEN, Dec. 21.

Fruit and Vegetables are plentiful, and of Christmas Ever-
greens there is abundance; hut trade is comparatively dull.
Tears comprise Glou Morceau, Chaumontel, Winter Nel'is, and
Brown Beurru, and among Apples are some good examples of
American Newtown Pippin, Ribaton Pippin, and Fearn's
Pippin. Grapes and Pine Apples are abundant. Excellent
Oranges may be bought for Is. a dozen. Of Vegetables there
is a good supply Potato markets have not altered since our
last. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Pompone
Chrysanthemums, Chinese Primulas, Camellias, Violets, Mig-
uonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to 6a

Grapes, per lb., 4s to 7s
Melons, each, Is to 8s
Pears, per doz.. 6s to 12s
Apples, per doz., 18 to 3s

Oranges, per 100, 8s to 18lj
Lemons, per 100, 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per pound., 4s to
4stki

Walnuts, per 100, 2s

Broccoli; per bundle, Is to

Is 3d
French Beans, per 100, 2s 6d

t< • 3s Gd
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d
Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s
— per cwt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d
Carrots, do. , 4d to 6d
Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s
Cucumbers, each, Is to Is 9d
Artichokes, each, 6d to 8d
Beet, per doz., Is 6d

VEGETABLES.
Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to 2s
Onions,pickling, p. 4 sieve,4s6d
Tomatoes, p. doz.. Is to 6s
Asparagus, p. bundle, 30s
Seakale, per punnet. 4s
Shallots, per lb., lod to la
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Endive, p. score, Is 6d
Horse Radish, p. bun., Is6d to 48
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 3s to 4s
Herbs, per bunch, 2d to 4d

,.^ HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Dec. 20.
Messrs. Pattenden «fc Smith report that the market continues

firm at late prices.

HAV.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Dec. 10,

Prime Meadow Hay 80s to 90s

Superior do. ..95 100

Inferior do. ..... 55 70

New do — —
Rowen .. .. .. — —

Clover, old .

.

New Clover .

.

Do. second cut

95s toll 2s

85 100
Straw 30 36

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Dec. 19.

Sup. Meadow Hay. . 9Sstol07s I Inferior Clover . . 80s to 98s

tfc&cW
a?P?nted Commissioner of the district, and in

ly tbe mnhl dnties of that office was hisW respected

wmtMBof n u
0f the Profession generally in the three

w^ he had
'

• ?'

^

0rfchumberland
' and Cumberland, over

eoBnection wuwl ^rREELTON, whose name is well known in

fiBoflict Kptl f
Sbrievalty of London, and the memorable

Ohm*.'. £lw
.
een the Hoiis« nf Oommons and the Court of

ce, Gloucester Terrace, Hyde
teen's JWv j.

th
,
e House of Commons and the Court

Kric, onZWed at bi8 resi<*en

*«fcofTnn?
ln8t

- Mr- Wheelton and Mr. Evans were the

** * iWohu?n
and Middlesex in 1810, when, notwithstand

^^iutrs inn? the House of Commons, prohibiting any
Jey, aa Shi e

,
celcbrated case of "Howard v. Gosset,"

fench, tnaSn obeyed the writ of the Court of Queen's
|

BIRTHS.—On the 14th inst, at 63, Eccleston Square, the

Hon. Mrs. Russell, of a daughter—llth inst, at Niddrie

House, near Edinburgh, the Hon. Mrs. De Moleyne, of a son

—15th inst, at Worsborough Hall, Barnsley, the Hon. Mrs.

Francis Stuart Wortley, of a daughter—llth inst, at Kirkby

Mahory, Leicestershire, the Hon. Mrs. Oakeley, of a son, who
only survived his birth a short time—12th inst, at St. Leonard's

Forest, Horsham, the Hon. Mrs. Keith Falconer, of a son—
7th inst., atSouthsea, Hants, the Hon. Mrs. Frederick Fitz-

Maurice, of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 14th inst, at St. Martin's-in-the

Fields, Lord Otho FitzGerald. third son of the Duke of

Leinster, to the Lady Londesborouoh, widow of the late Lord

Londesborough— 16th inst, at the Church of St. Philippe de

Roule, Paris, James Farrell, Esq., of Robertstown, Meath,

and of Merrion Square, Dublin, to Gabrielle Comtksse de
Poliqnac, daughter of the late Melchior Comte de Polignac, and

! niece of the late Prince de Polignac— 12th inst, at St. Michael's,

Inferior do.
New do —
Superior Clover . . 10S

65 90

115

New do.
Straw

* *

• * . . 36 42
Joshua Baker.

Whitechapel, Thursday, Dec, 19.

Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 95s I Prime Clover

Inferior do 80 90

Prime New Hay .

.

— —
Inferior .. .. — —
Straw 28 34

Inferior do. .

Prime 2d cut
Inferior do.

New 1st cut

105s to 114s
m i 90

98

100
105

f^^i«^ion
n
upoTtleVoa

e
925W.GC

I™^*~S-WBffli«."E=
1000:8 of the ii5

y«
the Serjeant-at-Arms In one of the strong

J*^ tieir fri a
Pa,ace

- Tney were however permitted to

J«nwiiije it J.
en

' a°d there was a general levee every day.

J*** were 1<W found thafc the proceedings of the Queen's
** they wp2t '

a
.

nd the result was, after lengthened debates,
**% and di*X

fi:ain called to the bar of the House of Com-

»
th* Bsy^rr

ged without payment of fees.

5**blished p>,
LUa

1
?* ^odsworth, formerly a clergyman of the

*°v vears a^
Ur<

i' who w*nt over to the Church of Rome
Je Emes "dEi

dntinS the agitation about "The Tracts for

Rkittlv rnir7 *
a few dftys since. Mr. Dodsworth had been

2^ toe ch£^r of Margaret Street Chapel, on the site of

J**** minlo*
of AU Sai»ts is now erected, and had for his

*^ CatbSei
L
the Rev - F. Oakelev, now priest of tbe

*• ^oaaworVh •

C
.S
rch at Islington. Mr. Oakeley succeeded

***** folW Vi\e ministry of Margaret Street Chapel, and

«&* tar l rr
d him mto the Church of Rome. Mr. Dods-

J^Klatid, andtr^an energetic clergyman of the Church

inst at St. Jude's Church, Southsea, Sn- Francis Black-

wood, Bart , RN., to Laura Olivia, second daughter

of Robert S. Palmer, Esq., ot Merrion Square, Dublin—

16th inst, at St. George's, Hanover Square, Sir Charles

Bcrton, Bart., of Pollarton, county Carlow, to Georgiana

Mary only daughter of the late David Halibcrton Dallas,

E*q and granddaughter of the late Sir Thomas Dallas, G.C.B.

—10th inst, at Shenstone Church, Francis Abbott, Esq.,

Secretary to the General Post Office in Scotland, to FrancesJane,

eldest daughter of Admiral Sir William Parker, Bart.. G C.B.,

of Shenstone Lodge, Staffordshire - 12th inst, at Weeford,

Charles Wilsone Broun, Esq., of Linburn, Dumbartonshire,

to Patience Swinfen, widow of the late Henry John Swinfen,

Esq., of Swinfen Hall, Staffordshire-12th inst, at St John a,

Bedminster, Bristol, R. Sydney Lambert Esq., of \Vhite

Hall, Clevedon, to Henrietta Maria, second daughter of the

Hon. James Henry Kkens, President of H.M.'s Privy Council

in the island of Tobago.

DEATHS.-On the 10th inst, at his residence Castle Knock

near Dublin, Colonel Pbiup H.ll formerly of
^

the 53d

Regiment, and brother of Viscu,t HiiL of Hawkstone
- *j « ALU 4„ D *. «f nwv«Hfin. STUART C. MAITLAND, Lsq., Ot

POTATOES, Southwark, Monday, Dec. 16.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by
rail have been quite equal to the demaud. Trade continues dull.

The following are this day's quotations : — Kent aud E^sex
Regents, per ton, 120s. to 14'Js. ; Yorkshire Flukes, 120s. to

140s. ; do. Regents, 100s. to 130s. ; Lincolnshire do., 90s. to

110s.; Duubar do., 120s. to 130s. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fife do.,

95s. to 120s. ; French Whites, 90s. to 95s.

BUTTER MARRET.—Dec. 20.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 18a. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. ..12*. ,, ,,

Pork, 4s. Sd. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Dec. 20

We have no transactions to report on this last week^ The
consumers having provided for their requirements are indis-

posed to make further pure I wises in the present unsettle!

state of political and commercial matters. The much lamented

death ot the Lite Prince Consort is liaely to con. luce towards a
stagnation of home demand, inasmuch as the mourning will

preclude the use of all fancy articles duiiug the holiday

season.

South-down Hog- s. d. s. <i.

gets 1 4 to 1 5

Half-bred ditto.. ..—16
Down Ewes ..1 4 — 1 4£

Kent Fleeces . . 1 5 — 1 6

Leicest. Wethers 1 4 to . •

Ditto Hoggs .

Combing Skins
Flannel Wool .

Blanket ditto .

1

1

1

5

6

1

1

5
5

fk^ot tikiSei
on tho Diocesan Church Building Society.

ZP^on hao i iy orders in the Church of Rome, but since

^
U immunity

a quiet and urmtorusive life as a layman

^t^on^J 1?iKERAL Filder, C.B., died at St John's,

£***tion £i}

J

e 1°«» inst. , in his 72d year. Previous to his

NWeTiwik AJbuera. Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees,
*» v«aes, and Toulouse. He commanded the

«R?

aged 55-4thinst, at Dresden Stuart C. Majtland wq or

^mpstonc and Dundrennan N.B. eldest "nj*^^
Loi d Dundrennan, aged 45-16th inst, at *S*™» a£™%
Bath, Augusta LouTsa, wife of the tov.WiLUAxWi™**
rector of Carleton-cum-Willinghain ^viw Hentenani

X ied^O-Htk ist, at Wickham, Hants, 3Iiss G^«b,

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Dec. 16.

This being the " Great Market " day, Beef is the article most

In demand. Trade is very dull for it, but prices are not much
altered. Some few choice qualities have made rather more
than we quote. The number of Sheep is large. We are not

however overdone with choice qualities. The mild weather

causes a heavy trade in all departments, and it is difficult to

maintain prices throughout. From Germany and Holland

there are 405 Beasts, 4950 Sheep, and 171 Calves ; from Scot-

land, 700 Beasts; from Ireland, 900; from Norfolk and

L
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Suffolk, 500;
counties.

and 8300 from the northern and midland To Parents and Guardians.

[DECEitBXB 21* DECK

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-
fords &c. .. B

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
Half breds

Do. Shorn
Beasts, S040 ;

to 5
8 5

4

2

4

• • 5 4 — 5 6

s d
Best Long-wools. 5 —
Do. Shorn . . . . —
Ewes A 2d quality 4 6 —
Do. Shorn .. .. to
Lambs —
Calves . . . . 4 4 —

s

->

d
4
A GENTLEMAN, Farming about 500 Acres of Land, /GARDENER and BAILIFF
___ 3o miles tf.W. of London, has a vacancy for a PUPIL. IT had fhft \faTlfl(JPmpilt ,f fu ^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen
JTi!R tt-nA T* ATT Tim p ^

4 10

5
5

S

4Pigs .. ..4 4

Sheep & Lambs, 26,300 ; Calves, 202 ; Pigs, 460.

Thursday, Dec. 19.

The supply of Beasts is, for the day after the "Great Market,"
very short. The weather has favourably changed; conse-
quently prices have advanced for choice qualities. The number
of Sheep is nearly the same as on the corresponding day last
year. There is rather a brisk sale, at a Blight advance on
Monday's quotations. Calves are not selling quite as well as on
Monday. Our foreign supply consists of 95 Beasts, 650
Sheep, and 180 Calves. Milch Cows, 115.ads
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 5 to 5
Best Short-horns 4 10 —'5

2d quality Beasts 4 —*4
Best Downs and

4

6

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

Beasts. 1535
;

* • 6 too
. to .

s
Bast Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn . . .

Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. .. 4

d s

2 to 5
d
4

8 — 4 10

The situation is remarkably healthy, and it is withiu an hour
and a half of London by rail. References given and required.
For further particulars address P. H., Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

MAJOR K. C. BARNARD, late of H. M.'s 41st
Regt., B.A. (1861) of Emmanuel College, Cambridge,

F. L.S., wishes to receive PUPILS to be prepared for Public
Schools or for College, for the Army or other Professions.

—

Address at present, 3, Pittville Villas, Cheltenham ; after 31st
Jan., 1862, CambridgeJHouse, Bays Hill, Cheltenham.

CONSULTING GAR I )EXER.—JosepbTrobinson
begs to offer, on moderate terms, his services as above to

any lady or gentleman contemplating Alterations, Improve-
ments, or Additions to their Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, or
Horticultural Buildings—assured that from his long practical
experience he would be able to effect the same judiciously and
economically.—Slough, Bucks. _

V_J had the Management of the Garden pE2L?^
<fec, also the Management of a large Farm '

r^J^?** **
Buying and Selling ofStock and Farm Produce iw 1*•
Woods and Plantations, and the superintendent?/^
Wife understands the Dairy and Poultry, j^i* **«

quence of the death of his employer. The most
references can be givei *

gentlemen ofdistinction.
references can be given from last situation. arS' «.m~M~— ^m^-JX,- „ M.,PostOmce,iCla^.y

li\t

5

5

4
4

Sheep & Lambs, 3770 ; Calves, 231 ; Pigs, 140.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Dec. 16.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morning's
market was small ; having a better attendance at market, and
the American news being of a more warlike character, a
l-ortion of it was disposed of at the prices of this day se'nnight,
and the remainder held for an advance. Foreign met au
improved inquiry, and the depression of Friday was recovered,
re-establishing our quotations of this day week. Barley was
firm, and in some instances rather dearer. Peas and Beans
are rather cheaper. Oats were a steady sale, prices unaltered.
Flour trade quiet at our quotations. This market will
be closed next Monday.

Per Imperial Quarter. rg. s. 1

Wheat, Essex, Kent, <fe Suffolk. .White 50—66 Red

WANTED, a PLANT COLLECTOR, &a-
gentleman much attached to the fetudy of Botany and

the collection of objects or Natural History, is looking out for a
well educated, energetic, persevering young Gardener, who
would like to undertake a Collecting Mission; a sufficient
knowledge of the French language to enable him to converse
is very desirable.—Applieations, stating age, qualifications,
and remuneration expected, to be addressed to W. W. S.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

To Propagators.

FOREMAN.—Young; is desirous^oTTSr:
Market Garden as above. Has been rm*Marketing and the general management of a KwJ**and thoroughly understands Forcing. Good re£2L*,llK

given.—I. W., Podworth Post Office, Barn&Iev. tJSL?1 "

PROPAGATOR or FOREMAN^of^lfcT^r
Department.—Twenty years' active ernJ^n. l

trade.—Alpha, Gardener* Chronicle Office, W.O^
PROPAGATOR, or FOREMAN^

,,

GATOR of Soft-wooded Plants, Conifem *, 7U'

has had considerable experience in the Grafting
Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Camellias, <£c. QoodtLrtrL-55and reference to one of the leading Firms.—A p c*?^
Chronicle Office, W.C. " *"****

JOBBING MAN or FOREMA^ThTal^iTx,^
— Middle-aged; thoroughly practical; 'mjjm

Pruning, Nailing, Training, Propagating, or GrouadwwT— S. S., Claremont Cottage, Campden Hill, Kenstagtott, f
*

OTEWARD, or STEWARD and BAlLIrT.-lW
]\/TR. JAMES VEITCII, June., is in want of a first-

±\± rate general PROPAGATOR. A thoroughly competent ^ roughly efficient . and has had W^il -Z
i

•

i *n it v i > warum- * -v *„ * i u «• a
thoT™%hX3 S

, ? rience o f both Fowler's and Smith's systems of stM&!tOUM> WORKMAN, to take charge of and work with a lot «,,-«„ tw*™™ ^ th a „an^amnn i,~ u^ :.._;TP«Pl
man will be liberally paid. Also an active and

of men.—Royal Bxotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

61—67 Red
64—72

48—76
36—40

— — fine selected runs .. ditto— — Talavera— Norfolk
-— Foreign

Barley, grind. &dist., 26s to 28s. .Chev.— Foreign., grinding and distil ling I26—
Oats, Essex and Suffolk

J20—24— Scotch and Lincolnshire—Potato !26— Irish Potato [26

Foreign Poland and Brew 21

• «

s.

50
54

s

62

6ft

Red # •

Malting .

Malting

.

28 Feed
28 Feed

ft

24

38

34
34

9 6

3S

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan S5fl to 37s.. . .Tick 36—39
— Pigeon 3Ss— 42s..Winds. —
— Foreign Small 42-52

Peas, white, Essex and Kent.. Boilers,'40—44
Maple 43s to 45s Grey 39—41

50—55

Feed .

.

Foreign .

Harrow .

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign .

Yellow .

.

20—24
20—24
20—24

36—39

40—4G
35-37

40—50

Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered. .per sack— 2d do ditto.40—50 'Country— Foreign per barrel12S—36 Per sack 43— 58

Friday, Dec. 20.
From the 13th the weather remained unchanged, with S.W.

and W. wind until yesterday, when we had a clearer and drier
atmosphere with » lower temperatxvre and N.E. wind, which
continues. The American advices being considered of a Jess

peaceful character than at the close of last week caused a
reaction in the Wheat trade, which has exhibited great firm-
ness, notwithstanding the large importations, and in many
markets improved prices have been realised. A firmer tone
has also been manifested in the Barley trade, and fine malting
qualities have generally brought rather more money, but this
does not apply to other descriptions of spring corn. Previous
rates for Flour have been fully realised. Since Friday last 17
vessels have been reported off the coast. The floating trade
had improved a little on Monday, but not much was done ;

afterwards the trade was very quiet, prices remaining
nominally unaltered, only Linseed is a little cheaper. In
Paris (Dec. 19), the Flour trade was very dull, and prices
have declined a little. The four marks for delivery this month
are quoted equal to 51s. 6d. per 2S0 lbs. The arrivals of
English grain this week have been moderate, of foreign con-
siderable, and good of Flour. The market was oniy moderately
attended this morning, English Wheat must be quoted the
same as on Monday ; business in foreign was not extensive,
but it was generally held firmly for that day's prices. Barley
is firm at Monday's quotations. Beans and Peas are unaltered
in value. Oats are a steady sale at late rates. For Flour
there is but little inquiry, and American are rather cheaper.
No market will be held until Friday next, the 27th inst.

BUDDING, GRAFTING, also the PROPAGATION of Hardy
Shrubs and Trees. A member of some Christian church pre-
ferred. A Cottage provided.—Apply, stating wages, &c, to
Geo. Wright, Erdington Nursery, near Birmingham.

WANTEDfT GARDENER, capable of growing
Grapes and Cucumbers, and who is a good General and

Kitchen Gardener.—Apply, January 27th and 28th, to E. Lee,
Loam pit Hill, Lewisham, Kent, S.E.

WANTED, a GARDENER and his WIFE; the
Man should be able to Lay Out a New Garden, construct

Orchard Houses, and make Paths, Fenciug, &c. ; and if he is

able and willing to assist at waiting at table occasionally it will
be in his favour. The Wife must be a good Cook or Laundry
Woman. A Cottage with Fuel and Vegetables found. Young
children objected to.—Address, stating ages, the number and
ages of children, if auy, also length of character and wages
expected, to H. P., Messrs. Layton's, 150, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

ANTED, a Steady YOUNG MAN, well up in the
Propagation of Soft-wooded Plants.—Apply to W.

Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney.

WANTED, soon, an active YOUNG MAN, tho-
roughly acquainted with Market Gardening and Covent

Garden. He must have great intelligence and high character.
Address, .ihj£». Air. li.; >i:qje QSBjL luddiu^J
Middlesex, Si'w"^^^^^*""^^'"^^^^^^^^^—"^^^

tion. Reference to the gentleman he has just left.-**
Gardeners' ChronicleOffice, VU3. ^ *

STEWARD, or STEWARD and BAILIFF IfJt
practical experience, having a thorough knoviriMf

English and Scottish husbandry, good judge of Stock ^
Estate management.—X. Y. Z. t care of Mr. Bowick, bfcatktf
Abbey Farm, Kenilworth. ^
STEWARD or BAILIFF.—Age 43; of great

perience. Is practical in Modern Farming, SteanCdfr
vation, <fcc. A good Judge and Manager of Stock, and a pc
Accountant—A. B., 99, Herbert Street, Hoxton, N*.

BAILIFF, or to Manage an Estate for a Ltdv
Gentleman ; by an experienced Man. Wife Is a

-

Dairy-woman. First-rate reference, extending over a
35 years.—A. B., Mr. Sworder, Estate Agent, Bishop
Herts.

To Seedsmen.

IMPROVER in the SEED TRADE.—Age 19;

served an apprenti ceship of five years with th« Mw
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, of Chester.—R. S. T., Messrs. P. * a

Dickson & Sons, 10 6, Eastgate Street, Chester. __

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Estate Agents, &c.

MASTER CARPENTER on an Estate-Used a

Farm Buildings, Labourers' Cottages, and 0«5
Estate Work. Unexceptionable testimonials as to chand|

and abilities.—C. M., 79, Moscow Road, Bayswater, 8. W.

WANTED, as ASSISTANT in the Seed trade, a
YOUTH about 10 years of age, of respectable con-

nections, and that can write a good hand. One possessing a
knowledge of the Trade preferred.—Address. A. Z., Mr.
Abbott's, Stationer, 103, High Street, Borough, S.E.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN or CLERK; a Young
Man who has a knowledge of the Seed Trade.—Apply,

W. Maule & Sons, Nurseries, Bristol.

WANTED, in the Seed Trade, as UNDER SHOP-
MAN, a Young Man.—Apply, stating age, with refer-

ence and wages required, to John Bell, 10 and 11, Exchange
Street, Norwich.

w^e.irs' experience m Tvmdow f.

Provincial Houses.—A. B., 8, Warwick Street, BrightA
To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Has had considerable experience 2

Scotland, in all the different departments. Satisfadag

references as to character and abilities can be given.—M. 3. £
Post Office, Cork.

GROOM and COACHMAN, to assist in GirdeD,

make himself generally useful. Age 3 3, married, dj
children. In present place 17 months. Emplo yer now leaiai

his establishment.—W. P., Newgate Street, Hartford, H«r*

A U C E..— L E A AND P E R B I >
v

d

WANT PIACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

English
Irish ..

* •

Arrivals from Dec. 16 to Doc. 20.

"Wheat,

O beg to caution the Public against Spurious Imi

their world-renowned
WORCF.STERSHIRE SAUCE.

Purchasers should

Ask for LEA & PERBINS' SAUCE,

Prononnced by Connoisseurs to be

"the only good sauce."

V Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the fttjf

1 5 80 qrs.

Foreign . . 44000

»>

»»

Barley.

2420 qrs.

9940 >»

Oats.

230 qrs.

45470 „

Flour.

1730 sks.

)»

*>( 1260

{ 18670 brls.

,d a good

To Noblemen, Landed Proprietors, &c.

ESTATE ISUPERINTENDENT.;— A thoroughly I

practical experienced Man ; can Superintend the Erection * «•«• .. -v,.«^«-v. v~—Z

—

*""
!"! ~

i nnAnn £
of New Buildings, Alteration or Enlargement of existing Worcester ; Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, Lonaou,

Structures, Furnish Designs and Estimates, and carry out and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.
.
—~-

general improvements. Undeniable references as to efficiency /-** -r i?xTT?f t?t t* P\Tl7TCrT ^TA"Rf!fT nsed ta

and respectability, and security given if required.-A. Z, T-LLENMELD PAIEN1 MAriLn, ^
J. Arlidgo, The Folly, Deanshanger, near Stony Stratford, Bucks.

tk

Liverpool, Tuesday, Dec. 17. — We have „ e„. -

attendance of millers and dealers at our market to-day, and with
atjur^consumptive business passing in both Wheat and Flour,
the advance of 2d. per cental and 6d. per barrel made yesterday
was_ firmly maintained, but there was not nearly the same
excitement in the trade. Holders of Indian Corn commenced
by asking Is. per qr. over the rates of Frida, but not being
able to obtain this, they came down 6d,, when a moderate
quantity found buyers. Oats and « meal have undergone no
change. Beans, Peas, and Barley are all held for 6d. per qr.
advance. The market closes tolerably steady at the advane
but with more sellers than buyers.
Frioay, Dec. 20.—The market has been rather quiet, but

Wheat and Flour commanded very good prices, without any
material change since Tuesday. Oats and Oatmeal quiet.
Indian Corn firm.

/^1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 40; has had great ex-
VJj perience in every branch of his profession. Beferences
of the highest order.—W., 12, Lowther Street, York.

GARDENER (Head).- Married, without incum-
\

brance ; has filled some good places, which have enabled
him thoroughly to understand his profession in all its branches.
Character will be found satisfactory on application to James '

CirrnBERT, lytcm Square, Liverpool

GARDENER (Head).— Perfectly understands Lis
profession in all its branchoa, including E*rly and Lnte delicate constitutions, more especially $*•%- -

Forcing, and the general Management of Stove and Green- Combined with the Acidulated Lemon 8JW,
house Plants, &c. Can be highly recommended by his present
and previous employers.—Mr. Thos. Bailey, JohnGott, Esq.,
Armly House, Leeds.

\Jt Royal Laundry.—The ladies are rcspectfu

that this Starch is exclusively used in the Royal ^T^*^
Her Majesty's Laundress says, that although"VT^
Wheaten, Rice, and other Powder Starches, soe «~

^

none of them equal to the Glenfield, which is tne *"**

she ever used.
, T 1.,

Wotb-erspoon & Co.. GIa3gowjmdh<
--J

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID J ^*
been, during 25 years, emphatically *««•

p
^e. *

medical profession, and universally accepted oy £^0%
« \wat. wmpHtr fr>T Oiridit.V of the BtOtt&

-.Tt08 »
the best remedy for acidity of the

headache, gout, and indigestion, and

Averages
Nov. 9..— ltf..— 23..

30..

7..— H..

Agg. Aver.

Dec.

Wheat. Barl

59* 8d 87*
59 10 37
60 5 37
60 3 37
60 4 37
60 8 8

60 2 1 37

3d
6

4

3

Oats.

22* 8d
22

21
23
22
22

22

7

8
6

9

Hye. 1 Beans.

38* 5>l 42*
37 7 42 6
39 1 42 9
36 10 42 8
37 10 42 7
36 1 42 8

37 8 42 7

Peas.

46*

47 5
44 11

' 2
43 8

45 10

agreeable Effervescing Draught, in which its p* ^
are much increased. During hot seasons aa

J^reloedy
te* ***

the regular use of this simple and elega111

found highly beneficial. . stnw-
Manufactured (with the utmost attention t ^^

SA1

/;* ARDENER (Head).—Age 26; has a thoroughVT practical knowledge of his profession, including Eariy \

M«;nuraci.urea ( wi.n^urmos, h,,-^ ^and Late Forcing Vines, Pines. Peach Houses, Stove and Green-
| ?^^l?^^!^A^^h^a7h^m^ *»

house Plants; also a good practical knowledge of Kitchen
irdcning. No objection to the Management of a Farm.

Character and testimonials will bear the strictest investiga-
tion.— R. H., Post Office, ll-gh Street, St. John's Wood, Lon-
don, N.W.

«a*S

45 6

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks' Averages.
Pricks, ^ov.9. Nov7

60* 8d
60 5
60 4
60 3
59 10
9 8

16.

• • * *

Z.J

Nov. -2.6.

^L

Nov. 30. Dec. 7. 1 Dec. 14.

ft *

r
II

GAuDLNER.—Age 32, married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly experienced. Five and a half years'

character.—A. B., Messrs. Darley and Son, 35. nigh Street
Burton- on-Trent. '

GARDENER.—Thoroughly practical; now leaving
his present situation, whence he can have an unexcep-

tionable character. Nona need apply where Forcing is not
carried on.—George Batlev, Nursery. Rugby.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 28, married;
understands his profession in all its branches : good

character. Wife as first-rate Cook where a Kitchen iafd is
kept, or to take charge of a Dairy.—A. B., Messrs. Lane
!N ursery, St. Mary Cray, Kent.

ily be restoreu "'^ql rw-
delicious health-restoring REVALENTA £* ^yJg
as it effectually cures diseases which^meo^.^ $&**
vates, such as constipation, indigestion {M3}^ ner^*f^Z
phlegm, diarrhoea, haemorrhoids, dysenw^t^.c^J:

tions, irritability, sleeplessness, aomi^, v~r amp», r^,
headache, debilitv, dropsy, despondency. oDSUb»jj

nausea, sinking fits, coughs, asthma, b^c

f

u
remedy.^

Certificate No. 37,4l3.~We find it the sal** rem
g^

Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Wur^iV ^ l\*

Campbell, lib., 2b. 9d. ; 12 lbs., fr«® S^Sreinad^
all doctors* bills, and 50 times its cost in <*™^ W. >

*
Barry du Barry & Co., 77, K^S^? E-C J ±%L

182, .Piccadilly, W. ; 60, Gracechurch Bgee^ 330,*»

side, E.C. ; 63 and 150, Oxford Street, »-'^
sUk

451, Strand, W.C. and all Grocers and Chem»
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ATUBDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1861.

m

m

O0»

If*

**
•*

*

N
n-rrrF IS HEREBY GIVEN" to the SHARE-

n unTDERS of the SCOTTISH UNION INSURANCE
upaVY that a DIVIDEND of 10 per cent, (free of income

C°f\t the capital stock of this Corporation will become

5ft iliLE on the 2d January next, and Proprietors resident

/near London can receive the same at the Office, 37,

Sffil, on that or any subsequent day, between the hours

and 4 O'clock.
,

. , , .

Printed report for the year ending 1st August last is now

S? and may be had at the Office, together with prospectuses

^iWms for fire and life proposals.

Bv order of the Board, F. G. Smith. Secretary.

Scottish Union Office, 37, Comhill, December, 1861,

"~
Lecture on Gloxinias,

n fR, THOS, PULLEN, Gardener to VV. T>. Adams,

\1 fcci of Lower Sydenham, begs to state that in com-

^wir'h the request of the Committee of the Sydenham

ESZral Society, he will give a LECTURE (not READ a

SipFR\s suiflzested) on the CULTIVATION of GLOXINIAS,

on Till DAY, January 2, 1862, at the National School

Sim to commence at 7 o'clock. Gardeners will be admitted

This day is published, price 7*. 6d.,

THE FIFTH VOLUME
i OFONCE A WEEK.

Handsomely bound and Illustrated with many Engravings
on Wood.
Braobcry & Evans, 11, Bouveru -treet, Fleet Street, E.C.

On the 30th inst. will be published, price 10s. 6</. in cloth

gilt edges,

The DOUBLE VOLUME for 1816 (Vols. 10 & 11), of thePUNCH RE-ISSUE.
Also, the ELEVENTH VOLUME, in boards, price 5s.

The following are already published :

/Vol. 1 (for 1841) ..6s. 1 Vols. 4 and 5 (1843) . . 10*. 6'7.

Vols. 9 and 3 (1842) . . 10«. 6<Z |
Vols. 6 and 7 (IS44) . . 10s. 6d.

Vols. 8 and 9 (1845) . . 10*. &&
*** Any Volume or Double Volume may always be had

separately.
,

This day is published, price 2s. 6d.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK for 1862.

With a Coloured Illustration (A GAME at CROQUET) by

John Leech, and numerous Woodcuts by John Leech and

John Tenniel.

Price 3d., stamped 4(!.,

UNCH'S ALMANACK for 1862.

Illustrated by John Leech and John Tenniel.

Just pub! ed, in lOmo, pries One Shilling,

FORETELLING WEATHER ; or a Description of a

newly-discovered Lunar Weather S m. By B. IL

Saxbv, B.N., Principal Instructor of Naval Engineers, H.M.

Steam Reserv Author of "Calculation and Pr ion of the

Sphere," "The Study of Steam and the Steam K-igine," Ac.

In this volume it has been I weather periodically, and at

attempted to explain, in
j
short intervals. The system

plain and easy language, the I is no novelty, but lias been

principal changes which are publicly tested during two

now cuecovered to affect the
i
years.

London : Longman, Green, Loxouak, & Roberts.

Price la. 6u*., free by i> 1*. 7d.

LABELS for the HER BARIUM, consisting of

the NTames of the CUsae*. noes, Orders, and Sub-

Orders, of Professor Li sulky's "Vegetable Kingdom.

So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 41, Wclliii n 6 Covent Garden, W.C.
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ly * Visitor.—The Lord Bishop of Winchester.

A Senior Department for the Education of Ladies and for

e Special Training of Governesses has been opened under

the sanction of the Bishops of London, Lichfield, and Oxford,

rt other Members of the Council of Queen's College for

f 3
*

ThTiJoard of Education consists of the Rev. F. V. Thornton,

the Rev. T. Gwynn, the Rev. C. R. Conybeare, the Rev. C.

IUlbton, B. S. Wesley, Mus. Doc, and W. Dimes, Esq.

Lady Superintendent.—Mrs. Gwynn.

Special instruction in each subject of Lectures is given by

Resident Governesses; and the Pupils are periodically

examined by the Professors of Queen's College for Ladies.

Great advantages of Instruction and Training are thus

combined with the benefits of a healthy country life ; and

-ecial opportunities of learning their future work are afforded

hose who wish to make education their profession.

Terms for Pupils under 15 years of age, £45 per annum.
Terms for Pupils above 15 years of age, £50 per annum if

nominated by a donor of £20; £60 per annum if admitted

without such nomination.
The next term begins January 21.

For further particulars apply to Mrs. Gwynn, Candover
School, Jiicheldever Station, Hants.
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EXRY C LUNN'S popular PIANOFORTE
COMPOSITIONS :—Le Papillon—La Fete des Fees-

.eline (Reverie}-Aiicia (Mazurka). "Every bar bespeaks
the accomplished musician."—Observer.

iu-.t published, The Mountaineer's Evening Song.

London : Leader & Cock, 63, New Bond Street, W.

'pEDUCTION in TRICK of the AT II IT. lUSl—
i-t The Pronators, taking advantage of th* Abolition of the

Paper fr resolved that the Price should be REDUCED
THREEPENCE.

THE QUARTERLY R E V i E WV=
-L ADVERTISEMENTS for insertion in the forthcoming
Number of the above Periodical must be forwarded to the

Publisher by the 27th, and Bills by the 30th instant.
I

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

THEEDINBURGH REVIEW, KoTcCXXXIII.
A Advertisements intended for insertion are requested to

oe forwarded to the Publishers immediately.
London: Longman & Co., 14, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

RAY S O C I E T Y.—Notice to Members. The
Volume for I860, Dr. Carpenter on " FORAMINIFERA,'

yu Boon be ready for issue. The Subscription List for that

!°JgP3j^Ub^elosed on the 31st January, 1862^

PAY S O O I E T Y.—Notice to Member*. The
A

I Volume for 1861, Mr. Cdrrey's Translation of Dr. Hof-

P

— state. The Subscription List for that Volume will be
""w on the 31st January, 1862.

By order of Council,

H. T. Stainton, Secretary.

M*wmt8field, Lewisham, S.E. p
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- NESFIELIYS COLOURED PLAN of the

Dpv ?2YAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S NEW GAR-

J22A?°uth Kensington.—A few copies of the Number con-

^K * ove on Bale at the Office. Prfc each.
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TUP ACTIONS of the HIGHLAND and AGRICUL-
U«AL80C CY of SCOTLAND. No. LXXV. January 1862.

£*<* 3«. Free by postj 3g 4d Published Quarterly.
,
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UNCH'S TEN ALMANACKS. 1842 to 1851.

Price 2s. ©*., in stiff boards, gilt edges.

]
PUNCH'S TEN ALMANACKS. Second Series.

1852 to 1861. Price 2s Cnl.

UNCITS TWENTY ALMANACKS. 1842 to 1861-

Bound in cloth, price 5s. 6d.

Published at the Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street, E.C.

/CHARLES KNIGHTS POPULAR HISTORY of

V_; ENGLAND. Part LVI. , being the First portion of the

Eighth and concluding Volume, will be published on tue 31st

instant. Price 3s. 6<J.

Principal Subjects embraced in this Part :

The War with the United States in 1912.

The Hundred Days, and Battle of Waterloo.

Settlement of Europe at the Congress of \ienna

Condition of England, and Domestic Politics, after the Peace.

Insurrection, Sedition, the Spy System, and Unconstitu-

tional Law.
! The Manchester Massacre.

Close of the Reign of George III.
,-olfrtlft0A I

English Literature and the Fine Arts from 1
, 84 to 1820.

The Cato Street Conspiracy.

Proceedings against Queen Caroline.

The Foreign Policy of Mr. Canning.

The Work is sold separately, in Volumes. Vols. 1. to VI.,

price 9s. each. Vol. VII., price 10s. U.

Bradbury k Evans, lll^Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, EX^

Juvenile Works by W. and M, Howitt.

Third Edition, in fcp. 8vo, with 40 Wood Engravings, price 6s.,

THE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK: being the Real

Life of a Country Boy, written by Himself. Edited by

WILLIAM HOWITT. ^^^^ .

Air- - **u*r* 1*««. witb Four inuata^w by John Absolon,^^
from Designs by Anna M. Howitt, price 5s.,

THE CHILDREN'S YEAR. By Mary Howitt.

LondonjJLoNOMAy. Green, Longman, & Roberts.

'

Stag Hunting in Somerset and Devon.

On Thursday next will be published, in One Vol square

crown Svo, with numerous Illustrations, price 16s.,

.™ on the CHASE of the WILD RED DEER
X 1 in the Counties of Deron and Somerset. With an

Appendix descriptive of remarkable Round I^lde^^
nected with the Chase from the year 1780 to the year I860.

Bv Charles Palk Collyns, of Dulverton.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

Now ready, with 17 tinted Illustrations, in One Vol. price 15s

rilHE ALPS; or, Sketches of Life and Nature in the

I Mountains By Baron H. Von Berlep>cii. Translated

b7tZf rSt lSlieStefhen, M.A., Fellow and Tutor.of Trinity

Hall, Cambridge.

Mr. Stephen has completed severely faithful
,;

and theim-
a on "THE HIGHEB: CRYPTOGAM IA," is also in a| "Mr-Btephenluis^mpieDeQ ™^ Tf "^bllmity which

^rd state. The Subscriotion List for that Volume will be 1 worthily a task which ought m3s«res convey is

to recommend him to all true

lovers of nature. Von Ber-

lepsch's work is more like a

great poem than an ordinary

&^%£^£2 I

^ pourtray.''-^,

London : Longman, Green, Longman, t Rob n.

the best passages convey is

created not by the words thero-

Lvee, but by the perfect

accord between the words and

the living grandeur of the

scenes the author intends them

Sir J.E^Tennent's New Work on Ceylon.

Iu One Vol. post Svo, with 8"2 Wood En,a-avinf pricel^ 6^

SKETCHES of the NATURAL HISTORY ot

S rFYLON • with Narratives and Anecdotes illustrative ot

the Habits and Instincts of the Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles,

FishS Insects, &c., inclading a Monograph of the Elephant,

SrbescripUon of the Modes of Captur in, and Traming It.

By Sir J. Emerson Tennent, k.C.8., LL.D., Ac. _ ^
««A book that will delight

readers of every class. . . A

choice volume alike for the

buyer and borrower ;
yielding

fresh matter of thought to all,

and opening for thousands a

new world of life to the mind's

I&ctog of tfte mttb.
The funeral of the Prince Consort took place at

12 o'clock on Monday in St. George's Chapel, "Wind-

sor, and in accordance with the expressed wishes

of his Royal High ness, was as privat s possible

consistently with his ixalted position. The Peince

of Wales was the chief mourner, supported by

Prince Arthtjh and the Duke of Saxe Comma

and Gotha, and attended by the CB0W8 P»inc

of Pkussia, the Duke de Brabant, the Count de

Flandres, the Duke de B i-.hours, Prince Louis

of Hesse, Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar,

Count Gleiciien, and the Maharajah Dhuleep

Singh, In all parts of the United Kiagdow the day

was observed with the greatest solemnity ;
special

services wero performed in the churches and most of

the dissenting chapels; theMayors andCorporaUous

in the principal towns attended the services m pro-

cession, accompanied by the Yolunteers and leo-

manry ; the bells rang muffled peals, imnute guns

were fired, factories and shops were closed, and all

public and private business was as far as possible

suspended. The whole country, in fact, wore the

asrjPPt, of deep mourning and so national a mani-

iou riei h >t uceuiicu la Ui« memory

of the present generation.

M. Thouvenel, the French Minister of Foreign

Affairs, has addressed a highly important despatch

to the French Minister at Washington, declaring

the opinion of the Imperial Government on the

affair of the Trent. M. Thouvenel commences

bv saying that the news of the arrest of Messrs.

Mason and Seidell had been received with

" great astonishment and extreme sensation " in

France, and that public opinion, on inquiry into

the legality of the act, at once came to the con-

clusion that it was at variance with all the rules

of international law. The Empero Govern-

ment also felt called upon to consider the ques-

tion, not only by the desire to prevent a

conflict between two Powers towards which

it is animated by equally friendly sentiments, but

also by the duty of putting the rights of its own

flas beyond the danger of attack, and of main-

taining certain principles essential to the security

of neutrals. M. Thouyenel then shows that if

the Cabinet of Washington approve the conduct

of the Captain of the San Jacinto they must con-

sider Messrs. Slidell and Mason tit r as enejnies

or rebels.

eye

jtifljr 3 *>x Tf.svf.vt is

certain tie mvst picturesque

of naturalists. We cannot /or

a moment doubt his scientifi

acc> .sy 5
especially since his

chapter on the Elephant h

been pronounced by Professor

Owen to be the most complete

and correct history on record

ot that stupendous animal."
John Bv.i

"pTjt,
'^uu»nea, price 25. 6d.

t
or 30 stamps, pose free,

1 Or££IXCIPLES and PRACTICE of WARMING
iT.KEENHOTTar'ei —j mumTixTncnnU TTOT-WATEB.

London : Lonqman^Ree*, Losomav.^Roberts.

ftuitain Burton's Account of the Mormons.

In Onc
CV& SSXee Maps and 18 I .lustrations price IS,

rriHK CITY of the SAINTS; and Across the Rod >
ri ^ HJfi Ll l ion

rjchard F. Borton, Cai iiX Mountains to California, oy
UlM> aiH«k of the Hoval

Adlre
li^gRiQGE, 54, Murray Street, City Road, N.E.

W r /
Tlle Best Bo°k for Farmers.
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pa^es)- Price 10«. 6d., cloth
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MEH'S CALENDAR: f

re*ised and i
ated Work of Arthur Yoono, thorough

r^t imrTJt
great Part re-written, so as to incorporate t

r
the uF^601

.

01118 in Agriculture. By J. C. MORtoN, Edit

^don Sr8 Almanal"

with Illustrations.

New Edition ot

" Capt. Burton is one of the

best travellers we have..

There is no end to his quips

positively inexhaustible .. ..
.

• \f^^^ *»,„««.
T.ondon: Longman, GRH

eminently human a book a»

we have perused for a long

while It is full of humour,

" In either case," he says, "there

would be an extr< ;lv regrettable forgetiuhwas oi

principle on \ - we have .always found the

United States a, ed with us." In the first case

there could be no excuse for the capture of persons

not engaged in military service who had embarked

at one neutral port for another in the vessel of a

neutral Power, and who were not bound to

anv port belonging to either of the belligerents.

In the supposition of the envoys being rebels there

is just as little, he says, to be ur-ed in defence of

the Captain of the San Jacinto, for in such a case

there would be a contempt of the principle in

irtue of which a ship u held to be a portion of

the territory who- flag it bears, and there would

be a violation of the immunity which forbids a

foreign Sovereign to exercise jurisdiction on that

territory. From this argument 81. Thotjvexel

concludes that the Cabinet of Washington

cannot hesitate as to the course to be taken.
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He recommends immediate compliance with the

demands which the British Cabinet has been

"under the necessity of making," and which con-

sist in " the immediate release of the persons taken

from the Trent, and explanations which shall

relieve the act of the captain of the San Jacinto

of its offensive character to the British flag."

The discussion on the Senatus Consultum was

resumed in the Senate on Saturday, and after an

explanation by M. Fotjld of the statements con-

tained in his report, it was all but unanimously

agreed to, only one senator out of the 133 present

voting against the measure.

In the sitting of the Italian Chamber of Depu-

ties on Saturday Count Bastogi made his finan-

cial statement. It showed a deficit for the year

1862 of 159,000,000 lire, of which it is proposed

to raise 139,000,000 by new taxes, and to cover

the remaining 20,000,000 by a fresh issue of

Treasury Bonds. This statement produced a very

favourable impression, and was provisionally agreed

to by a majority of 202 to 39. On Monday the

Budget was submitted to the Senate, and it was

agreed that it should be adopted on the under-

standing that the vote should be considered as

expressing neither confidence nor distrust in the

Ministry.

A despatch from Lisbon informs us that the

millions to be provided in various ways,

the war be continued beyond Midsummer the

amount required for the fiscal year 1863 will be

379 million dollars, and in July, 1862, the public

debt will be 900 millions. This report does not

receive much favour in financial circles. Congress

has passed a resolution in favour of the adoption

of measures for an exchange of prisoners, and has

also approved of the suppression of habeas corpus

by President Lincoln. An engagement has taken

place in Western Virginia, in which the Federals

are reported to have been successful.

A despatch has been received in Paris announc-

ing that the troops of the Spanish expedition

against Mexico, without waiting for the arrival of

the English and French divisions, have sailed from

Cuba and landed at Vera Cruz, with the alleged

intention of marching on Mexico. It is said that

Marshal Sekkano had received despatches announc-

ing the existence of a vast conspiracy against the

lives of the Spanish residents in Mexico, and that

it was with the object of saving his countrymen

that he started without waiting for the forces of

the other Powers.

Should arms announced that the procession had

It was then exactly l^ o ciock. ine proce**^

headed by nine mourning coaches, each dn**Z
four horses. The coaches and trappings w^i
the plainest description ; the horses had fcy
velvet housing and feathers, but on the ca2
there were no feathers or ornaments of any ky
The first contained the Prince's personal attendant^

jagers ; the second the officers of his household, tfcetS

three of the physicians ; the fourth and fifth theeqa^xy

and gentlemen ushers ; the sixth the Lord and

in waiting to the Queen, the Clerk Marshal and
(fc

Master of the Household ; the seventh and eighth,%
eight pallbearers; and the ninth the three Gr*
Officers of her Majesty's Household, the LordStenjJ

the Lord Chamberlain, and the Master of the Hont

These were followed by one of the Queen's orri^a,

drawn by six horses, the servants in State lireri*

conveying the Crown of his Royal Highnea.VanVj

Earl Spencer, Groom of the Stole, and the baton,*^

and hat of his Royal Highness, borne by Lord G

Lennox, Lord of the Bedchamber. The Hearaefollot

4

drawn by six horses and attended by an escort ofli

Guards; the hearse and the housings ofthe horse* karat

heraldic escutcheons of the arms of England and to*

Coburg and Gotha. The procession was closed by im

carriages, each drawn by six horses and attended fc

servants in state liveries; the first carriage beloj

idthe to

the Cha

's
colli:

The Funeral of the Prince Consort.—On

Monday the mortal remains of the Prince Consort were
- ~\r ;-TV~ "xt. a a* a n interred in St. George's Chapel, Windsor, with little of

King OF Portugal has taken the oath to the ton-
fche and pageantry of a State ceremonial, but

8titution in a special session of the Cortes. The

Infante Don Atjgtjsto is better and there are at

length hopes of his recovery ; but Don Joao,

another of the King's brothers, has been attacked

by gastric fever of so dangerous a character that

he has received the last sacraments. In conse-

quence of these outbreaks of disease in the Royal

Palace, the people have become greatly excited,

and there have been tumults in the streets render-

ing it necessary to call out the troops to preserve

order. In compliance with the request of

the Municipal Chamber and the people the King

has removed to the country palace of Caxias, and

VuC

decree, appointing

examine the royal

sanitary condition.

with every outward mark of respect, and with all the

solemnity which befitted his high station. By the

express desire of his Royal Highness the funeral was of

the plainest and most private character; bat in the

Chapel, to do honour to his memory, were assembled

all the chief men of the State, and throughout England,

by every sign of sorrow and mourning, the nation mani-

fested its sense of the loss which it has sustained. Windsor

itself wore an aspect of the most profound gloom.

The streets were silent and almost deserted, and all who

appeared abroad were dressed in the deepest mour»ing.

The great bell of the Castle tolled dolefully at inter-

vals from an early hour, and minute bells were tolled

also at St. John's Church. At the parish church of

Clewer and at St. John's there were services in the

morning and afternoon, and the dav was observed

ing to the Queen, the second to the Prince of W1I4

the third to the Duke of Cambridge, and fe

fourth to the Duchess of Cambridge. The proceaki

wound slowly round the base of the Round Tow

into the Lower Ward. There was no military m»

the distant boom of the minute guns and the kid

of the Castle bell were the only sounds which broke tk

silence of the scene. Though the distance to be fat

versed was so short, it was not until 20 minutes p*

12 o'clock that the hearse arrived at the door of*

Chapel Royal. The seats in the choir reserved to

those who had been invited to attend the funeral!

Majesty's commands were already filled. Thehmgli

of the Garter took their own stalls under their mm,
at the back of the choir ; the other mourners at a

front, nearest to the grave, Only one or two wort

orders, and even these were almost entirely concetti

under the broad black silk mourning scarves. AiMI

those present were the Belgian, Portuguese, and tt»

sian Ambassadors, her Majesty's Ministers, with
IJ

exception of Lord Palmerston and the Duke Ang

who were prevented by illness from attending ;
the Ut

Lieutenant of Ireland, the Officers of the HouseW
o£

Dukes of Buccleugh, Newcastle, Rutland, Mancheg

a medical commission to

palaces and report on their

It is also said that the body

of the late King is to be disinterred and analysed.

From the United States we learn that the steamer

Hansa, which left Southampton on the 28th. ult.,

arrived at New York on the 12th inst., with

accounts of the manner in which the Trent outrage

had been received in England. The effect of the

news and especially of the indignation meeting at

Liverpool, had created uneasiness in commercial

circles ; hut the New York papers generally regarded

the news as favourable to the maintenance of

peace. The correspondence of the Secretary of

State with foreign Governments during the recess

had been published, from which we learn that Earl

Russell had officially avowed that there was a

mutual understanding between England and France

on American affairs; and had informed Mr. Adams

that British troops had been sent to Canada as a

proper measure of precaution, and because a threat

had been uttered by Mr. Seward to Lord Lyons
that British vessels would be seized ou Lake

Ontario without ceremony. "VVe learn also from

these documents that Mr.

The weather was in character with the occasion; a chill,

damp air, with a dull leaden sky above, increased the

gloom which hung over all. There were but few

visitors in the town, for the procession did not pass

beyond the immediate precincts of the Chapel and

Castle, and none were admitted except those connected

with the Castle and their friends. At 11 o'clock a strong

force of the A division took possession of all the

avenues leading to the Chapel Royal, and from

that time only the guests specially invited and

those who were to take part in the ceremonial were

allowed to pass. Shortly afterwards a guard of honour

of the Grenadier Guards, of which regiment his Royal

Exeter and Brendalbane, the Em\s of Devhy, 1

Warr, Clarendon, and Cowley, Viwount Tomng*

Lords Colville of Culross, Ebury Portmar,u*
Bagot, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Mg
of London, Oxford, Chester, and Worcester the

M

of the House of Commons, the \ icars of Old !
New Windsor, and other noblemen and gentler^

had held office in the Royal household. On iU arm*

at the Chapel the coffin was carried mbyW
and laid upon the bier. Here it was entirely™,

under the heavy black velvet P^s^*^
with large funeral escocheons bearing the.arms 0^

Seward,
tamed on examining certain despatches that

, w -

ltn an invitation to

Majesty and the rrince uu ~r~- d
Both shields were surrounded by the Garter^

tiSSZ* in"crape, marched in and took up its position ^^^^^ T^ouTo" silver tM
beforetheprincipalentrancetotheChapelRoyal. Another of the Queen were 011

a g ^^ „ u
guard of honour from the same regiment was also on those fj^. n̂^^^m0^\^\^^
dutv in the Quadrangle at the entrance to the State the contrast betweenth

^

s

f^C
?
e

a

t

r

ween the white be*

apartments. They weSe speedily followed by a squadron startJ^^^^J^eWen all was arr^

of the 2d Life Guards dismounted, and by two com- 01 the pall and its gloomy Mnir^^^ ^^
panies of the Fusilier Guards, who were drawn up in

single file along each side of the road by which the

procession was to pass, from the Norman gateway to

the Chapel door. The officers wore the deepest military

mourning—scarves, sword-knots, and rosettes of. crape.

In the Home Park was stationed a troop of Horse Artil-

lery, which commenced firing minute guns at the end
j

mourner, blouu ju ^ ~ •-- - -

of Saxe-WJ!

of the Long Walk, advancing slowly until it reached the Arthur on his light, and the V
, ^

Castle gates just at the close of the ceremony. The and Gotha on his leit ana a ^ «

, . Ministers, the officers of the Queen's Household, and
havmg

j ofcner distinguished personages who had been honoured

General the Hon. n. uruw, •« — -

Prussia, the Duke de Brabant, the Count

they took cognisance of both parties as belligerents, Windsor by a special^*^ ^ward^of^^e^« Jjfc*
assuming thereby that the United States were not

sovereign nower. would not allow theone sovereign power,

despatches to be communicated to the Federal

Government. The report of the Secretary of

the Treasury had been presented to Congress.

It shows great falling
%
off in the customs'

revenue, and recommends an increase of duties

on sugar, green tea, and coffee, and an

increase in the direct taxes of 20 million dollars,

and also various miscellaneous duties calculated to

produce 20 million dollars. The estimated expen-

diture for the financial year ending July, 1862, is

540 million dollars, of which only 329 have been

received, leaving 240 millions to be provided.

This is proposed to be accomplished by substituting

a Federal currency for the present bank currency,

which, it is calculated, will produce 150 millions,

a loan of 50 millions, and the remaining 140

P«

coaches, and after all the preparations had

met by carriages provided for them at the station, and Maharajah Dhuleep Singh , ,» ^ Watt_

as they alighted at the door of the chapel they were Colonel the Hon. ^ C^JhlP^
Colonel/

received by the proper officials and conducted to the the Hon. Ge^- .^/^^onelD«
seats appointed for them in the Choir. In the Great Hood General Wy de the Jon. ^1 r
Quadra

P
n
P
gle were drawn up the hears,.and Oie mournmg Ko^Colonel£1^7^^

STCT in '"that "^atongle"shoW"b^re
eg

ll ano! ^5/^
o'clock. It had been originally intended that motionleu at the hea^f

.^X «nd tb^
it should leave the Castle by the St. George's Wales bore up with great tetMUt

.

p*J
gate, and, proceeding down Castle Hill, approach like all the rest

^
J^mes ga

v
e way ^ j,

the Chapel through Henry VIlI.'s gateway, but at !
bursts of tears, he evidently triea _n^

a late hour this arrangement was changed, and

I the shorter route bv the Norman gateway was chosen.

The Prince of Wales and the other Royal mourners

assembled in the Oak Room, but did not form part of

the procession. They were conveyed to the Chapel in

private carriages before the coffin was placed in the

hearse, passing through St. George's gateway into the

Lower Ward. Scarcely had they alighted at the door

of Wolsey's Chapel, when the first minute gun fired

^n the distance, and the rattle of the troops reversing

restrain his feelings, though it couM W ^ effor|

from the working of Ws countenance tna
e

too violent for long endurance. l»»e^h
his d

Gotha, who was devotedly attached to^
brother, to whom he bears a strong gboui

deeply moved and wept incessantly to0>
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^-^ Tteiswere running down his cheeks as

^
the Chapel. As they stood at the head of

mmjf com, the Prince of Wales turned and

P?L apparently a few soothing words, for after

'*• Arthur, for a minute or so, seemed to

I
ft**

it was not until the procession began

**Sara" and the long melancholy wail of the

^^Tthrough the building, that all the little

' faStude gave way, and hiding his face in his

l!l!S he sobbed as if his very heart was break

-

^fitt'nearly 20 minutes before the bier reached

Ifem over the entrance to the Royal vault.

rjjncrat the feet of the corpse filed off to the

f*2kftasthe bier neared the Communion rails,

K* Jowly placed, amid solemn silence, on the

^it was to be lowered out of sight for ever.

Pjwrs took their stand near low crape-covered

rT Aber side of the coffin. Viscount Sydney, as

ftj-Jierlain, stood at the foot of the bier, with

UMteosse. Garter King at Arms stood on the

R fe Prince of Wales, with Prince Arthur

If£ Duke of Saxe-Coburg, remained standing

CLy °f the coffin, and the other mourners in

L-t in which they had entered the choir. The

EL «i Rev. Gerald Wellesley, Dean of Windsor,

Lganced to the Communion rails, and in a

t* voice, at some times almost inaudible, com-

Ejjnding the service. After the lesson, a German
E-fc music of which is said to have been com-

CLkig late Royal Highness, was chanted. Once

[iiking its progress the Prince of Wales, Prince

l-x'ie Crown Prince of Prussia, and Duke of Saxe-

C|foe totally unable to restrain their tears, in

L^vwere silently joined by nearly all present in

The first part of the service and the anthem

I
ier's Hymn) having been performed, the

piittendants of his late Koyal Highness ad-

rimdilowly removed the heavy pall, leaving the

bnwered. As this was done Eari Spencer,

i the Stole to the deceased Prince, placed

•k tad above the inscription plate the crown
ihas Consort. At the same time Lord George
4 loft of the Bedchamber, laid the baton of the
iPriacea Field Marshal, crossed with the sword, and
ted with the Field Marshal's hat and plume, on
i fat of the coffin, above the insignia of the Garter.
I Is memorials were fastened to the heavy black
R cations on which they were laid. As this last

Hal ended the attendants retired, and there was
d* pause, during which the quick, sharp rattle of

Jtajs outside reversing arms was plainlv audible.
«m muffled toll of the bell, the boom of
j*«wte guns, and the coffin slowly and at first

I^^WwtiVito began to sink into the grave.
m. moment the Princes hid their faces and

«epJj, and all in the chapel allowed their tears
»w unchecked, the Crown Prince of Prussia

*|wsonalattendantsofhislate Royal Highness

TJ«
pall-bearers appearing not less deeply moved^W orphans themselves. As the coffin dis-

!*J™
e service was continued. At the proper

wearth was thrown upon the coffin, and fell

Wttnentg and plate with a sharp rattle that
wughout the building. Towards the close
•^the choir chanted an English translation

« the late Prince's favourite chorales. After
deluding the service, Garter King at Arms,
* the head of the grave, proclaimed the

^»es of the deceased Prince, saying:—
*th pleased Almighty God to take out of this

*w n.
B Divine mercy the Most Hi£b '

Mosfc

| if Wlustrious Prince Albert the Prince Con-

KX°£y',
Prince of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

^ttofn «ble 0rderof the Garter, and the most

*iof * 508t Excellent Majesty Victoria, by the

V,*? united Kingdom of Great Britain and
bC^ender of the Faith, &c, whom God bless^Mong life, health, and honour."

then advanced to take a last look into

'«*K-?
hlce of Wales advailced firsfc

>
aild

^•tta
moment

» wifcl1 hands clasped, look-

iiS\
a11 his fortifcude seamed suddenly to

.ttl?
b
,

Ul*sting into a flood of tears he hid his

*
i\\;

h* the Lord Chamberlain, slowly left
_uf the two, Prince Arthur seemed the
jj*at the end of the ceremony, as if his

Tp" had worn itself out. The Royal

jj"* Royal personages were then con-
l^.chapel, and the others composingW6^' the organ Pliiy ins the " Dead

P^ff f
coffi»of the late Prince was then

.^ n̂
7f°fthe Royal vault. There it remains,

**W t0 the §loora of its last home tiU

-; memorials of love and fond regret from the

^(tarn
n(i cmldre11 were sorrowfully depo-

vhZ nds UP0U thecoma. On Monday

t^y Messenger brought from Osborne to

»er« „ ;

Ue wreaths and a bouquet. The

the Prince of Leiningen were prevented by indu^s'Sta

Sui Z 7,
th
/

fUner^ L°rd M-rstSnr theMaiquis of Lansdowne, Count Kielmansegge, theHanoverian Minwter; Count Vitzthum, tlfe SaxonMinister; the Duke of Argyll, Lord Byron, the Earl ofMorley Viscount Clifden, and several gentlemen
formerly connected with the Court, were likewise pre-vented by indisposition from being present. Dr. Jennerwas also absent, being in attendance on the Queen at
Osborne. The representatives of the King of Portugal
Don Manoel da Camara and Lieutenant A. de Sampavo
&. I ma, did not arrive in time to take part in the
ceremony. In the course of the afternoon the Duke of
feaxcCoburg, Prince Arthur, and Prince Louis of
Hesse, left Windsor for Osborne. The Crown
Prince of Prussia left the Castle in the evenin-
for Dover to embark for the Continent. The
Duke de Nemours returned to Claremont, and Prince
Edward of Saxe Weimar returned to London.
The Prince of Wales, accompanied by the Duke de
Brabant and the Count de Flandres, remained for the
night at the Castle, and left for Osborne on Tuesday
morning. On Saturday, the 21st, Major Graham, the
Registrar-General, attended at Windsor Castle for the
purpose of superintending the civil registration of the
death of the Prince Consort previous to the funeral.
The death was recorded in the register-book of the
Windsor district by Mr. Travers, the registrar of births
and deaths, the Prince of Wales signing the entry as
informant, " present at death." The fata] disease was
recorded " Typhoid fever, duration 21 days," as certified
in writing by the physicians who had attended the
deceased. The Court of Aldermen on Saturday, and the
Liverymen of the City on Tuesday, unanimously adopted
addresses of condolence and sympathy to her Majesty,
and similar addresses have been adopted by the Town
Councils of several provincial towns. The German
residents in Great Britain held a meeting at Cro.>by

Hall on Saturday, and adopted resolutions of con-

dolence with the Queen and Royal family. Funeral
sermons were preached on Sunday in the churches and
chapels of the metropolis. On Monday, by order

of the Lord Chancellor, the Law Courts were shut,

the afternoon delivery of letters in the London
district was suspended, the Stock Exchange, the

Government Offices, the principal shops and mercan-

tile establishments were entirely closed, and at the

suggestion of the Lord Mayor all commercial busi-

ness, so far as it was possible to postpone it, was
generally suspended. At 12 o'clock the great bells

of Westminster Palace and St. Paul's were tolled for an
hour, and minute guns were fired from the Tower and
Woolwich. Compared with the ordinary traffic on a
Monday tne streets have seldom been so deserted, and
the whole city wore the aspect of deep mourning.

The day was observed with no less solemnity in the

chief towns of England, Ireland, and Scotland. Special

services were performed in all the churches and in

most of the dissenting chapels and Jewish synagogues,

the bells being tolled and muffled peals rung in the

early part of the day. The Mayors and Corporations

in several places attended service in church, accompa-

nied by the Volunteers and Yeomanry. In the cathedral

cities the services were rendered specially effective by

the performance of the " Dead March " in Saul, and

in many of the cathedrals the sermons were preached

by the bishops of the diocese. The factories in several

large towns in the manufacturing districts were shut

for the day. In the sea-ports the ships of all nations

hoisted their flags half-mast high, and the Volunteer

Artillery added by the discharge of minute guns to the

gloomy feelings awakened -by the muffled peals from

the church steeples. No minute guns however were

fired at Southampton and Portsmouth, in consequence

of orders that there should be no discharge of large

ordnance within hearing of her Majesty at Osborne. At

Edinburgh and other towns of Scotland all business

was suspended during the hours of the funeral, and

prayer meetings were held in the churches. In Dublin

and its suburbs nothing like the manifestation of grief

which was everywhere visible has been witnessed in

some

with the aid of

of gout his lord-

official business

Wednesday it was announced that the Queen had some
hours' sleep at night and was tranquil in the morning.
On Thursday it was anuounced that the ffrlfirm had

; hours' sleep at night and was calm in the morning.
The Duke of Brabant and the Count of Flanders took
leave of the Queen aud left Osborne for 1 » r, on their
return to Belgium. The Duke of Saxe-Coburg left for
London, and was to return to Osborne yesterday.
Dr. Jenner has remained at Osborne during the week
in attendance on her Majesty.

Arrival op the King op the Belgians.—HU
Majesty King Leopold arrived at Dover on Thursday
evening fromOstend. His Majesty was met on landing
by the Duke of Brabant and Count of Flanders, who
had arrived from Osborne during the day. The King
slept at the Lord Warden Hotel on Thursday night,
and proceeded to Osborne yesterday morning on a \ t

to the Queen. The Duke of Brabant aud the Count of
Flanders sailed yesterday morning for Ostend.
Prince Leopold.—Lieut.-Colond Cavendish loft

London on Saturday for Cannes to relieve Lord Kokeby
in charge of Prince Leopold. It has heen decided to
allow his Royal Highness to remain at Cannes, as 1 has
already derived extraordinary benefit from the climate,
having quite recovered his appetite, and being now able
to take any fair amount of exordia.

Health of Lord Pai mfkston.—The daily paper*
announce that the Premier was able to leave his bed-
room for the library on Thursday,

crutches, and that during his attack

sqip has been able to discharge his

without interruption.

Parliamentary Movements.—The nomination for

|

Nottingham took place on Thursday. The show of

hands was in favour of Sir Robert Clifton, and a poll

was demanded on behalf of the Earl of Lincoln. The
poll commenced yesterday, and at halt-past eleven the

numbers were— for Sir It. Clifton, 1077; for Lord
Lincoln, 792. Sir H. W, Dftshwood, of Kirtlingtoil

Park, near Woodstock, has announced himself as a can-

didate for Oxfordshire, vacant by the death ol Mr. G. G.
Harcourt.

Preparations for War.— Another battery of Royal
Artillery, a battalion of the Military Train, and several

officers of the Staff, sailed from Liverpool on Saturday

in the Asia for Halifax. The 1th company of Koyal

Engineers, two batteries of Royal Artillery, and a

detachment of the 15th Foot will sail from Liverpool in

a few days for New Brunswick. The 5th company of

1 loyal Engineers, two batteries of Koyal Artillery, and

a detachment of the Army Hospital Corps will sail from

Woolwich to-day in the steamer Calcutta for Canada,

New Brunswick, and Newfoundland. A party of tele-

graphists, surveyors, and phi)\ -laiAaalfc, aciCCted ii 4

the most intelligent of the Royal J jineers connected

I

with those departments, will accompany that corps, and

will take out with them about 400 milesof telegraph wire,

the Government having decided on connecting, as far

as possible, the whole of the stations at which troops will

be quartered, so that the Commander-in-Chief may be

in instant communication with the entire force under

his command. Admiralty orders were issued on Satur-

day for the whole of the screw gunboats attached to

the first division of the steam reserve at Chatham, to

be removed from their stations in the Medway

for immediate service. Each of those gunboats

has been supplied with a 100-pounder aud 40-

pounder Armstrong pivot-gun on the upper deck.

The screw-frigate Orlando, 50, which was only com-

missioned on the 15th inst., left Plymouth Sound on

Tuesday for Halifax, calling at Gibraltar on her way.

The screw-frigate Emerald, 51, which has been some

days at Plymouth expecting to sail direct for Halifax,

received orders on Wednesday to proceed to Liver-

pool, there to await further inatrucUpns. The Devas-

tation, paddle-sloop, will leave Portsmouth in a few

days for the Pacific, taking supernumeraries for the

ships on that station.

Coast and Harbour Defences.— Six of the gun-

boats in the first-class reserve at Portsmouth have been

ordered away to the following stations, for the protec-

tion of the coasts and harbours, in the event of war

ships Yictorv, / i, St. V cut, and Excell, and

manned by crews told off from fch< <me ships under
* " The second-class

the n iff ht, and was calm in mind

Crtwn
3
Prince of Prussia and Princess Hohenlohe arrived

at Osborne from the Continent On Saturday it was

anuounced that the Queen had

and continued to bear her grief with cahiines.

*
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heraldry that ever was emblazoned.

was closed. .. ,.

The Cotjrt.—The Queen and Koyal family continue

at Osborne. On Friday the Court Circular announced
regulations. The second-class

that the Queen had slept -^JjS^g ^^°$%m0uth ni now to be bnuW ht forward

as the first-class reserve. The Pandora, 6, screw, in

the first-class reserve at Portsmouth, has been ordered

to complete her armament, and to proceed to Liver-

pool to be stationed in the Mersey for the protection

of that port.
. V,.

tu« cv Cu..6 -T fnherMaiestv Un i The Whitworth Ordnance.—During the'debate

Germany on a visit ot <^^ ' of last session in the Honse of Commons on Mr. \ man's
e««dftv ifc was announced that tue ^uteu »«

announced that the Queen had passed ^**£«£

the evening the" Duke of Saxe-Cobarg anived from
On

^teafr "\ uww«»aw
l?*Nth* 2 hwwidowand orphan daughters

^^vealM "~*mementoes of domestic love

•

r a d was tonq motion for a committee of inquiry into the merits of

hours' sleep on the previous mght^f^^^Xt gj WhiU-ortb and EnfteW rides, Lord Palmerston

to the morning. On Monday ^^^nS promised that the subject should be proper^ investigated

the Queen had several >T^±!L h<^. morntna during the recess. In accordance with tins promise his

h* shell
ltlonea that previous to the

' ^e, w '

a *reath of flowers, made by the

fcL^rsrit n*
P
i
aced over tbe corpse, and a

^ HkW. MaJesty laid by the hands^ The Duke of Cambridge and

after th^^n^h^uj;;i7Brabant and the Count

c

factored forthwith at Enfield and distributed among

various regiments of Infantry, and that a number of
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Mr. Whitworth's rifled guns are forthwith to be tried

in the ordinary use of the service.

dForetgn.
France.—The following important despatch has been

addressed by the French Minister of Foreign Atfairs to

the representative of France at Washington :

—

" The Minister or Foreign Affairs to the French
Minister at Washington.

"Paris. Dec 3. 1861.

"Monsieur,—The arrest of MM. Mason and Slidell on board
the English packet Trent by an American cruiser has produced
in France, iF not the same emotion as in England, at least

great astonishment and an extreme sensation. Public opinion
at once inquired, with anxiety for the consequences, whether
such an act could possibly be legitimate, and there cannot
be the slightest doubt of the general impression. The act

seems to the public so entirely at variance with the ordi-

nary rule^ of international law that it throws the respon-
sibility exclusively upon the commander of the San
Jacinto. We cannot know yet whether this supposition is

well founded, and the Emperor's Government has therefore felt

called upon to consider the question raised by the capture
of the two passengers on board the Trent. The desire to con-
tribute to prevent a conflict, which is, perhaps, imminent,
between two Powers towards whom it is animated by equally
friendly sentiments, and the duty of maintaining—with a view
to put the rights of its own flag beyond the danger of actack

—

certain principles essential to the security of neutrals, have,
after mature reflection, convinced the French Government that
it cannot remain completely silent under existing circum-
stances. If, to our great regret, the Washington Cabinet
should bo dispose I to approve the conduct of the commander
of the San Jacinto, they must consider MM. Slidell aud Mason
either as enemies or as rebels. In either case there would be
an extremely regrettable forgetfulness of principle on which
we have always found the United States agreed with us. On
what ground, in the first supposed case, can the American
cruiser have arrested MM. Mason and Slidell? The
United States have admitted, with us, in treaties con-
cluded between the two countries, that the freedom of the
flag extends to persons found on board, even though they
be enemies, except in the case of military men actually in
the service of the enemy. MM. Mason and Slidell were, there-
fore, by virtue of this principle, which we have never found
any difficulty in getting inserted in our treaties of friendship
and commerce, perfectly free under the neutral flag of England.
It will not, doubtless, be pretended that they could be con-
sidered as contraband of war. What constitutes contraband of
war is not, it is true, precisely settled ; the limits are not
absolutely the same for all Powers, but, as far as regards
persons, the stipulations found in treaties relative to military
persons clearly define the character of the individuals who
alone are liable to be captured by belligerents. Now it cannot
be necessary to demonstrate that MIL Mason aud Slidell can
in no way be assimilated to persons in this category. There
would, therefore, remain no ground to explain their capture
hut the pretext that they were bearers of official despatches
from the enemy. But this is the place to call to mind a cir-
cumstance which overrides the whole case, and shows the con-
duct of the American cruiser to have been unjustifiable.
The Trent was not bound to a point belonging to either of
the belligerents. It was carrying its cargo and passen-
ers to a neutral country, and moreover, it wna at. n. neu tral
ion I

'nm 1

it mm um;h nfe i ii up. fi irlWMWTCTti'is"wgTn !rt

uuder such circumstances the neutral flag did not completely
cover the persons and goods transported under it, the
immunities of that flag would be a vain word ; the commerce
and navigation of third Powers would be liable to suffer at any
moment for their innocent or even indirect relations with
either of the belligerents. The latter would not have a right to
require from the neutral the most complete impartiality, and
to interdict him from being mixed up in any way with acts of
hostility, but they would inflict restrictions upon the liberty
of commerce and navigation which modern international law
refuses to acknowledge as legitimate. There would be a
return, in a word, to those vexatious practices against which in
former times no Power protested more energetically than the
United States. If the Washington Cabinet should regard the
two persons arrested as rebels, whom it has always a right to
seize, the question, though shifting its ground, could not be
more resolved in a sense favourable to the commander of the
San Jacinto. In such a case there would be a contempt of the
principle in virtue of which a ship is held to be a portion
of the territory whose flag it bears, and there would be a
violation ot the immunity which forbids a foreign Sovereign
to;exercise jurisdiction on that territory. It cannot, doubtless,
be necessary to call to mind the energy with which the United
States has, on every occasion, defended this immunity, and the
right of asylum, which is a consequence of it. Without wish-
ing to enter upon a more thorough discussion of the questions
raised by the eaptujp of MM. Mason and Slidell, I have said
enough, I think:, to show that the Cabinet of Washington
cannot, without infringing those principles which all neutral
Powers are alike interested in maintaining, nor without putting
itselfm contradiction with its own conduct up to the present
time, give its approbation of the conduct of the San Jacinto.
In thi jtate of things the Cabinet of Washington cannot, in
our opinion hesitate as to the course to be taken. Lord Lyons
is already charged to present the demand for satisfaction which
tne English Cabinet is under the necessity of making, aud
£^k' * *! in 510 imraedi*te release of the persons takentrom the Trent, and explanations which shall relieve the act of
ttie captain of the San Jacinto of its offensive character to the

naturally given it great offence. It admits that Eng-

land has for a long time pursued a peace policy, which

is as acceptable with the educated classes as among the

majority of the people. It says that if, on account

of the affair of the Trent, England now makes war

against the Northern States, one of her principal

motives will be to secure her predominance at sea, and

that the war will finally militate against this object,

by compelling America to create a formidable navy,

and thereby become one of the first maritime Powers.

The Temps fears that England, no longer " kept in her

place by the counterpoise of the United States," might

prove too powerful an ally for France. Humours
without end are current in Paris as to the state of

feeling in America, but they cannot be traced to any

authentic source, and are no doubt to be attributed to

the anxiety for news. On Monday it was reported that

a well-known firm in Paris had communicated to the

American Minister a despatch they had received to the

effect that the Washington Cabinet had decided on

surrendering the Southern Commissioners; while on
Tuesday it was asserted that the house of Roths-

child had received a letter, stating that the

Washington Cabinet would receive the ulti-

matum of England " with indignation and contempt."

The Patrie states that it is informed that General

M'Clellan had officially informed the President that

lie disapproved of the seizure of Messrs. Mason and
Slidell. The [Temps of Saturday evening asserts

that a despatch has arrived in London from Mr.
Seward, replying to a communication from Earl Kussell

on the subject of neutral rights. " In this despatch,"

says the Temps, "Mr. Seward assures Earl Pussell that

the Cabinet of Washington,]faithfultoits past policy, is

ready to guarantee to neutrals every facility compatible

with the rights of belligerents, and that satisfaction

will loyally be given by the Federal Government in case

an infraction of the rule adopted in common should take
place. This despatch, although bearing a date anterior

to that of the English ultimatum, was written after the
arrest of the Confederate Commissioners became known
in America." The ConstUutionnel states that 13 British
merchantmen have lately made their escape from one
of the "blockaded Southern Ports/' and that seven of
them made their way into Havannah, pursued by two
Federal steamers, at present cruising before the port.

The American commanders having declared that they
would capture the British vessels if they ventured out,
the British Consul has applied to Admiral Dunlop,
commanding on the Jamaica station, for a sufficient

force to convoy them. The Presse says that two new
Commissioners from the South have arrived at some
German port on their_vv_av to Paris and London. The

Commissioners from the Southern States, despatched by
way of Mexico at the same time as Messrs. Mason and
Slidell, have arrived in Paris.—The discussion of the
Sen atus Oonsultum was resumed on Friday in the
Senate. Baron Brenier, formerly ambassador at

Naples, spake in favour of continuing to the Emperor
the absolute prerogative to open extraordinary credits,

and disputed the accuracy of the late report of M.
Fould on the French finances. M. Casabianca was the
next speaker. Count de Segur d'Aguesseau, one
of the leaders of the Ultramontane party, then
addressed the Senate. He said that the financial

embarrassment of France was not caused by
the Imperial prerogative of resorting to extraordinary
and supplementary credits, but by the successive
political and military mistakes of the Imperial Govern-
ment. Its first great error was the war against Russia;
its second great error was the war against Austria.
This second blunder bad been partially atoned for by
the sudden termination of the Italian campaign after
the battle of Solferino, and by the conditions of the
peace concluded at Villa franca. " But the hopes inspired
by that peace were unhappily short-lived. The sanction
given to the principle of non-intervention had for its

practical result that Piedmont might intervene against
everybody, but that no one might intervene against
Piedmont. Since yien matters had constantly been
going- from bad to worse. Not even the presence of a
French garrison of 7000 men in Home was able to
secure respect for the opinions and character of the

But the most ominous

transfers or extraordinary credits, large bodiej of
a formidable fleet, carrying 1800 guns, had been dcenaZL*
Canada, and that without convoking Parliament *j?jj**
he said, ' nothing will be added, to the deficit,* beca*^
necessary that a real equilibrium should be \n!mS!*^

ft

between the revenue and expenditure, and that tW
sources should be sufficient and even more tW* *
ficient. Should unforeseen events come to surnrin

*
country, the Government will agree with t^*
Le'gislatif upon the measures to be taken.
Treasury has nothing to give, the Corps
will engage its responsibility with that of the Governa^T
will no longer happen that two years pass away beSt
Corps Legislatif is called upon to exercise a wn»J|j;
credits and expenditure. Every desirable guaranteetZS
exists if we have the strength to respect the laws w^d*
have made.'

" *

After some explanations from M. Forcade la Roqnefc
respecting the state of the finances, the Senatu* flj
sultum was all but unanimously agreed to, MomAm^p.
Mathieu, Archbishop of Besancon, being the only Seat.

tor out of 133 present who voted against the meatirt
The Moniteur of Wednesday, in announcing that the
Journal des Debats bas received a first learning fa
article published on the 23d inst., and signed by X.
[arc-Girardin, says :

—

" This article is written in a party spirit, and eudevrovi *

shake the faith of the people in their natural insttafrai

The doctrines which it professes are in flagrant contradhia

to the principles on. which the French people agreed to foetf

an Imperial throne and the future of a dynasty."

The following passage is quoted from the Debats uh
principal motive of the warning :

—

"Nor have we any wish to discuss with M. Tropkajti*

fundamental principles of the Constitution of 1852 ; ircaW
perhaps affirm, with the assent of many a perton, thai aa

most fundamental principle ofthat Constitution is the Emre;
and that it is to indulge in the illusion of a j urisconsult. Me*
too easily captivated by texts, to believe that it is the lajei

that sustains the Emperor, and not the Emperor tkustuen
the Empire."

The Moniteur of yesterday announces the appoir.

ment of 2 vice-admirals, 3 rear-admirals, 1
captains, and 40 lieutenants of men-of-i*

and 14 captains of frigates. Count Poartalea, tar

Prussian Ambassador, who died on Thursday w«fc

was only 34 years old. He dropped down la

apoplectic fit, on the staircase of his embassy, ai

died in a few minutes.—The shops in Paris ocafd

by Englishmen remained closed on Monday as a rad

of respect to the memory of the Prince Consort; wi

on Saturday a numerous meeting of the French ai

English inhabitants of Cannes was held under the p»

sidency of Lord Brougbam, at which an addrea

Queen Victoria on her bereavement was unanimoa^

carried. M. LegofT, Mayor of Cannes, attended ttt

meeting and signed the address, as represent':

feeling and sympathy of the town, and the addrei

* n
everv Englishman residing in

FsT

fu!st and eWv^l 2^- ^rnment would be inspired by a Pope and Cardmel Antonelli.E

"

l«vated sentiment m yielding to these demands. It i «^ «*J±*~r~J.is impossible! mc j any object or any interest that it con? I f fU G 1 ? ^? P
V c

- t „•have to run the risk of provoking a rupture with Great l

to tne Senate itself a year before by Prince Napoleon." ,:"" "••—"- -
-***" A— - For ourselves, who

|

That speech was the real cause of the blow given to
public confidence, of the constantly increasing financial
distrust, of the undeniable and at length openly acknow-
ledged financial embarrassment. The utterance of this
opinion was the signal for a complete uproar in the
Senate. Marshal Canrobert, Marshal Vaillant, M.
Pietri, M. Dupin, M. Billault, M. Baroche, and the

on the 20th, M. Drouynde Lhujs expressed hiuaal a,

follows on the Prince Consort's death :—
" Gentlemen,—At the last sitting I enumerated the eroinat

members we have lost. To-day it is my painful duty to add a

august name to this list, which is already but too long—taaU

his Royal Highness Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg. His pa*

is in every mouth ; the remembrance of him will live inj«*-

heart. The British Constitution did not admit the Quec

Consort to an official participation in the Royal authority*

the Prince did in reality reign by his public and pnvatevntai

by his love of all that was good, his distinguished intellectm
his vast acquirements. His personal merit had in a

"JJJ"
raised an undisputed throne for hira, sheltered from poaaa

storms, in the noble and tranquil empire of the «**
sciences, agriculture, and manufacture. He loved to wn»w

title of President of the Zoological Society of London jaei

the other titles which decorated his name. Hence, geauaa»

I believe I am not wanting in the respect due to hw ffljaw.

in saying that he was one of us, and that his <J|»tn
<J»

family mourning among learned societies. The lfl*jg
deceased had, moreover, a particular claim

.
on.WJ!Tf3

You have not forgotten, gentlem n, with what
J"

1"""* -
what Royal generosity he had granted his patronagtw

society. And I am therefore only interpreting J^^Z,
and anticipating your wishes in proposing that ^JJg.
ful testimony of our deep and unanimous regrets w *•—

-

in our minute* "
..^^Aet

The Moniteur publishes in its London ^rrespoaa*-

the following article on the Prince Consort s tuner*-

Britain by assuming a different attitude. .«.,*.w „ u„woulu e m such a rupture a complication in every way
deplorable of the difficulties with which the Cabinet of

wi l
Dg n

^aS alr
?
ady t0 8truS»le»

and a proceeding calcu-
lated to occasion serious uneasiness to all the Powers not parties

w i

P.reaent conflict, we think we are giving a testimony of
loyal friendship to the Cabinet of Washington in not conceal-

SSJSl^n °?F °P!n
.

ion
-, l "quest you, sir, to take the first

Eft, of "Peaking frankly with Mr. Seward, and, if he
deaire it, to leave him a copy of tnis despatch. -Receive, &c.

mt T, ,

" THOrJVEKEL.

"

ine frrench press generally approves of this despatch,

President protested against this departure from the
question, but the Count recurred again and a^ain to
l'nnce Napoleon's speech, and at length the Senate

press, however, strongly condemn M. Thouvenel for the
moral support5

' he affords to England. The Opinion
Rationale broadly intimates that he ought to be
ashamed of the approval which the despatch has met
with m Enarianrt. Th<» D^A^/ «,i™h„ *u-a ja^ -a^x^with The Debats admits that the Fede-

effect

:

" He justified the statements contained in his recent report
the effect of which, he said, had been to re-establish a feelin \of security. Since then the indirect revenue had increased"and the public funds had risen, and would probably havecontinued to rise but for the incident which had caused anDre-
hensions of war between England and America He

ral Government has acted most injudiciously towards
, a „ u_ ^England in having affected to treat so great a nation
demonstrated, *>y the experience of the late war in Italy, the

with «n inexcusable degree of haughtiness which has ^J^?8^^^
b ^ v>i urtu^mmew, wmen nas was at this moment taking place m England, where, without

''The growing aversion to expensive funerals ^"jK-
again shown in the iustance of Prince

i

Albert. _"\ ^
remarked that of late the English nobility &*£?£ <#

buried in a private manner. The last Duke o r«rt^
the wealthiest noblemen in England, expr-

will that the expense of his funeral should _n<»c ^^
The mortal remains of the late Lord HerbeP^.
his own servants from his mansion to the ay ^
which his lordship had built, and were foUo*w-^ o:

•WR .WM , m .i Mr-lgmmtry, all on fo^f^r.,*
James Graham reposes in a country chorcay*' ^ j;

stone, bearing only his name with the dates
^

death. The late Duke of Sussex, the Duchess ^^
and the Princess Sophia, the uncle and auritsu

^^.
who were entiled to a royal funeral in the cD

?J^eS of Loot

chose to be interred in one of the public ce
J

e^ ^ be *#

The Duchess of Kent, the Queen's mother, dear
g

in the garden of Frogmore, and her funeral wi i ^
with no official pomp. The obsequies of we^ ^g
have been ordered in the same spirit. H» -^ «§m

placed in t he royal vaults, but near the aw
»

tbe £
bably be afterwards removed to a toino *

by th«^
intends to erect for him, perhaps at Frogmore.

her mother's.

Spain.
i f tht

Most of the Maarid jouriwfe^

îspeak with regret of the death ot the Prin
^ t

The JEpoca, after referring to the amu. ^,
Queen, says :—« The love of her family a^ }t 0̂0

nich remain KM,V\ hia«rf«

French Ambassador•

b*Tj,

the eve*^

•Hit**

the sole consolations which remain to^
quence of the death the

a ball which was to have been given on

the 16th.

inst. a Government "-*«»**'/—«fc^ Umm-r w
raw cotton was laid on the table.

,/
11

^\. nflflCd to
*

state that Prince Muley-el-Abbas has proper

In the sitting of the Cort« <* M
trnment Bill for levying?" i«j£d>
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Spain,

con-
^rrff^5l^lSd~d^^rb^tvveen Morocco and !

^ fcat the Spanish Government has readily

4*ed*
n » t —The Kin"- has taken the oath to the con-

^from the Throne his Majesty spoke feelingly of

0** . ._,_ A~n*^ Lishon was illuminated at night,

Wante Dom Augusto continues to improve, and
^ brother's death.

^LThones are entertained that he will recover; but

£^ Joao. another brother of the King, has been

Sfcrously 'ih\ and has received the last sacraments.

f"E^qaence of these repeated illnesses in the Royal

SH^Ttbere bave heen tumults in the street, and the

Stebare demanded that the King should leave the

Etf The Municipal Chamber supported this demand.

i ftwaeil of Ministers was held, and in accordance

«\Atbo popular request the King on Christmas-day

nprd t0 llis countlW Pakwe of Caxias. A decree

luting a medical commission to examine the Royal

SWs and report on their sanitary condition was also

Jgjljd in a special session of the Cortes. The body of

Ehie King was to be disinterred and analysed. The

nablic was still so greatly excited that detachments of

troops were parading the streets. The Duke of Saldanha

vts conv cent. The Trent question is still discussed

bv the Portuguese newspapers, and the writers in the

Joncddo Commercio coincide with the opinions of the

English jurisconsults. The Portuguese squadron in the

Tigus had their flags half-mast high, in token of respect

fir the kite Prince-Consort of England.

Dexxabk.—After the adoption of the Budget by

tie Danish Chamber of Deputies, on Saturday, the

ion of the Kingdom of Denmark was closed.

Homm—The Second Chamber of the Hague, in

its sitting of the 20th, adopted by 37 votes to 25 a

declaration that the Ministry did not possess its conn-

4eDoe. The retirement of the Cabinet is therefore

imminent.

Sweden.—It is said that at the next Diet a Bill will
j

be presented extending the succession to the throne to

the female line when a deceased king has no direct

male heir, or brother fit to succeed him, as took place

with Queen Christina, daughter of Gustavus Adolphus.

If this Bill be voted, the Princess Louisa, only child of

King Charles XV., will succeed her father, and the

Scandinavian union will then be realised by a marriage
sstween the Princess and the eldest son of the Prince
of Denmark. In that case the Duke of Ostgothland,
toother of King Charles XV., who is the zealous par-
bun of the Scandinavian union, will renounce the

ion to the throne ot Sweden for himself and his
bin. The Princess Louisa is now 12 years of age.
Prussia.—A funeral service was celebrated on Monday

£hu\)cL ox' Cue Euglish Embassy for the late

_— Tonsort, and was attended by the Royal family,
the Ministers of State, and the Diplomatic Corps.
The rumours of a Prussian Ministerial crisis were denied
ot Saturday in well informed quarters. It is stated
tiat in the Council of Ministers held on Friday, it

wu resolved to convoke the Chambers for the 14th of
January.

ArsTBiA.-It is stated that Count Rechberg, the
*bu»ter for Foreign Affairs, has written a despatch to
toe Austriau Minister at Washington, in which he
»ates that he considers the Government of her
tannic Majesty to be fully justified in requiring
reparation for the proceedings of the San Jacinto, and
*#* the American Government not to complicate their
<** affairs by any hesitation in satisfying the just
wands of her Majesty's Government. The Emperor

Vienna on Saturday afternoon for Venice. On the
"«n "ist. his Majesty is expected at Verona, where a
PjJKl review of troops will take place. The Emperor

J™*
not return to Vienna until the 15th of January.

Sm 7?yu
home bis Majesty will inspect the fortifica-

'r*, 7lch h*ve recently been made in the Southern

top h 1

Dtde CuamDord
> wno only recently returned

robsdorf from his pilgrimage to Jerusalem, arrived

^!Tna
?? Saturday- The official Vienna Gazette

PJNialies the followin
"n
„
ce Consort .—

discovered in the possession of others at Cronstadt, who
were immediately arrested. To add to these complica-
tions, a financial crisis prevails in the government of
Kiev. Several manufacturers have closed their works.
The engagements of the houses which have already

stopped payment amount to nearly a million pounds
sterling. The engagements of one banker who has
failed at Berdyschev are estimated at two million

roubles ; and the managers of the joint-stock bank at

St. Petersburg and at Moscow have informed the

Minister of Finance that they consider the. undertaking

i impossible under existing circumstances. The news of

the Prince Consort's death had produced a most painful

,
impression, not only on the English residents in St.

Petersburg, but also on the Russians. The Court went
into mourning for 12 days, and a grand ball which was

to be given on the occasion of the hereditary grand

duke's fete, was countermanded. The Journal de St.

;
Petersbourg contains the following article on the death

of the Prince Consort :

—

" We shall not enlarge to-day upon the claims of Prince

,
Albert to the gratitude of the English, but must defer until

j

another occasion to advert to a career which, although too

i
short, will leave after the memory of many excellent actions,

I

and of a constant and intelligent support of all ideas which
! were calculated to promote the prosperity or the glory of hi

adopted country. The Prince had a noble heart and a groat

I

mind. Standing upon the highest step of the throne, he hold

j
a place which the institutions of the three kingdoms could,

under circumstances, make a difficult one. He understood,
1 however, how to display a tact and preserve a loyal dignity of
1 action, which, coupled with so many eminent qualities of mind
and so many noble and solid virtues, gained for him the

sympathies of the nation that had adopted him, and re-

warded his merits w th universal esteem."

Poland.—Accounts from Warsaw state that arrests

continue to be made on a most extensive scale through-

out the kingdom of Poland. Twelve beneficed priests

have been sent to Siberia. The officialjournal of Warsaw
contains three Imperial Ukases, announcing the accept-

ance of the Marquis Wielopolski's resignation, and ap-

pointing Senator Hube Minister for Public Worship,

and the Municipal Councillor Dembrowski Minister of

Justice.

Italy.—The Court of Turin has gone into mourning

for the Prince Consort. ISItalia states that the nego-

tiations for the entry of Signor de Martino into the

Ministry have fallen through. In the Chamber of

Deputies on Saturday, a letter from Signor Rattazzi

was read, thanking the Chamber for the resolution

expressive of its wish that he should retain the post

of President, and withdrawing his resignation. Count

Bastogi then made his financial statement, of which

the following is a summary :
—

After enumerating the measures which had been taken to

improve the public credit, he stated that the ordinary deficitm
1SG1 amounted to 400,000,000 lire, and that the deficit in 1862

object of which, it is averted, was to urge Francis II

not to yield to the solicitations of France with reference
to his departure from Rome. Mousignor Chigi, the
new Papal Nuncio at Paris, has adjourned his departure
until the 12th of January, in order to obviate the

necessity of his being present at the reception of the

diplomatic corps by the Emperor on New Year's day in

company with the Italian Ambassador. Tristani is at

Rome, and has received the title of General, and a sum
of money to be employed in reviving the brigandage in

the Neapolitan provinces. Father Pastaglia has just

published a pamphlet entitled " Schism not a threat of

Revolutionists, but a well-founded apprehension of

Catholics. Warning by a Catholic Priest."

Malta.— The Mnltopn tribunals have sentenced

Captain Cavaliere Dino, of the Italian frigate Mozam-
bono, to three months', and his lieutenant to two

months' imprisonment, with hard labour, for committing

an assault on the editor of the Portafoglio.

Tukkky.—The monetary panic has subsided. The

Government has forcibly suspended all financial opera-

tions. The Turkish pound, which at the height of the

panic reached 4<K> piastres, is now quoted at 210. Sir

Henry Bulwi r has proposed that the Porte should

make a material def it against the oaimee which are

in circulation. This proposal is iikelj to he carried out.

An official announcement has been made to t effect

that the Saltan pledges himself to introduce i is on

the arrival of Fund Pasha. The latest news states that

Fuad Pasha, M panied by Fufttf Bej Kara who

wasappn >nded on a chai i of inciting his ] -pie to

the bite disturbances in the Kearonan, arrived at

Constantinople on Friday. It is sta I that the illness

of Yusuf Karam baa become so serious as to leave

no ho of his recovery. Haifa) Pasha, ( mnainl. r-

in-Chief of the Syrian corps d'arm hasbn tppointed

provisional successor of Fuad Pasha in S is. An
impost on the upper classes is intended. Kiza Pasha

will remain at Smyrna during the winter on account of

continued ill health.

SERVIA.—Prinee Garaschanin has been appointed

Predstawnick and Minister for Foreign Affairs. M.

Marinovitz has been appointed President of the Senate.

TUNIS.—According to advices received at Mar-

seilles, Prince Sirai, brother of the Bey of Tunis, is

dead.

The Danttbian Principalities.—Prince Couza on

Monday transmitted to the autborit .
by t graph, a

proclamation announcing his consent to the union of

the Principalities. I>» consequence of this proclama-

tion the city was illuminated, and the Chamber

unanimously voted its thanks to tin Prince. The

United Assembly for Moldavia and \\ allachia is con

-

_ f
. „. ho «um vcucA fvre ttic ?»Vt\x of vwuary at Bw

if 63,000, 000 Ureobcained by the alienation ot V»uu,0uJ of
|

EGYPT.—The : t discontent] rails in Ejrrpt,

Neapolitan and 2$, 000, 000 of Sicilian Rentes, and also.part of
f , . L ^ Un ^^ „™»r A nninion that Said Pasha

ijr article on the death of the

wit •piUl,

well known*K
r
t

x^mediate and painful in its character. It is

London, th*
m al1 Greafc Britain, and more especially in

•tftenrfor tl
e

.

Xe
f
n PlaiT family life of the deceased was a

*•* eniovAH v?
1

Sltation of the people. The domestic hnnpi-

H^s n«i!ri &}** R°yal family and the excellent education
*• capitaHZaS.

en were reflected in all the households of

^Peonle' r u-
ua a mutual l°ss befalls alike the Queen and

: *»dgood aLlt vi?*d sympathies with everythiugbeauti-

•n, th (

*'

hardly a ph
e, or any art

l4*v:il He hiH " '"" "-««• wuuura uc vtiv* JuOt CO-Operat^, K>i

de*th cloaiS^-
assisted with his active support. When

^j. ,
«-iosea his eves if w«« — i. __i_ uj- n iLuu^. «•»,*

the proceeds of the last National Loan, the deficit in 1862

would be reduced to 150.000,000 lire He proposed to cover

this deficit by means of several new taxes, which he estimated

would yield 139,000,000 lire. His estimate m detail is as

follows :— Registration fee, 50,000,000 lire; Duties on salt

and tobacco, 5,000,000 lire; Duties on other necessaries,

5,Q00t 000 lire; Railways, 4,000,000 lire; Land-tax ,
2o.00C ,000

lire; Duties on wines and other beverages 20,000 000 lire

;

Tax on Negotiable Securities, 30,000,000 lire.—Total 139,000,090

lire. The balance of 20,000,000 lire, he said, might be covered

by a fresh issue of Treasury-bonds, the amount of those already

in circulation being only 36,000,000 lire. After rem arking thatm
1830 the French finances were in a more unsatisfactory state,

and pointing ou' thegreat latent resources of Italy, her domains

railways, and other sources of national wealth, he concluded

by calling upon the Chamber to vote the proposed new taxes

and thus re-establish the public credit, which the enemies of

the country were endeavouring to shake.

An extraordinary sitting of the Chamber was held in

the evening in which the Budget was provisionally

approved by 202 auainst 39 votes. On Mondaj «venin

an extraordinary sitting of the Senate was held for the

discussion of the Budget. In reply to qu ions

addressed to him by some of tlie senators, Signor

Bastogi gave an explanatory statement of the Budget

analogous to that which he made on Saturday to the

Chamber of Deputies. Signor ArnuUo disputed the

conclusions drawn by the Minister and stated that he

believed the deBcit for 1862 would be greater than had

been estimated; that the yield of the new taxes was

uncertain, and that no definite tmancial plan h>r the

future had been presented to the Chamber. Signor

Bastogi replied, that the deficit for 1862 would

be lels than that for 1861, and said :
- We are

and it seems to be the gen d opinion that Said Pasha

has for a long time been doing his utmost to ruin the

untry. It is even Baid that there is imminent danger

of an outbreak, having for its object the forcible

removal of the Viceroy.

India..—The Calcutta mail of Nov. 19 has arrived,

and telegraphic despatches have been received in antici-

pation of the Bombay mail of Nov. 27. The death

of Lady Canning has been received throughout India

with the deepest sorrow. Her ladyship had just

1 returned to Calcutta from a tour in the up country

1 when the symptoms of jungle fever presented them-

selves, which rapidly increased, and in a few days ended

fatallv. The greatest sympathy has been shown for

Lord Canning under his bereavement at the moment

,vh,n he was laying down his high office. Sir C. \\ ood

has decided that the seat of the Government shall be

removed from Calcut ta to the Hills, probably to Simla.

The estimates for 1861-62 show a surplus of a million

and a If. The whole peninsula was yielding a plen-

tiful harvest, and the health of the country was gene-

rally good, 1 bough there were some indications ot

cholera in Bombay.

1 itbd STATES.-The steamer Hansa which sailed

from S -uthampton on the 28th ult., **.^ «f£*"
on which the arrest of Messrs Mas«" ^d

|
h
^
el

n
bf*™

known in England, arrived at New York on the

12th inst. The intelligence of the feeling in
i

Eng-

land had created uneasiness, and the report of the m-

s*Kl.-« We are l

donation meeting at Liverpool was much commented

ift: protect upon. The European^^=^ £* £
i

£°°d.

Prince
Bea.

nstit

ifica

e ha

***** •*« lost

'*" Classes Tn n A J-ULUseu tut: juvc ,vuuouujii(»wuu

^Pic irntiVii*-
Great Britain there was hardly a philan-

*WfiT ?' * great mdustrial enterprise, or any artistic

*hkh k„ i.
*™ety,iu whose lahours he did not co-oncrate. orwhose labours he did not co-operate, or

living in extraoruinavj times. If the produce 01 ;.|; '
__t™ ^"XT'-hZy** presa «s favourable to

the tax be not sufficient it will be neceaa.y i«teipreted ^^jaH#-»e —^,j £ Torh Herali bllks

to ha^ recuse momentarily to rte issue ofJ
f
easury be nj

f**g"*£fcff :ind rf - John Hull's
iargei\ ui

«„A,i;«f« fhnt. the Bntiah

Tu
a man that ever worked for her welfare."

****H?es r
A%

?
A '—^ Obergespans who fail to declare

E?er? in v
ll to tneGovernment are to be dismissed.

dnriaV ^
UlVKlua! condemned for political offences

'Mm ^r ll years is dedared disqualified for any

*»KYai. ? , ?vernment office. The Assemblies in the

«r*T? i
C

i

°f Tra«aylvania have been dissolved.

-;

thaf «p It.
iatm accounts ft

>nr!L :

the Government does
^that" 2 * " accounts from St. Petersburg

S2?1 ai8CQ

not relax its system

lift pvnprted. Tl

copies of Hertzen's - Cloche " have been

bonds, as I have announced to theChamber of Deputies

Some of the Senators declared that the vote of the

Senate on the Budget would neither
•

express .confidence

nv distrust in the Ministry, but that in view of the

urgency of the case the proportions or he GovernmentS be adopted. The official Gazette of Tnrm pub-

Lhes the law recently voted for extending the war tax

to 10 per cent, to the provinces hitherto exempt frotn

t A
P
despatch from Rome states that after th nvate

a dieuce recently granted to the Harqms de Lavalette,

te French Ambassador, the Pope said to a Bishop

who inquired the result, - We have yet a qgjr*«
hour to live" In a Consistory held on Mom.

,
tne

hour to nvt. in
his desire to proceed to

Pope expressed to ^Urdmal.^

n

^
the canonization^ "^ttShS Consistorv would be
Po : ,e also announced that ^^

^

UbWl0̂ and ten
held for the nomination ot three^euf

wcSnd tbousrhts," and predicts that the BntoA

Gowrument will lav to heart the recornmenda-

ttns of he Peace Party. It says =-" England has

found in us for the first time a navy that ,s not

afraid of her. If she wcr, inequitable enongh to

make the act of the San Jacinto a ca,«* bclh, Bu nd

knows it would he bringing disaster upon herself'

I, a previous article on the 9th inst., it said that

'ccordhig to the opinion of the Brltfah laiv officen. as

ri ., in the correspondence between Mr Main and

fie En Mi Government, the case was fairly and d.9-

hictl v tied in favour of the Federal G<™™?«*
.'

d tha here might have been fe» grounds for seiz ng
'

(
, stenner in BrttUh waters. Th ame pupw, on the

inth inst savs " The British Government will he unable

. flud «^t for a quarrel in the action of Capta n

Wilkes • that England has t oo many interests at stake to

risk a rupture with the United States; Canada u within

E
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two days* railway journey ot half a million of armed
men, and baa a frontier that can offer no resistance to
an invading force ; and England will be in no hurry
to embroil herself in another American difficulty."
The 2V>k> York Times also argues that, after the first out-
burst of indignation m England, a reaction had set in,

it being almost unanimously acknowledged by the
English journals that America had the law on her side.
Mr. Buchanan, the late President, is said to have
expressed his opinion that the arrest of the Commis-
sioners was illegal, and that they must of course be
given up to England. General Cass, however, who was
Mr. Buchanan's Secretary of State, says that Captain
Wilkes did exactly what the Buchanan Administration
approved in regard to the question of search in prin-
ciple. The New York Journals publish some further
diplomatic correspondence between Mr. Adams and
Mr. Seward. In this correspondence Mr. Adams states
that, while in conversation with Lord John Russell in
June last, he referred to the fact of British troops
having been sent to Canada. Lord John Russell replied

, w _r w„ ^ 1¥J
tx , as Canada had been denuded of troops some time blessing. But that it should have' been broughtto'so'sudd

"The Lord hath given, and the Lord hath taken away

;

blessed be the name of the Lord." He said :—
* The magnitude of the loss we had sustained could only be

judged of by the void which the death of the Prince Consort
would leave, and by the want which must be felt for a long
time to come of his valuable services. He nad been bleesed
with 20 years of wedded love, as intimate and tender as eyer
was found in the most retired walk of life, or in the most
sequestered happy valley of peace and contentment. He had
around him a family of children, rising up with every promise
which could gladden the heait of a parent. His intellectual
tastes found enjoyment not in frivolous amusement, but in
those works of art which delight and purify without enfeebling
the soil. He had powers of mind which could follow out. clearly
comprehend, and intelligently foster all those wonderful deve-
lopments of science which have conduced to the glory, the
prosperity, and the general advancement of our age and country.
For 20 years he had enjoyed, at first the respect, then the
admiration and love of a great nation, and though not osten-
sibly mingling in affairs of State, and though jealously ex-
cluded from the councils of the realm, yet his influence was
felt and acknowledged for good without ever awakening the
mistrust of conflicting statesmen. Such a lot as his, com-
mencing with the bright days of early youth, and continuing
unalloyed and uninterrupted to the prime of manhood, could
not be said to have been a scanty apportionment of the Divine

it passed from the lips of one to those of another
deemed that it was never destined for our own W***
with, perhaps, too much pride and complacen'cv Zthem. So fortunate at home, so fortunate atom? ^
'Peace and safety are ours; tomorrow will be*.*1 *
its prosperity even more abundant.' But, lo ' in* ^
the huge black wings of the tempest had stretched *"*
whole horizon, shrouding it with thickest darti!?**
Christmas, on the eve of which we stood, seemed almo?' *

*

since, it was only a proper measure of precaution, and
said that he did not know what the United States might
do. Lrrd John Russell also said something about a
throat uttered by Mr. Seward to Lord Lyons, that
British vessels would he seized on Luke Ontario without
ceremony. The report of the Secretary of the Treasury
has been presented to Congress, but it has not been
received with much favour in financial circles. The
following is a summary of its leading features:

—

" The amount derived by the Government from loans since
July last is 197.000,000 dollars. The Secretary says he is com-
Selled to reduce his estimate of the revenue from the Customs
uring the financial year 1862 from .57,000,000 dollars to

32,000,000 dollars. He recommends that the duty on sugar
should be increased to 2ic, on clayed sugar to 3c, on green
tea to 25c, and on coffee to 5c. Other alterations in
the tariff are also recommended. He further recom-
mends that the direct taxes in the loyal States
should be increased to 20,000,000 dollars, and that
duties should be levied on stills, distilled liquors, tobacco,
hank-notes, legacies, carriages, and paper, sufficient
to produce another 20,000,000 dols. 10,000,000 dols. is ex-
pected to be derived from the income-tax. The estimated
expenditure of the fiscal year terminating in July, 1862 is
543,000,000 dols. ; 320.000,000 dols. have already been received
leaving a deficit of 214,000,000 dols. to be provided for. The
Secretary proposes to raise 150,000,000 dols. by substituting
for the present Rank currency of tho States a Federal currency
to that amount, redeemable in coin on presentation and
secured by United States' stocks; 50,000,000 dols. by loan
and the remaining 14.000.000 dols. to ho nrnvinVH i« t-^~.i
ways. In

and so unexpected a close was a grievous affliction, not merely
to those more tenderly and intimately attached to the departed
Prince, but to the whole nation, to every one who speaks the
language of England, to ever* one who takes honest pride in
being a subject of our Queen and in enjoying the privilege of
living under our constitutional Monarchy. All the period of
happiness assigned to him had, to the same extent, been a
blessing to the country as to himself. It was the conviction of
this which had laid England prostrate with one great universal
sorrow, which when the great bell of the cathedral tolled

us with its untimely mirth, so painfully did it cont»*
the sorrow and sadness in our hearts. One jrreat
already overtaken us, and there was another" ??^
travelling up behind, the tidings of which might h*

1*^
way to us; but that threatening evil still inW ?«?
mercy, be averted. He would not, therefore f trJI
it then. It was sufficient that he should speak tna*?the sad event which, without exaggeration had -2?
land to mourn. And well it felt that it' bad a *L*mourn

;
for it might be only after long years tocometl?*

children or our children's children could take the Ml25
of England's loss, and estimate how great and how
that loss was—how severe a stroke of God's &£!?
descended upon us when He took from us one vrhmUSnow he was gone, we should apprehend as we h*?»J*2,

never apprehended it before. For, doubtless, it wjiV«?S
penalty which waited on the very successful perfonMaeTM
arduous task that only the discerning—who muijKlIS
the few—perceived how arduous the task was, andhow^^
were the difficulties to be overcome. And such a ta§k«MlhWhat various contradictions he needed to reconak/2
contending claims to adjust! A husband, and therefaak
God's ordinance, superior to the wife, though yet her*
ject

;
the foremost man in the land, the nearest to?Throne, and yet, by that very nearness, shut out front

whole region of active political life. How hard not total
erred on the one side or the other! On the one hudmtemptations to ease and self-indulgence, by yielding to tfci
he would have fallen into insignificance, and become aari*at midnight spread a heavy gloom, as for some nersonal *,«„!,«, *v * i. c *= **

-'• — —*
bereavement, through this "vast city. 6ur Country fhlfc^8 *™m™t fi«ure & the pageantry of a CouTfc

y uur cc"""ry
|
the other hand, by following the promptings of atribitJoak

mg 14,000,000 dols. to be provided in various
conclusion, the Secretory states that, should the

could not well spare an influence, powerful if unseen,
which had been quietly working for good. In our troubled
times we needed sagacious counsel; we needed the
continuance of that sober and discerning judgment of whichwe might conjecture the bearing by the constant harmony
which had so happily prevailed between the will of the
fcovereigu and the will of the nation. If ours had been anepoch of the most perfect constitutional government—if the
rulers and the ruled had acted together without one iarrine
conflict and with the most complete unity of purpose—
surely there must have been a felicitous concurrence of allinfluences to this blessed end. Nor was this influence neces-
sarily shrouded in what might be called modest constitu-
tional secresy. It had its public as well as its private sphere
it had its occasions in which to show its fine discernment
or tne public interests, and to proclaim openly that it heldthose public objects to be the dearest objects and aim
ot life. Among all classes, therefore, from the highest tothe lowest, it was felt that a great example had been re-moved from among us, an example of the highest and thehumblest duties equally fulfilled, of the household every-day virtues of the husband and father, practised in a quietunostentatious way, without effort and, as it were by thewar be continued beyond Midsummer, the amount required sP°ntaneous workings of a true and generous "nature* Ifo'be

im«
h o fiscal year 1863 will be 379,000,000 dols., and in July,

not only J)iameless, but more than blameless in these
1863, the'public debt will be 900,000,000 dols."

Congress has passed a resolution in favour of the adop-
tion of raeas'ires for an

- ^change of prisoners an d ha
also approved me suppression or habeas fiorpusoy Fresi-
dent Lincoln. President Lincoln has refused to furnish
Congress at present with the correspondence between
the Federal Government and foreign Powers relative to

relations, was not too common in such high positions. Butms duties to the Queen's subjects as well as to the Queenhis duties to the great English family dispersed throughout
all the world, as well as to the young family within the

and with silent assiduity. No waste of time in" frivolous
amusement, in vain pomp and glory, but usefulness in its
nighest sense, schemes of benevolence promoted, plans for
the education of the people suggested and fostered with

the Mexican intervention. Five hundred Federals will ! £ri
deu

f

fc

.

and fa
/
seei, ''£ counsel, and with profound personal

immediately occupy Tybee island. The " stone fleet
"

was off the island on the 6th. A Government agent
has been appointed to superintend the packing of cotton
by the aid of negroes in the neighbourhood of Beau-
fort. According to advices from Kentucky, the Federals
have destroyed the bridges betweeu Bowling Green and
Memphis. Vessels from Southern ports continue to arrive
at Savannah. Federal accounts state that Fort Pickens
was unhurt in the late engagement, but that War-

interest; great movements for the improvement of all
branches of national industry, if not set on foot, maintained
with a steady and persevering impulse; in short, notwith-
standing foreign birth and education, a full and perfect
identification of himself with English interests English
character English social advancement ;— all these things
had svink gradually, if slowly, into the national mind,and the prejudices against strangers, peculiar in their
intensity, at least, to our modes of thought and feeling had
thoroughly worn out. As in his remarkable addresses—hardly
to be surpassed in our language—which he had deliveredon various occasions, the faint foreign accent and intonation

nngton and part of the Pensacola Navy Yard were burnt
aloue lin£ered behind, while the substance, the solid part

An engagement has taken place in "Western Virginia! I ch^rac^hfdw
WaS *?™ r*h

}
e E" l̂ish

'
8° his mind

> bis

n which the Federals are reported to have been" sue'f/^cessmi, but the details are not stated. It appears very have
.

been deePly affected to read that the first thought at that
probable that an engagement will soon take place in : Jf

omam
,
e m°ment of the Royal widow—and that widow a

Kentucky. The Europa, which took out the British =S^^
ultimatum, passed Cape Race on the 13th of December, noble self-dedication Ihe had Earned a perpeS title lo theloyalty ot her subjects, not the mere servile worship of pompand power common to ignoble minds, nor the cold\ abstract,

jealous, hardly conceded respect and acquiescence in legal

!ff m
0r

!
?'

Ut th
,
at genuine ioyalty which is consistent withthe most fervent, devout, self-sacrificing reverence, and withlove deep and personal. Such a sentiment of loyalty he was

but was not intercepted. The British gunboat Landrail
and the Swedish frigate Norkoping have arrived at
New York. A despatch from Charleston, South
Carolina, states tliat a fire broke out in that place on
the 11th bit,, which was supposed to have been the
work of an incendiary. The theatre, the Institute,
and several public buildings had been destroyed.

Canada —The Canada journals report considerable
activity throughout Canada in organising the Militia
and Volunteers.

Mexico - 1 h. New YorJc Herald states that agents
from the Mexican Government have arrived at New

would have intruded into the arena reserved for othei*
have sought to obtain a position for himself which the BriM
Constitution denied him. So wisely and so well did be

i

both these dangers that we hardly took account how real _
how great they were. His rare wisdom enabled hint
perceive that there was a domain as wide, as honourable, <m
to him, in which he might find useful employment. Ream
ing the dignity of God's ordinance of labour, be accepted*
part of a worker from the first by the conscientious imp*
ment of his faculties by industry and toil, reaching backi*
his earliest years ; for it was only through having 'score*

vain delights and lived laborious days ' that he could km
made his immense acquisitions in science and in art. 80, te
it was only iu the genuine sympathy for his fellow-men, a
favoured by fortune than himself, that he could have labori

so diligently as he did to make those acquisitions prontabkli
all. To adorn, beautify, and elevate the social life ot the coar
of his adoption, to aid, encourage, and set forward every 8d>»
of thoughtful benevolence, of some of which he was the fa
promoter—that was the task which he assumed for hi* en
But that was not all. There was one who, it must be «1
even at this moment, was still dearer to England than t*

Prince they ail deplored. England knew, if not all, yet *»
thing of what that Prince was to her—a counsellor, friendly
porter—a wise counsellor, it might confidently be affirmed,

seeing what her reign bad been—a strenuous support*

helping to bear that weight of empire which, even wba
lightest, must still press as a mighty burden on the bear:

of England's Sovereign. What a further debt they ^g
of the land, the observed of all observers, ha&heon a pu

household, a model of domestic purity, of pure rt

What a fountain of bitterness a corrupt Court might ba*e, ate"

often had, been ! What a fountain of sweet purifying watffl

Queen Victoria's Court had been, everywhere by its inftaenei

strengthening good, rebuking evil, honouring virtue, di*

countenancing vice ! Recollecting, also, that in that part

atmosphere had been trained the Prince or Princes who sbcMH

hereafter reign over us, that their minds had been moulded!*

his care, formed upon his example, enriched out of the an*
treasures of his mind, surrounded by tutors and governor!

his choice—and in nothing did his excellent wisdom«
display itself than in the selection of these—it might be aaai

what amount of gratitude could repay a debt like that.
^

WHS

they had lately looked on the long and unbroken bapptoana

that household, and saw that no star had becomeexnjj

in that bright firmament, Englishmen had half Pf"^
themselves that such serene felicity would abide for

In a world like this how vain was such an expect*

It might be a little sooner or a little later, but
""JJ

the common lot of all, would come at last. Fle*
/ty

blood would fain have it otherwise, but the way a*r
Cross was still the way, the onlv way, to the U

°^J
crown. Every Christian, high or low, rich or poor, m^J^
the cup and be baptised in the baptism of his Lord.

tm

Ten*?

ago none would have thought that the hearts Oi tnii pwr

could be knit more closely to their Sovereign. Vet ^**1L.
tenderness now pervaded all their relation to that

v

What offerings of an homage more devoted, if l**^ vjl^ji
ever they would seek to lay at her feet ! For what i^TJ

lorkfortbe purpose of fitting out j rivateers to prey
upon French, English, and Spanish merchant vessels.
It is asserted that a Spanish expedition, under the
command of General Serrano, has disembarked at Vera

ep
sure would be evoked by the conduct of the Queen, and itwould be one of the greatest of all comforts in her 'present

The Dea^ of Westminster (Dr. Trench) preached
a funeral sermon on Sunday aiterr.oon in Westminster
Abbey from the 20th verse of the 3d chapter of

j? M
a

,

B
.

**' " AU *° mi
.

tQ Solace
;
all are of the dust,ana all

1trrm to dust a«j«Trnw—He 'mm ——

were,

"Though in many things the lots of men were most uneaual

SJth n
G Cbl

!ff
St t

5
in

»

g8 °f aU *ey were equal BinhTnd'

teSSte^JSS!
a,
V
d

!
he graVe

'
a11 the ^certaintiesof life, the111 /H ° f dlsease

'
and what men called the blind

r, . , , - «„ TC1 „ effects of accident, were common to all When He in wwCruz in order to protect the Spanish inhabitants, who : £"}£ w??
th»«mo « every man saw good to reclaim theTpi

?
ri?

had_ discovered the ex.stence of a conspiracy against
|» it

He ££ gfc «-J
-,^^who cU

was like the fellowship of pain? Of all the saCTam*»

earth, what sacrament bound us so intimately as
. ^

ment of suffering ? All were near to one another m ^^ ^
pany ot the cross-bearers. To-morrow all that was

( ^
the departed Prince would be committed to the dust. ^

,

agony of such a day for those who had to P^.^nUsh
second time with all which they had loved ! ^e

. ,Sjjir w
then, devote some portion of to-morrow to specjai } j^.
one whose sceptre of dominion could not sbieW o

f- ingle pang to which our poor humanity v"*
fl heir-

which the world kJiaw_was_ like th© uricf

heir,

wife &* ^
usoand,—it was unique, it was the crown or *"\A ^i

them, then, forget not to implore for her that a"«
%j, w*i

peace, that consolation which none could give °w wof^ d
at this time born an infant of days into this oui

anguish and trouble."
lerflW

was

their lives. Advices from Havannah to' the"6th inst"
state that the steamer Clyde passed the Spanish fleet
36 hours sail from Vera Cruz. It is reported from
-Mexico that no resistance will be offered either at Vera
Cruz or Tanpico to the allied expedition. There is
however, a strong feeling in favour of making a d< fcer-
mired resistance against any Spanish invasion in the
interior of the country.

on

n?
e
n«oM

d
1
C
a

WaS im f)0tent t0 «™ bim. If the Angel
a* S?

at V ,^
ad " message for him he would "

The Rey. Dr. Coming preached a ^nf^h ii

Sunday morning in the National Scotch ^J'*
Crown Court, from Hebrews xi, 4,—" He being

deliver it.At his bidding every man must .rise and gird himself forhis longest journey and his last; and of all that a man hadhere called his own he would carrv nothing SL. S? u/T

G&e late prince Consort.
The Dean of St. Paul's, Dr. BflXMJr, preached a

funeral germon on the Prince Consort on Sunday morn-
ing m St. Paul's Cathedral, from Job, chap, i., v. 9 -

Bpeaketh." He said:

—

^^
"I have no more means of forming a j adgnj6^p*

uoic uuieu qib own h.* nmiin ^nr».,T „,v+i • .departed Prince than those that are around me,
xtg&fi*

when he died These truths werT so nhvf
UViiy W*S Mm ~the P" 1^-™™ sacred than a throne, where

|

often repeated that thev W otltJ *Z "*' S0 trifce
'

so bility is filter th,n in a palace, I would neither^.^IT^',H™ tney had eeased to move us at all. At. praise excessively, nor affect to censure, but I^k^Sj
us to let his voice, wherever we ourselves can f^jj gi
heard and to let his light so shine that others, st<

ûr |*J
works, may glorify, not the Prince Consort, out

^^{
i$

^WWtt. the ™ds*ont of HismSs^WHe had Himself become the preacher; it was h£? sermon
winnowS a sermon

J

works, ™. ^.^ ^ wv „„. .--, ^
it ; let them g ve heed to the word lh h r°]

****** to hear ! who is in Heaven. From so lofty a position as th.i

now in the lole'mnand ^fff^T^of^^^Z ^^ ™*^^ mUSt -"* deSC—
suddenly how almost without warning, was our 8kv dtrkoriPdover our beads! A little month ago we might have Jad^urpassing inquietudes, such as at our best estSteS ne;
W^'ii

1VV
-

th0Ut
''

-

but in the main a11 ^reared wel? with uaWe looked down with too little sympathy, perhaps on ih»nations around us; we saw the cup'ofV«dI triotuaJon as

unuence must nece»H»*Mjr « Iamis FTd
first and deep regret must be for that nlustn ^e***
thus bereaved of an adviser, a counsellor, a gu w

^
remarkable sagacity and tact and practical wuj ^.^^
doubt, notwithstanding her vigorous and P°*

~j bv one *>JJ
have been benefited and directed and inspirea ^^r
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— L.~a~ mAAenlv a widow than, to use her

^wo'rds ™wh£ the poorest woman in her

£SbT£ the same calamity A Qneen
.
must

m

fulneS8^ ^"l^st" relief to the overloaded heart;

5%S^wh«el~?t ^express itself in tears. For

fSfiln^cd toother last Sunday most fervently

;

5ff\* ?J2SSt She has few, from the very peculiarity

JJoftenm secret, o ^ with thafc freedom

J5rj»£SSi?S makes weeping with thern that do

^ifi
^f is <n*ute" ""V^ ' either last Sunday most fervently ;

S^TTrw still^ not merdy with the cold formalism

~*£$tS£** loyalty of Britons, withtheloveof Chns-

**^wi?h that deep and earnest sympathy which we all

*ft2SdTthat illustrious lady who is as popular as she is

***a,£hn has only to express the word and there is not a

«A d£ wouW not feap f^m the scabbard to defend her, or

+**LTJ, Fndand that would not brave and bear and risk and

2l «rU in order to shelter and honour her. But our

-1^ very much mitigated by recollecting the admirable

which the illustrious Princewho is gone has bequeathed
ra^him He speaks to us in many-sided relations, in

"LZ-^nects. through various oracles, * Being dead, he yet

"SSk/And never did a sermon from the pulpit or from the

I?5the most gifted and most elequent preacher so strikingly

Eifor so deeply thrill the heart as that dull, cold, dead

!2Sr»hatis spokeu in the silence and under the shadow of

IffWhere we can see what sin has done, and where, if we

JSVwk higher, we could also trace what grace has achieved.

R. then that as the husband of our Queen, "he being

iSUt speaketh." I am old enough to recollect the wedding

Tprince Albert, quite a youth, to our most gracious Queen.

{whiff the 22 years he spent as the husband of the Queen, the

KLgnessof his life, the warmth, and yet unostentatious

Smth of his attachment to the Queen, the delicacy with
« * At l J A1: A ^iA ^ «a A A* flfi mill- t\aoi ft nil—

ZuA he occupied the most delicate and difficult position

Lastly, that of the second personage in the empire, the

—od counsels as far as Queen could ask or he give, the deep, the

nrwtnt, and respectful affection which he bore the Queen—
infection that faltered not in the worst and wearied not in

£* best of times—remind one of those beautiful lines of Mrs.

Birrett Browning addressed to Prince Albert on marrying the

Aaien:-

•Hold that wedded hand less dear for sceptre than for ring ;

And count her uncrownedwomanhood to be the Royal thing.'

Tbt Prince Albert did I am sure—if of anything on earth-

And M husband of our Queen, being dead, he speaketh to

erery husband now present ; and I am sure I neither flatter

tor indulge in eulogy when I say, " Go thou and, in thy
iphere, do likewise.'' Let us look at him, again, as the

fcther of that interesting family, those boys, for such they
still arc, growing up to manhood, in the midst of whom, in

perfect health, I saw him only a few months ago on the banks
oftheDee. View him as the father of those sons, and of that

ten especially who has now come out of obscurity into greater
prominence, aLd must one day sway the sceptre of these

rial realms. From all I can gather, and I have conversed
with those who are competent to testify and give evidence of
.rts—from all I can gather, these sons have been reared with
wisdom, with consideration, with rare tact, with exquisite
common sense ; and in every respect he has, as the father of
lis family, set a precedent for the fathers of England. If
I might allude especially to the education of the Prince of
Wiles, he was, you will remember, sent first to study at

University of Edinburgh, next to the University of
Oxford, next to the University of Cambridge, that he
ajght thus acquire a breadth of thought, a liberality of
taking, and might at the same time, by such a remark-

in crowds to buy mourning; they will have d
mourning; they will be satisfied with nothing but the
best

;

'
_
showing the great sacrifices they are prepared to

make in order to testify their regard for the Prince who has
gone. This is one of those traits which, if it could be known in
a palace, would be received as the most precious, because the
uubought but costly sacrifice of the labouring poor. Then,
again, I need not say that as a patron of the arts and sciences
the character, conduct, and career of the Prince Consort has
been most conspicuous. The arts beautify, they don't
support ; they are the capital of the column, they are not
its foundation; but, wherever Christianity has flourished
in its puritv, there the arts,—painting, poetry, science,

literature, have all flourished also. The Great Exhibition
of 1851, I am told, was his idea The original idea was that
the Crystal Palace was to be, as it were, a mart, to show what
England had done ; and it was his suggestion that it should
not be sectarian but catholic, not national but universal. He
too I am told originated, the Great Exhibition for 1862. But
that has lost a mighty attraction. We shall not be able to

look upon its beauty and splendour without seeing the shadow
of one who was expected to be present to take the chief part.

The very appearance of that exquisite and beautiful structure

will be suggestive of a loss to science, a loss to the arts,

a loss to the country—a loss that we all earnestly and deeply

deplore. Then, lastly, I would notice his character as a
Christian. I have every reason to believe, from the informa-

tion I have received, that he did love those everlasting, those

distinctive precious truths which lie at the foundation of a

beggar's hope, and out of the reach of which a prince cannot bo

saved. It is not very long ago that it was my duty to occupy
the pulpit in Crathie Church, and in the Royal pew were

her Most Gracious Majesty, Prince Albert, and the children

of the Royal family. I never saw listeners more intensely

attentive, and I know from letters in my possession that the

truths uttered were deeply appreciated ; and I cannot but

believe God's promise—my word shall not return unto me
void. I was grieved and distressed the other day to notice, in

An evil
. fallen upon the city—mich an evil mi had nevef

befallen this nation in the lifetime of any now present. There
was but one death, and that he trusted very far removed from
us, which could have caused greater sorrow in the Land. The
Lord had afflicted us with a design, and had left us to endeavour
to find out what that design was. Whence then came that fever ?

It was not bred in courts and alleys. How came it too to bafno
the physician's skill ? For an answer to these questions we must
look to the Great First Cause. He gave the breath and He
took it away—He moulded the manly form and caused it to re-
turn to dust. Such events were neither the work of chance nor
fate, nor had the spirit of evil the power to drag men to their
graves. A kiud and tender hand had removed him for whom
we mourn from the evil to come. Like as a father chasteneth
his children, the Lord had chastened them that feared Him.
Perhaps the greatest temptation of modern times was the
tendency to impute everything to the laws of nature. There
was a notion that the world was like a great clock, that was
wound up many years ago, and which was now going of itself,

without needing the Divine interposition. But theology wont
a little further than philosophy, and they knew at tl

version was not true. It was no doubt our duty to take every
sanitary means to remove the seeds of disease, and they erred
who proclaimed a fast when they ought rather to tweep the
.streots of a city. Yet it was also true that this and every other

calamity could not have befallen us except the Lord had put

out His baud. If then the Lord had done it, with what awe
was not every calamity invested ! Standing by a Royal death

bed he thought he saw a Prince, when, lo ! he found himself in

the presence of God. Whore men saw nothing but calamity,

the eyes of faith saw the Eternal. Since then God had
done it, let them be sure the Prince had died at the beM
hour, and that it would have been neither wise nor kind if

he had been spared. All had been lor tho best, wisest,

and the kindest. Let them all learn to say this in every

trouble,—What I weep for what God had done ? "Tl -r.i give

and the Lord hath taken away. Blessed be tho name of the

Lord." Once a gardener had a choice flower that he nursed

the report of a speech delivered by an eloquent prelate of tho and tended above all the flowers of the garden. One morning

England, that the death of the Prince must bo he missed it. Ho thought a servant had taken it, and went
• ' .-- about a8king them U |i if they had plucked It. Then a

servant said, "I saw the master walking in tbo garden

early, and ho plucked it." The gardener answered, " It is

well. The flower was hia For him I nursed and tended

Church of „
looked upon as the consequence of our national sins—that our

national sins had robbed our beloved Queen of her husband.

I don't like that language at all. I think that it is neither for

prelate nor presbyter to mount the judicial seat and fulminate

judicial sentences. In what sense was it judicial? To his

Royal Highness we may hope it was a transference from what
it, and if ho has taken it it is well." Before tho dead was yet

buried should wo not say with the gardener, "It is well!

It was for the best, and the Lord's name be praised. A* to

WU»U 3HI1BO WitO lb OKI. «o Vyi*n i*,v»i. uv«|«j *~» —~- i

enriches the heart as the dews refresh the soil. Her Majesty

has lost one liuk that bound her to an earthly crown,

and she has gained one link more to unite her to a

crown of glory that fadeth not away. You have often

heard me say, I don't believe in chance or accident. I believe

every event has a mission, and for every event, however

startling or painful, depend upon it there was a needs-be, or

it would not have been. His Royal Highness had crowded

into a few years more practical usefulness to his country than

many have crowded into many years. He had finished his

work ; and each of us, you may depend upon it, is lmn lortal

till God Almighty has nothing more for us to do. Many of you

are old enough to recollect the Princess Charlotte and her dead

for saying that an accident on a railway was not a dgroont,

but that it happened in the common course o I Divine 1 rovi-

dence. Yet he would draw a line between private and national

calamities. He did think there were judgments in the case or

nations, and when a death, as in the present instance, became

a national calamity, they migtit ask why God had been pleasea

to take away the Consort of the Queen. In the first place, lie

had given a most solemn monition to all tho Kings and L nnooj

of the earth. I f deaths did not sometimes happen m the ranra

of such, they might deem themselves demigods. Now a voice

had gone out to warn Czars and Kings that they should sleep

like their serfs and slaves, and die like their subjects Who

could tell also how many careless hearts among courtiers ana

nobles might not bo touched by a sermon from » pW
Ife

at ._. , _„ ««« «« -~- v
distribution of his studies, convey a "kind yet delicate of Queen V^tou-Ia wish at this day it" had been otherwise? If
liTrvr.r.*- ±« —~*' n _. i t «_i i___~ .-„ ^ -^. *« * __ •. t_ _ J 1:_«,1 T?wvlAi-ifi tit/mi l/ilime to nations that under one" Imperial "sceptre aie tne princess Charlotte and her infant had lived England would
mmes jtflfoiu nf each other. Ho also, you ^ill roeol- uavo been ISnglana, Out it. would nut nave \j*wu Uiwj2.w> »d

**, *i&ited Home, i. think in 1859, and that was one of them leWJUl that the Prince of Wales should have been sent to
ly there, for it has been found, from the time of Martin

Turned

ictaal hfe without coming back an intenser Protestant than
.

*ent there. He was also, you will recollect, sent to travel
tbe bmted States. That was a good lesson. He has
^u there to appreciate more profoundly that limited

™frchy which, I think, is the glory of our nation and our
gopie^ contrasted with the fierce democracy of Republican-

ZT *k •
visited very recently—and all this, 1 believe,

Znti! 3?
sP.,ration of the Prince Consort— he visited very

3tSr« S
Canarias

- What a happy event was that! One

tai PW X ? was th°ught to be a little wavering ; speaking

«? laLgla2e > tbeir sympathies, it was supposed,
t wholly or perfectly English. The Prince of

•we

babe gathered together In the same tomb. Thatwasthoug.it nobles m«htnotbj
,
toucnea g"™~ ^y day taSS

at the time a shock, a disaster that no language could express whom none could despise T ^rhaps
*££

vo£ y
for ,illf

and no time exhaust. But would any now, would any subject ™f*^lx^ of

guilt as well as a sense of loss. It was not easy

Court life. Yec it might be that God was %bout to raise up

some in high places, like Lady Huntingdon and Anne Enbne*
hundred yiars ago, or was tutoring ne woman like Anne of

Bohemia, the friend of the Reformers who wouliJcndher

influence for the promotion of Gospel truth and^1 «ndhne«.

God had spoken to us as a people, and we could not but feel om

dependence upon Him. He might take away from us every

Cabinet Minister and every Privy Councillor. He might

remove the head from the realm and let the;vessel drift out to

seT Let England, so honoured of God, see that she forgot him

not -The Almighty had not only spoken to the nation, but

also to every one of us as individuals. He had heard a voice

saving to the preacher of that church, to its officers ^ita

members, and to those who were yet unconverted, ,
Prepare to

meet your God." —

-

The Lancet publishes the following article on the

medical questions connected with the Prince Consort s

« The death of the Prince Consort came ^P** *b« ^°J*
%°

the people of this laud as a heavy and sudden blow .for

although much anxiety had been felt for some days previously

bv tlioL who feared iZ .power of beariug up agjiniit jo-depre^

it now is. What wo know not now we shall know hereafter.

I have heard, and state it to you as true, that under the shadow

_ , of this great loss, in which a Palace is disenchanted of all its

Uther down to the present day, that no thoughtf.il mind ever beauty and the Throne of all its lustre, the mind of our Queen
wntto Rome to see what the Pope and the cardinals are in ig now what it ever has been—strong, vigorous, perfectly

possessed, and her broken heart as much interested m our

country's good as when, with bounding heart, she stood by

the altar and pledged her troth to Prince Albert,
j

The Rev. Mr. Spurgeon preached a funeral sermon

on Sunday morning in the Metropolitan Tabernacle to a

conoresation of about 5000 persons from Amos, chap, in.,

v .
6— "Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath

not done it ? " He said :—
« They had nothing to do to-day with the question of moral

X1 -- -uunv ur nenectiv uncmsn rne rnnco ui evil and with the question of the origin of moral evil tney naa

Waited th'e CanSr ^d t'ife rntbisLHcTjalty nothing to do at anV time. .^fXElK^SftS
»er »Tut

IoulJd eloquent expression in every news-

SSittP-i
18

^
601*117 in those reports and statements that were

«omi, k-
e Times newspaper, and which we all read

oJK ri

lnte '"est
- And the probability is that the Canadas

*e nm* tw*? nt Guards hjlve recently gone, for whom . -

ibahiiitv- ^ ey n>av come back safe and unscathed-the not his praise—one whom we suspe

*? * * war should break out the Canadas would.W ££a^
ie%r?hTw

W
a

e

nt
h
o? *%£'ho'nag? ^»J£ttgCXdUnccted him without a cause, and had been jealous

the nation. They had lost one who to-day would mid ten

Sousand tongues to eulogise him, and who, therefore.^needed

!SS w. rir«iJLnne whom we suspected as long as he lived, and

tselres

had been felt for some days previously

of hiss?
Con

T
sort as well as of the Queen. In theeduca-

hv nt oil .

8ee a Precedent set by the Prince Consort

don* r<
re attached to England in 1861 than they

ty do I srM°
rV Prince of "Wales paid them that visit,

^d that tl
se thing s • Because I am given to under-

ae PrinceCnnlfS
3 were ^keu on theparticular suggestion

*% v. *,. ~~- -

*** and >,

Praise
- Then

» ifc is. in these fcwo aspects, the

^e of our < >

husband, that we seethe happy home. The

•en t
e
j?
may be a Palace, but it is still home, and I

* *peak t^
!

k
staud

» having conversed with some who
J^th authority, that it is a model English

•^ nati.^ni ?f mine can express the moral, political,

^
a huie con, t

Weight of that fact- A Pure E»8listt homQ
afld what the i

aud our Dmitry is simply a great home,
fcUitaeces^Hi

01
?
68 of a People are the country of a people

ttesal u"-
kecunie. Again, if wo look at the character

8 clas5!r
ai,,h8 as interested in the well-being of the

•itation n ' we nave a very remarkable precedent for

•flest lose inff
a gTe&x mistake that the noblest and the

jf "Struct to>
Uence or part with power when they desoerd

^y so
gain !J.^

fit
. and to be useful to the poor. Never do

?ular? b
' Why are the aristocracy of this country so

^° all the h t

Se lhfty throw themselves to a great extent

g and oj, n
sta and currents and influences that are

rattans an.i l' i
g the country, and showing that they are

^•aeitiinenV M.'
g men as wel1 as Peers "

?lince Albert
nPeakiIllr

," i
11Ustration of this. I recollect perfectly well

r
j ^l-rov,," '^DQasona' Hall at a meeting ot the Society

J w^s ania i

Condiiion of the Labouriug Classes,

2"*arni and
Lg y 8truck ^' ith the strong good sense,

T* the
i'r-t<-r'/

ar,iest Byi»patby, the gentleness of heart,
d tuat hi«f

w,sd°rn he exhibited on that occasion. I

* *o hia ten a
)s in England are models, and his atten-

' 7e ^n th<? « \
U bey°nd all praise. On the Dee side I

K^nstructS %?** which he and our Most Gracious
.«et behind , ,

re
» and ** lQng as they reflect the suns

£i ^ to his cr f*vi:

r L°chnagar so long will those cottages
cc»uti7m^,?8e

-
his kindness as a landlord, his pracU-

;
U ^hat shows th" dutie8 and responsibilities of his station.

1 °*n tlders tn£
a the Pe°Ple appreciate all this, as one of

***** of one nt ^ yesterday, is that in conversing with
a

> Perhaps h
1,irgest drapery establishments in the

* » ne said ' The poor people are coming

7^ wuCt^on" -He-ha-d-oecV .nuci.pleased with .

rimirk made by the leading journal on this subject-Uiat

[hTprince had Zen but ill-requited and not duly appreciated

and that he had been tafen irom our eyes

dying at Ust7rom^piilmonary engorgement. The

tv.,1Void fever not very severe in its early symptoms, but trora

its very
of the su

as

retribution for our thrifty homage ^ mewmed respwt.

We felt our calamity the more .because we d^ not know what

of this disease is always opposed to anyif in all his efforts be una\

might come next. We did reckon upon war. but did not count
losses

i, ou a Rova funeral-upon strife abroad, but not upon losses

at home Now ?he corner-stone of our Royal house had been

taken away,Tnd we looked with sorrow not unmixed with

Prehension to the future. It might be the removal of some
apprenensiou lu i.

ukw away of some one who sto<

Us first symptoms are common to various mi IdIforms of roonwmmmmmZ™m respect^ mo^^pvii ;'ter^S
e.pwt. •*.'«'.

.

Uell,.IJ*!!'^*.:.^-'f„ii WiU. by no means of that

through£«Eg^m« :u^
the battle efhfe.What tr^e loss migtit ^^ More than^
'those.Royal^children time^on y

tenderes t striug-our
.and here he knew he roue e

ghe ^ ^of those Royal children time

here he knew he tc .

Queen had lost her husbjuidni^omjly^^^^ ^^
at
least
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had been attacked at

K SSE&& UiTltal termination. On Sundg
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^32e5Sweek no

niramount importance in his well-balancea
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der continuous medical

less
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«JJ^JJ ho c^uld C0l ,su ie her, but

land, for the poorest *:fj™™ nd iu the cold isolation-

none the« knew what jtj^ to »tand ^ f a
Royalty. By ^^^JfiSplilV BO dear to some of

land was bereft of that ci.ae b> F j
d m her

them. They no doubt felt that ^*y mo,oent when
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> >all N.w Viii.-,. taffordshire, Cbartonnaster— R. De.vmax,
CBnnMk, Mtaf

, J n KfM-per—S. H. Datii Aldershot,
Hampshin-. Lieutenant in the 16th Foot-J Etendew, 8t. Mary Cray,

W«,lTertian
, Lw.-nied A ualler—G. Pwa, Great Yarmouth, Fish

Merchant- arnham, Surrey, Boot and Shoe Maker—W. Goddino-
tok, We»tbn»mirkh, Staffordshire, Dt in Bree/es—W. Greavm,

all

itlwi wna, of coume, hypostatic or grav /e, and i as
occur* in the last stages of weakness of the circular i. On
the othor hand, there was enough of suddenness In the imme-
diate termination of the disease to raise the question whether
it might not have been due to ulcerative perforation of the
bowel,—a well-known complication of typhoid fever. But we
are unaware of any facts which Buffi utly uphold this belief.
The melancholy occurrence must induce the profession to
revert to the former epidemic of typhoid fever which
raged severely in Windsor two years since. The attack
was traced by Dr. Mnrcnison very clearly and distinctly
to bad drainage as its cause. The question has been
asked whether the Castle itself is as badly drained
as the town, and whether there be anything in the drainage of
Windsor Castle which could be expected to favour the growth
or dissemination of the disease. It must be remembered that
this is one of those zymotic ailments essentially connected in
their origin with local defects of sanitary arrangements. So
close is the connection between bad drainage and typh< id fever _,,
that Dr. Murcbisoii has with the assent of Dr. W. Parr, de- ILTatxoV Little Tower street, General Merchants - r. r."ireas"
nominated it pythogenic fever, or fc r generated by dirt. In Brighton, Pr- -- - — -

m

JrletropoTig attir its Vkin^
The Society op Friends and thx

Difficulty.—The following memorial

Avon, Railway Clerk—J. Hole, Broadwoodwirtger, Devonshire , Labourer—J. 1! ,o.\. Sunderland, Durham, ( i Men hant—L. Hancock, Halifax,
Yorkshire, policeman—W. Htams, Portsea. Hampshir \ik tioneer-R.
Hcoo, ('unborn trnwall—J. J Hicxuno 'aimngon ousiiie^-as Jon
IIiCKLinnj, Nottingham, I- inisher-J. Howard, High Wveombe,
Buckinghamshire, Builder—A. Hibbeiid, Tisbury, "Will re, Inn Keeper—
W. H» uk, Speen, Berkshire, Corn Dealer—E. Imiev, Hague St., Bethnal

Baker—J. I.LockhaRT. Slough, Bockingn&mah.,Practising Homuo-

arbitration in the difficulty with the United Sfc?
been addressed to Lord Palmerston and EaritB
by the Religious Society of Friends :— "^1

"To Viscount Palmerston, K.G., First Lord o*
bury, and Earl Russell, Principal SgCKmL7nV
FOR KOHRION ArVilDfl • k*for Foreign Affairs.

"The undersigned, acting on behalf of the 8ociefc»«#w
throughout Great Britain, request the considerate^-*^**

I'
r«mt

"ectly and perfectly drained into the Thames.
It deserves, perhaps, to be mentioned, also, that this good
drainage is peculiar to the Castle, only one half of the Royal
mews participating in its benefits. These two blocks of
buildings are separated merely by a roadw

, and, while that
half which has the benefit of the Castle drainage reraaiue 1 tree
from fever, in the othor ill-drained block there occurred 30 cases
of fever and three deaths among tho Royal servants."

The Medical Thnes makes the following remarks on
the nature and probable causes of the disease :—
"There wcro fluctuations from time to time, and ev

within an hour of his death the Prince exi -tsed himself
strong enough to get out of bed ; nevertheless, a terrible fit

North America, offered, as they are", under a 8twtw*,U
r of Literature—J. Margettb. Lower Tottenham, Car.' religious duty. We have on former occasions *»*!&?**
IBLV M.i'rinter-r Mykin, j.,,,», our conviction that all war is unlawful for vL^X**:r-vA[

" ssENsarssr** ** u is needlT n
-^ \° repeat "• ^ &£.•!*

Farmer's As ant — O. Moore, stances connected with the present difficulty botnajZ
lor- J. Marks Goodm.wi s Fields, two countries of so marked and peculiar a chancfer m^Iford—F C. Mag ci he, Wyndham nnnrfllioTicinn +« ina+ifW +v^ a o^«^;.-.i « 1

Rood, CnmberireU, iron Trader- Nbwby, i,iv*w«>n, Brecknockshire-
R. Nicholson, Mark Lane, Commission Agent—J. Nayi.or, Warm field, .. . • * , . • - "u"winfeMi

Itshire, Innkeeper—n. n vCompton street, Soho, Cow- the earth so closely united together as England -^^*
keeper—J. Newaal, Crewe, Cheshire, Lie nailer—it. Nircombe, —*---—-•-« -

wn re.Bo naker—E. omuler, Trii
Souai ower Hill, Herb it—W. ! . slaw -ton, Leicestershire, Farm
—J. A. I'et-i i

,
jun., Bildeston, Suffolk, Builder—W. P. Pf.ake, Wray

and
by the combined ties of bloody of language, of TtiJJt?S

Terrace, Old Ikthnal Green Eld, Gen nnrnission Agent—H. Pribram,
Nicholas _L y.Conimi »n Ajfent—R. I'ownin St. Day, Cornwall'

stitutional freedom, and of commercial interest, sad asnations between whom a war would be a more open scutaour common Christianity, or a' more serious iDjqrjT»fc
welfare, and progress of the human race. The hatred Jlbrother when once offended is a proverb. Nor wife

'•er-J ' u .oi.lbury. \Vorcester>liir I r-H.i: i ssei.l. rkPl.,
Battersea Fields,] -J. Rogers, Bristol, Accountant—G. Rcssell . - ,, ... . . . . . « ,

.

—'known also as C. Rosseli.), Beaumont Street, Marvlebone, Lodging reelings which existed between England and Araeri«il*»*.u B- - T,- : "'* •"- " fc w~- of Independence and the war respecting th?S|f
rals by any means an exception to this nroTerfcidhL

\ ntLS. Worcester, Pishmonger—T. H.
s Assistant—W. Wu .1., Brading. Isle
. Warhvrst, Hadhcld, Derbyshire,

any
other slight accidental illners, had a feeble circulation, ai
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7
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vere iilne8S would at «»y time be
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and when he contracted his fatal

ni^H matter of conjecture purely. All maladies of this

tiJ^6
A
a £T??f mcuba«on.» The fatal zymotic poison

w5 f
' I ?

fc doe\not at once show its full effects. It

K?S!/
?r

k°r
tai

Jl
number of d*ys. like leaven, in the veins of

wTif
tim before there ensues that shivering tit, of greater orlew intensity, which is the starting point of the actual fever.

TUESDAY
: Dec 24-BANKRUPTS.-AV. K. Avant, North Pelherton,

Somersetshire, Tailor— J. Bird, Eddle-horough, Buckinghamslii;
Laoourer—T. Bingham, Holbeach, Lincolnshire, Grocer—J. Boyce
Colston Bassett, Nottinghamshire, Cordwainer— VV. Bradley, Wakefield'
Yorkshire, Stonemason—.1. Browning, Co- *hall, I \, Carpenter—
P. W. Bkn-nett, Lieut' iiant in the Navy—E. Brown, Tenby, Pemhroke-

tim #a «u»«^m -v x
•- typhoid the period of incuba-

rS£ni
pro^^ a

J
out a week

» and the source of the fatal

?nrin^^^
haVe

1
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n
x
at 80m

.
e^Ce which the Prin^ visited

*K5?h i? •

week of November. Was it Cambridge ? Was
tvShnid frSr

3^ °n
K
? X

i
fa VaiD l

°, »P««^te. The causes of
5?i01A feve

r
8*lU abound even in places which ought to be the

i insini,, Kounslow, Midd \, Miller-A. Cabipbell, Newcastleupon-
:

ne. Master Mariner—S. Cory, Northampton. Tailor—C.H. W. Cooper,
Oxford, Journeyman Tailor—P. Cooley, Northshore. Newcastle-npon-
rne, ig and Metal Merchant— R, Carfoot, Burton-upon-'lVent

Staffordshire, Bricklayer—G. Castle, Lock wood, Yorkshire, Coal Airent—
P. J. C. Bkdkoro, York Buildings, Adclphi. Clerk—W. Carrinoton, sen

most exempt from them
~
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i"" !1"^

i

' ; 'm, Painter-J. Crawford, Liveqwol, AVholesale stationer-

evidentlvdnLf^of^'r! Z ? ^
nS of their class, they ,

John Kowland Cowbot, Ratcliff Street, St. Georjre's-in-thc-East,wviueuuy ao not anect all alike, but only some persons who are J'°
(
!r

in.^House Keeper—J.Duinkwater, Manchester, StuffManufacturer—
predisposed and jo one who fa^mnch «^e enA that hemay not meet with them. So soon as unfavourablesymptoms manifested themselves, 8ir James fit

"Tii i n i i

-
requested that the "afiep*- sh^»

ability should be divided. This proposition was very
unwillingly entertained at first by the personage most
nearly interested, partly from her unbounded confidence in
her advisers, and partly from fear of still further depressing
the vital powers of the Prince, and increasing his despondency
by alarm at indications of increased danger. The repeated
request of the physicians, however, was at length complied
with, and two physicians were specially selected by the RovalrW811

!
7/ Holland and Dr. Watson. The confide acewhich the Royal family placed in their advisers is fully sharedby the public and by the profession. They may be sure that

the most refined and energetic resources of medicine and diet

7»it S^PiTy
1 SaV

?L
ani SU3tain the P^iont's vital powers.

After the fatal event the Queen, with a calmness and dio-nity
which never desert her, expressed her warmest thanks to SirJames Clark, as one of her oldest and best friends; and morethan one member of the Royal family testified to Dr Jenner
±?y^fltU

1
e (°r thc attention which he had lavished-nn'

SISj£
g
f
y'

alas!-°.n their departed relative. We have these
details from one high in office, who received them from amember of the Royal family .

"

Baker—H. Ei ., Manchester, Traveller on Comnii->ion—It. R
•ien, ltoyal U«.:iil, :enniiit,-ton l'ark, liuteher—W. .J. Ell, Basinshali

War
neutniis vy any means an exception to this proverbial'tiA
By degrees, however, animosity and mutual suspicion i
The reciprocal visits of enlightened travellers. theTart«_
of commercial relations, and the healthy emulation in Cbhfc
philanthropy, in science, and in literature, we under fcDivine blessing, producing an improved tone of h'thpern*
and national feeling, when at length, in 1860, the visit of fc
Heir-Apparent ofthe British Throne to the Canadian prawn
and to the United States seemed to complete the am
cordiale between the two countries. It is little morethiaB
months since English subjects and American citizeni wm
alike rejoicing in this healthy coudition of the rektia
between these two great divisions of the Anglo Saxon at
Now, however, with sadness of heart we see all this scrro*

fully changed, and a question of international law which,:

could be submitted to a competent tribunal of able jurkv

whether European or American, or to the mediation or arbtin-

ment of any independent State, might probably in a few boos

be settled to the satisfaction of all parties, appear* to fc

imminent danger of occasioning a vast destruction of hmm
life, a prodigious waste of treasure, a total interrupt* <
trade and social intercourse, and an incalculable amounts
moral evil; while it is just as impossible, in the nature*

things, for the question of right or wrong to be really cie«e

up by such an appeal to the sword, as it was for the gufltf

innocence of the accused in mediaeval times to be 8t

the wager of battle or the passage over burning ploughcfaMi

Under these circumstances we look with confiden u>fc

Government and legal advisers of our beloved Quem
fully believing that it is their honest desire that so »*
and so unnecessary a calamity—we might say bo gre*

»

national sin—as a war with America should be averted, fc

this confidence we are emboldened respectfully to m
—bother it is not possible to use the interval

- L '-1-

uteher—C. G>: •i:<.k, Worcester, Greengrocer—C. Cinof.i.l, Bath, General
Shopke r—J.Gu\:w, BickinghaU Inferior. Suffolk, .Shoemaker— H.
GiBBs.scn., Manchester, Quarry Master—E. Hewlett, Bristol, Clerk—A.
G. HrsTEi: and H. Suoden, Newcastle -npon-Tyne, Caustic Alkali Mann-

©Kb £ntellifience.
Monet Market, Fbidat.—British Funds: Con-

sols closed at 904 to $ for Money, and 90f to 4 for the
Account

; Bank Stock, 234 ; Three per Cents. Reduced,
4 ^° ±1 * ew Three Per Cents-» 90 to 1 ; India Five

per Cent. Stock, 103f to 104, ex div.; Ditto for Acct,,
iy<H, ex div.; Ditto Bonds, 15.y. to 12v. pm.: Ditto
*our per Cent Debentures, 1864, 98^ to J ; Ditto 1859,y»*to^ ; Exchequer Bills, 10*. pm.—Foreign : Dutch

Jw P^ . ?
t

.

?

ertificates
> 100i; Italian Five per

fJf ocV » ^ * ; Mex,can Three per Cent,, for Acct., 27

at V P
.

ortu
guese Three per Cents., 1853, for Acct.,

47; Russian Four and a Half per Cents., 91 to i;^.Aljiinfr^nt,, for ,, 51| -'

T o Now
Deferred Three-per Cents., 12 { ; Committee's Ceriifi-^°1^US !

k Per Cents" 18H ^r Acct.,
77 J to 77; Ditto, 1858, for Acct., 67*.

Colonel in the Army—A. Henderson, Bristol, B; r— J. Hughes, Clydoy
Pembrokeshire—Alfred James, Dorking, Surrey, Watchmaker—Richard,
T. Jones, Branksea Island, Dorsetshire, Grocer—G. H. Johnson, Mmth
shield-. ( rrocer—T. Ksuy, Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmorland, Stonemason—
W, Kloss, Birmingham, Professor of Music—J. Knapp. Nortluunpton,

ol Manufacturer—F. G. J. Lascillbs, Twickenham! Retired Brev<
Colonel in the late Hon- l:n<t India Company's Service—G. Levy (known
and calling himself G. Lewis, and sued and detained as G H.Spencer),
Dyers Buildings, Holborn, Auctioneer—W. Lashford, Brighton, Grocer—
J.Makeiiece, Blaydon, Durham, Baker—J. A. M'Donald, Brighton, late

j

an officer in her Majesty s Army—E. Mason, Crich, Derbyshire, Attorney's
|

Clerk—J. Martin. Lower Clapton, Bookseller—G. Mason, Birmingham
Jeweller—J. Mir

;
\rd, Kversholt, Bedfordshire Steam Engine Proprietor—E. Noon, Burslem, Btaffordfihire, Clothier—T. Neck, Mill Pond Rowfc

JJermonds.y, Draper—X. Nettleton, Manchester, Grocer—H.Nicholson,
Pnnees Street, Chelsea, Currier—W. Pfrrott, Cardiff, Glamor^anshh
Pallor—E. Phblak. Manchester, Provision Dealer—C Pitts and J. Pitts.
Sheffield, Razor Manufacturers—R. Pilkington, Manchester, Pack in;
Case Maker—T. J. Patterson, Bristol. Nailmaker—R. Pearks, Bell-
brouffhton, Won ershire, Farmer—C. Peg if k. Meredith Street, Clcrken •

well. Watch Dial Maker—J. Roberts, Manchester, Staymaker — W.
Rogers, Cardiff, Glamorganshire, Agent— II. Ross, Pcntonville Road—

rr

British Cabinet to Washington and the ariival of the v

preparing so to njeet that reply, whatever it may be, thv
next step may not be a declaration of war, but the

\

the remaining issue, if any, between the two count: mtak
for a pacific decision. We rejoiced to see the principle of v
tration strongly recommended by the Pleuipotentiariea of

European Powers who were parties to the Treaty of P«»
Where a prospective provision of this kiud exi.1

- in iat

national treaties, any difficulty which may arise
JjJ

naturally take the course thus prescribed for its settlementbay
the question of right becomes merged in the storm of ptf**

And though there may be no such prospective provision apj*
able to the present difficulty, we would respectfully subn

it may not be too late for our Government, strong in thflflj

sciousness of right, to propose such a reference, should tw^Jf
from Washington not contain the happy and peaceful V
mination of the dispute. There are many circumstaJJJ
the present position of England which enable her W»
tain a perfectly temperate and conciliatory attitude

would it not seem ungenerous to drive matters to exi

ties with the United States at the time when tMT

engaged in a struggle for their national integrity, if».
their national existence ? May we, then, as Christ!*'

to the enlightened rulers of this highly professing

country, imploring them, while commendably vigi

s. >TOKEs,Haiui -rtli, Staffordshire, Jeweller—"NV. Sampson, Farlcieh, oufc tne Oospel rule of doing as they would be aone".
Surrey—S. Sti :::i and. Alfreton. tterhvsliiro. Tintrhpr—TT SnwrBc onA r»nt. 1«jss ViinHi^rr /-.« ^ »;«v, *v.«»> ™ inrlitrMiiA.I»: Out»

'

Sur; -s. s ,n D , Alfreton, Derbyshire, Batcher—H. S
J. Mori «anch or, Yarn and Ooth Agents—W. Swirr,

u?hi:rs and
minster,

erefordshire, Innkeeper-T. Smith, Oockerton, Durham. Farmer—W. U
>.pono, p street. CamberweU Green, Cab Proprietor— V. . spooxeb,
,\

: unmouthshir Marine Store De —W. C. Smith, Great
Dover Street I: agh, 3 er— P. SfjcpsON. Newcastle-upon Tvne,
i uniiean—K. SAKDrFonn, Everton, Lancashire

—

J. Sprinoett, u.idhuist,
Mi <. Hop Merchant— I. Towers, Farnworth, Lancashire. 1 Maker—

Boot Hawlipr-T.
r
Warw ccha .Mark ,n

R vS~? \r
tMAB

fe
^'' l»hy Terra. rk, Tottenhan hip

jsioki r—o. l. ^\ ortii, "W ellinptmi I'l: Hornsey, Newspaper Hcporter.

mSSSL'. -r-Q
nTi?™*? ^ ~

i^
I

pimno, ,le Makcr-J
. Mmt.ar. Kirkmiehael. Fa.mer-C GrnnKs

x'w-l
:I

A
:,nd

A
SP!nt Mercbanfr-H. Mohkino, GlasEfow, Fruit

not less binding on nations'than on individuals? I

we thus address those whose counsels direct tbe
#

5»* ^
with w hom may rest the final decision for peace 0-

are well aware that much depends upon the av0ld*^L|^
asperated feeling on the part of the public at k^JjV-jfc

ready to encourage a war at the first outbreak of
°JJ*ie

and we greatly desire that a thoroughly pacific tempj

maintained and increased among us as a na"

be promoted by all those

QSanttt of tfie mittk.

cially that it may ^„ ,„uu.v^w ^ «»* v ^^,
preach the Gospel of peace. There may nave ^pa*
as well as deeds on the part of the Government °J\r^
of the United States which have tried the t«P*.

patience both of our statesmen and of our ft'

gansrallg ; hut.-itjfl-a—ly -»o>e truly <2***fl_.--more truly Christian, to meet provocation*1®. ^%
ence to law, than to exhibit a retaliatory ^VUrf**
further suggest that, after the vast sacrifices ,*r.verT i«<*
has made for the abolition of the slave trade a»aj» \#&
own possessions, and by other countries, v;bicn. n^

W.

Notes issued • *

iSanft of (Englanu.
I8SIE DEPARTMENT.

. £29,588,845 Government Debt
Other Securities

St^tl m (?*?tk' re, 't» 0»f«rd Mark et - \\
. G HotEiJte^K Dry Copper- AV. „. hAckm.

» -eat TicbfieW
•jrwareVoad

i
"M^in^'r^TaiTlT n

" ** *VCKMM,
»

( rm

Liceiu tuailrr— II. B.
Carter, Coventry,

• •

» •

.£11,015,100
•" :,900Gold Coin and Bullion u'wCmh

dver Bullion ..
**&*Mo

£29,588,845

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
£29^88,845

Wmt;%miwiurd '« N "ttanghamsh . re
. L-,^nrvT - J

.

Watchmaker
<loun..N-"saint

TH
An^ <$™**. *»** 5.-*»

CRAnB. '^n^snm™in^°n I4°ad '
Commi "Agent -J.

^rth^Siand ?.?n^.>h ?
rs
5?hlre ' Farmer-E. I) s

, Hexham,
Jom, d£S5

nd
bZS>"Tiir.^-

»»«ni, Bilston, Str,flF»rdshire. Carter-
J. MjbtcatJ, iwi1

J2g±> Hornsey Road G hopkee^r-^ ">Mro'» Abbey Gardens, St. John's Wood, Attorney—T.

Proprietors' Capital . . £14 ,553,000

S*S. a ••-. 3
>
141

Public Deposits (includ-
inu' K\cheqHer,Saving8

iks, Commissioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accts.)

Other Deposits
Seven day and other bills

7,090,141

13,309,W2
€38^*84

26th day of Dec, 1861

.

£38.728.409

Seeuriti
I)

Government
(including
Weight Annuity)

Other Securities "

.

.

Notes
Gold and Silver Coin • •

£11,063,147
16,826,0241
i "22,150

bl7,088

£38,728,409
M. MARSHALL, Chief Cashier.

object so consistently promoted through life by
S>ioi»8,,¥5whom we are now addressing, it would he deeply ^^0tS

if, by being involved in this war, our country s^rLA &*
find itself inactive co-operation with the SoU ^rtfe* **

against the North and freedom ; though, in &y*$ r&**
do not intend to express our approval m jfitfF-

of the course pursued by the North in Q̂ren
{xfflL * *

We may, perhaps, be permitted to meVf^ f*
additional reason for our strong advocacy 01 pniOR
vation of peace with America, that as JD ^^
founders of two of its States, and many or

..^0af proJJ
settlers of other States, were our brethren m «J* a 005*
sion, between whose descendants and °yxrf

e^ oB&*£
correspondence has been maintained for »earI/.:

ltere«t
>*!

we have a spec ;al religions as well as national »«- w\m
question. And though the government of those^ ^ \fi\

passed into less pacific hands, yet our brethren in* ^tlg
a considerable influence on their State Legislate/ °> w<

voice has often been heard with effect to «^^ds d*
shall, therefore, at once apprise our American \^ w
srpr» roKJol-, ma^n^^^ *„i «nA cVial WX^^ " l4«tstep which we have now taken, and shall urge w»*«- *tP

I
their influence in furtherance of the cause ol 1*^
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THE GABDENERS' CHft AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETT1

tb»t the

«rth bv His providence as well as.by His

^sdom^fch is from above and which
", — ;f; <md ei*v to be entreated, may so

red W JV?he 'wo Governments and in the

*• tT ,1

,

t

i it ?he iSSiDg scourge of war may be

Kof the people that the «^;*n*
h sidl of the Atlantic.

5**T ^rs' of that oSan which should unite rather

l^^^-London, the 9th of the 12th month, 1861.

Lb ABBET.-It has been found necessary

Vbbey in order that it may receive a

(i ;ing, and that the organ may be repaired.
**I*tY VbbSy "in order that it may receive a

5*Si cloning, and that the organ may be repaired

+*&£ will therefore be suspended during the

%£f- be nest month. The daily services on weel,

l he carried on at the usual hours (7 45 a.m.,

*

and 3 P.*-). bV permission of the rector, in the

Og*l«SSk ACADEMY.-General Knollys,

President of the Board of Military Education,

"LiXat the recent distribution of the half-yearly

*Z5t the Academy, and delivered a speech on the

EJ5>turbances and the grievances complained ot by

•Jcsdets. He said :—
.

-«- wmtnt commotion at the Academy was scandalous, and

ST disposition to create and encourage breaches of

SSL The conduct of the persons concerned was that ot

SSKilful 1 s, rather than of young officers, but he felt

JffiSt their owr. good sense would guard them against a

2£iTof such behaviour. One of their complaints he

JSwu the admission of the competitive class from Addis-

Kfwere they not there on the principle of competition i

ZZLtHnii that principle large numbers had now passed for

2J5ms in the Academy. The extinction of the Seminary

UiKeombe was not, he said, their act, but that of the

^taA. he found by the result of the examination that

ion of the class hnd in no way impeded their advancc-

the numbers proved. The minor grievance, it ap-

Mi wts the mess complaint, or the mode of cooking.

Cvu » frivolous ground of discontent. The irregularity

{miaoued by the bad state of the kitchen range, which

!Z out of order for a short time only. His Royal Highness

E therefore come to the conclusion that there was nothing

h their complaints which he could consider to justify the

at

MTBA>'KMEKT OF THE SOUTH &IDE OF THE IHAMUS.

-The mmissioners for embanking the south side of

the Thames held their second meeting on Friday at

Westminster; Colonel Galton, in the absence of the

Lord Mayor, in the chair. Mr. Frederick Doulton was

fe first witness examined. He said the embankment

ifthe Thames on the south side was rendered necessary

by the fact that floods frequently took place there, by

which the poor and the wharfingers were seriously

iffected. The poor were driven from their homes, and
• t rning to them after the water subsided disease

wn caused the dampness of their dwellings and the

flth ] after the flood. The wharfingers also suffered

Vy having sir places of business flooded. These

nous inconveniences could be prevented by the con-

*nr lofan embankment on the south side of the
CwkmJcmcnt would afford the incline of

^H£*^trew id and thus relieving the over-

owdt horoughfares, the crowding of which would be
creased by the construction of Lambeth Bridge, which
wold be opened next year. A new street was un-
doubtedly necessary, and it might be made by an embank-
Sttt, or by widening the waterside thoroughfare street.

Ai to h ng the wharves on the river side it

would interfere with all the existing thoroughfares of
tfet abourhood, and would entail the entire recon-
«nx i of the wharves; indeed most of the existing
wf walls were so bad that any attempt to patch them

J
would be a failure, and would not remove the evils

"flooding, or remedy the overcrowding. The floods
*ne over the embankments and went up through the

J***
ft would be most injurious to abolish the free

"Jag-places; from one of them 1000 tons were™a * week ; and any road on the south side must be
3*r

1 in communication with free landing places.

^objectionable slime of the sandbanks was due to the
**"*>?• He was of opinion that no other course than
^ybankment would remedy the existing evils. It

^J* °e remembered that those on the south side spent
J^e amount in coal tax, which went to pay for the

JJJ™
ment of the north side. Mr. Mackintosh, sur-

*jg*™ the Lambeth vestry, said he had heard the

Ji??? tlie last witness, and could strongly support

1 J f!

d
* He liad held his present position for

iokSft
8
'* rii0 ve9try had no means of relieving the

]*JJJ™
from the evils they suffered. They had

wWm f
eS °n ^ e wharfingers to improve their

t^ W a\ tUey took no notice of them
>

and

J*"™ had no power to enforce the im-
» Hood extended sometimes back

SO var Ti
Ver to Broad Street — a distance of

** filled th
Water iVomtlie flood got into the sewers

with tha a ?
m,

r^ ^-ia^ their contents were mixed
There were also floods from rain water

reet and the neighbourhood.

If the opportunity of making the embankment was
now lost it could not be done hereafter without causing

great expense. Now the streets could be widened and
the district improved at a small expense, a* »e com-
pensation would not be large. The old buildin in

Fore Street were flooded fitquently, but the vestry did

not allow the basements of new buildings to be made
lower than the level at which good drainage could be

secured. Unless power was ffiven to Ao away with the

free draw docks on the south side of the river an

raising of the docks would be abortive. Mr. Goddard,

a vestryman of Lambeth, said he had paid considerable

attention to the s ate of the south bank of the river.

He could bear testimony to th* percolation which had

been referred to by the other witnesses. He lived in

the neighbourhood of Nine Elms—300 yards from the

river. The bottom of his garden vaa nearly always

under water, and in any part of it if he dug tan

spades, or 16 inches deep, he got water. His gardt

was below water mark, and in the height of Bummer

he found water at 84 inches deep. He apprehend,

that the whole district was entirely built on a quag-

mire, and this was proved by the feet that tl

houses were continually settling. His house had a

crack down it sufficiently large to thrust one's list into

it. It had been stopped up with mason's putty, and

the doors of his house had frequently to be reduced on

one side and pieced on another to make them shut. In

his neighbourhood sickness was common. He had

frequently seen Bishop's Walk flooded. He was an

auctioneer and valuer, and in that capacity he knew

that it was in contemplation to form a company to

embank the south side of the Thames; it prom .1 a

large profit, and the only difficulty was in getting the

necessary powers. Mr. Oddley, medical officer for the

Lambeth district, corroborated the other witnc s, and

explained that a low typhoid fever was always pre-

valent in the district, owing mainly to the floods id

the deposits they left behind. Mr. Legg, district sur-

veyor of Bermondsey and Kotherhithe, stated that those

districts were but little better off than those winch the

preceding witnesses had described. .

Htjnteeian Museum.—The Council of the Royal

Colleo-e of Surgeons of England have appointed Mr.

William Henry Flower, F.R.C.S., of Queen Anne Street,

Cavendish Square, formerly surgeon of the o3d Kegi-

menr, and for some time assistant surgeon to th<

Middlesex Hospital, to be conservator of the Huntenan

Museum, in the room of the late ^ofe»or CJuekett.

Removal op New Palace Yaed.-II.c block of

houses reaching from the clock tower ot the New

Palace and terminating with Fendall's Hotel opt te

to the north entrance of Westminster Hal ,
is in

proceea o£ demolition, •»* It *« ovr^eted that it Will

be removed before the meeting- ot parliament lhe

whole space between Westminster Hall and the north

side of Bridge Street will thus be opened, .id from

Westminster Bridge a fine view of the Hon of

liament, the Abbey, and adjacent buildings will be

0bt

TiTciTY Municipal ELECxio^s.-Saturday bei

St. Thomas's Day, the annual wardmotes were held m
the city of London for the election of common counci 1-

men and other officers for the year ensuing. Th

subjects under discussion were somewhatprions 1

Kas question was adverted to m several ot the wards

was aho the metropolitan improvements including the

building of Blackfriars Bridge, the widening ot the

thoroughfares, and the erection of new markets; white

rSfoM of condolence to the Queen on the death ot

iTe Pr n e Consort, accompanied by ierven expressions

of loyritv and reeling, «ereWM^rfo^ed.

K?lbSSSi2«S d,irn or ti,e Markets

provement Committee, presen I
report s.gned

I m nHmnphrey, Conder.Moon. Bo«.b.omo.s

—« tue

^. we flood.

Ute -
- !]

(,rain:,ge works would remedy this, but not

r
tt J

30
?
8, Be^ oncl this the inhabitants were

>aoaily inconvenience. The subsoil on the banks

LI "?J
and the walls rotten, the water penetrated

V^ and th
atfected the wells as tar back as Kennington

"e ponds on Kennington Common, the wateruse nrnw-Ki _ t ,. ? . ..'...

; dot pro^eai,« that had taken place with reference

SS^B-i^-* Chapter, or £ AA - tho
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eftdh-l»e.ore the 'public. The material
have been ripe j ^^ 1

.
L., .umeujea

CTmmed^elg^^^^ "
^ ,. __«. ,1 rrWrp t.lie necesssry noeu«Ls tot-

to

the

be

company, the annual charge for each hat's-wing burner,
consuming 3 feet of gas per hour, should be 3/. lis.;
and that the carburatmg process, if adopted, should be
at the risk and cost ot the Commissioners The effect o*

this new arrangement is to exclude t < i rest Central
Company from the public lighting over an area hitherto
lighted bv the Great Central at a cost of 8000/. a-year.

National Temperance League. — A crowded
meeting ot young men engaged in trade in the ( y
was held on the 19th inst., in the Egyptian Hall, under
the auspices of the National Temperance lieegue, and
was convened by the Lord Mayor, in compliance with a
numerously signed and influential requisition. His
lordship occupied the chair, and in opening the proceed-

ings said he was most happy in being instrumental in

promoting the great cause of temperance. Although

be did nut go the entire length of those who said that

ail crime was to be ascribed to the use of intoxicating

drinks, yet he ved a vast amount of crime sprung

from habitual drnnk aess. He wss, therefore, anxious

to induce those who formed the lower stratum of our

social nystem to refrain from that which might lead

them into exosss, and thereby produce great misery.

He wished to say, how. r, that wh he thought

temperance should prevail, he mes temperance

in what he bell I was its proper sense. He did

not concur with theee who t ;ht that, because a

small minority ul OOI fellow beings hai ing unruly appe-

tites and fee': minds were unable to r< tt pta ,

that we should therefore impose m nnansdirisd re-

stricti open all our feilow-e: Lures, and deny to them

the proper use those gifts which a beneie«st

Providence bad eoniened upon us. It WM not for him

to quote th /iptures among those lemen on the

platform wh< I it ion it was to instruct the people in

n ions truth -. but there was one me which he would

like to rej as it seemed to him to sliow that within

certain limits we were permitted SO enjoy th.it which

beyond these limits might and did lead to great

mi •. The verse was, "Eat thy bread «th .i«>y.»nd

drink thy wine with a merry heart, for God now

ai pteth thy works." At the same time he wuhed

them to observe that he was fully oonvii >-'d of the

creat m & which urose from intemperance, and

that it wasalwa\s his desire to prom > the cause ot

ten.perance.-Mr. ott, the City Chamberlain, thanked

his lordship for convening the n mg, and informed

the young men that they had not been asked

o be present on the ground of its being sup-

posed Unit intemperance was the vice of their

class. It was, however, their object to warn t young

men of the dangers to which the drinking customs ot

society exposed them. He adduced statistics to show

th,< iTvtamneranos had decreased to a considerable

j degree among e higher and miuoic ci**** uuiiug Uf
\ last (50 years, nd said that as a Christian he had felt

constrained to adopt the principles of total abstinence.

When he saw the great evils that were produced by the

use of intoxicating drinks, he confessed he could not

drink his wine with a merry heart/' Christianity was

emphatically the religion of self-sacrifice, and m order

that poor diunkards might be saved from ruin it was

the duty ot Christian men to abstain from intoxicating

drinks.- Dr. Carpenter said he had for a long period

abstained, but he had never signed the pledge. He

preferred to offer arguments to the meeting 'which

could be taken ior what they were worth, raaier than

to comebetore them as the organ of any movement. H,

had he said, recently called public attention to the

•entific aspect of the question in the Westminster

Review," which had some years ago opposed the prin-

ciples he advocated. He arged th alcohol did not im-

part strength to the drinkers of intoicting liquors. He

admitted that it w a valuable
™f<**££

"h

£
taken as a beverage it had a^t^^^^^^
mental powers. It weakened the ^U and rendered

the practice of self-denial extremely difficult, borne

,

medical men asserted that alcohol made tood go further

: STd that it checked the waste of tissue
:

He did not

w this argument was quite devoid of truth, but it had

no" application to a well-fed man The ^elommmt

of strength depended on the metamorphosis of tissue

JS constantly ; when it was checked tbj
i

f«jt

was prejuVneial.-Mr. Bamuel Morley was glad that the

mpetiii'r had been convened, and that the in

p^ta it su^ect of temperance bad been submit^

to the consideration .ot the^
-^^ ^

di

r
>ral

Th

^ioned '^lyJron
!

tl
l
e dampnew of their dwellings

i i

by

WonU " 8u°nACUre ^e^ l¥ soil m

3und wall and soiid embankment
evil, but without a substantial

^^tb i5Tv
fcy

x°,

r lmProved communicatic
u tne >Yest-end there could be no doubt.

communication between

erection of the^ZZ£"g£ni pl««- *»<* "iu,ku of

it at a cost of 52o,OW
; ^ ^Kted in the court.

Mr H. L. lajio
i
m

aniuulted dmeMmon,
and agreed to, anaW«l

irket ,uul thu

chiefly on the probabte cort ««
)ected^ „,

rta^tc^ar^S with the ne,

market as soon as possible.
rrTY __At the last

meeting ot the Uiy ^ C[
.

f London
resolved to accept a teju er tr. £'^withiu tbcir

Gas Company tor supply ng pnbhc^a i ^
present district, on -^£t?rf the carburating

Ssirffrs^ss?^ iighted by tbe

but he had adopted

effative in raieieg men from the degradetmn of drm -

k miess he ought to he able to say to them that he fol-

t,v d th course which he advised them to adopt Hew.

m:;^ anxious for the eievation ot the P««ereta-g

moral means, hut looking at t.he,great v b^U«U

SSLSS^ The licensing system he con

eeived required great amendment If be^^.^
drunkenness.

antages of total abstinence at great length,

comparing To a broad-gange railway, wh.ch earned

e^/bodf in safety,^!p
—L'TSi

on the narrow-gauge line of moderation
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wish to see. a bishop a passenp i- on the broad-gauge
line, and he would be specially glad to see the Lord
Mayor a passenger there also.—The Lord Mayor said if

the gauge comparison was appropriate, he would
confess himself a narrow-gauge man.—Mr. Bowley
said he would be most happv to give his lordship
the amplest time for considering the question.

—

Mr. Gurney, M.P., moved a vote of thanks to the Lord
Mayor for presiding. He said he had nothing to regret
in having adopted the total abstinence principle, and
had never before enjoyed better health. He might
just state that he knew one of the greatest brewers had
recently visited Switzerland, where he had to cross

some of the most difficult passes, and that instead of
taking with him a quart of treble X, he had taken a
quantity of portable soup. The motion was seconded
fey Mr. C. J. Leaf, and carried unanimously.
Departfbe of Missionaeies.—A special meeting

of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel was
held on Tuesday at the office in Pall Mall, to hear an
address from the Bishop of London to four missionaries
about to go abroad on behalf of the society. The first

on the list was Mr. Prentis, educated at King's College,
who was going to Barbary. The second was Mr. Cul-
pepper, educated at St. Augustine's College, Canter-
bury, who was going to the West India Islands; the re-
maining two were of Turkish extraction; the first,

Mahmoud Effendi, who had been baptised under
the name of Mahmoud, had been a major in the
Turkish army, and having come to this country to get
instruction in engineering, had been converted from
Mahometanism, and had sacrificed his high prospects in
the Ottoman army, and entered himself as a student at
St. Augustine College, with the view of entering the
Church ; the second was the son of a Christian Turk at
Constantinople, named Selim Eflendi, who had been
baptised in the name of John Williams, and who had
also entered St. Augustine. The Bishop of London
delivered an impressive address to the young men,
exhorting them to remain steadfast in the life they had
chosen, and expressing the pleasure he felt at ordaining

understood will take place on Saturday, the 5th of

next month.
Birmingham.—A tragical affair occurred in this

town on the 19th inst., a man named James Millward,

aged 42, a stamper, living in Adelaide Street, having

been shot in the head by his son, a youth aged 17 years,

under circumstances ofthe most extraordinary character.

It appears that on Wednesday night the son went home
with a pistol he bad bought, and after playing with it

for some time, loaded it. Soon afterwards, his father,
j
to the effect that the subscriptions should >J

who had been out drinking, came home intoxicated, and
sat down. He watched his son playing with the pistol

for some time, and then quietly asked him to shoot him.

He repeated this several times, and each time the son

lifted up the pistol, which was at full cock, as though
he would shoot the father, but each time the mother
interfered, and said such jokes were dangerous. She
had afterwards occasion to leave the house, and had not

gone far when she heard the report of a pistol, and
immediately saw her son rushing from the house, and
exclaiming that he had shot his father. She at once
hastened into the house, when she found her husband
lying on the floor, shot in the head with a pistol bullet.

Surgeons were called in, who discovered that the ball

had penetrated the head near the left ear, and had
lodged in the brain. The sufferer, who was insensible,

was removed to the Queen's Hospital without any hope
of recovery. At the Police Court, on the following

morning, the youth John Millward was charged with
shooting his father; but only sufficient evidence was
taken to justify a remand. The magistrate afterwards
went to the hospital to take the depositions of the
wounded man ; but, though he was able to speak, and
could tell his name, he could remember nothing about
what had happened on the previous night. He died
shortly afterwards, and at the inquest held on Saturday
evening, the jury returned a verdict of Wilful Murder
against the prisoner.

Cambridge.—The Duke of Devonshire has consented
to be put in nomination for the vacant Chancellorship
of this University., in compliance with a requisition

men of education for missionaries, who would thereby signed by members of the Senate of all parties. His
afford the heathen an example of Christian education

" ~" ~ " ~~

and civilisation, as well as Christian religion. The new
Bishop of Honolulu also addressed a few words of
sympathy to the missionaries, reminding them that he
was about to be engaged in the same missionary work in
another part of the world.
Prevention of Steam Boiler Explosions.

Grace was Second Wrangler, First Smith's Prizeman,
and First-class Classic. The Duke of Buccleuch bavins:
declined to be put in nomination, the Conservative
party resolved to bring forward the Duke of North-
umberland as a candidate. His Grace however has
declined to be put in nomination, and the Duke of
Devonshire will therefore be unopposed.
Carlisle.—A man named William Charlton, an

-An
association has been formed in London for the preven-
tion of steam boiler explosions. A similar body has

J

engine-driver on the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway,
existedm Manchester for six years under the presidency was apprehended on Sunday night, on the charge of
ot Mr. iairbairn, and has now 6000 boilers under its murdering: the old woman, Jane Erninerson, at the
inspection. Mr. Fairbairn will ah - -

-

Tne council compr
names of 19 well-known engineers.
Fall op a House.—On Tuesday morning a dilapi-

dated house or shed in Nelson Court, Poplar, occupied
by an Irish labourer named Cogan, with his wife

u ?r house. On the morning arcer tne mur
the prisoner had to go to Newcastle in charge of a
mineral train at 4.33 a.m.

urging them to raise 11. each in their respe< ^

or congregations, only about half-a-dozen r£
were made, and the amount raised by these^J
was only sufficient to defray the expense of iS
Under these circumstances atmeeting was latelr k
decide on a definite course of action. The Lord
tenant, the Right Hon. Sotheron Estcourt M P
J. C. Hayward, and other gentlemen were present

*

fter considerable discussion, resolutions were »t
'

to the persons who desired it, and that the hikJ
which it is estimated will amount to 200/ ghZy
spent in erecting a fountain over a well near'the W
in which Tyndale was born. The latter resolution

however, adopted by a very small majority, and m
will be done in the matter for the present, in the
that the public may yet enable the committee to am
out some design more worthy of the object.

Holbeach.—Within the last month no less than
incendiary fires have taken place on various fkroa L
the village of Long Sutton near this town. Strw
hay, and corn stacks of great value have been *

destroyed, and it has only been by timely discovert

strenuous exertions that the loss of buildings

human life has been averted. The whole place ii

commotion; no motive can be discovered, as the

men upon whose farms the fires have taken place

much respected. After the first four fires a pd|
meeting was held, magistrates having communis
with the Secretary of State, and rewards to the at*
of 3001. were offered for the discovery of the offc&ia

but no trace of him has been discovered. After

last fire great excitement was caused by an ace

brought against a young surgeon in the village by I

housekeeper and her husband, who expressed thdr

suspicion that he had been the incendiary in the vklt

of the six fires. This suspicion, they said, wasprwhwl

by their finding in his pocket a lucifer match on fit

night after the first conflagration, and by their after-

wards finding some touch-paper in one of hi

pockets. When the wo nan discovered that M
said, "There'll be a fire to-night," and to use to

own expression, " Sure enough there was." In com*

quence of these reports the surgeon demanded a nag*

terial investigation, and left the court wit!

"unblemished reputation." Thus the matter remwi

as mysterious as ever. Two or three cases of stock

poisoning have also occurred within the last fern da

Liverpool.—Several parties of returned emigraaH

from America have arrived at this port durin.
-

he W
three weeks by the steamers from America, They hi*

consisted chiefly of persons of small means who lett Up

country four or five years ago, and established the*
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ance the British residents were subjected to by

According to the rules of I lower class of the population since the affair of tie

ried the company he went to the engine-shed about an hour
j

Trent. They state that numerous English families*
, , u . and

! before that time to prepare his engine. He soon left, ; about to leave the Northern States in apprehension ofi

two daughters, fell to the ground, burying the inmates
|

however, telling the fire-lighter that he was going for war with Englaud.m the ruins. They all slept in one bed, the parents at
j

his breakfast—a very unusual thing to do. When he Manchester.—Nancy Arm field, who was convict^

the top and the girls at the bottom, and they were I was away, the stoker came and oiled the engine. The on Wednesday week of the murder of her infant cUi

prisoner, on returning, told the stoker, not that he had at Droylesden, and sentenced to death, has be*

been for his breakfast, but that he had been for a knife.
;

They started with their train in about half an hour, and
when approaching the scene of the murder, about an mile

asleep in bed at the time of the accident. Cogan and
his wife were dug out of the ruins quite dead. The
eldest daughter was brought out in a dying state, and
died on her way to the Poplar Hospital. The youngest
aauguter 11 years old, was severely injured, but is from this city, the prisoner directed the attention of the
coing well. 1 he house was a kind of " lean-to," quite stokerto a nursery garden on the opposite side of the line,

respited.

Pbeston.—It is stated in the local papers art i

letter was recently left on the table of the o'-derlv-rMJ

at Fulvvood Barracks, intimating that Lieut-Cow*!

unfit for the habitation of human beings, its fall had
been long anticipated, and the building ought to have
been long since removed. It belonged to a person
residing in Hackney, who drew a rental of Is. per week
from it. There are plenty of similar tenements in the
neighbourhood of Poplar.
The Public Health. — The Registrar-General's

Weekly Report states that the number of deaths
registered in London in the week that ended Saturday,
December 21st, was 1248. The average number in the

own experu
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and as they were going through the gates and past the
cottage where the body of the murdered woman was '

lying, he ordered the stoker to put more coke on the
tire—an unusual and needless thing so early on the
journey. The stoker therefore did not observe any*
thing peculiar about the gates or cottage as he passed
through. They arrived at Newcastle about 30 o'clock,

(

and on being told by the driver of the next train from
i Carlisle that a murder had been committed, and asked

Hardy and Assistant Staff Surgeon Clarke ™uii ™*,
IS? ^^T

lest thev meet a similar fate to that of the lately J
•fcjuu

~ I hoi

*w«.™~ >-•*», -
i

what be had seen, the prisoner said he had seen a lieht

eor3f 1

d
;

l,*?reek8 of th« 10 previous years (1851-60), in the cottage, and appealed to the stoker on the sub-~led
J.°f

m
e
rea

?
e °* Wrip™, was 1337. The ject. The stoker, however, remembered that he hadpresent return is therefore 89 below the average.

f>urmg the week the births of 95S boys and 944 girls,m all 1902 children, were registered in London. In the
10 corresponding weeks of the years 1851-60 the
average number was 1550.

obmrfaL w
Abthtjbet.—A plain slab of red freestone has been

erected in the churchyard of this parish, to the memorv

been firing at the time they passed. The prisoner after-
wards said he might be mistaken about the light, and
made other conflicting statements, and has latterly
appeared to be in a despondent state. On one occasion he
directed the attention of the stoker to a man working
with a pickaxe on th e sloping banks of the railway
when therewa* r H- no' *ucli mah there. The police
are m possession of other evidence against the prisoner
which they expect will lead to a conviction.
Gloucester.nf fhV i«fo Qir t n i

* -i ,

fl e memory Ulcucester. — The local papers state that the

sim$rA^™"??*^ with the following intention to erect a monumenJ I Gfc*»*^ta
Ju7e 1 rS° krf rw *k ; $lS&mm>

Bart
-' b0m

I .

honOUI of William Tyndale, the translator of the Bible

Crofton and Captain Hanham, who were shot by Ptf*

M'Cafferay whilst they were walking across the

rangle of the same barracks in September l;-^
reason alleged in the letter for this warning is*""

disciplinarianism. The authorities at once com

a rigid inquiry, and it is said that a

obtained to the writer of the letter.

Sheffield.—The adjourned inquest on tr.

Bridget O'Kourke, who died from injuries n

the trade outrage committed at ShetneU on toe

ing of the 23d ult., was held on the 19th

the jury returned a verdict of Wilful Mur ^
Joseph Thompson, who was committed lor tr

assizes. Jji^
Winchester.—The execution of

r

l' u0,11>L
p
j* *

a private in the 78th Highlanders, for tl "

\

Sergeant Dickson at AUlershott, took |
-

-

sjaol

June 1st, 1792, died Oct. 25th, 1861.
llrirnv (wXm '

. x ,
l

lnt0 E »&li«h, is likelv to fall to the ground
2EXZ^IL2 &,£? m*n COnv

J
cted of the

' ordinal proposition was to erect a monument on
"

verdict

The
mnrdprnf Mr R..„.,ft Ut+k: « i n 7 ~" ""'

i

v" ,6 ,,,rtl proposition was to erect a monument on Niblev^1 Jl^^ i

KlioU, in the village of North Nibley, Tyndale's b\rt\l
place, where a site was presented by the owner of the
soil, Lord Pitzbardinge. Some of the subscribers
subsequently suggested that the memorial should
consist of a column, to be erected on Stinchcombe Hill
surmounted by a mirror which would flash light over
a wide expanse, and be emblematical of Tyndate's work.
The committee adopted this plan, but Lord Fitzhardin

of his participation in the crime to justify the
of the jury. He further declares that the four men
against whom the prosecution was abandoned at the
instance of Baron Martin were not concerned in the

all. If his own statement is to be believed
no part in the actual perpetration of the
but as he made a former confession before the
which he did not admit so much of his

« a t> ]
S

.

l
!
lf
?rred thafc ifc will not be before Jones

and Brandnck have unburthened their minds that thewhole truth will be known. In their cells the convictedmen do not display much emotion in anticipation o!
their approachmg execution, which it is at present

crime at

he had
murder

;

trial in

guilt, it

morning in iroux ot the county 'j-.iol- J

morning was fine and clear, the nu:^' :
^«ert

present did not amount to 300, of wjiom 011^
soldiers. The prisoner made no confession, »u

the most hardened indifference to his tate *

Woodstock;.—On Saturday a murder*
by a poacher on the estate of Lord Dill** tft&t
Park. Between two and three o'clock m^
Stephen Moulder, an under gamekeeper,

ilu
; 'J>*

the i m

objected to it; while other gentlemen were equallv
opposed to the original plan, and the result was a
division nf feeling which probably had some effect .ipon
the subscriptions, which amounted only to 500/ •

and, though letters were sent to every beneficed
clergyman and Nonconformist minister in the county

by a watcher named Curtis, were
Shear's Copse, situate about a mile from —

when they noticed an unusual flutter j"
R ^^

shortly afterwards encountered two no*on .^ •

named John Hall and John Tucker, one or ^
carrying a gun. Moulder, who was a st^' 5

Fl

man, seized Tucker, when the other P *?"* ' tbr«B

mediately fired his (run and shot the ke«

the sP
0,

the heart, and he fell dead upon **- -

two men ran oft; followed by toe watche*V
dyp*

overtook them, and a desperate stru
^^f.

e,1

.

5

ttl v
&&*

the watcher and Tucker, who was ultiin* ^ ^ <*

Hall, who fired the gun, made his escape

IgJ—Hfty;
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causing, no doubt, instant death

.^ b^re tlken before the county magistrates

*"* %Jurdav and remanded. On Thnrs-

«W^n,ed xa^ination, Tucker was admitted
e
adjourned

*S2£"and th Tprisoner Hall was fully com-

V^rte capital charge. The jury at the

for trial

ilso re

i Jo*

turned a verdict of Wilful Murder

Srtlatttu

TwttaWD AOT THE WAB QUESTION.—The

Sffio^letter from Mr. John Mitchell,

Xflhite prisoners of 1848, who is now a pro-

V ;«rinin slave property, and exults over the

St of anAnglo-American
war. Whilst the L nion

ELs. America was weak, because of her eflorts

L ^compatible and discordant elements ; but

^dof one weak Tower that dared not, a lew

l5 cast an angry look in the direction of

El there exist across the Atlantic two great

^«ch of which can, with impunity, pluck John

rW beard ! The North will soon see that it is

2fe to coerce the South into a union, and the

JTwillceaaej whereupon the 35,000 Irishmen in

feather* service will join the G5,000 Irish-

b the service of the North, and cordially

_ in any operations against the oppres-

rf their enslaved race in the old land.

* state prisoner of 1848, Mr. John Martin,

to the same paper that he disapproves of the

_ formed at the recent meeting at the Rotunda

the presidency of the O'Donoghue, and there-

tfaes that Mr. Smith O'Brien be appointed a

and entrusted with the formation of a new

„ of about a dozen members, men qualified by

own experience and honourable character, and by

friffic confidence, to direct and control the general

akation of the national body—in short, to form

tad of the national body." Mr. Walter Thomas
|fcr, however, another Young Irelander^ of 1848,

was arrested as a state prisoner, tried, con-

and imprisoned for a considerable period, has

to Mr. John Martin in a letter published in the

W Times, in which he says that having seen what
l«ty is under the stars and stripes, and having been

fi**r the world, be finds no place so free and happy

Jwtod is at present. Withiu these 18 years a revo-
*
,JV. hp never drpa rnf of has ooourrofl ; r.hp

r
contented ancl prosperous, and he declares

«*"&ally that he accepts the rule of her Majesty

J
it blessing to his native land. The following are

tots from this letter :—
!"{** J°Q I went to the mass meeting at the Rotunda, and
J«yly discern the worn-out stuff of ' England's adversity,

g* opportunity,' <fcc. &c . The presidency of The
fjpue on the occasion gave me little hope of future
Rjjnthe proceedings. What experience I have had of
•Mgcnce, prudence, or ability, gave me but small
PJJjnnent. Thought I to myself *

'tis head is wanting.'
awwary presence of such a man, who seeks to make his

JJ"*^ era in the Senate, is a strong argument that there

l~U*eighty man in the kingdom ready to undertake
J™age of a movement which the movers are afraid to

|2L 8ubsequently, I read with pain your letter suggesting

jJJJja.
fcmith O'Brien should be nominated a dictator, with

GJ~ yWt a council of 21 for an undefined species of

52l O'Brien to be in every sense as highly

J^J*i gentlemanly, and courageous a man as any in

1fc
jT^ty; but one of the few acts of my life which I

CJS&JSNl his elcction as leader of the clubs at

Ufc »v ? meeting. As matters turned out perhaps
^j^tbebest; but 50,000 organised clubmen watched
-^/*e formation of that directory, and the firing of

»TU(1 have filled the city with them in half-an-

I»%? Was °'Brien and the rest of the directory ?

I *^titfio2
U8^ds wb°se lives were as deeply at stake as

1 *i-no*T waited anxiously for orders, but watched

*^aot & v ?
88aSe Wa3 8ent to a cmD»

president, or secre-

T* tiL ? t0 tbe course to be pursued. After a

?• «f £ft
We discovered our leader had moved off to the

Mfc. _ n8aJTi leavfnc. t.h« Hpvntod p.lnhnip.n hahind in

moral improvement which I see around me, the result of rest.
thought, moderation, and wisely-directed work of energy. I

see that prosperity has flourished under liberty, and "that
liberty is secured by just laws justly administered. We have,
in short, come to this—we are as free and as prosperous as any
people of this globe ; these things have come to pass undei the
Government of Queen Victoria. I accept her leign as a
blessing to my native land."

Legal Appointments.—The office of Clerk of the

Crown for the county of Limerick, vacant by the death

of Mr. George Fleetwood, has been conferred upon Sir

Croker Barrington, son of the late Sir Matthew Bai ring-

ton, Bart., Crown solicitor for the Minister circuit.

The Chairmanship of Kilkenny, vacant by the resigna-

tion of Mr. Corhallis, has been conferred on Mr. De
Moleyns, who is to be succeeded in the county of Cork
by Mr. D. R. Kane ; Mr. West is to be removed to the

county of Leitrim, in succession to Mr. Kane, leaving

the King's County vacant for the present.

^cotlanB.
The Feee Church College.—Mr. William Binny

Webster, one of the elders of the Free Church, Edinburgh,

has handed over to the Senatus of the Free Church

College, Edinburgh, the sum of 5000Z., for the purpose of

endowing fellowships for students who have com-

pleted their curriculum at that institution.

>an named Millgrove, proceeded together fi\>uj Buckiand to
Codford, near Salisbury, for the purpose Of reaping
They worked together during the whole week, *

ap-
narently in perfect amity. On Saturday evening, the
10th of August, they left Codford to return homo,
and had got as far as between rVotne and Buckland, where
they stopped to rest themselves, laying down their r by
the roadside. While they were sitting there deceased proposed
that they should settle their accounts, but the prisoner refused
to do so until he was paid 1*. 6d. for some injury to his gun.
The deceased made no answer, but the prisoner raised his hand
and aimed a blow at deceased, who fell back, exclaiming that
the prisoner had stabbed him with his clasp knife. Before
surgical assistance could be obtained the young man died on
the soot where he received the blow, and on his body being
examined it was found that an Instrument like the blade
of a knife had penetrated the heart, causing almost
immediate death. The prisoner <erted that deceased
had fallen upon the scythe, but the surgeon said
wound could not have been caused by a scythe. There
were also two scythes tied together, so that had the injury
been inflicted by them tl must have been I unds.
The defence was, that if deceased did not fall upon the scythe
as the prisoner alleged, the prisoner was werable for

his acts ; that he was subject to fits, and was lent, and did
not know what he did. His father and uncle were b< born
deaf and dumb ; and the prisoner somo years since was struck
by a man with a pick, which had i is

head now visible. The surgeon said that the depression in the
prisoner's skull would not l>c likely to affec He wits or t-

control, but might cause fits. Epilepsy si irnos resulted in

insanity, and an epileptic tench > would 1* ii usasd by
drinking. The jury returned a verdict ol < ,t reeou
mended the prisoner to mercy on the ground of t here beine:

premeditation. Mr. Justice Williams put on tho black cap, and
sentenced him to Death in the usual form.

R

""••

nam*
Oxford Circuit . Stafford.— The Bilslon Murder.— William

Jones 21, miner; David Brandriclc, 20, puddler; William

Maddox. 28, puddler; Thoma* Jukes, 28, snuffer maker ;
Si:mud

Bill, 26 puddler; Ilezekiah Webb, 25, miner; and Thomas Lil ley,

24 potter were charged with the Wilful Murder of John

Bagott, at Bilston, on the 29th of September last. The

details of this case were fully noticed at the time in our

provincial news. After a trial which lasted two days,

Baron Martin ruled that there was no evidence against

Jukes, Bill, Webb, and Lilly. The jury thereupon

found the three prisoners William Jones, David Brand-

rick and W Maddox Guilty of Murder, and acquitted the

other four prisoners. Mr. Baron Martin said he entirely

concurred in the verdict, and could hold out no hopes of mercy

His Lordship exhorted the prisoners to prepare for death, for

he warned them that they would soon cease to live, and then

pronounced upon them sentence of Death m the usual

form. Jukes, Lilley, .Bills, and Webb, the four men who had

been acquitted, were then arraignea on the charge of the bur-

glary for which the grandjury found a true bill against them,

but the prosecution tendered no evidence and, tbe jury

returning a verdict of Not GuiUy, they were all liberated trom

confinement. The Checkley Poaching Case.-William Sv >er-

tield "S ioiner, Williom Brindley, 24, stonemason, and Henry

Mace, 22, labourer, were charged with having entered by night,

armed with bludgeons, certain enclosed land at Checkley, for

the purpose of taking game there, on the 18th October On the

night in question a gamekeeper named Smith was out watch

-

the parish of Chickley, and being attracted by the cry of a dog

he went to a field, where he saw two or three dogs running

about and rabbit nets set The prisoner Summerfield struck

the gamekeeper with a rail, which he tore from the fence, five

men also assailed and knocked him down, and the prisoner

Mace struck him with a stake. Brindley was identified as one

of the party, but it did not appear that he inflicted any blow.

The injuries inflicted upon the gamekeeper were so serious

that for a day or two his life was in danger. The jury found

them all Guilty, and Baron Martin sentenced Summerfield and

m-ipp to 15 and Brindley to six months imprisonment, with

Wd labour The Biddulph Poaching Case.-John Baxter, 38,

brickmaker ; Thomas Sanders, 23, puddler ;
Joseph Sanders, 53,

minor? John Windsor, 35, puddler ; and Henry Baxter, were

Marled with having on the night of the 25th July, armed with

SudleonT entered Certain enclosed land at Biddulph, for the

«,,rnr*P of taking game there. The nnsoners were caught in

£heact They wer? all armed with bludgeons, but offered no

violence The gamekeeper happened to know them all and

haviug got the assistance of a policeman he took them all into

custody The jury found all the prisoners Guilty, and Bar.

m

M^rti/sentencid each of them to three eal= men k in,-

ol and on one occasion he was released two days before

C nistmas-day, and then sent a brace of pheasants and a

Wp to the eaoler for his Christmas dinner, as an acknow-
hare to tne gaoiei m . 9 Pnachina

©ut'tuari).

General Sir William Rich .
K.C.B . C ie

26th Bengal Light Infantry, almost the father o! t lie Indian

army, died at Nynee Tal, on tbe 1st Inst, alter au unin

residence In India of nearly 70 years. He was noi ated a

cadet in 171)4, at the early age of 15, landed in Calcutta in the

same year, and immediately after joined his corps at 1

1

>re,

where he obtained his ilsutenancy In 1796. He was nominated

a K.C.B in 1838, and in Da iberf< i-Aingbistou :ie

staff terminated, and he wi to live at Agra, at his well-

known kotee on the bauks of the rivi He went uj i

Nynee Tal when that sanatorium was in its infancy, and lived

there till his death. Not more than one or two Ol h who

were present at the fall of Tippoo Sultan survive General

Lieut.-General Din ms Daly, formerly of the 7th Dragooi

Guards, and for many years Brigade Major of the South-

Western district, died at. hism in Green Row. on the

19th tost., in his 76th year. He entered the army in i ', and

served with the 24th in the ex, ntoLgypt m 1801. In

1805, he embarked with the 50th Regiment for Bombay, and

commanded four companies of thosee-nd bat^lu^n employed

in 1800 wich a division in the field, under Colonel Walker, at

the storming of Mrdlia, and at the i ictlon of other huts m
the Kattiwar district. He attained the rank of lacut. -General

m
M
8

A
5
J0R H. O. Mayne, of the 6th ^heiras Cavalry and of

Mayne's Horse, died at Government House, Allahabad, on ttie

2d inst
A

^*Ulcrw^
aZe °f i^uorance » doubt and exasperation.

**a tbe
votin*

8 Caught wandering in some provincial village

r^^and^ *!
a.Pers (whicb should have been buried on

a*d- \J5r~,
which caused the convictions and sentences at

^toakthS^J j"d »n a tailor's garret in Wicklow Street

;

$ "

.%*

'
-ill ^+ "A

^^ ** l"*AtlJl O git! A CI; AAA tTAWttlVW UU^f »

forleidplv
was hard to find you for several days. So

. wit Jwa
lp/

.

which has always its risks, but, unfortu-

I?^WE^4 vt
^ glories. Here, notwithstanding the

I 2*flJnittedT£
muc

°» T muafc be abrupt. You and O'Brien
ljj» received

^

P£
?
adem Van Piemen's Land. You aiter-

Jjfr's first mt\v
accepted tho Government pardon.

2**1 of thp i?
en^ on arriving home was an attempted

JJ»
h«

anteced
"^^tion, 'Ireland for the Irish,' &c.

S*5 fcCDe in «?
tfi ^nto amount, and remembering the

2&

BIRTHS—On the 20th inst, at 115, Eaton Square, th4

Countess Gleichkn, of a daughtcr-At Turin MarchioneM

of i a Valle di Casa Nova, of a eon—16th inst, at Brussels,

Se Gounte's de Lalaino, of a d:uighter-23d in^t, «££+*
Square, the Hon. Mrs. Tremayne, of a d -hter-lSth inst, at

Cn ddlewood, the Hon. Mrs. Soltau-Sym«^ ,
of a daughter-

^sUnst, at 79, Eaton Place Lady CamMn, of a jon--19th tag

at 12, John Street, Berkeley Square the wife of E. H. K>atch.

bul^Huoessen, Esq., M.r., ot a to**^**** *™'
Grosvenor Square, the wife of Hedworth D. Barclay, Esq.,

°f
M\°RRIAGES.-On the 10th of August last, at South-

ampton the Hon. Henry Cavkndish, to Alethra, youngest

STuehteV of the late William Millett 1 mas, Esq
,
of

thecounty of CoruwaU-19th inst at Harrow the Rev. H.

Montagu Butler, Head Master of Harrow School to Geor-

ptki Isabella daughter of Edward P Elliot, Esq., and

^ddXht^of SS late Right Hon. Hugh Elliot-19tn ins^

11 ?h€.Parish Church, Walton-on-Th.i s, Francis ( rakles

Turnfr Captain 39th Regiment, son o| the late M .or-General

Tomer CB Bombay Cavalry, to I
la Gr ^second

J^TSidIKiW Esq. The Hurst, Walton-

%tiSZ£»* ta^t manege Kent J^
^anor Derby ^Y^Jr^^esta^t^

li^sss asas
^^Stottt£W»L G.OKOK P,^.
MWshipman of H.M.8. Agamemnon f.mrth son of the Hon.

! SSXrndU aged lT-«th inst
.
•» V-JJ.^

u- C*>' but wh at tlie conclusion that he was an

C^Pearin? i f-
saw tbe amiable, kind-hearted John

aBjP*«»ed tn »v i
letter this week, I confess I was

the
OHN BAO-
, formerly

shaw Esq ,
late oi:wuL."^v

\

~
x

'^ Cheltenham, f sc»

MT. for Harwich, aged
. -^ ni

^ H _, ,, , t Jersey,
the wife of Major-Genial Bioo. LL ^^ • ..

<{ A _ f-

aged -21st inst, at Hayle ttage,

,_„,, w,fa of Rear Admiral Jones
near Maid„tonc mab.a oWhu . »g^«

.„,„„, uc„ Kltfin.

Mabsham, agod 5S-:list mat, at tf

^ Archil)a,d „, lff(

N.B Mrs. tBANCB Dm «Uc^O
h ^ ^^

of Drummuir, ii«-. «
lg;^ —.».!» eXAmtit son of

-^en afur a JL *
e^ OI my country. I behold^d Pr06peritv r

P 0f P°htM»l agitation into health,
*' * appreciate the material, social, and

charged with^bemg
el

a;-d
ea

laXat Stone^for the fmrpose of
entering certain enc

gfJ^j ht in question, three keepers
talanggame theie On tne » i ^^ etching game
belonging to th« J7i°u

0nfl of the gamekeepers had a
and sa<v a man cross a fiel

£
^ne

^

o g ^^ ^
ITtt"e^SS fcS UP to him

1

. A strufgle ^then ensued,
bay til the keepci bu y prisoner Johnson,
aU

,tfi

h
on h^mates o come t his assistance. From 7 to 12

called on his mates tc» c< ^ hc^ tbe keeper

wnth sticks and stoned so that it becam, ocessary to have him
with sticks ana su ic , . were ftls0 injlired,

taken home in a van. in? oi
^

i

Johnson and Wyatt
and the poachers m^e then escaje,^

identified

were identified by«>V^n tot the"evidence against Harri-
Yardley, Wyatt, and Johnsor^bu the

Q

e^
a ^ ^ fiai ,

son was less conclude. Baron Martin ^ p ^
he very much doubted, the ^ y i^ ^ .

f & ^^
loose upon m^.^^Xg so used was unmuzzled, an in-

should occur in which «,e *« ^™e

th Kamekeeper in order

dictment should be preferred ag.mst tbeg^ l^.^
The

to obtain the decision of the judge i ^^ isoners

jury Acquitted Harrison, and ^ntt^ ^^ >

%X W. andJohn'son, to 15 calendar months' imprison-

ment, with hard labour. _^ FrQm mrder.-Byard

In April and May last,^ two ocuaa
. j^ a gu s

and the prisoner struck^ deceased issumm0ns, andhad a

against him. Prisoner u^n̂
Pay

in c nsequence, having said

bid feeling towards his^ew
e

m
hâ

011

a mind to kill him and

SSaytotS^A^! "he prisoner, deceased, and a

Kingscote ^ffgSS^^SS^ Mihtia, aged -17th
Colonel U yal North Q™™*™£

Court, neai 'i™.
inst, at his residence. ^^Jfjfn^t ain of the U.K.I th

Eomund Barrell Faun Bq>^» ^m , ica of Rent aQd

Carshalton in the same counj , ^^ ^ ^ u^ Henry
Leonard's Place,

J
ork.Barbara a^ g ^.^ Qf ^

Danell, E,q of
ft̂
« "S^Hall. Yorksbire-15tfc»

mst,

Northei m, Cheshire,Cholmelev, Esq., of Braudabv

at his residence, Rose HiU, ~~
F^e for the

Absalom Watkin Es^ JusUcs ot
aged 74-

«ifc« of Manchester and county Bauk
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B trues, Surrey, Q.C., late one of the Masters in Chancery,

S^G^iat October «i board ptS. NaiadI
in CaUao Bay,

where he had gone from Lima for the benefit of his health

Weuuk Mil I Esq., H.M. Commissioner and Consul-General

Jrle -lands of thYPacinc since 1S43 aged 66-18th inst at

•igfield Lodge, Worthing, Sussex, Robert George Pe ad,

£q \r years^nember of the Corporation of London forth

Ward of Cheap aged 70-19th ins t, at Eton, Frances Mary

Wn_, wire o tae Key. John Wm. Hawtrey-2M inst, at Bury

Sr F lmund'a \nv the wife of the Rev. Henry Hervev Baber,

£*£ StUiSS^SSSmU^Jto the Isle of Ely.and for-

merly Assistant Librarian of the British Museum.

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

d s

2 to 5

JWarfeets

mall; bur, the demand is not large, and prices are about the

same as on Monday last. Calf trade remains unaltered. Our
foreigu supply consists of 107 Beasts, 205 Sheep, and 9

Calves. Milch Cows, 90.

s d s d
Be3t Scots, Here-

fords, £c. . . 5 3 to 5 4

Best'S ion-horns 5 — 5 2

2d quality Beasts 4 2—46
Best Downs and
Half-brdds ..5 6 to 5 8

Do. Shorn .. .. to ..

Beasts. 730

;

wANTED, a SHOPMAN or CLLKK TtLMan who has a knowledge of the Seed T*ad_ a
s tating terms, W. Maule & Sons, Nurseries

, Bristol"
""^

ANTED, a SHOPMAN, who undl.
the Retail Trade, for a Provincial House,

wages, &c, to H. I., care of Messrs. Cooper and*
S — 4 10 I Floet Street, London.

btate

Sheep & Lambs, 1830 ; Calves, 10 ; Pigs, 110.

COVEXT GARDEN, Dec. 23.

Fruit and Veg- jles continue plentiful, but trade is com-

paratively dull. Pears comprise Glou Morceau, Chaumontel.

Winter Xelis and Brown Beurre\ and among Apples are some

rood "examples of American Newtown Pippin. Rib*ton Pippin,

and Fearn's Pippin. Grapes and Pine Apples are abundant.

celleut Oranges may be bought for Is. a dozen. Potato

markets have not altered since our last. Cut fl >wers chiedy

consist of Orchids, Pompone Chrysanthemums, Cnmese

Primulas, Camellias, Violets. Mignonette, Heaths, anl Roses.

FRUIT.
Oranges, per 100, 8s to 12s

Pine Apples, per lb.. Is to Cs

per lb., 4 U
I

Pears, .,6s to 12s

Apples, per do/.., IS to 3s

VEGETABLES.

Broccoli, per bundle, Is to

Is 3d
French Beans, por 100» 2a 6d

to 8f 6d
Cabbages, do., Is 3d to Is 6d

Potatoes, p. ton, 60s to 75s
— per cwt., 4s to 8s

Turnips, per bunch, 2d to 4d
trots, do., 4dtoo*d

Spinach, p. sieve, Is to 2s

Cucumbers, each, Is to Is 9d
Artichokes, each, 6d to 8d
Beet, perdoz., Is 6d

Lemons, por l» », 6s to lOfl

I Nuts, Cob, per pound , 4s

4s 9d
Walnuts, por 100, 2a

to

elory, p. bundle, Is 6d to 2s

Onions, pickling, p. £ sieve,

4s 6d
Asparagus, p. bundle, 30s

Seakale, per punnet. 4s

Shallots, per lb., lOd to Is

Garlic, per lb., 6'd to Sd
PJndive, p. score, Is I

Horse Radish, p. bun.,ls6d to 4s

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s

Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 3s to 4s

Herbs, per bunch, 2d to 4d

MARK LANE.—Monday, Dec. 23.

Last Mon lay being appointed for the funeral of his Royal

Highness the Prince Consort, the Committee of the Com
Exchange decided that no market should be held. As also on

Wednesday, being Christmas Day. .^
Friday, Dec. 27.

The weather during the last eight days has been fine with a

lower temperature, and frost since the 23d inst. During the

al o interval no Corn Market has been held here ; but the

Wheat trade throughout the kingdom appears to have been

dull, and in many places prices were scarcely maintained.

Other descri] of grain have not undergone any quotable
change in value. During the past eight days 5 vessels have

been reported off the coast. The floating trade was quiet,

and was of a holiday character. In Paris (Dec. 26), the

transactions in Flour were very small
;
prices of the four and

six marks began on Tuesday evening to decline a little, and
continued to-day drooping. The four marks for delivery this

month are quoted equal to 52s. per 280 lbs. The arrivals of

Knglish grain this week have been small, of foreign large.

The market was poorly attended this morning. The supply of

Wheat from Essex and Kent was small and neglected ; our late

quotations must be considered nominal, and those of foreign

barely supported, with very little business doing, Prime
malting Barley is unaltered in value, other descriptions are Is.

per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas sell slowly at late rates. The
Oat trade is dull, and all but the very finest qualities are 6d.

per qr. lower. In Flour there is but little doing, and prices

are unaltered.

Arrivals from Dec. 23 to Dec. 27.

Barley.

WANT PIACES^Letters to be Post P;

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single- has
thorough practical knowledge of his profession'in all

branches.—X. Y. Z., 67. George Street, Ryde, Isie of fw'
GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, rol^~^

B

Wheat.

HOPS.—Boroogii Market, Friday, Dec. 27.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report but little doing

are firm, expecting a better demand to set in in Janu
alteration in prices.

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses.

Smiteifikld, Thursday, Dec. 26.

English
Irish .

,

*

Foreign.. 21620

780 qrs.

?*

17

Oats. Flour,

870 sks.

>»

8240 „— brls.

Prime Meadow Hay SOs to 90s

Superior do. . . 95 100
Inferior do 55 70

Ne v do — —
Rowen — —

Clover, old
New Clover .

.

Do. second cut
Straw . . .

.

Liverpool, Friday, Dec. 27.—The market has been quiet,

and there is no change in any article. Wheat, however,
is a shade easier; and if there is a tendency either one way or

95stoll2s| the other in the other articles, it is for a slight and almost
immediate reduction. Imports—Wheaji, Ireland and coast-

wise.

\_J incumbrance ;
thoroughly understands his profe«io_

all its branches. References of the highest order.— i ]

"~

George Davies, Nurseryman, Old Swan, near Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, *ithou
incumbrance ; thoroughly understands his profoMif

all its branches. No single-handed place accepted
; _« ra

character.— A. B., 60, Mildmay Street, Islipgton
^^

GA RDENER (Head).—Aeje 32, raarr
, no mm

brance ; has a practical knowledge of Stove & Grt»
house Plants, Vines, Melons, Kitchen and 1".. ,->.._. r Garden, t—Wm. Hubbakd, Mr. John Butcher, Nurseryman, Strati*
on-Avon. I

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married; Las
great experience in Early Forcing, the Culture

Vines, Pines, Peaches, &c. ; also Stove and Greenhouse Fb_-
The Management of Kitchen and Flower Gardem. Cnd»
stands Laying out Grounds, <fcc. Good references.'II. 1

New Church Street, Edgware Road, London, >

pi ARDENER(Head),or GARDENER dBAIl
VjC —Thoroughly understands tho Cultivation of !

Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Orchids, Ferns, and 8to

Plants ; also the Laying-out of Pleasure Grounds, las be-

accustomed to Agriculture and Management o lkinis

Soils ; also the Buying and Selling of Stock for many yesfl

Has a Son (aged 17) who thoroughly understands Plants of

classes, also the Agricultural line. Can be highly reco_ .ded

from his last employer ; also from three < er genttaN-A

A. B., Mr. Manning, 10, Claremont-place, Hornsey-rotd.
J

f^ ARDENER (Single-handed or Sboo
I

whe

Vj ethers are kept.—Age 2S ; understands his iiofesw

good character. Wife as first rate Cook, where a Kites* I

Maid is kept, or to take charge of a Dairy. In Town —
ferred.—A. B., Messrs. Lane's Nursery, near St. Mary C

Kent.

100.. 85
..30 2

Davis _ Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Dec. 26.

Sup. Meadow Hay. . 98stol05s
j

Inferior Clover . . 78s to 9.

Inferior do.
New do. .

.

Superior Clovei

65 S3

..108 115

New do.

Straw . . . . 36 42
Joshua Baker.

WaiTECHAPEL, Thursday, Dec. 26.

Fine Meadow Hay 90s to 95s I Prime Clover . . 105s to 1 14s

_j .

Averages

Nov. 16..
— 23..
— 30..

Dec. 7..
— 14..— 21..

Agg. Aver.

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans. Peas.

59<lUi/

60 5

60 3

00 4
60 8
61 6

37s <5d

37 6

37 4
37
36 3
3^ 2

60 6 1 37

22« 7-/

23
23

2 S
22

22 5

37s Id
39 1

36 10

37 10
36 1

29

42v 0/
42 9
42 8
42 7
42 S
42 2

47« 5d
44 11

45 2

43 8

45 10
42 11

36 1 42 7 '45

Prime Ne%v Hay .. —
inferior .. .. —
Ttraw 28 34

Prime 2d cut
Inferior do.

New 1st cut

98 105

228
_uctuTtions in* the L \ v rx Weeks' Averages.

Dec 14.

POTATOES, Southwark, Monday, Dec. 23. .

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by

rail have been larger, and prices have consecpiently decliued.

The following are this day's quotations : — Rent and Essex

Regents, per ton, 120s. to 140s. ; Yorkshire Flukes, 120s. to

140s ; do. Regents, 100s. to 130s. ; Lincolnshire do., 90s. to

110s.; Dunbar do., 120s. to 130s. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fife do..

90s. to 115s. ; French Whites, SOs. to 90s.

• •

Prices. |Nov. 16. Nov. 23. Nov. 3u. Dec. 7.

•U c>d

60 8
1 5

60 4
60 3

59 10 -

—I
Dec. 21

i •

• •

- •

BUTTER MARK.ET.-
Best Fresh Butter
Second do. do.

Pork, 5*. Qd. to 5s. 4d.

-Dec. 20.

ISs. per dozen lbs.

Ms. „
per 8 lbs.

j>

BRITISH WOOLS.—London-, Friday, Dec. 27

Our market continues in a very quiet state, unsettled

political matters and the usual dulness of the season having

produced an indisposition on the part of both manufacturers

and dealers to operate, especially as the north country markets

are now well stocked with wool, in consequence of the brisk-

ness occasioned by the French demand, which raised the prices

of deep grown and bright-haired wool, and brought a consider-

able supply of those descriptions from all parts of the country.

It is not expected that under the present circumstances

Lancashire, which are throwing large numbers of operativ

out of employ almost daily, that wool can continue at a very

high price, inasmuch as the population dependent upon the

employment of the Cotton machinery is so very considerable,

and the calculation is that about half will soon be out of

employ, and will consequently have to depend on their previous

savings (if any) for their subsistence, and will have no surph

to spend for clothes. Prices of deep grown and bright-haired

and lustre wool have been on the decline for weeks in Yor
shire, and are not likely to see the late high rates again for

some time.
South-dowd.Hog- s. d. s. g. 1 Leicest. Wethers 1

gets . . .-r-%—4 to 1 5 mttO Hnjrgs ^
Half-bred ditto . . .. —16 Combing Skins

Down Ewes
Kent Fleeces

1

1

4
5

1 44
1 6

Flannel Wool
Blanket ditto

1
1

1

4 to
5 —
—
—

6 —
1

1 5

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Dec. 23.

As usual, on the day after the "Great Market," and being

this year so near Christmas Day, there is very little business

doing. We have a fair supply of Beasts, and the choicest kin<

meet with purchasers at about last Thursday's quotations. The

number of Sheep is vui-y small, quite equal, however, to the

demand. Prices remain unaltered. Our foreign supply

consists of 190 Beasts and 590 Sheep.

s d s d

Best Scots, Here-
ford*, &c. .. 5

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
Half breds . . 5

Do. Shorn

0to5
10 5

4

2

6

6^-5 8

s

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn . . ,

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn . . .

Lambs] .. .

.

Calves .. ..4

d s

6

d
4

8 —4 10

to ..

5

5 4Pigs .. -.4

Beasts, 1560 ; Sheep t Lambs, 4230 ; Calves, 2 ; Pigs, 260.

Thursday, Dec. 2i>.

The supply of Beasts is very small indeed. Trade is brisk
for them, at rather higher rates. The number o; eep is also

To Parents and Guardians.

A GENTLEMAN, Farming about 500 Acres of Land,
35 miles N.W. of London, has'a VACANCY for a PUPIL.

The situation is remarkably healthy, aud it is withiu an hour

and a half of London by rail References given and required.

For further particulars address P. H., Gardeners' Chronicle Office

MAJOR R. C. BARNARD, late of H. lf/i 41st

Regt., B.A. (1861) of Eoti lanuel College, Cambridge,

F.L.S., wishes to receive PUPILS to be prepared for Public

Schools or for College, for the Army or other Professions.—

Address at present, 3, Pittville Villas, Cheltenham ; after 31st

Jan., 1S62, CambridgeJHouse, Bays Hill, Cheltenham.

ONSULTING GARDENER.—Joseph Robinson
begs to offer, on moderate terms, his services as above to

any lady or gentleman contemplating Alterations, Improve-

ments, or Additions to their Gardeus, Pleasure Grounds, or

Horticultural Buildings—assured that from bis long practical

perience he would be able to effect the same judiciously and
economically.—Slough, Bucks.

To Propagators.

MR. JAMES VEITCH, Jfn., is in want of a first

rate General PROPAGATOR. A thoroughly competent

Man will be liberally paid.—Royal Exotic Nursery, King's

Road, Chelsea, S.W.

To Gardeners, &c.

ANTED, a Youn<r Man of good character as

__ . \m a h jinif__ii a iinn **
..--

,

.

t

, iTO

will live in the use.—A 'dress by letter only, 54, Mr.
Southbv's. Florist, _c, Clapham, S.

WANTED, by a gentleman in Dorsetshire, a good
plain, working GARDENER. He must be unmarried

and of good character, as he will live in the house, and be ef

active and industrials habits. The garden has been just

remade, with new walls, _c, and there are two greenhouses.

Salary about 251. per annum, with board, lodging, &c—Apply,

by letter only, to W. W., care of Mr. Veitch, Royal Exotic

Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

TTITANTBD, a GARDENER and WIPE.—A ger.tl.

VV man in tho neighbourhood of London requires the

servicv f a Married Con pie ; the Man to act as Gardener, with

one man under him, and the Wife as Laundress. Unexcep-
onable reft ices as to character, &c, will be required. One

or two grown-up children not objected to. Wages for the two,
ts. 6d. per week. A good House, C< -, Candles, and Soap,

and Vegetables when to spare —Apply by letter only to

E. B. W., care of Mr. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

ANTED, a CORRESPONDING CLERK and
BOOK-KEEPER.—A person who has previously been

engaged in a similar capacity, who has had experience in, and
is competent to manage a general Seed Business.—Address in

own handwriting, stating age, reference, and salary required,

to A. B., 208, Goswell Road, E.C.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and ST >'ARD.

B. A. has a thorough knowledge of both the above cq 1

cities. Any nobleman or gentleman wishing to improve tfc f

Gardens or Estates on first class principles, may b»ve tt

done by employing Advertiser. Good reference.—LA.,

St. John's Wood Terrace, St. John'.s Wood, London, <__

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

/GARDENER and UAILIPF.—For many years \

VJT had the Management of the Garden, Pleasure G

<tc, also the Management of a large Farm. Breeding he

the superintendence of all rep_»

Wife understands the "Dairy and Poultry. Leaving iu cootr

quence of the death of his employer. The most unexceptional*

references cau be given from last situation, and from

gentlemen ofdistinction.—C. M., Post Office, tClaines, Worcef

PROPAGATOR or FOREMAN of the J

Department.—Twenty years' active experience in At

trade.—Alpha, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C. J

STEWARB, or STEWARD and BAILIFF.—Age

K

thoroughly efficient; and has had many irs practi-'*

experience of both Fowler's and Smith's systems of

Cultivation. Reference to the gentleman he has j left.-

S. S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.
.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Estate Agents, &c.

MASTER CARPENTER on an Estate.-^

Farm Buildings, Labourers' Cottages, and Gene-

Estate Work. Unexceptionable testimonials as to tfj«_r-

and abilities.-C. M„ 78, Moscow Road, Bayswater, &_w.

HOPMAN (in the Seed Business).— Age-

-Y., Messrs. Youell & Co., Royal Nurseries, «*•

Yarmouth.

t

A Person fully competent anc

rom last situation.—Y. Z.,l» Mm I
DAIRY MAID.-

recommended from i^i MWUMw.~... -
v

.

Southwick Street, Cambridge Terrace, Hyde Park,

Dr. de Jongh's

(Knight of the Order of Leopold of B '

j

IGHT BROWN COD LI.VI
"'

a prescribed by the most eminent me U nj ^
the world as the safest, speediest, and most efr

Consumption, Chronic Bronchitis, Asthma, ^^
Rheumatism, Gout, General Debility, D^r̂ AJ7fcno>

:ets, Infantile Wasting, and all Scbofw^V-^-.

SIR tseribed

Embassy at Paris.—" I have frequently-
P* ~

ry

Jongb's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil, and
j
.v» »

to be satisfied with its beneficial and samtary .

n 0rd„j^

Sir HENRY MARSH. Bart., M.D.%
rb£lC

i* jongb*sW
to the Queen in Ireland.—" I consider vv. ^
Brown Cod Liver Oil to be a very pure Oil, go*

disgust, and a therapeutic agent of gj^tvaiue. of S"JJ
deDr. LAWRANCE, Physician to H.R-H- £»'

- invariably proscribe _2' x

her, feeling ****£
, and not a ^nu^cim «

J d
^-jl

lis invaluable
medjeme *° .^ V

Dr. LANKKSTER, F.R.S., .Superin^nden^^^cr
r .__Collection, South Kensington Mwewtion, South Kensington Museum. - ^

Liver Oil sold under Dr. de Jongh's &™7a™rL &&
to any other kind as regard., genuineness

efficacy." ,,

Dr. de Jongh's Light Brown CoD^^ 9^^*°; <*?
imperial half-pints, 2s. 64. ;

pints 4*,9d. ^"^hoCT 1*

and labelled with his stamp and signature,
h ^ts.

.*, „.« ~_o-« v «- nirttTTTXK. bv respectaoie ^
none can possibly be genuine, by respe

Sole Consign ef
Lond< W

Proposed


